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TI—TZ
BY SIR JAMES A. H. MURRAY



The general preface to the letter T

will be found at the beginning of that

letter in Volume IX.



KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

I. CONSONANTS.

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have their usual values.

g as in^ (g^fe).

h ... ho ! (hJa).

r ... run (rrn), terrier

J ... her (haj), farther

s ... fee (sj), cess (ses)



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [in Etymol.] ... — adoption of, adopted from.

a (as a 1300) = ante, before.

a., adj., Ki) •= adjective.

aisoi., absol -= absolutely.

abst = abstract.

ace = accusative.

ad. [in Etymol.]... = adaptation of.

adv., adv = adverb.

advb = adverbial, -ly.

AF., AFr — Anglo-Frendu
Anai <= in Anatomy.
Aniiq = in Antiquities,

aphet = aphetic, aphetiied.

app = apparently.

Arab = Arabic
Arch. »= in Architecture.

arch = archaic
Archxol. = in Archaeology.
assoc = association.

Astr. = in Astronomy.
Astrol. = in Astrology.

attrib = attributive, -ly.

bet = before.

Biol. = in Biol(^.
Boh = Bohemian.
Bot. = in Botany.
Build. = in Building.

f (as f 1300) — «>i:a, about.

c. (as 13th c) = century.

Cat = Catalan.
calachr. ^ catachrestically.

Cf., of. = confer, compare.
Chtm = in Chemistry.
cl. L. = classical Latin.

cogn. w = cognate with.

collect. - collective, -ly.

colloq = colloquially.

comb = combined, -ing.

Comb = Combinations.
Comm = in commercial usage.
comp = compound, composition.
compl = complement.
Conch = in Conchology.
concr. = concretely.
eonj = conjunction.
cons = consonant.
Const., Comt. ... = Construction, construed

with.
Cryst. = in Crystallography.
(D.) = in Davies (Supp. Eng.

Glossary).
Da = Danish.
dat = dative.

def. = definite.

deriv — derivative, -ation.

dial., dial. '.... = dialect, -al.

Diet = Dictionary.
dim. = diminutive.
Du = Dutch.
Eccl. = in ecclesiastical usage.
tllipl. = elliptical, -ly.

e. midl = east midland (dialect).

^g- = English.
^ = in Entomology.
^ = erroneous, -ly.

\ = especially.

j. = etymology.

•j. "! euphemistically.

fem.K" = f"^V^:
Jig

^ ... " formed on.

^>^i'.!^.. c c
freq. •"•'formof.
Jfjjj^ feminine.

G., Ger •'<»rative, -ly.

Gael. ,
'^''-

"oUy.

Before i

gen — genitive.

gen = general, -ly.

gen. sign = general signification.

Geol = in Geology.

Geom = in Geometry.
Goth = Gothic (- Moeso-Gothic).

Gr = Greek.
Gram = in Grammar,
Heb = Hebrew.
Her. = in Heraldry.

Herb = with herbalists.

Hort = in Horticulture.

imp = Imperative.

impers = impersonal.

impf. = imperfect.

ind. = Indicative.

indef. = indefinite.

inf. = Infinitive.

infl = influenced.

int = interjection.

intr = intransitive.

It. = Italian.

J., (J.) = Johnson (quotation from).

(Jam.) = in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.

(Jod.) = Jodrell (quoted from).

L = Latin.

(L.)(in quotations) = Latham's edn. of Todd's
lang. = language. [Johnson,

LG = Low German.
lit = literal, -ly.

Lith = Lithuanian.

LXX = Septuagint.

Mai. = Malay.
masc {rarely m.) = masculine.

Math = in Mathematics.
ME = Middle English.

Med. = in Medicine.

med.L = media;val Latin.

Mech = in Mechanics.

Metaph. = in Metaphysics.

MHG = Middk High German.
midl = midland (di.-ilect).

Mil. = in military usage.

Min = in Mineralogy.
mod = modern.
Mus = in Music.
(N.) = Nares (quoted from).
n. of action = noun of action.

n. of agent = noun of agent.

Nat. Hist. = in Natural History.

Naut = in nautical language.

neut. (rarely n.) = neuter.

NF., NFr = Northern French.
N. O = Natural Order.
nom = nominative.
north = northern (dialect).

N. T. = New Testament.
Numism. = in Numismatics.
obj = object.

Obs., obs., obs. ... = obsolete.

occas = occasional, -ly.

OE = Old English (= Anglo-
Saxon).

OF., OFr. = Old French.
OFris = Old Frisian.

OHG = Old High German.
Olr = Old Irish.

ON = Old Norse (Old Icelandic).

ONF. = Old Northern French.
Opt. = in Optics.

Omith = in Ornithology.

OS = Old Saxon.

OSL = Old Slavonic
O. T. = Old Testament.
OTeut = Original Teutonic
orig. = original, -ly.

Palteont. = in Palaeontology.

pa. pple = passive or past participle.

pc^s = passive, -ly.

pa. t. =pasttense.
Path = in Pathology.

perh = perhaps.

Pers = Persian.

pers = person, -al.

pf. = perfect.

Pg = Portuguese.

Philol. = in Philology.

phonet = phonetic, -ally.

phr. = phrase.

Phren = in Phrenology.

Phys. = in Physiology.

pi.,//. = plural.

poet. = poetic.

pop = popular, -ly.

ppl. a., ppl. adj.... = participial adjective.

pple = participle.

Pr. = Proven9al.

prec = preceding (word or article).

pref. = prefix.

prep. = preposition.

pres = present.

Prim. sign. = Primary signification.

priv = privative.

prob = probably.

pron = pronoun.

pronunc = pronunciation.

prop. = properly.

Pros = in Prosody.
pr. pple = present participle.

Psych = in Psychology.

q.v = ^aorf z»/ai!», which see.

(R.) = in Richardson's Diet.

R. C. Ch = Koman Catholic Church.
refash = refashioned, -ing.

r«/?., refl = reflexive.

reg = regular.

repr = representative, representing.

Rhet = in Rhetoric.

Rom = Romanic, Romance.
sb. , Ji5 = substantive.

Sc = Scotch.

sc = j«7/ir^^,understandorsupply.

sing. = singular.

Skr = Sanskrit.

Slav = Slavonic.

Sp = Spanish.

sp = spelling.

spec = specifically.

subj = subject, subjunctive.

subord. cl. ~ subordinate clause.

subseq = subsequently.

subst. = substantively.

suff. = suffix.

superl = superlative.

Surg. = in Surgery.

Sw — Swedish.

s.w. = south western (dialect).

T. (T.) = in Todd's Johnson.
techn = technical, -ly.

Theol. = in Theology.

Ir = translation of.

trans = transitive.

transf. = transferred sense.

Trig. = in Trigonometry.

Typog. = in Typography.
ult = ultimate, -ly.

unkn = unknown.
U.S = United States.

v.,\h = verb.

V. str., or 10 = verb strong, or weak.
vbl. sb = verbal substantive.

var. = variant of.

wd. = word.

WGer. = West Germanic.

w.midl = west midland (dialect).

WS = West Saxon.

(Y.) = in Col. Yule's Glossary.

Zool. = in Zoology.

+ = obsolete."""'^ ^ "^""^ °^ ^

1 = not naturalized

•--times
poin^^ttlSfJ^nstrat.

"Rie printing of a word in

In the list of Forms,
t = before 1 100.

2 = 12th c (iioo to 1200).

3 = 13th c (laoo to 1300).

c,, 5-7 = 15th to 17th century. (See General Explan-
'****•

ations. Vol. I, p. xx.)

In the EtymoL
* indicates a word or form not actually fonnd, but

of which the existence is inferred.

:— = extant representative, or regular phonetic
descendant oL

^\& indicates that further information vrill be found onder the word so referred to. '^



Ti-TZ.

li Ti (t/). Also ti-ti. [Native Polynesian j cf.

Ki.] Native name of several trees of the gemis

Cordylitte (formerly included in Dracxtid)^ N.O.
Liliacem^ with edible roots ; in Polynesia, C* ier-

tninaiis\ in New Zealand, C. australis and C,

indivisa\ known also as cabbage palm. Cabbage-
tree, cUtb palm^ ^xvA palm-lily (Palm sb,^ i c, 7).

1839 Darwin I'oy. Nat. xviii. (1S73) 4x0 Aliliaceou<; plant
called Ti. 1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. JV. Zealand I. iij.

58 In these natural shrubberies .. a kind of cabljage-tree,

called ti by the natives, flourishes. >896 Contcm^. Rer\
Aug. 240 The //and the a/f* are taken out well cooked. The
api prevents the // from getting too dry in the oven.

b. alMb.y as ti-leaf^ -palm^ -plants -root^ -treey

etc. ; ti-oven, an oven for cooking ti-roots,

1840 LuNDiE Mission. Life Samoa xiv. (1846) 8g Many
women having no dress but the li leaves round the waist.

1866 Lady Barker Station Life N. Zealand y'lM., (1870) 52
Ti-ti palms are doited here ana there. i88x Mrs. C. Praed
Policy it ^*- J- >o9 The lender shoots of the young ti-lrces.

i88s T. H. Potts Qut in Open 7^7 (Morns) The tough,
fibrous leaves of the ti-palm. iSi^Contemp. Rev. Aug, 240
The ^i-ovensare frequently thirty feet in diameter.

Tial(t3i'al), Obs.Gxcdial, Forms: 1-3 tisel,

tisl, 4 tiel, 6-7 tiall, tyall (9 tyal), 7- tial.

[OE. *lygel, tigel ^ OHG. zugil (G. ziigeV), Dii.

teugel, ON. tygell (Da. toik) :-OTeut. *lug-ild^,

f. *lug^ weak grade of *ieuht *tauk : see Tee v.^

+ -ilo-t -EL 1. In later form taken as f. Tie »., and
assimilated to denialj trialA

1. A rope used to pull, draw, or tow anything

;

a strap, thong, rein (quot. 13S7).

c 1000 /Elfric Gram. \ Gloss. (Z.) 314 Traciorium, \\7fi\.

axxoo Agi. yoc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 327/33 Tractorintt^uj^-

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 77 pe plow^imcn radde t>at

some of hem schulde wende home and fccche ^e rcynes
o^>cr he tiels \redirent pro loris\.

2. That with which something is tied ; a ro]>e,

cord, string, or thread. Now norlH. dial, (sec J^ftg-

Dial. Diet.),

1549 Latimer 6M Sertn. Be/. Ediv. I'l (Arb.) 172 The
gieaie belle-i clapper was fallen douiie, the tyall was broken,
so that the Hyshop coulde not be runge into the toune.

157s Banister CAyrurg. i. (1585) 90 The tiall or band
must bee ofsuch a matter, as will not easily putrific; asthreed
of silke. 1600 SuRFLET Countrie Farvie i. xxviii. 178 He
..shall cnrrie him [the coltj backe againe vnto his stable.,

and put him in his ordinary tiall or headstall. 1808 Jamie-
SON, Tyai, any thing used for tying a latchet.

f b. Ag'- A bond, lien, tie, obligation. Obs.
i^x f^.ETcHF,R Wild Goose Chase it. i. Nor to contract

with such [a woman] can be a TiaL 1623 T. Scot Higlnv,
God 21 Religion then being the band or tyall whereby wee
are fastned. 1653 Gataker _ F/W, Annot. Jer, 153 No
regard had, .of relations and tials natural, civil or sacred.

II TiaO (tya-^, tyon). Also tiaou. [Chinese.]

A string of Chinese ' cash ' (perforated copper
coins).

Nominally the tiao contains xooo cash ; but the actual
namt^er of coins varies from 1000 downwards, according to

the custom of the locality.

t883 S. W. Williams Middle Kin^d. (enlarged ed.) 11. xvi.

86 (Hanks and Paper Money) Their [the notes'] face value
ranges from one to a hundred iiaOy or strings of ctsh, but
their worth depends on the exchange between silver and
cash. 1886 Ke^. ofSec. Treas. (U.S.) 300 (Cent. D. ) Twenty
miles from Peking the bit; cash are no longer in circulation.

Small cash are used, [a nominal] 1000 [at Tientsin, really

500] of which make a tiao^ and 3000 to 3500 of which
arc equal to a tael of silver. 1908 Morse trade Chinese
Ettip. V. 130 Cash are strung on strings, in rolls of 100, of
which 10 go to the string or tiaa, or ch^^uan^ formerly called

kuan. loio BlackxtJ. Mag. Dec. 763/2, 1 paid a tiaou for

thb ; but ! don't begrudge the money.

Tiar (tai'ai), sb. Chiefly poet. Also 6 tyar(e,

7-9 tiare, (7 theare). [Anglicized f. Tiaua,
prob. after F. Hare (14th c. in Godef. Compl.)."]

L « TiABA sb. I. (In quot. 151 3 altrib.)

1513 Douglas ^neis vii. v. ia6 The grct king Priame..
His ceptre als,and eik his tyar [ed. 1553 ty-^re] hat, Hallowit
quhayrwyth at sacrifice he sat. 1614 Skluen Titles Hon,
7^ The King of Hulgaric. .had also his Crown of Gold, his

Tiar of Silk, and Red Shoes. 1715 Poik Odyss. x. 651 A
tiar wreath'd her head with many a fold. 1818 Milman
Samor 226 When the Median's brow the massy liar Let fall.

2. = TiARA sb. 2.

1616 SiiEi.ooN Miracles Aniichr. 165 His triple Tiare
and Crowne. 1624 Darcib Birth 0/ Heresies xii, 51 The
Myter or Theare, and some other decorations. 1841
J'raser'sMag. XXIV. 26 His triple liare Is flung athisfeet.

3. = Tiara sb. 4. AXgoJig* (In early instances

pcrh. confused with Tire sb.^)

1660 Jer. Tavij>r Duct. Dubit. 11. iii. rule ix. 9 39 The
spirit of humility and wisedome..ought to be the investi-

ture of a Christians heart and the tiar of his head. 1667
Milton P. L. 111. 625 Of beaming sunnie Raies,a golden tiar

Circl'd bis (an angePs] Itead. i8oa in Spirit Pub. Jrnls,

VouX.

VI. 204 Head-dress a liar of diamonds on purple velvet.

1819 Keats Lamia 58 Sprinkled with stars, like Ariadne's
tiar. 1886 W. Alexander St. Avptstine's Holiday^ etc.

191 With sackcloth cast above the tiar of gold.

Hence Tl*ar v.^ Ti'ared (-aid) ///. a. = Tiaua
v., Tiaraed.
1834 Neiv Monthly Mag. X. 334 Where the tiar'd

Pharaohs sleep. i88a J. Walker Jaunt to Auld Reekie
173 Red-hatting thy cardinals and tiaring thy popes.

Tiara (t/,aTa, t3i,eo'ra), sb. Also 6-7 tyara.

[a. L. tzaraj a. Gr. rtdpa, Ttdpa^^ Ionic ri-^prj^y of

unknown origin. So It. tiara the papal crown.]

1. The raised head-dress or high peaked cap
worn by the Persians and some other eastern

peoples, varying in shape according to the rank of

the wearer ; a kind of turban.

iSSS W. Watremam Fardle 0/ Facions 11. v. 148 The
rounde cappe, whiche thei cal Tiara .. passed from them
(Medes] to the Persians. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Tiara^ a
high sharp pointed Cap, worn by Sovereign Princes, and
those of the Blood Royal, among the Persians. 1734 tr.

Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) II. 378 The Persians wore no
helmets, but only their common caps, which they called

tiaras. 1847 Gvlot^ Greece \\. xxxiii, IV. 300 The upright
tiara, the privileged head-dress of tha Persian kings.

2. A high ovate-cylindrical or dome-shaped
diadem worn by the pope, surmounted by the orb

and cross of sovereignty, and encircled with three

crowns symbolic of triple dignity, and usually

richly wrought with jewels; often called the triple

tiara or triple crmvn. Hence trans/, the position

or dignity of pope, the papacy. /. Iso^^.
[i6i6: see Tiar 2.] 1645 Evelyn Diary^ 18 Jan., There

were divers of the Pope's pantofles. .also his tyara, or triple

crown. 1700 AsTRY tr, Saavedra-Faxardo II. 316 This
Tiara, or 'I riple-Crown, is the Touch-stone on which other
Crowns are tried. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist, Re/, iii.

V. 11. 173 When Pope Clement VII came to the tiara, he
revoked all grants of this nature, i860 Hawthornb Marb.
Faun xxxiv, A figure of a pope, arrayed in his pontifical

robes, and crowned with the tiara.

b. Her, A bearing supposed to represent the

Pope's tiara ; also called triple crown.
1780 Edmondsom Heraldry \\. Gloss., Tiara, or Triple

Crmun, with clouds in base issuing rays, being part of the
arms of the Drapers' Company. 1894 Parker's Gloss. Her.,
Tiara, the pope's triple crown occurs in the arms of one
Company.
3. The head-dress of the Jewish High Priest.

1868 Marriott K«/. Chr. 80 The Tiara.. was at once a
covering and an ornament to the head of the High Priest.

1877 C. Geikie Christ Iviii. (1879) 709 Was not the tiara

worn by a fierce Sadducee? 1890 P. H. Hunter After the

Exile xiii. 250 The tiara might be worn with safety, while
the crown was impossible.

4. An ornamental frontal, coronet, or headband.
In modern use, a richly jewelled ornament worn by ladies

in the hair, above the forehead.

[1660, 1667: see Tiar 3.] 1718 Prior Pleasure 507 A
bright tiara, round her K>rehead tied. 1761 H. Walpole
Let. to H. S. Conway 9 Sept., Her tiara of diamonds was
very pretty. 1895 Rider Haggard Heart of World xxi,

On her head was set a tiara of perfect pearls.

b. Jig, (Cf. croTvnj diaaem.)
1818 Bybon Ch. Har. iv. ii, She [Venice] looks a sea

Cybcle..with her tiara of proud towers. 186a Goulburn
Pers. Relig. i. iv. (1873) 35 The tiara of the rainbow. x88o

Jas. Lscge Mem, J. Legge Jv, 45 Truth and love are the

double tiara that should rest on bis brow.

6. Zool. A mitre-shell, or a genus of mitre-shells.

183s SwAiNsoN Elem. Mod. Conchol. 14 Tiara. Sw. Mouth
narrowed at the basej with an internal upper groove. 1840
— , Treat. Malacology 1. iv. 112 The real type of the Mitrt-

«jf is our genus Tiara, and not that of Mitra^ as formerly

supposed. 184a PemtyCycl. XXIV. 420/2 7"mra, ..Swain-

son^ name for a genus of * Mitrina; '. .which are termed
* Mitres ' by collectors.

6. iUtrtb, and Comb.y as iiara-crovmed, -like,

-shaped adjs. ; tiara night, a night on which

tiaras (seijse 4) are worn at the opera.

1791 R. Cumberland Calvary (1803) II. 133 Round bis

brows A cypress wreath liara-Hkc he wore. x868 J. A,

Wyme Road to Rome v. 45 Popery—from its tiara-crowned

chief to its sandal-shod friars. i8m iVestm. Gaz. 3 June 2/1

The guns sat each in its own little tiara-shaped entrench-

ment. 1000 Daily Express 28 June i/i The Opera-house

presented a brilliant spectacle last night, the ladies in the

audience. .having made it a *tiara' night in expectation of

the Khedive's presence.

Hence Tia'ra v,, trans, to adorn with or as with

a tiara ; Tia'raod, -ra'd, (-ad) ///. a,, adorned

with a tiara.

i8m Mii.MAN Martyr of Antiock 128 The high tiara'd

Mngian. 1837 New Monthly Mag.hl. 312 A pyramid of

[Perl*, the same as Tib, a shortened hypocoristic
form of the female name Isabel \ now rather rude
or slighting (exc. playfully) ; also with dim. -y or
-;V, Tibbie, a common female name in the north.
Put in quot. a 1553 Tib is used as short for Tibet. A

St. Tibba is mentioned in O. E. Chron.an. 963(Laud MS.).]

1 1. Formerly, a typical name for a woman of the
lower classes, as in Tib and Tom {ctjack and Gill).

Also, A girl or lass, a sweetheart, a mistress

;

dyslogislically, a young woman of low or loose char-

acter, a strumpet. Obs.

1533 J. Heywood {title) A Mery Play betwene Johan Johan
the husbande,Tybhiswyfe, and syr Johan the preest. ai553
UoALL Royster D. 1. iii. (Arb. ) 19 {Stage direct.) Tibet Talk
apace, sowyng. Ibid. 11. iii. 36 Who shall then know our
lib Talke apace trow ye? 1582 Stanvhurst y'Eneis iv.

(Arb.) 102 A coy tyb, as vagabund in this my segnorye
wandring. 1589 R. Robinson G(7A/ff«^/>r.(ChelhainSoc.)

54 The brauest tipling tib, that is within the towne.
1618 Hornby ^'c^. DroMi. (1859) 19 Where tinkers and iheir
tibs doe oft repaire. 1681 Robertson Pkraseol, Gen.
(1693) 1226 A Tib, inulicr sordida. 1689 Descr. Summer
in Poor Robin Cv, When Tib and Tom upon a Holy-
day, Make fair assault on such good things as tney. a 1700
B. E. Diet, Cant, Cre^v, Tib,a. young l.iss.

2. Name for the ace of trumps in the game of

s>lcelc. Obs. exc Nist.

'^SS J- CoTGRAVE Wits Interpr. {1662) 364 The Ace is

called Tib, the Knave Tom, and the four of Trumps Tidic.
a 1638 Cleveland Hermaphrodite 64 That Gamester needs
must overcome. That can play both wilh Tib and Tom.
1688 R. Holme Armoury iii. xvi. (Roxb.) 71/2 The Ace is

15 in hand and 18 in play, which is called Tib. 1822 Scott
Nigel xwi, Tib, which went for fifteen.

t3. Tibofthe buttery {:iho simply Tib): a goose.

Obs. slang.

163a Fletcher Beggar's Bush v. i, Mergery-praters,

Rogers, And Tibs o' th' Buttery. 1641 Brome jovial
Creivw. Wks. 1873 III. 388 Here's G[rlunter and Bleater,

with Tib of the Buttry, And Margery Prater, all drest with-
out sultry, a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Tib ofthe But-
tery, a Goose, 1725 AViu Cant, Diet. Song xviii, On Red-
shanks, and Tibs thou shall ev'ry Day dine,

+ 4, [? Another word.] Name of a kind of

vehicle. Obs. rare,

1793 Mar. J. HoLROVD in Girlhood ofM. J. H, (1896) 243
Papa says he will have a Pole put to the Tib, thai it may be
drawn by the two horses, like a Curricle. 1794 Ibid, 27 June
28^ The Aunts go out in the Tib, which just suits them,

o. Comb. Tib-cat, dial., also Tibby-ccU, a female

cat (cf. Tom-cat) ; Tib's Eve, dial, : see quots,

;

on Tib's Eve, never.
1828 Craven Gloss., *Tib-cat, a female cat, a Tabitha.

1785 Grose Diet. ynlg. T. s. v., "Saint Tibb's evening, the
evening of the last day, or day ofjudgement; he will pay
you on St. Tibb's eve {Irish). 1870 Brewer Diet, Phr. ff

Fable, St, Tib's Eve, never. 1893 in N. Sf Q. 8th Ser, IV.

507, etc. 1893 Netucasile Weekly C//r(j;i. Siippl, 23 Dec. 3
There is no such saint in thecalendar as St. Tib. [But see

note in Etymol.J Similar expressions to * Tib's Eve' are
' At Latter Lammas', and 'When two Sundays meet', the

time in each case being never. 1902 N. .y Q- 9th Ser. IX.
109/1 * Yes ..it will be on Tib's Eve,^ neither before nor
after Christmas ', expressing thus his incredulity as to the

event ever coming on.

Tib (tib), I/. Schoolslang, [Origin unascertained,]

intr. To slip out; to escape unobserved fror

school or house; to break bounds. Also Ti'V
v., in same sense.

1840 I. T. Hewlett P. Priggins iii, A trick
'

from tibbling-out down the lane, i. e. Charterhoyy,

the Red Cow. i8s5 Thackeray Nc^wcomes\\r[\\^^^

and receiving the penalty therefor. Ibid, Ixx*
'*

they call to tib out and run down to a pulttT 7" "

Tiberian (t3ibi»*rian), a. [ad <^ialilee,

f. Tiberius (see def.) + -dnuSy -4wed.

ing to (a) Tiberius, emperor I'x'^^^f" ^ all

(also /^.). ifi) the town 'f'tulr.H^br^^
where the Masoreth oxW^J^^'U ^f^f,

^heTs ll^'iord^tiSitfe^:;:s^^^^
* Grk. Text Wks. »» , »37 H-

^^^ TiberianJake.

A

f, Grk. Text Wla. I» . ju-'iieat the ':

were invented by J*"
Th. V. 81^ Hljtstone.
dissiniulatiqa'f ff^lv : cf- '^'

L. Tibur,

t"*?Tn>DBTINli.
58/, one fourth part <A

pilauf literafl'y crowns, or rather tiaras the feast. iSM.;

Carlvle Hemes iii. (1872) 79 All the Tiaraed and Di '

'

demed of the world.

Tib (tib), si. Also 6 tyb, 7 tybb, «>•

flem. and P"- //:„ the
apologue 01 J

•he name of the cat



TIBET.

Ibe Fox; thence, used as a qnasi-proper name for

any cat, and (as a common noun\ a cat. (Hy

Shakspere identified with Tihalt :-OF. Thibauld,

Thibaut, Eng. Theobald, vnlgo TibbalJ.)

14S1 Caxton Reynard iii. (Arb.) 6 Wyth this so cam

Tvbirt the catlcond sprang in emonge Ihem. liS9»

SilAKS. Ro»l. * yW. II. iv. 18 Is he a man to encounter

Tybalt? «. Why what is Tlb.-ill? ^A More then Prince

of Cats. Md. III. i. 78 Tybalt, )-ou Ratcatcher, will you

walkel Tii. What woulils thou haue with mej Mer.

Good King of Cats nothing but one of your nine liues.)

1616 a joNSON Efigr. aJ fin., Tlu I '<y<if' 'I"'/ »3S Cats

there lay divers had been flea'd and roasted. . . Itut mongst

these Tiberts, who do you think there was? J671 Drvukn

AuignalioH 1. i. His \-iolin.. squeaks so lewdly, that Sir

Tibert in the gutter mistakes him for his mistress. iSn M.
Collins Pr. Clarict U. iv. 61 He'd have killed that Hbert,

Tybalt, as willingly as he'd have killed a cat.

Tiberune, obs. form of Tibubon.

Tibet, Thibet (tibet). Name of a country

in central Asia; used atlrib. of wool obtained

thence, or of cloth or garments made from this or

in imitation of it ; applied (usually ihibel) to (a) a

heavy stuff m.ide wholly or partly of goats' hair

;

(A) a fine stuff used for women's dresses, alisol.

Tibet cloth, or a gown or shawl made of it. Hence

TilMtan (tibrlan) a., belonging to Tibet.

l8»7 ScjoiT Sure. D,iu. Concl., 'How could you.. collect

all these hard words about India?'..' Like the imitative

opeiatives of l'.iUley, I have composed my shawl by incor-

Iurating into the woof a little Thibet wool, which .
.Colonel

llackenis..had the goodness to supply me with . 1857

Taiikhiu. Hisl. ralsley xiii. 97 Shawls of all kinds.. such

as thibet and cashmere shawls. Ibid. 98 Edinburgh li.id

thibet in the manufacture. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,

Tkibet.iti>th, a camlet or fabric made of coarse goats -hair.

l8»( J. Maciniosh Ayrshire Nights' Entctlainm. vii. 1=9

A small production of thibets, co.irse woollens, and muslins.

1900 Mary E. Wilkins Parson Lord 196 Her black thibet

gown. Ibid. 197, 1 don't care about this old thibet.

II Tibia (li-bia). PI. -» (-/). [L. libia shin-

bone, a pipe or flute.]

1. Anal, and Zool. The inner and usually larger

of the two bones (tibia and fibula) of the lower

leg, from the knee to the ankle ; the shin-bone.

In birds the tibia is fused with some of the bones of the

tarsus, forming that more strictly called Tibiotarsus.

1716-41 Mo.NHO Anat. (ed. 3I 282 The superior Extremity

of the Tibia is large. 1701 W. Bartram Carolina 505 A
kind of flute, made of.. the tibia of the deer's leg. 1845

T0DD& liowMAN/'AyJ. /4«a/. I. 100 The tibia is convex

forwards and outwards. i87» Mivart Elem. Anat. 183

The tibia, or shin-l>one, is., an elongated bone, more so than

any other, .except the femur.

b. Applied also to the corresponding part of the

leg itself; now esp. to the tibiotarsus of birds.

1 1693 Ir. Blaiicar^fs Phys. Did. (ed. 2), Tibia, the Leg, the

part lielwixt the Knee and the Ancle. So 1704 J. Harris

Lex. Tcchn. I.] i8a6 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool. XIII.

214 These birds differ. .in having. .the tibia; divested of

feathers. 1860 Gii.lmoke tr. Piguier's Kept. St Birds iv.

3^9 Woodcocks differ from Snipes in liaving . . the tibia

feathered at the joint,

O. Entom. The fourth of the five joints of the

leg of an insect, that between the femur and the

tarsus.

181S Kirby&Sp.^«/o»/o/. (1828)1. xy.488A pincer formed

by the posterior .metatarsus .ind tibia. 1868 Duncan tr.

Hguiers Insect II'. Introd. 8 When about to jump they

briiig the tibia into contact with the thigh. 1888 Rolles-

TON & Jackson Anim. Life 499 The thoracic limbs [in

/;/i«/rt] consist typically of a coxa, trochanter, femur, tibja,

and tarsus. . . The tibia is often armed with spines or calcaria.

2. Antiq. An ancient (single or double) flute or

flageolet.

1705 Addison Italy 322 The .same Variety of Strings

may be observ'd on their Harps, and of Stops on their

^'vbije. J834 LvTTON Pom^ii i. ii, I paid a visit to Pliny

;

^^vas sitting in his summer-house writing while an unfor-

TS^e slave played on the tibia.

^iad (ti-bised), ndv. Anat. [f. Tibia •)--«(/:

'^KAD.] Towards the tibial aspect.

N^tj^y New Anat. Noitiencl. 166 In the sacral

^"Vibiad will signify towards the tibial aspect.

X^r Motions 306 They allow the femur to roll

AlaMjut not fibulad or outward.
.ij9?«y), a. (sb^ [ad. L. tibialis per-

Itm''^ p'^tone = see Tibia and -al.]

anterior ifif'
^^ ""^ pertaining to the tibia.

Na4. ciui 11" filial artery, mmcle, etc.
'ong haiVs. ,80?' Bk. Physicke 342/2 If it be a
3o. 338 'J he anieriOT*'""''"y^ '^^ "" '"'* Backe.
'i'lou/fs Syst Afed"^"- 11.99 The course of the

2" '^>y <*< postirio^T"™ '" ^':''f- f'^.t^- Of or nerlTir.!- r*- =« furnished with

»"«' to make S.^"'^-' ^Atrr. arteries). 1899
'oa i'ipe or Fliii?^ " '*S* ^Jf* "^ continua-

„i... r^y"! ' t'l>ia flutes r'i..-5l>.'?P'P.''«

^s^Kiii^Frare~o
[(.L.

cinat-, ppl. stem of i'thicin-are to play on the

flute: see prec. and -ate 3.] intr. To play on

the tibia or flute. So Tibioina'tion {rare-"');

Tibi'cinist (tare-^) = prec.

1656 Blount Clossogr., Tibiciiiate (tibicino), to sing or

pipe. [Hence in later Diets.) 1658 Phillips, Tibicina-

tiou, a pLiyiiig on a Pipe. 1846 Rimdault in North s Mem.
Music yi note. An engraving from a manuscript . . in which

atibicinist is delineated., blowing on \\k tibia pares, ox two

Lx^ual flutes.

Tibio- (tibiu), used as combining form of Tibia,

in anatomical terms in the sense ' jiertaining to the

tibia and (some other part)', as tibio-Jemoral,

-fibular,-metatarsal, -peroneal, -popliteal, etc., adjs.

;

Tibiota'rsal a., of or pertaining to the tibia and

the tarsus ;
pertaining to the tibiotarsus ;

Tlbio-

ta'rsus, Omith., the tibia of a bird's leg with the

condyles formed by its fusion with the proximal

bones of the tarsus.
. .

183S-6 Todd's Cyd. Anot. I. T52/1 The inferior •tibio-

fibular articulation. 1870 Kollestom Anim. Lifen Ihe

•libiometatarsal joint. 1803 Barclay Ai:i»/l»«i/. Nomencl.

174 In describing the direction of the superficial femoral

artery, ..at first it is rotulo-tibial, then •iibio popliteal.

1835-^ Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 151/2 The anterior *tibio-

tarsal ligament arises from this margin. 1872 CoUES

N. Aiiier. Birds 69 The leg is almost always feathered toor

beyond the tibio-tars.-il joint. 1883 Martin & NIoale

lertebr. Dissect. II. 124 The "libio-tarsus .. consists not

only of the tibi.i, but of the proximal bone of the tarsus,

which becomes fused with it at an early period.

Tiborne, Tiburn(e, obs. forms of Tyburn.

Tiburon (tibKr^Jn). Also 6-7 tiberune, tu-

beron. [a. F. tiburon (Joubert Hist. Poiss. 1558),

tibi<ron,tiburin{lJAVte),S,-p.l>l'">'cn{tiburinesp^<-es,

in Minshen) = It. tibtinno (Florio), Pg. tuharao.

Origin uncertain; prob. taken into Sp. or Pg.

from some \V. Indian or E. Indian lang.] A name

given by 16-1 7th c. navigators to one or more

large species of shark ; applied specifically to the

bonnet-headed shark, Reniceps tilmro; now, on

the Mexican Pacific co.tst, to Carcharinusfronto.

ijSS Eden Decades 201 The Tiburon. is a very great

fysshe and very quicke and swifte in the water, ana a cruell

deuourer. . . The sayde Tuberon [etc.]. 1565 Sir J. Hawkins

and I'oy. IV. /W.(Hakl. Soc.) 22 Many sh.irks or Tuberous

..came .ibout the ships [Sierra l.eone]. [1579 T. Stevens

Lcl./r. Coa in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 161 There waited on

our ship (in the Atlantic within the Tropics) fishes as long

as a man, which they cal Tuberones. 1508 W._ Phillip

Linschoten 1. xlviii. (Hakl. Soc.) II. 12 There is in the

rivers, and also in the Sea along the coast of India great

store of fishes, which the Portingalls c.iU Tubaron or Hayen.)

1621 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea 63 The shark, or tiberune, is

a fish like unto those which wee call dogge.fishes,but that he

is farre greater. 1796 t,\ovsTi.Amcr.C,cog. I.728 Fish common
to both oceans, .swoid fish, saw fish, tiburones, manilis.

Tibtirtine (tai'bwtsin),^. Jad. L. Tihurtin-us,

f. Tiliurs, nimrt-em, adj., of Tibur.] Of or i>er-

taining to the region or district of Tibur (now

Tivoli) in ancient Latium. Tiburtine stone -= Tra-

vertine : cf. "TlBER-STONB.

£1440 Pallad. on Husb. l. 372 Stone tiburtyne, orfloody

columbyne, Or spongy rede, lele brenne, or marble stone.

For bylding belter is the harder myne. J644 Evelvn

Diary 14 Nov., It is built of Tiburtine stone. 1840 Ctvil

Eng. Ii Arch. Jml. III. 132/2 A bilingual inscription.,

sculptured on both sides of a Tiburtine stone.

Tic (tik). [a. K. tic, first known as the name of

an equine affection : ticq, liquet ' a disease which

on a sudden stopping a horse's breath, makes him

to stop, and stand still' (Cotgr. 161 1). Origin

uncertain ; Diez compares It. ticcAio whim, freak,

caprice. See also Tick sb.^]

1. A disease or affection characterized by spas-

modic twitching of certain muscles, esp. of the

face; nearly always short for /jV cfoa/o«J-<r«J^ : see 2.

1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 219 The word tic

is commonly supposed to be an onomatopy, or a sound

expressive of the .-iclion it imixirts. 1849 Claridge Cold

IVater-cure 106 A person.. suffering from Tic in his legs.

i8«o Dickens Lett. 5 June, Smith, .has been dreadfully ill

with tic. 1873 Stevenson Lett. (1901) 1. 62, 1 do not expect

any tic to-night. 1899 A llbutt's Sysf. Med. VI I. 868 Both

in this country and in America, the term 'tic' has been

applied to.. facial spasm (' tic non.douloureux ),or to facial

neuralgia ('tic douloureux '). Ibid. VIII. 40 A phenomenon

in the symptomatology of simple tic (habit-spasm)

II
2. Tic douloureux (dtiluro) [F., = painful twitch-

ing], severe facial neuralgia with twitching of the

facial muscles.
(Often misspelt by English writers dolo-, dolou-, aouleu-,

and often mispronounced (A^Vixii), etc.)
_ _

1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 575 The Dolor Faciei, or, as the

French call it, Tic Douloreux, is a disorder which has, in

general, fruslraled all attempts of the medical art. 1800

Home m Phil. Trans.'ii.Cl. 20 The Tic dou/cureux k. o.

remarkable instance. 1822 GooaStud;)i Med. I. 55 I he

maddening pain oineuralgiafaciei, or tic douloureux. 1824

Lamb Lett., To B. Barton (1838) II. 162, I hope.. thy tick

dolcru, or, however you spell it, is vanished. 1861 Lvtton

Sir Story I. 58 A poor old gentleman, tormented by tic-

dotoreux. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 28g The disease

\ known .is
' ticdouloureux ' is an affection of the fifth nerve

«nd its branches, but any nerve in the body is liable to suffer.

H. A whim : see Tick sb.^ 2.

"^«, variant of Tia.

TICE.

II Tical {inSiam tika'l, in Burma ti'k'l). Also

8 teoul(l, tecal(l, teecall, 9 tiokal, tycal, takel,

tackal(l. [Representing, through Pg. tical, the

Indian taiikd, also takd : see Tanga. Carried in

i6th c. to Siam by the Portuguese ;
later to Burma.

(See Sir K. C. Temple in Indian Antiquary

XXVIII. 235, 253.)] A term long in use by

foreign traders in Siam and more recently in liurina,

npiilied to a silver coin and its weight, representing

roughly the Indian rupee (orig. the same as the

laiika), which has varied in value according to

time and place from 2s. 6d. to Js. 2d., and in

wciglit from more than to less than half an ounce '

Troy. (Sir K. C. Tem|)le.) Also atlrib.

In Siam, according to Crawfurd, a weight = 225^ grs.

(according to Simmonds =236 grs.); also a silver coin of

this weight, ihe value of which has fallen with that of silver.

In Burma, a weight - 2556 grains, the quasi-standard weight

of current (uncoined) silver, said to be equivalent in value to

about li rupee. „ ™., ,.

1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslos Trav. 130 The money of

this Country (Siam) is very good.. ; there are of it three

sorts; Ticals, Mases, and Eoangs. 1727 A. Hamilton

New Ace. E. Ind. II. xlvii. 164 Some were of pure Gold,

others of Tecul Silver, which has no Alloy in it. 1800

Misc. Tracts in Asiatic Ann. Reg. 317/2 The cost of sink-

ing a new well is 2000 tecals flowered silver of the country,

or 2500 sicca rupees. 1840 Malcom Trav. 41/1 They some-

limes have a gold fiiang, equal to eight ticals. The tical,

assayed at the mint of Calcutta, yielded about one rupee

three and a half annas, equal to 2S. 6d. sterling. 1858

T. Dalton in Merc. Marine Mng. V. 337 Last year the

same rice sold for 19 ticals (equal to 60 cents each tical, or

2S. 6d. sterling). 1902 Daily Chrou. i Dec. 5/7 A dispatch

from Bangkok . . says :—' The Siamese Government has

issued a decree fixing the gold standard on the basis of

seventeen ticals to the pound '. 1907 Motor Boat 19 Sept.

170/1 American two-stroke motors, .used to arrive in batches

valued at 1,200 ticals each (i tical = is. Slid.).

II
Ticca (ti'ka, t/ka). East Indian. Also

teeka. [ad. Hindi thikd or thikah hire, fare,

fixed price (Yule).] atlrib. Engaged on conUact,

hired ; esp. in ticca gharry, hired carriage.

1827 Bengal Regulations 2^ June (V.), A Rule, Ordinance

and Regulation .. for regulating the number and fare of

Teeka Palankeens, and Teeka Bearers in the Town of

Calcutta. 1878 Life in Mofussil II. 04 (V.) We got into a

'tirca gharry', 'hired trap'. 189s Mrs. B. M. Crokeb

Village Tales (1896) 48 Vou. .can, no doubt, retire and set

up a ticca gharry, or a shop. 1903 Blackiu. Mag. Dec. 817

Engaged in a.. wrangle with a Ticca carriagcdriver.

tTicchen. Obs. [OE. ticcen = OHG. zicchin

:-WTeut. *tikk-in-, dim. from the stem which also

gave OHG. ziga, Ger. ziege goat. The modern

Eng. form would have been titchen^ A kid, a

young goat.

<r9S0 Lindisf.Gosp. Matt. xxv. 32 Sua hiorde to-sceadas

scipo from ticsenuin (C97S Ruslna. G. ticnum; ciooo Ags.

G. tyccenum ; c 1160 Halt, ticchenan). c 1000 ^Klfric Gen.

xxvii. 9 Bring me twa ba betstan tyccenu. Jiid. 16 Heo.

.

befeold his handa mid (sera tyccena fellum. a izz$Aiicr. R.

100 peos fif wittes he cleopeS ticchenes; for. .of a ticchen,

jiet hauea swete vleschs, kumeS a stinkinde got.

Tice (tsis), sb. [f. Tick z-.] An act of enticing,

an enticement ; spec, a stroke at croquet, or ' ball

'

(bowled) at cricket (see quots. 1888, 1901), which

tempts or entices the opponent to take aim.

1874 J. D. Heath Croguet-Player 55 It is admissible to

give a double shot as a ' tice ', so as to tempt him to shoot

where his missing would give you the dead ball. 1888

Steel & Lvttelton Cricket (Badm.) iii. 132 In the first

over he [the bowler] should try a 'yorker'. This ball,

called in days gone by a ' tice ', an abbreviation of ' entice ',

is certainly one of the most deadly balls that can be bowled.

igoo A. Lil.LlE Croquet up to Date 41 The length of the

tice should depend on the trueness of the ground. 1901

N. * Q. 9th Ser. VI U. 28.J/2
It might meet the reijuire.

menls of present-day definition, .if one classed a 'tice as a

lob, or to be more precise, an underhand yorker,

b. Comb, tice-basket, a decoy b.asket.

1884 rgthCcnt. Feb. 245 Fish .. f.Tlling freely to the native

net and tice.basket.

Tice (tsis), V. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 3-7

tyce, 4-6 tise, 4-7 tyse, 5-6 Sc. tyss, (6 Sc. tist,

tyst, tyist(o, tyisee), 5-7 (9 dial.) tice, 7 (9 dial.)

'tice. [Aphetic form of atise, Attice or Entice,

but found earlier than cither of these, and perhaps

taken immediately from OF. a-tiser, dropping the

prefix.] trans. To entice ; to induce or attract by

the offer of pleasure or advantage. Also absol.

<:i27S Moral Ode ()esas MS.) 266 pe (>at were gaderares

of )>isse worldes ayhte And duden )>at J>e lo^e gost heom
tycede [7'. rr. hechte to, tihte) and tahte. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Syniie 2152 To tyse a chylde swyche synne to do.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. xii. 548 Which schulde rather lette

fro glorie than tice into glorie. 1533 Bellenden Li-.y \.

xviii. (S.T.S.) I. 103 He tyistit ^e joung men of his ciete to

his purpois. 1593 Nashk Christ's T. 48 b, If one tice a

Premise to robbe his Maister, it is Felony, a 183S Mrs.

Hn-MMiS Let. in Chorley Mem. (1837) I. 299 An old gar.

dener of ours used to say of me . . that Miss Felicia ' ticed

him to do whatever she pleased '. 1859 Geo. Eliot /I. Bede

xxxix, He's been false to me, and ticed her away.

Hence Ti'cing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

a 1400 Hampole's Psalter liii. 4 pat t)ai toke me not in

baire wickidnes & lilieie eggynge \v.r. tisynge). 1456

Sir G. Have La-w Arms (S.T.S.) 31 For na mede na othir

tyssing. 1568 in H. Fleming Mary Q. of Scots (1897) 512

Be persuasioun and tyisting. 1382 T. Watson Centune of



TICEMENT. TICK.

L^ut Ixxii. (Arb.) io8 My lx>ue^ Whose tisiiig face is of

more liuely hewe. 1646 H. P. Medit. Scige 6g What a
liceing bayt is golUen hope !

t Ticement. Ods, Aplietic f. Enticement.
1303 R. r.RUNNF. Handl, Synm 12016 5yf t>oii wyU..with-

stonde hys [the devil's] tycenient. c 1400 Brut 182 Lewelyn,

Prince of Walys, hrou^ ticement of Dauid his broJ?er, . . Jwu^t

disherite Kyng Edward.

Ticer (tai'soj). [f. Tick v. + -ee ^] An enticer.

a 15*9 Skklton Mann, World 143 So many carders,

Revelers and dicers, And so many yl ticers, Sawe I never.

1869 E. Fakmer Scrap Bk. (ed. ,6) 27 All the hmc and the

old, With a few (ju*t ^ ticersi are sent to be sold.

Ticliorhine (tai*k<?r3in), a, Pal^oni. Also

-orrhine, -oriue. [ad. mod.L. tichorrhinus^ f.

Gr. T€ixo-y wall + ^'s (j^v-') nose.] Having an

ossified nasal septum ; the English form of the

si>ecific name of the Woolly Rhinoceros.

1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann, (1863) I. ii. 43 Man was con-

temporary with the tichorine rhinoceros. 1854 ZoologtstyA I,

4375 Entire carcases of the extinct inamnioth and ticho-

rhme ihinoceros have been handed down in Arctic Siberia,

i860 Owen Palxontology 366 The discovery erf" the carcase

of the tichorrine rhinoceros in frozen soiL

Ticht (Sc.), obs. pa. pple. of Tie v. ; var. Tight
z;.2 ; Sc. f. Tight.

Tichy, obs. form of Tetchy.

Tick (tik), sb^ Forms : (i ticia), 5 teko ; 4-7
tyke, 6 tycke, 6-7 tike, ticke, 7 tique, 7- tick.

ITicia (assumed to be an error for *Hica=ttca^ or

*tu€a) appears once, in the Erfurt Gloss, a 800,

after which the word is known only in 15th c. as

teke^ from 14th to 17th c. as tyke^ and from 16th c.

as tycke^ tick. Teke agrees with MD., MLG. ttke,

1 )u, teek^ also with the LG. forms teke^ take. Tyke,

tike agree with suggested OE. *//Va, with LG. iieke^

iiek, whence Dil tick, and mod.EFris. tike^ tik,

applied to beetles generally (Domkaat-Koolman).
Tiience also prob. K. tique (1464 in Godef.). The
Inter tycke, tick may be shortened from teke : cf.

tickj sick, wick. If — OE, *ticca with OTeut. cc,

it would correspond to Ger. zecke (whence It. zecca)

:~*tikkon m. or *tikkon f
.
; if= *(rca, to MHG.

zecke. The various forms imply \VGer. *ttka-,

*tika-, *tikkii'. Ulterior etymology uncertain : see

Kluge and Franck ; also Falk and Toq) s, v. TaBge.'\

1. The common name for several kinds of mites

or acarids, esp. of the genus Ixodes or family

Ixddidx, which infest the hair or fur of various

animals, as dogs, cattle, etc., and attach them-
selves to the skin as temporary parasites; also for

the similarly parasitic dipterous insects of the

fiimilies/^///><j^tfJi^/(/a;(bird-ticks,horse-ticks, sheep-

ticks) and Xycteribiiihi (bat-licks).

aSoo Er/urt Gloss. (O. E. T.) 1
1
30 Ricinus, ticia sax.

iioo-xS Song agst. Retainers 30 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 238
'lo ^home he huem shadde, To fles ant to Heye, 'I'o tyke ant
totadde. c 1440 Jacob's Wellxyix. 146A waterlecheor atyke
hath neuere ynow.tyl it brestyth. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilckcr

565/47 Ascarida^ a Teke. 15x3 Fitzherb. Uusb. % 133
rhcre is ieopardy both for calues, foles and colte-j, for tyckes,

or for beynge lousye. 1575 Turbehv. fV/wrtVaig Arcceipt
to kill (leas 'ict^i tykes, and other vermin on dogs. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 393 The {o\^ \x\ i^&ops fables

would not suffer the urchin to take off the ti4iuc3 that were
aetled upon her bodie. 1658 Rowland Mou/et's Theat,
ins. 934 rhe Tick or Sheep-fly. 1688 R. Holmr Armoury
II. 1^/3 The Hke b another kind of Louse,. .a Com-
panion for Dogs, Sheep, and Cattle. 1748 Anson's !'>>.

III. IL 314 An tasect called a tick, which, though principally

attached lo the cattle, would yet freijuently fasten upon our
limbs and bodies. 1839 Darwin Vcy. Nat. \. (1379) 10 A tit.k

which must have come here as a parasite o\\ the birds.

i88j Garden 14 Jan. 20/1 The horses.. were covered with
large blue ticks.

t b. Applied in contempt or insult to a person.

1631 A. Wilson Swtsser il i, Vec nigling Ticks you.

2. Short for tick-bean : see 3.

1765 Trtat. Dour. Pigeons 28 Horse-l>eans are the next
food... There is a sort which they call French ticks, which
arc good food. 1850-1 Morton <,><:/. A^ric. (1855) I. 200/a

There are several oiIkt varieties of the 'I'ick l>ean in cultiva-

tion, known locally fas] Harrow Tick, Flat Tick, E&sex Tick,
and French Tick.

3. aiirib. and Comb., as tick genus, plague ; tick-

bean, a small-seeded variety of the common bean,

Vicia Faba, so called from the resemblance of the

seed to a dog-tick : tiok-bird, a bird which feeds

on the ticks that infest large quadrui>eds, as the

African genus Buphaga (rhinoceros-bird) and the

S. American and \V. Indian Crotophaga ani\ tick-

eater = tick-bird \ tick fever, a fever (in men or

cattle) caused by the bites of ticks; tick-fly, any
of the dipterous insects calletl licks (see l) ; tick-

seed, name for various plants having seeds re-

sembling ticks, as fthe castor-oil plant, Ricinus
communis (obs.), and the genera Coreopsis and
Carispermum ; also =s tick-trefoil; tick-seeded
a,, having seeds resembling ticks ; tick-spider,

name for a jumping spider; ftickapot, a marking

as if bitten by a tick : cf. Ticked a. ; tick-trefoil,

a plant of the genus Desmodium, so named from

the joints of the pods adhering like licks to the fur

of animals ; tick-weed, f (a) the castor-oil plant

(see //V^'-JtV(/ above)
; (^) the American pennyroyal,

IPedeoma piikgioides,

1763 Museum Rust. (ed. 2) I. 187 The methods followed

..in sowing horse beans, or *tick-beans, as we sometimes
call them. 1805 Trans. Soc. Arts XXIII. 36 One stalk of

the tick bean had 70 pods. 1863 W. C. Baldwin A/r,
Hunting \x. 389, I was much amused by watching the* tick

birds trying to alarm an old white rhinoceros, that we were
approaching from under the wind. 1871 Kingsley/1^/.(w/ v,

The black ' tick birds ' (Crotophaga Ani), a little larger than
our English blackbird. 1896 Badkn-Powell MatabeleCatn-
Paignxw\\\, 133 Colenbrander.. they have called the 'tick-

bird'— a bird which in this country always accompanies a
bull, to relieve him of superfluous ticks. 1903 Daily Chrou.
n June 3/3 The gulls, ..like the small *tick eaters which live

on African game, delighted in warning their friends of our
approach. 1901 Lancet 23 Nov. 1432/r *Tick fever is widely

distributed throughout the world... It is communicated to

cattle by insecU known as * ticks *. 1658 Rowland Mou/et's
Theat. Ins. 949 Those things that kifl and drive away the

*Tyke-flies called Ricini^ for llie most part kill and drive

away the Dog-flies. 1889 Cent. Diet. s.v. Hippobosca,
H. equina is a winged tickfly of the horse. 1823-34 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 263 Linnaeus.. laboured.. to prove,

that dysentery is the effect of a.. larva.. belonging to the

acarus or "tick genus. 1806 Daily News^-\ Nov. 8/s The
*^tick-plague in Queensland.. is not so terrible a scourge as
the South African rinderpest. 1562 Turner Herbal ii.

n6 Ricinus is called.. in English palma Christi, or *ticke

sede... The sede. .when the huske is of..looketh very lyke

a dogge louse which is called a tyke. 1760 J, Lee Introd,

Bot. App. 329 Tickseed, Corispermum. x86o Worcester,
7'/V>tjrtf<(^K«/?tT7yrr,a smooth-branched herb, having golden-
yellow, showy rays ; Coreopsis trichosperma^ Gray, 1786
Abercrombie Arrangem. in Gard, Assist. 54/2 Coreopsis^

*iick-seeded sunflower, 1721 Bradley Philos, Ace. IVAs.

Nat, 13s The Jumper or *Tick Spider. 1704 Land. Caz,
No. 4079/4 A . . Greyhound . . with some white "Tick Spots.

1857 Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) 127 A one-celled ovary
sometimes becomes several-celled

.

'. by the formation of false

partitions, , .as in the jointed pod of the Sea-Rocket and the

*Tick-TrefoiL 1563 Hvll Art Garden, (1593) 32 The hearbe
named *Tick- weed, otherwise in Latin Palma Christi, 1884
Miller Plant-n., Tick-weed, Hedeomapulegioides.

Tick (tik), sb:^ Forms: a. 5 tikke, tykk(0,
6 tycke, 6-7 ticke, 6- tick; &, 5-6 toke, 7

teiko ; 7. (chiefly ,5V.) 5- tyke, 6 tyik, 6- tike

(tsik). [Known from 15th c, in the {oim&tikkc,

teke, tyke ; the second corresp. to MLG. and MDu,
teke (mod.EFris. t^k, Doornkaat-Koolman), cog-

nate with OHG, ziahha, ziccha^ MHG., Ger. zieche

bed-tick, pillow-case ; the third to MDu. ttke, tijcke,

Du. tijk. These forms point to an earlier WGer.
^teka, and later *tika, both a. L. tcca, thcca, a. Gr.

6J\Ki) case, whence also K. teie^ taie^ obs. Eng. Tay,
Tey. The short vowel in tykke, tikke, iicke^ lick,

is prob. as in rick^ sick, wick.]

The case or cover containing feathers, flocks, or

the like, forming a mattress or pillow; also, from

i6th c, applied to the strong hard linen or cotton

material used for making such cases.

a, 1466 Mann, ^ Househ. A'jt/. (Roxb) 362 For iij. tykkes
[/r. tylkesl and bolsteres to the same fore federbeddes.

1480 Wardr, Ace, Edw. IV {s%:^ 118 To Libbet Ketiller

for a grete tikke xxxijs. 1330 Palscr. 281/1 Ticke for a
fetherbed. coite de lit. 1569 Wilts ff Iwv. N, C, (Surlees)

I. 311 One fether bed, the tycke therof I dyd by. 1586

Rates of Custome l^y\\\\i. Ticks called Brussel ticks, the

Tick xiij..s. iiij.d. 1636 Althorp MS, in Simpkinson
WashingtoHs li66o) App. p. Ixxvii, For 2 feather bed ticks

for Alexander, 1743 Phil, Trans. XLII. 367 'those Ticks

and I'illow-biers coveting the Matresses and Pillows. 181J

W. TEHNANT A Hster P. If. xxviii, Dunfermline, too, sofam'd
checks and licks. 184a S. Lover Handy Andy vi. The
deep pocket of blue striped tick which hung at her side.

^. 1494 Farvam C//n>«. VII. 414 And of federbeddes[they]

rypped the tekys. 1570 Levins ^fitM/'A 54/25 Ve Teke of

a l>ed, ieca cnUitaria, C1615 in Walcolt William 0/
Wykehatn (1852) 167, ^ yeards of teike for a boulsler.

y. X495 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials \, 20*, iij le lykis de
feddirbeddis. isoa Ace, Ld. High Trttu. Scot. II. 205

For tua tikis of feddir beddis to hir. 1534 Inv. Wardr,
Kath, ArragoH in CannUn Misc. (1855) 31 A paliotte of
Urusells tyke filled with baslardedowne. 154s Rates of
Custome C vij, Tikes for beddes the dossen xxxvj.s. Tikes

the pece iij.s. >573-8o Baret /I/:'. T24i The tike of a
bed: afeatherbed. 1580 /J/'<:r(/<r« A*<^. (1848) II. j6Auch-
lene codvairis wiiht sextene tyikis. 1618 Sir K. IJovlk in

Lismore Papers (1886) I. igr, I bought a fetherbed tykes.

1806 FoKSVTii Beauties Scotl. III. 146 The children sleep

in beds, .with tikes filled with straw.

b. *Uscd for the bed or bolster itself: as,

" That's the tyke or tyken o' the bed : a guid

feather tyke or tyktu [=tyking]"' {SuppL to

Jamieson, 1887).
Mote distinctively tyke o* bed^ or tyke-abed.

Tick (tik), sb:^ Forms: 5 tek, tekk, 6-7

ticke, 7 tyck, 6- tick. [Not known a 1440, the

vli. (Tick vX) appearing a century later. Parallels

to sb. and vb, appear in Da. tik a pat, touch, tick,

tikken to pat, tick, LG. likk a touch, also a moment,

instant, with ticken or tikken vb., Norw. tikke to

touch lightly, also MIIG. zic *a light touch or

push', and zicken vb. These may indicate a

common OTeut. source, or they may be of later

onomatopoeic formation, ihe expression in 'vocal

gesture* of the act or sound in question.]

1. A light but distinct touch; a light quick

stroke ; a pat, a tap. Obs, exc. dial.

C1440 Prottip, Parv, 487/2 Tek, or lytylle towche (AT.

tekk or lyiyl btrocki, tactulus. 1580 Sidney Z.t'/. 18 Oct.in
Collins /-t'/^. (1746) I. 285 When you play at Weapons.. play
out your Play lustilie, for indeed 'I'ickes and Daliances are
nothing in earnest. i6si S. Wakd Li/e 0/ Faith 84 The
least ticke befalls the not, without the ouer-ruling eye and
hand, .of a wise God. 16*5 Lisi.e Du Bartasy Noe 13 He
makes us only afraid With fingers tyck. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk ^ Stlv. 96 If the forestroke give us but a little tick,
the backstroke will be sure to give him a knocker. aiSzs
Foruy Voc. E. Atiglia, Tich,a very gentle touch, by way
of hint, or as a token of endearment.

b. A children's game in which the object is to

oveitake and touch ; — Tig sb. 2.

x6z2 Drayton Poly-olb, xxx. 144 The Mountaine Nymphs
. .doe giue each other chase. At Hood-winke, Barley-breake,
at Tick, or Prison-base. 1884 Black Jud. Shaks. iii, The
children playing tick round the grave-stones.

2. A quick light dry sound, distinct but not loud,

as that caused by the sudden impact of a small
hard body upon a hard surface; esp, the sound
produced by the alternate check and release of

the train in the escapement of a watch or clock

;

also the similar sound made by the death-watch

beetle.

Also (repeated) adverbially or interjection ally, as an imi-

tation of this sound : see also 'J'ick-tick.

x68o Aubrey Lives (1898) I. 28 He (Thomas Allen] hap-
pened to leave his watch in the chamber windowe. .. Ine
maydes.. hearing a thing in a case cry Tick, Tick, Tick,
presently concluded that ihat was his Devill. 170a Ray
Rem. (1780)324 The leisurelyand constant Tick ofthe Death-
Watch. x86i Walsall Free Press 7 Dec, By a simple
arrangement of ticks and intervals., the clerk was enabled
to copy the [telegraphic] messages with the utmost rapidity.

1871 TvNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1S79) I. xxii, 496 ElHcott set one
clock going by the ticks of another. 1910 Nation 8 Jan.
604/a With just a * tick ' of his [a robin's] alarm note,

b, A beat of the heart or of the pulse.

18*3 BvKON yuan x, xx.xix, Her physician.. found the
tick Of his fierce pulse betoken a condition Which augured
of the dead. 1855 Browning An Epistle 194 Something,
a word, a tick o' the blood within Admonishes.

3. A small dot or dash (often formed by two
small strokes at an acute angle), made with a pen
or pencil, to draw attention to something or to

mark a name, figure, etc., in a list as having been

noted or checked. In quot, 1S60 used in plural for

inverted commas,
1844 Fraser'sMag. XXX. 88/1 Neat pencil ticks indicated

favourite passages, i860 Mrs. Caklyle Lett. (1883) III.

48 To. .interlard his own note with single words or whole
lines of yours ' in ticks '. 1863 Reader z8 Nov. 638 A tick

at the beginning and end of tt.. shows of what extent the

passage is to be. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 111. i, Those lots

that I d mark with my pencil—there's a tick there, and a
tick there. 1898 Sir E. Hamilton in Daily Netvs 8 Nov.
6/1 Whether the copy was entered in a large letter-book,

or made on a separate sheet, depended on his having made
one * tick ' or two ' ticks ' at the bottom of the first page.

b, A small spot or speck of colour on the skin

or coat of an animal.

1873 D. Maclagan in Mod. Scot. Poets (1881) III. 181 The
licks upon his gawsy side Show him a new-rin saumon.

4. trans/, (from 2). The time between two ticks

of the clock ; a moment, second, instant, colloq,

1879 Browning Ned Bratts 193 Waste no tick of moment
more. 1904 Jeromk Tommy ^ Co. (ed. Tauchn.) 2^6 It's all

right. Can explain in two ticks. 1907 Phyllis Dare Fr.

School to Stage v. At eight o'clock to ihe tick, the day's

regular lesson's began. 1909 HornungA/^. Justiie Rafflts
i. 6, I should have been spottetl in a tick by a spy.

Tick| sb,^ colloq, or slang, [app. abbreviation

of Ticket sb^^ 7 in the phrase on ihe ticket.

Chronology forbids derivation from Tick v.^ 3 or

sb!^ 3, which has sometimes been conjectured.]

1. Phrases. On or "A'w i^\the) tick, on credit,

on trust (cf. on ticket, Ticket sby 7) ; to go on tick

(also go tick), run on, upon (f in) lick, to buy on
credit, run into debt.

1643 Brit. Mns. Add. MS, sjgf^ If. 66 They would haue
..run on tick with Piggin for inke and songs, rather than
haue lost the show of your presence. 1668 Drvden Even-
it/g's Love III. i. Play on lick, and lose the Indies, I'll

discharge it all tomorrow. 167J Wychfhley Love in

Wood III. i, A poor wretch that goes on tick for the paper
lie writes his lampoons on I 1849 Thackeray Pendennis ii.

When he had no funds he went on tick. 1861 Hughes
Tom Iiio2vn at Ox/. 1, 'Going tick* for everything which
could by possibility be booked. 189a Stkvknson Across
the Plains ii. 100 This villainous habit of living upon tick.

2. Hence, Credit; trust; reputation of solvency

and probity.

1668 Sedlky Mulb. Gard, 11. ii, I confess my Tick is not

good, and I never desire to Game for mote than I have
about me. 1718 Ramsay CAWj^j h'irh Gr. iti. xiv, Wasttd
was baith cash and tick. 1788 Trijler No. 2. 26 If you can
cure him, D*. Bolus, you shall have the best cheese in my
shop, and tick for another. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross 105

Giving tick unlimited, or even remission of all chaiges.

3. A debit account; a score, accoxmt, reckoning.
1681 PRIDEAUX Lett. 21 May (Camden) 83 The Marmayd

Tavern is lately broke, and we Christ Church men bear y"

blame of it, our ticks, as y« noise of y* town will have it,

amounteing 10x500'. 171a Arduthnot 7''A« Bull in. yii,

Paying ready Money, that the Maids might not run a Tick
at the Market. 1755 Connoisseur No. 92 He. .had a long

tick at the tavern.
^ 1840 J. T. Hewlett P. PHgg^ns xiv.

Oh, never mind paying ; I've got a tick here. x86a Ihacke-
ray Philip xxxviii, There are some of my college ticks ain't

paid now. . .Tailors' ticks, tavern ticks, livery-stable ticks.
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TICK.

Tick (lik\ i*.* Karely tio. [ad. F. tic in same

senses : cX. Tic (which retains the Fr. spelling).]

L The Wee or morbid habit in horses called crib-

biting or cribbing. Cf. Tick v.^

ITM W. Gibson Ditt. /farses v. (1731) 83 There is another

Vi« whkh some Horses are addicted 10. .called Ihe /!«.

2. A whim, a fancy ; a peculiar habit or notion,

an idios)iicr3sy.
. , . ,

(1896 />j»Vr X'-^s r> Sept. 6/3 It is mere 'lie or habit.)

ifoo ' Sarah Grand ' JIais ix. She's got some tick in her

h^»d about being firm with me.

Tick, it.^ [Echoic] A local name of the

whinchal.
1(48 Zttlegist VI. 1137 The whiiKhat has the nickname

• utick ', or, more simply is sometimes merely a ' tick ' from

its n-ell-known note.

Kck (.tik), vS [f. Tick sb.^: cf. Du. Iikkcn to

pat, tick, Norw. likte to touch lightly.]

1. ittlr. To touch or tap a thing or person lightly

;

esj>. to bestow light touches or pats by way of

caressing ; to dally ; esp. in phr. tick and toy \ Jig-

to trifle. Obs. exc. dial.

1546 J. Hevwoou Prm. (1867) 44 Their tickyng might

haue tought Any yong« couple their loue tickes to Iiaue

wrought. i«o Latime Last Scrm. Ivf. Edw. VI 108

Sund not ticking and toying at the braunches .. but strike

at the roole. 1681 Bunyan Holy War xiL 268 His -sons

began to pUiy his pranks, and to be ticking and toying with

the daughlers of their lord. !«&» — Adv. Sufferers Wks.

(ed. Offor) II. 738 Though they may but tick and toy wilh

thee at first, their sword may reach thy heart.blood at last.

a lbs FoRBY »«:. E. Anglia, Tick, v. to toy. Indeed

the two are often used together ; . . two fond sweethearts are

soniettmes seen * ticking and toying '.

t b. trans. To tick up : to lift smartly, whip up.

iS8« Warner Ali. Enr. 11. xi. Then ticks he vp her

lacked Frocke, nor did Calysto blush.

2. intr. Of a clock, watch, etc. : To make the

light quick sound described under Tick sb.^ 2.

1711, 1746-7 [see Ticking At/, a.', z'il. sb ' 2I. 177s Asii,

7/c-fr, to make a small quick llobe like that of a watch.

1806 J. Train Pott. Reveries 94 (Jam.) When she heard

Ihe Dead-watch tick. i8ia H. & J. Smiih Rcj, Addr.,
rlayhouse Mus., I heard a trowel tick against a brick,

iSao W. Irving Siclch Bi. I. 249 An old fashioned clock

ticked in one comer. 1864 Thackeray J?. Duval iv, The
watch is ticking on the table before me as I write.

b. trans, with various complements : To wear
aivay or out, bring to an end, in ticking ; to throw

off 01 deliver by ticking (as a telegraph).

C1870 W. pREF.LANDin wltislteiinkic (1890) II. 322 You (a

wagtail] wag and tick the ages out Quicker still and quicker.

x8te Miss CHOUCHTON .SVc. Tk. ii.iy. More days passj..

none bringing, .much change in. .Gillian's life. The clocks

lick it monotonously away. 189a Leisure Hour Apr. 411/2
Each slow moment as it ticked itself away was a blow to

hope. x9oa Strand Mag. Jan. 71/1 The young woman
laughed at the answer as it was ticked off to her.

_
1906

Daily Newsv^Kyx.t A telegraphist.. ticking out tidings

of the affair from its scene.

o. trans/, {intr.) To beat, pulse, throb.

x868 Browning Ring 4- Bk. I. 37 When hearts^ beat liard.

And brains, high-blooded, ticked two centuries since.

3. trans. To mark (a name, an item in a list, etc.)

with a tick ; to mark off with a tick, as noted,

passed, or done with. Also_/%; ; colloq. to identify.

t86i Dickens- Gt. Expect, xxxiv, I compared each with
the bill, and ticked it off. 1871 L. Stephen I'lay^. Eur.
{1894) xiii. 323 One more task ticked off from their memo-
randum book. 1874 Green Short Hist. vL § 6. 335 Frag-
ments of his [Thos. Cromwell's] papers still show us with
what a business-like brevity he ticked off human lives. 1893

G. Alixn Scallyuiag 1. 17 Ticking him off on her list. Mod.
I ticked him off as soon as I set eyes on him.

b. To mark with small ticks or spots of colour.

(But cf. Ticked a., Ticking vbl. ji.i 3.)
19x0 19/A Cent. May 915 The white ticked here and there

with black.

Tick (tik), zi.z colloq. or slang, [f. Tick sb.*^

1. inlr. To 'go on tick' (see Tick sb.* 1); to

deal with a tradesman, etc. on credit, to take credit

;

to ran into debt, leave one's debts unpaid.
X648 WiNVARD Midsummer-MooH 6 He must tick with

Charon, and have his Epitaph writ in chalk, a X683 Oldham
Poet. Wks. (1686) 90 Who thither flock to Ghostly Con-
fessor, To clear old debts, and tick with Heaven for more.
I74» Fielding Miis Luty in Town Wks. 1882 X. 310, I gave
tliat sum to my wife, .to buy her clothes. Ill take it from
bcr again, and let her tick with the tradesmen.

b. trans. To leave (an amount) owing to be
entered to one's debit.

1674 S. Vincent V. Callanfs Acad. 80 He..lick[s) his
re<.kuning, that he may keep half a Crown in his Pocket.
I7X» Mrs. Centlivre Perplexed Lovers \. i, The Devil a
bollle can I tick because he has forsworn the tavern.

2. intr. To give credit; to supply goods, pro-
fessional aid, etc. on credit.

1711 ARBUTiiNor John Bull iii. viii, The money went to
Ihe lawyers i counsel won't tick. Sir. i7ax Amhiust Terrx
Pit. No. 46(1754) 247 Smarts in Oxford., who cannot afford
to be thus fine any lunger than their mercers, taylors, shoe-
nuikers. .will tick with them. 1840 J. T. Hewlitt /'.

PrixgiHs xiii, Sykes is your man—ticks for ever, and
never duns.

b. trans. To give (a person) credit.
1S4S Apperley (' Nimrod *) Li/e Sportsman v, He never

refused me a tandem, and he ticked me for a terrier at once.

tTick, I'.-* Obs. rare. [f. Tick ji.S] intr.

Of a horse : To practise crib-biting; - Ckib v. 9.
xjag W. CiscoM Ditt, Horses v. (1731) 84 While Ihcy do

this, they give a Belch through their throat, which is that

which we call Ticking. Some Horses 'lick upon the

Tiench, and some, .upon any |X)st or rail they can come at

. .because it is sometimes cominunicnled by example, a

Ticker ought therefore to stand by himself.

Tick, variant of Teak.
Tlek-a-tick. [f. same source as Tick v.^ or

j/i.:i] An imitation of the sound of a clock or

watch ; ticking ; in quot. 1S05, throbbing of the

pulse. So Tiok-a-tack. (Cf. Tick-tack, Tick-

tick.)

180S in Sfirit Pui. Jmls. IX. 243 Munro shall count of

pulse his tick-a-lick. 1883 D. R. Sei.lars in Mod. Scot.

Poets VI. 157 l ick-a-tick, tick-a-tick, My old clock s voice

I hear. 1898 Dovle in Speaker 5 Mar. 298/t The clock

goes tick-a-tack.
, „

Ticked (tikt), a. [f. Tick ii.'

+

-ed -^
: see quot.

1688, and cf. flea-bitten; in mod. use associatetl

with Tick i/'.a 3b.] Of a dog: Having small

markings or spots as if bitten by ticks : cf. tick spot

(Tick sb.^ 3) ; hence of birds, etc. : spotted, dotted.

x688 R. Wo\.ViS. Armoury ill. 185/2 Ticked, when a Uog is

spotted with black on white, or wilh white spots on black,

and the like of the fallow and white, which proceeds from the

liiteing of Ticks. X828 Miss Mitford VilUge Ser. 111.

1 ntrod. 6 The puppy . . is fawn-coloured wilh a dash of white,

and promises to be ticked. Are you sportswoman sufficient

to know that ticked means covered all over with while spots

about the size of a pea? 1873 Spectator 22 Feb. 239/2

Canaries, .. the evenly maiked Yellows and Buffs, the

'ticked' or unevenly marked Yellows and Buffs. 1807

Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 367/2 Dora (a dog) was so closely

licked that when in a brush-heap checkered black and white,

it was almost impossible to see her. 190a I'ur ft Feather

19 Sept. 207/2 Cats.. .Female, .smooth grey ticked.

Ticked (tikt), ///. a. [f. Tick sb.^ or i-.l +

-ED.] a. Formed or represented by a series of

ticks: as 'a ticked line', one formed thus

1833 Richardson Merc. Mar. Arch. 22 A ticked line

through all these spots will form the cant frame, c 1850

Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 93 A batten, .will form the ticked

curve A D B.

b. Marked or marked ^with a tick.

x863TliERRV/Ji«/ra//a(tille-p.) A sujjpleraentnry chapter

on Tr.insportation and the Ticked-off System.

t Ti-ckel. Obs. rare. [dim. (?) of Tick sb.'-

:

see -EL -.] = Tick rf.l 1.

X577 B. Googe Hereshaclis llusl. (1586) 143 If they Isliecp]

be lowsie, or full of tickels, ihcy vse to beale the rootes of

Maple, and seething them in water, and opening the wooU
with their fingers, they powre the licour, 1741 Compl. Earn-.

Piece III. 492 To destroy Ticks or Tickels in Sheep.

Tickel, -ell, obs. forms of Tackle, Tickle.

Tickea (ti-k'n, ti-ken). [A dialectal form of

Ticking sb., the ending app. sometimes associated

with -EN *, as in hempen, xvoollen, etc.] = Ticking

sb.. Tick sb.'^ Also allrib.

X701 Lond. Ca2. No. 3739/4 Striped Ticken Breeches.

1707 E. Chambeelayne I'res- St- Eng. 1. iii. (ed. 22) 20 The
chief Manufactures are Woollen Cloaths, Cottons, and
Ticken. X769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 93 Part of a
Street of Booths was taken up with Upholsters Ware ; such

as Tickens, Sackens,..Rugs, Quilts, &c. 1843 Borrow
Bihle in Spain xi. 78 A long loose tunic or slop, seemingly of

coarse ticken,

tTi-cker^. Obs. rare. [f. Tick &.3 -^ -erI.]

A cribbing horse, a crib-biter.

x7ao [see Tick &.'']. X796 Lawrence Tr^a/. //i^^-JW iv. 218

The crib-biter, formerly called a ticker. .. These horses will

stand biting at the rack, or manger, or even ata post, throw-

ing themselves backward, and sucking in the air with greedi-

ness.

Ti'Cker 2. slang, ? Obs. [? f. Tick v:^ + -Eii 1.]

? One who obtains goods * on tick ' and never pays

for them ; a fraudulent debtor.

1753 iiitte) The Thief-Catcher .. Containing an ample
Discovery of the., Frauds now practised by Highwaymen,
Tickers, Gypsies, Horse-stealers [etc J.

Ticker ^ (ti-kai). [f. Tick z/.l + -er 1.] Some-
thing that ticks, a. The pendulum or escapement

of a clock or watch ; also {s^ang) a watch (rarely,

as in quot. 1910, a clock),

1828 [Moib] Mansie Wanck xxv. (1849) 204 Went to and
fro like the ticker of a clock. 1829 Macinn in Mem. Vidoc^
IV. App. 261 Then his ticker 1 set a-going, With his

onions, chain, and key. 1838 Dickkns O- Tivist xviii. If

you don't take fogies and tickers..some other cove will.

1888 Rider Haggard Col. Quaritch xxviii, I've sold all my
jewels down to my ticker, igio Conteuip. Rev, July 36

Secreting a copy of Keats behind the ticker.

b. A telegraphic recording instrument, a tape-

machine; a stock-indicator,

1883 F.M. Crawford Dn Claudius {i^i\ 173 A couple of

wheels that unwound . . lung strips of white paper . . covered

with unintelligible signs. * That [s the ticker *,said Barker;

and he explained how every variation in the market was
in:^tantly transmitted to every place of business.. in New
York. Ibid, 174 * It [the ticker] is the pulse of New York ',

Miid Baiker...'It tells us everything. Nobody can live

here without a ticker', 1889 Pali Mall G. 22 Jan. 7/2 In

New York., news agency ' tickers', messenger calls, private

OS well as public telephones, burglar and lire alarms,.. are

to be found in all well appointed offices. 1896 Proc. N.
Kng. Hist, Genealog. Soc. 158 With Edison in 1870 he
[F. L. Pope] invented the one-wire printing telegraph or

'licker*. 190a Munsey's Mag. XXVl. 542/2 Slock and
general news tickers, .reporting bad news.

Ticket (ti-ket), J^.l Also 6 :!>c. tikket, -ett,

tek-, ticet, tikk-, tykkatt, tik-, tek-, tecat, 6-7
Sc, tlket, 6-8 tickett, 7 tik-, tyokett, tiquet,

TICKET.

Sc. tickket. [In 16th c. (1528) til-el, aphelic

form of *ctikelj a. obs. F. eliquel * a little note,

breuiate, bill, or ticket ; especially such a one. as is

stucke vp on the gate of a Court, signifying the

seisure &c of an inheritance by order of iustice*

;

or the parallel F, tiliquetU ' a ticket fastened within

the mouth of a Lawyers booke bag, and containing

the titles of thebookes, [etc.]; any inscrii)tion, sui^er-

scription, title, note, or marke set on th*outside of

a thing . , ; also, a token, billet, or ticket, deliuered

for the benefit, or aduantage of him that receiues it'

(Colgr.) :-OF. eslujneHje (13S7 in Ilatz.-Darm.),

f. csliquer, to stick, fix, from Teutonic; ad. OLG.
skk-an = OHG. stchhan, Ger. stechen to stick, fix.

Tlie primary sense was ' a little note or notice

affixed to anything, a label ', whence extended as

in Cotgrave, and in the senses below. It is notable

that our earliest instances are Irish and Scotch ; but

English examples in some senses appear ciGoo.

See also FxitiUETTE, repr. a later sense of the Fr.

word.]

1. A short written notice or document ; a memo-
randum, a note, a billet, f/w ticket, in writing

(<SV.). Obs. exc. as in b, c.

This general sense is present in nearly all those that follow,

which differ mainly in respect of the purpose or use lo which

the written statement or note is put,

1528 in loM Rep. Hist. Ji/SS. Comm. App. v. 403 The
IJailiefe shall not priese no flesh . . unksse he can get a tiket

or bill of the merchanndes hand wilh the boucher to whom
he had sold the same. 1583 Reg. Privy Council Scot IV.

395 To present thair desiris in tikkatt to the Lordis com-

po^itouris. c 1600 J as. VI in y^^ ^**/- ^"'- ^I^S. Comm,
396/2 Sice soumis as the Duike of Lenox hes in tickket.

162a Malynes Anc. Laxv-Mcrch. 411 The Bankers.. haue

a meeting, and by certaine tickets in writing euerie man
doth deliuer his opinion, what the price of Exchange ought

to be. 1627 UssHER Lett. (1686) 374 The Bishop of Derry
haih left with me liis Ticket, wherein he undertakes to pay

50^ unto any one of the Captains to whom your Lordship

shall appoint. i6jfiBAKERlr, Balzac's Lett. (vol. II,) 157"
your ticket had overtaken me at Orleans, I had certainly

returned to Paris. 1661 Pepys Diary 12 Apr., While 1 am
now writing, comes one wilh a tickett lo invite me to

Captain Rol^rt Blake's buriall. 1755 in Hist. Rev. Peun-
iylrania (1759), Every one votes as he pleases, the election

being by written tickets, folded up and put in a box. 1760

Hooi'ER in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmcsbury (1870) L 82 A page
delivered him a ticket, importing that something had
happened to the (late) King.

b. spec. A written tender for ore, made by the

smelter. Cf, Ticketing vbL sb. 2. iocai.

1778 Prvce Mi'n. Cornub. 287 The highest bidder or ticket

should be the purchaser, a 1856 Paris in Jago Corttw. Gloss.

(1882) zQi Those [agents] of varioiis Companies .. produce
a sealed ticket of the price they wiU give for ore; and he
whose ticket is highest, takes the ore. 1870 J. Percy
Mcttill. Lead 496 Each Mine sends samples of its ore to the

Smelters in various localities, along wuh a notice to the

effect that tenders or tickets will be received uptoacertain
day, on which they will be opened and the highest offer

accepted.

c. Stock Exch. : see quot. 1882-93.
1882-93 BiTHELL Countittg-Ho. Diet. s.v. Ticket Day^

The day for the passing of tickets between brokers and job-

bers, by means of which they learn the amount of stocks and
shares they have respectively to deliver or receive on the

day following, 1^12 Stock Exchange Ticket, All rights in

respect of this ticket are hereby claimed. Ibid,, If this

Ticket be divided, insert Number and name of party dividing

it, or New Ticket will not be paid for.

2. A written notice for public information; for-

merly, a notice posted in a public place ; a placard

;

now esp, a slip of cardboard, metal, paper, etc,

attached to an object, and bearing its name, de-

scription, price, or the like ; a label, show-card.
(This may have been the original sense.)

1567 Reg, Privy Council Scot. I. 504 At the occasioun of

sum tikkettis alTixt on the Tolbuyih dur of Edinburgh, be
iiis leltre sent to hir Majestic, [hel had desynt James Erll

Bothwell, and certane specifiit in the saidis tikkettis, to be
apprehendit. a 1661 Fuller Worthies^ Buckingham. (1662)

I. 137 Giving notice of the time to his Auditours in a ticket

on the School-dores. 1691- [implied in Ticket v. iJ. 1766
ill Wcstm. Gaz. 22 Apr. (igio) 2/3 The seats in the House
of Commons were begun to be taken for the members by
pinning down a ticket wilh their names in such seats as they
chose, which were reserved for them till piajers began.

1804 Aston's Manch, Guide 162 A ticket is affixed to each
patient's bed, mentioning his name, and that of his phy^-
tianor surgeon ; the time of admission, and the diet ordered

for iiim. 1848 Thackekav Van, FairvX, The ticket in the

window which announced 'Apartments to Let'. 1851
AIantell Petri/act. iv. § i. 365 The same coloured margin
as that on the ticket ' (Quartz ', surrounds every specimen of
quartz in that Case.

3. (More fully visiting ticket.) A visiting-card.

Now Obs. or dial. ; also Anglo-Jnd.
1673 [K.. Leigh] Transp. Rch. 142, I shall only therefore

leave a ticket for his assignes. 1773 Lady AIary Coke
jrnl. 30 Nov., Sir Horatio RIann..has desired me to leave

a ticket with the Grande Maitressc to-morrow. im8 Mrs.
Thhale Let. to 'Johnson 11 Nov., Your visiting ticlcet has
been left very completely in Wales. Was it the fashion to
leave cards in Prior's time? 1782 Miss Burney CtfciV/a 1.

iii, Why, a ticket is only a visiting card, with a name upon
it ; but we all call tliem tickets now. x86a Thackeray
Philip xiii. Poor dear Mrs. Jones. .still calls on the ladies

of your family and slips her husband's ticket upon the hall

table. X900 C. Lee Cynthia ii. 20 Mr. Gibbs come in just

now. .and left his ticket over the chimley.



TICKET. TICKETING.

+ 4. A writing in which something is certified or

authorized; a certificate or voucher; a warrant,

licence, permit. Alsoy?^,
15*9 Ai^eriieen Rc^. (1S44) I. ia6 Conforme to the saidis

maisierU of warkis tikaiU. 1553 Exck. Rolls Scotl. XVI II.

377 Pas this rentell to the lard of Kawelloun-.and kep this

our tecat for your varraiid. 11593 Greene ^oj. //', in.

ii, I am the king's purveyor.. Here's my ticket, deny it if

thou darest 1615 Nottingham Rec. (1S89) IV. 334 The
Schoole Wardens shall not hencefurth pay or doo any
reparacions vpon the howse . . without a tyckett for the same
vnder Maister Maior's hand. 1641 Evflyn Diary-zZ Aug.,
He.. then deliver*d me a ticket by virtue whereof I was
made excise-free. \^%V , \\.^ov Anti-sozzo 554 Paul would
have past for a Righteous person upoa his producing the
Ticket of a blameless Conversation,

b. » Cebtificate sb. 3 b. slang.

ctgoo CuTCLiFFE Hyne Atastcr of Fortune L (Cent.

SuppU), I'm Captain of the whole of this show now, . . and I

intend to be respected as such, and hold a full captain's

ticket.

5. A slip, usually of paper or cardboard, bearing

the evidence of the holder s title to some service or

privilege, to which it admits him ; as a theatre-'

tUkeij railway or tramway ticket^ insuratue-ticket

^

hitery-ticket, lecture-ticket^ platform-ticket (at a
meeting) , communion-ticket, member s ticket,

luncheon-ticket, soup-tiekety etc.

1673 Galston Ses$. Rec. in Ed^ar Old Ch. Lift Scot.

(1S83) 1 73 no//, Several hundera of tickets ar distribute^ i68a

LuTTSELL Brief Ret. (1S57) '• i79 The parties were invited

by tickets, of which any man might have one for a guiney,

it being the price thereof. 1697-*, 17x0 (see Lottekv 5, ij,

1710 Hearne CotUct. (O.H.S.) III. 40 The Tickett of a
1000 lib* per annum for 32 Years. 1741 Wesley Wks.
(187a) I, 301 To those who were sufFicienily recommended
tickets were given, a 1845 Hood Double A nock i \ Sure he
has brought me tickets fur the play. 1878 K. S. Williams
MiHl. Railw. 626 The printing of tickets b effected by an
ingeniously constructed machine. 1B98 Flor. MoNTGOMKRy
Tony 17 You have got your ticket c^uite safe, haven't you ?

1906 Macin. Mite, June 625 Subscribers may obtain from
the .Society supplies of food-tickets, each representing two-
pennyworui of food. Mod. Admission only by tickeu

1713 Stsklk EnglishmaK Na ai. 135 Your ApprobaUon
is the Ticket by which they gain Admittance into your
Paper. 1784 Cowper Task 111. 98 Well dressed, well bred.

Well equipaged, is ticket good enough. To pass us readily

throogti every door. iSsa Thackkrav Esmond 11. xi. Within
a month after this day, Mr. Addison's ticket had come up a
prodij^oiis prize in the lottery of life. 1864 .Vac. Sc. Rev.
I. 409 Men who have robbed emplojxrs, or in some_ other

way sullied their fair fame (in cab language ' lost the tickt.-t ')

but who have not been . . prosecuted, easily become cabmen.

6. A pay-warrant ; esp. a discharge warrant in

which the amoont of pay due tu a soldier or sailor

is cert iBed.

1596 Spenser StaU Irel. WJcs. (Globe) 657/3 There should

be a pay-master appoynted, of spedall trust, which should

fiaye every* man according to bis captaynes tickett, and
the acoompCe of the daike of bis bande. 1665 Pkpvs Diar^
5 DeCn Mr. Stevcto, who b . . paying of seamen of their

tickets at Deptford. 1836 Marrvat Midsk. Easy xl, Gos-
coigne, having received his dlscharge.tickct, went on board

of the Rebiera. 18^ Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 299 The
sailors were paid with so little punctuality that they were
glad to find some usurer who would purchase their tickets

at forty per cent discount. X858 Simmonds Vict. Trade^
Ticket^ Seaman'sy a register ticket given to seamen from
the General Register and Record ofhce of Seamen.

b. Short forTicKKT or leavk.

1904 A. Griffiths 50 Years Public Srrviee xii. 169 Blue
dren men of exempiar>* conduct, who were within a year

of release on ticket. Ibid, xxm. 354 llien he is on ticket

now, and wanted for failing to report himself, no doubt.

t7- An acknowledgement of indebtedness, an
I O U ; a promise to pay ; a note or memorandum
of money or goods received on credit ; a debit ac-

coont, a score ; hence phr. on, upon {the) ticket,

on crediti on trust, Cf. on tick (Tick sb* i).

Prob. the 'ticket* was orlg. the 'note of hand* of the

borrower, but it might easily be transferred to the statement

of tbe same rendered by the creditor, and thus to 'a trades-

man's bill ', as suggested by Narcs.
ct6oo Day Begg. Bednalt Gr. 1. 1, Your poor Vitler, Sir,

where your Lordships men went o' th' ticket. 1632 J.
Havwaro tr. Biomit s Eromena 25 The Admirall lost sonit:

monies. .and then playing on ticket, lost twenty thousand
crownes. «i >634 Ranuolph Hey for Honesty 11. vi^ 1 am
resolved to build no more Sconces, but to pay my old tickets.

1641 Davknant Unfort. Lovars v. i. Let em not deal on the

Tickeu You know ready Mony makes the Pot boil. 1656

Hevlin Surv. France 147 He that hath . . his gold ready shall

have a sooner dispatch, then the best Scholar tipon ticket.

8. In U. S. politics, The list of candidates for

election nominated or put forward by a party or

faction.

Central ticket^ a list of candidates put forward for a state

or other large political division, c^^ual in number to the

entire representation tu which the division is entitled, but
not chosen to represent each Ux:al subdtvisiun. Mijccd,
9cratck^ split^ straight tiihtt: see quot. 1S59.

1711 Isaac Norris in Pcnn-Logan Corr. (1872) H. 438
Chester [Pennsylvania] carried their ticket entire. 1764
<Nov. 3) in Life etc. 7* R«ed (1847) L 3^ The Dutch
Calvinists and the Presbyterians . . to a man assisted the new
ticket. 1766 Sarah Franklin Lett, to B. Eranhlin (liy))

191 The old ticket forever ! We have it by 34 votes I 1789
Maryland jml. 2 Jan. (Thornton Amer. Gloss.), The
Federal Ticket recommends Mr. Daniel Carroll for the

Sixth District; and the opposite Ticket.. Mr. Abraham
Faw. 1859 Hartlett Vict. Aftttr. s.v.. According to

citcunutanccs a man ts said to vote the ttraight ticket.

i.e. the ticket containing the 'regular nomination' of his
party without change ; a scratch ticket, a ticket from which
the names of one or more of the candidates are erased ;

a split ticket, a ticket representing different divisions

of his party j or a mixed ticket, a ticket in which
the nominations of different parties are blended into one.

i86i Blair in Century Mag, {1889) SetjU 687/2 Chase, who
never voted a Democratic ticket in his life. 1888 Bryce
Amer. Comm-w. I. v. 54 Each party runs its list or 'ticket'

of thirty presidential electors for that State.

9. slang, a. The correct thing ; what is wanted,
expected, or fashionable; esp, in phr. that's the

ticket,

Perh. from 8 ; or, as some have suggested, from the
winning ticket in a lottery.

1838 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. ir, xxi. 323 They ought
to be hanged, sir, (that's the ticket, and he d whop the
leader), 1843 E. FitzGerald X*:^/. (1889) L 117, I fancy
that moderately high hills (like these) are the ticket. 1847
Ibid, ijg This [ideaUzing of portraits] is all wrong. Truth
is the ticket. 1854 Thackeray Newcomes vii. Somehow
she's not—she's not the ticket, x866 Routledges Ev. Boy's
Ann, 411 That's the ticket ! That's the winning game.

b. The program or plan of action; that which is

to be done ; the thing on hand,
184a Marryat Fere. Keene xiii, 'Well ', said Bob Cross,

'what's the ticket, youngster—are you to go abroad with

nie?' s86x C. J. Andersson Okavango x. 127 [The lion]

suddenly squatted, evidently intending to spring upon me.
' Nay, old fellow ', I muttered to myself, 'if that's the ticket,

I will be even with you '.

10. attrib, and Comb, a. simple attrib., as ticket-

box, -pocket, -punch, -system, -taxi b. "haying to

do with the selling, etc. of tickets *, as //f/vZ-rt^^w/,

-clerk, 'guard, -man, -money, -office, -official, -room ;

C. ' to which admission is obtained oy ticket *, as

ticket-gathering, -meeting', d. obj. and objective

genitive, as ticket-buyer, -clipper, -eoHector, -ex-

aminer, -receiver, -snipper', ticket-clipping, -collect-

ing, -issuing, -punching, -stuxtching, -zuriting.

i8s4 T, Chalmers in Mem. (1S51) III. iii. 37 The ticket

system operates admirably. 1848-9 Calhoun Const. U.S.
Wks. 1863 I. 370 The general ticket system ; which has
become, .the universal mode ofappointing electors to choose
the President and Vice-President. 1858 Simmonds Diet.
Trade, Ticket-ivritfr, one who writes or paints^ showy
placards and legible tickets for goods in shop windows.
187J O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf-t. vi, Toll-men and
ticket-takers. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Railw. 628 The
walls of the booking office are provided with ticket-boxes or
tubes. 1884 La-ui Times 23 Aug. 301/1 He presented a
ticket at the tjarrier.. saying to the ticket-clipper, * 1 want
the train for Canonbury • 1889 Spectator^) Nov. 634/1 A
quasi-public or ticket meeting. 1890 Daily Nctvs 22 Sept,

2/6 Wire-plyers and pincers, ticket-nippers, wrenches, span-
ners, &c. 1893 Gunter Miss Dividends 30 The ticket

puncher looks astonished for a moment, and then. .cries,
' Next !

' 18^ iy^estm. Gaz. 10 Oct. Vi After the exhaust-
ing and exciting struggle in the ticket-room comes the

preparation for the settling or pay day. 1897 Pall Matt
Mag. July 384 He put the coin carefully in the ticket-

|Kx:ket of bis overcoat. 1897 Daily News 6 July 7/3 The
minutes consumed in the stopp.nge for ticket-collecting.

1908 iVestm. Gas. 9 May 2/3 In full view of that stem and
uncompromising ticket-inspector,

XL Special Combs. : ticket benefit, an enter-

tainment for which special tickets are sold, the

proceeds being for the benefit of a particular person

or object ; ticket broker (Cl.S.), a dealer in un-

expired or return railway tickets : ==, ticket-scalper
;

tickot-ohopper (i/. .S',), (a) a machine which
niuiilatcs use<l railway tickets deposited in it by
passengers ; {p) the employee in charge of this

machine; tloket-day: see qaot. 185S; ticket-

holder, (a) one who holds a ticket of admission,

etc. ; {p) a clip or other device for holding or

attaching a ticket or label; + ticket-jobber, a
jobber of lottery-tickets ; tioket-man, {a) a
ticket-holder ; spec, a seaman who held a certificate

exempting him from impressment (now Hist.)
\

(^) a railway employee who collects or punches

tickets; + ticket-monger, one who traffickoi in the

pay-warrants of seamen, giving ready money with

a large deduction, and then presenting them for

I>ayment; ticket-night, a benefit performance:

see quot. 1812; ticket-scalper {U. S, slang), one

who buys and sells unexpired or return railway

tickets at less tlian the rates at which they are

issued ; so ticket-scalping ; ticket-shop, a shop

displaying ticketed goods iu the window. See

also TlCKKT-I-OBTEB.
1898 lyailyNews 30 July 2/4 The London Trades Council

has arranged for a •ticket bene6t..in aid of the Welsh

Miners' Relief Fund, xgoa Farmer & HK^tt.'e Slang Diet.

s.v. Scalp, Ticket-scalper, a 'ticket-broker. 1905 Dady
Chron. 8 Mar. 5/4 One hundred students from Columbia

University.. volunteered their services to the company as

guards and •ticket-choppers. X858.S1MMOND3 Diet. Trade,
* Ticket-day^ the day before the settling or pay-day on the

Stock Exchange, when the names of bona-fide purchasers

are rendered in by one stockbroker to another. Z90Z

Westm.Gaz. 12 Dec. ii/i The business of ticket-days.. is

entirely clerical, consisting chiefly . .of the passing of buyers'

names to sellers of stock or shares. 1877 Knight Diet.

Mech., * Ticket-holder, a device to hold a railway ticket in

the hat or to the lapjiel of the coat ; or a tag to a bale or

package. 1737 Gentt. Mag. VII. 3£-8/i The Subscriptions

being filled, whatever Reflections may be made, they can be

of no Prejudice to the Lottery, but only affect the Ticket-

Jobbers. 1803 Nruson in Nicolas Bis^. (1845) V. 46 This
ship is navigated to Portsmouth by *Ticket-nien (men who
are protected from the impress by some cause or other).

'893 Gunter Miss Dividends 37 Miss Travenion is con-
ducted . . past the ticket man at the gate, and on board the
train. 1904 // 'cstm. Gaz, 5 Feb. lo/i Admission is by
tickets, available for six nights, and . .

* ticket men * get
the first chance of entrance. 1668 Pepys Diary 5 Mar., To
answer only one question, toucliiiig our paying tickets to
•ticket-mongers. x8xa H. & J. Smith Rej.Addr,xw,Soxn^
forth on *ticket-nights from tradesmen break, To mar the
actor they design to make. {Note.] Ticket-nights are those
whereon the inferior actors club for a benefit : each distri-
butes as many tickets of admission as he is able among his
friends. 1889 Farmer Diet. Amer., ^Ticket scalper, a
speculator in unused railway tickets. 189a Pall Mall G.
I Nov. 2/1 (Farmer) * Ticket-scalping . .has reference to the
transferability or otherwise of tickets rather than to their
date of expiry. 1851 Mavhew Land. Labour I. 380/2 A
thoroughfare full of *ticket-shops.

Ticket (ti-ket), j5.2 dial. [app. f. Tick sb.'i +
ET '.] A minute quantity or part.

1634 Reg. Privy Council Scotl. V . 414 Seatoun threatned
the notar, avowing to take a ticket aff" his haffet if he gave
out any instrument in this mater. 1731 Fielding Lottery
iii, I have not got it as yet—but, upon my shoul, I was
within a ticket of it. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Dict.s.v., (Somer-
set) A donkey load would be called 'just a little ticket '.

Ticket (ti*ket), V, [f. Ticket sb.^
1. trans. To attach a ticket to ; to mark with a

ticket indicating the value, contents, description,

origin, destination, or the like ; to distinguish by
means of a ticket ; to label. Chiefly in pa. pple,

x6ix [see ticketed below]. 1691 Lond, Gaz. No. 2624/4
There being one of the said Bags missing, Ticketed
65L 3s. 6d. 1719 London & Wise Compl. Gard. 107 Plant
these Trees in Baskets, well ticketted, or..set down care-

fully in our Book. 1770 Chron, in Ann. Reg. 135/2 The
post-boy..was robbea..of the mail.. containing two bags,

ticketed Newcasilf.and Newcastle and York. i8ia Sport-
ing Ma^. XXXVI. 128 Pictures which are sold during th«

exhibition will be ticketedassuch. i839Darwin Voy.Nat.
xvii. (18^2) 39s Of those [specimens] which were ticketed

with their locality, not one was conunoa to any two of the
Islands.

b. fig. To describe or mark as by a ticket ; to

designate, characterize, set down {as so and so)

:

S3 Label v. b.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia ^i^,\ make no doubt but confi-

dent forwardnesse, and undertakings, would Ticket men pass-

able. .that could scarce tell which end of their Bibles to hold

uppermost. 1713 Bf.ntley ^<r/«. Disc. Free-thiiik. I40. 11.

16 A few glittering Prizes . . among an infinity ofBIanks,drew
troops of Adventurers; who, if the whole Fund had been
equally ticketed, would never have come in. 1856 T. A.

Troixope Girlh. Cath, de Medici L 10 We find certain

characters ticketed from age to age in history as monsters of

atrocity, iflfid Chr, Cotnttvw. 14 Feb. 424/2 There is a present

fashion of ticketing all outspoken religion as sham talk.

2. To furnish with a ticket ; to issue a railway or

other travelling ticket to ; to * book
'
; also (^sol,

to issue tickets. U,S,
1842 LoNGF. in Life (1891) \. ^15 To borrow the expression

of a fellow-traveller, we were ' ticketed through to the depot '.

185a Boston (Mass.) Traveller 34 Dec. 3/2 Passengers

ticketed through from New York to Cincinnati. i88a

Kansas City fmt. 19 Feb, Advt., We ticket directly to

every place of importance.

3. intr. To make a tender y&Z' tin or copper ore

by means of a 'ticket* or written tender: see

Ticket sb.^ i b, Ticketing vbl, sb. 2, local,

1778 PRYCE Min. Corituh. 287 Three hundred tons of Ore
belonging to the same Mine were to be ticketed for on a day
appointed.

Hence Ti'cketed ///. a., marked with or bearing

a ticket or tickets.

1611 CoTGR., Tiquet^, ticketted, or appointed by ticket.

18*7 ScoTT Chron. Canongate vi, A hackney coach ..that

obscure vehicle, which was not permitted to dtgr.-ide with its

ticketed presence the dignity of Baliol's Lodging. 1838

DoBiH Mem. W, Wilson of Crummock (1896) 100 On the

ball night she was my ticketed companion. 1836-9 Dickens
.V*. Boz, Hor. Sparkins, A dirty-looking ticketed linen-

draper's shop, with goods of all kinds, and labels of all sorts

and sizes, in the window.

Ticketer (ti-kotai). [f. Ticket sb,^ or v, +
-EB '.] One who tickets ; one who has a ticket.

1778 pRVCE Min, Cornub. 288 One of the ticketers present

produced his ticket before all the company, whose olTer was
nine pounds seventeen shillings per ton [cf. Ticketing z],

1863 O. Meredith Rhoda Fleming xii, I paid, and you're

a ticketer...These chaps get tickets given nu

Ticketing (ti-ketiij), vbl, sb, [f. Ticket v. +
-iNG i.J The action of Ticket v,

1. Marking with or as with a ticket; labelling,

t8|44 G. DoDD Textile Manuf. vii, 228 After a process of
rolling, pressing, ticketing, &c.. the article is finished. 1866

Dk. Argyll Reign Laxv l (ed. 4) 4 The mere ticketing and
orderly assortment of external facts,

2. Bidding by a * ticket' or written tender; witli

//. a sale of ore at which the bids are made in

tills way. local.

1778 Prvce Min. Cornub. 288 The present mode of ticket-

ing for Copper Ores. 1854 C. S. "Edsm-L {title) Copper Ore
Tables,. . with the method ofconducting the Ticketings. 19x3

Financial Times 30 Apr., Redruth Tin Ticketing.

3. attrib, (chiefly in sense 2).

1778 Prvce Min. Cornub. 288 On this ticketing day a
dinner almost equal to a city feast is provided at the expence

of the Mines. Ibid., Aduplicate of a ticketing paper. x8w
De la Uechb Rep. Gcol. Cornwall, etc. xv. 541 The copper-

ore sales, or tickcting-days, as they are termed. 1905
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HoLMAN-UuNT Pr€'Rtt^hatUiism I. 9 Securing from the
* ticketing romn * a print c^ Britannia.

Tici:etless (ti-ketles), a. [f. Ticket sby +

-LESS,] Having no ticket ; without a ticket of

admission, a railway ticket, etc.

x868 Daily News 6 July, Regulations which kept the

ticketless public at a distance.

Ticket of leave. A ticket or document giv-

ing leave or permission ; aa order, a permit {rare).

Now, in specific use, a licence to be at large after

the expiration of part of the sentence, formerly

granted to convicts in the Australian colonies

;

since 1840, the usual colloquial name for an * order

of licence * giving a convict his liberty under cer-

tain restrictions M^ore his sentence has expired, the

proportion remitted being dependent on his conduct

and industry.

X73a Ace. iC^orkfumsts 17 That no person presume to go
out of the street door without a Ticket of Leave, to return in

good order. x8a8 P. Cunningham N. S. IVaies (ed. 3) II.

a93 Whether in depriving an individual of a ticket of leave,

<w sentencing him to a penal gang, the periods should be

alwa)-s limited. 2843 Act 6 4-7 '^'V/. c 7 [tit/e) An Act to

amend the Uiw affecting transported Convicts with respect

to Pardons and TickeU of Leave. /^/V/., Permission to such
Felons, .to employ themselves for their own Benefit (which

Permis^ons are usually called and known by the Name of

Tickets of Leave). i8s>5 Times 16 Jan. 14/5 A long list of

former convictions, beginning in 1852, was proved against

the prisoner. . .He was now on * ticket-of-leave '.

b, a/irid, or Comd. (hyphened), as ticket-of-leave

holder^ vian^ ivonian,

1837 J. D. Lang N, S, Wales I. 411 The overseer,on well-

regulated farms, is generally a ticket-of-leave man or

emancipated convict. Ibid, II. jg A ticket-of-leave holder

..is confined to a particular district, and is liable to lose his

ticket for various petty misdemeanours. 1862 Lond, Rev,
30 Aug. 178 A great proportion of these crimes were com-
mitted by * Ticket-of-Ieave Men '. 1871 Daily Neivs 25 July,
In one of the. .most fashionable districts of London many
hundreds of domestic servants are ticket-of-Ieave women.
Hence Ti cket-of-lea'ver, a ticket-of-leave man

;

Ti:cket-of-lea-vism {nonce-wd.)^ the system or

oijeration of tickets of leave.

185a MuNDY Our Antipodes v. (1855) 107 The overseer .

.

may be a hireling convict—emancipist, expirer, or ticket-of-

leaver. 1857 Tait's Mag, XXIV. 41 The atmosjihere itself

was redolent of ticket-of-leaveism. 1858 R. S. Surteks
Ask Mamma xlv, The oft-disappointed ticket-of-leaver was
again installed in a butler's paHtry.

Ti*cket-po :rter.
1. A member of a body of porters in the City of

London who were licensed by the Corporation;
orig. called street-porters^ and distinct from the

TACKLE-HOUSE/fJr/^rj of the twelve great Merchant
Companies ; in later times the two classes of porters

were united in the Society of the Tackle-house and
Ticket Porters, Now Hist,

1646 [see Tackle-house b] The Ticket-Porters, otherwise
called the Street-Porters of this City. 1770 New Guide
London 257 Ticket-porters are all freemen, and their busi-

ness is to load and ship off goods exported or imported.
Also to house merchants* goods, metals, &c 1800 Colqu-
HOUN Coium, Thames 328 The Ticket-Porters are persons
appointed by the City of l.ondon.. .They give Security in

looL for Fideruy, and have their Names and Numbers on a
Metal Badge. 1833 (Dec. 12) ReP. Court Com. Council
(London) (?« Porters ^ The Ticket Porters .. are entitled to

the work or labour of unshipping, landing, carrying, loading,

and housing all goods, wares and merchandize imported into

the port of London from the several places mentioned in the

Act ofCommon Council, 27th March, 1798, and also of ship-
ping all goods, wares, and merchandize ; and they are like-

wise entitled, by custom and usage, to perform the work at
the public markets of this City, ihid.^ We were ..attended
. . by the Rulers and Registers of the Society of Tackle-house
and Ticket Porters. 1848 Dickens Dombey xiii. The tickei-

porter . .always ran officiously before to open Mr. Dombey's
office-door,

2. A (railway) porter who collects tickets.

1853 Aquatic Notesi Camb. 80 A rush of men takes place
from every carriage, and past the ticket-porter.

Tick-hole. [?f.TiCKj^.3 + HoLEj^.] A cavity

in nodular stone, usually lined with a crystalline

incrustation.

18x9 Glover's Hist, Derby L 92 At the lime-quarries, Mill-
town, Ashovcr, cavities or tick-holes are frequent in the..
limestone rock,..lined with .. quarU crystals. 1881 in Ray-
mond Mining Gloss.

Tickil, obs. form of Tickle a. and v.

TickilLg (ti-kiq), sb. Forms: a. 7 Sc. tyking,
7-8 tiking ; ^. 7-8 tickin, 7- ticking. See also
TiCKKN. [f. Tick sb.'^ + -ing l.] The material of
which bed-ticks are made: see Tick y^.-
o. 1649 CaldwellPap, (Maitl. CI.) L 102 For ane new sheitt

of tyking to ye lard's horss 1.16.0. 1674 lEAHE/^r/M. (1696)
65 In I Hundred of Tiking and Twill of Scotland, 120 Ells.
I7a6 Swift CulUverw, x, I had beaten h(;mp ..and made
uf it a sort of tiking : This I filled with .. feathers.

^, a 166s FuLi.ER Worthies^ Lanes. (1662) 11. 106 It will
be the safest way to wrap them alt together in some Man-
chester-Tick in. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc. /^ Art II. 735
Oil paintings are generally executed on canvass. . .A kind of
licking has lately been much used. 1883 iilackw. Mag.
Aug. 192 She wore over her gown of ticking a great apron of
grey stuft

D. Rarely applied to the tick or cover itself.

1683 Tkyom Way to Health 595 You may have Flock-Ueds,
with Canvas-Tickings. 1833 Marrvat P. Simple xxi, He.

.

put it. .away in the ticking of his bed.

6

C. attrib. Of the nature of or made of ticking.

1676 CovEL in Early Voy, Lcvcuii (Hakl. 5>oc.) 164 A bed

. .of twilt or ticking sattin. i68a Wheler JiUtrn, Greece I.

16 Course Ticking-Cloth, well quilted with Wool. 17*1

Mrs. Ckntlivre Artifice iti, The dirtiest Trollup..must

have her Top-knot ana Tickin-shoes. 1756 C. Lucas Esi.

Waters I. 329 A sliding seat, with a thin ticking bottom.

Tickiu^ (ti'kiq) , vbl. sdA [f. Tick v.^ + -ing '.]

1. Touching lightly or wantonly ; dallying : see

Tick v.^ i. Obs. exc. dial.

1546 T. Heywood Prov. (1867) 58 Leaue Icwde tickjMig.

1611 CoTCR., AniauretteSt wanton loue-toyes, ticking,

ticklings, daliances.

2. The beating sound of a clock or watch, or any

similar sound : see Tick v.^ 2, Tick sb.s 2.

1746-7 Hervey Meiiit. (1767) II. 23 The Ticking of my
Watch is distinctly heard. 1827 F. Coover Prairie i. The
ticking of gun-locks was heard. 1848 Dickens Dombey
xliii, She could, .count the ticking of the clock.

b. iransf. A telegraphic message: cf. Ticker 3 b.

1888 M. Arnold in xgth Cent. Apr. 490, I opened a Boston

newspaper and came upon a column headed ' Tickings .

By tickings we are to understand news conveyed through

the tickings of the telegraph.

3. Small spots or points of colour formmg the

marking of an animal.
This use may have arisen from Ticked a. by association

with Tick sb? 3, 3 b and Tick ».l 3.
, , •

1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1269/2 Belgian hare buck, good m
colour and ticking. 1886 Field 20 Mar. 3^0/2 Interspersed

with a profusion of longer black hairs, giving the appear,

ance known as 'ticking*.
.. ™ „

Ti-ciing, vbl. sb.^ colloq. or slang, [f. Tick w.^

+ -ing 1.] The action of Tick v."^ ; the taking of

goods on ' tick ' or credit.

1748 WART0N0.r/&n//4/e49 Hail, Ticking ! surest guardian

of distress I Beneath thy shelter pennyless I quaff The
cheerful cup. „ , ...

Ti-cking, p/l. a-^ U- Tick o.i + -ino •!.] That

ticks, as a clock, etc. ; making or characterized by

a succession of ticks.

1566 in Peacock Eiig-. Ch. Furniture (1B66) 116 Ahammes
hudde [ = amice hood] and tickynge belle. 1721 Bradley
Pliilos. Ace. Wits. Nat. 154 That ticking Noise, which is

commonly called a Death-Watcii.

Tixkiug, ppl. a.'^ colloq. or slang, [f. Tick v!^

-h-iNG^.] That 'ticks' or 'goes on tick'; that

gives ' tick ' or credit ; dealing on credit, running

into debt.

1673 Wvcherley CfB//. Dandn^.Master Prol., Re.-idy to

engage Against the flouting, ticking gentry who Citizen,

player, poet, would undo.

Tickle (ti-k'l), sb^ [Generally held to be

derived from Tickle a. or v., and so to go with

Tickle sb.'^ (see quot. 1908); but some would

identify it with Eng. dial, stickle ' a rapid shallow

place in a river'. In Nova Scotia also iiltle.']

A name given on the coasts of Newfoundland and

Labrador to a narrow difficult strait or passage.

1770 Chart S. E. Part Ne^ofonndland, [A locality at the

head of St. Mary's Bay mari<edl Tickles. 1792 G. Cart-

wright Jrnl. Labrador Gloss., Tickle, a passage between

the continent and an island, or between two islands, when it

is of no great width. 1837 New Sailing Direct. Nc-.vf.

(ed. 3) 25 note, The word Tickle is a local name, in common
use at Newfoundland, and signifies a passage between

islands or rocks. 1861 L. I- Noble Icebergs 277 No sooner

were we clear of the *tickle', or narrows, than ' Iceljerg

ahead I
'—

' Ice on the lee bow !
' was cried by the man

forward, x868 Admiralty Chart No. 225 (Labrador), Indian

Tickle. X871 Ibid. No. 291 (Newf.), Change Island Tickles.

..Stag Harbour Tickle. 1881 Standard 15 July 4/8 In

many of the 'tickles', ' guts '(' runs ', 'sounds '...and inlets

there are still to be found tiny villages which date from

those old Acadian times. 1903 Daily Citron. 28 Apr. 3/3
See him clinging to the bowsprit, conning the vessel through

tortuous ' tickles '. xpo8 Aup. Howlky in Ncwfoundld.
Quarterly Mar. 2 The X'ickle. . . It has always been supposed

tii.it this name is a plain English word, implying a passage

of some danger, so that it is a ' ticklbh ' matter to get safe

through.

Tickle (ti-k'l), sb.'i [f. Tickle ».] An act of

tickling, in various senses of the vb. ; a touch that

tickles ; a tickling sensation ; a tickled or plsasantly

excited feeling.

1801 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. IX. 376, I want you to give those

dogs yonder a tickle, en passant. 187a Blackmokb Maidof
Sker V, I gave her [a child] a little tickle ; and verily she

began to laugh. 1880 Mrs. Whitney Oddor Even ix. And
vibr.ant with an inward tickle. 1907 Daily Chron. 9 Dec
4/7 The dinner was a tickle of the palate. Mod. {yorksh.

saying) To have ' tickles in the feet ', said of one given to

wandering, who will not settle to any useful work.

Tickle (ti'k'l), a. {adv.) Forms : see the verb ;

.nlso 4-5 tikil, -ul, tekil, 5 tekyl, -el, tykell, 6

tyokyll, 6-7 tiokell, 8 dial, tikkle. [Goes wilh

Tickle v. : the use of the vb.-stem as adj. is un-

usual ; but cf. Kittle a. beside Kittle v.]

1 1. (Sense uncertain : ? Threatening or in danger

to fall. Cf. 6.) Obs.
c 131S Body ^ Soul in Map's Poems (Camden) 346 pou

hauest y-liued to longe, wo wruth the so suykel ! . . Pyneu
harde ant stronge to jie bueb nou ful tykel.

t2. Pleasantly stirred or excited. (Cf. Tickle
V. I.) Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chnn. Wace (Rolls) 13413 When y

bylwnke on joure godnesse..Ffor t>at ioye myn herte ys

tykcl.

1 3. Easily moved to feeling or action ; easily

TICKLE.

affected in any way ; not firm or steadfast ; loose

;

also, susceptible to tickling, easily tickled or

tingled. Tickle credit, ready or facile trust or

belief; credulity. Obs.

1377 Langl. p. pi. B. (Crowley) v. 166 They are tide of her

tonges, & muste al secretes tel. c 1S30 H. Rhodes Bk.

Nurture 695 Some men be tickle of tongue, and play the

blabs by kynde. 1533 T. Hevwcwd Play 0/ Love C j. The
paps .so small And rounde wiih all The wast not myckyll

But it was tyckyll. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 3 Euen
these auncient Preachers must now and then plaiethe fooles

ill the pulpit, to serue the tickle eares of ,their flelyng

audience. 1363 Mirr. Ma^., Hastings xlii, Of tyckle

ciedyte ne had ben the roischiefe. Jbid. Ixxvii, Flye tickle

credyte, shonne alyke distrust.

tb. With reference to incontinency. Obs.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. ih. 126 Heo is Tikel of hire Tayl,

T.ilewys of hiie tonge, As Comuyn as J>e Cart-wei to knaues
and toalle. c 147S Songs ^ Carols 15/A C. (Warton CI.) 27
Under the tayl they ben ful tekyl. 1604 W. Terilo Fr.
Bacon's Proph. 21S, in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 276 Wickednes
was loath'd so much, That no man lov'd the tickle tuch.

1 4. Having the quality of tickling, tickly. Obs,
(Quots. c 1440, 1570 peril, belong here.)

\c 1440 Proittp. Paru. ^f)-^l:i Tykel, titillosus. 1570 Levins
Manip. 129/14 Tickil, titillenus, -na.] 1593 B. Barnes
Parthenophil. Madrigal xvi. Soft things whose touch is

tickle to the mind, Give no like touch, all joys in one to wrap.

5. Not to be depended upon ; uncertain (in fact,

action, duration, etc.) ; unreliable ; changeable, in-

constant, capricious, fickle, ' kittle '. Now dial.

13.. E. E. Alltt. P. B. 655 May (jou traw for tykel t>at 1)ou

tonne mo^lez. c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 242 Thb world

is now ful tikel [v. rr. tekyl, -el, tikil, tykell] sikerly.
_ 1537

St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 531, I assure your Lordeship the

people be very tykell. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 58

Holde fast thy fortune, for she is tickle and can not be
holden against her will. 1670 Cotton Espernon 111. xn. 368

His sons..were best acquainted with his tickle & impatient

humour. 1737 J. Broadhead in N. <y Q. (1895) 8th Ser. VII.

405/1 A pretty deal of Rain in some places westward,
Mad[e] Harvest rather Tickle. 1795 Chester Chron. 27 Mar.
(E. D.D.), So tikkle as times ar. i888 Doughty Arabia
Deserta II. 158 He must learn the English tongue.. who
can foresee the years to come, this world is so tickle.

6. In tmstable equilibrium, easily upset or over-

thrown, insecure, tottering, crazy ; also, easily set

in motion or action ; nicely poised ; delicate, sensi-

tive. Now dial, f Tickle of the sear : see Sear
sbX I b.

151S in Foxe A. ff M. (1583) 809/2 A stoole, which stoole

stood vpon a bolster of a bed, so tickle, that any manne or

beasle might not touch it so litle, but it was ready to fall.

iSSS Act 2 <^ 3 Phil, .y Mary c. 16 § 2 Hoates. .so shallowe

& tickle that therby gieate perill & danger of drowning
hathe many tymes ensued. 1583-1602 {see Sear j^.' ib].

161J Chaiman Widowcs T. Plays 1873 III. 29, 1 haue set her

hart vpon as tickle a pin as the needle of a Diall. 1883 IK
Vorks. Gloss, s. v., A mouse-trap should be set tickle, i. e.

easy to go off. 1904 in Eur. Dial. Diet. s. v., (Lanes.) That
wall's very tickle, you'll have it deawn if yo'r not very
careful.

b. transf. Of a place, condition, etc. : Insecure;

precarious, slippery ; risky, dangerous. Obs. or arch.

IS79 Spenser Sluph. Cal. July 14 In humble dales is

footing fast. The trode is not so tickle. 1589 Mar Marline
5 Thilke way & trood whiike thou dost swade, is steepe &
also tickle. 1643 Baker Chron., Hen. VII 14S These words
. . seemed to expresse a tickle hold of Loyalty._ 1665 Brath-
wait Comment 2 Tales 129 Conventicles are Tickle places for-

Holy Sisters. 1681 Cotton Wonti. Peak (ed. 4) 43 Fooling

. .still more tickle, and unsafe. 1834 Sir H. Taylor ind Pt.

Artei'elde ill. iii, I oft before have clomb to tickle places,

lint this will be the last of all my climbing. 1868 Browning
King 9f Bk. IV. 51 The grey innocuous grub, of yore, Had
hatched a hornet, tickle to the touch.

7. = Ticklish a. 5. Now dial.

C1489 Caxton Blattchardyn liv. 223 Seeing the tickle

state of his fathers kingdome. 1569 Stocker tr. Diod. Sic.

I. xix, 28 The matter stoode upon this tickle and dangerous

point. 1581 Pettie Cuazzo's Civ. Cohv. 11. (13S6) 71 b. The
truelh is a thing so tickle, that a man may incurre repre-

hension, not onely by disguisini; it in some part coulourably,

but euen by very reporting of It simply. 1586 Ferne Blaz.

Gentrie 11. 3 So tickle and nyce be the precepts of those

writers, that to swarue but one haire from their prescribed

rules, hath fordone all thy former worke. a 1618 Raleigh
Souls Errand viii. Tell wit how much it wrangles In tickle

points of niceness. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693)

385 A very tickle point or controversie. 1868 E. Waugh
Sneek-Bant iv. (E.D.D.), Hoo's nobbut in a tickle stale

o' health. 1884 Chester Gloss, s. v., Au've getten rayther

a tickle job here. 1887 Baring-Gould Red Spider ii, The
money-spinner is a tickle (touchy) beast, and may take

offence at a godless word.

b. Delicate in the feelings or senses ; fastidious,

dainty, squeamish; easily upset or disordered.

Now dial.

ci4S6 Pecock Bk.Faith (1909) 212 Whi schulde ?e thanne

be so tikil .-ind squaymose? 1762 T. Brvdgf^ Burlesque

Homer (1797) II. 96 Juno, whose no^e was mighty tickle,

Soon smelt their most unsavoury pickle. 1855 Shewild
Chap's Ann. 23 (E.D.D.) Thah's a varry tickle stomach.

1901 V. E.Taylor Folk Speech S. Lane, (ibid.), He's very

tickle abeawt what he ates an' sups.

O. Difficult to deal with.

1S70 Levins Manip. 121/46 Tickle, impatiens, intactitis.

1582 Stanyhurst ^«m Ded. (Arb.) 7 Virgil. .and Quid.,

are so tickle in soom places, as they rather craue a con-

struction than a translation. 1887 Baking.Gould Gazrerocks

XXX, There is a tickle (difficult) bit where I cannot plant a
foot.

d. Of an animal: Easily scared ; shy, wild. Aa/.

(1737 Centl. Mag. VII. 114/2 But if I shoot Not out of
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hand. The bird, which doth So tickle stand. May chance to fly

awayj 1877 E. Leigh CA«//. Gioss.Qxs T'rc^/* is also applied

to game, particalarly hares, when wild and ready to' move.
'The snow or frost makes the hares very tickle*, 1877
JV.tV, Line. Gloss. s.v., Fish, when they bite very shyly,

are said to be ' strange an' tickle '. 1879 T. Warden Cross-

ford I, 22 The birds were excessively tickle, and persistently

got up out of shot.

f 8. qnasi-flw'?'. (in senses 6 and 7) : In a tickle

or ticklish manner; insecurely, precariously. Obs.

x6o6 Danif-l Funeral Poem Poems (1717) 313 And this

Important Piece, .did then so tickle stand, As tliat no Join-
ture of the Government But shook. 1692 R. L'Estrance
yosephuSy Wars Jews iv, i, (1733) 689 The Houses stand
so thick and tickle upon the Steep of the Hill, .as if they
were ready to drop into the Precipice. 1699 J. Woodward
in Phil. Trans. XXl. 224 Corpuscles . . absolutely Spherical,

must stand so very tickle and nicely upon each other, as to
be susceptible of every impression.

9. Comb. a. in sense ' easily moved or set in

motion *, as f tickle-footed (of a hawk), having
an insecure grasp or clutch

; f tickle-headed,
light-minded, easily influenced; f tickle-heeled,
having nimble or active heels; f ^ickle-tongued,
loose of tongue, talkative, garrulous. See also

Tickle-tail. b. tickle-plough {dial.) : see

quot. 1875.
a 1616 P.EAUM. & Fi- Scorn/. Lady v. iv, Lady I would

not undertake ye, were you again a haggard, for the l>cst

cast of four ladys i' th' kingdom: you were ever *tickle-

footed, and would not truss round. 1583 Gocdinc Cah'in
on Deut. Ixxiv. 455 In al ages men haue bin *tickleheaded :

. .euery man would needs Ije casting ofsome peeceorcollup
of his own making, to the things that Got! had commaunded.
'737 Bracken Farriery hupr. (1757) 11. 35 A Horse may
. . shew abundtince of Life and Action, while under a "tickle
heel'd Jockey-Boy. 1875 Sussex Gioss.^ * Tickle-plough y a
plough with wooden Ix:am and handles. 1864 iV. Sussex
Gaz* 25 Sept., Dead stock:.. three one-horse dung carts,
tickle ploughs, .and small harrows. 1577STANYHURST D^scr.
Irel. t2p. iJed.^ His historic .. I>ctng .. somewhat *tickle
toonged,. .it twitled more tales out of schoole [etc.).

Tickle (ti'k'l), V, Forms: 4 tikelle, 4-5
tikl(en, tykel, 4-6 tikel, 4-7 tide, 5 tykelo,
tykle, tykyl(l, 5-6 tyokel, 6 tikell,tykell, tickil,

tykil, tyokle, tycle, 6-7 tickel, 6- tickle. [Not
recorded in OE., which however had tinclian to
tickle. Known first after 1300 in form tikelle^ side

by side with the adj. tykel^ tikelx origin and history

doubtful. Falk and Torp take it as a freq. deriv.

of Tick vy to touch lightly, pat. It has also been
inferred to be a metathetic form of Kittle t^.i,

parallel to Alcmannic dial, zicklen, beside Ger.
fcUzeln to tickle. See Note below.]

I. Intransitive senses.

fl. To be affected or excited by a pleasantly
tingling or thrilling sensation; to be stirred or moved
with a thrill of pleasure: said of the heart, lungs,
blood, * spirits', etc., also of the person, Obs.
c 1330 R. Brukne Chron. {1810) ii;3 JM folk ferly mykelle

agcyn him [Stephen] J>ei ros. & Dauid tierte gan tikellc, J>at
him wex fele fos. 1577-87 Hoi.inshkd Chron. (1808) IV. 378
How the spirits and livefie bloud tickle in our arteries and
small veines, in beholding you the light of this realme. i^
PasquiVsRet, 16, I needed no MinstrilUomakc me merrte,
my hart tickled of it selfe. 1^1 Spenser Muiofiotmos V)^
Who.. with secrete ioy..I)id tickle inwardly in euerie vaine.
i6s^ Hw-yviOOD Captives 11. i, I'L.setl my mind downe in so
quamt a strayne Shall make her laugh and tickle, a 1635
Fletcher Nice Valour v. i, Oh, how my lungs do tickle !

ha, ha, ha ! 1647 H. More Poems 173 This pretty sport
doth make my heart to tickle With laughter.

+ b. Said of the feeling or its cause. Ods. rare.

«579 ToMSOM Calvin*s Serm. Tim. 14/2 For so much as.

.

thb curiositie tickleth tn many braines.

2. To tingle ; to itch ; alsoy^". to have an uneasy
or impatient desire (usually to do something); to
be eager. Now rare.
This sense was prob. in literal use much earlier, though

qtiot& have not been found.

541 Udau. Erasm. Apoph. 344 The fyngers of the Athe.
ntans ticleed to aid and succour Harpalus. 1557 N. T.
(Gcnev.) Acts xvii. 19 note. People whose enres euer tickled
to heare newes. 1591 Savile Tacitus' Hist. iv. xliii, ao2 The
Senalour's fingers euen tickled against him. 1906 N.
Muimo in BUukw. Mag. Doc. 802/2, 1 Cairly tickle to take
a walk akmg. Mod. My foot tickles.

H. Transitive senses ( = L. tUilldre).

3. Said of a thing, or impersonally with it : To
excite agreeably (a person, his heart, eara, palate,
etc.); to give pleasure or amusement to; to please,

gratify. To tickle to death : of. Dkath i 2 b.
c t)86 Chaucer IVi/e's ProL 471 It tikleth \v.rr. tikeleth,

tykelith, ticle)>] me aboute mj-n herte roote. 1406 Hocclkve
Misrule 204 So tikelid me ^at nyce reuerence hat it me
made larger of despense. 1495 Trez'isa's Barth. De P, A'.

XVIII. i. iW. de W.) Y j/i By gendrynge hete tyklyth and
pryckyth : that falleth moost in spryngyngc lyme whan ihe
vcrtue of y* hete of heuen bcgynnyt» to haue maystry
of bodyes of becst^ 1597 J. Pavne Royal Exck. 7
More for desire of imitation, then of anie intent to tyckle
hym with adulation. 1607 Hiekon Wks. I. 166 Well might
they ..haue their cares tided with some pleasing noise.

1734 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 11. 210 Eating in '

Egypt was designed not to tickle the palate but to satisfy I

Ihe craving"! of nature. 1859 Hawthorne Fr. ff It. Note- I

Bks. II. 233 Something.. that thrilled and tickled my heart
with a feeling partly sensuous and partly spiritual. 1863
Ofo. Eliot Romola xxv. Elements that, .ticlcled gossiping
curiusity, and fascinated timorous superstition.

4. To touch or stroke lightly with or as with
the finger-tips, a straw, a feather, a hair, or the
like; to tease, annoy, or irritate lightly, so as to
cause a peculiar uneasy sensation. Also said of
the thing. Also absoL
CX4SO Voc. in Wr..Wrdcker 571/23 Caiello, to mewe

or to tykele, [Cf. F. chatouiller^ OF. catouller to tickle.]

ciS3a Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 940 To tickel,
catouller. 1^66 Blundevil Horsemanship iv. Ixviii, {1580)
28 b, By eatmg a feather, or by eating dustie or sharp
bearded strawe, and such like things: which tickling his
throte causeth him to cough. 1590 Shaks. Mids, N. iv. i.

28 If my haire do but tickle me, 1 must scratch. 1596 —
I Hen. /K, 11. iv. 340 To tickle our Noses with Spear-
grasse, to make them bleed. 1704 Norris Ideal World 11.

iii. 339 Who ever thought of anything like pleasure in a
feather that tickles his hand? 1710 J. Ci.arke RohauUs
Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 174 None of them will be able to prick
the Tongue agreeably, but they will only tickle it in a dis-

agreeable manner. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxvi. First, some-
thing tickles your right knee, and then the same sensation
irritates your left.

b. To touch, or poke (a person) lightly in a
sensitive part so as to excite spasmodic laughter.

Also absoL
1530 PAI.SCB. 349 He tykeleth my sydes, // me caioille les

castes. Ibid. 758/1 And you tykell me thus 1 muste nedes
kiugbe, si vous me gattouillez. .it tnestforce de rire. 1589
Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxii. (Arb.) 266 Her Maiestie
laughed as she had bene tickled. 1596 Siiaks. Merck, V.
III. 1.68 If you tickle vs, doe wcnot laugh? x67sWvcherley
Country Wife iv. iii, 1 am trying if Mr. Horner were ticklish

..I love to torment the confounded toad; let you and I

tickle him. 187a Darwin Emotions xiii. 310 We can cause
laughing by tickling the skin.

C. Applied to a method of catching trout or

other fish: see quot 1884 s,v. Tickling vb/. sb.

3 c. Often in allnsive use.

1601 Shaks. TzveL N. 11. v. 26 Heere comes the Trowt,
that must be caught with tickling, 1706-7 Farquhar
Beaux Strat. iii. ii, He.. tickles the trout, and so whips it

into his basket. 1745 Pococke Descr. East 1 1, 11. v. viii. 25a
Men go into the water, tickle them on the belly, and so get
them ashoar. 18*3 Scott Quentin D. xxx. He spoke of
fishing— 1 have sent him home a trout properly tickled I

1883 G. C. Daviks Norfolk Broads xxiii. (1884) 177 The
mode of tickling tench which at one time was common
enough on some of the Broads.

6. ^g. To excite amusement in ; to divert ; often

in the phrase to tickle thefancy. Also ahsoL
a 1688 ViLLiERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Chances Prol., There are

Fools that tickle with their Face, Your gay Fool tickles

with his Dress and Motions. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

26 June, The young squire, tickled by this ironical observa-
tion, exclaimed, ' O che burla I ' a 1774 Tucker Li. Nat,
(1834) II. 129 Whose play had a quality of striking the
joyous perception, or, as we vulgarly say, tickling the fancy.

1837 LocKHART Scott an. j8i6wyte. Such.. was the story
that went the round of the newspapers at the time, and
highly tickled Scott's fancy. 1858 Doran Crt. Fools 10
Poor as the joke wxs, it. .tickled the fancy of the Tiryn-
thians. iSytBLACKJE Four Phases L 69 Brilliant oratorical

displays to tickle and amuse. 1885 Manch. Exatn. 16 May
6/1 Lord Hartington's slow, quiet, dry answer, ' No, sir ,

somewhat tickled the House,

b. To puzzle : cf. Sc. to kittle. Sc. dial.

1865 Testir Poems 47 (E.D.D.) I've ^ot ye out, but it

tickles my brain How the deuce I'm to pitch ye in again.

6. To touch (a stringed instrument, etc.) lightly

as in tickling a person ; to stir (a fire, etc.) slightly.

1589 ^t^HV.Anat. Absurd. Epist., To tickle a Cittern, or
have a sweete stroke on the Lute. 1599 Shaks. Rom. ^
Jul, L iv. 36 Let wantons light of heart Tickle the sence>

lesse rushes with their hceles. 1710 .Somervillb Hobbinol
I. r43 Hark from aloft his tortur d Cat-gut squeals. He
tickles ev'ry String. 1770 Acc^ Bks. in Ann, Reg. 243/2
One of them began to tickle hb guittar. 1796 Pegge
Derbicisms (E.D.S.), Tickle the fire. 18. . in Daily Chron.
10 Dec. (1902)^/1 A country whose soil, it has been well

said, only requires to be tickled with a hoe to laugh with a
harvest

b. ironically. To beat, chastise.

iS9» Warmer Alb. Eng. viii. xliii. (i6ia) 207 Whose
Knightes, in 2 Richards dayes, so tickeld France and Spaine.
x6oi Shaks. TTvel. N. v. 1. 198 If he had not beene in

drinke, hee would haue tickel'd you other gates then he did.

1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 35 (1713) I. 225
Our gracious Queen Elizabeth tickled their Tobies for them,

for thtir Reformation. 1698 J. Crull Muscovy 175 They
soundly tickle his Back, in the same Manner as we beat the

Du«t out of Cloaths. 1800 C. K. Sharpe Corr. (1888) I. 04
These little rogues.. should be well tickled with the birch.

x86f Sat. Rev. XII. 199 Hogarth tickles the poor bardling

with his pencil.

C. To touch «/, trick up ; to improve or decorate

with light touches.
X845 Thackeray Crii. Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIIL 238 The

picture is . . tickled up with a Chinese minuteness. X85J —
Let. in Esmond (1900) p. xxxiii, Dolls—painted and tickled

up in the most charming way.

1 7. To excite, affect, move ; also, to vex, irritate,

provoke. Obs,
1547-64 Bauldwin Mot. Philos. (Palfr.) 116 Some men

there be, whom bodily lust tickleth not at all. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Edw. IV 204 These newes sodaynly brought to the

kynge did not a littell vexe & tykil hym. 1593 Shaks.

2 Hen. y/t I. iii. 153 Shee's tickled now, her Fume needs no
spurres. 1693 Dhvden Persius' Sat. i. 28, 1 cannot rule my
Spleen; My Scorn Rebels, and tickles me within. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India + /*. 316 What once tickled the Spleen

of a Philosopher, might here hourly give him the Diversion.

+ b. To arouse by or as by tickhng ; to stir up,

incite, provoke ; to prompt or impel to do something.

1331 More Confut. TindaU Wks. 551/1 Yo pronity &

TICKLED.
mocions in th« fleshe. .whereby we be tided towarde great
actuall deadely sinnes. 1581 Marbeck Bk, of Notes 603
When our flesh tickeleth vs to speake, we must resist it.

ai^ja Greens Alphonsus lil. Wks. (Rtldg.) 237/1 What
foolish toy hath tickled you to this?

o. With up: To stir up, arouse by tickling,
excite to action.

1567 Drant Horace, Epist. xiii. E iv, Such geare, As will
embaite our Cesars eye, and tickle vp his eare. 1583
Babington Commaitdm. vii. (1637) 67 These things, .tickle
us up. .to the breach of this Commandement. 164a [Sir J.
Spelman] View Obseru. H. M. Late Answ. 38 They so
tickleup thecrasie minds of the multitude. 1674N. Fairfax
Bulk <V Selv, 127 If such a spring as this is, may be tickltd
and rous'd up again. i8gS Daily News 25 Nov. 2/2 Why
don't you tickle up Sandys with those spurs?

d. To get or move (a thing) into or out of^omc
place, position, or state, by action likened to tickling.
1677 Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 389 He endeavours, .to tickle

Him into a humour of affecting the glory and admiration
which [etc.]. 1688 R. Holme Arntoury III. 315/1 When the
liutcher is to Blood them and tickle them out of their
Lives. 170a Eng. Theophrast. Pref. 2 Others . . have
endeavoured to tickle men out of their Follies. 1704 F.
Fuller Med. Gyitm. (tTii) 88 This is to Cheat People with
the Beltaria of Physick, and Tickle Men into the Grave.
lyaS BvROK Let. to R, L. ix. The cunning old Pug. .took
Puss's two Foots, And so out o' th' Embers he tickl'd his
Nuts, 1904 Wesim. Gaz. 28 Dec. 2/2 He slipped from
the chair, tickled his toes into his slippers, and threw his
shoulders back.

1 8. To tickle it : (?) to bring to an agreeable end

;

to ensure a satisfactory result. Obs.

*599 ^. JoNSOH Cynthia s Rev. IV. v, I am sorry the reuels
are crost. 1 should ha' tickled it soone. 1672 Dryden
Assignation in. i. Now, I think I have tickled it ; this dis-
covery has reinstated me into the Empire of my wit again.
1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III. xx. Bless us 1—what noble
work we should make I—how should 1 tickle it off I

9. In various figurative phrases and e.xpressions,

mostly with reference to the pleasing effects of
tickling. To tickle in the palm, to gratify with a
'tip'.

1694 MoTTEUx Rabelais v, xiii. (1737) 54 We tickled the
Men in the Palm. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Viss.
(1708) 31 The Ale-Wives tickle him in the Gills with the
Title of Captain. X74a Young Nt. Th, viii. 753 Tis pride,
or emptiness, applies the straw That tickles little minds to
mirth effuse. X807-8 W. Irving Sedmag. (1824) 224 This
straw tickled the noses of all our dignitaries wonderfully.
1813 Carlvi-k Past ^ Pr. 11. viii, Tickle me, Toby, and I'll

tickle thee ! 1874 Siliad iv. no But, tickled by a shilling

in his palm, [he] Walked on discreetly blind. 1901 Scotsman
4 Mar, lo/s An officer . . when he gets on a palace-car, he can
tickle the porter just as much as he desires at the expense of
the Government pocket-book.

10. In combination with a sb. ; as f tickle-brain^
potent liquor ; hence trans/, one who supplies it

;

tickle-grass, name given in U.S. to various

grasses, as the hair-grass, Agrosiis scabra^ the old-

witch grass, Panicum capillare {Cent* Diet.);

tickle-moth, tickle-pitcher {slang) : see quots.

;

tickle-text {slang), a parson ; tickle-toby [of.

quot 1681 in 6 b, also Motteux Rabelais iv, xiii],

a birch, rod, switch ; also, the use of this ; tickle-

weed, swamp hellebore, Veratrum viride. See
also Tickle-tail.
1596 Shaks. t Hen. IV^ 11. iv, 438 Peace good Pint-pot,

peace, good *Tickle-braine. 1639 Davenport New Tricke
III. i, A Cup of Nipsilate, briske and neate ; The Drawers
call it Tickle-Braine. 1833 Veg. Subsi. Materials ofManuf.
ix. 163 A species of grass growing spontaneously in that part
of the United States [Connecticut], and popularly known
by the name of *tickle-moth. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, *Tickle-pitcker^ a Toss-pot, or Pot-companion. 1725
in New Cant. Diet. 1785 Gbose Did. Vulg. T.y Tickle
pitcher^ a thirsty fellow, a sot. Ibid,^ * Tickle text, a
parson. 1830 Bentham Corr. Wks. 1843 XI. 37 A touch,
every now and then, of the *tickle-Toby, which I keep in

pickle for you. i&ja Thackeray (title) Miss Tickletoby's

Lectures. 1009 Daily Chron. 24 July 3/2 Miss Aurora, who,
to the peril of her neck, practises tickle-toby on Brother
Gustavus's bare soles. 176a Mills Syst. Pract. Husb. I,

156 Swamp hellebore (known in different places by the
several names of skunk-cabbage, *tickle-weed, bear-root).

Hence Tickled (ti'k'ld)///. a.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1605) 343 A smiling couiiten-

ance,..mixt betweene a tickled mirth, and a forced pittic.

1647 H. More Son^ Soul 11. App. Ixvi, His silvered sound
would touch our tickled ear. 1880 G. Meredith Tragic
Com. (1881) ri Theyencouragedher with the tickled wonder
which bids the bold advance yet farther into bogland. 1896
Blackw. Mag. May 769 No corn or tickled up seed could
get them [wild-fowl] up the pipes.

[Note, Derivation from Tick v. ', in sense ' to touch lightly \
would, l>oth in form and sense, suit the later use of tickle,

but is not favoured by the chronology (since tick is not known
so early as tickle\ nor by the fact that the earliest recorded
sense includes no notion of tight touching or of the action
of any external agent, but merely expresses a bodily sensa-
tion. These considerations partly also affect the theory of
metathesis from kittle^ inasmuch as the latter, exc. in the vbl,

sb. kitelun^ (aiioo), kitlyng, has not been found before

1440, and IS from the first trans., = L, titillare to tickle

(some one). But in ON., kitlat like hunp'ay Pyrsta^ etc., was
an impersonal vb. of primary sensation: mig kitlar 'it

kittles me', \}}/i^mig hungrar''xX. hungers me . Traces of
this appear also with * tickle *

: see ' it tikleth me* in sense 3.

It was natural for an impers. vb. to develop both intrans. arid

trans, constructions : cf. the senses of Irk «/., aiid the modern
it grieves me with I grieve and you grieve me. It seems
possible that ONorse kitla was adopted at an early date in
some parts of England as kit{fi)l-en^ ktttel., and in others,

under the inlluence of tick, as tikl'^ tikel', and that the
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latter became the general Kng. form, while the more original

X-f//-, kittle^ was used farther norths and was thus later in

literary record. Neither fcwrm appears in Cursor MHndi.\
fTiekle, (?) dial, form ofriTTLE r.l, to whisper.

«57S Glimmer Gurionw. ii, Sig. B iiij, But Tib hath tykled
in Gammers enre that you shoulde steal the cock.

tTi'Cklely, tickly, Oiiv. Obs. rare. Also 7
tickoly, tickly. [f. tickle a. + -lt 2.] In an

insecure or unstable manner ; ticklishly.

i6ox Sm W. CoRNwALLis Disc* Seneca (1631) 10 It is meet
tlie^ should stand thus ticlclely. a x6a8 F. Grevil Aiahant
II. ii. So tickely unworthinesse doth stand. 1674 N. Fair-
fax Bulk fir Seh'. 68 A Coach may be so tickly set upon the
surface of the earth, as to give it self a trundling, one way or
other.

Ticklenbnr^S (ti'klenbrjgz). Also 7 Ticklen-
burs, Ticklingburs. [For Tecklettburg^ from a
town and county of this name in Westphalia,

noted for its manufactures of linen.] A kind of

coarse linen cloth; see quots,

1696 J. F, Merchanfs Ware-ko. 39 Ticklenburs is., a
coarse Linnen, and generally very uneven, ..the right Tick-
lingburs are almost as strong again as the Ozenbricks [Osna-
burgs}. . . 'Iliere is not many Cloths sold in Kngland that

hath so great Consumption as this. x8ta J. Smvth Pract.

0f Cuiiotus (1S21) 133 Linen: Ticklcnburgs are known by
that word being stamped on the Cloth. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Troiie^ TicklenburghSy a coarse mixed linen fabric
made for the West India market.

t Ti'ckleness. Ohs. [f. Tickle fl. + -NESs.]

The quality or state of lieing tickle; insecurity,

instability; critical situation, precariousness ; in-

constancy; uncertainty.
c iMO Chaucer Truth 3 SuflRse t>in owen bing Jwl it be

smaTFor horde haj>e hate & Clymbyng tykelnesse \p.rr,

tekil-, tikul-l- 1549 »" Tytler Eng. under Edw, F/, etc.

(1839) L 232 Weighing as well the state of the things

above, as also the lickleness of the country. rti6a5inGutch
Coll. Car. I. iSi, I found such tickleness m the performance
of such charges, that..my prayers will be full of fear. 1674
N. Fairfax Buik ^ Selv. 137 According to the tickleness of

its lodging in the meichina viundi.

Tickler (ti'klaj). [f. Tickle v. + -En^.] One
who or that which tickles, in various senses.

1. One who tickles by touching or stroking lightly.

1715 tr. C'tess D*Annoy*s Wks. 452 One of those ticklers

of Cat -guts that march before the Milk-womcn upon May-
day. 1736 Chesterf. Fogs jfrnl. No.377f 5,If,bychance,
there be some few unhappy enough not to find ticklers, or

some ticklers clumsy enough not to find business, they com-
fort themselves at least with self-titillation.

2. Something that tickles or is used for tickling.

a. A thing (or person) difhcult to deal with or understand ;

a teaser; a puzzler {coilog.). b. A feather brush used to

tickle the face of passers, as a diversion at fairs and carnivals.

c. A birch or rod used in castigation; also, a single-stick.

d. An instrument used by frame-work knitters for slipping

the loops off one needle of the stocking-frame on to another
in narrowing or shaping the fabric e. An instrument for

extracting bungs from casks, f. An implement for stirring a
fire,a poker, g. In a motor engine, a device by which asmall
quantity of petrol is pumped into the carburettor to facilitate

the starting of the engine, h. A small measure (about half

a pinO of spirits ( 17. S. coilog.). i. A small knife or pistol

carried on the person {U.S. coilog.). j. A memorandum
book, or a series of dated cards on which to enter engage-
ments (f/. 5". >.

x68o Cotton Cornel. Gaviester (ed. 2) 4 The Knave and
Rascal will violate his trust for profit,and lend him. .aTickler

shall do bis business. 1765 E. Thompson jl/trtr/r/Wd/^ (ed. 6)

27 The tickler you must use. And as you flog the Vet'rans,

flog the Muse. x8o8 J. Ballantvne Let. in Smiles Mem.
y. Murray {1891) I. v. loS A review, termed by Mr. Jeffrey

a tickler, is to appear. 1825 Jamieson, Tickler^ anything

puzzling. i8as Sporting Mag. XV. 349 John now practised

often with the ' ticklers ' ; nor was it long before he attained

the reputation of a noted hand at single stick. 1839 Civil

Ettg. ^ Arch, Jrnl. II. 118/1 A new and important manu-
facture, .in the hosiery trade, in making lace caps from the

stocking-frame, by the aid of the jack tickler machine. 1839

Harry Franco I. 74 (Thornton Amer. Gloss.), I don't see

that I have got your name down in my tickler. 1840

Halibukton Llockm. Ser. in. xi. 155, 1. .have half a mind
to give you a tickler in the ribs. 1844 Dickens^ Mart,
Ckuz. xxxiii, A sword-stick, which he called his 'Tickler ';

and a great knife, which . .he called * Ripper '. 1848 Bart-
LKTT Dict.Amer.y Tickler^^ common name among merchants
and bankers for a book in which a register of notes

or debts is kept for reference. 1861 Dickens Gi. Expect.
ii. Tickler was a wax-ended piece of cane, worn smooth by
collision with my tickled frame, 1875 Sussex Gloss.

^

Tickler^ an iron pin used by brewers to take a bung out of
a cask. 1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk.^ Tickler^ a
slender steel rod. .used for stirring the fire. 1889 Harper s

Mag. Aug. 388/2 Whiskey . .was not usually bought by the
drink, but by the tickler.. a bottle.. holding a half-pint.

1891 T. Anderton Lett.fr. Country Ho. 237 They poke
out the gleeds at the bottom with the tickler, and put them
at the top with the tongs. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.,

Ticklers, four small points firmly fixed into a piece of wood
which are pressed upon the eyes of the needles and remove
the stitches in the hosiery industry. This is the operation of
fashioning. 1904 Sat.^ Rev. 18 June 784/1 Patriots, who
with whisky, rattles, ticklers, Union Jacks and patriotic

melody.. celebrated the relief [of Mafeking]. 1906 Daily
Chron, 14 Nov. 9/3 The carburettor can be flooded without
lifting the bonnet, by operating a ' tickler ' situated outside
the bonnet.

3. A large American longicorn beetle, Monokavi-
mus tilillaiory with very long antennae. U, S.
t84i-53 T. W. Harris Insects Injur, Veget. ii. (1862) 105

The largest Capricorn-beetle,, .found in New England, is.

.

the tickler, so named probably on account of the habit which
it hat. .of gently touching now and then the surface on
wluch it walks with the tips of its long anlunuai.

8

Ticklesome (ti'klszJm), a. [f. TiCKtE v.+

-SOME.]

1. That tends to tickle; difficult, critical, delicate,

precarious, ticklish. Now dial.

1585 Parsons Chr. Exerc. n. v. 343 Miserable is that man
which placeth the ankor of his eternall wealth . . vpon ;o

ticklesome a point as this is. 1604 — yd Pt. Three
Convers. Eng. 314 Hauinge moued such a matter. .in so

dangerous and ticklesome a tyme. 1898 MacManus Bend
ofRoad 200 Yis, marriage is a ticklesome subject.

2. ? Easily tickled; tickly; ticklish; suitable or

fitted for tickling or laughter.

X844 Hood Let. to May Elliot Apr., Wks. 1873 X. 404,

1

mean to come in my most ticklesome waistcoat, and to laugh

till I grow fat. 1898 MacDonagh Irish Life ff Char. xvil.

313 The man's so ticklesome that sorra a tailor in the

counthry can.. take his measure.

Ti'ckle-taiL [f. Tickle a. or v. + Tail sh:\

1. A loose or wanton woman ; cf. Tickle a. 3 b.

Now dial.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 31 Canst thou no

better come to holynesse, Than lese thiself al for a tikel-

taylle? 1869 J. P. Morris Lanes. Gloss. (K.I).D.).

2. That which (or one who) tickles the * tail
;

see quots.

1785 Grose Did. Vulg. T.^ Tickle tail, a rod, or school-

master. x8a8 Craven Gloss., Tickle-tail, a rod.

3. A game: = Thread-needle i. dial.

1821 Blackiu. Mag. Aug. 36/2 Another game played by a

number of children with a hold of one another, or tickle-

tails, as it is technically called in Scotland, is. Through
ike Ncedle-e'e.

Tickling (ti'klii)), vbl sb. [f. Tickle v,+
-ING^.] The action or condition denoted by the

verb Tickle.

1. An uneasy sensation as of the teasing of some

sensitive part of the skin or mucous membrane

;

slight nervous irritation akin to itching.

1398 Trevisa ^rtr/^ /'<;/'. ^.v. xxviii.(Bod I. MS.)!f. 16/1

J>e whiche wormes litel & litel wroteh and eteh W skyn &
makeh tikeling and icching. C142S tr. Ardernc^s Treat.

FistulaSi When-someuer l>e pacient felej> tyklyng or ychyng
or prykkyng in t>e lure. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 766 All tickling

is a light motion of the spirits, which the thinness of the

skin, and suddenness and rareness of the touch do further,

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xx. 242 A sensation

of tickling in the mucous membrane of the trachea. 1898

J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg, IX. No, 36. 341 He had
some tickling in his throat.

2. fig, A tingling or * itching* to do something

;

uneasy desire, craving, hankering.

1553 '^^'^*'^ Catech. in Litrtrgies^ etc. (Parker Soc.) 521 Our
will IS commonly by tickling of affections and stirring of

lusts, drawn to do those things that God is displeased with.

1558 Knox First Blast (Arb.) 24 Women haue in them selues

a tickling and studie of vaine glorie. 1683 Burnet tr. More's
l/topiaii6S$) 101 These Things may create some Tickling in

the Senses. 1874 Geo. Eliot Cc//._ Breakf, P, 628 Whose
brain. .Has feebie ticklings of a vanity.

3. A repeated light touching, stroking, or poking,

such as to cause laughter ; a state of being tickled
;

fig. pleasing excitation, gratification; also, excite-

ment of the risible faculty, amusement.
1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xxi, With the tiklyng of his bete

and light, The tender flouris opnyt thaiiie and sprad.

c 1440 Promp. Parv, 49^/2 Tykyllynge, HtHlacio. 1548

Udall Erasm, Par. Pref. 3 The pleasaunt ticleyng or

clawyng of adulacion. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.
311 They who naturally are enclined and disposed to

laughter, are to avoid and decline the ticklings and soft

handling in those parts of the body that are most smooth,
sleicke and tender. 1662 Plavford Skill Mus. 1. xi. (1674)

39 A certain tickling of the ears of those who do not well

understand what it is to sing Passionately. 1728 Young
Love Fame It, (175^) 94 Tickling is unsafe, If still 'lis painful

while it makes us laugh. 1872 Darwin Emotions viii. 201

This so-called tickling of the mind is curiously analogous
with that of the body.

f b. Used as a term of endearment. Obs. rare.

1605 B. JoNSON Volpone in. v, Thou art mine honor,

Mosca, and my pride, My ioy, my tickling, my delight 1

O. Spec. T'he taking of trout and other fish by
the method described in quot. 1884.
a 16x6 Beaum. & Fl. Scornf. Lady in. ii, Leave off your

tickling of young heirs like trouts. 1826 Scott Woodst. vii,

Every fisher loves best the trouts that are of his own tickling.

1884 Jkfferies Red Deer ix. 174 Groping for trout (or

tickling)— is tracing it to the stone it lies under, then
rubbing it gently beneath, which causes the fish to gradually
move backwards into the hand, till the fingers suddenly
close in the gills,

4. allrib.y as tickling-house, {satirical slan^ a

place of preaching : cf. lickle-lexl (Ticklu v. 12).

x68i T. Klatman Ileraclitus Ridens No. 29 (1713) I. iga

A Boy that has but.. carried bis Mistress's Bible to the
Tickling-house.

Ti'Ckling, ///. et, [f. as prec, + -ing 2.] That
tickles, in various senses of the verb ; exciting

pleasantly, gratifying, alluring; amusing, diverting

;

delicate, tingling, itching ; ticklish.

1558 Phakr yEneid i. I» iij b, In her brest the tykling ioye
her hart to myrth enclynes,

_ 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 573 That
smooth-fac'd Gentleman, tickling commoditie. 1607 Top-
sell Fourf. Beasts (1658) 475 The tickling or itching

humor, lying betwixt the skin and the flesh, causeth the

poor Sheep either to bite the pKice with his teeth,.. or to

rub it upon a tree or wall. 1675 Crowne Country Wit i. i,

Fie upon this tickling rheum ! i68r {title) Some Observa-
tions upon the Tickling Querie, viz. Whether the admitting

of a Popish Successor Ije ihe best way to Preserve the Pro-

testant Kcligion [clc], X76X Pui.iU4by in PhiU Trans.

TICKLISHLY.

LII. 346 A little tickling cough which had remained with

him. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola ix, Such vague memories

hang Hbout the mind like cobwebs, with tickhng importu-

nity. 1W7 RusKiN Prxterita II. 30 One evening. .a short

tickling cough surprised me.

Hence Ti-cklingly adv.^ so ns to tickle.

1898 J. A. Steuart Minister of State l iv, He smacked
his Dps and laughed again;.. the recollections of bis aunt's

choler [were] ticklingly comical.

Ticklisll (ti-klij) , a. [f. Tickle a. or v. + -ish l.]

1. Easily tickled; sensitive to tickling.

1598 Florio, SoUtico, ticklish. 1615 Crooke Body of
Man 72 Some part of the skin is.. thin, as in the sides and
scales of the feete, which is the reason that there men are

ticklish. 1685 liovLE Effects ofMot. v. 53 A ticklish irfan,

by having the pulp of one's finger passed gently along the

sole of his foot,, .has divers muscles and other parts of his

l)ody and face put into. .unusual motions. 1833 Mabrvat
P. Simple xix, As for not standing the charge of bayonets,

it was not because they were less brave, but the fact was,

that they were most excessively ticklish. i89j( Allbuit's

Syst, Med. VIII. 128 A peculiar mental afl'ection, locally

known as Latah (a word signifying nervous or ticklish).

+ b. Sensitive, easily affected ; of a horse : Sen-

sitive to touch ; tender. Obs.

1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1589/4 She drags her hinder feet,.,

cuts a little behind, she is very ticklish on her Crest. 1684
R. Waller Nat. Exper. 6 After this manner may be had
a very ticklish Thermometer. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5415/4
[.\ mare] with a Malender on her near Fore Leg, and very

ticklish to be touch 'd on that Place.

2. Unstably balanced or poised; easily unbalanced

or upset; unsteady; of a boat: easily capsized.

i6oi Holland Pliny (1634) II. 584 The follie of the blind

& bold people of Rome went beyond al ; who trusted such

a ticklish ft^ame, & durst sit there, in a seat so moueable.

1639 P'uller Holy War in. v. (1840) 123 So ticklish are the

scales of victory, a very mote will turn them. 1687 A.

LovELL tr, ThevenoCs Trav. i. 27 Little slight Boats or

Wherries, and so tick'lish that by leaning more to one side

than another, it is an easie matter to ovciset them. 1784
CowpER Task in. 550 The ticklish balance of suspense. x86i

Du Chaillu Eguat. Afr. xiv. 234 They are ticklish craft.

b. Of game : Difficult to approach ; shy :
=

Tickle a. 6 c.

X826 CoL. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 290 He got four

wigeon, but found the birds very ticklish. Z839 Ibid. 359
Birds all scattered and ticklish.

3. fig. Easily upset in temper ; apt to be offended,

sensitive, touchy.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxv'n. (1887) 152 Such parentes

as be tikelish, and such scholers as be shifting, removing
from maisters and renouncing of obedience^ 1634 T. John-
son Farcy's Wks. 1173 There is not any man so^ ticklish,

which taketh not in good part what I have said. 1794
Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life <^ Writ. (1832) II. 426 M«"
are very ticklish in such revolutions as the present. x8ai

Byron Let. to Moore 16 Nov., You are ticldisb on such

points.

4. Unstable, onsteady, unsettled, uncertain, fickle.

1606 in Gardiner Hist. En^. I. i^oZnote^ Considering..

how ticklish their disposition is towards the State, a 1661

Fuller Worthies {1Z40) ill. 265 But foreign friendship is

ticklish, temporary, and lasteth no longer than it is advan-

taged with mutual interest. 1693 South Serm. 99 Uncer-
tain ticklish and variable. 1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess.

(1803) III. 514 Resisting the effects of bad weather in tick-

lish hay seasons. 1847 Ld. Pai.merston Lei. 5 Feb. in

Bulwer Life (1874) III. 337 A throne whose stability rests

on the point of the bayonet has a very ticklish and uncertain

basis.

5. Liable to end in disaster unless treated with

great care ; needing cautious handling or action ;

delicate, critical, precarious, risky, hazardous.

1591 Savile Tacitus^ Hist. i. Ixxxv. 48 To beare a man's
selfe euenly in so nice and ticklish a case. x6oo Holland
Livy III. Ixv, 133 So ticklish and dangerous a thing it is to

keepe a meane in maintenance of libertie. 1666 W. Bog-
hurst Loimographia (1894) 81 This is a very ticklish disease,

and the least error committed turnes a man out ofdores. X674

N. Fairfax Bulk <5- Selv, To Rdr., 'Tis a more ticklish

tiling to pen a Preface, than *tis to write a Book. 171X

Swift Lett, (1767) III. 195 Tis a plaguy ticklish piece of

work, and a man hazards losing both sides. X775 J. Jekvll
Corr, 30 May, Her rash, which perhaps was a critical symp-
tom in her ticklish constitution. 1B09 Malkiu GilBias xii.

i. (Rtldg.) 423 A very ticklish predicament. X899 F. T.

Bullen Log Sea-waif37 This is a ticklish evolution to per-

form successfully in a crowded anchorage.

6. qa^isuadv. Ticklishly; in a ticklish or easily

moved state ; unsteadily ; deKcatdy. Now rare.

x66i R. Baillie in Lauderdale Papers (Camden) I. 95,

I think youstand tiklish. 1771 Luckombe Hist. Print. 318

The upper sides of these Ribs must.. be somewhat arching

..then the Cramp-irons run more easily and ticklish over

them. 177s T. Hutchinson Diary 24 Oct., Mr. Gibbon.

.

says the Minister who proposed them stands ticklish.

7. Comb.y as ticklish'tempered,

1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 651 Ticklish-tempered

native gentlemen.

Ticklishly (tiklijli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.]

In a ticklish position or fashion ; insecurely, criti-

cally, delicately.

1640 E. Dacres tr. MeuhiavellVs Prince 147 The forraine

matters stand but ticklish!);. 176a Kames Eletn. Crii. xxiv.

(1774) II. 478 A bare uniform cylinder.. without a base,

appears too ticklishly placed to stand firm. 1794 Washing-
ton Let, io T.Lear 14 Dec, It is to be lamented however,

that in plain matters—a little ticklishly circumstanced—such
hazards.. should be unnecessarily encountered. 1846 D.

Jerrold Chron. Clovernook Wks. 1864 IV. 424 Paste-board

huts, so loosely, so ticklishly put together, that every wind
tliat blows scares the tenants.



TICKLISHITESS.

TicUislinesS (tikli/nes). [f. as prec. + -HESS;]
The fjuality of being ticklish : see the adj.

1583 GoLDiNG Calvin OH Deut. Ixxxiu 503 Besides yt
ticiclishnes which we haue alreadie of nature it pricketh vs
forewarde to say why should not such a thing be good.
1598 Flobio, GattorigoU, ticklings, ticklishness. 1607
Markham CftvaL v. (1617) 24 His vncometinesse onely pro-
ceedes from ticklishnesse, or delight which he takes in the
fiiction. a 1631 Donne Lett. (1651) 355 You know the
ticklisbnesse of London-Pulpits. 1647 Clabendok Hist.
Reb. V. 9 116 Such was the ticklishness of the King*s con-
dition, that. .it was not thought Counsellable at that time
..to commit them to Prison. 1739 Chevne Regimen 200
(L.) We know by the ticklishness of the soles (of the feet]

what a multitude of fine nervous fibres terminate in them.
1700 Paley Horae Paul. vi. (1849) 389 The difliculty and
ticklishness of the times in which we live, 1005 Lottgm,
Mag. Feb. 360 The mare, .was in high spirits, which demon-
strated themselves by an affectation of extreme ticlcltshness,

when a fly alighted on her shining flank.

Tiokly (tikli), a. [f. Tickle a. -l- -t.] Tick-
lish ; = KiTTLT.
1530 Palscr. 327/a Tyckely, that can nat abyde tycke.

lynga 1661 Felthau Resolws 11. xxxv. 252 Nor did they,
like ticklie Italians, pet at this and put another in his room.
i8as Jamieson, Tickly, puzzling, dimculL 1897 Flandrau
Harvard Episodes 223, 1 was laughing so that my wrists
were all sort uf tickly on the inside.

b. Tickly-be'nders, thin ice which bends under
one's weight ; = Kittly-benders.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxii. (1856) 179 The young ice

glazing it over, so as to form a viscid sea of sludge and
tickly-benders.

Tiokly : see Ticklely adv. Obs.

Tixfaiey. Obs. or dial. [From Ticknal, name
of a place near Derby where this earthenware was
made.] Epithet of a coarse kind of earthenware

( Tickney ware) ; hence, made of thisware(alsoy?^.).
1680 V. Alsop Mischief0/Ititpos. viii. 78 Are Churchmen

more afraid their Tickney Rules and China-Canons should
be preserved than broken? 1688 R. Holme Armoury iii.

113/1 Potters [are] sellers of Earthen or Tickney Ware,
Ibid. xiv. (Roxb.) 7/1 A drinking Jugg or a Tickney Jugge.
[1870 CvAFFRRS I'orcelain (ed. 3) 592 There was a Pottery
at Ticknal near Derby as early as the 16th century, which
produced articles of a coarse hard body, of a dull brown
colour, sometimes decorated with yellow slip.] 1881 Miss
iKCKSoHShrofsh. ti'<'rdM., Tickney, Ticknty.mare,obuU.,
common, coarse earthenware.

Tick-seed : see Tick sby 3.

Tick-tack (ti k.tsek). Also 6 Sc. tik tak, 7
tio-tack, tick(e>t«cke, 7-9 tic-tac. [Echoic:
so Du., Norw. liitai, Sw., Da., Ger. tick-tack, F.
tic-tac. In sense 1 an adaptation or kind of transla-
tion of F. trictrac, a similar echoic word : see
Tric-tbac]
1. An imitation of a rednplicated or alternating

ticking sound, esp. that made by a clock (see Tick
sb.'i 2) ; also that of the firing of small artillery.

(Used as adv. or interj., and hence as ib. to denote
the soimd.)

»S49 Compl. Scot. vi. At Than the sin.iI artailje cryit,
tik tak,_tik tak, tik tak, tik tak. 17.. in Ritson's Gamm.
Cttrton^t Garl. (1783) 53 Here a nail, there a nail. Tick,
Jack, toa 1840 /'. Parley's Ann. 54, I am quite tired of
your (a clock's] tick tack. 1858 O. W. Houies Aut.
Breakf..t. viii, Our brains are seventy-year clocks. ..Tic-
tac 1 tic-tac I go the wheels of thought. 1909 Daily CkroH.
12 June s/i A Galling gun-. played upon the infantry. .1
one heard the ' lick-tack ', ' tick-tack ' of the spitting fire.

b. In auscultation. The sound of the heart-beat.
(Usually in Fr. form tic-tac.)

i8s3 Mabkham Sioda't Aiucutl. 175 The normal sounds
of the heart are gencially indicated by the expression 'tic.
tac'.-.This tic-lac I call the sounds 1 /°<r«;) of^the heart...

^y mwmars [CeriiHsche) 1 understand the abnormal sounds
•_, blowing, sawing, rxsping, etc tbid. -Kyj, I have occa-
sionally heard^ two sounds . .in the place of the proper second
sound : thus instead of the ordinary ' tic-tac ', a ' tic-tac.
tac'. i8io J. M. Cabnociian O/t^ra/. .y^rf. 136 (Cent. Diet.)
The normal tick-tack of the heart beat with healthy precision.

1 2. An old variety of backgammon, played on
a board with holes along the «ige, in which pegs
were placed for scoring. Also /ig. Obs, (Also
called Tbic-tbao, in F. trictrac.)
tjj8 Forrest Grysilde Sec. 1. xL (Roxb.) 28 To pastyme

*t i ables, Tick-tackc or Gleeke. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man
in Hum. III. iil c i6i8 Morvson Itin. iv. iv. vi. (190J) 306
They play much at Tables, Commonly 'I'ick Tack and lurch,
but never at Irish. 1740 tr. De Monhy's Fort. Country.
Maid [fj^t) II. 183 Sometimes we plaid at Tick-tack.

8. attrib. +a. Belonging, or addicted, to the
game of tick-tack {ebs.). b. slang. Applied to a
system of ' telegraphy ' or signalling used by book-
makers at race-meetings, and hence to the men
who practise this (cf. Tickers b).

1583 Babington Commandm. ii. (1590) 104 If hee bee a
drunken ale-stake, a licktack tauemer. 166s in Boston
(Mass.) Transcript 17 Sept. (1910) 11. 8/1 Two tick tack
tables. Ibid., A tick tack board with the pieces. 1899
Daily News 1 5 Mar. 5/5 Another cla-ss who are persecuted
most absurdly, as it seems to me, are the ' tick tack * men.
190s Daily Chron, i Feb. 3/6 A prisoner puzzled the King-
ston Bench by describing himself as *a racecourse telegra-
phist '.,, A detective explained that the man practised what
IS known as ' tick-tack telegraphy '—signalling by means of
the arms to outside bookmakers.

Hence Tlck-taoker, one who practises tick-tack
telegraphy; Tick-tackin? ///. a., making an
alternating ticking sound ; Tlck-taok-toe, also
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called tit-tat-toe, tip-tap-toe, a children's game
played on a slate, consisting in trying with the
eyes shut to bring the pencil down on one of the
numbers of a set, the number hit being scored.
184a Father Oswald xii. 117 Ihe death-watch . .is a little

tick-tacking noise, a 1847 Eliza Ck>OK Old Mill-stream
xxi. Thy pouring cascade, and the tic-tac-ing mill. 1884
Mag. o/Art Feb- 135/2 He saw those children playing tic.
tac-toe, 1899 Crockett Anna Mark xii. Playing at quoits,
tops, marbles, tic-tac-toe, jacks, knuckle-bones. 191a Daily
Ne^vs 28 Mar. 4 Bookies, tipsters, tick.tackers, runners,
welshers, backers, and all the great army who go racing.

Tick-tick (ti-k,ti-k). [Echoic] An imitation

of the ticking of a clock or watch, or a similar

sound ; hence a child's name for a clock or watch,
1774 FoorE Cozeners lit. Wks, 1799 II. 190 Marianne,

who opened the window ? Mar. Little massa, to shew me de
tick-tick, a 1849 J. C. Mangan 20 Gold. Y, Ago viii. Tick-
tick, tick-tick I'Not a sound save Time's. 1864 Glaisher
in Circ.Sc. (c 1865) I. 1209/2 We heard., the tick-tick ofa
threshing machine. 1894 H.X)ftvtAtAOHD Ascent Man 214
The child who says. .tick-tick for watch, or puff-puff for
train, is an authority on the origin of human speech.
So Tick-tick V. ; hence Tick-ticking vbl. sb.

t7SS tl. Bright's Nttu Jrnl. 6 If. -his Mistress- -is absent,
the Clock tick-ticks very slow. 1897 Daily News 17 May
3/3 The tick-ticking of the [telegraph] machines.

Tick-tock (tik,t(7k). Also tie-too. [Echoic]
An imitation of the ticking of a clock, esp. the
slow licking of a large clock ; also of the sound
of a double knock, or of resounding footsteps.

1848 Thackeray Wan. Fair xxiii. They were both so
silent that the tick-tock of the.. clock on the mantelpiece
became quite rudely audible; 1878 Browning /"^v^j Croisic
cxxvii. Bold tic-toe Announces there's a giant at the door.
1906 R- Whiteing Ring in New 197 The tic-toe of the high
heels was insistent in the pass.nges.

Tlck-trefoil, Tick-weed : see Tick sb.'^ 3.

Tickwood, obs. var. teakwood (Teak).
1794 Trcstis. Soc. Arts XII. 314 Tickwood plant or lattee,

Ticky (ti-ki), sb. Also tiki, tickle, tikkio,
tickey. [Origin uncertain : see Note.] The collo-

quial name in South Africa for a threepenny piece.
(a i860 Remembered in colloquial use at Cape Town.]
1877 J. A. Chalmers Tiyo Soga xxW, ^ii Those poured an

unusually large quantity of tickies into the plates at the
doors.

^ 1895 it^'estm. Gaz. 6 Mar- 8/1 The coin of smallest
value in the Transvaal is Ihe ' tickie ', or threepenny-bit.
1903 /bid. QS July 2/1 In purchasing-power the ' tickey ' [of
Johannesburg] is certainly not more than euual to the penny
of I>ondon. In many cases its value is less tnan a halfpenny.

[Note. Residents of Cape Colony, whose memory goes
back to c 1850, state that they have known ' ticky ' all their
lives. The prevalent notion is that the word was first used
by the Caffres or other native labourers ; it is at present in
Sesuto (the Basuto lang.), teke (t^'k^)- But it is Ijelieved to
have been a native imitation of some Dutch or Eng. word 1

e.g. of Cape Dutch stukje 'little piece, little bit', pro-
nounced (stiiki), and imitated by the natives as (tUki, tiki)t
according to others, of Eng. ticket, it being explained that
on an occasion when a large body of natives were employed
on^a public work, they were, for want of small silver coin,
paid with tickets for 3d., which were taken in payment by
the provision stores, and redeemed at that rate by the au-
thorities. Other statements or conjectures (e. g. th.it tikki
was an attempt to say ' little *) have been offered in the Cape
Times, etc., April to June 1912, but nothing in the form of
evidence has been adduced.]

Ticky (ti-ki), a. [f. Tick /i.i -i- -r.] Full of
or inftstetl by ticks.

1831 Blackw. Mag, XXX. 270 He [a turkey] becomes.*
ctaven and crest-fallen, emaciated and ticky.

Tide, obs. form of Tickle.

U Tic-polonffa (tikipolp-qga). Zool. [Accord-
ing to MaJi as Atanual of Administrcttion. III. 154,
ad. Sinhalese tit-polonga, f. tita, in comb. ///-,

speck, freckle, spot, •ms.xV-vpolonga viper. The
form with tic- is app. due to substituting tik ' spot,

freckle, mark, spot on tiger-deer', for lit-,'] A
venomous snake of India and Ceylon : the chain
viper or necklace-snake, Daboia Russellii.

[1681 R. Knox tlist. Ceylon 29 There is another venomous
Snake called Polongn, the most venomous of all.] 18*5 Mrs.
Hebeb in H's Narr. yourn, (1828) 11. xxvii. 258 The Cobra
de Capello is the most common, but its bite is not so certainly

fatal as that of the Tic Polonga, 1834 Caunter Orient. Ann.
vii. 80A large dog, belonging to aCingalese whoaccompanied
us was bitten by a snake, the ticpolonga, X910 Times
13 Sept- 7/4 Three of the most deadly snakes known in

India—the cobra, the ticpolonga or Russell's viper,and the
t>anded krait.

Tio-tac, Tlc-toc : see Tick-tack, Tick-tock.

Kd(tid),j*.l Sc. [? unexplained var. of Tide J*.]

1. A fit or favourable time or season ; an oppor-

tunity, occasion,
t7«t Ramsay F.legy Patit Bimte xiii. I7»8 — Fables,

Fox t, Rat 40 He took the tid when Lowry was away.
i8al Macneill Poet Wks. (1844) 54 To catcll the tids o'

life is sage. Some joys to save.

2. Spec. The proper season for some agricultural

ojjeration, as harrowing or sowing; hence, suitable

condition of the soil for cultivation or cropping.

'799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 147 If it were iiot for

fear of losing the proper opportunity (the 7/V/ of sowing, as

it is vulgarly called), the longer the wheat-seed is delayed .

.

the belter. iSaj Jamieson, Tid..t. The condition which
any soil is in lor the purpose of agriculture! as, 'The

fround's no in tid'. c 1830 in Stephens Bk. Farm (1844)

. 537 A tid (or propercondition of the ground for harrowing)

cannot be taken advantage ofou the drained furrow until the

TIDAL.
other is dry. 1841 I. Aiton Domest, Econ. (1857) 79 The
tids

' of seed-time, hay-time, and harvest, are in a great
measure lost, 1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. Gloss. (E.D.S.)-

3. A humour, mood, or fancy to do something.
a 1774 Febcussoh Farmer's Ingle Poems (1845) 38 Tak

tent, case Crummy tak her wonted tids. And ca' the laig-
len's treasure [i.e. the new milk] on the ground. 1825 Jamie-
son S.V., To tak the tid, to be seized with a perverse or un-
governablehumour. 1890 J. Service ThirNotandums viiL
48 I m no 1 the tidd the noo.

Tid, j(i.2 t local, [app. an alteration of Tit sb.\
in sense girl, young woman.] A girl or woman.
1888 Barrie When a Man's Single\,TAa.nnyv!s^a.lem'ti\e

tid for cleanness. 1891 — Little Minister xv. You're the
bonniest tid I ever saw oot o' an almanack.

t Tid, a. Obs. A word app. deduced by Bailey
from tid-bit, but also in independent dialect use.
From Bailey in Johnson, whence in later diets.

:

also in nonce-use from tid-bit : see quots.
I7a7 Bailey vol. II, Tid, nice, delicate, as a Tid-BU.

17SS Johnson, Tid, adj. (tydder, Saxon), tender ; soft ; nice
..Titbi't (properly tidbit; tid, tender, and bit\ nice bitj
nice food, [See note below.]

1730 Panegyric on Swift 13 While Dunces of the coarsest
Clay.. Devour the Church's tiddest Bits, That only should
be shar'd by Wits. 1799 E. Du Bois Piece Family Biog. I.

70 She is too tid a bit for us lubbers aboard the world.
\Noie. The OE. word meant by J. is ttdre, tyddre ' weak,

fragile, easily broken ; frail in health, infirm ' ; it could not
give tid 'tender, soft, nice'. The latter does not appear
as general Eng. before Bailey. But the Eng. Dial. Diet.
has from M idl. counties Tid, tidd = ' fond, attached, careful
(of), solicitous (about) ; (of a child) tender, nice, fanciful j
(of a man) cunningly reserved '. J. D. Robertson's Glou.
tester Glossary (1890) has Tid, 'playful, frolicsome ', and
cites from John Smyth's Berkeley MSS. c 1640 (ed. 1885, 1 II,
25) ' Tyd, Le. wanton. Hee is very tyd. La very wanton.
A tyd bit, i.e. a spcciall morsell reserved to eat at last'.
These evidence the limited dial, use of an adj. tid, tidd,
or tyd; though the senses given do not very closely agree
with that deduced by Bailey from tid.bit.\

Tid, V. Sc. [f. TiD sb.T\ trans. To choose the
right time for; to time: esp. with reference to
land or crops : cf. TiD sb.^ 2,'

1808 Jamieson, Tid. v.a., to time, to choose the proper
season. The aitseed has been Weill tiddit, the proper
sea-son for sowing oats has been taken. 1883 J. Aiartih
Remin. Old Haddington 317 He judiciously 'tidded ' the
land and manured highly so as to produce heavy crops.

Tid, obs. var. tit, Tite adv. ; obs. pa. t. and pple.
of Tide k.i, Tithe v.^

Tidal (tai-dal), a. [f. Tide sb. II. -h -au]
1. Of, pertaining to, or affected by tides; ebbing

and flowing periodically.
Tidal alarm, an audible signal, as a bell or whistle

attached to a buoy, operated by the movement of the tides
(CasseWs Encycl. Did. 1888) i tidal Crack = Tii)e<»-<k:A
^Cent. Diet. 1891)! tidal frictioll, frictional resistance to
the motion of the tide-wave, tending to retard the earth's
rotation : tidal motor, a mechanical motor deriving its
power from the movement of tidal waters ; tidal river, a
liver which is affected by the tides for some distance from
its mouth t tidal valve, a valve in a sluice, which opens to
the pressure of land water and closes under the influence of
the incoming tide ! tidal wave, see b.

1807 Vancouveb Agric. Devon (1813) 300 Had the lots
below.. the new Custom House,. in Dublin, been left open
to the tidal waters, the waters of the Liffy would have
preserved a deep channel for their discharge. 1830 Lvell
l^rinc. Geot. I. 359 Suppose that, .the Mediterranean should
form a gulf of the great ocean, and that the tidal cuirent
should encroach on the shores of Campania. 1853 Hebschel
Pop.Lect.Sc.\.i 57 (1873)45 The tidal action ofthe sun and
moonon-.theeaith'scrust. 1878 \{\3x\.v.\ Phystogr. i. 2 Up
to Teddington.. theThames is a tidal river, 1880 Haughtom
Phys. Geog. i. 9 When the length of the day shall have
become equal to the length of the year, tidal friction will
cease. 188^ F. J. Bbitten Watch /t Clpckm. 256 Tidal
Clock,, designed. .for showing the time of high and low
water, the state of the tides at any time of the day. loit
Encycl. Brit, XXVL 945/1 Tidal friction then diminishes
planetary rotation, increases the satellite's distance, and
diminishes the orbital angular velocity.

b. Tidal wave : the high water wave caused by
the movement of the tide : = tide-wave (Tide sb.

16 b); erron. an exceptionally large ocean wave
caused by an earthquake or other local commotion.
^1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 293 On mathematical prin-

ciples, the rise of the tidal wave above the mean level of a
particular sea must be greater than the fall lielow it. 1878
HuXLKY Physiogr. a The tidal wave occupies about twa
hours in coming up from the Nore to London. Ibid. x83
The terrible devastation wiought by the great tidal wave,
which followed the earthquake at Lima. 1809 Daily News
13 June 8/2 The tidal wave sweeps round the earth twice
in the twenty-four houis; the great wave produced by an
earthquake, erroneously described sometimes as a * tidal

wave , has nothing tidal about it, and it is called by scien*
tific men 'a free wave '.

(b) Jig. A great progressive movement or mani-
festation of feeling, opinion, or the like.

1884 Boston (Mass.) Traveller Aug., Van Buren was a
candidate again in 1840, but the 'log-cabin and hard cider

'

tidal wave was sweeping over the country. x888 Bhvck
Amer. Comnnu. III. IV, Ixxx. 62 Now and then. .there
comes a rush of feeling so sudden and tremendous, that the
name of Tidal Wave has been invented to describe it. 189S
Scully Kafir Stories 50 The repression which he had to
exercise.. caused tidal waves of passion to roll back on bis

soul, fraught with destruction to himself and to others.

(f) Phys. The main or primary height of flow

in a beat of the pulse.



TIDAIiLY.

1896 AUhvU's Syst Me.i. 1. 314 Sphygmographic tracings

show a lowering in the height of the tidal and dicrotic wave.

2. trafisf. and fig. That *ebbs and flows*;

periodic, intermittent ; alternating, varying.

Tidal air (/'Ar*X '*»« ^^^ passing in and out of the lungs

at each ordinary respiration ; tidal breathing {Path.),

respiration in which there are pauses alternating with shorter

periods of respiratory activity ; periodic respiration.

187* HuxLKY Phys. iv. 92 In ordinary breathing ao to 30

inchesof what is conveniently <:aUe<i Tidal air p.-iss in and

ouL 1876 Gea Euot Dan. Der, iv. xxix, This mood of

youthful, elated desperation had a tidal recurrence. 1896

Daily Neivi 4 May 3/3 Clerkenwell has. .become mixed in

population and in its political opinions tidal. 1897 Alibutt's

Syst. Mtd. IV. 646 Amongst.. the results of derangements

of the pulmonary circulation must be placed the occurrence

of ' periodic ',
' tidal ', or CheyneStokes breathing.

3. Dependent upon or regulated by the state of

the tide or time of high water.

Tidal basin, barbour, a basin or harbour which is

accessible or navigable only at high tide ; tidal boat,
steamer, a vessel the sailings of which depend on the time

of the tide: tidal train, a train running in connexion with

n tidal steamer.
i8<8 SiMMONDS Did. Trade^ Tidal hasiu^ a dock that is

filled upon the rising of the tide. 1859 Lewin Invas. Brit.

27 Boulogne is a tidal harbour, ..it can only be entered or

quilted at high water. 1859 Reeve Brittany iL 12 The
tidal hours of departure of the steam-packet. 1866 W.
Co\.\.niS Ariuadate l\. 240 The tidal train. .was speeding

nearer and nearer to Paris. 1888 Gunter Mr. Potter x,

'ITie tidal boat 'II be 'ere in twenty minutes.

b. Elliptical for tidal boat or train,

i88^ L. OupHANT Altiora Peto 1. 202 He found himself

)ust in time to take the tidal.

Hence Ti'dally adv,^ in a tidal manner ; by or in

respect of the tides.

1870 G. H. Darwin in Phil. Trans, CLXXI. 713 On the

Secular Changes in the Elements of the Orbit of a Satellite

revolving about a Tidally Distorted Planet. 1880 Ibid,

CLXXII. 513 In considering the effects of tidal friction the

theory has been throughout adopted that the tidatly<

disturbed body is homogeneous and viscous.

Tidance, tldand : see Tiding.

Tid-blt, an earlier form of Tit-bit,

t Tidder, v^ Obs. Forms ; i tiedran, t^dran,
ty-ddr(i)an, 3 tuderen, (Orw.) tiddrenn. [OE,
tydrarii related to tud{d)or Tudder, progeny,

offspring.] a. intr. To be productive or prolific.

b. trans. To produce (offspring), to engender.
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 1507 (Gr.) Tyma3 nu & tiedraS.

£ laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 penne men michel tuderi5..

and here tuder swi3e wexso. c laoo Okmin 18307 }?a bes^re

time wass all gan To tiddrenn & to taemenn. c 1250 Gen. ^
Ex. 630 Of hem ben tudered manijon.

[t Ti-dder, z;.2 Obs. rare-"*.

17SS Johnson, Tidder^ v, a. (from Tid)^ to use tenderly

;

to fondle. (But there is app. some error here ; no trace of
such a vb. has been found elsewhere : of. Tid a.)J

Tlddivate, dial, variant of Titivate v,

Tiddle (ti'd'l), v, Obs, exc. dial, or slang. Also

7-9 tittle. [In sense i perh. connected with Tid a.

The two senses may be distinct words.]

1. trans. To fondle or indulge to excess ; to pet,

pamper ; to tend carefully, nurse, cherish,

zs6o Nice Wanton in Hazl. Dodsley II. 173 My parents

did tiddle me ; they were to blame. 1653 Verney Memoirs
(1894) III. 203 To midwife it out, and to tittle it up and to

bring it with you in your coach. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), To
Tiddtet to indulge, or fondle, to make much of. 1755
Johnson, Tiddle^ v. a. (from Tid)^ to use tenderly ; to fondle.

1839 ISiK G. C. Lewis! Nere/ordsh. G/oss. (E.D.D.). x88i

Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-hk.^ Tiddle^ to nurse and
nurture tenderly. 1893 S. E, Wore. Gloss, s. v., You may
liddle a monkey 'till 'e befouls your trenchud.

2. intr. To potter, trifle, * fiddle'; to fidget, fuss.

1747 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. xUi. 322 To leave the

family pictures.. to you, because you could tiddle about
Ihem, and . . wipe and clean them with your dainty hands I

S839 Hollowav Diet, Prov, s. v., ' Tiddling about ' is being
busy about trifles. 1904 En^, Dial. Diet. s.v. Titties

(Cumbld.) I could par' [pare] the fut with a buttress while
atiother is tiltlin' over it with a draw-knife.

Hence Trddling ///. «., that Uiddles*; over-

indulgent; Ti'ddlingly adv.y indulgently.

1580 LupTON Sivgila 37 The most of our youth.. are so
tydlingly, fondly, wantonly, and idlely brought up, that it is

a griefe to the godlye.

Tiddle, dial, form of Tittle v. to tickle.

Ti'ddler ^. [? Related to Tittlebat and tiddly

* little *.] Nursery name for a stickleback. So
Tl'ddlinir vbL sb,f fishing for 'tiddlers*.

1885 B. E. Martin in Itariers Mag. May 866/1 Them's
tiddlers, they is. 1903 Blackiv. Mag. Aug. 203/2, I used to
come aiid catch tiddlers in it when I was a kid. 1908 Daily
Chron, 3 Aug. ^7/3 Within reach of that most delightful
fiddling water in St. James's Park. 1911 Daily Ne^vs
26 J uly 4 The long row of boys . . in St. James's Park fishing
fcMT tiddlers with sticks and Ijent pins.

Tiddler li. slang, [f. tiddle^ by-form of Tittle
V. to tickle.] A feather or feather-brush for tick-

ling; a * teaser' or * tormenter* ; a tickler.

1900 Daily Chron. 21 May 5 (Cass. Supp.) In Cheapside.

.

you were titillated by ' penny tiddlers ', Anything, from a
{>eacock's feather downwards, which is a foot long and
tickles,is a* tiddler', 01904 E.SmithjI/.S'.C^//. Wanvicksh.
W<^.s. V, (E.D.D.), At *inops'and fairs in the Midlands the
favourite tiddler,. drawn rapidly down the back,.. made a
noise resembling that of the extinct ' rattle 'of the policeman.
Now the tiddler has degenerated into any light weapon
erf" offence, which drawn across the face or neck, irritates

the skin.

10

Tiddlywink (ti-dliwiok). Also tidley-,

tiddley-, tiddle-a-wink. [In sense i perh. con-

nected with slang tiddly a drink, drunk; in 3
perh. with tiddly dial, or baby-talk for ' little'.]

1. An unlicensed pnblic-house or pawnshop; a

small beershop; aXiO iiddlyivini. slang.

1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons * IV. xxxiv, Which does

more to demoralise.. the lower classes than a Tom and

Jerry, tidley-wink, or gin-shop. 1887 BeattvKingston
Music 4- Mann. II, 15 All the tiny tiddlywinks and spacious

beer.gardens filled to overflowing.

2. a. A game played with dominoes, b. //. A
game in which small counters are caused to spring

from the table into a bell-like or cylindrical recep-

tacle, by pressing upon their edges with larger

counters.

1870 Hardv & Ware Mod. Hoylc 104 (Dominoes) Tiddle.

a-wmk game... In this game.. he who plays out first cries

Tiddle-a-wink, having won. 1870 Koiiltcdge's Ev. Bo/s
Ann. Nov. 672 The marked diflerence between Tidley-wmk
and other games of dominocv 1898 Wcstm. Gaz. 4 Jan. j/r

Cards, tiddley-winks, and ludo are played. 1906 rgM Cent.

Mar. 509 The Empress suggested the game of tiddlywinks

for the Emperor's amusement.

3. //. Knick-knacks of victuals, slang.

1893 J. A. Barbv S. Brmun's Bunyip, etc. 34 A drop o'

good stuff, now, to wash these 'ere tiddlewinks down with.

Hence {slang) Tiddlywi'nker, a cheat, a trifler

;

Tiddlywi'nking sl>. and a., trifling, pottering;

Tiddlywinky a. dial., tiny, insignificant.

i8fi9 Koulledges Ev. Boy's Ann. 589 Performed some
' tiddly-winking ' work, that is he had shifted a few sp.tdes-

ful of earth. 1888 ' R. Boldrewood' Squatter's Dream
vii, I wonder what old Morgan would say to all this here

tiddley.winkin', with steam-engine, and wire-fences. 1893

J. A. Barry S. Brown's Bunyif, etc. 143 It w.-is a fair an

square game... There wasn't no tiddleywinkiii' in the thing.

Ibid. 145 They're nolhin' but a lot o' tiddleywinkers up
there. 1901 ' Zack ' Tales Dunstable U^eiraj Over against

Martin's cottage there was a tiddliwinkie bit o' a wood.

Tiddy (li'di). [Origin unknown : perh. =
Teduy.J In the game of gleek, the four of trumps.

165s (see Tib si. 2]. 168a Cotton Compl. Camesler vi.

(ed. 2) 6s (Gleek) The turned up Card is the Dealers j and if

it be Tiddy turn'd up is four apiece from each to the Dealer.

The Ace is called Tib, the Knave Tom, the four of

Trumps Tiddy. 1688 R. Holme Armoury iil xvi. (Roxb.)

73/2. i8a3 Scott Nigel xvi, I gained the cards, and loyou 1

It pleases his lordship to say that we played without tiddy.

Tide (tsid), sb. I'orms : 1 tid (tiid), tyd,

2-5 tid, 2-7 tyd, 3-7 tyde, (5 tyyde, tiid),

3- tide. [OE. tid - OS. tid (MLG., LG.
tit, Du. tijd), OHG. zit {zid), MHG. sit (Ger.

zeit), ON. lis (Sw., Da. tid) :-OTeut. *tt-d-r',

referred by some to a root *tt- to extend (whence

also Time). See also note under branch II.]

I. Time.
•j- 1. A portion, extent, or space of time ; an age,

a season, a time, a while; = Time sb. 1-3. Obs,

{or? dial.)

a 700 Beowul/nj Wxs seo hwil mice], xii wintra tid torn

Xel^olode. aooo tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xiii. [xii.] (1890) 432
pa ic sume tid framSe^ewat. cg^ Lindis/iGos/.MarV ix.

21 Huu miceles vet longes tides. 971 Btickl. Horn. 125

Uncu|> bis Eejhwylcum anum men his lifes tid. c looo Ags.
Gosp. Mark ix. 21 Hu lang tid is syddan him t>is ^ebyrede ?

c icoo i^LFRlc Horn. 1. 312 preo tida sind on 3ysre worulde :

an is seo 3e waes butan a; ;..seo Sridde is nu aefter Cristes

to-cyme. [Cf. c X175 Lavib. Horn. 89.J a 1300 Cursor M.
391 (Cott.) Bath ware made sun and mon, ..In takening o
tides to standf Dais and yeirs. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1974
And J'ou tary in t>ts towne, or any tide lenge. c 1412 Hoc-
cleve Z>tf Reg. Princ. 847, I mole..suffre storm after |>e

mery tyde. c 1450 Cov, Myst. v. (Shaks. Soc.) 50, I come
a^en withinne a tyde. a 15*9 Skklton Poemsagst.Gamesche
iv. 162 Stop a tyd, and be welle ware. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. ii. 29 There they alight, .and rest their weary limbs

a tide. 1603 Philotus Ixxvii, Prouyde Ane Pages claithis

in the meine tyde. 1791 J. Learmont Poems 331 (E.D.D.),

I wiss that tide had been a lang lang year. 187X Wadoell
Ps. xxxi. 15 My tides are a' i' yer han',

t2. spec. = Hour i. Ohs.

a 900 O. E. Chron. an. 879, py ilcan xeare al>iestrode sio

sunne ane tid da;ges. 0900 0. E. Martyrot. 30 June no
ponne se monoS byS jeendod t>e we nemnad se aerra lySa,

ponne byS seo niht six tyda lang ond se dsj eahtatyne tyda
lang. c 1000 i'ELFRic Horn. 1 1. 388 An wacce hxfd J>reo tida

;

feower wa^ccan jefyllaS twelf tida. crxoso Byrhtferth's
Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 298 D^t jer by3 jesett

on l>rim hund da^^um & fif & syxti^um da^um & syx tidum.

a laoo Moral Ode 137 (Lamb. MS.) Hefde he bon |>erenne

dei oder twa bare tide nolde he for al middenerd |>e t'erdde

\htx abiden. c 1*90 5". Eng. Leg. 1. 408/223 Huy stoden and
bi-heolden sein lohan longue, pre tidene and more, a 1300
Cursor M. 14193 (Cott.) "Ten tides [F. cures] has |>e dai and
tu.-u f 1430 K. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) App. BB. 3 pe
foure & twenti tydes [v.r. houres] in day & in ]>e ny^t. .ne

dy^te folwel & ri^t Mid ^Jreo grete kandlen To heme eite

tides [v.r. houres].

3. A point in the duration of the day, month,

or year, of human life, or of other natural (or, later,

artificial) period; in reference to an action or

repetition = occasion : = Time sb. 13, 14. arch, or

poet.

C897 K. iELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xvii. 120 Donne cyniS

his hlaford..on 3a tiid oajt he hiene air nat. Ibid.x\v'\\.

356 Aworpen mon bi5 a unny t . .& on aelce tid saweS wrohte.

971 Btickl. Horn. 21 pajt leoht on nanre tide ne ablinueh.

ciao5 Lav. 14924 Hit iloinp an are tide heo nom hire to ra;de.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5733 (Cott.) pe flok he fedd opon a tid, Bi

a wildrin wod side, c 1385 Chaucer L. C. IV. 783 O'Aisbe)

TIDE.

Ffor to mete in on place at on tyde. ai400 Pistillo/Susan
J49 Sucli toretand teone takej* me \>is tyde. a i^zsCursor
M. 5874 (Trin.) To stonde lete je hem not bide As ^e han
done mony a tyde. a 15*9 Skelton El. Rummyng 155
Such a lewde sorte To Elynour resorte From tyde to tyde.

CX586 C'tess Pembrokii Ps. (1823) cxuv. v, My closett

where 1 wont to hide In troublous tyde. <x 1605 Polwart
Elyting w. Montgomerie 470 At that tyd [ane after mid-
night] was na time for trumpers to tarie. 1615 ^' Johnson
Hist. Tom a Lincolne {1828) 106 Which ship had beene
seven yeares upon the sea . . and before this tyde could never
see land. 1805 Wordsw. Elegiac Verses on J. Wordnv. vi,

Kut we will see it—joyful tide! Some day.. The mountain
will we cross. 1868 ^loRRIS Earthly Par., Matt born to be
King 1272 He, who, from ill death Saved me that tid^

b, A suitable, favourable, or proper time or

occasion ; opportune, fit, or due time ; season

;

opportunity: = Timk j^. 16. arch, Cf. Tin jA.^

*: 888 K. i'ELFHED Boeth. xxix. | 2 Se 3e his aer tide ne
tioIaS, |joime bi3 his on tid untilad. C897 — Gregory's
Past. C, xxxviii. 274 Hwilum sie sprsce tiid, hwilum
swissean. C9S0 Lindisf. G. Malt, xxiv, 45 partte he sella

him mett in tid. cxo6o Charier of Eadvjeard\x\ Kemble
Cod, Dipt. IV. 212 Alle [>ingen 3a 8ar upaspringed, inne
tyd and ut of tid. c 1330 R. Brunnr Chron. (i8io) 164 W
Cipres side Isaac to aspie, If he toke any tide out of lend to

flie. c 1430 Brut 439 Whanne tyde of passage come, thei

toke the see, and passid ouyr. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 111. ix. 32
Then Paridell,..gladof so fitte tide Him to commend to her,

thus spake. 1637 M. Lawrence l/se ^Praet. Eatth 147 The
foolish virgins lost their tide : the wise had much ado to
gain it, 1887 Morris Odyssey ix. i^i For the land is

nothing evil, but would bear all things in tide.

f c. Appointed or fixed time : = T\ilKsb. 15. Obs,
aooo tr, Barda's //ist, 111. xiv. [xix.] (1890) 210 Waciafl ge,

foroon \>e Re ne weoton ne 8one daij ne Sa tide. /bid. iv. lii.

262 pa cwom his tid, J^xt he scolde of middan^earde to
Drihtne feran. cgs/a Lindisf. Gosp. John li. 4, & cueS to
him se hselend . . ne da^et vet cuom tid min. a 1300 Cursor
M. 21511 (Cott.) pe luu him spedd til-ward his tide, Ouer
term durst he noght bide, a 1436 Domesday jpsivich v. in

£lk. Bk. Admiralty (RoW^ II. 31 Alt tide and hour and
tyme, that is to wetyn with ynne the xv. day. .that he plete

to his aduersarye.

f 4, Any definite time in the course of the day

;

as Eventide, Mourow-tjde, Noon-tide, q. v. ; spec.

the point at which any hour is completed ; as
' at the tenth tide of the day

' ; — HouB 3. Obs,
a joo Beovjulf 4,^4 [see Morn-tide], a 900 tr. Baeda*s

Hist. III. xix. [xxvii.J (1890) 240 Ymb pa teo^San tid dac^es.

Z056-66 Inscr, on Dial Kirkdale Ch.y Vorks., pis is daeges
sol merca set ileum tide, c xi6o Hatton Gosp. John 1. 39
Hyt waes J»a seo teofle tyd. a 1300 CursorM. 19810 (Edin.)
Apon a dai at tide of none. An angel come and stode him bi.

c 1391 Chaucer Asirol. 11. § 15 Thanne wol the point of thi

label sit[l}en in the bordure, vp-on the verrey tid erf' the day.

1493 Festivail {^. de W. j5i5)7He hyred people to labour
by all the tydes of the day. 1903 Westm, Gaz. lo June 2/3,
I go to you at gloaming-tide.

b. A more or less definite point or season in the

course of the year, of life, etc., usually defined by
a prefixed word; as April-tide

^
yune4ide\ New-

Year^s tide, summers tide, winters tide, etc. ; also

Autumn-tide,Spring-tide,Summeb-tide,Winteb-
TiDE, etc, q. V. : « Time sb. 13 b. arch, or poet.
a^oo tr. Barda's Hist. iv. xxix. [xxviii.] (1890) 366 pa ne

com Sar nxni;; grownes up ne wastm, ne furdum brordes

o5 sumeres lid. f 1000 i^LFRic Horn. I. 444 Swa swa on
lengctenlicere tide, rosena blostman and lilian hi ymtryme-
don. c xxaa O. E. Chron. an. 1006, In \>xre midde wintres

tide. 1S41 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 312 For brvngyng. a
bore at Newe Yere tide, ij s. iiij d. 1556-1840 New-year's
tide (see New-year 3bJ. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. i.

307 When April-tide was melting into May. i87» Tenny-
son Last Toum. 241 High over all the yellowing Autumn*
tide. 1900 WestM. Gaz. 3 July 2/3 The green woods under
the Junetide skies Slope and gleam to the Solent strand.

1902 Ibid. 2o Mar. 9/1 The profits at Coronation-tide are
expected to be heavy.

fS. Each of the seven canonical hoars; also,

the services recited at these ; = Hour 5. Obs,

c 1000 j'Elfric Colloq. in Wr.-Wiilcker 00/6 Ic sincge
aelce daej seofon tida. ciooo —_ Saints Lives xxxiiL

344 Nu wille ic ^eet l>u.. singe )>£er )>ine tida. xoa8-6o Lazus
Northumbr. Priests § 36 sif preost on ^esetne timan tida

ne ringe o35e tida ne suige, jebete baet. czsoo TVr'w. Coll.

Horn, 215 pane hit time bed to done ^ tiden. mass
Ancr, R. 22 Et J»reo tiden siggeS Credo mit te Pater Noster,
biuoren Uhtsong & efter Prime, & efter Cumpelie. Ibid. 44
Toward te preostes tiden herkne3 se wel je muwen. i«97
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7605 Vor him ne ssolde no day abide Pat
he ne hurde masse & matines & euesong & ech tide. 13.

.

Minor Poems/r, Vernon MS. xxxvii. 767 Atome l>ou mai^t

ful wel abyde Til he haue seid J>e laste tyde. £-1400 (see

Hour 5I. 1557 in xoth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.^ App, v. 386
The said Wardayn . . shall dayly saye or singe . . in the quere
the tydes or houres, as tercio, sexto and nona

6. An anniversary or festival of the church

:

chiefly in the names of holy seasons or saints* days,

e.g. i St, Andrc7vs tide, f Saint Bottilf's tide.

See also All-hallow-tide, Christ-tide, Easter-
tide, Lammas-tide, Shrovetide, Whitsuntide,
High-tide, Holy tu^e, elc.

a 900 0. E. Chron. an. 759, Her Bregowine wass to erceblsC

^i^ehadod to See Michaeles tide. ^000 O. E. Martyrol.
18 May 84 On J>one eahtateojSan daes J>a2s monies bi3
sancte Johannes tid. C1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in

Anglia {1885) VIII. 300 Fram easier tide J>aet he eft cuiue.

c isoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 3 To dai is cumen 3e holie tid J»at

me clepe3 aduent. c laoo Ormin 8895 Alt J»e Passkemesse-
da3^..1>e hoc hemm tahhte To frellsenn ^aer h^t he^he tid.

1897 K.. Glouc. (Rolls) 10877 ^i"" edward ibore was A seint

l>otulfes tid. c 1400 Brut cxxxix. 146 pe sege endurede fro

Nlichelmasse vnto Seynt Andrewus tyde. a 1568 Ascham
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Schoiem. i. (Arb.) 36 In a fair carden about S. lames tyde.

*S95 Shaks. John 111. i. 86 What hath this day deseru'd

. . That it in Rolden letters should be set Among the

htch tides in the Katendar? x6xi, 1615 Michaels-tide,

Michael-tide (see Michael 2J. 1817-18 Cobhett Resid.

U.S. (1822) 121 'Ihe country people, in England, go, to

this day,, .by the tides; and, ..m some cases, by the move-
able tides. My gardener.. very reluctantly^ obeyed me
..in sowing green Kale .. because Whitsuntide was not

come, and that, he said, was the proper season. 1839

J. H. Newman Par. Sert/i. IV. xxiii, 385 Feast-day and
fast-day, holy tide and other tide. 1903 E. K. Chambers
Mcdisrv, Stage I. L 16 Holy week, and similar solemn tides.

b. dial. A village * feast* or fair (taking place

on the festival of the patron saint of the parish).

i8s4 [see iide-time in 153]. x8a8 Craven G/ass., Tide^

a feast ; as Bingley tide. 1863 Mrs. Toogood Vorks. Dial.

(MS.), Boistall-tide will be next week. 1865 R. Hunt /'(>/•

Rom. l^.Eug. Ser. i. (1S71) 62 The strongest beer, which
was intended to have been kept for a tide. 1884 Let. to

Editor, The Annual General Holiday at Bingley, Yorks.,

is still called ' Bingley Tide '.

II. Tide of the sea.

[This sense corresponds exactly to '^\LG.gettde neul., ttd*

tie, neut. and fern., LG. tide, MDu. ghetSde neut., early

mod.Du. tij'de, Du. tij neut., ' tide of the sea ', a particuLir

application of MLG. gelide, 'fixed time, time of prayer,

proper time, opportunity, space of time '. OE. had no form
corresp. to gettde (using for ' tide ' (of the sea) /lifd or^<fd
and eo6a) ; and ttd or tide in this sense is not known before

1340; it may have been then introduced from or used after

the M LG. word ; but as M E. tide had neither the difference

of form nor of gender seen in de ttt and dtit /f^<r,actual formal

evidence of the borrowing is wanting. There may have
Ijeen a transference of sense in Eng. itself, as well as in LG.
The following two early examples appear to mean ' the time
of high water', rather than the flood tide itself, or the

phenomenon of the tides :

X340 Hampole /'r. Ctfwjc. 1215 For t« se, aftir l>e tydes
ccrtayn, Ebbesand flowes,andfallesagayn. c 1386 Chaucer
Afan 0/ Laxv's T. 1036 Fro day to nyght it changeth as

the tyde.)

7. The flowing or swelling of the sea, or its

alternate rising and falling, twice in each Innar

day, due to the attraction of the moon and, in a

less degree, of the sun; the alternate inflow and
outflow produced by this on a coast, the flootl

and ebb.
C143S TVrr. Portugal 1430, ! Rede, we take down

sayle «c Rowe, While we haue this tyde. 1530 Pai.sgil

281/1 Tyde of the sec, _^et, ^ote. 1563 Golding Caesar
III, (1565) 72 There was no comming to theym on foote,

by reason of the rysyng cf the tydes, 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. iv. i. 46 Both winde and tide stayes for this

Gentleman. 1593 — Liter. 1667 As through an Arch the
violent roaring tide outruns the eye. 1599 — Hen. V^ in

ill 14 lust Ijetweene Twelue and One, eu n at the turning o'

th' Tyde. 1698 Keill Exam. Th. Earth (1734) 161 It

is certain, that a Comet, when it passed by the Earth, would
laise a very strong and prodigiou-i Tide in the Seas th.it

were then on the Surface. 1816 Pi.avfair Nat. Phil. H.
326 The alternate rise and fall of the surface of the sea twice

in the course of a lunar day, or of 24* 50" 48**^ of me.in
solar time, is the phenomenon known by the niime of the

Tides. 1831 Fr. A. Kemble Let. in Rec. Girlhood II. viii.

337 The tide had not yet come in.

b. In phrases (chiefly technical), as cross tide,

a tide running across the direction of another

;

high tide, {a) = High water; if) = Spkino
tide; low tide = Low water; leeward, neap,
windward tide : see the defining words ; also

FLooi>Tri)E, Spring tiijb, Half-tide. Also in

fig. uses.

i6»7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. x. 47 You say as
well tide of ebbc, as tide of flood, ot a windward Tide
when the Tide runnes against the wind, .is a Lee-warde
Tide,.. when the wind and the Tide goeth both oneway.
1675TKMPLE Let. to Sir J. Williamson Wks. 1731 II. 336,

1

chose this Conveyance by the Captain of the Yacht, as both
surer and speedier too, if not hindred by cross Tides in the
River. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson't Voy. 120 There
having been two or three high Tides before we had finished,

we found [etc.]. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Cross-tide^

the varying directions of the flow amongst shoals that are

under water. 1875 Bedford Sailors Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2)

172 In the English Channel.. It is ebb tide in the harbourSf
while the eastern, or flood stream . . is still running up, form*
ing what is known to Pilots as ' Tide and half Tide ',

fiS' '57? W* Wilkinson Confut. Fatnilye 0/ Lm'C 57b,
When.. his high tydcof vpright fredome [shall] become to a
falling water, a 1700 H. E. Diet. Cant. Crav, High Tide^
when the Pocket is full of Money. Ibid.^ Lo7u Tide, when
there's no Money in a Man's Pocket. 1856 Emkrson Eng.
Traits. Reli^. Wks. (IJohn) 11.98 Plenitudes of Divine Pre-
sence, by which high tides are caused in the human spirit.

C. trans/. A recurrent flow, alternate rise and
fall or increase and decrease, other thrin of the sea.

Acid tidgj a temporary increase of acidity of the

urine while fasting ; alkaline tide^ a corresponding
decrease of acidity dnring digestion,

1604 E. G(iiiMST0NKl D'Acosta's Hist. Indies It. xiti. 113
The return of the same windes, which otherwise they call

the tide or winde of the sea. 1610 Holland Camden's
lirit, (1637) ssS.'Vwonderfull Well. .which ordinarily ebbeth
and fluweth foure times in the space of one houre or there*
about, keeping his just Tides. 1786-7 BoNNVCASTLE/li/rtfw.
viii. 13S The aerial tides must be much more considerable
than those of the ocean. i8sj-u Cootl's Study Med (ed. 4)

I. 676 There arc two tides or fluxes (of fever] within the
twenty.four hours, the one occurs in the morning, the other
in the evening, ibid. IV. 304 A fresh tide of water will not
unfrequently accumulate, and the head become as much
distended as before. 1856 Bryant Earth 14 Swayed by
tbc sweeping of the tides of air. 1897 A llbutt % Sytt. Med,

11

IV. 293 This increased excretion is most marked during the
alkaline tide.

8. The space of time between two successive

points of high water, or between low water and
high water, in the sea; also, that portion of this

time during which the height of the water ('state

of the tide ') allows of work being done, as in tide's

work', see quot. 1867, So, in il/tK/w^, a period of

twelve hours (JJasseWs EncycL Diet. 1888).

149S Act II Hen. VII^ c. 22 § t A Calker laboring by the
tyde, for as longe tyme as he may labour above the Water and
beneth the Water, shall not excede for hisWages for every tyde
iiijd. 1S34 Ace. Ld. High Treas.Scot. VI. 234 Payit..to
XV men to cast the space of xv tydis about the schip, viij d.

the man for ilk tyde. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840)

^281 (They] might..come by sea in two tides. 1758 J.
" Blakk Plan Mar, Syst. 63 A ship going into dock for a
tide or two to clean. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 175 We
..landed, and got a tides work of four hours. 1803 R.
Pf.ring in NavalChron. XV. 154 (Royal Naval Yards) The
extra [work] was divided into nights and tides :—a night
consisted of five botus, and a tide of an hour and an half.

1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Tide's work, the amount of
progress a ship has made during a favourable tide. Also, a
period of necessary labour on a ship during the ebbing and
slack water of a tide.

9.^^, Applied to that which is like the tide of

the sea in some way ; as in ebbing or flowing,

rising or falling, or ' turning* at a certain time.

1390 GowER Con/. II. 61 Betre is to wayte upon the tyde
Than rowe ayein the stremes stronge. c 1430 Hymns Virg.

69/368 pc tyde [of life] is ebbid, & no more wole flowe.

1508 Dunbar Flyting 188 Oft beswakkit with ane ourhie
tyd. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. iv. iii. 218 There is a Tide in

the aflfayres of men, Which taken at the Flood, leades on to
Fortune. 1777 Priestlkv Matt. <V S^ir. (1782) I. Pref. 10
The tide of popular prejudice may rise still higher. 1849
Macaulay Hist, Eng. vi. 11. 54 From that moment the tide

of battle turned. 1900 Daily Ne^vs 7 Dec. 8/5 The drama*
tic tide has its ebb and flow like other tides.

10. spei\ =» Flood-tide, hhojig.
1S70 Levins Manip. 116/47 Ye Tyde, accessus maris*

1606 Shaks. Tr. «V Cr, v. t. 90, I haue important businesse
The tide whereof is now. t6io Holland Catnden's Brit,

(1637) 633 The River at every tide riseth to a great heigth.

i6s» Needham tr, Seldeti's Mare CI. 249 By an exquisite

observation of the Tides and Ebbings of the Sea they were
wont to reckon their months and years. s8j6 Disraeu
Viv. Grey in. t, There is that at work in England which,
taken at the tide, may lead on to fortune [cf. quot. 1601 in

9). 18^3 Stevenson Catriona iii. 27 It seemed the devil

was in it, if I was to die in that tide of my fortunes.

^ 11. trans/, A body of flowing water or other

liquid ; a stream, a current, poet, and rhet,

[15.. Sir A. Barton xxxix. tn Surtees Misc. (1888) 75
Betwexte Trent tid and Tyne.) 1585 T. Washington tr.

JVicholay's Voy. 11. xii. 47 b, The fishes being carried by the
violence of the floud, and tyde of the Euxine Sea into Pro-
pontide. 17*8-46 Thomson Spring 563 Stands each attrac-

tive plant, and sucks and swells The juicy tide, 1738
Wesley Ps, cxxxvii. i, Fast by the Babylonish Tide (The
Tide our Sorrows made o'erflow), 1757 Gray Bard 144
Deep in the roaring tide he plung*d. 1855 Mrs. Gatty
Parab.fr. Nat. Ser. I. (1869) 39 She used to sing to the tide

of the river as it swept along. 187a Tennyson Last Tourn.
6S5 Feel this arm ofmine—the tide within . . Pulsing full man.

b. trans/ and^^.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. in. 1. 257 Thou art the Ruines of the

Noblest man That eucr Hued in the Tide of Times.
^ 1607

Drvdkn Virg. Georg. 11. 644 A lofty Gate.. T" admit the
Tydes of early Visitants, lyBx Cowper Ketireuunt 453 The
tide of life.. May run in cities with a brisker force. 18^
Sadlkr Law Popul, I. 430 A tide of emigration has set in

from the Old World to the New.

12. The water of the sea ; the sea (esp, when the

tide is flowing), poet.

(1595 Shaks. John 11. 1. 74 A brauer choyse of daunt-
Icsse spirits.. Did neuer flote vpon the swelling tide.)

1791 CowpER Odyss. XX. 74 Whelm me deep in Ocean's
restless tide I i8at Hyron '}\vo Foscari i. i, Bounding o'er

yon blue tide. 01847 Eliza Cook Rover's Song i I'm
afloat, I'm afloat on the fierce rolling tide, The ocean's my
home and my bark is my bride.

III. Phrases.

1 13. Tide and {or) time (also time and tide : see

Time sb. 30) : an alliterative reduplication, in which
the two words were more or less synonyms, or =
time and (or) season, Obs,
aisas St, Marher. i8 And te tide and te time t>at tu

iboren were, schal beon iblescet. c 14x5 Cast. Versev, 2456
in Macro Plays 150 per is no dysese nor_ debate, .. tyde
HOT tyme, erly nor late, but ^t Couetyse is jie grounde.

c 147S Rauf Coil^ar 48, I leid my life in this land with

mckle vnrufe, Baith tyde and tyme in all my trauale. 1583
SrocKKR Civ. IVarres LoweC. 1. 26 b, At al tide and tymes
whensocuer they shall be commaunded. 1609 Midb. Trees

in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) III. 75 If dancers keep not tide and
time in their measures.

+ b. The tide abides/or^ tarrieth {/or) no man,
stays no many Tide nor time tarrieth no man :

now suj)erseded by Time and tide wait/or no man;
see Time j^. 30. Here //dSif originally meant 'time*,

but from the 16th c. has usually meant the tide of

the sea. Cf. Time and tide, in both senses- Obs.

1430-40 hwiQ.Bochasui. x\. (MS. Bodl.263) 178/2 The tid abit

nai fornomanerman. 1^46 J. Heywoou /'nw. (i867)6The
sure sea man sceth, the tide tarieih no man. a 1553 Udall
Royster D. \. ii. (Arb.) 13 Farewell all my good friendes,

the tyme away dothe waste. And the tide they say, tarieth

for no man. 15:79 [see Tarry v. 5I. iS9« Greene Dispnt,

22 'i'yde nor time tarrieth no man. a i6as Fletcher
Woman's Prix iv..v, Tbc tide stays no man.

TIDE
14. {In) double tideSy ?as if taking advantage of

both the tides in one day; esp. to work double
tides, to work as hard as possible ; so to roar, spin,
etc. double tides. Cf. sense 8.

1788 Mme. D'Arblay Diarv July, I was most content to
work double tides for the pleasure of his company. 1805

^"Y?^ ^'''''"*- ^^*'- =^43 The .. Caulkers worked extra
double tides in gangs. 1832 Examiner 745/2 The artisans
work double tides, that is, they perform two days' labour in
one. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) H- vii. 05 There is

not a spinster in Brittany who will not spin double tides
until my purebase-money be raised. 1889 Rider Haggard
Allah's IVi/c, etc. 300 The wounded lioness was now roar-
ing double tides.

V. Combinations.
15. In senses belonging to I, as tide-beef, dial,

beef provided for a * tide ' or feast ; tide-serving,
time-serving ; tide-time (see 6 b) ; t tide-wise
adv., at times, now and then,
X896 VorA-sh. Weekly Post 29 Feb. (E.D.D.), He'd made

up his mind iheys'ould h•^e some reight *tide-beef. i8i8
Scott Br. Lamm, xxv. The office shall just cost him as
much timeserving and *"tide-serving, as if [etc]. 1834 Miss
MiTFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 201 At *tidetimes he loiters
in the chimney-corner at the Rose. i8j)8 T. Hardy Wessex
Poems 203 To eyes that had seen her in tide-times of weal.
1611 Flobio, Inter^ollatamente, at certalne seasons, not
continually, *tide-wise.

16. In senses belonging to II, a. {a) simple
attrib. ' of the tide, tidal ', as tide bar (Bab sb^

15), -channelf -flow, -flux, -lead (Lead j<^.2 3 b),

'level, 'limit, -line^ -mud, -race (Race sb^ 6),
-reach, run, rusk, -stream, -turn, -wash; {b)

'dependent on or regulated by the state of the
tide, tidal ', as tide-coach, harbour ;

* filled, over-

flowed, or covered by the tide', as tide-hole, -land,

-marsh, -pool, -rock ; in names of instruments for

measuring the tides, or the like, as tide-ball^ -dial,

-gauge, -meter, -predictor, -staff; {c) objective and
obj. genitive, as tide-generating, -predicting, -pro*

ducing, -taking adjs. and sbs. ; {d) instrumental,

etc., as tide-beat.^ 'beset, -bound, -caught, -covered,

'driven, -flooded, -/ree, -like (also adv.), -locked,

-ribbeily -tossed, -trapped, -washed, -worn adjs.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-ik.y* Tide-bally a ball hoisted
to denote when the depth of water permits vessels to enter
a bar<harbour, or to take the bar outside. 1898 J. Bucham
in To Day 5 Nov. 7/2 The river the noo is no three feet

deep a'ower, wi' sands and the shift o' the *tide-bar. 1910
Q. Rev, Tuly 88 "Tide-bound at midnight in a small boat off

. . Deiithhole Creek. 1856 Kank Arct. Expl, II. xiv. 143
The outside *tide-channel. .was now full of scjueezed ice,

17^ Smollett Rod. Rand, xxiv. He took a place in the
*tide-coach for Rochester. xTsfi J. Ferguson Astron. § 409.
262 The *Tide Dial.. .A moving elliptical Plate, painted
blue, to represent the rising of the Tides, under, and oppo-
site to, the Moon, a 1644 Quarles Sol. Recant, Sol. viii. 82
As * tide-forsaken Rocks along the Main. x86i J. Brown
Lett, (1907) 142 Glengariff is not *tidefree. 1840 Ciz'it

Eng. «5- Arch, jml. III. 342/1 A description of a new *Tide
Gauge, i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sen (Low) i. § 14 The tide-

gauges showed that several well-marked . . waves had arrived

offtne coast. 1863 Tyndall Heat iv. § 122 (1870) 106 The
*tide generating forces of the sun and moon._ 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. §92 The false idea.. of its being a 'tide har-

bour, with a Bar at its mouth. 1856 Kane Arct, Expl. I.

XX. 260 Our "tide-hole freezes every night alongside. 1891

Cent. Vict., "Tide-land, 1895 Home Missionary (N. Y.»

Sept. 292 Deep alluvial valleys of great fertility, tide-lands

similar to those of Holland. 1856 Kane Arct. Expi. 1,

xxvi. 337 The "tide-leads, .one year ago had afforded a pre-

carious pas!&ge to the vessel i86< Mrs. L. L. Clarke
Seazvceas\\. 113 If the sea-marks cnange, and "tide level

varies. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 180 The Ordnance Survey
has fixed its datum line, or standard from which all heights

are measured, as the mean tide-level at Liverpool. 1848
Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton Pref., With ever-returning "tide-

like flood. 1854 H. Miller Sch. ^ Schm, xv. (i860) 40 We
found the waves chafing among the rocks just where the

*tide-line had rested 12 hours before. 1849 Dickens Dav,
Copp, xlvi. This low girl whom he picked out of the *tide-

mud. 1853 Zoologist II. 4055 Almost every "tide-pool and
hollow that retains the sea-water. 1898 Academy 5 Nov.

194/1 Ix>rd Kelvin's "tide-predicting machine, 1891 Cent,

Diet., "Tide-predictor. iZ^ Academy s^ov. 194/1 No more
marvellous instrument has ever been invented than the

mechanical tide-predictor devised by Lord Kelvin. 1883

Harper's Mag. Aug. 375/1 These numerous "tide-races often

make the St. Lawrence a rough passage for small craft.

184a Fader Styrtan Lake, etc. 43 Thus do idle poets stand

Lonely on the *tide.ribbcd sand. 1844 W. H. Maxwell
Sports 4- Adv, Scott, xiii. (1855) 118 The "tide-runs are

traceable upon the surface of the ocean. X857 R. Tomes
Amer. in JaPan v. 128 An officer and two men were also

stitioned on land, near where a "tide-staffhad been planted,

and were prepared to make observations. 187J Bedford
Sailor's Pocket ^*. v. (ed. 2) 146 In describing * tide-streams

in the offing, caution must be observed in not confusing the

'flood' and 'ebb' streams, J889 P. H. Emerson Eng.
Idylls 42 "Tide-tossed trees.,rise upon the face of the

waters. x88a J. Geikie in Natnre XXVI. 44 Tracts now
within "tide-wash. 183a l.vell Prtnc.Geol. II. 181 Almost
every "tide-washed rock is carpeted with fuci and studded

with corallines, actinia;, and mollusca. 1858 N. J. Gannon
O'Donoghue u. 28 The spray That crowns the "tide-worn

rock.

b. Special combinations : tide-board, a board

placed to prevent buildings being flooded at high

tides; tide-crack, in polar regions, an ice-crack

near the shore caused by tbe rise and fall of the

tide, which breaks the floating from the shore ice;

tide-oiureut, the current caused in a tidal channel
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by the rise or fall of the tide (Ogilvie, 1882) ;

tide-day (see quot.); t tide-duty, import or ex-

port duty levied at a port ; tide-flap, a tidal valve

opening outwardly at the month of a drain or

small tidal stream ; tide-house, a (public) house
adjacent to a tidal stream ; tide-lock, a donble

lock between tidal water and a canal or the like;

a guard-lock ; tide-maker, that which causes the

tides; also, a vessel which is compelled to take

advantage of the tide ; tide-plate, a dial on which
the state of the tide is indicated ; tide-register, a
record of tide-movements ; also, an apparatus that

registers tide-movements; tide-river, a tidal river;

tide-rode a.f Naut. (for iUe-ridden'), swung by
the tide, as a ship at anchor; opposed to wind-
rot/e; tide-runner, a fish which moves with the

tide {[/, S.) ; tide-time, the time at which the tide

serves at any place ; tide-wave, the undulation

which passes over the surface of the ocean, and
causes high or low tide as its highest or lowest

point reaches any place ; also_/f^. ; tide-weather
(see quot) ; tide-wheel, a water-wheel turned by
the flowing and ebbing of the tide through a narrow
channel ; tide-work, work which can be carried

on only during hours when the tide is low, or that

is paid for by the tide (cf. 8) ; also, part of the

mechanism of a tide-gauge. See also Tide-boat
to Tideway.
1904 ll^tstm, Gaz. 31 Dec. 7/2 Thousands of tons of water

poured over the *ticle boards and protecting walls of various

warehouses, flooding the wharves and waiehouses.
_ 1856

Kanb Arct. Expl. 11. xiiL 131 He has risen by the side of
an ice-berg.. or through a *tide-crack. 1833 Herschel
Astron, xi. 33;^ The *tide.day (I e. the intervalbetween two
successive arrivals at the same place of the same vertex of
the tide-wave'. 1769 Falconer DicU Marine {j.i%<^i Com-
poiiy a *iide-duty, or revenue, arising from shipping. 18^3
Civil Eng, 9f Arth. yml.Vl. 426/t At the end of the mam
sewer was placed a cast-iron frame, upon which were hung
three *tide-flaps with brass facings. 1764 Low Life 100
The landlords of "Tide-Houses, both up and down the
River Thames, looking out sharp for Boats. 1838 Crvit
En^. <5- Arch. yrnl. I. 148/3 The method by which the
main or framing piles of the coffer-dam for the *tide-lock.

,

were fixed to the rock. x87S[see^«n/./(«r^(GuARD j^. i8)J.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 6 Jan. 4/2 The moon is not only a *tide-
Oiaker in the marine sense. Its tangential ' pull ' affects the
earth's atmosphere. 1910 Chamb. Jrnl. Jan. 10/2 His hard
overworked apprenticeship to the sea in coasting-schooners,
hi undermanned, under-engined * tide-makers '. 1756 J.
Ferguson Astron. § 409. 263 Th€ Elliptical or *Tide Plate,

with the Moon fixt to it, b upon the Axis of the Wheel.
i8»5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 496 An error of three-
quarters of an hour in each lunation will place the tide-

plate H, three hours wrong in the space of about four
months. 1856 Kane Arct, Expl. I. xi. 117 Our *tide-

re^ister was on board the vessel. 1739 Labelvb Short Ace,
Pters IVestm. Br. 80 So widea *Tide-River as the Thames.
iSssCrabb Technol Diet. t*' Tide-road {Mar,)yi\x^s,\tusL\.\QXi

of a vessel which, being at anchor when the wind and tide are
omyosed to each other, has her head towards the current.
x88a Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 197 When not tide rode,
pick the lee anchor up. 1877 Hallock Sportsman's Gaz,
344 These big fellows (weak fish] are designated as *tide-

fonners. 1840 Civil Eng. ff Arch. Jrnl. III. 182/1 *Tide.
time for ve^ls of 12-feet draft, is denoted by 2 black balls

being kept upon its flag-staff until 12-feet ceases upon the
straight course. 1833 Herschel Astron. xi. 339 The *tide-

wave rushing up a narrow channel, is suddenly raised to an
extraordinary height. x86x T. K. Bikks Bible ^ Mod.
Th. Introd. 5 The tidewave of sceptical thought, which
threatens. .to bury the old landmarks of Christian faithr

1740 Lynn in Phil Trans. XLL 689 When the Mercury
has been a good while high,. .there has fallen mistling
Rain; especially about the New and Full Moon, with an
Easterly Breeze, which the Borderers on the Coast of Lin-
colnshire and Norfolk call *Tide-weather, and may be
occasioned by the Vapours arising from the Tides, which
then cover a vast Wash of Sands in their Neighbourhood,
1864 Webster, * Tide-wheel. 1888 Goodk A mer. Fishes 205
A circular basin,.. aerated by a powerful fountain of sea
water, forced up by a tide-wheel. 1739 Labelve Short
Ace, Piers IVestm. Br, 33 The Remainder being only com*
men *Tide-work, has nothing worth relating. 1835 J.
Nicholson Operat, Mechanic 493 The wheel-work and
tide-work of this clock are represented hy fig. 498. 185*
Wiggins Embanking 122 Some allowance is to be made for

lide-work and night-work, for bad weather on the coast,

loss of materials.

Tide (taid), z;.l Forms; i tidan, 3-5 tiden
(3-4 *y<ij 4 ti<ii 4-.S tyden, 4-7 tydo, 5 tydyn),
3- tide

; pres. t. ^rd sing, (for (iielh) 3-4 tit, tyt,
tyd, 4 tid, 5 tite, tytto. Pa. t. 1-4 tidde, 4
tydde, tyd (6 Sc.\ 4-5 tid (5 tyde, tide), 8-
tided. Pa» pple, 3-4 tid (4-5 tyd(d, tidde, 5
tide, 6 tydde), 7- tided. [OE. tidan (oftener
^Idan : see I-tide) to happen, come about, f. tld^

Tide sb. Perfect tenses usually formed with b€ : cf.

Come v.\

1. ifttr» To happen, befall: = Bbtide v» i.

Often impersonal, arch,
a xiM O. E, Chron, an. 1123 Da tidde hit on an Wodnes
da.,^ se kmg rad in his der fald. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls)
8649 He . . nolde no leng abide |?at he nolde to is game, tide

twat
so bitide. 13. . Cursor M. 27412 (Cott.) For nakin case

It mai tide. 1375 Barbour Brnce 1. 127 5e traistyt in
wte,..And wyst nocht quhat suld eftir tyd. ? a 1400

JKorie Arth. 3655 Of theire termys they talke, how J>ay
ware tydd. 14. Sir Jk9i4t (MS, M) 663 Xyde what wyU

be-tyde The tone of vs shall dede abyde. c 1440 Promp.
Pat-v, 493/2 Tydyn, idem guod hai^p^n. e 1460 TowncLy
Myst. vi. 81 May tyde he wille oure giftis take. 1513 Douglas
/Eneis w. v. 98 How tyde that cais ; declair me, 1 pray the.

1680 A. HAiGin J. Russell //a/jfjxi. (1881) 309 Com wlmt will

com, tyde what may tyde, A Haig shall l>e Laird of Bemer-
syde. 1808 Scott Alarm. 111. xxii, Soolhly I swear, that,

tide what tide. The demon shall a buffet bide. 1875 Jas.
Grant One 0/ the too ii, Vou , . shall find that, tide what may,
you are not forgotten,

fb. const, with dative : = Betide v. i b. Obs.

ciooo Inst. Polity c 10 in Thorpe Ags. Laws II. 316
('£Bt heora gewitan l>eon on ajghwylcnc timan, weald hwaet

leom tide, c xaoo Trin, Coll. Horn. 29 Witte wel hwat J>u

hauest, walte hwat |>e tide. 13. . Guy IVarw. (A.) 4977 Al
his lond him tit for-go. 1377 Langu P. PL B. xi, 5 (MS.
Rawl.) A merueillous metdes me tydde to dreme. C1384
Chaucer //. Fame i. 255 Euery cans That hym was tyd

vpon the see. CX430 R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) App.
G. 213 W lyf |»e tydej? luse. C1590 Grki:ne Fr, Baeon
xiii. 14 Some deadly act shall 'tide me ere I sleep.

t2. To fall as a lot or portion. (Const, dative.)

955 in Birch Cart. Sax, III. 75 j;if I>an biscop[eI hwa:t
tide, a lajz Luue Ron 20 in O. E. Misc. 93 Her he haue^
seorewen ryue, Ne tyt him neuer Ro ne Rest, c 1300 St.

Margarete yiZ Bote \>\x do ]?is dede Ne tyt J>e no part wib
me. c 1305 St. Sivithin 48 m E. E. P. (1862) 44 Ho so dojj

his dede mid bobance, hirn^ ne tyt non oj^er mede. c 132S
Poem Times Edw. II iz^'^ m Pol. Son^s (Camden) 334 He
doth the wif sethe a chapoun and piece beof, Ne tit the
gode man noht therof. C1386 Chaucer Reeve's T, 255 This
lange nyght ther tydes me na reste.

f3. To fare; to get on (well or ill), Obs,rare~^,
C1400 Desir, Troy 120-2 The Troiens were tyde, & tid t»ere

\>Q bettur.

114. trans. To meet with, experience (good or

evil fortune). Obs,
This appears to be an erroneous use, originating with copy-

ists who misunderstood the construction.
a 1400 R. Brunne's Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5495 (Petyt MS.)

For chances \>2X haf ben tyd [Lamb. MS. ffor swylke
chaunces f^at ban bytid]. 01400 Sir Beues 1844 Go, or J^e

tit \v,r. J70U tytyst) an euel diner, c 147a Chaucer'sCompl.
Mars 202 (MS. Arch. Seld. B. 24) In mony a cas thay
tiden oft tyme sorowe [Fairfax and 2 other MSS. hem
tydeth, ed. Jul. Notary hem tyden].

Tide (t9id), j;.2 [f. Tide j5, II.]

1. trans, a. To carry, as the tide does. Chieflyy?^.

1640 QuARLES Enchirid. in. 48 Man's Will Is theStreame
that Tydes them [our actions] up and downe. X693DRYDEN
Persius* Sat. vi. (1697) 494 The Relicks of the Wrack.. are
tided back By the wild Waves, and rudely thrown ashore.
i8a4 Lady Granville Lett. June, A flow of animal spirits

and good humour., tided off anything approaching to Dore.

1884 Dail^ News 30 ()cL 7/3 So long will each flood con-
tinue to tide up the river varying proportions of sewage or
other offensive matter.

b. t To carry through (an undertaking) (obs.)
;

to enable (a person) to surmount (a difficulty, etc.)

as on a swelling tide.

x6s6 B. JoNsoN Staple ofN. iv. iv, I will tyde this affayre
for you; giue it freight and passage. cx8<5o in Holman-
HnntPre-Raphaelitism {igo^) II. 196 We should like to
tide him over his low-water difiiculiies. i869Gouldurn /*Krj.

Holiness \x\\. 73 As an exuberant mounting flood shall tide

us over the difficulties of our career. 1870 J. Bruce Z,i/^ of
Gideon vi. 109 We are to be tided over all our doubts and
difficulties by what I would call a swelling flood of evidences
or proofs.

2. intr. (and with il). To flow or surge, as the

tide ; to flow to and fro ; sometimes = * flow * as
opposed to * ebb '. Also /f^.

*S93—J654 [see Tiding vbl. sS. ij. 1659 W, Brough Schism
555 When popular favour blows from us, and secular power
tydes it against us and storms us. 1661 Webster & Rowley
Thracian^ Wonder v, The seas. Whose equal valour neither
ebbs nor tides. 1833 T, Hook Parson's Datu 11. xii, The
muddy stream of domestic correspondence [i.e, between the
servants] which ' tided ' between Binford and Severnstoke,
1843 E. JoNiiS Sens. ^ Event Poems3The sounding crowd
That far beneath him tides.

3. trans. To make to flow as a tide or stream,
x86x Dickens Gt. Expect, xix. Tiding it [a roU of cloth]

out in a flowing manner over the counter.

4. intr. To float or drift on the tide ; spec, Naut.,
to navigate a ship by taking advantage of favouring

tides, and anchoring when the tide turns ; usually

with adv. of direction. Often to tide it,

x6»7 Capt, Smith Seaman's Gram, x, 47 To Tide ouer to
a place, is to goe ouer with the Tide of eube or flood, and
stop the contrary by anchoring till the next Tide. 1691
LuTTRELL BriefRel, (1857) 11. 244 Our fleet. .are now
sailed out, and are now tiding it down with the wind directly

against them. 17x6 Lady M. W. Movtagxj Let. to C'tess of
Mar-i Aug., We, .set out inacalm,and he pretended there
was nothing so Ciisy as to tide it over [from Gravesend to
Holland]. 1836 Marrvat Olla Podr xxvi, We tided and
warped how we could. 1893 H. M. Doughty JV/terry in
IVendish L. 71 We could in the morning tide it up further

with the flood, X896 A. Austin Eng. Darling iv. li, Hither
there tided The loose-limlied Briton.

b. y?^. To pass or be carried as on the tide ; to

drift.

183s Mrq. Londonderry in Dk. Buckhm. Crt. Will. IV
(1861) II. vii. 186 These questions would certainly tide on till

next year. 1842 Manning Serm. (1848) I. 86 He will most
surely tide onward . . down the broad current of eternal death.

O. <^2Si-trans, To tide one^s way \ to make
one's way by using the tides; alsoy?^.

1833 SouTHEY Lett, (1856) IV. 332 Ministers are now
endeavourin}; to tide their way through the session. 1854
H, Miller Sch, ^Schm. (1858) 361 We tided our slow way
north.

5. intr. Jig, To tide over ; to get over or sur-

mount (a difficulty, time of stress, etc.) as if by
rising on the flowing tide, or by taking advantage
of a favourable tide. With indirectpassive, AUo
t to tide it out (ob8.>.
(1x650 Osborn Ess. ii. Wks. (1673) 558 Christianity.. is

prescribed by her Institutes to Tide it out, although the
Stream of its Inconveniencies runs never so strong against
the Nature of Man. xSai Earl of Dudley Lett. 21 Apr.,
I wish we may be able to tide over this difficulty. 1865
SEv.LF.'i Ecce Hotno \v, (ed. 8) 36 The transgressor has but
to tide oyer a few years. 1884 Manch. Exam. 12 May 4/7
We

.^ . believe that for the moment the difficulty is tided over.

Tide, obs. pa. pple. of Tie v. \ obs. var. Tite adv.

Tide-boat. A boat or small vessel wnich
travels with or by means of the tide.

1576 The tyde tajycth no man in Collier lllustr. E. E.
Pop. Lit. (1863) 77 He dyed in a great madnesse, And went
with the tyde boat straight into Hell. x6ii Cotgr.,
L'AHguiUe,i\ie name of the tyde-boat which passes betweene
Blaye, and IJourdeaux. 17x0 Brit. Apollo III. No. 25. 3/2,
1 lately in Tide-Boat to Gravesend did steer. X840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge It, He may get to the Tower Stairs, and
away by the Gravesend tide-boat.

Tided (t^i-ded), ///. a. [f. Tide j^. + -En^.]
a. Having tides, tidal, b. Seasoned, as in wcii-

iidedy well-timed, seasonable {dial.),

a. 185a Whittier Questions Life 28 The tided oceans ebb
and flow. X858 — Swan Song iii, Broad meadows reached
out seaward the tided creeks between. b. x8oi Farmer's
Ma^. Apr, 225 The operations of husbandry, .have been
carried forward. .in that well-tided oider and condition, as
to induce us to form the most hopeful prognostication,

Tideful (toi-dfiil), a, [f. Tide sb. 3 b, 7 + -ful.]

f 1. Seasonable, opportune, right, fit, convenient,

expedient. Obs,
a 1300 E, E, Psalter xxxi. 7 fxxxii. 6] For l^at sal bid to

l>e with blisse Al halegh in tideful time [Wvclif nedful
time), a X340 Hampole Psalter cxiiv. 16 [cxlv. 15] pou gifis

(>e mete of ^aim in tydefull tyme. x38a Wyclif Jas, v. 7
An erthe tilyer abijdith precious fruyt of the erthe, pacicntly
suffringe, til he receyue tymeful [v. r. tideful] and latefuL

2. Having a full tide ; filled with the tide,

i6aa Drayton /'ij/y-f?/^. xix. 3 Stem vp his tydefull stieame,
vpon that side to rise. Ibid. xxvi. 248 The lustte Salmon
. .stemming my tydeful Streame. X887 Blackw. Mag. Oct.

539 Up fair Bristol's tideful cliannel.

Hence f Ti*defully oflfz^., opportunely
; f Ti'de-

falness, a fit or expedient season ; time of need.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix. p Helpere in tydfulnesses in

tribulacioun. Ibid. 22 [x. jj poudispises in tydfulnesis in

tribulacyon (L, dtspicis in oportunitatibus in trilmlacioneX
Ibid., Nedfully [v. r. tidfully] pou suffirs vs to be angird and
tribled.

t Tide-gate ^ Obs. [f. Tide sb. 7 + Gate sb,'^}

s Tideway,
XSS7 W. TowRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 113 Like vnto

a streame or tyde gate. X599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 8 Now
. .graueld vp, and the streame or tyde-gate lurncxl another
way. 1678 PmLLira (ed. 4), Tiiiegate, in Navigation is

where the Tide runs strongest, 1704 J. Harris J!^^jr. Techn.
1. s. V. Tide, When the Tide runs very strong, they call it

a Tide Gate. X711 Sibbald Descr. Shetland 3 The Rousts
and high tide-gates of the Sea about the Promontories and
the Isles. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk,

Tide-gate ^- [f. as prec. + Gate sb,'^'\ A gate

through which the water passes into a dock or the

like at flood-time, and by which it is retained

during the ebb,

X7SS Johnson, Tidegate, a gate through which the tide

passes into a bason. X838 Civil Eng, ff Arch, Jrnl. 1. 41^2
As the embankments rise, the tide-gates will be arranged so
as to regulate the quantity of water inside the bays. x8s8
SiMMONDS Diet, Tradet Tide-gate^ the entrance gate of a
dock.

Tideless (tai-dles), a. [f. Tide sb, + -less.]

Having no tide ; unaffected by tides ; not washed
or covered by a tide, Alsoy*^,
X779 Sheridan Critic 11. ii. Can the q^uick current of a

patriot heart Thus . . freeze in tideless inactivity ? 1816 Hvron
Siege ofCor. xvi. There shrinks no ebb in that tideless sea.

X865 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. ii/i In proximity., to some
tideless and stinking port. x886 Manch. Exam, la Mar. 5/3
The waters of the tideless Mediterranean.

b. Comb. Ti'deless-bloo:ded o., whose blood is

unstirred by passion or emotion,
X78S Burns To Jas. Smith xxvi, Douce folk, that live by

rule. Grave, tideless-blooded, calm and cool. x8o6 Mar.
Edgeworth Leonora i. Is it possible that Olivia can envy
these tideless-blooded ^uls their happiness?

Hence Ti'delessness, tideless state or condition.
X90X Westm. Gaz, 7 Oct 3/1 What I particularly like

about this Mediterranean sea is its beautiful tidelessness.

Tideling, obs. form of Tidlino, pet.

+ Ti-dely, adv. Obs. [f. Tide sb, 8 + -ly 2.] At
each tide ; each time the tide serves.

148a in C. Welch Tower Bridge (1894) 80 Layers of
wylchons, and other fysshers, lieing almost dayfy and tydely
at the said stadelynges.

Tidely, obs, f. Tidily ; var. Titely Obs.

Tideman : see Tidesman.

Tide-mark. The mark left or reached by the

tide at high or (rarely) low water ; by extension,

the mark left by a river flood. Also, a post or

the like set up to mark the rise and fall of, or the

point reached by the tide. Also yf^.

X799 Scotl. Described (ed. 2) 16 Shells nave been discovered
..at a considerable distance above the highest tide-mark.
1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, liv, Red landmarks and tidemarks
stuck out of thtt mud, i86x J. R. Grkenb Mein, Antm,



TIDEMENT.
Kin^^d. n. deUnt, 23a 'Md.ny ..ActiHidx, it is well known,
are numerous between tide-marRs, the common Sea-anemone
tending to encroach upon the Hne of high water. 1907
Daily CkroH. 27 Dec. 4/4 You may still trace the tidemnrk
of the flood by tufts of dried grass and driftwood sticking
in the branches above your head.

tTi-dement. Obs.rare-^, [f.TiDKi^. + -ment.]
Time, tide, season,
1560 Roi-LANoCr/. VtHus I. 26 Quhtlk..That tydement

cr.itiis be hb operatioun.

Ti-de-mill. [f. Thie j^. 7 + Mill j/'.i]

1. A niill driven by llie (Tux and reflux of the tide

acting on a water-wheel.
1796 W. H. Marshall IK England II, 63 A low bank,

thrown up across these marshlands,, .gives effect to a tide

mill, situated near one end of it, i8as J, Nicholson O^erai,
Mechanic 94 Tide-mills,, .are such as employ for their first

mover the flowing and ebbing tide, either in the sea or a
river. 1870 E, II Garbeit m En^, Meek, u Mar. 624/3
Corn has beun ground by tide-mills.

2. * A mill for clearing lands from tide-water

'

(Webster, 1S28).

Tidend(e, Tider(r, obs. ff. Tiding, Thither.
Ti'de-rip. [f. Tide sb. 7 + Rip j^,5 i.]

1. A commotion of the sea caused by opposing
currents, or by a rapid current passing over an
uneven bottom.
i8w N. 8. Wheaton yrnl. 518 We are now on George's

BanK, and surrounded with tide-rips, having precisely the
appearance of those at the mouth of a river, i860 Maurv
f'hys. Geog» Sea. § 752 Tide-rips present their most imposing
aspect in the e(iuatoriaI regions. 1875 R, F. Burton
Gorilla L. (1876) I. a When the current, setting to the north-
west, meets a strong sea-breeze from the west, there is a
criss-cross, a tide-rip.

2. A tidal wave or current.

1903 Blackrv, Mag. Mar. 380/1 It was known as Fort
Comosun or ' Rush of Waters ' after the tide-rip that races
up the Victoria arm. 1904 H'estm, Gas. 4 Feb. 5/2 A tidal

wave—a ' tide rip ', as ine sailors call it, because they can
sec it approaching like a ripple on a smooth sea— is a dis-

turbance on the surface of the ocean depending entirely on
the inflvience of the moon.

Tidesman (tdidzman). Abo 8-9 tideman.
+ 1. = Tide-waiter I. Obs,
1667 Land. Gaz. No. 194/4 Discovered by some of the

Customehouse Tydes-men upon the Watch. 1773 Earl
Carlisle in S€/7iyH + Coutcnip. (1844) III. 46 Thank
Charles for the Tideman's place. 1809 R. Langkqku
Introd. Tradt 135 Tides men or tide waiters, officers

appointed to inspect the loading and unloading ships to
prevent contraband tran^;actions.

2. One whose work dejiends on the tide.

188s OciLviE, Tides-maKt one who is employed only
during certain states of the tide. 1894 C. Welch Tatver
Bridge 51 Twenty-one tidemen working at the ranu

Tide-survey:or, A customs official who
supervised the tide-waiters. So Ti'de-snpervisor.
1684 \i. CuAMHKhLAVNE Pres. St. Eug. II. (ed. 15) 243

Stephen Chuseman, Tide Supervisor of all the Tide Sur-
veyors on the River of Thames. 17*5 Lond. Gaz. No.
6390/7 Jo'>" Ktlieridge, Gent.. Tide Surveyor of His Ma-
jesty's Customs. 1806 in J. Smyth /*««:/. ^Cwj/i'wi (1821)

143 The articles to be guarded from and to the Ships, and an
account to l»e taken of them by the Tide-waiters, under the
special superintendence of the Tide-surveyors, 189a Pall
Mall G. 34 Mar. 6/3 For many years tide surveyor and
barhour-master at Pakhot

tXi'des-way. Obs. [f.//V/(?*j, poss,ofTiD«/*.]
The way of the tide ; = Tideway.
i6»7 Capt. Smiih SraniaM's Graw. i. 1 You may hale in a

ship. .out of the tides wa>^. 1793 SMEAroN Edystone L*
S 157 A vessel lies, .at moorings, though in a TideVway.

Tide-table, [f. Tins sb, 7, 8 + Tablk sb, 10.]

A table, or tabular list, showing the time of high
water at a place or places on each day during
the year or other period,

594 }• Davis {title) The Seaman*s Secrets, . . wherein is

taught the three kindes <A Sayling...also an Horizontal!
Tyde Tabic. 1710 BHt. Apollo III. No. 85, 2/1 Mr.
Kbmstead's Tide-Table.. will shew bim the Time of High*
Water. 1840 Encycl. Brit. (cd. 7) XXI. 284/1 Tolerably
accurate tide-tables have ton;* been published annually for

London, and still belter for Liverpool.

Ti'de-wai:ter,
1. A customs officer who awaited the arrival of

ships (formerly coming in with the tide), and
boarded them to prevent the evasion of the custom-
house regulations. Now I/ist.

1699 FARguHAH Constant Couple I. i, These tidewaitcrs
and surveyors plague us more with the French wines, than
the war did with the F'rcnch privateers, 1754 Richakdsoh
Grnndison (1781) I. xxxv. 247 That I shall ^et employment
on the Kcy<, or as a tide-waiter extraordinary. i8ai J,
Smyth Pract. 0/Customs ^ Uix>n the receipt of the War-
rants, the I<anding-w.'iitcr is to give an order to the Tide-
waiter on Ixard the Ship, without which no Goods can be
pcrmitied to be unladen. 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur, xiii. 267
He W.1S willing to be a police officer, a tidewaiteri or any-
thing ihat would bring in a proper maintenance.
2, Jig. One who waits for a favourable season.
184X MiAt.L in Nonconf. I. 249 The tide-waiters and time-

servers of reform arc evidently at a discount. 1901 Daily
Nrzvs 15 Feb. 6/5 Political tidewaiters, whose loyalty .. may
ultimately be reconciled with high salaried posts.

Hence Ti'de-waiterslilp, the office of a tide-

waiter.

1855 Thackerav i^ewcomes x\. He would ask the minister
for a tide-waitcrship for him. 1866 Lowkll Presid. on
Stump Prose Wks. 18-/3 V. 265 His own ch.ince of reelection,
Of that of some fourth cousin to a tidewaitersbip.
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Tide-wa:ter.
1. Water broui;ht by the flood-tide.

1799 Ld. Hawks in R. Brown Agric. Surv. IV. Riding
xii, I 6. 164 The tide water ttiat has l>eeii previously admtttcU
by the fl'XHl gate opens the dough again, and discharges
itself. 1836 //«// -v Sd/y Railw. Act 108 Conveying the
tide-water from the river Ouse. X911 QuiLLt;R-CoucH Shining
Ferry vii. 75 A mort o' tide-water tiave runned up an' down
since you spoke they words.

2. U. S. Water affected by the ordinary ebb and
(low of the tide ; tidal water. Also attrib.

x868 Kc/*. U.S. Cowmissioner Agric. (1869) ^Sg Through-
out the tide-water district, the whole country is Ijelievcd to
!)e underlaid by deposits of fossil shells. 1876 Uancroi-t Hist,
U.S. V. ix. 424 The scanty naval stores.. h.id to l)e trans-
ported from trae-water to the lake, 18S8 GooDK Amer,
Fishes 3 A deep hole in the bed of a tide-water creek.

Ti'deway. A channel in which a tidal current

runs; .also the tidal part of a river; /rawj/'. a strong

current running in such a channel ; = Tide-gate 1.

[1627-1793 : see Tides-wav.] 1798 Hull Advertiser 4 Aug.
2/4 A gunboat . . being very manageable in a strong tideway.
1810 J. T. in RisdoHS Sunf. Devon p. xxxii, It. .serves to
convey shipping from the Tideway. 1856 Kane Arct.
Exfil. I, xxvii. 359 A moment's check would plunge the
whole concern into the rapid tide-way. 1875 Uedford
Sailor's Pocket Bk. V. (ed. 2) 153 Sounding in a tide-way
it may be necessary to anchor the boat.

Jib. 1831-30 Ld. Cockburn Mem. iiL (1874) 149 His shop,
in the very tideway of all our business, m.ide it the natural
resort of. .all sorts of literary idlers. x88o G. Mereuiih
Tragic^ Com, (18S1) 60 A lead that. .would roll him on a
gooa tideway strong in his own passion and his lady's up
against the l.-ist defences. 1883 Century Mag, Oct. 823/1
Henry VIII. 's palace has not been forever a barber's shop,
or the Strand a tide-way of shop-keeping.

tTi'dife, -ive. Ol<s. rare. Also 4 tydif(e,

tydyf, tideue, ti-, tydyue. [Origin and sense

obscure : cf. also TvniE, and Tidive = Tidy a.]

Name of some small bird. (Swainson, after Skinner,

suggests the 151ue titmouse.)
c 1385 Chaucer L, G, /K. 154 And thoo [birds] that

h.idJc doon vnkyndenesse As dooth the tydif [z/. rr, tydyf,
tydife] for new fangelness IJesoghte mercy . . And sworeii on
the blosmes to be trewe. c 1386 — Sgr.'s 7*. 640 Alle thtse

false fowles As betli thise tidyues \T.rr, tydyues, tydifs,

tideues] tercelettes and Owles. 1671 Skinner Et^moiog.,
Voc, Antig., Tidefcs. .avis genus, nescio an ilia avis quam
nos Titmou.se vocamus.

Tidily (t.-)i-dili), adv. Also 4-6 tidely. [f.

TiDV a, (•-LY^.] In a tidy manner; f betimes,

seitsonably, duly (pbs.^\ suitably, in an orderly

manner, skilfully, neatly, etc. : see Tidy.
1340-70 Alisawtder 194 J>e^ faire.st feete |»at euer freke

kende. With ton (-toes) tidily wrought, c 1350 Will.
I\i/erM ^454 Alphouns. .buskes in to be bal>..^ fond it

treuli a-tired & tidily warme. Ibid. 5482 He..tok to him
tidely trewe cun.sayl euere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6830 ^>en

the Troiens, with tene, tidely J^i faght. 1557-8 I-d.'went-
WORTH m Hardwicke St.Fapers (1778) I. iiz, I will do what
1 can tidily to signify unto your Majesty our State. 1503
G. Harvev New Let. Wks. (Grosart) 1. 259 You haue lately

..very tidely pUiyde the Bees part. X771 Mrs. Haywood
A AVrw Present 25a To dress herself tidily and q^uickly.

183a R. & J. Lanoek F.xfied. Niger 1. iti. 112 Tlie inhabi-
tants are. .very tidily clad in cotton dresses. 1870 Mrs. Kid-
DKLLAustin Friars i, The plates are all ranged tidily away.

Tidiness (t.ii'dinis). [f. as prec. + -NESs.]

The quality or condition of being tidy (in various

senses : see the adj.) ; -) seasonableness ; orderli-

ness, neatness.

1567 MAPi.Er_(7r. Forest ^h. For lacke of their naturall
. .growth and tidinesse in ripening. 1800 Amelia OriK Let,
in Li/e V. (1854) 74 He has gotten a fit of tidyness on hiin.

i860 BoVD Recreat. Country Parson vi. 2oo_ Tidiness is a
great source of cheerfulness. 1879 Sai.a in Daily Tel,

9 June, One row of houses. .admirable in their neatness,

tidiness, cheerfulness, and commodiousness.

Tiding (taidiij)
; pi. tidings (tai-diijz), sb.

Forms : see sense 3 below. [Late OE. tidung

f., early ME. tiding, as if f. OE. tid-an vb.

to happen, befall -H -IKO 1 ; but prob. ad. ON.
tliendi, -indi neut. pi., 'events, occurrences, the

reports of these, news, tidings', f. tlSr adj.

happening, occurring + -endi, -indi, nominal
suffix (see Vigfusson /eel. Did, xxxiii/i); thence

MSw. iidhende event, occurrence, news, Sw.
tidemler m. pi., Norw, and Da. tidende n. sing,

tidings. In form, late OE. lldung (obi. cases

*tidunge {-a), pi. nom. -a (-e), gen. -a, dat. -urn)

might well be a deriv. of lid-an. Tide r.l ; but the

fact that, beside it, early ME. had also liSende,

-inde, tilhend, clearly from Norse, also tiSingie,

with Norse stem and Eng. sulTix, and tidende,

-inde, with Eng. stem and Norse suffix, together

with the fact that the word is unknown to OE.
before the late nth or early 12th c, and is re-

corded first in the transferred sense 'tidings',

makes it probable that the whole group in Eng. was
adopted from ON., in the north in the Norse form,

in the south anglicized, in intervening districts with

various mixtures of the two forms. It is noticeable

that the English or fully anglicized form is that

which happens to occur earliest in an extant

writing, and also that wliich survives in mod.Eng.,

though the Norse type (with Eng. pi. -s) /itAand{e)s,

TIDING.

lilhan!, came down to 15th c in north. Eng. and
to 16-

1 7th c. in Sc. .

'? S^' "^^""'' is only plural ; so Sw. tidender; in Norw.
and Da. tidende is sing. ; in e.-irly ME. tidende was sing, or
pi., with a tendency to make the sing. tiSend; the anglicized
lldung, -ing, normally had the pi. 'ttdunga, tidinge ; but,
as in other fern, sbs., the -e of the oblique c-tses of the sing,
was often taken by the nom. A single instance of pi.
tiSemien occurs in the later text of Layamon ; but from
<ri275

'"J
plurals became lidinges and tit/iatuHe)s. The

existing form tidings is usually construed .is pi., but some-
tlmesassing.: d.news, Ger, zei/uug, MHO. zitunge U321
in Niederrheinisch) = MLG. tidinge (1458 in ISremen Doc.),
Ou. tijdmg, which .igree in form with Eng. tiding, are of
later appearance, and by some held to be due to Scandina-
vian influence (Kluge).J

1. Something tliat happens; an event, incident,
occurrence. Obs. or an A,
(This is the clymologically earlier sense | though not

exemplified in Eng. quite so early as sense 2, it w.-ts no doubt
current in the Danelaw district from the first. In the two
late quots. a literalism of translation.)
c 1205 Lav. 7543 pa hxh Cesar tiSend \>ai him wes sa;r

(:ri275 iidinge M w.is sorj. ^1386 Chaucer Afaii 0/
Law's T. 628 How that this blisful tidyng \.Pet7v. MS,
tydyngges] is bifalle. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.
1506) V. vi. 411 In the delytes of paradyse is neuer founde
oiiy varyacyon, alwayes in lone without lydynges. i86i
Dasent Story of Burnt Njal I. 107 It must be told what
tidings [Icel. hvat ttSenda] h.ippened at home. 1864 —
Jest f, Earliest (1873) II. 192 The tokens that are left of
those tidings which happened there,

tb. Custom, usage. Obs, rare,
(Cf. ON. tlBr customary, habitual, that happens, ttSska

custom, usage, fashion.)

c 1205 Lav. 396 After t>en heSene tidende [c 1275 lawe] fe
wes in |).an lande. Ibid. 2052 [see Tik). Hid. 14325 Hit
beo5 tiScnde {c 1275 (jewonej Inne Sa-xe-londe. .J>at [etc.!

2. The .announcement of itn event or occurrence
;

a piece of news (now obs. or arch.); usually in pi.
tidings, reports, news, intelligence, information.

a.l Sing, 1-2 tidung, 3-4 tidinge, (3 tidding),
3-6 tydinge, 3-7 tyding, 4-5 tid-, tydyng(e,

(S tytynge), 2- tiding.
1069-iias O. E. Citron, an. 995 (MS. F.), Da wear)) se

cing swy)>e bli3e })issere tidunge. c 1150 Gen, l^ E.t, 2007
Woyses told hem 3is tidding. cii7S Lav. 1376 pe tiding
com to Coriiieum, Jjat [etc]. Hid, 22323 pe tyding com to
ixm kinge. 13.. Cursor M, 5114 (Gott.) pis tyding his
soru slake, c 1385 Chaucer L, G, IK 1424 (llyjisi/iyle fi

i^MiVa) Theere was swich tydyng \v.rr. tidynge, tiding]
oueral & swich loos. 1390 Gowkr Coiif. U. 238 This
tyding Of Jason, a 1400 R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls)

7979 (MS. B) per of com to norinandie pe tydynge attelaste.
IHd. 9178 (MS. B) Tytynge him com pat [etc.]. c 1^5
Digiy Myst. (1882) iii. 1087 To me pis is a loyfull tydyng.
i6ao I. V. tr. P. du Moutin's Serni, 4 It is a blessed tyding
of which Jesus Christ not only is the subject and substance,
but also the bearer and proclaimer. 1879 L. Shepherd tr.

Guh-anger's Lititrg, Year I. vi. 68 At such a tiding as this,

what else can I, than cry out,. .Lord ! I am not worthy.

a.^ I'lural, i 'tidunga (-e), 2-3 tld-, tydingo,
tidynge, 3-4 tiding

;
3-6 tid-, tydinges, -yuges,

4-6 -ingis, -yngys, -yngges, 5 tidenggez, 5-8
tydings, 6 tid-, tytiyngs, Sc, -engs, 6- tidings.
c laoo Vices ^ Virt, ty Ic seal iheren reuliclie tidinge.

ciaos Lav. 3601 peswein..seide pas tidinge [c:ia75 peos
tiding]. c»7^ ibid, 1038 peos tidinge him were lope.

Ibid. 8582 pe tidinges him were lefue. Ibid. 24427 Many
tidynge Mid Arthur )kli\ kinge. C1350 IVill. Paleme 4877
pe murpe..mad for po tiding whan pei told were, 13 .

Cursor M. 7798 (Gtitt.) 1 cum, to telle pe tydinges lele.

i486 PlumptoH Corr. (Camden) 54 Sir, as for lydings, here
is but few. 153s CovERDALE Jonak iii. 6 The tydinges
came vnto y« kinge of Niniue. ifi^i MiLTON P. R. 11. 62
Her Son, . . left at Jordan, tydings of nim none. 178a Cowper
(7y^//i xlii. What news? what news? your tidings tell. 185,
Miss Yo«GE Cameos I. ii. 13 Further tidings were anxiously
awaited. 1869 Freeman Nomt, Conq. (1875) III. xiii. 260
Perplexed for a moment by the suddenness of the tidings.

/3.1 Sing, 3 tittinge, (3 tipingue), 4 tepinge,

4-5 tip-, typ-, tyth-, tith-, -ing, -yng(e, (6
teytheyng).
c 1S90 S, En^, Leg, I. 6/190 He seide pat one tipingue

to him fram is fader he brou^te. c:x30S St, Lucy 155 in

A'. E. P. (1862) 105 A ioyful tepinge ic 30U telle, c 1330 R.
IIrunne Citron, (1810) 14 pat Ijnttrik was dede him com
liping. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 454 He wes blyp off pat
tithing. 1483 Catti. Angl. 389/1 To telle Tythynge, rvmi-
fieare. 1596 King f, Barker 62 in Hazl. E, P, P. I. 7, Y
know now teytheyng, the thanner seyde.

^.2 /v. 2-3 tilSinge; 3-5 tip-, tithinges, 4
tethinges, 4-6 typ-, tyth-, tith-, -inges, -ynges,
-yngus, -iugig, -ingys, 5 tithyngs, tythiugs,
tithings.
c 1175 Lamb. Hom. p3 Da iwearS per muchel eie. .on alle

pam pat peos tidinge iherdon. c laoo Trin. Coll, Hom. 31
Cvode ti(^lnge and murie to heren. £1290 Beket 1493 in .y.

Eng. Leg, r. 149 po peos tipinges to pe kingue..cain. f 1300
Ibicl. 695 (Percy S.) 34 Tethinges to the kinge come, c 1380
Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 198 Good tipingis of pe kyngdom
of hevene. ^ X4oo Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 119 When any
tythings er herd in ^e cuntree. c 1440 Partonope 2697 Sone
after haue they tithings. XS30 Rastkll Bk. Purgat, Prol.,

What tythin}jes or news. 1567 Cude
<S-

Godlie B, (S,T.S.)

49 To zow thir tythingis trew 1 bring.

7.1 Sing, 3 tipennde {Orm.), ti'Bende, -end,

-ind, 4-5 tythaud(e, 4-6 tip-, tithand(e, (4 tyj-,

tijand), 5 tipond(e, (9 tithand).
c xzoo C)rmin Ded, 158 (^oddspell 01111 Ennglissh nemiunedd

iss. .god tipennde. c 1205 Lay. 1376 pa tidind [c 1275 tiding]

com to Corineum pat [etc.]. Ibid. 7543 pa isaih Cesar

tid«nd [C137S tidinge] pat him wes sa;re. a 1313Q Cursor
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M. 12765J>ju wt hair messageres. .To bring fra iofan certan

lihand {Fair/. tit>ande, Trin. li^iid]. C1430 S^'r Tryaiit,

156 They, .tolde the kynge hur tythandc. 1513 Douglas
/Eiuis 11. vii. [vL] 50 How now, Panthus, quhat tithand do

Sbryng T 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Stormed (1827) 69
e'd got some tithand from the coast.

7.' /y. 3ti5ende; -en; 4tit>andus,(ty)andes,
ti))aus), 4-5 tythandis, 4-6 tipaudis, -es, ty-

tbands, 5 tythandes, -andys, -oudys, tithands,
-anndez, -atindes, 6 -indes, Sc. tythanoe.
c i»os Lay. 103S pais ti.Vnde \c 1275 l»eos tidinge] him

weren laeAe. ibid, 13996 Heosa:iden 10 t>an kinge neowe
tiSenden. '^SS^ AIiNOT Pociits iii, 5S J>e galay men.,
thanked God ofpir ti^andes. 13.. Cursor M. 15912 (Cott.)

For ti[ians J>at war tald. Ibid, 10312 iGolt.) p\s angel ..

Broght him tyvindes sua gode. Ibid, 3322 (Fairf.) pe may-
dyn ranne hame ti}>andus to tet. c 1440 York Myst, xxiii.

60 Som new tythand>*s. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7802
pc tithands went to many towns. 1533 Gau Richt V^ay
(S.T.S.) 105/32 This promts is the vangelor ioiful tithandis.

1560 RoLLAND Seven Stig, 115 Of jour tythance I am riclit

wonder ^laid. a 15S4 Satir, Poems Reform, xx. 26 At me
thay spell Quhat tythands in this land f

8.1 Sing, 3 tidonde, tidind, 4 tydand, -6nt,

4-5 tydande, 5 tydond, tydynde.
riaoS Lay. 17466 J>at tidende com to |>an kinge. ^1975

Ibid ^36 Come )>e tidind [<:i2o5 J>a tiflendej to Maurus
Jan kinge, C1330 R. Brunne Chron, Wace (Rolls) 5005
Men tolde |»e kyng trdant, J>at Romayns were aryue on
land. Ibid, 15936 Til hym cam ful smert tydande {rime on
lande]. 13.. Cursor M. 10417 (GOtt.) Quen l^at scho herd
|>is tydand \Cott. ti^and, Laud tydond, Trin. ti^Klnde].

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk, 15242 To telle him of her tydande.
c 1460 Lann/al 838 Everych man therfore was wo That
wyste of that tydynde.

J.^ PI, 3 tidinde, -ende ;'5 tid-, tydandes, -is,

-annes, tytandis, 6 Sc, tydlnnis, tydance.
cisos Lay. 3332 For 5ef ferrene kinges Hiherde }>a tidinde.

Ibid. 5139 SelcuSe tidende. 1451 Capgrave St. Gilbert 72
pe grete fere Jrat he hadde pat he schuld her no euel
tytandis of hem. Ibid, 115 The archbischop. .saide he was
glad of J>ese tydannes. 1513 Douglas Aineis xl xvii. 65
All the maist cruell tydinnis fillis his eris. a 1585 Mont.
GOHERiE Fiyting 72 Wee will heir tydance. .of thy pow.

€. Sing, and //. 3 Jjyfingue, 4 thipand, (thy-
Jandez), 5 thythyng, -es, thijjynges, 6 -thingis.
c IS90 St. Lucy 157 in S, Eng, Leg, \. 105 Ane loyeful

byHngue ich eou telle. 13.. Cursor M. 10094 (Cott.) To
pam he moght tell na thi^rand [7'.rr. tijrand, tipond, tydondj.
?<i 1400 Morte Artk, 1567, I jif the for thy thyyindez To-
louse t^e riche. C1400 R, Gloucester's Citron. (Rolls) 4251
Hom com tydinge {MS.fi. thit^ynges]. c\^% Seven Sag,
(P.) 1538 When ne herde thys thythyng. ^ 1500 Lancctot
22;ra Whar that al thithingiE goith and cumyth son.

b. plnral const, as singular.

^ *375 Cursor M. 15912 (Fairf) Ti|>ingcs \>aX was talde.

1595 Shaks. John iv.il. 115 The tydings comes, that they
are all arriu'd. 1619 W. Sclater Exp, 1 Thcss. (1638) 214
When tidings b brought us of Brethrens faultings. 1643
Trapp Connn. Gen, xxxv. 22 Jacob's great amazement at
this sad tidings. 1819 Carlvle Chartism (1842) 48 The
tidings was world-old, or older.

t C. fig. Indications, traces. Obs, rare.
a 1440 Sir Eglam, 367 Where the bore had wonte to bee

;

Tydyngys ofhym sone he fonde, Slayne men on every bonde.

8. Comb., as tidings-bearer, -bringer, -bringing,
-maker.
eiw Promt, Pam, 493/2 Tydyngys berare, rumige-

rulus, 1483 Caxton Cato g vj b, Thou arte a lyar and a
fydynges maker. 1516 Tiudalb Ads xvii. 18 He semeth to
be a tydynges brynger off new devyls (Coverd. goddes).
1535 CovERDALK 1 Sam. iv. 17 Then answered the tydinge
bringer, & sayde : Israel is fled before the Philistynes. ijsa
Huloet, Tidyn^es carier, renuHciitSt ij. 163a Sherwood,
A Tidings bringing, nunciation.

Hence Tidingless a,, without tidings.
tSu Btaclao. Mag, XI. 398 As tidingless returning as

before. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. lu. 430 Tidingless a
while day passed by day.

Tiding, vbl. sb. [f. Tidi vfi, or Tidk sb. -^

•INO 1.]

+ 1. The flowing or rising of the tide j alsoy?^.
•593 B. Barnes Parthenophil Sonn. xli.More than blessed

was 1, if one tiding Of female favour set mine heart afloat I

«*39 G. Daniel Ecclus. xit 16 The gust of Sin, may Stir a
Surly tiding. In Seas pacifique. 1654 WHirLocK Zootomia
Pref. a V, Would you know (saith he) my manner of writing ?

it is a kind of voluntary Tiding of, not Pumping fort
Notions flowing, not forced. 1675 E. Wilson Spadacrene
Dunelm, 21 No more of the River comes back again by
tiding than what the Sea forc'd up at the time of its tiding.

b. attrib. Tiding time : in <mo\.,fig,
1693 Paschall in Phil, Trans, XVII. 816 The Fits gene,

rally lasted all the Tiding time, and then went off in gentle
kindly Sweats in the Ebbs.

2. A sailing or drifting with the tide.
t68i T. DtreELEY in Trans, Kilkenny Archxol, Soc. Ser. 11.

•••.3'? '^^'y vy easily putt to sea. ., a very small matter
oTtideing (if any) serves turne. 1711 W. Sutherland Ship,
ntild. Assist, 164 Stream Anchor i which stops the Ship in
tiding up a River. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in iyj2 241
After tiding for three hours anchor in the Sound. 1817
Keatince Trav, II. IJ3 Some little advantage in point of
position , . with convenience of tiding up inland.

Ti-dine, ///. a. [f. Tide v.'^ + -ino «.] That
ebbs and Hows ; tidal.

162a Drayton Poly.olb. xxx. 88 There is a Tyding-well,
1 hat daily ebbs and flowes. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 372
If »c fling our Bread upon the Waters, we chuse not Cur-
rents that run all one way (and that from us), but tyding
waters. 17.. Philips (J.), Wading within the Ouse, he
dealt his blows. And sent them,rolling,to the tiding Humber.
1839 Stonehouse Axholme p. xiv. The Isle of Axholme.,
admirably tiiuated on ttie banks of a tiding river.
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fTi'dive, a. Ods, rare-K [Alteration of Tidy
a., aitcr adjs. in -ivk; perh. by association with

Hastive, Hasty, tardife^ Takdy, etc.] Timely,

opportune: = Tidy a. i.

?i7.. Lotd Barnett, etc. xv. m Child Datlads in. (1885)

257/1 Ileiiig in ihe tidive hour.

Tidliehe, tidliko, tidly, var. Titely Obs.

Tidling (ti-dliij). Oh. cxcdiaL Also 6 tide-

ling (-ynge), 9 diaL tiddliug. [? deriv. ofTiddle
V. I or TiD a. : see -ling '.] A pampered or spoilt

child ; a darling, pet ; a young, delicate, or puny
child or animal, needing special care ; a weakling,

'dilling*.

1510 Whitinton Vuie. 37 b, These cokeneis and tide-

lynges wantonly brought vp. fz 1553 Nice IVatiton in

Hazl. Dodsiey II. 164 She for their sake, Ueing her tender
tidlings, will me beat. (Cf. ibid. 173 [referring to the same
persons] My parents did tiddle me: they were to blame;
ibid. 174 Yet were we tiddled, and you beaten now and
then.) cisSo jEFFERrE Bugbears 111. i. in Arckiv Sind.
Neu, Spr. iiBgj), The gray beard daunceth, and fareth as
he weare dame venus tideling. 1657 Trapp Comtn. Fs. iii.

Introd., Absalom his Son, his Darling, his Tidling, his one
Eye. 1904 Kng. Dial. Diet, s. v. Tiddle^ Tiddling^ (a) a
young animal, esp. a Iamb, brought up by hand; a delicate

child needing care ; {b) the smallest pig in a litter.

Tidology (taid^? lodgi). rare, [irreg. f. Tide sb.

+ -(o)logy,J The study or science that treats of

the tides. Hence Tidolo'gical fz., of or pertaining

to tidology.

1834 Wheweli. inTodhunter Ace. Writ, (1876) II. 194
Do not omit to mention what the Liverpool people..have
done for Tidology. 1840 ^ Philos, Induct. Sci. (1847) II.

509, I have ventured to employ the term Tidology, having
been much engaged in tidological researches. 1843 Mill
Logicw. iii. § i No one doubts that Tidology (as Dr. Whewell
proposes to call it) is really a science.

Tidy (tai'di), a. (sb.j adv.) Forms: 3-5 tidi,

4-5 tide, 4-7, 9 Sc. tydy, 5 tyde, (tithy),

6 tidie, tydye, 6-8 tydie, 7 Sc. tyddie, (9 di'ai.

teydey), 4, 7- tidy. [MIC. f. //<!/time, Tide + -y.

Cf. OHG., MHG. zt/i^ (Ger. zeile^), Du. tijd^^f

S\v., Da. It'di^ Ximely.'l

f 1. Timely, seasonable, opportune ; in season.
e X3So_ It^ill. Palerne 1339 Grct merJje..meliors ^an made

for t^e tidy tidinges. Ibid. 1710 Til she say tidi time hire
prey for to take, c 147s Partenay 5722 Of nouel thinges.

.

No-thing I fynd at no tydy slounde. 15^ Carew Tasso
(1881) 66 Nor place serues fit, nor season tidie growes. 1660
F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 270 Hearing of this tydie
accident, he was cautious to appear. _ 1721 Ramsay Horace
to Virg. 5 King Mo\ grant a tydie tirl.

fb. 7>'^ (-i7w/, a cow giving milk. .5V. Obs.
1493 Act. Dom, Cone. (1839) 300 pe mylk of thre tithy

ky. 1533 in Aluni/u. Burgh Irvine (1890) I. 39 Ane tydy
kow. 1670 in Proc. Soc, Ant. Scot. (i8g6) XXX. 20 Too
tydie kay & four yeell [i. e. dry] kay, 1678 Ibid.^ Two tyddie
key and a two yeir old kow.

2. In good condition, or of good appearance

;

fair, well-favoured, comely, bonny; fat, plump,
healthy. In quot. 1340-70, showy, gorgeous.
Now dial.

ci»$oGen, ^ Ex, ato^, .vii. eares wexen fette of coren, On
an busk ranc and wel tidi. 1340-70 Alex, f^ Dind. 599 We
.. no tidi atir in templus araie. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
XIII. 187 Seedes fat been sowen and mowe suffre wyntres,
Aren tydyour and tower. 1513 Douglas ^neis in. iv. 23
Flockis and hirdis of oxin and of fee, Fat and tydye. 1573
TusSER ffusb. (1878) 131 If weather be faire, and tidie thy
graine, Make speedily carrege, for feare of a raine, 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. 11^, 11. iv. 250 Thou whorson little tydie
Eartbolmew Bore.pigge. 1607 Topsell Four/, Beasts
(1658) 518 When a Sow is very fat she hath alway but little

milk, and therefore is not apt to make any good tidy Pigs.

1714 Gay ShepJu IVeek, Friday 76 Before my Eyes will
trip the tidy Lass. 1803 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 56
Bonny, teydey, blithe was she. 1808 Jamieson, A tydy
bairn^ a child that is plump and thriving. 1881 Grant
White Eng. IVitlwutff Within xvi. 387 Among them [the
lower middle class] a tidy girl means a pretty girl, and par-
ticularly a girl with a good figure,

3. As an indefinite epithet of admiration or com-
mendation, fa. Good, excellent, satisfactory,

useful ; of good character or ability ; worthy, brave

;

able, skilful. (Also ironically.) Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2496 Forto telle what tidde of |>at

tide werwolf. Ibid. 5384 Al J>at touched J>er to a tidi erl-

dome. To ]je kowherd & his wif Jje king ^af ^at time. 1393
Langu P. PI. C. XXII. 441 Trauaile|>,.for a tretour af-so
sore As for a trewe tydy man. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1035
Soudiours..Of the tidiest of Tessailej tore men of strenght,
1567 Drant Horace^ Ep. ir. ii. Hj, A seruaunte at hts
masters beck tydie, prompte, preste and fyne. 1613 IIeaum,
& Fl. Coxcomb 11, i, Thou art the tidiest wittol . . I think
above ground, a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prize iv. ii,

What a hap had I, And what a tydie fortune, when my fate
Flung me upon this bear-whelp?

b. Now in lighter use : Fairly satisfactory,
* pretty good', 'fair' (in quality); decent, of a
good sort; nice, {collog.)

1844 Dickens Z^//. (cd. 2) I 116 Which I thought for a
coastguardman was rather a tidy question. 1851 Mavhkw
Lona. Labour!. 133 Parsons and doctors are often 'tidy
customers '. 1865 Dickens Mnt, Fr, in. i, A tidy shot that,
I flatter myself. 1899 E. Phillpotts Human Boy iii 82, I

hope he dici [succeed], for he w.is a tidy chap, though queer,

C. Considerable (in amount or degree) ; * pretty

big '. A tidypenny — * a pretty penny ' (Pbeti'Y a.

5). {colloq.)

1838 Pickens Ni^ Nick* xxxu, You came alonj; at a

TIE.

tidy pace. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 35a If it is just
after quarter-day, she generally gets a tidy tip. X854
Househ. Words IX. 69/1, I have a tidy penny in the funds.

1B81 Blackmork C/frw/<wut'// ii, A horse who had been to
Exeter and back with a tidy load. 1893 Ladv Burton
Sir Ii. F. Burton II. 252 A very large garden.. wherein one
could take a very tidy walk. 1903 Sir M. G. Gerard
Leavesfr. Diaries ix. 324 They do swear a tidy bit.

4. (The chief current use.) a. Of ]>ersons: Orderly
in habits, or in personal appearance ; disposed to

keep things (or one's person or dress) neat and in

order.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), y/t^, handy, neat, clean, as A
tidy Servant, a x8oo Pegge Suppl, Grose^ Tidy, ne^t.
North. x8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxiti, If thou knowest
of any tidy lass like thysell, that wanted a place, and
could bring a good character. 1831 D. E. Williams Li/e
A[ Corr. Sir T. Lawrence II. 72 [The child] folds up
her things like a tidy lady's maid. 1849 Lvtton Caxtons
13 My dear mother was the tidiest woman in the world.

b. Of tilings, esp. of a house, room, receptacle,

etc. : Neatly arranged ; with nothing in disorder

or out of place ; orderly, neat, trim.
1838 Wkdster s. v., The-children are tidy; their dress Is

tidy. ..The apartments are well furnished and tidy. 1840
Dickens Barn. Rudge iv, There was not a neater, more
scrupulously tidy, or more punctiliously ordered house in

Clerkenweli, 1859 Habits Cd. Soc. viii. 371 Some under-
bred ladies.. put tidy their work.boxes, making you feel

that you are secondary. 1880 Jkfperies Gt. Estate 201 He
objected to cut and trim them [shrubs, etc.). * For *, said he,
' God made nothing tidy ',

5. ComO.j as tidy-looking^ -minded adjs. ; tidy-
betty, an asli-pan {dial.).

1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan 1. 19 He was a small, meagre,
. . tidy-looking somebody. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal, 71/2
Front Damper acting as a ' Tidy Betty ' with Cinder-sifter.

i$»oo Leeds Mercury 9 May, He struck her on the head
with a * tidy-betty', and then kicked her with his clogs.

ijKw J. K. Jerome 3 Men on Bnmmel vii. 156 Fit for a
tidy-minded lover of German nature.

B. sb. A name for various articles intended to

keep persons or things tidy or neat, a. A pinafore

or overall, dial,

a 1825 FoRBY Voc. E. Anglia, Tidy^ a Hgbt outer cover-
ing worn by children, to keep their clothes from dirt and
grease.

b. An ornamental loose covering for the back
of a chair or the like, usually of fancy work ; an
antimacassar.
1850 Knickerb. Mag. XXXVI. 255 (Thornton Amer.Gloss.)

One cane-seated rocking-chair, the back of which is covered
with an unapproachable netting of spotless white, called a
* tidy '. x86i J. Pvcroft Agony Point (1862) 126 After a few
magic passes— the placing of a screen, the arrangement of a
tidy or the folds of a curtain,..—a room, .becomes., instinct

with life, and grace, and comfort. 1882 Mrs. L. C. Lillie
Prudence 61 Is that a tidy? Yes. ..They call them anti-

macassars and sofa-backs here.

O. A bag or other receptacle in which to keep
scraps, odds and ends, etc. ; a work-bag ; a toilet-

tidy.

1828 Crasten Gloss., Tidy, a work bag, &c. 1863 W. B.
J VMKOLD Signals Distress 207 It was in the days when.,
every scrap of cotton or linen found its way into the ' tidy',

C. adv. Tidily; pretty well; nicely, finely;

also ironical, dial, or vulgar,
1824 in spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1825) 347 They've served me

f>retty tidy going along,.. punching at me with their shila-

eaghs as they would at a woolsack. 1851 Mayhf.w Lond.
Labour I. 355 Them as could patter tidy did the best.

1904 Eng, Dial. Diet, s. v,, That there oak's coming out
quite tidy.

Hence Ti'dylsm (ftonce-ivd.), a principle or

practice of extreme tidiness.

1856 Miss Yonge Daisy C/tain 1. ix, His funny little old
bachelor tidyisms.

Ti'dy, V. Chiefly colloq. [f. Tidy a.] trans.

To make tidy or orderly ; to put in order ; to

arrange neatly ; re^. to put one's hair, dress, etc
in order ; to make oneself neat Often with «/,
x82x Miss MiTFORD in L'Estran^e Z,^ (1870) II. 127, I

mean to. . have it whitened and tidied up this summer. 1S47
C. Bronte % Eyre iv, Bessie, .employed me as a sort of
under nursery maid, to tidy the room, dust the chairs, &c
x8C^ F. E. Paget Lucretia 106 When the cook went up
stairs, after tea, to tidy herself. 1897 Mary Kingslev W.
Africa 73 My notes for a day will contain facts relating to
the kraw-kraw, price of onions, ..genealogies,.. law cases,..

&c., &c And the undertaking of tidying these things up is

no small one. 1898 G. ^.^^k^ Pinys W.Candida 131 The
large table has been cleared and tidied.

b. To Stow away or clear up for the sake of

tidiness.

1867 [see tidying below]. 1884 Nonconformist x May, It
was left on the hall table, .and had been tidied up ' by one
of those., housemaids who are the bane of every busy man.
1906 Westm, Gaz. 5 July 2/1 If anything is broken or tidied
away beyond recall

Hence Ti'dying vbL sb. and///, a.

i867_ H. Latham Black fy White 90 After such a w.-ir..

there is no small amount of sweeping up, and tidying away,
..to be done. 1884 Blackw. Mag. Dec 734/2 Comte de
Rivaulx I echoed Madame, pausing in her tidying. 1899
Westm. Gaz, 7 Jan. 3/2 Lovers of nature . . view with horror
the onslaughts of these tidying gentlemen.

Tie (t3i), sb. Forms: a. i t^as, t^s, tcej, 3
tej, tei5, 5 toy, 6 Sc, (//.) teis, (5, 9 dial, tee),

^- 5-9 ty©» 7 ty, (//. tigges, tighes), 6- tie.

[OE. tedkj tt^a^ fem,, Anglian /a'^, later l^ —
ON. taug fcm., rope :-OTcut. *tau^'d, -o str. fem,.



TIE.

f. second grade of the verb-stem tetth- : tatth- : ttth :

see Tee vJ^ The ^-forras are assimilated to, or
formed from» Tie r^.]

1. That with which anything is lied ; a cord,
band, or the like, used for fastening something;
a knot, noose, or ligature; a natural formation of

this kind, a ligament (quot. 1659); esp. an orna-

mental knot or bow of ribbon, etc.

a. aSoo CvNEWULF Crist t^^ Hccyning inne^chond..
fymum tea^um. a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 210/36 Coi-
larium, sweorcIa)>, uel ttT,^ ueiioX. C120S Lay. 20998 Heo
wolden . . teien heoni togadere mid gutdene teKn. cia90
.S". En^. Leg. I. 308/301 A tei? doggue bat is m strongue
tei^e. 1537 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. Vl. 335 Thre elnis

canves to lyne the teis ofthe mutatis. 1825 Brockett N. C.
Words, Tety or //V, a hair-rope with which lo shackle cows
in milking.

fi, 1601-3 Sktiitieworihs* Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 141, ij tigges
for the maydes to mylke the kyne with, ij'. i6oa /i^id, 142
To a power man for vj tighes for the kyne, iiij"*. 1615
Crooke Body o/Afan 406 Intercept an arterie with a lye,

and the part below the tye. .will not beate. 1659 Macallo
Can, Fhysick 54 The tyes and ligaments of the brain. 1817

J. Hradul'rv Tratf.Amer. 6oThe horse. .broke lits tie, and
gallopped oflf. 1837 Dick ens Pickiv. xlix, Great formal wigs,
with a tie behind. 1857 Hughes Tout Brown i. iii, Putting
impossible buttons and ties in the middle of his back.

2. Naut. a. A rope or chain by which a yard
is suspended. See qnot. 1S41.
a. 1465 Mann. 9f ffouseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 200 For ij. teyls

[for the shipl weyinge vij. stone,, .xiij.s. ix.d. I49i6 Ace,
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 300 Making of a bonat and the
lekOeechl to it, with smal takilandatee. 1511 Uid. IV. 300
Item, .for hed lowis to the gret schip. ,tua cordalis, x trosis,

iij teis. 1513 Douglas Otitis v. xiv. 6 Than all sammyn,
. .Did heis thar saill, .ind trossit doun ther teis,

p. 1485-6 Naval Accts. Hen. ^7/(1896) 13 An hauser for
a tye weying Dlb. Ibid. 36 Halfe tyes short.. ij. Bowe
Sesynges. 1611 Cotgr., £'j/a//r.. .tyes; the strings or
ropes of sayles. 1617 Cait. Smith Seaman's Gram. v. 11
The Ties are the ropes by which the yards doe hang, and
doe carry up the yards when wee straine the Halyards.
1769-9 I-alconeb Shipivr. 11. 318 While some above the
yard u'erhaul the tye. iSag Marrvaf F. Mildmay iv, I..
regained my perch by the topsaiUtie. 1841 R. H. Dana
Seaman's Man., Tye^ a roi>e connected with a yard, to the
other end of which a tackle is attached for hoisting.

b. A mooring-bridle,
1867 Smyth Sailor^s IVord-hk.^ Tiet^ an old name for

mooring bridles, 1883 Fisheries E.xhib. Catal. 34 White
Manilla Boat Tie.

3. A knot of hair; a pigtail; also short for

TiE-wio. ? Obs,

1718 Young Lofe Fame 11. 225 The well-swoln tye*; an
equal homage claim. 174a RicHARt>soN Pamela IV. 64 So
I think, cries the other ; and tosses his Tye behind him,
with an Air.. of Contempt. 1760 Kootk Sfinor 11. Wks.
>799,I' 259 Some recommended a tye, others a bag: one
mention'd a bob. 1817 Shelley Kev. Islam vi. xxxiii,
Cythna's glowing arms and the thick ties Of her soft hair,

4. A neck-tie, a cravat.

1761 Churchill Rosciad Poems 1761 I. 5 Thrice he
twirl'd hb Tye—thrice strok'd his band, i860 Tristram
Gt. Sahara xx. 344 Seated in white gloves and ties at the
soir^eofMadameR—. ie6»*SHiRLEv' A>4'arCr//. i.6 Here
..l*hat badge of servitude, the white tie, is unloosed. 1895

I
F. Anstev' Lyre 9f Lancet \. 7 He'll come down to dinner

in a flannel shirt and no tie. 1897 Ld, Tennyson Mem.
Tennyson II. 222 Adurned by bis accustomed blue tie.

5. A kind of low shoe fastened with a tie or lace.
i8a6 Mrs. McNeill Let. in Mem. Sir% McXeillv'i. (1910),

Two pair black satin slippers,. .two pair neat walking ties.

1904 ly^estm. Gaz. 15 Apr. 10/3 What we call Oxford Tie^,
which is a brogue ^oe, is a favourite form, .for walking
purposes.

6. gen. Something that connects or unites two or
more things in some way ; a link. ^See also 8.^
1711 J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 152 Called the subjunctive

mood Dccause it is added to the first sentence by some
Cople or Tye, 1830 Hkrwthel Stwi. Nat, Phil. it. vii.

(1851) 193 Solid substance(s] retained by a force or united
by a tie, 1857 Miller Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 52 The
tie between the two typical groups being . . the dibasic
radicle (CjOJ.

b. Afus. A curved line placed over or under two
notes on the same degree, to indicate that the sound
is to be sustained (not repeated) ; « Bind sit, i c

:

of. Ligature sb. 4.
Also placed over or under two or more notes to be per-

formed legato, or to be sung to one syllable; in this case
now called a slur (Slur sb,* 4).

1656 M. i.ocKE Little Contort, Treble Prcf., In printing of
Tyes, Holds, Slurrs. s66a Playford SkillMus. i. xi. (1674)
35 A Tye is of two uses, first, when the Timeis broken, .in the
middleofihe Note, it b usual to Tye two Minims, or a Minini
ami a Crotchet together. The second sort of Tye is, when
two or mnre Notes are to be sung to one Syllable, or two
Notes or more are to be plaid with once drawing the bow
on the VioL 1686 Neio Methotl to Learn to Sing 54 A Tye
thus ft, over two or more Notes, signifying that they must
be sung to one Syllable, or struck with one motion of the
How upon an Instrument. 1848 [see Slur sb."^ 4}.

7. Anh.t etc A beam or rod used to 'tie* or
hind together two parts of a building or other
structure by counteracting a tensile strain which
tends to draw them apart.

«T93 W. H. Marshall /K England (fjg6) II. 340 The
ties, in thiscase, arc lar^e oak fl<x>r.beams. 1855 Act 18 +
iQ l^ict. c 122 ScbeU. i. The height of every topmost story
snail be measured from the level of its flixir up to the under*
side of the tie of the roof. 1861 Smiles Engineers II. i8j
1 he eight ribs were firmly connected together by braces
and lie*. 1869 Sin E. J. Reed ShipbuiUt, L 3 Some of the
longitudinal tics of this ship were brokcu at the bulkheads.
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b. U, S. A (transverse) railway sleeper,
(The transverse or ' cross * sleepers serve as ties to keep the

rails from spreading under the lateral strain of the wheels.)
1857 U.S. Patent Office Ref>. II. 116 The tie and pede-

stals cast in one piece, the chairs so constructed as to fit in
or on said pedestals. 1869 Daily News 7 Oct., Fires..fed
by piles of old sleepers, or ties as they are called here. z88x
Times 9 Sept., Heaps of 'ties' (the sleepers of the old
world) piled up by the side of the road, 1891 Railroad
Gaz. (U. S.), The requirements for ties comprise the largest
consumption of woocl in this country.

8. ^g. Something that ties or binds in a figurative

or abstract sense, a. Something that makes fast

or secures ; a security ; something figured as a band
or knot with which things are tied. rare.
a xsss I.ATiMER in Foxe A. <5- M. (1563) 1313/1 They

haue charitie in such sure tie that they cannot lose it. 1603
Shaks. Macb.m. i. 17 Let your Highnesse Command vpon
me, to the which my duties Are with a most indissoluble tye
For euer knit. 1670 Cotton Espernon in. x. 531 He had
concluded the Marriage.., a match that was to be the
main tye of this Accommodation. 18x0 Scott Lady 0/L,
II. ix. Confusedly bound in memory's ties.

b. Something that restrains or obliges ; a re-

straint, constraint ; f something that enables one to

restrain another, a hold upon a person {obs.)\ an
obhgation, a bond (of duty or the like).

XS96 Dravtom Leg. in. 80 Which soone upon Him got so
sure a Tye, As no misfortune eV could it remove. x6ai
Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 45 The agents com-
plained that they wanted a ty uppon the sylkemen. The
Donde was advysed by others. X64X Lu. f. Digby Sp. in
Ho, Com. 21 Apr. 6, I was.. under tye of Secrecy. 1754
Sherlock Disc. (1759) I. xiii. 359 Bound. .by. .the Ties of
Moral put^. ijiA iVoman 0/ Honor III. 53 Love., flies

with disdain from everything that has an air of tie, or
constraint. 1835 ). H. Newman Par. Semt. (1837) I. xv,
229 They do not like the tie of religion.

c. Something that connects or unites ; a bond of
union ; a uniting principle ; a link, connexion

:

usually with implication of mutual obligation
(cf. b), in reference to social relations or the like.

a i6as Fletcher Bloody Brother iv. 1, Mercy becomes a
prince, and guards him best ; Awe and afl"rights are never
ties of love. 1629 Cariiell Deserzu Favourite 82 To pro-
cure her bond.age ; For such she did account all ties of
marriage Made by the parents without the childs consent.
1733 V. Shaw tr. Bacon's De Sap. I'et. in. ii. Expl., Philos.
wks. I. sgr The Bonds of Affinity, which are the Links and
Ties of Nature. inBi Gi^hOH Decl.^ F.(\%6g) HI. I. 149 We
are bound to each other by the ties of honour and interest.

1874 Green Short Hist. i. § 1. 1 The ties of a common blood,
and a common speech. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. 271
There is no necessary tie between race and language.

d. Obligation of constant attendance ; restraint

of freedom, 'idial.xyc coiioq.

Mod. She finds the children a great tie on her. The place
is easy, but you wouldn't tike the tie.

1[ To ride in tie : perversion of to ride and tie

(see Ride v. 22), tie being app. taken in sense
* connexion *.

1908 Acailetny 8 Feb. 434/2 He rode all the way in tie

with bis blatk slave.

9. The fact or method of tying ; the condition

of being tied, bound, or united. (la quot. 1865
?a bargain settled, a sale.)

1718 Free-thinker No. 66 P 7, I understand the decent
Tye of a Cravat. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 82 The tye
was as good at the bottom as at the top. 1865 Daily Tel,
aa Aug. 6/s The market expenses, .are little enough : ad a
head toll, and i jd 'a tie *, as the phrase is—3|d, that is, per
beast sold in the market.

b. Alining, = Tee j^.1 3.
1747 HoosoN Miner's Diet. O lij, He that comes first to

the Pee, will take it, be he the older or younger, and he will
make the other a way out if possible he can, otherwise if he
cannot then it is called a Tye. 1851 [see Tee sb.^ 3J.

C. In silk hand-loom weaving; The tying
together of a combination of heddle-strings, so as
to move a series of warp-strings together.

1831 G. R. Porter Silk Manuf. agy Every variation in the
order of succession ofthe harness used in weaving or in the
weavers' language, every diflerent tie, produces a different
pattern.

d. In plastering : = Key j^.I loc.
1873 E. Spom Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 121/a After the

coat IS laid on, it is scored in diagonal directions with a
scratcher..to give it a key or tie for the coat that is to
follow it.

10. Equality between two or more competitors or

the sides in a match or contest; a match in

which this occurs, a drawn match; a dead heat.

Hence, to play off, shoot off", etc. a tie, to resolve

or determine a tie, by playing another match.
1680 [see Tie p. 7). 1736 in Waghorn Cricket Scores (iSpg)

i6 A great single-wicket match.. the country men got but 6,

which made it a tie. 1837 T. Hook yack Brag'ixx, To see the

ties shot ofi* of the great pigeon match. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby viii. iii. The Government count on the seat,

thoU|>ri with the new Registration 'tis nearly a tie. 1881

T. Hardy Laodiiean 11. vi, We are bracketed— it's a tie.

The judges say there is no choice between the designs.

Hence, b, A deciding match played after a draw

;

also, a match played between the victors in previous

matches or heats. (Seealsorw/^-/;^ s.v.Cupj^. 13c.)

189s Westm. Gaz. 24 Sept., The .. boys prefer the cup
ties to the Church Catechism. 1904 Ibid. 22 Apr. 12/1
There is something impressive even to the unathletic man in

these annual Cup-tie figures. 1905 Daily Chron. 17 Apr. 3/7
Probably the Cup-' tie' has been evolved from the phrase
'shooting off 'or 'playing ofl* a lie' after two competitors

TIB.

have ' tied *. The match bet ween those who stand on a level
gradually gets regarded as itself the ' tie '.

Tie (tai), V. Inflected tied, tying. Forms :

see below. [In the a-forms, OE. tiian, for OWS.
*llegan .—*ti}ag-jan to bind, f. tMi rope : see Tie
sl>.

: cf. ON. Uy^'a to dr.iw. The ME. ^-forms are
commonly held to represent a non-WSax. (Mercian)
form *tesan (for *//^^a«) ; but cf. ME. « and f
forms under Eye, High.]
A. Illustration of Foims.
L Pres. stem. a. i tfs-an, 3-4 tij-en, 4 tyjo,

tyen, 4-9 tye, 6-7 ty ; 4- tie. yv. pjile. tying.
<" >ooo Tisan (see B. i]. c looo .Elfric Gram. xliv. (Z.) 25S
Hu |)es dael tis3 t>a word togaidere. c 1175 Lay. 20997 And
tije heom to.gaidere. 1377 Langi- P. PI. B. i. 9(5 And taken
tr.ansgressores and tyen hein faste. Hid. 111. 139 And tieth
hyni faste. 1S63G0LDING Cxsar\.{is6i) 138 Headuised him
to tie the letter to the thong ofa laueling, & so to throw it into
his camp, x^f^a Satir. Poems Reforiit, xxii. 92Totyontre.
1618 Ralegh in Four C. Eng. Lett. (1S80) 38 Tyenge them
lack to backe. 17.9 G. Adams tr. Sophoct., Antig. 11. iv. II.
32 If Fear did not tye their Tongues.

&. 3 tej-eu, 3-4 teij-en, tei-e(n, 4-6 teye,
teie, 5 tey-yn, tey, tegh, 6-7 taye, 7 tay, 9
dial. tee.
criaos Lay. 20997 And teien heom to-gadere. c\*«iaHymn

^'rg. 59 in Trin. Coll. Ham. 257 Herre tejen he himnolde.
< '330K. BkunneCAtom. IVace (Rolls) 11187 Manyfair palfray
& stede..to wype, & to mangers teye. 1361 Langu P. PI.
A. 1. 94 And teijen hem faste. 1387 Trevisa Higiien (Rolls)
IV. 79 Reynes. .to teie wi|> otier oxen, c 144a Promp. Para.
4B7/2 Teyyn wythe bond>'s. c 1440 Cesta Rom. xxiii. 81
(Harl.MS.)Teyhim to Taillesjjf hors. 1533 More .4«!!o.
Poyioned Bk. Wks. 1041/2 Sampson tayeng the Foxes
together. 1664 Earl of Tyrconnkl Let. to Lauderdale
14 Nov. (in Darnell's Catal. July (1904) 37/2) That wee
should taye them all bellye to bellye and throwe them in
the sea.

2. Fa. t. a. [i *tfsede, 3-4 'ti^ede, 'tyjede],
5-8 tyed, (6-6 -it, 6 tight), 6-7 ty'd, 7- tied.
c 1400, 1313 Tyed [see B i, i b]. c 1470 Colagros /i Gain.

61 His hors he tyit to ane tre. 1596 Spenser F, Q. vl xii.

34 Thereunto a great long chaine he tight. 1604 E. G[rim-
sioNE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies \i. xiv. 461 The bridges.,
which they lied to the bankes. 1686 tr. Charditt's trav.
Persia 141 Forces, that ty'd his Hands. 1710 O2ELL Vertot's
Rom. Rep. I. v. 20 Grief. . tyed his Tongue.

0. 3 teide, 5 teyde, teghit, tayed.
_
c xago S, Eng. Leg. I. 29/91 Huy. .teiden ane rop a boute

15 necke. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3523 The kyng.. teghit her in
yernes. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 26 Byside t>at ox
loseph teyde his asse. 1470-85 Mai.oky Arthur I. iii. 41
Sir Arthur, .tayed his hors to the style.

3. Pa. ppte. a. \ se-tis(s)ed, 3-4 i-tijed, 4
Ityjed, tyjed, 5 Sc. tiohit, ticht

; 4-9 tyed, 6
tiede, 6-7 tyde, tide, 7-8 ty'd, 4- tied.
cwM i'KLFRic Horn. II, 62 An ramm,.5etised he Sam

hornum. c looo Ags. Cosp. Matt. xxi. 2, & bonne sona finde
Xyt ane asseiie xetixjede Ic 1160 Hatton Gosp. xe-teijsede
iv. r. xetejsedeJJ. ^1175 Iti?ed, cimo I-ty?ed (see B. iJ.

13.. Tj-^ed (see B. 4). 138a WvcLiF 3/iirA xi. 2 Acolttyed
(1388 tied], c 1430 Holland Howlal 405 With tuscheis of
trast silk tichit to the tre. c 147S Ran/ Coiljear 457 Ane
Tyger ticht to ane tre. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vi. 21 In
sacred bonds of wedlock tyde. 160S, 1688 Tyed (see B. 5I.

1699 J. Lowthorp Exper. in Misc. Cur. (1708) 11. 198 There
was a Bladder ty'd below each Joint . .and when it was fill'd

with Water it was ty'd above it. 1718 Ty'd, 1816 Tyed
[see B. 1].

;3. 3 se-tessed, -teissed, 3 i-teied, -et, iteid,

3-4 teid, 4 yteyd, teijed, teied, teyde, 4-6
teyed, 5 teyghte, 6 teyd, tay(e)d, 9 dial. teed.
CJ160 xete(ilssed [see a^ c iioo Trm. Coll. Horn. i3i

Iteied (see B. 5J. Idid. 217 J>at me ne sholde none man
bitechen bute he were teid to menden chirche. c IJ30 Hati
Meid.^j Him..)>at is..to eni eordliche )>ing iteiet. <3 xsso
ihvl <5- Night. 776 An hor8..i-teid at mulne dure, c 1350
lym* Palernt 3226 pe stumest stede in liire stabul tei^ed.
Ibid. 3232 Teied in |?e stabul. f 1386 Yteyd, 1387 I-teyed
(see B. I b]. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 1 V. 77 pe reynes
J»at jje oxen schulde be teyde by, 1390 Teid [see B. 5 cj.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bh. 518 Kche a man on londe than gos,
. . And lefTt here schip teyghte fasL 1489 Caxion Faytes 0/
A, I. xvii.^

f9 Wei teyed with ropys. 1547 Boorde InttotL
Kuo'vt. xiii, (1870) 156 Than am 1 tonge tayd, 1556 Chron.
Gr, Friars (Camden) 98 Browte thorrow Clieppesyde teyd in
ropes xxiiiji' tayd to-getheres as berrytykes, 1838 Craven
Gloss., Teed, tied.

S, Sigiii5cation. X The simple verb,

1. trans. To bind, fasten, make fast (one thing to
another, or two or more things together) with a
cord, rope, band, or the like, drawn together and
knotted ; to confine (a person or animal) by fasten-

ing to something.
c looOiELFRic /lorn. 1, 432U.iIerianus, ,het t!x.in [Ypolilusl

be Sam fotum to un^^eteinedta horsa swuran, C1205 Lav,
25972 Twa:lf swine iteied (c 1275 iti^ed] to-somine, a 1225
Ancr, R. 254 Sansumes foxes, ,weren bi J?e teiles iteied ueste,
c 1320 Cast, Love 1 130 As fisch..pat whon |>e worm he
swolewel>..He is bi J>e hok i-ti^ed[z',r, i-ty5ed] fast, c 1400
Laud Troy Bk. 2733 Anker thei caste, And tyed here schippis
in that porte And 3ede to londe. c 1440 Pallad. on Huso, iv,

752 (772] Stakes . . To teye hem to. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. v. 6
U"heir shining shieldes about their wrestes they tye. 1638
Junius Paint. Ancients 154 Agreat dogge tyed in a chaine.
1718 Pope Uiad 11. 55 Th' einhroider'd sandals on his feet
were ty'd. 1816 Singer Hist, Cards L 52 Such bells were
also tyed to Hawks.

b. To draw together the parts of (a single thing)

with a knotted cord or the like ; to fasten (a part
of dress, etc.) in this way, esp. with strings already

attached to it (aa a bonnet, a shoe) ; also, to draw
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together (a cord or the like) info a Icnot, csp. for

the purpose of fastening something.

c 1386 Chaucer /"rcii 457 Hir hosen were offyn Scarlett

teed, Kul stieite yteyd. 1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls) V.

369 Hire hosen tilled to the hamme. i-teyed wi|> layners al

aboute. 1513 More in Hall Chron., Kick. I// Us^S) ijb,

After which tyme, the prince neuer tyed his pointes. i^
Shaks. Kern. ^ jful. ill. L 31 Did'st thou not fall out. .with

another, for tying his new shooes with old Riband ? x66a J.

Davies tr. MamUUlo's Trav. 80 They tye their Garments

about with a Girdle. 1716 Addison Drummer \\\,\, He'll

tye a wig. 1819 Shklley Cettci v. iv. 159 Tie My girdle for

me. MkI. You must tie the string tighter, or the parcel will

come undone.

C. Surg. To bind and constrict (an artery or vein)

with a ligature, so as to prevent the flow of blood

through it.

1597 [see Tied ///.<!. \\ 1804 ABERNETHv5'«»y. Oi.r. 195

To tie the more superficial arteries. 1843 R. J. Graves
Sysl. Clin. Med. xi. 133 The effects produced by tying the

carotid and vertebral arteries.

d. To make or form by tying (a knot, etc.).

1647 CowLEV MUir., The Trtt v, Go tye the dismal Knot

(why shouldst thou live?). 1808 Scott Marm. I. Introd. 48

The garlands you delight to tie. 1838 Thirlwali. Greece

II. xiv. 200 He tied sixty knots in a leathern thong.^ 1867

F. Francis Aii/:lirigx. (1880) 340 One of the most difficult

things in tying flies.

e. Tie neck and heels : see Neck sb.^ 7. Ktae

and lie: see Ring v. 22.

2. In figurative phrases. To lie the hands of: to

deprive of freedom of action. To lie the knot : to

effect a union between two persons or things ; esf.

to perform the ceremony of marriage, f ^ ''f
with St. Mary's knot : to hamstring {obs.). f To

tie to the slake,fs- 'o P"' '"t° ^ position from which

there is no escape {obs.). To tie a person's tongtu

:

to prevent (him) from speaking, to compel to be

silent (see also Tongue-tied). Tied to a woman's

apron-strings : see Apbon-stbino.

ISS9 Bi. Com. Prnyer, Prayers Sev. Occasions, Tyed and

bounde with the chayne of oure sjjnnes. 1576 Gascoignk

Compl. Philomeue Ixx. (Arb ) 99 Hir swelling sobbes, Did
tie hir long from talke. 1579 Lvi.v Euthues (Arb.) 52

Kupbues beeing thus tyed to the stake by their importunate

intreatie, began as followeth. ?a i6oo Dick o' the Cinu in

Child Ballads (1861) VI. 73 He has tied them a' wi'

St. Mary's knot, A* these horses but barely three. 1642

Fuller Holy ft Pro/. St. v. v. 37s When God intends a
Nation shall be beaten, be ties their hands behind them. 1717

Prior Alma i, 332 So to ti.e priest their case they tell: He
lies the knot. 1781 Cowper Friendship ()2 A fretful temper

will divide The closest knot that may be tied. i8i8 [see

Knot sb.^ 11 bj. 1866 Crump Banking ix. 214 It seems very

unjust to tie the hands of the directors in so important a
particular. 1M9 The County yVii, One would have thought

that very shame would have tied her tongue.

3. To fasten together, connect, join (material

things) in any way ; sf^c. in Arch, to connect and

make fast by a rod or beam (cf. Tie sb. 7), or by
other means (cf. Bond sb.^ 1 3 a).

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. xviii. 5t [A]

smal habitation, ..made of..glasse, ioyned & tyed together

with roddes of Tin. 1631 Lithcow Tra-<i. 11. 67 Pelopon-

nesus. .is tied to the continent by an Islmus. 1793 W. H.
Marshall W. England {^^(f\ II. 340 Firm purchases.. for

the purpose-of tying in the front wall. 1851 RuSKiN.y/(7«<'j

Ven. (1874) I. XV. 161 Every arch or gable not tied at its

tiase by beams or bars, exercises a lateral pressure upon
the walls which sustain it.

b. To check or hinder the free movement or

working of : see quots.

1507 A. M, tr. Guillemeau's Fr, Chirurg. xo/i Spasmus
..with shakinge and quiveringe, with the tonge tiede, and
with irremoveable eyes. x6o3 Carew Cornwall ir The..
Axes and Wedges.. (not seldome) are so tied by the teeth,

as a good workman shall hardly be able to hew three foote,

in the space of so many weekes. 1879 Jefferies WitdLi/e
S* C. 192 When sawing, the wood operated on often * ties

'

the saw, as it is called, that is, pinches it—which makes it

hard to work. 18.. Dogs Gt. Brit, /jr Amer. 45 (Cent.)

There is a want of liberty in the play of the whole shoulder,

because the elbow rubs against the ribs. . .This is called being
tied at the elbow.

C. Mus. To connect (notes) by a tie or ligature

:

see Tie sb. 6 b, Ligature sb. 4.

1597 [see Ligature 4]. l66a Plavford Skill Mus. I. viii.

(1674) 28 Four or more Quavers are Tyed together by a long
Stroke on the top of their Tails, /i/id. [see Tie j^. 6 b].

d. U. S. To furnish (a railway Ime) with 'ties'

or sleepers (cf. Tie sb. 7 b).

1883 W. Chester, Pa. Local News II. No. 234. i Forty
miles of road. .had to be. -graded, tied, rails laid.

e. To fasten or fix otherwise (e. g. + with nails).

xsoo-so Dunbar Poems Ixxii. 69 Syne tyit him on with
greit irne takkis. And him all nakit on the tre Thai raisit

on loft. Mod. The brick facing of the wall is tied into the
concrete backing by headers at frequent intervals.

4. _fig. To join closely or firmly ; to connect,

attach, unite, knit, bind by other tiian material

ties ; esp. to unite in marriage (now dial.).

c 1000 [see A. X n]. c xmo Trin. Coll. Hom. 183 Hie [the

soul]. .to tTe licame..setd..Aweilewei i)U fule hold )>at ich
auere was to t>e iteied. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 702 When
two true togeder had ty^ed hem seluen. 1571 Campion
Hist. irel. 11. vii. (1633) roo Richard.. exc^ingly tyed
unto him the hearts of the ^noblemen. 1586 Dav Eng.
Secretary 1. (1625) ro Eloquution b annexed vnto the stile,

which.. IS also tyed to the argument. 1684 Contempt. St.
Man L ii. (1699) 21 The greatest felicity of the World, was
tyed to the greatest Mishap. 1715 De Fos Fam. Instruct.

16

(1841) II. 1. 1 16 How could you think of tying yourself to

such a family? 1814 Word'sw. ;^A//^/><»^vii. SH^t length,

thus. .faintly lied To earth, she.. died. 1890 Spectator

24 May 714/1 If WashinRton could tie gold and silver

together in the ratio of sixteen, so could the rest of the

world. 1899 J. LuMSDEN Edin.Poems ff Songsn^i Ma man
was kill'd . . Before that we'd been foure days tied.

b. intr, for refl. To attach oneself {to). Also,

To tie to : to fix one's confidence in, trust to, hold

on to for support. U> S. coUoq.

1879 TouRGEE Foots Err. x. 43 He won't du tu tie ter.

1884 A. A. Putnam Ten K Police Judge xxiii. 200 The
propensities of the thief strikingly tie sontehow to the iraui-

ing begotten of ardent spirit. 189a W. W. Fenn Bible in

Theot. 17 Those who, as they say, ' want something to tie to *.

5. /^flWJ. To bind, oblige, restrain, constrain /(7 (also

from) some course of action, etc. ; to limit, confine,

restrict. To be tied to {ox for) time: to be bound
or limited to a certain time for doing something.

(See also phrases in 2.)

c laoo Trin. Coil. Hom. 181 Ilch man of his wise noteS

his swinhc swilch se he is to iteied. Clerc on his wise.

Cniht on his wise... And ilches craftes l>eau swo he be8 to

iteied. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love in. ii. (Skeat) 1. 144 If it

wer nat in mannes own liberte of fre wil to do good or bad
but to the one teied by bonde of goddes preordinaunce.

f 141a Woccx-V-VB. De Reg. Princ, 1474 God for-beede l>ou J>e

haddist tyed per-to, but if ^'in herte myght han plyed For to

obserue it wel, 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. /list. (1619) 359,

I will . . tie myself, .onto the truth of the historic. i6o8Shaks.
Per. II, V. 8 She hath so strictly Tyed her to her Chamber,
I&38 R. Holme Armourywi, 184/1 The White Friers, .were

tyed to Fasting, Silence, and Canonical hours. 1713
Bkbkeley Guard. No, 39 P 12, I must lie this gentleman
close to the argument, i860 Mrs. Cablyle Lett. (1S83) IH.
38 Unfortunately I am tied to time. I must be Kick in

London. 1901 Daily Tel. 22 Mar. 9/5 The British being

to a certain extent tied in South Africa.

b. To bind, oblige ; usually in/tWJ. to be bound
or obliged {to do something). Now only dial,

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Skr. i. i. 217, I am tyed to be obedient,

For so your father charg'd me at our part ing. 1608 Willet
HexaMa Exod. 498 The borrower.. is tied to make it good,

1623 IJuRGES Pers, Tithes 66 It was their purpose to tie his

conscience the more to doe iustly herein, lyaa De Foe
Plague (1756) 108 Nor were they tied to carry the Dead to

their respective Parishes.^ 17^ Trans. Soc. Arts y^\.\-i\
Why should the grower tie himself to plant an equal num-
ber of different sorts? 1892 M. C. F, Morris Yorks. Folk-

Talk 259 We do not reckon obliged \n the sense of forced as

part of our vocabulary ; instead we make use of tied.

f c. To bring into bonda^je ; to enthrall. Ohs.

1390 GowER Conf. II. 129 It IS impropreliche seid, For
good hath him and halt him laid, That he . . is unto his good
a thral. a 1425 Cursor M, 23307 (Trin.) pei euer tyed were
In l>is lif for synnes sere. 1426 Lvdg. DeGuiLPilgr. 17513,

I teye my sylif. .And bynde me to my rychesse. 1594 Kvd
Cornelia i. 68 What helps it that thou ty'dst The former
World to thee in vassalage? 1613 Shaks. Hen. Vlllf iv, ii.

36 One that by suggestion Ty'de all the Kingdome,

d. To bind by favour or service rendered:

usually in pass,'. = Oblige v. 6, 7.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist, 123, I am so streiglly tyed
to his courtesie. 1595 tr, Blanchardine Ded. A ij, Whose
deserts haue tyed me during life the vassaile of. .their com.
maunds. x6is Shaks. Cymb. i. vi. 23 He is one of the

Noblest note, to whose kmdnesses I am most infinitely tied.

1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. ii. 137 We are also tied in duty
to our comrades that were with us in danger.

e. To restrict (a dealer or firm) to a particular

source for articles sold ; only in fa.pple., usually

applied to a public house so restricted as to liquor.

Hence transf as in quot. 1899. See also Tied 2 b.

1817 [see 10 b]. 1853 kep. Set. Committee Public Houses^
Min. Evid, iiB, 1 am the owner of a free house, tied to

nobody. 1884 Lincoln.GX.c. Mercury 22 Feb., The Masons'
Arms Hotel. . . Tied for beer only. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 9 Apr.

3/3 The system of ' tied ' trade . . is not confined to the drink

trade...A retail draper was 'tied' toa wholesale house—i.e.

..he was under contract to buy all his goods from the

wholesale draper in question. 1899 Daily News 7 Dec. 4/1

The farmers dictate the terms of tenancy. The cottages are
' lied '.

6. (y^. from I b or d.) To make sure, confirm,

ratify; to * knit *,* cement', "i Ol)S.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIll^ in. ii. 250 That Seale.. the King
..gaueme..and..Ti'de it by Letters Patents, 1697 Dryuen
JEneid xn. 316 When thus in Public view the peace was
ty*d With solemn Vows.

7. intr. To be equal {with) in a contest, etc.

1680 Cotton Compl, Gamester xv. (ed. 2) 93 If each win a
trick and the third tyed, neither win, because it is trick and
tye. 1870 Boutledges Ev. Boy^sAnn, Oct.6oo The cricketers

tied when they were so equally matched that neither won.

x883 Standard 31 Aug. 6/4 Captain Burridge.. scored 117,

and tied with Mr. Meyler. 1902 Ld. Rosebery in Daily
Ckron. 13 Oct. 7/1 We have not received intellectual facul-

ties equal to Mr. Gladstone's, and we cannot hope to tie

with him in their exercise.

b. pass, in same sense.

x868 U^. Ne^vspapcr, The two political parties in Coun-
cils were tied on joint ballot.

t c. In the House of Commons : = Paib v.' 4.

1829 O'Connell in Corr. May (1888) I. 188 To lie with a
Government member,

d. trans. To be equal with (a competitor) ; to

make the same score as.

1888 Elworthv W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v., My dog tied

yours, so they must run again.

8. Hunting, intr. Of a hound : To linger upon
the scent instead offollowing it swiftly; to loiter, lag.

1781 P. Beckford Hunting xv. 188 They learn to tye

upon the scent i an unpardonable fault in a fox-bound. Ibid*

190 If they [the hounds] tie upon the scent, and come hunt-

ing after, hang them up immediately. .: there is no getting

such conceited devils on, 1826 [see Tying ///. rt.J.

9. intr. Tie into : to * buckle to '. U, S. colloq.

190^ S. E. White Forest xii, 159 The day following we lied

into It again.

II. With adverbs.

10. Tio down. a. lit. To fasten down or confine

by tying : see sense 1 and Down t^v.

1699 Garth Dispens. 1. 11 More had He spoke but sudden
Vapours rise, And with their silken Cords tye down his

Eyes. 1728 Pope Dune. 1. 37 Bards, like Proteus long in

vain tied down, Escajie in Monsters, and amaze the town.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 196 Strain it off, and keep
it lied down with bladder. 1827 D. Johnson Ind. Field
sports 52 The dogs were accustomed to be tied down
separately every night.

b. fg. To confine stringently {(0 some thing

or action) : cf. sense 5, and Down adv. 1 7.

1692 IjOckb Educ. § 142 Being forced and tied down to

their Books in an Age at enmity with all such restraint.

1720 De Foe Capt, Singleton v. (1840) 90 We did not tie

ourselves down when to march and when to halt. 1778
En^. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Rochester^ For the maintenance
of Its bridge, certain lands are tied down by parliament.

1817 xst Rep. Committee Police Metrop. n The, .practice.,

for brewers to tie their tenants down to the purchase of
specific articles from individuals named by them. 1884
W. C. Smith Kildrostan 87 O you dull fellows. Tied down
to facts, you lose the half of life.

11. Tie Up. a. trans. To fasten (a thing) with a
cord or band tied round it, so as to prevent its

moving or falling loose, or to secure it from being

lost or injured ; to bind up, wrap up.

1530 Palsgr. 758/1, I tye upmyheare, asa woman dothe,

je me atottrne. 1608 Shaks. Per. in. ii. 41 Or Tie my
treasure vp in silken Bagges. 1706 E, Ward Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 70 His Bob Wig ty'd up behind like a
Horse-tail. 1833 Hr. Martineau Manch. Strike ii. 13 He
tore my arm one day, . . father got an apothecary to tie it up.

1838Dickens A7(r/(. Nick.xxxxy They had tied up the luggage,

b. To tie (a person or animal) to some fixed

object or in some confined space, so as to prevent

from escaping ; to fasten up.
1:1560 [see c], 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Familyeof

Love Ep. Ded. *iij, The bloudy bandogesjof the Romish
Sinagogue be tyed vp. 16x1 Shaks. Cymb. iv, L a-J^My
Horse is tyed v_p safe. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. lii. 53
A malefactor, .is tied up. 1883 Gilmour Mongols xxiji. 285

He had stolen the horse, and tied it up in the mountains,

C. fig. To bind, restrain, or confine strictly; to

restrict closely; to hinder from acting freely; to

oblige to act in a particular way. (Cf. 5.) Also

to tie up one's haitds^ one's tongue : cf, phrases in 2.

[c 143s Torr. Portugal 2658 Sith he did niake vp-tyed

Chirchus and abbeys wyde, For hym and his to praye.J

C1560 Grindal in Foxe A. ^ M. (1583) »39o/3 He hath
deserued more gentlenesse at your hande, then to be tied

vp so shorte. 1592 Shaks. Roph. cJ- yul. iv. v. 32 Death that

hath lane her hence. .Ties vp my tongue, and will not let me
speake. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 226, I would
have you not to tie up your hands from consideration of

either. 1768 Col. Churchill in Jesse Selwyn ffContemp,

(1843) II. 289 Being tied up by my father's will from assist.

ing my younger children during my life. 1879 Stainer
Music ofBible 173 It is not lied up in a strait-jacket like a

modern chant,

d. To moor (a ship or boat) ; also absoh^ or

(usually) ifitr. for pass, said of the vessel.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xvi. (1856) 122 The ice was
closing in every direction ; and our master, .had no alterna-

tive but to tie up and await events. 1886 E. Arnold India
Revisited \\\. 33 At night every steamer * ties up '. 1893
Eliz. B. Ci;sTER Tenting 34 The great cable was used to

tie us up to the bank.

e. Jig, (from a) : To invest or place (money or

proi:)erty) in such a way as to prevent it from being

spent or alienated.

1822 J, W. Croker in C. Papers 21 June, He has tied up
his real estates as tight as he could. 1S41 Thackeray Gt.

Hoggarty Diamond xm. She \s close of her money;.. she

has tied up every shilling of it, and only allows me half-a*

crown a-week for pocket-money. 4x1859 Macaulav Hisi,

Eng. xxiii. (1861) V. 34 To pass a prospective statute tying

up in strict entail the little which still remained of the Crown
property. 1870 Miss Bridgman Rob. Lynne II. v. \\\ Her
money, .had been tied up all tight for her benefit,

f. slang. To give up, desist from, quit (a practice

or course of action) ; also absol.

1760 FooTE Minor 1. Wks. 1799 L 241, I have a great

mind to tie up, and ruin the rascals. 1903 Farmer & Henley
Slang Diet. s. v., To tie up = to forswear : e. g., to tie up
prigging = to lead an honest life.

g. slang. To vanquish or disable in a contest

;

to finish ; to ' knock out '.

1818 [implied in Tie-up sb. 5]. 1903 Farmer & Henley
Slang Diet. s,y.. To tie w/S., = to knock out (pugilists'): /;V^-

up = (i) finished, settled. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 31 July 16/1

Inclined to lay odds that he and Barnes or Rhodes would

have ' tied up * the Australian batsmen.

h. To join in marriage : cf, 4 (also tie the knot

in a), colloq. or slang.

1894 Astley Fifty Years Life I. 158 A comelier conple

parson has seldom, .tied up.

Tie : see Tye sb."^ and *^, and v.

Tie- in combination, [f. Tie sb."^ or vb,]

1. Attributive or objective combinations of Tib

sb. in various senses : tie-block Naut.y the block

on the yard through which the tie passes (see Tis

sb. 2 a) ; tie-maker, a maker of lies (in quots., in
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senses 4 and 7 of the sb.) ; tie-pin, a pin, usually

ornamental, worn in a man's neck-tie ; tie-shoot-
ing, the shooting off of a tie (Tie sb, 10) in rifle

practice ; so tie-shoot, -shot.

1745 P. Thomas yT-nl. Anson's Voy. 145 We reev'd..a
new Strap to the Fore-top-sail *Tye.block. ci86oH. Stuart
Seaman's Catech, 76 There are two iron straps round the
yard for the tye blocks to shackle to. 1901 Daily Chron.
as July 6/6 The girl,.b a *tie-maker. 1904 Longrn, Mag.
Aug. 306 Any moderatelj^ good tie-malcer can turn out
thirty ties a day in good timber. 1780 Traveller's Guide^
A silver *tic-pin, three silver studs. 1899 Daily News
32 June 7/3 His stand-up collar and his tie-pin. 1909 Daily
Chron. 23 July 7/2 He tied for the ' Daily Telegraph ' Cup
and finished second in the *tie shoot. 1902 find, 23 July
6/3 The *tie.shooting for the first Coronation Prize. 1887
Daily News 18 July 2/1 Many men might beat him in the
*tie shots.

2. Combinations of Tie v, with adverbs: tie-

back, a contrivance for tying something back, esp.

in a woman's dress ; tie-on a., that is fastened on by
tying. See also Tie-up.
1880 World 29 Sept. 15 The days of ' tie-backs ', either in

the dres-Mng of ladies or artificial flies, were not yet. 1891
Daily News 27 July i/x Even Lady Harberton could
scarcely disapprove of the gored skirt with no tie-backs.

1910 Times 4 July 6/5 Tie-on labels should not be used.

3. Combinations with sbs., in which the first

clement may I»e either Tie sb, or v. : tie'-bar, a
bar which lies or acts as a tie, in a building or
other structure; tie-beam, ahorizontal beam which
acts as a tie : see esp. quot. 1823; tie-bolt sb.^ a
bolt which ties together the component parts of

a structure ; hence tie-bolt z/., trans, to fasten

with tie-bolts; tie-cord, a cord used for tying
something ; tie-knot, a knot with which some-
thing is tied ; tie-line {Surveying), a line measured
on the ground after the principal lines of a
triangulated survey have been measured, with the
object of checking the accuracy of the work ; tie-

matohf a subsequent match played to decide a tie;

tie'-pe^riwig = Tie-wig ; tie-plate, (a) Naut. a
narrow iron plate placed longitudinally or diagon-
ally to s|)ace and strengthen deck-beams

; (Z) a
plate to receive the pull of a tie-rod, and distribute

the pressure on a supjjorting beam or wall ; (c)

a protecting metal plate laid between a sleeper

and the rail ; tie-post, a post to which a horse, etc.

may be tied; tie-rib, a rib forming a tie in some
structure (in quot- 7?^.) ; tie-rod, a long tie-bolt or
iron rod which acts as a lie in a building or other
structure; tie-rope, a rope for tying something;
in quot. c 1525, ? = TiE sb. 2 ; tie-stay, a stay

acting as a tie, used to support some part of a build-

ing ; tie-strap, a strap for tying up a horse or other
animal ; tie-string, a string for tying something,
e. g. a bonnet or other part of costume ; tie-tie, one
of several cords fastened to a hammock antl serv-

ing to tie it up in a roll {Ceni. Diet. 1891); a negro
name for any string ; tie-vote, a vote resulting in

a tic, the numbers on each side being equal : see

TlB/^. 10; tie-wall, A wall having the function of
tying together the parts of a structure ; esp. ' a trans-

verse wall in the hollow suandril of an arcli, at

right angles to the sixmdril-waU ' (Knight). See
also TiE-ixwi, TiE-wio.
1861 FAUtBAiKN /r<>M9i The revcrberatory furnace.. con.

sists externally of an oblont^ casing of iron plates, firmly
bound together by iron *tie-bars. 18x3 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 125 A 'tie-beam is a piece oltimber, connect.
ing the feet of the principal rafters, in ordtrr to prevent them
from spreading. 1851 Sih F. Palgrave Norm, fr Eng. I.

436 The open roof and tyebeatns of a Roman liasilica. 1853
Sm H. Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 308 Considered as a
tie-beam its longitudinal strength depends upon the key.
1838 Civil F.ng. J^ Arch. Jrul, I, 126/1 Placing the 'tie-

t>uTts (liagonalty, instead of horizontally. 1874 Thearlb
Naval Arc/iit. 59 Grooved and tongued together at their
edges, and nailed to the cants, tteing also *iie-bolted where
neonsary. 1907 C C. Bkown China in Leg. ^ Story xvii.

340 A queue, scarce big eiKMigh to carry its black 'tie-

cord. 1800 Coi.KkiDGK iVallenst, \. \\\. 64 The 'lie.knot
here Is off— this hair must not h.ing so dishevelled.
1877 Rankink Man. Civ, lingin. 34 Tlie accuracy of the
measurements in every important triangle should be checked
by measuring a ' "tie-line , from one of its angles toaknown
point in the opposite side. 1864 Daily Tel. 26 Oct.,
Third Kent (Let) v. Eighth Kent (Sydenham).— These
two corps fired for a 'tie match. 1898 Westm. Cat.
26 Feb. 3/3 In case of ties.. the prizes are to be divided,
except the first prize, which must be determined by a tie

match of four games. 17*7 Gay Begg. Ofi. u iii, Three 'tye-
perriwigs and a piece of broad cloth, 1771 SMOLLKrr
//um/h. CI. II. 23 June, An old Scotch lawyer, in a tie-

periwig. 1874 Thkahlk NavalArt Ail. 119 The deck fasten-
ings are not so efficient in iron as in wood beams, and hence
twih stringer and 'tie-plates are of service in opposing the
first tendency of the deck to elongate. 1S84 Harper's Afag.
Jan. 328/2 'J'hrowing the reins over a 'tie-post. 1896 Kip-
ling Set'en Seat, Deep Sea Cal'les ii, Here on the *tie-ribs

of earth Words, .flicker and flutter and beat. 1839 Livil
Eng. /f Arch. Jrnl. II. 191/2 Four iron 'tye-rods with
washers placed transversely through the arch. <^ 15SS in

Archmologia XLVII. 332, ij. roopes, called 'tye ropes, for
the Henry Grace Dicu, x8S6T. Hakuv Mayor o/Casterbr.
iii. The pens for sheep, the tie-ropes for horses. 189a Daily
News ^10 Feb. 3/4 XlieKepair of Canterbury Cathedral*..A
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scries of 'tiestays are being inserted. 1877 Knicht Did.
Mech., *Tie-slrap. isKli Munsey's Mag. XXV. 737/2 An
attendant snapped a tie strap into his halter and led him
back to barn or paddock. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 379/1A rubber bLaiiket.. with *tie-strings at the four corners, can
be_ made into a first-rate shelter by tying two corners to poles
driven into the ground, and the other corners to pegs. 1883
MoijjNEy IV. African Fislurics \j (V\A\. Exhib. Publ.JThe
. .occupants . . standing erect, or perched on seats—cross
sticks, secured by *tie-tie on gunwale of canoe. 1894 Daily
Neius 6 Oct. 6/5 A proposal only lost. .by a "tie-vote.

Tied (tsid), ///. a. Also 7 tide, tyed. [f. Tie
V. + -ED 1.]

1. Bound or fastened with a cord or the like

;

joined, connected (as letters in printing, quot.
1S91): see Tie z;. 15. 1-3. Also Tongue-tied.
IS9' Shaks. Tjva Gent. 11. iii. 41 PaiUh. What's the vn-

kindest tide? Lau. Why, he that's tide here. Crab my
•log- "597 A. M. tr. CuilUmtau's Fr. Chinirg. 38 b/2 The
tyed Vayne might chaunce to vntye. 1614 Gorgrs Lucan
VI. 253 He Slonisht was.., His tyed tong no sound could
blunder. 1758 ). S. Lt Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 220, I

dressed it with tied Dossils. 1864 BowEN Logic xi. 365 The
nervous fluid witlnot travel along a lied nerve. 189Z W.
MoRKis in Mackail Life (1899) II. 252 We have no contrac-
tions, few tied letters. 1904 BuixiE ydli \th Egypt. Rooms
Brit. Mhs. jio Oxen with tied feet.

b. Tied note : see quots. and Tie sb. 6 b, v. 3 c.

y]i6 {title) The Dancing-Master.. .Sixteenth Edition...
The whole Work Revised and done on the New-Ty'd-Note.
1801 Busby Diet. 0/ Music, Tied-Notes, notes, the tails
of which are joined together by cross lines, as in united
yuavers, semiquavers, &c., or over the heads ofwhich a curve
is drawn to denote th.at they are to be slurred.

2. fig. United, joined ; restrained, confined, etc.

:

see Tie v. B. 4, 5.

1876 T. Hardy Ethclherta (1890) 140 That's why married
men advise others to marry. Were all the world tied up,
the pleasantly tied ones would be equivalent to those at
present free. 1907 Daily Chron. 22 Mar. iji The sight of
the_ Progressives banded together emphasized the fact of
their being the lied party of the Chamber of Mines.

b. sp<c. Of an inn or public lionse : Of wliich
the tenant is bound to take his licjuor from a par-
ticular brewing firm (which usually owns the
house), hence trans/, of a labourer's cottage: of
which the tenant is aslricted to work on the farm.
"887 Pall Malt O. 23 July i6/i Local breweries have

almost entirely depended upon tied hou>es for the sale of
their products.^ 1890 Guartiian 17 Sept. 1434/2 The ques-
tion of renewing licences to ' tied houses has lieen con-
sidered at some of the licensing sessions. 1899 DailyNnvs
7 Itec.4/1 The labourers hate the 'tied cottage 'system. 1901
Ibid. 16 Feb. 5/3 Certain brewers are in the habit of turning
unsuccessful houses into tied-house cluljs.

3. Tied up, in ///. aniXfig. senses : see Tie ». B. 1 1

.

1603 Shaks. Mras./or M. 1, iii. 32 It rested in your Grace
To vnloose this tyde-vp lustice. 1693 W. Howi.ks in Dry-
den's Jurvnal v. 13 And with a Matt, and Crutch, and
ty'd up Leg, Mi>re honestly and honourably Beg. Z711-1X
Swift yrnt. to Stella 6 Jan., It w,is not proi)er to go to
Court without a long wig, and his was a tied-up one. 1821
Savage /tints DecoratiTe Print. 46 Four or five octavo
pages of tied up letter. 1876 (see 2J.

t Tie-dog. Obs. yorms : see Tie and Doc.
[See Tie- 3.] A dog kept tied or chainetl up,
cither to guard a house, or because fierce; =
IUndoo. (In List quoLyf^.)
c it^.'i. Eng. Leg.\. ^iA/yti pe deucL.ne may no man.,

taken a-^ein is wille, Nonniure pane a tei^ doggue |>at is in
slrungue teije. ^1380 WvcLlF tVis. (1880) 252 |iou3 pei
byndcn hem not to o synguler place as a ley dogge. 1430-
40 I.Ylxi. Hochas III. i. (MS. B(k11. 263) 151/1 Cruel Orchus,
the leidogge infeinall Shal reende Ihi skyn..fra thi bonys.
l54«,Ut>Aii- Eraam. Apofih. 127 b, Ther are tye doggues or
inastifes for keepyng of houses. 1601 Chkttlk & Munuay
Death Earl0/11UHtington 11. i. E iij, 1 knowc the villaine. .,

But 3& a ty-dogge 1 will muzzle him. f 1700 Mather in
Harper's Mag. July (1883) 222/1 The Ty-dogs of the Pit are
abroad among us.

t Tiego (tsi-gij). Obs. Colloq. or vulgar abbre-
viation of Vertigo.
1614 Massinger Very IVoman iv. iii, I am shrewdly

troubled with a ticgo Here in my head, madam, often with
this tiego. It takes me very often.

Tlel, TieW, vaiiant of Tial Obs., Teu> Obs.

Tieless (tai'lt-s), a. [f. Tie X*. + -LESS.] With-
out a tie ; wearing no neck -tie.

1903 W. Churchill Cr/r/f 11. ii. Every gentleman . .collar-

less, coatless, tieless and vestless. 1907 iVestiu, Gaz. 21
Mar. 2/t His head was bare, .ind he was tieless.

Tiemannite (t; manait). Min. [ad. Ger. Tie-

mannit, named by Neumann, 1855, from the dis-

coverer, Tiemann : see -ite 1 2 b.] Native seleiiide

of mercury, occurring in dark grey masses or

granules with a metallic lustre. 1868 Dana Min. 56.

Tien, obs. f Tine v. Tiend, obs. f. Teind,
TiNi). Tienthe, obs. f. Tenth.
Tier (ti»J), sb.^ Also 6-9 tire, 6-8 tyre,

(6 teare, 7 tere, 7-8 teer, 8 tear). [Orig. tire,

a. F. tire, in OF. (c 1 2 10 in Godef.) ' suite, sequence,

range, rank, order': cf. tire h tire in succession,

one after another, f. tirer to draw, elongate. The
phonetic history of the forms teare, tere, teer, is

obscure. PI. after a numeral sometimes tier.'\

1. A row, rank, range, course ; usually one of a

series of rows placed one above another, or at

least rising each above the preceding one; e.g.

tiers of galleries, shelves, boxes in a theatre, pr

TIBB.

seats on a sloping floor ; also of banks of oars in
ancient ships or boats ; see also b, c.

1S69 Stockf.r tr. Diod. Sic. ill. viii. 114/2 Ten gallies of
fine tier of ores, a 1625 Fletcher Bloody Brother 11. ii, I
have balUist for their bellies, if they eat a gods name. Let
Ihem have ten tire of teeth a piece, I care not. 16J7 Capt.
Smith Seaman's Gram. vii. 33 Caske.. stowed tier aboue
tier. 1686 J. DUNTON Lett. New-Eng. (1867) 35 He has
three 1 ere of Teeth in his Chaps. 1710 in New Eng. Hist.
«, Gen. R.g. (1875) XXIX. 288 Eastward of the first tear of
lots. iTaa Coitn. Col. Kcc. (1872) VI. 311 The norihcrmost
tier of the three tier of lots lying next to Midletown. 1730
A. Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 203 The .. Stones .. whiS
form d the first Tyre or Belt thereof 1743 Land. >, Country
^''^-.i"- '^''- =* 'S'^ The Worts now run swiftly into a
single Teer of I!.icks. 1787 M. Cutler in Life, elc. (1888)
1. 311 There are two tiers of galleries, and the [mieting)
house was very full. 1796 Mouse Amer. Geog. II. 358 It
consists of three bridges, or tires of arches one above
.another. 1844 Ld. Houghton Palm Leaves i Above the
towers of tripple tire. 1867 Smvth Sailor's H^ord-bi. 346A round of grape-shot consists of three tiers of cast-iron
balls, generally three in a tier. 1873 Svmonds Grt. Poets ix.
280 The new theatre in Athens contained 30,000 spectators
seated in semicircular tiers scooped out of the rock.

b. A row of guns or gun-ports in a man-of-war
or (as in quot. 1573) in a fort.

1573 jn Calr. Scott. Pap. IV. 475 Davyes towre. .a courten
with vj cannons .. in loopes of stone .. behynd the same
standes another teare of ordina(nce) lyke xvj foote clym
above the other. 163a Lithgow Trav. 11. 54 fA) man of
war.. carrying two tyre of Ordonance. a 1647 Pette in
Arclmologia XH. 283 The.. distance of the lower tire of
ports from the water. 17M De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 322 A
good tier of guns kept the rest at a distance. 1813 Byron
Corsair iii. xv. She bears her down majestically near. Speed
on her prow, and terror in her tier.

O. A rank of pipes in an organ controlled by one
slop (see Rank sb.^ i, quots. 181 1, 1881).
i8i8-3a in Webster, 188a E. J. Hopkins in Grove Diet.

Mus. 1 1. ^80/2 Although the number of pipes to each key
thus continued to be added to, no means was devised for
silencing or selecting any of the several ranks or tiers.

d. trans/, and fig. Rank, grade; stratum.
IS9? Spenser E. Q. \. iv. 35 Such one was Wrath, the last

of this ungotlly tire. 1646 Crashaw Sosp. dHrr. xxxviii,
A gen'ral his-;, from the whole tire of snakes. 1710 Palmer
Proverbs 201 This is a sin of quality for the most part, tho'
the lower tier of people .-ire often tainted with it. i88z
W. B. Weeden Soc. Lam Labor 66 The base Fuidirs com.
posed the lower tier of society.

2. Mmt. a. A row of ships moored or anchored
at a particular place; hence, an anchorage or
mooriiig-pl.ice where ships lie in rows or columns.
1731 Lond. Mag. I. 152 All the Ships Crews in the Teer

gathered together. 1771 Ann. Keg. 148 A Dutch vessel..
broke from her mooring, ran foul of a tier of ships. 1774
Hull Dock Act 33 No more than three ships shall lie m
the same tier, within the said haven. 1865 Dickens Mut,
Fr. t. i. The tiers of shipping lay on either hand. 1907 Laiv
Rep-, Probate 61 A steamship, .which was lying at Green-
wich tier.

b. (.See quot. 1882.)

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 644/2 He [the mate) is to
have a diligent attention to the cables, seeing that they are
well coiled and kept clean when laid in the tier. 1800
CoLQUHOUN Comm. T/iamcs iii. 94 Tea.. slowed in the cable
tierof a China Ship. 1825 [see Tierek 'J. 1833, i860 Isee
ca/>te-tiersv. Cable sb. 7). i88a Narics Seamanship (ed. 6)

95 The tiers are large racks, and stow the stream cable,
hawsers for the kedge, etc., anchor gear, runners and
tackles, . . clothes-lines, etc

3. attrib. and Comb. : tier-board, a board be-
longing to a cable or rope tier : see 2 b ; tier-

ranger, a (Thames) river thief; tier-savir: see

quot. 1877; tier-shot: see quot. 1867.
1887 Mather Nor ard ofDogger (1889) 81 They spread

some o' the trawl-warp 'tier-boards along the thwarts, an'

a

rug on the top of 'em for me to lie on. 1858 Dickens Down
with Tide Repr. Pieces (1899) 198 * Tier-rangers, who
silently dropped alongside the tiers of shipping in the Pool,
by nisht. //'/(/. 200 We took no Tier-rangers.. nor other
evil-disposed person or persons. 186a Mavhew Lomi.
XaA»MrIV.37o/2Tier-rangersor river pirates. 1877 Knight
Diet. Meclu, * Tier-saw, one for cutting curved faces to bricks
for arches and round pillars. 1828 J. M. Spearman Brit,
Gunner (ed. 2) 35 'Tier Shot,—At 50 rounds per gun. 1867
Smyth Sailor's lVord.bk., Tier-shot, that kind of grape-
shot which is secured in tiers by parallel iron discs.

Tier (tai'aj), rf.2 Also tyer. [f. Tie v. -f -EB 1.]

1. One who ties ; spec, a person employed to tie

something. Also tier up.
1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc. 57 Hymen, the tier of hearts

already tied. 1648 Hexham ii, Een Hechter, a Fixer, a
Fastner, or a Tyer to. 1848 frnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 554
I'he tiers can take the best to tie to the poles. 1876 Plum*
MER tr. Dillinger's Hifpol. t, Caliistus iii. 153 TheChurch.

.

is the tyer of the marriage bond. 1895 Daily Tel. 18 Sept.
4/2 He begins life at the sandpaper works, as a tier up of
bundles, at three and sixpence a week.

2. One who ties with another in a match or
coin|3etition.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 97 The tyers to play with
one another in the order they become tyers.

3. .Somethingthat ties or is used for tying; aband;
spec. pi. ^ Tie-up 4.
1%^ jtrnl. R. Agric. Soc.'V.i, 36 The beans are cut.. and

tied with strong Wers or straw bands. i88a Nahes Seaman-
ship (ed. 6) 130 Ine sail is secured to the yard with tyers.

1895 Sotheby s Catal. 25 Apr. 52 (Kelmscott Press) Morris,
. .The Defence of Guenevere', ornamental title and initial

letters, vellum, silk tyers, uncut.

4. U. S. A pinafore or apron covering the whole
8
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front ofthe dress. (Also spelt tireftyrey and referred

by some to Tire sb.^ q, v.)

1S46 Worcester, Tier, one that ties; a child's apron,
tidy. See Tire. 1864 Webster, Tier, a child's apron
without sleeves, and covering the tipper part of the body,

[1890] and tied with tape or cord. 1865 Mrs. Whitnev
Gayivorthys 1. 106 She took care of Say; put on her long-
sleeved tyers when she sent her out to play, 1889 L.
Larcom a Netv Kngld. Girlhood 23 We sometimes smirched
our clean aprons (high-necked and long-sleeved ones, known
as tiers). 1903 Dialect Notes (U.S.) \\.-2S\{Let.iiyG. Hempl)
Even amon§ the older people [in New Engl.], 'cricket'
has mostly given place to ' footstool ', and ' tier * to ' apron '.

Tier (tT»i), v,^ [f. Tieb sb,^\ trans. To arrange
or pile in tiers.

1888-9 ^' Yo^k Produce Exch, Rep. 301 (Cent.) Lighter-
men shall not, .be required to tier or pile their freight on
the docks.

Tier, v.'^y erron. spelling of Teer.
^837^ J. Matley in Civil Eng. ^ Arch. yml. I. 54/2

Machinerj^ for the operation of Tiering used in printing
Cotton, Linen, &c. 1909 Dundee Advert. 25 Dec. 7 He
commenced work . .as a tier boy to a calico block printer.

Tier, obs. form of Tear sby. Tire.

Tierce (tlojs), j<^. P'orms : a. 4-8terse, 6 teyrse,

teers, 6-7 tearce, 7 tearse, teirce, teirse, ters,

5-9 terce : see also Terce. &. 5 tyerce, tyrse,

5-6 tyerse, 6 tyers, tiersse, tiers, tirce, 6-7
tierse, 4- tierce, [a. OF. tcrce^ tierce^ fem. of

terz^ iierz (Roland, nth c.), later /^rj, tiers^ mod.F.
tiers^ fem. tierce :—L. tertium, fem. iertiam third.]

+ 1. A third part; = Third .r^. i. Obs.

1491 Aberdeen Regr, (1844) \. 326 Twa tercis beand
defalkyt of |>e sade some. 1555 Eden Decades 351 Two
smaule Ilandes standyng in the xxii degrees and a terce.

1614 Capt. Smith Virginia 16 We came to Hatorask in 36.
degrees and a terse. 1651 Davekant Gondibert 1, v. Ivi, Four-
hundred leaders,.And twice the tierce of these consists of
those [etc.].

tb. - Third ji^. 7. Obs, rare^^,
c 1430 LvoG. Thebes i. 39 The heauenly mansions Clerely

searched, by smale fraccions, First by secondes, terces, and
eke quartes.

U c. Abbreviated title of the treatise Super Ter-
tittm Sententiarum of Alexander Hales. Obs,
ifioJ Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv, xxi. 240 It is

sacrylege, after inayster Alexander de halis in his tyers.

2. EccU a. The third hour of the canonical day,
ending at 9 a.m.; also, the i>criod from 9 a.m. till

noon. (Cf. Prime sb.^ i.) Obs. exc. Hist,

'^*37S ^C' i-^S' Saints xi. {Symon ^ /udas) 197 To-morne,
or it terse be,. .sal cum to (>e Messyngeris. £'1450 Mirour
Saluacioun 364^ It was hot tierce of the daye ouer ayrly
than for drynking. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg, 84/2 He.,
prayd fro tyerce vnto none. 1661 Morgan Sph, Gentry iv.

lii. 37 Upon St. George's Even, at the hour of Tierce. 1706
tr. Dupin's Eccl, Hist. \(ith C, H. v. 43 The second [jKirtof
the 12 hours] which lasted till Noon, was called Tierce,
because it began at the Third Hour of the day. 1844
LiNGARO AugioSax. Ch, (1858) L vii. 272 note^ The third
of these hours was called undern or terce.

b. (Now usually spelt terce.) The office said
at this hour.
f 1380WYCLIP Wks. (1880) 41 Late lewid freris seie..for

prime, tierce, vndren & noon, for eche of hem seuene pater
nostris. 1526- Pilgr, Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 164 b, The
chirche.,in. .the..houres canonicall entendeth to. .worshyp
at vij tymes in the daye, that is to saye, in matyns, pryme,
tierce, sext, none, euensonge & complyn. 1753 Challonf.r
Catfu Chr, Instr. 212 Terce, Sext, and None, begin with
Pater, Ave, &c. and consist each of them of a proper Hymn,
and six Divisions of the ii8th Psalm. 1853 Dale tr.

BaideschCs Ceremonial \ox The vesting of the Bishop for
Terce. 1897 E. Bishop in Prymer (E.E.T.S.) Inirod, 38
The day hours, prime and terce, and sext and none, said in
every secular church.

3. Sc, Law. See Terce.
'754 [see iercer s. v. Terce, quot. c 1575J.

4. An old measure of capacity equivalent to one
third of a pipe (usually 42 gallons old wine
measure, but varying for different commodities : cf.

Pipe sb^^ 2); also a cask or vessel holding this

quantity, usually of wine, but also of various kinds
of provisions or other goods (e. g. beef, pork,
salmon, coffee, honey, sugar, tallow^ tobacco)

;

also such a cask with its contents.
»53» Charterpartpf in R. G. Marsden Sel PL Crt, Adtnir,

36 Accounttyng. . ij pipes for a ton iiij hoggeshedds for a ton
and vj tercys for a ton. 1531-3 Act 23 Hen. V/II^ c. 7 § 5
The butte, tonne, pype . . teers, barrel! or rondlett. 1538 Elyot
Addit., //«w«Vflrf(a, vesselles callyd a tierce, halfe a hogges-
heed. 1588 IVtlls ^ /nv. N. C. (Surtees) IL 180, ix tearces
of honeye, at :6/. per tonne, 24/. 1707 Land. Gaz. No.
4337/4 On Wednesday., will be exposed to Sale.. about
400 Hogsheads and 10 Tierces of.. French Claret. 1800
Coi-QUHOUN Comm. Thames iii. 136 Beef and Pork.. con-
tained in.. Tierces and Barrels. 1835 GentL Mag. XCV. 1.

216 [Cofiee berries] closely packed in tierces for exportation.
iB86Pall Mali G. 19 June 6/1 The tobacco,. comes from
abroad.. in hogsheads, .in what are called tierces (a smaller
wooden barrel), and in bales.

1 6. A band or company of soldiers (cf. TEBCift).

'S77-*7 HoLiNSHED Chron, IH. 1227/1 Foure hundred
harquebusiers Spaniards, ofthe tierse ofSardigna. 1668 l.ond,
Gaz, No. 237/3 The Leavics of a Terse of Italian Infantry.

0. One of the positions in fencing; the third of
the eight parries in sword-play, or the correspond-
ing thrust : see quots. Also Ji^. (usually in con-
junction with carte or quarte), Cf. Carte '-i,

QUAET j^.3 I,

1692 Sir W. Hope Fencing-Master (ed. 2) 4 When a Man
holdeth the Nails of his Sword Hand quite downwards, he
is said to hold his hand in Terce. 1707-1878 [see Carie^].

1779 Sheridan Critic in. i, O cursed parry !—that last

thrust in tierce Was fatal. 1809, 1889 [see Quart sh.^ i].

1876 Tennyson Q. Mary v. v. To reign is restless fence,

Tierce, quart and trickery.

7. In piquet and other card games, a sequence of

three cards in any suit.

Tierce inajor^ the highest three cards of a suit ; tierce

minor, the lowest three, i.e, seven, eight, and nine; tierce

to a king, queen, etc., a tierce of which the king, queen, etc.,

is the highest. Cf. Quart'* 1, Quint !* i b.

1659 Shuffling^ Cutting, Sf Dealing 3, I have got a good
Tearse. 1688 K, Hoi,mk Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 73/2 A
Tierce Major, is the sequence of Queen, King and Ace in

Picket, and of Knave, Queene and King in other games.
1765 Sternr Tr, Shandy VII. ix, That, Sir, is a terce to a
nine in your favour, i860 Bohns Hand-hk. Games i. 14
Many good players, in playing tierce majors, l>egin with the
king and queen. 1904 M. )\Yyii.Y.yi Queen s Quairi. ax. 146
I've a terce to my Queen, mistress.

8. Mus. a. The interval of a third (major or

minor) ; the note at this interval above a given

note. Now rare or Obs. b. The note two octaves

and a major third (= a major 17th) above a funda-

mental note; hence, a mutation stop in an organ
giving tones at this interval above the normal pitch.

Tierce 0/Picardy (usu. in Fr. form tierce de Picardie), a
major third used instead of a minor in the final chord of a
piece in a minor key.

1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Tierce,.. va Musick, a Concord.
170^ J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v,. If the Terms be as 5 to

4, 'tis called, a Tierce Major, or a Diton ; but if the Terms
are as 6 to 5, then 'tis called, a Tierce Minor, or Demi-
Diion. 1776 UvRtiEV Hist. Mus. 1. 138 The two stops of an
organ, called the fifteenth and tieice. 1801 Busby D/ct.
Mus., Tierce of Picardy, 1879 tr, Du MonceCs Telephone
43 Vibrations, .in the relation of a tierce major, that is in
the relation of four to five.

9. Her. a. A charge composed of three triangles,

usually all of different tinctures, arranged in fesse,

also in bend, b. The division of a shield by lines

into three equal parts: see Tiekce, quot. 1S83.
[c 1828 Berrv Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Tierces^ or Tierches^

..used by French heralds to express three figures which
only take up the space of a fesse, but which are sometimes
placed in bend.) 1847 Webster, Tierce. .v^ field divided
into three parts. 1894 Parker s Gloss. Her., Tierce (fr.), a
charge occurring in some French arms, consisting of three
triangles arranged generally in fesse. There may be two
tierces in the same shield.

10. attrib. or as adj. in special collocations

:

tierce guard, parade : see sense 6 ; tierce point,
Arch. [F. tiers-point\ the vertex of an equilateral

triangle, or of a pointed arch; tierce rime =
Terza-rima; tierce-song, the office of terce

( = sense 2 b) ; cf. nndem-song.
x6ga Sir W. Hope Fencing-Master (ed. 2) 1 16 The "Terce

Guard, with the point higher than the Hilt. Ibid. 22 The
*Terce Parade, or the Parade without the Sword, because
you put by the thrust upon that side which is without your
Sword. 1727-41 Chambers Cyc/., Third Point, or *Tierce-
Point... Arches or vaults of the third ^oint, caWed by the
Italians di terzo acuta, are those consisting of two arches of
a circle, meeting in an angle a-top. 1842-76 Gwilt Encycl.
Arc/lit. Gloss,, Tierce Point. 1877 Tomlinson (title) A
Vision of Hell : The Inferno of Dante translated into English
*Tierce Rhyme. 1851 Rock Ch. of Fathers III. x. 473
St. Bede died a little after undern-time, or *tierce.song hour.
Hence Tierce v. (in phr. carte or quart and tierce:

cf. Quart z/.^), intr. to parry or thnist in tierce

(in quot. 1833 transf,)\ in quot. 1765 trans, ?to
fence with (or ? as a vague threat).

1765 FooTE Commissary iii. (1782) 65 John, fetch me the
foils; I'll carte and tierce you, you scoundrel. 1833 yV«w
Monthly Mag, XXXVIII. 343 He quarts and tierces for
twenty minutes, slips, drops, and rolls.

II Tiered (tyfrs^, tlaus^), a. Her. [F. tierci, -4e, f.

iiercer to divide into three parts (13th c. in Godef.).]
Said of a field divided en tierce^ i. e. into three
equal parts all of different tinctures : cf, prec. 9.
Also anglicized as Tierced (tiojst).

1725 CoK-vs Diet. Her., Tierce,.. s. French Term Import-
ing that the Shield is divided into three equal Parts, when
those Parts are of as many ditTerent Colours or Metals.
1864 BouTELL Her. Hist. ^ Pop. xxxii. (ed. 3) 471. 1883
Chambers's Encycl, s. v.^ A shield may be tierce in pale, in
fess, in bend, in bend sinister, or in pall ; all which, with
other arrangements in tierce, are common in French
heraldry.

Tiercel, Tiercelet: see Tercel, Tercelet.
Tierceron (tlouserpn). Arck, [a. F. tierccron

(15 1 8 in Godef. CompL)^ f. tiers, tierce third

+

suffix -on (see -con), with intercalated -er- : see
Godef. § 63. I.] A subordinate arch springing
from the point of intersection of two main arches
of a vault.

1842-76 Givilt's Encycl. Archil., Index, Tierceron, in
vauliing. 1890 C. H. Moore Goth. Archil, i. iS note. The
additional ribs. Hemes, ticrcerons, etc., which appear in the
later forms of vaulting,. . are mere surface ribs having no real
function. 1905 lioND Goth. Archit.y^ Intermediate ribs, or
tiercerons, were added in Lincoln nave,

Tierceroon, Tiereet, var.TERCEROoK, Tercet.
Tiered (ti'>Jd), a. [f. Tier sb.^ + -ed ^.] Hav-

ing, or arranged in, tiers ; chiefly in parasynthe-
tic comb., as high-liered^ three-tiered, triple-tiered.

1807 J. Haklow Columb. vii. 495 Flames, triple tier'd, and
tides of smoke, arise. 1877 Blackie Wise Men 75 High<

tiered, palatial dwellings. 1890 Mackail W. Morris II. 51
The passage of the shuttle through a double, or triple-

tiered warp. 1909 Daily Chron. xb Sept 7/2 The tiered
seats of the big ' demonstration ' kitchen.

Tierer * (tia-roj). [f. Tier sb.^ or v.^ + -er i.]

a. Naul. One who stows the cable in the tier : see

Tier j<5.l 2 b. b. One who arranges anything in

tiers.

1825 H. 13. Gascoigne New. Fame 48 Hard work the
Tierers in the Tier below. The sturdy Cable in true coils

to Stow. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tierer.

Tierer-,var. or erron, i.tcerer: seeunderTEEB'^r.
1836 in Statist. Ace. Scotl. (1845) VIII. 384 lilock-printers,

journeymen 16, apprentices 44, Tierers, one to each printer.

So Tiering, ^Teering.
1904 Eng. Dial. Diet., Tiering, the cieling or rendering

of a roof; the plastering under slates.

Tiering (tl*'rii)), a, rare. [f. Tier j^.l (or
? Tier z/.i taken in sense * to form tiers')-^-XNo2.]

Forming or rising in tiers.

189a KiTLiNG Barrack-r. Ballads 132 The skipper looked
at the tiering guns and the bulwarks tall and cold. 1896 —
Sez>en Seas 137 You'll see her tiering canvas in sheeted
silver spread.

Tierme, oi>s. form of Term.
li Tierras (tye-ras), sb. pi. Mining. U, S. [Sp.

tierras earths, pi. of tierra earth :-L. terra^
Pulverulent ore, spec, of quicksilver, mingled with
sand and earthy matter ; in Mexico, inferior pulver-

ulent ores generally. Also attrib.^ as tierraS'

furnace ^ -ore*

1874 Raymond Statist. Mines fy Mining 397 In 1865, the
nmount of ore worked was 15,974 tons. Of which the
Tierras amounted to 1,955 tons.. .Tierras yielded (estimated)

3 per cent., or 1,533 flasks. 1877 H'id. 9 Number of tons
lierras-ore roasted. Ibid. 17 A new tierras-furnace will take
its place. 1881 — Mining Gloss., Tierras, .. fine dirt
impregnated with quicksilver ore, which must be made into
adobes before roasting.

Tiers, -e, Tierselet, obs. f. Tierce, Tercblet.

II Tiers 6tat (tyfrz^-ta). [Fr., = third estate :

see Tierce and Instate.] A third estate or class

;

esp. the third estate, the body of commons or their

representatives in the French National Assembly
before the Revolution ; whence sometimes applied
to the corresponding body in other countries : see

Estate sb. 6.

, ^783 J. Adams Diary ^ Feb., There are.. thirty classes
in the Tiers Etat. 1794 J. Gifforo Reign Louis XVI 260
The three orders united confirmed all those important
decrees that had been made by the Tiers Etat. 1799
Monthly Rev. XXX. 548 Montes(]uieu mistakes in affirming
that the natives of the country [Russia] are all either lords
or slaves, and that there was no iiers-etat. 1837 Caklvle
Fr. Rev. I, iv. 1, Necker ..emits, if any proclamation or
regulation, one favouring the Tiers Etat.

Tiestie, dial, van Tetstie, the black guillemot,

Tieth, obs. form of Tithe.

Tie-up (tai-»p),ji5. {a.) [f. tie up: TiKv. 11.]

I. Something tied up, or used for tying np.

1 1. = Tie-WIG. Obs.
17x4 C. Johnson Country Lasses ii. i. The last tye-up I

sold you was as light and bright as silver, .with a fine flowing
large open curl.

2. A ribbon with which some part of a child's

dress is tied or fastened up.
1896 Blackw. Mag, Oct. 520/2 The little ones .. rejoice in

clean ' bishops ' and * tie-ups ' of various hues. 1909 Daily
Chron, 18 Nov. 7/1 Brief drawing-room appearances in a
nurse's arms with robes and tie-ups—blue for a boy, pink for

a girl.

3. An animal tied up as a bait for a beast of prey.

1895 Mrs. B. M. Choker Village Tales (1896) 27 Where's
the chap with the buffalo—where is our tie-up? Ibid., It

will be an awful sell if there is no tie-up, and the tiger

happens to go by,

4. Bookbinding, pi. Tapes or ribbons attached

to a portfolio, book-cover, etc., as a fastening,

1896 D, Reeves* Catal, Sept. ii/i Parchment, with silk

tie-ups. x9oa Ibid. Jan. 10/2, 4 sheets and a plan of London,
1572,. .in portfolio with tie ups, 21s,

II. Act of tying up, or state of being tied up.

5. slang, a. A finish, conclusion, * wind-up',

b. Pugilism. A knock-out blow, a 'finisher*;

cf. Tie v. ii g.
x8i8 sporting Mag. II. 211 He knobbed his adversary

well, and floored tiim by a smart tye-up at the fourth button-

hole. 1829 Ibid. XXIV. 99 By way of a tie up to the

concern . . the Ladies* Purse of 50^ for the beaten horses was
offered.

6. A Stoppage of work or business, esp. on
account of a lock-out or strike.

1889.5*1:1. Amer. 19 Jan. 32/3 In the event of a ' tie-up*, or

strike. 1894 T'/wM 14 July 7/1 [The Gre.-it Northern Pacific

Railroadl could not.. afford to face a tie-up. 1003 It'estm.

Gaz. 30 June 11/3 No such 'tie-up' has ever before been

known in the American cotton industry.

7. A condition of being * tied up' ; entanglement.

1906 Statesman (Calcutta) 30 Sept. 3/7 She had no desire,

she said, to * get into any more domestic tie ups *.

III. 8. as a<l/. Constructed by tying up.

i88x C/u^. Career 43 Thirty wh.ires (houses) with their

usual tie-up fences around them formed the outside Pah.

Tiew, variant of Tew Obs.

Tic-wig. Also tyo-wig. [Cf. Tie- 3.] A
wig having the hair leathered together behind aud

tied with a knot of ribbon.



TIE-WIGGED. 19 TIFT.

1713 Gav Guaril. No. 149 P 17 I'he smart lye-wig with the

bUck ribbon. x8i6 Scott Anti^. iii, In tic-wigs and laced

coats. i8<»THACKEKAv£'jwfi«</iii.v,Thcgentlenian.ushei*;.

horror when the Prince of Savoy was introduced to her

Majesty in a tie.wig, no man out uf a full-bottomed periwig

ever having; kissed the Royal hand before.

attril). 1887 Bkowning ParleyiHgSt B. tU MoMdcviUe iv,

Addison's tye-wig preachment.

Hence Tie--wigKed (-wifjd) a., wearing a lic-wig.

1763 /.V/V. Ma^. IV. (xjj The powdcr'd tye-wiggcd sons of

soot 'irip to the sliovti with a shoeless foot,

^t\S,sby Obs.rare-\ [f. Tiff i».l] Manner

of dressing or arranging, gct-up ; the way in which

the hair, wig, etc. is dressed.

1703 Tht LtvtiUrs in llarl. Mist:. (1745) V. 419/^ Did
you mark the beau Tiff of his Wig, what a deal of Pains be

took to toss it back ?

TiiT (tif ), J*.* colloq. or tlamg. ? Ois. Also 9
S(. tifl. [Origin obscure; perh. onomatopceic

;

cf. Tiff t-.2, Tift r.iQ

1. Liquor, esp. poor, weak, or 'small' liquor,

* tipple '.

m 161S Corbet Poemt, On 7- Dawsam, So let your chan-

nebmm with single titT, Kor John I hope a down'd. 1C61

A, BaoitK Amvi. Umrv. Fricml Poems 165 Your next is

MMey, which 1 promise. Full fifty pounds alas the ^suramc

is,TKac too shall quickly follow, if It can be rais'd from

Strong or Tiffe. 1703 J. PiliLire Spt,-Hdid ShUling 15

With icanly offals and smalt acid tiff (Wretched repast h.

17JS -Amswoirm Lot. Diet. 11, r<i/^<r, .. palled wine that

hath lost its strength, dead drink, poor lift 1813 Scorr

QmtitliH D. Introd., Drinking add tiff, as above mentioned.

2. A sip ur little drink of punch or other diluted

liquor. CC -Whiff.
I7»7 Bailxy vol. 11, Tiff, a small Quantity of potable

Liquor, as a Tiff of Punch, etc. I7S« Kikldisg Amtliti

VIII. X, What say you to. .a tiff of punch by way of whet?
itiH Staco Miu. Pooui (1807) 3 (fc..D.D.) Monnic a lift o'

yell. 181s Storr Guji M. xi, Si|>pin^ bis tiff of brandy
punch with great solcmnit)r. 1819 SpirrtiHg Mag. I V. 273'i'be

Siwlrnii cant lake a tiff of beer in a morning. iSm
Uekm. Mv. VIII. 98 We shall lake a tiff ufCampbeU

and Somenriitt's best black Uiap.

Tiff (tif), J*-' colloq, [Origin oliscure; prob.

onomalop<x-ic, from the luund of a slight pulT of air

or gav]
1. A slight outburst or lit of temper, pettbhness,

or ill-humour. Now rare or mereeil in a,

17S7 liAiLKT vol, II. Tiff,, also a small Fit of Anger, etc.

1719 »U». DcLANY in Lifi', Ci>rr.(i86l) 1. 330 That common
iakm days he in a tiff) would give me but little saiis-

inp • R. Bull ' tr. Didtkindus' i',ri>6iaMHS loa

J nnnir i inl" in a furious I'iff. a sSsj Kobuy Km.
£, Aiuiia, Tiff, a pet ; slight anger. 'She was in a tiff*.

lajt Caiilvi E III .l/rt. C't Utt. (iffij) II. 164 Abrupt Cap-
lam Anthony being in some liff of bis own,

2. A slight or petty quarrel ; 8 temporary ill-

humoured disagreement ; a * breeze ' ; sometimea
applied to a more lerioos quarrel.

734 ^KMUxouam CramJImn (17S1) IV. xxxviii. iM My
Lord and I have had another little 7V^ shall I call ill U
came mil up to a quarrel. I7« KlucuxCtfr^lL 150 Your
dear l.ctler fell into Manitna'sTlands-aild. .Madam thought
herself entitled to open il.—.S«*, my Dear, we had a violent

Tiff up»JO it. iM8 l>otJisA M. .\lcott IMtU Women ix.

More fiicndly than ever afirr their small tiff. 1888 Hrvcs
Atutr. CetMutm. I. xi, 145 * Little tiffs' aie fref|uent wbea
the senatorial majmity iv in opposition to llie executive.

3. A short outburst (of l.->u(jhler, etc.). rare.

iSsS Caki.vlx Frtdk. Gt. viL 1. II. 149 Wilhelmina ..

answered.. htm with tiffs of laughter, in a prcllily fleering

manner.

tTifl^ ».l Obs. [a. (JK. tiftr, tiffer to adorn
(i2lh c. in Godef.), motl.F. atli/er : see Atifff.]

1. /ratu. To attire, ilrtss, deck out, trick out,

'tittivatc' (one's ]K.'rsnn, h.-iir, etc). (In i8th c
like F. atlifcr, usually familiar.)

auaS lice TirruKi vM.Mt.\ ijoj K. Biumnk HomM.
5>«JW uoi ^yf bou lyfyst )ie oucr proudly. 13.. K. Atit,
^ya^ Tneo mayilenes IcAyn in the gtas, Kor to lyffeii \LnMd

" ' ' cxjsp i^iil. TttUriu 1183 Knew)». atyfcnl beoce fas. cij^ Will. Taltrne' i\%i
Kow nou)t..Val i was liffcd m a-tir when i wend fro ^
sjlte (see Tipruc \\ 17*9 Mas. Dklany in IJft 4-^ Corr,
(1861) 1. 335, 1 xn sorry your ladies should tiff anything but
Ibcirbair, i|M Tuauia Z./, A^a/. liSxlI. 40 Her dcsircuf
liCng out her aiisires* in a killing attire.

b. o^m/. or itttr.

joa CoMcicvs IKcejr 1/ WtrU 11. iv Poor Mincing till

and lift all the anaraiBa, IMI Mas. Momtagu I.€U, (1906)
I. 6; While Ueb ii iMSag aad littng till my hair b so pure
and so crisp.

2. trims, a. To put in order, arrange, b. To
prepare, make, construct.
13.. Gtrw, ^ Cr, Knt. 1139, & bay busken vp bilyue,

bknikkcr to sadel, Tyffen her lakles, trussen her males,
> i4>»-9> Altxamltr 446J Sum (idolsj cie liflid all of tree,

and sum of lyn purcd.

3, intr. To be idly employed, be bosy about
trifles.

£1440 Promf. Pare. 493/3 Tyffyn, werke ydylly, idtm
QHOti lymcryn.

Hence t Tiffed ppl. a., tricked out, adorned (In

quot_^f.) : see also Tift///. <i.

«J»J K. B«u»ME llamlL Syniu 11 763 Yn lyfed lt>.r. lyf.

fedel wuidys )ial slyked are, Seme|> |iy synncs )>al pey no^
were.

Tiff, vfi tello,/. or tlang. ? Obs. [f. Tiff sb.'i

Cf, Tift v.^ trans. To drink; esp. to drink
slowly or in small portions, to sip,

•749 TrinttUf's Trip 3 j, I was lifliiig a stout cano of flip.

1809-11 Combe Syntax v. 140 He tilTd his punch, and went
to rest.

Tiff, z".* [f. TiFFj*.a] ««/r. To be in a tiff or

pet ; to have a tiff, or petty quarrel.

1717 Bailey vol. II, To Tiff, to be angry, pcevi.sh, frelful,

or displeased at. 1859 F. Kkancis NavtoH Do^vanc (1S88)

59 The Captain was late, and Miss Bowers tiffed.

Tiff, v.^ Anglo-Iiid. [app. abbreviation of or

back-formation from tiff-ing. Tiffin.] intr.—
Tiffin v., to lunch.

1803 ELriiiNSTONE in Colebrooke Life (1884) I. v. 116 We
were interrupted by a summons to tiff, at Kloyer's. After

tiffin Close said he should be glad logo. 1816 * (juiz

'

Grattd
Master VIII. 230 The huntsman now inform'd them all. They
were to tiff:U liobb'ry Hall. 1835 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Passion ft Princ. iii, ' I 'm afraid you won't like our tiffin,

Walford'...' 1 have tiffed', said Walford. 1859 Lang
Wand. India 16, 1 will tiff with you to-day at half-past two,

TiffaJiy (tilani). Also 7 tiffanie, -enay,

-eney, -inie, -iny, tiflne, tifnie, tiphany, 7-9
tiffeny, 9 tifbey. [a. UK. tifuiie (fuoo),
tiphanie (with 40 variants in Godefroy, s. v. 7V-

fai'sne) :—L. theophania, Theophany, applied to

the Epiphany (see Du Cange). Sense 2 appears

to be English only, and to have arisen about 1600

;

it is usually taken to be short for ' Epiphany silk

'

or ' muslin
'

; but as to the reason of the name no
evidence has been found, (Perhaps it was a fanci-

ful name, with allusion to the sense ' manifestation':

sec quots, 1601, 1645 '" *•)]

t L The festival of the Ejiiphany or Twelfth Day
(Jan, 6). Obs. (Scarcely an English use.)

(ia9a Britton 11. xxl 6 s Del comencement del Advent
jckcs as utaves de la Tiphanie \v, rr. Tiphayne, Kpiphanie

;

tr. from the beginning of Advent until ihe Dclaves of the

Kpiphany]. 1333 in Tale liouseh. Ord. Edw. It 63 margin,
I-e jour de la ryffaync.J a 1633 .\ustin Metiit. (1635) 56
This is Twclfc day.. . But mure anciently and most properly

il W.1S called the l^piphany,. .Our great grand Katners..as
ihe Legend sayes called it the Tiffany .. we must know il

signifies Apparition or Manifestalioa from above.

2. A kind of thin transparent silk ; also a trans-

parent gauze muslin, cobweb lawn : see also

quots. 1882.
1601 HoLLAMU Ptin^ XI. xxii. I. 333 The invention of

that fine silkc, Tiffanie, Sarcenet, and Cypres, which in-

stead of app.'ircll to cover and hide, shew women naked
through ihem. 1611 Coigr., Gazt,. .also<llK sleight stuffe)

llffanie. a 1635 Fletcher Nobtt Gent. 1. i, l.et her haue
Vcluets, Tiffinics, Jewels. Pearls. 164^ Kvelvn /Vrt/-^ June,
[Venetian ladies], their sleeves . ., shewing their naked arnies,

thro' Dibc sleeves of tiffany. 1671 Skinnek Etymot., Tiffeny,

Sericun lenuissirauin & mollissnnuiii. 1683 Wiiei.kk jonm.
Cruc* 1. 64 Silken Vail, as thin as Tiphany. 1685 Land.
Com, Na iKaxt^, 33 Yards of Black Tiffeney for Nfouming
Scarves. 1718 Laov M. W. Moniacu Let. to C'tess Mew
10 Mar., Tlw tableH:loth and napkins . . were all tiffany, cm.
broidercd with silk and gold. 1788 Mrs. Sherwoou in Life

(1847) V. 63 A shepherd^'s hat, of pale blue silver tiffany.

1^)6 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi. 335 Good clear Isinglass,

.

linl up in a piece of Ihin tiffany. 188a Beck Praters Diet.,

Tiffany . .:i\\TvX fA Iransparent g:iu/e stiffened with gum.
stitl produced fur employment in the production of artificial

flowers. 188a Caulveilu & Sawamd Diet. Xeedteuvrk,
TiJ/knyj a thin descrintioa of semi.transparenl silk textile,

leaembliiig gaurc. loiii., Tiffeny, a description of muslin,

of open make,..employed for Needle Embroidery.

b. All article made of tilTaiiy, as a head-dress,

a garment, a sieve, etc.

1606 Warniu Aih. £ng, xvl ci. (1613) 400 Fannes, Tifnies,

Maskes, Itongiaces. c iteo T. Kobihson Mary Ma^d. 1.

43iAlidUnysoee worcabout her head, Ilangiiige submi.sscly

lo ner shoolders while. 1788 W. Mahshau. Vorlcsh. GUiss.,

Tiffany, a fine gaure sieve, fur sir^iraling fine flour. 1883

I. Lucas Stud. Nidder,teiU 15 Hour .. separated from the

Man by being worked through a hair.sieve tiffany, or temse.

o- PS-
m sfla4 Br. M. Shith Serm. (1632) 133 Put on the silke of

honesty, the lifflnyas it were) of sanctimony, and the purple

of chastity. 1650 H Diuotlineininm 36 As a wc|.wrought
piece of tiffany or sophistry, but not as a nmnd I>^gicall or

TbeoloKicall Webbe. ifcl BiCGt Ntm Disf. r 250 From
the Tiffany and thinner ifresse of a vapour. i8a9 T. Hook
Hank to Jiarnts 86 The trumpery tifiany of drawing.room
little. tattle.

d. attrib. or as adj. Made of or resembling

tiflTany; fig. 'transparent', flimsy, e. Comb, as

liffany-lreuler.

ifaa Dekker 2nd Pt. Honest Wk. 11. i. Wks. 1873 II. 119

As arrant a whrire as eucr .stiffned tiffany nc*ckcloathes in

watersUrch. lAa6 lailh/. Friends l. ii.'i his tiffany lr.-uler

wants customers. 1658 K. France North. Mem, (1821) 48

It's a tiffany plot ; any man with half an eye may easily see

through it. 1M4 H. Power F.xf. Pkilos. 1. jo Another

pair of filmy Tiffany long wings, like those of ! lyes. 1699

Evelyn Aietaria (17.19I 174 Stamp it as small .^s lo pass

thro' a fine Tiffany Sieve. 1703 Mrs. Centlivkk ISeau's

Duel IL ii. Whose llHiiny nalutes arc so easily impos'd upon.

1833 Lamb Klia .Ser. 11. New-V.s eoming of age. Twelfth

Day . came in a tiffany suit, white and gold.

t Ti-ffety-ta-fTety, a. ntnce-wd. Reduplicated

form oltaffety adj. = Taffkta B. 2 (cf. quot. 162

1

there) ;
perh. also associated with Tiff n.l

1595 Mesroceus Ext. 13 Tush, she that I talke of can enter,

laine you with a duzen of liffile L-iffetie girles in a morning.

Tiffin (ti'fin), sb. Angh-Ind. Also 9 tiffing.

[Appears to have originated in the Eng. colloq. or

slang tiffing, vbl. sb. from Tiff v.- to take a little

drink or sip (cf. quot. 1785), which has been

specialized in Anglo-Indian use.

1785 Grose Diet. Vvig. Tongue, Tiffing, eating, or drink,
inj^ out of meal time. 1867 WEiXiwooD Diet. Eng. Etymot.,
Tiffin, now naturalised among Anglo-Indians in the sense
of luncheon, is the North country tiffing (properly sippingj,]

In Incli.i and neighbouring eastern countries,

A light midd.ty meal ; luncheon.
iSoo Ward in Carey's Life vi. (1885) 137 Krishna came to

eat tiffin (what in England is called luncheon) with us. 1803
(see Tll-F V.*]. i8ro 'V. Williamson E. Ind. Vadc M. I. 352
The [Mahoinmedan] ladies, like ours, indulge in tiffings

(slight repasts). ri8i6 Mks. Shekwood Stories on Ch,
Catech. xvi. 141 She gave them a good tiffing about one
o'clock. 1831 Trelawnv Adv. Y'oun^er Son II. 115 When
the gong sounds one, you will find tiffin in the hall. 1896
* H. S. SIerkiman ' Flotsam xx, I'll call for you after tiffin.

1906 Peking «F Tientsin Times 9 May 1/2 Those wishing
to have tiffins at the forthcoming spring meeting will please
apply at the secretary's ofiice. Price $2. 00 per tiffin.

D. attrib., as tiffin-bell, -table, -time.

i8it Mrs, Sherwood Henry 4" Bearer 31 The tiffin time
was very stupid to the little Ijoy. 1853 Life in Bombay 34
The preparation of the tiffin table. 1890 Clark Russell
Shipmate Louise vi, The tiflin-bell rang.

Hence Ti'ffin v., a. intr. to take tiffin, to lunch
;

cf. Tiff v.* ; b. trans, to provide with tiffin.

1866 Miss Braddon L.ady's Mite xi, I'd tiffin them if they
were my visitors. 1880 P. Gillmore On Duty 51 Here 1

tiffined. 1903 Lu R. Cjower Ree. <$ Remin. 388 We tiffined

at a tea-house in the village.

Tiffing (ti'fiq), vbl. sb. [f. Tirr o.l-f-iKol.]

The action of Tiff zj.I ; decking or tricking out,

l>ersonal adornment.
a 1335 Aner. R. 420 (MS. C.) Wrihen ha schal hire

scheonle, as sunfule Eue dohter ; . . & naut drah )> wriheles
lo tiffung & te prude. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3243
Moche she loued feyre tyfyn^ On here hede. 1635 Cranlev
Amanda 33 Thus with thy tiffing, trimming, andthy mend*
ing. Thou spend'st whole houres together without ending.

1741 Mrs. Delany in Life 4- Corr. (1861) II. 168 Now for

curling, tiffing, etc Our Duchess will be almost as fine as the
Nabob's lady.

Ti'faBh,a. colloq. rare-'. [f.TiFPjiJ.3 + -ISH '.]

Given to tiffs, ready to take offence; pettish, peevish.
i8<5 in Clarke. 1864 in Webster.

Tlffle (tifl), v.^ Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4 tifle,

5 tiffel, tyffle, 6 tyf(f)ell, 9 tiffle. [Dim. or Ireq.

of Tiff k.I]

\ 1. trans. To dress up, adorn, deck or trick

out (in a trilling or time-wasting way). Obs.

1388 Wvclif Eeetns. xxxii. 15 In the our of risyng, tifle

(1382 tylf] thee not. Margin, That is, make thee no lari-

yng in araiyng, ether liflyng of heeris, as wymmen doon.

2. intr. To busy oneself idly, ' fiddle ', trifle

;

to |>otter about. Now dial.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 493/3 Tj'filynge, or vnprofytabylle
werkyiige iS.,A., P. lyffyngc). 1530 Palsgr. 758/1, 1 tyfell

with my fyngers, or busye my selfe longe aboute a thyng. .,

je tiffe. Von have spenle two houres to tyffelt about this

ihyng. a 1835 Forby Voc. E. Angtia, Tiffle, to be mightily
busy about little or nothing.

Hence Ti'ffler, one who 'tifiles'; in quot. ai)p.

one who dresses up ; in mod. dial. ' a triflcr, idler '.

c 1400 Plo^vman's T. 195 But Antichrist they serven dene,
Attyred all in tyrannye j. .Tiffclers attyred in trecherye.

Tiffle, tifle (ti-f'l), v.'^ Chiefly dial. [app.

onomatopceic : cf. Taffle.] trans. To disorder,

disarr.inge, ent-mgle, ravel ; tiffle out, to r.ivel out.

1811 WiLLAN Words W. Riding in Arehxol. (1814) XVU.
161 Tifle, v. lo entangle, to mix and knot threads together.

1815 Monthly Mag. r Mar. 125/1 Essex Dialeet, Tiffle, to

dLsarrnngu 1835 Brockett If. C. Words, Tifle, tyfell, to

entangle,. .to ruffle. 1880 Plain Hints Net dltiiiork 121

Tiffliiigs..is used in some parts to describe the ravellings

or thre.ids. ' 'To tiffle out ', to ravel out or unweave.

Tiffoon, obs. form of Tvi'HOON.

+ TiffUTe. Obs. rare—^. [a. OF. tifmre a head-

dress (01200 in Godef.), f. lifer. Tiff k.I : see

-URB.] Dressing up, adornment.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3290, Y suffre |>ys mys.
auenture For on my heuedc oucr feyre tyfure.

Tiffy (ti'fi), sb. Naut. slang. [Contraction of

Abtificeb,] An ent;ine-room artificer.

1899 K. T. Bullkn Way Navy 34 My lifelong admiration

for the bluc-jackcl proper will be shared by his brothers in

arms, the stoker and eligine-ioom aitificer (* tiffy' as we call

him), i^ Kipling Traffics ft Disc. 57 Those dirty engine-

room objects which we call ' tiffies '.

Tilfy (ti'fi), a. [f- Tiff j*.3-i--y.] Given to

tiffs ; in a tiff ; jwttish, ill-humoured ; faddy.

1810 Splendid Follies II. 126 The old lady felt quite tiffy,

and mumbled her roll in silence. 1883 Uread-Winners
(1884I 27 She's loo tiffy for poor folks like us.

^fle (lai'f 'I), »• Chiefly dial. Also 8-9 tyfle.

[Origin unascertained.] intr. Of a horse: To get

a strain in the back : chiefly in Tifled///. a.

1703 Thokesuy Let. to Ray s.v. (E.D.S.), A lifted horse,

when broken above the loins. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier

('845) 33 Least a Horse or two Tyfle, or be out of Order by
a Kail. 1838 Craven Gloss., Tifled, s_prained in the b.ack.

1863 Mrs. Toogood Vorksh. Dial. (MS.I, The horse will

never do any more work ; he is lyflcd in the back.

Tift (tift), J*.l Sc. and north, dial. [History

obscure ; ? related to TiFT ///. a. and TiF'r r.i]

Condition, order ; condition of mind, mood, humour.
1717 Ramsay Elegy on Lucky Wood vii. Beef, dry fish, or

cheese, Which kept our . . health in lift. 1733 Woubow
Hist. Ck. Scot. II. 111. iv. § 4. 140 The King's Horse being in

good Tift. 1735 Ramsay Gentle S/iefIt. 1. i, I'm in tift to hear

you play and sing. 1834 Mactaggart Gailovid. Encyct.

449 A poet's muse is in lift when she sings well ; corn also

3-3
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is in lift when it is dry. viz., in lift to lead. 1904 in Eng. Dial.
Diet, cited CumberM., to Cheshire, and n..w. Derbysh,

Tift, sb:~ Sc. and dial. [app. var. of Tiff sl).'-^']

\, A slight fit of ill-hnmour or ofTendedness; a

]>etty quarrel or disagreement : ^ Tiff sb.'-^ i, 2.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) IV. xc. 83 It (his intimacy]
was now chequered with occasionid tifis. 1761 Mrs. F.

Shkridan Sidney Bidnlfih 111.^2 She supposed he married
in a tifft, upon my refusal of him. 1808 Klkanor Sleath
Bristol Heiress III. Si My wife and I have often a bit of a
lift. 1887 P. McNeill Bla^vearie 61 The la.st time we
met— Bob and I—we had a ' tift', ye ken what that is.

2. A puff, breath, or slij^ht blast (of wind).
ax765 Ld. Thomas, etc. xvii. in Child Ballads in. (18S5)

183/1 Four and twanty siller bells Wera' tyed till his mane,
And yae tift o the norland wind, I'hey tinkled ane by atie,

+ Tift, ///. a- Sc. Obs. [Goes with Tift z;.l]

Prepared, ready ; set in order; provided, furnished.

13. . Cursor M. 1761 (Cott.) Quen al was tift \v.rr. wro5t,

doni was J>ar na bide, pe stormes ras on ilka side. Ibid.

5089 Mas your gere al redi tift, Your seckes sal i fil o gift.

Ibid. 24807 Wit trissor son his scipp was tift. c 1375 Sc.

Leg, Saints xviii. (Egi^ianc) 870, 1 cane fond To |>at

flume.., And wesche in y* bath liandis & face; Syne come
agane, & with schryfte And contryt hart mad me tyfte,

Tift, v,^ Obs, exc. dial. [Origin uncertain ; in

quots. ^1425, 1600 it appears to be a var. of

Tiff v.^ ; but in the rest it may be a different word :

cf. Tift sb.^, Tift^/. rt.] trans. To prepare, make
ready, put in order; to dress.

13.. Cursor M, 19425 (Cott.) Steuen tifted him al bun \so

Gott. ; Fair/. ^ Tr. made him redi bun]. And ^an bi^an a
gret sarmun. ci^^St.Maryo/Oignics 1. i.niW«;V/rtVIII.

i3S/'34 Tressynge and lifting of heret = hair]. 1600 Abi\
Abbot Exp. yonak 591 Beholding a woman most curiously

trimmed, and exquisitely tiflTted up. 1641 Bfst Farm. Bks.
(Snrtees) 32 There are many thinges belonge to tiftinge of
hay; asspreadiuge,. .turninge, rakinge,and cockinge. Ibid.

33 If it [hay] bee eyther wette or greene when yow cocke it,

yow are not to lette it stande above three dayes afore yow
throwe it out againe and gette it well lifted f/r. tifled] in.

Ibid, 61 For tiftinge of a newe hive. 1790 M orison Poems
25 (J^f"-^ The fidler tifted ilka string. 1876 IVhitby Gloss.

S.V., ' Tifted up ', cleansed and put into order.

Tift, v!^ Sc, and dial. [var. ofTjFP^'.2] trans.

To drink, quaff; = Tiff z/.2 (also intr,).

tyaa W. Hamilton U'allacf iii. i. 18 They. .tifted canty
wine. x8ig W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) loi The
siller stoups, on heigh upHftit, Were tootit in a whip, and
liftit. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle x. (1859) 203 The Captain
was stowing his cargo with great zeal and tifting away at
the fluids as became an honest sailor.

Tift, v.^ Obs. or dial, [f. TiFT j*.2] intr. To
have a tiff; = Tiff v.^

1777 Sheridan Sc/i. Scntid. 1. ii, We tifted a little going
to church, and fairly quarrelled before the bells had done
linging.

Tig (tig), sb.^ Also 9 tigg, tic. [f. Tic v."]

1. A touch : usually a light but significant touch,

a tap or pat, = Tick sb,^^ i ; rarely applied to

one that hurts. Sc. and north, dial.

1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 243 Many Masters, quoth the
Poddock to the Harrow, when every Tin[e] gave her a Tig.
\Zz* Galt Sir a. IVylie I. v. 36 It's bairtily to mak sic

a wark for a bit tig on the haffet. 1825 IIrockett IV. C
IVords, Tig, a slight touch ; _as a mode of salutation. 1897
Ld. E, Hamilton Outlaws ii. 21 Just a tig of the cheek,
Gavin. ..There's nothing in that to shame an honest man,
surely?

2. A children's game, in which one of the players

—usually designated tig or it—pursues the others

until he overtakes and touches or * tigs' one, who
in his turn becomes * tig* : the same as Tao sb.'^

Cf. Tick 5^3 i b, and Sanders IVorterb. (1865) Dcr Zcck,
ein Spiel der Kinder, wobei eins dem Andern einen Schlag
gieht.

1816 S. M. Tait in Hemin. Lady Wake v. (1909) 62 If it

is wet, we play at tigg up and down ihe stairs- 1854 Warter
Last of Old Squires ii. 15 The sons., would have a start

with the fleetest youths of the hamlet at prisoner's-base, or
the old fashion 'd game of tic 188^ H. O. Forbes Nat.
Wand. E. Archip. 68 With varieties of chevy, tig, and
blind-man's buff. 1894 Mi;s. H. Ward Marcclla I. 12 The
mad games of ' tig ' which she led . . in the top playground.

Tig, jA,2, variant of Tyg, a drinking-cup.

Tig (tig), V, [History obscure. It may be, as

some think, a variant or alteration of Tick 7/.I, or

a parallel formation. Cf. the parallelism of MHG.
and Ger. zecken to pat, and der zcck the game of tig

(Tig j<5.1 2).]

1. intr. To give light or playfully rough touches

;

csp.y?^. to trifle, dally with
; f to tig and tar = to

tick and toy : see Tick v.i i. Sc. and north, dial.
c 1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab. v. {Pari. Beasts) i, [Tlie fox]

That luifit Weill with pultrie to tig and tar. 1634 Ruther.
FORD Lett, {1862) I. 140 He may get up and lend them a
blow who are tigging and playing with Christ and His
spouse. 1815 G, liEATTiE John o' Arnha' (1820 41 It was
nae joke To tig wi' fiends that vomit smoke. 1815 Jamik-
SON s._v., Young people are said to be tigging, when sport-
ing with gentle touches, or patting each other.

b. Jig, To interfere, meddle, have to do with. Sc.

fore-

W.
wi you Will soon hae cause to claw. 1873 W, Alexandkr
Johnny Gibb xix, Nedder you nor Mr. Sleekaboot made yer
plack a bawbee by tiggin wi' her.

2. trans. To touch iii the game of tig (Tig j^.l 2),

Also absol, (see also b).

i8ji Blackw. Mag. Aug. 38 To join the merry ring at
..Tig me if you can. 1828 Craven Gloss., Tig, to tuuch
lightly ;. .to have the last touch when leaving school, 1866
A. W. liucHAN Song of Rest 11. 29 Sonie tig and run,
some ride upon the wall. 1893 K. \.. Wakkman in Colum-
bus (Ohio) Dispatch 19 Oct., The chief point in this game
(French Tig] is always to tig on a portion of the body diffi-

cult to hold whilst tigging another.

b. inlr. fig. To ' pluck * or * dig* at, as if playing

lig ; to annoy one by jietty jnovocations. dial,

1802 K. Andkrson Cutuberld. hall. 54 Now, tiRglii at me
suin and late, They're cleekin but thr: yellow bait. 1844
Songs 0/ Nursery in Wltistlebinkie iiZtjo) II. 153 Father,
settle Sandy ! He'scryin names to me. He's aye tig, tig-

ging, And winna let me be.

3. intr, transf. To run from place to place, as if

chased, dial.

1834 LovKR Leg. <^ St<tr. Ircl. Ser. n. 297 He run undher
a stool, and kept liggin' about from one place to th' other.

1882 J. Walker Jaunt to Auld Reekie 13 Like cattle liggin'

frae the clegs and flees Awa they scamper.

II Tige (t/5). [F. tige stalk :-L. tibia shank,

pipe.] The shaft of a column ; also trans/., in a
hre-arm or cartridge, see quot. 1877; in Bot.j see

quot. 1900. Tige-arm, a fire-arm fitted with a

tige {Cent. Diet. 1S91).
1664 EvF.LVN tr. Freart's Archit. 126 That round and long

Cylinder diversly named by Authors, Scapus, Vivo, Tige,
Shaft, Fust, Trunke. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Tcclin. II, 'Tige,

in Architecture, is the Shaft of a Column from the Astragal
to the Capital. 1727-41 Chambkrb Cycl., Tige, in archi-

tecture, a French term for the shaft or fust of a column,
comprehended bL-tween the astragal and the capital. 1877
Knight Diet. RIech., Tige^. .a stem or stalk. A pin at the
b.^se of the breech in the Thouvenin system of fire-arms, for

expanding the base of the ball; an anvil or support for the
cap or primer in a central-fire cartridge. 1900 iJ. D. Jack-
son Gloss. Bot. Terms 271/1 Tige,. .stem.

llTigelle (ti*?e*l). Bot. Also tigel, and in L.

form tigella (tid,^e*la), {erron. tige'llum, ti-

ge'llus). [V.tigeiie caulicle, radicle, dim. ot tige.

(7Vi5/Vt,//^c,//fr//£ are fem., hence the correct Latin form is

tigella.)]

The embryonic axis or primitive stem, which
bears the cotyledons ; the caulicle or radicle.

Sometimes applied tothe plumule,which isi)roi>erly

the growing top of the tigelle. Hence Tigel-
late (ti'd,:;elr't) a,, having a tigelle; Tig'ellnle

(tid^e'li/H), see quot. i860; whence Tiffellular
a., i^ertaining to or of the nature of a ligellule.

i860 Mavnr Expos. Lex., Tigella, term for that part of
the vegetable embryo which unites the radicle to the coty-
ledon. Ibid., Tigfllatus, applied to the plumula when
supplied ^yilh a visible tigella, as in \\\ft Faba\ tigellaie.

Ibid., Tigellular. Ibid., Tigcllnla, term by Turpin for the
short and sterile filaments which are one of the two ele-

mentary organs of the mass of the truffle : a tigellule. 1866
Treas, Bot., Tigellaie, having a short stalk, as the plumule
of a bean. 1900 B, D. Jack.son Gl>ss. Bot. Terms 271/1
Tigelle, Tigella,.. a miniature or initial stem, used for (<i)

caulicle or hypocotyl, {b) plumule.

Tiger (taigai), sb. Forms : i (//.) tigras,

(-es)
; 4-7 tygre, 4-8 tigre, 5 tigir, -yr, tygyr,

-ur, 5-9 tyger, 6 tygir, Sc. teglr, tegre, 6-7
tigar, 7 tygar, 7- tiger. [ME. a. OF. tigre

(CI150 in Godef. Comply, ad. L. tigrem, nom,
tigris, whence also rare OK, pi. tigras^ -es; Ger.,

Da., Sw. tiger, I)u. ttyger, Sp., Pg., It. tigre. h,
tigris was a. Gr. riypiSf a foreign word, evidently

oriental, introduced when the beast became known.
(Some have conjectured connexion with Zend tighri arrow,

tighra sharp, pointed, in reference to the celerity of its

.<ipring ;_but noapplication of either word, or any derivative,
to the tiger is known in Zend.)]

1, A large carnivorous feline quadruped, Felis
tigris, one of the two largest living felines, a cat-

like maneless animal, in colour tawny yellow with
blackish transverse stripes and white belly ; widely
distributed in Asia, and proverbial for its ferocity

and cunning.
Bengal ti^er. Royal tiger (t tiger royal), the tiger of Ben-

gal, where it attains its typical development.
a 1000 De rebus in Oricnie in Cockayne Narrat. 38 Ymb

J>a slowe beoi^. .fore hundum tigras i^ leopardos "^ hi fedaft.

c 1000 i^LFKic Horn, II. 492 Twa hre3e deor, J>e sind tigres
?;ehatene,baer union. 13.. A'./I//j.5227(Bodl.MS.)Lyouns,
OlyfaunZjTygres, and dragouns, Vnces grete, and leopardes.
c 1386 CuAUCEk Sqr.'s y. 411 Ther nys Tygre \v.r. tigre], ne
noon so crueel beest . .That nolde ban wept, 1484 Caxton
Fables of Auian xiii. Whan he .sawe passe the tygre before
the busshe, he shote at hym an arowe. 1581 Pettie Guazzo*s
Civ. Conv. III. (1586) 124 So monstrous a creature.. that it

was doubtful] whether she were a woman or a tigar. 1605
Shaks. Macb. ni. iv. loi. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India ^ T.
IV. V. 176 A Youth killed a Tigre-Royal.. .It was a Tigre of
the Biggest and Noblest Kind. 1777 Robrrtson /fist.

Amer. I. IV. 260 America gives birth to no creature that
equals the lion or tyger in strength and ferocity. 1847
Emerson Repr. Men, Napoleon Wks. (Bohn) I. 369 A man
of stone and iron., with the .speed and spring of a tiger in
action. 188a F. M. Crawford Mr. Isacus x, Crashing
through the jungle after tiger with varying success.

2. Aj^i^lied to other animals of the same genus,

as in America to the Jaguar, Felis onea, and the
Puma or Cougar, F, concolor (rare) ; and esp, in

South Africa to the Leopard or Panther, F.pardus.
1604 E. GU'MSTONe] D^Acosta^s Hist. Indies 111. xv. 166

Vpon the sea shoare the Caymant with his taile gaue great
blowes vnto the Tygre. 1698 Fryer Acc. E, India ^ F.

IV. V. 177 The lesser sort of Tigres spotted like a Leopard.
1748 Anson's t-'oy. n. xii. 267 There were great numlK:r^ of
tygers in the woods (Pacific coast, Mexico], .they £(re by no
means so fierce as the Asiatic or African tyger. 1785 G.
F0R.SIER tr. Sparrmans Viy. (fjZd) II. 252 The animals
which I and the colonists in this part of Africa call tygers,
..represented in. .M. de Buffon's work, under the denomina-
tion of panthers and leopards. 183a Macgillivray tr. Hum.
boldt's Trav. xvi. (1836) 215 When the tigers approached the
edge of the forest, a dog which the travellers had began to
howl. 1894 E. Egcleston in Century Mag. Apr. 849 The
panther was long called a ' tyger ' in the Carolinas.

b. esp. with cjualificntions.

i American /., ^ Mexican /., the jaguar ; black t., a dark
variety of {a) the jaguar, (*) the leopard; cloudtd t.,inar'
blcdt., tortoiseshell t., sjiecies of Tiger-cat; ^poltroon /.,

ired t., earlier names for the puma; i spotted /., {a) the
leopard, Kb) the cheetah (also i tiger ofchase),
1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. II. xiv. 332 The tyger of Bengal

has Ijeen seen to measure twelve feet in length,.. whereas
the American tyger seldom exceeds three. Ibid. HI. vii.

244 An animal of America, which is usually called the Red
Tiger, but Mr. Buffon calls it the Cougar. 1784-5 Ann,
Reg. II. 20 His tygers of chase likewise pay him a visit...

These are the spotted tygers. 1790 Bewick IHst. Quad.
(1824) 220 It [the Cougar] is sometimes called the Poltron
tiger. 1825 Weddell Voy. S. Pole 210 The American tiger,
called by the Spaniards jaguar, is often seen on the coast.
Z826 Hone Every-Day Bk. I. 1176 Panther, or spotted
tiger of Buenos Ayres. 1827 Roberts V<y. Centr, Amer.
95 A species of black tiger will also watch the turtle.

184a Pinny Cycl. XXIV. 440/2 The Black Tigtr, Felis
fwr/oj, .. is considered asonlyadark variety of the Leopard.
Ibid. 441/1 The Mexican Tiger of Pennant Is said to be a
representation of /•'. macroura, 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon
xi. (1864) 352 The black-tiger appears to be more abundant
than the spotted form ofjaguar in the neigb]x>urhood of Ega.
1879 E. P. Wright A nim. Life 84 The Clouded Tiger {Felis
7nacrocelis) seems lo l>e of a less mischievous disposition
than ntany of the other cats. 1896 List Anim. Zool. Soc,
56 Felis ncbulosa, Clouded Tiger. Hab. Assam.

c. Applied to other than feline beasts.

id) Tasmanian or NatiTe tiger: namesgiventolheTHVLA-
cine, the striped wolf or zebra-wolf ofTasmania, (b) Sabre-
toothed tiger \ see Sabre .1^. 4^
1833 Ross Hobart Toiun Almanack 85 (Monis) During

our stay a native tiger or hyena bounded from its lair

beneath the rocks. 1&79 E. P. Wright ^«w/. /,/yt 217 The
Tiger, or Striped Wolf of the colonists ( Thytacinus cynoct'
phalus), inhabits Tasmania. x89a A. Sutherland Elt-ni.

Geog. Brit. Colonies xiii. 273 The 'Tasmanian Tiger ' is of
the size of a shepherd's dog, a gaunt yellow creature, with
black stripes round the upper part of its body.

+ d. Applied (in L. form) to fabulous creatures,

beasts or birds : see quots. Obs.
1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. vi. 73 In ynde ben ther other

bestes grete and fyrs whiche ben of blew colowr, and haue
clere spottes on the body,, .and ben named Tygris c 1511
1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arl).) p. xxxii/2 Byrdes the why<.he
ben called Tygns, and they be so stronge that they wyll
here or cary in theyr neste a man sytting vpon an horse all

armyd fro the hede to ye fote.

3. The figure or representation of a tiger ; esp, one
used as a badge or crest ; hence, popularly ajiplied

to an organization or society having this badge

;

also, a member of such a society

;

spec.{Tammany Tiger), the Tammany organization (f/«S".),

ci\js Ean/ Coilyar 457 He hair grauit in Gold and
Gowlis in grene, Ane Tyger ticht to ane tre, anc takin of
tene, i7as Coats Diet. Her. s.v., The Heads of Tigers are
also born in Arms either Couped or Eraz'd. 1871 Harper's
Weekly 25 Nov. 1099/2 The tiger, symbol of the Americus
Club, IS used in a manner to produce the effect of a telling

retort. 1874 CArtw*. Jrnl. 801 (Farmer) The 17'* [foot]..

Ihe Bengal Tigers, from their badge—a tiger. xZ^Parker's
Gloss. Her. s.v.. This beast, as drawn by ancient painters,

is now often called the heraldic tiger, as distinguished from
the natural. 1901 Scotsman 7 Nov. 4/3 New York . . cannot
be worse governed in the future than it has l)cen under the
rule of the Tammany Tiger. 1910 U 'estm. Gaz. 14 Mar. 14/a
{Hockey) The cup-holders were defeated by the Leicester*
shire Regiment (the Tigers) by 2-1.

4. trans/, and fig. Aj^plied to one who or that

which in some way resembles or suggests a tiger.

a. A person of fierce, cruel, rapacious, or blood-
thirsty disposition; also sometimes, a person of.

very great activity, strength, or courage.
1500-S0 Dunbar Poems xxxviit. 11 The auld kene tegir,

with his teith on char, Quhilk in a wait hes lyne for ws so
lang. 1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliv. 175 Thou hes Bias-

f)hemit our prophet, Preist, and held ; O filthie tegre Baby-
onical I 1^5 Thanksgiving vn Litnrg.Serv.{iZ^'j) ^%^ To
save her [Queen Elizabeth] from the jaws of the cruel Tigers
that then sought to suck her blood. 1649 Roberts Claz'is

BibL 510 Antiochus Epiphanes that cruellest Tyger and
Persecutor of the Church. x8o6 Fkssenden Democr. I. 77
note, The blood-thirsty tygers of the French revolution.

1893 Baring-Gould C/uap Jack Z. 1. 149, 1 who have lived

in the P'ens and among the tigers all my days.

b. Any animal of savage or vicious temper or

of great rapacity.

x8s9 Art o/Taming Horses \. 23 The boasting Mr.
..was beaten pale and trembling out of the circus by that

equine tiger. 1884 ' R. Boldrewood ' Melbourne Mem. xxi.

153 Many of the others [horses] were 'regular tigers ', re-

quiring any horseman who essayed to ride them habitually
to be young, valiant, in hard training. 1885 Lady Brassey
The Trades 211 The right time of the moon for the 'tigers

of the sea * [sharks] to be about. 1894 Outing (U. S.) Feb.

393/1, I saw one of these sea-tigers [small sharks] glide

towards it, and then a sudden splashing struggle ]>egan.

O. The tigerish spirit or disposition. Cf. Dkvil
sb. 6 a.

1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion ^ Print, ix. III.

139 The incalculable quantity of nonsense which the ad-
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miring fools talked, had nearly roused ihc tiucr. 1877
Temnysom Harold 1. i, I trust the kingly touch that cures

the evil May serve to charm llie tiger out of him.

t5. A speckled hemipterous insect of the family

Tin^itidx, which infests the leaves of pear and

other trees. Qi. tiger-babbisaxi, [¥, iigre, punaise

iigre.^ Obs.
1706 Ix)MDON & Wise Retird Card. 1. 1. xiv. 68 Pear-trees

planted in an Espalier, have uv»o» trial been found so subject

to Tigtrs. which creates a sort of Sickness in the Trees.

1719 Tx>Ni)ON & Wise CompL Card. vii. x. 181 Another
incurable Distemper is Tigers, which stick to the back of the

Leaves of WaIl-1'car-Trees, and dry them up, by suckini;

all the green Matter that was in them. 17*5 Bradley's

Fam, Diet. s.v. Dist'oses o/Tr«s^ Tigers atUck only Wall
Pear-trees, and never Dwarfs.

6. A smartly-liveried boy acting as groom or

footman; formerly often providctl with standing-

room on a small platform behind the carriage, and

a strap to hold on by ; less strictly, an outdoor

boy-ser\-ant. slang, obsolescent.

c 1817 tsee quoL iSSo^ i8a5 Hook Say{$tgs Ser. 11. Man
ef Many Fr. I. 247 'Ah!' said Arden, 'seven hun-
dred pounds a-year, and a tiger I* 18*7 Lyttom Pelkam
xliv, I sent my cab boy {tmlgo Tiger) to inquire (etcl.

1836^ Dickens Sk. Bozy Gt. Wimgiehury Dmel» Leaving
his tiger arul cab behind him. 184a W. Irving in Life <V

LftL (1886) in. 3i8 The younq gentlemen have made a
page, or tiger, of a nephew of Lurcnza 1855 Thackbiiay
NcuKomtx xxT, He i< the valet or liger, more or less im-
ludent and acute. 1880 W, H. Husk in Grove Pict. Mus,

_ 1. 1 11/2 !.«€, Alexander [i8o?-i85i J.. . When.!boy he entered
Ihc service oT Lord Barrymore as * tiger \ being the first of

the class of servants known by that name.

•f-7. A vulgarly or obtrusively overdressed per-

son ; also a sponger, hanger-on, parasite; a rou^,

rake, swell-mobsman, slang, Obs,

xiarj ScoTT ypnl,(\Zqo\ \. 367 Our young men. .have one
capital name for a (ellow that ontris and outroars^ the
iashi(M...They hold him a vulgarian and call him a tiger.

ifaj T. Hook Jaik Brag i. Every well dressed woman..
WDoai be happened to see with the tigers In whose set he
mingled. 1849 Tiiackkray retuitnnis xix, 'A man may
have a very good coat-of-arms and be a tiger', the Major
laid, ., ' that man is a tiger, mark my word—a low man *.

b. (See quot.) slang
1899 W'estmi. Gas, t'j Aug. 8/1 The convict wears a dull

yclluw cap. . . 'llie thick rough jacket and trousers are of the
same yellowish htw. . . A favourite form of insubordination is

to tear to pieces these rellow suits, the punishment lor

which u that the * tiger ai^>ears in the quarry next day
arrayed in board-like black canvas.

8. U.S. slang. A shriek or howl (often the word
* tiger') terminating a prolonged and enthusiastic

cheer; a prolongation, finishing touch, fma! burst.

i8s« Knick€rh. Mag. XLVIII. 358 (Thornton) Terrific

cheers and a tiger. 1899 lURTLivrT Diet, Amer. (ed. a) s. v..

In i8s6 ibelBeaton Liglitl Infantry vi«ited New York. ..and
while there the Tigers at a public festival awoke tb« echoes
. .by giving the genuine bowL ..Gndually it became adopted

II festive and joyous oocaiions, and now'thrf* cheers

I

and a tiger ' are the mseparabte demonstrations of apptoba-
lion in that city | New York). 1869 R. K. Buimm tfigkl.

Bra^ul L 339 When the ceremony ends ^be scamp of the
inrty.. proposes three cheers and a tiger for Mr. Gordon.
1880 Dady Tti. 8 Oct., ' Three cheers in properly hearty
univjn, without the hysterical American supplement ot
'tigers'. 189s Sat. Rfv. 31 Dec. 759/1 llie new festival.,

introduced as a sort of * tiger ' to tocse three days of cheer.

1904 AC Chim^ Herald 97 May 1 1 19/1 All thff guests ri^ng
and nnginff.. J giving three times tturee cbeen, CoUowcd hf
a vigorous Tiger '.

0. a. The game of faro. To bu<k ox fighi ikg

tiger, at faro or roulette, to play against the

bank ; also, less strictly, to gamble, play cards.

U..S. slang,

1851 Adr. Simim Suggt Iv. (Thornton Anur. Glifst.)

(heading;) Simon starts forth to 6ght the TJKer. K85S
KnUiicrt: Mag. XL. 317 (itnd.) Such b 'the tiger', as the
farO'table is called at the .Springs: why, I never could
learn. 1863 Rxkjr Manntain News 39 Jan. libid.), Uuck*
ing the tiger, which we wouldn't advise any one to do.
aSS8 Dai/y tntcr4Jceitn (Chicago) 14 Feb. (Fanner AmtrX
More ih.inone unsusportirig wi^ will have her eyes opened
to the fact that the wicked tiger, and not legitimate btLsi-

ness ha« been dct.iining her bttttband out so late at night.

b. A hand at j>oker : see <luots.

iMoGuEitifUAUt roker Bk. 33 Tigrr, This hand is, forta-

mmV. very seldom played. It conrisU of the kjwesl
poasiMe combination oif live cards; tbeseare two, three. four,

nve, and seven. 1909 Ctnt. Diet. Snp^.^ Tiger^ In polcer^a

hand iHiich is seven high and dettce low, without a pair,

sequence, or flush.

O. Blind tiger^ on establishment at which in-

toxicating drinks are surreplitiotisly sold (6^. 5.).
189s Fv^ningEcko^ }w\'t 1/7 The proprietor of a 'blind

tiger' (an illicit drinking place) in Lancaatar, a.. town of
Kentucky, has been fined in 577 cases.

10. As a name for various implements: see quots.

1864 Wkiisteb, Tiger^. . a pneumatic bo« or pan used in
sugar.rcfiiiing. 1877 Knight Pict. Mech.^ TVVrr (Sugar), a
tank having atKrfor.-ited tx>ttom, through which themouMMs
escapes. 1881 Kavmonu Mining Gioss.^ Tigtr. See
lffi/^ing^0rk. A tool for supporting a column 01 bor&rods
while raising or lowering them.
11. Short for tiger-moth, -shark, -snake, -toolf, etc.

1797 Encycl. Brtt. (ed. 3) XVII. 714/1 SqmUus, Shark...
%. Tigrinus, or tigre, t^ about i^ feet kmgt the body is..

Hack, interspersed with while stripes and ^lots, irregularly
and transversely. 1819 G. Samoubixb EmS^mpL Comp. 418
ArttiaCaja. I'he Garden Tyger. s8m iiMf. ifnrA. 3 1 Jan.
4W3 One of the handsomest moths belonging to.. the
'"ngcrs*, b that called the wood tiger (jCkeumut plamta-

einii). 1895 It'est/n. Gaz. 14 Sept. ?/tThe traveller in the
bush often comes across two 'tigers' pegj^iiig away at each
other f(..r dear life. . . Sometimes snakes in captivity are
trained to fi^ht, and an owner will occa-sionally be found to
'back his "tiger " to fight any snake of his inches in New
South Wales'. i^^sChamb. yrnl. XII. 645/1 The sharks.,
are at certain se.isons a serious drawback, the tiger more
especially. 1901 Scribticr s Mag. XXIX. 45^/1 (joing out
into the garden, . . stopping beside the tigers [tiger-lilies] and
peonies.

12, attrib. and Comb. a. simple attril)., as tiger-

cnb, -drive, -hunt, -jungle, -pit (Pit sb.^ 5), -skin,

-spring, -stripe \ objective and obj. genitive, as

tigerkuntiftgf •shooting sh, and adj., -slayer.

1800 J/«c. Tr. \x\Asiat. Ann. Reg. 343/1 Jackets, turbans,
and handkerchiefs, marked with the buotxree, or tyger
stripe.. .The tyger stripe was the royal mark, and was pecu-
liar to Tippoo and his family. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxv,

He h.id.. ridden a-tiger-huntinc uj>on an elephant with the
Nabob of Arcot. 1848 tr. llojfmeisters Trai'. Ceylon, etc.

vii. 244 We remainevl for several daj-s, on account ofa tiger-

hunt. 1859 Lakg WaKii. India 358 He had enough of tiger-

shooting in that one tiger. 1865 Sir T. Skaton Fr. Cadet
toCohnet 1 1. 16 There was no tiger-jungle within thirty miles

c4'ihe spot, 1886 Kii'LiNO Defartm, Ditties, etc. (1899) 56
A pet tiger-cub in wreaths of rhubarb leaves, symbolical of

i

India under medical treatment. 1895 Daily News 27 Nov.
6/3 At Shrovtiide, 1509,. . Princess Mary, afterwards Queen,
wore a black mask as an Kihiopian queen, and a little jacket
of tigerskin. 1906 Macm. Mag. Aug. 778 The spears showed
that a tiger.<lrive was contemplated, for across *ach, some
eighteen inches l}ctow the point, a little piece of wood was
lashed on at right angles to the shaft.

b. passing into adj. * tiger-like, tigerish', as

tiger despair. Jury, joy, spasm, thirst
\

{b) 'dis-

tinguished by or markefl wiih the figure of a tiger

(or tiger's head)', as tiger gttn, soldier.

1800 Ckrtm. in Asiat, Amm, Reg. 150/1 Tippoo*s Tiger
grenadiers, .are met by a party of the 73d regt. Ibid,, \
severe conflict is maintained with the leader of the Ti^er men
by a Serjeant of the Highlanders. 18*7-39 Dk (^uincev
Murder Wks. i86a IV. 64 The itnpression of his natural
tiger character. 184s Penny Cyct. XXIV. 440/1 I'he tiger

soldiers of Hyder Ali and TipiK>o Saib were among the
choicest of their troops, 1845 STtxrvt'SLKK llamibk, IWit.

India (1854) 3SS The arsenal, the gate of which is flanked
by two of Tippoo's brass tiger guns, the muzzle representing
the open mouth of that animal. 1856 Mrs. H. O'B.
CoMAMT B**g. BibU xix. (1881) 144 To foster.. that tiger

thirst for Uood. 1883 1'knnvs'>nA nc. S<tgt in Tirtsias, etc
61 The ti^r spasms tear his chest, igto Iyestftf.Ga^ sa Mar.
i/s The ideal Othello, pbycd with a perfect mastery of all

UM modes of expressing tiger fury and tiger despair.

C. parasynthctic, instrumental, similative, etc.,

as tiger-footed, -hearted, -looking, -marked, -pas-

sioned, 'proof, -striped acVjn. See also Tiger-like.
"597 Kkabo Ikeatrt Gods judgem. (1612) 220 The poore

olu man thus cruelly handled, .departed comfortlcsse from
his Tygre-minded sonne. 1^07 Smaks. Cor. iii. i. 313 This
Tiger-footed-rage. .will (too late) Tye leaden pounds too*s

hecles. 1616 K. Niccot3 Overbnty's I'ision in ftart. Misc.
(Malh.) Ill* 350 .Such monsters were my tyger-hearted
ibes. 1751 Sis J. Hiil Hist, Anim, 153 The tyger-
spolted Porccllann. 1796 Charlotte Smith Mmrcknwut I.

S05 l*his tiger-looking man . . w.xs . . an Attorney. i8so Kkats
Hyperion n. 63 Now iiger-i>assion*d,lion-thoughted, wroth.

1835 \. I^UHCAM Beetles (Nat. I.ibr.) 93 The tiger-marked
boa, his tail 6xed to the trunk of a tree,, .lies in ambush on
the bank. 189a Daily Ncivs 7 June 5/4 Lofty and tiger.

proof night shelters for travellers. 189A Ibid, 13 July 7/3
Pknsies, bronnd, tiger-striped, and deep purple.

IS. S[iecial combs. ; chieHy names of animals

and plants with tigcr-lilce markings : f tiger-babb
[?BoBid.* 9], a parasite infesting the jwar tree:

-* tense 5 ; tiger-beetle, any si>ecies of the family

Cicimielidx, characterized by variegated colouring,

activity, and voracity ; tiger-bird, (a) a South
American scansorial borbet: —Thick-head 3b;
(^) M tiger-bittern ; tiger-bittern, a South Ame-
rican bittern of the genus ligrosoma, with striped

plumage ; tiger-ohop, a si)ecies of fig-marigold,

Alesembryatithcmum tigrinnm, the toothe<i leaf of

which suggests a * chop ' or jaw : cf. cai-<hop {fZht

sb.^ 18); tiger-civet, aname forlheLiNs.vNt; : see

qnot. ; tiger-oowrie, a white cowrie, Cypr,ra tigris,

with brown spots ; tiger-dog, a dog resembling

a tiger (cf. sense a) ; spec, the spotted carriage-

dog ; tiger-eye - tiger*s-eye : see b ; tiger-finch, a

name ofthe Amadavat, Estriida amandava ; tiger-

fiah, a large fresh-water fish of South-cast Africa

;

tiger-flower, any i)lant or species of Tigridia, a

genus of tropical American bulbous plants bearing

Urge purple, yellow, or white spotted flowers

;

esp. T. Pavonia (also Peacock or Mexican tiger-

flower, tiger-iris, fiotver of Tigris) with brilliant

orange blooms ; tiger-foot = tigers-foot (see b)

;

tiger-firog, the leopard-frog or shad-frog {f<ana

haiecina or virescens) of N. America ; tiger-grass

(palm), a dwarf fan-palm, Namiorhops {Chamx-
rops) Kitchieana, of Western India and Persia;

tiger-hound ; see quot,, and cf. tiger-dog ; tiger-

hunter, one who hunts the tiger ; also, a gambler

{U. S. slang: cf. sense 9a) ; tiger-iris, see tiger^

flower \ tiger-lily, a tall garden lily, Lilium

tigrinnm, with bell-like orange flowers marked
with black or purplish spots; also called tigcr-

spottcdlily ; tigor-mosquito, any strii)ed or baudcd

mosquito of the genus Stegomyia ; tiger-moth, a
moth i)f the family Arctiidiv, esp. the British sjx;cics

Arctia caja, a large scarlet and brown moth Spotted
and streaked with white ; tiger-mouth (also

tiget^s-moiitli), a local name for the Snapdragon,
Foxglove, and various sjiecies of Toad-flax ; tiger-
nut, the edible rhizome of Cyperus esculenttts, used
locally as food, and also medicinally; the rush-
nut ; tiger-owl, the tawny or brown owl ; tiger-
party, a tiger-shooting parly ; tiger-python, the
Indian python ; tiger-salamander, a name for the
large western salamander, Amblystoma tigrinum
{Cent. Diet, Supp, 1909); tiger-shark, a name
for various voracious sharks, as Galeocerdo viacu-
latus of warm seas, Stegostoma tigrinum of the
Indian Ocean ; in New Zealand, the Porbeagle,
Lomna cornubica \ tiger-shell = tiger-cowrie

;

tiger-snake, a venomous Australian snake, lloplo-

cephalus curtus, so called from its markings; in

Tasmania also called carpet-sttake ; tiger-spider,

a large American burrowing spider, Lycosa iigrina,

the legs of which are ringed with grey and black ;

+ tiger-stone : see quot. ; tiger-swallowtail, a
large North American butterfly, having yellow
wings striped with black; the turnus; f tiger-

table : see quot. ; tiger-wore, on old English

stoneware with a spotted glaze; tiger-wolf, (a)

the S|>otted Hyena {flymna crocuta) ; {b') = sense

2 c (a) (Ogilvie, 1 S8a ) ; tiger-wood, a streaked black

and brown cabinet-maker's wood : = Itaka-wuod;
also, a variety of citron-wood. Sec also Tiger-cat.
169^ Evelyn De la Quint. Contpl. Gard. I. 8t The Per-

secution of the *Tyger-babbs [Fr. tigre5\ keeps the Pears
too far oflT from ihc Assistance of Wall-trees. i8s6 Kirby &
Sp. Entomol. III. xxx. 152 That beautiful *tiger-beelle, the
Cicindela cajttpestris L., not uncommon on warm sunny
banks. 1835 J. Duncan Beetles {Nat. Libr.) i isThe majority
are variegated with spots and streaks of yellow. Their
rapacity and agile movements have procured for them the

name of Tiger-tjeetles. 1869 A. R- Wallace Malay Archip.
1. 400 One beautiful group of insects, the tiger-beetles.

1817 waterton Wand, S. Amer. 11. (1825) 136 'ITie small

'Tiger-bird. . . The throat, and part of the head, are a bright

red; the breast and belly have black spots on a yellow

found. 1879 J. G. Wood Explan. Index ibid. (1882) 474
he Tiger-Bird utters its cry in the early morning and jate

in the evening. 1785 Latham Gen. Syncpsisy . 63 "Tiger
llittem..the plumage deep rufous, marked with black, hke
the skin of a tiger, .inhabits Cayenne, Surinam, and other

porta of South America. i84>4 Lydekker Royal Nat. Hist,

I. 456 On account of their striking and handsome coloration,

the name of "tiger-civets has been suggested for these

animals [the Linsangsl- 1839 J. Pve Smith Script, ff Geol,

408 A well-known species is on almost every mantel-piece,

the •tiger-cowry. i68a Ckehch Lucretius (1683) 90 The
*Tygerdoe will llie pursuing Deer. 1883 R. Groom Gt.

Dane 8 The name ligcr Dog, as used in Germany, was
applied to those specimens with patches and spots of black

upon a white ground. 1891 Ct-w/. />/c/., *Tiger-eye, 1896
Chester Diet. Names Min., Tiger-eye, a ix>puiar name
for a siliceous pseudomorph after crocidolite, in allusion to

its yellow-brown colourand chatoyant lustre, i^fio Feathered
IVor/d 28 Sept. 399 The common Avadavat is the *Tiger-

finch...lJrown and reddish copper, spotted with white. 1893
Srlous TraiKS.E. Africa 303 Burnett . .caught a fine •tiger-

fish. i894.S'<z/. Rev. 24 Nov. 563/1 In fly-fishing, .the chief

quarry, the * tiger-fish ', ran to Silbs., and afforded nearly as

good siK>rtas salmon. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 671/2

A beautiful flower called the "tyger-flower, with three red

pointed petals, the middle part mixed with white and yellow.

1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. 175 The Mexican tiger-

flower, genus lii;ridia, is a splendid plant of this order [/W-
daceseV 1888 Nicholson's Diet. Gard., Tigridia, Mexican
Tiger Flower; Tiger Iris. This genus includes alwut seven

.M>ecies of. -bullxjus plants, from NIexico, Central America,

Peru, and Chili. . . T. pettionia . . Flower of Tigris ; Peacock
Tiger Flower. 1836 Smart, *Tiger./oot (a plantX 1884

Miller Pleuit-n., Palm, Tiger-grass, Chamaerops Rit-

ckieana. 1891 Cent. Diet., I'iger.grass, ^ dwarf fan-palm,

Nannor/tops Ritihieana , o( v/esiern India, extending into

Persia. 1880 Lewis ilt Short, Tigris 11. 2, The name of the

spotted *tiger-hound of Actaeon. 1896 Lillard Poker
Stories iii. 87 The unsophisticated young *tiger hunter

had something on his mind. 18x4 Miss Mitford Village

Ser. \. (1863)40 Those fierce and warlike flowers the *tigcr-

lilies. 1835 Marryat Olla Podr. v, No one can have an
idea how hard the *tiger-musquito can bite. i8j6 Kirby
& Sp. Entomol, xxi. (1818) II. 226 The caterpillar of the

great •tiger-moth {Bombyx Caja. F.). 1864-5 Wood
Homes ivithout H. xiv. (1868) 286 The well known Tiper

Moth whose scarlet, white, and brown robes are so familiar.

1886 Britten & Holland Eng. Plant-n., * Tiger, or Tiger's

Mouth. 1887 Moloney Forestry IV. Afr. 72 The *tiger

nut, the tuber of the Cyperus esculentus, is well known in

West Africa. 1864 Trevelyan Compet. Walia/i (1866) 133

An account of our ^tiger-party in Nepaul. 178^-5 Ann.
Reg. 241 The squ.iUis or true 'tyger shark,., well known to

our seamen in the West Indies. 1898 IXov.v.i'^ Ai*stral Eng.
5. v. Shark, Tiger Shark (N.S.W.), Galeocerdo raynen...

New Zealand... Tiger Shark, Scymnus spinosus (Maori

name, Mako). 1753 Chambers Cycl. SuM.,* Tiger-shell, the

English name of the red voluti, with large white spots.

1874 Beveridge /,<?(?/ Z-i/* 50 [Hel eyed me asa "tiger snake

The buU-frog or the fieldmouse eye^. 1890 Science Gossip

XXVI. 37/2 The tiger-snake reaches the length of eight, or

occasionally even ten feet. 1^(07 IVestm. Gaz, 25 Sept, 12/1

The venom of the tiger-snake is fourteen times more deadly

than that of the black snake. i8a9 Glover's Hist, Derby 1.

94 Fluor with barytes, commonly called *tiger.stone, being

opaque, and full of dirty brown spots. i6ox Holland /*//'«>

(1634) I, 395 The wood curleth in and out along the graine,

andf therefore such bee named Tigrinai (/, "TigrctabiesJ,
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ijr3i Medlev Kollvn's Cape G. Hope II. 108 The Lion,
liger, and Leopard are bitter enemies to the *Tiger-WoIf.
1838 Penny Cyct. XII. 369/1 The Spotted Hya;na, orTiger-
Wolf of the [South African] colonists. 1858 SlMMoNus Diet.
Trade, * Tiger-^uood, a vahiable wood for cabinet making, .

.

obtained in Guiana. x866 [see Itaka-wood],

b. Combs, with tigers: tiger's-claw, (a) a
weapon for secret attack used by the Mahrattas,
consisting of short sharp curved steel blades fixed

to a plate or strap which is secured to the palm of
the hand ; (b) in Mech. a boring or rilling rod
in which the cutting tool is automatically sheathed
as it enters the bore and expands on the cutting
stroke ; tiger'8-eye, popular name for (a) a yellow-
ish brown quartz with brilliant lustre, used as a gem
(also called tiger-eye) : see Ckocidolite

;
{b) a

crystalline pottery glare, with auriferous reflections

(U.S.'); tiger's-foot, a convolvulaceous plant,

Ipoiiiaa Pes-tigridis, common in India, with hairy

palmate leaves ; tiger's horn, tiger's tooth, old
names for sirecies of Strombus or wing-shell

;

tiger's milk, (a) the acrid white juice of Excceca-
ria Agallocha, a small euphorbiaceous East Indian
tree ; {b) gin {slang) ; tiger's mouth = tiger-

mouth (see 13).
1891 C*:«/.Z>/f/.,*Tiger's claw, *Tiger's.eye. X896CHKSTER

Diet. Barnes Min., Tiger's eye, same as tiger.eye. X893 E. A.
Barber Pottery ft Porcelain U. S. xiii. 290 The highest
achievements in glazing are the so-called tiger's-eye and
gold-stone, which glisten in the light with a beautiful auri-
ferous sheen. xBa8-3a Webster, 'Tiger's-foot (citing Lee).
1713 Petiver Aguat. a nim. A vtboinx Tab. iv, Strombtis .

.

Brown "Tygere Horn. 1850 R. G. Gumming Hunter's Li/e
S. A/r, (1902) 9/1 A fountain of *tiger's milk had started in
the stern of the waggon. 1886 "Tiger's Mouth [see //<'trr-

mouth in 13J. 1713 Petiver Aquat. Anim. Amboinx Tab.
V, Strombus . ,'Y\\\CK. *Tygers.tooth.

Hence {tioitce-wds.) Ti'trer v. intr., to act,

behave, or walk to and fro, like a tiger ; f Tiger-
a-ntic a. [? after ekphantic\ " Tioerisb i

;

Tigerette, a diminutive she-tiger, a ' cat '

;

Ti'gerling, a young or diminutive tiger ; Tiger-
o'cions a. \nonce-wd. afler/erodous'}, = Tigbkish i .

a 1704 T. Brown Lett.fr. DeadWki. 1720 II. 216 In what
Sheeps-head Ordinary have you chew'd away the meridian
Altitude ol' your Ty^erantick Stomach ? 1858 Mrs. Goke
Heekington xxxi, Miss Corbet, on whom the tamed tiger-
ling [a small boy] was now lavishing his endearments. 1874
F. W. Newman in Davies Heterodox Lond. II. 311 He is

dietetically, neither swinish nor tigerocious. 1898 Mknie
M. VovjiK. Crook o/Bouffk 52 He finished his cigar by tiger-
ing on the platform, his hands behind him, his head turning
from side to side. 1906 Daily Chron. 23 Aug. 5/7 Amongst
the ti^eresses who devour, and the tigerettes who scheme,
you will not find a woman who can claim to have p.'issed

through a public school and university training.

Ti'ger-ca:t. A name for any of the feline

beasts of moderate or small size which resemble
the tiger in their markings or otherwise ; including
the Margay, Ocelot, Serval, etc. (In Zool. Society's
List applied to two species : see quot. 1896.)
1699 Dampier Voy. II. II. 62 The Beasts of Prey that are

bred in this Country are TigreCats, and . . Lions. The
Tigre-Cat is about the bigness of a Bull.Dog. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. III. vii. 255 Descending to annuals .. still

smaller, we find the Catamountain, which is the Ocelot of
Mr. Buffon, or the Tiger Cat of most of those who exhibit it

as a show. 1785 G. Fohster tr. Sparrman's Voy. Cape
G. H. (1786) II. 80 An opportunity of seeing an amorous
combat between two tiger-cats. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV.
440/2 Ti^er-Cats. Untler this title may be classed all those
lesser striped and spotted Asiatic, African, and American
Cats which do not come under the well-understood denomi-
nations of Tigers, Leopards, and Panthers. 1871 Kingsley
At Last xi, No jaguar or tiger-cat. .would care to meddle
with anything so exquisitely nasty. 1806 List Anim. Zool,
Sor. 58 Felisplaniceps.., Rusty Tiger Cat. Hai. Malacca.
. . Felis ehrysothri.x .

.
, Red Tiger Cat. Hob. Gold Co.xst,

West Africa. 1907 Daily Chron. 19 Feb. 7/4 The dusky
African tiger cat, a new animal about the size of a leopard,

b. In Australasia applied to two carnivorous
marsupials, Dasywusviverrintis and D. vtaculatiis.
183a J, BiscHOFK Van Diemen's Land ii. 52 The skins of

the . . opossum, tigerK:at, and platypus . . are exported.
i8sa k. C. GuNN Papers ,5- Proe. Roy. Soc. Van Diemen's
L. II. 1 1 (Morris) Dasynrus maculatus . . the Spotted
Martin. . .'Tiger Cat ' of the Colonists of Tasmania, . . distin-
guished from D. viverrinus, the * Native Cat' of the
Colonists, by its superior size.

c. Applied to a hybrid Ijetween the domestic cat
and the wild cat {F. catus) {Cent. Diet. 1891).
Tigerhood (tai-gaihud). [f. Tiger + -HOOD.]
The state or condition of being a tiger (in any
sense); in quot. 1846, the post of boy-groom (see
Tiger 6).

1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 118 Advantages at.
tached to the tigerhood of hb establishment. 1871 Glackie
Four Phases i. 34 The true humanity of man as distin-
guished from tigerhood and spiderhood. 1885 Hornadav
2 Yrs. in Jungle xiv. 159 A splendid specimen every way,
just^in the prime of tiger.hood.

Tigerine, variant of Tighine.
Tigerish (tai-garij), a. Algo 6-7 tygrish,

6, 9 tigrish, [f. Tiger sb. + -isH 1.]

1. Like, or like that of, a tiger ; esp. of the nature
or having the qualities of the tiger ; cruel, blood-
thirsty, fierce, relentless.

IS73 L. Ltovu Marrow 0/Hist. (1653) 265 Htr cruel and
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Tigrish heart, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 467 Were thy
eyes so stonie, thy breast so tygrisli ? 1604 Earl Stirling
Aurora xci, And with my ashes glut thy 'IVgrish henrt.

1846 Binckw. Mag. LIX. 4(06 [I'huirJ craving for possession
is treacherous and tigerish, 1887 Miss E. Monky Lit.
Dutch Maid. (1888) 95 A wild-cat skin with handsome
tigerish stripes, X909 Daily Chron. 18 Felj, 7/4 There are
many predatory and tigerish plants, of which tlie sundew is

a notable example.

b. Loud, flashy : cf. Tigek sb, 7.
183X [see 3]. 1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVIII, 45B

Whatever deviates from the unique standard of gentlemen's
dressing is tigerish. 1853 Lvtton My Novelw. xx, Nothing
coutd be more vagrant,.. and, to use a slang word, tigrish,

than his whole air.

2. Abounding in or infested with tij^ers.

1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 175 They had crossed again
Firoze's canal, which appeared very tigerish. 1851 Fraser's
Ma^. XLiV. 19 Through the thickest and most tigerbh
section of the jungle,

3. Comb., as tigerish-looking,

1831 Society I. 48 A tigerish looking man planted himself
where lie could very rudelystare at Miss Delamere.
Hence Ti-g'erishly adv.^ Ti'gerishness.
1869 Daily Nexvs 12 June, A well-known plunger, whose

attendant tiger is a miracle of tigerishness. 1879 J. Tod-
hunter Alcestis 125 'Jhis sudden flood of fearful rapture,
which Tugs my heart tigerishly.

Tifferism (tai-garlz'm), [f. Tiger sb. +-ism.]
1. The qualities or characteristics of a * tiger'

(Tiger sb, 7) ; vulgar ostentation or affectation

;

pretentiousness, * side ',
* swagger *. ? Obs.

1835 Me70 Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 455 We have the
neolo^ismal appellatives, ' tiger ', and ' tigerism '^—words of
great intensity and signification, without which it would be
impossible to get on for 'one calendar day' in genteel
society. 1863 R. H. Gronow Rcmin. II. 144 All his imita-
tors fell between the Scylla and Charybdis 01 tigeri.sm and
charlatanism. 1868 Lever Bramleighs I. x. 137 His lord-
ship now placed his baton his head, slightly on one side. It
was the * tigerism ' of a past period.

2. The condition and functions of a * tiger ' or
juvenile groom (Tiger sb. 6).
18^6 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 117 The nature and

attributes of tigerism, however, as set forth by the gallant
captain, were far from unsatisfactory.

TigerMn (tai-goikin). [f. as prec. + -KIN.]
A diminutive tiger ; a tiger-cub; also, a cat.

1849 Lvtton Caxtons xiv. ii, It is only from the .ittlc that
you can appreciate the picturesque which belongs to our
domesticated tigerkin ! 1867 Lond. Rev. 26 Jan. 116/2 The
tigerkin whose claws are not grown and whose habits are
. jjlayful,

Ti'ger-like, adj. and adv, [f. as prec. -f- -like.]
A, adj. Like, or like that of, a tiger ; tigerish.

1577-87 HoLiNSHED Chron. I. 126/1 Which is more than
tigerlike crueltie. i8a8 Sewkll Ox/. Prize £ss. 40 'I'yger-
like thirst for blood. 190^ It^estj/i. Gaz. 28 Jan. 4/2 In
colotir and markings the wild cat is very tiger-fike.

B. adv. In a tigerish manner.
1576 Gascoigne Philoniene cxxxi. (Aib.) 107 (Tygrelike)

she toke The little boy. 1587 Tukberv. Trag. T. (1837) 67
The tyrants mother Calvia, tygreleeke, Procurde her plagues.
1850 R. G. Gumming I/untcr's Life S. A/r. (1902) 142/2 My
eye fixed tiger-llke upon him.

Tigerly (tai-go-ili), a. rare, [f. as prec. -¥ -LY 3.]

Tiger-like, tigerish.

1633 D. DvKE in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xciv. 12 Tigerly
and tyrannical persecutors. 1648 King*s Graiious Messages
/or Peace 39 They are not ashamed.. to appropriate unto
him their own Tigerly dispositions. 1855 Chamb. Jrnl. IV.
289 You might mollify the heart of the most tigerly disposed
of the human race.

So fTi'gemess Obs., tigerishness, ferocity.

,
,'535 Si»=WAKT Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 91 He changit syne .

.

To tigirnes and greit tiranitie.

tTi'gerous, a, Obs. rare. Also 6 tigrous.
[f. as prec. + -ous.] = Tigerish. Hence f Ti-ger-
oxLsly adv. Obs. rare" ^.

XS3* W. Walter tr. Guistnrd.^ Sisi/j/ofid (1597) B ij, Vet
thought her not soe tigrous and cruell. 1698 [K. FkhgussonJ
i^ie^tf Eccles. 117 He hath Tygerously fallen upon the Dead
and Endeavoured to Ulacken their Rlemory.

Tigery (toi-gari), a. rar€~\ [f. as prec. + -Y.]

Tigerish, tiger-like.

iBpg All Vear Round No. 36. 218 The Tchirgee..is of a
choleric and rather tigery nature.

Tigger (ti-gaa). [f. Tig t/.l + ~m L] One wlio
* tigs ' or touches ; tlie pursuer in the game of * tig *.

1893 ^- ^- Wakeman in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 19 Oct.,
This impedes the tigger's running.

Tigh, tighe, tije, obs. forms of Tve, tie sb,

Tigh-hee, tighie, obs. forms of Tehee.
t Tight, tyht, sb,^ Obs. Forms: 1-4 tyht

(i tiht), 3 tuht {ii), [OE. tyht m. (with change
of gender) = OS. tuht (MLG., MDu., LG., Pu.
tncht),0\iC^,, MHG. zuht (G. zucht\ Goth. *latihts

in ustatihts completion :—OTeut. *tuhti" fern., f.

*tuh, weak grade of verb-stem *teuh (see Tee z/.i,

and -T suffix^ a).]

1. The action ofdrawing, draught; going, march-
ing, march, course, way. Only OE.
a 800 Cvnewulf Elene 53 Werod wjes on tyhte. aSso

Phccnix 525 Fyr bi& on tihte, aileO uncyste.

2. Bringing up, rearing, training, education

;

(good) breeding; behaviour.
c 888 K. /Elfred Boetli, viii, Ic 3e geongne . . me to bearne

Atiiiom, & to minum tyhtum j;etyde,. .pu me wa;re..leof..
a;r t^on t»e 3u cu3e minne tyht & mine J>eawas. a 1240
SawUs lyariie in Cott. Horn, 247 For J^al ts J»eaw in euch

TIGHT.

stude ant tuht forte halden. c 1330 R. Bbuhne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 9307 What for laughynge K* o^r lyhies, What for
presenlttt^ ^ ojier delites [v.r. sightesl, pe Erl perceyued..
pe kyiig [Uiher] louede his wyf Igerne.

Tight, j(^.-: see Tight a. 13; also Tights.
Tight (tait, a. {adv,) Forms: 5-6 tyght, 6-

^V. ticht, tycht, 5- tight (also crron. 7-8 tite,

tyte). [App. an altered form of Tuight, with
which in its early literal senses it was synonymous.
Tonne-tight and ionne-thight occur together in
Rolls of ParlL 1379 '• see sense 14. The change
from thight to tight was perh. due to the influence

ofnative words from the *t€uh-^ *tatth-, *tuk- verbal
system : see Tee t?.!, and cf. Taut a.. Tight z/.l,

and tuht pa. pple. of Tie v.']

1 1. Dense, as a wood or thicket ; = Thight i ;

superseded by thick (Thick a, 4). Obs, rare"*.
C'43S Torr. Portugal s^ H>'s squyer Rod all nyght In

a wod, that wase full tyght.

t b. Close or compact in texture or consistency,

as a solid body or substance ; dense, solid ; =
Thight 3. Obs. rare.

1513 Douglas ^neis ix, ii.64 The wyld wolf-.Abowt ihe
howght, plet all of wandis tyght, Bayis and gymis, 1677
Grew Anat. Fruits v. | 18 The Outer Part, .is softer and
more succulent j the Inner a tite and strong Membrane, a 17x8
[implied in Tightness iJ. 1797 ^"O**^^* ^^^H- (ed. 3) XVll.
424/1 Construct a block of as tight wood as possible.

2. Of such close texture or construction as to be
impervious to a fluid, etc. a. as the second
element in combinations, as waler-, wind-, air-,

gas-j oil-, light-tight, the first element denoting
that which the vessel keeps in or out.

1507 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 23 Yat they . . y« said tene-
ment . .shall kepe, rtpaire and maynlene, wynd tyght, water
tyght, 1760 [see Air-tightJ. 1831 Gas-tight (see Gas sb. t\.

1896 Pop. Sci. Jrnl. L. 267 The human mind is not built
in thought'tight compartments. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 11 Mar.
14/2 Untoned prints should be kept under do&e pressure in
a light-tight and air-tight box.

D. as simple word.
(See also tight barrel, cask, cooper, etc. in C. 3.)

[iSox : see Thight 4.] 1661 [see dj. x66a IJoyle Contn.
New Exp. 1. xxxvii. The Nose of a pair of Bellows that are
Tite enough is well stopt. 1749 Berkeley IVord to Wtse
Wks. III. 443 A tight house, warm apparel, and wholesome
food. 1856 OiMSTmi Slave States 2, 1 have faiih that there
is a light roof above the very much cracked ceiling. 1857
Miller Elem.Chem. (1862) III. 144 A portion of bieadwas
enclosed in a tight case, to prevent loss of water by evapo*
ration.

O. esp. Of a ship : Water-tight ; well caulked
and pitched; not leaky. Cf. Thight 4.
1568 Satir. Poems Re/orm. xlvl 4 Quhat pylett takb my

schip in chairge, Mon hald hir clynlie, trym, and ticht.

1596 Shaks. Torn. Shr. 11. i. 381 Two Galltasses And twelue
tite Gallies. 1615 Bp. Hall ConteuipL, O. T. xi. iii. As
some tight vessel that holds out against wind and water, so
did Ruth against all the powers of a mother's persuasions.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn, I, Tite^ the Seamen say a Ship
is Tight, or Tite, when she is so staunch as to let in but very
little Water. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 170 The pitch being put in
very hot will.. make the ship as tight as a bottle. ax8a6
A. Cunningham Wet Slicet 4- FlowingSea ii, The good ship
tight and free.

d. trans/, andfg. leading to 3.

x66x Feltham Resolves 11. xxix. 240 They arc not tyte
enough to trust with a secret. 1730 in J. Copywell Shrubs
Parnassus (1760) 130 Old Chaucer and Drayton I found
ill good plight. And Shakespear and Spencer api^ar pretty
tight. 17.. C. DiuDiN Son^y The Island 1. O, 'lis a snug
little island ! A right little^ tight little island ! 1809MALKIN
Gil Bias VII. i. r 5 He is a tight vessel, well armed and
manned. 1817 Cobbett Wks.Wl. 31 A Sinecure, which you
have secured for your Son, . .who is (if all remains tight) to

enjoy it for his life after your death. x86^ Dickens Mut.
Fr. 1. viii, Mr. Bofiin's notions of a tight will,

3. Jig, of a i>erson, expressing somewhat in-

definite commendation: Comi>etent, capable, able,

skilful ; alert, smart ; lively, vigorous, stout ; also

in ironical use : cf. Fine a, 12 c. Obs. exc. dial.

1598 [implied Jn Tightly i]. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <5- CL iv.

iv. 16 Thou fumblest Kros, and my Queenes a Squire More
tight at this then thou. 1653 R. ^kwame.^Dissuas. Vtmd.
(1655) Pref.,That reverent, famous, most able.and tight writer.

1735 Bracken Burdons Pocket Farrier 81 note. The less

Physickthebetter,piovided yourJudgment's tite. iSaaScorr
Pirate x\, He., swore., that if he had a thousand daughters,
so tight a lad, and so true a friend, should have the choice

of them, a 1825 Fokuy l^'oc. E. Anglia, 7'4rA/,.. prompt

;

active; alert. 'A tight fellow !
* 1S39 Marrvat /-. Mild-

viay ii, I'll pay you oflf for this, my tight fellow. 1851
Hawthorne //('. Scv. Gahles xiii, It will lake a tighter

workman than I am to keep the spirits out of the seven
gables. 1891 Wrench Winchester IVord-bk., Tight, fast,

hard. A tight bowler, etc.

4. Neat in ai)pearance ; neatly and carefully

dressed ; trim, tidy, smart ; also. Of a neat compact
build, well-made, shapely, arch, or dial, CL
Taut a, 2 b,

1697 Dampier Voy. round World(i6gg) n They wear good
Cloaths, and take delight to go neat and tight. 1706-7

Farquhar Beaux Strat. 1. i. But you look so bright, And
are dress'd so tight. X71S Aruuthnot ^ohn Bull in. it,

Though the girl was a tight clever wench, as any was. 1711

Ramsay Bessy Bell, etc. iii, She blooming, tight, and tall is.

x8si Scott Kenihu. iii, Theie thou stand'st in thy velvet

waistcoat, as tight a girl as England's sun shines on. c 1830

Mrs, Sherwood Houlston Tracts HI. No. 81. 2, I was
tight and smart in my own person ; so that, as the neighbours

used to say, every thing looked well upon me. x886 M. K.



TIGHT.
MAa<n.UN Dagenct tht "Jester 8 The tightest and cleanliest
lads in the village.

b. Of things : Neatly arranged or constructed

;

tidy, neat, snug, compact. Now dial,
i7»o Ramsay Edinburgh's Salut. v, Than I, nor Paris,

nor Madrid, Nor Rome, 1 trow's m.iir able To busk you up
a belter bed. Or trim a tighter table. 17*5 T. Thomas in
Portland Paftrs VI. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 126 Improved
grounds.. with tight, low, new farm hoiLses. £1813 Mrs.
Sherwood Stories Ch. Cateck. xA 1 39 Sarah was contented
with the coarsest gown.. if it were but clean and tight.

«8j« J. OciLviE in Aberdeen Mag. Dec 6j8 His wordy wife
. . Hauds a' thing tight about the house.

5. Firmly fixed or bound in its place; strongly

attached or secured ; not easily moved ; also Jig.
faithful, steadfast, constant
1^13 DouGt-AS Aineis in. viii. 53 Our fallowts fangis in

thair salis tycht \Veta leguitt socii]. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Thev€noCs Trav. 1. 23 To gird it about with great bars of
Iron to keep it tight, and hinder it from falling. 1690 C.
Nesse O. ft .V. Test. I. 153 His faith.. kept him all along
tight, steady and constant. 1715 Desacuuers Fires Irnpr,

129^ You may fix it without any trouble, and be sure that it

is tight. 190a Mabel BARNf:s-GKUNDY Thames Camfixa^ I

pulled and strained, but it was as tight as wax,

6. Drawn or stretched so as to be tense; not
loose or slack : said of a rope, etc, or of a sorface

;

= Tai;t a. i, 2.

•57*. Flemikg PoHopl. Epist. 256 (Like vnto a bowe)
sometimes bent very tight, and sometimes againe made slack
foe the nones. 1589 Peeui TaU Troy 256 Away they Hye,
their tackling left {ed. 1604 toft) and tight. 1703 DAMrtEa
toy. III. 19 When the Rope is hal'd tight. i8ao Colk-
riix;k Christabet II. 49 That {so it seem'd) tier girded vests
Grew light beneath her heaving breasts. 1846 Bar rTAN tr.

Maifoifiu't Mom. Oftr. Surf. 39 The knocs ought to be
tifht ciKM^h to bold in apposuion the edges of the wound

;

bat not to dgbi as to cut the skin when the inflammatioa
comes on, and lb* parts swell 1837 Hi%hes Tmh Brtntm
I. iv, Tom has <aua. .and imbibed coffee, till his little skin
U as tight a* a dram. 1885 /.aw Kef. 15 Q. B. Div. 360
The belt. .was passed over the drums, .and drawn tight.

b. Jig. Strict, stringent ; severe.
_i87» Bauhot Physics + Pet. (1876) 37 The efficacy of the
tight early polity and the strict early law. 1884 Srocas
Viv. Orir. Chr. y. 15a The larger moral ponrer won by
woman, by de|;rees made the tightest legal reurictions
loow aiMl elastic 1887 Poor NtUi* (1888) 194 Every boy
wants a good light hand over bim.

7. Drunk; tipsy. Cf. "icaxwia ppt. a. 6. tltmg.
san HoustMdWmii 24 Sept. 7j/» Koc the one word

drunk, besides the antborised synonyms tipsy, inebriated,
intoxicated, I find of unauthorised or slang equivalenu..
thirty-two, vir. : in liquor,.. half.seaSK>ver, fjtf.gone, light
letc.j. i860 Lever Out o/Tlum U. iji (Flugel) He was
very ' tight ', as we call it . . br gone in liquor, I mean. iSW— Bramleighs xxiv. II. 46 ' No, sir, not a Ut lip^y ', said
Harding, iiilernrcling his ghuKe ;

* not even what Mr.Cutbill
calls " light "1 i88aSALA/4«/r. X<i'/j. (iSSj) 26) Ky the
time they reached their hotel tihcy] were quite ' tight .

8. Of a garment, etc. : Fitting closely, tight-

fitting ; often - too tight, closely fitting be»use not
large enough. A tight Jit, a garment, etc which
fiu tightly ; benoe transj. {eollo^.).

•TTfCooa »'<9>./>au;Avi. viL(i7a4) III. 377Ap*ir of tight
trowsers, or kmg breeches, of leather. 1831 Examintr 1 1/2
It'sraihera light fit. sl«e Dicaaiia Ain». Xw^ vi. A very
particuUr gentleman with exceedinglr tight boots on. 1(67
Taouopc Chms. Barut xxxv, A wedding-ring growing
always tighter as I grow baux and older. 187s Pusuk
15 June 2ja/2 A tight unilbna is so bad a thing for the
soldier.

8. Difficnlt to deal with or manage; hard,
severe, ' tough ', 'stiff'; esp. in phr. a light place,

tomer, squtcu, etc., a position of diffictiUy. colloi].

I7«4 Koote Mayor o/C. 11. Wks. 1799 1. 180 Is Ijidy Bar.
haras work pretty tight? 177a Nugemt tr. /////. Ar.
Gerumd L to l*his question of yours is a tight one. sS$b
TowmiENo (of Ohio) in Houu Repr. 23 June (Thornton),
I felt myselfin a light spot. i8SS Hauburtoh iVa/. iV //•»>.
Nat. xvi. II. 121 li'sa tightiqaeeaaioaietiaiesloscnnga
between a lie and a truth b tmrimw |M( Dmtfy Tit,
26 Sept., When they find iheyan IMtiac iMoa tkht phca—
to borrow an Amenr«n isni—(they| gather up their gold, and
ran off. sM| GaamMi Mnurft Hmrii. 80 We were sub-
jected to a very tight evamination ; for the prise was one
of comidaiable value, ilai Dmllflfewt 14 Nov. 2/3(11]
woaU saflca to driv« the lliears of Rtusian sbxk into a tight

10. colloj. or lahn. a. Said of a contest in which
the combatants are evenly matched ; close ; so of a
bargain : with little margin of profit, orig. U. S.
i8ia Wesste* 9^ v., A tig^ bargain. 1848 Bartutt

Did. Amur., Tight maUh, a close or even malch,as of two
persons wrestling or rannffig together. 1903 Westm. Gam.
I Sept. 3/1 The lighter the match the better be plays.

b. Of a person : Unwrillingto part with money,
close-fisted; C. 1-inance, Of money: Difficult to
oUain except on high terms ; also transj. of the
money-market when money is scarce.
iSa8 Webster s. v., A man tight in his dealings 1846-7

Mas. Wmitchbr Widm Btdett Paprrt jo (Bartlett) The
Deacon was as tight as the skin on his bocki begradged
folk their victuals when they came to bU house. 1846
Daity Sevs 21 Jan. 4/6 In Paris moneyis ' tight ' alio, antl
discounts difficult. 1866 Cauiir Banking vil 15a A tight
money market wilt force sales, and make purchasers.,
reluctant to buy. 1868 I.avBR Bramltight xvi \. 219
Money was ' light ' Ijcing the text of all be said.

11. a. Closely |>acked. Cf. 'I'lGHTgy P. I b.
llai KANKy4rr/. Exfl. I. xxiv.

J13 Kor thirtyfive miles
•ooUl the straits are absolutely tight |i. e. with ice).

b. Of language : Tene, coodse, coodensed.
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1870 SwiHBURNl Ess. \ Stud. (1875) 85 The highest form
of ballad., must condense the large loose fluency of romantic
tale-telling into tight and intense brevity.

C. Art slang. Lacking freedom or breadth of
treatment ; cramped.
1891 SriELMAN in CoHtemp. Rn\ July 60 It [Tenniel's art

in 1850] is certainly ' lighter "

: it is younger. 190a Encyct.
Brit. X\V\l. 252/t In his first style (CorotJ painted
traditionally and * light '—that is to say, with minute exact-
ness, clear outlines, and with absolute definition of objects
throughout. 1905 Q. Rev. July 234 His style, if a little

what artists call ' tight ', has the rare gift of being entirely
lucid in the expression of subtleties.

d. Of the edge of a saw: Compressed by
hammering {Cent. Diet. 1891).

12. Billiards, slang, (a) Said of halls when they
are in contact : ' fast ',

' ifrozen '. (//) Of pockets :

I Having a small opening compared with the diameter
of the balls.

1909 in CtHt, Diet. Sufp.

13. The adjective used absolutely. (See also

Tights.) Kughy Football — Scrimmage sb. 4. rare.

1904 Westm. Caz. 19 Nov. 15/1 The forwards are strong
and hard workers in the light, but in the loose are slow and
cumbersome. . . Both in the tight and loose they must remem-
ber to watch and follow the Uill. 1905 Daily Chron. i Nov.
9/5 They have shown little dash in the open and no skill in
the tight.

tl4. Formerly (14th- 1 7th c) appended to /<»»,

pipe, hogshead, dolium, as measures of cipacity,

originally and especially in stating the number of
tons burden («. e. the tonnage) of a ship ; also as on
equivalent weight of stones, gravel, salt, etc. See
also Ton, Tonnage, Tun.
(1894 C N. RoBiNSOM Brit. Fleet 217 The unit of ship

measurement, both in England and on the continent, at the
time (of Henry VIIJ, was, as heretofore, the tun cask of
wine, and the stated tons or tuns burthen of a ship meant
the number of tuns or tmtts of wine she could carry. War-
ships' tonnage was estimated by nxighly comp.aring their
bulk with mercbant'Ships of known carrying capacity.]
sjp9 Rolls ef Pesrlt. III. 63/2 Pur prendre de chescun

nicT & craier, de quele portage q'il soil, qe passe par La mier
dedeina le due Admiralte alant & retoumant, par le voiage
de cfacacnn tonne.tight vjd...Item, de prendre de chescun
veaeaa penomu . qe potent sur la mier du dit Admiralte
entoar Haiang, de tiuele portage q^'il soil, en un simaigne
de chescun tonne-tignt, vi d.. .en troiz simaignes de chescun
I0fuie4bight, VI d. 1410 in Proe. Privy ComhcH (1834) I.

327 La somme des gages & regard] des gens darmes archers
conestablea& marins oeina especifiex, ovesijue le tonnetyght
samonleot par un qert . . viij>i ccxij. U. xviij. s. vjiL 14*7-9
RolU e/ Parti. IV. 365/1 To have Letties PalenU ..for
to take and reaoeyva of avery Vessell bulon of. . C tonnctiie
VIII d, and of every Vcsaelloflasae tile mid. /^>V/. (French
ventonL P(re)ndr« ft avoir dechacun Nief del portage de.

,

C tonelx..villd., ft de cbacun autre Vessell de meyndre
portage.. mid. iib8 9 Rec. St. Mary at Hilt 70 For a
tonne tyght of nortnerin ston for ]>e new chirche porche.,
viis vijjd, ai^i Liber Niger in fiouseh. Ord, (1790) 74
The kin^e hatbe it intyllcd by his prerogative to nave of
every shippe from >x dol' lyghl before the mast & bchynd
to have it dol' wyne ; and soe of every shippe tyll be come
to the tyght of ccc dol'; then the kingc hath before and
behynd of every such shippe iiii dol' wyne. 1495 Narat
Accls. Hen. yil(\itfo'i 154 Pa}«d..for cccclxviij ton tyght
of.. Stones vij^y. xvli. As for ciiij"xvj Ion tyght of gravell
xxiiijr. vjdC 1497 IbieL 186 For tha byre 01 Eys bote con-
teynyng vij Tonne Tight. lUd. 1*8 A pipe 'Tyghte yron
price xU. ft.for a bofcariiad Tyghta yron price—xxr.
a iSm in Arnolde Ckrmu (181 1) f2T A crane sufficient and
able to take vp from the water of the Thamis the wc-iglit of
a toniM tUu. 1504 Set. Cat. Crt. Star Chamber (Seldtrn)

212 Of ft for eny ton or ton tyght of marchaundia conleigned
in the iaaw vanlles..vjd. 1603 OwaH Pembrokeshire
(1692) 1)9 In bargayninge by the loone yt requireth tliat yt
be expteiaMl what nomber oiT barrells the toonne sbalbe of,

flbr oiriata srcan*.. toonne tight, wh<* comonly is vscd in
bargayntsotfreicht. dilfeneth from the looone by measure
bath of carae and talte.

B. ado. (The lulj. used adverbially.)

1. Soundly, roundly; = Tightly i. '^011 dial.

and U. S.

<79<> J- FisHia Poems 61, 1 charg'd them tight, An' gart
them nay o' lawing clink, Mair than was right. 1898
Elizabeth 4 Germau Garden 29 She had been so tight asleep.

2. Firmly, closely, securely ; so OS not to allow
any movement : — Tightly 3.

1680 MoxoN Mech. Exert, xii. 208 You may without more
ado screw up your Work tight. t7681ucKER /./, AW.(i834)
1. 194 The praapect of getting a livelihood holds them ti^ht

to their work. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick. Iiii, Holding
tight on with both hand.s. 1878 T- L. Cuvlkr Pointed
Papers 206 The tighter I clung the safer I felt.

b. To sit tight, +to apply oneself closely to

ipts.) ; to mnintiin one's position firmly in refer-

ence to something; also, to sit close, to remain
under cover, colloq.

1738 Loud. Mtig. 131 Andromacheandallthe great I.adies

loou Vrars ago, s.lt very tight to ihc-ir .Stitching. 1897
Violet Hunt Unkist, Uukiuti xiv, '.Sit light I' she ex-
claimed, pinching my arm violently. She alw.iys talks slang

when she is excited. 1898 l>ailf Nrtvs 10 Feb. 3/2 No
money is furthcoming, and banks mi tight. sgogAt/ic'f.rnm
2o Mar. 345/3 Is not 'Sit tight' the walchwortl of constitu-

tionalism?

3. With close constriction or pressure ; closely,

tensely ; = Tightly 2.

1818 Scorr Rob Roy xxxii, A horse girlh buckled tight

behinti him. 1853 IjlNlX)R tinag. Com:, Hare Hf L. Wks.
1891 IV. 423 He whose dress sits tight upon him.

TIGHT.

C. Combinations.
1. Adjectival, as tiglit-lielted {having a tight belt),

-bodied, -booted, -hosed, -limhed, -lipped, -skinned,
skirted, -sleeved, -waisted adjs. (Sometimes not
clearly distinguishable from next.)
i;r67 S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 315 Their habit is

entirely white ..and being tight.bodied, gives them the
appearance of a company of millers in their holiday-cloalhs.
1836 T. Hook G. Guniey v, Perhaps a tight.skinned sailor
walking his way to town from Portsmouth. 1859 G. M ere-
DiTH R. Feverel ii. The boy was. .not so tight-limbed and
well-set. 1876 Miss Braddon jf. Haggard's Dau, II. 47How would that tight-waisted, tight-lipped damsel get on
with a lovely young wife. 1896 Howelis Impressions t,
Exp. 73 She wore a tight-skirled black walking-dress. 1896
Edith Thompson in Monthly Packet Christmas No, 80
Tight-booted and tight-belted in correct Continental mili-
tary style,

2. Adverbial, as tight-bound {= tightly bound),
-closed, -draped, -drawn, -filing, -looking, -made,
-packed, -pressed, -rooted, -shut, -stretched adjs.;
tight-reining sb. ; tight-clasp, -tie verbs. See also
Tight-laced, etc,

1801 Mar. Edgeworth Angelina ii. She was hospitably
received by a tight-looking woman. 1819 Keats Ode
Melancholy i. Go not to Lethe, neither twist Wolfs bane,
tight-rooted, for its poisonous wine. 183a Scorcby Farm
Rep. 8 in Libr. Use/. Knowl., Husb. Ill, A large and
tight.bound .sheaf will require to stand two days longer than
a small one. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. v, I did not think
you were half such a tight-made fellow! 1860 Reade
Cloister <• //. (1861) 1. 20 Clad in a pair of tight.fitting buck-
skin hose. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. vii. With the palms
of his hands tight-clasping his hot temples. 1879 Brown-
ing Ivan Hiammtch 166 ril..light.tie you with the strings
Here of my heart ! 1884 Vates Recoil, ii. (Tauchn.) 80
After tight-reining and regular hours. 1896 A. Palmer in
Acoitemy 25 Jan. 80/3 It is strange how the tight-stretched
tambourine can be called motle. 1905 Daily Chrou. 21 Oct.
5/2 Strong men stood with tight-drawn lips.

3. Special combs. : tight barrel or cask, a barrel

for liquids ; also called wet barrel or cask ; cf.

Slack a. 10 ; so tight cooper (see quot.) ; tight-
corking {Angling), a method of float-fishing in

which the line (with the float or cork) is kept taut
between the point of the rod and the plummet
at the bottom; tight-fisted a., parsimonious,
close-fisted ; tight-jeff : see Jeff ; tight-lock
dial, (see quot); tight shop, a cooperage where
tight work is done ; tight work (see quot.).
1884 Knicht Diet. Mech. SuppL, Slack Barrel, one for

flour, siigar^ cement, fruit, and what not, of a dry character.
In cui)lr.-idistinclion to 'tight barrel. 1759 Ellis in Phil.
Traus. I-l. 2oq This was put into a light cask. 1877
Eucycl. Brit. VI. 338 Tight or wet and dry or sbck cask
manufacture. 1889 Cent. Diet. s. v. Cooper, Wet or "liglit

cooper, a co,>i>er who makes casks for liauids. 1867 F.
Francis Angliug i. {1880) 59 * Tight-corking is using a
beavyish float well shotted and plumbed some two feet two
deep, 1844 Dickens C'Ar7r/«/ajCrtr<>/i, He was a 'tight-
fisted hand at the grindstone, a i8as FoRBV P'oc. E. Anglia,
*
'tight-lock, any spccins o( coarse sedge growing in marsh

ditcnes. So called, from its being u.sed to bind the sheaves
of beans or oats, growing very luxuriantly on such land.
189a Labour Commission Gloss., * Tight Shops, workshops
in which tight work is performed. Ibid. s. v. Work, "Tignt
work is a term used in the coopering industry to denote the
making of casks or any vessels to hold water or liquids.

t Tight, vy Obs. Forms : i tyhtan, tihtan,

3 tuhten (k), tuihten, tihhtenn {Orm!), 4 ty;t.

Pa. t. I tyhte, 1-3 tihte, 2-3 tuhte («), 4 ty^t,

tyht, 4-5 tijt, tight. Pa. pple. i xetiht, 2-3
ituht, 4 itiJt, y-tyght, tyght, tyjt, ti^t, tight,

Sc. tyoht. [OE. tyhtan = OIIG. zuhten {zuhlon),

MUG. ziihien (G. ziichten to breed, train) :—OTeut.
*tuht-jan, denominative verb f. *tuht- : see Tight
sby\

1. trans. To draw, pull ; = Tee v.'^ i ; to stretch.

atcoo in Anglia XIII. 431/806 OferbrxdeIs..onbutan
/^etiht, uelamen . . in gyro tensum. a ia4o Ureisun in Cott.
Horn. 203 pi sune was ituht on rode. 13.. Sir Beues {\.)

3215 t^nne was be.fore his bed ili^t. .Acouertineon raile tre.

For noman scholde on bed ise. 13 . . Gniv. 4- Gr. Knt. 568
Fyrst a tule lapit, ty3t ouer 1m: net..l'e styf mon steppez
)>eron. Ibid. 858 "I'apytez ty^t to |>e wo3e, of tuly and tars.

And vnder fete, on |>e Act, of fol^ande sute. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xl. {.Ninian) 1331 Quhene it [his curtain] vpe ves
tycht, pane wist he he [had] tynt ^ sycht.

2. Jig. To draw, attract, entice, allure {to some
action, or to do something) ; «= Tee f.l 2.

ciooo yELFRic Horn, I. 174 On ^reo wisan hiS deofles
costnun^ : JkcI is on tihtinge, on lustfullunge, on 2e<^afunge.
Deofol tiht us to yfele, ac we sceolon hit onscunian. 11..
Departing Souts Addr. Body 423 f>e [deofel] tuhte his
hearpc ant tuhte l»e to him. Ibid. 437 Ac efre he tuhte he.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn, 121 pe deofel beorn tuhte to Jian werke.
ciaoo Ormin 7048 Tihhtenn & turrnenn hae)>enn folic. .To
lefcnn uppo Criste.

8. To train, discipline ; = Tee ».! 3 ; to chastise,

asooo Ags, Ps. (Th.) xciii[i]. 12 pe l>u liine. .^etyhlest
\cjuem tu erudieris\. a iaa< Ancr. R. 184 Hwon he hauet)
inouh ibeaten bis child, ^haned ituht hit wel. tbid.ati
Tu ne schuldest iiout tuhten, ne chasten \>'\ ineiden uor hire
gull, rt ia40 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn, 267 Ah efter

pat wit wule )>al is husebonde tuliten ant tcachen )>at wit
ga euer biuore.

4. rcjl. and intr. To betake oneself; to go, pro-

ceed, advance ; = Tee v."^ 6 a, b.

riao^ I.AV. 8ia His horn he vastlicbe bleu. Iherden hit

Troynisce & tuhten \.c 1275 toje] to )>on Gricken. Ibid,



TIGHT. 24 TIGHT ROPE.

S7331 Ure drihten faeo bUUcuet^ And to Mahune heotuIiteS.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3157 Quen he J>e sted sagh J>ar he tight,

pe child he dide o J>e ass light. Ibid, 20506, I sal far l^ar

mi sun has tighL 13.. K. Alts. 7164 (ISodl. MS.) l>at nei^

^ kyng hij l^n yti^th. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 93
To hunte ^er he had tight in his new forest. 13. . E, E.
AUit, P. A. 717 Do way, let chylder vnto me ly^t. a 1400-
SO Alexander 2304 To |>e temple he tight tilhanndez to
herken. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1358 AH tight to Jjc tempuU of

J>ere tore goddes, For drede of the dethe.

IIencetTi*ghting2/i^/.5/'.,persuading,enticemeiJt.

c xooo [see 2]. a 1 175 Cott, Horn, 229 Purh diofles tihtinge
beswicen. r xioo Trin^ Coll. Honu 29 J^at is J>e defies

tuihting and mislore.

t Tight, v^^ Obs. Forms : 4 tyjt ; pa. i, 4
tijte, tyjte, ty5t, tight, 5 tijt, tyght

; f>a, pple.

4 y-tiat, tiht, tyjt, tyjte (thit, tithte), 4-5 ti^t,

tiglit(e, 5 tijte, Sc. ticht. [Etymology obscure :

see Note below.]

1. trans. To appoint, ordain, set, fix (a time, etc.);

to devise, contrive; to prepare, get ready. Cf.

DiGHT v. 2, II, 14.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24344 (Edin.) To ten al tiht [f. r. tight J

vs was bat tim Quen we na hel moht se on him. Ibid. 18323

(Cotu) j^t |>ou thoru prophet laid and tight Nu es it fulfilled

be-for vr sighL Ibid. 11050 (Gott.) [Gabriel says to

Zacharias] All )>at be is tight \p.r, hight] sal be-tyde.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5488 Atte water
Hamon doun lyght, Inttl a hot Hamon had tyght. 13..

E. E. Ailit P. A. 502 Of tyme of jere l>e terme watz ty^t.

Ibid. B. 1 153 5if ?e wolde tyjt me a torn telle hit 1 woMe.
a 1435 Cursor M. 4124 (Trin.) t>e fol^ J>at his brejjeren ti'jt.

c 1470 Gola^ros ^ Gatu. 744 The renkis of the Round Tabill,

That has tratstly thame tight to governe that gait.

2. With ittf. or absoL (rarely rgjl.) : To fix it in

one*s mind ; to determine, intend, purpose ; to set

oneself to do something.
n 1300 Cursor M. 1301 (Cott.) Wen J»at drightim had him

tight To send him (>e oile J>at he him hight. c 1300 Hattelok

2990 Hwou the swikes haueden tiht [MS. thit] Reuen hem
that was here riht [MS. rith]. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 838 A
stiward was wij> king Ermin, pat liadde ti^t to sle t>at swin.

13.. Gaiv. 4- Gr. Knt. 2483 Mony a-venture. .t>at I ne ty^t,

at t>is tyme, in tale to lemene. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 729 To
slen him had he ti^te. a 1400 Octouian 1476 To brcwe the
Crystene mennys banys Hy liadden tyght C1475 Songs^
Carols, etc. 85/64 Alone to be, she hath her tight. ?<i 1390
Cluster PI. XL i65Therforeasonge, as 1 haue tighte,. .1 will

shewe here in thy sighte.

3. To set, set firmly, fix, set up (an edifice),

pitch (a tent). Cf. Dight v. 5, 8.

138a WvcLiF Judg. XX. 33 So alle the sones ofYrael . . ti^ten

shiTtroii in the pl.ice that is clepid Baalthamar. cxy^P.
PL Crede i63 WiJ? tabernacles y-ti^t to toten all aboutcn.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1373 (Ashm.) Quen he had tijt vp Y\%
train and J>is tild rerid. C1420 Anturs 0/ ArtIt. 355 pe
lasses were of topas, t»at were J^ere to ti5te [v. r. tyghte].

c 1440 Bone I'lor, yj-j They tyght ther pavylons in a stede.

c 1470 Golagros ^ Gazv. 526 Ane hie toure, that tight wes
full trest.

b. ?To set down in writing, to state. Cf.

Dight v^ 6.

13.. E. E. AUit. P. A. 1052 pe hj-^e troncWith alle \>e

apparaylmente vmbe pyjte. As lohan \>e apostel in termez
ty^te.

c. To set or deck w/M jewels, Cf, Dight v. 10.

ct4yS^^H/Coiliear4y^ Bricht braissaris of steill.. Ticht
ouir with Thopas, and trew lufe atanis.

[Note. No word answering to ME. tilttan api^ears in OE.
or in the cognate langs., and its origin is a puzzle. Sense i

corresponds closely to that of OE. siihtan, ME. Stight, ' to
dispose, arrange, regulate, direct, rule'; senses i and 3b
correspond also to various senses of OE. dilitan, Dight v.

Formal connexion with the latter seems impossible; deriva.
tion from the former by loss off, if not impossible in such
constructions as is is)tight^ ivas {s)/iglit, cannot be assumed
without some direct evidence.]

Tight (tait), v.'i Also Sc. 6 teicht, 7 ticht.

[f. 'I'iGHT a."] trans. To make tight, in various

senses, + a. To make (a vessel) water-tight. Obs,

t b. To stretch, tighten, brace ; to draw tight,

compress. Obs. C. (also re^.) To put in order,

make tidy or neat. dial. Hence Ti"ghted///. a.

153* Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 1^6 For boyingis and
tctchteinofthe xij barrellisofaillforsaidis, 1581 Mulcaster
Positiotis xvii. (1887) 76 Wrastling..tightes the sinews.

1587 J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 255 His lessone
was a tichted upe abregment of all he haid tetched
the yeir bypast. 1611 Cotgb., Goudronner . . to pitch, trimme,
or tight a ship. i66i Sc. Acts Clias. //(1820) VII. 230/2
The said barrells to be well tichted and double girthed
before the transporting thairof, 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal
0//M.lxxxvi. (1783) III. 138 Mr. Benjamin..had so spruced
and lighted himself up, that he really looked quite interest-
ing. 1895 Gloss. E. Anglia s. v., 3. = Tidy, * Tight your-
self up'.

Tight, ti5t, obs. ff. Tite; pseudo-arch. pa. t. Tie.
Tighten (tai-t'n), v. [f. Tight a. + -en 5.]

L trans. To draw tight or tighter ; to make taut
or tense, to draw close ; hence, to fix t'ghtly, to
make strict or rigid ; to secure. Also^^,
i7a7 Baii^y vol. II, To Tighten, to make straight, as a

Line, Cord, etc., also to dress after a tight Manner. 1755
Johnson, To Tighten, to straiten, make close. 1774 Golusm,
Nat. Hist. Vn. 257 The spider only wants to have one
end of the tine fast, in order to secure and tighten the
other. iZio^oTT Lady o/L. I. vi.Whatreins were tightened
in despair. 1846 Uriitan tr. Malgaigne's Mait. 0/>er. Surg.
39 The stitches should not be tightened until all the threads
are in ; and the rule is, that those of the middle, or an^^les,
should l)e first tightened. 1859 Handbk. Turning 59 If it

cuts too deep, tighten the screws a little more. 1896 Laov 1

A. Kerr LifeSeh. Valfri 'iyi We find him..revising and
lightening-up the rules of a community.

b. To press closely together; to pack ; to com-
press. Alsoy?^.
1845 Fairbairn Typol. Script. (1057) I. i. ii. 49 A type so

tightened and compressed as to admit of nothing but what
pertained to the tabernacle worship. 1853 Kane Grinnell
£^/. xvi.(i856) 123 A gradually increasing bieeze from the

E.S.E...had tightened the floes.

c. absol. e= Tight-lack v. colloq.

xZgiS Daily Netus 2g Oct. 9/5 A fellow servant..used to

ask why ' she didn't tighten a little more '.

2. inlr. To grow tight or tense ; to be stretched

tight or drawn close. AhoJig.
1846 Landor Imag. Conv., Emp. China ^ Tsing-Ti VIVs.

1853 11. 118/1 My skin seemed too small for them, it tight-

ened so. 1868 KoGF.RS J'ol. Econ. xi. (1876) 150 As the
market tightens., the rate of discount rises. 1871 L. Stkphen
Playgr. Eur. vii. {1894) 158 The rojie once or twice tight*

ened unpleasantly. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 788 The
radial ai tery is felt to tighten day by day.

+ 3. rejl. To make oneself * tight * or tidy ; cf.

Tight a. 4. Obs. rare.

X786 Mks. A. M. Bennktt yuvenile Indiscr. II. 113 Her
daughter was run up to tighten herself, fit, as she said, to
walk with them.

Hence Ti'ghtening vbi. sb. and///, a,

1846
J.

Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 34 Placing the
tightening roller in the position represented by the dotted
lines. Ibid. 806 Two of the bracing chains, with their
tightening shackle. 1836 W. Irving Asiona I. 139 The
tightening of the padding and the pressing of the head to
the l>oard is gradual, 1877 Knight /^/c/. Mech.^ Tightening
fulley, one which rests against the band in order to tighten
It. 1902 Words Eyetvitness 135 Men. .who would have met
untold sorrow with but a tightening of the lips.

Tightened (toi-t*nd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1.]

Made or become tight; drawn tight or close;

tense, stretched ; firm, rigid ; constricted.

1760 Fawkes tr. Anacreon, Ode lix. 7 With tighten'd
Rein, I'll urge thee round the dusty Plain. 1810 Scott
Lad^ 0/ L. II. xxxvi, Malcolm did. .bind. .His ample plaid
ill tightened fold. 1833 Coi.erii>gk Table-t. 10 Aug., Like
a sigh heaved up from the tightened chest of a sick man.
x88o G. Mkkeuith Tragic Coin.i\%%\) 291 Tlie tightened
grasp of her hand confessed her understanding of the thing
she pressed to hear re|>eated. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI.
48 Ihe pulse may be but little clianged [in angina], yet it is

sometimes tightened.

Tightener (tait'naj). [f. Tighten v. + -er i.]

One who or that which tightens.

1829 Nat. Phitos., Prelim. Treat. 32 (U.K.S.), (In lizards]
the two toes or tighlners, by which the skin of the foot is

pinned down. 1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 66 What is

elegantly termed a tightner that Is to say, a most plentiful
repast. 1890 Illustr. Lond News 6 .Sept. 298/3 A minstrel
. .a tightener of the strong sinews of warlike hearts ! 1891
U^liecling 25 Feb. 402 VVienches, spoke tighteners, and
padlocks and chain ; bearings, hubs, and pedals. 1895
Standard 21 Nov. 5/2 There is no such tightener of the
purse strings as want of confidence.

t Ti"ghter. Obs, rare. [f. Tight 2/.3 + -er V]
1, One wlio makes tight the scams of ships;

a caulker.
1611 Cotgr., Coildronneur, a pitcher, trimmer, or tighter

of sliips. 1653 Urquhakt Rabelais \\. xxx, Julius Ca:sar
and Pompey were boatwrights and lighters of ships.

2. * A ribband or string by which women straiten

their clothes' (J.).

Tightish (tai-tij), a. [f. Tight a. + -ishI.]

1. Katlier tight or close-fitting.

*77S S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. xcvi. (1783) III. 202 Are
they [the clothes] not a little lightish? 1848 Curzon Visits
Monast. i. v. 58 It comes up high upon the neck, and has
tightish sleeves. 1893 Quiller.Couch Delectable Duchy 223
In a tightish uniform.

b. as adv. Somewhat tightly.

1767 J- Ferguson Led., Suppl. 31 The top goes on tightish,
but must be made to turn round on the cylinder.

2. Somewhat difficult to accomplish, attain to,

etc. ; rather * stiff ' or difficult.

1786 Mrs. a. M. Bknnett Juvenile Indiscretions III. 207
Amounted to a pretty lightish sum. i8ox tr. GahriellPs
Myst. Husb. II. 96 They have had a tightish day's work.
183a Wilson in Black-w. Mag. XXXI. 859 'Tis a tightish
swim across. 1890 ' BoLDRKWOOD'Cf»/. Rc/ortner (1891) 418,
I had a lightish ride to get over before I caught the mail.

Ti'ght-laxed (-U'st), a. That is laced tightly
;

having the laces drawn tight ; wearing stays tightly

laced ; constricted or compressed by tight-lacing.

1741 [see b]. 1828 Lights ff Shades II. 132 The tight-

laced spark of fashion, with his hat on one side, i860 W. G.
Clark in Vac, Tour. 43 We saw., the belles of the island,.,
with . .tight-laced black bodices. 1871 Figure Training 106
May I add a little practical information, .on the health of
ti^ht-laced ladies? 1905 H. D. Rolleston Dis. Liver 11
Tight-laced livers are often associated with dyspepsia.

b. Jig, Strict in the observance of rules or usages

of morality or propriety. (Usually dyslogistic.)

1741 Richardson Pamela I. Introd. 26 He made a too
tight-laced Objection, where he quarrels with the spann'd
Waist of Pamela. 1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle vi.

Even in these tight-laced days, the obscurity of a learned
language allows a little pleasantry. 2844 Alb. Smith Adv.
Mr. Ledbury liv, (1886) 164 Ktiquette is not over tight-laced
upon the mountains. 1881 Larwood Lond. Parks xiv. 282
This somewhat tight-laced gentleman was greatly shocked.

Ti'ght-laxiug, vbL sb. The action or process

of lacing tightly ; spec, the practice of wearing
tightly-laced stays in order to reduce or preserve
the form of the waist.

1834 Tait's Mag. I. joi/2 The demon of tigbMacing is

still in existence. 1871 Figure Training 47 My two
daughters. .can bear me out in my favourable opinion of
tight-lacing, and their good health sjjeaks volumes in its

praise. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 343 Cruveilhierlong
ago pointed out the influence of tight lacing as a cause of
displacement [of the kidney].

Hence Ti'g-ht-lace v. (back-formation) trans.,

to lace tightly, to compress (the waist) by wear-
ing tightly-laced stays ; also re^. and abstfl. ; so
Ti'grlLt-lace altrib.phr., affected by tight-lacing;

Tl'g'ht-la'cer, one who practises tight-lacing. ^

1859 Habits o/Gd. Society 172 It is often difficult to con-
vince the practised tight-lacer ; for vanity is generally
obstinate. x88o tr. Zieuasen^s Cycl. Med. IX. 40 In slight
grades of the so called ' tight-lace livtr' only a shallow
transverse furrow is observable. i8j>7 Alll'utfs Syst. Med.
iV. 343 The tight-lace line on the liver is on the same level
as the upi>er pole of the kidney. 1898 Daily News 19 Jan.
9/2 She told me that she tight-laced herself to present a
food figure in the shop. 1907 Daily Chron. 14 Sept. 5/7
he majority of tight facers develop thick unshapely legs

sooner or later.

Tightly (tai'tli), adv. [f. Tight a.-».-LY2.]

In a tight manner.
1. Sotmdly, properly, well; effectively; stoutly,

vigorously. Cf. Tight a. 3. Now dial,

1398 .Shaks. Merry IV. i. iii. 88 Hold Sirha, beare you
these Letters tightly. Ibid. ii. iii. 67 He will Clapper-claw
thee tightly. 1598 Ii. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 11. ii. He
shall heare on*t, and that tightly too. a 16x5 Fletcher,
etc. Fair Maid Inn 11. ii, When we have cozen'd 'em most
tightly, thou shalt steal away the innkeeper's daughter.
aijoo Ii. K. Did. Cant. Crtnv a. v. Soch, I'll Drub ye
tightly. 1700 S. L. tr. Frykes Voy. E. Ind. 193 Our eight
Boats.. pursued them so tightly, tliat..by Noon our lioats

were all got within a quarter of a League of 'em. a 1713
Ei.LwooD Autob/og. 163 He stood up titely to them. 1786
ItuKN's Inventory 41 An' ay on Sundays duly nightly, 1 on
the questions [~ calechisml tairge them tightly. 01835
Forbv Voc. E. Anglia, yVi'/tZ/y,. .promptly; actively; alertly.

2. With constriction, tension, or compression;
closely, tensely ; strictly ; not loosely. Alsoyf^.
1758 Rutty Spir, Diary (ed. a) 104 A busy week ; yet

kept to all meetings tightly. 1776 Trial 0/Nundocomar
60/1 A paper, wrapped in a wax cloth, .bound tightly down
with a string. x8i6 Scott Let. 22 Nov., 1 have settled
Walter tightly to his Greek and Latin. 1859 Habits o/Gd.
Society iii. 145 Anything which binds any part of the body
tightly impedes the circulation. 1879 Stevenson Trav.
Cevennes (1886) 34, I was tightly cross-examined about my
journey. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 904/2 The contests
were . . more tightly fought out than by the trotting equtnes.

3. Firmly, securely.

1866 Mrs. Gaskkll Wives ^ Dau. xlvlii, Trying to take
one of his hands; but he kept them tightly in his pockets.

1898 Flo. Montgomeky Tony 13 Their hands clasped tightly.

4. Neatly, tidily, smartly.
1825-9 Mrs. Sherwood Lady 0/ Manor II. xv. 297 It

docs me good to see you going about, .so tightly dressed in

your neat little cap and blue apron.

5. In comb, with ppl. adj. (used attrib.), as

tightly-clenched, -corseited, -reined, -wrapped, etc.

1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. il Passion 9f Princ. xii. III.

292 The tightly-strained white kid gloves. 1866 Howku.s
Venet. Life xi. 154 Her tightly-corsetted waist. 1888* J. S.

Wintkr' j^'tf(j//r'j CA//^r. iii. Between her tightly-clenched

teeth.

Tightly, ti^tli, erroneous spellings of Titely.

Tightness (taitnes). [f. Tight a. + -nes8.]

The quality or condition of being tight.

1. Closeness of texture; denseness, solidity ((>^i.)

;

compactness of structure, impermeability. hXsofig.
a 1728 Woodward (J. ), The bones are inllexible, which arises

from the greatness of the numljer of corpuscles that compose
them, and the firmness and tightness of their union. 1759
Ellis in Phil, Trans. LI. 207 The lightness of the cask
would secure them from the salt water. 1865 Dick£ns Mut.
Fr. 1. viii. Make me as compact a little will as can be recon>
ciled with tightness.

2. The condition of being drawn tight, stretched,

or strained ; tenseness, tautness.

1780 Neiv Nttvgate Cat. V. 152 Placing a fife within Ihe
cord so as to twist it to a proper lightness. 1793 Beddoes
Scurfy 63 It was not occasioned by any tightness of dress.

1869 Sturgeon Treas. David V-^xix. 2 Harp-strings, .need to

be screwed up again to their proper tightness. 1885 Man*
Chester Exam. 7 Oct, 5/2 The very tightness with which the
screw is being applied renders the probability of a bre.-ik-

down of the machinery more probable.

b. transj. Constriction felt (as in breathing)
;

hardness (of the pulse). Cf. Tightened.
1785 J. Pearson in Med, Commun.W. 6S A sense of tight-

ness across the chest. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 37
Nothing will relieve the tightness of the chest and the hard-
ness of the cough.. better than antimony. 1899 Ibid. VI.

49 Diminution in ^ize and increase in tightness of the pulse.

3. The condition of being tipsy, slang.
1864 Daily Tel. 4 Oct., At the first blush, the Americans

strike a foreigner as being an exceedingly drunken people.
.,Vou cannot fail to observe an immense amount of* tight-

ness ' during your walks abroad.

4. Conitn. Scarcity of money in the market.
1858 R. S. SuRTEES Ask Mamma Ixvii, In consequence

of ilie tightness of the money-market, an early settlement
would be agreeable. 1901 Scotsman 7 Mar, 6/3 The tight-

ness of money is again beginning adversely to affect gilt-

edged slocks.

Tight rope, ti-ght-rope, sb. A tightly

stretched rope, wire, or wire cable, on which rope-

dancers and acrobats perform feats of 'Hjuilibristic

skill. Also attrib, (Contrasted with Slack-bopk.)



TIGHT-ROPE.

iSol StsOTT S^rts /,- Past. III. iv. (1810) 1S8 Tumbline
and jumping Ihrou^h a hoop.. and dancing upon the tight-

rope. 1861 Thackeray Four Georges iv. (1876) 105 A
charming young Piince who danced deliciously on the
ti^ht-rope. 1899 Spectator 22 Nov. 729/2 An interview
with a tight-rope dancer.

Hence Ti-jrht-rope v., intr. to perform on the

tight-rope ; trans, to w.-xlk along as if on a tight-

rope.
|8<8 A. Mayhrw Paved u-iUt Gold it. vii, A small.,

garden, intersected with gravel |ibths not broader than deal
boaids which entailed ttalancing on those who tight.roped
its walks. 1908 Daily ChroH. i Feb. 5,'6 He has tiiinbk-d

ami light roped, slept under hedges, and accepted presents
from reigning potentates.

Tights (taiu), ib. pi. [Elliptical use of Tight
n.] a. Tight-fitting breeches, worn by men in the

iSth and early iglh centuries, and still forming part

of court-tlress.

1833 Maubvat p. SimpU XKx'if The frill of his shirt, ex.
tending from his collar to the waistband of his nanlceen
ligftts which were finished olTat his knees with huge bunches
of riband. 1857 Dicki:ns Lett. (1880) 11. 26 A pair of com-
mon nankeen tights lo button below the calf. 1889 \V. S.

GiLBCKT J-oggertj/'i Fairy I, If tights and trunks came in

again.

b. Garments of thin elastic material, fitting tight

to the skin, worn by dancers, acrobats, and others
to facilitate their movements or display the form

;

skin-tights. .Sometimes covering the whole body,
bnt usn.illy the legs only.
1836-7 Dickens Sk. Bot, flfrs. youpk Porter (1870) 300

None of the performers could walk in their tights, or move
their arms in their jackets. 1845 Alb. Smith Fort. Seatter^,
Fam. xlii. (18871 T40 Gentlemen in flesh tights jumped over
strips of cloth, coming down on the horse again. 1897
Timet 4 Oct 8/1 (.Shel would be well advised to abandon
her tights and resume the garb of her sex.

Tiglic(ti-glik),<». C/um. [f. mod.L. 7/^/-/«/«,
specific name of the croton oil plant, Crolon
Tigliitm (Linn.), of the Coromandel coast in

India, the see<ls of which were known in ijlh cent,

pharmacy as grana ligiia and grana lilli ; accord-
ing to Wittstein, 1856, f. Gr. riXof liquid faeces,

as in diarrhoea, from their purgative quality.

If so, the spelling tipia or tiglii for lilia, lilli

prob. arose in Italy.] Contained in or dcrivc<l

from croton oil; h\lic aciJ, C,H,0, (Watts) —
CM,. CH:C(CHj).CO.OH, a colourless crysulliiie

compound, crystallizing in triclinic plate* or rods,

obtained from croton and other oils; stereo-isomeric
with angelic acid. Also called methyl-crolonic

a€id. ^ Ti-glAt*, a salt of this acid ; Tl-rlia*
(see qnoC 1900); SigU-nlo a., tiglic.

••TS Watts Diet. Cktm. VII. ^5 iCnrUit til, atldt
tttmimtd from) Geuther and FrOblich doignale this acid
nraraioaally as tiglic acid, and point out that it it, perhaps,
Uantical with Krankland and Duppa's tnethyl^roconic acid.
.. Bariom tighic, (CsHiOi),Ba<f ioH«0. 1876 Hailiy
Kt^lt'f Mat. Med. 440 It is compoMd of the ordinary fatly
acMls, ami volatile, acetic, balyric, and valerianic, liglinic

acid, ifpa II. D. XnctatM Glta. B*L Termi, Tiflitu, the
acrid pnndple in tne seeds btCrtlon Tiglium, Ltnn.

Tigress (tai-grcv). (Also 9 ti«ereas.) [f.

TiiiER-t- -188, after F. Ugresa.'\

L A female tiger.

1611 CoTGi., Tifretu, a Tigresse, a the Tiger. 16*4
Massincu Kemerada 111. v, If Christians have mothers,
sure they share in The tigress' fierceness. 1647 R. SrArvLToM
yuvfHat XV, 278 The Indian tigresses firme peace enjoy.

i>ft K. PrAcooc fl, Brendan II. 1
1 7 She turned on him like

a ligiesi at bay.

2. /ig. A DCTce, cmel, or tiger-like woman : cf.

Tiou sb. 4.
TOO Moricuz Quix. i. it. Iv. II. 400, I never will give

any body reason 10 call me Tigress and Lioneu. 1706
PuiLurs (ed. Keney), TItritt. . .a ranting Woman, a cruel
Mistress. 1871 M. (uoLuta Marf. n Merck. I. UL 121 The
proper subjugation cf Ibe young heiresi and tifrcat,

tb. A vulgarly or obtrusivelyoverdreaed woman:
ef. Tion 7. Obs.

1(30 NtK Mnlkly Mmg. XLVIII. 460 Tigresses, loo.
shone in a iicar approach to nudity, in Greek draperies and
a llrutus* wig.

8. attrib. and Comb., as ligrta-kearl, -like adj.
i<44 Louisa S. CosTKiLO A'am 4 /'Vrrwrr II. 341 Adieu,

tigrcss-beart ! Shepherden without affection. 1910 Q. Rei\
Jan. 13 Started in iit;reis.8ke mvcnge by a bdy of quality.

iTigridia (taigriMii). Bet. [mod.I.., name<l
'bn Ker iSo.s, C Gr. n-jfA-, variant stem of ti7;h«

T10IS-I--IA*; so called from the spotted flowers.]

Name of a genus of bulbous plants, N.O. /riJoieK,
known as Tiger-iris or Tiger-flower, esp. T. Pa-
vonia, the I'eacock Tiger-flower, a native of
Mexico, Central America, and tropical .S. America.
1866 in Treat. Sot. 1888 I'all Mall G. 10 Nov., I feel

bound to (ay a word in praise of the orchid-like tigiidia, a
liulbous plant of about a foot in height, and whose blosioms,
like those of tbe cistus, never last longer than a day.

Tigrine (tsigrsin), a. (Also tigerine.) [ad.
U tigrin-us (Pliny) marked like a tiger: sec
-|K«'.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling a tiger,

esp. in marking or colouring; in specific names
of animals translating L. tigrinus.
i«s5 BiouKr Glott:'gr.^ Tigrine, of, or like the swift beast

called a Tigre. i8aa Shaw Gtn. Zocl. I. 408 Tigerine
VOU X.
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I

weesel . . of the sire of a Cat, .ind of mild manner?. The body
..with a black stripe from head to tail, and spotted on the
sides with brown. 1803 Hid. IV. 556 Tigrine Holocenlrus

I

..nativeof Ihelndianseas. 184a /><•»«> t>/. XX IV. 440/1
Two soldiers, .habited and shielded .so as to exhibit a tige-
rine aspect. i86t G. Meredith Evan Harrington xl.
With tigrine cl.iw thou mangiest my speech. 1908 Times
8 June 6/3 Carpet, diamond, and tigrine snakes.

Tigirish, Tlgrous : see Tigerish, Tigerohs.
Tigroid (toigroid), a. [f. Gr. Ti7/»f.5ij! like a

tiger : see -oil).] Resembling a tiger or tiger's skin
;

marked like a tiger. Tigroid body (Path.) : see
quots. Also absol. as sb.

i
1901 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. 11. 338 The tigroid in the cell

bodies of the nuclei of origin of the motor cerebral nerves.
Il'id., A part of the dendrite where tigroid bodies disappear.
1904 TllcHENER ir. Wundts Physiol. Psychol. I. 41 When
highly magnified, must nerve-cells show, .a fibrillated struc-
ture : clusters of granules are set . . between the meshes of
this fibrilUr network.. .The granular deposits are named,
from their discoverer, the corpuscles of NissI ; they arc
also known as tigroid bodies, or as cliromophilous substance.
909 Cent. Diet. Sutfl. s. v. Grnnu/,; f/issi granules, small,
deeply staining bodies found by NissI in the cytopL-Lsm of
nerve-cells. .. Also called Missl's bodies and tigroid.

Hence Tlerrolysis (taigijiiisis) [C5r. Xiiiris dis-

solution], the bre.tking down of the tigroid substance
ill the nerve-cell ; Ti^olytlo (-oli'tik) a., of or
jiertaining to tigrolysis.

1903 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. VI. 264 This disintegration
..of the tigroid has been variously designated... Kohn.
stamm fiives it the ii.ime tigrolysis, . . which I prefer. Hid.,
Cells still tigrolytic may be observed.

Tigrology. nonce-wd. [See -o)loot.] The
branch of zoology which treats of tigers.

i8aa-s6 De Quincey Confess. Wks. V. 70 The indignation
arose_ naturally ag.iinst my three tormentors (guardian,
Archididascalus, and the professor of tigrology).

Tig-tag (ti-g|tae-g), v. Se. [Reduplicated forma-
tion, suggesting the continuous alternation of the
game of 'I'lo or Tag.] a. intr. To continue in reci-

{irocal action ; to bicker ; to haggle in bargaining.
). trans. To drive to and fro, to keep (a person)
running to and fro. Hence Tig- lagging obi. sb.

i«43 BAlt-t.ie Lett., to IK 'ifang 7 Dec., The King came.

.

with purpose to break up Waller's quarters,, .but.. Waller is

recruilctl,^ from Kent, with horse and foot, and minds to
stand to it. They may tig tag on this way this twelve
month. i8as Jamiesom, Tig-taggin, the act of bagglin ;

as. We had an awfu' tig-taggin about it, before we coud
mak our bargain. 1844 *• Cross Disruption xxxv. (1846)

38} They've . . been tig.lagit foe years, w ailing on this
IliTl and the ither BilL

Tigurine (tigiursin'), a. anil sb. [ad. L. Tigu-
rin-iei in Tixuriiius f^igiis (Cafsar), a district of
ancient Helvetia, generally identified with Ziirich

( Turicum).'\ a. mtj. Of or pcrt.-uning to Ziirich

(cf. Consensus Tigurinus, the Zurich Consensus of

'549); hence - Zwinouah. b. sb. A Zwinglian.
« t«ji CALDiawoon Hist. XVr^dgAj) II. 331 The interpre-

tatioun of the Confes^ioun of the Tigurine kiik iimde by
Mr Robert Pont. 1674 Mickman Quin^uart. Hist. (ed. 2) 59
KIcssed is the man who hath not gone in the counsel of the
Sacramentarians, nor stood in the way of the Zuinglians, nor
tale in the seat of the Tigurines. 167s V. Ausop .-Inti-sozzo

973 Those low-spirited, phlegmatic Tigurine doctors, who
trade all in. .unwieldy systems of Divinity. 1697 Potter
Antitj. Greece i. i. (1715) 3 Cf. the Tigurine Version with that
of Geneva. 1788 (^. CAHpaaLL Four Gospels (1807) I, 143
This has been followed by the Tigurine translator,

Tlg^uryo, obi. variant of TuoiRY.
Ti-ha, -bee, obs. IT. Tkhke. Tibt, obs. f.

Tight, Tm cutv.

Tikal, var. Tical. Tikat. obs. f. Tickbt.
tTike.tykel. Obs. tart-*. [Generally taken

as " Tyke, dog, sense i ; but perh. ad. Welsh taeog

(taiog), in OWelsh taiattx villain, churl, Cornish
tiot or tiac husbandman, farmer, jiloughman, rustic

;—OCeltic 'tegaeos, deriv. of *teg-os, Welsh ty a
house: cf. for the sense Cottar, med.L. eotarius,

from cola ; ViLLXUt, med.L. villanus, from villa.\

One of a class of persons subject to tallage (cf.

TALLAOKABlLlTr, quot 1 888); a churl, villein.

1377 Lancu /'. PI. B. XIX. 37 The iuwes, bat were gentil

men, ihcsu hei dispised, Bothe his lore & his lawe ; now ar
|»ei (owe cherlts. As wyde as l»e worlde is, wonyeth |>ere

none But viider Iribut 8c taillage as tykes & cherles [1393
C. XXIL 37 likes and cheorlcs].

[Mote. On this word see A. I.. Mayhew in Guardian
10 Nov. 1909. Taeogwa% in Welsh a technical tttm(.4nct.
IKelsk Laws 216, 266), and may have been known west of

the Severn in English counties on the Welsh Border. Tike
^ 'dog ', appears later, and then only in the north.]

Tike *, var. Ttkk, a low-bred dog.

Tike, Tlkel, -ell(o, -11. Tiket. tikkat, -et,

obi. forms of Tick, Tickle, Ticket.

II Til' (til). East Ind. Also teel, teal. [a.

Hindi til •.-iiV.T. tilil.} The Indian name of the

plant Sesamum indiciim; chiefly atlrib. or in comb.,

as /// seed; til oil, tU-aeed oil, tlie oil obtained

by bruising tbe seeds. Ulack til " Ramtil, Gui-

totia oleifera (formerly called Verbesina saliva).

1840 Penny Cyct. XVI. 417/1 India, whence, .sesamum or

til seed is. .largely imported, as well as from Egypt. 1845
Stocijueler Handbk. Brit. India (iS}i)si4 It is. .inferior.

.

to the oil of til {sesamum). 1849 Baleour Man. Bot. I 951
Teel seeds, the produce of Sesamum orientate, supply a

TILE.

bland oil. C1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 101/2 Sessama,
glngilie, or teal oil. a 1875 Table Customs-Duties British
India i.\u]e). Oils, Jinjili or Til. 190S Statesman 23 Aug.
5/4 rhe Sesamum (Til or Jinjili) crop of the season.

II Til '-. [Native name in Madeira : perh. a local
use of Pg. til, Tetl or linden.] A lauraceous
tree, Oreodaphne felens, of the Canary Islands and
Madeira

; also its wood, which h.is a fetid smell.
Chiefly atlrib., as til-tree, til-wood.
1858 HocG yeg. Kiiigd. 623 Til-wood, produced by

Gi«ppertia]/a!tens, a native of the Canaries, has a most
disagreeable odour. 1884 Miller Planl-n., Oreodaphne
{Laurus) fcetens. Fetid Laurel, or Til-tree. i88e Lady
B"*ssev The Trades 30 The black Til . .or native laurel.
Til, obs. form of Teil, Tile, Till.
Tilbtiry (ti-Ib&i). [f. proper name Tilbury,

in sense i that of the inventor, in sense 2 of the place

:

see quot. 1796.]
1. A light open two-wheeled carriage, fashionable

in the first half of the igth <^

1814 .^porting Mag. XLIII. 240 Fifteen tilburies, drawn
by line blood horses. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes vi. (1850)
55/2 Gigs, ph.ielons, large-wheeled tilburies, and private
carriages. 1863 'Ouida' Held in Bondage (1870) 44 We
stood waiting for his tilbury.

1 2. A sixiwnny piece ; sixpence, slang. Obs.
•796 Grosk Diet. ynlg. T. (ed. 3I, Tilbury, sixpence; so

called from its formerly being the fare for crossing over from
Gravesend to I'ilbury foil. 1805 in Brathivait's Bamabees
7rnl. iiSiS) Inlrod. 43 note. As if a ni.in .. should say
'Arriving at Tilbury-fort, I gave a beggar a Tilbury (sixpence)
for the name's sake '. i8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Tilbury,
a sixpence.

Hence Ti'lbnry'd a., of driving gloves, having
the finger-palms strengthened with leather to resist

the friction of the reins.

1901 Trade Catalogue, Knitted tilbury'd gloves.

tTild. Obs. Forms: 4 tyle, 5 tyll, tilde,
tylde, 5-6 tyld. [In I4~i5th c. tyle, tyll, app. a.

OK tille a piece or portion : cf. une tille de son bacon
(t2th c), tille de lart (14th c. in Godef.).] Each
of the four cuts or portions into which a quarter
of beef may be divided.
»34»-3 Durh. Ace. Rolls (Surtee^ I. 38 In j quart, earn.

Bou' recent, et ij tylcs et j carcos. pore. 1417 Ibid. 55
In V Carcass, j qart. et j tyld Carn. bov. ci4ao Ibid 56
In iiij carcas ij tyll bov. sals. 1514-15 Earl Northumber-
land s Househ. Bk.(\T)<i) r35 There shal be strikkjn o( every
Carcass of Beef Ixiiij .Stroks, whiche is., after iitj Tilde in
every (Quarter and after iiij Stroks in every Tylde.
Tild, -e, var. Teld sh. and v. Obs. ; obs. f. Tile.

II Tilde (ti-ld^). [Sp. tilde, a popular metathetic
form of the type *tidlo for tit(u)lo, ad. L. tiliilus

Title. Diez cites as a parallel instance eabildo, L.
capilnlum.'\ The diacritic mark ~ placed in

Si)anish above the letter n to indicate the mouilU
or iialatalized sound (n»), as in seHor (sen'or).
Orig. the mouilU sound was written ««, as in the parallel

// ; the tilde is an abbrcvi.ated form of the second n.

1864 in Webster. 1889 Pnll Mall G. 21 Jan., It is not
consideretl [by the authoress] of any importance if the word
senor remains without its tilde.

Tile (tail), ji.l Forms: o. i tisule, i-a tisele,

3 tijal, 4 tejele, tijl, 4-5 tiel, 4-6 tyel, 4-9 tyle,

5 til, tyl, tille, tyell, tyil, tyj^l, tele, 5-6
teylle, tyllo, 4- tile. h. Sc. and north, dial. 5-6
tild, tyld(e. [OE. tif,ule, tigele :-WGer. iegala,

ad. L. legula a tile, f. leg-Ire to cover. So OHG.
tiagal (MHG., G. sUgel), Du. tegel, tichel, ON.
tigl (Hw. tegel, Da. tegl).]

1. A thin slab of burnt clay, shaped according to

the purpose for which it is required ; usually nn-
glaze<l and flat or curved for covering the roofs of

buildings, flat for lining ovens, etc. ; flat, usually

glazed and sometimes encaustically ornamented
when used to pave floors, or line walls, fire-places,

etc. ; semi-cylindrical or tunnel-shaped when used
for purposes of drainage.

a. originally and generally as used for roofing

purposes ; hence also applied to similar coverings
of ntetal, marble, t wood ' shingles ', etc.

a 7*5 Corpus Gloss. 199a (O.E.T.) Tegula, ti^^ule. c8as
yesp. Ps. xxi. 16 [xxii. 15} Adru^ade swe swe ti^^ule {L.
testa] mesen min. ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 156 7;eb3ern

under ti^^etan to ahsan. a 1300 Cursor M. 18930 pe hre es
god 10 sirengh )>e tile. 1340 Ayenb. 167 Tribulacion makel>
pacience. .ase ^et uer maket» |>e te^ele hard, c laoo Brut
ccxlii. 352 A lar^e hous of tymbir .. couered with tylez
ouyr. c 1425 yoc. in Wr.-Wulcker 667/22 Hec tegula, teylle.

ijtsa Huloet, Tyles of woode called shyngtes. 1555
Eorn Decades 150 Their houses.. are couered eyther with
tyles, slates, reades, or stalkes of certeyne herbes. 16x3
PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 467 The house wherein his
Pagode..standeth, is couered with Tiles of siluer. 16x7
MoRYSON Itin. I. 64 The building is very faire, of free stone
. ., but covered with tiles of wood for the most part. 1678
CtiDwoKTH tntetl. .Syst. 1. iv. 460 He uncovered another
Temple.., and taking olfthe Marble.Tylcs thereof, sent them
into Spain to ndorn liis new erected Temple withal. 1746-7
Hervry Medit. (1818) 27 Even a single tile, dropping from
the roof, may be as fatal .is the fall of the whole structure.

1840 R. H. Dana////; Mast x'lii. 30 The better houses., have
red tiles upon the roofs. 1850 Lritch tr, C. O. Mailer's
Anc. Art i $3 Byzes of Naxoa invented the art of cutting
marble tiles about the 50th Olympiad. 1857 Birch Anc.
Pottery (1858) 1. 162 Tiles were extensively used in Greece
for rooting.



TILE.

f b. As used in building geneially, and includ-
^

ing thicker slabs of the shape and quality of bricks

:

of. Tile-stone i. Obs.

(Cf. the corresponding use of G. tie^el. The word hrkk
fir>»t appears in E, in the i5ih c.)

^893 K. ALFRED Otos. II. iv. § 7 [Se weall] is ?eworht of

ti;5elan & of eoratyrewan. (c 1250-1387: ste 2.\ c 1385

Chaucer L.G. IK 709,^ wallis make Kul liyeof hardelili>

wel I-bake. 1481 Caxtom Myrr. iti. xL 158 They made
other [pillar].. of tyles all hole wyihoute ony loyniures.

c. As used for paving floors, lining walls, fire-

places, etc.

c 1386 Chaucer Somptu T, 397 Ne of our p.iuemenl Nys
nat a tyl yel wiih-Iiine oure wones. (c 1394, i4a6-7 : seez.J

1611 CoTGR.,(?«rtrrfflK,..a square tile,orbricke, fit to paue
with. 168B K. Holme Armoury^ 111. 343/2 Roman Tiles..

found in Vaults and Cellars in Chester. 1715 Lkoni
Paiiadio*s Arckii^ {1742) I. 27 The Floors may be made..
of square Tyles. 1727-41 Chawbkrs O'^/., Fh-mhh cr
Dutch Tyles are of two kinds, antient and modtin.—The
antient were used for chimney foot-paces... The modem
Flemish lyles are commoidy used plastered up in the

jaumbs of chimneys instead of chimney-corner-stones. 1735
liERKELEyC*w"^^ § 117 VVheiher tiles and plaster may not

supply the place of Norway fir for flooiing. 184^ Uickens
Christmas Carol i, The fireplace .. paved .. with quaint

Dutch tiles. 1888 Miss Braim>on Fatal Three i. v, The
walls were lined with Minton tiles.

d. As used for draining land, roads, buildings,

etc., or for other purposes. These are either hollow

tubes or semicircular and open.

1830, 1844 [see tile-draining^ •jtiachine in 6J.^ 1869

Bout ELL Arms <5- Arm. iv. (1S74) 60 One ofthese shields is

an elongated and convex oblong, somewhat resembling a
hollowed water-course tile. 1870 Emerson Soc. <5- Solit. vi.

122 See what the farmer accomplishes byacnriload of tiles:

he alters the climate by leiling off water. 1875 W.
M<Ilwraith Guide Wigtownshire 118 The spring., has
Ijeen diverted into tiles, and forms a spoul-weil. 1883
Fisheries Exiiib. Caial. 297 Tiles prepared for collecting

Spat... Knives for detaching the young oysters from the

chalked tile.

e. Metallurgy, A small flat piece of baked earth

or earthenware used to cover vessels in which

metals are fused.

1741 Cramer Art Assaying Metals 67 In Fusions, it is

ofien necessary to cover the Vessels with Tiles, .. These are

made of tlie same Matter as the melting Pots and Crucibles.

1753 Chambers Cycl, Sapp.^ Tile, or Tyle, in assaying, a
small flat piece of dried earth, used to cover vessels in which
metals are in fusion... The Tile sits close upon the vessel.

1877 KviXGm Diet. Mech., Tile.. 2. {Brass-/ounding.) 'ihe

cover of a brass furnace. Now made of iron, but formerly

a flat tile... 3. {Metallurgy.^ A clay cover for a meliing-pot.

f. The name given to a small flat plale ofcopper :

cf. tile topper in 6.

1868 JovNSON Mi'talsg6 The copper.. is cast into* ingots',
* tiles ', or ' wire bars '.

g. To have a tile hose (and similar expressions

derived from roofing tiles) : to be slightly crazy, or

not quite right in the head, slang.

1846 W. H. Maxwell Brian o* Linn xvii, (1848) II. 212
'There is iK>t a tile off your upper story ', as they say in the

north. 1870 G. Macdonald Back 0/North Wind xix, He's
not right in the head, you know. A tile loose. 1877 liESANT

& Rice Harp <5- Cr. iv, Is he cracked? Has my cousin
dropped a tile '?

2. The material of which tiles or bricks consist,

burnt clay (cf. Brick sb,"^ i); tiles (or f bricks)

collectively (in early use const, as ph). -^ Oil of
Hie = brick-oil (Bbick j^.l 10). Obs.

a. c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 2552 Do sette sundri hem to waken
His ti^el and Hm, and walles maken. (11300 Cursor Af.

1533 (Cott.)Tuapilersl>ai mad, otile Jjetan, petojjer it waso
merbul Stan. 1387 TREVisA///*f//^« (Koils) IV. 297, I fonde

a citee of brend tyle, and now 1 leve a citee of marbil.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 194 pat cloister .. was .. y-paued wil>

peynt til, iche poynte after otjer. 1426-7 Rec. St^ Mary ai

Hill 64 Payd for xj" pavyng tyle. 1366 ia J. _Morris
Troubles Caih. Forefathers (1877) 336 All the residue of

tile, timber, and stuff. 1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. 139 The
couertures being erected .. after the Italian fashion with
gutterd tyle. 1634 J. IHate] Myst. Nat. 64Takeof oyleof
Tile one pound. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. X42 To do
them with Dutch Tile, such as they set Chimneys with.

1842 Dickens Ainer, Notes xi. (1850) 112/1 Cincinnati is a
beautiful city. .with. .its welUpaved roads, and foot-ways of
blight tile.

^. £1425 WvNTOUN Cron. i. v. 235 He gert twa pilleris

sone be maid : Off tild or plaister wes the tane. The ioJ?er

wes of merbill stane. ^1450 Alaitl. Club Misc. HI. 205
A litill liasyn of payntit tild for the hee alter. 1552 Lysde-
SAY Monarche 1702 All fell to warke, boiih man andchylde,
Sum hulkic clave, sum btynt the tylde. 1553-4 B^rgh Kcc,
Edinb. (1871) II. 346 Item, to Maister Johae Prestoun for

ane hundreitb tylde. .xv'.

fb. The covering of a roof, roofing. Obs, rare»
161 1 CoRVAT Crudities 362 The tyle of most of their houses

is made of pieces of wood.

3. slang. A hat. Cf. Tiled///, a. i c.

1823 in spirit Pub, yrnls. 55 The prompter's l>oy threw
up Ins tile. 1825 Sporting Mag. XVI. 59 The Suffolk
Champion took off his tile, and made a silent apps:a1. 1837
Dickens /*/c^7w. r,\\y Afore the brim went it was a wery
handsome tile. 1873 O. W. Holmes Centenn. Dinner Boston
Pier 22 The square-toed boys in the three-cornered tiles.

4. Applied to an ancient Greek game : see quot.

1837 B. D. Walsh Aristoph.^ Knights 11. iv. ^\^note^
' The game of tiles ' was played [thus).—A tile is provided,
..black on one side, and white on the other. The players
are separated into two. .parties, the blacks and the whites.
A child tosses up the tile in the air,.. if it falls with the
black side uppermost, the blacks run after the whites [etc.].

5- Short for TiL£-fjsu.

26

1893 Worthinglon's Mag, (Hartford, Conn.) I. 150 The
Tile should be obtainable in numbers equal to the cod, .its

fl*;ih is more delicate and has a better flavor.

6. altrib. and Comb., as tile pavement
^
paving,

J oof roofing, sole\ tile-layer, -moulder^ -scraper;

tile-clad, -covered, -floored, -like, -lined, -paved,

-roofed adjs, ; tile-biirner, one who burns or bakes

clay into tiles, a tile-maker; tile-clay, a kind of

clay adapted for making tiles ; tile copper, impure

copper or 'bottoms' (liOTTOM sb. S b) made in flat

rectangular i)lates or Miles*; tile creasing: see

CiiEASiNG vbl. sb:^ 2 ; tile-drain sb., a drain con-

structed of tiles; so tile-drain v. trans., to drain

(a field, etc.) by means of tiles ; tile-draining

vbl. sb.; tile-earth - tile-clay; tile-field, a ]>iece

of ground where tiles arc mnde : cf. byick-field\

tile-laths, laths stipporling the tiles of a roof;

tile-machine, a macliirie for making tiles, csp.

drain-tiles; f tile-oast *= Tile-kiln; tile-ore, an

earthy variety of cuprite or copper ore, usually of

a reddish colour; tile oven - Tile-kiln; tile-

pipe, a hollow cylindrical tile for drainage; tile-

pit, a pit in which clay for tiles is dug; tile-red

a. and sb.^ (of) a red colour like that of tiles;

tile-root, name for the South African genus

Ceissorhiza of iri<laceous plants, from the over-

lapping scales on the rhizome, the remains of the

bases of the leaves; tile-seed, name for the

Australian genus Geissois of saxifragaceous trees,

from the flattened seeds; ftile-stricker, a work-

man who formed the clay into a brick or tile;

tile-tea, an inferior kind of brick-tea : see quots.

;

ftile-theeker, one who covers roofs with tiles, a

tiler; tile-ways adv., in the manner or form of

a tile or tiles; tile-work, work consisting of tiles;

formerly including brick-work, and pottery in

general; tile-works, a place in which tiles are

made; tile-wright [repr, OE. ligel wyr/ita'], a

maker of tiles ; tile-yard, a yard or enclosure where

tiles are made. See also Tile-fish, -kiln, etc.

1563-6 in Archxologia XXXVl. 303 To the *ty!e burner.

1830 Ctifi/b. Farm Kep. 62 in Lib. U. A'., Husb. Ill, The
engagement with the Staffordshire tile burner. 1849CLOUUII

Amours de Voyage in. 233 Looking down on the 'tile-ckid

streets. 1707 Moktimer //«*/'. (1721) I. 78 A sort of ytllow

''Tile-Clay. 1825 J. Nicholson 0/>erat. Median ic 71^TUc
copper should be tough cake, and not Mile. 1870 Roskeli,

in Eng. Mcch. 18 Feb. 547/3 They arc then separated, .and

worked up to make an inferior quality of copper, known in

the trade as iJile copper '. 1854 H. Miller Sch. ^- Schiu.

(1858) 316 Dingy, low-roofed, 'tile-covered hovels. 1591

Percival .S>. Diet., Tej'o, a "tile couering. 1844 Stephens
!ik. Farm I. 585 The Marquis of Tweeddale. .has.. •tile-

drained extensively. 1830 Cumb. Farm Rcp. 67 in Lib.

Use/. Kn., Husb. Ill, The system of *tile-draining is..

begun in Ayishiie. 1828 Webster, *7V/c-f(irM, a species

of strong clayeyearth; stiff and stubborn land. 1882 Ocil-

VIE s. V. Tile-field^ 'ihe palace of the Tuileries is thus named
fiom standing on what was once a *tile-field. 1849 Dickens
Dav, Copp. X, The "tile floored kitchen. 1844 Stephens
Bk. Farm I. 188 A tile roof icuuires *tile-lalh, li inch

square, and 11 inches apail. 1851 J^ichardson Geol, (1885)

448 Ancient reptiles..; their .. covering consisted of long,

narrow, wedge-shaped, *tile-like, horny scales. 1895 yrnl.

Roy. Init. Brit. Anhit. 14 Mar. 348 The *tile-lined wails

of the Alhambra. 1844 Steihens Bk. Farm I. 5S1 The..
*iile-machine .. makes tiles at the rate of 10,000 tiles a day.

1591 Percival Sp. Diet., Tejar, a "tile ost. 1823 Uric
Diet. Chem. (ed. a), ' Tile ore, a sub-species of octobedral

red copper ore. i53sCoverdale2.S<7;«. xii. 31 He broughte
them forth . . and burned them in 'tyle ouens. 1891 in Cent.

Diet. 1715 Leoni Paliadio's A rehit. {it42) I. 27 Square
*Tyle-Pavemenls are more agreeable to the Eye. ci^o Pal-
lad. OH Husb. 1. 431 And yote on hit *lyl pauyng playn and
stronge. 1849 Ectlesiologist IX. 356 Cylindiical "'tile-pipes.

1656 Hevlin Surv. France 120 Many limekils and *Tile.

pits. 1805-17 R- Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 71 *Tile-red

IS hyacinth-red, mixed with greyish-while... Examples, Poi-

celain-jasper and zeolite. 1600 Holland Z-rr'^* xxxvi. xxxvii.

939 Two tame oxen ctinied up a ladder in the street Carina;,

to the "tyie-roofe of a certaine house. 1844 Stephens Bk.
Farm I. 199 In ^tile-roofing, tiles are made on purpose to

holdapane of glass. 1829 LounoN Encycl. Plants (1^36)40
Geissorhi2a,*Ti\e-Koot. 1884 Miller /'/««/-«., "Tile-seed,

1844 Stephens Bh. Farm 1. 530 The bricks. .could form
eitherasmooth inclined sole like* tile-soles, or aseriesofsteps.

158s Canterbury Afarr. Licences 22 May (MS.), *Tylc-
stricker. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *'J'tle-tea, a kind of
flat brick tea, of much solidity, made in China, . . sold to the
Armenians and Tartars, who distribute it to the Caucasian

Erovinces and Eastern Siberia... It is. .stewed with milk,

utter, salt, and herbs, constituting rather an article of food

than a. .beverage. i8J32 Ogilvib, Tile-tea^ a kind of inferior

tea prepared by stewing refuse leaves with milk, butter, salt,

and herbs, and solidifying the mixture by pressing it into

moulds, cz^o York Myst. \\v.ihending)'V\\ei 'tillethekers.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi "Joitru. France II. 272 The roofs are all

wood cut *tile-ways. 1535 Coverdalk Art. tx. 10 The *tyle

worcke is fallen downe, hut we will buylde it with harder

stones. 1865 Eliza Metevakd Jos. IVedgiuood I. 42 'I'he

. . term of tilework embraced every article manufactured by
the Saxon, and later by the Norman Potter. 1882OGILVIE,
Tile-7Vori- [? ' Tile-worhs], a ^jlace where tiles are made

;

a tilery. 1891 Cent. Diit., Tile-works. 1906 A. IJ. Todd
Autobiog. vii. 70, 1 went to labour at the Lanfine tile-

works, ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 10, & his sealdon

j>st on *ti;^elwyrhlena a:cyr. 1865 Eliza Metevard 'Jos.

Wedgivood I. 93 Every worker in its clays became a tile-

wright, whether he moulded tiles, or formed the homely
pipkin or porringer, the slab-like dish, or ale.vat for the

TILE-FISH.

hall 1832 Scoreby Farm Rep. 24 in Lib. U. K., Husb. III.

'i'he price, .at the "tile-yards is from thirty-five to foity-two

shillings per thousand. 1848 Dickens Dombey vi. Some very
uncomfortable places, such as biick-fields and tile yards.

tTile, sb.'^ Obs. rare-\ [MIC, ?absol. use o(

OE./// adj. serviceable, competent, good, excellent.]

?Gain, profit; wealth, possessions, goods.

c 1250 Gen. Mf Ex. 1519 An hundred so mikel wex his tile,

So may god fnfte 3or he wile.

Tile (t^il), '^- Also 4- tyle. [f. Tile sb."^ ; in

sense 2, back-formation from Tiler 2.]

1. trans. To cover with tiles ; to overlay (a floor

or roof) or line (a wall, fire-place, etc.) with tiles
;

in fjuot. 181 2, to roof.

c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints xl. {Ninian) 930 parof cftire, in

schorl quhile. He gert his quere rycht wele tyle. 1467
in Eng. 6"//^j-{i87o)386That the owners.. tyle the ihacched
houses. 1591 in Genii. Mag. (1779) XLIX. 81 Manyofllices
new builded . .all which were tyled. 1605 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1886) II. 494 Thomas Vates to Slate and Tyle

r*
Kytchen. 1704 N. N. tr. Boccalints Advti./r. Parnass.

11.272 My Spanish Palace, which I might easily have
Tiled with Massie Gold or Silver. 1812 Bigland Beauties
Eng. ^ iVtiles XVI. 629 Open bay barns, tiled with slate.

1829 D. ConWAV Norway 152 Assisting to tile a house.

1901 Wcstm.Gaz. ioJan.7/3 The tunnels are to be liled-up.

b. transf and fig. To cover as with tilea ; to

cover over^ cover up : spec, of overlapping leaves,

swales, eic. (= Imbricate z/. 2). fin quot. 1641-2,

to place (a thine;) upon another so as to cover it,

1512 Aic. Ld. High Trcas. Scot, IV. 298 To tile the

kingis oratour in the Margret schip, xxxv einis Kendillye
1641-2 J. Shute Sarah ^ Hagar (1649) 62 God .. hath
heaped up blessings upon us ; yea, tyled one favour upon
another. 1719 Loniwn & Wise Compl. Gard. \x. 322 Hy
tyling up, or wrapping about, or Earthing up, or otherwise

covering them. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) III.

783 Suhagiuim,. .Leaves, .concave, soft, tiling the branches.

1884 W. K. Parker Alammalian Desct. iv. (rSSs) 95 The
Pangolin is tiled over with patches of cemented hair

2. Freemasonry. (Usually tyle.) To protect (a

lodge or meeting) from interruption and intrusion,

so as to keep its proceedings secret, by placing a

Tiler l>efore the door. Also tranf. to bind (a

])erson) to secrecy ; to keep (any meeting or pro-

ceeding) strictly secret.

1762 Key to Free-Masonry (1776) 4 Master to the Junior
Deacon. What is the chief Care of a Ma<on? Am. To see

that the Ixxlge is tykd. 1768 T. Wilson AlaUer-Mason
(ed. 2) ?6 The master asked his brother warden, if he was a
mason, if the lodge was tiled from whence he came. 1846
Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxv. Come, come, Snob my boy, we
are alt tiled, you know. 1859 Sala Tiv. round Clock\\%t\\

308 The doors of those mysterious meeting-places are ' tiled
*

as securely as Freemasons' lodges, 1896 Laxu Timc% CII.
123/2 A Parliament chamber lat the Inns of Court) is close

tiled, except for purposes of discipline aflfecting character.

Tile, obs. form of Teil, lime-tree, Till v.

Tiled (t9ild),///. a. [f. Tile v. + -ed l.]

1. Covered, roofed, lined, or laid with tiles.

c-1450 Godstow Reg. 495 Eitwene the tyled house of

Isabell..and the ovyn of the same Isabel!. 1546 J. Hev-
WOOD Prot\ (1B67) 58 A tyeld house. 1609 Eif. Woman in

Hunu IV. ii, He that has not a tilde house must bee glad of

a thatch house. 1849 Dickens Dtw. Copp. xxi, She was in

the tiled kitchen. 1881 * Rita ' Lady Coquette iii, A bright

wood fire burns in the old tiled fireplace.

b. Nat. Hist. Covered with or composed of

overlapping leaves, scales, or the like (also said

of the leaves, etc.) ; imbricated. ? Obs,

1750-1 Mrs. Delanv Life J*r Corr. (1862) III. 27 A pre-

sent., of a tiled cockle, that weighs above a hundredweight.

1776 Withering Brit Plants {1796) I- 1 39 Scirpus... Spike

tiled on every side, the florets separated by Scales Ibid.

364 ihe tiled leaves at the extremity of the plant. 1805

pRisciLLA Wakefield Domestic Recr. (1806) I. 12 The
thiid Older have four tiled or feathered wings.

c. slang. Hatted.
179a Misc. Ess. in Ann. Reg. 153/2 Nor were living heads

only new tiled in this taste. The statues of their favorite

poets were crowned with a red cap.

2. Locally applied to fish dried m the sun (?upon

tiles).

1808 Scott Autobiog. in Lockhart, Dined at Prestonpans

on tiled haddocks very sumptuously. ^ijBjo '^ Diary

27 June, (At CockenzieJ we had a tiled whiting, a dish un-

known elsewhere.

3. I'reemasonry. See Tile v. 2.

Tile-fish. [Suggested by the termination of

the generic name Loplwlatilus, and by the brilliant

colouring resembling ornamental tiles.] Name for

the fish Lopholatilus chamxleonticeps^ found in

abundance in 1879 off the coast of New England,

and valued as food; supposed to be extinct from

the early part of 18S3 till 1S92, since which year

its numl>ers have again increased.

i88i Tanner in Rep. If. S.Comm. Fiih ^ Fisheries (1884)

34 One of the tile-fish taken in the morning was boiled for

dinner and served with egg sauce. 1884 Goode Fisheries of
U. S. I. 360 The Tile-fish.. a form discovered on a hitherto

unexplored ground, eighty miles southeast of Noman's. Land,

Massachusetts, in [MayJ 1879. . .Captain Kirby of Gloucester,

who was the first to obtain specimens of this fish, caught in

a few hours several hundred. 1893 Worthington's Mag.
(Hartford, Conn.) I. 150 The Tile Fish, with its b.ick of

pale violet hue and greenish -yellow spots, is one of the

most biilliantly colored fishes in the world. 1902 Jordan
& Evermann Amer. Food Fislus 504 The famous tilefisb,

whose discovery only a few years ago, and sudden dis-

appeaiance a few months later, has iutetesteU commercial



TILE-KILN.

fi<ihe-rmon and scientists as w^l.. .It was not until 1893 that

they were found again.

Ti'le-kiln. Also 6-7 -kU^L A kiln in which
tiles are biked.

1531 /.r/A -5- ^^- Htn. I'flf^V, 180 A longe cart caryng
of tyl)'s from the tyle kyll at Newname Hrige unto the

Kinges storehou-ie within the towne of Calais. 1675 Covf.l

in Early i'oy. Let'ant (Hakl. See) 185 There is also just

by this town a tile kill. 1830 Cumb, Farm Rep. (yi in Lib.

Uuf* Knawi-i //usb. Ill, A proper tile-kiln, shed, etc.,

were erected.
*

Ti'le-maker. A maker of tiles; a workman
einploye<i in making tiles,

1415 Ord<y pagin.lutU Corf: Cr. in Vark 3fys/. Introd.

p. XXV, Tielmakers, Milners. 1548 Sottingham Rcc. IV, 4
Robertus Walesby. tylemaker. xs6« (see Tiler iJ. 1688
LirmtKi-L BriefRel. (1857) I. 453 The princes nurse is. .a
tilemaker's wife. I7a4 l.oud. Gaz. No. 6251/3 Every Brick-
maker and Tylemaker. 1837 Prichard Phys. Hitt, Mom,
(ed. 3> If. 135 A caste of potters and tile-makers.

So Ti'le-making.
x^yjCirt-^ntry Lcet-bk, 1S8 That the metre with hysCoun-

cell haue the ouersight off Tyle-makyng. 1844 Stephens
Bk. Ftirtn I. 581 Clay of excellent ijtiality for tile-making.

tTi'lemau. Obs, = Tile-maker.
M79-*« ^'<^- •^'' Mary at Hill 105 P.Tyd to Knyghte,

Tylcman, for ij m' lylfc % s viij d. 1609 MS. Ace. St. John's
Hosp.j Canterb.^ Payu vnto the t) II uuuie fur a thousand
and a baolfe of tyltcs.

Tile-pin. A ' pin ' (Pi.v j^.l i ) or peg of haKl
woo<l use<l to fasten the tiles to the laths of a roof.

1338 in Vyaz^aXc Momasticom (1846) II. 585/2 In latthe*

nayles..}*/. Item in latthes, jd.. . item in tyclpynnes, ob.

1^-3 AbingdoH Rolls (Camden) 97 In tyclpynnes emptis
viijd. 14*^ R^' St. Mary at Hill 65 A buschel tyle
pynnes viijd. 1963-4 in .Swayne Sarum Ckurchw, Aic.
(1896) im;» a peck of lylepyns—3d. 1679 Moxom Mcch.
Extrc. viii. 145 Tile-pirn of Oak. i8j^ J. N icholson Optrai,
Mechanic 550 A square of plain tiling will re(|uire a bundle
of laths, . . two bushels of lime, one oushel of &aiKl, and a
peck of tile-pins.

Tiler (tai-Uj). Also 3 tyelere, 5 tylare,

tyller, tiller, tiellere, teyller, teler, 6 tyloure,
tylor, teller, 7 tylere, 5-9 tyler. [f. Tiue sb.^

and r. -f -krI.]

L One who corcrs the roofs of buildings with
tiles, a tile-layer ; also formerly, a tile-makcr.
r« 1300 Dttd in Skropih. A rch. S0C. Trans. (1873) I. 368
De domo mca..que est inter domum Willi le galeys et
domum Martini le Tyelere. 141^ Ordapa^im, luMCorp.
Cr. in Vark Myst. Introd. p. xxi, Tylers. 1467 in F,mg.
Gilds (1870I 374 That euery tyler marke hb tyle. 14^
Caih. 'i^'tjU- 379/t A Teler,../<pr^tfr. 1^ Act 5j^?'*
c 4 f 30 Thaite or Occupation of a .. BiKkla)-er, Tyler,
Slater, l{eal)'er, Tilemaker. 1663 CeRBiEK C<miu*i 51 'I'be

Tiler, who Mtcn removes ten 'iues to lay two new ones.

1735 Hkrkelkv Queriit 1199 Whether. .liler*. plumbers,
aiM glaziers would noc find eniptoyment if. . building pre-
vailed? ifta4 Lamdob immg. Conx\ xii. Wks. 1846 L 49
Like tilers, in mcndiog one bole, ihey make another.

2. Fr€tmasenry, (Usually tyler.) The door-
keeper who keeps the uninitiated from intruding

upon the secrecy of the lodge or meeting.
C174J in Hone Ev€ry-<iay Bk. (1837) II. 575 Two Tylers,

or Guardeis. .arc to guard the Lodge, with a drawn Sword,
from all Cowetts and Eves-droppen. 176a Key t0 Fret-
MmMitry i\Tj6) iq An soon as yoa oome to the Door of the
Lodfc, you will find the Tykr on the Outside, with a drawn
Sword in hb Hand, and a white Apron on. iMS (m«
TlUNG 1 hX

1 3. (.Sec quot.) s/ai9ff, Obs.

16^ CaterpilUrs 0/ NeUim AnmL^ TUers, or Ckyyers,
equivalent to shoplifters.

4. A tile kiln.

1877 in Kmicht Did. Meek.
6. A cat that fretiuents the tiles or roofs.

190s Vtoun* Hunt Autobiag. Cat tju 108 A nioe tiler and
moutcr would be more appropriate.

t6. ?A pimple. Obs, ran~^,
1660 HowKLL Party 0/Beasts js (The Ass Mys| Our very

Urine is found to he good against Tilers or Alorpbews in
Ladiet facet.

Tilery (Ui-Uri). [f. Tilb, Tilkr: see -iry.]

A place where tiles are made ; a tile-field or -kiln.
1846 J. llAXTm Ltbr. Vratt. Agric. I. 237 From the tilery

to his f.irnL k8s6 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 75 In casct where
estates extensively require draining, tileries and kilns should
be erected. 1871 KtmKiN tors Clav, vL 11 The first rousb
potter's fields, tileries, as they called them, or Tuikries.

tTi'le-sherd. Ohs. or dial. [f. TiLl sb.^^
Shkbd, Shari>; qL potsherd.\ A broken piece or
fragment of tile.

I5»7 LmtoH Trim. Guild (1906) 190 For careeg* of a loode
of tyle shcrdis lo vndre pyn w*alL 1333 MS. Retwi. D.
776 If. 1 47 b, A luode of Tyle sherdcs ffbr me levelyng vppe of
the YndeiuynnynRofthe said wharffe. 1616 CHAMniKV K«x:.

Bps. To Kdr . Little children that build Castles of Tile-
khaids. 1777 Howard Prisons Eng. (1780) 569 Some
prisoners were employed in beating or pounding tile-sherds
for the bricklayers, a \%k% Foaar Voc. E. Amglia^ Tile-
sherd, -a fragment of a tile, as potsherd of a pot.

Tilestone (tdi-|,sti^n). Forms : see TiLK and
Stone. [OI-:. iiteisliin, f. tiieie^ Tilk j^.1 + jA/«,

Stone sb. Cf. MIIG. ziegeistein.^

fL A brick or tile; the material of bricks or
tiles: - Tilb sb.^ i, a. Obs.
a 1100 Gloss, in Eng. Studien XI. 66 Hec imbrex, lixel-

sian. i3Ba Wyclif iUn. xi. 3 Cometh, ^ make we lilc

11388 lirll ^i'K>ns, .-ind vcihc we hem with ficr. 1388 - fta.
\x. iQ TijI sifjonys fvllen doun, but we schulen titlde with
square Moonys. t43a-S0 tr. Higdtn (Kolbj 1 1. 333 Oon Mon
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was of marbole,..that other was of tyleston. c 14*5 tr.

Ardeme's Treat. Fistula 82 Tak a lile stone or a scarl?e
of a potte, and putlu it in |>e middez of brynnyng cole/.

'S73 I- Llovi* Marraiv of^ Hist. (1653) 21 Pyrrhus..was
killed by a .. woman with a Tile stone. 1600 Nashr
Summers Last It^/ll in Hazl. DodsleyWW. 25 For fear of
wearing out my lord's tile-stones with your hobnails. 1681
Chetham Angler's Vade-m, iv. § 20 Dry them on a Fire-
Shovel or Tilestone or in an Oven.

2. GcoL Any laminated flagstone, splitting into

layers thicker than slale, suitable for roofmg-tiles

;

sfec. a group of sandstones forming the transition

beds between the Silurian and Devonian systems.
1668 Charletos Onomast. 242 Saxum Fissile.. S\aie or

Tyle-stone. 17x9 Strachey in Phil. Trans. XXX. 971 At
Stanton they have., an Iron-Gritt or grey Tile-Stone, which
is a Forerunner of the Coal-Clives. \j^ Eng. Gazetteer
(ed. ?), Norton under Hambden-Hill, Som. ..has large
quarries of free-stone,, .as well as of tile-stone, Si.c. 1841
Se[x;wick in Hudson Guide Lakes (1843) 313 Three groups
—the lowest characterized by red flagstone (or ' tilestone j.

1876 A. H. Green Phys. GeoL ii. 5 7 If the layers are thin
enough for roofing purposes the rock is called a Tilestone.

t Xile^tte. Obs. rare- >. [f. Tile sb.^ + -ette.]

A small or minute tile.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 195 Brode and ihynne Tilette
[L. tesellas\ or tabulelte of marbul stoon.

fTilfoiT, (onj. Sc. Obs. [f. ///. = To- prefix

^/oir^ Fork adv. and /«•/.] == Toforb, Bkkoke-
ij. . Aherd. Reg. (Jam.), A yeir tilfoir he deceissit.

t Tilgri'ddire, adv. Sc. Obs, [for Together,
with ///- =. To-.] Together.
^ \yrS^c. Leg. Saints x\. (Ninian) 420 To ^od J>e fadir bo

lowinge,..To god l»e sone ay honoure be,. /Til haly gaste
als,. .& til ^ame tilgiddire richt.

Tiliaceous (tilii^i-Jas),^. y?o/. [f. L. tiUdu-us
(f. tiita Iimc-tree) + -ou8: see -ACEous.] IJelong-

ing lo the N.^tural Order 7i/iaceXt typified by the
genus Ti/ia, the lime or linden tree.

1891 in Cent. Diet. Mod. Julebobtained from speciesof
the tiliaceous genus Con horus,

fTilie. Obs. Also 2 taolie, 4 Ulye. [OE.
////Vi, agent-n. f. /titan to Till,] One who tills or
cultivates the soil ; a husbandman ; == Tiller j/\i

f 1000 Ajn. Cosp. Matt. xxi. 38 t>a da tylian \c 1160 Halt.
C. tylieni ponesunu ;^e>awun, ^cwa:don hix(etc ]. €^1175
Lamb. Hone. 133 Alse |>e wise teolie benne he wule sawe
nimed )eme of twam ^gen, an is hweAer |>et lond beo bicu-
melic to^sede. cxmaa Trin. Coll, Horn. issOti title ferdc
ut and sew. mtamAncr. R. 416 pcos riche ancren l>et beo<)

eor^e tilien, o9er uibbed rentes i.&ette. c 13J5 Chron. Eng.
9t(Ritson) Muche folk. .That were erthe lifyes gode.

Tilie, obs. form of Tkil, lime-tree, Till v.*

Tiller, obs, form of Tiller sK^
Tiling (t^i'lit)), vbi, sb. [f. Tilb v, and sbA ^

-IKO *.]

1. The action of the verb Tilb ; the covering (of

a roof, etc.) with or as with tiles.

c 1440 JWfup. Parp, 494/1 Tylynge, of howsys, iiptlacio,

itti Pkkcival Sp. Diet.. AlbtiiUrla, tiling, Tilers art,

Ma-sons craft. i6a4 Caft. Smith I'irgimia vi. 209 Free-stone
fur building. Slate for tyling. 1796 Leoni AlbertCs Archit.
I. 57/1 Another. -convenient way of Tiling.

b. Freemasonry. (Usually tyling.) The proper
guarding of a lodge.
1888 PnU Mall G. xx Oct. 7/3 Brother W E ,

Acting Past Master.. deliberately broke the tyling of the
lodge, and pbced the tyler itisidc along with the j.tdics.

2. comer. Work consisting of tiles; the tiles form-

ing the covering of a roof, Hoor, etc., collectively.

i5a6 TiNDAUt Luke v, 19 They went vp..and lett hym
doonc tborowe the tylynge. 1634 Sir T. Hbrbekt Trav.
61 Churches .. their outside tylm^, pargetted with azure
stones. 1694 tr. Marten's Voy. Spitsbergen in Ace. Sev.
LmU Voy. iL 135 I'be Head of the Whale. .goeth down
sloaping like unto the tyling of an House, ins Bradley's
Font. Vict. s. V, Building, I'iling is measured by ten Foot
St)uare.. .Three Bushels of Lime will do a Square of Tiling.

1W3 Mrs. liisH'^r Sk. .Malay Pen. ii, in Leisure Hour 31/a
l>utch tiling and Dutch., conceits of all kinds abound.

3. aitrib.

1703 MoxoN Meek. Exerc. 248 A Tyling Trowel, lo take
up itie Morter and lay it on the I'iles. 1765 Museum Rust,
IV. 80 Tiling lath, a s. tod. per bunch. 1907 IVestm, Ga*.
I Oct. j/3 Two shillingswortn of cement and sand would be
. .reciuired fur a yard of tiling.work.

Till (til), sb.l Forms: 5-6 tylle, 6 tUle, 6-7
tyll, 7 til, 6- till. [Origin obscure.]

1 1. A small box, casket, or closed compartment,

contained within or forming part of a larger box,

chest, or cabinet ; sometimes one that could be

lifted out, sometimes a drawer in a cabinet or chest

of drawers ; used for keeping valuables, documents,

etc., more safely. Obs. except as in 2.

145* in Munimettta Academica (Rolls) IL 653 Protit patet

in scriptis indenturis positis in * le tylle * in studio meo
Oxonia:, 1530 Falsch. 281/1 Tylt in a chest, chettron.

1534 /«n7. ll^ardr. Katk. Arragon in Camden Misc. (1855)

40 One cofar.. having foure tilies therin, the fore fronte of

every of them gille. 1547-53 Sik R. Sadler List in vUh
Rep. Dep. Kpr.Publ. Kec, (1869) 224 Bagges of Bokes,

I^ttre^ and other Writences rcmayncng m the btudy at

Westminster, and in several tilies within the same. 1549 >"

Palgrave Anc. Kal. ^ Ittv. Excheq. (1836) HI. 417 Which
lettres patentes do lyc in the nethermost tyll under the Ky\\

wheron is written in text hand Acquietauncies, 1561 m
Nichols Progr.Q. Elii. (1823) I. 118 By Anthony Anthony
a corbonctt fall (fulU uf tylls. 1591 Pkkcival .S'A Dict.^

Caxon de area, the till of a chest, loculus. 1633 G.

HaaasKT Temple, Confess, i, Within my heart I mada

TILL.

closets : and in them many a chest : . , In those chests,
boxes; in each box, a till. 1651 Davenant Condibert m. i.

liv, A spacious cabinet, with all things fraught... she by
degrees Lifts every till, does every drawer draw. 1664 Pepvs
Piayy 3 Jan., Going to his secret till in his desk, wherein
the key of his cash chest lay. 1719 Ue For Crusoe i. 229
When I came to the 1 ill in the Chests, I found there three
great Bags of Pieces of Kight. 1737 [S. BerinctonJ G. dc
/.uccasJf.m.UTiS) 13 Twolittle Cabinets.. full of intricate
Drawers or Tills.

2. Now sfec. A drawer, money-box, or similar
receptacle under and behind the counter of a shop
or bank, in which cash for daily transactions is

temporarily kept.
16^ Lond. Gaz. No. 3363/4 Lost out of Mr. Wrays Shop

in Little-Uritain, a Til. 1801 Mar. Kix;ewortii Conlrait
V, James swept some loose money off the counter into the
till. 1866 Crump />'a»/.t/;/^ i. 31 All the money, .excepting
what must be kept in the 'till' for immediate use. 1908
Timts 22 Apr. 5/5 Ollicers . . suspected they bad contemplated
robbing the tills.

yfi'. 1886 Harper's Mag. Jan. 242 There is generally a race
to see who shall first tap nature's till [i. e. strike oil).

3. Printing. Each of the spaces or cells between
the ribbed projections of the platen of a hand
printing-press, in which the pressman keeps various
small requisites.

18S8 Jacobi Printers' Vocab. 141 Tills, the cell-like divi-
sions in the topside of the platen of a hand printing press.

4. altril). and Comb, (from 2), as tilt-lock, -money,
-robber, -robbing; tiU-alarm, a device by which a
bell is automatically rung when the till is opened

;

till-boz = sense 1 ; tiU-tapping, pilfering from a
till ; so till-tapper.
1691 Zo«i/. Ga%. No. 2756/4 Stolen, a Tillbox with some
Money in it. 1737 Salmon's Country Builder's Estimator
(ed. 2) no Cabinet Locks, Till Locks, and Scrutoire Locks.
i86> Catat. Internat. Exh., Brit. 11. No. 51 52 Ticket, receipt,
and till protector. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Till- alarm.
1891 Daily News 3 Feb. 2/^ Part of their reserves .. being
necessary ' till-inoney ' for dally transactions in small change.
1893 Columbus (Ohio) Disp, 14 Nov., For some time the
firm has been a loser by persistent till-tapping. ..The camera
lens closed automatically with the photographs of the till

tappers >89S Snaith D. Marvinxxm, Pete declared it (the
money stolen) was a month's till money.

Till, J*.2 Grig, and chielly Sc. [Origin un-

nscertaine<l : cf. Thill '-^ in similar sense.]

1. A term applied to a stiff clay, more or less

impervious to water, usually occurring in nnstrati-

fieil deposits, and forming an ungenial subsoil.

Originally a term of agriculture in Scotland.
1763 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. II. (ed. 2) 222 TTiey [plow-

menj are so inattentive, as lo leave good soil in some places,

and turn up till in others. 1799 J. Robertson /f^/Vr. Pertli

10 On the declivities of almost all the hills a strong stiff till

abounds. Ibid. ^77 Like all the land on the south aspect of
the Seedlaws being a red till, capable of high cultivation

and in most places approaching to the nature of loam. 1805
F'oKSVTH Beauties Scott. IL 66 'till,. .is in universal use
among farmers,, .implying very various mixtures of mineral
substances placed under the fertile mould... hi general, ..a
hard clay of any sort, which in a very slight degree admits
the p.-issagc of water, and is impenetrable by the roots of
plants. i8i6 Scott Antiq. iv. Placing paving-stones beneath
the tree when first planted.. a barrier between his roots

and the unkindly till. Ibid, xxiii, We're down to the till

now, ..and the ne'er a coffin or ony thing else is here.

Jig. 1831 Brewster Nat. Ataxic xi. (1833) 287 It may lie

long unproductive in the ungenial till of human knowledge.

b. In the majority of cases this clay belongs to

the Glacial or Drift period, and in geological use
' till ' has the specific sense ' boulder clay '.

1844 Darwin in Li/lt ^ Lett. (1887) I. 300 A contribution

to the Geological .Society, on the boulders and 'till 'of South
America. 1851 "jfrnt. K. Agric. Soc. XII. i. 281 This clay

..rests upon 'till', or boulder clay. ^ 1863 Lveli. Antif.
Man xii. (ed. 3) 21S Erratics of Scandinavian origin occur
chiefly in the lower portions of the till. 1863 A. C. Ramsay
I'kys. Geog. xxiv. (1878) 384 Much of the Lower Boulder,

clay is known as ' Till ' in Scotland.

2. Hard or soft shale ; app. = TiiiLb 2. ,Ual.

167* Sinclair Misc. Observ. Hydrosl. 260 (Jam.) All

metals as stone and tilies (which are seems of bl.-ick stone,

and participat much of the nature of coalt, ly one above
another,and keepa regularcour.se. 1831 W. 1'atrick Plants
Lanark Pref. i3 The stratum itself lies on a bed of till

above the main coal.

3. Comb. Till-stone, a fissile shale, in coal-

mines, etc.

£•1830 Glouc. Farm Rep. 4 in Lib. Use/. Kn., Husb. Ill,

A thin wet clay, of a most adhesive nature, covering the

thin fissile till-stone.

t Till, J*.* Obs. or Jial. Abbrev. of Lentil,

y«rt«' ' Lent-tiir : see quot. 1640. (Chiefly in//.)

1388 Wyclif /£zelt. iv. 9 Take..wheete, and barii, and
bcenys, and tillis I1382 lent). 1398 Trevisa Barlli. De
P. K. XVII. xcvi. (Bodl. MS.), Malice off Tille is lemprid jif

\k skynne fa ido aweye & \>e pi\> sode in fresche water.

14.. roc. in Wr..Wiilcker 594/5 Lupinus, Tylles. 1607

Sckot. Disc. agsl. Anticlir. 1. ii. 95 What inaketh the fitches,

tylles, tares. .which are mingled with the wheate? 1640

Parkinson Tlieatr. Bot. 1068 Wee in English [call it)

Lentills, but the country people in Hampshire, and other

countries.. call it Tills, leaving out the l^nt, as thinking

that word agreeth not with the matter. 1669 Worlidck
.Syst. Agric. (1681) 42 The least of all Pulses is the Lentil,

in some places called Tills. 1760 J. Lee Introd, Bot. App.

330 Tills, Ervum.

Till,!*.* rrinling. [Cf. MHG, Ger./»//e (LG.

JuUe, Du. cUlU) a socket in which something is

i-i



TILL.

fixed, or throngh which a rod or spindle passes.]

In the early forms of hand printing-presses, a

horizontal cross-piece extending l)etween and fixed

to the two main upriglits, through which passes the

hose or sleeve, and the shank of the spindle ; also

called ihelf.

laii CoiGR., PlaHche, . the Till of a Printers Presse, or the

slielfe lh.it comp.Tsseth the Hose. 1683 MoxoN MccluExen:

,

Printing x. p6 The Till is a Hoard about one Inch thick. ..

In its middle it hath a round Hole., for the Shank of the

Spindle to pass through. 1771 Luckombe lliit. Print. 366

It may.. be botched up by putting scabbord between the

Hose and the square holes of the Till. 1841 Savage Diet.

PriHting^<fi Tilloi Shelf, a mahogany shelf that cl.isiJStlie

liose and causes it and the spindle to come down pcrpen-

dicularly without any play.

Till, sb.h Obs. or dial. [f. Till ».']

1. An act of tilling or ploughing land : see Till
K.i 4.

1647 Hushandmaii sPUa ag^st. Tithes 36 Item for plowing
of the fallow for Wheat at 3 tilles at ss. the Acre, for every
of the three times plowing 60 li. 1760 IJROWN Coiiifii. Farmer
II. 32 In Oxfordshire.. they give their sour land a till, ac-

cording to the.. condition of their lands.

b. coiur. (See quots.)
i794-i8afi Ref. Agric , Lane. 27 (E.D.S.) Tilt, a compost

of earth and lime, mixed. xSaS Craven Gtoss., Till, Tillage,

manure, compost.

2. ? Labour, toil : cf. Till z;.' \.

?<ii8oo Dante Olifihaiit xii. in Child Ballads (1886) iv.

409/1 Willie he gaed hame again, To his hard task and till.

fSiSlfSb.^Obs.rare-K [f. TiLLz/.a] Allure-

ment, enticement.

1596 CoLSE /'<«/<>/« (1S80) 179, I feare me he hath caught
some done, And keepes her tame, with tills of loue.

Till (til), z/.l Forms: a. 1-2 tilian (1 til(i)8an),

2-5 tilie(n, 3 tilijeu, tiUien, 3-5 tylye, 3-6 tile,

tyle, 3-7 tille, 4 tilye, tylie, tilly, 4-6 tylle,

4-7 til, 6 tyll, 6- till. /3. i tlol-, teolian, 2

teolien, 2-3 teli^eu, 4 telie(u, tell, teile, 4-5
{Sc. 6) tele, 5 telle, 6-7 Sc. teil, teill, 8-9 dial.

teal. 7. 1-2 tylian, 3-4 tulie(n («), 4 tulye (»).

[OE. tilian to strive, acquire = Oi'ni. iilia to get,

cultivate, OS. (ilian to obtain (MDn., Du. ielen to

breed, raise, cultivate, cause, etc.), OHG. zilSn,

zilht to strive (G. nielen to aim, strive) :—OTeut.
*liW-jan, *tilljan, denom. f. *tilo™ : see Till prep.

By breaking of i before /, tilian became tiolian,

teolian, later tele : cf. Pill zi.l, Fkbl 0.1 (Sievers

Ags. Gram. ed. 3, § 105, 3, § 107 Anm. 4, § 416,

14 a.).]

I, To labour, work for or at, cultivate.

•f 1. intr. To strive, exert oneself, labour, work.
a. <:897 K. iELFRED Gregorys Past. C. xix. 147 He sceal

tilian dst he lici^e. ciooo Mi.¥inic Saints' Lives xxviii. 168

To J7isum swicolum life we swinca3 and lilia|> and to J>am
towerdan Hfe we dlia6 hwonlice. CH75 Lauib. Hout. ig

Nu sculle we.. tilian to J>ere saule bihof5e. <: 1200 Trin,
Coll, Horn. 37 Sume men..tili5et[hj michel to o3re mannaes
bihof^e. a isa5 Ancn K. 404 Ure Louerd .. tiled efter bore
luue.

^t Y- 97» Blkkl. f/otu. 2ig Se deada man cwic eft..&
teolode to arisenne. c 1000 JElfric Ifom. 1. 412 Oxa teolafl

his hiaforde. Ibid, II. 76 pa tyiia3..Gode, pt\ Ae no secaft

heoraa?;en ?;estreon Surh 7;ytsunge. c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 133
penne heo fundied to teoliende efter istreone. c isoo Trin,
Coll. Horn. 15s panne hie wllen tulien after stiene.

f 2. trans. To labour after, seek after, provide

;

to get by effort, to obtain, acquire, or earn by
labour ; also (later) simply ^ to get, obtain. In

OE. and Early ME. const, with genitive, later

with ace. Obs,
a^oo Ags. /Va/Ztfr (Th.) xlviii. 7 Full neah aeic mann l^a^s

tiolad..hu he on ecnesse swincan mae^e. cxooo iELFitic

Horn. II. 552 Se asolcena 3eowa, l?e nolde tilian nan fting

bis hiafoide. ciox6 O. E. Chron. an. 1016 (Laud), Hi.,
faeoin metes tilodon. a 1x75 Cott. Horn, 223 pu sceaFt mid
asrfeSnesse t>e metes tylian. c\zzo Bestiary 80 in O. E.
Misc. 3 Ne mai:j he (the eagle] tilen him non fode. 1297 R.
Glouc. (Ro11s)974 Hii..swonlce & tylede horliflode. CZ330
R. Hrunne Chron. (1810) 220 His luf to tak & tille. 1377
Langl. p. PL B. XIV. 67 Many wyntres men lyueden and
no mete ne tulyeden [v. rr. teleden, tiliden, tilieden, tylied

;

C XVI. 271 no mete telden]. <:ia8o Wyclif IVks. (1880)300
Pore men..)7at hauen greet neeJe-.to byng J>at freris tillen

of hem. c 1435 Cast. Persev. 253S in Macro PI. 153 A-forn
mele, men mete schul tyle [rimes skyl, wyl, hyle]. c 1440
York Myst. vL 59 Adam 1 . . tille witb-alle pi meete and
drynke for euer-more.

1 3. To take care of or attend to medically ; to

treat (a patient, or a disease). Const, as in 2.

Only OE.
aSso Laws Ecgbert^ Poenit. iv. c. 20 Wifman. .xif heo tilaS

hire cilde mid a:ni^um wiccecra^fie. C897 K. i^LFRKo
Gregorys Past. C. Ixii. 457 HwieSres. .V^ara yfela h betere
ser to tilianiie? a 1000 Li/e St. Gut/ilac xxii, (Goodw.) 96
His laeces hine mid sealfum lange teolodon. ciooo Sajt:.

Leechd. II. 60 ponan se micla geoxa cume, oJjJtc hu hit
men tilian scale.

4. trans. To bestow labour and attention, such
as ploughing, harrowing, manuring, etc., upon
(land) so as to fit it for raising crops ; to cultivate.
a. c 1205 Lav. 2618 pat lond heo lelte tilien [cxzjs tiUc].

a 1300 Cursor M. 23851 (Edinb.) II wort>e it es to til [v.rr.
tile, tille, Gott. tell] \>g fild, pat noht ogain \>g sed mai yeld.
c 1400 Maundf.v. (Roxb.) xxxiL 147 pe folk uowj^er tillez ne
sawez na land. CX449 Pkcock /itpr, in. i. (Rolls) 275
t'eeldis.. which tbei hem bilf tilien. 1535 CovfiRDALK Gen.

28

ii. s Nether was there en^ man to tylle the earth. x6as

Caki'f.ntkr Geog. Delin. 11. i, He be^an. .to till and manure
the soyie with all hcedfull indusuie. 1765 Hutchinson
///st. Mass. I. 207 Light land being easily tilled. X83S
Thiri.wali, Greece I, ix. 342 The prisoners were forced to

till the enemy's land.

/5. C1200 I'ices <S- Virtues 75 And land teli;en and
weri^en. 15.. Tell f.see quot. rt 1300 inu]. f x4ooMaundev.
(Roxb.) xxu. 103 Men of oure stature, pe whilk telez pe

land. ,«:i4So Godstotv Reg. 33 In londes I-telyd and not

I-lelyd. 1536 iti I\cg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1538. 394 Licence.,

to ryfe, outbreke and teill yeirlie 1000 acris of thair com-
mounlandis. 1569 Rcg.Privy Council Scot. 1. 653 Na Scottis-

nian dwelland in Scotland sail tak or teill ony ground in

England. i88a Jago Cormv. Gloss. ^ Tecl, to plant or sow.

b. spec. To plougli (land).

X377 Langu p. pi. B. XIX. 256 My plowman Piers shal

Ijcn. ., And for to tulye [v. r. tilie) treuthe a teme shal he

haue. s5i3DouGLA5^«t'/5Vi.xiv. 96Quhair thowthiriggi-s

telis for ic saw. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. xiv. 14 Halue an
aker of londe, which a pare of oxen maye tyll in one daye.

x6sj Neediiam tr, Selden's Mare CI. 260 An Hide. .is so

much Land as a Man can till with one Plow for a year.

1863 Fawcett PoL Econ. i. iy. (1876) 42 The same ploughs

till the land for many successive crops.

O. absol.

ZIOO-2X O. E. Chron. an, 1097, On un^ewederan pa
man o33e tilian sceolde of^3e eft til3a ?.egaderian. 1340-70

Alex. ^ Dind. 854 Whan ;e mow take no tol to tilien on erpe.

ax4QO-So Alexander 4581 How suUl ge telle withoutcn
toles ? X596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. (S.T.S,) I.

203 This Haii. .was behatdeng in the neist feild how the

pluche teilet. 1652 Bp. Hall Invis. ll'orld 1. viii, They
then must purvey for their own food, and either till, or

famish. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 125

They dr.tined, they tdled, they planted.

1 6. trans. To raise, rear (a crop) ; to tend and

cultivate (a plant) so as to promote growth. Obs.

c X250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1278 Abraham, .tlllede corn and sette

treen. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 1 1. 309 To ere and
sowe and liaue come i-teled. C1400 Maundev. (1839) y. 50
Men maken all weys pat bawme to ben tyled of the cristen

men. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 391 b/i Of hym that tylyeth

the vyne.

6. fig. To cultivate (something figured as land or

as a crop, c, g. the mind, a ' field of knowledge,
a virtue, etc.).

1393 Langl. P, PI. C. i. 87 Bisshopes.-Ben chargid with
holy churche charyte to tulie, pat is, leel loue. .a-mong lered

and lewed, 1535 Coverdale F.zck. xxxvl 9 Vnto you will

I turne me, that ye maye be tylied and sowen. 1642 Gau-
den Three Serm. 132 Hee becomes tild and polished for the
best society, a 1764 Llovd Author s Apol. Wks. 1774 1.6
And tills their minds with proper care. X889 Roscoe in

Nature 10 Oct. 579/1 His most important researches have
entered upon fields hitherto tilled, with but scanty success,

by the biologist.

II. To i^repare, set, or spread in readiness.

7. trans. To spread (a net), set (a tra]> or snare).

Also, to set in any position. Now s. w. dial, Cf.

Teld V, 4. Also ahsol.

ax22S Attcr. R, 334 (MS. Nero) per me sit mid pe grea-

hundes forte kepen pe hearde,o3er tillen [z'.rr. Vern.lil\e\>,

Corpus, Cleop.^ Cains tildeS, Titus tildes] pe nettes a^ean
ham. X587 Turberv. Trag. T. 33 The wilie wilted boy
That tiles Iiis trappe to take the subtile foxe. 16x3 W.
Browne 6'//f//[. Ptpew. (1614) Dj b, Nor knowes a trappe nor
snare to till, c X750 Mrs. Palmer Devon, Dial, (1837) *

Took a bard out of the springal that little maester had
a-teel'd. X799 in Southey Comm.-pl, Jik. (1S51) IV. 523 [By
Newton Bushel we saw a board] Man Traps and Spring
Guns are tilled in this Garden. 1880 Carnegie Trapping
5 It is ten chances to one that the rabbit will go over
or to the place at which you did not (as it is called in

the West) 'tiir your gin. Ibid. 36 In. .trapping rooks.,
there is no difficulty in telling what part of the field to * till

'

in. i88a Jagg Cormv. Gloss., Teel, to set or ' teel a trap *.

1890 Gloucestersh. Gloss., Tile or 'Teel. . to tile a trap, to set a
tiap; to tile a gate, to set it open. 1895 Quiller-Couch
IVa/td. Heath 80 He and his mates went out and tilled

the trammel.

1 8. To pitch (a tent) : = Teld v. 1 ; to set

(a sail), Obs.
X362 Langl. P. PI, A. 11. 44 Ten pousend of Tentes Ltilled

[z'.rr. I-teldyde, teldit, teled] be-sydes. 1628 Dicby Voy.
jl/<:rf//. (Camden) n We had not men enough to till our sailes

untill the other shippes were gone past our discerning,

III, t9. C£?//M. of verb-stem. Till-land (tele-

land), tilled land, land under cultivation ; so till-

ridge (teill ryge). Sc, Obs.

1437 Registr. Abcrdon. (Maitland) I. 247 Merkand north-
west our a moss to pe nerrast teleland of Ardgrane. 1549
Aberdeen Regr. (Spald. CI.) 1. 274 That na maner of takis-

men . . ryif out . . ony landis . . without thair teill ryge of auld.

+ Till, v,'^ Obs, Forms : 5-4 tille ; also 377/

sing.pres. 3 tilj>, tylj>; pa. t. 3 tylde, 3-4 tilde,

5 tilt. [OE. *ii/lany in comb, getillan to touch,

reach, attain, atillan to touch ; cf. Goth, gatildn to

attain, obtain.] intr. To reach, extend (to a

specified point or distance; in quot. 1393, to

a specified length).
[rt xooo Blickl. Glosses (E.E.T.S.) 262/2 Weras bloda &

facenfuUe na healfe KetillaS.] <: 1290 St, Brendan 616 in

S. Eng. Leg. 236 His her tilde doun to is fet, of berde and
of heued. X297 R. Glouc 174 Fram douere in to cheslre

tillep watelinge stret. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 107

The kyngdom of Deyra tillede and streijte from pe ryuer of

Humber anon to pe ryuere of Tyne. 1^3 Langl. P, PI.

C.viL 220 Ich puttehem in pressours. .lyl ten ^erdes oper
twelue tilled [A. v. 128 tolden ; II. v. 214 tolled] out prettyne.

b. trans, {a) To stretch to, attain to, reach,

topch. (/') To stretch (a thing) out.

[C961 /Etuelwolu Rule St. Benct vii, (Schtoer) 23 jif we

TILL.

ponehrof pa:rehealicanea$modne&se;;elillan willaS.] c:x4oo

Di'str. Troy 914 As he tilt out his tung with his tetlie gryin.

tTilljZ'.^ Obs. Forms: [i tylian, /«./.tylde],

3 tulle(n (;V), pa. t, tulde, 4-5 tille, tylle, 5 tyll,

4-7 till (4 til, 6-7 pa. t. and ppk. tild) : see also

Toll z/.l [OE. *lylian (in comb./orlyllan to draw
away, seduce), early ME. tulien {ii)j ME. tyl/e, ti//e,

till. Ulterior history obscure.]

1. trans. To draw, attract, persuade ; to entice,

allure, coax; to win over.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 320 Mi Hht onswere, ot5er mine lihtlatcs,

tulde him erest upon me. Ibid. 414 Ne tulle :ie to pe 5ete

none unkufte harloz. a 1300 Cursor M. 12175 (Cott.) To pe
scole him for to till {v.r. tille]. a 1340 Hami-ole Psalter
xxiv. 2 pof pai waite nyght and daye with ill .suggestions to

till me til syn. 13.. Minor Poems/r, l 'er/ion MS. xxix. il

38 On of pe lewes Malicious Tilled pe child in to his hous.

C137S Sc. Le^, Saints XXX. CThcodera) tsg For eth is a man
to til To do It pat is liis wil. 1471 Riiley Comp. Alch. v.

xliii.in Ashm. (1652) 158 Lest wylh iheyr flatteryng they so the

tyll That thou agre unto ther wyll. xfiSx A. Hall Iliad iv.

71 He tild them for to tiye And proue with him the corn-

bate. 1600 Holland Livyxxu x\. 399 By tilling them on,

and alluring them with hope of great rewards.^ 1609 C.
Butler /V///. Mon. ii. (1623) Div, The sunne rising doth
oftimes till them forth. 1666 M. M. SotomoiCs Prescript,

83 Devils.. labouring to.. till thee on.

b. absoL
13.. Cursor M. 27307 (Cott.) He sal him til a^mendes

drau,..wit wordes soft and mild, Als moder tilland dos hir

child, a 1591 H. Smith Wks. (1866-7)!. 299 As though his

eyes would draw his heart, as the bait tllletb on the hook.

2. To draw (physically).

a X400-50 A lexander 5479 bai [sirens] dro^e pam doun in-to

pedepe& drowned paim..Or els pai tillid paim to pe trees.

b. intr, ? To proceed, go. (Cf. * draw near'.)

X297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2492 Sire graunte me panne, quap
hengist, ^if it is pi wille As moche place as mid a puong ich

may aboute lille. c 1330 R. Bbunne Chron. (1810) 128 To
gile no to fraude wild he neuer tille. [But this may be 1.]

Till (til), z/.-* [mod. f. Till sby\ trans. To
put (money) into a till.

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk III. 68 Having tilled

the fourpence three farthings. t89X Goschen in Standard

9 July 2/3 Coins.. which have been tilled for many years,

thereby not being exposed to any friction.

Till (til),/^^/., conj,^ adv. Forms: i, 3-7 til,

4-5 tille, tylle, 4-6 tyl, tyll; 3 {Orm,), 4- till

(in 18th c. often printed 'till as if short for U^'T1L).

Also 4 tel, 4-5 tell, 5 telle; 5 (9 dial.) tul, 6

(8 dial,) tull; 5 thyll(e. [ONorthumb. til, a.

ON. til prep, with genitive (e. g. /// Islands, to

Iceland, til dauda-dags to the day of death) ; mod,
Icel., Facro., Norw., Da. //'/, Sw. till; also OFris.

til prep, with dative. Prob. originally a sb. *///

= OE. till fixed point, station, OHG., MUG. 2//,

Ger. ziel neut. end, limit, point aimed at, goal,

late MLG. telj til :xim, (fixed) i)oint of time; cf.

ON. alclrtili end of life, death; hence the const,

with genitive : prop. * with the limit or goal of

(the place or time named) \ In ON. it filled the

place of the WGer. prep. /<?, ti, te^ Ger. 2«, zi, ze,

OE. t^j To. Characteristically northern in reference

to place or purpose (though in ME. occasionally

midl. or south.) ; in reference to time, general Kng.
from c 1300, though now often superseded by the

compound Until. To the same root belong OE,
til adj. * to the purpose, serviceable, good , and
OE. tilian, -tilian, Till v,\ z/.2]

A. prep. I, Local and dative. Now only n.

dial, and Sc.y where normally used instead of to

before a vowel or k.

1. = To prep. a. In the ordinary local sense of to.

a Boo Inscription, Ruthwell Cross, Dumfries \nO.E. T.

126 Hweprse per fus^e fearran kwomu a:ppilae til anum.
c 1200 Ormin Ded. 170 He.. stab pa sippenn upp till heffne.

a lyto Cursor AT. 10832 (Cott.) Ar he his wijf til hus wald
bring, c X330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)3 P^ ^^^ out of
Wales away tille Ireland, c X380 Wvclif Set, )Vks. III.

445 Suche gone prively til helle. c X386 Chaucer Knt.*s T.
2106 They goon Hoom til Atthenes. c 1460 Towmley Myst.
XV. ii3Tj,ll egyp weynd shall we, X489 Caxtoh E'aytcs

o/A. H. xiii. 114 He dyde goo from one place tyl another.

1582-8 Life James VI (1804) 256 The Earle of Atholl sent

aduertisement heirof till Argyll, a 16x8 J. ViKwv^ Eglogues
Poems (1772) 114 Whanwewenden till another jilace. 1807 J.
Stagg Poems 36 As king Solomon hath said, The place I II

not turn tilt [= to it]. x8i6 Scott Antiq, ix, Rab..bang'd
out o' bed, and till some of his readiest claes.

b. As far as ; so as to reach. Cf. also C. 3.

137s Barbour Bruce x. 682 Swerdis..War till the hyltts

all bludy. C1400 Maundev. (i839ii,'<. 107 The forpartie of

the heed til vnder the chyn is at Rome. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 80/2 Nabugodonosor-.sente vnto all Regyons
aboute. .tyl the mountes of ethyope. 1535 Coverdale
Judg. XX. 43 They..folowed vpon them.. and trode them
downe tyll afore Gibea. 1561 Hollvbush Horn. Apoth.^%
That it maye reache . . from the nauell tyll the priuy

membres, i8»8 Buchan Ballads I. 2 He read it till an end.

2. In senses of ^(7 derived from the local, a. where

the object is not a point in space. Now .Sir.

CX200 Ormin Ded. 18 pu pohhtesst tatt itt mihhte wcl Till

mikell frame turrnenn. ^ X340 Hampole Psalter xxiv. 2

III suggestions to till me til syn. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)

Pref. 2 What lufe he had til his sugets. Ibid. iv. 12

Changed.. fra a faire damysell til a dragoun. 1509 Bp,

Fisher P'ujieral Scrm. Ctcss Richmond Wks. (E.K.T.S.)

I, 294 She icstrayued her appetyte lyl one mele & tyl one
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fysshc on the day. 1513 Douglas ^ntU vi. Prol. 64 Tilt

veriii thaim to brocL i58a-a Li/< yas. Vl (1804) 260 He
was putt till extreme torior. 1655 Fullm Ch, Hist. iv. iii.

% 40 He was.. restored till his liberty and archbishoprick.

iS«6 J. WiLbON Soct, Ambr. Wks. (1355) 1. 135, I veneiate

the ;uiherence till't. 1858 Ramsay Remin. v. (1870) 104
* They're what we must all come till '.

t D. Conformably to, in accordance with, after.

Obs. rare,

1340 Hampole Pr, CoHsc. 90 lUc man..God made til his

awen lyknesse. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) Pref.a Howdere
he boght man ^at he had made til his awen liknes. c 1489

Caxton BianchttniyK xix. 59 He was not armed tyl hb
plesure.

+ c. To or for the purpose of, in order to be ; to

become, as. Obs.
a 1352 MiNoT P0€tiu xi, 40 pat he may at his ending haue

heuiii lill his mede. a 1450 Le Mcrte Artfu 637 The feyrest

Iady..TilIe his lemman chosen baih he. c 1480 Caxton
Blanchardyn xxv. 93, I wolde haue gyucn >'OU tyl his wyff.

3. Expressing the indirect object or dative rela-

tion. After verbs of giving, telling, comparing,

hearkening, pertaining, addition, affecting action ;

adjs. and sbs. of likeness, agreeableness, belonging,

relationship, etc. Now ». dial, and Sc,
(-050 Lindisf. Gosp, Matt. xxvi. 31 Da cucS til him Se

hxlerid. c laoo Ormin 8oj He se^^e l>uss till himm. 13..

Cursor M. 13612 (Cott. & Fairf.) Hald |>e til [O^tt. ^ Triu.

toj him. 1340 Hamfolk Pr, Cottsc. 183J Of twa (reasons]

byfofe 1 spake. Now wil I other twa til ^am take. 1357
Lay Folks CaiccJk, ag (MS. T.) Of the bwe and b* kirc pat

Lant;es till lialikirke. /h'd. Sglesu crist..Is sothefastly god
eoen til ( = equal to) his fadir. i^n Barbour Brucr 1. ^65

pK EiklentUT till him gaf be. Ibituxm. $xi Till hvm neir

syb wes he. C1400 Maundev. (Koxb.) Pref. 7 Knawen
openly til all men. /^/<r/. iiL 9 (^ schuld be obedient til

bim. C1460 TonneUy Myst. xviii. 339 Whi dos thou (yll

VI thuj? 15x1 FtSHxa .iVr;//.rt^j/./,i#Mrri,\Vks.(K.K.T.S.)

L 317 How that shadowe & tins thynge agreeth..one tyll

anolber. 1^ Ramsay Tta-t. Misc. (1733) I. 21 Wad ye
compare ye r sell to n»e, A Docken till a tansie. 1790 Mrs.
WMCKLra Wtstmtd. Dial. (iSst) 59 He hes dun tull era

0» l^alll alike. 1S15 Scott Cuy Af. xv, The death of the

grey mare..%ras naething tilKt. x8i8 —> Hrt. Midi, xviii,

* Hear till her ', said Madge.

1 4. In prec. senses, often plxiced after its object,

for metrical reasons. Obs.
a 1300 Cunor M. 371a (CotL) And sithen his sun he cald

him tUL c 1350 ^yiU. Palemt 3350, 1 wold wend hem tille

wi^^iotc woA uint. c 1380 Sir Ftrnmb, 5964 pus he spak
Urn iSUc c 14*0 ChroH. Vilod. 141a Alle his askyng Vcy
gnumtede h^ tyllc. 'i isda G. Cavemdish P9em$ (1815)

II. 19, I e^ied ccrteyo persocu corayng me tyU.

II. Of time.

6. Onward to (a specified time) ; up to the time

of (an event) ; during the whole time before ; until.

(Denoting continuance up to a particular time, and
usually implying cessation or change at that time

:

cC B. I.)

c 13JO R. Brukke Ckroit. ly^ae* (RotU) 37 Fro Eneas till

Uiutus t>-me. c S375 Cursor M, 498 (Fairf.) Sa^ sal tillc

XCott.f Colt, to] domes day. a bjoo Sir Ptrc. as Fro
tbcthyne tille his lyvcaende. 41548 Hall C^n^M.^ f^it;. IV
332 b, He kcfue .ill these tbingcs secret, tyll his rctorne.

1588, i8>7 [see Morn a b). 159s Shaks. i Htn. K/, u \u

xTj right till the last gaspc. 1611 Uibuc Exod. xvL. 19
Lcrt no man leaue of it till the morning. 163a Lb Grvs
Ir. VflUius Pattrc. Ded. 7 From the foundation of the dty
till the ruine of the Macedonian kingdomc. 1804 Scott
67. Konam's xxxvtii, She doubted if the woman woukl Uve
lill morning.

b. After a negative, denoting the continuance of
the negative condition up to the time indicatetl

(and implying its cessation then) ; thus nearly

equivalent to before, Cf. R I b.

1990 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. it 164, I neucr &.^w her till this

timcb 1649 Heyum Rilat. ^ Ol-urv. 11. 135 To give no
account for it till Doomcs-day in the afternoone. 1671 Lauv
Mary Beriik in laM Re^. Hist. M.SS. Comm. App. v. aa
lite grand ballctt is not to be danced till Shrove-Munday.
1719 Ue Foe CruMt (1790) I. 38 (He] begged of me not to

;o va shore till day. i8i6i M. Paitison Ess. (1880) I. 41
I was not till the fourteenth century that ihcir guild rose

into wealth and importaitce. 1887 Mrs. OurHAMT AfaJfttrs

t-'tniis II. ii. 177 The news, .did not reach him till long after

the event.

c. Followed by an adverb (or adv. phr.) oftime.

Cf. Now 13, Then 7.

C13B0 Wvcup Last Art Ckstrch y> Fro Crist til now,
(fTittene hundrid )«er and stxe and fyfty. a 1518 Skki.tom
MagNjr/. 319 Fare you well tyll sone. 1535 Coverdalb
Pror. xxix. ii A foole poureth out hu yprete alltoffcther,

but a w>-sc m.-in kcpeth it in till aftcrwarde. 1598 Shaks.
Mtrry W. v. t. 38, I knew not what 'twas to be beaten, till

lately. itf67 Milton P, L. ii. 744, 1 know thee not, nor
ever saw till now Sight more detestable. 1746 Fkancis tr.

Horacty E^ist. 1. vii. 107 Till tbaa fiuvwcl. 1844 Kikci.akb
Eotlun viii, It was not till after midnight that my visit..

came to an end. Mt^. 1 stayed till after ten o'clock.

III. a» To with the infinitive. Now only .Sir.

6. a. as prep, introducing the infmitiveuf purpose.
Not in Norse. Closely akin to ac; /arr sorrow til a»tts4
B to or with the aim of, or for the purpo^ of, amc&ing their

sorrow, to the mitigation of their sorrow.
13. . Cursor M. 53^ (Cott.) He praid )ie god own )«t har

wer To lith a quil his word til her. c 1375 Sc, Ltj^. Saints
xxt. (CUitttnt) 519 Thane, t>are gret soruw tilames, Pctyrc
^me tald how It was Hapnyt. £ 1415 Wyntoun Cron.
IX. xxv. 2818 TyU ete ore drink, syng ore dance. 1513
DovcLAS ACtuis viiL vii. 31 Sen Ncreus douchtir, Thetis,
mycbt .. Induce the till enarme hir son Achill. 15^
Stewakt CV<'«..SVc/. (Rolls) III. 373 For till rnkew Tbair
libcitic . . Ucscikaiid bim to tak aucturilie In that mater

fi

and afald ay till be. 1599 A. Hume Epxst. to G. Moncrteff
164 Till execute their office man be hyred.

b. as sign of the simple infinitive ; esp. afleryij/'.

Now chiefly used before a vowel or h.

c 137s Cursor M. 12989 (Fairf.) For tille \v. r. to] be myne
vnderloute. 1375 Barbour Bruce i. 98 Trawayllyt for to

wyn senyhory, .'\nd throw hys mycht till occupy Landis.

14*4 Cotdstreatn Chariul. (1879)42 Be it inaa kend..me
Jon of Swynton. .till haue fulli grantit to ye priores [elc.].

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1S82) iv. 1252 Now aught I sore till

irke ! 1513 Douglas ^neis vi. xv. 10 Fortilexcersthe art

of gcomeirye. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxv, An ye had wussed
till hae been present <:i88o Lyttle Paddy McQuillan 85
(E.D.D.)Get Mickey Mooney till gie me a Lift wi* them.

B. conj. (orig. the prep, governing the demon-
strative pron. thatf in apposition with the following

clause.) Cf. Uktil, similarly used.
(From the earliest ME. limes both //// that (see That

cohJ. I c) and the simple till occur ; supplanting OE. ^P
/xt, cirly ME. o^t, a Pat (see O prep.^, hprep.% also OE.
dp pc and the simple <*/. Till that represented ON. til Pess
(MSw. tiipts {at\ tiip€t, Sw. til dess at.)

1. To the time that ; up to (the point) when

;

until. (Denoting the continu.ince 01 the action or

state expressed by the principal clause up to the

time expressed by the dependent clause, and usually

implying that at that time such action or state

ceases and a different or opposite one begins.)
Formerly often (and still arch.) with dependent clause in

subjunctive when expressing supposition, contingency, or
expectation (in ME. sometimes even when expressing fact);

so also in subordinate senses below.

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an, 1137, f>ar he nam l>e

biscop..&..hise neues & dide xlle in prisun tit hi iafen up
here castles. cisooOrmin 1 26 Swa bc53 leddenn heore lifTill

^tt te^^ wa:retin aide. /^iV.9147 Fra^atthe wass full littrll

Till t»att he waxenn wass. a ibj5 Leg. Kath. 730 f>eos mciden
..abad baldctiche a<^ct me [v. r. til f^t men] come & fatte

hire, c 13*0 Cast. Love 44 To wonen and welden to such
cnde, Tillnt he scholde to heuene wende. 13.. Cursor M.
8421 (Gott.) (Hi sett him to fosterinet Tille he be leiid him-
self to lede. 14*0-30 Prytner (E.E.T.S.) 64 Alle {>« daies
in whiche y trauele now, y abide til my chaungyng come.
ifa6 Tindalk Luke xv. 8 What woman.. doth not..seke
diligently, till she finde it? 1560 Ince4.en'u Disob. Child
(Percy Sec.) aa, I thought it surely a whole hundred yere,

Tyll in this place I sawe you here. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L,
I. iL 131 Forueare till this company be past. 1610 — Temp.
1. ii. 465, I wilt resbt such entertainment, till Mine enemy
ha's m<H% pow'r. 1611 Biulk Dan. iL 34 Thou sawest till

that a stone was cut out without hands. i6as Massinger
Aim; Wayxw. iii, She. .sits on thorns, till she bo private with
him, 1707 E. CMAiiBERLAVNE/*r«. St. Eng. 11. xv. (ed. 22)

194 They . . forfeited their Pbces if they did marry, till by
Act of Parliament .. they were allowed to take Wives. 1796
Hist. Ned Ex'OJts II. 213, I shall count the hours till I

return. 1833 Ht. Marti.nkau Three A^es iii. 89 To be left

at the Blue Lion till called for. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
xiii. 8 Silence, till 1 \x silent too.

b. With negative (expresseil or implied) in tlie

principal clause, and the dependent clause with //'//

denoting the continuance of the negative condition

np to the specified time, and usually (as in i)

implying its cessation or reversal (i.e. the com-
mencement of the opposite or positive condition)

at that time.
Here be/ore can be substituted for ////, but is not strictly

synonymous with it, since in that case the negative qualities

the whole statement including the dependent clause. This
may also be the case with ///T, e. g. * You need not wait till

1 come back * («ense i) t cf. * You must not go till I come
Lack ' (1 b). Hence some sentences tA this form are amb!^.
uotuj but usually the context or circumstances make it

dcsr which is meanL
€ im» BsMiieury 19 Ne stired he nout of slepe Til Se sunne

hMwAsiswn wek him abuten. 13. . Seuvn Sa^. (W.) 1276
For tbcf of steling wil nowt bhnne Til he honge bi the
chinnc. c 1386 Cmaucfji Proi. ai Til we tw roten, can we
nat be rjpe. ^63 Bury lyills (Camden) 27 This mony
noC to lie aelyuend . . tyl tha roesM of Requiem be endyd.

iS>6 TiNDALS John xiiL 38 Tbe codc« ihall Dott crowe, till

thou have [t6ii lui^t) denyed roe thryi«. iftfS Herrick
Hesper.^ Glt'rie, Setdome comes Glorie till a man be dead.

1670 LisTKR in Ray's Corr, (1848) 125, I shall resolve u^n
nothing till I see you. 1746 Golitsm. Vic.^ W. xviii, Man little

knows what calamities are bcyoml his patience to bear,

till he tries them, x'fio Mirror ^o.. 104 f 8 At lerii^th weset
out.. but not till repeated instiuctions were given [etc^

a 1814 Spaniards iv. t. in New Brit. Theatre III. 2jg Nor
will the flaming sword of war.. Be sbeath'd again till that

the Moorish pride Be humbled. 183a Hr. Martinkau
Deiturara i. 15 We (.hall never prosper, .till the system is

whully changed. 1864 Lkvf.r Men if iVoweHf etc Ser. I. 91
* Never imagine *, said a wise prelate, * that you will root

Popery out of England till you destroy Oxford '.

O. Formerly, and still dial, and in U.S., used

after a negative principal clause, where be/ore (or

when) is now substitule<l in Standard English.

c i4»o ? LviKi. Assembly o/Gotls 1130 No man cowde hym
let tyll he came there, 1550 Mirr. Mag.^ Edw. /K iii. I

could noi l>e ware tyl I wxs begilcd. 163a Lithgow rrot;.

v. 231 Scarcely were wee well aduaiiced in our way, lill wee
were liescl with more then three hundred Arabs. 17*5 De
Foe Voy. round W'vrid (1840) 79, I had not been many
hours on board, till 1 was surprised with the firing of three

muskets. 1756 MKS.CALDERWooninCW/«v/C(»//^f/.(Maitl.
CL) 186, 1 was not long set till Margaret came to see me.

d. Depen<Ung on a principal clause containing

an expression of long duration of time or delay

before the act or state expressed by the dependent

clause l>cgins or takes effect. Now dial.

ci330 Assump. Virg, (B. M. MS.) 121 Alle him ^cukej*

swi}ic longe Til |?ou comest hem ainongc. 1450 Maru

Paston in P. Lett. I. 178, I thynk ryth longe tyll I haue
some god tydyngys fro yow. ^1530 Lo. Berners ArtluLyi,
Bryt. 445, 1 shal think tyll that season be come as long or
longer than ye shal do. a 1533 — Gold. Bk. M. Aurcl.
Rivb, The mayden that tarieth long tyll she be maried.
x«K> Maklowb Edw. II, II. i. 82 Come, leade the way. I long
till I am there. i6oa Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 182 But long it

could not be, Till that her garments.. PuKd the poore
wretch.. To muddy death. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom.o/Koiu.
III. iv. 13 He.. thought it long till bee was in the Citie.
i83sCarlvle Schiller \\\.{,\Z^^)\%<^ It was not long till.,

he set about turning this new knowledge to account. 1866
HowELi^ Venet. Life (i88o) 122 So at first she seemed, and
it was long tilt we doubted her perfection.

e. Indicating the ultimate result or outcome of

a continued action expressed by the principal clause

:

So long or so far that ; so that at length.
c xsao Bestiary 65 Der-ouer he fle^eS, and up he teS, Til

3at he ?e heuene se3. a 1300 Cursor M. 10991 (Cott.) Qucn
J»ai had beden til ^ai war irk. 1377 Langl. P, PI. B. 11.

96 And ^anne to silten and soupen til slepe hem assaille.

CX430 CAtt;. -4«;^«« 96 He wente Iwrow a foreste..Thylle
he come to a walur. 1508 Dunbar Gold, Targe 239 Thay
fyrit ^unnis .. Till that the reke raise to the firmament.
x6io Shaks. Temp. \. i. 8 Blow till thou burst thy winde.
1766 GoLDSM. Vic. /K. xii, He.. stands out and higgles, and
..tires them till he gets a bargain. 1895 Mrs. H. Ward
Besife Costrtll ii. 31 Bessie ran till she was out of breath.

t£ After so longj sofar,t\c.f indicating ulti-

mate result. Obs. (Now expressed by that, or by
//// with omission of so long^ etc. as in e.) (Cf.

MSw. swa lange tilpes ; Ger. so lang bis.)

c X386 Chaucer Sompn, T. 58 So longe he wente hous by
hous, til he Cam til an hous ther he was wont to be
Refresshed. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvii. xxiii. 724 He
rode so fast tyl he came to Camelot. 1590 Si'Enser F. Q.
II. ii. 12 So long they traveiled..Till that at last they to a
Castle came. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen, VL m- i. 362 [He]
fought so long, till that his tbighes with Darts Were
almost like a sharpe-quill'd Porpentine. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabelkoner's Bk, Physicke 44/1 Vse it as long till it return
noe more. 1643 Trapp Co/iim, Gen. xxxii. 26 Tbe im*
portunate widow teacheth us, to press God so far, till we
put him to the blush. <zx738 J. Skinner Christmas B^ing
xiiL Poems (180^) 45 Leitca. -gae 'im sic a kick, Till they a'

thought him slam. [1800 CoLERincK Piccolom, iv. v, And
till we are indemnified, so long Stays Prague in pledge.]

t 2. During the time that ; so long as ; while.
CX330 K. Brunne Chron. (1810) 18 His childre he wild

au.ince tille he o lyue were. CX37S Sc. Leg. Saints Prol.

82 Til saule & body togydir ves. Ibid. 107 Til |?at he vm
vith |>aim in lyfe. 1538 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacrattt, xvL
102 Let vs.. make haste to amende our lyues tyll we haue
tyme. 1604 T. Wright Passions (1620) 14 To prosecute
pleasures . . enjoy the roses til they flourish.

+ C. adv. = To adv. Obs. rare.

1. In conjimction with/m ( *= fro) : see Feo adv.,

and cf. To AKD FKO.
aiyn Cursor M. X1937 ^at water moght rln fra and till,

Vtc of Jw flum al atle will. xi.. Evang. Nicod. 195 in

Herrig's Archiv LIII. 395 Sir Pilates wife.. Till hir lord \>\xs

gan say Dcme noght fbesu tyll ne fra. 4:1386 Chauclr
Reeve's T. 119 How that the hopur w.igges til and fia.

2. •= to prep, (see A, i) with ellipsis of sb.

ctxyy R. Brunnk ChroK.{iZio) io7[>egode eile of Aniowe,
of Alald herd he say Fulle richcly to trowe tille tok his way.

CiyjS Cursor M. 14523 (Fairf.), & J>er-to gode coucnatide

Jrainist, & iche an tille >aire trauj^is pli^t.

3. Used to qualify /(Jjiw/iJ, ««/<?. In Wyclifrender-

ing L. tisqtte (adf in), even, as far as, on (to).

138a Wyclip Acts xxiii. x, I with al good conscience haue
lyucd bifore God, til into[Kwi^. usque in] this dai. Ibid.

xxviii. 24 Fro the moru til to euentijde. X388 — yer. Ii

9 The doom therof cam til to [Vulg. usque ad, 1382

vntol heuenes. CX43S Torr. Portugal 092 That tbys fynd

hym yeld A-iion to me tylle [r///« wyllej. X4.. in Hist.

Coll, Citizen London (Camden) 90 The sayde Adam was
mayre tylle unto the xxj day of Marche. 1577 Knewstub
Cott/ut. (1579) 70b, Euen so remember the sulTcnng of

Christ.. lill vuto his comming.

Tillable (ti-Iab'l), a. [f. Till z-.i + 'ABLE.]

Capable of being tilled or cultivated; usually,

capable of being ploughed, arable.

•573 ^ov\Wi».oovi% Poore Mans Gard.'Xo'^^x.t The Earth
then remained to man as a thins; tillable.^ x6io W, F01.K-

iNCiiAM Art 0/ Survey i. x. z6 Wee found it scarce tillable

with a strong Teemc of Oxen. X784 Twamlev Dairying
22 The greater number of Dairys are on Tillable or Arable

Farms. x8io G. Ciialmkks Caledonia II. 11. vii. 135 The
most common divisions of tillable lands were carucates, or

plough land.s, and bovates, or oxgangs. X893 J. W. Hofk
200 Miles on Delaware Kiver 125 The cultivated and
tillable soil.. in this region is funned from decayed rock.

Tillage (ti'led^). Also 6 tilladge, 6-7 tyllage,

7 tilage, tilledge. [f. Till z/.l f -Aai:.]

1. The act, operation, or art of tilling or cultivat-

ing land so as to fit it for raising crops ; cultiva-

tion, agriculture, husbandry.
1538 Starkev England I. iii. 96 Mesemythther ys a grele

faute in tyllage of the ground. 16x6 Sukfl. & Makkh.
Country Farme 555 Barley asketh the greatest tillage of all

frallies. X707 MoKiiMKK Ilusb. (1721) I. 137 Pease and
ieans belong to Garden-Tillage, aswellastliatofthe Field.

X7ia J. Jamks tr. Le Blotufs Gardening i66 There is no
pan^jer in giving the Trees a good Tillage, that is to say,

in breaking up the Ground pretty deep. 1735 Berkklev
Querist § 85 If all the land were tilled that is fit for tillage.

X833 Ht. ^IARTINEAU Briery Creek iii, The farmer makes
bisland yield double by good tillage.

b. The State or condition of being tilled or

cuUivated. /;/ tillai^e^ in or under cultivation.

1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VIl^ c. 1^, xx. acres of lond.-jycng in

tillage or husbondric. i5«3 1- itzhekb. Surv, 2 It is at the

lordcs pleasure wbeder they shall lye to pasture or to



TILLAGED.

tyllage. 1513— Hush, § 123 As moche land kept in tyllase.

1669 WoRLiDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 37 There is much waste

Land, . . although for the most part . . it may be reduced into

Tillage, and become very fruitful. 1787 Wintkr Syst. Hmb.
33 When land has been long in tillage. 1897 G. Allen
TyPC'Xvritcr Girl iii, They have bought ten acres of wild

land.. ; they are getting it into tillage.

C Jig, The culture of the mind or spirit.

1555 Eden Decadis (Arb.)64 If I shal perceaue the fruites

of this my tyllage to be delectable. 1^86 T.B. La Prhuaud.
Fr. Aceui. i. (1594) 47 The true medicine and tillage of the

soule whereby all vertue is taught us. 1683 T»\o^iyay to

Health 472 We do also esteem that Country most miserable,

that doth neglect the proper Tillage, and Education of

Children. 1878 T. L. Cvw.v^^ Pointed Pa/>ers 185 He needs
the tillage of prayer and IJible-sludy,

2. concr. Tilled or ploughed land ; land under

crops as distinct from pasturage ; the crops growing

on tilled land.

*S43 ^ci 35 ^^'^'*- ynit c. 17 § 3 Noe persons . . shalj converte

or torne into pasture or tillage anye sucbe Coppies. 1632

LiTHGOW Trav. v. 191 It is also beautified with all the

ornamentsof nature, as Herbage, Tillage, Pastorage, Fructi-

ferous Trees, \t^9Alcoran 228 Will ye forsake eternall riches

..to put your trust in your gardens, your fountains, your
tillages,your dates, and fruits? 1681 Worlidge .S^j/.J^^/c.

viii. § 3 (ed. 3) 159 Of Beans, Pease, Melons, Cucumbers,
Asparagus, Cabbage, and several other sorts of Garden-
Tiilage..An Acre of ground will yield far more of Tillage

than of Corn, c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (i888) 108 Lands
..with all sorts of Herbage and tillage. 1894 Ld. Wolselev
Life Marlborough I. 334 The fence . . which divided the

tillage from the moorland.

fig. igSa Bentley Mon. Matroncs 70, 1 praie God all men
..may haue grace to become rneete tillage for the fruits of

theGosp^ll. 1611 Bible i Cor. iii. 9 Ye are Gods husbandry
\marg. tillage], ye are Gods building.

3. aitrtb. and Comb.
1542 in J. H. Glover Kingsthorpiana (1883) 73, xxx acres

of tyllage land. 1583 Exec, for Treason (1675) 5 These..
Jesuits. .have as Tillage-men, laboured. .to perswade the

people. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay^s Voy. 11. x. 43 b,

Gardens.., tillage grounds and pastures. 1712 J. Morton
Nat. Hist. Northofnpt. 7 Tillage-land or Fielden. 1834
Brit. Hush, I. 40 Tillage Farms are the most profitable to

the community.
Hence Ti'llaged (-edgd) a., brought under tillage.

1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. i. 24 The servitude of day
labour upon the newly tillaged Fens.

I!
Tillaildsia(til:e'ndzia). Bol. [mod.L. (Lin-

naeus), named after Elias Tillands, a Swedish
botanist.] A large genus of herbaceous plants of

the pine-apple family {Brome//aceiB)f found in

tropical and subtropical America and the West
Indies, chiefly epiphytic on trees.

T. usneoidcsy also called long-heard, long-mosSy hanging
viossy or Florida moss, forms long pendent grey tufts, the
fibres of which are used for stuffing mattresses, etc. ; other
species, as T. utriculata, have the leaves dilated at the
base so as to form a reservoir for water ; many others are
cultivated for ornament.

1759 B. Stili.incfl. tr. Biher's Econ. Nat. in Misc. Tracts
(1 762) 76 The tillandsia, which . . grows on the tops of trees in
the desarts of America, has its leaves turned at the base into
the shape of a pitcher.. ; in these the rain is collected, and
preserved for thirsty men, birds, and beasts, i860 Gosse
Rom. Nat, Hist. 61 The tillandsias nestle at the ramification
of the smaller branches, ..where they often grow to an im-
men^ size.

_ 1863 Russell Diary North <5- South I. 220
The overlacing arms and intertwined branches of the
tillandsia or Spanish moss, a weeping, drooping, pluma-
ceous parasite, which . .clings to the treeeverlastingly, 1896
Daily News 16 Mar. 6/5 A number of species of the so-

called air plants—Tillandsias—exhibited.

Tilled (tild), ///. a. [f. Till v.^ + -bd i.] Of
land : see Till z/.i 4.

1546 Re^. Mag. Sig: Scot. 10 Exceptis terris aiatis vul-
gariter telitland. XS77-QS Dcscr. Isles Scotl. in Skene Ceitic

Scotl. HI. App. 435 The teillit earth. 1733 Tull Horse-
Hoeing Hush. 1. 8 When Roots are in a Till d Soil, a 1859
Macaulay /Hst. £»g. xx'm. (1861) V. 95 In that thickly
peopled and carefully tilled region.

Tiller (tl'laj), sd,^ Now Uterm-y or arch.

Forms : 3-4 tiliere, 4 teoliare, teller, tylier,

tileer, 4-5 tiller, tylyer, tilyer, 5 tylyar, telar,

tUlour, tylere, tyllare, 5-6 tyllar, 6 tylier, Sc.

telare, 5- tiller. [ME. tiliere, taking the place of

OE. tilia (Tilie), f. tiliait^ Till v.'^-\"ere^ -erI
;

subseq. spelt conformably to the verb.] One who
tills the soil, or cultivates any crop or plan: ; a
husbandman, cultivator ; a farmer or farm labourer.

See also Eabth-tiller, land-tiller (Land sb. 10 b).

ciago Gen. <5* Ex. 1482 Esau wilde man huntere. And
lacob tame man tiliere. c 1300 Life TVjwi (Horstm.) 589
Ich am, he seide, a ri^t soth vine, and mi fader teoliare is

1377 Lancl.^ p. PL B. XIII. 239 For alle trewe trauail-
lours and tilieres of l>e erthe. cxA/oa Plowman's T. 453
What knoweth a tillour at the plow The popes name?
CX4XZ Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 4418 The Tylere \v.r,

tilyer] with his pore cote and land. 1530 Palsgr. 187 Uig-
neron, a tylier of vygnes. 1661 J. Childrey Brit. Baconica
11 The tiller can commonly take but two crops of wheat,
1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett. People 74 The little farmer
is always considered as the chief tiller of his land. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 4x8 The remuneration of work-
men employed in manufactures has always been higher than
that of the tillers of the soil.

Ti'ller, sb.*^ Forms : (4 AF. teller), 5 telor,

tiler, 6 tylier, -our, 6-7 tiUar, 6- tiller, [a,

OF. telier {a\200 in Godef.), tellicr^ in sense i;

orig. a weaver*s beam {telier des tisserands^ Godef.),

med.L. tildrium, f. L, tela web : see -aby 1.]

80

fl. Archeryy etc. In a cross-bow: The wooden
beam which is grooved for reception of the arrow,

or drilled for the bolt or quarrel; the stock, Obs.

["353 ^'^«*.''- ^^^- 27 ^^"^^ ^^^ *" Arclixol, Jml. (1862J

XIX. 72 In. -xl. ligms vocatis cost' pro balistis inde facien-

dis, xl. lignis pro telar' balistarum . . cxx. clavis vocatis

somernailes pro telar'. 1361 Indenture 35 Edw. Ill ibid.

(1854) XL 385, xxiiij. arc pur arblastes de corn saunz teilersj

1412-20 LvDG. Chron, Troy iv. 1370 He..hent a bowe
J>at passingly was stronge, And with an arwe to his tiler

longe. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 615/44 Tenorcula^ a

teior of an arblast. cx53a Du Wes Introd, Fr. in Palsgr.

914 Tylier of a crosbowe, cormier. 1544 in Lett, i^ Pap.
Hen. VIII (1905) XIX. 11, 405 Oon tyllour, oon paiie of

chekes, and oon bender,, .oon crossbowe case and oon dosen

di of crossbowe stringes. 1609 Holland Amm. Marccll,
2-2\ An expert .. workeman .. cunningly bestoweth in the

hollow passage of the beame or tiller (of a balista] a shaft of

wood. i6ii CoTGR., Arbrier^ the Tillar of a Crossc-bow.

a x6i8 Sylvester Woodman's Bear xliv, Eyes that arme
Love's Arches tillar.

t b. A stock or shaft fixed to a long-bow to admit

of its being used as a cross-bow, for greater con-

venience or precision of aim. Obs.

1590 Barwick Briefe Disc. 11 Whether a Cros-bowe, or a
Long-bowe in a Tylier, shoot more certainly. i6ix Ueaum.
& Fu Philaster ir, ii. Use exercise, and keep a Sparrow-
hawk, you can shoot in a Tiller.

tc. transf. A bow fitted with a tiller. Obs.

^57* J- Jones Bathes Buckstone 12 Rather wyth longe
liowe, than wyth Tylier, Stone bowe or Crosse Ijowe. 1598
Florio, ^«//j-/rt[, . . a crosse bow, a stock.lK)W or tillar. 1616

SuRFL. & Markh. Country Farme 508 Neither is the crosse-

bow so daungerous, whether it be the tiller, or tlie bullet.

1688 R. Holme A/-moury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 77/1 The Tiller

hath the Bow of wood either Ash or Yew whose string is

held vp (when,.drawne) by a wooden Nutt as it is called,

and a handle to let it off.

d. (See quot. iSoi.)

*S4S ['^PP. presupposed in Tillering z>hl. sh.^. x8ox T.
Roberts Eng. Btr^vman 295 Tiller, an instrument made of

a straight piece of wood, with a notch at the end, and notches
on the upper side ; in which a bow is placed and drawn, to

try how it bends.

t e. A stock or shaft in the earliest forms of

hnnd-gun or cannon. Obs.

fi353 Mag. Rot. 27 Edw. Ill in Archsol. Jml, (1862)
XIX. 74 Pro .

.
portagio x. gunn' cum telar'. 1885 Dillom

Fairholf's Costume II. Gloss., Telar, the stock of a hand
gun (with above reference).]

2. Naut, A horizontal bar or l>eam attached to

the rudder-head, acting as a lever by means of

which the rudder is moved in the act of steering.

(Not in Fr., where the tiller is 'barre du gouvernail '.)

a 1625 Nomenclator Navalis s. v. (Harl. MS. 2301),
The Helme and Tiller is all one .. only the word Tiller

is properlie used for that which we steere the Bote by.

1627 CApr. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 12 The Tiller is a
strong peece of wood made fast to the Rudder.. whereby
the Rudder is so turned to and fro as the Helmesman
pleaseth. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Tiller, the very
same with the Helm of a Ship : It is most properly used iu

a Boat where that which would be the Helm in a Ship, is

called the Tiller. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins f^c^. 6". iSVaj

17 The Ship struck a second Time, which broke the Head
of the Tiller. 1836 Marryat Midsh, Easy xix. Easy wrested
the tiller from Gascoigne's hand. 1875 Helps Soc. Press.
vi. 76 You are either.. a slave at the oar, or a serf at the
tiller. 190s A. C. Benson i{f>/<7« Z.r^/. (1906)39 Not fit. .to

take the tiller.

b. Also loosely^ the steering-gear of a rowing-

boat ; cf. tiller-line^ -rope in 4.

3. In various technical uses : see quots.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) A Thiefe Wks. 11. 119/2 As
once a Windmill (out of breath) lack'd winde A fellow
brought foure bushels then to grinde, And hearing neither

noyse of knap or tiller. Laid downe his corne, and went to

seeke the miller, 1789 Brand Hist. Newcastle I. 687 note,

A piece of wood, called a tiller, is.. applied to one wheel,

and pressed thereon, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Tiller,

the handle of a spade. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech,, Tiller.

I. A transverse handle at the upper end of a pit saw. x88i

Raymond Mining Gloss., Tiller. See Brace-liead.

4. altrib, and Comb. : f tiller-bow = sense i c ;

tiller-chaiu, a chain answering the same purpose

as a tiller-rope ; on steamships, used in conjunction

with steel-wire to connect the rudder with the

steam steering-gear; tillor-head, the extremity of

the tiller to which are secured the two ends of the

tiller-rope or -chain ; tiller-lines, two lines or

ropes fastened each to one arm of the tiller-yoke in

a boat ; also called yoke-lines, yoke-y tiller-ropes
\

tiller-post, the upi>er part of the rudder-stock
;

tiller-rope, {a) the rope (now usually a chain)

connecting the tiller-head with the drum or barrel

of a ship's steering-gear ; {Ji) a rope leading from

the tiller-head to each side of the deck, to assist in

steering in rough weather
;

(c) //. = tiller-lines
;

tiller-steerage, -steering, the arrangement for

steering a motor-car by means of a lever (as distinct

from wheel-steerage) ; tiller-wheel, a wheel by
which a rudder is actuated, a steering-wheel

;

tiller-yoke, a yoke fixed on the nidder-hci ' of a
boat and serving as a tiller.

1583 W. M. Rememhr. in Roberts ^«^. Boivman {^ n) 261

Every one bearing a *tiller-bow or cross-bow, and broad
arrows. 1590 Barwick Z>/jc. /K('a/5(»«5 11 He. .then can either

loose Long-bowe, Tiller-bowe, or Cros-bowe. 1591 Pek-
ciVAL SPiOt. Diet., Zehretana, a tillerbowe, balista genus.

1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. Diet, s. v. TilUr.roPts,

TILLERING.
Ropes leading from the * tiller-head round the barrel of the

wheel. 1905 iVestm. Gaz. 3 Jan. 4/2 With one band on the

*tiller-leverTie can perform all the functions of driver and
steersman at once. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men in Boat
76 Harris at the sculls and I at the 'tiller-lines. 1890 Daily
News 9 Jan. 6/3 Her 'tiller post bad been carried away.and
other damage done to the stern. 1745 I'. Thomas 7r«/.

Anson^s Voy. 148 Our old *Tiller-Rope Ixriiig much worn,
we unreev'd it, and reev'd a new one. 187a Black Adv.
Phaeton v, Bell pulled the white tiller-ropes over her

shoulder.

Ti'Uer, sb.^ Now dial. Forms: I (see cty-

mol.); 7- tiller, 8-9 tillar, tellar, teller; '9

dial, tellow, tillow, telly. [App. repr. OE. telgor,

tealgor str. m., also telgra wk, ra. (see sense i),

extended forms oltelga wk. masc, * branch, bough,
twig' = ON. tjalga fem., MLG., LG., Du. telg,

MOu, tekh, telg-, m. and n., MHG. zelch, zelge,

zilge m. :—OTeut. *telgo{n), telgon- twig, branch,

sprout. Not found in Eng. between 1 100 and 1660;

the phonetic history is obscure. The dial, tellow,

tillow may repr. OE. telga.^

1 1. (In OE.) A plant, a shoot, a twig ; esp. a shoot

or sucker from the root. Obs.
axooo Blickl. Glosses (E.E.T.S.) 261/2 Teal;:;ras, /nySa-

gincs, c 1000 ^LFRic Gen. ii. 5 And slcne tel^or on eoroan
a:r Aam l>e he uppasprunge on eorOan. a 1050 Herbarium
in Sax, Leechd. I. 276 Deos wyrt..of anum wyrttruman
mane^a lelj^ran asendel?. Ibid., Hypericon . . Of anum stelan

manega te^ran weaxa}>. Ibid, yi^ Heo eal . . wi3 )>a eor&an
byre tel?,r2n tobra;del>. a iQ<fi Medicina de Quadrup.'ihxd.

332 Do on anne tel^ran [^xs morbeames] 3e sy adune
gecyrred.

2. A young tree, a sapling ; esp, a stock-shoot,

rising from the stock or stool of a felled tree.

1664 EvF-LYN Sylva in. iv. § 2^ {Charcoal) This [ladder]

they usually make of a curved '1 iller fit to apply to the con-
vex shape of the heap, 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tillar
(in Hu.^bandry), a small I'ree left to grow till it be fellable.

171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 50 They are obliged
to leave sixteen Tillers on an .-Xcre. 1768 Tucker Lt, Nat.
(1834) I. 322 First shoots up a tencier twig, which then
becomes a sapling, a waiver, a tellar, and at last a perfect

oak laden with acorns. 1794 W. Pearce Agric. Berks 55
[They] permit their labourers, during the winter months, f£
take up the old roots, from which no heir or teller ts rising.

183a Planting 92 in Lihr, Usef. Knozvl., Hush. Ill, Tiller

or Tellar, a shoot selected, .from those produced by a cop-
pice stool to stand for a timl^er-tree. 1875 Sussex Gloss.,

'Teller, Till<rw .

.
, a young oak tree. 1878 N. <$ Q- 5th Ser.

X. 223 The lessee covenants not to cut down tellows and
stemners.

3. One of the lateral shoots from the base of the

stalk of corn or grass or other herbaceous plant.

1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Hush, xi. 132 The same Plant
that when poor sends out but Two or Three Tillers, would
if well nourish 'd.. send up a Multitude of Tillers, as is seen
in Ho*d Wheat and Sown Wheat. 1759 tr. DuhanuVs
Hush, I. xiii. (1762) 70 New stalks, or, as some call it, tillers,

1764 Museum Rust. III. xii. 46 If the season is lost to
cncrease the number of tillers, we may enlarge the ears.

1811 W. Leslie A^c. Surv. Moray Gloss., Tiller, the
rising blade ofgrowing corn shooting out several stems from
one seed. [Cf. 1828 Craven Gloss., Telly, a single stalk

of grass or corn.l

t Tiller, sb.^ Obs. rare~^. [app. f. Till sk^
+ -EH I, ? after drawer."] = Till sb,^ i.

1693 Drvden yuvenalwi. 383 Search her Cabinet.and thou
shal tmd Each Tiller there with l^ve-Epistles lin'd.

Tiller (ti-bi), v."^ Also 7 tillar, 9 tillow. [f.

Tiller sb.'-^l inlr. Of com or other plants: To
produce 'tillers' or side shoots from the root or

base of the stem ; also said of the shoots thus

arising. Also with ottt, forth,
itjf Plot Oxfordsh, 245 The Seed in the rich [Land] does

tillar, i. e. sprout into several blades and spread on the
ground. 1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Hush. xix. 270 More
Stalks would have Tillered out, 1743 Maxwell Set. Trans.
Soc. Improv. Ap-ic. Scot. 24 Clover-plants, when they have
room to grow, tdler or stool, and employ more Ground than
those of Corn. 1805 R. W, Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 463
Oats do not tiller so much as other grains. 18x3 Vancouver
Surv. Hampshire 196 The more that the crown of this

plant is,. divided, the greater disposition it has to stool and
tillow forth inaddilional stems and succours. 1868^^/*. U.S.
Commissioner Agric, (1869)406 It [wheat] tillered astonish,
ingly, as many as fifty heads growing from one kernel.

b. Irans. To throw <?«/ (stalks, etc.) by tillering.

1787 Winter Syst. Hush. 207 The roots of the drilled

[wheat] tillered out from ten or twelve to upwards of thirty
stalks on each root.

Hence Ti'Uered///. a., having several shoots or

stems springing from one root; Ti'Uerins vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Hush. vii. 72 These Tillered
Ho'd Stalks, if they were planted sparsim all over the Inter,

val, it might seem well cover 'd. 1764 Museum Rust. HI.
XII. 46 There is ap.irticular season for its tillering, or spread-
ing ; another for its upright growth. 1833 RidgemontFarm
Rep. 137 in Lihr. Usef. Knowl.y HushTlll, IJy a rapid and
early vegetation of the wheat, the tillering branches of the
young plant are apt to exhaust themselves. 1885 W. K.
Parker Mammalian Descent vi. 158 The multiplied (or

tillered) stems of a wheat-plant.

t Tiller, v.'^ : see Tillering vhL sb.i

Tiller, dial, form of Thiller.

+ Tillerate, 2/. Obs.rare^^. = Tiller z^.l

1759 tr. DuhameVs Hush. iii. i. (1762) 299 The roots which
stood thin in the rows, tillerated out from ten or twelve.

+ Ti'llering, vbl. sb.^ Obs. rare. [Implies a

verb tiiUr^ iiovn Tilleb j^.i^ i d ; see -ikg l.J The



w** gray with ihe tillel. 1637 Sp<ci/. S. Mason t Pmiint
Nfx 106 Tb« sole dying of buclcromes and tilltts. 1837
Whittock, etc Bk. Trades (iS^z) 246 The tillel, or litile

TILLERLESS.

putting of a bow npon a liller (Tilleb sb,^ i d) in

order to stretch or bend it.

1545 AscHAH Toxopk. II. (Arb.) ii^i I woulde desyre all

bow>-ers to season thc>T staues well, to wootke them and
synke them well, to giue them heetes conuenient, and
lyilerj'ngcs plenlye. Ibid. 115, I suppose that nether y«

bowe can be to good and chcfe woode, nor yet to weli

seasoned or truly made, w>-th hetynpes and lillerynges.

180s T. Roberts En^, Bowman 293 TiiUrtMCt trying a bow
bytbc tiller. Altering a bow by acraping it.

Tillering, vN. s6.'^: see after Tiller vA
TillerlesS (ti-Iajles), a. [f. TlLLEB J*.2 +

-LESS,] Without or lacking a tiller.

1870 Kimtlai^e's Ev, Bey's Ann. Feb. 86 The rudder was
liller le&s.

TiUetl (tilrt), tiUot (tilst). Forms: 5
tyllete, tillette, 6 tyllet, 7 tillett, -it, 6- tillet,

9 -ot. [app. ad. OF. UlUlte (14th c. in Godef.

Comfl.'), collateral loim of Ui'/tte, loilttt a wrapper
of cloth : see Toilrt.]

1. A kind of coarse cloth, nsed for wrapping up
textile fabrics and (formerly) garments ; also for

making awnings.
MM jIAuM. 4 Houululii Exf. (Roxb.) zii Paid 10 lohn
FeUw for xij. yerdes of lyllete lor the spynos. 1530 Palsgr.
aSi/i Tyllet to wrap clothe in, toytUtU. 1590 Iwv, Sir
T, KtuHuy in Arch3eohf^ia XL. 327 A scarlet cloke faced

iptci/. S. Mason s Pmtint
Icromes and tillits. 1837

.2) 246 The tillet, or little

cloth, for encasing glazed stuff's intended for a foreign

market, was the first approach towards pattern floorcloth

painting. 1904 Timrs 5 Sept. 1/3 Mr. Justice Farwell..

restrained.. the said Defendants..from wrapping up any
goods . . in lining papers and tillots supplied by the Plaintifrs,

b. A bag made of thin glazc<l muslin, used as a

covering for dress-goods.

1871 in M'Klkath Did. Commerce {VvixAi).

t2. A tilt or awning. Obs.

1497 Nxval Acc.Htn. Vll(\icf>) no Cartes with lilkttes

fur shutt with all apporelle.

1 Icncc TlUotln;, in lilloling cloth, a cloth osed

as a wrapper, esp. for textile fabrics,

1894 .S>rti/C TiUcf't I'lUmt Na 1357 Improvmiefits in

lillotling cloths.

tTiUet^. Obi. Also 7 tylet. [a. OF. tilUl,

Ifillel (I4-I5th c. in Gotlef.), dim. ol til, teil; see

Tkil and -kt.] A lime or linden-tree.

i<ol Holland Pliny (1634) II. 7 The thin barki of the
Linden or Tillet tree. /W. 185. tWi tr. CharMnU Trav.
Ptrtia 3JO Groves of Poplers and Tylets, which tbey plant

10 serve em for building their Houses.

I TillenL [F. tilUul (H^yol) linden-tree :-L.

*tilu/its, dim. of *tilius = tilia linden.]

1. A lime or lindcn-tree.

1^ PALar.a 381/t Tylleull, a kynde of fnite [error for

Irte], tilltut. l8a5-^ ^lRS. Shcrwooo LmHy ttf Manor IL
xiv. 180 The gardens of orange trees ; the avenues of tillcul t

the groves of myrtle.

2. ailrib. a. Name of a shade of colour : a pale

yellowish green like that of the leaves of the lime-

tree.

1884 CmulCt Fani, Mag. May 371/3 A light tillcul

grouiul. just the tint of lettuce, shot with white. 1909
Daily CkroH. s6 June 4/5 Lady St. Germans, .becomingly
dre^ied in tilleul votle.

b. TiUttil tea, an infusion of lime-tree flowers,

nted as a remedy for headache, etc.

1908 Daily CkroH. 14 Nov. 4/4 Ordinary lea [has been
replaced] by the bitter-tasted tilleul variety, which was finl

on show at an hotel in Paris.

+ Till-hew, V. Obs, rare, [f. till- for To- prefix
'^

+ Hkw v.] trans. To hew or cut to pieces.

1375 Bakiknjii Bruct II. 381 He all lill<hewyt ^t be our-

tuk. ibid. XX. 367 So fa<4 till-hcwyn wes all bU face.

Tilli. in tilU berries : see Tilly sS,

Tilling (tilii)), vb/. sb. [f. Till ».' + -ino1.]

llie action of Till v.i ; work done upon land for

raising crops; cultivation, tillage.

atta$ Ancr. R. 396 pe win^earde^ . . bet mot muche
tilunge \o uorte bercn windlicrien. 1377 Lancu P. PI. B.

XIV. 63 Fourty wynter folkc lyucd wiih-outcn tulyinge.

3B7 TiiBViSA Hiedt-H iKolUl 11. 381 Konnyn^e oftclicnge

{v. rr. tellynge. liflyngj of fceldes t»cy clcpcd Cereres. 147s
Bk. Noblesse (Koxb.) 70 In tilien^, ering. and labourage of

hi^ londis to bcre ccwne and fruit, a 1610 Hkalsv Theo-
/Jtras/us Ubjb] 13 The well tilling and husbaiHling of the

ground. 1674I Sik G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Sea/, i. xix.

19(16919] 101 llie stealers of Plcugh-grailh. .in the time of

Telling. .are to be punished to the death, i^rio Loud.
Cat, Na 4703/3 A Bill.. for encouraging the Tilling of
Land with Bullocks. 1817 W. StLwvN Law Nisi Prius
(ed. 4) II. iao6 Whether the land is of such a nature as to

Z-e
an exttaofdinary expence 10 nuuinring or tilling.

1483 Caxiom Gold. Leg. 271 b/i Lvke a tylvcr o£
cry»t he prouff^ted in spyrytuel tyfyeng. 1640 H.

Woohwaro (titU) A Childe*; Patrimony laid out upon the
good culture or tilling over his whole man.

tb. concr, 'i*he produce of tilling; a crop:
«= Tillage 2 b. Obs, rare.

16B0 j. Goodyear in Hereford Dttv. Reg. 4 Oct., Want-
ing ropes in tbe time of Harvest to carry in his tilling with.

C. attrtb.y as tilling land, land tit for tilling,

arable land.

1387 Tkevisa fiij^den {KqXU) II. 89 But now wodcs be^
i-hcwc aduun and newe telynge lond i-made. 1488 Cal.
Amc. K,-c. Iful'lind^Sg) 404 Parte of the tyllyng bnd-

Ti'llingy ///. a. [{, Till f.1 + -inq ^.J That
tills or cultivates land.

,

81

[

e ij8o WvctiF Strm. Sel. Wl<s. I. 315 pe first was an
heerde, and \>e toiler a tiliyng man. 1906 Daily Chron. 15
Sept. 3/1 Nor spurn my muse because it sings.. Of tilling

men who plough and reap.

t Tillman. Obs. [f. Till ».l + Man j*.] A
man employed in tillage; a farmer, husbandman;
a ploughman, peas.nnt ; a tiller of the soil.

940 Grant of land in Wilts, in Birch Cart. Sa.x. \\. 483
Lang weKes ba;t ofer tilmannes dene. 13. . CursorM. 4696
(Cott.) Tilmen oueral l?c land a-boute . . J>air sede had saiin.

^ '37S ^^- ^'y. Saints xl. IS'inian) 201, & he )>ane, as gtid

tele.man. To wirlc in goddis jard begane. C1440 'Jacol*s
Well 237 Summc fecndys komyn as tylmen wy(h here ho:s
6 carte. 1573 Tl'sser llusb. (1878) 34 Good shephe.ird,
good tilmanj good Jack and good Gil, Makes husband and
huswife their cofers to fd. i6ao T. Granger Div, Logikc
56 The lill-man plowing in the field, findeth a treasure.

TUlocrat (ti-bkr.xt). nonce-ud. [f. Till ».i
4

+ -(o)cBAT.] A ruling member of an ngricuUural

class.

1858 Bailev Agt 5 Farmers, bankers, millocrats. Officials,

maniifacturers, merchants, tillocrets.

Tillodont Ctil<?il(mt). Palsxint. [f. mod.L.
Tilloilontia, f. Gr. tiAA-«ii' to pluck + uSoi;;, oJofr-

tooth.] A member of the Tillodonlin, a group of

extinct mammals apparently combining the char-

acters of ungulates, rodents, and carnivora, whose
remains are found in the Eocene of N. America.
(1875 Amtr. yrnl. Sci. Scr. IlL IX. aai At the last meeting

of the Connecticut Academy, Feb. 17th, Professor O. C
M.irsli made a communication on a new order of Eocene
Mammals, for which he proposed the name Tillodontia.

1876 Marsh f^/V/. XI. 349.] 1889 Nicholson ^ Lvdkkker
PaixoHl. 11. 1408 The characters presented by the Tillodonts
harmonise with the view that Ijoth the Ungulatcsand Rodents
have been dciived from a primitive Carnivorous stock.

Tillot: seeTiLLET>. TllIow,var.TiLLERjA.3,».

t Xi'llsman. Obs. In 6 Sc. telisman, 6-7
tilsman. Alteration of Tillman, with inserted s,

after huntsman, spokestitnn, steersman, etc.

I56r-s in Keith Jlist. CA. Scoi.UT^^) L App. 179 All and
sindtie ParochinarisTakkismcn, Telismen, rewaiis, Rentn.
Inris, Possessouris. 1589 Nashk Anat. .Absurd, ya Theyr
father was a Tilsman attendant. 1645 \W\KnStmt. be/, ilo.

Com, 26 Mar. 31 Like a niece of ground tllat bath heene
stirred by the Plough, and the tils-man doCb not follow on
togive it more earths in due season.

TUlward : see Tilward.

Tilljr (till), sb. Also 8 tiUi, tyle. [app. a.

F. tilli, ad. mcd.L. tiglium, in It tigtia : cf.

TiCLic] In tilly-seed, the sce<l of a species of

Croton (formerly called C. Pavana, now identified

with C. Tiglium). which yields Croton oil.

Mta tr. Poiiu-t''s Hist. Druxs I. 144 The smooth Fruit

cali'd in the Shops, Tyle Seed, or Tilli- licrries (orig.ATlV/iiwj

arhre t\ fruit tisu, uommigrmu de Tilli]. 1858 Simmonos
Diet. Trade, Tilly.teed, > small tree, the Croton Pavana of
Hamilton. . . the seeds tjf which have the same properties as

IboM of the Croton Tielinm.

Tilly (UU),o. [f. Till J*.2 + -T.] Abounding
in, or of the nature of, till or tenacious clay.

1799 J. RoBErrsoN Agric. Perth 14 Houses composed of
this mortar or tilly clay. 181s Sir J. Sinclair Syst. ttush.

Scot. 1. »7 Stiff stubborn tilly land. 1844 SiEiHCNS Bk.
Farm 1. 169 Clay, and tilly clay even more than the unc*
tuous, retains a great deal of water.

Tiily-vally, »«/. ( >bs. or arch. Also 6 tnlly

valy, 7 tillie vallie, 7, 9 tilly-fally, 9 tilley-

Talley. [Origin unknown.] An exclamation of

impatience: Nonsense! fiddlesticks I

a 1519 Skxltom Manerly Marg. Mylk + Ale 5 TuUy
valy^slrawe, let be, I say 1 1597 Shaks. 3 Ifen. /'"i,"- v.

90 TUly-fally (Sir lohn) neuer tell me, your ancient Swag-
gerer comes not in my doores. 1601— JvmL N, 11. iii. 83 Am
not I consanguinious? Am I not of her blood? tilly vatly.

c 1630 /.ife Sir T. More iv, 117 Tillie vallie, tillie vallie

:

will ^-ou silt and make goslings in the ashes? 1816 Scott
Anitg. vi, Tilley.salley, Nir. I^vel— which, by the way, one
commentator derives from tittiviliitiuni, and another from
tattey.Ao—\>at tilley.valley, 1 say, a tiuce with your polite,

nes*. 1S64 St. Janus' Mag. 334 Tilly-fally, man !— But go
on with your evidence, brother Burt.

II
Ti-lina. [Mexican Sp., ad. Nahuatl tilmaili, in

comb, tilma-.] A kind of simple cloak or blanket

secured with a knot, worn by the Indians of Mexico.
1851 Mavne Reio Sial^ Hunt, x. We see mangas and

tilm.is, and men wearing the sandal as in Eastern lands.

IHd. XX, Tliere were pueblos clad in their ungiaceful tilmas.

189s Daily Sews 6 Nov. j/5 The shrine of our Lady of

Oiiadaloupe had its origin m an alleged apparition of the

Madonna to an Indian, Juan Diego, in the early days of the

Coni|uest (9 Dec. 1531V. .A picture of the Virgin is said to

have appeared on the coarse tilma or cloak of the Indian.

Tilsent, early perversion of Tinsel j*.3

Tilt (tilt), j*.l Also 5 teU(e, 5-7 tylt, 6 tylte,

7 tUlte. [Collateral form of ME. tild, Teld
sb., perb, influenced by tent.'\

1. A covering of coarse cloth, in early quots. of

hair-cloth ; an awning ; a booth, tent, or tabernacle.

CI440 Promp. Parv. 488/1 Telle, or tcnte, tentorium.

1547 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 133 Tylles of heare to

OJUver the powder. 1556 ToWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589)

1 10 On shoare, wee made a Tilt with our Oares and saile.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Pcttr i. 13 The apostle compares his

life to a ubernacle i a liltle shed 01 tilt, wherin the im-

mortal soul dwells. 1688 R. HoiJHE Armoury iv. xii.

(KoxK) 504/1 The cofin h.id ouer it a tilt or stately frame

of wood couered with black. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

1 July, Machines.. fitted with lilts, that project from the

seaward ends of them,, .10 screen the bathers iiuui the view.

TILT.

2. spec. An awning over a boat.
1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl w. ii, A boat,

with a lilt over it. 1716 Gay Trivia i. 164 The rowing
Crew To tempt a Fare, cloath all their Tilts in bine. 1887
Besant The World tvent ii, A broad canvas tilt or awning
rigged up from stem to stern.

3. An awning or cover for a cart or wagon,
usually of cinvas or tarpaulin.
i6ao Smelton Quix. (1746) HI. xL 69 The Waggon's Self

was opened, without Tilt or Boughs. ai656UsSHER Ann.\\.
(1658) 228 They covered the Cart with a base dirty tilt made
of skins. 17S3 Scots Mag. Nov. 541/1 The lilt or some
other conspicuous place of his wajgon. 183a Prisgle Afr.
Sk. ii. 141 Each wagon is provided with a raised canvas lilt

to protect the traveller from sun and rain. 1893 Selous
Trnv. S E. Africa 24 My waggon, .on the hinder part of
which stood a lilt or tent where 1 slept.

4. In Labrador and Newfoundland: A fisher-

man's or wood cutter's hut.

189s R. G. Taber in Outing (U. S.) XXVII. 20/1 A score
of shoresmen's 'tilts'— rude turf-covered huls, some little

cleaner than the Esquimaux* habitations. 1906 Toilers of
Deep June 150/2 {Labrador) A few wooden 'tilts' nestled
at the edge of the river. . .The ' tilts ' are all very much alike
—the general ' living-room',.. and the beds in curtained-ofT
recesses. The little colony, .come from their homes at Cape
Charles only for the winter's trapping and wood^:utting.

5. ciltrib. and Comb., as tilt-maker, -weaver,
-windorw ; tilt-like adj. ; also tilt-bonnet, a
woman's or girl's bonnet in the form of a wagon-
tilt, made by bending a piece of pasteboard into

a half-cylinder, and covering it with linen or calico,

a drawing-string holding it in shape, the material

being extended to cover the crown and form a
curt.iin (T. Hardy) : cf. coal-scuttle bonnet ; tilt-

cloth, = senses 1-3; t tilt-hair, ? hair-cloth for

tilts ; tilt-roof, ' a round-topped roof, shaped like

a tilt or wagon-cover' (Knight Did. Meek. 1877) ;

t tilt-sail, ?a sail made of coarse cloth; tilt-

wherry, a wherry having a tilt, a Tilt-boat.
1874 T. Hardy Farfr. Madding Cro7vdx\v, The women

..wore*tilt bonnets covered with nankeen. 1611 in loM
Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 432 For a *tylt cloth,

2J. td. 1790 Lt'CKOMBB Eng, Gazetteer III, lVitney,Oxf...
TiltH:loths for bargemen are likewise made here, c 1440
Promf.Parv.^ii/i "Telle hayyr [11., A., P. tell, hayre),
gauda. isSa in Rogers A^ric ^ Prices III. 576/t Tilt

hair. 35^ bolts (^ 1/4, 94 pieces @ ii/.. 1834 H. Miller
Stenes 4- /.eg. xiii. (1857)203 The grey ruins, and the mossy,
*lilt.like hillocks. 1847 Addison Contracts 11. vii. § 2 (1883)

921 The defendant oidered the plaintiff to m.nke him a
waggon, and.. employed.. a *lillmaker to put on a lilt. 1630
Shelton Quix. (1746) IV. xxii. 178 The General m.ide all

the Gallies strike their *Tilt.sails. 1579 Transcr. Faver.
sham Parish Regr. (MS.), Erosamas Smalwodd, a lylte-

weuer. 1573 in Feuillerat Retels Q. Eliz. (1908) 219, ii "Tylt
whirreyes that caryed the Masking geare & Children.

1799 Hull Advertiser 1 Aug. 4/1 She., thrust it out at one
of the •tilt.wmdows.

Tilt (tilt), sb? Also 6 tyU(e, 6-7 tilto. [In

br-inch I from Tilt k.i i ; in br. II fr. Tilt vy II.]

1 L A combat or encounter (for exercise or

gport) between two armed men on horseback, with

lances or similar weapons, the aim of each being

to throw his opponent from the saddle ; = Just
jA.l I ; also, the exercise of riding with a lance,

or the like, at a mark, as the quintain.

1511 in TLWaOrig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 181 Thise iiij Knightes

shall piesent themself..in barneys for the Tylte xw T.
Wilson Rtu-t. (1580) 13, I male commende hym for p^yng
at weapoiLS, for runnyng vppon a greate horse, for chargyng
his slanc at the Tilt. 16^ Karl Monm. tr. BoccalinCs Advts.

fr. Pamass. I. Ivii. (1674) 74 [To] spend a hundred thousand

Crowns in Tilt and Tumey. 174S Sir C. Williams in H.
Walpole Mem. Geo. II (1847) II. App. 396 Low pleasures,

such as operas, plays, masquerades, lilts, and tournaments.

i8mTennyson knid52 Forgetful of the tilt and tournament.

D. transf. and fig. An encounter, combat, con-

test; a debate, ptiblic dispute or discussion. In

i7-i8th c. often applied to a duel.

1567 TuRBERV. Epit. Dame Elys. Arhundle 3 Who ran

hir race in vertues tylt aright, And neuer had at Fortunes

hand the foyle. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. (1692)

21 He would not Hy the tilt nor start from any colour of

accusation. 1693 Humours Town 27 A modish Tilt upon a
foolish hot-headed Punctilio. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 39
p i6 We. .genei ally conducted our Dispute and Tilt accord-

ing to the last that had happen 'd between Persons of Repu-
tation. 188a F. M. Crawford Mr, Isaacs ii, I trust that

our collision in the flesh has had no worse results than our

tilts in print. 1906 Spectator 3 Feb. 173/2 She enjoys the

tilt of rather rough speech.

o. A thrust of a weapon, as at a tilt. Now
only fig.
1716 Addison Freeholder No. 10 p 5 His Majesty, .enter-

tain'd hira with the Slaughter of two or three of his Liege

Subjects, whom he very dexterously put to Death with the

Till of his Lance. 1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) 1.

xiv. 82 Miss Barnevelt took a lilt in heroics. 1863 Cowden
Clarke Shaks. Char. viii. 300 She has a tilt at him, jeering,

joking, mystifying, obfuscating him.

2. A place for holding tilts or justs; a tilting

ground or yard ; the lists.

a 1510 "Jttstes May fr June 1507. 68 in Hazl. E. P. P. 11.

iz6 'Two seruauiiles of this lady of delyte Sliolde bemounted
armed and redy dyght At atyltes ende. 1530 Palsgb. 1S3

Vnes lices, a lylle to lerne to juste at. a 1548 Hall Citron.,

Hen. VIII 45b, The kyng .. rode about ihe Tyll. 1564

Haward Eutropius vn. 75 He fynyshed sondry pieces of

work at Rome among which was . . the Tilt I L.forum transi-

torium], a place for men to tun in. 138* Warner /1/i. £nf.



TIIiT. TILTED.

II. IX. (1589) 35 In beaten Pathes, ore boorded Tylihes

[•TyltesJ to breake their stafTe-Iike Reeds.

3. Phr. (from i or a), a. To run at [the) till :

to ride in a lilt or just.

1548 Elyot Diet., Dtcvrrere in arvtts, to rennc at the

lylte in barneys. 1590 ^farlowe /tdjir. //, v. v, When for

her sake I ran at tilt in France, And there inihors'd the

Duke of Cleremont, x6ii Cotch., Courjr ia latter, to tilt,

or, to run at lilt. 1636 P. Randall in Ann. Dtthrensia

(1877) 19 As they at 'Jilt, so wee at Quintain nuiTie. 1649
Jer. Taylor (7/, Exevip, 111. Disc, xx, 143 Henry II was
killed running at Tilt.

b. So to run a tilt (see also A-tilt 3, A f>rep.^) ;

also^^. Also rarely to run till.

1591 SiiAKS. 1 Jlen. y/, iiL ii. 51 Break a launce, and
lunne a-Tilt at Death. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 145
]f you make two such bodies.. to run a tilt upon such a line

of odd leastings. 1762-71 H. Wai.pole fertue's Aiucd.
Paint. (1786)!. 158 The next, .exhibitstwoknishts runnins;

a tilt on the foreground. 1831 Caklyle in Froude LiJ^
(1882) II. viii. 170 With her.. I was provoked.., so pert was
she, to run lilt, and I fear transfix her. 1871 Miss Mulock
Fair France i. 3 Like Don Quixote with his windmill, .it

is running a tilt against perfectly imaginary foes. 1891

Temple Bar Mag. Sept. 102 He runs tilt against the hypo-
crisies of social life,

C. Full tilt (advb. phr.) : at full speed and with

direct thrust ; with utmost adverse force or impetus.
?rt x6oo Hist. Tom Thumb w. 45 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 213

The cook was running on full tilt, When Tom fell from the

air. 1679 Hist. Jetzevz^ Drawing out his knife, [he] made
at her Uidyship full tilt. 1861 Tem/>le Bar Afaj,-. IV. S3
Managers of schools should run full tilt at the whole scheme.
1889 Gretton Memory's Harkb. 145 The Earl rode full tilt

at him as though he would have unhorsed him.

II. 4. The act of tilting, or fact or condition of

being tilted (Tilt vy 4) ; a sudden or abrupt

divergence from the normal vertical or horizontal

jiosition ; inclination upward or downward.
[Implied in quots. 1562, 1658, 1706 in b.]

1837 Babbage Bridgew. Treat. App. 246 The variation of
pressure, and the infirmity of supports broken hy weights or

softened by heat, to produce tilts. 1859 All Year Round
Na 29. 67 The twinkle of his eye, and the saucy tilt of his

ragged cap, spoke volumes. 187a Rouilcdge's Fv. Boy s Ann.
Apr. 262/1 Until one tilt, stronger than the others, upset the

lamp. 1906 Daily Nevus s Mar. 6 Leaning against the wall

. .with his stool at a perilous tilt.

b. On or upon the lilt: in a tilted position, like

a cask or vessel raised on one end or side when
nearly empty : = A-TiLT f. M%oJig.
1562 J, Heywood Prov. ^ Ffiigr. (1867) 194 Till tubbe

slande a tilte. 165B T. Goodwin Fair Prospect Ep. Ded.,

When her natural strength, and Abilities began to run low,

and on Tilt, as it were ; Her Spiritual affections seemed as

if but fresh broached, 1706 Baynard in Sir J. Floyer Hot ^
Cold Bath. 11. 419 When (low drawn) Timers upon the Tilt,

Few Sands and Minutes left to run. 1712 Sped. No. 292 r4
Libeiality. .performed with such Chearfulness,.that may
shew Good-nature and Benevolence overflowed, and do not,

as in some Men, run upon the Tilt, and taste of the Sedi-

ments of a grutching uncommunicative Disposition.

c. Geol. An abrupt upheaval of strata to a con-

siderable angle from the horizontal, d. gen. A
slope, or sloping portion, of the surface of the

ground.
1859 Pace Geol. Terms, Tilted up, applied to strata that

are suddenly or abruptly thrown up at a high angle of
inclination. Tilts o^ this nature are usually accompanied
by fractures and crushings of the strata. 1903 G. A. Smith
in Expositor Jan. 7 This tilt towards Olivet does not ex-

haust the eastern bent and disposition of the city. 1910
Daily News 27 Aug. 4 As we crossed a tilt of the torn

heath I saw suddenly between myself and the moon a black
shapeless pile.

1 5. The liquor, or sediment, obtained by tilting

a vessel ; dregs, lees. Obs,

ai6o\ T. Cartwright Confut, .Rhem. N, T. (1618) 449
The tilt and lees of traditions, dregges of custome, and
poyson of Popish decrees.

6. A contrivance used in North America in fishing I

through a hole in the ice, in which a stick or cross-

piece is tilted up when the fish takes the hook.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

7. In Newfoundland, A pier on which fishermen

unload and dress their fish, 1891 in Cent. Diet.

8. Short for Tilt-hammeb.
1831 J. Holland Mann/. Metal I. 241 The annexed figure

is the plan of a tilt iSsBGreener Gunnery 167 [By] weld-
ing and forging by the heavy hammer, reducing by a tilt

and rolling down to the smallest description of rod, a most
excellent, tenacious, and dense body of iron is thus obtained.

1896 Daily News 27 Jan. 8/5 The activity at the forges,

rolling mills, and tilts where large quantities, .are prepared.

HI. 9, The stilt or long-legged plover of North
America, (Cf. Tilt-up A. 2.)

1831 A. Wilson & Bonaparte Amer. Omith. III. 77 The
name by which this bird is known on the seacoast is the
stilt or tilt, or long-shanks. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer.,
Lawyer, i. {Himantopus nigricoliis.) The blac".-necked
Stilt, .known also by the names of Tilt and Longshanks.

IV. 10. attrib. and Cotnb.y as tilt-day^ -horsey

tilt-cart, a cart of which the body can be tilted so

as to empty out the contents ; tilt-forge, a forge

in which a tilt-hammer is used ; tilt guard : see

under Tilt-yard ; tilt house *=////-»«// ((^) ; tilt-

mill, (a) the machinery for working a tilt-hammer

;

(^) a building in which a tilt-hammer is worked

;

tilt-rod, a curved rod projecting from the rear of

a tricycle so as to catch the ground in the event of

the machine being tilted backward ; tilt-staflP, a

staff used instead of a lance in tilting; tilt-wheel,

a little wheel at the end of the tilt-rod of a tricycle.

See also Tilt-hammer, Tilt-yard.
1844 Stei'Hens Bk. Farm II. 660 If they are *tilt or

coup-carts, he elevatesthe front a few inches. 1605 Camden
Re$n, 174 At the next *Tilte-day following. 1836 Blackzv.
Mag. XXXIX. 339 We passed some usines, *tiU-forge<:,

where the makers of nails [etc.] use the power to tilt hammers
of small water wheels placed on one of the., streams. 1894
Times 28 I\tay 6/1 The 2nd Life Guards, furnishing the *tilt

guard, sent a squadron of about 50 of all ranks. 1909
Daily Cliron. 20 Felx 5/3 What we call the Horse Guards,
which was then called the Tilt Yard (wliere the guard, 1

think, is still called the Tilt guard). 1562 J. Heywood
Proz'. ^ Epigr. (1867) 178 A *'I"ilt horse, alias a beere
horse to bee, Which wouldst thou l>ee? 1864 Strauss, etc.

Eng. Workshops 90 Two hammer or "tilt houses. 1825 J.
Nicholson Operai. Mechanic 337 The * tilt-mills employed
in the manufacture of steel. 1912 J.

T. Fowler Let. to

Editor, Modern tricycles cannot be tilted backward, and so

do not require *tilt-rods. 1650 W. Saunderson Jinlicus
Coquin. 6g He medled not with the ^Tilt-staff. 1886 Cycl.

Tour. C. Gaz. IV, 144 "Tilt wheels loose are very noisy.

t Tilt, sb.^ slang. Obs. In 7 tylt. A cant name
for some species of rogue,
i6zo Dekkek Drcame (i860) ^8 Ease heapes tumbled to-

gether, . . high-way-standers, Foists, nips^and tylts, prinadoes,

bawdes, pimpes, panders.

Tilt (tilt), 7^.1 Also 4 tylte, 7 tylt. Pa. t.

and pplc. tilted ; also 4 pa. t. tult, pa.pple. tylt,

f)pa.t. m\d pple. tilt, [In I, ME. iylten^ repr. an
OE. ^tyltan for *tieltan\-*talt'jan, f. OE. iealt

unsteady, shaky, Tealt (whence OE. iealtian :—
*talt-6jan to be unsteady). Cf. Norw. tylten adj.

inclined to fall over, unsteady, Sw. tnlta to totter.

Branch II is from I ; but br. Ill is from Tilt sb.'^

I (deriv, of 1 here) ; br. IV from Tilt-hammer :

these are thus, strictly, separate vbs. of secondary

origin.]

I. +1, /r'^wj. To cause to fall; to thrust, push,

throw down or over ; to overthrow, overturn, upset.

Obs. (exc. as in 4 c, 6 b).

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 832 pe trestes tylt to he wo^e & J>c

table bojje. Ibid. 1213 Ouer-tok hem, as tyd, tult hem of
sadeles. a 1400-50 Alexander 1303 Sone ^e top of ^e toure
he tiltis in-to h^ walir. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III.

1063/1 He.. said to his wife; Mistrys Alice what milke
haue you giuen me here? Wheerewithall she tilted it ouer
with her hand, saieng, I weene nothing can please you.

•t'2, intr. To fall over, tumble ; be overthrown.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 252 With-outen towche of any

tothe he [Jonah] tult in his [the whale's] |>rote. Ibid, 361

Truly J>is ilk toun schal tylte to grounde. a 1375 Joseph
Arim. 4 Feole temples )7er-inne tulten to l>e eor}>e. For heore
false ymages hat h^i on leeueden. ?rti400 Mortc Arth.
1144 Untenderly fro h^ toppe thai tillin to-gederz.

3. intr. To move unsteadily up and down ; esp.

of waves or a ship at sea, to pitch,

1590 SnAKS. Com. Err. iv. ii. 6(Fols. 2 & 5) What obserua*

tion mad'st thou in this case Oi\Fol^ Oh,] his hearts Meteors
tilting in hisface? 1594 Marlowb Dido i. i, Phrygian ships

. .so wrack'd and welter 'd by the w.ives, As every tide tilts

'twixt their oaken sides. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 747 The float-

ing Vessel.. with beaked prow Rode tilting o're the Waves.
1725 Pope Odyss. xiv. 289 And tilting o'er the bay the
vessels ride. 1822-56 De Quincev Con/ess. (1862) 238 To
and fio, up and down, did I tilt upon those mountainous seas.

1826 A. A. Watts Death Pompey v, A bark comes tilting

through thespray, 1878 Mrs. Stowe Po^anuc P. xxviii. 23S
The.. tree. .where the bobolink was tilting up and down,

II. 4. trans. To cause to lean abruptly from
the vertical or incline abruptly from the horizontal

;

to slope, slant; to tilt upj to raise one end or side

above the other, to tip up.
In Geol, used mpassive of strata hiclined abruptly upwards

from their horizontal position : cf. Tilt sb^ 4 c.

1594 Plat Jexvell-ho.wi. 59 It is also very good to tilt

your beere, when the Vessel is little more then halfe drawn
off, for so you shall draw your beere good euen to the latter

end. t6o7 Middleton Michaelm. Term iv. iv, Give her

more air ; tilt up her head. 1807 Herschel in Phil.Trans.
XCVII. 199 By gendy lifting up or tilting the lens, 1833
Lyi;ll Princ. Geol. Ill, 340 Sedimentary beds tilted up,

and more or less contorted on the flanks of the mountains.

z868 JoVNSON Metals 19 Where the waggons are tilted and
their contents shot out. 1908 Blackw. Ma^. Sept, 319/2
His helmet tilted well to the rear to screen his neck.

b, intr. To move into a slanted position or

direction ; to incline, slope, slant, heel over, tip up.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 155 Keeping it even, that it may not

tilt on either side. 1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc, Printing
xxii. p 2 Letting the hither side of the Board rest upon the

hither Ledge of the Rincing-Trough ; that the Form may
tilt downwards. 17^5 Herschel in Phil. Trans. LXXXV.
408 The tube. .by its great weight. .will. .tilt backwards.
1861 Smiles Engineers II. 274 He accidentally set his foot

upon a loose plank, which tilted up, and he fell into the

water. 1909 Daily Chron. 24 Feb. i/s South Africa also

lilts to the east in summer and to the west in winter. This
is probably traceable to the seasonal rainfall.

C. trans. To pour or empty out (the contents

of a vessel), or cause them to flow to one side, by
tilting the vessel,

a 1613 [see Tilted ppl. a.^ 2]. 1865 Lewes in Fortn.

Rev. II. 702 To tumble out their sentences as they would
tilt stones from a cart. 1865 Dickens A/«/. Fr. 1. xii, He
poured the wine into his mouth, tilted it into his right cheek.

1883 Hardwich's Photogr, Chejn. xiii. (ed. Taylor) 281

Tilt the developing fluid backwards and forwards upon the

film fot about thirty seconds, 1899 Daily News 20 Nov.

7/5 They object to being tilted out ofa truck like potatoes
out of a sack.

III. [f. TlLTJ^.2l,]
5. intr. To engage in a tilt or just ; to just or joust,

»59S T. Edwarijks L'Envoy to Cephalus ^ Procris yW,
Although he differs much from men Tilling under Frieries.

1611 CoTGR., Courir la lance, to tilt, or, to run at tilt. 1622

in Crt. ^ Times Jas. I (1848) II. 335 He ran at the ring,

and tilted with the I^ord Montjoy. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor.
Snbj. I. (!7og) 131 'Tis not yet the Fashion fur Women oi

Quality to Tilt. 1859 Tennyson £'«/rf48o But in this tourna*

ment can no man tilt, Except the lady he loves best be there*

i* b, iransf. See quots. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, To tilt, to fight with a

Rapier. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Tilt, to run at Tilts,

to fence or thrust with Swords or Foils,

c. transf. vcaAJig, To engage in a contest ; to

combat, encounter, contend (with); to strike or

thrust at with a weapon, to charge or impinge

against.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 483 L-oe, he is tilting straight.

158^ Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 74 Her eyes were like the
fierie torches tilting against the Moone. 1592 Shaks. Rom.
-V Jul. III. i. 163 He Tilts With Peircing Steele at bold Mer-
cutio's breast. 1613-16W. Browne 5r?V. Past.n. i, Against
whose n.aked hrest The surges tilted, a 1661 Fuller
IVorthies, Lond. (1662I u. 193 With which Horn he tilleth at

his prey. 17^ Pope //or. Sat.u. i. 70 Satire's my weapon,
but I'm too discreet To run a muck, and tilt at all 1 meet.

1809 PiNKNEY Trav. France 25, I resolved, .never to tilt

with a French lady in compliment. 1908 [Miss E. FowlerJ
Bctxo. Trent ^ Ancholmc 12 Coifi struck down the idol,,

tilting at it with his spear.

d. To * charge into a place or on some one

;

to run against, rush or burst in, through, etc.

1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle xviii, He.. seized a
long lance, threw open the gates, and tilted out on the

rabble. 1854 H. Miller Sch. ^ Schm. ii. {1857) 21 Not at

all sure that I might not tilt against old John in the dark.

1873 HowELLS Chance Acquaint, iv. Tilting along through
the crowd with a halTstaggering run.

6, trans, (loose uses) : a. To poise (the lance)

for a thrust,

1708 J. Philips Cyder \x. 603 Sons against Fathers tilt the

fat:d Lance, c 1870 B. Harte Twenty Years Poems (18B6) 36

The apple-blooms shook on the hill ; And the mullein>sta)KS

tilted each lance.

b. To tilt at ; to rush at, charge ; to drive or

thrust by tilting,

1^96 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 465 Shooting at a mark or

tilting it with darts. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall xxiv.

Never so happy as when they can tilt a gentleman logician

out of his saddle. 1893 Cornh. Mag. June 597 The wood-
cock often disport themselves,., tilting one another with
rufiled plumage.

O. To drive or thrust with violence.

1582 Stanvhurst ^neis i. (Arb.) 29 A tempest. .Oure
ships to Libye land with rough extremilye tilted. 1697
Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. i. (1709I 115 If it was the Custom
to Tilt your Head against a Post.

rV. [f. Tilt-hammer.] 7. trans. To forge ot

work with a tilt-hammer.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 770 It is cast into

ingots, which by gentle heating and careful hammering, are

tilted into bars. 1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal \, 241

All steel, whether cast or skear, which is to be used for the

best articles, should be tilted to the strength required 1889

Q, Rev. July 137 When 'piled' and 'tilted'; that is. .cut

up into short lengths, laid in bundles, reheated, welded,
and consolidated into a solid mass under the tilt hammer.

TUt (tilt), z/,2 [f. Tilt sb.^'\ trans. To cover

with a tilt or awning. (Chiefly in pa.pple.)
X499 (implied in Tilting vbl, sb.^\. 1587 M. Grovs Pelops

Sf Hipp. Poems (1878) 22 Omaus king doth stay Ere this

time long in closet tilte To heare what we can say. 1588
Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 295 A great barke . . very
well tilted and dressed. 1625 Gonsalvio's Sp. Inquis. 64 To
row vpon the riuer in Barges tilted with purple and silke.

x8x8 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXXV 1 1. 479 Felt,

with which they tilted their waggons.^ 1839 Sat. Mag.
Supp., June 253/2 The cart is tilted with canes and straw
neatly wattled.

Tilt, pa. t. of Till v.^ Obs. ; obs. f. Tilth.

Tilt-boat. [f. Tilt sb.^ (or short for tilted)

\- Boat sb.'\ A large rowing boat having a tilt or

awning, formerly used on the Thames, esp. as a
passenger boat between London and Gravesend.
1463 Maun. <5- Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 251 For a tylt bote to

London .. iiij. d. 1576 in FeuiUerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1008)

268 For the Cariadge of stuff to Hampton Court.. by 'Tilt

bote. 16x5 G. Sandys Trav. 17 A vessel. .like in proportion

to a Graves-end tilt-boate. 1737 Act 10 Geo. II, c. 31 § 8

It shall not be lawful for any Person ..who shall.. navigate
any Tilt-boat.. to receive. .or carry. .at one and the same
Time, any more than thirty-seven Passengers. 1764 Lotu
Life (ed. 3) 3 Waiting. .to go in the tllt-Boat to Gravesend.

1859 Sala T-w. round Clock (1861) 11 Now ..we go to

Gravesend by the steamer, instead of the tilt-boat

Tilte, obs. pa. pple. of Tilt v.^

Tilted (ti-lted),///. a.i [f. Tilt sb.'^ or 7;.2 +
-£D.] Having, or covered with, a tilt or awning.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 488/1 Tehyd, gandatus (A. Cauda-

tus). 1562 BuLLEYN Buhuark, Sicke Men 67 b, To be rowed
up and doune, in a tilted Boat or Bar^e, a 1656 Usshkr
Ann.\\. (165B) 230 He was in his poor tilted cart. 18x9 H.
Busk Vestriad in. 557 Wheel off, like Tartars in their tilted

towns. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xlii, Faces_ full of con-

sternation in the tilted waggons that came tearing past.

Tilted, ppi' a:^ [f. Tilt v.^ + -edI.J

1. Poised or thrust, as a weapon in tilting;

{loosely) fought or engaged in, as a tilt or tourna-

ment.



TILTEB. S8 TILTING,

tyj6 Mktklk tr. Camoem' Lnsind viii. 3:^0 Al just and
lournay with ihe lilied lance Viciors iheyrode. 1803 Visct.
SiRArKiFOituCaft/dk-Mj'/.Mj/a^vi.xlii, Their own compatitots

..Who erst the tilted fight 'gainst Kngland's Twelve
maintain'd. 1861 Lytion& Fank TanHhtius^rQy And from

(hat hour, in court. And chase, and tilted tourney, many a
month,.. Alen miss'd Tannhauser.

2. Abruptly inclined or sloped from the erect or

the horizontal position. In quot. a 1613, obtained

or emptied out by tilting thfc vessel.

411613 OvEBBURV CA^trac/crs, H'kore (1615) E ij, Her
body ts the tilted Lees of pleasure. x89a /W/ Mall C
4 June 1/3 The steep northern escarpment, the tilted strata of

which, .suggest. .the denudation of the Weald. 1906 Daiiy
Nrtvs y }yx\y d The question of speed. -is, .of the greatest

imporlauce where a train runs round what I may call a tilted

curve.

Tilter (tiltaj). 5by [f. Tilt v.i + -er '.]

1. One who tilts or justs; a combatant in a tilt;

alsoyf^.
161 1 Fi^oRio, FSU» . . a course in the field where many

horsemen or tillers, after they haue runne single one to one,

they runne pell mcll altogether. i6ia Wkbster White
Det'tl uu i. None are judges at tilting, but those that have
bene old filters. 1749 Smou-Btt Gii Bias v. i. (1782) II,

148, I was shocked at ihe inequality of the combat, and, as

I am naturally a tilter, flew to the assistance of the old man.
1817 Scott Tales Grandfather Ser. 1. xxiii. (iSaSj II. 216

The best tilter with the spear received from the King a
lance with a head of pure gold. 1898 J. Holungsheau
Gaiety Ckron, i. 37, I wa^ always a tilter at windmills.

t b. A rapier or sword. sUuti;. Oh.
\tW Shadwku. S^, Alsaiia 11. Wks. 1730 IV. 47 Let me

see 3rour Porker; here's a Porker I^ here's a Tiller t 1691

/r/Mjf/tf«-iJV/^7 A young spruce City Fc^,..Wiiha Long*
Wig aad Tilter on, 1713 Steele Guard. Na 143 P 5 To.

.

reduce their tilters to a more reputable, as well as a more
portable size.

2. One who or that which tilts, inclines, or slopes

(something) op or down; s^ec. {a) an apparatus for

tilting a cask so as to empty it without stirring up
the dicjvs ; (b) a workman who tilts or empties out

the coal into trucks at the pit's mouth.
1630 Matdom^ EsxejCy Docuntents Bundle 317 No. 23 In the

buitetye, i beer stalle and 1 tilter, %d. 1S9S J. LuMs[>r.N

Shetpk. ft Trotters 313 'I'he r>eatcu tilter and emptier of a
brandy and water gtau I ever saw. 1896 Dail^ Srtvs
I May 2/1 The only persons inihe vicinity of the pit mouth
%rere the banksmen, blacksmiths, and tiltets.

3. One who works with a tilt-hammer.
x8a9 E. Elliott VilL Patrituxk x, i, Loud thumps the

forge ; bright bums the cottage fire, From which the litter's

bd is loth to go. 183X J. Holland Alanuf. Afetai I. 24a
During the operation of nammering.. . the tilter sits on a seat

reachinfC nearly to the ground.

Ti'lter, sf>'^ dial. [prob. rustic prontmciatioa

of TiLTUBK: ct puiur/puUriot ticiure^ Proper

condition; order: perh. oH^. of cultivated land,

and afterwards of things generally.

1674 N. Faiifax Bulk 4* Seh: 75 The single shove or
heave of the spring.. puts the Watch thus ladg'd together
and in tilter into motions round, right on, .. forwards, back*
wards, upwards, downwards and oiberwayes. a 1880
Kemtisk Dial,, 'Hits thurruck is out o' tilter all the way
along. 1887 Ktmt Ghts. %. v., He's left that (aim puity
much out o' liltcr, I can tell ye.

Ti'lter, v. dial. [app. freq. of TiLT if.l, sense 3

;

cf. OE. tealtrian to tte unsteady, shake, totter, ex-

tended form of Ualiian (TiLT v^) : see -ER &.

Cf. a 800 CvNBwuLF CMritt 371 Hu we Iea)trij;a3 tydran
mode, a tooo fiatt/t's Ghsses 529 Tealtrian, vactUare^
tHubart.\

iniK To sway up and down.
1845 S. JuDD Margaret 1. xiv, A bobolink clung tillering

to ttie breeiy tip of a while birch. 1895 Kate D. WicriiN
ym, lyatck-Tower 36 Ituiterflies .. perch on the .. ttalks

and tilter up and down in the ^unUunc.

Tilth (tilt>), sb. Forms: 1 titS, titSe, 1-5

tilpe, (3 erron, lilsehBe, tyleh|>e), 4 tulthe (»),
.S;-. tiltht, 4-6 (8-9) tilthe, 4-7 tylth, (5 telpe,

tolth(e), 5-6 tylthe, (7-9 tilt). 4- tilth. [Otl.

iiif sir. fern., tii}e wk, (em., f. OE. iil-ian, Tilli;.*

+ -Ta suffix 1 ; cL OFris, lilath cultivation.]

f*l. labour, work, or effort directe<l to useful or

prohtiblecnds. A*M//iir ///^, honc-st labour. (OE.)
a loaj WuirsTAN Hem. x. (N'apier) 73 Se 5e wsre scaA-

jende, weorde se tili^^ende on lihtlicre til<V.

2. €sp. Labour or work in the cultivation of the

soil; tillage, agricultural work, husbandry. (In

full in OE. eorprnp.)

c 1000 (tee Eautm-tilthI. a tteo Gere/a in An/(lia (t886)
IX. 359 Se scadwts 7;erefa sccal witan aclcre titSan liman V
to tune belimpA. a laoo Moral Ode 57 Vre swine and ure
tit)>c is ofte iwoned to swindcn. a 1300 Cursor M, 35^*4
He drlt als wit tilth o corn. c\y^ Sc. Leg. Saints xxix.
{I'loiidas) 450 Tclcmeu left (>e tiltht ..& folouyt hym.
* 13I80 Toews/r. rermm HfS. I. 269 ^ifbou wolt knowe (w
tilpe of eor)>e/^t \h: fayle corn none, Go and red virgiles

bok. 14 . Tretyce in «'. of HenUft Hush. (i89o» 44
Comaunde your bayle stra>ity to kepe ^ maner on
gydynse in telthe. 1573 rt'>*sEit Hush. iv. (1878) 13 Tilth
wele done, in season due. 1660 Sharrock Vegetailes 98
After four years tilth, lay down your land. 1790 J. Robert*
SON Agric. Perth 13 Clay . . when dried by a long tract of
weather, wiiltout lain, .becomes so hard..a.s to lose the
benefit of any tilth formerly given it by frequent plouehincs.
1870 KftF.EMAH AVrw/. Ctmq. (ed. a) I. App. 709 To bctue
himself to the tilth of the ground.

b. ^g. The cultivation of knowledge, moralilyi

relif^ion, the mind, etc.

tfiaa* Ancr. /f. 7S'Cultus juslkiz silencium': ^ lilde

Vol. X.

of rihtwisnesse, J>et is silence. 1550 Bale i4/«?/. Pref. 11
In the ydell slouthfulnesse of the tluirche whan the profyt-
able tylthe of Chiiste was not regarded. 1810 Ckabbe
Borough xxi. 260 Numbers there were defiled by mire and
filth Whom he recovered by his goodly tilth. 1847 De
(^uiNCEy Schlosser's Lit, Hist. Wks. 1862 VII. 75 What a
tilth ofintellectual lavamu!>t [Burke] have interfused amongst
the refuse and .scoria or such mouldering parly rubbish.

c. (with //.) An act of tilling ; a ploughing,
harrowing, or other agricultural operation.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Nouo, Agrum nouare^ to vsc

the seconde tilth: to till the seconde time. 1649 Blithic
Eng. Imfirov. fi't^r, (1652) 103 The nature of the l^nd (will

not be] clmni^ed with fewer Tilths. 1707 Mortimer Husb.
{1721J I. 76 They give their sowre Land a tilt, 1844 Jrnl.
a. Agric. Soc. V. 1. 5 The tilths being given at intervals of
about one month.

<i. The condition of being under cultivation or

tillage ; hence, (good or bad) condition (of land

under tillage),

1488-^ Act 4 Hen, F//, c. 19 Leyeng to pasture londes
which custumeably have ben used in tilthe. 155* Huloet,
Brynge lande in due lempre, or tilthe, with dygging, and
lalxMir. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 4- ^elv. 132 The ground
that was to be sown that year in as good tilt as in the other.

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 538 It is .. necessary
that the soil should Lie reduced to a considerable degree of
fineness, or what by writers on husbandry is termed tilth.

1815 Jamikson, Tilt, tilth, plight, condition, good or bad
..; 'ihe lands in sae bad a tilth, that we canna saw*,
X884 Times ao June 4 Working ground into a clean tilth.

fS. trans/. The result or produce of tillage;

crop, harvest. Wsojig, Oh.
atioo Gere/a in Anglia (1886) IX. 361 Fela tilda ham

Kxderian. a 1300 Cursor M. 1068 Vr louerd loked noght
Hr-till..O be tilth \>ax he wit delt. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. xtx. 431a God.. Qui /Init super iustos 4 iniustos..AnA
sent t>e sonne to saue a cursed mannes tilthe [C. xxii. 434
tulibe, V. rr. lil^, tel^]. As biy^te as to Jw best man & to

l>e beste woman, imo Gowbr Con/. 11. 190 So that the
tilthe is nyh forlorn, Which Crist sew fer&t his oghne bond.
i6ia Dravton Poly-olb. xiiL 343 That cruell Bore.. Whose
tusks tum'd vp our Tilths. 1781 Cowper Hope 46 Banks
clothed with flowers. .The yellow tilth, green meads.
4. Land under cultivation, as distinguished from

pasture, forest, or waste land ; tilled or arable land
;

a piece of tilled land, a ploughe<^l field.

^ "J?* Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. {Placidas) «6 Towne & tilth

al mad wast, c 1460 Oseney JP<f. 133 Whereof xij. acris of
londe lien in the North felde at Kadawelle, that is to say, in
W telih |»e which is i-called Hrerefurlongc. /bid. 13^ Vppon
Kamme dune, iij. tellhis, ^ which conteynen xij. acris.

a 1577 Gascoicne H'ks., Hearbes, W'eedes, etc, (1587) 149 As
men can dense the worthless wecdes from fruitfull fallowed
tilth. t6i6 SuRFt. & Markh. Country Farme 20 I,cad
foiih your dung, compasse,or manure to >-our Itlth or fallow
field. 1851 Wo«D6W. Prelude x. 7, I paused, and cast Upon
bis rich domains, vineyard and tilth, Green meadow-ground,
and many-coloured woods . . a farewell look, iffii Gd.
lyordt XX I L 44/c A * summer lilt * is, or w.-is. a field which
was let alone (or a season. Now-a-days people want crops
off every acre, every year.

b. Ihe prejiarcd surface soil ; the cmmb, or depth
of soil dug or cultivated.

1743 /.tfn^. 4 Country Brew. \v. (ed. »» 95a Where Tumeps
havebcen eaten off, the Barley, .is., not e>tecmed so good,
as that from off a pure Tilth. 1846 J. Baxter Lil'r.

Prmct. ^i*^' (^- 4) !• 372 I'he surface or tilth should be
made as fine and level as pos«tble. 1881 Whitkhead Hops
45 The ground is kept stirred till the first week in July, by
which lime there should be a good tilth, or crumb, at least

a foot deep.

h. atliib. and Comh.^ as tilth-ground, -Innd^ -nuin.
1638 Markham harew. Husb. (ed. 4) Pref., The third or

fourth part of al arable ground is lost in the fallow or tilth

frouml. 1657 J, Wattj* Dipper Sprinkled 92 It is called
ihh-tand and a Wbcat-ficld. 1657 Rjkvk Cotfs Plea 235

A lamcnta)>le tilth-man, which doth plow and sow for others,
and hath not. .any crop of bi» own.

Tilthf V. Obs. or rare, [f. prec. «b.] trans.

To till, cultivate. Hence Tilthed ///. a.\

tTilthina: vbL sb., tillage; also t*i'lther, a
tiller, cultiv.itor.

485 Trevisa's Bartk, Dt P. R. xvii. cxiv. (W. de W.)
5 j/2 The wyld colegrowyth wythout tylthyne \Bodl. MS.
leleinge). Ibid, clxxx. The erthe tylthers (/^mA MS. liliersi

6 kepers of vyne^. 1496 Divesft Paup. (W. de W.) i. xxii.

58/1 i hey..gyuc them lo tylthe ihe londe. 1866 J. B. KosK
is. Ovid's Met. (1809) 113. 1 c.i'it thevi[>erous teeth in lilthcd

ground. Ibid. 30a The hu^bandman beholds the unharnessed
bull Kail in the lilthcd furrow.

Ti'lt-haxnmer. [f. Tilt sb.^ or z;.^] A heavy
hammer used in forging, fixed on a pivot and acted

upon by a cam-wheel or an eccentric, which
alternately tilts it up and allows it to drop.

773 Gentl. Mag. Oct. 513/a Any plating forge lo work
with a lilt-haminer. i8ss J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic

345 The tilt-hammer used . . weighs about 100 pounds, and
makes 130 strokes per minute. i88t Raymond Mining
Gloss.y Tilt4uummer, a hammer for shingling or forcing

iron, amuiged at a lever of the first or third order, and
' lilted ' or "tripped ' by mcin*; of a cam or cog-gearing, and
allowed lo fall upon the billet, bhwm, or bar. 1894 Harper's

Afag. JAn. 432 Before James Nasmyih's aient invention of

the steam h.immer, trip or lilt and helve hammers had been

the forging looU.

TiltixLff (ti-ltii)), vbt. sbA [f. Tilt r.i + -ino i.]

1. The action of Tilt vA in sense 5 ; charging

on horseback with a lance against an opponent, or

a mark ; justing.

1610 UotLAHO Camden's Brit. (1627)350 Having unhap.
pily slaine his onr-ly sonne while he trained him at Tilling.

1617 MoKVsoN Iti/t. I. 190 On the right hand as you come

tn..isaplace for TyUing, called Tournelles. 1730 A.Gor-
don Maj^ei's Amphith. 250 The Armour People put on al
tilling with Lances. 1893 Kate Sanborn Truth/. Woman
in S. California 172 The tournament is exciting, where
skilful riders try tilting at rings, trying to take as many
rings as possible on lance while galloping by.

b. With a and //, A tilt, a just. Now rare
or Obs.
c 1618 MoRvsoN itin. iv. v. i. (1903) 465 They haue Tiltings,

Runnings with lances against a Post Armed like a man at
all peeces. i6ai Sir W. Alkxander in Sidney's Arcadia
111.(1629) 337 At a Tilling in Iberia..! ranne in a Pastorall
shew against the Corinthian Knights, 1761 Hume Hist.
Eng. II. xxxi. 197 At a tilting at Greenwich.

C, trans/ and^^.
1668 Howe Bless. Righteous (1825) 175 A perpetual hos-

tility, a very tilting at his cross, 175a Fielding Amelia
V. ix, His Brother and the Lieutenant were gone out with
a Design of Tilling. 1878 Stevenson Edinburgh (1889)
3 Perpetual tilting against squalls.

2« The action of Tilt z/.i in sense 4; inclination

from the vertical or horizontal ; sloping, slanting.

1658 OsBORN Adv. Son {xtji) 70 Though a Vessel may
yield the more for tilting or stirring. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl.
Anal. I. 655/2 This tilting forwaixls of the apex gives the
heart a pulsation against the ribs. 1850 Dana Geol, iii. 238
There are no tiliings—no anticlinal and synclinal valleys.

1878 ABNF.v/V*f»/^jfr, {1881)245 Tilting should be cautiously
and sparingly used.

t D. roncr. (//.) The dregs of the liquor in a
cask, collected by tilting it. Obs,
1611 CoTGR., Bessieres, the tiltings, dregs, or bottomes of

low-running wine, &c.

8. Working with a tilt-hammer.
1839 Ube Did. Arts 1173 Condensed .. by the operation

of tilting, under a powerful hammer driven by machinery.

1864 Strauss, etc. Engl. Workshops 88 The blistered steel

is prepared for lilting.

4. aitrib, and Comb, (mostly in sense i), as tilling

armourt bout^ encounter, fields -^/urnilure, ground^
horse, match, sport ; tilting bucket conveyor, a

means of transporting coal or other substances,

constructed of two endless chains between which
on trunnions are slung buckets, the contents of

which are tilted or tipped at any given spot by a

tippling device; tilting coffer, a chest carved

with representations of tournaments; tilting-flllet,

a wedge-shaped slip of wood placed under the front

edge of the first or lowest course of slates in a roof,

to give to that course the same inclination as in the

courses above ; tilting-gauntlet, a form ofgauntlet

used in tilting, having a hook with which it could

be fastened so as to secure the lance in the grasp

of the band ; tilting-helm, -helmet, a large heavy

helmet worn over the ordinary one in tilting, com-
pletely covering the head and face, with slits for

breathing and vision; tilting-lance, a form of

lance used in tilting, often ornamental, with a large

guard or vamplate, and a blunt point or a coronal

;

tUtlng-mUl == tilt-mill (see Tilt sb:^' 10) ; tilting-

shield, a shield used in tilting, so constructed as

to cause the opponent's lance to glance off side-

ways ; tilting-spear«/jV//«^-/[r«f^; tilting-staff,

a staff nsed instead of a lance in tilting ; tilting-

target» filting-shield ; tUting-yard = Tilt-yaro.

1819 Scott Let. to D. Teryy 18 Apr., in Lockhart, I see Mr.

Bullock, .advertises his museum fors.ale. I wonder if a good
set of real 'tiltingarmour could begot cheapthere.^ 18*7 —
£"Ar(»«.Caiw«^a/*vi, A suitof tilting armour of bright steel,

inlaid with silver. 1754 Richardson Grandison (i8io) I.

ii. 5 We had.. a •lilting-bout. .but are sworn friends now.

1911 Kncycl. Brit. VII. 56 Thi gravity or "tilting bucket

conveyor can be used as a combined elevator and conveyor.

Ibid. VI. 107 There is a whole class of chests known as
• 'tilling coffers '. 1599 Makston Sco. Villtime i. ii.To wage
•Tilting incounters. 1859 Ten.-jvson Guinevere 329 In open

battle or the *liltinc-field. 1813 P. ^ \c\io\.sou Pract. Bnild,

309 The slater . . nailsdown these 'tilting fillets. 1833 Loudom
EhcycI. Archit. § 83 Tilting fillets are used to give a slight

inclination lo the verge or bo, tier-slates, where they butt

against biick-work. 1667 Mii.ton P. L. ix. 34 'Tilting

Furniture, emblazon'd Shields, . . Caparisons and Steeds.

1850 MAHsXiWM Early Ptirit. (i853)77^artwright, if dissatis-

fied, should have, .challenged other hearers than his pupils,

and upon some other 'tilting-ground than the fenced enclo-

sures of a university. 1880 Acoiiemy -saHov. 37»/3 Avery
fine 'tilting helm with the wooden crest o( Sir John
Gostwiclc, Master of the Horse to Henry VIII. 18^
Fairhoi.t Costume in £n^. 119 [The figure] represents [Sir

Geoffrey Loullerell J., receiving from the ladies of his family

his 'tilting-helmet, sbieUI, and pavon. 1623 in Crt. <V

Times Jos. /(1848) II. 385 He hath. .sent forliis armsand
^tilling horses. 1863 Thohnburv True as Steel III. 3»8

This iron hand of mine can handle a "tilting lance better

than a pen. 1854 Milman/.^/. CAn viii. v. III. 359 Abelard

i>ecame the most powerful combatant in ihe intellectual

•tilling matches of the schools. 1835 Urk Philos. Manuf.
61 These are, .the foundations of kindred works, such as.,

•lilling-mills. 160a Marston Ant. .V Mel. i. Wks. 1856 I.

13 He is m.ide like a 'tilting staffe. 1606 Drumm. of

Hawth. /.tf/./r. Greenwich Wks.(i7ii)23a His lodging.,

was in the house of the 'tilting yard, where the king bore

him company at supper. 1617 Morvson Htn* i. 10 Ihe
same Court serves for a Tilting-yard.

Ti-lting, vbl. sb:^ [f. Tilt ».2 or sb.^ + -ino 1

:

cf. carpeting.] The action of covering with a tilt

or awning ; loncr, a tilt, or material for tilts.

1499 Promp. Pari*, 488/1 (Pynson) Teltinge, gaudacio.

i7»o Dr Fof. Capt. Singleton vi, Our mats, .are our beds to

lay under us, and our lilting to cover us. i86a Catat,

5
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Internai. Exkib., Brit. ii. No. 4014 Witney blankets, tilt-

ings, yarns,

Ti'lting, ///. a- [f. Tilt z^.i + -ing i^.] That
tilts, in various senses.

1. Moving unsteadily, rising and falling, swaying

up and down. (See also 3.)

1605 Sylvester Dh Bar/as 11. iiL i. 123 Sea's foaming
Course, whose ever-Tilting Tide (Ebbing or flowing) is con-

fin'd to Season. cxSyi in Risdon Surv. Devon § 225 (1810)

239 Her tilting tides near unto Appledore Have clean swept
Hubba's trophy off the shore. 1841 Catlin N, Amer, Ifid.

(1844) I. vi. 40 He approached., with a slow and tilting step.

2. Justing ; encountering in, or as in, a tilt.

1679 Crow^^ Ambitious Statcsm. in, I have seen. .their

liking lips meet close, and grapple.

3. Causing something to tilt or slant ; also, that

is or can be tilted.

1807 Herschel in P/iil. Trans. XCVII. 190 A tilting

motion, given to the lens., will move the two sets of rings

from side to side. 1907 Daily Chron, 14 May 6/3 The cost

of liUingstandardsand electroliers was shown to be excessive.

Til-tree: see Til '^,

Tilt-'ap, sh. and a. [Uses of phr. to tilt up : see

Tilt v^\ A. sb. Something that tilts up.

1. Fishiui^. = TiLT sd.'^ 6. I/. S,

1891 in Cent. Vict,

2. The American sandpiper. U. S.
1848 [see Teeter sb. 2].

B. adj. That tilts up; = Tip-up B.

1891 Daily Naos 13 Nov. 2/1 St. James's Hall will l>e.

.

reseated, the balcony being supplied with *tilt up' stalls.

fTi'lture. Obs,rare. [irreg. f. Till v}, a]3p.

after cullttre.^ etc. : see also Tilter j^.-] Tilth,

tillage, agriculture.

1573 TussKR //«J-A. (1878)92 Good tilth brings seedesjcuill

tilture, weedes. 1577 B. Googe Jleresbaclislfusb. \. (1586)

16 b, Let me here your opinion of the Feeld, and the tilture

thereof.

Tilt-yard (tiltiyajd). Also tylt-. [f. Tilt
j^.2 + Yard.] a yard or enclosed space for tilts

and tournaments; a (permanent) tilting-ground.

Tilt Yard guard, the name of the guard mounted on
the site of the tilt-yard of the old Royal Palace of Whitehall.
Also called later tHi guard {•^^qTiw sb.^ 10), Discontinued
15th Nov. 189S.

iSa8 Fox in Pocock Rcc. Re/. 1. 141 \Vho at that time ,

,

lay in the gallery in the Tiltyard. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 109 r 3 He was the last Man that won a Prize in

the Tilt-Yard. xSag Scott Talism, vi, A fine figure on
horseback, and can bear him well in the tilt-yard.

\'jy^Rcgimental Hist. Coldstream Guards 29 Oct. (MS.),
The Officers to mount all guards in their regimentals and
gaiters during his Majesty's residence in town, and the
Serjeants to mount in their regimentals, the Tylt Yard guard
as well as the King's.

+ Ti'lward, prep, Ohs. rare. Also 4 tillwar(d.

[f. Till prep. + -ward,] In the direction of,

toward. (In first quot. = To.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 938 (Cott.) ' Loo *, he said ofadam, * hu

Lik cs made tilward us nu, Hath \>^ god and il knauand'.
Ibid. 151S7 * Gas til-ward [Cott. till-ward] |>e tun*, he said,

/bid. 17636 (Gcitt.) Vp lilUvar heuen Ids heued he bedd.

Til-wood: seeTjL2.

tTi'ly, a. Obs. rare-"^. [f. TiLB j^.1 + -y.]

Consisting of * tiles' or bricks.

1382 Wyclif Jer. xliii. 9 In the cane, that is vnder the tily

wal [1388 wal of tiil stoon : Vulg, vinro lat€ricio\.

Tilye, Tilyer, obs. ff. Tilie sb.^ Till v^.
Tiller sb^

f Tim, Obs. A term of personal abuse.
1610 B. JoNSON Alch. IV, vii, Then you are an Otter, and

a Shad, a Whit, A very Tim. 1673 .S too him Baycs 73.

Timaliine, variant of Timeliine.

II
Timar (t/ma*r). Obs, Also 7 -arr. [Persian

(and Turkish) lU^ iJmar attendance, watching.]

Formerly, in the feudal system of Turkey, a fief

held by military service : see quots.
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <5- Commw. (1603) 51 It is the

custome of Ottoman princes to sieze vpon al the land which
they take from their enimies, and assigning a small parcell .

.

to the auncient Lordes, they deuide the resydue into Timars,
to euery gallant seruitor a portion ; but vpon condition, to
find so and so many seruiceable horse for the war. 1632
LiTHGow Trav. iv. 166 These Timars or grounds, entertaine

..two hundreth and fifty thousand horses. 1681 Nevile
Plato Rediv. 87 Planting above sixty thousand Souldiers
upon Lands in L#ombardy; That is, erecting so many Bene-
ficial orTimarr's. 18(9 T. Horr, Anastasius (1820) Il.xiii.

303 The Spahees, or horse soldiers, on the contrary, often
only holding their Zeeameth or Timar from some grandee as
the wages of domestic service.

Hb. ei-ron. One holding a timar : « Timariot.
1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. K iij b, They are bound to

serue the Great Turke with horse and in person in his
warres. These are called his Timars, 1638 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 232 The Timarrs or Turqmars are more despicable
[i.e. than the ranks and degrees before mentioned],

Timarau, variant of Tamabau.
1898 WoHCESTER Philippine Isl. xvi, 364 We had been

tempted to visit the island [MindoroJ by stories of a strange
animal called the * timarait ', which was said to abound in
the interior.

Timarcliy (tai-majki). rare. [ad. Gr. rr/xap-

Xt'a, f. Tf/t^ honour + -apx'« government.] =
TiMOCRACY.
c 1643 Maximes Unfolded^ That they all be present . . , his

Majestie as the heire of the Kingdome, his Peeres by their
Birth, and the Commons by the peoples Klection. The first

bbeweth a Monarcbici the second an Aristocracic, and the

84

ihird a. Timarchie. tbid. 5 Timarchy, or Plutarchy, is

when great men of meanes, wanting the honour of Peeres,

. .have the dignity of Gravity and discretion to make them
reputed, and to be well esteemed amongst the people. Ibid.

28 When the best in wealth and estates governe the poore,

it is called Plutarchie, the Empire of riches, or Timocracie,

the command of honour, which is also named Timarchie.

185* [see TiMOCRAcy 2].

t Tijnariot (tima-rijJt). Obs. Also 7 ty-, -ott,

eiTon. timorat. [a. F. timariot, ad. It. timariotto

(Florio, 1598), f. Persian thnar T1MAB+ -OT^.]

The holder of a Timak. Also attrib.

1601 R. Johnson Kingd. tf Coimimi, (1603) 52 They can

no sooner stirre, but as so many falcons these Timorats are

presently on tlieir neckes. 1629 Massinger Picture i. i.

Who knows but some party Of his Tiniariots . . May fall

upon us? 1690 Temple Ess. 11. Heroic Virt. 120 The
Division of all Lands in conquered Countries into Tiniariots

or Soldiers Shares. 1813 Bykon Br. Abydos 1. vii, First of

the bold Timariot bands.

Timbal, tymbal (ti'mbal). Now Hist, or

arch. Also timbul. [=^ mod.F. timbak (1646 in

Hatz.-Darm.), It. timbalto, Sp. timbal, Pg. timbal,

timbale, substituted for, and app. altered from,

earlier F. attabale (Cotgr. 161 1), It. taballo (Florio

161 1 ), Sp. atabal, Pg. attabale, see Atabal. It is

not clear in which lang. or under what influence

the change was made (perh. in It., which had
already dropped initial a) : cf. the F. alteration

of tabour to tambour. The spelling tymbal was
app. due to the influence of cymbal!\ A kettledrum.

1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1484/1 The Trumpets and Timbals
led the way. c 1709 Pkiok Charity 1 5 A tymbal's .sotmd were
better than my voice. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5ro6/2 Two
hundred of their People fl'urks] riding, .with Timbals and
Chalumeaux. 1788 Gibbon Did. f, F. I. (1846) V. 15 A
chorus of women, .striking their tymljals, and displaying the

pomp of their nuptials. 1813 Arabian Nts. III. 345 [They]
danced and skipped about hun to the sound of the tymbals.

So t Tymbalou (arbitrary form of prec).
1817 MooBE Lalla R., Veiled Proph., With gong and

tymbalon's tremendous chime.

II Timbale (t^nba-1). [F. : see prec]
1. Jintom. A membrane (resembling adrum-head)

in certain insects, as the cicada, by means of which
a shrill chirping sound is produced.
1854 BusHNAN in Circ. Sc. {c 1865) I. 295/1 [In the cicada]

the muscles, .act upon the timbalcs, stretching them out or

bringing them into their natural state, whereby the sounds
are produced. 1867 Marshall Physiol., Hum. 9f Cotnp. I.

271 The noises in certain species [of insects] are de-
pendent upon the rapid movements of folded membranes,
called the timbales, . .mov&i by. .special.. muscular fibres.

2. Cookery. A dish made of finely minced meat,

fish, or other ingredients, cooked in a cnist of

paste or in a mould : so called from its shape.
1880 * OuiDA ' Moths I. 25 Eating her last morsel of a

truffled timbale. 1899 Westin. Gaz. 16 Sept. 1/3 ' If I could
only have a little sweetbread timbale ', she snid longingly.

1908 Daily Chron. 10 Apr. 7/5 Chicken Timbales with
Sauce.

3. Comb, timbale-iron, a cooking utensil with

a bulging head used to form a cup-shaped crust.

1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Timber (ti'mb3j),i/;.l Forms: a. i- timber;
4 -5 -bir, 4-7 -bre, 5 -bur (7 -berr), 3-7 tymber,
4-6 -bre, 5 -byr, -bir(e, 5-6 -bur, (tembre).
/3. Sc. and north, dial. 4-5 tymyr(e, 5 tymmir,
-yr(e, (temir, -yr), 5-9 tymmer, 6 tymer, -ir,

(temmer), 8-9 timmer. [OE. timber = OFris.

timber, OS. timhar (Du. dial, timmer), OHG.
zimbar (MUG. zijnber, G. zimmer room), ON.
timbr timber (Sw. timmer. Da. temmer), Goth.
*timr (cf. timr-jan to build, titnr-ja builder, etc.)

:—OTeut. *tim-ra'"^ •,—*lem-rd^ :—Indo-Eur. *dem-
ro™, f. ablaut series *ciem : *dom : *dm, to build

:

cf. Gr. Si/i-ftv to build, So/i-os, L. dom-us house.]

f 1. A building, structure, edifice, house. Also

/^. Obs. (?only OE.)
A 750 Cxdmon's Gen. 135 pa .seo tid gewat ofer timber

[lilS. tiber] sceacan middan^eardes. ^8*5 Vesp. Psalter
ci. 8 Swe swe spearwa se anga in timbre [unicus in aedi-
Jicio\. Ibid, cxxviii. 6 Sien swe swe he^ timbra [/acnnm
acdiJicioruni\ agoo tr. Bxda's Hist. in. xiv. [xvii.l (1890)

204 pa DX^las. .^e heo mid |ja:m to J>a;m timbre \,cedi/icio\

Seffestnad wa;s. Ibid. IV. iii. (1890) 262 pajt . . l>a lifi-

^endan stanas l>acre cirican of eordlicum seplum to \mnv
heofonlican timbre gebaer. c^o Lindis/.Gosp. Mark xiii. i

jesih hulco stanas & hulij timber {Ags. Gosp. hwylce re-

timbrunga, Vulg. quales structura;]. c\aao Sa.x. Lecclid.

II. 198 Sio [liver] is blodes timber, & blodes bus & fostor.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. lVa£C (Rolls) 3692 pey logged
hem, & tymber teld [Pctyt MS. timbred teld = constructed

tents (which is prob. the correct reading)!.

fb. The process of building. Obs. (only OE.)
CIOOQ Sax. Leechd. III. 178 On .vi. nihtne monan..ho is

. .
god circan on to timbrane and cac scipes timber on to

anginnanne.

1 2. Building material generally ; material for

the construction of houses, ships, etc., or (in ex-

tended sense) of any manufactured article ; the

matter or substance of which anything is built up or

composed ; matter, material, stuff. Obs. Cf. Belly-
•sivi^zv.,Jleshtimber (Flesh sb. 13).
In early use including 3: in later use prob. fig. from it.

^900 tr. Dxda's Hist. ill. xvi. [xxii.] (1890) 224 pa-tte ne
meahtcn godo beon, ^a 6c inonna bondum s^woibte wxron
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of eorSIicum timbre, o<5t>e of treom, o^\>t ofstanum. n looo
Laws Ecgbert, Poenit. in Thorpe Ags, Laws Atldit. 16 II.

234 Ne sceal cyrcean timber (L. ligna ecclesiae] to a:ni;^um
oftrum weorce. a 1300 Cursor M. 333--* (Cott.) pis wrigbt
. . Fra al o^r, sundri and sere, For ^i most o^r timber
take, Bot he |>is self can timber make. 1607-13 Hacon Ess.^

Goodness (Arh.) 206 Such dispo-.icions are.. the fittest tymber
to make great PoUititpes of. 1840 M. F. Shepherd in Li/e
ofAdam Clarke viii. 261 There is much sound timber in

these sermons.

3. spec. Wood used for the building of houses,

ships, etc., or for the use of the carpenter, joiner,

or other artisan ; wood in general as a material

;

esp. after it has been suitably trimmed and squared
into logs, or further adapted to constructive uses.

(A restricted use of sense 2, and in early quots. often not
distinguishable from it.)

^ a\\OQGerefa\xiAnglia{\%^)\^. 261 On winlraerian and
in miclum ^efyrstum timber cleofan. c laoo Vices Sf Virtues
27 And 3e wrihte his timber to keruen after ftare mone.
ri20S Lay. 22929 Timber me lete biwinnen and l>at beord
bi-ginnen. a 1300 Cursor M. 1724 Now wat sir noe quat
wark to do And bent timber f^at fel )>ar-to. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xiv. il (Tollem, MS.), Ararat is t>e hy^t
hill of Armenia ;. .and 5it to |>is day J>e tymber of J>e schip
is sene in \>e mounteyne. 1466 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1869)
I. 2^ Mak the ruiffes of guid tymmer and theik thame with
sclaitt. X56Z Turner Herbal 11. 29 Y" tymmer of y« larche
tre.. is very, .profitable for bildyng. a 1674 Milton Hist.
Mosc. i. Wks. 1851 VI n. 472 Thir Boats of Timber without
any Iron in them. 1712 W. Rogers Voy. 338 Vessels, .chiefly

imploy'd incarrying Timber, Salt, ..and other Commodities.
1830 LiNDi.EV Nat. S^st. Bot. 84 The timber of the Beam
Tree {Pyt'us Aria) is invaluable for axletrees. zZ^x Planting
92 in Lib. Usef. Kn., Husb. Ill, When the wood of a stem
or branch of any species of plant attains to the dimensions of

2^ inches in circumference, or upwards of eight inches in

duuneter, it is termed timber.

b. Wood as a substance, or as the material of

small utensils or parts of them. Now dial.

1530 Rastell Bk. Purgatory 11. xii, A cup of tymber or
metal, a 1631 Drayton Robin Hood ff Merry Men 31 Their
arrows finely paired, for timber and for feather. 1663 Wood
Life 30 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 503 For setting up a strip of
timber on my window, 6d. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.

84.''2 'i"he Wood, or Timberr, is between the Sap and Heart.
1793 T. ScoTT Poems 364 (E.D.D.) A breast o' timmer an*
n heart o' stane. 1834 Smart Rhymes 135 (ibid.) Her wheels
were mode o' timmer.

4. Applied to the wood of growing trees capable
of being used for structural purposes ; hence col-

lectively to the trees themselves: standing timber

^

trees, woods. Rarely in//.
C893 K. ./Ei.FRED Oros. IV. vi. § 2 v'Efter siextesum da^a

|?a;s ^ ftaet timber [I,, nrbores] acorfen wa;s. 1436 Lvdg.
De Guil. Pilgr. 11808 A kanker..the werm..That ffreteth

the herte off a tre, And.. Doth to tymber gret damage.
1566 in Re^. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1584. 209/1 Habere lie wattiflis

et He fallui tymmer de silva de Cleue, 1634 Wood JWtw
Eng. Prosp. (1865) 16 The Timber of the Counirey growes
straight, and tall. 1718 Free-thinker No. 59 F 11 A naked
Ground, blest only with a small Group of Timber, 1787 G.
White Selborne viii. (1789) 22 A rougbestimate of the value
of the timbers, .growing at that time in the district of The
Holt. 1841 W. Robinson Assam 41 Another large and
elegant timber indigenous to the forests of Assam, is the

Cedrela Toona. x88o C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 158 We
continued our journey., through a forest of grand timber.

b. Spec, in English Law^ Trees growing upon
land, and forming part of the freehold inheritance

:

embracing generally the oak, ash, and elm, of the

age of twenty years or more ; in particular districts,

by local custom, including other trees, with various

limitations as to age.
As to the legal bearing of this, see quots. 1766, 1818.

1766 Blackstone Comm. 11. xviii. § 6. 281 Timber also is

part of the inheritance. Such are oak, ash, and elm in all

places: and in some particular countries, by local custom,
where other trees are generally used for building, they
are thereupon considered as timber; and to cut down
such trees, or top them, or do any other act whereby the
timber may decay, is waste. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I.

131 By the custom of some countries, certain trees, not
usually considered as limber, are deemed to be such, being
there used for building. . . And all the Justices at Serjeants'
Inn were of opinion that in the county of York birch trees

were timber, and belonged to the inherit.ince ; therefore
they could not be taken by the tenant for life. 1891 Daily
News 19 Jan. 5/4 By the custom of the county of Bucking-
ham beech trees are timber.

5. trans/. Applied to any object familiar to the

speaker, composed wholly or chiefly of wood, as

fa spear-shaft; +a bowl; a ship; the stocks

{slang) ; wooden gates and fences {Hunting slang)
;

a wicket {Cricket slang) ; small timber^ lucifei

matches {street slang).

c 1400 Rowland .s- O. 455 Theyre loynynge was so harde
that tyde That theyre timblr in sondire gan ryde. <ri435

Torr. Portugal 2349, 1 pray, that thou woldist my son lere,

Hys Tymber (Tor to asay. ^1450 Merlin 117 [They] mette
to-geder on the sheIdis,sothat the horse ne myght not passe
ferther till the tymbres were broken. 1713 Ramsay Gentle
Sheph. ni. ii. Come, turn the timmer to laird Patie's health.

1791 'G. Gambado' Ann. Horsem. vL (1809) 90 The leaps

large and frequent, and a great deal of timber to get over.

1851-4 D. Jekhold ^Icn of Char., Chr. Snub 1, The squire
..gives me over to the beadle, who claps me here in the
timber. 1857 Lawrence Guy Livingstone iii. 17 They..
would grind over., the March Gibbon double timber as.,
undauntedly as over the accommodating BuUingdon hurdles.

1871 R, Elms Catullus iv. 3 Nor yet a timber o'er the

waves alertly flew. 1876 in Bettesworth Walkers ofSouth-
gate (1900) 332 Appleljy . . dislodged Webbe's timbers by bis

second ball in the tirst over.
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b. !pic. A wo<xlen leg: cl. timber-toe in 10

;

hence irons/, a leg. slung.

1807 KflCKBiB li^ayu'de Cottager ^ (£. D, D.). i8ai
Clark I'ili. MiHitr. I. 35 IJo» nii:»s my pegs., and
hit my legs ^W timbers well c.iii stand >>our pentle taps.

t86s \Vhyte Melvillk Ihs. Bar (ed. \t) \. 230 [The houndsj
have .1 strong family likene&s in the depth of their girth.,
atut the riunlity of the timber on utii<.h they stand.

6. A single beam or piece of wood forming or
capable of forming part of any structure. Also
collectively in//. &. gen.
' >SSS HAKpsfitiLD Divvrte Hen. I'llI (Camden) 3S8 The

treasure that was made of the timbers, hells, and leads, and
the ornaments of the church. 1633 GouGli ^€rm. Extent
Cm£s Prtrvid. S 15 The massy timber [a summer] shivered
in two. as suddenly as the other knapped asunder. 1793
Smeaton Ettystone L. § 85 To fasten the outside Timbers.
1850 W. S. Coleman li'ootttamis it:06} it The original
limbers after this immense lapse of time are still sound
intern.illy. tinLaivurCo/Mi//. Gloss., i*airofTiml<er,lvo
timbers placed against the sides of the tunnels in a mine at
acute angles with the bottortu They support not only these
sides but also another limber, which upholds the roof.

b. pi. Spec. Naiit. The pieces of wood com-
posing the ribs, bends, or frames of a ship's hull

:

see Frame sb. 1 1 d, quot. 1769.
Often preceded by a qualifying word, as rant., coinp*tss.f

ir0%s.,/tUtng.,floor.^/uttiKi:-t head.,kHi:e., knuckle., rtslag.,
title-, stfMtirt., item-, top.tiinl*fr% : see these words.
\^^A^^scns V'oy. 11. iv. 158 Her spirkiting and timbers were

very rouert. 178a Cowhf r RoyalCcorge 29 Her timliers yel
are sound. 1809 A. Hvnkv Trav. 1&5 We dragged our
Uiiges over the neck of land, but not without straining their
timbers. 1857 CoLQUilofM Cotnfi. Oarsman's Cuule 29 All
the libs underneath these (floor.Ijoards] are called floor
timbers, the test simply timbers. 1885 Sir J. C. Mathew in
Law Times Ke^. LU. 265/1 Her timbers, no doubt, held
together, but she was no longer a ship.

Jif. 1751 Snoi.LrTT /Vr. Pie. xxxvii. My timliers are now
a little cra2y,d'ye see; and God knows if I shall keep afloat
tiUstich time as I seethec again. 1850 It. Tavi.or EUlorado
xiii. (iS'>2) 137, I, whose timbers were somewhat strained,
laboorcd after him.

c. Kaut. slang, in exclamations, as my timbers !

shiirer my timbers I (see Shivkr v.).

1789 DmotM Song, Poor Jaet ii, My timbers ! what lingo
be d coil and belay.

1. fig. Ucxlily stracturc, frame, build; also, in

later use, the ' stuff' of which a person is made;
personal quality or character.
i6ia I'AUut Li/e Ahp. Utiitgi/I | 138.93 For his smll

limber, lie was of a good quicke strength, frtiaighl and well
shaped. 1611 Ueai M. & Fu Kmt. lintn. l\st. It. ii,Tbe
twelve Companies of l.AMidon cannot match him, timtrer for
limber. 1670 Milion Hiit. Kng.vi. Wkv 1851 V. a6i Canute
..doubting to adventure his body of small Timber, against a
man of I ron bides. i8aa Lamb hlia Ser. i. Some old Actors.
He was not >lloi;ethcr of that limber out of which cathedral
ScaU aii4 sout>dtni;-buards are hewed. 1906 Mhusiy's Mag.
ian. 411 His wish to be couitcous to men of Cardinal
lampolla's timber.

8. allrib. or adj. Made or consisting of wood

;

wootlen. (Sec also 9, 10.)

«S«9 Rastell I'aiiyme (1811) 291 Tile said duke, pro-
leclour..toke the lorde llastyngcs. -and. .tamed bis hcde
to be smytten of u}jon a lymbcrTog within the Towre. 1535
CovnuiM.K Iso, « » li. 8 llien was seiie t he segc of the lymbie
boase. igCo IJals It. Sleidane't Comm. 323 b. '1 he
Spaniaides with tbeyr ordenaunce beate dotme a timber
walle. tsts Coorf.R Tkrsaums v v. Cassandra, The trea-
son of the tymber horse at the siege of Troye. iM3GKaBiCK
Cin>xjr/>3 I he making of Timber partitions. 170a R. Sin-
clair in Leisure //#iirlf88|) soj/a Tinilirr cups and dishes.

•799 ).RoiiKBlsolI.^rnV. /'^r/*92A timber mallet wrought
by the hand was all Ibey had. .10 bieak the clods. 189a
Skrvici Kotamlnms viii. ^8 The leg will be stiff for mony
.a day to come, and like a timmer ane for vera thrawnness.

b. Si. dial. Unmusical ; having no musical ear

;

dull, ' wcxxlen'; onimpressionable.

|8>S Scott Cny M. iii, He w.u a good deal diverterl with
Ihehaisli timber tones which issued ftom him. 1874 <>u-
11UH Aniinity ix. in Mo-I. Sc. Poets (1881) II. 218 The
liniiier limmer dams the knife To settle her annuity. 187s
Jas. Grant One o/tlte too vi. 46, 1 regretted my own timbre
lanes, llul I must confess to being etKh.inted while Louisa
sanz. t893 bl tvr.HwjM Calriamt vii. 75 You have the finest
limber face. 1901 Blaetm. Mag. July 58/1 if 1 were not,w far as music goes, as timber as the table there.

9. Ct)mb. a. atttib. (often two words, as in 8),
'of or lor timljcr', ns timlier.ash, -bar, -beaiii,

-broker, -butt (Burr sb.'-f), -elaim, colour, -crib

(Ckib sb. 14), -culture, elm, -factor, forest, f -havi
(Haw j/'.l), -house, -lami, -log, -market, -mell
(Mkll !*.• 1, -menhant, -mill, -monger, -nail, -oiii,

-patch, -plank, -p>st, -raft, -shacie, -ship, -sled,

-iliJe, -trade, -ti/ain, -wright. b. obj. and obj.

gen., .IS timlet-borer, -cutter, -devourer, -feller,

JloiUer, -7vorker; timber-boring, -carrying, -cut-
ting, -devouring, -eating, -Jloat'ing, -producing sbs.
and adjs. o. instrumental and parasynthetic, as
limber-built, -ceilinged, -covered, + -heeled, -laden,
•lined, -propt, -skeletoned, -slmim atljs. ; also tim-
ber-like ailj.

1707 'Timber Ash (see timierocii]. 168s BovLl KJlcti
o/Mot.y. 44 In the striking of a 'timber.I>eam at one end,
the motion., may become sensible at the other. 1815K1KI1V
& Sf. Entomot. viiL (i8t8) 1. 235 The in<Ml extensive (.iiiiily

..of •limberboren are the caiJricorn beelles. 1817 Itid.
»li. (1818) II. 235 A little 'timljerboring beetle. 1703
T. S. Ar(i Imprcn: 23 An Oljseivation of an Kxpelienced
*Timber iiiokci. 1815-9 Mrs. SniawooD Z,a<l> «/ it/a>n>/-

86

xii, An old •timber-bin It cottage. 1608 T. Cocks Diary
{1901) 32 Paydcfor bringinge home my two* tymber butts.

1903 I.n. R. GowER liec. A- Remin, 2-2.t> A handsome "timber-
ceiling'd hall. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle Notifies 124 He took up
a * homestead ' and a * 'ttinbei -claim* with the. .intention of
r.iising cattle and a family. 1663 GEHHifR CV7//«tf/ (1664)
S4 Frames ..gilded, the ground a *Timber colour. 1895
(?M//«^ (U.S.) XXVII. 44/2 Enclosed between three great
peaks—one 'timber-covered to its top. 1888 Lfghthall
}'h^ Se/jcMfur II A *ttmber-crib which was going to run a
rapid. 1887 Daily News 3 Nov. 5/4 lUiying under the
homestead and "timber-culture laws. 1775 Koman^ Florida
App. 30 Fires..occasioned by the hunters and •timber-
cutters, who burn the woods lo clear them of under-wood.
x8a6 KiRBY & Sp. Kntomol. III. xxxiv. 430 In the stag-
beetle, and some other "timber-devourers. Iliiti.xxx. 146
A >mall *tiniber-devouring beetle, i8is/^/V/. viii.(iSi8)I.237
*Timber-eating beetles. 1731 Gentl. Mag, Nov. 502/2 James
Jelly. .•Timber-Factor and Wharfinger. ci6ii Chapman
itiadxi. 79 When in hilUenviron'd vales the 'timber-feller
takesA sharp set stomach to his meal. X854H00KF.K iUmal.
Jruls. I. xvii. 398 The shelter of " timber-floaters, 1887
MoLONF.v Forfstry U\ A/r, 205 1 he Gambia 'limber-float,
ing industry. 1443, 1457 "Tembre haw, lymbre hawes [see
Haw*^.*), X640-1 Kirkcudlr. It^ar-Cowm, MiH. Uk.U^SS)
149 Women's schoes, 'tymlier hcilled, of the best sort. 153S
*Tymb(e house (see S). i7a3 Mandkville Falf. Bees{iT2^)
I. 419 If.. Ships should always have fine Weather,.. Ships
would last as long as Timber-Houses. 1871 Kincslkv At
Last xii, A roomy timber house, beautifully thatched with
palm. .184a Penny Cycl. XXIV. 191/1 The tight to timber
and 'timber like trees belongs to the landlord. 1897 P.
WarI'NC Tales Old Regime 05 The walls of the shaft were
..'timber.lined. 1^19 'Tymber log Jsee 8J. 1583G0LDINC
Cttlvim on Dettt, viii. 44 That there is no more real in vs
than in a limbeilogge. 1681 Drvdp.n S/anisA Fryar 111. i.

32 What ate become of those twoTimber-loggs that heus'd
10 wear for Leggs ? 1477 in Charters^ ^e. Fdinb. (1 87 1 ) 14

1

The wod and 'tymmer meikct. 1711 Ramsay Horace to
Virgil ^\ Hercules, wi's 'timbcr-mell, Plays lap upo' the
yates of hell. 167^-88 Seer, Serv. Money C/tas, //^ Jas. II
(Camden) ao6 John Mailyr,'timber merchant. 1771 Smoi.-
I Err Humph. CL 11 June, He lived some time as a clerk to
a timber-merchant. 1908 Chamhers's Jrnl. Nov, 702/2
Tasmania prides itself on its.. giant timber-mills. 1*75
Memoranda, K. R, 2 Sc 3 Edw. 1, 11 b (P.R.O.), Recognicio
lohannis le "Tymbetmongere, 155J Huloef, *Tyinber
Ttayle, imiago, 1707 Mortimer//vj^. (1721) II. 106 In the
above Scheme, the first Column is the Names of the Fields,
..the third the number of •Timber Oaks, (he fourth the
Timber Ash, the hfih the Timber Elms. s886 Ebbutt
Etmirr, Li/e A'atuas 06 We could not . .get down to our
*timbcr patch. 1600 Kiblb (Douay) Gett. vi. 14 Make thee
an arkeM 'timberj>lanke. i6aa Callis Stat. Serfers(i647)
•13 Piles and ''limherposts ate set in the waters, x^
M<xxtnKY Forestry IK A/r. 3 The approximate extent oJF

'timbcf-pruducing forests. 1785 1!urns J/alloweem xxiii.

It charK d the stack he faddom't ihiit^^e. Was *timmer-propt
for tbrawin'. 1853 Sir II. I>ouclas Milit. Bridges 236 The
large 'limber-rarts which descend the St. Lawrence. i6a6
I'tACON.S>/c^ 1^36 Plaine Champaignes..Or else ''l'iml>er.

Shades, as in l-orrests. 1704 Lond. Gas, Na 4005/2 Her
Mainty's Ship the Shoreham, having under her Convoy
4 •Timber Ships. 185a Musdy Onr Antipodes (1857) 198
The now affords a road.,wheie the *timber'Slcd, with its

ponderous log, runs glibly down to the creek. 1884 S. E.
DAwaoM Hmndlk, Canada 387 'i'he 'timber-slides, hy which
the lumber from the upper river passes down .. into the
navigable water below. 1855 A. MoRRIS Canada iv. 64
A new branch of the 'timber trade has been established
tluring the present year. 183a Ht. Mariineau Howes
Ahroad iv. 59 The creaking *timbcr-wain. 1848 BL'CKtj:v
Iliad avf Some pine which 'timber.workers have cut down.
c 1450 Cot'. Mytt. XV, 6, 1 ..am a porc*tymbre wrybl [MS,
i«r>-th]| born a? the blood of Davyd.

10. Special cuTubs. : timber-beetle, any beetle
which, in the larval or the iKrfcct state, is destrnc-
tive to timber; timber-brick, a biick-shaped
block of wood, insciled in brickwork ; timber-
capricom, a kind of timber-beetle (.Capkicorn 3)

;

timber-oart, spec, a hijjh-whecled cart for carry-
ing heavy timber, which is slang under the axles

;

timber-chain, an iron chain used in hauling
timber; timber-dog, a short wrought iron rod
with both ends turned down and sharpened, for

driving into and holding together timbers in tun-
neling or the timlieiiiig of trenches; timber-
doodle, US. i<xa/f the American woodcock, /V//7<^-

Ae/a minor {Cent. Diet. J8gi); slangy spirituous

liquor; ttmber-fall,amassof fallen trees; timber-
frame, t {a) timber for use in frames (Fkahb sb.

'o) f (^)>t^en"ot. 1877; timber-framed <7., having
a frame of timlxr, framed in wood ; timber-grouae,
£/..V., any species of grouse frequenting woodlands;
timber-head, A'attl., the head or end of any
timber ; spec, such an end rising above the deck
and serving as a bollard : see Kevel j^.2, quot.

c i860; timber-headed a., wooden-headed, dense
or obtuse in intellect ; timber-hitch sh.t a knot
used in attaching a ro|>e to a log or spar for hoist-

ing or towing it: see quot. 1815; hence timber-
hitch z;., trans, to make fast with a timber-hitch

;

timber-jumper {//unling siattg)^ a horse good at

jumping over gates and fences ; timber-leader,
C(w/i*//«/»/ (see quot,); timber-limit: seequot.

;

timber-line (chiefly 0. S,), the altitude above
sca-Icvel at which timber-trees cease to grow;
timber-lode, in Feudal Law^ a service by which a

tenant was bound to carry wood felled in the forests

to the lord's house (cf. Bobo-lode) ; tlmber-mare,
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a kind of wooden horse on which offending soldiers
and others were made to ride as a punishment;
timber-pond, a recess in a dock or harbour where
timber may be floated ; timber-road, a road laid
with timber for wheels to run upon, an early form
of railroad; timber-rot, {a) rotting of wood
caused by various hymeiiomycetous fungi ; {b) New
Etig., a hot-house disease of cucumbers {Funk's
Stand. Via.); timber-scribe [Scribe sb.^\ see
quots, ; timber-sow, a wood-louse or sow-bug,
Oniscus; f timber-stairs {s/ang), the pillory;

+ timber-taster, a dockyard official formerly em-
ployed in testing the measurement, soundness, and
quality of timber ; timber-toe {siang\ a wooden
leg; hence timber-toe, -toes, a wooden-legged
man ; so timber-toed a. ; timber-topper =
timber-jumper ; so timber-topping ; timber-
tower, a wooden tower on wheels formerly used
in sieges ; timber-tug : see quot. ; f timber-
turner, humorously used for a player at bowls

;

timber-wolf, IVesiertt t/. 6"., thegrey wolf, Ca«iV
Uiptts ociidentalis, as distinct from the prairie-
wolf; timber-worm, a * worm ' or larva injurious
to timber. See also Timberman, -tree, etc.
i84i-s« T. W, Harris Insects injur, I'eget. (1862) 58 The

first was obtained by beating the limbs of some forest-tree.
It may be called Lymexylon sericeum^ the silky "timber-
beetle. i8ojBiNr.LEY^«/>«.AVV.(i3i3)Ill.i38The"Timber
Capricorn. IJoth in its perfect and in its larva state.. feeds
principally on fir timber, which has been felled. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mec/t., Suppl., *Tiwber Car/...The timber, after the
cait is driven over it, is raised to the axle by crank-gearing
and tackle. 1707 Moi*TiMER//Mi^. (1721) I. 308 The quickest
way of pulling them [shrubs and bushes] up, is to inclose in
a 'Timber-Chain as many of them as you can, and to clap
to them a Team of Horses, 1873 Punch 17 May 301/2 Any
desctipiion of beverage possessing the properties of Ameri-
can ' 'timbeidoodle *. 1897 Mary Kingslev iK. A/rica 289
We climbed up one hill,..went through our athletic sports
over sundry 'timber falls, and struck down into the ravine.
1703 i'. N. City .y C. Purchaser 237, 7^. which indeed is the
common piice for sawing a good laige siz'd *ritnber-frame
..per Load. 1877 Knight Diet, Mech.y Timber/rame, a
gang-sazot the name by which it is known in England.
1843 Civil Eng. ^ Atch. Jrnl. VI. 179/2 Along a whole
range of lofty 'timber.framed roofs. 1904 Essex Rev. XIII.
215 The house is timber-framed in oak, standing on plinth
of brick and septaria. 1891 Cent. /^/V/., 'Timber-gtouse.
1894 0«//*«(f- (U. S.) XXIV. 305/1 We.. had great fun with
the timber-grouse and the sage-hens. 1794 Riggtn^ ^ Sea.
fnoHskip II. 287 i'he head-rail and "timber-head, on the fore
sidcof ibe cathe.id. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast x. We went
aft and manned the slip-rope which came through the stern
port with a turn round the tmiber-heads. x666 W. Boghurst
Lcimographia 74 Such 'timber-headed fellows that they
could make noe accurate observations. 1815 Hurney
Falconer's Diet. Maritu s. v. ////c/i, "Timber H itch . . is made
by taking the end of a rope round the spar, or timber head,
leading it under and over the standing part, and passing
scveralturnstounditsownpart. f i860 H.STUART6rrtr;«<i«'j
Cateeh, a What is a timber hitch used for? For l>endins to a
spar, to haul it along, sending it aloft, &c 1893 F. M . Craw-
ford Childr, KineW.v-xx. 214 He slipped the Tine under the
bagsofballast,and made a timber-hitch with the end, hauling
ilwclltaut. 1882 NAREs.SVa//m«jA//(ed. 6) BjThe standing
pait is 'timlier-hitcbed round the yard. 1847 Thackeray
Ccntrib.to Punch^V.%. 1902 VI. 498, 1 never put my leg over
such a "limber-jumper in my life. x^\ LabourCoinmission
Gloss., * Timber-leader^..vt. (jeison whose duty is to ensure
the sufficiency of props, planks, brattice, and crown trees,

supplied to each hewer in noilhern coal mines. 1876
Eticycl. Brit. IV, 774/1 The Governments of the different
piovinces [Canada] grant licences, .to cut timber over vast
tracts of land, under the name of * 'timber limits'. 1874
Couns Birds JV.'iV. 272 The flowers growing far above
*timber-line of Mount bincoln. c 1400 Will. ThorneC^/-(7m.
an.^ 1364, Pro schippeshcre, "tiinberlode & bordlode, vel

cariare extra waldam pel mare, a 1670 Si'ALOING Hist.
Troub. Scotl. (1850) I, 290 He causit big wp .. ane
'tymber meir, quhairvpone runnaget knaves and lunaway
soldiouris sould ryde. I7SS Johnson, /lorse,..a wooden
machine which soldiers ride by way of punishment. It is

sometimes called a timl>er-mare. 1840 Evid. Hull Docks
ComtH.^ The *tiiiil;er-j>ond to which 1 allude is at this spot,

1803 Naz'olChron. IX. 279 Four low wheels- -to run. .upon
a raibway or *timber-roatI. 1858 Simmonus Diet. Trade,
* Timber'Scrtbet a metal tool or pointed instrument for

marking logs and casks. i877KnightZ'/V/. A/('c//., Timber-
scribe^ a scoring-tool for timber; a race-knife. i6a6 Bacon
Sylva \ (yc)i Creatures bred of Putrefaction;.. as Karih-
Wormcs, 'Timber-Sowcs, Snails. ^1750 in Herd Songs
(1776)11. i3i Up stairs, down stairs, "Timber stairs fears ine.

1803 T. Nktherton in Naval Chron. XV. 220 The "limber
tasters.. have been paid at the same rate. .as ibc labourers,
1806 3rrf Report Rei'isiiig Commission, The several
Measurers, Timber Tasters, Converters, and Plug Keepers
[etc.], are to be called Single-stationed-tnen. 1785 Grose
Diit. yulg. T.t *Timber toe, a man wiih a wooden leg.

A 184s Hoou h'orget-me-nots iv, Why did he plant his

limber toe on my toe. a\%\^ Sailor's Ret. if. iii. in Nexv
Brit. Theatre II. 343 The old * timber-toed pensioners.

1883 Standard 13 Feb. 2/6 The chami>ioii "timbet-topper of
the day. 1904 Daily Chron. 26 Fel>. 9/3 An animal who is

to be condemned to the drudgery of "timber-topping. 16x4
Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue iii. in Here, tn Enginei
begins bis Ram to rear;.. IJrings here his KIy-I!ridge, there
his b.itt'ring Crow ; iiesides high * Tiniber.'I'owers, on rowl,
in}» Feet Mov'd and temov'd. a 1800 Pegge Stifpl. Gras*^
* Timber-tug (Kcnt\ the carriage of a waggon for convey,
itig timber, with a long perch, which may be adapted loany
length, or shortened. 1599 Porter Angry l^om, Abint^d.
(Petcy Soc.) 2oCom Swoticfs, where be these "tiinbet turners.

these trowle-thc-bowles, these greeneinen, these ? 1891
C*«/«ry Z?;<:/.,"Timl)er-woIf, 1904 IK»////. d7a2.2S Apr. 12/1
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TIMBER.

Last year the female timber-wolf in the Zoological Gardens

produced eight cubs. 1530 PAr.SGR. aSi/i •Tymbre worme.

599 X. MIoufktJ Siik-Mornu-s 23 Before thou wast, were

Timber-worms in price ? 1658 Rowland tr. Moufct's 'I'heat.

ins. 1083 The Philosopher saith that Kis is a little Creature

bred in wood, like Worms bred in Corn ; the English call

them Timber-worms because they are seldome in any wood
but that which is cut, and prepared for building. 1668

Charleton Onomast. 55 Cossi\ Timber-worms,

Timber (,ti-mb3i), sb:^ Forms : a. 4-6 tymbre,

5, 9 timbre, 6-7 tymber, 6- timber, /3. Sc. 5

tymmyr, tymire, 5-6 tymir, 6 tymyr. [In OF.
//ffMrtf (1350 in Godef,), med.L. timbrium, timbria

(1207 Rouen, in Du Cange, also 1314 Upsala)

;

MLG. timber (13th c), iimmert LG. timmer;

MHG. zimbcr (i 3th c), Ger. zimmer ; Norse thnbr

(app, 13th c. in Vigf.), Sw. timmer. Da. simmer

(from Ger.). Supposed to be ultimately a special

use of Timber j^,*, which prob. arose in the fur

trade in lx)W German, whence it spread into otlier

langs. The immediate source of ME, timbre

appears to have been French. For the reason of the

name cf. quot. 1597, and see Tavelin. But some

suppose a sense * heap, pile ': see Schade, and Falk

& Torp ; others suspect that it was an eastern word.]

A definite quantity of furs, a package containing

40 skins (i.e, half-skins, 20 pair) of ermine, sable,

marten, and the like. (After a numeral nsually

timber, less commonly timbers?)

a 1150 Assisa Regis David. R. Scott, in Acta Pari. Scot.

1. 667 De custuma tymbriarum. De tymbria uulpium ciro-

griliorum Martinorum MurelegorumSabinorum Beueriorum

uel similium. De vnaquaque timbria ad exitum. liij.d.

Usth c. transl.^ Of a tymmyr of skynnis of toddis quhy-
tredijs meitrikiscattis beueris sable ferrettis or swylkvthyr;

of ilk tymmyr at the outpassing iiij d.]. c 1290 Flf.ta 11. xii.

§ 8 Lunda autem pellium continet triginla duo timbria.

1390-1 Earl Derby s Exp, (Camden) 92 Pro j furrura de

grys. -de vj tymbre, et de ij tymbre de meniuer, xij nobles.

Idid. 93 Pro ij futruris de grys,..quolibet de xij tymbre.

1473-4 y4cc. Ld.High 7r^rtj. 6"£:^A I.31, iiij tymire of grece

to purfell that govne, .. the tymire contenand lij dosane
iiij bestis. 1480 IVardr. Ace. Edm. IV (1830) 133, xxxij

tymbres off ermyns. 1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot, II.

201 For xij tymir of gray giece to lyne the samyn, ilk tymir

contenand xl bestis. 1566 A. Edwards in Hakluyt Voy.

(1886) III, 392, I havt further received two timbers of

Sables. 1577 Harrison England w. v. (1877) 11. 122 The
Erince hath hue yardes of cloth for his gowne and whood.

.

eside fiue timber of the finest mineuer. [margin] A timber

conteineth fortie skins. 1597 Skene De Verb, Sign., Timbria
Pellium . . ane Timmer of skinnes : That is, swa monie as is

inclused within Iwa bioddes of Timmer, quhilk commounlie
conteinisfourtie skinnes: In the quhilk manner, merchandes
vsis to bring hame Martrick, Sable, and vther coastlie

skinnes and Furringes. 1707 E. Chamberlavne Pres. St.

Eng. III. iL 256 Of Furrs, Fitches, Grays, Jennets, Martins,

Mincks, Sables, 40 Skins is a Timber; other Skins five Score

to the Hundred. 1714 Er. Bk, Rates 41 Ermine per

Timber of 20 Couple. 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade s. v.. In

some skins, however, the timbre countsto 120. 1901 Westm.
Gaz. 27 Nov. 8/2 Ten years ago. .ermine.. cost 28s. to 30s.

per timber of forty skins. The price for a timber to-day.

.

IS 176s.

Timber (ti'mbaj), v. Forms : see Timber sb^-

[OK. timbraji and timbrian = OS. timbrian (MDu.,
Ou. timmeren\ OHG. zimberen^ zimbarSn (MHG,
zimber{e)n, Ger, zimmern), ON. timbra (Sw.

iimbra. Da. tommre), Goth, and OTeut, timr-jan,

f. *tim-r- Timber sb^\

1. trans. To build, construct, make (as a house,

ship, etc.); spec, (in later use) to build or con-

struct of wood. Obs, or arch,

aysP Caedmon's Gen. 1692 Weall staenenne up forS

ttmbran. ^900 tr. Bseda's Eccl. liiit. iii. xvii. [xxiii.J (1S90)

232 Neowan stowe mynster to timbrenne od^ cirican.

cxoooAgs. Gosp. Matt. xvi. 18 Ofer ^isne stan ic timbrige

mine cyricean. c 1200 Ormin 13368 Totimmbrenn himman
iiali; hus. f 1350 Will. Palerne 2015 Sche chold sone be bi-

schet . . In a fuTtristy tour timbred for t>e nones, a 1400-50

Alexander 2110 (MS. Dubl.) |Jar fand hetembreton J^e topp

it tyldit vp a cyte. 1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Conttt'

bulo, Contabrdare murnvi turribus..Xo make towers, to

tymber plankes euen with the walles. 1857 S"R F. Palgrave
Norm, .y Eng. II. 128 Here bad Guillaume timbered and
thatched a rustic habitation.

b. absol, ; spec, of a bird, to build {scil. its nest).

C897 K. >Et.FRED Gregory's Past. C. Iviii. 445 .On asem
botle, ?«er3£Er we timbran willen. a iioo Gere/a in Anglia
(1886) IX. 261 Me mseis on sumera..tymbrian, wudian,

weodian, faldian. a 1300 Cursor M. 8763 (Cott.) Quils he
was timberand to t>is thing. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. li. xi. 352
Moche merueilled mc.who tau^te hem IbirdsJ on trees to

lymbte so heighe. 169a R. L'Estrange Eables Ixxii. 71

There was a IJargain struck up betwixt an Eagle and a Kox.

The One Took-upin a Thicket of Hrushwood,and the Other
Timl»er'd upon a I ree hard by. 1706 pH!Li-irs(ed. KerseyJ,

To Timber\\nEalconry),\,Q\vii-^x\^^\o make a Nest; as birds

of Prey do.

+ 0. with advb, extension ; To build f//, Ohs.

155s W, Watreman Fardle Eacions 11. vii. 156 They
timbre vp drie stickes together.

t2. ^^. To construct, frame, effect, do, form,

cause, bring about, bring into existence or operation

(any action, condition, etc.). Obs,

cBgy K. JEwrhd Gregory's Past. C, xxxiii. 215 Da godan
weorcSehcaer-.timbrede. a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.)cxxviii[i].

2 [3] Oferminum baece bitere ongunnon \)a firenfullanfacen

timbrian, cjzo$ Lay. 6620 Hit wesvmbe fifwinter.. seoflden

he ^as seorje him seolfen ba;fde itimbred. a 12x5 Ancr. R.

86

124 peo^ hond..ha«e?S itimbred me \te bli'scen of heouene.

?(ii4oo Morte Artk. 3742 That traytoure . . That this

tresone has tymbyrde to my trewe lorde. c 1450 Bone Flor.

560 That hath tymberde all my teene. i646Sik T. Hrowne
Pseud. Kp. I. V. 14 Heads that were never timber d for it.

fS. To make up or add fuel to (a fire). Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Albans Fvijb, A ffyre Tymbered. 1513

BL Kerving in Balyees Bk. (186S) 265 Tymbre that fyre.

1530 Palsgr. 758/2, 1 tymber a (yi€,je accortstre, orjemets
a poynt. 1688 R. Holmk Armoury \\\. 85/1 Timl»er the

Fire, is to mend the Fire, make it burn belter, by putting

more Fuel or Wood or Coles to it.

4. To furnish with timber, (See also Timbered

///. rt.) t a. To supply or arm with spears ; cf.

Timber sby 5. Ohs.

«iS78 LiNDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 98
The eaile of Angus was weill temmertwitht so money sharp

speiris and lang.

b. To put in or apply timber to support the

roof of a mine or working, the sides of a shaft or

a trench, the roof and sides of a tunnel, etc.

170a Savery Miners Friend 6 The mote Shafts or Pits are

sunk, the more Wooil-woik will be necessarily imptoyed in

Timbering them. 1725 T. Thomas in Portland Papers

(Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 106 The lining of it (the pit shaft]

with wood in order to hinder it from falling in, is timbering

of it. 1844 SiMMS /Vrtc/. Tunnelling xii. 121 The leaving

the lower part of the excavation without being timbered

was not general throughout the tunnel. 187a R. 1>. Smyth
Mining Statist. t2 The new shaft, .has been sunk, limbered,

and centred to a depth of 260 feet. 1904 Times 28 Jan.

10/4 The gang had to timber up the roof.

C. To cover or frame with timber or wood,
1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. i. (1883) 67 A wooden edifice,

the door of which was heavily timbered with oak. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 26 Aug. 3/1 If you have the floor of the butt

timbered or stoned.

5. intr. Of a tree : To form timber. ? Obs.

1610 [implied in Timbering vbl. sb. scn^ppl. a.).

•f 6. trans. Timber out, to divide (timber) into

beams, planks, etc., suited for building. Wsojig.
1628 MS. Ace. St. yo/m^s Hosp., Canterb.^ To appoynte

the tymber to be brought home and to be tymbered out for

diuerse vses. 1637 Ibid.^ Payed for timberinge out of our

woode j s. x66a Hibbert Body Diz'. i. 69 Many men engage

in undertakings, for which their heads were never squared

or timbred out.

Timber, obs. form of Timbre.

Timbered (ti-mbojd),///. a. [f. Timber sb."^

and V. +-ED.]

1. Constructed of timber; built or made of wood,

wooden.
c 1413 Hoccleve De Reg'. Frinc. 5338 Castels doun bette,

and tymbied houses brent. 155a Huloet, Tymbted, ma-
tcriatuSy..mnterior^..lo worke in tymber. 163a Lithgow
7'^rtt'. VIII.35I A great thicket of wood, where their timbeid

Cabine stood. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. ix. 172 About a
hundred yards from the Fort ..there is a low timbered

House. 184S LvTTON Harold i. iv, They entered London,
a rude, dark city, built mainly of timbered houses. 1905
A. C.Benson Upton Lett. U^ob) 139 A little ancient church,

with a timbered spire.

2. a. Of a thing (concrete or abstract) : Having
a structure (of a specified kind); constructed,

framed, built, made. (In parasynthetic comb., or

qualified by an adv.)

1570 FoxK A. ^ M. (ed. 2) 1333/1 boe here the mighty
reasons, the stronge tymbered argumentes.

^
i6oa Shaks.

itatn, IV. vii. 22 My Arrowes Too slightly timbred for so

loud a Winde, Would haue reuerted to my Bow againe.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (1709) 80 Let them be as

Sleek and well Timber "d as those Atoms Epicurus made his

Soul of, 177X Smollett Humph. CI. 28 Sept., Lord Ox-
mington was well known to have his brain very ill timbered.

b. Of a person or animal : Having (such and
such) a bodily structure or constitution ; framed,

built. (Usually in parasynthetic comb.)
1581 MuLCASTER /'('i//w/5 xxxvii. (18S7) 144 Your childe

is weake tymbred, let scholing alone. x6aa Fletcher &
Massinger Spanish Curate ii. i, AfineMiaitetimber'dman
and a brave soldier, 1769 Stratford Jubilee 11. i, I'm as
well timbered about the legs and face, as one can meet.

x86i Times 27 Sept., Cart-horses, young, and welUtimbeied,

and quick walkers.

3. Furnished with growing trees; wooded.
1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3724/4 Piggott's Farm. ., being well

Timbred. 1754 Fielding Fathers u. i. That estate. .of

yours in Hampshire is a very ill-timbered estate 1854
IJabtlett Mex. Boundary I. ix. 234 So lich a timbered

country. 1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 6 About one
half of the timbered land in the island belongs to the

Government.

Ti'mberer. [f. Timber j/*.^ + -erI.]

1. == TjMBERMAN 3. 1891 in Cent, Did.

2. A ship engaged in the timber trade.

1849 CuppLES Green Iland'w. (1856)81 'I'd sayshe's—not
a cruiser, Captain Williamson— no, nor a Greenock Indy-

nian—nor a—' ' Oh !
* said Finch, *some African timberer

or other '.

Timbering (ti-mbarii)), vbl. sb. [f. Timber V.

+ -iNo 1.]

1. The action of the verb Timber, in various

senses.

c 117s Lamb. Honi. 93 pi bileafden heo heore timbrunge.

axzzsAncr, R. 124 Al istohisbiheue, & timbrungetouward
hisblisse. 1591 Percival .S>. Dict.yMaderamientOftimh^X'
ing, contignatio, x6io Folkingham Art of Surx'cy i. lii. 6

The Ijoalmg, spreading, arming, timbiing and tapering o(

Trees. 1844 Stmms {////*) Practical Tunnelling.. the setting

out of the works; Shaft sinking,. .Timbermg (etc.]. 1893
Labour Commission Gloss., Timberings propping up the

roof or sides of a mine by means of ptanks and cogs, Sec

TIMBER-WOKK.

2. concr. Building material (esp. of wood)

;

timber-wo^k ; spec, in Mining, the timber used to

support the sides of a shaft or the roof of a working.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Hawking a ij. We shall say that

hawkys doon draw when they here tymbering to iheir

nestes. 1791 Newie Tour Eng. 9f Scot. 241 Oak. -fit for

agricultural utensils, and timbering for the ri>ofs of houses.

Z844 SiMMS Pract. Tunnelling xii. 121 The whole of the

timbering of the top of the new length is. .complete down
to the first sill. 1867 Musgrave Nooks O. France II. L 6

A lofty domicile . . exhibiting laths, timbering and slatework.

Ti'mbering, ppi a. [f. as prec. +-ing^]
That timbers; constructing, building; of a tree,

producing timber.
1610 FoLKiNGHAM Art cf Survty i. iiL 6 The high

timbring Oake dilating mi^^htie armes in large extent.

1648 Earl of Westmoreland Otia Sacra (1879) 155 Thou
maist as well make wonder less, By fancying of two Timber-
ing Phoenixes At the same time.

TimberleSS (ti'mbailes), a. [f. Timber sb.^

+ -LESS.] Without limber ; devoid of forest-trees.

1859 R, F. Burton in 7r«/. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 140 Tracts of
dense bush and timbertess woods. X&70 DailyA'etvs 15 Feb.,

Those prairie States, .are mostly timberless States.

Timberling (timbajlir)). [f. Timber sb.^ +
-LING.] A young timber-tree ; a saplmg.
1787 W. Marshall Norfolk 1. 99 The timbers, pollards,

ana timberlings should first be inspected. 1796 — IK
England I. 83 The ancient law.. requires that a certain

number of Timberlings should be left standing, /bid. II.

156 Train up the young stands, or timberlings, so as to give

them length of stem.

TimbermaiL (ti'mbajmaen). [f. Timbeb sb.^

+ Man sb.^]

f 1. A man who supplies or deals in timber. Obs.

1489 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 70 Payd to more tymberman
for tymbre for gretynges hous. i6a5 Bacon Ess., Riches
(Arb.) 235 A Great Sheepe*Master, A Great Timber Man.
1656 I?/. Sergeant] tr. T. IVhiie's Peripat. Inst, ^zolmtis
are thrown by Timber-men into the Water.

b. A man employed in handling timber.
1890 Gordon Foundry vi. {heading).Among the timbermen.

Ibid.w^ We turn into Canada Dock, and are at once among
the timbermen. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Timber-
men, men who discharge timber cargoes from ships, and
stock timber on shore and upon raft on water.

+ 2. Onewho makes thingsof timber; acarpenter.

[So Du. timmerman, G. zimmermann.'] Sc. Obs.

1466 Sc. Acts Jas. Ill (1814) II. 87 pe m.-ister of >e schip

«>al fynd sufTiciand stermane, tymmerman, & schipmen con-

uenient for J>e schip. 1496 Ace. Ld. tligh Treas. Scot. I.

282 To Hermyn, tymmyr man, Duchman, for vc and xij

lachteris. 150a Ibid. 1 1. 281 To fee tymirmen to pas to the

wod with the said wricht. 1534 Ibid. VI. 234 To Thomas
Corry, thre tymniermen,..to pas to calfet the Kingis schip.

1643 in Cramond Ann, BanffU^qi) I, 90 Any wright or

other timberman burger or inhabitant.

3. A man employed in timbering the shafts or

roofs of a mine, the sides of a trench, or any other

excavation.
1849-50 V^ZALK. Diet. Terms, Timber-man, in mining, the

man employed in placing supports of limber in the mine.

1877 Foster & Galloway tr. Cation's Lect. Mining I. 2^1
The timberman who sets up the props has usually no special

tool except his axe, 1881 Eclu> 14 Jan. 1/6 A timberman
..had seen.. one of the men give a light to the manager,
both having their lamps open.

4. A species of timber- beetle.

1894 B ham Weekly Post 14 Apr. 4/7 That curious and
interfiling beetle the Timberman (Asttnomus aedHis).

Timbersome, variant of Timorsome.

Timber-tree. A tree yielding timber or

wood fit for building or construction.

c 1505 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 198 Tha will bey none
without they have tymmer tres. 1558-9 Act 1 Eliz, c 15 Any
Tymber Tree or Tymber TreesofOke, Beeche.or Ashe. x6oj

R. Johnson Kingd. ff Comm^v. (1603) 15 The noblemen doc

j
make great profit by selling great quantities, .for fiiewood,

btit greater by sales of timber trees; for.. the greatest part

o( their buildings consist of limber. X7a6 Swift Gulliver

I. viii. Cutting down some of the largest timber trees for oars

and masts. 1766 Act 6 Geo. Ill, c. 48 All Oak, Beech, Chest-

nut, Walnut, Ash, Elm, Cedar, Fir, Asp, Lime, Sycamore,
and Birch Trees, shall be deemed and taken to be Timber
Trees within the true Meaning.. ofthis Act. iB6sChambers'
F,ncycl. s. v. Poplar. The cotlonwood of North America is

valued as a limber-tree.

Ti]uber*WOOd> Now rare. Wood suitable

for structural purposes ;
=- Timber sb,'^ 3.

c 1483 Caxton Dialogues 40 Alle the tymbre woode, tons

les boys chtxrpentifs. 1579 E. K. Gloss in Spenser's Sheph,
Cat. Feb. 146 Trees of state, taller trees fitte for timber
wood. 160a FuLHECKR 2nd Pt. Parall. 52 He shal not
meddle with great timber-woode without the assent of his

lessor.. .liut the cutting of dead wood is not waste, 1653
H. More Antid. At/i, m. iii. (1712) 47 {heading) The
designed Usefulness of Quarries of Stone, 'limber-Wood,
Metals, and Minerals. 1899 H'atm.Gaz, 15 Feb. 7/3 There
have, .been many substitutes proposed, .for breakwaters...

Well-knit limber-wood, filled in with stones, does very well.

Timber-work.
'1. Work executed in timber; the wooden part of

any structure,

1390 GowER Conf. 11.200 A wildef>T..They caste among
the timberwerk. c 1470 Hfnrv H'allaceww. 617 The temir

werk thai brynt wp all in playn. 1574-S Reg. Privy Coun-
cil Scot. 11.432 Amendiment of the ruif and tymmer werk of

thair. .parroche kiik. 1703 T. N. City ^ C. Purchaser 215

Window-frames.. Friezes, and Cornishes, and all other

Timljer-works that are exjwsd to tlie Weather. 1864 A.

M<^Kav Hist. Kilmarnock (iSSo) 255 The inner loof (is

composed] of open, oak-varnished timl>er>work.
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fig. 1594 T. It L(i Prituauti. Fr. Acad. lu Sgtuca^ The
bofKs as it were the frame and timbcrworkc of mans body.

2. //. An establishment where timber is prepared

or worked up.

1875 \V. M<^Ii.wRAtTH GniiU WigtorvHskirt 94 Here are

extensive timber-wot ks,

Timbery (ti'mbari), a, rare. [f. Timber sb.^

+ -v.] Abottndintj in or characterized by timber.

1859 ?; vLA Txv. round Clock (i9^i) 334 The bleak, timbery

city of Copenhagen.

Timber-yird. An open yard or place where

timber is stacked or storetl.

In cricket slang applied to the place in which the wickets

are pitched. Hence a rovj in his /., in reference to the

wickets being struck with force by the ball.

1^3 Ace. Exch, K.R. Bundle 496 Na 25 (P.R-O.) Pro
canagio. . dediversi<.Ioci$..usque dictum castrumje tyml^r-

yard. 1545 Act yj Htn, I ll/,c. la § 10 Any Mansion-house
withaShop. . Timber-yard, Teinteryaid, or Garden belong-

ing to the same. 1768 Earl CARtiSLK in Je>-.e Sehiyn \
Contemp. (1843) ''• ^7^ Why did you not set his timber-yard

a-fire? 1853 'C. Beds ' I'erdtint Grten 1. xi, The wicket.

keeper. . informed him ' there was a row in his timber-yard *.

t8A9 RcfHtled^es Ev. Boy's Ann, 63S After a desperate

lunge he was startled with a 'row in his timber yard '.

t Ti'inbeater. Obs. [app. for timbersUr or

tinibrester^ f. TiMBRE v.^ + -ster: cf. Timbkeb.]

A female performer on the timbrel.

?« 1366 Cmaixer Rom. Ro$t 769 Ther was man^ a timbe-

Uere [F. /r/«A^«««l,.Tbe timbies up ful sotilly I hey
caste, and henten [hem] fulofte Upon a finger faireandsofte,

Vf9t Bailev, Timbestorts (kiter edd. teri\ Pl.iycrs on
Timhreh. 1843 Lvttom Last Bar. 1. ii, A young maiden
was strugghng. .to extricate herself from a troop of timbrel

girh. or tymbtsterts.

t Timbre (ti-mbaj), sty Obs. Also 4-5
tymbi^, tymber (5 -yT(e, -ere), 5-6 Sc, tymmer
(8 timber), [a. OF. timbre (12th c in Hatz.-

Darm.) :—*iimbffe :—late pop.L. ^tinihanOy for L.

tympamtm^ a, Gr. Tvy.^aMO¥ timbrel, kettledrum.

In OK. timbre was used in 13th c, and in ME. by
Wyclif, to render L. tympanum in Ps. 150. This
and the next two words all represent senses of the

same French wor<l, but having been taken into En^.

at different dates, and without the intervening links

by which the seoses were connected in French, are

here treated as distinct words.] = Timbrel shy
[<i 1300 French Ps. in Lib. Psalm. I'ersio Cattica (F.

Ntichcl, Oxford i860) Appw, Ps. cl. 4 I^s-I'cn timbre en
Concorde (J'lr/^. Laudate eum in tym|«no et choroXI
13.. K.Atiu 191 Orgies, lymlir':s I/.rtK*/.l/.S".chymbesI,al

9> eleo, W»* dryoen agcyn that Udy frea. 13. . £. E,
AUit. P. B. 4i4Tymbccs& tabomcSftalket among. Td 1366
[see TiMBKSTaaj. i38b Wvcur Isn. v. la Harpe, and syn<

gcnde instntment, and I3nnbre. and tmmpe (1388 Harpe and
gileme, and tympan, and pipe). 1390 Gowkm Com/, 111.

63 Ther was ful many a tymber Wte And many a maitle

carotende. £(440 Promp. Paro. 494/' I'j'mbyr, lytyl

tabowre, timpaml/um. i5as Ld. BuiMKas tr. rroiss, II.

dxxj. [clxvii.) 499 They sowned tymbres and taboais,

accordynge to their vsage. c 1560 A. Soorr Ppems. O/May
t% In May f;oi« gallaiKlis brine in symmer, And trymty
occnpyts ihau tymmer With *l{untsvp', every morning
P»»id.

b, aitrib, in timbrg weightt^ app. « timbrels or

tambourines as formerly used in May-day merry-

makings.
A mHght (Sc fwrA/) is a vnael like a sieve without holes

fbrmcfl Dy stretching a skin acroas a hoop of a few inches
depth. lnshapeilraembletatainbotiiine,whichmaythere>
fore be called, ms Jamieson points out, a timbrg or timbrtl
W€igkt, iVyckiis appears to be erroneotu for wuAttt or
ntifAts, and nmitx to embody a false etymology.
£560 A, Scott Poems, ( IfMaj^ 9 And now in May to

madynnis fawis {i.e. falls] With tymmer wechtis to trip

m ringti. 1993 in 14M AV/. /list. MSS. Comm. App. iti. 4

1

Dbdwirvcilig {i.e. forbidding] also pasche nlayis tymmer
wycbtis, oancfyri« and ringing (A bai&ingis (Wsins]. [17^
Gemii. Mmg, Feb. 73/3 After havimr cooipleted this circuit,

they again «nleT the town [ AlnwicC] fword in hamt, and are

genanuly met hy women dresMd up with ribbons, belln, atul

gartanda of gum-flowera, who welcome ibem with dancing
and sinking, and are called ttmber-waits. ( !fote\ Perhap;* a
corruption of timbrel-VHuti, players on timbrels, mnuts
being an old word for those who play on rattsical Instrtn
liient<t in the streets.)

Timbre, tymber (timbaj), sb.^ Obs. cxc.

/list. Also 46 tymbre, (4 .S*r. tymmer), 5-7
timber, [a. V. timbrt (14th c.), the same word as

in prec., which in OF. was transferred to a kind
of bell, esp. a hemispherical clock- or table-bell,

and thence to a skull-cap of metal, a helmet, and
in Mcraldry to the crest over the shield in a coat

of arms. (Thence also to a crest impressed or

stamped upon a legal or official drxrument, a stamp,
whence to a postage-stamp : see TimiBO-.)]
The crest of a helmet ; hence, the crest or exterior

additions placed over the shield in heraldic arms

:

ace qnot 1894.

137S Rarhour Bntce xix. 396 Twa novclreis that day
[t ^27-8] thai saw, That forrouth in Scotland had beyn nane.
Tymbrys (t». rr. TymUes, Tynrneris] for helmys wes the
lane, 1 hat thamc thoucht than of gret bewte, And aKua
wounder for to sc. 1476 in W. O. D. Fletcher Shropsk,
Grants 0/ Arms (1909) 13 A j^hild of azure and pourpll
parted in pale, a cross engraylcd gold or hvihwen foure
rossea Mlver, and to his tymbre a gauntelet fillver sette in a
wrethc gold and azure. 1513 D0UCI.AS /Eneis x. v. 1 36 (ed.

1555) The crci*.t or schynand lynit>cr, that was set Aboue
]:.neas bclme and top on hicbt. 1573 Bosseweij. Armorit

II. 88 b, The Tymbre, a palme of an hande dexter, d*Ermyne,
sette on a Wreath Or, and Sable, manteled Azure. i586[st:e

AcHlF-VEMENT 3], \%^ Parkcr^s GlosU Hcr.^ Timbre^
this French term.. comprises the exterior ornaments of the

escutcheon, that is (i) the helmet, (2) the mantelling, (i) the

crest. By some, however, it is held to include (4) the

escroll, (5) the wreath, (6) the motto, (7) the supporters, as

well as (S) the cap of dignity and crown.

II Timbre ttfribr*), sb^^ [a. mod.F. timbre'.

see TiMBKE sby and ^. From the sense *beir,

'small beir (see Timbre j/^.-) arose that of* sound

of a bell', * sonorous quality of any instrument or

of a voice \ and finally that of * character or quality

of sound ' ( = Ger. klattgfarbe')^ in which the word
has passed into English use, retaining its French
pronunciation.]

The character or quality of a musical or vocal

sound (distinct from its pilch and intensity)

depending upon the particular voice or instrument

prwlucing it, and distinguishing it from sounds

proceeding from other sources ; caused by the

proportion in which the fundamental tone is com-
bined with the harmonics or overtones

(^
= <ier.

klangfarbt).
In fipipt quot. only a nonce-use of the Fr. word.

1849 C. Bkontk Skirlcy x. Your voice .. has another
"timbre ' than that haid, deep organ of Miss Mann's. 1853
Markham Skoda's AhscuH. 53 The voices of individuals,

and the sounds of musical instiuments, differ, not only in

strength, clearness, and pitchy but (and particularly) in that

quality also for which there ts no common distinctive ex-

pression, but which is known as the tone, the character, or

timbre of the voice. The timbre of the thoracic, always
differs from the timbre of the oral, voice. . .A strong thoracic

voice partakes of the timbre of the speaking-ltum(>et. 1876
tr. Blasernas Sound viii. 147 There are scarcely any two
indjvidtials who have exactly the same timbre of voice.

1890 ' R- ItoLDREWoon • Ct»/. Ke/ormer {^\%\) 184 (Hb] voice

. . being mild aiul small of timbie.

tTunbre, v.^ Obs, [f. Timbre sb,^: cf. F.

timbrerj] intr. To play on the timbreL Hence
tTi'mbring vbl, sb.

c 1400 S^'ng Roland 54 Blowinge off bugles . , Trymlinge
of tabersAnd tymbringsoft. 1530 Palsgr. 758/t, I tymbet,

1 pUye on an instrument or a tymljer,y> timbre. The may-
dens of London were wonte to tymber more than they do
nowe.

Tiinbreff.- [f. Timbre j/'.'-^] /rawj. To furnish

or adorn with a crest ; to surmount as a crest.

HenceTiTnbrod///.a.,crestetl; Timbringz'A/.j/^.

1513 r>ouGLA9 Aincis XM. ii. 100 Eik his tymbrct helm
wyth cresiis two. 1606 Sylvester I^h Bartas il iv. m.
Magnificeme 10J4 Loe, the Cock . . A purple i'lume timbers

his stately Crest. i6to Guillim Heraldry vi. v. 264 In some
Countries, .. it b not permiite*! to persons infeiior to the

degree of a Knight, to Timber their Armc«i, that is tosay, tu

adorne them with Helnie, Mantle, Crest, &c. Ibid, 267
Rodolph Duke of !^»rargne..was the first that bare his

Armes Tymbercd. 1688 K. Moim^ Armoury \v.\i, (Roxb.)

320/t Concerning the coatc and Tymbreing in the scale

thereof. 1894 Woouward Et i Us. Heraldry 255 The others

th^lmet^lwcre timbicd with the Crest of the See of Mainz,

Timbre, obs. form of Timber.
Timbrel (ti-mbrel), sb,^ Now chiefly biblical.

Also 6 tumbrel(le, timbril, -elle, tymbreKle,
^V, timberall, 6-7 tym-, timbreU, 7 timbrill.

[app. a dim. of the earlier Timbkk si^ in same
sense: see -el*. So far as appears, it was an

Kng. formation ; but Sp. has a somewhat parallel

dim. form in tantboril tabor, tabret, from tambor

drum (cf. F. tambourin). More'* spelling appears

to l)c due to confusion with the earlier word TuM-
rrklj^., which was also sometimes written timbrel^

A musical instrument of percussion ; a tambourine

or the like that could be held up in the hand.
Chiefly used (to render Heh. tdfk^ in versions of the BiMc

from Coveidale onward, or in allusions to the biblical use,

and in reference to Oriental instruments thought to t>o the
same or similar. Cf. the earlier Timbkk sb.^

tcoo-ao UuNBAH Poims Ixxvii. 45 Syne come thajr four

and iwcniie madinis ^ing, .. Ptayan<l on timberaltis, and
syngand rycht sweitlic. 1534 Mork Com/, agst, Trib. 111.

Wlu. 1261/2 If the Turkestodeeucn here with all his whole
army alK>ut him, Jv . . fel al at once in a slioutc, with trum-

pets, taUets, & tumbrels al blowen vp at once. 1535C0VKR-
IMLK Exod, XV. ao Miriam the pTopheti'<«e..tokealymbrcll

in hir hande, and all the women folowcd out after her wiih

limlirels in a daunse. 1553 Kdrn Treat. Newt Ind (Arb.)

i^ A great noyse of cimliialsdrumslades, timbieltes, shames,

pipes, flutes,., and diuerse other musical instiumenles.

166a J. Davika tr. Olearius' Voy. Amlnsss. 277 ihe Indian

Timbrels are two foot long, but broader in the middle than

at the Extrcmilies, much after the fashion of our Barrels.

[app. stom-ioms-l 1768 Heattib Minstr. i. xxxv. With
mcTriment,and song, and timbrels clear, c 1850 Arab. Ntt,

(Klldg.) 165 A little hunt^hljacked f.:llow came, .and lies;.ifi

playing on a timbiel, which he accoinpanie*! with his voice,

b. ?A fij^^ire of a timbrel. (Cf. be/is^ etc.)

rt 1548 HALLCAriwi., //r«. K///70f theirhoscn . .the nether

partes were of Scarlet, poudrcd with tymbrelles of fyiie

golde.

O. attrih, and Comb.
xS$^n\i\jov.t,'VymhrfX[p\AyttttympaHisia,..iympatnstricu

1757 DvitR Fleece 11. Poems (1761) 102 O'er all the timbrel-

S'xwiding snuaics and sticets. 1843 Lyiton Last Bar, 1. 11,

The linibTel-Kirl spiang into the crowd and vanished.

t Timbrel, sb:^ -S"^- Obs, tare. In 5 tymeral,

6 tymbrall, -ell. -iU. [f. Timbre sb,'^ + '%h'^.']

The crest of a helmet ; » Timbbe sb,-

f 1450 Holland Hoivlai 613 Four helmes full fair, And in
thar tymeralis tryid tiewly thai here The plesand Povne..
pTovde to repair. 1513 Douglas Mneis 11. viii. [vii.] 88
Ihe portratour of armes w& mysknaw, All war bot Grekis
tymbrallis at thai saw.

Ti'mbrel, v, [f. Timbrel sby\ intr. To play
upon a timbrel ; trans, to accompany with a timbrel
or similar instrument. Hence Trmbrelled (-breld)

///. rt., accompanied by the playing of timbrels;
also Ti'mbreller, a performer on the timbrel.
iGagMiLTON Hymn Nativity xx\\,\n\a\n with Timbrerd

Anlheni!^ dark The sable-stolcd Sorcerers bear his worshipt
Ark. 1785 S. KoQKHS Ode Siipcf siit. 68 A timbrelled an-
them swells the gale. 1833 Bowles St. John in Patmos 11.

165 There the timbrelled hymn Rings to Osiris. 18.. L.
W\^\*rt Death 9f Ruffians 14 To let their timbrellers and
tumblers in. 1854 S. Dobell Balder xx\v, 152 A country
song. . Fit to be timbrelled to the tambourine.
Tiinbrel(], obs. form of Tumbrel.
t Timbrer, Obs. rare. In 5 tymberer, tymbrer.

[f. I'lMBRE v.^ +-ek1.] a timbrel-player.
^14*5 St. Eliz. o/Spalbeck in Angiia VIII. 109/29 pis

newe tymbrer settilrher fleschefor an harpe, and hir chelcys
for a tymber. c 1435 St. Mary ofOignies 11. v. ibid. 166/22
She, Jjat )onge tymberer, hadde strccchyd hir body, and
diyed hit as by-twix two trees of l>e crosse.

t Timbro-, combining form repr. Fr, timbre
i^-postc) postage-stamp [see Timbre sb.'^\ nsed for

a short periofl to form terms relating to stamp-
collecting ; now superseded by Philately and
related words. Tiniliro'logy [-looy] ^ timbro-

phily\ Timbroxna'nia [K. iimbromanie\y a craze

or mania for collecting stamps ; hence Tlmliro.
ma*niao. Timbre manist ; Timbro'phUy [F.

timbropkilie^ Gr. <^A(a love, friendship], stamp-

collecting; = Philately; hence Timbrophi'lic
a., Timbro'philist.
1864 Lewins Her Majesty's Mails 265 It only remains to

refer for a moment to the timbromanie or stamp mania.
1865 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 722 We hold timbroinania
to be just as sensible a pursuit as a taste for numismatics...
The timbromaniac. .stiulies history. 1,967 Philatelist !• '

Timhromnnia was its first designation. Timbrophily and
Timbrology next had a short reign as a technical term, till

Philately ..has proved to be the right word. Ibid^ 203
Timbrophi lists would be a respectably large array. 1880
Bric-ct'Brac Oct. a A proof of the great profits made by
limbromaiitsts. 1891 Cornh. Mag. July 36 Which he will

dispose of to Western timbromaniacs.

Timburine, obs. variant of Tambourine.

Time U^'"^)* ^^•- Forms: 1-2 tfma, t^ma,
a-8 tyme, 4 tim, teme, teyme, 4-6 tym, 6

taynif 2- time. [OE. tima ~ ON. ///«/', wk. masc.,

time, fit or proper time, (first, etc.) time, good
time, prosperity (Da. timCf Sw. iimme an hour),

:—OTeut. *t(-mOH; app. f. a root //- to stretch,

extend (see Tide sb.) + abstr. suffix -moUi -man (see

Kluge Stammbildungskhre % 154)-]

I. — A space or extent of time.

1, A limited stretch or space of continued exist-

ence, as the interval between two successive events

or acts, or the period through which an action,

condition, or slate continues; a finite portion of
* time * (in its infinite sense : see 24), as a iongt'mCy

a short time, some time,for a time.

In HO titne^ in less than ho time (colloq.), immediately,
very quickly or soon. Absolute time: sec quot. 1842.

C893 K. >Elfrbi> Oros, iv. v. j 5 Ymbe ftone timan l>e |*iss

wars cioao i'ELFRic Hom. I. 60 Hit wjes jewunelic on
tSam timan. <i laas Leg. Kath. 437 He heold on.. long

time of Jw dei. f 1330 R. Brunnk Chron. Wcue (Rolls)

4190 [Caesar] tok his leue..To wende fro bem for longe

teymes. 1377 Lancl. /*. /'/. B. xviii. 63 And tolde whi l>at

tempest so longe tyme dured. c 1386 Chaucer C/erA'j T.

386 Nat longe tyme after that this Gtisild Was wedded,

she a doghter hath ybore. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 494/1
Tyme, idem guod tyyde {P. tyme, wtiyle, tcmpus). 157*

Forrest Theophilus 261 in Angiia VII, Hy so longe tyme
as his busshoppe dyd lyuc. 1610 Shaks. Temp, iii. ii. 93
After a little time He beale him too. 166a Geruier
Priiic. 28 No New Building could stand any time without

Proppings. 1661 Stu.ltngfl. Orig, Sacr. in. iv. § 5 The
highest mouniains in the World . . may be ascended in

three dayes time. 1670 Sir S. Ckow in 12M Rep. Hist.

MSS. C'*mm. App. v. 15 [HangingsJ that—for a time—will

look better to the eye. I7xx Addison Spcct, No, 37 p 1 It

was some lime before the l-ady came to nie. 176a Kames
Elem. Crit. (1813)479 A child perceives an interval, and that

interval it learns to call lime. 1794 Mrs. Rai>cliffe M^st.
Utlolpho XXV, Annette.. was al>sent a considerable time.

1843 Borrow />VWtf /« .S"^(i/« xxix. (igoi) 417 Kollow me.,
and I will lead you to Finisterre in no time, 1849 Macaulay
}list. Etig. iii. I. 291 The time occupied., was not to exceed
fourteen days in one year. 187S Jowett Plato (ed, 2) I.

195 In less than no time you shall near. ^ 184a IIhande

Did. .Set., etc. s. v., Absolute Time is time considered in

itself without reference to that portion of duration to

which it belongs, however noted or marked. 1868 Dk.
Argyll In Mem. (1906) II. xlvi. ^40 Have we any link con-

necting time-relative with time-absolute?

b. \{(i) The space of an hour (for OE. tid,

TiDK sb, 2). Obs, rare, {b) A space of time, j;ener-

ally understood to mean a year, (A literalism of

biblical translation.)

(rt) c 13*0 Cast. Love 1403 Riht in to hellc he code, Fourti

tymen |7'.r.tyine«l J«r he wes ("r/V- Qunrantcures i dcmoral

Kr ^at he vp risen ches. {b) 138a Wvclif Dan. iv. 13 |i61

The herteof wijide beest be ^uen toit, and seuen tymes be

chaungid vpoii hym* ibid, xii. 7* 138a — Rev, xii. 14 Sh«
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is fed bi tyme, ant! lymes, and ihe half of tyme \v.r. Iialf a
tyme). «S3S Covekualk ibid., She is noryszhed fora tyme,

two tymes, and halffe a tyme. [So in later veision»i.J 18*7

G. S. Fabkr Sacr. Calend. Fr^hety (1844) I. 27 Of such
numbers, the three times and a half, the 42 months, and the

1260 days, are mutually equivalent.

2. A particular iicriod indicated or characterized

in some way, + That time (obs.), at
^for the timet

for {tlie) time being {,\ during), during the period

under consideration,
ciooo/Elkric Itout, II. 340 Hit is awriten be 3am yfelum

ttman. a xoa3 Wulfstan Horn. \\. (Nnpiei) 19 iEfier l^isum

fa:ce gewurt^an sceatl swa e^eslic tima, swa :efie aer na;s.

Ibid. xiii. 81 Wa (^a1n wifum, J>e )?onne tyniaS and on t>ain

earmlican timan heora cild fedaS. X154 O. E, Chron. ail.

1 137 (Laud MS.), Onal (lisyiieletimeheold Martin abbot Iiis

abbotrice. 1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. x. 72 Sithen t>e pestilence

tyme. 1474CAXTON C/iesse 11, iv. (1883)53 As the Knyghtes
shold kepe y« peple in tyme of peas. 1486 Rec, St. Mary
lit Iltii 2 That the forsaid tenementes & Rent . . shall

hooUy remayn to the parisshens . , for the tyme beyng
for euer. Jlnd, 15 The Mayre or Wardeyn of the Citee of
london for the tyme beyng. 1542 Uuall Erustii. Apoph.
75 b. He had the best right & title for the tyme duryng, to
the shadoe of the Asse. 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I- 114
To pass his Times of Recreation In choice and noble Con-
versation, a 1774 TucKKR Li. Nat. (183^) II. 645 Though
the time for them be over, yet time itself is not exhausted.
?(Zi8G4 {attributed to Pres. Lincoin)^ You can fool all

the people some of the time, and some of the people all the
time, but you cannot fool all the people all the time. 1875
JowKTT Pitzto(ed. 2) IV, 233 All limes of mental progress
are times of confusion.

3. A period in the existence or history of the

world ; an age, an era. In later use more indefinite,

esp, in//.
c 1000 i^LFRic HoM. II. 190 l>ry timan sind on Jjyssere

worulde: Ante legem, Sub lege, Sub gratia...Seiiiiia is'air

ae ' secweden, \>g wa-'S fram Adam buton x oft Moysen,
f I200 Trin. Coli. Item. 3 [Advent] bitocneft pre time. On J>e

was bi-fore J»e olde la^e, ^e o&er was on ^ holde la^e, and
J»e )>ridde was on pe newe la^e. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 192
Fram J>e biginning of J>e world to J>e time J>at now is Seuene
ages |>er habbej? ibe as seue times iwis. pe verste age &
lime was fram our ferste fader adain To noe. 1483 Caxion
Citron, (colophon), Hereende theCroniclisof englonde with
the fi'ute of timis. 1560 Daus tr. Sieidane'sCoinm. 471 Tully
calleth an history the witnesoftyme.s,and light ofveri tie. 1638
Wii.KiNS A^rry iVorld y\\ . {i-jo-f) 125 Rondolelius, to whose
iJiligence these later Times are much beholden. x686 W.
Hopkins tr. Rat^amnus Dissert, iii. (1688) 59 The Southern
Parts of France, where the Albigenses and Waldenses..
have abounded in all Times ever since. 1734 tr. Rollins
Arte, fiist. (1827) I. 120 l«iy aside the prejudice of birth,

nations and times. x86i M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 39 With
Northern Germany our connexion was, from the earliest

times, most intimate. 1884 W, C Smith Kiidrostan 86 It

is a folly, man, A superstition of these modern times,

b. Timers past, past time{s\ oidy olden , or

ancient ttme{s^ etc,

(Z X067 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 202 Swa he on leldum
timum /^elae^^d waes. 1340 Hampole Pr. Come, 796 He
loves men Jmt in aid tyme has bene, 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 564/26 Aniiquitus^ yn olde tyme, CX470 Henrv
IVallace i. 6 It has beyne seyne in thjr tymys by went. 1474
Caxton Chesse m. ii. (1883) 88 In tyme passid the philo-
sophres dyde the same. 1545 Compi. Scot. xi. 88 Thai sal

intend veir contrar ^our maister..as there forbears did in
alld tymis. i6o5[see Olden a. 1]. x6io Holland Camden s
Brit. (1637) 259,A towne in ancient time of great fame.
ibid.y It was fortified in times past with a castle. x6ii
CoTGR.s. V. Ar^nt, In good old times when men were loath
to publish their owne goodnesse, 1784 Cowpkr Task vi.

715 Encomium in old time was poet's work. 1845 M. Path-
son Ess. (1889) I. II The memory of the great and the
saintly of ancient time.

o. Timers to comCy (f time coming)^ times to be

(arch.), future time ; esp. future ages, the future.

1:1340 Hampole /'rfjjf Tr. i. 4 pay sail joye nowe., and in

tym to come. 1376 in En^. Gilds {1870) 53 Hopyng in

tyme comyng to haue ben encresyd. c 1440 Alphabet 0/
Tales 107 pe paynys t^at er ordand..for syn in tyme to

com. 1578 Reg. Privy Councit Scot. III. 36 That na
pensionis of victuall be gevin in tyme cuming furth of the
said superplus. 1891 Ld. Coleridge in Law Times Rep.
LX V. 581/1 It may become necessary to decide this point in

time to come; it is not now,

d. The time {the times') : the age now or then

present. Cf. the day^ the hour, the moment,
(1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 791 Rated them.. As bumbast

and as lining to the time.] 1596 — Merck, K. 11. ix.48 How
much honor Pickt from the chaffe and ruine ofthe times. To
be new varnisht. ? 1640New Sertu. 0/Newest Fashion (1877)
45 Hee is the onelie man of the time, hee is the onelie able
man. a X704 T. Brown Tivo Oxf.Scholars Wks. 1730 I. 3
Cannot I., sigh for the Iniquities of the Times? 1850
Tennyson In Mem, cvi, 18 Ring out the want, the care,
the sin. The faithless coldnessof the times. 1869 Freeman
Norm. Cong. III. xi. 55 An act which ran counter to the
religious feelings of the time.

4. With possessive or of: The period contem-
porary with the life, occupancy, or activity of some
one; (his) age, era, or generation. Often //.
— Day sb. 14.
961-3 La705 Edgar Suppl. B. Leges sseculares c 2, On
minum timan, swa. .on mines faeder. X154 O. E. Chron. an.
1 135 (Laud MS.), On pis kinges time wes al unfriS & yfel.

c xjoo Ormin 14429 Fra patt tatt Adam shapenn wass Anan
till Nowess time, a ivto Cursor M. 10 Non in his tim was
like, c X380 WvcLiF i^erm. Sel. Wks. I. 27 Phariseis . . weren
religiouse in Cristis tyme. X484 Caxton Fables ofPage v,

Poge of Florence recyteth how in his tyme one named
Hugh prynce of the medycyns sawe a catte whiche had two
hedes. 155a Bk, Com, Prayer^ Ordin. Pref,, From the
Apostles tyme there hathe bene these ordres of Ministers.
i6s5 Bacon Ess., Ki<Jus (Aib,) 335 A Nobleman, .that had

the greatest Audits, of any Man in myTime. 17x1 Steele
sped. No. 497 pa In tlic time of Don Sebastian of Portugal.

1814 VVoKDSW. White Doe i. 42 In great Kliza'sgolden time.

1833 Tknnvson Dream Fair IVoinen ii, 'ihe spacious times

of Kit;at Elizabeth. x86s Dickens Mut. Fr, 1. i, In these

times of ours.

5. A period considered with reference to its pre-

vailing conditions ; the general state of affairs at a

jiailicular period. Chiefly//.

Often ill colloq. phrases, as as times go (— as things go in

these times), behind the times (= behind the modes or

methods of these limes).

X484 Caxton Fables of /^.sop 11. viii, Men say cornynly
that after that the tyme goth, so must foike go. i6oi

Shaks. //a;//, i. v. 188 The time isoutof ioynt. X7ia Stekle
sped. No. 298 p 3 Persons, of tokiable Figure too as Times
go. X757 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 96 We may make
these times better, if we bestir ourselves. X837 J. H.Nkw-
MAN Par, Serm. (ed. 2) III. xii. 178 When times grew cold

and unbelieving. x88x Fkoude Short Stud, IV. 11. i. 163
How times had changed in the last forty years. Mod, We
live in perilous times.

b. //, Used as the name of a newspaf)er.
X7881///A') The Times. i8ox O.Rose />/rt/-/Vj (i860) I. 439,

I found here the 'Times of Saturday. x8z9 {title) South
Wales Times, 1854 Hawtmornk Eng. Note-llks. (i88;j)

I. 477 Every Englishman runs to 'The Times' with Ins

little grievance. Mod. There is an obituary notice in the
Oxford Times..

6. A period considered with reference to one's

personal experience; hence, an experience of a

specified nature lasting some time j esp. in {to have)

a {good, bad, etc.) time (of it) ; to make a time, i.e.

a demonstration, fuss {U. S. colloq^.
To have a good time ( - a time of enjoyment) was common

in Eng. from c 1520 to <:i6S8; it was app. retained in

America, whence readopted in Dritnin in 19th c. (See also

Good a, lod.) So to have the time of Okie's Hfe^ i.e. the
best one has ever had.
a X539 Skelton Bk, 3 Poles Wks. 1843 I. zoo For to haue

good tyme and to lyue meryly. X647 'iRArp Comm. Ep. 59
'i'hcy would have a fine time of it. Ibid. 199 Those poor.

.

.souls..have an ill time of it. x666 Pepvs Diary 7 Mar., I

went and had as good a time as heart could wish. X673
S'ioo him Hayes 26 It seems his .servants had a good time
on't. 1709 Mrs. IAkui.v.\ Secret Mem. (1736) 1. 97 Beriiitha

..thought she should have a melancholy Time of it. X836
Mrs. Stowe in Life (1889) 81, I wish I were a man in your
place—if 1 wouldn't have a grand lime ! X856 Olmsted
Slave States 82, I was having a very good time with her,
when her father came in and told her she was 'troubling
the gentleman ', x886 P. S. Robinson Valley Teet. Trees
iii, We'll have a high old time together, xooa Eliz. I<.

Hanks Ncivspaper Girt i, 'i'hink of that when you are
tempted to have a good time instead of studying hard.

7. Period of duration; prescribed or allotted term,

a. Period of existence or action ; period of one*s

life, life-time.

fTxoooiELFRic Hom. 1. 4 His tima ne bi5 na langsum j for|»an

|»eGodes grama hine forded. cx>oo Vices f^- Virt. 39 Behoue|»
to charlte on alle 9ines Hues time. CX400 Brut cxxxv. 142
I'o seisede Kyng; Henry al Normandye into his h.ind, Sc

nelde hit al his Hfes tyme. X53S Coverdale Ps. cii[i]. 15
That a man in his tyme is but as is grasse. X549 Compl.
Scot. I. 21 Of this sort euere thyng hes ane tyme. XS77 in

Exch, Rolls Scotl. (1899) XX. 373 In the resyngnatioun, to
hjjmself[and] his wyf, for their tym. 1600 Shaks./}. Y, L. ii.

vii. 142 One man in his time playcs many parts. 1657
Thorslev tr. LoHgus* Daphnis 4- Chloe 55, 1 am older then
Saturn, and the whole lime of this Universe. X833CARLVLE
Ess.f Cagliostro ii, The foul sluggard's comfort :

' It will

last my time.'—It will last thy time, thy worthless sham of
an existence.

b. spec, (a) The period of gestation, {b) The
menstrual period; /r^zwj/". menstruation. ((r)(One*s)

term of apprenticeship, {d) The duration of a term
of imprisonment; usually in phrase to do time
(slang), {e) An unexpired period of compulsory
service {U,S^, (/) The prescribed duration of

the interval between two rounds in boxing, or of a
round or game in athletics, football, etc., or the

moment at which this begins or ends; also ellipt,

as the signal to begin or end a bout, as in to call

time, {g) The periodic time of a heavenly body:
see Periodic i7. 1.

(a) c\oooI^\.fv.\zHont. I. 30 Hire tima waes Kefylled,3Eet

heo cennan sceolde, 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. m,
(1586) 127 A cowe and a quene haue both one time, 1809
Malkin Gil Bias xi. 1. (Rtldg.) 392 Beatrice's time was up
first: she was safely delivered of a daughter. (b") X564~;^8

BuLLEVN Dial. agst. Pest. (i888) 41 Certaine people maie
not bleede, as women whiche haue their times aboundauntlie.

1704 Collect. Voy. {ChuvcKxW) III. 582/1 Women, who shall

not be subject to the monthly times. 1889 [see Monthly
a. I bj. (c) CX64S Howell Lett. (1650) 1. 227 To be
both of one trade, because when they are out of their

time they may join stocks together. X718 Free-thinker
No. 21 F I The.. Indiscretion of Apprentices Marrying
Servant-Wenches, before their Time is expired. x8o8 Byron
Eng. Bards 63 A man must serve his time to every trade.

Save censure—critics all are ready made. {il) X865 [see

Do 7', 1 1 i]. x888 ' R. Boldrewood * Robbery under A rms
xli, People can't be expected to associate with men that
have ' done time'. 1904 Griffiths 50 Years Publ. Service
xiii. 185 He did his 'time' without protest. (*) X769
Boston Gaz. (U.S.) 20 Nov. (Thornton Amer. Gloss,), To be
sold for five Years, The Time of a hearty young Man, who
is a good Sailor. X843 Missouri Reporter (U. S.) 28 Ian.

(ibid.j, I have for sale a very likely yellow woman, about

24 years of age. ..She has between five and six years to

serve. The balance of her time will be sold very low.

(/) x8xa Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 102 George was the first

to call * time '. x8« Egan Boxiana (1829) III. 571 When

time was called, the men were to be immediately brought
up to the scratch. 1832 Marrvat N. Forster xfvil, It*s a
finisher—can't come to time. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge
jcxii. In prize-fighting phraseology, the) always came up to
time with a cheerful countejiaiice. 1857 HucHts Totfi

Bro7un i, Three whiffs of which would knock any one else

out of time (see Knock v, 12 d].

8. The length of time sufficient, necessary, or

desired for some purpose ; also, time available for

emj>Ioynient ; leisure or spare lime.
c laao Bestiary 256 Dus ^e tile3 <^ar wiles 5e time hauerj.

c 1470 Henrv IVallace \ hi, 5o2Noteyme we haitfoffsegyiig
now to bid. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. 1. xv.
16 b, There was yet lime inough to pleasure them. X689
Tryal Bps. 34 These Gentlemen have had time enough to
have prepared Precedents. X723 Pres. St. Russia II. 325
In case the Russian Troops should get time of rallying.

X743 BuLKELEv & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 88 He must have
Time to consider of it, 1796 Mme. D'Ahblav Camilla II.

23 Pray lake your own time. I am not in any haste. X833
T. Hook Parson's Dau. iii, ii, Being pressed greatly lor

time, in order to get hack to London. x26^^f.vsKiii Sesame
ii. § 62, 1 could multiply witness upon witness.. if 1 had
time,

b. The (shortest) period in which a given course
of action is completed.
X894 'I'itnes 19 Nov. 7/3 Various new tandem times were

made by the winners. X899 F. V. Kikby Sport E. C. Africa
V. 61 One of them [the l>oys] came in sight, making excellent
time towards the nearest tree, with the wounded cow in
close pursuit. 1908 Daily Chron. 15 Jan. 7/5 The times
..did not compare wilh those establi-ihed by the amateurs
the day before. Still some wonderful times were put up,

9. Spec. The amount of time worked under a
six;cific contract ; hence, in workmen's speech, pay
equivalent to the i>eriod worked ; also an account
or certificate showing the days, hours, etc. worked,
and wages due: usually called back time.

179s Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 116 This time as
Mid is absolutely necessary as a part of the long six years.

You had Ijetter get out his Time from the Navy Office. 1888
Times 29 Sept. 6/6 The men asked to be paid [for overtime)
at the rate of time and a half, but the Masters refused a
greater rate than time and a quarter. X90B Somerset Alag,
Apr. 564 Tim added ' And I'd like my time '. Time, in the
cattle idiom, meant back pay uptodate. Mod, If you can't
move a bit quicker, I'll send you to get your back time.

10. Anc, Prosody, A unit or group of units in

metrical measurement. Also transf. in Mus,
A single, primary^ or least time is the duration of utter-

ance of a short syllable ;=Mora' 3 ; a double or compound
time is composed of two or more single times.

\c 1050 Byrhtferth's iiandboc'inAngliaWW. 314 Dxt riht

meter vers sceal habban feower and twenti^ timan. Ibid.,

Dactilus stent on anum langum timan and twam sceoitum
and spondeus stent of feowrum langum.] X589 Pitttenham
Eng. Pocsie 11. xii. (Arb.) 132 A new inueniion of feete and
times. x686 Ne7v Method to Learn to Sing 50 In this

Example, you have two Staves of Lines; in the upper are
Semibreves, each of which is a Time, and fills up a Bar.
X7a7-4i Chambers Cyct. s. v., Some call each half of the

measure in common time, a time. X749 J. Mason Num-
bers in Poet. Comp. 8 The Measure of a smgle Time is the
Space in which we commonly pronounce any of the Liquids
or Consonants, preceded by a Vowel, e.g. an, of it^ in. X83X
Encycl. Amer. XI. 591 The short syllable.. is considered
as the original unit for the measure of time in the rhythm,
and is called a time, or mora,

11. Mil, The rate of marching, calculated on the

number of paces taken per minute. Double time,

slow time: see the adjs. ; see also Quick time.
X80S-1876 [see Quick time]. x8s3 Stocqueler Milit,

Encycl, s. v. Pace, In quick time, 108 paces, or 270 feet, are
taken in a minute ; and in slow time, seventy-five paces, or

187 feet. In double time, 150 paces of thirty-six inches,

m.iking 4^0 [feet] in a minute. X859 Field Exerc. Infeuttry
21 '1 he lime having been given on a drum, on the word
March, the squad will move off".

12. Alusic, a. tThe duration of the breve in

relation to the semibreve; cf. Mood j5.2 3 a, PRO-
LATION 2 {obs^ ; hence, the rhythm or measure
of a piece of music, now marked by division of

the music into bars, and usually denoted by a
fraction expressing the number of aliquot parts

of a semibreve in each bar {time-signature). To
beat time-, see Beat z/.l 32. In time, out of tittu,

in or out of correct rhythm, f Perfect, imperfect

time : see Perfect a. 10, Imperfect a, 7,

X531 Elyot Gov. i. xxi, The associatlnse of man and
woman in daunsing, they bothe obseruinge one nombre and
tyme in their meuynges. x6og C. Butler Fem. Mok. v.

(1623) K iij. Now and then she oeginneth in duple time some
two or three Semibriefes. X706 A. Beuforo Temple Mus.
iii. 62 'Tis..in the same Time and Tune. X710 Addison
Taller No. 153 r 14 To play out of Time. 1854 Helmokk
Tract, Led. Church Music 6 It is sometimes said. .that in

Plain Song 'there is no time*. 1884 Rockstho in Grove
Diet. Mus. IV. 117/2 In modern Music, the word Time is

applied 10 rhythmic combinations of all kinds, mostly indi-

cated by fractions, {i etc.) referring to the aliquot parts ofa
Semibreve—the norm by which the duration of all other
notes is and always has been regulated. 1893 Stevenson
Catriona i. 4 A. .brisk trampof feei in time and clash ofsleek

b. The rate at which a piece is performed ; the

tempo; hence, the characteristic tempo, rhythm,
form, and style of a particular class of compositions
(usually in combination, as dance-time, march-timef
waltz-time),

[1446 Lydg. Two Nightingale Poems L 80 But, doun
descendyng, she said in hasti tyme :

* My lyfe be kynde
endure shall not longe*. x6o3 AIiddleton Blurt ni. i. Ej,
To keep quick time unto the owL] X887 Baring-Goulu



TIME. TIME.

Gaverocks xiii. Little feet beat the dance lime on the..

floor. 1903 Critic XLIII. 361/1 Rag-lime music, which

inierpiets that divine art only for vulgar heels and toes.

htodi A movement in ilow lime.

o. 'Fhe time-value or duration of a note. (Not

in technical use.)

17S7-41 Chambkhs CycL s. v., Where the time or duration

of the notes \^ etiual, the differences of tune alone are

capable to entertain us. X776 Uubney Hist. Mus. (1780) I.

vL 63 The most common aptjlicalion of this term [Rhythm)
has Lecn to express the Time or duration of many sounds

beard in succession.

II. « Time when : a point of time ; a space of

time treated without reference to its duration.

The "point ' may be an instant (as the time when a star

crosses the meridian), or it may have some duration (as the

time for sowing', but the question of its length is not con-

sidered, only the ijueslion -wkiH it occurs (i. e. where it is

situated la the period), and its distinctive qualification.

13. A point in the course of time or of a [leriod :

« TiDK sA, 3 ; spec, in early ME., the hour of the

day; - OE. //*/: see Tide jiJ.4. In mod.Eng. ^F^^/

is (he time f i. e. the hour and minute as shoi*^n by

the clock, yVhai time, at what time^ = when, (at)

the time that : see What.
f xaoo Ormin I374S P^tt timc.Wass rthht swa summ itt

off ^att da^? pe lende time wscre. n m5 St, Marker. 8

h& ^h hit weie [^ seouede time of )m: dei. c 1391 Chaucer
Aitrott II. S 3 To knowe.euery tynie of the nyht by the

sienes fixe. 1764 Gbay Camiidate 10 At our time of life

'iwould be silly, my dear. 18*3 J. Uadcock />(>»/. AmuS'M.
163 By the light you shall catch a few words in the bouk,

or the lime on the watch. 183^ A'a/. Phitos. III. Attron,

i.35/1 (Uscf Knowl.Soc.) The differciKX between the actual

lime of the sun's being on the meridiaa and the beginning

of the mean solar day. 1908 R. Bacot A. Cuthbert viii.

Find out what time the inarchesa intends to breakOut.

b. A jx>int or fixed part of the year, a season,

as in time ofy€ar\ in comb, in springtime, sum-

mer-time, autumn-time, wintertime ; also term-

time, veuaiion time, holiday-time, etc.; also, of

a day, as time of diiy, time of nigfit, day-time,

night-time, morning-time^ evening-time ; also

dinner-time, Ud-tinu, etc.; also, a point in the

moon's age.
c 1000 iCLhSic Num xiii. 3t Hit wxs fta se tima Ssct win>

berian lipodon. cxvtfi Byrkt/erth's Haitdtfoc in Anj^/ia

VIII. 31a Kcower liman beub...Uer ys lengten tima,..se

odcr tuna haite m^ins . . Se Vridda tima ys autumnus on
lydea s«cwcden. CI17S l-anth. ffom. iiq Vre drihtnes

iMUepMsiun. .isnuicunten in,..^ ure drihten t>olede for us

OQ MM timan. 1398 TaevisA Harth. D« /*. A', ix. iii.

(BodL MSjj pc )ere uf le sonne..conteync^ fuur« tymca,

winter, wringinjEiyaie, somcr, and barucstc ^1400 ir.

Stcrtia Stiret.^Gav. Lortith. 74 Heruesc b^ynnes..and
bstvs Ixxxviij daycs . In ^is tymc ys also ^ day and ^
nygiit cuyne. a 15*9 Skxlton Oh Tyme 93 The rotys Uk
iheyr sap in tyme of veie. 1566 Blundkvil H»rummm-
ship IV. xxxii (1560) 16 The horse that hath this disease, is

blind at certaine limes of the Mo-xie. i8sf T. tlooK A'a;*-

ings Ser. 11. t'asiion ^ Pritu. ix. III. 153 Meeting showers
o/raio, unseasonable .it the time of year.

to. A leason or part of the year considered

with reference to the weather experienced ; weather

(of some kind). Obs. rare, (Cf. F. Ump$ in

similar sense.)

c 1400 tr. Secrtta Secret., Cc». Lardtk. 93 |Ke right of hym
h*' icygnyth ys more pcoAtable to subgits ^n plmte of

food tyme. uaa IbttL, Priv, Priv, aao The colcrike by
ynde . .sboUe baue a stomaki: good y-nowe, luuncly in cold«

tyme.

14. A point in duration marking or marked by
some event or condition ; a point of time at which
something happens, an occasion, f On a time, on
one occasion, once. At no time, on no occasion.

e 893 K. MvmD Oras. iv. v. 9 5 Ymb* 5ocie timan ^ Hs"
waes. cxooo Munui ll9m. I. 78 Hcnxlcs .. ^eonuice hi

bcfran to hwilccs liman se steocra him xrsl astcowode,

a 1050 O. E. Chrvm. an. 1009 (I^iud MS.) On bisum ilcan

timan o5delitlecr^(cCct ciaos Lav. 2583 SeoAAen him
aliroecom mid leonen bewes t*funden. eirf^tbid.,i^\i\>^

him cam a lime bftt^ to wode wende^ a la^ Le/^. KatM. a

Gonstantin & Maxence weren, on ane time . . behest in Rome.
I]., <MW. ^ iSr. Knt. 3743 At bis tymc twclmunyth \Kt\x tuke

Wl ^ filled, c 1386 Chaucui FrtuJtL. T, 830 Aurclius.

.

Ctifseth the tyme ^t etierc be was borrL MT^-^ Maloitv
A rtkur u. i. 75 Soo it befelle on a tyme wbanne kyng Arthur
was at London. 1338 Staricky Let, in EngtoHd^, Ixxiii,

Long and much at sundry tymia. 1590 .Sik J. Smvtm Di*i,

W€*P<m\ 36 From that time forward ttc would hold the
Bowe to be the on^-lie weapon of the world. 1766 Golosm.
Vic. \V, xii, By thi% time the unfortunate Moses was un-
deceived. 1837 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. <ed. 3) L viL 99
Surely man '\s at all times the same being. 1845 M. Patti-
SON A'm. (1889) L 27 Tht« . - trick escaped detection at
the lime. 1J873 Bu^ck Pr. Tkutt xxv, It will be nearly
two by the time you get dowiL
15. The ap|M>intc*d, diie, or proper time.

£897 K. K.\j?*%ti Grcfiory'x Past. C. IxiiL 4:^9 Nu iis ts

tima &a:t we onwa:£nen of sla'pe. c 1000 A'.LVtixc^ Cottoq. in

Wr.-Wulcker icn/i Hwxnne wyllc ;^e syngan?..poni»c hyt
lima hy^ [QiusHdo tentpus erit\ 1154 (>. K. thron. an.
toil, Mann nuldc him to liman (;i/.V. C. atimanjgaful l>«?d;tn.

f 117s Lamb. Horn. io3t>code5 (>ct mon et er timan and
drint:c\ 13., Cursor M. 11814 (CotL) Nu neghcs tim to

tak his UL CS400 j6 Pol. Poems xxv. 539 T>'me ys th.it

men now for me pray, For Parte tnichi, domine t c\\\%
H«^>ccLEVK De Reg. Priru. 1274 Sires, it is tyme t>at we
hcnnes hye. f 1489 Caxton Btamhardyn xxiii. 74 It w.-is

tyme to go to bed. a 1586 Sidnf.y P$. xii. i, Ix>rd, hctpe, it

is by^be tyme for me to cilL 1741-* Gray Agrippina 15S

Tis lime to go, the sun \^ high advanc'd. 1809 Maljcih
Cil Uleu vuk i| My buuness consisted iu ',

. dunning the

farmers, and keeping them to time in their payments. x87a
Routledge's Ev. Bey's Amm, 349/1 See that you are up to

time.

b. Qualified by poss. pron., as his, her, its

;

often ellipt. for time ifdeath, of childbirth^ etc ;

Ifefore {his, etc.) time, prematurely.
cxooo Ags. Gosfi. Matt. xxvi. 18 Min tima is ;^e-hende.
— John V. 4 Dribtenes engel com to his timan [Hatton to

hys tyme) on ^ne mere & l>set waiter waa astyred. 1388
Wyclif Prm\ xxv. 11 A goldun poniel in beddis of siluer is

he, that spekith a word in his [ = its] time, c 1440 Aipkab.
Tales II Sho wex grete & drew nere bur tyme. 1560 Daus
tr. Sieidane's Coww.^si b,V Queue, .was with childe,and
nere her lime. 1689 HiCKKRittGiLi. CeretiwMy-t/ionger 126

A young l^dy. .Excommunicated for breaking her Leg or
coming before her time. 1700 t>R\uEitSigisffi. ^ Gui^ard,
a6 In the prime Of youth, her lord expired before his time.

1799 WoKDSw. Lucy Gray \n\t The storm came on before

its time. 1853 C. Bkokie yHinite 180 'Ten minutes be4)ind

his time *, said she. 1890 Pield 31 May 799/3 The Banksia
roses. .are bent on coming out before their time.

16. A or the favourable, convenient, or fitting point

of time for doing something ; the right moment or

occasion ; opportunity. (Often with his, her, etc)
c 897 K i'EufKBD Gregory's Past. C. xxxiii. 210 Se wisa

hilt his spra;ce & bill linian. i«97 R. Glouc. (KoIU) 7633
Huld Lcm cuere in Scotlond,& poer to hemnome. To worn
vpe king wilUim, wanne god time come. 138* Wvclif Eccles.

iii. 4 Time of weping, and time of lathing [1388 Tyme to

wcpe, and tyme to lei^el. c 1386 Chaucer Mdib. p 14

Wli.in she saugh hir tyme, she seyde hym in this wise:

•.Mlas! my lord'. 11533 Ld. Hkbnkrs Huon Ixvii. 230
When he sawc his tyme, ne cryed his worde& token. 1590
Nashe PasquiCs A^. 1. Wks. (Grosart) L 233 There is a
time for speech, and a lime for silence. ci6io Uouley in

Reliq. (1703) 108 A Clock and a liell will t>e needful for the

Library.. : but every thing must have his time. 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 36 p 4 When Stocks arc lowest, it is the Time
to buy. AiTsa FouNTAiNHALL/J^c/f. (1759) I.gThey must
wait their tour,since the devil bides hi:»time. 1849MACAU1.AV
Hist. Eng. iv. L 51a An adversary of no conmion prowess
was watching his time. Mott. Now*s your lime I

17. Any one of the occasions on which something

is done or happens ; each occasion of a recurring

action. Often qualified by a numeral. (= OE. sid :

see SiTHE j^.i 4-5.)
For iom* time, itwo t/tf/es have been substituted once,

twice. At a time, at one time, at once, stinultaneously.

etyaoSt. Juliam 108 (Aslim. MS.) \x.K me go at l>is one
tyme. I ne s« hal ncuercft deric l>c. f 1380 Wvclik Set,

iV'ks, III. 350 How hat men shulde snyblte ^r breK'ien U
|>re tymes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8272 The next tym Jmu
noyes me, hou ne;;his to J>e fcr. 1454 Rolls 0/ Pnrlt. V,
9it/i At loo lynics hath be made icouestcs to the seid

Ueutenaunt. X5s6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 300 b. How
he wotde deny the thie tymes that nyght. 1560 Dais tr.

Steidane's Coutm. 441 b. The third way. hath bene diuers

limes as^aietl. 1611 liintK John xxi. 16 He sailh to him
againe the secoml time, Simon S^nne of lonas, louest thou

me? 1660 K. Ellsworth in Extr.S. P. reL Friends 11.

(1911) 122 Heere ihey..haue their Mceteings at all Seasons
..aometymes about 1000 or 1200 att a tyme. 171s Stkki.k

S^t. Na 412 P I An utter Aversion to speaking to more
Iban one ifan at a time. 18*9 Landor Imag, Coteo.^ ViU^U
1^ Corbiirt L 123 He did it fifty times^ at the very Ica^^i.

1876 TuvKLYAN Maeaulay II. ix. 135 Ihe publishers, .are

stilt pouring forth reprints by many thousands at a time.

b. Agric. (Sec quots. ) dial,

1813 R- Kebb Agric. Surt: liertv. 198 The completcst

harrowing is called a double double time t in which the bar*

row goes four timcssuccessively over the same range. 1857
AT 4 Q. and Ser. IV, 80/1 *A time '..in some parts of

ScotUnd i% the act of once furrowing between two plough-

ings. itM NortltumbUi. Gloss., Time, the journey once

acroM a fiod 10 agriculture. Time-aboot, a double journey

in field work, extending from hecdrig to becdrig and back

a^faiii.

18. Afany a timey\ many time, many times, cWi^*

tically tifttes, also times and often, times without

nuffiber, many a time and oft {often') ; on many
occasions, in many instances ; often, frequently.

ciaso AVwA Serm. In O. E* Misc. 30 Ure lord god al-

mtchti. .h.ibl)e)> mani-iime nmked ofwatere wyn gostliche.

375 Barbouh Bruce 1. 136 That may mony tyme awaill.

ci^aRom. Rose 6974, 1 am gladly execuluur And many
tymes a procuratour. 1535 Covkbualk Ps. Ixxvil 38 Many
a tyme turned he his wrath awaye. 1560 Ingelfnu
Diu'lf. Child li ij b, Many a tymc and oft, f am fayne To
playe ihe Priest, Clarke, and all. 1590 Sia J. Smyth Disc.

lyeapoHS Ded. 6 Which I haue heard manie. and manie

limes publikelie reported by manie valiant Gentlemen. i6aa

K. Hawkiks Ko^. 6". Sea (Hakl. Soc.) 115 Which..many
lime » came of disaention. 1701 Dk Vor True-Urn Eng.

It. 31a EogUsbmen have done it many a lime. 1760-^s H.
Bbookb Fooio/QuaL (1809) IV. 51 Many a time and oft..

>*ou carried me in your arms, 1808 Eleanor Slkath Bristol

Heiress III. 94 The fine hands*>nie young officer, who has

been here times and often. 18.. G. Mkrkditii Juggling

Jerry ii. We've travelled limes to this old common. 189*

LaiM Times XCU. 147/1 Times without number the courts

in bankruptcy have been called upon lodecidc the question.

1899 TiiiH« In Tune with Infinite ( 1903) 186 Those who Uke
great pride in speaking of their own practicality are many
times this least practical.

, / n j

19. Preceded by a cardinal nomeral and followed

by a numlicr or expression of quantity : used to

express the niultif)Iication of the nnmlx:r, etc.

c 1380 Wvclif Scl. Wks, 1 1. 309 As foure lymes sixe maken

bis noumbre. c 14*5 Crafte Nombrynge 1 Ten tymes twene

IS twenty. Ibid. 4 If it blonde in the secunde place of J>e

rewle, he betokens ten tymes hym selfc.as |»is figure 3 here.

<:i44o Jacob's Well 45 Thre tymes ten ls thretty. X7at6

SwitT Gulhver \\. iii. An animal of ten times my strength.

1798 CoLEHiDCK Anc. Mar. m. xvi. Four times fifty livnig

men. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 48 His territories in Asia.

.

are more ihantweaty.one times the size of Scotland.

b. Also followed by an adj. or adv. in the com-
parative degree, or in the positive by as (formerly

so') with an adj. or adv., expressing comparison.
iSSx CnowLKY Pleas, f^ Pain s'zg This might you reade,

and ten tymes more In the Bible, cis^j Stow in Surz'.

(1908) I. p. li, Fabyan..was a very nowghty cronycle, and
Copin..was x. tymes worse. 1583 Stububs Auat.Abus. 11.

(1882) 45 They sh.^ll pay tenne times so much as it is worth.
1644 Nye Gunnery \. 5 Which composition I will call

6- • 1 -- 1, meaning six times so much Peter [nitrej, as one
time Sulpher, and one time Cole. X7ia Addison .S/^c/. No.
415 P8 A Goihick Cathedral tho' it be five times larger than
the other, 1876 Gi.adstone Glean. (1879) II. 289 Men who
had ten or twenty times less to remember. Hloa. We have
five times as many as we can use.

t20. Gram. = Tense j*^. 2. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. Introd. 32 In these syxe modes be dyvers
tymes. Jbid. 84 Tenses or tymes they have in every of these
modes, c:i6ao A. Hume Brit. Tongue (i'&6s) 2X Tyme is nn
affection of the verb noaling the differences of tyme, and is

either present, past, or to cum.

21. Fencing, See quots., and cf. time-attack, time-

thrust in 52.
17x7-^1 Chambers Cycl. s. v., Time in fencing.—There are

three kinds of time ; toat of the sword, that of the foot, and
that of the whole body. All the times that are perceived
out of their measure, are only to be considered as appeals,

or feints, to deceive and amuse the enemy. 175^ Jbid.^

Supp. S.V. Binding, Binding is a method of pursuit more
safe and certain . . than talcing oftime. 1809 R01.AND Fencing
vii. 5 I To lake the time, is making your thrust by a judi-

cious discernment on the motion of your adversary.

22. Manage, (= F, temps.) Applied to each

completed motion or action.

1753 Chambf.ks Cycl. Supp. s. v., Time, in the manege, is

sometimes taken for the motion of a horse, that observes

measure and justness in performing a manege. In tlie

manege of a step and a leap, the horse makes by turns a
corvet l>etween two caprioles; and in that case the corvet

is one Time ihat prepares the horse for the caprioles. Ibid.^

A good horseman disposes his horse for the effects of the

heel, by beginning with one Time of the legs, and never
runs precipitately upon his Times.

23. //. Originally (in sense 15), The fixed hours

of the day at which an omnibus started from its

various stations; hence, the established business

enterprise of running an omnibus on a given route

at such times, and the * good-will ' thus created by
the owners of public service vehicles over particular

routes, as a recognized vendible asset.

1863 E. Yates Business 0/ Pleasure (1865) I. 40They [tlie

London General Omnibus Company] possessed themselves

of the 'times' of alt the important routes in London and the

suburbs. These 'times' ate, in fact, the gootl will of the

roads, and were considered so valuable, that in some cases

as much as from ^200 tO;^25owere given for the * times 'of

one omnibus. 1906 Wesim. Gas, 15 May 2/3 Emphasis [is]

laid in one of the various motor-'bus prospectuses, just now
. .upon the value of the * times ' owned by each member of the

associated companies, //»/>/., The 'times', which are a special

privilege, religiously guarded by the omnibus fraternity,..

were also made over as a part of the bargain.

III. In generalized sense.

24. Indefinite continuous duration regarded as

that in which the sequence of events takes place.

a. Attempts to define or explain.

1398 TaKvisA Barth. De P. R, ix. ii. (IJodl. MS.), Tyme is

mesurc of chaungeable hinges, as Aristotel seith. 1597
HooKKR Eccl. Pol. V. Ixix. § 2 Now as Nature bringeth forth

Time with Motion, so wee by Motion haue learned how to

diuideTime,and by the smaller parts ofTime, both to measure
the greater, and to know how long all things else indure.

ibid. Some haue defined lime to be the measure of the

motion of heauen. 1690 Locke Hum. Uud. 11. xiv. § 17

This Consideration of Duration, as set out by certain

Periods, and marked by certain Measures or Epochs, is that,

I think, which most properly we call Time. 1854 Calder.

WOOD Philos. Infinite v. 88 Add event to event, still Time is

recognised as stretching forth, and still there is room for

more. s86a Spemcer First Princ. 11. iii. § 47 (1875) 163 The
at»iract of all sequence is Time.

b. Kxamples of this use of the word.
1480 Robt. Devylt 121 in Hazl. E. P. P. I, 224 The tyme

drewe so, that nyne monethcs was past. 1539 Taverner
Erasm, Proi'. (1552) 38 There is nodispleasurc so greate, no

haired so impotent, no sorow so immoderate, but tyme
aswageth it. 1638 Junius Paint. Aftcicnts 2g In processe

of time. 1651 HouBES Leviath, 11. xxx. 176 Time, and
Industry, produce every day new Knowledge. 1743 Hi.air

Grave 479 Think we, or think we not. Time hurries on With
a resistless, unremitting Stream. 1748 H. Franklin Adiu
Yng. Tradeuuan Wks. 1799 IL 34 Remember that time is

money. 1794 Mrs. Radci.ifi-e Myst. Udolpho^ xxx. The
few gray locks which time had spared on his lemples.

1811 liVRON Cain 111. i, 'Ihe mind then hath capacity of

time, And measures it by that which it l)eliolds, I'Icasing

or painful. 1908 Programme 0/ Modernism 169 We have

cast the seed in the furrow. Time will do the rest.

26. Personified as an aged man, bald, but having

a forelock, and carrying a scythe andfin hour-glass.

Also called FcUher Time, To take Time by the

forelock {\by the /^/), to seize one*s opportunity,

to act promptly : see also Fouelock sb:^ 2.

1509 Hawks Past. Picas, xliv. (1555) C iv, Sodainly came
Time in breuiacion Whose similitude, I shall anonecxpresse

Aged he was, with a bearde doubtles Of swalowes feadcrs.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. ii. 71 The plaine bald pate of

Father time himselfe. 1606 — Tr. ^ Cn in. iii. 145 Time
haih, my Lord, a wallet at his backe. Wherein he puts almes

for obliuion. 1594 [set^ Forki-OCK j/',' zJ. [xjrii Addisom

Sped. No. 63 r 4 Kquipped (like the figure of 1 ime) with an
Hour-glass in one Hand, and a Scythe in the other.] i8ao

W, Ikving Sketch Bk. II. 24 Time is ever silently turning



TIME
over his pages. i8. . Marsdbn iVAaf ts Time? 32, I a<?k*d

old Father Time himself at last ; But in a moment he flew

swiftly pa!)t !

26. In restricted sense, Duration conceived as

beginning and ending with the present life or

material universe; finite duration as distinct from

eternity.

1388 Wyclif Rev. x. 6 And the aungel . .lifte vp his hond
..and swoor hi hyni that lyueih in lo worldis of worUiis..

that time schal no more be [1526 Tinpale, that there

shulde be no lenger tyme ; 1557 Geneva, that tyme should

be no more; 161 1, that there should be time no longer].

1573 TussER Husb. (1S78) 65 For time is it selfe but a time

for a time. Forgotten ful soone, astlie tune of a chime. 1633
Swan Spec. jW". 1. § 3 (1643) 15 All time compared with

etemitie is but short lime, yea indeed as no time. 1650

Crashaw Death Herrys 36 Weak time shall be pour'd out

Into eternity. \n^$ Scotch Trausl. J^ Puraphr.inxxw ix, He
iov'd us from the first of Time, And loves us to the last.

a 1758 Ramsay Sovte 0/Contents 0/ Ez'trgreen xi, A monu-
ment. .Quhilk sail endure quhyle tyniis telled out be days,

1803 Hebkr Palestine^ His voice amid the thunder's roar,

liis dreadful voice, that time should be no more. 1827

PoLi.oK Course T. X, Time gone, the righteous saved, the

wicked damned, And God's eternal government approved.

1836 H.Rogers J. //(>ruf 1.(1863) 8 Time, with him, derived

all its importance from a reference to eternity. Mod.
Entirely occupied with things of time and sense.

27. A system of measuring or reckoning the

passage of time.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s. v., Relative, Apparent, or

Vulgar Time, is the sensible and outward Measure of any
Duration or Continuance estimated by Motion ; and this is

commonly us'd instead of true Time. 1727-41 Chambers
CycL s. v., Astronomical time^ is that taken purely from the

motion of the heavenly bodies, without any other regard.

Civil time, is the former time accommodaied to civil uses,

1764 Maskelvnk in Phil. Trans. LIV, 344 There are three

diAerent kinds of time used by astronomers, sidereal time,

apparent solar time, and mean solar time, 1834 Nat. Philos.

III. Math, Geog. v. 16/1 (Useful Knowl. Soc.) A common
snn-clial shows the hour of apparent time. 'J'ime-keepersor

chronometers, common watchesand clocks, are made to show
ihe hour of mean time. 1861, 1893 [see Okeenwich].

b. PhrenoL (See qiiot.)

i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Time^. .Phrenol.^^ Faculty.,

giving the power of judging of time, and of intervals in

general.

rV. Phrases, (See also sense 1 8.)

* With another sb.

28. Time of day. a. The hour or exact time

as shown by the clock; hence, a point or stage

in any course or period (somewhat colioq.\

1596 Shaks. I Hen, Il^y I, ii. i Now Hal, what time of

day is it Lad ? 1634 Ford P. H-'ar^eck in. i, How runs the

time of day? Past ten, my lord. 1699 Collier A»sw.
Stages Surveyed (1730) 382 'Jhe Favour of a Prince was not
. .unreputable at that Time of Day. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CU 17 Apr., I will not begin at this lime of dayto
distress my tenants, because they.. cannot make regular

payments, 1862 Gen. P. Thompson in Bradford Adver*
User 15 Mar. 6/1 No man at this time of day pretends to

maintain, that (etc.), 1870 Jas. Nicholson Idylls 25

A watch.. .At least *twad ha'e tald him the time o' the day.

b. In salutations, as f Good^ fair time of day
(obs.) ; also, to give one^ or passy ihe time of day
(now dial, and colloqS)^ to greet, salute, exchange
salutations.

1594 Shaks. Rich. IFf^ i. iii. 18 Good time of day vnto
your Royall Grace. 1599 — Hen. K, v. ii, 3 To our Sister

Health and faire time of day. x6o8 — Pericles iv, Iii, 35.
x6ii CoTCR., Saluer^ to salute, greet,.. giue the time of
the day vnto. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo*s Com. IVks.

(J709) 300 It shall be always allow'd to give the Time of the

Day, but no New-Years-Gifts. 1851 Mavhew Lond.
£,aifour iiS6 1 ) II. 489/2 The police, .they're very friendly,

they'll pass the time of day with me. 1864 Let, to Editor^
In Radnorshire a clergyman told me the other day that 'there

was not one in the parish who would not give him the time
of day '. He meant, s.iy * How do' or 'a fine day. Sir*,

O. coUoq, or slang. The prevailing aspect of

affairs; the state of the case; (to know) 'what's

what * ; also, the right way of doing anything ; the

latest dodge or * wrinkle * ; cf. to know %vhal dcloik

it is (Clock sIk"^ 3d).
1667 Poole Dial, i>ettu. Protest. <y Papist (1735) 144

No, Friend, it is not that time of Day. 1682 Ijunvan Holy
li^'ar II If that be done, I know, quickly what time of
day 'twill be with us. 1837 DiCKENs/'/r^c.xxxix,Sleady,
Sir,sieady ! Thai's the timeo'dayl 1840— Barn. Rudge
xxxviii, Hurrah for the Protestant religion ! That's the
lime of day. 1897 ' Of'ioA ' Massarenes xxvii, * She knows
the time o day ', said the other.

29. Time of memory : see quot. 1848. Time
out of mind (also, -^ out of memory)^ from a time
or during a period beyond human memory; so
time^ t times (also for^ from time) immemorial.
Also \ioithotit or \out oft. ofmind, \within time ofmind,

\before t. of mi/td had, ^during t.of no mind; \from t,

whereof is no mtndy or whereof the memory of nan is not
(to) the contrary; ^during, from, out of of t. that no
(man's) mind is the contrary. See also Minu sh.^ af,
1407 ly^aterf Arch, in 10/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. V. 329 The iionpaying.. during time of noo mynde.
1425 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 267/a Ueyng Erles, of tyme yat
no mynde is ye contiarie. 1480 Coventry Lett Bk. 460
Ther haue ben Chirchewardens . . tyme out of mynde electyff
yerely. 1504 Set, Las. Crt. Star Chamber (Selden) I. 211
Which all weyes withoute tyme of mynde hath be made,
1511 Waterf Arch, in loM Rep, Jlist. MSS. Comm, App.
V. 325 Noo such custum here , .oute of tyme of mynde. 1315
Set. Cos. Star Chamb. (Selden) II, 93 Hying and sellyng
frely within tyme of mynd. 1516 Ibid^ 107 Liberties ..

40

vsed the tyme wherof mannys mynde is not to the contrarie.

1523 FiTZHERB. Surv. 7 Kxcept it haue ben vsed tyme out

of mynde. 1527 Sel, Cas. Star Chamber (Selden) II. 16

So hath been ouie of tyme of mynd. 1553 in I^adam Court
Requests {%ti\A^\\) 196 Whether it grewe first.. before tyme
of mynde had. 1602 [see Immemorial]. 162a Callis Stat,

Se'A^ers(\tJ{^)^<) Heandhis Predecessors had used time out

of memory to repair such a Bridge, which was in decay. 1759
GoLDSM. Bee No. 1. Pii This deformity, .it had been the

custom, time immemorial, to look upon as the greatest orna-

ment of the human visage. 1760 Impostors Detected in.

X. II. 103 The beavers having been in possession of it [the

island] for time immemorial. 1765 liLACKSTONE Comm. I.

viii. 281 The king's ordinary revenue is such, as has either

subsisted time out of mind in the crown; or else has been
granted by parliament. 18^1-2 Act 2 <S' 3 Witt. /K, c. 71

§ I Time Immemorial, or Time whereof the Memory of

Man runneth not to the contrary. 1848 Wharton Law
Lex. s. v. Memory, By Statute Westminster the First,

3 Edw. I., A. D. 1276, the time of memory was limited to the

reign of Richard 1st, July 6th, 1 iSg. 1887 T. A. Trolloje
What I remember W.'viu 37 An anuent. .goblet, which has
belonged to the Musgraves time out of mind.

30. Time and tide, an alliterative reduplication,

in various senses of time\ now only or mainly in

proverbial phrases, as time and tide wait (stay)

forno ;//flW,etc.,sui}ersedingtheearlier tide {tidenor

time) tarricth no man, etc. (see TinK sb. 13 b).

a 1300 Cursor M. 778 He wat wel wat tim or tide pat ^ee

hade eten o l>is tre. c 1550 R. Uiestom Bayte P'ortitne Ii j,

And founden wast thou fyrst in euyll time and tyde.
^
1581

Mabbeck Bk. ofNotes 804 For their penaunce, according to

the num1>er, manner, time and tide giuen them by their

ghostly father. 1602 Mahston Antonio's Rev. 11. iv, The
divell in his good time and tide forsake thee.

31. Time after time, on many occasions, re-

peatedly.
1631 Gouge God's Arroivs iii. § 6. 192 The like haih been

verified time after time. i88i Jowett Thncyd, I. 42 Time
after time we have warned you.

* * With a following adv.

32. Tiraeabout, alternately, in turns. (Formerly

with their,) Chiefly Sc* or northern,

"537 Rcgistr. Aherdon. (Maitland) I. 413 Sex of l>e foir-

said viccaris J>air tyme about ilk Satirdaye.. sail syng l>e

foirsaid anteme. /i 1670 Spalding TroublesChas.l (\%y>)

I. 131 Becaus. -diuerss of his freindis sould cum .. tbair

tyme about, and attend his lordschipis seruice. 1756 Mrs.
Caldekwood in Coltness Collect, (Mali!.) 272 That a pro-
tcstant emperor should be chosen time about with a popish.

1816 Scott Anti<;. xxv, Time about's fair play
._

tZa8Cra7-en
Gloss, S.V,, Times aboutf in turns, in rotation. 1859 G.
Wilson Gateway Kno-.vl. (ed. 3) 3^ Two paviours, driving in

stones, bring down their mallets time about.

33. Time (also times) and again, with frequent

recurrence; repeatedly, very often.

X864 D, G. Mitchell Seven Stor. 49 Time and again I

looked over the way. 1870 [see Again adv. 4 b].
^ 1878

Mrs. H. Wood Pomeroy Abb, I. 85 Times and again she
had wondered.. who the recreant truant could be. 1897
Hall Ckw^ Christian iv. xiv. Time and again I thought
John's love of you was near to madness.

b. Times and often ; times without number
;

many a time and oft : see 18.

34. Time back, at some past time. Obs, or dial,

1834 Lanoor Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1846 II. 298/1 The
girl's mother, sir, was housemaid and sempstress in your
own family, time back. 1887 S, Ches/i. Gloss. j Timeago. .,

Time bach., t some time ago.

35. Time enough, soon enough, in time, suffi-

ciently early.

1377 Langu P, pi. B. XI. 35 A man may stoupe tymes
[C. XII. 197 tyme] ynow whan he shal tyne |>e croune.

1470-85 Maloky WrMw^ vii. xi 228 Thou shalt see hym
tyme ynough. 1583 Stocker Civ» Warres Loive C. 111.

117 b. 1669 R. Montagu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 458 That I may prepare time enough to fit my
equipage for the journey. 1726 Swift ^/tV/a'j Birthday 7
'I'o-morrow will be time enough To hear such mortifying
stuff. 1864 Mks, Gatty Fara(>lesfr. Mfit. Ser.iv.z/Time
enough to go into the depths when you have used up what
is so much easier got at.

* * * With a governing preposition.

36. Against time, in competition with the

passage of time; so as lo finish one's task before

the expiry of a certain period,

1854, x868 [see Against /?r^. lad]. 187a Punch 10 Feb.
57/2 No meml>er shall speak against time or his own con-
victions. 1883 Swinburne in Encycl. Brit, XV. 556/2 A
man who. .was often. .compelled to write against time for

his living. 1887 Ruskin PrsetcritaW. 171 [To] walk against
time up a regular slope of eight feet in the hundred ts the
most trying foot-work I know.

37. At time(s, etc. a. At times^ •^at{a) time

(obs. rare), at one time and another, at various

times, occasionally. Also at times and again,

1529 Moke Dyalogeiw. Wks. 245/1 Our sauiour at tyme
taught bis apostles a part. 1604 Shaks. Oth. n. iii. 319
You, or any man lining, may lje drunke at a time, man.
x6ix Bible 5^«<t^. xiii, 25 'l"he Spirit of the Lord heganne to

inooue him at times. 1779 Mirror No. 39 pg, I believe most
men have, at times, wished to be., possessed of the power of
moulding the world to their fancy. 1864 Reader 634/3
Some blacks, at times and again, hovering over a few coals,

1884 W, C. Smith Kildrostan 46, I blame myself at times.

b. (W/) one time ivith {and) another^ during

various detached periods ; on various occasions,

x6i3 R, Fenton Usury 37 If they_ could with their owne
free stocke raise the like gaine one time with another. 1845
CoiT Puritanism 252 Wiiithrop.. was governor, at onetime
with another, eleven years. 1884 Mrs, Omphant Sir Tom
II. vi, 84 He had seen a good deal of her one time and
another in his life.

TIME.

c. At ihe same time, during the same period,

at the same moment, not lx:lore or after, (For-

merly without at.) Also used in intro<lucing a

reservation, explanation, or contrast,^ * while say-

ing this, nevertheless, however, yet, still \

1526 'I'lNHALE Matt, xviii. I The same tyme the disciples

cam vnto lesus, sayng [etc.]. — Acts xix. 23 The same
tyme there arose no litell a do aboute that waye. 1563
PiLKiNGTON Burn. Paules Ch. D ij b, Tertulian who lyued
at the same time of this Pope. 1705 Stkele Tender Husl:
Ded., At the same time I hope I make the Town no ill

Compliment, .in acknowledging that it has so far rais'd rrty

Opinion (etcl- 1749 West tr. Pindar, Nem. Ode xi. Argt.,

Lest he should be too much puffed up with these Praises,

he reminds him at the same Time of his Mortality. 1780

Mirror No, 100 P 4 In two of Shakespeare's tragedies are

introduced, at the same time, instances of counterfeit mad-
ness, and of real distraction. 1891 'J. S. Winter ' Lumley
XV, (Jive them my best wishes. At the same time I must
s.-iy I do not envy the girl,

38. Between times, in the intervals between

other actions ; at intervals, between-whiles.

[1580, a 1641 Between-time sb. : see Between U. 4.J 190a

Eliz. L, Banks Newspaper Girt 159 She served me faith-

fully tilt the very last, packing her humble belongings in

between times.

1 39. By time, by times, a. By time : in good
time, early; = hs.'viuv. adv. Obs.

cri25o, a 1300 [see Beiime adv. i, 2J. 1340-70 Atex. ^
Dind. 368 We ne sain but so^* & se&en by time. ^1425
Cast. Persev, 413 in Macro Plays 8g ?a, on ^i sowle J>ou

schalt J)ynke al be tyme. 1565 VV. Allen in Fulke Confut.
Purg, (1577) 142 Therfore dcate bretheru let vs turne and
amende by time.

t b. By times : (a) in good time, early ; =
Betimes adv»

;
{b) at various times; from time to

time ; at times, now and then. Obs.

c 1314, c 1380 [see Betimes adv. i, 3J. c 1460 Fortescue
Abs.Sf Lim. Mon, xL (1885) 135 The kynge.. hade be lymes,

sithen he reigned vpon vs, livelod . . iierehand to the value of

be vth parte off is Reaume. 1530 Tindale Anszv. More
Wks. (1572) 251/1 Let therfore M. More and his company
awake be tymes ere euer their sinne be ripe. x^s^Norlli s

Plutarch (1676) ^ He slept in the day, and by limes in

the night. 1743 in Egan Z>Vj-/rt«a (1830) I. 49 Gentlemen
are therefore desired to come by times. 18x5 Knapp &
Baldw. Newgate Cal. IV. 177/1 The prisoner and I were
on good terms by times. 1825 Scott Betrothed xi, His
nephew . .was despatched by times every morning.

t O. By a time, at times, occasionally. Obs.

1721 Kelly Prov. 26 A Horse with four Feet may snap-

per, by a lime,

1 40. For time, for the time being, Obs.

1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 510/2 Any persone or persones for

tyme dwellyng. .wiihin the same Chapell. 1483 Ibid, VI.

257/1 The Goodes and Chattells of the seid Provost and
Fellawes for tyme founden upon the seid Lande.

41. Prom time to time. a. At more or less

regular intervals; now and again, occasionally;

in quot. 1382, f at stated times, at definite intervals

ipbs.) ; in quot. c 1413 with ellipsis oifrom.
138a WvcLiP Ezck, iv. ji Fro tyme vn to tyme [1388 fro

tyme til to tyme] thou shalt drynke it. cx^\% Hoccleve
De Keg.Princ. 4iS9Tyme to tyme he ^af hem Of hisgoode.

1423 Acts Prizy Council III, 83 Ve desire to be acertained

fro tyme to tyme of oure prosperite and welfare. 1651

Hobbes Leviathan iil xl. 255 From thence proceeded from
time to time the civill troubles.. of the Nation. 1891 Laiv
Rep., Weekly Notes 136/1 The passage., was used only from

time to time, and not continuously.

fb. Denoting succession of periods without

intervals : Continuously, constantly, at all times.

1553 T, Wilson Rhet. 14 Heaven is theirs, saieth David,
thataoe justly from tyme to tyme. 1586 T. M. La Primaud.
Fr, Acad. (1589) 519 Therefore nothing was more esteemed
from lime to time among the auncients, than tlie institution

of youth, which Plato calleth Discipline.

42. In time, f in times, a. In time, (a) In

the course of time, sooner or later, {b) Soon or

early enough, not too bte. f{c) At a suitable

time ; seasonably ; opposed to out q/'time, 44 a (a).

Obs. rare, {d) J/«5. In the correct rhythm: see 12 a.

(a) c 1450 tr. De Imitationeni. xxxv, 103 Consolacion shal

come to ^e in tyme, 1594 Willoiue Avisa xlvii, I thinke

in tyme she may be wonne. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Bocca-

lint's Advts.fr, Parnass. i. xxiii. (1674) 24 Potent men..
would certainly in time work their revenge. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xvi. The iimer turnkey's office to begin wi', and
the captainship in time.

(/'I 1467-8 KollsofParlt. V. 62^/1 Vf it were used in tyme.
i6o5SiiAKS.^/rtc/'. n.iii. 6 Come 111 time, haue Napkins enow

* al)out you. 174a Obsen: Methodists 4 It will be too late

to remedy it if not attended to in Time. 1834 Picture cf
Liverpool 73 Letters put into any of the Receiving Houses
l»efore twelve o'clock will be in time for the early mails.

1913 Eng. Hist. /Ce7i. Jan. 44 Mansel soon returned.. in

time to assume the custody of the seal i:i September 1238.

(c) 1377 Langl. /*. PI. B. 1 X. 184 Whan 5e haue wyued, bewar
and worcheth in lynie. igSiSTunnKS/i/w/. W/>wJ. 11. (1882)

78 The worde of God is to be pre.iched night and day, in

time, and out of time, in season and out of season.

fb, /n times, (a) At various times, on several

different occasions, {b) In times , . in times, some-

times . . sometimes ; at one time . . at another.

142a tr. Secreta, Secret.^ Priv, Priv. 181 He that is a
gouernoure in lymes he shall Spare, and in tymes vengeaunse
take. i6ia MS. Ace. St. Johns Hosp., Canterh., Payd
vnto Thomas Williames in times in consederation of a chalU

ing of sarlayn tythe wood.

C. In good time, (a) After the lapse of a suitable

interval ; in due course or process of time ; at a

proper time, when it seems good. (*) Soon or



TIlffE.

curly; qnickly. f (c) At the right or a season-

able moment ; luckily. 06s. fW As an expression

of ironical acquiescence, incredulity, amazement, or

the like : To txr sure !, indeed !, very well ! (Cf.

Fr. d Id bontt€ keure.) OSs.

(a) C1440 LovELicH Mtriin 99S5 Forth on his message he
gan to gun, and dyile his message al in good tyme. i6x« in

Crt,9t iintes Joi. /(iS^S) II. 343 But God, in his good time,

will amend all that is amiss. 1^77 Sheridan Sch. Scami,
IV. i, I shall be rich and sj^lenetic, all in good time. i8sa
Scott PiraU ix, *The devil take him !

' said Mordaunt, in

impatient surprise. ' A' in gudc time *, replied the jagger.

1883G1LMOUR AfaHgois xvu. 206 Every true-hearted follower

shall, in good time, arrive at the desired goal
{i*) 1585 T. Washington ir. Nidiotafs Voy. 11. xxii. 60

I'lTieylcomehomeagaineingood time without the knowledge
..of their husbands. 187a launch 19 Oct. 158/1 My aunt
wants to be back in good lime.

(c) 1586 A. Dav Ens- Stcrttary ii. (1625) 62 If it please you
then toreturneby htmthose parcels.., they will come now In

very good time. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. ii. 65 I^eame to

iest in good time, there's a time for all things. 163^ S. Du
Vebger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 7 This came in good
time to keepe this ppore family from necessity.

id) s6io Smaks. Temp. 11. i. 95 Sowing the kernels of it (an
tsiancll .. brin< forth more l&fands. ..Why in good time.

1630 Fuller Pi'sgaM 11. vi. 149 There .. even at thb day, are
shewed the ruines of those three tabernacles built according
to Peters desire. In very good time no doubt t 13^ Mrs.
Piozzi y^urM. France II. 50 Itonducct. .calls him emulous
of Milton, in good time I Hid. ^) Making fat the objects
of his partial tenderness with their best treasures—in good
time ! f^ ^

43. On time, punctually ; also /fr*/. ptinctaal.

Chiefly U S. coiica. See also 48.
1078 Mrs. Stowe i'ogantic P. xxiil aog His wife luul

always been on time, and on duty. 1890, i^a [see On^rep,
6dJ. 1893 Scrifiner's Afag. June 781/2 My endeavors to
get the family out of the house and into our pew on time.
1904 Daily Ckron. $ t'eb. 3/4 An AnicricanLsm here and
there out of place (as.. when the native dwarf, Cerberus..
speaks of his mistress as being ' on time ' in her return from
a trance).

+ b. On a time : see 14. Obs,

44. Out of time. a. miv. pkr, t(<i) At an inap-

propriate time ; unseasonably. Obs. (b) After the

prescribed period has elapsed ; too late. See also

7h(/). (0 ^«J- See 13 a.

(a) t393 Langi. p. PL C xi. 791 ^e ^t han wrues, beb
war worcne^ nat out of tyme. c 14*0 Avow, A rtk. xxiit, I,

Kay, that thou knawes, Th4it owte of lyme bostus and
blawtts. 1579 LvLv Eupkmes (Arb.) 100 lX>th not Tryacic
as well poys<Mi at heipe, if it be taken out of time ? 15B3
[see 42 a (r)). 1780 Warnkr in Jesse Stlvjyn ^ Con/em^.
(1844) IV. 125, I went like a thing bom out of time, and had
the door alinosi shut in my face.

{^) 1884 GftAHAM Hastings in Haw Tintfs Rep. h, 175/1
On that view of the case also they are out of time, as they
took no steps in tbemalteriintil Oct 1883. \tB6Law Times
LXXX. 241/9 Cotmsd lor the respondent took a prelimi-
nary objection that tbc appeal was out of time.

b. aJJ. phr. Unseasonable : see Out-op-time.
45. To time. + a. For all time, for ever. Obs,
c laoo Trin. Coll. l/onu 183 For \\tm galte ishal nu to
line, rotie mole ^u to time. 1607 Shaxs. Car. v. iii, 127,
. . that brought you forth this boy To keepe your name

liuine to time.

t b. (onj, phr. To the time that, until such time
as, till. Also inlOy unto^ till time. Obs.
a IKS MiNor Poems (1887) ir. 6 In j^t land..Ordanu be

still lor to dwell. To time be think to nght. ^1449 PitcocK
He/r. It xvi. (Rolls) 7^6 Thei {images] wolden not at alle
lymes ^eue answeris. .into tyme thei wcren myche preied.
c 1470 HcNKV H^allace itt. 433, 1 sail do nocht till tyme I tak
my leyflT. c 1500 Metusine 170, 1 shal neuer departe fro this
land vnio tyme I be al d)-scomfyted,or t>at I haue put them
to flyght, 1506 GuvtJ'ORDK Pilgr. (Camden) 18 A lytell
cave, where they shytte him in, to tyme the Jewes had.,
detcrmynyd what they wolde do with hym.

O. NVithin certain limits of time ; so as to com*
plete something by the end of a certain period.
187^ Kthki. dk Ponblawqur Li/e A. FortbJamfue 40 A

growing dislike to the act of ' writing to time *.

46. With time, with the lapse of time, in the
course of time ; « in time (42 a {aV).

IS7S-9 Reg. Prixy Council Scot. III. 82 Your Hienes sal
luive pruif with tyme of my following thair trew . .service to
your Grace. 1650 Karl Momm. tr. Senault's Mam A4e*
Guilty 104 When with time he w grown greater. Ibid, 27»
Ambition increasing with lime. Mod. With time it will
come all right.

t 47. Without time, outside of or independent
of time; forever; eternally). Obs,
111400 Prymert Holi modir of god..t>at we.. moon stie

up to |>e teete of endeles blis bc^ poa dwcllist wi^ \\ sooe
wi|>-outen lyme. 1909 Hawes Past. Pleas, xliv. (Percy
Soc) 215 Withouten tyme is no erthly tbynge. Nature,
fortune, or yet dame .S-ipyence. 1587 Goldiho De Momay
vL 79 This Minde is without time and oncly everlasting.

t48. In commercial phraseology, a/,/£7r, «//«>;/*:,

at the rate which may Ije current on the day ap-
IK>inted for settling ; cf. Time-bargain. Obs,
1651 Mabius Adv. Cone. Bills Exch, 74 Goods sold one

part for ready M»»ny, the rest at Time. 17*7 Swift What
passed in London Wks. 1755 III. 1. 18S There were many
who called themselves Cnristians, who offered to buy for

,

time. «7«6 W, Gordon Gen. Countin^-h. 10 Debited. .to '

the persons of whom they are bought, if on time.

•••With a verb,

49. (The) time was (hath been, shall be)»
inversion o\ there was (etc.) a time {when).
1509 Harchv Sh)p n/Folys (1874) I. 35 The tyme bath

Vou X.

r

41

ben, nat lon(je before our dayes Whan [etc. J. 1549 Covsn-
DAi.E, etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. v. 18 The tyme was, wlitn it

was nedefull. i6ii Bible Transl, Pre/. 5 Ihe same
Hierome elsewhere aflirmeth, that he, the lime was, had set
forth the Translation of the Seuenty for his countrymen
of Dalmatia. 1701 Cowper liiad 1. 300 Time shall be,
when Achilles shall be miss'd. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod,
Par. Churches 251 Time was when we had a national style.

50. To keep time. a. Mus, To mark the rhythm
by movements of the hand or baton ; to beat time

;

also, of a performer, to adhere to the correct rhythm
and rate of the music, to keep pace with a measure
or another performer, etc. Alsoy^.
*S99. !*• JoNsoN Cynthia's Rev. i. i. Slow, slow, fresh fount,

keep lime with my salt tears. 1663 Plavford Skill Mus, i. ix,

(1674) 29 In keeping time your hand goes down at one half,

and up at the next. X687 Lovell tr. ThevenoCs Trav.
II. 85 They beat this Stuff with one hand two and two over
against one another, . . keeping time to this tune. 1817
Byron Beppo Ixiii, I can't well break it, But must keep
time and tune like public singers. i8ai Scott Kenihv,
xviii. Thy reward shall be princely, if thou keep'st time and
touch, and exceedest not therdue proportion.

b. Of a timepiece : To register the passage of
time correctly.

1899 P. N. Hasluck Clock Jobber's Handbk. 6i The clock
is ready, .with every probability of going and keeping time
for two or three years.

V. Combinations.

51. a. Simple altrib» (a) * Of or pertaining to
time ', as time-basis, -division^ -drop, -gtiidey

-integral (Intkobal B. 4 a), ^marky -oceati, -per-

spe^tive, -reference^ -schedule, -sense, -j^arialion;

also, * of time as distinct from eternity ', as time-
eiement, -pattern^ -state, -vesture, -xoorld\ {p) * re-

lating to, t>ased upon, or indicating the amount of
time occupied in some work or process ', as time-
allowance, -board, -log (Loo j^.i

7), -march, -prize,

-race, -record, -ticket
; (t) in names of instruments,

machines, or appliances used as time-signals or
timed to operate at a given moment, as time-alarm

(Alabu sb, 7), -bomb, -fuse, -glass (cf. Houb-glass),
-gun, -measure, -taper,

t9m Knight Diet, j*/«-A.,*7'iwtf.rt/rtrw, an audible notice
at tne expiration of a set time. 1883 D. Kemp in Fortn.
Rev. I Sept. 334 The yachts.. were sailed in classes without
'time-allowance. 1849 J. A. Carlyle tr. Dantii In/erno
p. xxxi. The whole *time-basis of bis mighty song has become
dim and cokl. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 3^ As the men
come in past the time-office they take their piece or *time-
boards from Ihe rack, where each is placed against its proper
number. sSk Times 7 Jan. 3/3 In the case of one large
yard the men nave come out on strike against the introduc-
tion of the 'timeboard' system. 1893 Daily Tel. 9 Nov.
5/7 'Ibe engine of destruction was not a 'time bomb. 1877
K. Cairo Phitos. Kant 11. x, 415 The schematism of the
categories, the translation of them into 'time-determinations
is no mere idle play of the imagination. 1888 J. Prestwich
Geol. II, 3 The great *timc-divisions are of almost universal
•[^icaticHi. a 1711 Kkn Preparatives Poet. Wk<L 1731 IV.
39 Minutes..On these "Time-drops eternal Joys depend.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. \\\. viii. Pierce through the •Time-
clement, glance into the Klern.il. 186a Catal. Internat.
F.xhih. II. xi. 93 A fuse.. placed and used like the ordinary
simple •time fuse. 1804-6 Svd. Smith Mor. Philos. (ihyy)
13} If you were to say 1b.1t man was Hkea *time-gJa&&,—that
both must run out, and both render up their dust. 1875
Zoologist X. 4587 He wished it to be a 'time-guide to the
appearance of butterflies and moths. 1878 Stbvrnson

"set their
I 359 Mo-

_ __ e K)rce is

the rate of change of Momentum. 1868 *Time-log [see
ijMsb.^ ^\ 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Time-I.ogtXhe
printed statement of limes allowed for m.iking garmetits in

the tailoring trade, agreed upon between employers and
employed. 1896 Daily Nexvs aa Dec 6/6 Capt.-iin M ..

was thrown from his horse yesterday near Fleet during a
•time march. 1901 Spectator 70 July 93/2 The continually
recurring 'time-marks of winter and summer. i7>6 Leoni
Alberti*s Archit. Prcf. ^ Vehicles Mills, •Time-measures,
and other such minute things. 1864 Lowkll Fireside Trm:
135 1^* old 'time-ocean throws upon its shores just such
rounded and polishetl results of the eternal turmoil. 1907
Gentt. Mng. July 80 The Australian child is deficient not so
much in imagination as in what may be called *time-perspec-
tive. 1807 0'///«^(Lr.S.) Aug. ^94/1 In 1890 Murphy was
on scratch, and won ihe'time.pnze. 1851 Bateman Aquatic
Notes an. 1844, P. M—- (won the sculls] after a good
* 'time-race' wit bR-;-^ 1M7 E. Moork (////<•) The •Time-
References in the Divtna Commedia, and their Hearing on
the Assumed Dale and Duration of the Vision. 1877 K.
Cairo Phitos. Kant 11. xi. 445 So far as sensations are repre.
sented as objects they must be represented as events in time,
and thus, .considered as the real subjects of 'time*relations
like any other events. 1904 Daily Chron. 31 Dec. 6/7 The
reconstruction of an old [line], when the working moments
must be snatched in the gaps of the *time-schedule, and the
greater part of the work must be carried out during a
pcriixl of four hours at dead of night. 1899 Syd, Soc, Lex.^
* Time sense^ the perception of the lapve of time. s8io
SouTMKY Kehama viii. vii, Lo ! the 'tIme-taper's flame
ascending slow. 1903 k. Wallace Li/e iii. 53 lliis view of
the * Sabbath ' as a sacrifice or 'time-tax paid to the Deity.

1900 H. Lawson Over Shiprails 123 The door opened.
Arvie. .took his •time-ticket, and hurried in. 1B81 Maxwell
Electr. fr Magn. II. 333 The third term. .depends on the
'time-variation of tbc m.-)gnetic field. 1831 Cablvle Sart,
Res. III. viii. Nature, which is the "Time- vesture of God, and
reveals Him to the wir^e, hides Him from the foolish. 1843— Past^Pr.u. vij This 'Time.world.. plays and flickers

in the grand still mirror of Eternity.

b. Objective and obj. ^cn.,os time-beater, -giver,

-measurer, -observer, -pleaser, -saver, -setter (i 340),

Kdit^urgk 133 The *tinie'gun by which people set their
watches. 1885 Tait Rec. Adv. Phys. Sc. (ed. 3) 359 Mo-
mentum b the "Time-Inlegral of Force because K>rce is

TIME.

spender, -waster (1661), etc.; time-heguiling

('592)) l<ettering,-brcaiing, -deluding, -devouring,
-economizing, -noting, -setting (1340), -spending
(1509). -wasting, etc., adjs. and sbs. ; c. instru-
mental, as time-authorized {a 1628), -haltered,
-bent, -bewasted (1593), -blackened, -blanched,
bom, -bound, -cleft, -discoloured, -eaten, -gitavin,
mellowed, -rent, -rusty, -shrouded, -taught, -tried,
-wasted, -wearied, -white, -%vithered,e\.c.,aA]%.; A., in
various relations with pples. and adjs., as time-en-
duringii-during), -lasting, -marked.^proof, -served,
a i6a8 F. Grevil Sidney xv. (1652) 199 Those "time-

authorized assemblies, ijn Savage IVanderer v. 44 *Tinie-
iMtter'd Tow'rs frown awful in Decay. 18S1 At/ieiixum
5 Mar. 342/3 To feel at once the important difference between
a conductor and a *time-beater. ijja Shaks. I'en. ^ Ad.
24 A sommers day.. wasted in such "time-beguiling sport.
1863 Pitgr. over Prairies II. 302 The grey and "timebent

Winler in Loud. 1. 178 •Time.blanched locks. i6a8 Gaul_
Prait. The. Panegyr. 59 He *time-borne Sonne, got from
eternitie. 1647 Fuller Good Th. in Worse T. (1841) 132
When we are *time-bound, place.bound, or person-bound.
l6ai Sir W. Cornwallis Ess. \\. xxxvi. (1631) 100 After
comes the torture of the *time.breakingwheele. 1800 Hurdis
Fav. Vittage 182 The 'time-cleft arch Of ancient chantry.
a 1617 HiERON M'ks, (1620) I. 10 Idle loyterers. or *time.
deluding triflers. 174J Mrs. Delany in l.i/e * Corr. (1861)
II. 1 98 Accustomed to the many hurries and "time-devouring
accidents of this huge place. 1836 H. Coleridge North.
Worthies Introd. (1852) 17 To. .run his eye along the 'time-
discoloured pages. 1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. John xi.

80 Not., that it is an uncouth or a *time duryng thyng to
me. a 1849 Pok City in Sea i, *Time-eaten towers that
tremble not. 1839 Bailey Festus xi. (1852) 1^2 Now go 1

forth again.. Upon my 'time-enduring pilgrimage. 1613
Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 33 The King., was no'tinie-
giuer vnto growing dangers, 1863 Hawthorne Our Old
Home (1879) 162 A gray, 'timc-gnawn, ponderous, shadowy
structure. 1674 N. Fairfax Built ft Selv. 40 This 'lime-
lasting World, and every while-being thing in it. 1888 E.
Clodd Story Creation xi. 217 The rude.. chant of the
savage, *time-marked by yell and tamtam. 1864 Hawthorne
S. Fetton (1883) 265 The 'time-measurer of one whose mortal
life he had cut off. 190^ Edin. Rev. Jan. 200 The pendulum
was..assigned its function as a time.measurer. 1615 Brath-
WAiT Strappadoyi^i) 109 My 'Time.noting lines ayme not
at thee. 1647 TrappCoww. Luke xiv. 7 Ministers, though
they may not be time-servers, yet they must be "time-
observers- 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. iii. 160 The diull a
Puritanc that hee is, or any thing constantly but a 'time-
pleaser. 1607 — Cor. in. i- 45 Time-pleasers- 1806 J.
Grahams Birds Scot. 74 In some vacant niche, Or 'time-
rent crevice- 1639 Fuller Hoty^ War v- xxix. 279 How
would a Herald sweat with scouring over these 'lime-rustie
titles. 1873 Hamekton Iiitelt. Li/e iv. i. (1876) 135 The best
'time-savers. 1900 Daily Express 13 June 5/2 All the men
. . at the bureaus for 'time.served soldiers. 1340 A^enb. 36
pe 'time-zettere onlrewe. .. Vor hire 'time-zettinge hi
destrue|> and make)> beggeres t>e knyjtes. 1794 Coleridge
Monody Death Cliatterton ad fin., Sweet Harper of "time-
shrouded Minstrelsy. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. 1. t2
Those impertinent 'time-spenders, the Priests- 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas, xliv. (Percy Soc.) 215 Eyther hell or heaven,
wytbout lesynge, Alway he getteth in his 'tyme spendynge.

1799 Campbell Pleas. Hope w. 224 The 'time-taught spirit,

pensive not severe. 1870 Rl'skin Led. Art t. (1875) 28

Faithful servant of "time-tried principles. 1814 Scott Ld.
ofIsles I. Introd. iv, Through fields 'time.wasted, on sad
inquest bound. 1661 Baxter Last Work Believer Wks.
(1846) 253 She was a stranger to p.istimes, and no companion
for 'time.wasters. 1741-a Gray Agrippina 139 The
slacken'd sinews of 'time-wearied age. c 1611 Chapman
Iliad viii. 454 To warn the youth, yet short of war, and
"time-white fathers.

62. S|>ecial combs. : time-attack (Fencing)
— time-thrust ; time-bill, (a) a time-table of

trains, etc. ; (i) a record kept by the guard of a

train of the time it leaves each station ; time-book,
(a) a book in which an entry is made of the time

worked by employees ; (b) a chronicle (cf. Ger.

teilbuch) ; (<•) -= time-bill {a) ; time-candle (see

qnot.) ; time-card, (a) a card on which a record

is kept of time worked ; (b) a card time-table

;

time-catoh, in a photographic camera, a catch

which retains the shutter for a fixed time ; time-
catcher, in Fencing, one who ' takes the time '

:

see 3
1

; time-charter (see quot.) ; time-clause
Gram., an adverbial clause of time, a temporal

clause ; time-constant Electr. (see quot. 1903) ;

time-course Naut., a ship's run, as in a fog,

calculated by the vessel's speed, the time occupied,

and the direction ; time-curve (see quot.) ; time-
detector, a clock (stationary at a point) or watch
(carried by the watchman) having additional

mechanism, operated by the watchman, to show
the times at which he was at certain points of his

round (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877) : cf. Tell-tale

2g; also called time-watch; time-disk, an in-

strument used in conjunction with the kymograph
for investigating the time-sense ; time-expired a.,

whose term of engagement has expired ; time-ex-

posure Photogr., exposure for a regulated time, as

distinguished from instantaneous exposure ; so

time-exposed a.
; f time-fellow, a contemporary

;

time-globe, a terrestrial globe rotated once in

twenty-four hours by a clock-movement, and en-

6
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circled at the equator by a stationary graduated

zone, showing the local time at any meridian; time-

lag, the length of time separating two correlated

physical phenomena ; time-line, {a) pi, a certificate

of apprenticeship (see Line sb.^ 23 f) ; {b) an undu-

lating line indicating small fractions of a second, by

which the time or rate of some process may be

measured; time-lock, a lock with clockwork

attachment which prevents its being unlocked until

a set time ; time-marker, {a) an automatic device

in a cab, etc., which registers the time it is in use,

with the fare payable
;
{b) Ekdr. (see quot. 1902)

;

time-notice, a notice given a definite time before

;

time-payment, {a) payment by instalments; {b)

payment on the basis of time worked ; time-policy
(see quot. 1848) ; time-rate, {a) rate in time ; ip)

rate of payment on the basis • of time worked

;

time-recorder, an apparatus which records the

time of an act or event ; time-sheet,a time-table (on

a sheet) ; the paper on which are entered the names
of workmen and the hours worked by them ; time-
shutter, in the photographic camera, a shutter for

time-exposures; time-sight VVaw/., an observation

of the altitude of the sun or a star for the purpose

of ascertaining the time and, hence, the longitude

{Cent. Did*); time-signal, a visible or audible

signal made at an observatory, etc., to announce
the exact time, e. g. the fall of a time-ball, or

firing of a time-gun; time-signature Mus., a

sign placed at the beginning of a piece of music,

or where the time changes, to show the measure

or rhythm ; rhythmical signature ; time-taker,

f (a) = Time-server i ; {h) one who takes a note

of the time occupied in any work or course ; time-
taking a., that takes time, leisurely, slow ; time-
thrust {Fendng\ an offensive-defensive counter-

stroke made within the time of the adversary's

movement of attack, and preventing its completion
;

time-value Mu$.^ the relative duration of a note

;

time-waiter, one who awaits a favourable turn of

events ; cf. Tide-waiter 2 ; time-watch = time-

ddedor ; time-work, work which is paid for on
the basis of the time occupied ; distinguished from
piece-work ; so time-worker ; time-zone, any one
of the twenty-four divisions of the surface of the

globe (each bounded by two meridian lines), within

each of which the standard time adopted is the

mean solar time of the meridian distant from Green-
wich a number of complete hours : an improper
designation, for the regions so bounded are not

zones. See also Time-ball, -bargain, -worn, etc.

1889 Dunn Fencing 62 ' *Time ' attacks, whereby, having
anticipated in what line your opponent's attack will be de-
Hvered, you intercept his blade as he gives in his attack.

1847 (July i) East. Counties ^ E. Union Railways {.Raihv.

Alag. Jan. 1910. 46) *Time bills of a prior date are not correct.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade., TimC'hiii^ a time-table of
the anivals and departures of trains, omnibuses, steamers,

&c. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Raiiiv. 658 To ascertain

the precise moment that the train clears certain stations,

that he [the guard] may. .chronicle the same in his time-
bill. 1898 Daily News 19 Oct, 3/2 She looked down the

tiinebill for a place a long way off, and seeing Blackpool
and the distance it was off took a ticket for there. 1854 H.
MrLLER Sch. <5- Schm. xiii. (1858) 271, I still retained the
•time-book in my master's behalf. 1867 tr. Ewalds Hist.

Israelii Like a true time-book (or chronicle) terminated with
the description of the mobt recent great deeds. 1877 Knight
Did. Meck.f ^Time-candle^ one in which the size and
quality of the material and the wick are so regulated that a
certain length will burn in a given time. 1891 Cent. Dict.^

*^Time<ard. iZ^ Engineering Mag. XVI. 41 Each work-
man perfoiates a five-minute time-card for each job on
which he is employed, simply piercing the card at the five-

minute points most nearly representJn.? his times of begin-
ning and ending. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 383
The 'time catch is on the other side, and by means of two
slots and pins, is arranged so that it cannot fall backwards
or forwards when not in use. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.
s. V. Binding, The great objection made by some people,

paiticularly those *time-catchers, against the frequent use
of binding, is {etc.]. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss.,
* Time-charter, an agreement under which the owner hires

his vessel for a stipulated monthly payment, generally in

advance, in which case the charterer loads and discharges
the vessel. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., 'Time-constant.
1902 Sloane Stand. Electr. Diet., Time Constant, (a)

If. . we divide_ the inductance in henries by the resistance in

ohms, the ratio gives the time-constant of the circuit, or it

expresses the time which it will lake for the current to
reach 0-63 of its final value, ip) In a static condenser the
time required for the charge to fall toone27r83th part of its

original value. 1909 Cent. Diet, Suppl., ^Tivii, -curve, a
curve so plotted that one of its coordinates represents time,
or periods of time. 1901 E. IJ. Titchener ExPer. Psychol.
I. X. 338 The most useful appliance for investigation is, pro-
bably, Meumann's * time-sense ' apparatus, consisting of
Baltzar kymograph, 'time-disc, set of contacts, and sound-
fcammers. ^ 1885 Sir H. Green in Pall Mall G. 14 Feb. 2/1
*Time-expired soldiers in India will not, as a rule, re-enter

the ranks. 1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 79 To level

your camera when taking "time-exposed pictures and hence
get straight lines, 1893 j. A. Horx;KS Elem, Photogr,
(1907) 18 A tripod stand will be required,. when ''lime'
exposures are given. 1899 A. B. Llovd in Daily Netos
9 Jan. 2/3, I couldnH give a time exposure, as the pigmies

would not stand still. 1577 Harrison England i. xviii.

(1880) 131 My Synchroni or *time fellows can reape at this

present great commoditie in a little roome. 1638 Chillingw.
Rclig. Prot. I. vi, § 23. 340 The disinterested time-fellowes

or immediate Successois of Liberius. x%Sz Cat. Internal.
Exhib., Brit. 11. No, 5516 "Time globe, planetary clock.

189s Daily News 5 Dec. 2/2 The masters, it is admitted,
would be acting quite within their powers if they refuse to

grant the apprentices their *lime lines. 1898 AllbutCs
Syst. Med. V. 814 No pulse is regular, as a time line at the
foot of a sphygmographic tracing will prove. 1877 Knight
Diet. Mech. ,

' Time-lock, a lock having clock-work attached
which. .prevents the bolt being withdrawn when locked,
until a certain interval of time has elapsed. 1008 Daily
Chron, 10 June ^/i The time-lock on the door of a bank's
vaults makes it impossible for the bank's officers themselves
to enter the strong room after closing-time. 1898 IVestm.
Gaz. iiMar.7/2 Five hundred cabs provided with the *time
and fare marker were put on the stands. 1902 Sloank
Stand. Electr. Diet. Suppl., Time-marker, a light flexible

stylus actuated by an electro-magnet in circuit with an
electro-magnetic tuning-fork. It is used for recording
tuning fork vibrations on a chronograph drum. 1902 IVestm.
Gaz, 7 Feb. 2/2 The Bill, .provides for a "time-notice of
seven years to the holders of licences to sell liquor for con-
sumption on the premises. 1908 Ibid. 23 Mar. 2/3 The
Government proposal.. gives a fourteen years* time-notice
for licences wnich until igoi were granted for one year only.

1898 Daily Netvs 5 Dec 6/6 This "time payment system is

far too much bother for me, and I look on it as undignified
for our trade, 1848 Arnould Mar. Insur. i. v. (1866) I.

219 A Hime policy is one in which the limits of the risk are
designated only by certain fixed periods of time. 1895
Kennedy in Law Times Rep. LXXII. 861/1 The policy is

a time policy for six months from the 9th Jan. 1894 to the
8th July 1894. 1882 MiNCHiN Unipl. Kinemat. 60 The
*time-rate of description of area round the fixed centre is

constant in all positions of the moving point. 1902 Eliz. L.
Banks Neiuspaper Girl 263 We always pa^ the expenses
and time rates when you go off on a job like that, 1898
Engin. Mag. XVI. 41 Workmen use a mechanical 'time-
recorder requiring the vibration of a lever on entering and
leaving the shop, 1893 IVestm, Gaz. 7 July 5/1 An ele-

gantly printed 'time-sheet had been laid on the table for the
use of the Duke and Princess. 1907 Daily Chron. 3 May 9/2
A light folding quarter-plate camera, with good lens, *time
and instantaneous shutter. 1877 Knight Diet. Meek. s. v.,

The electro-magnelic telegraph has been used for operating
*timt;-signals. .; thus, the Greenwich time is indicated at
Liverpool.. by the diopping of a ball. 1875 Stainer &
Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms s. v. Signature, There are two
kinds of signature, the *time-signalure and the key-signa-
ture. ..It would be more proper to call the time-signature
the measure sign, as it shows the contents of a bar, but not
the pace at which the music should be performed. x63(>-

56 Gordon I/ist. Earld. Sutlurld. (1813) 325 That *tyme.
takers wold be now easalie decerned fiom truefreinds. 1867
Livingstone in Eiaikie Life xix. (igio) 323 His time-taker
had no conscience and could not be trusted. 1838 Dickkns
Nick. Nick, i, Mr. Nickleby..was a slow and 'time-taking
speaker. 1809 "Koy.K^o FeneingZx To leave his body exposed
to receive, in the interim of his motion, a *time thrust, 1834
Encycl. Brit, (ed. 7) IX. 503 Time thrusts are so called

because the success of these movements depends entirely

upon their being executed at the exact moment of time
employed by the adversary in planning or in executing his

attack. Ihtd., Passim. 1889 F'cncing (Badm. Libr.) 91 The
time-thrust is an attack made with opposition on a com-
plicated attack, and intended to intercept the line where
such an attack is meant to finish. 1859 oala Tw. Round
Clock (iS6\) 175 You never see these ghostly *time-waiters
anywhere but on 'Change, and out of 'Change hours. 1899
Globe 30 June, During the debate Mr. Courtney call'd him-
self fiist a Liberal Unionist and then a Time-waiter. 1829
Bkntham Justice ^ Cod. Petit., More Abr. Petit. Justice 3
He is paid according to the time during which he is occupied
.. in doing the woik: this is called., "time work. 1910 Edinb.
Rev, Jan. 12 The advantages which piecework has over
timework ate more completely secured. 1906 Outlook 9 J une
774/1 To move the Observatory . . would involve the adop-
tion of a new starting-point for the meridians of longitude
and for the "time-zones into which the world is divided.

Time (taim), V. Pa. t. nnd pple. timed (taimd).

[f. Time sb, : cf. OE. gelimian to happen, befall.

In sense i, app. substituted for Tide z*.', when
time sb. was superseding title.^

I. 1 1. inlr. To befall, to happen; = Tide
z/.l I. Impers. or with subject //. (Perf. with beS)

f 1205 Lav. 27978 pa wes hitiiimed [C1275 ifundcl here |>at

Merlin saide while, ctzjp Mali Meid. 35 Ofte hit time<S

\>2X tat leouestebcarn..sorhc3 & sweame5meast his ealdren
on ende. C1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 3820 Do we us alle in godes
red, Vs sal limen 3e belie sped.

_ c 1350 Will. Palerne 5433
pe same sey 1 be |>e, so me wel time, ta 1400 Morte Arih.
3150 In-to Tuskane he tournez, whene thus wele tymede.

+ b. inlr. To fare (well or ill); spec, to fare

well, prosper. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1023 Bi San sal sarra selSctimen Dat ^e

1= she] sal of a sune trimen. Ibid. 3392 Amalech fle^, and
Israel Hadde he^ere bond, and timede wel. Ibid. 4024 Dis
folc.Is vnder god timed wel. ^ 1460 Tmvneley Myst. li.

26 God gifyou ill to tyme I

II. 2. trans. To appoint or arrange the time of

(an action or event) ; to choose the moment or

occasion for. Usually (in context), to do (a thing)

at the right time ; * to adapt to the time ' (J.).
13., Gaw. ^ Gr. Knt. 2241 pou hatz tymed H trauayl as

true mon schulde. cx\^Q Promp. Parv. 490/1 Tymyn, or
make in tyme (and) in seson, temporo. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

OfDelays (Arb.) 525 There is surely no greater Wisedome,
then well to time the Beginnings, and Onsets of Things.
ax7o8BEVERiDG£ Thes. Theol. (1710) II. ^29To teach us to

submit to His wisdom.. in timing all things. 1786 Mmk,
D'Arblay Diary 6 Oct., This visit was not so timed as to
compose me. x8o2 Mar. Kdgeworth Moral T., Forester
iii, Pray let me go to sleep.. and time your explanations
a lillle better. i82> Scott Kcnilvj. xvi, ' Why, how now,

Bowyer', said Elizabeth, 'thy courtesy seems strangely
timed !' 1865 Kingsley I/erew. v, They had timed their

journey by the tides. 1884 Courthope Addison v. 113
Nothing could have been better timed than the appearance
of the Spectator,

b. To arrange the time of arrival of (a train, a
ship, etc.) ; hence, to regulate the rate of travelling

of; also, to calculate or judge the moment of

impact of (a ball or moving body).
x86i Times 22 Aug., The Royal train was timed to reach

Leamington at 1.17 p.m. x866 Routledge''s Ev. Bey's Ann.
356 Educating, so to speak, his eye to time the ball correctfy.

1880 Newton Serm. Boys .V Girls (1881) 167 Not timing
himself right., he met him just in the road. 1889 Acwor-jh
Railw. Eng. 198 The Ijest train each way. .is timed at over

45 miles an hour. Ibid. 202 The Great Northern.. timed
their trains to Doncaster. .in 6 minutes less. 1890 Puruh
12 July 15 Special trains, timed to take at least half-an-hour

longer. 1893 (see Timing vbl. sb. 2J.

c. To adjust (a clock, etc.) to keep accurate time.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mech. 504 The easy Timing of
Watches by the Vibrations of the Pendulum. 1884 F. J.
Britten Watch <V Clockm. 264 [A] Timing Box (is] a brass
box for the reception of an uncased watch movement while
It is being timed. Mod, Your watch is finished, but has not
been exactly timed yet,

3, To mark the rhythm or measure of, as in

music; to sing or play (an air or instrument) in

(good or bad) time. Also_/f^.

^1500 in Giose, etc. Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV, 408 Vet
rationalis lingua expellit instrumentis all, Wel tymede and
tewnede. 1602 Makston Ant. <v Mel, v, If that thou canst
not give, goe hang ihyselfe: He time thee dead, or verse

thee to the rope. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. ii. 114 He was a thing
of Blood, whose euery motion Was tim'd with dying Cryes.
ax7ix [see Timing pp/. f^. 2]. 1837 Lockhart Scott Mar.
an. 1815, He then..joined with a stentorian voice in the
cheering, which the IVince himself timed.

b. To set the time of; to cause to coincide in

time with something (const, to),

1655 H. Vauchan Sitex Seint., haac*s Marr. 67 Others
were tym'd and train'd up to *t. a X719 Addison tr. Ovid iil

Mariners Trans/. Dolphins 52 Old Epopeus..Who over-

look'd the oars, and tim'd the slioke. xjzs Poi'E Odyis. vii.

419 How fleet our sail. When justly tim d with equal sweep
they row. 1805 Southey Madoc in W. xvii, Hark 1 'lis

the mariners with voice attuned Timing their toil ! x8o8
Scott Alarm, i. ii, Timing bis footsteps to a march, The
warder kept his guard. 1871 Tyndsll Frag/n. St. (1S79) I.

vL 197 Timing the pull to the lurching of the ship,

c. intr. To keep time to; to sound or move in

unison or harmony witk.
1850 Whittier Elliott iv, Timing to their stormy sounds

His stormy lays are sung. 1855 Tennyson Maud i. xviii. 8

Beat, happy stais, timing with things below, Beat with my
heart more blest than heart can tell, a 1892 Whitman Out
0/ Cradle 8 The savage old mother, incessantly crying, To
the boy's soul's questions sullenly timing.

1 4. trans. To 'give * or tell the lime to (any one).

Obs. rare.

1583 Melbanckk Philotimus C ij, The fyie to warme
thee, the scortchins of the sunne : thy clocke to time thee,

the sciilching of y" owle.

6. To fix the duration of; to assign the metrical

quantity of (a syllable) or the duration of (a note) ;

also, to regulate the operation or action of (a

mechanism, etc.) as to duration (see also 7).

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. xii[i]. (Arb.) 131 It could
not possible be by vs ptifourmed, because their sillables

came to be timed some of them long, some of them short.

1597 Isee Timing z>bl. sb. ^\ 1835 Erasers Mag. XII. 416
tamarck has defined nature to be motion, and law, and
space, and time, without reference to a being moving or
moved, legislating or legislated upon, and liming or spacing,

or being timed and spaced. 1885 Manch. Exam, 12 Jan. 5/2
The clockwork apparatus, timed to run for two hours. 1893

J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. (1907) 58 If we have correctly

timed our exiKJsure.

t b. To time it otUy to procrastinate, delay, spin

out the time. Obs,
1613 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. 81 They timed it out all

that Spring, and a great part of the next Sommer. 01649
Dkumm. op Hawth. Hiit. Jas. II, Wks. {1711) ^2 Others
advised him.. to time it out a while: in this lingnng war a
truce might beagieed upon.

6. To ascertain or note the time at which (some-
thing) is done or happens; to note the time

occupied by or the duration of (an action, etc.),

1670 Milton Hist. Eng. iv. Wks. (1847) 527/2 So diffeient

they often are one from another, both in timing and in

naming. 1692 Norris Curs. Rcjl. 19 The Question will be
concerninglheTiming of it, whet herany of these Impressions
be Original Characters or no. 1723-4 Dk. Wharton True
Briton No. 71 II. 602 The Timing of the subsequent Piece
obliges us to insert the following Letter, 1859 Lang Wand.
India 393 Slowly as he read, it was over in twelve minutes,
for I timed him. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 193 We who,
darkling, timed the day's birth. 1896 Daily Ncivs 13 Jan.
8/2 Another letter ..timed 9 p,m. states that during the night
of the 8th and 9th inst, the Shoans made an attack by sur-

prise. 1907 Academy 14 Sept. 885/2 He does not believe in

what he cannot see, or time, or measure, or weigh.

7. Meek. To adjust the parts of (a mechanism)
so that a succession of movements or operations

takes place at the required intervals and in the

desired sequence ; to arrange the time of (an

operation) in a mechanical cycle or series.

1895 in Funks Stand, Diet. 1898 Engineering Mag,
XVI. 108/1 When. .a timing valve is used, instead of i)er-

mitting the ignition to be timed by the compression.

8. Fencing. = To take the time (Tims sb. 21,

quot. 1809).
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809 Roland Fcitciitg loq The loo frequent oraclice of

timing their adversary, becau«: they will render tneir modes
of play., very disagreeable to each other.

_ 1^ Dunn
Ft'tctHZ Bj There is always a large element of risk in timing.

9. To time out : to iiarcd out or npi)ortion (a

space of time). Cf. to space out.

190s Fortii. Rr:'. June ro36 When a man is alway^ timing

out his d.iy, and dovelailins logelher the duties which com-

pose his daily life. ,

Time, oIk. form of Thyme.

Ti*]ne-balL A b.ill moving on a vertical roil

or pole, placed in some prominent elevated position,

for the puqHJse of indicating mean time, which it

does by dropping at a certain moment each day

from llie top to the bottom of the rod, nsually by

the closing of an electric circuit.

The time thus indicated is usually I p. m., in U. S. noon.

1858 SiMMONKs Diet. Tradtt T'/wrV-rt//, a Itall, moved by
electiicUy, which is dropped from the sunmiit of a jjolc to

indicate the true meridional or midday time. iStBLakkyer
.$/rtr^'(i2/*^279 'I his (wire) Is used for dropping the time-

ball at Oral. 1884 HRiriFN Watch 9r Ltockm, 263 The
time ball at Greenwich Observatory is of very thin copper.

IR-ine-ba-rgaill. A contiact for the sale or

purchase of goods or slock at a stijinlated price on

a certain future day ; in Stock Exchange parlance,

a transaction in which one accepts the liability to

profit or lose by the amount of the difference be-

tween the jirices of the stock involved on the day

of dealing and on the settling-day.

1775 MosriMER Ev. Man Ills Own Broker 63 note^ Time-
bargains, which have no foamlation in real property. 18^
Harvey Rtp. Set. Cflmnt. on Gamitnc O. S69 A time-bargain

is in the nature of a Ixt upon what will be the price of Mocks
on a given day. 188s IIuhsll CouHliiig-lto. Diet. (1803)

S. v., Time baigains originated in the firactice of doling the

bank for six weeks in each quarter for the preitaralion of

Ibe dividi:nds. As no transfer could be made duiing that

period, it became a practice to buy and sell for the opening.

t888J. S. N ICMOLSON in iETwc^r/. />//. XX 1 11. 8-^/l A curious

example of legal evasion [of taxes on the transfer of stocks

and barest b furnished by timc.ljargainst and the imposi-

tion of the lax directly on the contracts of sale, instead of

as at present on the actual transfer, has been strongly urged.

!tiined (taimd), ///. a. [f. Time f. (and ib.) +
-bh.] t a. Matured by lime, seasoned. Obs.rare~^.

b. Done, made, or occurring at a (proper or

improper) time; +done at the right time, well-

timed, timely (oAr.). o. Of music or verse: Written

in measure, d. Fixed or regulated as to time.

Also, as second element in a compound, sailt-timed^ welt'

tim(tt,eve*i.timedl tifO-tthree-^/imr-limeil.

i6a8 Fkliham Keuttvei 11. (i.) xliv, i.io There is a (lowing

nublenesse, that some men be grticed with, which farrc out-

shines the notions of a timed Student. 01760 Hocarih
in Cunningham Brit. Paint, (1879) I. 167 The stagnation
rcndeied it necessary tliat 1 should do some timed thing to
recover my lost time and stop^ a gap in my irKome. t888
Bookutler ^ Sept. 030 Two-timed niclre is identified with
the octave or root, Inree-tiined metre with the fifth, and four-

limed metie— the last of the uncompounded meties, and
including the other two— is identified with the third. i8g6

k. G. MoULToN Lit. Stud. Bit'te iv, 117 llie oratorio com-
bines recitative with timed music. 18980. MfcRCorrH Ottes

Ft. Hilt, 8j A timed artillery spc^tks fuU-moulhcd. 1901
R. Kllis \i. Aetna 4 1 hcse.. kilns the Cyclops used, when
bending.. to their even>timcd strokes, they shook the dread,
ful thunder-bolt with the beat of Ibetr ponderous hammers.

Timefal (toi-mful), a. Now ran. [f. Tmg
ib. + -KUL.]

1. Seasonable, due; - Timklt a. 2.

a 1300 E. E. Ftatter cxliv. Icxlv.] 16 pou giues t>ar mete
in lime ful tide. S614 Kai-eich ftist. IVortd 1. vi. | 9 (1634)

8t Interrupting, .all offer of limefuU returne towards^Gou.
iuSCarlylk Schitterit. 9a Tbetimeful ctiange of Cbitsten.
doni ;.. The universal Spring that shall make young The
countenance u' th' Eaitb.

t2. Early in season ; =Timelto. 1. Obs.
ijBa WvcLir Jos. v. 7 Pacientty sufTiinge, til be receyue

tymvfuland laleful [i338ai/r/i fruytt Kir^. tempotaneum et

SCfOliniim ; Tindalk the yerly and the latter raynel. 1388
— Jer. V. 24 Oure Lord God, that jiuelh to vs reyn tyme-
ful, and lateful in his tyme.

fS. Occurring in or consisting oftime; temporal,

duiational. Obs.
a 1400 llYLlnH-SVA/a Per/. 11. jrxiv. (W. de \V. 1494), The

nyghle as a tymefull space bytwix dayes twow

Jlence Ti'mefolly adv., with timely action.

1837CARLY1.E Fr. Rev. 1. 111. iii, Warnt-d by ftieiid Talley.
rand.. he timefully flils over the marches. 1845 — Crom.
wetHiijt) 1. 105 The Five Members, timefully wariKd, were
gone into the City.

Ti°IIie-ho:il01ired, a. Honoure<l or made
honourable by length of time ; revered or respected

on account of long existence or old estaljlishmcnt.

•S93 SiiAKS. Ricli. II, I. i. I Old lohn of Gaunt, lime-
boiHJUred l^rnaster. 17^51 Mason F.t/rida Poems (177^1 yo
Th.-it old minstrelsy, winch hrcatb'd Tlirough each time-
honour'd grove of lltilish oak. 1831 \^\i.iM Poem Brown
University 57 They have grown time-honoured on their
shiiiies. 1887 Sir R. H. Koiierts In tite S/tirts ix. 141
A time-honoured custom had prev.-iilcd for years.

Ti'me-kee:per, timekeeper.
1. An instrument for registering the passage of

time ; a timepiece ; formerly, a S|xrcially constructed

timepiece for scientific use, a chronometer.
•686 MocYNEUx .SV/oM. Telesc. Title.p., For Regulating

and Adjusting Curious Pendulum-Watches and other Time-
Keepers, 1764 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 90/2 Mr. Harrison's

new invented time-keepci. 1776 Cook K<y. I'euific Ocean

1. i. (1784) I. 4 The Boaid, likewise, put into our possession

the same watch, or lime.keeper, which 1 had cairit-d out in

my last voyage, and h.nd performed its part so well. 1878
HuxLF.V I hy<iio£r. 7 True noon docs not always coincide
with 12 o'clock as indicated by an ordinary timekeeper.
trans/. x868 L.OCKYER G'atti-mins Heavens {ed. 3) 6

According to the happy expression of Humboldt, they make
of the Universe an eternal timekeeper.

b. Applied to an almanac, nonce-use.

1778 Miss BuRNEv F.vetiiia Ixxviii, It would make me
tjuile melancholy to have such a time-keeper in my pocket.

2. One who notes, measures, or records time

;

spec. a. one who is employe<l in keeping account of

workmen's hours of labour; b. one who beats

time ill music ; O. one who marks the time occupied

l)y a race, the rounds in a pugilistic encounter, etc.

'795 SouTitrY Lett. fr. Spain (iSoS) I. 294 The time-

keeper. .then turned up an hour-glass. 1851 Mayhew Lend.
I.ntfour 1. 356/1, 1 went to a firm.. at Beckenham, near

Cioydon,as working tinie-keeper,or foreman, 1879 * E. Gar-
rett * HoMU ly Works 11. 18s A post as timekeeper at some
great engineeiing works. 1903 Daily Chron. 28 Nov. 5/2
The Duke of Wellington called (Sir Thomas McDougall)
Brisbane the ' timekeeper of the Army '.

3. With qualifying word : A person or thing that

keeps (good or bad) time.

1899 P. W. HAStecK Clock Jol'Ur's Handhk. 2 Being very

cheap.. and fair time.keepers, American clocks ate exceed-

ingly popular. Mod. He is a good executant, but a bad
time-keeper.

Hence Tlinekee^pership, tlie position or office

of a time-keeper. So Ti-me-kee-.ping sb., the

keeping of time ; aJj. that keejw time (in various

senses of the phrase: see Time sb. 50.)

i8t6 HiRvi Be.mlici Paris I. jii No swing of the

shoulders from side to side wilhgratcless timekeeping. i8as

I. Nicholson Opcrat. Meclt. 522 This degtee of tiiue-keep-

ing cannot reasonably be expected from any other clock.

1887 Pall Malic. 16 Sept ii/i The need existed for a
timekeeping w.-itch at alow piice. 1891 Wlieeling i^Vth.
414/3 'Ihe Timekcepership of the London Centre. 189s
Daily N/tvs 2o Apr. 2/1 The right of the employer to nialce

reasonable regulations for time-keeping.

Ti'iue-lci^ller. One who or that which ' kills

'

time (see Kill v. 5) : said of a person, an amuse-

ment, etc. So Tiine-kiUlnff sb. and a.

17SI Richardson in Jolinson't Rambler No. 97 r 24
Another seasonable relief to those modern time-killtrs.

i8>s Blacliw. Mag. XVII. 28 Much resorted to by..anti.

quity hunters, view.hunters Time-killers. t88a W. Cory
/.///. 7rit/f. (1897) 4S4 Hard up for time killing occupa-

tion. 189s c;»/i«.^ (U.S.) XXVI.427/2 Reading it with the

idle inteiut of a tune.killer.

Tuneless (tai-mles), a. {adv^ [-LESS.]

1. That is out of its proper time ; untimely ; un-

seasonable, ill-timed; «/. occurring or done

prematurely. Chiefly /Vy/., now arch, or Obs.

cijCa Tra^. Rich. II (1S70) 96 Wert thou aliue to see

How He retienge thy tyniless ttagedye On all tber heads.

1590 Marlowe tud PI. Tmnlmrt. v.M. ad fin.. Let earth

and heaven his timeless dctth deplore. ci6ii Chafmam
Itindw. 349 Wietched ni.in ! So timeless is thy spite That
'tis not honest i6al I.A0Y M. Wsorn £/r/ri»r>t 40 A time,

less*, and vnseasonable birth. 17S1 Falconer To Pr. 0/
Wales 78 Well mayst thou nuwrn thy patriot's timeless end I

t8«9 UoBiLi. Roman iii. Cease these timeless babblings.

b. as adv. — Timelkssly a.

1586 KvD AnsTv. Tychlvrne's Lament. nL Wits. (1901) 341

Thy glorie and thy glasse are timeles runne. 1631 Cmapmam
Cxsnr n Pompey II. iv. 151 And 'tis their repaite 1 hat time-

lesse darken thus the gloomy ayie. i87«Swinourke Eteih-

tktns 256 To slay thee timeless with my proper tongue.

2. Not subject to time ; not affected by Ihe lapse

of time ; existing or operating without reference to

duration; eternal. Chiefly /<w/. and rhel.

a i6a8 F. Crevil Ifnui. Learn, xcvi, Curious mystery Of
timelesse time. 1678 Cudworth Inlell. Syst. 1. v. { 21.

781 The reason why we cannot frame a Conception of such

a timeless Eternity. 174a Young A'/. Ti. li. 272 When
worlds, headlong rush 'To timeless nighl, and chaos, whence
they rose. 1819 Blackn: Maf. V. 323 Ihere timeless

spaceless dwells the Eternal One. 1871 R. Ellis Catnllus

CI. 10 Yea, take, brother, a long Ave, a timeless adieu.

b. absolutely. Cf. Eternal H.

itas CouERitwE Aids Re/I. (1848) I. 22 All the trulhs.id'i

and duties that have an especial reference to the timeless,

the permanent, the eternal. 1891 Tennyson y4*Air'j/>M<«,
/tyinn a. Kneel adoring Him the Timeless in the (lame that

measures Time t

8. ta. Of no duration; brief, short-lived. Obs.

rare—^. b. Destitute or ignorant of musical time.

C. Having reference to no particular time.

1657 CoKAlNE Ohtinate Lady Poems(i66<)) 339 Thy time.

K-ss inexperience doth deceive thee. i8ai Byron Juan iv.

Ixxxvii, An ignorant, noteless, timeless tuneless fellow.

1837 G. Phillips .Syriac Gram. 112 The participle is time,

less i i. e. it has no time of its own ! but partakes of every

time with wliich it may be connected.

Tunelessly (tai mlesli), adv. [f. prec. -h -LT *.]

In a timeless manner, a. Unseasonably, out of

due time. arch, or Obs. b. Without reference to

time, intlependently of the passage of time.

162s Milton Death Fair Infant \, Soft silken Primrose

fading timelesslie. <:i75o Sheksionk Ruind Abivy

71 The cruel meed Of virtuous ardour timelessly dls-

play'd. i8»4 lUack-w. Mag. X VI. 580 Destined to be seveied

timelessly and know no fruitage. 1833 J. H. Newman
Arians 11. v. (1876) 2ro Brought into existence timelessly ,

independent of that succession of second causes

So Tl-meleMness, the quality of being timeless.

1871 Sfectator 7 Sept 1138 Even nature almost witnesses

to the timelessness of the Divine Being. 1894 Swete Apoii.
Ortr^/ iii. 31 Because Tenullinn has nut_ grasped th«i time-

lessness of the mutual lelalions of the Divine Life.

II Timelia (loimrlia). Omilh. [Altered by
Sundevall (1872) from Ilorsfield's name Tiiualia

(1820), said to be from an E. Ind. name.] A genus
of East Indian oscine birds, the type of which is

T. pileala, a small bird found Irom Nepal to

Cochin China and Java. Hence Time'lian a.;

II
Tinie-Iiidse //., a provisional fainily or group

of passerine birds, which have been supposed
to be related to Timelia ; Tinielilne (t3im/"li|3in)

a., allied, or assumed to be allied, to Timelia.
1896 Newton Did. Biids 963 The Troglodytidx (Wren)

..were referred to the 'Ti)ncUi<tx. wlieieas if their union
were necessary, the ^Tinielias should have been referred to

the Wrens. Ibid., note, A solution of the *Timelinn difTicuIty

will indeed be a great feat. 1874 Ibis Jan. 89 (Cass Supp

)

Description of a new *Tinialiine bird from West Africa.

1881 K. B. Shaki'E Calal. Birds Brit. Mms. VI. 301
Birds which are tiue Wrens and others which are truly

Tiiueliine. 18^ Field 1-2 Apr. 518 The concave Timeliine
shape of the wing., is reckoned of little worth.

fTl-melily, otlv. Obs. rare. [f. Timely a.

+

-LY-.] = Timely «<fe.

1608 H. Clapham Errour Left Hand 85 God giue the
tiuth to preuaile timelily with me and all bis people.

Ti'xne-li^mit. A limit in time, or lo the

duration of some action or condition ; e. g. a limit

to ihe length of speeches in parliament, etc. ; also,

a limit to the duration of a licence or privilege.

1880 Plumptre in Diet. Chr, Biog. II. 197/2 He [Origen]

taught the perpetu.tl freedom of the will, and therefoie set

no time limits to the capacity for restoration. 1891 Kipling
Ligtit that Failed x. 199 'What is my time.limit. .^void-

ing all strain and worry?* 'Perhaps one year. 1894
Wtstm. Gaz. 3 Jan. r/2 The stronger . . the case appears for

..time-limit by Standing Oiders. 1899 Ibid.bFvh. 2/2

Should this be effected, there will be a lime-limit granted

of from three to five years before any public-house is closed.

Timeliness (tsimlines). [f. Timely a. +
-NESS.] The quality of being timely. [ a. Early

development or maturity. Obs. rare. b. Season-

ableness, suitableness to the time.

IS99 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 81 DilTicuIties. .kindle

..the generous spirits, and adde that to their diligence

which was wanting in their timelinesse. 1612-13 C. Brooke
Ele.^ Poems (1872) r8o His timelinesse did 50 preuent his

date. That ere the floure was look't for came the fruit. iSflo

Emerson Cond. Life iii. (i86t) 53 The art of getting rich

consists not in industry, much less in saving, but in a better

order, in timeliness, in being at the right spot. |8«8 Ruskin
ArrowsofChcue{i^&^ II. 195 All measures of reformation

are effective in exact proportion to their timeliness

fTi'meling. Obs. [f. Time sb. + -linqI.]

A time-server.

1563 Becon Humble Supplic. Wks. III. sr Mynisters

whicRe are faynteharted, and ..but tymclynges seruing

rather the tynie (as the manner of the worldlynges is).

1631 Wilson Sweiser 11. i. 158 What sayes my Lip.Ladds
'

My little Timelings?

Timely (tai'mli), a. Forms : 3-3 timelich, 4
timlich, tymeli, 5 -lie, 5-6 -ly, 6-7 -lye,

timelie, 6- timely, [f. Time sb. -f -ly 1
: cf. ON.

tlmalig-r temporal. (Not recorded in OE., and

rare in MK ; it may have arisen later than the adv.

under its influence.)]

1. Occurring or appearing in good time ; early

;

^of a plant, fruit, etc., bearing or ripening early.

Now rare or Obs. (exc. as blending with 2).

1381 Wyclie yer. V. 24 Oure God, that lyueth to vs tymeli

rein. 1530 Palsor. 327/2 Tymely, /«"/>-i7. t563HvLL/Ir/

Card. (1591) 86 To haue timely Roses. 1585 Abp. Sandys

Scrm. XV. (Parker Soc.) 301 The timeliest fruit often cometh

to least proof. iS98Grenewey7'<k;V«i, Ann. 11. ii. (1622) 34

Short siimmersand timely winters. iSia T. Taylor Cow/w.

TilMS ii. 6 (1619I 405 It filled Paul with ioy lo remember

Timothies timely faith. 01715 Buknet Oton Time(\lV>)

11. 8 If a timely stop were not put to the progress.

2. Occurring, done, or made at a fitting or

suitable time ; seasonable, opportune, well-timed.

eiaoo Triu.Coll. Horn. 13 (He) nutleS timclicbe metes

and ?eme3 his muSes meSe. a 1541 Wvatt Campl. Love

lo Reason 59 Though my timely death hath Ijeen so slow.

1580 Sidney Ps. 1. ii, Lyke a freshly planted tree,. Whose
braunches faile not timelie fruite to nourish. 1605 Siiaks.

Macb. III. iii. 7 Now spurtes the latcd Traueller apace, To

fayne the timely Inne. 1738 Wesley Psalms xviir. iv,

Ie..5ent the timely Rescue down. 178a Cowper Cilfiin

xliii. Now Gilpin had a pleasant wit. And loved a timely

joke. 1890 Spectator -ii May 763/2 With the jenetal drift ol

liis essay we heai tily agree, and think it both wise and timely.

t3. Of or in time, as opposed to eternity;

temporal, earthly. Obs. rare.

13^0 Ayenb. 209 We habbel>niede..orgostlitheguodesand

of timliche guodes. c 1400 Lay FoUs Mass Bk. App. IIL 123

bat he absteyne hyiii from alle );ingis tymely pat myjtte

fylen his soule. « 1615 Donne Ess. (t6si) 30 .Sayinp

that after John's eternal Beginning, and before Moses s

timely beginning, Christ had his beginning.

\^. a. Of time or dur.ition ;
jiertaining to the

time of day. b. Keeping time or measure. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. iv. 4 A Diall told the timely howres.

Ibid. v. 3 And many Bardes that to the trembling chord,

Can tune their timely voices cunningly.

Timely (tai'mli), or/z'. Forms: I ti'mh'oe, 2-j

timliohe, 3 timeliche, -lyohe, 4 tymliohe, 4-6

tymely (5 tymli, -ly, 6 Sc. tymlio), 4- timely.
6-2



TIMEK.

[Lale OE. thnlUe^ f. //wa Time + -ly 2; possibly

suggested by ON. tlvialiga adv. timely, early.]

1. Karly, betimes; in good time; soon, quickly.

Now arch, or poet.

*c looo ^LFRic De Vet. et de Nov, Test, ad inh., Ic \>c ne
Xetiftotle ealies swa t'lmlice.asr J?atn t>e J>u mid weorcum J>£es

;^ewilnodosl aet me. cxaos Lav, 31369 Penda..seide J^al he
wolde sahlnesse wurche and timliche him speken wi3.
*i i»2S Leg. Kaih. 21 17 ^ef (^u |>e timluker {maiuriiis} do ^e
i t^e ^einturn. ^ laas Jnliattaq Ase timliche as he hefde
iherd J>is, n 137s Joseph Arim. 415 pe kyng,.Comaundcs
hem to meeten him (ymely on J^e morwen. 1390 Gower
Con/. II, 107 As tymhche as ! may, Fulofie whanne it is

brod day. 1453 Paston Lett. I. 338, 1 had lever ye were at
I^ndon a weke the rather and tymelyer then a weke to
late. 1578 L\i^ Dodoens iii. L ^14 The An'stolochias do
flowre .. timelier ill hoate Countries. 1596 Dalrympi e tr.

Leilie''s Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 26 Gif in a schip, tymlie in

ihe morning ^e passe by the crajg. 160a Carew Cormvall
4 b. The Spring visjteth not these quarters so timely, as the
Eastern parts. 1680 O. Heywoou Diaries^ etc. (1881) II.

799 Came home pretty timely of the day. 1716 S. Sewall
Diary 5 Oct., Got up so limely, that the Comissions were
read by 11. mane. 1817 Keble Chr. K, Morning v, Oh I

timely happy, timely wise, Hearts that with rising morn
arise 1

2. t Soon enough, in lime, not too late {phs.^
;

hence, In due season, at the right or a fortunate

time; seasonably; opportunely as regards time.
c 117S Lamh.Hom. 25 5et ic mei longe Hbben and alle mine

sunne timliche ibeten. 1551 Huloet, Tymely or in dew
season, as nolher to tymely nor to late. 1621 Fletcher /j/.

Princess v. ii, A virtuous point of gratitude, Timely^ and
nobly taken. 1678 Wanlev Wonders Lit. World v. ii. § 8,

469/1 Ruffmus. .sought to betray him to the Goths, but was
timely discovered to his ruine, 1715 Leoni Palladia's
Archil. (1742) I. 1 All requisite matenats timely provided.
i8z8 D'IsRAEU Chas. /, II. x. 247 Buckingham had timely
perished to be saved from the reproach of one more political

crime. 184a Arnold Hist. Rome 1 1. 208 The attentpt of L.
Fulvius to sitrprise Rome ..was timely bafHed.

3. Usually hyphened to an adj. or pple. when
used attributively.

1S93SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, III. ii. 161 Oft hauel seene a timely-
parted Ghost, Of ashy semblance. 1651 Jer. Tavi-Or Holy
Vying v, § ^ (1727) 221 Our timely-repented and often
forsaken habits of sin. Mod. Your timely-offered help.

fTimen, variant of Tamin Obs.^ stamin.
1756 Mrs. Calderwood yrnl. (1884) 334 Window-curtains

of English stuff, .about the substance of a timen or craiie.

t Ti*menoguy% Nout. Ol>s. [app. f. F.
(imon TiMON ^ + Guv sb.^'\ (See quots.)

1794 lii^gifig^ <5- Seamanship I. 17S Timenogtty^ a Rope
fastened at one end to the fore-shrouds, and nailed at the
other end to the anchor-.stock, on the bow, to prevent the fore-

sheet from entangling. 1841 Dana .SM«/a«'j Man., Timeno-
^wy, a rope carried taut between different parts of the vessel,

to prevent the .sheet or tack of a course from netting foul, in

working ship. 1867 Smvth Sailor's Wo*d-bk., Timenoguy,
formerly [as in Dana; but adds} specially from the fore-

i"'gging to the anchor-stock, to prevent the foulint; of the
fore-sheet. Ibid., Timonogy^ this term properly bcIoUgs to
steering, and is derived from timon, the tiller, and the
twiddling -lines, which worked in olden times on a gauge in

front of the poop.,, by which the position of the helm was
e.isily read even from the forecastle.

Tinxeous,timous(i9i*m3s),a. {adv.) Chiefly

Sc» Forms : 5 tymys, 6 tymouse, -ouis, -ose,

tymiuos, 6-7 tymous, -eous, 7- timeous,
timous. [f. Time j^. + -ous

;
perh, ^htx lorongouSj

righteous. Occasionally pronounced (lai'm/as) or

(ti-myas), from the spelling: cf. righteous.']

1. Karly (in the morning, or in the season)

;

sufficiently early; done betimes : =Timely a. i.

<ri470 [implied in TimeouslvJ. £^1520 Nisbet N. T. in
Scots Jas. v. 7 Pacientlie suffring, till he resaue tymouseand
laatsum fruit. 1564 Reg^, Privy (Council Scot. I. 292 Upoun
lauchfull and tymous warning. (71578 Lindesay (Pits-

cottie) CAr(7«. Scot. xxi. xvii. (S.T.S.) I. 324 Sayand.. that

thai sould haue goode huntting on the mornc and bad him
be tymmos. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) 31Q
It cannot be a lawfull Assemblie when there is not lawfull

and tymous intimation and premonition made. 1687 Royal
Proclam. 12 Feb., in Loud. Gaz, No 2221/5 Wc do hereby
Command, Our Lyon King at Arms,. .to make timeous
Proclamation thereof at the Mei cat-Cross of Edinburgh.
i8a5 jAMrEsoN s. v., See that ye keep timeous hours, i.e. that

ye be not loo lale. 1910 Highland Ratlw, Timetable
July, Stops to take up for East of Aviemore [Inverness] on
timeous notice being given to the Station Master,

b. as adv. Early, btttmes. Now dial.

01578 LmoESAV (Pitscoltie) Chron. Scot, xxif. xxiv.
(S.T.S.) II. 135 Tymose in the morning he departit of the
toun. 1679 J. Russell in Kirkton Hist. Ch. Scot., etc.

(1817) App. 430 Timous in the morning they went to their
prayers. 1898 Ballymena Obs. (E.D.D.), A'U be up gye
an' timus in the mornin'.

2. Coming in due time ; suitable or proper in

respect of time ; well-timed, seasonable, opportune;
= Timely a, 2.

ai6s6 Bacon (J.), By a wise and timous inqutsition, the
peccant humours and humourists may bt; di-icovered, purged,
or cut off. 1656 J. Fergusson On Colossians 136 Those
fruits were timeous, and constant. 17*9 Wodrow Corr.
(1843) III. 451, I fear his writings do a world of mischief,
without a timeous antidote. 1849 Aytoun Lays Scot.
Cav. (ed. 2) 96 His retreat was timeous, for General Mackay
..had despatched a strong force. -to make him prisoner.
i9&^ Athenxum i Mar. 271/1 The book |R. McCormick's
' Voyages '1 is timeous.

tJ. a. Temporal; offmitetime: = Timely o. 3,

b. Keeping lime, moving in time or measure.
uon(e-uses»

44

1855 Bailey Spir, Leg. in Mystic, etc. 103 Duration,
timeous and aiterne, and space. 1884 I>. Grant Lays 4-

Leg. North 112 Never yet to mortal measures Raise and
fell sic timous feet,

Timeonsly (taimasli), adv. [f. i^ec. + -LY 2,]

In a timeous tnanner
; f at an early hour or season,

in good time {pbs.) ; hence, early or soon enough,
in time ; at the right or a fitting time ; seasonably

;

opportunely.
£^1470 Henry Wallace viii. 1180 To souppar went, and

tymysly thai slepe. 1473 Rental Bk. Cupar.AngJisUZjg)
I. 188 A chalder ofquhet als arly and tymsly sawn as it ma
be. 1571-S Diurnal o/Occurr.ii^-i^) 259Certane..horsmen,
and fyftie hagbutaiis past furlh tymou-,lie in the moinyng.
1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc ) 319 If one presby-
terie was not warnit tymeouslie, all the rest conveening
cannot justlie make any conclusion whilk may binde that
presbyterie. 1708 Roy. Proclam. (Scotl.) in Land. Gm.
No. 4456/2 We Ordain Our Solicitor timeously to dispatch
Copies of the above Pioclamalion 1758 Washington Let.
^yr^t. jSSg II. 34 Differences, .which, if not piopeily, and
timously attended to may be productive of the most serious

consequences. 1820 Scott Monast. ix,That fitting prepara-
tion may be timeously made. 1824 Syd. Smith Amer. Wks.
1859 II. 52/1 The existence of slavery, ..if not timously
corrected, will one d.ay entail (and ought to entail) a bloody
servile war upon the Americans. 1901 Scotmian 13 Mar.
11/3 Undue delcnlion of two vessels occasioned by the
defenders failing timeously to deliver coals for loading,

Ti'mepiece. [Piece 17.] An instrument for

measuring and registering the passage of time

;

in a general sense, any kind of chronometer, includ-

ing clocks and watches; y/i-c: see quot. 1884.
*7<Ss {title) Minutes of the Proceedings of the Commis-

sioners, concerning Mr. Harrison's 'J'ime Pieces. 1784
CowpFH Task II. (////() The Time-piece. 1823 Mechanic's
Mag. No. 17. 769 What kind of time piece is best adapted
for the pocket. 1876 ij.C\\KM\iEHsAsiron. 733 An ordinary
good parlour time piece.. will meet all the requirements of
the amateur. 1884 F, J, Hritten Watch ^Clockm. 264 Any
timekeeper above the size of a watch which does not strike

at the hours is called a timepiece.

Timer (tai-mai). [f. Time v. and sb. + -EK 1.]

fl. One who is skilled in time or measure; a
musician. Obs. jare~^»
c 1500 in Giose, etc. Anttq, Rep. (1S09) IV. 407 How may a

mysmovede tymere judgca trew instrument?

2. One who appoints or fixes the time for an
action, event, etc.

1841 Lowell Ode 11. 3 [The PoetJ fits his singing, like a
cunning timer, To all men's prides and fancies as they pass.

3. a, A watch or clock, with reference to its

time-keeping qualities; a(goodorbad)time-keeper,
b. One who times clocks, etc., i. e. who keeps them
to exact time. C. One who marks the lime in

athletics, etc. ; = Time-keeper 2 c.

1884 Graphic 20 Sept. 303/2 Guaranteed good Timers.
1884 F.J, Brittkn Watch ^- Clockm. 14 The want of con
.siancy in the force of the Ijal.ince spring, .is one of the chief
difficulties of the timer, i8{>o Century Afaff. June 205/2 The
English are partial to a suigle watch in the hands of an
experienced timer, but to make a record in this country
requires the presence of three timers or measurers. 1891
Cycling Q\ Feb. 82, I am aware that timers of professional
events in the Midlands use the old-fashioned type.

4. As the second clement in combinations, as

Full-timer, Half-timer, Old-timer; fast timer,
one who or that which completes a race, etc. in

fast time.

1891 Daily Neivs 28 Dec. 3/5 The fastest timers ran in

the deciding round. 1903 Motor. Ann. 163 In the mile race
the fastest timers in the different classes were [etc ].

t Time'rity. Obs. Also 7 er/ort. temerity.
[f. limerouSy Timorous, app. on mistaken analogy
of temerity from temerous ' rash * ; it may also

sometimes have been a corruption iA timidity.
As timerous and temerous ran together in u'.e, so temerity

was sometimes put for timerity, as n. of quality from timer.
ous, Timorous, as well as fiom temerous ' rash M
P'ear, timidness, timidity.

1581 MuNDAY Disc- E. Campion Fviij, The great time-
rilte and unstable opinion of his conscience..would not
suffer him to utter it 1601 Chestek Loz'e's Mart. (1878) 8
Nature was struck with pale temeritie, To see the Goij of
thunders lightning eyes. 1618 IjAtham 2nd Bk. Falconry
(1633) 2 Without much timeritie or fearfulnesse. a xG6o
Contemfi. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archsol Soc.) I. 2^8 Such was
the timeritie and cowardice and feare of all men there.

Timerity, obs. form of Temerity.
Timerosity, Timerous, obs. ff. Timobosity,

TiMOROLl.S, q.v.

Ti'ine-se:rver. [agent-n. from the phrase

*to serve the time * (cited T560I : see Serve v.^ i i.]

1. One who adapts his conduct to the time or

season ; usually, one who on grounds of self-interest

shapes his conduct in conformity to the views that

are in favour at the time; a temporizer, a 'trimmer*.
(By Fuller used in a neutral or good sense.)

1584 G. Bahington Frailty <% Faith C1596) 49 Will then a
dissembling timeseruer not be vncased? 1638 Sir T.
Herbkrt Tra7>. (ed. 2) 136 This biave man is a Georgian
by discent, a Mussulman by profession, a Time-server for

I)referment. a 1680 Butleb A'ew. (1759)11.219 A Time-server
wears his Religion, Reason, and Understanding always in

the Mode. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) II. 904/2 He
was never a timeserver either in word or action. 1849
Macaulav///s/. Eng, u. 1. 188 The Puritan..deserted by all

the timeservers who, in his prosperity, had claimed brother-

hood with him. 1898 L. Stei'HEN Stud, Biog. I. v. 148

TIME-TABLE.
I
Every autobiography is interesting, even when it unveils a
mere time-server and hypocrite.
1641 FuLLKR Holy ty Prof. State 111. xix. 202 He is a good

time-server, that complys his niarmers to the severkl ages
of this life; pleasant in youth, without wantonness; grave
in old age, without frowardness.. .He is a good time-server,
that finds out the fittest opportunity for every action.

1 2, One who serves only ioi a time, and after-

wards deserts or * falls away '. Obs. rare.
Apparently with reference to the parable of the sower,

Malt. xiii. 21, Mark iv. 17, Luke viii. 13.
rt >57S Bp- I'lLKiNGTON Expos. Neh. iv. 15 (1585) 65 Such

be those time-setuers which the Gospel speakelh of, that for
a time make a shew \\\ seruing the Lord, but in the tyme ol
triall they fall away.

Ti'ine-se:rvice. [See prec and Service.]
1. = Time-sekving vbl. sb.

1883 SvMONDs Shak%. Predec. v. (1900) 150 This freedom
from time-service.. give[s]adignity to Heywood's character.

2. The work done by an observatory staff in

daily furnishing the correct time to the community.
1890 Smithsonian Rep. 160 Obseivations of nebulae and

physical observations of Jupiter and Saturn ; time service.
1899 Athenzum 29 July 161/3 The time-service has also
occupied part of the energy of the observatory.

Trine-se:rving, vbl. sb. [See Time-server,
and Serve v.^ ii.J The action or conduct ol a
time-server; * trimming',
i62iBuHTON/}«a/.il/ir/. II. iii.vi. 4i9Let them goeon,get

wealtn, ..by impudence, and time.->eruing, let them..cros5e
me on every side.

_ 1642 Fuller Holy <5- I^ro/. St. in, xix. 202
Ihere be foure kinds of 'lime-^^erving : first out of Christian
discretion, which is commendable; second, out of humane
jnfnmity, which is more pardonable; third and fourth, out of
ignorance, or aflection, both which are damnable. 171a
Addison .Sped. No. 445 p6, 1 have been accused by these
despicable Wretches of I'rimming, Time-serving. 1894 Mrs.
Oliphant Hist. Sk. Q. Anne vi. 315 It was all devotion, not
time-serving as the vulgar thought.

Ti'me-se:rvillg,///. a. [f. as prec.with -ING 2.]

tl. Serving the time or season; serviceable,

seasonable. Obs. fare~^.
1627 PERRor Tithes 73 His ships. .full richly stowed with

all manner of choice and lime-serving commodities.

2. Characterized by interested compliance; * trim-

ming*, temporizmg,
162(0 Prvnne Anti-Armin. 77 Not by some one or two

ambitious, timeseruing, noucllizing Diuines. 1638 Sir T.
Hehbert Ttav (ed. 2) 99 His owne two sonnes.. brought
also to Mahobet by tyme-serving Maduffer-chan to abide
his mercy. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xii. iii. (Rtldg.) 428 The
school of time serving morality. 1860-70 Stubbs Led.
hut op. Hiit. I. viii (1904) 100 The leading man., was a time-
serving rogue

Hence Ti me-se rvinfifness.

01734 North Lives (1826) I. 2, (IJ ascribe it chiefly to
igiiuiance, although I think time-servingness and malice
hath the greatest share, 1812 Shei.lf.v in Hogg Life (1858)
II. 196 The addiess .so barefaced a piece of time-serving-
nt.s5. 1890 LippincotCs Mag. May 763 ITie cowardice and
the time stivingness.

t Timesome, a. Obs, rare. [f. Time j^. +
-some.] Of, pertaining to, existing in, or subject

to time as opposed to eternity ; of finite duration

;

temporal. I lence f Timesomeness.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <V Selv. 33 Everlastingness is no

more All at Once, as a Now of Time is,, .than it is it self

Tin\esoni. Ibid. 154 God..mayas well be brought down to
the timesomness of that which is l>ounded, as that which is

every way bounded, may be lifted up to the alwayness of
him who is unbounded. Ibid i8i When we say, the body
is dying or timesom, the soul deathless or endless, we do
not mean the body should tfaeieby lose its bodyhood, but
only its suchness.

Ti*me-spi:rit. [transl. of Ger. Zeitgeist,}

The spirit ot the time, the genius of the age.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. ix, To me, in this our life.,

which is an internecine warfare with the Time-spirit, other
warfare seems questionable. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. ^ Dogma
(18761 p. xxi, To say that the Church dogmas of his time., on
which the Time-Spirit had not then turned his light, were
false developments. x88o T. Hodckin /taly ^ Inv. 111. ix.

II. 547 One is disposed to look the present Time-Spirit
boldly in the face and ask why tt..must be infallible and
eternal

Ti'nie-ta:ble. A tabular list or schedule of the

times at which successive things are to be done or

happen, or of the times occupied in the parts of

some process.

spec. a. A printed table or book of tables showing the
times of arrival and departure of r.-iilway trains at and from
the stations ; also a similar table of times of arrival

and departure of steamboats or other public conveyances.
b. A chart used in railway traffic offices, showing by means
of cross lines, in one direction representing hours and
minutes and in the other miles, the position of the v.-irious

trains at any given moment (Casse/l's Encycl. Did. 1888).

c. A time-sheet on which a recoid is kept of the time
worked by each employee. d. A table showing how the
lime of a school or other educational institution, for any day,
or for a week, is allotted to the various classes and subjects.

e. Mus. A table of notes showing their relative time-value.

1838 OsBOKNE Guide to Grand Junction or Biriii'ham,
Liverpool <5- Manch. Rail., On and after Wednesday
May 23rd... Time Table shewing the Hours [etc.]. i8^
Cornish''s Grand yundion fete] Railway Companion, ed. 3,

'J'ime Table, shewing the hour of each Train [etc.] after

iSih June 1838. 1839 (title) Brad.sh.-iw's Railway Time
Tables .. loth Mo. 19th. 1844 J. .^llen Kept. Schools
S. Distr. in Min. Conim. of Council on Education
11. gr For the morning's work, 1 have sometimes suggested
the following time-table. 1844 F. C. Cook Rcpt. Schools
E. Distr. ibid. 178 The time-table should coutaui an exact
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account Utcl 1856 F. E. Pagkt Chu/ei Orvht. 194 The
tinit:-iable of that 111.-111*4 life was a curiosity in its

way. 1858 SiMMosDS Diet. TratU, Tinu-tabU^ a register

of the time of high-water, and of the departure of steam

boats, ratiw.-iy trains, etc. ; a check upon the period of

labour of workmen. 1861 M. Arnold Pop, Edttc, France

98 The pre-wnt time-table, .of the lay public schools of Paiis.

i86a Miss Bbaddon Lady Audtey xxviii, He walked straight

back to the hotel, where he called for a time-table. An ex-

press for London left Wildernsea at a quarter-past one.

18.. HuHJ^H in Slainer & Barrett^Z>iV/. Mns, Tenits (1875)

».v. NoMtHclature, The Germans call these notes ..the

ntkaie ncUt the hoi/ Koie, the quarter twte^ and so on.

These appellations .. form of themselves a time-table. 1889

W. S. RocKSTRO in Grove Diet, Mus. s.v., The earliest

known indication of a Time Table is to be found in the

well-known work on Cantus mensurahUiSy written by

Franco of Cologne about the middle of the nth cenlur>-..

.

The modern Time Table, denoting the proportionate value

of all these notes, is too well known in our schoolrooms to

need a word of description here. 1889 0. Kindlav Eng,
Raitit-ay 8 It was not until after some time ..that the

time-table became a recognised institution. 1907 li^est/u.

Gaz, 7 May 2/2 This is the first time that a time-table has

been attanged in advance for a whole [parliamenUry] Btll,

but it seems to us that the procedure was juslitied.

Timeward (tsi'mwgjd), a., adv. [f. Time sb.

+ -WARD.] Towards what belongs to time; tem-

poral.

tflS} H. Druhmond Nai. Law in Spir. IK. v. (1884) 158

The mind of the flesh, . . by lis very nature, limited capacity,

and time-ward tendency, is.. Death.

Time-worn, a. Worn by process of lime;

impaired by a^e.

I7a9 Savagk li^anderer v. 3 By timc<wom Steps a steep

Ascent we gain. 1813 W. S. Walker Piftnts 152 On the

green margin of the ijuiet flood,.. a time-worn exile stood.

1901 BiRRELL Miic. III. (1903) 82 An ancient, tinic*worn

titual, which gives dim cxpiessioo to ghostly ideas.

Timid (ti*miti), a. [ad. L. iimui-uSj f, iim-irt

to fear. Cf. F. timide {a 1528 in Godef. Compl^J]
Subject to fear; easily frightened; wanting bold-

ness or courage ; fearful, timorous. Rarely const,

^(cf. TmoRoua i a). Also >f^.

1549 Compl. Scat Ep. Ded. 6, 1 vas lang stupefact ancle

timide, for faltofancpercmptoirconcluswne. 1697 BunLSV
Pkai. 14 Another sort of Proofs, that will affect the most
slow Judgments, and assure the most timid or incredulous.

1730-46 Thomson AttttimH 401 Poor is the triumph o'er the

timid bare. 1764 Museum Rutt. II. 270 Lucern..in its

infanl Slate. .is very tender, and timid of frosL 1841 EtrMiN-
BTONS Hiit. //uC II. 545 The troo|>s l>ecame more timid

than ever. 1865 Dickkns Mut, Fr. iv. xii, Bella was so
timid of him.

b. Characterized by or indicating fear,

i74i'S GuKX Agrippina 87 Carry to him thy timid counsels.

81a J. Wii.soN Isle 0/ Paims in. 168 With a timid smile.

1873 Hlack Pr, Tkuu vt. She has given him some timid
eFK'miacement.

Timidity (timi*dtti). [ad. L. timiditds, f.

timid-US TiMiD : see -ity. Cf. F. timidity {a 1429).]
The quality of being timid ; fearfulness.

1598 Florio, Timidita, timiditie, feare. dread tetc). 1603
Holland Plutarch 285 This proccedetn from .. evtreamc
folly and timiditie of heart. 1658 .Sir T. Urownk Pseud. Ep.
IIU xvii. (ed. ^ 183 (The hare) ri};ured.. pusillanimity and
timidity from its temper. 176a Svmmer in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Scr. II. IV. 450 Lord Weymouth, .spoke with grace and
dignity, though with the timidity of a young man. 1849
Macauu^y Hi%t. Eng;. vii. II. 244 Burnet was well aware of
his danger : but timidity was tkH among his faults.

Timidly (ti*niidU), adv. [f. Tim II) a. -t- -LT 2.]

In a timid manner; shrinkingly, apprehensively.

1767 S. Patbrson Anather Trav, I. 375 To the timidly.
»upeislitious..lhey would seem a company of necromancers.

184^ Bkthunr Sc Fireside St^r. 137 The lady.. glanced
timidly at me to ascertain if I observed her. 18B5 Vpool
Daily Post 11 Apr. 4/9 One traveller timidly attempts the
fiaudulent experiment.

Ti'midness. rare, [-ness.] ~ Timiditt.
i8a8-3a in Wkbsikr. 1889 Stkvf.nsom Master cf B, ii.

He looked up.. with a kind of limidness.

tTi'miaouS, «. Obs, rare, [f, L. timid-m
Timid + -0U3.] —Timid,
1663 Butler Hud. 1. 111. 396 Fortune th' audacious doth

jmmrtt But lets the timidous miscarry. 41734 NoRni
LhrtM (1826) I. 171 His lordship knew him to be.. a timi*

dons onn. IHa. 4^1 His timidous manner of creating; and
judging . . points, some on one side, and some on another.

Timing (tdi-mii)), vbl. sb, [f. TiMB v. + -IMO 1.]

The action of TtMR v. in various senses.

tL Happening, occurrence, hap; (good or ill)

fortune ; an event, occurrence, case, 06s,
c iRjo Gen. <V Ex. 31 Almi^in louerd, he^est kin^e 0u giue

me sell timinge. ih'd. 1194 Swilc timing was hire bi lid.

Ibid. 26<4 litsv>p Kliopuleos Sa^ Sis limmg, & up be ros,

e X310 K. Horn 164 Crist him ^eue god t^-myng. c 1400 Brut
clxviii. 191 Thus st.iterand Scottes,..Erly in a mornyng in
an cuel tyming went )e fro Dunbarr.

2. The fixing, ascertaining, noting, or recording
of time: see Time v. ; in Cricket^ see quot, 1893,
1597 MoRLKV Intrcd. Mus. 9 Phi. What is the timing of

a note ? Ma. It is a ccrtaync SfLice or Icnsth, wherein a
ni3te may l>e boklen in singing. 1656 Eirenicon 20 Let thy
chittity advance To give them timeing of an Ordinance.
1658 9 in Burton's pJaryiiZ-2%) III. iw There is no execp-
li>jn against the petition, but against the timing of it. 1693
J. KowAROs Author. O. + N. Test. j57 josephus is often
faulty as to the timing of things, aijii Ken PsycJke Poet.
Wks. 1721 IV. 278 The Voice, the Lute, the Passion sweet
and strong, The Timing, the adapting of the .Song. 1889
AcwoRTM Railways Eng. 202 The acceleration over the
ordinary timing of the 2 p.ni. wai no moce tlian 4 minutes.

1893 W. L. Murdoch Cricket 29 Timing is the working in

periect unison of the hands, arms, legs and all the necessary
muscles which are subservient to the eye. 1908 Daily
Netvs 7 Dec. 9 This, considering the heavy state of the

roads, was excellent timing.

b. altrib. and Comb., as timing box, nut, screiv^

valve, -wheel.
1884 F. J. Britten Watch 9f Ctockm. 264 Timing Box

tsee Time v, 2 cl. Ibid. 265 [The] Timing Screws [arel four

screws or nuts placed at equal distances round the rim of a
watch compensation balance,.. used for getting the watch
to mean time. Ibid.^ In a marine chronometer there are

two timing nuts. 1898 Timing valve [see Timet. 7I. 1907
H'estf/i. Gaz. 21 Nov. 4/2 All the timing-wheels are made of

fibre and brass, and are contained in an oil-lighl aluminium
case in front of the engine (of a motor-car).

t Ti'mish, a. Obs, rare. [f. Time sb. + -isu I.]

a. Ofthe nature of time; temporal, temporary, b,

belonging to the time ; in the style of the times,

modish, fashionable. Hence f Ti'zaishness.
1674 N. Fairfax /fv/'^ <V .S"^/??. 20 The reality of time being

graited in its timeishness, not in its boundlesness ; so that

every little share of time must have a little of this little

reality, and every little must make a mickle. 1676 Lije
Muggleton in Harl. Misc. I. 612 A timish gentleman,
accoutcred with sword and peruke, hearing the noise this

man caused. ., bad a great desire to discourse with him.

Timist (tdi'mist). Also 8-9 timoist. [-I8T.]

f 1. One who follows or complies with the

Immour of the time ; a time-server. Oi>s*

a 1613 OvERBURV Charac., Timist Wks. (1856) 56 A Timist
is a noune adjective of the present tense. He hath no more
of a conscience then feare, and his religion is not his but
the princes. i6ao ItRAiiiwAir Five Senses iii. 33 The dis-

sembling ap[)earancesofallobseruingTimists, tS^J. JoNr^
Ovid's Ibis 162 So Timists and Hypociites change their

opinion.

+ 2. A timepiece, clock. Obs. ftOMce-use.

1711 E. Ward fu/gits Brit, v, 61 To bring the poor con-
denin'd Machine To ih' flaming Pile, and cast therein The
costly Timist.

3. One who keens correct time in music.
1765 GoLosM. Est. Misc. Wks. 1837 I. 203 Neither the one

or the other are, by any means, perfect timists. 1774 J.
Collier, etc. Mus. Trav. ^1775) 8 She introduced me to
Mr. Dilettanti, a most illustrious timeist. 1866 Engcl A'aA
Mus. ix, 339 The Chinese are known to be excellent timists,

and they have several marks for indicating bow the time is

to be beaten.

4. One who confines his outlook to time, i.e. to

the present life, rare.
1801 R. Cecil Me/n. y. Bacon Wks. x88i I. 203 Let the

whole world be divided into two great sect^ viz. Timists
and Ktcrnalists.

6. A chronologcr. rare,

1897 S. J. HuMriiHBY in Chicago Advance 23 Sept 422/1
The next day (Tuesday, Apr. 35, a.d. 60, for so the limists
calculate) they [Paul and his comtianionsl came to Rhodes,
6. One of a sect of Adventists. U.S.
1884 Independent Almanac i3 Only a small company ^of

Adventists], called ' Timists *, now venture to fix a dennite
time for the advent.

7. Cricket. One who * times ' fwell or badly).
1893 W. L. MuRtxxH Cricket 30, 1 think Lord K U

must have h.id alt the attributes of a good timist.. for.. it is

written of him. .that he had a greater variety of bits than
anyone else and they were all along the ground.

Timit (timit). [Native name in Galtbi.] A
species of palm, Manicaria saedfera, var. Pluke*
netii, a native of Trinidad, and of the tidal swamps
of the Amazon. Also attrib.

1858 Crucer Outl. Flora Trinidad 5 The timit (Mani-
caria) grows in light sandv soils. 1871 Kincsley At Last
Rij Rows of post-i^ prulwibly of palm-stems thatched over.,
with the leaves ofthe 1 imit palm, Ibid.xW^ Kach Negro..
carried a Timit-Ieaf, and booked it on to hia head when a
gush of rain came down.
Timmele, obs. So. form of Thimble.
fTimmen, variant of Tamin Oi's., stamin.
1824 Miss Ferkif.h Inker. Ixxi, Itroadcloth and timmen.
Timmer, obs. and di.1l. form of Timber.
Timmersome, variant of Timorsomb.
Timmy whisky; see Timwuisky.
Timocracy (tdimfrkrasi). Also 6 -oratie.

[a. OK. tymocrcuie (Oresme 14th c.^, mod.F.
tifuocratie, ad. med.L. timocratia (in ijthc. transl.

Aristotle), a. Gr, Ttfio/tpaTia, used by Plato and by
Aristotle in two distinct senses, f. rifirj (a) booour,
{b) value or valuation + 'Kparia : see -cuacy. Tlie

Aristotelian, the later sense in Greek, was the first

to appear in Eng. literature.]

1. In the Aristoteli.tn sense: A polity with a
property qualification for the ruling class.

1586 T. B. La Priwaml. Fr. Acad. (1589) 548 The third

kind of a good and right common*wealth isof aGreeke word
called Tintocratie, which we may cal the power of meanc
or indidercnt wealth. 1594 Mirr. Policy (1599) I^ijJi

iletweeti the two kinds of a depraved Commonweale, to wit,

Oliearchie and Democratie, this Commonwealc Tiniocratic

is founded, a 1647 Sir R. Filmkk Observ. Aristotle's Pol.

(1652) 6 Of all the right kindes of Government Monarchy was
the best, and a Timocratie the worst. 1818 T. Taylor Aris-
totle's AV/^/.,ctc. II. 311 The polities indeed arc, a kingdom,
an aristocracy, and the third is derived from the distribution

of honours through the medium of wctlth, which as it seems
may be appropriately called a timocracy. 1855 Thiklwai.l
Greece I. x. 408 The scale of the timocracy was gradually
lowered, until it was wholly abolished. 1847 Grote Greece
II. xi. III. 159 Such were the divisions in the political scale

cfttablishtid by Solon, called by Aristotle a Timocracy, in

which the rights, honours, functions and liabilities of the
citizens were measured out according to the assessed pro-
perty of each.

2. In the Platonic sense : A polity (like that of

Sparta) in which love of honour is said to be the

dominant motive with the rulers.

1636 Stanley Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 195 Of a Common-
wealth he asserteth five kinds, the first, Aristocracy, when
the best Rule ; the second, Timocracy^ when the Ambitious;
the third. Democracy ^ when the People ; the fourth, Oly-
garcky, when a few ; the last, Tyranny^ which is the worst
of all. 184s Maurice Mor. <V Met. Philos. in Encycl.
Metrop. II. 620/1 The fraternal type of equality will be
preserved in all friendships under a timocracy. 185a Davies
& Vaughan tr. Plato's Rep. (1858) 307 We will begin on the
present occasion by examining the ambitious constitution

—

(I do not know of any other name in use; we must call it

Timocracy or Timarchy). X871 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. i.

333 A timocracy in which the energetic ambitious and
military type will become dominant.

7i2U0Cra>tic (tainwkrse'tik), a. [ad. med.L.
tiinoaatic-uSt a. Gr. TifioKpaTttt-os, f. TtnoKparia :

see prec. and -IC. So F. timocralique.'\ Of, be-

longing to, or characterized by a timocracy.

a. In the Aristotelian sense: see jirec. i.

1847 Gbote Greece n. xxxi. IV. i63 The timocratie classi-

fication of Solon.. continued to subsist. 1869 A. W. Ward
tr. Curtius' Hist. Greece II. 11. iv. 89 These were the timo-

cratie constitutions, which arrange the citizens in divisions,

and determine the measure of their rights according to the

standard of property. 1875 Poste Gains i. (ed. 2) 32 The
Comitia Centuriata was a timocratie assembly, or one in

which the ascendency belonged to wealth.

b. In the Platonic sense : see prec. 2.

x85a Davies & Vaughan tr. Plato's Rep. (1858) 312 Such
we find to be the character of the timocratie young man,
who resembles the timocratie state. 1905 Contemp. Rev.
Apr. 556 The timocratie man who seeks honour may easily

degenerate to the mere money lover.

TimOCra'tical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL : see

-ICAL.] *= prec.

a. a 1647 Sir R. Filmer Ol>icr7>, Aristotle's Pol. (1652)6 It

may very properly be called a timocratical Government,
where Magistrates are chosen by their wealth. 1844 Thirl-
WALL Greece VIII. Ixi. 85 A timocratical restriction on the

exercise of the franchise.

b. i8aa T. Mitchell Aristoph. II. 13 In.. Plato's Re-
public . . the author traces out the origin offour different sorts

ofgovernment (viz. the timocratical or Lacedaemonian [etc.]).

X87S Jowett Plato (ed. 2) HI. 99 Beginning with the

timocracy, let us go on to the timocratical man.

IMmon ^ (tai'm^n). [Gr. Tifiau, personal name.]

The name of a noted misanthrope of Athens, the

hero of Shakspere's play of the same name;
hence, one like Timon, a misanthrope.
1588 Shaks. L.L.L. IV. iii. 170 And Crilticke Tymon

laugh at idle toyes. i«x Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) II-.I97

You discover'd so much aversion, as wou'd make one believe

you a compleat Timon, or man-hater. 1819 Lady Morgan
Autobiog. {1850) 281 She had grown into a sort of female

Timon—not ol Athens— bitter, and always going over old,

past scenes. 1886 Pall Mall G. 15 June 6/1 Both Mr.
Ku&kin and Mr. Froude have long Ijeen known as highly

cultivated disciples of the latter-day Timon of Cheyne-row.

Hence Timonian d., of, pertaining to, or like

Timon ; Ti'mouism, misanthropy; Timouist,
a misanthrope; Tl'monize v, intr., to play the

Timon or misanthrope.

1770 Lanchornk Plutarch (1851) II. 997/1 He left his

•Timonian retreat. x886 Pall Mall G. xs June 6/1 No
new Timon arose, for * Timonism had been found out to be

a fraud. 1590GHEENK Mourn. Garm. (1616) 2 Vet was he
not.. such a *Timonist, but hee would familiarly conuerse

with liis friends. x6oj Dekkkr Salirom. Liij, I did it to

retyre me from the world ; And turne my Muse into a

Timonisl. 1713 Gentl. Instr. 11. viii. (ed. 5) 180, 1 should

be tempted to "Timonize, and clap a Satyr upon our whole
Species.

t Timon 2, temon. Obs. tare, [a, F. timon,

temon pole, staff, handle of rudder, helm :—L.
iemon-em beam, pole.] 'I'he rudder of a ship.

[I39S-3 Earl Derby's Expedition (Camd.) 225^ Item pro

reparacione j tymon per Ic scriucn.l 1506 Guvlfohije

Pylgr. (Camd.) 76 Tournynge with suche vyolence y' with

the jumpe and .stroke of y« falle of y« galye to the rok, the

stetne called the temon sterte and flewe fronie the hokes.

Timoueer (t3im6nl»*j). rare. [a. F. timonier

(12th c in Godef. CompL), It. timoniere, f. timon

helm: see prec, and -eeu.] A helmsman, steersman.

x76a-9 Falconer Shipwr. 11. 178 The helm the attentive

timoneer applies. Ibid. in. 67, 115 [etc.J. 1806 (J. Pinckard
Notes W. Ind. I. 183 The timoneer left the helm ; and the

ship remained immoveable upon the water. 1883 G. C.

Davies Norfolk Broads xxv. (1884) 188 Her timoneer sitting

. . with the tiller in one hand and the sheet in the other.

Timor (ti'moj). rare. [n. L. timor (ear.} Fear,

1599 A, M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 102/2 For
Asthmasye, or .shortnes of breath, and tiinor of the consunip-

tionc. 1850 P. Crook War 0/Hads 43 In slothful limor.

Timorat, erron. variant of Timakiut. Obs.

t Timorate, a. Obs. rare—**, [ad. late L. timo-

riit'tts (Vulg.) full of the fear of God, f. timor fear

:

see -ATE 2. Cf. F. timori (Cotgr.), It. timorato

(Florio, 161 1\] Devout, full of reverence.

1570 Levins Manip. 41/24 Timorate, timoratus.

fTi'morist. Obs. rare. Also tymor-. Deriva-

tion and sense doubtful : the context appears to

require * Timist, time-server*.

ci6ao Fkltham RcsoItcs xx, 60 What would the world

think of me, th.^t could thus in one, be hot, and cold ? should

1 not be censured as a Timorist? led. 1647 Tymurist.]
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i" TimorO'Sity. OOs, Forms; (stymorysite),
6 timerosity, -itie, tymer-, (teraer-),timorositie,

6-7 timorosity. [f. as T1MOUOUS + -ITY ; cf. obs.

It. timorosita (P'lorio).] Tiniorousness, timidity.

1490 Caxton hneydos iv. 20 P'or tynioiysite. .liis tonge..
clyuetl lo the pjlatu of his inouutli. 1531 Elvot Coik i. xxi,

Aud.icilic with timerositie inakelh Magnanimiiie. Ibid. iii.

viii, The suiplusage is called Audacitie, the lacke Tiinoro-
sitie or fenre. 1538 St, Papers Hen. VIII^ lU 12 In ihc
end, lemcro^itie putt npait, I have detcrminid i>laynty lo

expres to your Loidship suche thinges..as rcstith in my
knowledg. 1547-64 Iiauldwin Mor, Philos, (Palfr.) 151
In men we note audacitie, but commonly in women timero-
sity. 1647 Sp. Ho. Ctm.\ 23 June 1 The timorosity of
OlVfndiiig, the voliihility of Scandal.

Timorous (li-moros), a. Forms: a, 5-6
tymerous'.e, (5 tumerous), 6-8 tiraerous, (6

-ouse). {&, 6 temerous.) 7. 5-6 timorouse,
6 tymorous, 6-8 limourous, (6 -ouse, 7
timrous, 7-S tim'rous), 6- timorous. [= OF.
icmeroSj -ous (14th c. in Godef.), later /imouret/s,

tiuioreuXy OSp., Pg. iemcroso. It. timoroso, med.L,
ihnofosus (nth c. in Dti Cange, and prob. in late

L.), f. L. iimdr-cm fear.

The existence of the forms iimerous, icnierous brought
this word into foi mal confusion with Temerous rash ; whence
tenicriiy, pioi>erIy n. of quality from Temhkoi;s, was also

used as deiiv. of //w/wo«jr in sense 'timidity' : seeTiMERirv.]

1. Full of or affected by fear (either for the time

or habitually) ; fearful, a. Feeling fear; frightened,

apprehensive, afraid. (Sometimes const, qfj or with
inf. or clause.) Now rare.

C14S0 Mankhtd Zo^ in Macro Plays 30 He ys so tymer-
ou-ie ; me semyth hys vytall spryt doth ex[>yre. c 1S30 Crt,
Love 1 With timcrous \,cd. 1561 temerous] herte, and trem-
bling hand of di ede. c 1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII
(Canid.) 185 The King's doings..may seem .. to have pro-

ceeded fiom a tymerous fearful conscience to offend God.
1613 W. Browne lin't Past. n. v, Timerous of death.
a 1631 Donne Holy Sonnets xii. 10 You have not sinned
nor need be timouiou-^. 1707 Rcjlcv. upon Ridicule
It. 269 Our Friends are for the most part timerous. 17S0
Johnson Rambler No, 75 f 15 He is now more timorous
iest his freedom should bethought rudeness. 1840 Dickens
Barn.Rudge Ixxii, He.. was rather timorous of venturing
on Joe.

b. Subject to fear; of a fearing disposition;

easily fiighlened; timid. + In early use sometimes
in good sense : Modest, reverential.

1474 Caxton Chcssc 11. ii. (1833) 32 A Queue ought lo be
well manerd & amonge alle she ought to be tumerous and
sbamefast. Ibid. 111. 11, Maystcrs and marroners on the see
..yf they be tumerous and ferdful they sliold make aferde
tbeni that ben in theyr shippis. igoa Atkvnson tr. De
Iniitationc 11. x. iSg The grace wherby we may be made
humble & tymerous lo God. 153^ Mobf- Com/, agst. Trib,

11. Wks. 1182/1 Thys faute of pusdLin I ni Itye and tymorous
myndc. 11557 Mrs. M. liASSEr Ir, Afore's Treat. Passion
ibid. 1358/1 O temerous & weake sely shepe, thynke yt
sufficient for thee, onely to waike after me, which am thy
shcpeheardc. x6oo Hollano Livy 11. Iv. 8r 'I'heir own timer-

ous conceits & imaginations. 1774 Goldsm. IVat. Hist,

(1776) IV. 3 Animals of the hare kind. .are inoffensive and
timorous. 1855 Macaulav Hist, Eng. xvi. III. 636 Con-
junctures such as have often inspired timorous and delicate

women with heroic courage.

C. Indicating or proceeding from fear; charac-

terized by timidity. Also^f^.
1581 J. Eell Haddon's Answ. Osor, 477 b, Tymerous

feare of men hath straightened it. 1603 H. Crosse Vertues
tVw////H». (1878) 139 'I'he linkeof wofull wretchednes maketh
his death timerous and fearful! by his Icaud life. 1653
Cbashaw Carmen Deo Nostra Wks. (1904I 254 The timerous
light of stares, 170X C. Wolley yml. Neiu York (i860) 60
There is the timorous objection: the Ship may founder by
springing a L#eak. 1781 Gibbon Decl. ff F, xxvi. (1S69) 1!.

48, I shall proceed with doubtful and timorous steps. 1838
pRESCoir Fcrd, f( Is. (1846) 1. iii. 151 His troops mur-
mured at this timorous policy.

i'2. Causingfearordread; dreadful, terrible. Ohs.

14SS Rolls ofParlt. V. 281/1 In as rigorous and timorouse
manere as the Chirche wol suffre it. 1513 Braushaw St.

Wtrburge 11. 766 They set theyr ordinaunce agaynst the
low ne.. timorous for to se. 1608 R. Johnson Seven Cltam-
pinns 45, I giant thee..by the law of arms to choose thy
death, els hadst thou suffered a timorous torment. x63S
L11HGOW Trav. VI. 262 Wee came to the most scurrile and
timorous Discent of the whole passage.

3. dial, (See quots.)

1691 Ray N. C. IVords, Timorous, by the Vulgar is here
used for furious or passionate. 1828 CraTcnGloss., Timor,
ous, difficult to please, fretful ; also, nice, particular in dress.

Timorously (ti-m6r3sli),fit(/i:/, [f. prec. + -ly 2.]

In a timorous manner; timidly.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John xxi. 117 He
auiiswereth sincerely .. but timerously and very lowlye
withal. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm, 273 b, Rendryng
so lightly and timourously. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. in.

(1701) 99/1 Timerously shunning all publick Affairs. 1697
Jos. Woodward Relig. Sor. London i. {1701) 13 You will

stand idly or timorously, when the Goliahs of darkness come
forth and blaspheme the living God. 1835 Lvtton Rienzi
I. iii, ' Hush ', said a third, timorously looking round. 1885
Mnncheiter Exam. 3 June 5/4 Reflections .. timorously
emphasised by a letter.

TimorOTlSXiesS (ti-morasnes). [f. as prec. +
-NEsa.] The quality or state of being timorous;
fearfulness, timidity.

1494 Fabyan Citron, vi. clxxv. 172 Gosselyne and Conrade
. . complaynynge theym vnto her of the vnslablenesse of
her lorde and tymerousnesse. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe
(1541) 75 W Id case that cither for age or for timourouse-

iiesse a man wyll not lie lette blomle. 1614 Donne Serm.
ii. (1640) 1 5 Gideon, in a modest linlorou•^neii5e askes a signe.
1681 K. Knox Ceylon lOS Wliom we peiceiving to be fice

fiom timeiousiiess at the .sight of us, 1748 Hsv.rx'ES ObierzK
Man I. iv. 454 The Ridicule cast upon Timoioubness by
lioys and Men. 1876 IJANCnoi-r Hi<,t. U.S. I. viii. 228
AfTliLted ..wiih..anovtipowering timoiousness of nature.

Timorsoiue (ii"moJti?m), a. NowV/V?/. Also
7-9 tiroer-, timour-, erron, timber-, (8 timbor-,

8-9 timmor-). [-ipp- f- ihnor-oits^tiiner-oitSy with
substitution oi-sonte suffix for -ous ; cf. Intrllien-ouSy

bmihen-somCj quarrdous, quarrelsome ^ and esp.

humorous, huruoiirsome (but Intmour was in

common Knglish use, which liinorwtiA not).]

L Subject to or characterized by fear ; timorous,
tin) id.

1599-1600 G. RucGLE Club Law i. iv, Impossible for a
man to be a.. Headsman, .that is timbersonie or afraid.

i6oa Skcar Hon. Alii. <v Civ. i. xxx. 39 The second was
imiKJtent of his feet, and the third timersome. rti65JllROME
Co7>ent Card. v. i, 1 never saw a man so timoursome. 1749
FivLDiNU Tom yones viii. viii, He is a timl>orsoine Man
evtry Uody knows. 1818 Scott Let. to D. Trrry 30 Apr.,
in Lock'hart, Last night.. the very same noise occurred.
Mrs. S., as you know, is rather timbersome, so up got I,

with IJeardic's broadsword under my arm... Hut nothing
was out of order. 1840 Marryat roor 'Jack xxU, A mighty
timorsome sort of young chap he appeared for lo be. 1897
Baring-Goui.d Biadys xxvi, I'm forced, when feeling timor-
some of nights, to bolt my door.

2. Inspiringfear, fearful, dreadful; ^^TiMOROU.s 2.

rare, .

1894 ViLACKytoRE Perl^cross igi It looks, .so. .strange and
ungodly, and— and so timoursome.

Timothy (ti'm6])i). [A Christian name, ad, L.

Timol/ieuSf Gr. Tifxu0€os ( = * honouring God *),]

1. Short for Timothy grass.
1747 B. Franklin Let. Wks. 1887 II. 77 You made .some

mistake when you intended to favor me with some of the
new valuable grass seed.. for what you gave mc.. proves
mere timothy. 1840 J. Dvei. Parn/er s CcntJ>. 225 Timothy^
better known in the east as herds-grass^ and in Europe as
meadow cat's-tail . . is the general foiagc grass of the northern
States. 1887 Daily News 18 Oct, 3/8 Timothy is scarce
both in Aiiicrica and Germany, whence our supplies are
mainly derived, and is likely to be dear.

b. atlrib,, as iimothyfield^ hay, seed, sod.

1784 Pennsylvania Gaz. 17 Mar. 3/2 Timothy seed. x868
Refi. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 420 A timothy sod
plowed late in spring. 1884 Roe Nat, Scr. .Story viii, The
mowing machine would be used in the timothy fields. 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 535/2 Clover seed 60 lb. ; timothy seed
481b.

2. 'Abreworjorumofliquor\6'<r. j/<7W^; E,D,D.).
iBss Si KANG Glasgow <S- its Clubs (1856) 338 Rum filled

the crystal timothies. X890 J. Sfrvice Th/r Notandums
xii. 87 Drink f.ur, pree and pree aboot, wi' that timothy o'

tcxldy that you've been hirpling aboot to mak.

Timotky grass. [See quots. 1765, 1894.]
A name (orignially American) for Meadow Cat's-

tail Grass, Phkum pralense^ a native British grass,

introduced into cultivation under this name m the

North American colonies in the eighteenth century.
rti736 J. Eliot Ess. Field Husb. (1760^ 57 Herd-Grass

(known in Pennsylvania by the name of Tlmothy.Grass). ..

It^ is said that Herd-Grass was fiist found in a swamp in

Piscataqua by one Herd, who propagated the same. 1747
Franklin Lei. Wks. i887_II. 83 A bushel of clean chaff of
timothy or Salem grass will yield five quarts of seed. 1750
W. Ellts Mod. Huslandm,, St. Timothy Grass. 1763
Museum Rust. (ed. 2) I. 235 Timothy grass, .delights in a
. .moLst soilj and has a running root like couch grass. 1765
Nat, Hist, in Ann. Reg, 143/2 Another artificial grass called

Timothy-grass.. because it was brought from New York to

Carolina by one Timothy Hanson [according to the Cen-
tury Diet., about 1720]. 1809 Kendall Trav. I, xxiii. 228
Timothy, here called English grass, is the grass cultivated.

1894 Times 23 Apr. 12/3 Although Phlcum firatcnse^ long
known as meadow catstail, is a native IJiitish grass, its

cultivation as an agricultural plant was originated last cen-
tury by Timothy Hanson, an American, after whom the
glass got called timothy grass,

Timoua : see Timeous.

tTimp,-e. Ol>s. rare^^. [App. shortened from
L. tympanuvi, Tvmi'an.] A tambourine.
CIZ05 Lay. 7003 Ne cu3e na mon swa muchel of song, Of

harpe & of salteriun,. .Of timpe & of lire. \Timpe is prob.
dntive case.]

Timp, var. of Tymp. Tiinpan(e, -phan,
Timpanle, obs. ff. Tympan, Tympany. Timse,
var. Temse, a sieve.

t Timwhi'Sky, Obs. Also 8-9 -whiskey, (8
timmy whisky, -whiskee). [A compound of

Whisky, alight one-horse carriage: first element

imcerlain.] A kind of high liglit carriage, seated

for one or two, drawn by a single horse or by two
horses driven * tandem * ; a gig; a whisky.
1764 T. Brvdges Homer Traz'cst. (1797) II. 374 In spite

of him these younkers frisky Went out and hir'd a timmy
whisky. 1768 H. Walpolk Let. to Co'ixvay 9 Aug., The
apprentices that flirt lo Epsom in a Tim-whisky, 1769 Hurke
Corr. (1844) I. 182 Lord Chatham passed by my door on
Friday morning, in a jimwhiskee [error /or tim-J drawn by
two horses, one before the other. 1769 Chesterf. Lett, to

Godson 15 Au^.. Many of our young nobility push for it

[fame] by driving a Chaise and four, or a Tim Whiskey.
1813 SouTHEY in Q. Rev. X. 126. 1824 .Scott St. Ronans
xiv, That almost forgotten accommodation, a whiskey, or,

according to some authorities, a tim-wliiskey. 1837S0UTHEY
Doctor Xwierch. xiv. IV. 43The difference between a Baptist

and an Anabaptist, which Sir John Danvers said, is inucb

the s^ame as that between a Whiskey and a Tim whiiJcey,
that is to 5ay no difference at all.

Tin (tin), sb. Forms: 1-3 tin, 3-7 tyn, 4-6
tynue, 5 tyne, 5-7 tynn, (6 teene. Sc twne,
tun), 6-7 tinne, 7 tinu, 7- tin. [OK. tin ncut.

= MLG., MDu. //«(h, ten (LG., Kl'ris., I)u. tin),

OIIG., MHG. zin ((i. zimt), ON. tin (Da. //;/,

Sw. lenn) :— Teut. *tin-d^*^ ; not known outside

Teutonic. Jr. timte is from Eng.
The lOthc. Sc. foims iiimCy tun are difficult toaccouni f9r.l

1. One of the well-known metals, nearly ajiproacli-

ing silver in whiteness and lustre, highly malleable
and taking a high polish; used in the manufacture
of articles of block tin, in the formation of alloys,

as bronze, pewter, etc., and, on account of its

resistance to oxidation, for making tin-plate and
lining culinary and other iroti vessels.

Tin is rarely if ever fotiiid native, but occuis in two oics,

the dioxide, SnOj, called tin-stone 01 casaterite, and, less

cominonly, in tin-pyiites or sulphide of tin, S11S2 Chemic-
ally it is a dyad metallic element, symbol Sn (itannum),
atomic weight (O = 16) 119 {li:tcrnal. Committee in Jml.
Chem. Soc. Sept. 1912, 1832) ; sp. gr. about 7'3. In Alchemy
represented by the same sign { 1 ) as the planet J upiter.

^897 K.^ i^LFBED Gregory's Pa^t. C. xxxvii. 2f>6 Dis Isra-

bcla foic is sewordtn nu nie to sindiuiii & to are & to line
& lo iserne & to leade iinie on minuin ofue. c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Hom. 163 De cali/ (in church is] of tin and hire (the

SI
iesi's concubine's] nap of marere and ring of golde. i»97

;. Glouc. (Rolls) J44 Meial, as led and tyn. 138a Wyci.ip
Num. xxxi. 22 Uiasse, and yren, and tjnne. a 1450 yoc in

Wr.-Wiilcker 613/20 Stannum^ tyn. Ilid.it^ilt^Hoc ita/;-

Jium, lyne. 1544 Phaer Regim. Ly/e (1560} Civ, Kepe
them in a boxe of tinne. 1548 Aberdeen Regt. (1844) I. 259,
vij platis of twne,. .item, iij quaitis of twne. 1561 Ibid. 336
Ane charger of tun, ane phut of tun, ane dische of tun.

I5S9 IVill R. Hoope (Somerset Ho.), IJeades ol 1 eene. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 184 Rich and plenteous
mints of tinne. 1796 Kibwan Elcni. Alin. (ed. 2) II. IQ5
The colour of Tin is greyish while... Fracture hackly,
ciackles..when bent. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Set. ^ Art
II. 388 Equal parts of tin and bismuth form a btitile alloy.

1863 LvELL Antig, Man ii. 10 Bronze is an alloy of about
nine |>arts of copper and one of tin.

b. Willi defining attribute, as
bar*tin = block tin ; black tin, tin orefthe dioxide, SnOa)

prepared for smelling ; block tin, metallic tin refined and
cast into blocks; grain tin, a very pure tin obtained by
fiLsing stream tin in a bl.^st furnace supplied with charcoal,
and breaking it into small pieces ; phosphor tin, an arti-

ficial compound of tin and phosphorus; stream tin, tin

ore washed from the sand or gravel in which it occurs!
white tin, refined metallic tin.

1870 Yeats Nat. Hiit. Comm. 361 Stream ores produce
the grain tin,. .and the others the *liar or block (in. 1873
Wahs Fowncs' Chem. 443 Two varieties of commercial tin

are known,called grain- and Ixir-tin. 1610 Holland Crtw(^f«**
Brit. (1637) 185 * Black tin., is tinne ore broken and washed.
'X865 E. BuRRirx Walk Larnfs End 323 The mine produces
al>out 430 tons of bl.ick tin annually. k668 Charleton
Onomast, 395 Mundick, and *Block 'Hn. 1688 Luttrell
BriefRel. (1857) L 455 There is a new patent passing em-
pow ring commis'"-ionersforthe making of^new linn farthings
of block tinn. i84a/V«wy CycA XXIV 472/2 After refining,

the tin is cast into blocks of about three cwt each...l'in
thus prepared is .sold as block tin. 1796 Kirwan Elent. Mtn.
(ed, 2) II. 201 *Grain Tin approaches to the silvery while.

Common block Tin is bluer. 1877 Knight Diet. Afech.

^575/1 Grain-tin is prepared by plunging blocks of tin into

a bath of molten tin, and when they have assumed a brittle

crystaling texture, they are broken with a hammer ; or, after

being healed nearly to the fusing-point, they are allowed to

fall from a consideiable hicht ; they are thus broken up into
elongated grains. 188^ Ibid. Suppl.,*/Vz(7j//itf>'7'/«... Useful
in making phosphor bronze. 1796 Kirwan FJem. Mln.
(ed. 2) II. 201 In Cornwall the best Tin Ores ate those that
are washed down the hills by torrents, and thence called

'Stream Tin Ores. 1843 Brande Diet. Sc.j etc-, s. v Tin,
Stream tin,, .from it the purest metal is obtained. 1674 Ray
Words, Prepar, Tin 124 Two pound of black tin.. yields a
pound of *White or more. 1706 Lend. Gaz. No. 4741/2 A
new Invention ofSmelting., of Black Tin-Ore into WhiteTin.

2. A vessel made of tin, or more usually of tinned

iron ; spec, a vessel in which meat, fish, fruit, etc., is

hermetically sealed for preservation ( = Can sby 3);
locally, a small cylindrical drinking vessel or mug
with a handle.
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 73 With shining tin to keep

his dinner warm Swung at his back. 1851 Mavhew Loud,
Labour I. 354 The sellers of tins, who carry ihem under
their arms, or in any way on a rounds . . are known as
hand sellers. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxx. (1S56) 258
Now we had lo quarry out the blocks [of ice] ,. .ind then
melt it in tins for our daily drink. 1898 British Printer
XI. 218 A couple of opened ink tins. 1900 H. G. Graham
Soc, Life Scot, in iZtli C, iv. ii. (1901) 135 They partook
of a tin of ale. 1901 Wcstm. Gaz. 29 Nov. 8/2 An action
.. that concerns 200,000 tins of strawberry jam for the
troops in South Africa. The in.anufacturers are prcxeeding
against the tin-makers, as the tins leaked. Mod. To open
a tin of sardines. {Stotl.) Each child brought a tin and
received her tinful of milk,

b. Tin-i)late as the material of such vessels,

1879 Mrs. A. E, James Ind. Househ, Managcm. 85 A tin

writing c.nse is much more useful, .for in tin nothing will

mildew as it is liable to do in leather. 1886 Ruskin
Prseterita \. 283 Meat of their own herds, untainted by
American tin.

3. slang. Money, cash. Cf. Urass sb. 3 b.

Said to have been first applied to the small silver coins ofthe
jSth c., which before their recall in 1817 were often worn
quite smooth without trace of any device, so as to resemble
pieces of tin. See quot. for tin-like in 4 c.

i8j6 Smith Individual^ Thieves' Chaunt 5 (Karmer)
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Because she lately nimm'd some tin. They have sent her

to lodge at the King's Head Inn.
_ 1840 Dickens Oiii C.

SAn^ M, How much lx:tier would it be., to hand over a

reasonable amount of tin. 1854 Marion Harlano Alont
xxiv, She married a rich old man for his * tin ',

4. ctitrib. and Comb. a. attrib, or as adj. Made
or consisting of tin (or of tin-plate), as tin bar,

basing box, buiket, button , can, farthing, filings,

fiagony metaJt -nail, saucepan^-solder, spoon, thread,

'Ware, whistle ; of, pertaining or relating to, pro-

ducing, or conceme<l with tin, as tin-amalgam,

'dip, -farm, fioai {Ylokt sb. 19), -fnrnaee, -grain,

-kiln, -law, -lode, -merchant, -mine, ore, -pit, -shop,

trade, vein
;
put up or preserved in tins, tinned, as

tin junk, milk,

1839 Ure Did. Arts 593 The glass. .with its iiUetior

coating of 'tin-amalgam. 14S7 Ctly Papers (Camden) 157

A *tyn basson w* oder geyr. 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade,
* Tin.i-4fx, TiH-cau, a strong iion box tinntd and japanned,
for holding papers, dress articles, etc. 164a in J, Lister

Antobiog. (1843) 78 Michael Woodhead wa'i shot upon his

'tin-buttoiis. X858 SiHMONDS Dut. Trade, *Tm<aH, a
metal vessel for holding liquids. 1877 Knight Did. hftch.,

Tim CaM, the ordinary name for the cans of tinned iion now
so widely used. 1775 Asu, * Tim-caHtitcr, a cani<ster made
of tin. 1839 Ure Did. Arts 1253 KTiH-plate) The final

*tin<dip b useful to remove the marks of the biush. 17^
BoRLASE Cormvall 190 The *tin-farm of Cornwall at this

time amounted to. .one hundred marks per annum. 1688
*Tinn farthings [sec Uock tin in sense 1 bj. 18U-34 CotxCs
Study Med. (et.1. 4) 1, 288 The anthelmintic virtues of 'tin-

filings 1589 Exch. KoUt Scott. XXII. 73 Aucht 'tin

flauconts ctmienand one point thepcce. 1681 Gricw Mu\3eum
III. II. it 328 A Slag, remaining m the bottom of the "Tin-
Floate. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 213
'Tin-Giains, and other Ores of Mctalls. 1710 j. Harris
Lex. Teckn. II, 'Timdtiln, 'u used for the llurninc of the
Mundick from the Tin-ore. 1611 SpEr.o T/tent. Cl, Brit.

xi. (1614) ai/i This Eaile made certain 'tinne-laws which
with libeities and privitedges were confirmed by Kailc
KdVnund his sonne. 1839 Uk la Hechk Rep. Geot. Corn-
7va/t, etc X. 301 Whe.il Friendship lode diners but a few
degrees from ea%t and west, as is also the case with Wheal
Jewel 'tin-lode on the north of it. 1708 Lend. Gat, No.
4461/4 Richard llalhaichctt,. .Tinner, or 'Tinn-Mcrchant.
188a Three in Nonvay v. 35 When we have only 'tin milk.

1610 Holland Cnmden's Hrit. 185 The incursions of the
Mores had stopped up the *tinne mines of Spaine. 1839
Ur»: Did. Arti 1241 The tin-mines of the Malay pcninsuU.
1381-* Duriiam Ace. Holts (Surtecs) 389 In CCC •Tituuul
ct Verne's cmpt. pro ostio porliamenti in clauslro. 1610
*nnne ore Iscc Uatk tin in x b}. 1766 Wlslcy yml.
la ScpC, My bone was just stepping into a 'tiit-piL 1834
Taits Mag. L 181/a, I have known a blacksmith..un-
aware of the f.tct that what are called ' *tin s.iucepans* arc
made of tinned plate Iton. 1603 Holland Ptntafch's Mor,
189 Like as 'tin-^oder doth knit and rejoyne a crackt peece
o( biatse. 1669 Syurhv Mariner's Mag., Penalties ff For-
feit. 2 'Tin and Leaden .Spoons, t&ji U. St he/fir's La/la*ut
10$ Adoritcd with oecdle woric of *tin-lhrcd upon diverse
(olour'd cloth. 1830 Dc la Ucchi: AV/. Ceol. Ccrntvali,
etc. XV. 535Tlie chiefemporiumof ihc *tin trade was Hiu^cs.
b6io Holland Cawdens Brit. 185 'Ibe *tynne vcine^ in

Ge I manic .. were not as yet Lnowen. i860 I'ilssf. Lab.
Chert:, lycmters 36 It is thi^ suljAtance which constitutes

our famous 'tin-ware. 1815 J. Ncal Bro. youathan 1. 90
As if he were sounding a charge with. .a *tin-whistle.

b. fig. in reference to tin as a base metal, esp.

in cumparison with silver : Mean, {Ktty, worthless,

counterfeit. (Cf. Coppkb sb.^ 9 c)
1886 Kipling Depeirtm. Ditties (1899) 34 Tlie Uitle Tin

Cods hariied their little tin souls. 190* Dailjr Chrvn,
10 July 3/3 'ITu)^ funny liitletin rcvolutiun^aflVf led by the
South American St.-ites. 1905 H. A. Vacmiu. l/iltix. 187,
I hope he's DoC gouiS to make a sort of tin paiv)n of you.

O. objective and obj, genitive, as tin-beater,

-maker, -melter, -miner, -pciUer, -stamper, etc.

;

tin-hearing, -dressing, -fretting, -mining, -smelting,

-itaniping, etc., sl>s. and adjs. ; instrumental, as

tin-poisoning, -roofing ; tin-lined, -mailed, -roofed

adjs. ; paiasynlhetic, as tin-bottomed, -eohmred,

•handled, -tabled adjs. ; similalivc, as tin-while adj.

and &b. ; also tin-like adj. and adv.

1899 Daily News y^ Nov. i/v (Prospectus) Two immense
deports of 'tin-bearinic drift. 1848 W, H. Km i.v tr. L.
Blam*i Hi\t. Ten Y. II. 272 Fraft^oi5 Foucrot, 'tiu.beater,
..living in Vaisc. 187s QK\.\\»\.vt hl^-ieafes (1903) 73 Hit
a'tinboitom'd tray Hard wiih the firc&hovcl. hammer away !

t\%\%C0ckt Lorelles B. 10 IJalanccrs 'tynne caucrs, and
skiyuenen. 1606 Svlvestf.r Dm Battas ii. iv. 11. Magmi-
Picence 926 On his back he wears "Tin-ct^ur'd Tissue.
1896 Daily Newt 17 Nov. 3/5 He was given a 'tin handled
knife. 1846 Mrs. (jork A'jv;-. Char. 6 Many pettons..
rrmcmberthc vill.inous old coiitage of George III. (properly
Queen Anne to Geo. II, still current under Geo. Ill, Ixit

giadually wiilMlrawnaftur i8i7],the 'tin-like <ttxpciictswhich
added a word to the nbng dictionary, and the bullon-like
shillifig^, of which ihc image and superscription might have
been Oesar's. 1B68 Rep. L/. S. Counnissioner Agric. ( 1 869)
192 Healed by circuUted air..ascciK]ing in *tin-lincd flues.

1879 Mrs. a. K. Jamrs /ud. Ifotiseh. Managettt. 71 Artick-s
. .should be securely p.icked in tin boxes, or el&e in boxes tin-

lined. 1887 RysKiH Prsterita II. 401 The dtlicately 'tin.
mailed and glittering spires of the vilLige church. 159a
CiiKTTLE Kinde-haris Dr. (1841) 26 The rcceiptc which the
'tiniie-melters wife mint<trcd. 1899 k. MuNRO Prchist.
Scot. L 6 Diodorus Siculu^ makes meniion of the "tin-
miners. 1841 Emfrson Arr .Ser. 1. iv. {1876) 112 He hears
and feels what you say of ihc ser.-iphim, and of the 'tin-
pedler. 1904 li^estm. Caz. to Sept. 3/2 'ITjcc could not
nave savcdhtm from 'tin-poisoning or a touch of ophihal.
mia. C1886 KiPMNO Railway Folk so Walk into a huge,
brick-built, 'tin roofed stable. 1839 Unc Did. Arts 1253
Paid for btiKhing and 'tin-washing 225 plates. 1800 Hknrv

Epit. Chew. (180S) 252 The colour of this metal ftellurium]

is 'tin-white, verging to lead-grey. 1853 J- R- Leifchild
Cormvall Mines 39 Good specimens of tin-white cobalt.

6, Si>ecial Combs. : tin-bath (Bath j^.i 18), the

mass of melted tin in a tin-furnace ; tin biU :

see quot. ; :{ tin-blain, a blain or inflammatory
swelling of the tongue in horses ; t tin-boat, a

pontoon or the like made of tin (or some alloy

of tin): cf. Pontoon sb. i, qnots. 1710 and 1811
;

tin-bound sb. = Kound sb.^ 3 c ; hence tin-

bound V. trans., to mark out the boundaries of (a

piece of ground) for tin-mining ; whence tin-

bounder^ -bounding; tin-clad a., covered with

tin ; sb. [after iron-clad], a lightly armoured boat

;

tin-field, a tract of country yielding tin ; tin-

floor, (a) a floor made of tin ; (/') a horizontal

course or stratum of tin ore: see Floor sb. 12 ;

tin-&ame : see quot. ; tin-glaze, a glaze for fine

pottery, having an oxide of tin as a basis ; hence

j

tin-glazed a. ; tin-gravel, gravel containing tin

!
ore, which is obtained by streaming; tin-ground

^tin-field; tin-hammer, a hammer with a heavy

tin head, used to drive home tightly fitting bolts,

etc ; tin-house, (a) a house constructed of tin

;

{b) a building where tin is worked ; tin-liquor, a

solution of im in strong acid mixed with common
salt, used as a mordant in dyeing ; tin-loaf, a loaf

baked in a tin, a i>an-loaf: tin-mordant, a mordant
consisting of a solution of tin in acid, as tin-liquor;

tin-mouth, a sun-fish found in the Mississippi,

the crappie; tin-oi>ener, an instrument for Olden-

ing soldered tins; tin pan sb,, a pan made of tin,

also attrib. in reference to the noise made by
beating such; hence tin-pan v. trans., to serenade

in dension by beating tin pans; tin-pulp, the

precipitate from a solution of tin chloride and
yellow prussiale of potash, used for dyeing; tin-

putty, pulty-|K>wder; tin-pyritos, a suli>hide of

tin: sec rvKiTE-s; tin-rock, a variety of rock

pigeon ; tJn-salt, the crystalline hydrated chloride

of tin, SnCIj2ll^O, obtainetl by dissolving tin in hot

;
hydrochloric acid ; also, with //., any salt of tin

;

I

tin-8AW, 'a saw used by bricklnycis for cutting

; kerfs in bricks* (Knight L>ict. A/eih, 1877); tin-
' scrap, the waste tin-pl.itc in the manufacture of

I

lin-w.ire; tin-ailver, imitation silver made of

I

tin ; tin-spar (see quot. 1796) ; tin-spirits = tin-

lii/uor; tin-stuff, a miner's name for tin ore;

tin vat, a vessel in which tin-liquor is kept

;

tin wash, stream tin (see t b) ; tin-washing =
Tik-STREAMING; pL works where tin-streaming is

done ; tin-witts : sc-e quols. ; tinwoman, a woman
i who sells tin (cf. Tinman); tin-work, often //.

-works, a place where tin is worked or manu-
fncturcd ; so tin-worker, -working; tin-worm,
the ' worm* or spiral tube of a still, made of tin.

Sec also Tinfoil, -glass, -kettle,-!*©?, -tack, etc.

1839 Ube Did. Arts 1749 ('An-^^w/V^) Into the *tln.

Lath, billets of gtecn wuihI arc plunged. 1776 Prvcb Min.
Comuh.s, iv. 291 The n».inncr of agreeing for or buying the

'lln Ore. .tjeing to give 'Tin bills or pn^nii^irf)tynotcstothe

owners thereof. Hid. 392 'Ibis nukes wh.it they call

the Tin bill tiade so noted in this county. 1614 Makkmam
Cheap Hush, l vl (166S1 74 For the Ulain on the tongue, of
Kome called the *Tin-blain, it is a blister which gioweih at

the root* of the tongue. 1677 Lnnd. G>tz. No. i if>9/3 Some
of the biggest Cannon out cm the M.ig.i/ine at Delft, and (he
*']"in Ikjots from the H.igue. 1693 .Sie^e Lymcrick 4 This
daytherecaiueintootir Camp Twenty Nine Tin- Boats. 1865
Standard II July, 'Die Uc.ini mine had been woiVedby 'tin

iMjunclcrH uDilcr the custom of Cornwall. Ibid., Up to 1853
the mine had been woikcd uinlcr thecu\tom of 'tin lN>undtng.

1883 Pollock Land Laws ii. (iSS;) so In Cornwall..called
' tin-bounding ', fiom the setting out of the working liy bounds
which is tlic adventurer's first step towards cstiiblishing his

claim.^ 1873 HuwELLS Chance Acquaintance ii. The slen-

der 'tin.clad spire of its church. 1887 Sci. Atucr. 33 Apr.
36V3 He converted . . seven transports into what were
called ' tincUds *, or mu.^ket.proof gunboats. 1898 Daily
News 76 Apr. 9/4 The tin wash and tailings of the lending

tin slui<.ing mines of the King.irooma •Tinfield. 190^ Daily
CA»<T«. sSSept. 5/4 Prospectors ill the Government lin-ficlds

at Waterbcrg. 1707 MoutiMKa Hush, (1731} I. 185 On this

*'rin.floor or Bed may the Hops be turned.. with less ex-
pence of FueL 1839 Urk Diet. Arts 1241 The stanniferous

Mnall vnns - .intcip«iscd lietwecn certain rocks-. nre com-
monly called tin-floors. 1881 \t.K\MOH\.) Afinini^ Gloss., "* Tin-
/tame, Cori)[wnll], a sleeping -l.^Ijle used in dressing tin ore

slimest and discharged by turning it U(*on an axis..and then
dashing water over it. 1904 Daily Chron. 7 July 8/4 The
*lin-glazcd ware of Dclft, and ibe .sa!t-glazod stoneware of
Germany. 1874 J. H. Collins Metal Mining 55 Tlic

deposit of 'tin giavel at the mouth of the Carnon Valley.

1839 l^>^ '-'^ I'KCHE A'c/. Geol. Cormvall^ etc. xtiL 401 lo
fill up the sp.-ice once occupied by the *tin-ground. 1798
H. M. Williams Tour in Switztr. I. x. 133 This adnurable
mimick-ctcation of silver torrents, mossy forests, 'tin-houses

and jjlass lakes. 1904 Daily News 19 Nov. la The mills

and tin house were stopped for nearly an hour. 1858 Sim-

HONDs Did. Trade, *rinli<iuor. Wd. s. v. Loa/l The
cottaj;c loaf; 'tin lo.ives. 1839 Ure Did, Arts 1252 "Tin
mordants, for dyeing scarlet. 1888 GoouB Amer. Fishes 71

Powoxys annularis.. \ms other names of local application

as' 'Tin Mouth*,' IJiidgc Pcich *. iBgs Daily Neius 21 June

i/7 Duggan and Kaiicll Miuck at her with a *tin opener.

1854 Emerson Left. ^ Sac. Aitns, Pod. ^ /mag.Wk?,. (Bohn)
HI. 169 What we once admired as poetry has .. come to be a
sound of *tin pans. 1885 Daily News S Jan. 6/6 The female
portion of the community ' *tin-panning the rev. gentleman,
a great uproar l>eing caused by the beating ofold trays,kettles,
&c. 1874 W. Crookes DyeingHf Calico.Print. 11. i. 166 The
so-called prussiate of tin, or *tin-pulp, is chiefly used as an
ingredient in i>rinting steam-blues on cotton. 1839 Ure
Did. Arts 801 The bst polish is given [to marble) with *tin-
putty. 1796 KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 75 *Tin Pyrites.

1839 XJKBDiit. Arts 1241 There are only two ores of tin;
the peroxide, or lin-stone, and tin pyrites. 1892 Greener
Breech-LoaiUr 237 The greater portion of the pigeons used
for trap shooting are brought over from that port tAntweipj,
and sold here as *Tin Rocks. 1849 D. Campbell Inors.
Client, 329 Boiling with phosphorous acid or 'tin salt. 1681
Grew Musxum in, i. v. 307 A Yellow "Tin-Spar from
Ireland. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 198 The
yellowish grey [tin stone] is often called Tinspar. 1877
O'Neill in Encycl. Brit.Wll. 574/2 The solution of tm
used by dyers .commonly called '

'tin si^iiits*. 17^ W.
pRVCE Min. Coruub. 67 The Tinners or Miners, .give it the
name of *Tin.stuflr. 1865-72 Watts Did. Chan. Ill, 253
In the 'tin-vat, commonly used for calico-printing, the indigo
b reduced by a solution ofstannous oxide in caustic potash
or soda. 1898 "Tin wash [see iinjteld d\x>\€\, 1869 A. R
Wallace Miday Archip. I. 43 Extensive 'tin- washings,
employing over a thousand Chinese. 1853 Urk Did. Arts
11.858* "Tinwitts": the 01 e obtained fiom the stamp floors.

x88i Raymond Mining Gloss,, Tin-witts, Cornlwalll, the
pioduct of the first dressing of tin-ores, containing, besides
tinstone, other heavy minerals (wolfram and metallic sul-

?hides). 1884 M. El. Wilkins in Harpers Mag. June 29/2
let customers, .had g>own used to the novelty of a *tin-

woman, instead ofa tinman. 1475 Rolls oj Path. VI. 134/2
A 'Tyn wcrk within the said Counte of Cornewaill, called

the Myne of the Cleker._ 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.
184 Of these Mines or tinne-workes, there be two kinds.

1839 Dk la Beche Rep. Gcol. Cornwall^ etc. xiii. 408 An
epoch corresponding with that to which the Cornish stream
tin-works belong, 16x0 Holland Crtw</tf«'f Brit. 185 Hce
delivered rules and precepts to these 'Tinne-wotkers. 1827
G. HicGiNS Celtic Druids Pief. 51 Before this "tin-working
nation dived into the bowels of the eaith. 1800 tr. La.
granite's Chem, II. 53 The 'tin-worms of stills.

Tin (tin), V, Forms: see prcc. [f. prec. sb.

Cf, Du,, LG. -tinnen, Ger. -zinnen.']

L trans. To cover with a thin deposit of tin ; to

coat or plate with tin.

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxxvii.(Tollem. MS,),
Biasen vessel ben sone reed and roust!.. and hauc an yuel
sauoure and smel, but J»ey be tynned. c 1440 Pron'p. Parv.
494/1 Tyiinyn wythe tynnc, slanna. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabcl.
honer's Bi: Pkysickc 54/1 Take a copper basen which is not
tiiinetl. 1601 Holland /'//«>' (1634) II. 517 A deuise totin
pots, t^ins, and other pieces of brassc.with while lead or

tinglnsse. 1747 Mrs. Glassk Cookery v. 63 Take great

Care the Pots or Sauce-pans .. be wefi tinned, for fear of

giving the Broths or Soops any brassy Taste. x8i6 P. Cleave-
LAND Min. 525 Tin-plate.. consists of iion, whose surface is

tinned to prevent oxidation. 1832 Baiiuacr Econ. Manuf,
xix. (ed. 3) 1S3 The man who pickles and tins the pins.

2. In soldering iron, brass, etc., To joerform the

preliminary process of heating the surfaces and
covering them with a thin coating of the solder.

1873 E. SiON Workshop Receipts Ser. 1. (i8S3) 366/1 First

clean the iron and brass well and then tin them before

plating them together for soldering... The articles can be

tinned by rubbing while hot with rosin ; then rubbing thcni

over with solder.

3. To put up or seal (provisions) in a tin for jire-

servalion; lo can. (In quot. 1887 intr. for /an.)
1887 Cassi'lPs Mag. Feb. 148 Some fish 'tin' well, otheis

do not. 1890 Daily News 16 Apr. 6/2 The method of tin-

ning milk for use of troops.

Tin, obs. form of//«, TiiiNE (after a dentnl).

Tin, var. Tind v. Obs., to kindle; var. Tine sl>,^

Obs., loss. Tinacle, obs, form of Tunicle.

+ Ti'Uage. Obs. Also 6 tyuage, 7 tynaxe ; and
in Sp. forms tina'ja,tina'xa, tinaio (i.e. tinajo)^

[ad. Sp. tinaja, f tinaxa (l/na'xa) = It. tinawiOt

augmenlalivcs of Una and tino,h.tina wine-vessel.]

A large earthenware jar.

JS74 Hellowes Gucuarn's Fain.^ F.p. (1584) 241 His soul-

dicrs..haue drunke out a whole titiagc of wine. 158a N.
LiCHtFiELD tr. Castanhtda's Conq. A. Ind. i. xlix. 106 Sixe

great Ty"*'S^o'^f>"*^ Earth, which they doe call Poicelanas.

1598 W. Phillip Limchotcn i. vi. 16/2 The water that they
dnnke..they keepe in grcit pots (as the Tinaios in Spaine).

i6as R. Hawkins Vo^. S. .Sea xii. 25 The Inhabitants doe
rc>;crue water.. in their Cisterns and Tynaxes._ 1676 Ladit
Fanshawe Mem. (1830) 195 That admirable wine is kept in

great tinajas. which are pots holding about ^00 gallons each.

1845 Ford Hatuibk, Spain 1. 231/1 At Coria are made the

enormous earthenware jars in which oil and olives ate kept

:

these tinajas arc the precise amphorx of the ancients.

II
TiuamOU (ti'namw). [a. F. linamo/t {Martcre

174 1, IJuflbn 1 771)1 a. tinamu, native name in

Galibi.] A bird of the genus Tinamus (Latham

1 790) or family 7>'/wW(/.v, dromccognalhous birds,

according to Huxley forming tlie bond of union

between the Carinatse and Katitsi. The species

have an external resemblance to partridges or

quails, the place of which they fill on the pampas.
1783 Lmmam Synopsis Birds II. 724 Genus Lit. linamou.

No. I. GreatT[inamouJ. .. Tinamou de Cayenne... '\.\\\% is

found in the woods of several parts of South America, p.ir«

ticulariy of Cayenne and Guiana. \Z^ Penny Cycl. XXIV.
476/2. 1884 G. Allen in Longm. Mag. Jan. 293 All other

modem birds. .are linked. .to tne still earlier toothed ances-

tral types, by the South American tinamous. i88g P. T>.

ScLAiER Argentine Ornith. II. 207 The Tinamous consti-

tute one of the most singular and eharacteristir types of the
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Neotropical avirauna. 1893 F. W. Headixv Struct. + Li/e
Birds xm.2A^ The Spotted Tinnamou, or common Partridge

of the Pampas. 1896 Newton Did. Birds 964 In 1830
Wagler. .placed the Tinamous tn the same Order as the
Ostrich and its allies. 190a Q. Rev. Oct. 427 Another some-
what less dibtiftguished game*bird..is the tinaniu.

Tin-bath to -bounding : see Tin sb, 5.

Tiucal (ti-gkal), tincar (ti'gkai). Forms:
a. 7 tyncall, 8-9 tinkal, 7- tincal ; fi, 7-8
tinkar^ 8- tincar. [In form iincaij a. Malay
tingkai :—Skr. iankafia \ in Pers., Arab., Urdu

.15oj tankdr, Hnkar, whence the ^- forms and

Altincau.] Crude borax, found in lake-deposits

in Tibet, Persia, nnd other Asiatic countries.
a. 163s in Foster Crt. Min. E. Ind. Co. (1907) 99 Tyn-

call (to Mr. Allen). 1678 P/iii. Trans. XII. 1050 If any
Dross or filth be in the Melting-Pot, they throw in some
Tincal, which gathers the dross together, ij^z tr. Busch-
in^^s Syst, Gecg. I. 44 borax... Its species are a bluish kind
called I'inkal, and the proper borax, which is a purified

Tinkal and appears white. i8ix A. T. Thomson Lond.
Diip. n. (i8i8) 371 The borax is dug in large masses from
the edges and shallows of the lake. ..In this state it is

named tincal, and is brought home packed in chests, in

ma<^ses ofadhering crystals, of a grey yellowish, or greenish
white colour. 1873 \^ktis F<nvues' Chent. (ed. 11) 341 It

is impoited in a crude state from the East Indies under
the name of tincal.

p. 1678 pHiLLirs (ed. 4), Tinkar^ a Chymical word for

Borax, X706 li'id. (ed. Kersey), Tincar (Arab.), a sort of
Nitre, or Salt-peter., dug out of the Eaith. 1756 P. IjROWne
Jaiuaica 38, 6° Borax, i. 'i'inkal or Tinkar,

Tincel, obs. form of Tinsel j^.»

Tinchel (ti*nxyol, ti-gkel). Sc, Forms: 6
tinchill, tynchal, teinchell, 6-7 tincbell, 6, 9
tainchel;!, 7 tinckheU, 8-9 tinkell, 9 tinckell,

tinkal, tinchal, tinchel. [ad. Gael, timchioll

(tjrmx''61) circuit, compass, round (as prep. —
* around, about').] In Scotland, A wide circle of

hunters driving together a number of deer by
gradually closing in upon them. Also attrib,

*S49 U* Monro Descr. West, Isles § jg All the Deire of
the west pairt of that forrest will be callit [= driven] be
tainchels to that narrow entres,and the next day callit west
againe be lainchels through the said narrow entres, &
infinit Deire slaine ther. Ibid. § 100 The Deire will be callit

upwart ay be the Teinchell. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 56 Ilk ane lyand wait for wlher as
they bad ben settand tinchellis for the murther of wyld
beistes. i6i8J.TAVLOR(WaterP.)/*f»M^A'r/'/4rr.\Vks.(i63o)
136/1 Those foresaid Scouts which are called the TinckheU,
doe bring downe the Deere. 1814 Scott fyav.xxiv, These
active assistants spread through the country far and near,
forming a circle, technically called the tinchel, which, gra-
dually closing, drove the deer in herds together towards the
glen where the Chiefs and principal sportsmen lay in wait
for them. 1820 Hogg Tales ^ Sk,, Bridal Polviod xiii,

'1 he tinkell was raised at two \\\ the morning. Ihtd. xvi,

Tinckell. 1834 Mudie Brit. BirdsiiB^t) 1. 283 He [dipper]
gives chase, with all the confidence of one who drives deer
into a tinchal, or ducks into a decoy. 1868 N'at. Eu(ycL I.

238 Hunting, which sport they carry on like the Scottish
* tinkal '. 1904 Biackiv, Mag, June 757/2 A iainchel or
hunting drive was to meet at Figinthas.

Tinck(e, Tinckle : see Tink z*.. Tinkle.
Tin-elad:. see Tm sb. 5.

Tincle, obs. form of Tinkle, Tinsel sh.'^

Tinct (tiijkt), sb. Now only poet. [ad. L.
tinct-ns a dyeing, f. iing^re to dye, stain.]

1. Colour, hue, tint; colouring matter, dye: =
Tincture sb* i, 2,

1602 SiiAKS. Ham. iii. iv. gi There I see such blacke and
grained spots, As will not leave their tinct. 1611 — Cymb,
If. iL 23 White and Azure lac'd With Blew of Heauens owne
tinct. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tinct, or Teint (Ijat.),a

Colouring. 1748 Thomson Cast, Indol. i. xliv, Raising a
world of gayer tinct and grace. 11855 ^^iss Mitford
Poetnsy A Portrait, Such brilliant white, such rosy tinct,

'J'he apple blossom shows. 1861 Wynter Sac, Bees 500 The
difference of colour is entirely owing to the tinct of the fluid

which fills the hollow tube in each hair. 1884 Browning
Ferishlah, Bean-Stripe 347 There's no single tinct Would
satisfy the eye's desire to taste The secret of the diamond.

b. fig. A touch, trace, tinge {of something)

:

= Tincture sb, 4.
i7S» FooiK Taste i. Wks. 1799 I. 8 If I do now and then

add some tincts of antiquity to my pictures. 179^ Mrs.
Piozzi Synon. II, 195 That lovely season of life gives to
every thing a tiiict of its own greenness.

t2. Alch. A transmuting elixir; = TinctUBB
sb. 6. Obs.

1471 Ripley CiJwi/5. ^/c/f. XII. i. in Ashm. Theat. Cluw.
Brit. (1652) 184 And Tynctin Projeccyon all Fyers to abyde,
1601 Sn^KH.Airs IVell y. iii. 10a Platus himselfe, That
knowes the tinct and multiplying med'cine. 1606 — Ant.
^ CI, I. V. 37 Yet comming from him, that great Med'cine
hath With his Tinct gilded thee.

Tinct, ///. a. poet. [ad. L. tinct-us^ pa. pple.

of tingerex see prec] Coloured, tinted; dyed,
tinged; imbued. Const, as /d./Z/tr.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Nov. 107 The blew in black,

the greene in giay is tinct. 1615 Bkathwait Strappado,
etc. (1878) 284 Her sanguine colour tinct with Lyons iawes.
1819 Keats Eve St. Agnes xxx, Lucent syrops, tinct with
cinnamon. 1839 Bailey Festus xxxi. (1B52) ^30 In robes
Of seagreen hue, engirdled with a zone All variously tinct.

t Tuict, V. Obs, Also 6 tinkt. [f. h. tinct-,

ppl. stem oiting^re to dye, colour. First used in

pa. pple. thuted'. cf. Tmcfv f>pi. a.}

1. iram. To colour ; to dye ; to tinge, tint.

IS94 Plat JewcU-ho. ii. 22 Water deepelie died, or tincted
with.. colour of the hearbe. 1596 Drayton Le^^. ii. 541 My
delicious Cheeke 'I'inkted with Crim.son. i6a6 B. Jonson
Masque, Fort. Isles, 1 will but touch your Temples,,. and
tinct the Tip, the very Tip of your Nose. (21648 Digi y
Chym. Seer. 11. (1682) 174 It will Tinct itself as red as blood.
1650 Ashmole CAj//«. Collect. 127 A Dry earthy Body tincts

not, unlesse it be tincted. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11, xiil

337 In dry Seasons the Solar Halo's are sometimes tincted
with red.

2. trans/, and^. To imbue or impregnate with
some substance or quality, esp. in a slight degree;
to tinge, tincture, taint, a. with a physical sub-
stance or quality: = Tincture v, 2 a,

a\6z6 Bacon New Atl. (1650) 27 Artificial! Wells and
Fountaines, made in Imitation of the Naturall Sources and
Bathes; As tincted upon Vitiioll, Sulphur, Steele, Brasse,
Lead, Nitre, and other Mineralls. 2626 — Sylva § B82 So
the strainer itself is tincted with salt. 1638 Rawlky tr.

Bacon's Li/e ^ Death (1650) 48 That towards the Morning,
there be used some Anointing, or Shirt tincted with Oyle.
1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxiv. (1658) 280 Although the
heart should be tincted from its first origlne with an undue
virtue from some part.

b. with a mental or moral quality, or with
knowledge, etc. : «= Tincture v. 2 b.

1599 B. Jonson Ev, Man out ofHunt. Ded., To take it in

your hands, peihaps may make some bencher, tincted with
humanity, read and not repent him. 1666 SancroftZ^j:
Ignea 23 Conjectures, .so tincted and debaucht with private
prejudice. 1x734 North Exam. 1. iii. § 15 {1740) 132 To
suppose his Reader ..tincted beforehand with what was
oidinarily understood by the Plot.

3. Alch, To subject to a transmuting elixir : see

Tincture sb. 6.

X599 [see tincting below], i6ox Dolman La Printaud,
Fr, Acad. (1618) IH. 844 Iron too much concocted afid

highly tincted, is easily changed into brasse. x6io B. Jon-
son Alch. II. iii, Imeane to tinct C (a retort) in sand-heat
tomorrow, And giue him imbibition. 1655 Fulke^s Meteors,
Ol'serr. 16^ Cyprus Copper is made of Brasse and Iron..,
and high tincted is easily changed into Brass, and rechangcd
..into Copper.

Hence Tincted///. a., Ti'ncting vbl. sb^

*S9S> Thynne Animadv. (1875) 33 l^'^rnientacione ys a
peculier terme of Alchemye. .whiche is before tinctinge, or
gyvinge tincture or cooler. 1626 Bacon Sylva % 960 Tincted
Lanthorns, or Tincted Skreens of Glasse Coloured into
Green, Blew, Carnation &c. 1672 Boyie in Phil. Trans.
VII. 5110, I applied a seal'd Weather glass, furnished with
tincted spirit of wine.

Tinctiou (ti-ijkjan). [ad. late L. iinctidn-em

a dipping; baptism administered by non-Catholics

(Cyprian a 258, Ep. 71/1 and 75/8), n. of action

f, ting^re to dip, dye.]

fl. Dipping (in baptism); cf. Tincture sb, 8. Obs,

'657 J. Watts Dipper Sprinkled 33, I yeild tinction or
dipping, and immersion to be one and the same likewise in

this matter. Ibid,^ Both perfusion and tinction are called

baptism.

a. The action of imbuing with colour; colouring,

tinging, tinting.

1888 Billings in Amer. Nat, Feb. iiB These micro-organ-
isms.. color more diffusely with the same degree of exposure
to the tinction.

Tinctorial (tiijktoa'rial), a. [f. L. tindori-us

(Pliny) (f. iinctor-em dyer) + -AL.] Of, pertaining

to, or used in dyeing; yielding or using dye or

colouring matter.

1655 How Let, to Sir T. Browne 20 Sept., in B*s Wks.
(Bohn) III. 517 After wee have thus circumscribed the plant
wee shall adde our experiments ; . . hoi tensiall, . , medicinall,

..tinctoriall. 1811 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. i Oct.

258/2 Plants, oleaginous, tinctorial, textile, medical, and
culinary. 1837 Penny Cycl, IX. 227/1 Tinctorial colours
are either simple or compound. 1887 Pall Mall G. 5 Sept.

7/2 Mr. C. O'Neill, .discoursed on the change of fashion in

colour, in a paper on * The extent to which calico printing
and the tinctorial arts are affected by the introduction of
modern colours '.

Hence TinctoTlally adv.
1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 412 The stain acts tinctorially

as a free acid.

Tincto-rious, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -0U8.]

= Tinctorial.
1786 Abercrombie^m tn Card. Assist. 66 Tinctorious

yellow Virginian. 1900 in B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Tinctumutant(ti:i)ktiW|miw*tant). ^(?(7/.rflr£-'.

[f.L./^'«f/M-J(seeTlNCTJ/^) 4- ?«;?/a«/-^;« changing.]

An animal that changes colour. So Ti^nctumuta*-
tion, change of colour.

1895 J. Weir in Pop. Sci. Monthly Jan. 388 The chame-
leon is the best known of all the tiiictumutants. Hid.,
Physiol oj;ical changes that take place ia the act of tinctu-

mutation.

Tincturation (tiqlctiiiri^i-Jan). [f. Tincture
V. + -ATiON : cf. med.L. thictfiratio dyeing.] The
preparation of a tincture of some substance.

i860 Urc*s Diet. Arts III. 427 Tincturation. Musk,..
ambergris, ..vanilla, civet, and a few other odorous sub-

stances, yield their odours to spirit by tincturation, that is,

by putting the fragrant materia! into the spirit and allow-

ing it to remain, .till the alcohol has extracted all the scent.

Tincture (ti-qktivu, -tja-i), sb. [ad. L. tinctura

a dyeing, tinging, f. tinct-^ ppl. stem of iingh-e to

dye: see -URE.]

1 1. A colouring matter, dye, pigment ; spec, a

dye used as a cosmetic. Obs.

ri4oo Lan/ranc*s Cirurg. 180 If a man destrij> for to

haue blac hcciis. ., ^anne make )>is tincture, 1606 Warner

Alh. Eng. XVI. ci. 401 Tinctures, Tiers, Maske, Fardineale,

and Fan. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 646 .Some of

them.. rubbed his skin, to see whether his whitenesse were
naturall,.. perceiuiiig it to be no tincture, they were out of

measure astonished. 1692 Ukydkn Juvenal \J^^. (1697)56
When the Wooll has takt-n the whole Tincture, and drunk in

as much of the Dve as it can receive. 1717 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to C tess Mar i Apr,, The Greeks and Turks
have a custom of putting round their eyes, .a black tincture,

that . , adds very much to the blackness of them. 1825

J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 730 Extract, by infusion,

the tincture of the colouring substances.

2. liue, colour : esp. as communicated (naturally

or artificially) by a colouring matter or dye, or by
something that stains; a tinge, tint. Now rare.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. Proem in Ashm. Theat. Clum.
Brit. {1652) 7 All such Men as give Tincture to Glasse.

iSSS Eden Decades 328 Certeyne waters., do., shewe..
dyuers tinctures of mynerall substaunce. 1594 Plat
yervell'ho. 11. 11 If you may not giue a tincture to your
creame before you chearne it. i6os Makston Ant. 4- Mel.
ill. Wks. 1856 I. 30 The shuddering morne that flakes. With
silver tincture, the east vierge of heaven. 1713 Addison Cato
I. iv, Tis not. .The tincture of a slrin, that f admire. 1800
Helena Wells Constantia Nei'ille (ed. 2) I, 254 The heat oi
the mask had given to her complexion such a tincture of red.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 374 The matter has
a bloody tincture and a bilious smell.

b. J/er, Inclusive term for the metals, colours,

and furs used in coats of arms, etc,

1610 Guillim Heraldry i. ii.(i6ii) 7 Tincture is a variable
hew of Armes and is common as well to differences ofArmes
as to the Amies themsetues. 1725 Coats Diet. Her., Tine-
iure, is no other than the Hue or Colour of any thing in

Coat-Armour, and under this Denomination may be also
included the two Metals Or and Ari^ent.. because they are
often represented by Yellow and White, and they themselves
bear those Colours. 1842 Bkanoe Diet, Sc, etc., Tinctures,
in Heraldry are of three descriptions : metals, colours, and
furs. The former are or, argent ; the second gules, azure.
sable, vert, purpurc, sanguine, and tenny. The chief furs

are ermine and vair ; but there are several varieties of Ix^h,
distinguished by different names. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist.

<S-
Pop. iv. 20 'i'he representation of the Tinctures by means

of dots and lines was not in use, .before, .the acceision of
the Stuarts. 1891 Scott. N. ^ Q. Apr. 210/2 At the foot of

the stone there is cut the armoiial coat,. carved so as to
show the tinctures, viz., Sable, a fess between three mascles,
two and one, or,

i" 3. The action of dyeing, staining, or colouring.

i6oi Holland /'/;*y (1634) II. 619 This stone [Chryso-
prase] is very apt to be counterfeited, and especially by
tincture. 1630 ^vv^^^l Anthropomet. ii. 58 This Tincture
of Hair is most shameful and detestable in men, 1681 tr.

Willis* Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Tincture, a dying or
colouring.

fb. ^^, A stain, blemish. Obs.
ax6^ J. Ball Anyw. to Canne ii. (1642) 9 Our service

was picked and culled out of the masse booke .. so it might,
and yet be free from all fault and tincture, a 1658 Cleve-
land Poems, etc. (1677) 149 To offend against so Gracious
a Patron, would add a Tincture to our Disobedience.

+ 4. fig. An imparted quality likened to a colour

or dye ; a specious or * colourable ' appearance ;

a quality or character with which anything is im-
bued, esp. a derived quality; a tinge. Obs.

1590 Nashe Pasguils Apol. \. Dij, They that abused
thys place,.. had a little more tincture from hence to lay

uppon theyr opinion, than Penrie can haue. 1640 Harvev
Synagogue (1647)7 Hypocrisie in Church is Alchymie.That
casts a golden tincture upon brasse. 1652 L. S, Peopie^s
Liberty vii. 13 His speech .. having a tincture from his

guilty conscience. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 144 F 7 A good-
ness mixed with Fear, gives a Tincture to all her Behaviour.

1757 Burke Ahridgm. Eng. Hist. 11. i, The Saxon Ian.

guage received little or no tincture from the Welsh. x8o6
SuKR Winter in Lond. I. 242, I attributed this tincture of

mind in a great degree to his peculiar destiny.

t5, A physical quality (other than colour) com-
municated to something ; esp. a taste or flavour, a

taint. Obs.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 306 Whether it bee by

the nature, or tincture and temper thereof. 1625 N. Car-
penter Geog. Del. 11. v. (1635) 77 They receiue their tinc-

ture of saltnesse from some salt minerals of the Earth. 1697
Bp. Patrick Comm, Exod. xiiL 6 Anything, .that might
give a Tincture of Acidity to the Bread. 1727 Bradley'i
Fam, Diet. s.v. Distilling, The Waters.. smell of Smoke,
and had a Tincture of Adustion.

b. A slight infusion (^some element or quality

;

a tinge, a shade, a flavour, a trace; a smattering

(^knowledge, etc.).

i6i2 Selden lUustr. DraytotCs Poly-olh. xi. 184 They
had lived here C. L. yeers by the common account without
tincture of true religion. 1697 Burghope Disc. Reli^,

Asscmb. 107 This irreligious custom., has a tincture of athe-
ism in it. 1711 Steele Spcct. No. 38 P 5 This, perhaps,
cannot be called Affectation ; but it has some Tincture of it.

1775 Tyrwiutt Chaucer IV. 26 We may fairly conclude,
that the English languai^e must have imbibed a strong
tincture of the French, long before the age of Chaucer.
1858 Carlyle Fridk.Gt. i. iv.(i872) 1. 31 Ernst August has
some tincture of soldieiship at this time.

t 6. Alchemy. A supposed spiritual principle or

immaterial substance whose char.tcter or quality

may be infused into material things, which are then

said to be tinctured ; the quintessence, spirit, or soul

of a thing. Universal tincture , the Klixir. Obs.

XS99 T. M(oufet] Siikwormes 68 A Quintessence? nay
weT it may be call'd A deathlesse tincture, sent vs from the
skies Whose colour stands, whose glosse is ne'er appall'd.

1649 J. E{llistone] tr. Behmen's Epist. Pref. 10 Ihis..

conduces to the attainment of the Universall Tincture and
Signature; whereby the different secret qualities, and ver-
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tues, that are hid in all visible and corporeall things .

.

may be drawne forth and applyed lo their tight naturall

use. Ibid. iii. \ 34 Operation of the philosopher's stone or

universal tincture from me. 1693 tr. Blancartfs Phys.

Diet. (ed. 2), Titiclura, a Tincture, or Elixir, the' Extrac-

tion of the Colour, Quality, and Strength of any thing.

t b. An active principle, of a physical nature,

emanating or derivable from any body or sul)-

stance : a liquid or volatile principle. Obs.

160s T. FIT2HERB. /fA»/. 48 If bychaunceherMtiiestiehad

layed her hand vpon the poysoned pomel of the Sadie in the

moneth of luly when the pores and veynes are open she

might hauc hyn p.3ysoned or receauc matigne vapors or

tinctures. 1671 Grew Anal. Plants u. i 23 The purest p.irt

(of the Sap], .recedes, with its due Tinctures, from the said

Conical Body, to all the parts of the l.ignous. IHd. vi. } 4
Precipitation U! made by the mixture and reaction of the

Tinctures of the Lignous and Cortical Bodies upon each

other. a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Stan. II. xii. 341 The
Fertility of their .Soil by the Inundation of Nilus, which

at its recess leaves so fruitful a Tincture, that thereby and
by the heat of the Sun, Animals have their visible production.

Ibid. 111. iv. 167 The . . Dew exhale<l from some sorts of Herbs
or Weeds,., carries with it theScminalTinctureof the Herb.

7. Chem. and Pkarm. +a. In early chemistry,

and in derived uses : The (supposed) essenti.il prin-

ciple of any substance obtained in solution. Also,

the extraction of this essential principle. Obs.

Timturt 0/gold, Potabi.* gold, aurum potabile. Tine-

tun ti/tht Moon (Le. of Mlver, Luna) : see quot. 170&
i6u B. JoNSOM AUh. II. iii. Infuse vinegar, To draw his

volatile substance and his tincture. 1616 — ForU IsUs

Wlcs. (Rtldg ) 649/1 Tliis little gallipot Of tincture, high rose

tiiKture. 1651 KnENCM Distill, vi. 179 .\ way by which the

tincture of gold which is the soule thereof,, .may be. .ex-

tracted. i«6a WomjDC* Xyst. Agric. (i58i) 39 Man;; of

our best Mecnanicks being too much addicted to the tine,

lure of this Grain (barley). 1675 E. WiusoM Spadacrtnt
DuntliH. Pref. 11 As to the discovery of Metalline tinctures

in waters. 1696 Phiixim (ed. 5), Tincture.. In Chymistry,

the Extraction of the Colour, Quality and Strength of any
thing. 1706 Ibid. (ed. Kersey). Tincture ,</ tkt .Moon, is a

DInolution of some of the more rarify'd parts of Silver,

flttde in Spirit of Wine, and whetted by Alkali-Salts.

«»07 MolTlMU Hush. (1721) I. 355 '•" not unlikely that

('rain may afford iu Tinclare, and that excellent Beer and
Ale may be made tbec«of without Malting.

b. Mod. Pharmacy. A solution, U5n.illy in a
menstruum of alcohol, of some principle used in

medicine, cliielly vegetable, as tincture of opium
(laudanum), but sometimes anim.nl, as tincture of

cantharides, or mineral, as tincture of ferric chloride.

More particularly called an alcoholic tincture. But th«

menstruum may also be sulphuric ether or spirit of ammo,
nia (both mainly alcohol), which give etkcrtal and amhio.
ninted tinctuns respectively ; when wine is u-sed they are

called nudicated vjints. A tincture is sintflt when it is a
•olulion of one substance only, compound when of two or

Km (olislances.

a |<4S DiCBV Chym. Seer. (1681) in An excellent Spirit of

Wine, fit to draw rmctures. 1704 J. HABiin Lex. Teckn. 1.

7'/)'K-/i#r>", in Chymistry, is a Dissolution of the marefiiie,«na

volatile Parts of a mixt Body in Spirit of Wine, or some such
proper Menstruum. S7ia tr. PomeCs Hist. Druip^ 1. 184 A
Tbictllie is likewtse extracted with Spirit of Wine Tanarii'd.

171b BiKHAM Dom. Med. (179a) 69; Aromatic Tinclunu

Infaie two ounces of Jamaica pepper in two pints of brandy,

without heal, for a few days 1 then strain olT the tincture.

iIm tr. Lofrasitt'l Chem. II. 337 Ak:ohal dissolves resins

and rcsiiKias funu; these sohations are called Tinctures
Elbiira, QiiliMMwnmii, &c iSi| J. Thomsos Led. Inflam.

83 Tbe retails were the same wnen tincture of opium was
employed. 1841 BiAiiDC Diet. St. etc., %. v.. The term
tincture is sometimes applied 10 atoobolicsoliitioiis ofresins,

of which tincture of myirh, of assaliEtida, ftc ftimish

instances. 1871 Gairod Mat. Med. (ed. 3) lU Tincture of

Aconite. (Aconite root, in coarse powder, two ounces and
a half; rectified spirit, twenty 8uiil ounces. Prepared by
maceration and percolation.)

1 8. Affectedly used for ' baptism '. C£ late L. use

of tinglre (to dip) for ' baptize ', and Tinction i.

l6ia Seldkm llluslr. Drayton's Poly.oli. iv. 73 Honoured
in holy tincture of Christianity with the name of Robert.

Ibid. ix. 146 Cadwallader.. received of P. P. Sergius, with

holy tincture, the oanie of Peter.

Tiiictnre, ». [f- prec sb.]

L Irans. To impart a tincture or dye to; lo

dye ; to colour, tinge, imbue. (Chiefly in pa. pplt-)

ittirsee tincturing beiowj. 1634 Si« T. Heiisiiiit Trav.

147 Cneekes tinctured with Vermillion. 1664 H. MoKa
Myst. Inig. 310 The River that will run tinctured with bloud

three hundred years hence. 1715 tr. Pancirollus' Rervnt
Mem. 1. 1. I 3 This Juice, .which Wool! and Purple-Silk.,

were tinctur*d with. 1814 Woiii«w.^ Excursion yii. i83

Homcspan wool But tinctured daintily with florid hues.

s8a>-)4 Gm^i Stutly Med. (ed. 4) I. 335 One of the latest

iuids that becomes tinctured U the milk in icteric wet-

nurses. 1838 Moore *Tis nveet to titink ii. It will tincture

I>}ve's plume with a different htii.

2. trans/, and Jig. To imbue or impregnate with

a quality ; to communicate some quality to ; to

affect, tinge, taint. (Chiefly in pa. pple., const.

with.) ttk with a physical quality, as smell or

taste. Obs.

l6ti8 H. More />«'. Dial. v. xxxviii. (1713) 515 Innocuous
Whirl-winds of sincere Air, tinctured only with a cool

refreshing snielL 1671 Grew Anat. Plants^ U. f 33 The
rcmaimler . . is in part carried off into the Cortical Body back
asain, the Sap whereof it now tinctures into good Aliment.
s^8 K. Barclay A^L Quakers vu. xii. 237 Water may be
capable to be tinctured with uncleanness. sSsoMair Tyro's

Diet. (ed. 10), Aluminosus, . . tinctured with, smelling or
tasting of alum.

b. with a mental or moral quality or character

;

Vol. X.

49

with reference to knowledge {fass. with with), to

have a smattering of. (In early use often with
allusion to alchemy : cf. prec. 6.)
1636 Hevwood Loi'e's Mistr. Prol., So pure a mind, As if

tinctur'd from Heaven. 1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop.
Err. \. xiii. 47 He professed himselfe to be a Physician
(although he was but lightly tinctured with the knowledge
of Physick), 166a Sparrow tr. Behftte's Rem. IVks., Apot.
cone. Perfect. 147, I must be Tinctured or else I cannot be
Transmuted ; If Christ do not Tincture me with his Bloud,
then my Holy Paradise-Life remaineth faded. 1718 Free-
thinker No. 7 f 3 His Conversation w.is tincturetl through-
out with the Ancient Mythology. 1878 Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. cxv. I Tbe prayer is evidently tinctured with a con-
sciousness of unworthiness.

O. intr. for pass. To take or have a tinge of
something. rare~^.
1787 'G. (jkuw^'do^ Acad. Horsetneni,\%o^ 15 It (a portrait]

is like, but a likeness that tinctures of the prejudice of
friendship.

1 3. 1 o deposit (one metal upmi another), rare.

1670 Specif. Pr. Rupert's Patent 1 A new Invencion or Art
of Tincturing Copper vjxin Iron. 1679 Essex Papers
(Camden) I. 235 Of^tincturing of Copper upon Iron as to him
ur them shall seem meet.

Hence Ti-nottiring vbl. sb.

1616 T. I'uKE {titled A Treatise against Painting and
Tincturing of Men and Women. \i^ Artif, Handsom. wo
Hangings, pictures, carvings, guildings,andtincturings. 1679
(see 3 above]. 190a W. M. Alexander Demonic Possession in

N. T. iii. 65 [They] may contain a tincturing of medical lore.

Tinctured (tiijktiitjd), ppL a. [f. Tinctubk
V. (or sb.) + -ED.] Imbued with a tincture or

colour; having a tincture (esp. of a specifietl kind);

dyed, coloured, stained, tinged.

s6a6 Capt. Smith I 'irginia L 17 Very rocky, and much tinc-

tured stone like Mineral!. 1737 M. Green Spleen 737 And
fancy's telescope applies With tinctur'd glass to che.it his

eyes. 178a Eliz. N. Blower Geo. Batetnan II. 155 The
blood-tinctured weapon. 1908 Daily Chron. 17 Aug. 4/7
Zinc and other inet.-iliically tinctured ointments.

Tiney, variant of Tinskv.

Tind (tind), V. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a. (i

tendan), 3-,^ tenden, 3-5 tende, 4 {^rd fers.

sing.) tent ; pa. I. 3-5 tende, 4 tendede
j
pa. pple.

2-4 itend, 2 itent, itende, 3-5 tende, 4 ytend,

4-5 tencL P. 4 teende, 6-7 (9 dial.) teend

;

pa, pple. 4 teendid. y, 3 tiende, 5 tynd, 6
tinde, 6-7 tynde, 5- tind ; pa. pple. 6 tynded,
6 7 tinded. J. 6 tinde, 6-7 ? tynde, 6-9
tind. t. 5 tynne, 6-7 tinne, 7-9 tin

; pa. t.

and Pple. 7 tinn'tl {. 56 tyne, 7 tine; pa. I.

6 tynde, tind ; pa. pple. 5 tyned, 6 tynde, tind,

(i-7 tined. ij. 5-6 teyne, pa, pple. y-, iteyned.

9. 7, 9 t«en, pa. t. and pple. teened. [MK had
tend-e(H from 1175 to 1425; also, in Wyclif and
down to 17th c, with lengthened vowel, ieendein,

in some mod. dialects lecnd (l»nd). From c 1400
onward also tind and tind (see -y, 8 forms). Later

with loss of final d from both forms (perb. arising

out of shortened pa. pple. tiiui, tind, teend, taken as
= tin-d, IJne-d, leen-d, hence inf. tin, line, teen ; but

reduction of-ndio -n is found in many other words).

In mod. dial, surviving from Scotl. to Cornwall as

(tind, tainti, tin, tain, t/n) : see quots. and Eng. Dial.

Diet. E.arly ME. tenden corresponded to nn OE.
*t(ndan (in comp. ontpidan, at{ndan, /orl{»dan,

to set 6re to, kindle, and in vbl. sb. limling,

Napier Contrib. lo OE. Lexie.), corresp. to Goth.

tatidjem. Da. Irnnde, Sw. ISnda ; causal of *tindan

str. vb. (ablaut series tind-, land; lund-), to be

on fire, bum, glow, represented by MHG. tinden

str. vb., in same sense. The history of early ME.
tiende, tinde, now lind, tind (taind), is more diffi-

cult : as no other example is known of OE. and

ME. -end becoming later -ind, much less -ind, it

is probable that we have here a parallel formation,

representing an OE. *tyndan (from the weak ablaut

grade lund-), cognate with OIIG. zunlen (from

"zunljan •.—*ltindjan), MUG. and Ger. ziinden to

set on fire, kindle, and OE. lynder Tindeb. In

that case, lend (teend, leen, teyne) and tind {tynd,

lind, tin, line, tyne) are two distinct but parallel

and synonymous formations from the same root

verb.]

1. tians. To set fire to, ignite, light, kindle (a

fire, lamp, torch, flame, etc.).

a. (rt 001 Lams K. jSlfred Prol. c. 27 Gif fyr s!e ontended

r>'t to bxrnanne. a tooo tr. Batda's De Temporibus in .V<j.r.

Leeckd. 1 1 1. 342 Donne he (moon) of byre [sun] ontend byl>.

a low O. E. Chron. an. 994 (MS. O Eac hi mid fyre on

tention woldan. ciioo Charms in Sax. Leeckd. Ill, 386

Ontend >>reo candela.] c 117S Lamb. Horn. Bi He wule

aquikien and al be brond tenden. 1340-70 -^le^- * Dind. 333

Ofa torche |>at is tend, tak an en-sample. 1377 Lancl. P. PI.

B. xviii. 238 po bat wcren in heuene token stelia cantata.

And tendeden hir [C. xxl. 250 tenden hit) as a torche. 1387

Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) If. 17 I-tend in (>e fire hit feseb

awey serpentes. c 1400 Laud Troy Hi. 17978 The Troyens

. .tende hire fir more than ten sithe, But it 5cde out. c 14SJ

Seven Sag. (P.) 3183 He tende hys torche at a cole.

p. 138a WyCLip Isa. 1. II I^ ! ?ee alle teendende vp

(1388 kyndlynge] fyr. — Eeclus. viii. 1 3 Teende thou not cobs

of synneres..lest thou be tend with the ftaume of the fyr of

TIWDAL.
the synnes of hem. 1388 — Matt. v. 15 Ne men teendith
not (1382 Nether men tendyn] a lanterne, and puttith it
vndur a busschel. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. i. iv.
Handy.crafts "jtyj Teend again Truth's near.extinguisbt
Taper. 160S Ibid, iii 11. Fathers 306 Thou whetst a sword,
and thou dost teend a brand. 1648 Herrick Hesper.,
Candlem. Day ii, Kindle the Christmas brand. .Part must
be kept wherewith to teend The Christmas log next yeare.
y. a 1400-50 Alexander 4179 It tinds on tend lowe

trappour of stede, And many costious costis consumes in.to
askis. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 20, I see no more Candles
tinded then wont to be. 162a Mabbe tr. A levian'sGuzman
d'Alf. II. 19 Tbosecoales, that were already throughly tinded.
a i6«3 Sanderson Sertii. (1689) 56 As one candle tindeth a

Bedford, Berks, Cornwall.) 1910 Old man at Gorstey,
Glo'ster, Get up and tind (tind) the fire.

*. c 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John v. 40 Only a
bumyng candell tynded at our fyre. 1558 Phaer /Kneid
ill. G ij. Altars vp againe we make and fiers on them we
tinde [r7«« blindl [1590 Spen.ser F. Q. ii. viii. n Stryful
Atin in their stubborne mind Coles of contention and whot
vengeaunce tind. 1594 Carew Tasso I. (1881) 27 For if

one feare to crueltie him tinde \rime finde], Another greater
doubt bridles no lesse.) (?) i6a3 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. IV. 433 Paied for sixe faggottes to tynde the
coales, 4rf. 183a Tail's Mag. I. 341/3 For him it [the
heavenly torch) beams not,—can but tind [rime blind].
And lands and cities turn to dust.

«.^ 1497 Croscombe Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 27
Paid to W. Toyt for tynnyng of the lyght. 1561 Phaer
Mneid -nn. Bhijb, Her couchyd barth she steeres and
sturging sparkes of fire doth tinne. 1638 Farlkv Emblems
V. B vi. That learned dogge, at noone-tyde tinn'd his light.

i*SS H. Vauchan Silex Scint. n. Cockcrotv. (1858) 142 It

seems their candle, howe'er done. Was tinn'd and lighted at
the sunne. 1674 Ray S. t, E. C. Words, To Tine or tin a
Candle, to light it. Mod. Bedford f, Northampt. Dial,
1 get up at six, tin the fire, and then sweep the room up.
<. (1471 RiPLKY Comp. Alch. XI. ii. in Ashm. Theat. Chem.

Brit. (1652) 181 For yt ys Fyer whych tyned wyll never dye.!
c 1511 (see Tinding), Tynyng. iMi Spenser Virg. Gnat
3^ Whose bridale torches foule Krynnis tynde \rime un-
Kinde]. Ibid. 504 Flames, weapons, wounds, in Greeks fleete

to have tynde [rime minde). 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr,
Acad. n. 514 With the same me wherewith that was fiist

tined. x6ia Pasquifs Night.Cap (1877) 26 Though others
tine their candles at my light. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 1075
AslatetheCloudsJustlingor pusht with Winds rude in thir

shock, Tine the slant Lightning. 1700 Drvden Iliad 1.63s
The priest..was seen to tine The cloven wtxxl.and pour
the ruddy wine.

ij. 148* Caxton Trevisa's Higdeu \. xxiv. 30 b, Whan it

was ones yieyned [ed. 1517 Iteyned] and sette a fyre.

ft 1847-78 Halliwell, Teen, to light a candle. Yar. dial.

1864 E. Capern Devon. Prtminc, *Teen the candle ' is often
used for light the candle, 1895QUILLER-C0UCH Wandering
Heath 85 She struck flint over touchwood and teened a fire.

2. inlr. To catch fire, kindle, become ignited,

begin to bum.
c 1*90 St. Michael $71 in S. En^. Leg. I. 314 And ^wane it

comez a-mong \» fuyre, sone it bi.gynnez forto tiende
[Hart. MS. 2277 sone hit gynne|> tende : rime ende]. 138a
WvcLiF Eeclus. xvL 7 Wratne shal waxe ful out tend [1388
yre schal brennej. c 1400 Brut xcvi. 94 pe fire biganne to

tende and brenne al i>e toune. i6a8 Herrick llesper.. To
Maids, Wash your hands, or else the fire Will not teend to

your desire.

3. Jig. trans. To inflame, excite, arouse, inspire.

c iijsLamb. Hotn.^i For hwat he seal his sunne uor-saken

and bileucn and lion itcnt of ]x;n hali gast. Ibid., Ho weren
itende of ban halie gast. a laas Leg, Kath. 156 Swa i-tend

of wra^^ ]>at wod ha walde wuroen. a 1S40 Lofsong in

Cott. Horn. 315 Tend mine heorte. 138a Wvclif /"tow.

xxviii. 4 Who kepen, .<>hul ben tend [1388 kyndlid) vp
a^en bym. C14S0 Myrc Festial 60 Yn token he was yn
hyr wombe |>at schuld aftyr tynd mony mannys charite.

1590, 1594 [sec \i\ i6aa Madbb tr. Alemans Guzmati
iCAlf. \. 234 He was some-what too touchy, and would.,
quickly be tinded. i68a Drvdkm Diike^ of Guise \. i. Shop-

consciences,. . Preach'd up, and ready tined for a rebellion.

b. inlr. To become inflamed or excited.

1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4416 In is wod rage be wende Vor
to awreke is vncle de]>, as fur is [ = fire his] herte tende.

Hence Ti-nded (tende)///. a., Ti-nding vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

0900 W/jiRfEHTii Dial. Gregory (1900) lor (MS. H.) He.,
bine sylfne nacodne awearp . . on Jiaera netela tendingum.

1397 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1 1023 po nome tende taijeres |>e

bissops in bor bond. 138a Wvclif Num. xi. 3 He depide

the name of that place Tendynge [1388 Brennyng, Vulg.

incensio] for thi that tbe fier of the Lord was tende [1388

kyndlid, Vulg. incensus fuisset] a^ens hem. 1497 Tynnyng
[see If], c 151X in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896) 6t

To Ros for tynyng of the rode light xij d. 1591 Svlvestkr
Du Bartas \ii. 654 Incessantly th'apt tinding fume is tost

Till it inflame. i6«a Hibbert/>'»<i> i'm. L 30 The Romans
divided their night into ten parts,.. 2 Prima fax, candle-

tinning.

Tind, obs. form of Tine sby, prong.

llTindal^ (tindal). E. Ind. [ad. Malayalam

la)idal, Telugu tamielu, also Hindustani tandel,

chief or head mim of a body of men.]

1. A native petty officer of lascars, on board

ship, or in the ordnance department; also the

foreman of a gang of labourers on public works

(Yule) ; a boatswain ; a foreman.
1698 Frvkr Acc. E. India cj- /'. 107 The Captain is called

Nucijuedah, the Boatswain TindaL 1778 R. Orme Hist.

Mint. Trans. II. IX. 339 One Tindal, or corporal of the

I.ascars. 1800 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1844) I. 93 A
detachment of gun lascars, consisting of i tindal and so

lasc-irs. 1803 R. Percivai. in Naval Chron. X. 26 Each of

the boats carries . . a tindal, or chief boat-man, who acts as

7
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pilot 1848 tr. Hoj^meisler's Trav, Ceylon^ etc x. 345 The
' Tindal\ or superintendent of the coolies, was dismissed.

1849 E. B. Eastwick Dry Leaves 23 Our Tindal jumped out

on the bank, on which was not four feet water.

2. A personal attendant : see qnots.

1859 Lang Wand. India 36 Almost every one who visits

the Hills keeps a servant called a tindal. His duty is to

look after the men who carry your janpan, to go enands, to

keep up the fire. Ibid. 40 My tindal aroused me at eleven,

and informed me that a young man wished to see me.

t Tindal 2. Obs. See quots.

1859 Sala 7 w, remind Clock 22 [At Billingsgate] Sprats

are sold ox\ board the ships by the bushel. A ' tindal is a
thousand bushels of sprats. i86? Simmonds Diet. Trade
Suppl., Tindal^ a thousand bushels of sprats.

Tinder (tindaj), sb. Forms: a. i tyndre,

tyndir, 1-7 tynder, 5 -yr, 3- tinder (7 -ar).

i3. 3-7 (9 dial:) tunder, 4 tender, tondre, 4-5
tundyr, 5 Sc. toundire. 7. 3-4, 6 tendre, 5

tendem, tendere. [OE. tynder "im.^ and tyndre

wk. fern. {1 i—*tundriO', ^tundri6n'\ from OTeut.

*tund- weak grade of *thui' to kindle : see Tindt;,

Cognate forms (varying in suffix and gender) are

MLG., LG. tunder^ Du. tonder, ON. ttmdr (Sw.

tunder, Da. tmder), OHG. zuntara fem. (MHO.
zttnder m. and n., Ger. zunderm.). ME. and mod.

Eng. tinder regularly represent OE. tynder; ME.
tunder {ioundir, iotider), also mod. dial. (Line),

may be from ON. iundr. The i3-i6th c. forms

tendere, -dre, -der (implied for 1 3th c. in Tinder v.),

were prob. assimilated to the a-type of Tind v.'\

Any dry inflammable substance that readily takes

fire from a spark and burns or smoulders; esp.

that prepared from partially charred linen and
from species of Poiyporus or corkwood fungus

(Agabic i), formerly in common use to catch the

spark struck from a flint with a steel, as the means
of kindling a fire or • striking * a light. German
tinder : see Amadou.
a. ajOQ Efiinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 562 Isca^ tyndirin \aZoQ

Er/urt tyndrin]. Ibid. 685 Naphtha, g^enus/omentiwidest
tyndir. a 800 Leiden Gloss. 179 Isica, tyndri. £1000
iELFRic Gloss, in Wr..Wulcker x^gfy:* Fomes, ^eswaelud
spoon, Kf/ tynder, a lofio Liber Scintill. 210 Naelleshwar
j^ewilnunge tyndran onjel^j. £71205 Lay. 29267 pa. .he.,

lette l>e curneles ut dra^en & tinder nom And lette i J^an

scalen don. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. x. viii. (1495)

379 Of a lytill sperkyll in an hepe of towe or of tyncfyr

Cometh sodaynly a grete fyre. 1^2 Stanvhurst Mjieis i.

(Arb.) 23 In spunck or tinder thee quick fyre he kindly re-

ceaued. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. i. i. 1664 Evelyn Sylva
(1679)27 Nor may we. .omit to mention thcfunguss to

make Tinder. 1682 N. O. Boilcau's Lutrin ni. 57 The
spark in Tinder cherisht, toucht with Metch In Sulphur
dip't, kindles with quick dispatch The Torch. 1773 Cook
Voy. round Worldi. vii. (17^7) 1 . 1 13 In one there was the stone

they strike fire with, and tinder made of bark. 1812 Sir H.
Davy Chevi. Pkilos. 90 A machine for setting fire to tinder

oi the agaric by the compression of air has been for some
time in use, 1837 Howitt Kur. Life 11. iii. (1862) 115 He
strikes a light with his tinder, for lucifers he never saw.

1867 Baker Nile Tribut. xv. (1872) 263 The grass was as
inflammable as tinder. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Edttc. viii.

1 14/2 The internal spongy portion of several species of Poiy-

porus, soaked in a solution of nitre^ forms tinder.

^. c 1220 Bestiary 535 Of ston mid stel in 3e tunder Wei
to brennen one 3is wunder. 1303 R. Bbunne Ifandl. Synne
7925 Hyt farel> wyh hem as fyre and tundyr \rime wundyr].
iT 1375 .ic. Leg. Saints xHx. {Tecla) 72 Wod dry as toun-

dire. 1377 Langl. p. PL B. XVII. 245 Bot I>ow haue towe
to take It with tondre {v.r. tunder ; 1393 C. xx. 211 tonder,

tendere] or broches. 1483 Cath. AngL 396/1 Tundyr,
InccntinuiHt . . receptacnlum ignis, igtiicippium, 1530
Palsgr. 283/2 Tunder to lyght a matche,y>«:/. 1562 Tur-
ner Herbal n. 29 b, Agarik .. where of som make tunder
bothe in England and Germany. i6ia Sc. Bk. Rates in

Halyburton*s Ledger {iB6y) 291 Boxes called fyre or tunder
boxes the groce iiiili.

y. c 1380 WvcLiF Sel. IVks. III. 102 J)anne maist }po\x wi|>

tendre gete fuyre of Jiat ston, 1393 Tendere [see quot. 1377
in pj. c 1400 R. Gloucester s Chron. App. S. 7 (MS. 6) po
let he ninie tendern [ot/ter MSS. tynder, tunder]. 1541
R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. M j, Tliey be made
of softe tendre, as of seare olde lynen cloth.

t b. trans/. Fire ; a spark ; a tinder-box ; phr.

to strike {on) a tinder. Oh.
1570 Levins Manip. 77/10 'I'ynder, incendium. 1604

Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 141 Strike on the Tinder, boa: Giue
me a Taper. 1607 Dekkkk & Webster Northiv. Hoe in,

Wks. 1873 III. 44 lie goe strike a Tinder, c 1626 Dick of
Devon. \. ii. in BuUen O. PL (1883) II. 12 So from a tinder

at the first kindled Grew this heartburning twixt these two
great Nations.

Q.fig.
<:888 K. j^LFRED Boeth. v. § 3 We habba^ nu ^iet J?one

maestan deel (>a;re tyndran i^inre ha;Ie. a xo^q Liber ScintHi.
Ixxvii.(i889) 206 Tyndre [yijwfw^wwz] and ceap godescynnes
Uerestre ma;rtenes de5 on criste wunian symle. 1595 Poll-
manteia (1881) 6r They haue strook fire into the tinder of
my soft heart. 1643 Baker Chron.^ Hen. II 73 Finding his
hot spirit to be fit tinder for such fire. 1794 Wolcott (P.

Pindar) Piudariana Wks. 1812 IV. 212 Nothing to gild thy
solitary tinder Save the rude flint and steel of Peter Pindar.

d. attrib, and Comb.^ as tinder-pouch, -purse;

tinder-cloaked, -dry., -like adjs. ; tinder-fungus, a
fungus from which tinder is made, as tinder-
polypore, Poiyporus fomentarius ; tinder-ore,
tinder-water, see cjuots.

^ 1647 Cleveland Char, Dium. Maker Wks. (1677) loi It

is like over-reach of Language, when every Thin, *Tinder.
cloak'd Quack must be called a JJoctor. 1891 Kipling

I

Light that Failed ii. 33 The *tinder-dry clumps of scrub.

1896 Crockett Cleg Kelly vi, He crossed the marshy end
of Duddingstone Loch. It was tinder-dry with the drought.

189s Funk's Standard Did., * Tinderfungus, a large

leathery fungus. -growing on trees; the amadou of com-
merce. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 55 Said to be. .hasty and
*Tinder-like vppon to triuiall motion. 1887 Rider Hag-
gard yess xxvtii, The tinderlike roof burst into a broad
sheet of flame. »868 Dana Min. 91 Zundererz, or Berg-
zunderz ( = *Tinder Ore) of G. Lehmann .

. , which is soft like

tinder and dark dirty red in color,, .proves to be jameson-
ite or feather ore mixed with red silver and arsenopyrite.

1883 R. Turner in Gd. IVords Sept. 591/1 The common
"tinder-polypore has,. been found in the lake-dwelling at

Lochlee. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 236 "Tinder-pouch
..used by Hungarian fishermen. 1662 J. Bargrave /*fl/^

Alex. VII (1867) 122 We had .. *tynder purses .., with
flint, stee/, and match, to lighten our torches and candles
when they went out. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xlvi,

*Tinder-water !.. Water extracted from tinder...An uni-

versal specific for all distempers.

Hence Ti'ndered a., burnt to tinder ; Ti'nderish,
Ti'nderons adjs., of the nature of tinder, tinder-

like ; Ti'nderly adv., like tinder, in a tinder-like

degree.
1809 T. Cowdell Poet. ymt. ^o in Nova Scotia Minsir.

(iBii) 47 Her tinder'd garments in my hand. 1825 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. 11. Passion ^ Princ. xiv. III, 343 Harriet was
tinderly tender. 1870 Daily Ne7vs 18 July, The furze is dry
and tinderous. 1889 Clark Russell Marooned (1890) 213
So damp and tinderous too was the timber. 1890 ^ Ocean
Trag. xii, A sound as of the pressure of a light foot upon
linderish brushwood.

t Tinder, tender, v, Ols. rare-^. [ME.
tendren, f. tendre^ 7-form of Tinder j^,] intr. To
become inflamed, glow, bum.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 31 Ti neb ule-wiS tendreS ut of tene.

Ti*nder-bOZ< A box in which tinder was kept
(also usually the flint and steel with which the

spark was stf«ck, and sometimes the brimstone

matches with which the flame was raised).

1530 Palsgr. 283/2 Tunder boxe, boytte ^ dc fusil. 1^80
Hakluyt Voy, (1599) I. 442 Tinder boxes with Steele, Flint,

& Matches and Tinder. i6xa [see Tinder p], 1657 Collikr
Ess, II. (1703) 84 One would think we might.. with a good
flint and steel strike consciousness into a Tinder-box. 1759
DuMARESQUE in Phil. Trans. LI. 485 They make use of a
wooden machine (instead of a tinder-box), to light fire with,

1836 Marryat Jap/tet xlvii, I . . found a tinderbox. I struck
a light. 1:1840-5 {Tunder-box in use in N. Lincolnsh.).

1893 Leland Mem. I. 47 The use of the tinderbox and brim-
stone was universal.

b. Jig. A thing or person likened to a tinder-box,

esp. as being very * inflammable ' or a source of

heated strife.

1598 Shaks. Merry JV. i. liL 27, I am glad I am so acquit
of this Tinderbox. x6o8 Sylvester Du Barias 11. \v. v.

Decay 12 Huff-pufft Ambition, tinderbox of warre, Downfall
of Angels, Adam's murderer. 1839 J. MacDonald in

Tweedie Life iv. (1849) 335 The tmder-box of mortality
within me may at any moment take fire, 1897 Current
Hist. (Buffalo, N.Y.) VII. 313 One of the chief danger-
points in Europe, a veritable tinder-box,

C. attrib. and Comb.
a 1704 T. Brown Lett, to Gentl:^ Ladies Wks. 1709 III.

11. 107 A Couple of Tindcrlwxcryers. 1856 YiK^^ Arct.
Expl. I. xxix. 379 He struck thera together after the true

ttndcr-box fashion.

t Trndern, cu Obs. rare. [f. Tinder sb. +
'71, -EN ^ : of. leathern, silvern.] In tindem iron :

?a steel used in striking the flint to light tinder.

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gciitric 172 Betweene four tindern irons,

or fusils argent. 1688 R. Holme Armouiy in. 289/2 Tin-
dern Irons, or Clothiers Bench Hooks.

Tindery (ti-ndari), a. [f. Tinder sb. + -Y.] Of
the nature of or resembling tinder, tinder-like;

alsoy^i,". easily inflamed, * inflammable ', passionate.

1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) IV. xviii. 146 What
woman would have herself supposed capable of such a
tindery fit? 1795 Mme. D'Akblay Lett. 15 June, I love
nobody for nothing; I am not so tindery 1 18x4 — Wan-
derer I. 100 You were in such a tindery fit as to be kindled
by that dowdy. 1886 Miss Braddon One Thing Needful
V, Sheets of tindery paper.

Tindle (li'iul'l). dial. [app. a deriv. of TiND
V. to kindle ; akin to Tandle and Tendle, or a van
of the latter.] \\\pl., A name given locally to small

fires lighted out of doors at the beginning of May
and November. (Cf. Tandle.)
See fuller quot. in E.D.D., and references to N. & Q. and

Glossaries there given.

1784 Genii. Mag. Nov. 836/2 At . . Findeni, in Derbyshire, .

.

the boysand girls, .in theeveningof the second of November
. .light up a numljer of small fires amongst the furze, .and
call them . . 7V?/(//fJ. 1872 Hardwick Trad. Lanes, 30 In

Derbyshire these fires [on 1st May] were called Tindles.

fTi-ndling. Sc, Obs. rare. [Origin uncertain.]

A cloth of some kind, app. linen.

1565 Aberdeen Regr. (Jam.), Ane new sark of tindling.

1596 Compt Bk, D. IVcdderburne (S.H.S.) 47, xxvj ellis

tindling.

Tine (tain), sb."^ Forms: a. I, 3-6 tind, 4-6
tynde, 5 tyynde, 6 (9 dial.) tynd. ^. (5 tene),

5-9 tyne, 6- tine. [OE. tind = MHG. zint

sharp point, ON. tindr line (Sw. tinne, Da. dial.

tind tooth of a rake) :-OTeiit. *tind-iK (To the

same root prob. belongs OHG. ziftna merlon of a

wall :—OTeut. *tind/on-.) OK. timl became in ME.
tfnd, as in bind, etc. ; whence, by loss of d, iinc^ as

in TiNU Vm Cf. WFris. titte^ tooth of fork, etc.]

1. Each of a series of projecting sharp points on
some weapon or implement, as a harrow, fork,

eel-spear, etc. ; a prong, spike, tooth.
a. a 700 Epinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 873 Rostris, foraeuuallum,

uel tinduin. cjzs Corpus Gloss, (ibidj 1753 Rostri, tindas.
?ai4oo Erasmus {\l^M. MS. If. 280) in Horstm. Altengl.
Leg, (1878) 202 Castyng bym oftyn on hetyndesof an harow,
c 1400 Laud Trey Bk. 15724 Thei..Sclow hem thikkere
with her arwes Than tyndes of tre stondis In harwes. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 494/1 Tyynde, prekyl (K. tynde, prj'ke),Crtr.

nica. x668 R. B. Adagia Scot, yj Many maisters, quoth
the Poddock to the Harrow, when every tind took her a
knock.

'

^. 1554 Lydgatis Bochas ix. vL 200 b/2 The fiery tines
of his brennyng arow. 1591 Greene Art Conny Catch. 11.

(1^92) 25 A long hooke..that hath at the end a crooke,
with three tynes turned contrary. X64X Fuller Holy 4-

Prof St. III. xxi. 211 That fork needing strong tines
wherewith one must thrust away nature. 1644 [Walsinc*
ham] Effigies True Fortitude 12 An old man.. with his
Pitchforke ran at Captaine Smith, and twice stroke the tynes
thereof against his breast. 1649 Buthe Eng. Improv.
Impr, xvi. (1653) 104 Two or three sorts of Harrows, each
Harrow having his Teeth or tines thicker than other, vjzx
(see Tig sb,\ ij. a 1734 North Lives (1826) II. 201 A fork
with five tines. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 100 A harrow
composed of coulters instead of tines. i8z8 Craven Gloss.,

Tine, the prong of a fork. .; also the tooth of a harrow.

2. Each of the pointed branches of a deer's horn,
a. [a sooo Sal. ^ Sat, (Kemble) 150 Anra ^ehwylc deor

ha:bbe synderlice xii homas irene, and anra ;^ehwylc horn
h^bbe xii tindas irene, and anra sehwylc tind hxbbe synder-
lice xii ordas.] c 1375 Sc. Le^. Saints xxix. {Placidas) 105 A
gret hart . . he saw betwen his tyndis brycht A verray croice
schenand lycht. c 1430 Syr Tryavi, J085 The herte stroke
hym wyth hys tyndys. 1513 Douglas j^neis vii. ix. 18

Ibis hart. .With large heid and tyndis fwmest fayT. 1593
Rites of Durham (1903) 24 Dyd cast backe his handes
betwixt y* Tyndes of y* said harte to stay him selfe.

0. X4ps Trevisa's Barth. De P. R, xviii. xxx. 702 The
aege of hartys is knowe by auntlers and tynes of his homes,
for euery yere it encreacith bi a tyne vnto vii yere. 1616
SuRFL. & Markh. Country Fartne 684 You may likewise
judge of their age by the tynes of their homes. 1835 Scott
Talism. xxiv, A stag often tynes. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII.
23 The antlers of the Stag are rounded, and bear three
' tines ' or branches, and a crown consisting of three or more
points.. .The antlers during the second year consist ctf* a
simple unbranched stem, to which a tine or branch is added
in each successive year, until the normal development is

attained.

t b. A small branch or twig of a tree ; the stalk

of a fruit. Ols. rare.

13 . . E.E.A Uit. /*. A. 78 As borayst syluer ^ lefonslydez,
pat J?ike con trylle on vcha tynde \rime schynde). 13..
Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. Iii. 82 His bed nou leonej* on
l>ornes tynde. c 1440 Pedlad. on Ilusb. iv. 395 Pomes take,
The tenes with, to stonde tn cannes saue.

C. trans/. Each of two branches of a stream.
1875 R. F. Burton Gorilla L. (1876) II. 73 We reached a

shallow fork, one tine of which.. comes from the Congo
Grande.

1 3. A rung or step of a ladder. Obs. rare,

a laas Ancr. R. 354 Scheome and pine, ase Seint Bernard
seifl, beoS l?e two leddre stalen..and bitweonen |>eos slalen
beoo ^ tindes ivestned of alle gode )>eawes, bi bwuche me
climbed to l>e blisse of heouene.

4. [f. Tine v.'^] An act of harrowing.
1778 [W, Marshall] Minutes Agric. 12 Dec. an. 1776, Our

first tine was with fine harrows, which broke the crum,
without tearing-up the sod. 1825 Jamieson s. v., A dcuMe
tynd, or tcind, is narrowing the same piece of ground twice
at the same yoking. 1854 Jml. R. Agric, Soc. XV. 11. 403
Some sow it after the barley, and give it a tine with the
harrows.

t 6. attrib. and Comb, : tine-knife, see quot.

;

tine nail {tynd nale), a large sharp-pointed nail,

a spike. Obs.

1555-6 Burgh Rec. Edinb, (1871) II. 322 For xix" of grait

tynd nalis to the greit yat of the tolbuith. 1888 Shefield
Gloss., Titie-knife, a knife whose haft is made from a tine of
a slag's antler.

tTine, sbJ^ Obs. rare"^. In 4 tin, [f. Tink
z/.^] Loss.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. yxfi In wining and in tin Trewe to ben

ay. In ioie and in pin, In al l)ing, to say,

tTine, sb:-'' Obs. Also tyne. [a. F. tine

large vessel, tub {c 1230 in Godef.),Sp.,It. tinax—
L. tfna wine-jar.] A vessel for brewing ; a tub, vat.

[1310 Letter-Bk. D. Land. If. 99 b, Item bona cipta. .super
Aliciam reUctam Walteri le Cuuer .j. Cumelina et .j. Tyna,
precium vj d.] 1337 Ibid. F, If. 20 Hoi'es bracinas tcnentes

..qui mittunt... liraciatorcs suos cum vasis suis vocali.s

Tynes ad dictum Conductum. 1388-9 Abingdon Roils
(Camden) 57, ij vates et j tyne. a 1400 Chaucer Bolade
to Roseniounde 9 For thogh I wepe of teres ful a tyne
[cf. Fr. Le jor i ot plore de larmes pleine tine (see Skeat's
Chaucer 1. 549).]

Tine, sb.-^ Obs. exc. dial. Also tyne. [Etymo-
logy uncertain : see Note below.] A wild vetch or

tare ; a name for certain leguminous plants grow-
ing as weeds in corn, etc., and climbing by their

tendrils, esp. the strangle-tare, Vicia hirsitta\

also locally V. Cracca, and I.athyrtts tuberosus,

f 1540 J. Heywood in J. Rcdford Mor. Play Wit Sf Sc.

(Shaks. Soc.) 79 This vice I lyken to a weede That husbond*
men have named tyne. The whych in corne doth roote or

lirede. 1567 Golding Ovid's Met. v. (1593) 120 The tines

and bryars did overgrow the wheate. 1573 Tusser Husb.
(1878) 109 The titters or tine makes hop to pine. 1707 Mok-
TiMKR Husb. (1721) I. 128 The Docks, Tyne, Tares, May-
weed, &c. pull up by hand. 17*6 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3^
Chalkly-Lands . . naturally produce May-weed, Poppeys
Tijie, &c. 1733 W. Kllis Chiltcni ^- I 'ale Farm, -joo



TINE.

wild Thetch, Tyne, or UinU-wecd, is an ugly Companion
amongst the Corn.

b. Also called line-grass, tine-tare {Jinlare,

tyntare), titu-wecd.

fi4So Alfhitii(\nfxA. Oxon.) i86 Trifolium acutHm,aH.
wildetare M<-/ tinlare, /^/V/. 189 T/V/V/a, a^f/. tinlara. IS77
K. G<x)GE HcrestfacKs Hush, i, (1586) 35 It groweth halfc

a yarde hie, leaned like Tyntare. 16x1 G. Sandys Ot't'i/'s

Mit. V, (1626) 101 Tintare \pr. kint.-ire), and Darnell [L.

loiium tributi>ft(c\ tire The felterU Wheat; and weeds that

through it spire. 1733 W. Kllis Ckiltcm fr Vale Farm.
302 Cliver or chickweed.. twists about the Wheat, like the

Tyne-weed. 1744-50 — Mod, liuibaruim. I. 1. 143 The
Tyne-grass and the Lady-finger grass are the two best sorts

of Natutal Meadow Grasses. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower,
PI, II. IJ4 f'iVmAiW«/(»(Hairy Tare)., the Tine Tare as it

is called m some counties. c 1878 Oxford Bil'lc-llelps 217
LentUes^. .a species of vetch, resembling the tine-tare,grown

on poorer soils.

\Note. As tintart^ itMe-tare, appears to occur nearly a
century earlier than the simple form //'«<-, it was possibly the
original name, its first element being one of the other Tins
words. If originally applied to I'icia hlrsuta^ the sense
' small or diminutive tare (f. Tine a,) would )je appropriate
enough. IJut i>erhaps derivation from Tink i'.', or flNE i^.'

or ^ in reference to the injury or trouble which it causes,

is more likely. Cf. the name strangU-tare,]

t Tine, j*.s Obs. Also 6 tyne. (Only in and
after Spenser.) [liy-form of Teen sL^ in various

senses. Perh. from Norse : cf. Norw. dial, tyne

injury : cf. TiSB v,'^ J.] Affliction, trouble, sorrow.
iSgo SrENSEK F. Q. i. ix. 15 To seek her oot with labor

and long tyne. 1591 — Tearet Mmus 3 Those piteous
plaints and sorrowfull sad tine [ruHe ninej. s6oo Toukniur
Trans. Met. To his Hooke, The more the world dothseeke
to work their tine. 1610 Klktcher Faitkf, Skepk. 1. ill. And
far more heavy be thy grief and tine.

t Tine, <»• and sh.<> Obs. Also 5 tyn, 5-7 tyno.
[Ap|)ears as cuij. and sb. about or soon after 1400

;

origin unknown : see Note below, and Tiny a.]

A. <uij. Very small, diminutive : • Tint a,

App. at<ra)'s preceded by little : cf. Sc little tuee (iairm).

a 1400-50 Alexander 50^ Scbo bad layd in his lape a Util!

tyne egg. ? c 1499 Song u. in Two Coo. Corpus Ckr. Plays
(E E.T..S.) 32 Lutly, lulta, thow littell tine child. By by,
lujly lullay, thow littell tyne child, c 1460 Towtteley Myst,
xii. 467 Hayll, lytyll tyn mop, rewarder of mcde 1. . Hayll,
lyt^ll mylk sop ! hayll, dauid sede I 1597 Shaks. iHen. iV,
V. I. 39 A ioynt of Mutton, and any pretty little tine Kick,
shawes. ihid. v. iii. 6u Welcome my little tyne tbecfc
•Cos — Lear llL ii. 74 He that has and a liltlc-lyne wit.

B. sb. or quasi-.;^. A very little space, time, or
amount ; a very little ; ' a bit '.

App. always prec by liltle : cf. similar Sc iia« of wee

:

Bardoui Umce vil 182 The kyng than wynUt a little wee.
c 14x0 (?) Lvoo. Asumbly o/Gods 1063 He was constreynyd
..A lytyll tyiK abak to make a bew retrel. Ibid. 1283 A
lyttyll tyne hys ey castyng hym besyde. 15*3 Skkltqn
CarL Laurel 505 Sir, I pray you a l)tyU tyne stande backc
IS4A J. Htvw.wD Prov. u XL Wks. (1562) Dij, Kor when
prots.-uider pHckt them a little tyne. 1556 — Spider ^ F,
Ix. Ccivb, BiU Uey a litle tine \rinu fioe^

\Sote. In the absence of evidence, the etymoloKy of tine,
iu accidence, and its relation to Tiny, have received a good
deal of discuaiion : see Wedgwood Diet. Enr. Etym. (1872)
684, Skeat Votes on Eng- Etymol 300, £. WeeUey in
Trans. PkHoL Sec. 1909. Prof. Skeat inclines to lake tiiie

S a later •horuning of '/iW, afterwards tiny, and 'tini as
a sbL, possibly a. OF. tinJe ' tubful '. But though it is

pouible that line was orig. a sb., in sense ' bit ', the evidence
u that it was alwa>-s a monosyllable. Prof. Weekley sug-
gesU the posiiWlity of //'«, //Vi,', tiny being ajlhetic for OF.
un taniin or tatttiuct ' a little tune or quantity ', related to
L, te«//tf>u' so snuill, so little'. His woald Witt the sense,
Imt evidence connecting the forms has not been Ibaod (d.
TiNV <i.).l

Tine, tyne (tain), ».' Obs. exc. dial. Forms

:

see below. [OE. tynan - OFris. ttna, OLG.,
MLG., LG. tUttcn, EKris. t&nen, tUntn, MDu.
tUnen, Dn. tuinen, OHG. tUntn (MUG. ziunen,
G. idunen) :—OTeut. 'tUnjan, I. 'tUne- enclosure :

see Town. From OK tyn-oH, Mli. had three
dialect types, a. southern, ///«-, tiiin- ; $. midl. and
north, tyn-, tin-, tine ; 7. Kentisli tin-, teen-.]

A. Illustration of Forms,
a. Present, i ttnon, 3 tunen («), 5 tuyne,

taynde. I'a. I. i t#nde, 3 tunde. I'a. fple. 1

gettned, 4-5 ytund.
68^.9$ Z.<i7iix o/tne c 42 Gif. .ha:Mien sume 7;etyned biora

da:l, sumc na;bben. a9oatr. tlxtla'i lliit. iv. iii (1890)268
(>onne tynde he hb bee. £-950 Lindiif. Cosp. MatL xxiii.

13 fie tyndon lie heofna. <iioao in Anrlin IX. 261 Me
nms . .on sumera . . tynan. c laoo Trin, Coll. Horn. 44 Ne l>at

^^deod me swcl^e, ne t>at \k pit tune ouer me his muft.
Ibid. 181 Hie tunei) to hire fif pten, and penneS wel iiiste.

etsoi Lay. I53k> t»a ^ten heo tunden uaste. £-1400
Trerisa's lligden (Rolls) VI. 229 |«e 3ales..were i-schelle
\MSS. 0. tynde, y. ytund|. a 1450 Myrc Par. Priest 6j
Tuynde |>yn ye (rat thow ne se llie cursede worldes vanyte.

^. J'resent. 3 tinen, 4-5 tynen, tynde, 5
tyn-yn, 5-6, 9 di.2l. tyno, 7-9 diitl. tine. Pa. t.

4 tyned, 5 tynd. Pa. fpte. 3 tiued, 5 tynde,
tynyd, tyndyd, 9 tined.
c Ijoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 43 pc pit tinc8 his muJ^ ouer be
m.m, !»€ lis on fulc synncn. Ibid. 101 Pe ^ate of paradis,
be |>urh Euc gilte wifl hem was er tined. 138a Tyndynge
(see B. 1). c\UM Tynde (see oL 01400-50 Alexander
3193 Pen tcned |»e Thcbecs foike & tynd to lie jatis. c 1440
Promp. Parv. tfy^li Tynyn, or make a tynynge, sefio.
c 1460 /W. Kel, .y L. Poems 167 A^n bee wole y my yitis
tyne. isSj Jas. I Kss. Pocsie. (Arb.) 56 And efter that nade
Argus for to tyne .. all bis winduia. 1674 Ray A^. f. tVords,

51

To Tiite^ to shut, fence. Tine the door ; shut tho door.
iSjs IJkockkit N. C. Hords^ Tine^ to shut.io iiiclo^e. 1874
Tiued [see U. ij.

7. Present, 4 teude, 6 tene, 7 teene, 7-9 dial,

teen. Pa. t. 4-5 tende. Pa, ///*•. 4 i-tend, 5
yteynd, 7 dial, teened.
1387 Thevisa Hi^tUn (Rollsl IV. 443 ^if eny dore were

i-ieiid [y. ytund]. IhiU. 453 To tende [see B. i], c 1420
Cltro*t. V'iiod. 3725 liot t>e durus of (?at chapelle weron \>o

y-teynde. i6at6 in Archxol, Cant. (1902) XXV. 40 Peter
Uciihain hath lately teened and fenced up a common foot-
way. 1674 Ray ..V. C. Words 49 To enclose, fence, hedge,
or teen, c 1700 Kennett MS. Lansd. iojj If. 389 To 'J'eeu

(Lane to 7V//<r), to hedge or to enclose a field, in Kent. XM7
Kcuthh Gioss.t Tietur^ Tcner^ a niaii who teens or keeps in
order a raddle-fence.

B. Signification,

L trans. To close, shut (a door, gate, or window

;

a house, one's mouth, eyes, eic). Also with to adv.
(cf. Shut td)^ and absol.

a 900 [see A. a], c ^/fp Lindisf. Gosp.\^:^i^ x\\\. 25, & tyne3
baet diuo. a 1x25 Ancr. R. 62 An ancre nule nout tunen
hire eiAurles a^in dea3 of helle & of soule. 138a Wvclif
Gen, xix. 6 Loth gon oute to hem..and tyndynge to the
dore, seith. 1387 Tkevisa Hidden (Rolls) IV, 453 pe Est
jateof t>e temple, .was so bevy of sound bras ^at twenty men
were besy i*now for to tende \^MSS, a. tynde, fi. tyne, y.
tuynde} it. a 1450 Mvbc i*ar. Priest 490 To tuynen and
open at heyre byddynge. 15*3 FiTZHERa Hush, § 141 Vf
ony gate. .go not lyghtly to open and tyne. 1561 Child-
Metrriages 114 That she did se hym tyne the Mrindowes,
and put to the dore with his fote. 1674 [see A. ^). 1874 T.
Hardy Far/r. Madding Crvwd xv, ciiiny and I haven't
tined our eyes to-night.

2. a. To enclose or shut (a thing) up in some-
thing.

13.. E. E, Allit. P. B. 498 Tyl |»ay had tyj»yng fro \>^

toike )>at tyned hem ^-inne \i.e. in the ark). xSOS A. S.
Wilson Lyric Homeless Lmt xxviii. 92 Come, choral voices,
. . And in my soul the sweetness tine Which harps of Eden
wear.

b. To enclose with a hedge or fence ; to fence,

to hedge in.

668-9S [^e A. a). (-X440 Promp. Parv. 494/1 Tynyd, or
hedgydde (/*. tyndyd), septus. 1570-6 Lamoakde Peramb.
Kent (1836) ^76 Thcit [the Saxons J woorde (Tynan) to tyne.
Of inclose with a hedge. 1598 Stow 5wr7'. xftx. (1603) 547
To inclose or tyne. 1604 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 437 That they
leaue to line and keep so that nis neighbor be liarnielesse

by the cattcL 1864 W. Barnes in Macm. Mag. Oct. 477
An* there wer my orcba'd a-tined Wi' a hed^e on a steep*

zided bank. i8|u Urookk Hist. E. Eng. Lit. ix. aoa 'I'be

place was tyned or girded with a fence t^rods.

C. To make or repair (a hedge or fence).

15U MS, Ace, St. Jokits Hosp.t Canterb.^ Paied for

tcnying of a hedge, ttijo Ibid,, Fur two bundles of bushes
to tecnc our orouu'd ocdKCS viij d. 1887 Kentish Gloss.^

Tetm^ to make a hedge with raddles [ = green sticks].

f3. yfjf". To confine, restrain /<? something, 00$,
€ 1430 Hymns V'ir^. 35 To f^at loue y schal me so faste

tyne, pat y in herte it euermore holde.

Tine, tyne (toin), r.- Chiefly (now only)
north, dial, and ^V. Pa. t. and pple. tint (tint).

Forms : 3- tine ; also 4 tin, 4-6 tyn; 4-9 tyne,

(5 teyn, 6 tyen). Pa, t. 4 tinte, 4-0 tynt(e, 4-
tint ; also 5 tynit, 6 (Spenser) tyned, 8 tined.
Pa, ppte. 4 itint, y-tint, y-tent, 5 ytynt

;
4-6

tinte, tynt, 5 tynto, tynde, 4- tint. [a. ON.
tymi (:- *tiunjan)^ Norw., older Da. and Sw. dial.

tym^ to destroy, lose, to perish, dcriv, of tj6n

loss, damage (cogii. witli OK. t^on injury, etc : see

Tken j^.i, v.'^).'\

L tram. To lose; to suffer deprivation of; to

cease to have or enjoy.

f IJOO Cursor M, 5518 (Cbtt) pan has ^air will our wi^^er-

win, And w« ma sua our landes tin [v. rr. tine, tyne). c 1300
i/aveUk ao3^ That be ne tinte no catcl 13. . Sir Beucs
(A.) 4386 Trcitour ! now is t»e lif itint. c isao Sir Trisir.

1911 pou ha.st y tent ^t pride c 1330 R. Brunnb Chron,
(1810) 15 He IS now in poynt his regne fortoty^nc. a 13^
ifAMFout /*ia//^r Ixi. 10 It is a harniefuU winninge to win
cattell & tine rigbtowsiies. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. Ii. xviii. 140
pat was tynt tK>rw trc, tree shal it wynnc. a 1400 Octouian
1147 'Itto both hys armcs were y-tent. c 1400 Destr. Troy
174'y Trees, thurgh tenipe&les, tynde bade |>cre leues.

c 140a To7vn^iey Afyst. i. t6o Ourc loye is tynt. 1549
Compl. Scot. x. 83 I'here can no thing be tynt, bot quhen
be that XyvAs ane thing.. knauts nocbt quhair it is. 1575
Churciiyaru Chippes (1817) 184 Our greedy mind g.iiiies

gold and tyens good name. 1596 Dalhymple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Sect. (S.T.S.) I. 51 The Salmontctynes in snuil
j

watiris,. .the gret fatncs, that thay fand in the braid Se^.
|

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxvii. (1612) ^58 Both their

Kings in following fight did brandy tyne their Hues. 1721
M^MSSKi Prospect 0/ Plenty 162 To stow them.. In barrels

tiKht, that shall nae liquor tine. 17^ F. Ix^utiiian Form
o/l*rocess (cd. a) 31 The Rcplcdgcr. .tnicd his Court for Year
arid Day. 1790 Burns Tarn o' Skanter 188 Tarn tint his

rca.son a' thcgither. 1865 G. Macuonald A. Forbes 51,

1 dinna think the I«otd '11 tyne the grip o' his father's son.

18S6 Stevenson Kidnapped xix, James must have tint his

wits.

b. To fail to gain, attain, or win: « Ix>ss v,

8; ahsoi.

L«ose V. 8 b.

CIS50 Gen. ^ Ex, 3518 For if 3u it ^ernes and ;isse, 3u
tines vncnded blisce. 13^0 Mami-ui.k I'r. Cottsc. 2054 pus
Aol t^dyghe and heven blis tyne And be i)utted til endeles

pync. a 1400 Relig. Pieces/r, Thornton MS. 38 pou tynes

^•c mede of M scruycc. 1549 Cottipl. Scot. ix. 80 He tint

threttynebattellis. c 1560 A. Scott /'<?««j(S.T.S.)ii. 48T0SC
quha tynt or wan The fcild. i60i Colvil Whigs Supplic

to gi .

7, 8; absol. to lose the battle, be defeated:

TINEAN.
(1731)25 Whether he gain the day or tine, He nevcrmisst-ih
to kill nnie. 1721 Ramsay Prospect 0/ Plenty 50 She
grasps the shadow, but the substance tines, a 1810 'J'anna-
lULL Poems (1846) loi I'm fear'd that I may tyne The love
that ye hue promised nie.

c. To sjiend in vain or to 110 purpose, to waste

:

^ Lose v. 6.

'^^?^? M* ^i^V"^^
Chron. (x8io) 43 Kyng Suane gaf assaut,

..Mykelle folk he les, & tynt his tiauaile. 1393 Langl.
P. PL C. XV, 8 Ich haue. .counsailede |>e. .Notynie to tyne,
1563 Davidson Confut. Kennedy in IVodroiv Soc. Misc.
(1844) 216 Thay doctours tynt thare tyme. 163J A. Ckaig
t^ilgr, St Hercmitc 9 My true travel! shall bee tint. 1817
Scott Two Drovers Introd., If they had burned the rudas
queen for a witch, I am thinking, may be, they would not
have tyned their coals.

t a. To cause the loss of: = Lose v. 9a, Obs.
C1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab. x. (/'V'.r-V If'^o//) vi, This tarying

will tyne the all thy thank. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius'
Catech. 223 Receauing trew and Christian iustice..in stead
of that whilk Adam by his inobedience tint to him and vs.

e. absoL or intr. To suffer loss : = Lose v, 4.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1457 Now haf we ioy, now haf

we pyn. Now we wyn, now we tyn. c 1400 Destr. Troy
1208 pe Troiens .. tynte of |>ere folkes. 1:1470 Henry
Wallace vi. 460 Bot thow be war, thow tynys off thi chaffair.

z86a HisLOP Prov. Scot. 27 A tale never tines in the telling.

f f. trans. To incur (a penalty) : cf. Lose v. 3 g.
1426 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot, ii/i Wnder the payn off perel

that efter folowys, and al that yhe may teyn enent ws. 1478
Rental Dk, Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 212 At al thir uwntis
forsad be treuly kepit ondyr al peynis tha ma tyne of law,

g. To let slip from one's remembrance, to forget

:

= Lose v. 5 d.

XS13 Douglas Mneis ix. v. 76, I hecht forsuith that deid
sail nevyr be tynt. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems (1843) 123 Thae
auld-warld fancies my heart winna tyne. Ibid. 188 Your
father's dying counsels from Your bosoms never tine.

h. To leave far behind, as in a race ; to outstrip

entirely ; to get far ahead of : = Lose v. 5 c. dial.

1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb vii, Oor 'Liza an' you
ees't to be heid-y-peers, but ye 're tynin her a'thegither.

H. 'f'2. To ruin, destroy, bring to nought: =
Lose v, 2. (Cf. L. perd^re to destroy, and to lose.)
a 1300 Cursor Af. 2911 Sua tin \v.r. tyne] (jai |?am wit-

outcn end pat wil noght t)am in time mend. Ibid. 4774 For
I'of he proue his freind wit pine, par-for wil he noght him
tine. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P, B. 907 We schal tyne |>is toun &
trayl>cly disstrye. c 1400 Apot. Loll. 43 If God schal tyne
alle boo Jnit spek lesyng. c 1510 Nisbet N. Test, in Scots
Mark xii. 9 He sal cum and he sal tyne the teelars (Wvclif
tilieris], and geue the wyneyarde to vtheris. 1589 R. Brucb
iV/^/i. (Wodrow Soc.) 1 10 He has power only to save and tine.

3. intr. To be lost, ruined, or destroyed ; to

perish : « Lose v. i .

13.. SirBeues (A.) 652 Tiding com to king Ermyn, pat
Beues hadde mad his men tyn, 13.. Cursor M. 13511
(Cott.) ii\\&\ t'ai had eten, ^at drightin Bad )?am late na
crumines tin. cx^f^Rau/Coii^ear ^Z Baitb myself and my
hors is reddy for to tyne. 1570 Saiir, Poems Reform, xii.

97 For want of ane 1 wald nocht all suld tyne. £1575 Bal-
four's Practicks, Ship Laws (1754) 623 Gif ony ship tine

be storm of wether, 179a Burns Gallant Weaver ii, I was
fear'd iny heart would tine. And I gied it to the weaver.
a x8xo Tannahill Poems (1846) 97 111 tend thee , .Wi' love
that ne'er shall tyne.

Tine, v:^ [f. Tine sby\

1, trans. To furnish with tines or prongs : see

also TiNEO.
a 1518 Skelton Magnyf. 728 My tonge is with FaucII

forked and tyned. 1760 [see Tining vbl. sb.^.

2, To scratch or work with tines ; to harrow.
S766 [see Tining vbl. sb.^. i8«t4 7rnl. R, Agric. Soc. XV.

II, 405 Two drills are tined at a time.

Tine, variant of Tind v. Obs.y to kindle.

Tine, obs. form of Thine (after a dental).

II Tinea (ti'u/a). [L. tinea a gnawing worm, a
moth, bookworm,]
1. Ptit/i. Technical name of the disease Ring-
worm.
1308 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. vii. iii. (Bodl. MS.) pe heed

is ofte dissesed with ati yucl |iatt children haue ofte . . and we
clepilh |>at yuel Tinea a moff^je, for it freete}> and gnawith
\fe cure parties of l>e skyiine of \>g heed as a nio|)|?e frete^

cloo^. £'1400 Lanfrune's drnrgie 181 Cirurgians..clepid

tineam bcre J?at |?ere is corrupcioun in J«: skyn wi|j harde
crustis « quytture. 1693 tr. Blanctirds Pkys. Diet. (ed. 2)

s,v., If running Sores in the Head, .continue long.. they
grow into Tineas, crusty stinking Ulcers of the Head, which
gtiaw and consume its Skin. 1804 Ah^mnKXH\ Surg. Obs.

169 A circle of small sores, like what takes place in tinea.

i86a H.MACMiLLANin Macm. TIM^. Oct. 466 Yeast.. granules
may Ix: made to induce the ordinary para.sitic skin diseases

—a few germs rubbed into the head, .producing. .tinea.

2, lintom. Name given by Ilaworth lo a genus
of small moths {Microlepidoplerti)^ the larva; of

which arc very destructive to clot^, feathers, soft

paper, decaying wood, stuffed birds, etc., examples
of which arc the common clothes-moths, T. tapet-

zella^ and T, pellionellaf and the very destructive

pest in museums of natural history, T. destructor.

In earlier times the word was applied to other de-

structive insects and worms,
1658 Rowland MonfeCs Theat. Ins. iioo Pliny saith

that Tinea; do destroy the seeds of P'igs.. .Niphus cats that

little Scorpion which eats books Tineas, whereof I spake in

the history of Scorpions. 1706 PnrL[.iPs(cd. Kersey), Tinea,
. .the Moth, an Insect that cats Clothes. Mod. The genus
Tinea contains about 100 species,of which 15 were recorded
as British in Rennie's Conspectus 1832.

llciicc Ti'neau, Ti'neid u., of or belonging to

7-a



TINED.

the genus Tinea or family Tincidiv ; sh, a member

of this genus or family.

189X Cent. Dict-t Tinean, Tiiieid.

Tined (tiind), a. Also 5-6 tynyd, 6 tinded,

7 tyned. [f. Tine sby (or z'.^) + -ed.] Furnished

with or having tines, a. Of a fork, rake, harrow,

or other implement. Chiefly in comb., as long-

iineify three-tincdt etc,

c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 494/1 Tynyd, wythe a tyne. 1523
FiTziiEKB. Husb. § 15 They be lyke sloted and t'mded. 1577
Harrison England ill. viii. (1878) 11. 53 The heads of

saffron are raised in lulie, either with plougli, raising, or lined

hooke. 1611 Speed Hist.Gt, Brit. vi. v. 58 In his hand for

a Scepter, a Mace three-tined, as Neptune or God of the

Sea. 1698 G. Thomas Pensilvania 8 Their Ground is

harrowed with Wooden Tyned Harrows.

b. Of a deer's horns. In quot, 1530 Ihr,

having the tines of a specified tincture.

c 1410 Master o/Game (MS. Digby 182) xxiv, An hert j^at

bereth an hye heede J>at is wyde and hye ytyneded with

longe beemes 1S30 in Ancestor xi. (1904) 182 A hertes

hede silver tynyd gold. 1878 S. Lanier Rci'.Hamish i A
ten-tineJ buck in the bracken lay. X90J Times 13 Nov.
13/6 A goodly proportion of stron^jly tiiicd heads.

[Tineman, a spurious word ; being a misread-

ing in Harrison of the word tunman in a MS.
€ 1570 of CnuCs Forest Laws {c 1 1S5), whence app.

in Manwood and in Spelman i6(54, and thence in

later writers, and taken to repr. L. minutus kotm
(as if f. Tine adj. 'very small * + man). (The actual

OE. ttinman is found in an nth c Vocab. (Wr.-

\Vulcker 332/23), rendering \,. villanus villein.)

c 1185 Cnut's Constit. de Foresla % 4, Camb. MS. c 1570
(Liebeimann 621) Sub horum iterum quoUbet sint duo minu-
toruin hominum, quos tunman [or ? timinan) Angli dicunt

;

bii nocturnam curam et uenerjs et uiridis, turn seruilia opera
subibunt. So 1577 Harrison England 11. xix. (1877) i. 315
[the same, with Tineman and hij. isgz transi. in Man-
wood Bre/e Collect. Laives 0/ Forest, Againe, vndcr euery
one of these meane men, let there be two of the least men
of account of the Forest (which Englishmen do call * Tyne-
mcn ') : these persons shall vndeitake the seruile labour,

and also the niglit charge of Vert and Venison.
^ 1398 Man-

wood Laws Forest (1615) 2 (quoting prec. Latin) margin^
Tineman, These are they that now are called Foresters

CM- Keepers. 1670 Blount Law Dict.y Tineman or Tien-

man, was of old a Petty Officer in the Forest, who had the

Nocturnal care of Vert and Venison, and other servile

employments. 1906 Dovle Sir Nigel x^ The tineman and
verderers have not forgotten me yet.J

Tiner (t^i'nai). Sc. Obs. or arch. In 6 tyner,

-ar. [f. Tine ^.2 + -erI.] A loser.

1540 Sc. Acts y<is. V (1814) H. 375 It is statute..

M

)>e lynar of t>e cause pay the wynnaris expensis. 1560 Rol-
LAND Seven Sages 8i O subtell schrew,. .Tyner of treuth,

with toung Intoxicat. 1596 Valrymple ir. Leslie's /list.

Scot. V. ixxx. (S.T.S.) L 292 Victor and Vanqulst, tyner and
Winner war baith present.

Tinet : see Tinnet. Tine-tare, Tine-weed

:

see Tine sb.^ Tinewald, var. Tynwald.
t Ti-ne-worm. Obs, rare. Also 8 tin-. An

unidentified ' worm ', said to be injurioas to sheep

;

? = Taint-worm.
1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle (1596) 15 Against the swelling

in a beast by e;iting of a Tyne-worme. Ibid. 250 The tine

worme is a small red worme with many legs, much like a ho^j

lowse, and they will creepe in grasse : if sheepe or other
cattell do eate one, tbey will swell and within a day die, if

he be not remedied. 1704 Diet. Rust., I'lnwonn.

Tin-field, -floor, etc. : see Tin sb. 5.

Tinfoil (tinfoil), sb. Forms : see Tin sb. and
Foil sb.^ ; also 6 tyufule. [f. Tin sb. + Foil sb,^]

Tin hammered or rolled into a thin sheet; also, a
sheet of the same rubbed with quicksilver, used for

backing mirrors and precious stones; a similar

sheet of an alloy of tin and lead, used as a wrapping
to protect comfits, etc., from moisture or air.

1467-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 92 Pro le Tynfole
empt. pro ornacione et plctura del Soteltez erga festum Natal.
Domini, xjd. 1477-i) Ace. Exch. K, R. Bundle 496 No.
18 (P.R.O.) Pro..Tynnefoile, Canvas fete.]. 1481-3 Ibid.

No. 26, vij dos' Tynfoill. iS*S^ Durham Ace. Rolls
(Surtees) 108 Pro preparaclone le borehede et tynfule. 1386
Rates o/Customs EviiJ b, Tin foile the groce iiij.s- _»63i

Grew Musxum in. 11. lii. 335 With this the Tin-Foile is

made to stick close to the backsides of Looking-Glasses.
176a Franklin Lett., etc. Wks. 1840 V. 408 It is what they
call tinfoil, or leaf-tin, being tin milled between rollers.

1815 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 715 The tin-foils are
only used in the case of colourless stones. 1839 Urb Diet.
Arts 1251 Tinfoil coated with quicksilver makes the reflect-

ing surface of glass mirrors. 1876 Harley Rojle's Mat.
Med. 256 Tinfoil, so largely used by druggists to wrap up
medicines and form capsules for bottles, is an alloy of tin,

and contains from 25 to 75 per cent, of lead.

attrib. 1849 Noad Electricity (ed. 3) 1 46 Hy a tin-foil com-
mnnication, a connection is made. 1862 Catal. Internal.
Exkib., Brit. IL No. 5142 Plain, fancy, and tinfoil papers.

Ti*nfbil| v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To cover or

coat with tinfoil. Hence Ti*nfoiled (-foild)///. a.,

esp./^.
1598 B. JoNsoN Ev, Man in Hum, i. ii. This man ! so

traced, guild<jd, or to use a more fit metaphor.. so tinfoild

y nature. i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. 11. lii. ni. 399 T'is

btacleata/gelicilas, as Seneca termes it, tin-foyl'd happines
if it be happines at all. a 1658 Cleveland Hecatomb o My
Text defeats your Art, ties Nature's tongue, Scorns all her
Tinfoyl'd Metaphors of Pelf. 1887 Sci. Amer, i Oct 215/3
The ^lass. .after being tinfoiled, is.. pushed across the table
containing the mercury.

52

Tinfal (tinful). [f. Tik + ful.] As much as

a tin will contain.

1896 A. VioVLmfMv Child0/theyago 169 Tobacco pillaged

from a tin-full his father had bought.

Ting (tiij), sb. [f. Ting v. : cf. Ding sl.^'\

The sound emitted by a small bell, or other reso-

nant body, as a thin glass vessel, as the result of a
single stroke ; a thinner or sharper sound than that

expressed by Tano. Also advb., or without gram-
matical construction, esp. when repeated.

x6o2 MiDoLEToN Blttrt IV. ii. Midnight's bell goes ting,

ting, ting. 1611 CoTGR., 7>"«/*?«,..the ting of a bell. 1677
Wallis m Phil. Trans. Xll. 842 A thin .. Venice-glass,

cracked with the. .sound of a Trompet. .s mnding an Uni-
son or a Consonant note to that of the Tone or Ting of the

Glass. 1859 CoRNWALLis Panorama New World I. 178

The liquid tin^—ting—ting of the bell-bird. 1895 Zanc-
wiLL The master n. i.v. His own turn came, announced by
the sharptingof ahaml-bell. 189SG. W. E. RussELr. Co//.

Recoil, xxxiv. 473 The shrill ting-ting of the division-bell.

1906 Dailii Chron. J4 Feb. 6/7 'Ting ' went the bell.

b. Ting-a-ling, ting-aring, the sound of the

continued ringing of a small bell, or the like.

Also advb.

1833 Mrs, Marcet Seasons II. Spring 'w. 54 The great

dinner-bell went ting a ring a ring a rm'. i86a C C
Robinson Leeds Gloss. 436 ' Ting-elin, all in . . .* Its onimast

ting-elin now*. 1879 Macdonald Sir Cibbie xix, \ hae
naething till acquaint yer honour wi', sir, but the tinp-a-

ling o' tongues. 1906 Westm. Gnz. ^ia Jan. 5/1 Ting-a-hng.

Telephone again. ' Who's there ?
*

Ting (til)), V. [Echoic. Cf. Pino; also obs.

Du. iinghe, tanghen ' tintinare '.]

1. trans. To cause (a sm.iU bell or the like) to

emit a ringing note ; in quot. 1607, to try (a coin)

by ringing in order to test its genuineness.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. DeP.R. xvnr. xii.(W.de W.),Wyth
betynge of b.isynes, tyngynge & tynkyiTge of tymbres they

tljeesl ben coniloi ted & callyd to the hyucs. 15SJ Berks. Ch.
Goods (1879) 39 A bell used to be tynged before dede corses.

1607 R. Qarew] tr. Eslienne^s H'orld 0/ Wonders 131

They sticke not to ting and peize the money. x6ix Cotcr.,
Tintiner, to ting, or toll, a bell, a 1823 FoRBY Voc. E.
Anglia, Ting, to ring a small bell.

b. To ting bees, to make a ringing sound, as

with a key and shovel, when bees swarm, to induce

them to settle : cf. quot. 1495 in i ; also Tang i».2 4,
Ring ».2 10 b.

1609 C. Butler Fern. Men. i. (1623) 3 Tinging of swarmes
to make them come downe. a 18*5 Forby l-'oe, E. Anglia
5. v., *To ting bees', is to collect them together, when they
swarm, by the ancient music of the warming-pan and the

key of the kitchen-door.

2. intr. Of a bell, a metal or glass vessel, or the

like : To emit a high-pitched ringing note when
struck, to ring.

XS6» Phaer Aineid. ix. Dd j. His helmet tincgling tings.

1607 Rowlands Diog. Lanth. 21 If we but heare a Bell to

ting. .Into a hole we straite may skippe, 1653 tjRQUHART
Rabelais I. v, Bowls [began] to ting, glasses to ring. 1840
(see Tinging vbL sb^.

b. trans. To announce (an hour) by tinging ; to

ring or strike (the hour). Also ting out.

j888 F. W, Robinson Youngest Miss Green III. 78 The
clock . . then tinged out ' One *.

3. intr. To make a ringing soimd with a bell,

etc. Also to ting it.

1605 Armin Foole upon F. (1880) 8 They tinged with a
knife at the bottome ofaglasse. 1613 PuRCHAS I*ilgrimage
(1614I 492 Often tinging with a little Bell of Siluer. _a 1693
Urquhart's Rabelais III. Prol. 6 There did he. .ting it, ring

it, tingle it, towl it. 187a T. Hardy Under Greenwood Tree
V. i. 11. 186 So he jist stopped to ting to 'em [bees] and
shake 'em.

Ting : sec Thing sb."^

Ting-a-ling, ting-a-ring : see Ting sb. b.

Tinge (tindj), sb.^ [f. Tinge v."]

1. A slight shade of colouring, csf. one modifying

a tint or colour.

175* J. Hill f/isl. Ant'm. 411 But with more of the reddish
tinge, 1796 KiRWAN Elent, Ulin. (ed. 2) II. ago This blue

tinge has sometimes occasioned it to be taken for Cobalt.

»8is J. Smith Panorama Sc. i^ Art II. 540 In purifying

the silks which are to remain while, a tinge is given by the

addition of a small quantity of different colouniig matters.

J907 Edin, Rev. OcL 510 The blue, instead of being con-

verted into buff, had a tinge of red in it.

b. trans/. A minute quantity of colouring matter

or dye.

1770 Dunn in Phil. Trans. I.X. 71 Dying away like a drop
of tinge thrown into water. x8a5 J. Nicholson Operat.

Mechanic 716 These colours m-ty be had ..from a tinge

wholly dissolved in spirit of wine.

2. Jig. A modifying infusion or intermixture ; a

slight admixture of some qu.ilifying projierty or

characteristic ; a touch or flavour of some quality.

1797 ScOTT Let. to Miss C. RntherJordOcy., in Locklutrt,

A very slight tinge in her pronunciation is all which marks
the foreigner. 1800 Ht. Lee Canterb. T. (ed. 2) III. 121

[It] had given that slight, and almost imperceptible tinge to

her manners. 1840 C. 0. Miiller's Hist. Lit. Greece \i.

§ 7 The language [of Pindar's Odes] is epii-,_witli a slight

Doric tinge. 1849 Macaulay //«/. Eng. viii. II. 275 His
political opinions had a tinge of Whiggism.

3. Trade. (See quot.)

1850 Chamb. Jrnl. XIV. 217/1 A trader [draper] who has

too much window stock upon his hands at the approach of

spring tinges his winter goods, after which they rapidly

decrease in amount. The tinge is a cabalistic sign appended

TINGING.

to the private mark, by which all the shopmen know that a
premium is attached to the sale of the article bearing it.

Tinge, Ji^.^ 'idiaL (See quot.)

x8ia Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot, 1. 119 If given raw,

to horses especially, they are one great cau^e of the tinge or

gripes.

Tinge (tind^), v. Also 6-7 ting. [ad. L.

ting ere to dye, colour.]

1. trans. To impart a trace or slight shade of

some colour to; to tint; to modify the lint or

colour of (const, with). Also ab^ol.

1477 Ripley Co»np. Alch, xi. vi, in Ashm. Theat. Chem.
Brit. (1652) 182 Saffron when yt ys pulveryzate, Tyngytji

much more of Lycour. 1577 Hakkison England ui. viii,

(1878) II. 55 As their saffron is not so fine as that of Cam-
bridge shtre and about Walden, so it will not cake, ting, nor
hold colour withall. 1577 \\outiS\\J£,r> Chron., Descr, Scot.

vii. 9/2 Theyr fleshe moreouer is redde as it were tyn;^ed

with Saffron. 1658 A. Fox Wwy/a'^ar^f. in. xvi. 265 Which
will tinge the Aquavita; to a redness. 17*5 Bradley's Earn.
Diet. s. V, Oak, A way of tinging Oak .. so as it will re^mble
coarse Ebony. 1769 N. Nicholls Corr, iv. Gray (184^)99
Just when Autumn had begun to tinge the woods with a
thousand beautiful varieties of colour. 1863 Marv Howitt
/', Bretnet's Greece II. xvi. 138 The summit of I'arnassus

was tinged with the red light of morning.

b. trans/. To iinjjait a slij^ht taste or smell to;

to affect slightly by admixtme.
X690 C. Nesse O. ^ N. Test, I. 236 Fragrant flowers and

fruits, the sweet odours whereof had likely tii>g'd those

foodly garments. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 353
jiiuors tinged with the spirituous Flavour of other Fruits.

C 1826 Lend. Encycl. s. v. Barometer, Common water, tinged
withasixth partof aqua regia. 1863 Mrs. Oliphant iVi^w
Chapel xiii, The sweet atmosphere was tinged with the

perfumy breath which ariways surrounded her.

2. intr. To become modified in colour; to take

a (specified or implied) tinge.

1663 R. Mathew Unl. Alh % 107. 174 Put on more
Vinegar.. till thou seest that it will ting no more. 1756 C.
Lucas Ess. Waters I. 15 The solution . .upon the addition

of new spirit of salt, tinges a kind of orange color. 1831

Clahe VilL Minslr. 1. 93 He [the oak] tinges slow with
sickly hue.

3. Jig. To affect in mind or feeling by inter-

mixture, infusion, or association ; to qualify, modify,

or slightly vary the tone of,

167^ N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv. 47 Our souls are Indeed so

far ting'd with body. 1681 Woot> Li/e if Mar- (O.H.S.)
II. 526 Fame tells us that he is tinged with presbyterian
leven. 170* C. Mather Magn. Chr. in. i. iii. (1852) 303 His
ex.-ict education, .tinged him with an aversation to vice.

1784 Cowper Task iv, 553 The town has ting'd the country.

1856 Emerson En^. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 106 The
• influence of Plato tmges the British genius, x^ J ennincs
Croker Pitpers I. vi. 182 This grief tinged the whole of Mr,
Croker's subsequent life.

•j-4. trans. Alchemy. To change by the action of

a tincture : cf. Tincture v. 2 b, Tinct v* 3. Obs.

1650 French Distill. (1651) Ded. A iv b, As men bring

lead to Philosophers to be tinged into gold. 1660 u.Tara-
celsus' Archidoxis I, V. 75 So likewise doth this I'inclure

tinge the Hydropical . . Body into a sound State.

5. Trade. To mark with a tinge (Tkngk sby 3).

1850 [see Tinge sb.\ 3I.

Hence TiDged (tindgd)///. a,

1658 A. Fox IVurtz' Surg. in. xvL 265 This ting'd Aqua-
vitae is to be extracted per F>alneum. 1774 M. Mackenzie
Jflaritime Surv. 110 With a smoked or tinged Glass before

your Eye. 1867 Deutsch Rem. (1874) 23 To be dependent
on the possibly tinged version of an interpreter.

Tingeing: see Tinging///, a.'^

Tingent (ti*ndgent), a. Now rare or Obs. [ad.

L. tingent-em^ pres, pple. of ting-ire to colour,

Tinge.] That tinges or colours, colouring, dyeing.

1650 AsHMOLE Chym, Collect. 118 Those_ two Bodies are

shining, in which are tingent splendid Rales. 1667 Sirat
Hist. R. Soc, 304 In some Colours and Stuffs the Tingent
Liquor must be boyling. x^vj-^x Chambers Cyel. s. v.

Dying, Some tingent liquors are fitted for use by long keep-

ing. 1813 E. Bancroft Dyeing, etc I. \6f3note. The tingent

matter was in union with too great a proportion of the other

constituents of the plant.

fTinger^ (tig^-i). Obs. rare. [app. from a

vb. *ting, OE. ^tengan = ON. iengja to make
fast, fasten, tie togetiier.] A v orkman employed

in raising and making fast the botly of a cart after

it has been emptied by tipping.

1587 Fle.ming Contn. Holinshed III. 1544/2 There were
also eight lingers, whose speci.ill office was to lift vp the

courts [= carts] immediatehe after they were vnloden, and
to make fast their tackle. . . There attended also . . men called •

vntingers, tolooseand vndoo the tackle, .befoi-e the vnloding.

Ibid, 1545/1 The driuer neuer staled, but went foorth for a
new lode: the linger runneth after and pulleth vp the court,

and fasteneth the tackle.

Tinger ^ (li-nd^sj). [f. Tinge v. + -er i,] One
who or that which tinges.

1814W.TAVLOR in Monthly .^/.rc- XXXVII. 146 Girdle

of the summer rain, linger of ttie dews of air. 1864 in

Webster.

Ti'ngiblei a. rare. [ad. L. tyi>e *tingibitis^ \.

tingire to Tinge: see -Ible.] Capable of being

tinned or coloured.
1656 Blount Clossogr., Tingible {fingibilis), that may be

stained, dipped or died. 1901 Jrnl. txper. Med. 29 Nov.
58 The adjacent tingible substances in the nucleus.

Tinging (tigii)), vbl. sb. [f. Ting v, + -ing ».]

The action of the verb Ting ; ringing.

1495 [sue Ting v. 1 J. X528 Pavnel Salerne's Regim. Y iij,

Whiche..causeth tyngyuge or ryn^jyugc iu the eaie. 156a ^



TINGING.

TusNU BalAs A ij b, The wyndenes or syngin^ or tynjing

of the eares. 1611 CoTGS., Tiitlemtnl, a tinging, nngins,

lingling. 1840 /'. rarity's Ann. I. 54 It goes click clack,

tkk tack, ..ting, ting, ting, ting, and slops between its ling.

ing alino>l as if it were out of breath.

Tinging (ti-ijiQ \ ///• "-^ f-
'1""*° ^- + -""^ ^-l

That tings ; ringing, as metal ; that emits a ringing

sound, as the tingingfrog.
1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxiv. iv. 150 Neither the

t'in.;ing sound (L. tiniu'tus] of th«yron Icoles digging hard

by could bee heard. i6i« Cotgk., CAaritaris dc pocitts,

the carting of an infamous person, graced with the harmonic

of tinging kettles, and frym.4-pan Musicke. i8oj Shaw
Ctn. y.oet. III. I. 135 Tinging Frog. ..Sm.illcr than the

Kuropean Tree Frog. Native of South Ameiica.

Tinging, tingeing (.tind^ii)), //>/. <j.2 [f.

Tinge v. + -ing ^. 'l"he distinctive spelling tinge-

ing, on the analogy oi singeing, api>ears in Webster

1864, Cent. Diet., Funk's Standard Dicl.^ That
tinges or colours slightly.

i«3 BovLK Use/. Exf. Nat. Pkiltu L L 14 My
curiosity leading me to abstract the Menstruum from the

tinging Powder. 1758 J. Kennedv Curios. U'iltoH Ildttst

(1786' p. xiv, Places, where no lingingor fouling Substances

touched them. 183^8 T. Thomson Chim. Org. Bodies 400

A Florentine, named Federigo, discovered .. the tingmg
properties of this lichen.

Tin-glass. Now rare. [f. TiN J*. + Glass.]

L An old name for lilSMUTU.

<">SS» Off. AugtM., Misc. Bk. XLI. Na 194 (P. R. O.)

Vaynes and Mynes .. of. . Anlimonia and lyne glas and
Sonddrye markasites. IS77 Harrison Eni^taHd \\\. xi.(i878)

ll.72lt(pcwterlconsistethbfacomp-Milion,whichhath thirtie

pounds of kettle btasse to a thousand pounds of lin, wher.
vnlo they ad three or foure p.>unds of linglasse. i68j

Harthan Vreun-.l, Kesloitr Hiallk jij The picparatioa

of Magisteryof r.islmulh orTm.;Us5. 1704 J. IIakris /.^j-.

Tickx. I, BismHlh,or Tix C/ajj,by the AncienLs was thought
Cobeanatuial Marcasite or Mineral. 1815 J.Smith Fano-
rama Sc. ff Art 11. 397 Bismuth is known among artisans

by the name of lingbss.

+ 2. Tin. Obs. rare.
l«oi Holland /"//«/ xixiv.xvi. II. 517 This white lead or

linglasse \pluitibMm album : see Lead sb.^ i b] h.-ith been of

long time in eaimation, even since the warre of Tioy, as

wimesseth the Poet Homer, whocallclh it Cassileron tt'id.

xvii, A del ise to tin pots pans, and other pecccs of brass .

.

with white !ead or linglasse.

Tin-glaze, -glazed : see Tin li. 5.

Tingle (ti ijg'l), J*.' /<•«*«. Also 4-5 trngyl,
-11, 6 tyoBle. [Cognate with MHG. lingel ' little

tack, little hook ' (Lexer), of which the LG. form

would be tinge/. A|>p. f. the same verbal stem

ting-, teng- as in TingesW instrnmental suftix

-e/ : see -Le su^x 1 , The original sense was thus

'that which fastens', a name soscejHible of many
applications.]

1. A very small kind of nail ; the smallest size

of tack. Usually tingle nail (also tingle aprig).

ttflH Boskant Ace. (Sussex) in Rogers Agric, 4- /V, 1.
~"

• 1 Dur

. 447/4 Tingle nail 4 ra3c(i»i/- 1 t449-co
RolU (Surlees) 239 CC™ del 'lyngilnailC 1581 WitU ^
tmv. N. C. tSutlees) 11. 67, \\ hondeit hetchc nailU 3/*,

XV hondett lall brods 6/., xij hondicth tyngle riailU 5/..

iSu J. Holland Manuf. ^fttat I. 194 'llie smallest tingle

luuls of about a quarter of an iiKh. 1886 G. K. Sims in

Daily Ncats 4 Ucc. 5/6 'llie smallest [nails], which he calls

'tingles ', be can buy a farthing's worth of. 189a Labcitr
CoiumisU0H Gl-jss., Tingles, also callctJ tacks.

2. A strip of metal bent into an 5 sha|>e, forming

a clip to support heavy panes of glass on roofs

;

also, a strip of lead turned up at one end, used in

replacing slates; also, a strip of lead bent in the

middle, of which the lower half is nailed to the

board, while the upper half forms a core on which
the edges of two contiguous sheets of lead are

folded together, to form a close joint.

1884 .V^ui'i Muhatiic's muH Bk. <i886j 617 Tingle for

fixing Kidge. 1887 Sotei Building Ccnstr. (Kivinglons)

430 When like roof panes] are Lirge and heavy, any ten.

Oency for Ihera to slip down is |irevented by banging the
tail oir each on to ibe nead of the pane below by means of a
zinc or copper tingle. Ibid. (1901) 318 'llie ends of two
adjacent sheets are turned up against one another..; the two
aic then Ijenl over together to form a roll., .lletwcen the
ctKls of the two sheets so treated is a * clip 'or 'tingle '. .a
narrow strip of lead, of which aliout 3 inches is naifeU to the
boatd&
3. Bricklaying. A small loop of string attached

at intervals to a bricklayer's line, to keep it hori-

zontal and prevent sag. The tingles (.Sc. lalchets)

are sup|X)rt«l on bricks laid at intervals along the

coutse, and kept in i)lacc by laying another brick

Ul>on each. (In some handbooks the name tingle

is erroneously given to the 5U|)|>orting bricks.)

1886 CoL. Srddon Builder^s Work 43 To pre\ ent sagging,
if the line be long, it must be carefully propped at intervals
..by. .tingles.

Ti-ngle, J/5.^ [f. Tingle r. Cf. WFlcm. /»V.-/
nettle.] An act, instance, or condition of tingling.

a. A tingling or tinkling sound. Also advb. or

without construction, as imitation of the sound.

b. A tingling sensation in the ears, or in some other

part of the lirxly; the tingling action of cold, etc.

aiTso ill O.ll.S. Cotlcil, IV, 183 Tingle, tingle, tingle

53

Says the little bell att 9 To call the beerers home. 1841
llooo Tale Trumpet xxxviii. That like ihe bell With
muffins to sell. Her ear was kept in a constant tingle ! 1848
I.OWELL Fable y^r Critics r557 A Leyden-j-or always full-

charged, from which flit The electrical tingles of hit after

hit. 1879 Ijeerbohm Patagonia iv. 49 The wind was just

cold enough to give Ihat exciting tingle to the blood which
influences one's spirits like a subtile wine. 1906 Daily ChroH.
8 Mar. 6/4 A tingle of regret runs through me that 1 have
lost my good manners. 1908 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 6S2/2 One
feeb the tingle of the morning air.

Tingle (liijg'l), ^. Also 4-5 tyngle, 6 tlngil,

tiucgle. [app. in origin a modification of Tinkle
i/.l (in both branches), for which it is substituted in

some MSS. of the second Wyclifiite version ; cf.

crinkle, cringle. It has the form of a frequentative

of Ting v. and sb., and has prob. in later use (in

branch 11) been associated with that group, but

is found earlier.]

I. 1. intr. Said of the etirs : To be affected with

a ringing or thrilling sensation at the hearing of

anything. Cf. King z/.2 5.

Perh. the original notion w.ns ' to ring or resound in response

to a loud noise ' ; but il was very cai ly applied to the result of

hearing something mentally shocking or painful, without

any reference to sound.
1388 VVvcLiF a Kings xv.\. 12 Yuelis..lhat who euer herilh,

bothe hise eetis tyngle I1383 lynclyn; 1388 v.r. tyncle or

rin^e]. 1581 Mulcaster Positions x. (1887) 57 To much
shnlnesse straynes the head (of the speaker], causelh the

temples pante, . . the eyes to swell, the cares to tingle. 1598
Hakluyt I'oy. 1. 585, Least 1 cause good and learned mens
eares to tingle at hisleudand vnscemely rimes. 1633 Gouge
Sc>m. E.xtent Goifs Pioz^id. % 1 1 Ajudgement which would
make a mans eare to tingle again. 1715 Atierburv Sertn.

(1734)1. v. 133 linpiecations-wliich the KarsofsoberHeathens
would lingfeat. 1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey x.(i&48) 141 His
ears titiglcti, his head turned giddy. 1850 Mf rivale AVw.
Enifi. (1865) I. ix. 355 Senators and knights returned to

Rome, their ears lingling with his compliments.

b. Said also of the checks under the influence

of shame, indignation, or the like.

(Here there is no notion of sound, but only of the sensation

caused by the rush of blood to the cheeks.)

ISSS in Slryi>e Eicl. Mem. (1721) 111. App. i. 163 So that

thy swoln cheeks shal even tiii.;le at the hearing. 1779
Mme. D'Arblay Diaiy 3 Nov, Miss lluiney, do not your
cheeks tingle? l8a8 1> Israf.li Ckas. /, 1. v. 129 This would
have made an English Piotestant's cheek tingle with
indignation.

2. Of other i>aits of the body : To be thrilletl by

a ]>eculiar stinging or smaiting sensation, ]ihysical

or emotional ; to smart, thiill, vibrate; also_^,f.

of inanimate things, companies ot bodies of i)er-

sons, etc.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. Dt P. R. m. Ixvii. (Bodl. MS.),

A lokenc of \-enym . .jif he . . dreuele}^ and be lippes . . smai ten

and tingleo. c 1530 Ij). Kerners Attn. Lyt. Btyl. Ivii.

(1814) 314 The stroke lygbt on a giete rocke soo rudely,

that his handes lynger Ulynget] so sore therwilh. >M4
I*ErYs Diary 3 Sept., My blood tingles and itches ..all

€>\-er my bodjj. 174a PorE Dune. iv. 147 The jjale lioy-

Scnator v-el tingling stands. And holds hb breeches close

with both bb liaiids. 1848 Thackeray Van. Pair xx\m,
Wounds tingle most when they are about 10 heal. 1853
Kane Crinnett /;>/. xxxi. (1856) 373 Your lungs tingle

pleasantly a.s you diaw (the cold air] in. 1878 T. L. Cuvler
Pointed Papers 124 His conscieiKe begins to tingle. 1884

Times 13 teb. 11/4 All Kngland tingles with the jiain of

the blow. 1898 W. Waison Ode iu May i, And Karlb,

unto her leaflet tips. Tingles with the Spring.

b. i'redicated of that which causes the sensation

:

To thiill, vibrate ; to pass with a thrill.

1819 Shelley I'rometli. Unb. l. i. 133 It tingles through
the frame As lighlniiij^ tin^le^ hoveling ere it strike. 1848
Thackeray Van. E'air xvi, Kvery note.. tingled through

his huge frame. 1865 Kinoslev Herrw. \ ii, Hereward . . felt

the lust of b.'itlle tingling in him fiom he.-id to heel. 1875
I.OWELL Under Old Elm I. L 4 The boy feels deejjer mean-
ings thrill his ear, That lingling through his pulse life-long

shall tun.

8. trans. To cause to tingle; to affect with a

thrilling, smarting, or slinging sensation (i)hysical

or mental); to sting, excite, stimulate. (Cf. J..

auriculas tinnire to tingle or tickle the ears ; also

WFIem. tingelen to sling as a nettle, or like the

cold.)

1S7» Mascall Plant, tf Crnff. (1593) 49 Small spoils.,

which »ill..tincle&tiouble you like Nellies. i«o7Uekker
& WEBSir.tJ/ist.SirT. Wyatt Wks. 1873 III. 106 That
picture should liaue power to tingle Loue In Royall bresls.

i86a Emerson Coad. Life, Fate Wks. (Uohn) II. 3>o The
cold, inconsiderate of persons, tingles your blood. 1875

Lowell Fight Concord Bridge iii, That 1 might praisa her

in rhyme Would tingle your eyelids to tears. 189J Mrs.

OuPHANr Marr. Elinor 111. xxxvii. 63 It tingled her to

her very fingers' ends.

b. absol. or intr.

187a liEEcHER Led. Preach, ix. 178 Don't whiu with a

switch that has the leaves on if you want to tingle. lW3
K. Incersoll in Harper's Mag. Jan. 199 Pepper-woods,

whose leaves. .lingle upon ihe tongue like cuiiy.

II. 4. intr. To make a continued light ringing

sound : nearly = Tinkle r.l 2, Now rare or spec,

as in qnots. 1771, 1906.

1398 Trevisa Barth. Pe P. R. xviii. xiL (BodL MS.),

WiVbetinge of bacvns, Irillinge and lingelinge (lei [bees] beji

icomforled and icleped to pe huyues. c 1450 IVyih/^s

Bible, t Cor. xiii. i (MS. Arundel 104), Y am maad as bras

townynge, or a cymbal linglinge \other MSS. tynkynge,

«K< tynclyngej. 0153$ Sir T. More in ('.rose, etc. /)>//;?.

Kef. (1809) fV. 654 Clerck he was tu Wellis, Where tingle

TINGLINGLy.
a great many belles, a 165* Brome Queen's Exch, 11 ii,

The great Uells of our Town, they tingle they tangle. 1771
N.NicuoLi-sC(T;-r.'W'.(7ra)'(i843)i44 Little bells of difft^rent

tones perpetually tingling for the elevation ofthe host. 1806-7

J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826} x. Ix, A liitl«

shrill bell. .that. .keeps tin;;ling. 1820 Mair Tyro's Diet.
(ed, lo) 385 TinHio,..\o tinkle or tingle. 1906 *Bakoness
Os.cz\ ' Son of Pe<:^le \\'\, When the little bell had ceased
to tingle, few heads dared a.s yet to look towards the altar.

5. trans. To cause (a bell) to ring lightly ; to

ring (a bell, a cbinie, etc.). Now rare,

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.., Rich. If ccxlvi, Hee.. tingles

out A Chime. 1775 S.J. Pratt Liberal 0^in.cx\\. (1783)
III. 234 He. .gave the usual signal. .by tingling a bell.

i8ia H. & J. Smith Rej.Addr.^ Macbeth 1, I'd thank her to

lingle her bell. 1843 J. \\MA.Mi-xv^v.Gabcrlnnzie's Wallet
V. 122 We might as weel get the town*crier and gaur him
tingle his bell.

b. To tingle bees : to charm or influence bees by
a tingling or metallic sound : cf. Ting v. i b.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.^ lien. IV cccxxvili, As you
may tingle Bees Hee cbatmes the gaddings of opinion.

Tingler (ti-qgbj). [f. prec. + -ebJ.] Some-
thing thai causes tingling, as a blow ; a * stinger'.

1831 Wii^ON in Blacku\ Mag, Feb. 411/1 But the flog-

ging., is far from being etjual tohisdesetts. So he niu^t get

some more—one other stripe—but a tingler. a 1836 G. Col-
man in W. \x\\x\^Goldsmith xxxiv. (1849)291 Which amiable
act 1 returned with a very smart slap in the face; it must
have been a tingler.

Ti'ngle-ta'ngle. [Reduplication of Tingle.]

A confused tinkling or ringing, as of a number of

bells. (In quot. 1653 aUrib.) Also^^. a disturb-

ance, to-do, fuss.

x^xVftQVWKwt Rabelais I. xl, With a lingle tangle jangling

of bcTls they lioublcall iheir neighbours. 1670 Ai'BKRy
Introd. Nat. liiit. N. Wilts, in Misc, (1714) 35 The tingle

tangle of their Convent Bells, .. like the College Bells at

Oxford. 1880 Spubgeon Serm, XXVI. 527 There is a great

tingle-tangle over nothing.

Tinglinff (ti*qglig)» z^^- sb. [f. Tingle v. +
-iNG l.J The action or condition expressed by the

verb Tingle, in its various senses.

I. 1, The ringing of the ears ; a thrilling or un-

pleasant licklmg of the ear.

1398 Trevisa Rayth. De /'. A', xvil xii. (Bodl, MS.),
Waimod islampcd with boles lyuoure & ido into l>e eres

destruye^ riiiginge and lingelinge |?at is ^^erein. 1607
'J'oI'SELL your/. Beasts (1658) 93 For the tingling of the

ears, take with this gall the Oyl of Ro.scs. x6ii Bp. Hall
itupreise of God 1. Wks. (1624) 442 Ten limes., is the same
word dually used ; for Cymlals ; and the Verbe of this root

[j^L* tsaUl, to tinkle, lingle, vibrate, quiver) is the same,

whereby God would expresse the tingling of the eares,

2. A thrilling, stinging, or smarting sensation ; an

emotion likened to this, a thrill.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vu. Ivi. (Bodl. MS,).
Tynaling and Acting in l>e riggebone and abonle ^
schuTdtcs. 15*4 K. iicof Discov. Wite/icr. xi. xiii. (1886) 162

'J he tingling in the finger, the elbowe, the toe. 1597SHAKS.
3 /fen. //', I. ii. 129. x6^ W. G. Bacon's Hist. Wtnds,
elf. 222 Also sharp and \iolent cold pioducelh a kinde of

tin.^ling, like unto burning. 1658 A. Fox Wiirtz Surg. in.

xxiii. 293 When that member felt a tickling or tingling, it

was a sign of htaling. 1769 Priestlev m Bhil. Trans.

LIX. 62 The explosion.gave it (my hand} a violent jar,

the effect of which remained, in a kind of tingling. 1843
Levfr 7. //!>/<'« xxxiii, Feeling a kind of tingling of shame.

1847 Emerson AV/r. Men, Uses Gt. Men Wks. (Hohn) I. 279
We cannot itad Plularch without a tingling of the blood.

1899 Ailbutt's Syit. Med. VI. 705 Numbness and tingling

in the fingers and toes.

H. 3. A conlinuedlight ringing sound of a small

bell or the like; nearly ^ Tinkling vb/. sb. a.

1398 [see Tingle r.41. aiSMFRiin D/s/ut.Putgat.{tB7^)

134 St. Dominic's !k>x (whichhath such i>ower, ihat as soon

as the tingling is heard in the box, so soon the soul is free in

heaven), 1653 Gataker K/'W. AhhoI. Jer. 53 'Jhey weie

wont.. to keep a whooping and halowing, ..and blowing of

horns, and tingling of befs. 1817 Lady Morgan Prance 1.

(i8i8» 1. 02 We were awakened., by the noise of hammering;,

and the tmgting of bells, a i8»8 H. Neele Lit. Rem. (1829)

2i'V And distant linglings mingled with the lay,

Ti'ngling, ///. «. t'^-
^^ P"^^*^* + ~^^^ "•] '^^^^

tingles : see the verb, in its various senses.

1. Thrilling ; slinging, smarting (as with cold)

;

quivering, vibrating.

1716 Gav Trivia 11. 336 The harness'd Chairman ..Swings

afound his W.-istc, his tingling Hand-. 1735 Somerville

Chase I. 361 Quick Pleasures sling Their tingling Nerves.

1751 Cambridge Scriblcriad v. zo 'Ihc Scratching stick

with which the Seer sulxiued l"he tingling tumults of his

t>oiling blood. 1842 Tennyson Mtu;te d'Arth. 199 A cry

that shi\er*dto the lingling stars, 1B63GEO. EuorRomola
xxxvi, She felt a tingUng shame at the words of ignominy

she had cast at Tito.

2. Ringing lightly, as a small bell ; tinkling

;

jingling.

c 1450 |see Tingle v. 4]. 1581 Swkey A^ot. Poetrie (Arh.)

63 A confused masse of words, with a tingling sound of ryme.

1651 Burton's Anat. Mel. 11. ii. vi. iii. 300 Bees .. when
they hear any tingling [earlier edd. tinkling] sound, will

tarry behinde. ^'J1yQk%^vt\.r,Sliav€dr,^^P'axardo\, 75 Their

tingling shrill sound is like a Voice.

Hence Ti'ngliiigly adv.., a. in a way that makes

some part of the body tingle; b. quiveringly,

tremulously ; ticklishly, delicately.

1889 Temple Bar Ma^. Nov. 397 Lest., the sanctity of the

Sabbath [shouldj be impressed tinglingly on me. 1905

Westm. Gaz, 13 Apr, lo/i He [Shaks-^s Rich. 11] is so nicely

balanced, so tinglingly poised.



TINGLISH. 54 TINKEB.
Ti-ngUsh, a, [f. Tingle sb'^ or j/. + -isii^.]

Characterized by tingling; quivering.

2853 Ebowning Old Pict. in Flor. xxix, For tliem the
panels may thrill, The tempera grow alive and tingh.sh.

Tiiigly (^*'f)S^V)) '^^ ^'^f'^' [f- Tingle i/'.^ or z*.

+ -Y.] Characterized by tingling.

1898 J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg, IX. No. 36. 332
His finger-tips became nutub and tingly, as if frostbitten.

Tin-gravel, -ground: see Tin sb, 5.

Ting-tang (ii*i)it-^'0)» ^^' ^^'^^ ting-tong.
[Kclioic] A succession of two ringing sounds,

diiTering in tone or force.

1. The alternating sound made by the ringing of
a small bell ; hence trans/, a small bell, esp, the

sanclus bell. In (juot. 16S0 advb.
1680 V. Alsop Mischiefof Impos. Ep. Ded., That (bell]

which, .goes Ting tang, ling tang, before the Hoste, when
carried to the sick. « i8ooPeggk.S'«///. (7r(7jr, Ting-Tang^
called in the South The Saint's-bell. 1808-18 Jamieson,
Ting-tang, sound of a belt a 1825 Fordy Voc. £. Auglia^
'J'ing'tangy a small and shrill bell, to summon the family
to dmner, the congregation to prayers, &c. 1848 Noake
Rambler IVorc, 1. 30S There is a peal ofsix bells, besides a
• ting tang ', 1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. IVord-bU.^ Ting-
iangt a peal of two bells; a term derived from the sound—
the lighter bell being ting, the heavier tang.

t>» Jingling repetition of sounds, rime.
1686 F. Spence tr. St. Eurcmonfs Misc. Pref., Elank-

verse. .without thenecessity of cursing Arabique customs or
Moorish innovations, which forced a man to spoil a good
thought by tagging it with Ting-tong.

2. attrib.y as ting-tang bcU\ ting-tang clock,

see quot. 1S84.

1777 in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 278 A small

or Ting Tang bell. 1863 Catal. Intcrnat. Exhib., Brit. \u

No. 3302, Ting tong carriage clock, 1875 J. W. Benson
Time 4- Time-tellers {x^pi) 99 St. Paul's Cathedral Clock.

.

may be described as a ting-tang quarter on the rack princi-

ple. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch ^ Clockm. 265 Ting
Tang Clock.. [is] a clock that sounds the half hours or

quarters on two bells only.

Hence Tiiig-tangz/.f//fl/.[cf. \^Yx\'s,Jingetange}i\,

1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Ting-tang, to

ring into church with two bells. 1888 W. Raymond
MistcrtotCs Mistake viii, As if Wycherney volk had nothing
. .to do but to listen to hear the parish bell ting-tangey.

Tin-hammer, etc : see Tin sb. 5,

Tinily (tai-nili), ailv. [f. Tiny a, + -ly 2.] In

a tiny degree; minutely, diminutively.

i86a Temple Bar Mag. IV. 552 Hands so tinily, delicately

lovely, 1807 F. Thompson To Sn<no-Jlake 18 So purely,

so palely, llnily, surely. Mightily, frailly, Insculped and
embossed.

Tininess (tai'nines). Also 7 tinyness. [f.

as prec. + -ness.] The quality of being tiny

;

extreme smallness; minuteness.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv. 21 Tis such a kind ofsome-
whalkin, as truckles beneath the very tinyness of an half

nothing. 1830 J. G. Strutt Sylva Brit. 7 When we con-

.sider the tininess of its origin. 1891 Pall Mall G. 2 Feb.

6/1 His pictures owe much of their fame to their tininess.

Ti'ning, vbl, sb^ Obs. exc. dial. [f. Tine t/.I

-f -ING '.] a. The action of Tine z/.l ; enclosing,

fencing, hedging; making or repairing of a hedge.

b. concr. A hedge or fence, esp. a new one made
from dead thorns. C. attrib.y as tining-gloves,

gloves worn in repairing hedges, hedging-gloves.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 494^ Tynynge, drye hedge, sepcs.

iSaa MS, Ace. St. Johns Ifosp.,Canterb., PaUd {or imyng
of a hedge. 1546 in Boys Sand^vich (1792) 80 Paid for

tenyng and mendyng of gapps lod. x6x6 T. Adams End
of Thorns Wks. 1862 II. 486 Men commonly deal with
their sins as hedgers do when they go to plash thorn bushes

;

they put on titling gloves, that the thorns may not prick

them. 1813 T. Davis Agric. Wilis Gloss., Tining^ a new
enclosure made with a dead hedge. 1894 Atkinson Old
Whitby 53 He must do the 'tyning' or fencing-in with
stoup or stake, and wattle or brush.

Tining, vbl. sb.'^ Now only Sc, and north,

dial. [f. flNE v.'^ + -INa 1.] The action of losing,

loss ; f destruction. Between the lining and the

winning', said of being in a critical position, whicli

may issue either in ruin or in success.

01300 Cursor M. 18261 (Cott.) Hal sathan. .all l>at J>u

wan. .ihoru ^ tinning of paradis, Nu has J»ou tint on o|jer

wis. C1375 -S"*^- ^^S' Saints v, {Johannes) 212 Sa gret

besynes He has for to get riches, And besy thocht of ^e

kepynge, And gret dut of t>e tynynge, c 1400 Destr. Troy
7611 For the tene. t>at horn tyde, & tynyng of pepull.

c 1520 NiSBET N. Test, in Scots (.S. T. S.) III. 283 (Ecclus.
I. 4) The gret preest..that delyuirit thame fra tynyng.^ 1720
Ramsav Rise ^ FallofStocks 146 A* the country is repining,
And ilka ane complains of tining.

_ 1825 Scott Diary
28 Dec, in Loikhart, At present he is between the tyning
and the winning.

Tining (tai-nig), vbl. sb."^ [f. Tine v.^ (or sb."^)

+ -INGI.J a. The action of Tine z;.'J; harrowing.

I), concr. (pl.^ The tines or teeth of a hatrow, etc.

collectively.

1760 Wasuington Writ. {i88g) II, 163 A new harrow
made of smaller and closer linings. xy66 Compl. Etirruer

s. V. Tine, The common phrase, of giving two or three
linings, signifies to draw the harrows twice or thrice over
ihe same spot of ground.

Tink (liijk), int. and sb. [Echoic] A repre-

sentation of the abrupt sound made by striking

resonant metal with something hard and light : cf.

CuiNKj Clink; often reduplicated ia imitation of

the rei>etition of such a sound, also with such
variations as tink'tank^ tink-a-tink, etc. Hence
as sb. a single sound of this kind ; alsoy?^. in refer-

ence to rime or verse (cf. Jingle). + 'Jo cry tink^

to make such a sound, to tinkle i^obs,\

1609 B. JoNSON Sit. Worn. 11. iii, How it [the poem]
chimes, and cries tinke i' the close, diuinely ! 1840 Dickkns
Barn. Rml^e xli, There issued forth a tinkling sotnid..
Tink, tink, tnik—clear as a silver bell, a 1847 Ei.iza Cook
RoryO'More vii, Mars chiming jn with his rude tiiik-a-ting.

.

He had turned into cymbals the sword and the shield. 1890
J. H. iiiiuunGGi_^ord Z^cct. xii. 233 It was in the heroic
ten-syllabled tink-a-tink, and read like Pope's Homer. 1901
Blackw. Mag. Aug. 251 The metallic clang-clank, tink-
tank of chisel and hammer and stone saw.

Tink (tiijk), z/,i ? Obs. I'orms : 4-6 tynke, 6
tyncke, 6-7 tinck, tinke, 7 tincke, 7 tink.

[Echoic ; cf. KFris. tinken!\

1. intr. To emit a metallic sound with very short

resonance, e. g. as is done by a cracked bell, but
sometimes used as — Tinkle; to chink, clink.

In quot. 1655 of rime (cf. jingle).

Prov. As the fool thinkethy the bell tinkethx i. e. to the
fool the bell seems to say what he wants it to say; referring

to a superstitious notion that the tinkling of a bell sometimes
gives an oracular monition or answer. Cf. Southey Doctor
xxxii. I, the legend of Dick Whittington, etc.

1382 WvcLiF I Cor. xiii. i, I am maad as bras sownnynge,
or a symbal tynkynge. c 1540 J. Hevwood Four P. P, B ij,

Syr after dryngking, while the shot is tinkynge, Som heades
be swiming, but mine wilbe sinking. 1627 J. Carter Plain
Expos, 34 Other folkes must thinke as his bels tinke. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. J67 If the verses do but chime and
tinck in the close, it is enough to the purpose,

b. trans. To utter or express by emitting such

a sound (with allusion to the proverb : see i).

1624 Ep. MouNTAGU Gagg 283 Even as the Bell tinketh
whatsoever the foole thinketh.

2. intr. Of a person : To make such a sound by
striking upon metal or other resonant substance.

b. Tink out {trans.) : to express or give out in

this way.
1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 955/1 That the tinkar

would haue linked out of his pannes bottome a reason that
woulde at the leaste wise ring a little belter then this. 1609
Armin Maids of More-Cl. C iij b, Toures tincks vpon his

pan drinking, 1658 Rowland Moufefs T/ieat. Ins. 894
According as he that links on the brazen kettle, pleaseth,

so they slack or quicken their flying,

3. trans. To cause (something) to emit an abrupt

metallic sound ; sometimes -to tinkle (a bell, etc),

149S [see Ting v. i]. 1532 HenrysotCs Test. Cres. 144 (ed.

Thynne) Cupyde the kynge tynkyng \ed. Charteris {\$g-i)
ringand) a syluer bel. c iS37 Thersytes in FourO. PI. (1848)

80 Mercolfe luonyles.. Tyncke wyll the tables thoughe he
there not tary.

Hence Ti'nking vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1382 [see sense ij. 1530 Palsgr. 281/3 Tynkynge, the
sowndyng of metalls, whan they be strycken togyder, tintyn,

16x0 Boys Expos. Dom. Epist, ^ Gosp. Wks. (1622) 205
Wee were but as a sounding brasse, or as a tincking cymball.

Tink, v'^ "i Obs. Also 5 tynky. [Goes with
Tinker sb.^ of which, if its history could be traced

farther back, it may be the source ; but it may also

be a back-formation from tinker."^ trans. To mend,
solder, rivet (rarely, to make) pots and pans, as a
tinker. Hence Ti'nking vbL sb.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 576/39 Crusto, to tynky.
Crustator, a tynkere. C1500 World ^ Child (1905) 179
Art thou any craftsman? Yea sir, I can bind a sieve and
tink a pan, 1563 Harding in Jewel Def, Apol. (161 1) 525
Tinkers and Tapsters.. what should they doe there [at the
General Council]? For there is no linking, nor tipling.

1825 Jamieson, To Tink^ v. a,, to rivetj as including the
idea of the noise made in the act of nvetling ; a Gipsy
word, Roxb.
\Noie. L. crusto meant ' to cover with a rind, shell, crust,

embossing, plaster-work*. It is not easy to apply this to

a tinker's work, unless perh. in the sense of 'to cover with
a plate or patch ', or ? ' with tin * or * with solder '. Identity

of * tink* = crjistarc, with Tink &.' seems unthinkable.]

Tinkal, -ar: see Tinoal, Tinchel.

Tinkar's (also Tinker's) root or weed. See

quots. (Also f:.?Xiz^fever-root ^w.^fever-ivort^

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. (1788) 333/2 Doctor Tinker's

Weed, Triosteum, 188a Ogilvie, Tinkar"s-root. (From
\)t. Tinkar, who first brought the root into notice.) A
North American shrub {Triosteum perfoliatum), N.O.

Citprifoliaces, whose root is an emetic and mild cathartic.

Tinker (ti-gkaj), sb. Forms: (3 tynekere),

4 tiukere, 4-5 tynkere, -are, 4-7 tynker, 5

tenker, 6 tinkar, tyncar, tinkard(e, tynkard,

6-7 tincker, 6- tinker, [Origin uncertain ; goes

with Tink z*.^, either as source or derivative.

Often taken as agent-noun from Tink w.*, in reference to

the noise made in hammering metal: cf. Promp. Parv.

C1440, and Johnson 'because in their work they make a

tinkling noise '. This explanation is not in itself very plau-

sible, and its support by the Sc. form tinkler, as an assumed

parallel derivative of tinkle, is overthrown by the fact that

tinkle vb. was app. not in Sc. use. Moreover Sc. tinkler

and Eng. tynkere appear as trade namesor surnames in

1 175 and 1265 respectively, and in many instances before

1^00, long before any trace of tink or tinkle has Ijcen found.]

1. A craftsman (usually itinerant) who mends

pots, kettles, and other metal household utensils.

The low repute in which these, esp. the itinerant sort,

were hchi in lormer times is shown by the expressions to

swear like a tinker, a tinker's curse or damn, as drunk

or as quarrelsome as a tinker, etc., and the use of ' tinker *

as synonymous with ' vagrant ',
' gipsy * (see b).

c iz6s in (}th Rep. Ifist. MSS. Comm. $7^/2 (Corporation
of Wallingford) [The lowest assessment is that off Editha le

'J'ynekere [at 2 pence]. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. v. 160 Tomkyn
)?eTinkere [13930. vii.364 tynkere]and tweyneof hisknaues.

1377 Il'id. \j. I'rol. 220 'i'aillours and tynkeres & tolleres in
marketes. 14. . [see Tink z'.2], ci^^ l^romp. Parv. 494/2
'Xyr^sxc,. .tintinarius; et capit nomcn a sono artis, ut
tintinabul/im, sus, et multa alia, per onomotopdam. c 1510
Barclav Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Cij, What should a
liardie knight be felowe to a knaue. Or with a trifling tinkarde
a clarke companion. 1566 Eng. Ch. Furniture (Vcacock) 33
One crysmatorie sold lo a tincker, 1573-80 1!aket AI7'. l' 265
A Tincker, or tinkeier, sarctor aerarius. 1590 Shaks. Mids.
N. I. it 63. 1597 Shuttlexoorths* Ace. (Chetham Soc.) io3
The tynkard for mcndynge of mylkinge vessells vij*. 1608
DEKKiiH ind rt. Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 149 He. .swore
like a dozen of drunken Tinkers. 1611 Cotgr., // iure
comme im Abbe [file], [he swearsj like a Tinker, say we.
1674 Warrantfor Art est {Westm. Caz. 16 Mar. 1904, 5/1),
One John Bunnyon of yor said Towne Tynker hath divers
times within one Month last past, .preached or teached at
a Conventicle Meeleingor assembly under color or pretence
of exercise of Religion. 1717 Prior Alma lu. 577 And, for

the metal. The coin may mend a linker's kettle. 183a
Babbace Econ. Manuf i. 10 Worn-out saucepans and tin

ware, .beyond the reach of the tinker's art. 1854 Macaulay
Biog., Bnnyan (1867) 27 The tinkers then formed a here-
ditary caste.

b. In Scotland and north of Ireland, the ordinary
name for a gipsy : see Tinkler*. Also, applied lo

itinerant beggars, traders, and performers generally;

fa vagabond, tramp, or reputed thief (fJ^J.).

The chief ostensible business of travelling gipsies in Scot-
land used to be the sale or mending of pots, pans, kettles,

and metal-ware generally; h&ncQ iinkers^oi xixih^r tinklers^
was their ordinary designation.

1561 AwDELAY Frat. ^acab. (1869) 5 A Tinkard leaueth
his bag a sweating at the Alehouse, .and. .goeth abrode a
l>«ggi"g' *S97 "'^i^t 39 Eliz. c. 4 §2 All Juglers Tynkers Ped-
lers and Petty Chapmen wandring abroade. 1609 ARMrN
Maids ofMore-Cl. C iv. Lady, Is this the tinker you taike
on ? Hum, I madame of Twitnam, I haue scene him licke out
burning fire brands with's tongue, drinke two pense from the
bottome of a full pottle of ale [etc.]. 1801 Strutt Sports
4- Past, III. v. § 29 Another itinerant, who seems in .some
degree to have rivalled the lowerclassesof the jugglers, was
the tinker. x8o6 Gazetteer ScoiL (ed. 2) 615/2 Yetholm,
. . This town has been long inhabited by tinkers or g^-psles.

1896 Kath. Tynan in Westm. Gaz. 14 Nov. i /3 The * linkers

'

are the gipsies of the IrLsh country-side.. .Tinkering is their

ostensible trade, but they are supposed not to be particular

about tneutn and tuum, The^ are a wild lawless set, and
' tinker' has come to be an abusive term in Ireland from Its

association with them.

c. A clumsy or inefficient mender ; a botcher

;

also_/^. In U.S. also applied to a *jack-of-all-

Uades^ (Cent, Vict,).

X644-7 [implied in tinkerwise below], 0x704 T. Brown
Praise Pov. Wks. 1730 I. 89 To cure one hole, like a true
tinker, he here makes two. X905 Westm. Gaz. 13 Oct. 3/1
Not so, however, the new Secretary of State proved himself,

but a * tinker ' like the rest.

d. Not to carCf or be ivorthj a tinker^$ curse or damn,
an intensification of the earlier * not to care, or be worth,
a curse or damn ' (see Curse sb. 2 P, Damn sb. 2), with refer-

ence to the reputed addiction of tinkers to profane swearing :

sec I. Cf. also quot. 1884, in which 'not to care astraw'is
similarly intensified. (An ingenious but baseless conjecture

suggesting another origin appears in quot. 1877.)

[i824Mactacgart SirBalderdash\. in Gallcz'id, EneycL
s. V. Balderdash^ A tinkler's curse she did na care What she
did think or say.] [1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Tinkers*
dam, a wall of dough raised around a place which a plumber
desires to flood with a coal of solder. The material can be
but once used ; being consequently thrown away as worth-
less, it has passed into a proverb, usually involving the

wrong spelling of the otherwise innocent word * dam '.J 1884

St. fames'* Gaz. 24 Apr. 12/1, I don't care two tinkers

straws if you do. a 1894 Stevenson St. Ives xxv, I care not

a Tinkers Damn for his ascension. X907 Westm. Gaz,
28 Oct. 2/3 ' A tinker's curse ', as used in the two new plays
'Irene Wycherley' and 'The Barrier', /^/V/., The sug-

gestion that the phrase really refers to a 'tinker's dam*,,
does credit to the speculative person who earliest associated

it with the familiar old saying.

2. [f. Tinker v.I An act or bout of tinkering;

a stroke of tinker's work
; Jig. a bungling or un-

skilful attempt at mending something,
1857 Hughes Tom Brown i. 1, They must. .spend their

time and money in having a tinker at it.

3. I-ocal name for various fishes, birds, etc, a.

The skate, b. The stickleback, c. U. S. A small

or young mackerel; also, the chub-mackerel {Cent.

Diet.), d. 'The silvcrsides, a fisix' {ibid.), e.

The razor-billed auk. Newfotittdland^nd Labrador.

f. The guillemot : = Tinkeusiieue. g.* A kind

of seal. JVew/ontidland' (Cent. Diet.).

X836 Yar^ell Brit. Fishes II. 421 The Skate. Blue Skate,

and Grey Skate, Scotland. Tinker, Lyme Regis. 18^ E.
Newman in /Zoologist XIV. 5125 We have in the ditches

round London myriads of a very minute fresh-water fish,

known to every Ixjy . ,by the name of * tinker '. Ibid., The
Tinker or 9-spined Stickleback (Gasterosteus laevis). 1856

Atwooi> in Goode Fisheries (i 884) 298 The tinkers, two years

old... The mackerel .. are denominated as follows: I^rge
ones, second size, tinkers, and blinks. 1861 CouEs in Proc.

Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila<t. 251 It [the razor-billed auk] is known
..to all fishermen and eggers,,by the singular name of
'Tinker'. 1886 Sci. Amer. 5 June 352/3 Voung mackerel

or ' tinkers '. 1896 Newton Diet. Birds, Tinker, or T'inker*

shire, one of the many names of the Guillemot.

4. Ordnance, Name for a small mortar fixed on
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the end of a staff, and fired by a trigger and
lanyard. U. S.

1877 in Knight Diet. Mech,

5, aitrib. and Comb., as tinker-like adj. and adv.,

'preacher, -iool\ tinker mackerel = sense 3 c.

1705 HicKERiNGiLL PHest-cr. iL viii. 90 Lest we make
Tinker-like Work, like ihat of the Presbyterian-Directory,

mend one hole, and mal^e two. 17153 '^' Cibber Let, to

Warhurtott 53 This unmerciful Editor, who, Tinker-Uke,
makes many Holes for on^ he mends. 1857 Borrow Romany
Kjre XXX. 118 Tinker-tools. 1888 Goode A T»er. FisAes jjg
A considerable school of these fish . . were taken in company
with the Tinker Mackerel. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 26 May 8/1
Bedford, .so intimately associated with the tinker-preacher's

life and work.

Hence Tinkerdom, a realm or domain of

tinkers ; the condition or practice of a tinker

;

Tinkerwise adv.^ in the manner of a tinker;

Ti'nkery, the business of a tinker (in quot. aitrib.).

1630 Tinkerof Turvey 12 A budget fastened with a thong,
. . wherein are All his tooles and tinkery ware. 1644-7
Cleveu^nd Char. LonH. Dittrn. 8 What did this Parliament
ever go about to reforme, but Tinkerwise, in mending one
bole they made three? x834CAiiLYLe Let. 27 June, in Li/e
(1882)11,439 Hb [Hunt's] house excels all you have ever
read of—a poetical Tinkerdom, without parallel even in

literature, tbid. 440 Yet the noble Hunt receives you in

bis Tinkerdom in the spirit of a king, 1887 Scott. Leader
ay Oct. 7 Cis-pontine prejudices fed by poultry-larceny and
tmkerdom.

Tinker (tiijkaj), v. [f. prec. sb.]

In all senses usually dcpreciative.

1. intr. To work as a tinker ; to mend metal
utensils (and hence ^<r». any material objects), esp.

in a clumsy, bungling, or imperfect way.
1591-1857 Isee Tinkering tbL sb. and///, a.^

^- ^i' '^o work at something (immaterial)
clumsily or imperfectly, esp, in the way ofattempted
repair or improvement ; also more vaguely, to

occupy oneself about something in a trifling or

aimless way; to trifle, potter. Const, a/, with.
1658 GuRNALL C/tr. in Arm. verse 14. xiii. (1669) 53/1 He

that will be tinkering with bis own heart, and not seek out
to Heaven for help, will in the end where be mends one
bole, bell make two worse. 185$ Kamk A ret. ExpL II.

xiii. 1 34 When in-doors and at rest, tinkering over their ivory
harness rings. lOSo M^Carimv thf* Timet IV. IviiL 258
The public were tired of government which merely tinkered
at Icgtslatioru 1894 }ts&ov^ Rettuiom Roaming Pref 5 A
work of art do<-s not admit of being tinkered at indefinitely.

2. iranu To mend as a tinker; to repair or put
into sha[je in an imperfect or makeshift way ; to

patch up. a. material objects ; also, human beings
(in reference to medical or surgical treatment).
1814 Jeffpkson Writ. (1830) IV. 240 However we may

tinker ibcm [our machine^} up for a while, all will at length
surcease Dtotion. 183^ F. It. HtAU in Smiles Mem. y.
Bfurrmy (1891) II. xxx\. 362 The waters will tinker you up
in a most extraordinary manner. 1851 Mavhew Lona.
Labfitir I. 325/1 If the old article were of good quality, it

was polished and tinkered upfor sale in the Saturday evening
street-markets and often * went off well '. 1885 S. O. jfcwRrr
in Harper's ^<^ Jan- aoQA She tinkered the rickety l>ee-

bivcs. x89a C. T. Dent Mimntain^er. il 68 An axe that 1

docs not come out ri^ht at first can rarely be tinkered into
a good one by alterations.

b. Jig. (immaterial things),

1753 [sec T1NK8111NC vbl.sb.X 1768 H. Walpoi^ Hist.
Deubts Picf. 6 Chronology and astronomy are forced to
tinker np and reconcile, as well as they can, those uncer*
lainltes (of ancient htstoryl. 1768 •- Let. to Gray 18 Feb.,
1 am criticised for the expression tinker u^ in the preface.
. . I think such a low expccsskm, placed to ridicule an absurd
instance of wise fdly, veryfoiciUe. 1866 Uright Sp. Re.
form vy tiov. (1876) 388 The Tory parly refused even to
have it tinkered,

^ 1879 JWCArrHY Own Times II. xxv. 257
Little plans of adjustment were tinkered up and tiled. tSS?
Ix>wKix Oemoir. 38 Men aie prone tol* tinkering the wore
of their own hand&

C. PugiiiUic slang. To batter, maul,
i8a6 SpoftingMof^. XVIII. 253Tom completely tinkere 1

his antagonist's up^ier^ruM.

\ lence Tl'nkvred (-koiid)///. a. ; also Ti'nk«rer,
one who tinkers or works at mending something
in a clumsy or inefleclive way.
iSAi Lytton Sir. Story xx, I clamped and soldered dogma

to dogma in the links of my *tinkcred logic 1867 Prouur
Short Stud. I. 40 The reconciliation .. is no tinkercd.up
truce, or convenient Interim. 1906 Atluumutn 28 Apr.
Sos/j He repiinis Hayky's liiikeied version .. instead of tlie

editie Princess in J<>bn I>uncornbc'5 ' Works of Horace in
English Verse '. 189^ W. H. Hoichkim in Review of Rev.
June 683/f An examination of tbe checks on the charter
'linkcrer in other constitutions.

Tinkeriuff (li-gkariij), vbl. sb. [f. Tinker v.

+ -IN0I.] 'iTic work of a tinker; the action of
TiNKsa V. (in ///. andyf^'-. senses).

15^ R. D. Hypnerototiiachia aZ b, Wb-it a st.ite1y porche
..with his sione of Fheniccawith all the tinkering and pul-
Ushing alK>ut it. i«i H. Walkolk Lett. (1846) II. 478, I

left the tinkering of the bill. 1857 ItoMkow Romany Rye
(1905) II. Appc V. 328 He (the Gij-syl took to tinkering and
siiiithety. txrcause no better employments were at his com-
m:ind. 1885 Athenxum \^ feb. 221 A very good [picturi'l i

..free from any after-meddling and tinkering,
attrib. 1813 Examiner x Feb 72/1 The terrible tinkering

work there must lie. 1841 Hood Tate of Trumpet xxxviii,
Or Trudge and his ass at a tinkering job.

Ti-nkering, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ino 2,]

That tinkers (m ///. zxi^fig. senses) : see the vb.
598 MARSTOM.Vftf. Vtitanie{iy^ 167 Fidlers, scnucners,

I>edlers, t^'nkerinc: knaues. 18x8 Bvrom yuan Bed. xiv, A
tinkering slave-maker, who mends old chains. 1880 E.
White Cert, Relig. 44 A purblind tinkering criticism.

Tinkerly (ti-ijkaili), a. tObs. [f. Tinker sb.

-I- -LY 1.] Having the character of a tinker or of
tinker's work; clumsy, bungling, unskilful ; ofpoor
quality ; mean, low, disreputable. {Depreciative^
1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 31, 1 meane this

tynkerly verse which we call ryme. 159a Lyly j?f/rfirj iv. i,

Thou art Pan and all, all Pan and tinkerly. 1593 G. Har-
vey Pierce's Super. 183 Shewe me any halfe page without
piperly phrases, and tinkerly composition. 1647 Trapp
Comm. Eph. iv. 25 A base tinkerly sm, as Plutarch calleth
it, shamefull and hatefull. 1681 Hickf.rincill Sin Man-
Catching Postscr,, The wary Hollanders . . suffer no Tinkerly
Pleading, of mending one hole, and making too.

Tinkerman, error for Tbinkerman, q.v.

Tinkershere, -shire (ti-ykajji^jj). Also
(Perron.) -shue. [f. Tinkebj^. (cf. 3f) : the second
element is obscure.J A local name for the common
guillemot; also for the black guillemot.

1799 R. PuLTENEV Catal. Birds, etc Dorset (1813) 17
Colymbus TroUe . . ."Vhe Foolish Guillemot Diver; called
here The Tinkershire. 180s G. Montagu Ornith. Diet.

Q ij b. Guillemot, Foolish... Provincial. Sea-hen. Scout...
Willock, Tinkershire. 1831 Rennie Montagu's Omith,
Dict.y Tinker's-hue. 1S64 Atkinson Pravinc. Natnes Birds^
Tinkersbuc, Clack Guillemot, Uria grylle. 1885 Swainson
Provinc. Names Birds 218 Common Guillemot.. .Tinker*
shire, or Tinkershu& From its black head and back. x'SH^

H. Saunders Man. Brit. Birds 684 By fishermen il is known
as * Scout ',

* Marrot ' or ' Tinkershere *.

Tin-kettle, sb. A kettle of tinned iron.
Often y/^'. with allusion to its bein^ fastened to a dog's tail

to tease and frighten it, or to the noise made by beating it

177^ R. Chandler Tras, Asia M. viii. (1825) I. a8 [Our
cook s] tin kettle boiling over a fire in tbe open air. 1831
Cablvlb Sart. Res. 11. iii, A Conquering Heio, to whom
Fate.. has malignantly appended a tin-kettle of Ambition,
to chase him on. 1864 Tbevelyan Compei. Wallah (1866)
173 A new Montgomery, .to whose tail fastidious middle life

may attach the tin kettle of hostile cr!ticis,m. 1895 Mrs.
Croker Vitlage Tales (1896) 43 Battered old tin kettle as
it was, that despised piano bad cost one hundred pounds 1

Hence Tin-kettle »,, trans, to serenade roughly
or opprobriously, also to cause (swarming bees) to
settle, by beating a tin-kettle; whence Tin-kettling
vbl. sb. ; also Tin-kettly a., like a tin-kettle.

1873 A, J. Ellis tr. He/mhoitz* Sensations Tone 1 19 Their
auahty of sound is.. unmusical, bad, and tin-kettly. 1898
N, tif Q. 9th Scr. I. 1 16/3 An inn-keeper was repotted to
have beaten his wife,.. so (his neighbours] ' tin-kettled 'him
right royally. 1900 H. Lawson On Track 5 The diggers..
gave them a real good tinkettling in the old-fashioned style.
Ibid, ao We'd tin.kettle "em [bees],.. and.. they'd settle on
a branch.

TinUe (ti'ok'l), sb. \[. Tinkle ».l (sense a).]

The act or action of tinkling ; a sharp light ringing
sound, such as that made by a small bell, or by
piecesof metal, glass, or the like,struck together.etc.
1804 J. Grahame SaAbath, etc. (1808) 66 Its runnel by

degrees Diminishing, the murmur turns a tinkle. i8as Scott
Betrothed ix, The shrill tinkle of a harp. 1847 Emekson
Merlin i. No jingling serenader's art, Nor tinkle of piano
strings. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 262 Now with a
cvmbol slim would a sh.irp shtiti tinkle awaken. 1877-B
Hemuey in Ballades, etc. (Cintcrb, PoeU) 77 Of ice and
glass the tinkle, Pellucid, silver-shrill.

b. Jig. in reference to speech or verse. Cf.
Tinkle zO 2 c, 3 b.

i7aS I*. Walker Life A. Peden To Rdr. (1827) 17 None of
their Addresses have had the Tinkle or Sound of the De-
claratKKK and Faithful Warnings of the General Assemblies
of this Church. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens* Lusiad Introd.
141 «v/r, There arc a raceof Critics., who would strip poetry
01 all her ornaments .who would leave her nothing but the
neatness, the cadence, and the tinkle of vei^^o. i789nEUSHAM
Ess. I. xii. 226 What Drydcn calls the tinkle in the do** of
the couplet. 1795 MasomCA. Mus. ii. 114 The tinkle of
tbe words is all that strikes the ears.

c. Reduplicated, expressing repetition of such
sounds ; also as adv.
168a Bells of Oxford in Wit ^ Drollery 30a Tincle,

tincle, g(»es the Uitle Bell, To call the Students home, i8|79
jKFFBtiiiis Wild Life im S. Co. 260 1 here comes the tinkle-
tinkle of a bt-IL 18B8 Doughty Aralin Deserta I. r49 They
make, as the daughters of Jerusalem, a tinkle-tinkle as
they go.

Tinkle (tiijk'l), vy Forms : 4 tyiJcle(n, 4-6
tynkle, 5 -kel, -kyll, 6 -ckle, tinkel, 6-7 tincle,
6-8 tinckle, 6- tinkle. [Tinkle has the form of
a frequentative of Tink v. (see -le 3), which also
suits the chronology. In some MSS. of the later

Wyclif version, it takes the place of the earlier tink^

as taid of a cymbal ; and it is frequent from 1450
of the sound of bells, etc.

In both Wyclif versions iyncle is also used of the 'ringing'
and 'tiuKlini^'of ihe ears; but in some MSS. of the later
version tingle is substituted. In the i6th c tinckle is said
even of the nose. Here it might be thought to represent
OE. tiiiclian ' to tickle ', L. titillare^ if there were any trace
of that vK in ME. lUit it is to be remembered th.-it L.
tinnlre, yi\x\Q\\ WycUf rendered tynke and tyrule, was used
c^ the ringing both of melaU and of the ears, and even in

the sease ' tingle '. In mod. use, tinkle may be said of tbe
ears in the sense ' rin^ ', implying sound objective or sub-
iective, but tbe thrilling nervous sensation is expressed
by tingle; *my ears tingle*, like 'my hands tingle': see
'iiNCLKV. Cf. WFIem. tinkelen^ to tingle (as the fingers
with the cold), also said of the sound of a drop falling nito
water. 1

I. 1. intr. Of the ears : To ring, to tingle : =
Tingle v. i (now rare\ •\ Of the nose or other
parts: = Tingle v. 2, Tickle v. 2 {pbs.^,

138a WvcLir I Sam. iii. 11 Loo, Y doo a word in Yragl,
the which who so euere herith, bothe his eeris shulen tynclen
[1388 tyncle, rynge]. — yer. xix. 3 Eche that shal heren
it, tyncle hys eres [1388 hise eeris tyngle]. 1581 Marbeck
Bk. ofNotes 589 Who so heareth of it his eares shall tinckle.
? a 1600 J. CoNVBEABE Lett, ff Exerc. (1905) 40 Nasturtium
called cresses being eaten doth make the nose tinckle. 1700
Dryden Theod. ff Hon. 94 H is Ears tinckled, and his Colour
fled. 1728 Ramsay Three Bonnets iii. 44, I ha'e a secret to
impart . .will set baith your lugs a tinkling. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus li. II With inward Sound the full ears tinkle.

II. 2. intr. To give forth a series of short light

sharp ringing sounds. Said of bells, musical instru-

ments, and other resonant objects (cf. Tinkle j<5.).

a 1400-50 Alexander 1385 (Dubl. MS.) Now tynkyll vp
taburnes t>at all t>e towne rmges. c 1440 Wyclif^s Bible^ \ Cor.
xiii. I, Y am maad as bras sownynge, or a cymbal tynclynge
(1382 tynkynge, 1388 (MS. r42o) tynlcynge, (MS. 1450) ting,
lingel. I5a6-i563 [see Tinkling ///.a.»]. 1617 Moryson
Itin. I. 69 Wee could not sleepe for little bels tmckling all

night. 1697 Drvden /Eneid 11, 745 [The javelin] faintly
tinckPd on the brasen Shield, 1734 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc.
Ded, iii, The spinnet tinkling with her voice. 1810 Wiffkn
Aouiau Hours (iSjo) 50 A sheepbell tinkles on the heath.
1831 PoE Bells i. How they tinkle, tinkle, tinkle, In the icy
air of night ! 1873 T. W. Higginson Oldport Days ix. 216
The dry snow tinkled beneath my feet.

^g. i6m J er. Taylor Real Pres. xii. 281 The bell alwayes
must tinkle as they are pleased to think. (Cf. Tink f.' i.]

b. To flow or move with a tinkling sound.
i8aa W. Irving Braceb. Hall xvii, A small rill tinkled

along close by. 1851 Y^Kwx^ovi^^Snoxu Image^ My KinS'
man (1879) 248 The latch tinkled into its place. 185s
Browning Lave among Ruins i, Our sheep Half-asleep
Tinkle homeward through the twilight. 1859 Kingsley
Mi%c. II. 288 A stream tinkling on from one rock-basin
to another. 1871 Howells Wedd. yottrn. (iSgi) ag The
street-cars that slowly tinkled up and down.

C. transj. To rime or jingle,

i6a6, i8aa (see Tinkling ppl.a.^ bj. 1684 Drvden Ep. to
Earl Roscomon 14 A kind of hobbling prose. That limped
along and tinkled in the close. 1711 E, Fenton Ep, to
Sontherne Poems (171 7) 82.

3. intr. Of a person : To produce such a sound.
17.. Bob Norice ix. in Child Ballcids iv. (1886) 267/2 But

whan he came to Lord Barnet's castel He tinklet at the ring
[cf. TiRL f/.' 3 al. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. i. r 29 Our host
. .was tinkling on a cracked guitar, i860 Hawthorne Marb,
Faun X, The musicians scraped, tinkled, or blew.

b. Jig. To utter empty sounds or senseless words,
talk idly, prate.

1641 R. Baillie Parallel Liturgy w. MasS'bk., etc. 54 All
the question wee and they have long tinkled on for the
worshipping of Saints. 1645 Milton Tetrach. 11. i.Wks. 1851
IV. 20I We are but ciackt cimbals, we do but tinckle, wc
know nothing, we do nothing, 1646 R. Baillie Let. to
Henderson 16 May, If that man now go to tinkle on bishops,
and delinquents, and such foolish toys, it seems he is mad.
1781 CowpER Conversa/. 89a The tide of speech..No longer
labours merely to produce The pomp of sound, or tinkle
without use. 1871 [see Tinkling/}//, a.' b].

4. trans, a. To make known, call attention to,

or express by tinkling (///. orJig.).
iS6a in Blomefield Norfolk (iBo6) IV. 355 note, A woman

for whoredom to ryde on a cart.. and tynkled with a bason.
861 Alt Year Round V . 13 Flattery in the fluent phrase
that just Tinkled the tender moral o'er the dust Of great-
ness. i86a Sala Seven Sons I. iv. 76 The multitude of
clocks., were tinkling out the hour of nine.

b. To affect, attract, or summon by tinkling.

7o tinkle bees : see Ting v. i b.

is8a Stanvhurst /Encis i. (Arb.) 20 Of Troy seat yf hap-
lye the rumoure Voure ears hath tinckled, 1639 Salt-
marsh Policy $130. Ill Bees are best tinckled together when
they rise, 183a J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. in Blackw. Mag.
Feb. 264 The very kitk . . whose small bell tinkled the joyous
school-boy to worship,

c. = Tickle v. 3. rare,

1883 W. M. Adamson in Evang, Union Worthies 316 The
flimsy sensational preacher, whose desire is to tinkle the ear,

more than touch the conscience.

6. To cause (something) to tinkle or make a short

light ringing sound
; f to produce by tinkling.

158a Stanyhukst_ y^;/r« iii. (Arb.) 7^ Moonewise Cori-
bants on brasse their od harmonye tinckling. /bid. 80 Thee
ulace she tinckled [omnem Imfilevit clamore locum], 1617
Moryson ///«. in. 209 Many cfrunis were beaten and basons
tinckled about them. 1798 Jane Austen Northang. Abb,
i, She was very fond of tinkling the keys of the old forlorn
spinnet. 1834 Southey Doctor i, f finished my glass
uf punch, tinkled the spoon ag.iinst its side, 1900 >l. G.
Graham Soc. Life Scot, in iSth C. vii. i. (1901) 245 The * bell

pennies '—for tolling or tinkling the 'dead bell ' before the
cofTm at funerals.

Uence Tinkled (ti-gU'ld) ptil. «., made to tinkle.

1821 Clare Vill.Minstr, I. 160 The tinkled latch startled

her.

fTinkle.t'.i* Obs. [Back-formation from Tink-
ler 1.] = TiNKEKz;. I. Hence Tinkling///, a.

59^ Marston Sco, Villanie in. ix, I once did know a
tinkling Pewterer, 1630 B, Jonson Nero Inn i, i, Who
tinkles then, or (lersonatcs Tom Tinker?

Tinkler I (ti*ijkbj). Sc. and dial [app. f.

TiNKEK, with difTcrent sufl'ix: cf. pedder, peddler^

pedlar^ A tinker, a worker in metal ; in Scotland,

north of I'jigland, and Ireland, usually a gipsy, or

other itinerant mender of pots, pans,and metal-work.
1:1175 Carta Willelmi Regis in Liber Ecclesie de Scon

(1843)30 [Teria] que iacet inter terram serlon incisoris et
terram Jacobi tinkler. 1484 Nottingham Rec. II. 346
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Cliristoferus Tynkeler,., tynkeler. 1570 Levins Mani^,
77/12 A Tinkler, [sartor arran'us). 157a Satir. Poems^ Rt'
form, xxxii. 451 We Tinklaris, Tail^eourls. . .We wait of

nocht bot mekill cajr and cummer. 1605 N. Riding Rec,

(1884) I. 3 Toh. Jackson, tinkler. 1681 O. HEYWOOD/)/ar/>r,
etc. {1881) 1 1. 228 Her mother brought a panne to a tinkler's

house. 1785 huRNS Jolly Beggars Air vi, My bonnie lass,

I work in brass, A tinkler is my station. 1818 Scott Hri,
Miill. xlix. This fellow had been originally a tinkler, or

*caird\ many of whom stroll about these districts. xBaj
Brockett N, C, IVords s. v.. The celebrated Wull Allen
was for many years the king of the tinklers in the North.

1847 C. Bronte y. Eyre xviii, She looks such a tinkler.

1911 19M Cent. Sept. 546 These wandering cairds or ' tinklers
*

liad four sepaiate lauj^uages at their command.
attrib. 1786 Burns Tiva Dogs iS Ev'n wi' a tinkler-

gipsey's messan. 1787 — ' When Guilford good* v, An'
Charlie Fox threw by his box, An' lows'd his tinkler jaw,
man.

Ti-nkler^, [f. Tinkle vy + -erI.] That
wliich tinkles ; esp, a descriptive name for a small

bell, etc. (in siang — * bell ') ; in quot 1 600, a name
for some base coin.

1600 Stirling Kirk Sess. Reg. (Bann. CI.) 133 Ane great
lait of the almus gevin to the Pure is fals cun3ie callit Tin.
latis. 1767 Anna Seward Let. in Poet, H'ks. (iBio) 1. 195
A Spinnet.., the little tinkler is a wretched substitute for

my dear harpsichord. 1787 Wolcott (P. l?\x\Aax) Ode vpon
Ode Wks. 1812 I. 419 Thus when the Oxford Bell, baptized
Great Tom, Shakes alt the city with Iiis iron tongue. The
little Tinklers might as well be dumb. 18^8 Dickens
O. 7'ii'ist XXV, ' Hark !

' cried the Dodger at this moment,
'I heard the tinkler'. iSgj R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp.
'Jour iii, Giving the little tinkler of a bell a pull as he spoke.

1901 R. Anderson Hist. Kilsyth \\\, 65 The old * tinkler
'

which..had done service in the belfry of the disused church,

b. A person who tinkles; a rimester.

1731 A. Hill Adv. Poets xxii. But, ah ! far short th*;in-

solid 'J'inklers rise; Nor soar, but flutter, in the Muse's Skies.

Tinklerman, error for Tiunkehman, q.v.
1840 'i'HACkERAY Catherine xiv. The ferries.. and., the

piiates who infest the same—namely tinklermen, petermen,
hebl)ermen, trawlermen. Ihid.^ A combat. .between the
ciews of a tinklerman's boat and the water-bailifTs.

Ti*nkle-ta'nkle, sb. (also altnk). [Varied re-

duplication of Tinkle.] Tinkling with alternation

of sound. So Tinkle-ta'nkling vbi. sb. and ///. a.

<z 1619 Fletcher IVtt without M. v. ij Here is such a
tinkle-taiiklings that we can ne're lie quiet. 1859 Sai.a

Tii), round Clock (1861) 186 Plenty of good heavy choruses,

tinkle.tankling instrumental music. 1882 J. Walkkk
Jaunt to AnId Reekie 205 Stringed guitars with tinkle-

tankle tones. 1901 Eu G. Haydkn Trav. round Vill, 125
A flute or violin whose quaint tinkle-tankle adds to the
archaic character of the proceeding.

Tinkling (ti-rjklirj), vbh sb, [-inqI.]

I. Tlie action of Tinkle z*.!

L The (subjective) rini^ing of the ears. Nowrar^.
149s T?-evisa's Barth. De ^P.R. xvii. civ. {W. de W.) Tvij/2

Seiiuey . .dooth awaye tynkelynge {Bodl. MS. tingelinge] &
rv'ngynge of the eere. 1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1553) Cvj,
Deafenesse by wyndcin the eare,..causeth tyncklyng in

the heade. 1635 Brathwait Arcad. Pr. 104, I feele a per-

petuall tinckling and sowing [?sowningl in mine eares.

1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 145 Affected.. wiin a difficulty of
hearing, and a tinkling in the ears.

2. A succession of short light ringing sounds, as

of a cymbal or a small bell
;
jingling. Also^^.

1549 CoVERDALE, ctc. Erasut. Par. i Cor, xiii. 35 Acym-
ball, that wifh his vnprofitable tinklyngj troubleth_ the
eares. 1617 Moryson Itin. \\\. 32 The Papists at the tinck-

ling of a little 15ell, lift up the consecrated Bread.^ 1651
Uavenkut Gondil>e>t Pref. {1673) 9 Old Men.. think it lyes

in a kinde of tinkling of words. 1750 Gray Elegy 8 Drowsy
linklings lull the distant folds. 1784 Cowi'ER 'J'ask vi. 1021

Idle tinkling of a minstrel's lyre, x8oo //idl Advertiser
8 Nov. 3/3 Pretended half-guineas . . , and nothing but the test

of tinkling can lead to detection. 1881 Broadhouse Mus,
Acoustics 197 That peculiar high inharmonious noise which
we are accustomed to call ' tinkling '.

IL 3. ^\iOTt ioT tinkling grackie X see next, c.

TinUing (ti-gklig),///. a.i [f. Tinkle v.'^ +
-ING^.] That tinkles; making a short light ring-

ing sound, or a succession of such ;
jingling.

c 1440 [see Tinkle 7'.i 2]. isaSTiNOALE 1 C^r. xiii. i, I were
even as soundynge biasse, and as a tynklynge Cymball.

1563 WinJet Four Scoir Thre Quest, vii. Wks. (S.T.S.) I.

75 Lyke soundand mctell, or ane tincland cimbal, x62x

I3uRTON Anat. Mel, 11, ii. vi. 111.373 Bees.. when theyhcare
any tinkling \ed. 1651 linglinglsound,wi!l tarry behind. 1663

CowLEV Verses^ Ess., Con/plaint vii, The tinckling stiings

of tbyloose minstrelsie. 1717 Pope AVpm<x 158 The grots that

echo to the tinkling rills. 1829 Scott A tine ofG. xiii, A long
train of mules—a jolly tinkling team. 187;? Mar. M. Grant
6'H«-i)/rt/Vi, There came the tinkling musical echoofabell.

b. fig. of speech (or a speaker), or verse.

1626 B. JoNsoN /^(jr/. /j/i'j Wks. (Utldg.) 650/1 In Rhime 1

fine tinckling Rhime ! and flowand Verse ! 169* Washing-
ton tr. Milton's Def Pop. Pref., M.'s Wks. 1851 VII. 10

Them, I say, together with their tinkling Advocate,, .we
shall e'en let whine on, till they cry their eyes out. 1822

Hazlitt TahlC't. Ser. 11. v. (1869) 120 Keep to your sound-
ing generalities, your tinkling phrases. 1871 H. Tavlor
Faust (1875) I. i. 24 Beware, a tinkling fool to be !

C. TiukUng gracl'Uj also simply tinkling-, a

bird, a species of grackle {Quiscalus crassirosttis)

found in Jamaica ; so called Irom its note.

1847 GossE Birds Jamaica 217 Tinkling Grakle. Ibid.

219 Like the Ani, the Tinkling feeds on the parasites of

cattle. 1890 Blackiv. Mag. June 787 The tinkling may be

seen feeding greedily in the pastures. i8g6 Newton Diet.

BirdSy Tinkling or Tin-tin, the name in Jamaica for one of
the American GrackleR, Quiscalus crassirostris.

Hence Ti'uklinffly adv,j in a tinkling way.

1894 Crockett Mad Sir Uchtred 25 As she spoke she
laughed tinklingly.

Tinkling, ///. fl.2 : see Tinkle v^^

Tinkly (ti-qkli), a. [f. Tinkle vy or sb, + -y.]

Characterized by tinkling.

1892 Kipling Barrack-r. Ballads 52 The tinkly temple-

bells. 1894 Outing (U .S.) XXIV. 71/2 An ex-captain sits

at the tinkly piano.

Tink-tank : see Tink int, and sb.

Tinley, variant of Tindle sb. dial.

1788 Gentl. Mag July 602/2 1 1 is a custom with the Papists

in some parts of the kingdom, upon the eve of All Souls,

to illuminate some of their grounds, by bearing round them
straw. .kindled into a blaze. The ceremony. .is called a
Tinley; and the account vulgarly given of it.. is, that it is

meant emblematically to signify the lighting of souls out of
Purgatory. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1414.

Tin-liquor to Tin-mouth: see Tin sb. 5.

Tinman (ti-nmxn). [f. Tin sb. + Man sb,'\

A man who works in or with tin ; a tinsmith ; a
dealer in tin-ware. In Cornwall, a man employed
in dressing tin ore. Also transfi a ship engaged

in the carriage of tin ore.

161X CoTGR., Estamier, a Tynner, Tynne-man; Pewterer.

1667 Lond. Gaz, No. 154/1 A New England Vessel of 16

Guns.. was forced with some Tinmen and Colliers to put

into St. Ives. 1704 Pkior Simile 2 Didst thou never pop
'I'hy head into a tin-man's shop? x8^o Cirnl Eng. <V Arch,
Jrnl. Ill, 284/2 The common soldering irons used by tin-

men and plumbers. 1855 J . R. Leifchild Cornwall Mines
22S * Tinmen are not copperers ', as the Cornish miners say.

1887 Con/em^. Rev. Sept. 398 Thirty or forty years ago, the

tinman., was recognized as one of the leading and most skil-

ful mechanics.

Tinne, variant af Tind v. Obs.j to kindle.

Tinned (tind), ///, a, [f. Tin sb, or v, + -ed,]

1. Coated or plated with tin,

C12B4 Chaucer //. Fame in. 392 A pilere That was of
lynned yren clere, 14.. MS. Sloane 2463 If. 159 b, IJoile

hit eftesones in a tynned panne. rt^MS. Rawl. D. 776 A
payer of Jemews for the same DoreTjIfor 'Jynned naylles fTor

the same Jemewes. 1691 Patent Specif. (1856) No. 282. 1

Iron plates tinned over comonly called tinned plates. 1831
M. Russell Egypt x. {1853) 420 A small chafing dish of
tinned copper. 1839 Civil Eng. 9f Arch. Jrnl, 11. 361/2
Manufacturer of zinc and of tinned iron.

2. Preserved in air-tight tins; canned,

187^ Echo 18 Oct. 1/5 The trade in tinned food is enormous,
and IS constantly on the increase. 1883 Fisheries Exkib.
Catal. 371 Cooked and tinned Salmon. 1895 Suffung
Land ofBroads 19 Try a tinned pineapple.

3. Baked in a tin.

1890 Stroud Judicial Diet. 310 Tinned Loaves, made
crusty all round . . is not * French or Fancy Bread '.

Tinneis, obs. Sc. form of Tennis.

t Ti'nnen, a, Obs, [OE. tinen^ f. Tin sb, +
-EN 4. So WFlem. tinnen,^ Made or consisting

of tin.

€ 1000 i^LFRic Gram. vi. (Z.) 15 Stagnum, tin, stagneus,
tinen, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb, vi. 99 Other with tynnen
tounges take her strynges. 1551-2 in Swayne Sarum
Churchw, Ace, (1896) 278 For a tynnen Bottell to fetch

Wyne in. 1631 Bp. Wf.uue Quietn. (1657) 82 A tinnen or
earthen vessel. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Traz', xxiv. 91
The women wore great tinnen Bracelets about, .their arms.

Tinner (ti'naj). [f. Tin sb. or v, + -er i.]

1. One who gets or digs tin ore; a tin-miner,

j^tz Act 4 I/en. F///, c8 All other tynners..dyggyng of
tyn in the severall soyle of the said Richard. 1603 Carkw
Cornwall Sh, Where the finding of these affordeih a tempt-
ing likelihood, the Tynners goe to worke, x(^o Pettus
Fodinae Reg, 12 The King for advancement of the Stan-
naries .. frees the Tinners from all pleas of the Natives
touching the Court. 1743 Wesley Jrnl. (1903) 147 Nine
or ten miles east of St. Ives, where we found two or three

hundred tinners. 1883 R. T. Dvf.r in Leisure Hour Dec
733/2 In Cornwall, the second Monday before Christmas is

a festival kept by the tinners.

2. One who works in tin ; a tin-plater, tinman,

tinsmith.
1611 Cotgr., Esiaingnier^ a Pewterer, a Tinner. 0x817

T. DwiGHT Trav, New Eng., etc. (1821) II. 53 His trade

was that of a tinner. 1890 Anthony^s Photogr. Bull, III.

45 Have made for you at any tinner's, a tin pan about an
inch larger all around than your toning tray.

3. One who tins meat, fruit, ^c. ; a canner.

1906 Referee 26 Aug, 9/2 Then down with the kickshaws
that all taste alike, And the stock of cold storer and tinner.

4. Local name for the pied wagtail : see quot.

1880 W. Comiudll Gloss.y Tinner... 'A water wagtail',

Bottrell. 1904 Atken3eum 4 June 274/3 The pied wagtail.

.

known [at Land's End] as the ' tinner ', because it builds its

nest in the mouth of old mine-shafts.

Tinnery (ti-nari). [f. Tinner + -y, or f. Tin -i-

-EUY.] Tin-mining; //. tin-mines or tin-works.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gi. Brit. I 409 There is still a great

Resemblance between the Scilly Islands and Cornwall, in

their Culture, Plants, and other Produce, their Tinnery,

Fishery, &c. a 1787 S. Jenyns IVks. (1790) II. 238 Miners
from tinneries, and coal-pits.

Ti'nnet. Obs, exc, dial. Also 7 tennett, tinet,

8 dial, teenet. [repr. OE. type *tynety f. tynan^

TiNEz;.^ + -^/,asinM/V>(v/.] Brushwood for making
or repairing hedges or fences. Cf, Tinsel sb.^^

(1443 Carta Kic. Moninton (Blount), Et pradictus Fir-

marius habebit tinettum sufficiens extra boscum ipsius R.
ad clausurandum terras & pasturas supradictas.] ' x6^
Pari. Su7V. Sussex in Sussex Archxol. Coll. XXIII. 311

The Coppiehold" of Duddleswell doe claime to have ffrith

and tennett out of the said Parke for fencing their lands.

1691 Blount's Law Did. (ed. 2), Tittei (Tinettum) ..^

Trouse, Brushwood .ind Thorns to make and repair Hedges.
X701 CotvelCs Interpr., Tinettum, Trouse., is still in Kent
called Teenet. 1753 Chambf.rs Cycl. Supp.^ Tinet, Tinet'
ium. 1904 Eng. Dial. Diet., Tinnet (cited from Hercf,,
Glouc, Suss.].

Tinnicle, obs. form of Tunicle.

t Ti*nnient, a, Obs. [ad. L. tinntentem, pr.

pple. of tinnire to ring, tinkle.] Ringing, resonant.
1668 H. More Div. Dial. 11. v. (1713) 100 A sportful

passage of Nature, to try how tight and tinnient her new
workmanship was. 1753 Ess. on Action for Pulpit 86 It
will make every religious string, so to say, more intense
and tinnient,

""

Ti-nnified, ///. a. rare, [f. Tin or Tinny a, +
-FY -H -ED^.] Made tinny or like tin ; impregnated
with tin ; in quot. 1794 depreciative,

1794 Manners France 80 Has Horace or Ovid their fair

ladies clad In the tinnify'd charm of cork rumps or a pad?
^855 J. R. Leifchild Cornwall Mines 38 Stannified granite
..which the plain reader may call tinnified granite.

Ti'nnikin. .SV. rare, [f. Tin or Tinny sb.-^

-KIN : cf. via7inikin^ A very small tin or mug.
1896 Crockett Cleg Kelly v'lit, He brought his mistress

a drink in a little tinnikin.

t Ti-nniment. Obs. rare^*^, [ad, L. tinnT-

ment-Jtm a ringing or tinkling ('tinnimentum
auribus*, Plautns), f. tinnire to ring, jingle.]

1656 Bi-OUNT Glossogr.y Tinniment, a ringing or tinckling,

as melals do. 1658 Phillips, Tiniment, (lat.) a tingling, or
sounding of metals,

Ti-nninesa, [f. Tinny a.] Tinny quality.

1891 Kii'i.iNG Life s Handicap ii. 37 Tinned beef of sur-
passing tinniness.

Tinning (ti'nig), vbl. sb. [f. Tin v, or sb,-^-

-ING 1,] I, The action of the verb Tin,

1, Coating, lining, or plating with tin; working
at tin-ware.
cx^^Promp. Parv. 494/2 T>'nnynge wythc tynne, stan-

nacio. 1487-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 130 Paide to West-
wode, smyth, . .for tynnyng of the same boltes. 1537 Ace,
Ld.High Trcas.Seot. VI. 337 Item,forgralhingandaichting
and tynnyng of ten tua bandit suerdis. 1611 Cotgr., Plombe'
inentj a leading, or tinning. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 13
Tinning with pure Tin. x8oo tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 107
The tinning of copper consists in applying a coating of tin

to the surface of that metal. 1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour
(1864) 1.^2/1 As you see, sir, I work at tinning. I put new
bottoms into old tin tea-pots, and such like. 1873 £. Spon
Workshop Receipts Ser. 1. 9/1 When the article is prepared
for tinning, it may be innnersed in the tinning metaL

b. concr. A tin coaling or lining.

X761 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 143/1 This accident was. .occa-

sioned by using a copper sauce pan» from which the tinning
was worn off. 1839UREJO/V/. Artss.v. Alloy, Tinning, gild-

ing, and silvering may also be reckoned a species of alloys.

2. The putting up and sealing of meat, fish,

fruit, etc, in tins for preservation ; canning.

1903 Daily Chron. 13 Jan. 6/1 The tinning of sprats from
Honfieur and other points.

II. 3. Tin-mining.
1855 'J. R. Lrifchild Cornwall Mines 197 For a long

period in the early history of tin-niining, the mines of Corn-
wall appear to have lieen in the hands of the Jews. . . When
the Jews were hotly persecuted, those engaged in * tiiming

'

were particularly exempted.

IIL 4. attnb,
j86o ToMLiNsoN Arts ^ Metnuf. Ser. 11. Pins 47 Then,

comes the whitening, or tinning process. 1868 Jovnson
Metals 104 The plates are now received one by one from
the tinning bath. 1898 Daily News 11 Aug. 7/2 Tinning
factories have more than they want. 1909 Eng. Rev, Mar,
621 [They] put them into patent tinning-pots.

Tinnis, obs, form of Tennis.

Tinnitate (ti'nit^it), v. nonce-wd, [f, L, tinnJ-

tdt'y Dpi, stem of tinnitarey freq, of tinnire : see

next.] intr. To ring, give forth a ringing sound.
1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Fasti iv. 231 And high and

mighty Ida tinnitates To drown the infant's cries.

II Tinnitus (tinai-tiJs). Med. [L. tinnitus

(w-stem), f. tinnire to ring, tinkle.] A sensation

of ringing in the cars.

[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Tinnitus A uriunt,

a certain Buzzing or tingling in the Ears.] 1843 R. J,
Graves Syst, Clin. Med. xiv. 170 On admission, he com-
plained of headache, tinnitus aurium. 1879 St, George's

Hosp, Rep. IX. 649 The development of conslitutiona/

symptoms, such as tinnitus and slight deafness.

Tinny, tinnie (ti-ni), sb. Sc, [f. Tin sb, +
•ie, -Y, dim. suff.] A small tin mug, a child*s tin.

1825 Jamieson, Tinnie, the small jug or porringer, .used

by children. 1864 Auld Ayr 86 Let us have a tinny of
grog. 1906 Scott. Chron. 6 July 482/2 They turned up.,
each with his or her ' tinnie * well in evidence.

Tinny (ti*ni), a, [f. Tin sb, + -Y.]

1. Consisting of, abounding in, or yielding tin
;

formerly also. Of tin, made of tin.

iSSa HuLOET, Tynny or of tynne, stanneus. 1576 Baker
Jewell ofHealth 231 Let this be kept in a Sylver or Tynnie
vessel. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. xi. 31 Dart, nigh cfaockt

with sands of tinny mines. i6ia Drayton Poly-olb, i. 157
Those armes of sea th.it thrust into the tinny strand, 1695
Blackmore Pr. Arih.vi, 419 Pale Tinny C)ar,and Copper's
brighter Vein. 1881 Standard 28 Oct, 1/2 The lode is

six feet wide, and tinny throughout.

2. Like or resembling tin or that of tin ; charac-

teristic of tin; esp, of sounds; in Painting, hard,

crude, metallic,

1877 Hallock sportsman's Gaz. 379 Long tinny mouth
[of a fish). 1892 Sat. Rev. 21 May 597/2 We have accused
Mr. Parsons of a hard tinny quality in colour and form.
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1904 Katt D. Wicgis Affair at hm 177 She wrw sittine at

the old tinny-sounding spinet. 1Q08 Daily Chron. 24 Oct.

3/1 How tinny look Claude's landscapes in the room at the
National Cillery.

b. Tasting or smelling of tin; tingol with tin.

fOo6 B/iuiw. Mag. Aug. 313/1 One of the paits in the
dairy smelt suspiciottsly ' tinny '.

3. slang. Having plenty of ' tin ' ; rich, wealthy.
1871 Punch 14 Oct. 160/2 There's heaps of tinny fellows

who'll lie awful glad to give.

Tinoceratid (taiiw^seTitid), a. and sb. Palxont.

[irreg. f. Gr. TfiV-tic to stretch, as if = stretching

out + «<'/»s, Ktpar- horn + -ID.] a. ae/j. Of, per-

taining to, or having the characters of the Tino-
teras, a very large fossil mammal, b. sb. A fossil

of this genus {Cent. Diet. 1891). So Tinoee'-
ratine n., Tinoce'ratoid a. and sb,

1889 Nicholson & Lydkkkrr Paleont IxL 11. i38g The
genus \UiHtath£riMm\ may be divided into a Dinoceratine
and a Tinoceratine group. x8qi Cent. Diet., Tinoceratid, a,
1895 FunJe's Stand. Vict.^ 'Tinoceiatid, Tinoceratoid, a.
and si:

Tin-opener to Tin-pan : see Tin tb. 4, 5.
Tinpan, obs. (erron.) form of Tvmpax.
Ti'n-pla'te. Sheet-iron or, in recent nse, often

sheet-steel, coated with tin ; a plate of this.

1677 Yahrakton Eh^. Imprcrt'. To Rdr., In order to the
establishing of the like [trade] in England, to set the Poor on
work, which was the Linen, Thread, Tape, and Tin-plate5.

1758 Reid tr. Macijuir's Cfiynt. 1. 70 Tin-Piates are no other
than thin plates of Iron tinned over. 1813 Sir H. Davy
Clum, Phitci. 393 Tin plate is formed by dipping thin plates
of iron into melted tin. 1839 Urk Diet, Arts, etc. s. v.. The
fotmation of tin-plate, or while-iron.

b. atlrib, and Comb.
1710 STRvre S1nu*s Surv. (1754) 11. v. xv. 323/1 The

Company of Tin plate workers were incotporated by charter
in the 32nd year of King Charles 1 1. t8ts J. Smith Pane,
rama Sc. ^ Art II. 794 A japanned tin-plate tray is of less

value than a paper one. i860 FiEsse Lai. Chem. Womtiers
37 Knglaiid is the tin-plate manufacturer for the whole woi Id.

^06 h'tslm. Caz. lojan. 2/1 The transformation atWcNh
linplate works has been very great.

So Ti'n-pla-t«d ///. a,, [ilated with tin ; Tl'n-
plater, a workman who makes tin-plates.
tti^a Kngineer LXIX. 406 The [search-light] projector

barrel is 16 in. diameter, rolled out of slecl sJieet tinplate<l

and very strong. 1903 /*•>!//«. Caz. i Sept. 5/1 The unions
contetid.. that.. the tin platers so treated have a claim for
damages against the masters-

Tin-pot (ti-n,i)(rt, ti-nivt).

1. (as two words) A pot made of tin or tin-plntc.
177a T. Simmon V'trmin-Kllltr 21 A pound of anenick .

.

put into a tin pot or kettle.

2. The pot of molten tin into which the sheet of
iron is dipped in the mannfacttue of tin- plate.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1253 The first rectangle in the range
Is the tin.pot. 1864 Strauss, etc Enp. Workikofs 73 The
6rsl pot, called the //«iH/ia*x-/aj«. . . llie second pot, calk-d
Um tin-^ift. x88o Flowbr Nist. Tratte TtH xiii. 170
From the nalmKiil bath by means of tongs the sheets are
passed l*y the tinman, .to the tin pot, which is full of molten
tin, and here they lemain to soak for a period of 20 minutes.

3. Short for tin-pet belt: see 4.

189s Miss E. P. THOMrsoN Vtit 0/ /.ihcrty ix. 176 The
..church next door began to clink its miserable tin-pot— it

bad once had a good set of bells, but it had felt it piudent
to give these 10 the nation.

4. ntlrib. Resembling or suggesting a tin pot in

qa.ility or sound; hence contemptuously, without
solid worth, of inferior quality, sh.-ibby, poor, cheap.
SS65 Stung Diet. s. v., ' He plays a tin-iiot game ', i. r., a

low or shabby one. Bitlianis. 1875 W. Morris in Mockail
^^(1899) I. 309 Within sound of those tin-pot Ijclls. ifci
Kirum Llnkt lluU Failt.l iii, To the tin.pot music of^a
Western wallz the naked Zanribari girls danced furiously.

1897 naily t\trwi 2j Mar. 6/7 Made a sacrifice to some
miserable tin-pot politicians. 1907 /biii. 4 Oct., Some tin-

put comic opera receives praise from the very s.ime critics.

Hence Ti°n-po tter A'atit. slang, see tjuot. ; Tl'n-
po-ttery, tin pots or tin-ware collectively.
i8*7 Smyth 5«Vi>r'x IfonW*., 7/a-/«//rr,agalleyskulker,

shamming Abraham. 1850 Scarcill fCng. Sketch'Bk. 7
I>ealing in grocery, drajkcry, and tin-pottery.

Tln-pulp to Tin-scrap : see Tin sb, 5.

Tixtsel (ti-nscl, -s'l), sb.^ Chiefly north, and
(from c 1400 only) .SV-. Also 3 tinail, 4 -ill, -elle,

4-7 -ell, 5-7 -ale, -all, 6 -aiU
; 4 tymil, -yll, 4-6

-al(l, 4-7 -oil, 5-7 -el, 6 -ele ; 5 tensale, -elle.

[Mli. tinsel, tynsel, etc., prob. ad. f )N. *tynsla, f.

tyna{_ = }AV.Iin-eH,tyn-en, TiN« v.^) tolosc, perish,

destroy, with the Norse suffix -sla (as in geymsla,
rennsla, etc.): cf. mod.Norw. tynsla destruction,
damage, siiilling.]

t L The losing of something, or the sustaining of
harm, damage, or detriment ; loss. Obs,
oijoo CurxOT-^. Di6(Cott.), I most couer |>is tinsel (T*.

loos] are. 01340 Hampolk Psalter cxxxvL 1 WorUis
men gretio bot nou3t for tynsil of hair codes. 01400 R.
Bruiine's Citron, Waet 2352 (Petyt MS.) Hure ouer-|>oughte
mykd more pe wralnhe of hure fader t>e kyng..t>an ^e
tynsell of o|>er thyng. c 1400 Laud Troy Die. 9936 What
harme that day to the be-felle ! lliow may telle of thi ten.
selle. ««47o Henry Wallaces. 387, I meyn fet nutr the
tynsell off my men. cijao M. NisBar N. Test, in Scots,
Aets xxvii. 22, I counsale you to be of good counfort, for
tynsele IWyilip, Ius i Gr. airo^oAijl of na persoun of you
sallK:. ijee I.AUDF.R Tretttatt 382 In this Consistis, with-
outtin fail], I!oith the wyiming and lin^aitl. a 1600 Mont-

Vol. X.

57

GOMRRiE Misc. Poems xxxii. 67 Quhair tentles bairnis may
to their linsall lak The neiv with na thing, and the full
refuse. 1738 Ramsay Tma Culfitrses 33 Where'er your tin-
sel be, Ye cnnna lay the wyte on me. 1737 — Scots Proi'.
XV. (1750) 42 He that's far frae his gear is near his tinsel.

+ 2. The condition of being ' lost ' spiritually

;

perdition, damnation. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11946 (Cotl.) l>ou godds fede. Sun o

tinsel and o ded ! a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxxvii[ij. 12 (1 1]
Wher ani in thrughes sal telle >>i milthnes, Ore in tinsel IL.
'" ferditione] |>i sothnes ? c 137s •S'c Leg. Saints ii. 828 Als
he slew petir and paule. Till eke |?e tynsale of his sawle.

3. Se, Law. Forfeiture, deprivation ; now only
in some .irchaic phrases: see quot. 1838.
1434 Sc. Actsjas. H\Sin)l\. s/i Vnder the payne of tyn-

sal of all gold and Siluer that beis fundyn. 1565-75 Diurii.
Ocenrr. (liann. CI.) 80 Vnder the paynes of tynsall of lyif,

landis and gnodis. c 1575 Hal/our's Praclicis (1754) 17
Under the pane of ten pundis, and tinsell of his office. 1678
Sir G. Mackenzie Crr;i/. Laws Scot. i. xxx. 5 6 (1699I 155
Punished with tinsel of Life and Goods. 1838 W. Cell
Diet. Law Scot., Tinsel 0/the Ecu, is an irritancy incident
to every fen-right, by the failure to pay the feu-duty for two
years whole and together. . . Tinsel 0/ Su^rionty, is a
remedy.. for unentered vassals whose superiors are them-
selves uninfefl, and therefore cannot effectually enter them.

t Tinsel, J/i.2 Obs, [Known from late ifth c.

;

I, TiNB ii.l, OE. tyn-an to enclose, fence, hedge,
with Norse suffix -si, prob. taken over from north.
A\3\, gar-sell, Gabsil ( = 0N. *geri!sl), meaning the
same thing.] Brushwood for hedging or fencing.
i486 Nottingham Kec. III. 254, ij. lodes of tynsell' from

be Copy. 1610 W. Koi.kingham Art of Survey 1. vi. 13
For woods.. how enlerlaced, as Timber with Tinsell, Cop-
pice, or vnderwood. iCao in A^ Q. ist Ser. (1851) III.

478 A few underwoods, of hasell, alders, wilhie and thornes
..which the tenants doe take and use for Tinsel as need
requires. 1637 in Chesh. Gtost.(iSS^) s.v.,To take sufficient
lroU!,e and tynsel. .for the fencing in and repairing of the
hedges. 1703-1813 Kep. Agric, Derby 45 (E.D.S.) Having
stone provided in the quay, and tinsel crop for fencing.

Tinsel (ti'nsel, -s'l), sb.'^ and a. Forms: a.

6- tinsel; also 6 tynsel(le, -sill, -syll, tincel,
tincle, tensell, 6-7 tyn-, tinsell, -sill, 7-8 -sil.

&. 6 tylsent, tilsent. 7. 6 tynsyn, tensyn, -sen,
tinsin, 7 tynsin. See also Tinsky. [The ety-

mology, though trertain in its main fact, presents

difficulties of detail, owing chiefly to the want of
early OK. examples. Evidently tincel, tinsel, arose
out of OF. estineelle, mod.F. ftincelle 'a spatke or
sparkle of fire, a flash ', Cotgr. (:—i)op.L. 'stincilla

for scintilla sp.irk), and OF. estinceU, mod.F.
itinteU ' sparkled, sparketl, also powdered or set

with sparkles', pa. pple. of OF. estimcler Mo
sparke, to sparkle as fire ; to twinkle as a starre or
Dyamond ; to set thicke with sparkles' (:—pop.l,
'stimillare for seintitlare to sparkle, glitter). In

1 4' 1
5th c. Fr., the s of es- h.id long been mule,

and the pronunciation was actually as in mod.lr.
itineelle, -eU; of this the initial e disappearcl (ajip.

in Anglo-F. or Eng.) by aphesis, giving tincel{te.

Our earliest examples show the word used attrib.

or as adj. in tinselle satin, app. representing

a Fr. satin ItinceU (with -e mute in Eng., as in

some other wortis), or else the Eng. ' tinselled satin
'

(see T1N8ELLKD) with d lost between / and s.

"Thence tense j, tinsel alone tinsel satin, tinsel

cloth, etc. Sense 3, which is later, may represent

the Fr. sb. /timelle. Tilsent and tinsin, early
po|>nlar |)crversions, sctrcely survived the 1 6lh c.

;

they also were at first attrib. in tylsent satin,

tynsyn satten.]

1. adj. passing into sb, used attrib. Of satin, etc.

:

Made to sparkle or glitter by the interweaving of
gold or silver thread, by brocading with such
thread, or by overlaying with a thin coating of

gold or silver.

«. 1503 P>iv. Puru Ejct. Eliz.o/' yorK\S}o) gKakt tyn.
scllcsatenof the richemalcing. 1537 in Eeti^uaryjan. (1893)

37 A nother Tynsell Satten with a Ciowne ouer the hresle

of the .seid lorde Mounte Eglcs Armes. 1553 Huloet,
Bawdkyn or Tynsel clothe.

fi. 1510-13 IVaritr. Ace. 2-3 /fen. VI11 52/2 (in A^ <• Q.
8th Ser. I. 129) Tylsent satin. 1547 in Kempo Losely MSS.
(1836) 67 Twoo bnccft of clothe ofgolde reysed w'* red sylke,

tylsent satten. Twoo baces of clothe of golde, blewe tilsent

crymsin and purple vellett in clocks.

y. 1509-10 .^£/ 1 llen.yill.c:. 14 ClotheofGohle or cloth

of SyTver or tynsyn Satten. 1530 Palsgr. 281/2 Tynsyn
satten, saiyn broehf, 1531 Recast. Mary at Hill 41 Small
schredes of tensyn satten. 1553 in Dillon Calais «v^ f^ale

(1892) 97 One Vcstimeiite of reed Tensen .satten without
albc. 1603 Ceremonies Coronal. Tar. /( 1685) 11 The Dean
..arrayeth the King. .with the Tynsin Hose.

1 2. A kind of cloth or tissue ; tinselled cloth

;

a rich material of silk or wool interwoven with

gold or silver thread (cf. Baudekin) ; sometimes

apparently, a thin net or gauze thus made, or

ornamented with thin plates of metal; later,

applied to a cheap imitation in which (X>pper

thread was used to obtain the sparklini; eflect. Obs,

e. 15x6 in iuv. Goods Dk. Richmond in Camden Misc,

(1855) t8 A Testour.panyd with clothe of golde,grene tynsell,

and crymsen velwel. 1539 N. C. Wills (Surtees 1008) 93 My
bedde of grenc tynsill and white satleyne cnibrotiicrid with
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blue velvit. rt 1548 Hail Chrou.^ Hen. VIIT 3 Richely
appareled in Tissues, clothe of Golde, of Siluer, Tynsels and
Veluettes Embroudered. 1552 Inx'. Ch. Surrey {1869) 18 A
sute of vestimentes of white tyn<iell. 155a Huloet, 'lyn-
sell or bnwdkyn cloth, interte.xtus. 1583 Stubbes Auat.
Ahts.u (1879) 47 Euery place was hanged with cloth of gold,
cloth of siluer, tinsell, arrace, tope^trie. 1599 B. Jonson
C^Htkia's Ret; v. ix, The fourth, in watchet tinsell, is the
kind and truly benefique Evcolos. 1603 Knolles Jiisi,
Turks (1621) 1203 The Embassador and 16 of his companie,
received each of them a robe of tinsell. 16x1 Cotgb., Bro.
caiel^ lin.sell ; or ihin cloth of gold, or siluer. 1639 Mavne
City Match Ep. Ded., Masquers, who spangle, and glitter
for the time, but tis through a tinsell. c 1645 Howell Zf//.
(1650) in. 3 In that more subtill air of yours tinsell some-
times passes for tissue. 1656 Blount Ghssogr.^ Tincel..
signifies with us a stuff or cloth made partly of silk, and
partly of copper ; so called, because it glisters or sparkles
like stars or fire. Hence lyai Bailf.v, Tinsel^ a glittering
Stuff m.ide of Silk and Coppei'. 1755 Johnson, Tinsel^ a
kind of shining cloth.

p. 1547 Tilsent [«e 1/5). c 1547 »" H, Ain.<<worth Con-
stable Tower i.v. (1861)1.71 [The Earl of Surrey, .appeared
in a doublet of black] tylsent fwelted with cloth of silver].

y. >5«3 in ATch3roiogia\W.\\\\.-7,6-i A sparver payned
with ciemesyn tynsyn, and blake velvet. <t 1548 Hail
Chron., Hen. VIIlT^Xiy Clolhe of Golde, Clothe of Siluer,
Veluettes, Tinsins, Satliiis embroudeied.

3. Very thin plates or sheets, spangles, strips, or

threads, originally of gold or silver, later of copper,
brass, or some gold- or silver-coloured alloy, used
chiefly for ornament ; now esp. for cheap and showy
ornamentation, gaudy stage costumes, anglers* flies,

and the like : see also quot, 1903.

S93 G. Fletcher l.icia (1876) 28 As twinckling starres,

the tmsell of the night. 1596 Nashb Saffron Walden 49
As day.light [is] beyond candle-light, or tinsell or leafe-gold
aboue arsedine. m% Grav in Thil. Trans. XXXVII. 228
A Piece of Sheet-Brass, commonly called Tinsel. vf%% V.
Knox Ess. I. viii. 38 The characlerof a man of integrity and
benevolence is far more desirable than that of a man of plea-
sure or of fashion. The one is like solid gold, the other like

tinsel. 1S09 Malkin CU Bias iv. viii. p6 Those who are
behind the scenes are not to be dazzled by the tinsel of the
property-man. 1839 G. Bird Nat. Phil. 211 These gentle-

men fixed one end of a cord covered with tinsel . . to the cap
of an electrometer, and tying the other to an arrow, they
KTOJccledit..into theair. 1859 Lang Wand, /iw^/rt 66 Beside
im his . . bride, dressed in gar merits ofred silk, trimmed with

yellow and ^old tinsel. 1867 F. Fkancis Wx^Z/Vf- x. (1880)

343 Silver tinsel and twist. 1903 Elcctr. WorUi »,• Engin.
29 Aug, 341 (Cent. Suppl.) The stranded conductors are uni-

vcr>ally made of very fine copper or copper bronze wire, or
what is technically called tinsel.

4. Jig, Anything showy or attractive with little or

no intrinsic worth ; something that gives a decejv

lively fine or glittering appearance.
1660 Jeh. Taylor Rule o/Consc. t. iv. rule x. 5 3 There Is

more gold now than before, but it is.. so hidden in heaps of
tinsel, that when men are best pleased, now adays they are

most commonly cozened. 1747 KiciiAkosoN r/rt/ma(i8ii)
I. iii. 14 If Miss Clary were taken with his tinsel. 1751 John-
son Rainbier No. 147 P 7 That iwverty of ideas which had
been hilherto concealed under the tinsel of politeness. 1825
Jefferson Auiobtog. Wks. 1859 I. 105 Chaste eloquence,

disfigured by no gaudy tinsel of rhetoric or declamation.

1863 Gea Ei.ioT Romola vi, An age worse than that of iron

—the age of tinsel and gossamer,

6. atlrib, and Comb.^ as iimel-Joil, -lace^ -maker;

titnel'dad, -covered,, -pamd^ -slippered adjs. ; tinsel-

embroidery, see quot. 1S83.

1575 Lane, Wills (Cheiham Soc.) II. 159 One dublite of

crinisinesattenand onetynsell paned. 1634 Milton Comus
877 Thetis tinset-slipper'd feet. 1840 Hood U^ the Rhine
307 Waxen tapers, Smartened with tinscI-foil and tinted

papers. >8^ Simmonds Vict. Trot/e, Tinsel lace-maker^ a
maker of imitation gold or silver lace. x88a Caulfeild &
Sawaiio Dili, Needlework 495/1 Tinsel Enihroidery. This
is worked upon net, tulle, and thin musHn materials, and
is an imitation of the Turkish Embroideries with gold thread

upon crepe. 1897 Daily Ntivs 24 Feb. 5/2 Naked or tinsel-

clad savages. 1906 Daily Citron. 27 Jan. 3/2 Description of

a tinsel-maker in Delhi.

6, etltrib. passing into adj. f Glittering, splendid

{pbs.y^ chiefly in disparagement: Of deceptively

brilliant or valuable appearance ; showy with little

real worth ; cheaply gaudy, tawdry.

1595 Polimanteia (1881) 30 Then should not the muses in

their tinsell habit be so basely handled. i6« P. Fletcher
Purple /si. vn. xxvi. Upon his arm a tinstliscarf he wore.

..spangled fair, i^ Quarlf.s Etubl. 11. v, False world
ihou ly'st. Thy tinsill boosome seems a Mint Of new-
coynd treasure- 1663 J. Spenchk Prodigies Pref., All the

tinsibmiracles among the Papists most fatally wound Reli.

gion. 1667 Milton P, I., ix. 36 Basesand tinsel trappings,

gorj^eous knights. 1680 Burnet Rochester (i6«^2) 175
Neither their tinsel wit, nor superficial learning will hold
them up then. 0x704 T. llRoy^vt tr. JEnens Sylvius ViV.%,

1709 III. II. 63 A Good of no Value, a inere tinsel Bauble.

1733 Berkeley Th. Vision § 3 A certain way of writing,

whether giHxl or bad, tinsel or sterling, sense or nonsense.

i7<Sp Junius Lett. xxi. (1770) 132 You assure me, that my
logic is puerile and tinsel. 1783 Blair Led, Rhet., etc.

xviii. I. 384 Nothing can be more conlcmptilile than that

tinsel splendor of l.^nguage, which some writers .. aflfect.

(844 K.v.wu£. Lyra Jnnoc. ix. xiv. (1846) 2m The ears that

hear its murmuring, crave No tinsel melodies of taiih.

t Ti'HSel, v.^ Sc. Obs. rare. [f. Tinsel sb,^'\

trans. To subject to loss ; to impoverish, to en-

damage ; to punish by a fine, to mulct.

1474 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 34 He is sa tensallt In gudis,

that he is nocht of povar to pay certane dettis and soumes
of money awing be him. 1&09 Skene Reg. May. 114 He
that swa is essonzicd may be tinselled and skailhed.

8



TINSEL.

Ti-nsel, t-.^ [f- Tinsel .*.3]
|

1. trans. To make glittering with gold or silver

(or imitations thereof) interwoven, brocaded, or

laid on. Also Jig. b. To embellish (pictures,

letters, etc.) with gold leaf; ' to embellish (ceramic

ware) with metallic effects' {Ceiil. Diet. Suppl.

1909). Hence Ti-Dselling z/*/. jA.

IS94 Nashe Un/ori. Trm: E iv, Hir daintie lims tinsill

bir silke soft sheets, Hir rose-crownd cheekes eclipse my
dazeled sight. i6ii Cotgh., /'ox^yf/^rrf'ar, topuifle.tinsell,

or ouercast with gold thread, &c. Ibid., Pour/ilcure, .

.

purlling:..baudkin-wotltei tinselling. i73o-< Bailey (folio),

TinsMing. a border of silver. l8si Mavhew Lotid.Lalmir,

Aiisw. Corr. xvii, I want to do something in the eveiung on

my own account (tinselling pictures, for instance).

2. To give a speciously attractive or showy

appearance to ; to cover the defects of with or as

with tinsel.

1748 Warburton Alliance heiw. Ch. * St. i. v. (ed. 3) 83

The Gloom of Equivocation, which spreads itself thro' the

formal Chapters of the one 1 and the Glare of puerile Decla-

mation, that tinsels over the trite Essays of the other. 17 .

.

— UnpuU. Papers (iS4tl 449 False honour may thus tinsel

over the gaudy slaves of an absolute master, a 1774 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 265 The hopes that tinsel the gay and

busy hours of life.

Tuiselled (ti-nsSld),///. a. Also 6-7 tinoeld.

[In sense i , app. representing F. HinceU: see TiK-

8EL J*.3 ; in sense 2, mostly f. Tin.sel ».2 + -ed1.]

1. Made to sparkle or glitter with gold or silver

thread, brocade, or embroidery, b. Embellished

with gold or silver leaf.

1531-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 13 No Man, vnder the State

of an Erie [shall] . . weare . . any Clothe ofGolde or Syluer, or

tynscid Saten. 154S Rates of Customs civb, Satten tyn-

seld with gold the yarde xiii.s. nil. d... Satten of bruges

counterfete lynselde the yarde 111. s. im. d. 1634 Sia T.

Herbert Trav. 146 Their out Garment or Ve.st.. of cloth of

gold and Tinselled. 1653 Urquhaht Rabelais I. Ivi. 244

Kigured sattin tinselled and overcast with golden threads.

1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 3 Tinselled hobby-horses,

gilt gingerbread. l8S3 Kane Crinntll Exp. v. (1856) 40

Some of these huts were garnished with little tinseled

pictures. 1871 Rossetii Last Confession 387 Before some
new Madonna gaily decked. Tinselled and gewgawed, a
slight German toy, I saw her kneel.

2. irantf. and^g. ; in later use often depreciative

or contemptuous (cf. b).

c 1620 Cortnert Soiile in Farr i'. P. Jas. 1 (1847) 89 Then
dream of shadowes, make thy coate Of tinsel d cobwebs.

1648 Earl of Westmoreland Otia Sacra (1879) 6 As the

Tiiiceird Night gives way At th' opening o' th' true Golden

Day. I7^f/V«//. Mag. Vlll. 521/2 Observelhe Gentleman

in that gaudy slight French Dress, how he is tinsel'd and
pouder'd over. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) 1. 180

Tinselled toy ! said 1 (for he was laced all over), a 1774

Tucker Li. Nat. ( 1834) 1 1. 1 26 Clouds. , whose tinselled edges

glitter in the western sun.

b. Jig. Having a flashy superficial splendour

without intrinsic value.

1651 Cleveland Poems 4 His tinsil'd metaphors of pelf.

iSao Hazlitt Lect. Dram. Lit. 144 Beaumont and Fletcher

.. laid the foundation of the artificial diction and tinselled

pomp of the next generation.

Tiuselly (ti-nseli), a. [f. Tinsel rf.3 + -T.]

Of the nature of, characterized by, or abounding

in tinsel; hence, cheaply splendid or sparkling,

gaudy without real worth, ' pinchbeck '.

1811 Miss MiTKORD in L'Estrange I.i/e (1870) I. v. 148

Sometimes pedantic, and sometimes tinselly, none of her

works were ever simple.. or natural. 1836 Backwoods of
Canada 2B9 These Indians appear less addicted to gay and
tinselly ornaments. 1885 Alhenxum 15 Aug. 205 None of

that false ornamentation, that tinselly glitter.

So Ti'nseUy adv. [-LY 2], showily and cheaply.

1864 in Webster; whence in later Diets.

Tinselry (ti-nselri). [f. Tinsel rf.3 + .KY.]

Sliowy and tawdry material or ornamentation.

1830 S. Warren Diary Physic. (1838) I. xiii. 258 The
ghastly visage of Death, thus leering through the tinselry

of passion,, .was a horrible mockery of the fooleries of life I

1869 S. Bowles New tVest xxvii. 518 The poor tinselry of

the worship.

Tinsen, •sin, obs. corrupt forms of Tinsel s6.^

Tinsey (ti-nsi). Also 7 tinoy, 8-9 tlnsy. A
popular corruption of Tinsel ii.-*

1685 Lmui, Gaz, No. 2001/4 A Groce of Gimp Lace mixt

with Tincy. 1707 E. Ward Hnd. Rediv. II. 111. 10 Built

for imaginary Princes To strut in Buskins and in Tinseys.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 1^ May, I've shown him how
little I minded his tinsy and his long tail. 1831 J. Wilson
Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1856 111. 301 Ye think the peacock's harl

and the tinsy hae slipped frae your jaws. 1889 Stoddart
Angling Songs 254 Awa' wi* yer tinsey sae braw I

b. attrib. or adj. ; also in Comb.
1699 E. Ward Lond. Spy x. (1709) 237 The Quality of the

Fair, strutting round their Balconies in their "rinsey Robes.

1704 F. Fuller Med. Gymn. (1718) 234 They clap a Saddle
upon 'em, cover'd with a Sort of 'Tinsey Stuff, !•]%% Ram.
SAv Morning Intervievi 162 His head reclin'd upon a tinsy

roll X753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784)81/1 You come over

tike a walking atomy, with a rat's tail at your wig, and
a tinsey jacket. x8a8 Blackw. Mag. Sept, 298/1 [Anglingi
The yellow-bodied, tinsey-tailed, black-half-heckle.

Tinsmith. (ti-nismi))). [f. Tin -f Smith: cf.

goldsmith, silversmith, etc.] A worker in tin ; a
maker of tin utensils ; a whitesmith.

X858 SiUMONDS Diet. Trade, Tinsmith, a worker in tin.

i865j.CAMER0N^a/flya« India Ci These are. .blacksmiths,

(insiuilbs, gunsmiths. 189a Le Caron ij Years Seer,

58

Sen>/ce (1893) 303 Burke called at a tinsmith's shop, and
asked the smith to solder up a box for him.

Hence Tinsmi:thing v/>l. sIk [see -ing 1], doing

tinsmith's work ; working in tin.

1897 IVesim. Caz, 15 Feb. lo/i His occupation is that of

a tinsmith in Leith, and one of his platform stories deals

with the tinsmithing job that be was tackling when elected

M.P. 190a Times 14 July 12/5 The various industries.,

included tinsmithing, carpentry, engineering.

Ti'n-stone. The most commonly occurring

form of tin ore; cassiterite, native tin dioxide

(peroxide). Also attrib.

160a Carew Cornwall Z^ They discouer these workes, by
certaine Tynne-stones, lying on the face of the ground. 1671

Phil. Trans. VI. 2098 Most Tin-stones are porous, not

unlike great bones almost throughly catcined, 1805-17 R.

) AMKSoit Char. Atin. (ed. 3) 2 ro Annular tinstone, .is a four

sided prism, truncated on all the edges and angles, 1839

Ure D:'ct. Arts J241 There are only two ores of tin ; the

peroxide, or tin-stone, and tin pyrites. 1905 Times 11 Aug.

3/4 In the tinstone works of Malacca.

Ti'n-stream. Usually in //. See quot. 1891

,

and cf. stream tin s, v. Tin sb. i b.

1855 J. R. Leifchild Cornwall Mines 200 There is no
regularity in these tin-streams, as they are of different

breadths, though seldom less than a fathom. 1891 Labour
Commission Gloss., A tin streams (not stream) deals either

with alluvial deposits or with the refuse of the mines, .and

separates what is valuable, .by washing processes.

So Tl'n-strea;iner, one who obtains tin from a

deposit of sand or gravel by washing; T'in-

strea-mincTt tbe washing oftin from such a deposit.

1B39 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornw. etc. xiii, 405 Whole
ground, as the tin-streamers term the stanniferous gravel

and superincumbent beds which have not been previously

disturbed by the old men. Ibid. xv. 545 Tin-streaming

seems to have l>een conducted in Pryce's time much as it is

at present. 1881 H. H. Drakk \xi 'Athenaenin 1 Oct. 432/3
Tin-streaming was a wealthy and influential industry, that

enriched landlords, tenants, and * bounders', who., set Acts

at defiance. 1899 Baring-Gould Bk. of West II. S3 This
rubble has been turned over and over by tin-streamers.

Tint (tint), sb,^ [app. altered from the earlier

TiNCT, which may already have been so pronounced

;

but It. tinta tint, hue, may have influenced the

technical use in painting.]

1. A colour, hue, usually slight or delicate ; a

tinge ; esp. one of the several lighter or deeper

shades or varieties, or degrees of intensity, of the

same colour: see quots. 1848-79 in sense 2.

1717 Pope Epist. to Mr. Jervas 5 Whether thy hand
strike out some free design, . . Or blend in beauteous tint

the colour'd mass. 1754 Gray Pleasure 42 Chastised by
sabler tints of woe. 1798 Wordsw. Thorn v, Ah me ! what
lovely tints are there Of olive green and scarlet bright. 1834
Mrs. Somerville Connex. Ph^s. Sc. xxxvi. 387 Exhibiting

all the variety of tints that indicates the changes of combus-
tion. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 516 It is nearly

colourless, having only a slight tint of yellow. 1878 Dale
Lect. Preach, v. 128 Autumn tints of brown and gold.

b. Jig. in various senses ; esp. Quality, character,

kind ; a slight imparted or modifying character, a
* tinge* ^something.
1760 Sterne Serm, xix. Each one lends it something of

its own complexional tint and character. 1768 — Sent,

yourn.y Passport
f
Hotelat Paris^XJxheny !. .No tint of words

can spot thy snowy mantle. 1817 Byron Man/red \\\. ii,

Our inborn spirits have a tint of thee. 1825 Jefferson
Autobiog, Wks. 1859I. 114 His virtue was of the purest tint.

\^\ Empire Rev.\. 369 In New South Wales, .free trade was
the dominant tint (at the election].

2. spec. a. Painting', see quots. Middle tinty

prime tint: see Middle a. 6, Puime a. 9 a.

1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xiii. 179 Light and shades.

.

become, as it were, our materials, of which ' prime tints* are

the principal. By these I mean the fixed and permanent
colours of each object, as the green of trees, &c. 1784 J.
Barry in Lect. Paint, v. (1848) 183 The middle tint, or inter.

mediate passage between the two masses of light and dark.

1848 WoRNUM ibid. 211 note. Although there are but three

primitive colours, painters have nine. These are yellow,

red, blue,. .orange, purple, green,.. russet, olive, citrine...

All other gradations of colour are mere tints of the above;
dark or light, according as they are mixed with black or

white, or according to the proportions in which they are

compounded. Thusthevarietyof tints is infinite. 1859GUL-
LicK & TiMBS Paint, 8 note, Tints differ from each other in

being simpljf lighter or darker, but hues differ in colour.

Ibid.t In ordinary usage, however, by 'tints' we frequently

mean colours generally, and the word is often substituted

for 'hues'. 1879 Pole in Nature 6 Nov. x^j-znote^ In

technical language mixtures of a colour with white are called

tinis^ with bhack, shades.

b. Engraving. The effect produced by a series

of fine parallel lines more or less closely drawn so

as to produce an even and uniform shading.

Crossedtint, one produced by lines crossing at right angles.

Ruled iint^ one produced by a single series of parallel lines.

Safety tint, that used on bills of exchange, cheques, etc.,

either as a ground of the whole surface, or specially on the

parts which have to be completed in writing, as a security

against alterations.

1880 Print. Trades frnl. xxxi. 6 Worked in black, and
light tints, on a stone coloured paper.

3. attrib, and Comb.^ as tint work\ tint-block,

a block of wood or metal hatched with fine

parallel lines suitable for printing tints ; tint-

drawing, drawing in diluted shades of various

colours, or in one colour so that the gradations are

produced by washes of pigment; tint-tool, an im-

plement used for hatching or graving a tint-block.

TINTER,

1869 Eng, Meek, 10 Dec. 298 '3 Tinl.tools. 1873 E. Spom
IVorksh^ Receipts Ser. i. 147/1 The parallel lines forming

an even and uniform lint, as in the representation of a clear

sky, are obtained by what is called the tint-tool. 188^ .St.

James' Gaz. 24 Oct. 7/1 Mr. Linton, .draws an emphatic
distinction between wood-cutting, .and wood-engraving, or

white-line tint-work. tZ^ Daily News -z-^ Apr. 6/5 He.. is

seen to most advantage in tint works, such as the View over

Romney Marsh.

Tint, sb.'^ dial, [Origin uncertain : perh. two
different words.
In sense i tint may be a variant of tent dial., lit * trial ',

f. L. tentare to try. It is also possible that tint in seifse 2,

quot. 1886, has the same origin (quasi 'not a taste, not a
trace *J ; but it is very doubtful whether this origin can be

assumed for quot. a 1225.J

1. ?A trial, taste, touch; a foretaste; a trace,

indication (^anything). Sc.

1768 Ross Helenore in. 122 Great search for her was
made, baith far an' near. But tint nor tryal never cud appear.

1^8 W. Thom in Whistle Binkie {iZgo) II. 44 The half-

taen kiss.. Is, heaven kens, fu' sweet amen's, An" tints o'

heaven here. 1887 Suppl. to yamieson, Tint^ proof, evi-

dence, indication ; forecast, foretaste; ' The beast s awa, and
ye'll ne'er gel lint or wittins o't'

.

2. After negative : (Not) a bit, particle, atom.
{a I2SS Leg. Kaih. 1254 pact nefde hare nan tunge to taue-

lin a tint wi3.J 1886 Rosa Muliiolland A^<7r«//(t Cror^
xii, We haven't had a tint o* milk these three days.

Tint (tint), ppl. a. Now only Sc, and north.

dial. [pa. pple. of Tine 7;.^] Lost.

a 1340 HAMPOLE/'ja/Z^r xviu 18 Bot if ^e lefe ^oure syn
and doe penaunce yt be tynt men. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints lil

{Andreas) 438 How )?e tynt sawlis of al men War brocbt to

t>e restorynge Of l>e croice. c ijoo Kennedy Passion of
Christ 214 Lord and King, Send fra he lievin the tynt man
to recure, a 1584 Montcomerie Cherrie ^ Sloe 816 Tint
tyme we may not get again. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph.

111. iii, But we're nae sooner fools to give consent, Than we
our daffin, and tint power repenL

Tint (tint), V, [f. Tint sby\ trans. To impart

a tint to ; to colour, esp. slightly or with delicate

shades ; to tinge. Also absol.

1791 Mrs, Radcliffe Rom. Forest i, The sun at length

timed the eastern clouds and the tops of the highest hills.

1833 J. Rennie Alph. Angling 22 Silken or hempen lines

may be tinted by a decoction of oak bark, i860 Tvndall
Glac, I. xvi, 106 'file sun., still tinted the clouds with red and
purple. 1873 Bi.ACK Pr. Thule xxvii, The beautiful colours

of August tinting the great masses of rock. 1893 Westm.
Caz. 28 Feb. 3/1, I can't call him a painter at alL A man
of marvellous imagination, a surprising flow of lovely fancies

—but a painter, no ! He merely tints.

fig. 1799 Anna Seward .S>«». i. Poet. Wks. iSio 111. 122

No more young Hope tints with her light and bloom The
darkening scene. i86x Holi.and Z.«f. /.//ir v. 72 All truth

is tinted by the medium through which it passes.

b. iechn, (See quot.)

1857 YouMANS Handbk. Househ. Sc. % 161 By the additicm

of black the red ts said to be shaded, by the addition of

white it is tinted.

C. intr. iox pass. To become tinted or coloured.

1891 Pict. IVortdj May 32/3 The forced leaves.. begin to

tint in about three hours.

Hence Ti*nted ///. a., coloured, tinged, dyed ;

tinted drawing ~ tint-drawing: see Tint sb.^ 3.

1821 Craig Lect. Drawing i. 15 Mr. Sandby.. denomi-
nated this manner tinted drawing. 1831 Williams Life Ji-

Corr. Sir T. Lawrence II. 351 /K7/f,The tinted drawings of

Lawrence are calculated to give the finest feelings lo the

imagination. 1853 Thackeray i?««i?«rf 11. xi, A face.. like a

tinted statue. 1905 Daily Citron. 8 May 8/5 Talking of

make-up reminds me of what we now call ' tinted ' hair.

Tint, obs. f. Tent sb.^ ; pa. t of Tine 7/.2

Ti*n-ta'ck. A tack, or short light iron nail,

coated with tin.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxviii, Mrs. Jarley served out

the tin tacks from a linen pocket. 1887 G. R. Sims Mary
Jane's Mem. vii. 91 He bad trodden on a tin-tack on the

carpet, point up.

Ti'ntage. rare. [f. Tint j^.1 + -age.] Tints

in the mass ; tinting.

1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
213 The sight wearies with the unvarying tintage—all shin-

ing green and vivid blue.

Tintamarre (tintama'r). Now rare. Forms :

6 tyntamar, 7 tintamare, -marr, tintimare,

-marre, (tinamar), 7-8 tintamar, (9 -mara,

-merre, tintimar), 7- tintamarre. [a. F. tinta-

marre (15th c), of obscure origin : see suggestion

in Littre.] A confused noise, uproar, clamour,

racket, hubbub, clatter,

1567 Fenton Trag. Disc. 4r8, 1 leave you to judge what a
tyntamar entred the headof therie. 1603 Vix>kio Montaigne
III. xiii. 64^ Hee learnd and profited much by that hurly

burly or tintimare. 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. 64 He
preservd Ampelona. .witliout the least tintamarre or noise

of commotion. 1705 Vanbruch Confed. v. ii, But amongst
all this tintamar, I don't he.ir a word of my hundred pounds.

1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hunt. Life, Post. Groans
xxiii, During its intolerable, indomitable, and interminable

tintamara. 1834 H. Greville Diary ix Nov. (1883) 4oSuch
a tintamarre I never heard, but the audience were enthu-

siastic 1901 Academy 28 Dec. 635/1 The just.. praise he
wishes to utter is forestalled by a tintimar of rash eulogy.

Tlntare, obs. f. tiiu-tare : see Tine sb.* b.

Tint-block, -drawing, etc. : see Tint sb.^ 3.

Tinte, obs. form of Tent sb.^ (wine).

Tintenaga, tlntenagall, erron. var. Tutbnao.

Tinker (tintai). [f. Tint v. + -er1.] One
who or that which tints; now esp, an artist or
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painter skiUnl in tinting ; sptc. b. a tinted glass

slide used with plain slides in a magic lantern

;

c. an instrument or machine for tinting or colour-

ing paper or engraving tint-blocks.

s8n BvRON Juan xitf. cxi, Good hours of fair checks are

the lairest timers. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Painters 11,

i8f He was a most splendid tinter, but no colourist. 186a

Thobnbury Turner I. 48 The timers of backgrounds still

survive. 1891 Lewis Wright OMicaiProjection viii. (1906)

122 Timers may add very mucn to the pleading effect of
plain photographs, if used with suitable .subjects.

tTintemel. Ots. Also tyn-. [Origin un-

ascertained. (Cf. F. tinier to ring. )] ? Some form
of instrumental music. Hence f TintemelUnK a.

157s Gascoicnk Adv. F. I. Wks. 210 Calling the musi.
tions [he] caused them softly to sounde the Tynternali.

16itl. 218 His Mistres could not be quiet vmill she heard
hym repeat the Tinternell which he had vsed oyer night.

ihiJ.t She demanded secretly and in sad earnest, who
deuised this Tinternell. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 69
The Virgins on their loud liiiternelling Timbrils .. should
haue descanted on my praises. [1847-78 HALLlWEtL, Tinter-
nelty the name of an old dance. (Hence in later Dict&
Authoiity for tMs statement is not given.))

t Tint for tant. Obs. Also tint for taunt.

[A reduplicated phrase with antithetic modificalion

of the first member : cf. /// for lat. Probably
altered from taunt for {pour) taunt (Taunt
sb.^ i).] Retaliation, retort in kind.
i$ao T. Granger Div. Lo^kc 124 Regestion ts comniotily

termed like for like, pin dnuing out a pin, tint for taunt,
&c. 1677 Coles Eug.-Lat. Diet. s.v. Tint^ To give one tint

for lanl,/.rr/*a>-/ rr/^rri'. 1710 (////f) Tint for Taunt. The
Manager Managed. .in Remarks..upon a Sermon . . in . . St.

Paul Covent-Garden . . by . . R. L. Lloyd. i8a8 Craven
Gtost. 5. v., • Tint for tant ', a requital, similar to titfar tat.

Tintiness: see after TixTr a.

Tinting (ti-ntiq), vbl. sb. [f. Tikt r. + -ino i.]

The action of Tint v. ; the result of this ; tint or
tints; colouring. Aho at/rib. ; tinting-tool •=

tint-tool (Tint i*.i 3).

••SJ Kane Grinmell Erf. ix. (iSj6) 64 The water and the
skyTTbad a pearly or ash<oloTed tinting. 1856 £. CArrRN
Pormt, Gentle Annie, Scarce fifteen rosy years h.-id left

Their tintings on her check. 1879 Atcherlxv Boerland Ji
In colour it is very pleasing, the ground tinting being a
cinnamon brown.

Tintinnabnlant (tintinx-bidlant), a. [f. as
next + -antI.] Kinging or tinkling as a small bell;

jingling. (This and the allied words all ixniaiitic.)

ituH. & J.Smith Kej. AJdr., /oAnjovrCAoi/, That lig.

acoasbarricado. .decorated with fraptxim and tinlinnabulant
afipendam. i86s Daily TeL 11 June, The tintinnabulanc
fancies of an Pldgar Poe.

Tintinnabnlar (tlntinse-bl/rUi), a, [f. L.
tintinnabiil-um bell + -ar.] = next.

1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 392 The vulgar tin-
linnabular art of pulling ropes. 1835 Frasrrs Mag. XII.
OT Ha acOTU.. to sjrmpathtse with the bell-ringer in his
twrimnbiihr enthusiasm. i8j6 ' C. Bedc ' 7Vi/^> College
Li/k 57 He threw down the (morning paper), and imme.
diately responded to the tintinnabalar calL

Tintinnabnlary (tintlme-bidliri), a. {tb.)

[f. as prec. + -art •. Cf. med.L. tintinndbularius
' bell-man ' {Oxford LauJian Stalutes).'\ Of or
pertaining to bells or bell-rlnging ; of the natore of
a bell ; characterized by bell-rlnging.

1787 d CoLMAH Prose Sev. Occat , Let./r. Lexiphanes
Gloss., /?/«^-#A7«i', Tintinabulaiy chimes, used melaphori-
cally to signify dis[Ktlch and vehemence, liy^ .We-.v Monthly
Mag. I.VII, 131 That truly tintinnabulary peculuirity of
the Biiiish nation, tke 'half-liour bell'. 1886 T. Fiost
Country Jmlist. loi The bojr who responded promptly to
the tintinnabulary 1

b. ib, A bell-ringer.

>8>s Nrta Monthly Maf. XIV. ^94 Sacred, bat at tlw
same time thoughtless tintinnabulanes.

Tintinnabulate (tintlna.-bi;/W), a. rare. [ad.

L. tintinnabulat-us famished with a bell or bells,

f. lintinnShulum bell : see -ATI ^ a.] Bell-shaped.
1874 ^v^t.\nVnl iyAma\.\ii (1886) 13 How that lintili.

nabutate loof differs from the dome of the Pantheon.
So Tintinna'bulate v., intr. to ring, tinkle.
lao6 Daily Citron. 4 .Sept ^/4 For some days past.. the

ox-bells have clinked and tintlnnabulatcd.

Tintinnabulation (tlntlnxbidUi-Jm). [n.

of action f. L. lintinndbulum liell : »ee -ATIOH.] A
ringing of a tjell or bells, bell-ringing ; the sound
or music so prtxiuced.
i8ji PoE Bells i. Keeping time.. To the tintinabulation

that so musically swells From the bells. 1883 Keade in
Harper s Mag. }^n. ^y^/i All this tintinnabulation.. grati-
fied Vladimir's vanity.

Tintinnabulatory (tintinsebiiJIatari), a. [f. as
Tintinnabulate a. + -ory.] = Tintinnabulary.
i8«7 W. G. .S. Excnrs. Vill. Curate 129 Tapster of the

tlntinnabulatoTyc«rn'/>/Anrw,nn^fFalc-house. 1880 Daily
Tel. 10 \)vu 5/3 A clause authorising the tintinnabulatory
•promulgation of muffins.

Tintinnabule. humorous nonee-wd. [ad. L.
Ii>ilinnilhul-um.'\ A bell.

1834 Eraser's Mag. IX. 711 The tintinnabule . .brought
to my hand the promised jug of bubbling water.
Tintinna-buUsm. nome-wU. ff. as prec-t-

-ISM.] The art or practice of bell-ringing. So
Tintinna-buliat, a professional bell-ringer.
>M Afnv Monthly Mag. XVI. 474 An Armenian mass,

wUb an lU tintinabulism ', and nasal singing, and * incon-

dite music '. 1830 Eraser's Mag. 11. 450 An army of red-
coated lintinnabulists are called for to remind the gre.-tsy

citizens of the time.

Tintinuabnlous (tintinDe-bitSIas), a. [f. L.
tintimiabul-um : sec next and -ous.] Character-
lied by or pertaining to bell-rlnging.

1791-3 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1799) I. 225 Tintinnabulous
Intrepidity, or scenes of Dcll-ringing. i8sa-56 DeQuincey

I Conyess. (1862) 214, I, with many others who suffered
from his tintinnabulous propensities. 1897 F. Thompson

i Poems, yew Year's Chimes, Tintinnabulous, tuned to ring
A niultitudinous.single thing. Rung all in rhyme.

! II Tintinnabnlnm (tintlnx-bliilz'm). PI. -a.
! [L., a bell, f. tintinna-re to ring, clink, jingle +
bulum, suffix of instrument.] A small tinkling

bell. S\sofig. b. See quot. 1877.
(1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxviii. (149s) 935

Tintinabulum is the belle that is often hangyd abowte the
neckes of houndes & fete of foules and byrdes.) 1597 1st
Pt. Retum/r. Parnttss. V. L 1465 Thoue whorsonn tintu-

nabulum, thou that art the scorne of all good wilts. 178a
Cowper Table.t. 529 Be.iling alternately, in measured time,

\
The clockwork timinnabulum of rhyme. 1877 Knight /?rV/.

.Mech., 7*/»///iff/i/Wrr///, a musical instrument of jietcussion,

i consisting of a number of bells suspended in a frame.

j
t Ti-ntlnnate, !>. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem of

' L. tintinniire to ring: see -ate 3 5.] intr. To
ring, ns a bell ; to tinkle. Hence f Tintinna'tion
Obs. rare—", a ringing, a tinkling.

i6«3 CocKERAM, Tintinate, to ring like a bell. 1658
Phili IPS, Tintinnatioit,A ringing like a bell.

Tintist (ti-ntist). [f. Tint j*.t + -isT 4.] One
skilled in tinting, a tinter; one who prefers tinting

to colouring.
in^Univ. Rev. May 32 There ate the camps of the

colouiists and the tintists.

Tintless (ti-ntles), a. [f. Tint j*.t + -LE8S.]

Having no lint or tints ; devoid of colour.

1789 E. Darwih Bot. Card. 1. 491 The Adept .. Shades
with pellucid clouds the tintless field. 1813 T. BusBV
LucretiHs\.\\. 811 Tintless themselves, no colours seeds
unfold.^ 1878 Eraser's Mag. XVIII. 767 The blue heaven,
as we rise into it, is mere tintless air.

t Tinto (tinto), sby Obs. [a. Sp. tinto tinted,

deep-coloured, in vino tinto 'a blackish wine in

Spaine' (Minsheu).] Tent wine; = Tent sb.*

Also the n.-tme of a French wine: see quot. 1S33.
_I5M Minsheu Sp. Diet., Dial. 6 Which will you h.tue

Sir, Sack or Tinto [Sp. Slanco o tintoXi Marg., Tinto is a
wine in Spaine red and blackish. 1833 C. Keoding Wines
(i8<>i) 138 In the arrondissementof Monteliinart [in France]
. .there is a vineyard in the commune of Kochegude, and
the wine produced there, called Tinto, sells for a hundred
francs the hectolitre. X858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Tinto,
a red Madeira wine, wanting the high aroma of the white
loria ; arul, when okl, rejembling tawny port.

tTinto (ti-nto), a. and j/'.- Obs. [a. It. tin/a

dyed, tinted ; a dye.] aei/. Tinted ; sb. a tint

:

see (tuots.

1686 Agi.iondy Painting lltusir. Explan. Terms, Tinto,
b, when a thing is done only with one Colour, and that
generally Black. 1739 Etir. Carter Algarotti on ' A^#t«n

/tfw'r Theory' (1742) I, 203 Vou will see Colours and half
Tintos appear.

Tintometer (tintjrmrtai). [f. Tint j4.1-h

-oHETEii.] An apparatus for the exact determina-
tion of colour : see tiuots., and cf. Colorimeter.
1889 Daily f/etvs 9 May 5/7 Royal Society Soiree. . . Mr.

J. WTLovibond, of Salisbury, exhibited an instiument called
the Tintometer, an invention which, by means of numberless
slips of coloured glasse^ measures colour blindness and
dinerencea of colour vision between the two eyes. 1895
Westm. Gam. 11 Nov, 3/1 The inventor of a tintometer has
told us recently that he can account for 60,000,000 shades of
colour. 1898 Allhutl's S^sl. Med. V. 433 With the tinto-

meter.. three sets of definitely graded glasses are provided.

Hentx Tintoma'trio a„ of or pertaining to a
tintometer ; Tinto'matry, the use of a tintometer.

1901 Buck's llandbk. Med. Sc. 11. 58 Dark Box for Esti.

mating Percentage of Hxmoglobin by the Tintometric
Method. 1909 Cent. Did. Siippt., Tintometry.

Tint-tool : see Tint j*.i

tTi'ntregh. Obs. Forms: i tintres, -a,

tinters, 3 tintreo, -he, tintreow. [OE. linlre^

str. neut, tinlreta wk. masc The second element

is the same as in OH^ treia, ON. tregi wk. masc.,

Goth, trigo wk. fem., grief, woe, affliction, OF.
tregian, ON. trega, OS. tregan to grieve, afflict.

The first part is uncertain ; Sievers, on metrical

grounds, holds the vowel to be long, llntrega.'\

Torment, torture.

C893 K. Alfred Oros. t. xii. | 4 ponne he )>aTa manna
timre;^o ofcrhierde. C9S0 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. x. 28 Da
sauel & lic-homa losize vet fordoa in tinterjo :// cursun^,
— Luke xvi. 23 In nelle ahof (5a exo his ml33y were in

tintcrsum. ciooo Ags. Gosp., ibid., pa he oil J'am tintre.

Xum was. a 10*3 Wulfstan Horn. %\. (Napier) 185 In ^
ecan tintrcxu. a sas5 Leg. Kath. 4 r Wifl stronge tintreohen

& licomlicne pinen. a taa^ yuliana 18 For teone^ne for

tintreow )>at 3e mahen timbnn. a iz^Saivles tVarde in Colt.

Horn. 261 EorSliche tintreohen.

Hence fTlntre^lia (in 3 tintrajen) v. trans.,

to torment, torture.

<'ii7j Lamb. Horn. 13 Swa )iet heo cow tintrajed and
heow iswenchet.

Tinty (tl-nti), a. [f. Tint sb.^ + -t.] Full of

tints; having the tints too prominent or inhar-

moniously combined. Hence Tl'ntliieaa.

\?Zi Aihenxum 2 June 705/2 The prevalence of tinty
colouring, thinness of tone, and lack of solidity . . is still

observable among the members' works. 1886 ibid. 18 Sept.
377 What painters call tintiness when they observe that the
brilliancy of local tints severally affects their harmony and
the tertiaries are weak.

Tin-type (ti-nitalp). Photogr. [f. Tin sb. +
Type.] A photograph taken as a positive on a
thin tin plate : cf. Ferrotype 2. Also atlrib.
1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 1684/2 Ferrotypes, or tintypes,

as they are sometimes called. 1889 Anthony's Photogr.
Bull. II. 173 Having dallied with our very atlr,ictive ait
since the early days of tintypes. 1894 Brit. yrnt. Photogr.
XLI. 68 The tin-type man still continues to employ
collodion. Hence
Xi'n-typer, a photographer who takes tin-types.
tSga Stevensom & L. Osbourne Wrecker iii. 41 The trade

of a tin.typer proved too narrow for the lad's ambition.

Tin-vat to Tin-work : see Tin j*. 5.

Tin-worm : see Tin sb. 5 and Tine-'wobm.

Tiny (tai'ni), a. {sb.) Compared tinier, -iest.

Also o tynie, 7 tyny, tiney, -ye, 9 dial, teeny,
[app. f. Tine a. and sb. + -Y (? after adjs. in -y).

But some would take //m>' as alater spelling of *//K^,assumed
as the original form oiitne : see Note to Tine a.]

Very small, little, or slight ; wee, minute.
(In early use usually, and still often, preceded by little')

1598 ToFTE Alba (1B80) 21 Vet still (me thinkes) mine
Ayme, being not base, I should deserue some little tynie
Giace. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 4 A patterne or tiny
sample [printed ttiiy-samplel what my elaborate perform-
ance would bee in this case, had I a ful-sayld gale of pros-
perity to encourage mee. [1656 Vajovht Glossogr., Tiney (a

word used in Worcestershire and thereabouts, as a little

tiney).] 1664 Cotton Siarron. qy This Cupid was a little

tyny, Cogging, Lying, Peevish Nynny. 1677 Man of
Sin II. v. 93 In what part of the World ate such Tiny
Ciustlings used for Bread? Z691 Ray N. C. Words,
'Tiny, puny, little : it is usually joyned with * little ' as an
intensive: so they say, a little tiny thing. 1740-6 Mrs.
Delanv inZ^-t Corr. (1861) III. 31, I told you I was to
have a tiny ball on Monday. i8ia J. W11.SON Isle 0/Palms
I. 63 llie tiniest boat that ever sailed Upon an inland lake.

1858 Lytton What will he do 1. vi. On that knee she
clasped her tiny hands. 1879 Agnes Gibernb Sun, Moon
^ Stars If. i. (1880) 115 Examination with the microscope
only shows tinier and yet tinier wonders of form and Hie.

1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 168 Adela had of late been one
tiny bit exacting towards George.

B. ti%sb.

fl. A very small amount: -= Tine j*." (perh.

only a copyist's error for this.) Obs. rare~'.
a t6so LordoyLearne^js'inTuTmv.PercyEoiiol. 192 Thou
hast striken the Lotd of ieatne a title tinye aboue the knee.

2. A tiny one, a very small child, an infant.

Usu. in pi. tinies (cf. grown-ups).

t96i* lio\,URt.K%' Annie Warleif^h II. 270 The little ones
..marshalled by the infant class mistress, and by Alice who
was a clever manager amongst the very tinies. 1883 Sword
tk Trowel Jan. 37 Sure to please the growing tinies. 1883
G. Meredith Love in yalley xxii. When she was a tiny.

Tinyness, obs. form of Tininess.

-tion, a compound suffix, representing, often

tbrongh Fr. -lion, OF. -cion, ME. -cio{u)n, L. -tio,

-lion-em, consisting of -/<», -ion-em added to the -t of

a L. participial stem, as in rela-l-ion, comple-t-ion,

frui-t-ion, muni-l-ion, protec-t-ion, delen-t- ion, op-

inion : see -ation and -ion. Rarer forms are -sion,

xion, as suspen-s-ion, infle-x-ion. The etymologi-

cal meaning was primarily ' ihe state or condition

of being (what the pa. pple. imports) ', e. g. the con-

dition of being related, completed, protected, de-

tained, suspended, infected, etc. But already in

L. -tio was used for the action or process of relating,

completing, suspending, eta, and also concretely

or quasi-concretely, as in diclio, the condition of

being said, the saying of something, a saying, a

word ; so nalio birth, a brood, a nation ; oralio

mode of speaking, an oration. In Eng. the most
usual sense is that of a noun of action, equivalent

to the native ending -INO ', and having also the

kindred uses mentioned under that suffix.

•tions, compound suffix, repr. L. -l-iosus, con-

sisting of -iosus, -I0U8, appended to the -/ of a L.

participial stem. It thus serves to form adjectives

belonging to sbs. in -lion, as in ostentation, -tious,

ambition, -tious, caution, -tious, contention, -lious,

nutrition, -lious, superstition, -tious ; but its range

is much narrower than that of -lion.

Tip (tip), J*.' Forms: 3, 6-7 tippe, 5-6 typpe,
typ, 7tipp; 6- tip. [In 15th c. typ, typpe, the

former = MLG., MDu., LG., Du., EFris. lip,

MHG. lipf. Da., Norw. tip, Sw. tipp, all - ' point,

extreme end, very top '. Not known in OE., ON.,
OS., or OHG. ; but perhaps cognate with tip{p)en,

Tip K.t, though the connexion of sense is not clear.

The modem cognate langs. have in the same sense

a derivative form •.—*lippul, MDu., Du., MLG.,
LG. tippel, MHG., Ger. zipfel.

(So far as is known, tifi has no etymological connexion
with top ; but the proximity of form and relative quality of
sound in the two words have c.tused tip to be felt as denot-
ing a thinner or more delicate topi cC drip, drop, chip,

chop, also T1P.T0P.)]
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TIP. 60 TIP.

1. The slender extremity or top of a thing; esp.

ihe pointed or lounded end of anytliing long and
slender ; the top, summit, apex, very end.
(The earlier exisleiice of the sb. is evidenced by tlie derivs.

tipping c 1325, tipped Qx tipt and tip-UH c 1386.)

c 1440 Promp. Parzf. 494/2 Typpe, or lappe {MS. S. typ
or lap] of the ere, /*/««MAJt. /^'<?., Typ, of the iiese. isais

TiNDALK Luke xvi. 24 Sende Lazarus that he maye depe the
lippe off his fynger in water and cole my tonge. 1535
CovEftDALE I Safft. xxiv. 4 Dauid stode vp, & cut of the
typpe of Sauls garment guyetly. 1568 C, Watson Polyb.
68 i'his hill . . hauint; a plain on y* very tippe, twelue mites in

compasse. 1583 Stanvhurst yEneis i. (Arb.) 21 In typs of
billows soom ships wyih danger ar hanging. 1613-16 W.
Browne Brit. Past. i. ii. 30 Where the Raine-bow in the
Horizon Doth pitch her tips. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
8 The Pole-star. .in the tip of the Htlle Beares taile, 1753
Fkanklin /.«//., etc Wks. 1840 VI. 179 That spout. .was
an inverted cone, with the tip 01 apex towards the sea.

1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 175 The tip of the horn is

used by the makers of knife-handles. 1875 Darwis /nscc/iv.

PL xii. 280 Long narrow leaves gradually widening towards
their tips. 1881 — in Life ."j Lftt. (1887) I. 98 How many
and what admirably welt adapted movements the tip of a
loot possesses.

fb. yf^. Utmost point, extremity; highest point,

apex, crown, Obs. (Cf. also Tipe sb^)
a 1215 Ancr. R. 338 On o3er half, moni mon abit to schri-

ucn him uort t>e nede tippe. (But this may be Tip v^ i.)

1567 Harman Caveat (1869) 20 Not one amongst twenty
wyll discouer, eyther declare there sceiorous secretes: yet
with fayre flatteringe wordes, money, and good chere, I

haue attained to the typ by such as the meanest of them
haih wandred these xili. yeares. 1581 Rich Farcxvcll
(Shaks, Soc.) 47 From the tippe and heeght of degnitie, you
have not spared.. to become a subject of all mishaps. 1581
Mulcaster Positions xxxix. (1887) 320 The prince and
soueraigne being the lippe of nobilitie. i6s6 H. Jonson
Utaple c/N. 11. v, He is..my Chiefe, the Point, Tip, Top,
and Tuft of all our family.

+ C. Old name for an anther, or summit of a
stamen. Cf. Apex 6 a. Obs,
iyy6 Withering Brit. Pianfs (1787) \, 133 Polycarpon.

Allseed... Chives 3 ..Tips roundish. x8o7CRABBE/*ar.^Cir.
I. 619 Esteemed of old but tips and chives,

2. A small piece of metal, leather, etc., attached

or fitted on to something so as to form a serviceable

end ; as the buckle of a girdle {obs.)y a ferrule, the

leather pad on the point of a billiard-cue, a pro-

tecting cap or plate for the toe of a shoe, etc.

£1440 Prompt Parv. 494/2 Typpe, of a gytdylle, mania-
culum, 154s Rates of C.:stoms cviij, 'I'yppes for homes
the C. nil, d. 1570 Levins Manip. 140/16 Y» Tippe of a
staffe, ferretum. xSox Southev Thaitiha vi. xvi, There
hung a horn beside the gate, . . He took the ivory tip, And
through the brazen-mouth he brealh'd. 1873 Bennett &
Cavendish Billiards <) About 1807 the leathern tip [of the
cue] was invented. 1877 Knight Did. MecJuy Tip...-^.

{Shoepnaking,) A protecting cap at the toe end of a shoe.

4. The nozzle of a gas-burner. 5. A ferrule; as the tip of
a bayonet scab1:)ard. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ, 15 The
metal iridium.. is wanted for making the tips of gold pens.

b. Costume. The end of a tail of fur, or of a

feather, as used in trimming, etc.

x68x Land. Gaz. No. 1649/8 A large Muff of Sable Tipps
for a Woman. i886 Casselfj Emyd. Diet., Tip,.i. Mil-
littery : The end of a feather in trimming. 1904 Daily
News 25 Mar. 7 Her hat was set at an alarming angle, and
its nodding 'tips ' followed her every movement.

O. Atiglitig. The topmost joint of a fishing-rod.

1891 Cent. Diet. s. v., A tip made of split bamboo is called

a quarter-section tip, and by English makers a rent and
glued tip. i8gs Outing (U.S.) XXX. 431/t Putting the
bait tip on a ten-ounce split bamboo, 1 tied a spoon and a
flight of swivels to the line.

d. Hat-making. The upper part of the crown of

a hat ; a stiff lining pasted in this part.

1864 Webster, Tip,..^. The lining of the top of a hat ;

—

so called among halters. 1877 Knight Did. Mech.y Tip.

.

.

A circular piece of scale or paste board pasted on the inside
of a hat crown to stiffen it.

3. A thin flat brush, made of camel's or squirrers

hair (originally the tip of a squirrel's tail) fixed

between two pieces of cardboard glued together,

used for laying gold-leaf, as in bookbinding; also,

a piece of wood covered with flannel, similarly used.
1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art U. 801 The inslru-

ments used in gilding are the following: A cushion. ..A
knife. ..The tip, which consists of a squirrel's tail with the
hairs cut short. It is used for taking up whole leaves of
gold, and applying them to the sur^ce to be gilt. 1837
Whittock Bk. trades (1842) 117 (Carver and Gilder) The
brush with which the gold is applied to the work ; this is

called a tip, and is formed by putting a few fine hairs between
two pieces of card. 1888 Arts ^ Crafts Catal. 85 Finally,
the gold (gold leaO is applied by a pad of cotton wool, or
a flat thin orush called a tip '.

4. a. A light horse-shoe, covering only the front
half of the hoof, b. = Foothold 2.

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal L 172 On turning horses
out to grass, it is common to remove their heavy shoes, and
furnish them with light ones, or tips as they are called. 1903
U.S. Dept. of Agr., Spec. Rep. Dis. Horse 404 A shoe,
called a 'tip ', is made by cutting off both branches at the
center of the foot and drawing the ends down to an edge.
The tapering of the branches should begin at the toe.

5. Phrases, a. From tip to toe : from top to
bottom (more usuallyy?w« top to toe : see Top sb.).

•f"
b. In the tip of the mode : in the height of fashion

(cf. 1 b). t C. A^either lip nor toe : not a particle

or trace, none at all. d. On (or at) the tip of one's

tongue \ on the point of being, or ready to be,

spoken. So (rarely) at the tips of ones fingers,

ready to be ]>erformed or executed.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1, 520 There is neither tippe

nor toe remaining in it [Leicesterl of the name Kat%. 1709
Brit. Apollo IL No. 79. 2/2 She. .will always be in the
Tip of the Mode. 1723 De Foe Moll E'landers (1840) 184
She had arguments at the tip of her tongue. 1823 Lock-
hart Reg. Dalton vni. vii, Out with the word, man—it's

on the tip. 1853 Kane Grinncll Exp. xxx, (1856) 263, I

give in detail my diess. ..Here it is, from tip to toe. 1859
W. Collins (?• ofHearts i. All the modern accomplishments
at the tips of her delicate fingers.

6. attrib, and Comb., as tip-drip^ -eared adj.,

-end (alsoy?^. : cf. i b) ; tip-foot, a form of club-

foot in which the heel is drawn up ; tip-paper,

a stiff kind of paper used for lining hat-crowns
(cf. 2 d) ; tip-stretcher, an apparatus for stretch-

ing hat-crowns ; tip-worm, the larva of a gall-fly

{Cecidomyia vaccinii) which infests the buds of

the American cranberry {Cent. Diit.).

189s Mrs. Phelps Chapters fr. Life vi. 116 How dainty
was the *tip.diip of the icicles from the big elm-bough.
1880 Mem. y. Le^^gezs^ Is man. .the derivative of tailed and
'lip-eared progenitors? x68o Moxoti Mech. Exerc.x.iyq'Vh^
*Tip-end of an Horn with its Tip downwards. 1803 Fes-
snNDEN Poet. Petition 6 Discover'd worlds within the pale

Of tip end of a tadpoleVs tail. 1885 Century Mag. XXIX.
190/2, I mean to flirt with him to the very tip end of my
iwwers. 1857 DuNGLisoN Med, Lex. s.v. Kyilosisy Talipes
cijumiis,.. 'Tip-foot, 1877 Knight Did. Mec/i.^ 'Tip-
paper, a variety of paper of a rigid quality, made for lining

the tips or insides of hat-crowns. lOid. s.v., Kickemeyer's
power "tip-stretcher is shown in Fig. 6470.

Tip, sb.'^ Also 5 tippe. [app. f. Tip v.^'\ An act

of tipping, a light but distinct impact, blow, stroke,

or hit ; a noiseless tap ; a significant touch, f Tip
for tap = tit for tat : see Tit sb.'^, and cf. tap for
tap in quot. 1597 s. v. Tap sbJ^ I. Foul tip

(Baseball), a foul hit in which the ball is only
grazed : cf. Foul a, 14.
a 1466 Chas. Dk. Orleans Poems (Roxb.) 7 Strokis grete,

not tippe nor tapp. 1575 Gascoignk Adv. F, I. Wks.
n. 249 Much greater is the wrong that rewardeth euill for

good, than that which requileth \pr. requirethj tip for tap.

1577 tr. Buliiuger's Decades (i^ii) 154 Not tobragge of any
thing ouer arrogantly, not to answere tip for tap [L, non
7-esponsare\ i6^WitLzr Hexapia Exod. 488 Hethatabused
his parents. ., that gaue them but a tip, or a reuiling word.
a 1825 FoRBV Voc. E. AngUa, Tip, . . a smart but light blow.
1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 695 A smart tip of the whip
will take the courage out of him. 1889 Century Mag.
Oct. 837/1 Wont to wear a small piece of rubber in the mouth
as a protection to the teeth from foul tips.

Tip, s/k^ [f. Tip t'.'* sense 2 (which occurs

1*1700).] A small present of money given to an
inferior, esp. to a servant or employee of another
for a service rendered or expected; a gratuity, a
douceur : see Tip vA a.

17SS J. Barf.bones in Coptiioisseur No. 70. 417, I assure
you I have laid out every farthing.. in tips to his servants.
18x2 J. H. Vaux Flash Did. s. v.. To take the tip, is to
receive a bribe in any shape ; and they say ofa person who
is known to be corruptible, that he will stand the tip, x8i8
Sporting Mag. II. 165 A handsome tip was demanded at
the gate. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Doubts ^ F. i,

Sir Harry was liberal in his 'tips , and consequently a great
favourite of Phillips [the waiter]. 1855 Thackekay Keiv-
comes xvi, What money is better bestowed than that of a
schoolboy's tip? 1877 I^lack Green Past, xxx, Two sove-
reigns was the least tip to be slipped into the hands of the
custom-house officer. Mod. The porter will expect a tip.

b. attrib. and Comb.
18x3 Sporting Mag. XLI, 106 The tip-money, or usual

fee to the purchaser s coachman, upon the sale of horses.

1890 Morrow Bohem. Paris 149 After the bill is paid, the
tip-box^ is supposed to receive two sous for Marie and
Augustine.

Tip, sbJ^ colloq. or slang, [perh, from Tip z/.i,

with the notion of tipping or lightly touching the

arm or elbow of a person by way of a private

hint, or from Tip v.^ in the phrase to tip (any
one) a wink^
A piece of useful private or special information

communicated by an expert ; a friendly hint ; spec.

* an advice concerning betting or a Stock-Exchange
si^eculation intended tobenefit therecipient'(Farmcr

Slang) ; also, a hint as to special points thought
likely to come up in an examination ; hence iransf.

a special device, * wrinkle ',
* dodge \ Also attrib.

The simple word was prob. in use before 1845.

1845 Athinxitm Oct. 964/2 Xenophon's Expedition of
Cyrus, Books 1. ii. iii. Translated literally. ..Of such books
as this ('tip-books ' as school-boys call them,)., we doubt the
value. 1865 Daily Tel, 4 Dec. 4/4 Dejected prophets who
have never yet made a single lucky political ' tip '. 1867
F. Francis Angling i. (1880) 44 A tip from a good man on
the spot is most useful. 1868 Morning Star 10 Mar., The
evil of cramming and of 'tips' will be increased by the new
scheme, instead of being diminished. x886 Q. Re2i,}n\y 175
To keep the Foreign ()ilice promptly supplied with every
commercial 'tip 'that can be of use to British trade. 1888
Annie S. Swan Doris Cheyne i, My father was a stock-

broker, and he taught me all the tips he knew. 1899 T. M.
Ellis Three Cat's-eye Rings 21 Offering her good tips for

sporting events. Alod. A successful crammer, clever at giving
' tips ' for an examination.

D. The straight tipi^ see quots.
1871 Punch 26 Aug. 78/2 Honest advice as to wagering

will henceforth be known as the straight tip, X873 Slang
Diet, s. v., T'he 'straight lip ' is the tip which comes direct

from the owner or trainer of a horse. Of late years a
'straight tip ' means a direct hint on any subject. X879 Miss
Uraddon Clov. Foot xxxv'm, That's a kind of thing we never
tell. We got the straight tip; that's all you need know.
1894 DovLK S. Holmes 7 Let me have the straight tip and
you won't be a loser.

c. transf Something with respect to which a
* tip ' is given ; e. g. the probable winner in a race.

1873 liESANT & Rice Little Girl 11. xxiii, He had on some
. . occasions taken a long shot, backed a tip or a fancy. 1886
St. Stephen's Rev. 13 Mar. 11/2 Florin [racehorse], who was
a great tip, performed most moderately. ^

d. To 7Jiiss one^s tip : orig. in circus slang (see

quot. 1897) ; hence, to fail in one's aim or object.

1854 DicKKNS Hard T, i. vi, Jupe [a circus clown] has
missed his lip very often, lately. ..Was short in his leaps
and bad in his tumbling.. .In a general way that's mis^ng
his tip. 1857 Hughes Jom Bro7vn i. iv. One. .runs right
at the leaders, as though he'd ketch 'em by the heads, only
luck'ly for him he misses his tip, and comes over a heap o'

stones first. 1887 W. We.stall Two Millions xx. I. 175
One of those fellows who have missed their tip somehow,
and come down in life. 1897 Barrere & Leland Did.
Slang, To miss the tip, (circus), ..in exhibitions it has a
s[}ecial application to the performer not undetstandirtg or
catching the tip or word which indicates that be must act.

e. Comb. ^ tip-book: see quot. 1845 above.

Tip, sb.^ [f. Tip z/.2, esp. senses i b, 2, 3.]
I. Skittles. (Cf. Tip v:^ i b.)

+ 1. The knocking over of a pin by another which
falls or rolls against it, as distinct from knocking
one down by the immediate impact of the bowl.

In some forms of the game applied also to other

modes of knocking down, distinct from bowling.

1673 [R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 54 Down they [nine-pins]

all come at a tip and throw. 1694 S. Johnson Notes Past,
Let. Bp. Burnet i. 39 That is a cleaverer Tip.. than taking
out the Middle Pin, and throwing down none of the rest.

1773 A. Jones {title) The Art of Playing at Skittles...

Shewing Both the Old and the New Methods of forming
General Goes and Tips. Ibid. 20 The greatest go that can
be had is 40, or 20 at the bowl and the same at the tip; the
least go mu^t be i.

ib) 1801 Siri;tt Sports 4 Past. 111, vii. % 10 Dutch-pins.
The player first stands at a certain distance from the frame,
and throws his bowl at the pins . . ; aftei wards he approaches
the frame and makes his tipp by casting the bowl among the
pins. 18x9 Pantologia X. s. v. Skittles, The bowler must
stand to take his tip with one foot upon the spot where the
bowl stopped.

II. The act of tilting and derived uses.

2. An act of tipping up or tilting, or the fact of

being tilted ; inclination. (^Cf. Tip v% 2.)

1849 CuppLta Green Hand viii. (1856) 72 Back again it

[a shatk]came.. towards us, till it sank with a light tip, and
a circle or two on the blue water. x86a Grove Corr. Phys.
Forces (fid, 4) 138 The 'tip', or the raising of the weight,
is peifoimed by the electrical repulsion and attraction.

Alod. Give the cask a slight tip^

3. A place or erection where wagons or trucks of

coal, etc. are tipj>ed and their contents discharged

into the hold of a vessel, or into a cart, etc b. A
wagon or truck from which coal, etc. is tipped ; short

for tip-cart, tip-car {Cent. Diet.). (Cf. Tip 2/.2 3.)
x86a Ctistlemaine (Australia) Daily Nezvs 2 July, A young

man . . met with an accident whilst working the ' tip ' at the
railway embankment, behind Bruce's Foundry. 1885 Sir J;
Pearson in Law Times Rep. LI I. 546/1 There is a spring .

.

close to the bottom of the tip as it at present stands. 1889
Daily News 19 July 2/8 There were seventeen fixed tips

in the dock.. for coal loading, and foundations had been
laid for two more tips. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss.,

Tip, a lofty erection of wood and iron pl.iced upon the quay
wall at the side of the deck, and under which ships ate

placed to receive their cargoes of coal. .. Tips^, screens

or other arrangements upon which the mineral is upset from
the tub or tiam and conveyed into a waggon, cart, or boaL
y/]^f2, 'slaiths' or other erections with shoots into which
the coal is emptied from waggons and then shot or tipped
into the hold of the vessel. 1904 A. Griffiths jo Years
Public Service xVu 169 Long rows of trucks.. were hauled
up by steam power and run on to the * tips'.

4. a. The mound or mass of rubbish, etc. that 15

tij^ped. b. A place or receptacle into which earth

or rubbish is lipped or shot ; a dumping-ground.
1863 SiMMONus Did. Trade, TV)*,.. rubbish thrown from a

quarry. 1890 Lancet 14 June 1311/2 Near to the affected

dwellings is the town 'tip' for refuse. 1901 Daily News
5 Jan. 6/5 From the temporary termination of the Golds-
worth tip to the western side of Brookwood station the work
is as yet one of preparation only. 1910 Times 18 Jan. 3/1
The defendant corporation had the useof the tip, and their

carts were.. crossing the field. .to the tip.

5. Comb. : see Tip- in comb.

t Tip, sb.G slang. Obs. [Perh. from Tir v.^

sense 4or 5 ; but possibly shortened from TlPPLE sb.^

Intoxicating liquor; a draught of liquor. Also in

comb, tip-merry a., merry with liquor, slightly

intoxicated.
i6ia Bnrford Reg. in Hist. MSS. Coinm., Var.CoUed. I.

85 [One man is described as unfit to keep an alehouse]

because he will be lipmerrie himsejf. a 1700 H. E. Did.
Cant. Cretv s.v. Bub, Rum-bub, c very good Tip (in 1725
New Cant. Did., * Tipple''], Ibid, s.v., A Tub ofgooti Tip,

(for Tipple) a Cask of strong Drink. 1717 Ramsay Ele^
on Lucky H'^ooti v\, {Sc.) She ne'er. .kept dow'd tip within
her waws. 1738 Swift J*ol. Convcrsat. 144 Miss (with a
Glass in her Hand). Hold your Tongue, Mr. Neverout, don't

speak in my Tip.

Tip, z'.^ Forms : 6 tippe, 7- tip. Pa. t. and
pple, lippodj tipt. [ME. (?) and 1 6th c. tippe agrees
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in form and sense with Du., LG., mod.Ger. tipptn^

Sw, tippa to strike, poke or touch smartly or

lightly ; of obscure origin, but perhaps from the

same Teut. root as Tip sb.\, q. v. Of this Tip sb.'^

is app. a derivative. It is not certain that senses a

and 3 belong to the same word ; sense a might be

directly from tiptoe ; but cf. ON. tifa-sk * to move
the feet quickly, to trip', which Falk and Torp
incline to refer to the same root.]

1. trans. To strike or hit smartly but lightly ; to

give a slight blow, knock, or touch to; to tap

noiselessly.

IQuoL a 1225, 1" TiPf^.' I b, may perh. belong here with
the sense * until the need or necessity strikes or hits '.]

1567C.OLDING Ch'itCs Met, V. 570, One Cromis tipped
of his head [v. Fab, i. 104 Huic Cromis..Decutit ense

caput 1: his head cut off streight way Vpon the Altar fell.

579 OossoM Ap<'L Sck. Abiist (Arb.) 64 Libels, which
are but clay, and rattle on mine armour, or tip[>e me on the
shinnes. dti6c»7 J. RAVNoi.ns /^rt^A. fiaggaix. (1649) 114
To keep them (their sheep] in by threatiiing them, and a
little tipping them. 1708 Reply to Bickersta^Detected in

Swt/I's lyis. (1755) II. I. 166 A third rogue tips me by the
elbow, and wonders, how I have the conscience (etc.). 1840
THACKEttAY I>'tt/i^ni/i aw Ctms/ir. ii, [He] felt himself sud-
denly tipped on the shoulder.

b. Cricket. To hit (a ball) with the edge of the

bat when attempting a drive, so that it glances off.

Hence Tip^nd-ntn^ a form of cricket in which the bats-

man is obliged to run if he bits the ball ever so lightly.

2. ifttr. To step lightly; to trip; to walk min-
cingly, or on tiptoe; also/ff.
tBng BtotJew. Mag.V. 401/2 The shortened notes more trip,

aomcly tipped over than tn the muilcrn airs. 1881 L. R
VfALfiMo V/cJk J^etA^rfy V. ^g Tbesicblo' hcr..tippin* up to

her chair.. garrcd me laitch sae. 1890 Harper's Afag. Aug.
vo/a He stopped breathlessly, and then tipped on cautiously,

kee^ng the endrcling line of bushes between him and the
carriage.

3. Mus. (See Tippihg vS/. sK^ b.)

4. * To toss, as carded hair, so that it will fall in

tufts' {Funk's Stand, Diet. 1895): see TiPPUiO
vht. slf,^ c.

Tip, v,'^ Forms : a. 4-7 type, 5-6, o dial.

iipe (taip) ; ittjl, 5 tipen, 6 typed. ^. 6- tip

;

/«^. 7 tippeth, tipt, 7-8 tip*d, 7- tipped, 8

tipp*d; 7-9 tipping. [Origin and form-history

obscure : known first in form type (14th c), tipe,

in literary use as late as 1632 (sense 7), and still dia-

lectal from Cumberland to Shropsh. and £.Anglia.

Tip with short vowel appears in 1581 (sense 6).
Ilw ME. verb may have l>cen ///c, tipte, tipt (cf. ktep,

tept, kept), and the short /' of the past have been later taken
over into the present (perh. under the influence of Tkr ?.,
though not necessarily so).)

I. Transitive senses.

1. To overthrow, knock, or cast down, cause to

fnll or tumble ; to overturn, upset ; to throw
down (off a support, oat of a vehicle, etc.) by
effort or accidentally.

•.13.. E.E,AItit, P.C 5o6,&if I..t>*pedouny)ndcrtoun
when hit turned were. 11x400-50 W/rrai^/rr 1303 (Dubl.
MS.) Sone )>e toppe of |k toure he typ>'3 \AtktM0lt MS,
tiltls] in ^ water. Ibid. 1418 Sum. .Typed torrettcsdoune,
towrcs on hepes, 1530 Palscr. 758/2, 1 type over, 1 over*

throwr, or ovcrwhelme, J4 renntru, 1570 LrviRs M'tnip,

141/47 To 'iyi>e a ball, profiigere. x86« C. C Robinsom
Leedi Clots. 442 Type that box off o' that carL 1887 South
Cheih, i'llciu I. v., Nai, sey as yo dunna tipe that can o'er

wi' yur foot. 1904 in Eng. Diat. Diet. s.v.

^ ("S*? in Tir r.* i may possibly belong hercl
JI16S0 BuTLKR RetH., Panegyric om Sir J. DtnkatH 36
NoChina Cupboard iiidcly overthrown; Nor I^y tip'd, by
being accosted, down, a 1715 ButNET Om'K Time an. 1677
(1S23) II. 107 Here would be a precedent to tip down so
many loidsatatime. 1741 Rkmaiidsom Piun€ta\\%z^) \. 77
They. .lipped me into the dam, crying, Lie there^ parson,

till tumorrow ! 1791 ' G. Gambado ' /(«Jk Iforsem. ix. (iSoq)

\rf)^ I tipp'd my na^ over a broken place in the nndL 1S69
Tozr.K ifighl. Turkey II. 268 [She] tipped th« pot over.

1880 Mary FrrzoiBBoN Trip to Manitoba xii. 138 A woodcr
we were not tipped over toe bone's back. 1894 Outing
(U.S.) XXIV. 190/1 It would be far from the truth to Mate
that a canoe cannot be upset. Under certain conditions it

is easier tipped than a boat. 1909 Nation 6 Mar. 851/3
Cai icaturcs of fat Jews tipped out of motor cars.

b, Skitttti, \{n) In the older game, said of a
|>in: To knock down anotlicr by falling or rolling

against it, as distinguished from the direct action

of the bowl, Obs, (^) In some forms of the game,
applicil to other modes of knocking down a pin.

1679 A. I^xnrbLL Judic, Univ. 237, 1 have carrinl four and
tip|wd six Pins. 1773 A. Johks Art Skittie Playing 16 The
next in height and value [to the king or middle pin] were
the four comer pins . . these were called Dukes, Lords, and
Nobles; . .TbcM four counted for three each when tipped \rf
the King or his consequents, but if by the bowl or any other
from it, either of their own height or lower, they only counted
for two each, llie remaining four were called Common,..
and counted for two each when tipped by the King, but by
any other only one each. 1884 Sat. Rev. 18 Oct. 494/2 The
skill was to hit over the King, and make him ' tip ' as many
pins as possible over with him, as thus the greatest number
of poinu was scored-

W ly.. Rules ^ instr./orplaying at Skittles (Sat. Rev.
8 Oct. SS84, 49B/2), Care should be taken in Tipping not to
jump into the Frame immediately after, as in tins case lie b
not allowed any of ihc Pins he Tips. 1785 Grose Diet,
4'titji, '/*. S.V., Tipping, at these games, ii slightly touching

the tops of the pins with the bowl. x8oi Stbott Sports ^
Past. ill. vii. § 9 In playing at sktttles, there is a double
exertion;^ one by bowling, and the other by tipping:
the first is performed at a given distance, and the second
standing close to the frame upon which the pins are placed,
and throwing the ball through the midst of them, 1819
Pantologia X. s. v. Skittles, When the learner is to tip for

four upon game, he should choose the eighth, seventh, sixth,

and fourth pios.

2. To cause to assume a slanting or sloping

position; to raise, push, or move into such a posi-

tion ; to incline, tilt. Often with up,
16*4 H^yyiooo Gunaik. v. 233 Shee tipped up the table

and flung down all that was upon it. 1840 K. H. Dana
Be/. Mast vii. 16 We hove in upon our chain, and.. tipped
our anchor, and stood out to sea. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, I'oy. Eng,, 1 waked. .with the belief that some one
was tipping up my berth. 1868 Lockyek Guillemin's
IleazvHs (ed. 3) -^79 How much the south pole will be tipped
up—how the axis will exactly lie. 1894 Qkqqkett Raiders

55 May Mischief seemed to incline her ear, tipping it a
little to the side to listen.

b. To tip the scales : to tilt or depress the scale

of a balance by excess of weight; to turn the

scale; also^y.
1884 Harper's Mag. June 111/2 Single fish often tipping

the scales at from live to seven pounds. 1893 St, Louis
Globe-DetHOcrat Oct., She tips the scales at 150 pounds.

3. To empty out (a wagon, cart, truck, or the

like, or its contents) by tilting it up; to dump.
183B Cixnl Eng. ff Arch, JrnL I. 354/1 On this stage the

Wi)gi;onsarerun,and the contents tipped with great rapidity.

184a ibid. V. 85/2 The sub-contractor. .had. .to keep the
road in repair, and tip or turn the dirt. 1895 Latu Times
Rep. LXXIII. 157/1 The Holyhead breakwater.. was con-
structed by tipping into the harbour some 6,ooo/xx> tons of
large stones, 1910 Times 18 Jan. 3/1 A ^iece of land which
was used for the purpose of tipping rubbish.

1 4- fig. (from a). To render unsteady, make
drunk, intoxicate, slang, Obs, (Cf. Tip sb,^")

1605 [see Tip v?\ 1633 MARMtoN Antiquary iv. i, Your
master is almost tipt already. 1708 [see Tipped///, a.'}.

5. To drink off, ' toss off*, slang nnd dial.

a 1700 a E. Diet. Cant, Crew, Tip it all o^. Drink it all

oflTat a Draught, c 1765 Flix>v» 'Tartarian T. (1785) 46/a

A large glassful, which I tipped off. 1784 K. IIage Bar-
futnt Downs II. 49 As good claret as ever was tip'd. 1850
P. Crook li^ar 0/Hats 47 Who tip sly drams, while feigning

to cry 'Sweep*. X876 Cumberland Gloss. s.v., Tipe t up,

man, we've plenty mair.

H. Intransitive senses.

t6. To be overthrown, to fall, 0^j,(exc.as in 7),
ct4ao Death ^ Life 194 in Percy Folio III. 64 Trees

tremble for feare, and tipen to the ground. 1581 A. Hai l
iliad swx. 143 He thrild them through with deadly wounds,
they down to ground do tip.

7. To fall by overbalancing ; to be overturned or

upset ; to tumble or topple over.

a. isjo Pai-sor. 758/2 Hu carte typed over \s€ renuersa]
aga>-nst a banlce. 163a Sanukrson Senn, 558 When they
are ready, with catching at babies in the water, to type over,

a 18*5 toBiiY i'oc. E. Amglia, Tipe, to kick up or fall head-
long, from being top-he.ivy. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet, s.v,

p. x6ao Sanderson Serm. 1. 161 Like a ship all sail and
no ballast, that tippeth over with every bUst. 1890 W. A.
Waixacs Only a Sister 325 Over tips table, candle, and
cloth and all.

8. To oisume a slanting or sloping position ; to

incline, tilt ; e. g. of a balance ; now esp, of a cart,

a plank, etc. (usn. with up), to tilt up at one end

and down at the other so that anything supported

by it is (or may be) thrown off or emptied out.

1666 BuNVAH Grace Ab. \ 17s Still my life hung in doubt
before me, not knowing which way 1 should tip. 1807
VAMCOtfvu Agric, Deoan (1813) 125 They are made to tip

like lumbrilt. 1849 Alb, Smith Pottleton Leg. xxxi. His
dog-cart.. tipped back last year, .and lifted the horse in the

air. 1864 I^WRN Logic XX. (1870) yn Perhaps I do not know
how the table tips. 18B5 Lauf Times LXXVIIl. 391/2 As
the cart was lieing nnloadcd i

it unfortunately tipped up,

and one of the heavy **g««""*— fell

0. To tip offf also fimply to tip, or tip {over) the

perch : to die. slang or dial,

$, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant, Cretv, To Tip off, to Dye. 17*7
Gay Be^. Op. in. i, If that great man should tip off, 'twould

be an irreparable loss. 1735 Savage J^rogr. Divine 3g4
She, with Droken heart, Tips off—poor m>u1 ! 1737 [see

PhRCH sb,* 3 el 1808 Bentham Mem, ^ Corr. Wks, i84|

X . 444 What if you should happen to tip the perch before all

the children are grown upT
a. x8a8 Crajten Gloss., Ti^, * to tipe our ', to fall down, to

swoon. ' To tipe oflF *, lo die. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

Tip, ».3 Pa. t. and pple. tipped, tipt (ti-ped,

tipt). Forms : 5-6 typpe, 7- tip. Pa. t, 5

typpud, J-
tipped, 7- tipt (6 typte, 7 tip'd).

[f. Tip sb^ But perhaps partly representing ON.
typpa (Norw. typpd) to tip or top, and ON. typptr

(Norw. typpl^i tipped, topped.]

trans. To furnish with a tip ; to put a tip on, or

put something on at the tip (const. with)\ to

form the tip of, or adorn at the tip.

i4B3Cath.Atigl.29g/t To typpe, coruutare. 1530 Pai^ck.

758/3, I typpe a staffe with yionjje artuoye. 1605 Cam-
UF.N Rem. (1637) 114 He that did tip>tone iugges about the

brimme, Met witn a blacke pot, and that pot tip'd him.

1718 ^ore, Iliad vii. 501 Arose the golden chariot of the

day, And tipp'd the mountains with a purple ray. 17J8 —
Dune. I. 1^3 [163] Quarto's, ocLivo's, shape the less'ning

' pyre I And List, a little Ajax ti[7s the spire. i8ai Clakk K///.

j
MiNstr. II. 37 The faint sun tipt the rising ground. 1866

KooKBS Agru, <5- Prices I. xix. 471 Steel. .to tip the shares

and ploughshoes. 1897 Flandkau Hnroard Episfides V04
Two brilliant spots of pink tipped his high cheek-bones.

b. Most freq. in pa, pple. (See also Tipped
///. a,^ 2.)

c 1386 Chaucer Sompn, T. 32 His felawe hadde a staf
tipped [v.r. typped] with horn. triAoo Laud Troy Bk,
6968 A sta! worth spere . . With stelen bed that wel was tipptd.
14.. Tumiaie's Vis. 870 His snowte was with irne typped.
iSSS Et)EN Decades 21 Arrowes typte wiib bones. x6io
Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 254 Their Hunters home
..tipt with silver. 1667 Milton P, L. vl s8q In his hand
a Reed Stood waving, tipt with fire. 1776 Withkhing Brit.
Plants (1796) 1 1. 342 Flowers . . white tipped with green. Ibid.
HI. 284 Scales.. fringed, tipt and edged with bl.ick. iSzx
Joanna Baillie Metr. Le^., Lady G. B. 27 With ink-stain
tipt. 1905 United Free Ch. Ma^. Feb. 8 The first arrow was
tipped with stone of the neolithic age, and the next. .with
electric telegraph wire, a theft from the twentieth century.

"577 NoRTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 17 Their venomous
tongs (typped with the mettal of infamy and slander). 1607
Beaumont IVoma/t-I/ater iv. ii, Sir, enter when you please,
and all good language tip your tongue. 1635 Sibbes Soufs
Conji. ii. (1638) 18 Doth not Satan tippe the tongues of the
enemies of religion now, to insult over the Church! 1735
West Let. in Grays Poems (1775) 6 The very thought, you
see, tiiK my pen with p>oetry i860 Reade Cloister^ II,

lit, An intelligent smile tipped with pity.

Tip, v,^ \0^^^- Rogues* Cant, of obscure origin.

(Possibly related to Tip v,^y through the notion of
touching lightly, but this is very uncertain.)]

1. trans. {Kogites^ Canty and slang,) To give ; to

hand, pass; to let one have; to put on, present,

or exhibit the character of: usually with dative of

l>erson. a. in various connexions and shades of

meaning ; sometimes little more than *do'.
i6io Rowi^Nos Martin Mark-all E ij. Tip me that

Cheate, Giue me that thing. 1676 Colks Dict.^ Tip the cole

to Adam Tiler, give the (stoln) money to your (running)
Comrade, dc 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant, Creiv, Tip^ togive^or
lend. 171a Steele S^ect. No. 324 r t Some are celebrated
for a happy Dexterity in tipping the Lion upon them ; which
is performed by squeezing the Nose fiat to the Face, and
boring out the Eyes with their Fingers. 1742 Fielding yos,

Andrews \\. xvii, Vou must not tip us the traveller; it won't
^o here. 1*1743 L'** Hkrvev Mem. Geo. II, I. 408 The King
tipped Horace the ' puppy ' once or twice. 1763 Brit. Meig.
IV. 372 Frank, tip us a chaunt ; which he did.^ 1779 Mmk.
D'Arblay Diarjf 28 May, I think you should tip the doctor
the same compliment. 1798 Wolcott <P. Pindar) Tales of
the Hoy Wks. iSts IV. 409 My Lord Carlisle can tip ye a
hundred rhymes in half an hour, a 1815 Ld. Tamworth
Let. to Parr Parr's Wks. 1828 VII. 29 My wife has said

she means to tip that excellent fellow a visit in the .Vutumn.
184J Mrs. Gore Fascin, 15 *Tip us your fist, old boy!"
cried he. XW4 Pae Eustace 129 * Tip me your fin^ my heart

ofoak \ said Joe. 1904 Hichens Woman w. Fan ix, You've
only got to tip her a note of thanks.

b. With a coin or sum of money as obj. (Hence
sense 2, in which the person, here the indirect or

dative, becomes the direct obj.)

x6xo Rowlands Martin Mark.all E iv. Tip a make ben
Roome Coue, Giue a halfepeny good Genllemen. 1(^73

R. Head Canting Acad. 13 Tip him no Cole, give him
no Money. 1719 D'Ubfev Pills VL 143 You will tip me
a Guinea. 1851 Mavhew Lond, Labour I. 325/2 If I could

tip up the $s. the day afier I'd paid the last week's is., I

must [etc-l. 1884 Pae Eustace 33 Come, tip me a shilling.

absot. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiii, I am quite out of

cash until my father tips up,

2. colloq, (orig. slang). To give a gratuity to ; to

bestow a small present of money upon (an inferior),

esp. upon a servant or employee of another, nomin-

ally in return for a service rendered or in order to

obtain an extra service ; also upon a child or school-

boy. Const, with,
170^-7 Farquhar Beaux Strat. ii. ii, Then I, Sir, tips me

the Verger with half a Crown. 1733 Swift Legion Club

134 Tipping him withhalf a crown, Now, said I^ we aie alone.

1747 Gentl. Ma0. Mar. 147/1 T'wou'd have paid The reck 'n-

ing clean, and tipp'd the maid. 175* Fielding Amelia xi. v,

He advised his friend., lo begin with tipping (as it is called)

the great man's servant. 1848 Thackf.rav Co/drib, to 'Punch'

Wks. 1886 XXIV. 189 You. .used to tip me when I was a
boy at school. 1883 J. H. Ingram in Harper's Mag. July
231/2 He had., tipped him to the extent of a sixpence.

b. a^W. To give a gratuity or gratuities.

i7«7 Gay Begg. Op. 111. i, Did he tip handsomely? 1825

C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 322 He used to Up pretty

freely, t^ Sat. Rev. 22 Sept. 358/2 He always manages
to secure attention... It is not because he tips : others tip,

and get left.

3. Phrase. To tip the (or cC) rvink, to give a wink

to a person as a private signal or warning. Also

to tip a nod,

1676 Etheredge Mau 0/ Mode i. i, I only tip him the

wink, he knows an Ale-house from a Hovel. 1698 Vanbrugh
/Esop v. 71 Tip but the wink, he understands you. 1711
Steele Sped. No. 498 P 3 The coachmen began, -to tip thd
wink upon each other. 1716 Swiff Dog ^ Thic/\\\,'Y\\ti

stock-jobber.. tips you, the freeman, a winlc. 1757 Smollett
Reprisal 11. iii, I came as soon as you tipped me the wink;

1841 Marryat /'f^Oi^Atrr xxii. The lad tipped a wink lo Joey.
i86x Dickens Gt. Expect, xwj I tipped him several more
[nods], and he was in great spirits.

fb. To indicate privately by a wink or the like.

1749 Fielding Tom yones viii. xii, I will tip you the

proper person.. as you do not know the town.

Tip, v.^ colloq, [from TiF j^."*]

1. trans. To give a * tip * or piece of private

information about; esp. to mention or indicate as

a probable winner, a profitable speculation, etc.
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1883 [see Tipping vbi. sb.^\. 1804 fVesim. Gas, 24 Feb. 7/2,

I am inclined to * tip ' Aston Villa both to head the League
and to win the Cup. 1807 iSitt 6 July 9/2 Florio RuKit-
tino..has been ' tipped ' by some of the papers for this race.

looj /ii'J. 15 Jan. ii/i At this time when South African
snares are being * lipped*. 1909 I^i'd. 6 Sept. lo/i A run
up to 90, the price for which the shares are tipped, would be
the easiest thing in the world.

2. To give a * tip* to ; to furnish (a person) with
private information as to the chances of some event.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1895 FunUs Standard Diet. s. v., The
jockey tipped the bookmaker.

3. inir. To furnish 'tips*; to carry on the
business of a tipster.

1903 Farmer & Henlev Slang Dici.^ Tip. ..As verb = to

impart exclusive information. 1909 IVcstm.Gaz. 8 Apr. 8/3
I'm a racing man, and I've tipped on all the principal race-

courses in England.

Tip, variant of Tup sb. * a ram% and v.

Tip-, the stem of Tip v.'^ (or Tjp sb.^)^ in com-
bination : esp. in names of vehicles constructed to

tip or tilt (endwise or sideways) for the purpose of

emptying out the contents at the end or side of the

track, as tip-car^ -cart^ -sled^ -truck j -vaUf -wagOH\
also tip-head, the top of the slope over which
material or rubbish is tipped ; tip-horse, the liorse

which runs out the wagons to the tip-head ; tip-

road, a road along which tip-cars or -wagons run

to a tip-head. See also Tip-cat, etc.

1891 Cent. Diet., ^Tip-car^..^ gravel-car or coal-car

livoted on its truck, so that it can be upset to discharge its

load at the side of the track ; a dump-car. 1879 Webster,
Suppl., 'Tip-cart. 1883 J. Quincv Figures 0/ Past (1884)

180 Springless tip-carts, very like those used ..for the carting

of giavei. 1888 H. E. Scudder in Atlantic Monthly Aug,
226/2 The idle muses are set at work. Pegasus is harnessed
to a tip-cart. 1843 Civil Eng. ^ Arch, jfrnl. V. 85/2 The
sub-contractor ..had to., take up and relay the road at the
gullet and *tip-head. Ibid. 2l(>/\ 1"he limitation of the
quantityof earth-work capable of being executed in one day,
occurs at the battery or liphead. 1851 Wiggins Embanking
65 The rapidity with which a bank could be built.. would
be limited by the number of *tip-roads. 1877 Knight Diet.
Afech.t * Tip-^Ud, a dumping-sled. The box is supported on
trunnions and on a front post, to which it is connected by
a hook. 1899 IVestttt. Gaz. 13 Nov. 9/1, 3 engines and
6 boilers, *tip trucks. 1901 Daily Tel. 14 Nov. 4/5 *Tip
vans for the vestry. 185a Wiggins Embanking 61 The best
way is thought to be by tram-roads and *tip-waggons. 1878
G. Denman in Law Rep, 3 Com. Pleas Div. 502, 100 tip-

waggons at iS /. each.

Tip-cat. [f. Tip v,^ + Cat sb.'^]

1. A short piece of wood tapering at both ends,

used in the game described in 2 : = Cat sb,'^ jo a.

1676 Grew Disc. Salts Plants ii. § 6 The Crystals
..were about the bigness of a Rice-Corn. In Figure
almost like a Tip-Cat, which Boys play with. x688 R.
Holme Armoury 111. xvi, (Roxb.) 82/1 Striker or cat stick

and lip cat. 1798 Sporting Ma^. Xll, 194 [He] nearly got
his eye knocked out by aboy's tip cat. 1853 Times 12 Apr.,

Persons whose eyes have been hopelessly destroyed by
blows from tip-cats.

2. A game in which the wooden cat or tip-cat

(see 1) is struck or * tipped ' at one end with a stick

so as to spring up, and then knocked to a distance

by the same player : — Cat sb."^ 10 b.

i8ot Strutt SPorts ^ Past. 11. iii. § 22 Tipcat, or perhaps
more properly the game ofcat, is a rustic pastime well known
in many parts of the kingdom. 1854 Macaulav Biog.^

Bunyan (i860) 30 The. .chief sins..were dancing, ringing
the bells of the parish church, playing at tipcat. 1676 World
VI. No. 106. II The game of tip-cat is also.. in full swing.

1907 Sat. Rev. 30 Mar. 390/1 Playing tip-cat.. requires a
gocMd deal of neatness and quickness to tip the cat smartly.

[Tip-cheese, ?a mistake for prec.

1837 DrcKENS Pickw. xxxiv, He forgets the long familiar

cry of * knuckle down ', and at tip-cheese, or odd and even,

his hand is out.)

fTipe, typOi sb^ Obs. [Origin and history

obscure. Sense a seems to be synonymous with

Tip sb.'^ i b.]

1. A small cupola or dome.
1S3» in Low Hampton Court (1885) I. xxvii. 347 Takyng

downe of the iiij types upon the great White Tower, and
casting and chasyng of the same liij types, a 1548 Hall
Chron.i Hen, VIll 157 A porche with a tipe and crokettes

gilt. 1577-87 HoLiNSHED Chron, III. 932/t To Leaden
hall, where was a goodlie pageant with a type and a
heauenlie roofe, and vnder the type was a roote of gold set

on a little mounteine. 1607-8 in Willis and Clark Cambridge
(1886) II. 493 Half ynch oord to cover y« type of y* Lover
(= Louver]. 16x3 Chapman Inns of Court Plays 1873 III,

95 Aboue all, was a Coupolo, or Type. 1708 New Vietu
Loud. \. 98/2 A Marble font, whose Tipe or Cover has the
Enrichments of Cupids, Fruit Leaves.

2. y?f. The summit, acme, or highest point (of
honour, dignity, or other state). Cf, Tip sb.^ i b.

disiS WKt.i.ChroK.t Edtv. /f^ 199 How muche more ought
a noble man to fume. .when the high tipe of hb honor is

touched. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676)917 Some ofthem
. .attained to the tipe of royal dignity. 1591 T-^ub. Raigne
K. John II. (161 1) 106 As if your highnes were now in the
highest tipe of dignitie. 1603 Knolles Hist, Turks (1621)

506 You shall through your rashnesse.. tumble downe head-
long from the type of so great majestic.

Tipe (t3ip), sb.'^ diaL [f. tipe., variant and earlier

form of Tip v,'^\ A kind of trap for catching mice,

rabbits, etc. , in which a board balanced on a pivot is

tipped or tilted by the weight of the animal passing

over it. Also tipe-irap. (See Eng. DiaL Dict^
S788W. Marshall^. Yorks. II. Gloss., Tipe^ a trap or

devise for catching rabbits. Also for taking mice, rats, or

other vermin. The general principle is that of a balance

[etc.). 1828 Craven Gloss., TipCy a mouse trap, consisting

of a board suspended over a vessel of water, and nicely

Ijalanced on a pivot. 1846 J. BcLxter's Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) I. 335 The usual methods adopted in catching rabbits

are by fold-nets, spring-nets, and tipes, a species of trap,

being a pit or cistern covered with a floor, with a small trap-

door, nicely balanced near the centre, into which the rabbits

pass by a narrow passage,

Tipe (taip), V. Obs. or dial, form of Tip v'^

Tipet, obs, f. Tippet. Tip-foot: see Tip sb.^

Tiphany, obs. form of Tiffany,

+ Tiphe. Obs. Also 6-7 typhe, 7 typh. [a,

L. iiphe~Qx.Ti^r\ *acc. to Sprengel, Peter's-com,

one-grained wheat, Tritictim vionococctim^ Linn.*]

A species of wheat having the ripe ear laterally

compressed, the spikelets in two very compact rows,

each containing, as a rule, one grain. Also attrib,

1598 Florio, Pane di tritello^ rie or typhebread. 1611

CoTGR., //f^«7, ., typhe wheat, bearded wheat, flat wheat,

Roman wheat. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 56/1 Typh
Wheat . . is very like to our Rye . .and doth make very black
Iire.id. 1790 J. Uruce Trav. Source Nile\. 79 ( 7V^ There
is one [cereall which he [Pliny] aills Tiphe, but says not
whence it came ; the name would induce us to believe that

this was Teff", but we can only venture this as a conjecture

not supported.

Tipi, var. Tepee. Tipioca, obs. f. Tapioca.

Tip-it, tippit. Also dial, -et, -ut, tibbets.

[From the phrase tip it — give or hand it out.]

A game of chance, played by two parties of two or

three a side; in one of the hands on one side a

button or the like is hidden, and a player on the

opposite side has to guess in which hand it is,

touching the hand and saying tip it. (When
played for money or drinks it is reckoned a form
of gambling.)
1889 T. A. Guthrie Pariah iv. vi, A lively . . pastime

known as 'Tibbets*, which consisted in passing a paper-
weight from hand to hand under a table-cover, and guessing
at a given moment in whose hand it was concealed. i8<)7

B'ham Daily Gaz. 28 Aug. (E.D.D.), Playing tip it lor

drinks. 1902 Westm.Gaz.% May 7/3 The offence, .was that

a servant allowed some miners to play at the game of tippit

for beer. 1908 Daily Chron. 5 Mar. 5/6 The skill of
members at suth games as tippit, darts, rings, and dominoes.

Tiplage, Tiple, etc., obs. ff. Tipplage, Tipple.

Tipless (ti-ples), ay [f. Tip sby -h -less.]

Without a tip ; that has lost its tip or point.

1904 E. F. Benson ChaXloners vi, A bagatelle board with
torn cloth and tipless cues.

Ti'pless, a.*-^ [f. Tipj^.3 + -LESS.] Character-

ized by absence of * tips ' or gratuities.

1903 Daily Chron. 10 Feb. 5/1 ^Iusl tipless guard Ix>ok
stern and hard With nought but thanks to gain?

_ 1909
Westm. Gaz. 30 Aug. 5/4 This will be the first hotel in the
world to adopt a tipless system.

Tiplet (ti-plet). [f. Tip sby + -let.] A small

or mmute tip or point.

1890 C. L. Morgan Anim. Life ^ InielL (1891) 106 The
feathers composing their tiplets . . are ofso beautiful a colour
that they beggar description. 1899 Blackw, Mag. Apr.
671/2 Pale heads of meadow-rue dusted with ruddy tiplets.

Tipmost (ti"pmi7ust), a. nonce-wd, [f. Tip sb.^

after topmost^ Situated at the extreme tip. In

quot. = * very tip of the (lance) \
1871 Tennyson Z<u^ TVk^-w. 441 The Red Knight.. Even

to tipmost lance and topmost helm, In blood-red armour
salK'ing.

Tip-paper: see Tip sb\ 6.

Tipped, tipt (tipt), ///. a> [f. Tip sb.^ or v.^

But perh. a. ON. /y///^ tipped, from typpa to tip.]

+ 1. (Meaning uncertain.)
Quot. c 1300 may belong to sense 2 ; but it looks rather

like ' having the tips cut off, dipt '. Quot. 13. . is glossed
by editor ' extreme *, which seems improbable,
^1300 [see Tippet la]. 13.. E. E. Allit. P, C. 77 He

telles me l^ose traytoures am typped schrewes.

2. Having a tip, pointed; furnished or adorned
with a tip, or with something at the tip.

c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 83 Tipped was his tayl, and
bothe hise eeris With blak. £1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab.
IX. (Wolfff Fox) vi, My tippit twa eiiis, and my twa gray
Ene. 1483 Cath. Angl. 389/1 Typped, cornutaius. 1888
Berks. Gloss., Tipped an' naailed. 13oois for field wear
have the soles thus furnished.

1 3. Tipped staff, a. A staff tipped with metal

:

= Tipstaff i . Also tipped vtacet stick, wand.
c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T, 29 With scrippe and tipped

\v.r. typped] staf ytukked hye. 1485 Rutland Papers
(Camden) 3 That the Marshall of England be well accom-
panyed with men having long tipped staves. 1574 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. 11. 365 Nane suld tak upoun hand to

execute ony chargeis without his blason, blawing home and
tip)>et wand. 1598 Marston Pygfnal. m. 148 Some spirit

with a tippet Mace. 1617 Minshku Voc, HisP, Lat.,

Verguiro, a Vergier, one that carrieth a tipped stick before

the lustices. .or the Deane,

fb. An officer bearing such a staff: =iTiPSTArF2,

1494 Fabyan Chron, vii. 565 The Erie of Westmerlande,
than newely made marshall, rode about the halle w' many
typped staues about hym. c 1500 God Speed the Plough 77
in P. PI. Crede, etc. 71 Then commeth the tipped-staves for the

Marshalse, And saye they haue prisoners mo than Inough.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 3 b, To Westminster hall .

.

where by the Lord Marshall and his lipped staues, was
made rome.

Tipped, tipt, ///. a.'^ [f. Tip ».2 + .ku1.]

Inclined, tilted ; overturned, upset ; + drunken
{obs. slang).

1708 T- Ward Eng, Re/.{\ji6) 174 In Songs Obscene and
Tipt discourse. 1907 Kate D. Wigcin AVry Chron. Rebecca
iii, The good deacon sat.. in his tipped-back chair.

Tippee (tip/*). \f. Tip v.^ 2 + -ee.] One who
is ' tipped ' ; the receiver of a * tip ' or gratuity.

1897 Daily News 23 Sept. 5/1 The working of economic
Kiw frustrates the . . intention of both tipper and tippee.

X907 Lady Grove ^(7f. Fetich Vj The system of 'tips' is

. .at times humiliating to both ' tipper ' and ' tippee *.

Tippenoe, -penny, Sc. ft. Twopence, -penwy.

Tipper^ (ti-pai). [f. Tip z^.2, a, 4^ 5 + /ebV]
One who or that which tips, in various senses of

the verbs, spec.

t L in Skittles : see Tip v.^ 1 b. Obs.

1819 Pantologia X, s.v. Skittles, If the tipper pive a
sweep round with his hand and brin§ down any pins by
means of his hand or coat-sleeve, that is deemed unfair, and
he must lose one pin.

2. a. A workman employed in tipping or empty-
ing out coal-wagons, trucks, etc.

187a Daily News 8 Oct. 3 Mr. Pickard contended that
engme-men, bankers, tippers, blacksmiths, &c.^ ought not to
be admitted, as their interests were 110 more identical with
those of the miner than the shopkeepers who are the friends

of the pitman. 18^ Ibid. 29 July 6/5 The s.s. Tasso-.was
placed under the tips yesterday afternoon ; but when it was
discovered that the seamen.. were non-Union men, the tip-

pers and trimmers refused to load, and left work in protest.

1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Tippers (i) Those who
empty coal waggons or trucks by tipping up one end. (2)

'I'he men at the docks who tip the coal into the bold of a
vessel by means of the hydraulic lifts, .called ' tips *.

b. A device or apparatus for tipping or tilting

;

spec, for tipping and emptying coal-wagons.
1870 Atkinson tr. Ganot's Physics iL § 69 a (ed. 4) 54 The

top of this mass [of iron] is provided with a tipper which
catches against the end of a bent lever. 1884 Health Exhih.
Catal. S9/^ Shrewsbury Tipper Flushing Water Closet.

1901 Scotsman 15 Oct. 4/8 The coals.. in hutches of tocwts.
..are.. pushed on to the revolving power-driven tippers,

which land the coal on to three distributing jiggers.

C. A wagon or truck constructed to tip earth,

etc., distinguished according to its action as an
end-tipper or a side-tipper '. cf. Tjp- in comb.
3. [Tip v.'^I A i)erson employed in fitting on tips

to umbrellas or other articles.

Mod. Netvsp. Advt., Umbrella tippers wanted, indoors.

4. [Tip v.^\ One who gives a * tip' or gratuity.

1877 Crauk. Tait Let. i Aug., in W. Benham Cath. 4" C.
Tait, This is better both for the class of tippers and tipped
than our system. 1894 Daily Neivs 18 Dec. 5/3 There are no
tippers so hardened and profuse as Anglo-Indian tippers.

1000 N. <$• Q. 9th Ser. V. 526/2 Thackeray, the unfailing

tipper of schoolboys, slippy a sovereign into my hand.

6. [Tip 2/.5] One who gives * lips * or private

information ; a tipster. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Ti'pper^. [Named from one Thomas Tipper
(d. 1785), who first brewed it.] A kind of ale

brewed in Sussex.

[1785 Tipper's Tombstone (Newhaven Churchyard), The
best old stingo be both brewed and sold.] 1844 Dickens
Mart. Chuz, xix, A pint of the celebrated staggering ale

or Real Old Brighton Tipper at supper.

Tippet (tipet), sb. Forms: 4-6 tipet, 4-7
typet, (4 typeth, 4-5 tepet), 5 typett, -itte;

5-6 typ-, 6 tipp-, typpett(e, 6-7 typpet, tippit,

7 tipit
;
4- tippet ; also Sc. 5 tipat (tuppat),

5-6 tipp-, typp-, typat, tepat, -e. [Origin un-

certain ; some suggest identity with OE. Isepped^

tfvppety *t^ed (pi, tgpppeduy tepedu) carpet, hanging,

etc. « OHG. teppid^ -ith, -it, tcpidy -it: both ad.

L. tapete (-a, -urn) a carpet, tapestry hanging, bed-

cover, table-cover. But there are great difficulties

both of phonology and of sense. Others suggest a
derivative of Tip sb,^ See A^ote below.]

1, a. A long narrow slip of cloth or hanging
part of dress, formerly worn, either attached to and
forming part of the hood, head-dress, or sleeve, or

loose, as a scarf or the like. Obs, exc. Hist,
c 1300 in LangtofCs Chron. in Pol. Songs (Camden) 303

For he haves ovirhipped, Hise tipet \v.r. typeth] is typped,
Hise tabard es tome.

^
[134a Concilium Lond. c 2 Et

caputiis cum tipettis mirse longitudinis.] 1:1386 Chaucer
Reeve^s T, 33 On haly dayes hiforn hir fhis wife] wolde
hee [Symkyn] go With his typet y-bounde about his

heed. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 69 What meenith thi

tipet, Jakke, as longe as a stremer, that hangith longe
bminde, and kepith thee not hoot? 14.. Berynt^i He
wissh a-wey the blood, And bond the sorys to his hede with
the typet of his hood, c 1440 Promp. Parz: 494/2 Tj^jett,

liripipinm (a long band or scarf (Du Cange)]. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 41 My tepet of blA sarsenet. 1473-4 Ace.
Ld. High Treas, Scot. I. 16, j J elne of vellous for ij tuppa.
tis to the King. Ibid. 17 A typpat to the King, isftalbid,

II, 197 For ane tepat and ane belt to the King. i53»-3 Act
i^Hen. K///, c. i3§2ltshalbe lefull to all..Doctorsof the

one Lawe or the other.. to weare . . blacke saten, in their

tippittes. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 7 Their heades
rouled in pleasauntes and typpets lyke the Egipcians.

a i6a6 Bacon New A tl. (1650) 6 His Turban was white with
a small red Crosse on the Topp. He had also a Tippet of
fine Linnen. x688 R, Holme Armoury iii. 12/1 The Tip-

l>et [of a Hood] hangs from the hinder part of the Crown,
and reacheth backwards to the ground. Ibid., A French
Hood, .having the Flapor Tippet hanging down the wearers

Back, may be termed a Mourning-hood. 1756 Nugent
Gr. Tour, Frame i\. 81 Thestudeats[oftbeSoroonne]..are
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qualified for the degree of batchelors, and wear lambskins

and tippels two years. 1834 Pi^NCHft Brit. Costume 128

From the sleeves of this cote . . depended long slips of cloth,

. .which were called tippets.

b. A garment, usually of fur or wool, covering

the shoulders, or the neck and shoulders; a cape

or short cloak, often with hanging ends. Now
worn chiefly by women and girls, or by men as

a part of certain official costumes.

In many early quots. (omitted her^), a and b are not dts.

tinguishable.

1^1 Caxton Myrr. ill. xvi. 172 They be not alle clerkes

that haue short typettis. 1554 Turner 5^/. ^rc. Oxford ^in^

[Hel shall weare. .a typpet of velvett asoiher Aldermen have

accustom\-d yn thoffyce of Mayraltie to do. 1684-5 Wood
Lift II Feb. (O.H.S.) Ill, 128 l"he mayor with his scarlet,

and stole or tippet over it. x686 Lomi. Gaz. No. 2115/4
Lost a Sable Tippet with scarlet and silver strings to it.

1709-10 Addisoh TatUr^o. 116 P 9 The Lynx shall cast

its Skin at her Feet to make her a Tippet. 1848 Dickens
Dotnbey i, She had furry articles for winter wear, as ttppets,

boas, and muffs. 1880 aIissBraddon Just as I atn iii, She
gave the village children smart bats and tippets for summer.

C. Ecci. A band of silk or other material worn
round the neck, with the two ends pendent from

the shoulders in front ; = ScARy sby 2.

1530 PALSca. 281/2 Typpet for a preest, camtiU, a 1555
Bradford in Coverdale Lett. Mart, (1564) 441 If God's
word had place. . Pricstes should be otherwise knowen then

by their sbauen crowncs and typets. 1588 Marbrei. Epist-

(ArbJ 9 Your corner caps and tippets will do nothing in this

poynt, 1604 Const, ff Canons Kccles. \ 58 It shall be law-

ful for such Ministers as are not Graduates to wear upon
their Surplices, instead of Hoods, some decent Tippet of
black, so It be not silk. 16x7 Mimsheu Ducior^ Ti^et^ or
bal^t which Vniuer&itie men and Licrgie men weare ouer
their gownes L. Epitogium. 1678 Phiixips (ed. 4), Tippet^

a certain k>ng Scarf which Doctors of Divinity wear when
ibey go abroad in their Gowns, a 1750 T. Goboon Cardial
for Low spirits (1751) U. 78, 1 cannot for my heart think,

that a Piece of I.^wn, or a red Tippet, can make men holier

than their neighbours. 1870 Dishaeli Lothair vi, He.,
wore.. over his cassock a purple tippet, 1903 P. Dkarmek
Parsons I/aHd6k.i,nt^w ed.) 1:^8 There are many clereymen
In Ireland., who can still remember the ecclesiastical scarf

called a tippet., .'llie Canons on the subject must be mis-
ondcTstood when the modem foreign idea of a short cape
(see I b) is read into the word tippet. 1903 Cknrch Tim4S
II Dec. 784/2 A deacon is entitled, like any other derjcy*
man, to wear the brottd black tippet, or &carf,over his surplice.

d. Applied to a part of ancient or mediaeval

armour: — Camatl i, rare.

c 1400 Melaytu 960 The Bischoppe gart hfm with a spere
Appon bis tepet lighte. 1845 C H. Smith in Kitto^tCvci.
Bioi. Lit. I, 226/2 In Ejtypt. .a more ancient natiooal form
was a kind of thorax, tippet,.. or square, with an opening
in it for the bead, the four points covering the breast, back,

and both upf»er arms, stoa Bovteu. Arms <V Arm. viii.

(1874) 127 Im camMi/..ja toe lower part of a mail coif, a
bood, or a tippet of mail, which was fixed to the basinet,

and buns gracefully over the shoulders, covering the upper
part of toe body-armour.

t e. Phr. T0 turn {on/s) tippet : to change one's

course or behaviour completely ; in bad sense, to

act the turncoat or renegade. Ohs.

1546 J. Ht-ywoOD PrffV. (1867) 44 So turned they tbctr
typpets by way of exchaunge. From latuhyng to lowr-
yng. 15S3 FoxB A. <|- M. 1049/3 He cnanged bis typ*
pette, and played the Apostata. a 1577 GAacowmE Flowert
(1587) 18 Those trifling Dookes from whose lewde tore my
tippet here I tumc. 1998-9 B. Junson Case is Attertdxw.
iii| You, to turn tippet ! fic, fie 1 1659 t^KftComm. Exod,
xit. 38 .Strangers, that took bold of the skirts of these Jews
..but afterwards turned tippet.

1 2. A jocular name for a hangman's rope: osiudly

Tyburn tippet (also Sc St. Johnstons tippet : of.

Riband sb. 3 a). Obs.
f 146a Paston Lett. 11. 86 The seide Perys tyed by an

hallcr. . .This ts a presoner, ye may knowe by hli tepet and
McC S549 Latimbr vtd S<rm, bef. Edw. Vt (Arb.) 63 He
dMold haoe bad a Tibome tippet, a balpeny halter, and all

sycbe proude prelates, eim Mablowb ^€w ofmeUta iv.

iv, When the hangman had put on his hempen tippet, he
made such haste to his prayer^ s6So C Nkssk Lhurtk
Hist. 143 The cart at Tyburn drives away when the tippet
is &st about the necksd the condemned. 18x4 Scorr Iravt
xxxix. As I hae dealt a* my life in halters ' think nae
mickle o' putting my craig In peril of a St. Johnstone's tip*

pet. 18*3 — Quentin P. vi. Were I to be banged myn^,
no other should tic tippet about my craig.

3. An organ or formation in animals resembling
or suggesting a tippet ; in birds, dogs, etc. • Ruff
ib:^ 3 ; in insects -^ Pataoiumc
iStS (implied in tippet cuckoo^ in 5). iSitt Ki»v & Sp.

Eniomol. III. xxxv. 519 The termim that cover the base
of the prtmarjr wings of insecu of this Order. .are what..
1 have called in the iaAAt patrngim, or tippets. sB.. Mm.
Camemmi Little Do^ Flora 8 A very small dog..covered
with long brown hair, with it<t tippet and feet quite while.
1066 Dk'. Argyll Reign ofLmo v. (1871) 236 A species of
Li^horius with a tippet of emerald spangles. iSt* Couea
N. Amer. Birds iB Conspicuous aoiong these are the rufls,
or tippets, ofsome birds.

4. Angling, a. A length of twisted hair or gut
forming part of a fishing-line. Sc. b. Part of an
artificial fly : see quol, 1867, and cf. t,.

sSi^ Jamir&om, Tippet, i. One length of twisted hair or
gut m a fisbing-linc. 1867 F. Khakcis Angling x. (1880)

3^3 The wing is composed of a white ribl>ed snipe's feather,
witb loneish tippets on cither side. 1908 Dumelee Advtr-
tiser 26 Oct. 8 We came upon a young fisherman 'makin'
tippits ', as be explained. The tippit is of horse-hair, woven
in thin strand.s, knotted at cither end.

6. attrib, and Comb,, as tippet armour (cf. 1 d),

-box ; tippet-like adj. ; f tippet-captain, knight,
man, contemptuous nicknames for a priest or

ecclesiastic (cf, i c) ; so f tippet-scuffle nonce-

wd.y an ecclesiastical wrangle; tippet ouckoo,
grouse, names for species of these birds having a
* tippet * or ruff (cf. 3) ; tippet-grebe, a species of

grebe, of which the skin, with the feathers on, is

used for tippets.

184s C. H. Smith in Kitto's Cycl. Bibl. Lit. I. 226/2

The late Roman legionaries, .again wear the *tippet armour,
like that of the Egyptians. xft^Lond, Gaz, No. 2980/4
Left in a Hackney-Coach. ., a Wainscot *Tippet-Box with
2 Tippets, one Sable,, .the other black Ribbond. 1550 Bale
Apot. 104 Thj*s "typpet captayne, in bringing fourth here

S. Augustynes authorytc.is like to be pearced through
wyth hys owne weapon. 1815 Stephens in Shaiv's Gen.
Zool, IX. I. H2 'Tippet Cuckow. 1776 Pennant Brit.

Zool. II. 418 "Tippet Grebe. ..The under side of them being
drest with the feathers on, are made into muffs and tippets

;

each bird sells for about fourteen shillings. 1839 Col.
Hawker /?/a»:)' (1893)1. 352, 1 knocked down a tippet grebe.

15^ Bale^W;^. K(;/ar/«ii.Liij, The order of portasse men,
•tippet knyghtes, or new shauen SyT Ihons. 1839 Penny
Cjycl. XIII. 439/3 A small 'tippet-like appendage .. on each
side, .at the base of the wings. 1550 Bale Eug. Votaries

lu Liij. The first order of 'tippet men, or secular priests.

1641 Milton Reform. 11. Wks. 1851 HI- 54 To make a
Nationall Warre of a Surplice Brabble, a "TTppet-scuflie.

Hence Ti^^pat z*., intr, to wear a tippet ; trans,

to famish or adorn with a tippet ; f Ti*ppeter, a
member ofNew College, Oxford,who wore a tippet:

sec quot. and context.

1563 Becom Acts Christ «5- Auttckr. % 22 Wks. HI. 398 b,

Antichrist hath his Chaplens knowen by docking & douck*
in?, .. by 'tippeting and gowning. x889_ Doyle Micah
Clarke xvii. 155 Sweeping gowns of black silk trimmed and
Itppeted witb costly furs, a 1677 in Rashdall & Rait Ne^o
College vi. (1901) 156 We call it a Habit, such as New Col-
lege 'Tippitersalwaies wore above their gownes. 190X Ibld.^

Who constituted this class of tippeters we are unable to
explain.
\Note. The normal and regular repr. ofOE. taepfet down to

1600 was Tapet ; and phonetic development of i out of a
would be abnormal ; the rare ME. tep^t and So. tepat are
prob. from tipet. The ordinary meaning of the OE. and
ME. word, and of the OHO., was 'carpet', as in Latin,

but in /Elfric's Vocabutaryy tmppet occurs under the heading
V'estium Nomina^ as if a name of a garment. Yet the gloss

*Sipia an hcalOiruh taeppet', seems to come from the same
source as one in the 15th c Nomin*Ue^ under the heading
Ve Lectis et Omamcntis eoruntf* Ilec amphica^ta est tapeta
ex utraque parte villon. Hec sipha idem est ' (Wr.-W,

744/5** where the sipka or tapeta is evidently a bedcover;
so that the ifllfric entry is prob. placed under the wrong
heading. A change ofmeaning from * carpet ' or ' bedcover *

to the senses above, is very improbable. Derivation oi tippet
from tip is favoured by the fact that Gcr. sipfelt orig.

diminutive of dpf * lip , has the senses *tip, potnt, end,
lappet, tail', etc]

Tippet, obs. form of Tippkd, tipt.

Tinpping, vbl. sb,^ [f. Tip r.3 (or jA^) + -nro i.]

1. The action of furnishing or fitting with a tip,

X559 Dnnmotu Churckxv. MS. if. 44 Payed to John Hootte
for typpingeof a spade. 190^ Longm. Mag. Feb. 355 There
is no tipping of split sticks with suTphur to make matches.

2. cotter, A piece fashioned or (itte<l on to form
a tip, esp. of a different material or colour.

ci3as Gloss. W. de Bibbesxv. in Wright I'oc. 150 De la

ceynture le pendaunt, gl. the girdilis ende tipping. 1483
Caik. AngL 389/1 A Typpynge of A l>oltt. 1&47 iT, More
PoemsJ Cradled clouds, with silver lippings dight. 1;^
/'A/7. Trans, LXXV. 399 Reckoning from the extremities

of the bell'inctal tippings.

3. Hort, A method of grafting, also called

tonguing\ see quot
x-^yLwx^Pract. Husb. IV.aijThc third method [of whip-

grafting], which is an improvement of the last, is properly
Darned tipping or tonguing.

Ti-ppiny, vbL sb.^ [f. Tip v.2 + -imo1.] The
action of Tip t/.2 in various senses : spec,

1. Tilting, inclination, upsetting.

1863 Holland Lett, Joneses vii. 105 Scra|Mng of fiddles,

and the tipping of tables. 1866 Lond. Rev. as Aug. 906/a
Whether this tipping of the mental balance was not a physi-

cal rather than a mental niisha^h 1^1 Esse.r IVeekly NeitfS

8 Mtr. 3/) Owing to the frequent tipping of the tumbril.

a. Siiities,

sflot (see Tip v.* i b
(3)J.

xSio Pantologia X. s. v. Skittles,

If in tipping the bowl is caught or stopped by one of the

opposite party, who, in 90 doing, stops or bnpedes a live

pm, the party who stops loses one from his own score.

3. The tilting up of a truck so as to discharge its

contents ; the emptying out of the contents of a

truck, etc., by tilting ; damping.
1838 Cixnl Eng. *f Arch. Jml. I. 354/1 A contrivance to

fiuilitate the tipping of the earth-waggons. 184a Ibid. V.

85/2 The price he paid for lipping waS 13s. 6d. per hundred
wagons. 1878 F. S. Williams J/rV/. Railw. 51 The Oaken-
shard cutting and embankment . . required the quarrying and
tipping of some 600/300 yards of rock.

D, //. {concr,) Material tipped or emptied out

from a qtiarry, etc. O. A railway embankment, toca/.

1884 Chesh. Gloss., Tipping, a railway emliankment formed
by tipping wagons full of soil or stone. 1888 Pall Mall G.

3 Au^. s/i The quarries at Ltanberis, whose tippings are

gradually filling up the once beautiful Llyn Peris*

d. cUtrib.f as tippingplatform., wagon : cf. TlP-.

1885 DucAKE Punishm. <5- Prevent, Crime 180 Removing
the earth .. by means of., tipping waggons. 1891 Daily
News 6 Feb. 0/3, 200 clerks have intimated their readiness

to do the tipping work till other arrangements have been

made* 19QS Eeilden's Ma^* I V. 436/3 A ' tipping platform
*

for the storage of the refuse and for the feeding of the
furnaces.

Ti'ppiiig,v3/. sb,^ [f. Tip v.i + -ing1.] The
action of Tip v^ ; in quot., in sense 3 of the vb,
iSiQ Blackw, Mag. V. 402/1 Leaving out compass, empha-

sis, snakes, holds, cadences, and tippings.

s^c, b, Mus, The action of striking the tongue
against the palate so as to produce a staccato effect

in playing certain wind-instruments ; also called
Tonguing, q.v.

1898 Stainer & Barrett Did, Mus. Terms, Tipping.
(Double tonguetng.) Ibid., Doubte-tongueingt a peculiar
action .. to ensure a brilliant and spitited articulation of
staccato notes.

o. (See quot.)
X89Z Cent, Diet., Tip^tng^, n.,.i. In the preparation of

curled hair, the operation of tossing the carded hair about
with a stick so that it will fall in tufts, to be afterwards con-
solidated by rapid blows.

Ti'ppinff, vbi. sb,^ [f. Tip ».* + -ing i.] The
action of Tip v.^ ; the bestowing of gratuities

:

see Tip ».* a.

X76x R. Lloyd To G. Colman Poet Wks. 1774 \. 113 And
walking gravely thro' the croud, Which stood obsequiously,
and bow'd. To Iceep the fashion up of tipping, Dropt in each
hand a golden pippin. 186^ in Daily News 34 July, A
system of tipping had prevailed at Somerset-house and in

the dockyards.. which he would endeavour to uproot. 1893
G. E. Matheson a bout Holland 30 A good deal of tipping
..has to be done in Holland.

Ti'pping, vbl. sb.^ [f. Tip z/.s -i- -ing i.] The
giving of * tips * or private information as to the
chances of sporting events, etc. Also atlrib,

1883 Pall Mall G. 24 Oct. 4/1 The 'glorious uncertain-
ties ' of turf* tipping '.

Tl'pping,///. a, dial, and slang, [f. Tip z'.3 +
-INQii, after topping; cf. tip-top.'] First-rate,

excellent, — Topping, (Cf. ripping.)
1887 South Chesh.^ Gloss, s. v. , They bin tlppin* cheers

;

they n do well for go i' ahr parlour. 1003 Farmer & Henley
Slang Diet,, 7'//*/*/«^ ., (schools'), hrst.rate; jolly. 15C3
Rosa N. Carey Passage Perilous (Tauchn.) 119 It is lip.

ping, Chri.'^s, and suits you down to the ground.

t Ti-pplage. K*w«-wrf. In7tiplage. [f. Tipple
w.l-t--AGE.] Intoxicating drink generally, tipple.

1653 UrQuhart Rabelais ». i. 3 The Vine, from whence
we have that. .liquor which they call the plot or tipiage.

Tipple (tip'l), j^.i colloq. or slang, [f. Tipple
vy\ Drink, liquor for drinking ; esp, strong drink.

Also atlrib. (quot. 1617 ; or perh. there the verb-

stem in combination).
X581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 165 Of pleasant wine their tipple in

they take. 1617 in Essex Rev. (1907) XVL 205, vj cushions,

J
tiple pottes, 8 spoones. 1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion l 8

Where hast thou got tipple to m.ike thy selfe drunke this

night ? 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss, (1708) 47 To lay

in a Cargo of fresh Peck and Tipple, a 1763 Skenstone Ode
Dr. Brettle 2 Come let's be merry: stir the tipple. 183a
Mabrvat N. Forster xxxvi, Champagne is very pretty
tipple. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xli, Ah I that s

not bad tipple after such a ducking as we've had. 1893
FoRBKs-MiTCHF.LL Remtn. Gt. Mutiny 6-j Something more
potent than blue.ribbon tipple. 1893 Selous Trav. S. E.
Africa 121 A cup of tea, the usual tipple of South African
hunters and travellers,

Ti-pple, sb:^ dial. [? f. Tip sby\ A bundle of

hay tied near the top so that it tai>ers to a point.

*799 Trans. Soc, Arts XVII. 226 A truss of Clover Hay,
and a few tipples of Lucerne Hay. i8ia Sir J. Sinclair
Syst. Httsb. Scot. I. 401 It is proper to make the tipple as

soon as the grass is mown, if dry.

Tipple, sb:^ U.S, local, [f. Tipple v. 3]

= Tip sb.^ 3.

1886 A^ Anur. Rev, Aug. i8t The law allows a check
weighmaster on each tipple. tSg^Current Hist. (U.S.) IV.

13S The excited mob [near Urldgeville, Pa.] burned coal cars

and coat tipples, and destroyed some mining machinery.

Tipple Cti'p*0> ^-^ Forms; 6- tipple. Also

6 typle, typple, typpel(l, typpil, 6-8 tiple, 7
tippel. [Known (in simple tenses) from 1544, in

pres. pple. tippling {aa ppl. a.), app. before 1500;
in vbl. sb. tippling iiova 153 1. But the agent-noun

TiPPLEB occurs as an established and app. legal

term in 13961 and frequently in the 15th c. ; so

that either the verb must have existed before 1400,

though not yet in evidence, or tippler must have

originated otherwise, and tipple have arisen from

it as a back-formation : cf. Pedlah, Peddle v.

The ulterior hbtory b uncertain ; tipple or tippler caxwioi,

from the date,^ be afreq. deriv, of Tip v.^ In any sense; nor is

project, to drip, from tip ' point ', has also the sense * to drink

in small quantities ',
' tipple ', evidently^ related to the Eng.

word, though the mode of relationship is not clear. An
ultimate connexion with Tap sb.^, f.* has also been thought
possible, but connecting links are wanting.]

1 1. a. trans. To sell (ale or other strong drink)

by retail (see Tippler 1 i). b. absol. or intr. To
carry on the trade of a 'tippler'; to draw and
retail liquor, sell from the tap. Obs,

taiS/oo [sec Tippling /?*/.«. i], 1531 [see Tippling vbl.

sb,^ i]. 1544 Cotientry Leet Bk. 771 'Inat noon inhabitaunt

of this Citie shall..brewe or tiple eny ale within this Ct tie

to sell but onelie suche . . persones as shabbe iherunto ap-

poynted. 1594 in J. Morris Troub. Cath. Forefathers (1877)

381 Dorothy Browne,, .who by reason she is an obstinate

recusautj wa& heretofore discharged in opea sessions from



TIPPLE.

Iwewing and tippling,.. doth not give over the same, but
contitiually since hath brewed and tippled. 1611 in jV.

Hiding Rec. (1S84) I, 215 John Pearson .. for tunning of ate

from Yorke with a lycence. .and tipling and selling it in his
house. i66a J. Davies tr. OicaHus^ Voy. Ambass. 294 The
Taverns wliere they Tiple, and seJI all sorts of Provisions.

2. intr. Todrinkof intoxicating liquor : in earlier

use, to drink freely or hard; to booze; now esp.^

to indulge habitually to some excess in taking
strong drink.
1560 Daus tr. SUidane^s Comm. 265 b, In this conflict was

hurt Albert Ilrunswick, the sonne of Duke Philip, going
vnaduisedly after he had wel tippled. 1570 Levins Manifi.
128/18 To Typpil,/(7/;7(i'r. 1603 Yi^omq Montaigne u. \\.

198 By making an Ambassador to tipple square., he wrested
alt his secrets out of him. 1661 Pepvs Diary 23 Apr., I

wondered to see how the ladies did tipple. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), To TippU^ to drink hard. 1749 Gray Let.
to Wharton 25 Apr., We shall smoke, we shall tipple, we
shall doze together. 1861 Tulloch Eng. Purit. W. 289
They taught school, and tippled on the week-days.

b. trans* To drink (intoxicating liquor), esp. to

take (drink) constantly in small quantities.

1581 A. Hall Iliad 11. 31 Tipling the plesaunt wine they
downe to table sit. 1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage Pref. (1592)

3 He..h.-id tipled so much malmsey, that he had neuer a
readie word in his mouth. x68i W. Robertson PhraseoL
Gen, (1693) 1327 How the slut tipples off the wine. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India ^ P. 93 Sack and Brandy out of the
Bottle they wilt Tipple, till they are well warmed. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vii. xi. The beer, of which having
tippled a very large quantity. 1849 Cloogh Dipsychus li.

ii. 16S We sit at our tables and tipple champagne.
C. transf. and poetic. To drink, sip. inir, and

trans. Now rare or Obs,
1648 Herrick Hesper.,Captiv'dBee 4 It chanc't a bee did

fiie that way, . . To tipple freely in a flower. 1649 Lovelace
To Altheafr. Prison ii, Fishes that tipple in the deep Know
no such litrerty.

_ 1781 Cradbe Library 578 No more the
midnight fairy tribe I view, Alt in the merry moonshine
tippling dew.

d. trans, with away^ f «/ : To spend, squander,
lose, or get rid of by tipjiling,

a 1619 Fletcher Wit without M, It. iv, That annuity
You have tippled up in taverns. 1687 J. Renwick in Biogr.
Prcs/yt. {1^27) H. 251 Ye must not be Lovers.. of Strong
Drink, nor tipple away Time in Alehouses. 1824 W. Irving
T, Trav. II. x. 42, I took to the bottle, and tried to tipple
away my cares.

1 3. trans. To intoxicate, make drunk. See also

Tippled///, rt. below. Obs,
1566 Painter /»«/. Pleas. (1890) II. 13 When they had

well whitted and tippled themselues. 1625 Purchas Pil-
grims IX, xix. § 4. 1660 The most part eate Opium,, .which
tipples, intoxicates and duls them. 1648 Gage West Ind,
xix. (1655) 144 By thus cheating and tipling poor Indians.

t4. advb. phr. I'ipple square : cf. 1603 in 2.

160s Armin Foole upon F. (i8So) 41 But he.. got do'^ne
into the Seller, and fell to it tipple square.

Hence +Ti*ppled///. a., intoxicated, drunk.
Orig. pa. pple. active, ' that has tippled ' ; cf. well read,

iveII spoken ^ etc.

>5^ J- Rastell Confut. JewelCs Serm, 66 b, Whether
God be. .forgetfuli, or well tipled. 1581 A. Hall Iliad i. 7
Thou tipled Knight, a snarring curre, to sight and shew thou
art. 1611 CoTGR., ^M^z/r^'. .drunke.. mellow, tipled. 1660
Mkq. of Dorchester Lett, to Ld. Roos 2 A Tippl'd Fool,
and a Bragging Coward. 1669 Dkyden Tyrannic Love iv.

i, Merry> merry, merry, we sail from the East, Half tippled
at a rainbow feast.

Ti'pple, v:^ dial. [f. Tipple j^.2] trans. To
bind (hay) in tipples (see Tipple sb,'^). Also absol.

'799 Trans. Soc, Arts XVII. 228, I tippled upwards of
eighty acres. Ibid. 230 A husbandman . . wlio . . tippled some
clover for me. i8ia Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Huso. Scot. I.

402 In a moderate crop, one woman will tipple to one mower,
and a woman will rake to two tipplers or two swathes.

Ti'pple, v.^ dial. [freq. from Tip z;,^ Cf.

topple.\

1, intr. To tumble or topple over.

1847-78 Halliwell, Tipple, to tumble j to turn over, as
is done in tumbling. 1850 F. W. Newman Phases 0/Faith
iii. 98 To tipple over irrecoverably. 1866 Hallam Wcuisley
Jack iv. (E.D.D.), I scream 'd an tippled back into *t midden.

2. trans. To throw, pitch.

1887 Hartlev Clock Aim. 11 in Leeds Merc. Suppl,
15 Apr. (1899), Others.. started o' tipplin' th' furnitur aght.

Tippler* (ti-pb.i). Forms: 4-5 tipeler, 5
-ar, tippelar, -ilar, typuler, 5-8 tipler, 6
typpler, typlar, 6-7 -er, 6- tippler. [In form
and in sense the agent-noun in -EK from Tipple z/.^,

but actually known 150 years earlier than the vb.,

and prob. a century earlier than Tippling///, a.,

so that the exact nature of the relationship of these

words is uncertain : see Tipple vy\
1 1. A retailer of ale and other intoxicating liquor

;

a tapster ; a tavern-keeper. Obs,
\-^ Nottingham Rec. I. 314 Johannes Jolivetet Johannes

Smyth sunt communes tipelers, et vendunt infra demos suas '

cum discis et ciphis, contra Assisum. c 1420 Durham Acc.
Rolls (Surtees) 359 Adam Sharp bras' tipetar, Alicia Mut

i

tipelar, Joh'es Hunter tipelar. (So many instances 1424-5,
etc.] 1478 Nottingham Rcc. II. 2^8 Fines pro licentia

1

merchandizandi Alicia Butt, tipler. .liijd. 1530 in W. H.
Turner Select, Rec. Oxford (1880) 80 In-holders, and typlers

;

w*in the Towne of Oxford. 155a Huloet, Typpler or vit-

ayler, stabularius. 1564 in Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm., Var.
\

Coll. IV. 224 That the timers or typlars shall not sell any i

here or ale above the prices alxjve set. 164a Ord. <5- Declar. I

Lords «v Com. Lords Day 6 That expresse charge be given j

to every keeper of any Taverne, Inne, Cooks shop, Tobacco-
house, Ale-housci or any other Tipler or Victualler. ,

64

2. One who tipples ; a habitual drinker of
intoxicating liquor (implying more or less excess,

but usually short of positive drunkenness).
1580 HoLLVBANn Treas. Fr. Tone, Vn bon Biberon, a

IjIbLer, a tippler. 162a Massingfr & Di:kkf.r Virg.Martyr
II. i, Bacchus, . .grand patron of rob-pots, upsie-freesie lip-

lers, and super-nacutum takers. 1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII.
527/1 Which might be appty'd to much higher People, than
poor Ale-house Tiplers. 1829 Lvtton De^icreux 11. v, Tlie
women love not an early tippler. 1899 Alllmtt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 724 The moist palm of the habitual tippler is familiar
to every one.

Tippler^, dial. [f. Tipple z;.2 + -ekI.] One
who binds up hay in tipples: see Tipple sb!^
1812 (see Tipple z'.2].

Ti'ppler'*. [f. Tipple 7^.3 + -erV] One who
or that which tips or turns over : spec,

1. A frame or cage into which a wagon, truck, or
tub is run, and which is then revolved so as to
invert the wagon and dischnrge its contents,
X831 J. Holland Manuf, Metal I. 46 Instead of the old

corve and water bucket, an iron box, mounted on wheels,
and catted a tippler, and somewhat resembling in shape a
common coal skip is made to travel completely round. 1891
KiHLiNG City Dread/. Nt. 83 The tub is run out into a 'lip.

pier ' and discharges itself into a coal-truck. 19x1 Encycl.
Brit. VI. 591 The tub.. is run into a 'tippler ', a cage turn-
ing about a horizontal axis, which discharges the load.. and
brmgs the tub back to the original position.

2. A variety of tumbler pigeon : see quot. 1879.
1847-78 Halliwell, Tippler, a tumbler j hence, when

they talk of a tumbler pigeon, you hear them say, ' What a
tippler he is !

' 1879 L. Wright Pigeon Keeper x. 12S
[Tipplers throw only one such] backward somersault in the
air at a time, .. Tumblers often make two, three, or more
backward revolutions without stopping. 1885 Bazaar
30 Mar. 1265/1 Tipplers.—4 pairs of Macclesfield tipplers.
Price 4/- per pair.

Tippling (ti'plii)), vbt, sbA [In form and
sense, the ordinary vbl. sb. in -ing 1 from Tipple
».! ; a3 to date, etc., see the latter.] The action

of Tipple v.^

+ 1. The retailing of ale or other strong drink;
the business of a * tippler * (TippleuI i), Obs.
XS31 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Ox/ord (iBSo) 106 Per-

sons that occupye any typpellyng or coblers crafte. 1579
Ibid. 400 To be discharged from keepinge of any tipplinge.
1550-1 in W, Hudson Leet Jurisd. Nonvich (1892) 87
Amercyd for typplyng of ale and here with unlawfull melts
& measures, 1594 in J. Morris Trouh, Cath. Forefathers
(1877) 280 Also Dorothy Browne, widow who.. was hereto-
fore discharged in open sessions from brewing and tippling.

2. The drinking of intoxicating drink, esp. in

small quantities and often ; habitual indulgence in

liquor (to some degree of excess, but usually not
amounting to positive drunkenness).
1567 Let. inA . Jenkinson's Vojy. ^ Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) II. 2 14

If this typting be not left we wilt sende no more wyne. 1665
Nkedham Med. Medicinae 406 Perpetual Tiplings and large
drinking Eouts. 1771 Wesley Wks. (1872) VI. 152 Pre-
venting tippling on the Lord's day, spending the time in
alehouses.^ 1868 Regul. ^ Ord. Army r 942 No tippling or
gambling is to be allowed in any of the barrack rooms.
3. atlrib. o.nd Cofnb. (See also Tippling-house.)
Tippling Act^ Act 24 Geo. II, c. 4a
1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 135 But in the ende..this

bribing wretch was forced for to hold a typting booth, most
like a clowne or snuch, x6i6 Sylvester Tobacco Battered
215 'Tis vented most in Taverns, Tippling-cots, To Kuffians,
Roarers, Tip^ie-Tostie-pots. 1621 Burton Anat. MeL De-
mocr. to Rdr. (1628) 55 We Hue wholly by Tippling-Innes
and Ale-Houses. 1755 W. Duncan Cicero's Set. Drat, xvL
(1816) 623 Under his roofs are . . tippting-shops instead of
dining rooms. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 69s The rabljte all
alive From tipling-benches. .Swarm in the streets.

Ti-ppling, vbh sb:^ dial, [i. Tipple i/.2 f
-ING K\ The binding of hay in tipples,

1770^4 A. Hunter Georg, Ess. {1803) III. 194 The expense
of tipling did not exceed five shillings a statute acre. x8ia
Sir j. Sinclair Syst, Husb, Scot. I. 401 Tippling.. he con-
siders., to be not only a cheap, but a superior mode of
making hay.

Ti-ppling, ppl o. [f. Tipple vy ^ -ing 2.]

That tipples.

fl. That carries on the business of a * tippler'

(Tippler 1 i) ; that sells liquor by retail. Obs.
? a 1500 Chester PL, Harrow, Hell (Shaks. Soc) II. 82

With alt tiplinge tapsters that are cuninge, Mysspendinge
moche maulte, brewinge so theyne. iS5» Huloet, Typ.
plyng wyfe, siabularia mulier.

2. That habitually indulges (to some excess) in

strong drink
;
given to drinking.

1567 Harman Caveat 59 One of these tipling Tinckers..
robbed by the high way iiij Pattyards. 1693 J. Edwards
Author. O. ^ N. Test. 210 Bacchus .. the poets tippling
deity. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlviii, That tippling body,
the Captain. 1871 J. Timbs Clubs ^ Club Life 1. 146 A merry
company of tippling citizens and jocular change-brokers.

Ti'ppling-house. Obs, txc. Hist, [f.Tippling
vbi, shy + House 5^.] A house where intoxicating
liquor is sold and drunk ; an ale-house, a tavern.

1547 RooRDK Introd. Knoivl, xxxi. (1870) 200 The best
fare is in prestes houses, for they do kepe lyplynge houses.
i5S>-» ^ct 5^6 Edw. yi, c. 25 Preamble, Comen Ale.
houses and otlier houses called Tiplinge houses. 1639 Laud
Wks. (1853) V. 239 Our university of Oxford had heretofore
the government and correction of all manner of ale-house-
keepers, ale-houses, and other tippling-houses. 1757
Washington Let, Writ. 1883 I. 50J Instances of the vil-

lainous liehavior of those lippling-House-keepers. 1817
Scott Let. to Morritt 11 Aug., in Lockhart, Tliere is a

TIPSTAFF.

terrible evil m England to which we are strangers,—the
number, to-wit, of tippling houses, where the labourer.,
spends the overplus of his earnings, 1877 Burroughs
Taxation 393 'To regulate and restrain tippling bouses '1

confers no power to tax them.

Tipply (tipli), a, colloq, [f. Tipple z;.3 + .y.]

Apt to * tipple ' or tip over ; unsteady ; = Tippy a.^
1906 Westm. Gaz. n June 8/2 A narrow river crowded.,

with pleasure-craft—launches and 'party-boats ', safe tubs
and tipply canoes,

Tippy (ti-pi), <^^ {sb.) [f. Tip j^.i + -v.]

I. colloq. or slan^. 1. In the height of fashion;
smart, fine, fashionable, * swell', 'tip-top*. ? Obs,
1810 splendid Follies I. 31 'My curricle has. .never yet

carried a t>ear ', ' Except its Master ', thought Seraphina,
as she gazed on this tippy-bob. i8ss Jamieson, Tippy,
adj., dressed in the hiJihe^t fashion, modish. 1826 Sport-
ing Mag. XVII. 177 With Iiis hosen so tight, and his castor
so while, and his caxon in tippy curl, 1^7 Btackw. Mag,
LXII. 47 His horse was the swiftest, his coat the tippiest,
his cigar the longest. 1871 P. Cartwrichtjo Years Pre-
siding Elder 216 It was not one of your tippy, fashion*
able, sttver-sliiipered kind of conversions, but it was a back*
woods conversion.

t b, absol. The tippy : the height of fashion

;

the ' swell * or fashionable thing. Obs.
1794 Sporting Mag. III. 104 Being estimated.. as quite

the Tippy. 1803 Ibid, XXI. 145 The two-shilling gallery
is now quite the tippy for the lx>xes. 1804 Chariotte
Smith Conversations, etc. I. 25 Germain says, I shall be
quite the thing, the tippy, 1811 Ora ^ Juliet III. 133 Do
you see that handsome young man there ? . . he at the bottom,
. .that's so dressed in the tippy.

2. Highly ingenious or clever; neat, smart.
[|>erh. associated with Tip 5b.^'\

1863 M. DoDS Early Lett, (loio) 344 A tippy little bit of
criticism by Pressense. 1906 Daily Chron. 11 Oct. 3/5 All
we think of is the ' tippy ' way in which he is got rid of.

II. 3. Of tea: Containing a large proportion of

the * tips * or leaf-buds of the shoot.
1893 Walsh Tea (Philad.) 87 The dried leaf (of PaklumJ

is also very black, fairly made and often ' tippy ' in the
hand. Ibid, 107 The leaf [of Neilgherryl is black, coarse,
'tipp5j' and unsightly in tlie hand. 1895 Times 21 Jan.
J3/5 For the finest qualities : for handsome tippy teas, which
are becoming scarce ; and for good Darjeelings, the tendency
is to higher quotations.

Ti'ppy, fl.- colloq. [I. Tip z'.2 + .y.] Charac-
terized by tipping or tilting; unsteady.
1886 Philadelphia Times 16 Jan. (Cent.), The tippy sea.

Tipsify (tipsifai), V. [f. Tl^SY-^-FY.] trafts.

To make tipsy ; to intoxicate (in quot. 1837 slightly

or partially). Hence Tipsifica'tion, intoxication
;

Ti*pslfica:tor, Tipsifier, one who tipsifies (in

quots., one who gets drunk, a tippler or toper);

Ti'psified///.fl., made tipsy, (slightly) intoxicated.

(All more or less nonce-tvds.)

1830 Erasers Mag. I. 740 In all mattersofcoenic revelry and
tipsified jollification. 1837 Carlvle Misc., Mirabeau (1857)
IV. 95 The man was but tipsified when he went; happily,
when he returned, which was very late, he was drunk. 18^
Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxiii, Poor Raff is tipsifying himself
with spirits. 1864 Sala in Dail^ TH. 27 July, The sharp
New England mind.. has long since endorsed the locution
' as tight as a peep ' to express an utter state of tipsification.

1873 Leland Egyptian Sketch-Bk. 288 The last thing
attended to by the tipsificators. 1873 Mrs. Whitney Other
Girls iv. Our first man was a tipsiner, and the last was a
rogue. x888 Stevenson Black Arrow 169 A certain air of
tipsified simplicity and good-fellowship.

Tipsily (ti-psili), adv, [f. as prec + -ly 2.] In
a tipsy manner; unsteadily as from intoxication.
1818 Keats Eudym, iv. 217 Near him rode Silenus on his

ass, Pelted with llowers as he on did pass, Tipsity quaffing.
1824 in spirit Pub. Jmls. (1825) 203 Tom Moore to Lord
Lansdown is tipsity speeching. 1864 \jy*iv.i.\. Fireside Trav,
89 Knocked down by a tipsily-driven sleigh.

Tipsiness (tipsinc-s). [f. as prec. + -NKS3.]

The state or condition of being tipsy ; a partial

degree of intoxication ; also^^.
1598 Florio, Ebbriachezza, dronkennes, tipsines, x6Bi

H. ftfoRE Exp, Doji, Pief. 7 Partly out of tipsiness, and
partly out of consternation of mind. 1840 Dickens Bam.
Rndge iii, Firmly set upon his legs on that neutral ground
which lies l>etween the confines of perfect sobriety and slight

tipsiness. i8S5 Geo. Eliot Ess. (1S84) 290 No tipsiness can
be more dead to all appeals than that which comes from
fitful draughts of sleep on a railway journey by night.

Tip-sled : see Tip- vb. stem.

Tipstaff (ti'pistof). PI. -staffs (-stafz), or

-staves (-st/ivz). [Contraction of tipped or tipt

staff: see Tipped///, a,^ 3.]

+ x. A staff with a tip or cap of metal, carried as

a badge by certain officials : see 2. Obs.

1541-] Act 33 Hen. VIII, c 12 §26 .\nye of the Kinges..
officers, that . .shall strike any person . . withe anye stafle com-
monlye called a Tipp stafle. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676)

219 Sergeants and other Officers holding Tipstaves in their
hands. 1693 Congkkve Lot'C for L. \. iv, Two suspicious
Fellows tike lawful Pads, that would knock a Man down
with Pocket Tipstaves.

+ b. //. Used for 'stilts'. Obs. nonce-use.
158a Stanyhurst Craking Cutter in .Etuis, etc. (Arb.)

143 Linckt was in wedlock a loftye Thrasonical huf snuffe:
In gate at on typstau's statcking, in phisnomye daring.

2. An official carrying a tipped staff; spec, a. A
sherifTs officer, bailiff, constable; b. An officer

appointed to wait upon a court in session ; a court

crier or usher, arch,

1570 FoxK A. •$ M, (ed. a) 1365/1 The knight Marshall
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with all hys tippe stauM. i6ooHoLLANDZrryxLV. xxix. 1220

When they saw the tipstaves and huishers to keej^e the

tloores and places of eiitric- 1687 .\fagJ. CoiL ^ jas. Jl
(OtH.S.) 143 Then their Lordships, .commissioned Atterhury
the TipstatTto fetch a Smith lo force them open. 1710 J.

Harris I.tx. Teckn. II, Tifi-sttrtes, are the Warden of the

Fleets Officers attending the Queen's Courts with a Painted

Staff, for taking into Custody such Persons [etc.]. 1831

Cablvi-K Sari. Kes. i. ix. Those ministering Sheriffs and
Lord-Lieutenants and Hangmen aBd Tipstaves. x88a Sekjt.

bAtXANiiNt: Exp<r. xli. 387 They were tipstaves, prepared

to take (hinij. into custody. xVB&OoviCotti^.Sc/wol Classics
»9o Order wa* maintained by tip-staffs, iw^ovxoi..

Hence Ti'pBta:very {rwtue-xvd.\ a body of tip-

staffs.

xQii B. Capes Loaves <$ Fishgs 224 Cracking their inevit-

able chestnuts for the benefit of an obsequiotis tipstavery.

Tipster (ti-pstaj). [f. Tip j^.* + -8tkb. (la

sense 2 erron. f. Tip J^.^)]

1. A man who makes a basiness of furnishing
* tips ' or confidential information as to the probable

chances of an event on which betting depends, esp.

in horse-racing.
1863 Thues 31 Dec, Prophets^ tipsters, and welsbers—the

parasites of tlie ring—are flounshmg upon the infatuation

or the ignorance of society. 1865 /^''^> 33 Sept., His Lord*
ship asked the meaning of the word * tipster *. Mr. Soper
said it was one who prophesied, or pretended to tell the
winners—who 'tipped' the word. 1897 Daily News
90 Dec 3 To atop solicitations from tipsters and bo<^«
makers to persons under the age of twenty-one.

b. trans/. One who furnishes * tips ' in general.

1884 Matuk, ExatH. 17 Nov, 5/3 If it is ever of grfett

consequence to follow the rCle of the political tipster. 1900
U^estm.Gaz. 11 May 9/1 No wonder the price of., shares

has eiven way. . . The fall is due entirely to the overthrow of
the tipsters, who led us to expect so much, only to plunge
IIS into the deepest disappointment.

2. One who systematically gives 'tips* or

gratoities: sceTiPPERi4.
1889 Pail Mall G. i3 Feb. 7/3 It is not oncommoa for the

'tipster' to pay to the employe of the pnrchaicr a fixed

commission of so much per pound or ton on all goods pur-
chased by the master. It then becomes the interest oTthe
servant to make bis master buy as much as possible of any
article from the ' tipster '.

Ti'p-stock. [f. Tip j3.iori?.2 + Stock j^.] A
form of gun-stock : see quots.

1891 Cent. Dict.^ Ti6-stcck, the movable tip or fore end
of a gunstock, situated under the barrel or barrels, especially

when it is a separate piece, in front of the breech or trigger-

guard. A hinged or detachable tip-stock ts required for

breech-loaders which break in the vertical plane. 1895
Funk*s Statulard Diet. %, v. Ti^ ', v^ Ti^tock^ a gun-
stock arranged to hinge or tip, as for convenience ia loading.

Tip*atretoher : see Tip sb.'^ 6.

Tipsy (ti'psi), a. Also 6-8 tipsie, 7-9 tipsey.

[app. r Tip v^^ sense 7 (or ?4, 5) : cf. tricksy :

see F. Hall Afod. Eng. 272.]
Affected with liquor so as to be tmable to walk or

stand steadily
; partly intoxicate<l : often euphe-

mistic for Intoxicated, inebriated, drunk.
1577 Hanhek Aftc. Eccl, Hist. (1663) 117 About ten of the

dock, whcnaa they were somewhat tipsiej and well crammed
with viauaU. 1390 Shaks. Mids. N. v. 1. 48 The riot of tbo
lipsie Bacbanals. 16*3 Midducton Mort DissemHtrs iv. I,

He that's a gipsy may be drunk or tipsy, a 166B Davcmant
Play-hmtst to Let v. i, Sure Tony and you have drunk till

y'are tipsey. a 1700 B. £. Diet. Cant. Cmu, Ti^sy^ a'most
Drunk. 1706 PHiixirs (ed. Kersey). Tipty^ that is a little

in Drink, fuddled. ^ 1777 Mme. D Arblay Early Diary
7 Apr., She forced wine and water, .down her throat, till sKe
was almost tipsey. 1889 Stkvknson Master 0/ B. viii, I

have seen them flee from bim when he was tipsy, and stone
him when he was drunk.

b. trans/. Characterized or accompanied by
intoxication ; arising from or causing tinsiness.

1634 MiLTaM CaMtus 104 Tipsie dance, and Jollity. i<p6o

Fawkes tr. Anacreon^ Ode x\\. 34 llien let me, warm with
Wine, advance. And revd in the Tipsy Dance. 1851
Thackeray Emg^. tfum^ S " '

up in a tipsy guard*room.
3a He was not bred

c. Jig: Affected as if by intoxicating liqnor ; un-
steady as if from drink ; inclined to tip or tilt.

1754 Richardson Grnndisom VI. ix. 31 Lord G. could not
keep his scat : He was tipsy poor man with his joy. 185a
H. KoGERS Est, 1. viL 339 He was. .intellectually as tipsy
as ever nitrous oxide could have made him. 189$ Funk 1
Standard Dict^ Tipty..j. Bobbing and swaying; tipping
about; also, liable to tip;.. as, a tipsy boat. 19M Daiiy
Ntms a6 Aug. 6 They [' To Let ' b(»rds] lean into the
street at all sorts of tipsy angles.

d. Tifiy kty : a kind of watch-key invented by
Breguet : see quot.
iSS* F. J. Britten Watch andClockm. 36 [AJ Tipsy key

(is] a watch key in which the upper and lower portions
are connected by means of a ratchet clutch kept in gear by
a .spring, so that the upper part will turn the lower part in
the proper direction for winding.

O. Comb. Ti-psy-to-pay a. {nomeiud.) [cf.

topsyturvy^ upset or in disorder as if tipsy.
a 184^ Hoop She it /iir /r. tht Land 59 Trunks tipsy,

topsy, The ship in a dro[isy.

iience Ti-psy v., trans, to make tipsy, tipsify.

167^ SllADWELL E^tam Wettt i, Why, I.. got a little

tipsy d, as they say, and forgot it. 1691 — Scowrtri v, I

was tinned UsI night. 1849 J amf.s Woodman iv, A butt of
it woold not have lipsied a sucking lamb.

Ti"p«y-ca:ke. A cake s.iturated with wine or
spirit, stuck witli almonds, .tml served with custard.
1806 Miss Mitfoku iu L'EiUaugc Fritndshits Mary R,

VOL.X.

Mit/ord (1882) I. 10 We had.. tipsey cake on one side,
and grape tart on the other. 1845 J. C. Atkinson in Proc.
Bi-ru). Nat. Ciub II. No. 13. 134 Red gypsum, externally
set as full of. .dog's-tooth crystals as a tipsy-rake with
almonds. 1859 Habits ofCd. Society xiii. 338 As indispens-
able an element of the ball-supper as trifle, tipsy-take, and
niav'onnaise.

Tipsy-turvy.obs.var. Topsy-turvy. Tipt,pa.
t. and pple. of Tip z/. ; now less used than Tipped.
Tiph-taiL [f. Tip sb.'^ + Tail sb>^ after tiptoe.'\

The tip of the tail : only in phr. on or upon tip-tail.

1836-48 B. D. WAt.SH Aristopk.y Achamians 11. vi, Vou
sat all the time upon tip-tail [Gr. cV aKpwi' irLfyiSiwf on the
tips of their rumps], 1876 Miss Bkaddon J. Haggard's
Dau. XXV, A curly serpent .standing on tip tail l>etween
them. 1900 A. B. Cook in yrtil, Hellenic Stud. XX. a
Straightway struck by the crown you sat there on tip-tail.

Tip-tap (ti-pitaep), sb. {a.), v. [f. Tip sb:^ or

v.^ -H Tap sb.'^ or t/.^ ; or reduplication of Tap sb.^^

or ».2, with alternation of vowel (cf. zig-zag^ pit-a-

/a/).] A repeated tapping or light knocking of
alternating character, or the sound made by it. b.

attrib. or adj. That taps repeatedly. C. vb. To tap

repeatedly or in alternation ; hence Tip-ta*pping
ppL a. Also Tip-tap-toe = Tick-tack-toe.
1604 Marston Malcontent ill. v, Liues not more faith in a

home thrusting tongue, Then in these fencing tip tap
Coiirtiers? a i84» Eliza Cook iVinter is here 1,^ The old
robin has come To remind us with tip-tapping bill. 1849
[DiNSDAi^] Durham Gloss. (£. D. D.), Tip-up-toe. xS^a
Barrett Essex Highways^ etc. 56 The tip-tap of the flail

may yet be heard. 1905 IVestm. Gaz. 29 Nov. 1/3 Many a
time and^ oft have I sat in the sun and hearkened to the
tip-tapi tip-tap of his tiny hammer.

Tii>-ti:lted, a. [f. Tip sb.^ + Tilted ///. a.2]

Having the tip * tilted*, i. e. turned up. Hence
Tip-tilt v.y trans, to turn up at the tip.

x87a Temnyson Garetk 576 And lightly was her slender
nose Tip-tilted like the petal of a flower. 1877 Mrs.
Forrester Mignon II. 51 Mignon * tiptilts ' her nose. x88a
Annie Eowarues Ballroom Repent, I. 12 A Diana with ..a
tip-tilted nose. 1884 Sir C. W. Wilson in Q. Statem.
Palestine Etfilor. Fund Jan. 48 The tip-tilted shoes are the
ordinary sandals of the counlr>'.

Tiptoe, tip-toe (ti-pit^), sb. {adv. , a.) Forms :

//. 4-5 tiptoon, 5 typtoon, -ton, -toos, tiptos,

6 typtoes, tippetoes, Sc. typtaya, typtaes, 6-
tiptoes, 7- tip-toes ; sing. 5 typto, tiptoo, 6
tiptOftyptoe, 6- tiptoe, 7- tip-toe. [f. Tip sb.^

+ T01 sb.t pi. in ME. toon, mod.E. tofsT}

1. //. The tips of the toes; almost always in

phr. on or upon (onc*s) tiptoes, denoting a posture

(in standing or walking) with the heels raised so

that the body is supported upon the tips or balls

of the toes, (Now more usually on tiptoe : see 2.)

e 1386 Chauckr NmiCs Pr. 7*, 487 He moste wynke . . And
stoiiden on his tiptoon {v. rr. typton, l>>ptoon, typtoos,
Ciptos] ther-with-al. And strecche forth his nekke long and
ftmal. 7f 1400 Lvtxk JEsop's Fab. i. 44 [The cock] On his

typton disposyd for to syng. 1513 Douglas ^neis ix. xii,

53 Standand on histypta>'s. 1573-80 Baret.HA'.G 368 To
go soft and faire on his ttppetoes. 1591 Si'ENSER M. Hubberd
1000 Vpon his tiptoes nicely he vp went. 164a Fuller
Hedy 4- Prof. St. 111. ix. 171 He needs to stand on tiptoes

that hopes to touch the moon. 1711 Spet t. No. 460 P 7
Gallantry itmttinj; upon his Tip-toes, a 1845 Hood As it

/ell upom a Dayu, And then upon her tiptoes jumping
traMs/l SS4S Temnvsom in Ld. Tenn>'son Afem. (1897) I.

xiii. 381 We arrived at the banks of the loch, and made
acaiuinlance with the extremest tiptoes of the hills.

D. J^. : usually in reference to expectation or

eagerness (formerly to pretension or haughtiness).
ii»9 ToMSON Calvin s Serm, Tim. 550/1 Becausemen stand

willingly vppon their tiptoes, and tbinke no man worthie to

haue prebeminence aboue his fellowes. 1639 Fuller Holy
IVarw, XX. (1840)60 All stood on the tiptoes of expectation.

i6ji N. Bacon Disc. Govt. En^. 11. xxvii. (1739) 135 The
minds of men are at a gaze x their Aflfections and Pas.<iions

are on their Tiptoes. x68a N. O. BoiUau*t Lutrin i. 333
llteir fligg'ring Souls do now on Tiptoes stand.

2. sing. The tips of the toes collectively ; almost

always in phr. on or upon tiptoe (cf. i).

c X440 (see bj. 151^ W. Smith Ivido Edyth in Laneham's
Let. (1871) p. xlv, Ihan W.illlter stode on tipto, and gan
bim self avance. 1607 Davies Summa Totalis \i\\h^ But
when we stand on Tip-toe, or, a Ball, (Though sliding still)

we finally must fall. 1760-71 H. Brooke /^(w/c/"(7«a/.( 1809)

IV.i34[He]entered my chamber on tip-toe. 1833 L. Ritchie
fyoMd. by Loire 164 Standing on tiptoe, [be] looked into one
of the windows. x86i Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xxxii.

He followed his cousin on tip-toe.

b. trans/, and /f^. : cf. r b. (Often ike tiptoed)

e 1440 Pallad. OH tlusb. xi. 46 And right so on the typto

\v. r. tiptoo) lete hem [vines] gey. 160a Marston Antonio's
Rev. IV. iii, Your eyes should sparkle joy, Your bosome rise

on tiptoe at this news, i&u Milton At>ol. Smect. iv. Wks.
1738 I. 118 What with putting his fancy to the tiptoe in this

description of himself. 1799 Nelson in Nicolas uisp. (1845)

III. 374 We are on the tip-toe of expectation. 1860-1 Flor.

Nichtincai-b Nursing jfi Do not keep his expecution on
the tip'toe.

c, A-tiptoe = on tiptoe : see A-tiptOK.

B. adv. Short for on or a-tiptoe : see 2 above.

1591 Shaks. Rom. ^ yul. in. v. 10 Nights Candles are

burnt out, and locond day Stands tipto on the mlstie

Mountaines tops. i6is Two Noble K. i. ii. 57 To go
lip-toe Before the streete be foule. i8ji Clark Vill.

Minstr, I. 186 Then tiptoe round the maidens bound, All

sorrow lags behind. 1854 Emerson Soc. Aims Wks. (Bohn)
III. i8a It is not that tney wish you to stand tiptoe, and
pump your brains.

C. adj. Standing or walking, or characterized

by standing or walking, on tiptoe,

*593 ['^e bj. 1744 H. Bkookk Love <v Van. 120 Why, what
unfashion'd stuff you tell us Of buckram dames and tiptoe fel-

lows ! 1781 CowpER E.xpost. 84 With tip-toe step Vice silently
succeeds. x8oi Mar. Edgeworth Gd. French Goz:(\Zyi)
146 Grace . . made her tiptoe approaches. 1848 M ks. Gaskell
M, Barton ii, He, with nabitual tip-toe step, approached the
poor frail body.

b. trans/ andy^. in various senses : e. g. strain-

ing upwards, ambitious ; eagerly expectant ; trip-

ping, dancing; silent, stealthy.

XS93 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 122 Hath no
chyld of Pryde so many Disciples as thys tiptoe Ambition.
X789 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. i. 386 Vou . . Bade his bold arm
invade the lowering sky, And seize the tiptoe lightnings, ere
they fly. 1818 Keats Endymion i. 831 How tiptoe Night
holds back her dark-grey hood. xSji Scott Peveril iv. The
Cavaliers .. were filling the principal avenue to the Castle
with tiptoe mirth and revelry. 1879 G. Meredith £'^«f/
xii, Man or maid sleeping in the open air provokes your
tip-toe curiosity,

D. Comb, of the adv.^ ^^•^ tiptoe-nice (so nice or
particular as to walk on tiptoe), f -strouting^

'tripping adjs.

1593 Nashe ChrisCs T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 218 So typtoe-
nyce in treading on the earth, as though they walkt vpon
Snakes. x6oo S. Nicholson Acolasius (1876) 39 Their
tipto-trlpping pace bred double mazing. x6oa 2nd Pt.
Return Jr. Pamass. in. iv. 1386 To honour me: For my
high tiptoe strouting poesye.

Ti;ptoe, v, [f. prec]
1. intr. To raise oneself or stand on tiptoe.

a 1661 Holvday Juvenal vL (1673) loi Then a girle-pygmie
shee's more dwarf, .and tiptoes for a kisse and flout. 1851

J. H. Newman Cath. in Eng. 243 They crowd up together,

..tiptoeing and staring, and making strange faces. 1888
Century Mag. Nov. oo/i The . . girls . . left their seats to tip-

toe and look over each other's shoulders.

2. To go or walk on tiptoe; to step or trip

lightly. Also to tiptoe it.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VX. xxv. 104 Mabell tip-

toed it to her door. 1883 Mrs. Rollins New Eng. Bygones
62, 1 tiptoe across the fragile floor and look out. x8f)7 Howells
Landl. Lion's HeadtZ Ladies.. lifting their skirts and tip-

toeing through the dew.

Hence Ti'ptoed ///. «., (a) raised on tiptoe

;

also /ig., rising aloft ; {b) performed on tiptoe

;

Ti'ptoeing///. a., standing or going on tiptoe.

X631 Lithgow Trav. x. 499 Meandring Forth from tip-

toed Snadoun, the prospicuous mirrour for matchtesse Ma-
iesty. x68a D'Urfey Butlers Ghost 92 To please the tip-

toed Girl of Ten. 1819 Metropolis III. 164 Eagle-eyed
curiosity staring you in the face, tip-toed anxiety standing
on cither hand, a X847 Eliza Cook Rory O'More viii, His
tip-toeing feet seemed inclined for a jig.

Ti'p-tO'p, sb., a.f adv. colloq. [f. Tip sb?- 4-

Top, or reduplicated form of the latter.]

A. sb, 1. The very top; the highest point or

part ; the extreme summit
XToa (see 2]. X759 Compl. Letter-writer (ed. 6) 219 Upon

the tip top of the monument x8>6 S. Thomas in Hone
Every-day Bk. II. 186 The tlp-top of the plant. x8S7
Dickens Z-^^ i5Apr.,On the tip-top of Gad's Hill, between
this and Rochester,..! have a pretty little old-fashioned

iiouse. a 1887 in Frith Autobiog. II. ii. 37 Vou should paint

bim sitting on the tip-top of the mast of a big ship.

2. fig. a. Highest pitch or degree ; extreme

height ; acme.
X701 S. Parker tr. Cicero's De Finihus iv. 22B When a

Wise Man is at the Tip-top of all Felicity, can he wish
Things were better with him? X747 Weslev Wks. (1872)

XII. 83 The tip-top of all inconsistencies. X798 0*Keeffe
Wild Oats III. i, All on the tip-top of expectation. X837

Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851) 1. x. 171, I cry aloud to

all and sundry, .at the very tiptop of my voice.

b. sing, and pi. People of the highest quality or

rank (collectively) ;
' grandees *,* swells \ ? Obs.

1753 School q^Man 125 To figure among higb company
..this his marriage has done at once, and among the Tip
Top. 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) III.

278 The spark was kin to some of the tip-topsof his own kin-

dred. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis Ix, We go here to the

best houses, the tiptops, I tell you.

B. adj. Situated at the very top ; very highest

;

almost always fig. of the highest quality or excel-

lence; first-rate, prime, superlatively good; of

persons, belonging to the highest rank or class.

X7aj Byrom Epil. Hurlothrumbo Poems 1773 I. 215 Proud
of your Smiles, he's mounted many a Story Above the tip-

top Pinnacle of Glory. 173a Tricks 0/ Town 8, I have
known a tip-top Physician sent for by an Express [etc.].

X7S5 Smollett Quix. 1. 11. iv. (1803) 1. 93 He made carols for

Cfbristmas eve, and pla^-s for the Lord's day;., and every

body said, they were tip-top. x8«S Sporting Mag. XVI.
372 One hundred guineas, a tip-top price m those days.

1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. ii, Quite select, and fre-

quented by the tip-top nobility. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown
11. V, He is in tip-top training. x88o Disraeli Endym. xxi,

Our friend Ferrars seems in tiptop company.

C. adv. In the highest degree, superlatively,

extremely well.

1888 Stockton Dusanies 111. 120 'That suits us tip-top,

ma'am *, said the coxswain.

D. Comb.', tip-top-cftstle, name of some boys*

game ; tip-top-gallant a. {nonce-wd.) [after top-

gallanl'\y of superlatively high rank or quality.

183A KeighTley TaleSyCic. i. la He was a capital player

at "tip-top-castle. 1730 Swift P'ind. Ld. Carteret Wks.
1841 II. 117/1, 1 do not find how his excellency can be justly

censured for favouring none but, ."tiptopgallantmen.

9
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Hence Ti:pto'pness ; Tip-to'pper, a 'tip-top*

person or thing ; in quot. 1822, applied to a glass

filled to the very top, a bumper; Tip-to*pping
[Topping ppl. a.], Tipto'ppish QxtnzG tipo'ppisk-

ness), Tlpto*psome adjs. = B.

1891 Boston Daily Globe 24 Mar. 5/2 The very topmost
*tiptopness of Harvard thought. i8aa Blackiv. Mag. XI.
89 So 1 think it but proper to fill a *tip-topper Of Sherry to
drink to the King. 1837 Thackerav Ravenswingx^ One
of the first swells on town ma'am—a regular tip-topper.
i88a Annie Euwardes Ballroom Repent. I, 243 Give me
your operadc tip-toppers—Patti and TrebelU, or nothing.
1827 S. P. hi Hone Evcry-day Bk. II. 54 This is mostly
with the ^tip-topping part [of people]. 1855 W. K. Kelly
tr. Cerz'antes' Exemp. Novels 475 AH she had told him of
the merits, worth, beauty, modesty, and ^tiptoppishness..
of her mistressj he quite believed. 1819 Blackiv. Mag.
V. 717 In the *t:ptopsomest degree.

II Tipnla (ti-pi«la). Kntom, PI. tipulsB (-If).

[L. Upptiia (incorrectly tipuia) a water-spider or
water-bug ; so used also by mediaeval and early
modern writers. The current use is due to Lin-
nreus.] A genus of dipterous insects, typical of the
family Tipulidif or crane-flies, the common British

species of which are familiarly known as daddy-
long-legs.

[16^ Rowland Moufel's Theat. Ins. 1023 We shall take
Gaaa s Tipulae into our consideration among the Water-
worms. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), 7'/^«/a(Lat.), a Water-
spider with six Feet, that runs on the top of the Water
without sinking. 1817 Kirbv & Sp. Entopnol. xxiii. (1818)
II. 371 Linne, in his Lapland tour, noticed a black Tipuia
which ran over the water, and turned round like a Gyrinus.]
X75a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 36 The great Tipuia. This is the

largest and the most beautiful of the Tipuia kind. 1774
GoLUSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 152 The tipuia is a harm-
less peaceful insect, that offers injury to nothing; the gnat
is sanguinary and predaceous. 1831 Brit. Farmer's Mag.
yi. 321 The grub of this tipuia commits its ravages chiefly
in the first crop.

Hence Tipnlarian (-esTian) «., belonging or
allied to the genus Tipuia or family Tipuiidse',

also as sb, {sc, insect) ; Tipulary (ti'pi/Jflari) a.

= prec. adj. ; TipuUd, Tipu'lidau, a. belonging
to the family Tipulidm ; sh. an insect of this family,

a crane-fly ; Tipnlideons a. = prec. adj.

i8a8 *Tipularian [see tipulidan\ 183Z Macgillivrav tr.

Humboldt s Trav. xviii, (1836) 24800 the streams. .the
•tipulary flies do not make their appearance. 1852 Th.
V.OSS Humboldt's Traz>. If. xxiv. 438 Perhaps, also, the
destruction of forests., will somewhat tend to diminish the
torment of the tipulary insects. 1893 Athcnxum 20 May
641/2 Dicranota, a Carnivorous *Tipulid Larva. 1817
KiBBY & Sp. Entomol. xxiL (1818) II. 277 The grub of a
kind of gnat . . , and also another, probably of the *Tipulidan
\,ed 1828 Tipularian] tribe.., have each a fleshy leg on the
underside of the first segment. iZz^Ibiil. III. xxix. 79 The
eggs of. -gnats and other TipuHdans [are] set afloat upon,
or submerged in, the water. 1840 Westwood Class//.
Insects 11. 170 Checking the over-production of some of the
minute *Tipulideous insects.

Trp-np, sl>. and a. [f. phr, tip up: Tip z/.2]

A. sb. Something that tips or tilts up.

1. A name for the American sandpiper.
1848 [see Teeter sb. 2].

2. A wagon with wheels set near together.
1887 Lady 'Brassev Last Voy. xiii. (i88o) 29c) Another

conveyance, familiarly known as a * Tip-iip *, its narrow
wheels making it liable to upset except on good roads.*

3. == Tilt j^.3 6 {Cent. Diet. 1891). {N.Amer.)
B. adj. Constructed to tip or tilt up, as a

receptacle, for the purpose of emptying out its

contents, or as a seat (in a theatre, etc.) when not
occupied, so as to give room for passing.
1884 Health Exhib. Caial, 46/1 Lavatories, fitted com-

plete with Tip-up Basins. 1887 Times 25 Aug. 4/5 Turn-
tables, tip-up machines .. are provided at distances of 100 ft.

apart along the quay. 1904 Westm. Gaz. -zq Jan, lo/i The
green upholstery of the comfortable * tip-up ' seats. 1905
Ibid. 18 _Mar. 10/2 Industrial vehicles, which include ..

lorries, tip-up wagons, carts, brewers' drays, and other
wagons for heavy traction.

Tiquet, obs. Sc. form of Ticket.

t Tir (t/'r). Obs. Also 3 tyr, [OE. iir glory,
honour, cognate with ON. iirr str. masc. glory,

renown; related to OHG. 2^/7', ziari, MHG. ziere

adj. costly, splendid, whence OHG. ziart fem.,

MHG, ziere^ Ger. zier splendour, beauty, adorn-
ment, Ger. zierat ornament.] Glory, honour,
majesty. Hence fTi-rftU a., mighty, glorious.
BeoTuul/ \6sA Hwait we \>q Jjas salac .. lustum brohton

tires to tacne. a 1000 Sal. ^ Sat. 364 (Gr.) Ne biS hira tir
;^elic, «iooo/JFj./^f. (Th.)lxxix. 14 Tires Wealdend. cizog
Lay. 2051 SeodQen com oJ>er tir [c 1375 tyrj & neowe tidinde.
Ibid. 4327 Here tir wes at-fallen. Ibid. 2893 Appollones
temple pe wes |>e tirfulle feond.

Tirable (tai^-rab'!), a. rare. [f. Tire 2/,l +
-ABLE.] That may be (easily) tired.
1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts (1658) 241 A sign of an un-

skilful^ Rider, or of a weak and tireable Horse.

•f* Tirable, obs. form of TEitaiBLE.
iS6a Bulleyn Bulwark, Bk. Simples 37 Doth kepe the

mindc.from tirable and fearefull dreames.

Tirade (ti-, tair^-d), sb. [a. mofl.F. tirade
(i6th c.) a draught, pull, shot; a long speech,
declamation; passage of prose or verse, stanza,
paragraph ; ad. It. tirata a volley, etc., f. pa. pple.
oi tirare to draw, etc. (cf. Tire sb.^): see -ade.]

1. A volley ofwords ; a long and vehement speech
on some subject ; a declamation ; a protracted

harangue, ^j/. of denunciation, abuse, or invective.
x8oi Mar. EDGEWORTH.^«^^//«rt:iv,' Another cup oftea..',

said Miss Hodges, when she had finished her tirade. 1809
Han. More Ccelebs II. 236 A fine high-sounding tirade^
Charles, spoken con amore. x8i8 Cobkf.tt Pol. Reg.
XXXIII. T15 Let him hear this debate, these tirades of
infamous falsehoods, 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxiii, She
listened with a melancholy smile to her guide's tirade in

praise of liberty. 1858 Doban Crt. Fools 27 Tirades of
bombastio nonsense. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi. § 4. 306
The King. .had., to impose silence on the tirades which were
delivered from the University pulpit. 1809 E. W. Gosse
Donne I. 131 The preface is a curious tirade.

2. spec. A passage or section of verse, of varying
length, treating of a single theme or idea.

1878 HuEFFER Troubadours 250 note. Tirades or para-
graphs of varying lengths, bound together by the same
rhyme. 1879 Saintsuurv in Encycl. Brit, IX. 638/1 The
lines [in the chansons degestes] are arranged, not in couplets
or in stanzas of equal length, but in laisses or tirades, con-
sisting of any number of lines from half a dozen to some
hundreds... Sometimes the tirade is completed by a shorter
line. 1900 Santavana Poetry Sf Relig. 257 Euphuism con-
tributes not a little to the poetic effect of the tirades of
Keats and Shelley. 1901 J. Hall K. Horn p. li, The poem
extends to 5,250 alexandrines rhymed in tirades.

3. Mus. (See quot.)

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. TertttSf Tirade, the
filling ui> of an interval between two notes with a run, in
vocal or instrumental music.

Hence Tira'de z/., intr. to utter or write a tirade

;

to inveigh or declaim vehemently.
1871 R. B. Vaughan St. Thomas Aguinas 11. 683 note.

They tirade against the influence of dogma. 1905 Westm.
Caz. 16 Jan. 2/1 The papers tirade against England. 1007

J. F. (raser in Standard 13 Mar., A Welsh member
tiraded on what the Welsh Church Commission should
not do.

II Tirage (t/Va*,?), [Fr., action of drawing,
bringing out, producing, printing, etc., f. tirer to
draw, etc. (TiRE v.^)\ see -age.] A pulling or
reprint of a book, from the same type or stereo-

type (distinguished from an edition') : cf. Impres-
sion 3 c
1873 Rep. Brit. Assoc. \. 144 The 1838 edition (or rather

tirage) has the following notice oferrata contained in it. 1888
Encyd. Brit. XXIII. lo/i Babbage, * Table of the Loga-
rithms of the Natural Numbers from i to io8,ooo'(Iwondon,
stereotyped in 1827 ; there are several tirages of later dates),

is the best for ordinary use.

II
Tirailleur (t/'ra-^or). [Fr. (1740 in Diet.

Acad.), f. tirailler to shoot in independent firing,

f. tirer to draw, shoot (Tike v.'^)!\ One of a body
of skirmishers employed in the wars of the French
Revolution (1792) ; a skirmisher, a sharp-shooter;
a soldier (usually of infantry) trained for independ-
ent action. Also attrib.

1796 Campaigns 1793-4 ^ »• vii. 65 The tiralleurs and
riflemen could easily . . discover and take aim at the Republi-
cans. 1812 Examiner 14 Sept. 582/1 Woods, filled with
tirailleurs. 1847 De Quincev Span. Nun Wks. i860 III. 44
Any Spanish liralleur's bullet. 1898 Daily Nervs 17 Oct.

3/7 A column consisting of tirailleurs and irregulars was
dispatched to suppress a rising of the Boubourys.

Tiralee (tirair). Also 6 tlreli, 7 tirlery.

[Echoic. Cf. OF, iurelu a comic or burlesque
refrain, and see Tirra-lirra.] a. The note of the
lark ; = Tirra-lirra. b. A representation of a
bugle note or cadence.
1596 Fitz-Geffray Sir F. Drake (iSBi) 24 Even as the

Larke..Mounteth her basJnetted bead on high,. .Quav'ring
full quaintlie forth her Tireli. ?f:i6ooin E. E. Lyrics (igoj)

255 Tirlery lorpin, the laverock sang. 18^7 Mary Howitt
Ballads 130 And the bugles blew with a ' tira lee ' ! As they
came by the way.

Tiran, -ant, -anny, obs. ff. Tyrant, Tyranny.
llTiraSSe (t/~ra-s), [Fr., a draw-net, hence, a

pedal-coupler, f. tirasser, augmentative or pejora-
tive oi tirer to draw (Tire v.-).']

1. Organ-building. (See quot.)
1876 Stainfr & Barrett Did. Mus. Terms, Tirasse (Fr.),

the pedals of an organ which act on the keys or manuals.
2. A draw-net. Hence Tlra'ssing vbt. sb., the

netting of game with tlie draw-net.
1897 Pall Mall Mag. Dec, 514 The * tirasse ' or drag-net.

Ibid. s'^S In Louis XIV's time * tirassing ' pheasants and
partridges was sport which the king and his ladies often
witnessed.

Tirdil, tirdle, obs. ff. Treddle, sheep's dung.

Tire (t3i»J), J<J.l Forms: 4 tyr, 5-9 tyre, 6 tier,

6-7 tyer, 6- tire. [Aphetic f. atir. Attire sb^
fl. Apparatus, equipment, accoutrement, outfit

:

= Attire sb. i. Obs.
13. . Guy IVarw. (A.) 7306 + st. ccli, A swift ernand stede

..His tire it was ful gay. c 1330 Amis <5- Amil. 1245 That
knight, With helm and plate and brini bright, His tire it

was ful gay. c 1400 R. Gloucester's Chron. 1188 A Jwusend
gode kni'^tes t>erinne were adreint & al hor atir \MSS. a, 3
tyr,_ tire] & tresour was also aseint. 1608 Shaks. Per.
III. ii. 22, I much maruaile tbat your Lordship, Hauing rich
tire about you, should at these early howers, Shake off the
golden slumber of repose. 162a F. Makkham Bk. IVariii.
X. § 5 Ordnance ready mounted with all their cooplements,
Ornaments, Tires, and necessaries which belong vnto the
same. 1705 J. Philips Blenheim 78 Immediate Sieges, and
the Tire of War Rowl in thy eager Mind.
2. Dress, apparel, raiment ; = Attire sb. 3. arch.

^Bonnet o/tire {Sc. Obs.), a cap of estate, cap of mainten-
ance (see Cap sb.* ^t).

13. . CoerdeL. 332 In anothir tyre he hym dyght. 1340-
70 Alex, ff Dind. 883 pat. .joure wiuus Ne gon in no gay
tyr. a 1^00 Siege 0/ Tropnj(jo \n Arckiv neu. .S>nLXXII.
37 His modir..sende him into t>eo lond of Parchy In a
maydenes tyr [v. r. wede]. 1473-4 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. I. 32 To covir hire bonatis of tyre. 1536 IJellenuen
Boece's Cron. Scot. xiii. viii. (1821) II. 327 This legat als
presentit ane bonat of tire, maid in maner of diademe, of
purpoure hew; to signify that he was defendar of the faith.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonu. liii. 8 You in Grecian tires are painted
new. i6ia Dkavton Poly-olb. xii. 517 Of all tlieir srtately

tyres disrobed when they liee. 1719 D'Urfev Pills (1872)
IV. 8r It is not your flaunting Tires, Are the cause of Men's
Desires. 1850 Bi.ackik Aischylus II. 96 Your tire rich-
ilaunting with barbaric pride Bespeaks you strangers.

tb. transf. andyi^. 'Vesture', * attire'. Obs.
1594 Carew Tasso {\ZZ\) 96 Or she her shamefa^it and

downe clyned eyes With tire and taint of honesty embowres.
/1 1600 M. CosowARTH in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 407
If thou disrobe me of th' earthe's tyre I weare. a 1660
Hammond Serm. Wks. 1684 IV. 572 Had not the second
person of the Trinity.. come down in his tire and persona-
tion of flesh. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth vi. (1723)
294 They [plants] display themselves, shewing their whole
Tire of L^ves.
3, Spec. A covering, dress, or ornament for a
woman's head ; a head-dress ; = Attire sb. 4

;

in some cases perh. confused withTiAR, tiara. Also
trans/, ond/g. arch.
c 1435 Cast. Persev. 223 in Macro Plays 84 [Devil says]
On Mankynde is my trost, in contre l.knowe, With my
tyre & with my tayl, tytly to tene. 1481-90 HowardHonseh.
Bks. (Roxb.) 442 Item ..fur a peyer of tyres.. and a
.serclett for my Lady Barnes. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VIII 7, VI. ladyes . . with marueylous ryche & straunge
tiers on their heades. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Isa. iii. 18 In that
day shal the Lord take away the ornament of the slippers, &
the calles, & the rounde tyres. Ibid. 20 The tyres of the
head, and the stoppes. 1590 Spbnser F. Q. \. x. 31 And on
her head she wore a tyre of gold. 1610 Histrio-m. 11. 117
Post. My maisters, what tire wears your lady on her head ?

Bel. Four squirrels tails tied in a true loves knot. 1630
Dravton Muies Elizium ii. 213 And for thy head lie

haue a Tyer Of netting. 1639 Bury Wills (Camden) 183 A
mourning tire on their heads, such as gentlewomen weare
at the time of ff"unera!Is. 16^ J, Wk\.i. Paradoxes 67 What
Towers doe the Turkish Tires weare upwn their womens
heads? 1851 D. Wilson /'rM. /J m«. {1863) II. m. v. 148 The
maiden coronet or tire for the hair. 1851 C L. Smith tr,

Tasso I. xivii, Her forehead lacked its tire. 1887 Suppt. to
Janiieson, Tire^ Lyre^ a snood or narrow band for the hair,

worn by females.

4. Ornamentation of various kinds: see qnots.

dial, or local.

2876 Whitly Gloss., Tire, the metallic embellishments of
cabinet work. 1887 Suppl. te Jamieson, Tire, tyre . . an orna-
mental edging used by cabinet-makers and upholsterers

;

the metal edging of conins, which is also called coflin-tyre.

6. A pinafore or apron to protect the dress; also

(perh. better) written tier : see Tier sb.'^ 4. I/.S.

1846 Worcester, T*//-*. .attire, a child'sapron. See Tier.

1849 Lowell Bigloxv P. Ser. i. Introd., The humble school-
house..Where well-drilled urchins, each behind his tire.

Waited in ranks the wished command to Are. 1864 Webster,
Tire, a child's apron,, .a tier. 1867 O. W. Holmes Guard.
Angel iii, The child untied her little ' tire ', got down from
the table. 2883 Rollins Nctu Eng. Bygones 136 This
humble serving woman .. in her homespun lyre, flUed with
wild herbs and roots.

6, attrib. and Comb, (in sense 2 ; Obs. or arch^ :

tire-glass, a dressing-glass, toilet-glass; f tire-

house, the wardrobeof a theatre ; also = Tiring-
house; tire-maid - Tire-woman ; t tire-maker,
a head-dress-maker; t tire-man, {a) a man in

charge of the costumes at a theatre ; {b) a man who
assists at the toilet ; a dresser or valet ; also, a
tailor; f tire-pin, a pin used in the toilet; tire-

room, a dressing-room, tiring-room.

1844 Mrs. Browning Duchess May xxxv. In her *tire-

glass gazed she. c i6ao Songs Lond. Prentices (Percy Soc)
96 To the *tire-howse broke they in, Which some began to
plunder. 1871 Rossetti Dante at Verona xiv, *Tire-maids
hidden among theseDrew close their loosened bodices. 1611
Rich Honest. Age (Percy Soc.) 18 Shee holdetb on her way
. . to the *Tyre makers sboppe. x6ix Cotcr., Perruquitre,
a TjTC-maker, or Attire-maker ; a woman that makes Perri-

wigs, or Attires. 2599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. Induct.,

To have his presence in the tiring-house.. [to] curse the
poor *tireman. 2722 Shaftesb. Characii-j^-f) 1. 84 Neither
the magistrate, nor the tire-men themselves, cou'd resolve,

which of the various modes was the exact true-one. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1906) 63 The settinge of her *tyre pynnes
and array. 1681 Religio Clerici 52 Strip it naked of its

plain English, and send it to be drest in their *Tire-room.

285s Browning Bp, Blougram's APol. 70 Then going in
the tire-room afterward. Because the play was done, to
shift himself.

Tire (tai^i), sb.^ Forms: 5, 7, 9 tyre, (S-9
tier), 7- tire. See also Tyre, [Probably the same
word as prec, the tire being originally (sense 1)

the * attire ',
* clothing \ or * accoutrement * of the

wheel. From 15th to 17th c. spelt (like prec.)

tire and tyre indifferently. Before 1 700 tyre

became generally obsolete, and lire remained as

the regular form, as it still does in America ; but
in Great Britain tyre has been recently revived as

the popular term for the rubber rim of bicycle,

tricycle, carriage, or motor-car wheels, and is

sometimes used for the steel tires of locomotive

wheels.]
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1 1. colkctrve sing. The curved pieces of iron

plate, called strakes or streaks, placed end to end

or overlapping, with which cart and carriage wheels

were formerly shod (now rarely used, and only for

heavy a^ricnltural vehicles, artillery carriages, etc.)*

t48sin RipcnCk, ^c/j(Surtces) 3730 tyre pro rota plaustri.

i6ot Holland /'//'«y XXXIV. xiv.(t634) II.514 Vron..suchas
will not serue one whit for stroke [ - strake] and naile to bind
cart-wheels withatl, which tire indeed would be made of the

other that is gentle and pliable. i6a4 /Mthorp MS. in

Simpkin^n M'askingtons (i860) App. p. Ivii, For a new tire

for a waine. 166a Act 14 Chat. I/, c. 6 §8 Any Waggon
Wayne Cart or Carriage . , the Whecles whereof are lesse in

breadth then fonre Inches in the Tyre. 1753 Scots Mag.
Nov. 540/1 Unless the wheels and tire of such carriages

were made broader. 1769 [sec tire smith in 3I. 1803
Wellington in Gurw, Desp. (1837) I. 580, I wait only for

some iron . . to put Tires on some new wheels which I have
made. «8»^ Mf.adcm Patent Spcci/. No. 55^4, I do not

claim, binding them with concave iron tires m streaks or

separate plates.

2. A rim of metal encompassing the wheel of a

vehicle, consisting of a continuous circular hoop of

iron or steeL
1761 Newcomb Patent Specif. No. iiao The main ot out-

side rim or lire consists gK one whole sound ring. 1787
Brodie Patent Specif. No. 1599 The tier is then heated a
black reil and put on the wheel. 18*7 Meadicn Patent
Specif. No. 5574 My improvements on wheels for carriages
consist in binding them with an iron hoop tire having Its

•BicrfMl surface concave. i8«i Youatt Horse 436 A strong
circular fnune of wood.. is bound together by a hoop, or
•everal hoops of iron, called tires, \%^^ Penny Cyd. XXVH,
317/3 The inlrodiirtion of solid or ho<jp tires is an immense
imfn-ovemeni. 184^ Thomson Patent Specif No. i<]^9o, I

claim, .the applicttion of elastic bearings round the tire of
carriage wheels. 1858 O. W. Holmes A ut. Breakf-t. vi, You
couldn't |iry that out of a Boston man if you had the lire of
all creation straightened out for a crowbar, i860 PiRSSE
Lab. Ckem. Wonders 122 The tires of wheels previously to
their being fixed are made hot. i86s Praters Mag, Nov.
634 Specimens of tires fur locomotive engines .. made with*
out a weld. 1886 Hall Caine .Vim a^ llagar lu x\, 'l*be

tires of the wheels were still crusted with unmeUed snow.

[Note, Thomson's patent (qtiot. 1845 above) is known as
tbe foundation of the pneumatic tire or tyre (3 b), and was
bugelT eked in the great actions for infringement during the
* tyre boom *. T. did not actually use the expression ' elastic

tire ' or ' tyre ', but spoke of an * elastic band ' around the
(ircHi) tire. This * band * was however exactly what is now
termed a 'pneumatic tyre'—a distended inner tube with an
outer cover or jacket. (H. V. Hopwood, Dep. Librarian,
Pkicnt Office UbJl

b. An endless cushion of rubber, solid, hollow,
or tabular, fitted (usually in combination with an
inner tube filled with compressed air : cf. Pnki'Matio
I b) on the rim of a bicycle, tricycle, or motor-car;

now also often upon the wheels of invalid and
baby-carriages, and light horae vehicles. In this

sense now commonly spelt (yrc in Great Britain

(see Tyrk) ; tire is retained in America.
187? Knight Diet, Meek. III. 3570 At the same time Mr.

Duiilop patented a tire of anncalca cast-iron, grooved to
receive an tndui-rubber band. Various other patents fol-

lowed, emltracing india-ruMwr as a material to be used in
construciing tires. ttt7 Iluav J^ Hw.vx^m. Cycling 63 The
iron tire was ncccnarily incompatible with the fight iron
wheel ; rubber tires were introduced. 1005 [see ttre-cavtr
in iy SfM Etuycl. Brit, VII. 683/1 RuWwr tires, in place
of iroo ones, appeared in 1868. 1911 Webstek, 7/'n*.

..^ Commonly spelt lyre in British usage... The pneumatic
tire for a bicycle or automobile serves primarily to reduce
vibratioQ or shock.

3. attrib, and Comb,^ as tire-cffver^ -cutUr^ -maker^
'smith ; tire-bender, a machine in which tires are

rolled to a imiform curve (Knight Vict, Mcch,
1877) ; tire-bolt, a IjoU used in securing the tire

to the fclU>es {CasselCs EncycL Diet. 1888); tire-
cement, cement for fixing or repairing rubber tire»

;

tire-drill, a drill adapted to hold and perforate

metal tires (Knight); tire-heater, a furnace for

heating metal tires {lbiJ.)\ tire-iron, one of the
strakes forming the tire of a wheel (see sense i )

;

tire-xneasarer, a measure forascertainhigthek-ngth

oftbe tire required by a wheel (Knight) ; tire-press,
a hydraulic press in which the tires of railway
wheels are forcwl on {/bid.) ; tire-roller, a mill
in which tires for railway wheels are rolled to
develop the flanges, etc. {/bit/. ) ; tire-sorew - tir£-

bolt {Cent, Ditt, Suppl,)\ tire-setter, a machine
for forcing cart and carriage wheel tires into posi-
tion and compressing them on the wheel (CV«/,
Diet,) ; tire-shrinker, a machine for compressing
a heated tire lengthways to decrease the circum-
ference (Knight); tire-upsettins-maohine (see
quot.). See also under Tybe.
1894 BoTTOME EUctr, fnstr. Making fed. 6) ^2 When

quite dry and set firm, the surface, .should be painted over
with'bicycle •lireccment'. \m Times i Aug. 14/1 With
lire and •tire-cover gone, ten miles away from a garage..
Cr<tsu8 . . Is in as lame a case as the man of modest means.
1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 313/1 These formidable 'tire,
cutters (cbm-shclU] He along the coajstal roads like dead
i»ves in a windrow. 185a Mvnu^ Ottr Antipodes (iZs7)i2
Our carriages trundled on the nails of their new *tire-irons
into Blackheath. 1769 Public Advertiser 6 June 3/3 A
Coachmaker's or •Tiresmith'sTool for., wrenching the Tire
off wheels. 1877 Knight />/c/. Meck.y * Tire-upsetting

\

Machincy a machine for shrinking tires without cutting.

t Tire, sb.^ Obs, Also 6-7 tyre. [ad. F. tir in

sense ' shot, volley *, verbal sb. from tirer to draw,
to shoot {Roiopitif lithe.) = Prov., Sp., I'g. tirary

It. iirare :—Common Romanic *1irare : see Tire
f.2] The simultaneous discharge of a battery of
ordnance; a volley or broadside. Also trans/.

of thunder.
(Collective pi., esp. after numeral, tire.)

1575 Ld. Greyiii Comm. Serv. <V Charges (Camden) 20
They guave us vij or viij sutche terryble tyres of batterie as
tooke cleane awaye from us the top of owre vammure. 1577-
87 HotiNSHED CArow. (1S07) IV. 213 Before that two tires of
the artitlerie had gone off, they within offered to parlee.

1593 pEELEOr*/. Garter Wks. (Rtldg.) 586/1 Ordnance peal-
ing in mine ears, As twenty thousand tire had play'd at sea.

1598 Florio, Sa/ua.,a volie or tire off ordinance. 1611
Speed Nist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. § 02 Discharging sundry tire

and peales of Thunder. 1667 RIilton /'. L. vi. 605 In pos-
ture to displode thir second tire Of Thunder. 1687 Drvden
Hind ff P. III. 317 The foe discbarges every tire around.

t Tire, sb.^ Obs. rare. In 6 tyre. [f. Tire
v.'^ 2.] A tough morsel given to a hawk: see

Tiring vbl, sb.'^

1589 Greene Menapfton (Arb.) 67 For all she hath let you
flic like a Hawke that hath lost hir tyre.

Tire (t3i»-i), sb.^ dial, and coilofi, [From Tire vX\
L Tiredness, fatigue.

xSjo F. E. VkGXX Curate ofCumherworth 86 The settee
which was adding discomfort to his tire. 1891 A. Matthews
Poems 4- Songs 60, I clean forgot my tire and pain. 1896
Kipling 5«Tv«.SVa*,J/'<4«</rtTt;'i//>'w«,Sick,.sicK,wi' doubt
an* tire. [1904 in Eng. Died. Diet, from Scotld. to Devon.]

2. pi. Tires', see quot.

1855 DuNCLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 12), Milk Sickness, Sick
stomach. Swamp sickness, Tires, Slows. ..A disease occa-
sionally ol>served in. . Alalxima, Indiana, and Kentucky,
which affects Imth man and cattle, but chiefly the latter. .

.

Owing to the tremors that characterize it in animals, it Is

called the Trembles. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

t Tire, sb,^ Obs. [? a. F. tire, from tirer to

draw, puH : see Tire v.'^] In ribbon-weaving: A
cord which pulls the high-lisses (Lissk sb,'^) up.

17S9 Genii. Mag. 517 Description of a new invented
machine for drawing the lire in a ribbon loom. Ibid., The
tumblers that draw the tire moving with their upper ends
in the rake. Ibid., A ribbon that requires tire may be
work'd as a plain course, there being no loss of time required
in the tire's draught. 17*6 Croker, etc. Diet. Arts s. v.

RiH>and, 4. The ttrcs. or the riding cords, which run on the
pullies, and pull up the high-lisses... 35. The tumblers, or
pullies, to wnich the tires are tied, to clear the course of
cords through the high lisses.. .37. The tire-board.

tTire, tyre, sb,^ Variant of Tkab sb.^ b, the

finest fibre of flax, etc
i6ot Holland Pliny xxxvii. tlL II. 608 They will bume..

more cleare than weckes or matches made of the very tire

and best of flax. 1790 Ckurchw. Ace, IV. Hoaihly, Sussex
07 Fefa^ Dame Steles wants some tyre—Allowed } dozen "jd.

Wf$ Susux Gloss., Tire, flax for spinning. (Probably ob-
solete, but frequently found in old parochial accounts.)

Tire (tdi*j),z;.l Forms: a. i tiorian,teorian,
3 teorien; 5 tere. &. i (late) (se)tyrian; (2-3
(a)tleren) ; 5 tyere, Sc, tyr, 5-8 tyre, 6 tyar,
Sc, tylr, (^-7 tyer, Uer, 6- tire, [OE. tioriatt,

tioricm (also with short io^ eo (Sievers) ; in comb.
getiorian^ get^orian; with umlaut {\z\c) getyrian)^

also atiorian^ with umlaut a-tierian, a-tirian
;

also ybl. sb. tiurung Massitudo' (Gall^e), and
get^orung. As this vb, does not appear in the cog-

nate langs., it is diflicult to determine its original

form in OE., and the phonetic relations between
the OE. and Ml*!, forms, esp. the origin and history

of the current form tire \\ tyre)^ which appears
first in Scottish writers in the 15th c.

Prof. Sievers thinks that the various OE. and ME. forms
may be explained by the existence of an OK. *t(ran trans.,

beside tiorian Itioriitn) intr., l>oth formed from an OTeui.
verbal root *terM-% the sound'relations l>cing similar to
those l»etween OE, ftras and feorh, fcores (feores), from
root 'ferhw'.)

I. intr, fl. To fail, cease (as a supply, etc.)

;

to diminish, give out, come to an end. Obs,
cyms Cor^ Gloss, (O.E.T.) 668 Desisse, tiorade 1*^ 1050 in

Wr.-Wiilcker 385/9 teorode], «iooo Ord. Dunsartas c.4
heading, lie 3onc 3e lad tcorie. a 1000 Ags. Ps. CVh.) ex viii[i]^

82 Ka7;an me swylce eac teoredon. 11.. Soul ^ Botly in

Phijiipps Fragtn. AClfric sGramm. etc. (1838) 5 Him trukcj*

his iwit, him leorel? his miht. \c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn, 39
Vnwreste )m best ^f ^u wreche ne secst. .)icf mihte Jw ne
atiered.)

2. To become weak or exhausted from exertion

;

to have one's strength reduced or worn out by
toil or labour ; to Ixrcomc fatigued.
fiooo Sax. Leechd. II. 16 jif mon on langum we^e

teori;;c C1470 Hknrv Wallace ix. 1771 The Scottis hors
mony began to tjT [rime fyr]. c 1470 Gola^ros ^ Gaw. 34
Tugfit and travalit thus trew men can [ =did] tyre, c 1480
HsNKVaoN Test, Cres. (ed. isgi) 516 To beir his Stheild bis

Brei&t began to tyre. 1587 Mascai.l Govt. Cattle, Horses
(1627) 178 Lap it alxMit his bit, . . and then bridle him, and ride

him, and he wil not lightly tyer. 1588 Shaks. L. L, L, 11.

L 120 Your wit's too hot, it speeds too fast, 'twill tire. 1593
— Rich. If, II. i. 36. 1599 PoHTFR Angry IVoman Abingd.
(Percy Soc.) 41 A swift horse will tier, but he that trottes

ea.siliewill indure. i6ix Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iii. 135 Amerry
heart goes all the day. Your sad tyres in a Mile a. x66o F.

IIrookk tr, Le Blanc s^ Trau. 230 His horses so tiring, that

the servants were fain to carry the baggage themselves.

1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. 16 Aug., Our horses tired

at Stamel, three hours from tCologne], 1845 J. Coulter
Adv. Pacific xiii. 169 They tire—others supply their places,

3. To have one's appreciation, power of attention,

or patience exhausted by excess ; to become or be
weary or sick of, to * have enough '

of.
x5oo-ao Dunbar Poems Ixvi. 94 Of this fals fail^eand warld

I tyre, a 1578 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron, Scot. xxi. xi.

(S. T. SJ L 307 The quenis grace tyrit of him and pairtit
witht him. a 1584 Montgomerie Cherrie <^- Slae 99 Quha
wald haue tyrit to hetr that tune. 1763 Goldsm. Misc. Wks,
(1837) 11.484 Unwearied himself, he supposed his readers
could never tire. 1S03 Edwin ML iv. 60 His tongue spoke of
nothing but the field, and his ear tired with any other
theme. X819 Scott Bl. Dtvarf x\n\, Mareschal. .tired of
the country, went abroad, served three campaigns, came
home. 1857 RusKiN Pol, Econ. Art 54 You will never tire

of looking at it. 1897 Century Mag. Feb. 623/2 [The squir-
rel] would grasp one of my fingers with his two paws, and
lick it till he tired.

4. To become weary with waiting^A* something

;

to * weary ' or longer. Sc. ? Obs.
180s Barbara Maxwell in G. Ewing Mem. B. Ewing

(1829) 41,1 really tire for your letters. 1827 Isab. Campbell
in Mem. viiL (1829) 247, I tire much for this— 1 long to be
completely conformed to the image of Jesus.

H. trans, 5. To wear down or exhaust the

strength of by exertion ; to fatigue, weary (by either

mental or physical exercise). Also absol,

a 1000 Ags.Ps. (Th.)c.xli[ij.3 5if mine grame J^enceaSgast
teorian. a 1400-50^ /ortwrfcr 1009 All J>e ^eris of oure ^outhe
es 5are syne passid And we for-traualid & terid [DuSi. MS.
for-tyredj. /bid, 1404 (Dubl. MS.) It wald tere ony tong hys
tournays to reken. 1470-85 Malory A rthur xv. v. 661 The
whyte knyghtes helde them nyghe about syr launcelot for

to tyere bym and wynde hym. 1500-20 Dunuak Poems
Ixxix. 7 Forrekkyningofmyrentisand roumes, >eneid nocht
for totyre^our thowmes. 1530 Palsgb. 758/1, 1 tyer a horse,

I make him that he can go no farther, 1^8 Shaks. L. L. L.
ly. lit. 307 Motion and long during action tyres The
sinnowy vigour of the trauailer. c 1590 Marlowk Paust, I.

i. 61 Here, Faustus, tire thy brains to gain a deity. i6ai
T. Williamson tr. Goularfs Wise yieillard 50 Not tyring
himselfe, and spending his spirits with much labour and
studie. 16^ Fryer Acc. E, India 9( P. \-ji The 'i'igre is.,

not long Nimble, Three Leaps Tiring him. 1749 Berkeley
Word to the Wise Wks. III. 444 The same work tires, but
different works relieve. 1845 J. Coulter Adv, Pacific ix.

Ill Being well tired by my day's march, and excitement,
I lay down., and slept soundly until day light. _ X875J0WETT
PlatoicA. 2) IIL 338 They would rather not tire themselves
by thinking about possibilities.

6. To weary or exhaust the patience, interest, or
appreciation of (a person, etc.) by long continuance,

sameness, or want of interest ; to salintc, make
sick of something; to bore. Also absol.

1500-ao Dunbar Poems xvL 17 Sum is for gift sa lang
rcqiiyrd Qubill that the crevar be so tyrd That, or tbe gift

defiuerit be The thank is frustrat and expyrd. 1509 Shaks.
Much Ado 1. i. 309 Thou wilt.. tire the hearer with a booke
of words, 169a Locke Toleration \\. Wks. 1727 H. 288, 1 am
tired to follow you SO often round the same Circle. 1774
GoLiJSM. A'ii/. Hist, (1776) VII. 104, I hope I have not tired

your Lordship with my long tale. 1874 L. Stephen Hours
in Library (1892) L i 39 He cannot tire us with details, for

•all the details of such a story are interesting.

b. fig. To exhaust (another's patience, bounty,

efforts, etc) ; to wear out, spend (time) {obs.),

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 46 To trie our wittes, and
tireour lime. ?ci6oo Distreuted Emperor in Bullen O. PI,

IIL 169 My constant industry shall tyer the day And out-

watche night. 1601 Sir W. Coknwallis Ess. 11. h. (1631) 326
Hee hath tyred his purse before hee can overtake the fashion.

1613 Beaum. & Fl. Coxcomb i, i,To tire anotbers bounty, And
let mine own crow lusty. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677)

181 After he had tyred out a few more minutes with impa-
tience. 1697 Drvden Vir^. Georg. iv. 597 Till tiring all his

Arts, he turns agen To his true Shape. 1788 SHKRioAN-in
Sheridaniana (1826) 101 Others tired the chairs in the

parlours, igoa Gosse in Daily Chron. 13 Mar. 3/1 The
great artist, who had seemed. .to have tired bis pen a little.

7. With extension. To tire ottt, tire to death, to

tire to utter exhaustion, coiioq. To tire down, to

exhaust (a hunted animal) by persistent pursuit

;

cf. to run down (Run v, 73 h).

1563-87 Foxe A. <5- M. (K. O.), Tire him out. i63»

Sanderson Serm. 39 They would quickely tyre out Ihem-
selues without spurring. 17x1 Hearne Collect. (O. H.S.)

III. 246 The King being then tired out by factious People.

1740 tr. De Mouky^s Fort, Country-Maid (1741) I. 206 He
was tired to Death, altho' they used their Endeavours. .to

amuse him agreeably. 1766 H. Walpole in Lett. CUess
Suffolk (1 824) 1 1. 324, 1 am tired to death of the place. 1835
W. Irving Tour Prairies xviii, A pack of ..wolves, .were in

full chase of a buck. M'hich they had nearly tired down. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng, xvii. IV. 1 William, tired out by the

voyage,.. determined to land in an open boat.

Hence TiTing vbl, sb. and //A a,, wearying,

fatiguing.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. li. 24 Witnesse the tyring day, and
heauie night. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 220 The
politicke taring of tne strong forces of Bajazet, was the safe-

gard of his own. a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarron's Com.
Romance (1775) L 132 This accomplished courtier being
tired with tiring of ihem. 1869 Pr. Alice Mem. 1 June
(1884) 215 It is alwaysso tiring to see things at Berlin.

Tire (tai^i), v, 2 arch. Also 4-7 tyre, 6-7 tyer, 7

tier. [a. F. tire-r = Prov., Sp., Pg. tirarj It. tirare

:—Com. Romanic *tTrdre to draw, etc., of uncertain

origin. (Hatz.-Darm. rejects the derivation from

Tent, tairan, OLG. teren, conjectured by Diez.)]

I. fl. intr. SLnd trans. To draw, pull, tug. Obs,

a 1300 Floriz
.J-

Bl. 736 Floriz forj* his nekke bed And
blauncheflur wij> draje nim jet, Blauncheflur bid fort> hire
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suere And Boriz a?en hire gan tire. 14. . B(ryn 2565 Stillith

jewcfor howe so evir yee tire, More l>en my power yee

ow;te nat desire. 1580 Lyly Euphucs To Gentl. Schollers

Oxf. (Arb.) 207 Sending ine into tile Countrie to nurse,

where 1 tyred at a drie breast three yeares, and was at

the last inforced to weane my selfe.

II. 2. Falconry, intr. Of a hawk : To pull or

tear with the beak at a tough morsel given to it that

it may exercise itself in this way ; also, to tear flesh

in feeding, as a hawk or other bird of prey. Const.

on, upon. (So OF. iirer.) 1 arch, or Obs.

ciZ20 Bestiary 438 He bilieS one 3e foxes fel..and he

lirea on his Itet. <ri374 Chaucer Boctli. in. met. xii. 84

(Camb. MS.) The fowl )>M hihte voltor..is so fulfyld of his

song J^al it nil etin ne tyren no more, c i45o_ Bk. Haiukyng
in Rel. Anl, I. 296 Loke that thy hawke tire every other

day while she is fleyng, for nothyng.. woll dense a hawkes

hedde as tyryng. I4«i Bk. St. Alians Cviij, An hawke..

tyrith vppon Rumppys, she fedith on all maner of flesh.

isSB Phaer Mmid vi. Rij, A gastly Gripe, that euermore

his growing guttes outdrawes. And tiring tearilh furth his

euerduring Imer vaines. 1611 Davies Why Ireland, etc.

('787) 59 An eagle, with three eglets tiring on her breast,

and the fourth picking at one of her eyes. 1737 Ozell
Rabelais 1. xli. I. 319 As the Falconers, before they feed

their Hawks, do make them tire at a Hen's Leg, to purge

their Brains of Phlegm.

b. transf. of persons. To feed greedily upon.

1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. G ij, The Kitchin Doctor

gaue his patient the necke and bones to tyre vpon, and kept

the wings himselfe. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stujffe (1871) 58

The stall-fed foreman . . was grown as fat as an ox with tiring

on the sirloins. ll>id.Z6. (ti6»9 Hinde y.fi^KSM viii. (1641)

29 Rob wife and children of their meanes..and oftentimes

tyre upon the carkasses.

t c. jfig. To prey upon. Obs.

isiSi T. Howell Deuises (1879) 208 Your loue the Grype
that tyers vpon your bartc. 1S94 Marlowe & Nashe Dido
V. ii, The grief that tires upon thine inward soul. 1610

Histrio-iu. v. 136 O, how this vulture (vile Ambition) Tyers

on the heart of greatnesse. 1624 Bp. Hall True Peace'

maker Wks. 530 Is there any of you . . \yhose heart is daily

tyr'd upon by the vultur of his secret guiltinesse?

d. To exercise oneself «/d« (in thought or action).

1607 Shaks. Tittion 111. vi. 4 Vpon that were my thoughts

tyring when wee encountred. 1611— Cyiitb. III. iv. 96 When
thou shalt be disedg'd by her That now thou tyrest on.

1 3. trans. To tear at, tear, pluck. Obs. rare.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus i. 787 Whos stomak foughles tiren

\v. r. tyren] euere mo.

f b. {causal.) To cause (a hawk) to 'tire'.

In quot. transf. Obs.

IS94 ? Greene Selimus ^Vks. (Grosart) XIV. 217 Like a
Hon fierce. Tiring his stomacke on a flocke of lambes.

Tire (tai^J), ».3 Also 4-7 tyre, 6 tyer, tyere,

tier. [Aphetic form of Attibb z;.1; but i# sense i

perh. a. F. se tirer.]

fl. re^. To put oneself in order ^al) something;

to get ready ; also, to get ready to go somewhere

;

to take one's way, go. Cf. Attibe z/.l i, 2 ; Dbess
V. 6, 15. Obs.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 274 To Dunbar J>ei Jram

drowe, |>e sege t>er to sette, pel tirede l?am to kest smertly

to J>e assaute. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2778 We may tyre vs

with truthe to tene horn agayne. Ibid. 3625 With a nauy
full nobill, naite for \iv werre, We shall tyre vs to Troy tomly

to gedur.

2. trans.. -^Bi. To equip; to fit out with arms,

accoutrements, etc. ; to arm ; = Attibe z/.l 3 a.

C133P R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 151 His folk armed &
tired7 & *y redy to fight, a 1^00-50 Alexander 3603

Thretty tulkis in ilk toure tired in platis. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk.gB^ He toke his armure and tyred him swythe.

fb. TO attire, clothe duly, dress, adorn; =
Attibe v.^ 3 b. Obs,

c iMo Will. Palernt 263 A gret lord J>at gayly is tyred.

Ibitf^iyS To tire him in his wedes. a 1400 Libeaus Dcsc.

(Kaluza) 891 In a robe of samite Anoon sche ean her tire.

iszfi Tindale I Pet. iii. s After this manner in the olde tyme
did the wholy wemen which trusted in god tyre them selves.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 76 But am not I a Gentle-

man, though tirde in a shepheardes skincote ? l6oj Marston
Antonio's Rev. v. iii, Slinke to my chamber then, and tyre

thee. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Tire, to dress.

e. To dress (the hair or head), esp. with a tire or

head-dress (Tire sb.'^ 3) ; = Attibe w.l 3 c. arch.

'539 Bible (Great) 2 Kings ix. 30 lezabel. .starched her

face, and tired her heed, and looked out at a window. X594

Cabew Tasso (1881) 74 With lockes of wrythed snakes some
tire their pates. 1603 Eng. Mourning Garment in Select.

fr. Hart. Misc. (1793) 208 She never could abide to gaze in

a mirror, or looking-glass ; no not to behold one, while her

head was tyred and adorned. 1907 Daily^ Chron. 8 Aug. 4/4
With her flaxen hair tired in Greek fashion.

3. To plaster or decorate (a building). Now dial,

a 1400-S0 A iexander 5644 Off tried topaces & trewe tyrid

was t»e wawes. (^1400 Destr. Troy 8751 This tabernacle

tristy was tyrit on hegh. 1688 R. Holme Armoury nu xiv.

(Roxb.) 19/1 To mixt haire and Lyme together to make
plaster, or straw and clay together for the tyreing ofthe inside

of thatched houses. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v., (Somer-
set) I suppose you was all day yesterday tiring the church ?

•(• 4. Spec, To prepare or dress (an egg) as food.

i486 £k. St. Albans F vij b. An Egge Tyred. 1513 Bk.

ofKeruynge in Babees Bk. (1868) 265 Termes of a Keruer. .

.

Tyere that egge. 1530 Palsgr. 758/1, I tyer an egge. . . Let
me se who can best tyer this egge. 1542 Boorde Dyetnry xii.

(1870) 265 That they [eggs] be tyred with a lytell salte and
suger. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 78 Tire that Egg,

Tire (tai'j), v,^ [f. Tire ji.2] trans. To
furnish (a wheel or vehicle) with a tire or tires : see

TiBED///. o.^, TiBiNQ vbl, s6.* See also Tybe v.

68

1891 Cent. Diet., Tire, to put a lire upon, as to tire a
wheel or a wagon.
Tire, obs. f. Teeb v., Tier sb.^, Tyke.

Ti'reball. In 6 tyreboll, 9 tireballe. [.1.

F. tireballe, in same senses, f. tire draw, extract

(Tire v.'^) + balls Ball.] a. An instrument for

extracting the charge from a muzzle-loading fire-

arm, b. A bullet-forceps. Obs. (exc. as French).

159X Garrard's Art Warre 4 The carefull souldier may
with his Tyreboll pull out hys bullet. (1611C0TGR., Tire-

balle, i^n Instrument wherewith Surgeons draw bullets out

of the bodie.j 1857 Dunclison Med. Lex., Tire-becile,

forceps (bullet). 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Tireballe IS\it-

gical), the buUet-forceps.

t TiTe-brain. Obs. rare. [f. Tibe z;.i + Bbain.]

One who (or that which) tires the brain by constant

thinking ; a ' busy-brain '.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. v. xxv. (1597) 124 Not adding or

abstracting as conceited Tire-braines will.

Tired (tai'jd), ///. a.l [f. TiHE f.l4--EDl.]

1. Weakened or exhausted by exertion, etc.

;

fatigued, wearied ; also, sick or weary of, impatient

with (something) ; slaug, habitually disinclined to

exertion, incorrigibly lazy.

a. in the predicate.

a 1400-50 [sec Tire ».' 5). c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 28

The hors was tyryt, and mycht no forthyr pas. 1523

FiTZHERB. Ilusb. § 15 The horses. .wyll soone be tyred,

and sore beate, that they may not dr.-iwe. a 1550 Freiris

o/Bertvile 257 in Dunbar's Poems (S. T. S.) 294, I am yerry

tyrit, wettand cauld. 1362 Turner //cr/^ti/ 11. 32 b, Medicines

which refreshe them that are wery or tyrede. 1573 Notting-

ham Rec. IV. 150 A horse that wase leafle ther tyard.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iii. 24 The man, sir, that when
gentlemen are tired giues them a sob, and rests them. 1704

F. Fuller Med. Cymn. (1711) 29 Thro' the greatness of the

Perspiration they grow tyr'd. 1782 Cowper (7zj^/«_xxxvii,

'The dinner waits, and we are tired:' Said (jilpin—'So
am I I' 1852 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. (1883) II. 196, I am very

tired ; and the tireder I am, the less I sleep. 1888 '}. S.

Winter ' Bootle's Childr. vii, I got tired out with him at

last. 1807 Westm. Gaz. 15 Apr. 2/3 He 'lived nowhere,

did nothing, and, in fact, he was born tired ', was what he

told the inspector when he was arrested, and it was a graphic
summary of a worthless life.

b. in attrib. use.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 176 Was neuer sugeorne

wer set na on that snaill tyrit. 1581 A. Hall Iliadwii. 138

"Thychare, thydriuer, ancf thy seate, a tiered countenaunce

shew. 1672 Marvell Reh. Transp. i. 129 The tyred Magi-
strates asked them, whether they h,id not Halters. 1746-7

Hervey Medit. (1818) 211 The tired shepherd has imposed

silence on his pipe. 1871 Mrs. Brookfield Influence II.

74 Nothing is more delicious than the atmosphere of a
country house to a tired-out Londoner in the month of

August.

2. transf. and Jig. Worked out, exhausted, used

up; in quot. a 1548, exhausting.

rt 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. K 49 In a long fight and tyred

battaile. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 64, 1 must here lay

down my tired pen ! 1766 Museum Rust.Wl. 440 When the

upper stratum is tired and foul, the owner may. .turn down
the worn-out soil. 1897 Daily Neitis 26 July 8/4 The muslin

gowns begin to look more than a little tired. i89<> Times
16 June 4/1 The Paris, to use an expressive Americanism,

was a tired ship. /bid. 4/2 The fact that the Paris was a

tired ship was one result of the continual striving for records

and averages. X909 Daily Chron. 3 May 4/7 Colour and
shape remind one of a tired cabbage leaf.

3. Comb., as tired-eyed, -faced, -looking.

1841 L. Hunt Seer (1864) 85 Happy in their tired-hearti-

ness to get to the first bit of holiday ground they can reach.

189s Clive Holland Jap. Wife 91 We leave the terr.ice,

with its lingering crowds of tired-faced holiday-makers.

190S Daily Chron. 30 Aug. 4/7 The tired-eyed conductor

took her fare. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 3 Dec. 1/3 Vases of some-
what tired-looking pink chrysanthemums.

Tired (tai'id), ppl, a.2 [f. Tibe sb.'i or v.'^ -(-

-ED.] Fitted or furnished with a tire or tires;

chiefly as the second element in a combination, as

iron-tired. See also Tybed.
1894 Iseepneumatic-tirediPsKVMATica. 5)]. x896_C. Allen
Papier MticIU 118 With a weighty parade of iron-tired

Juggernaut justice, they marched in state.
_
1912 J. Mase-

FiELD in Eng. Rev. Feb. 414 Four newly-tired cartwheels

liting to cool.

Tiredly (tais-idli), adv. [f. Tibed ///. rr.i -h

-LY 2.] In a tired manner ; wearily.

1659 TonRikJio, A lla-straccoy .wearisomely, tiredly. 1891

Miss DowiE Girl in Karp. xiii. How tiredly she nodded
the white-fair, weary head 1 1896 Mrs. Caffvn Quaker
Grandmother 104 Her hands dropi^d tiredly into her lap.

Tiredness (t3i»'idnes). [f. as prec. -f -NESS.]

The state of being tired ; weariness, fatigue.

1SS2ABP. Hamilton C<i<<<r4. (1S84) 175 Hungir andthryst,

heit and cald, . . tyritnes, service or bondage. 1627 W. Sclater
Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 279 Tedious yrkesomenes.se, or tired-

nesse in Gods service. 1644 Vicars God in Mount 143 The
tyrednes of the Souldieis with their travell. 1804 tr. W.
Heberdens Comm. Ixx. (1806) 369 note, hi the height of 13

or 1400 toises above the sea,apeculiar tiredness often comes
upon those who are ascending. 1889 E. W. Ben.son in

A. C. Benson Life (1900) II. 277 The last fortnight has

only driven the London tiredness more over the system.

II
Tire-fond (tfrifon). Surg. [Fr., f. tire diaw

+fond lowest part.] (See quots.)

1857 Dunglison Med. Lex., Tire-fond, a surgical instru-

ment formerly used to elevate the piece of bone sawedolF by
the trephine. 1899 .Syd. .Soc. Lex., Tire-fonct, an instru-

ment for penetrating a cavity or tissue, transfixing and with-

drawing foreign bodies, usually made in the form of a gimlet.

II
TirelaTigot, Obs., in to drink a lirelari^ot

TIKESOMB.

= Fr. boire a lire-lari:^ot to drink hard, drink like

a fish : see Littre s. v. larigot.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais i. vii, To (juiet the cbilde they

gave him to drink a tirelarigot, that is, till his throat was
like to crack with it.

Tireless (taiaules), a.l [f. Tibe zj.I + -less.]

Untiring, indefatigable, a. Of persons (or their

attributes) or other agents.

159X Sylvester Du Bartas i. iv. 597 To sing the swift-

ness of thy tyer-less Teem. X827 Willis Healing Daughter
Jairus 13 The same loved, tireless watcher. 1867 H. C.

Lea Sacerdot. Celibacy 70 The tireless pen of St. Jerome
was called into requisition. X884 R. Bridges Prometk.
Firegiver 195 Attending with tireless ears. 1887 G. Hooper
Campaign Sedan 280 Their soldiers.. seemed to be tireless,

for they never halted.

b. Of qualities, actions, etc.

01826 Heber Transl. Pindar iv. i Oh I uiging on the

tireless speed Of Thunder's elemental steed. 1859 Times

31 Mar. 10/2 Nothing can give our men the tireless elas-

ticity of these Mahrattas. J889 Ibid. 10 X\i%.q/i With that

tireless persistency which they usually display.

Tireless (toi>-jles), a.'^ [f. Tibe sb.^ + -lkss.]

Of a wheel : Without a tire or tires.

1862 R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist. ^ Art 218 A rough
ricketty conveyance, with wooden axletrees and tireless

wheels.

Ti'relessly, adv. [f. Tieeless n.l-^-Lv2,]

In a tireless manner ; without tiring ; untiringly.

1867 Augusta Wilson l-'ashti xxxi. Tirelessly the wife

and hired nurse watched the progress of the dreadful disease.

1903 'J'imesis Feb. 10/2 For 30 years he bad been tirelessly

active.

So Ti'relessness, tlie quality or condition of

being tireless ; indefatigableness.

1887 J. C. Fernald in f-'oiee (N.Y.) 6 Jan. 3 The enthu-

siasm and energy and lirelessness of youth. X898 Daily

News 21 May 2/4 If there was a fault in hisstrategy it was
his lirelessness.

t Tireling (tai»'jlig), sb. (a.) Obs. [app. f.

Tibe v.^ + -ling : cf. hireling, shaveling.'] A tired

person or animal : in quots. attrib. or as adj. : cf.

hireling priest , etc.

1500 Spenser F. Q. iil i. X7 His tyreling iade he fiercely

forth did push. XS96 Ibid. \i. vii. 40. X599 Bp. Hall Sat.

IV. iii. 57 Whiles like a lireling jade he lags half-way. x6x3

J.
Dennvs Seer. Angling 1. ix, Neither of Mare nor Gelding

let it be ; Nor of the tyreling lade that beares the packe.

t Ti-rement. Obs. [f. Tibe w.s + -ment, after

OF. atirement ; Attibement was later.] Attire ;

//. articles of attire
;
garments, or ornaments as a

whole.
(11400-50 Alexander 4918 With cumly knottis & with

Icoyntis & knopis of perle It ware to tere me to tell i-e tire-

ment to-gedire. 1553 Bkende Q. Curtius 111, 27 b. As their

tirementes were moste precious, the more violently thei

plucked them away, xsss Eden Decades 290 The whyte
cappes or other tyrementes they weare on theyr heades.

llTiremoelle (t/rimw^l). Obs. [Fr., f. tire

draw, extract -H moelle marrow.] A marrow-spoon.

1669 R. Montagu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.Comm.)
I. 448, 2 forks, 2 knives, a toothpick-box, and a tiremoelle.

Tirer (tai'-raj). rare. [f. Tibe v.'^ + -ek l.] One
who attires or dresses.

x86a Merivalk Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xlv. 355 The tirere of

her person.

t TiTesol. Obs. rare-^. [ad. obs. Sp. and Pg.

lirasol ( = quitasol, ' a kinde of hat vsed in China

very broad, which the principall men carry ouer

their heads, with a short poll or stafTe, like a

canopie, to keepe the . . snnne from them' ( Minsheu),

f. Pg. tira-r to take away, remove, banish + sol sun.]

A (Chinese) umbrella or parasol.

x6x3 PuRcHAS Pit^image v. xvi. 452 Next to whom
commeth the King withaTlresol over his head, to keepe off

the Sunne.

Tiresome (t3i»'Jsom), a. [f. Tibe v^ -t- -some ;

cf. meddlesome, wearisome.]

1. Having the property of tiring by continuance,

sameness, or lack of interest ; wearisome, tedious.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixvi. 83, I wait [it] is_ for me pro-

vydit, Bot sa done tyrsum [v.r. tyresumj it is to byd iu

1603 Daniel Def. Ryme in Panegyr., etc. H vj, Those con-

tinuall cadences of couplets.. are very lyresome, and vn-

pleasing. X697 Dryden Virg., Ess. Georgics iijzt) 1. 203 The
inculcating Precept upon Precept, will at length prove tire-

some to the Reader. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina (tjgi) I.

xii. 33 London soon grows tiresome. 1854 Lewis Lett. (1870)

279 It is slow, tiresome work. X87S Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV.

350 What a tiresome being is a man who is fond of talking.

b. loosely. Troublesome, disagreeable, unpleas-

ant ; irksome, annoying, vexatious, colloq,

X798 Charlotte Smith Vng. Philos. I. 11 The tiresome

custom you have got of never being ready. 1836 Back-.voods

ofCanada 237 The tiresome things fell to pieces directly

they became dry. 1862 Mrs. Cariylk Lett. (1883) III. 99
At the top of the house he is safe enough from tiresome

interruptions. X898 Flor. Montgomery Tony 12 A tire-

some fidgety schoolboy as a travelling companion.

t 2. Causing physical fatigue ; fatiguing, tiring.

Obs. (Now merged in sense I.)

1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 612 The way was all of dry deepe

slyding sand.., and by that meanes so tiresome and paine-

full as might be. X7X0 Philips Pastorals ii. 16 The tire-

some Burden doubles its Increase. X725 Swift Let._ to

Sheridan 11 Sept., In an employment precarious and tire-

some, ..this new weight of party malice had struck you
down. X728 Morgan Algiers I. iii. 40 He led his Enemies

a tiresome Dance, often drawing them into Ambuscades.



TIRESOMELY. TIRL.

Hence TlTesomoly ath\

X847 C. IJronte y. Eyre xxxiv, A tiresomely importunate

instinct reminded me that vivacity {at least in me) was dis-

tasteful to him. 190a Times 14 Mar, 7/5 Mr. Seddon [is]

now regarded, .as tiresomely insistent upon Imperial views.

Tiresomeness, [f. prec + -NKsa.j

+ 1. The condition of being tired ; weariness.

Obs. rare,

1646 Trafp Comnt. yokn i. 10 F^r thou hast created all

things ••^iihout help, tool, or tiresomeness. 171S Nelson
tr. T. d Kentpis* Chr. Excrc. iil xviL 146 Give me.. good
occupation, .against the '1 iresomness and Drowsiness of the

Heart.

2. The qtiality of being tiresome ; wearisomeness,

tediousness.

166S H. More Diz\ Dial, 11. xxiii. (1713) 162 The tiresome-

ness of the Fi.;ht makes the Victory more plea.-^ant and sen-

sible. 1817 .NIar. Edgeworth On Bores f\i Others are not

endured long enough in society to come to the perfection of

tiresomeness.

t Tlret, obs. f. Terbet ; in qiiot. in sense a.

1587 HoLiNSHED ChroH. III. 539/1 About his arme he
wore an hounds collar set full of SS of gold, and the tirets

likewise bein^ of the same metall.

nTiretaine (t/rt^n). [Fr. ; 1247 in Godef.

Compl. ^piX^Q 'ic 1400 tierteine^ 1449 tirtaine (1718,
Littre), \^%i tertaine\ i^^xtritaine): cf. Tartan.]
A cloth woven of wool mixed with linen or cotton,
* wome ordinarily by the French peasants' (Cotgr.)

;

linsey-woolsey.

1863 Sala Litst Crusader 313 ' Many and many a time ',

writes the good Sire de Joinville,. .' liave I seen the good
king.. vestured in a coat of camlet, a surcoat of tiretaine

without sleeves, a mantle above the black sandalette '. (1866
RoceRS Agric. ^ Prices II. xxii. 579 We find kersey, tirre-

tin (e 1284-5: cf. I. 53^/3), murrey, burell, rosete, keynet,
rcynes. and taursmaurs.! igoi tr. K. Hugo's Notre-Dame
xxiii, The petticoat of tiretaine with red and blue stripes.

1910 Sat. ll^fstm.Gaz. 15 Jan. 6/2 Plump dames in tiretaioes.

II Tire-tdta (t/rit^). Obstetr, [Fr., f. tirer to

draw + ieie head.] (See qnot. 1857.)
s^$4-^ Smellik MiJwif. I. Introd. 56 He also invented

a tire-tete, which cannot be used until the skull is opened
with a knife. 1771 Emiprd. Brit, III. 238/2 Let Leverot's
lire>tete, with the threesKies joined together, be introduced
along the accoucheur's band. 1857 Dunclison Afed. Lex.,
Tire-Ute^ a name given to different instruments t»ed for

extracting the head of the child when left in the uterus.

Ti're-woman. Also 7-8 tyre-. [f.TiRE sb.^

+ WoMA.N.] A woman who assists at a lady's toilet

;

a lady^s maid {arcA.) ; f also, a woman employetl
in the making or sale of women's clothing ; a dress-

maker, costumier (obs.).

s6iS Brathwait Strappado (1878) 126 T'was some tyre-

woman be tooke them fro. c lAat Dick o/Devau in. iv. in
Bullen a PL (1S83) II. s8 Have they forsaken the Divell
and all his fashions? bantshd thetr Taylorsand Tyrewomen?
1667 PEm Diary 90 FcK, To Mrs. Grotier's, the (jhicen's

tire^woman, for a pair of locks for my wife. 1709 Steklk
Toiler Nou 79 p i Dressed with all the Art and Care that
Mrs. Toilet the Tire -Woman could bestow on her. 1790
Catm. M. Graham j^<'//.£^iwc. 108 Whjr should tbey not.,
value themselves for this outside fashionableneu of the
tayk>r or tire woman, when thrir parents have so early
instructed them to do it 7 1847 Marrvat Chiidr. JV*. Forest
XXV, They will make very nice tire-women to some lady of
(|ualily. 1867 'Ouida' C. Casdemeun* (1879)7 To while
time away by scolding her tire-woman.

Tirful, a. : see Tut. Tiriao, obs. f. Theriac.

Tiringf, vbl. sbA and ///. a.l : see after Tirb vA
Tiring (t^i^'rifj), vb/. sb.^ 7 arch. Also 5-7 tyr-.

[f. liHE v:^ + -INO 1.] The action of Tire v:^ ; the

pulling or tearing of a hawk at a tough morsel
given to it to exercise itself; comr. a piece of food
given to a hawk for this purpose. Alsoy^.
C14S0 Bk. Hawkyug in Rel, Ant, I. 396 The swettesto

tyryng that » to gosnawke and sperhawke Is a pigge b
tayle. i486 Bk. St. AllutnSi Hawking bviijb, She shall
nether at the fcdyng ner at the tyryng ne at the Ughlyng ne
at the Ry&yng hurtte hir sclffe. 1575 Turbrrv. Eahonnc
146 Gyve hir tyring of a wing or atooteof tbcaayde pullet.

1891 n.\miHoC/oss. hatconry^ 7Vrr«^,..any tough piece Ou
the leg of a fowl with little on) given to a hawk when in
training to pull at, in order to prolong the meal, and exercise
the flHSSctes of the back and neck.

Tiring (t3i*riij), vbL sb,3 Also 6-7 tyring,
[f. TiBEv.a 4- -INO 1.1 The action of Tihk r.^;
attiring,dressing(an-^. : see b) ; dressing the hair

;

t fitting out {obs.) ; also coturr. attire, apparel, head-
dress {arch.); f equipment, apparatus, garnishing
{obs,) ; s^£, see quot. 1869 {dial.).

IS9> HuLOET, B>'rlet or tyrynge for women. 1558 in
Feuillerat Revels Q. E/ix. (1908) 73 Sarcenet - . imploycdinto
..Shcrtcs.., translated into lyninge pullingca oute tuftcs
tyringss and other gamisshinge. Ihid. 8a Saraenettes .

.

spent in rowles and wrclhes tuftinge t)TinKe of hedpeces
and gyrdells. 160a Dekkkr Saiirom. Wks. 1873 1. 186
.Such clelayes in rising, in fitting gownes, in tynng [etc].
i6ao Smkltom Quix. (1746) IV. xxix. 228 In Hell they are
wotking Tapistry Work, and there are nude Tyrings and
Net-works. 1696 Artt/. Handsom. 67 Whose either hairc,
or complexion, or tiring is not natively their owru 1869
Lonsdale Gloss.^ Tiring^ the plastering under slates. 1909
Daily Chron. 18 Mar. 3/1 He wears his learning xi lightly
as the tiring of the hair of Aphrodite, borne upon her swan
in a Douru vase.

b. allrih. and Comb,, as tiringchatttber^ -closet,

glass, -mem, -place; tiring-woman, a lady*s
maid. Also Tibino-hodsb, -boom. Obs. or ank.
iftM SvBLyx Diary 27 Feb., A cart, or pUuslrum, where

the scene or tiring-place is made of boughs in a rural
manner. 1733 KitLDiNG Moti. Husb. iv. iv, I know several
women of fa.shion I could_ not support for a tiring woman.
1825 Scott Betrvi/tcd xxW, The.. intercession of the tiring-

woman obtained admission for travelling merchants, or ped-
l.irs. 1B44 Mrs. Browning Duchess JAr>' Ixxii, The smile
upon her face, ere she left the tiring-glass Had not time
enough to go. 1856 Boker Erancesca da Kimini i. i, I'll be
Your tiring-man, for once, i860 Ld. Lvtton Lucile ii. iv.

77 From the dark tiring-chamber behind, straight reissue

With new masks the old mummers.

Tiring (taio-rig), vbU sb.^ [f. Tire sb.^ or v.^ +
-INO 1.] The fitting of a wheel with a tire ; the

condition or mode of being fitted with tires.

1831 Holland Manu/, in Metal I. 157 The tiring, the
breadth, and the inclination of the wheels.

Tiling-llOTlSO. Obs. or arch. Also 6- tyring-,

[f. Tiring j'^/.j^.3 + House.] A dressing-room;
esp. the room or place in which the actors dressed

for the stage; = Tiring-boom.
1590 Shaks. Mids. H. III. i. 4 This greeneplot shall be our

singe, this hauthome brake our tyring house. i6ia Raleigh
Poems (1870) xviii. 29 Our mothers' wombs the tiring-houses
be, Where we are dre^ised for life's short comedy. i6ao
Melton Astrolog. 31 While Drummers make Thunder in
the Tyring-house. 1639 Filler Holy IVar iv. vii. (1840)

189 That actor who cometh off with the dislike of the
spect.ttors stealeth as invisibly as he may into the tiring,

house. 1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 877 Dying, to the
Rational or Humane Soul, is nothing but a withdrawing
into the Tyring-house, and putting off the Cloathing of this

terrestrial Body. 1908 Q. Rtu. Apr. 453 He runs his lateral

curtains back lo the tyring-house walL

Tiring-irons {i^\^t\x^x^vsxnz),sb.pL Also 7-S
tyring-, tarrying-, 8 tarring-. [In its current

form, f. tiring, pr. pple. of TiBE z/.l -t- Iron ; but
tarrying- iron (also tam'our) appears to occur as

early, and to have been the more prevalent in the

17th and iSth c This belongs to Tarry v., in

its transitive sense 'to delay, retard, protract, pro-

long, hold in check ' (if not to tl^rry, Taby v.).

The evidence does not decide whether tiring or tarrying
was the original epithet, and as both are descriptive, they
may have been independent.)

A popular name of the puzzling rings or ring-

puzzle (esp. when made of iron, and of large size),

in which a number of rings, usually seven or tea, are

placed on an oblong closed wire loop or bow, each
being also fastened to a wire within the bow, which
passes through the next ring, and is loosely attached

by its other end to a thin Hat piece of metal or bone
of nearly the same length as the loop. The puzzle

is to take all the rings thus fettered off the loop
or bow.
'This perplexiiu; inventk>n is of great antiquity, and wa.^

treated on by Cardan, the mattipmatician [1501-1576I

'

(Boy's Own B^mk (i8a8) 430, in which there is a figure and
detailed explanation of the okoves).

i6of Dbaomi & Walku AfurtK to Darel To Rdr. 4 The
very frame itaclfe of their whole proceeding resembleth fitlia

a pairv of tarrionrs, or tyring yrons. ittaj Drayton Elegies^
TV W. yej^^ys 100 A larrying.iron for foolrs to labour at.

166s Bajcter Mot, Prognost. i. xvi. 4 Like a Boy with a pair
of Tarrying-lrons. a 1675 Lichtfoot Semt. i Sam. xix. i*}

Wks. 1684 II. 1346 They are not unriddlcable riddles, and
lyring'ironft never to be untied. 1690C N f,ssk O. 4- N. Test,
I.27T He would lay his tarrying-irons upon him, and not per-

mit him to go away, a 1763 Shenstonk Upon Riddles 1. in

Dodsl.O//. /'«r//i/ (1 782) V. 63 Have you not known a small
machine Which braien rings environ. In many a country
chimney seen, Y-clep'd a tarring-iron t i8a8 Btys own Bk.
470 It may be purchased at most of the toy>&hops, very
lightly and elegantly made. It also exbts in various parts
of the count r>-,furgvd in iron,, .and aptly named* The Tiring
Irons'.

^ 1879 Louisa Potter Lane. Mem. 115 One was
called * tiring-irons', a set of iron rings and two iron bars
fastened together.

Tiring-room (t3i«*riij,rwm), [f. Tibing vbL
j^.3 -fr Room.] A dressing-room {arch,) ; spec, the

dressing-room of a theatre. Also Iransf. ^wAfig.
x6«3 I. M. Prrf, Verse in Shaks. Wks., From the Worlds-

Stage, to the Graues-Tyring.roome. a 1630 Wotton De
Morte 3 in Reii^. {t6$t) 539 Mans life's a Tragedy. His
mothers womb (from which he enters) is the tyring room.
16.. Fletcher Poems 208 (Nares) The stars are all with-
drawn from each glad sphear Within the tyring rooms of
beaveru 1666 Pbpys Diary 19 Mar., But mybu-^iness here
was to see the inside of the stage and all the tiring-rooms
and machines. 1749 Smollett Gil Bl. xii, i. (1782) IV. 217
AAer the play I.. found her in the tyring-rooin, talking to
some gentlemen. 1848 Dickens Domoey vi, Then con-
verting the parlour, for the nonce. Into a private tiring room,
she dressed lier.

Tirl (toil, Sc. tcrl), sbA Chiefly Sc. Also 5-8
tirle, 6 tl " -

•
•

Tibl z;.3]

tirle, 6 tirrill, 7 tirrle, turle. [app. related to

iieny

.

. [ai

1. A round or turn at doing anything; a slight

experience or trial of something ; a touch, taste.

C1660 J. GuTHRiB in Union Ma^. Oct. (looa) 463 Many
a man has touched the cross, and it has scalded nim ; and
he has given it a tirl and letten it lie. 1697 Cleland
Poems 33 She was tyred with his speeches; She would far

rather had a tirrle Of an Aquavttae barrel. 1715 Ramsav
Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. vii, The young swankies on the green
Took round a merry tirle. 17*1 — Horace to Virg. 5 King
/Kol, grant a tydie tirl. 174a Forbes Shop Bill x. m Ajax,
trtc. (175s) 40, 1 hae..some for those that tak a tirle amo' the
sheets.

2. A revolving piece of mechanism like a turn-

stile ; a wheel of some kind. diaU

1691 W. B. Hist. Roman Conclave ii. 7 In several parts of
the Wall of the Conclave, there are seven RotCy or Holes
with Turles in them, just as there are in Nunneries, wherein
the Victuals are put in from without, and turned round to
be Received within. 1793 Statist, Ace. Scot. V. 103-4 The
tirl occupies the same situation under this mill, as the
trundles in the inner part of an ordinary mill ; and it per-
forms the same ortice. The diameter of the tirl is always
equal to that of the millstones. 1883 iV. Vorks. Gloss., Tirl,
the wheel of a [wheel] barrow.

3. An act of twirling ; a twirl, whirl, dial.

1790 p. MoRisoN Poems 6 (E.D.D.) The temper pin she
gi'es a tirl, An' spins but slow.

t4. ? A whirled or circular pattern, rare—^.
01584 MoNTGOMERiE CAtfrr/V Sf Sloe 334 With dansing,

and glansing, In lirlis \v.r. tirle] Uk dornik champ.
fS. A name of some disease : editors suggest St.

Vitus*s dance. Obs. rare.
0x585 MoNTCOMERiE Flyting- 321 The phtiseik, be

twith)aik, l>e tittis, and J?e tirrilUs \i'. r. The tisicke, the
toothaike, the titesand tiiles].

6. Comb, fTirl-bed, a trundle- or truckle-bed

on low wheels or castors.

1488 Coventry MSS. in \st Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 101/2,
iii. staynding beddes iii, tirle beddes well bothomed.

Tirl, J^.- Sc. [f. Tirl v.^ II.] An act of tirl-

ing (see TlRL w.3 3); loosely, a tap or tapping.

Also as int.

x8o8 Jamieson, T'/>/,..a sharp lap or stroke. x8i8 Black^v.
Mag. III. 531 The slight tirl on the lozen, or tap at the
window. 18x9 W. "Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 19
Whan, hark ! upon the gowden door, Tirl ! comes a rap.

Tirl, sb^^, Sc. var. Thrill sb^^, vibration, tremor.
188a Jamieson, Tirl, Tirle, a vibration, the act of vibrating.

1894 Haliburton Furth in Field Vi. 183 A good woman.,
with a pathetic * tirl ' in her tone.

Tirl, z*.^ Sc, Also 6 tyrie. [Origin uncertain :

app. not connected with any sense of Trill; but
cf. Thrill z/.i 6.]

fl. inlr. To pluck at\ esp. to pluck at the

strings of a harp, or the like, so as to cause them
to sound. O^s,
c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. vii. {IJon

-S-
Mouse) xiv, Sum

[of the mice] tirlit at the campis of his [the lion's] beird.

Sum sparit not to claw him on the face. 1567 Gnde ^ Godlie
B. (S.'V.S.) 93 Tak harpe in hand.-Tyrle on the ten stringit

Instrument.

2* trans. To pluck (a tense string, etc.) so as to

cause vibration.

i88a Jamieson s. v., (Clydesdale) He tirled the strings,

1894 H. Reid in Foets Dumfries, x. (1910) 305 That q^ueer

wild cry frae the gurly sky Can tirl my heart-strings siiU,

Tirlf v.^ Sc. and north, dial, [Apparently re-

lated to TiRVK v.^ and Tirr v. in same senses

;

perh. orig. a freq. *tyrjlian : cf. whirl ixoin hwirjl^.]

1. trans. To roll or turn back, puU or strip off (a

garment or the clothes from a person, his back,

etc. ; the bed-clothes from a bed ; the thatch or roof

from a house, stack, etc.).

a 1500 Priests Peblis 993 Off his coate thay tirlit be the
croun. x8io Cromek's Rem. Nithsdale Song 33 The wind
blaws loud and tirls our strae. X819 W. Tennant Papistry
Stor/n'd (1827) 211 Nae thing was prosperin' there and
thrivin', But tirtin* roofs and raflerrivin'. i8alS L. Proud-
i-ocK Poet. IVfcs., Cuddle ^ CVaiy/w^ //r« 43 Winds loud

blew, wi* fury flew. And threat to tirl its riggin'. 1835
Hogg Tales * Sk. (1837) V. 275 He was tied to a tree, and
his shirt tirled over his head. 1880 Antrim ^ Down Gloss.

s. v. Tirl, thirl. The wun' thirled the thatch las' nicht. X894

Northumbld. Gloss. &. v., To ' tirl the bed-claes ', to strip

off the bed-clothes.

2. To uncover by rolling back the covering ; to

strip (a person) naked ; to unroof (a building) ; often

tirl naked, tirl bare,

X7«i Kamsay Lucky Spence x. Suppose then they should

tirle ye bare, And gar ye fike, E'en learn to thole. 1785
Burns Addr. to Deil iv, Whyles on the strong-win^'d

tempest flyin.Tirlin the kirks. 1816 Scott Old Mart, xxiii.

Our folk hud tirled the dead dragoons as bare as bawbees.

1843 Nicholson Hist. ^ Tfad. Tales 120 Wi' hideous yells

she filled the air. And tirled Simon's cottage bare.

b. To uncover (the peat in a moss, the stone

in a quarry, etc.) by removing the surface soil,

overlying earth, clay, etc ; to lay bare (anything)

by removing its covering.

tBisPennecuik's IVks. 71 r/otc, After removing the surface

soi' with the roots of the heath, or ling, growing on it (called

the tirling of the moss). i8t6 Scott Antlt/. xxiii, ' If your
honours are thinking of tirling the floor ', said old Kdie, ' . , 1

would begin below that niuckle stane '. Mod. Sc. About
1845 a new section of Denholm Hill Freestone Quarry was
tirled.

Tirl, v,^ Now chiefly Sc. arid north, dial.

Forms: 6 tyrle, (turle), 7 tirle, 8- tirl. [Meta-

thetic form of Trill v.^ Cf. EFris. tirreln, tirlen

to turn about quickly.]

I. 1. trans. To turn ; to cause to rotate or

revolve; to twirl, spin, twiddle; to turn over (and

over) ; to move by rolling; « Trill z/.l i. Also,

to turn over rapidly (the leaves of a book).

1543 Traheron Vigo's Ckirurg. iv. 137^ He muste guyde
and tyrle the sayd nedle toward the panicle called cornea,

tyl he touche the myddes of the ap^te of the eye and a
lylle more. 158a T. Watson Centune 0/Loue Ixii. Poems
(Arb.)98 Like Sisyphus I labour still lo turle a rowling
stoane against the hill. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 150 That rowling stone of Innouation
was neucr so turled and tumbled, as since those busie

iiituae!» began to ruwse, and besturre them. 1638 H.Adah<



TIRL.

SON Muse's Threnodie v. (1774) 133 O bow they bend their

backs and fingers tirle ! 1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves

(ed. 2) Gloss. (E.D.S.), Tirl, v., to turn over, as leaves in a

book. i8zs Brockett N'. C. IVords, Til/,.. lo turn over

the leaves of a book quickly. 1844 Ayrshire Wrcatk 155

We had a tough game at tirlin' the trencher. ^1869 C. Si-ENCK

Poems (1898) T2 Soft wind sighing o'er the waste, Tirling

the seared leaves. 1894 NorthumUd. Gloss, s.v., 'Tirled

beels up ', suddenly overturned or turned inside out.

+ b. ? To cause to move ; to circulate ; in phrase

///-/ on the berry, 1 pass round the wine. Cf. troll

the Imvl. Olis.

1519 Iiitcrl. Four Elem. B ij. Make rome, syrs, and let vs

be mery. With huffa g.aland synge tyrll on tlie bery, And
let the wyde worlde wynde. c 1537 Thersytes in Four O.

flays (1848) 79 .'ind we shall make nierye And synge tyrle

on the berye. [a 1553 Udali, lioysier D, if. iii. (Arb.) 36

Heigh derie derie. Trill on the berie.l

2. iiitr. To turn over; to rotate in moving or

falling ; to roll, whirl.

182^ Mactagcart Cntlovid. Eucycl. s. v. Cankcrt, Afore

she tirl'd owre [— diedj my prayers war fervant. i860

Hlackik Lyr. Poems, Jenny Geddes vii, Stool after stool,

like rattling hail, came tirling through the air. 1894 Nortk-^

uiiibld. Gloss. S.V., Slates are said to 'come tirlin doon

when they are stripped off in a gale.

II. 3. intr. To make a rattling noise by turn-

ing or moving something rapidly to and fro or up

and down. a. In the phr. to tirl at (t upoii) the

fin, to make such a noise on some part of the

gate or door, in order to gain admittance; also

to tirl at the latch, at the sneek.

An old phrase of ballad poetry, which in the 19th c. was
taken up and used by Scott, and others after him. Now
generally identified by antiquaries with the use of the

appen<iage called the risp and ring (Risp sb^ 2), formerly

used for this purpose. (Cf. Tinkle w.l 3, Bob Norice ix,

* When he came to Lord Barnet's castel He tinklet at the

ring '.) But in this identification there are difliculties ; a
risp is not a ' pin ', nor has it any resemblance to a ' pin ',

in any known sense of the word ; the//« of a door was the

latch or handle which was ' lifted ' or ' turned ' to open the

door : see quots. under PiN sb.^ i b ; whereas the * risp ' was
a fixed appendage which could neither be lifted nor turned,

having no connexion with the latch or door-handle. Hence
it would seem that * to tirl at the pin ' was to make a noise

by moving the latch up and down rapidly. It_ is possible

that the ' risp and ring ' was a later device, which came to

be erroneously considered as the apparatus by which the
* tirling at the pin ' was performed.

[c 1500 Songs, Carols, etc. iii Hogyn cam to bowers dore,

He tryld vpon be pyn for love. Hum, ha, trill go belU.Vp
she rose & lett hym yn.l 15. . Ld. Beichan in Ballads it

Songs (Percy Soc.) go When she came to Lord Beichan's

gate. She tirled softly at the pin. ? 16 . . in Ramsay's Tea-t.

^f/jc. (1762)324 Ay he tirled at the pin. But answer made she

none. ?i7.. Pr. Robt.'a.. in Minstr. Scot. Bord. (1869)

381 O he has run to Darlinton, And tirled at the pin. 181&

Scott Antig. xl. There cam. .first Pride, then Malice, then

Revenge, then False Witness; and Murder tirl'd at the

door-pin, if he camna ben. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle

xii. (1859) 270, I hear my next door neighbour Madam
Adversity tirling at the door pin. 1843 Nicholson Hist, fy

Trad. T., Bro^unie 0' Blodnoch 80 He tirled na l.-ing, but he
glided ben Wi' a dreary dreary hum. 187J Perthshire in.

Bygone Days 11. v. 300 My Nannie will smile in her sleep

and awake When I tirl at the latch of my door. 189S
Crockett Men of Moss-Hags xiii, She tirled fretfully at

the pin, the servant-maid opened, and we went within.

b. trans, in to tirl the sneck. Sc. rare.

(Cf. the name, Jonnie Tirlsneck, of the beadle in Scott's

St. Ronatis IVell.)

a 1794 Pickering ' ICeen blows the Wind' in Bums' IVks.

(1856) IV. Qi The Gaber-lunzie tirls my sneck And shiver-

ing tells his waefu' tale. 189a J. Lumsden Sheep-head ^
Trotters 44 They . . tirl the neebors' snecks Like ouphes

this nicht.

4. intr. Said of the sound of rain on a roof. rare.

1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xxvi. When the wind gowls

in the chimney and the rain tirls on the roof.

Hence TiTling-pin, the ' pin ' or latch on which

persons ' tirled ' for admittance : see above, sense 3.

X87S Jas. Grant One ofthe 600 i. The old Scotch tirling-

pin—to be found now nowhere save in Fife—in lieu of hells

and knockers. 1878 N. /f (?. 5th Ser. IX. 319, I have seen

and tirled at an original tirling-pin on the chief entrance

door of the vicarage house at Ovingham-on-Tyne. 1894
Northuiubld.Gloss. s.v. Tirl,DooTS were formerly provided

with a long, notched, iron handle on which a loose iron ring

was hung. Instead of rousing the house with a knock, the

caller tirled the ring up and down the notches of the ' tirl-

ing pin ', or handle. I Hut this was the risp and ring.}

Tirl(e, tyrl(e, ».* Sc. Var. of Thibl v.\ ^,

Thkill vy
1825-81 Jamieson, Tirl, Tirle,., to quiver, vibrate, thrill.

a 1870 Thomson Musings (i88i) 120 Tyrants will ne'er care

a snuff for your word, Till ance theyhear't tirl frae the point

o' your sword.

Tirleis, -lies, obs. Sc forms of Tkellis.

tTiTler. Obs. [£, Tirl zi.s + -eb i.] One who
tirls ; tirler of square bones, a thrower of dice,

a dicer.

fCf. c 1550 Lusty Juventus D iij, I wyll trill the bones while

1 haue one grcte.] 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxviil.

iv. 340 Certaine-.who decline the name of Aleatores, i.

Dice-players, and therefore are desirous to be called Tesse-

rarij, i, Tirlers of square bones.

+ TiTlery, a, {prlsb.) Obs. Also tjrr-, -liry,

-lary. [? Related to Tiblz'. 3] ? Whirling, flighty,

trifling, tnmipery : in a few obs. combs. : see quots.,

and cf. Terlerib.
1S46 MkUiF.ng. Notaries I. (1550) 24 b. Bertha the quene

..then beynge a Frenche womau caused kynge Ethelbert to

70

admit them wyth al theyr tyrlery trashe. c 1560 Dr, Doubhle

Ale 437 in Hazl. E.P,P. HI. 321 Farewell and adewe,

With a whirlary whewe, And a tirlary typiK; ; Beware of

the whyppe. 1638 ^o\(ViLadys Trial ni. i,The best, .prove

themselves but flirts, and lirliiy-pufkins [see PuffkinJ.

Trrlie,ti-rly,j^.ancU. ^v. [f.TiiiLi^.i,z/.-]

A. sb. 1. (See quot.)

1882 Jamiesons Dkt.^ Titlfc, tirly, sb. applied to a
waving or ornamental line in scroll-work or carving ; also, to

the ornament itself.

2. A turnstile,

1834 Mactagcart Callovid. Eticyct^ Tiriies, little circu-

lar stoppages in pathways which turn round.

B. adj. Full of twirls or whirls, as in Tirly-

toy, TiTlie-wMTlie, a whirled fij^ure, ornament,

or pattern ; anything having this form ; a whirligig

;

a musical twirl or turn of the voice : also attrib.

a 1807 Skinnkr Misc. Poet. (iSog) 183 What can ye be that

cou'd employ Your pen in sic a 'tirly-toy? 17.. Dainty
Davie ii. in Herd Coll. (1776) II. 215 It was in and through

the window broads, And a' the "tirlie wirlies o'd ; The
sweetest kiss that e'er I got. 1742 Forbes Shop Bill x.

in/jy^^, etc. (1755)40, 1 hae to fit the little girl..Wi' mony
a bony tirly wirl about the queets [— ankles]. 1816 Scorr

Autiq, xxijThey hae contrived queer tirlie-wirlie holes, that

gang out to the open air, and keep the stair as caller as a

kail-blade. 1885 * Strathesk ' More Bits xiv. (ed. 2) 274
Matthew Riddell. .sang with a ^reat many * lalywirlies'

and grace-notes the following curhng song.

Tirling, Tirling-pin: see TiitL z/.3

Tirlist, obs. Sc. form of Trellised.

Tiro, tyro (tai^T^). PI. -oes, -os (-cz).

Forms : a. 7 tyron, tyrone, //. 7-9 tyrones
(-^u-nrz). &. 7-9 tyro, 8-9 tiro, //. 7-8 tyro's,

7- tyros, tyroes, 8- tiroes, [a. L, tirOy pi.

iirones (in med.L. often spelt tyro^ tyrones : so in

Du Cange), a young soldier, a recruit, a beginner
;

It. tirone^ Sp. tiron. Commonly spelt tyro^

after med.L., down to the date of Cowper's liro-

cinium, 1784, and still so spelt by the majority of

writers; in the 17th c. tyrone was even written for

It, tirone^ and tyrones as plural after L. is found

down to 1824. But a plural of English form tyroes

(cf. heroes^ negroes^ is found in 1672, and tyros

in 1690; Cowper has //r(7^i-.]

A beginner or learner in anything; one who is

learning or who has mastered the rudiments only of

any branch of knowledge ; a novice.

1611 CoRVAT Crudities 6s Of those punies, those tyrones

that are brought up under those threescore, there are no less

then a thousand and five hundred. 1647 R. Stapylton
Juvenal log Exercising and training like the tyrones or

young souldiers in Camp Mart. 1656 Blount Glossogr.f

Tyrone.

.

, a fresh water-souldier ; a young beginner in anj/

art or science, a novice. 1670 E. Mavnwaring Physician s

Repos. 92 They do but qualify you as a Tyro. 1672 Manley
Corvetfs Interpr, Pref., The Students of the Law be no
Tyroes in other Learning ; or, at least, ought not to be.

1697 Evelyn Nnviism. vii. 252 For the Ease and Benefit

of Tyros. 1699 Garth Dispens. ni. 31 There stands a
Structure on a rising Hill, Where Tyro's take their Freedom
out to kill. 17*6 Leoni Albertis Archit. III. 24/1 The
Tyroes in the art of Painting. 1784 Cowi'er Tiroc. 220 The
management of tiroes of eighteen Is difficult. 1797 Monthly
Mag. III. 240/1 Dr. Travis.. was..on entering into this

province of theological polemics, a Tiro, compared with his

antagonists. 1810 Edin. RetK XV. 399 The tyro will not

complain that it [the word] is obscure. 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet let. xiii, A subject upon whilk all the tyrones

have been trying their whittles. 1828 Whatei.y vn Eucycl.

Metrop. (1845) I. 282/1 It will.. be advisable for a tiro in

composition to look over what he has written. 1851 Ruskin
Mod. Paint, (ed. 2) I. Pref. 36 The merest tyro in art knows
that [etc.]. 1869 Farrar Eajn. Speech ii. (1B73) 49 The
youngest tiro is hardly surprised to learn that lieu and
couclter both spring from one root. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 13 It is difficult to acquit Plato, .of being a tyro

in dialectics, when he overlooks such a distinction, 1880

Swinburne Stud. Shaks. 14 Easily recognisable by the

veriest tiro in the school of Shakespeare.
attrib. ai66o Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.)_I.

162 Those tyron souldiers and novices in the arte militarie.

i860 Piesse Lab. Chan. IVonders 142 A tyro-chemist in

search of the philosopher's stone, 1903 H. G. Hutchinson
in Watson Eng. Sport ^-j-z Conveying some information to

the tiro golfer. 1905 Daily Chron. 14 July 5/7 Rifle Clubs'

Tyro Competition, open to teams of five tyro members.

Tiro- : see also Tyuo-,

II Tirociniuni (t9ir(7si"niym'). Also (less cor-

rectly) tyro-. [L. tirocinium first military service

or campaign, young troops, f. tiroj Tiro + 'Cinitimy

as in latrociniutn robbery, vdticinium prophecy.]

a. First experience of or training in anything;

apprenticeship, pupilage, novitiate ; hence, in-

experience, rawness, b. coficr, A band of novices

or recruits,

x6si I'i/e Father Sarpi (1676) 89 The Tyrocinittm or

the young Militia of state in the Commonwealth. 1654

Gayton Pleas, Notes 37 It is the right discipline of Kniglit-

F>rantry, to be rudimented in losses at first, and to have the

Tyrocinuim somewhat tart. X711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737)

III. V. ii. 274 There the Tyrocinium of Genius's is annually

display'd. 1784 Cowper [fitle) Tirocinium ; or, A Review of

Schools.

fTirO'ciny. Obs. In 7 tyro-, [ad. L. tJrd-

ciniutn : see prec] = prec.

1600 ToURNEUR Transf. Metam.^ Ded. Sir C. Heydon 14

MtEcenas, strengthenmy Tyrocinie. 1646 G. Buck Rich. Ill,

1. 1 The Linage, Family, Birth, Education, and Tyrociny of

King Richard the third. 1663 Watekhouse Fortescutus

TIRR.

Illustr, 138 The King incorporated them into the Tyrociny
of Nobility. 1670 VV. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. yj Your
tyrociny in these abstruse studies plead your excuse.

t Tiro'logy. Obs.nonce-wd, [f. TiB-o + -ology.]

Properly, the science of tiroes ; in quots. used for

Elementary knowledge.
1560 Becon Cast. Comfort Wks. II. 106 Some of the

papistes. .where so euer they finde Ignis, take it for Purga-
tory streyghtwayes. O noble doctors of Tyrology, ratlier

than of Theology. 1563 — Display. Popish Mass\\ivi.\\l.

39 IJut where learned ye thistyrologye? Forthcologie is it not.

Tiron, tirone, obs. forms of Tibo. ^

T-iron : see T 3.

Tironiail(t3ir(7»'nian),a. [ad.L. Ttronian lis,

ill notsi Tironianx Tironian notes.] Of or per-

taining to Tiro, the freedman of Cicero : Tironian

notes, a system of shorthand in use in ancient Rome,
said to have been invented or iiitrodnced by Tiro.

1828 Edin. Rev. Dec. 359 Manuscripts written entirely in

tlie Tironian notes are not unfrequent in libraries of the date

of the seventh century, as it is supposed. 1887 Daily News
6 Oct. 5/3 One of the earliest examples shown is a psalter in

Tironian notes— the shorthand characters . , invented by
Marcus Tullius Tiro, the freedman of Cicero ; it is in Latin
— written early in the tenth century.

Tironic, tyronic (tsirfnik), a. ttonce-wd. [f.

L. ttron-, stem of tiro, Tibo -1- -10.] Of, per-

taining to, or characteristic of a tiro ; betraying

inexperience; amateurish. So {nonce-wds,) Ti'-,

tyronisra, inexjierience ; Ti"-, tyronist = TlEO

;

Ti'-, tyronize v., intr, to play the tiro, to be a

beginner ; hence Ti'-, tyTonizing ///. a,

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) I. 29 As
ignorant of martiall discipline, as the most tyronizinge of

them all. 1716 M. l}f,\\fs Athen. Brit. III. 3 They. .are

fitter for Veterans and Criticks in Closets and Libraries,

than for Tyronists and Trivialists in Schools. i83» Exa-
miner 6(>o/i I'he critic,.. though modest and professing

tyronism, is a good moderator. 1909 Daily Chron. 23 June
3/1 His handling of form and plot is occasionally tyronic, if

one may be permitted a word that ought to exist.

tTirpei'l. Obs, Forms: 4 tirpell, -peile,

tyrpeyl, -payl, turpel, 5 -pell,-pele. [Metathetic

form of OF. trepeil uproar, trouble (12th c. in

Godef.) ; according to Diez from OF. trepeiller to

run hither and thither, f. treper to hop, Trip, of

German origin : cf. MLG. trippen to tread ; also

mod.F. tripigner to stamp.] A broil, encounter,

tumult.
c 1330 R. Bbunne Chron, Wace (Rolls) 1665 pe Troiens J>at

had ben yn turpel \y. r. tirpell]. At midnight tok \Ky con-

seil. Ibid. 15422 pey (Britons] gadered )>em toconsail How
to venge >at tyrpayl. <:i330 — Chron. (1810) 216 With-
outen his conseile, or >e kynges wittyng, To maynten t>er

tirpeile he suore ageyn )« kyng. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk,

8841 But not-for-thi so it be-fen, That be was hurt at that

turpell. Ibid, 18020 Fotue hundrid of damyseles That lyued

afftir that turpeles.

Tirr (tir, tar), v, Sc. and «. dial. Also 6-7 tyr,

tyiT, 6-9 tir, 7 tirre, 9 terr. [app. a reduced

form of Tirve ».i in same sense (see quot. 1553 in

I b), and cf. Sc. ser' for serve, turris for turves.'\

1. trans. To strip or tear off (a covering, esp. the

thatch, slates, or roofing of a house).

1571-5 /?</<>-H<i/Oc<:»rr.(Bann.Cl.)2i9Anecommandemcnt

gevin . . to tir and tak doun all the tymmer werk of all houssis

in Leith Wynd and Sanclmarie Wynd. 1584 Reg. Privy
Ccruncil Scot. III. 681 [He] tirrit and reft doun the faill and

thak of his barnis. 1635 Dickson Pract. IVis. (1845) I. 83

He shall tirr the visorne off your faces. 1670 R. Law Afem,

(1817) 33 It tirred the sclates off it. 1777 in Cramond Ann,
Banj^ {iSg3) II. 97 There is no mending of the slating

without tirring the sclates. 1795 A. Wilson Spouter 581

Mony a fierce storm had tirred the thack.

2. To strip (a person) naked ; to uncover, unroof

(a house, etc.). kXiafig.
1553 Douglas's Mtais ix. vii!. 78 In quhat land lyis thou

manglit and schent. Thy fare body and membris tyrryt \cd.

i;«<l«tyrvit]and rent? 1572-5 Diurnal Occurr.iliann.Cl)
307 The laird of CoUingtonis hous in Forrestaris Wynd wes
half tirrit. 1578-9 Reg. Privy Council Scat, III. 83 Als

meikle to say ' Tyr the kirk and theik the queir '. 1590 Re^.

Privy Coimcil Scot. IV. 492 Eftir thay wer tirrit to thair

sarkis. 1644 Ibid. Vlll. 101 They causit thair officers and
hangman tirre us mother naked, a 1670 Spalding Troub,

Chas. I (r85o) I. 70 Quhilk the s.iid James espying, fallis to

shortlie and tirris the houss. Ibid. (1851) II. ^oj Thir cruell

Irishis, seing a man weill cled, wold first tyr him and saif the

ckithis onspoyllit, syne kill the man. 1763 in Lauder «r Lau-
derd (1902) 86 The west side of the Manse must be tirred and
sclated anew. 1808 Jamikson s. v., Tir one to the skin, Le.

strip him naked. 1894 P. H. Hunter jf, Inwick xi. (1900)

153 A man . . that cares na wha be tirred gin he be theektt.

1901 Dundee Advert, 1 1 Feb. 6 In a minute or two the whole

of the north side of the roofwas completely tirred.

b. intr. (for rejl.) To take off one's clothes ; to

strip, undress.

1787 W. Taylor Scots Poems 67 Hame I gaed..An' than

I tirr'd, an' to my bed. 1825 Jamieson, Tirr, . .to undress,

to pull off one's clothes. 1891 A. Matthews Poems fr Songs

52, I quickly tirr'd doon to the sark.

3. trans. To bare (land) of its surface covering

;

to pare oft" (the turf or surface soil) from land ; to

lay bare (the stone in a quarry) by removing the

superincumbent soil and clay. With the thing laid

bare, or the covering, as object Also absol.

c 1567 Survey Shilbottle in Nc^u County Hist, NorthumUd,
(1899) V. 425 The ground also, by reason of castyng so great

uumbre of turves, [is] so tyrred and maide baire, that of a
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f»reate parte therof groweth no grasae. 1593 Aherden
Regr. (184S) II. 85 The saidis Inchis ar sa flayne and tirrit,

that-.thair L> na faill to be had thairin. x8o8 Jamieson,
VVrr, . . to pare off the sward by means of a spade . . before

casting peats. 1867 D. D, Black Hist, BrtchiH ii. 18 The
earth was tirred from the garden on the top of the bank.

1899 Montgomebie-Flkiiihg Notes on yamieson 169 Tirr,

. .to remove the soil and sub-soi! from above a bed of sand-

stone in a quarry.

Hence Tirr sb., the soil or subsoil reinoved from

the bed of a quany (Montgomerie-Fleming Notes

on Jamicson, 1 S99) ; TiTrinsT vtl. sb., the stripping

ofl of the incumbent soil, etc.

X794 Statist. Ace, Scot, Xlll. 301 These quarries require

very little tirriug. 190a Daily Record ff Mail \\ Sept. 3
A couple of men bad agreed to do some quarry tirring. ..

The tirr suddenly collapsed and a man. .was kilfed.

Tirraoke, -iok, -ook. So. dial. ff. Tabbock.
179a statist. Ace. Scot, V. 189 Redshanks, herons, tirricks.

xSaa Sci'TT l*irate x, The queruloas cry of the tirracke and
kitticw.ike. 1825 Jamikson, Tirracke, Tirrook.

Tirra-lirra (tira|li-ra). Also 7 teery-larry,

-lerry, -leery, tyra-lyra. Cf. Tibaleb. [Kchoic.

Cf. OF. turelu, lureluru, 'a comic or bnrlesque

refrain ' (Go<lefroy), turelure a bagpipe, a refrain,

F. turlut a titlark; and qnot. 18S9.J A repre-

sentation of the note of the skylark, or of a similar

sound uttered as an exclamation of delight or gaiety.
s6ii Smaks. M'int, T. iv. ilL 9 The Larke, that tirra.Lyra

chaunts. ifiii W. Browne Brit, Fast. I. v. The Laxke..
With the shrill chanting of her teery-lerry. 1688 K. Holme
Artttoury II. 310/3 The Lark singeth T\Ta I.yra. 183a
Tkmnvsom Lady o/Shalott 111. iv, • Tirra iirra ', by the river

Sang Sir Lancelot. i889Gi>ove Diet. Mns. IV. 805/1 Tore.
i.ure, or Toure-Loute^ a very ancient IvTical burden or
refrain, probably of Provencal origin. The old English
form is * tirra-lirra '.

Hence f TirriUTrln; ///. a., that sings tirra-

lirra ; tlpy-tlry-Ieerer, a lark.

s6<9 TosBiANO, Tiriliranle IMoia, the Tiriliring lark. 1599
T. M(ouFEil .Sitkiuortiu-s 50 Let Tiry.tiry-leercrs [mar^.
larkesj vpward flic.

Tirran, -and, -ane, -ant, obs. .Sc. ff. Ttba.it.

Tirret, TirriU, obs. ff. Tebbet, -it, Tibl jA.i

Tirrit (ti rit). rare. (perh. illiterate for terror

(Narcs).] A fit of fear or temper; an 'upset',

, distuTbance of one's equ.inimity.

1507 Shaks. 3 f/tn. jy^ II. iv. 330 Here's a goodly tumult

;

lie iorswearc keeping h<Mise, before lie be in the^ tirrits,

and frights. x^qM Har^r's Mag, Feb. 405/3 My lady will

have her tirrcli

Tirrivee', tiTrivie. -S^. Also tiri-, tlry-,

tlrry-, tirrie-, tery-, tuny-, tira-, tirravee, -vie.

[Origin obacnre: some suggest a corruption of
Tailtkvet.] A fit or display of ill temper or
punon ; an onchecked outburst.

1813 Hogg Qiuen's Wake 3^3 not*, He luspected his
spouse had taken some of her ttrravies. 1814 Scorr Wav,
Uix, A very weel-meaning good.natured man .. when he
msiu in ane of bk linivies. 1898 N. Munio in BUukro,
Mag, Feb. 184/t l*nr willing to make s'tme allowance for a
lover's tirravee. 1910 W. f inlay in Poets Ayrshire 373
When a party ends up in a wild tiriveew

Tlrrs, obs. Sc. form of Tbuss.

II Tirshatha (tirjaja). [Heb. NnB''Tn tirsha-

tha, a. OPersian tarsala 'his reverence', in LXX
aStpaaaOa {-a$a), V'ulg. alherstUha (i. e. hat-tinha-

M<f).] The title of an ancient Persian viceroy or
prefect ; applied in O. T. to Nehemiah.
l3Ba Wvcup Ezra iL 63 Athersatha (1388 Attenathal— Neh. viii. 9 Albirsata. 1535 Covrrdale Ezrm ii. 63

Hathirsatha. 161 1 lltid., TbcTirshatha. 189a HimTKa
AJter Exile \\. ix. 193 He stood forward with all the
anihority that belong<Ml to him as Tirshatha. s9oa Hesxtings*
Diet. BibU IV. 779 The Tirshatha appears to have been a
royal commissioner. . invested with the full [x>wexi ofa satrap
or viceroy, and employed on a special mission.

tTirre, ».• Obs. Forms: 4-6 tirue, tyrue
( = -ve), 4 ttirue ( - -ve), (5 terve), 6 tirve, tyrff.

[Not in Oli. ; known from 1 300. Identical in

meaning with Tibb v, (which seems to be a re-

duced form of the same word), and Tikl z>.2 App.
distinct in sense from next ; but, formally, 'tyrfan
and *titrfan might both be derived from different

grades of a verbal ablaut series *ter^, /art-, lurt-.
It has also been suggested to represent an OR. 'tyr/an,

detiv. of turf, TuKE, to have originally meant ' to strip the
turf off the ground '.and to have been extended to stripping
the turf or thatch off roofs the clothos off persons, aivd the
hides off beasts. This is plausible, bat is not favoured by
the chronology of the senses.]

1. trans. To roll or pull back, or pluck off (the
covcring,clothes,skin,etcfrom a person oranimal);
to strip off (clothes, armour ; the thatch, slates, or
roof of a house, stack, etc.).

tijoo Haveloi Uqm) 603 (They] aone . . funden, AIs he

t-
they] lirueden of [ := offI hu serk On his rith ihuUre a

yne merk. 13 . E. E. A/lit. I'. B. 6jo He (Abraham]
cached to his cobhous & a calf bryngez. .bed tyrue of |ie

hyde. 13. . Caw. 4 Gr. Kitt. i^ai Sy))en bay Un raynarde
& tyruen of his cote, m^so-sa Alexander 4114 'Tuke out
t>e tuskLs & )ie telhe & teruen of tie skinncs. 1513 Douglas
ASiuis v. V. 33 A habirgeoun.tjuhilk he, .with his Strang
handis two, Tirvit and rent of bald Demoleo.

b. To strip (a person) of bis clothes, etc., (an
animal) of its skin, (a house) of its roof; to strip

naked or bare ; to unroof.

71

{ctyoo Hafehh 918 Ful wel kan ich cicuen shides, Eles
to-turuen of here hides.] c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. ProK
ff T, 721 (Ellesm.) The deuel out of his skyn Hym terve
[^/^r j^AS"^. torne, turne] I pray to gocl. 1500-10 Dunbar
Potrtts Ixxii. 23 Of hi* ctaithis thai tirvit him bair. Ibid.

33 I n tene, thai tirvtt him agane, And till ane pillar thai him
band. 1533 Bellendkn Lhy v. xi. (S.T.S.) II. 187 He
gart tirve [v.n tyrff] b's maister nakit of al his clothis.

1590-1 RtS' Prky Council Scot. IV, 587 The said Naper.

.

and others.. come and tirvit the said complenaris boussis,
and tuke of the rigging and ihak tliakof.

tTirve,terve,».^ Obs, Forms : 5tirue(-ve),
tyrve, -we, 5-6 terue (-ve),(9 tirvie). [Known
^ 1330 in the comp. Oveb-terve : app. representing

an OE. *Herfan = OLG. *tirtan, OHG. z^ben,
:—*zattf/anf refl. to turn, turn over or about: cf.

OE. iearflian to roll over and over, wallow. If

this is right, the better form is terve, (Texts of

MSS, printed before 1900 have usually n for »
( = v\ the word being taken as a variant of /«r?;.)]

1, intr. To turn; esp. to turn upside down,
topple over, fall down ; also fig, to turn to some
course or action,
c 1400 Destr. Troy 430 Erthe dymmed by dene, ded men

Roose, llie gret tempull top terued to ground, c 14*5 Disp.
Mary ^ Cross xxxviL in Leg. Rood 207 (MS. Roy.) Truyt
and treget to belle schal terve. <'I440 Psaltm Penitent.
(1894) 45 To trecherie schulde we noght terve [riftie kervej.

1567 GoLuiNG (h'itfs Met, v. I v b, loues ymage.. made with
crooked welked homes that inward still doe terue [rime
seruej. (1819 W-'Vessast Papistry S/0rm'<i {iS27) 206 He
made him tirvie down and tapple Head-foremost wi a bang.]

2. tratts. To turn ; €^, to overturn, overthrow

;

o.ho fig,
c 1400 Destr. 7Vw 151a Howhb towne was taken and tiruyt
to grounde. Ibia.^-]fi^ The grete toures ^ai loke, tiruyt the
pepulL ibid. 10197 To take you with tene iS: tirue you to
ground, c 1430 Brnt 378 Our stakez made hem top ou>t
t(.-rve, eche on o^r, ^at ^y lay on bepis. c 14U Hocclkvr
Min. Poems xxiv. 573 Shee That had him terued with
false dcccitis.

b. To turn to some course or to do something.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2943 Throgh whiche treason betydes,
& icruys vmqwhileHulde men to batellaiid biker with bond.

o. To turn over, up, or down (the edge or hem
of a garment). (Cf. Tarp, Turp sb.^)

148a Caxion Contim. Higden's Polycron, viii. xiii, The
yenuinry badde theyr hosen teruen (? terued] or bounden
Lyiicthe the knee hauynge longe jack>-s,

I Icnce f TirvingM. sb.^ turning ; concr, a border

turned back or up.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 494/a TjTf, or tyrvynge ft».r, tyr-

wyii>>c] vp OQ an hooUe or sleue.

Tirvls, obs. Sc. pi. of Turp sh,

+ Tirwhlt,tlrwlt,obs. var. 1 kwhit, lapwing.
1671 in Skinnes Ktymolog, Hence 1706 in Phillips, etc.

tTiry (t3i»ri), a. Obs. [f. Tire v.^ + -v.]

Tireil, weary. Hence f Ti*riiie««, tiredness..

t6ii Corvat Crudities 37 My bor»: began to be so tiry

that he would not stirre one foote out of the way. 1697
R. PeiBCB Bath Mem. 1. ix. i9a_ Having a great share of
this Tyrie Distemper, ibid. 11. iii. ags(She] was not unsen-
sible cU* her Tyryness and Dispiritedness.

'Ti8 (tiz)) abbreviation of it is^ formerly common
in prose, now poetic or archaic ; see also It A. 7.
c i^ift ManJteima Sit in Macro i*/ays ya Was \ tys pety yt

M:buld be \r\a. « 1566 R. Euwardes Datnom ^ Pithias
(1744} 3S0 i'is a pestcns queen. 1598- [see It A. y^
TiB, ME. assimilated form of This after dentals,

etc. : see T 8.

Tisan, tisane, var. PtisaXi barley-water.

Tlsar (tiza-j). Glass-manuf, rare. [ad. F. tisart

opening of a furnace, f. tiser to poke, stir, etc :

see Tkasb v.^] The fireplace or furnace used to

heat the annealing arch for plate-glass.

1839 Urk Did, Arts 587 The carquaise b heated by
means of a fire-place of a square form called a tisar^ which
extends along its side.

Tisohe, -ey, obs. Sc. ff. Tissue. Tisohera,
v.ir, Tezkeke. Tiae, obs. f. Tice v. Tlseday,
oIjs. Sc. f. Tuesday. Tisheldar. var. Tahsiluab.
Tlehew, -00, -ue, obs. ff. Tissue.

II Tishri (ti*Jn), Tisri (tizr/*). [ad. late Heb.

^1C*n tishrif f. Aramaic XIK^ MVJ to begin.]

The liabylonian name of the first month of the

Jewish civil year, or the seventh of the ecclesiastical,

corresponding to parts of September and October

:

substituted after the captivity for the earlier name
Ethanim.
1833 [sec AbibI. 1877 C. GeiKiR Christ xlix. (1879) 578

The seventh month Tisri, part of our Sep. and Oct. 1904
Daily Chron. 9 Sept. 6/7 To-night marks the advent of

Tishri, the most important month in the Jewish calend.ir,

1904 Jewish Encycl. VIII. 673 Tishri is characterized as

the month uf the birth of the Patriarchs.

Tisick, tisloal, (tias-), obs. and dial forms of

Phthisic, -al. Hence Tis(e)icking a. *= Phthi-

8ICKY ; + Tiaickness, phthisic or asthmatic quality.

fS33 Elvot Cast, ifeltht (1530) 82 Tisiknesse or shortnesse

bf breth. a 1815 Kokbv Voc. E. Anglia, /*/«/c^,. .a tickling

faint cough j called alsoa 'tis&icky cough '. 1888 Doughty
Aral'ia Deserta II. 521 The Sherif vLsited Beyrut some
years aco..for the health of a tistcnl son. 1890 Blackw,
Mag. CXIA'III. 463/2 Snipe hummed and bleated out a
lissicking nuisic, 1904 in Png. Dlttl. Diet. s. v. Tissick, etc.

•f-TiBince, obs. form oiptisans, pi. of Ptiban.

TISSUE,

ri6»3 LoE>GE Poore Mam Talentt (Hunter, CI) o The
patient.. must bee content to drink TLsince, balme water, or
the luleb of roses.

Tisor, variant of Teaseb 2^ fireman,
Tisri : see Tishbj,
tTiss, V. Obs, rare, [a. F. tiss-er to weave

(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), altered from OF. iistrc

i—*tissre !—L. tex^re^ with change of conjugation.]
trans. ?To weave; (in quot. 1703 perh, a distinct

word), ?to arrange (with light touches).
1585 T.Washington tr, Nic/tolay's Voy. i. xxi. 27b, A

gowne of cloth of gold tissed. Ib^'d. \\. xxii. 60 A fine &
long smock of cotton tissed. i7o« Eng. Theophrast. 53
He (the beau] is two long hours in.. careening his Wig,
tissing the Curls.

Tissane, obs. var. Ptisan, barley-water, etc.

Tissey, obs. f. Tizzy. Tissick, etc.: see
Phthisic, Tisick. Tisso, var. Teesoo.
tTissu, ///. a. Obs. rare-^, [a. F. tissu, pa.

pple.: see Tissue j(5.] Woven. (Const, as/a. ///<?.)

\^^ Compi. Scot.\\\.t<^ Ane syde mantil..the quhilk hed
bene tLssu ande vrocht be tbre syndrye fassons 01 verkmen-
schips.

Tissual (ti'p«ial, ti-si«,al), a. rare-^, ['rreg.

f. next + -AL, after virtual, etc.] Of or pertaining

to (living) tissue: see next, 5.

1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. 34^ Plants. .exhibiting. .indica-
tions of such tissual and organic susceptibilities as arc proper
to their rank in the scale of being.

Tissue (ti*J'w, ti-siw), sb. Forms : o. 4-5 tyssu,
4-6 tissewe, 5 tyssew, -eu, -ywe, (//. -eux), 5-6
tysaue, 5-7 tissu, tissew, 6 tyssewe, tysswe, 5-
tissue. ^. 5-6 tisahue, tisshewe, Sc. tusche,
(tuscha), 5-8 tishew, 6 tyshew, tysshewe, tys-
shiew, tushwe, Sc, tischey, -ay, tische, tysche,

7 tishue, tishoo. [a. OF. tissu sb., applied to a
kind of rich stuff {c laoo in Gwlef. Cofiipi.\ from
pa. pple. of obs. F. tttre, OF, tistre :~-*tissre :—L.
teX'^ to weave.]

L a. A rich kind of cloth, often interwoven with
gold or silver. Obs, exc. Hist.
?a 1366 Chaucer Horn. Hctse 1 104 The barres were of gold

ful fyne. Upon a tyssu of satyne. 14M in Dugdale Monast.
Angl, II. 22a Cum tribus capis choralibus de panno Tysse-
wys vulgariter nuncuiKito. 1501 in Coir, Doc. rel. Scotl.

(1888) 336 A gown of tawny cluili of gold of tisshue. 1509
Hawks Past, i^leas. xvi. (Percy Soc.) 61 With clotli of tyssue
in the rychesl manerThe walles were hanged. 1513 Hradshaw
St. Werburge i. 1647 Fresshely embrodred in ryclie tysshewe
and fyne. 1543 Grafton Contn. Harding 591 The queue
..clothed in a riche manlell of tissue. 156s in Feuillerat

KevelsQ. Elit. (1908) 114 Cloth of Silver purple tysslnew.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays l'{p>. in. viii. 82 Girded
with a large girdle of Tissue, or of stlice and golde. X64B
Ckashaw J)elights Muses Wks. (1904) 160 Something more
than Talfata or Tissew can. c 1710 Cklia Firnnes Diary
(1888) 4 Good bed Chambers and well furnished velvet
damaske and tissue. 1785 G. A. Uellamv Apology I. 130
A dress for me to play tlie character of Cl[c]oi}atra, ..the

ground of it was silver tissue.

b. Now applied to various rich or fine stuffs of

delicate or gauzy texture.

1730 Swift Lady's Dressing-room Wks. 1755 IV. i. 113
Array'd in lace, brocades and tissues. 1769 I'nhlic Adver-
Jiser 1 June 1/3 Sale of Silks. .lirocaJcs, Tissues. i8ai

Joanna Baillik Mctr. Leg.,, Wallace liv, Tissue of threaded
gems is worn. 1910 Westm. Gaz. xi Mar, 1^/2 Tissues

studded with jewels are lightly draped over satin.

f 2, A band or girdle of rich stuff. Obs,

f 1374 Chaucer Troylusw. 590 (639) His helm. .That by
a tissew heng his bak hyhytide. cx^jpPilgr. LyfManhode
I. xciv. (1869) 51 The scrippe was of greene selk, and heeng
bi a greene tissu. £1440 Partonofe 6726 That tyssew and
bocle..all to peses brnk. f >4^ Holland Howlat 405
Mony schene scheld With tuscheis of trast silk tichit to the

tre. 1488 Acta Dotn. Cone. (1839) 98/2 A tuscha of silk

siluerit price v merkis. 1503 Aa, Ld. High Tre/is. Scot.

II. 388, xji eine tisches to meiwl the bordoringof the Kingis

sadill bordorit with tischeis. 1508 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) IV.

274 A gyrdill w* a golde tushwe. 1513 Dou(;las ^Eneis \.

vii. 136 And quhair liir pap was for the speir cut away Gf
gold thairon was belt ane riche tischay. Ibid. xii. v. 133

Quhar as the wovin gyrdill or tysche Abufe his navill was
beUit,a5wese. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Alor. 629 Venus
..cast aside her daintie jewels.. and threw away that tissue

and lovely girdle of hers.

3. Any woven fabric or stuff. In quot. 1S50

trans/, weaving.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus^ Trilix . . tissue made of three

threads of diuers colours. 1757 Grav Bardi. iii. They.,
weave with bloody hands the tissue of thy line. [Cf. n. i.

Weave the warp, and weave the woof The winding-sheet of

Edward's race.] 0x765 Shenstone Progr. Taste i. 24
Constant wear, .turns the tissue into tatters. 1850 Glad-
STONE/Zw/vrll. ii. 129 In the arts of tissue and embroidery.

1879 Lubbock Sci. Led, v. 155 Tissues of woven flax have
been found in some of the Swiss lake-villages.

4, fig. Something likened to a woven fabric, as

being produced by the intertwining of separate ele-

ments ; an intricate mass or interwoven series, a

'fabric*, ' network*, *web' (^things abstract, most
usually of a bad kind, as absurdities, errors, false-

hoods, etc.). Also, the structure or contexture of

such a * fabric *.

1711 Addison Sped. No, 62 r 6 Those little occasional

Poems.. are nothing else but a Tissue of Kpigrams. 176»
GoLDSM. O'A IK xlii, The history of Europe,..a tissue of

crimes, follies, and misfortunes. 1793 Jekferson H^rit.

(1859) IV. 89 The hasty amendments..bod so brc^en the
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tissue of the paragraph, as to letc). 1810 W. Irving Sketch

Bk. I. 104 The tissue of misrepresentations..woven round

us. 184a Whittier Raphael xvi, The tissue of the IJfe to

be We weave with colors al! our own. 1878 Gladstone
Prim, Homer 107 He works it . . into the tissue of the poems,

5. Biol. The substance, structure, or texture of

which an animal or plant body, or any part or

organ of it, is composed; esp. any one of the

various structures, each consisting of an aggrega-

tion of similar cells or modifications of cells, which

make up tiie organism, a. in animals.

The chief forms of tissue in the higher animals are the

epithelial (incl. glandular), connective (inch cartilaginous

and osseous), muscular^ and nervous tissues. Cl'he term is

sometimes extended to niclude the dlootl as a 'fluid tissue',)

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. i. i, Every cellular, vascular,

muscular Tissue. 1834 J. Forbes Laennecs Dis. Chest

(ed. 4) 279 Chronic inflammation . .of the pulmonary tissue.

1846 G. K. Day tr. Simon's Anim, Chem. II. 40 Materials

..to supply the place of those that have been removed from

the body in consequence of waste of tissue. 1857 Buckle
Civiliz. I. xiv. 818 The tissues of the teeth are. .analogous

to those of other parts. 1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon
II. I. 41 The organic Tissues are three in number : ist, cellu-

lar tissue; and, muscular tissue; and 3rd> nervous tissue...

Some writers admit other organic tissues. 1869 Huxley
Phys, i, (ed. 3) 11 Every such constituent of the body, as

epidermis, cartilage, or muscle, is called a ' tissue *. 1880

Bastian Brain 28 Nerve tissues are.. divided into 'grey*

and ' white* matter. 1889 Mivart r^wM 149 The arteries,

veins and heart are full of a fluid ' tissue '—the blood.

b. m plants.

The various forms of plant tissue may be generally reduced

to two classes, typified h"^ parenchyma zxiA Prosenchyma.
In the higher plants there are three systems of tissues, the

epidermalt/undamcntal, and fibro-vascular.

1837 [implied in Tissual]. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. x.

(1858) 159 Tissue is called Woody Fibre when it is composed
of slender tubes placed side byside. 1875 Bennett & Dyer
Sachs' Bot. 68 Every aggregate of cells which obeys a com-

mon law of growth . . may be termed a Tissue, /did. 103 The
relationship of the three systems of tissue may be observed .

.

in., foliage-leaves.

c. generally, alsoyf^.

1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith 11. § 2. 114 The new chart

must clothe the world with its living tissues. 1858 Lewks
Sea-side Stud. 400 Histology is the doctrine of the tissues ;

and tissues are the webs out of which the organism is fabri-

cated. 1872 Bagehot Physics i<f Pol. 178 The germ might

be foreign, but the tissue was native. 1878 Bell ir7*'^^'^-

bajt?s Comp. Anat. 16 Conversion of the cells into tissue.

6. Short for Tissue-paper, q. v.

1780-1 Act 21 Geo. Ill, c. 24 § 2 For every Bundle of

Paper made in Great Britain for Printing, called Demy
Tissue. For every Bundle of Paper called Crown Tissue.

1797NEMNICH Waaren-Lexiconiof^ DieEnglischenPapier-

sorten. . .Crown, single, inferior, double, double inferior,

and tissue;..Demy single, inferior, plate, short, tissue,

writing [etc-].

(The reference here was prob. to sizes of specially pre-

pared tissue-paper (now spoken of as ' printing paper * and
' printing tissue '), on which designs were printed from copper

plates for transference to pottery-ware. This was specially

taxed.)

7. Pkotogr, Paper made in strips coated with a

film of gelatine containing a pigment, used in

carbon printing.

1873 E. Spon Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 267/1 This carbon

tissue consists of a layer of gelatine containing the carbon

or other permanent pigment spread on paper. 1878 Abney
Photogr. xxiv. 165 Many improvements in the manufacture

of the tissue have been made, and the different substances

added to the gelatine are only partially known to the public.

1891 Anthony'sPhotogr. Bull. IV. 80 Tissue can be obtained

from London and sensitized as required for use,

8. Collector's name for two species of moth,

Scotosia {Jfriphosd) dtihitata and cervinata.

1832 Rennie Butterjl. 9( Moths 128 The Tissue (,'r[riphosa\

dubitata, Stephens). .. Wings .. brown, shining; first pair

having a tinge of purple. Ibid.^ The Scarce Tissue (7". cer-

vinata., Stephens).

0. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Made or consist-

ing of tissue (sense i); in quot, ^ 1625, dressed

in tissue.

1480 Wardr, Ace. Edw. IV in Privy Purse Exp. Eltz.

York, etc. (1830) 149 A long gowne of grene velvet upon
velvet tisshue cloth of gold. 1570 FoxE A. ff M. (ed. 2)

2143/2 The Vicechauncellour hauing on a tyshew cope.

a i6as Fletcher Love's Cure i. lii, Smooth City fools or

tisseu Cavaliers. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 3981/4 A rich Silver

Tishia Gown. 1708 Bfit. Apollo No. 37. 2/2 Tishew Sieves.

IM6 Mar. J. Holroyd in Girlhood M. J. H. (1896) 373
Milady wore.. a Gold Tissue. .Train.

to. Comb.f chiefly in sense 5, as tissue-building

sb. and adj., -cell., -change., -death, -elementy -form,

-formerJ -forming ad'y , -growth, -like adj. , -prodtut,

-system, -transformation', tissue-lymph, lymph
derived from the tissues (not directly from the

blood) ; tissue-secretion : see quots. 1848, 1861.

See also Tissue-paper.
i848DanaZ<«>///. iv. 51 Secretions formed within the animal

which are mostly calcareous, .may be called ti sue-secretions.

. .These secretions take place from the tissues of the sides

and the base of the polyp. x86i Greene Man. Anim.
Kingd., Ccelent. 153 The sclerobasic corallum is by Mr.
Dana termed ' foot secretion ' ; the sclerodermic, * tissue

secretion'. 1866 Odling Anim. Chem. i Recent advances

in chemistry of tissue-products. 187a Huxlf.y Phys. vL 139
Proteids are tissue-formers. 1873 T. H. Grken Inirod,
Patkol.{t<^.i) 24 The increased tissue-change which accom-
panies acute febrile diseases. Ibid. 88 The pulmonary pig-

ment .. may be seen .. within the connective tissue-cells.

187s Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs* Bot. 78 In this manner
arise in the higher plants., systems of tissue.forms, which
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may be designated simply as Systems of Tissue. 1886 A.
WiNCHELL IValks Geol. Field 308 The processes of diges-

tion,, .assimilation, and tissue-building. £1890 A. Murdoch
Voshiwara Episode 26 He ..wondered .. what the soft,

flimsy,tlssue-like paper was. i8g6A l/butt*s Syst. Med. 1. 213
It is quite possible that a trace of albuinose might thus be
formed after tissue-death. 1903 G. Oliver in Lancet 3 Oct.

042/1 Physiologists are divided as to whether tissue lymph
IS a pressure product, .or a secretion.

Ti'SSUe, ^* l^ow rare. [f. Tissue .y/;.] trans.

To make into a tissue, to weave; spec, to weave
with gold or silver threads, to work or form in

tissue ; to adorn or cover with tissue (cf. prec. i a).

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 237/1 A whyte mantel In whiche
there were litil ouches and crosses of gold tissued. 1491 —
Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 11. 249/2 To tyssue the sayd
roddes & palmes to make mattes. 1547 Marl, MS. i4ig B,

If. 535 b, Clothe of silver tissued withe flowres of golde and
silver. 156a in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 114 Gold
tysshewed with silver. <z x6a6 Bacon Netu Ail. (1650) 25
The Charriot was covered with clulli of Gold tissued upon
Blew, a 1851 MoiR Birth Flotvers vi, Her vesture seem'd

as from the blooms Of all the circling seasons wove,..And
tissued with the woof of Love.

1637 \VoTTON in Reliq, (i6jr2) 104 To^ Countenance any
Great action ; and then . . to Tissue upon it some Pretence or

other. 1800 MooBE Anacreon jclvi. 14 Cultured field, and
winding stream, Aie sweetly tissued by his beam. 1905

Athenxum 6 May 558/2 'Dream and Reality' is tissued

from a series of such metaphors.

Tissued (liji»«t, ti-si»d), ///. a. [f. prec. vb.

(or sb.) + -ED.]

1. Woven; spec, woven with gold or silver thread:

see Tissue sb. 1 a and v.

1584 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 365 The pages

sute of Oringe tawney tissued vellet. 1619 Rutland MSS.
(1905) IV. 516, 19 yardes \ of tissued grogram at 48s. the

yard. 1790 CowPEE Mother's I'kture 75 Thy vesture's

tissu'd flowers. 1879 Farkar5<. /"au/CiSSs) 224Heenlered

the theatre . . in an entire robe of tissued silver.

fig. 1629 Milton Ode Nativity itf, Mercy.. With radiant

feet the tissued clouds down steariiig. 1789 K. Darwin
Bot. Gard. (1791) II. 52 Long threads of silver light Dart on
swift shuttles o'er the tissued night I 1790 Merry Laurel

Lib. 7 Where starry Night weaves thick her tissued rays.

2. Dressed or arrayed in 'tissue': see Tissue Jii. I.

?i6.. WHART0N{Websteri864),Crestedknightsand tissued

dames,

Ti-ssueless, a. [f. Tissue sb. + -less.] Desti-

tute of tissue (i. e., in quot., of flesh).

1864 Blackmore Clara Vaughan Ixxxi, It rang among the

skeletons, and rattled their tissueless joints.

Ti'SSUe-pa'per. [See quot. 1880, which may
be correct; but earlier authority is wanted.] A
very thin soft gauze-like unsized paper, used for

wrapping delicate articles, for covering engravings

or other illustrations in books, as copying-paper, etc.

Various grades aredistinguished, as jZ/w^^/ZjiKe, specially

prepared for wrapping silverware: copying tissne^iox copy-

ing letters, etc. ; printing tissue : see Tissue si. 6.

1777 Henly in Pliil. Trans. LXVII. 114 A number of

circular pieces of tissue-paper. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. <f Art II. 161 The paper must be of that kind called

tissue or silver paper. 1854 Plicmie Millar 24 Encasing in

tissue paper a set of ivory handled knives. i8«s Lowell
Wks. (1890) V. 285 Leaping through a hoop with nothing

more substantial to resist than tissue-paper. 1880 Birdwood
Ind. Arts II. 75 The flimsy paper called tissue-paper was
originally made to place between the tissue to prevent its

fraying or tarnishing when folded.

Tist, tiste : see Tice v.

Ti'sty-to'Sty, i>it., sb., a. dial. Forms: 6-

tisty-tosty, 6 tistitostie, 9 teesty-tosty. [In

sense I perh. a mere ejaculation. In sense 3 it

lias been compared with f tyte tttstie or f iussemose

a nosegay : see Tuzzy-muzzy ; but current dialect

use associates it rather with loss, and tost, tossed.']

f 1. tfit. as an ejaculation of triumph or exultation.

1568 FuLWEL Liie IVill to Lite C iij. Hey tisty tosty an
owle is a bird. £1570 Marr. IVit tj- Science iv. iv. Ej,
Mother must I haue his Cote, now mother must [I] ? Chal
[ = I shall] be a liuely lad, with hey tistye tosty.

1 2. sb. A swaggering or blustering fellow (? one

who uses the ejaculation). Also attrib. or adj. Obs.

1598 Florid, Sbrauo, a swash-buckler, a swaggrer, a hack,

ster, a cutter, a tistitostie. Ibid.^ Squassa pennacclUo^..2^

tisli-tostie-fellow, a swaggrer.

3. sb. A bunch of ilowers, a nosegay {obs^ ; in

mod. dial., a cowslip-ball: also tisty-tosty ball.

i8is Jennings W. Country Gloss., Teesty-tosty, the

blossoms of cowslips collected together, tied in a globular

form, and used to toss to and fro for an amusement called

tcesiy-tosty. . . Sometimes called simplya tosty. 1865 Cornh.

Mag. July 41 ' lilossom-ball ' . . is evidently formed after the

West-country ' cowslip-ball ', the ' tisty-tosty ball ' ofDorset,

shire and Somersetshire, which children yearly make.

b. attrib. or adj. Round like a cowslip-ball

;

plump and comely.
1888 r. Hardy H'essex Tales (1889) 35 She's a rosy.cheeked,

tisty-tosty little body enough.

Tiswin (tis-, tlzw/'n). U. S. Also tizwin.

[ad. Amer. Sp. texguino^ An intoxicating drink

made from maize, wheat, or mesquite beans by the

American Indians.

1891 J.G. Bourke in Cent. Mag. Mar. 655/1 The Apache

intoxicant, 'tizwin '..[is] beer, made from fermented corn.

191X Webster, Tiswin, tizwin.

Tit (tit), fi.l dial, (chiefly 5r.) [? f. TiT v.^\ A
sharp or sudden pull ; a tug, jerk, twitch.

TIT.

1340 Hampoli; Pr. Consc. 1915 Vf J>at tre war lite pulled
oute At a title with al |?e rotes oboute. 1581 Satir. Poems
Reform, xliii. 75 Sa Fortoun mountit neuer man sa hie,,.

Hut with ane tit sho turiiis the quheill. 1827 Kinloch
liallad Bk. 63 He gied the tow a clever tit That brocht her
out at the lum. 1881 Pacl Aberdeen, in The craetur*

gied a tit, an' afore I kent fat I was about, I was lyin' o*

the braid o* my back.

Tit, sb:i [Goes with Tit 7/.2]

1. In phr. tit for tat [ai>p. a variation of tip for
tap, known a century earlier : see Tap sb:^. Tip
ii.2, and cf. prec. But perh. wholly or partly

onomatopoeic] One blow or stroke in return for

another ; an equivalent given in return (usually in

the way of injury, rarely of benefit) ; retaliation.

The whole phrase is used sometimes as a sb., sometimes as
adj. or adv. ', also, elliptically or as inierj.

1556 J. Heywood Spider «t R. xxxvii. 26 ITiat is tit for

lat in this altricacion. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in

Hotinshed\\.^i,l\ That they would not sticke to set his

seruants at libertie, so be would redeliuer them the youth
of the citie, which was nothing else in eflfect, but tit for tat.

1710 Addison Taller No. 229 f 3, I was threatened to be
answered Weekly Tit for Tat. 1809 J. QuiNCY in Life 181,

I shall.. give .. what politicians call a Rowland for their

Oliver, and what the ladies term tit for laL 1881 Sainis-
burv Dryden iv. 80 A fair literary tit-for-tat in return for

t\vt Rehearsal. 1891 /.Ja/'/yiViwci i6^uly5/i FairTraders,
Reciprocity men, or believers in the tit-for-tat plan of deal-

ing with other nations. 1905 H. A. Vachell The HillvnX,
Tit for tat. If I do this for you, will you do something
for me?
2. A light stroke or tap ; a slap : cf. Tip rf.2

x8o8 Jamieson, Tyte, tit. . . 2. A slight stroke, a tapk 1891
Ifariland Gloss, s. v.. Ill gi'e 'ee a tit under the yur.

3. Comb. : tit-tat, an imitation of the sound of

alternating taps or blows; tit-tat-toe, the begin-

ning of a formula used in ' picking ' or fixing upon
a person or thing, hence a children's game ; also

tick-tack-toe, tip-tap-toe.

In quot. a 1700 imitating the ncnse made in toddling.

a X700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Tit-tat, the aiming of
Children to go at first. 1855 Anne Manning O. Chelsea
Bitn-house xiii. 211, 1 played at Tit-tat-to with Joe, and
posed him with hard riddles. 1909 Daily Chron. 22 July
7/1 Drawing to be diversified by noughts and crosses and
' tit tat toe '.

Tit,J*.3 Also6tyt,titte,6-8titt, 7tytt. [app.

of onomatojioeic origin, as a term for a small

animal or object ; found also to some extent in

Scandinavian and Icel. ; cf. Norvv. dial, titta little

girl, tita a little fish, trout, sprout, minute growth,

little kernel, little ball or marble, Icel. tittr a
little plug or pin, also, a titmouse (Norw. tile') :

see also Titling, Titmouse, in which tit occurs

much earlier than by itself.]

I. 1. A name for a horse small of kind, or not

full grown ; in later use often applied in deprecia-

tion or meiosis to any horse ; a nag. Now rare.

1S48 Patten Exped. Scotl. Dj, He rode on a trottynge

tyt well woorth a coople of shillynge.s. 1S63G0LD1NG Carsar

IV. (1565) 85 But such [beastes] as are bred among them
though they be littel titles & yll shapen, they make, .to be
very good of labor. 1598 Florio, Bidetto, a little horse, a
nagge, a tit, a little doin^ horse. x6i6 Surfl.& Markil Coun-
try farme 538 If you will let them haue anie Tytt or meane
lade to goe before them, and lead the way. 1706 PniLLire

(ed. Kersey), Tits, a Countr>'-word, for small Cattel. 17>6

Did. Rust. (ed. 3), Tit, a little Horse, and some call a
Horse of a middling Size a double Tit. 1797 Sporting
Mag. IX. 338, 1 keep a curricle and a brace oi^ tits. i8ax

Scott Kenihv. xi, I have as good a tit as cvey yeoman
bestrode. 1894 Astley 50 Years Life 11. 186 A very

promising tit named Woodstock.

f b. jig. of a person, etc. See also a. Obs.

1706-7 Farquhar Beaux Strai. i. i. As to our Hearts, I

grant 'ye, they are as willing Tits as any within Twenty
Degrees, a 1734 North Exam, 1, iii. § 40 (1740) 145 As
the willing Tits of the Party, and weaker Brethren.

2. A girl or yonng woman : often qualified as

little : cf. chit, (a) Usually in depreciation or

disapproval : esp. one of loose character, a hnssy,

a minx, (b) Sometimes in affection or admiration,

or playful meiosis. (Common in 1 7th and 1 8th c.

;

now low slang.)

1599 MiDDLETON Micro-C^nicon Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 122

He liith his tit, and she likewise her gull ; Gull he, trull

she. 1606 SirG. Goosccappe iv. ii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 69
HangamTyttsI ilepommell my selfe intoam. s^c^Choice,

Chance, etc. (1881) 66 His Dad a Tinker, and his Dam a
Tit. 1693 Hunumrs Town ii My Utile Tit.. loves the

Town, as well as my self. 1787 Beckford Itaiy {iZ-^j,) 11.

363 A bevy of young tits dressed out in a fantastic, blowzy
style, .drew their chairs round us [at an assembly in Sladrid}.

1837 T. Creevey Papers, eta (1904) II. 324, I am sure from
Lady Tavistock that she thinks the Queen a resolute little

tit. 1886 Fenn Master Cercm. vii. She's a pretty little tit.

f- b. Rarely applied to a lad or yoimg man. Obs.

IS99 Massinger, etc. Old Law m. ii. Must young court

tits Play tomboys' tricks with her,and he [her husband] live?

II. 3. A word used in comb, in the names of

various small birds as Titlark, Titling, Tit-

mouse, Tomtit, q. v. Used alone, as a shortened

form of Titmouse, applied to a. any bird of the

genus Parus, and, more widely, any member of

the family Paridx ; b. With qualification : some
birds of other families as the Bearded tit: see

Titmouse 2 b ; Hill-tit: see Hill sb. 4 f.

1704 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tit, or Titmouse, a little Bird.



,
said the girl. .

.

TIT.

•as Marsh Til [Maish 4 b; 1831 Bearded Tit (»e rteii-

fheasant. Kekd sb} 14]. 1843 [see Coal-tit]. 1845 Itlue-

lit [Ulue a. I2al. 1851 Hoitle-tit [1>ottlb ib} 3]. 1859
Tknhvsos Geraiut ^ Enid 275 Tits, wrens and all wing d
nothings peck him dead ! iWo A. R. Walu^ck hi. Life
ii. 2o I'hese are all the European tits, but there are many
others. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 14 Apr. 15/2 No longer do bands
of tits drift through the woods or along the hedgerows. .

.

Strange. .that the long tailed tit, the only species of the
group that builds its nest in a bush, should be the fiist to
starL

c. attrib. and Comb., as tit-like atJj. ; tit-

babbler, one of several 5ixK:ies of hill-tits, esp.

Trichostoma rostratum ; tit-pipit, a name of the

Titlark or meadow pipit, Anthus pratensis ; tit-

warbler, 'a bird of the subfamily Parinx''

(Swainson).
1893 Newton Diet. Birds 26 The .. Babblers, often with a

prefix such as Rush.Babbler, Shrike.Habbler, "Til.Babbler,
.. belong chiefly to the Ethiopian and Indian Regions.
1907 Westm. Gas. 15 Mar. 4/2 But all the rest are bustling
about in their own restless, *tit.like manner. 1819 G.
SAHOUELI.S Eiilomol. Compend, 303 Inhabits the black
grouse and ^tit.pippit.

Tit, sb.* techn. [Of tmcertain and possibly

diverse origin; in sense i perh. related to Tit tb,^

ox''-; in sense 2 perh. = Tkat.]
L Nail-making. A loose piece of steel used to

jerk the finished nail ont of the bore.
190s Babin&Goulo Nebo the Nailer ii. Working in the

bore is the ' tit ' that , , ejects the finished naiL 191a Let. to
Editor, Ttie * tit ' b a small loose plain piece of steel which
is placed in the ' bore ' for the purpose of ejecting the nail
Ihhii the bore after the nail b headed.

2. A small core of metal accidentally lef^ by the

shifting of the drill point in boring a hole.

1884 F.
J.

BaiTTEN Watch », Clockm. 199 If the centre is

missed a tit is formed which gives trouble.

Tit, jA.5 [? Infantile variant of Kit x*.3] Used
as a call to a caL
i8a8 Craven Glots., Tit, this, with its adjunct puss, is

frai]uently used for calling a cat. 1837 Dickens Piclcw.
xvi,*It must have t>een the cat, Sarah'
* Puss puss, puss—tit, tit. tit '.

Tit, a. Cbs. exc. dial. Editors stiggest, in qnot.

ri400, 'Dear, loved'. In mod. dial. Fond: cf.

Til) a.. Tit-bit.
c 1400 Dettr. Trey 7106 pen vnhappcly hys best he hastid

to do, pat angait hym after angaidly sore, Tumyt hym to
tcne & all the tit Kcwme. 18^ Miss IUkek Northanifit.
Gtau. s. v.. When a [>erson is (larticularly attentive to, or
indulgent to another, it b said, * He is very tit of her '.

Tit, f.l diaJ. (chiefly Sc.) Also 4-5 tyt, 4-6
Utte

;
pa.t. ^ tit«, (tyd), 4-5 tit, titt, tyt, 5

tyte, 7- titled (9 -et)
;
pa. ppU. 4 tyttod, 5 tyt,

tytt, 6-7 tit, 7- titted. [Etymology obscure

:

goes with Tit lA.t ; see Note IkIow.]
trans. To pnll forcibly, to tug ; to snatch. Also

intr. to pull al.

13.. Cursor M. 15301 (Cott) His fo«e ful tite he til him
lite {CCitt. titt], Him schamed it was well senc. Ibid. 15837
(Goit.) And als t>ai fra ()e erd him titt ( Trin. pulde] His bodi
was all ttund. 1375 Bariiour Hma v. 603 He tit the bow
out of his hand. £1470 Henkv Wallace vi. 143 Ane maid
a scria and tyt at his lani; suordc ;

' Hald still thi hand ',

quod M, ' and spck thi word '. c 1470 H enbvson Stor. Fab.
IX. {Wol/^ Fo.ti xxiv. The wecht thairof neir tit my tuskis
out. 1873 J. Ocm; Willie Wrtfy, etc 115 Hoo an^ry be
was when ye tittet his tails. 189IS Baibir Tt'iumy xxn. a8i
She realised that Miss Kitty was titling al her dress.

+ b. To pull Up, esp. in a halter; hence, to
hang. Obi.
' '37S ^e- I-eg. Saints xl. {Ninian'S 983 About his nek |>.ii

knyt a rape, & tit hym vpe, & lefit hyme1>are. c 1470 Hrmrv
Wallate vii. 312 Be he cntrit, hys hed was in the swar ; Tytt
to the bauk, hangyt to ded rycht thar. 1500-ao 1)undar
Poems xviL 38 Sum..nevir fra taking can hald thair hand,
Quhili be be tit vp to ane tre. 163B BRATHWAir Earnabees
Jml. III. (1818) 125 A piper being here committed, Guilty
KMind, oondemn'd and titted.

+ o. To lay hold of forcibly, clutch, seize ; ? to
pull or drag about. Obt.
c S4<j WvKTOUN Crvn. iv. viL 1074 His Stewart made on
hym a schot And tyt (t>. r. clauchl) hym dourly be be throte.
C14SB HoLLAHD ffowlat 837 The Golk..tit the Tuchet be
ttie lope, ourtirvit his bed. £X47S Rau/Coit^ar 133 He
tyt the King be the nek. Ibid. 432 For to towsill me or tit

me, thocht fonll be my clais. Or 1 be dantit on sic wyse, my
lyfe salbe lome.
IfMt. The sense agrees with that of Tight p.>, sense i, but

regular S& forms of that appear in i4lh c as /«*/, lycht,
and the disappearance of the ck would be abiwrmal. It b
unlikely that OE. tylilan, lihtan, should have become 'title
in the language of the I lanes in England, in accordance
with the treatment of /</ in ONorse itself.)

Tit, v.- Now dial. [Goes with Tit sb.* : app.
an onomatoixelc match to Tat k.i, the lighter

vowel expressing lighter action and sound : cf. tip

and tap, pita-pat, etc.]

1. trans, and intr. To strike or tap lightly, pat, tip.

(Quot. 1589 appears to be a parody of ' Come tit me, come
tat me. Come throw a kiss at me ', quoted of date 1607 under
Tat r-.i This seems to have been a couplet from an old
song, current licfore 1589.)

«S*9 t? Lviv] Papfew. tlalcAel hib, Elderton swore bee
had rimes lying a stcepe in ale, which shoulde marre all your
reasons : there is an olde hacker that shall take order for to
print them. ..The first begins, Come tit me, come tat me,
come throw a halter at me. 1607 [see Tat ia'). 1901
G. Douglas flo. w. Green Shutters v. 42 He's a brother o'

Vol. X.
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—eh..(tit.tit.titting on his brow)—oh, just a brother o'
Dru'cken Will Goudie.

2. t To tit one in the teeth : to cast in one's teeth,
upbraid one vyith {obs.) ; hence to tit (simply), to
twit, upbraid ; intr. to scoff or jeer at.
i6ss Mabbe tr. AUtnatt's Guzman d*Al/. \. 147 Or that it

should be tit in my teeth, that I b.id beene at the Court, and
not seene the King. Ibid. 11. 133 They would vpbraitl me
therewith..; Tilting and flouting at me. i6aa J. M. tr.

Fonseca's Devout Contempt. 424 Notwithst.nndmg all this
Absalon titted him in the teeth, saying. Is this thy loue to
thy friend? 1631 Celestina xii. 146 Doe not tit mee in the
teeth with these thy idle memorinlls of my Mother. 1891
Hartland Gloss., Tit. .to twit or leaze. 1904 Eng. Vial.
Diet. s. v.. To tit a person about anything.

Tit, var. Teat (cf. Tittv 3) ; obs. 3rd sing. pres.

of Tide ».l
; var. Tite adv.

Titan I (tsi-tan). [a. L. 7T/a», -amm, name
of the elder brother of Kronos, and ancestor of the
Titans ; also in poetry his grandson, the Sun-god
= Helios ; a. Gr. TrTai-, in pi. Titoi'<s, the Titans,

a race of gods expelled by Zens ont of heaven.
So F., Sp. Titan, Pg. Titdo, It. Titana, Du., Ger.
Titan.]

1. Used (chiefly in poetry) as a name for the Snn-
god, Sol, or for the sun personified.
i4xa-ao LvDG. Chron. Troy III. 5416 pe dede cors to

canen in.to toun Of wor|>i Hector, whan 'Titan went doun.
1501 Doucuis Pat. Hon. ProL 33 The assiltrie and goldin
chair of price Of Tyt.in, quhilk at morrow semis reid. 1606
Shaks. Tr. Af Cr. v. x. 25 Let Titan rise as early as he dare.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 2 The third of April at
Titans first blush [ed. 1634 early in the morning] we got
sight of Porto Santo. 1708 J. Piiilifs C^deri. loThen wo
to Mortals ! Titan then exerts Hb Heat intense, and on our
Vitals preys. 1911 Sir E. Ridi.ev in 19M Cent. May 870
T'lll fiaming Titun nigh to either Pole Beheld thy empire.

2. a. Gr. Mythol. In sing. The ancestor of the

Titans : see etymology alxjve. In //. a family of
giants, the children of Uranus (Heaven) and Gxa
(Earth), who contende<l for the sovereignty of
heaven and were overthrown by Zeus.
stbj MiiTOM P.L. 1. 510 Th' Ionian Gods .. Titan Heav'ns

first torn With hb enormous brood, and birthright seis'd By
younger Saturn. I7a7-4i Chambers CycL s. v., This war
Ustetl ten years; but at length the Titans were vanquished ;

Jupiter remained in peaceable possession of heaven, and the
Titans were buried under huge mountains thrown on their

heads. iS<8Bushncll6'^»/. AVrvZ.{/iiLli8£ul 10 A race of
Titans broken loose from order and warring on God and each
other. M08G. K.CHtsrEirroNOr/^x&.r^viiL(i9oo)358The
Titans did not scale heaven ; liut they laid waste the world.

b. trans/, and allusively, usually denoting a

person (mountain, tree, etc.) of gigantic stature or

strength, physical or intellectual, a ' giant
'

; some-
times, one who belongs to the race of ' giants ' as

distinct from the Olympians or • gods '.

iSaS ScoTT F. M. Perth xxvii. The cUm of Titans seemed
to be commanded by their appropriate chiefiains— ..Ben
Lawers, and . . Ben klohr. 1819 — A nnt o/G.\\j The sun
w.ns just about to kiss the top of the most gigantic of that
race of Titans (the Swiss mountains]. 1838 Emebsom Addr.,
Lit. Ethics Wks. (Bohn) II. 205 Men looked.. that nature
. . should reimtnirse itself by a brood of Tit.ins. 1870 SwiN.
BURKK Ess. >r Sluti. (i8;5) 260 The ranks of great men are
properly divbible, not into thinkers and workers, but into
Titans and Olympians.^ 1903 J. Stewart Dawn in Dark
Cant. L 33 The weary l*itan n<«d not complain too much.

O. Applied descriptively to machines of great

size ana power ; e. g. a dredger, crane, etc.

^ 1876 Daily News yo Oct. 6/4 A novel kind of dredger is

in use, cnnsbting ol a centrifugal pump, called a * Titan ',

which raises the sand to;:ether with a certain proportion of
water, and discharges it in the barges. 1894 Times 29 Jan.
14/3^ A litan steam crane will be mounted on deck for

moving any of the heavy parts for examination or repair.

1911 Encycl. Brit. IV. 470 lliese sloping blocks are laid

by powerful overhanging, block.setting cranes, called Titans,
which travel aiooa the completed portion of the break-
water, and lay the blocks in advance.

3. Aslron. Name of the sixth and largest of

Saturn's eight satellites.

»S68 LocKYER Guitlemin's Heaveiu (ed. 3) 353 The dia-

meter of Titan, the largest satellite, . , b . . more than half the
diameter of the Eartl^ 1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron. lii.

iv. 353 The smallest telescope will show Titan.

4. attrib, or as adj. ; trans/. Titanic, gigantic.

1697 Drvdsn e^iieidw. 782 I'he rivals of the Gods, the
Titan race. 1851 Mayne Keiu Scalp ffiint. i, As though
..hurled from the bands of Titan giants I 1858 N. J.
Gannon O'Doneighue, etc^ Lines on Late War, Such hands
as theirs have more than Titan strength, i860 Tyndall Glai:.

i. XX. 139 The Titan obelisk of the Matterhorn. i860 C. Sang.
3TER Hesperus, etc. 53 Titan strength and queenly beauty.

b. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense 2), .as

Titan-bom, -like adjs. ; also (from i)t Titan
beam, a sunbeam.
a 1649 Druhm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (171 1) 44 Whilst

eagles stare on Titan beams. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. 111. cv.

Their steep aim Was^ Titan-like, on daring doubts to pile

Thoughts which should call down thunder and the flame Of
Heaven. 1839 Bailey Festus xxvii. (1852) 467 Thoughts
which were once my masters, now I hold In retributive

bondage, Titanlike. 1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 45 Titan-

born, to hardy natures Cold b genial and dear. 1904 Speaker
28 May 206/3 The Trip-shake and Tumble-tread of Titan-

footed Keels.

t Ti'tan ^. Obs. rare. [ad. F. titane, ad. mod.L.
Titanium.] a. Chein. = Titaniuh. b. Min.
= TlTAMiTK. Also attrib.

TITANIFEBOUS.
1803 in Trans. Roy. Irish Acad. (1806; X. 17 Rutilite.

Calcareo-siliceous titan ore of Kirwan. 1838 Webster,
Titan, Titanium, a met.il of modern dbcovery. 188a in
Ogilvie (AnnandaleX

Titanate (tai-tant'it). Chem. [f. TiTAN-lc a.2
-^ -ATE •.] A salt of titanic acid.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1254 By calcination with nitre, it

Ititaniuni) . . forms titanate of potassa. 1873 Watts
Fownes' Chem. (ed. 11) 429 The titanates have not been
much studied.

Hence Titanation : see quot.
1904 Van Hisk in U. S. Geol. Sun,., Monogr. XLVII. 205

1 ilanation IS the union of titanic acid with base, or the sub.
stitution of titanic acid for another combined acid, in either
case producing titanates.

Titanesqae (taitanesk), a. [I. Titan l-i-

-ESQHE. ] Resembling or having the characteristics
of the Titans ; colossal, gigantic.
iMa Froude Carlyle xx. I. 383 His extraordinary me.

taphors and flashes of Tilanesque humour. 190IS Marie
CoRELLi Zn-ar. Heaven xi, Titanesque human figures with
threatening arms outstretched.

Titaness (taitanes). [f. Titan 1-H -ESS.] A
female Titan ; a giantess. Also^^.
159* Spenser F. Q. vii. vi. 4 So likewise did this Titanesse

(Mulability] aspire Rule and dominion to her selfetogaine.
1649 T. Ford Ludus Fort. 82 We can find no pl.ice free
from the rule of this Titanesse. 1853 C. Bronte Villette
xli. Truth,.. O 'titaness amongst deities ! 1863 B. Taylor
Home ff Abr. Ser. 11. 11. iv. go St. Helene.. rises grandly
above all the neighboring chains. . . This Titaness b robed
in imperial hues. 1904 Branoes Main Curr. sgth C. Lit.
V. xii. 168 In that generation of heaven-storming Titans and
Titanesses he appears a peculiarly earth-bound creature.

Titanian (t3it?-nian),a.l [f. L. Tltani-us of

or belonging to the Tittms -i- -an.] Of, pertaining
to, or like the Titans ; Titanic. Also (quot. 1614)
of the sun-god ; solar, sunlike.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World I. (1634) 6 The Moone's bright

Globe, and Stars Titanian. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 198 As
whom the Fablesnameof monstrous size, Titanian, or Earth,
born, 1685 Cotton u. Montaigne (1711) I. iv. 27 The
Thracians. -fall to shooting against Heaven with Titanian
madness, 1776 J. Bryant Mythol. III. 76 AH these were
of the Giant, or 'Titanian race. 1830 Byron Mar. Fat. iv. i.

83 Titanian fabrics, Which point in Egyjil's plains to times
that have No other record.

t Tita-nian, a.!2 Chem. Obs. [f. Titani-dm-h
-an.] Of or pertaining to titanium. (Supersedetl

by Titanic a.-)

i8s8 in Webster. 1846 in Worcester (citing Ure).

Titanic (toita^-nik), a.l [ad. Gr. TiTofiK-ot, f.

TiTOK-ts the Titans : see -ic]

fl. Of or pertaining to the sun. Obs. rare~°.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Ti/awic,.. of or belonging to the

Sun. 1658 in Phillips.

2. Pertaining to, resembling, or characteristic ol

the Titans of mythology
;
gigantic, colossal ; also,

of the nature or character of the Titans.

1709 J. Clarke tr. Crotius' Chr.Relig. v. ix.(i8i8) iidnote.
Some wicked Daemons and (as I may call them) 'Titanic or
Gigantic ones who were rebellious against the true God.
818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. xlvi. We pass The skeleton of

her IRome's] Titanic form. 185a Kelly tr. Cambrensis
Eversus III. 483 He has assailed heaven itself with titanic

audacity. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. I. i. (1872) I. 6 The
figure of Napoleon was titanic.

Tita'uic, a.^ [f. mod.L. Titani-um ^ -IC I b.]

Of, pertaining to, or derived from titaninm ; in

Chem. applied to compounds in which titanium

has its higher valence, as titanic oxide it. acid),

a white tasteless powder, TiOj. In Min., titanic

iron-ore = Ilmenite ; titanic schorl = KuTlLE.
x8a6 Henry Elem. Chem. II. 701 Method of separating

titanic acid from oxide of iron. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 682
All volcanic rocks contain a greater or less quantity of
titanic iron.ore. 184s Brande Diet. Sc., etc. s. v. Titamnm.
The peroxide, or titanic acid, exists nearly pure in tilanite,

or rutilite. 1868 Jovnson Metals 87 Bessemer metal con.

taining phosphorus may be dephosphotised by employing
titanic pig-iron, in repeated doses, to eliminate the phos-
phorus. 1894 BowKER in Harper's Mag.^:m. 410 Ilmenite,

or titanic iron (Fe'Ti)203. .is an ore in which one of the iron

molecules of hematite is replaced by the metal titanium.

tTitamcal (t3ita;'nikal),a. Obs. rare. [f. as

Titanic «.t + -al : see -ical.] = Titanic a\ 2.

1643 H. More Song Soul tl. i. r. xxi, R.ash labour, a
TilanicaTI assay To pluck down wisdome from her nidiant

seat. 1678 CuDwoRTH Intell. Syst. 1. ii. § 3. 61 A Gigantical
and Titanical Attempt to dethrone the Deity.

Hence Tita'nlcally adv., in a titanic manner.
1816 T. Tayi^r Pamphleteer VIII. 57 She is bound in

body Prometheically and Titanically. 1891 G. Meredith
One o/our Conq. vi, A more than Titanically audacious
balloonist.

Tita-nico-, Chem., combining form of Titanic
0.2, esp. in names of double salts, resulting from
the combination of a titanic with another salt.

Titanioo-hydrio a. : see quot. (now hydrolilanic').
i860 Maymb Expos. Le.v., Titanico-Aydricus . .applied by

Berzelius to a titanic haloid .salt..combined with the
hydracid of the same halogenous body.. : titanicohydric.

XitaniferOUS (taitini-feras), a. [f.TlTAN-luM
+ -i-feuou.s.] Containing or yielding titanium.
1838 in Webster (citing Cleaveland). 1839 J. Phillips

Geol. Yorks. 105 Magnetic sand (oxydulated titaniferous

iron). 1836-41 Branue Chem. (ed. 5) 872 'Titaniferous Oxide
of Iron, which is more abundant than rutilite, may be used
as a source of titanium. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 426/1
Schorloinite (Feiiotitaiiitc). . . Perhaps a titanifeious garnet.
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TITANIOUS.

Titanions (tait^-nias), a. rare. [f. Titani-UM
+ -OUS.] a. Min. Containing or combined with

titanium, fb. Chem, Obs. f. Titanous.

1853 Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. Ill, xxix. 169 Rocks..

changed with oxidulated and litanious iron, are probably of

simiinr urigin.

Titanism (tai'taniz'm). [a. F. tiianisme

(?rti825 in Littre) : see -ism.] The character of

a Titan, a. Revolt against the order of the uni-

verse, b. Titanic force or power.

1867 M. Arnold Celtic Lit. Wks. 1903 V. 126 Titanism as

we see it in Byron. 1887 Athtngeuju 29 Oct. 566 Their

dignity of expression, their melancholy Titanism of feeling.

1900^. Rev. July 128 Echoes of Schopenhauer's Pessimism,

of Nietzsche's Titanism. 190a Ibid. Oct. 36^ He has a good
deal that is fanciful to say of the Celtic litanism with its

' indomitable reaction against the despotism of fact *. ij)04

G. S. Hall Adolescence xi. II. 123 The soul is filled with

a Titanism that would achieve a vita fiuoiia upon a higher

plateau, where the music of humanity is no longer sad but

triumphant.

Titanite (tai-tansit). Min. [ad. Ger. titanit

(Klaproth, 1795), f. T1TAN-IUM + -/V, -ITE^ ; named
from its containing the metal titanium.]

1. A mineral composed chiefly of calcium titano-

silicate, CaO.TiO2.SiO2; also ctiW^d sphette.

Iron is present in varying amounts, sometimes also man-
ganese and yttrium.

185S Dana, Min. (1868) 385 Titanite occurs in imbedded
crj'stals in granite, gneiss, mica, schist, syenite (etcl. 1879
RuTLEV Stud. Rocks X. 140 Sphene (titanite) crystallises m
the monoclinic system.

1 2. Erroneously applied by Kirwan to the mineral

now called Rutile, a form of titanium dioxide,

which he took to be an element. Obs,

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 329. 1799 Monthly
Rev. XXX. 349 Among the metals, are overlooked the

Tellurite.. and Titanite. i8ia Sir H. Daw Chem. Philos.

430 Titanium is obtained from a mineral long known by the

name of red schorl or titanite.

fTitani'tic, a. Min. Obs, rare, [f. prec.

+

-ic] >= Titanic a.2

I7j6 Kirwan Elem. Min, (ed. 2) II. 330 ITItanitel melted

. . with 5 times it's weight of mild Tartariii. . . When dissolved

in boiling water, U soon let fall a white substance... This
1 call Tilanitic Calx. Ibid. 331 Titanitic Ores.

Titanium (tait^'nirm). Chem. [f. Gr. T(Taf-«

the Titans (see Titan i) + -luir. Named by Klap-

roth 1795, on the analogy of Uranidm previously

named by him.
Cf. Beitr. z. Chem. Kenntn. d, MineraJkSrper I. 244

Diesem zufolge will ich den Namen, wie bei dem Uranium
geschehen, aus der Myihologie..entlehnen, und benenne
also dieses neue Metallgeschlecht : Titanium.l

One of the rare metals, never found free in nature,

but obtainable as an iron-grey powder with a

metallic lustre. It belongs to the same group as

zirconium, cerium, and thorium. Symbol Ti

;

atomic weight 48-1 (O ~ 16).

Discovered by Klaproth as a constituent of a mineral

(now called Rutile) from Iloinik in Hungary. The same
metal had been previously discovered by M'Gregor in a
mineral (now called Umenite) found in Manaccan m Corn*
wait, and had been named by him Menakamt (Crell's Chem,
Ann. 1791, 1.- iij).

1796 Pearson in Phtl. Trans. LXXXVI. 426 note^ Anew
metal, named Titanium, lately announced in the German
journals. 1800 tr. La^ange's Chem. I. 393 The substance

from which titanium is extracted is a red schorl, found
chiefly in Hungary. i8sx Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 430
The oxide of titanium was discovered by McGregor in 1781

in an ore found in the valley of Menachan in Cornwal, but
metallic titanium was not produced till 1796 by Vanc^uelin

and Hecht. 1868 Jovnson Metals 28 A small quantity of

titanium improves the quality of steel.

b. attrib. Titanium green, ferrocyanide of titanium, a

f;reen pigment precipitated by ferrocyanide of potassium
rom a solution of titanic chloride (Watts Diet. Chem. V.

849) t
titanium sand^ pulverulent titaniferous iron {ibid.).

TitanD-^, a. Gr. rrrdvo-, combining form of

Tlravy Titan I, in Titanolater, an admirer of

titanic attributes ; so Titanolatry [-latry] ; Ti-

tano'machy [-Machy], the warfare of the Titans;

Ti'tanosan=r, || Titanosau'rus [Gr, aavpo^ lizard],

a gigantic fossil dinosaur from the chalk; || Tita no-,

ti tanO|the'rium [mod.L., f. Gr. &7jpiov beast], also

anglicized ti'tanotheTe [cf. F. titanoth^re\ an ex-

tinct genus of ungulates from the Tertiary forma-
tion, resembling gigantic rhinoceroses ; hence

Vitanothe'riau a., of or pertaining to the genus
Tiianotherium \ Tltanothe'rioid «., resembling

or allied to this genus ; also as sb.

1846 Hare Mission Com/, 601 Considered as a higher pitch
of heroism by the ^Titanolaters. 1867 Hare's Guesses^ Mem.
47 A protest against what he called the ^'Titanolatry paraded
tn them. 1887 Gladstcne in Contemp. Rev. J me 760 The
great myth of the "Titanomachy. 189a Pall Mall G. 22 Mar.
7/1 In Colorado have been found great deposits of the bones
of *titanosaurs, the biggest land animals that ever existed.

They grew to be 65 ft, long and stood 40 ft. high when erect

upon their hind legs. 1881 Lubbock xn.Nature i Sept. 406/2
Marsh has made known to us the *Titanosaurus, of the
American (Colorado) Jurassic beds. 1862 Dana Man.Geol.
515 The *Titanothere.. having some relations to the modern
Tapir. Ibid. 532 White River or *Titanotherian beds. 1890
Nature 13 Feb. 347/1 These *'i'itanolherioids appear to
have been most nearly alli<^d to the Rhinoceroses among
existing forms, 186$ Pace Handbk. Ceol. Terms, * Titano.

74

tkertuni^ .. a large herbivorous mammal occurring in the

Lower Miocene ^ds of the Missouri di&trict.

Titano-^ (tsi-tano), combining form of Tita-

nium (and Titanite), used in the names of chemi-

cal and mineral compounds, as tilano-cyanide,

-ferrite, -fluoride, -silicate ( = silico-tilanale) ;

Titano-Uvine, 'a variety of olivine (chrysolite)

containing titanic acid ' (Chester) ; Tltanomor-
pMte, 'an uncertain alteration product, near

titanite' (Chester); + Titano-xide ; see quot.

1880 Nature XXI. 425 Under Ihe name of *Titanomor-
phite, A. von LasauU describes a new lime-titanite from the

gneiss of the Eulengebirge. iBt^At/ienxum i6 Aug. 212/3

Titanomorphite crystallizing in the oblique system, i860

M.WNK Expos. J.trx., Titano.vyduw,. .term by lleudant for

a combination of titanium with oxygen : a *titanoxide.

II Ti'tanOS. Akh. Ohs. rare. Also -us. [a.

Gr. TiTafos gypsum, chalk, white earth.] = Mag-
nesia I.

c 1386 Chauceb Can. Yeom. Pro!. * 7". 901 Take the stoon

that Titanos men name. Which is that quod he 1 Magnasia
is the same Seyde Plato. 1477 Norton OriLAIch. iii. (MS.
Harl. 853 No. 4 (1589) If. 40 b), Chawcer rehearseth how
Titanos is the same In the Cannon his tale, i^ R. Scot
Discov. IVitchcr. xiv. ii. (1886) 295 The end.. is, to atteine

unto the composition ofthe philosophers stone, called Alixer,

and to the stone called Titanus.

Titanons (tai-tanas), a. Chem. [f. Titan-ium
+ -ous.] Containing titanium, spec, in its lower

valence, as titanous oxide, sesquioxide of titanium,

Ti203 ; contrasted with Titanic a.'^

1866 RoscoE Elem. Chem. 206 The oxides of titanium

correspond to those of tin ; viz. titanous and titanic oxides.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 842 Titanous oxide dissolves

in acids, forming violet solutions. 1873 — Faiunes' Chem.
(ed. 11) 448 Titanous fluoride is obtained as a violet powder
by igniting potassio-titanic fluoride in hydrogen gas.

II Titar (trtar). E. Ind. [Hindi, etc. ttlar, -ur.]

Native name of the Grey Francolin, or ' Grey
Partridge' of India, Francolinus J>o>iticeriattus.

1805 in Funk's Stand. Diet. 1898 Blanfobd Fauna Brit.

India, Birds IV. 139 The Grey Partridge, Titar, Ram-
titar, Gora-titar.

Tit-bit (li't.bit), tid-bit (ti-d.bi-t). [In

1 7th c, tyd bit, tid-bit, f. Tii) a. + Bit ; later also

tit-bit, perh. after compounds of Tit j^.3]

A small and delicate or appetizing piece of food
;

a toothsome morsel, delicacy, bonjie bouche.

o. C1640 J. Smvth Lives Berkeleys(\%%^\\\.Qsl^^y^'^^^^
i. e. a speciall morsell reserved to eat at last. 1701 Collier
M. Aurel. {1726) 13 To be always loading the table, and
eating of tid-bits. 1755 Connoisseur No. 87. (1774) III. 123
For fear any tid-bit should lie snapped up before him, he
snatches at it. .greedily. 1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine

185 The sturgeons, the finest salmons, and other tid-bits of
the fishery. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 436/2 [The coon)
locating many a tid-bit by means of his sharp nose and
bright eyes.

0. 1694 MoTTEUx Rabelais iv. xlvl, He promis'd double
Pay . . to any one that should bring him such a Tit-bit

piping-hot. 1727 Arbuthnot John Bull Postscr. ix, How
John pamper'd Esquire South with Tit-bits, till he grew
wanton. 1861 J. Pycroft Agony Point (1862) 363 To see.

.

such tarts and tit-bits. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. xxv, No
more tit-bits of h.ished chicken specially picked out for her.

b. fig' ; Spec, a brief and isolated interesting item

of news or information ; hence in //., name of a

periodical consisting of such items.

a. 1735 Fielding Kurydice i. i. My farce is an Oglio of
tid-bits. 1776 FoOTE Capuchin in. Wks. 1799 11. 401 A fine

girl, as I live t too nice a tid-bit for an apprentice. 1883 C
Reade in Harper's Mag. June 9^/1 He furnished me
..several tidbits that figure in my printed works.

/3. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 40. 2/2 Many of them [women]
are Tit Efits. a 1814 Last Act Prol. in Neiv Brit, Theatre
\\. 361 A new tit bit fresh from some author's brain. 1887-9
T. A. Thollopk What I remember II, vi. joo During the
singing of the well-known tit-bits ofany opera.

o. attrib.

1767 A. Campbell Lexiph. (1774) 56 We expedited am-
bassadors with plenary powers to procure us buttered buns,

..tart tit-bit tartlets. i8ao T. Mitchrll -4r/>/c///. 1. 167

Such dainty little schemes—such tit-bit thoughts. 1900
Jrftl. Sch, Geog. (U.S.) June 240 The danger.. is that it

should lead to the application of the tit-bits method to the

teaching of geography.

Hence Tit-l3l*tlcal, Ti't-l)l:tty adjs, {nonce-wds,),

of the nature of, consisting or full of tit-bits.

1887 GuRNEY Tertium Quid II. 24 He is really the tit-

bittiest of composers. 1^0 Speaker 5 Apr. 369/1 Those
journalistic abortionsof the tit-bitical kind . . now so common.
1899 J. G. MiLLAis Life Sir J, E, Millais I. iii. 81 Every
tit-bitty paper.. repeated the tale.

t Tit-bore. Sc. Obs. Also teet-bo (Jam.).

[First element perh. Sc. teet vb., to peep, sb. a peep,

a glance ; second perh. = boh t interj. : cf. keek-bo

(Keek v. 3).] The childish game of bo-peep oxpeep-

bo. Also reduplicated, iitbore tatbore (cf. /// /a/).

16. . Forbes Disc. Pemers Deceit 4 (j[am.) What is this

but (as children in their sporting, childishly practise and
more childishly speak) to play titbore tatbore with vs ? 18*5

Jamieson S.V., In Aberdeenshire.. the phrase Titbo tatbo

ts still used by some old people.

Titch, dial, form of Touch.
Tltohie, titchy, obs. and dial. ff. Tetchy.

Tite (tait), tit (tit), adv. {a,) Obs. exc. dia/.

Forms: a. 3-tite,4-5tyt,tytt(e, 4-8 tyte,4-9tit.

fi, 3-5 tid, tyd, 8 tide. 7. 4 ty^t, ti;!, tiht,

5tyght(e. Com^axed titter, tittest : seeTnrEK<3k/z^.

TITRABLE.

[From Scandinavian : cf. ON. //// adv., 'freciuently,

often', neuter of t/dr adj., ' frequent, eager , OSw

.

/;V* repeatedly, quickly* (Sodervall II, 627), Norw.
and Sw. dial, tidt 'quickly ' (Aasen, Ross, Rietz), the

development being 'repeatedly, at short intervals,

quickly*. The 7-forms are app. erroneous spell-

^J^RS'] Quickly, soon. Obs, exc. as in c.

a laas [implied in Titelv}. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxsi.

a Als wortes of grenes tite fal sall^ai. 01300 Cursor M.
18497 pat war transfigurd als tite (Z,aw^ ^W^\ ^^^ neuer
i-wis snau sa quite, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

1 3235 Archers . . on l»e Romayns smyten ful tit. c 1350 Will.

Paleme j 33 liut truly tijt hadde |»at quene take hire to rede.

£1400 Destr. Troy 7126 Full tid in hire tene turnys he t^e

((well. Ibid. 8002 Ector toke hit full tyd. tc 1410 .S/>

Cleges 291 Goo bake, .Full tyghte without teryyng 1 C1450
Mankind 152 in Macro Plays 6 Felouse, go we hens tyght !

1575 Gamm. Gurton i. iv. A iv. That chal, gammer, swythe
and tyte, and sone be here agayn. ? 16. . in Drake Ebora-
cum I. vi. (1736) 192 The Serjeants shall bring sufficient dis-

tress to the court, such as will most disease him and the tittest

will gar him answer.

\ b. As, als, also tit, als tid, etc. : as soon, as

quickly, immediately. (Cf. F, aussitot ; also ON.
semtidast with all speed, at once, immediately.)
\c 1330-1450 : see Alstite, Astite.) 13 . . E. E.A Hit. P.

B. 1213 Ouer-tok hem, as tyd, tult hem of sadeles. 1377
Langi^ p. pi, Ii. XVI. 61, I shal telle J>e as tite {v.rr. tyt,

lyte, tidl what J>is tree hatte. 14. . Lybeaus Disc. 784 Than
seyde Lybeaus al so tyte [etc.). 14.. Tundale's Vis. 686
And als tyte \z'.r. lyd] was he all hale, c 1435 Torr. Por-
tugal &^ To the grownd he felle ase tyght. C1450 Cov.
Myst. ill, (Shaks. Soc. ) 38 Ha don, and answere me as tyght.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. iii. 219 We shalle assay as lyte.

C. As tite . . as, as soon . . as, as readily,

willingly, or well . . as. dial.

1587 Durhavt Depos. (Surtees) 322, I may as tite be a
ladye as thou a lord, 1876 Whitby Gloss, s. v., ' I had as
tite go as stay '. 1878 Cttmberld, Gloss., * I'd as tite dea'l as
nut'.

td. 2&adj. Quick, swift, {rare oxid doubtful,)
£-1400 Destr. Tro^ t-j-^Z Menelaus, And Thelamon the

tore kyng with theire tite batels. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot, (Rolls) II. 258 Tytest that tyme he wes of ony vther
Agane Modred. Ibid. 305 Oswald, that tyme tytest of other.

1768 Ross Helenore \. 32 Wi' weet an wind sae tyte into

my teeth. That it was like to cut my very breath.

Tite, obs. pres. 3rd sing, of Tide vy ; obs. erron.

f. Tight a. Titel, obs. form of Title, Tittle.

Ti'tely, ti*tly, a^Z'. Obs. ox dial. Forms: a.

3 tidlike, 3-4 tidliche, 4 tidly, 5 tydely. ^. 4
titli, titliche, 4-5 titly, tytely, 5 tytly, -lye,

5, 8 titely, 7. 4 tijtly, -li. [f. Tite, tit adv. -*-

-LY^.] Quickly, speedily, smartly; soon. As titely

(cf. F, aussitSt), immediately,
a. a \**S J^li^'t^ 58 pe reue het. .swingen hit swiftliche

abuten ant tidliche turnen. fisso Gen. ^ Ex. 3353 Tidlike

hem was Sat water wane, Dor he ^rucheden for drist hane.

1340-70 Alisaunder iyj^ It betkl in a time tidly therafter.

1460 Paston Lett. 1. 528, I trust to God to com lydely i

now. {;x46o Towneley Myst. iii 291 Tent bedir lydely,

wife, and consider.

^, c i3,maSir Tristr. 2518 His swerd he drou) t«ly. 1340-

9 Alisaunder 7 Tend yee tytely to mee & take goode
leede. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2528 Titlicbe schuld ^ei be
take. IbioT^dq^ pei titly turned a^en. ^1400 Destr. Troy
3006 These tythandes full titely tokl were to Parys. a x^oo-r

50 Alexander 888 Heraudes .. Touchis titly [Dubl. MS.
titely] J>ar tale, c 14^5 Cast. Persev. 223 in Macro Plays 84
With my tyre & with my tayl, tytly to tene. <:i746 J.
Collier (Tim Bobbin) Viexv Lane. Dial. Rdr., Wks. (1862)

37 Otto con tell th' tele, and seyth 'Rimes be rot, titely.

Y. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2476 TijtU al here tene was turned
in-to ioye. Und. 1706. Ibid. 285 Ti^tly.

Titengis, obs. form of Tidings.

Titer, var. Titbk ; obs. f. Titter r.2

t Tith, a., adv, Obs, Apj). a dial, or colloquial

variant of Tight a. or Thight a,

16x8 Fletcher Loyal Subj. 111. iv. This (lass) is not so
strongly built ; but she's good mettle, Of a good stirring

strain too: she goes tith^ sir. 16x9 — Mons. Thomas 11.

ii, Thorn. Then take a Widow, A good stanch wench, that's

tith. /Wf/, I. iii. [see Tew j^.' I J. n x6a^ — Woman'sPrize
Hi. v, A ship—which. .With more contmuall labour than a
gaily To make her tith, either she grows a tumbrel, .. or

.springs more leaks.

Tith, obs. form of Tithe.

Tithable (tai-fiab'l), a, {sb,) Also 5-8 tyth-

able, 5-9 titheable, 6-8 tytheable. [f. Tithe
Z;.2 + -ABLE.]

1. Of produce : Subject to the payment of tithes.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 56 Of heyj, corn, wode, fruyte, wolle,

chese,..& of all manere thyn^efi tythable. 1548 Act 2 <V 3
Edw. V/, c. 13 § 3 Any beastis or other cattell tytheable.

i6c9 Sir J. Sempil Sacrilege Hmidled App. 39 By Tra-
dition from their Fathers, all thing*; growing out of the

earth, and fit for mans meat, are Titheable. 163a Star
Chamb. Cases (Camden) 100 Mines are not titheable by
the iawe because they doe not rcnoz'are. jjj^Gentl. Mag.
VII. 344 This Piece of Land is Tythe-free. That Piece is

Tytheable. 1834 5r/V. Husb.l. 77 The young ofthose, which
are titheable, pay at the time of their being weaned.

2. Liable to pay tithes, rare,

ijza R. Beveblev Virginia\\.\. § 18. 218 The Levies.. are

a certain Rate or Proportion of Tobacco charged upon the
Head ofevery tithable Person. . . They call all Negroes above
sixteen Years of age tithable, be they male or female; and
all white Men of the same Age. But Children and white
Women are exempted from all Manner of Duties.

B. absol. as sb. One who or that which is sub-

ject to payment of tithes.

Te
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«Bo Virginia Stat. (1823) II. 48S Ii is declared .. that

such servants soe unsold ought not lo be listed as tythables

that yeare. 177S A. Burnabv Trav. 12 There are a hun-

dred and five thousand litheables, under which denomina-

tion are included all white males from sixteen to sixty.

i8a8 Exeuttintr 2to/i From various tenants and tithcables

he (the archbishop) receives some 25,000/. a-year. 1893

Nation (N.Y.) 27 Apr. 309/2 The population of a Virginian

county.. was probably considerably more than three times

as great as its number of tithable^

Tithal (Ui-ffal), a. rare, [f. Tithe jd.l + -AL:

cf. iidal.'\ Of or pertaining to tithes.

i88*-3 Schaff's Emycl. Rfii^. KnmvL III. 3365 The
principal tithaVrules are as follows.

Tithand(e, -ans, obs. forms of Tiding, -s.

Tithe (Ui5),a.l and J^.l Forms: a. i teosbVa,

etc. (se€ Tenth A. i a), 3 ti^et^e, tijtSe, 4 tyj>e,

4-5 tij>e, (5-7 tyth, 6 tieth (^thiethe), 6-7 tith,

7 tyethe), 4- tithe, tythe, &. i t6o^a, etc. (see

Tenth A. i &). 3 teoJ>e, 3-4 tepe, 5-6 tethe, (5

theth(e, 6 teyth). [Karly ME. //>(V, tijde, ME.
///^, iyP^^Oi^. icogopa, t^op^i, forms of the numeral

Tenth, which as a sb. acquired a specialized sense,

in which this form has been retained, while the adj.

has become Unih, For the general sense- and

form-history see Tenth A. la, 3, B. i. Cf. also

Teind, the specialized northern form.]

A. adj. Tenth, fa. Of order: see Tenth A.

la, Obs, b. Of a division or part; in ME, esp.

in tithe deed. In modem use, since 16th c, app.

taken anew from the sb., B. 3.

a. c t»50 Gen. ^ Ex. 895 Habram ^^f him ^ ti?8c del Of
alle (hlis bijete. c 1330 Artk. ^ Merl. (K«»lbingt 5429 Erl

Ik>essone..pc.ix. was.. ; Grifles so was tit»e, Wi^ he was&
noble swi|>e. cijso Will. Falfm* 5346 Ne |>e li^el of

bireaiirtotellebcriv. c ijTSTy^etse* Temth X 3I. 1377
Langl. p. pi. B. XV. ^80 Persounes and prestes . . b^it han
her wille bere,..|»e tithe del bat trcwemen biswvnkyn.

1 1440 yacoh't Well 24 Alle Jk>^ |etiyn ^c tythe scheef to

^ rcperjrs fix here byre, in lakvng vp bete cost for J«
repyng, & ?etjyn be xj. scbeef for >e tythe.

^- BS4'97> Teooa V>^ Tenth A. 3I. 1*97, 1387 Te^e [see

Tenth A. a].

1601 Shaks. AWs Well i. iiL 89 One good woman in ten

Madam. .: Weed finde no fault with the tithe woman. 1606
— Tr, tf Cr. 11. iL 19 Euery tythe soule 'mon;{st many tliou*

sand dismes. Hath bin as dcere as Helen, a 1814 Ht $uHst

btmarritdx. i. in New Brit. Thtatrt IV. 230 Why the

veriest shrew, .cannot muster a tythe part of the vagaries

which abound in my composition. 187a IVestm. Ret'.}u\y

go We have not space to follow Dr. Newman tbroagb a
tithe part of his illustrations.

B. sb. Absolute use of adj. : cf. Tenth B.

In OE the ordinal t/a^A, pL Uc9an^ was so tised: see

Tenth B. 1 b.

1, The tenth part of the annual produce of

agnculturey etc, being a due or payment (orig. in

kind) for the support of the priesthood, religious

establishments, etc ; spec, applied lo that ordained

by the Mosaic law, and to that intro<luced in con-

formity therewith in England and other Christian

lands. (The latter sense appears 6rst in quots.)

A. in sing,

a. c laoo Trin. Coll. Hem. 83 Hie giuen here It)e3e noht for

to bauen beuene btis5e,ac for lo bauen here ^ bereword of
eor91iche_ricbeisc. c ino R. Biit-NNE Chron. (1810) 19 He

'
t of Ingl

_ __ VII. 85 Kor of my'
Craue^ ^ Tl^e. a 14*5 Cur$or >/. 1067 (Trin.) For ^s

[Adelwolf] was first of Inglond, ^t gaf God bis tij^. 136a

Lamgu p. PL A. VII. 85 Kor of my Com and Catel beo

ti^ [Latui t>ihe1 ^t ^i delt. Caym. .lo his brobere ire

bare. 1535 Covekdale AfttJ, tii. 10 Brynge eaery Tytbe in

to my barnc. >^i~> ^^^- •^"'- ^l^ry ^^ ^i" 394 'obn
Crovcber oweth..Tbe Tyth of his hovs. i6is Bible Ln:
xxvii. 30 And all the tithe of the land.. is the Lords, itiai

Br. MovNTACU Diatribm 185 It being vncertaine in it sclfe,

wbetbef Abraham gaue or receiued Tithe. 1771 Fbankijn
Autohiog. Wks. 1840 I. 9 My father intendmg lo devote
me, as the t>-the of his sons, to the church. 1831 Lincoln
Herald 1 July 3/3 There were three heifers to be canted
[sold by auction] for tithe. 1845 M<Cl'lloch Taxation tt.

IV. (185a) 180 It will be seen that half the cultivated land of
Great Britain is unafTecied by tithe. 1884 J. Tait Mimi in

MMtter (189a) 906 The la^t symptom of restivencss.. mani-
fested by the Jews related to the tythe.

fL c 1450 Godstcvj Keg. 43 He grauntyd & E<'if to the holy
•yfnicbons a-foreseyde tethe of hys too MiVlis of Scweke-
worth ( = Seacourt] in corne, money, & fyssho.

b. chicflyin//tfra/,includingthc various amounts
thus due or received.
a. £ laoo I'icet if Viri. 139 Chierche-Hnges, tl>e|>cs, ne

cfTiendcs, ne almesses. c xm^p Gen. 9f Ex. 162S Fier tc ^al

oflTrendes here don And tildes wet ^clden her-up-on. C1380
WvcLif Sel. Wkt. 1 1 1. 31 3 We reden not where he took types
as wc don. c 1386 Chaucer /'ro/. 539 Hise tithes payde he
ful faire and wel Bothe of his propre swynk and nis catel.

13B8Wvc1.ipCrM.xiv. 20 And Abram)af tithisof alle thingi^

to hym [13B3 And he )aue hym dymes of alle thingisj. 1481
Caxton Cato g j b, The tylhes whychc they owcn to God
and the holy chyrche. 1J47 in Rickmotui Wills (Suriecs)

64, 1 give to the h\-e alter for oblitcd thiethes a newe altare

clothe. 1651 R. CHii.n in Ifartlib's Legacy (1655) 23 The
Tythes of wtne in Glocester^htre, was in divers Parishes
considerably great, a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel.{\x. Arch«oL
Soc.) 11.36 A donation ufall the tyethesand other casualties.

1764 Burn Poor La-ws 2 The whole tithes of the diocese
were then paid to the bishop. 1850 Kingsllv Alt. Locke
xi, His own tithes here aren't more than thirty pounds.
0. a 1100 'i'cotran [see Tknth B. i b]. c 1440 Et%g. Cong.

Irel. 67 Euery crystyn man lawfully pay hb ibethis. c 1450
Godstow Reg. 46 Certen possessions, tethys, dewteys & olhyr
tbynges. 1517 in 10//1 Re^, Hist. MSH. Comm, App. v. 397

Every shippe. .shall pave half tethes to the Colladge of all

suche fishe as they shall take.

O. Variously qualifieii:

Agistment tithe^ t. 0/agistment, see Agistmznt 4; coarse

t. = great t. ; cryine /., tithe of young live stock ; great /.,

the chief predial tithes, as corn, hay, wood, and fruit ; also

called large t. ; mixed t., see Mixed ///. a. 1 1, and quots.

there ;/(irrt:A/fl/ /., ? small or vicarial iiihts ; personal /.,

lithe of the produce of labour or occupation ; Petty t.,/rivy

t. = small t. ; Predial /., see Predial a. 2 b, and quots.

there ; rectorial /., tithes pertaining to the rector of the

parish, the great tithes ; small /., such predial tithes as are

not great tithes, together with the personal and mixed
tithes; vicarial /., tithes pertaining to the vicar of the

parish, the small tithes.

1464 (see Predial a. abl. 1530, 1765 [see Privy a. BX
1531, (11634, 167a (see Mixed /^/.rt. iil. 11531 Dial, on
Laws Eng. 11. Iv. (1638) 169 Some. .say there is no ttth but

it is either a prediall tith, or a personal tiih. 1546 Vorks.
Chiintry Surv, (Surtees) 228 The sayd incumbent bathe.,
all ofTerynges and jpety tythes. 1589 Shuttleivorths' Ace,

(Chetham Soc.) 51 r or the smale or pryve tythes of Hetion
iij' ij« vj* ob. 1710 Pbioeaux Orig. Titlus ii. 106 Though
it be the practice in setting out of Personal Tithes to separ-

ate the charges from the Profits.. yet there was never any
such thing in nredial Tithes. 1718 in Shro^sh. Parish Doc.

(1903) 19 The Vicar hath also all small lythes as Hemp,
Flax, Geese, Eggs, Piggs Fruit and the Like. 1793 Black-
stone Comm. (ed. 12) I. xi. 387 The tithes of manjj things.

.

are in some parishes rectorial, and in some vicarial tiihes,

1813 T. N. Parker in Gentl. Ma^. May 449/1 Afterinath

(or a second mowing of a meadow in the same year) yields

a great tithe, as turnips sown on a stubbk yield a small tiihe.

1817 \V. SfcLWYN /.atu iN/« /W»j (ed. 4) II. 1197 *J he late

vicar. . made certain compositions with his parishioners for the

vicarial tithes, which were payable on the igih September.
1861 MiALL Title Deeds Ch. Eng. {1862) 4 Parochial tithes

constitute.. the provision fur the pecuniary support of the

Church of England. i86a Burton Mk. Hunter (1863) 294
The Bishop of Lichfield . . was IJean of Dutham, and owner
of the great tithes in the poiish. 1889 Lipscomb in Laud
Agent s Record 6 Apr. 316 In parishes where the great or

rectorial tithes remain de\-otcd to the Church, we find a
rector and a rectory.

2. In more general sense : Any levy, tax, or

tribute of one tenth. Sa/tidin tilhe: see Saladine

tax (Saladine a.\
1600 Holland lM>y v. xxv. 196 As for the collation and

f;athering of a smal tjonative, ratber than a tithe, he (Camil-

usl said nothing of it. 1838 Thiblwall C'^wcc 11. xi. 64
To defray the expense of these and his other undertakings,

be [Pisistratus] laid a tithe on the produce of the land. 1871

DixoN Tower lILxiiL 129 The admirals took tithe on every

ship and cargo seized at sea.

3. A tenth part (of anything) ; « Tenth B. i ;

now chiefly hyperbolical : a very small part.

1494 Fabvan ChroM, vi. ccix. 223 He sicwc afway Jx. and
sailed the ,x. and yet. .he eft agavnc tythed agayne the sayd

tythe, & slewe euery tenth knyght of iheym. 1551 Huloet,
Tytbe or tenth part, tiecima. 1589 Nashe in Greene's

Afena/kdm Pnf.iArhJ 11 No Colledge in the Townc was
able to compare with the tythe of her Students. i6«8 Mil-

ton Oifurr. Art Peace Wks. 1851 IV, 576 These illiterate

denouncers never [jarallel'd so much of any Age as would
contribute to the tithe of a Century. 1771 Wilkes Corr.

(1805) IV. 107 A little parish church, with about a tytbe of

the peoi^ who frequent our chapel. 1836 Sir W. Hamil-
TOM Discmss. (1852) 141 A tythe of the agitation. 1838

AaNOLo Hist. Rome I. 45 The tithe of the spoil was forty

talents of silver. 1848 Kichtek Levana 45 From a woodcut
some thousand impressions may easily be taken; but from
acopperpUte only a tithe of that number. 1871 Black Adv,
Phaetan xiX| I cannot tell >-ou a tithe of what he said.

4. oHrib. and Comb. a. Due or paid as tithe.

See also Tithe-PIG.
<-i490 Godstow Reg. 318 Nicholas lordan.. paid.. for the

tythe hey, ijd. ob. 145$ Rolls o/Parlt. V. 307/' In lecom.

pense for the lithe vcneson in the Forest of Wyndesore.

555 W. Turner Spir. Physic 50 b, Wyth muche shame,

they come wyth tythe pygges by theyr Uyles, wyth tythe

egges and tythe hemp and flaxe. 1609 Mem. Rifion (Surtces)

III. 334 All the Tythe Grain, Hay, Wooll and Lamb. 1765

Museum Rttst. III. W. 224 Let him by no means attempt to

buy tytbe barley, for that he is sure is mixed. 1808 Tollkk
Law of Tithes v. (1816) 153 Tiihe^ic is not due (rf common
right, but by particular custom only.

b. Of or pertaining to tithes, as tithe-bill^ -botul,

'Charge, -claim, -commission^ -map, -monger,

-proprietor, -publican, -rights -system ; objective,

etc, as titfu-collector, -commulcUion, -farmer,

'gatherer, -giving, -haling, holder, -owner, -payer,

'paying, -redemption, -stealer, -taker; tithe-free adj.

See also Tithe-barn, -man, -proctor.

1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 708 Debate concerning the Quakers
•Tythc-Bill. xf^Ormandt MSS, in \otk Rep. Hist.MS.S.

Comm. App. v. 24 The said Henry kept "lylh bonds soe

long by him that the debitors became insolvent. t8o8

Toller Laxv 0/ Tithes ix, (1816) 237 It also appeared by

ancient "tithe-books ofthe parson. 1845 McCuixoch Taxa-
tion II, iv. (1852) 185 The limiution of the •tithe-charge.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, * Tithe-<ollector, a receiver

of tithes. • TitlU'COVimisiioner, . .one of a board authorized

to arrange propositions for commuting or compounding for

tithes. 1859 /. W. RossB index 0/ Dates, *Tithe Commu.
tation Bill (England), introduced, Feb. 9; passed, Aug. ij,

1836. 1780 A. Voi;ho Tour tret. I. 217 These Vythe far-

mers arc a bad set of people. i7»o Lond. Gaz. No. 5829/3

An Estate.., well wooded, and *Tythc-free. 1591 Shuttle-

worths Ace. (Chetham Soc) 66 Spente by the •tythe

getherarcs, y*. 1791 A. Young Trav. Franc* 433 When
the state, .permits the cultivators to become the prey of a

tythe-gatherer, or loads them with the support of the poor.

a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais \\\. xlviiu 386 The Edecimation

and "lith haling of their Goods. 1785 Palev Mor, Philos.

VI. xi. 636 This commutation . . might . . secure to the ''tithe-

holder a complete and perpetual equivalent for his Interest.

loio Edin. Rev. Jan. iig The 'tithe-maps constructed on
all sorLs of scales. 1647 Husbandm. Plea agst. Tithes 33
Calves, milk, lambe. .and all other things that the "Tithe-
mongers will have to be titheable. iBtoS Dicksom Pract.
Agric. I. 468 Ihe *tithe-owner refused three guineas per
acre for the tiihe of the barley. i6ai Bp. Mountagu Dia-
iribx i^S Appointed for the Rendez-vous of Tithe-takers,
and *Tithe payers. Ibid. 185 In the matter of •Tithe-pay-
ing vnto the Priests of the Gospell. 1863 Fawcett Fol.
EcoH, IV. iv. (1876) 578 It is ciuite possible that •tithe-pro-
prietors may be ultimately injured by this commutation.
1657 J- Watts I'ind, Ch. Eng. 157 Forced to pay the same
unto "Tythe- publicanes and Tol-gatherers. 1549CNALONER
Erastti. on Folly P iij. How warlyke. .the good vicares can
strive for theyr 'tytheright. 17H Addison Sped. Na iiz
r 7 The 'Squire has made all his Tenants Atheists and
^lithe-Stealers. 1890 Boston (Mass.) yrnl, i Mar. 2/4
The French-Canadians are beginning to rebel against the
•tithe system, which, in the interest of the Catholic Church,
takes a large portion of the farmers' products.

t Tithe, sb:^ Obs. [OE. *tign fern., contr. ti6

(obi. case tide) :—OTeut. *ligipa. Not known out-

side English.J A granting; a concession, boon.

BenetiSe, -tuCe : see Bene b.

a^foo tr. Baeda's Hist. in. xii. [xiv.] (1890) 196 Monijo^r
uncymre hors..J>jet wit meahion (jearfum to tisfle sellan.

c xooo J^LfKic Horn. I. 384 Fela wundra ^elumpon. .durb
Saes Ha:lendes ti&e. c laoo Trin. Coll, Horn. 201 J>at he.

.

3ife us bene tu3e.

t Tithe, a.- Obs. [OE. tii/>a, li/>a, -e, f. tiiH,

Tithe ji^.2j To whom a concession or grant is

made ; successful in prayer or beseeching.
A 900 tr. Bxda^s Hist. iv. xxx, [xxix.] (1890) 372 pset he

wa;s from Dryhtne tis^a Iwere bene, 3e he bacd. c 1000
Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 23 Exiles ^scs i>e ;^e biddatS ^e beod
tipa Ryf je Relyfad. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 27 We mu^n
mid one worde |>e?»e t?rie |»ins bidden and ben bene tifte.

Ibid. 119 pat ^ fewe word ^ we uii ure bede seien be tude
alle halejen.

t Tithe, v.l Obs. Forms: i tUpian, tyspian,
1-2 tipian, 2 teipian, 2-5 tiVen, tupen(»)^ 3
tythe. Pa. t. and pple. {north.) 4 tid(d, tyd(e.
[OE, tiipian {i^*tigiJ>(fjon), L tigS, Tithe sb,'^}

trans. To grant, concede, bestow.
C893 K. i^LFRED Oros. VI. xxxiv. 5 3 pa oferhojode be

. . ^t he himtiz^de. a 900 tr. BxdoCs Hist. 111. xv. Ixxi.]

(1800) 220 Ne nine mon on o3re wisan his bene tygbian
wolde. c 1000 itLFRic Hoin. 1 1. 108 Ic waes nacod, noldc je
me wxda tidian. c 1x60 Hatton Gosp. Matt. xxi. 22 £ow
beo3 Re-teil»aft (v. r. zetidad]. c laoo Trin. Coll. Hom. 135
God haued herd )>ine oede, and tided te bene. ciaooORMiN
5365 Forr all |>att xfre ned uss iss All Godess Cast uss

tj)>e^|7. a isas St. Marker. 9 Nawt [hal ne |t>ohte ^reron ^
hire nu were ituflet hire bone, a 1*40 Lofsong'xw Cctt. Hom.
207 Leafdi..tude me mine bone to )>ine eadi sune. 1397
R. Glol'c. (Rolls) 2474 Ac o |)ing icholde bidde t>e ^if J»ou

me woldest tit>e. a 1300 Cursor M. 10966 (Cott.) Drightin

has ^ tid \Gdtt. tiddj bi bon. c xyj'kSc. Leg. Saints xxx'iii.

{George) 820 pat god hbaskine had hyme tyde for )faim )?at

hynte worcnyp dyde.

Hence f Ti'thing vbl, sb., thing granted, reward.

c 1175 Fragm. Song 7 in O. E. Misc. 101 pat.. he vs

skere of^ ty^iing J^at sunfule schulle an-vnderfon.

Tithe (taiS), V.' Forms : a, 1 tio-, teosolSian,

testfe^ian, teespijan, teisVian, te5t$i(3)aD, 4
tipe(n, type(n, 5 tyth, 6 tieth, 6-7 tith, 4-
tithe, tythe. &, 1 t6c<Ii(5)an, 3 teope^en,

tepe^en, theope, 4 teope, 4-5 tepe, tethe(n, 5
teothe, teith(e, teythe, 6 teethe. fOE. teozpHian,

etc., f. teoioda, t^o6a tenth, Tithe sb.^\ gen. To take

the tenth of, to decimate.

L trans. To grant or pay one tenth of (one's

goods, earnings, etc.), esp. to the support of the

church ; lo pay tithes on (one*s goods, lands, etc.).

To tithe mint (attd anise) and cumtttin (Matt, xxiii. 23),

to be conspicuously scrupulous in minutiae while neglecting

important matters of duty.

c 897 K. itLFRED Gregory's Past. C. Ivii. 4w je tioso^taS

eowre mintan & eowerne dile & eowerne kymcti. ^950
Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xi. 42 jiae teisSas meric & cumela &
aclc wyrt. C97S Rushw. Gosp. ibid., ^e tegSigas merece

(etc.). ciooo Ag;s. Gosp. ibid., ^e teobia3. C97S Rushu:
Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 23 ^e J>e \x7,h7>^\> [Limiis/. setexaegesj

mintx & dile & cymen. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid., se J^e

teoaiaSff. r. teodi?;a3]. ciooo >Elfric Hom. IL 428 Ic

teodie ealle mine aehta. a laas Ancr. R. 28 Hwat se beo of

oJ>er hwat vnlreouliche iteo|>e3ed. 1*07 R. Glouc. (Rdls)

5263 Peking Jjer after.. tet»e^ede wel al is lond, as hii ^te,

wel ynou. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 898 TyJ>eth weyl

alle ioure bynges, 13.. Min. Poems fr. Vernon MS.
xxxvti. 528 Hose wol not tij»e bat god him haj> Ment, His

lyf and his soule bofte schul be schent. c 1410 Master oj

Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxv, pan shulde be mayster of be
game begynne at one rowe. .and tyth alle pe deere rcght as

pet ligge, rascayle and oj^cr, and delyuere it to |>e procura-

toures. 156a Child-Marr. 138 The maner of tiething pigge

and gose is, yf one have vij***, to pay one. 1570 Levins

Manip. 89/42 To Teethe, decimart. Ibid. 152/5 To Tythe.

ai64i Spelman 7>M^jxvi. (1647) 81 Military spoil, and the

ursy gotten in war is also tithable, for Abraham tithed it to

Nielchisedek. 1778 Eng. Gazetteerieil 2) s. v. Rye, A pecu-

liar way of tithing their marsh-lands, whereby they pay only

3d. per acre to the rector, while in pasture, but, if ploughed,

5s. 1788 pRiESTLEvOrr«//. CAr. II. x. 265 Ethelwolftithed

the kingdom of England. 1879 Farrar St. Paul 1. 63 Serio-

comic tjuestions as to whether in tithing the seed it was

obligatory also to tithe the stalk. 1901 Dakvns tr. Xeno-
p/ion's Anab. v. iii. § 9. 141 Here with the sacred mwiey
he [XenophonJ built an altar and a temple, and ever after,

year by year, tithed the fruits of the land in their season

and did sacrifice to the goddess.

t b. With the tenth which is paid or delivered as

the object : To pay or give as tithe. Obs,

10-3



TITHE.

854 Grant by Aditl/in liirch Cart. Sax. 11. 79 He teo3ode

jynd call his cyne rice 8one teoSan del ealra his landa.

1393 Langl. p. PI- C XIV. 84 None tythes to tythen [v. r.

telhejen]. ^1450 Ccv. Afyst. iii. (1841) 35, 1 lylhe it [the

Iambi to God of gret mercy, 1539 Bible (Great) Deut. xxvi.

>2 When thou Imst made an ende of tythinge all the tythes

of thyne encrease. 1630 /?. Johnson's Kingd, ^ Cotnmiu.

510 These slaves are eitner the sonnes of Christians, tithed in

their (iildhoods, Captives taken in the warres, or Renega-

does.

1 2. intr. To pay lithe ; to pay the tenth, esp.

to the church. Obs,

c I300 Trin. Coll. Horn. 215 pe prest J>e mene?e3 rihtliche

teftien. c 1*75 Simurs Bezuare 140 in O. £, Misc. 77 If he

. .theo>e ryht vnder his honde, To heouene he cume myhte.

136a Langl. P, PI. A. vhi. 65 Laborers . . \>ni treuliche . . tit>en.

1375 Creation 482 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 130

Kaym. -ty^ede of t>e worste t»ynge, And Abel of his beste.

c 1450 MvRC Par. Pr. 349 They schule teythe welle & trewe.

?rt 1500 Chester PL (E. E. T. S.) 439 To holy Church neuer

Teithed 1, for me thought that was lorne. 1530 Palsgr.

75S/2 He must nedes go forwarde for he doth tythe well.

1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling 93 He was not displeased

that the Pharisee .. should tythe rightly.

3. tratis. To impose the payment of a tenth upon

(a i>erson, etc.) ; to exact tithe from.

138a Wyclif Heb. vii. 9 Leeuy, that took tithis, is tithid.

1546 Bale Bug, Votaries i. (1560) 94 b, As he and his

iiionkes wer able to geue no more mony they tithed them
afier this sorte. \^ N. T. (Rhem.) Heb. vii. 9 Leui also,

which receiued tithes, was tithed. 1647 Trapp Comnu Heb.

vii. 6 Melchisedech did not only take that which Abraham
was pleased to give him, but he tithed him, saith the text,

he took the tenths, as his due, 1843 Marrvat M. Violet

xlii. 348 The cost, .has been defrayed by tithing the whole

Mormon Church. Those who reside at N. ..have been

obliged to work every tenth day in quarrying stone.

b. To exact or collect one tenth from (goods or

produce) by way of tithe ; to take tithe of (goods).

IS9X Troitb. Raigfie K, John (1611)62 The Monks, the

Priors, and holy ckjystred Nunnes, Are all in health,.. Till

1 had tithde and tolde their holy hoords. 1641 Best Farvt,

Bks. (Surtees) 24 When the parson or procter cometh to

tythe his woolle. 1807-8 Svd. Smith Plymley's Lett. Wks.
1859 U. 136/2 No man who talks such nonsense, shall ever

tithe the product of the earth. 1817 W. SELWYN/-aw Nisi

Prius (ed. 4) 1 1. 1050 The subject matter was not in a proper

state to be tithed, until it came into grass cocks.

C. intr. To levy tithe upon (in quot. transf.).

iSaa T. L. Peacock Maid Marian vi. 210 Those who tithe

and toll upon them ibr their spiritual and temporal benefit.

1 4. a. trans. To take every tenth thing or per-

son from (the whole number) ; to take one tenth

of (the whole) ; to divide into tenths. Obs,

ciooo i^LFRic Horn. \. 178 %\i we teo^ia5 |?as ^earlican

dasas, )x>iine boo5 t^aer six and Sriiig teo^ing-dajas. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 705 Keeping alive..two
principall persons, that they might be tithed with the

sQuldiers. . . Every tenth man of the Normans they chose out

by lot, to be executed. 1633 Massingf.r& VieldFatalDo^ury
V. i, But tithe our gallants,., and you will find, In every

ten, one—peradventure two—That smell rank of the dancing-

school or fiddle, a 1641 Spelman Hist. Sacrilege (1698) 67

Coming tea Desart of Sand, divers ofthem were constrained

to tithe themselves, and eat the tenth Man.

t b. Spec. To reduce (a multitude) to one tenth of

its numbers by keeping only every tenth man alive.

The instances all relate to the sacking of Canterbury by
the Danes in 1011, tit/ie rendering decimare used with this

unusual meRnin^ ; Higden's words are ' Grex Christi deci-

matur, novem scilicet occisis etdecimo reservato'.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 89 pe folk of Crist was
til>ed, l?at is to seie, nyne slayn and i>e teniae i-kepte. 1494
Kabvan Chron. vl cxcix. 2o6Tbemonkes ofSeynt Aueustynes
abbey they tythed, that is to meane, theyslewe .ix. by cruell

turment, and y« tenth they kepte alyue. X577-87 Holinshed
Chron. 1. 170/2 They tithed the people after an inuerted

order, slaieng all by nines through the whole multitude, and
reserued the tenth. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. vi. Wks. 1851

V. 251 The multitude are tith'd, and every tenth only

spar'd.

t c. To reduce the number of (a body of soldiers,

etc.) by putting to death one in every ten ; also

r^ut. to destroy a large proportion of; = Decimate
V. 3, 4 b. Obs.

jSl^ B^ATtD T/teaire God's Judgetn. 11612)203 Then lithing

again the said tilh, he slue euerie tenth knight, and that by
cruell torment. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcetl. D iij b, 'I'he

Thebane Legion., was first tithed, that is, every tenth man
thereof was executed. 1614 Sylvester BethuUa's Rescue
III. 146 These proud rocks . . Which yer you scale undoubtedly
will cost Ladders of Bodies ; and even Tythe your Hoast.

1650 Gentilis Considerations 185 Whole Armies have
bin tithed, putting each tenth man to death, for faults which
have bin committed in them.

+ d. 7b tithe out : to take out by lot every tenth

(person or thing), Obs,
x6o8 Willet Hexapla Exod. Ded. 1 Irefutl Cambyses..

caused euery tenth man to be tithed out for foode. Ibid, 759
The Emperour would tithe them out, and put euerie tenth

man . . to death. 1613 Puhchas Pilgrimage v. iil. 391
Which Armie . . he [the Kyng] tythed out of his people,
taking qxx^ onely of tenne.

•f- e. To form the tenth part of (anything), Obs.

x^6 Warner Alb. Eng, i, v. (1612) 18 Her sorrowes did
not tith her icy.

Titheable: see Tithable.

Tithe-bam. A bam for holding the parson's

tithe-cora.

1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) 14, j teyth barne and
a garth lyeng in ClyfTon. 1643 [Angier] Lane. Vail. Achor
18 Four or five Priests, .and other great Papists, whom they
had at hand in a tylhe-Barn. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos
(1877) II. L 7 The tenth [sheaf] was..kxlged in the rector's

76

tiihcharn. « 1878 Sir G. G. Scott Led. Archil. (1879) I.

21 The tithe barns of an English village are, .as admirable
and as appropriate as the minster at Rheims.

Tithed (taiSd), ///. a. [f. Tithe 2;.2 + -ed1.]

Subject to, charged with, or liable for the payment
of tithes ; taken or paid by way of tithe.

1607 Shaks. TimoH v. iv. 31 By decimation and a tythed

death . . take thou the destin'd tenth. 1845 McCulloch Tax-
ation II. ii, It is the common opinion that a farm tithe-free

is better worth twenty shillings an acre than a tithed farm .

.

is worth thirteen shillings. 1882 W. Cory Mod. Eng. Hist.

II. 410 A league of * Right men ', who bound themselves by
oath not to pay a high price to clergymen for tithed chattels.

Titheless (tai-ffles), a. [f. Tithe sb,'^ + -less.]

Without tithes, not in receipt of tithes.

16x5 Sylvester Job Triumphant in. 555 Tiihe-lesse, Taxe-
lesse, Wage-Iesse, Right-lesse. 1850 Whipple Ess. ^ Rev.
(ed. 3) I. 10 The Edinburgh Review, .was projected by two
briefless barristers and a titheless parson,

fTitheling. Obs, rare, [f. Tithe j<^.i + -lino.]

Tenth part, tithe.

c ixzo Cast. Love u8o Kuynde ne may for no (^inge polen

her t»e tij?elynge.

Tithely, obs. form of Tightly, Titely.

Ti'the-mau. [f. Tithe sb.^ + Man sb,'^']

fL = Tithingman^ a. Obs. rare.

C1450 GodstoTu Re^. 69 At l?e lawdai .. william edrtch,

tetheman, & his felawis I-swore, presentid Jmt [etc.],

t2. U, S, ^ TiTUiNGMAN 1 c. Obs. rare.

1638-9 Laivs Maryland in Archives Md. (1883) I. 54 The
Lord of every Mannour .. Shall yearly ..nominate some
Inhabitant of the Mannour.. to be tithman of that Mannour.

t 3. One who pays tithes. Obs. rare.

1680 C. Nesse Church Hist. 1S6 By their Seventh-year

Sabbath they [Israelites] acknowledged that their Land
belonged to God, and that they weie onely Gods tenants and
tythe-men.

4. A collector of tithes ; =* Tithing-man 2.

Now Hist.

1747 HoosoN Miner*s Did. V iv. In my time I have known
it taken every twentieth Dish in some Places by the Tyth-

inan; in others every tenth. 1772 T. Simpson Vermin-
Killer 19 Crows are worse than tithe-men, as they take

their tithes at three different times a year. C1S30 Glouc.

Farm Rep. 22 in Libr. Use/. Knozvl., Husb. Ill, Nothing
can be more galling to an industrious man, than that. . the

tiihe-man should come and take the tenth of the fruits of

his industry, capital and talent. 1898 J. A. Gibbs Cotsivotd

Vill. 36 The titheman came with the parson's horses and
took the stuff away to the barn.

Tithend, -s, obs. forms of Tiding, -s.

7i'th.e-pi^. A pig due or taken as tithe.

X5S5 [see Tithb sb} 4 aj. 156* Child-Marr. 138 He thinkes

the tithe pigge withelden, was worthe xx<*,—for so they sell.

1592 Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. 1. iv. 79 Somtime comes she with

Tilh pigs tale [tail], tickling a Parsons nose as a liesasleepe.

1602 znd Ft. Return/r. Parnass. in. i. 1074 A parson that

was neuer in the vniuersity, is a liuing creature that can eate

a tithe pigge. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. in. 1206 Where ev'ry

Village is a See As well as Rome, and must maintain A
Tithe-Pig Metropolitan. 1772 R. Graves Spir, Quixote
(1820) II. 249 Then the rector, In sleek surcingle with good
tithe-pig stuffd. 1826 Scott IVoodst. xvi,The parsons. .nave

lost their tithe-pigs.

Ti'the-prO:ctor. An agent employed to

collect a parson's tithes, or one who farmed the

tithe ; = Proctor 2 c.

1780 A. Young Tour Irel. I. 103 They begun with the

lythe-proctors, (who are men that hire tythes of the rectors)

and these proctors either screwed the cotters_ up to the

utmost shilling, or re-let the tythes to such as did U. 1807,

1898 [see Pkoctor 2c1. 1817 Ladv Mohgan /Vaw^rtf 1.(1818)

I. 46 The frugal savings of laborious industry do not go to

feed the rapacity of the tythe-proctor. 1879 Morlev /'aritf

ii. 24 A church which tried to spread Christianity by the

brotherly agency of the tithe-proctor.

Tither (t3i-?>ai). ff. Tithe z/.s-^-erI.] One
who tithes, a. One who pays tithes ; usually with

qualification, ^%false^ small., true tither. Now rare.

cri386 Chaucer Friar's T, 14 And smale tytheres \v.r.

tithers] weren foule yshent. c 1400 York Man. (Surtees)

223 Ye shule pray specially for trew tythers and devout
offerers, c 1440 Jacob's Well 44 Whann |?e euyll tyihere

seeth or heryth l>at l>ou trewely tythest to god, it greuyth
him sore. 1573 Tusser Husb, (18^8) 25 Yet we doe see ill

tiihers ill thriuers most commonlie bee, 1705 Stanhope
Paraphr. III. 377 Such distinguishing Titles, as the

Punctual Tither, the Constant Faster.

b. An exactor or receiver of tithes; also, a sup-

porter of the system of ecclesiastical tithes.

1391 Flokio 3nd Fruites 83 You are . . not onely Parson or

tither, but absolute possessor of whatsoeuer I haue. 1653
Milton Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 376 Tithers themselves

have contributed to thir own confutation, by confessing that

the Church liv'd primitively on Alms. 1736 Bailev (folio),

Tither.,^ tithe-gatherer. 1884 J. Pavne Tales fr. Arabic
I. 273 A certain tither, wlio exceeded all his brethren in

oi>pression of the people and foulness of dealing.

Tither (ti-Sar), Sc. and dial, form of Tother.
Esj). in the tither — thet other, that other : see Other.
1479-81 Rfc. St. Mary at Hill 98 And for the tithyr ij

(luarters euery quarter x s. 1786 Burns Tiva Dogs 23 The
tither was a ploughman's collie. 1858 M. Poriv.o\}^ Souter
Johnny 32 On the tither haun.

Tither, obs. form of Tether sb,

Tithinde, -s, tithing(e, -s, obs. ff. Tiding, -s.

Tithing (tai'ffig), sb. Forms : a. i t€oJ?ung,

-ing, 3 (theojjinge), to'Sing(e, teuj)ing(e, 3-4
teping, -yng, (thething), 4 tuping, tuepyng,
tethinge, teothiugo. )3. i teistSuncg, tijeUing,

3-5 tiJJing, 5-9 tything, 6- tithing. [OE.

TITHING.

tiobung, Anglian tigedingy i, l^oHa^ titefe Tithe sb.^

or t^o6ian Tithe z/.^ : see -ing >, ^.J
1. One tenth given to the church ; = Tithe sb,^ i.

a. 925-C936 Larvs of Atlielstan \. Prol., Ic jESelstan
cyningc . . eow bidde . . piet Re arrest of minum a^enum gode
ajifan fla teo3unga. ^ 1000 M\.vh\c Hom. I. i78Wesceo!on
. .of ures jeares teolunge Gode ^a teoSunge syllan. c looo
Ags. Gosp. Luke xviii. 12 Ic sylle teo)7unga Icii6o Hatton
Gosp.f Ic ?;ife teondunge],^ c \zoa Trin. Coll. Horn, 215
pu bitechest \>e prest alle J>ine teSinge, c 1275 Sayings of
Bede 137 in Horstm. Alten^. Leg, 141 If he may..stelen
Cristes teuj^inge \v. r. theo}?inge]. a X3>5 MS. Rarvl. B.

S20 If. 38 Offrendes ore Tu^^inges pat Tiabbez ben ijiuene

ant vsed. 1387 Trf.visa Higden (Rolls) VIII, 257 All

tejjynge \MS. y. tuej?yng] schuide be payde to J>e moder
chirche. 14.. Childe 0/ Bristowe 364 in liazl. E. P.P. I.

124 Tethynges and offrynges, sone, he sayd, for y them
never truly payd.
0.^:950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xviii. 12 TeijSuncgas

\Rushiv. te^&unge] ic sello allra 3a 6e ic ah. a 1040 Bidding
Prayer in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1912) Jan. 10 Mid lihte and mid
ti^edinge. cxzoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 129 peh we gon to

chirche and giuen rihte tiSinge. 138a Wvclif Tobit \. 7 He
mynystrede alle tithing [1388 Dise tiihis]. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
vi. i6(Harl. MS.) pey have not of hire owne to lyve with,

but of tythingis. 1538 Bale Thre Lawes 1000 If we maye
haue the tythynges And profytableoflTerynges. 1861 Ukkf.sf.

Hope Eng. Cathedr. igth C. viii. 280, I plead . .for a tithing

of wealth and art and mechanical power offered at the altar

of the Most High.

b. spec, A shock or stook of ten sheaves (orig.

so set up for the convenience of the tithe-proctor) :

see quots. dial.

1764 Museum Rust. H. cviL 362 Repeating the practice

till there be thirty or forty tything brought together. 1794
T. Davis A^ic. IVilts. 76 The general custom, is, to set up
the sheafs in double rows, usually ten sheaves together,

(pruvincially a tything) for the convenience of the lything-

man. 1813 Ibid. Gloss., Tithings^ ten sheaves of wheat set

up together in a double row.

f 2. A tenth part of anything. Obs,

1382 WvcLiF tsa. vL 12 ^it in it tithing. 1388 Ihid.^ And
5it tithing \_gloss ether tenthe part] sclial be ther ynne.

a 1425 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. App. 520 (MS. p) Hym
thou3t that the tethinge were to many yiefte ; and teothed

efte the teothinge, i(^ Bible (Douay) Isa. vL 13 And yet

there shal be tithing in it, and she shal be converted [161

1

But yet in it shalbe a tenth, and it shall returne].

3. A company (originally) of ten householders

in the system of Frank-pledge ; now only as a

rural division (originally regarded as one tenth oi

a hundred) to which this system gave its name.
c 930-40 Laws 0/A thelstan vi. c. 8 5 i part we us S.cga-

denan .. \>a. hyndenmenn and \ni l>e Sa teot?unge bewKan.

1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5402 He by vond..l^t ech man wij»

oute gret lond In \>g tej^inge were ydo & \>aX ech man knewe
ol>er^atin tej^inge were. a\^oo\v\Eng. Gilds {1870) 3,61 ^cf

a foreyne empledy l?e te^-ynge, J>e tejjynge ne haf> bote bre

dayes to shewynge. . . Whanne J>e te|>ynge empledej? a
foreyn, he foreyn ha^ his delay. 1432 [see Titiiingman '].

1538 FiTZHEKB. Just. Peas 129 InTowne, Tithinge, Village,

or Hamlet. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Rent (1826J 18 Some
were called. ,'lithings,. .bicause there were in eche of ihera

to the number of ten persons, whereof eche one was suretie

and pledge for others good abearing. 1610 Holland Cam-
den's Brit. (1637) 158 Hee caused the Counties to be partoj

into Centuries, that is Hundreds, and Decimej^ that Is

Tithings. X646 W. Hughes Mirr. Justices i. li, These
divisions in some places are called hundreds, .and in some
places Tythings or Wapentakes, according to the English.

1754 Hume Hist. Eng. (1761) I. iL 49 The neighbouring

householders were formed into one cor[>oration, who, under
the name of a tithing, decennary, or fribourg, were answer-

able for each other's conduct. 1839 Keightlf.y Hist. Eng.
I. 8i The institution of tithings did not nrevail all through
England, perhaps not to the north of the Trent. 1874 Stubbs
Const. Hist. 1. 86 note, Tithings at present exist in Somerset-

shire and Wiltshire.

4, allrib. and Comb.y as lilking-barn^ -sheafs

table. See also Tithingman ^, -penny.
c 1540 Old IVays (1892) 45 I'he said Hayside had sowlde

the said tythyng ootys. i^ Vilvain T/wol. Treat. Supp.

238 Not a tithing part of Mankind can possibly find place

to stand on a new Earth. 1666 Lond. Gaz. ^fo. 66/2 A
Bill for abolishing of Oblations and Mortuaries, and appoint-

ing a Tything Table throughout the Kingdom. 1865

KiNGSLEv//irr«u. i,A palace .. beside whjch King Edward's
new Hall at W estminster would show but as a tything-barn.

1907 Contcmp. Rev, June 796 The farmer was bound to carl

Ins tithing-sheaves to the parson's barn.

Tithing (tai'lSiij), vbl.sb. [f. Titue 0.2 +

-ING 1.] The action of T^the v,'^

a. Payment of tithes.

c 1305 St. Switkin 40 in E. E. P. (1862) 44 Ech man wolde

l>urf >e lond his teoHng wel do. 1548 Udall Erastn.

Par, Luke xix. 149 Their colde & feble doctryncconcern-
yng the true tithyng of myntes & rue. 1573 Tusser Husb.

(1878) 25 Though some in their tithing be slack or too bold.

i68a Burnet Rights Princes i. 20 That the tything of Mint
and Anise should not be left undone,

b. Exaction of tithes. Also transf,

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. ^ Commtu. 513 The tithing of

Spnngals is made every third yeare. x-jfA Blackstone
Comm. III. 89 If the defendant pleads any custom, .or other

matter whereby the right of tithing is called in question.

1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. VI. 2S9 Taxing and tything.

1843 Marrvat M. Violet xxxix, He is receiving regular

pay, derived from the tithing of this warlike people,

t c. The killing of every tenth ; decimation

;

sometimes, the killing of all but the tenth. Obs,

1386 T. B. La Primautl. Fr. Acail. (1589) 716 llie tith-

ing of armies., when every tenth man throughout a whole
hoste was by lot put to death. 1601 F. Godwin BPs. Eng.
24 In that same terrible tithing of the Danes, .all the monks
Were slaine, except oaely fower.
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d. aiirib.i as tithing-time^port^ etc.

1548 Act 34-3 Ediv. F/, c. 13 § 2 As often as the saide
predyaii Tythes shalbe due, and at the tythinge tyine of the

sanie. a 1786 Cowper Yearly Distress 8 But oh ! it cuts

him like a scythe, When tithing lime draws near. 1850
Orotk Greece 11. Ixiii. (1S62) V. 463 This place be. .erected

..into a regular tithing port for lev>'ing lull on att vessels

coming out of the Euxine. 1853 Kock Ck. 0/Fathers III.

II. 6s I'h'jse days [Lent] are the tithing-days of the year.

Titlungixiaii ^ (^loi-Pirjman). [f. Tithing j^.

3 + Man i(^.i] a. Anciently, The chief man of a

Tithing {sb. 3), a headboroagh ; in later use, a

parish peace-officer, or petty constable (CoNaxABLE

5 c). Now Hist,
946-C961 Laxvs ofEdgar c. 2 Cy3e hit man ?Sam hun-

dredcsmen, & he syi^dan dam teodingm.innum. I43* Rolls
o/Farlt, IV. 403/1 The Decennare and Decennes, ewer wyse
^ledThethyngmanandThethyngs. x^^-xAit-ioHen. IV,

c 8 Chescun Coneslable, Tytbingman, ou chief plegge, de
chescun ville ou hamell. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. 1. iii. (isSS)

15 For lk>rowbead, Borsholder, and Tithingmaii, be three

seueral names of one self same thing, and doe signitie, The
chiefe man of the free pledges within that Borow, or Tithing.

i6a6 Bernard isU 0/Man (1627} 34 There be foure sorts of
Officers which may attach Felons by warrant, llie Deputy*
constable, the Tything-man, the Petty Constable, and the
Head Constable. ^ 1640 J. Smvth Lives Berkeleys (1883)

II. 345 'l*be Thindburrow or Tithingman ought to come to

Portburj' Leete. 17x4 Lend. Gax. No. 6232/2 (They] were
by his Mittimus put into the Custody of a Tithingman with
a strong Guard. 1857 Tol'Lmin Smith Parish 15. 1874
SruBBS Const. Hist. 1. v, 90 note^ llie tithingman is oi
course an elective officer.

+ b, A chief or ruler of ten : rendering L.

deidntis^ decurw. Obs.
c xooo ^LFRic Exod, xvXit. 31 jcscte of him )>usendmen

and huiKirydmen and fifties men and teodingmcn. — Deut.
i. 13 ^Viid ic nam wise menu and sette hi^ to..teo5ingrnan-
num. «6o8 Wiixet Hexapia Exod, 275 A ruler of ten, or
tithing man.

c. In Maryland and New Elngland: A former
elective oJlicer of a township, whose functions were
derived from those of the English tithingman (a.)

in the 17th c ; in particular he was charged with
the prevention of disorderly conduct ; in New Eng.,

in later times, chieHy with enforcing the observance
of the Sabbath and of order during divine service.

Now Hist. SgcJohns //opkins Hist. Studiesy No. i,

tbifi Laxvs 0/Maryland., A Tything-man in each Manor,
a Con>lable in each flundrcd. 1677 Laws (^Massackusetts
33 May, 1 o prevent . . PropUonaiiun of the Sabbath . . Tithing
man or men shall.. have power in the alisence of the Con>
stable to apprehend all Sabbath-breakers. [17*7-8 Lost
tiihing-men chosen in Boston.] 1836 Rev. Stat. Mass. iSo
At the annual meeting, every town shall choose.. Tything-
mcn, unless the towtis shall vote that it b not expedient to
choose the same. [Repealed in i36o.] 1895 A. B. Hart in

Forum (N.V.) May 377 1'he interference with Sunday travel
by ihc tiihingmenof toe Puritan Connecticut towns.

Ti-thing-xoan ^. [f- Tithing vbL i*.] A
collector of tithes ; a tithe-proctor,
i6b5 Burcbs Pert. Tithts 60, I will produce Mr. Sckleu

[vont of the best Proctors for vb Ttthing.men, but One with
whom we poore Vicars arc daily nosed). 1693 Rector's Bk.
Ctaytvcrth (loio) 103 Tything men 3 entrcd y Fields. 1736
Gentt. Mag. Vl. 705/a He may often lose his whole Crop,
in waiting fur the Incumbent's Tything-man. 1807-^ Sva
Smith FlymUys Lett. Wks. 185^ II. 145/2 Soften some of
the most >.Kliuu^ powers uf the tything-man.

t Ti-thing-penny. Obs. [f. Tithing sb. 3 +
PXNMY, 4. v. ior Forms.] A customary duty for-

ntjerly paid by manorial tenants to the lord, and
also a payment by lords of manors at the hundr^
court.

laaS in CeUr. Ckarttr RoUm (1903) I. 99 Libera ct qoieta
de-.w.-irdpeny et avcrpeny ct thethingpeny et bengwite.
i»97 /«v- ^"^^ Mortem lidw. I 80 (6) (P.R.O.) De tcth>'nc-
peny ad visus de hocWday et ad festuro Sancti Martini xU.
IM4 /«y. Z'. J/. Edw. Ill 37 (23) (P.R.O.) Kst ibidem [West
Wuiterslow] quoddam feodum vocatum tetbyngpeny vi« ad
fcstum Pasche ct ad fc>tum Sancti Slichaelis xx^. asfoo
MS. Cott. ViUll. C. 9 If- aa6 b, TytkiHgt-pamy, hoc est
quicti de lalUgio decenx sive Tythinge per consuctudinem.
1706 Philufs (ed. Kersey), Tedtng., Tething-^ or Titkimg.
Fenny^ a Tax w Allowance formerly paid to the Sheriff,
from every Tithing, towards the Charge of keeping Courts,
Tithly, obs. form of Titely adv.
Tithond e, obs. form of Tiding.
tTitllOBLic(tai))-,tiJ)(7'nik),A Obs. [Fancifully

f. Gr. Ti^wiz-or, siK)use of Eos (Aurora) + -ic,]

I'ertaining to or characterized by *tithonism'; =
Actinic, Hence f Titlioni'city Obs. = Actinism 2.

sSu (Dec.) Dkater in Fhihs, Ma^. XXI. 455 Such words
as Titbonoscope, Titbonometer, Tithonography, Tithonic
effect, Diatithoncacence, are musical in an English car. In
this paper I shall therefore use the term Tithonicity and its
derivatives. Ibid., The proof of ihephysical independence
of Tithooicity and Light, ibid.^ The existence of dark
Tithonic ravs, analogous to the rays of dark heat. Ibid
457 To insulate a visible red and yellow ray that are with-
out tithonic power, and an invisible titlionic ray beyond the
violet. 1854 J. ScoPrKRM in Qrrs Circ, Sc, Chem. 93 ITie
immediate mode of agency of the power—' actinism ' ' titho-
nicity', 'energia'. or whatever we may call it—u .. un-
known. i88i Nature XXV. 274 The works, from Draper's
pen upon the chemical and physical properties of the ultra-
violet, or as he styled them, tithinic raj-s.

t Ti'thonism. Obs. [f. as prec + -ISM.] -
TiTHONiciTV, Actimsm 2. So f Ti'thoniu z/.^

trans, to subject to actinic influence (hence

t TithoTiIia'tion, ' tithonic ' or actinic action

;

tTl-thOnlaed///. a.) ; f Tithcnograph, a photo-
graph produced by the action of* tithonic' rays on
a sensitized surface (so Tithonogra'pMc a. , -o'gra-

phisty-o'crrapliy); -j- Tithono 'meter, fTithono-
type, see quols.

1854 J. ScoFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc, Ckem. 93 That pecu-
liar associate of light which has been termed, .actinism,
*tithonism, and energia. 1844 Quly) Draper in Fhilos,
Mag. XXV. 7 The indigo ray forms the muriatic acid as well
as produces the preliminary *tithonization. Ibid^ Before
placing the tubes in the prismatic spectrum we *tithonize
them in the daylight. Ibid. 2, I shall speak of chlorine
which has been exposed to the beams of the sun,as *tithon'
ixed chlorine. x84« (Dec.) Ibid. XXI. 456 The comparison
of different spectras and their corresponding "tithoi.ographs.
Ibid. ^61 If the tiihonographic compound radiates whilst it

is undergoing decomposition. 1878 Lockyer Spectr. Anal.
iii. §2.82 Draper.. in his ' tithonographic representation*,
had.. not succeeded in registering the lines of the yellow,

orange, and green parts of the spectrum. 1843 Drapek in

Fhilos. Mag. XXI. 456 A principle. . which makes the spec-
tra of different 'tithonographistscomparable. 184J *Tithono-
meter (see Tithonic]. x843(Dec.) Draper in/*. J/.XXIII.
401 Description of the Tithonometer, an instrument for

measuring the Chemical Force of the Indigo-tiihonic Rays.
1843 (May) ibid. XXII. 366 As a name for these processes
of copying the suiface of a Daguerreotype, 1 would suggest
the word *TitIwnotype.

Tithy, var. Tethy Obs, ; obs. f. Tidy.

t TitliymaL Herb. Obs, Forms : a. 6-8
tithi-, tithymal, -e, 7 tithymall, -©, tythimal, -1,

tythymalle. ^. 5 tytyxual, tlti-, titymalle, 8

titimale. [ad. L. tithymal\J)us spurge, iithynialis

sea-spurge (Pliny), a. Gr. rSvyxxKo^^ riBvuaXis.

Cf. F. tithymaU (13th c. in Godef. Compl.).'\ An
old name of the Spurge genus of plants.

C1400 Lanfranc's Cimr^. 294 Take pe grete titimalle &
|?c smale, & boile hem in vinegre & in oilc. c 1410 Master

\
o/Game (MS. Digby 182) xi. An erbc |?e whiche is cleped
tytymal, J>e whiche poticar>-es knoweth well. 1578 Lvte
Dodoens in. xxix. 355 There are,.seiien sortes of Tithymal.
1601 Chester Lffve's Martyr (1878) 84 There Mugwort,
Sena and Tithiemailcs. a 1687 Petty Pol. Anat. xiii. What
is said of the herb Mackenbory is fabutcus,only that 'tis

a tythimial, which will purge furiously. 171a tr. Fomet's
Hist. Drugs 1. 36 The Ksulaor Spurge isakind ofTithymal.

Titi (t*'*t«). [Native or local name, of various

origin.]

1. In U.S., a name given to certain trees of N.O.
CyrilUuex, as Cliftotiia vionophylla^ Buckwheat
tree, the Blcuk Titi of Southern U.S., also to si>ecies

of genus Cyriila, esp. C. racemiflora^ the Leather-

wood of south-easteni U.S., distinguished as Red
or White TitL
s86o Chapman Ftarm South, U.S. vjy 1880 Libr. Umv.

Kmowl. (N.V.) III. 147 BuckwheaiTree..an evergreen shrub
in the gulf states. . . Its local name is titi. 1908 Brution &
SHhwrntkN. Amer. Trees biS.

2. A name of Ojcydendron arboreutfif N.O,
Ericctce^, 1903 Small Fhra. S. E. United States 890.

3. SeeTi.
Titi. ti-tl, variant of TketebI, 2.

Titian (tij'an). [The name Titian, for Tiziano
VeccUio, Venetian painter, died 1576,] With
capital T. A picture by Titian. Also cUtrib. or

adj.j denoting a colour of the hair favoured by
Titian in his pictures, described as a * bright

golden auburn *, and more loosely used as an
appreciative word for * rctl '.

As examples showing the dbtitKtive colour are given
'Ariadne' and *The NlaKdalcne ' in the National Gallery,
London, ' Flora ' in the Uflizi Halacc, Florence, etc
1814 Byron Juoh xvi. Ivi, A special Titian, warranted

originaL 1896
J.

Ashby-Stekkv Tale Thaj$ies xix. (1903)
iii/i Three maidens.. all with Titian-tinted tresses.^ 1904
Duttdet Advertiur :i7 June 8/1 Twenty year« ago hair with
a reddish tinge was called ' carrots * : now * Titinn-coloured

'

locks are reckoned a definite beauty. 1904 Kicnson Chal'
loHtrs V, The girl.. bad Titian hair in golden glorious pro*
fusion.

Hence Tltiaiilo a., of or belonging to Titian;

Titl&ne'sqae a. [see -E8QUK],in the style uf Titian.
t84a Tennyson Card. Dau. 167 You cannot fail but work

in hues to dim The "Titianic Flora. 1801 Fuseli in Lett.
Paint. iL (1848) 403 The •Titianesque colour o( Hans Hol-
bein. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 49 He said, ' Excuse
me, sir', in a very Titianesque manner. _i895Tkoiter Mr^.
Dalkousie iii. 76 A noble handsome Titianesque bead.

TitlflU. -fyl, var. Titivil Obs.

TitU, -lie, -ill, obs. forms of Title, Tittle.

Titillate (ti -tilJit) , v. Also 8 titulato, titUate.

[f. L. tililldt-y ppl. stem of titilldre to tickle.]

1. trans. To excite or stimulate as by tickling

;

esp, to excite agreeably, gratify (the sense of taste,

smell, or touch, the imagination) ; — Tickle v. 3.

i6«o Vknner Via Recta \\. ga It..exciteth the appetite,

by corrugating the mouth of the stomacke, and titillating

the pallate. 1706 Mrs. Centlivre Lave at Venture 1, The
elegance of my Fabric has titulated the imagination ofmany
a fine Lady. 1790 Southev Snuff 2 A delicate pinch ! on
how it tingles up The titillated nose. 1829 Macaulav Misc.
tVrit. (i860) 1. 201 Not to titillate his palate but to keep
up his character for hospitality. i88a j. Parker Apost. Life
I. 74 Your fancy has been titillated.

2. To touch lightly; to irritate slightly; =
TiCKLK V, 4. Also absol.

1837 Dickens Pickw. x, The landlady . . proceeded to

vinegar the forehead, beat the hands, titillate the nose,.. of

the spinster nunt. 1871 Cohen Dis. Throat 7 If the epi-
glottis be titillated with the tip of the tongue-depressor.
1879 O. W. HoLMi-s Motley xviii, The feathered end of his
shaft titillates harmlessly enough.

Titillating (.ti'til^'tigj, ppL a. [f. prec. +
-ING^.] That titillates; pleasantly exciting, ex-
hilarating, stimulating.
1712-14 Pope Rape Lock v. 84 The pungent grains of

titilating dust. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1818) I. 27 A
petty titillating sting, from affected point and wilful anti-
thesis. 190R Miss Bkoughton in Times 11 Nov., An object
that has nothing of the. .abnormal or the titillating.

Hb. Itching, tingling; craving, hankering.
1858 Times 20 Nov, 8/5 [He] sits down with a titillating

palate to his plump dainties.

Hence Ti'tillatiugly adv,
1876 R. M. Jephson He would be a Soldier x. The che-

vaux-de-frise [moustache] wandered titillatingly about the
wretched recruit's face. 1900 Miss Broughton Foes in
Laiv xxiii, A fashionable preacher, while he titillatingly

lashes smart bonnets,

TitiUation (titil^-Jan). Also5tytxU-,6titH-,

7 tittul-, 7-8 titul-. [ad. L. titillation-em ^ n. of
action f. titilldre to Titillate. Cf. F. titillation

(14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).
The form with -?//- occurs in med.Lat. (iithc. : see Du

Cange). The OF. also had this spelling (Godef. Compl.).]

1. Excitation or stimulation of the mind or

senses ; esp. pleasing excitement, gratification,

ciA»s St, Mary o/Oi^nies \\. ii. in Anglia VIII. 154/18
Whejwr she felte any titillacione of veynglorye of mennys
preisynges. 1491 Caxton I'itas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i.

xxxvi. 37/2 To resyste & wythstonde thejTtytulacyons and
cauyllacyons as moche as we maye. 1598 Marston Met.
F^^tal.^ Auth. in Prayse ofprec. Poemi Crowne my head
with Bayes, Which ..wantonly displayes The Salaminian
titilations. i6oa Campion Art Eng. Foesie ii. 5 The noble
Grecians and Romaines.. abandoning the childish titillation

of riming. 1690 C Nesse O. ^ N. Test. I. 45 Then arises

an inward titillation or contemplative delight. 176a Kames
Elem. Crit. (1763) I, vii. 356 A certain sort of titillation,

which is expressed externally by mirthful laughter. 1876
T. Hardy Ethelbcrta IL 29 More or less pervaded by thrills

and titiltatiuns from games of hazard.

2. A sensation of being tickled; a tingling, an
itching.

i6« Burton /Imi/. Mel. i. L n. vi. The five senses, of
touching, hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, to which you
may add Scaliger s sixth sense of titillation if you please.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Titillation, is that sensa-
tion we have in any Part of the Body when tickled. 18x6
KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. xvi. (1818) II. 14 ThriAs Physapus,
the fly that causes us in hot weather such intolerable titilla-

tion. i8aa-i4 Good's Study Med. (ed, 4) III. 212 The sense
of itching, which may be defined a painful titillation local
or general, relieved by rubbing. i8ss Bain Senses <5- Int.

II. iv. § ig (1864) 287 A titillation of the throat is sometimes
perceptible.

3. The action of tickling, or touching lightly so

as to tickle.

i6a3 Massinger Bondman i. ii. These bristles give the
gentlest titillations. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) II. u.
11. it 152 laughter provok'd by Titillation, grows an exces-
sive Pain, i^a CoHEN Dis. Throat 25 If it cannot be re-

tracted by titillation or astringent applications, the exuber-
ant portion must be clipped on.

+ 4. transf. A means of titillating. Obs. rare,
1606 .S"/V G. Goosecappe n. i. in Bullen O. Ft. (1884) III. 40

Tis a pretty kinde of terme new come up in perfuming,
which (hey call a Titillation. 1610 B. Tonson Alch. iv. iv,

Your Spanish titillation in a gloue [is] The best perfume.

Titillative (ti-til^tiv). a. nonce-wd, [f. Titil-

late z;. + -IVE: see -ative.] Tending to tickle,

having the power of tickling.

1736 Chesterf. in Fo^s Jml, No. 377 One Publick
Tickler of great Eminency, . . whose Titillative Faculty must
be allowed to be singly confined to the Ear.

Titillator (ti'til^taj). [agent-n. in L. form
from titilldre to tickle : see -OB 2 b,] One who or

that which titillates ; a tickler.

1813 New Monthly Mag. VII. 36 These Protean combi-
nations are the stimulants of fancy, the titiltators of the
imagination. 189a Blackw. Mag, Sept. 367 Our lives were
ouu^ miserable by the titillator.

Ti'tillatory, a, [f, as prec. : see -oby -.]

Pertaining to or characterized by titillation.

176a J. Wilkes iV. 5rrV<7rt No. 7 Doctor Ticklewrist thinks
it more his duty ..to acquaint the public, that his Titiltalory

Elixir is a sovereign remedy for the present epidemical dis-

temper. i86a Macm, Mag. Mar. 426 The titillatory powers
of his [the fly's] six feet and extended sucker, would be
together too much for the skins of reapers.

Titlmal(e, -malle, var. Tithymal Obs,

Titivate, tittivate (ti-tiv^it) , v. colloq.

Also tidi-, tiddi-. [In early examples tidi- or

tiddivatCf perh. from Tiuy with a quasi-Lalin

ending, after cjtitivate.^ trans. To make small
alterations or additions to one's toilet, etc. so as

to add to one's attractions ; to make smart or

spruce ; to ' touch up' in the way of adornment,
put the finishing touches to. Also with qffy up,
1805 [implied in TitivationJ. 1824 in Spirit Pub. yrnls.

(1825) 35 Decorated with his white flag in front, and licldi-

vated up to his elbows in a pair of unblemished . . Holland
sleeves. 18*7 SportingMag. XIX. 341 The shot manufac-
turers want titivating too. 1833 Markyat/*. Simple xxxiv,
You'd better make yourself scarce, Peter, while 1 tidivate

myself offa little, according to the rules and regulations..
when you are asked to dine with the skipper. 1843 Hali-
BURTON Attach^ xxWt I'll arrive in time for dinner, I'll titi-

vate myself up, and down to drawin'.room, 185a K. S.



TITIVATED.

SuRTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour xxv, He.. saw him lilivaling

his hair and arranging his collar. 1885 Mrs. B. M. Ckoker
Proper Pride ix, Helen was calmly titivaling herself at the

glass. 1893 Couch Dt-lectalile Duchy 60 Come here, and
let me tittivate you. 18J7 Daily Nems 22 Dec. 8/3 It was
drawn through the Fair . . by eight oxen tidivated with

ribbons and flowers.

b. intr. for refl.

1836-q Dickens Sk. Boz^ Charac. viij Regular as clock-

work—breakfast at nine—dress and tittivate a little. 1859

Thackeray yirgin. xlviii, Whilst you call in your black

man, and titivate a bit.

Hence Titivated, ti-tt- ///. a., Tltivatinjr,

ti-tt- vbl. s6. aud fifil. a. ; Titi-, tlttiva'tion, the

action of titivating ; Titi-, ti'ttivator, one who
titivates.

180S Sporting Mag. XXV. 187 Affords infinite amuse,
merit during the ceremony of tilivation. 1831 Frnscr's

Mag. IV. 462 One worthy with a titivated brown wig and
a sprigged waistcoat. 1876 E. Jenkins Biol on Queen's

Head 15 He had a fancy for titivation. .and for splendour

and display. 1889 W. S. Gilbert Gondoliers 11, Spend an

hour in tittivating. 1895.^0/. Rev. 1 June 726/2 People who
never, .compare the scene-painter's titivated imitations with

the..originals. 1901 C. G. Harper Cambridge, Ely, etc.

56 The furbishers and titivators of things ancient and wor-

shipful.

tTi-tivil. Obs. Forms: 5 Tytt-,Tyty-, Titi-,

Tityuilltis, -villus, 5-6 Tutiuiilus, -villus,

Tytyuyllus ; 6 titiuil, -ille, -ylle, (Tom Titi-

uHe), titti-, tytyuell(e, tittiiUl, tyttyfylle,

titifyl, 7 -fill. Also 5 Tytyuylly, Tytiuilly.

[ad.med.L. Tuti-, Titivillm, in OF. also Tutiville

:

of unknown origin. Connexion has been suggested

with L. tuivillitium used once by Plautus, and

inferred to mean ' a mere trifle, a bagatelle '.

But in some of the earliest continental instances of the

name, it is written Tiiinillus, or Tutinillus, and in many it

is impos.sible to say whether the middle consonant is « or «
(v). At an early date English usage settled on « (later v
and/). Titivillus was evidently in origin a creation of

monastic wit. but in its English form the name passed from
the Mystery Plays into popular speech as a term of the ver-

nacular, still in use after 1600.

J

1. Name for a devil said to collect fragments of

words dropped, skipped, or mumbled in the

recitation of divine service, and to carry them to

hell, to be registered against the offender ; hence,

a name for a demon or devil in the mystery plays.

.\lso found in France and Germany, 1 3-1 5th c
What generally passes as the earliest mention of the name

and function of Titinillus or Titiuillus, occurs in a Latin

sermon (Wackernagel Gesch. der Dcut. Lilt. 1 1. 466, note)

conjecturally attributed to the Dominican Petrus de Palude,

a native of Burgundy and student of Paris, who became
Patriarch of Jerusalem, and died in 1342. K very similar

and app. equally early account is printed in T. Wright's

Latin Stories (Percy Soc. 1842), from a Brit. Mus. MS.
(Arundel 506, If. 46) of German origin, of first half of r4th c
Both these stories cite the verse, so often (juoted by later

writers, * Kragmina psalmorum Tiliuitlus colligit horum ',_the

former adding * Quaque die mille vicibus sarcinat ille

'

(Every day he fills his bag a thousand times). Titiuillus is

also mentioned, 1382-85, by Gower Kdjt Clamanlis iv. 864 ;

and in the 15th c, esp. c 1450, references become frequent.

The earliest Eng. form is app. Lydgate's Tytyuylly, or

? Tytyuyll, c 1420 (sense 2).

c 1450 Mankind 468 in Macro Plays 18 Titivillus [enters,

drest like a devil, and with a net in his hand]. Ego sum
dominancium dominus, and my name ys Titivillus. Ibid.

869 Tytiuilly, l>at goth invisibele, hynge hys nette before

my eye. c 1460 Lansd. MS. 763 V. 60 b, Janglers cum japers,

nappers, galpers, quoque drawers, Momlers [etc.] Fr.igmina

verborum 'lutivillus colligit horum. c 1460 Toivneley Myst.

XXX. 249 Mi name is tutiuiilus, my home is blawen; Krag-

mina verborum tutiullus colligit horum, Eelzabub algorum,

Ijelial belium doliorum. <: 147S Douce MS. 104 If 112 b,

lutiuillus t>a deuyl of hell He wryte); bar names 5ot>e to tel.

c 1475-1530 Myrr. our Ladye i. xx. 54, I am a poure dyuel,

and my name ys Tytyuyllus...! muste eche day..brynge

my master a thousande pokes full of faylynges, and of

neglygences in syllables and wordes.

2. Hence, a term of reprobation : A bad or vile

character, scoundrel, knave, villain, b. esp. A
tattling tell-tale, mischievous tale-bearer.

ci4»> ?Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods 694 What pepyll they

were that came to that dysport...Ther were. .Tytyuyllys,

tyrauntes, with turmentoures. 1508 Kf.nnedie /^^/rwy-Ji;.

Duniar 513 Cankrit Cayni, tryit trowane, Tittiuillus.

c 1537 Thersytes (1820) 67 All the courte of conscience in

coclwldshyres, Tynckers and tabberers, typplers, tauerners

:

Tyttyfylles, tryfullers, turners and truinpers. 1546 J. Hev-

wooD Prov. ( 1B67) jg "There is no mo such titifjjls in England s

ground. To holde with the hare, and run with the hounde.

a 1553 Udall Royster D. i. i. (Arb.) 11 Somewhyles \V.itkln

Waster maketh vs good cheere..Sometime Tom Titiuile

maketh vs a feast.
. .

b. 103 Skelton Garl. Laurel (ni Theis titiuyliis with

taumpiiinis wer towchid and tappid. a 1539 — Col. Cloute

4 18 Thus the people telles . . And talkys lyke tytyuelles, Howe
ye brake the dedes wylles. a 1548 Hai.i. Citron., Hen. Vt
125 b. The deuill .. did apparell certain catc'.iepoules, and

Parasites, commonly called titiuils and tale tellers, to sowe

discord and dissencioii. /*/rf., £</:(/. /K220 Mistriistyng lest

her counsayl should by some titiuille, bee published and

opened to her aduersaries, 1561 Awueuav Frat. Vacab. 15

This tittiuell knaue commonly maketh the worst of the best

betwene hys Maisterandhisfriende. i6nCoTOR.,CoyK<^«f,

a pratling, or proud gossip i..a cocket, or tatling houswife ;

a titifill, a flebergebit.

+ TitiTiller. Obs. rare. Also 6 Sc. tutivillar.

[Extended form of prec] = prec.

1500-10 DuNBAK Poenis xiv. 67 (S.T.S.) 83 Sa mony rak-

78

kettis, sa mony ketche-pillaris, Sic batlis, sic nackettis, and
sic tutivillaris. 1581 j. Bell Haddon's^ Ans^v. Osor. 8

Here our clamorous titiviller taketh occasion to scornemy
to to foreward diligence. 1583 Sivbhes A nat. A bus. K ivb,

Such Titivillers, flattering Parasits and glosing Gnatoes.

Titlark (litilaik). [f. Tit j*.3 + Labk sb.^

A bird of the genus Ant/ius or some allied genus,

resembling a lark ; a Jjipit ; esp. in England, the

meadow pipit, A. pralensis, also called til-pipit
;

in U. S.,^. ludovicianus (American titlark).

1668 Charlhton Onomast. 81 Alauda Pratensis. the Tit-

Lark. 1676 Grew Musxum, Anal. Stomach <$ Guts viii.

37 The House-Sparrow, Linnet, Titlark, and many more.

'773 G- White Selborne xxxix. Titlarks not only sing

sweetly as the>; sit on trees, but also as they play and toy

alxiuton the wing. 187a CoUEsA^ .4 ///i^r./>'r>^ 90 Titlarks

. . are terrestrial and more or less gregarious birds, migtatory

and insectivorous.

b. slang. (.See qnot.)

liga'xn.Spirit Put. "Jmls IH. 352 Found the he.-iks and
titlarks leading the papers. Ibitl. 235 Glossary of fashion-

able or cant Phrases. . . Titlarks, spectators at Bow Street.

Title (t3it'l),ii. Forms: i titul ; 4 tytel, -e,

4-5 titel, (5 -ell), tityll, 4-6 titil, -ill, (4 titille),

4-7 tytle, 5 titul, -He, (tetle), 5-6 tytill, -e, 5-7

tytyl, -el(l, ty-, titilo, (6 tetel), 8 titule, 4-

title; also 6 tyttel, -yll. [ME. a. OF. iille

(i2th c. in Godef. Compl.) :-L. tititlus sui^r-

scription, title; in mod.F. titre. OE. titul was
directly from L., as is the later by-form titule.

The I in OE. and early ME. was prob. short, after L. : see

also Tittle.]

•f 1. An inscription placed on or over an object,

giving its name or describing it ; a legend ; some-

times, a ])lacard hung up in a theatre giving the

name of the piece, etc. Obs,

In earliest use repr. L. titulus, the inscription on the Cross.

1:050 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xv. 26, & wics titul i.vel tacon

I'ct merca) intinges his on awritten cynig iudea. a 1300

Cursor M. 16685 Abouen his hefd, . . A bord w.ts festen plate,

par-on was be titel {Laud tytle] writen, Thoru ]je rede o sir

pilate. 138a WvcLiF Mark xv. 26 And the title of his

cause was writun, Jhesus of Nazareth, kyng of Jewis.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5071 J>is tilill was of twa tongis tane

out & grauen. 153S Coverdale Isa. xix. 19 An aulter..

with this title ther by: Vnto the Lorde. 159a Kvn Sp.

Trtig. IV. iii, Hang up the Title : Our scene is Rhodes.

i6n Biule John xix. 20 This title then read many of the

Iewes:...Tnd it was written in Hebrewe, and Greeke, and
l^Tline. 1645 Evelyn Diary 23 Jan., On the bases of one

of whose columns is this CKid title: Fl. Eugenius Asellus

C.C. Prief Urbis V.S.L reparavit.

f b. An inscribed pillar, column, tombstone, or

the like. (A literalism of transl.) Obs. rare.

1388 Wyclip Gen. XXXV. 14 lacob reiside a title igloss.

ether memorial] of stoonys [1382 a stonen signe of worship],

in the place where ynne God spak to hym. /bid. 20 lacob

bildide a title tz;. r. memorial ; 1382 a signe of preysing] on

the sepulcre of hir. 1609 Bible (Douay) ibid.

2. The descrijrtive heading of each section' or

subdivision of a book (now only in law-books)

;

the formal heading of a legal document ; hence,

t a part or division of a book, or of a subject (obs.).

13 . . Cursor M. 29530 (CotL) fir pointes of cursing haf i .

.

scortly samen laid, And ("ar-for sett in titles .sere pat >>ou

may lightloker l>am here. 1387 Trevisa Higden (V.o\\ii I

.

329 For to come to cleer and ful knowleche of |jat lond,

bese tyteles ]>at folweb oponeb \>c way.. .De situ Hibernix
locali. . . De e^us (juanto et quali [etc.]. 14914 Fabvan
Chron. IV. Ixviii. 46 In the firste Chapitre of the .ix. tytle of

his Werke called Summa Antonini. 1581 Mulcaster Posi-

tions xl. (1887) 22S The fifth title of the fifth booke, De
Magistris. 1714 Fr. Bk. 0/Rates 412 His Majesty judged
it proper to comprehend all the said Regulations and the

Merchandizes therein expressed under one Title. 1781 Gib-

bon Decl. fl F. xvii. II. 62 «<?/<!, The first twenty-eight titles

of the eleventh book of the Theodosian Code are filled with

the circumstantial regulations on the important subject of

tributes. 1847 Wharton Law Le.t., Title, a general head,

comprising particulars, as in a book,

•(•b. app. Subject, matter. Obs.

13.. Propr. Sand. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's Archiv
LXXXI. 97/18 Whon Petnr saih (>at disciple Speke to Ihesu

of ]>at title, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 8 Henry of

Huntyneton testimons J>is title, pe kyngdom of Westsex,

he sais, it was not litelle.

t c. trans/. A document ; a writing, a letter. Obs.

c 1330 (see 7 d]. a 1400-50 Alexander 1044 pare tuke he

tribute bat tyme 'ft. titill recordis. Ibid. 3566 His tulkis of

(As titill quen j>al be tenour herd, pan ware J>ai sory of J^a

sawes.

3. The name of a book, a poem, or other (written)

composition ; an inscription at the beginning of a

book, describing or indicating its subject, contents,

or nature, and usually also giving the name of the

author, compiler, or editor, the name of the

publisher, and the place and date of publication

;

also = Title-page. Also, the designation of a

picture or statue.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxix. I pe tityll of bese fyfeten

Esalmys issange ofdegres. c 1430 LvuG. Min. Poems (Percy

oc) 163 Go litel bille withoute title or date. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleida>ie's Comm. 29 He bad that the titles of the Bokes

should be read and shewed. 1651 Hobbcs Leviath.m.

xxxiii. 200 In titles of Books, the subject is marked, as often

as the writer. 1737 ^f-koavs Farriery Iinpr. (1757) II. 137

Bad Books, which are more beholden for their Sale to the

Booksellers than to the Author, by reason the first h.ad a

better Knack at tossing upa Title. 1863 Dickkns Lett. (1880)

II. 194, 1 have found a lirst-rate title for your book. 1891

TITLE.

C. Crf.ighton Epidemics in Brit. I. Pref. 5 The title and con-
tents-table of this volume will show sufficiently its scope.

b. Bookbinding. The label or panel on the back
of a book giving a brief title {binder s title),

1891 in Cent. Diet.

4. A descriptive or distinctive appellation ; a

name, denomination, style.

c 1383 in En^.Iiist. Rev.Oci. (1911) 741 Clerkismoun haue
temporal godis hi title of almese. 1513 Ld. litRNERs Froiss.

I. cxci. 22^ Thus in euery parte was ihe realme of Fraunce
warredde in the tytell of the kynge of Nauer. 1549 I.atimhr
ydSerm, be/. Edxv. K/(Arb.) 76He was taken and Raped in

the head wyth the title of an heretique. 1560 Daus ir. Slei-

dane's Comm. 61 b, Ye are farre vnworthy of the name of
Christians. Whiche tytle,. you doe vsuriM: to your selues.

i6ai SiH G. Chawokth in Kempe Losely A/i'.S". (1836)444,!
will . . beseech you to accept well ofmy service, under y« titles

offaythfull and obedyent. 1756 C. Lucas £"«. Heaters l\.S9
Some [are] dignified with the venerable titule of physician.

1774 G01.DSM. .A'a/. //«/. (1862) II. VII. iii. 205 To believe

this bird to be the same with that described by Wicquefort,
under the title of the Alcalraz. 1840 A. Jolly Sunday
Seru. 114 This bears the title of Uethphany or the Mani*
festation in the house. 1861 Palev ^schylus (ed. 2) Agatu.
946 notct Kut the title Zcu? TcAetoc, the god of marriage. .,

was perhaps a distinct attribute.

6. An appellation attaching to an individual or

family in virtue of rank, function, office, or attain-

ment, or the possession of or association with

certain lands, etc. ; esp. an appellation of honour

I)ertaining to a person of high rank ; also trans/.

{coitoq.) a i>eison of title (quot. 1900).

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. vii. 43 Every pillour decked was
full deare With crownes, and Diademes, and titles vaine,

Which mortall Piinces wore. 1610 HoLLAtio Cot/tde't's Brit.

(1637) 570 From the death of this young Earle of Warwicke
this title lay asleepe. 1613 Shaks. Hen. K///, iii. i. 140, I

dare not make my selfe so guiltie, To giue vp willingly that

Noble Title Your Master wed me lo. 1709 Steele Tatter

No. 73 r 9 A cay young Gentleman, who has lately suc-

ceeded to a Title and an Estate, 1761 Hume Hist. Eng.
xxvii, II. 132 Lord Herbert obtained the title of Earl of

Worcester. 1837 Loc-khabt Scott vii, Alexander Fraser

Tytler, afterwards a Judge of the Court of Session by the

title of Lord Woodhouselee. 1900 Howklls in Scribneri

Mag. Sept. 375/2 He [Lowell) was sorry that he could not

have me meet some titles who . . found pleasure in my books.

6. That which justifies or substantiates a claim ;

a ground of right ; hence, an alleged or recognized

right. Const, with inf.y or to, in, of the thing

claimed.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20874 (Cott.) His nam es giuen til him o

ded, And titel [Trin. titulj of his might o mede. 1377
Lancu /*. Ft. B. xvMi. 291 We haue no trewe title to hem
for horwgh tresoun were J>ei dampned. i4is-ao Lydg.

Chron. Troy iv. g73 0ure comynge hider, . . Had no grounde
founded on resoun Nor cause roted on no titel of rijt.

150* Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iii. iii. 144 Vaga-
lx>ndes-the whiche haue no good tytle for to begge. i6»s

BuRGES Pers. Tithes 36 Hee.. would manifestly declare.,

his iust Title to Bedlam. 1718 Free-thinker No 12 P 7 He
can have no farther Title to the Esteem of his Fellow-

Subjects. i8m Scott Nigel Introd. Epist., The. .evidence

. .brought forward to prove Sir Philip Francis's title lo the

Letters of Junius, seemed at first irrefragable. iSay —
Surg. Dau. i, All farther title of interference seemed now
ended. x868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi Pref. (1869) 11, 1 have

not the same title to expect obedience.

7. spec. Law, Legal right to the possession of

property (esp, real property) ; the evidence of such

right ; title-deeds.

[139a Britton II. xvi, Title de fraunc tenement pora bora

aver en plusours maneres.] c 1420 Lvdg. Siege T/ubes 2005,

I shal lettehym,,.That he shal not be title of no bond,

Reioysse in Thebes half a foot of londe. c 1440 York Myst.

xxxii. 347 What title has Jtou ^r-to? is it byne awnc free?

c 1460 Fortescue Ahs. <^ Lim. Moiu ix. (1885) 130 Off
manages, purchasses, and oJ»er titles. 1481 Cov. Leet Bk.

490 The title to be examyned be ij persones there chosen

afore l»e lordez. 155a Huloet, Tytle of the eldest chyld

in enheritaunce,/>r/;«(if*:«/«. 1583 Exch. Rolls Scot. XXL
575 Andro Murray .. demitlit and overgaif his heretable

rycht and titill of the kyngis park . . in the kyngis majesties

favouris. 1628 Coke On Lift. I. 345 b, Euery right is a

title, but euery title is not such a right for which an action

lieth. 1672 Co^velVs /nterpr.. TitleofEntry ^ is, when one

is seised of Land in Fee, makes a Feoffment thereof on con-

dition, and the condition is broken ; after which the Feoffor

hath title to enter into the Land, and maydo so at his plea-

sure. 1765 BlackstoneC*v«;«.L iii. 184 Yet while 1 assert

an hereditary, I by no means intend injure divino title to

the throne. 183a Austin yurispr. (iSjg) IL ion Properly

speaking the Vendor's title merely consii>ts of the fact by
which his right was acquired. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards
Handybk. Prop. Law v. 29 Where difficulties arise in mak-
ing out a good title, you should not take possession of the

estate until every obstacle is removed.

tb. In titUy of a benefice: (Held) as one's

proper cure ; opposed to in commendam (sec COM-
mendam). Obs.

rST^Reg. Privy Council Scot. \\\. 177 Upoun the vacance

of ony prelacie the kirkis thairof salbe disponit to (^ualifiit

mintsteris in titill. 1658 Bbamhall Consecr, Bps. viii. j86

It may be objected, that he held all these Bisbopricks as a
Commendatory, not in Title.

+ C, An assertion of right ; a claim, Obs.

"534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1. (1540) "7 U may be

vjiderstande that no warre is iust, except that which after

iust tytle demaunded is done, or els it be denounced or

proclaymed before. 1685 Wood Life 12 Aug. (O.H.S.) \\\.

157 The King of England hath now an army, .raised upon
defeat of Monmouth, under pretence to keep him in safety

against false titles and fanaticks. 1701 Swift Contests

Nobles Hf Com. Wks. 1755 U. i. 40 An eagerness after
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employments in the state was looked upon by wise men, as

the worst title a man coutd set up.

t d. A title-deed. Obs. rare.

f 1330 R. Brunnb Ckron. (1810) 248 pci brouht..^e oKIe

chartrcs and titles, ^at wer in Abbays hand. 1579 Tomso.s

Calvin s Semi, Tim. 140/1 If that man i^hould make a stewcs

of that house.. and shuld go and make away the titles and
writings to depriue the maLster of his h^tise.

8. £ccL A certificate of presentment to a benefice,

or a guarantee of support, required (in ordinary

cases) by the bishop from a candidate for ordination,

»377 Langl. p. pi. B. xi. 281-3 P« tideM [ye] take ordres

by tellcth yc ben auaunced ;. . For he J>at toke ^ow ^owre tytte

sliuld take 50W jowre wages. 1530 Knaresborougk Wilts

(Surtees) 1. 26 He shall have his tytle and singjnge geyr

boughtc at the coste of my sayd wyefle. 1588 J. Uu\ll
DemoHitr. Discipl.kKxh.') 24 The ordination that is made
without a title, let it be void. 1597 Hooker jTcc/. /W. v.lxxx.

I9 Euery man lawfullyordaine^ must bring a Bow which hath

two strings, a Title of'^present Right, and another to prouide

iot future posstbilitie or chance. 17*0 White Monit. Clirgy

Peterb0. 1. 16 If you retain any Curate, to whom you did not

give a Title for Orders. 1845 Stephen Comm. La^vs Eng;.

(1874I II. 661 By the canon law no person shall be admitted

into holy orders without a title, i860 J. Gardner Faitlis

World %.v.^ If a bishop ordain any one without sufficient

title, he must keep and maintain the person whom he so

ordains with all things necessary until he can prefer him to

some ecclesiastical living.

9. Eal. Eachof the principal or parish churches

in Rome, the incambents of which are cardinal

priests; a cardinal church (Cardinal a. 6).

In L. titulus. Bingham (Antio. vii. i. 10) explains the

name from the fact that the churcnes gave a ' title of cure or

denomination ' to the presbyters who were set over them.
See CatMalic Diet, s. v.

c 1460 Osemj> /?e^. 111 Guale, By the mercy of god, title of

Seynte Martcync preste cardinall, popis legat. 1597 Hookfr
£<cl. PcL V. Ixxx. S 9 The Fathers at the first named ora-

tories and bouses of pra>'er titles. 164a Jer. Taylor Episc.

I 43 [He] af^inted twenty-five titlrs or parishes. 1706
tr. Duphix KccL Hist. \tth C. U. v. 95 Formerly the

Sacramento were administred only in these Titles u.e.

Churches 90 caliedt and those that presided in them were
calloi Cardinals (if we believe Paurinius) because they were
the chief and the prif>cipaJ of those that resided upon these

Titles. 1833 Waddincton Hist, Ch. xxiii. 509 bven the

Titles of the Cardinals, abandoned by tbo^ie who derivetl

Ihcir dignities from them, were left without roof, or gates, or

walls. 1854 Coi . Wmcman Fahiala (i8ss) >86 ' He distri-

buted the titles '; that is, he divided Rome into parishes, to

the churches of which he gave the name of * title '.

iO. Assayings etc. The expression in carats of the

degree of purity of cold ( =» F. titn),

1873 K Sk>n ii'orkskop Rtceifts Ser. L 364/1 Jewellers

soklcr with gold of a lower title than the article to be
soldered. 1^ F. Vo«s Bibthts 4- Curw 58 Carat..

is only an imaginary weight ; the whole mass is divided

into twenty-four equal parts, and as many as there are of
these that are of pure gold constitute the titU of the alloy.

11. aitrib, and Cemb^ as tUU-leaf, -plate^ -scrolif

-troubU ; titU-mad^f\\. ; obj. and obj. gen., as tilU-

holder^ -hunUr^ -hunting sb. and adj., -licenser,

-seeker, -sifter; title-banner, a banner on which

a title is inscribed ; title-easay, an essay, usually

the first in a volume, giving name to the whole
collection ; so title-poem, title-story ; title

letter, type, type of a size and kind used in print-

ing titles ; title-part, -rdle, the part in a play, etc,

from which the title of the piece is taken ; title-

sheet, the first sheet of a book, one p:tge of which

bears the title. See also Title-peeu, -page.
iMo J. Ross flist. Corea x. 332 'Ilie bearer of the •Title-

banner Mdvanoes forward one step, 190s Daih Ckron.

7 Feb. 3/a ' Love's Cradle, and Other Papcn '. The 'title-

essay dc^s with the age of the troubadours. 1904 Daily
Ntivs 27 May 12 Scotland Yard . . has got its eye oa sonte of
the bugus 'title-holders. 1797 Mu. h\. Kommson H^mlstt^*
ham 11. 303 She was a perpetual 'title-hunter, itn Goli>w.
Smith Ess. Qutst. Day 156 Anybody can gueM what titles

and *title*hunting in cotonial society must beget. 1597
Shaks. a Hen, /K, 1. L 60 Yea, this mans brow, like to

a *Tule-lcafe. Fi>retek the Nature of a Tragicke Volume.

771 LucuOHBB Hist, Print. 225 To thou . . we will give the

name of 'Title Letters; considering tliat (iheyl..are tised

in Titles of ltook«. IMd. 279 As for Four Lines Pica, and
Five Lines Pica, they licst liecomeihc ntimeof J'ltle l^tten.

1673 IK. LauiH] Trantp. Reh. 26 lite gentleman might be
advanced to the olhce of 'title-licenser. 1886 W. J. TuciCKa
K. Europe 237 The *tttlc-niad and pocket-fillcd JeweaMS.
I76a-7i H. Walkilk Vfrttu's Anecd. I'aintAijW IlL 107
The 'title-plate to a hiaory ofOxford dcugned by him, and
engraved by White in 1674. ttq;^ Diet. Nat. iffVgf. XXXlll.
440 The *title-poem..is followed by smaller pieces. iBW
HostOH (Mass.) CloSe 15 Aug., A grand production of * The
Gladiator *, with that talented young tragedian . . in the heroic

'title role, looo It'estw. Gaz. >o July 10/1 Mr. Chatterton
revival the play [Byron's * Manfred '1 (in 1863) with I^helps

in the title.rAle. 1864 Tcnnvsom Ayhuer's F. 656 Heaps
of living gokl that daily grow, And 'title scrolls and
gtjrgeous heraldries, 17^1 Luckombb /////. Print. 393 1'he
Signature of the *Titte-shect, viz. great A ;..weput Little a
tu the first sheet after the Title &hcct. 1615 J. Stefhkns
Ess. ^CharaCt In/orpuer. Let him be a •lytle-siftcr and he
will examine lands as if they had cofnmiittfd high treason.

iM^ Lit. ll^arht 23 July 229/2 The •litlc-story, ' Ivan
llyilch,' alone could be pronounced repulsive. a 1619
Fli-tchkh li^'it -without M, 1. i. How bravely now I live,

..bow free from 'title.troubles 1

Title U^it*l)» ^' Forms: see prec. [f. Title
sb., or peril, a. OF. titier (now titrer), ad, L. titti-

ldre\ from the latter directly came the rarer form
TiTULE.]

I. fl. trans. To write, set down, or arrange

under titles or headings; to make a list of; to set

down in writing ; to inscribe, record, chronicle. Obs.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 9535 Now haf I.. Fulfilled ^e
seven partes of J>is boke l>at er liteld byfor, to have in

mynde. C1430 Brut 458 There were many iourneyes done
in dyuers partyes of Fraunce and Normandy, which be not

tilled in this boke. 1459 Test. Ebor, (Surtees^ IL 227 The
chapell, in the which ar titled of olde tyme the Obitts of the
auncetors. c issa Thomas Pilgrim (1861) 44 Some of the
selfsame commis>ioners found of their own wives titled

among the rest.

2. 'I'o furnish with a title ; to give a (specified)

title to (a book or other literary composition) ; also,

to inscribe the title on (a book or the like^ ; to write

the heading or headings to or in (a manuscript book
or account). Cf. Entitle v. i,

1387 Tbevisa Hidden (Rolk) IIL 351 Helmand see)* J»at

Plato usede to title his bookes by names of his maistres.

1387-8 T. Usk TesL Love w. \. (Skcat) L 99 This worke have
I writte ; and to thee, tytled of Loves name, I have it avowed
in a maner of sacrif>-se. 1570 T. Wilson tr. Demosthenes
(title-p.) His fower Orations titled expressely & by name
against king Philip of Macedonie. 1653 W. Ramesev
Astral. Restored 37 They had but small reason to title that

weak piece, Judicial Astrology ')udicially condemned.
\jk\ WooBow Corr. (1843) II. 600, 1 wrote to Mr. M'Ewen
to pack up eight copies for you, and send to Borrowstoun-

ness, bound and titled. >8a4 Sliss Ferrier Inker. Ivi, It

was titled 'Correspondence with Colonel F. Delmour—
Private, Na i ', 1894 R. H, Davis Eng. Cousins 167 In

the Order of the Day these questions now appear numbered
and titled.

t3. To dedicate (by name); to assign, ascribe.

^1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P 820 Thise ordred folk ben

specially titled to god. 1390 Cower Conf. 1 1. 84 The gold is

titled to the Sonne, The mone of Selver hath his part. 1399
Rolls 0/Parlt. IIL 452/1 Reservyng evermore to Hymself
that Dignite of his Grace and of his Mercy as it longes to his

real Elstaie, and that no man title that to bym hot atte his

owne will. 15B4 Peele Arraignm. Paris 11. ii. And think

queen JurK>'s name. To whom old shepherds title deeds of

(ame. Is mighty.

1 4. a. To inscribe as a title. Obs. rare. b. To
attach as a label. Obs, rare^K Cf. Title sb. i.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5640 And ^far was grauyn in Jk)S

pomes with grekin letteris. And titild in J»e tried names of

his twclfc princes. [1588: see Titulb r.J 164a Milton
Apol. Smecf. Wk«. iSsr IIL 251 By the intrapping autority

oigreat names titl'd to false opinions.

t6. « Ektitle V, 4. Obs.

13.. Cursor Af. 39093 (Cott.) Sua sal |>e feind him ]>is

Chese him stede o birth iwise, pat l>est es titcid [v.rr.

stiglid. stighlid, ordcynedj til his stall. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Offering ii. Yet one, if gooti, may tiile to a num.
bcr; And single things grow fruitfull by deserts.

II. 6. To designate by a certain name, iiKlica-

tive of relationship, character, office, etc. ; to speak

of or describe as, terra, style, name, call Cf. En-
title V. 3.

S590 Grekmk Orl Fur. (1599) 30, I scome to title her with

<laughters name. 1610 Bp. Hail Apol. Brownists xxx.

The presbyters chose one out of their number in euery citie

whom they tilled their bishop, f i6io Rowlands Terrible

Battell 4j One buiUls a house, and titles that his owne,

(uucs it his name, to keep his name in S(^>und. 1667 Milton
/'. L, MI. 6a2 Tliat sober Race of Men, whose lives Religious

titl'd them the Sons L>f God. a 1734 North Lrt>cs { 1826) I.

399 These his lordship had. .titletl,.* Impudent Assertions'.

1817 PoLLOK Course T. u. iq 'lliAt little orb . . was made for

man. And titled Earth. 1864 Hrvck Holy Rom. Emp. vL
(iSoo) 86'1'beir sovereign titled himself king of the Franks.

D. To endow or dignify with a title of rank ; to

speak of by a title of dignity.

1746 [see TiTLEn^ 1760-71 H.
(1809) iV. 154 He is titled liclow I

Brooke Fool of Qual.
his merits : it was lor an

emperor that nature intended him. 1868 Browning Ring
* Bh. I. 770 How title I the dead, alive once more ? 1895
('»//*«<- (U.S.) XXVI. 36a/a When okl Bajee Rao died the

British Government refused to title 'Nana Sahib*, and
decided that the titular dignity had ceased.

Titled (toi't'ld),///. a. [f. prec + -KDi.] Hav-

ing or furnished with a title, esp. a title of rank.

S746 Francis tr. Horace^ Epist.\.\.%i Yet want a little of

the Sum, that buys The titled Honour, arul you ne'er shall

rise Above the Croud. 1790 Mme. D*A«bi av Diary Aug.,

The titled port of the females were admitted to the Royal

table. 1885 CivilioH y Jan. 141/j The authorities might

conveniently adopt and issue some general form of titled

Survey Uodk suitable for use in distillery stations. 1901

I. E. H. Thomson Ret: Mod. Crit.^ etc. 19 An untitled

I'-vilm follows a titled one. 1909 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 25/2

A vtMiuger scion of a titled family.

Title-deed (t3il*l|d/d). A deetl or doctiment

containing or constituting evidence of ownership.

AlsoyF^. (Most common in//.)

a i7« Erskink Inst. Law Scot. 1. vii. | 24 Tutors..ought

carefully K> preserve the title-deeds of the minors estate.

1830 PRAEH Poems (1865) L 185 Your agent steals your title-

deeds. iBjS Macaulav Hist. Eng. IIL 393 It was..desir.

able that . .this titledced by which the King held his throne

and the people their lil>crties, should l« put into a strictly

regular form. 1865 Kingslky llerciv. ii, They .. got to

themselves lands by the title-deed of the sword. 1889 Jks-

aovf Coming 0/ Friars v. 224 He lost all his title deeds,

the evidences and charters whereby he held his Uttlc estate.

Titleless (tDit'l,les), a, [f. Title sb. + -lbss.]

Having no title, destitute of a title (in various

senses of TlTLK sb.) ; untitled.

<:i386 Chauckb Manciple's T. 119 Right so bitwixe a

titleices tirant And an Outlawe or a thecf errant The same

I seye ther is no difference. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. i. 13 He
was a kinde of Nothing, Titlelesse, Till he had foig'd him-

selfe a name a'th*fire Of burning Rome. 1C81 Blackiv.
Mag. May 619/1 The titleless condition of her father. 1888
P'icary's Anat. App, ii. 121 In the Cofferer's (titlelessi

Account, 79/3, I Oct. 1560 to 30 Sept. 1561, Vicary's Annuity
is on the back of leaf 7 from end.

Title-page. The page at {or near) the be-
ginning ot a book which bears the title. Alsofig,
a 1613 OvERBLRV Charac., Meere ScliolerWVs. (1856) 89

In a word, he is the index of a man, and the title-page of a
scholler,. .much in profession, nothing in practice. 1630 R.
Johnson's Kingd. 9f Commw. A tj b, Our Title page acknoAv-
ledges him to be that famous Botero, the Italian. 1651
Jer. Taylor Serm. /or Year II. v. 57 Repentance is a
great volume of duty; and Godly sorrow is but the frontis-
piece or title page. 1703J. Tipprr in Lett, Lit. Men{Cam-
den) 307 Upon the Title-page is the Picture of the Queen
in copper. 174a Young AV. Th. viii. 333 The world's all

title-page, there's no contents. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. I,

IIL vii. 154 He had insisted, .that hts name should appear
in the title-page.

Titier (tai-tbj). Also 6-7 tytler, 7 titeler,

[app, f. Title sb. + -eb i.]

+ L One who claims or asserts a legal title. Obs.

1594 Parsons Confer. Success. 11. Pref. Q iv b, His mean-
ing was . . to lay down sincerly what . . might iustly be
alleaged in fauour or disfauourof euery tytler. 1599 Daniel
Musaphilus xix, Leuell'd with th* earth, left to forgetful-

nesse ; Whilst titters their pretended rights decide. 1613
Daniel ///j/. Eng. (1626) 169 John Comyn his cousen Ger-
man being a Titeler himself. 1634 Two Noble Kinsmen
V. iiL 83 The two bold Tytlers, at this instant are Hand to

hand at it.

2. Trade name for a truncated cone of refined

sagar.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Titters, a description of
refined sugar. 1859 Times 24 Oct. 9/4 Conical loaves of
sugar called titlers. 1891 IHd. 9 Oct. 9/3Titlers, 18s. 9d.;

crushed f.o.b., barrels, 20s,

Titleshlp (tai-t'ljip). rare, [f. Title sb. +
-SHIP.] Possession of a title; right of ownership.
1780 S. J. Pkatt Emma Corbett (ed, 4) I. 154 An imperti-

nent old fellow . . who presumes upon a sum of money and a
l^ltry piece of litleship. 1876 G. Meredith Beauch. Career
li, The pretensions of the town to read things for themselves,

documents, titleships, rights and the rest.

Titling (ti*tiii))» sb. U. Tit sb.^ + -iAviG, Cf.

Norw. dial, tilling a small size of dried stockfish

(Aasen), Icel. titlingr sparrow : see Biorkman
Indog, Forsch, XXX. 269.]

+ 1. A small size of stockfish. Obs,

13B6-7 Letter Bk. H. Lond. If. 212 b, De qualibet centena
de alio Stokfissh vocat' Croplyng et Titlyng. 15^5 Rates
ofCustoms c vj, Stokfish called cropUng the last v. li. . Stok.
^sshe called tytling the last Is. 1660 Act Chas. //, c. 4
Seked. Rates Intt»ards, Stockfish Z'oc, Cropling, Lubfish,

'i'itling. 1818 Scott Rob Roy ii, ' Stockfish— Titling—Crop-
ling— Lubfish. Vou should have noted that tliey are all,

nevettheless, to be entered as titlings.—How many inches

long is a tithng?'. .* Eighteen inches, sir '. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Titling, an old Customs name for stockfish.

2. Name for various small birds, a. The hedge-

sparrow, (Now only Sc, and ncrth, dial.) b. =
Titlark, c. {rarely) « Titmouse.
1549 Compl. Scot, vi. 39 The titlene follouit the goilk,

ande gart hyr sing guk guk. 1551 Elyot, Cnrruca.., a
litle byrd, which hatcheth and bryngeth vp cuckow byrdes.

It is supposed to be an hedge sparowe, or rather a tit-

lyng. 161X CoTGR., Argatile, a kind of titling, or titmouse.

1655 MoUFET & llENNET Health's Impr. {1746) 191 The
Cuckow ever lays her Egg in the Titling's Nest. 1802

G. Montagu Ornitk, /J/c/., Warbler, Hedge,. .Pr0vinci.1l.

Titling. Dunnock. ..Coinmoidy called Hedge Sparrow.

1831 ibid. 246 Hedge Chanter. . . Provincial . . Dunnock,
Dick.Dunnock, Titling. Ibid. 512 Titling. A name for

the Meadow Pipit and Hedge Chaunter. 1808 Jamiksok
6. V. Titlene, "Whtn two per^ns are so intimate that the

one oh«equiously follows the other, it is said, ' They .ire as

grit as the gowk and the titlene', 18*9 E. Elliott /*///.

Patriarch iv. vii, Hark, how the titling whistles o'er the

road ! ifea f • O. Morris Brit: Birds II. 166 Rock Pipit.

Rock I.arir Sea Lark. Field Lark... Sea Titling. i88alj.

Hardv in Proc, Berxv. Nat. Club IX. Na > 429 He had
frequently,. watched young cuckoos while lx;iiig fed by tit-

lings {Anthus Sratensis), i88< Swainson Proline. Names
Birds 45 Meadow Pipit. .also Titling, or Tit

Titling (taiVliij),^*^/. sb. [f. Titled. +-1NQ V]

The action of Title v. f a. A writing down imder

titles or heads; an abstract. Obs, b. The giving

of a title ; a naming.
1465 J. PASTOnin P.Lett. IL 219 He must., see his billes

of payment,and takctherofatitelyng. 1515 Kitziierb. Surv.

xix. 3ib, He must begyn at a certayne place. .and there to

make bis tytelynge where he beginneth. 1894 H. Gamlin
Romney 148 TheUtling of the engravingcame about this way.

Titly. variant of Titely adv,

Titmal. local, A titmouse, esp. the bine titmouse

{Eng. Dial, Did.).

Ti-tman. local U.S. [f.TiTj^.3] The smallest

pig, etc. of a litter ; hence, a man who is stunted

physically or mentally; a dwarf, a *croot*.

1849 Thorkau iVeek on Concord, Friday 401 We titmen

are only able To catch the fragments from their table. 1854
— iyalden, Reading {iS8^) 117 We are a race of tit-men.

and soar but little liigher in our intellectual flights than the

columns of the daily pa[>er.

Titmouse (titjnidus). PI. titmice (-mais).

Forms: a. 4 titeraose, 4-6 titmose, 5 tyte-,

tetmose, tytmaae, 6 tytmus. ^. 6 tytmouae,

(6-7 tytti-, tittimous(e, 7-9 titty), 6- titmouse.

[MK. titmose, f. Tit sb.'^ 3 + MosE sb. a titmouse.

In the 1 6th c, when mose had long been obsolete



TITOZI.

as an independent word, and in titmose had become
stressless (cf. the form tyimus)^ it was interpreted as

mouse^ with pi. titmice. The smallness and quick

mouse-like movements of the common species

probably aided the corruption. Titty-mouse was
app. a childish or nistic adaptation.]

1. A bird of the genus Parus or family Pandxy
comprising small active birds, of which numerous

species are distributed over the northern hemisphere,

several being common in Britain: see 2. (Now
commonly shortened to //'/ : see Tit sb^^ 3.)

a. cxj^S <^^o^^- ''"• '^c Bi/'ficsTv. in Wright l-^oc. 165 (Fr.)

AIusi-ttgt\ a titemose. £-1400 Lvdg. FiourCnrtesye 57 The
scly wrenne, the titmose also. ^1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

640/28 Nomina auiutn... Hie /rondator^ tytmase, CX440
Promp. PariK 494/2 Tytemose, hry<i, Jromiaior. C147S
Pict. Voc, in Wr.-Wiilcker 762/32 Hecagreduia^ atetmose.

c IS37 'fhersyies in Four O. PL (1S48) 82 The tothe of the

tytinus. 1570 Levins Manip. 149/3 Titmose.

p. 1530 pAtscB. 281/2 lytmouse a byrde, musangcre.

1573-80 Barkt Alv. T271 A Tittimous Mxx^^fringillago.

1576 Gascoigne Conipi. /'A/Vtfw/tfw^ 26 Sometimes I wepe To
see Tom Tyttimouse, so much set by. 1606 Svlvesteii

Du Bartas 11. iv. iii. Magnif. 705 Finch, Linot, Tit-mouse,

Wag-tail (Cock & Hen). i6ss Moufet & Bennet HeaWts
Impr, (1746) 191 Titmice are of divers Shapes with us in

England. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 243/1 The Bird

Cole-Mouse..we in our Countrey call Tittimous or Mop.
1796 Morse .-J ;//fr. Geog. II. 259 A little species of titmouse.

1872 CouES N. Amer, Birds 80 The Titmice compose a

natural and pretty well defined group.

2. With qualification, denoting various species of

Panis or of the family Paridm, as

Black-cap or black-headed titmouse, any species

having black feathers on the head, as the Coal-tit {Parus
ater)y the American Chickadee {P. atricapilius), or the

Mars/t-iiimouse; blue t., P. cxruleus, also called Blue-
cap or Nun ; coal t., P. aier (see Coal-tit) ; crested t.,

Parus {Lop/tophatics) cristaius^ or any species of the sub-

genus Lop/iopkanes', fen t. = marsh /. ; great t., Parus
niajor^ also called Ox-eve ; long-tailed t., Acredula
caudata; marsh t., Parus palustris; pendullne t.,

^githalnspendulinus (see Penduline i).

1609 Great titmouse [see Coalmousk]. i6ix Cotgb., Me-
sange a la tongue gueue^ the long-tayled Titmouse. 1668

Charleton Onomast. 90 Parus Cristatus^ the Crested, or

Juniper Titmouse. Ibid.^ Parus Palustris . .t\\^ Black Cap,
or Fen-Titmouse. 1674 Ray Collect.^ Eng. Birds 87 The
black-headed Titmouse : Parus ater. Ibid^^ The Marsh Tit-

mouse : Parus palustris. Ibid. 88 The blew Titmouse

:

Parus cxruleus. 1713 Derham Phys.'Tkeol. i. i. (1714) 5
ncte^ I made, .Experiments in compressed air,., one with the

Great Titmouse, the other with a Sparrow. 1774 G. White
Selborne xl, The titmouse, which early in February begins

to make two quaint notes, like the whetting of a saw, is the

marsh titmouse. Ibid, xli, The blue titmouse or nun is a
great frequenter of houses, and a general devourer. Ibid.^

The blue, marsh, and great titmice will, in very severe

weather, carry away barley and oat straws from the sides of

ricks. 1858 KiNGSLEY Misc., IVititer-gard. 1. 146 That
flock of long-tailed titmice, which were twinging and peck-

ing about the fir-cones.

b. Bearded titmouse, a small bird {Pamirus
biarmicus\ of doubtful affinity, frequenting reed-

betls ; also called reed-pheasant.

1848 [see reed-pheasani. Reed sby 14]. 1896 Newton
Diet. Birds 969 The so-called 'Bearded Titmouse',. -has

habits wholly unlike those of any of the foregoing, and
certainly does not belong to the Family Paridae.

3. Jig. A small, petty, or insignificant person or

thing. Also attrib.

1596 Nashe Saffron-Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 197
Noddy Nash, ..his Apostrophe Sonnet, and tynie titmouse

Lcnuoy, like a welt at the edge of a garment. 1623 Middle-
ton More Dissemblers iii. i, You can keep a little tit-mouse

lage there. x68o Otway Caius Marius v. xi, Nurse. Wake
ler ? Poor Titmouse. 1691 Wood A th. Oxon. 1 1, 446! n .

.

Sept. 1658.. the Titmouse Prince called Richard was inau-

gurated to tlie Protectorale.

llTitoki (l2V"k?). [Native Maori name.] A
New Zealand tree, Alectryon excelsum, N.O. Sa-

pindaceaSf producing tough, crooked timber, and

Ijearing panicles of reddish flowers, with leaves

like those of the ash. Also called New Zealand

Oak and New Zealand Ash. Also attrib,

184s E. J. Wakeiield Adv. in N. Z. II. xii. 317 The berry

of the titoki tree might also be turned to account. 187a

Domett Ranol/w'x. 253 The youth, with hands beneath his

head, Agafnst a great titoki's base.

Titrate (ti-trint), v. Chem, [f. F. titre-r in

same sense (f. litre title, qualification, fineness of

alloyed gold or silver; in Ckem.j proportioning of

the fixed weight of a reagent which a given volume
of a liquid contains in solution): see -ate 3 6.]

trans. To ascertain the amount of a constituent in

(a mixture, or (less usually) a compound) by volu-

metric analysis ; i. e. by adding to a solution thereof

of known proportion, a suitable reagent of known
strength, until a point is reached at which reaction

occurs or ceases.

1870 G. E. Davis in Ertg. Mech. 4 Mar. 605/3 In titrating

iron solutions, the ferrocyanide is not used. 1872 Watts
Diet. Chem. VI. 154 It is easy by means of t!»e latter to

titrate sulphuric, oxalic, or any other acid with perfect

certainty. 1899 Cagney Jakseh's Clin. Diagn. i. (ed. 4)4
Tauszk weighs the blood used, and titrates with trup^coUn

or litmus.

So Ti trated ///. a. = F. titr4 : see quot. Also

Ti'trate a. rare^ titrated.

1863 IntelL Observ. 111. 457 Titrated solutions are thus

In<

80

named from the French, and signify their having a definite

strength, or power, so that the action of precipitation or

otherwise exerted by a given quantity is readily capable of

arithmetical expression, and thus indicates the quantity of

the substance acted upon. 1881 NaturefyOcX. 552/1 Deter-

mination of phosphoric acid by titrated liquors, by M. Perrot.

1885 Athenxum ii July 54/1 Dr. R. Dubois's apparatus for

applying anaesthetics composed of titrate mixtures of chloro-

form and air was described on June 22nd. .before the Aca-
demy of Sciences.

Titration (titr^i-Jan). [n. of action f. prec :

see -ATioN.] The action or process of titrating

;

volumetric analysis. Also attrib.

1864 Webster, Titration^ the process ofanalysis by means
of standard solutions. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 849
Titration. See Analysis, -volumetric (I. 254 (dated 1863:

word not used there]). 1873 Ibid. VI. 154 Titration of Com-
pound Ethers. 1877 W. Thomson Voy. Challenger I. i. 26

The amount of baryta neutralized is then ascertained by
titration, 1899 Cagnev Jakscli's Clin. Diagn. viL (ed. 4)

377, 80 cc. of the titration fluid, i. e. sulpho-cyanide, was
used. 1900 Jrnl. Soe. Dyers XXI. 4 The formation. .as

shewn by Bernthsen by titration, has now been proted by
gravimetric analysis.

II Titre, titer (tftaj). [a. F. litre : see Ti-

trate.] The fineness of gold or silver ; in Chem.
the strength of a solution as determined by titration.

1839 UuK Diet. Arts 858 The French rule for finding the

par of a foreign gold coin,, .is to multiply its weight by its

standard or titre. 1903 Amer. Chem, Jml. Mar. 188 The
solution was kept cooled to 15**. Onecc. was removed at

intervals (5 cc. in all), and the ' immediate ' titer was found
to gradually decrease from its original value of 6-4 to i»2

in about one-half hour, the total active oxygen content..

remaining the same.

Ti-tree. The cabbage-tree of New Zealand,

Cordyline\ = Tl.
(Also confused with Tea-tree 2 and erroneously used as a

name of species of Melaleuca.)

X890 W. Colenso in Trans. New Zeal. Inst. XXIII. 486
(Morris) In these plains stand a number of cabbage-trees,

the ti-trees of the Maori. i9xa J. H. Maiden (Dir. Hot.

Gdns., Sydney) Let. 20 Aug., The name Ti-ttee belongs to

New Zealand Cordyline. For nearly 30 years 1 have en-

deavoured by precept and example to stamp out the name
Ti-tree for Australian Tea-trees, but the error is full of

vitality.

Titrimetry (titri'mftri). Chem. [f. F. titre :

see Titrate v. and -metry.] = Titration. So
Titrime-tric «., of or pertaining to titrimetry.

180Z M 'GowAN tr. E. von Meyer's Hist. Chem. yi. 365 The
application of permanganate of potash tothe estimation of

iron by Margueritte in 1846, and, more particularly, Bunsen's

process with equivalent solutions of iodine and sulphurous

acid..are landmarks in the history of 'titrimetry , which
soon after thisbegan to rank alongside of gravimetric analysis.

190a I. K. Phelps in Amer. Jml. Sc, Dec. 440 The 'litri-

metric Estimation of Nitric Acid. 1904 Ibid. Mar. aoi A
method for the titrimetric estimation ofnitric acid or nitrates.

..It consisted, briefly, in the measurement of the amount
of ferrous salt oxidized in the reduction of the nitric acid to

nitric oxide by an excess of ferrous sulphate in the presence

of hydrochloric acid.

Tit-tat-toe : see Tit sb.^ 3. Titte. obs. f. Tit.

Titted, dial, form of Teated a., having teats.

fTittee, obs. var. TeeteeI, a kind of monkey.
1736 P. Browne Jamaica 489 The Tittee. This creature

is very small... The head is bare about the ears and eyes.

t Ti'tter, ^hy Obs, rare. [Derivation unascer-

tained.] Some kind of weed found in cornfields

;

perh. a wild vetch (strangle-tare, tine),

1573 TussER Husb. (1878) jog The titters or tine Makes
bop to pine. Ibid. 113 From wheat go and rake out the

titters or tine, If eare be not foorth, it will rise .tgaine fine.

Titter (ti-tai), sb.'2- [f. Titter z/.l] The act

of tittering; a stifled laugh, a giggle.

1728 Morgan AlgiersW. v. 314, I do not think I ever can
forget it : for it sooften sets me on the Titter. 1777 Mmb.
D'Arblay Early Diary 7 Apr., He kept a continual titter

among the young ladies. 1874 Burnand My Time xvii. 144
Irrepressible titters among those of the audience most remote

from the stage.

b. trans/. A sound as of tittering ; a rustling.

1856 Bryant Gladness Nat. iv, There's a titter of winds in

that beechen-tree.

Titter (ti'tai), v.'^ [app. echoic : cf. Sw. dial,

tittra to giggle (Rietz) ; but perh. related to

Tittle z^.^] intr. To laugh in a suppressed or

covert way (often as a result of nervousness, or in

affectation or ridicule) ; to giggle.

a 1619 Fletcher JVit without M. iv. ii. I could so titter

nowandlaugh. 1657 [see Tittering 7'<5/.iAj. 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), To Titter^ to giggle, or laugh wantonly. 174B

Smollett Rod. Rand, xix, She went away tittering. 179a

A. Young Trav. France 117, I observed him several times

playing off that small sort of wit, and flippant readiness to

titter, which, I suppose, is a part of his character. 1838

Dickens Nieh. Nick, xxvii, Upon which Mrs. Nicklebv

tittered, and Sir Mulberry laughed, and Pyke and Pluck

roared. 1864 Knight Passages IVork. Life I. v. 221 The
young women tittered when the old clerk indulged in his

established joke.

b. trans. To utter or saywith suppressed laughter.

17B7 MiTwr I. viiu 28 No, it shall never be tittered about

as at the last races. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, ix, * Never

mind ine ', tittered Miss Squeers.

Hence Tittera'tion nonce-wd.., tittering.

1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) V. xliii. 276 The hold-

ing up of a straw will throw me into a iitteration.

Titter (ti'tai), v.'i- Now dial. Forms: 5-7

titer, 7 tyter, tytter, tetter, 8-9 titter. [ME.
titer^ implied in titering\ - ON. titra to shake,

TITTEE-TOTTBB.

shiver, OHG. zitlardn (G. zittem) :—OTcot. *//-

trdjan ; not found outside Teutonic. Cf. Teeteu.]

1. intr. To move unsteadily, as if about to fall

;

to totter, reel ; to sway to and fro.

c 1374 [see tittering below], a 1618 Raleigh Seat Govt.

(1651) 60 So would the other [/. ^^ Kings* Crowns] easily

tytter were they not fastened on their headsj with the strong

chains of Civil Justice and Martial Discipline. 1644 G.
Plattes in tlnrtlib's Legacy (1655) 198 Then the floor of the

sellar will rise up, and tetter and swim like a lK>g>mere. 179B
Frere & Canning Z.<7i'« Triangles i. 26 in Anti-Jacobin
16 Apr. (1852} 107 Fair sylphish forms ., Wave the gay
wreath, and titter as they prance. 1904 Eng. Die^. Diet.

s. v., (Wore.) Take care, the table titters.

2. intr. To see-saw. See also Titteb-totter.
a 1825 FoRBY Voc. E. Angliay Titter^ to ride on each end

of a balanced plank. Otherwise ' titter-cum-totter'. 1854
Miss liAKER Northpt. GL, Titter, to ride on a balanced plank.

Hence Tittering vbl. sb., the action of tottering

or swaying ; unsteady movement ; /g. hesitation,

vacillation
; ///. a. that totters or sways about.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1695 (1744) (Campsall MS.) In
tileryng and pursuyte and delayes The folk deuyne at

waggynge of a stre. x66i K. W. Conf. Charae.^ Juryman
Rustick (i860) 37 Then he gallops a tilering pace home.

1739 J. SpenceZ.^/. 23 Dec., m Academy 20 Feb. (1875) 191 /3
So full of tittering and uncertainty in his carriage.

Ti'tter, adv. Now only north, dial. Also 3
titer, 4 tyttar, 4-5 -er, 7-8 tider. [Comparative
of TiTE adv., with shortened vowel ; cf. raXher^

latter, elder, utter. Cf. ODa. lidre more quickly,

sooner, compar. of tit (Kalkar IV. 338).]

More quickly ; sooner, earlier.

a 1300 CursorM. 23481 (Edin.) Titer sal tai rin on gmnd
pan nrslauht dos quen it es stund. 13,. E. E, Allit. P. C.
231 He [Jonah] watz no tytter out-tulde \fdX tempest ne
sessed. c 1460 Tozuneley Myst. viiL 293 Go, say to hym we
wyll not grefe, Bot thay shall neuet the tytter gang. 1674
Rav N. C. IVords s. v. Astite, Tide in the North signifies

soon, and tider or Utter sooner. ' The tider . . you come, the

tider you^l go '. 1684 0. Meriton Yorks. Dial. 287 (E.D.S.)

He had come titter., if he hadknawn. 1874 Waugh Chim'
ney Corner (1879)8 It brings 'em down, titter or latter,—as
how strung they are.

b. More readily, more willingly, sooner, rather.

13,. Cursor M. 28120 (Cott.) And titter wald i lesyng
make [^ man my worde vn-treu to take. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 11. 518 pai chesyt tyttar with l>aim to ta Angyr and
payn, na be f>aim fra. c 1440 Alpliabei of Tales 428 He
grauntyd vnto t'^im..at he wulde furste tytter Like |>c

charge of l>e empyre rather t>an l>e wurschup t>eroff". I7»4 in

Ramstiy's Tia-t. Misc. (1733) I. 63, 1 had litter die than live

wi' him a year. 1807 R. Anderson Cnvd)erld. Ball., Aul
Hollow Tree v, Far titter than wear them, She'd burn them
or tear them, 1855 Robinson Wlutby Gloss, s. v., ' I would
titter go than stay .

o. ellipt. The tiller up, the one that is up sooner

or first of two. north, dial.

X787 Grose Provinc. Gloss, s. v., Tider ufi cojv, let him
that is up first call the others. 1790 Mrs. Wheeleb
IVesimld. Dial. (1821) 112 We set dawn that titter up sud
coe tudder up neisht mornin. 1876 Whitly Gloss, s. v,,

' T' titter up t sprunt mun ower [^ hover] a bit ' ; the first

upthe hill must wait awhile.

Titter, dial, form of Tetteeu

Titterer^ (titarai). [f. Titter z;.i + -ekT.]

One who titters or laughs restrainedly ; a giggler.

1838 Craven Gloss., Titterer, a laugher. 1866 Geo.
Eliot F. Holt iv, He was too shortsighted to notice those

who tittered at him— too absent from the world of small

facts and petty impulses in which titterers live.

t Titterer 2, obs. variant of TittlerI, a tatler.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. XX. 297 And made pees porter to

pynne J>e jates Of alle taletellers and lyterers [v, rr. titeleris,

tutelers; C. xxiii. 299 titereres, v.r. titeris] in ydel.

Ti'ttering, vbl. sb.^ [f. Titter v.'^ + -ing 1.]

The action oITitter z;.^ ;
giggling.

1657 Thornlev tr. Longus' Daphnis ff Chloe 129 The
winking, nodding, laughing and tittering that was between

them. 1759 Dilworth Pope 124 This story, .was the cause

of so much tittering, wherever her ladyship went. 1833

D. MacMillan in Hughes Mem. iii. (1882J 50 The everlast-

ing tittering and smirking is loathsome.

Ti^tterinjf, /i;*/.
a.i [f. as prec. + -ino 2.] That

titters
;
giggUng, laughing with suppressed mirth

;

characterized by such laughter.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. Iv, A whisper circulated at our

expence..accompanied with many. .tittering observations.

x8oa Mab. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. viii. 62 Young
tittering ladies. 1879 Sala Paris herself a^ain (i88o) II.

xxiii. 338 A group of Utlling and tittering .. sight-seers.

Hence Titteringly adv.

1831 Examiner 355/1 ' The naughty man ', as he will be
titteringly styled. X89J G. Hake Mem. So Years xxviL 86

They had to smile titteringly as well as to listen.

Tittering, vbl. sb.'^ and///, a.^ : see Titter v.^

Titter-totter (ti-taJitp-taj), sb. (adv.) Now
dial. Also 9 titter-a-tauter, titterH3um-totter,

etc. : see £n^. Dial. Diet. [Reduplication from

stem of Titter v.^ or Totteb v.^

1. The pastime of see-saw. Also, a see-saw.

1530 Palsgr. 2S2/1 Tytter totter, a play for chyldre,

balencJweres. 1607 R. CIarew] tr. Estienm's iVorld of
Wonders 266 He played with a little boy at titter-totter.

1611 in COTGR. s. V. Hausse. x8ox Strutt Sports «,• Past.

IV. i. § 21 We may add another pastime well known with

us by the younger part of the community, and called Titter-

Totter. 1846 Worcester, Tetter.totter [erroneously referred

to StruttJ. 1887 W. ^\v. Norfolk Broads xL 05 We.. tried

quoits, and ' tittem-a-tauter ', as the natives call the pastime

of see>saw,



TITTER-TOTTER.

1 2. One who totters or reels. Obs,

a 1700 W R Diet. Cant. Crezv, Titter-totter, who is upon
the Reel, at every jog, or P.Iast of Wind. 1785 Grose Diet.

Vulg. Ttmgue^ Titter tatter^ one reeling, and ready to fall

9X the least touch.

B. adv. In a tottering manner ; unsteadily

;

tXsoJig. hesitatingly, waveringly,

17^5 Haiuev Erasm. Colhg. 35 Don't stand titter, totter,

Arst standing upon one Foot and then upon another. X76a

Churchill Ghost Poems 1767 II. 85 Having, as usual, said

hispray'rs,Go titter, totter,to thesaiirs. tSaBCratwrt Gloss,,

Titter-totter, in a wavering state, on the balance. 1S89

N. IK Line. Ghss. (etl. a), Titter-totter, (i) in a state of

unstable equilibrium; {2) in hesitation of mind, or wavering.

Hence Tl'tter-to-tter, etc v., intr. to see-saw.

a 1835 in FoBBv X'oc. E. AnglifU 1864 in Webster. 1897

Q. Rev. Jan. 146 They litter-cum-totter. 1901 Daily News
laJan. 6/4 How few really know East -Anglian dialect. . . What
docs * tittymatauicrin ' mean?.. It simply means 'see-saw-

ing'. 1907 Black Cat June 25 IHe] called lack to the

figure teter>tottering with the bowing of the log it rode.

fTitt^ery (ti-tari). slang. Obs, Also 8 titery,

(tityre). [app. f. Titter z;.2 + -v, lit. unsteady,

unstable, tottering.] A slang name for gin.

17*5 G. Smith Cotiifil. Body Distilling i. 49 Geneva hath
more several and different names and titles, than any other

liouor that is sold here : as double Geneva, ro>'al Geneva,
celestial Geneva, Tittery..and has gain* d.. universal ap-

pUusc 1730 Bailkv (folio), Tityre or Tittery, a Niclc-

name given to the Liquor.. called Geneva.., prob. because
it makes the Drinkers merry, laugh, and litter. 1751 Gordon
Another Cardial W. 14 A Shop where Titcry, Quorum, or

Gin (call It by what name you will) is sold.

Tlttie, varinnt of Titty 1 and 3.

Tittifill, Tittivate, var. Titivil, Titivate.

Tittish, dial, form of Tbttish, teatish.
1808 in Jauiesoh.

Tittle (tit'l), sh. Forma: 4 titfl, -el, 5 ty-,

titylle, -tille, titelle, 5-9 title, 6 tittil, -yl, tytle,

tyttle, 6- tittle. [ME. titel, -ii, orig, the same
word as Title, but with a si>ccial sense developed

in late L. and Romanic (see below), and retaining

the short i of L. titulus. The spelling tiltie is

found 1535 ; liiie is occasional after 1600.
For the medieval and Romanic senses of L. iitulns

akin to Eng. tittle, cf. axa86 hALni Catholicoi*, 'Titulus
etiam diciiur nota «iu;t: causa brcvitatts apponitur dictioni-

buA'; aXsa a^oo Corpus Ckr. L. <V W^. 6Y<[>xf. (He&sels iSqo)
'

£243 Epigramma, tiiulum; 24} Kpigramma| abreuiata
scriptura; aiaoo Neckam De Otemstli^ws (Wnfiht yocai.
1S57, 117) GIoKi enim per subbreviiateni et compendiosam
per apices ( Fr. gloss titles] scribi debet. l>tez also cites Spb
tilde^ Cat. titlta, Pg. ///, ' little si roke^ accent, csp. the mark
over u ', also Wallachian ////(*, * the circumflex *, and Prov.
titnle, * the dot over / ', as representatives of the L. word in

ibe modern Romanic bngs. As a^je was used by the Latin
grammarians for the accent or mark over a long vowel,
titultts and a^x became tosome extent synonymous; hetice

Wyclifs use of /////. ///«/. to render L. t^x.\
L A small stroke or point in writing or printing.

a. Orig. rendering L. apex * point, tip*, appU«i
in classical L. to any minute point or part of a

letter, also to the mark over a long vowel, as *f,

later also to a line indicating an abbreviation.

More recently applied also to the Spanish tilde or

circumflex over «, formerly to the cc<Ulla under f.

Hy extension, any stroke or tick with a pen.
The literal notion of a pMnt ofa letter passed over tothat

of the smallest point of that which was written or prescribed.

This took place already in late Heb. with the word "SS"^

odts, lit. ' thorn, prick ', represented in Greek by vrpoia

'born, projecting point *, and in L. by a/«^,.in W>xuf trans-

lated tstil: sec the quoCs.

igBa Wvcur Matt. v. 18 Til heuen and erthe passe, oon i

[t2ws that b teste leltrc], or titil [1388 o lettir or o titd|

Ki({f. apex], shal nat passe fro the lawe, til allc thingls be
don. — Luke xvL 17 Forsothe it is U)tcr bcuene and erthe
to pasBe ooer, than o titil [Tini>ai.s <isa6U Geneva, 1611

title ; TtNi>. (1534), Great tytlc; Coverd. little {Matt. v. 18

tyttle), Rheims tittle] fallc fro the lawe. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 404/2 Ij^y^^c. titulus, a^ex. 1^3 Cath. AngL 38.>/a

A Tytiile {A. Tiiylle), titulus, af>ex, eptgranus. 1570 Levins
Mamp. 124/15 A Tiitil, apex. i6}5 Jackson Creed viii.

xxvit. S 3 The words. .answcrol punctually and identically

to every apex or title of S. Matthew's quotation or para,

phrase. 1648 Gage West ind. 316 This letter ^, or c with
a tittle under it, is pronounced like s. vjx% F. T. Shffri*

hand 4, 1 in the begmning of a Word is express'd by a small
Tittle or touch of the Pen. 1011 W. Caven m Fundament^
IV. 61 'little', literally little horn or apex, designates the
little lines or projections by which Hebrew letters, similar

in other respects, differ from each other.

b. The dot over the letter i; a punctuation
mark ; a diacritic i>oint over a letter ; any one of
the Hebrew and Arabic vowel-points and accents

;

also, a pip on dice.

1538 Elvot, PunetuSt tern pmMcinm, a poynte or tytle.

iSfta HuLOBT, Tytle or prycke in letters, punetut. i«6
W1THAI.S />(£/. (1568) 64b/i Canicula^ is the litle blacke
tille in the dyte...as sise, sinke, catre, trey. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. lai The smallest black ^xx or tittle of Ink. 1666
Tii.LOTSOM Rule Faith 11. v. Wk^ 1^42 IV. 648 The tran-
scribing . . of such myriads of words, sinele letters and tittles

or stops. 1676 MoxoH Print Lett. 28 The Stem and Tittle
of this j is made like i. 1763 Mrs. Delanv in Life ff Corr.
Ser. II. <i863) III. 151 V« pcnwn said, * y«I>lof Marlboroughj
mits no tittles upon the! s *. ' O V say^ y*> Prince (Kugene),
it Mives his Grace*s ink *. i-^ TausLU Mod, Times 1 1 1.

92 Only take care to put the tittles to your i's, and the
crosses to your t's. 1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta II. 43
[He knows] his jots and his titles (the vowel points in their
ikeleton writing), and he knows ooituog else.

Vol. X.

81

t O. A name for the (usually) three dots (.O* fol-

lowing the letters and contractions, in the alphabet
on horn-books, wliere it is usually followed by Est
Amen ; so that titlle est Amen came to be used
for ' the end or conclusion '. Obs.
(See cuts 166-168 in Tuer Hist, Horn-book II.)

a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Rich. 11/ 35, I then, .began to dis-

pute with my selfe, little considerynge that thus my earnest
was turned euen to a tittyl not so good as, estamen. 1594
Nashb Terrors Night Wks. (Grosart) III. 251 This is the
Tittle est amen of it. 1596 — Sajfjfron Walden G iv b, A
per se, con per se, tittle, est, Amen !. .why he comes vppon
thee (man) with a whole Hom-booke. i6oa Hovj a Man may
chnsegd. Wife iii. i. E ij b. In processe of time I came to ^
[prtn4edc] percee, and com perce, and tittle ; and then I got
to a, e, i^ o, u. 1630 T. Johnson Ne7u Bk. New Conceits A v,

In old time they vsed three prickes at the latter end of the
Crosse row, . . which they caused children to call tittle, tittle,

tittle : signifying that as there were three pricks, and those
three made but one stop, euen so there were three Persons,
and yet but one God.

+ d. A dot-like anther in a flower. Obs, rare.

XS78 LvTE Dodoens ii. xlv. 203 There hange also sixe
smal thrommes, or short threds, with litle titles or pointed
notes, like as in the Lillies.

2. Jig, The smallest or a very small part of some-
thing; a minute amoimt. Often in phrase _;'(?/ or
titlle (from sense 1 a) : see Jot sb^

[Cf. 138a in X a.] r 1400 APol, Loll, 34 So is no man worl>i
to mak a letter or title of nis to go by vn61Iid. 1555 W.
Watheman Fardle Facions App. 314, I neither wille penne
any thyng other wise..ne adde. .any title of myne owne.
is8i J. Hkll Haddon's Annv. Osor. 41 Images crept into

the Courche by title and litle. i6to G. Fletcher Christ's
Vict. I. xxxvi, Thy love? he hath no title to a tittle. 1730
T. Boston Mem. x. (ed. Morrison) 303 This makes me to

account the better of these titles of the law, as divine. i8ao

Soon Let. to Ld. Montagu 32 Feb., tn Lockhart, I owe
much more to his father's memory than ever 1 can pay a
tittle oC i88a F. Temple Relat. Relig. * Sc, \, (1885) 9
Every little of the evidence i^ valued.

b. To a tittle^ with minute exactness, to the

smallest particular, to a T.
1607 Bbaumont Woman Hater in. lii. 111 c^uote him to a

tittle. 1700 Br. Patrick Comm, Deut. xxviii. 53 This was
fulfilled to a tittle by Vesp.i<;ian and his son Titus. 1805
Fkssbmdbn DemocT. (1806) II. 81 That I might suit them
to a tittle. Have stretch'd the truth—and lied a little. 185S
Browning Fra Lippo Lippi 36 He's Judas to a tittle, that

man is

!

Hence + Ti*ttled a. Obs. rare^ marked by tittles

or vowcl-points; having the Semitic vowel-points

inserted, iwinted : cf. Point i/.l 3 c.

1684 N. S. Crit, Ena. Edit. Bible iv. 28 There is none of
them that make use of Tittl'd Vowels.

Tittle (ti't'l), ».l Now dial, or coUoq, Forms

:

4-7 tiUe, 5 tytyll, 6 tytle, tyttle, 8- titUe. [Of
obscure origin; hardly known l)efore 1400; app.
onomatopiric. In use two centuries earlier than

TATTLB,hut app. treated as a parallel form of that

vb. with lighter vowel expressing lighter soimd

;

cf. the reduplicated Tittle-tattlk. Its relation

to the earlier Tutel, totel, in the same sense, is

difficult to determine.] intr, and trans. To speak

in a whisper or in a low voice, to whisper; also,

to tell or utter by way of tattle or gossip ; esp. + to

whisper in the car of, to tell (a person) confi-

dentially {obs.) : cf. Tickle v.'^

i399[impliedinTiTTLEB>J- f 1450 jlA>N^fW55o,in Macro
plays SI, I xall go to hys ere and tytyll ^Kt in. !$•$ Ld.
BRBNUts /rnitf. II. xxiv. 60 l*hey tyiled the prince cuer
in his eare, and entysed hym to hauc made wnrre. a 1548
Hall Chrom., Hen. VII 22 He caused diuerse to inculcate

and put in her hed j^ tyttle in her eare, that the mariage
made with Maximilian was of no strength, f 1610 Sir J.
Vi%Ls\v. Mem. I'rcf. (1735) ai, I should l^vc. .titled in the
Queen's ear that her rebellious subjects should have been
exemplarily punished. 1887 J. Skrvke Dr. Du^uid xii.

77 l*hey were a' tittUn' thegether and talkin' in tlus form.

Hence Tittling vbl, sb. and///, a.

13.. .y. Eng, Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Herrig's Archrv
LXXXII.33Q/169 ^if )>is titlyng comcal to |>e cmperour no
man ne may don him non help. 15(^-73 Cooper Thesaurus
^v, A rgwtut, Meretrix arguta, a harlot full of wordes : a
titlyng Tiarlot. 1906 Dalrymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11.

(S.T.S.) I. 134 Ferl'^..was steired vpe throuch titUnK of
sum of the courteouns in his eires. 1785 Uukns Holy Fair
ix, Here sits a raw o' tiltlin jades.

Tittle (ti't*l), o.ii dial. Also 9 tiddle. [perh,

in origin a dial. var. of Tickle v. ; also locally

confu^ with Tiddle v, Cf. also L. titillarc to

tickle; but influence of this is doubtful.] trans,

and intr, - Tickle v. in various senses. Hence
TlttUng vhL sb., tickling; fTt'tUer (titler), one

who or that which tickles, a tickler.

13. . Gaw. * Gr. Knt. 1726 per he (the foxl watz J^retetl,

& ofie J>ef called, & ay l>e titlcrcs at his tayl,M fary he ne
im^t. 1579 Hake Ncives I*ozules Churchyard viL F viij b.

The countrey maides that come from far, as straungers to

the towne: Whonie still the Trottes doe tittle so, that

straight all shame layde downe, They yelde them selues as

captiues qucanes, vnto some whorish caue. aiSas FoRiiv

yoc. E. Anglia, Tittle, v. to tickle. 1866 I. G. Nall Gt.

Yarmouth ^ Lowestoft 693 A girl says * I ont be tiddled

by you nor no one". 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Tittling,

tickling. t88i Leicestersh. Gloss.^ Tittle, v. a., var. pron.

of ' tickle *. 1888 J. Hahtlky Clock Aim. 8 (E.D.D.) Her
nose end's sewer to tittle like mad. 1900 Daily News
6 June 6/3 The. .vendors of * tiddlers * sold them quickly—
for the ' tiddled ' naturally wanted to ' liddle ' others in turn.

[Sec also Xiouleb '.]

TITTUP.

Tittle, var. Tiddle v., to fondle ; to trifle.

Tittlebat (ti-t'Ibfct). Also -back. A variant of
Stickleback, of childish origin. Hence Tittle-
ba'tian a. nonce-tod., pertaining to tittlebats.
i8ao Keats & Hunt A". V Wks. (1889) III. 34 They, .follow

the fish into cool corners, and say millions of * My eyes !
' at

'tittle-bats'. 1837 Dickens Pickw. i. There sat the man
who had.. agitated the scientific world with his Theory of
Tittlebats. Ibid., He had felt some pride when he pre-
sented his Tittlebatian Theory to the world. 1844 Thacke-
ray Greemvich Whitebait Misc. Ess. (1885) 430 A fresh dish
of tittlebacks or gudgeons. 1869 H. S. Leigh Carols of
Cockayne 120 In this brook that flows lazily by I believe
tliat one tittlebat dwells.

Tittler ^ (ti-tbi). Now dial. Forms : 4-5 tite-

ler, tituler, 5 titler, {Sc. titlar, tittillar)
; 9 dial,

tittler. [f. Tittle z/.l + -er5.] One who * tittles

'

or tattles ; a whisperer, tell-tale, gossip,
X399 Langl. Rich. Redeles iv. 57 Somme were tltuleris

and to (« kyng wente, And flformed him of foos J^at good
fTrendis weren. 14.. Titeleris [see quot. 1377 s. v. Tit-
terbr']. 1463 Paston Lett. II. 133 Prevy titlers and
flaterers. C1470 Henbyson Poems (S.T.S.) III. 139 {titled

Aganis haisty credence of titlaris. Ibid. 21 The tittillaris

\v. r, tutelar] so in his eir [MS. heir] can 1= gan) roun. 1904
Eng. Dial, Did. (VVarwicks.), Tittler, a babbler, a tell-tale.

Tittler'-^, a tickler: see Tittle v.^

Tittle-tattle (ti-tM,tae-t'l), sb. Also 6 tyttel

tattyll, 6-8 title(-)tatle, 7 tittel tattel. [A
reduplicated compound of Tattle sb.j expressing

repeated and alternate action : cf. next.]

L Talk, chatter, prattle ; esp, empty or trifling

talk about trivial matters, petty gossip.
(In quot. a 1529 perh. used advb.)
a 1539 Skelton PhyllyP Sparmve 357, 1 played with him

tyttel tattyl), And fed him with my spattyl, With his byll
betwene my lippes. 1543 Udall Erasm. Af>oph. 226
Rhymerales. .made muche tittle tattle nor would in no wyse
lynne pratyng therof. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Cam-
den) 106 Tis but. .fond womens title tatle. 1667 Pei'VS
Z)iar)' aS June, After a great deal of little-tattle with this

honest man, we to bed. 1768 Tucker Lt. NaLix^s^) 1. 176
To.. be let into all the scandal and tittle tattle of the town.
18*0 Edin, Rev. XXXIII. 309 The literary titlle-tattle

of the age. 1893 Lf.land ^/^;«. I. 153 Inordinately given
to knowing everything about everybodj',and to* tittle-tattle*.

b. with a and //, An act or spell of petty talk ;

an item of small talk or gossip. Now rare or Obs,

1570 T. Wilson tr. Demosth, 47 Every man devising one
tittletattle or other, as bis own vaine heade imagines. 1639
N. N. tr. Du Bosq^s Compl. Woman ii. 42, I see many.. to

give themselves to these little tattles of other folks matters.

1699 K. I/KsTRANGB Erasm, Colloq. (1711) 127 The Tittle-

tattles of the Nuns.

t2. A habitual tattler, one given up to gossip;

esp. a woman so addicted. Obs,

1580 Holi.vband Treas, Fr, Tong, Languarde, a tittle

tattle, a chatling dame. 1611 Cotgr,, Babillarde, a title-

talle ; a pratling gossip ; a babling houswife ; a chatting or

chattering Minx, 1710 Addison Taller No. 157 f 13 Your
Castanets or impertinent Tilile-Tattles. who have no other

Variety in their Discourse but that oftalking slower or faster.

3. attrib. or as adj. Characterized by or addicted

to tattling ; gossiping.

1719 Freethinker No. 150 r6 Would not an English-

Man be provoked to hear the same Person cry up^ the

Softness, the Politeness, the Copiousness of that Tittle-

'iatllc Language, and find Fault with the Koughness and
Ijarrcnness of his own. 1768 Mme. D'ARBLAVi?rtr^ Diary
(1889) 1. 14 Such a set of tittle-tattle, prittle-prattic visitants

!

Oh dear I 1780 — Diary May, Bath is as tittle-laltle a

town as Lynn. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives Sr Dau, xvi.

In such a tittle-tattle place as HoUingford.

Ti*ttle-ta*ttle, v, [A varied reduplication of

Tattle v, ; cf. prcc. and LG. titel-tateln.l intr.

To chatter, prate, talk idly ; to gossip.

J583 IlAniNGTON Commandm. ix. (1637) ga Any woman,
when she hath met with her gossip, to tittle tattle, to the

slander of another. 1611 Siiaks. Wint. 7". iv, iv. 248. 1691

Southerns Sir A. Love v. i, A good-natur'd, old merry
fellow,.. who can tiltle-tattle and gossip in their Tamilies

upon an ancient privilege. 1765 Wxa^^^^isvv Accomplisk'd
Maid\. ii. It does not become servants to be tittle tattling

of their masters and mistresses affairs. 1848 Thackeray
Let. Oct., I should like to take another sheet and go on
tittle-tattling, it drops off almost as fast as talking.

Ilcnce Tittle-ta-ttling vbl, sb. and ///. a. ;

TitUe-ta'ttler, one addicted to tittle-tattle, an

idle talker, a gossip.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 163 You are ful of

your tittle tattling of Cupid. i6ooVl.V^a-xsou Dccacordon
(1602) 37 But for anie other secret, .they seldome or neuer

inipart it to these tittle tatlers. 1780 Mme. D'Arblay Z^/rtry

6 Dec, His lady—tittle-tattling, monotonous, and tiresome.

1^7 Smiles Life <y Labour 343 It is better even to have
a useless hobby than to be a tittle-tatler and a busybody.

Tittup (ti-typ), Ji^. I Chiefly (/m/. Also 8-9 tit-

up. [app. echoic, from the sound of the horsc*sfeet.]

1. A liorse's canter ; a hand-gallop ; also, a curvet.

1703 E. Ward Lond. S^y\i. U-jq6) 145 Citizens in Crowds
..all upon the Tittup, as if he who Rid not a Gallop was to

Forfeit his Horse. 1710 — Poet's Ramble 6 With Whip
and Spur, he might be beat-up, Into a Canterbury Tit-np.

s868 IlKOWNiNG Ring ^ Bk. iv. 322, 1 . . Had Ik-M his bridle,

walked his managed mule Without a tittup the procession

through. i88a Z(Tw:.G/(7«.,7VMfr»f/, a hand-gallop. From
the sound. Also called tit-np,

+ b. transf. A cantering horse. Obs.

1805 in Essex Herald a Apr. (1901) 8/2 Dianas also of the

Chase,. .some in riding nabit, mounted on titups, others..

in gigs. CX87S [Remembered in use in Westmorland!.



TITTUP.

2. An impudent or forward woman or girl; a

hussy, a minx. [Cf. Tit sl>.3 2.] dial.

176a D. Garrick Partner's Return fr. Land. 9 Some
Tittups I saw, and they maade me to stare I [1901 F. E.
Tavlor Folk-Speech S. Lane. (E.D.D.), Titly-ufs, also..

titty-haupSy a pert, forward girl]

3. As adv. With a tittup ; at a canter.

rti764 R. Llovd Poet. Wks. (1774) II. 8a Perhaps my
muse. .Which, slouching in the doggrel lay, Goes tittup all

her easy way.

4. On the tittup {dial.), in a state of excitement

;

mentally upset.

1906 IVeslm. Caz. 6 Oct. 2/2 He couldn't find it (the

wedding ring]. . . Everything was at a standstill, and we was
all on the titup.

i-Tittup, i*.2 Ohs. rare-K In 6 titup(p. [f.

vbl. phr. tit up, pull up, TiT ».l] The trigger of

a cross-bow.

1S36 Bei.lenden Boece's Cron. Scot. xl. x. (1541) 163/2

Als sone as ony man maid him to throw this apill out of

the hand of the image, the wrying of the saroyn drew all

the tituppis of the crosbowis [ed. 1585 quarrels of the crosse-

bowes] vp at anisj & schot at hym y' threw ye apill. long.

quam primum quispiam pomum manu tr.ictando loco etiam

paulum moueret : expedita; ballistarum chord^, catapultas

in tractantem ingenti vi emitterent.]

Tittup {xrivp), V. Also titup. [Goes with

TiTTDP i?.!] intr. To wallc or go with an up-and-

down movement ; to walk in an affected manner ;

to mince or prance in one's gait; of a horse or

other animal, to canter, gallop easily ; also, to

prance ; hence of a rider, or one driving a vehicle

;

of a boat, to toss with abrupt jerky movements.

178s in European Mag. (1786) IX. 176 Then tittup'd along

with a light mincing step. Little YofTer Van-Sploom—awell
known demi-rep. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons ff IK
xxxix, A hare that came tit-upping by me. 1852 R. S.

SuRTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour li, [He] saw the horsemen titt-

up-ing across a grass field. 1862 Thackeray Philip viii,

A magnificent horse dancing and tittuping. 1878 Steven-
son Inland Voy. 234 The Abstract Bagman tittups past in

his spring gig. 1881 E. Warren Laughing Eyes (1890) 26

The little dingy [a boat] titupped over the swell. 1904 A.
Griffiths 50 Yrs. Publ. Serv. 71, I can see him now
tit tupping over the heather on his fat grey pony.

Hence Ti'ttuping vbl. sb.

1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVI 1 1 . 300 The appropriate-

ness of the harmony itself sinks before the tittupnig of an
arpeggio bass. 1868 Mom. Star 30 Jan., For such luetic

cantering, such tit-tupping of Pegasus in a rhythmic
Rotten Row.
Tittuping (ti-t«p<i)),///. a. [f. prec. -1- -ing 2.]

That tittups; bouncing, cantering, prancing;

transf., rollicking, lively ; also, unsteady, rickety.

1796 Campaigns 1793-4 II. vii. 44 My pen glances off into

titupping strains. 1809 Theo. Jones Ifist. lireckn. II. 542
'Ihe poem concludes in such galloping tittuping rhymes as

almost compel the reader to forget the merits the .author

certainly possesses. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's xiii. The
' Dear me's ' and ' O laa's ' of the titupping misses, and the

oaths of the pantalooned or buckskinned beaux. 1895
Mrs. B. M. Croker Village Tales (1896) 76 They kept up
a steady tittuping canter, raising a cloud of dust,

Tittnpy (ti-tspi), a. colloq. [f. Tittup rf.l or

V, -h -Y.] Apt to tittup or tip up ; unsteady, shaky.

1798 Jane Austen Nort/tang. Abb. ix. Did you ever see

such a little tittuppy thing in your life? There is not a
sound piece of iron about it. 1865^ Miss A. Manning
Selvaggio 189 ' Shall we have a little sail ?

'
' Hum— I think

not. . . I think the Petrel a tituppy little thing '. 1881

Leicestersh. Gloss., Tittupy,zj^i. unsteady; shaky; ricketty:

often applied to furniture.

Titty' (ti'ti). Sc. colloq. Also tittle, [perh.

infantile pronunciation of sissie, sister ; ? associated

with Tit sb.i'\ A sister ; a young woman or girL

Cf. Kitty 1.

Tittle andhillie, sister and brother (cf. Billy' 3); hence

to be iittie-billie, to be closely associated as brother and
sister, or as brothers or sisters.

172s Kamsav Gentle Sheph. ill. ii. That clattern Madge,
my titty. X790 Burns Tain Glen i. My heart is a-hreaking,

dear Tittie 1 Some counsel unto me come len*. 1818 Scott
ttrt. Midi, v, ' Has she not a sister? ' 'In troth has she—
puir Jeanie Deans. .; she was here greeting a wee while syne

about her tittie '. 1823 Jamieson s. v., Tam's a great thief,

but Will's tittie-billie wi' him. 1896 J. Lumsden Poems 18

A band of billies And frisky titties.

Ti-tty'''. [dial, or infantile var. of Kitty 2.] A
kitten, a cat ;

pussy.

i8ai Clarf, Vill. Minslr., etc. (1823) I. 165 Now she wails

o'er Titty's bones With anguish deep. i8a8 Cranten Gloss.,

Tilly-puss^, a cat. c 1880 Northampt. Dial., Oh, mother,

mother 1 titty is drinking the milk.

Titty !. Also tetty, tittie. A dial, and nursery

dim. of Teat, the breast, esp. the mother's breast.

X746 Extnoor Courtship 376 (E.D.S.) Es wont ha' ma
Tetties a grabbled zo. 1825 [see Teat i a]. 1857 Dungli-
soN Med. Lex., Titty, mamma, nipple. [See Eng. Dial.

Diet. s. v.]

Tittymeg (ti-timeg). U.S. Also 8 titymagg,

9 tittameg, tickomeg ; attikimek, attihawiueg.

[From Amer. Indian : in Odjibway atikameg,

Menominee attaikummceg, Chippeway adikumaig:

see quot. 1851.] A whitefish of Canadian and

North American lakes, Corcgonus clupeifortnis.

1748 H. Ellis Hudson's Bay 185 Called by the French,

White Fish, but by the Indians and English, Titymagg.
1768 Wales in Phil, Trans. LX. 127 Fishermen up_ the

nver. .brought us down plenty of pyke, tnathoy, and titty-

meg: these two last being fish peculiar to this country

82

[Churchill River, Hudson's Bay]. i8si Sir J. Richardson
Arctic Search E.xped. xiv. II. 51 ' VVhite-fish ', to which the

Chippeways. .have given the figurative appellation of ' rein-

deer of the waters', Adikumaig. 1879 D'Anvers tr. 7.
Verne''s Fur Country (1890) 21 Countless legions of litta-

megs. 1905 A. Haggard Bond of Sympathy 120 Even
attikimek, the whitefish, this year can no longer be cap-

tured in nets.

Tittyry : see Tityrk-to.

Titnbaucy (ti-tiSbansi). rare. [ad. rare late

L. iihibantia, f. titubare to Titubate.] llie con-

dition of being titubant ; unsteadiness, tipsiness.

(This and allied words all more or less affected.)

x8oo Coleridge Let. to iV. Godwin 3 Mar., Not that

..I felt, after I quitted you, any unpleasantness ox titu.

bancy. 1829 T. L. Peacock Mis/ort. Etphin xi. That
amiable state of semi-intoxication which.. sets the tongue
..tripping, in the double sense of nimbleness and titubancy.

TilCTlbailt (ti'ti«bant), a. rare. [ad. L. tituhant-

em, pr. pple. oititubare to Titubate.] Staggering,

reeling, unsteady ; transf. and ^g. staitimering

;

rollicking, tijisy ; uncertain, hesitating, wavering.

1817 T. L. Peacock Melincourt y. Sir Oran's mode of

progression being very vacillating, indirect, and titubant.

\%^ Eraser's Mag.imW. 204 Dryden's. .frequenlly rollick-

ing and titubant progress through the jEneid. 1875
Anderida II. iii. 52 His tongue was as titubant as his gait.

1880 F. Hall Dr. Imloctus 61 Not the titubant, perplexed,

nerveless, and hide-bound English of half-educated, scruple-

mongering, provincial pedantry.

Hence Titubantly adv., in a titubant manner,

stammeringly.
i86j R. F. Burton City of Saints v. 317 The discourse

began slowly, word crept titubantly after word.

Tit'uba'te (ti-tirfb^it), v. rare. [f. L. iibubat-,

ppl. stem of titubare to stagger. (See note to

Titubancy.)]
1. intr. To stagger, reel, totter, stumble; to

rock, roll.

IS7S Laneham Let. (1871) 24 His mare in hiz manage did

a littl so titubate, that mooch a doo had hiz manhod to sit

in his sadl, & too scape the foyi of a fall. 1715 tr. Gregory's

Astron. 1.(1726) I. i4p At least it [the Sun] ought to titubate

or reel as it were, being sometimes attracted more this way,

sometimes more that way, according as more Planets happen

to come together on the same side. 1854 Badham Halieut.

530 As neither servants nor links were allowed, it was
unpleasant to go titubating home in the dark. 1879

Webster Suppl., Titubate, to rock, or roll, as a curved body
on a plane.

2. fig. To stammer ; to falter in spe.iking.

[Cf. Ovid. A.A.i. 598 titubat lingu.T.)

1623 CocKERAM, Titubate, to stammer in speaking. 1656

'^is^utiT Glossogr., Titubate,.. Xi-f metaphor to stutter or

stammer in speaking. 1820 L. Hunt Indicator No. 53

(1822) II. 6 His voice a little titubating with wine.

Hence Ti'tubating///. a.

1653 Waterhouse Apol. Learn, 29 But what Ijecame of

this tituljating .. mountain of snow? 1899 Allbntt's Syst.

Med. VII. 87 A titubating gait.

Titnbation (titi?5U?i-j3n). rare. [ad. L. titttbd-

tion-em, 11. of action f. titubare to Titubate. So F.

titnbation (i6th c. in Godef. Co»tpl.).'\ The ac-

tion of titubating ; staggering, reeling, tottering
;

unsteadiness in gait or carriage, spec, in Path. ; fig.

faltering, suspense, [lerplexity, embarrassment; also,

t staminering, stuttering {obs.).

1641 R. Dey Ttuo Looks ai<er Lincolne 32 pentle Reader,

to avoyd tituhations, correct these errors with a jien. 1650

S. Clarke Ecct. Hist., Lives Fathers (1654) J90 He went

on [with his Lecture] without the least, .hesitation in his

voice, or titnbation of his tongue. 17x0 W. Hume Sacred
Succession 2S8 Stretches, or muttenngs, or tituhations of

charity are not to be argued from. 1849 Blacktv. Mag.
LXVI. 106 To follow the tituhations of Herr G 's magic
wand, which, in its uncertain route, would skip from Europe
to Africa and back again. X9X0 Edin. Rev. Apr. 442 The
aimless and besotted tituhations of a drunkard.

II TitnladO (titala-do), f*. Obs. [Six, pa. pple.

of titttlar to title ; = L. titulattts.']

1. A titled .Spaniard or Portuguese ; a man of title.

X609TUVILL Vade-mecum (1629) 16 Such as the puffe-past

Tituladoe's of these our times, x622 Mabbk tr. Ateman's
Guzman d'Alf. 1. 11. v. 138 Any Knight or TituLido. x6s9
Rushw. Hist. Colt. I. 77 Attended and served with

Grandees and Tituladoes. 1751 Affcctiti^ Narr. of Wager
143 Accompanied by no less than a Brasilian Titulado.

2. A thing that has only a nominal existence.

1659 Ant. Land-Mark betw. Prince tf People rs Meet
Tituladoes, Shaddows, or aiery Notions. X679 V. Alsop
Melius Inquir. II. 310 Whilst they deck his Atchieyements

with Titulado's, useless and cumbersome Regalities,.. for

thus it h.is been ever the way of Church-men to sell shadows

for substances.

Hence fTitula'do v. Obs., trans, to title, entitle;

to decorate with a grandiose title.

1663 Elagellum or 0. Cromwell (1672) 84 Cromwel was.,

tituladoed with the Style of Lord Governor of Ireland.

Titular (ti-tialii), «. and sb. [ad. L. type

^tituldr-is, i. titul-us Title: see -aeI. Cf. F.

titulaire (16th c.).]

A. adj. 1. That exists or is such only in title or

name, as distinct from real or culual; holding or

bearing a title without exercising the functions im-

plied by it ; nominal, so-styled. (Cf. Nujiinal a. 4.)

Titular bishop, in R. C. Ch., a bishop deriving his title

from an ancient see lost to the control of the Roman ponti-

ficate : cf. quot. 1885.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xli. | 2. 145 After hee h.id

eaioyed a Titular Soueraignty only eighty dayes. x6x2

TITULAR.

BRFRF.wooD/,tf»jC. <^^tf//^. xvi. (1614) 133 Euer since then..

the Church of Rome, hath, and doth still create successiuely,

imaginary or titular Patriarchs (without iurisdiction) of

Constantinople, Antiochia, lerusalcm, and Alexandria. 1640

YoRKE Union I/on. 22 Hee was invested tituler King of

Sicile and Apulia. 176J-71 H. Wai.iole Vertuc^s Anccti.

Paint. {1786) 1. 58 Her mother the titular queen of

Naples and Jerusalem. 1856 Fkoudk Hist. Eng. (1858) II.

viii. 247 Nothing remained of Strongbow's conquests save

the shadow of a titular sovereignty. 1885 Catlwlic Did.
797 His Holine.ss Leo XHI has. .by a recent decision sub-

stituted the phrase ' I'itular Bishop ' for ' Bishop in Partlbus

Infidetium'. 1907 Q. Rev.\a.x\. loo His titular successors

never once visited their confiscated diocese. r

b. With limiting words, as bitt^ mere{Iy, only,

expressing entire absence of the reality.

1501 G. Fletchkr Rttsse Connmv. (Hakl. Sec) 44 Th^V
are but men of a titular dignitie,. .of no power, authoritie,

nor credit. 1681-6 ). Scott Chr. Life (1747) HL 36 To
convince us that he is not a mere titular Deity. x868 Fkke-
MAN Norm. Cong. (1877) II. vii. 49 Recent events have
abolished even the titular position of the city as the see of

a Pishop.

2. Of, pertaining to, consisting of, or denoted

by a title of dignity ; also, having a title of rank,

titled ; bearing, or conferring, the appropriate title.

1611 Si-KEU Theat. Gt. Brit. (1614) Pref., Armas of the

titular nobles. 1623 Hexam Tongue-Combat 50 You find

e

them without traine, or ix>mpe, or titular vanities. 1669
Penn {title) No Cross, no Crown; or several sober Reasons
against Hat-Honour, Titular Respects, You to a Single

Person, with the Apparel and Recreations of the Times.

01704 T. Brown Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 97 A vain

pride of birth and titular dignity. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
(1876) 1. vii. 103 So far as concerns official and titular rank
[he] was one of the chief of the Czar's subjects.

3. Of or pertaining to a title or name; of the

nature of or constituting a title (in various senses).

Titular character^ title-role,

1656 Eakl \Aowa..Xx. Boccaiini^ Pol. Touchstone (1674)

269 Upon such a titular occasion as this. >659 Pearson
Creed (1^2^) 292 By the propriety of the punishment, and
the titular inscription, we know what crime was then

objected to the immaculate Lamb. 1771 Luckombh Hist.

Print. 390 They set the first line of a Titular Summary all

in Capitals. 1889 Daily Ne^vs 7 June 2/3 Madame Gargano
iu the titular character appeared to far better advantage
than in ' II Barbiere '.

4. From whom or which a title or name is taken

;

spec, noting the parish churches of Rome from

which the titles of the cardinals are derived (see

TiTLR sb. 9) ; hence transf. of a cardinaL
1664 Fuller Triana ^- Paduana. in Wounded Consc. etc.

(1867) 185 As for Bondi,in a large oration he expres-sed his

thankfulness before the company to his titular Saint, a x666

Lassels Vcy. Italy (1670) II. 162 [The church of St. I^w-
rence] is one of the five Patriarchal Churches, and therefore

not titular of any Cardinal. 1706 tr. Diifin's Eccl. Hist.

16th C. II. V. 93 There are five Patriarchal Churches in

Rome, Twenty-eight Titular ones, and Eighteen Diaconal
ones. 1745 BuTLKR Lives Saints n May (1759I V, 199 He
[St. Cataldusl is titular saint of the cathedral (TarentumJ.

1854 Cdl. Wiseman Fabiola (1855) 141 The cardinals, or

titular priests, received instructions about the administration

of sacraments.. during the persecution.

B. sb. 1. Sc, Law. In full titular of ihe ieinds

{tithes) : a layman who became possessed of the

title to the tithes of an ecclesiastical benefice at or

after the Reformation; a lord of erection.

1613 Earl WiGTON Let. in Hunter Biggar^ Ho. Fleming
xxvi. (1862) 337 Purchessing the Titular's consent to the

samin did stand me at no less rate than ten thousand poundis

Scotti.s. 1630 Keg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1634. 13/2 Johnne lord

Halyruidhous, titular of the personage teyudis of the

narochin. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 398 Every
land-holder may buy up the tiends affecting his estate at

a specific price from the titular, who now holds them, 1838

W. Bell Diet. Law Scot, s, v. Teinds, At the Reformation,

the King.. created the monasteries and priories into tem-

poral lordships, the grantees to which were styled Ix)rds of

Erection, or Titulars of the Tithes. 1845 M«Culixx;h
Taxation 11. iv. (1852) 191 The tithes in possession of the

titulars or lay impropriators were more rigorously exacted

than they had ever been by the clergy. 1894 J. Russell
Keminisc. Varro-w ix. 219 The Deans of the Chapel Royal,

under the Crown, are the titulars of the tiends.

2. One who holds a title to an office, benefice,

or possession, irresj^ctive of the functions, duties,

or rights attaching to it ; spec, a cleric who bears

a title (Title sb. 8) whether he performs the duties

or not ; esp. short for titular bishop.

1620 Brent tr. SarfCs Counc. Trent s\. 560 The Titular of

PhiLidelphia, though a Dutch-man, said, that to deny it.

.

was dangerous, and pernicious to grant it. i68s T. Flatman
Heraclitus Kidens No. 66 (1713) II. 159 The whiflling

Titular of Nova Scotia pretends to say something against

our Veracity. i8a6 Southey Viftd. Eccl. Angl. 204 The
candid and urbane Titular says that the poet ought to be

dragged down to the solid ground of authentic documents.

1885 Pall Mall G. 31 Dec. (Cassell), The small advocate

who has become tlie titular of a portfolio.

b. transf. One who has a title or api>ellation of

some kind.
1824 Landor Imc^. Conv.^ H^asAington ^ FrnnilimWks.

1846 I. 125/1 Gaming is the vice of those nations .. which
unite the worst qualities of both conditions [barl»arous and
civilized] ; as for example, the rags and lace of Naples, its

lazzaroni and other titulars. 1846 /Sid., Fmp. China ^
Tsing'TiW. 117/1 He employed a humbler obst;rver, known
. .by the more ordinary apiJellation of Spy^ though the titu-

lar is never gazetted. 1828 P. Cunningham M .S". Wales
(ed. 3) II. 115 If he inquires his way through Sydney of one

of our titulars [a convict with a mark or badge], (evendeco-



TITULABITY.

rated with a C. B. appendage), he runs a risk of having his I

IMjcket picked.

3. One who Iwars a title of rank; a titled person.
|

I7S7 //<ra/i/No. 8 (1758) 1. 126 No titular among them

will accept.. an employment heneath that of ambassador.

1819 l,\Ni)OR Imag. Cdik'., Petit f, Ld. Pcterb. Wks. 1846

I. S"/» A" tili'lars else must be produced by others! a

knight by a knight, a peer by a king, while a gentleman is

self-existent.

4. K.C.Ch. (See qnot. 18S5.)

1621 Br. MouNTACu Diatritx •iffi They now, and the

Pagans then, did vse to bestow iheni vpon the Saint and

deity Tutelar and titul.ar of the place. 1885 Cath. Dict^

Palron ami Titular 0/church, place, ffC. .The titul.-<r is a

wider term comprehending the persons of the Trinity,

mysteries {e.g. Corpus Christi), and saints; the palron of a

church cm only be a saint or an angel... The least of the

principal titular or patron is a double of the first class with

an octave.

Titularity (titi<7Iseriti). rare. [f. prec. +
-ITT.] The quality or state of being titular, or

merely titular.

1646 Si« T. Urowne Pseud. £/». vii. xvi. 374 Julius Augustus
and Tiberius with great humility or p»jpul.-vity refused the

name of Impcrator: but their Successore have challenged

that title, and rttaine the same even in its titulaiity. 1777
H. Walpole Let. to fifaun 15 May, Your new Prince of

Na-ssau is perfectly ridiculous—a real peer of England [Earl

Cowpcr] to tumble down to a tinsel titularity.

Titnlarly (titiiiflaili), ailv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2.]

In rcsiicct of title, name, or style ; in or by title or

name ; «/. in name only, nominally.
i6s5 Bp. Mouhtagu ^^//. Cxsar ii. iu 116 A Generall

Councell : not titularly so, as the Conventicle of Trent; but

plenarily true, tenerall, and lawfull. 164a J. ^Lkxoh Honeys,
free Justif. 309 That we arc not imaginarily counted, and
titularly called righteous. 1700 Asruv Ir. Sa^tredra-

FaxarJo 1. 20 What else, .rendred the Empcrour Charles

really threat, as well as titularly so7 1853 Landok imag.
CoHv. Wks. 1876 VI. 566 England is titularly a kingdom.

1905 TimeSt Lit. Sufifi. 15 iJec. 440/2 Wilkes wa.s_ court-

martialled for wearing a captain's uniform while titularly

only a lieutenant.

b. 15y way of hercdit.iry title (of rank), rare.

1756 C Lucas Ess. l^'alers III. Ded., You greatly dis-

dain to rely on honors titularly transmitted.

ntolary (ti-tijlflari),*o. (j*.) Now rare. [f.

L. liiulusTiTLK + -ARY 1.]

1. - Titular a. i, i b.

1606 G. W[ooococke) Lives Emperors in Hist. Ivstimt

LI ij. The first action that Adulphus count of Nassau tilu-

larie Emperor vndertookc. 1617 Moryson ///«. II. 93 The
titutaty Eorle of Desmond could never after draw too men
together. 1797 Earl Malmesburv Diaries 4 <-'orr. III.

386 The title of King of France..was merely titulary.

M»~^Sckajff*s Etuycl. Retig. Kntrwi. 1. 157 Ste|>tian Evadi
flmimiiii . . was titulary archbishop of Apaniaea in Syria.

2. = Titular a. i.

1603 H. Crossk Verities Comnnv. (1878) ai What is all

this worlds pompe, or titulary preferments, if not atchieued
by Vertuc? I7ai Strype Eccl. Mrm. I. ii. 35 The King
seemed to boaot mucb of this titulary honour bestowed
upon him fo idennihr by the Pope and Cardinals. 1804
EtJtiEMiA DC Acton Ttsle witJiout Title II. 129 If any man
values a titulary distinction.

t3. = Titular o. 3. Obi.
at6x8 Raleigh in Gulch Colt. Cur. I. 8g To embrace a

vain and titulary conceit of land ^continuing a name, inti-

matetli Pai;anism rather then Christianity. 1647 N. Bacon
Diu. Ccn^t. Eng. 1. xxxvii. (1739) 56 The tri.-il by Battle.,
was in criminal matters with sharp Weapons ; tnit in litu.

laiy matters with blunt Weapons.

t4. ^ Titular a. 4. Ol'S.

s464 Fuller Triann in IVoumtett Cotue., etc. (1867) 189
You..li.ive abused your titulary Saint, by pretending bis

relics the immediate cause of your restored sight.

B. ib. a. One who holds a title to something

;

•> Titular ib. 2. b. One who bears a title of rank ;

«! Titular si. 3.

I7s6 AVLIPFK ParereoH 190 Persons . . deputed for the
Celebration of these Masses.. were neither Titularies, nor
perpetu.-il Curates ; but Persons entirely cunductitious.

179a State Papers in Auh. Keg. 257 False titularies desti-

tute of all canonical appointment. 1814 Lanuok Imag.
Com., Alfieri n SatomoH Wks. 1846 I. 188/2 Tlicir . . inllu-

cncc, ana.. character place them. .above the lituhuies of
our country, be the rank what it may.

Tltulate, -ation, obs. erron. ff. Titillatb, etc.

Titulation. [Cf. Titulk v.\ = Intitulation.
s868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. vu 3^8 Those who pass

this examination might have any titulation which it ought
be thought expedient to give them.

Titule, J*., rare variant of Title s6.

Titnle (titi«l), v. [f. L. lituUre to title : cf.

Intitulk.] Occaiiional variant of TiTUs v., esp. in

pa. pple. or ppl. adj. Ti taled.
Inquot. 1569 app. To set down in writing ; cf. Title v. t.

ij6a Aaf. Parker Let, to Sir IK Cecil 3 J unc ( Lansil. MS.
It, If. 128), Onys at the re(|uest of iny I., of leycestre,..!
tituled to hym my ph.vil.isie, from the w<* I do not moche
dis;t;;re at this tyme. 158S Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China
»77 He asked . . wliat those letters did sicnific that were tituled

ooet bis bead. 1591 Nashe I'roguoil. Wks. (Grosart) 1 1. 155
Diiaen seife conceited fooles..tituling tbemselues by the
namescfMartinisles. 1635 Hevwoou ///VrarcA. vii. 463 This
is tituled by the name ofPrincipate. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.
IL ii. S 107 A great Council (for so it is tituled) was held at
Bccanceld by Withred, King of Kent. 1894 Daily News
16 June 6/1 The foreign favouritism which was tituled one
of the most real and serious grievances of those times.

Tltulep.obs.f.TiTTLERj^.i Titup: see Tittup.
Tit-warbler : see Trr sb.^ 3 c.

tTityre-ta(ti'tir<;,tM-,-iiti»). Obi. AlsoTiUre-
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Tu, Tytire tu, Tytere-tu, Tittery tu, tittyry.

[Krom L. 'Jllyre ti'i, the first words of Virgil's first

eclogtie, ' Tityre, tu pattilx recubans sub tegmine

fagi , adopted as a designation.]

One of an association of well-to-do ' roughs' who
infested London streets in the 17th c.

The name ' meant to imply that these blades were men of

leisure and fortune, who ** lay at ease under their patrimo-

nial beech trees " * (Brewer Readers Hattdhk.\

i6a3 J. Chambfrlain Let. to Sir D. Carleton 6 Dec, in

Crt. fi Times Jos. I (184B) II. 438 There is a crew or knot

of such people, .who. .have made an association, and taken

cert.iin oaths and orders devised among them selves ; .

.

having certain nicknames, as Tityre-tu, and such like, for

their several fraternities. 1630 J. Taylor (W.-iter P.) Nmy
Land Skips\JV.^ I. 77/2 Roaring boyes, and Rough-hewd
Tittery lues. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Nczv^Veares Gift to

Sir S. Steward, No ncwes of navies burnt at seas ; No
noise of late spawn'd tittyries. 1693 Southkrne Maid^s
Last Prayer 11. ii, I remember your Dammee-Boyes, your

Swashes, your Tuquo<|ues and your Titire-Tues. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. liL I. 361 note. It may be suspected

that some of the Tityre Tus, like good cavaliers, broke

Milton's windows shortly after the Restoration.

TityrUS(titiri%). Myth. [L. 7T/^r«.r, name of

a shepherd, a. Gr. TiVtipos, said to be Doric for

ffarti/ws satyr.] A fictitious monster supposed to

be bred lietween a sheep and a goat.

1610 Guillim Heraldry HI. xxv. (1660) 255 I>ike as the

Tytirus is ingendred between a Sheep and a Buck Goat, as

Upton noteth. 1710 W. King Heathen Goiis
9f^

Heroes
xxvii. (1722) 134 Several cruel Daemons, Satyrs, Sileni and

bigenerous beast, of unkindly procreation, engendered

between a goat and a ram, like IheTilynis, the offspring of

a sheep and goat, as noted by Upton.)

Tiver (ti'vsj), sb. dial, [mod., app. repr. OE.
tiafor (tiapor), glossing 'minium' (red lead);

in form — OHG. zoubur, Ger. zauber, ON. tau/r,

secret or magic writing, charm, talisman, sorcery

:

see Pauls Grutidrisz (ed. 2) 251.] A red colouring

matter : see quots. Hence IlTor v. dial., traHS.

to mark or colour with tiver.

C<:?7S Sax. Leech,!. II. 56 Do levies ^ hwile to & meng
swa ^u dest teapor. n iioo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Widcker 3r4/2i

AfiniuM, tKxfoT. <i taooM/./. 541/11 Vl/iniaw, teapor. laoo-

izag Peri Didaxeou in Sax. Leeckd. III. 88 Eft nim hdsar

^ teafur & galpani ol*res healfes pani^e whit.l 179a Geiitl.

Mag. LXfl. 521 Strayed sheep .. livcred between the

shoulders and across the loins, a i8as Forby Voc. E. Anglia,

Tiver, a composition of whit.h tar is the principal ip-

ETcdient, to colour and preserve boards exposed to the air.

1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. Gloss. (E.D.D.), Teen or Tiver

(Sun.), red ochre for marking sheep. 1887 Kentish Gloss.,

Tiver. 180S E. Anglia Gloss, s. v., The sheep are tivered

across the loins.

TiTOli (livfHi). [Said to be from TivoU, a

town near Kome.] A g.ime resembling bagatelle,

played on a sloping board or table set with upright

pins and hoops, by which the ball shot from a side

alley against the curved top of the table is deflected

into numbered compartments at the other end.

Tivy (ti'vi), int. and v. rare. [See Tantivy.]

a. int. = Tantivy D. b. vb. = Tantivy ». i.

S669 Dryden Tyrannic Lcrve iv. i. In the_ bright moon-
shine while winds whistle loud, Tivy, tivy, tivy, we mount
and we fly. 1719 (see Tantivy DJ. it^t Tail's Mag.W.
528 Thence tivy d llicy all, with speed of a sledge, And
buried them deep in the h.izcl hedge.

Tiweeday, Tiwrill, obs. ff. Toksdat, Tkwel.

+ Tixell, obs. form of Thixel dial.

iS4< Richmond lyUit (Surtees) 33 Item a tixell and a
cliysell iiij*/.

Tixt, tixte, obs. forms of Tkxt.

II Ti«a (t'za). Mill. [a. Quichua (Peruvian) /"/m

to card wool ; from its fibrous appearance (Webster,

191 1).] Ulexite or hayesine.

186s Page HamiH. Ceol. Terms (ed. 2), Tiza, the name
by which Ijorate of lime {Hayesine) is ctlled in southern

Peru, where it occurs on the dry plains or Salinas in the

neighbourhood of Iquique in white reniform masses. 1868

Dana tifin. 599 Ulexite. .occurs. .m the province of Tara*

paca (where It is called tius).

Tizanne, oIjs. var. Ptisan, barley-w.itcr, etc.

TJzwin, var.TiswiN. Tizziok, obs. f. Phthisic.

Tia«y(ti"zi). slang. AlsotizBey,ti3sey. [Origin

obscure.] A sixpenny-piece.

1804 J. CoLUHi .Scripserap. 156 So I gets aTiizy for to

let them alone. 1809 in Spirit Pui. Jrnls. Xlll. iigThat
a lizzey be given out of the cor^wrate funds in support of said

Colonel Waddle. l8»9 Sporting iltag. XXIV. i6i The.,

rustics, who had ventured their few tlsseys and l>obs uijon

Iheir Scjuirc's famous horse. 183S Hooo I'ead Robiciy

viii, Just show me, if you can, A doctor's—if you want to

earn a tizzy 1 looi Longm. Mag. Oct. ^71 A man reads, at

a ' tizzy ', what he bad not read when priced at twelve times

the humble tanner.

II
Tjalk (tyalk). [Du. and LG. tjalk, a kind of

ship, a. WFris. tsjalk (tfalk), according to Franck,

perh. dim. of *tjal for kjal = OE. cM Keel.] A
kind of Dutch ship or sailing boat.

1889 Dlachaioods Afag. Aug. 183 Haifa dozen big tjalks

laden with peat. 1907 Outlook 16 Mar. 341/2 The quiet

ripple under the bows of tjalks—those large, useful, pic-

turesque craft favoured by Dutch designers—sailing across

the wulc Friesland Meets.

T-joint : see T 3.

TO.

II Tmema (tmrma). PI. -ata. [a. Gr. t^3m«
a part cut off, a section.] A segment, a section.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1900 IJ. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms,
Tmema.., a cell ruptured in setting free a Mossgennna
(Correns),

II Tmesis (tmfsis). Gram, and !\hel. (Also 6
timesis.) [a. Gr. t>j§cti! a cutting, from verbal

ablaut series Tfin-, to/i-, r/t- to cut.] The separa-

tion of the elements of a compound word by the

interposition of another word or words.
(Often a reversion to the earlier uncompounded structure.)

1586 Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625)83 Timesis or Diacope,
a diuision of a word compound into two parts, a.s, What
might be soeuer vnto a man pleasing, . . for, whatsoeuer
might be, etc. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), Tmesis,, .a figure of

Prosody, wherein a compounded word is, as it were, cut
asunder, and divided into two parts by some other word
which Ls interposed, as Septem Suhjccta Trioni, for Sub-
jecta Septemtrioni. 1844 Proc. I*hitol. Soc. I. 265 "I'hough

the constituent parts of compound terms may be disjoined

by tmesis, the elements of truly simple words never are.

1889 Atkenxum 2j Mar, 373/1 Forglvethe quaint tmesis

of his opening line :—How bright the chit and chat I

fTme'tic, a. Med. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr.r/tijrtK-os

cutting, f. TiitiTus cut : cf. prec] Cutting ; loosen-

ing, resolving.

1661 LovELL Hist. Anim. ^ Min. 87 Antepilcpticks,

having a tmetick, or tnciding faculty.

To, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: a. {Sc. and «.

dial.) 4-6 ta, 5 taa, .s (8-9 &.) tae, 9 teae ; 9
«. dial, tea, teea. h. 4-7 to, 5 too, 7 toe.

[ME. td, IS, shortenetl form of tan, ton Tone a.,

when standing before a sb. (orig. only before a

consonant). For history see Tone a., and cf. 0,

00, a, ae, shortened forms of One a.]

a. The collocation the ta, the to, properly that

a, that {thet) 0, ' the one ', as opposed to the lather

= that other, ' the other '.

a. a 1340 HAMPOLF./'ja//£rIvii.4Thesnaketh.it ft.stis the ta

ere til the erth, and the tothere stoppis with hire taile. 1387
Charters, ^. Etiinb. (1871) 35 Betwene worthy men and
nobyl..on the ta half, and. .masounys on the tothir half.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3978 I>i semble o |>e taa syde & myne
on \fK tothire. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 181 J>er war a hate

oven on J>e ta side me, & |»e shapp of hym on Jjat other

partie. 1313 Douglas Mneis x. vii. 175 Pallas on the ta

part .. Lawsus resistis on that vthir syde. 1721 Ramsay
Horace to Virgil 10 Bring hame the tae haflf o' my saul.

i8a6J. Wilson Noct. Amlv. Wks. 1855 1. 128 Up with the

tae side, down with the tither.

e. c 1330 R. Bhunne ChroH. (1810) 176 pe to kyng & he
tober assailed it so hard. X4a3 Rolls of Parlt. IV'. 256/2

That the too half be forfet to the. . Kyng and the lolher half

to hym. c 14*5 Sez'en Sag. (P.) 3270 That to [error for thai o

or the to] raven was ful holde. 1495 Trevisa's Barlh. De
P. R. xviii. ix. (W. de W.), He hath tweyne heedys, one
in the to [Bodl. MS. bat one] ende and a nother in the

tother ende. 1609 W. M. Man in Afoone (1849) 18 Trades-

men treade on the to side of the way. 164a Rogers iViia-

man 193 The Angell gave him a bunch on the to-side.

b. Used without the after a poss. pron. (or case),

as in his to eye, his one eye, the one of his eyes.

1513 Douglas yff«. iv. ix. 91 "The quene..Hir ta fut hair,

t o. In phr. a to-side, on one side. Obs.

l6al Holland Pliny viii. xxiv. 208 Turning his head a to-

side. 1606 Choice, Chance, etc. (1881) 70 Lookes a toside, and
swears at euery word. 1609 Holland Amm. Afartell.-^

Winding atoe side and going crosse. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr.

1. 139 Then Christian slept a litlle'a to side to his Fellow

Holieful. 1684 Ibid. II. 67 He railed you a toside.

In part of northern England where the regularly becomes

//, ta, f (as ia/ells, fmeaster, t'tiltcroop caw fudder, t'aud
lad), to, tone, tother stand for t'o, t'one, t'other, i. e. the o,

the one, the otiier; so in colhxi. Eng. more widely, t'one or

t'other, (other man, t'other day; hence it is possible that

a-toside represents on-th'o-side; the northern ME. was

ohe taa sieu, mod. Sc o{n) the tae side.

t To, V. Obs. Also e, too
;
pa. t. 4-5 to, pa. pple.

4-5 ton, 6 tone. The ME. apocopate northern

forms Id, tan for Take, taken, with the a rounded

in north midland speech, or transliterated by mid-

land or southern writers to tS, tSn ; in the pa. t.

to w.ts apocopated from the original tic.

All the rimed examples of the pres. and pa. pple. rime

with words having a in northern di.tlect ; in earlier instances

the change of rt ioo w.is mostly scrib.il ; but in late Sc. it

was mostly the work of the author anglicizing his native a
to D on the analogy of sH, sd, ban, bdnc, etc.

13.. Cursor At. 16454 (Cott.) Quen |<ai be fine gold

forsoke. And to \v.r. toke] ))am to jje lede. CIMO Sir

Tristr. 047 I'e truage was com to to [rimes so, po. go]

Moraunt, \k noble knijt. Ibid. 1484 His long hat> he ton

[rime nek bon] And schorn of bi \>e rote. Ibid. 2112 pen

sail his rewel eft furth be ton [rime gon]. c 1435 .Seven Sag.

(P.) 1432 To spekc fayre he to hcde. c 1440 Bone Flor. 887

And Awdegone bur cowncelde soo Oon of thes lordys for to

too. 1500-ao I^UNBAR Poems xlvi. 102 That hcnochtin
the feindis net be tone \rime allone].

To (t«, t«, tu, tu, ta), frep., conj., adv. [OE.

Ii, in form= OFris., OS. lo (MDu., Du. toe, MLG.,
LG. ti, to), OHG. z9, zuo, zua, MHG. ztto,

Ger. zu ;-OTeut. *tS .idv. ; beside which OTeut.

had *//, OFris., OS. ti, te (Fris., MDu., Du.,

MLG., LG. te), OHG. za, ze, zi (MHG. ze) ^rep.

OTeut. *td and *ti (? td) unite in a pre-Teut. do, de,

cognate with OSl. and Olr. do, Lith. da- prefix,

Gr. -Sf, L. -do suffix. Gothic used only the form

du, and ON. substituted til. Till. In prehistoric

OE. the prep, was already levelled with the adv. in
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the form to {/Ot io), as in Ger. both are now zu.

But while tS adv., retaining its stress, came at last

to be written too [\u), the prep., being usually

stressless, remained as to (t/X, tit, to), and in

dialectal specimens is now often written ia, iae,

teky tiy iu (meaning ta, te, ta), some of which
forms are occasional also in earlier writing. (In

some northern dialects (te) develops before a

vowel into tev^ Hv.)

Exceptional and dialectal forms. (Chiefly with

inf., where also before a vowel it was formerly often

reduced to / or /', as in tamend^ fenjoy : see T' V)
a 117s Tu (see A. i]. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 5 pat is te

cumeri a domes dai. a 1225 St, Marfier. ig Hcdemde
hiretetleaSe. 13.. Cursor M, 14913 {Gutt.) For fast it draus
te J>e nede. c 1380 Wyci.iF Scl. IVks, III. 433 To \v. r. te]

kepe Cristis reltgioun. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3156 That comest
so slyghly for tespye. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I.

541 Mony ratche ta ryn under the ryss. 1583 T. Washing-
ton tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. vi, The Ambassadour. .returning

too his Gailies. xSza W. Tennant Thane of Fife i. z

Euterpe, aidant come, t'adorn my song. 1894 *1an
Maclaren' Bonnie Drier Bush v. (1895) 181 It only
' threatened tae be weet '. 1896 R. Reid in N, York Scot,

Amer. Oct., Aff tae the muirs.]

A. prep, (in ordinary use, before a sb.)

The OE. prep. M normally ' governed ' or was followed by
the dative case, sometimes, idiomatically, by the genitive

or the instrumental (esp. in tdPxs and to Py), rarely by the
accusative. In later Middle and in mod.Eng., io is followed

by the ordinary ' objective ' case, which in sbs. is formally
identical with the nominative, and in pronouns is thedative-
accusalive, //«, /«'w/, etc. In Middle and mod.Eng. to not
only represents the OE. preposition, but also takes the place

of the OE. inflected dative case. Even in OE. the simple
dative was often reinforced by /t/, or (what came to the same
thing) was supplanted by td and its case. This was very
frequent in late OE., and (helped no doubt by the example
of French, which had similarly substituted the construction
with d (L. ad) for the L. dative) became universal in ME.,
the simple dative remaining only in pronouns and substan-
tives as the indirect or remoter object, known by its position
before the direct object (as in 'give me the book ', 'tell John
the news *). lioth with pronouns and sbs., the prepositional

construction may, and in some cases must, be used (e.g. *give
the book to me', 'tell it to John'). In OE. many verbs
'governed 'or took a dative object; with the loss of the
dative inflexion, this case could no longer be distinguished
from the accusative, and such verbs are now treated as
ordinary transitive vbs. governing the objective (e.g. sio

heord folgaS dxm wordum & 3£en» oeawum 3a;s hirdes, ' the
herd follows the words and the thews [customs] of the
shepherd ').

The senses and uses of to may be arranged in various
ways, every way having its peculiar difficulties owing to
cross-currents of history and usage. OE. and the West
Germanic Languages had two prepositions with the sense of
modern to^ viz. t<f and d9i the second of these always
expressed motion reaching its object ; it is therefore prob-
able that td had originally the sense of * direction towards ',

without any implication of reaching; and in a truly historical

account of the word, it would perh. be necessary to start with
the two main divisions of toward ' and ' actually to '. But
even in the earliest written OE. this distinction had, so far

as concerns td^ faded away, and in the various transferred
and later senses it could not be successfully carried out.

Even the later distinction between tozs a preposition imply-
ing motion, and to representing the dative inflexion, can,

from the falling together of these notions, only be partially

exhibited! The arrangement here followed is thus largely
tentative and practical, and not in every case historical.

I. Expressing a spatial or local relation.

1, Expressing motion directed towards and reach-

ing : governing a sb. denoting the place, thing, or

person approached and reached. The opposite of

From. Also with adv. prefixed, as away, down,
out, up, etc.

Sometimes preceding another preposition (ofposition) : see
quol. c 1300, and cf. From 15 b.

Beo^vulf(Z.) 2010 Ic Sa:r fur3um cwom,to5amhring-sele.
f 893 K. Alfred Oros, v. xt. § 4 Mon Ixdde Aristobolus to
Rome gebundenne.^ 1154 O, E. Ckron, an. 1132 (Laud MS.)
Dis^earcom Henri king to his land. ^1175 Cott, Honu
229 He com tu us. c 1300 Cursor M, 217^2 (Edin.) Out of
Jre bridil he [^e nailis] lachte And to biscide }>e croz |mim
la5te. <:i386 Chaucer C. T. Prol. 16 And specially from
euery shires ende Of Engelond to Caunturbury they wende.
C1489 Caxton Blanchardyn liv.211 The beautifuU Queene
was royally led to and from the Church. 1583 Stuubes
Anat. Aims. 11. (1882) 27 When the poore man might turne
out a cow, or two., to the commons. i6xx Bible 2 Kznu^sxv,
29 [He] caried them captiue to Assyria. x8o2 Mar. Edge-
worth Tt/irra/ T. (1816) I. i. 2 Forester was sent to Edin-
burgh. 1904 F. C. Kitton Dickens Country 63 Dickens
returned to London. Mod, He has removed to near Rugby.
Take this child to his mother's house. Come here to me,

b. In figurative expressions of motion ; the

following sb. denoting (a) a state or condition
attained, or {b) a thing or person reached by some
action figured as movement.
c^SO.E. Chron. an. 871, l>a feng Alfred.. to Wesseaxna

rice. c8(?7 K. i^LFRED Gregory's Past. C. xiv. 300 Hie
3onne astisa3 to Godes anlicnesse. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 27
Hit bine ti3 to t?an bittre de3e. cxzoo Ormin 11219 ^e
biginneht>..Att Abraham, & reccnetjli a^j Dunnwarrd fra
mann to manne. ^1^49 Pecock Repr, in. iv. (Rolls) 293 If
thou wolte entre to Hjf, kepe the comaundementis, 1535 J.
Proctor Hist, Wyafs Reb, 64 Nowe to retourne to Wyat,
i6as Laud Wks. (1847) I. 95 When he came to the crown.
X766 GoLDSM. Vic. W, xviii, To reclaim a lost child to virtue.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 216 The only debate of
which any account has come down to us. 1905 M. Hume
Span. It^. on Eng. Lit. 97 To trace liow the germ of the
stories came to Spain, Mod. Do not let it run to seed.

c. Elliptical uses, {a) with ellipsis oKgo or other

verb of motion, esp. in commands, or {ank.) after

an auxiliary verb, {b) & Gone to ; in going to,

on the way to. (Chiefly dial.) {c) after a sb. im-

plying or suggesting motion : = That goes, or

takes one, or causes one to go, to.

{a) c 1425 Cast. Persev, 3038 in Macro Plays 167 pou muste
to belle. 1539 liiULK (Great) i AVw^'jxii. 16 To youre tentes,

O Israel I 16330. Herbert Temple^ Assuranceiv, I will to

my Father. 1663 Pei-vs Diary 19 Oct., She waked and
gargled her mouth, and to sleep again. 1666 flrid. 28 Apr.,

My wife to her father's, to carry him some ruling work.
1843 Dl'fckw, Mag. HV. 733 I'll to bed. 1884 Browning
Ferishtaliy Eagle 35 To Ispahan forthwith !

{b) 1451 Marc. Paston in P. Lett, I. 221 The Lady Boys
. .is to London to compleyn to the Kyng. c ijtx) Mclusine
lix, 360 For now the sonne is to his rtst. 1908 [Miss E.
Fowler] Betiv. Trent <V Ancholme 45 She wore, to church,
a black cottage-bonnet.
(c) a 900 K. Mlvm-.oSoIH. Pref. (1902) 2 Pfet ic maje rihtne

weis aredian to ^am ecan haine. 971 Blickl. Horn. log, &
him ta-cean lifes weg & rihtne gang to heofonum. 153S
Coverdale Gen, xvi. 7 By the well in the waye to Sur.

1673 [see Road sb. 4]. 1758 Goldsm. Mem. Protestant
(1895) II. 137 He had some Business to Nice. 1849 Macau-
lay Hist, Eng, iii. I. 371 If he asked his way to St. James's.

1853 Tennyson Ode Dk. Wellington 202 The path of duty
was the way to glory. i86a C/tatubcrs's EncycL III. 321/1
nje railway to C. was opened in 1856. 1874 Kingslev Lett,

{1877) 11. 426 We are promised free passes.. to California.

Mod. The first train to London.

2. Expressing direction : In the direction of,

towards,
c 890 tr. Bsedas Hist, i. vii. (1890) 38 His ea?;an ahof upp to

heofonum. c 1000 Ags. Ps. iTh.) lxx[i]. 2 Ahyld me \>m eare
to [ Vulg. inclina ad me aurem tuam). 1388 Wyclif I's. xxiv.

[xxv.] 15 Myn i^en ben euere to the Lord. 1590 Spenser
E. Q. II. vii. I As pilot . . That to a stedfast starre bis course
hath bent. 1667 Milton /".j^. vi. 558 Vanguard, to Right
and Left the Front unfould. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111.

472 A Cote that opens to the South. 1802 Mar. Eogeworth
Moral T. (i3i6) I. 233 Standing with his back to me. 1843
Blackm, Mag, LIV. 14 He pointed to a clump of trees.

b. After look, smell = mod. a(', also f behold to,

fsee to = look at, Obs, or dtaL
agoo Ags, Ps. (Th.) xii. 3 Beseoh to me, Drihten,..and

Kehyr me. /bid. xxiv. 14 [xxv. 16] ;^eloca to me, Drih-
ten, and ^emiltsa me. 137^- [see Look v. 21a]. 138a
Wyclif Gen. iv, 4 pe Lord bihelde to Abel and to his jiuis,

1393 Langl. p. pi. C. n. 55 The dupe dale and durke vn-
semely to see to. C1475 Stans puer 55 in Q. Eliz. Acad,
(E.E.T.S.) 58 When |>ou spekys.. IJe-hold to ^\ souereyn in

J>e face. 1586 B. Young Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 191 b,

Manie,. .before they had dronke, would smell to their wine.
16x1 Bible yosh, xxii. 10 A great altar to see to. X85S
Hawthorne Btitkedale Rom. ix, A young girl's heart, which
he held in his hand, and smelled to, like a rosebud,

O. In expressing the position of something lying

ia a specified direction. (Cf. Ov prep, 4.)
£r890tr. Baedas Hist. i. ix. fxi.](i8go)44 Eardeedon Bryttas

binnan l>am dice to suSdaile. 1671 Milton /-'./?. in. 273
Here thou behold'st Assyria,.. And. .to south the Persian
bay, 1789 G. White Selbome i, To the north-west, north
and east of the village, is a range of fair enclosures. iSso
Scott Monast, iii. The extensive range of pasturage . . lay to

the west. 1855 Tennyson Charge Light Brigade \\\t Cannon
to right of them, Cannontoleft of them. x86x Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. (1883) III. 79The bedrooms to the back are much larger.

d. In figurative expressions of direction (inclina-

tion, tendency, etc.). Also Jig. from c, in phr. to

the bad, to the good ( = on the wrong, or right, side

of the account), to thefore ; in to the contrary with
both senses (2 and 2 c).

See Bad B, i b. Good C. 5 b, Fore a. 4.

£-x300 Cursor M, 19^26 (Edin.) pai durste na uiolence

J>aim do For l>e folc (>aim heeldit to, a X400 Birth yesus 4
in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1875) 65 Icome he is,. to wham
is al oure hope. 151a- [see Contrary B. i b,cl. 1637- [see
Fore a. 4]. X753 Chambers Cycl, Supp, s, v. Lime, Oblong,
with a tendency to a rhomboidal shape. x8x5 Scott Guy M,
xxxvi. He,.commanded Barnes to have an eye to the
Dominie,

e. With a sb, or pron. (or sb. phrase) followed

by ward or wards (now commonly written as a
suffix, hyphened or joined to the preceding word)

;

e.g. to God-ward; see -wabd, -wards, and cf.

Toward, arch,

3. Indicating the limit of a movement or extension

in space : As far as (to) ; = OE. otS,

Sometimes followed by another preposition (of position),

as in quot. 1641: cf. From 15 b. Often correlative to yr^/w,
indicating the remoter, or the second, of two limits : see
From 2. See also up to s. v. Up.

_
97X-1884 [see From 2]. a 1300 Cursor M. i-}\2 pe smike

it reches to \>^ scki. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 1538 Til t»e her
on is heued greu to his fet. CX384 Chaucer H. Fame in,

840 So grete a noyse, That. .Men myghtehyt ban herd, .To
Rome. ci4>o?Lydg. Assembly ofGods 462, I smete hym
to the hert. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 258 She would
infect to the nortn starre. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang.
T. I, 62 If their candle had burned to within the Socket.

iZ^Z Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 652 Protestant to the b.ick.

bone. 1873 Tristkam Moab i. 14 Wet to the skin. Alod
'I'he thermometer has risen to above 32°.

b. After expressions of distance, indicating the
remote limit (formerly also the near limit, at which
the speaker is actually or in idea) : = From 5 a,

Op 4 b.

c888 K. i^LFRED Boeth. xxxv. § 4 Hi woldon witan hu
heah hit wa:re to Sam heofone. c 893 ^ Oros. 1. i. § 17
Hit mihte beon l?reora mila brad to J?a;m more. 155X Reg,
Privy Council Scot, I'. 115 Dwelland within four mylis to this

burch. 1605 Shaks. Mcub. i. iii. 39 How farre is't call'd to
Soris? Mod. It is eleven miles (from Oxford) to Witney.

4. Expressing simple position : At, in (a place,

also^^. a condition, etc.). Cf. Ger. zu Berlin,
zu hause. Now only dial, and U, S. colloq.

925-^935 Laws ofyEthelstan 11. c. 14 § 2 On Cantwara.
byrij vii myneteras..to Hrofeceastre in..to Lundenbyri^
VIII [etc.). c ii;r5 Lamb, Horn. 27 Swa dreied his erme
saule in eche pine to liellc grunde. 13.. Guy IVarw. (A.)

384 pou art y-tau^t to a lij^er scole. c 1430 Chron. Vihd.
1696 pat his Ixxiy to Schaftesbury were leyde. c 1500 Melw
sine Ivii. 335, I haue herd say that there is to Mountferral
..a deuoute & holy place. 1658 in Morris Troub. Cath.
Eortf. I. vi. (1872)314 Sister Cornelia who had lain to bed
alx>ut thirty years. 1835-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 57,

1

guess, said he, they have enough of it tu home. 1855 Kincs-
LEY Westivard Ho xxvi, Lucy Passmore, the white witch to
Welcombe. X889 Jkffekies Field <V Hedgerow 272 In
Somerset.. it is correct to say 'I lx>ught this to Taunton '.

1901 Harper's Mag, CII. 672/1 You can get real handsome
cups and saucers to Crosby s.

5. Expressing the relation of contact or the like.

a. Into (or in) contact with ; on, against. Often
expressing more than mere position, and so pass-

ing into transferred senses. See also On to.
C890 tr, Bxda's Hist, iv, xxv. [xxiv.] (1890) 348 Ond his

heafod onhylde to bam Ix>lstre. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 4844
* Lordinges', he seyd, ' niinej> J>is bodi, & to l?e grounde it

lay wel softli '. e:x4oo Maundev. (Koxb.) iii. 9 [They) held
to l>aire noses spoungez moisted with water.., for J>e aer
t^are was so dne. 11533 ''"• Beknebs Huon IxxxL 250
Huon withdrewe..& lened hym to a pyller. X536 Crom-
well in Merriman Lifeff Lett. (igoiz) 11. 90 A retiuest-.tbc
accomplishement wherof I haue..m<x;he to harte. 1599,
x6z6 [see Feel f. 2 a), a 17x5 IjURnet Oiun Time an. 1669
(1823) I, 469 He stood up to the wall. 1837 Dickens PicJhv,
xxv, Applying plenty of yellow soap to the towel, X893
D, Hyde Afy Griefoh Sea vi, His breast to my bosom. His
mouth to my mouth.

b. Expressing contiguity or close proximity

:

By, beside. Also fig. or with additional implica-
tion, as in to one's Jace, teeth, etc = *in presence
and defiance of (Schmidt Shaks, Lex,): cf. 25b,
and see Face sb, 5 c, Tooth sb. ; to hand-, see

Hand sb, 34; to stand to one's post, guns, etc.:

see Stand v.

c xooo J^Lvmc Saints' Lives xxx'i. 629 He saet to J>am
casere, c X400 Rom. Rose 6355 To loly folk I enhabite.
c X449 Pecock Repr. iii. I (Rolls) z79The suburbis. .ligging
to the same citees. 16x4 Bp, J. King Vitis Palatina 30
They that waike side to side, and cheeke to cheeke. X75>

J, LouTiiiAN P'orm of Process (ed. 2) 202 The Clerk bids the
Keeper set the Prisoners .. to the Bar. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 59, 1 sit down to table ; but I cannot eat.

1597 SiiAKs. 2 Hen.ii^y in. i. 64 Kuen to the eyes of Richard
Gaue him defiance, i6oa — Ham. iv. vii. 57, I shall Hue
and tell him to his teetb. Thus diddest thou, 1739 Elton
in Hanway Trav. (1762) I. i. iv. 12 We instantly stood to
our arms. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t, II. ii. 25 He had taken
his part Iroldly and stood to it manfully. X843 Blachiv.
Mag. LIV, 219 They will find everything ready to their

hands.

IL Expressing a relation in time.

6. Indicating a final limit in time, or the end of

a period : Till, until ; often correlative to from :

see Fbom 3. (Formerly sometimes preceding an
adv. of time, e.g. no7v, then; cf. From 15a, Till
prep, 5 b.) + Also rarely expressing an extent in

lime: For, during, till the end of {^obs.)\ esp. in

phr, to term of life (see Tekm sb. 4 b).

c xooo ^Elfric Hom. 1 1. 356 He worhte his weorc to seofon
nihtum. cxx^s Lamb. Hotn. 87 Frain |>an halie hester dei

boS italde fifti da^ to ^isse deie. X297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

190 Fram J»e biginning of J>e world to {>e time J>at now is.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. {Egi/>ciane) 276 Scho saw
hyme neuir to pan. _cx38o Wyclif Sertn. SeU Wks. II. 37
To l>e daie |iat Nole wente into l>e ship. CX490 Caxton
Rule St. Benet Ixx. 139 Children to the xv. yere of age
shall stande euer vndir.. discipline. 1509 [see Then 7].

X582 L. KiRBV in Allen Martyrd. Cait-pion (1908) 77 Yours
to death, and after death. 17x1 Amn^^ft Sped. No. 159 P4
From the Beginning of the World to its Consummation.
'799 WoRDSw. Lucy Gray xv. Some maintain that to this

day She is a living child. XS49 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi.

1 1. 36 The parliament was prorogued to the tenth of February,
x85^ Dickens Dorrit v. The business hours,, were from ten

to six.

b. (So long) before (a definite future time)

;

esp, in stating the time of day : (so many minutes)

before (an hour). Opposed to pxst,
<rxooo Soul's Addr. to Body 37 (Gr.) J'xt hit wjere xxx.

Jjusend wintra to J>inum de.i3da;5e. 1519 in Fabric Roils
York Minster (Surtees) 269 To ryng to matyns at evere
daie,. .at halfe oure to v. X596 Shaks, Merck. K. v. i. 303
Or goe to bed, now being two houres to day. X64X R.
Carpenter Experience 1. Med. xiv. 102 It wil not be long
to this time. X833 '^' ^^ok Parsons Dau. i. iii, How long
is it to dinner, sir? X843 Blacknv. Mag, LIV. 733 It was
exactly a quarter to four o'clock. x8sa R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp, 7VKr(i893) 35 'We shall be late. See, it's only
ten to now' [i.e. 10 minutes to the hour], continued he,
pointing to the timepiece above the fire,

C. from . . to, with repeated sb. of time, denoting

regular recurrence ; as jrovi day to day,from time

to time,from month to month,
X0X4 WuLFSTAN Scrm. ad Anglos In Hom, (Napier) igO

(MS.E.) For folces synnan fram dae^e to dses^ H97-I7xi
(see Day sb. 19]. c x3as-x89S [see From 3 bj. 1423-1891
[see Time sb. 41 a],

7. At (a time), on (a day) (now dial,); fin,
during (a time) {obs. rare), Cf. To-day,To.morbow,
To-night, To-year.
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This use of to in iddjt^^ etCt has been explained as originat-

ing in sense 6, through phrases like nu gp/t to dx^ * now still

to this day \ shortenc»i to to dxg ; but it is doubtful

whether this covers the whole ground. '1 he mod. s.w. use

of to with expressions of time seems parallel to its use with

place in 4.

c8qo tr. BxdasHist. i. ix. [xii.] (1890) 46 (MS. B.) Eor5-
weafl . . t>one mon nu syt to da:?;e sceawian m«s. ii^^d. 1. ix.

[xi.J 44 Ce.-i.stre & torTas..|>a we to dies sceawian ma^on,
^893 K. iT^LFKED Oros. II. IV. S 5 Nu siet toda;^e hit is on
leodum sungen. ciooo A^s. Gotp. Luke xi. 5 Hwjjic
cower bsfj sumne freonO, ii£ j:a;J> to midre nihte to him
[etc), fiooo if^LFRic Horn. II. 194 Swa micel . . swa he
to tVim dai^e ^eOicgan mihte. c 1300 Biket 769 Cora to

morwe to speche time. 13.. Guy H'a-nv. (A.) \y)^ |>at to

bircomen y schold To on day t>.-it was y-setl. 1551 Hooi-ek
iHjMfutions xix. Wks. (Parker SocJ II. 136 In no parish.,

shall the belts be rung to noon upon the Saturdays. 1886

Elworthy IK, Somerset lyordSk. s. v., Ill be ready to dree
o'ckxk.

b. Indicating the precise time at which some-
thing is to be done, or at which one is to arrive:

At and not after (an appointed time), precisely or

panctually at or on.

tfax De Foe CoL yack (1S40) 230 The duke.. pressed
earnestly to put it to a day, and come to a battle, a 178K

Lo. Sackville in Eng. Hist. Rev. Afw. (1910) 316,^ I shan t

be to my lime. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. \\\. I. 287
Unable to pay their hearth money to the day. 1893 Ckamo.
ym/. I July 406/1 Ainswortb came to his time.

HL Expressing the relation of purpose, desti-

nation, result, effect, resulting condition or status.

8. Indicating aim, purpose, intention, or design :

For ; for the purpose of; with the view or end of;

in onler to. (Now often replaced byy&r.)
Beouml/ (Z.) 3016 Nalles eorl we^an ma<S3um to xc*myn.

dum. C893 K. ^Kt-FflED Oros. L i. $ i; Hiora hyd bi(^swi5e
Bod to sciprapum. c 1000 itLFRic Horn. I. 82 To Si he com
^t he wolde hb heoftrnlice rice..mannum for^yfan. 1997
K. Gtx>uc. (Rolls) 10691 In gibcthii were anhonge as to more
Tilte {disgracel. c 1380 Wyclip .SV/. Wks. HI. ^7 pei. .tra-

vciltden more bisili to growyng and profiting of^ Chirche.
c x^ipGoiiifow Heg. 365 I-strcn(;thedwith the scales of Ixitlte

chapiters to more suerte. 1585 J. B. tr. t^irvt's Sch^vl
Beastes Avjb, I'o the cnde that the seedes whicbe they
hyde in the earth, shoulde not growe. 1683 Moxon
Mech. E.rerc.t Printing x» He was bred up to Joynery.
A 1715 BrRNET Own Time an. 1661 (1823) I. 318 There
were few Ixwks set out to sale. I7»6 Lkoni Albfrt^t
Archil. I'ref. 3 Waters . . employ 'd to so many different and
useful purposes. 1843 Fraurs Mag. XXVIII. 715 The
captain..came to oor nscoe. 1894 C. N. Robinson Brit.

Fieet so 'Ilie indi^ieauble means to our end. 190s Timet
31 Inly 13/6 Land . .planted to walnuts.

b. Combining the notions of 'purpose' and
* motion so as to reach' (i) or * contiguity* (5 b).

f 897 K. j^LFKKD Gregory's Past. C. xUv. 328 Dryhtcn.

.

Sonne he c>"ni3 to dzm dome. 1471- (see Grass sS. 5, 5 h\.

a 15B3 Hawks J/is Epitaph^ Tttuugh the dayc be never
so long. At last the bells ringcth to evensong, a 159a
Grrcne Orpkarion \Vks. (Grosart) XII. 69TbeyMledowne
. .to dinner. 1648 Gacr \Vest. ind. 154 Tlui soteinii meeting
of the people to Koira and mirth. 1806 A. Huktkk CtUina
(ed. 3) 133 You sit down to writing at your bureau. 1838
TicKNOR in Life^ etc. (1876) 11. viiu 147 We were out.. to
breakfast.

o. spec. Towards or for the making of; as a
contributory element or constituent of.

c 1450 St, Cutkberi (Surtees) {^ Sttkkes to a fyre (rai

g-idird fast, c 1500 Demawmdes joyous in ReL Ani, II. 74
Howe many strawe^ go to goae not T R. None, iot lacKc
of fete. 1579 /bid. 1. 255, 10 yerds veknr bioe that went to
my Icther dublett. i6iri BurroH AmeU. Met, tii. tv. 1. m.
(1651) 667 To the roof of Apollo Didymeus Tein|rie . .a thou*
aand okea did not suffices 1890 Httrpen^a Meig. May 961/2
Whole gardens of roses go to one drop of tlw attar.

9. Indicating destination, or an appointed or

expected end or event. {^\iX^x ready,prepared, etc,

for is now stiljstitutcd.)

( laos Lay. 1^28 A he seide bat Bruttes Neoren noht to
nuttcs. 13.. A. Aiis. 2451 (BooL MS.) Ten hondret* weren
tode^ydt^tb. 1388 Wvcur /^i. xxxviiji). i8[i7], Yamrcdi
to betyngU. c 1439 Hymns yifx. 99 To hie oare soults to
blis, A i<4o IUrnrs IVks. (1573) ^a/a Voar stockcs be«
made to tfie fycr. 1697 Uhvukn Vtrg. Georg. iv. 463 Bom
to bitter Fate. 1865 Kingslky Htrew. xxviii. He had.,
made up his mind to the event. 1887 I!esamt Th4 World
tvent ti. He was..Kntenced to transportation.

10. Indicating result, effect, or consequence: So
as to produce, cause, or result in.

For to one's cost or charge &ce Cost s6.* 5 d, Chargc sh, la
c8g3 K. if^LFBED Orot. I. viL } I part wacs ^t forme,

Hct nyra waeter wurdon to Mode. CI17S Lamb, Horn,
27 Mare hit him ded to herme )>enne to gode. c siSo
WvcLir StL Wks. II. aio What caas t>at ialli> to htm,
it mut nedis fallc to his bctere ( = l)etterment, advantage).
c 149$ WvirroUN Cron. i. v. 2o(5 He dang him with tits

bow^ to dcid. 1563 Homilies ii. Inform. Offence H,
Script* 11. (1850) 380 Though the rehearsal of toe genea-
logies .. be not to much i^ification. 16x3 Gougk Serm.
Extent Go^s Pro>vid. % 13 Fire brake out to the destruction
of m-iny. 80a Mar. Eijokwortii Moral T, (1816) 1. xi, 92
To his. .astonishment. 1B88 Times (weekly ed.) 6 Apr. 16/4
To light those buildings by electricity, to the total exclusion
of ga& 1908 R, Hagot a. Cntkbert xxviii, But now, to hts
despair, he felt that his patient herself was fighting against
bis ildiL

tb. To take (etc) to the best or worst: to put
the Ijest, or worst, construction upon ; to make the
l^est, or worst, of. Obs.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 286 Kuyr-more bou dcmyst euyll & to

\>c wersle. 1563 Baldwin in Mirr, Mag. X viij b. The good
take yll thynges to tlie best. 1569 J. Kockxs Gl. Godly Z^oue

(1876J 183 With a loving patience to take all things to the
best. t6ag N. Caju-kntui Achitophel 43 Morv bunour

found Homer in expres^ng mens manners to the best, than
Hegemon to the worst.

11. Indicating a state or condition resulting from
some process: So as to become : « Into 6 a. Also
cotloq. (after the vb. to be^ in all to pieces or the

like) : Reduced to the condition of, having become.
t All to naught : see All C. 12, Naught sb. i d.

C893K. iELFRKDC'r^f.v. iv.§4Eane3aclifu..forburnan to
ascan. f 1000 >Elfric Lev. t. 6 And hyldon ^a otTrunga &
ceorfon tosticcon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 143 He is l>et makefl
twa to an. c laoj Lav. 0425 Al J»a wunliche burh heo barn-
den to duste. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) v. 14 After a ^ere
it turnez to whyte. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. xvi. 140
Brente to coles. i6ia Cait, Smith Map Virginia 31 Tops
of Deeres homes boyled to a ielly. a irso Vanhrugh yifum,
to London in. ad fin., The glasses (of^lhe coach] are all to
bits. i8oa Mar. Edgeworth Moral T, (1S16) I. iv. 24
Forester .. took the flowers.. and pulled them to pieces.

1870 Eng, Mech, 28 Jan. 477/1 Shaped to an accurate figure,

b. Indicating resulting position, status, or ca-

pacity : For, as, by way of, in the capacity of, Obs,

or arch, cxc, in certain phrases, as to take to wifcy

to call to xtnlnesSf etc.

f 8po tr. Bxda*s Hist. in. xv, [xxL] (1890) 222 Se wxs
..his freond [and] hfefde his sweostor to wife, c 1000
Ags, Gosp. Luke iii. 8 We habbad us to feeder abra*
ham. c^iooo ^lfric Gen. xx. 12 Ic s^nam hi; l>a to

wife, — Dent, iv. 26 Ic h^bbe toda:^ to lewitnisse heofen
and eorba/1. ^1175 Lamb, Horn. 117 Ic pe gef to scawere
mincfollceisraeleshirede* 13...$'^. /lm^r<7xi'»ji25inHorstm.
Altengl, Leg. (1878) lo/i Ambrose. .To vr bisschop we wol
haue. C13W CiiALTCEK Pars. T, p 271 He ne hadde no
mete but herbes and water to his drynke. c 1460 Fortescue
Abs. 4- Lim, Mon, x. (1885) 131 I'he qwene off Ffraunce
hath but v. M' marke yercly to huyr douer. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. I. L 28 So forward on his way (with God to frend)

He passed forth. 163a Miltom Fenseroso 113 Who had
Canace to wife? 1879 Swinburne Stud, Shahs. \, (1880) 28
The liigh'bom poem which had Sackville to father and
Sidney to sponsor.

12. Indicating that to which something tends or

points, a. Indicating the object of inclination,

desire, orneed: For. Also(aftcr/(;(//7«/', etc.), As
an expression of desire for (one's health, success,

or the like) : of. 36 b,

ciaoo (see LoNciffC t^bl.sb.^xX a 1300 Sarmun li. in

E, E. P. (1862) 6 To met no drink |»er nis no nede. 1366
(see AfpE i i r a. **. 3J. 1451 Capgravk Li/e St. Aug. 4 pei
berd sey ^ot her child had a grete corage to lernyng. 1605-
(see Mind sb.* 13 d). 1605- [>ee Drink v. 13 b]. 1760 Voy.
IV. O. G, yamgham I. 38 You Ml spoil her Stomach to her
dinner. i8a^ Scott Highl. Widow v, *To your health,

mother r said Hamish. 1865 Kingslry Hereto, xxxii,

Instead oC marrying Torfrida..^ I have more mind to her

niece.

b. Indicating the object of a right or claim,
€ iao5 [see Kicut sb} 7J. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 291
We haue no trcwe title to hem. 1481- (see Pretend v. 13).

1600 W. Watson Decacordim (1602) 292 When men recciuc

the Gospell and are bapti/ed. .they recciue thereby an
inte^e^t to the kingdome of hcauen. i6oa (see Heir sb. 2I.

i6a3 Dial. Lotus Eng. xlvil 149 If a man buy a horse in

open market of him that in light had no propertie to him.
175J (see Claim sb. 2J. 1879 M, J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng.
XXV. 259 Thirteen, .came forward asclaimants to the crown.
1S90 Lol Eshks in Law Times Rep. LXIII. 694/1 This
leue. .is a document of title to land.

IV. Followed by a word or phrase expressing a

limit in extent, amount, or degree.

13. Indicating a limit or point attaineil in d^ree
or amount, or in division or analysis, and thus ex-

pressing decree of completeness or exactitude

:

As far as; to the point of; down to (an ultimate ele-

ment or item), as in phr. to a hair (Haik sb. 8 c), to

the last ntan, to a man (including every man, with-

out exception) ; within (a limit of variation or error),

as (0 an inch^ to a day. (See also quots. s. v. Down
adv, 14.)
c 1000 i^LFvic Saints* Lives xx. 42 Heo wel drohtnode to

anum msle farstende. a 1300 Cursor M, 31527 Of be kest

al to htsserk. 1377 Langi. P. PI. B. v. 173 pei..do me
laste frydayes to bred and to water. i«i HuLorr, To the
vttcrmost peny, ad assem. t6ofr- (see Hair sb. So). >6o7-

(see Tittle d. 3 bj. i«i8 ItoLTON Florus (1636) 149 They
might have had the killing of all his Army to a man. 1670

Milton Hist. Eng. 11. Wks. (1847) 491/1 That he would
root them out to the very name. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xi.

Sir Tomkyn . . swore he was hers to the last drop of his blood.

1779 Mirror No, 34 F 5 He was generally punctual to a

minute. 1867 Frouoe Short Stud.^Erasm. A Luther ii. 99
The bishops were hostile to a man. 187s Yeats Techn.

Hist, Comm. 349 Balances arc made sensitive to the fraction

of a grain.

b. Indicating the final point or second limit of

a series, or of the extent of a variable quantity or

quality ; correl. to/nw« (expressed or implied).

1699 (see Feom 2 b). x-jm^ De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 111 Here they found eleven to thirteen fathom soft

oozy sand. i8«3 F. Clissolii Ascent Mt, Blanc 23 The
western arc of ine misty circle kindled, from a rosy to a

deep reddening glow. 1866 Lawrence tr. Cottd's Rocks

Class. (1878) 141 A granular to compact aggregate, 1891

I, Levland P<ak Derbysh. i. 15 Every style from early

Norman to late perpendicubr.

14. Indicating the full extent, degree, or amount

:

So as to reach, complete, or constitute. Chiefly in

advb. phrases, as to a certainty, to a degree, to

(that, etc) extent, to a fault, to the full, etc. : see

also the sbs. See also up to s, v. Up.
c looD i^LFBic Lev. xxvL 5 se eta|» to fylle. c 1407 LvDc,

Reson ff Sens, 330 The beaute of hir (ace. .so bryghi. That

the goddesse Proserpyne. .To hir beaute ne myght appere.
1473 Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 15 Knyghtes, squyers, and
comons to the nombre of xx. m'. 1596 Danett tr. Coviines
(1614) 140 They should not be able to pay a ransome to the
value of the spurs and bridle bits in hiscainpe. 1628 Gaule
Pract. The. Panegyr. 60 Done, Done to full, wbatsoe're he
came to doe. 17*0 Loud. Gaz. No. 5814/2 Bank Hills., to
the Value of three hundred and sixty Millions of Livres.
1839 Scott VVav. Introd., Gallant, courteous, and brave,
even to chivalry. Mod. He was generous to a fault.

b. Combining the notion of * extent * with ' re-

sult* (10) : So far or so much as to cause,
[c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt . xxvi. 38 Unrot ys mtn sawl o\> deaS.]
C1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 Crist .. wes ibuhsum J>an heuen-
Hche federe to t>a de5e. ?a xgoo Wycket {1828) i In greate
sufiirance of persecution euen to the death. 1625 Massingek
New Way 11. ii, Yet he to admiration still increases In
wealth. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. vi, She was in love
with him to distraction, 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge vi.

(1863) 100 We were laughing at this to our heart's content.

1873 Ralfe Phys. Chem. loS The filtrate and washings are
- . evaporated . . to dryness. 1890 Harper's Mag. Mar. 564/2
The schoolroom was hot to suffocation.

e. After a verb (or derived sb.) denoting limi-

tation or the like, and before a sb. (or sb. phr.)

expressing the amount, extent, space, etc. to which
something is restricted,

1518 5e/. PL Star Chamb. (Selden) II. 128 Without that

the seid Inhabitauntes..haue byn lymytted. .to eny certen
nowmber of Catell, 1649- \-^^^ Confine v. 7 bJ. 169"- [see

Confinement 2]. 1697 Vanbrugh Relapse \. iii, Your
honour's side-face is reduced to the tip of your nose. 1701
W. Wotton Hist. Rome, Marcus vi. 106 Marcus . . fix'd their

Allowance to two Attic Talents a Man. 1885 Law Times
Rep. LI 1 1. 527/2 There is nothing on the face of this will

to cut down the widow's absolute interest to a life estate.

V. Indicating addition, attachment, accompani-
ment, appurtenance, possession.

15. In addition to, besides, with.

c 897 K, i^LFRED Gregory's Past. C. xli. 303 Se laice,

Sonne he bietre wyrta de3 to hwelcum drence. c 1000 i^L-
FRic Saints' Lives xxviii. jg Candidus and uitalis and fela

ol>re to him. 1387 Trevisa tligden (Rolls) I II. 73 He putte

lorig. addidit] laneuer and Feuerrer to )je bygynriynge of
p^ jere. 1495 Coventry Lect Bk. 567 5^ shall haue drynk
to your Cake. xS93 Shaks. Lucr. 1589 Foretell new stormes
to those alreadie spent. 1653 Walton ^//^/cr viii. 171 Mix
these together, and put to Uiem either Sugar, or Honey.
i74» Richardson Pamela III. 327 To the Charms of
Person, [she] should have a humble, teachable Mind. 1876
RusKtN Fors Clav. Ixix, § 12 (1906) III.403 He can't have
cream to his tea.

b. To the accompaniment of; as an accompani-
ment to. 7\> rule to hounds : see Hound sb.^ 2,

1561 T. HoBY tr. Casiiglione's Courtyer 11. (1900) iiS

Syngynge to the Lute.. is more plesaunte. 1676 tr. G«iV-
latiere's yoy. Athens 397 Dancing-Masters, who danced to

Two or Three llase-Vials, or Instruments very like them.

1794 Mrs. Radcuffe Myst. Udolpko 1, Performing a
sprightly dance,. .to the sounds of a lute and tamborine.

1815 Sporting Mag. XV, 346 We formerly rotle after

hounds, now we ride to them, 1894Newton Diet. Birds 693
The old-fashiooed practice of shooting Partridges to dogs.

16. After words denoting attachment or adhe-

rence ; hence, sometimes = Attached, fa.stened, or

joined to, (///. orfig.)
C890 tr. Bxda's Hist. iif. xiv. [xvii.] (1890) 204 pa nx^Ias

,.Jk; heo mid J^xni to \>3iTcv timbre gefestnad wks. cxogo
Byrht/crth's Handboc in Anglia VIII, 324 Man..oa
rseflras to Saere fyrste 2efaestna)>. 1297 R. Gtouc. (Rolls)

277 He wilnede mest of alle >nng to him eliance. 138a

Wyclip 2 Kings i. 8 A row; man, and with an hery gyrdyl

to the reenys. 1583 Stubbf^ Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 109 An
old gowne girded to him with a thong. 1596 Shaks. TofH.

Shr. IV. t 7 My very lippes might freeze to my teeth. 1780

CowPER Progr, Err. 285 As creeping ivy clings to wood or

stone. 1800 ADuisoN/l//«r. Law Rep. 1 The infant was
found dead in the. .river, with astone to it. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. vi, II. 113 Sincerely attached to the Established

Church. 1875 JowKrr Plato (ed. 2) L 176 To that opinion

I shall always adhere.

17. After belong and verbs of similar meaning

(q.v.) ; also after be with the sense of belong; also

after a sb., in the sense * appertaining or belonging

to*: sometimes equivalent to * of* or the possessive

case of the sb.

c 893 K. Alfred Oros. i. i. 5 21 pjet Witland bcHmpeS to

Estum. 97» Charter'm Birch Cart. Sax. III. 589 Dis sind \>^

land ?;ema;ra bjes londes be lympc5 to Slure. 1451 Rolls 0/
Parlt. V. 226/2 Codes, .that were sumtyme to the seid Wil-

liam, € 1530 Ld. BernersW r/A. Lyt. Bryt. 299, 1 am doughter

to a king. 1603 Camdeh Rem. ( 1637) 281 Katherine, wife to

Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolke. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe

(1840) I. l 2 Lieutenant-colonel to an English regiment of

foot. Ibid. 5 Clerk to an attorney.

b. Combining the notions of 'appurtenance*

and 'addition' (15) or 'attachment* (16).

£14x0 Chrxm. Vilod. 3510 To delyuer hit to a golde-

smyjt, to make a shrene j^at body to. 1538 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. VI. 13 Gevin for four roundellis to speris, vj

cronis. 16^ N. O. Boileau's Lutrin 11. 126 This paltrey

Jack Had sc.-irce a Shooe lo 's foot, a Rag to 's back. 1711

Addison SPect. No. 108 P2 Your Whip wanted a Lash to it.

i8u Ht. Martineao Life in Wilds n'u One little boy com-

Elained..th,it there was no rim to his plate. 1840 R. H.
Una Be/. Mast xix. 53 Without clothing to his back, or

shoes to nis feet. 1847 Heli-s Friends in C. t. v. 80 Both

will and courage. Courage is the body to will. 1886 C. E.

Pascoe Lond. 0/ To-day xxx. (ed, 3) 269 The Hall now
form s the vestibule to the Houses of Parliament.

VI, Expressing relation lo a standard or to a

stated term or point,

18. Expressing comparison : In comparison with,



TO.

Also +flj /tf (obs.). (Seeas compared with,

also 21.)
ciooo Mlvric Horn. II. 13 Des is ure God, and nis nan

o3er ^etcald to him. 1470-S5 Maloky ^r/Awr i. xxii. 69
Your myghte is nothyng to myn. 1523 Ld. Bkhners
Froiss. I. cclxviii, 396 His enemyes were but a handfiiil of

men, as to the nonibre of his. 1^46 J.
Hevwood Ptov.

(1867) 46 There is no foole to the olde foole. x6oa Shaks.
Ham. I. ii. 140 So excellent a King, that was, to this,

Hiperion to a Satyre. 1666 Pepvs Diary 21 Apr., It was
so thick to its length. 174a Riciiaruson ^'aw/tVa III. 351
Now, hy .. gooti Physick, .. pretty well, to what they had
been. 1863 Cowden Clarkk Skaks. Char. viii. 202 The
men are noodles to her.

19. a. Connecting the names of two things (usu.

numbers or quantities) compared or opposed to

eacli other in respect of amount or value, as the

odds in a wager or contest, the terms of a ratio, or

the constituents of a compound: Against, as

against,

1530 Pai-sgr. 712/1 Twenty to one he is ondone for ever.

01548 \{.h\A.Chron.^Hctu VjOh, Their enemies, .werfoure
to one. 1596 Skaks. i //en. /K, 11. iv. 592 O monstrous, but
one halfe penny-worth of Bread to this intollerable dealt of

Sacke? i6z8 Houues T/iucyd. (1822) 127 There is no nation

..that are.. able one nation to one to stand against the

Scythians, cxnya Imison Sch. Art i. 212 The visible part

of an object will be to the lens, as the focal distance of the
lens, to the distance of the eye. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl.

II. 432/1 The composition.. consists of ihree-fourths of the

putty. .to one-fourth of calcined gypsum. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 16 May 6/z Mr. Gladstone's motion was carried by

337 to 38.
. , ,

b. Connecting two expressions of number or

quantity which correspond toeach other, or of which
one constitutes the amount or value of the other :

In ; making up, {To the — in every.)

cxooo, 1397 (see c}. 1494 .^c^ 11 //en. V/I, c. 4 That
there be but only viii. Bushels rased and stricken to the

Quarter of Corn. 1545 /^ates of Customs cv, Twelue
ounces to the pounde. 1593 Shaks. 2 /fen. K/, iv. vii. 25
He.. made vs pay.. one shUling to the pound. 1660 Jer.
Taylor Duct. Dubit. 111. iv. xiii. § 17 Three weeks of five

days to the week. x8oi W. Huntington Bank of P''aitk

Ded. 21 Thirteen to the dozen. 1891 S. C. Scbivenek Our
Fields Sf Cities 44 An open country, .with solitary liouses

—a house to about five square miles.

fo. Introducing an expression denoting price or

cost : For, at, Obs, (exc as coinciding with b).

C893 K- 'Elfred Oros. III. viL § 5 past hie fa ait nihstan

hie selfe to nohte bemajtan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. aij

Hu ne becypa^ hij twejen spearwan to peniiige? 1*97
R. Glquc. (Rolls) 8334 An ey [ = egg] totueie ssilhnges..po

hii bo^te, & an hen vor viftene. 1483 in Eng.Gilds (1870)

337 Thaih all Bakers of the said Cite . . make butt ij. horse-

fofys to a peny. 1656 H. Phillips Pjtrch. Patt. (1676) 12

Profit, at least to the rate of eight in the hundred. x86a

Thackeray Philip ii. (1884) no Delicious little Havannahs,
ten to the shilling.

20. Expressing agreement or adaptation : In

accordance with, according to, after, by. (See

also 21.)
C897 K. Alfred Gregory*s Past. C. xxxvL 249 Se Se to

Codes bisene sesceapcn is. (11300 Cursor M. 12946 Bidd
bir stanes be bred to will. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
k v, I pray yow that ye take ensample to them. 1664

Dryden Rival Ladies Ep. Ded., Ess. (Ker) I. 9 The
greatest part of my design has already succeeded to my
wish. 1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) I. xxxvi. 256 He
dresses to th^ fashion. 1838 Macaulay Ess.^ Sir VV. Temple
(1897) 419 Temple is not a man to our taste. 1878 Morley
Diderot^ etc. I. v. iii. 203 As the neutral scribe writing to

the dictation of an unseen authority.

b. Combining the senses 'according to* and
* to the extent of* (14) : esp. in phr. to one^s know-

ledge^ ^pozver (obs.), remembrance^ etc. (= as far

as one knows, is able, remembers, etc.), now usually

to the best of , . ; to all appearance j etc, (See also

the sbs.)

To my knowledge^ qualifying a positive statement='as I

actually know'; qualifying a negative stateraent='as far

as I know '.

1399 Rolls ofParlt. III. 452/1 If it were so taken and con-

strued to the hegheste sentence and most rigorouste. c 1430
SyrGener. (Roxb.) 1680, 1 shal help, to my^ power, isia Act

4 l/en. V///-, c. 2o/'?'^tfw^/*r,Strikjjng with.. swordes..and
oder wepons to the uttermost of their powers, a 1548 Hall
Chron.f Hen, V// 3 b. The lyke was neuer harde of, to any
mannes remembraunce before that tyme. 1636 Massingeh

Ct. Dk. Flor. Ded., It is above my strength, .to celebrate to

the desert your noble inclination. 1749 Fielding Torn

jfones IV. xtv, I will be sworn, to the best ofmy remembrance,

I was in a passion, 1793 'J'o all appearance [see Appear-

ance 8]. 1885 Sir H. Cotton in Law Rep. y> V^

l>iv. 12 They were to all appearances distinct bills.

1S43 N. Udall in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 3 To my
knowlege I have not eftsons ofiended. i8z8 Marly Li/e

Planter Jamaica 78 To my own knowledge he often tries

to dissuade. 1883 Sir W. B. Brett in Law /iep, 11 Q. B,

Div. 512 The article was, to the knowledge of the defendant,

supplied for the use of the wife, /Jdod, He has not been here

to-day to my knowledge,

21, After words expressing comparison, propor-

tion, correspondence, agreement or disagreement,

and the like : see also these words themselves.

In some cases now replaced by or interchangeable with

other prepositions, esp. with\ after wffrMj', and words
denoting precise proportion, as double^ now replaced by of\

after different^ from is considered more correct. After like

adj. and adv., to is now usually omitted. See these words.

<:i»90 Beket 324 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 116 He nam..l>an

clerkene Robe, ase to is stat bi-cam. a 1300- [see Like a.

I a]. 138a Wycuf Heb. xi. 38 I'o which the world was

86

not worthi. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 45 )>e proper-
ciuun of |>e rouiidencsse aboute of a ceicle is to l>e brede as

is pe proijorcioun of two and twenty ty seiiene. 1470-85
MALOHY/IrMMr V, viii. 175 Arthur. ., to whome iionecrthcly

prynce may compare. 1550 Ckowley Way to Wealth Sel.

Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 133 The rentes be.,some double, some
triple, and some four fould to that they were. 15519
Shaks. Much Ado v. ii. 38, 1 can finde out no rime to Ladle
but babie, an innocent rime. 1651 Wittie /'rimrose's Pop.
Err. 432 Those things which are the same [-equal] to
one third are the same among themselves. 1737 Whiston
yosephus'Antiq.\}\s&<iri. i, 'I'his. .testimony, .exactly agrees
to him under that character, 1823 F. Cooper IHoncers iii,

Strangely contrasted to the chill aspect of tlie lake. 1849
Macaulay Hist, Eng. vi. II. 17 Lewis was not inferior to

James in generosity and humanity, and was.. far superior to

James in all the abilities . , of a statesutau.

t b. After an adj. in the comparative degree

:

Than, Now rare or Obs, (Cf. inferior tOy superior

tOf in prec. sense.)

. c 1315 Shobeham Poems \. 590 Nys noneof wymman beter

iljore To seint lohan J>c baptyste. 14.. AfS. //art. 2261
If. 225 An o^r Decius, yonger to hym. 1569 J. Sanfokd
tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 69 There are.. philosophers.,
herein no lesse ridiculouse to the poetes, which write [etc.].

1771 T. Hull Sir W. /larrington (1707) IV, 108 The leally

good are so far less in number to the bad, 1895 P. White
/king's Diary 96 A more formal repast, fashioned on a
smaller scale to that provided at Langdale.

22. Expressing relation (generally or vaguely)

:

In respect of, concerning, about, of, as to (see As
^^' 33)' Now only in special collocations.

In to name (obs.), to trade, etc {Sc. and north, dial.),

now expressed by ' by ',

rziioo Cursor Af. ig8o6'Cornelius to nam he hight. 1450
Rolls pfl^arlt. V. 179/1 Reporte her advise what shuld be
doon to the Articles comprised in the said Bille. 1481 Caxton
Reynard xxxix. (Arb.) 105 He was lyghter to fote than he.

1513 Douglas Aineis 1. v. 69 The ?oung child, quhilk now
Ascaniiis hecht, And to suirname clcpit lulus. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. HL ii. 62 What's this to my Lysander? 1593 —
Rich. I/, 1. i. TIG What sayest thou to this? 1656 Burton
Diaty (1828) I. 13G There was one Mr. Thorne.. examined
to the seal of the statute, whether the seal wanted not all the

wax. 1693 J. Edwards Author, O. Sf N. Test. 308 Being
conscious to my own inabilities, a 1716 Blackall Wks.
{1723) I. 312 In speaking to the first of these Heads. X7»4
Ramsay Clout the Caldron i, I am a tinkler to my trade,

1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 72 What will Doris say to it ?

189a Guardian 6 Jan. 8A Asking questions intended to

show the untrustworthy character of a witness, or, as it is

technically called, 'crossHixamining to credit *.

23. Expressing relative position : esp, in Geom*
In some instances allied to senses 5, 16.

1570- [see Perpendicular A. 2]. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III.

56 Parallel to the e(i_uinoctiall. 1660 Barrow Euclid iii.

Prop. xvi. Coroll., A right line drawn from the extremity of

the diameter of a circle, and at right angles, is a tangent to

the said circle. 1796 [see Asymptotk]. 1813 Bakeweli,
Introd. Geol. (1815) 58 Inclined to the horizon. 1848 J. H.
Newman Loss ^ Gain 147 Unable to see how they lie to

each other. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 718/1 Turned round
so as to place the micrometer tangentially to the circle. 1891
[see Right angle b],

VII. Expressing relations in which the sense

of direction tends to blend with that of the dative.

24. After words denoting application, attention,

or the like, indicating the object of this. Also {arch.

or rhet^ with ellipsis of go, betake oneself etc. (in

imperative, or after an auxiliary),

a\%%s Leg. Katlt. 115 Hire feder hefde iset hire ear-

liche to lare. £-1290- [see Listen v. 2 b]. 1426 Lvrx;.

De Gnil. Pilgr. 10104 How that an Ampte, a best smal
..To nouht elles doth entende. But on thys hylie vp ta-

scende. C1485 Digby Myst. 111. 758, I synful creature, to

grace I woU a-plye. a 1553 Vdm,\. RoysterD. iv. viii, Too
it againe, my knightesses ! i6r6 Marlowe's Faust, vi, I^et's

to it presently. 1653 Walton Angler ii. 47 I'll toiny own
Art, 1710 Palmer Proverbs 254 To it they went with great

fury. X719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) 1. xvii. 294 We fell to

digging. 1843 Blackuf. Mag, LIV. 219 Come, lads, all

hfuids to work 1

25. Expressing impact (cf, i, 5 a) or attack : At,

against, upon,
a\zz^ Ancr, R. 62 Vre vo..scheot. .mo cwarreaus to one

ancre \>en to seouene 8c seouentt lefdics ii5e worlde. 1375
Barbour Brjtce x. 312 [He]setasege to the castele. ^1420
Avav. Arth. xxiv. Take thi schild and thi spere. And nde
to liim a couise on werre. 1569 St. /*apers Eliz., Foreign
XI. 151 He had forces sufficient to make head to his enemies.

1641 BKOMEy<w.Crt.tyiv.i,Hearklthey_knock to the Dresser.

X749 Fielding Tom Jones xviii. xii. Western, .with his

hunting voice and phrase, cried out, *To her.boy, to her,

go to her*. 1833 Sir
J.

Camtbell Mem. II. ii. 46, 1 pre-

sented it [the gun] to him without any other idea but that

of intimidation. 188a G. Macdonald Weighed ?f Want-
ing III. xviii. 256 His father's unmerciful use of the whip
to him, x888, iflSg (see Take v. 24 b].

b. After words denoting opposition or hostility

:

Against; towards {pbs, or arch^. f In quot. 1670

simply. Against, so as to prevent {pbs,^.

Cf. to one's/ace, teeth, etc, in 5 b.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1230 Hade (re fader, .neuer trepast

to him in teche of mysseleue. 1388 Wvclif Ps. 1. 6 [H. -1], I

haue synned to thee alooiie. tbid. Ixxxiv. 6 Whether thou

schalt be wrooth to vs withouten ende? 1526 Tindale Col.

iii. 13 If eny man have a quarrel to a nother. 1613 Shaks.

Hen. VII/, I. i. 43 To the disposing of it nought rebell'd.

1670 Walton Life Herbert Pref., To embalm and preserve

his sacred body to putrefaction. 1741 Middleton Cicero

(1742) I. iv. 264 Clodius had an old grudge to the King, for

refusing to ransom him. 1901 G. Douglas Ho. w. Green
Shutters 261 He had a triple wrath to his son.

23. Indicating the object of speech, address, or

TO.

the like ; sometimes more vaguely : Before, in the

presence (sight, hearing) of.

C893 K. i^LFRED Oros. VI, xxxiv. § 2 He cwaaS to 3a;m
folce. t looo^LiRic Gen. vi. 13 God cwa;3 (ja to Noe. H54
0. E. Chron, an. 1135 Durste nan man sei to him naht bute
god. c 1230- [see Answer v. 12 b]. a 1300 Cursor M. 25312
If l»ou prais [= prayestl to godd ^at he..)>isinncs forgiue to

l>e. c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 208 Another rowned to his
ft;lawe lowe. 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Kings xviii. 6 The
wemen came forth, .singing and dancin;^ to Saul the King.
a 1625 Fletcher //um. Lieut. \. i, Did you not mark a
woman, m>^ son rose to? 1711 Addison Sped. No. 60 p 2
An Hymn in Hexameters to the Virgin Mary. x8zo Shel-
ley Skylark 1 Hail to thee, blithe Spirit

!

''

b. In honour of; for the worship of (as to build

a temple or altar to) ; in salutation of and expres-

sion of good wishes for (as to drink to : see also

12 a, and Drink v, 13 b).

1382 Wyclif Acts xix. 24 Sum man . . makinge sil-

uerene housis to Dian. 1388 — Acts xvii. 33, Y .. foond
ah auter, in which was writun, To the vnknowun God.
1530- (see Drink v. 13 b]. 1502- [see Here adv. z b].

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 62 Her face o' fire With labour,
and the thing she tooke to quench it She would to each
one sip. 16x6 B. Jonson Forest, To Celia i Drink to me,
only with thine eyes. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 462 r 4 With
continual toasting Healths to the Royal Family. 1838
Thirlwall Greece II. xvi, 353 They erected an altar to the
father of the gods.

27. Expressing resix)nse or the like (of a voluntary

agent); e.g. reply {to a statement, question, etc.),

obedience or disol:)edicnce {to a command, etc.),

X297- [see Assent v. 1, 4]. 1382, c 1400- [see Answer v. 12

1, dj. f 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1123 Wylde bestes & folys of
fly^t To here clepynge wolde come. 1582 Allen Marfyrd.
Campion (1908) 68 A proclamation was red. .and at the end
thereof was snid, God save the Queene. To which he said,

Amen. 1641 K. Carpenter A'jr/i'r/>«c^ 1. ch. xvii.ii6When
the silly SheptiL-ard conimeth to his call. 1754 Richardson
Grandison V. xliv. 283, I will write to your letter, a 1766
Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney Bidulph V. 115 Disobedience
to his orders. 1897 Badminton Mag. Apr. 451 The next step

is to take the pups out. .and make them drop to hand.

b. Expressing reaction or responsive action (of

an involuntary or inanimate agent) ; the object oito

denoting the agent causing this.

1682 Otway Venice Preserved 11. i, My heart beats to this

Man as if it knew him. 1768 Beattie Minstr. \. iii, His
harp. .Which to the whistling wind responsive rung. 1805
Scott Last Minstr. 11. x, Full many a scutcheon and banner
..Shook to the cold night-wind. 1815 — Guy M. iii, Little

waves.. sparkling to the moonbeams. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. Concl. 64 The dead leaf trembles to the bells.

28. Expressing exposure (of a thing to some
physical agent).
1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 9 Sette it to the strong sunne in

somer tyme. e:x5oo Melusine xxx. 226 Mounted vpon a
grete hors, his hanere to the wynd. 1526 Tindale Acts
xxvii. 40 They.-hoysed vppe the maynesayleto the wynde.
1852 Tennyson Ode Dk. Wellington 39 That tower of

strength Which stood four-square to all the winds that blew.

VUi. Supplying the place of the dative in

various other languages and in the earlier stages of

English itself.

29. Introducing the recipient of anything given,

or the person or thing upon whom or which an
event acts or operates.

In OE. as in Latin, etc., expressed by the simple dative
or indirect object ; after give, he/all, and various other verbs,

to is still often omitted.

\c 893 K. j'Elfked Oros. 1. i. § 13 Ohthere ssede his hlaforde,

i'Elfrede cyninge, Jraet [etc.l. Ibid. iv. vi. § 15 He him
;:;eswor on his goda noman J»jet [etc.]. Ibid. iv. x. § 6 He
hit het Sa;m folce daelan. c 897 — Gregory's Past. C. xIviiL

368 Godes se^ ^e us forbiet deoflum to otfrianne. agooAgs.
Ps. (Th.) xxi[il. 23 (25] Ic /^ylde min ^^ehat Drihtne-l

1297 K1 Glouc. (Rolls) 8183 Tancred & biaumond,. .god
herte hom nome to. c 13^5 Chaucer L. G. W. 533 Mars ^f
to hire corone red parde. 147779 Rcc. St. Mary at Hill
89 Paid to the Skauagers . . viij*/. a 1533 Ld. Bekners
Huon cxIijL. 568 All..were ioyful of that aduenture that

was fallen to the emperoure. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. II.

336 Great dishonour would redound to us. 1667 Milton
P. L. xn. 138 By promise hereceaves Gift to his Progenie

of all that Land. 1711 Addison Sped. Na 123 P4 Having
a Son born to him. 1770 Golusm. Des, Vill. 51 111 fares the

land, to hastening ills a pr^,Where wealth accumulates, and
men decay. 1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Li/c S. Afr.

(1902) 47/1, 1 fired two shots at them..durini^ the night, but
none fell to my shots. 1887 A. Birrell Obiter Dicta Ser.

iL 156 He lost his heart to Peg Woflington.

b. Used esp. after be, become^ seem, appear, mean,

to indicate the recipient of an impression, the holder

of a view or opinion; to be (something) tOj to

be (something) in the eyes, view, apprehension, or

opinion of; also, to be of importance or concern

to : What is that to you ? What does that matter

to you? How does that concern you? What have

you to do with that?
136a Langu p. pi. a. Prol. 32 As hit semeV to vre siht.

1565 T. Stapleton tr. Staphylus APpl. 148 To these men
Luther is a papist, and Caluin is the right, .prophet. 159a-

1908 (see Seem v. ^\. 1798 Wordsw. Peter Bell 1. xii, A
primrose by a river's brim A yellow primrose was to him,

And it was nothing more. 1850 J. H. Newman Diffic.

Anglic, I. iL (1891) 1. 46 Faith has one meaning to a Catholic,

another to a Protestant. 1856 Whvte Melville KatcCav.
xi. Scarcely big enough for a hunter to my fancy. 1862 [sec

Appear v. 2J. Mod, To me it is simply absurd.

[£950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xxi. 22 Hused is 8e U 3y? vel

hu«t is ^c Sa;s? Vulg. Quid ad te?] cxooo Ags. Gosp.

ibid., Hwa;t to )?e? 1382 Wyclif ibid., What to thee?
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sue thou me. X5a6 Tikdalk ibid., What is that (o the ?

folowc ihou me. 15^ — Matt, xxvii. 4 What is that tovs?
se thou to that. 1611 Bible /.«;«. i. 12 Is it nothing to you,

ail ye that passe hj;? 1674 Ghkw Anat Trunks 11. ii. 5 3
What the Slouth is, to an Animal; that the Root is to a
Plant. 1843 Frfuer's Mag. XXVI 11. 328 What's that to

you? Mod. It means a great deal to him.

30. Indicating the jx^rson or thing for whose
benefit, use, disposal, or the like, anything is done
or exists : For ; for the use or benefit of; for (some
one) to deal with or dispose of (esp. after hove vb.)

;

at the disposal of. To Ofuself (as pred.), to or at

one's own disposal, free from the approaches or

action of others.

xa»r R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7136 Vpe holi relikes harald suor
to willam bastard Treuliche to wue engelond to him. ri330
R. Brunnk ChroH. Wace (Rolls) 1033 To_ mangeneles he
dide make stones. 138J Wvclif Rom. xiv. 6-8 He that

etith, etilh to the Lord.. .No man of vs lyueth to hym silf,

and no man deietti to him silf. Sothli where we lyuen, wc
lyuen to the Lord ; where we dcien. we deien to the Lord.
c 1400 Laud Trmf Bk. 17214 The Gregais wol not hir botii

grauen. But let hit ligge to roke Sc rauen. £1425 tr. Ar-
dfrne$ Treat. FistmLj loo It availel> to al woundez for to

hold t»am opne. 1474 Ace, Ld. High Trcas. Siot. I. 70
<>evin to Johne of A[urray..to pay for clathts coft to

Rannald gunnare. 1502 I%id. II. 346 For ane gus to
the Kingis halkis. 15S6 Marlowe ii/ Pt. Tamhurl, 11.

V, 1*11 first assay To get the Persian kingdom to myself.
161X Bible Lev. xxiii. ?2 Neither shalt thou gather
any gleaning of thy hanicst : tltou shalt leaue them vnio
the poore, and to the stranger. 1653 Walton Angler viiL

169 That hope and patience which I wish to all Fishers.

169s Dkvdkn raralUl Poetry ft Faint. Ess,(cd. Kcr) II. 153
The rest is left to t)tc imagination. 1700 Marwood Diary
in Cath. Rec. Soc. /*ubi. VII. 77 At 8 in the mom we took
a Wagon to Our selves to Dunkerque;. i7oa-xo Steele
Tatit'r No. iiS P 10 Your petitioner.. worked to the Ex*
change, and to several .Aldermens wives. x8ox Far-
fHsr's Mag. }a.n. 109 Topped and taikxl [turnips). .which I

hope to preserve as food to my ewes at lambing time. i8aa
W. IiviMcin/./>^<^ Z,<-//.(i864)II. 84 In tltecotintry, where
I can ba more to myseIC 1895 Froudk Erasmus xv. 330
Retigiout bouses were dissolv^, their property seized to the
State. Mod, We bad the railway-carriage all to ounelves.

b. Indicating the person or thing towards which
an action, feeling, etc., is directed'; esp. as the

object of condnct, behaviour, or demeanour.
To yoH, an elliptical phniv! of courtesy or deference,—'my

service to you ' or tlie like (quoi. 1855).

f 970-f 1060 H^i/mannes Hctvediung c. 7 in Liebermnnn
(ieictze 442 i>£t hire man n.in woh to ne do. c 1000 j'Elfrk:
Horn. I. 340 Se is h>Ta and na hyrdc, se<Ne..na:f3 inweard-
licc lufe to (jodes aceapum. £1175 Lamb. Ifofit. 31 Nat ic

hwcr heo beod |wo men (w ic ^ne herm to dude, tarn R.
CiLouc (RolU) 5834 To pe godncMe of ^ holymon Jie ticuei

addc enuye. ^M3P ffow Cd. Wijftau^te hir Dpuitir 163
an Babus Bk. 44 To do to ^ni :<-. |»u wuklist he duon to.

171a Steklk Speit. Na 3S6 p 1 Ihat natural Horror we
Imvc to Evil, a 1758 Dyes Doum Among the Dead Men iii,

Bacchus is a friend to Love. 18^ Dickens Uoily-Tret ii,

'I should wish you to find from tbemsclvcs whether your
opinion is correct '.

* Sir, to you ', says Cohbs, * that diall
be done directly *.

3L Use<l in the syntactical construction of many
intransitive verbs. (See also preceding senses, and
the verbs themselves.)
1583 Badingtoh Commandm. viti. (1637) 73 Modesty in

this hungry creature must yccld to necessity. 1697 Dkvorm
yirg. Ceorg. \\u 817 Tis in vain .. [toj trust to Fbysick.
17^ (^OLosM. Hist. Rome (1786) II. 61 That homage to
which they had aspired. 1834 Wori>sw. Yarrtnu Revisittd
viii. While they minister to thee. 1S43 Frastr't Mag,
XXVIII. 654, I have aXrtauAy alluded to the fact. 1975
VoniKGaius i.Conim. (cd. a)87'il*c issue of a Denizen cannot
inherit to him.

b. After ttitify^ witness, aiUst, swtar^ subscribe^

confess, speak, etc: In support of; in assertion

or acknowlc<lgcmcnt of.

For assent to see 37 ; cf. also at.

1630 PtYNNK Anti-ArmtH. 75 Cooctu^ions which cuery
man must subscribe toa 1710 AoDisoN TaiUr No. 25^ t6
The i'risoner brought several Persons of good Credit to
witness to her Rcpuution. 1737 Whittom jose^kms^Antig,
IX. xiv. % 2 McnaiKler attests to it. i77i-(see CoMnaBP. 61.

1776 Triai 0/Nundocomar jf^lx That is a foot lo which I

can speak. 1776 Trial y. Fotvke c aS/o, I took his affida-
vit lo the truth of the contents of the Letters. 180a Mak.
EuCKWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xjx. 157 He would swear to
the person from whom be received the note. 1884 Mauch,
Exam. 7 July 4/6 The hon. gentlemen spoke to a resolution
congratulating the Government on the passing iA the Fran*
chisc Hill.

C. In obsolete, archaic, or dialectal use : chicHy
representing an 0£. dative or French const, with
h\ now omitted, the verb being treated as trans.
a i32S-<^ 1430 fsee Plkase v, i, 3 a), c 13B0 Wvcup Sel,
Wks. III. 36a Who shulde..inor obc(ihhc to ^ pope
|iaii lo Crist? 138a — Dast. iil 57 (liencdicite) Blesse }c,
alle the wcrkis of the Lord, to the Lord, c 1449 Pecock
Re^. I. xvi. 90 Serue lo God. Ibid. 11. xv. 234 Lucuc thou
Id me. 16^ R. L*£st«ancii Josr/^hus. If^ars Jems 11. xxvL
(1733) 654 They should renounce to all manner of unlawful
Violeoces. 1800 A, Swansion Serm. ^ Led. (1803) II. 318
Titus and. .Timotheus also were present and assisting to
Itie apostle S874 SWINBUKNK IiothvHlt\. iv, If I did UI to
seek to that strong hand.

32. In the syntactical const, of many tninsitivc

verbs,introducing the indirect or dative object. (.Sec

also preceding senses, and the verbs themselves.)
if 1300 [see sense 36J. C13B5 Chauckk L, G. W. aiaS

{Ariadne) Now be we duchessis .. And sekerede to the
regaljn of Alhenya. (1450 Cov. Myst. xiv. (1341) 141 To
God in this case my cawsc 1 have betaugbt. 1^1 in

87

Allen Martyrd. Campion (1908) 15 Her Maiestie will pre-

ferre him to great livings. 1666 Pepys Diary 4 June, We
fought them and put them to the run. 1779 Mirror No,
21 P I This day's paper I devote to Correspondents. 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi. H. 142 To admit Roman Catho-
lics to municipal advantages.

b. In obsolete, archaic, or dialectal use; now
replaced by other prepositions, or by different

constmctions. See under the vbs.
1:1500 Melusine vL 32 Many.. shall axe to you tydynges

of the Erie. 1534 Cromwell in Merriman Life ff Lett. I.

387 To answer unto suche thinges as then shalbe leyed and
obiected to you. 1537 Bury iVills 130, I put them to the
dysposycion of myne executo's. 1S58 in Strypc Anu. Rcj.
(1709) 1. App. IV. 5 Not to pardon, till they.. put themselves
wholly to her highncss's mercy. 1660 F. IJkooke tr. Le
Blanc's Trav. yj We now had associated ourselves to a
)oIly company of Merchants. 1709 Stryi-e Ann. Ref. I. xl.

410 The rrench hostages were put to liberty at Windsor.
1780 JV/rr/»rNa 87 P3 To masses and crucifixes, and images,
were substituted a precise severity of manner, and long
sermons, and a certain mode of sanctifying the Sabbath.
1794 G. Adams Nat. <y Exp. Philos. I. xi. 465 If an alkali

be substituted to the turnsole. 1823 F. Cooper Pioneers
xii, H is mild features were confrontedfto the fierce . . looks of
the chief.

33. Expressing tbe relation of an adj. (or derived

adv. or sb.) to a sb. denoting a j^erson or thing to

which its application is directed or limited.

In the ccmstruction of such adjs. as eucessible^ adverse,
agreeable^ bemficial, common, complaisant, constant, diffi'

cult^ due, easy, equal, essential, faithful, false, /amiliar,
favourable, friendly^ good, grateful, hostile, hurtful, im*
possible, incredible, injurious, kimi, lial'le, manifest, natu-
ral, near, necessary, obedient, possible, proper, requisite,

salutary, similar, subject, suitable, true, useful, visible,

tvelcome, etc., q.v., with their opposites ; also, in a special

sense, alive, dead, deaf, blind, insensible', also many adj.

phrases, as Vfith child, in calfpfuse, ofvalue (see the sbs.).

(In OE. mostly expressetl by the dative: e.g.

f 888 K. iEi-FBED litvth. xiv.5 3 pam neatum is jecynde.
f 893 — Oros. I. i. § 3 pa sindon neb \njcm garsecge. Ibid.

I. vii. 5 I Hy..him ?,ehyTsume w<cron. cSyj — Gregory's
Past. C. xxxvi. 260 Hwa sccal. .Gode undoncfull bconV|
c9S6 K. i'ELFKKD lioeth, xxiv. S s For&cm hit bii> of-

da:lre (^serto. r89otr. B.rda's Hist. iv. xxv. [xxiv.] (iS^)
348 Hwxl>er heo ealle smolt mod_& .. bliAe to him
hasfdon. 971 BlickL Horn. \o\ Hi warron to dea)>e

jearwe. riooo >£lfric Horn, 1 1. 60 pa wrcs Abraham
..Searo to Godes hiese. 130^ (see Common a, 3I. 138a-
[seeNECKSSAKV A.] 1393- [see Duea 5 3,9!. 1393LANGL. /».

PL C. XX. 926 Bcob nat vnkynde . . to ^ourc emrristene.

1398 Trevisa BetrtK De P. R. xii. xxvili. (Uodl. MS.),
ITire crye ts lo^e and odios to o)^t byrdes. c 1450- [see

Open a. 15J. 1451 Capcravk Life St. Gilbert iia He.,
was in grct opinion both to t»c Vope & )x; court. 1576-
(see Familiars. 61. 159^ (see Liaui.r 3a]. 1601 Shaks.
yul. C. II. i. 289 As deerc to mc, as arc the ruddy droppcs
'I'hat visit my sad heart. 1607 (sec Deaf a. 2]. 1610
Shaks. Temp, u iL 303 Inuisible To euery eyeball else.

i6ia- (sec KssENTiAi. a. 4]. 1633 Massingf.r City Madam
v. it!, You arc constant to your purposes, \t6rj Milton
P. L. XL 864 Grateful to Hcav*n. 1711 [see Cold a. 7].

vpA (see Draii a. 3I. iw HartlcPi\yl Par. Reg., Mary
Warding..murdered by wiilLim Stcpheason..to whom she
was pregnant. 1759 (sec BuNi>/i. a bj. 1777 [W. Mah-
small| Minutes Agric. 14 Apr,, This. .is new to me. 18*4
Scorr .SV. Ronan^s viii. Induced to form conclusions not
very f.ivourable to his character. 1835 J. Duncan Beetles

iji Pervious to air and moisture. 1843 Fraset^s blag.
XXVIII.979 True to nature. x88x nKSANT& KiCRC^a//.
ofFleet II. xii, You .ire welcome to all my cast-off lovers.

1886 Mattch. Exam. 3 Nov. 3/1 Comte..lays himself speci-

ally o|M:n to attack. 1887 A. Birrell Obiter Dicta Ser, h.

£0 He was alwa)'S alive to the value of his wares. 1897 F.
Hau. in Aa/u>J« (N. Y.) LXIV. 163/a Wh.it is permissible to

a critic b not impermissible to a counter -critic. 1905 Osxvcs-

try 4- Border Cos. Advert, i June (Advt.), The Cows luid

l/cifcrs..tn-calf to a grand Pedigree Shnthorn Bulk

b. After pa. pples. of verbs of perception (now
only with kmnon, unknown ; nearly ^ by). (Cf.

familiar to, visible lo, etc.) In OE. with dative.

[c 893 K. J¥.Lf^9.aOros, 1. i. 9 27 Hit Is fcawum mannum cu3.)

a laas Ancr. R, 004 Heo bc»d..lo monic al to kuAc. 13..
Cursor M. \cAat (CoCt.) pa.i l>at bis maiden was to cuth.

CI30O Wvcur Set tl^ls. ill. 432 It is byd to us whyche
of hem ben seynts. fMS^ Lovk Bofiavent. Mirr, IxL

(Gibbs MS.) If. 115 pai wcren no)t seen to byre. 1539 Bidlr
(Great) i Sam. vi. 3 It shalbe knowen to you, why hys
hand dcportelh not from you. 1S48 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. John 47 God was secnc and heard to Moses. 1598
Shaks. Merry W, \\. ii. 186 A man long knowne to me.

1770 GoLi>SH. Des. Vill. 149 His house was known to all

the vagrant train. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xii. III. 157
They acted under no authority known lo the law.

B. To before an infinitive (or gerund : see 22).

I/islory :—Beside the simple infinitive, or verbal

substantive in -an (ME. -«i, -e), OE., like the

other WGcr, languages, had a dalive form of the

same or a closely-related sb., which in OE. ended

in 'Onne, -enne, in M K. reduced successively to -ene^

'Cn, •€, and was thus at length levelled with the

simple infinitive, and with it reduced to the uuin-

flectcd verb-stem. This dative form was always

preceded or * governed ' by the preposition t6 * to '.

By many German writers it is called the ' gerund ',

after the Latin verbal sb. in -ndunt. In mod.Eng,

the functions of the Latin gerund are more properly

discharged by the vbl. sb, in -»w§', and it is there-

fore more convenient to speak of the OE, form in

•anne as the * dative infinitive* or * infinitive with

to\ Originally, to before the dative infinitive had
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the same meaning and use as before ordinary sub-
stantives, i. e. it expressed motion, direction, incli-

nation, purpose, etc., toward the act or condition
expressed by the infinitive ; as in * he came to help
(i. e. to the help of) his friends ',

' he went to stay
tliere *, * he prepared to depart (i. e. for departure)

',
* it tends to melt \ * he proceeded to speak \ * look-
ing to receive something '. But in process of time
this obvious sense of the prep, became weakened
and generalized, so that td became at last the
ordinary link expressing any prepositional relation
in which an infinitive stands to a preceding verb,
adjective, or substantive. Sometimes the relation
was so vague as scarcely to differ from that between
atransitive verb and its object, Thiswasesp.sowhen
the vb. was construed both transitively and intran-

sitively. There were several verbs in OE, in this

position, such as onginnan to begin, ondrkdan to
dread, beUodan to bid, order, be^verian to forbid,

l)Tc\cntf gcUe/an to heUcve^ /teruean to think, etc.

;

these are found construed cither with the simple
(accusative) infinitive, or with td and the dative
infinitive. There was also a special idiomatic use
(sense 13 a) of the infinitive with ttf as an indirect

nominative, where logically the simple infinitive

might be expected. From these beginnings, the
use of the infinitive with to in place of the simple
infinitive, helped by the phonetic decay and loss of

the inflexions and the need of some mark lo dis-

tinguish the infinitive from other parts of the verb
and from the cognate sb., increased rapidly during
the late OE. and early ME. period, with the result

that in mod.Eng, the infinitive with to is the ordi-

nary form, the simple infinitive surviving only in

particular connexions, where it is very intimately

connected with the preceding verb (see below). To
a certain extent, therefore, i.e. when the infinitive is

the subject or direct object, to has lost all its mean-
ing, and become a mere * sign * or prefix of the
infinitive. But after an intrans. vb.,or the passive

voice, to is still the preposition. In appearance,
there is no difference between the infinitive in * he
proceeds to speak^ and * he chooses to speak*; but
in the latter to speak is the equivalent of speaking
or speech^ and in tite former of to speaking or to

speech. In form, to speak is the descendant of OE.
tS spccantu ; in sense, it is partly the representative

of this imd largely of OE. specan.
(The simple infinitive, without to, remains: i. after the

auxiliaries of tense, mood, [jcriphrasis, shall,iviU\ may, can ;

do\ and the qu.isi-auxiliaiies, must, (and sometimes) need,
dare: Q. after some vbs. of causing, etc; makCy bid, let,

haz'e, in sense 15 a [ 3. after some vbs. of perception, see,

hear, feel, and some tenses of kno^i', observe, notice, per-
ceive, etc., in sense 15 h ; 4. after had liefer, rather, better,

sooner, as lief, as soon, as good, as vjcll, etc. : see Have v.

23, Katiikr adv. pd, and the other words.)

The infinitive with to may be deiwndcnt on an adj., a sb.,

or a vb., or it may stand independently. To an adj. it

stands in adverbial relation: ready to fight = ready for

fighting ; to a sb. it st.inds in adjectival or sometimes ad-
verbial relation: a day to remember = a memorable day;
lo a vb. it may stand in an adverbial or substantival relation

:

to proceed to tvork=^ to proceed to working ; to like to

work — to like working.

I. With infinitive in adverbial relation.

*ImliccUingpurpose or intention.

1. a. Dependent on a vb., to with inf. = in order

to ; equivalent to that or in order that with sub-

jimctive, or Xofor oxfor the purpose^with gerund.
For in order to, on purpose to, see Orusk sb. 28 h(b). Pur-

pose ib, lib.
The implied subject of the inf. may be either a subject or

an object in the principal clause.

(rt) Dependent on a verb of motion.
^890 tr. Bxda's Hist. 11. i. (1890) 96 Moni^e cwomon to

biceenne l>a fling, a 900 Ags. Ps, Cl'h.) xxvi. 4 [xxvii. 3)
pcah hi arisan on^ean me to feohtanne. ^950 Lindisf.
Gosp. Mark iv. 3Eode3esawende. .tosawennc. 971 Blickl.

Hom. 165 To hwon eodan ?;e to westenne . . wit^n tosecenne.

cxwo^ Lay. 5238 Heo wolden fa:re to Rome to wrcken o
bon (olkc. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 3523 pat he to him wende
To helpe him in suche nede. 1^8 Wvclif Matt. iv. i

Thanne Jhesus was led of a spirit in to desert, to be temptid
of the feend. Ibid. xi. 8 Or what thing wenten ?e out to

see I1382 for to seen]? 1577 Ii. Googe Heresbac/ts Husb.
I. (1586) 3, I get me into my Closet to serue God. 1592
[see to]. 1770 GoLDSM. Des. Fill. 180 Fools, who ciine to

scoff, remained to pray. 1890 Chamb. Jml. 28 June 408/1
We m.idc sail to return to Pcrim. Mod, She ran to meet
her father.

{b) Dependent on other verbs.
Beowulf (Z.) 256a Da wses bring-bo^an heorte gefysed

saicce to !»eccanne. C890 tr, Bxda^s Hist, iv.xiv. [xi.] (1890)

3^ Da ^earwodon heo bis lichoman to byr^cnne. a 901
Laws cf yElfred c. 62 § 27 X'f fy sie ontended ryht to

ba:rncnne. f 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. ii. 13 Herodes sa:cas

flone cnfcht to fjrdoanne. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi.
(Baptista) 842 pan l>c basare hewit on hicht His hand, to

strife, gif he mycht. f 14*5 Wvntoun Crt?«. 1. ix. 533 As
men may be a roundall se, Merkit to be dclt in thrc. 1445
in Anglia XXVHI. 269 Hothc jwre and riche labouryd
righte sore, encrcsc to geie. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI
146 b, To have a Rowland to resist an Oliver. 1637 Milton
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Vac. Exerc. 94 Thoughts that. .loudly knock to have their

passage out. itm De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1B40) 70, I gave
a soldier five oollars to carry them news. 1787 Cowper
Stanzas Yearly Bill Mori. 14 Like crowded forest trees

we stand, And some are mark'd to fall, 1859 Ruskin Tivo

Paths iv. § no As our bodies, to be in health, must be
generally exercised, so our minds, to be in health, must be
generally cultivated.

b. Dependent on an adj. ; indicating the pur-

pose or function to which the adj. refers.

f 890 tr. Baeda's Hist. ir. i. (1890) 98 paet he selfa seara
w:Ere..t»st weorc to fremmenne. a 900 Ags. Ps, (Th.) xiii.

6 Heora fet beo5 swiSe hraffe blod to xeotanne. c 1400 tr.

Sccrcta Secret. ^ Gov. Lordsh. v. 51 God, .make cleerjjoure

vnderstondynge to persayue J>e sacrament of |>is science.

1578 LvTK Dodoens iii. Ixviii. 410 The lye. . is very good to

washe the scurffe of the head. Mod. Are they quite good
to eat?

o. Dependent on a sb. ; the inf. expressing the

use or function of that which is denoted by the sb.

The advb. use may be explained as qualifying the adj.

'intended, adapted' before to.

C890 tr. Bxda's ffist. iii. xix. [xxvii.] (1890) 242 Bee on to

leornienne Ihi] ^efon. ^893 K. Alfred Oros. iii. xi. § 3
ponne seo leo bring3 his hungregum hwelpum hwaet to

etanne. 13.. Minor Poents Jr. Vernon MS. xxlii. 771 To
syke men made is he Medicyn, hem to mende. 1445 inA nglia
XXVIII, 277 A plastir to cure t>e wounde of Rome. 1526
TiNDALR Luke ii. 32 A light to lighten the gentyls. 1609
Bible (Douay) Numb. iv. 16 The oyle to dresse the lampes.
1716 in J. O. Payne Eng. Cath. Nonjurors o/sps 348 One
ciborium of silver, to preserve the consecrated Host, a 1845
HoodLay ofLabourer i, A hook to reap, or a scythe to mow.

{b) After time^ room^ and words of similar mean-
ing : equivalent \.ofor with gerund (of. a), or = at

or in which (one) can or should , . (cf. lib, c).

13.. Cursor M. ii8i4{Cott.) Nuneghes tim to tak his lai.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2000 {Ariadne) Rowm . .To welde
an axe. 1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy \\. 658 To rekne hem
alle I haue as now no tyme. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch.
5 Now ys the tyme.. to help one another. 1635 Quables
Etiibl. I. vii. 3 Is this a time to pay thine idle vowes At
Morpheus Shrine? 1858 Mill Liberty iv. (1873) 57 (There
was] no time to warn him of his danger. 1887 ' L. Carroll*
Game of Logic iv. 96 The time to learn is when you're

young.

2. In absolute or independent construction,

usually introductory or parenthetic.

To be Sure, to Wit: see these words.
c 1305 St. Kcnelm 266 in E. E, P. (1862) 54. & to telle hit

wi^oule rj-m t»use wordes ri^t hit were. 17x386 Chaucer
Knt.'s T. 1037 And schortly to concluden, swich a place

Was noon in erthe. c 1450 Coi: Myst. xiii. (1841) i?9 Than
farther to oure matere lO procede, Mary with Ehzabeth
abod. 1600 Shaks. A. V. Z.. i. L 8 He keepes me rustically

at home, or (to speak more properly) staies me heere at

home vnkepl. i6<S7 Milton P. L. w. 922 Nor was his eare

less peal'd With noises loud and ruinous (to compare Great
things with small) then when Bellona storms fete], tyn
AnnisoN Spect. No 26 P 6 But to return to our Subject.

1858 Mill Liberty iv. (1873) 53 The pleasure, not to say the

useful recreation, of many, is worth the labour of a few,

1888 Brvce Amer. Commw. III. vi. xcix. 387 All their ins

and outs (to use an American phrase).

**Indualing objeclivily.

3. Dependent on various verbs, chiefly transitive,

passive, or reflexive, with weakened sense of pur-

pose : indicating an action, etc. to which that of

the principal verb is in some way directed. (See

also the verbs themselves ; and in particular, for

specific uses, liE v, 16, Have v, B. 7 c, Needz;.2 8,

OoGHTz/, H, 5. Cf. also 14 below.)
The subject of the principal clause is also the implicit sub-

ject of the infinitive : so also in other senses below, except

where the contrary is stated.

c8<)7 K. i'ELFRED Gregory*s Past, C. xU. 302 WeorSen
;;eniedde hiera un3eawas to herianne & to weorSianne.

Ibid. Ivi. 433 Da Se air ciencea3 to syngianne. a9oo —
Soliloquy (1902) 46 ^Eall J>ajt |>u wilnast to habbenne,
triooo ^LFRic Gen. xi. 6 Hij begunnon |>is to wircanne.

Ibid, xxvii. 41 Esau..|>ohte to ofsleanne Jacob. (X1175

Cott. Horn. 227 Hi. .begunnon t>a to worcen. CX205 Lav.

18738-9 Pu . . t?rattest bine to sla;nne, And his cim to fordonne.

Ibid. 24722 pa . . pe king gon to spekene. c 1290 St. Gregory

50 in 6\ Eng. Leg. I. 357 pou t)encst. .with \>\ conseil al

rome to bi-trai5e. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 12 Thanne longen

folk to goon on pilgrimages, c 1400 Destr. Troy 312 The
Emperour Alexaunder Aunterid to come. 1525 Ld. Beknrrs
Froiss. II, xxi. 45 They deterniyned to crowne to their kyng
this mayster Denyse. 1694 S. Meade in Jrnl. Friends'

Hist. Soc. (1912) IX. 182 Her Husband thinks to come
downe tomorrow. 17^6 P. Francis tr. Horace^ Art Poet.

36, I strive to be concise,

b. In obsolete, archaic, or dialectal uses ; now
replaced by various prepositions with the gerund,

or by other constructions, (See the vbs.)

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. 627 Every man fell to make
his prayers to God. 1533 Cromwell in Merriman Life ^
Lett. (1902) I. 360, I shall aduyse yow to stay to doo [= re-

frain from doing] any thing. 1698 Frver Acc. E. India <y

P. 58 Unless they would, .content themselves to winter at

the Mauritius. 1749 Lavington Enthus. Meth. Sf Papists

n. (1754) 34 Her Spouse insisting to play -nother Game.
1871 G. Meredith H. Richmond III. 109 Abstaining to

write to her. 1885 J. Hawthorne Love or Name iii We
don't aim to establish a monopoly.

4. Dependent on various adjs. (and pples., and

adjectival or predicative phrases) : usually indicat-

ing the application of the adj., etc. For g^oing to,

used as future participle, sec Go v, 47 b. (See

also senses i b, 7-9, and the adjs. themselves.)

C975 Rushw, Gosp. Matt, iii, 11 >Efter me cymeS se is me
strajugia J>a:t ic na:m wyrj>e scoas to beranne. a 1223

Juliana 5 (Bodl. MS.) pes ?unge mon..wes iwunet ofte to

cumen wi3 him. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1431 Gwider..
is truage athuld sone Of rome t»at is eldore were iwoned
to done, 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 8559 Certayne To have
endelos ioy. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1680 He is worthy to
haue renown. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vi. xv. 3 The peple..
Hene.-moir sle To forge and carve lyflyk staturis of Was.
1651 W. Durham Maran-atha (1652) 4 Every man that
is able to discipline souldiers. 1770 Goldsh. Des. VilL
161 Careless their merits or their faults to scan. 1832
Tennyson Loz'e thou thy Land -^i Not swift nor slow to
change, but firm. 1838 Thirlwall Greece V. xiii. 229 She
was at liberty to enforce her claims. Mod. I am ready to go.

b. With inf. passive : altered from the active

(see 9), arch.
C1460 FoRTESCUE Abs. <5- Lim. Mon. xi. (1885) 136 This

was not possible to haue ben done, c 1483 Vulg. Tercnt.
02 b, Whatt is best to be doon now? 1693 Evelyn De la
Quint. Compl. Gard. I. 5 The fittest to be chosen. 1779
Mirror No. 21 p 3 Incidents still more frequent, and less

easy to be foreseen. 1870 Burton Hist. Scot. V. IxiL 382
She was hard to be entreated.

5. Dependent on various abstract sbs. (e. g. nouns
of action from the vbs. in 3, or of quality from the

adjs. in 4) : usually indicating object or applica-

tion, as in 3 and 4 ; also (after such words vl%favour^

honour
^
pleasure^ indicating an action which is the

substance or form of that which is denoted by the

sb., i. e. in which it consists : often replaceable by

of with gerund.
For * what has he to do, to..' (=' what business has he

to. .') and the like, see Do v. 33 c.

c 888 K. j^lfred BoetH. xxxviii. 5 4 Oa;t hi . . habbaS leafe

yfel to donne. 971 Blickl. Horn. 63 Us is mycel jjearf to

witenne l>ffit (etc. J. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark ii. 10 pact mannes
sunu hfefS anweald-.synna to forgyfanne. c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn, rs pat he geue us mihte and strengSe to forletene

t>esternesse, and to fol^ie briclnesse. CX300 Harrow. Hell

179 5ef us leve,..To faren of this lothe wyke. 13.. Minor
Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 1. 593 Haue non hope to huen longe.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xx. vH. 809 Ye haue no cause to

loue sir Launcelot. 1525 Bp. Sampson in Ellis Orig, Lett,

.Ser. ni. I. 356 Means might be fownde to change hym.
1582 Allen Martyrd. Campion {igoS,) 11 z This resolutnes

of minde, and willingnes to die. 1665 Bovle Occas. Rejl.

Introd. Pref. (1848) 13, I.. took Pleasure to imagine two
or three of my Friends to l>e present with me. 1737 Swirr
Proposal forgiving Badges^ ^Vz. Wks. 1751 IX. 301, I had
the Honour to be a Mem&r of it. 1842 R. I. Wilberforce
Rutilius <5- Lucius 249 As though in act to spring.^ 1859
Geo. Eliot A. Bede xvi, Conscious of increased disincUna*

tion to tetl his story.

if**fndicaling appointment or destination,

6. Indicating destiny, or (expected or actual)

event or outcome. Dependent on vb., adj., or sb.

See also Comet/. 23 b, Get z*. 32, Leaver,' 5 b, Livez/.'q.

A 1380 .S"^. Augustin 108 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)

63/2 pei [the Manichees] forsok )>at olle men Schulde rise in

flesch, to lyue ajen. 1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 269 No theef

iss suffrid to lyen in weyes there felawes him lyke to make.
1638 G. Sandys Paraphr. Job xxvii. 34 Borne to begge their

bread. 1725 Bradley's Earn. Diet, s, v. July^ Plant out

Colliflowers, to blow in September. 1750 Gray Elegy xiv,

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen. 1781 Cowper
Charity 74 We come with joy from our eternal rest, To see

the oppressor in his turn oppressed. x8o8 Byron IVken we
two parted 4 When we two parted . .To sever for years.

****Indicating result or consequence,

7. Expressing result or consequence (potential or

actual) ; esp. after so or suck (now always with as

before to — that with finite vb. : see As cuiv, B. 20),

or enough. For inf. after than, see Than 1 c
With enought too (see b), the subj, of the principal clause

may be either the implied subj. or obj, of the inf., or obj. of

a following prep, (cf. constructions in sense 11), or the subj.

of the inf. may be a sb. or pron. preceded by^&r, or may be
unexpressed.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5158 Ne be nat proude.,
Yn Jjyn hertc to make a rous. c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom.
ProL ff T. 308, 1 haue yow toold ynowe To reyse a feend.

1577 FuLKE Ansiv. True Christian 95 Be not so impudent,
to charge vs with these crimes aboue the Papistes. 16x1

Bible Gen. iii. 22 The man is become as one of us, to know
good & euill. 1742 Fielding Jos, A ndretvs iv, iii, The Laws
..are not so vulgar, to permit a mean Fellow to content! with
one ofyour Ladyship's Fortune. 1865 Ruskin Sesame \. § 15
He has only to speak a sentence.. to be known for an
illiterate person. 1877 Spurgeon Serm. XXIII. 537 A m.in

who has light enough to know he is wrong but not grace

enough to forsake the evil. 1884 Manch, Exam. 14 May
5/1 The Government have..done much to excite against

them the fiercest antipathies of the Opposition.

b. After too, with negative implication (too . .

to , » = so , , as not to^ or so , , thai . . not . .).

See also Too 2 b.

Herey&r with the gerund may often be substituted.

ax3oo A Sartnun xxxv. in E. E. P. (1862) 5 Hit is to late

whan J)OU ert J>are To crie ihsu \>\n ore. ? a 1400 Morte
Are/i.i{02i We are..to fewe to feghte with themall. C1538
R. Cowley in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 98 Too lament-

able to expres. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 113 b, It

is nowe to late to examyne the licence. 1655 Niclwlas
Papers (Camden) II. 266 Cromwell hath too good a nose

as to hunt vpon a false sent. 1665 [see Too 2bl. 17x2

BuDGELL spect. No. 401 P 4 My Answer would be too long

to trouble you with. 1833 Tennyson Lady Clara Vere de

Vere ii, Too proud to care from whence I came. Mod.
This tea is too hot to drink. The weight is too heavy for

you to lift.

*****Indicating occasion or condition,

8. Indicating occasion (passing into ground,

reason, or cause) : equivalent to at, in, on^for^ of,

by^ etc. with gerund, or because with finite vb.

?ni366 Chaucer ^tfw. Rose 122 Wonder glad I was to
see That lusty place. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. 220 (MS. I-.)

And so my?t pardoun l>e gotun to sey [=by saying] yche
day a lady sawter. 1508 Coiyn BlowboCs Test. 22 in Hazl.
E. P. P. 1. 93 An hors wold wepe to se the sorow be maide.
X53S Coveruale Ps. xlvii[i]. 5 They marveled to se soch
thinges. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 343, I blusht to
heare his monstrous deuices. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. iii. ii. 27
Goe girle, I cannot blame thee now to weepe. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W, iii, I could not hut smile to hear her talk in this
lofty strain, 1833 Tennyson Lady Clara Vere de Vere ii.

I know you proud to bear your name. 1843 Macaulay
Lays^ Horatius xlix, All Etruria's noblest Felt their hearts
sink to see On the earth the bloody corpses, In the path the
dauntless Three.

9. With inf. after an adj. or (predicate) sb., in

passive sense (equivalent to the L. supine in -«),

the main sb. of the principal clause being the
implied object of the inf., or of a preposition

following (or in ME, preceding).
c888 K. it^LFRED Boeth. xxxiv. § 11 Hi bio5 swiSe eSe to

tedailenne. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark ii. 9 Hwa:t is ea3ur
to coe3anne . . V c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 Gode tlSinge and
murie to heren. 13. . K. Alis. 6312 Heo buth thelothlokest
men on to seon. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 705 A flour, t?at es
fayre to se.^ <:x4oo Maundkv. (1839) xxvii. 274 Wylde men
that ben hidoiise to loken on. 0435 Torr. Portugal 617
Gret Ruthe yt wase to se. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xii. 11
Thou art a fayre woman to loke vjwn. 1617 Morvson
/tin. 11. 101 Ere it be good to eat. 1736 Thomson Liberty
v. 456 Oh ! shame to think ! 1805 Scott Last Minstr. \. i,

Deadly to hear, and deadly to telL 1899 W. T. Greene
Cage.Birds 71 Macaws., very gorgeous creatures to look at.

10. With inf. expressing a fact or supposition

which forms the ground of the statement in the

principal clause, or is considered in connexion
with it ; equivalent to in with gerund, or ihat^ in

ihat^ considering that (or sometimes if) with

finite vb.
13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2544 Sire, thou art wel nice. To leue

[ =:believe] so mochel thin emperice. CX489CAXTON Sonnes
ofAymon xxiL 481 He dothe wronge to leve me here. 1592
Shaks. Rom.j^ Jul. iv. i. 23 Par. Come you to make con-
fession to this Father? lul. To answere that, I should
confesse to you. 16x0 — Tetnp. iii. i. 37, I haue broke
your best to say so. 1706 Addison Rosamund i. lii, Thou
art a rustic to call me so. X846 W. £. Forster in Reid
Life (1888) I. vL 186 What a strange little mortal he is,

to be ruler of a mighty nation. 1884 R. W. Church
Bacon iii. 59 He was no mere idealist or recluse to under-
value . . the real grandeur of the world. 1887 ' L. Carroll

'

Game ofLogic i. § i. 15 You will do well to work out a lot

more for yourself.

f b. With inf. equivalent to a conditional clause

with indefinite subject (= ifotte toere to , .). Obs,
£1386 Chaucer Aliller's T, 66 In al this world to seken

vp and doun There nos no man so wys. C1400 Maundev.
(1839) ix. 81 Fro that hospitall, to go toward the Est, is

a full fayr chirche, 1591 Shaks. i Hen. K/, iv. vii. 89 To
keepe them here, They would but stinke, and putrifie the

ayre. x6xx Beaum. & Fl. Philaster iii. i, Bulls and Rams
will fight, To keep their Females standing in their sight.

IL With infinitive in adjectival relation.

11. With inf. in adjectival relation to a sb,

;

either as predicate after the vb. to be (see Bk 16,

1 7), or immediately qualifying the sb.

a. Expressing intention or appointment (cf. i,

6), and hence simply futurity (thus equivalent to a
future participle), {a) with inf. act. : is to . .

= intends or is intended to . ,, is going to . ., will . .

.

c looo- [see Come v. 32!. X297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 287 Man
l>ou art iwis To winne jut a kinedom. c 1420 Sir Amadas
(Weber) 569 Yffe thou be a mon to wedde a \vyfe, Y vocbe
hyr save..On the. CX460 Oscney Reg. loi l"hoo |>at be
present and to be, 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. ii. 25, I am to

discourse wonders. . . I will tell you euery thing as it fell out.

1596— Merch. V. i. i. slWhereof it is borne, I am to learne.

1667 Milton P. L. xii. 113 A Nation from one faithful

man to spring. 1693 South Serm. II. 113 He who is to pray
. .has more to consider of, than, .his Heart can hold. X779

Mirror No. 23 r 3 He was not suffered to play with his

equals, because he was to be the king of all sports. 1864

Browning Rabbi Ben Ezra i. The best is yet to be.

(b) with inf. pass, (equivalent to Lat. gerundive) :

to be done = intended to be done, about to be done.

c X4SO Cov. Myst. x. (1841) 96 Here is to be maryde a
m.-iyde 5ynge. 158s in CatA. Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 108

Articles to be ministred to Tho. Rowe. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcelt. xxvi. 1, Having a presage., of the businesse

to bee performed. X719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. xii. 245
The happy minute of our being to be seized by the Dutch.

.

ships. 184^ Eraser s Mag. XXVIII. 655 Leopold was to be

appointed Viceroy,

{c) with inf. act., the sb, being the implicit

object of the inf. ; thus equivalent to the passive

in (b).

As predicate, ois. in literary Eng. exc. in certain con-

nexions, as a house to let (Let c' 8) i when following a
sb., the sb. is usu. governed by ha7'e (see Have v. B. 7).

c laoo Ormin Ded. 8 Witt h.ifenn takenn ba An reshellboc

te foUihenn. 14. . in Rel. Ant. I. 62 This poure man h.id

suyn to selle. 1487-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 134 For a hoke

to sett on hLs dorr. 1595 Shaks. yohn I. i. 259 Were I to

get againe, ..I would not wish a better father. 1771 Smol-

lett Humph. Ct. 26 Oct., He has a son to educate. 1797
Canning Kni/C'Grimter ii. Knives and Scissars to grind O !

185a M. AicNOLD Evtpcdocles I. ii. 334 The mass. .Ofvolumes

yet to read. Of secrets toexplore. Mod. Notice, This house

to let or for sale. Mod. I have much to tcU.

{d) with inf. followed (in ME. sometimes pre-

ceded) by a preposition, the sb. being the implicit

obj. of the prep.
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f897 K. i^LFRFD Gregory*! Past C. xviL 126 K»f.'5«r

Sonne sie S'e"! mid to 3reaReanne, sie 8ar eac staef mid to

wreJianne. ciaoo Trin, Coil. Horn. 89 He .. bed hem
bringen a wig one le riden. 1408-17 in Rec. St. Mary
at Hill Intr«J. 96 Item, .j. short fourme with a tapete

and Quysshynes to knele at. 1577 B. Cjoogu HertshtKh's

Husb. I. (1586) 13 These great roomes..be Hames to laye

Corne in. i6«i Cotcr. s.v. Rosette, R«i Inke to rule

bookes wiih. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 366 A Dry
Sea<«n..is best to sow Barley and White Oats in.

b. Expressing duty, obligation, or necessity.

{a) with inf. act : »J /<?.. = is bound to, has

to . ., must . ., ought to . .

.

ti45o Houj^ND Howlat ai6 The Ravyne..Was dene
rurale to reid. a i5»9 Skelton Phyllyp Spanmt 401 Robyn
red breste He shall l>e the preest The requiem masse to

syng. 1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. n. uL 37 Thy Master is

ship'd, and thou art to post after with oares. 1598 — Merry
W. IV. ii. 128 You are not to goe loose any longer, you
must be pinnion'd. 17W Goldsm. Good-n. Man iii, I'm yet

to thank you for choosing my little library. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 13 July 5/2 The Southerners, with only one wicket

fcofall, were 259 runs to the bad. 1887 ' L. Carroll ' Game
f/Logic i. 5 I. 9 What, then, are you to do?

{b) with inf. pass. («= L. gerundive) : is to be . ,

« is proper to be, ought to be . ., should be . ,,

need be . .,

The inf. pass, b also occasionally used as a<y. preceding

the sb. ; now with hyphens, as toSe-dreaded-ox^AXvX.

138X WvcLiF John xxi. 2^, 1 deme neither the world him
silfto mowe take tho bookis, that ben to be writun. c 1410

Love Bonmfent, Alirr. (1908)49 That b..most profitable,

and rather to be chosen. 1960-78 Bk. Discipl. Ck. Scot.

(1631) 61 Unprofitable questions are to be avoided. 1611

Ukauv. & Kl. Kni. Bum. Pest. v. iii. There's no more to be

said. 177* Burks Amer. Tax. 32 If, Sir, the conduct of

ministry..had arisen from timidity ... it wouU have been

greatly to be condemned.. 1858 Mill Liberty y. (1873)

60 The taxation, .of stimulants, .is not only admissible, but

to be approved of.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. aS* That same moste

fortunate and nwste to be de-iyred kyngdome. 1606 Siiaks.

Tr. * Cr. 1. lit 157 Such to be pittietl, and ore-rested

leemiog He acts thy Greatncsse in. 1779 Sylph II. 50 This

dkaU be the last letter that treats on this to-be -f(»^bidden

themes ifl^i Naphf.vs PrexK ^ Cttre Dis. iil vi. 835 The
to-be*dreaded legacies of smallpox.

{c) with in^ act., of which the sb. is the implicit

obj., as in II a(^).
As predicate, ohs. exc in to Name (Blame v. 6) ; otherwise

usu. with kmK before the sb., as in a(f}; also with ellipsis

of sb. in hat>e to do (see Do v. 33 c, d).

971 Bliikl. liom. 63 Nis ^t no be eallum demum ;^elice

to sccxxenne. c iiaa O. E. Chron. an. 1083, pa munecas.

.

nysion hwet hcom to donne waere. Ibid, an. 1086, Bclwyx
o^rum t-in^um nis na to forgytane \QtX gode friS. a-aa%
Ancr. R. 53 [Heo] wot betere ^en ich wot, hwat heo haueS
to donne. 1*97 R. Glouc (RolL) 3271 Hii »Iowe ^ere a
|iousend & mo- ., & bat was to rywc sore, /bid, 3318 Wat
were to done, c 1380 Wvclif Sel. l^ks. 1. 196 Confe&sioun

of cowardise is to drcde of men. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 8

The hevenc wot what is to done, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.

6831 Hector brctheren weren mechel to praysc. 1503 Hawes
Exanip. Virt. vii. 104 A man without wytte is to dyspyse.

1634 W, TiRWHYT tr. BalMot't Lttt. (voL I.) 994 Havmg a
thousand old debates to reconcile, and as many new ones to

prevent. 1794 Mas. RAix:urFE Myst. Udol^ka \ llwy had
DO time to loae. 1870 Rogers hfist. Gleanings Ser. il ai4

Everybody.. thought Ilorne to bUmc 188B W. S. Gilbert
Yeomen 0/ Guard \. la, 1 have a song to sing, 01 Mod,
You arc much to bkimc.

(</) with inf. aiul prep., as in 1 1 a (rf),

i6f I DiBLE Luke xil so» I tiauc a baptisme to be baptized

with. 1779 Mirror No. 48 P 10 TTie painter has yet more
(difficulties] to stnic^le with. i8m Geo. £uot A. Bede
xvi, It was not. .a tnuiz to make a itus about. 18B8 Rioea
Haggard Mr, Meeson s 1^111 xvii, Ladies need never wear
an>thing to speak of in the evening.

a Kxpressing possibility or potential action.

(<i) with inf. act. : « that can or may . ,.

«i3So in Wright Lyric P. (Percy Soc) ^ Heo bath a
mry mouth to mele I^ speak], c 13^0 Wycup IVks. (1880)

88 Men stable in bileue oen a H<^ walle to lumen a^en \ns

toodir. fi4oo Maunoev. (1839) v. 45 In that contree

(Egypt] ben the gode astronomyeres ; for the! fynde there

no ckwdes to Icttcn hem. i^ Tindale Matt, xt 15 He
that hath eares to heare, let turn here, a IJS33 Ln. Bernebs
Hmoh cxl 385 lliere was no man to saye hym naye. 16*5
Bacon Ess. Anger {fiuh.) 566 They haue so manv Thinp
to trouble them. itSb Cowm AUx, Seikirk 3 My right

there is none to dispute. 1799 Wordsw. She dwelt among
the untrodden tvays i, A maid whom there were none to

praise And very few to k>ve. 1890 * L. Kalcone«* MIU.
ixe vi, 'Iltere is no one to sec ns.

{b) with inf. pass. : «- that can or may Ije , .

;

often e<|uivalcnt to an aclj. in -bU, o& to be heard
as audible.

1533 Elvot Cast. Helthe (1541) 94 The inner part iherof

is not to be eaten. 1590 Spenser F. Q. u. vii. 30 In all that

rowme was nothing to be seene But huge great yron chests.

161 1 Shaks. Cymh. iii. L 68 Looke For fury, not to be
resisted. 1631 Werver Anc. Fun. Mem. 323 This inMnip<
tion..nowhardlytobercad. 1818 J. Vliht Lett. Amer. iv.

46 Not a s«)und was to be heard.

(c) with inf. act., of which the sb. is the implicit

oI>j,, as in 1 1 a (^) : «= that (one) can or may . ,

;

often nearly equivalent io/ar with pertind, as in i a.

R.irely in predicate (quots. 1 397, a 1 849*). With drinA, eat^

sometimes a<i apparent obj. of tne ' '"* "' "' ''

thint^ox anything {arch.).

he vb., with ellipsis oi some-

C950 Lindisf. Gpsp, Mark x. 40 Sitta..to swidra minra..
ne is min to scllaiine. c 1000 j'Klfric Gen, xxviii. 30 Gif
Drihten..syl^ me hiaf to ctcnne and rcaf to weri;i;enne.

c 1*05 Lav. 13573 Nefden we noht to drinken. Ibid. 13583
?e sculled habben to drinken. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2747
He esste at is clerkes were tt to tcuc 1= to be believed,

VouX,

credible] were, e 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 47 There Is no
watre to drynke, but ;if it come be condyt from Nyle. 15SS
N. T. (Rhem,) John iv. 7 Giue me to drinke [so x6n

:

earlier V7'. Geue me drynkej. 1610 Shaks. Temp. in. ii.

102 Without them [hLs books] Hee ., hath not One Spirit

to command. 1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 744/a A taking pattern !

to propose To our slim race of modern beaus. 1815 W. H,
Ireland Scribbleomania 190 The great Grecian youth,
Who whimper'd for more worlds to conquer. 01849 I^ed-

DOES Dream-Pedlary^ If there were dreams to sell. Ibid.^
Were dreams to have at will. 1858 ?i%K9S Athan. \\\. x. 333
Heathen nations.. who have had no truth given them to

reject. 1897 Kipling5 Nations^ Our Lady ofSnoros^ The
gates are mine to open, As the gates are mine to close.

{d) with inf. and prep., as in 11 a {d),
c 1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. (190S) 49 A pore wommanes

sone, that skarsly hadde clothes to wrappe hym inne. 1423
Jas. I Kingis Quair clxxiv, Nor sekernes, my spirit with
to glad. 1593 Nashe CArii/'f T. (1613) 54 Nere had you
such a subiect to roialize your Muses with. 1593 Shaks.
3 Hen, y/f I!, i. 68 Sweet Duke of Yorke, our Prop to leane
vpon. 178^^ Burns Ep. to y. Rankiru iv, Tak that, ye lea'e

them naethmg To ken them by.

d. Expressing quality or character: »« such as

to . ., tit to, such as would . .. (With various con-

structions as in a, b, c, but not used predicatively.)

14.. Pol. Rel. ^ L. Poems 217, I have herde of an erbe to

lyss that peyne. 1610 Shaks. TemP. ir. i. 313 ^Twasadin
to fright a Monsters eare. 173S~* 1 homson Liberty iv. 406
A si^ht to gladden Heav'nl 1814 Scott Redgauntlet
ch. XIX, Father Crackenthorp was not a man to be brow-
beaten. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. i. ii. Is she a person

to like? 1^9 Geo. Eliot A. Bede xxxii, She was not the
woman to misbehave towards her betters.

12. With inf. equivalent to a relative clause with

indicative; chiefly after yfrrf, last, or the like (in

this case « in with genmd) : as thefirst to come «
' the first in coming ,

* the first who comes or came'.
105 Covilrdale 2 Sam. xix. ii Why wyl ye be the last to

fetchthe kynge agayne vnto his house? 159K Shaks. Tvuo
Gent. IL L 43 Not an eye that sees you, but is a Physician
to comment on your Malady. 1667 Milton P. L. x. log

He came, and with him Eve, more loth, though first To
offend. 1766 CJoLDSM. Vicar W. viii, I have an interest in

being first to deliver this message. i8ai F. Cooper Spy iii,

Harper wxs the last to api»ear. 1835 Lvtton Rienzi i. v,

Mine shall be the first voice to swell the battle-cry of frecdonL

1855 KiNGSLEY lyestiv. Ho XXV, Why. .was I., among the

foremost to urge upon my general the murder of the Inca?

Ill, With infinitive in substantival relation.

Equivalent to a noun or gerund : to being ulti-

mately reduced to a mere ' sign ' of the infinitive

without any meaning of its own.
13. a. with inf. as subject, or as object with com-

plement, introduced by it or an impersonal verb

;

in quot c 1 205 ' without //.

Here the inf. app. or'ginally depended on the adj. or sb.

in the it clause (as in sense 9), or on the impersonal vb., and
was therefore put in the form with to. Inus hwilum 9a
leoktan scylda bio9 bettran to forlxtenne. * sometimes the
slight sins are better to let alone' (K. il^lf. Pa. C. 457)
might also be expressed k-wilum hit is bttre Ifa leohtan
scylda to/orUetentu (c£ hit is godgodm to htrianne^ guot.

£890) * sometimes it b better to let alone the slight sins*;

and this easily passed into the later ' to let alone the slight

nns is sometimes better ', where the inf. clause becomes the
subject as in fab

£888 K. vIClfiied Boeth, xvii, Nan hara Jitnga wyrcan
\it him Ijctxxlcn is to wyrccnne. ibid, xxxvtii. \ 5 I>Eet men
sie alefcd yfel to donne. C890 tr. Bxda's Hist. Prcf.

(1890) 3 Forjjon hit is god godne to hcrianne & yfelne to

leanne. 11175 Cott. Horn, 217 Hit is wcl swete of him
to specenc. c taoo' [see Bkhovk p. 4 a), c laos Lav. i 848
)ht heo best wende to fleonne. Ibid. 31107 Hit is on mine
rede To doa )>at ^ bede. a tajo [see Bkcomr v, 8 b].

13.. K. Alis, 7146 (Laud MS.) Gocjd it were to ben knijlh.

S390 Gowia Cot^. III. 341 Hem nedcth not;ht a KiflT

to slak& c 1490- [see Grievs v. 5 b). a 1440 .Sir Degrctu

149S Hyt was a mervelous thing To se the rydalus hvng.

ifoa Shaks. Ham. ui. ii. no It was a bruite part of him,

to kill so Capital a Calfe there. 1667 Milton /*. L, iv.

427 God hath pronounc't it death to taste that Tree. 1850

Tennvson In hfem. xxvii. 15 Tis better ia have loved and
lost Than never to have loved at all. 1880 Shorthouse
7- Inglesant xx, Many who will have it in their power to be

of great use to you.

D. with inf. as direct subject or predicate, or in

apixjsition with a sb. or pron., or after than\

often replaceable by the gerund or vbl. sb. in -ing.

1303 R. IJrunne Ifandl. Synne 6044 Ful wykkede ys )kiA

coticytyse Wy^ ojjer mcnncs gode falsly to ryse. 1388

WvcLtF I Sam. XV. 22 To herkcne Goddis word is more than

to offre the ynnere fatnesse of rammes. i^.. Chaucer's

Pars. T.rfffQ (Selden & Lansd. MS.S.) Au.irice is to with-

holde & kepe suche thinges as thow hast withouten rightful

nede. ^1450 tr. De Imitations 11. viii. 48 To be wi)H>ute

ihesu is a greuous hclle, and to be wij* ihcsu is a swete

paradise. 15J9 Hible (Great) 1 Sam. xv. 2a Behold, to

oljcye [1388 Wvclif, 1535 CovKwa obedience], is better then

sacrifice, & to hcrken, is better then y« fatt of rammes.

1557 North Guevara's Diall Pr. 126 A woman in nothing

sheweth her s-igeness more then to dissemble with a foolish

husband. 1601 Shaks. All's Well \. i. 148 To speake on the

part of virginitic, is to accuse your Mothers. 1667 Miltom

P. L. I. 157 To be weak is miserable Doing or SufTermg.

1709 PopB Ess. Crit. 525 To err is human, to forgive, divine.

1781 Cowi-ER Conversation 8 Talking is not always to

converse. s86s K. Burritt iValk Land's End 208 the

Established Church could not do a better thing.. than

to peopleise these magnificent edifices. 1878 Abnkv Photogr,

(1881) 160 The result is to render such orsanic matter

insoluble.

14. with inf. as direct object of a transitive verb,

(See also CllVE v. 29 c.)

0£. normally bad the simple inf.. like mod.German:

Beo^vulfi^^ pa andsware. .Se me se goda agtfan J>ence3.
ICf. C890 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xxiii. [xxii.] (1890) 330 Monije
men \>sl 3e J>as Jjing sehyrdon secgan.] C893 K. iELFREo
Oros. (Contents) i. ii. Her Ninus ongon monna asrest ricsian.

Ibid. I. xii. § 4 For Son i>e he him cweman l>ohte. a 900— SoliL (1902) 13 Ic wilnege cuman to \tt, a^oo Laws 0/
j^lfred c. 66 § 7 And he behead J>one hlaford lufian swa
hiiie selfne. ^900 Ags. Ps. (Th.) iiu 4 p>a ongan ic slapan.
c 1000 Ags. Goip. Luke i. 1 Maneja )}ohton J>ara l>inga race
geendebyrdan. [a 113a 0, E, Chron. an. 1127, {^ muneces
herdon Sa horn blawen.]
Many of the vbs. which in OE. took the simple inf. could

also be followed by to with the dative infinitive. But the
auxiliary vbs. (see History above) have always been followed
by the simple inf. ; e. g. Hwxt can ic sPrecan ? What can I

speak ? IVe via^on gehyran^ We may hear.
(tSSS K. Alfred Bocth, xxxvi. \ 8 Swa hwa swa wilnaS

good to donne, he wilnacS good to habbanne. C897 -*
Gregory's Past, C. Iviii. 441 Donne hi leornia8..3a soSan
god to secanne. a 900 — Solil. (1903) 59 Ic wundri^e hwi Su
swa swi3e georne . . t»aet to witanne. c xooo Ags. Gosp. Matt.
i. 20 Nelle l>u ondraedan Marian. .to onfonne \RushTv,
onfoix]. Ibid. it. 22 He ondred byder to faranne [Lind.
Sider fara velto faerennej. 11. . O. E. Chron. MS. F. (12th c.)

an. 40, Matheus on ludea agan hisgodspell to wrtten. [Cf.

anno 47, Marcus se godspellere in Egipta agin}> writan pa^t

godspelLj^ CX90O Ormin 11805 He forrsoc to don pe lal»e

gastess wille. c 1*05 Lay. 4569 He (K>hte to habben [c IS75
be (>ohte habbe] Delgan to auene of Denemarke. 13^
Langu p. PL B. X. 90 Suche lessounes lordes shulde louie

to here. CX386 CThaucer JCnt.'s T, 1919 What asketh men
to haue? CX400 Maundev. ProL 2 Heches, .there to suffre

his passioun. 1579 Spenser Sheph, Cal. Feb. 186 Nought
aske I, but onely to hold my right. x6oi B. Jonson Poe-
taster in. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 1 14/2, 1 love not to be idle. x6ii
Bible Exod. iL 15 He sought tosla^ Moses. 1645 Fuller
Cd. Th. in Bad T. xxii. (1841) 17 Give me to guard myselC
1727 Db Foe Syst, Magic 1. iii. (1840) 74 If he would still

refuse to grant their demands, 1754 A. sAvvtvH-v Gray's-Inn
ymL No, 83, I fancied to myself, to see my amiable
Countrywomen [etc.). x8ia Crabbe Tales xL 314 He fear'd

to die, yet felt ashamed to live. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxii.

Please, Mister Sawyer, Missis Raddle wants to speak to you.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. L i. 62 The queen took upon
hersi.lf to grant patents of monopoly. 1858 Carlyle Fredk,
Gt. II. V. (1872) I. 75 A talent.. for fighting. .and. .a talent

for avoiding to fight.

b, rarely as object of another preposition, in-

stead of the vbL sb. or gerand. (Prob. imitating

French use.)

For inf. with about to., for to^ see About A. 10-12, For
^ep. ti.

148$ Caxton Paris 4- V. (1868) 32 Vyenne salewed parys
wythoute to make [Fr. sans fairti ony semblaunte of loue.

i^i Spenser Ruines of Time 429 For not to have been
dipt in Lethe lake. Could save the sonne of Thetis from to

die. 1611 A. Stafford Niobe 76 'The same difference.. that

b betwixt to sin and not to sinne. 1868 Tennyson kVages 5
Give her the glory of goine on, and still to be. 1879
Mallock Life Worth Liv. 17 Not to alfirra is a very different

thing from to deny.

XV. With infinitive equivalent to a finite verb

or clause.

15. With inf. as complement to a sb. or pron.,

forming a compound object or sb. phrase, corre-

sponding to the * accusative and infinitive ' construc-

tion in Latin and Greek.
(But certain vbs. in a. and b. are followed (at least in the

active voice) by the simple inf. without /o : e, g. ' they made
him come ', ' 1 felt something move '. See History above.)

a. after verbs ofcommanding, teaching, desiring,

causing, allowing, or the like; equivalent to a

that-c\n.\xse with the sb. or pron. governing a vb. in

the subjunctive. Also after the passive of such

verbs, the sb, or pron. then becoming the subject.

(Also in early OF. often with simple inf.: e.g. C893

K- itlLFRED 0*os. IV. X. S II pa hel he ainne inon stigan on
|>one mxst, &. locian.)

f:888 K. iELFREU Bocth. Prayer (1899) 149 Taec me J>inne

willan to wyrcenne. (-890 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xx. [xxii.J

(1B90) 472 Dara |>inga 3e he o?re Ia;rde to donne. ciooo

Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 21 Alyfe me »rest to faranne &
bebyri^ean [L. permitte me primum ire et sepeUre\ minne

l£cder. <:x2oo Ormin 10361 Acc wel itt ma^^hemmbrinngenn
onn To rihhtenn ^3?re dede. ci»oo-[see Make ».* 53b].

C1330 Amis ^ Amil. 1^77 He was y-hotc logo. CX400
Maundev. (1839) iv. 25, 1 do be to wytene, J>at it is made
be enchauntement. xw Lo. Bbrners Froiss. I. cxxxiii. 161

The kyng..suffred tfiem to p.isse through his host. 1611

CoRVAT Crudities a68 Shee will..cause thy throate to be

cut. X704 Swift T, Tub ix. 170, I desire the Reader to

attend. 1865 Ruskin Sesame ii. § 94, I know you would

like that to be true. 190a Gairdner Hist. Eng. Ch. ibth

C, viii. (190J) 14^ She was compelled to act as lady's.maid

to her neW'born nalf'sister.

b, after verbs of saying, thinking, knowing, per-

ceiving, or the like ; equivalent to a Ma/-clause with

vb, in the indicative. Also after the passive of such

verbs, and after intr, verbs of like meaning, as

seem, happen, etc,

(Also in early OE. with simple inf. • e.g. 1 890 tr. ^ar^/ti'i

Hist. V. ix. (1890) 408 Dara cynna monij he wiste in Ger-
mante wesan.)
a >3oa- (see Srem v. 4J. X3. .- fsee Happen v. 3). a 1400-

(see Chancer. 1 cj. 1431-50 tr. ///V/^cw (Rolls) 1. 167 Wyse
men denye Eneas to have seen Cathago. at^S/oCov. Myst.
xxxiL (1841) 324 We merveylyth.,That ^e wryte hym to bo

kyng of Jewys, 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 154 When hee

sawe him to weepe. i6« Milton Penseroso 137 Where
the rude Ax..Was never heard the Nymphs to daunt. 1716
Swift Gulliver iv. iii. The Houyhnhnms.. could hardly

believe me to be a right Vahoo. 1805 Scott Last Minstr.

VI. xxiii, O'er Rostin . . A wondrous blaze was seen to

gleam. xS^x T. Hardv Tess xxxiv, Unlocking the case,

they found it to contain a necklace, 19x2 H. L. Cannon in

12
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Eh^. ffist. Rev. Oct. 665 The English appear to have used
ail the methods [etc.].

»f c. in other constructions, equivalent to a ihat-

clause as subject, in apposition, or after a prep, or

than (of. That €onj\ i, i b, i c). Obs, (now some-

times replaced by the const, -wiih/or : see d).

cxx'js Lamb. Horn. 117 JJere bi3 uuel to wnnienne eni

wise men, 138J Wyclif Matt. xxiv. 6 It bihoueth thes

tfiingis to be don. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 502 If gold ruste,

what shal Iren doo. For if a preest be foul, ..No wonder is,

a lewed man to ruste, C1460 Towneley Myst. xviii. 31 A
madyn to here a chyld^..that were ferly. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur i. xvi. 60 It is better that we slee a coward tlian

thoro* a coward alle we to be slayne. 1474 Coventry Leet Bk.
3S9 Vppon the peyn, who doth to jje contrarie to lose . . vj s.

viijd. 153s CovERDALE/'.y. cxxxii[i.] I Beholde, how good
S ioyfull a thinge it is, brethren to dwell together in vnite,

iS90 Shaks. Com. Err. i. x. 33 A heauier taske could not

hauc beeiie impos'd, Than I to speake my griefc; vnspeake.

able. 1647 in Picton V^ool Mitnic. ^rt. (1883) I. 143

liecause of the rumour of sicknes to be begune in Warring-

ton. 1678 CUDWOBTH liiieli. Syst. i. iv. § 34. 534 Quapatent
Munduht Divino Numine 7vr/i. .Whereby it may appear

the World to be Govtrned by a Divine Mind.

d. preceded by for (with various constructions

and shades of meaning) : see FoR//-^/. 18.

16. With inf. after a dependent interrogative or

relative ; equivalent to a clause with mayy should^

etc, (Sometimes with ellipsis of whether before or

in an alternative dependent question.)

a 1300- [see How adv. 9I. c 1386 Chaucer Man 0/ Lard's
T. 558 She hath no wight to whom to make hir mone.

c 1400 R, Gloucester s Chron. (Rolls) 9237 (MS. B.) Hii nuste

wat to do. CX460 TtTMueley Myst. xxiii. 259 Godys son..

Hase not where apon his hede to rest. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur XIII. xix. 639 Hc.wyst not what to do. 1564
SrAPLETON tr. Stnphytus' Apol. Pref. 3 Looking of him to

be directed where, howe, and when to strike. x6oa Shaks.
Ham. HI. i. 56 To be, or not to be, that is the Question.

1731 Pope Ess. Man 11. 7 In doubt to act, or rest, 1896

A. Austin Eng. Darling i. i, To know the worst Is the one
way whereby to better it.

fa. In absolute or independent construction after

an interrogative, forming an elliptical question.

This may be explained as an ellipsis of the principal clause

(sense 16), or of ' is one ',
' am I ', etc, before the inf. (sense

1 1 b or c).

1713 Addison Cato in. vii, But how to gain admission ? for

Access Is i^iv'n to none but Juba, and her Brothers. 1821

Shelley Hellas 659 Whither to fly? 1835 J. H. Newman
Lett. (i8gi) II. 87 But. .how to hinder vexatious prosecu-

tions? 1841 Ibid. 347 'Jalk carries off a good deal of
irritation; but how to n'.ake talk innocent? 1875 Morris
^neid XII. 489 Ah, what to do?

17. In absolute or independent construction, with

subject expressed (in nom.) or omitted : in ex-

clamations expressing astonishment, indignation,

sorrow, or (after or other intcrj.) longing,

a 1450 C<rv» Myst. viii. 77, I to here a childe that xal here

alle mannys blyss,..lio niythe have joys more? 1460 Ca i--

CKW^Chron. (Rolls) 141 Seynt Thomas hast thou kilUd; and
now to forsake the proteccion of alle Cristen men ! 1588
Shaks. L. L, L. hi. i. 202 And I to sigh for her, to watch for

her, To pray for her, go to ! 1596 — Merck. V. iii. i. 37 My
owne fleih and blood to rebell.

_ 1664 Pepys Diary 27 Mar.,

But, Lord ! to see how the trained bands are laised upon
this. 174a Young Nt. Th. hi. 93 O to forget her! 183a

R. H. Fkoude Rem. (1838) I. 257 Only to think that my
stars should let me off so easily ! 184a Tennyson Lockslcy
Hall 175, I, to herd with narrow foreheads . .! 1845 Brown-
iNG Home Thoughts^ Oh, to be in England ! 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus Ixv. 9 Ah ! no more to address thee, or hear thy
kindly replying, Brother ! . . Ne'er to behold thee again !

1 18. \Vith inf. immediately following the subject,

in vivid narrative, equivalent to a past tense indie.

;

almost always with^*? and vbs. of like meaning.
?With ellipsis oigan (see Gin t*.' i), tooky or the like ; but

cf. the ' historic infinitive ' in Latin.

c iao5 Lay. 21655 Ah Arftur com sone mid selere strengSe,

And Scottes to fleonne feor of |?an asrde. a 1300 £". E. Psalter

ii. 2 Ogaine l>air laverd J>ai come on ane, And ogaine liis

criste to gane. 1375 Barbour Bruce viii. 351 He turnit his

biidill, and to ga. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IK 653 {Cleopatra)

Antonyc.put hym to the flyght And al his folk to go that

best go myght. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 161

Tarquinius-.come uppon hire while sche slepte..and to lye

by hire maugre hir teet>. 1566 Gascoigne Supposes Wks.
(1587) 34, I to fuge and away hither as fast as I could. 1668

Pepys Diary 18 Sept., I, .away home,.. and there to read
again and sup with Gibson.

V. Peculiar constructions.

+ 19. To was formerly often used with the second

of two infinitives when the first was without it,

csp. after an auxiliary, with words intervening be-

tween the infinitives. (See also note s. v. Than
conj, I.)

riao5 Lay. 1220 Swa he gon slomnen & l>er after to

slepen. c 1440 Ipomydon 1246 Bettyr is on huntynge goone,
. .Than thus lyghtly to lese a stede. c i486 Rec. St. Mary at
Hill 16 Euery persone .. shall haue one of thise smale
candelles brennyng in their handes & so to go on procession.

a 1533 Ld. Bekneks Gold. Bk. M, Auret, (1540) I iij, A good
prince that wil . . governe wel, and not to be a tyraunt. 1598
$UAKS. Merry W. iv. iv. 57 Then let them all encircle him
about, And talry-like to pinch the vncleane Knight. i6ii-
1803 [see Than conj. i v, 61.

20. Occasionally an adverb or advb. phr. (formerly

sometimes an object or predicate) is inserted be-

tween to and the infinitive, forming the construction

now usually (but loosely) called 'split infinitive*,

(See Onions Adv. Eng. Syntax % 177.)
'13.. Cunor M, 8318 (Cott. fie t'airC) To temple make be

sal he best. Ibid. 12965 (ibid.) He sal l>e send Angels for to

J>e defend, c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lords/i. 66 To
enserche sciences, and to perfitly knowe alle manere of

Naturels Jjinges. 1606 G. W[oodcockk] Hist. Ivstine iv,

23 To quite nd himselfe out of thraldome. 1650 R. Gentilis
Considerations 137 Anniball was advised.. to not go to

Rome. 1779-81 Johnson L, P.y Milton Wks. IL 100
Milton was too busy to much miss his wife. 1805 Emily
Clark Banks of Douro III. 114 This answer seemed to

seriously offend nim. 1830 Times 15 Jan., This jack-in-office

had taken upon himself. .to more than insinuate [etc.].

1893 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. (1907J 114 The only way
to successfully overcome it.

21, Used absolutely at tlie end of a clause, with
ellipsis of the infinitive, which is to be supplied

from the preceding clause, rare before 19th c;
now a frequent colloquialism.
13. . Minor Poevts/r. Vernon MS. xxxiii. 74 J>e soules of

synners, ., per to take and resseyue so As pei on eor)>e

deserueden to. 1448 J. ShillingfokdZ.^//. (Camden) 114 He
woll amende hit as sone as God well yeve hym grace and
tyme to. c 1450 St. Cutlibert (Surtees) 3330 Sayntes
biddings forto do, pof all* J>are seme na resoun to. 1621
Lady M. Wkoth Urania 7 She . . obserued him, as well as
she could bring her sph-it to consent to. 17x9 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) I. iii. 33 Going no oftener into the shore than
we were obliged to for fresh water. i8z8 R, H. Froude
Rem. (1838) I. 229, I feel quite differently from what I ever

used to. 1883 Howells Register i, I kept on,.. I had to.

01909 F. M. Crawford Uncanny Tales{igii) 173, 1 wanted
to turn round and look. It was an effort not to.

t 22. Instead of the dative infinitive, the gerund
in -7>/o- was sometimes used after to : prob. originat-

ing in a phonetic confusion of -en and 'in{g)^ but

later perh. with the notion of a future action (cf.

II a); as to coming— *to come', or 'coming':
see also Come v. 32 ^ (after c). Obs,
1382 WvcLiF Num. xxxii. 7 Thei doren not passe into the

place that the Lord is to jyuynge to hem. — Acts xxii. 29
rhei that weren to turmentinge him. 1382-1490 [see Come
V. 32 /3J. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 73 Hit is not to
trowynge. Ibid. 103 Damascus is to menynge ' schedynge
blood*. Ibid. 153 'I'hey.. taught hem to schetynce. 139^
Langl. p. pi, C. xviii. 313 Iuwes..hopen J>at he be to

comynge t>at shal hem rcleue. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
xxxiv. (1868) 48 That is to menying that ye shulde loue and
doute youre husbonde. 1471 Fortescue Wks. (1869) 530
Both titles, that is to saynge his auncient title, ..and this

new title,

fC. Ho conj. Obs.

1. To the time that; till, until.

^1300 E. E, Psalter xvii. 38, I .sal filghe mi faas,..And
noght ogain torne to t>ai wane swa. 13.. K. Alls. 5902
(IJodl. MS.) I>e kyng Jjere soiourned to he was hoole. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) XX. 89 pase..tjai fede to Jjai be fatte.

1 157s Durham Depos. (Surtees) 275 Umphiay culd gelt

no leste of the said Thomas to he had cast hym doon on
his bedd.

b. followed by //m/: cf. That rw'. 7.
c 1460 Toivneley Myst. xx. 332 We shall hy vs before, To

that we com to that cyte. 1509 Set. Cases Star Cliamb.
(Selden) II, 7 [They] vsed..to haue commcns..in the same
vj closes to now of late that.. thei be interupt. 1626 J.
Haig Let. 10 Nov., in J. Russell Haigs vii. (1881) 178 And
to that I be into fashion, I am ashamed to presume.

2. During the time that; while; — Till C(?/{/. 2.

(Also with that.^ rare.

1357 Lay Folk's Catech. 345 (MS. T.) For to lyve samen
Withouten ony lousyng to tiiair life lastes. C1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints i. {Petrus) 304 Alony. , He helyt, to J>at he was Jjare.

D. To (t«) adv.

fl. Expressing motion resulting in arrival (cf.

A. i) : To a place, etc. implied or indicated by
the context. Obs. (Often the separable particle of
a compound vb.)

c looo J^u-mo. Ilorn. II. 182 Gang to andara;r hine. 1:1175
Lamb. Horn. 87 pa on |?ere ilke nihte iwende godes engel to,

and acwalde on elche huse [etc. I. 13.. Cursor M. 5530
(Cott. & Fairf.) pis godds folk bar to J>e clay, a 1400-50
Alexander 1389 pare presis to with paues (leple withouten.

2. Expressing direction (cf. A. 2) : Towards a
thing or person implied ; after end^ hcad^ etc.,

forming advb. phrases (cf. On adv. 7 b).

1889 Amer. Nat. Jan. 19 Three young owls with their
feathers turned wrong end to. 1900 Ei>crybody*s Mag. III.

533 The Monitor came head-to when the cable brought
her up.

b. In conjunction wilh other advbs. of direction

;

In one direction (as contrasted with the opposite

one). Now only in To and fro; see also 7, 9.

137s Bakbour Bruce x. 604 Him followit thai, With mekill
payne, quhill to, quhiU fra. £ 1421 Hoccleve Complaint 20
riie grefe abowte my harte . . bolned evar to and to so sore.

1560 RoLLAND Crt. Venus i. 356 Scho alteris ay to euerie

kinde and stait : Quhylis to, quhylis fra. 1606 Shaks. Ant.
^ CI. I. iv, 46 This common bodie, I^ke to a Vagabond
Flagge vpon the Streame, Goes too, and backe.

1 3. Up to a time indicated by the context ; till

then : in phr. not be long to. (Cf. A. 6.) Obs.

1468 J. Paston in P. Lett. II. 318 When I come home,
whyche, I tryst to God, shal not be long to. 1471 Ibid. III.

6 It shall not be longe to or then my wronges. .shall be
redressyd, 1538 Hen. VIII Lei. to Anne Boleyn in Select,

fr. Hart. Misc. (1793) 145 Til! you repaire hydder, I keep
something in store, trusting it shall not he long to.

4. Expressing contact (cf. A. 5) : So as to come
close against something; esp. with vbs. forming

phrases denoting shutting or closing: seethe vbs.

Now arch, and coUoq.

f 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 181 Hie tunc5 to hire (if gaten.

a 1225 A ncr, R. 96 Schutte5 al t>et }>url ta c 1386 Chaucek

Milters T. 554 Tehee guod she, and clapte the wyndow ta
»534 TiNDALE Luke xiii. 25 When the good man of the
housse-.hath shett to the dote, a 1619 Fletcher Mad
Lover iii. ii. Put to the doors, 1620 J. Dyke in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixi. 2 This tower and rock were too high..
and therefore he sets to the scaling ladder. 1855 Mas.
Gattv Parab.fr. Nat. Ser. 1, (1869) 61 The banging of the
door, blown to by a current of wind. 1898 G. B. Shaw
Flays II. Arms ^ Man 6 She goes out. .and pulls the out-
side shutters to.

6. Expressing attachment, application, or addi-

tion (cf. A. 15, 16) : after various verbs, as/z(/, set^

etc. (q. V.) ; also predicatively, spec, of vC horse

:

= harnessed to a vehicle. Now diaL or c6lloq,

f 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fisttda 84, I putte to re-

generatyuez of flesch. c 1^50 Oseney Reg. (J6 To this present
writyng my seele I haue i-put to. 1530 Palsgr. Introd. 38
Lyke as we out of our adjectyves forme our adverbes..Dy
adding to of ly. 1534 Tindale John iii. 33 He that hath
receaved hys testimonye hath set to his scale that God is

true. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. /F, v. i. 133 C^n Honour set too
a legge? 1768 IVbman 0/ Honor I. 68 The horses are ta
1889 Hisstv Tour in Phaeton ^^ We ordered the horses to^

and resumed our pleasant pilgrimage.

b. In the senses * in addition, besides, also*,

and * in excess % now written as a distinct word.
Too, q. V.

6. Expressing attention or application (cf. A. 24)

:

after vbs., as^a//, gOy set (see the vbs.). In quot.

1606 absol. (wiUi ellipsis of vb. in imperative).
C1200 Ormin 6134 Forr t>e birrt> don \\i\ hellpe to Ayj

afflerr J>ine fere, c 1425- (see set to^ Set v. 152 f]. 1606
Shaks. Tr. ^ Cr. 11. i. 119 To Achilles, to Aiax,to. i6ia~
Temp. III. iii. 49, I will stand to, and feede. Ibid. 52 Stand
too, and doe as we. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby viii. i, It's

diflicult to turn to with a new thing.

t7. Expressing assent or adhesion (cf. A. 31 h)

:

In assent to or favour of something implied (opp.

iofrut Fro adv.). ' Cf. 9 b, To and fro A. 3.

£1450 Holland Howlat 270 Sum said to and sum fra.

Sum nay and sum 3a.

8. Used idiomatically with many verbs, as brings

comcy go
J
lay, lie^ etc. : see the verbs.

9. To and again.

a. To a place and back again ; alternately in

opposite directions ; backwards and forwards : =
To AND PRO A. I. Obs. exc. dial.

1627 Capt. %^\in Seaman'sGram. ii.6 A ship, .hath sailed
to and againe ouer the inaine Ocean. 1628 Digby Voy.
Medit. (Camden) 86 The wind shifted loo and againe very
vncertainely. 1628-1719 (see Again A- 1 cl. 1719 De For
Crusoe (1858) 240 Amazed when he saw me work the boat
to-and-again in the sea hy the rudder. 1760-72 H. Bbooke
Pool 0/ Qual. (1809) II. 126 Walking. .to and again. 1828
Craven Gloss., To and again, backwards and forwards.
1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. 763.

Jl.^. 1736 Neal Hist. Purit. III. 240 Such as had shifted

their religion to and again.

t b. For and agahist a question : »= To and fro
A. 3. Obs.

i6slS Burton*s Diary (1B2B) 1. 3 All parties have been heard,
too and again, in this last case. 1666 J, Livingstone tn Set.

Biog. (1845)1.181 Much debate too and again had been used.

fC. Again and again, repeatedly. Obs.

1659 Burton^s Diary (1828) IV. ^79 Your Committee too
and again offered it as an expedient. 1666 PEns Diary
13 Aug., Sent him to and again to get me 1000/.

To, obs. spelling of Too, Two.
To-, prefix ^, the prep, and adv. To used in com-

bination with verbs, sbs., adjs., and advbs, in the

sense of motion, direction, or addition to, or as the

mark of the infinitive : see in their alphabetical

places, To-coME, To-DO, To-draught, To-gainst,
Together, Io-midst, To-when, To-while. etc.

Also the following obs. verbs :

To-cast, to add, make addition : = L. adicere
;

to-hang, to append ; to-hear, to hearken to,

listen to; to-knit, to knit to, bind up: = L.

aUigdre\ to-lay,to put forward, allege; to-neighe,
to approach: — L. accedcre\ to-put, to put to,

add, affix : = L. appondre ; to-set, to set to, affix
;

to-stand, to stand to, post oneself, assist : = L.

astarey assist^re ; to-step, to step to, advance :

= L. aggredi ; to-stick, to stick to, adhere : =
L. adhivrere ; to-tach, to fasten to, attach ; to-

yield, to yield to, cede, give up.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxiii. 23 Lord *tokast [L. adiciat'\

on 50U( on 50U & on ^oure sunnys...Oure lord eke joure
noumbire. 1464 in Ace. Fam. Innes (1864) 78 To thir my
present lettres I haf *to hungyn my sele. 1536 Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 343 note^ I have subscrivit thir presentis with my
hand, and has to hungin my pioper sele of armes. a 1225
A ncr, R. 84 pet ^e J?e bet icnowen ham..*to-her hore mol-
den. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxIvL 3 pat heles forhroken ofe
hert for w.i, And 'toknitles [atligat] J)ar sorwes swa. c 1450
Pol. Poems{Ro\h) II. 240 Auctoryteysforhem they 'toUye.
1382 Wyclif Judith x'lv. 14 He wente *to-ne5hende to the
curtin [Vulg. Accessit proximans ad cortinam]. 1420 in
Pinkerton l/ist. Scot. {1^97) I. 455 The sealls of the for-

said..to thir indentures interchangablie are *toput. 1445
in Charters rel. Glasgow {igo6) II. 440, I have procurit..
the secrete sele of the burgh of Lithqw to he toput. a 1340
Hampole Psalter Ixxxviii. 22 pe sun of wickednes sail not
*toset [apponet] him to noy. 1 1375 CursorM. 3498 ( Fairf.)

per-to was he maste *tosette. 1455 in Charters, ^c. Edinb.
(1871) 81 To the parte of this endentur remanand with the
said toune the said Sir James sele is to sett, a 1340 Ham-
K)LE Psalter ii. 2 Tostode lL.aj///tfr«»/J |^ kyiigesof eith.
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f itos Lay. 17406 pa cnihtcs •lo-slepcn [<ria75 to-staptej

Mid niuchclcre Mrcn^.^e. 1596 liALKVMi'Lb tr. LesiWs
Hist. iV»'A VI, (S.T.S.) I. 340 The capsell sa fast "tostack..

that the force of man culde iieuir sindir thame. 13. , Gaw.
.y ^r. A'«i/. 579 Queme quyssewes [cuisses].. with trwonges

•to-tached. c 1350 \yilL Fateme 3924 He a-lijt, & wijtli

to William his wepun vp "to-jelde.

To-, prefix 2. Obs. exc in rare arch, or dial. use.

[OE. to-, ME. to- {te-) = OFris. //-, te- [to-), OS.
ti- (/^-),OHG. zi; za-, s^-'aild zir-, Mr- (MUG.
ze-, zer-, zir-, Ger. zer-) :—WGer. *ti- :—OTeut.
'tiz- = L. dis-, a particle expressing separation,
' asunder, apart, in pieces '.

The \VG«r. //- (= L. itis-) in prehistoric times ran together

in form with ti the unstressed prepositional form of tif (see
'1*0 fin^.), with which it had no etymologicnl connexion
(being indeed almost opposite in sense) ; and when the latter

was levelled in vowel with its stressed adverbial form tJ, ti'

{- diS') also followed it, and appears constantly in OE. as

tt>'. In most grammars and dictionaries this is written /</-,

like the stressed form of To atti'. and prep. But as it was
the uHstrtsstd form with which the prefix was formallycon-
founded, and as it was itself always stressless (being some-
times written te as in OS. and OFris.), it seems more in

accordance with the facts to spell it in OE. tt>- with short 0,

which is therefore done here.

In OE., about 125 compound verbs in to- are

r(K:orded; many of these did not survive in ME.,
wiiere however so many new compounds appear
(some formed even on vbs. from French) that their

numljer in Early ME. was not less than in OE. In

the ijth c. they rapidly disapjieared and only a few
are found after 1500. Many of the verbs which took

the prefix to- had themselves the setise of separation

or division; such were break, bunt, deed, melt,

scatter, strew, tear, etc. ; in these to- added little

but force to the notion : cf. burst, burst asutuler,

tear, tear asunder, etc. This led to the prefixing

of to- to verbs which had no sense of partition,

merely as a strengthening or emphasizing particle,

as in darken, todarken, sioink, to-swink, etc.

From an early lime to-s^thi were often strengthened

by the qualifying adv. all (All C) in sense
' wholly, completely, altogether ' ; in later times
this became universal. Consequently, the prefix

began to be viewed as all-to- or allto- ; and (verbal

prefixes being very commonly written separate

from the »b.) all to or all-to ti^an to be treated

as itself an adverb with the sense 'altogether,

completely': see ALL C. 14, 15. Thus in the
Uible of 161 1, Judges ix. 53 'and all to brake
his scull ' was etymologically and historically all

to-brakt, i.e. 'all to-pieces-broke', but may have
been understood as allto brake, i. e. ' altogether

'

or 'completely broke' ; Fairfax in 1674 by all-to-

bedeckt can only have meant all-to beJeeit, ' com-
pletely bedecketl '.]

1. With se|>arative force : Asunder, apart, to or
in pieces; also, away, about, abroad, here and
there. Combined with verbs and derived adjs.

and sbs. The more Important of these appear in

their places as main words: the following are
obsolete words of single or rare occurrence. (All
vbs. trans, unless otherwise stated.)

+ To-bray v., to bray or beat to atoms ; t to-
bust V. [bu8T K.l], to beat or thrash to pieces

;

+ to-oraok v., to crack to pieces, shatter; fto-
tiight v., to put apart, separate ; hence + to-dight-
iDg vbl.sb.; fto-flapt/., to knock to pieces

; fto-
gnide v. [Gnidk v.], to crush to fragments

; f to-
hale v., to haul or drag asunder; to pull about

;

to distend ; •) to-heavo v., to ' lift up ' (one's eyes),

to open; fto-hene v. [Hene v.], to mutiL-tte by
stoning; t to-hurt »., to dash or knock asunder;
tto-Ieave v., to relinquish, to abandon; f to-

lithe s?. [LiTiiE ».2], to dismember; fto-liver v.,

= Delivsb v. ; + to-melt v. inlr., to melt away,
dissolve; tto-part ». i«/r., = Depart ». ; f to-
set V. , to (1 istribute, divide, arrange ; t to-shlder v.

[cf. SiiiDE sb.] intr., to break in pieces, to be
shivered ; t to-shred v., to cut to shreds

; + to-

skair v. [Skair ».ii], to scatter, disperse; fto-
skiU v., to divide, distinguish; f to-slent v.'^

fSLENT ».!] inlr., to slip away; fto-slent v'^

[Slknt f.3J intr, to split, burst; fto-slive v.

[.Si.ivE K.iJ, to cleave; fto-sned v. [.Snbd v.'],

to cut to pieces
; t to-sparple v. , to scatter abroatl

;

=» Di.sPARPLE; ftO'Swinge v., to disperse by
beating; to beat to pieces; + to-thrust v., to
thrust apart, to push open

; t to-torv6 v. , to
hurl about; to dash to pieces; tto-tose v. [Tozb],
to tear to pieces ; f to-twin v., to separate, divide

;

t to-waver v. intr., to waver uncertainly ; to
wander; fto-wawe v. [OE. wa^ian'] intr., to

move about; fto-wowe v. [OE. wdwan'], to

scatter by blowing; +to-wTithe v., {a) trans, to
twist or wrench apart

;
{b) intr., to twist or writhe

about ; t to-wry v., to turn, twist about

. 138a WvCLiF 1 ChroK. xxxiv. 7 The mawmete wodus and
graucn thin^us lie liadde "to-bray^ide in to gobelis. a 1250
Owt J<f Night. 1610 (Colt.) An euer euch man is wi3 me
wroA..An me 'tobustet>& tobetel>. 13.. Sir Bates 4313-1-

iSo (MS. E.) pere men my^te seen schafftys schake And
mennys crownys al 'tocrake. C14S0 Lovelich Graii xiv.

196 Helmes and hawberkis to-kraked he then. 1340 Ayenb.
72 panne l^ridde dyea|» |>et b )je *todi5tinge of l^e zaule and
of J»e_ bodie. 1383 Wvclif 2 Satn. x,\ii. 43 As cleye of
streetis I sal breek hem, and *lo-flappe [cotifringam]. a 1300
E. E. Psalter ci. 11 [cii. 10] For vp-heueand *to-gnodded
J>oii me \v. r. for l»ou to-gnod me vpheuand : Vutg. elisisti

;

WvCLiK hurtledcst me (down)]. 1387 TkevisaHigdenf^oWs)
V. 327 So was he al day to drawe and 'to haled, i-scorned,

and i-bu(Tetted {tractus et iiiusus co/a/'/uzatur}. 1398 —
BartA. Dl F. R. xix. liv. (Eodl. MS.), Raw hony not wele
clarified. .strecchel> and to hale)> the bodie. ciaoo Trin.
Coil. Jtorn. 201 Man jtc nappeO [hjwile 'to-heue3 his e^en,

and |>enne seO. a 1350 Ckvt ^ Night. 1119 Stones hi du^ in

heore slytte [- pocket] & J>e totoruej* & 'tohene]?. '^rasj
Attcr. A*. 436 Sum nouhtunge hwar l^uruh heo 'to-hurteo
[v. r. to hurren] ei5er urommard 0()er. 1431-50 tr. liigden
(Rolls) V. 69 The cardinalles supposede that he hadc.'to-
lefle his benefice for the lufTe of theynie. c tooo i'ELFRic

Horn. II. 272 pa 'tolitiode se engel ]>xt cild on (\am disce.

c I30S Lav. 4216 Stater heo nom & al hene to-li5eden \c 1275
to-limckede]. Ibid. 25929 Nu hafed be.. Mine leomen al

to-leded (<:i275 a-li]>ede]. 13.. Atctr. Treat, on Dreams
in Ret. Ant. I. 3^ Of sunne ant peril ^to-lyvred he byth.

c I4«s .Sct*eH Sag. (P.) 1976 Ham to-Iywryd a man anon.
And thidcr fast thay gone gone. 1x1340 lyohunge iri

Lojtii/ctk Horn. 269 Hwat hene is sw.i hard ('at ne mei
to-melte i ^ munegunge of |«l C1374 Chaucf.r Troylus
111. 249(298) His olde wo. .Can tho for loye wasten and
to-melte. c i«7S Passion our Lord yo3 in O. E. Misc. 57
Hwanne hi schuUen "to-party vt of lyue l>i^e. 1387 Tre-
VISA JfigdeitiKMs) V. 265 Forto know rediliche pe meres
and J>e merkes of (>econtrayes where J>ese men were 'to set,

lokc in the firste book. Ibid. VIL 307 Eveiiche cejle is

departed in foure, and to sette wil> ynne for |>e oratorie, )>e

dortour, [re fraytour, and ^ werkhous. c 1450 Guy ll^anv.

(C.) 1468 Faste l>ey smote t>en togedur That}icr speiTS can
'toschyder. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1751 The helmes
they tohewen and 'toshrede. c 1300 Ormin 1498 Till rihhte

ta;fe turrnesst patt flocc batt was *toske33redd scr. Ibid.

0463 patt Judisskenn folic pa shollde beon toske5^redd . . Forr
neore depe stnne. Ibid. 18652 Illc an had iss ot>err fra

•Toskiledd & todaeledd. 14.. Sir Bcues 2539 (MS. M.)
Ascopard . . Smot Irenes a strok gret, I'hat his own fote

•loslynt And he fel wi|»isowenedentte. cijfiio Sir Ferumb.

molde, pat
Gloss.

'

,
pat af hat heued •to-slente [tr. to-fleiile). c 1050

in Wr..Wulcker 406/29 Findit, 'loslaf, tocleaf. c 1314
KeimiruH cv. in Guy Warai. (E. E. T. S.) 666 Helm and
scheld, ..pai gonne hem al to-schliue. c lao< LAY.4015 pe
imuelie moder mid sexe hine 'to-sna-'de. Il'id.iti^S Hen-
gest . . hafde . . mid saexen to-siuedde snelle be ^eines. 1387
i'REVisA Higden (Rolls) V. 387 Hengistus . . orou^te to gydres
his knyltes and men of arms ^t were ^to sparpled and to

scbad (L. dis*ersis\. c 1305 I-av. 1533 per wes moni steap

men Mid stele •to-sw[u]ngen. txiTS Lamb. Horn. 131 He
•lo-^fuste ^ stelene gate.. of helle. ciooo Ags. Gosfi.

Matt. xiv. 34 Wilodlice wacs ^ scyp of J»am y^um 'totorftxl,

for-t>am ^ hyt wa:s Strang wind. t'li^S Lantb. Horn. 9
Ac me j»e sculde nimen ancfal to-teon mid horse o3er J>e al

to-toruion mid stane. a 1350 [see toIune\. 01350 Ovit «r

Night. 70 pe suluc mose..wolde b« *totase. CX300 Orhik
19060, & tiss lif unnderr Crisstenndom *TotwinncH> &
toshaldebt> All Cristeu folic fra delless folic a 1335 Arur.
K. 254 Euerichon to dealcd [Corpus to twuncdj from o8cr.

137S Barbour Bruce vif. 303 For thai trow we so scalit ar,

Ana fled •to.vauerand her and ihar. c ijss IVUt.Paleme
19 pe child..spakly speke it cou^ tho £c spedeliche 'to-

wawe. 13.. m AMglia IIL 379/89 pe wind hem wolde
•towowen. ctoao itLFRic Gram, xxvi, (Z.) 155 Torqueo,

tc wrifte,. .distoraueo^K •towriSc. c 1330 5/r Tristr. 3179
So wo was ysoudc, . . pat alle sche wald to writ>e. ! a 1400
Morie Art*. 3^30 He al to-wrj-thes for woo. 1433 Jas. 1

Kingis Q. clxlv. So tolter quhilum did sche [Fortune] It

•to-wrye.

2. Used as a mere intensive : Completely, entirely,

soundly, greatly, severely, etc.

(A few of these show traces of the separative sense.)

All vbs. trans., luless otherwise stated.

t To-bent pa. pple., auite bent, bent low ; t to-

bito v., to bite severely; fto-blaat v., to blast

utterly
; f to-braia v., to brain completely ;

•)• to-

olout v., to cover with clouts; fto-darken v.,

to darken greatly (rendering L. contenebrare)

;

fto-daraign (-dreyn) v. [Deraion i».1], to main-

tain, vindicate (a cause, etc.) entirely ; t to-drunk

pa^U., thoroughly inebriated ; f to-dun v. [DuN

K.2J, to strike with resounding blows ; t to-estab-

lishzv., to establish perfectly or entirely; +to-har-

row (-harwe) v., to harrow completely ; f to-

mlnish v., to make small, break up (rendering L.

comminture)
; t to-pieroe (-perse) v., to pierce

entirely; fto-punisho., to punish soimdly; fto-

push V. , to push about, to hustle ; t to-ray v.

[Rav v.^ 5], to besmear; tto-roti». intr., to rot

utterly (rendering L. eomputreseere) ;
fto-sohrape

V. [Shuapb], to scrape entirely; + to-shell v., to

fwel entirely, to make bare of skin ; f to-smlte

v., to smite violently (in quot. absol.); fto-spill

v., to confound, ruin utterly ; f to-spreng v., to be-

sprinkle completely; ttostiek v., to prick all

over ; f to-sting v., to sting severely ; t to-stink

V. intr., to stink greatly ; t to-stir v., to move vio-

lently; t to-stony v., to astound; fto-swelt v.

intr., to perish, die ; + to-swink v. intr., to toil

hard ; t to-tar v. (-ter(re) [Tar, tabke v.'^I,

to provoke greatly
; t to-toen v. [Tkek ».1], to

injure or rinnoy greatly : see qilot. s. v. to-tray
\

t to-threat v., to threaten violently
; f to-tray v.,

to torment exceedingly
; f to-trouble v., to

trouble greatly, to afflict severely; tto-turn v.,

to overthrow, upset, subvert
; f to-walt v. intr., to

overflow
; + to-waste v., to waste greatly.

c 1401 Lydg. Flour ofCurtcsye 260 Over this, myn hertes
lust 'to-bente. \yiiCreationb^o'mYlo}!s\.m. Alten^l. Leg.
(187S) 132 An addre..al *to-bot Selh in \ik face. 1383
WvcLiF Job Prol. 2 The boc shortid, .-ind tctorn and tobite.
1303 R. Brunne llamil. Syniie 8866 pe syjte of here myn
herte 'lo-blaste. C1330 — Chron. H'ace (Rolls) 9293 pe
sight of hure hym al to-blast. c 1489 Caxton Blam hardy

n

xliii. 164 He . . *to brayned ther many one. c 1430 Filgr.
Lyf Manhode III. xxii. (1869) 148 That is ihilke that hath
thus to ragged me and *to clowted me as thou seest. 1382
WvcLlF Lam. v. 17 Therfore dreri mad is oure herte, ther-
fore *to-dercned ben oure egen. c 1330 Cast. Lwety^^ For I

chulle an ende ouercome Y filit, And 'to-dreynen al \>\ riht.

138a WycLiF ^fr. xlvi. 10 Deuouren shal the swerd,..and
be "to-drunke with the blod of hem. a 1240 Wohwtge in
Cotl. Hom. 281 Si3en ^ette bufTelet and "to dunet i t>e

heaued wi3 J>e red 5erde. a 1563 Cavkndish Poems, etc.

(1835) 11. 158 Your pryncely powers and hault dygnyties
Assured me with suche perfection, "To-establyshed me in

the hyest degrees. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxii. 268 (MS. T.)
Al )jis bus oxen ereden thei "to harwen [z'.r. to-harewide]
after. 1383 Wvclif Isa. xxviii. 28 Bred forsothe shal be
'to-mynusht [1388 maad lesse]. ^1470 Hknry IVaiiace iv.

662 The trensand blaid "to persyt euirydeill Throu plaitt

and stuff, a 1400-^ Aiexaiider 4330 'To-ponyscht be-fore

Fynd we na faute in na freke |jat vs emange duellis. 13..
Lament. St. Bcrtiardici&ln MinorPoems VertiOH MS. yAp^
lewcs ofharm hedde non ende,M i sone to-beten and "to-pust.

1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldiours (1588) 46 b. Putting Toe
. -pcesesoflinnenclothall "to-rayed therewith. i38aWYCLiF
Jer. xlvi. 15 Why *to-rotide \v.r. to-stank] thi stronge?
a 1335 Leg. Kath. 1185 He. .schrencbte l>en aide deouel, &
"leschrapet his heaued. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvll. igt

Ac ]wugn my thombe & my fyngres bothe were •to-shullen.

14. . Beryn 1456 Yeur wyff woll sikirliche . . hir tuskis

sharpe whet, And *to smyte with hir tunge. a 1300 E. E.
/*fa//tfrxliii.9[x!iv. 7] pou *tospilte vs hatand. i^a Wyclif
Jer. vi. 26 lie thou gird with an heire, and *to-sprengd
with asken. c 1315 Shoreham ii. 75 Hy *to-stek hys
swele hefed Wy]> one Jiornene coroune. ?rt 1300 XI Pains
Hell 177 in O. E. Misc. 152 Olde men. .neddren..Heom
heo "to-stynge|> vychon. 1383 *To-stank [see to-rot\. 1383
Wyclif Isct. xxiv. 20 With to-stering shal be "to-stiied

the erthe, 1375 Barbour Bruce xvili. 547 His frendis..He
couth ressawe, . . And his fais stoutly "to-stonay. 7^71400
Morte A rth. 1436 Alle to-slonayede with J>e strokes of ba
steryne knyghtez. CX305 Lay. 26810 Halmes to-hselden

Hajh^e men *to-swelten. c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 191 In

Erthe, in Eir, in Water man "to swynke. 1383 Wyclif
2 Mace, xii, 14 These that weren with ynne, ..diden slow.

lichcr, 'to lerynge [1388 to-terryngej Judas with cursyngis.

1377 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 318 The Frensche men..wilh
heore scomes us "to-threte. a 1350 Prov. Alfred 303 in

O. E. Misc. 120 Ac heo hine schal steome *To-trayen and
to-teone. 1383 Wyclif Ecctus. xxxv. 33 The streiigeste

shal not han in hem pacience, that he 'to-truble the rigge of

hem. — Isa. xxviii. 17 The hail shal "to-turne vpsodoun
the hope of lesyng. c 1470 Golagros ft Caw. 704 All to-

turnit thair entyre, traistly and lewch. 13. . E. E.Atlit, P.

B. 428 "To-walten alle Jjyse welle-hedez & ]>e water flowed.

138^ Wyclif Jer. xiv. 15 In swetd and hunger shul be *to-

wastid tho profetus.

3. Hence all to-, all to, all-to, f alto, employed

in middle and early modern Eng. as an intensive to

any verb: see All C. 14, 15.

II Toa (!»"•&). Also tooa. [Native name in

many Polynesian langs.] A species of Casuarina

(C equisetifolia) found in the South Sea Islands.

Its wood, known from its colour and hardness as South

Sea Iron wood, is used by the natives for their clubs.

1817 Mariner .^rc. Tonga Isl. I. viii. 244 The whistling

of the wind among the branches of the lofty toa. Ibid. 245
Restrictions respecting cutting down the Toa tree. 1833

Byron Island h. i, We will sit in twilight's face, and see

The sweet moon glancing through the tooa tree.

Toad(to''d),ii5. Forms : a. I t&dije, tfidie. P.

1-5 tadde, (/>/. i -an, 3-4 -en, 3-7 -es). 7-. ' 3,

4-6 north, tade, 5- Sc. taid, 9 north, dial, teade,

tead, ted, tyed. 8. 4-7 tode, 5-6 toode, 6 tood,

6-7 toade, 7- toad. [OE. tadiie, of unknown
origin and unusual form, h.is no cognates in the

other langs. (Da. and Norw. tudse are not con-

nected.) The relation of tadde to tddiie, tidie is

not clear : Biorkman thinks it a hypocoristic form

with shortened vowel and doubled cons.; it sur-

vived In s. w. ME. tculde ; cf. also tadpipe (sec 7 b),

tadpole. The northern tade, taid, teiide, ted, and

midl. kde, tood, toad, with long vowel and single

cons., prob. represented tidiie, tidie, with its

unusual ending reduced to •e.'\

1. A ttilless amphibian of the genus Bufo; \iA-

marilythe common EuropeanspeciesZi'///iz'«^am;

thence extended to many foreign species of the

genus or of the family BttfoniJx. Running toad,

the natterjack.

a. c looo Alpric Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 122/1 1 Bujjfb, tadiRe.

a iioo Voc. ibid. 321/23 Rubcta, tadie.

Koc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 544/7 (Ru)ieta, tadde,p. 11.

f 1175 Lamb. Hom. 51 per wuniefl in.ne.. Blake tadden.

Ibid. 53 Ah liggeft \>cr uppon, alse l^e tadde de3 in l>ere

eorSe. a 1335 Ancr. R. 214 Schal ine helle iwur?>en to him
tadden & neddren. 1387 Tkevisa ///frfcrf (Rolls) VIII. 183

A womman [jat hadde a fendewit> inne her. .caste uptwe^e
blake taddes. 1398 - liarth. De P. R. xvl Ixxi. (ToUem,

MS.), This stone is Uke oute of a tadde heed.
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TOAD.

Y- <«i300 Cursor M, 23227 Fell dragons and tndes[7'. r.

ladis] baib. <* 1340 Hampole Fsaltcr xc. 13 pe snake
werpis and J»e tade nuryssis |>e eg, and Jiarof is broght forth

J>e basiiyske. f 1440 Kor^ J^i/. \\. 271 For tadys and
frosshis we may not flitte. £^1440 Alphabet 0/ Talcs 240
He drew oute a grete whik tade. ^ 1480 Henryson Test.

Cres. 578 Heir I beteiche my Corps and Carioun With
Wormis and with Taidis to be rent. 1508 Kennedie Flytins
w. /?««<^ar 287 Tigris, serpentis, and taidis will remane In

Dumbar wallis. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Shepk. 11. ii, Mixt wi'

the venom of black taids and snakes. 1B18 Scott Hr.

Lamm, xxxv, A taid may sit on her cofTin the day. 1823

Galt Entail II. xxix. 277 Ye would as soon think of

likening a yird lead to a patrick. 1863 Robson Bards
Tyne 353 Now, Geordy, my lad, sit as mute as a lyed.

5. la.. St. Patrick's Purg. 274 in Horstm. Alteng. Leg.

(1875) 188 Eddren furi vperi hem sete, and toden grete al so.

ci3as Song Mercy 56 in E. E. P. (1862) 120 pou se^e

me a monge todes blake Ful longe in harde prisoun lyng.

1370-80 XI Pains ofHell 60 in O. E. Misc. 224 As Fissches

Jjei were in M flod ho, Todus, Neddres, Snakes mony mo.

i4aa tr. Secreta Secret., Priv, Priv. 152 Thay hym yaue

pryuely a lytill toode in a drynke. 1530 Palsgr. 281/2

Tode, crapault. 1567 Maplkt Gr. Forest 16 Nesorpora is

a stone of Pontus . .found in a Todes heade. 1568 Grafton
Ckron, Ii, 116 Findyng there a most venemous toade. 1600

Shaks. a. Y.L, h. I. 13 Sweet are the vses of aduersilie,

Which like the toad, ougly and venemous, Weares yet

a precious lewell in his head. 1667 Mir.roN P. L. iv. 800

Him there they found Squat like a Toad, close at the eare

of Eve. 1763 Churchill Proph. Famine Poems I. 112

Marking her noisome road With poison's trail, here crawled

the bloated Toad. 1849 T. BELL^r^V. Reptiles (ed. 2) T15

Few animals have ever suffered more undeserved persecution

as the victims of an absurd and ignorant prejudice than the

toad. Ibid. 126 Natter-jack Toad. 1895 Running Toad
[see Running///, rt. 7 cl. 1909 Blackw. Mag.A.^T. 503/2
She was already on friendly terms with my mice and my
toads and my snake.

b. As a type of anythinji: hateful or loathsome.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw, IV 231 To whom the Frenche

nacion was more odious then a tode. 1586 Day Eng.
Secretary ii. (1625) 125 It behoueth also that, .he doe incline

to good, .that he abhorre flatterie as a Toad. 1606 Shaks.

Tr. ff Cr. II. iii. 170, 1 do hate a proud man, as I hate the

ingendringof Toades. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. 1851 IV.

360 To hate one another like a toad or jwison.

C. In various figurative and proverbial uses.

To eat {any one's) loads, to be a mean dependant,

to toady (see Toad-eater). Toad under a harrow,

a simile for a j^erson under constant persecution or

oppression.

1649 Bp. Reynolds Semt. Hosea i. 46 [As] impossible, .as

for a Toad to spit Cordials. 1788 Lw. Bulkeley in Dk.
Buckhm. Crt. «5- Cabinets Geo. ///{iZsj) I. 364 There is no
man who eats Pitt's toads with such zeal, attention, and
appetite. 1815 Hist. % Decastro, etc. I, 252 [We] were
e'en forced to eat our toads and be silent. 1855 Thackeray
Neivcomes liii, Don't they follow him to college: and eat

his toads through life? 1803-12 Bentham Hat. 0/ Evi-
dence (1827) 1. 385 note^ Kept like toads under a harrow,

1825 Brockett N, C. Words, Toad-under-a-Harrow, the

comparative situation of a poor fellow, whose wife, not

satisfied with the mere hen-pecking of her helpmate, takes

care that all the world shall witness the indignities she puts

upon him. J903 Daily Chron. 16 May 3/4 The ' toad-under-

the-harrow ' existence of a plain, middle-aged, but cultivated

and fine-natured spinster, whose whole life was subordinated
to an invalid and rather malignant old mother.

2. + Used erroneously for the frog {pbs.) ; applied

to other allied animals, as Surinam toad = Pipa ;

homed toad: see Horned 2 b; midzvifej obstetrical

toad, the nurse-frog : see Obstetrical.
a 1500 E. B. Psalter IxxvJi. 50 [Ixxviii. 45! And sent in am

hundeflegh, and it ete ^a ; Tade [L. rannm\ and it for-spilt

t?am swa, x6o« Marston Antonio's Rev. 111. iii, Now
croakes the toad. 17S7-1894 [see Pipa]. 1812-29, *8x7

Surinam toad [see Toadlet, Toadling], 1815 Kirby & Sp.

Entomol. (1B43) I. 305 Like the young of the Surinam
Toad (/frt«a//>a) they attach themselves m clusters upon her

back, belly, head, and even legs. 1901 P. Fountain Deserts

N. Amer. yiiu 158 The ' Californian toad ' which is really a
species of lizard.

3. Applied opprobriously to human beings and
animals.
a 1568 Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. CI.) 396/36 Ane fowle

taid cairle. 1594 Shaks. Rich. HI, iv. iv. 81 To heipe me
curse That bottelM Spider, that foule bunch-back'd Toad.
1605 \st Pt. leronimo 11. v, ler. Is not this a monstrous
courtier? Hor. He is the court tode, father. 1634 Sir
T. Herbert Trtw. 159 All true Persians thinke of them as

enemies to Mahomet.. and that all their Disciples were
Toades, the of-scum of the earth & vile Apostates. 1744
in Ozel Brantome's Span, Rhodomontaties (ed. 2) Advert,,

A cursed Toad of a florse. .not only threw me but rolled

over me. 1771 Foote Maid o/B, iii. Wks. 1799 1 1. 232 What
a miserable poor toad is a husband, whose misfortunes not
even death can relieve I 1853 R. Carmichael in Whistle-
binkie Ser, 111. 47 Sic a pridefu* taid Our Tibbie's grown.

1894 Astley so Years Life II. 87^ The silly toad had care-

lessly forgotten to pull the stirrup-irons up.

4. = Toady sb. 2.

1831 [see Toad w.]. 1834 Beckford Italy, etc. II. 159
Mrs. Guildermeester.. we found in a vast but dingy saloon,

her toads squatting around her. Ibid., Do''na Genuefa,
the toad-passive in waiting . . Miss Coster, the toad-active,

.. makes tea with decorum.

t5. Alchemy. = BuFO. Obs.
X47X Ripley Comp. Alch. i. xx. in Ashm. Theat. Chem.

Brit. (1652) 134 Our Tode of the Erth whych etyth hys
fylL 1610 B. Jonson Alclu il iii. Your toade, your crow,
your dragon, and your panthar.

6. {(Rookery.) Toad in a hole : see quots.
K787GROSE Prov. Gloss., Puddiug'Pye-Doll, the dish called

toad-in-a-hole, meat boiled in a crust. Norf 1797 Mme.
D'Arblay Lett. Dec, Mrs. Siddons and Sadler's Wells

92

..seems., as illfitted as the dish they call a toad in a hole,..

putting a noble sirloin of beef into a poor paltry batter-

pudding. 1836 A. FoNBLANQUE Eng. Under Scvcn Admin.
(1S37) J'L 314 'Toad-in-the-hole', a jjiece of meat baked in

a pudding, with a pool of gravy round it. 1883 F, B. Harri-
son Little Pretty iv, I give you hashes, and toad-in-the-

hole, and curry, and use up all the t)dds and ends.

7. altrib. and Comb, : attributive, as load-hole,

'poison, -pond, -spawn, -venom ; objective, simi-

lative, etc., as toad-bellied, -blind, -green, -housiw^,

-legged^ -shaped, -spotted, -swollen atljs., tootl-like

adj. and adv., toadwise adv.

1633 ¥oRii''Tis Pity iv. iii, You "toad-bellicd bitch ! 1850
Kelly tr. Cambrensis Eversus II. 217 Giraldus, who was
*toad blind {talpA coecior) to everything creditable to the

Irish. 1890 Daily News 27 Sept. 2/1 A *toad-green cloth

redingote. 182^ J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 108 Never seed
a wood-chuck in a "toad-hole 1 guess"? 1598 E. Gilpin
Skial. (1878) 41 How *toad-housing sculs, and old swart
bones, Are grac'd with painted toombs, and plated stones.

1843 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV, i. 190 The fact ofwheat being
broken down near the root, or * "toad-legged ', a 1586
Sidney Arcadia (1622) 126 A *tode-like retirednesse, and
closenesse of minde. 18x2 Religionism 43 Then lay tliy

awkward, toad-like twists aside. 1839 Bailky Festvs
xxxiv. (1852) 550 My purpose.. hath grown in me and lived

on. Toad-like witliin a rock—vital where all Beside was
death. 1869 Zoologist Sept. 1832 The ignorant of all ages
have believed in the existence of this *toad-poison, the men
of science have almost universally treated its existence as a
fable. 1851 Borrow Zaz'^«^r(?iv. (1911)30 The sludge in the

*toad-pond. 1854 Badham Halieut. 507 These last acquired
such celebrity in the knowledge of wheedling, as to be called

parasite, or *toad-spawn. 1603 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 138 A
most "Toad-spottea Traitor. 1603 H. Crosse Verities

Commw. (1878) 82 So*toade-swolne with pride and ambition,

that he is ready to burst in sunder. \Z^ Zoologist X. 3658
The active principle of *toad-venom is alkaline in its

character. 1867 Lanier Strange Jokes 17 Give lair and
rest To him who *toadwise sits and croaks.

b. Special comb. : toad-back «., of a stair-rail,

etc., having a section of three-lobed shape held to

resemble the back of a toad ; toad-bit, a disease

of cattle : see quot. ; toad-bug, any species of the

American genus Galgttlus of small predaceous

Hemiptera ; toad-cheese (f taddechese), a poison-

ous fungus ; toad-flower, an African plant,

Stapelia bufonia ; toad-frog, a book-name for the

genus Pelobates of tailless amphibians: see quot.;

toad-grass = toad-rush ; toad-head, the American
golden plover {local U.S.) ; toad-lily, {a) Fritil-

laria pyrenaica; {b) the American white water-lily

{local U.S.); {c) the Japanese Tricyrtis hirta\

toad-lizard, (a) the homed toad(0«/./?«V/. 1891);
{b) the lalnrrinthodon; toad-marl, a dark-coloured

variety of marl ; toad-orchis, a tropical West
African orchid, Megaclinium Bufo, having purple-

spotted flowers ; toad-pipe (f tadpipe), any one
of various species of Equisetum; f toad-pool, a
mass of corrupt poisonous matter; toad-rock •=

ToADSTONE ^ ; toad-rush, Juncus bufonius ;

f toad's bread, a fungus ; toad s cap, a toadstool

;

toad's eye, a precious stone ; ? = Crapaud 2

;

toad's eye tin, a variety of cassiterite ; + toad's-

guts, a term of abuse ; t toad's hat, a toadstool

;

toad's meat, dial., toadstools ; toad's mouth, the

snapdragon, Antirrhinum majus ; toad-snatcher,
the reed-bunting ; toad-spit, -spittle = Cuckoo-
spit 2 I. See also Toad-eateb, etc.

i8as Brockett N. C. Words, * Toad-bit, a disease among
cattle . . imputed to the poison of toads. 190a L. O. Howard
Insect Book 281 The *Toad Bugs. .[These] odd and ugly
little insects .. have been appropriately termed the 'toad*
shaped bugs '. The short, broad body,, .the projecting eyes,

..the dull mottled colors, are toad-like. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 585/2r Fungea..i. boletus..^ *taddeche5e. Ibid.

618/4 Tubcra, taddechese. 1703 J. Whiting in C Mar-
shal Sion's Trav. (1704) bviijb, Several of which persecut-

ing Justices soon after dyed with Eating ofTadcheese (alias

Mushrooms). i88a Science Gossip 165/1 ' Toad's cheeses ',

rank fungi. 1884 Mu-Ler Plant-n. 137/2 African "Toad-
flower. 1896 Lydkkker IVc7v Nat, Hist. V. 283 The fifth

family . .comprises eight genera, which may be collectively

termed *toad.frogs, since they come neither under the desig-

nation of toads or frogs. 1640 Parkinson Theat, Bot. iipo
The Flemmings generally call [it J Padde grasse,_that is,

*Tode grasse. i^4Millhr Plant-n. 137/2 *Toad-liIy, Fri-
tillaria nigra. Japanese Toad-lily, Tricyrtis hirta. 1899
Edin. Retu Apr. 317 The Labyrinthodon.or monster *toad-
lizard. 1764 Museum Rust. II. ex. 377 Called *toad marie,
from its resemblance in colour to that animal. 1578 Lvte
Dodocns I. Ixviii. loi Thesmall [horsctai]]is called . . inEnglish
smal Shauegrasse, and ofsome *Tadpipes. 1607 Chapman
BussydAmbois \\\. ii. 452 Thy gall Turns all thy blood
to poison, which is cause Of that *toad-pool that.. makes
thee. .rot as thou livest. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants
(1796) 1 1. 348 tjuncus] bufonius. .*Toad Rush, Wet Gravelly
or sandy meadows and pastures. 1861 Miss Pratt Flo^ver.

PI. V. 297 Toad Rush, .sometimes called Toad-grass. 1624
T. Scott Laivfulncssc Netherl, Warre 17 Therefore Philip

gaue him fungos, or *Toads-bread to eate. a 1825 Fohby
yoc. E. Anglia, ^Toads-cap, a fungus. 1747 Dinglev in

P/iil. Trans. XLIV. 505 The "Toad's-Ej^e, black. 1830
Ansted Eletn. GeoL, A/in., etc. §490 Toad's eye tin is the

same variety [:is wood tin] on a small scale. 1874 J. H.
Collins Afetal Mining 13 [In] Cornwall.. valuable lumps
of 'wood-tin' and *toad's-eye' tin have been built into

hedges. 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier iv. ii. in Bullen O. P.
(1S82) I. 317 *Toads-guts, ..doe you hearc, Monsire ? c 1440
Promp. Parv. 495/2 *Todyshatte (or muscheron), . .yw/'tfr.

x886 P. S. RobiNSON Valley Teet, Trees 134 The rustic calls

TOAD-PISH.

[toadstools] '"toad's meat'. 1839 Phillii-s in Sat. Mag,
18 May 190/1 It has, .received various names, as Dog's
Mouth,.. "Toad's Mouth, and Snap-Dragon, 1848 Zoolo-
gistyi.-22<)Q The black-headed bunting., a ''toad snatcher'.

188s SwAiNSON Provtnc. Names Birds 72 Reed Bunting..
Toad snatcher. 1751 Waruurton Pope's Wks. IV, 24
note. Those frothy excretions, called by the people "Toad
spits, seen in summer-time hanging upon plants. 1658 J.
Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins, 909 [Nature] hath infected

the Sage with "Toad-spittle.

Toad (t^"(I), V, [f. prec, after toad-cat, etc.]

trans. To act as a toady to; to toady. Also inlr.

1802 G. CoLMAN Poor Gent. 11. ii, How these tabbies love

to be toaded ! 1826 E. Reynolds Life ^ T. II. 303 n^te, He
could scarcely ever get anybody but dull toading tuft-

hunters to remain there above four days. 1831 Lady Gran-
ville Lett. 21 Feb., All her toads toad on because they see
that I toad her too. 1849 W. Irving Goldsmith xxxix, 335
Boswell's inveterate disposition to toad, was a sore cause of

mortification to his father.

Toad, var. ToDK sb,^ Obs., Dutch fishing-boat

Toad-eat (t^u'tli^t), z/. rare. [Back-formation
from Toad-eater,] trafis. To flatter, fawn upon
(a person) ; to toady. Also ifttr. So Toad-
eating vbl, sb. and ppl, a,

1766 Lady S, Lennox in Life ^ Lett. (1901) I. 199, I have
got Charles into such order, that.. he toad eats me Ijcyond
all conception. 1767 Lady S. Bunbury in Jesse Selivyn .5-

Contemp. (1843) II. 175, I toad-eat a little cur that is here,
only because his name is Raton. 1791 Eahl Mornington
in \\tk Rep, Hist. MSS, Comm. App. v. 7 Some verses
which I took down . . as being the excess of toad-eating.

1799 — in Stanhope Z*//^ III. igi The delight of being toad-
eated by all India from Cabul to Assam. 1831 Jf.kyi.l Corr.
(1S94) 273 Puffing himself in newspapers, and toad-eating
Princes and Ministers. 1836-7 Dickens .S^^. Boz, Horatio
Sparkins, 'Decidedly', said the toad-eating_ Flamwell.
1880 Miss Bkadix)n Just as I am xlv, A real sister has no
motive for such toad-eating.

Toad-eater (t<7ii-d|f:tM),

1. One who eats toads ; orig. the attendant of a
charlatan, employed to eat or pretend to eat

toads (held to be poisonous) to enable his master
to exhibit his skill in expelling poison.
1629 J, Rous Diary 45, I inquired of him if William Utt-

ing the toade-eater. .did not once keepe at Laxfield; he
tould me yes, and said he had scene him eate a toade, nay
two. a 1704 T. Brown Sat. on Quack Wks, 1730 I. 64 Be
the most scorn'd Jack-pudding in the pack. And turn toad-
eater to some foreign Quack. 1761 Lady S. Lennox in

Life ^ Lett. (1901) 1. 53 Beckford, toad eater to the mounte-
bank, as he has been not unaptly call'd.

2. Jig. A fawning flatterer, parasite, sycophant

;

= Toady sb. 2.

174a H. Walpole Let. 7 July, Lord Edgcumbe's [place]

..b destined to Harry Vane, Pulteney's toad-eater. 1807-8
W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 177 Encouraged by the shouts
and acclamations of.. toad-eaters. 1859 Green 0.vf Stud.
ii, § I (O.H.S.) 33 Shabbily-genteel toadeaters, ready at his

call, 1876 Geo. Euot Dan. Der. 111. xxv, The toad-eater

the least liable to nausea, must be expected to have his

susceptibilities,

b, A humble friend or dependant ; spec, a female

companion or attendant, contemptuous. Now rare.

1744 Fielding DccvidSimple 11. vii. I. 212 David begged an
Explanation of what she meant by a Toad-Eater... Cynthia
replied, . , It b a Metaphor taken from a Mountebank's Boy's
eating Toads, in order to show bis Master's Skill in ex)>elling

Poison. It is built on a Supposition . . that People who are .

,

in a State of Depcndance, are forced to do the most nauseous
things that can be thought on, to please and humour their

Patrons. 1746 H, Walpole Let. to Mann 21 Aug., I am
retired hither like an old summer dowager ; only that I have
no toad-eater totake the air with me, 1750 Coventry Pom-
Pey Lit, i, v. (1785) 16/2 Such female companions, or more
properly toad-eaters. 1808 Eleanor Sleath Bristol Heiress
I. 139 Her,. Ladyship's confidential woman, or rather toad'
eater, which b..the most fashionable phrase of the twa
1853 De Quincey Autobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 351.

Toader (t(7U'd3j). rare, [f. Toad 2/. + -er1.]

A sycophant, parasite; = Toady sb. 2.

1843 R. Oastler Fleet Papers II. 415 The only remedy
for any man not a toader, who may fall into difBculties.

Toa'dery. [f. Toad j3. -f-EUY.] A place

where toads are kept or abound,
1763 Eliz, Carter in Pennington Memoirs (1808) I. 335

The dykes.. with a perpendicular descent on each side to

the toaderies and fiogeries below. 1854 Tait^s Mag. XXI.
695 He had what he called a Froggery and Toadery at the
bottom of his orchard.

Toa'dess. nonce-wd. A female toad.

1871 Smiles Charac. iii. (1876) 80 The toad's highest idea
of beauty is his toadess.

Toad-fish (t(7»-d|fij^. A name applied, from
their ap|>earance, to several distinct fishes ; csp,

a. A swell-fish, or puffer, spec Tetrodon turgidus, the
common puffer of the Atlantic coast of the United States

;

also other species of Tetrodon of the coasts of Brazil and
South Africa. b. The sea-devil, fishing-frog, angler, or
wide-gab, Lopkius piscatorius. c. American t.f, the
oyster-fish {Sapo of the Portuguese), Batrachus tait, of the
Atlantic coast of U.S.A. d. Brazilian t.-f.,Chilomyctcrus
gcometricns. e. Poisonous t.-f., Thalassopkryne, also

species of Tetrodon. f. The mouse-fish, Antennarius
hisirio, or other species of Antennarius.
1612CAPT. Smiih J/rt/ K/r^'«/a 15 The Todcfish which will

swell till it be like to brust, when it commeth into the aire.

a 1642 Sir W, Monson Naval Tracts vi. (1704) 534/1 'J'here

are many venomous Fishes upon that Coast [Brazil], as
namely the Toad-fish, of a small bigness, 1668 Charleton
Onomast. 130 I\anapiscatrix..\\\^ Monk, Toad, N ass, or

JDevil-Fish, or Fishing-Frog. 1704 Pktiver Gazophyl, w.

x.\, Piscis Brasiliaiius comutus. The .'American Toad-
Fish. Ibid., The Brasil Toad-Fbh.. found on the shores of
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Brasil, and several other Coasts of the West-Indies. 1736

G<Hti. Ma^. VI. 618/1 At Powderham, Devonshire, a Toad-
Rsh was thrown ashore ; it i>; 4 foot long, has a Head hke

a Toad, ..and the Mouth opens 12 Inches wide. 1816

TucKEV A'arr. Exptd. A*. Zaire ii. (1818) 6i The only fish

taken since wc have l>een in muddy ground were two load

fish {DiOifoH) and several eels. 1845 Gossk Ocean vii.

(1849) 342 The Toad-fishes, or t\ng\cr^ (A Mfennari us), whose

pectoral and ventral fins have much of the form and also the

functions of the feet of a quadrujKd. i860 Richardson in

yrfiL Linn. Sac. (1S61) V. 213 The Toad-fish of the Cape
is a Dithion. i860 Jameson i-^/Vi'., X poisonous fish, known
at the Cai>e by the name of the Toad- or Biadder-fish.

Toad-flax (t^-cl,na*ks). [f. Toau sb. + Klax,

from tlie flax-like appearance of the foliage.] A
popular name of the European plant Linana
vulgaris ; hence extended as a generic name to

other si>ecies of Littaria^ as Ivy-leaved Toad-tlax,

L. Cymbalariay Purple T., L,pttrpiirca, Bastard

Toadflax^ a name for Thisium linophyilum^ and

the American genus Comandra,
1578 LvTE DoiiofHS L liv. 79 Stanworle, wilde flaxe, or

Tode flax, hath small, slender, blackish stalkes. 1630

Dhaytom Mus€i* Elysium \\\. Wks. (1748) 448/1 IJy toad-

flax which your nose may taste. If you have a mind to cast.

1776 Lee Dot. 351/1 Tood Flax, Antirrhinum. 1866

'treas. Bat., Toadllax. i>astard, Tiusium Hnophyllumx
also an American name for Comamira. x868 J. T.
BURGKSS Eng. Wild Flowers 211 The •buller-and-eggs'of

the country folk—the Yellow Toadflax. 1870 Geo. Eliot
Thee. Suih ii. 50 A crumbling bit of wall where the deli-

cate ivy-leaved toad-flxx hangs its light branches, 1893

Coucii lUlect. Duchy 21 A round stone wall, over which
the toad fla.x spread in a tangle.

Toadish, a. rare. [f. Toad j^. + -I8h1.] Of
the nature of a toad; like a toad ; f venomous.
1611 A. Stafford Niobi 11. 76 Your toadish tongue would

neuer haue sought to haue enueiKwn'd Vertue. 1665 Sir T.

Hekbert Trav. (1677) 384 A speckl'd toadUh or poyson
fish as the Seamen from experience named it. i8aa Ukduoes
Brides Trag. 11. iv, Something hath called me thrice. With
a low muttering voice of toadi&h hisses.

Toadlet. [f. Toad sb. + -let.J = next.

1817 CoLEHit>c« Satyratte's Lett, ii. in Biog. Lit^ etc.

(1S82) 252 Pretty little additional sprouting out from it like

young toadlets on the back of a Surinam toad. 1834
— Tahle-t. 14 June, So manj^ toadlets, one after another
det.iching themselves from their parent brute.

Toadling (t^o-dliq). [f. as prec. + -unqI.] A
young or little toad.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 405/1 Todelyn^, hufomUus. 1779
Johnson in Mme. U'Arblay Diary teb., [ always knew
you for a toadling. iSia-a^ Colkkidge in Lit.R€m. (1838}

ill. 121 A Surinam toad with a swarm of toadlings sprout-

ing out of its back and sides. 1883 Longm. Mag. Oct.

643 A young toadling once hibernated within the empty
loic of a large watering-pot.

Toad-pole, -poll, obs. forms of Tadpolk.
Toa'dship. nonu-xvd^ The personality of a toad.

S77S J' Bkhrioge Whs, (1864) 387 To bear one toad com*
pUmeiit another, and speak very handsome things of bis

toadship. 1885 C. F. HotJicR Marvels AiUm, Lift 89
Several lessons of this kind evidently made bis toadship
put on his thinking cap.

Toadstone* (tj«i-dst<7an}, [f.ToADj^. +Stonk.]
A name (rendering Gr. and L. b€Ura(hUes^ or

med.L. bufonitiSy crapodinus, F. crapaudine (13th

c.) : cf. Ger. krdtensUin)^ formerly applied to

various stones or stone-like objects, likened to a toad

in colour or shai)e, or supposed to be produced by
a load ; often crcditeil with alexipharmic or thera-

IH:utic virtues, and worn as jewels or amulets, or set

in rings. These, though of various origin, were all

considered to be forms or species of the same
' stone \ the most valQc<l kind of which was fabled

to be found in the head of the toad, a belief to

whicli many allusioos occur in literature : cf. ToAU
sb, 1 d, ouot. 1600.

1558 i.ifts to Q. ElsM. in Nichots Prvgr, 11. 939 A iewell

containing a Crapon or Toadc stone act in golde. 1605 B.

JoNSON yolpong 11. v, His saffron iewell, with the toode-stooe
Uk 't. 1645 KvKLYN Diary 6 May, A ring, .which seemed
set with a dull, darke stone, a little swetUiig out, like what
we call (tho* untruly) a to.-idstone. x668 Wilkins Real
Char. 63 jVs for that . .styled a Toadstonc ; this is properly
a tooth of the Fish called Lupus marinus, as hath been
made evident to the Koyal Society by.. Dr. Merit. 1677
Ptxrr Ox/ordsh. 128 Uy my Uufonites or Toad*stone, I

intend not that shining polish*dstone,..butacertain reddish
liver-colour 'd real stone. 1679 Lond, Gat. Nob 1435/4
One gold Ring with a large counterfeited Toad stone.

1696 /'hil. Trans. XIX. i^ 'lltese convex osseoos
Tubercules..are of the same kind with rxir English Bu/h*
uites or Toad-Stones. 1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III.

6^/1 The Toad>stone is found in the Head of a certain
kind of Toadt. 1776 Pknnant Brit. Zool. III. 15 It was
distinguished by the name of the Reptile, and called the
Toad*Stone, Hiifonite^, Crapaudine, Krottenstein ; but all

its fancied pjwrrs vanished on the discr>very of its being
nothing but the f<-fssil t'Mth uf the sca-wo(f. i8ia Scott Let.
to Joanna Baillie 4 Apr. in Lockhart, A toadstonc—a cele-
brated amulet... It was sovereign for prutccting new-born
children and their mothers from the power of the fairies, and
has been repeatedly borrowed from my mother, on account
of this virtue.' 1870 Murray's Hatuibk. E, Counties 291 At
the feet [of an image of the Virgin] was a toadstonc, indi*

eating her victory over all evil and uncleanness.
aitrib. 1855 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid. Ages xjivi, Toad-

stonc ring, 1877 W. Jones Finger-ring 156 A toadstone
ring (the fossil palatal tuotb of a species of Ray) was sup-
posed to protect new-born cfalldreu and tbcir mothers from
the power of tbv (aii ies.

Toadstone ^ (t(7u*dst<?un). local. [Of uncertain

origin ; thought by some to be so named from the

resemblance of its amygdaloidal spots to those on
a toad's skin; by others to be a corruption of a

Ger. todt£s geslein *dead rock', reduced pcrh. to

*todl'Stcin. But there appears to be no evidence

of this, other than the fact that some Derbyshire

mining terms appear to be of German origin.]

A name given by the Derbyshire lead-miners to an
igneous rock, occurring as irregular sheets of con-

temporaneous lava, interstratified with, or in con-

nexion with the metalliferous mountain limestone.

1784 Darwin in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 5 The vast beds of
toad-stone or lava in many parts of this coiintry. 1796
KiRWAN Eleni. Min. (ed. 2) I. 229 Toadstone is of a dark
brownish grey colour, abounding with cavities filled with
crystallized spar. i8«3 G. Chalmers Caledonia III. 11. iii.

52 The rock is covered occasionally by toadstone, called in

that country coppercratg. 1859 Pace Hamibk. Ceol. Terms
355 Some of these toadstone beds are compact and basaltic,

others are earthy, vesicular.and ainygdaloidal. 1888 Derbysh,
Archceol. Soc. Jrnl. X. 2 The white patches of caicite give

to a freshly fractured surface of the rock a peculiar appear-
ance,.. considered so like the marks on the Ixxly of a toad
that the rock is known as Toadstone.

Toadstool (tJu'dstwl). Forms: see Toad and

Stool, ff. Toad sb. + Stool, a tanciful name ; cf.

^. paddo sloo/.}

A fungus having a round disk-like top and a
slender stalk, a mushroom.
a. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxxi. (ToUem. MS.),

It sette)» drye tadstoles a fyre. 1483 Cath, Angl. 377/1 A
Tade stole, boletus^ fungus, 1576 Lytb Dodvens 261 Them
that are sicke with eating of venimous Tadstooles or

Mousheroms. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr, Acad, \u 07
Soft & like to the substance of a tad-stoole. x6ox Bp. Vv.

Barlow Serm. Paules Crosse 50 Like the growth of a Tad-
stoole.. a night's conceit, but vanished in the morning.

0. S495 Trevisa's Barth, De P. B. xvii. cxxiv. (W. de W.),

Yfper>*s ben sodde wyth tode stoles they take awaye fro them
all greyf and nudyce, 1519 Horman yulg. 101 b, Tode-
stolys, that be gethercd from the tree be good to eate.

100 PALSCR. 281/3 Tode stole, eschampi^non. 1569
'luRNER Herbal 11. Pref., Dark doctores. which soddenly
lyke todestollcs stcrt vp Phisiciones. Ibid. 29 b, A todstole

..in a bircbe or a walnut tre, where of som make tunder.

151^ Maplet Gr, Forest 52 The Mushrom or Toadstoole.

.

hath two sundrie kinds,.. for the one may be eaten: the

other is not to be eaten. 1579 Spenskr Sheph. Cal. Dec. 60
The gricslie Todestoole gruwne there mought 1 se And
loathed Paddocks lording on the same. xlJoi Holi^nu
Pliny (1634) II. 133 The nearer that a Mushrome or Toad-
stoole commeth to the color of a fig hanging vpon the tree,

the lesse presumption there is that it ls venomous. 1707
Hearne Collect. 99 Nor. (O.H.S.) II. 76 The Dori.ins. .us'd

to write upon Toad-stools. 187a Bi.ack Adv. Phaeton xxii,

Moist odour oftoadstools and fern. 1904 G. K.Chi-stertom
Browuingvi. i45Weare akin not only to the starsand floweis,

but to the toadstools and the monstrous tropical birds.

b. Popularly restricted to poisonous or inedible

fungi, as distinct from edible * mushrooms *.

rto7 ToPSELL F'our-f. Beasts (1658) 204 The rennet is also

commendable against Hemlock or Toad-stool. 1805 Med.
Jrnl. XIV. 573 Toad stools and other species of the fungus

kind are frequently eaten for mushrooms. 1859 All Year
Round Na 19. 437 The delicious mushroom, the poisonous

toad -stool.

c. fig. (in reference to its rapid growth and short

duration : cf. mushroom'),
t8a3 in Cobbett Rur. RidesixZZ^ I. 286 This little toad-stool

is a thing created entirety by the gamble : and the means have,

hitherto, come out of the wages oflab«jur. X90X Daily Neivs
2 Mar. 3/4 Some of the houses that were too solidly built to

burn were blown up. Away off on a flank you would sec a
huge toadstool of dust, rocks, and raflers rise solemnly

into the mir and then subside in a heap of debris.

d. attrib. and Comb., as toadstool-eater, -eating,

-growth ; toadstoot-iike adj.

x886 P. -S. RoBiNs<*M Valley Teet. Trees 1 37 Some of these

penny-reading toadstool-caters would even turn a toad off

Its stool to eat its seat. 1887 W, D. Hay EUm, Text-Bk.

Brit, Fungi Pref. 6 So far as * toadstool eating ' goes, I

believe 1 have a rieht to ^>eak with authority, since my own
gastnmomic experiments have been many, frequent, and
varied. 189s Antidote 20 Sept. 303 Wretched sects of

toadstool growth, which spring up, fester and die out

around U'S. 1903 /K«/w. 6*05.30 Jan. 2/1 A writing-table (in

the North Room) with numerous toadstool-Uke projections

..whose ugliness and inconvenience are only too obvious.

Toadr (t^'di), sb. Also 7 tody, 9 toadey. [f,

ToAij j7., with dim. or familiar sufhx -Y, as in

slavey, etc. ; in sense 3 jwrh. sb. use of Toady a.]

tl. A little or young toad. Obs,

c 1690 Satire in Kirkton Hist. Ch, Scott, vi. (1817) 199 note^

Beastly bodies, senseless nodies, venemous todies.

2. A servile parasite ; a sycophant, an interested

flatterer ; also, a humble dependant ; « Toad-

eatek 2, 2 b,

x8a6 Disraeli Viv. Grey ti, xv, You know what a Toadey
is? That apreeable animal which you meet every day in

civilised society. i8u Lytton Pompeii I. Notes 172 The
umbra or shadow—who accompanied any invited guest—

and who was., usually a poor relative, or a humble friend-

in modern cant ' a toady '. 184S Thackeray Van. Fair xi,

When I come into the country..! leave my toady. Miss

Driggs, at home. My brothers are my toadies here. 1883

W. jTStillman in Cent. Mag. Oct, 827/1 A toady to the

superior and a butly to the inferior grades.

Toady (ti?u-di), a. rare. [f. Toad sb. + -y.]

1. Resembling a toad ; toad-like, repulsive.

x6s8 Feuham Resolves n. [i.] xii. 30 Vice is of such a

toady complexion, that shee cannot chuse but teach thesoule
to hate. 1719 QoRuoN Cordial Lpiv Spirits I. 159 Gaffer
Pitchfork is nmrder'd too, with thick same toady Clap of
Thunder.

2. Infested with toads.
1882 Edna Lyall Donovan xxiv, The very frogj^iest and

toadiest path In the garden. 1901 Meredith Reading oj
Life 76 A toady cave beside an ague fen.

Toady (t(?u-di), v. [f. Toady sb.'\

1. trans. To play the toady to; to flatter, or
attend to with servility from interested motives.
i8a7 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 406 If her friends

would . . leave off toadying her. 1857 Hughes Torn Brown
I. ii, Lots of us of all sorts toady you enough certainly.

1878 J. C. Collins Tonrneurs Plays I, Introd. 28 That
they might, in thus toadying the memory of a dead son,
toady the patronage of a living parricide.

2. tnlr. To play the servile dependant ; to pay
deference from interested motives. Const, to.

1861 Hughes Tom Broivn at Oxf. vii, Let them toady
and cringe to their precious idols. X873 M. Collins Miranda
III. 8 She. .toadied to her superiors when she really came
face to face with them, 1881 C. E. Turner in Mactn. Mag,
Aug. "jpQ/'z We never, .toadied for a good place at Moscow,
or sneaked into a ministry at Petersburg. 1906 Times
29 Aug. 4/2 He was toadying round Williamson like a lackey
out of work.

Hence Toa'dying vbl. sb. and ppl, a.

1863 W. Phillips Speeches vi. 135 The toadying servility

of the land. 1866 Cornlt. Mag. Aug. 239 Needy toatlying

courtiers come to batten on the fatter south. 1897 H. Black
Friendship iv. S2 They encouraged toadying.

Toadyism (tiTu'diiiz'm). [f. Toady sb. + -ism.]

The action or behaviour of a parasite or sycophant

;

mean and interested servility.

1840 Marbvat Olla Podr. (Rtldg.) 303 A person of her

consetjuence could never exist without. -toadyism. 1857
Hughes Totn Brown \. viii, I!y dint of his command of
money, ..and his adroit toadyism, he managed to make
himself .. rather popular. 1898 Uealby & Heakn Sven
Iledin's Through Asia I. 247 He would lash.. everything
that savoured of toadyism and servility.

Toadyship. rare, [f. as prec + -ship.] The
action or practice of a toady.

1839 Times 9 Sept., Their vanity flattered by the toady-
ship of some 1300 ignoramuses.

Toagh, obs. f. Tow sh. To-aim: see Tkw-
luoN. Toakin, obs. f. Token. Teal, toale,

toall, obs. ff. Toll. Toal-pin, obs. f. Thole-
pin. Toam, dial. var. Taum.
To and fro, phr. (culv.j prep., sb., adj., vb.).

[To adv. and/r«?/., Fro adv. and/nr/.]

A. adv. 1. Successively to and from some place,

etc. ; hence more vaguely : In opposite or different

directions alternately ; with alternating movement;
from side to side ; backwards and forwards ; hither

and thither ; op and down.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 471 For a best when it es born,

may ga Als tile aftir, and ryn to and fra. c 1412 Hoccleve
De Reg. Princ. 543 Men passen by h^m to and fro. ^145°
LovELiCH Grail xlv. 464 Thus the schlppe In the se gan to

go On day & 01>er, bothe two & Fro as the wynd it Gan to

Dlowe. 1560 Bible (Genev.) job \. 7 The Lord said vnto

Satan, Whence commest thou? And Satan answered..,

From compassing the earth to and fra 1660 F. Ukooke
tr, Le Blanc's Trav, 31 Having travelled to and fro,

through very many towns and countries of Persia. 1798

Coleridge Anc. Mar. vii. xii, His eyes went to and fio.

1807 Cradbe Parish Reg. 111. 617 Idle children, wander-

ing to and fro. 1833 Ht. Martinkau Berkeley the Banker
I. vii. The messenger, who went to and fro between D
and Haleham bank. 1855 Stanley Mem. Canterb. iL (1857)

44 The pendulum which has been, .swung to and fro, is at

last about to settle.

b. after a verbal or other sb. denoting or im-

plying movement. (Cf, D.)
<:x400 Rom. Rose 4134 With many a turnyng to and froo.

is8a N. LiCHEFiELu u.CastanhedasComj, E. /ml. xlvi. 102

Ihey spent three dales with messages to and fro. 1688 S.

pENTON Guard, Instr. 59 Letters to and fro are some kind

of Guard upon a Youth. 1840 Macaulav Ess., Ranke
(1851) II. 131 A history of movement to and fro. i888 Bur-

COH Lives u Gd. Men II. xi. 312 His rides to and fro.

+ 2. In places lying in opposite or different direc-

tions ; Iiere and there. Obs.

C1440 York Myst. xx. 255 We haue i>e sought both to &
froo. 1513 Douglas /Ends vii. ix. 96 BaytTi to and fro

our all the cuntre syne Weinen and nioderis..Thair ^ing

childryng fast to thair breistis did braice. 1617 Morysom
Itin, II. 273 The Northerne Borders, where his Lordship

(with his retinue) lay to and fro. 1670-1 Nakuokouch "yml.

in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. l (1711) 119 Many Whales spouting

to and fro in these Hays. 1697 Dampikr Voy. I. xv. 425

Many shoals scattered to and fro among them.

+ 3. fg. To or on opposite sides alternately (esp.

in discussion or the like); for and against a question;

pro and con. Obs.

[CX374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1313 Troilus-.roIIeth in his

hctte to and fro How he may t>est discryven hir his wo.

J

1568 Grafton C^wrt. II. 71 In muUipliyngof wordes to and

fio. 1^3 Stuuuks Anat. A bus, 11. (1882) no, I haue heard

great disputation and reasoning pro and contra, to and fro.

x6to Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 803 The victory waved

alternately too and fro three or foure times. 1649 Milton
Eikon. 239 Thus shall they be too and fro, duubifull and

ambiguous in all thir doings. 1690 W. Walkek Idiomat.

Anglo-Lat. 30 When there had been some little Arguing to

and fro.

+ 4. So (in lit. and Jtg. senses, as above) to or

fro, to nor (ue) fro. In quot. 1555 2, neither
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to nor fro — * neither here nor there', indifferent,

immaterial, Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 16762 + 123(0011.) His sely lyms mi^t he
not rest. To put hoin to ne fro. 13. , E. E. Allit. /'. A. 347
When l»ou no fyrre may, to ne fro, Dou most abyde J>at he

schal Oeme. c 1530 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture 329 Cast not

thyne eyes to ne yet fro. 1555 Philpot in Foxe A. ^ M.
(1583) 1 814/2 You standc dalying..nnd will neither answere
to nor fro. 1555 Latimkr Lei. to Morice ibid. ^T^i/2 As it

is called a fire, so is it called a Wornie ;. .but that is neither

to nor fro. 1579 Fulkk I/isAi/is' Pari. 297 Uecunienius
saith little to the purpose, too or fro. 1652 Asmmole Thcat.

C/icni, firit. 204 Till thou hearest no manner of nuyse

rumbling to nor fro.

B. prep. To and from (a place) ; alternately to

and from each of (two places) : the latter now
commonly expressed by betioeen (Between/;*^/. 9).

Now rare.

1574 Calr, Laing Charters (1899) 225 Ane gait to cum
and gang to and fra the same. 1598 Hakluvt Voy. I. 109

Messengers going and comniing to and fro the Court of

Baalu. i860 Rkade 8//1 Commandm. 123 Counsel, who
were continually flashing to and fro London and Croydon.

1885 Jefferies Open Air(iS(jo) 126 The stream of lawyers

. .rushing to and fro the Temple and the New T^w Courts.

C. sd. (now with hyphens; but pi. tos attd/ros).

1. Alternating or reciprocating movement; the

action of walking or passing to and fro,

1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 282 She, Like some wild crea-

ture newly-caged, commenced A to-and-fro. 1855 Urown-
ING Lovers' Quarrel xi, How was earth to know, 'Neath the

mute hand's to-and-fro? 1906 iVestm. Gaz, 14 Sept. 2/3
Watching the to-and-fro of a shuttle.

%, Jig, Alternation generally ; vacillation; f dis-

cussion for and against a question {phs^.

1553 Bale Vocacyon 40 In whose returne there was muche
to and fro. For some wolde nedes to London . . [and some]
into Flaunders. c 1637 R. Cary Mem. (1905) 96 Many tos

and fros there were before it was concluded. 1641 Earl
MoNM. tr. BiondCs Civil IVarres 11. 90 The incommodities
and difficulties . . , after many too's and fro's, caused a second
peace. 1888 Gladstone in 19^/t Cent, July 3 From the

great national to-and-fro of the sixteenth century.

D. adj. (usually with hyphens). Executed, as

movement, in opposite directions alternately;

alternating, reciprocating ; characterized by, or

characterizing, such movement ;
passing to and fro.

1839 De la Bechk Kep. Geol. Cornw.^ etc, xv. 580 This to-

and-fro motion. 1856 Dobell Lyrics in War Time, Even,
Dream, The to and fro storm of the never done hurrahing.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. 146 The regular to-and-fro motion
of the water in its estuary. i8j>8 AllbutVs Syst. Med. V,

755 As a rule pericardial friction-sound has a double, or

to-and-fro rhythm.

E. as vb. phr, (only in pres. pple. and vbl. sb.

toing and Jroingi rarely to-andjroing), a. intr.

To pass to and fro, to go hither and thither.

1847 Le Fanu T. O'Brien 108 The clatter and bustle, the

..toing and froing of the soldiery. 187a — In a Glass
Darkly I. 272 There were clerks toing and fro-ing. 1888

Morris Kin^s Lesson (1890) 137 Unto him the King gave
the job of tomg and froing up and down the hill with the

biggest dung-basket. 1904 IVestm. Gaz. 28 Nov. 3/2 Why
all this secrecy about these to-ings and fro-ings?

b. trans. To lead to and fro. rare~^,
1852 R. S. SuRTEES sponge's Sp. Tour xxxii, A cockaded

servant was ' to and froing ' a couple of hunters^a brown
and a chestnut.

Toarciau (t(7,a*Jsian), a, (sb.) Geol. [ad. F.

Toarcienj f. L. Toara'um, F. ThottarSy \\\ western

France.] Applied to a series of strata correspond-

ing in position to the Upper Lias of England,

which are extensively developed in Central and
Southern France.

[1859 Page Handbk. Geol, Terms 49 Upper Lias, Toarcien
of d'Orbigny.] 1885 Geikie Geol. 802 In Normandy, the

Toarcian stage is only about 20 feet thick. 1913 Return
Brit. Museum 172 Crinoids from the Oxfordian of Var..

from the Toarcian of the Balearic Islands. Ibid. 182 Seven
Crinoid stem-fragments from the Toarcian rocks of Cabrera,

Balearic Is.

Toase, Toaser, obs. ft. Toze, Tozer.

Toast (t^ust), sb\ Forms : see Toast v^ [f.

Toast v.^ Cf. OF. tostH (13th c.) toast = Sp.

iostada (:-pop.L. *tostatd)^

1, (With a and //.) A slice or piece of bread

browned at the fire : often put in wine, water, or

other beverage. Now rare or Obs. except as in b.

c 1430 Tiuo Cookery.bks. (E.E.T.S.) 12 Gyle Soppys . .qa%\%

l>er-to Safroune, powder Pepyr, Sugre, and Salt, an serue

forth alle bote as tostes. CX450 Gov. Myst. xix. (1841) 183

Ther is no lord lyke on lyve to me wurthe a toost. 1541

R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirurg. N j, Gyue hym a
teste with wyne. 1573 L. Llovd Marrow ojHist. {16$^) 94
Alphonsus..took a toast out of his cup, and cast it to the

dog. 1S98 Shaks. Merry IV. iii. v. 3 Go, fetch me a quart

of Sacke, put a tost in *t. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 53 All

within the sound of Bow-lJell, are in reproch called Cock-
nies, and eaters of buttered testes, c 1645 Howell Lett.

(1688) IV. 489 This Drink., must be attendee! witha brown
Tost. 1709 Steele Tatter Na 24 p8 A Toast in a cold

Morning, heightened by Nutmeg, and sweetn'd with Sugar,

has for many Ages been given to our Rural Dispensers of

Justice, before they enter'd upon Causes. 1735 Diet.

Polygraph, s. v. China, A very dry toast. 1769 Mi<s.

Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 291 Amulet... You may
serve them up hot on buttered toasts.

b. As the type of what is hot or dry.

[1:1430: see above.l 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 44
Loue had apeered in him to hir alway Hotte as a toste.

1694 MoTTEUX Rabelais v. Panta^r. Prognost. x, Keep your

94

selves as hot as Toasts, d'ye hear? 1842 J. Wilson Chr.

North I. 83 The small brown Moorland bird, .is dry as a

toast. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 21 It keeps this end
of the valley as warm as a toast.

2. As a substance (without a or //.) : Bread so

browned by fire. (The ordinary current use,)

1730 %'^\v^ Pauegyrickon Dean\^V^.\T^K^W . M44 Sweeten
your tea, and watch your toast. 1786 ^Iackenzik Lonugcr
No. 89 P 10 Putting him in mind where the toast stootl.

1806 Med. yrni. XV. 454 The diet, .consisted of tea and
toast. 1807-26 S. Cooi'ER First Lines Surg, (ed. 5) 15 The
patient. . confining himself to vegetable diet, gruels, slops,

tea, acidulated drinks, dry toast, &c. 1886 Ruskin f*rxterita

I. iii. 84 Quarrelling with her which should have the

brownest bits of toast.

b. Coupled with the liquid in which the toast

is immersed, as ale and toast, toast and ale ^ toast

andwater'y whence toast-and-itfatered adj., confinetl

to a diet of toast and water.

(1586 Day Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 47 How I drunk vp my
grandams .lie and toste.] 1719 D'Urfev Pills (1872) 11. 324
Many a Night o'er Toast and Ale. 1778 Mme. D'Arblay
Diary (1842) I. 97 Our biscuits and toast-and -water, which
make the Streatham supper. 1800 Med. Jrfil. IV. 313,

I then directed her to live on toast and water exclusively.

i8zo Byron Let. to Hodgson 3 Oct., What can a helpless,

feverish, toast-and-watered.. wretch doV 1888 Mrs. H.
Ward A'. Elsmere xliv, Lunch was on tlie table—the familiar

commons, the familiar toast -and-water.

C. On toast y served up on a .slice of toast; Jtg.

had on toast {slang), done, swindled.

184a Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. u. St. Medard, Delicate

Woodcocks served up upon toast. 1886 .S7. yames^s Gaz.

6 Nov. (Farmer), The High Court.. took judicial cognizance

of a quaint and pleasing modern phrase.. 'to be had on
toast'. 1889 D. C. Murray Danger. Catspaw 273 We've
got him now on toast. 1895 J. G. Millais Breath fr.

Veldt (1899) 259 Thinking he had fairly got us on toast, he
meant to blackmail us pretty freely.

t3. Jig. (usually old toast). One who drinks to

excess, a soaker, a boon companion; a brisk old

fellow fond of his glass, slang. Obs.

1668 R. L'Estrange Vis. Quev. 306 How often must
I be put to the Blush too, when every Old Toast shall be

calling me Old Acquaintance, c 1670 Cotton Voy, Irel. ml
128 There comes in my Host, A Catholick, good, and a rare

drunken Tost, a 1688 Villikrs (Dk. Buckhm«) Confer.

(1775) 184. 16^ Motteux Rabelais\. xviii. Most of *em
of good Families ; among the rest Harry Cottiral, an old

Tost, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cretu, Old- Toast, a brisk old

Fellow. 1709 Rambling Fuddle-Cups 14 Bring my father

a Quart ; I'll be hang'dif 'twill do the old Toast any hurt.

4. attrib. and Comb., as toast-burner, -crumb,

-Jork\ toast-colour, a light brown; sotoast-colouj'ed

adj.; t toast-iron, a toasting-iron; toast-stand,

a stand for toast, etc. by the fire : see Cat j^.^ 9,

quot. 1806; toast-water, water in which toasted

bread has been steeped, used as a drink for invalids,

etc. Also Toast-rack.
1483 Cath. Angl. 390/2 A Toste yren {A. Tostyme), assa-

torium. x8oi Nemnich IVaaren^Lexicon 687/1 Toast
forks, Rdstgabeln, Tohstgabeln.

^ x89S_ Q. Rev, Oct. 283
Cobbed by his fagmaster as an incorrigible toast-burner.

1898 Daily Ncivs 5 May 2/2 A toast-colonred straw toque
trimmed with pink ribbon and roses, igoo Ibid. 20 Jan. 6/5
Toast colour is again included among the fashionable tints.

190s Daily Chron. 18 Dec 4/6 Why should not toast,

water become the temperance beverage for [drinking the

health of the KingJ?

Toastf sb^ [A figurative application of ToAST
sb.'^, the name of a lady being supposed to flavour

a bumper like a spiced toast in the drink.

See the Tatter, No. 34, of 2 June, and No. 31, of 18 June,

1709, in both of which toast is explained as a new name,
upon the origin of which * the Learned differ very much '.

No. 24 says that ' many of the Wits of the last Age will

assert that the term originated in an incident alleged to

have occurred at Bath in the reign of Charles II, 1660-1684.

No. 31 is silent as to the incident, and gives the account
cited below.]

1. A lady who is named as the person to whom
a company is requested to drink ; often one who is

the reigning belle of the season. Now only Hist.
1700 Congreve Way World \\\. x, Morecensorious than a

decayed Beauty, or a discarded Toast. 1705 Cibber Care,
less Husb. V. 63 Ay, Madam,.. 't has been your Life's whole
Pride of late to be the Common Toast of every Publick Table.

1709 Steele Tatler No. 24 P 9 This Whim gave Fonnda-
tion to the present Honour, .done to the I^dy we mention in

our Liquors, who has ever since been called a Toast. Ibid.

No. 31 p 8 Then, said he. Why do you call live People
Toasts? I answered, That was a new Name found out by
the Wits to make a Liady have the same Effect as Burridge
in the Glass when a Man is drinking. Ibid. Na 71 P 8 A
Beauty, whose Health is drank from Heddington to Hinksey,
. .has no more the Title of Lady, but reigns an undisputed
Toast. X711 Swift Lett. (1767) III. 185 Lord Rochester,

and his fine danghter, lady Jane, just growing a top toast.

X713STEKLE Guard.iio. 85 p 7 Was that the silly thing so

much talked of? How did she ever grow into a toast? 1766

[C. Anstev] Bath Guide xi 34 *Tis she that has long been
the Toast of the Town. 1779 Mme. D'Akblav Diary Oct.,

The present beauty,. .a Mrs, Musters,. .the reigning toast

of the season. 1822 W, Irving Braceb. Hall'w. 35 She will

often speak of the toasts of those days as if still reigning.

1888 BuRGON 12 Gd. Men II. 346 He. .described how very
lovely she was.. when she was a toast at Northampton.

2. Any person, male or female, whose health is

proposed and drunk to ; also any event, institution,

or sentiment, in memory or in honour of which a

company is requested to drink ; also, the call or act

of proposing such a health.

TOAST.

1746 Fielding True Patriot No. 13 ,\ toast, which you
know is another word for drinking the health of one's
friend.. or some person of public eminence. 1780 Cowpek
Mod. Patriot 10 When lawless mobs insult the Court, That
man shall be my toast. If breaking windows be the sporl.

Who bravely breaks the most. 1831 Sik J. Sinclair Corr.
II. 84 (Tour in 1775) He then pave as a toast, 'Success to
Scotland, and its worthy inhabitants '. The sentiment was
drank with much enthusiasm, a z86o T. Keichti.ky cited

in Worcestek, When the toast went out of use, the senti-

ment took its place, and this I can repiemlier myself. At
length toast came to signify any person or thing that was to

be commemorated : as * The King ', 'The I>and we live in ',

etc. i866 Geo. Kliot F. Holt ii, You'll rally r^und the
throne—and the King, God bless him, and the usual toasts.

1884 MarshalVs Tennis Cuts 229 Wine (..for doing honour
to the toasts), cigars, etc., amounted to another 14s.

3. attrib. and Comb . , as toast-drinJnng, -list,

-man ; toast-master, one who at a public dinner

or the like is appointed to propose or announce
the toasts.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vii. xii, The lieutenant, who
was the toast.master, was not contented with Sophia only.
He said he must have her sirname. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n,
Man III, No man was fitter to be a toast-master to a club.
1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 45 Oft amid the merry tattle,

The to.istman's empty cup would rattle. 1818 Scott Let.
to Ld. Montagu 12 Nov. in Lockhart, \ was at the cattle-

show on the 6th, and executed the delegated task of toast-

master. 1882 Ld. Dalhousie in Daily Nc%vs 5 Jan. 2/3
Those gentlemen whose names are down on the toast-list to

respond for the House of Commons. 1908 Westm. Gaz.
12 Aug. 8/1 The members. .were pledged to abstain from
toast-drinking.

Toast (t^ost), V?- Forms : 5-7 tost, 5-6 toste,

tooste, (6 Sc. toyst), 6- toast, [ad. OF. toster

( 1 2th c. in Godef.) to roast or grill ;—pop.L. *tostdrey

f. tost-y supine stem of L. torrere to parch ; cf, Sp.,

Pg. tostar^ It. tostare^

1. trans. To burn as the sun does, to parch ;

to heat thoroughly, Obs. exc. as transj. from 2.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. Hi. (liodl. MS ), Ethio-
pia.. |>e sonne is ny^e and roste(» and tosteJ> ham. 158a N.
Lichepield tr. Castanheda's Cong, E. Itid. 1. ii. 6b, They
haue for armes or weapons ceriaine staues of an Oke tree

bathed or toasted with fire. x6a6 Bacon Sylva § 665 The
Earth whereof the grass is soon parched with the Sun and
toasted. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes {i^Ti) 106 Some flowers

must be warmed, some toasted, and some almost scalded.

1860-X Flo. Nightingale Nursing 56 A careful woman
will air her whole bedding, at Icist once a week, . . by hanging
it out in fine weather In the sun and air, or by toasting it

before a hot fire.

b. Jig. To redden (by drinking).
1701 Cibber Lo7>e makes Man v. iii, Now, Charles, we'll

e'en toast our Noses over a chirping Bottle.

C. intr. for rcjl. To warm oneself tlioroiighly.

1614 W. Browne Sheph. Pipe i. B iij b, I will sing what 1 did

leere. .Of askilfull aged Sire, As we tosted by the fire, x86x
Holland Less. Life i. 10 Toasting in the sunlight is con-
ducive rather to reverie than thought.

2. To brown (bread, cheese, etc.) by exposure

to the heat of a fire.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 14 Loke thontostfynew[h)ete
bi ede. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. ^<yjl% Tooste brede, or o|>er

lyke, iorreo. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tourcxxx. (1906) 170
Men must. .toste and Rost them before the fyre. X56S
Turner Herbal 11. 106 If it (Psilliuml be perched or tosted

at the fyre. xs8a Stanvhurst jEneis 1. (Arb.) 23 Theyre
corne in quernstoans thye doe grind and toste yt on embfers.

1617 Moryson Itin. 111. 130 Toasting of cheese in Wales
and seething of Rice in Turkey will enable a man freely

to professe the Art of Cookery. 1672 Grew A not. Plants,
Idea Philos. Hist. § 42 The Rootof Horse-Radish, toasted,

tasteth like a Turnep. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xiv. 230
Toast a slice of bread brown on both sides. 1808 Med. JrnL
XIX. 74 The seeds are by some people toasted, so as to be
used in the manner of coffee. 1849 D'ckens Dav. Copp.
xxiv, m toast you some bacon in a bachelor's Dutch-oven.

b. transj. To warm (one's feet or toes) at a fire.

x86o Emerson Cond. Life, Culture Wks. (Bohn) II. 373
People.. who toast their feet on the register. 1869 Lowell
Under the Witloivs, Prelude i. My Elmwood chimneys
seem crooning to me.. As I sit in my arm-chair, and toast

my toes. 1894 Crockett Raiders 240, I toasted my feet

at the fire, setting them on the hot hearthstone to dry.

C. intr. for pass. To undergo toasting ; to be
toasted.
1845-51 [implied in Toaster ' 2 bj. Mod. This cheese

toasts well.

f 3. To destroy or disintegrate with fire. Obs.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 174 Nabuchodonosor
whose purpose was to toast with fire and vtterly destroy the
martyrs of God. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. xcvi.27gTheonely
fume or smoake of Nigella tosted or burnt, driueth away
Serpents.

Hence Toa'sted ppl. a. ; Toa'sting' vbl. sb., also

in comb., as toasting-jack, -pan ; toasting-fork, a
fork used for toasting bread, etc.

; Jig. a rapier or

sword ; toasting-iron {arch. ) = prec.

1584 B. R.tr. Herodotus 11. 116 For their lynery fine pound
of *tosted bread, two pounde of Beefe, and a g.allon of wyne,
1614 Raleigh Hist. World i. (1634) 178 To draw out a
Mouse with a piece of tosted Cheese. 1842 Loudon
Suburban Hort. 006 Crumbs oftoasted bread. 1541-s Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 51 For.. ane kais to ane
^toysting pan, and for ane kais to four ladillis. ' 1595 Shaks.
John IV. iii. 99 Put vp thy sword betime ; Or He so maule
you, and your tosting-Iron. 1836GEN. P. Thompson ^jr^nr.

(1842) IV. 164 An order ensued, that ..the Sir Charles
Grandisons of the day should leave their toasting-irons in

another room. 1838 Dickens 0. Tivist xiii, The Dodger
snatched up the toasting fork, and made a pass at the merry
old gentleman's waistcoat. x86x Hughes Tom Brotvn ai



TOAST.

Oxf, xli, If I had given him time to get at his Other pistol,

or his toasting fork, it wasallu^u 1873 Holland A. Bonnie.
viii. The girl with the toasting-jack dropped her implement
to answer the unwelcome summons.

Toast, f - Also 7 tost. [f. Toast j^.2]

1. j«/r. To name a person to wliose health or

in whose honour, or a thing or sentiment to the

success of which or in honour of which, the com-
pany is requested to drink ; to propose or drink a

toast. Const, to. •

a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crrsu^ Tost, to name or begin a
newHealih. \Vlio Tosts now ? Who Christens the Health?
1701 F. Manning Poetns t^ When ere 1 Toast.. HI begin
No Giant's Health. 1709 Prior Hans Carzfcl iii The
Colonel toasted to the best. vj^1oi.u^^ssHist. 2 Orpftans
IV, 307 The sage of the cottage, .toasted to the prosperity

of his liberal benefactors !

2. trans. To name when a toast is drunk; to

drink in honour of (a person or thing).

1700 CoNCREVE Way WcnHd iv. v, Mirab€ll. That on no
Account you encroach upon the Ntens pter(^ative, and pre*

sumetodrinkHealthSjOr toast Fellows, Miltamant...\ toast

Fellows I odious Men ! 1703 Rowe Fair Peuit. EpiL,

Ev'ry marry'd Mah shall toast his Wife. 171s Stekle
sped. No. 463 p 4 With continual toasting Healths to

the Royal Family. 1775SHEKIDAN Ditennax. i, I love dearly

to toast her. i8j8 AIacaulav Ess.^ HaUaftt{iZ$\) I. 53 The
cause for which Hampden bled on the field and Sidney on
the scaffold is.. toasted by many an honest radical. i8j6

Ra$tdom RecoU. Ho. Lords xx. 192 Times without number
did he toast *The liberty of the Press*. 1851 Thackeray
Esmond i. x, They .. toasted past and present heroes and
beauties in flagons of college ale.

Hence Toa'sting vbi. sb. and ^/. a, ; toastine-

glass, a glass used for drinking toasts, formerly

inscribed with the name of a belle or with verses

in her honour.
1703 Gabth i^titte) Verses written for the Toasting*Glasses

oftbeKit-Cat-CIub. /*i(/. 38 When love to Ida did the gods
invite. And in immortal toasting pass d the nighL 18x1-30 Ld.
CocKHURN M€m. L (i374} 34 In that to.isting and loyal age,
the King was never forgotten. 1855 Macaulav Hitt. Eng,
XX. IV. 455 A few well turned liitcs inscribed on a set of
toastini^ t^Usses. 1885 Maitch. Exattt, 14 May i/\ The
institution of dinners with elaborate toasting.

Toa'stable. a. rare, [f. Toast v.i -i- -ablk.]

Capable of being toasted.

1570 Lbvims Manip.. 3/1 Tostable, tostitis,

Toastee (t^'ostr). [C Toast i/.'-^ + 'EB.] One
who is toasted, or whose health is being drunk.
1840 New Monthly Mag. LVIII. 530 He had been eating

tt»e uxk&tee's mutton ihroughout the whole oration. 185*
R. S. SuRTEES Sp^ngt's Sp. Tour xliv, The various intona-

tions that mark the fccUngs of the speaker towards ibe

Ljostee.

Toaster ^ (t^<»«st3i), [f. To.vst vy + -er V]

1. One who toasts anything by the fire.

158a Stakyhurst CoHceitt in yKtieis, etc. (Arlx) 137
Chymneyftfyrye be scorching Of Cyclotkin tu&ters. 1861 J.
PvcttorrAgomy /W«/ (1863) 231 1>^ Willie should be made
a &ig..a toaster of muffins, with no lime to eat bis own.

2. A toasting-fork. Humorously, a ropier or

similar weapon. CU cheese-toaster '. Cueesk j^.l
7.

b. A kind of cheese, bread, or the )ike, that toasts

(wdl or otherwise, as expressed).

Am in Vcrney Mem. (1907) II. 475 A Silver Toster to

toaaTbread on. 1751 Shoixktt f^er. Pic. xxiv, His assailant

..desired he would lay aside his toaster (i.e. rapier] and
take a U>ut with him at equal arms. 1838 Mac. inn in

Fraur's Mag. XVII. 8 Sliced into steaks, . .Pierced on the

toaster's point. 1845 JmL R. Agric. Soc. VI. i. 107, 1 hav«
tasted some of these cheeses, and find them.. fair toasters.

iffl Mavhkw Loput. Labomr L. ti. 9/2 * Here's toasters I
* bel-

lows one with a Yarmouth bloater stock on a toasting-fork.

Toft'Ster^. [CToasti/.'-^+'-eb'.] Onewho pro-

poses or joins in a toast ; in qaot 1S96, = toast-

master Vs/at Toast j*.2 3).

a 1704 T. BaowM Amusenu Ser. + Com. iv. Wks. 1709 III.

f. 43 That Toaster there, is it Fo6siUe he can give a J udgtnent

of Ibe lieaotics ofa Play, while he b wholly taken up in Sur-
veytng those of the Ladies? 17SO Humourist 183 Chief
Toaster at a Drinking-Match. 1896 E. P. PowBtx in Chicago
XiAwMCf 5 Nov. 614, 1 would arrange that.. the sopbomoies
occapy the special i^ace of entertainers and toasters.

Toast-rack. [f. Toaht sty + Rack j*.2 4.]

A contrivance for holding dry toast, keeping each

piece on edge and separate. Also trans/, (quot.

iSof Nehnich Waaren-Lexicon 687/1 Toast mck or
waggon, tin Tohstgettell. 1807 Specif, 0/ Roberti" Patent
No. 3083 So constructing a toast rack or tray th.-\t it may
be extended or contracted at pleasure. i86i N. A. Woods
Pr. 4^ Watts in Canada 104 The chief, .wore something
like a beadwork toastrack on his head. 1005 Westm, Caz.
ya May ^/s A vehicle of the 'toast-rack type familiar on
the CuniuiL-nt, consisting simply of a platform with seats
goin;; transversely.

tToa'Stree. Obs.rare. [First element obscure;

second element Tbkk.] A name used by Markham
and Surflet for the main swingletree of a plough,

to the end of which are attached the two smaller

swingletrecs or whipple-trees, to which the two
horses or oxen are harnessed.
In the E»j^. Hus&andman Markham appears to use the

term as cfiuivalcnt to swingletree, calling the main swingle-
tree ' the first ' or * hindmost toasiree '.

1613 Makkmam Eng. Husbandman 1, t. v. Civb, Pre*
scnteth the plough-cleuisse, which being ioyncd to the
plough -beame, extendetb, with a chaine, vnto the first

raastree...The hiod-mosi Toastree . . is, a broad piece of

95

Ash-woode . . wliich . .hath the Swingletrecs fastned vnto it .

.

Because this Toastree is such a notable Implement both in
Plough, Cart, or Waine,. . 1 think it not amis^ to shew you
the figure thereof. i6z6 Surfl, & Markh. Country Fanne
V. vi. 533 When they draw two and two together . . then
there is needful! the plow, cleuise, and teame, the toastree,

the swingle-trees, the treates, the harnesse, the collars [etc.].

Toasty (Wo-sti), a. [f. Toast rf.l + -T.] Like
toast, esp. in having a slightly burnt flavour.

Hence Toa'stiness, ' toasty ' quality (of tea).

189a Walsh Tea (Philad.) 100 The infusion is also darker
in draw, but very ' toasty ', that is ' burnt ' in flavor, owing
to too high firing. Idid, 72 The finer grades [of PakeongJ
yield a rich ripe flavor . . but lacking in that ' toastiness ' for

which the former [kinds of tea] are so much admired.

Toating, var. Toting Obs., prominent.

Tob, variant of ToBE, Arab garment.

Tobaecaean, -chian, etc. : see under Tobacco.

Tobacco (tobae-ka). Forms : a. 6-8 tabaoo,
tabacco, (6-7 tabacca), 7 tabaccho. /3. 6-7
tobaccho, 6-8 tobaco, tobacca, (6 tobaclco,

tobackco, 7 tobako, tobaccha, tobbacco,
towbaoo, tobaooow, 8 erron. tobago), 6-
tobacco. 7. 7 tabac, toback, 7-9 tobac.
[Altered from Sp. tobaco, according to Oviedo,
the name in the Carib of Hayti of the Y-shaped
tube or pipe through which the Indians inhaled the

smoke; but according to LasCasas, 155 J, applied

to a roll of dried leaves which was kindled at the

end and used by the Indiaiis like a rude cigar.

Even before Oviedo's date the name had been

taken by the Spaniards as that of the herb or its

leaf, in which sense it passed from Sp. into the other

European langs. : Pg. talxuo. It. \ tobaco (1578),
tobacco (Florio, 1598), F. tabac, whence Du., Ger.,

Boh. tabak, Du. (i 7th c.)tcU>ack ; PoL tabaia, Russ,

tabai^. The original forms tobaco, tobacco, were
retained in Eng. to the i8th c, but gradually

driven out by tobacco. Da. and Sw., and many Ger.

dialects, have a.ho tobai, Ger. i8th c. toback.

1535 OviEiX) Hysttnta de las Indias (1851) I. 131 A aquel
tal instrumento con que toman cl hujno, o a las caiiuelas que
cs dicho, llaman las Indios Tabaco ; e no a la yerva o sueno
3ne les loma (como ncns-ivan algunos).—IV. 96 £n lengim
esia isia de Haiti o r-spaAola se dice tabaco.

But Dr. A. Ernst of Caracas, in Attur. Anthropologist
1S89, p. 133, criticizes Oviedo's account^ citing from the

Guarani Vocafaolario of Atmetda Nogueira (Kio Janeiro,

1870) tahoca as the extant Guarani name for such a tube

as inat described by Ovietlo, and used for inhaling through
the nosttib not smoke but stimulating powders. He gives

some reasons for holding that a Guarani tribe using this

may have oocapied the northern extremity of Hayti ; and
suggests that Oviedo, writing 43 years after the event, may
have confused the use of this mstrument with that of the
tubular roll of leaves mentioned by Las Casas as iabacos.

The island of Totmgo, after which the herb has been said

by some to be named, according to ' Tobago, a Geogr.

Description* etc (fi 1750) p. 74, received the name from its

resemblance in shape 10 the Indian pipe ; but other accounts
have been given : see quot. 1577 in sense s.]

L The leaves of the toljacco-plant (sec 3) dried

and varionsly prepared, forming a narcotic and
sedative substance widely used for smoking, also

for chewing, or in the form of Snuff, and to a
slight extent in medicine.
158S Haksisom Chronol. in £>^a»/ (1S77) L App, i. p. Iv,

In these dates [1573] the taking-in of the smoke ofthe Indian

berbe called Tabaco, by an instrument formed like a litle

Udell, wherby it pavM^th from the mouth into the hcd &
stomach, is gretlie taken-vp & vsed in England. 15BQ Hak-
LUYT r*r- 541 margin, Tabacco, & the great vcrtue thereof.

IJ97 isi Pi. Return fr. Parnass. I. 1. 397 What, oulde

pipe of Tobacco! why, what's to pave? 1598 11. Jon-
•OM Ev. Man in Hum. 1. iv, He dos take this same filthy

roguish tabacLO, the finest, and cleanliest ! Ibid, [see

DaiNK r.« 5). 1600 Sia R. Cecii. in Calr. Carctu MSS.
III. 485, I haue sent you toliacco, as good as I could

procure any. 1601 /Wi/ IV. 14 Tabatca. i6oi?Mabstom
Past/uit f, Katk. I. 276 Ha, ha 1 Her loue is .. just like

awhiffcof T.ibacco,nosooncrin.->t the mouth, but out at the

nose. i«o8 A. WlLLET Hexapta in Exod. 442 Taking with

them strong becrc , . tobaccha. t6«a Dekker 1/ it be not

good Wks. 1873 111. »93, I ihinke the Liuell is sucking

Taliaccho, heeres such a Mist. 1616 Sylvester itillc)

Tobacco battered; and the Pipes shattered (About their

Eares that idlely Idolize so base and barbarous a Weed).

lAsa R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea xvii. 39 With drinking of

Tobacco it b said, that the Roebucke was burned in the

range of Dartmouth. 1643 ISaker Cknn., Elit. 65 Drake

brings home with him Ralph Lane, who was the first that

brought Tobacco into England, a 1668 LASSES l^oy. Italy

I. (1670) 235 A little Town, famous for perfumed Tobacco in

Powder. 1686 Rec. Co. Merck. Alnwick in Gross Gild

Merck.{iigo) I. 131 Not to sell any grosser goods., towbaco

or pipes. 1689 W. Uuluxk in iiM Rep. /list. MSS.
ComiM. App. vii. 109, a rowles of chawing tobbacco. 170S

liEVFRLEV Virginia 1. iv. (17M) 56 The Duly of two Shdhngs

per Hogshead on all Tobacco's. I7»6 Mrs. Delany in LiYe

•V Corr. (i8«i) I. ijo, 1 am sure tobacca is there in its full

force. 1777 Account 0/ Island of Tobago 8 note, Columbus

gave this island the appellation of Tobago, or 'labago,

from a whimsical notion that its form resembled that of a

lubical instrument, so called by the Aborigines, with which

they inhaled the fumes of tobacco—the Indian name of

which plant was kohiba. i8»3 Bvrom Islami II. xix. Sublime

Tob.-icco ! which from east to west Cheers the tar's labour

or the Turkman's rest. 1847 Disbaeu Tancred ill. ll,TTie

choice lohaccoes of Syria. 1875 H. C Wood Therap. (1879)

364 Tobacco . . has almost passed out of sight asa therapeutic

agent.

TOBACCO.

2. The plnnt whose leaves are so used ; Any one
of various species of Nicotiana (N.O. Solanaceai),
esp. jy. Tabacum, a native of tropical America, or N.
nistica {green or wild /.), now widely cultivated.

1S77 Frampton tr. Monardes' Joyfull Naves 11. (title)
The Seconde Part, . . where is treated of the Tabaco, and of
the Sassafras lorig. Seqvnda Parte. , . Do se traia del Tabaco,
y dela Saisafras). Hid. 34 This hearbe which commonly
IS called T.-ibaco, is an Hearbe of muche antiquitie, and
knowen amongest the Indians. . . The proper name of it

amongest the Indians is Piecielt, for the name of Tab,ico is
geuen to it of our Spaniardes, by reason of an Uande that

^ named Tabaco. 1588 Harriot in Hakluyt Voy. (1600)
III. 271 There is an herbe [in Virginia] which is..called
by the inhabitants Vppowoc: in the West Indies it halh
diuers names. . . The Spanyards . . call it Tabacco. 1590
Spenser F. Q. hi. v. 32 There, whether yt divine ToKicco
were. Or Panachaea, or Polygony, She fownd. c 1595 Capt.
WvATT R. Dudley's Voy. W. /«rf.(Hakl. Soc.) 48 The high
land of Paria, one of the fruilfullest places in the worlde
for excellent good tobacco. 1660 .,4 c/ 12 Chas. It, c. 34
§ 4 The planting of Tobaccho in any Phisike Garden.
*7^ J- Abercrombie Ev. Man his own Card. (1803) 172
Tender kinds of annual flowers such as .. French and African
marigolds, chrysanthemum, broad-leaved tobacca [etc.].

1853 Rovle Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 579 Tobacco.. is now exten-
sively cultivated in most parts of the world.

b. With defining words, applied to plants of

other genera, as Congo tobacco ( Cannabis saliva),

found wild in the Congo (called by the natives dei-

amba), the narcotic flowers of which are used for

smoking; English tobacco, f henbane, dial, colts-

foot (also real tobacco grown in England)

;

Indian tobacco, (a) Lobelia injlato ofN. America,
nsed medicinally, and having properties similar to

those of tobacco
;

(i) Indian hemp, Cannabis in-

dica (see Hemp) ; mountain tobacco, Arnica
monlana (see Arnica) ; riverside tobacco, Plu-
chea odorata (N.O. Compositie) of the West Indies

;

wild tobacco = Indian tobcuco (a), {Cent. Diet.)

;

see also Tobacco-plant.

1597 Gerarde Ilerhal 11. Ixii. 284 Of yellow Henbane or

English 'I'abaca 1653 ^cv. Proc. Pitrlt. 9-16 Aug. No. 4.

48 (StanD Reports .. touching the Planting of English
"Tobacco in the County of Gloucester. 1678 /J AC. Trades
Decayed 15 (Stanf.) He bath laid the like Impost on our
English Tobaccho too. 1846 [see Mountain 9 d]. 1851 (see

Indian A. 4 b]. 1851 R. O. Clarke in Hookers Kctv jfrnl.

III. 9 {title) Short notice of the African Plant Diamba,
commonly called Congo Tobacca 1866 Treas. Bot. 1154
Tobacco, Indian, Lobelia injlata; also Cannabis indica. .

.

— , Riverside, Pluckea odorata.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as tobacco-

ash, -breath, -cask, -fume, -garden, -jar, -juice, -leaf,

-merchant, -monger, -powder, -reek (Sc.), -smoke,

-stalk, -whiff; in Path. = caused by immoderate

use of tobacco, as tobcuco amaurosis, attgina,

disease, vertigo (see also tobacco heart in d). b.

objective and obj. gen., as tobacco-nbusing, -chew-

ing, ^ -fuming, -growing, -smoking, -taking sbs.

and adjs. ; tobacco-drier, -seller, -smoker, -taker,

-trader, -whiffer. O. similative, instrumental, etc.,

as tobacco-breathed (-breft), -stained, -stinking

adjs. ; tobcuco-like adj. and adv. d. Special Combs.

:

t tobacco bait, ?a regaling with tobacco, a
' smoke ' (cf. Bait sb. 4) ; tobacco beetle, a small

beetle, Lasioderma serricome, of the family

I'tinida, which infests stores of tobacco and other

pungent substances {Cent. Diet, 1891); !• tobacco

clay = tobacco-pipe clay, pipe-clay; tobacco-

outter, (a) a [lerson employed in cutting tobacco

;

(i) a machine or knife for this purpose ; f tobacco-

docks, humorous name for a substitute for tobacco

made of dock-leaves; tobacco-dove, the small

ground-dove of the Bahamas, Chammpelia {Colum-

liigallina) passerina {Cent. Did.); f tobacco-

fellow, a companion in tobacco-smoking, a fellow-

smoker; tobacco-grater, a machine for grind-

ing tobacco for smoking; tobacco heart. Path.,

a neart functionally disordered by excessive use

of tobacco, characterized by a rapid and irregular

pulse; tobacco house, \{a) a public resort

where tobacco was sold and smoked; (/') a

building in which tobacco is stored; tobacco-

knife, 'a knife for cutting plug-tobacco into

pieces convenient for the pocket' (Knight Did.
Mech.) ; tobacco-liquor = tobacco-water; to-

bacco-man, a man who sells tobacco, a tobaccon-

ist (now rare or Obs.) ; tobacco paper, (a) paper

in which tobacco is wrapped, or in which it is

rolled for cigarettes ;
{b) paper impregnated with

tobacco, used for fumigating; tobacco-pouch, a

pouch for carrying tobacco for smoking or chewing;

tobacco press, an apparatus for pressing tobacco

into packages, or into a compact shape (Knight

Diet. Mech.) ; tobacco roll, a roll of tobacco (see

Roll sb^ 6 c) ; tobacco-roller, a person employed
in making up tobacco in rolls; t toba'oco-room,

a room for smoking tobacco, a smoking-room

;

tobacco-root, a name for the root of the N.



TOBACCO.

American plant Lewisia rediviva, used as food
by the Indians ; tobacco-shop, a shop in which
tobacco is sold ; formerly a public resort for smok-
ing ; tobacco-stick, * one of a series of sticks on
which tobacco- leaves are hung to dry in curing-
houses {Cent. Vici.)\ tobacco-stopper, a con-
trivance for pressing down the tobacco in the bowl
of a pipe while smoking ; tobacco-stripper, a
person employed in stripping or tearing off the
midribs of the leaves of tobacco ; tobacco tongs,
a light pair of tongs formerly used by smokers to

pick up tobacco or a live coal for igniting it

;

tobacco-twister, a person employed in making
twist tobacco (see Twist sb.) ; tobacco-water,
an infusion of tobacco in boiling water, used in

veterinary medicine, and for sprinkling on plants

to rid them of noxious insects ; tobacco-wheel, a
machine for making twist tobacco (see quot.)

;

tobacco-worm, the larva of a sphinx-moth, Proto-

parce Carolina^ which feeds on the leaves of the
tobacco -plant. See also Tobacco-box, etc.

1643 [Angier] Lane. Vail. Achor 20 Our ..*Tobacco-
abusing Commanders and Souldiers. 1879 Harlan Eyesight
V. 60 ^Tobacco amaurosis is a form of partial paralysi<i of
the optic nerve met within excessive smokers. \9^Allbuit*s
Syst. Med. VI. 29 'Tobacco angina is more prevalent amongst
men. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. ix, Soiled with the marks
of toddy-glasses and •tobacco-ashes. x6iS S. Ward Jethro^s
yMstice{\b'zi) 18 [They] cannot endure to hold out a forenoon
or afternoone sitting without a "Tobacco bayte, or a game at
Kowles. 1609 Dekker GulCs Hom-bk. \\. 11 That thicke
*tobacco-breath which therheumatickenightthrowesabroad,
1638 Drumm. of Hawth. in Bk. Scot. Pasguih (1868) 69
'I'besse *tobacco-breathed deuyns. 1878 H. U. Baker Our
O/d Actors II. gs Not the transpontine trouser-hitching, •to-
bacco-chewing monster. 1675 Evelyn Terraiij2g) 7 Vessels
made of *Tobacco-Clay. 1670 Lond. Gaz. No. 529/4 A
•Tobacco^utter, lately dwelling in Fryingpan Alley in Petti-
coat-lane without Bishopsgate-street. 1877 Knight Did.
Mech.^ Tobacco-cutter, i. A machine for shaving tobacco-
leaves into shreds for chewing or smoking. . .2. A knife for
cutting plug-tobacco into smaller pieces. 1809 AlUmtCs
Syst. Med. VI. 845 [We] are most familiar with *tobacco
dnease among seafaring men. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets dric
Dinner Kp. Ded.Aaj b, The Yorkers they will bee content
with bald *Tabacodocks. [Cf. 1599 CnKvaiMi Humor. Day's
Mirth Ej b, ^tfr,..Haue you a pipe of good Tabacco ?..

Boy. Theres none in the house sir. Ve. Drie a docke
leafe.) x66a R. Mathew Unl. Alch. § xoi. 170 Have ready
a *Tobacco-drier, & put upon it a spungy thin brown
paper. 1616 Sylvester Tobacco Battered 148 These
beastly, base *Tobacco-FeUowes. 1807 Janson Stranger
in Aftier. 339 The devastation producwJ by the *tobacco.
fly which is of the beetle species, black and large enough
to be seen committing its depredations. 1609 Dekkkr
CulCs Hom-bk. vi. 28 Libertie to be there in liis *Tobacco-
Fumes. 163^ Wither Emblemes 5 In sleeping drinking and
"tobacco-fuming. 1884 H. M. Jones Hints Health Senses
144 A functionally affected heart,.. resulting from Tobacco,
and known as the * *Tobacco Heart'. i6ii Rich Honest.
Age (Percy Soc.) 42 For *Tobacco houses and Brothell
houses, (I thanke God for it) I doe not vse to frequent them.
1676 T. Glover in Phil. Trans. XI. 635 The greatest part .

.

had their Tobacco-houses blown down and their Tobacco
spoiled. 1833 Mabryat P. Simple xiv, There were Sfjitting-

pans placed., that they might not dirty the planks with the
*tobacco-juice. 1398 Marston Sco. Villanie (1599) 166
That neuer turn'd but browne "Tobacco leaues. 1705 tr.

Bosman's Guinea xvi. 307 The Tobacco-Leaf here grows on
a Plant about two Foot high. 1599 H. Buttes Dyets drie
Dinner Piv, Whose stomach., Sucks vp *Tobacco like the
vpmost ayr. 1864 [see tobacco-r001\, 18^4 Stephens Bk.
Farnt III 875 A solution of corrosive sublimate, or a strong
decoction of *lobacco-liquor. x6i8 N. Field Amends Jor
Ladies in. L in Hazt. Dodsley XI. 127 Her fortune, o*

ray conscience, would be To marry some *tobacco-man.
a 168a Cutler Rem. (1759) II. 122 There was a Tobacco-
Man, that wrapped Spanish Tobacco in a Paper of Verses.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Ep. Ded., By that time his
"Tobacco merchant is made euen with. 1618 J. Rolfe in
Capt. Smith Virginia iv. 126 There are so many sofisticat-

ing *Tobaco-mangers in England. 1877 Knight Diet.

Mech,t*Tobacco-/>aper. x88z Garden 21 Jan. 49/1 Fumi-
gate with Tobacco paper on a calm day. 1687 A. Lovell
tr. Thevenot^s Trav. 1. 30 They carry two Hankerchiefs
at their girdle, .. their "Tobacco-pouch hangs also at it.

1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, xlv, He knocked the ashes out of
his pipe,., returned the tobacco-pouch or spleuchan to its

owner. 167a Phil. Trans. VII. 5021 Washing the Sore, .and
strewing "Tobacco-powder thereon. 1815 Scorr Guy M.
xi, I not the "tobacco-reek disagreeable to your honour?
1679 M. RusDEN Further Discov. B^es 108 Much like to
a *T-obacco-roll standing upright. 1856 Olmsted Slaz'c
States 361 All quiet housekeepers were kept in a state of
excited alarm during the seasons when the *tobacco-rollers
were in town. 1656 in IVestm. Gaz. 17 Oct. (1902) 2/3
Uppon my returne into the Howsc.I mett Major-General
Desboroiigh in the *tobacco roome. 1864 Chamb. Encycl.
VI. 109/2 Le7uisia,.rediviz*a...\\.s roots are gathered in
greatquantitiesbythe Indians.. .It is called "Tobacco Root
because, when co.>ked, it has a tobacco-like smell, c 1645 in

An/tMologia LIl. 137 Seriaunt Maior William Underwood
a "Tobacco seller in Bucklersbury. 1605 Chapman All
Fooh-s I. i, Th'art known in Ordinaries, and * Aabacco-shops.
1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. iv. 41 Quafis a whole tunnel of
* tobacco smoke. 18^ tr. Hoffmeister's Trav. Ceylon^ etc.

iv. 174 Like our *tobacco-smoKers lounging on their sofas.

1897 IVestm. Gaz. 12 May 2/1 He would look at their
"tobacco-stained tongues. 1704 Luttkell^/v'^AV/. (1857)
V. 435 The officers of the customes burnt publickly in this

citty 12 load of "tobacco stalks lately seized. 1616 Sylvester
Tobacco Battered 763 Awefull Justice will.. at one blow
cut-off this Over-Drinking, And ever Dropsic. of "Tobacco-
stinking. 1664 Butler Hud. n. 111. 454 By his proper
Figure, tliat's like ^Tobacco-stopper, a 170X Cibder L(wc
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makes Man i. i. As inseparable Companions, as a Beau and a
Snuff Box, or a Curate and a Tobacco-stopper. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge Ixxviii, Housed the little finger.. as a tobacco-
stopper. 17*5 Lond. Gaz. No. 6380/7 Elizabeth Sims, . . "To-
bacco stripper. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart)
V. 240 Hee will needes be a man of warre, or a *Tobacco
taker. 1666 W. BoGHURSTZo/w/£>^rtyS/im (1894) 55 ^Tobacco-
taking, Diemerbrook greatly commends; but how many
thousand Tobacco-takers think you, dyed this year ? 1669
Boyle Contn. New Exp. i. xL (1682) 139 We fastened a
small pair of *Tobacco-Tongs to the inside of the Receivers
Brass Cover. x8o8 CobbetVs Weekly Pol. Reg. XUI. 134
Thread-spinners and *tobacco-twisters. x&)9 AllbutVs Syst.
Med. VIII. 152 "Tobacco vertigo and the other nervous
consequences of the weed. 1808 Nicholson's yrnl, XIX.
2^8 (heading) On the Use of *Tobacco Water, in preserving
Jruit Crops, by destroying Insects. 1851 BirmingJtam ^
Midi. Gard. Mag. Dec. 236 Mix up flour of sulphur,, .and
tobacco-water,, .and dress the trees with the mixture. 1^7
Knight Diet. Mech.^ *TobaccO'iuheel^ a machine by which
leaves of tobacco are twisted into a cord. 1611 [Tari.ton]
Jests (1628) C iij b, "Tobacco whiffes made them leaue him to
pay all. c 16x4 Fletcher, etc. Wit at Sev. Weap. iv. i. Great
"tobacco-whiffers. 1773 Hist. Brit. Dom. in N. Amer. xi.

lit 190 The "tobacco-worm is a caterpillar of the size and
figure of a silk-worm.
Hence (chiefly humorous nonce-wds.) -j- Toba'c-

cliian (taba'ckian, tobaccse'an), a, addicted to

tobacco ; sb» a person addicted to tobacco

;

fToba'ccical (tabackicall), Toba'ccoic (-(?,ik)

adjs.j pertaining to, addicted to, or caused by
tobacco ; Tobaxcoed (-£>"d), Toba'ccofled adjs.j

characterized by the use of tobacco ; Toba'ccoite
(-i7|3it), an advocate of tobacco; Toba'ocoless a.,

without tobacco, not supplied with tobacco;
Toba'ccoplLU(e [-phil], a lover of tobacco

;

Toba'ccose (-bacch-) a., addicted to, or charac-
terized by addiction to, tobacco ; Toba'ccoy (-tf,i)

a.y impregnated with or smelling of tobacco-smoke.
XS97 Gerarde Herbal w.Xxm. §2.286 It is not so thought

nor receiued of our "Tabackians. 1615 Sir E. Hoby Curry.
Combe i. 25 Whom he describeth to be one of the Knights
fellow tobaccaean Wrighters, 1637 Venner Tobacco in Via
Recta 359 Such .. are no base Tobacchians : for this
manner of taking the fume, they suppose to be generous.
1604 WillW. Woodhall, Perceiving his *tabackicaTl humor.
1893 Granta 2 Dec. 113 Luxurious and *tobaccoed ease.
1846 Thackeray C(^«A/7/^oCa/r<7 xv, A dreamy, hazy, lazy,
*tobaccofied life. 1878 Cope's Tobacco Plant Jan. 130/1
I'hree hundred years. .have failed to develop any distinct
*Tobaccoic disease. 1898 Daily Ne^vs o Sept. 5/1 Even-
tually the *tobaccoites completely routed their opponents.
1840 R. G. Latham Norxuay 1. 189 It is better to be without
a whip than *tobaccoless. X889 Sat. Rev. 4 May 528/1
Left tobaccoless after dinner ! 1882 M. Howie in Knenv.
ledge I. 343 The smaller appetite of the inveterate "tobacco-
phile. 1845 Ford Handbk, Spain 1. 11. 194/2 Many *tobac-
chose epicures who smoke their regular dozen. Ibid. 11.

731 Tobaccose. 1840 J. T. Hewlett /*. Priggins xx, Taken
. .out of the *tobaccoy atmosphere into the open air.

Toba'cco-box.
1. A box for holding tobacco, esp. a small flat

box to be carried in the pocket.

1599 B. JoNSON Cynthia's Rev. i. 1, Pray love the per-
fum'd courtiers keep their casting-bottles, .from you, or our
more ordinary gallants their tobacco-boxes. 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes iii. v. 100 A Tobacco box with a Burning
Glass& 1859 Fairholt Tobacco 229 The old brass tobacco-
bo.x was generally oblong, and contained all the smoker re-
quired... There is a horn tobacco-box preserved in London.

2. Local name for two N, American fishes, from
their flattened shape : (a) a species of skate or ray,

I\aia erinacea ; {b) the common sunfish, Pomolis
gibbosus^ or other species oi Pomotis {Cent. Diet.),

Tobaocoed, -ic, -ite, etc. : see after Tobacco.
Tobaccona'lian, sb. and a, [f. Tobacco, app.

after bacchanalian^ a. sb. A jxirson addicted to to-

b.icco-smoking. b. a. Relating to tobacco-smoking.
_i8ss Thackeray Newcovies xxxv, We get very good

cigars . . for us cheap tobacconalians. 1889 Sat. Rev. 23 Nov.
573/2 A cake of golden-leaf.. and other tobacconalian fan-
tasies,

t Toba'cconer. Obs. [f. as Tobaccon-ist -i-

-ER^.] = Tobacconist (senses i and 2). So To-
bacco'niazi a., of or pertaining to tobacco

; f To-
bacconingr, vbL sb. tobacco-smoking; pres. pple.

smoking tobacco.
1616 Sylvester Tobacco Battered 643 For Dumpier none

then the *Tobacconer. 1701 Reg. St. Andrezvsy Canterb.^
Charles Jecks Tobackoner of Wapping. 1835 Eraser's Mag,
XI. 39 The rattling of the diligence,, .and.. the "tobacco-
nian flavour within, 1616 Sylvester Tobacco Battered 204
It shall suffice to say, *Tobacconing is Imt a smoakie play.

1647 Bp. Hall Hard Measure Rem. Wks. (1660) 64 The
Cathedrall.. filled with Muskatiers,. .drinking and tobacco-
ning as freely as if it had turn'd Alehouse.

Tobacconist (t^J^bEe-k^Jhist). Also 6 tabbao-
conist, 7 tabaccanist, -onist, tobackonist,
-baconist, -bacchonist, -bacconiste. [f. To-
bacco +-IST, with inserted -w-, pcrh. suggested by
such words as Platonisty with etymological «.]

f 1. A person addicted to the use of tobacco ; esp,

a habitual tobacco-smoker. Obs.

"599 li- JoNsoN Ev. Man out ofHum. 111. i. It pleases the
world (as I am her excellent Tabacconist) to giue me the
style of Signior Whiffe. 1615 II. Cbooke Body ofMan 587
We see that cunning Tobacconistes. .can driue the smoake
out of their mouthes thorough their eare. x686 Plot
Staffordsh. 302 VVho though a great Tobacconist, never
spits in the smoking of ten pipes together, a 1700 B. K,

TO-BE.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Stnoker^ a Tobacconist 1757 Mrs.
Griffith Lett. Henry fy Frances (1767) II. 280 As phleg-
matic as a Dutch tobacconist,

2. A seller of or dealer in tobacco ; also, a
manufacturer of tobacco.
1657 W. Rand tr. GassendCs Life Peiresc vi, 195 That [the

lx>oks] might.. escape the danger of the Tolacconist and
Grocer, 1700 T. liROWN Amusem. Scr. <V Com. viii. 112 In
the Tobacconist's .Shops Men were sneezing and spawling.
1840 Dickens Old C. Shop vii, Mr. Richard Swiveller's
apartments were, .over a tobacconist's shop.

Hence Tobacconi'stical a., belonging to or
characteristic of a tobacconist. Also Toba'cco-
nlze z*., (a) intr. to smoke tobacco; {b) trans, to
impregnate with tobacco-smoke.
1839 Nexo Monthly Mag. LVII. 118 Submitting this "to-

bacconistical list to the snuff-taking public. 1876 IIlackmore
Cripps III. xiti. 204 In picturesque attitudes of "tobacco-
nizing. x8fi4 American \ 111. j3 The necessity of enduring
a tobacconized atmosphere.

Tobaccophil, -e : see after Tobacoo.
Tobacco-pipe.
1. A pipe lor smoking tobacco, made of clay,

wood, or other material, of various shapes and sizes,

consisting of a bowl in which the tobacco is i>laced
and ignited, with a slender tube through which the
smoke of it is drawn into the mouth by suction.
King's {Queen^s) tobacco-pipe : see Pipe sb.^ 10c.
1596 Nashe Sajpron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 199 The

pummell of a scotch saddle, or pan of a Tobacco pipe.
1597-8 lip. Hall Sat. v. ii. Nor half that smoke.. Which
one tobacco-j?ipe drives thro his nose, xd^a Lithgow Trazu
V. 205 The Turkish Tobacco pipes are more than a yard
long. 1861 Wright Ess. Archxol. I. ii. 27 Tobacco pipes
have been found.. in very singular approximations with
objects of remote antiquity.

2. U.S. Local name for a parasitic plant, also
called Indian pipe : see Indian A. 4 b.

1845 S. JuDD Margaret i. xvi. She found. .the curious
mushroom-like tobacco-pipe,

3. allrib. and Comb.^ as tobacco-pipe bowly maker
\

tobacco-pipe clay = Pipe-clay ; tobacco-pipe
fish — Pipe-fish.
1620-1 Canterb. Marr. Licences (MS.), John I>yne of

Canterbury, tobacco-pipe-maker. 1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 1 56/4
One (vesselj.. laden with Tobacco-pipe Clay, and Fullers-
Earth, a 167a WiLLUGiiBY Ichthyogr. (1686J Tab, 6 Petin^
buaba liras. : Tobacco pipe Fish. 1804 Tingry Paint, 4-

Varnish. Guide 280 A white earthy matter, commonly
known under the name of tobacco-pipe clay. 1876 Goodr
E'ishes Bermudas 17 I'etimbuabo Urazil (The Tobaccopipe.
Fish) is Fistularia iahaccaria.

Toba'CCO-plant. The plant which yields

tobacco; = Tobacco 2,

1761 J. Hill {titW) Cautions against the immoderate use
cfSnufT. Founded on the known qualities of the Tobacco
Plant. 1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxv. 224 The tobacco
plant grows here with large downy leaves, full of fibres.

iSygCasselfs Tcchn, Educ. viii. 65/1 The tobacco plant is

an annual, growing six feet high.

b. A general name for species of Nicotiana.
1884 ^IILLERp/rt«^». 137 Tobacco-plant. The genus AYw-

//an^. . . Latakia, Syrian, or Wild 'i\^icotiana rustiia...
Persian or Shiraz T., N. /fri/ca:... Tuberose-flowered 1*,,

N. a^«/j-.. .Virginian T., N. Tabacum,
C, Also applied to other plants,

1884 Miller /Va»/.«. 137 English Tobacco-plant, an old
name for Hyoscyamus, . , Indian'!'., Lobelia in/lata. . . Moun-
tain T., Arnica inontana.

Tobaccose, -coy : see after Tobacco.

II Tobe (t^«b). Also tob, tope, [a. Arab. i_>y
thaiib (locally pronounced toh^ sob) a garment.]
A length of cotton cloth (see quot. 1889), worn
as an outer garment by natives of Northern and
Central Africa, and in some parts used as currency.
1835 Court Mag. VI. 34/1 His coat of divers colours, his

decorated tobe, the panther skin he bestrode, his uplifted
arm and threatening spear were seen throughout the field.

1843 McWiLLiAM Med. Hist. Niger Expcd. 87 The articles
exposed for sale were bags of salt.., tobes of various colours,
country cloths [etc.]. 1858 Siumonds Diet. Trade^ Tob, a
piece of Dammour cotton cloth, sufficient to make a shirt,

which passes as a currency money in Nubia. 1867 IUker
Nile Tribut. xiiL 33;^ The old Al>ou Do being resolved upon
work, had divested himself of his tope or toga before start-

ing. 187a W. H. D. Adams Land of Nile iv. i. 278 They
[Nubians] have no currency of their own ; glass beads, coral,

cotton, tobs or shirts, and samoor or cloth, they receive as
money. 1889 Edin. Rev. Oct. 351 It consists, lor men and
women alike, of a * tobe ', or straight piece of cotton cloth,.,
two breadths wide, and some twelve feet long, draped . . about
the body, and fastened on the left shoulder.

To-be (t;J,br). [inf. of Be v. as sb. and a. ; cf.

Be v. B. 24.]

A. as sb. That which is to be ; the future. Cf.

iO'COine^ s. v. Come v. 32 c.

1819 IJvRON Venice li, The everlasting to be which hath
been. 1838 \,\ttq^ Alice vi. ii, The To Be is as the shadow
of a far land in a mighty and perturbed sea. 1847 '1'ennv*
SON Princess \\\, 273 These twain.. Sit side by side,. .Dis-
pensing harvest, sowing the To-be. 1900 Marie CoRtLLi
Master-Christian xvi, I work and write for the To-Be, not
the Has-been.

B. as flf^./^^-rtj^ (often following the j^.)- That
is yet to be or to come ; future.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn, Ixxxi, Toungiies to be, your beeing

shall rehearse, a 1804 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. II. 457
Marry.. speedily, or the to be Mrs. Berry will have very
little of your comiiany. i860 M«s. Ehkins Chinese Scenes
(1S63) Z02 The four to-be priests I knew before.



TO-BEAR.

+ To-beaT, ». Obs. [OE. toberan, f. To- 2 +
ieroHj Bear vA'\ trans. To carry in different

directions ; to carry off, take away ; also yf^, to

separate (persons) in feeling, etc. ; to part, sunder,

set at variance. Also re^,

971 Blkkl. Hom.g^ peah l>e hie xx eorl>e bewri^en haifde,

. . oJ>J»e wildeor abiton, o|?t»e fu^^Kis tobarron. c looo AIlkric
Hem. I. 386 He is ine ?;ecoren failels, ^>xt he tubcre ininnc
naman 5eodum. £1150 Gen. ^ Ex. 2146 Do was vnder
him (^anne putlfar. And his wif 3A hem so lo<bar. c iiio
t'nst. LfTi 522 pe kynges sone al t»is con beren, Hou his
susireti hem to-beeren.

+ To-bea-t, v. Obs. [OE. loUatan, f. To- ^ +
bialan. Beat i/.l So MIIG. u-, zerliSt,en^ trans.

To beat to pieces, to destroy by beatintj (OE.) ; to

beat severely, belabour, thrash. Often emphasized
by all (All C. 14). Also ahsol. or intr.

c 893 K. Alfred Orot, iv. liii. 5 3, & Scipia hct e.->Ilc (a
burs lowreorpan, & xlcne hiewestan tobeatan. a iiu O. E.
Chron, an. 1009 (Laud MS.) pa com him swilc wind on;:;ean

..and t»a scipo da ealle to beot. a 1250 Oiul ^ Mght. 1610
An euer euch man..me mid stone and lugge ^rete^, An me
to-buste^ and to-beteJ». 1300 Gowf.r Cpnf. I. 283 Mi wofutl
harte is so lobele. a 1415 Cursor M. 1846 (Trin.) pe wawes
to bole bifore & bihynde. 1494 Fabvan Chron. v. cxxii. 99
He was all to betyn and arrayed in moosr vyle maner.

t To-be'll, V. Obs. Also 4 te-belle. [f. To- '^

+ Bell ».1] inlr. To swell exceedingly ; alsoyf^'.

to be puffed up with pride or swollen with anger.
Chiefly in pa. pple. to-bollen.
c IMO Ormin 8080, & all himm wxremi Tet & |>eos To

boltenn & to blawenn. a tsas Aucr. R, 282 Heorte to-

bollen & to-swollen^ & ibouen 00 heih ase hul. 13.. Sir
Bmes (A.) 2S32 His flesch gan ranclcn S: tebelle. 1377
Lahgl. /'. PI. B. V. 84 His body was to-bolle [v.rr. 10-

Iwlieti, to-bolne] for wratthe t»at he bote his lippes.

Tobin bronze. An alloy invented by John A.
Tobin of U.S. navy, composed mainly of copper,
zinc, tin, with some iron, and lead; one kind is

calle<I dt'lametal (see Delta 4).
Used for articles of domestic use, parts of machines, parts

of ships exposed to the constant action of salt water, etc.

(i88a (Dec. 14) J. A.Tob[K US. Patent .Sfrri/. Na 309011
The essential elements of my alloy are copper, zinc, and
tin.) 1891 yrnl. FraMkliH Inst. CXXXI I. 55 The Ansonia
IJrass and Copper Company, .are.. the sole mnnuracturers
of Tobin bronze. 18*3 Ouling(\3.Si XXII. wj/t The fin

[centre-board of a sailing boat] is of Tobin brorutc, one-
quaiter inch thick, six feet lon^ on upper edge. iSJ^
h'rstm.Caz. 13 June 7/2 The auality of the skin material..
has been the subject of much thought and experiment,
resulting in the use of Tobin bronze, as contrasted with
manganese bronze in De/tnder (a racing yacht).

tTobi'ne. Obs. [app. an altered form of
Tadine, = l)u. tahijn, ad. It. tabino (Florio), by-
form of tabi (see Tabbv), whence also Ger. taltin,

of which tobin is cited by Hcyse Frtnidworter-
buck as an upper German variant.] «= Tabine.

.'TSS r^ Card II. xt 59 With superior lustre shine in
simi>le lutestring or tobine. 1^99 G. Smith Laboratory II.

45 rbere are likewise lutestring tobines, which commonly
are striped with flowers in the warp, and sometimes between
the tobine stripes, with brocaded sprigs. 1858 Simhonus
Dit I. Trade, Tobint, a stout twilled silk.

Tobin'a tube. Also Tobin tube. A device
for admitting fresh air into a room in an npward
direction, invented by Martin Tobin of Leeds.
(i»73 M. ToBiM Pattnl Sftci/. No. 1081 In some cases.

.

1 pus a tube.. into theapartment, and form or turn the
auMtb or inlet, so as to give the air . . .in upward or fountain-
Bite direction.) 1884 Uiuincs J cHlib^lioH, etc. 102 Another
form of inlet consists in what are often spoken of as Totiin's
Tubes.

tTo-bloW, V. Obs. Forms; sec Blow ».•

rOE. tobldwan, I. To-^ + b/,hoan, Blow f.l So
OHG. taptitn, MHG. «-, urblxjen.'\ trans, a.
To distend with wind, inflate, puff up ; alsoyff. to
puflr up with an emotion, b. To blow in different

directions, scatter by blowing, blow away.
c looo VEiFnic Saints' Lilts vii. 139 On Sam (hell fire) xe

beot> toblawene. ciooo Sax. l.tcchd. III. 58 xif he biS to-
bUwCD sc innoS. 1- laoo (see To iieli,). 13.. 6Vr&«cf (A.)
•696 For |»e venim is on roe t^owe, Her 1 Tegee a] to-Uowe.
Ibid. 6873 pat be no were anon y-slawe, For-brent, aod Mt
iliiH to-Uowe. c t4*s Seven Sag. (P.) 1523 Hy» body was
al to.blaw.

Toboggan (totijjgan), sb. Also tabagsne,
t»-, tobognay, tarbog(g)in, trcbogftin, tobogln,
-en, toboggan, tobaugan, tobogan, tabougln,
tabogan. [Adaptation of a Canadian Indian
name of a sleigh or sletlgc

; given in French
spelling tabaganne by Lc Clercq NouvelU Kelaiivn
de la Uaspesie, 1691, p. 70 (J. I'latt in A'', fir- Q.
9th Scr. XII. 467). The nearest Indian foriin
cited are Micmac (Lower Canada, New Brunsw.,
Nova Scotia) tobakun (toba-kan) (Hand Mumae
Diet. 1888), and Abnaki (Quelle and Maine)
uJabSgan (Trumbull). Other allietl Algon(|uiaii
langs. have, Montaignais ulapan, Cree oiabAnAsk
(Lacombe), Odjibwa odaban-ak: cf. PiiNo jA.2]

1. Originally, a light sledge consisting of a thin
strip of wood turned np in front, userl by the
Canadian Indians for transport over snow; now, a
similar vehicle, sometimes with low ninners, used
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in the sport of coasting (esp. down prepared slopes
of snow or ice).

t8a9 G. Hkad Forest Scenes N. Atiitr. 64 After leaving
Fredericton there w.is no town nor village at which the
required articles could be procured: namely, a couple of
tobogins, a tobogin bag, a canteen . . two pairs of snow shoes,
1846 G. Warburton t/ochelaga I. 122 One of the great
amusements. .is, to climb up to the top of this cone, and
slide down again on a tarboggin. 1850 S. D. Huvghue in
Beiitley's Misc. XXVII. 152 Snow.shoes, mocassins, .-in

J

tobaugans, for the use of the men. 1861 J, Lkech Pict. Li/c
frCltar. 78 (Punch Office publ.) Miliiaire recalls his Can:i-
dian experiences, builds a treboggin. 1863 H. Y. Hi.n*i)
Labrador I. 280 The tabognay is a little sledge upon
which people in winter .-imuse themselves in descending
hills covered with snow. 1865 P. B. St. Johs Smnu S/ii/t

XV. io6 These tarbogins, or tabougins, as they are indiffer-
ently called, are small sleighsdrawn by hand over the snow.
1874 SvMMONDS .V*. /t,i/y * Greece (1898) I. i. 26 The little

hand-sledge . . which the English have christened by the
Canadi.in term ' toboggan '. 1880 Ditity Tel. 18 Feb., The
' toboggin ' is a wooden car . . which is curled up at the lower
extremity, or prow, so as to constitute a seat holding a
couple of sitters. 1885 New Bk. Sports 239 The steersm.-in
..gives the tobogan a start, and away tiiey go down the
hill. 1891 Mtmth LXXIII. 24 Travelling with dogs and
toboggans during winter.

2. [f. next.] The practice or sport of tobogganing.
1879 Birmingham Weekly Post 8 Feb. 1/4 We have heard

of a new sport called toboggen, brought from Canada and
adopted here when the ground is hilly enough by country
house parties. 1896 R. S. S. Baden-Powell Matabcle Cam-
paigni, Madeira... Scramble up on horses to the convent,
up the lofig, steep, cobbled roads, and the grand tobogan
down again in sliding cars.

3. attrih. and Comb., as toboggan-bag, -cap, -race,

-sleigh, etc. ; toboggan-slide, a steep incline for

tobogganing, also called toboggan-chute, -run,
or -shoot ; also applied to an inclined series of
rollers down which toboggans run.
18*9 G. Head Forest Scenes N. Amer. 64 The tobogin

liag(for luggage) when full b. .laced tightly on the machine
by means of a cord. 1881 Standard 32 Jan. 5/1 The Oina.
dian. considers the snowy season the period of enjoyment.
It is the sleigh-driving, the 'coasting*, and the 'taboggan
season '. 1887 O. W. Holmes 100 Days in Europe 150 Like
what . . would be a pretty steep toboggan slide. 1903 Daily
Chron. 4 Feb. 6/1 He gets ready for the toboggan club's
train, which leaves Davos for the village of Wolfgang every
morning. 1904 Times 25 Aug. 7/5 The Royal party returned
at noon in toboggan basket sleighs. 1907 C Hill-Toit
Brit. If. Amer., Far West v. 93 A toboggan-shaped basket
with an opening near its tnirved end.

Toboggan, ». [f. prec sb.] intr. To ride
on a toboggan or sleigh ; esp. to ' coast ' or slide

down a snowy (or other) slope on a toboggan.
Hence Tobogganing vbl. sb.

itffi Miss Bird Engiishxuom. in Amer. 264 With balls,
and moose-hunting, and sleigh-driving, and ' tarboggining '.

1863 H. Y. Hind Labrador I. xvii. 280, 1 didn't want to
break the canoe, so I sat down and slid as if I was tabog-
naying. 1874 Svmonds Sk. Italy >, Greece (1898) I. i. 27
On a ijin selected for convenience, .tobogganing is a very
Bohemian amusement. 1887 MarchionkssDitpfbrin Vice-
regal l.i/e India 15 Sept., The children got three tin baths
. .and Ix-'gan to lolxjggan down the grassy slopes in them.

Tobogganer (tobj^-ganaj). [f. prec. -f-EBl.]
One who toboggans.
1884 ). A. Svmonds in Pall Mall G. 23 Feb. f/2 The

lobogKinncr sits rather to the back of his sledge ; and when
he is once in motion has only to steer. 1907 Times 19 Feb.
s/S Expert tobogganers approach the junction at a speed
of nearly 40 miles an hour.

So(in same sense) Tobogganee'r,Tobo-ggiuiiat.
18S0 Daily Tel. 18 Feb., Upon the tot>oggin..a cushion

is placed, upon which the tobogginist either lies flat u|x)n
his stontacD, or assumes a sitting posture, with stilTencfl

knee-joints, the feet being firmly pressed against the roll of
the carved prow. i88t Comh. Mag. Mar. 273 The costume
of the lobogganeer tliffcrs in no respect from that of the
snowshoer. 1910 Times 28 I-in. 10/5 All three tobogganists
were hurled violently into the road.

To-bollen, To-bone : see To-bkll, To-bunk.
To-bote, pa. t. of To-BEAT.

+ To-braid, v. Obs. [OE. tobre^dan, f. To-

2

\brei(lan, liUAii) v^'\ trans. To wrench apart,

pull tu pieces, rend ; also, to tear or snatch away.
c:8o3 K. ^LFBEoOrtfr. iv. ii, pric wulfas..brohton ancs

deodes monnes lichoman binnan pa bur;;,& hiene )>xr si|>^an

styccaweluin tobrudon. C975 Kushzv. Cosp. Matt. xii. 39
^Mine [he] hiu his to-bre;^dc|>. a laso Owl ^ Might. 1008
Suych wolues hit h.idde tobroude [v.r. tobrode].^ ijBs
%VvcLiF Mark ix. 25 He criynge, and moche to.breidynge
him, wenteuut fro him. C1400 .V/..f4/^.r/Mj 396 (Laud MS.)
Slie . . of hire bcdd )>e clo)>cs doun cast And si)>cii bem al to
brc\-de.

To-bread (t/<brcd). Sc. [f. To- i-f Bread.]
Additional bread ; — In-bb8A1) fi^. Alsoy^.
18^ A^. /i Q. 1st Ser. X. 531/2 The Scotch baxter..may

at tunes . . give a farthing biscuit—as what is called ' too
(or additional) bread '— on the purchase of a shilling's

worth. 1868 .Salmon Cmvodean in. vii. 104 You were your,
set' the * to-brcad * to the gift.

t To-break, v. obs. Forms : see Break v.

[OK. lobrccan, f. To- 2 -f brecan to I'.beak. So OHG.
Zitprehhan, zibrechan, Ger. zerbrcchen.^

I. trans. To break to pieces ; to shatter, rupture

;

to break down, destroy, demolish ; cf. senses of

liltEAK V.

^888 K. yELF»«D Boeth. xxxv. { 4 Woldon )>a (the giants)

tobrecan ^ne heofon under him. c 1000 yl^LFRlc Horn.
I. 180 'Tobiec Sinne hlaf. c loooSax. Leeclid. II. 22 senim.

TO-BURST.
wi)> tobrocenum hcafde, betonican. tosi-66 Inscr. fCirkdaie
Ch., Vorks., Hit wes al tobrocan & lofalan. c 1175 Lami.
Ilom. 131 He to-Jiruste l>a stelene gate, & to brec )>a Irene
barren of hclle. c 1275 Passion our Lord 4go in O. E. Misc.
51 We bidde|> bat lieore byes beon to-broken a to. 1387
lBKViSA//4.,fc« (Rolls) VII. 257 His hors nekke was to
brooke. c 144a licsta Rom. Ixxxviii. 410 (Add. MS.) Here
IS my sone.. with his hede all to-broke. 1535 Coverd^le
Prov.vi. 15 Sudeiily slial he be all tobroken, and not be
healed. 1611 Bible Jmtg. ix. 53 A.. woman cast a piece
of a milstone .. and all to brake his scull. 1623 Lisle ^Ifric
OH O. .) N. Test. Pref. 18 An old Colosse, All soiled, all to
broke, a 1688 Bunvan Acceptable Sacr. Wks. (ed. Offor) I.
698 This W.-IS it, th.it all to-brake his heart.

b. To rend, to tear (clothes or the like).
c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 pe chirche doSes ben to-

brokene and ealde. c 1275 Passion our Lord 315 in t?. /;".

Misc. 46 Kayphas his weden he to-brek. 1382 WvcLiF
Matt. vii. 6 Lest houndis turned to gidre al to breke jou.

C. To break (a commandment, promise, etc.).
a io<7 Charier o/Eadiueard in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV.

213 Ne 3at any man 8as mundbirdiiesse tobreke. 01175
Cott. Horn. 221 Gif (lu )n% litle bebod to-brecst. 1297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 9287 Asayli \xn false king. . pat |>e grete oji
pat he suor so villiche [h)ab to broke. 13.. Guy IVano.
(A.) 572 jine best ichaue to-broke. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
L 69 A.soilie hem alle..of vowes to-broke.

2. intr. To break into pieces ; to burst asunder

;

to be ruptured, shattered, or fractured.
eiaos Lav. 1467 His haefd-bon to-brec. 01225 Aticr. R.

it^ Vor gles ne to-brekea nout bute sum bine hit arine.
<-lrf6 Chaucer Can. Veom. Prol. >, T. 354 Ofte it happelh
so The pot tobreketh, and farwel al is go. 14. . Sir Beues
(M.) 1613 Me thinkyth, my hert wyll tobreke. <:i47o
Henry tVallace iv. 452 Wallace strait ane, with his gud
sper of stein,., the shafft to brak ilk deyll. 1510-20 Wedn.
Paste (W. de W.) xxv. He tumbled ouer a clyffe, his body
all to brake.

3. intr. To break away from restraint, rare-^.
< >47S Partenay 5731 But non retourned, ne myght thens

to-brcke.

t To-bre-de, v, Obs. [OE. tobrkdan, f. To-

2

+ br&dan, liBEDE z;.2 So OHG., MHG. zebrciUn,
Ger. ur-,^ a. irans. To spread abroad, extend,
make broad, b. inir. To spread, extend itself;

to be difTused.

c88B K. >Elfred Boeth. vii. § » jif \>w Hnes scipes se^l
on^ean bone wind tobradest. c looo Ags. Gasp. Matt,
xxiii. 5 His to-brxdaJ> hyra heals-bec. a 10*3 Wulfstan
Hont. X. (Napier) 68 Of Syson eahta tlcofles craeftan ealle
un^awas up aspringad and syaj>an tobrxdad ealles to wide,
a 1300 E, E. Psaitcr iv, 2 Ife J?at drouyng in I ware, Jtoii

tobreddcst to me |>are.

t To-bremn, v. Obs. Forms : see Burn v,'^

fME., f. To- '^ + brentun, beortten to BuBy. So
ate MHG. urbrinnen intr.] a. trans. To burn
up ; to consume or destroy by burning, b. intt.

To burn, to be * burning hot ' ; *= Bubn v?- 3.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter ii. 13 When in scborte his, wretli

tobrent has he ; pat in him traisted alle seli be. 13 . . Cursor
At, 22931 (Fairf.) If hisbodi warealte tobrint, i^aWvcuF
Ps. xlv. 10 Armysand shceldis he shal to-brenne with fyr.— Jer. x\. 16 Tobrend ben alle his busshy places. C1440
Pallad. on Husb, iv. 21 Ffor [= against] sonne and wynde
hem make a tegument, Lest thai in this be shake, in that
tobrent. a 1500 Flower »( Z.r<?/"358 The sonne so fervently
Wex hoot, that, .the ladies eek tobrent, That they [etc.],

+ To-bri*tten, v. Obs, [ME. tobritne-n^ i.

To- 2 + britncn :—OE. brytnian^ Britten z^.]

trans. To cut in pieces.

c 1*00 Ormin 9468 Forrl?i was^ t^^V^ kinedom Todxiedd
& tobrittnedd. ci^o Partonof>e 5^ Hys *iwerde..oute
draweth he And alle to bryttcnyth thiswylde best, a 1400-
<o Alexander 3905 Ourc knijtis .. Alto-bretiiid J>aiiii on
bent i'^ bro^t )>aini on fli^t.

To-broken : sec To-break.

t To-brui'Se, v, Obs, Forms : see Bruise v,

[OE. tO'drysaUy (. To- 2 + brysan to Bruisk.] trans.

To crush to pieces, to smash ; to bruise severely.

ciooo A^. Gosf. Matt, xxi, 44 Sel)e fylj» nppan (>ysne

Stan he byo tobrysed (cii6o to-brisedj; & heto-brysft ^ne
de he onuppnn f^-i3. c laoo Ormin 12032 He munnde yxx
Tobriscnn all hiinm .••eltfeun. 1297 K. Glouc. (Kotls) C059
Hii..henede hiiii W\^ stones..& lobritsede is smale bones.
138a Wvci.ip Ecchts. xxviii. 21 The wounde..of a tunge
shal to<brooseii l>oeries. a 1400-50 Alexander 1274 All be-

l>led ^ lo-brissid (/^m/V. lo-brysed]. <: 145a Merlin x. 157
He. .hym ihrewe to the erihe so rudely, that he hym all to
broscd. 1516 Life St. Bir^ttte in Myrr.our Ladye p. Iviii,

There theyr Sliyppe was all to Uioysyd. 1609 Holland
Amm. MarulL xxxi. x. 418 All to brused and broken.

+ TO"bry-t, -bri*t, v. Obs, rare. [OE. to-

brytauy f. To- 2 + brylan to break : cf. Brit z/.]

trans. To break in pieces.

c 1000 J^A.v^\c Horn. I. 568 ForSan 3e hi na:ron goda<;,

ac. .Ireuwcne and sta:nene, and he hi forSi tobrytte. c 1105
Lav. i6l>2 Corineus heom to^brutte icxvj^ to-brutj ban &
heora ribbes.

tTo-bn'lie, v. Obs. rare. Also 4 to-bone.
[ME,, f. To-'- i^*bun-en (perh. related to ME.
Innsi'n liouNCK v.).} trans. To beat severely,

thra.sli, thump ; to pelt.

a 1150 Chvl ^ Night, 1 166 (Cott. MS.) Heruore bit is |>at

me )>e sliune|> An ^ lotonie^ & tobune^ Mid staue &
stoone & turf & clute. c 13x5 Shomeham ii. 85 For so to-

bete and so to-boned, Hy^t was wcl reweleche and drery.

tTo-bu*rst, V. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: see

Burst 2/. [OE. toherstan, f. To-'^^^berstan to

Burst. So OS. tebrestan, OHG. zibrestan, MHG.
«-, urbresteMj Ger. zerbers/en.]
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TOBY.

1. inlr. To burst asunder, to be shattered.

e893 K. ;Elfred On'S. v. x.§ i Sco eort>e tobasrst. c looo

j'Elfric Horn. 1. 86 He eal innan samod forswxled w«s, and

toborsten. ciaooORMlN 16147 Himm (.hike)))) bait hiss

herrte shall Tobressten. c 1103 Lav. igai Al (>e feond 10-

barst. al»is Ancr. X. 214 Te ueonil lauhweS l>et he to

bersteS. c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints .\li. I^Agnes) 60 His hart

|>ane cane lo-brist for bale. 14.. Vol. Kel. I, L. Poems

(i866) 246 Al to broste synwe & veyne. 1513 Douglas

y^neis X. vi. 37 To brislis scho, and rivis all in sondyr. 1535

CovERDALE 2 Cliroii. XXV. 12 They all to barst in sunder.

1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-hk. s.v., If it freezes we

sha'n *ave it to-bost like the tother.

2. trans. To cause to burst asunder, to break or

dash to pieces, to shatter.

iriooo A:li-ric Horn. II. 258 |>a:s temples wah-ryft eac

weara loborsten. c 1105 Lav. 27520 per iwurSen tobursten

eorles swi3e balden, c lays "'<l- 51)2^ Hii to-borste j.e
,

Jokes, a 1300 Cursor M. 6615 (Cott.) pis golden calf he 1

did to brest to pudre [ Tr. to peces]. c 1374 Chaucivr Troylus

IV. 1518 (1546) Atlropos my thred of lif to.breste, If 1 be

falsi 1470-85 Mau)rv/)' Mar vni. XXX. 31B They.. alle

to brasle their speres. <riS30 Redford Mor. Play VVitf,

Sc. (Shaks. Soc.) 71 The fall wherof downe in the rest My
joyntes and sincwes all to-brast I

Toby (li'"'bi), sb.'^ [The familiar form of the

Christian name Tobias, employed in various un-

connected senses. (But some of the senses here

grouped may have a different origin.)]

L The posteriors, tlie buttocks: esp. in phrase

to tickle one's toby, slang.

1681 [see Tickle v. 6 b). 1841 Earham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 11.

Sir Rupert, Lay Naiails, Throw us out John Doe and

Richard Roe, And sweetly we'll tickle their tobies.

2. (With capital T.) A jug or mug (formerly

common) in the form of a stout old man wearing

a long and full-skirted coat and a three-cornered

hat (i8th c costume). Also called Toby Fill-pot,

Toss-pot. Also attrib. as Toby {Fill-pot) jug.

1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge iv, ' Put Toby this way, my
dear '. This Toby was the brown jug of which previous

mention has been made. Ibid. Ixxx, When he had dined,

comforted himself with a pipe, an extra Toby, a nap. 185a

Sewell Exper. Life xix. (185S) 131 The great earthenware

cup, the figure of a stout little man, which usually went by
the name of Toby. 1857 Hu»;hes To»i Brown 1. i. Pour-

ing out his old ale from a Toby Philpot jug. 1901 Pall

MallG. 31 Aug. 3 (Cass. Supp.) The brown Toby jug was

filled for him. 1908 Daily Chron. 3 Nov. 5/6 The Tobies

are relics of the old coaching days.

3. The name of the trained dog introduced (in

the first half of the 19th c.) into the Punch and

Judy show, which wears a frill round its neck :

hence Toby collar, frill, a turn-down pleated or

goffered collar worn by women and children.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xviii, Producing a little terrier

..' He was once a Toby of yours, wasn't he?' 1885 Pali

Malt G. 30 Apr. 5/i A trailing dress with the Toby frill

so favoured by these. .reformer.s. 1909 loM Century Mar.

446 A young gentleman in so-called skeleton trousers and

a Toby frill. 1909 Daily Chron. 30 Aug. 7/5 A turn-down

Toby collar of frilled lawn.

4. A colour-printing machine for textiles.

1876 Encyct. Brit. IV. 684/2 By means of a modern inven.

tion several colours may be applied at once on the cloth by
means of one block. The machine used for this purpose,

which is called a ' toby ', consists of [etc.].

5. An inferior kind of cig.ir. U. S. slang.

1896 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 18 July 15/3 A large

supply of. .tobies. 1903 XVestm. Gaz.^ 23 May lo/i The
railway ticket office clerk twists and swigs at a ' toby ' as he

asks you ' Where for, sir?

'

Toby(ttf"'bi), j;^.'' Thieves' slang, [app. altered

(? through toba', toba) from lobar, the word for

' road ' in Shelta, the cant or secret language of

the Irish tinkers : see Note below. ] The toby : the

highway as the resort of robbers ;
' the road

'
; also

transf. highway robbery (called also the toby

concern, toby lay) ; hence to ply or ride the toby,

to practise highway robbery; the high (or main)

toby, highway robbery by a mounted thief; also, the

highway itself; the lozu toby, robbery by footpads.

1811 Lex. Balatr., Toby Lay, the highway. 1811 J. H.

Vaux Flash Diet, s.v.. The toby applies exclusively to rob-

bing on horseback : the practice of footpad robbery being

properly called the spice, though it is common to dis-

tinguish the former by the title of high-toby, and the latter

oi loithtoby. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's xxxi. Armed, as if he

meant to bine folks on the low toby. 1904 Aihenxum
4 May648/x Travellers, .looked askance at its long, empty
reaches, haunted maybe by gentlemen of the high toby.

[1890 J. Sampson in jrnl. Gypsy Lore Soc. II. 217 Tober

or Toby. This old word has found acceptance in every

branch of cant.. . Toba, ground, is given as strolling-players'

cant in the ' Sporting Chronicle '. Borrow in his ' Lavo-

Lil ' calls Tobbar ' a Rapparee word '.]

Hence Toby v., trans, to rob on the highway ;

To-byman, a highwayman.
So toby-gill, high tol>y gloak, high toby s}lce (also high

spice toby) : see quols.

1811 Lex. Balatr. s.v. Toby, High toby iitnn, a highway-
man. Low toby man, a footpad, c i8ia in Byron yuan
XI. xix. 7iote, On the high toby-spice flash the muzzle. In

spite of each gallows old scout. 18x2 J. H. Vaux Flash

Diet. s. v., "To toby a man, is to rob him on the highway, a

person convicted of this offence, is said to \xdone for a toby.

Ibid., Toby-gitt or Toby-man, properly signifies a highway-

man. Ibid., High'toby-gloak, a highwayman. 1834 H.
AiNSWOKTH Rookwood 111. V, Jack Hall, a celebrated toby-

man. 1876 HiNOLEV Adv. Cheap Jack ^ Halting.. during

the heat on the 'high spice toby', as we used to call

98

the main ro.ad. 1881 Daily News 22 Dec. 1/3 When the

footpad and 'high-tobymen' of ancient turnpike roads_ are

replaced by male and female brigands armed with pistol

and chloroform. 1901 lllustr. Loud. News 20 Dec. 051/3,

I am a-looking anxiously for a tobyman that has wickedly

roSbed a lady.

[.\'ote. Vox Shelta see J. Sampson in yrnl. Gypsy Lore

Soc. 1890, II. 217, also Kuno Meyer, ibid. 257. The latter

holds Shelta or ' Sheldhru ' to be 'a deliberate and syste-

matic modification ' of Irish Gaelic, of considerable anlii|uity,

the words being altered by reversal, metathesis, substitution

and addition of letters or elements. Hence tobar has been

viewed as formed by metathesis from Irish bothar*xos.d '

;

though, if so, it must either have been formed from the

written word, or be very ancient, since medial th has long

been mule.]

Toe, obs. f. took, pa. t. of Take v.

+ To-caTve, to-kerve, v. Obs. [OE. to-

ccorfan (ME. tokerve), f. I'o- '•^
-f ceorfan to Cakve.]

trans. To cut to pieces, cut up; to cut off.

C950 Lindis/. Gosfi. Mark xiv. 47 Sum monn._.ofslo5esne

hehsacerdas & tocearf [Ags. Cosp. of acearf] him 8a eare-

lipprica. c 1000 Mi.vRic jyfinster Horn. inLeg. Roodit&ji)

105 (Cott. MS.) pcah )>e se beam beo to-coruen. 13.. Guy
It^ariv. (.\.) 3612 per nas no man \>sX per neye come, pat he

ne was to corwen anon, 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1700, &
cowpe vche kyndam tokerue & keuer. c 1500 Lancelot

868 His suerd atwo the helmys al to-kerwilh.

II
Toccata (li>kka-ta). Music. [It. toccata,

' toccata dvn musico, a preludium that cunning

musitions vse to play as it were voluntary before any

set lesson' (Florio 161 '); lit. 'a touching', i.toccare

to touch.] A composition for a keyboard instru-

ment, intended to exhibit the touch and technique

of the performer, and having the air of an impro-

visation ; in later times loosely applied.

1724 Short Explic. For. Wds. in Mns. Bks., Toccata, or

Toccato, is of much the same Signification as the Word
Ricercata. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v., But what
distinguishes tlie Toccata from other kinds of symphonies,

is, first, its being usually played on instruments that have

keys, as organs, spinnets, &c. Secondly, that it is com-

monly composed to exercise both bands. i8ss Browning
A Toccata o/Galuppi's 18 While you sat and played Tocca-

tas, stately at the clavichord. 187s Staineh & BARRETr
Diet. Mus. Terms (1898), Toccata, (i) a prelude or over-

ture... (2) Compositions written as exercises. (3) A fanta-

sia. (4) \ suite.

fig. 1903 Trawl May 22 A sigh of wind j and through

the cool air sprang Toccatas of sharp patterings.

Toche, rare obs. form of Touch sb. and v.

Tocher (t^xar), sb. Sc and north, dial. Forms

:

5-6 toquhir, -yr, 6 toquher, -eir, touohquhare,
touchar, -er, towcher, (towher), toohar, 6-7

tochir, 7 toohare, tougher, 7-9 dial, towgher

(9 togher), 6- tocher, [a. Irish and OGael.

tochar (mod. Gael, tochradh) assigned portion,

dowry, in Olr. assignment, f. tochuirim I put to,

I assign, f. cnirim I jnit.] The marriage portion

which a wife brings to her husband ; dowry, dot.

1496 Ace. I.d. High Trects. Scot. I. 307 Giflen to Robert

Lile, in his toquhyr of the Mertymes terme bipast j'" markis.

1536 Bellenuen Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 194 And [RoUand]

in the name of Toucbquhare, sail have all thay landis. 1546

Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 43 The said Lord Goyernour
sail gif in tocher with his said dochler to the said Eirle and
his airis the soume of twa thousand, ihre hundreith, and
thrette thre pundis vis viiid. 1568 Durham Dcpos. (Sur-

tees) 86 The parties went, .to hir frends, to demand towher.

1569 Wills /, Inv. If. C. (Surtees) II. 314 note. He shall

haue loot.. as towcher and mariadge money, whiche I gaue
him with my dowghter Anne. C1614 Sir W. Mure />/(f^

1^ yEneas 11. 192 Now Dido may be tyed to Trojane mate,

! And thow receave, in tougher, Carthage great. 1674 Ray
: N. C. IVords 50 A Tdvgher, a Dower or Dowry. Dial.

Cumb. 1692 .SV. Presbyter. Elo<juence (1738) 149 Ve ken
well enough . . that Lads do not marry Lasses now, except

they have a Tocher. 1796 Bukns Hey for a Lass i. Then
hey, for a lass wi' a tocher ; the nice yellow guineas for

me. 1894 (Crockett Raiders 22 He married a lass from
the hills who brought him no tocher, but. .a strong dower
of sense and good health.

b. attrib. and Comb., as tocher-fee, -gear;

tocher-band, a marriage settlement ; tocher-

good, property given as tocher or dower.

1792 Burns Gallant IVeaver iii. My daddie sign'd my
*locher-band. To gie the lad that has the land. 17.. in

Kinloch Anc. Sc. Ballads (1827) 85 'A clerk! a clerk !'

the king cried, 'To sign her *tocher-fee '. 18.. Cath.

Jnffcry iv. in Child .Bu/Zirrfi vn. (1890)225/1 For "tocher,

gear he did not stand. 1538 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 158

To pay me the soume of thretty poundis ..and that in

"tochir gtid for the inareage. i6c^ Skene Reg. Maj. I. 25

The mariage being dissolved, the tocher-gude leturnes and

Kerteins to the wyfe. 1822 Scorr Pirate v. Though 1 fall

eir to her tocher-good, 1 am sorry for it.

Tocher (t/'^x^O. '" •^'- "'"l "• "''"'• \.^- P^c]
trans. To furnish with a tocher ; to dower.

«I578 LlNUESAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 125

He-.tocharit hir with the Lordschil>e of Ballvenie. 1781

Burns Tarbolton Lasses ii.WcU he can .spare't. Braid Money
to tocher them a', man. 1829 Hogg Sheph. Cal.l. x. 304

It wad tocher a' our lionny lasses. 1878 Cumberld. Gloss. s.v.

Tokker, Togher, ' He tokker't his dowter wi' twenty pund '.

Hence Tochered (t^x^-"') //'• "• (qualified by

adverbs, as wcll-tochered).

1728 Ramsay Give me a Lass with a Lump ofLand w.
Well tocher 'd ias-ses or joynler'd widows. 1816 Scott

Aniiq. xii, Ve are a bonny young Icddy, and a gude ane,

and maybe a weel-tochered ane. 1881 Blackw. Mag. ."^pr.

524 rhe fairly tochered spinster.

TOCOME.

TO'CherleSS, a. Sc [See -LESS.] Having
no tocher or portion, portionless.

1790 SiiiRREFS Poems 76 Wha bids the ixaist, is sure

to win the prize. While she that's tocherless, neglected dies.

1820 Scorr Monast. iv, I wasna sae tocherless but what 1

had a bit land al my breast-lace.

f To-Chew, V. Obs. [OE. toct'owan, f. To- -

+ cilowan to Chew. So MHG. zerkiuwen.} trans.

"*ro cliew to pieces ; to tear with the teeth.

ciooo JV.LVR\c I/oin. 11. 270 pa:t husel is..betwux toSum
tocowen. a 1225 Ancr. li. 202 pes laste bore hweolp..to-

cheoweft & to-uret Godes milde milce.
_
a tt^o^ .Salutes

lyarde in Cott. Horn. 251 OSer hwile [devils] torendei) ham
S: to cheowe^^ ham euch greot.

t To-chine, v. Obs. [OE. todnan, f. To- - +

cinan, Chine z/.'] intr. To split asunder or open
;

to be burst or cloven.

£725 Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 653 Dehiscat, tocinil. oooa
.Sax. I.eechd. III. 18 Rif hit ne tocine, tosleah hwon. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 141 pe stan to-chan. c 1200 Trin.Coll. Horn.

199 pe nedrcdrinkeS pat hie lo-chine3. <zl2Sa Owl f,

Night. 1565 Wei neh inin heorte wule to chine, c 1380 Sir

Perumb. 3001 pe schild to-chon.

Took, obs. f. ToyuE; obs. pa. t. of Take v.

Toekay, var. Tokay. Tocken, -in, obs. Sc. ff.

'1oke.\. Tocksaine, obs. I. Tocsin.

\ To-cla-tter, v. Obs. [ME. todater, f. To- 2

-f Clattku v.] trans. To knock to pieces with a

noise ; to shatter.

c 1350 >yill. Palerne 2858 pe komli kemeles were to

clatered wip engines, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 897 Vs scbeld .

.

Sone pay had hit al toclatrid ; pe peeces leye on pe grounde.

c 1440 Partonope 1078 Alle to clateryd and broken, a 1450

Tourn. Tottenham 160 in Hazl. E. P.P.XW. 89 Ther were

scheldis al to claterde, BoUes and disshis al to baterde.

f To-cleave, z'. Obs. Forms; see Cleave K.l

[OE. tocleofan, f. To- ^ + clcofan, Cleave v^ So

OS. tekliotan, OHG. zi-, zekiiobiin.']

1. trans. To cleave asunder ; to split open ; to

divide or separate into two parts.

c 888 K. >Eleked Boeth. xxxiv. § 11 sif P" bonne acnne

Stan toclifst, ne wyrft he naifre Regadrod swa he a:r waes.

c 1000 jTiLKRlc Saints' Lizes xxv. 55 pa nytenu siiid clznc

be tocleofaS heora clawa. c 1200 Ormin 14798 Drihhtin

paer toclaef pe SiE. <i 1375 Joseph Arim. ^16 y>:i vicoicn..

harde scheldes to-clouen. 1377 I.anol. P. PL B. XIL 141

For pe heihe holigoste heuene shal lo.cleue.

2. intr. To split or fall asunder.

f 1205 Lav. 1920 Corineus..hine fusde mid m£Eine..pat

bis ban to-cluuen. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xviii. 246 (MS.

R) The erllle.. Quaked...and al to clief pe roche. 1390

GowER Conf. III. 296 The Schip toclef upon a roche. £-1430

Hymns Virg. 41 His herte to-cloue, and lie for-bleed. 1571

GoLDiNG Calvin on /*i.xlvi. 3 The mountaines to clive from

their rotes.

11 Toco 1 (iJ'i'k^. Ornith. [Native name in

Guiana ; iilso in F". le toco (Buffon Ois. VII. 185).]

The tyjiical species of Toucan, Rhamphnstos toco,

a native of Guiana.
1781 Latham Synopsis I. 325 The Toco. The length of

this bird is nine or ten inches from the head to the end of

the tail. . . Inhabits Cayenne. Ibid. 323 Genus VI. Toucan.

No. I. I'he Toco. 1902 P. FoiNTAiN Gt. A_lts.fi Forests

S. Amcr. vi. 159 The native name of the^e birds is toco.

Toco '-^
(tf^'-'ki)). slang. Also toko.

[Has been suggested to be a humorous adaptation of

Gr. ToxtK in sense ' interest ', in Public School slang.]

Chastisement, corporal punishment.

1823 Bke Did. Turfs.v., lf..Bl.ackee gels a whip Itoeo)

about his b.ack, why ' he has caught toco '. 1857 Hughes
Tom Brolon I. v, The School leaders come up furious and
administer toco to the wretched fags nearest al hand. 1903

J. Coleman C. Reade 11. ii. (1904) 274 They both caught
* Toko ' when they went back.

Toco- (t(*o), combining form of Gr. toko-s

offspring, used as a verbal element in some terms

(chiefly biological and obstetrical) ; as To cody-

namo-meter, an instrument for measuring uterine

contractions during parturition (Webster, 191 1);

Tocogenetic a. : see quot. ; Tocogony {-(rgoai),

propagation by parents as distinct from spontaneous

generation ; Tocolo-gical a., of or pertaining to

tocology ; Tocologlst, one versed in tocology

;

an obstetrician ; Toco'logy, the science of partu-

rition, or of midwifery; obstetrics; Tocoma'nla,

puerperal mania {Cent. Diet. Supp., 1909).

1903 L. F. Ward Pure Sociol. 11. v. 96 The genetic suc-

cession of cosmic products.. is not only genetic but "toco-

genetic. The higher terms are generated by the lower

through creative synthesis, and are thus affiliated upon
them. X876 E. R. Lankester Haeckets Hist. Great. 1.

183 At present we must occupy ourselves with Propagation,

or 'Tocogony. 1902 .4mer. Anthropologist Oct.Dec. 739
This element in ihe story is not without its "locological

significance. Ibid., This feature in the tale must lie sugges-

tive to the *tocologist. x828 M. Rvan in Lancet 28 June
400/r From much consideration on these deficiencies, I would

propose the following nomenclature. . . "VoKoKayta, "Tocology,

on parturition. 1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet., Tocology,

. .Tokology. 189s Ai.ii E B. Stockham {title) Tokology : A
iiook for Every Woman.

i Tocome, sb. Obs. [OE. ticyme, f. To adv.

+ C0ME ii.', rendering L. adventus: cf. OIIG.

zSquumi, zSqucmi, ' conventus '.]

1. Arrival, advent, coming.
c 897 K. i'ELFRKD Gregory's Past. C. xxxii. 212 For ^arm

tocyme Dryhtnes Ha=lendan Cristes. 971 Bl:ckl. Horn.

35 Foran to pon tocyme pxs eseslicali domes daises, c 1000



TO-COME.

itLFRic Hoin. I. 404 Store and swalewe heoldon 3one timan
heora lo-cymes. ail7S C(>tt, Horn. 22J Christes to-cyme
to t>is life, c 117s LamK /lorn. 93 J>urh t»es halie gastes to-

ctime. lihi. 153 For to bodien his tokunie. c 13*5 Mitr.
Horn, 8 Cristes to com mad cndinge Of al our sorii. c \J3P
R. Bkunse ChrtiK. IVact (Rolls) 5576 (Petyt MS.) Minh
h«i mad at ^r tucomc. a 1340 Hampole rsaltircxxw. 4
He pra>'es ^t he wate is to cum. 1513 Douglas Aituis
XI. xiL 22 The contyr or lirst tocome. . full ardent woI.\.

2. Means of access. .SV. rare.

1513 DotxjLAS ^'uis IX. ii. 59 Gyf ony entre or locom
> 'pv He my^ht, fortill assaill the cite by,

t To-come, v. Ms. [f. To prep, or ai/v. +
(iiMK V. Cf. OUG. zuoijueman, Ger. zuiommen.^
1. »'«//•. To hapiien, befall ; cf. Comb v. 9.
c laoo ('«"*•* ^ yirtucs 63 Alle un)elimpes 3e him for his

-.ennes to cumed. IJ97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7566 As is wille

to com, f>e eldore sosler of t>e tuo, in spotishtxi he nonl.

c 1300 Hfket io88 For him was to cominge sorwe ynou?.

2. iiilr. To approach, arrive, come lo.

'393 Lancu /'. PI. C. XXII. 343 *I"hese to-comen to con-
sciei>ce. 145$ CItttrter in Liber Ecct. tie Scon 185 To al!

(laiin to quhais knawlagis ^ir present lettres sal to<t2m.

b. trans. To come to.

iSa» DAlRYMri.c tr. Leilie's Hilt. Seal. iv. (S.T.S.) t.

J06 He . . wastes, burncs, and slayes al that he tocumls.

Hence tTo'-ooming vbl. sh., coming, advent.
<t 1300 Curior M. 13676 Mi to^cumniing In erth es ju;;c-

ment to biing. 1513 Douglas /Eiteis x. viii. 44 On siclyke
wys was 'lurnustixummyng. <x 1578 I.inuksay (I'itscottie)

ChruM. Sect. (S.T.S.) I. 75 ('They] maid sa great slaughter
at the first tocoming.

To come, to-come, inf. used .is sb. That
which is to come, the future : see Come v. 32 c.

So + To-coming a., future : see Comb v. 3] c ;

also as sb. the future.

1556 Aurelio t, Isab. (1608) Pj, Therefore, for tbe toe-
comminge I shall have boldncsse to lifTe joyfulley.

Tocomalite (tok^inabit). Mill. [f. personal

name Tocornal (sec quot. 1896) + -ite'.] An
io<li<le of silver and mercury occurring in pale-

yellow granular masses, in Chili.
1880 Dana Min. App. 11, Txornatite . . Kmot^KHa^ stnK-

ture granular. Color a pale-yellow, by the action of the
air it grows darker. . . Soft, easily reduced to a powder. .

.

From the miiKs of Chailarcilto, Chili. 1896 Chkstkr Diet.
Names Min.. Txerititlite^. .in honor of A. Tocornal.

Tocque, ol«. form of Toqub.
tTo-crashff. Obs. [ME. f. To- 2 + Crush t».]

a. trans. To crush to pieces. b. intr. To be
crushed, to break to pieces under pressure.
e B300 Havetok 1993 Was non |ut hauede )ie hem-panne

So hard, bat he ne dede alto-cruhssc. And allo-shiuere, and
alto-frusshe. f 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5153 J»e wailes to-brcke,
<Ji al to-cmsschede. 154a Udall Erasm. Afofk. in b, I

wilt at one stroke all to crushe thy bedde to powthcr.

Tocsin (If'ksin). Forms: 6 tocksaine, 7
tocquessin, toxin, 8 tocsin, 8- tocsin, [a.

F. toisin, in OF, toquassen (137^ in Godcf.
Compl.\ tiXjiusiH, -sain, sainl (i6th c), etc. ; ad.

Prov./<v<w«M,f./*-a-r(F./tf«<-Af-r) toToucH,strike
^ senh ' signc, marque, appcl de la cloche, cloche

'

:—L. signum sign, in later Ijitin also a bell

;

'campana, nola, It.ilis Segno' (Du C.tnge),]

1. A signal, esp. an alarm-signal, sounded by
ringing a bell or bells: used orig. and esp. in

reference to France.
ij86 FuLKK Amm. to P. Frarine 52 The priests then

went vp into the steeple, and rang the bells backward,
which they call Tcxksaine, whereupon the people of the
Mlburbs flocked togither. 1603 Dekko Womter/Hll Yearc
Wkf. (Grosart) 1. 110 The Allarum is strucke vp, the Toxin
ringcs oat for life. 1670 Cottoh Etperium i. il 8g .At the
same time that the Assault began, the Tocquesain rung
throughout all the Churches in tbe City. 17^ Hf.i. M.
WiLUAMS Lett. Franee II. 13 The signal for ringing that
fatal tocsin, which was the knell of liberty. iSnCARLVLR
Fr. Rev. I. v. V, The tocsin. .is (>eaUng madly fiom all

tleeples, 1861 Stakley East. Ck. xii. (i86.)( 409 They rang
a tocsin with the great bell of the ancient Novgorod.

b. _fig.

1794 I. Stewart {title) The Tocsin of Britannia. tSoa— {title) The Tocsin of Social Life. 1803 Fessenden
Terrible Traetoration iv. ii, Sound Discord s jarring toc-
sin kmder. 183a A. Clarke in Life xv. (1840) 571 He
thought the seizure in my foot would turn to an attack of
50UL This was a tocsin 10 me. \'^ M«s. (Jliphant
lakers Flar. Introd. \i The tocsins of immemorial suifc

were sounding all about.

2. transf. A bell used to sound an alarm.
184a I.0NGP. Del/rf 0/ Bruges xvii, The wild alarum

sounded from the tocsin^ throat . 1868 Mii.man .S7. PauCs
iiL 63 The great bell of St. Paul's was the tocsin which sum-
moned the cituens to arms. 1890 Lixkv Eng. in \itk C.
VIII. xxix. 60 Tocsins or alarm belb were set up in various
parts of the town.

3. altrib., as tocsin bell, note, sound.
181a Htbom yuan VI. Ixxxiv, When all around rang like a

tocsin bell. iM H. Phillips tr. Poems fr. Sfanith H
Germ. 19 And Baeza's tocsin note llcllows forth from bta/en
throat. 1900 UrwARD Eben. Loib 178 What meaning lias
tbe tocsin sound of liberty for ears like yours ?

t To-cut, V. Obs. Forms: see Cut v. [f.

To-'^-hCct t».] trans. To cut to pieces, to hew
asunder ; to cut greatly.
l]8s WvcLir I Chron. xx. 3 Thei weren al to-kut and to.

brosed alle. 1481 Caxtoh Trevisa's lligden in. xxxiv. 161
Lete slee somme of the oxen, .. and to kytte [Trevisa kutte)
reynes of the skynncs to teve with other oxen, c 1489 —
Ulemchesrtlyn xxxviii 141 Toe Cassydonyens..wcrc slaync

99

and all lo-cutte and clouen. 1578 I.yte Dodocns it. xcvi. 277
His lenues Ije .-ishe colour, and all to cut. 1609 Hon.and
Atttm. Maneii, xxv. lii. 264 Out went our light armed
companies,.. and all to cut and hacked them.

Tod (t(tl), sb.^ Sc. aiKl f/or//i. dial. Also 5 tode,
6 todd(e, toad, 7 todd. [A northern word of un-
known origin ;

* app. not Irom Norse' (liiorknian).
The sugsestion that this word may be identical or con-

nected with Tod sb!^^ and have reference to the bushy or
tufted tail of the fox, is at variance with chronology ami
local distribution. Ton j/'.' is essentially sotithern, while
tod = fox is exclusively Scotch and Northumbrian, and was
in use 400 j-ears before icfd — ivy-bush appears.]

1. A fox. Now only rf/Vz/.

CI170 Reginald Dunelm. LibeUus (Surtees) xv. 25 Pro
caseo quern furto susttdit Tod agnomen accej»it. Ibid. 28
Nam anglicx linguae, .tola illius famitia stirpis, Tod, quod
vulpeculam sonat, cognominantur eloquio. 1508 Kennedie
Flyting xv, Dunbar 288 Todis, wolffis and beistis wyle.
'5^ LvNDESAY Satyre 3574 Hirdis hes thair nestis and todis
hcs their den. 1S36 I!ellknden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xli,

I'oddis will eat na flcsche that guslis of thair awin kind.
1588 King tr. Canisius Catei.lt. 113 Eschewed as iheewes,
murtherai^, tods, dogs, and wolues. 1637 H. Jonson Stui
Shcph. I. iv, Or strew Tods haires, or witti their tailcs doe
sweepe The dewy grasse, to d" oflf the simpler sheep, vjxx
Ramsay Ri<hy .v Sandy 49 Had the toti Worry'd my )amt>s.

1825 Scott Betrotht-dXxxUoA.y I have a grew-bitch at hamc
will woriy tbe best tod in Pomoragrains. 1871 E. Pkacock
KalfSkirl. II. 150 I'll trap e%cry tod that comes our way,
and all t'other farmers. . II do th' same.

b. in proverbial and allusive expressions ; cf.

Fox sb, I b, c. (See also a.)

ctsfc A. Scott /^////(E.E.T.S.) xxv. 39 Beschowylieas
ane tod, Quhen scho winki.s I sail notl. 1583 J. Mklvili,
Z?/rtr»' (1842) 137 Bischope Adamsone keipit his castle, tyk
a tod in his holl, seik of a disease of g rait fetiditie. 1706 Z-tV.

fr. Country Farmer 3 (Ja'"-' '^^\& will be very odd, for.

.

Scotsmen to play their own Country sic a Tod's turn. 182a
Scott Monast. iv. Fear ye naething frae Christie ; tods
keep tlieir ain holes clean.

2. fig. A person likened to a fox ; a crafty person.
TofCs birds, totfs bairns, an evil brood, children or persons

of a bad stock.

iSoo-ao Dunbar Poems xiiL 37 Sum in ane lamb skin is

ane tod. 1581 \. Hamilton in Cath. Tractates (S.T. S.) 74
The vnthankfufl dealing of sik vylie f - wi'yl toddis. 1589
R. I'ruce Serm., 2 Tim. it. 22 (1591) Y viij, [The a0ecticHis]
wald ever be handled as Tods birds ; for they ar aye tbe war
of oner great libcrtie. 1639 Baillik Lett. (1841) I. 196 To
hold tbe islanders and these tod's-birds of Lochaber in
some awe. vi%\ Kf.llv St at. /*rrv. 329 Tbe Tod's Bairns arc
ill to Ume. 1789 Buhns Kirk's Alarm viii. Daddy Auld,
IXiddy Auld, there's a tod in the fauld, A tod meikle waur
than the Clerk, 1886 Stevenson Kidtia/ped \\, Take care
of the old tod ; he means mischief.

b. transf. In the game of (od and lambs (in

draughts), the piece representing the fox.
i8ia W. Tknnant Anster F. 11. Ixx, Some force, t" iiKlose

the Tod, the wooden Lamb on ; Some shake tbe pelting dice
upon the broad luckgammon*

t3. €lHpt. Fox-skin. Obs,
(14- f- Assisa Darid Reg;. Scott, in Acts Pari. Scot. I.

667 Of a tymmyr of skynnis of toddis (13M c. orig;. I>e
tymbria wIpiumM 'SOJ Kaiender Shepk. Hvb, Gown>'s
..furryt wyth toddys for yt ys the most heyt furryng that
they may wse. x^o6 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 249
Item, for bordouiing of it [goun to the King] with toddis,..
xxiijj. 1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot, h 308 Ane gown,
lynit with toddis of blak, begarelt with velvot.

4. allrib. and Comb.y as loti-hunt, -hunUry f -pult

{'poxvt) (sense uncertain), -skin ; tod-hole, a fox*s

hole or deii;yf^. a secret hiding-place; tod-lowrie
(alsoZ/7Mrr> loa)^ a familiar name for the fox ; cf.

Key/tard\ f tod-stripe, a strip of woodland in

which foxes liave their holes ; tod-tails (also

tods^-tftils), name for the club-moss, Lycopodium
clavaittm ; tod-tike (-tyke), -touzing, -track

:

see quot. 1834.
c I lyoN^enrntinsterCartul. (Surtees)62 Usquead *Todholes.
1844 W. Cross Disruption vi, We maun, .try to find some
tud-hole whaur the Doctor can ne'er get his clauts owre me.
1904 A. Thomson Remin. II. v. 154 To go and have a *tod
hunt in the Highlands. tWrnStant/ard 10 Feb. 5/3 The
' 'Tod-hunter', who last century w.ts kept in the Western
Isles for the purpose of exterminating the foxes. i8aa(.iALT
Sir A. li-'ylie II. xv. 144 His "tod-Iike inclin.ition to other
folks' cocks and hens, c 1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab, v, {Pari,
lit-asts) xxtt, The *tod lowrie luik not to the lam. 17*5
Ramsay Gentle Sheph, iv. i. As fast as flaes skip to the tate

o woo Whilk slt-c to<.t-lowrie bauds without his mow. 1511
Ace, Ld. High Treat. Scot. IV. 198 Item, to Lance Ferry
for ane lyning of 'tod puttis to the samyn gowne..xviij//.
lua Ibid. V. 194 Item, for ane lynying of tod powtis lo the

Kingbnicbtgoun..viii/. vs. 14*4 .SV. Acts Jas.liiSt^) II.

6/1 Of ilkc X of otter skynnis and *tode skynnis, vj d. C1440
Regr. Aberdon, (Maitl. CI.) I. 250 Roliert Innes. .takis..

yart fra be *tode stripe to Edinglasse. tSao Hlaciav. Mag,
une 378/1 That singular and beautiful creeping orna-

ment of the moorlands, called by the peasantry *tod tails.

i8«4 Mactaggabt GaUovid. Encycl., *Tod-iykts, dogs half

foxes, halfcommon dogs. , , Tod-tracks^ the traces of the fox's

feel in snow.. . Tod-touzing, the Scottish method of hunting
the fox, by shooting, bustling, guarding, halloaing, &c.

Tod (t(^)» ^^-^ [Known in sense I from 15th c.

;

a|»p. the same word as mo<l. EFris, (= LG. dial.)

toade 'bundle, pack, small load (of hay, straw,

turf, etc.)': see Doomkaat-Koolman ; also in

dial. (Groningen, Guelderland, Overyssel) /(Jt/load.

With this cf. Sw. dial, todd^^ conglomerated mass,

esp. of wool * (IJiorkman). Answering in form also

(though not very satisfactory in sense) is MUG.,
Ger. iotti * luft of hair, matted or shaggy hair ',

TO-DAY.

also ' rag ', niod.Dii. lad, todde ' rag '. (The ON.
Icdii dofs not mean * tod of wool ' as erroneously
stated ill Vigf., but only * bit, piece *,

An origip.al sense of 'conglomerated mass *, passing on the
one hand into 'load', and on the other into 'bushy mass,
bush

, would perhaps suit the various senses. Sense i may
have come to England in connexion with the wool trade with
thecontinent

: sense 2, on the other hand, which isa century
later, seems to approach the sense * tuft ' or ' tufted n)ass \\

I. 1. A weight used in the wool trade, usually 28
pounds or 2 stone, but varying locally.
14*5 in Kennett Par. Antig, (181S) II. 250 De xxiii todde

lanse puraa. .per !e todde ix sol, vi den. 1467 in Eng. Gilds
(1870) 384 Custom for euery todd j d. is^a Recorde Gr,
Aries (1575) 203 In woolle, 28 pounde is not called a
quarterne, but a Todde. 1696 /'////. Trans. XIX. 343
Three or four Fleeces usually making a Tod of Twenty
eight Pound. 17^ Adam Smith W. "n. \. xi. (1869) I. 242
One-and-twenty shillings the tod may be reckoned a gooti
price for very good English wool. 1833 Wauldy Farm
Rep. 115 in Libr. Use/, h'uotol., Husb. HI, The agreement
is made by the tod, which the dealers have contrived to
enlarge to 28J lbs. 1888 Daily Neivs 23 July 2/7 The
finest growths of home-grown produce., changing hands at
from 23s to 25s (>er tod.

b. A load, either generally, or ofa definite weight.
"S^oPalsgr. 281/2 Tode of chese. i6ai V\.kxchzk Pilgrim

III. IV, A hundred crowns for a good Tod of Hay, 17..
Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 248 There's the ladies of
fashion you see.. With a great tod of wool on each hip.
a 17*3 Lisle Husb. (1757) 311 (TheyJ allow three tod and an
halfof hay to the wintering of one sheep. 1863 W. Barnes
Poems 3rd Coll. 73 Zoo all the lot o' stuff a-tied Upon the
plow, a tidy tod. 1887 Rogers Agric. <$ /V/V« V. 302
Prices of hay and straw...The cwi. and its subdivision,
the tod, are the commonest of these exceptional measures.
S889 Devonfarmer {K.X^.D. s.v. Tad), I've a-gotamiddlin'
tad (load ol^ bay! here, sure 'nough. ^g, 1648 Herkick
Htsper., Cotijuration to Electra. By those soft tods of wooll
(clouds) With which the aire is full

II. 2. A bushy mass (esp. of ivy; more fully

Ivy-tod, q.v.).

1553 Becon Reliques 0/ Rome (1563) 53 b, Our recluses
haue crates of yron in their spelunckes and dennes, out of
the which they looke, as owtes out of an yiiye todde. 159a
Warner Alb. Eng. vii. xxxvii. (1612) 183 Your Ladiship,
Dame Owie, Did call me to your Todd, a 1619 Fletcher
Botuiuca 1. 1, Men of Britain Like boading Owlr>, creep into
tods of Ivie. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 58B Some (trees] are more
in the forme ofa Pyramis, and come almost to todd ; As the
Peare.Tree. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 73. 3/1 What Tod
of Ivy hath so long conceal'd Thy Corps? 1908 Outlook
4 Jan. 4/2 Ivy totls were covered with pollen in Christmas
week and the smaller gorse is flowering freely,

ill. 3. allrib. OT Comb, f Tod-wool, clean wool
made up into tods.

i^Tfi Minute Bk. Exeter City Chamber 5 Apr, (MS.), The
weighing and sale of all toddwooll, rudge-washt wooll, and
fleecewooll, and unwashed wooll.

Tod, j^.a U. s, colloq. Short for Toddy.
186a "T. WiNTiiRorC Dreeme xiv, Selleridge's was full of

fire-company boys, taking their tods after a run. 1903 J.
LuMSDRN Toorlo, etc. 250, I spared nowiher grub nor tod.

Tod (tpd), V. dial. 1 0bs. [U Tod j^,2] inlr.

Of (so many) sheep or fleeces : To produce a tod
of wool ; to lod threes (etc.), to produce a tod from
every three (etc.) sheep ; hence, To obtain a tod of

wool from a specified number of sheep. In quot.

a 1797 tiatis, (?erron.) to yield (so much wool).
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iii. 34 Let me see, euery eleuen

[Pr. Leauen-Jweather toddes, euery tod yeeldes piound and
wide shilling : fifteene hundred shorne, what comes the
wooll too? a 1797 K. Farmer A^t?/f (L.>, Dealers in wool
say, twenty sheep ought to tod fifty pounds of wool. 1799
A. \ovtiG Agric. Lincoln, 311 Them sheap 'II tod threes;
that is, the fleeces of three of them will weigh a tod.. .Of
what was called Lincoln sheep, he todded all threes. Ibid.

337 His flock totls on an average half threes, half fours.

tTo-da'Sh, v. Obs, [ME. todaschen, f, To-^
^daschen to Dash.] trans. To dash to pieces,

to shatter by a violent blow or blows,
c iao5 Lay. 1469 His blod & his brain ba weoren to-dascte.

1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1186, & to dasstc & drainte vourti

ssipes |»ere. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 3563 Wi|> his hint fot he
him smot And to-daschleal is bram. ci^^ Merlin xv. 246
Theire sheildes were hewen and to daissht. 158s Bentley
Mon. Matrones i. i Thy right hand, O Lord, hath all to
dashed the enimie.

b. inlr. To split or burst asunder,

^«305 7**das Iscariot 84 in E. E, P. (1862) 109 So l>at he
smot him wn|? a ston :. .f>at al J^e senile to-daschte, l^e brayn
ful out ^rate.

To-day (t/Xd^*), adv. and sb. Forms ; see D.VY.

[OE. iSdsvi, Toprep. A. 7 -1- Day. Cf, the parallel

to-night, to-morroiv, and dial. to-year\ also Ger.
hent ztt Tage, Aettlzulage,]

A. adv. 1. On this very day.
In Scotland and Border counties of England expressed

by the flay : see The dem. adj. Ii. i c, Day sb. 13 b (b),

cB^j K. >Elfred Gregory's Past. C. Iviii. 441 Ic h:tbbe
3e nu todacs gesetne ofer rice & ofer ^ioda. c 1000 j^lkric
Hotn. II. 14 pu eart min sunu, nu to-daes ic se^^trynde l^e,

ciiso O. E. Chrcn. an. 656 (Laud MS.) Ic Wulfere gife to
dasi S?e Petre (etc.]. CI175 Lamb, Horn. 3 Hit is an heste
dei to dei. c laoo Trin. Coll. Ilom. 27 Gif us to dai ure dai-

hwamliche bred, c laos Lav. 5442 To date a seouen nihte.

138a Wyclip Luke xiii. 33 Loo! 1 caste out fendis..to day
and to morwe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 389/2 To day threday
{A. Today thrydday), nudtus tcrctus. 1535 Coverdale
Josh. xxii. 18 Ihat he maye be wroth to daye or tomorow.
1535 — Ps. xciv, (xcv.J 7 To daye yf ye wil heare his voyce
(etc.]. 1598 B. JoNSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. viii, And bade
mee weare this cuised sute too day, 1680 Otway Orphan
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TO-DAYISH. 100 TODEA.
I. i. To'day they cbas'd the Boar.

^
iw Godwin Etufuirer

II. V. 225 He will plead for the plaintin today. 1819 Keats
Isabella xxix, 'J'o-day thou wilt not sec him, nor to-morrow.
Mod. I have met them twice to-day.

b. To-day . . to-monow (f io-moni) = on one
day . , on the next day.
13.. Cursor M. 26769 (Cott.) pat ar todai, tomoru ar j^an.

13., Minor Poems /r, Vernon MS. Tz-j/^t Here today,
a-wey to morn. 1510-20 Com/>l. too late marycd (186:;)

7 To daye I had i>eas, rest, and iinyte, To morowe 1 had
plete and processe dyvers. 1567 Gude ^ GodUe Ball.
(S.T.S.) 30 To day ane man, is fresclie and fair, To morne
he lyis seik and sair. 1710 Palmkr Froticrl's 273 A wise
man will save himself to day for to morrow. 1738 Ohav
Fropcrtius ii. 65 To-day the Lover walks, to-morrow is no
more.

2. trans/. At the present lime, in the piescntaj^c
;

in these times; nowadays.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2123 (Cott.) J>e thrid part.. halt quar

mast to day Kegns o (jc crl^ien lay. 1699 Garth Dispeus.
IV. 47 Five Guinneas make a Criminal to Day. 1874
MoRi.EV Compromise i. (1886) 8 Wliat great political cavse
..is England t^friending to-day?

B. sb,

1. This day ; also, any day considered as present.

1535 Coverdale Exod, xvi. 25 To daye is yo Sabbath of
the Lorde. 174a Young Nt. Th. 11. 316 Totlayis yesterday
returned. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral 1\ (1816) I. iv. 20
Here, for to day 1.. hut, to morrow, it goes away for ever.

1846 LoNGF. Builders iii, Our to-days and yesterdays Are
the blocks with which we build. 1885 Manch. Exam.
32 Sept. 5/6 To-day has been beautifully fine throughout.

2. transf. This present time or age.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxx, From the story of Troy

down to to-day, poetry has always chosen a soldier for a hero.

1889 Tablet 14 Dec. 947 The educated Scotchman of to-day.
x^pQ iVesttti. Gaz. 27 Sept. lo/i A.. tribute to the English
girl of to-day. 1910 Nation 28 May 307/2 The fad of today
is the orthodoxy of tomorrow.

Hence To-dayish «., of or pertaining to the

present time; characteristically modern,
1864 J. D, Campbicli. in Glasiiom Herald p Nov., *OId

IJoy*, as a form of familiar address,., todayish as it may
sound, ..is at least a century old. 1885 Baking-Goulu
Court Royal \\\\\, The new plate looks to-dayish; there is

not the character about it that our ancestral store possesses.

Todboat, -bote, van iodc-boat : see Tode shy
Todder (t^^daj). Obs. exc. dial. Also tother.

[Origin obscure,] Spawn of a frog or load; slimy

gelatinous matter.
1604 Drayton Moyses 11. 116 The soile. .Lies now a ley-

stall as a common ditch. Where in their Todder loathly Pad-
docks breed. i88i Leiustcr, Gloss.^ Tother,. .\a.u pron. of
' todder ', sHme ; spawn.

Todder, variant of Totter: cf. Dodder v. 3.

1871 Daily News n Sept., Enter.. next a toddering old
man—the feeble father.

Toddle (tfd'l), sb. [f. Toddle v:\

1. An act or the action of toddling, as of a child

or infirm jx-rson ; trans/, a leisurely walk, a stroll.

1825 C. M. Wesimacott Zing. Spy I. 32 After a toddle
[mispr. toodle] of 3 miles. 1837-48 B. D. \VAr,SM Aristoph.^
Knights I. iii, Now falling and now on the toddle. 1871
Blackmore Maid o/Sker\, The little thing, .set off in the
bravest toddle for the very bow of the boat. 1891 Sauaii J.
Duncan Soc. Departure 123 Her toddle was worth many
strides of the female suffragist.

2. (Also toddles.) A toddling child.

i8as Jamieson, Toddle, a designation given to a child, or
to a neat person of a small size. Angus, i8a8 Craz'en Gloss.

Toddles, an endearing appellation of a child when just
beginning to walk. 1854 Thackebav IVolvcs ^ Latiib i,

I have two girls—Amelia, quite a little toddles [etcj. i88z
Society \Z Nov. 23/1 A.. little pelisse. .for a toddle of two-
and-a-half.

Hence To'ddlekins, To'ddleskin — sense 2.

1879 ^K\.K Paris herself again (1S80) I. xvii. 287 There
were many little manikins and toddlekins. 1890 Century
Mag. Aug.5ii/2Toreturn perhaps with a toddleskin ortvvo
born at sea. 1904 Daily Record J^ Maili Jan. 4 The plump
and laughing little toddlekins who can be seen in every home
suburban street.

Toddle (t^d'O* ^* Forms: 6-9 todle, (9
taddle), 8- toddle. [Originally todie^ Scotch
and northern Eng. ; origin obscure. Not orig.

connected with tottle ; synonymous with Doddle.
(It is donbtfnl whether sense i belongs licre.)]

+ 1, inir. To play or toy w/M. Obs. rare~^,
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxii. 11 He. .todlit with hir lyk

ane quhelp.

2. intr. To walk or run with short unsteady
steps, as a child just beginning to walk,an aged or
invalid person ; also said of a similar walk or run
of any animal.
C1600 Buret's Pilgr. in Watson Coll, Sc. Poems (1709) 11,

22 IThe mole] Quhiles dodling, and todliny, Vpon fowr
prettie feit, 17.. Allison Gross x. in Child Ballads (1884)
II. 315/1 She's tumd me into an ugly worm, And gard me
toddle about tlie tree. 1783 Johnson 29 May in Boswcll,
I should like to come atid have a cottage in your park,
toddle about, live mostly on milk, and be taken care of by
Mrs. Boswell. 1785 Buhns Halloiucen v, The vera wee
things, todtin, rin Wi' stocks out owre their shouther. 1804
Charlotte Smith Conversations^ etc. I. 23 It would be
curious. -if I was to be tied to my mother's apron string,

and taddle about sa 1840 Thackeray CrtMfr//;<f vii. When
Iiis strength enabled him to toddle abroad, 1859 Holland
Gold F. xxiii. The first little lambs of the season toddle by
the side of their dams. 1879 H . George Progr. ^ Pov, ix.

iv. (1881) 412 The child just beginning to toddle or to talk
will make new efforts,

b. Hence, To walk or move with short easy

steps ; to go leisurely, to saunter, stroll ; by playful

or familiar meiosis, simply = walk, go.
1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. {1733) H. i<i7 Could na my

love come todlen liatiie. 1803 K. Anijkkson Cumberld.
Bull. 59 Now, wi' twee groats and tuppence, I'll e'en toddle
beame. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet, s.v., Come, let us
toddle, is a familiar plirase, signifying, let us be going.
18*5 liROCKETT N. C. IVords, Todle or Toddle, to walk, to
s;uintcr aljout. 1848 Thackekay Bi: Snobs xlviii, We
toddled into the Park for an hour. 1882 G. J. Romanks
Anim. Intell, xii. 359 It [the hare or rabbit] merely toddks
iilong wiih the weasel toddling bcliind, until tamely allowing
itself to be overtaken.

Q. fig. Said of the hurried How of a shallow
stream (compared to the running of a child).

«1774 Fekgusson PUcgy Death Scots Music x, Cou'd..
todling burns that smoothly play O'er gowdcn bed, Com-
pare wi' iJirks of IndermayV 1838 J. Stuuthkhs Poet.
Ttiles yS (E.D.U.) Owre hagg or hill, Wbar livine todlin
rins alang, A wee bit rill.

d. trans. To cause to toddle, rare,

1791 Mmk. I^'Arhlay Diary 4 June, Catching me fast by
the arm. .she safely toddled me back.
"1 3. ////;-. To bubl4c gently in boiling. Sc.

(Improperly for lott/f.)

1797 A. Douglas N. }'r.'s JVish Poems (i8o6) 67 A junt
o' beef, baith fat and fretih, Aft in your pat be todlin !

Ilcnce To'ddling zj/d. sb. and///, a.

a 1774 (see 2 cl. 1861 Star -y 7)ial 4 Nov., The poor little

clilld, the toddling iniiocenl. 1905 Hik K. Treves Other
Mdc of Lantern 11. ix. (1906) 83 A toddling princess who
was the joy of her father's life. Mod. Tired of todtlling.

Toddler (t^-'dbj). [f. Toddlk v. + -ek »,] One
who toddles; esp. a toddling child.

«793 Uhe Hist. Rutherglen i. 95 She who sits next
the fire, towards the cast, is called the Todltr. i8xa J. H.
Vaux Flash Dict.^ Toddler, an infirm elderly i>erson or a
child not yet perfect in walking. 1821 Sporting Mag. IX.
51 The road, .exhibited a variety of totldleis eager to arrive
at the destined sijot. 1876 Ui-;.sant & Kick Gold. Butterfly
lit. 107 Little Phillis— a wee toddler of six or seven.

Toddy (t^'di), sb, Korms: a. 7 tarrie, tary,

7-8 terry, 9 taree, tarea ; &. 7 tadie, -ee,

taddy ; 7. 7 toddey, toddle, 7- toddy, [ad.

Hind, tdri (with cerebral r, approaching English

d), f. Hind, tar palm-tree :—Skr. tdia palmyra.]
1. The sap obtained from the incised spathes of

various species of ])alm, esp. Caryota urenSj the

wild date, ttie coco-nut, and the palmyra, used as

a beverage in tropical countries ; also, the intoxi-

cating liquor produced liy its fermentation.
a. 1609-XO W. Finch in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 436
A gooilly Countrey .. abounding with wild l^ate Trees.,
whence they draw a liquor called Tarrie or Sure. 1662 J.
Uavies tr. Mandelslo^s Trav. 23 In this Village we found
some Terry. 1687 A. I_a3vki,i. tr. TheTCnot's yr^ir'. iii.i. vi.

16 They make a strong water also of tary which they distil.

1850 Directions Rev. Off. N. IV. Prov. 225 The T:nee or
juice of the Palm Tree is liable to duty, in its fermented or
unfermcnted state.

/3. 1611 N, DouNTON in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. in. xii.

§ 4. 298 Palmita wine, which they call Taddy. 1615 in

Calr. Col. Pap., F. Ind. (1S62) 386 A wine called 'ladie,

distilled from the Palmetto trees. 1626 Pukccias Pilgrimage
V. (ed. 4) 539 Goodly Villages full of trees, yeelding Taddy.
1678 Phillips {ed. 4), Taddy, a sort of pleasant juice issuing

out of a sijungy 'J'rce.

y. 1620 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1906) 185 Ex-
cessive drincking of toddy. i6aa Ibid. (1908) II. 144
All stragglinge libertyes and discontented toddey pott
companyons. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 6 [At Sierra
Leone] they were often presented with Fiowres, Fruits,

Toddy, and like things. 1655 E. Terrv Voy. F. Indies
97 A very pleasant and clear liquor, called Toddle. 173a
PiKi: mPhil. Trans. XXXVII. 235 Instead of Toddy,
which is a Sort of Palm-Wine, the Liquor from the
Hitch-Tree comes near to it. 1770 Cook Voy. round
World III. xi.

(17J3) 689 A kind of wine, called toddy, is

procured from tins tree [fan-palm], by cutting the buds
which are to produce (lowers, soon after their appearance,
and tying uTider them small baskets, made of the leaves,

which are so close as to hold liquids without leaking. 1885
G. S. Forbes Wild Life in Canara 253 'Ihe Khonds drink
a great deal of 'toddy ', drawn from the sago palm.

2. A beverage composed of whisky or other

siiirituous liquor with liot water and sugar.
Often distinguished by prefixing the name of the chief

ingredient, as brandy., gin-, mm-, inhisky-toddy.
1786 IJuRNS Holy Fair xx, The lads an' lasses, biythely

bent, To mind baiih saul an' body, Sit round the table, wecl
content, An' steer aI>out the toddy. [Brit. Mas. MS.
copy of 1785 in Ilurns's own ll.^ndwrIting has lines 2 and 4
'Their lowan thirst an drowth tae quench *,..' And steer
alwut the jjunch'.] 1788 Gkosb Diet. Vulg. T. (ed. 2),

Toddy, originally the juice of the cocoa tree, and afterwards
rum, water, sugar, and nutmeg. 1798 Root's Amer. La^v
Rep. L So For giving her a dose in some toddy, to
intoxicate and inflame her passions. xBoS Sporting Mag.
XXXII. 215 Punch is certainly wholesomer than.. toddy,
which is grog with the addition of sugar. 1809 A. Wii^on
I'ocms Sf Lit. Prose (1S76) I, 158 A tumbler of toddy is

usually the morning's beverage of the inhabitants [Paisley].

1818 Todd J.'s Diet., Toddy . .3, In low language, a kind of
punch, or mixture of spirits and water. x8ao Rum-toddy
[>ee KuM sb.^ 3]. X859 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. III. 7 A stiff

tnmbler of brandy toddy. x86i Hughes Tom Broxvn at
Oxf. vi, They took to more toddy and singing Scotch songs.
1896 Allbntt^s Syst. Med. I, 402 A few spoonfuls of hot
brandy or whisky toddy.

b. With a and //. A glass of this beverage.
1863 S. L. J. Life in South fr. Conimemement 0/ War

L XV. 299 Your parents do not encourage totldics. 1894
Jilackw. Mag. July 75, I drank more than one toddy.

3. atlrib. and Comb,, as, a. from sense 1, toddy-

/rutty -skopi -wine ; toddy-bird, any of variouB

I^. Indian birds, as IHocens baya, which feed on
the sap of palms; see also toddy-shrike \ toddy-
cat — palm-cat a. (1'alm sb.'^)\ toddy-cutter, see

quot. ; toddy-drawer = toddy-man
; f toddy-fly,

see quot. ^1711 ; toddy-man, a man engaged in •

the collection or preparation of toddy from palms

;

toddy-palm, any palm that yields toddy ; si>ec.

Caryota ttrens, and the wild date-tree of India,

rimnix syhestris ; also applied to tlie coco-nut
tree and palmyra; toddy-shrike, the palmyra
swallow {Artamtts /usctts) ; toddy-tree, a tree

tiiat yields toddy; = toddy-palm.

b. From sense 2, toiidy-drinker, -drinking,

-glassy -jngj -makerJ -safj -stirrer', toddy-kettle,
see quot, ; toddy-ladle, (a) see (|uot, ; (/'), a name
lor the American aloe (Ce«/. Dtct.)\ toddy-stick,
a spatula, usually of glass or metal, for stirring

toddy.
a. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India Sf P. 76 margin. The In-

genuity of the *Toddy Bird. 1864-5 Wood Homes without
Ii. xiii. (1868) 249 This is the nest of the iJaya Sparrow,
sometimes called the Toddy Bird. 1867 Jerdon Mammals
India 127 It [Tree-cat] is very abundant In the Carnatic
and Malabar coast, where it is jKjpularly called the
*Toddy-cat, in consequence of its fondness for the juice
of the palm. 1839 ^' Ukale Sperm Whale 330 Persons
..called by the English sailors ' "toddy-cutters , are em-
ployed. .for obtaining the juice of the cocoa nut tree. Ibid.

340 'l"he ' Toddy-cutter '. .cuts off the end of the fructifying

bud... He then places under the wounded part a long
empty bamlxra. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 1257 When the
flowering branch is half shot, the *toddy-drawers bind the
slock round with a young coco-nut leaf. 1681 Grew Mnsseuni
1. vii. § 2. 162 The *Toddy-Fly. .hath but two Horns, cvjw
I'l-TivKR Gazophyl. vii. 70 The Toddy Fly,.. 30 or 40 of
them together, sawing thro' the Bark by the Help of their

Snout-horn, will make themselves drunk with the Liquor
that flows down. 190s Blackvj. Mag. May 606/2 An over-
ri|>e *toddy-fruit fell off from a tall palm. 1866 Treat.
Bot. \^tIi As soon as a spike makes its appearance, .a

^loddyman.. securely binds it with thongs so that it cannot
expand.

_ S900 Daily News 9 Mar. 6/2 A talking of the
breezes in the tops of the *toddy palms. x84a W. T.
Humphrey Let. to Presbyters in Madras 10 With as little

ceremony as if walking into a *toddy shop. 163a K. Cabt-
WRiGiiT in St. Papers Col., E. ind. agi Order 2 pago[das]
worth of 'toddy trees. X638S1U T. Herbert Trav. zy The
Totldy Tree is not unlike the Date or Palmeto. 1816
* Quiz ' Grand Master ii. 44 tiote. Toddy tree, the Indian
name for the cocoa-nut tree. 167a W. Hughes Amer.
Physit. 59 It is called by some the Mamin-Tree, or the

Mamee-Tree ; by others of the Planters Toddie-Tree : and
the liquor or Wine that runneth out is called *Toddie-
Wine, or Mamee-Wine.
b. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal vii. In the North be

may liecome a confirmed *toddy-drinker, 1838 Clianibers''s

Jrnl. 3 Mar. 48/1 The universal practice of *toddy-drinking
among the middle classes in the country towns. 1857 1 1 ughes
Tom Broiun 11. ix. Soiled with the marks of *toddy-gl;isses

and tobacco-ashes. 1865 Alex. Smiih Summer in Skye\,
) 10 The *toddy-jugs were drained. 1858 Simmonds /?«/.

Trade, *Toddy-kcttlc,a. small hot-water kettle used in Scot-
land for making toddy. Ibid., * Toddy-ladle, a small deep
spoon or ladle, used in Scotland for conveying whisky-toddy
from a rummer or punch-bowl to a wine-glass. i8ix W.
Tknnant Anster F, 11. Ixix. 50 By the social fires Sit many,
cuddling round their "toddy-sap. 1845 S. Juoo Margaret
I. vi, A small counter covered with tumblers and 'toddy-
slicks.

1 Icnce Teddy v., trans, to intoxicate with toddy

;

To'ddyize z/., trans, to cause to drink toddy.
1836 T. Hook G. Gurney (1850) III. iiL 362, I submitted

myself to be toddyised according to his will and pleasure.

(11849 Poe W. E, Channing Wks. 1864 III. 239 Better
things than getting toddicd are to be expected of Socrates.

tTode, sb.^ Obs, Also 7 toad, (tod). [Origin

obscure: no similar term is known in Dutch; but

cf. Groningsche dialect todden to dr.ig, tug, tow,
todde, tod, as much as one can carry, burden, load

(Molema) ; also Guelderland and Uveryssel dial,

(Gallee) todden to drag.] More fully tode-boat:
A small Dutch fishing-vessel.

iri6oo J. Kevmer Dutch Fishing (1664) 2 The Hollanders
have above 4100 hshing Ships and Vessels, whereof 100
l)og,^erboles, 700 Pinks and Wellbotes, 700 Strandbotes,
400 Lvers, and 400 Galliot ts. Drivers, and Todbotes,and 1200
llusses. 1614 T. Gentleman Eng. Way to IVealth 14
Vessels ofdiners fashions. . go . . onely for Herrings . . , Sword-
inks, Flat-bottoincs, Holland toads, Crab-skuils, and
'cuers. 1616 Capt. Smith Descr. Neiv Eng. 12 The puore

Hollanders . . hauing 2 or 3000 Uusses, Flat bottonies, Sword
pinks, Todes, and such like. x6«) — New Eng. Trials
Wks. (Arb.) 239, 3600 (vessels] are fishermen, whereof 100
are Dogers..7oo fraud Iwtes, 400 Enaces, 400 Galbotes,
liritters and Todebotes, with 1300 Busses.

Tode (tJad), sb:^ U.S. [Origin obscnre; bat
cf. LG, todden to drag, in prcc.J A rude sledge

used in hauling logs, consisting of a tree-fork with

a cross-piece on wliicli the balk rests. Hence Tode
V, tr. and intr. to haul (logs) with a tode.

1895 in Funk's Standard Diet. 191Z lu Webster.
Tode, obs. form of TOAB.

II Todea (ti?«>"d?a). Bot. [Named in honour of

II. J. To(.ie, German botanist, 1733-97.] A small
genus of ferns of the Soutiiern hemispliere, related

to Osmunda^ often cultivated in greenhouses, and
known as crapc-/erns.

1883 Garden 25 Feb. 135/3 Todeas are often spoilt through ^

^



TO-DEAL.

being syringed overhead. x8g» ig.V* Cent. Sept. 407 A car-
pet of maidenhair, umbrella, and brilliant tixlea ferns

tTo-dea*l, v, Obs. [OE. todxlan, f. To- 2 +
dxlan to Deal ; = OS. ie-dcHanj OHG, «*-, za-
Uiljattj Ger. zerteiiettj]

L irans. To divide (into parts); to distribute,

deal out ; also, to separate, sever.

c8B8 K. itLFRED Boith. xxxiij. § 4 (»one anne noman |>u
toil^ldebt on feower ?;esceafla. £393 — Oros. I. i. § i lire
ieldran ealne J^isne ymbhwyrft ^St& middanseardes . . on
hrc\i toda:!doii. c 1000 yEtFRic llotti. II. 194 Astrece i^Jne

hand ofer iV sa.-, and tuda:l hi. 1154 O. E. Chrcn. an. 1 1 ;7,
Ac he todeld it & scatered .soilice. c laoo Ormin 946S
ForrH wass \^W^ kinedoni Todxietid ^S: tobrittnedd. .O
fowwre feor^nn daless. c 1x05 Lav. 2994 Ich wille mi
dirhliche lod a ^oe al to-dalen \cwj^ a )neo al to-deale).

auaiS Ai%cr. R. Pref. 23 This an Boc is todealet in eahte
Jesse Boke. 1340 Aytnb. 164 pc tilozores..tQ-delden J>isc

uirlues ine zix deles. 1387 Trkvisa 11t^dcH i^oWs) I. 185
)>e hil RHms Olympus . . to Jele^ tweic londes.

a. intr. To divide, separate, part.

41900 (7. E. Ckron. an. SS5, Her to da;lde se forespreccna
here on lu, ojwr da;l east, ojier da:l to Hrofes ceastrc.
a 10S3 WuLFSTAN Horn. XXX, (Napier) 149 Swa tudaeleS sc
licboma and sco sawul. ^1175 Lamb, ifam, 131 Swa sone
swa hct>re saulcn and hcore liconia to-delden lieo ferden to
belle. cx*os Lav. 30833 Sone heo gunen to^elcn. cizj'S
PassicH our Lord 480 in O. E, Misc. 50 J'at huding-tlu^
to-delde in ^ temple a to.

3. trans. To decitle (a contest), rare,
ctioi Lav. 0319 He scaL.mit fchten hit lodfclen ^1x75

lij-deale). //v*/. 22799 Wc [ns conip scullen to-delcu wi5
)tas uiicutW keiiipen.

Toder, dial, variant of Tuther.
t To-dly, a. 06s. rare-K [f. ToD sb.^ + -ly '.]

Foxy, crarty,

1571 Satir. PotTtfts Reform. %x\x. 33 The Ministre, far
totllyar, Wf^ htirc in hou:>nold chereut.

To do, to-do, sb. : see t)o r. 33.

t To-do , V. Obs. [OE. io-<Un, f. To- 2 + dSn to
Do, to put. Cf. MHG. uritwH.] trans, a. To
put asuiwlcr, divide, se|>arate. b. To undo, ojwn.
rtSjg l\Hit. La-.vs Ecgb^rt 11. c. 11 X"*" hwyk: wif lwe;;cn

^.tbiMiVu nimO hire to vsemaxcan, u|»emca-ftcru(>runi, tCMJo
man hix- a 900 Ags. Pt. (Th.) axl 11 Hi todydon htora
tiiuS on,^can me. a 1000 Ags. llexamcrom St. Btuil iv.

(iS4-i) 8 Dst wxtcr and >ico cor3e w.xron semcngedu
od oone <Vriddaa da:;;; ^ todyde hi God. cxwoi Lay,
204$ Ic wile mine riche to-doii..Jvc twemcii mine bcarnen.
laid. 6507 And h:it door to^cde (^1275 vndudej his charfles
...And for-bat hirte ainiddeii a twa.

Todpole, obs. form of Taopole,
tTo-draugllt. Obs. rare. [ME., f. T0-I +

i//.;y/, DiiAL^iUT ib^ a. A followiinj, train, retinue,

b, A plicc that |>cople dr.iw to; a resort.

« 1300 Cursor ^f. 5961 pan sent godd ^am on a fici, ..On
pfiara-m and his to draght. Ibid. 14745 (Cott.) Mi hus . . ytc
mate it, witvtcri leue, A to^draghc o rcurr and tbefc.

tTo-draw, v. Obs. Konns: see I>ba\v v. ,

[Kaily ME. iodraiven, f. To-^ + Duaw v. ; ^
!

OHG. zt-tra^an, MilG. uriragen.'\
\

L tratu. To pull apart, draw or drag asunder ; 1

to tenr to pieces ; to destroy by tearing apart. I

fiaos Imv. 2603 Heo..hb leomen to-drowen & bis hon al I

swx a\nms Aucr, R. laa Ne to drauh3 me |>e eor<>e7 •

ciaso<'V«. 4* Ex. 101 Lcuncs and l>ercs him wile todra^cn.
\aiyaoK. Horn 181 Hibloijen and todro3cCri>tencmcn ino^e. I

13.. A". Alts. 4613 (Bodl. MS.) Lctc non houndcs me to-
drawe. c 1350 iVtU. Palcrut ao86 He schal be bonged hcie
& wi^ borse to-diawe. <: 14M S€V€h Sag. (P.) S77 How
the naddir was y-slawe,Tfaat thegiewbontlbaddc to-drawe.

CUTS Lamb, Horn. 53 Hecheom to-twicche3 and to-

diay:*^ mid ufelc wcordcs. IJ97 R- Glouc. (Rolls) 8739 po
men mi)te .. lybbc in loye & in ri^e, t«t cr were aj to
drawc. 1340 Ayenb. 57 _

pise ten bo)es .. ydelnesse,
ydpinge. blondinge, tudra^ngc, lycs>-ngcs vorzueriingcs,
»tn-fi"4c» grocbinjjc, wy^toiidingc, bU&femye.
2, in various other senses of Dkaw v. {lit, and

fig.^ ; to draw or drag away, about, or out.
a 1x40 UreituH m Cott. Horn. 199 Nts bit r^e no wurt^cipe

bet ^e dcouci me lodiawe. 13.. Cursor M. 28289 (Cott.)
pe gude vous .. Broken ic haue or lang to^raun. a 1400-
50 Altjcander 5364 pis baralour..Fan<rcaratro4 & candoile
at knyfes tonlrawen. 1446 Lvdg. Ttwi Nighti'igal* Po^ms
L 256 On rucry ".ydc to-togged and to^diawe.

+ To-drese, v. Obs. Pa, pplc. to-drore(n.
[OE. to-dr^osattt f. To- 'J^ + dr/asatif Vhkhk »., to
fall.] t'n/r. To fall apart ; to decay, fade.
a 900 O. E. MarlyroL 21 Dec 222 ^t goldse-weorc

todrras, swa swa wcax xcniylt act fyre. cisso Otatk
6i in O. E. Misc. 173 (Jesus MS.) Er he saule and
)iGt body a two Ixrun 4o-drore \v.r. to-drehcnj. f IS75
Lav. 9245 iVrtcastre. .mid bite bitere reses al he gan ti>-

dresc. ?rt 1300 Xt Pains Hell iSz in O. E. Misc. 153 Sum
bc(^ fnr (Trend ^c snmme ifrore & allc \tc tjoiics beo^ to-drore.

1" To-dreve, v. Obs. [UE. todrifan, f. To- 2

+ drii/an^ Ureve z;.-, to drive, imiH.*!.]

1. trafts. To drive asiwder or apart; to disperse,

separate, scatter.

^900 tr. Bada's Hist. 111. xviii. [xiv.l (1898) 227 (MS. O.)
Hiora heri;^cs J«jr wacs mice! oMa::;en .. ^ eal todra:fe<l.

f 1000 Ags. Gosp. Malt. xxvL 31 purh b.is hyrdes slc;se by3
SCO heord tOHlnefed. c 1175 Lamb. Itom. 155 He to^IrefciS

« Jwiik het erre wcren lo-gcdcrc. a 1x25 Ancr. R. 298
ocbrift scbent ^ene deuucl..& to^reaueS bis fcrde. 13..
Cuy Wanv. (Aj 1483 On ^e cr^c li)r hi «:beld tonlreucd,
Nou^t o pece is wih u^er bileued. c 1400 Si. Ale.xins
(Laod 622) 326 And he fer from his frcndcs to drvucd.

2. intr. To disperse, go or fly asunder.
c S175 Lamb. Horn. 93 pi bileafdeu heo bi:orc timbrunge

101

and to dreofden Jeond al middeleard. 1:1400 R. GloucesUr*s
CAr(f«. (Rolls) App. XX. 121 (MS, a) His ost to drtfdesonc
her & her. c 1400 Ro^vlatui 9f O. 573 pat bolbe haire
bodies wexen hare, paire armours all to-dreiies,

t To-drive, v. Obs. [OE. todrifan, {. To- '-i +
drijan to Dkivk; = OHG, 5/-, ze-trtban, MHG.
ze-y zer-irtbt-n.]

1. //v.-Kj, To drive asunder, disperse, rout, scatter

;

to drive away, dispel ; to dissolve,
Bcozvul/s\s pa wit a:tsomne on kc wanton fif nihta fyrst

o|> ixLt unc Hod to draf. £950 Litidisf. Gasp. John x, 12
De ulf nimed &. .todrifefl fla scip. c laoo Ormin 16397 Forr
patt hi^« stren all shollde ben Todrifenn & toske^^redd,
ia97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4722 At bedeford come he s.ixons &
smite an batayte & to driue [z'.rr. to drouc, to drofe] h«
brutons. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 16 pe kyiig was
narow holdea, his folk alle to dryuen. 1393 Langu P. Pi.
C. XXIII. 174 Lechccraft lette sholde elde .And to-dryueaway
dep with drogges.

b. To dash or break in pieces, rare"^.
f 13JO Cast. I.oi-e (Halliw.) 862 That ther shuld come a

woman biyve That shuld all his hetl to-dryve.

c. intr. To strike violenlly; to let drive. rare'^K
c ta<K Lav. 8152 Euelin wes swifte wra3 & mid pan sta;ue

to draf And smat Hcrigal a pon ribben.

2. intr. To fly in pieces; to be splintered or
shattered ; to burst,

c IMS Lav, 2895 pe king feci on pene rof pat be al to^lraf.
13.. .v. I'liig. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Htrrifi's Arcliiv
LXXXII. 410/96 With pat iike word..ptt god otbras al to-
drof so bit were of clay. C1430 Ifymns Virg. 122 Alle the
woille s«.halte to-dryve; Wo Ije pey pait ben on lyve !

c 1460 Lauu/al ^^1 Than myghtc me se..Speies tO'bresle
and toKJtyve.

Tody {ia^'^x), Omith. [ad. F. tOiiier {x^d^ in

Littre), ad, L, toiius^ name of some small bird,

adopted by Linnxus as generic name.] Any
member or species of the genus Todtts or family
Toiiidm of small insectivorous birds, resembling
and allied to the kingfisher ; of which four species
are found in the Greater Antilles.

1773 Pennant Genera Birds 17 Tody, bill thin, depressed,
broad. . . 1 iibabits the hot patis of America. . . The name first

given it by Dr. Brown, I suppose, from 'J'odi, small birds.

1834 tr. Cuviers Anim. Kingd. \. 292. 1847 Gossk Birds
Jamaica 74, I have never seen the Tody eating vegetable
food. 1879 K. P. Wright Anim. Life 276 The Little Todies
...ire only found in a few of the West Indian Islands.

Too (,ti»), sb. Forms: a. i t6, pi. tdn ; sing.

4-5 ta, taa; ^. 6 ta, 9 tao, toae, north, dial.

teoa; pi. 3 tan, (4 taan) ; 4 tas, 4-5 toas, 5 taasse

;

Sc. 6 taia, taiss, tayia, tees, 6- toes, (9 dial,

toacs, tcaase). &. sing. 3-5 t6, 4-6 too, 5- toe

;

/^- 3-5 ton, 4-5 tone, toon, 5 toouo; 4 tda,

5 toae, tois, toose, 5-6 toos, 5- toes. [OE. td
(contr. f. *tdht, in OMerc. td/ix), pi. /,/«, ME. tfi,

pi. IM, tSs - OLG. '/.V/dE, MLG. /^, MDu., mod.
Mem. ta, OHG. z^-Aa wk. fem. (MHG. zcVie, Ger.
z^Ae, uA)f ON. td, pi. txr (Da., Norw, taa, Sw.
/<J):-OTeut. *taih{w)Sn.
Ite&ide the above forms OFris. had iiinv, mod.WFris,

/*«« (dial. tanCt trint), N Kris, tuan, EKn's. ttine (W/r),
also MLG. tin,; MDu., MFl. teen, niod.LG. and Du, //«.
tt'OH, also niod.l>u. toon from Fris. ; the origin of the final

•«r, •« is utiLcitain: it maybe from the pi. On the pic.
Germanic reUtiuns see Kluge, Franck, Dornkaat-Ko«^)bnan,
Falk & Toip. The UE. pi. in -h survived in s.w. till the
14th d
L Each of the five digits of the human foot.

Big %K grtat tot i^mickl* toe), the thick inner toe; littU
toe, the khort outer toe. (See also d.)

#. cfw^Cin^usGloss.(0.y*.'Xi 141 AHox^ tabae. 0901 K.
ilLLi>RKU i.atvs c 64 Aif sio micle ta bii^ ofaslc^^eii, ;^eselle

him XX scill. to bote..2cfterre ta..midleste ta..feorhe ta..
sio lytic ta..v scill. c tooo /Elfkic l-'oc. in Wr.-WiiUkcr
161/8 Allox^ micele tan. a laas Jnliana 59 As pat istelede

im strac hire in. .from he top to pc tan. a 1300 Cursor M.
13967 Wit-vtcn hurt o fotc or ta. 1340 Hampule /V. Cohsc.

683 y^ tas and h^ fyngers alle. tbid, 1910 In ilka taa and
fyr^er of harul. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxii. 100 pai hafe
on aytber fote viii. taasse. c 1440 lliomble ta [see Thumble.
iok). 1500-ao Dunbar Poems Ix. 54 Witti bis wawill feitt,

and virroK taiss. 1513 Douglas .<'J?/rm v. vi. 66 His tais

\v.r. layis] choppand on his beill. 1583 Le?. Bp. St. And.
300 Palme croces, and knottis of strease. The parings of a
prvi&tis auld tc(a)es. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxv, Tak care

o' your taes wi' that stane.

?. 1 1990 A'. Eug. Leg. 1 . 268/253 Hcoom and ne watte ncuerc
a ta c 131S Shoreham iii. 133 Ten fyngres atid ten pine
tone. 1340-70 Alisaundcr 194 pe fairest feetcWith ton
tidily wrought. c 1400 St. Aiexius (Laud 463) 317 I'u

teres fellen to his tone, c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirur^. 177 pe
Iwnys of h« toos. /bid., pe ^rete too.. hap. ..ij. boones.

a 1495 Cursor At. 6703 iTrin.) toot for foot, to for to [Gifti.

la for la}, c 1440 York Myst. xxii. 108 pat puu schall on
no atones dcsceiide to burte pi tose, c 1450 Cov. Myst, xiv.

(1841) ij9This oldc shiewe may not welu gon,..Lyfte up
tbi feet, sett fortbe tbi ton. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 44 Fuety hand and fotc hath his fynpers & toos par-

ticularly distinct. 1591 Nashk Pre/. Sidney's Astr. .y

Sit-iia, ris as good to goe in cut-fingerd Pumps as corkc
shoocs, if one wore Cornish diamonds on his toes, 163a

Mn.ToN L'Atlegro 34 Com, and trip it as ye go On the

light fantastick toe, 1741 AIonro Anat, (ed. 3) 301 The
Flexors of the great Toe. 1878 Gamgke tr. Hermann's
Hum. P/iysioi. (cd. 2) 314 The toes.. are of use in main-

taining the balance, particularly in walking,

t b. To stand upon one s toes, i. e. on tiptoe.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24446 (Cott.) Apon mi tas of[t) sith

i stod. a 1550 Arte litttlt Interiud 45 in Dunbar's Poems
(S. T. S.) 315 He waid vpoun his tais vp stand, And tak the

stamis duun with bis band. ciS7> Gascoigne Fruiies

TOE.

!
J^^crrt c\x\\. Thus met we (alkt, and stoode vpon our toea,
Willi great demaundes whonie little might content.

t c. I'ut for the foot as a whole, or the point of
the foot. Oh.
cijoo £fXv/ 1444 in .S. Eh,^. Leg. I. 147 A-non to is bi«s

|« schuyrle til.lo, )« brcch 1151 to is to. a. 1300 Cursor M.
5932 Man niught iioglit (icroii sett his ta.

i6(^ Shaks. Cffn I. i 159 What do you thinke? You, the
great Toe of this Assembly? ,649 Danikl THnarck.,
Rich. 11 zxx\, Soe was it here; these Petty toes of State.Who would haue 1 rod a Galhard of Designe. . Fell in a I icce
1650 Fuller Pis^ah i. iv. § 9 Mustard, the little Toe of trees,'
^. Each of the digits of the foot of a beast or bird.
<:i386Chaucfr A^tt«'j/'r. r.42 A Cok heet Chauntecleer .

.

'

Lyk Asure were bise legges and his toon. Ibid. 511 This
Chauntecleer stode bye vp on bis toos. c 1400 Maundev.
(1S39) xxvu. 274 Psitakes..hat speken..and han v, toos
\[»on a fote. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
(b. 1. S.) I. 63 As esie as to ken the Hone be his taes. 1668
WiLKiNS RealChar. i6i That which hath two toes behind
in each foot, with prominencies upon the head like ears, .

.

'

Cbamelion. 1713 Dkkhah Phys.-Thcol. vii. i. (1727) 339 «(?/<,•,

1 wo of the Toes are somewhat joined, that they (wading
birds) may not eai^ly sink in walking upon boggy Places
1774 GoLPSM. Nat, Hist. (1776) IV. 262 Ihe feet (of ibe
elephant].. are divided into five toes, which are covered
beneath ihe skin, and none of which appear to the eye.
1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. .() 810 The Rhino-
ceros has oidy three toes to each foot, i860 All Year
Round No. 77. 247 Geckoes.. by help of padded toes can
run up walls like a Hy. 1894 Natures Meth, in Evol. Li/e
ii. 21 The Eocene antecessor of the hoi-se possessed ,. four
separate toes, which subscijucnlly became reduced to three,
and at the U-giiining of the Quaternary Age the horse of
the present day appeared with a single toe or hoof.

b. The front part of the hoof (or shoe) of a horse.
1566 Rlunhevil Horsemanship iv. cix. (1580) 50 b, If a

Hurse .
.
halt . .

in the heele, as by ouer reach, or otherwise, then
be will tread most on the toe. 1831 (YouattJ //t7/w 181
Cutting down,.at the union between the crust and the sole
at the verv toe. Ibid. 316 For work a little hard, the shoe
shall still be light, with a bit of steel welded into the toe,

C. The ultimate joints of the tarsus of insects.
S836 KiRBY {;: Sp. Eniomol. III. 3S6 Digitus (the Toe),.,

includes the Allux ;sxiA. Ungula.
3. iransf. The part of a shoe or stocking which

covers the toes ; the hood or cap for the toe some-
times attached to a stirrup ; a toe-piece.
1600 KowL.ANDS Lett. Humours Blood vii. 13 From dish-

CTown'd Hal, vnto th' Shooes square toe. fjzz Lond. Gaz.
No. 61 19 '4 Narrow square 'I'oe Shoes with high Tops.
i8a8 Scon F. M. Perth xi, Place thy foot on the toe of my
boot. 1843 J. AiTON Domest. Econ. (1857) 262 A stirrup for
the misses, with toes to be taken offer on as the boy or girl
mounts. 1886 C. Dick The Models etc. 95 Skirt<, short and
sweet, that deftly swing Round pointed heels and patent toes.

4, A part resembling a toe or the toes, in shajje

or [wsition; (usually) the lower extremity or pro-
jection of anything; a point, tip; often identical

with /iw/ (Foot sb. IV). (Cf. Heel j/;,1 5-7.)
a. Generally, b. The lower extremity of a spindle or

screw, as in a press ; the projection on a lock-bolt or the like,

against which the key or a cam presses, c. A projection
from the base of a wall ; the foot or base of a clilT or em-

j

bankment. d. The" lower extremity of a gun-stoclf, rafter,

oigan-pii>e, etc, e. The thin end of a hamnicr-bead, the
pcen ; the tip of the 'head ' of a golf or hockey club.

I a. r 1440 Pallad. on Hnsb. xi. 40 Of vynes yonge Ihe
rootis . . kiltc hem not to nygh, lest Iney abounde Thi ee toon
for oon, or feester into a wounde. ¥01643 Sandys tr.

Seneca's Uidi^us, About the m.ist the youthfull Ivy twines,
The lofty toe inibracM with clustred vines. i7as Bradley's
Fam. Diet. s.v. Saddle, If,, the Toes of the Foie-
bow be too narrow and streight. 1866 Darwin in Intell,

Observ, No. 56. SsThe toe of the labellum. 1869 Sir K J.
Rked Shipbuild. iv, 71 The aftermost rivets were diiven
through the thin part of the toe, and knocked down in

a countersink as u^ual. 1894 A. J. Evans in Fieenian
Sicily IV. 234 The coinage of Syiacuse had now become
the only coinage for the whole of Greek Sicily, and even for

the toe of Iiary. 1904 Mauo S. RawsonJ^//;*«//V^ 140
The old man. .began to chip at the toes of the monster oak.
b, 1677 Moxon Mech. Excrc. ii. 27 The Toe or Nab of
the Bolt, which rises. .above the straight on the Top of the
Bolt. 1683 Ibid.y Printing x. r la The very bottom of
the Spindle- is called the Toe, it is. .of an bcmispherit^al

form. 1833 J. Holland Manu/. Metal II. 216 By the
operation of the handle, the toe is made to act upon the

inside bolt, and thus force down the piston. 1839 Civil Eng.

-V Arch. yrnl. II. 242/1 The toe of the screw works in the
fixed croi^s piece. 18^7 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Toe, r. a. The
lower end of a vertical .shaft, as a mill-^pindle,^ which
re^ts in a step, or ink. b. An arm on the valve-lifting rod
of a bteam>engine. A cam or lifter strikes the toe ar]d

operates the valve j such toes are known respectively as
.steam-toes and exhaust-toes. c. 1838 Civil Eng, ^ Arch.
Jrnl. I. 08/2 The mode pursued in blasting down high
clilTs, by noring at the toe of the rock. 1839 Ibid. II. 43 j

Sheet piling at the toe of the wing walls. 1895 Laxo
Times Rep. LXXIII. 156/2 Two vessels -. drifted .. on
to the toe of a breakwater. 1901 Daily News 5 Jan, 6/5
A second chalk wall was built to form a watertight toe
for the new Ijank. d. c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's
Catech. 1 1 On the stock [of the rifle] is a toe. 1892 Greeni^r
Breech-Loadcr 94 It is too straight or has too much toe

upon the stock. e. 1873 K. Si-on WorksfwP Receipts Ser.

I. \\-2li. Take an ordinary hammer,.- place the toe upon
a piece of veneer previously glued on the under side. 1909
Ivestm. Gaz. 8 Feb. 12/4 The cjuestion of whether the toe
of the club should point downwards at the top of the swing
or somewhat skywards.

5. Phrases (chieilyf(?//(?r/. and slang).

ta. Om old toes^ in old age. Obs. b. The foe's length,
a very short distance, c. Toe ami lieel^ (a) a style of
dancing in which the toe and heel tap rhythmically on the
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ground; also attrtb.x {b) in walking": see quot. 1865; also

attrib. Cf. heel and toe (Heel sb.^ 14). <L From tJu

crown to the iocs, from head to (t/u-) toeis, from head to

ibot, all over ; from top to toe : see Top sb. + e. Todaw one's

/<7i.r, to graiify or indulge oneself. Obs. ff. 'To lool one's

tiVSt to be kept waiting; cf. to coot (Cool v. 5) or k/ci

one's heels (Heel sbA 17). Obs. \ g. To have or hold by
the toey to have a secure liold of, Ohs. h. To kiss tJic

^I'/trV toe, to kiss the golden cross of the sandal on the

pope's right fool, as a mark of respect : the customary
salutation of those (excepting sovereigns) to whom audience
is granted, i. To sti-p or tread on the toes of\ also ftg.

10 give offence to, to vex. j. To turn one's toes up^

to die; hence toes up, lying dead, tk- To turn (a person)

on the toe^ ?to turn off the ladder in hanging. Obs.

a. a 1400 Pistill of Susan 305 pou dotest nou on Y\n olde

tos \i\ r. toesj in t>e disnmle. c 1460 Toivneley Myst. xxx.

592 He that to that gam gose, Now namely on old tose.

b. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet I>et. x, No to be fit to walk
your tae's-len§th. C. 1840 Hood Kibnansegg^ Marriage
xxiv, The gaping people.. turn'd to gaze at the toe-and-hcel

Of the Golden IJoys beginning a reel. 1842 J. Wilson Ess.^

<. Gymnastics (iZ^6) 103 A first rate walker,. .toe and heel

—

six miles an hour. 1865 Routlciigc's Ev. Boy's Ann. 434
When the heel of one foot is on the ground, the toe of the

other must be upon it. This is called toe-and-hecl walking.

1869 Punch 10 July 4/2 Hungarians. .dancing a toe-and-

heel step to polka time. d. xag? R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11177

po stode hii I-armed fram heued to be ton. C1430 Syr
Gener. (Roxb.) 3405 Kro the crovn to the toon Blak as cole

thei were echoon. f 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aynion x. 274
All armed from hede to too. e. c 1460 Toivneley Myst.
xiiu 414 Dos noght but lakys and dowse hir toose. f. 1665
Bbathwait Comment Two Tales 28 Cooling his Toes at

the Blacksmith's door. g. a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. VII!
186 The Bishop thinkyng that he had God by the too, when
in deedehe had.. the Deuel! by the fiste. 1623 Br. Hall
Serm. v. 139 While they think they have God by the finger,

they hold a devil by the toe, h. X768 Earl Carlisle
in Jesse Selwyn ff Contemp. (1843) 1'- 296, I kissed

the Pope's toe yesterday morning. 1782 Priestley
Corrupt. Chr. II. x. 253 All other persons. .must kiss

the pope's toe. i. 1:1394 /". PI, Crede 649 For stappyng
on a too of a styncande frere, 1868 Browning Ring

<S-
Bk.

HI. 1032 He could not turn about Nor take a step i' the case

and fail to tread On someone's toe. 1879 Geo. Kliot Theo.

Such (1880) 119 A man who uses his balmorals to tread on
your toes with much frequency. j. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labour II. 95/z, I thought I'd be by this time toes up in

Stepney churchyard. 1857 Ld. DuFiERiN Lett, High Lat.
xiii. (ed. 3) 393 Ah, my Lord !—the poor thing I—toes up
at last! i860 Reade Cloister f^ Hearth xxlv, 'Several

arbalestriers turned their toes up, and 1 among them '.

'Killed..? come now 1' k. isj)4 Nasme Unfort, Trav.
Wks. (Grosart) V. 36 He for hts trecherie was turnd on
the toe.

6. attrib, and Comh., as ioe-actiotty -boney -calk^

•dresser^ -end^ -jointy -turn ; toe-kissing^ -scrapings

-stretchings -treading (lit. and fig.), sbs. and

adjs. ; toe-tike adj. ; toe-ball, the thickened

fleshy pad under the toe ; with quot. 1826 cf. sense

3 c ; toe-board, a board for the feet to rest upon

;

also, a board marking the limit of the thrower's

rim in putting the weiglit and similar feats ; too-

boot, a boot (Boot sb.'^ 5) to protect the hind feet

of a trotting horse from injury by the fore feet

;

toe-cap, a cap of leather covering the toe of a boot

or shoe; hence toe-capped a., furnished with a

toe-cap ; toe-clip, {a) an attachment to the pedal

of a bicycle in which the toe of the shoe is placed

to prevent the foot slipping; {b) a tip turned up at

the toe of a horse-shoe, to keep the shoe in posi-

tion ( = Cup sb^ 2) ; toe-crack {Farriery), a sand-

crack in the front of the hoof; toe-dancer, see

quot.; toe-drop {Patk.)^ see quot. 1899; f toe-

gleek, some variety of gleek; toe-hardy, a half-

round hardy or cold-chisel; toe-hold, in Wrestling,

a hold in which the toe is seized and the leg forced

backwards; toe-link, a bottom end link; toe-

movement, see quot., and cf. toe-drop and toe-

scraping; toe-nail sb.^ the nail of a toe; toe-nail

v., to fasten with toed nails : see Toed 2 ; toe-

narrow a. {Farriery) i
having the fore feet too close

when standing ; toe-piece, a toe-cap ; a toe-plate

;

in armour, the toe of a soUeret ; also, the lengthened

tip of this; see also quot. 1879; toe-plate, {a) an

iron plate under the toe of a boot or shoe
; Q)) a

metal plate worn as a remedy for hammer-toe;

toe-ring, a ring worn on the toe; a stout ferrule on

the end of a cant-hook {U, S.) ; toe-scute = toe-

plate (fl) ; t toe-shell, a species of cirriped,

Pollicipes mitclla\ toe-step {Mech.\ the socket in

which the end of a spindle works ; = Footstep 5 d ;

toe-strap, -string, a strap or thong which

secures the toe of a sandal, skate, or the like ; toe-

tights, tights in which the toes are separated like

glove-fingers; toe-tip, the extremity of a toe; cf.

Tiptoe ; also ^ toe-plate (a) ; toe-tu*;t, a tuft of

hair covering the toe in some dogs ; toe-walking
a.y that walks on the toes, digitigrade; toe-

weight, a small knob of metal attached to the

hoof or shoe of a horse to modify the gait in

trotting ; toe-wide a, {Farriery)^ having the fore

feet too far apart in standing ; toe-writer, one who
writes with his toes ; in quot. allusively.

1826 KiUBV & Sp. Entomol. 111. xxxiii. 386 Allux (the

*Toe-baI!). The last joint but one of the Tarsus, when
remarkable, as in Rhyncopborous beetles. 1856 AiKD/Vt7.
Wks. 15 The big Tocball just resting on the stirrup. 1907
Westni. Gaz. 21 Jan, 2/1 Here had trudged the bloody
pir.^te..about to step the dance of death without a *toe-

board under the gallows-tree up harboui. 1S98 Guide
Mammalia 11 The tarsus, or ankle-bones, corresponding to
the carpus, and the metatarsals and "toe-bones to the meta-
carpals and finger-bones. 1898 Daily Netvs 11 Nov. 5/1
An ill-formcd boot with a foot inside, the toe Iwnes all

squeezed out of their natural shape. 1901 Munsey's Mag.
XXV. 736/1 The hind feet were protected with the "toe
boots, while the action of the front feet was stimulated by
the weight of the (juarter boots, made of soft sheepskin or
le.ither. 1877 Kti\G\iT Diet. Mcch,, *Toe-calk,a. prong or
barb on the toe of a horse's shoe, to prevent slipping on ice

or frozen ground. 1797 VVolcott (P. Pindar) Out at
Last Wks. 1S12 III. 494 Come hobbling forth without one
blush of shame With heel-taps, *toe-caps, soles for worn-
out fame. 1907 Daily News 4 June 6 Shoes much the
worse for wear, often broken across the toecaps. 1861 J.
Ukown Ilorx Subs. (1S63) 378 His heavy shoes,.. heel-capt
and 'toe-capt. 1908 Daily Chron. 6 June 8/3 The N.C.U.
..leaves it permissible—not compulsory—for riders to use
'toe-clips^ blocks on the shoes, or .slots in the soles, or any
other device for assisting to keep the feet in position, 1903
U. S. Dept. Agric., Rcp. Dis. Horse 405 The 'toc-craclc

..extending from the coronary band to the sole. 1911
Weiister, Sand-crack, a fissure or lesion in the horn of the

hoof wall, often causing lameness. When in the front wall

it is known as toe crack. 1898 Pall Malt Mag. Nov. 419
Mrs. Draper was a "toe-dancer .. a young lady., flitting

hither and thither on the very tips of her tiny feet. 1725
Lond. Gaz. No. 6399/3 James Stubs,.. *Toe- Dresser. 1899
Syd. Soc, Lex., *Toe-drop, inability to lift the toes, or the

anterior part of the foot, due to a local paralysis, usually

from peripheral neuritis. 1689 Shauwei.l Bury F. m. 1,

Women, go pack into the drawing room and play at 'Toe-

I

gleek. 1911 Webster, ""Toe-hardy, "Toe-hold. 1897 Makv
KiNGSLEV W. Africa 606 He.. pointed to his distorted 'toe-

joints, and informed me that once he always wore boots.

1896 Daily News g Mar. 6/4 As 1 had said A—1 was going
to say B, too—and made up my mind to the *toe kissing.

1849 D. J. Browne /J wt-r. Poultry, Yd. (1855) 30 Their legs

are.. armed with one or more*toe-like claws. ciSsoRudim.
Navig. (Weale) 105 They are secured to the ship's side by
a bolt through the *toe-link, called the chain-bolt. 1867
Smvth Sailor's iVord-bk,, Cliain-bolt, a large bolt to secure

the chains of the dead-eyes through the toe-link. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Mid. V£II. 103 In some cases [of functional

paralysis).. the ^toe-movement does not occur. 1856 Kanb
Arct. Expl. I. 132 Bonsall was minus a big *toe nail and
plus a scar upon the nose. Mod. A chiropodist, attending
to a defective toe-nail, xpoo Yearbk. U. S. Dept. Agric.

4^3 The braces are *toe-nailed in place to prevent thepossi-

uility of their becoming loosened and dropping down. 1903
U. S. Dept. AgriCt Rep. Dis, Horse 560 The regular posi-

tion, the base-wide or toe-wide position, or the base-narrow
or "toe-narrow position. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV.

131/1 The *toe-piece or extreme end of the body and boot
[of a coachl. iEi94 Daily News 4 May 6/4 A very enormous
boot would be required to receive the *toe-plate, as well

as the fool, 1898 Ibid. 19 Aug. 4/5 The camp.. contains
everything needful down to the toeplates for tne soldiers'

boots. 1905 C. Davenport JexoelUry v. 87 *Toe-rings
were common in India, but, like all native customs of this

sort, their use is practically dying out. 1899 A libutt'sSyst.

Med. VII. 150 Instead of the *toe-scraping of ordinary
spastic disease, the whole foot is shoved forwards in walking.

1899 QuiLLER Couch Ship of Stars v, A glint of daylight

on the "toe-scutes of two dangling boots. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., Pollicipes, the *toe-shelL..They are muUivalve
flat shells, of a triangular figure, each being composed of

several laminse, which end in a sharp point. 1888 Lock-
woods Diet. Mech. Engin. Terms 147 Foot slept or Footstep

Bearing, a bearing closed at its bottom end, to sustain the

end thrust of a vertical shaft or spindle. It is, therefore, a
bearing socket, called also a step, and "toestep. xgti Blackw,
Mag. Dec. 780/1 The *toe-strap of one of his rope-sandals

broke. 186a Catal. Internat. Exhib. II. xxvii. 56 His new
instep- and *toe-stretching boot tree. 188a Flovek Vnexpl.
Baluchistan ti They all wore huge knitted list stockings,

with a division for the *toe-string of the suilss, or grass

sandals. 1839 Civil Eng. <V A7-ch. Jrnl. II. 318/2 Ma-
chinery for manufacturing shoe-heels, and ^toe-tips. 1892
'Swiotkus Life Michel Angelo{.\2t^^)\. iv. 168 His whole frame
laboured to the toe-tips. 184a P. Parley's Ann. III. 264

The ellxjwing, the *toe-treading. 1910 Daily News ^ Apr.
12 The practice of gibbeting one's enemies iu fiction is not

a form of toe-treading that one ought to encourage, a 1858

in Youatt Dog (N.Y.) iii. 138 The ball pads being
well protected by the spaniel *toe-tufts. 1598 Mabston
Sco. Villanie 111. xi. (1599) 225 He dreamesof "toe-turnes :

each gallant he doth meete He fronts him with a trauerse in

the slreete. 1894 Pop. Sci. Monthly June 284 All the other

cats in the world excepting Australia are digitigrade (*toe-

walking). 1901 Scribner's Mag. Apr. 422/1 A trotting

dandy who sported ankle-boots and *toe-weights, pulled up
before him. 1903 *Toe-wide (see toe-narrow\ 1845 J.

KiTTO in Eadie Ltfe ix. (1861) 307 The danger of being mixed
up with the *toe-writers and learned pigs of literature.

Toe (tciu), z*. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To furnish with a toe or toes ; to make
or put a new toe on (a stocking, etc.) : cf. Hkel z/.i 2.

1607-8 T. Cocks Diary i Feb. (looi) 26 Paide for heel-

inge & toynge a payer of iersy stockings vjd. x66o Howell
Parly of Beasts 39 They all bowed their snaky heads
down to their very feel, which were toed with Scorpions.

2. To touch or reach with the toes ; chiefly

in to toe a or the line^ mark, scratchy crack,

to stand with the tips of one's toes exactly

touching a line ; to stand in a row ; hence ^g. to

present oneself in readiness for a race, contest, or

undertaking; also, to conform to the defined

standard or platform of a party.

1833 Marrvat p. Simple ix, He desired us to ' toe a

ine, which means to stand in a row. 1840 R. H. Dana

Bef. Mast xxvii. The chief mate.. marked a line on the
deck, brought the two boys up to it, making them *toe the
mark *, 1853 ' C. Beue ' l^erdant Green 11. iv, I'oeing the
scratch for business. i86a Maclaren MHit.Syst. Gymnai-
tie Exerc. 37 There should be. .a petnianent mark to ' toe

'

at starling. 1895 H'cstm. Gaz. 15 Jan. 8/1 The phrase
' toeing the line ' is very much in favour wiili some Liljerals,

1910 Daily New% 30 Mar. 7 To-day tliey had decided lo
tot the line with the progressive workers of the country.

3. a. To kick with the toe, b. Golf. To strike

(a ball) willi the tip of the club: cf. Hekl v.'^ 5c.
1865 Nixon /^/V^/<'/«t.' 53 Tom toed them out. 1893 Lang

in Longm. Mag. Apr. 651 Jbey might toe or heel ihe ball.

4. intr. 'lo move the toe, to t.nj) rhythrtiically

with the toe iu dancing ; to toe and heel {it), to

dance.
i8z8 Examiner 630/1 A Sailor toe-and-heels it, and lock-

steps and straddles. 1859 Dickens Haunted House viti.

48 There ensued such toe-and-heeling, and buckle-covering,
and double-shuffling. i88a Punch 27 Dec. 302/2 Fiddler,
tune up merrily 1 Toe and heel tt happily.

5. trans. Carpentry. To secure or join together

by nails driven obliquely : see Toed///, a. 2.

Hence Toe'ing vbl. sb.

1871 G. Meredith //. Richmond III. 188 Vour French
phrases and toeings !

Toed i^d^^),ppl. a. [f. ToE sb, and v. + -ed.]

1. Having a toe or toes; mainly in compounds
in which the first clement specifies the nunilicr or

kind of toes, as three-toed, black-toed. Of a stock-

ing, Having separ.tte divisions for the toes ; of a
clog, or the like, Having a (leather) toe-piece.

i6ii CoTOK., Guillemot, a certain three-towed fowle. 1757
Jkffervs Collect. Dresses I. 29 The SHpper resembles a
toed Clog. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 17 On the 25th

this gentleman shot a black-toed gull. 1774 Trinket 37
111 her little black bonnet, India handkerchief, and toed
clogs, 1880 Haughton Phys. Gcog. vi, 281 They, .possessed

five-toed fore and hind feet. 1895 Outing (V.S,) XXVII.
200/1 That old man, upon his old-fashioned, curly-toed

skates, tgio Daily Chron. 15 Mar. 7/4 The stockings were
toe-ed.

2. Carpentry. Secured or joined by nails driven

obliquely; also of a nail, driven obliquely.

1877 Knight Diet, Mech., Toed (Carpentry), a brace,

strut, or stay is said to be toed when it is secured by nails

driven in obliquely and attaching it to the beam [etc.].

Toek, obs, f. took, pa. t. of Take v.

To-eie, to-eken : see Teke, teken.

Toeless (t<?>i*les), a. [-less.] Having no toes.

1891 Bulloch in Boston Mission Herald May 208 His
own feet are toeless. 1895 Chamb. Jrnl. XII. 628/1 Pity I

pity 1 they cried, as they showed their fingerless bands, and
toeless feet or stumps of feet.

Toer, obs. variant of TowEB.

II Toe-toe (t^'Zit^*/). Also toi-toi, tolii, tol.

[Maori.] The native name for various tall reed-

like grasses of the genus Arundo, esp. A. conspicua,

natives of New Zealand.

1843 in A. Domett Collect. Ord. (1850) (Morris), Every
building constructed wholly or in part of raupo, nikau, toi-

toi, wiwi kakaho, straw or thatch of any description. 1867

Lady Barker Station Life N. Zealand xv, (1870) no
Thatching it with Tohi, or swamp-grass. 189a 19/A Cent.

Sept. 409 The Toe-toe, which closely resembles pampas grass.

To-fall (ttt-fgl), sb. Also 5 taw-, 5-6 tu-, 6

tuf-, (tul-), toy-, 7-9 too-, 9 two-, tee-, -fa, -fal,

-falle. [f. ^Q prep. + Fall v. or sb. In sense 2 =
MHG. zucvalj Ger. zufall, Du. toeval, LG. to/at.]

1. A supplementary building with its roof sloping

up to and leaning on the wall of a main building ;

a lean-to; a penthouse; a shed. Se. and north.

dial.

c 1425 WvNTOUN Cron. ix. v. 568 J>e north ile and |>equere,

re
tofallis ii. war mad but were. 143S Nottingliam Rec,

I. 359 A tawfair yat standes on ye comon ground, c 1440

Alphabet of Talcs 254 pekyngisnowte-hard-.tuke provand

. . to his catell, & had it home vnto his tofall at he dwelte in.

Ibid. 393 The erie.. filed with his wife in-to a wudd, and Nr
he bid hym in a tufall. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7651

I'ai made Jiaim tofalles To duell in vndir >e walles. 1512

Nottingham Rec. III. 402 The tofalle that ye chyldi;rn

lerne inne. 1518 Burgh Rec. Edinb, (1S69) I. 178 Na tut-

fais be biggitt to the said wallis. is«3 in Visit. Souihwitt
(Camden) 121 My tuffall of paysen the which standeth over

niyn oxen. 1642-3 in J.Watson Jedburgh Abbey (185)4) S6

That ane roofe to-fa-wayis may theik vnder the eising of

the body of the kirk, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I

(1851) U. 154 He tirrit the too-fallis of the baill office houssis

..and careit rooff and sklait away. i8as Bkockett N. C.

Words., Toofally Ttvofall, or Teefall,..often pronounced

Toujh. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 12 Piling them
against a high wall, and thatching them like a to-fall. 1887

D. H. Flkming Tourist's Hand-bk. St. Andrews 31 The
slight raggle. .marks the height of some to-fall.

b. fg. {a) A dependant, (b) A shelter,

183a AiNSLiE Land of Burns 209 He was a sort o' toofa'

upon their kindness. 1871 Waddell Ps, xviii. 2 The Lord

my rock, my hainin-towir, an' my lo-fa'.

t 2. That which befalls or falls to any one ; a

chance, accident, casualty: cf. Fall v. 46, Obs.

156a Turner Baths 17 These that are rytchc.may haue

other remedies inough agaynstthe forenamed tofalles. 157a

J. Jones Bat/us ofBath in. 22 Accident is that, which the

Greekes call Symptoma, and wee properly in English, to fall

and with fall.

3. The act of falling to ; to-fall of the day or

night, the close of day or beginning of night. Sc.

X749 Collins Ode SjiperUit. HighL 123 For him iu vain at



TO-FALL.

to-fall of the day.Hi:^ babes shall linger, a 1754 W, Hamil-
ton Uracs 0/ Yarrotv xx, Hut ere the toofall of the night

He lay a corps on the Braes of Yarrow. '831 J. Wilson
JJuiinore X. 165 Who only wails the to-fnil of the night To
wake the jt^unlt sound of dance and song.

tTo-&-ll, f. Obs, [OK. /^/-a/Zaw, f. T0-2 +

feallan to Fall; — OS. /^yii//fl«, OHG. s/-, car-

faiian.'\ intr. To fall asunder or to pieces; to

fall down, collapse; also, to fall to decay.
C893 K. j4Clfred Oros. VI. ii. § :2 pft hie a:t hlora ihcatrvim

WA-run.., ha hit eall lofeoU, &^ heora of^loj; xx M. i(k6-66

Ihso. KirkdaU Ch, Yorks., Hit wes sel tobrocan & tofalan.

ciaos Lav. 18867 Scullen stanwalles Biuoren him to-fallcii.

aijpo Signa ante yudicinm 13.J in K. E. i'. (1862) 11 As
hcuen and cr^e sold to-fal. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 501 1 pe
walle hat was so broken & to-falle. 1398 Trfvisa Barth.
Dt /'. R. XVI. Ixxiv. (Bodl. MS.), >if itlaslonelisnol faltye

it wolle alle to fall bi maistrye of druynes.

tTo-&Te, V. Obs. [OE. tofaran, f. To- 2 +
faran to go. Fare; = OS. tojaraHy OHG. s/-,

ze-, za-faran,] intr. To go asunder, disperse.

A 900 CxdtHotisGcn, 1691 Toforan J>a on feower wejas.

riooo Sax, Leeckd. I. i»2 Drincan on win eal, "^ atior

tofa.-rd. 14.. mAn^ia 111. 546/M^ '^ folk.. Shall tofare

on every clyve,

tTo-feTce, I'. Obs. [OE. tofiran, f. To- 2 +

fj/an, FEitK v.^] intr. — prec,

ciooo ^^LFBic Hotn. 1. 32 Hi ^a xeswicon |>aerc ^etim-
Wunge, aiKl toferdon s^ond eainc middanzeard. C117S
Lamb. Hi'm. 93 Da apostoU siAAan cr Jmxi pet heo to.fer.

den iseiten iacob- .on criites setl [.\fS. seltj.

Tofet, vari.int of Tovkt, measure of two pecks.

Tofff^t^f). vtdgar. Also raniy XafX,. [I*erh. a

vulgar i)ervcrsion of TuFT, as formerly applied to

a nobU-mnn or gentleman-commoner at Oxford.]

An appellation given by the lower classes to a

person who is stylishly dressed or who has a smart

ap|)earance; a swell; hence, one of the well-to-do,

a * nob \
S851 Mavhew Lend. Labour I. 317/3. I&id. (1B64) II.

562/1 If it's a lady and gentleman, then we cries, *A Xoit

and a doll
!

' 1865 Slang Diet., To/t^ a showy individual,

a Kwell. 1883 Fcrtn. Rez'. I3ec. 852 The poct% who are here
are tremendous proud toffs. 1900 Upward £'A^m. Z,<i^ 13a
Nonsense, man,.. why, in these days a jockey is no end of
a toff. 1901 Eisex Weekly AVtt'i 2'j Mar. 2/1 She. .declared
that tramps were treated like toffs at Stanway Workhouse,

b. Sometimes applicti in compliment toa jierson

who behaves * handsomely *
; a * brick ',

1898 Brit. Weekly 37 Ian. 306/2 A Paisley bailie let oflfa

man easier than the culprit exp*-cted, and was addre^wd,
* Thank you, sir, you're an old toff*. This was meant for a
compliment. 1906 Daily Chron, 35 May 4/7 One of the
wiines&es.. spoke of a ceticrous employer as *a regular toff*.

* Toff* is perhaps the tiighest compliment, or the bitterest

sneer, according to the lone, that a man who does not make
any pretence to magntficeiu:e can aim at a man who does.

1 lencc To'flUh, Toiiy adjs.^ like or characteristic

of a * toff*, stylish.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 13 Jan. 4/3 He wore a 'toflish* side

pocket jacket, which fitted him like a glove. 1901 J. K.
jKsoHR Obs, Henry 31 Toffy enough she looked in her
diamonds and furs.

ToffeOf tofEy (tf^'fi). [Of tuicertain origin

:

app, orig. dialectal, and sometimes si>elt /w/5'i

toui^hy^ as if named from its toughness ; but the

earlier form is the northern Taffy, tj. v.] A sweet-

meat made from sugar or treacle, butter, and some-
times a little flour, boiled together; often mixed
with bruised nuts, as almond or walnut toffee,

a i8as FoBBY Voc. E, Amglia^ Tougky. a coarse sweetmeat,
cotnpuficd of brown sugar and treacle! named from its

tougbnciia, Iboogh perhaps it shouM be spelled iu^t and
coraidered as another form of laffjr, described in Wilbralbam's
Chtihirt Dialeit (1817] as compountled of the same ingre-

dicnts. iSss Mks. Camkkun Seeds Greediness in lloulston
Tratts I. Nob 32. 3 Some shining sticky stuff, which in some
countries children call tuffy. i8a8 Craven Gloss, s.v., ' To
join for toffy *, to club for making toffy, a cu«^tom still very
fietiueni among<4 young (icrson^ 186a I Mckkms Lett,
38 Jan., I am going to bring the boys some loffer. 1877 Ulack
Green Past, ii, Is ii sixpence yoa want to buy toffy with?

b. attrib, and Comb,
1857 HtJGHKs Tom Brmvn x. iiJ, It lieing oohr a step to
he toffy shop. 1896 Westm,Gaz. 30 M.-iy 3/1 'rbeeftecl..

that a toffee drop has on a churchwarden when be finds it

in the bau.

t To-fleet, V, Obs, [OE. toJlUtan, f. To- 2 +
Jieotany Flkkt z;,^ ; = OHG. tijitozan * deflncrc ', to

melt, MHO. urvHtzen^ tnir. To float away;
to be carried away by or as bv water.
a im O. E. Chron, an. 1097, pa Dryc;;c ^ fomeah eall to

flotan waes. a lass A ncr. R. 72 r orstoppeft ouwer )>ouhtcs .

.

^ heo climben & nic-n louward hcouene, & nout. .to uleoten
9eond te world. Ibid. 74-6 Vor mid te fleotinde word, to
fleuied tx heortc.

tTo'-flight. Obs. rare. [f.To-1 i^ FliohtjA.2: r,,

OHG.,MIU;. znoflnht, i\itx,zujin(ht, Du. toevlucht

refuge, shelter, resource.] A shelter, refuge,
a \jpo E.E. Psalter xvii(i). t I2I I^verd mt festnos ai in

nede. And mi to-flight {v.r. toflUitl ^t cs swa. And mi
le-ser oule of wa.

t To-fly, 7'. Obs, Forms : see Fly vy [OF,
tojliogan, I. To-2 +y7^£grt», Flt v} \ -^OilO.
tefttogan, MHO, zev/iegcn,] intr. To fly in dif-

ferent directions, to lie dispersed in flight; also,

to fly to pieces, be shattered.

fiooo Sax. leeckd. I. 188 Sona hyt toflyt^ ft'.r. flihftj.

/bid, ill, 34 Woden. .sloh 3a ^a ncddran ^xt heo oa viiii

103

to-fleah. c 1*05 T,av. 28668 pacnihtes alle. .J>a weoren wide
to-fto^en. 13.. Cast. Love (Halitw.) 1559 The stones well
breke and alTto-flyn. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) Vn.35
pe giestts and ^>e beines of |>e soler al to fligh, and |>e soler
fil doun.

t TofO're, /'^/., 'J^z/., and ci?///'. Obs. Forms:
a. 1-2 t6foran, (i -on), 2-3 toforen, 3-5 to foren,
4-6 toforn(e, 4-7 to forn(o. &, 3 to vore,
3-4 tovore, 3-6 to for, (3 te for), 3-7 to fore.

4-6 tofor, 4-7 tofore, (5 toffore), 6 Sc. to-foir.

7. Sc. 5 to forowe, toforowe, 6 to forrow. [OK
tdforan^ f. To prep, -\-foran adv., deriv. of OTent.
yora fore, for : sec liF.FORE, also Afoue, Atfore,
IIeretofoue. Cognate with OFris. Ifi-fora^ OS.
teforan^ MUG. zeror^ znoz'or^ -zvr«, Ger. znvor.^

A. prep,

\. Of motion: To before, to the front of; of
position : In front of; = Before B. 2.

a 900 tr. Barda's Hist. in. xiL [xiv.] (1890) 196 Se cyning
. .stop ofostlice toforan [Sam] biscope, & (eoll to his fotum.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke x. 8 Etaft (wet eow toforan aset ys.

cxvj^ Lay. 31548 Po stot him vp Penda: To-vore h^n he^e
kinge. £1300 Beket 2001 That bred.. that tofore him lay.
a ijaj Prose Psalter liiL [liv.] 3 [Thei] ne sett nou^t God
to-iorn her s>it. 0489 Caxton Scmnes 0/ Ayman xiv. 346
He cast hym deed to fore his fete, a 1547 Surrey ^neid
IV. 364 Tofore thaltars, in presence of the Gods.

b. Into or in the presence of; in the sight or

cognizance of; — IJepork B. 3.

c 1000 Ags, Gosp. Matt xxv. 32 Elalle heoda beol> toforan
hym Regaderude. 10.. Leg. Rood (tSyt) 11/4 pa:t hio
rardlice coman toforan (>are maire cwenan \kx hio beforan
hire stodan. 1:1070 O, E. Citron, an. 1070 (Parker MS.),
Se arcebiscop . . past ylce ^efa^stnode toforan \>Am papan
AlexaiKlre. c 1305 Lay, 14071 |>an kinge he code to-

foren. 1340 Aycnl\ 218 pe iike com^ touorc god mid ydele
horulcn. 1387 Tbevlsa Higden (Rolls) V. 347 He know.
Icched his trespas o|>enliche tofore |>e bisshop and al |>c

peplc, 1493 Festivall (\V. de W. 1515) 14 b, Anone tofore

them he made a btynde man to se. 1600 Fairfax Tasso 1.

XXXV, All tofore their chieftaine raustred becne.

o. Tofore God', in the sight of God; at the

tribunal of God; hence as an asseveration (also

God tofore) t by God : cf. Before B. 3 b, 4, 5.

c 1374 Chal'ckh Troyluswu 800(849) So shal 1 do to morw
I-wis..And god to-foin. IT77 Langl. /*, PL 11. v. 457 And
nrnde avowe to-fure god for his foule sleuthe. a 1450 Mvbc
Par. Pr, 213 That ys feyre to-fore g<xl. a 1500 Chancers
Oreme 13S1 Madame, .god tofore, ye shul be there.

2. Of position in motion : In advance of, ahead
of: n Before B. i. (Intjnot 1297 with a pursuer

as object ; cf. Before B. i c.)

r lODO Ags. Gosp, I^ikc i. 17 He gxff toforan him on gaste

and Elias mihte. ciaso Old Kentish Serm. in O, E. Misc.
36 Swo kam si slerre T>rt yedc to-for hem in-to Jerusalem,

1897 ^' Glouc (KoIIs) 2203 >e ne conne bote fle Asc sscp

to vore wolue*. a 1450 Knt. de la 7V»«r (1906) 63, .tj. yonge
women.. wolde hauc basted bcm tofore her felawes. 1600
Fairfax Tasso i. xxxvii, Their wonted ensigne, they t<^orc

them bring.

3. Of time: Previously to, earlier than; =
Before B. 7-9.
a 1000 in Cockayne Narrat. {1861) 16 Hit wrcs to foran

d.LSes, cxoas (>. E. Chron. an. 1013, On Jwun ilcan ^eare
to foran |"am m'tnfte Augustus, c H75 Woman 0/Samaria
5 in O. A". Mis£. 84 A lutcl tc-for |»e tyine. 13^7 Tkevisa
Higden (Rolls) I. 165 Carthai^o was i-buld |rre score ^rc
and twelue to fore |>c citec of Rome. 1440 in Wars Eng.
in France {\^ii\ II. 455 Not longe tymc tofore his deth.

1577-87 HoiiNSHKO .v..'//. CAivn. (1805) II. 19S Rather.,
than we did tofore his fathers invasion.

4. Of rank, order, or preference: In precedence

of or preference to ; beyond, more than ; rather

than; -> Before B. to, 11.

r888 K. /EcFaao Boeth. Prayer (at end), pat ic m,-E:;e \g
iiiwc.irdticc lutian toforon e.allum hinRum. c 1000 ilCtFRic

Lieut, vii. 14 ;^e \ino^ ;;cbletsod toforan eallum o|}rum man-
num, c\coo — /lorn. I. 308 Assa is stunt nyten..and
lofuran oiVum nytenum unisesccadwis. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

117 lie is on hcncne on his kine setle to-fotan o3er menncn.
a i»7a A Luue Ron 155 in O. E. Misc. 98 N>-s non bcterc

viidcr h*'ou«*negrundc. He is to-fore alle ol>re i-coren. a 1325
Prose Psalter xliv. (xlv.l 3 Fair artou-.tn fourmc to-fore

mennes .vmes. 14.. Chaucer's Pars. T. P 677 (Harl. MS.)
Thus is be an aucrous man \>al loucth bis tresor toforn god.

b. Of serial order : Belore, preceding.

1387 Tkf\isa Higden (Rolls) III. 61 pe pepic putte hir

owne names to fore l>e names of lur felawes.

6. Besides, over and above, rare, (Cf. B. 5.)

ciooo iELFBic Horn. II. 584 Salomon tic (ot^c:\X )axnt

cwenc swa hwirs swa h€» xyrnde a;t him, toforan oaire

cynclican lace t\e he hire l^eaf.

B. miv. (not in OE.).

1. Of time: Previously, beforehand, earlier;

heretofore, in the past ; == Before A. 5.

<:ii75 Lamb. Hom. lar Al swa \*c\. writ scide bi him
nmchel to-foran. ib58 Proclam. Hen. ///, |'un N Iwrsi^te

of han to foren iseidc redesmcn. 1^40 Ayenb. 7 He del-

aye l»c heste of god to uorc yze*l. c 1350 Will. Palerne 142

Ac bis »itt welt he .ifter, as wel as to fore, c 1400 Lan/ranc's

Cirurg. I to pat I have told to forn. 14*3 Jas. 1 Kingis Q,

ii, New partit out of slepc a lyte tofore. Ibid, xxiii. The
way we tuke, the tyine I laid to-forowc [rimes morowe,

Ijorowel. o 14*5 Cursor M. 3010 (Trin.) Ys-iac hir son.,

jhit was longc bdiet to forn [e/irlier MSS. bifurn, Iw-foiiK-J.

14JB1 t'AXTON Reynard xxxiv, (Arb.) 100, I am more hongry

now than I was to fore. 1546 Supplic. 0/ Poorc Commons
(K. E. r. S.) 61 Not many yeres tofore. 1640 i.\. Daniel

Trinarch.i Hen. V c, Mortimer, Earle of March, in the

right Line ULscendcnt, and to fore declared Heire.

2. Of position : la front ; ^ Before A. 2.

TOPT.

I3-; Guy Warw. (A.) 1871 Sadok toforn hat> him smete
Oi his scheld a quarter wit> grct hele. c 1400 Laf/ranc's
Cirurg. 105 pe senewis tofore ben drawe togidere. 14..
/u-rj'rt 155 It isaspere, yf thowe canst se, withaprik tofore.

3. Ot motion : In advance, ahead ; = Before A. i,

C1330 Arth. ^ Merl. 1365 Now wende> to forn, on of3ou,
.^ tel anon he king. 1426 Lvnc. De Guil. Pilgr. 24570
.Send hem toforne, on thy massage. 1470-85 M.\ lory /4;-Mwr
M. ix. 85, XX of hem rode to fore to wariie the lady. 1513
Douglas Mncis 1. Prol. 419 Saying he followit Virgillis
lantern to forne, C^uhen Eneas to Dido was forsworne.

4 Of rank: In precedence; cf. Before A. 4.
C1440 Gesta Rom. xci. 416 (Add. MS.) pe proude man wil

all wty be sette aboue and be-fore ohcr, he wil nil w.-^y be
putte tofore in Euery pl.ice. 1481 Caxton Godcffroy cxci.
280 Without doubte the spyrituel thynges be more digne
and worthy than the temporall. Therfoicthe moost hye
thynges ought to goo to fore.

6. Beforehand; in hand for the future; left over,
Cf. mod.Sc. to thefore,
1597 Trialsfor Witchcraft in Spalding Misc. (1841) I. 95

Hir and hir guidman..suld newir haue frie geir tofoir.

C. conj. Of time: = Before C. i. a. with
that : cf. Before C. i a,

a 1335 Prose Psalter Ixxxix. [xc] 2 To-fore l>at J>e moun-
teins were made. 1388 Wvclif Matt. x. 23 To fore that
mannus sone come. 1484 Caxton Curial 12 Tofore that
thou hast ony oflTyces.

b. simply; cf. Before C. i b.

1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 563/2 Tofore it passe out of any Oi
the seid Townes. 1477 Sm J. Pa.ston in P. L.ett. III. 1S7
Iff I had liadde it toflbre he wente. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 9 So cannot hecondemne him foran Heretike tofore
he be detected of errour.

c. Tofore or(^ ere) : cf. Before C. i c.

c 1440 Lvixi. Hors, Shepe ^ G. 5 (Lamb. MS.) On shrefTe
thursday loforne or he was dede ! 1474 Caxton Chesse 111.

t, Tofore or Adam synned. 1485 — Paris f^- V. (1868) 30
Alwayc tofore or he wente to hys bedde.

D. Comb. : toforegoing a., foregoing, preced-

ing, antecedent ; toforehand adv.^ beforehand,

previously ; toforesaid «., previously mentioned,
aforesaid ; toforetime adv.y previously, aforetime.
1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love^ in. iii. (Skeat) I. 180 That oon

is *toforgoing necessite, whiche maketh thing to be. Ibid.
viii, 30 Onely through grace tofornegooyng. 1387 Trkvisa
Higden (Rolls) 111. 147 I-wrete of hym an hondred ^ere and
twenty ^cre "to forehonde. Ibid. VI. 175 Seint Aldeiyii was
tt> forchonde abbot of Malteby, hat is Malmesbury. 1387-8
T. UsK Test. Lave i. vi. (Skeat) 1. 154 Of errours coming
herafter, men may lightly to forne hande puruaye remedye.
c 1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 3681 As ye haue herd tofore bond.
IS58 'To foren iseide [iee B. \\ 1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love
lit. iv. (Skeat) 1. 261 If thou have knowing of these lo-forn-

said ihingcs. 1444 Rolls of Parlt, V. 121/2 Founden by an
emiuerre bi the liaillifs toforeseid. C1400 Three Kings
Cologne 83 (Cambr. MS.) pe stt;rre hat 'lofore-tyme ^ede
a-fore hem. C1477 Caxton Jiison 46 Him seined that he
hadde seen them tofore tyme.

tTo-firet, v, Obs, [ME. tofreten, f. To- 2 +

frcteny Fret v.^ ; cf. Ger. zeffressen.'\ trans. To
gnaw, devour, consume,
a 1*35 Ancr. R. 202 pes laste bore hweolp. .to-cheowe5 &

to-uret Codes milde milce. ci4ii Hocclevk De Reg.
I'rinc. 32.i6 Thy disese is lesse, Ffalle in l>e daunger of

lanilies humblesse. Than he [who is] with cruel wulnes al

to-fretc. a 1539 Skklton Garl. Laurel 1450 This delycate

dasy . . With frow.irdc frostis, alas, was all to-fret.

tTo-firush,7'. O/'j. [Mlu/(?//7«r^4«,f.To-2

¥fntseh[e Kuusil v. (from I'rench).] trans. To
smash or break to pieces ; also, to drive violently

into something as with a blow or blows.

c 1300 Ha7>eIok 1993 Was non . .hat he ne dede alto-cruhsse,

And alto-shiucre, and alto-frusshc. a 1330 Syr Degarre
381 Ac he . . with his bat leid up an, And alTo frusst him ech

a bon. 1375 Harbour Bruce vin. 303 Speris |jat to-fruschyt

war. c 1400 tr. Sccreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 106 Here y
dwclle all to-ITnishyd, & y haue gret mysler of pytee. 1513
Douglas rKmis ii. viii. (vii.J 40 Hewit, h.ickit, smate doun,

and all to fruschit. 153* Moke Confut. Tindale Wks. 717/2
Christ shall come down..and all to frush & to breke those

eartldye wretched heretikes like a sort of earthen poties.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 11. xii. (1589) 51 Who, lying all to

faisshed thus, the sonne of loue did brmg His cruell lades.

Toft (tfJlt). Also 5-7 tofte, (7 tuft), 8-9 Sc.

dial. taft. [I^itc OK. toft, a. ON. topt, tnpt, later

toft, tttft (Norw. toft, tttft, tyft * ground attached

to a house' (Aasen), early and dial. Swed. toft.

Da. toft^ iofte), existing beside and coinmonly

identified with ON. tomt, OSwed. tompt (Vig-

fusson), Norw. tomt (Aasen), Swed. tomty Da.

tomt 'toft'; bt>th forms :—0 Tent. ^tumft-,*tum'

f{e)t-y with which cf. Gr. So-wfSoi' ',—*dm-pedo-m,

a level surface, lit. 'a site for building'.]

1. Originally, a homestead, the site of a house

and its out-buildings; a house site. Often in tlie

expression toft and croft, denoting the whole hold-

ing, consisting of the homestead and attaciicd

piece of arable land.

looi in Kemble Cod. Dipt. III. 317 Healf h.-et land ret

Sudhain, innur and uttur, on tofte and on crofie. a iioo in

Sax. Leecbd.lW. 286 And icasnian willeloasenre ahtc »>Kt

Saet icha-'blw, & n;i.fre flait yntan, ne plot ne ploh, ne turf ne

toft, ne furh ne fotmxl, ne land ne hxse, ne fersc ne mersc,

ne ruh ne rum. i».. (orig. a 1100) Charier of Stjlxd in

Birch Cart. Sax. III. 217 And ic lanl mine landscthlen

here toftes to owen aihte and alle mine men fre. 1390

Rolls of FarIt. I. 62/1 Johanna .. petit dotem .. de viiito

Toftis et VIII to Bovatis terre. 1348 Ibid. II. 205/1 Un toft

& cink acres de terre. 14. . Customs ofMalton in Surtees



TOG. 104 TOGETHER,

Misc. (1888) 63 For every tofte J>' is nott beldydd j d. 1473
Rental Bk. Cupar.Angus (1879) I. 165 like man sM kene

his pairt of his malyn and his toft that hi'i nichtbur be nocnt

injuryt. is<>a West ^;;/-^o/. ii. Fines § 55 A Toft is the

place wherein a mesuage hath stand. 1607 Nordkn Suti'.

£>ia/.v. 207, I haue .. obserued .. that many croftes, toftes,

pightes, pingles, and other small quitltts of land, about
farnie houses, and Tenements, are suffred to lie together

idle. 1683 Lonei. Gaz. No. 1800/4 A Tuft of Ground..
by Thames-Street, will be disposed of by Lease for 61 years,

by the Committee for Letting the City Lands. 1760 Lu.
Mansfield in Hurrcnv's Rep. (1^66) U. 1064 The Owner of

a House may, if he pleases, pull it quite down, and convert

it into a Toft. 1790 A. Wilson To Eben. Ficken Poet. Wks.

(1846) 107 And scores o' times, in kintra tafts, They've gart

the fouk maist rive their chafts. 1809 Bawdwen Domesday
Bk. 614 Kut the riding say that he has only 9^ acres and
one toft, the soke of which belongs to the Kings Manor of

Gayton. i8i8 Hallam Mid. Ages ix. 1.(1819) IIL 366 A
house with its stables and farm-buildings, surrounded by
a hedp;e or inclosure, was called a court, or., a curtilage

;

the toft or homestead of a more genuine English dialect.

2 Apparently including the croft, or applied to a

field or piece of land larger than the site of a house.

c 1440 Promp. Paru. 495/1 Toft, campus, c 1450 Godsto-.u

R^S- S'St iij' niesis liyng to-gedir..with the toftis liyng

therto..; also with two toftis l-closed in, of the which one

strecchith hit-self in lengthe of the gardeyn of the seid

Syraond, and another in lengthe of the gardeyn of the said

abbesse and Couent, in J>e forsaid towne of karsynton. 1549
Reg. Mag, Sig. Scot. 82/2 Terras de Drumfyne nuncupatas

the Toftis of Drumfyne. 1508 Kitchin Courts Leet (167s)

151 One Tenement with a I'oft adjoining. 1831 Lanimr
Fra Rupert 11. i, Though the parks and. groves and tofts

around,. .Open would be to her.

3. An eminence, knoll, or hillock in a flat region

;

esp. one suitable for the site of a house or tower.

Cf. quot. 1863. Now /ocal.

1363 Langl. P, Pi. A. Prol. 14, 1 sauh a Tour on A Toft

tritely Lmaket;A DeepDale bi-neoJ>e. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) Vn. 359 In t>e myddel of J>at playn was a litel toft

as it were an hille [coiiicuius turgescebat\. 1558 Phaer
j^ncid VII, U iv, They, from their Fescen hilles, and from
Faliscus equall toftes. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland xxii.

368 A farm named Tratharholt, crowning a toft which rises

out of green meads and almost impossible swamps. 1887
Fenn Dick o* Fens (1888) 23 Right up on a high toft with

the river on one side and the fens for miles on the other.

t 4. * A small grove of trees ' (E,D.D.), dial, (or

? error in Kersey's Phillips.) Obs.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To/t. .also a Grove of Trees.

X726 Diet. Rust, (ed. 3), To/if a Grove of trees.

6. attrib, and Comb.^ as toft fields toftstead \

toftman, the owner or occupier of a toft.

1763 Museum ,Rust. I. 35 The soil of your upper *toft

field. 1826 ScOTT Jrnl, 16 Mar., I shall have on the toft

field a gallant show of extensive woodland. la.. Prior.

Lewens, iS (Cowell's Interpr. 1684) *Toflmanni similiter

operabantur. 1706 Phillii'S (ed. Kersey), Toft-man^ the

Owner of a Toft. 1524 Test, Ebor. (Surtees) V. 180 An other

*toftstede which I haue in Lownd. j'jj^Burstivick Inclos.

Act 6 Gardens, orchards, toftstcids, crofts. 1839 Stone-
house AxJiohfie 35 To the owners of ancient messuages,

cottages, tofts, and toftsteads.

Toft, variant of totti^hty obs. form of Taut a,

Tofus, variant of Tornus.

Tog(tfii), J^.^; usually//, togs, slang ox coUoq.

fapp. a shortening of Togeman(8, togman, used in

Vagabonds' Cant as early as the i6th c. Its cur-

rency in the 19th c. has no doubt been aided by its

obvious comiexion with Toga ; cf. ToGE.]

1. Cant and slang. A coat ; any outer garment

;

see also quot. 1809.
1798 Tuft Gloss. Thieves^ yargon (Cent. D.), Long tog, a

coat. 1809 G. Andrewes Diet. Slang Sf Cant, Tatty togg,

a gaming cloth. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Tog, a coat.

i8ci sporting Mag. IX. 27 Curtis, in a new white upper
tog. 1911 19M Cent, Sept. 548 A tog and kicks is synony-
mous with a coat and breeches.

2. //. Clothes, s/ang and Jmmorottsly colloq.

1809 G. Andrkwes Diet. Slang <y Ccuit, Toggs, clothes.

x8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Diet,, Togs or Toggery, wearing
apparel in general. 1838 Dickcns O. Twist xvi, * Look at

his togs, Fagin!' said Charley.. .' Lookat his togs I—Super-
fine cioth, and the heavy swell cut !

'

b. Variously qualified: often humorous or depre-

ciative; long togs {A^aut.), landsmen*s clothes.

1830 AIarkvat King's Chun x, I retained a suit of 'long

togs ', as we call them. 1840 [sec Long a.' 18]. x85aSMt-:[>-

LEY F. Fairlegh iv. 34, I should have thought he had seen
the sporting tog^. 1S60 All Year Round^o. 66. 380 Three
or four days, .employed by us in providing sea-going togs,

and other requirements. 1867 Smvih Sailor's ll^ord-bk. s.v.,

Sunday togs.

3. Comb., as tog-maker.
190X Daily Tel. 16 Apr. 5/2 Describing himself as a ' tog-

maker', with no fixed abode.

Tog (tpg), sb'^ dial. Local variant of Tbo, perh.

influenced by hog.

1831 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11. 333 A lamb eight or
nine months old, and until his first she.iring, is called a
* heder ' or ' sheder ' ' hog \ ' hogget \ or * lamb-hog '. In
other counties a * teg ',

' tog ', ' gimincr ', and ' dinmont ', 8cc.

Tog, V. [Occurs first and chiefly as togged (t^gd),

prob. orig, from Tog sb.^ : cf. booted, hatted^ etc.]

trans. To clothe, to dress. Const, out, up.

"793 European Mag. XXIII. 466 An old fine lady..
Tog d out in each extravagance of fashion. i8ix Lex.
Balatr. s. v. Togs, The swell is rum-togged, the gentleman
is handsomely dressed. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet, s.v.,

To log is to dress or put on clothes ; to tog a person, is also

to supply them with apparel. 18x4 Scott St. Ronan^s iv,

He was tog'd gnosttcally enough. x86s All Year Round

13 Sept. 1 2/1 He was togged out in first-rate style. 1894
Henty Dorothy's Double I. 202 You had better tog your-
self up a bit. 1904 J. A. Riis Rooseiielt xiv. 344 Mrs. Cleve-
land when he was Governor, togged out his staflT in the
most gorgeous clothes.

b. inlr, for rejl. Also to tog it.

x8ia [see above]. 1844 Ald. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury xvx.

My pardner's going to tog it. 1869 J. Grf.knwoou Curses
London (Farmer), She's a dress-woman, .they tog out that
they may show off at their best, and make the most of their

faces. 1903' MK^}ovt.\iiKtiK.s' Flu^-Hu}tters 132 It was a new
experience—togging up to meet a prospective landlady !

II Toga (t^u'ga). [L. toga = cloak or mantle, f.

ablaut-stem oi tcg-he to cover.]

Rom. Antiq. The outer garment of a Roman
citizen in time of peace.
It consisted of a single piece of stuff of irregular form,

long, bro,id, and flowing, without sleeves or armholes, and
covered the whole body witli the exception of the right arm.
Toga prxtexta, a toga with a broad purple border worn
by children, magistrates, persons engaged in sacred rites,

and later by emperors. Toga vir'tlis^ the toga of manhood,
assumed by boys at puberty ; hence in^^. context.

1600 Holland Livy xxii. Ivii. 467 All the younger sort

above 17 yeares old, yea and some also under that age, that

yet were in their Prctexta, and were not come to Toga
virilis. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 152 The gowne de-

served by them, ..that had overcome their enemies, was
called Toga patmata. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. in. xi.

§ 25 Togay Tunica, Pallium, are Words easily translated

by Goivn, Coat, and Cloak ; but we have thereby no more
true Ideas of the fashion of those Habits.. than we have
of the Faces of the Taylors who made them. i83&'42
Arnold Hist. Rome 1 1, xxxvii. 478 The white toga wrapped
round the body like a plaid with its broad scarlet border.

1855 Thackeray Ne^vcomes xvii, During this period Mr.
Chve assumed the toga virilis. 1867 Haker Nile Tribut.

iii. (1872) 46 There is a uniformity of dress throughout all

the Nubian tribes of Arabs, the simple toga of the Romans.

b. transf. and fig. A robe of office ; a pro-

fessional gown, a cloak, a * mantle' ; a dress coat.

1738 Genii, Mag. VIII. 435/2 There were found a Chalice,

two Crucifixes, a Toga or Pall, with several Mass-Books
Latin and English, and other Popish Relicks. 1828 (C.

Swan] tr. Manzonis Betrothed Lowers I. vii. 200 Another
ancestor, the dread of litigants ; seated on a high stool of
red velvet, and wrapped in an ample black toga—totally

black, but for a white collar with two broad facings and
lining of sable. 1855 J. Strang Glasgow ^ Clubs (1856)

207 Lord liraxfield wore the scarlet toga of the Justiciary

Court. 1867 J. Macfarlane Mem. T. Archer \. 128 Can
they be expected to don the togas of the geologist, the geo-
grapher, the chemist, the linguist, the political economist?

c. Comb. : toga-folded a., folded like a toga;

toga-like a.^ resembling a toga ; toga-wise adv.,

in the manner of a toga.

1887 Rider Haggard J4//a« Quaterm. xii. 132 The toga-

likc garment of brown cloth. 1902 Westm.Gaz. 5 Aug. 3/1,
1 saw my friend the artillery officer, wrapped in his long,

pale blue cloak, one fold thrown over his left shoulder toga-

wiso. 1911 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 680/2 The Kapkoto were
noticeable with their toga-folded blankets.

Togaed (t<?«*gad), a. Also toga*d. [-£1)2.]

Clad in a toga ; Avcaring the toga; togated.
i860 Hawthorne Alarb. Faun xli. The togaed [i. e.

Roman] nation. 1897 Arcliseologia Ser. 11. V. 310 Fullers,

a class in great request among a togaed people.

+ To-gains, -gainst, -yenst, prep, {conj.)

Obs. Forms: a. i tojsesnes (-5e8csnes,-soesnes),

1-2 toseanos, -jenos, to sesnes, 2-4 to-

5eines, 3 to^enes, -5enys, to^anes, (to janes,

te^enea), 3-4 to :5e5nea, to-5oynes, 4 to yans,
to ayens, to ayans. /3. 5 to 5enst, -e. 7. i

tosecesu, 3 to^ron, to 5ein, 3-5 to 5011. [OE.
tdg:vgnes, iSgianes, etc., formed, with advb. genitive

-es, on the simpler ^tdgrept^ idgetegny from ^o prep.

•i-g'Vpi :~'*gagn-j gcgf^- * against*, the second

element also of Again, Against. In this word,

the simpler to^ea^pt was nearly superseded by the

form in -es, and was rare both in OE. and Mli^ :

see the 7-forms above. In the 15th c, to-^enes

began to be strengthened by adding -t, as in

agains-ty amids-ty amongs-t (app. after sui>er-

latives) ; if the word had survived into mod.Eng.,
its form would have been to-yenst or io-yainst ;

being entirely soutlxem, it never had hard g^ as in

againy against.

1

1, Towards with hostile intent ; in opposition or

hostility to, contrary to ; — Against A, 11, 12.

Bco7vulf 666 Haifdc kyning wuldor grendte to-jeanes
,,sele-weard aseted. '/z 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) xL 8 To-
^eanes me runcdon ealle fynd mine. ^1005 O. E.Chron.
an. looi (Parker MS.), Him ^tsx toseancs com Pallij.

c I200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 55 Flesliche lustes and fule sinnes

flited cure tonnes l>c wreche saule. c 1205 Lav. 4536 Scip
a;rne to-^en \c 1275 to-^ein] scip.

__

Tbid. 9792 per ute wes
hcom to-5a;n pe kaiisere Uaspasien. a xtz$ St. Marker.
15 Ah heo ^ stalewurtSe beoA ant starke to ^ein me. c 1275
Passion 83 in O. E, Misc. 39 If he ouht prechede to-^e^nes

t>ere lawc. c 1300 Vox ^ IVol/gs i" Hazl. E. P. P. I. 61 Hit
wes to-jeines his wille. 1340 Ayenb. 6 Yef he zueret> uals be

his wytmde, he him uor7.uere|> and de|> to ayans ^ise heste,

A 1440 R. Gloucester's Chron.{}^o\\.%) App. G. 197 pou to

5ens,t kunde..Bringest me in sorewe. Ibid. App. EE. 20

Charlemaines spere pat to ienste J>e saracins he was ywoned
to here.

b. In defence or protection from ; = Against
A. 13.
a 1225 Ancr, R. 66 God is ^ Je asken red, & salue ^ he

teche ou to ^etnes fondungcs. a z^oo K. Horn 56 pe king

hadde al to fewe To^enes so vele schrewe, c 1380 Sir
Fentmb. i-j2 He J>at scholde me socoury to ^en myn
enymys. 17x440 R. Gloucester's Chron. {KoWi,) A^]^. XX.
380 pe castel of ^ipeswich. .pat huwe bigod badde iholde

to ;en his kinedom.

2. Towards, forward to, so as to meet ; =
Against A. 5.

^ C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv. 13 And togeaegn iornad
iuh monn. ^ Matt, xxvii. 32 gemoeton monno cyriniscne
cymmende tojee^inas him [L. venientem obuiam sibij. c 1000
i4CLFRic Horn. I. 136 Se ealda man Symeon eode to^eanes
|?am cilde. a 1200 Moral Ode 347 pos go3 un-iet>e to-

5eanes J>e cHue a?ean )je heje hulle. c 1205 Lav. 3626 Aga-
nippus. . Ferde him to-jenes.

3. Of time : Towards, at the approach of ; to-

wards the coming, arrival, or convenience of (a

person); = Against A. 17, 18,

971 /)V/c/7. //(?///. 53 ponne bi|> hit eft him togeanes je-
healden. exxzzO. E. Chron. an. 1095 (Laud MS.),Toxeanes
Eastron com Sa,s Papan sande. c\20o Trin.Coll. Horn.
177 To-5cnes sumere Jjis woreld flowed, .to-^nes wintre heo
hci)lx;ft. e 1250 O. Kentish Serm. in 0. E. Misc. 26 To-
janes |>o sun risindde. Ibid. 34 'J'o-jenes t>an euen.

b. as conj. = Against B.
a 1^0 R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) App. XX. 376 God

him grei|>ede pes to 5enst he here croune.

4. Towards ; with respect to ; in regard to ; =
Against A. 3.

CI17S Lamb. Horn. 145 pos word he seide et sumtime
to5eines l>et he walde bis lif forleten. c laoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 9 Ure lif we ledeo richlliche to3enes ure louerd ihesu

Crist. Ibid., Tejenes ure emcristene we sulle laden ure lif

edmodeliche.

5. Opposite, facing; = Against A. i. rare.

c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 112 Bray hit wel in a mortcr, &
drie hit to^enst ye sonne.

t To-ga'ng, V, Obs. [OE. togangatiy f. To- 2 +
gangauy Gang v."^. So OS. //-, te-gangaUy OHG.
za-y zt-gangan."] intr. To go away, pass away.
a 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xxx. (xxix.) (1890) 372 ForAon

(^c aefter ^n 'de wit nu betwih unc nu togangne beotS.

c 1000 Riddles xxiv, 10 (Gr.) Ne togongeft J)as gumena
hwylcum a^nijuin ea5e, ^at ic bxr ymb sprice. 1596 Dal-
KYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist, Scot. x. (S.T.S.) II. 286 Our folk,

a1x)ut the sone togangeng,..met with thame at the fute oC

ane hill castne betueine.

Togate (t^u'g^it), a. [ad. L. iogdt-us, f. Toga :

see -ate 2.] ^ Togaed ; in quots., belonging to

ancient Rome.
1851 Badham Halieut. (1854) 2 The existence of togate

.ind eucnemic proficients in the art of angling is compet-
ently attested. 1853 Whewell Grotius II. 13 The Togate
Provinces {Provinciae Togatx) (of the Roman Empire].

Togated (t^u'g^'ted), a. [f. as prec. + -Eix]

1. Clad in a toga ; wearing the toga ; hence,

associated with the idea of peace, peaceful.

1634 M. Sandys Prudence x. 138 Now, I suppose, my
Striplings are formally clad, and tog.ited, newly arrived at

the Vniversitie. 1651 Howkll Venice 186* But touching
maritime aflfaircs,. .these grave men shake off their togated
Habitts, and receave Martiall employment. 1695 Kennbtt
Par. Aniig. ix. 686 As he was a valiant Warrier, so was he
a togated Senator. 1856 Smyth Rom. Fam. Coins xg^ A
togated figure stands towards the left on rough ground.

2. Of words : Latinized ; stately, majestic.

1868 Lowell Shaks. Once More Wks. 1890 III. 13 What
homebred English could ape the high Roman fashion of
such togated words as ' The multitudinous sea incarnadine ?

'

t Toge. Obs. [a. K. toge (older togtie\ ad. L.

toga.'\ A Roman toga ; hence, a cloak or loose coat.

Vrt 1400 Morte Arth. 3189 In toges of tarsse fulle richelye

altyryde. Ibid. 178 AUe with taghte mene and towne in

\.ogfis[MS. togers] fulle ryche, Of saunke realle in suyte,

sexty at ones. 1607 Siiaks. Cor. 11. lii. 122 Why in this

woolvish toge [Steevens' conj. for tongue of Kol. i, go7vn of
others] should I stand here To beg of Hob & Dick ? a 1693
Urguhart's Rabelais iii. vii. 65 Made after the manner of a
TogCy which was the ancient fashion of the Romans in time

of peace, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant, Cre7v, Toge, a Coat.

tTo'ged, «. Obs. or arch. [f. prec. + -ED 2,]

Cliid in a toga, togated: hence, robed,

1604 Shaks. 0th. i. i. 25 (Qo. i) Unless the bookish theoric

Wherein the toged {/olios tongued] consuls can propose As
m.-\sterly as he. iWa Knight Pip. Hist. Eng. VI II. xx.

365 To walk in toged state to church [as members of muni-
cipal corporations a 1836].

t To"geinan(s, to'gman. Vagabonds* Cant.

Obs. rare, [app« f. F. toge or L. Toga + the cant

suffix -man{Sy as in crackmans hedge, darkmajts

night, lightvians day, etc.] A cloak or loose coat.

1567 Harman Caveat (1869) 77 For want of their Casters
and Togemans. Ibid. 82 A caster, a cloke. .a togeman, a
cote. Ibid. 85, 1 towre the slrummel trine vixin thy nabchet
and Togman, I see the strawe hang vpon ihy capand coate.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cre^v, Togemans, a Gown or

Cloak. Ibid.s.y.Nim, Nim a togeman, to ste.1l a cloak.

1785 Grose Did. Vulg. T,, Togtnans, a cloak.

Together (t7?ge*"53j), adv. i^prep.^ sb.) Forms
(ill most cases either as one word or two, or in

mod. edd. of OE. and MK. with hyphen): a, i

togaedere (to gaedere, to-geedere), togadore,
3-4togadere, togare, (3 togaddre, to gaderen,

4 to gadir) ; 7 togather. $. 2-5 togedere, 3
{Ort/i.) togeddre, 4 to getter, ^V. to geidir,

4-5 togeder, togedro, 4 6 togedir, 5 togedur,
togedyr, to gedire, (to geyder, to gheder) ; 4-5
to gethir, 6 togeather, 7 togeither, 5- together.

7- 3-5 togider (6 Sc), togydere, (3 to giddre,

4 to gidir), 4-5 togidere, togidr©, 4^6 togyder^
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togiddir, (5 -yr), 4, 5-7 Sc. togidder, 5 togidur,
to gydre, togyddyr, 6 togydur, to gydder {Sf.

-ir), toguyder; 4togi))er,6 togyther.toguyther,
Si, togithir, 6 (9 i/ia/. ) togither ; ^V-. 6 pe gidder,
8-9 thegither. [OE. iSg-^derc, tdgadore, i. To
prep, \gxdre adv. •.—*gaduri, orig. locative or instr.

of 'goiior, -ur, OK. geador 'together', whence
also gaderian, later gsuUrian to Gatueb, q. v. So
OFris. logoilera, -ere, MDu. /i geider{e,'Da. Ugader
'together', MLG. gader, MG. gater 'together',

f. same root as 01£. ^</ companionship, fellowship,

nnion, ugada companion, associate, Du. gade,
MDu. gnegade companion, comrade, consort, mate.
OE. had, beside t6gsdre, of motion or direction, a
parallel compound letgxdere, of position. The
derivatives of gad- appear only in the Saxon-
Frisian or LG. group of WGer., OHG. substitut-

ing zi-satmttu, Ger. zusammen : see Sauen ; and
of. Gather, Good. ME. had forms in -gader and
-geder, which in North. ME. and Sc. became -gidir.

In the 14th c. the d or dd began to change to
(C) written ih : cf. Gather, Father.]
L Into one gathering, company, mass, or body.
)07 Ckartrr 7/ Int r/ M'etux in Birch Cart. Sax. I.

X49 Andtang Icenan t>er Cendefer and Icene cumaS to ga^
dcre : andlang Cendefer ber hit xr upeode. c 1000 Ags.~

-
-- "

1 he ' *Matt, XV. lo And be )>a 3am mene;;um to-ga^ereCks*.
jeclypcduin t>as cwaeflL c »oo Ormin 1485, & gaddresst
swa pe dene com AJl fhi ^ chaff to geddre. a 1300 Cur-
sor Af. 2515 (Cott) He did togeder samen his men, <'X386
Chaucbk /Vo/. 824 Vp roos oure hoost . , And gadrede vs
togidre alle in a flok. 14(1 Afani o/Evcsham (Arb.) 22
Than all the brethirne came 10 gedyr in to the chaptur
hows, a 1547 Surrey ^mid n. (1557) D iij, A rout exiled,
a wreched multitude, From eche where ftockke together.

«SS«-3 /«^. Ch. Coeds, Staffi. in Ann. Lkhfittd IV. 6 On
other grett belK . to call the parishonars to geather. x6ii
BiBLK I Cor. xiv. 23 If therefore the whole Church be come
together into one place. 1766 Goldsh. Vic. IK iii. My
next care was to get together the wrecks of my forttme.
lSi8 Scott Koi Rojr xxxli. Laying a' this thegither.

b. Of two persons or things : Into companion-
ship, union, proximity, contact, or collision.
«90a Andrtas 1437 Heolbn & eorae hreosa|> logadore.

itM O. E. CkroH. an. 11 35. & hi to gzdere comen & wur<Ve
izbte. 1197 R. G1.0UC (Kotb) 8996 Hii were to gadere
icooM^ balaile 10 do. c 1380 Wvclik Sel. H'ti. IlL 442
God aiid iche membre of his Chirche bene weddtd togedre.
<14"» l-an/ramc's Cirurg. 142 Brynge |)e parties togidere
of t>e wounde & aowe hem. 1540 Comft. Scot. vi. M The
rammis raschil thcfe beydisCo gyddir. i6ooHoiXANDZmr
VI. xiL 224 When you see the battailes buckle together pell
mell, and come to bandstrolees. 1610 Shaks. Temi6. 1. ii.

461 lie manacle thy necke and feete together. 1703M0XON
Meek. Exerc. 194 To contain.. both the Cheeks when they
are shut together, a 1704 (see Add v. 4I 1850 TaiCs Mng.
XVII. 408/1 Our last extract tells bow Dr. Chalmers ami
Edward Irving came together. 1894 U. Drummond Auext
cfMaH 351 I'wo flints struck together yielded lire.

2. In one assembly, company, or I)ody ; in one
place. (Not in OE., which used ffiZ-^i/^re.)
c laao Bestiary 369 in O. E. Misc. u Dis wune he bauen

hem bi-twen, D03 he an hundred to ^iddre ben. cia$o
Cen. 4 Ex. 1897 So riche were growen hise sunen, D«t he ne
miye lo gider wunen. ii8i Wvcur yokn xxi. a Tber
weren to gidere Symount Petre, and Thomas, that is teid
Didymus, and Nalhanael (etc.]. 1-1400 Mauhdxv. (1839)
xxiii. 247 Here wyfcs ne clwelle not lo gydere, but etiery of
hem be hire sell. iu6 I'ilfr. Ptrf. (W. de W. 1531) i
All christians goolb this pilgrymage all togyder in one
company. 1607-u Bacon Est., Counsel (Arb.) 324 If Ibey
take the opinions of iheire Councell, both seperately, and
logither. 1749 Fielding Tom Joxts xviii. v, Shall we
lake a hackney coach, and all of us together pay a visit to
your friend ? i8a6 J. Wilson Noct. Amlrr. Wks. 1855 I.

a44 Well a' gel fou thegither.

b. Of two persons or things: In each other's
company ; in union or contact.
c 131S Shor(ham i. 1912-8 |>e sibbe mowe to gadere nan^t

pe foerV gtees wyb-inne . . And jef o)>er be fide of-take|>. To-
laie mm/t. by dwelle. 1392 Lancl. P. Ft. C xviil aa Loue
and led by-leuye heeliT I>-f aiKl soule to-^edere. u i4a<
Cursor M. 10571 (LaudI Sone after to-gethir [Cotl. amen]
they lay. 1483 Kollt 0/ f'arlt. VI. 241/1 Tlie said King
Edward, ..and the scid Elizabeth, lived together sinfully.

.

in adultery. 1196 Spaiwaa E. Q. VL ii. 16 He and I
together roade l/poo our way. c 164s Howell Lett. (1650)
II. I

IJ3
Vou and 1 have eaten a great deal of salt together.

ITS* ui W. Wing Amh. Sleefle Aston (1875) 54 Two lands
lye together al Urywell. 1848 Thackerav A'ii». Eairxxix,
Sbe gave George the queerest, knowingest look, when they
were together.

e. In ideal combination ; considered collectively;
added or summed up. (Cf. PtJT ». 52 e.)

1796 Machiill HW 7ean IM. i. What this warld is a'
Ibeguber, If bereft o' honest fame I 1849 Macaulav f/ist.

£nf. V. I. 645 leffrej-s boasted that he had hanged more
traitors than al) his predecessors together since the Conquest.

*^" .^"f "t" (") ^ agreement, consonant (ds.)

;

(i) Courting, or mutually engaged, as lovers.
iS/a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. ii. 11 It be-

houeth thai the wordes & the doynge . .be holly in ony wyse
togyder. 17*9 FicLDnaa Tom Jones vi. ii, She. .knew better
than anybody who and who were together.

e. Used expletively in addressing a number of
persons, dial. {E. Anglid).
aiSas FonBV Voc. E. Anglia, Togetker,..}iitA in fami-

liarly addressing a number of persons collectively. Ex.
'Well, together, how are yt all?' \it/ilf.ttQ. 1st Ser. II.
•17/3 Where are you goiog logctber? (nieaniiig Mveral
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persons). Wh.it are you doing together ? 1866J.G. Nall
Ct. Yarmouth ff Lozvesto/t 517 It has l)een wittily
observed, that.. 'together' is [the] plural(of 'bor '] (a .single
person, male or female, being addressed as bor or ' l>o ', two
or more persons as ' together *].

3. In reference to a single thing, a. With union
or combination of parts or elements; into or in a
condition ofunity ; so as to form a connected whole.
TopuU, skake oneselftogctker : see the verbs.
rti3oo Cursor M. 550 (Cott.) Of bir lhings..was adam

cors to gedir graid. Ihid. 5B2 Now haf i sceud yow til

hider, How tua thinges halds man to gider. isax Fisher
Serm. agst. Luther Wks. (1876) 324 Euery vertue that is
gadred togjder is more stronger. is6a Turner Herkal 11.

2 As runnynge or chese-lope maketh mylke runne together
into cruddes. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. 11. ii. (1588) 109 It
slandeth not well togither, that he should become bound to
the Prince in x or xx pounds. iSja Needham tr. Selden's
Mare CI. 161 The matter hang's well together, if wee say
(etc.). 183s Examiner 562/1 While society holds together,
while life and property are. .secure.

b. After snch verbs as fold, roll, etc. : Ot
different parts (sides, ends, etc.): Into or in contact
or junction, so as to form a compact body.
1480 (see Fold p.' i]. 1516 (see Roll v? 8]. 1S78 Lvtk

Dodoens IV. vi. 552 His leaues be..crompIed, and drawen
togither or curled. 1637 Rutherford Lett. L cxii. (1664)
279 Ve . . shall one day see God lake the heavens in his
hands and fold ihem together like an old holly garment.
4. At the same time, at once, simultaneously.

(Usu.iUyconnoting 'in combination or association '.)
f laoo V'iirs 4 V'irt. 35 E>e hali apostel namne3 3ese brie

haliie niihtcs to gedere. c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus)
806 pat he [NeroJ mycht stand his towr in, And se all to-

feidir byrnc. 1508 Fisher Penit. Ps. xxxii. Wks. (1876) 33,
shall knowlege togyder all my synnes. x6io Healev

Vires' Comm. St. Aug. Citie ofCodw. ix. 416 Basil and
Dionysius, and almost all the Latines. .hold that God m.tde
althings together.

_ 166a Stilungfu Orig. Sacr, iii. iii,

5 4 We cannot believe that and the Scriptures to be true
together. 1746 Francis tr. Horace. Efisl. it. iL 270 If
Death.. must mow Down Great ana Small together at a
Blow. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iv. I. 460 James found
that the two things wbicb he most desired could not be
possessed together.

5. Without intermission, continuously, consecu-
tively, uninterruptedly, 'running', 'on end'.
(In reference to time, less commonly to space.)
<-«a90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 480/73 In l>e Cite of lolouse ten

ler to gadere he was, 1450-1530 Myrr. onr Ladye 29
where the soulle was. .sore tormented longe tyme togidre,
i*(8o E. Cammon in Allen Martyrd. (1908) 21 "Tarying foe
wind four dales logelher. 1615 W. Lawson Country
Housew. Card. (1626) 8 Trees cannot beare fruit plentifully
Iwoyeeres together, 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. It Commtv.
44 That wall of China,, ,was continued and fortilie<l for six
hundred miles together. 1698 Frvkr Acc. E. India <• /'.

124 Forests.. on Fire two or three Miles together. 1840
(jmnBLKY Siege Lieif. 242 He.. never slept twice together
in the tame apartment. iBffi F. K Paget Oivlet Owls/.
148 Her back acbes. . if she sits up for lon^ together.

6. In concert or co-operation ; with unity of ac-
tion; unitedly; conjointly.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17351 (Cott.) Eftir {)air sabat Jrai b-tdd

logedir, pat (etc.J. £1330 R. Bbunne Ckron. (1810) 7 l>e

Scoltes & |>e Peihtes togider gan |>ei cheue. To wa.ste alle
Northumberland. 1474 Cnxtott Ckesse li. i, Birdes of
whom the male and lemale haue to gyder the charge in
kepynge and norisshinge of their yonge fuwiis. 1538
SfARKKV England I. i, 9 Conspyryng togydur in al venue
aixl honesty. 1807 Wordsw. Alice Fell viii. Together we
released the Cloak. 1891 La-.o Times Ref. LXIII. 776/1
The contract and the label together constituted a wntten
warranty within the meaning of the . . section.

7. In the way of, into, or in mntaal action (friendly
or hostile) ; with or against each other ; mutually,
reciprocally,

t In quol. 1523 in reference to distance ; = of each other.
riSjo '*"///. Palerue ion pan eiber hent ol>er haslely in

armes, & wib kene kosses ku|>|>ed hem to gidere. 1377
Lancl. P. PI. B. ProL 46 Pilgrymes and palmers plijted
bem togidere. a 140a Hvlton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494)
i. Ii, This is my btddynge that ye loue you togyder as 1

louol you. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. ^44 With swerdes gode
. . Fau3t Ihei to-gedur. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes
68 Why it is that tresour and Science may not accorde
to gider. I5a3 Lix Berniss Froiss. I. xh 55 They were
within two leages toguyther. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Casliglione's
Courtyer 11. (1577) L Mb,Which . .(as you knowe)areenimies
logyther. i<M tr, Ckardin's Coronal. Solyman loj He
resolv'd to set the King's two Chief Etmuchs,. together by
the ears, 1766 Goldsm. Vie. /K x, I could perceive.,
my wife and daughters in close conference together. 1855
Lynch Rivulet xcvi. i. Vet sometimes, and in the sunniest
weather, My work and I have fallen out together.

t b. After a trans, verb : = each other. Ois.
<t31o R. Bronne Ckrvn. Waee (Rolls) 4863 (MenJ |>at

syben ban kxied to gedre weL 1483 Vulgaria abs Terentio
7 b, Scolers shulde loue to gyder lyke as thei were bredyr.
1515 Lix BoiHnis Froiss. II. cxxviii. (cxxiv.l 364 When
they mete, and haue nat scne toguyder longe before, a 1548
Hall Ckron., Hen. VllI 200 After this day, the kyng and
she neuer saw together.

+ c. Well or ill together : agreeing well or ill

;

friendly or unfriendly. Obs.
1741 Chesterf. Lett. 30 May, I believe we are yet well

enough together for you to be glad to hear ofmy safe arrival.

1765 Ibid., Probably that is the Cause of their being so ill

together. fj66Ibid. 11 July, From the interview at Torgaw,
. .they will be either a great deal better or worse together.

d. After multiply : By or into one another. Cf,

add together (i b).

1709, 1885 (see Multiply v. sbl. 1S94 Act 57 ^ 58 Vict.
c. 60 Sch. 2 (3) 'I'he contents of the shaft trunk shall be
aacenained by multiplying together the mean length.
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breadth, and depth of the trunk, and dividing the product
by 100.

e. After belong: To one .inother; hence, to one
or the same whole, company, or set. Cf. to hang
together in 3.

1897 A. Lang Bk. Dreams ,5- Ghosts i. 20 The two frag-
ments, which you have published separately, .belong to-
gether. 1908 Expositor Apr. 335 The whole is too closely
connected and must, therefore, belong together.
8. Together with (in various senses) : Along

with ; in combination with, in addition to, or with
the addition of; in company or co-operation with

;

at the same time as, simultaneously with.
147* Exch. Rolls Scotl. VIII. 603 note. For his servandis

mete, togiddir with his horse luveraye. ic^ Dalrvmple
tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 49 With a schip read, or
hartsum hauining place, togithir with grene Cnowis upon
the seysyde. 160S Topsell Serpents (1658) 655 The labour-
ing, that is the male Wasps, together with Autumn, make
an end of their days. 1S41 J. Jackson True Etiang. '/'.

n. t2o Simon . . entred Persia, together with Thaddeus. 1664
South .y^rjw. (1697) II. ii. 69 He.. never weighs the Sin, but
together with it He weighs the force of the Inducement.
i686 tr. Ckardin's Trao. Persia 21 The Gains and Advan-
tages of a Constantinopolitan Embassie, together with
the Splendor and Authority that belongs to it. 1858 Penny
^'l- .^'- •/' The former principality of Haliczia or
Galiczia, which, together with a considerable portion of
Red Russia, once formed part of Hungary.

1 9. Together with this ; in addition, besides, at
the same time, moreover. Obs. rare.
a 1648 Ld. Herbert .//«>(. V///U6S}) 147 This New invcn-

tion of printing. .as it had brought m and restored Books
and Learning, so together it hath been the Occasion of those
Sects and Schisms, which daily appeared in the World.
/bid. 236 The King understanding this, and together finding
that their Numbers and Power did daily increase, advis'd
10 raise Forces.

1 10. In nonce-combinations (chiefly with a vbl.
sb. or agent-n.), after L. con- or eo- : as together-
binding, -healing, -speaking ( = colloquy, con-
versation), -words (= context), -worker (= co-
worker, collaborator), Obs.
i38a-8 Wvclif GosjieU (K.O. I. 141), The togidere bind-

ingus. 1S97 A. M. tr. Cuillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 45b/2
The combinatione or 'together healings is hindered, c I4as
St. Mary of Oignies \\. iv. in Anglia VIII. 163/12 Yuel
•togedir-spekynges harmeb good inaners. Ibid. viii. 173/22
Homely and often togedir-spekynge of seyntes. c 1449
Pkcock Refr. III. iL (Rolls) 283 The ful hool ri3t is expressid
in these 'to gidere wordis ' ?cue to the dekenls citees forto
dwelle in hem '. 15S1 J. Bell Haddon's Anrw. Osor. 151
That the Apostles were 'together workers with God : yet
that tltose same together workemen should be hyred to
worke in this Vyneard.

t B. prep. Along with, in addition to, with the
addition of, with. Obs. rare.
1556 Aurelio ft Isab. (1608) E iv, Withe suttell communica-

tions untotheirmaedens, to gether a thousande written thinges
that you fynde, 1583 Stocker Civ. IVarresLowc C. iv. 44 The
Lordes Liutenauntes.. together all Magistrates and Chief
Officers, .shall be bounde to promise to obserue . . this vnion.
1657 R. LiGoN Barbadocs 25 Vou shall finde . . the worth and
value of it, together the whole processe of the great work of
Sugar-making,

C. as sb. Condition of being together, union;
togetherness, notue-use.
1880 G. Meredith Tragic Com. (1881) 271 In their secrecy:

in the close and boundless together of clasped hands.
Hence Toge'therhood, Toge'themess (itonce-

wds.), the state or condition of being together or
being tmited ; nnion, association ; •)• Toge'ther-
ward, -wardB acfv., towards each other, together.
i89<Mary C Clarke Long Life 194 The most exquisite

precision of tune, the most perfect *togelherhood in beginning
and ending phrases. 169s (?J. Sergeant) tr. T. H'hite's
Pt-ripat. Inst, yyz This "togetherness must not be referr'd to
the time but to the way of knowledge. 1893 Monist II.
2i8_Even if the link is a feeling it cannot be less than a
feeling of the togetherness of two other feelings, c 1x05
Lay. 9868 *To-ga2dereward heo uusden alswa heo wolden
fehten. 1530 Palsgk. Introd. 17 They bryng thcyr chawes
togetherwardesagayne. a i5S3U'dall RoysterD. iv. ii. (Arb.J
60 Now I shrew their best Christniasse chekes both together.
ward. C1630 Sanderson Sertn. (1681) II. 253 We shall not
now stand so much upon any nice distinguishing of the
terms, but take them togetherward,

t Toge'tlieirs, adv. Obs. Forms (in many
cases either as one word or two, or with hyphen :

cf. Together) : a. 3-4 togaderes, 5 to gadders

;

6 togathers. B. 2-5 togederes, 4-6 togeders,

5 togederis (-ys), to gedrys, togedres, 6
togedirs; 5-6 togethers,6 togetheres, togethlra.

7. 4-5 togidres, -eras, -era, (4 -irs, -iris, to-
gyderes), 5 to guyders, togyders, 5-6 to gidders,
6 to gyddera, togydres; 5-6 togithers, 6
-gythers. [f. prec. with -s of advb. genitive : cf.

besides, betimes, eflsoons,tonvards, etc.] = Together
(in its various senses).
f 117s Lamb. Horn. 139 Sunne dei blisseS to gederes

boueneware and horSeware. cxvjs Lay. 1834 Hii drowen
alle to gaderes. csjpa Cursor M. 21749 (Edin.) I>u do
togidiris ten and tua. ijSa Lancl. P. PI. A. Prol. 46
Pilgrimes and Palmers Plititen hem to-gederes For to seche
seint leme. 1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) I. 177 pe clergie
and the chiualrie hilde so to giders, c 1430 Two Cookery,
bks, ^5 Stere it wel in Jie panne tyl it come to-gedcrys wel.
1440 in Wars Eug. in France (1864) II. 590 Whiche of his
saide retinue he shalle holde togithers. £1450 Brut 427
There they foughten to-gederis. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII,
c. aa To take to your ^emcmbraunce the wordes we spake

11
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to guyders in Seynt Petir ChJrch. 1537 Cromwell in

hlerriman Lt/i Ji- Lett. (1902) II. 87 Loyaltie and treason

dwell seldome togethers. 1538 in Let/. Su^ress. Monast,
(Camden) 250 Everichof us severally and also alle togethers.

/1 1540 liARNES ]Vks. (1573) 224/1 So tooke they their couii-

sell togithers. 1581 Makbeck lik. 0/Notes 900 How release-

ment and payment cannot stand togethersi. 1591 Sylvester
Du Btirtas i. iL 330 All the Links of th' holy Chain, which
tethers The many members of the World togethers. 1594
T, Bedingfield tr. MachiaveUts Florentine Hist. (i595)

102 Being logithei-s. .they alwaies talked thereof.

Togge, obs. f. Tua. Toggel, obs. var. Toggle.

To'gger. slang. [Oxford undergraduates* per-

version of ToRrin.] A boat rowing in the Oxford

college races called * Torpids * ; in//, the Torpids.

1897 Westm, Gaz. 18 Aug. a/i He once rowed in his

second Togger. 1903 Oxford Mag. 11 Feb. 213/1 Brase-

nose. The River.—Good luck to both Toggers.

ToggeCT (tf"g^ri)' slang ox coUoq. [f. Too sby

+ -EUY : cf drapery^ foolery^

1. Garments ; clothes collectively.

iSiaCoL. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 44 In spiteof all coats,

*toggerys and upper benjamins', (71845 Barham IngoL

Leg. Ser. in. Blasphemer's It^arfi., Had a gay cavalier

Thought fit to appear In any such 'toggery'. t8^ Fknn
Keal Gol'l ^7 That's as much toggery as 1 can get in the.,

portmanter.

b. esf>. Professional or ofTicial dress.

Long toggery = long togs : see Tog j^.1 2 b.

1826 sporting Mag. XVII. 378 These, with the squire*s

pad-groom (all in the same toggery).
_ 1827 Blackw. Mag.

XXII, 603 (He] is seen hebdomadally in the pulpit, adorned
in clerical toggery. 1837 Marrvat Perc. Keene xx, Cross

had -dressed himself in long toggery as a captain of a mer-
cha;it vessel. 1861 Court Life at Naples I. 224 Officers in

fuH toggery with clanging swords.

2. The trappings of a horse ; harness.

1877 C. D, Warner Levant vi. 128 The horse I rode on
was not an animal to take advantage of the weakness of his

toggery. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood'C^/. A*^rw/^r (1891) 104,

I never thought of wanting the regular colts' toggery.

Toggle (tr'g'^^j ^^' -A^so 8~9 toggel. [Said

to be orig. in nautical use; of obscure etymology,

but app. closely related to Tuggle v.^ to catch,

hold fast, entangle, and to Taggle v., Taigle z/.,

and their nasalize<l form Tangle. The use of a

toggle was originally to catch or hold fast a rope

or chain and prevent its slipping.]

1, Nant. A short pin passed through a loop or

the eye of a rope, or a link of a chain, or through

a bolt, to keep it in place, or for the attachment of

another line,

1769-76 Falconer Diet. Marine^ Toggel^ cabiUot^ a small

wooden pin, about five or six inches in length, and usually

tapering from the middle towards the extremities.^ It is used

to fix transversely in the lower part of a tackle, in which it

serves as an book whereby to attach the tackle to a strop,

slings, or any body whereon the effort of the tackle is to be
employed. "There are also toggelsof another kind, employed
to fasten the top-gallant sheets to the spar, which is knotted

round the cap at the top-mast-head. 1775 Ash, J828 Web-
ster, Toggel. 1829 AIarrvat F. Mildmay viii. The yard-

ropes were fixed to the halter by a toggle in the running
noose of the latter. 1854 Hooker Himal. Jrnls. I. ix. 218

Tethered by halters and toggles to a long rope. 1898 F. T.
Bullen Cruise Cachalot vi. The strap of the second cutting

tackle was inserted and secured by passing a huge toggle

of oak through its eye. fig. phr. 1835-40 Halibubton
Clockm. (1862) 34B There's an ecnd to tnat ; you've put a
toggle into that chain.

2, transf. a. A cross-piece attached to the end

of a line or chain (e. g. a watch-chain), or fixed in

a belt or strap for attaching a weapon, etc. by a

loop or ring ; also, a cross-piece put through

a loop to effect compression by twisting, b. A
device for fixing an anchor : see quot. 1831. C. A
movable pivoted cross-piece serving as a barb in

a harpoon, d. Alech. A toggle-joint, e. dial.

Each of the two short handles or * nibs' of a scythe.

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. vi. 100 In 1821, R. F.

Hawkins, a Kentish mariner, obtained a patent for an anchor,

the arm and flukes of which turned round in eyeholes at

the termination of the shank, until they formed therewith

an angle of about sixty degrees, in which position they were

detained by a thick piece of iron, called by the inventor a
• toggle '. When this anchor is let go, one of the ends of the

toggle comes in contact with the ground, and puts both

flukes in a position to enter ; and when the strain comes on
the cable, the other end of the toggle . . sets the anchor in its

holding position, not with one fluke only, as in the common
anchor, but with both. 1873 K. Spon Workshop Receipts

Ser. I, 310/2 This straightens the toggles, and causes a
sharp impression of the stamp upon the leather. 1875 Bed-
ford Sailor's Pocket Bk. x. (ed. 2) 380 A strop round the

nose, hove short with a short stick or toggle, will rapidly

tame an unmanageable horse. 1880 Clark Rv^sell Sailof's

Sweetheart viii, Around his wai.st was a broad leather belt

with toggles for the reception of a knife or a pistol. x88i

Sydney Mom. Herald 24 Oct., The harpoon was a patent

one, with a toggle, and opens when there is any strain on
the line. 1885 Reports Provinc. (E.D.D.), I can't mow the

lawn, sir, till I've got a new snead and toggles to my scythe.

1887 Q. Rev. Jan. 97 The exquisite workmanship of the

toggles and sword guards. 1905 Miss A. S. Griffith tr.

Capart's Prim. Art EgyPt Index, Studs or toggles for

cloaks, pp. 57, 59. 1908 Installation News II. 22/2 This

is done by connecting a bell and dry cell between the screw

D and the toggle of the switch, so that when the piston

rises and makes contact with the toggle the bell rings before

sufficient pressure is exerted to throw off" the switch.

3, altrih. and Comb., as toggle action^ line,

-^noose^ pattern \ toggle-like ti^'y; also toggle-bolt,

a bolt having a hole through the head to receive a

toggle ; toggle-chain, a short chain fastened to

a timljer sledge, having a toggle-hook at the end by
which the effective length of the binding chain is

regulated ; toggle-harpoon, a harpoon with a

pivoted toggle instead of barbs ; toggle-hole,

a hole made, as in blubber, for inserting a toggle

{Cent. Did.) ; toggle-hook, a long-shanked hook
used on a toggle-chain {Cent. D, Supp.) ; toggle-

iron — toggle-harpoon ; toggle-joint, a joint con-

sisting of two pieces hinged endwise, operated by
applying pressure at the elbow ; toggle-lanyard :

see qnot. ; toggle-pin — sense 1 ; toggle-press,

a press operated by means of one or more toggle-

joints.

1893 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Dec. 716 The drawing together

of the nave flanges., produces a *toggle action of the spokes.

1794 Rigging Sf Seamanship I. 152 * Toggle-bolt. 1:1850

Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 99 llie Toggle-Bolt has a flat head
and a mortise through it, that receives a toggle or pin. 1S88

GoooR A mer. Fishes 249 What is known to whalersasa*tog-
gle-harpoon is a modification of the lily-iron. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech.t Suppl.^ "Toggle iron. 1888 Eucycl. Brit.

XXIV. 526/2 The hand harpoon is a light and_ efficient

weapon..introduced by the Americans, to whom it is known
as a ' toggle-iron *. 1847 Websi eh,* Toggle-joint, an elbow
or knee-joint. 1869 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 412 The
cranked knee or toggle joint. 1879 Cassell*s Techn. Educ.
IV. 12/2 A box of wooden soldiers, with a slightly jointed

framework on which they can be stuck, ..which elongates

and contracts.. is simply a combination of toggle-joints.

1874 ScAMMON .d/ar/W iWrtw/wWy App. 312 It [the toggle]

has a hole near one end, through which a rope is attached,

which is termed the *toggle.lanyard. This lanyard is used
in handling or confining the toggle. 1904 Brit. i<f Col.

Printer 10 Mar, 14/2 Links pivoted to the lever are slotted

to engage pins carried by the extension of the hand lever,

which thus exerts a *toggle.like action on the lever. x88o
Harper^s Mag, LX. 851 The engines, by means of the

toggle line, steadily haul the seine to the shore. 1883

Century Mag. Sept. 675/2 Attaching a 'toggle noose where
the trace joins the harness. 1885 C. G. W. Ix>ck Work-
shop Receipts Ser. iv. 210/1 The press employed may be
either of the 'hydraulic* or of the '"toggle ' pattern. 1877
Knight Diet. Mech., * Toggle-press, one in which the platen

is moved by the flexion or extension of two bars which
unite to form a knee-joint.

Toggle (tf -g*!), v> [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To secure or make fast by means of a

toggle or toggles.

1853 K.Mi% Grinnell Exp. xi. (1856) 83 Each man., has a
canvas strap, .fastened to the tow-line; or, nauticatly,..

toggled to the warp. 1899 W. Churchill R. Carvel x\\\,

1 . . beheld him . . toggl^ it [a flag] to the ensign halyard. 1899
Ow///<r§- (U.S.) XXX. 229/1 In the Mat and other canoes

employing this device, the stick is toggled at one end to the

rudder yoke, and at the other to the collar of the deck tiller.

2. To furnish with a toggle or toggles.

1875 Bedfokd Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. (ed. 2) 216 Toggle
the bight with a stretcher. 1905 .Sat. Rev. 14 Oct. 499/1
A Union Jack made of bunting.. roped and toggled.

fTO'ggle, v,''^ Obs. rare^^, [freq. oi tog, TuG
V. : see -le 3.] intr. To tug, tussle.

a 1225 Ancr. R. i\-2^ Heo ne schulen cussen nenne mon,..

ne toggen {v.r. toggle] mid him, ne pleien.

t Toggy, tuggy. [? Connected with Tog j^.i or

L. Toga.] A kind of overcoat for the arctic regions.

174a J. L. in Naval Chron. XII. iiS Our clothing is a
beaver or skin tuggy, above our other clothes. 1768 Wales
in Phil. Trans. LX. 1 22 We who stayed at the factory began

to put on our winter rigging; the principal part of which
was our toggy, made of beaver skins.

Togh, toghe, obs. ff. Tough a,. Tow, Tug.
Togider, togither, etc., obs. ff. Together.
To'gless, a, [f. Tog ii^.^ + -less.] Without

togs or clothes ; naked ; also, without proj^er dress.

1857 E. M. Whitty Friends in Bohemia II. 52 Till you
are run down roofless and togless.

t To-gli*de, V. Obs. [OE. toglidan, i. To- 2 +
glUlan to Glide ; = MHO. zegliten.'\ intr. To
glide or slip away or off; to pass away.
Beo7vul/^i,Z6 Gu3-helm toglad, gomela scylfing hreas bl.ic.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. vii. 34 Grundweal ;^earone ; se toglidan

ne [>earf. a 1046 O. E. Chron. an. 979 (MS. C), lilodis

wolcen..wa;s swyftost on middeniht opywed.. ]>onne hit

dagian wolde l>onne to glad hit. a 1272 Luue Ron 43 in

O. E. Misc, 94 Al so hwennc hit schal to-glidc Hit is fals.

t To-gnaw, v. Obs. Ta.t. -gnew. Pa.pple,

-gnowe(n). [ME., f. To- 2 -^rgtiawenj gnajen to

Gnaw ; = MHG., Ger. sernagen.] trans. To
gnaw to pieces ; to gnaw away.
13.. JC. Alls, 4629 No let none boundes me to-gnawe

[Bodl. MS. todrawe]. /bid. 6119 And they al day..heore

flesch to-gnowe. ^1305 St. Kaih. 248 in E.E.P. (1862)

96 Hi nome kene hokes of ire and hire flesche to-gnowe.

1340 Hampole/*?-. Consc. 863 Wormes|>an sal it al to-gnaw.

14. . Sir Beues (M.) 2174 Into the caue cam lyons two,.,

anone they hym slewe And hym and his hors al to-gnewe.

t To-gO', V. Obs. [OE. to-gdn, f. To- '-^ + gdn
to Go ; =^ OHG. za-, zigdn, MHG. ze-^ zergdn^ Ger.

zergehen, MLG. logdn.l inlr. To go in different

directions, go asunder; to be divided, part, separ-

ate ; to pass away, disappear,

c 1000 Leg. Rood 103 pa toeodon 3a stanas, & ^eopenode

3a:t ?;et. ^1000 ^i.fkic Horn. II. 194 Seo sa; toeode on

twa. c 117s Lamb. Horn. 141 ]>e see toeode and ]>et irael-

isce folc wende ouer. c 1275 Lav. 23980 Arthur . . smot
Frolle vppe l^an helm |'at he atwo to^eode. 1:1315 Shore-

HAM i. 790 5et |>a3 J>e fourme of brede togo, pat body by-

leO> ;et l>anne. 13. . Sir Beues fA.) 1896 pow schelt nou^t,
whan we tego|>, I^u^ande me wende fram. 1560 Rolland
Crt. Venus iv. 704 My riding geir is all to gane and spent.

fTo-grade, v. Ohs.rare. [f. To-2 + Grade v.^\

trans. To degrade, put or bring down.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. 104 He hade a grete spyt of the

knyght,.And thoght howe he best myght That dowghty to
grade \MS. giode ; rimes brade {MS. brode), hade, made).

tTo-grind, v. Obs. [Late ME., f. To-ii +
GiiiND v.\ trans. To grind to dust.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. XM. 62 Good men for oure gultes he
[Godjal to-grynt to del^e. C1440 Ballad, on HusbCx. 1135
Eek oister .shellis drie and al togrounde.

t To'-grow, V. Obs. rare. [f. To- 1 + Gbow v!\

inlr. To grow to or towards (something).
1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Prizi. 230 Tho that haue a

longe heede, and the eeris to-growynge to the forhede negh
to the noose.

Hence -fTo-gn^owiDg, a. vbl. sb., a growth, an
excrescence; b. ///. a., growing on, attached. \

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 31 The iuice..healelh outwaxynges
or to growinges in the fleshe. /bid. 70 b, Ornithogalum is

atendrestalk. .with ij. orthre togrowyng branches in ye top.

[Hut in these the prefix is perh. To-^.}

Togue 1 (t^ag). rare. [ad. L. toga gown, or a.

OK. togue (14th c, in Godef. Compl.).'] ~ Toga 2.

i86a Thoreau Yankee in Canada iv. (1866) 70 He was
lucky to have brought his togue, or frock coat with him.

Togue ^ (t^"g). [Adaptation of Indian name
in Maine and New Brunswick.] The great lake trout

{Salvelinus namayaish) of North America; also

called lunge or longe (Lunge sb,^) and namaycush.
1877 Halixjck Sportsm. Gaz. 304 The togue or gray

trout of Maine and New Brunswick. 1884 L. L. Hubbaku
IVoods (V Lakes oyMaine Qo^ Lakers or togue, the largest

of their lake fish. 1888 Goode Anier. Fishes 466 The 'I'ogue

or Lunge, ,is held in much higher favor by the angler.

Tog(u)yder, -ther, obs, ff. Together,

t To-hack, v, Obs. [OE, iohacciany f. To- ^ +
haccian^ Hack v.^ ; = SlHG., Ger. urluicken.}

trans. To hack to pieces.

r 1000 /^eg. Veronica 166 in Grein Angelsachu Prosa
(1889) III. 186 Sume hi/; waeron on feower dxlas tohaccede.

X387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 281 He. .was alto bakked
(L. dilaniatus] of Valentinianus his servauntes. ^1425
Eng. Cong. /rel. 82, & anoon-ryght the yonge man was al

to-h.ikked to-for hym. 1597 2nd Ft. Gd. Hus-wives Jeioeit

E vij, Take, .a knuckle of yong Veale, .and all to hack it,

t To-hew, V- Obs, [OE. to-heawan, f. To- 2

+ h^awan to Hew; e= MHG. zerkottwen, Ger.

zerhanen.l trans. To hew to pieces.

£ 1000 j'Elfric Saints' Lives ii. 360 \*2tt basilla sceolde

^ebuS3n..O^^ hi man to-heowe mid heardum swurde on
twa. c loio O. E. Chron. an. 1004 (Laud MS.), pa seonde
he ^ man sceolde |>a scipu to heawan. c 1205 Lav. 178 par
Turnus feol Mid mechen to-heawen. 13.. Sir Beites(K.)

4407 par hii werc.al to-hewe flesch & bon. c 1386CHAUCFR
Knt.s T. 1751 The helmes they tohewen and toshrede.

1494 Fabvan CAr(?«. VI. clxxxviii. 191 The sayd felon.. at

length was all to hewen and dyed forthwith.

tTo-Meld, V. Obs. [OE. *t6hieldan, f. To-l

+ hieldan, Hieldz*. Of. OE. IdhealdxiA]. inclined.]

a, tram. To cause to incline, lean, bend, or fall

over; to push or pulldown, b. intr. To incline,

heel over, bow down, fall, give way. C. inlr. To
bend one*s course to, turn tOy to approach.
f 1205 Lav. 1135 Ane burh swifte stronge To-ha:lde [c 1275

to-haledj weoren )>e walles. /bid. 7522 |'at l>e helm to-

barlde [c 1275 I'at hit in wendej. Ibid..i474^ Brutles heom
after..& heom to-heolden In aschere hxlue. /bid. 268og
per me iseon mihte sor3en inoje: sceldes scenen, scalkes

fallen, halmes to-ha:Iden.

To-llO (ti'ih^u'), int. Sport, A call to a pointer

or setter to stop.

1825 sporting Mag. XV. 348 It was no uncommon thing

for him to call out ' To-ho ', and sometimes, with increased

emphasis, ' To-ho yon devil ', in his sleep. 1855 ' Stone-
HENGE ' Brit. Sports (ed, 4) 32 The breaker should walk up
to [the dog] quietly, crying 'Toho! toho ! lobo !

* 1884
Sperdv Sport 52 Hold up your h.and and cry 'Toho*.

t To'-nope. Obs. [OE. iMopa, f. To- ' + Aopa,

Hope,] Hope, expectation.

c888 K. jIClfred Boeth. x. § 1 Seo godcunde lufu & se

tohopa. a 900 Ags. /*s. {Th.\ x\xix. 4 Eadi;^ by3 se wer,

(>e his to-hopa byi to swylcum Drihtne. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 15s NniieS gode ileue to burne, to hope to helme.

a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 191 Mi lif and mi lohope,

II ToIxu-bolLn (tffh«|b(Jh«). Forms: 7 tohu
and bohu, tohu-vavohu, -vabohu, S-9 tohu-

bohu. [a. Hcb. ^n31 WH thohu wa-hhohn*^ tva^-

tiness and desolation*, in Gen. i. 2, rendered in

Bible of 161 1 * without form and void'. So F,

thohii et bohu (Rabelais 1548), tohu-bohu (Voltaire

1776).] Tliat which is empty and formless; chaos ;

utter confusion.

(1613 PoBCiiAS Pilgrimage (1614) 219 That Prophecie.,

that the world should be two thousand yeares Tohu, emptie

and without Law.) 1619 — Microcosm, xxviii. 275 It is.,

not any figure, but a Chaos, a Tohu and Bohu^ a meere con-

fusion. 1643 'Trkvv Comi>i.,Gen. \. 24-5 (1867) I. 8/2 Man's
heart is a mere emptiness, a very Tohu vabohu. 1645

A. Henderson Serm. bef. Ho. Lords in Life (1846) 105

That such a Tohu vavohu can be the face of the Kingdom
of Christ. 1692 Rav Disc. \. ii. (1693) 5 The Earth, .which

was m.ide tohu Z'abohu, without form and void. 1875

Gij\DSTONE 6V<:a«, (1879) VI. 1 So Vet a judge may . . be

required to dive, at a moment's notice, into the tohu-bohu

of mquiries, which have never yet emerged from the stage
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of cTiaos. 1883 Bkowning JochanaH Hakkadoik 721 How
from this tohu-bohu—hopes which dive, And fears which
scir. 1894 L. S. HouGHioN ir. Sai-atUr's Si, Francis lii.

36 I hat tohu-l>ohu of mystery and folly.

II Toliunga (t'-liuija). [Maori tohunga, lit.

one skilled in signs ami marks, f. iohu sign, omen.
Cognate with Samoan tufnuga tatiooer, carpenter; in

Tongan, artificer, skilled workman; in Home Is. tufuga
master workman, architect, etc.]

A Maori priest of the second rank; a native

doctor.
187a A, DoMBTT Ranol/s. x, But he whose griefwas most

sincere .. Was Kangapo the Tohunga— a Prievt And fell

Magician famous far and near. 1893 iV\it»i. Gaz. 13 Feh.

lo/i His secret longings and natural tendencies are towards

the tohungas, the oidy visible monuments of his old priestly

rtgime. 1904 Daily Chron, 23 July ^/6 The methods of

the * tohungas ', or Maori native doctors of New Zealand,

are remarkable.

llToi {yo'i) [Maori], var. form of Tl, q. v.

1861 BowEN Potnu 57 High o'er them all the loi waved,

To grace that savage ground. 1909 Auckland W-Vf-A/r

News 29 May 17/4 A few other species are found, such as

..ToitCfordylineindivisa)..; but tnese are few and scattered.

Toil (toil), shy Forms: 4-7 toylo, toile, (7

toiel), 7-8 toyl, 6- toil; see also the Sc. form

TuiLYie. [a. AF. toil^ toyl dispute, contention,

forensic strife = OF. tooU., toeil, toei, touil, tueil

bloo<iy melt*e, trouble, confusion, etc. (lath c iii

Godef.), f. tooillUr^ etc. : see Toil z;.^]

1. + Verbal contention, dispute, controversy, argu-

ment {pbs^ ; also, battle, strife, mel^, turmoil

(arrA. or merged in 2).

(Quot. a 1450 may possibly belong to Toil ^? 3, but its

date is in favour ofthis sense.)

[ta9« bRirroN l xxvii. { 6 Si soit le toyl entre eux et 1e

viscounie. Ibid. \\. xl k 21. c i3»s Gloss. /K. d^ Bibbtsw,
in Wright Voc. 147 Entre pledoures sourd le toyl [gloss

strifH 13.. K. Alit. Mia (BodL MS.) Grct & dedly was
)k prees. Among )»e loyle Hardapilon On of Alisaunders
fon Sei) theoloman Alisaunders stiwarde Bry^en darryes
folk dounwarde. ?« 1400 MorU Artk. 1S03 Toe botdc..
Tittez tirauntez doune, and teinez theire sadilles, And tumez
owte of^ totlc, whene bym tyme thynkkez. ci^oo Dcstr.

Trey 6958 Toax l^t tyme (furght the toile rode : . . And
myche wo with his weppon wroght at (>c tyme. [c 14*5- :

»ce TuiLYi&l a 1450 Bom Flor. 1938 He was so tuggelde
in a toyle. S715 Pope Iliad 1. 351 With these of old to

toils of battle bred, In early yotun my hardy days 1 led.

1746 Kkancis (r. llorac€y F.ptst. 11. iL 141 like GUdiators,
who with bloodless Toils Proloni; the Combat, and engage
with FoiK. i8j5 1x)Hcf. ^«r/a/^il//ii«/««« v, The wea-
pons, made For the hard toils of war.

fig. 164a KoGRKS S'aamam 136 Henceit is, that wife hath
so continuall a toile to hold correspondence with grace.

2. With a and //. A struggle, a 'fight' (with

difficulties) ; hence, a spell of severe bodily or

mental labour ; a laborious task or operation.

1576 Gascoigne SUtU GL CArb.) 74 Since al their toyles,

and all their broken sleeps Shal scant suffize, to bold it stil

vpright. 1589 PuTTENMAM Eng. Potsie iii. xix. (Arb.) 215
To till it is a toyle. 1603 Breton Dial. Pithe 4- /Vmj.
(Grosart) 7/1, 1 doo not louc so to make a ttn^le of a plea-

sure. 17x1 S0ME8VILLE Chas* IV. 341 The Hunter-Horse,
Once kind Associate of hts 9>yi^'3Ui Toils. 183a Ht. Marti-
MEAU Lifit in lyUds \x. 115 The toils of the day were done.
iSjS KiMGSLRY Heroes 11. iv. _<i86?) 127 Many a toil must
weoeu ere we find it, and bring it home to Greece.

3. Without a or pi. Severe labour; hard and
continuous work or exertion which taxes the bodily

or mental powers.
ij94 W. Har(beiit] F.picedium 1 You that to shew

your wits, have taken toyle. 1697 Drvdkn V^irg, Ccorg,
L 34 Thou Founder of the Plough and Plottghiruui's I'oyl.

17S0 Gkav Elegy 39 Let not Ambhion m<x:k their useful

toiL 1774 Gou»M. AW. Hut. (1776) VIII. 81 'llie toil

of man is irksome to him, and lie earns his sufasistance

with pain. 1860 TvNOALL Glac. 1. xxvii. 315 On the steeper

ftlopcs especially the toil was great. 1884 A. M. Fairbairn
in CcngregatioMniist Apr. 376 Vou arc many of you accus-

tomed to toil manual ; t a m.in accustomed to toil mental.

b. trans/. The result of toil ; that which is pro-

dnced or accomplished by toil.

S713 AtHMSON Cato IV. iv. 103 How is the Unl of fate, the
work of ages. The Roman Empire fallen I

4. cUtrih, and Comh.^ as toil-assuaging, -beaUn,

'betttf -hardened, -oppressed, -stained, -stricken,

-won adjs. ; toil-drop, a drop of sweat caused by
toil. See also Toil-worn.
1716 Vot^Odyss. XX.4S2 This po4jr,tim'rous toil-detesting

drone. 1730-46 1'iiomson Aututnn 1333 The loil-strung

youth, Ily the quick ?«rnse of musick taught alone. 1748 —
Cast. Indol. \\. xxiii, The t^est and <tweete^t far, are toil-

created gains. 1760 Fawkbs tr. Sa/^^ho^ Ff>igr. L 3 The toil-

cxperienc'd Fisher, Pelagon. 1781 Cowprk Conv^rsat. "j-yx

The scenes of toii-renewinu light. 1786 BukNS Lament
viii, My toil-beat nerves, anu tcar-wom eye. 1791 Cowpkr
Odyss.wx. 410 Ulysses toil-inured his words Exulting heard.
i8c^ Scorr Last Minstr. 11. xviii, Till the toil-drops fell

from his brows, like rain. 1859 Carlyle Chartism x. 176 The
toilwon conquest of his own brothers. 1847 Mary Howirr
lialladsftio. 316 Toil-stricken, though so young. '907 G*
Parker tVeavers ix, l"he slave and the toil ridden fellah.

Toil (toil), sd:^ Forms : 6 toyll^e, (tull, tole),

6-7 toyle, 6-8 toyl, toile, 6- toU. [a. OF. telle,

toile (i ith c. in Gotlef. Compl.), mod.F. toile cloth,

web, etc. :—L. tela web ; F. pi. toiles * large pieces

of cloth bordered with thick ropes, stretched round
an enclosure, for the purpose of capturing wild

beasts ; also, large nets stretched to take stags and
other deer ' (Littxe).]

1. A net or nets set so as to enclose a space into

which the quarry is driven, or within which the

game is known to be. In later use usually //,
sing, a 1519 Skklton IIoiv the douty Dk. 0/Albany 261)

About hym a parke Of a madde warke, Men call it a toyle.

1530 Palsgr. 281/3 Toyll for a prince to hunt with, toilU.

*S.77~87 HoLiNSHED ChroH. III. 1120/2 A generall hunting
with a toile raised of foure or fine miles in length, so that

manie a deere that day was brought to the quarrie. a 1667
Cowley Agric. Wks. 1710 II. 722 He drives into a Toil the

foaming Hoar. 18*7 D. Johnson Ind. Fttld Sports 18 The
sudden jerk occasioned by an animal rushing at speed
against the toil.

//. 1530 Palsgr. 711/2, I selte, as a hunter settelh his

hayes, or his toylles, or any otht;r thinges to lake wylde
beestes with. iSS4 '" Kenipe Lasdy AISS. {1836) 97 Yt
hathe pleased the Quenes mat'»..to take yo"" Accompt for

the Revelles, Tentes, and Toyles. x6it Cotgr., ToiUsj
toyles; or a Hay to inclose, or intangle, wild beasts in.

1707 Land. Gaz. No. 4358/3 The Toiles are already set

round a large l.nke. 17*6 Arbuthnot // cannot rain but
it^yurs Swift's Wks. 1755 III. 1. 132 The wonderful
Wild Man that was nursed in the woods of Germany by a
wild beast, hunted and taken in toyls. x8s* Miss Yokge
Cattteos I. XXV. 200 His men-at-arms may come and catch

me like a fox In the toils.

+ 2. A trap or snare for wild l)easts. Obs. rare.

1607 TopsELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 574 The manner of

taking of Wolfs.. an Iron toil which they still fasten in the
earth with Iron pins, a 1639 Hinde J. Brut-n x. (1641) 34
It is lawfull. .to set Toyles (or Fo.xes. 1787 Gay Fables 1.

xxi. 31 Again he sets the poison 'd toils.

3. Jfg: or in fig. context {sing, and pi,),

sing, a 1548 Hall CAron., Rich. /// 56 Let vs not feare to

enter in to the loyle where we may suerly sley hym. e6o6

Shaks. Ant. -V tl. V, ii. 351 As she would catch another

Anthony In her strong toyle of Grace. 1671 Milton P. R.
11. 453 Extol not Riches then, the toyl of Fools. 1718 Kowe
tr. Lucan 1. 168 Who hope to share the spoil, And hold the

World within on common toil. 1774 Goldsm. N^nt. Hist.

(1776) Vlll. 258 The spider's.. next care is to seize and
secure whatever insect happens to be caught in the toil.

//. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxlii. i. Lord, thou..

knowst each path where stick the toyls of danger. 1648

Hbrrick Hesper.y Diss-wasiims fr. idleness*; Armes and
hands.. Are but toiles or manicles. a 1704 T. Brown Oh
Beauties Wks. 1730 I. 45 £l;tch fair enchanter sets To\'Ies

for my heart. 1738 Wksi.ey Ps. lvii. iii. While in the Toils

of Hell I lie. 1810 Scorr tatty 0/L, 11. xxviii, Themselves
in bloody toils were snared.

4. attrib. and Comb., as f toil-house, a building

in which toils and other hunting equipments were

housetl ; so t toil-yard.

1558 in Feuilleral Re^'els Q. Eli*. (1908) 48 One greate

bouse called the Toyle house . . with a Toyle yerdc.

Toil (toil), v.l Forms: 4-7 toyle, 5-7 toile,

7 toyl (toiel), 7- toil. See also T'oly v. and So.

TuiLYlEi'. [a. AF,/i7//t*rtostrive, dispute, wrangle
== OF, toeillier, toolliter, toillicr, tottellier, mod.F.
touillier{i2\\\ c. in Ootlef.), * salir, souillier*, to soil,

stir up, agitate, in mod.F. dial, to mix, stir up;
* filthily to mix or mingle, . . shuffle together, to

intangle, trouble, or pester by scuruie medling;

also, to bedurt, begnme, bcsmeare, etc. ' (Cotgr.

1611); according to I latz.-Darm. i-L. Ittdiculdre

to stir, stir about, f. tttdicula a machine for bruising

olives. The development of sense was app. * to stir

up, make a slir or agitation, struggle, wrangle'.]

I. +L inir. To contend in a lawsuit or an argu-

ment ; to dispute, argue ; also, to contend in

battle ; to fight, struggle. Obs.

(taQ* hRiTTON V. X. ( II En ceo cas quant plusours heirs

loillcnt entour heritage letcH c 1330 Isce Toiling vbl. sb.\

[c 13^ Nominate Gall..Angl. (K.E/rA), Homme pUde et

toil* pur glebe, M. motith and striuyth for rit of kyrke.)

f 1380 Anticrist in Todd Three Treat. Wvcli/ KxZ^i) 150

Crist wij^hclde no men of lawe ne pleders at [«: barr for rolics

& fees, .to loyle for worldly cause, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.

6957 When Paris hadde with him thus toylcti, Off his Armes
he nim dUpoylcd. C1400 Destr. Troy 10160 The Troiens

wi> tcne ItMled full bard. Wi)r a Rumour full roide & a
roght hate.

1 2. tram. To pull, drag, tug about. Obs,

c 13^ Body ^ Soul i8j in Afap's Poems (Camden) ^44

Hit was in a deolful pfeyt, Keulhliche i-toyled to and fro.

fi39t4 {swTotuHG vbl. sk]. a 1400 Leg. Rood (iSji) 143 pe

dispitoas Icwes nolde not spare Til trie fruit weote tore and
toyled. c 14^ Alphabet of Tides 54 As Saynt Anton lay

in a den in wildcrncs, a gretc multitude of fcndis come vnto

bym and rafe hym, & toylid hym.

H. 3. inlr. To stmgjjlc for some object or for a

living; to engage in severe and continuous labour

or exertion ; to lalx)ur arduously. Often in the

collocation toil and moil : see Moil v. 3.

ri394 P. PI. Crede 742 V mijt lymen bo troiflardes to

toilcn wib be erbe, Tylyen & trewliche lyven. tf 1400

LanglamCs P. Pi. A. xi. 1S3 (MS. T.) And atle kyne crafty

mcn..toille for here foode. 1530 Palsgr. 758/2, I toyle, I

stryve to gette my lyvyng,/> me estriue. . 1 loyle, 1 laboure,

je me trauaille. 1548 Forrest /'leas. Poesye 57 The
Pooreman to toylc for twoe |>ense the Dave, i^, etc. (see

Moil v. 3I. i6it Hiblb Luke v. 5 Wee haue toyled all the

night. Ibid. xii. 27 They toile not j they spinne not. 1654

Gataker Disc. Apol. 17 For worldlie wealth, men can toil

and moil all the week long. I7»9 Law Serious C. iv. (1732)

53 If he labours and toils, not to serve any reasonable ends

of life. 1833 Ht. Martineau Manck. Strike \x. loi Thirteen

thousand workpeople—who toil for twopence halfpenny a

day. 1909 R. Nicoll in Mem. H. Bonar 103 He toiled on

till he was past eighty.

h. ^g. To Struggle mentallv.

Z768 V. Kmox iyinter i^ven, I. li. 22 Language toils in

vain for expressions. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xxxi, Ainia
Comnena deeply toiled in spirit for the discovery of some
means by which she might assert her sullied dignity.

c. inlr. With adverbial extension : To move or
advance toilsomely or with struggling and labour.
1781 CowpKR Truth 4^7 The Soul reposing on assured relief

..Forgets her labour as she toils along. 1836 W. Irving
Astoria I. 296 Trusting to his overtukingtlie barges as they
toiled up against the stream. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Fng.
xii. III. 163 The road wasdeep in mire.. .the womenand chil-
dren weeping, famished, and toiling through the mud up to
their knees. Afod. Toiling up the steep.

4. trans. To bring into some contlition or posi-
tion, or to procure, by toil ; toll otit^ to accomplish
or effect by toil. Also with coj^nate obj. rare.
1667 Milton /*. L. x. 475, 1 Toild out my uncouth

passage. 1796 Coleridge Inirod. to Somt. Poems 1S77 I.

131 When, at last, the thing is toiled and hammered into fit

shape. xZxf — Biog. Lit.'xx. 1. 148 InSchelling. . I first found
a genial coincidence with much that I had toiled out for
myself. 1823 Praed Troubadour \. 487 'Toil yet another
toil

', quoth he.

6. 'i'o subject to toil, cause to work hard ; to

weary, tire, fatigue, esp. with work. Toil out, to

tire out or exhaust with toil. arck. and dial.

1549 CovERDALE, ctc. Evosm. Par. yas. 36 You are vexed
in your mynde, and . . toyled with sondrye tumultes of cares.

1396 Danett tr. Comines (1614) 328 The poore man that
trauelleth and toileth his body to get foode. 1607 Mark-
ham Caz'al. IV. (1617) 16 The very toyling him vpon the
deep lands, will bring him to a weaknesse in his limbs. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. 55 The army was toiled out with
cruell tempests. 1760 Dodd Hymn to Gd. Nat. Poems
(1767) 6 Steeds much toird,ill fed. 18*5 Scott Talis///, xvi,

Physicians had to toil their wits to invent names for imagi-
nary maladies. 1837 Caklvle Fk Ret'. I. vii. ix, A man so
tossed and toiled for twenty-four hours and more.

tb. rc/l. Obs.

1587 GoLDiNG De Afornay xi. (1592) 160 (For] the diuine
Prouidence. .to toyle it selfe in the cark and care of so many
particular things. 1596 Danett tr. Comines (1614) 220
What needed he thus to haue toiled himselfe? a 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man, iv, vi. 343 Let Men toyl themselves till

their Brains be fiied,..they will toyl in vain.

t 6. trans. To labour upon ; to work at ; esp.

to till (the earth, ground, or soil).

155a Huloet, Toyle or labour the earth, soUc/io. 1614
\i17d. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2) A ij, Like Alchemists
toyling the Stone. >6i6 Surfu &Markh. Country Farme
131 The Mules,. are vsed to toile the earth.

HI. 1 7. trans. Cookery. To stir, mix by
stirring. Obs,

c 1430 Tivo Cookery-bks, 24 Toyle hem with Flowre, an
frye hem, ibid. 54 Toyle yt with l>in bond al ^>es to-

gederys. c 1550 Lacy W'yl Bucke's Test. (Halliw.) 59 Sete

him Iihe chine) on the fire, and toyle him with a pot staffe

tyl he sethe for quailing and then he shal be browne of his

owne kinde.

Toil (toil), z/.z {{. Toil sb.'q trans. To trap

or enclose in a toil ; to drive (game) into a toil

;

also A^- to entrap, entangle ; dial, to set (a trap)

;

cf. Till f.i 7.

159a Warner Ailt. Eitg. vni. xii. (1612) 199 And hath he
toyled vp his game? l6sx Elsing DehaUs llo. Lords
(Camden) App. 139 Seting these poore mene toyled tti this

maze of afiliccions. 1887 I*. Hardv W'oodlamiers xlvii, He
laid the trap,.. set it, or to use the local and better word
• toiled' iu

Hence Toiled ///. a., netted, trapped, snared.

1852 Jf.kdan Autobiog. II. 16 The toiled bird had l)een

liljerated from its cage. 1854 S. \)ovK\.\. Balder xxiii. 85

Lying close like a toiled bird that with wide eyes Is mute
and strange. Ibid, xxxvii. 186 Bind him down With the

strong boiuis of love . . Naked and toiled.

Toilanette : see Toilinet.

II Toile (twal). In 6 also toyl(e. [F. toile

linen clotli, canvas :—L. tela web.]

+ 1. Cloth; in qnot. 1575, cloth or canvas used

for painting on. Vbs. rare.

I5«i Reg.PrivyCmtHcilScot. I. i/aTopersewforaneschip
and loylis, qubiik is callit lynnyng clayth in oure language.

IS7S Laneham Let. 51 By toile and pensill so lyucly exprest.

2. A dress material : see qnots.

i8sS SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Toile (French), linen cloth.

1899 ll'eslm. Gaz. 22 June 3/2 A simple pielty afternoon

gown of blue toile, that mixture of silk and linen.

Toile, obs. f. Tuille, piece of body armour.

Toile, obs. f. Toil ; obs. Sc. form of Tool.

Toiled (toild), ///. n.i [f. Toil z/.i + -ed i.]

1. Exhausted with toil; worn-out, weary, arch.

and liial.

159s Wyri.ey Armorie, Cafilall de Buz 144 His toyled

mates do tend But how from death they may themselues

defend. 1614 W. B. I'hiloso/ihcr's Banquet (ed. 2) A iij,

'J'edious howres and toyled braines. i6m Uravton Poly-

tlb. XXV. 203 When the toyld Cater home them to the

Kitchen brinss. The Cooke doth cist them out, as most

vnsauory things. 1791 CowpliF Iliad 11. 466 Ev'ry buckler's

thong .Shall sweat on the toil'd bosom.
Comb. 18^ J. L. Maxwell W. B. Thomson iv. 41 A pale,

toiled-lookmg young mother.

1 2. Of plants or soil : Subjected to or improved

by cultivation, tilled, cultivated. Obs.

1578 LvTE Dodoens in. lix. 399 I'here be two sortes of

Hoppes, the manured or toyled Hop, and the wilde hedge

Hoppe. 1601 Holland /'//«j' (1634) II. 278 Cala..loueth

to grow in toiled and ploughed grounds. 1616 Surfl. &
Maekh. Country Farme 181 Sowne in a well toyled ground.

Toiled, ///. rt.2 : see Toil ?;.''

Toilenet, -ette : see Toilinet.



TOILER.

Toiler (toibi). [f. Toil ».i+-er1.] One

who toils, a hard worker.

i$49 CovKRDALE, clc. Erostit. Par. Peter i. 2 Goodes (in

getting and heaping together wherof the toylers of the

world thinke themselfes fortunate). 1580 Hollvband Treas.

Fr Tone. Tracasseur, a buste body, a toyler to little pur.

pose. 1858 Miss Mulock Th. ok. Worn. 86 ' In all labour

there is profit'—ay, and honour too, if the toilers could

but recognise it. 1009 Chr. Express 1 Mar. ^i/a Any toiler

in the field of sociology—black or white.

Toilet (toi- let), i*. Forms: 6 6V. tulat,tolat,

7-8 toylet, 8 toylett, 7-9 toilette, (8 toillette),

7- toilet; also 7 twil(l)et, (7-9 twUight). (Cf.

twily in Eng. Dial. Diet., var. toily.) [a. F. toilelte

(twalft), dim. of toile cloth: see Toil j*.^ Cf.

TilletI.
Most, if not all, of the English senses are to be found in

Fr. (see Littr^), esp. in 17th cent, use.]

+ 1. A piece of stuff used as a wrapper for

clothes. Obs.

Also, in dictionaries, from Cotgrave, a night-dress bag ;

app. an error and never in Eng. use.
.

1540 in Pitcaim Crim. Trials (1830) I. 302 For pointis to

l>e Cote and brekis, and ane Tulat to |>e Cote . . iij s. 1541

Ibid. 318 For ix elnis blak freis, to lyne |)e Cote. .. Item, for

pointis and ane tolat to turs it to Sancl Johnesloune. i6n
COTGR., Toilette, a Toylet! the stuffe which Drapers lap

about their clothes ; also, a bag to put night-clothes, and

buckeram, or other stuffe to wrap any other clothes, in.

[1656 Blount Glossogr., Toylet (Fr. toyletle), a bag or clolh

to put night clothes in. iSsSSimmondsZJk/. Trade, Toilet,

a bag or case for night.clothes.]

t b. A towel or cloth thrown over the shoulders

during hair-dressing ; also, a shawl. Obs. rare.

1684 J. Phillips in tr. Plutarch's Morals (1874) IV. 238

Pleasant . . was the answer of Archelaus to the barber, who,

after he had cast the linen toilet about his shoulders, put

this question to him. How shall I trim your majesty? \n

silence, quoth the king. 1687 A. LovELL tr. Thevetiot s

Trav. III. 37 When they go abroad, they wear a Chal which

is a kind of toilet of very fine Wool made at Clachmir.

2. A cloth cover for a dressing-table (formerly

often of rich material and workmanship) ; now
usually called a toilet-cover.

i68» Lond. Gaz. No. 1739/4 A gold.coloured Tabby
Twilet and Pincushion with Silver Lace. 1681 Ibid. No.

181 1/4 Stolen the 20th Instant, a Toilet of bfew Velvet,

with a Gold and Silver Fringe. 1696 PniLLirs (ed. 5),

Toilet, a kind of Table-cloth, or Carpet of Silk, Sattins,

Velvet or Tissue, spread upon a Table in a Bed.chamber.

1703 Coutitrey Farmer's Catecli. (N.s.v. Knit-knot),y\o\. to

spend their time in knil-knots, patch.work, fine twilights.

1767 .Mrs. Delanv Life ^ Corr. Ser. 11. (1862) I. 104 Your

fancy about taking a gimp round the flowers on the todet

would be pretty, but too much work. 1858 Simmonds Vict.

Trade, Toilet,, .a cotton cover for a dressing.table.

3. collective. The articles required or used in

dressing ; the furniture of the toilet-table ; toilet-

service; also, t a case containing these {obs^.

i66a Evelyn Diary 9 June, The greate looking.glasse and

toilet of beaten and massive gold was given by the Queene

Mother. 1718 Ladv M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess ofMar
10 Mar., In her bedchamber, her toilet was displayed con.

sisting of two looking-glasses [etc.]. i7a7-4> Chambers

Cycl., Toilet, . . the dressing.box, wherein are kept the paints,

pomatums, essences, patches, &c ; the pin-cushion, powder,

box, brushes, &c. are esteemed pans of the equipage of a

lady's toilet. 1815 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 53/2 A superb toilet

of plate. I'bid. 55/1 His toilet is of sifver. 1853 Kane Grin-

nellE-xp. iii. (1856) 26 To one long string was fastened..

my entire toilet, a tooth.brush, a comb, and a hair-brush.

4. The table on which these articles are placed ;

a toilet-table.

<:i69S Prior Ode, ' Tlu merchant', etc. 6 My darling

lyre. Upon Euphelia's toilet lay. 1709 — Hans Carvtl fxt

An untouch'd Bible grac'd her toilet : No fear that thumb

of hers should spoil it. 1789 Gibbon Autobiag. (1854) 100

My book was on every table, and almost on every toilette.

1803 Marv Charlton Wife ^ Mistress 1. 118, I have made

up a twilight in her room, and put my white taffety pin.

cushion upon it. i8i8 Scott Br. Lamm, xxvi. On the

toilette beside, stood an old-fashioned mirror, in a fillagrce

frame. 1838 W. Wallace Mackintosh's Hist. Eng. Vlll.

V. 188 The letter of the princess Anne, said to have been

left by her on her toilet, was not delivered.

5. The action or process of dressing.

Transf. from the table (sense 4) to the process there per-

formed, app. through the phr. ' at her toilet '.

1681 tr. Combes' l^'ersailles, etc. (16B4) 32 She was given to

understand, being at her Toilette, of the death of her Hus-

band. 1711-14 Pope Rape Lock iii. 24 The long labours

of the Toilet cease. »7i3 Swift Cadenns «r Vanessa 50

Ev'ry trifle that employs The out or inside of their heads

Between their toyletsand their beds. 1777 Mme. D'Arblav

Early Diary^iZ^) II. 194 We were down before Mrs. Wall,

whose toilette is anaffairofmoment. i8u VV. ImitiG Braceb.

/falHiZ^g) 51 She actually spent an hour longer at her toi.

lette, and made her appearance with her hair uncommonly
frizzed and powdered. i8a6 in Sheridaniana 309 One morn-

ing, when finishing his toilet. 1858 Lvtton IVhat will he

do H. iv, Lionel's toilet was soon hurried over.

b. "The reception of visitors by a lady during the

concluding stages of her toilet : very fashionable in

the 1 8th c. Now Hist. (Cf. toilet-call in 9.)

1703 Steele Tend. Husb. l. i. You shall introduce him to

Mrs. Clerimont's Toilet. 1765 Chesterf. Let. to A. C.

Stanhope 2i Mar., I carried him a little time ago to a lady s

toilette, who was delighted with him. 1786 Mme. D'Arblav

Diary 19 Aug., 1 am forced to deny all admission to my toi-

lette, as It has never taken place without making me too late.

6. Manner or style of dressing ; dress, costume,

• get-up ' ; also, a dress or costume, a gown.

i8ai Scott Kenilw. iii, His toilelte had apparently cost

108

him some labour, for his clothes . . were of the newest fashion,

and put on with great attention. 1821 Sporting Mag. IX.

32 'I'he lady was beautiful, her tourneure distinjjuished, her

toilette elegant. 1849 Thackkray Pendcnnis xxlv, Madame
noted every article of toilette which the ladies wore. 1867

Latham Black fy IVhite 128 We observed some show of

evening toilet. 1883 Truth 31 May 745/2 Lady Dudley s

black toilette was much admired. 1889 GuNTER 1 luit

Frenchman x, This toilet is a mass of fleecy muslin.

7. A dressing-room ; in U. S. esp. a dressing-

room furnished with bathing facilities; inrestricled

sense, a bath-room, a lavatory {Funk's Stand.

Diet.).

1819 Bvron yuan 1. cliii, There is the closet, there the

toilet. i8s8 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Toilette (French), a

dressing-table ; an anteroom for dressing. 1909 in Cent.

Diet. Supp.

8. transf. from 5. a. Surgery. The cleansing of

a part after an operation, b. The cleaning up of

a street, a ship, etc. c. Preparation for execution

(in Fr. form toilette : see Littre s. v. Toilette 10 a).

a. 1879 Brit. Med. frnl. 24 May 790 Spencer Wells, by

his careiid toilette of the peritoneum. 1890 Billings A'a/.

Med. Diet., Toilet ofthe peritoneum, cleansing the abdo-

min.1l cavity after abdominal section.

b. 1901 Daily Tel. 9 Mar. 9/6 The toilet of Ixmdon—to
use the picturesque phrase of an authority consulted yester-

day—cannot be satisfactory unless the streets are flushed

with water every iiiRht. 1907 C. Urban Cinematograph

21 The performance of the toilet of an ocean greyhound.

0. 188s Du Cane Punishm. f, Prev. Crime ii. 23 Ihe
hangman was not allowed to enter the gaol even to receive

ids wage, but was paid over the gates, the 'toilette or

pinioning being performed by the 'yeomen of the halter,.

1903 Lii. R. GowER Rec. fs Reiiiin. 281 The ghastly cere-

mony of his toilette [for the guillotine], as they call the

pinioning and cutting off the hair at the back of his head.

9. altrib. and Comb, a. Of or ijertaining to the

toilet : as toilet-eall (see s b), -can, -chamber, -pail,

-quilt, -service, -set, -soap, -stand, etc.

i7»t CiBBER Refusal II. i. Vanity is the only fruit of

toilette lucubrations. I7«> Centl. Mag. Dec. 558/1 A beauti-

ful alabaster. .intendedfor..hertoilet-stand. iSa^CAKLVLE

Germ. Rom. I. 26 Toilette calls were not in fashion. 1839

XJrk Diet. Arts 1147 Ordinary soft toilet soap. .The fat

generally preferred is good hog's lard. 1848 Thackeray

Van. Fair vii, [She] examined the dreary pictures and toil-

ette appointments, /bid. xxxi. He would make a present

of the silver essence.bottles and toilet knicknacks to a young

l.ady. 1853 James Agnes Sorcl {iB6o) 1. 87 When they had

entered his toilet-chamber, the Duke cast himself into a

chair. 1858 SiMMONns Pict. Trade, Toilet.can, a till can

for water for a dressing-room. .. yo/A'/./a//, a tin pail for

holding slops in a bedroom. Toilet-guilt ,3. lied^over or

cover for the dressing.table. Toilet-set, Toilet-service,

earthenware and glass utensils for a dressing-room. 1909

Eliz. Banks Myst. Frances Farrington xiv. 162 Toilet odds

and ends, such as hair-pins, safety-pins, . . thread and needles.

b. Special Comb. : toilet-basket, a wicker

dressing-case; t toilet-cap, a cap formerly worn

by men of fashion while dressing ; toilet-case, a

dressing-case ; toilet-cloth, toilet-cover, a cloth

for the toilet-t.ible ; toilet-cup, a cup, vase, or the

like used as a receptacle for small articles of the

toilet; toilet-glass, a looking-gl.iss for dressing,

a toilet-table mirror ; toilet-paper, soft paper pre-

pared for shaving, hair-curling, use in lavatories,

etc.; toilet-room, a dressing-room; in U.S. spec.

a lav.itory or bath-room {Funk's Stand. Diet. 1 895)

;

toilet-sponge, a sponge of fine texture for washing;

toilet-table, a dressing-table furnished with the

utensils and materials of the toilet ; toilet-vase,

see toilet-cup ; toilet-vinegar, aromatic vinegar

used as an emollient; toilet-water, perfumed liquid

for the toilet.

1908 IVestm. Gaz. 23 Jan. 4/2 The new automobile "toilet

basket is just the thing to carry when touring. . . It contains

..everything necessary for the toilet. 1660 Pkpys Diary

3 Sept., 'To get [my Lord].. a *toilet cap, and comb case

of silk, to make use of in Holland. tXBg H. F. Wood
Englishman ofRue Cain xi. One of our governesses had a
•toilelte.case sent her as a present. 1858 Simmonds Diet.

Trade, 'Toilet-cover. 1904 E. Nesbit Phoenix ij- Carpet

xii. 226 He's pulled the toilet-cover off the dressing-table

with all the brushes and pots and things. 1848 Thackeray

Van. Fair Iviii, The dreary little "toilet-glass on the dress-

ing.table, 1884 Stationers' 4- Booksellers' Jrnl. 31 Mar.

3/1 An attractively put.up packet of 'toilet paper. 1794

SIar. J. HoLROYD in Girlhood ofM. J. H. (1896) 289 We
have put a *Toilette Table and a neat Pembroke Table.

.

in your own Room. 190a Daily Chron. 20 June 10/4 Visi-

tors to London . . see her now at her toilet table. 1874 Bl rch

\st ti 2nd Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 32 The present •toilet-

vase is a remarkably fine example of this kind of ware

[glazed steatite]. 1867 Lady Hkrbeut Cradle L. viii. 218

Even scented soap and "toilette vinegar were ransacked

from his stores. 185s Dickens Dorrit 11. xiv, A bottle of

sweet "toilette water.

Hence Toi'letry, (a) performance of the toilet

;

(b) the apparatus of the toilet; Toiletio a., of

or pertaining to the toilet, {noiice-wds.)

183a J. P. Kennedy S-.valloiu B. iv. Sundry evidences.,

of what—to coin a word,— I might call a scrupulous "toiletry.

189a Edin. Rev. Apr. 433 I'he claim to have dug up Priam's

treasure and Helen's toiletry. 1879 Baker t>/»7-i<s 13 He.

.

plunged into .. their numerous small packages, rumpling

clean linen, and producing a "toileltic chaos.

Toilet (toi-Iet), V. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr. To
perform one's toilet, to wash and attire oneself.

b. tram. To furnish with a toilet; to dress, attire.

TOILOUS.

1840 Haliburton Letter Bag 1. 7 Rose and toileted, went

on deck. 1850 ' Peter Crook ' IVar of Hats 52 A Guy
Kawkes figure toilelted and chaired. 1B93 Leland Mem.
II. 177 As .soon as I had toilelted and gone below.

Hence Toi'leted ppl. a., dressed, costumed,

garlied. Chiefly as second element.

187s Bret Harte fohn Oakliurst Wks. 1S80 111. 120

And then the long hotel piazza came in view, efflorescent

with the full-loiletcd fair. 1882 Annie Edwardes Ballroom

Repentance I. 3 There wasn't a well toilelted woman there.

Toilfal(toilful),r7. [f. ToiLrf.l] Full of toil.

1. Of an agent or his actions : Characterised by

toiling; labouring; hard-working.

1596 SrENSER Hymn Heavenly Love 227 Betweene the

toylefiill Oxe and humble Asse.
,
<i 1789 Mickle Liberty

xvii, The fruitful lawns confess his toilful care. 1832 W.
Irving Alhambra I. 70 We behold the patient train ofthe

toilful muleteer, slowly movingalong the skirls of the moun-

tain. 1839-40— Wolfert's A'., Mountjoy (1855) 33 The wild-

flowers were no longer . . the resorts of the toilful bee. 1887

Blackik in Blackw. Mag. Oct. 536 The toilful monks of

Croyland Clave the clod.

2. Of an action, condition, etc. : = Toilsome i.

1614 Sylvester Bcthulia's Rescue iv. 432 Hee . . that .

.

In Toil.full Fears will his own death procure. l6al T.

Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard ros Long trauell,

tyrings, and toylcfuU labours. 1847 W. Irving in Life IV.

II This has been a toilful year to me. 1859 Farrar J.

Home 96 Climbing with toilful progress some sleep and

rocky hill.

Hence Toi'lfnlly adv., in a toilful manner.

183a tr. Tour Germ. Prince II. vii. 124 A white footpath

winded along loilfully through the brown heather, i860

Farrar Orig. Lang. 1. 3 We loilfully examine the unburied

monuments of extinct nations. i88a E. Arnold Pearls of

Faith (1S83) 144 There through loilfully, with steps of pain

Went an old Jew.

Toi linet, -ette, toilene tte. Also 8 -enet,

9 -anette. [(Origin unascertained : perh. a fancy

trade-name; app. f. F. toile linen, cloth, the lest of

the word being modelled on satinet, -ette, sarsenet,

-ette, or the like (in which the « belongs to the

root).] A kind of fine woollen cloth: used in

the first half ofthe 19th c. for waistcoats ofgrooms,

huntsmen, etc. ; for later application see quot.

1858 ^. Also altrib.

1799 Hull Advertiser 12 Jan. 2/2 Waistcoat of kersey,

mere or toilenet. 1801 Nemnich IVaaren Lexicon 11. 687

Toilinet, ein feines Westenzeug von Wolle, das in York-

shire verferligt wird ; Striped, geslreifl i
Checked, gewur-

felt. Es ist dem Suansdown ahnlich. 1810 in Spirit Pub.

yrnls. XIV. 47 With the broad^ilolh, loilinets, waistcoat

and breeches-stuff. 1840 Chalmers Chr.^ it Crvic^ Econ.

xxii. The making of shawls and the making of loilinette

waislcoals. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma Ixviii, Hb
vest [wa.s] a canary-coloured striped toikinette, with a

slightly turned-down collar. 18^ Simmonds Diet. Trade,

Toilinet, a kind of German quilting ; silk and cotton warp
with woollen weft.

Toiling (toiliq), sb. 1 Obs. rare. [f. Toil sb.'^ +
-iNtil; cf. Nettiuo jA.'-^] (See quot.)

1805 R. W. Dickson Praet. Agric. II. 675 A sort of net-

work, formed of small cord, called toiling.

Toi'ling, vbl. sb. [f. Toil w.i-f-iKol.] The
action of Toil i/.l in various senses ; struggling

;

tugging ; labouring, working hard.

c 1330 A rth. ^ Merl. (Kolbing) 6083 Ac on hors in \>\s toll-

ing Was broujt Sornigrex |>e king, c 1394 /'. PI. CritU

753 His syre a soutere y.suled in grees, His teej" wit> toyl-

mge of le|>er tetered as a sawe. 1549 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm. Par. Phil. i. 3 b, To be losed fiome the troublous

toylynges of thys lyfe. 1587 Harrison England i. iv. in

Holinshed I. 7/2 When their toiling and drudgerie could

not please them. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 63 He..
resolvs 10 give over toyling. 1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. II.

v, The Day of Man's Existence, .with all its sick toilings.

189s A thenxum 9 Mar. 307/3 The traveller, .must make up
his miiiH to. .slow toiling along miserable, .roads.

Toiling, ppl. a. [f. Toil zj.i -h -ing ''.] That
toils, in various senses of the verb ; struggling

;

labouring, laborious, hard-working.
155a Huloet, Toylyng, tuditans. c 159a Marlowe Massa-

cre Paris III. ii, Sorrow seize upon my toiling soul ! 164a

Fuller Holy ff Prof. St. iv. xix. 338 He. .avoids a toyling

and laborious industry. 1703 Rowe Ulyss. 11. i. The
Labours of the toiling Hind. 1844 Longf. Sea-weed i.

Landward in his wrath he [storm.windj scourges The
toiling surges. 1890 *R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer
(1891) loS A toiling owner of a small station.

Hence Toilingly adv., in a toiling manner.
i8ia W. Tennant A nster F. in. vi, Toilingly each bitter

beadle swung, .his greasy rope. zB^Blackw. Mag. XXIV.
351 Toilingly he raises his body.

Toille, obs. Sc. form of Toll rf.i

Toilless (toi-l|les), a. [f. Toil sb.^ -^ -less.]

Without toil ; apart or free from toil. fa. En-

tailing no toil. Obs. b. That is or acts without

labour or exertion.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Magnif. 664 There all

glows toylless. 1839 Bailey Festus xix. (1848) 207 Earth's

luxurious toilless tribes. 1894 Scott. Leader 4 Jan. 3 And
soar o'er life, and toilless comprehend Of flowers and all

things dumb the silent speed.

Hence Toi'llessnesa, freedom from toil.

1881 J. M. Brown Student Life 4 They keep as a stimulus

to toil the prospect of future loillessness.

j-Toilons, a. Obs. rare. Also 5 -ose. [f. Toil
ji.l + -ous.] a. Contentious, disputations, wrang-

ling, b. Full of toil; toilsome.
<ri43o A. B. C. of Aristotle in Babees Bk. (1868) 12, T to

toilose, ne to talewijs, for temperauoce is beest. ci^o



TOILSOME.
Treat. Galaunt (W. de W.) 17 As tyrauntes and traytours,

loyllous in moote. 1530 Palsck. 327/3 Toylouse, full of

toyle and labour.

Toilsome (toi-lscra), a. [f. Toil sty + -some.]

1. Of actions, conditions, etc. : Characterized by
or involving toil ; laborious, tiring.

1581 J. Bell HaJdons AmuK Osor. 23 b, O my ouer
tedious and toylcsonie lucke, ibat hoped to dispute with
a learned and discrete Diuine, . . ; but now finde all contrary.

1590 Spknser F. Q. \. iv. 3 For she ip wearie of the todsoin

way. 1667 MiLTuN P. L. XI. 179 What can be toilsoni in

these pleasant Walkei? 1707 Curios, in Hitsb, <V Card.
lit The making of Cyder being Toilsom and expensive.

1855 Macal'Lav Hist. Eng. xiii. 111. 358 The ascent had
been long and toilsome.

b. Of concrete tilings : Entailing toil.

1609 \V. M. ifait in .\fixiitc (Ptrcy Soc) 44 The toylsomest
burden that combreth a man. 1791 CowpER Odyss. x. 94
Onr force Kxhatisting ceaseless at the toilsome oar.

2. Of an agent : = Toilful i.

l6s5 H. Vaugham Silex Scint. it. Quickiuss v. Thou art a
toylsom Mole. 01841 Shepakd in £'jj. C/rr. J/rx/V^r;' 66/3
Fervent, heroic, toilsome men. 1845 LoNCP. Rain in
Summer vii. In the furrowed land The toilsome and patient

oxen stand.

+ 3. Caused by toil. Ohs. rare.
^

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. v. w Toylsom sweat. Ibid. xii. 29
Ne ever sought to bayt His tyred armes for toylesome
wearinesse.

Hence Toi'lsomely adv., in a toilsome manner,
laboriously ; Toi'laomeness, laborionsness.
1614 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. viil v. Their life must b*!

•toilc>omely spent in hewing of wood, and drawing of water
for all Israel. 1816 Scott Bl. Dviar/'vt, Slowly and toil-

somely labouring to pile the large stones one upon another.
1871 Macmillan True t'iru ii. (1S72) 6t Earning toilsomely
his daily bread. 1586 Stanvhukst Ded. to Sir //. Sidney
in Holinshe'J (i&jS) VI. 274 The 'toilesomnesse of the paiiie

I refer to my priuat knowledge. 1630 R. yofiHsorCs Kiitgd.
4- Comwio. 89 A Peasant, disl^araged in his drudgery and
servile toihomenesse. i8te Spectator^ Nov., All dwelt on
tbe painful toils':>n)eness of manual work, and not erne on the
s.itisfac<ion it produces.

Toil-worn (toi-lw/m), a. [f. Toil sb^ (
WuuN.I Worn by toil ; showing marks of toil.

1751 Mason Etfrida Poems (1774) 133 Mean and pilgiim
imds. All like an ancient, toil-worn traveller. 1804 Gka-
HAME Sabbath 34 llie toil-worn horse, set free. 1843
BrrHUNe Sc. FirtsieU Stor, 134 The toil.worn countenance,
and the anxious eye. 1898 J. Arch Story 0/Li/e viii. i8j
The fanners looked care-woin and toil.worn.

ToiB, obs. f. toti, pi. of ToK.

Toise (toiz), ib. In 6 toyse. [a. F. toiu :-OF.
teiit = It. tesii :—L.ite L. teia, Itnsa (sc. briuhia)
' the oolstretcbed arms ', taken as a fern. sing. : see

also the ME. Tkise, taise.] A French lineal

measure of 6 French feet, roughly equal to 1-949
metres, or 6§ English feet. Chiefly in military use.

Si/uan toise, a measure — about 4| square yards.
1598 Uallington Metk. Trav. Bivb, This great City, is

within ten To>'ses as large as Paris. 1644 EvKLVN Dimry
7 Mar., The Create fiarden, 180 toises lotig and 154 wide.

*7S9 *r. DuhameCs llusK M. xi. (1763) 150. 1344 square totses

of ^ feet. 1813 BvHON yuan vllL vii, The column order'd
oa the assault scarce pass'd l!cyond the Kus&ian batteries a
few toises Irrw* noises). 1904 Quiller-Couch Fort Amity
xiii. It was quadrilateral with a frontage of fifty toises.

Hence Toiu v. rare (ad. Fr. loiter] trans., to
measure with the eye, to eye from head to foot.

1889 Steviksoh .Itaster 0/B. iv, .\t the same time he had
a better look at me, totsed me a second time sharfily, and
then smiled, a 1894 — St. tve$ xix, I am acquainted also
with the properties of a pair cH pistols, said I, totsing him.

II Toisech (t^Jex). Sc. I/ist. [Gaelic tiisech

loni, chief ; «» Welsh lywyiog ' dux, princeps ' : cf.

liisich to begin, lies, loiieach beginning, front] A
personage or offiixr of the third rank (in order king,
mormaer, tiisech) in ancient Celtic Scotland, cor-
responding generally to the later chief of a clan.
i8}6 SKS.HF. /iig/itandirs Scot. (1903) I. vii. 114 There can

be little doubt that the Caclic title of Toisich was peculiar
to the oldest cadeC 1885 £dim. Rev. Apr. 309 TTie Celtic
' Toisechs ' took their corresponding place as Chiefs ofQans.
1900 Watt Aberdeen ^ Banfu. 49 A few appear to have
been descendants of the okl toisecfas.

llToison d'or (twazonddr). Also 7 tor<on
d'ore. [F., «° fleece ofgold ; toisoH :—L. tonsi^n-em
shearing (i.e. of a sheep), or:—L. auruin gold.]
a. The golden fleece: see Golden a. i ; alsoyf^.

b. Her. The figure of this, giving name to an order
of knighthood (see Fleecb sb. I c), and afterwards
borne by certain families.

1613 Lislb jElfric OH O. f iV. Teil. Ded. xxii, Yea
Weathers futr'd with her owne Toyson d'Ore. 1704 J.Harris Lex. Tcchn. I, Taisan d'Or (French), the Term
in Heraldry for a golden Fleece, which is sometimes bom
in a Coat of Arms. 1854 Thackeray Ne-Momcs xxviii. She
bad done everything for Jason i she had got him the toisoH
aor from the Queen Mother.

TolBt (loist). Also toyst. App. a dUl. form of
Teistie ; see quot. 1893 s. v.
a 1688 Wallace Deicr. Oriney (1693) 16 There are like,

wise many Toists and Ures, lioth Sea Fowls, very fat and
delicioui to eat. 1744 Prfston in f*i/. Trans. XLIII. 61
There are many Sorts of Wild.fuwl ;. .Solan Goose,. . Whaus,
Toists, . . Plovers, Scarfs, &c.
Toi-toi, var. Toe-toe, a New Zealand grass.
Tok, obs. pa. t. of Take v.

Tokan, obs, form of Toucak.
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Tokayl (t^lf^iO- Also 8 tockay. [Name of a
town in Upper Hungary.] (Also Tokay wine.) A
rich sweet wine of an aromatic flavour, made near
Tokay in Hungary. Also applied in U.S. to a
Californian wine made in imitation of this.

1710 Swift yml. to Stella vi, I dined at Stratford's in the
Cily and had Burgundy and Tokay. 1714 Mandeville
Fab. Bees (1735) 1. 260 When he has had a large Company,
and thought it Extravagant to treat with Tockay. 1773
Douglass in Phil. Trans, LXIll. 295 There are four sorts
of wine made from the same grapes, which they distinguish
at Tbk.iy by the name of Essence, Auspruch, Masslasch,
and the common wine. — 296 The Auspruch is the wine
commonly exported, and what is known in foreign countries
under the name of Tokay. 1857 Miller Ftem. Chem. (1862)
111. 160 Sherry yields from i to 5 per cent., port from 3 to
7 per cent., and Tokay as much as 17 per cent, of sugar.

b. Tokay grape, the variety of grape from which
this wine is made.
1896 Godey's Mag. Feb. 223/2 The luscious Tokay grapes,

the golden oranges, and purple plums may be placet! in
separate dishes.

II Tokay - (t0a-k<). Also tokee, tockay, tookai.

[a. Malay Sy tokl, also written j5y tokcq, jij3

tlkeq, with final q often silent : see Gecko.]
A species of Gecko, or lizard of the family Gecko-

niitm, app. G. vertieillaius, ofBurma, Siam, and the
Malay region.

7S3 Chambers C>c/. Sti/tf., Tockay,. . the name ofa species
of

_
Indian lizard distinguished from the other kinds, by

being spotted all over. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 149
Directly descending from the croc<xliIe, we find the Cordyle,
the Tockay and the Tejuguacu, all growing less in order, as
1 have named them. 1899 Prcc. Zool. Soc. 16 May 631
The Great Hoase.Lizard or Tokay is recorded from Peiiang,
Singjipore, and the Malay Peninsula.. .In Siam, however,
it is one of the commonest animals.

Toke, obs. pa. t. of Take z». ; see Toqok, Tuck.
Token (tiw-ken), s/>. Forms: a. i-3t4o(8)n,

2 takan, J-3 takenn (Orm.), 3-7 taken, 4 takein,
4-6 takin, -yn, taikin, 8 -en, 7 tackyn. 0. a-4
tocne, 3 tooken, 3-5 tokne, 4 -ono, -in, -un, 5
toooun, tookne, tokyng, 5-6 -yn, tooken, (6
tukne), 7 toakin, 4- token. [OE. ttleen, Itun

;

-= OFris. Ifken, tekn, leiken (\\ Fris. teiken,

i/eeekne), CS. tecan (ML{;.,ML)u., LG. tfken, Dn.
/eeken), DUG. zeikAan (MUG., Get. zcithen), ON.
/ir»*» {fakn from OE.), .Sw. lecken. Da., Norw. tegn,

all neuter :—OTeuU *laiktid^ (in Goth, taikns fein.

•.—'taiknis), cognate with *laik-jan, OE. ttecean
to show, Tkach.]
1. Something that serves to indicate a fact, event,

object, feeling, etc. ; a sign, a symbol. In token of,
as a sign, symbol, or evidence of.
cfco tr. Brda's Hill. t. viii. (iftjo) 4J, & heora slowe

or«ddon & weor^^on, swa swa si^^efaest tacon. ^897 K.
jCltred Crrgory't Past. C, xxviil 196 To lacne 8ict he his
geweald ahte. ciaoo Ibices ^ yirl. 135 Nis |iat non god
tocne of ripe manne. a 1300 Cursor .)/. 16574 pe rodeIwi
scop )>an as |>ai wald, Als we |>e taken se. c 131s Shoreham
VL 15 In tokne |>at pays scholde l)e By.tuexte god and
manne. 1483 Caxton C. de la Tour Iviii. fc vij, (The queen]
shewed hym many si;jnes and tokenes of loue. a 1533 ^'•
Berners Huon Ixxxiv. 266 Charlemayne .. kyvsydHuon
in token of peace. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nickolay't
Voy. III. xiii. 95 Beating, .a satchell ful of have in token of
their bondage and seruice. <86 in Verney Mem. (1907I 1 1.

409 Friendly cautions are Tokens of Love. 1778 Miss
BuRMiY Evelina (1784) II. i. j He gave him. .a cordial slap
on the back, and some other equally gentle tokens of satis-
faction. 183} Ht. Maktineau Briery Creek iii, 1 he hollow
tree, from which the mists had drawn olT, leaving a diamond
token oa every leaf.

fb. A sign of the zodiac. Obs. rare.
^*ooo5aj-. l.eechd. I. 164 Sy |j«t (Vjnne |>jcre sunnan ryne
beo on pam tacne he man uirgo ncmne'\ c 1050 Byrtit/erth's
flmdboc in AngliuiiWi) VIII. 303 Seo sunne wunaA on
tarn twelf tacnuin. 1535 Coverdale a Kings xxiii. 5 Them
that brent incense.. to the Sonne, and tbe Mone, and the
twelue tokens, and to all )'• boost of heauen.

tc. An ensign, a standard. (Only OE.)
a looo Gloss. Prudentius 45 Eal werod schwyrfedum tac-
num \r>ersis signis\ . . foron. a looo Ags. Ps. (Spelra.) Ixxiii.

6 [Ixxiv. 4) Hi asetton tacna heora tacna.

td. The sign of an inn, etc. Obs. rare~''.
C1440 Promf. Pan). 495/3 Tokne, or sygne of ane in,

idem ^uodxiiy, supra {P. signe of an ostry).

e. Coal-niitiing{S. IVaies). A thin seam of coal
indicating the vicinity of a thicker bed.
1883 in tjKESLEY Gloss. Coal.inining.

2. A sign or mark indicating some quality, or
distinguishing one object from others ; a character-

istic mark.
c 1000 ^LPRic Gen. !v. 15 God him sealde tacn, )wEt nan

ba;ra..hine ne ofsloxc. atyio Cursor Af. 612^ Bot in hat
huse noght he yode par he iand t.iken wit fie blode. 1398
Trevisa Barlk. De P. R. vi. v. (BodL M.S.), Whanne chil-

drenne voice chaungeb it is a tokene of Puberte. c 1400
Maunurv. (i83g> xxiii. 247 pat beren the tokne vpon hire
hedes of a mannes foot. 1456 Sir G. Have /.aw Arms
(.S. T. S.) 281 A maisler armoureur . . in his werkis had a
takyn that his werkis war knawin by. 1557 North Gue-
uara^s Diall Pr.^^ The tokens of a valyant and renowmed
captaine are, his woundes and buries. 1577 B. Googk
Htri-sbach's Husb. 111. (1586) 115b, Virgill. .dolh..describe
the tokens of a good Horse. 1814 .Scott I.d. 0/Isles \l. xiv,

The tokens on nis helmet tell The Bruce, my Liege : 1 know
him well. i8aa Lamb Elia Scr. i. Chininey-Svieepers, One

TOKEN.
unfortunate wight .. by tokens was discovered to be no
cliimney-bweeper.

b. A spot on the body indicating disease, esp.
the plague. Now rare or Obs.
1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirtirg. xxii. xiii. (1678) 500

(In Plague] spots (vulgarly called Tokens) appear over all
the body. 1666 J. H. Tient.Gt. Antidote 5 The Tokens
are, I am confident, Marks sent from God, and it is as im-
possible to cure any tliat have them, as to contradict the
Divine Decree, fjzz De For Piague (1756) 225 Those Spots
ihey call d the Tokens were really gangre<.n Spots, or morti-
fied Flesh in small Knobs as broad as a little silver Peny,
and hard as a piece of Callus or Horn. i8q6 A i/dutt's Syst.
Mid. I. 932 In the seventeenth century ihey fpurpnrir
patches] were known as the 'Tokens '. Ibid. 934 Petechial
truptions or 'tokens'.

3, Something serving as proof of a fact or state-
ment ; an evidence.
Be<nvui/[Z.) 1655 Beowulf mal^etode. .hwxt we l>e |jas

sxlac.brohton tires to tacne. c 1000 Ags, Gos/>. John vi.

30 H wact dest \>\\ to tacne (^t we jeseon & gelyfon ? c izoo
yices ^ Virt. 31 And wel ilieue be are tacne tm he hafft
i^nen me. c 1150 Cen. ^ Ex. 2860 Moyses tolde hem Sat
blide bode, And let hem sen tockenes fro gode. c 14JS tr.
Ardeme's Treat. Fistula 28 pis schal be to (le J>e tokne of
perfite curyng when Jk)u seez t?e linne cloutez. .to be drye.
1517 in ActsParlt. Scotl. (1875) XII, 38/1 And in takin
of this oure consent and oblissing hereintilt We ..have
[afh]xt to thir presentis oure Selis. a 15^ Ld. Bkknbrs
Huon Ixxxi. 246 He shal shew tokens that my sayenge is

trewe. 169a Washington tr. Milton's De/. Pop. iii. M.'s
Wks. 1851 VII. ^3 Money bears the Prince's Image, not as
a token of its being his, but of its being good Metal. 1715
De Foe Fafn. Instruct. 1. 1. (1841) I. 6 A token of his being,
and of his being God. 1769 Cook Voy. round World i. viii.

<*773) 79 These .. were brought as tokens of peace and
amity. 1843 Mill Logic i. iii. 87 By what token could it

manifest its presence ?

t b. Something remaining as evidence of what
formerly existed ; a vestige, trace, * sign*. Obs.
1^ Edkn Decades To Rdr. (Arb.)49 There remayneth at

this daye no token of the laborious Tabernacle whiche
Moises bu^lded. 1610 Holland Camden^s Brit. (1637) 518
Vet wee with all our seeking could see no tokens of any
such Wall. Ibid, 547 There be many tokens remaining of
old antiquity.

t4. In biblical tise, An act serving to demon-
strate divine power or authority; = Sign sb. 10,

Obs. or arch.
C897 K. i^LrRF-D Gregory's Past, C. Iviii. 443 Done

Nozareniscan Ha:lend da:t wses afandon wer . . on mte^enum
& tacnum. c 1000 Ags.Gos^. John x. 41 Witodlice ne
worhte iohannes nan tacn {c 1160 Hatton G, takan]. c 1175
Lanib. Horn, 91 ]»a warhte god feole tacne on ban foike
Jjurh |»ere aposilan hondan. ciaoo Ormin 14068 piss takenn
wrohhte Jesu Crist, 1381 Wvci.if Acts ii. 22 Jhesu of
Nazareth, a man prouyd of God in 50U by vertues [gloss or
msrraclis], and wondris,and tokenes. 1535 CovtROAi-E ^osA.
xxiv. 17 The Lorde oure God. .did soch greate tokens [i6ii
signs] before oure eyes. 1611 Biblk Ps. cxxxv. 9 Who sent
tokens [1885 (R.V.) signs] and woonders into the midst of
thee, O Egypt. Ibid. Ixv. 8 They also that dwell in the
vtterniost parts are afraid at thy tokens (so 1885 (R.V.)].

5. A sign or presage of something to come; an
omen, portent, prodigy. Obs. (exc.as included in i).

971 Blickl, How. 117 Ealle \rx tacno & J?a forebeacno ^a
]>cher ure Drthten ser toweard ssesde. CI175 Lamb. Horn.
gi Ic sende min tacna ^eond l>a eor3e, ia97 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 5927 pis was as a tokne )?at to comene was. 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc, 4733 pe grete day of dome, Agayn
whilk alle |>ir takens sal come, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
vii. 27 If it brynne, it es a gude taken, c 1440 Promp,
Parv. 495/2 Tokne, of a thynge to cumme or cummynge,
PronosttcuiH. 1594 Shaks. Rich. III^ v. iii. 21 The weary
Sunne. .by the bright Tract of his fiery Carre, Giues token
of a goodly day to morrow, a i6s8 Sir J. Beaumont Bos-
xvorik F. -ji Some mark his Words, as Tokens fram'd t'

express llie sharp Conclusion of a sad Success. 1791 Cow>
PKR Iliad Vi, 455 By unpropitious tokens interfered.

6. A signal given ; a sign to attract attention

or give notice. Now rare or Obs.
a 1000 Prose Lift Guthlac xi. (Goodwin) 54 Comon l>aer

|«-y men to ^were ny3e, and ^-aer tacn slojon. c 1440 Promp.
Part!. 495/2 Tokne, wytbe eye or wythe the hand, nutus.
c 1450 merlin xviii. 292 Thei sowned iheire homes and tym>
bres and trumpe'^, and that was token that thei wolde haue
socoure. 1560 Daus tr. Sleitlane's Comut. 452 As a token
or watche worde, they cried that the Frenchemen were vp in

harnesse. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 33/2 He gaue the
tuken to fight vnto his souldicrs. 17*6 Swift Gullrver i. i,

I gave tokens to let them know, that they might do with
me what they pleased. 1833 Ht. Martineau Fr. Wines ff

Pol, iiu 43 Charles lifted his finger in token of silence.

7. A sign arranged or given to indicate a person ;

a word or material object employed to authenticate

a person, message, or communication ; a mark giv-

ing security to those who possess it ; a password.
377 Lancl. p. pi. B. xvi. 147 And [Judas] tolde hem a

tukne how to knowe with ihesus. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxiii.

80 (Harl. MS.), & told to hir all the prive tokyns |?at were
ysaid bytwene hem two. 1561 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. XIX.
460 Delyverit to Peter Cokburne, quha come with ane takin
fra George Synison, the saidis George lettrcs. 1716 Heakne
Collect. (O. H.S.) V. 189 Admitting no one.. but one or two,
to whom I had given tokens that I might know when they
were at the Door. 18*7 Roberts y<y. Centr, Amer. 270
It is customary for the King to give any person . . travelling
specially ' on King's business ' a token (by which he may be
known^ 1840 Dickens .^arn. Rudge Ixxi, You bring.. some
note or token from my uncle.

•f" 8. A badge worn to indicate service or party,
1471 Coventry Lett BK\ 374 Noo Reteindres, lyuerees.

signes ne tokenys of clothing, nor othir wy.se lje taken, had
nor vsed. 1516 Sel. Cas. Star Chavib, (Selden) II. 115
Sworne..that he shall not be receyued ne were any lyuerey
or tokeu of or with any lotU Geutilman or., other personne



TOKEN. 110 TOKEN-MONEY,
foreyn. ig.. Battle of Dalrinncs'xn Maidment^c.^aM
(1868) I. 253 He that thought not for to blyne His mtstrcs'

tockin tales ; They kist it first, and set it syne Upone their

bt:lms and jackcs.

+ b. //. Armorial bearings, heraldic arms. Obs,

is6» Lkigh Armorie 'iZh, In the first inuention of them,
they were not called Arnies, but Tokens.

9. Something given as an expression of affection,

or to be kept as a memorial ; a keepsake or pre-

sent given especially at parting.

C1385 Chaucer /,. G. W. 1273 Wido) Send hir lelres

tokens broches and ryngcs. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 36

For a tookne to remembre hire husbond, x6o6 Shaks. Tr.

St Cr. I. ii. 306 A token from Troylus. lyzz Kamsav T/tree

Bonnets \\\. 62 Accept o' this love-taiken. i&i8 Dickkns
Dombey v, 1 must present your friend with some little token.

10. Something given as the symbol and evidence

of a right or privilege, upon the presentation of

which the right or privilege may be exercised.

1538 Klyot, 7Vw^rrt,..a token \eil. 1548 of leade, leatlier

or other thyngj gyuen to people to receyue corne of tlie

kinges almes. 1548 Ibid.^ Tesserae nummarige^ tokens

geuen to men to receiue a summe of money by. 1552

HuLOKT, Token geuen vnto people in fayres and markets

when they bye cattell../t'jjtfr*z, iesscrnla.

b. spec, A stamped piece of lead or other metal

given (originally after confession) as a voucher of

fitness to be admitted to the communion : in recent

times used inScotland in connexion with thePresby-

terian Communion service, but now generally repre-

sented by a * communion card *.

1534 in Kitts Cknrchw. Ace. St. Martin in the Fields 37
Item Receued and gathred for howssellyng tokons in the

Churche xiij» vij''. 1583 Churchw, Ace. St. James' in

Bristolpast ^ pres, (1881) II. 37 Paid for tokens to deliver

to the howselynge people at Easter, vid. 1608 (Feb. 24)

Churekiu. Ace. St, Martin in the Fields 585 It is ordered
That every Communicant, for the generall Communions at

Easier, shall the day before Their Receiving, Repaire to

the Minister, or Curate, and then and their pa^ his dueties

and take a token, and Restore his Token, at his Comming
the next day to the Communion. i6ix Cotgk., AfarreaUy
the token of lead, etc., giuen for a remembrance, in Churches,
to such as nieane to receiue the Conmiunion. 1626 in

Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896) 184 The Clarke shall

deliver out a token for euerye peisone that will receyve
[the Sacrament]. 1645 Dalgety Sess. Fee. in W. Rose
Fast. lyk. in Covt. Times vi. (1877) 135 All that wants
tokens were forbidden to approoch the table. 1791 Bos-
well Johnson 27 Aug. an. 1773, Her husband was in the

church distributing tokens. i888Hakrie^mA/ Licht Idylls

iti, Without a token, which was a metal lozenge, no one could
take the sacrament. 1896 * Ian Maci.aken * Kate Carnegie^
A Moderate, The women had their tokens wrapt in snowy
handkerchiefs. Ibid., Domsie went down one side and
Drumsheugh the other, collecting the tokens, whose clink,

clink in the silver dish was the only sound.

11. A Stamped piece of metal, often having the

general appearance of a coin, issued as a medium
of exchange by a private person or company, who
engage to take it back at its nominal value, giving

goods or legal currency for it.

From the reign of Queen Elizabeth to 1813, issued by trades,

men, large employers of labour, etc., to remedy the scarcity

of small coin, and sometimes in connexion with the truck-

shop system. Bank-tokens, silver tokens for jr., 3*., is. 6r/.,

were issued by the liank of England in iSti : see quots.

1812, 1832.

1598-1604 Tauerne token [see Tavern sb. 4]. 1614 13,

JoNSON Barth. Fair iii. iv, Buy a tokens worth of great
pinnes. 1638 Sir R. Cotton Abstr. Rec. Tozver 25 Re-
tailers of victuals and small wares.. using their owne
tokens ; in and about London there are above three thou-
sand that one with another cast yearely five pound a peice
of leaden tokens. 1757 Jos. Barkis Coins 65 To supply
the want of very small silver coins, a kind of Tokens or
substitutes have been instituted all made of copper. xSis
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 150/1 The Silver Tokens issued by the
Bank of England.. Silver Tokens of 3^. each.. .The weight
of the \s. bd. token is 4 dwts. 17^^ grains. 183a Babbage
Econ. Manuf. xiv, (ed. 3) 131 Silver tokens for various
sums were issued by the Bank of England.

12. Printing, A measure or quantity of press-

work ; a certain number of sheets of pa|>er (usually

350 polls on a hand-press) passed through the press.

Token-sheet, the last sheet of each token, turned down to

facilitate counting the whole number.
1683 MoxoN Mech. Fxerc., Printing xkv. P5 A Token.,

for Half a Press, viz. a Single Press-man, is generally but
five Quires . . : But if it be for a Whole Press, it contains Ten
Quires. Ibid. xxiv. rg Having Wet his first Token, he
doubles down a. .corner of the upper Sheet of it..: This
Sheet is called the Token-Sheet, as being a mark, .to know
how many Tokens of that Heap is Wrought-ofF. 1867
Branue & Cox Vict. 6"c., etc., Token^ in Printing [is] ten
quires eighteen sheets of perfect paper, or 258 sheets. It

is reckoned an hour's work for a hand press, of ordinary
work. 188G Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 707/1 It has been men-
tioned that 250 sheets or a token per hour, printed on one side
only, represent the work of two men at the hand-press.

1896 T. L. De Vinnk Moxon's Meclu Exerc.j Printing 427
It required much activity to pull a token in one hour...
The full ream printed on both sides is rated 7 s four tokens.

13. In the Isle of Man : A legal summons : see

quotations.

172^ Bp. Wilson in Keble Life xix. (1863) 638 If he owns
it he is to have seven da],'s' imprisonment and three penances
in Church. If not he is to have a token to clear himself,

1726-31 Waldron Descr. Isle of Man {1865) 40 When a
person has a mind to commence a suit against his neigh-
bour for debt, he has no more to do than to take out a token,
which is a piece of slate marked with the governour's name
on it ; and it is the same thing with an arrest in England.

14. Weaving. See quot.

1878 Earlow IVeoifin^ xv. 177 Several small bobbins
with a little of the various colours of the weft that may be
used, that is, when several kinds are employed. They are

called tokens.and are raised bythejacquard hooks attached,

so as to remind the weaver which shuttle to use.

15. Phrases (in which the sense of lo^cn In-

comes vague). a. />y the same tokeUy hy this

(or that) token-, (fl) in the 15th c. app. On the

same ground ; for the same reason ; in the same
way

;
\b) since 1600 ( =- V.h telles enseignes qtte),

* the proof of this being that ' ; introducing a cor-

roborating circumstance, often weakened down to

a mere associated fact that helps the memory or is

recalled to mind by the main fact. arch, or dial.

x^-^PastonLett, II. 134 And to this tconrse] Maister Mark-
ham prayed you to agre by the same token ye mevyd hym to

sette an elide be twyx you amd my masters your brethern.

1463 Will of Sir II. Stafford \n Somerset Med. Wills (1901)

200 When ye come to him by the same token that I said to

thabbat, Sir, I have a goode quarrell, the which is the cause
of my journey, by that token he will deliver the said

wrilinges unto you. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c 22 Preamble,
Ye may speke with him by the same token that he and y
commyned toguyder of matiers touching your maisters

Sonne. 1606 Shaks. Tr. and Cr. i. ii. 307 Pand. I, a
token from Troylus, Cres. By the same token, you are

a Bawd. 1607 R. C[arew] tr. Kstiemu's WorldofWonders
I. xxxviii. 305 At Aix in Germany, they were accustomed to

shew his breeches, together with the virgin Maries srnocke,

by the same token that \prig. a telles enseignes (juel the

smocke was big enough for a giant. 1659-60 ^¥.v\^ Diary
28 t'eb., Up in the morning and had some red herrings to

our breakfast, while my boot-heel was a-mending, by the

same token the boy left the hole as big as it was before.

i66z Ibid. 13 Apr., I went to the Temple Church, and there

heard another [sermon] : by the same tokens, a hoy, being

asleep, fell down a high seat to the ground. 1722 i3E Foe
Plague (1756) 280 Others caused large Fires to be made. . ;

by the same Token, that two or three were pleased to set

their Houses on Fire, and so efiectually sweetened them
by burning them down to the Ground. 1857 IJ'ckens in

Ilottseh. Words XVII. 46 Max.. was a staunch Roman
Catholic. (By this token: Many an argument have I had
with him on religion). 1907 Phyllis Dare School to Stage
vii. 126 To receive letters from people whom they do not
know, and are, by the same token, never likely to know.

b. A/ore by token : still more, the more so. dial.

j8i6 Scott Antiq. xl, Ane suldna speak ill o' the dead—
mair by token, o' ane's cummer and neighbour. 1850 Haw-
THOHNK Scarlet L. xxi, Our only danger will be from drug
or pill ; more by token, as there is a lot of apothecary's
stuff aboard. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. i, All this Jem
swore he had seen, more by token that it was the very day
he had been mole-catching on Squire Cass's land.

16. altrib. and Comb.-, t token-beU, ? a signal-

er alarm-bell ; token coin, coinage, currency :

see Token-money c ; f token-girdle, ? a girdle

mounted with amulets; token pledge ~ sense 7 ;

token-proprium : sec Token-money b ; token-
ring, a ring worn in token of an engagement or

pledge ; token-sheet, Printing {se^ ' 2) ; f token-
teller, an indicator ; token value : see Token-
money c ; + tokenworth, the worth of a token

(sense 1
1 ), the very least amount.

i486 in J. R. Boyle Ifcdon (1875) App. 130 Soluti pro un-
deciin les *tokyngI>elles hoc anno, iij.s-xj.d. 1897 Daily
Netvs 30 Nov. 4/6 The shilling.. is declared to be.. the
twentieth part of a pound. No evil results follow from this

fiction, because the shilling is a "token coin and because
silver is not a legal tender, except for a comparatively trivial

amount. x88i H. H. Gibbs Double Stand. 73 It would be
necessary to re-coin all our silver * token-coinage. 1883
Times 14 July 5 Silver. .[is] in this country in the nature of

a token coinage. 1893 Daily Neivs 27 June 2/3 If so, the

silver rupee will become ** token' currency. 1477 Cros-

combe churchtv. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 5 Sylver ryng gylt

and a "token gyrdel of sylver. 1896 A. Austin Eng. Dar-
ling I. iii. Only a * token pledge to make me free Of Alfred's

camp at Athelney. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. 78
The Traders were not oblig'd to take one anothcrs Penny,
coyns or such like *Token-Propriums. ^ 1840 Mrs. Norton
Dream^ etc 296 By the true *token-ring upon thy band.
1877 W. JoNiis Finger-ring 350 A pledge or token ring of
remarkable interest. 1574 Newton Health Mag. 29 For
smellinge is the discoucrer and "token teller of tast. 1898
Daily News 30 Mar. 5/1 The closing of the Mints to the

free coinage of silver, with the view of giving an artificial

"token value to the coinage, wasadopted. 1614 B. Jonson
Barth. Fair i. ii, Why? he makes no loue to her, do's he?
Lit. Not a "tokenworth that euer I saw.

Token (t^u-ken), V. Forms: a. i tdcnian, 2

tacnien, 2-3 tacnen {Orm. -enn), 3 taknen, 4
-nyn, takenen, 4-6 takin, -yn, ^. 3 toknien,

-ny, tocknen, 3-4 tokenen, 3-5 toknen, (5
tooken), 3- token. [OK. tdcnian (also ^e-) ^
MLG, tekenen^ OHG. zeihhandn (Ger. zeichncn)

:—OTeut. *iaiknSjan, f. *taikno^. Token sb."]

1. trans. To be a token or sign of; to signify,

represent, denote, mean, betoken.
c 888 Alfred Bocth. xxxix. § 13 pon tacnnatS [sesteorra]

£Efen. 971 Bliekl. Ilom. igSmea^ean we nu..hwa;t l»a;ktac«

node. Uii7sZ.a;//^. Horn. 7 Nu we wulledseggen mare wet

JJis godspel itacnet.l c 1205 Lav. 32115 To wulche |?inge hit

iteon wolde pat him wes iiacned t>ere \i.€. in the dream].

Ibid. 32131 Al swa godd him hafde itakned to don. £1350
Will. Paleme 2057 What Jjat it tokenej^ telle wol ich sone.

i;i4a5 Craft of Noinbrynge (E.E.T.S.) 5 A cifre tokens

no5t. £1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula 14 Suthe pro-

noslicacions shewej? and tokne|> to K pacient (>at Jw leche

is experte in |h: knowyng of l»e fistule. 1^35 Stkwart Cron.

Scot. (Rolls) II. 424 Quhat this takynnit I will nocht tell

30W heir. 1889 C. C. K. Upfor the Seuuffn, etc. 16 On fair

leaves and ladies as yet there no shade is To token their

coming decay.

2. To be a type, emblem, or symbol of; to

typify, symbolize.
971 Bliekl. Ilom. 3s pa Easterlicanda;;as tacnia|> Jjaecean

eadi^nesse. £ 1000 /ICi.fkic Ilom. II. 280 Waiter ^etacnaS
..mennisc in?;eliyd. cizso Bestiary 763 in O. F, Misc. 24
Crist is tokned fturj <Sis der. a 1300 Cursor M. 6341 (Cotl.)

pis wandes takens persons ihre. Ibid. 18644 He (Christj

es takend to leon. 14x6 Lvt>G. De Huil, Pilgr. Sfaq And by
thysdowewyththowdostse,. .1 amtookenyd. isszGkindal
Fruitfnl Dial, in P'oxe A. «V M. (1570) 1558/2 'J be token of
the body of Christ is [not] the thing tokened ; wherfore they
are not one. 1863 Kinglakb Criviea II. xiii. 195 The
principle of the 'moveable column' would be well enough
tokened by that simple .skinful of water.

f 3. To mark with a sign or significant mark.
C1300 Cursor M. 21713 (Edin.) pe signe of taue in aide

laiis Bitaknis cros nu in ure daiis. The men that tarwij?

takind ware Oft it helpid fra misfare. c tyj$Sc, Leg. Saints
xli. {Agnes) 30 With ^ fare bludof his passionetHe]taknys
l»ar chekis vpe & done. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 4^1 b/i
He was marked or tokened on the lyppes of hym with an
bote and brennyng yron, 1513 Douglas /Fuels xi. viii. 23
Quhen thou takynnit hes sa worihely With syng tropheall
the feyldis.

•j" 4. intr. To make a sign or signs. Obs. rare.

1535 CovERDAi-E Prov. VI. 12 He wyncketh with bis eyes,
he tokeneth with his fete, he poynteth with his fyngers.

6. trans. To Ixitroth, promise in marriage, dial.

1880 in IV. Cornittall Gloss. 1910 E. Phillpotts Thief
of Virtue i, ii. 10 * How can she throw over the man afore

they'm tokened?' .. 'If they are tokened, does it foll<w
they've let all the world know it?

'

+ 6. Token up, to put up in writing, write out.

Obs. rare.

^S35 CovERDALE DaH. V. 23 Therfore is the palme off this

honde sent hither.. to token vp this wrytinge. — Ecclus.
I. 27, I lesus the sonne of Sirac.haue tokened vp these

informacions and documentes of wyszdome and vnder-
standinge in this boke.

Hence To'kened, Tokening///, adjs.

1606 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI, iii. x. 9 Fno. How appeares the
Fight? Star. On our ^ide, like the TokenM Pestilence,

Where death is sure. i8ao Clare Rural Life (ed. 3) ityj

We'll mix our wishes in a tokening tear.

t Tokener (t^u-kenaj). Obs. Also 6 Sc.

takinar, taknair. [f. prec. + -kr J.]

1. One who or that which portends or prognosti-

cates ; a portent.

1513 Douglas /Eneis r. v, 114 The dreidfut portis sal be
schet, . .Of lanus temple, the taknair of battail. Ibid, vt'i.

46 Thai, defvand, fand the takinar of Cartage, Ane mekle
hors heid that was, I wene.

2. One who signs or marks.
1648 Hexham 11, Fen Teeckena^r, a Marker, a Noter,

a Signer, or a Tokener.

Tokening^ (tiJQ'kenii)), vbi. sb. Now rare.

[OE. tdcnungige-)^ f. tdcn-ian, Token v, + -IN« ' :

cf. OHG. zeihnitngay MHG. zeichenunge, Ger,
zeichnung, Du. tcekening, etc.]

1. The action of the verb Token; representation,

signification, meaning, symbolization, betokening,

presaging, etc. : see the verb.
c888 K. i^CLFRED Boeth. vii. § 2 To hwsem cumaS hi \fOn

ellesbutan to tacnungesorses&.. sates? [c wj% Lamb.Horn.
99 pe helende ableu his gast on his apostlas for (^e^e itac-

nunge J>et heo and alle cristen men scullan Iu6an he'ore

nehstan.] C1200 Trin. Coll, Ilom. 91 Chirche haue6 )>e

tocninge of bethfage. a x^oo Cnrsor M. 6337 Sum-kin
lakening suld ^r be Loken m {?ir wandes thre. c 14x0 Sir
Cleges 217, 1 am aferd yt ys lokynnyng Of more harme that

ys comynge. X496 Dives ^ Faup, (W. de W.) i. xv. 48/1
Encensynge done..byfore the ymages in dyuerse sygnyfy-
cacyons or tokenynges.

fb. /// tokening, in token, as a token or evi-

dence {of). Obs.
C890 tr. Bxtia's Hist. 11. vi. (1890) 114 Pa he me in

tacnunge his lufan behead, 1*97 R. Glouc Chron. (Rolls)

1165 Ibured it was uorJ> wi|> him as in tokninge Of is

prowesse. 1456 Sir G. Have Laxo Anns (S.T.S.) 39 A
branch of ane olyve tree in takenyng of pes. Taxsoo
Chester PI. xi. 147 A signe I offer.. in tockeninge shee has
lived 00 in full devocion.

2. A token, emblem, sign, mark; a portent; a
signal

; +a zodiacal sign {obs.).

c 888 K. i^LFRED Boeth. viii. § i Hwaet syndon 3a woruld-
sa;I3a o3res buton deaSes lacnung? a 1300 Cursor M.
1 1252 par es J>e king ouer al kinges Born to night wit l»ir

takeninges. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 506 Hunters, whare be ^e?
pe tokening schuld ^e blowe. CX400 tr. Seireta Secret.^

Gov. Lordsk, 73 Whenne )je sonne enirys yn to J>e firste

tokenynge of [je crabbe. a 1450 Toum. Tottenham 85 A
broche on bur brest . . With the holy-rode tokenyng, was
wrotyn for the non^. 1553 Douglas's fEneis mi. vi. 67.
I sail the schaw taikynins \ed. Small takiiis] therof full

mete. X710 Diet. Feudal I.a^v 151 Taiknings, are .Signals

given to forwarn people of the approach of the Enemy.
X867 MoRKis Jason 111. 46 IJid him hearken, by this token-
ing, That I, who send thee to him, am the same.

To'kenless, a, [-less.] Without a token.
a 1763 livKOM On Church Communion iii. ii, Heartless,

and tokenless if it remain, It ought to pass, in Strictness,

for profane.

Token-money.
a. Eccl. The payment made or contribution

given (by way of Kaster Offering) by persons on
receiving their token that they were duly prepared

to make their Easter communion.
(See Token 10 b, quot. 1608, and Churchw. Ace. St. Mar-

tin in the Fields 37 fiote.)

1546 Churchvi. Ace* St, Martin in the Fields lox In
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primis Receued and gaiherd of ihe Pari-shyon^ flbr the pas-

cail and tolcyn money at Easter in the Church xlif. vjd.

i56a/^''/. ai6 It'm Receyued the ix** of Aprile 1^64 for the

halfe erf" the token monneye at Easter xxvj« viij<«. 157a

I.uM<rw Churchw. Ace. (CamdenJ 153 Imprimis receaved

of the parishenars for the token money at Easter, .xlijs,

'S73 If'i^^' 156 Receavede at Easter of token money ..

xlvs. xd. 1611 Churchw. Ace. St. Margaret's It^es/fti.

(Nichols 1797) 29 Received for the token-money for the

wliole year, ended the nth day of M»y, i6nj(;6. 5.

b. Private tokens (Tokeij sd. 11) issued by a

trader or company to serve as a fractional cur-

rency and temporary medium of exchange between

trader and customer; so/o/:eu-/>ro/>Ht4m {ToKEH\(i).

1890 /W/ Afa// G. 9 Jan. 1/3 He has also grocery and
provision stores all along the line, and pays all his employes

in token-mot>ey which he mints himself—probahly the most
gigantic truck system which ever existed. 1900 M. Phillips

itit/e) The Token-Money of tlic liank of England. 1797
to 1816.

C. State coinage of money not having the intrinsic

value for which it is current,but bearing a fixed value

relative to gold coin, for which it is exchangeable.
1889 Spectator gl^ov. 64t/2 They [gold and silver] per-

form different functions, and it is this fact which en.tLles

a Stale to use one of them as token-money, the demand for

it practically neither rising norfallini; according to its price,

nor according to the activity of trade. 189J Pall Mall G.
«4 Dec 2/3 The remedy lies not in increased use of token

money, but in providing in gold-using countries a second
currency for hilver.

t To'ker. Obs, A large variety of garden bean.

17O6 J. AoERCROMBiRl^art/. ^»/j/. Feb. 11 BtaHs.~y\M\t
..a fuU crop of long pods, Windsors, tokers. Sandwich, or

other broad kinds, in rows a yard distance. 180a Eng.
Encycl. IV. 473/1 The Toker b the largest garden<bean,

and somewhat of an oval shape.

Toker, Tokke, obs, ff.TucKEB, fuller, Tock v,

To-kerve : see To-carve.
Toko, var. Tooo 2. Toko- : see Toco-.

Tol, oJ«. form of Toll, Tool.

iTola(t^'la). East Ind. Also7tolla; angli-

cized tole, toll; 9tolah. [Hindi /^/<j :—Skr./w/J'

l>alance, scale, weight, f. /«/- to weigh.] An Kast
Indian weight, chiefly used for gold or silver, vary-

ing at different times and places; now (since 1833)
in the British dominions fixed at 180 grains (the

weight of the nipee). Also, a coin of this weight.
1614 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage v. xvii. (ed. 2) 544 Kuery Tole

is a Rupia of siluer, and tcnne of those Tolrs is the value of
one of golde. 1618 in Foster Eng. h'a*.tories /ml, (1906) 47,

53| tole make a scere of 30 pices. 1683 W. II tocca Diary
(Makl. Soc.) 1. 83 They ..tooke from tnem 4 or 5 tolas upon
a Seer, over weight, on all their Silk brought into y* Ware-
hoiue. S687 A. LovBU. Ir. Theveiu't'x J rav. 111. 18 All

Gold and Silver is weighed by the Tole. 1800 Misc. Tr. in

Asiat. Amm, Rtg. 45/1 Each of these persons stiall pay a
fixed revenue oCa tola of gold to the Kajah. 1803 Orki illk

in Phil. T^raiu. XCIII. 303 mi>//, A tolah is about iSoj^raiiia^

Troy weight. 1895 igtk tent. Aug. 355, I placed a piece of
gold, weighing a tula, on bis lap.

Tolat, ol«. Sc. form of ToTLrr.

Tolbooth,toll-bootli.t^'«lb/;S,-b/7^,t^lbttj>),
sb, ('hicIIy.SV. Korms: 4 tolbope, 4-6 tolbothe,
tolbuth, 5 tolboythe, toUe buthe, tolbuthe,
(towboth, -buthe), 5-7 tolbuith, 6 tolboth,
-boitb, -buyth,tollboothe,-bouthe,(towbuyth,

7 toole-, towle-, tolebooth), 6- tolbooth, 7- toll-

booth, [f. Toll sby + litX)TH, lit. the booth, stall,

or shed of tlic tax-collector. Cf. Ger. zoUbmie, Da.
tohibod^ custom-house.]

fl- A booth, stall, or office at which tolls,

duties, or customs are collected; a custom-house.
11314-15 Rolls 0/ Parlt. I. 331/1 MaiMletar..BaIlivis de

lolooiha dc Lenncj 13. . Pro^r. Sanci, (Vemoa MS.) in

^Kitvgj, Arihiv LXXXl. 309/4 Maiheu cald was his name.
Id a Tol<bobe lal be same, c 1375 Sc.^ Leg. Haints x.

ikUikw) 8 Quhare in |w lotbuth set lewy. 13B1 Kolis ef
Parit. IM. 108/1 Alercnt jeske a Tolbothe du dite vilfe

[Canterbury^ i30a Wvcuf Matt, xx. 9 He M:i3 a man sit>

tyiige in a tolbotne, Matbeu by name, ct^'n Pict. Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 804/8 live toloncunt^ a tolbothe. 1483 Cath,
Angi, 390/1 A 'I'uUc buthe. 1577-87 Holinsmeu Chrffn.
III. ix'iCh The lollxKh in the market of Durham all of
stone. 1587 Lane, Wills (Chetham Soc.) III. 116 Excepio
unelie of the toltUtoihe the toll and stallages of Manchester.
1633 \*,v. Haii. l/arJ Texts, A*. T. 14 Sitting in the Tole.
booth of the Publicans to cuher up the renL<i. 1796 Nugi-:nt
Gr. Tour^ Germ. 1 1 . 131 There is here a great toll-booth, or
custom-bouse, where tofi is paid for..bbKk cattle tliat pabS
from Juttaiul into (Jerm.iny.

2. A town hall ur guildhall.
(Often (esp. in Scotland) comprehending senses i and 3.)

1440 .Sc.Aits 7-".// (1814) II. 32/3 TheConsaleC.neralc
haldyn .it Strivilyn in the tolbuihe of that ilk. 1467 J>un-
/.rmline Regr. (Pann. CI.) 358 |>is inqui&icion made at Pvr-
wik vpoun iwedc in |'c tolUith of ^c samyn. 1593 Reg.
Mag. Sig. Scot, Zi-j/-2 Ad etlirK'andum prelorium, can^crciii
domumquc poiKlcriim ct telortiuni (tic tolbuith. prissoun,
weyh'us and custotnebous)..ad publicos usils dicti bun;L
1596 l)AtJtVMn.K tr. Leslie's Hist. Sent. x. (S. T. S.) II. 400
I'uhliklie be heraldis . . scho [the Ouecn| cominandis, that
^ohne Knox, Wilok. I^ou^las, and I'anl MefTen, compeiring
in the Tolbuith of Striuiling in Judgment to mak an>ucr.
1665 J. iJucK in Peacock .Stat. Carnh'ttige (1841) App. li. 54
Upon Micha<:lma» day the Vice Chancellor with some of
the Heads and Doctors.. goe to the Toll lloolh in iheir
Scarlet CJowns, there to give the Maior his oath. 1810 Lin-
CMLuHist. Eng. IV. ii. 74 Margaret, .offered to conduct her
son (he was only in his twelfth year) to the tolbooth of
Edinbttrgh, aiid to aonouncc by proclamation that be bad
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assumed the government. i8a8 Craven Closs.^ ToU-hoolk. .

.

In this district it signifies a Town Hall, where the Court
liaron is held, and the rents and amercements due to the
I.ord are paid, xooo J. Kikkwood United Presbyterians
Ayr, iii. 29 They had to perform the ceremony in the Tol-
booth of Irvine.

3, A town prison, a jail.

(Formerly usually consisting of cells under the town hall.)

^1470 Henry Wallace vn.202 A bauk was knyt all full of
rapys keyne ; Sic a towboth sen syn was neuir seyne. c xsao
NiSBET iV. T. in Scots, Acts xxiii, 35 He comandit him to
be kepit in the tolbuth of Herode. 1535 Cromwell in
Merriman Life fy Lett. (1903) I. 432 The said universitie
(OimhridgeJ hath hertefor had. .the use of the kings prisoune
there called the Tolbothe. 1581 N. Uurne Dis^ut. in Cath.
'Praetates {i^.'V. S.) loi^ Heing impresoned first m the Castel
of Sanctandrois, and nixt in the tolbuith of Edinburgh. 1655
Fuller /fist. Cam/: vil § 25 The Maior refused to give
them the keys of the Toll-boolh, or Town-prison. x66i
Hlount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Tolbuyth, the name of the chief
Prison at Edenbursh. 1738 (//V/fJ Captain Porteous's Gbost»
giving an Account how he was dragged from the Tolbooth
of Edinburgh, by the outrageous mob, and hung by the
neck like a l>og. 175a

J.
Louthian Form 0/Process (ed. 2)

67, 1 being incarcerate within the said ToU)ooth. by Warrant
of the I^rd Justice-Clerk, for the Crime of Murder alledgcd
committed by me. 1818 Scott iirt. Midi, Note C, Since
the year 1640. .the Tolbooth w.is occupied as a prison only.

1855 V^^^^Autohiog. Beggar Boy {\Z^i)) 6, 1 am not without
some pleasing reminiscences of the g'tde toun of Hawick,
having l>een boarded and lodged in the tolbooth there for the
space of seven days.

4, atlrib.

1611 Aec. Sk. IK IVra^in An/i^NaryXXXXh 314 The
crosse of sione stxuiding m the toolebooth garth, c 1737 in
Scott //rt. Midi. Note D, One Sto*1dart,..was charged of
haveing t>oasted publickly, in a smith's shop at l^ith, that
he had assisted in breaking open the Tolbooth door. 1818
//>id. uiii]t *l would claw down the tolbooth door wi' my
nails,' said Miss Grizel, ' but I w.id be at him [Porteous] '.

1847 MitSL S. Mentkath Lays Kirk <V Covt. 65 A gleam
b waking—more faintly now—Her Tolbooth prison-hold.

Hence + To-lbooth v. {obs, nomc-wU.), lo im-

prison in a tolbooth.
a 1635 Cobbett Poems (1648) 35 iyas, Ps Visit to Cam-

bridge) And well Itesiow'd he thought his hen, That they
might Tolebooth Oxford men.

tTO'lbot. il'iii. Obs, a. Local name of some
measure of capacity : according to some, a bushel.

b. The tub or cask for the reception of meal taken

in multure. [Cf. Toll j^.l a a (*), and boat{ttioi.)^

a tub for meal or meat, a meal-boat (/^'w^T* Viat,

Diet,).-]

1536 MS. Ace. St. John's llosp.^ Cesnterh., Payd for a
tolbot ofTotemell vijd. 15S9 K. Harvkv PI. Perc. 3 Make
nteaIeofit,and take large ti;le lothe enriching of the Tolbot.

Told i^tJuld),///, a. rare. [pa. pple. of Tell 7'.]

Related, narrated, recounted ; counted, reckoned

;

t esteemed: see the verb. Chiefly in comb., as

oftiold (Oft A. c), twue-tohl^ etc. fAy told

taies, as is said, as they say (cf. by all lucounts).
e 1310 in Boddeker Altengl. Dickt, 292 ^ef ^u art ricbc &

wel ylold, Ne be ^unoht ^rt-foretobold. a 1^5 Cursor M.
18713 (Trin.) Alle |»at wolde leue f- believe] [>at tolde And
baptcme reccyue wolde. 1546 J. Hkvwooo Prox'. (1867) 32
All is not golde that glisters by tolde tales. 188a W. H.
Weedbn .9^:. Lmv Labor ^4 Capital is told wealth.

b. Told cut, counted out ; hence, played out,

spun out, exhausted (iollot/.),

i86i WiiVTK Mei V11J.R Mrht. llarb. xi. (1862) 89 He could
nut dibgui:>e from himself that the roan was about 'told out'.

Tol-de-rolf tol de rol (tf^i ^t\g'\). Also in

extcndeil iurm tol de rol loL A combination of

syllables used as the refrain of a song, and hence
as an exclamalion of jollity, or the like. Also as

j3., and attrib.

1765 H. Timherlake^A'/m. 56 Just like the toldederols [j/r]

of many old English songs. 178a Mks. H. Cowlkv Bold
Stroke for llusb. iv. iij Tol-de-rol I Ah, that won't do—that

won't do I Vuu can't hide it. 1797 K. Kkynolds The Will
V, ii. What, Mandevillet Howard! all t'>gelher 1 all recon-

ciled !~Tol dc rol lol I 1798 WoLcoiT l P. Pindar) Tales 0/
Hoy Wks. 1S16 IV. i3 Let us have something in the tol-de-

roll- loll-way—funny. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania
40 Some scriltes who write fast, and are flippant at rhymes.
Think Genius Is center'd in tol de-rol chimes. 1861 Dutton
Cook /'. Eoster*s IK i, 31ic policeman sings a sort of a * tol

de rol'. 1889 Grofc's Diet. Mus. IV. 805 Pure-lure.. ^ ox
Ttmrv'laure, a very ancient lyrical burden or refrain.,

still survives in Knglish popular music in the forms 'tooral-

looral-loora) *, .tnd * tol-de-rol '.

II Toldo {\p'V\o), Also 9 tolda. [Sp. toldo

awning, canopy, penthouse : cf. F. tmtdis a shelter,

a hut, OF. taudcr to shelter; see Korting 9422,

9519.] a. A canopy, b. A tent, hut, or hovel

of the native Indians of South America.
a. 1760-71 tr. Juan ^ Ulloas I'oy. (ed. 3) I. 159 To avoid

the tortures of the MosciIus..all persons. .h.ive toldos or

canopies over their l>cds. 185a Til. Ross Ituniboldt's Trcti:

II. XX. 286 Wc could not make use of inos«iuiio-curtains

(toldos) while on the Orinoco.
b. 1845 Uarwin Voy. Nat. iv, (1S73) 65 The Cacique

Lucanee constantly have their Toldos on the outskirts of the

town. Note. 'I'he liovelsof the Indians are thus called. 1864
Reader 9 Apr. 463/1 These toldos (or dwelling-places) are

constructed only with branches of sticks, joined overhead at

a height of about five feet from the ground. if)io lilticktv.

Mag. June 850/1 An old revolver may find its way into

their guanaco-skin toldos.

t Tole. Obs. rare. [OK. ttil (str. fem.), a by-

form oi At/: secTKLE.i/5.] Kvil-speakinj;, calumny;

blasphemy ; reproach^ blame.

TOLERABLE.
£xooo Ags. Gosp, Luke Iii. 14 Ne tale ne do<5. ciooo

i^LFRic Horn. I. 498 iElc synn and tal bi3 forgifen. a 1023
Wui.KSTAN Horn. Ivii. (1883} 299 piEt man god to tale habbe.
f 13x5 Shoreham i. 975 per-fore ^je mote )>olyen hyt [pain]
Wy|>-oute alle manere tole \rime hole = whole],

Tole, obs. f. or var. Tola, Toll (esp. z^.^), Tool.
Toledo i^oM'^o). [Name of a city {ioXe'^o) in

Spain, long famous for its manufacture of finely

temj^ered sword-blades.] Short for Toledo blade
or sword: A sword or sword-blade made at

Toledo, or of the kind made there.

1598 B. JoNSON Ev. Man in Hum. 11. ii, Step. How will
you sell this rapier, friend ? Brai. . . lis a most pure Toledo.
C1626 Dick 0/ Devon ni. i. in hullen O. Pi. II. 46 A hun-
dred of the best Toledoes. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. 1851
IV- 357 VVhat doe these keen Doctors heer but cut him over
the sinews with their Toledo's? 1713 Addison C/. Tariff
P22 Along Toledo sticking out by his side. i8a6 Scoix
Woods/, ii, Reach me my Toledo,

Tolenar, variant of Tolner Obs.

Tolene (t<?lrn). ciiem. [f. Tol(0 + -ene.]
The oily constituent of tolu-balsam, CjoHig.
1868 Watts Did. Chem. V. 851 Tolene is a colourless

very mobile liquid, havinga pungent odour...When exposeil
to the air, it quickly takes up oxygen, and becomes resinised.

Toler, variant of Tolleu^ 2.

Tolerabi'lity. rare, [f. Tolerable : sec

-ITY.] The quality or state of being tolerable

;

tolerableness.

1640 Y}^^Jix.^ Joseph's Coat ix. (1867) 192 Let them labour
also to ingratiate every pastor, who hath tolerability of
desert, with his own congregation. 1655 — Ch. /list. ix. i.

§ 35 Alas ; tolerability was emlnency in that age, 18x0 W.
Tavlor in Robberds jlfcw. II. 294, 1 might fit up the lives of
the German i>oets, ..and so mend each into tolerability.

Tolerable (tp-lcrabM), a, {adv,). Also 5-7
toller- . [a. F. toUfable ( 1 4lh c. in Godef. Compl.\
ad. L. tolerabilis that may be borne, that can bear
or endure, f, tolerare to bear, endure : see -able.]

1. Capable of being borne or endured; support-

able (physically or mentally) ; bearable, endurable.
142a tr. Secreia Secret.^ Priv. Priv. 132 Suche a kynge is

toUerabill, as many men thynkyn, for the more myschefe to
Knchu. 1515 Harclav Kgloges iii. (1570) li vj b/2 It were
thing tolleralile To becke and to bowe to persons honorable.
SSaN. T. (Khem.) Matt. x. 15 It shall be more tolerable

for the land of the Sodomites and Gomorrheans in the day of
iudgement.then for that city. 1604 E. Gkimsionk /list. Siege
Ostentl 1S7 Nakednesse, by reason of the . .coldc . . is not very
tollerable. 1653 Uaxter Wore. Petit. De/. 39, I abhor as
much as most do.. not bearing with e.ich other in tol'Table

differences, a 1704 T, Ubown Two Ox/. Scholars Wks. 1730
1.9 Me did not know bow to maintain himselfand his i'amily
in any tolerable sort. 1834S0UTHKV /JiJc/^irlxx. (1862)149/2
The temperature of a glass-house is not only tolerable but
agreeable to those who have their fiery occupation there.

1909 Westm. Caz. 27 Aug. 2/2 Ideas.. of making the motor
less anti-social and more tolerable by the general public.

b. Of drugs: That may be endured, or of

which the action may be resisted, by the human
system : cf. Tolerance i b, Tolerant a. c.

2. Such as to be tolerated, allowed, or counten-

anced ; sufftrable, allowable. Now raie.

1531 Elvot Gov. ii. ii, That langage that in the chambre
is tollerable, in place of iugement or great assembly is

nothing couimcndable. iS97~i6os W. Riding Sessions Rolls
(Yorks. Rec. Ser.) 37 Misdemeanours not tollerahle by the

lawes of the Kealnie. 1598 lAf^aytooo Lawes Forest xii. § 4
(1615) 91 When there is no mast in the woods, then hogges
nor swine arc not tolleralile there. 1619 T. Campion Art 0/
J)cscant(\6jii) 41 If the liass be sharp in K fa ut, it is not
tolerable to rise from a sixth to an eight. 16x5 Hacon Ess.,

Revenge (Arb.) 503 The most Tolerable .Sort of Reuenge is

for those wrongs which there is no Law to remedy. 1690
Locke Govt. 11. xiii. § 151 Where, .the Executive is vcsictl

in a single Person,.. that single Person in a very tolerable

Sense may also be called Supream.

+ 3. actively. Capable of bearing or enduring;

tolerant. Const, of. Obs. rare.

1555 Eden Deccules 99 The owlde souldiours..were..ex-

ceadyngc tollerable of labour, heate, hunger, and watchynge.

4. Moderate in degree, quality, or character

;

of middling quality, mediocre, passable; now tjr/.

moderately good, fairly good or agreeable, not bad.

1548 UdalIj etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. v. 38 To the intent yc
shoulde be of^the nieane and tollerable sorte. 1597 Hook er
Eicl. Pol. V. Ixxxi. % 5 Wee are to descend to a lower step,

receiving knowledge in that degree, which is but tolerable.

1658 EvKLVN Diaty 9 June, The new front towards y«

gardcD-s is tollerable, were it not drown 'd by a too massie
and clonisie gair of .stayres of stone. 1693 Urvden Disc.

Orig. f( Progr. Satire Ess. (Ker) U. no We have yet no
English /rt^fc^iYis, not so much as a tolerable dictionary, or

a grammar. 170(5 1*hillii'S (ed. Kersey), Tolerable,.. a.\so

indiflerent, pa.ssable. 1790 Cook's ^'oy. V, 1729 .Some of
it, which had adhered in lumps, was of a tolerable [cd. 1784
if. 235 sufficient] whiteness. 1833 L. Riiciiie Wand, by
Loire 53 The .staircase is all that now exists even in toler-

able preservation. 1835 Sih J. Ross Narr. -znd Voy. xl. 538
Found a tolerable roaJT 1866 M«.s.Gaskei.l Wives Sf Dau.
XV, He had eaten a very tolerable lunch. 1868 M. Pattlson
Acadent. Org. v. 209 l^ei.sure and tolerable freedom from the

anxieties of straitened means.

5. As adv. a. « Tolkrably 2,

(After 1750 chiefly in inferior writers and dial.)

1673 Remarqufs Humours Toton 40 Xt you can hut dis-

coufse tollerable of g<M«l Wine, 17H 'Siv.'e.ve.Spect. No. 114

p I, 1 observed a Person of a tolcraljle good Aspect. 1796
Mks. E. Parsons Myst. Warning III. 142 They halted at

a toletable large hamlet. 1833 K. Cooper Pioneers xxxvui.

They . .emerged at once into a tolerable clear atmosphere.



TOLERABLENBSS.

b. prtd. In fair health ; moderately or passably

well : = Tolerably 2 b. coUoq,

1847 C liRONTE 7. Eyre xxvi, We're tolerable, sir, I

thank you.

Tolerableness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The
quality or fact of being tolerable.

1, Allowableness : cf. prec. 2.

1612 J. Mason Anat. Sore. 69 Not so much to cnnfirme

the lawfulnesse. .as lo induce or insinuate a tolerablenesse

in regard of the necessity .. thereof. 1644 J. Goodlvin
Innoc. Triumph. (1645) 33 Questioning the Orthodoxisme,
yea, the tolerablenesse of the . . Doctrine,

2. Capability of being borne or endured ; bear-

ableness, endurableness : cf. prec. i.

a 1678 WooDHEAD Holy Living (1688) 39 Practisins. .the

inconveniences and sufferings of poverty, to try by the

tolerableness of these the unnecessariness of wealth.

Tolerablish, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -jshI.]

Somewhat tolerable, pretty fair, just passable.

1798 [Given as a ' Hampshirism ' in a letter from J. Jeffer-

son to J. Boucher 23 Feb. (MS.)], i^ Pall Mail Mag.
Jan. 80, I vow the music sounds tolerablish.

Tolerably (tf>-lerabU), adv. [f. Tolerable +
-LY ^.] In a tolerable manner or way.

1. In a way that may be borne, endured, or

permitted ; bearably, supportably ; allowably, per-

missibly.
1580 HoLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Passahlement, toller-

ably, that may be borne withail. 1586 W. WKBtiE Eng.
Poetrie (Arb.) 65 What wordes may toUeraWy be placed ni

Ryme, and what not. 1597 Hookkr Eccl. Pol. v. Iviii. § 4 It

may be toUerably giuen without them rather then any man
without it should, .depart this life. 1643 Milton Divorce

II. viii. Wks. 1851 IV. 8i He might dismisse her whom he
could not tolerably and so not conscionably retain.

2. In a moderate or passable degree; passably,

moderately, fairly, pretty well.

1485 Caxton Paris Sf V. Prol. {1868) 12 The matter is

reasonable and tolerably credible. 1602 Marston Ant, <V

Mel. Induct., Ha! ha! ha! tolerably good; good faith,

sweet wag. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iii. \. (1723*

148 Bodyes that are still tolerably firm. 1712 Addison Sped.
No. 275 t 10 [He] had acquitted himself tolerably at a Ball

or an Assembly. 1709 Ht. Lee Canterb, T., Frenchm. T.

(ed. 2) I. 198 She hacf made rapid strides too in her educa-
tion ; she wrote tolerably. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc.

4- Art II. 708 It will lie easy to form a tolerably correct

idea of the perspective appearance of any object. 1843
RusKiN Mod. Paint. (1848) I. 11. i. vii. § 18. 93 He painted

everything tolerably, and nothing excellently. 1894 Ld.

Watson in Law Times Rep. LXXI. 103/ 1 Two things

appear to their Lordsnips to be tolerably certain.

b. pred. Moderately well in heallh; pretty

well, colloq. and dial.

1778 in Mme. D'Arblay's Early Diary (1889) II. 241 He
is tolerably to day.

Tolerance (t^'lerans). Also 5-6 toll-, [a.

K. tolerance (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. rare L.

lolerdntiay f. tolerdre to Tolerate: see -ancb.

But from 16th c prob. directly referred to the L.]

f L The action or practice of enduring or sustain-

ing pain or hardship; the power or capacity of

enduring; endurance. Obs.
xAia-ao LvDG. Chron. Troy 11. 7014 Ri^t so convenient Is

to pe wyse..with sufiTraunce, In al his port to haue toller-

aunce. , 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 230 Sage counsell

and wisdome..in dangers and travels, we tearme tolerance,

patience and fortitude. ai6z6 Bacon Apophthegm. 138 in

Kesuscitatio (1661) 311 Diogenes, one terrible frosty Morn-
ing, came into the Market-place ; And stood Naked shaking
to shew his Tolerance. 1650-3 tr. Hales' Dissert, de Pace
m Phenix (170B) II. 366 [They] have omitted nothing to

the most certain Hope of Salvation, and to all the toil of

a pious Life, and to the tolerance of Christ's Cross. 1814

W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 527 We do not

ascribe superior tolerance to the protestant dissenters for

enduring more patiently their privations.

b. Phys. The power, constitutional or acquired,

of enduring large doses of active drugs, or of

resisting the action of poison, etc, Cf. Tolerant c,

Tolerate v, \ b, Toleration i b.

187S H. C. Wood Tkera^. (1879) 153 By the aid of opiates

and careful dilution aspecies of tolerance was often obtained

for these heroic doses. 1876 Bartholow Mat. Med. (1879)

236 When emetic doses even are continued in some subjects,

this effect finally ceases, and the drug is borne without pro-

ducing any gastric symptoms. To this state has been

applied the term tolerance. 1890 Billings Nat. Med.
Dict.f Tolerance^ power of endurance whereby a dangerous
drug can be safely taken in excessive doses.

c. Forestry. The capacity of a tree to endure

shade. Cf. Tolerant d. U.S,
1898 PiscHOT Adirondack Spruce 6 A provisional scale of

tolerance is as follows, beginning with the species which
demand most light : Tamarack, Poplar, Bird Cherry, White
and Black Ash [etc.). Ibid. 2^ All si)ecies.,are not equal
in their tolerance of shade, their resistance to storm and
disease [etc-], /bid. 30 Black Cherry stands about midway
in the scale of tolerance among the trees in the Park.

-|-2. The action of allowing; licence, permission

granted by an authority. Olfs.

1539 Act 31 Hen. K///, c. 13 § 19 Without any other

licence, dispensacion or tollerance of the kinges highnesse.

1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 571 Na persoun sould

intromet thairwith . . without bis rycht licence and tollerance

had thairto. 1580-81 Ibid. 357 Be the Kingis Majesties
permissioun and tollerance.

3. The action or practice of tolerating; toleration;

the disposition to be patient with or indulgent to

the opinions or practices of others ; freedom from
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bigotry or undue severity in judging the conduct of

others ; forl)eaiance ; catholicity of spirit.

1765 Lowth Let. to IVarburton 13 It admits. .of no toler-

ance, no intercommunity of various sentiments, not the least

difference of opinion. 1809-10 CoLERi[x;F,/'>/i?W (1865) 56

The only true spirit of tolerance consists in our conscientious

toleration of each other's intolerance. 1841 Myers Cath.

Th. in. § 5. IS It may not accord wiih the undisciplined

instincts of some to associate the tolerance of Imperfection

in connection with the instrumentality of Perfection. 1868

Helps Realmah vi. (1876) 89 Tolerance, or to use a more
Christian word, charity. 190Z C. Lennox J. Chalmers xiv.

(1905) 70/1 With the .same large tolerance he satisfied the

curiosity of the astonished black.

4. Technical uses. a. C£)/«/«^. The small margin
within which coins, when minted, are allowed to

deviate from the standard fineness and weight

:

also called allowance. (Cf. Toleration 5, Remedy
sb. 4.)

1868 Re^. Royal Commission on Internai, Coinage 95 As
10 the minimum of remedy or tolerance to be allowed on
coining, it will be observed that there is a near agreement
among the Mints of different countries on this head. Ibid.

App. xi. 228 Gold coins. ..The margin allowed for error in

coining, known as the remedy or tolerance, is calculated

upon the pound troy of coin, and amounts to 15 grains for

the fineness, plus or minus, or '/lO of a carat, and 12 grains

for the weight.

b. Mech. An allowable amount of variation

in the dimensions of a machine or part.

1909 Cent. Diet, Supp. s.v., A tolerance of 00025 [='/*(iopl

of an inch is allowed above or below the exact dimension in

fine machine parts.

Tolerancy (tp'leransi), rare. [ad. rare L. tole-

rdntia \ see prec. and -ancy.] The quality or habit

of being tolerant : cf. prec. 3.

a 1556 Udall Let. in Royster D. (Shaks. Soc.) Introd., By
their excedyng gret tolerancie brought them to goodnes,

1823 Coleridge Aids Rejl. xxvi. (1848) I. 77, 1 shall believe

our present religious tolerancy to proceed from the abun-
dance uf our charily and good sense.

Tolerant (tf?*lerant), a. {sb.^ [a. F. tolerant

(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), pr. pple. of tol^rer to

Tolerate, ad. L. tokrdnt-em^ pr, pple. of tolerare.'\

Disposed or inclined to tolerate or bear with

something; practising or favouring toleration.

1784 Jos. White Bampton Lect. iii. 1^5 His [Gibbon's]

eagerness to throw a veil over the deformities ofihe Heathen
theology, to decorate with all the splendor of panegyric the

tolerant spirit of its votaries. 179a Burke Let. to Sir H.
Langrishe Wks. VI. 318 A tolerant government ought not

to be too scrupulous in its investigations. 1796 Morsk
Amer. Geog. I. ^(29 The religion of this Commonwealth
[Massachusetts] is established.. on a most liberal and tole-

rant plan. All persons^ of whatever religious profession or

sentiments, may worship God agreeably to the dictates of

their own consciences, unmolested. 1838 Lvtton Alice i. xi,

His own early errors made him tolerant to the faults of

others. 1841 Macaulay in FourC. Eng. Lett. (1B80) 537
You were less tolerant than myself of little mannerisms.

1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost ix. 257 Though we are to

be tolerant towards the persons of heretics, we are intolerant

of the heresies themselves.

b. Iransf, Of a thing : Capable of bearing or

sustaining. Const, of.

1864 J. H. Newman Apol. W. i6q How far the Articles were
tolerant of a Catholic, or even of a Roman interpretation.

C. Phys. Able to endure the action of a drug,

an irritant, etc., without being affected ; capable of

resisting. Const, of. Cf. Tolerance i b. ^

1879 .5"^ George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 748 Chrysophanic acid

having at first given rise to irritation, I diluted it. ..The skin

in two or three weeks l>ecame tolerant of it. x88x Emycl.
Brit. XIII. 210/2 The amount [of ipecacuanha] required to

produce its effect varies considerably, children as a rule

being more tolerant than adults. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.^
Tolerant^ withstanding the use of a drug without injury.

d. Forestry. Capable of enduring shade. Cf.

Tolerance i c. U.S.
1898 PiNciior A dirondaek spruce 5 A selection forest is

usually composed of species tolerant of shade. Ibid. 6
Spruce, Hemlock, Balsam, the Maples [etc.] are toleranL

B. sb. (subst. use of the adj. : so in Fr.) One
who tolerates opinions or practices dillferent from

liis own ; one free from bigotry ; a tolerationist.

1780 J. Brown Lett, on Toleration t. (1803) 35, 1 dare defy
all the Tolerants on earth, to point out one thing.. com-
jjetent to masters and parents [etc.], x87Ji Morlev Voltaire

iii. 144 Henry the Fourth was a hero with Voltaire, for no
better reason than that he was the first great tolerant, the

earliest historic indifferent.

t Tolerantial (t^lerce-njal), a. Obs. rare. [f.

L. tolerilntia Tolerance -I- -AL.] Belonging or

pertaining to tolerance.
1681 ReUgioClerici\'2\ Till we have tried our Strength

and Patience to the quick in sharp Exercises of Vertue's

other branch, the Tolerantial part.

t To'lerantisxu. Obs. rare. [f. Tolerant +
-ISM.] The principlesofa tolerant (seeTolerant IJ).

1824 Hist. Europe \\\Ann, Reg. ig6/i This sect, .professes

tok-rantism (for thus they call it), or indifference.

TO'lerantly, adv. [f. as prec + -LY ^.] In a

tolerant manner ; with tolerance; forbearingly.

1822 Byron Vis. Judg. Pref., 1 have., treated them more
tolerantly. 1883-4 J. G. Butler Bible WorkW. 42 It is

wise and right lo deal tolerantly with errorists in sentiment.

f To'lerat, ///, a. Obs. [ad. L. tolerdt-us^ pa.

pple. of tolerare to Tolerate.] Tolerated : in

quot. as pa. pple.

X711 Countryman's Let, to Curat 24 He [Bacon] advised

TOLERATION.
that Non-conformity should not meerly be conniv'd at, but
even Tolerat by a I-»^w,

Tolerate (tp-ler^it), v. Also 6-S toll-, [f. F.

/ij/t^n-r (15th c. in Godef. Compl.)^ ad. L, tolerare

to bear, endure: see -ate 3.]

•f 1. trans. To endure, sustiin (pain or hardship*).

1531 Elyo r Gov. III. xiv, To tollerate those thinges whiclie

do seme bytter or greuous (wherof there be many in the lyfe

of man). A1548 WwA^Chron.. Rich. Uf yj The great dolour

and sorowe that you haue suffred and tollerated by the cruel

murther of your innocente children. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabel-

houers Bk. Physicke 39/1 Applye that same as warme as he
may or can tollerate it on and ri>wnde about his heade. 1616

I!uLi.OKAR Eng. Expos.y 'Jolt-rate^ to indure or suffer,

b. Phys. To endure with impunity or compara-

tive impunity the action of (a poison or strong

drug). Cf. Tolerance i b, Tolerant c.

1895 in Funk's Standard Diet. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 932 (Oil of santal wood has] the advantage of being
usually well tolerated in rtasonable doses by the stomach.

19H Webster, Tolerate, to endure or resist, esp. without

injurious effect, the action of, as a poison.

c. Forestry. Cf. Tolerance i c, Tolerant d.

1898 PiNCHOT Adirondack Spruce 20 I'his ability to

tolerate heavy shade is common to large numbers of forest

trees, among which both the Beech and the Hard Maple
excel the Spruce in this regard.

2. To allow to exist or to be done or practised

without authoritative interference or molestation ;

also gen. to allow, permit.

1533 More Debclt. Saletn Wks. 981/2 He can..be none
other rekened but a plaine heretike. ., whome lo tolerate so

long doth .sometyme lyttle good. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Genirie

149 This King ordained, that no person.. within his do-

minions, should.. tollerate the bearing of these signes vpon
armes to any man. 1631 Gouge God's ArroTvs 1. ( 4. 7
Marke how farre such sinnes are winked at, or tolerated

by Magistrates and Ministers. 1647 Jer. Tavlor Lib.Proph.
xvi. 214 The question whether the Prince may tollerate

divers perswasions, is no more then whether he may lawfcilly

persecute any man for not being of his opinion. 1651
Baxter Inf. Bapt, 143 A few of them are in some places

tolerated, asJewsandHereticks are. 1722 Wollaston^^/;^.
Nat. ix. 217 If the expression may be tolerated. xSgS

Froudh Hist. Eng. I. li. 142 England.. was in no humour
to tolerate treason. 1884 H. N. Oxekham Short Stud. 142

To tolerate a religion does not mean to treat it as true, . . but

simply as having a fair claim to exist and enjoy civil rights,

f b. To allow, permit, suffer to do something.
r 1585 R. Browne Ahsiv. Cartwright 15 Hee alloweth or

tollerateth those officers, .to haue the power and autboritie.

163S QuARLEs Embl. in. iii. {1718) 137 True Lord; yet

tolerate a hungry Whelp To lick their crums. 1660 R. Cokk
Power <$• Subj, 143 Berta the wife of Ethelbcrt. .was tole-

rated to observe the rites of Christian religion. 1709 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4525/3 The Groom-Porter doth hereby declare,

that he neither Licenses or Tolerates any Person to Game,
or keep Gaming-Houses. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. 11.

ii. Ill The highest of the other classes are barely tolerated

to read the will of God.

3. To bear without repugnance ; to allow in-

tellectually, or in taste, sentiment, or principle;

to put up with.

1646 Sir T. Browne Psevd. Ep. v. xix. 262 We shall toler-

ate flying Horses, black Swans, Hydrae's, Centaur's, Harries,
and Satyres. 182a Wordsw. Sonn., Old Abbeys, By disci<

pline of Time made wise, We learn to tolerate the infirmities

And faults of others. 1841 Brewster Mart. Se. 1. (1856) 8

Nor could the Aristotelians tolerate the rebukes of their

young instructor. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1S79) 412
Children almost always learn to tolerate the taste of the oil.

X910 Daily Ne7us 9 Apr. 6 He cannot tolerate Buddhism.
1 use the word 'tolerate \ of course, in an intellectual, not

a political, sense.

t4. To relax. Obs. rare— ^.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1656) 45 {Lycnrgus xxii) In their

time of Warre.Uhey did tolerate [F. its relaschoyeni\ their

young men a little of their hard and old accustomed life,

and suffered them to trim their haires.

Hence Tolerated ppL a., To-lerating vbl. sb.

vca^ppL a, ; whence To'leratlngly adv.

1644 Mii.ton y%tdg$M.Bucer%x\s.\^Vs.XTi% 1.283 For what-
soever is contrary to these, I shall not persuade the least

tolerating therof, 1692 Prideaux Direct, Ch. -wardens (ed.4)

109 Not Members of some of the said tolerated Assemblies.

1700 in iVestm. Gaz. q Aug. (1907) a/3 Notice is given, That
the Tollerated Boats bear a Red Flagg in the Stern of each
of them. 17x1 Shaftesb. Charac. (1733) I. 29 How bar-

barous, .are we tolerating Englishmen. X7a4 A. Shields

J. Renwick (1827) 146 All this never moved the tolerated

Ministers. 1848 U. I, Wilbkrforce Doctr. Incarnation xi.

(1852) 290 Its permission is the main point expressed in the

tolerating edict issued bi^ Galerius. xf^xPaltMall Mag. II.

209 She spoke of his views toleratingly. 190a C. Lennox
y. Chalmers v. {1895) 26/1 Tolerated wickedness inevitably

cramps the religious consciousness.

Toleration (tpler^-Jan). Also 6-8 toll-, [a.

F. toleration (15th c. in Godef.), ad. rare L.

toleration-em i f. tolerdre to Tolerate.]

f 1. The action of sustaining or enduring; en-

durance (of evil» suffering, etc.). Obs.

1531 ELYorGf^. in. xxi, There is also moderation intollera*

tion of fortune of euerye sorte, whiche of Tulli is called

equabilile. x6i6 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Toleration, an
induring ; a sufferance. i6a3 Cockeram iii, Mutius Sceuola^

saued his life by the patient tolleration of the burning of bis

hand.

b. Phys. = Tolerance i b. rare,

1877 Carnochan Operat. Surgery 328 Military sur-

gery supplies many illustrations of toleration of shock and
mildness of collapse after severe injuries to the medullary
substance of the hemispheres. i88s A. Wilson Facts «V

Fictions Zool. 10 Suppose that the toleration of the toad's

system to starvation and to a limited supply of air is taken



TOLERATION.
Into mccotint 1905 AUbuit's Syst. Mtd. I. 287 Toleration.
When, on taking a drug continuously, the first effects

decrease until they are no longer noticed, toleration is said
lo be established.

•f- 2. The action of allowing
;
permission granted

by authority, licence. Obi.
1517-18 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 206 Paid.. for goyng to

flTulham to my lorde of london..to oaue totleracion of Na-
sj-ngeschauntry. 1565 Jewel De/. A^ol. vi. xxiiL (1579) 735
The yeerely perquisites that y* Pope made of his Elections,
Preueiitions, Dispensations, . . Tolerations. 1571-] Rtg. Prri>y
Council Scot. W.-i-z-z Na licencts or toUerationis grantit of
befoir to have any strenth. i6ia Beaum. & Fu CuPttCs
Rev. I. i, Would 1 had giv'n 100/. for a tolleration, That I

might but use my conscience in mine Own house. 1660 R.
Coke Poiver 9f Suhj. sog If any person or persons.. should
procure and obtain at the Court of Rome, or elswhere, any
Ijicence or Licences, Union. Toleration, or Dispensation to
receive or take any more Benefices with cure, then was
limited by the said Act. 17*7 A. I^Iamilton AVtv Acc, £'.

/Mil, II. 1. 334 Ordered the rlapoa or Custom-master to.,

lake the Kmperors customary Dues, and give me a free

Toleration to Tiiule.

b. Locally in U. S. applied to a licence to gather
oysters or keep oyster-beds.
1891 Cent, Diet. s. v., 'Ilie fee is a toleration fe«.

3. The action or practice of tolerating or allowing
what is not actually approved; forbearance, suffer-

ance.

tS/Sm N. T. (Rbem.) Rom. iii. a6 The remission of former
sinnes in the toleration [Wvclif in the sustentacioun or
benng vp, i6ti through the forbearance] of God. 1588
HtncsooN in Border Papers (1S94) I. 367 His toUoracion of
the mase in sondrie places of Scotland, a 1610 Hkai.ev
Epicieiw^ Man. (1636) ^4 Kvery thing may bee apprehended
two waies, eyther with toleration, or with impatience. 17SS
Young Centaury. Wks. 1757 IV. 220 Faults which are the
natural growth of these distinct periods of life, may meet
with some toleration. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum. (i778> I.

aoi iThif Rose) Mutual toleration, .taught us mutual love.

189a Hardwicke's Science-Cossip XXVI. 186/1, I think,
also, that a wise toleration might be extended to hawks aiKl

owls. 1907 Verney Mem. I. 571 A large hopefulness and
toleration bocn of bis wide acquaintance with human nature.

4. Spec. Allowance (with or without limitations),

by the ruling power, of the exercise of religion

otherwise than in the form officially established or
recognized.

609 {title) An Humble Supplication for Toleration and
Libcriicby sume of the deprived Ministers arKi Peo|)le.

1643 Declar. tont.^ R^d. ird, 3 To bring in a more pul>lique
TolTer.'ition of the Popish Religion. 167s Evei.vn IHa^y
la Mar., To this succeeded the King'ii declaration for an
universal tollcraiiun. 1689 Poptle tr. Locke's xst Let, Toler.
atioH p I Since you are pleased to inquire what are my
Tbougbtsabout the mutual Toleration of Christians in their

different Professions of Religion, I must needs answer you
freely, That I esteem that Toleration to be the chief Char,
acteristical Mark of the True Church. 1691 Burnkt <^r/]f.

Mem.woi. 1689, 1. (oot>3i7 At the same time that the tolera-

tion was proposed to both bouses,^ 1760 Bukkb Corr.
(1844) II. 3^1 have been a steady frioto, since I came to
the use of re.ison, to the cause of reUgions toleration. 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi. II. 9 Locke..contended tliat the
church which taught men not to keep faith with heretics
had no claim lo toleration.

b. Act of 'JoUralioftt Toleration Act^ an act or
statute granting such loleration ; so Billof Tolera-
tion^ Toleration Bill\ esp. in Eng. Hist. Act i

Will & Mary (1689) cap. 18, by which freedom of
religious worship was granted, on certain pre-

scriUd conditions, to Dissenting Protestants.
1691 Ho. Lords MSS.{W\sU MSS.Comm.) 1 Feb., Moved

that the Quakers shall not have the benefit of this Act
before tbcy lake ihc Declaration in the Act of T<»leraiion.

1914 BARaiHCTON Let./r. Lay-man Title-p., A Postscript,
shewing How far the bill to prevcnt.the Growth of Schism
M Inconsistent with the Act of Toleration, a 1715 Burnct
Oum Time aiL 1689 {1833) IV. 16 The bill of toleration

pMwd easily. It excused dissenters from all penalties,..
Ibr gmne to their separate meetings. 1769 Hlackstone
Comm. IV. iv. 53 llie statute 1 W. & M. st. 2. c 18, com-
monly called toe toleration act. 1799 Dbvsdale (////^)

Popery Dissected ; at. a Speech againtf the Popish Tolera-
tion Bill i8a7 Jos. \\\^%h Pilgr. t^k C. iv. 139 'Hand
me ', said the judge, ' the new Tweration Act ' (app. 53 Gea
III. c. 155). 18^ Macaulay Hist. Eng. xi. 111. 81 The
Tcrferation Bill passed both Houses with Tittle debate. Ibid.
86 Tbe souful principle . . is, that mere theological error
oo^ht not 10 be punished by the civil magistrate, lliis
prmciple the Toleration Act not only does not recognise,
but positively disclaims. 1S78 Gari>ineb in Encycl. Brit.
VIII. 352/1 The Toleration Act .. guaranteed the right of
separate assemblies for worship outside the pale of tbe
Church. 1910 A. Mknzies in Encycl, Brit. XXIV. 463/1
The Act of Toleration [Scotland) (^ 171a allowed Episco-
palian dissenters to use the English liturgy.

6. Coining. » Tolkbanci 4 a.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 7i/i In Great Britain all silver
coins are made of ' standard silver ', the fineness of which
by legal definition is 935. 'Ilie toleration is ^ units of pure
spver in 1000 of alloy. In Germany and in the United
States all silver coins, in France and Austria the major
silver coins, are of the fineness 900, with a toleration of
three uiiiLs,

Tolera tionism. [f. prec. + -isu.] Tolera-
tion of reli^Mous differences as a principle or system.
1898 Cath. .Vrufs 24 Dec 12/6 This was sometimes called.,

'lolerationisni— But they would understand it better as
Free Trade (in religion),

Tolera'tionist. [f. as prec + -lST.] One
who advocates or supports toleration.

1830 W, Tavlor Hist. Surf. Germ. Poetry I. 472 There
lies The prating toknuioiUBC uomask'd. 1899 S. R. Gar-

VOL.X.
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DINER Cromwell g& A fanatic might have objected that it

wa.s unfitting a tolerationist to support the most intolerant
clergy in Protestant Europe.

t To'leratist. Ods. rare. [f. Tolerate v. +
-I8T.] = Tolerationist.
X716 M. Davies Atken. Brit. II. >3s Amongst our Nation-

alists and Toleratists, High and Low, or those that are
indulg'd and others that are conniv'd at.

To'lerative, a, rare, [f, as prec. + -ivE.]

Tending to toleration
; permissive.

1891 E. L. Wakeman in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 99
OcL, It may be said that the English folk.. universally
make mental defense of the Halloween time and spirit,.,
while its recognition by the English is complete, its obser-
vance is tolerative rather than active.

Tolerator (t^'ler^'taa). [f. as prec. + -DR.]

One who tolerates,

1706 A. Shields Inquiry Ck. Commun. (1747) 29 By that
bargain and confederacy with the tolerator. 1791-1823
Disraeli Curios, Lit.^ Toleration^ To this moment it

is far from being clear, either to the lolerators, or the
tolerated. x8a6 Sir T. F. Huxton in Mem. (1872) 90 If
not a lover of the vices of the world, at least a tolerator of
its vanities. 1884 Mcum. Afag-. Nov. 22/2 The moderate
Conservatives or tolerators of progress.

+ Tolera-torist. Obs, rare, [irreg. f. as prec. +
-I8T.] = T0LKRATIONI8T.
1654 E. Johnson IVond.-turkg, Provid. 231 There is no

room in his [Christ's] Army fur toleratorists. 1845 T. \V.
CoiT Puritanism 452.

Toleress : see Toller sb.^

+ Tolerism. Obs. rare- >. [irreg. f. L. ioler-Sre

to TOLKBATE + -ISM.] = TOLKKATIONISM.
1851 Borrow Lavengro iii, 'i'bou wouldst be sadly out of

place in these da>*s of. .universal tolerism. [jZ^i Eraser

s

Ma^. XLIII. 283 How can this master of words (Ilorrow]
justify such a barbarotis bit of patchwork as ' tolerism '

yj

Toletan (tpi/tan), a. Also 4-5 toUetane,
toUitane. [ad. L. TolPtdn-usJ. TolclumToMo.]
Pertaining to Toledo ; in Toletan ta/fles^ * the as-

tronomical tables composed by orderofAlphonsoX,
kingofCastile (1252 -82), from theirbeingadaptedlo
the cit y of Toledo ' (Tyrwhitt in note to the passage
in Chaucer) ; also called Alphonsine tables,

c t^CHAVce.R Erani'l. 7". 545 Hise tables lolletanes[/Ajr/.
tollitanes] forth he brought Ful wel corrected. 1894 Skeat
Chaucer's li'ks. V. 394 {Notes Cant. T.) The longitude of
a planet at a given date is the 'root '; and its longitude.

.

twenty-three years later can be obtained from ihe Toletan
tables by adding (1) its change of tongitude in twenty years,

. .and (2) its further change ui three years.

TolfirsediCttJ-lfrrdik), 11. [f. Icel. t4lfrKSrjid.\.

only in comb, tolfrnttt kundrati^ a hundred of

twelve tens (f. tolf twelve + rg^a (i—n^da) to

speak) + -ic] Duodecimal: a[)plied to the ancient

Scandinavian system of reckoning, in which twelve
tens were counted as a hundred (cf. Hundred 3).
(Cf. 1703H1CKES Thesaurus I. ill. 43.] X813 Ellis ^ram^f

Pop. Aniiq. II. 32^ 'I'he Doctor observes that this Tolfraxlic
mode of compuutioii by the greater dccads, or tens which
contain twelve units, is still retained amongst us in reckon*
ing certain things by the number twelve. 1905 Daily Chron.
16 June 4/6 Tbe tolfraedic ten meant twelve, the tolfraedic

hundred meant a liundrcd and twenty, and so on.

Tolibant, tolipane, -pant, oIjs. ff. Tubban.
+ Toliduse, illiterate spelling of Taille-douck.
1715 Grizt'l Baillie's Ace. (MS.), For two pictures of King

George ill Toliduve 5,'-.

tTo-lie*, V' Obs. [OE, tolicgan, i. To- 2 +
lician, LiKf.iJ intr. To lie or extend in different

directions.

f 893 K. .Alfred Oros. 1. L fi 9 |>onne . . west imende heo
toli^on twa ymb an i;^land ^ mon ha:t Meroen. 938 in

Birch Cart. Sax. II. 431 faer da wejas to licxafN. ct^ta
C4tsi. Love 1000 peose ne mowen Jhc suwen wi]&, For heore
dede at to-lyth.

t To-li*xay V. Obs. In 3-4 to-lime(n. [ME. f.

To-^-^lim limb: cf. OE. toUpioft, f. To- '^ + lip

limb. See also LiUBv. in same sense.] trans. To
tear limb from limb, to dismeml)er.
aiaa5 Afur. R. 84 Auh [he] lihtcd upon cwike fleschs,

tetered & totime.^ hit, aiaas yuliann 79 (Bodl. MS.)
Wilde deor..to limeden cauer euch HS from )>e lire. 13..
Guy Warw. 636 In his court he schal deme |w,& al lo^lime.

Hence {dim.) f To-li'meken v.^ to dismember.
c ia7S Lay. 4227 Stater hii nome And al hine to>]imekede
Leme fram o^r.
Tolk, variant of Tulk Obs.^ man.

Toll (t^«lj, sb.^ Also 2-7 tol, 5-7 tolle, tole,

(5-6 towI(e, 6 toule, towlle, Sc. toille, 7 toal(I,

toale ; 4 thoUe, 5-6 tholl, 5 (7 Sc.) thoill, 6-7
thole) ; the M-forms chiefly in iJatin context.

[OE. /^//-OFris., OS. /<>/(MLG., LG., MDu.,
Du. tol), OHG., MHG.2^/(Ger. W/); ON.tollr

(Sw. /////, Da. told\ all masc., which with their

by-forms, OE. toln, OFris. tol{e)ne, OS. tolna, all

fem. (sec Tolne), are generally referred to late

pop.L. toloneum (recorded in 3-4lh c.) for L. tel^

nium, a. Gr. rtXuwiov place of custom, toll-house,

f. Ttkuvr)^ farmer or collector of taxes, WAos toll,

tax, duty.
The form-history is in some points obscure, and some

etymologists have iKHight to derive toll from an OTeut.
*tulttO'j pa.pple. of *tal-, root of Tellz'. andofTALK. The
derivation from Latin is supported by French, in which
teloncum, becoming by metathesis 'toneleumf has given

mod.F. tonlieu^ Prov. totieu *ioir.]

TOLL.

1. Orig., a general term for (a) a definite pay-
ment exacted by a king, ruler, or lord, or by the
state or the local authority, by virtue of sovereignty
or lordship, or in return for protection ; more
especially, (b) for permission to pass somewhere,
do some act, or perform some function; or (c)

as a share of the money passing, or profit accruing,
in a transaction ; a tax, tribute, impost, custom,
duty. In (a) obs. exc. Hist. ; in (b) retained in
special senses (see 2); in {c) still in vague or
rhetorical use : see quots. 183 2-1 909.
c 1000 Ags. Gos^. Matt. xvii. 25 Hwaet JiincS J>e symon, act

hwam nymaftcyningas gafol oSaetoll ? 1050-1100 in Earle
Land Charters 273 iEilsis bohte anne wifni.inn..& hire
sunu..mid healfe punde. .& sealde iTEilsij port?;ereua[nl et
Maccosse hundredes mann iiii. penjas to tolle. ^xioo
Aldhelm Glosses 1. 1455 in Napier O. E. Glosses 39 Fiscale
tributum^ cynelic toll, a ixoo O, E. Chron, an. 1086 (Laud
MS.), Hy arerdon unrihte toUas, and manije o^re un-
rihte hi dydan. c xioo in Earle Land Ch. 26a Her kyft on
|>issere boc ^ Leowine .. &..his wif ?;ebohton iElfilcfc.to
feower & sixtu^e pene^on, & .^Ifric Hals nam ^ toll.. for
l>aes kynges hand, a 1300 Cursor M. 28438 (Cott.) Toll
and tak, and rent o syse, Wit-halden i haue wit couettise.

13. . K, Alls. 1760 (Bodl. MS.) pat ich shal of olde & jonge
Of bis midlerde tol afonge. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x.

iMathoii) 549 pis matfaow..wes tollar, and toll tuke. 1393
Lancu p. Pi. C. 1. 98 Boxes..I-bounden with yre. To
vnder-take l>e tol {v. rr. tolle, tool] of vntrewe sacrifice.

f 1400 Maundev. (1839) xiii. 149 The tolle & the custom of
his (Emperor of Persia's) marchantes is with outen esty.
macyoun to ben nombred. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 495/2 Tol,
or cusxomt

^
gnida^a,..petagium, toloneum. X4S3 Cath.

Afigl. 389/3 A T-'otte,.. tailiagium. 1485 Rolls ofParlt.
VI. 345/2 The Graunte of the Tolle of oure Towne of
Knyghton. 1535 Coverdale Ezra iv. 13 Then shal not
they geue tribute, toll, and yearly custome. 1570 Levins
Manip. 218/17 'loule, census, tS77 ^r. Bullingers Decades
(1592) 276 These Publicanes were such as liued vppon the
publique toll and customes which they had farmed at
Ihe Romanes hands. 164a Fuller Holy ^ Pro/. St. v.

xix. 438 Hereby tbe same commodity must pay a new
tole at every passage into a new trade. x83> Tennyson
Oinone 114 * Honour ', she said, 'and homage, tax and
toll, From many an inland town and haven large *. 1849
Macaulav ///V/. Eng. ix. II, 445 All fines, all forfeitures

went lo Sunderland. On every grant toll was paid to him.

189s Pollock & Maitland Hist. Eng. Law I. 648 A large
part of the borough's revenue was derived from tolls, if we
use that term in its largest sense to include ' passage, pont-
age, bstage, stallage, bothage, ewage, tronage, scavage ' and
the like. 1909 Daily Ne^vs 14 Sept. 4/2 Sir William Har-
court wished to establish the rule that property should pay
toll once every general ion,and he succeededm establi<^hing it.

•}• b. The taking of toll or tribute; the office of

a tax-collector. Obs,
ctooo j'Elfric Horn. II. 988 03er [Is] |>aet man Surh toll

feoh jegadri^c. Ibid, 468 Matheus aras ^srrihte fram his
tolle, and filij^de dam Hxleude. Ibid.t He hine jeseah
sittan act tolle.

o. In the obsolete law phrase sac and sSc, toll

and team, etc. (see Sao, Team sb. 8 b, c) : The
right to 'toll * included (among others) in the grant

ofa manor by the crown ; see quot. 1895.
10X7-XIXB (sec Team sb. 8 b]. 1130-35 Latvs Edw. Cofi/.

c. 23 § 3 Tol, quod nos vocamus theloneum, scilicet liberta-

tem emendi et vendendi in terra sua. c xafio ExPos. Vocab.
in Placita de Quo Warranto 511 Tol,. pro voluntate sua
taltagium de villanis suis. a 1400 Reg. Maj. i. c. 2 in Acts
Part. Scot. (1844) I. 598/1 Qui habent et tenent terras suas
cum soko et sako, furca et fossa, toll et them, et infangand-
thefe. X456 [see Team j3. 8 dj. 1597 Skene De Verb, Sign.

&v.. He quha is infefl' with Toll, is custome free, and payis

na custome. 1607 Cowell Inter^r,^ Toll^ alias Tholl..

hath in our common lawe two significations : First it is vsed
for a libertie to buy and sell within the precincts of a maner.
..Bracton..interpretetb [it] to be a libertie as welt to take as

to be free from Tolle. x8i8 Hallam Mid. Ages viii. i. II,

156 A charter of Edred grants to the monastery of Croyland
soc, sac, toll, team and infangthef. X87X (see Ieam sb, 8 bj.

x8^ Pollock & Maitlanp Hist. Eng. Law I. 566 Toll is

sometimes the right to take loll, sometimes the right to be

free of toll; but often it is merely the right to tallage one's

vilkins.

2. spec, uses, a. A charge made for some service

rendered : t («) for passage in a ship, fare. Obs.

cxooa Cleric Saints' Lives xxx. i68_ pa .. ^ses scypes

hlaford..^yrndc I>a;s scyp-tolies, ac ?a hi nan bincgnEefdon

to syllanne, (la jyrnde he t>aEs wifes for J^am tolle.

(b) A proportion of the grain or Hour taken by
the miller in payment for grinding. ? Obs. or dial,

c 1386 (implied in Toll p.* 1]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 496/x
Tol, of myllarys, multa. iw Fitzhebb. Hu&b. § 146 Mete
it to the inyll & fro the myll, 6; se yt thou haue thy measure
agayne besyde the toll. xsBo [see Polbot]. X638 Penketh-
MAN Artach. Giv, If the liaKer buy corne unground by the
Quarter.. he hath 681. Troy to the bushell, and is to pay
the Millers tolle. x888 Elworthv IV. Somerset Word-bk.^
TV?//,, .the quantity of meal kept by the miller for grinding
another's corn.

fb. Rent paid for a house, mill, etc. Obs.

c tooo ^Elfhic Saints' Lives xix. 253 Hit ne ^edafnad J>aet

man do godes bus anre mylne ^elic for lydrum tolle.

c, A charge for the privilege of bringing goods
for sale to a market or fair, or of setting up a stall.

fi»o5 Lav. 13316 Her beo5 cbaepmen icumen of oSere
londen . . Heo habbeoft ibroht to me tol for heore a;hte.

c X460 Oseney Regr. 10 Be quyte in all mercaies of tol

i>axid of ihynges i-bowghte or solde. 1500 Reg. Privy Seal
Scotl. 1. 68/1 Tliat the said erio. .have tliull and uther small

custumez of the f.^iris. xst-j Expos. Termes ofLaw (1579)

178 b/3 Tolle oxTohie, is most properlyc a payment vsed in

Cities, townes, markets & faires for goods and cattel brought
thilherlobee bought & solde. t^j Shuttleworths' Ace.

15
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(Chetham Soc.) 41 Foure oxen in Prestonexj" xv' liij^

;

towllefor the said besste, viij*'. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

III. 273 Toll is not of riKht incident to a fair or market, and
can only be claimed by special grant from the Crown, or by
Erescription ; and if the toll be unreasonable, the grant will

e void. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Econ. 11. vii, (1876) 614 A market
toll is paid for the accommodation which a market provides.

d. A charge for the right of passage along a

road (at a turnpike or toll-gate : now abolished in

Great Britain), along a river or channel, over a

bridge or ferry ; formerly also, through the gate or

door of a building.

1477-8 Ace. Exch. K. R. Bundle 496 No. 17 (P.R.O.)

Omnes summas monetcvel Toles prodictisedificacionibus

..solutns pro cariagio petrarum maeremii. .per terram vel

per aquam. 1498 Coventry Leet Bk. 592 Howe the Cite-

zenis ofCouentre were Irobled be there merchandisez in

Bristoll, Gloucestre, & Worcestre & compelled to pay tholl

& oJ>er customez contrarie to their liberteez. i^oj Reg.
Mag. Sig. Scot. 603 Exceptis theoloneo finis pontis, viz. le

Ihoil de le Brig-and de Are. a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. VIII
203 b. In this yere was an olde 'I'oUe demaunded in Flaun-

ders of Englysh men, called the ToUe of the Hounde, which

is a Ryuer and a passage. The Tolle is .xii. pence of a
Fardell. 1604 Dbavton Owle 386 At his entrance he must
pay them Tole. 16x7 Morvson///«. i. 56 Here those which
carried any merchandise paid tole. 1634 Althorp MS. in

Simpkinson Washingtons (i860) App. p. xiv. For toale at

Thrapston bridge 00 00 02. 1663 Act 15 Chas. II, c. i § 5

Summes of money in the name of Toll or Cuslome, to be

paid for all such Horses, Carts, Coaches, Wagqons, Droves,

and Gangs of Cattell, as. .shall passe, bee ledd, or droven,

in or through the said waye. 1838 Murray's Hand-bk. N.
Germ. 254/1 A toll is here paid by all vessels navigating the

Rhine, to the Duke of Nassau, the only chieftain remaining

on the river who still exercises this feudal privilege. 1840
HowiTT P'isits Remark. Places Ser. 1, 334 The tolls at the

doors of St. Paul's and the Tower have been relaxed. 1845
M<=CuLLOCH Taxation Introd. (1852) 33 The statute.. im-

posed tolls, or duties collected at toll gates (called turnpikes),

on alt travellers along the great north road. 1883 ' Ouida '

Wanda I. 61 With a right to uke toll on the ferry.

e. A charge for the right of landing or shipping

goods at a port; formerly also, a customs duty.

Obs. exc Hist,
x68o MoROEN Geog. Red., Germ. (1685) 139 The place

where Ships pay Tole. 1884 S. Dowell Taxes in Eng.
I. IV. v. 83 Of wine, atoll in the strictest sense of the term was
taken by the king's officer from every ship having in cargo
ten casks or more, on the arrival of the ship at a port in

England.., unless the toll formed the subject of a composi-
tion in the way of a money payment.

f. A charge made ibr transport of goods, esp. by
railway or canal. (Arising out of d.)

1889 Standard 21 Mar., Railway projectors were em-
powered to charge * tolls ', not exceeding a specified sum, for

the use of their roads. Out of these ' tolls ' rates were, in a
manner, evolved, covering every service,

g. fig. (Cf iribuie^ similarly used.)

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vX\\. {Agatha) 256 pane bad he.,

brynnand cole Straw in l»e floure,.& nakyt l>are-one hire

rol, Til scho of ded had quyt |>e tol. a x88a Rossetti Ho.
Li/e, Introd. Sonn., [Whether] In Charm's palm it pay the

loll to Death. 1909 Blackw. Mag. July 19/2 Notts gallant

division., paid its toll of killed and wounded,

h. with defining words : through toll (also

toll through^ thoroughly toll traverse, turn toll

(also toll'twft) : see quots.

1567 Expos. Termes o/Lazu{iS'jg) 179/1 Through tolle, is

where a Towne prescribes to haue tol for euery beast that

goeth through their Towne. Ibid., Tolle tratters, that is

where one claimeth to haue a halfe|>eny, or such like toll of

euery beast that is driuen ouer his ground. Ibid., Turne
tolle. .is where toll is paied for beasts that are dryuen to bee
solde, although that they bee not .solde. 1636 Prvnne Rem.
agst. Shipmoney 8 This Tax..layes a farre greater charge
on the Subject then any new office, Murage, Toll-travers, or

thorough-toll, 1670 Blount Law Vict, s.v.. Toll-through

.

,

Toll-travers.. % and Toll-turn, which is Toll paid at the
return of Beasts from Fair or Market, though they were
not sold. x8j7 Mackenzie Hist. Newcastle 1 1. 649 The claim

of toll thorough., is made by the corporation upon all goods
. .of non-freemen, brought into or carried out of the town.

1911 G. R. Hill in Halsbury Laxvs Eng. XVI. 62 A toll-

thorough is independent of any ownership of the soil by the

original grantee, the consideratioii necessary to support it

being usually the liability to repair the particular highway
or bridge. Ibid., A toll-traverse is a toll taken in respect of
the original ownership of the land crossed by the public

3. attrib. and Comb. : toll-bar [Bab sb.^]^ a

barrier (usually a gate) across a road orbridge, where
toll is taken ; in Scotland formerly often applied

to the toll-collector's house; f toll-bell, a bell

rung at the close of the collection of toll at

a market; toll-bridge, a bridge at which toll is

charged for passage ; toll-clerk, a clerk who keeps

a record of tolls collected, e. g. at a market ; toll-

collector, (rt) a person who collects toll, esp. the

tolls at a turnpike, a market, etc. ; {b) a device for

indicating the number of persons passiiig a turnstile

or gate and paying toll ; (c) a device in the feeder of

a mill for separating the toll of grain ; toll-corn,

corn retained by a miller as toll ; + toll-cote, a
toll-collector's cottage or shed ; f toll-customer
[Customer sb. 2], a toll- or tax-gatherer; toll-

farmer, one who farms the tolls at a certain place

;

== Fakmeb ^ I ; t toll-fat, ? a vessel for toll-corn

(in quot. 1222 a measure of capacity) ; toll-gate, a

gate across a road at which toll was payable, a turn-

pike-gate
; t toll-hall, ? « ToLBOOTH 2, guildhall,

town hall ; f toll-hoop [Hoop sK"^ 5] = Toll-dish
;

toll-keeper, the keei>er of a toll-gate or toll-house
;

toll-lodge = Toll-house 2 ; f toll-master, the

master of a toll-office; ftoU mere {Mere .f<5.^],

the boundary within which a local toll is payable
;

toll-oi&ce, an office where toll is taken ; toll penny,
a penny paid or charged as toll

; f toll-pin, (?) a

cylindrical stick used as a strake for the toll-dish
;

+ toll-reeve, an officer to whom tolls were payable

;

toll-road, a road maintained by tolls, a turnpike

road {Sc. and U, S.) ; toll-room, a room or apart-

ment where tolls are collected, as at a turnpike
;

t toll-shop = Toll-house 2 ; f toll-stock (tol-

stok), ? = toil-pin ; toll-table, a table of the toll-

dues at a turnpike ; toll-taker, one who takes

tolls ; a toll-collector, toll-gatherer ; so toll-taking
sb. and adj. See also Toll-book, -dish, etc,

1813 Examiner 19 Apr. 243/1 The only light.. was that
shed by the *tol|.har lamp. 1825 Jamieson, Toll-bar, a
turnpike. {Toll-bar in Calr. lug. P. M. V. 389, in a docml.
of 1315 is a misreading,] \%^%\iK\^v.^AskMamma\xw'\\,
[HeJ trotted across the bridge,, .and was speedily brought
up at a toll-bar on the far side. 1736 Drake Eboracum 1,

VI. 219 No corn to be carried out of this market till the toll

be gathered, and that the 'toll-bell be rung. 1^90 Luckombe
Eng. Caz. Ill, She^erton ..Yioa a ^toll-bridge over the
Thames to Walton. 1878 liRAiTHWAiTE Life <y Lett. IV.

Pennefather xi. 245 A young man who had been long em-
ployed as *toII<lerk. 1887 Pall Mall G. 25 Jan. 6/2 The
toll clerk of Billingsgate Market. 182a Act 3 Geo, /K,
c 126 § 22 If the Owner or Driver of any Waggon.. shall

resist any Gate Keeper or *ToIl Collector, in weighing the

same, . .[he]shall forfeit and pay. . Five Pounds. 1877 Knicht
Did. Mech., Toll-collector, i. A counter at a turnstile or
gate to indicate the number of persons passing. 2. A device
attached to the feed of a grain-mill to subtract the toll. 1903
H. B. SwETE in Expositor Aug. 196 The rich and well-hated
chief of the Jericho toll-collectors. la.. Reading Cartul.
(Harl. MS. 1708, If, 107), Ego Willelmus babbededi..abbati
et conuentui de Uadinges vnam dimidiam summam bladi,

scilicet de*tolcornde molendinodeHomstalle. 170Z Cowelts
Interpr., Tolcorn, Corn taken for Toll at grinding in a Mill.

c 1460 Play Sacram. 540 Inquyre to l>e *Tolkote, for ther ys
hys loggyng. a x68i Wharton Fasts ^ Fest. Wks. (1683)

28 Saint Matthew, who being, .a Publican or *Toll-customer
by Profession, became a Disciple, an Apostle, an Evangelist,
and Martyr. 1553 Grimaldk Cicero's Offices i. (1558) 66
The gayne of *tolfarmers and misers. x8zo W. Tooke tr.

Lucian I. 469 Murderers, adulterers, toll-farmers, .. and
others of th« same pack. [122a in J. Thorpe Regislrum
Roffense (1769) 369, xvj "tolfata faciunt unum quarterium
salis.J 1547 in J. H. Glover Kingsthorpiana (1883) 93 That
all thos persones that have quernes shall suffer noe body to

grynde theirat above a Tolfatt, upon payn for every Tolfatt

more then their owne. .xvid. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 441/1
'i'hey. .shall pass upon any turnpike road, through any
*toll-gate or bar, for half-tolL 1774 Johnson Journ. West.
Isl. Wks. 1787 X. 17 It affords a southern stranger a new
kind of pleasure to travel so commodiously without the
interruption of toll-gates. 1884 Pae Eustace 95 The toll-

gate was closed, but he vaulted over it. 1395 inCart.Abb.
Whitby (Suttees) II. 555 De *tolale de Hakenessvi. 1416-X7
Durltam Ace. Rolls 285, viijs. xd. de profect. curia: et tol-

hale villae de Hett. 1577-87 Hounshed Chron. II. 23/1
Skinners rew reaching from the pillorie to the tolehall, or to
the high crosse. £'1870 Customs Gi. Farriugdon (MS.
Barlow 4c), If. 22 b), De consuetudine inercati . . pro carectata

salis dabitur vnus discus salis, qui continere debet unum
*tolhop, uel vnus denarius. 1701 Cozvelfs InterPr., Tol-

hop, a Toll-dish, or small Measure by which they lake
'loll for Corn sold in an overt Market. xSaa Act 3 Geo. IV,
c. 126 § 22 margin, *Toll keepers permitting Waggons, &c.
of greater Weight than allowed, to pass without Toll.

Penalty 5!. 1840 Dickens £arff. Rudgc iii, He. .had cried
a lusty ' good-night ', to the toll-keeper. 1858 Carlvle
Fredk. Gt. iii. i. (1872) I. 139 [They] continued their feuds,

*toll-levyings, plunderings, and other contumacies. x8zS-
19 Leigh New Pid. Land. 313 The four "tolUlodges are
neat doric structures. 0x649 Drumm. of Hawth, Hist.
Jas. IV, Wks. (1711) ^o These projectors and new *toll-

masters, the king giving way to enrich his exchequer,
awakened them [old iaws^ 1500 Nottingham Rec, III. 450
Every shipp sayling with merchandise within the ^toll

meres. X84X PusEV tr. Aquinas' Comm, Matt, I. 94 He
found a man sitting at the *toll-ofiice, 1520 in W. H. Tur-
ner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 24 No person shall pay toll

for his CatelL.biit only a *toll peny..if any catell be sold.

X623 Fletcher & Rowlev Maid in Mill m. i, The Miller
has a stout heart Tough as his *toal-pin. X433 Rolls 0/
Parlt. IV, 477/2 *Tol!ereves, to resceyve the XoU and..
Custumes. 1444 Ibid. V. 124/1 Tolreves to resceyve and
gedre the tolle, and such custumes as longeth to hem to take
at the Yates of the seid Toun. x82S Jamieson, *Toll-road,
a turnpike road. X883 Stevenson Silverado Sg. 70 A dry
water-course entered the Toll Road. X749 in Feret Fulham
(1900) 1. 63 Paid for Whitewashing the oflices and *ToH
Room 5f. 1789 Brand Hist. Newcastle I. 53 No houses,
except *toIl shops, were to be erected on the new bridge.
i-^x^-tj Chester Plea Roll q & 10 Edw. II. m. 35 None
partis cuiusdam proficui prouenientis del *Tolstok. 1806
Chron. xnAnn. Reg. 405/1 The *toll-table, against the turn-
pike house, at Whalley, in Yorkshire, i^ss Ad 2 <y 3 Phil,

«V Maryt c. 7 § 4 The open Place appointed for the *TolU
Taker. 1647 Tbai'P Comm. Luke iu. 12 I'hese [publicans]

were toll-takers, custom-gatherers for the Romans. i88a
MozLEV Rcmin. I. iv. 30 A quaint little church.. adjoining
the toll-taker's shed. x6xi Cotgr., Peagerie, *Toll-taking,

Toll (t<?"l), sb'^ Also 7 tole, towle. [f. Toll
7/,'-] TUe act of tolling a bell, or the sound made
by a bell when tolled

;
(with //,) a single stroke

made in tolling or ringing a bell, or the soimd
made by such stroke.

X458 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 276 The comone bell

shuld toll iii. tollis iiii. tymes to warne the comones to harr
semble. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixi. (1663) 250 At

the sound of a bell which gave three toles, the Bonzes
prostrated themselves all with their faces to the ground.

'775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. civ. (1783) III. 253 The ser-

mon-ljell was upon the toll when 1 had not so much as
penned a slip of paper. 1822 Scott Nigel iv, I should lose

my good name for ever within the toll of Paul's wese I to
grant quittance. 1871 Rossetti John of Tours v, As it

neared the midnight toll, John of Tours gave up his soul.

187s Encycl. Hrit. III. 537/2 At the news of Nelson's tri-

umph and death at Trafalgar, the bells of Chester rang a
merry peal alternated with one deep toll

b. A sound resembling the tolling of a bell, as

the note of the S. American bell-bird or campanero.
xSag Waterton Wand. S. Amer. 11. 118 No sound or

song from any of the winged inhabitants of the forest . . cause
such astonishment, as the toll of the Campanero. .. You hear
his toll, and then a [lause for a minute, then another toll,

and then a pause again, and then a toll, and again a pause.

tToll, sb,^ Falconry, Obs, [app. f. Toll v,^

to lure.] ?A lure. (Cf. quot. 1653 in Tollz;.! i.)

X486 Bk. St. Albans, Hawking d }, An hawke flieth to the
vew, to the Beke, or to the TolL Ibid, d j b, A Goshawke or

a tercell that shall flee to the vew, to the toll or to the beke.

Toll, sb.^ Now dial. (Kent to Hampsh.)
Also 7 toUe, 9 tole. [Origin not ascertained.]

A clump of trees.

X644 G. Plattes in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 245 Feeding
of Cattel in racks under a tolle of trees. 1892 A.J. Butler
tr. Marbot*s Mem. I. ii. 13 My father stopped his carriage
by the famous toll {orig. devant I'arbre remarquable] under
which the Constable Montmorency was made prisoner by
the troops of Loub XIII.

Toll, tole (t^"l), v.'^ Now dial, and U.S.
Forms: 3-7 tolle, (4 tulle), 4-6 tol, (6 toull,

6-7 toule, towle, 7 toul, toal), 5-7, 9 toll, tole,

[MK. tollen,tttllen^ implyitig OE. *tolliany *iullian

i-*loll', iull6jan\ from same root lull- as Till
v:^ :-0P:. (for)lyllan \—*tullian.
Ulterior history and phonology obscure. Relation to stem

////-, in OFris. tilla, M LC, M Flem., LC, Du., WKris. tillen^
' to raise, lift up, take up\ is phonetically diHicult]

1. trans. To attract, entice, allure, decoy; -f-to

incite, instigate iflbs^.

In literary use in England down to 1690; in i8-i9th c. in
midl.and south, dialects (see £"./?./).), and U.S. literary use.

ctzzo Bestiary 5^5 in O. E. Misc. 17 Dis deueI..Tolle5
men to him wi3 his onde. a\xKfi Owl ^ Night. 1627 An
swa mat mon tolli him to Lutle briddes & iuo. ^1386
Chaucer Reeve^s T. 214 And we wil payen trewely atte
fulle With empty hand men may none haukes tulle [Camb.
MS. folle..toIleJ: Loo heere our siluer redy for to spende.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 496/1 Tollyn, or mevyn, or ster>'n to
doon..a dede, incito, provoco, exciio. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Mark iv. 33 Which allure and tolle men vnto
them. X570 T. Wilson Dettwsth. Ded. 4 If by this meanes
I could towle out some other to do this perfitely. X593 Tell-
Trotlis N. Y. Gift (1876) 18 To tole in customers. 1594
Carew Tasso (1881) 117 She. .with sweet sighes them on
doth toule. x6ox Holland Pliny (1634) I. 261 She.. by
little and little tilleth and tolleth them so neere, that she
can easily sease vpon them. x6ii Cotgr., Emmielle . .'m-

ticed, inueagled, allured, tolled, or drawne on by sweet
meanes. x6s3 Milton Hirelings (1659) 132 By that lure or
loubel [he] may be toald from parish to parish all the town
over. X692 Locke Educ, § 115 Whatever you observe him
to be more frighted at.. be sure to tole him on to by..
Degrees. x8oi Jefferson Writ. (1830) III. 467 To toll us
back to the times when we burnt witches. x8j8 Craven
Gloss., Toll-on, to entice, to draw on by degrees. 1879 J-T).
Long ^neidx. 785 Now Dido, she Of Tyre, is tohng him
with tender words. X870 T. Hardy Wessex Tales {18S9) 248
'TIS all done to tole us the wrong way. 1885 Howells Silas
Lapham (1891) 1. 271 I'm not going to have 'em say we..
tolled him on.

2. Spec, U. S. To lure or decoy (wild animals) for

the purpose of capture ; esp. {a) to decoy (ducks)

by means of a dog trained for the purpose (see

Toller 2 2); {b) to attract (fish) by means of

bait thrown into the water (see Toll-bait, also

Tolling vbl, sb,^ b, quot 18..). Also absol, or

intr.

1858 Lewis in Youatt Dog iii. 90 In this simple branch of
education, within the comprehension of any dog, consists
the almost incredible art of toling the canvass-back. 1885
C. F. Holder Marvels Anim, Life 131, I . .procured a large
rabbit and placed it some way up from the [>ond, to toll her
[a snake] away from the water. x88s Blackw. Mag. July
108/1 Captain Kennedy's Indian attendant had toled : but
neither stag paid any attention, xpox Ibid. Nov. 691/2 He
[a fox] is ' tolled '

. . by a noise made like two fighting crows.

b. intr. {qx pass. To admit of tolling.

X858 Lewis in Youatt Dog iii. 90 The canvass-back toles

better than any other duck. X874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-
fowl x\\. 251 The black'heads tote the most readily.

3. trans. To pull, drag, draw (physically). ? Obs,
a 1400-50 A Icxattder 3640 pan preses in |>e Persyns & of

l>e proud Medis. .agayn all pe yndis, Tolls of l>e tirantis. .,

Se^es doun on aitbire side a sowine out of nounbre. £1440
York Afyst. .\lvi. 58 As a traytour atteynted |>ei loled hym
and tugged hym IJesusJ. 1542 Lam. f^Piteous Treat, in Harl.
Misc. (Malh.) 1. 243 Thynkynge that.. he woulde with
strength of men, tolle forth his shippes..into the depth of
the see. X654 Gavton Pleas, Notes 1. vi. 20 Mr. Nicholas.

.

toles downe the books with as little remorse, as a Carman
does billets.

tb. Toll out'. (?)To stretch out to (a stated

length) by being pulled. Obs. rare~^,
1377 Langu P, pi. B. v. 214 And put hem in apresse and

pyn[nled hem ^rinne, Tyl ten jerdes or twelue hadde tolled

out threttene.

c. intr, for pass. To pull (itself)) move, drift.

x8. . ScoTT in Goode Amer. Fishes (1888) 89 The boat toles

round from the tide toward the feeding-ground.



TOLI..

Toll (ly"!), v.- Also 6 toUe, 6-7 towle, toul(e,
6-7 (9 diaJ.) towl, 7 toull, 7-S tole. [Found
in this sense in 15th c: nothing similar outside Eng.
Prob. orig. a particular use ol Toll v.^ sense 3, ' to
pull' ; the sense having passed from ' pnll the bell-

rope", to ' pull the bell ', and so to • make the bell

sound by pulling the rope'. The variant forms
are exactly the same as in Toll vA ; but no dis-

tinct evidence of the transfer of sense from 'pull'
to ' ring ' appears in the quots., although these are
compatible with it.]

L /rans. To cause (a great bell) fo sound by
pulling the rope, esp. in order to give an alarm or
signal ; to ring (a great bell). arcA. or rAef.
(SinM /« /<.// is Mid of the bell itself (sense 3) in 1457, the

transitive sense must have been in use before that date.)
•94 Kabvan ChroH. (1811) 352 Sir Hughe le Spenser came

..tk ilesyred assyslence of ibe fore named constables, the
which commaunded the said belle to \jti tolled. 1568 Graf-
lOM Chrox. II. j34 Syr John went into the m.nrl:et pUice,
and there lolled (he common Bell, and then incontinent men
and women assembled. 1573 G. Harvf.y /.c/Z^r-ii*. iCamilen)
48 He accustd me of. .pr.x-sumplion for that I looke uppon
me to bid the buller loul the bel. 1684 Foxe's A. f, M.
III.9J0/1 Let the Bell of the Church of S. German be toiiled.

1703 £<»«</. Gaz. No. 37^9/4 The Hells were lolled at Canelo,
.mil the Allarm w.as given on all sides by firing of Ciuns.
1849 James H-'Miinax viil, Vou run 10 the porter and tell
him totoll ihegreat bell withallhlsmigbt. 11873 Ueutsch
Ktm. (1874) J55 The bells were lolleJ in an Irregular and
funereal fashion.

t b. adsDf. or »«/r. To ring. OSs.
lSt3 r.KAUsHAW ,V/. I^erdnrgt 11. 1593 The same gbd

iKlyng sliewed an honest woman Tollyng at the churcbe.
dore the sayd day and hour.

2. spec. To cause (a large or deep-toned bell) to
give forth a sound repeated at regular intervals by
polling the rope so that the bell swings through a
short arc (in contrast to ringing it in full swing), or
by striking it with a hammer or the like, or pulling
the clapper ; esp. for summoning a congregation to
church, and b. (now) on the occtsion of a death
(the passing-bell) or funeral. Also <^sol. ox iiilr.

•SS» Bi. Com. Prayfr Pref., The Curate .. shall lolle a bell
therlo lie. to Morning and livening PrayerJ a conuenyenle
lyme befote he begyn, ihat such as be dofxiKd inaye come
..10 pravc w)lh hyni. i«oa Wiakeit gMlh ta (fW/Giij,
Heete lake the key and loll 10 Euening prayer, a ifo4 H an-
MF.« Ckron. Irtl. ( 1633) 103 (TheyJ wayled for divine service,
they rung the Bell, ihey louW, Ihey wailed long, ttxn Mm-
SH«u DKclcr, TotolU iiell, which fslomake him slrikeonely
of one side. C1618 Mokvson llin. iv. v. i. (1003) 4B0 Some
one (bell) (as lhat of I.iticolne Minster) re<|uiring Ihe heipe
of many men to loule il, and some dossen or twenty men to
ringeit out. 1844 Mus. linowiiiNo Rhyme Ouckcii Mar,
Toll slowly. 1868 DtmsoN Clxlis, IVaUlus, H Bills (ed. 5)
364 A large bell may be lolled easily by one man, if it is
properly hung..

. I should hang a very large bell for lolling
only, on wedge shaped gudgeons » as to move with very
lillle friclion, and put a stop to prevent il from being pulled
too far.

b. 1516, c i6oo[see Passinciifll). 1635 Ckanlf.v AmauJa
88 My tongue doth faile, goe loule the passing Ijell. 178a Cow.
rKR Lost <•/ Royal Utm-gt i, Toll for the brave I The brave
thai are no more ! 179a — .Molktrs Pulurt »8. I lieard the
bell toll'd on thy burial day, I saw the hearse, lhat Ijore thee
slow away. 1831 Tp.nmvson D(atk Old Ytar 3 Toll ye the
church hell sad and slow.. For the old year lies a-dyiiig.
1901 H. E. BULWE« Glast. Techn. Ttrmi Ch. BtlU 37
TolliMe, causing a bell-generally the ' Tenor ', or one of the
heavier bells—to sound a number of limes in slow succession,
sometimes with marked intervals between every two or
three 'blows', loannourKeadealh or funeral. 1905 //ar»/f.
mcrtA EmcycU 660/1 The passing bell was lolled when any
<NM was pusing out of life. This custom still survives inimr puts of Britain, but Ihe bell is now tolled after tlie

3. Said of a bell (also of the ringer) : To sound
(esp. a knell, etc.) by ringing as in lense i ; also of
a clock, to strike (the hour) in a deep tone with
slow measured strokes. Cf. Knoll v.

J*S '^'l-.^'"- .f^'-^r-.P"^''" (889» »7« The comone beH
shuld toll III. tolhs nil. lymes. wtgt T. Bukeii Art 0/
'\«gl"'K (1653) This man may come home. .and came the
ckrk to lole bis knell. i68< OaVDUt />*. Gmiu iv. ii. Some
crowd Ihe .Spires but most Ihe hallow'd Belk, And softly
Toll for Souls departing Knells, Each Chime Ihou hear'sl,a
future death foretellv iTja G.AV Eltgy i The Curfew toils
Ibe kne of parting day. 1771 Beattie MiHstrilx. xxxix,Mow tolls the village-dock the drowsy hour. 18115 Scott
Lixit Minalr. vi. xxxi, And bells toll'd out their mighty
peal, F or the departed spirit's weaL 1818 — Br. Lamm.
xxii(i). She died just as the clock in the distant village lolled
OTie. i86i IXtton Cook P. J-otltr't D. i. The clock of St.
Paul 9 Covent Garden has just tolled out the hour of two.
4. intr. Of a bell : To give forth sounds of this

character by being tolled ; also qnasi-i»//Vrr. (quot.
< 1729). Also said of a clock striking the hour on
a deep-toned (jell ; in qnot. 1826 of the hour.
ISS< HooPF.E iMJHHcliotu xxiii. Wks. (Parker Soc) II.

137 In case..anv of their friends will demand to have the
bell loll whiles ihe sick is in extremes. 159a Kyd5^. Trax
111. xii. The Wmdes blowing, the Belles towling, tlie OwTe
shriking,..and the Clocke striking Iwelue. ig99 Shaks.Hm. ^, IV. Prol. 15 The Counltey Cocks doe crow, Ihe
Clocks doe towle. 1643 H. Cogam ir. Pinlo't Trav. Ixi.
J57 Then Ihe 5.-ime bell having lolled three limes more, Ihe
two Priests descended. 1678 Bunvan Pilrr. 1. 189 If I
heard Ihe Hell Toull for some lhat were dead. 1:1719 in
Calk. Rec. Soc. Publ. Vlll. 88 After compline the same
day It loled 10 Chapter. 1745 R. Lcveson Gowk« in Jesse
littwyK

.J Cantcmf. (1843) I. 76 The belb toll for prayers.

115

'u
'*.-' ^',"-^*'' CxVj' e/ Plague 11. ii. 289 By day and night

the death.bell tolk, And says ' Prepare to die '. i8j6 Scott
IVoodst. xxxiii, Midnight at length tolled. 1858 Hawthorns

,; t " ^'''His. I. 231 The great bell of St. Peter's
tolled with a deep boom.

b. itilr., Iransf. and Jig. To make a sotind like
the tolling of a bell ; to give forth a deep-toned or
monotonously repeated note; jyVc. {Sc.) said of
bees Iwfore swarming (see Tolling v/il. sf>.- b).
1747 [see Tolling vbl. si.' hi 1839 Bailkv Feslus xviii.

(1S52) 265 A thought comes tolling o'er the darkened soul
Which we dare hardly guest, a 1849 J. C. Mangan Patms
(1859) 122 Sullen lolls the far-off 1 iver's flow. 1857 Bomiow
Romnxy Rye ix. (1858) I. 1 10 Oh, that's the cuckoo tolling.
loia M. HKWLETTin Eng. Rev. Apr. 5 Then in clear sky
the thunder tolled Sudden.
5. trans. To announce (a death, etc.) by tolling

;

to toll for (a dying or dead person).
»S97 Shaks. 2 Hen. /K, i. i. 103 (Qo.) His tongue Sounds

etlcr after as a sullen bell, Remembred tolling [Folios knob
ling] a departing friend. i6oa Marston .^x/. ^ Mel. iv. Wks.
1856 I. 4S Groning like a bell, That lowles departing soules.
1850 Tennvson In Mem. Ivii. 10 One set slow bell will seem
totoll Ihe passing of the sweetest soul That ever look'd
with human eyes. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Break/../.
xu. (1S83) 248 My room-mate thought. .it was the bell toll-
ing deaths, and people's ages, as they do in the country.
S. To summon or tlismiss by tolling. Const, in,

aut, etc.

i«ii Speed Hhl. Gt. Brit. ix. xxii. { 21 To ring the Masse
into England, and to towle Cardinall Poole from Rome.
1683 Drvden t'in^t. Dk. Gnise 17 For Conscience or Heavens
fear, religious Rules Are all State-bells to toll in pious
fools. i«97 — lirr. Ceorg: iv. 277 When hollow Murmurs
of their Ev ning Hells, Dismiss the sleepy Swains, and loll
em to their Cells. iSif Keats 0,le Nigktingale viii, For-
kjrn I the very word is like a bell To toll me back from thee
to my sole self. 1841 Ihackeray Gt. H. DiamondW, As she
spoke, Ihe bells were just tolling the people out of church.

b. aisol. or intr. loll in : to summon a con-
gregation to church by tolling (said of a person,
or of the bell) ; esp. in reference to the change from
ordinary ringing or chiming a few minutes before the
commencement of worship.
1710 J. B. Let. to Saclu^vrell 13 The Bells were Tolling

in. 171a Steele Sfecl. No. 372 r i, I was tolling in 10
Prayers at Eleven m Ihe Morning. 186a Warter Sea.
IwarHW. 455, 1 had no lime to lose, as the bell was tolling in.

Toll (t*l), f.s Now rare. [f. Toll sb.y\

1. intr. To take or collect toll; to exact or
levy toll.

a iKo (see Tolling 7*1. sb?\ c 1386 Chaitcer Prol. 562
Wei koude he siclen torn, and lollcii thries And yet he hadde
a Ihonibe of gold (xirdce. c 144a Promf. Pan: 496/1 Tollyn,
or make tolk.., mnllo. lOo Palsgh. 759/1, I lolle, I take
the lolle, as a baylyfe dothe in a fayre or nurket. .. I lolle,
as a myller dolh, Jefrens U tollyn. 1576 Gascoigne Steele
Gt. (Alb.) 79 When millers loll not with a golden ihumbe.
«Sjp Shaks. Jokn 111. i. 154 No Italian priest Shall tythe or
loll in «ir dominions, a 16^ Cleveland Sing-Song xxx.
He loU'd for the rest of the Giisl. 1886 (see Tolling ti&j^.'J.
2. tram. To take toll of (something) ; to exact a

part of by way of toll.

1399 Langl. Rick. Rrilelet in. 81 And lymed no Iwynte,
but tolled her cornes And gaderid (le grolus wilh gyle, as I
Irowe. IS46 (see Toiling ri^/. ii^.'l. tm Troui. Raigne
K. yohn (1611) 62 Till 1 liad liihdc aiiil tolde their holy
hoords. 1686 W. Hedges Diarj, (Hakl. Soc) I. 230 Here
we were mett by y« Customer of Diaibekeer, who tolled our
kxids and looke y custom & dulys of ail Ihe 3 places.
1794 M. WoLLSTONEcRAKT /list. I^icitt Fr. Rev. L 76 The
poor hustxindman,. -afterwards forced to carry the scanty
crop to be tolled at the mill of monscigneur. 1894 IVestm.
Gas. 26 May 5/2 The company.promoting system, whereby
' City sharper lolls the savings of the creduteus investor.

b. To charge (a (wrson, etc) with a toll, impose
a toll \i\ioti, exact a toll from.

"S*J M«lbahcke/'*iV<i//»//(/ Dd ij b, Aegeon . .docth scoure
Ihe Seas, and loules the IraHicke of tisiding merchaunles.
«S9» tr. Jnnini on Ren. xiii. i What time the Empire of
Komc.was mightily lolled, hauing euer and an one new
beads. 1897 Daily fl/ewi 2 Nov. 6/3 You have only to
crom the bridge and you are sure to \k tolled. 191a M.
Hewlett in Fng. Rev. Apr. 10 All (must] be lolled By
Charon in his dark.prowed Doat.

o. To take or gather (something) as toll.

IS97 Shaks. 3 Hen. It^, iv. v. 75 (Oo.) Like the bee toling
from euery Aower IFolios culling from euery flower The
verltioiisSweetciJ. i8ao W. Ikvihc StetckBt. 1. 189 Wiiters
like bees, toil theu- sweets in the wide world.

t3. intr. To pay toll; to to/t/or (spec), to enter
(a horse, etc.) for sale in the toll-l>ook of a market.
1393 Langl. /'./•/. C. xiv. 51 For t>elaweaske|> Marcbauns

for here merchaumlise in meny place to lollen. 1530
Palsgh. 759/1, 1 lolle. .as they that come to the my\l,je^ye
le tollyn. Vou shal lolle, or you go, or I wyll lolle for
you- 'S37 P'OORUE Let. in tnlroJ. Knvtvl. (1870) Fore-
words 62 They ^at bowght |«:m dyd neuer loll for them.
1596 Bacon Use Com. Law (1636) 63 If hce bee a horse bee
must bee ridden two houres in the market or faire, between
ten and five a clock, and lolled for in the toll-book. 1601
Shaks. Alts Well v. iiL 149, I will buy me a sonne in Law
in a faire, and toule for this lie none of him. 1664 Butleh
llmt. 11. I. 698 Where, when, by whom, ainl what y'wcre
sold for. And in the open Market toll'd for?

b. trans, (in same sense.)

1697 Lonel. Gat, No. 3310/4 The Person who exposed him
to .Sale being required to Toll him withdrew himself, by
which it was conjectured he was stole.

Toll (ttf-l), ».'' La-M. [a. AF. toller, toler,

touller, ad. L. toll-Ire to take away.] trans. To
take away, bar, defeat, annul. To tollan entry, to
take away the right of, or bar entry.

TOLLEB.
(119* Beitton 1. vi. § 2 Ensint qe pcyne ne lour toulle unle

resoun. Ibid. xxvi. S 1 Cum il avera tolei ai pieyntif. Et
^h,f \)"^ '?'".? homme ses niembres.) 1467-8 Roils oj
larlt. V. 631/1 That the esson and. .other delay of eny
pcrsone..by this acte be not prejudiced nor tolled in any

cnlrcs.. shall be tolled and taken away by the Course of theLawe. IS44 tr. LUtleton's Tenures (1574) 86 b, Suche
discente shall not tol the entre of the childe, but he may
enter vpon the issue tl,.u is in by discent. 1643 J. M[ARSlilArgt.conc.M,l, ,a,Z Ihe King may dissolv7a Parliament
and so totally toll their power. 17,6 Avlikpe Parergon 74It..tolls the Presumption in Favour of a Sentence. 181SHallam Mtd. Ages yS7S) III. 166 »„/<•, In what case this
right of entry was taken away, or tolled, as it was expressed,bythe death or alienation of the disseisor

Tollable (t^u-Iab'l), a. rare. [f. Toll i».3 +
-ABLE.] Subject to toll ; on which toll is payable
i6ll_CoTGR,/'<.«^<-aK, tollable; of loll. Clumin peaaeau,

wherein toll may be taken, loia Daily News 12 July 3 To
take proceedings .-igainst the Clayton-square llower-giils for
selling tollable articles

Tollage (tffuledg). Also 6 -adge, toullage.
[?f. 1 0LLZI.3 + -AGE ; confounded withTALLAOEf*.!]
1. = Toll i*.' ; exaction or payment of toll.
1494 Fabvan Chron. vu. (1516) 27 b/2 That yo Cytezyns

shulde enioye the lybert>-es of y» Fayre euer after without
P'''>,"!8.ol any Tollage \some MSS. tallage] or Telle. 1S70
in Willis & Claik Cambridge (i886) I. 312 The tolladge at
botlle budge 01. ihe caites yt shall carrye the sayd slate.
I59« Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 398 Paid for swarfage and
toullage, ij s i6ia Dkavton Poly-olb. xiii. 270 By Leofrick
her Lord . 1 he people from her Marts by tollage whoexpelld.
«l83S Certt/icale 0/ Freedom 0/ City ofNonuich (MS.),Know ye, Th.it..the Ke,arer hereof, .is Free, and ought so
lobe from all kind of lollage. Pontage, P.-issage, Murage
[etc.l and from all other Customs in all the Sea.Ports
throughout Engl.-md. a»& Pall Mall G. 24 Sept. 5/2
Cilrrying all at the stereotyped figure of 2S. 6rf. per ton.. the
River Weaver Trustees charging another 11. per ton tollage.

1 2. = Tallage j*.i Obs.
•SSI (ed. Berthelel) Act 23 Hen. Vl[t, 1531-2, c. lo 5 6

Taxes and Tollages [Record ed. Tallages) hereafter to be
asses.sed and leined. 1583 Stocker Cm. Warres Loive C.
1. 17 We.. will fauhfully paye all taxes, tollages, customes
impostes subsidies tenthes. i6ia Holland Camden's Brit.
I. 30 The revenewes coniming by tollage and pondage and
such like imposts 1634 Malory s Arthur \. Ixxxix. 155
I hey. .put this land to great extortions and tollages (1470-
Ss (V. 11. 161) extoicions & taylles).

+ Tolla-tIon. Obs. rare-', firreg. f. L. tollc're

to lift + -ATION.] The action of lifting.
i«88 R. Holme Armoury 11. 387/1 An Ellevation, or

Tollation, is the hfting up of a thing, which shews it to be
light or heavy.

Toll-bait. U. S. [f. Toll ».i 3 + Bait sb.]

Chop()ed bait thrown into the water to 'toll' or
attract fish; throw-bait.
1887 FIskeries of U.S. Sect. v. II. 594 In the old style of

mackerel fishing, .. clams were chopped up (often with a
mixture of menh.iden)and sprinkled overboard as ' toll-bail

'

to attract Ihe mackerel to the surface

tTo'll-boOk. Obs. [TOLLJ*.!] A book con-
taining a register of beasts or goods to be sold at a
market or fair, and the tolls payable for them ; in
the toll-boot, in the market, for sale (in quot. 1607
fig.) ; also, a tax-collector's register or assessment-
book. Also in comb, toll-book keeper.

1596 Bacon Use Com. Law (1636) 63 (see Toll ».' 3].
Ibid., And the seller must bring one to avouch his sale,
knowne to the toll-book-kecper. 1607 Tourneur Kev.
Trag. 11. ii, Some that were Maides..are now perhaps i'th
Toalebook. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. iii. § 36 Nor is it

probable he was a Mendicant, who was rated in the Publi-
cans Tole- Book, and paid I'ribute unto Caisar. \6-mLond.
Gaz. No. 1446/4 Whoever gives notice of the said Horse to
John Warren aforesaid, or to John Davenport, Keeper of
Ihe Toll-Book in West Smithfield, shall have 20s. Reward.
Toll-bcx)th : sec Tolbooth.
Tolloester, erron. form of Tolsester Obs.

To-U-dish. [ToLLj*.l 2a(*).] A dish or bowl
of stated dimensions for measuring the toll of grain
at a mill ; a multure-dish.
rtiSSo Mery "Jest 0/ Mylner 0/ Abynglon 50 in Hail.

E. P.P. III. 102 The mylner was so trewe and fele, Of each
niannes corne wolde he sleale More than his loledish by a
deale. c 158s Faire Em 1. 168 You are too fyne to be a
Millers daughter : For if you should but stoope to take vp
Ihe lole dish You will haue the crampe in your linger At least
ten wcekes after. 1613 Fletcher & Rowi.EV Maid in Mill
111. ii, A Lord, a Miller? lake your toaldisb wilh ye. 1716
Avi,ifi.e Parergaii 505 Corn Mills pay Tithes in Kind as
Mills, which is the tenth Toll-dish. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer
(ed. 2) s V. Farnham, The toll-dish here was once reckoned
worth 200I. a year. i8so Scott Ivanlwe xi, The thieves.,
crying to their comrade, ' Miller I beware thy toll-dish '.

Tolled, pa. t. of Toll v. ; also obs. f. Told.
Tollenar, -er: see Tolnkr Obs.

Tollent (t(>'lent), a. Logic, rare. [ad. L. tol-

lent-em, pres. pple. of toUcre to lift, take away.]
That ' takes away ' or negatives : opp. to Ponent 3.
1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xviii. (1866) I. 344 A

Tollent or Destructive syllogism. [See Destructive A. d.l

Toller 1 (t^'laj). Also 4 -ere, 4-5 -are, 4-6
-ar, 6 towler. [OE. tollcre, f. Toll ji.l + -eb '.]

1. One who takes toll, a toll-collector (now
rare) ; t a tax-gatherer, ' publican ' (obs.). ; toilet

ofthe sack, a miller.
c 1000 i'Ei.FRic Horn. 1. 510 Hu Sjes caseres tolleras axodon
Petrus. Ibid. II. 468 G:>d. .bine awende of tollere to apos-
tole. cioso Siipf. ACI/ric's Voc. in Wr..Wulcker 171/29
TtUmtariHS, tolnere vel tollere. 13. . Cursor M. 25804
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TOLLER. 116 TOLOSA-WOOD.
(Cott,) Matheu was first toller AhlI si|jen cristes gospeller.

c 137S Sc. Leg, Saints x. {Mathouj g In [»e tolbuth set iewy,

pat as a tollare Jare wes sate. 1377 Lancl. P. PL 15. Prol.

320 TaiUoiirs and tynkeres & tolleres in marketes. 1474
Caxton Chesse in. iv. (1883) 108 The customers, tollers, and
resseyuours of rentes & of money, c 1510 Barclay Mirr,
Gd. Manners {x^'jo) G iv, No lowler, catchpoll nor customer
No broker nor botcher, no somner nor sergeaunt. c 1550
Chekb Matt. ix. 10 Mant tollers and siimers sat doun also

with Jesus and with his discipils. 1591 Greene Conny-
Catch. II. Wks. (Grosart) X. 79 The Pnggar when he hath
stollen a horse .. bringeth to the touler..two honest men,
eyther apparelled like citizens, or plain country yeomen,
and they.. offer to depose, that they know the horse to be
his. 1714 A. Shields y. Renivtck (1827) 148 One of the

Tollers or Waiters discovered the House.
^ 1831 Lincoln

Herald^ MaVi Surely a tailor or shoemaker is as good as a
printer's devil or a toller of the sack.

' 2. An apparatus for separating the toll of grain :

« toll-collector (f) (Toll j^.i
3).

1884 Knight Diet. MecJu Supp., Toller.^ (Grist Mill.)

The Tom Thumb toller is an automatic divider of the toll

from the grist.

Toller 2, toler (tJu-bi). Also 5 tollare. [f.

Toll, tole v}- + -er 1.]

+ 1. One who * tolls ', entices, or instigates. Obs,
c 1440 Promp. Parv, 496/1 Tollare or styrare to do goode

or badde, excitatory instigator.

2. A decoy ; spec, a dog of a small breed used in

decoying ducks : see Toll v^ 2. Also attrib, U, S*

1874 J. W. Long Atner. Wild-fowl iii. 72 For deep-water
ducks, three or four decoys as tolers may Ije set out to

leeward, ibid. xxv. 250 Most persons on these waters have
a race of small, white or liver-colored dogs, which they
familiarly call the loler breed.

Toller 3 (t^a-bi). [f. Toll z/.2 + -eb'.] One
who tolls a bell.

156J J, Heywood /'rOT'. <S-
Epigr. (1867) 118 The milner

tolth come, the sexton tolth the bell. In whiche tollyng,

tollers thriue not a lyke well,

t Toller 4. Lazv, Obs. [Agent-n. f. Toll t/.4]

One who tolls or bars the entry of another. Hence
T0I-, tolleress, a female toller,

13x3-4 Eyre ofKent (Selden) II. 5 Ele entra com nostre
toleiesse. 19x3 transl. She entered but as our toleress.

Note. A toleress is one who tolls the entry.

Toller- : see Toler-,
To-llery. nonce-wd, [f. Toll sb,"^ or Toller 1

+ -ERY.] A place at which tolls are collected,

1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. 11, v. (1872) I. 69 Zollern is

equivalent to Tolleryox Place of Tolls.

Tolletane, obs. form of Toletan,
Toll-free, «. Free from toll ; exempt from

payment of toll. (Usually in predicative or ad-
verbial construction.)
1053-67 Charter ofEadweard In Kemble Cod, Dipt. IV.

209 Tolfreo ofer eatle Engleland, widinne burhe and wifl-

utan. 1877 ^V//. Mus. Add. Charter 51563 [Pannage and
other rights are granted] cum hopirfre et tolfre in om-
nibus moiendinis meis. 1494 Fabyan CAr(j«. vii. 327 That
y« cytezens of London shuide passe toll fre thorough all

Englande. 15*3 Fitzherb. Surv. 10 Some men to be tole

free, and some to be hopper fre. 1610 Holland Ca;«(/^«'f
Brit. (1637) 493 He obtained that it might bee every where
Toll-free. 1829 Scott ^««^ (y(7. x, Such wares will not
pass toll-free where Archibald of Hagenbach hath authority,

To'll-ga:therer. Now rare, [f. Toll sb^ +
Gatherer.] One who collects tolls or dues; a
tax-gatherer: = roBLlCAN sb^- i.

138a WycLiF Matt. Prol. , Fro the office of a tol gaderer he
was clepid to God. 1474 Caxton Chesse iit. vii. {1883) 138
Kepars of townes customers and lolle gaderers. 1555 Act
2 <^ T, Phil. J^ Mary, c. 7 § 2 Every Toll-gatherer, .shall

..take their due and lawful Tolls, a 1610 Mealkv Theo-
phrastus (1636) 25 Fit to keep an Alehouse or an Inne : to

be a Pandar or a Tole-gatherer. 1766 Blackstone Comm.
II. XXX. 451 The horse shall be brought by both the vendor
and vendee to the tollj;atherer or l>ookkee[>er of such fair

or market. x8ao W. Tooke tr. Lucian I. 365 The toll-

gatherer i'Eacus would take it very ill.

So To'll-ffa:thering, collection of tolls or dues.

*S77 tr. Bullingers Decades (1592) 277 Hee bad not these

Publicanes to leaue off their toll-gathering, but willed them
to Ijee content with their appointed duty.

Toll-house, [f. Toll j<^.i + House : cf. OHG.
zolhUsy Ger. zollhatis.'] A house or building at

which tolls or dues are collected.

1. = ToLBOOTH I (obs.) or 2 (now local),

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 496/1 Tolhowse, teloncum. 1506
GuvLFORDE Pilgr. (Camden) 49 Our Sauyor . . sawe the
publycan named Leui, . . syttynge at the tolhous. 1530
Palsgr. 281/2 Tolle house, mayson de decrepte. 1889 A^. <V

Q. 7th Ser, VIII. 213/1 The 'tolhouse' or * tolbooth ' (as our
town halls were called in the Middle Ages). In this place
[Great Yarmouth] the name of* tolhouse ' is still retained.

2. A house by a toll-gate or toll-bridge, occupied

by the toll-taker ; f a railway booking-office (<>^.r.).

1763 Chron. in Ann. Keg. 91/1 Richard Watson, tollman of
RIarybone turnpike, was. .murdered in his toIHiouse. 1841
Civil Eng, ^ Arch. Jrnl. IV. 322/z The whole rise of the
railway from its toll-house in Plymouth to the Prince-town
terminus.. is 1350 feet. 1906 T. Sinton Poetry of Bade*
noch 163 Her charms were proclaimed everywhere from the
toll hou>e to Castle Gordon.

Tolliban, obs. form of Turban,
Tolling, toling (tJu-liq), vbl. sb.^ Now dial,

and C/.S, [f. Toll z/.^ + -ing1.] The action of

enticing, allurement ; f incitement, instigation {obs.).

a 1225 Ancr. R. ti6 pis is wowunge efter Codes grome, &
tollunge of his vuel. C1330 Arth. ^ MerHKiAhmg) 5304
Bot Wawain, ^t bi him cam, & he him of his tolling nam.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 496/1 Tollynge, styrynge, or mevynge
to good or badde, instigacio, excitacio. 1496 Dives ^ Paup.
I. X. 41/2 Suche richesses of clothynge of the ymages is but
a tollynge of more olfrynge.

b. Spec. The luring or decoying of wild animals,
as ducks or fish (see Toll v.^ 2) ; also attrib, (J.S,
1858 Lewis in Vouatt Dog iiL 90 The toling season con-

tinues about three weeks from the first appearance of the
ducks. 18,. Atwood in Goode Amer. Pishes (1888) 180
The present mode of catching mackerel by drifting and toll-

ing with bait did not come into general use until 1812. 1879
Dogs Gt, Brit. ^ Amer. 271 The system pursued on the
Chesapeake Bay and the North Carolina Sounds, and known
as ' toling ', is the most successful.. .A small dog., is trained
to run up and down on the shore in the siclit of the ducks.
ipoi Blackw. Mag. Nov. 692/2 The judicious ' hougli ',

'hough * or tolling-call of the hunter.

Tolling, vbl, sb:^ [f. Toll v:^ + -ing i.] The
action of T OLL v, 2 ; the sounding of a large bell by
slow regularly repeated strokes; esp. that of the
passing-bell.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 352 [In 1264] by tollyng of the
great belle of Paules, all the cytle shuld be redy shortly in

barneys, to gyueatlendaunce. 1526 [see Passing-bell]. 1599
Massinger, etc. Old Law in. i, I am afraid the tolling of
the bell will wake her again. 1628 Wither Brit. Remeutb.
IV. 6g My Fancy tuned so the Bell, As if her Towlings did
the story tell Of my mortality.

^ 1711 Steele Sped, No. 14
rs, I. .have not missed tolling in to Prayers six times in all

those Years. i.^^^\K'E..hB.cviKTT Denison'sClocks,li^atcliest

9f Bells (ed. 6) 359 The great superiority of tone of bells

ringing in full swing over tolling, and even of tolling over
striking by a clock hammer, has been often noticed.

to, transf, A sound resembling tliis ; spec, (Sc)
a special humming sound made by the queen bee

before swarming (see quots, 1747, 1830),
1747 Maxwell Pract. Bee-Master § 147, 46 This Sound,

connnonly called TowHng, proceeds, 1 suppose, from the
young King, giving Signal to his Company to make ready
fora March. 1830 Edin. Encycl. s. v. Bee II. 414/1 Most ob-
servers.. affirm, that in the evening before swarming an
uncommon humming or buzzing is heard in the hive, and a
distinct sound from the queen, called tolling or calling. 1869
Sir V. Bkooke in Life (1894) 162 Nearer and nearer came
the tolling of the grand old hound.

C. altrib, as tolUng-lever, a lever attached to

a ix;ll or to the clapper by means of which the l>ell

is tolled : see quot.
1874 Sir E. Beckett Denison's Clocks, Watches, ^ Bells

(ed. 6) 357-8 Tolling-levers. . .The great Worcester bell is

hung on wedge-shaped gudgeons.., to enable it to be lolled,

almost without friction, by a long lever ; for the tower would
not bear it in full swing. . .IJut. .it answers equally well to

toll it by a short lever., projecting from the top of the clapper,

and pulled by a slight rope.

To'lling, vbl. sbfi Now rare, [f. Toll v.^ +
-ING I.] The action of Toll z/.3 ; the taking or

levying of toll ; also payment to hop-pickers at so

many bushels a shilling. Also altrib.

rti35o St. Matthew ^\^ in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

136 Saint Mathcw. .A toller was. .With tolling mikell gude
he gat. c 1440 Promp. Pafv. 496/1 Tollynge, of myllarys,
multura. 1509 liAucLAv Shyp ofPolys {1874) I. 64 Bry-
hours and Baylyes that lyue upon towlynge. 1546 in W. H.
Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford (1880) 179 The untrewe and ex-
cessyve tollinge of certayne quarters of wheate meale. 156a
Pilkington Expos. Abdyas 129 As though he were set to

gather up Chrisis tolling money. 1886 J. Craig Tollman's
Latncnt in R. Ford Harp Perthshire (1893! 346 Whan first

my toUiii' days began. 1888 Pall Mall G. 5 Oct. 5/1 If

hops are pretty good, however, and the ' tolling ' not too low
— Siiy, six bushels a shilling—anaverase hopper can live like

a lord. Ibid. 5/2 When the hojis are large and plentiful the
farmer may commence his ' tolling ' at twelve a shilling.

To'llinsf, toliug, ///. «.' Now dial, and
U,S, [f. ToLLz/.i-f -iNt:-.] That* tolls'; entic-

ing, alluring ; spec, used as a decoy (see Toll v,^ 2).

axzz$ Ancr. R. 50 Vor nabhe ^e nout }>ene notne..of
totinde ancres, ne of tollinde lokunges. 1643 Milton Apol.
Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 258 His own title; hung out like a
toling signe-post to call passengers. x868 R. B. Roosevelt
Florida ^ Game Heater Birds 336 Red is selected by the
Southerners for their tolling dogs, but this is with the pur-
po-^e of making them attractive.

Tolling, ///. «.^ [f. Toll v.'-^ + -ing 2.] That
tolls, as a bell,

17*8 Pope Dune. ii. 228 With horns and trumpets now to

madness swell, Now sink in sorrows with a tolling belL

To'Uinff, ///. «.•* Now rare, [f. Toll v,^-i-

-INQ ^.] Taking toll ; tax-gathering.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. lu no A greedy Wolfe,
a tolling Publicane.

Tollman (tcm-lmpen). V\. -men. [f. Toll sb.^

A man who collects tolls ; the keeper uf a toll-gate.

1743 in Feret Fulham {1900) I. 63 It was agreed to take

on Mr. Haines (tollman) again. 1763 [see Toll-house 2I.

1788 CowPEB Gilpin 243 The toll-men thinking as before

That Gilpin rode a race. 1816 Scott Tales vty Landlord
Introd., The tollman at the well-frequented turnpike on the
Wellbme-head. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 98 'You
must pay toll ', said the toll-man, stepping forward.

Tol-lol (t(7:l,V-l), a. slang. Also toll-loll. [f.

the first syllable of Tolerable, with riming exten-

sion.] Tolerable, pretty good, pretty well, pass-

able, 'middling*. Hence Tol-lo'l-ish «.

1797 Mrs. a. M, Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) V. 137 Our
lady did nothing, .but stare at you all supper time ; and he
says you looked very toll-loll. iQog Snorting Mag. XXXII 1.

278 Lounged to the tiieatre . . Kemble toll-loll. 1835 Markvat
OllaPodr.'iXi, 'And how does. .Maria find herself? '..At last

there was a reply. ' Oh I tol, lot
!

' 1866 Routlcdge's Every
Boy's Anil, 296 Two friends, who seemed rather tol-lol-

ish. 1911 Couch True Tilda ix, How do my bantlings
find themselves this morning V Tol-Iollish I trust

Tollon, var. To von. ToUsel: see Tol.sel.

ToUutate, tollutation : see Tolutation.

t To-lmen. Obs. [Given by Borlase, 1754, as a
common name in Cornwall, and explained by him
as ' hole of stone *, f, tol hole + men stone ; but
app. the same word as Breton tool mean or tbl

mC'n 'table-stone*, adopted by French archaeolo-

gists (from the mutated an dolmen) as DoLMiiN, q.v.

IJorlase app. interpreted the first element as Cornish toll,

tout, tewl, — Welsh tivlly * hole *, and was thus misled as to
the meaning. (The three examples mentioned by him are
app. all natural formations.) Some later writers have
identified the second element as Eng. man, and made it

sing, tolman, pi. tolmen. 'Ihe word is now disused.)

See cjuots., and cf. Dolmen, Cromlech,
1754 UoRLASE Observ. Antiq. Cornw. lu. iii. 166 There is

another kind of Stone-deity, which has never been taken
notice of by any Author that I have heard of. It's common

i

name in Cornwall and Scilly, is Tolmen ; that is, the Holeof
I Stone. It consists of a large Orbicular Stone, supjKjrted by
i

two Stones, betwixt which, there is a passage. Ibid. 167
i The twoTolmensat Scilly are Monuments, .of the same kind

I

with this. Ibid,, These Tolmens rest on supporters, and do
I

not touch the Earth . . . Underneath these vast stones, there is

j

a hole, or passage, beiwet-n the Rocks. [Note. From this

I

Hole they have the Name of Tolmen.] 18*7 G. Higgins
;

Celtic Druids Pref. 45 In Westphalia and East Friesland are

j

some very curious examples of Tolmen. 1845 Knight Old
I

Ef/g. I. i. 18/2 Such are the remains which have been called

I

Tolmen ; a Tolman being explained to be an immense mass

I

of rock placed aloft on two subjacent rocks which admit of

j

a free passage between them.

I

tTo*l-Iue-nee*r- Obs. Also (?erron.) tol-

meiner, tol(l)meyner. [app. = loll {= drawer
attract) me near: see Toll z*.!, and cf. CoL-
MENiER.] A name for the Sweet William.
1578 LvTK Dodoens 11. viii. 157 The floures grow at the

toppe of the stalkes, many clustering togither after the
niarmer of Tol-me-neers, or sweete Williams. Ibid, xiil 334
They, .are taken for Sweete Williams or Tohneyners. 1597
Gekahde Herbal 11. clxxiv. § 4. 480 (The great Sweete
William and the narrow leafed Sweete William are called]

sweete Williams, Tolmeiners, and London Tuftes. 1629
Pakkinsou Paratlisus 220 A rmerius,oT A rmeria. ..In some
places they call the broader leafed kindes that are not
spotted, 'lolmeiners, and London tufts ; but the speckled
kinde is termed by our English Gentlewomen, for the most
part, I^ndon pride.

Tolmond, -mont(h, -mount, obs. forms of

Twelvemonth.

tTolne. Obs. [OE.toln - OVxh.tolne,tolene,

OS. tolna, i. late L. tolonenm : whence also AF,
iolun{e.'\ Tax, custom, duty; = Toll sb.^

1023 in Thorpe Charters {\2i6$) 318 Heore is ^ait scip,.

and se tolne of ealle scipen (L. eorum est naviiula. .et the-

loiieum omnium 7iavium\. 1038 /bid. 339 Se l^ridda pa^nij of
\xre lolne on Sandwic (1293 Bbitton i. xvi, §5 Deceo(ilJ
paya tolun as Ijaillifs. ibid. xxii. § 13 Totes lorcenouses
prises .. de travers ou de tolune. 1 c 1447-8 ShilliMgford
Lett. (Camden) 93 All maner tolne of all maner marchaun-
dyse. 1473 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 73/2 The Issues, Fcrmes,
Tolnes, Revenuez, Amerciamenies and other I'rofittes.

t Tolner. Obs, Korms : 1 tolnere, 5 tolonar,

5-6 toUenar, 6 tollener, tolner, 7 toulner.

[OE. tolner == OFris., MLG. tolner, MDu. tolndre,

I

Du. tollenaar, OHG. zol{l)andn, zolneriy MHG.
\
zolnery Ger. zijllner :—late L. toloneari-us^ for L.

I ieldnidrius y f. telonium custom -house : seeToll sb.^^

\

A toll-taker, tax-gatherer, publican ; ^ Toller 1 i.

j
cxotflSfippl. /Elfric's I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 171/29 Tela-

1
Hcarius, tolnere, utl tollere. 1481 Caxfon Chesse Contents,

I Rcceyuers of custum and toUenars \ed. 1474 toller]. 1483
i

— Gold. Leg, \-2^l\ Why wepest y" tolenar? 1546 St,

I

Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 199 Somme of the tolleners war
] comme, and somme war not. 1563-87 Foxe A. i"(- M. (1596)

! 295/2 The pope of them niakelh his toluers and bankers to
get in his monie. a 1603 T. Cartwkight Confut. Rhem.
N. T. 8g The Toulner . .asking tribute house by house.

I

t Toloney. Obs, Also Sc. f) tholoney, 7

j

tholuie. [ad. late and med.L. t{Ji)olon€ttm toll,

for L. telonium^ a. Gr. nKwviov toll, tax : see

Toll sb,^ (In med.L. also tkolnetwit Du Cang^
whence F. tonliett,)^ — Toll sb.^

1517 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1542. 644/2 We. .grantis to

him and his airis,..that tha)..bruke ilk yeir.. within ihe..

'loun of Clakmannane, commoun fairis in the feist of Sanct
Bartilmo..with all tholoneis. 1363^7 Foxe /J. ^ M. (1596)

207/2 Great taxes and tolonies and tenths were required of

his subiects. 1633 Sc. Acts C/uis. I [ifijo) V. 97/2 With all.,

multurs frie ports or barberies customes tholniesand vthers.

t To '-look. Sc. Also to-luyke, -luik. [f. To-^

+ Look sb.] A looking to, a prospect,

a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref iii. Wks. 1848 II. 174 Thocht scho.

the to-luyke of Ingland sail allure mony wowaris to me.
a 1598 RoLLOCK Serm. Wks. 1849 I. 306 It is ihe to-luik to

hevin that makis the saull of Paul! to rejoyce. 1678 J. Brown
Life ofFaith i. i. (1824) 14 The sure expectation and to-look

for the better and more enduring substantial thing above,

TolO'Sa-WOOd. [f. Tolosa, name of a plate

near liobart.] A name in Tasmania of the wood
oi Pillosporum bicolor, also called Cheese-tvood in

Victoria, and in both countries Whitc-ivood,
1866 Treas. Bot., To\osa,-wood,Pittosporiimbicolor. 1884

Miller Plant-n., Pittosf>orum hicolor, Chce^ie-wooli or

White-wood of Victoria, Tulosa>wood, White-wood oi

Tasmaniac



TO-LOUK.

+ To-lonk, to-luke, v. OOs, fOE. tohUan,

f. To- - + i'l'uan^ Louk v.- to pull.] trans. To pull

or tear to pieces ; to pnll apart, wrench asunder.

C890 Ir. B^da's Hist. v. vi. (iSqo> 402 For&on mine iiino-

<*as..fylle tolocene wieran. c 1*05 Lav. 26-^2 Ho. to-luken

J>€ne king **i his Icomen to-drowcn. a lass Juiia'ia 12

(Roy. MS.) Ichulle leoten deor to leorcn ant lo luken )«?.

fTolowr. Obs. rare, (Suggested to be the

Tiller of a cross-bow.) ^
T A 1400 ^Urte Arth. 3619 Tolowr'is tentyly takelle they

^yK^^ttene, Urasene hedys fulle brode bu!.kede one flones.

II
To Ipatch. Also tolpatB, [(Jer. toipaisth^

earlier tolpatz : according to Kluyver (Beitr. XXX.
ai I \ Magyar talpas foot soldier, f. tatp sole of the

foot. ] A foot-soldier. Hence To'lpatchery
{noncewd!) infantry.

170S LoHii. Gaz. Na 4151/1 The Hungarian Horse were
routed, and their Tolpatzes or Foot escaped. 1864 Cablvle
Fredk. Ct, XV. ii. IV. 21 Tolpatches, Fandoiirs, Warasdins.

Ibid. V. 65 ITie matter . . not one of Tolpatchery alone.

Tolpyn, obs. form of Tholk-pin.

Tolsel \\o ''UiA , tolzey {it^'^^i). /iva/. Forms:
a. 4 toKl seld, 5 tollsell, (6 toUsill, towUsill, 7
toU(e"i8hell, towlsell, towsell, towelshill,

towellahell, 7-8 tholsel(l), (7 tolser,towlsher);

fi. 5- tolsey, 8- tolaey. [S\K toUeld, tollsell, f.

OK. Toll iby + OK J<r/(/sent, or sxh s^ie hall : cf.

OE. toiUcll * tolbooth, custom-house'.]

The ancient name in some English and Irish towns

for the guildhall, tolbooth, or borough court-house;

also for the local court of justice (more fully tol-

sel or tolzey court) there held.

The original form, long retained in Ireland, has been re-

duced in some English towns (o toluy (t^'lsi) (sometimes
only the traditional name of the building;), or /c/ftry, as in the

existing Toizcy Court of Urisiol : sec quotv 1883-4, 1906.
_

«. [1344 in l.itt. Red Bk, Urislot (\f^) I. 41 Con^tabularii,

hallivi et alii ministri tenentes placita in Tols(elo^) 1373
Charter Bdiv. llt^ 8 Aug. (Sejrcr Charters /iristtd, iSi:t.

50), Placita, qiue in curia nostra in dicta villa iiristotl

vocata Tullseld coram scnescallo et aliis ministris n'jstiis.

.

teneri consuevere. 14S6 O'a/way Arch, in lo/A K<p. Hist.

MSS, Comm. App. v. 385 His matter or suite be pledid and
tried in the Tollsell or Conrtehoussc bcfor the Mayor. 1584
ibid. 435 To ajppeare in the TowUsill or court bowse. i6ai

ibid^J^i) The rowsell or Courthowseof Galwcy. 1631 INd.
480 The Mayor.. and Comonahtc of Galwey..assembled in

their Towelshill. i69o /did. sosTheconccrneoftheCorfiora.
tion formerly acted by Tholsell was vested in the Council by
charter, i^i /bid. 515 Nor doc they enjoy any houses.,
except the rholscll and eaole thereuTKler. 1701 lumd. Com,
No. 3731/3 Dttb/in..,The Lord Mayor, with the Alder-
mrn, ..and Commons of the City, assemUcd at the Tbol-
sell at Four a Clock, typa Wicslkv ^nU. 15 June, I..

preached in the 'I'holscl [Kilkenny).

fi, 1479 in £1^. Gtlds 431 The Maire and the Shiref of
BrLsiowe..to assemble with all the hole oounseill, at tlie

I'obey. ^ tCgft Bloukt Gt^tsogr,^ To/sty or Toklsey is a place

in the City of Bristow, answerable to the old Exchange in

London, where the Mvrcbants meet. 1697 Lond, Got. No.
3336/3 //erefi^xl, Oct^^tr 06. .. Being returned to the Tol-

sey, the Mayor gave the Gentry an KniertainmcnU 1701
Ibid, Na 3700/4 Ihe Fair will be kept (at Wc«bury)..on
the first rriday in I^nt, as formerly; attd a Tobey duly
kept. 1706 fbid. No. 4280/3 The Toljwy or IStnefit of the
Fair of Wellow .ifbresaid. 1883 lyhnrlorts Law L«x..
Tol$ty,..^\ocs\ tribunal, usually spelt 'Tolzey', for small
civil causes hcM at the Guildhall, Bristol. 1884 Arraw-
twith's Diet. Bristai ^-jZ/x In this Court of the Tolzey all

actions of debt, assumpsit, covenant, trespass trover, and
other ci> il actions arising within the City lof Bristol| could
be prosecuted by action, or by foreign attachment.. .The
trial of the Court is by Jury. 1898 J. A. Gibhs CotsVM>id
yitiage ^tjp The ancient building in the centre of tlie town
(Burfordl IS called the 'ToUcy *. x^A Daily Chntn. 33 Aug.
4/6 Some quaint local courts which have survived Innu-

merable juoKature Acts, such as ibe Toliey Court of Bristol

and the Court of Passa(;e at Liverpool: courts which for

expedition can put all others to the blush.

tTolse'ster. 0/^j. Also toll-, [f. ToixjM +
Sestek.] a toll or duty of a sesler of ale (Skstkr
j) formerly payable in some manors to the lord of

the manor for liljerty to brew and sell ale.

t»3^ Charter /ko// x6 Hen. Ill, m. 3 ( P. K. 0.)Dc singulis
bractnis cerusie venaiis vnUin scxterium ceruisie quod dici

consiKuit Tolsestcr. 1499 Kot. Piat. in itiu.n^ud Cestrioin
14 H, 7 (Blount 1670), Per Tolscsier clamat esse quietum
de reddendo unum .Sextarium Cervistz quod continet xvi
l^genas. £1640 J. Smyth Livet Beriieltys (1883* I. 341 In
Ihe 13'* of Edward the third, 284. tolkesiers, which 1 call

brewings. 1679 Hi ot-mt Anc. Tmures 153 If any Alewtfe
brewed Ale to sell, she was bound to satisfy the Lord for
Tolsestcr. 1701 CtftwiCs interpr.^ Totcettrum^ Toisaster.
1706 Pun r tiSjTolsasler or ToLscster.

Tolstoyan (t(i-tstoi,an), a. and sb. Also
Tolstoian. [f. proper name Tolstoi ^-av.'\

a. Oilj, Ofor pertaining to Cotint LroN. Tolstoi,

a famous Russian wriler and social reformer

( 1828-1910). b. sb. A follower of Tolstoi or his

teachings. So Tclstoyism, the opinions or teach-

ings of Tolstoi ; To'lstOTlst = Tolstiyan b.

1894 lyestm. Gaz. 12 Nov. 5/3 An arti<:le by a Russian
correspondent on the harrying of Tolstoyists by the police
in the Southern and Central provinces., .the banishment of
a certain PriiKe Khilkov..a rich landowner who had given
up his estates to the poir in hts netghbourhootl, and was
actively engaged in propagating the peculiar tenets known
as Tolstoyism. 1898 />ai/y News 6 Ort. 5/4 Anything more
distant from the Quaker, or Stundist, or Tolstoian view of
military things.. it would be difficult to imagine. 1900
We$tm, Gaz. aa Mar. a/2 We are not umverted to auy
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Tolstoyan gospel by this book. 1901 T)ai!y Chron. 30 May
3/1 Already the Tolstoyans are becoming a sect. iy>5
Contt'inp. /I'cT'. May 685 The ToUioyan gospel of Christian
morality apart from faith in the Supernatural.

Tolt (t^dt), sh. Old law. [a. AF. tolte, toulte

^ meti.L. to/ta, f. I.. tol/t"re ' to take up, raise,

lift', with the form of a sb. from pa. pple.] A writ

by which a cause was removed from a court-baron
to the county court.

I1W4 Placita coram rege, Easter aa Edw. fj i8</, Dicit
q^uod. .Alicia numquam toltani predict! placiti per proba-
ciunem..ei optulit tanquam vicecomitL 1337 Vear-bks,
ii-i2 Edw, III (Rolls) 307 1^ vicomte manda qil navoit
pas fait la toulte.j 1607 Cowei l Intcrpr.y Tolt (tolta) is a
writ whereby a cause depending in acourt Baron, is remoued
into the county court. 1647 N, Bacon Disc. Coz^t. Eng: i,

xlviii. (1730) 83 This Suit was originally begun and had its

final determination in the County-Couit, and not brought by
a Tolt out of the Hundred-Court, 1768 Bi.ackstone Lomnt.
III. iv. 34 The proceedings on a writ ofright may be removed
into the county court by a precept from the sheriff called
a /(»//, ^ quia ti'llit atque eximit causam e curia baronum*
1876 DtGBY Heal Prop. ii. § 2. 73 note, 191a Eyre 0/ Kent
(Sclden) 1 (. 87 The pleaLi3i3~4] was removed by a tolt into
the County Court.

I Icticc Tolt t'. {nom:e'Wd,)y trans, to raise, lift up.
1896 Caletular Inner Temple I. Introd. 35 These li.e. the

clerks commonersj, after certain probation, could be called
or ' tolled * to the Masters' Commons table.

Tolter (t/7'lt3i), a. {adv.) Sc, and dicU, Also 6
towter, 9 toolter. [Late Mt-

; goes with next

;

ex-ict relation obscure.] Moving unsteadily ; un-
steady, unstable, tottering ; insecure, precarious

;

in quot. 1430-40, giddy. Also as adv. unsteadily.

14*3 Jas. I KingisQ. ix, Sothe It is, that, on hir loiter

quhele, Kiiery wight cleuerith In his stage. Ibid, clxiv. So
tolter c^nhilnm did .sche it to-wrye. 1430-40 Lvdg. liochas
IV. xxiii. (MS. Bodl 263) 252/t Toscende the mounteyn,
feeble wer ther chyiies Ther hedis toltir, & ther brayn gan
faille, c 1470 Henrvson Orpheus ^ Eur. 3S3 Itefore his
[Tantalus'] face ane apill hang also. Fast at hts mouth,
apon a tolter thretd. 1560 Roli.and Sei'ett Sages 29 That
we may all prouydc Sum help, that may put by this lowter
tide. 1880 DtNNisoN in Onadiam Sketch- Bk, 119 Uisbowie
legs . . Wur trumblan' like twa toolter sloops.

Tolter, V. dial. [Early mod.Eng. : app. the

same as ML)u., Du. tottteren to waver, totter,

swing, totiler a swing, representing an earlier OLG.
or OS. *taltrdn (cf. oud i—ald), which exists in a
dial. Du. talteren (Eianck), « OE. teailrian to

totter, stagger, be imsteady.] intr. To move un-

steadily ; to tlounder ; to turn or toss about ; to

hobble ; to jolt along. Hence To'ltering ///. a,

1599 Moke Snppl. Soulys 43 You waiter peradueruure and
loiter in syknes fro syde lo syde. 1533 — Aksw. Poysomed
Bk, Wks. 1039/2 There lycth he still tumblyng and loltryng
in myre. x8ai Clark ^7//. Minstr, II. 76 ( rum .. dusty lone,

Whcxe home the cart-horse toilers with the swain.

ToIq (ti7lf«-, t^u'li«). [From Tolu (t(?l«*) (now
Sa*itiagode Tolu) in the UnilcdStatesof Colombia,
whence obtained.] In Tolu balsam, balsam of
Tolu: A balsam obtainetl by incision from the

bark of the Tolu-troo, Myrospernmm {Alyrojiyhn)

toluiferum, a leguminous tree of tropical S. Ame-
rica ; used in meilicine and perfumery.
1671 Salmon .Vy«, Med, 111. xxuu 444 Balsam of Tolu..

haih the s:ime viituc with the former. 1789 W. Buchan
Doitt. Med. App. (1790) 697 Tincture of the Balsam of Tolu.

i8ss Bailkt A/iV. Z,<-^. in Mystic^ etc (ed. 2) 81 Not less

retiowned Than lote, nepenthes, niuly, or tolu. 1858 Hogg
l^eg. Kingii. 382 Balsam of Tolu is a stimulating tonic, with
n peculiar tendency to the pulmonary organs. 1871 Garrod
Afat. Med, (cd. 3) 210-11 Balsamum Tolntnuntn. Tolu
Balsam, .or Balsam of Tolu Tree. X9iaj. Tkrrv & Sons
/>/., We can trace their manufacture as lulu Lozenges for
alK>ut too >*ears.

Toln-f the prec. word as a formative element
in chemical terms (first in Ger. toluin^ Ik^rzelius

1843, whence in Eng. toluol 1845, toltutu 1871).

To'lnat*, a salt of toluic acid, as toluate of

calcium, C14I InCa'O^. Toluene (t^*liH|/h) [so

named because obtained by Deville 1841, by
the drv distillation of tolu balsam], C?!!^ «=

Beiizylic hydride, C7H7. II, a colourless very mobile
strongly refracting liquid, with a smell like l>enzene

and a burning taste ; discovered by J'elletier and
Walter, 1837 ; the source of many compounds and
substitution products, into the names of which it

enters, e. g. clUototoluene^ tnelhyltolttene^ ioluetie-

stilphnrict etc. ; hence Tolue*nio a., as toluenic

sulphydrale. Tolnlo (t^ul'w'ik) a. \tolu{ate + -ic],

ill toluic or toluylic acid^ C^H/^a, an aromatic

aci<l, homologous with benzoic acid, prepared from

toluene, cymene, or xylene ; so toluic aldehyde^

CsHtOH, toluic chloride^ CgH70Cl, toluic ether,

etc. To'luides, compounds homologous with the

anilides, derived from toluidine salts by abstraction

of water, e. g. acctotolttide, Toln'idine, also

called ami doto"!tunei and formerly toluylia^

CTH7(Nn2), a crystalline base, produced by the

action of sulphydric acid on nitrotoluene, solidify-

ing in snow-white crystals, which gradually turn

brown on contact with the air ; it is the source of

niunerous compounds, e.g. azotolw idiney phe nyl-

TOLYLIC.

toluidine^ etc. Toluol, earlier name of toluene.

Toluo'xyl, C8II7O, the radical of toluic acid and
its derivatives. Toluricrt. [Uric], in loluricacid,

Cio^^ii^*^3> ^Iso called toluglycic acid, homologous
with hippuiic acid, produced in the passage of
toluic acid through the animal body ; its salts are
Tolurates. Toluyl (I(T.i|iH,in [-yl], the radical,

CgHgi hence Toluylic a., of or belonging to
toluyl, as toluylic aUohol, CgH^OH, etc.

i860 Koppin /'////. Trans. CL. zf^a * Toluate of Ethyl..
CaoHiaOi. 1868 Watts Diet, Chem. V. 862 A mixture
of toluaie and formate of calcium yields by dtstillation
toluic aldehyde, C^HgO. 1871 Jrul, Chem. Soc. XXIV.
680 On the dele nilination of the cht-inical position in some
*ToIuene derivatives. 1887 Standard 16 Sept. 3/3 The
toluene was the root substance from whiLh .. sactharine
was prepared. 1891 Daily News 26 Jan. 5/4 One ion of
good cannel coal, when distilled in gas retorts, leaves twelve
gallons of cail-tar, from which are produced a pound of
benziTie, a pound of toluene, a pound and a-half of phenol,
six pounds of naphthalene, a small quantity of xylene, and
half-a-pound of anthracene for dyeing purposes. 1857
JMiLLER EU'iii. Chem. \\\. 430 In the benzoic series the
existence of three homologous terms,., the benzoic, the
•loluic, and the cuniinic series. Ibid. 475 But ihe acid .

,

,

the toluic (or toluylic), is known. 1873 Watts Eownes'
C/(<'»«. (.ed. ii) 816 Toluic Acid is derived from dimetliyl-
benzene. j88o Nature XXI. 218/2 A toluic alcohol. 1850
pAUBKNY W/f»w/. yVi*;. viii. (ed. 2) 243 Methylaniline being
identical with *toluidine, an alkali obtained from ihe balsam
of Tolu. 1857 Miller Elem.Chem, III. 467 Benzo- hydro-
chloric ether when healed in a sealed tube with anmionia
fiuni^hes the volatile base toluidine. 1866 Roscok Elem.
Chem, 348 A basic subsiance. .analogous to aniline, and
called amido-toliiol, or Toluidine. 1845-6 NoAU in Mem.
4- Proc. Chem. Soc, HI. 422 Proposed the more appropriate
name of •toluol. ^ 1857 Miller Elem. Chem. III. 479 when
l>alsam of tolu is distilled, it yields benzoic ether and a
bydrocarixjn .. termed toluole. 1863 Tyndall //m/ i. 20
Let us compare in this respect toluol and water. 1866
RoscoE Elem. Chem. 335 A series of bodies, i.someric

with these toluol compounds, exists. 1B91 Anthony's
Phoiogr. Bull, IV. 415 Kormula for the production of toluol
matt varnish. 1868 Waits Diet. Chem. V. 869 'Toluric
acid crystallises from boiling water in colourless laminae;
from alcohol in trimetric prisms, /^/rt^., *'J'oluyl. CgHg. The
radicle of toluylic alcohol and its allied compounds; isomeric
with xylyl. 1873 Ralfk Phys. Chem. Introd. 19 Benzene
CnHg and Toluene CtHr are the most important members
of this series.. . From them are derived the important monad
radicals phenyl CcHs and toluyl C7H7. 1896 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. 1. 196 The action on tne blood of certain poisons,
.such as arseuiuretted hydrogen and toluyl-endiamine. i86s
Miller Elem. Clum, (ed. 2) III. 462 'Toluylia is a fusible

crystalline solid, which twits at 388". 1857 "Toluylic [see

totuic\.

t To-lU'g, V, Obs, Also 4-5 to-logg. [f. To- 2

+ Lug v.'\ Irons, To lug or pull about.

x-Tfin Langl. P,Pl. A. II. 192 Lijtliche Lyjere leop a-wey
|>ennes, Lurkede {v.r. lurkyngel^rw loncs, to-logged [v.r.

to-luggid, B. lu 216 to>luggcd] of Monye.

t Tolu'tan, a. Obs, rare. [ad. mod.L. ToltitdU'

us of Tolu.] Of Tolu, as Tolutan balsam.
681 If. Willis' Rem. Med, Wks. Vocab., Tolutan balsam

, .brought from the Indies.

+ Toluta'tlon. Obs. rare. Also toll-, [f. stem

of L, tolutim adv. * at a trot * + -ation ; cf. tolutd-

rius adj. trotting.] prop. Trotting; but used by
Sir T. Browne, Butler, and others, for ' ambling

'

;

in later use only as a humoroits pedantry. So

-f- Tolu'tate (toll-) v. {kumoious)^ intr, to trot

(or amble) ; f Toluti'loquence {rare^*^) [L.

toliitilo<jt4entia\ talking * at a trot *, voluble speech.

1646 Sir T. Bhownk Pseud. P.p. iv. vi. 193 Whether they
move j*tfr latera^ that is^ two legs of one side together, which
is Tollutalion or ambling j or per diawetrttm,.. which is

Succussaiion or trotting, 16^ Blount Glossogr., Toluta-
tion,.^ an ambling pace, a going easie... Tolutiloqucnce. .^

a smooth or nimble kinde of speaking. 1663 Butler Hud.
\. II. 47 'ITiey rode, but Authors having not Determined
whether Pace or Trut (That is to say, whether Tollutation,

As they do term 't, or Succussation) VVe leave it, and goon.

1755 Johnson, Toiulation, the act of pacing or ambling.

1796 K. I'. Edckwokih in /.7y^|i82i) II. 153 Voucomposein
your chaise, and I on horseback, which.. is the reason why
your lines roll so suiouthly, and mir)e partake so much ofTo-
lutation. i8o3FtssENi>EN/W-r//'/i.' Tractoration y)\Wf:'\\\oz

along in plain narration ; And tollutate o'er turnpike path.

Tolvet(t, variant of Tovet, two-peck measure.

fToly, 2*. Obs. [Obs. by-form of Toil t;.! Cf.

the similar * oly or oyl *, * bolyyn or boylyn ',

* spoylyn or spolyon ', * spoylyng or spolyynge
'

;

also assolye — Assoil, and the Sc. form tuljie,

TuiLViE.j = Toil v.^ i, to dispute, argue, esp. to

contend or plead in a lawsuit.

C1440 PromP. Parv. 345/1 Mootyn, or tolyon {P. motyn,
or pletyn), disceptoy piacito. Motynge, or tolyynge, or
pleylynge, disceptacio. Ibid. 496/1 Tolyon, or motyn.

Toly, variant of TuLT rt. Obs*

Tolyl (t^ilil). Chem, [f. Tolu + -tl.] A
hypothetical monatomic radical, C7II7, isomeric

with cresyl, called also Ijenzyl, whicli may be
supposed to exist in benzylic alcohol, toluene, and
other compounds. Entering into the names of

many compounds and substitution products, e. g,

tolyl- or I'cnzyl-acetamidey iolyl-carbamidey tolyl-

sulphurous, tolylenCy C7IIJ — benzylene, tolylene-

diamine^ etc. Hence Toly'Uc a,

1868 Watts Vict, Chem, V, 870 The name benzyl is the



TOLYPEUTINE.
most convenient for itj as tolyl is too much like toluyl.

//'/(/., Tolylic or bcnzyiic bromide.

Tolypeutine (tf'lipiwtain), a. and sk Zoo/.

[f. motCU 7ofy/vtf^es + -iVK^.] a. a^j\ lielong-

ing to the genus Tolypetttes of armadillos. b,

sh. An armadillo oi this yeiiiis.

i88s Stand. Nat. Hist. (i8S8) V. 50 The Apars, or Toly-
peiiiities, exhibit the extreme of modification 111 the family,

Tolypyrin (tf^lipDia-rin). Phann, [f. Tolyl,
after aHtipyrin.\ The compound CiaHj^NjO
{tolyl'dimcthyl-pyr-azol-on), the homologue of anti-

pyrin.

1893 Brit. Med. yml. 25 Mar. 47/3 In acute rheumatism
tolypyrin produced a similar effect to that observed after

antipyrin. Ji^id.^ Tolypyrin is excreted in the urine.

Tolzey ; see the historical form Tolsel,

Tom (tf'm), sb. Forms : 4-6 tomme, (5
thomme, 6 thorn), 6- Tom.
1. With capital T: A familiar shorteninjj of the

Christian name Thomas \ often a generic name for

any male representative of the common people

;

esp. in Tom and Tib {q{. Jack and Jill) \ Tom,
Dicky and Harry y any men taken at random from
the common run ; Blind Tom^ blind-man's-buff.

"377- Isee 7 cj. i^ Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 924 Dicke the
Shepne.ird blowes his nailc; Arid Tom l)eares Logges into
the hall. 1596 — i Hen. /l^, it. iv. 9, I am sworn brother
to a leash of Drawers, and can call them by their names, as
Tom, Dicke, and Francis. 1606 Choice^ Chance^ etc. (1881)
72 When Tom and Tib, were in their true deHght, And he
lou'd her, and she held him full deere. 1749 Fjelding {title)

Tom Jones. 1790 DiBDiN6'£?«^,/*£?(»r7Vwi,Here,asheer hulk,
lies poor Tom Bowling. x^i$ Fanner's Almanack (Hoston,
Mass.) in Kiltredge Old Farmer {igo^)Z^ So he hired Tom,
Dick and Harry, and at it they all went. i8i8in y. Adams'
lyks. (1856) X. 351 Tom, Dick, and Harry were not to cen-
sure them and their Council. 1857 Hughks (title) Tom
Brown's School-days. 1865 Alkx. Smith Summer in Skye
I. 46 Thereafter Tom, Jack and Harry; for every cab,
carriage and omnibus.. is now allowed to fall in. 1891 Tom,
Dick, and Harry [see Dick j/\' 1]. 1909 Healev Sp, in Ho.
o/Comm. 5 Sept., He never could understand this system of
playing Blind Tom with the House of Commons—especially
in a taxing statute.

+ b. = Tom 0^ Bedlam : see 7 c. Obs,
1561 AwDELAY Frat. Vacab. 3 An Abraham man is he that

..fayneth hym selfe mad..anananieth himselfe pooreTom,
1605 Shaks. Lear iii. iv. 51 Who giues any thing to poore
Tom? ibid. 59 lilisse thy fiue Wits, Toms a cold... Do
poore Tom some charitie, whom the foule Fiend vexes.
1683-3 DixoN Canidia 1, 11, We treat mad-Bedlams, Toms,
and Besses, With ceremonies and caresses.

c. A clown ; cf. Tom-fool b.

1830 Sporting Mag, VI, 284 Two or three of the company
called toms or clowns.

1 2. The knave of trumps in the game of gleek.
1655, a 1639 [see Tib 5^, 2 J. x68o Cotton CompL Gamester

vi. 65 The Ace [of trumps] is called Tib, the Knave Tom.
3. As the name of some exceptionally large bells,

esp. in greaty mighty Tom, Tom of Lincoln^ Tom
of Christ Churchy of Oxfordy Tom of Exeter., etc.

1630 White in Rimbault Rounds^ Catchesy etc. 30 (Farmer)
Great Tom is cast; And Christ Church bells ring..And
Tom is last. 1635 R. Johnson Tom a Liucolne ii. (1682)
Biij, He sent..a thousand pounds, .to be bestowed upon
a great Bell to be rung at his Funeralj which Bell he caused
to be called Tom a Lincoln, after his own Name. 168a
H. Aldrich Upon Christ Church Bells Oxf.y The Devil a
man Will leave his can. Till he hears the mighty Tom. 1685
WooDi:/>7 July(O.H. S.) III. 151 And another [bonfire]
in Ch. Ch. great quadrangle, at which time Great Tom
rang out. 1705 Hickekingill Priest-cr. 1. (1721) 63 Whose
Tongue was as clamorous and loud almost as Tom a Lin-
coln. 1787 [see Tinkler 2]. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 8/a
The old twll, called the Tom of Lincoln. .being exceeded
only by 'Mighty Tom* of Oxford.. and 'Great Tom' of
Exeter. 1886 Kuskin Prxterita I. xi. 369, I..amused my-
self till Tom rang in.

4. a. (usually long iom.) A long trough formerly
used in gold-washing : seequot. 1859. Sometimes
applied to the rocker or * cradle*.

i8ss [see Long Tom 2]. 1859 Cornwalus Panorama
Ne^v IVorldl. 135 The Long Tom. .consists of a trough ten
or twelve feet in length, by sixteen inches in width, and
tilted so that water may flow rapidly down it. 1874 Raymond
Statist. Mines <^ Mining 20 Inefficient implements having
been largely superseded.. by the long-tom and the sluice.

18^ * R. BoLDKEWoOD ' Miner's Right xiv, We drove and
raised our wash-dirt.., and afterwards separated it.. by the
old-fashioned expedient of a * tom '. 1891 E. Roper By
Track Sf Trail xxii. 326 They have to use quicksilver in
their Long Toms and cradles to save it [gold].

b. Long Tom : a long gun ; esp, a naval gun
mounted amidships, as distinct from the shorter
guns of the broadside : see Long Tom i.

1867- {see Long Tom i). 1888 Churchward Blackbirding
44 The ship was armed with four carronades on each side,
and a ' long Tom ' trained fore and aft, in the bows.
5. Old I^om : a name for gin. slang,
1823 • JoN \iEV.' Slang Diet. 130 Old Tom, he is of the

feminine gender in most other nations than this : 'tis a cask
or barrel, containing strong gin, and thence by a natural
transition, .the liquor itself. 1833 Egan Bk. Sfiorts z68 Tis
the 'liquor of life ', with * spirits ' to boot—' Old Tom ', is

better than gold. 1836- [see Old D. 4].

6. The male of various beasts and birds
;
perh.

first for a male cat ; see ToM cat ; cf. also 8 a.

1791 HuDDESFORD5'a//«/T^. (1793) 141 Cats, .Of titlcs obso-
lete, or vet in use, Tom, Tybert, Roger, Rutterkin, or Puss.
x8a6-8 (see Tabby sb. 2 b). 1884 Bazaary Exch. f^ Mart 17
Dec. 2205/2 Hamburghs. .. Redcaps, four hens and tom,
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I prize strain, handsome birds. 1893 G. D. Leslie Lett, to
Marco xxxii. 214 The torn [swan] i.s very gallant in defence
cf his mate. 1898 Blachw. Mag, Nov. 663/2 He be a tom,
I've heard him crow. 1905 Daily News 24 Jan. 8/1 Tiger,
their cat (a beautifully marked tabby tom, aged five).

7. Combinations and phrases, a. attrib, and
Comb, : tom-pin, a very large pin (Halliwell

1847-78); tom-plough(/tf(ra/,yi.yf«^//rt),a double
breasted plough ; also called tommy and tom-
tommy ; f tom-rig [Kio Ji^.*], a strnmpet ; a
romping girl, a tomboy ; tom-toe, the great toe

;

Tom tower, a tower in which a great l>ell hangs;
spec, at Oxford, the western tower ol Christ Church

;

Tom-trot (Trot, Tom-trod), home-made toffee

stretched or drawn out as it cools (Halliwell).
1849 RAVNniRD.(4^Wc. 6'w^30i The'/^wor /(Twwyplough

is a plough wilh a double brt:a.st for ridging, or for clearing out
furrows. 1668 Shadwell Sullen Lovers Pref. a ij b, An impu-
dent ill bred*tomrigfora Mistress. 1738 Dennis Ow/'c^c'j
Rape 0/ Lock 16 J'he author represents Jielinda a hne,
modest, well-bred lady : and yet in the very next canto she
appears an arrant rampand tomrigg. 1823 E. Moor Suffolk
ivordsy *Tom toe, the great toe of either foot. 1857 in
Dunglison Med. Lex. 1853 *C. IIeue' l-'erdant Green i.

Iii, As he looks across Christ Church Meadows and rolls

pastthe "Tom Tower. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby i. ix, I want
toffy; I have been eating 'Tom Trot all day. 1866 (Charl.
M. TuckerJ /*ar//. in Play-room x. 93 A plateful of brown,
tempting tom-trot, otherwise known by the title of toffy,

b. As the first element in a personal name
applied allusively, as Tom Astoner ijistenor)^

Tom BrowHj Tom Dingle (see quots.); Tom
Farthing, a fool, simpleton; Tom Pepper
{Naut.)y a liar ; Tom Tailor, the tailor generi-

cally; Tom Tiler, Tyler, any ordinary man; also,

a henpecked husband ; Tom Towly, a simpleton;
Tom Tram, a buffoon, jester.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 80 It's bar-
barous. .to have the Bread thus pick'd from our Mouths by
little *Tom Estenors. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk.y Tan
Astonersy dashing fellows; from astound or *astony', to
terrify. i8ia

J. H. Vaux I'lash Dict.y*Tom BrowHy twelve
in hand, in crib, 17x1 Brit. Apollo III. No. 144, 3/1 Never
yet Woman, .had. .such a poor wretched *Tom Dingle,
1689 SHMyy/KiA. Bury F. Prol. 21 For writing.. silly Grub-
street Songs worse than *Tom Farthing. 1867 Smyth ^(z//(?r*i

Word'bk.y *Tom Peppery a term for a liar. i8ao Scott
Monast. xxv, ' We rend our hearts, and not our garments '.

..'The better.. for yourselves, and the worse for Tom
Tailor', said the baron. 158a Stanyhurst ^iVrt/*/i!j in
ACneis^ etc. (Arb.) 154 An Epitaph, .such as oure vnlearned
Kythmours ..make vpon thee death of euery *Tom Tyler,
1598 (title) Tom Tylere and his Wyfe. a 1625 Fletcher
Woman s Prize 11, vi, She shall, Tom Tilers. 158a Stany-
hurst Mneis Ded, (Arb.) 9 What *Tom Towly is so simple,
that wyl not attempt, too bee a rithmoure? 1689 Prior
F.p. to F, Shephard 173 All your wits, that fleer and sham,
Down from don Quixote to *Tom Tram. C1700 [title) The
Mad Pranks of Tom Tram. 1739 * R. Bull' tr. Dede-
kindus' Grolnanus ^^T^oa. Book., in Dutch, entituled, the
Lifeof Uyle-Spe§el, or OwUglass; a Hero of equal Rank
with Tom Tram in English.

C, Followed by another word denoting or alltid-

ing to something (esp. the action or character)
distinguishing the person to whom it is applied,
forming a ^w/7«-proper name or nickname, and in

various phrases with specific sense : as Tom AlU
thumbs., Tom-ass., Tom{-a-)doodley Tom Piper

y

Tom Tapster, Tom Tawny-coaty Tom Tell-trotk

{-truth), Tom TriflcTy Tom Trtte-tongttey Tom
Truthy Tom Two-tongued; Tom-a-Stiles : see

quot. 1785, and cf. John-a-stiles; Tom Bray*s
bilk, at Cribbage : see quot. ; Tom-come-tickle-
me, an old card-game; Tom Cony (Conney), a
simpleton, ninny; Tom Cox's traverse (A^wA)

:

see quot. 1867 ; Tom Double, a shuffler, an
eqnivocator ; Tom Drum : see DntJM .v^.l 3 b

;

Tom Long, one who takes a long time in coming,
or in finishing his tale ; Tom of all trades, a
Jack of all trades ; Tom o* Bedlam, a madman,
a deranged i>erson discharged from Bedlam (see

Bedlam 5) and licensed to beg ; Tom Pat {slang),

a parson, a hedge-priest (cf. Patrico) ; also, a
shoe ; Tom Poker, + Tom Po, a nursery bugbear,

a bogy ; Tom tumbler, name for an imp or devil.

See also ToM ano Jerry, Tom-fool, Tom-noddy,
Tom Thumb, Tom Tiddler's ground.
1598 I. M. Health Gent. Profession Servingmen B ilj, The

Clowne, the Slouen, and *Tom althummes. i6ii J. Kield
Panegyr. l^erses in Ooryat Crudities y*Tom-Ksse may p.isse,

but, for all his long eares, No such rich jewels as our Tom
he weares. 177a G. A. Stevens Songs Comic <^ Satyr. 246
From John o Nokes to *Totn o' Stiles, What is it all but
Fooling? 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. T. s.v. NokeSy John-a-
Nokes and Tom-a-Stiles .

.
, fictitious names commonly used

in law proceedings. x8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., *Tont
Bray's Bilky laying out ace and deuce at crib1>age. 1819-20
W. Irving Sketck-Bk., Litt. Brit. (1865) 310 We played at
All-Fours, Pope-Joan,*Tom-come-tickIe-me,and other choice
old games, a 1700 Ii. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, *Tom Conney,
a veiy silly fellow. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xii,

Every man who has been three months at sea knows how to
* work *Tom Cox's traverse '— ' three turns round the long-
boat, and a pull at the scuttled-butt '. This morning every-
thing went in his way. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.y Tom
Cox s traverse, up one hatchway and down another : others
say * three turns round the long boat, and a pull at the scuttle *.

It means the work of an artful dodger, all jaw, and no good
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in him. 1708 E. Wakd Tcrrx-Hl. v. 10 That one "Tom-
doodle of a Son, who . . if he happens to be Decoy'd ,. to fling
away Two Pence in Strong Drink, he Talks of nothing but
liis Mother. 1710 — ISrit. Hud. ji Whether on him who'd
. .lalxjur'd like a Tom-a-doodle, lo place the Rump above
the Noddle. 1705 Charac. 0/ Sneaker 4 He's for a single
Ministry, that he may play the *Tom Double under it. 1707
Keflex. u/>on Ridicule 11. 145 Tom-doubles areto be avoided
a.s Knemies that would betray you. 1577, 1603 "Tom Drum's
entertainment [see Drum j*.' 3 b). 1609 C. Butler Fern.
MoH. iv. (1623) 1 ij, They gently giue them Tom Drum's
entertainment. 1631 W. Foster Hoplochrisma-Spongvs
45 Surely this is "Tom Long the carrier, who will never doe
his errand. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. T., Tom Long, a tire-

some story teller ; it is coming by Tom Long, the" carrier,
said of any thing that has Ijeen long expected. 1631 T.
Powell Wile) "lorn of All Trades. Hid. Ep. Ded. 13 Our
'i'om of all Trades hereupon Askt what was hb condition.
1605 Shaks. Lear i. ii. 148 "Tom o' Bedlam. 1671 Glanvill
J)isc. M. Sluiie 28 11] am afraid that some will think, that
I am not well in my Wits, because 1 seriously answer such
a Tom of Bedlam, a 1691 Aubrey Jfal. HiU. Wilts. 11. iv.

(1847) 93 Till the breaking out of the civill warres, Tom o
Bedlam s did travell about the countrey. They had been
poore distracted men that had been putt into Bedlam, where
recovering to some sobernesse they were licentiated to goe
a begging. i88a Shorthouse J. Inglemnt (i88t) \. 72
Wandering beggars and halfwitted people called ' Tom o'
Bedlams 'who were a recognised order ofmendicants, c 1700
Street KoMeries Consider'd, *Tom Pat, a parson. 1579
SHENSF.Ri'Af/»/i. Ca/. Oct. 78 'Tom Piper makes vs better
nielodie. 1616 W. Browne Brit. fast. II. ii. 32 So haue
1 seene Tom Piper stand vpon our village creene. 1744
Grey Hudibras II. 207 tiote. You are afraid that you shaK
meet *Toni Pa a 1815 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Tom Poker,
^.
.thegreat bugljear and terror of naughty children, who

inhabits dark closets [etc.). 1902 Longiti. Mag. Nov. 4r, I

tells him them days o' Tom-pokers be gone. 1593 Gki-ene
Upst. Courtier Wks. (Gtosart) XL 275 Last to you "Tom
tapster, that tap your smale Cannes of beere to the poore,
and yet fil them half ful of frolh. c 1600 Day Begg. Bednall
Gr. I. iii, I think not but thou and this "Tom Tawny coat
here gulls me. i6oo J. Lane Tom Tel-Troth 713 But
sooth to say, "Tomteltroth will not lie, We heere haue
blaz'd Englands iniquitie. i6aa {titU\ Tom Tell Troath,
or a Free Discourse touching the Manners of the Tyme.
1847-78 Halliwell, Tom-tell-trouth, a true guesser. 1377
Langu p. pi. B. IV. 17 And also *tomme trewe-tonge-telle-
ine-no-talcs. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 68 b,

They will all condemne you for *tomme trifler. 154a Udali,
Erasm. Apoph.u.i-jqh, For his malaparte toungne called
at homcParrhesiastes, (as ye woulde saye in englyshe),
"Thom trouthe, or plain Sarisbuirie. 1550 Latimer Serin,
at Stamford 1. 94 Maister we know that thou art Tomme
truth, and thou lellest the very truth, and sparest no man.
1580 G. Harvey Let. to Spenser iv. Wks. (Grosart) L 83
Tell me, in Tom Trothes earnest, what [he] .sayth. 1393
Langl. p. pi. C XXIII. 162 n/yle. Here syre was a sysour
)>at neuere swor treuthe, Or *lomme \p.r. thomme] Iwo-
tounged ateynt at eche enqueste.

8. a. Innamesof animals, denoting the male; see
also Tom cat.
'7*" T. Brydges Homer Travest. (1772) 192 And, like

Tom puss, o'er pantiles dance. 1850 Bartlett Dict.Amer.
(ed. 2), Tom-Dog, male dogs, as well as cats, take the prefix
' tom ', in some parts of the West. 1871 Mrs. Stowe O^rf-
iown Stories 92, I never heard that a tom-turkey would set
on eggs. 187s Sussex Gloss., Tom, any cock bird, as a torn*
turkey or a tom-parrot. 1890 Clone. Gloss., Tom, used to
denote the male of birds, as 'tom-bird', 'tom-chicken', 'torn.
phe.-isant". 1893 G. D. Leslie L.ett. to Marco xxxii. 214
i he tom-swan . . landed on a likely spot. 1905 Daily ChroH.
31 Oct. 4/7 In his part [Hampshire] people spoke of tom-
rats, tom-rabbits tom-mice, tom-hedgehogs [etc.].

b. Jn familiar or local names of species : Tom-
hoop [cf. Hoop sb.i 2], Tom-noup [cf. Nopb ']

dial., the great tit {Parus major) ; Tom-pot,
Tompot, name in Cornwall for the gattomgine, a
sjiecies of blenny ; in Devonshire, for the guinea-
fowl, from its cry ; in Devon and .Somerset, a well-
known kind of red-clieeked apple (also cilled tom-
put); Tom-pudding, thelittlegrebe; Tom-tailor,
the crane-fly ; in Kast Anglia, the stormy petrel

;

Tom Titmouse, «= Tomtit. See also Tom-cod.
'847-78 Halliwell, *Tom-Nouf, the titmouse. Salop.

i8j7 J. F. Palmer Gloss. Dialog, in DtfOH Dial. (E.D.D.),
•lorn-put. 1863 Couch Brit. Fishes II. 219 Galtorugine
, . is known to fishermen of the we-st of England by the
homely appellation of Tompok 1891 Hartland (Devon)
Gloss., Tom pot, a name sometimes given to the guinea-fowl
on account of its peculiar cry. 1004 Longm. Mag, Apr. 489
Cheeks as rosy as a ' tomput apple. \Ztfi ZoologistS\.i-2(^
The little grebe or 'dipper' or 'dobber' or * *'fom pudding'.
1853 Hickie tr. Aristoph. (1887! I. 37 A Bceotian might stick
it in a *tom-Ltilor. 1856 P. Thomi'.son Hist. Boston List
Provinc, Tom.tailor, the Daddy-long-legs. 1885 .Swain-
son Prmnnc. Names Birds 212 They [Stormy Pelrelsl are
called Tom tailors by the Lowestoft and Yarmoulh fisher-

men. 1576 Gascoigne Philomene 26 Sometimes I wepe "To
see *Tom Tytlimouse, so much set by. c 1776 Roxt<. Ball.
(1889) VI. 308 Says Tom Tit-Mouse then, ' 'There be some
men That will change nine limes a day '.

Hence Tom v. (nonce-wd.), trans, to address
famili.-trly as ' Tom '; To-mling, a small or young
tom cat ; Tcmship (humoiotts), the personality
of a ' Tom '.

1811 SoUTHEV Let. to C. Bed/ord 3 Apr., Moved by com-
passion (his [a cat's] colour and his tomship also lieing
taken into consideration), I consented to give him an asylum.
l8ai ll'id. 29 Apr., We are promised to succeed him a black
Tomling. 1900 S. J. Weyman Sophia xxiv, ' You may Tom
me, you don't alter it ', he answered.

Tom, var. Tattm ; obs. form of TooM sh.l

Tomah.a'wk (tp-mahgk), sb. Also 7 tama-
hauk(e, -hawk, tomahauke, S tommahauk,
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(tomahaw, tomliog), 8-9 tomohawk, (9 tommy-
hawk), [a. Renape (N. Amer. Indian of Virginia)

iiimUhak (|;iven by Capt. J. Smith as tomaJiack),

apocopatetl form of tdmakdian^ * what is used for

cutting, cutting utensil ', from (dmdhdken * ke uses

for cutting*, from id/ndham * he cuts * (W. R. Gerard

in American Anihropologist^. 1908, p. 377). Cog-

nate with Pamptico (Carolinian) iomviahick^ and

with the full forms, Mohegan tummahcgaHy Dela-

ware iamoihecan^ Abenaki tamahigan, Micmac
t&nuegiin (tam/'gan), Passamaqoddy tumkigett,']

1. The ax of the North American Indians, used

as a weapon of war and the chase, and also as a

tool and agricultural implement ; in English use

the word is usually applied to it as the war-ax.

U consists of a wooden shaft about 3-} feet long, with ahead
originally formed of a long hard stone sharpened at one end,

or of a piece of copper, or of the horn of a deer, but after the

advent of white traders usually of iron (trade totfiahatuk).

Sometimes the shaft was hollow, and a bowl was fashioned

at the back of the head {^i/'c-tomahawk).

(i6ia Capt. Smith Ma^ Virginia (Arb.) 44 Tomakacks^
Axes. Tockaha£ks. Pickaxes.] 1634 W. Wood A'ino £«^,
Froi^. II. i. 58 [They] beate them downc with their right band
Tanuihaukes, and left band lavelins. (1701 C. Wolley Jritl.

Nnv Kf>r;( ( 1 860) 36 'Ihey dig their ground with a Flint,

called in their Language tofn.a-hea-kan.] 1705 Bevekukv
yirginia i. iii. (1722) 39 Knocking the Kngli^h unawares on
the Heait, some with their Hatchets, which theycall Toutma*
hauks, others with the Hows and Axesof the English them-
selves. 1715 PhiL Tram. XXIX. 308 Targets Tomahaws,
poisoned Daggers. 1716 B. Church Hist, riiilif^s War
(1865) I. 82 A great surly look'd fellow took up his Tombog,
or wooden Cutlash, to kill Mr. Church, but some others pre-

vented him. 17516 Washingtom Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 393
The wampum and tomahawks I have purchased. 1780
Kdhoni^som Heraldry II. Gloss., Toma/uxivky an Induui
war-ax. 1809 A. Henry Trav. 41 They walked in single

file, each with his tomahawk in one hand, and scalping-

knife in the other. 1851 Maynb Rkiu Scalp Hunt, xxvii,

lliey [Indians] break thesbanks[ufbuflalo] with their toma-
hawks. 1865 Lubbock Freh. Timts iv, (1869) 91 The North
American stone axe or tomahawk served not merely as an
implement, but also as a weapon.

b. erroQ. applied to a war-club or knobkerry.

16^4 JossELVH Vtfjf. New Eng: 147 Their other weapons
are lamahawks which are staves two loot and a half lonz
with a knob at the cftd as round as a bowl, a 1817 X
L>wiCHT Trav. New Etg., etc (i8ai) I. ii3 Another of
their principal weapons was the well known Tomahawk, or
war-club. . .Since the arrival of the English, they have used
fire-arms. To these they add a long knife: and a small
battle-axe, to which they have transferred the name of
Tomahawk.

c. (ransf. Applied to similar weapons used by
savages elsewhere ; also Naut. a pole-ax used by
sailors; in Australia, the usual word for haichet,

1690 Nakborouch yrml. in Ace, Sev. Late Voy. 1. (169^)
93 An Indian Club. .called by the Caribbe-Indians at Surt-

nam a Tomahauke, 1681 Grew Muistnm iv. ii. 367 A
Tamakaukef or Hraiilian Kightin^-Club. i8oa J. JoNKii in

Nmvmi Cknm. VII. 348, I saw him chop at him with a..
toouhawk. S833 Mabkyat F. SimfU xxxv^ In a moment.
|iikc«, tooukbawks, cntlasscsand pistols were ieued,..and
oar bmh poured into the eiebty<cun ship, and in two minutca
the deda were cleared,and all the Doospitcbed below. 1S66
LiviNCSTom Lm^ Jrmis, (1873) 1. 1 ao For they are accus-
tomed to dearinf spaces for gardens, . . ostng tomahawks
well adapted for the work, iws Bsovokd SaiUr'j Focket
Bk. vi.(ed. 3) 939 A couple of tomahawks will be found
useful. 1880 FisoN & Howrrr Kamilmr0i 906 The [ Austra.
lian] aborigines have obtained iron tomahawks. 1898 Morbis
A uitral Eh)!. s. v.. In Australia the word hatcket has prac*
licaljy disappeared, and the word Tomahawk to describe
it is in cvcry-day use. It is also applied to the stone hatchet
of the Aboriginals.

d. Applied locally to variotis kinds of rural

tools and agricultural iinplenocDts: see qnots.
1830 Q. Jrnl. A^ric. HI. 653 Mortises made by a centre,

bit (cave an intermediate piece between the apertures, lliis

is taken out by the tomahawk, a tool made lor the purpose.
One end b a sharp stout pointed knife,^ which cuts each
side of the middle piece left in the mortise, and the other
end hooks out the piece not disltxiged by the knife. f88iMm Jackson Shn^ih. iK(»n/-/'it., TttiHmy-aivk^ a dung-
fork, carried at the bock of the cart, and used to scrape out
the manure, on the latui, as it is required. 1893 H^iUshirt
Ghu.f Tommy-hawkt a potato hacker.

e. fig. As the imaginary instrument of a savage
attack or vindictive onslaught.
1805 SuRR IVinter im Land. (1806) II. 195 Hts meek

nature.. would, .sink beneath the tomahawk of such a bar-
barian as the writer of the article in question. 1836 H.
Rogers 7- //tmvvii. (1863) 183 Sudi a temper is rare at
any period ; but in that age of fierce and savage contro-
versy! of the tomahawk and scalping-knife, it was indeed a
phenomenon. 1897 D,uly News 30 Sept. 8/a He floorisbed
the rhetorical tomahawk over * those fabe teachers who say
that the articles of Christian faith are illusions *.

2. Phrases. To Now tomahawks ^ of the wind,
to blow with cutting violence. To bury or lay

aside the tomahawk : to lay down one's arms, to

cease from hostilities. To dig w/, raise^ or take up
the tomahmvk : to take up arms in warfare, to

commence hostilities. Cf. HatchKT j^. a.

775 AnAiR Amcr. Ind. 339, I persmded the Cboktah to
take up the bl«Mxly tomtdiawk ^gaintt those perfidious
French. 1806 Fikk Sounts Afississ. (lUio) B6 Grateful
ih.it the two nations had laid aside the tomahawk at my
request. i8is Hrackknkiix;k Views Louisiana (1814) 123
They may come here in peace, or for the purpose of trade,
but it will be far hence that they will date to raise the

tomahawk. 1848 'Bmcxixtt Diet. Amer. s. v., It was and is

the custom of the Indians to go through the ceremony of
burying the tomahawk, when they made peace; when they
went to war, they dug it up again. Hence the phrases ' to
bury the tomahawk *, and * to dig up the tomahawlc ',. . some-
times used by political speakers and writers. 1^3 Ld, K.
GowEK Rec, ^ Remin. 297 The weather is boisterous; it

blows tomahawks and tornadoes.

3. attrib. and Comb.y as tomahawk-blow^ -critic^

-dattcet pipe (quot. 1^60), tongue; tomahawk im-
provement, an 'improvement* ofa slight character,

made to secure a right of pre-emption (Thornton)
;

so tomahawk settler.

1873 R. Brown Races Man. I. 235 Until the •tomahawk-
blow puts an end to him, 1886 J. Payh Heir 0/ Ages
xxxviii. He was not. .a "tomahawk critic; he thought less

of being smart himself. .than of doing justice to a book.

1856 Emerson Em^, Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 39
They have 00 Indian taste for a *tomahawk-dance. 184a
L. MuNSELL in M. Cutter's Life, etc. (1888) I. 133 They
were determined to hold the lands by what is called * *toma-
hawk improvements*. x86o Dohenech Deserts N. Anter,
II. 272 Ihe Comanchcs, in Texas,, .have *tomahawk-ptpes
(small hatchets, the head of which is made hollow like the
bowl of a pipe, and the handle perforated in its whole length
to serve for a tube), 1907 Q. Rev. July 161 A recipe for
•tomahawk punch. 1788 NL Cijtler in Li/e^ etc (1888)
I. 435 Stopped and breakfasted at a little clump of houses
on the Indian side. They were "tomahawk settlers. 1849
C. I'ronte Shirley x, Of whose observant faculties and
'tomahawk tongue Caroline stood in awe.

Hence To'mahawked a., provided or armed with
a tomahawk.
189s K. Gramamb Gdden Age (1904) 3 A prairie studded

with herds of bufTalo, which it was our delight, inoccasined
and tuniah.iwked, tu ride down.

Tomahawk (tp-mah^k), v, [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To strike, cut, or kill with a tomahawk.
1755 Gfutl. Mag. XXV. 579/2 Mac Swine was ordered by

the Indian to make a fire, and upon his not doing it so
readily or so nimbly as was expected, he was threatened to
be tomohawk'd. 1769 Middlesex Jrnl. 14-16 Sept. 1/4 liy

six Indians, the man and woman were tomahawked and
scalped. 1791 J. Long Vcy. Ind. Interpr. 96 The instant
the animal drops they tomahawk it. 18^ Southky O,
Newman iv. 45 Stragglers tomahnwk'd And scalp'd, or
dragg'd away that they may die By piecemeal murder.
1889 H. H. KoMiLLV Veramiah in N- CuiMea 74 They.,
were treacherously tomahawked.

b, fig. To attack savagely or mercilessly in

speech or (more usually) in writing ; to * cut up ' or
demolish in a review or criticism.

S815 *AcRESTis'/V«iJ^/ //a// xlv, [She] tomahawks me
with sharp words. iSeo Btael-w. Mag. VII. 3S8 He after-

wards goes out of hii way to tomahawk Dryden, for an
alIu<iion to Abraham in a dedication. 1895 Daily News
ig June6/a Her se< end daughter, I^dy Charlotte,. .wrote
the book which Thackeray tomahawked.
2. To cut (a shtcp) in shearing it. Australia.
1859 H, KiNGSLEY G. Hamlyn xx. Shearers were very

scarce, arKl the poor sheep got fearfully * tomahawked * by
the new hands. 187s Kutui My Wife ff / in Que^nstami iv.

06 Some men never get the belter of this habit^ but ' toma-
hawk ' as badly after years of practice as when they first

began. 1896 Patekson Man jr. Snowy River 162 The
novice who., had tommyhawked half a score.

Hence Toimihawklng vbl, sb. and ppl. a, ; also

To'inaliawker, one who tomahawks (Jit, and^^".).
1819 Metropolis HI. 69 The tomahawkers of the Edin*

burgh Review. 1833 Boston, etc. Herald 9 Apr. 2/1 We
have not a tomahawking article in the whole number. 1839-
40 W. Irvimg Wot/frfs R. i. (1355) 3 The>; recreated them-
selves occasionally with a little tomahawking and scalping.

s86a Times 8 Apr. 11/4 A large UMy of scalping and tonia.

hawkinj{ IndUns. iBB6Fa/l MallG. a Oct. 6/iMy father,

..noticing that the bhccp were particularly badly shorn,
remarked to the manager that * it was mere tomahawking ',

886 Mutuk. Exam. 3 Nov. 3/1 A return to a style of
literary tomahawking which we had hoped was for ever
extinct. 1897 Athenxum 20 Mar. 372 I^st he should find
himself tomahawked instead of t>eing the tomahawker.
Tomal, variant form of Tamal.

H Tomalley (t^nmcli, t^m^-li). Also tomally,
t&umally, tomalline. [According to J. Davies,

1666, a Carib word (see quot.) ; in F. taumalin^
(Littri).] The fat or * liver ' ofthe North American
lobster, which becomes green when cookefl, and
is then known as tomalley sauce.

1666 J. Davies Hilt. Caribl<y Islands 11. xvL 300 They
call the iinier part of the Crab TituMnly, Ibid.. Carrio.
Vocah. Zzlv/i Sauce, Taomali, or Taumafi. 1864 Webster,
Tom-alley^ the liver of the lobster, which becomes gfecn
when boiled ; called also tom-alline. x88a Ogilvie, Tom-
alley, Tomalline.

perron. A Spanish-American dish made ot

crushed Indian com, etc.
;
properly Tamal.

s86o Bahtlett Diet. Amer.^ Tamal, or Tamauli, n
peculiar Spanish-American dish made up of a paste of
crushrd or ground maize, sometimes with minccd meat
added, when it is wramied in the husks of maize and baked
on the coals. <'I900 C. W. Greene Let, to Editor, When
1 was a youngster in Massachusetts, we called the gelati-

nous part of a l)aked maize pudding, the tom-alley. It

somewhat resembles in api>earance the tom-alley of the

lol>ster; but in meaning it conies very near the Mexican,
CulMin, and Southern CS. use oX tamauli or tamallias the

name of a kind of maize pudding.

II Toman ^ (t<?ma'n, tuman, tu'man). Forms

;

7- toman ; also 6 tumen, thuman, 7 tomana,
thoraau, thonia(u)nd, tomin, tumain, tummon,
7-9 tomaun. [a. Tcrs. ^^Uo

, jjUS, ^Jii tUmdn^

tumdfi, tuman, according to Devic, a Yuzbeg

Tartar word (whence its unsettled form), lit. ' ten
thousand '.]

1. Formerly among the Mongols, Tartars, etc.,

and thence in Persia and Turkey : The sum of
ten thousand ; also, a military division consisting
of 10,000 men. Now rare.
1599.HAKLUYT Voy. II. I. 61 The lord of the same citie

hath in yeerely reuenues for salt onely, fiftie Thuman of
Balis, and one balis is worth a floren and a halfe of our
coyne

: insomuch that one Thuman of balls amounteth vnto
the value of fifteene thousand florens. 1788 GiriBON Dec), .y
F. Ixv. VI. 333 The fruitful territory of Cash, of which his
fathers were the hereditary chiefs, as well as of a toman
of ten thousand hor^. 1877 J, ^l. Porteous Turkey 54
Numbering in Turkish custom was by tomans, ten thousands
or myriads.

2. A Persian gold coin, nominally worth lo silver

krans or 10,000 dinars; formerly a money of
account, which was constantly depreciated in value
from;^3 13J. (or more) c 1600 to its present (1912)
value of 7J. id. : see quots.
1566 A. Edwards in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 378, 1 haue receiued

6. tumens in readie money: 200. shaughes is a tumen, reckon-
ing euery shaugh for 6. pence Russe. 1613 Sherley Trav.
Fersia-ji Marganobeague.. brought mee..a thousand To-
manas, which is sixteene thousand Duckets of our Money.
i6a3 St. FaperStCol. 212 Sold the Primrose for 400 tomans,
every toman 3/. 6s. ^d, x6a9 in Foster Eng. Factories India
(1909) III. 354 Other men pay one keale or quart uppon
every tummon. i66a J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Amoass.
300 When they [the Persians] are to name great Sums, they
accompt byTumains. 1686 W. Hedges /^/ary (Hakl.Soc.)
I. 215 They were robbed of all their money, to the sum of
4 Tomauns. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India ^ F. 222 He pays
the King yearly Twenty two thousand Thomands, every
'l"homand making Three pound and a Noble in our Accompt.
1753 Hanwav Trao. (1762) I, v, Ixiv. 292 The toman, bistie,

and denaer are imaginary. .. A toman is 10 hazardenaers .

.

Value in denaers, loooo. Weight in muscnis, 50. 18x1 PiN-
KEttTON Moti. Geog.y Fersia \\. (ed.3) 459 The whole revenue
was by some estimated at 700,000 tomans, or about thirty.

two millions of French Uvres. 1815 Euphinstone Acc.
Caubul (1842) II. 269 The sum to be paid for a substitute.

,

generally is from five to seven tomauns (from 10/. to 14/.).

1B4S Browning Flight Duchess xiv, The band-roll strung
with tomans Which proves the veil a Persian woman's.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Toman^^ conventional money
of Persia of a very variable character. .; it may be valued
at about \'is.td, x88a Ft.ovER Unexpi. Baluchistan 505
All Abker engages to hire a saddle horse and three mules to

Mr. Floyer. .for fifteen days, for the sum of eight tomans
(/^3 idr.),. .at the rate of two tomans each.

II Toman '-^ (t(?man). (^rn?//, tomhan.) [Gaelic

toman hillock, dim. of torn hill.] A hillock;

a mound of earth. Often applied to mounds
representing ancient glacial moraines, found in

the liends of valleys in the Highlands,
181X Mrs. Grant Snperstit. Highl. Scot. I. vii, 2S2 The

children's nursery tales are full of wonders performed by the
secret dwellers of these tomhans, or fairy hillocks. 1830 J.
Wilson Noct. Atid>r. Nov., Wks. 1856 III. 86 The Queen of
the Fairies among the tomans of her ancient wootls. 1854
H. MiLLEK Sch. f( Sihm. v. (185S) 99 The western slopes of

the valley are mottled by grassy touihans—the moraines of
ome ancient glacier. 18^ I>. Cokrik Summ. <y Wint. in

Orkneys xxx. 121 Those huge boulders and gravel-knolls or

tomans continued a mystery till the glacial theory.

Tom and Jerry. Names of the two chief

characters in Kgan's Life in London, 1821, and its

continuation, 182S ; whence in various allusive and
attributive uses, esp. as name of a compound
alcoholic drink, a kind of highly-spiced punch

(U.S.) ; and attrib. in Tom andJerry shop (Engl.),

a low beer-house. Hence Tom-and-Jerry v.^ intr,

to drink and indulge in riotous behaviour, like

young bloods of the Regency period ; Tom-and-
Jenrlsm, drunken roistering, window-breaking,

and the like.

The liileof Egan's original work C1821) is 'Life in London,
or Days and Nights of Jerry Hawthorne and his elegant

friend Corinthian Tom'; that of the continuation of 1828

is * Finish to the Adventures of Tom, Jerry, and Logic',

whence app. the order of the names in Tom and Jeriy.

( Tom and Jerry shop was app. an expansion of the earlier

Jerry-shop *a low l>eer-house * (in Preston Temperance
Ad7>ocate Mar. 1834, 18/2), which had no original connexion
with Tom and Jerry.)

i8a8 Lights f^ Shades I. 124 No drinking and raking. No
Tom-and-Jerrying in those days, 18*9 W. Irving in Li/e

4* Lett. (1864) II. 387 We are too apt to take our ideas of

English life from such vulgar sources as Tom and Jerry,

and we appear to be Tom and Jeirying it to perfection in

New VorK. x8sj Mundv Our Antipodes (1857) 207 As the

glazier prays for hail-storms, civic riots, and the revival of

Tom-and-Jerryism, for his own private ends! i86s Jkrrv
Thomas How to mix Drinks (N.V.) 69 [Recipe], li'id.. To
deal out Tom and Jerry to Customers. //'///., Adepts at

the bar in serving Tom and Jerry [etc.]. 1865 Slang Dict.t

Tom ami Jerry [ed. 1873 adds shop], a low drinking

shop. jB8o Barman's Man. 47 [Recipe forTom and Jerr>'].

1884 S. DowELL Taxation II. 277 Free trade in beer in over
3i,ocxj ' Tom and Jerry ' shoi«, as the new beer-houses and
shops were termed, 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Tom-and-
jerry, a catcall. 1899 Morkow Bohem. Faris 305 Sipping

Manhattan cocktails with a cherry-brandy-and-sod.i, I'om-

and-Jerry, and the rest. 1903 Farmer i^ Henlev Slang
Diet., Tom-and-Jerry days, the period of the Regency
(i8io-2o) ; also, 'when George IV was king*.

Tomasha, -shaw, -sia, var. ff. Tamasha.
16*3 in Foster Eng. Factories huL (1908) II. 274 Nothing

done more then a tomashaw. 1698 Fkvek Acc. E. India gf

P. 159 Two li^ngU&tuueu were come to the Tomasia or Sight.
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t888 Untied Preshyi. Mission. Rec. Sept. 203 They had
appointed pioneers to discover what the tomasba was to be.

Tomato (toma"tiJ, U. S, -e^'Xo). Forms : a, 7-9
tomate ; ^. 8- tomato ; 7. 8-9 tomata ; S. 8

tomatum, 9 -us. PL 8 tomatos, 8- tomatoes.
[In 17th c. iotnaie^ a. F. tomate (2 syll.) fern., or

Sp. and Pg. tomate (3 syll.) masc, ad, Mex.
tomatl. Tomato is an English alteration, app.

assumed to be Spanish, or perh. after potato
\

tomata a later change, app, assuming a Sp.

*tomata like patata ; tomaiumy -us are erroneous

latinizations.

157a GuiLLANDiNUS DcPaPyro 90 Americanorum tumatle.

ISui.gx Tumatle. .recentiores fere pomum aureum, et po
mum amoris nuncupant.]

The glossy fleshy fruit of a solanaceous plant

{Sotanum Lycopersicum or Lycopenicum escu-

tetttum), a native of tropical America, now culti-

vated as a garden vegetable in temjierate as well

as tropical lands. It varies when ripe from red

to yellow in colour, and greatly in size and shajie,

the common form being irregularly spheroidal,

while two smaller forms, considered by some as

species, are named from their shai)e, L. cerasifonney

the cherry tomato, and L. pyrifoj-me^ the i)ear-

shaped tomato. Formerly called love-appie^ from

supposed aphrodisiac qualities. Also the plant,

an annual with a weak trailing or climbing stem,

irregularly pinnate leaves, and yellow flowers re-

sembling those of the potato.

a. 1604 E.G[rimstone] D'Acosla's Hist, /neties vii. ix.519

There was also Indian pepper, l>eetes, Tomates, which is a
great sappy aixl savoiirie graine. 1775 K. Twiss Trav.
Portugal 1^- Spain 256 1 ts district produces . . radishes, end i ve,

cucumbers and tomates. 1796 Steuman Surinam II. xxv.

224, 1 found plenty of tomate, which being produced in

many British gardens I will not attempt to describe. 1846
SovKR Cookay 10 Preserved tomates.

^. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Su/'Pl., Tomato^ the Portuguese
[eyrof\ name for the ftuitof the lycopersicon or love-apple;

a fruit. .eaten either stewed or raw by the Spaniards and
Ilaliansandby theJewfamiliesinEngland. 1777G. Fokster
Voy. round ll^orld li. 588 The Solanum Lyiopersicon, the

fi uit of which they call tomatos. 1846 Linui.ev Vtg. l\iiigd.

621 Tomatoes..are a common ingredient in sauces. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Voy. Kng.^ 1 fmd the sea-Ufe an
acquired taste, like that for tomatoes and olives.

Y. 17S9 MiLLEK Gard. Vict., /.^C(7*tfri/Vf7M. . .Apple-bear-

ing Nightshade, with a soft, round, striated Fruit, comiuoidy
called Tomatas [frror] by the Spaniards. 1806 [see 3]. 1839
Mag. Dom. Econ. IV. 127 Directions for the various pre-

parations of the Tomata. 1887 J. Ashbv Sierky Lazy
Minstrel {i%q2) 107 The ruddy lipe tomata. In china bowl
of ice,

h. 1796 C. Marshall Garden, xvi. (1813) 276 Tonialumy
or love apples, we have red, white, and yellow fruited. 1S22
Lancaster (Pa.) Jmi. 6 Sept. (Thornton), The pies made of
the Tomatus are excellent.

2. With qualifying words, applied to varieties of

this fruit or plant, as cherry-y currant-tomato ^ or

to other species resembling it, as cannibars tomato^

strawberry- or husk-tomato \ see quots.

1867 Urande & Cox Diet. Sc, etc. III. Bo6/i The Sola-
nufn anthropophagorunty which the Feejeans eat at their

feasts of human flesh, is hence called (he Cannibal's Tomato.
1884 Miller Ptant-n., Cherry Tomato-plant, Solanum
Lyiopersicum var. cerasijorme. Ibid., Pfiysalis Alke-
>&^M^/, .. Bladder Herb, Red Nightshade, Red Winter-
cherry, Straw-berry-Tomato. /*. pubescens, Ilarbadoes

Cape-Goose-berry, Straw-berry Tomato. 1887 Nicholson's

Did. Gard. IV. 53/1 Cherry and Red Currant 'Pomatocs,

these are chiefly grown for ornament, as their fruits are

boine in great profusion in bunches or clusters. They repre-

sent, in general appearance, the Cherry and Red Currant,
after which they are popularly called.

b. Tree Tomato, the shrub Cyphomandra
betaeea, N.O. Sotanacexy a native of Colombia and

Peru, now naturalized in many tropical and sub-

tropical countries ; also its fruit.

]88o-8i Morris Ann. Rtp. l^ublic Gardens Jamaica 35
Tree Tomato. 1884 Gard. Chron, XXI. 510 Tree Tomata
This is the popular name of a fruit naturalized in Jamaica.
..It answers in every respect the purposes for which the

oidinary Tomato is esteemed. 1887 Standard 16 Sept. 5/2
Here. .IS the tree tomato,. .the Tomato de Paz, or the
' vegetable mercury '.

3. attrib. and Comb.y as toniaio-blight y -can,

-graflingy -growingy -ketchupy -leafy -planty -roty

-sauce, -scaby -seedy -top ; tomato-colouredy -red

adjs. ; tomato-gall: see quot. 1891^; tomato
hawk-moth or Bphiu;c, an American sphingid

moth, Protoparce celeus ; tomato-worm, the

caterpillar of thi^ which feeds on tomato leaves.

1806 A, Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 233 The only difference

between this and the genuine tomata sauce, is the substi-

tuting the pulp of apple for the pulp of tomata. 1846 Sovkr
Cookery 9 Four tablespoonfnls of tomate sauce. 1887
Nicholson's Diet. Gard. IV. 51/2 It is only in warm situa-

tions.. that the Tomato. crop can be depended upon in the

open air. Jbid. 52/1 Tomato culture. Ibid. 52/2 Tomato-
pianis are seldom very seriously injured by insects. 1891

Miss DowiE Girl in Karp. 68 Her two tomato-coloured
aprons. 1891 Cent. Diet., 'Pomato-gall, a gall made upon
the twigs of the grape-vine in the United Slates by the gall-

midge Lashptera z'itis: so called on account of its re-

semblance to the fruit of the tomato. 1893 Daily News
3 Sept. 2/1 Another tea jacket is in tomato red velvet.

1896 Ibid. 25 Nov. 3/5 An alleged libel on the plain-

li^ in their trade a:* sellers uf tomato ketchup. 1897

Weslm. Caz. ifi Dec. 12/2 To graft the tomato on the
potato stalk...So far from taking from the strength of the

tubers, the tomato grafting, he thinks, improves them. He
never grew such fine potatoes as with tomato-tops, nor such
fine tomatoes as with potato roots. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. III. 885 Readily mistaken for tomato-seeds. 1^)04 £.
Nesbit Phcenix <$• Carpet xi. 206 Tomaio-coloured Liberty
silk. Mod. Breakfast Menu Card, Tomato Omelettes.

Tomaun, variant of Toman 1.

t Tom-ax. Obs,rare. [A mixture ofTOMAHAWK
and Ax.] = Tomahawk.
1739 Johnson Idler No. 40 f 7 With his face and botly

painted, with his sealping-knife, tom-ax, and all other imple-
ments of war.

Tomb (t«m), sb. Forms : a. 3-6 toumbe,
tumbe, 4-5 toumb, 4-6 turab, 4-7 tombe, 5
towmbe, 6-7 toombe, 4- tomb. ^. 4-5 towme,
4-6 tome, 5-6 toume, 6 .SV. toim, 6-7 toome.
[Early ME. toumbey tumbey a. AF. tumbcy OF.
tombe (12th c. in Godef.) = Sp., Pg. tumbuy It.

tomba :—late L. /«w^« (Prudentius), ad. Gr. rvfi$os

sepulchral mound.
The final b l>egan to be mute in Eng. (cf. lamb, dumb)

early in 14th c, but the spelling tomb, which never exactly

represented the si»ken word, has survived, and from the
i7lh c been the accepted form.]

1. A place of burial ; an excavation in earth or

rock for the reception of a dead body, a grave.

Also, a chamber or vault formed wholly or partly

in the earth, and, in early times, a tumulus or

mound raised over the body,
(In quot. 1275, perhaps a coffin or sarcophagus.)

£1275 Lav. 6080 Hii makede one tumbe [C1205 tunne] of

golJe and of gimmes. |>ane kinge hii dude J>ar ine..and
leide hme mid honure heje in l>an toure, ciaoo Heket 2341
in ..V. Eng. Leg. I. 173 Rijt so he wende to pe stude |>ere

seint thomas lai At is touinbe he feol a-doun a-kneowepinde
wel sore, a 1300 Cursor M. 17798 (Cott.) Yee sal find (»air

tumbs \G6tt. tumbesj tome [= toom]. <ri400 Dcstr. Troy
12113 pis burd was broght to l>e bare toumb. 1474 Caxton
Chesse 93 Thenne they took the body out of the tom()e.

1513 Douglas Aineis v. vii. i6 At the tuml>e [L. iumuluvi\
..Quhair beryit was Hector of maist renoun. 164a Fullkr
Holy i^ Prof. St. in. xiv. 187 Tombes are the clothes of the
dead. 1736^7 Ir. Kcysler^s Prav. (1760) II. 232 The church-
yard is so full of tomb.'i. 1838 Thirlwall Greece W.-avx. 3S9
A tomb, .which w.^s generally believed to contain his bones.

b. trans/. Anything that is or may become the

last resting-place of a corpse.

1812 J. Wilson tsle ofPalms i. 646 The sails now serve

them for a shroud, And the sea-cave is their tomb.

c. A".
1816 Shelley Sunset 42 The tomb of thy dead self. x8i8
— Tlie Past Q Memories that make the heart a tomb. 1907
Nation (N. Y.) 12 Sept. 222/a The office of mayor has been
the tomb of many political ambitions.

2. A monument erected to enclose or cover the

body and preserve the memory of the dead ; a

sepulchral structure raised above the earth. Hence
sometimes a cenotaph. Also formerly, a tomb-
stone erected over a grave.
c 1290 .S". Eng. Leg. I. 102/33 poru? touchingue of seinte

Agace toumbe l>ou5 schalt beo hoi a-non. 1297 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 2617 He bad l>at..me is bodi nome & burede it.. In

an tumbe suil>e hey, l>at hii mi^te hit ver yse. Ibid. 4594
At glastinbury. .at uore ^& heye weued,..As is bones ligge|>,

is toumbe wel vair is. ^1330 R. Hkunne Chron. IVace
(Rolls) 7791 IJyriel> me I>ere..& doj) make a toumbe l>at

longe may last. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur \\. xi. 88 Kyng
Arthur lete make the tombe of kynge Lot passyng rychelj-.

154s Test. A>(?r. (SuTtees) VI. 234 Fortie poundes-.tomake
a tombe over my grave, 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)

304 'I'he common sort haue their Tombes of marble engrauen
with letters. 1657 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Aec, (1896)

234 To make a Toombe ouer his wiues Graue. a 1717 Par-

nell Night Piece on Death 39 The Marble Tombs that

rise on high, Whose Dead in vaulted Arches lye. 1820 W.
Irving Sketch lik., IVcstm. Abbey, I paused to contemplate
a tomb on which lay the effigy of a knight in complete
armour.

3. Regarded as the final resting-place of every

one ; hence sometimes used for the state of death.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Hen. VI vi, Would god the rufull toumbe
had been my royall tione. 1690 Lockk Hum. Und. \\. x.

§ 5 Our Minds represent to us those Tombs, to which we
are approaching. 1769 Gkav Install. Ode 50 Charity, that

glows beyond the tomb. 1777 J. Uvland in Palmer Hk.
Praise (1862) 226 He that formed me in the womb, He shall

guide me to the tomb. 1822 iJvuoN Hcav, Uf Earth 1, iii,

Than to behold the universal tomb.

4. R, C. Ch. Designating a cavity in an altar,

where relics are dejx)sited ; an altar-cavity.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 357/2 Every altar used for the

celebration of mass must, according to Roman Catholic

rule, contain some authorized relics. These are inserted into

a cavity prepared for their reception, called ' the tomb ', by
the bishop of the diocese, and sealed up with the episcopal

seal.

5. attrib. and Comb, a. attrib., as tomb-board

,

-burglary -burglary, -cave, -chambery -chapel,

-dwcllery -house, -paintingy -palace, -reliefy -slab,

temphy etc. b. objective, as tomb-breaker, -maker,

-robber, O. instrumental, etc., as tomb-paved,

-strewn ; tomb-blacky -like ndjs. See also Tomb-
bat, -STONE.

1590 Si'ENSER F. Q. 11. viii. 16 To decke his herce, and trap

his •tomb-blacke steed. 1594 ? Greene Selimus Vlks.

(Grosart) XIV. 269 When thus they see me with religious

pompe, To celebrate his tombblacke mortnarie. 1785

T. Cumber Diary in Home Connties Mag. (1902) IV. 726

The following inscription on a *tomb board. 1631 Weever

Ane, Fun. Mon. 51 These *Tombebreakers, these graue-
diggers. 16^ Wiiitlock Zootomia 408 *Tomb-lJnrglary in
this kind, being so uncouth a Case, as Law never made Pro-
vision against it. 1891 G. F. X. Griffith !r. Pouard's
Christ I. 310 note. Numerous *tomb-caves are still to be
seen hollowed out of the mountain-side. 1906 Petkik Relig.
Anc. Eg^pt iii. 12 In Upper Kgypt at present a hole is left

at the top of the *iomb chamber ; and I have seen a woman
remove the covering of the hole, and talk down to her de-
ceased husband. 1908 Blaclnv. Mag. July 59 Solid •tomb-
chapels had to t>e constructed in honour of the more im-
portant dead. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertne's Anecd. I^aint.

(1786) I. 176 Leland says that.. Henry VII. pulled it down,
and erected the present * tomb-house in its place: 1845
HiBST Com. Mamtnoth, etc. j8 No murmur broke Tht;
silence of that *toml>like spot. 1906 Dk. Argyll A utobio^.
I. ix. 203 The lower church is essentially tomblike. 1580
in^n://ar^/.7?-«/. (1851) VIII. 185 Richard Roiley..*TuniI>e
maker. 1619 RutlandMSS. (1905) IV. 517 Paid to Nycholas
Johnson, tomhmaker, for the finishing of the monument for

the late Larle Roger of Rutland, looli. 1887 Mahaffv
& GiLMAN Alexanders Empire xxix, (i8po) 271 Objects
represented in the *tomb-paintings with their names written
over them. i^x E.din. Rev. Jan. 33 The 'tomb-palaces
of long-dead kings, 1804 J. Grakame Sabbath (1&05) 14
Slowly the tiirong moves o'er the *tomb-p;ived ground.
1906 Macm. Mag. Oct. 896 Such an almost pathetic beauty
is the dominant note of the later *tonib-reliefs o^ Athenian
sculpture. 1853 Hickib Ir, Arisioph. (1872) II. 592 He
would thus be a *iomb-robber. 1908 Athenaeum 21 Mar.
360/3 A tomb-robber could . . remove the jewellery and other
valuable objects buried with the corpse. 1889 Hissky Tour
in l*haeton 329 Ancient and curious •tomb-slabs. 1906
Daily Chron, 20 July 5/5 In a quiet •tomb-strewn grave-
yard among the winding lanes ofWelwyn. 1904 H. Si'fnckr
Autobiog. II. XII. IviL 335 The thing which impressed me
was the *tomb-temple in which we picnic'd.

'. Tomb (t«m), V, Now rare. Forms: see the sb.

[f. Tomb sb,\ cf. It. tombare to entomb.]

1. trans. To deposit (a body) in the tomb; to
lay in the grave, bury, inter, entomb.
*ri33Q R, Brunne Chron. (1810) 48 He lies a Glaslenbire

touinbed, as I went 14.. Sir Beuesi^X.^^yzx He towmbed
ham to geder in (Tere, kyng and quene as they were. 1475
Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 45 And there mnde his faire ende at
Rone, where he lieihe lombid. 1591 Grkrne Maidens
Z>»-fa;«tfWks. (Grosart) XIV.^i6 Let that [body] l>e earthed
and tombed in gorgeous wise. c\tit Chatman Iliad
xxin. 305 Imagine them some monument, of one long since
lomb'd there. 1759 W. Mason Caraetacus Poems (1773) 256
Ve can tomb me in this sacred place. 1809 J. Lumsden
Poems 16 In the Atlantic's bed Tombed ten leagues deep.

b. w^fig, senses of * bury*.
161 1 Heywood6'(7/(/. Age\.\,\iV%. 1874 III. 13 lie toombe

th' usurper in his Infant bloud. 1613 Makston Imat. Coun-
tess I. i, [I'll bury thee] In the Swans downe, and tom1>e
thee in mine armes. 1813 Scott Rokeby 11, xviii, There dig
and tomb your precious heap, And bid the dead your trea-

sure keep.

2. To enclose or contain as a tomb ; to serve as

a tomb for. Hence To'mbing///. a.

A 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. Wks. 1724 II. 512 The Stone
that tombs the Two. 1865 Tennyson On a Mourner vi.

And when no mortal motion jars The blackness round the
tombing sod,.. Conies Faith from tract no feet have trod.

Tombac (tf^'mbsek). Forms : 7 tombaga,
tambayckc, tumbeck, 8 tombago, tambaqua,
tumbanck, taiubac, 9 tombec, tombak, 8-
tombac. [The current form is a. F. tombac (1700
in Hatz.-Darni.) = It. tombaccOy Pg. tambaca, Sp.

iumbaga, a. Malay ^a L»J tamh^ga copper.]

An alloy, of East Indian origin, ofcopper and zinc,

in various proportions, containing from 82 to 99
per cent, of copper. Used in the east for gongs or

bells ; in Europe, under various names, as Prince's

metal, Mannheim gold, etc, as a material for

cheap jewellery.

Red tombac, that containing above 92 per cent, of copp>er.

Yellow tombac^ that containing 82 to 90 per cent. White
tombac, an alloy of copper and arsenic
i6oa Lancaster P'oy. India in Purchas Pilgnms (1625) I.

IM. iii. § 3. 153 All the dishes.. were, either of pure Gold, or
of another Mettall.. called Tambaycke, which groweth of
Gold and Urasse together. i6oa-5 Scorr Disc. Jofa ibid,

iv. § 5. 180 Their drumnies aie huge pannes made of a
metall called Tombaga. i7a7-4i Chambers O-t/., Tambac,
or Tambaqua, a mixture of gold and copper which the
people of Siam hold more beautiful . . than gold itself.

1760-78 tr. fuan <5- Uilva's Voy. (ed. 3) 1. 121 Round
their arms, they (women of Panamal wear bracelets of gold
and tombac. Ibid. II, 60 Jewels set in gold, or for singu-
larity sake, in tombago. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc.
^- Art I. 43 Tombac has still more copper, and is of a
deeper red than pinchbeck. Ibid. II. 399 Copper combines
with five-sixths of arsenic, forming a white, hard, and
brittle alloy;, .it is called white tombac, and is much used
in the manufacture of buttons. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.
^i't//a«i£r 7 10 Tombac. i6lb. of copper, i lb. of tin, and x lb.

of zinc Red Tombac. 5} lb. of copper, and | lb. of zinc...

White Tombac. Copjier and Arsenic. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts
I. 243 Tombak, or Red Br.iss, in the cast state, is an alloy
of copper and zinc, containing not more than 20 per cent, of
the latter constituent. 1864-73 Watts Diet. Chent. II. 47
The most ductile of all the alloys of copper and zinc are
those which contain 84'5 per cent, of copper to i^'$ of zinc

(tombac), and 71*5 copper to 23'5 zinc (brass). . . Karsten.

f b. A musical instrument made of this. rare.

166a J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. i. (i66g) 30 A Tum-
beck, or Timbrel, a Haw-boy, and several Tabours.

C. attrib. y as tombac- brown adj.

1796 KiKWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 30 (Colours) Tombac
brown—metallic yellowish brown. 1811 Pinkerton Petta-
logy I. 194 Granite, with tombac brown mica.
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Tombal (t«*mbal, t^'mbill), a. rare, [f. Tomb

sb, + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a tomb,
1900 Daily News 3 Aug. 5/1 A beautiful tombal monu-

ment, shut in, according to French fashion, by an iron grille.

t Toxubazite (t(>*mbaz3it), Alin. Obs, [Named
in Ger. tombazit by Breithaupt 1838, in allusion to

its tombac colour.] An obsolete synonym of

GEB3D0BFFITB, a sulph-arsenidc of nickel.

1850 Amsted Etem, Geol.^ 3//M., etc. § 46S Nickel green.

Tombazite, Arsenate of nickel, with 36 per cent, of the oxide.

Toxnb-bat. A name for bats of tbe genus

Taphozous, family Emballonuridx^ which frequent

tonibs as their dwelling-places.

1883-96 List Anitn. ZooL Soc, (ed. 9) 105 Ta^hozems
Mudivcntris, Naked-bellied Tomb-Uau Hab. Africa.

Tombe. obs. f. Toom a. empty, Tome, Tombo.
Tomberel, -^1, obs. forms of Tumbbeu
Tombeatere, early form of Tumbestbb.

Tombic (t« mbik, tfj'mbik), a, [f. Tomb sb, +
-ic.) Of, pertaining to, or connected with tombs,

sepulchral : esp. in reference to the view that the

Great Pyramid was a tomb.
187^ PiAzzi Smyth Inherit, in Gi. Pyramid (new ed.) vt.

96 Dtflfcient from either the treasure-theory of the East, or

sepulchral, i. e. tombic, theory of Western minds. Ibid. ^3
The Tombic Theory. 1883 K. A. Proctob Gt. Pyramid m,
17a There are the strongest possible objections against the

credibility of the merely tombic theory (to use a word coined,

I imagine, by Professor Piazzi Smyth, and more convenient
perhaps than defensible).

Tomble, -ed, -er, obs. forms of Tumble, etc

Tombless (t/imli-s), a. [f. Tomb j^. -f- -less.]

Having no tomb or sepulchral monument, destitute

of a grave; unburied. Alsoy^.
1394 Barhfikij) Affect. Shtfh. 11. xxxvi, Fame is toombles,

Vertue Hues for a>-c 1599 Shaks. Hen, K, i. iL 229 Or lay

these bo4ics in an vnworthy Vme, Tomblesse| with no re-

membrance ouer them, a 1814 Orpheus iiL L in Nevu Brit,

Theatre III. 398 Shades of the tombless dead 1 1893 Praeo
Australasia 331 The bleak desert, or the tomblets lea.

m 1849 J.C. Mangan /W^tff (1859) 373 And scorn shall poiiit

ftt our tombless graves. 1855 O. W. Houus Poems 1S8
.Shroudless and tombless they sank to their rest.

Tomblet (t«*mlet). rare, [f. as prec+-LET.]
A small tomb or burial-mound.
1855 Haiiey Spir. I^g. in Mystic^ etc 128 Earth heaves

wUh tomblets, as the sea with waves.

I Tombo (t(rmbtf). Also 8 in F. form tombe.
[Native name.] General African W. Coast name
of the fruit of the wine palm, Raphia vinifera ;

also, the native palm wine obtained from it.

t^Ki4 BarboCs Guinea in CkufxhitCs Voy, V. 144 Tbe
fruit fwoduced bythctoiabe tree, from which they also draw
the wine called bourdon or tombe. 1819 Keks Cycl. s. v.

Ivory^ A species of fruit growing on a sort of jialmtree,

which the natives call tombo or bourbon. 190B Daily
Ckron, 7 l>ec. 4/4 Considerable evidence..adduced to show
that intoxication is more frequent from drinking tombo and
other native brews than from drinking imported s^nrit.

Tombola (t^mbtJla). [a, F, tombola (1878 In

Did, Acad,\ or It, totnboia^ f. tombolare to turn a
somersault, fall upside down, tumble.] A kind of
lottery resembling lotto.

18B0 ' OirtDA* Mottis XV, You have a tombola for a famine,
yoa have a dramatic performance for a flood, you have a
coaccrt for a fire. 1883 Dai/y J^etvs 19 July 5/7 lliere were
various other Chinese articles for sale, and a tomlola with
all prises and no blanks. 1883 li^orld Na 471. 13 One erf*

tbe feattvcs of tbe Savage Club, which b not advertised, 00
account of the Lottery Act, is a tombola. 1907 DeUty Ckrtm,
7 June 7/3 The law has now stepped in, and forbidden the
tombola, on the ground that it would be a contravention o{
the Gaming Act. 'Ihe tombola was arranged on the novel
principle (/no blanks, and a prize for every ticket-bolder.

Tomboy (t^mboi). [f. Tom sb, + Boy sb,]

1 1. A rude, boisterous, or forward boy. Obs,
(Genernlly ao Uken in quo*. « 1553 ; certainly so in 1599.)
a 1553 Udall Roystert). n. iv. (Arb.) 37 Is all your dcfite

and loy In wfaiskyng and ramping abroade like a Tom boy T
t999 MASmwa, etc. Old Law in. ii. Must young court tits

1= young gentlenen courtiers] Play tomboys' tricks with
her, and lie fire T

1 2. A bold or immodest woman. Obs,
1579 ToMSOM Calvin's Serm. Tim. 303/2 Sainte Paule

mcanetb that woihen must not be impudent, they must not
be tomboyes, to be sborte, they must not I>ec vnchast. 1611
Sraks. Cymb. l vi- 12a To be partner'd U ith Tonilxiyes
hyr'd with that selfe exhibition \Vhich your owne Coflcrs
yeeld. 1619 Fletciikh, etc. Knt, Malta it. i, Ve Filly, Ye
Tit. ye Tomlwy ! a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew^ Tom-boy^
a Kamp, or Tonirig.

3. A girl who behaves like a spirited or boisterous
boy ; a wild romping girl ; a hoyden.
1599 LvLV Midas \. \\, If thou shouldest riggc vp and

downe m our iackets, thou wouldM be thought a very tom-
boy. i6u T. STOt;oHTON Chr. Sacrif, xiL 169 Of such
ftbort-baired Gentlewomen I find not one example either in
Scnpture or elsewhere. And what shall I say of such poled
rigs, ramps and Toroboyes T 1656 Blount Ghssogr.^ Tom-
boy, a Rirlc or wench that leaps up and down like a boy.
i73»-6 lUiLEV (folio), Tom-boy a ramping, frolicsome, rude
girl. i8oa in .Spirit Pub. yrnls, VI. 73 The violent exercise
of the skipping-rope, which is.. only fit for some Miss Tom-
t?^*

"*3o "'ss MiTFORD Village Scr. iv. Introd. Let. 7He had no taste for giantesses, and a particular aversion
for hoydf^ns and tomboys and women who trespassed
against the delicacy of their sex. 1888 Mks. H. Ward R.
Elsmerr x. As a rough tomboy of fourteen, she bad shown
Catherine., a good many uncouth signs of afTectitm.

4. allrib.

Vol. X.

1657 Howell Londinop. 398 StooUball, though that strad-
Hng kind of Tomboy sport be not so handsome for Mayds.
1675 Han, W001.LEV Genthnvom. Comp. 52 To laugh, or
express any Tom-boy trick is as bad or worse. 1874 Mrs,
H. Wood Mast. Greylands iv, He saw a great deal to
find fault with in her rude, tomboy ways. i88a Atlantic
Monthly \A,^i Having.. practiced them in a mere romping,
'tom-boy * spirit when she was a young girl.

Hence Toxubo7a*de nonce-wd., an escapade in the

manner of a tomboy; TomboyftQ a., Toinboy:-
Ish a., like or having the character of a tomboy

;

hence Tcmboy ishness ; To'nxboylsiu.
1886 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 516 Reminiscences of scrambles

and *tomboyades when they were girls together. X887 J.
AsHBY Stehrv Lazy Minstrel (1892) 8a Careless and joyful.

..Pet in short petticoats—Truly •tomboyful ! i86a Miss
YoNGE C'tess Kate iv, A child .. certainly "torn-boyish
except for a certain timidity. 1887 ' Edna Lvall ' Knt,.
Errant (1889) 227 A rather tomboyisb young person of
fourteen. 1W3 L. Wingfield A. Rowe III. viL 130 Under
the roughness and *toml>oyi.shness was a heart of real gold.

1876 Miss YoNGE IVomaukind ii, What I mean by ' *tom-
boyism ' is a wholesonte delight in rushing about at full

speed, playing at active games, climbing trees, rowing boats,
making dirt-pies, and the like.

Tombrell, -il, obs. forms of Tumbrel,
Tombstone, tomb-stone (tM*mst<n>n).

1. A horizontal stone covering a grave ; in early

Qse, the cover of a stone coffin, or the stone coffin

itself.

iS^S Stapletoh tr. Bede's Hist, Ch. Eng. 125 The very
same tombestone was found to be of a fyl length for the
quantitie of the bodie. 167a Wilkins Nat. Relig. 28 Sup*
pose he should dig up a large stohe of the shape of an
ancient tomb-stone. 1696 Piiilups (ed. 5), Tomb-stone, a
Stone that is laid over a Grave, with an Inscription upon it.

1715-ao Pope Iliad xvii. 492 Still as a tombstone, never to
be mov'd, On some good man or woman unreprov'd, Lays
its eternal weight. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge i. Sitting
down to take his dinner on cold tombstones. 1898 Saga-
Bk, of Viking CI. Jan. 34 Two hog-back or coped tomb-
stones, supposed to DC one thousand years old.

b. A stone or monument of any kind placed over
the grave of a deceased person to preserve his

memory; a gravestone; including a headstone (or

the like of wood). (E-trly quots. may be in sense i.)

xyii Addison Spect. No. 26 r 5 When I meet with the
Gnef of Parents upon a Toml>-stone, my Heart melts with
C>mpassion. 1711 Steele ibid. No. 518 P 3 There is not a
(tentleman in England better read in Tomb-stones than my
self, my Studies having laid very much in Church-yards.
1793 Smeaton Edystone L.%cj& A. well shaped Tomb-stone
of Granite. 1830 W. Irving Sketch Bk, I. 84 {Rip Van
IVinhlei There was a wooden tombstone in the church yard
that used to tell all about hiin. 1843 Betkunr Sc. Eire-
side Stor. 160 That qiecies of erect tombstone which some
one has. .designated as spectral. 1870 F. R. Wilson CA.
Lindisf. 35 The churchjrard is crowded with tombstones.

^' fig-
c z6ii Chapman Iliadxw. 60 For which thou well deserv'st

A coat of tombstone not of steel in which thou serv'st 1658
{title) Mistrb Shawes Toml)-stonc, . . Becing a Narrative of
Remarkable Passages in the Holy Life and Happy Death
of Mrs, Dorothy Shaw, c^ Brampton. 1755 Smollett Quix.
11. IV. X. (1803) IV. 212, *I swear to that condition ',answcred
Don Quixote: 'and, for the greater security, will put a
tomb-stone over whatever you shall communicate *. 1819

J. MoKnMMCBY Greenland s. 186 One frozen plain. The
mighty tombstone of the buried main. 190a Daily Chron.
24 May 3/1 It puts tombstones to the reputations of many
good olficers and buries tbe blunders of others under cairns
of apologetic explanations.

2. slang, a. A pawn-ticket, b. See quot. 1903.
1883 J. GutBafWooo Odd People in did PL 168 The. .bag

in which tb« ' tombstones ' or pawn-tickets were deposited.

c 1889 Spirting Ttmgs (Farmer), The collection for master
amounted to 41^/., and a tombstone for ninepence on a brown
Melton overcoat. 1^3 Farmer & Hknlev Slang Dict.t
Tombstone, a prcnecting tooth, a snaggle-toolh,

3. atirib, and Comb,
a 1845 Hood Vedemtint it, Just stopped before The tomb-

stone steps that lead us to death's door. 1005 Daily Chron.
94 Apr. 4/s An elderly man was sitting dejectedly on tb6
tombfttooe^haded bench.

Tom cat, tom-cat (tp-m|kje*t). [See Tom sb.d.

In 1760 was t>ubli.shed an anonymous work 'The Life and
Adventures of a Cat ', which became very popular. The
hero, a male or * ram ' cat, bore the name of Tom, and is

commonly mentioned as 'Tom the Cat *, as * Tybcrt theCatte
'

is in Caxton's Reynard the Fox. Thus Tom became a
Cavotirite allusive name fora male cat (see quot. 1791 s.v. Tom
sb, 6) ; and people said * this cat is a Tom or a 'Torn cat '.]

A male cat.

(1760 Life 4- Adv, of a Cett 11 Chap. iv. Tom the Cat is

born of poor out honest parents. Ibid^ 31 The single adven-
tures of Tom the Cat only.] 1809 Malkin ^/V^/aj II. vii.

P 27 The devil fetch th.at tom cat ! 1825 Univ. Songster
{title) The Tortoiscshcll Tom-cat. 1838 Dickens Nich.

Nick, xii, It's enough to make a Tom cat talk French gram-
mar. i8Sx J. Hawthorne Port. Pool \. xxvii, A cur,. un-

expectedly confronted by a large tomcat.

Tom-cod (t/rm|k^*d). Name for several small

fishes. In U. S. : a. The frost-fish (Fbost sb. 7 c)

;

also, loosely, one of various small fishes confused

with this. b. In California, the Jack-fish {Seba-

stodes pau£tspims)y a rock-fish. C. -= KING-PISH d.

In Great Britain : d. A young codfish,

t795 J. Sullivan Hist. Maine 21 The people have torn

cod, or what they call frost fish, smelts, and also alewives in

great plenty. 1838 Haliuukton Clockm. Ser. n. v. 65 ITheyJ
used to.. catch herrin* and tom cods, and such sort o' fish.

1854 Va'MVXX.Lem'esfr, Jrnl. Wks.1890 1. 108 Anold fisher,

man, browner than a tomcod. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Caial,

(ed. 4) 174 Tom Cods, the young of Cod Fi:vh. 1888 Goodk

Atfier, Fishes 123 The King- Fish,., also known. .as the
' Tom-cod ' on the coast of Connecticut.

Tome (t(3um). (Also 7 tombe.) [app. a. F.
tonie (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.), ad. L. iomus, a.

Gr. To/to5 volume, section of a book, f, ablaut
series Tf/<-, roii-^ t/i-, to cut.]

+ 1. Each of the separate volumes which compose
a literary work or book ; rarely, one of the largest

parts or sections of a single volume. Obs,
1519 Horman Vulg. 84 A tome proprely is but a peace

vnperfecte of a boke, neuer the lesse, it is taken for a great
quantyte of a whole warke. 1548 Udall (title) The first

tome of the Paraphrase of Erasmus vpon the newe Testa-
mente. 1549 /^/rf.. The second tome or volume of thePara-
J)hrase of Krasmus vpon the newe testament. 1563 Homi.
ies (title-p.) The seconde Tome of Homelyes, ofsuch matters
as were promysedand Intituled in the former part of Home-
lyes. i6oo J. PoRY tr. Leo^s Africa 11. 53 The said volume
is diuided into three tomes. 1659 Baxter Key Cath. xxv,
151 A large volume containing six Tomes, j&ja J. Fkaser
Polichron. (S.H.S.) 503, 1 read over to him my own Trien-
nial Travells abroadL in 3 tombes. 1731 Hist, Litteraria U.
493 To the IVth Tome will be prefixed a Collection of
..Pieces, relating to the Life and Writings of the Author.

2. A book, a volume ; now usually suggesting a
large, heavy, old-fashioned book.

*S73 (title) The whole workes of. . Tyndall . . Frith, and .

.

Barnes .. collected and compiled in one Tome together,
i6si Hurton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. iv. vii. (1651) 167 To what
end are such great Tomes ? 1730 Shenstone Ode to Health

f
Adieu, Ye midnight lamps I ye curious tomes 1 1789
White Earl Strongbow 1. 159 Father Hugh . .prayed my

acceptance of a little tome, covered with fine vellum. 1849
Miss MuLocK Ogilvies \y. Ponderous tomes, in century-old
bindings,—dusty piles of newspapers. 1890 Hall Caine
Bondman ii. ix, * Bring me the Statute Book ', and the
great tome was brought.

3. A'.
i6a3 Donne Serm.^ Job xxxvi. 2$ (1649) II. xxxl 273
Who knowes..how many volumes of Spheares invoive one
another, how many tomes of Gods Creatures there are?
165,^ Fuller Ttvo Serm. 54 Seventhly, the Booke of men's
Afflictions. Some account this onely a distinct Tome, or
Volume, of the former Booke [Book ofMen's Actions]. 1867
Bailey Univ. Hymn 9 He through your space-spread tome
. . His starry rede To man predictive speaks.

4. A papal letter or epistle. Hist,
[ad. L. totnuSf a. Gr. rd^of, applied esp. to synodical and

pontifical letters or epistles: see Du Cange.]
1788 Gibbon Decl. ^ P. xlvii. (1836) 827 The tome of Leo

was subscribed by the Oriental bishops. 1867 Manning
Petri Privilegium (1871) 73 The Council of Chalcedon was
directed by S. Leo to condemn Eutyches, whom he had
already condemned. The Fathers of the Council would
define nothing until they had heard the Tome, or dogmatic
letter of the Pontiff.

Hence («i?«<rtf-7f^r(/f)Toineoide(tp*mi'-)[-CiDBi],

a destroyer of books ; TcmeftU (tJwmful), as n)nch

as fills a tome ; To*iiielet, a small volume.
1849 CuRZON Visits Monast. 382, I ought, perhaps, to

baveslainthe *tomecide. 1859SALA Tw.ro7/nd Clock (iS6i)

141 How many *tomesful (tfrr^ry&r tomefuls] of gossiping
scandal will be talked I 1S46 Worcester cites Q. Rev. for

*Tomelet. 1884 Irish Monthly Jan. 52 This dainty tomelet.

Tome,obs.f. Taum/Foom. To-melt: seeTo-2i.
Tomentigerous, etc. : see under Tomentum.
Tomentose (tJumcntJus), a, [ad. mod.L, lo-

mcntos-uSj It tomeniosOy f. L. t5meni-um stuffing

for cushions + -OSE.]

1. Bot, Closely covered with down or short

hairs
;
pubescent, downy. Also as second element,

in aIbo-tomentoset covered with white down, fari-
nose-tomentose^ covered with mealy down, etc.

1698 Frver Acc, E, India ^ P. 40 (Plate) Nutu. .whose
tomentose husk taken off, leaves the Areca nut. 1699 Sloans
in Phil. Trans. XXI, 116 Pappous and tomentose Seeds of
Hieraciunty Lisymachia. 1785 Martvn Rousseau's Bot,

xxix. (1794) 455 The surface.. tomentose or nappy under-
neath. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. App. 307 Stem, .glabrous

or sparsely tomentose. 1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes
61 /Vi/Vi fT-aM///* .. externally olivaceous-umber, with a
lacunose albo-tomentose base. Ibid. 269 Externally farinose-

tomentose, pale red or dilute-cinnamon.

2. Entom. and Anat. Flocculent, flossy, woolly,
x8a6 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 276 Tomentose...

Covered with short interwoven inconspicuous hairs. 1853
IJana Crust. I. 240 The pubescence or tomentose covering

is exceedingly short. 1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat. V. 636/1 A
tomentose or., villous condition of the surface. 1871
Peaslee Ovar. Tumors 35 If the latter be purulent, it

becomes fungous, tomentose, reddish.

Tome'IltOTlS, «. [ad. mod.L. tomentos-us or

K. tomenleux : see -oos.] «= Toukntose.
1806 Galpine Brit. Bot. § 285 Leaves cordate, doubly,

serrated, tomentous beneath. x8aa J. Parkinson Outl,
Oryctol. 40 Soft, tomentous, very jagged and porous. 1900
B. I). Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

II Tomentum (t^^mcnt^m). [U : see above.]

1. Bot. The soft down or pubescence growing
on the stems, leaves, or seeds of certain plants.

1699 Sloanb in /*/://. /"raw. XXL 11^ Having very soft

hairs, down, or tomentum, much longer in proportion to the
Seed, then any tomentum I know. 1793 G. Whitk Sel-
^(?r/«(i853) 375 (Obsero. Wild Bee) A sort of wild bee fre-

quenting tbe garden campion for the sake of its tomentum.
1866 Treas. Bot. s,v. Centaureoy Leaves clothed on both
surfaces with a white silky tomentum.
2. Anal. A downy covering or investment ; spec,

the flocculent inner surface of the pia mater, con-

sisting of numerous minute vessels entering the

brain and spinal cord (in full tomentum cerebri),

181 \\\ WixiviLVi. Med, Diet, 1841 Kamsbotiiau O^f/^/r.
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TOM-FOOL. 122 TOMMY.
Meii. (185s) 62 The ovum. -is completely surrounded by a
ihick tomenlum of minute lilamenious, mossy villi.

Hence Tomentl'geroxis, Tomenti'tions, To-
me'ntnlose adjs. : see quots.

i860 Mavne Expos. Lex.s Tomeniiger..^ Enioin,y\\z.v\c\%

the body hairy or downy: *tomentigerous. 1656 IIlount

Glossogr.y *Tomentitious [iomeniitius), made of flocks or

wool. 189S Funk*s Stand. Dict,^ *Tomentulose. 1900

R D. Jackson Gloss. Boi. Terms 272 7Vw«/«/«tf, slightly

tornenlose.

Tomerel, obs. form of Tumbrel.
To*m-fool, ^/'. [f. Tom + Fool j^.i] +a. As

quasi-proi>er name, Tom Fool', a man mentally

deficient ; a half-witted person, Obs.

135(^-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 719 Pro funeracione

Thome Fole [from 1337 frequently mentioned as ' Thomas
fatuus '1- 1565 Calfhill Aus^v. Trent. Crosse 103 b, I might
byd them tell them, as Tom foole did his geese. 1611 J.
Field Panegyr. Verses \\\ Coryat Crudities, Tom-Foole
may goe to schoole, but nere be taught. ?z64o Nezo Serm.

of ne^vest fashion (1S77) 32 A foole reall..such ffooles wee
commonlie expresse by the names of Tom ffoole, Dick ffoole,

and Jack flToofe. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 391 Now though
he didn't know Hannah, Hannah knew him. * More folks

know Tom Fool, than Tom Fool knows', asking Mr.
Preston's pardon.

b. One who enacts the part of a fool in the

drama, etc. ; a buffoon ; spec, a buffoon who
accompanies morris-dancers ; also, a butt, laiigh-

ing-stock.

1650 H. More O&serv. in Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 91
Come out Tom- Fool from behitide the hangings,, .and put

off your vizard, and be apart and intelligible. 1677 W,
Hughes Man ofSin 11. ix. 139 Hut poor Thomas is made a
Tom-fool of; for they make a bridge of his Nose, for ought
I find, and leave him nothing. 1796 Mrs. M, Robinson
Afigeiina 1 1. 131 ' So then I am to be the only properly drest

person at the wedding? In short, the Tom fool of the

company*, said he. 1846 Thackeray Snob^ Papers Wks.
1886 XXIV. 319 A theatre manager. .walking backwards
in a Tom- Fool's coat. 1894 S. E. IVorc. Gloss, s, v. Morris-

dance, In the neighbourhood of Pershore the morris-dancers

go out for about ten days at Christmas-tide, accompanied
by their musician and a ' torn-fool '.

o. A foolish or stupid person ; one who behaves

foolishly. (More emphatic ihan/oo/.)

i7ax Amherst Terrrn Fil, No. 44. (1754) 233 From this

tomfool proceed we to the second, entitled Joseph. 1835
Marrvat Pacha x, I came with the rest of the lom-fools,

x86o Mayhew£//'A Rhine iv. § i, 173 A titled tom-fool, that

some crowned head has been pleased to nickname noble.

1881 liESANT & Rice Chapl. ofFleet I. 78 If they were not
clergymen, I should say they were all tom-fools.

d. atlrih, (in senses b and c).

1819 Scott Fam. Let. 25 Nov., I had some regret in

putting him into that Tom Fool dress, which is so unlike

that of a British soldier. 1879 Sala Paris herself again
(1880) I. X. 151 You may. .wear whatever tomfool costume
you like to assume. 1903 Sat. Rev. 7 Feb. 172/2 The
absolute tom-fool nonsense m which Fielding could indulge.

Hence Tcm-fool z/., zntr. to play the fool;

whence To'm-foo'ling vbi. sb.

1815 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man of Many Fr, I. 181

She began lecturing and tom-fooling with as great a quack
as herself. 1836 — G. Gurney i, All the lovers and their

ladies were to be flirting and tom-fooling about in the

costume of the then present day. 1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec,
In this scene there is very good tomfooling on the part of

King Hoity-Toity..and the Nigger Chamberlain.

Tomfdo'lery, [f. prec. after Fogleey.] The
action or behaviour of a tom-fool ; foolish or absurd

action; silly trilling,

i8it H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Punch's Apotheosis^

Round let us bound, for this is Punch's holyday ; Glory to

Tomfoolery, huzza ! huzza ! 1899 A. Dobson Paladin of
Philanth. lii. 65 That soleum tomfoolery, the Stratford

Jubilee of 1769.

b. With a and//. An instance of this; an ac-

tion, practice, or thing of a foolish or absurd kind.

1840 T, A. Trollope Sumvi. in Brittany I. 58 One of

those solemn torn-fooleries which so much delighted the
middle ages. 1862 Miss Yonge C'tess Kate xii. Come,
don't make a tomfoolery of it. 1885 Huxley in L. Huxley
Life (1900) II. vi. 91 How grown men can lend themselves

to such elaborate tomfooleries.

So To*m-foo'lisli «., of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of a tom-fool ; hence To*m-foo-lishness.

1799 SoUTHEY Nondescripts viii, A man he is by nature

merry, Somewhat Tom-foolish, and comical, very. i88g

J. K. Jerome Three Men in Boat v, Of all the irritatijig

silly tomfoolishness by which we are plagued, this ' weather-
forecast ' fraud is about the most aggravating.

Tomhog, obs. form of Tomahawk,
To'mial, a. Omith. [f. Tomi-um-h-al.] Of or

pertaining to the tomia or to a tomium.
1872 CouES N. Atner. Birds 30 * Commissural edge' of

either mandible (equivalent to 'tomial edge'). x8gS Proc.

Zool. Soc. 7 May 369 The lamella of bone between each
nostril and the tomial margin is relatively wider.

llTomice (tf^'misf, -Vt). rare. [f. Gr. type

*7oiJitKrj (sc. Tf'xvi;), f, TOfuKds that cut?.] The art

of carving.
1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. (1769) 16 As to working in wood

or ivory, tomice. 1710 in J. Harris Lex. Techn. II.

t To-mi'd, Z?'^/. Obs, \W\L.tomydti.Toprep.
+ MiD.] In or into the midst of, amid.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) lo He sle5e and powre in water

Jjenne To myd ^ pot, as I the kenne.

f Tp-miflg, adv. ViXiA prep. Obs, [OE. Id-middes,

MK. lo-medis, f. To prep, \-middes : see MiDs.]

A. adv. In or into the midst.

Bcowul/ 3141 [Hie] Ale^don Sa to middes maime Jwoden.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 56 Scteon feower hcalfc b-'es ceapes,

and an to middes. a 1400 Sir Perc. 1202 Heroghte wele the
lesse Awther of lyfe or of dede, To-medis that he were in

a stede, Thar he myghte riste hym in thede A stownde in

sekirnesl

B. prep. In or into the midst of, (Only OE.)
c xooo Ags. Gasp. John i. 26 Tomiddes eow stod |>e ^e ne

cunnon. c 1000 Mi.fric Saints' Lives xxiii. 609 Hine J>anon
ealle atu^an tomiddes J^tere cyplnge.

11 Tomiu (iomrn). Also 6 -yne, 7 -ine. [Sp.]

A Spanish measure of weight for silver, equivalent

to 9.26 grains; also, b. in Spain and Spanish

America, the name of various small silver coins.

In Hollvia, a coin equal to one-fifth of the Bolivian dollar,

i.e. about eightpence ; in Paraguay, a coin worth 2 reales or

nearly fivcpence iCrnt. Diet., Supp.).

[1599 MiNSHKU Span, Diet., Tomin, a kinde of weight
weighing the q,uantity of a Reall in Spaine, neere sixpence
I'.",nglish.] 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 454 Fine Tomynes, that

is, fine Royals of plate, which is iust two shillings and sixe

pence. 1604 E. G[rimstonk] tr. D'Acosta's Hist, Indies
IV. xxii. 27a In Potozi it is readily worth foure peeces, and
five Tomines.

f c. As the name of a weight used by jewellers.

1658 Phillips, Tomin, a certain weight among Jewellers,

weighing about three Carrats. 1717 Blount's Law Dict.^

Tomin, a Weight so called amongst Goldsmiths and
Jewellers, and is twelve Grains.

Tominorie : see Tom-noddy i.

Tomiparous (t^mi-paras), a, Biol. rare. [f.

mod.L. iomipar-iis (f. Gr. to/x^ cutting, section +

L. 'par-tis producing) + -ous,] Multiplying (as a
cell or organism) by division ; fissiparous.

i860 Mayne Expos. Lex.f Tomiparus .

.

, applied by Bory
to plants and animals which are nmltiplied by cuttings or
division, i.e. by separation of parts: tomiparous, 1887
W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 272 The external papillse

are formed by the ends of short, hair-like, tomiparous cells,

which are remarkable from their habit of breaking off at the
joints under slight pressure.

Tomiatic, variant of Thomistic.

IJ Tomium (t^u'miiSm). Omith. PI. tomia
(-ia). [mod.L., f, Gr.To/x-os cutting, sharp + L. -imn
(cf. Gr. T^^iiov a sacrifice cut up, also rofittov inci-

sion).] Each of the cutting edges of a bird's bill.

1834 R. MuDiE Brit. Birds I1841) I. 349 They. .do not
peck, .or grind hard substances between the oblique tomia.

1874 Coves Birds N". IV. 622 Bill greenish-yellow, chrome
along the tomia. 1890 — Field ^ Gen. OrnitJiol. Ii. 152
The mandibular tomium.

Tomjohn, corruption of Tonjon.
Tomkin, -king, obs. variants of Tampion, plug.

Tomling, a young tom cat : see under Tom,
Tommahaui:, obs. form of Tomahawk.
Tommy (tfJ'mi). [dim. or pet form of ToM:

cf. balty^t dollyi Bobby^ Teddy, etc.]

1. With capital T : Familiar form of Thomas,

b. A simpleton ; also, short for iotnmy-noddy

(= Tom-noddy i). dial.

1839 Bowles Days Departed 44 The tandem-driving
Tommy of a town. 1833 P. J. Selby Illustr, Brit.

Orniihol. II. 439 Puffin. .Tommy-nodie, Tommey. 1847-78
Halliwell, jTiJ/ww/y. .a simple fellow. xZ^ Leeds Mercury,
Suppl. 6 May (E.D.D.), He's as big a Tommy as iver I

knew.

C. Short for Tommy Atkins : see 7.

1853 Kipling Manylnvent. 28, 1 was . . with sixty Tommies
—private soldiers, that is. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 26 Jan. 7/1
An occasional detachment of Tommies with the attendant
coolies and sweepers. 1901 Daily Graphic 23 Feb. 7/4
A vigorous protest is being made on behalf of the dignity
of the liritisn line against the use of the too familiar sobri-

quet 'Tommy'. xv>T Black%v. Mag. Nov. 651/2 A group
of Tommies in uniform.

2. A soldiers* name for the brown bread formerly

supplied as rations (also brown tommy) ; with a
and //., a loaf of bread (dial,) ; among workmen,
Food, provisions generally, esp. those carried with
them to work each day. Soft tommy, white tommy:
see quot. 1796. See also Tammje.
App. personified as Tommy Broton, altered to bro7vn
Tommy and tommy. Similarly a hunk of grey bread
distributed at Minto House, as part of a Hogmanay gift to

the village children, used to be called Tarn Gray.

1783 [see quot. 1830]. 1796 Grose Diet. Vulg. T. s.v.,

Soft Tommy, or white Tommy ; bread is so called by sailors,

to distinguish it from biscuit. 1803 in Spirit Puo. Jrnls,
VII. 352 A high sea,. .without a bit of soft Tommy to put
into your lantern jaws. 181 1 Lex. Balatr. s.v., IJrown
Tommy; ammunition bread for soldiers; or brown bread
given to convicts at the hulks. 1825 Brockett N, C. Words,
Tommy, a little loaf. ' A soldier's tommy '. 1830 in W.
QohXif^X Rur. Rides {iZZ'^ II. 353 When I was a .recruit at

Chatham barracks, in the year 1783, we had brown bread
served out to us twice in the week. And, for what reason
(Jod knows, we used to call it tommy... Auy one that could
get white bread called it ' bread ', but the brown stuff. . was
tailed 'tommy'. 1846 Camp^ Barrack-Room ii. 16 After

I had breakfasted ui>on tommy and insipid coffee. 1865
Slang Diet., Tommy, bread,—generally a penny roll. Some-
times applied by workmen to the supply of food which they
carry, .as their daily allowance. 1911 H. F.Ruttkr 7,^/.

to Editor, Used in provincial dialects and invariably by
English navvies as a synonym for food. '1 was that bad
I couldn't eat my tommy'. 'Go into the stable and give

that old horse his tommy .

b. Goods ; esp. provisions supplied to workmen
under the truck system ; also, short for tommy-
shop, and for the truck system.

1830 [implied in fommy-shop, system in 6]. 1845 Disbabli
Syhil 111. i, iJiggs* tommy is only open once a-week. ibid.

III. iii, What are you domg here, tittle dear?; very young
to fetch tommy. 1856 Ifouseh. Words 21 Jun« 545/1 'I'he

navvy knows that he is a helpless being if he cannot get his
tommy j and this word . . signifies beef, bacon, cheese, coffee,

bread, butter, and tobacca i860 Slang Diet., Tommy, a
truck, barter, the exchange of labour for goods, not money.

3. As the name of something small of its kind.

a. See quot. a 1825, b. A spanner; a screw-driver.
a 1825 FoRBV Voc. E. Anglia, Tommy, a small spade to

excavate the narrow bottoms of under-drains {xZg^ Gloss.
E. Anglia adds ' Also a small wrench used by engiueers 'I

1844 Civil Eng. <V Arch. Jrnl. VII. 35/1 On giving motion
to the screw, which is effected by means of a tommy, or
spanner. x88i Hasluck Lathe Work 179 Hooked tommys
are employed to actuate all those capstan headed screws
and nuts which from insufficiency in the depth of the holes
do not afford a hold for the ordinary straight forward tommy.

C, The smallest of the gazelles, Thomson's
gazelle, of East Africa. [Here orig. from Thomson^
1906 Westm. Gaz. 2 June 2/2 It is a pretty sight to see

a herd of the graceful little Thomson's gazelle (locally called

Tommies) mingling with a flock of sheep and goats. 191a
Contemp. AVz'., Liti Suppi. Jan. 137 Mr. Barnes came across
the gigantic eland. .Grant's gazelle. Tommy, oryx [etc.).

4. A gold-washing trough ; = Tom 4 a.

189c Pull Mall G. 10 Aug. 2/1 At the end of the tiny
creek^ where a ' tommy * was .. set in motion to wash the
alluvial soil and extract the tiny glittering particles of gold.

5. (Usually soft tommy.) Pewter solder

(Pkwteb 6) used by jewellers.

1877 G. E. Ger Practical Gold-worker 137 ' Soft solder

'

..commonly called in the jewellery trade 'soft tommy'.
1913 Let.from Jeweller to Editor, Tommy or soft tommy
means the ordinary lead or pewter solder that is in common
use for repairing Britannia metal or lead articles.

6. attrib, and Comb. ; chiefly in senses 2, 2 b, as

tommy-box, -master, system; tommy-bag, a bag
in which a workman or school-boy carries his day's

food ; tommy-book, an account book of goods
supplied on the truck system ; tommy-cod =
ToM-cOD a, ; tommy-day, a day on which a
tommy-shop is open ; Tommy Dod(d, the * odd
man* in odd-man-out (Odd D. 2); tommy-hole,
one of two or more holes in a nut, into which steel

pins can be inserted to turn it ; tommy-long-legs,

the daddy-long-legs; tommy-noddy, -norie =
ToM-NODDY ; tommy-plough = torn-plough (ToM
sb, 7 a); tommy-ro*t, nonsense, bosh, twaddle;

hence tommyro'tic a. [after erotic^ nonsensical;

to*mmy-shop, a store (esp. one run by the em-
ployer) at which vouchers given to employees
instead of money wages may be exchanged for

goods; a truck-shop; ^so attrib.; Tommy-touch-
wood, the game of ' touch wood *,

1873 Slang Diet. s.v. Tommy, *Tommy-Bag is the term
for the bag or handkerchief in which the (workman's tommy
or] * daily bread ' is carried. 1845 Disraeli Sybil 111. i. You
know as how Juggins applied for his balance after his
*tommy-book was paid up. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 2 July 5/2
The rescuers ultimately found the two men alive in the old
workings.. .Without food, their '"tommy' boxes having
been washed away by the flood, they subsisted on a few
candles. 1879 J. Burroughs Locusts ^ W, Honey, Halcyon
(1884) 310 rrom Riviere du Loup, where we passed the
night and ate our first '*Tommy-cods'. 1845 Disraeli Sybil
ni. iii, It's grand 'tommy-day you know. 1873 Slang
Diet., *Tommy-Dodd, in tossing when the odd man either

wins or loses, as per agreement. X884 Punch 16 Feb. 73/2
A gambling game known as 'Tommy Dod ' is extensively
practised. 1^7 Pehberton Compi. Cyclist 125 The head
nut, which could be made with a milled edge, and with
•tommy holes to start it if stuck beyond finger power. 1863
Atkinson Stanton Grange (1864) 84 Large flies, may-flies,

*tommy.longlegs, and grasshoppers, i860 Slang Did.,
* Tommy-master, one who pays his workmen in goods, or
gives them tickets upon tradesmen, with whom he shares
the profit 1849 W. & H. Ravnbird A^ric, Suffolk 301
The tom or *to/nmy plough is a plough with a double breast

for ridging, or for clearing out furrows. 1884 Moore Mum-
mer's Wfe (1887) 25 Bill.. said it was all

* 'Tommy rot'.

1899 MarvKingslev W. African Stndxx. 41 My f<-llow new-
comers., thought nothing of calling some of our instructor's

best information * Tommy Rot'! 1895 Chicago Advance
4 July 4/1 A whole school of what has been humorously
called erotic and *tommyrotic realists, .asserting that pro-

gress in art requires the elimination of moral ideas. 1830 in

W. Cobbett Rur. Ridts (1885) II. 354 A *tommy shop: a..
place containing every commodity that the workman can
want, liquor and house-room excepted. 1833 Wade Hist,

Mid. ^ WorkingClasses (1S25) 113 An effort was made by i&
2 Wm. IV. c. 37 to put an end to what are termed tommy
shops, and the practice so general.. of paying wages in

goods, in lieu of coin and banknotes. 1845 Disraeli Sybil
in. i. note, 'i'he Butty generally keeps a Tommy or Truck
shop, and pays the wages of his labourers in goods. i88a

Standard 26 Dec 2/3 The 'foggers', or 'Tommy shop'
men, live lives of contentment, . . at the expense of the poor
nail-workers. 1830 in W. Cobbett Rur, Rides (1885) II.

352 In the iron country.. the truck or 'tommy system
generally prevails. 1876 Miss Braddon % Jiaggard's
Dau. ix, The children playing 'Tommy Touchwood under
the chestnuts.

7. Tommy Atkins. Familiar form of Thomas
Atkins, as a name lor the typical private soldier in

the British army : for origin, see Thomas 3; hence

trans/, a private in any army ; also, one of the

rank and file in any organization,

1883 Sala in Illustr. Lond. Ne^vs 7 July 3/3 Private

Tommy Atkins, returning from Indian service. 1887 St-



TOMMY.
AnJrews Cifiten (Dixon), In the privacy of his house
'ronimy Atkius may..huiU his baby in bis arms. 189a
Kipling Barrtuk-r. BaliadSy Tommy, God bless you,
Tommy Atkins, We're all the world to you. 1893 F. Adams
Nctv Egy/>t 101 The Egyptian Tommy Atkins inspires one
rapidly with feelings of sheer affection, 1898 E. J. Hardy
in United Service Mag. Mar. 646 Some years ago. Lord
Wolseley..said, 'I won't call him Tommy Atkins myself,
for 1 think it is a piece of impertinence to call the private
soldier Tommy Atkins *. ibid. 649 From talks with these
men, I have leamed to know and re9|>cct Tommy Atkins.

Hence To'mmy v., trans, to subject to the tommy
system ; to enforce the truck system on ; To'nuny-
hood, the condition or state of a Tommy.
184s Disraeli Sybil in. i. The fact is we are tommied to

death. 185^ J. AIiller Alcohol (1858) 66 note. The razor is

kept from 1 ommy in his Tommyhood.
Tom-noddy (tp-min(?-di). [f. To« + Noddy jii.i]

1. A local name of the Puffin {fralenulaarciica).
Also Tommy Noddy, Tom or Tommy noru, and
Tammie-norU : see Taumie 2.

17OT Tominories (see Tamhib i\ 1771 Pehnakt Tour
Scoll. in ijdg 36 Puffins, called here Tom Noddies. 1793
Statist. Ace. Scot. V. 189 Tomnorries, fyres, calloos. 1805
Babby Orkney m. L 305 The Puffin.. or tommy noddie of
this jjlace, is seen very often. i8u Hibdert Descr, Shell.
IsL iiL 401 Numberless flocks of birds, such as gulls and
scarfs; and along with these,. .the Tomnorry. 1885 Swain-
bom Provinc. Names Birds 219 Puffin ..Tom noddyt or
Tommie norie (Farn Islands; Scotland).

2. A foolish or stupid person ; = NODDT sb^ I.

i8a8 Crave* Gloss., Tom-noddy, ..a tomfool. 1833 T.
Hook Parson's Dan. 11. xiv, Why, what a torn-noddy you
have made yourself !.. that is, if you care for the Parson's
Daughter. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shais. Char. vi. 144 Our
brother John does at times contrive to make a prodigious
Tom-noddy of himself.

To-mom (t«Jm^jn), adv. and sb. Now dial, or
arch. Forms: a. i to mor5(en)ne, i-2tomorsen
(to morbsen), 3 to morjen, 3-4 to morwen, 4
to morewen, 5 to morowen, to moroun. 0.
4-5 tomome, 4-6 to mome, 4- to-mom ; 6, 9
tomom, 9 diai. to moom. 7. i to meme, to
m^rsen, 3 to marjan, 3 to marten, marhen,
mserjen, marwen, marewene. [f. To prep. 7 +
OE. morienne, dative of morgtn, m(r^en, Moiur,
which lee for ulterior etymology. The syncopated
le mom appears first in northern dial., and is

still the vernacular form in a great part of northern
England. (In Sc. l/u mom : see MoB» 3d.)
Beside /(>/ni»-r<c»)»K, OE. had also on mor^ne (Beow.T^S^),

on mortu [Bxaa's Hist. 11. vi) in the sense " on the morrow
'.J

A. adv. = To-MOBKOW adv. 1. Obs. in literary

Eng. c 1500. Revived as poetical archaism c 185a
a. C897 K.JELniio(7regorysPasl.C.x\iy.}i^Oa,Sccum

to morscn IHatton MS. to morscnnej c looo 'ro-morh^en
(see quol. c-oso in vl. £1050 Kyrhl/ertli's Handboc in
AngUa VIII. 313 We nyton hwxSer we molon to mor-
Xen. ami Aiar. R. rji He to dai, icb to morwen.
"33° K. Brunnc CAnM. tyact (Rolls) 9081 To morewen
schul t>ey ba|>e be ichenL 13.. in Pol. Ret. n L. Poems
< 1 866) 322 To morwen y mai beon wiboute. 1413 Pilgr. SowU
(Caxlon) IV. xxxviii. (1859) 63 Abydeth for to morowen.
P. a 1300 Cursor jl/. 1 1148 (Coll.) Vee ga 10 morn wen it es

dai To bethleem. 1375 Bamouh Brnce u 124 AIss weill
to-mum as Viistetday. ^14*0 Anturs o/Artk. 437 Vet fwii
shalt be mached be mydday to mome. c 1475 Rait/Coit^ar
85 To-morne, on the morning, quhen thow sail on lei p. X483
Caxtoh Gold. Ltg. 38 b/l 'To mom ye shal see f glorye M
our lord, a 1547 SuauY ^neid iv. 150 To mome ax soon
as Tiun shall ascend, itsg Robinson Whitby Gloss. 9. v.,
' I'll see thee to moorn '. 1856 Dobell Lyrics in H'ar
Time, Tommy's Dead, Slop the mill lo-inorn, boys, 1870
Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 125 Hide thou with us lo-mom.
»•«»*» Lindisf. Gi'if. Luke xiiL 32 Ha:lo ie 8erh-doe..

<odsei5 & lomeme [c 1000 Ags. Gotf. lo-morbxeni eiite
HattoH \o-morf,tn\. exaaa K.\.nK Gram, xxxviii. (ZJ
224 Cras, to mermen, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 31 "To marvul
hit (bole) him is awane. c iaa< Lay. 16066 Heo cume3 to-
maer^en. Ibid. 23661 pal seal beon tomar>;n. a laas Leg.
Kaih. 645 Sele, lesu, swucche sahen i mi mu8 to marhen.

b. la antithesis to to-day : see To-day i b.

o. Followed by diy, eve {obs.), by mom,
morning, night 'dial.). Cf. Sc the morn's momin'

,

the mortis nicht.
c 1*0$ Lay. 1773' K.r 10 marwen eue. a ijoo Cursor M.

15343 (Colt.) Tomorn dai sal i be dempt (Jn rode Ire 10
hang. i8ot Andkrs'jm Cumberld. Ball. 18 To mworn-
omworn, i' this seanw pleace, Well hae the slwory out.
i«S5 Robinson iVhitby Gloss., To Moorn I moom, or To
Moorn't mooming, lo-morrow morning. Ibid., To Moom'l
iteieht, to-morrow night.

B. sb. »= To-MOKBOW sb. i.

Truly substantival u.ses are late, but they were led up to
by uses of the adv. in which it might be taken as sb^, e. g.
when preceded by till./rom ; cf till then,/rom now.
ctaog I^Y. 26303 Nu lo-morien is ^ d>ei. 13.. Cursor

ff- 3758 (Fairf.) In \n: deu and gresse of thorne Sal be H
Ueuinge fra to-morne. 1375 Barbour Bruce i. 621 Thar-
wilh aw;|fsit lie, Till to morn, that ^e be set. c 1410 Atmv.
Artlu viii, I may haue my leuynge Her lille to-morne atte
d.ny. CI440 I'orli Myst. xxxvL 276 To-inorne is our dcre
jabott dave. c 1450 St. Cuthtert (Surlees) 3873 To mome
haly sonday is. 1870 Morris F.arthly Par. II, in, 161
Kager, bright-eyed, and careless of tomorn.
To-morrow (nJm()rff«), adv. and sb. Forms :

a. 3 to moruwo, 3-5 to morewe, 3-6 to morowe,
to morwe, 4 to mone. /S. 4 to moru, 5 to
morw, to morow, 5-() to morrowe, 6 tomorow,
6-8 to morrow, 6-9 tomorrow, 6- to-morrow.
Regularly written as two words till 1500 and
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usually so till «-i7.io. [ME. from to mor)en, to
vionven (see To-mokn), with dropping ol linal -n,
and later of-^, as in inflexions of nouns and vbs.,
etc. When the final e was lost, w was vocalized
to -ov), as in arrow, borrow, sorrow. Cf. MoKBOW.]
A. adv. 1. For or on the day after to-day j for

or on tile morrow.
c IJ7S Passion our Lord 140 in O. E. Misc. 41 Er hit beo

day to morewe al ot>er hit schal go. c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I.

393/29 f>us time_ to-moruwe cum a^ein. 1197 R^ Glouc.
(Rolls) 2838 Hii wolle|> tomorwe ariue at te bauene of
toteneys. c i3ao Sir Tristr. 2089 To morwe y schal hir se.
ci^Sir Ferumb. 3513 To-morje on l>e spryng of be day
. . to be p.-tuyllouns take t>e way. 138J Wyclif Ecclus. xx.
16 To day leeneth a man, and to moru (1388 to morewe] he
asketb it bi pie. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1544 Thanne
heipe me lord tomorwe in my bataille. 1496 kx3DEij,\ Poems
25 To-morw or hit be day. 1484 Caxton Faliles 0/Msop
V. viii, To morowe on the mornyng . . sende me a dyssh ful of
mylk.

^ 1568 Grafton Chron, II. 368 Euery day in the
weeke it was sayde, he departeth to morwe. a 1638 Preston
New Covt. (1634) 43s This doing of it now, and now, and to
morrow, and to morrow, these little distances deceive us,
and delude us. 1709 Prior Song ' If ivine ^ music have
the piytfer'. But She to Morrow will return, i^gj Outing
(U.S.) XXIX. 383/2 'Sometime; not to-day; to-morrow .

This is the stereotyped answer which a Turk h.TS always at
his tongue's end.

b. in antithesis to to-day : see To-day A. i b.

t 2. On the morrow after the day mentioned.
Sc. Obs.
a 1699 Kirkton Hist. Ch. Scot. (1817) 126 After he hade

drunk liberally in the Advocate's house that .same day,
went to bed in health, but was taken up stark dead to-
morrow morning. 1717 Wourow Let. to f. Hart 8 Oct., A
committee for peace w.is proposed to-morrow, who heard the
ministers and Mr. Anderson upon the beads of complaint.
B. sb.

L The day after this day ; the next succeeding
day; the morrow, a. tiiiet till, unlo,from, yi\ieie

it may be adv. b. clearly sb.
a. c 1386 Chaucer Melib, r 829 The goodnesse (>at thou

maysl do this day, do it, . . ne delaye it nat til to morwe. i^
Caxton Chas. Gl. 11. 11. xi. 131 It is better to abyde tyl 10
morowe. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 98 b, Knowest
thou whether he shall Hue vnto to morowe,

•>• 'S3S Cqverdale Prm. xxvii, 1 Make not thy boost
of tomorow. 1600 Fairfax Tassow. v, To morrowes sun
shall spread his timely raies, a 1667 Cowley Ess. in
Verse f, Prose, Danger Procrastiuation, Our Yesterdays
To morrow now b gone. 17H XoDisonSpett. No. 163 r n
A..Story.^which I shall relate al length in my To-morrow's
Paper. 1758 Franklin Prel. Addr. Pennsylv. Alm.,One
to-day ^is_ worth lwo_ to-morrows. 183a Tknnyson May
"

'

~"
ow 'ill be the happiest time of all the glad
LoNCF. Psalm Life iii, To act, that each

gueen i. Tomorrow 'ill be the happiest time of all the glad
ew.year. 1S18 LoNCF. Psalm Life iii

"
to-motrow Find us farther than to-day.

2. atlrib. with times of the day : to-morrow morn-
'"St forenoon, afternoon, evening, night, dinner-
time; also f to-morrow day. The combination is

used both as sb. and as adv.
c i»7S .IfAY. 17733 Are to morewe bene. 138* WvcLir

Acts xxiii. 20 That lo morwe day Ihou bringe forth Poul
into the counceil. 1470 85 Malory Arthur 1. x.iiii. 70 He
commaunded that.. his best hors and armour.. be withoule
the cyte or to morowe daye. SS39 Bible (Great) Ma/t. vi.

34 Care not then f)r the morow, for lo morowe day shall
care for it selfe. 1588 Shaks, L. L. L. hi. L 161, 1 wil come
to your worship to morrow morning. 1^ — 1 Hen. /K,
II. IV. 564, I will by to morrow Dinner time. Send him to
answere thee, i«8i OrwAV Soldiers Fort. iii. i. He shall
be Crows-meats^ by to-morrow Night. 178a Miss Burney
Cecilia vili. iii. To-morrow morning I shall out call to see how
she is. Mod, Can you spend to-morrow evening with us?
3. Phrase, To-morrow come never, a day that

will never arrive; 'when two Sundays meet to-

gether'; 'on the Greek Kalends'.
_ 17*5 Bailey Erasm. Colloq. (1878) I. 70 He shall have
it 111 a very little Time... When? Tomorrow come never?
[orig. eui Caleudas Grxcas\. 1770 Colman Man ^ Wife
III. 46 Marc. Very soon, my dear I to-day, or to-morrow,
Dcrhaps. Sally, To-morrow come never, I believe. sSaj
Bhockett N. C. Gloss, s. V. Nat'er, I'o-morrow come
nivver—when two Sundays meet together.

Hence {noncewds.) To-mo'rrower, one who puts
off till to-morrow ; a procrastinator ; To-moT-
Towiaga., that procrastinates ; To-mcrrowness,
the distinctive quality of Iwing to-morrow,
1810 CoLERiuCE Lett., to Wife (189s) 563 He is as great

a to-morrower to the full as your poor hu-sband. 1880
G. Meredith 7'rrt^/(- C*»/«, xiv, Thepostponer, thedeferrer,
or, as we might s,ty, the lo-morrower. 1834 J. M<^Culloch
Scotl. IV, 300 'I ric Cras hoc Jiet of this tomorrowing
country, 1897 Bookman Nov. 335 If to-morrow. .in its

essential to-morrowncss, has no objective existence.

Tomp, obs. form of Tump. Tompeon, -ping,
-pion, tompkln : see Tampion.

Tompion (tp-mpian). ? Obs. [From the name
of Thomas Tompion, a noted watchmaker in the

reign of Queen Anne.] A watch made by Tompion
or of the same type. Also atlrib., as Tompion
clock, watch.
I7»7 Vovv.,^\.z. Art0/Sinking x.^\ Lac'd in her Cosinsnew

appear 'il the bride, A Bubble-Dow and Tompion at her side.

I7a7 Swift Circumcision E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 164
A 'Tompion's gold watch (which was given her by Mark
Anthony). 17*9 Art 0/ Politicks 10 Think we that modern
words eternal are? Toupet, and Tompion, Cusins, and
Colmar Hereafter will be called by some plain man A Wig,
a Watch, a Pair of .Stays, a Fan. 1837 Dickens Pickiv.

xxxvi, A spacious saloon ornamented with. .a music gallery

TOM-TOM.
and a Tompion clock. 1871 Miss Braddon R. Ains/ei^A
xii, I looked at my watch, a bulky Tompion with a clumsy
outer case of leather.

Tom Piper, Tom Poker : see Tom s6. 7 c.
Tompon, variant of Tampon,
Tom-pudding, Tom-rig : see Tom sb. 8 b, 7 a.

t Tom-pung, original form of Puno sb.2, q. v,

Tom Thumb. [In reference to diminutive
stature : cf. Thumb sb. 3,]
1. A dwarf or pigmy of popular tradition or fable,
whose history was common as a chap-book ; hence
a name for a dwarf or diminutive male person

;

also contemptuously, a petty or insignificant per-
son, a pigmy holder ofa high position. Also atlrifi.

1579 FuLKE Heskins' Pari. 235 They feigned him to be
a little child like Tom Thumb. 1611 R. Johnson (title\
The History of Tom Thumbe. 1630 (title) Tom Thumlje,
his Life and Death, 1G61 Needham Hist. Eng. lieb. 74
Princes are brav'd by Jack and Jill, Wat Tilers and Tom
Thums. i6«s Sum. Aff. Netherl. 93, Jan, 20. 1631, they
Voted our Tom Thombs a free State forsooth, and Common-
wealth. <H7oo B. E, Diet. Cant. Crew, Tom.thumb, a
Dw.-irf. 1806 Naval Chron. XV. 159 The Tom Thumb
egotism., of the Corsican Usurper. \?&gN. W. Line.Glos!.,
Tom Thuntb, a small and insignificant person, 1907 Daily
Chron. 6 Feb. s/j ' Tom Thumb ' is a name generally given
by showmen to lilipulians. Thefirslholderof this 'title^was
Charles Stratton, who was brought to London by Barnum,

2. atlrib. Applied to dwarf varieties or specimens
of animals or plants ; also, ellipt. or absol. as sb.

a. A kind of dwarf oyster, b, A dwarf variety of
cabbage, lettuce, or other vegetable, of antirrhi-
num, nasturtium, or other flower.
1876 Rep. Set. Committee Oyster Fisheries ^afi Those

oysters which you call buttons, I believe, or which some
people call Tom Thumbs. Ibid, ji/i A sort of dwarf oyster,
or Tom Thumb oyster, would pass through the two-inch
ring. 1898 iVestm. Gas. 29 Oct. 1/3 He had gone on sowing
radishes and broccoli—making odd signs with pieces of stick
and coloured paper to mark * tom.thumb * or ' giant ',

' early

'

or 'late' [varieties]. Mod. The Tom Thumb nasturtiums
are preferable to the long straggling forms. Are the antir.
rhinums Tom Thumbs?
3. A popular name of some British wild flowers,
1886 Britten & Holland Eng. Plant-n., Tom Thumb,

I.athyrus pratensis. Berks. .. Suss. /W</., Appendix, Tom
Thumb,. .Lotus corniculatus. Oxf,

Tom Tiddler's ground." Also dial. Tom
Tickler's, Tittler's, Tinker's ground. Name of
a children's game.
One of the players is Tom Tiddler, his territory being

marked by a line drawn on the eround; over this the other
players run, crying ' We're on Tom Tiddler's ground, pick-
ing up gold and siTver '. They are chased by Tom Tiddler,
the first, or sometimes the last, caught taking his place.
1813 E. Moor Suffolk IVds. ft Phr. 437 Tom Tickler's

i'rOT<«</, a juvenile sport. 1861 Miss VoNGE Stokesley
Secret ii. ^4 She heard the joyous cry behind her—' I'm on
Tummy Tittler's ground. Picking up gold and silver '. 1880
Mrs. Lynn Linton Rebel o/Fami/y il. xvi. Squalid chil-
dren played about the door and made their Tom Tiddler's
ground of the steps and street.

b. Iransf. Any place where money or other
consideration is ' picked up ' or acquired readily ;

also, a disputed or ' debatable territory, a no man's
land between two states' {Slang Diet,).
1848 OlcKENs Domlvy xxxvi. Now, the spacious dining*

room with the company seated round the glittering t:ible,.

.

might have been taken for a grown.up exposition of Tom
Tiddler's ground, where children pick up gold and silver.

1861 — Tout Tiddler's Ground 'l, 'And why Tom 'Tiddler's

ground ?
' said the Traveller. ' Because he scatters halfpence

lo IVamps and such-like
', returned the Landlord, 'and of

course they pick 'em up', 1890 'R. Boldbrwood' Col.
Reformer (1891) 290 He.. had come on to. .'Tom Tidler's
ground,., gold ..was sticking out of the soil everywher&
1^10 W, SiciiEL Gtcnbervie Jrnls. l 6 Ireland was then the
Tom 'Tiddler's ground of parliamentary fortune hunters,

Tom-tit,tomtit(tc-initi-t). Also 8 Tom teet.

[See Tit sb^^ 3.] A common name of the Blue
Titmouse {Parus atruleus) ; also locally, of the

Coal Titmouse {P. ater), and the American /', alri-

capillus ; incorrectly of other small birds, as the
Wren, and the Trec-creejier.

1709 Steele Taller No. 112 p 2 To spare the Life of
a 'Tom.'Tit, 1711 Addison Sped. No. 5 P7 The Singing
Birds will be Personated by Tom-tits. 1796 Morse
Amer. Ceog, I. 311 Tom 'Teet, Parus alricapiUus. 1813
Combe Picturesque xxil, I must breathe mydogsa-bit. And
try my gun at some tom-tit. a 1835 Fokby Voc. E. Auglia,
Tom'tit,. .hy us it is applied to the wren. ., lom-lit SQems lo
belong indiscriminately to both sexes. 1909 Atltenxum
20 Mar. 347/1 Magee^ characterized somebody's religion as
insulTicient for a tomtit.

b. Iransf. applied to a little man or boy,
1741 Richardson I'ametaiitA. 2) I. Introd., I have told you

the History of this 'Tom-tit of a Prater. 1909 Daily News
19 July 11 A veriiable little tomtit of a man in his jerky
liltle ways and lively good humour.

Tom-tom (Xp-mi\fm), sb. Also 8-g tam-tam,
9 tum-tum, tong-tong, [a. Hindustani or other

E. Indian vernacular tam-tam : cf Sinhalese

tamattama, Malay long-long; all imitations of tlie

sound of the instrument.]

1. A native East Indian drum ; extended nlso to

the drums of barbarous peoi)les generally,
1693 '" Wheeler Madras (i86i) I. 268 That to.morrow

morning the Choultry Justices do cau.se the Tom Tom to
be beat through all llie streets of the Black 'Town. 1764

16-3



TOM-TOM, 124 TONAL.
in J. Long Select. Rec. Govt, {Fort WtUiani) (1869) 391
(Y.) You will give strict orders to Zemindars to furnish

Oil and MussKauls and Tom Toms and rikemen, &c.,

according to custom. 1783 W. F. Martvn (»Vc^. Ma^^, I.

249 The music is composed of small drums called tamtiims.

1804 Wellington in Gurw. Desp, (1837) IV. 186 l^t tiie

cause of their punishment be published in the I'azaar by
beat of torn tom, c 1813 Mrs. Sherwood Stories Ch. Catech.
iv. 20 They were ahnost deafened by the sound of their

tum-tumsand trumpets. Ibid. {Expian, Ind.iuords), Tutu-
turns, small drums, i860 1'kistram Gt. Saliara xi. 184 The
chief characteristic of the afTair was the noise of drums
and tomtoms. 1864 Engel Mus. Ahc. Nat. 63 'ihe other

class of Oriental small drums consists of those which are

of a barrel-form, covered at each end with skin, carried

obliquely, and beaten with one hand at each ^\\*X. Such
drums are best known by the name tom-tom,

b. erroneously. A Chinese gong, {tam-tam,^

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 333 Cymbals, gongs, and the tamtam
of the Chinese are made of an alloy of 100 of copper with

about 25 of tin. 1856 Mrs. C Clahkk tr. Berlioz Instru~
went. 229 The gong, or tam-tam, is employed only in

funereal compositions and dramatic scenes where terror is

carried to its height. 1839 R. Hunt Guide Mifs, Pract.

GeoL (ed. 2) 210 The tam-tams and cymbals of bronze of the

Chinese are forged with the hammer.
o. iransf. Anything beaten like a drum so as to

make a loud noise. Chieflyyf^.

1885 Pall Mall G. 7 Apr. i/i Those preparations about
which the journalistic tom-tom is being beaten so vigorously,

1891 Scott. Leader 2 July 5 Mr, Parnell was greeted with
such a vigorous beating of tom-toms that he gave up the

attempt to speak.

2. The beating of a drum ; an imitation of the

sound of this.

1898 Ai.DERSoN Mounted Infantry MashoHoiand v, 90
Then 'Tom-tom, tom-tom, tom, lom-a-tom torn', go the war
drums; out go the fires. 1913 I'-fiff. Rev. Mar. 615 The
tom-tom of the watchman could be heard.

3. attrib, and Comb.
1857 Wn.KiNsoN Egypt Time ofPMaraolts 28 The trumpet

was chiefly confined to the military band; to which also

belonged, though not exclusively, the tomtom drum, the

clappers, and a few others. 1884 J. Colbornr Hicks rasha
59 The band consisted of three fiddlers and a tam-tam
beater. 1908 Sir H. Joeinston Gren/ell ff Congo 11. xxv,

719 A drum of the tom-tom form is used.

TO'm-toiU, V. [Partly f. prec. sb., partly

directly echoic] a. intr. To beat a tom-tom or

drum; to drum. b. trans. To give notice of or

call attention to T)y beating a tom-tom. c. To
perform on a tom-tom or drum ; transf. to play in

a monotonous way, to 'drum', 'strum*. Hence
Toin-tomming vbl, sb.y Tom-toramer.
x8S7 S. HisLOP in G. Smith Li/e v. (1888) 166 It had been

tom-tomed in the city that all who are too poor to lay in

a supply of provisions should leave. 1859 R. F. Burton
in Jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 414 A man tom-totning lustily

upon a kettle-drum shaped like an European hourglass.

x86o Tristram Gt, Sahara ix. 146 While preparing for the

night we heard a loud tomtomming without. 1873 * Alifii

Cheem* Lays 0/ Irtd (1876) 6 The dancer ..Keeping
time to the piper's and tom-tommer's strains. 1884 J. Col-
borne Hicks Pasha 118 My friends.. trumpet, bugle, and
* tam-tam ' all day long. 1898 Barker Comic Side School

Lj^ 29 Able to tom-tom easy accompaniments on the piano.

Toia-trot, Tom-turkey : see Tom.

-tomy, it. Gr. -To/xi'a, often through mod.L,
-/tjw/a, irsed to form abstract sbs. from adjs.in -to^oj

cutting; f. verbal ablaut-series T«/i-, T0/1-, t/*-, in

tk\k-V'Hv to cut, royLXi, Tft^(Tis cutting : entering into

numerous technical terms, as anatomy^ lit. 'cutting

tip ', cystotomy y dichotomy, lithotomy
^ phlebotomy^

(kymotomy, tracheotomy, zootomy, etc
Tomyll, obs. form of Tumble.
Tou^ (t»n). Forms: 4-6 tonne, 5 toun, 6

fcoonne, (tuno), Sc. twn, 6-7 tunne, 6-8 tun,

7 tunn, 5- ton. See also Tun sb. [In origin the

game word as Tun (OE. tunne^ OY. tonne) a cask.

In ME, this was commonly spelt, as in French,

ionne\ in i6-i7th c.,more often tim\ from ^1688

the two spellings have been differentiated, tun

being appropriated to the sense * cask ' and the

liquid measure, and ton to the senses here treated,

which, it will be seen, are partly measures, and
partly weights.]

1 1. A large wine-vessel, a cask ; hence, a measure

of capacity used for wine : now spelt Tun, q. v-

2. A unit used in measuring the carrying capacity

or burden of a ship, the amount of cargo, freight,

etc. Originally, the space occupied by a tun cask

of wine (see explanatory quot. 1 894 on ton tight s. v.

Tight a. 14, and quot. 1539 here). Now, for the

purposes of registered tonnage, the space of 100

cubic feet. For purposes of freight, usually the

space of 40 cubic feet, unless that bulk would
weigh more than 20 cwt., in which case freight is

charged by weight. But the expression ton of

cargo ' is also used with regard to special packages

which are conventionally assumed as going so many
packages to the ton. Cf. also Tonnage.
1379-1603 Tonne tight, etc. (see Tight a. 14I. 1509 Hawes

Past. Pleas, xix. xxii. (Percy) 92 The shyp was great, fyve

c tonne to charge. 1530 Pausgh. 460/1 A shyppe of a
hundred tonne. [1539 in R- G. Marsden Set. PL Crt.Adm.
(Seiden) I. 89 XJnam naviculam vocatam a shippes boat

oneris triuia doliorum.] 1544 /bid. 126 Ladyn..35 butts

wynes wich goith for fyefley tons ladinge, 1555 Eden
Dec. Alew H^orld 349 {Second Voyage to Guinea) (Arb.) 379
A shyppe of the burden ofseuen score tooniie. 1582 N. Liche-
FiELij tr. Castanhedd's Conq. E. Ind. i. ii. 4 b, The King
then bought.. a Caruell of fiftie tunne. 1587 Hakrison A>^-
landu. xvii. (1877J I. 285 A ship of ours of six hundred tun.

j 1657 R. LiGON Barbadocs (1673) 2 We. -had with us a small
shipofat>out 180 tunns, called the Nonesuch, a 1687 Petty
Pol. Arith.\\\. (169c.) 54The King of I'^ngl.Tuds Navy consists
of about seventy thousand Tuns of Shipping. Ibid. 56 In
France, .there are not above onehundiedand fifty thousand
Tun of Trading Vessels, and cunse(|ucntly not above fifteen

thousand Seamen, reckoning a Man to every ten Tun.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Zj, A ton in measure
is generally estimated at 2000 tb. in weight. 1821 J. Q,
Adams in C. Davies Metr. Syst. (1871) iii. g8 The casks of
liordeaux wine were then [1423] and still affe made for

stowage in such manner that four hogsheads occupy one
ton of shipping. The ton was of thirty-two cubic feet by
measure, and of 2,016 English pounds, of fifteen ounces to
the pound, in weight; equal to 2,560 of theeasterling tower
pound. 1858 SiMMONDS Diet. j'>arf'fs.v.,The ton offreight
or merchandise varies with the article and the locality from
whence shipped. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Ton, or
'Pun.. .In the cubical contents of a ship it is the weight of
water equ;U to 2000 lbs., by the general standard for liciuids.

Ibid., 42 cubic feet of articles equ-il one ton in shipment.

3. A measure of capacity : a. for limljer ; usually

equivalent to 40 cubic feet (or for hewn timber, 50).
1531 MS, Ace. St. Johns Hosp., Canterb., For hewyng

of a tune and xvj fote of tyniber. 1707 Mortimkk llusb.

(1721) II. 88Tosellyour Timber. .by the Ton, Load or Foot,

forty Foot being reckoned a Ton, and fifty a Load, and in

some places just the contrary. 17^4 Pennant Tonr Scotl.

in rjbq (ed. 3) 107 The tenant is obliged to work 150 tuns of
timber annually, paying eighteen shillings and six-pence per
tun. X813 T. Davis Agric. Wilts. Gloss., Ton of Rough
Timber, 40 feet, the load 50 feet, is only used when timber
is hewn for the navy.

b. for various solid commodities, as stone, gravel,

lime, plaster, wheat, cheese, etc.

1428-9 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 70 A tonne tyght of northerin

ston. a 1500 Haiv Plowman Urned Pater-Noster no in

Hazl. E. P, P. 1. 213 Of whete amonge them they gate an
hole tunne. 1504 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. H. 277 For
XX twn of plaistir brocht hame be Dorange, FranchTnan.

1S38 in R. G. Marsden SeL PL CrL Adm. (Seiden) I. 82 For
the freight ofevery ton tight of thesaide wheate, accompting
fyve quarters to every ton. 1667 I'kimatt City

(J-
C. Build, 68

Half aTunof Piaisterof Paris will lay fifteen yards of Lath-
work, a 167^ Clarendon Hist. Rfb. vii, §335 Threescore
and fifteen Harrels of Putter, and fourteen Tun of Cheese.
i8zi J. Q. Adams in C. Davies Metr. Syst. (1871) in. 127
Before the statute of 1496, the London quarter of a ton was
the one measure, to which the bushel for corn, the gallon,

deduced by measure, for ale, and the gallon, deduced by
weight, for wine, were all referred. 1858 Simmonds />/c/.

Trade s. v., A ton of flour, in commerce, is 8 sacks or 10
barrels; a ton of potatoes, 10 bushels.

4. A measure of weight, now generally 20 cwt.

;

in Great Britain legally 2240 lbs.; in the United

States and some of the colonies, for most purposes

2000 lbs. *Tons* of different amounts were for-

merly in use and are still so locally for some com-
modities. (Where two weights are so known and

used, the heavier is distinguished as the /ong or

gross ton and the lighter as the sAort ton,) Metric

ton (Fr. tonne) - 1000 kilogrammes (2204*0 lbs.

avoirdupois),

1485 Cely Papers (Camden) 183 Item the sam day payd
for vj toun of balast, ij s. 1539 ni R. G. Marsden Set. PL
Crt. Adm. (Seiden) I. 89, Ixxj kinialls of yron in ends 44,.,

And it goes for iii tone and xj kintalls. 1345 Rates of
Custome-ho. b v. Iron called Lukes Iron the tonne con-

teynynge .xx. C pounde iii. li. vi.s. viii.d, 1588 Greknk
Pandosto {1607) 6 A pound of goold is worth a tunne of

leade. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 115 Unless we had
some vent for our learned ones beyond the sea, and could

transport so many tunn of divines yearly, as we do other

commodities, with which the nation is over-stocked. 1723
Bradley s P'am. Diet, II, Tun^ a Measure in Averdu-

Cois, consisting of twenty hundred Weight, each Hundred
eing a Hundred and twelve Pounds. 1793 Smeaton Edy-

stone L. § 154 Every thing stood fast with eight ton weight

upon the tackle-blocks. 1839 Glover's Hist, Derby I. too

It (pure white gypsum] sells at los. per long ton. \Note.—
120 lb. to the Cwt.) Ibid. 265 It was agreed that weighing-

houses should be erected upon tlie several canals,and that the

ton should be fixed at 2,400 lbs. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trmle

s. v., In Great Pritain, the legal ton by weight is usually

20 cwt., or 2240 lbs., but in long weight it is 2400 lbs... In

Cornwall, the miner's ton is 21 cwt., or 2352 lbs. 1881 Ray-

MONO Mining Gloss. S.V,, For many things, such as coal and

iron, the ton in use [in U. S.] is the long ton of 20_hundred-

weight at 112 poundsavoirdupois.-.ln gold andsUver mm-
ing,and throughout the Western States, the ton is the short

ton of 2000 pounds. 1894 Times 10 Sept. 6/1 The total

quantity which exploded was about 3,700 lb., or not far short

of two tons, 2,000 lb. being reckoned as a ton in measur-

ing explosives.

b. {colioq,) A very large amount : cf. Load so. d.

Mostly in //.

189s Daily Ne^vs 25 Apr. 6/3 * Is there any culture at

Chicago ? asked a young lady of Boston of a damsel of the

former city. 'You bet your sweet life I..Tons of it ', was

the reply. 1911 Hakriv. Peter^ Wendy iv,* 1 say I Do you

kill many [pirates] ?
' ' Tons *.

+ 5. Ton mascull (tonne maskyll), app. a tun

cask of 252 gallons : = TUN sb. 2. Obs,

[Mascull may represent a Latin or Romanic fitasc{n)la ~
It, fnaschia * male, large, big, huge ', as a description of the

largest tunna or tonna.]

143a Rolls ofParIt. IV. 405/2 Wynes. not hayyitg of

lyes overe iiij or v ynches in a tonne maskyll. 1331 in R. G.

Marsden SeL PL Crt. Adm, (Seldenj I. 36 Lade the sayd

shypp with wynes to the fftil number of I vij tonnes, .accountt-
yng always a ton maicull for a tun, ij pipes for a ton, iiij

hoggeshedds for a ton, and vj tercys for a ton, and twenty
hundred Englyshe weyght foraton. 1541 /^/V/. 113 So many
thowsinid orenges as makyth by account and castom of
Galizia, all with the forsaid xlvj hogsheds whales grece and
oyle, xlvj ton mascull.

6. attrib, and Comb,, as ton-burden, -load; esp,

with measures of distance, forming units measuring
the woik done in the conveyance of heavy bodies,

esp. in reference to its cost ; as ton-fathom, the

equivalent of the work done in raising a ton through
the depth of a fathom, as in the shaft of a mine

;

ton-mile, the same in carrying a ton the distance

of a mile, as by a railway-train or motor-car; so

ton-mileage, amount of or reckoning in ton-miles,

or charge per ton-mile.

1805 Act 45 Geo, HI, c 10 § 3 For every 'ton bur-
then of every such ship or vessel, which shall have so
arrived without a clean bill of health, fifteen shillings.

1874 J. H. C0L1.1NS Mcttil Mining {iZy^) 77 About i-soth
of a penny per *ton-fathom or less. ai4oo MS, Colt.
Vesp. B. xxii. If. 9^ in Blk. lik. Adm. (Rolls) I. 400 Ac-
custumez de doner pur chascun *tonnelode, que le vesseau
purra porter . . douze deniers. 1894 Outing (U.S.) 393/1
VVere the *ton mileage of each contrasted, the waterways
would make much the greater showing. 1900 Engineering
Ma^. XIX. 734 Two horses harnessed to one waggon may
achieve 35 nett *ton miles daily in regular work. 190a
Monthly Rez*. Aug. 35 Obtaining the average fjcr ton-mile
from other canals. 1906 Westm. Caz, 28 Au^. 4/2 The lo-h. p.
[motor car] . . ran . . at the rate of 41.7 ton miles per gallon.

b. Ton tight: see Tight a, 14.

+ Toil2. Obs, [a. F. taon (i)ronounced tan,

earlier ton) gad-fly (12th c. in Littre), later also

applied in the environs of Paris to the larva of the

cockchafer (Littrti) :—pop.L. *tabonem, for L.

tabanum {-t4s) gad-fly, whence Prov. tavan, Sp.
tcibano, Pg. tavao. It. tqfa'no, iabano, -ftavano,

gad-fly.] The larva of the cockchafer, which
fives underground and feeds on the roots of plants.

1693 EvELVN De la Quint. Compl. Gard, II. 100 Kitchen-
Plants, especially Lettuce, and Succory, &c. constantly have
some of those Tons, or other little reddish Worms which
gnaw them about the neck, and kill them [margin Those
usually called by the Name of Cock-Chafers]. Ibid. 202
Tlie great Enemies of Straw-berry Plantations are the Ton's
which are great White Worms, that in the Months of May
and June, gnaw the necks of their Roots. 1712 J. Jamfs
tr, Le BloneCs Gardening 173 The great Enemies to Trees,

are. .Snails, Tons, Turks, and abundance of Worms.

II Ton •* (ton, t tfn). Now rare. See also bonton
s. v. UoN. [Fr. ton manner in general :—L. /^«-wj.

Tone in colouring, etc.] The fashion, the vogue,

the mode ; fashionable air or style.

1769 Lloyd^s Evening Post 18-20 Dec. 589 The present
fashionable Ton (a word used at present to express every
thing that's fashionable) b a set of French pupi>ets 177S
Sheridan Rivals 1. i. None of the London whips of any
degree of ton wear wigs now, 1778 Miss Uurney Evelina
(1791) II. xxxvii. 244 Don't we all know that yuu lead the

ton in the beau tnondel i8xa H. & J. Smith Rej. AcUir.,

Beautiful Incend. ix. And if she were here all alone, Our
house might nocturnally boast A bumjier of fashion and ton.

s8i2 Combe Picturesque xi, A mantle, too, is all the ton,

And therefore I have order "d one. 1881 Besant & RjcK
Chapl. of Fleet 11. i, In everything., make my niec^ an
accomplished woman, a woman uf ton.

b. transf. People of fashion; fashionable society;

the fashionable world.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLVl. 93 All the * Ton's ' a stage, And
Fashion s motley votaries are but playVs. 1854 J. S. C
Abrott Napoleon (18S5) I. xiv. 255 The princess, the nobles,

and all the ton had disappeared.

tTon*. Obs, [a. OY.ton (i4-i6thc.), F. thon

:— L. thttnn-us. Tunny.] A sea-fish, a tunny.

1624 MiDDLETON Gatne at Chess v. iii. You may eat kid,

cabrito, calf, and tons, 1624 (T. Scott] Vox Populi ii. 22

A peece of leane Kid, or Cabrito, a Tripe, Tone's or such
like. 1672 JossKLVN Ntiv Eng. Rarities 31, 1768 Boswell
Corsica i, (ed. 2) 37 There is the greatest variety of all the

best kinds, and in particular a sort of ton or sturgeon.

Ton, obs. ME. pi. of Tok; var. Tone pron.\

obs. f. Town, Tun ; dial. var. of tan, obs. pa. pple.

of Take (see Take v. 57, To v. Obs,).

Tonacle, -culle, Tonage, obs. ff. Tunicle,

Tonnage.

Tonal (tJ»-nal), a. and sb, [ad. med.L. iondl~is

(St. Ikrnard of Cluny), f. ton-us ToNK; see -al;

cf. mod.F. toftal {}J\Hi€).'\

A. adj. Of or pertaining to tone or tones.

1. Mus. fa. Pertainingtotheecclesiastical modes.

1776 Hawkins Hist. Mus. ni. ix. I. 354 The first tdis-

course], .is on. .Guidonian music, the one [part] treating

of Manual, i.e. elementary music and the other of Tonal

music, containing the doctrine of the ecclesiastical tones.

b. Applied to a fugue, or a sequence, in which

the repetitions of the subject in different positions

are all in the same key, and therefore vary in their

intervals : opp. to Real a. 3 c.

1869 OusELEV Counterp. Canon ^ Fugue xix. 160 note.

In the early days of counterpoint a tonal fugue was one iu

which the relations of the subject and answer were governed

by the old Church modes. 1879 — in Grove Diet. Mus. I.

567 In most cases the answer Jto the subject of a fugue] has

to be modified according to certain rules to avoid modu-
lating out of the key... An answer so treated is called a
' tonal answer ', and the fugue is called a * Tonal fugue '.
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tSS^ Phout tiarmony v. § \y, The intervals, .differ in

quality according to tbcir posilion in the scale. ..Such a
sequence is termed a /t;M<i/ sequence.

2. Of, pertaining, or relating to the tone or tones.

Of speech or a language : expressing difference of

meaning by variation of tone.

1866 Atheiurum 24 Mar. 404/1 The mulliplicily of tonal

divagations. 1867 Macfakrem Harwony i.ii Ambrose.,
called the modes he adopted according totheir tonal ascent,

i.st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th. 188SC Titorru»in Eiicycl. Brit. XXI.
77t/i But [Shan] is a tonal language, and the vowel sounds

are few, so that some have two or three values assigned them.

1896 F. NiECKS F'tpcr be/. Congr. Incorf. Sx. Mus., The
A-ssociation of Tonal and Verbal Speech.

tB. sb. (nied.L. loiuUe). A book containing a

snmuiaryof the rnlcs governing ecclesiastical music,

with examples. Cf. the tonariiis ' liber de tonis

sett cantu ' (Du Cange). Olis. rare—o.

c 147s rint. roc. in Wr.-Wijlcker 755/20 (Nomina etxlesic

necessaria) //tv tonaU, a tonal.

Hence To'nally adv., in respect of tone.

1883 Gl'KNiY Ttrlium Quid (iSti;) II. 22 Bits that are
rhythmically and tonally coherent.

'Ponalite (t<>-nal3it). Min. [See quot 1879.]
\ ])ropose<l name for a variety of quartz-diorite.

ifi^ Kt'TLEV Stud. Rocks xii. 244 The rock termed tonalile

by Vom kalli, which occurs in the Tonale Pass in the Tyrol,

-.formerly regarded as a variety of granite, Li a micaceous
quartz-diorite. 1885 l,VEl.L EUm.Ckol. (ed. 4) 571 ToHolite
. .consi->ts of quarts, oltgtxlase, and hornblende.

Tonality (.t<«ia-"liti). [f. Tonal a. + -ITY : so

mod.!-'. totuilUt (1866 in Littri).] Tonal quality.

1. Mm. The relation, or sum of relations, between

the tones or notes of a scale or musical system

;

sptc. in modern music, = Kky sb. 7c; hence

Irons/, a particular scale or system of tones; iu

modem music = Key sh. 7 b.

1838 G. F. GRAHiM ^fus. Comp. App^ 63 The peculiar

tonalities of many old national airs. 1855 Fras^r s Mag.
LI. 563 Grafting .. more elegant melodic forms improved
rbylhm,and the modern 'tonality 'on the sustained grandeur
of the old masters, 1867 Brani>r & Cox Diet. Sc, etc.

Tonality . .\s usedgenemlly to denote that peculiarity which
modern music possesses, in consei{uence of its being written

in definite keys, thereby conforming to certain defnied

arrangements of tones and semitones in the diatonic scale.

1875 OusELEV Mms. Form ii. 5 A Melody, if it is to produce
a nie.i'.ing effect, .must be written in some definite tonality.

2. I'ainting. The quality of a jiainting in respect

of tone; the general tone or colour-scheme of a
picture : see quots.
\9MSat. Reo.'rj }stn, 117/1 Much ofthe value ofa painting

depends on the completeness of its tonality,. .The tonatiti

of a picture is the proportionate arrangement, and especially

the accurate subdivision of tones hotS with regard tocolour
and to relative lightness and darkness. 1884 Athtnxunt
24 May 663 'Itie tonality of the picture Is very good, although
the illumination is in a low key. 1890 Talbot Archbx in

AntkoHys Fhotogr. Ihiii. 111. 218 By ' tone' or ' tonality
'

is here meant the correct rendering, in bt.ack and white, of
any natural object—as a landscape, a portrait, etc

To-nane (tu-n/<m), sb. Now dial. Also 3-4
tuo-, tou-, 4 tow-, 4, 7 too-, 9 .Sr. dial, toe-

name. [OK. tS-tutma, f. To- ' + Namb sb. .So

Ml.fj. toname, Du. toenaam, MIIG. tuoname, G.
luname.^ A name or epithet addetl to an original

name; a cognomen, surname, nickname; now in

Sc, a name added to tlistinguish one individual

from another or others having the same Christian

name and surname, a ' by-name '.

c^fffi Lindii/. Gosp. Mark v. 9 (ffxlend) xefre^^n hine
huxtd 3e tonoma is? & cua:<) to him here tonoma tne U,
foT<V>n moni^ we sindon. c laoo Trim. Coii. Horn. 143 Des
wimman hadde ec on toname magdalene.. Nu ve habbeS
iherd t'es wiminanes name & ec hire toname. 1303 K.
Hrunne Hamil. Synne 4741 pc bysshope Seynt Kol^id

;

Hys toname ys 'Grostest Of I-ynkolnc'. 138* VVvci ip

Ecclus. xlviL 19 The name of the I>otd, to whom is the
toname [1333 surname] God of Iracl. 1567 Sir K. Maitlano
Compiaynt vii, Thay tbeifis that steillis and lursis hanie.

Ilk ane o' them has ane to-name; Will of the Lawts Hab
of the Schawis. 1636 in Ld. A. Oimpbell Krc. Argy// ^igti)

5 Archibald, Earl of Argyle, his too name was Gilltspiclc

Dow. 18*3 Scott Quentin D. iii. 1870 F. Hucki>nd in

Bompos Lt/t XL 243 There were no less than seven men
every one of whom was a ' David Main ', hence the neces-

sity of Tee names, to distinguish one person from the other.

Hence To'-iuune v. trans., to give a to-name to.

177s Buchanan Inquiry A kc. .Scott. Surnames 49 Brian
Kennedy, to-named Boraimh, or Taxer.

+ Tonance (t^-nans). Obs. rare-', [f. as next

:

see -ANOK.] A loud or echoing sound.
1776 H. Brookk Antony \ CI. ill. tii. The emperor's

trumpet— I do know it, By the pride of its ton.ince.

Tonant 0<'"'nant), a. [ad. L. totuint-em, ])r. pple.

of toniirt to thunder, make a loud noise.] Thunder-
ing, loud-sonnding.
1891 ii. Mbreditii Reading 0/ Li/e {ttjfoi) 13a Nay, nor

so tonant thunders the stress of the gale in the oak-trees.

1898 — .Va^eon xii?. The penetrant, the tonant, tower of
towers, Sinking from black aisastcr starry showers.

tTonation. Obs. rare-', [f. Tonb sb. or v.

+ -ATION.] The action of toning or producing
musical tones; the tones or notes so produced.
17J8 R. North Mem. Music (1846) 13 To observe the

various tonations, and reduce them to a certain order, or
scale.

Tonoa bean : see Tonka.

II Toudino (tondrnff). Arch. [It. londino, dim.

f, totulo ronnd : see next. In Fr. loutlin.'] (See
quot. 1823.)

1704 J. Harris Lex. Tedtn. 1, Toudino, a Term in Archi-
tecture. See Astragal. 1823 P. Nicholson Fract. Btdld.
595 Totuiino, a round moulding resembling a ring.

llTondo (ta-ndo). I'l. tontii (tu-nd/). [It.

tondo ' a round, circle, compass ; also a round
trencher, plate, or little dish ' (Florio) ; in mod. It.

a studio term used in relation to paintings, Delia
Robbia ware, and olher fine art work ; shortened

from ro/t;«(/i> round.] An easel painting of circular

form ; also a carving in relief within a circular

space.
X890 BlcicL-iv. Mag. Jan. 140 A medal representing the

great tondo of Itotticelli. 189a Svmonds Michel Angela
(1S99) I. llL V. Ill Michel Angelo found time to carve the
two tondi, Madonnas in relief enclosed in circular spaces
which we still posses.s 1901 Atlten^um 9 Nov. 635 A
catalogue . . of the Dell.i Kobbia monuments and . . laber.

nacles, tondos, reliefs medallions, and the like. s^paTimes,
Lit. Suppt. 7 Oct. 361/2 One of the most beautiful of Michel-
angelo's wotks the tondo in the Bargello.

Tone (t<«n), sb. Forms : 4 ton, 4- tone; (5
toiin, toyn, 5-6 toyne; 6 toone). [Partly a.

OF. toti (of voice, 13th c. in Littre) = Prov. ton.

Cat. to, Sp. ton, toiio, I'g. torn, tone. It. tuotto:—L.

ton-iiHi, ace. of ton-us; and partly directly f. L.

tonus ' stretching, quality of sound, tone, accent,

tone in painting', in me<I.L. esp. as a term of music,

a. Gr. Tocos ' stretching, tension, raising of voice,

pilch of voice, accent, musical mode or key, exer-

tion of physical or mental energy' ; f. strong grade

of vbL ablaut series rtv-, rov-, to-, in t«iV-cii' to

stretch. In musical senses, much inlluenccd by

med.L. uses of tonus, and in more recent uses,

largely influenced by Greek.
The early phonology is far from clear, the obscurity being

increased by the changing values of the spellings o, 00, on,

oy, and tlieir ambiguity at certain periods. The normal
course of Fr. .on was to become .ofiH ( - -«n) in ME., and
diphthongal -<»««, -o:i'n las in iOM't{d, noun, reito-wn, bounty)

in mod. Eng. An example of this appears ^1407 in seiise i,

where Lydgale rimes toun, sown. But earlier than this we
find tin, tone (perh. a more lcarnc<l or technical formation)

direct from L. tonus, so well known in mediseval music,

which became the prevalent form, and appears c 1J25 in

sense 2 b, riming with ndn ' noon '. The noimal fate of this

w.-islo Ijecomein i5-i6th c. /<v«(- t«n); cf. 1570 in sense i,

where l.evins rimes toon^ with boone, nioonr, noone, soone,

etc. But heic again the influence of L. tonus appears to

have prevailed, so as to make tone (tan) the finally accepted

form. The sound of toyit, toyne, in c 1460, 1521, is doubtful

:

.oy, -01 in Sc and north, dial, generally meant long i. The
Sc. examples of tone in sense 2 c are also doubtful ; they

may be precursors of mod.Sc. (t»n, tun), and more pioperly

belonE to Tunf, a divergent form of lone which has finally

been diAerentiated as a distiiKt word, q.v. Tone, toon, and

tonn, might thus be viewed as separate words ; but as the

two latter are olis., and all the forms go back directly or

indirectly to L. touus, they are here tieated as one, under

the current spelling, but with the quotations separated.)

I. 1. A musical or vocal soitnd cotisitlered with

reference to its quality, as acute or grave, sweet or

harsh, loud or soft, clear or dull.

1340 Hami^le Pr. Const. 9296 llkan (>at sal won |>ar, Sal

syng with angels . I " swilk tones t'at sal be swete to here.

1667 Milton F. L. v. 626 Harmonic Divine So smooths her

charming tones, that Gods own eiir Listens delighted. 1707

Mas. Radclifpk ItaJian xvii The deep lone of a bell, toll-

ing on the silence of the night. 185s. Bain Senses «r. Int.

11. li. ( 5 (1864) 213 Instruments and voices are distinguished

by the sweetness of their individual tones

p. c 1407 Lvix:. Reson ^ Sens. 52 1 1 The wherbles, nor the

vrikouth touns Nor the ravysshinge sowns Nor the sugryd

melodye Of ther sool[e] arraonye.

y. ISJI J. T. in Bradshaw St. It^erburge Prol. I Honour,

ioye, and glorie, the loyncs organicall.

». 1S70 Levins Manip. 168/37 A Toone, tonus {rinus

boone, moone, nooue, soone, etc.],

b. (Without nor//.) Quality of sound.

iM} BuTLEB Hud. I. L 459 Though Writers for more lofty

Tone Docall him Kalplio, lisall.one. 173a l.t.uiKuuSelios

ILvill. 2i9The tone of your voice has become more m.iscu-

line. 1908 (Miss E. Fowuwl Betw. Trent tl Ancliolme 82

You may get much variation of tone, by change of speed

(with a ThunoirerI
y. c 146a Tozvneley Mysl. xv. 13 A I myghtfull god, what

euer this ment, so swete of toyn t

2. Mus. and Acoustics. A sound of definite pitch

and character prcxluced by regular vibration of a

sounding body; a musical note.

Difference-tone <or differentinl tone), summalion-tone (or

summational tone), the secondary or resultant tones pro.

duced when two notes of different pitch are sounded to-

gether with sufficient force, having rates of vibration ejiual

r. speclively to the difference and the sum of those of the

primary tones. Comliinational, /undamental, partial,

resultant (etc.) tone : sec the adjs

c 1400 tr. Secret,! Secret„ Gov. Lordsli. 98 Fyue tones er

of ^Tu5yke. 1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Slieph. Cat. Oct.

27 The Arcadian Melodic .. being altogilher on the fyft and

vij tone, it i> of great force lo molifie and quench the kindly

courage, a 1630 Crashaw Music's £>Kc/ 2 3 She Carves out her

dainty voice .. Into a thcw^and sweet distinguish d tones.

l6«6 Pepys Diary 3 Aug., Mr, Hooke . . having come toa cer.

tain numlier of vibrations proper to make any tone, he is

able to tell how many strokes a fly makes with her wings

..by the note that it answers to in musique. 1867 Tyn-

DALL Sound vii. 2B2 Helmholtz inferred . . that there are also

resultant tones formed by the sum of ihe primaries, as well

as by their difference. He thus discovered his summation

tones before he h.id heard them. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I.

118/2 'flitse resultant tones.. are termed difference-tones.
1876 Bernstein Five Senses 280 Besides the difference
tone, Helmholtz has pointed out a much weaker summa-
tional tone. 1878 G. II. Prescott Sp. Telephone (1879)
6 A series of vibrations, a definite number of which are pro-
duced in a given time, .ind of which we thus liecome cog-
nizant, is called a tone. i88x Broadhouse Mns. .icouslics
130 By a simple tone is meant a musical sound in which no
upper pnrtials are present... IJy a compound tone is meant
a lone where not only the fundamental note is present, but
where upper partiats are found in addition.

tb. (Without a or//.) Pitch of a musical note

;

correct pitch, ' tune '. Oh.
ClUS Song in Rel. Ant. I, 293 Thu boldest nowt a note

by God in riht ton iriinc non, * noon '], c 1440 Alphabet 0/
Tales 88 A prowde yong monke began at sett it vp abown
bairn iij notis ; . . yit .soni |>at was on his syde fell in tone vnto
hyin and helpyd hym. 1704 J.

Harris Lex. Techn. I,

Tone, a Term in Musick, signif^ying a certain Degree of
elevation, or depression of the Voice, or some other Sound.

fc. fig. in plir. in tone, 'in tune', in harmony
or accordance ; also, in good condition (quot.

1500-20) ; out of tone, out of order, in a state of

disarrangement. Obs. [peril, belongs to Tune.]
a 1400-50 Alexaniier 1343 So ware ^3a troubild out of tone

qnen l-ai J»aire tild misle. _ isoo-ao Dunbar Foems xxix. 16

Qulien men that hes purssis in lone, Passes to drynk or to

di.'.ione. 1513 Douglas ^Eneis Prol. 159 For Caxloun puttis

in his bulk out of tone The storme forth sent be Eolus and
Ncptone. 1571 .Satir. Foems Reform, xxix. 15 All is owtle
of tone. 1647 Ward .Simp. Cot'ler (1843) 84 When Ihings
and words in tune and tone doe meet.

y. c 1460 Toivncley Myst. xiiL 477 Hard I neuer none
crak so clere out of toyne.

3. Mus. In plainsong, any of the nine psalni-

tnncs (including Ihe peregrine tone), each of which

lias a particular ' intonation ' and ' mediation
'

and a number of different 'endings'; commonly
ciUed Gregorian tones: see Gregohian A. i.

1776 Hawkins l/ist. Mus. 1. 358 The essential parts of

e.icn of the tones that is to say, the beginning, the media-
tion, and the close. 1850 Helmore Fsattet Noted Pref.,

The intonation (beginning), mediation (middle), and cadence
(ending) of the Tones 187a [see Gregorian A, ij. 1893
Blttekiv, Mag. Aug. 253 The plainsong to which Psalms were
sung was the and Tone.

+ b. Applied to the ecclesiastical modes (in

which the (jregorian tones were composed). Obs.

1776 Hawkins Hist. Mus. I. 347 The tones, as they stood

adjusted by Saint Ambrose, were only four. Ibid,, The
ecclesiastical tones. . answer exactly^ to the several keys, as

they are called by modern musicians. 178a, 1839 [see

Mode sb. 1 a (^)J.

4. Mus. One of the larger intervals between suc-

cessive notes of the diatonic scale ; a major second
;

sometimes called whole tone, as opposed to semitone.

1609 DoULANO Ornith, Microt. 18 A Tone, .is the distance

of one Voyce from another by a perfect second, . .a Tone is

made betwixt all Voyces excepting mi andyri.
^ 1651 J.

V{v.f.KViv\Agrippa''s Occ. Fkilos. 191 There are six Tones
of all h.armony, viz. 5 Tones, and 2 half Tones which make
one Tone, which is the sixt. 175a tr. Rameau's Treat.

Muiick 89 The Sixth may be taken upon the Second of two
Notes that ascend a whole TonCj or a Semitone. 1881

Macearben Counterp. ii. 3 A Tone is the interv.il of a m.ijor

semitone and a minor semitone, either of which may be

above or below the other.

+ b. Iransf. Applied to the space between

planets : see quots. Obs.

1601 Holland Fliny (1634) I. 14 Pythagoras otherwhiles

vsing the tcrmes of \lusicke, calleth the sp.ice Ijetween the

earth and the Moone Tonus, sajjing that from her lo

Mercuric is halfc a tone and from him to Venus in manner
the same space. 1660 Stanley Hist. Fhitos. ix. (1701)

386/2 Pyth.igoras by Musical proportion calleth that a

Tone, by how much the Moon is distant from the Eaith.

5. A particular quality, pitch, modulation, or

inflexion of the voice expressing or indicafing

affirmation, interrogation, hesitation, decision, or

some feeling or emotion ; voc.il expression.

riiSlo Healey Theophrnstus (1636) 25 To whom Ihey

speak in a Kreat broken Tone, rayling on iheni. ai6s4
Selden Tabte.T., PreachingiXxh.) 92 The tone in Pleaching

d6cs much in working upon the Peoples Affections. 1697

Dkyden yirg. Fast. ix. 6 The grim Captain in a surly Tone
Cries out, pack up ye Rascals and be gone, a 1739 JARVIS

Quix. 1. 1. iv. (1742) 13 He rai-sed his voice and with an

arrogant tone cried out. 1796 Mme. D Ardlav Camilla 11.

355 She asked in a tone of displeasure, who was theie?

1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. V. iv. 456 He tried the tone

of humility; he tried that of audacity. i8i4l» Murray
Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 368 There is not. .an emotion of the

heart, which has not its peculiar tone, or nole of the voice,

by which it is to be exptessed. 1834 Macaulay Ess., Fill

(1887) 311 Every tone, fiom the iinp-issioned cry lo the

thrilling aside was perfectly at his [Pitt's] command.

b. The distinctive quality of voice in the pro-

nunciation of words, peculiar to an individual,

locality, or nation ; an ' accent '.

a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 204 Strangers never leave

the Tones, They have been us'd as Children to pronounce.

1683 Wood Life 19 May lO.H.S.) III. 50 Dr. Robert

Movison..hath no command of the English (tongueJ, as

being much spoyled by his Scottish tone. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 29 F 4 The Tone, or (as the French call it) the

Accent of every Nation in their ordinary Speech is altogether

dilTerent from that of every other People. 1837 Lockiiart

Scott 1. it 88 The tone and accent remained broadly Scotch.

o. Intonation ; esp. a special, affected, or artifi-

cial intonation in speaking.

1687 A. LoVLLL tr. Thcvenofs Trav. 1. 36 The greatest
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part of their Poems and songs are in the Persian Tongue,
which they sing, not musically as we dOj but with a certain

lone, which though at first.. not pleasing, yet by custom
becomes agreeable enough to the ear. 1710 Watts Art of
Rending xiv, Let the Tone and Sound of your Voice in

reading be the same as it is in speaking. 1748 I. Mason
Elocut, 16 There are some Kinds of Tone, which, the'

unnatural, yet, as managed by the Speakers, are not very

disagreeable. 179s Mason Ch. Mns. (L.) You hear nobody
converse in a tone, unless they have the brogue of some
other country, or have got into a habit of altering the

natural key of their voice when they are talking of some
serious subject in religion. 1891 igth Cent. Nov. 828 The
'tones' are a short sermon.. in which the principal tones

taken by a preacher are given one after anotner.

d. transf, A particular style in discourse or

writing, which expresses the person's sentiment or

reveals his character. (Cf. 9.)

176s T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. 1. 138 At first, the Kara-

gansets gave kind words to the messengers.. but they soon

changed their tone. 1844 H. Wilson Brit- India 1 1. 108 He
determined,, .to adopt a tone of conciliation. x866 J. Mar-
TiNEAU £ss. I. 147 His book. .is bright and joyous in tone.

6. Phonetics, a. A word-accent ; a rising, falling,

or compound inflexion, by which words otherwise

of the same sound are distinguished, as in ancient

Greek, modem Chinese, and other languages.

1763 Foster Accent ^ Quantity Introd. 20 In Dionysius
..accounts of high and low tones.. assij^ned to certain sj'l-

lables. 179X-1823 Disraeli Cur, Lit., Chinese Lang.., [The
Chinese] can so diversify their monosyllabic words by the
difierent tones which they give them, that the same
character differently accented signifies sometimes ten or

more different things. 1906 Pinchks Rclig. Bc^yl. fy

Assyria \. a [They] ask themselves whether the people who
spoke it were able to understand each other without recourse

to devices such as the ' tones ' to which the Chinese resort,

1909 Jespersen Progress Lang, 86 In the Danish dialect

spoken in Sundeved. .two. .tones are distinguished, one high
and the other low.. .These tones often serve to keep words.

.

apart that would be perfect homonyms but for the accent.

b. The stress accent (Fr. accent toniqtte') on a

syllable of a word ; the stressed or accented

syllable,

1874 Davidson Hebr. Gram, (1892) 46 A in the pretone,
or a in the tone, or a in both places. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tone,
In Gram, A stress of voice on one of the syllables of a word.

II. 7. Physiol, The degree of firmness or ten-

sion proper to the organs or tissues of the body
in a strong and healthy condition. Also in refer-

ence to a plant (quot 1671).
This seems to be in part a distinct derivative from Gr.

TOCOS, with reference to the tension of the muscles or nerves.

Cf the Physiol, useofTonicali (1586) and Tonic A. 1 (1649).
(Matth. Sylvaticus, a 1480, has * tonus, id est vigor '.)

1669 W. Simpson Hydro/. Chym, 139 This astringeth and
keepeth up the right tone of the membranous parts. 1671
Grew Anat. Plants i. ii. § 23 With which Sap, the Cortical
Body being dilated as far as its Tone. .will bear. 1704
F. Fuller Meii, Gymn. (171 1) 27 Exercise, .affects the Solids
[by] restoring the true Tone of the Parts. 1780 Mirror No.
86 p 2 Of sovereign efficacy in restoring debilitated stomachs
to their proper tone. xSoa Mar. Edgeworth Moral T.

(1826) I, Pref. 8 Thus, by alternate exercise and indulgence,
their limbs acquire the firmest tone of health and vigour.

1888 J. Payn Myst. Mirbridge (ed. Tauchn.) II. x. 104 The
douche, .would restore her tone.

fig. 183s I. Taylor Spir. Despot, ix. 374 There is little

tone in our church and chapel ethics. x86o Maury Fhys,
Geog. Sea (Low) xi. § 517 How, by this operation, tone is

given to the atmospherical circulation of the world.

8. Astateor temper of mind ; mood, disposition,
a 1744 BoLiNGBROKE Let. to Pope Wks. 1754 III. 316

The strange situation I am in, and the melancholy state of
public affairs,.. drag the mind down by perpetual interrup-
tions, from a philosophical tone, or temper. 1779 Mirror
No. 60 P 3 Acquiring., a tone of mind which will render him
incapable of going through the common duties of life. 1820
\V. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 127 These hardy exercises produce
also a healthful tone of mind and spirits.

9. A special or characteristic style or tendency of
thought, feeling, behaviour, etc. ; spirit, character,

tenor ; esp. the general or prevailing state of morals
or manners in a society or community.
Partly from 7 ; but influenced also by 5.

a 163s Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 57 As the tone of his
house, and the ebbe of his fortune then stood. 1747
CiTesterf. Lett. 16 Oct., Take the tone of the company that
you are in, and do not pretend to give it 1754 Richardson
Grandison III. xii. 188, 1 complained to one, and to another;
but all were in a [ = one] tone : And so I thought I would
be contented. 1850 Tennvson /« Mem. Ix. i A soul of
nobler tone. 1884 Times 5 Feb. 11/6 The tone of the
market is. .dull. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 26 Sept. 2/1 In our
elementary schools., the inculcation of a good moral tone
is of the greatest importance.

III. 10. The prevailing effect of the combina-
tion of light and shade, and of the general scheme
of colouring, in a painting, building, etc,
C1816 FusELi in Lect, Paint, viii. (1848) 512 The tone,

that comprehensive union of tint and hue spread over the
whole. Z841 RusKiN Mod. Paint. I. 11. 11. L § z, I under-
stand two things by the word T<me: first, the exact relief
and relation ofobjects against and to each other in substance
and darkness, as they are nearer or more distant, and the
perfect relation of the shades of all of them to the chief
light of the picture.. : secondly, the exact relation of the
colours of the shadows to the colours of the lights, so that
they may be at once felt to be merely different degrees of
the same light [etc.]. 18^ Disraeli Coningsby 111. iv, The
tone of rich and solemn light that pervaded all.

b. A quality of colour ; a tint ; spec, the degree of
luminosity of a colour; shade.
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xSai Cbaig Led. Drawing iii. 143 Tone, then^ is the degree
of dark that any object has compared with white, indepen-

dently of its kind of colour. 1870 F. R. Wii.son Ck. Lindtsf.

69 The tone of the interior is a tender silvery grey. 1874
SvMONDS Sk. Ital^ <V Greece 212 {.Athens) The tones of ine

marble of Pentelicus have daily grown more golden. 1879
Casseifs Techn. Educ. iv. 212 Tones, often called shades,

signify colours mixed with varying proportions of white or

black- 1893 J. A. HoDGKS AVifw. Photogr, (1907) 91 A tone

a little darker than the desired colour.

11. attrib,2:s\^ Covib..,^'s> tone-production, -quality

,

-reinforcer^ -relationships scheme, study, -work

(sense 10) ; tone-producing adj. ; tone-colour
(after Ger tonfarbe), timbre ; hence tone-coloured

adj., -colouring \ tone-deaf a., deaf to the tones

of music; tone-full fl., full of musical or vocal

sound; tone-long a., in Hebrew Grammar \ see

quot. ; tone-master, a master or expert in the use

of tones, an experienced musical composer ; tone-

measurer, = MoNOCHORD I ; tone-painting, the

art of composing descriptive music ; tone-pic-

ture, a descriptive piece of music; tone-poet [Ger.

tondichter\ a musical composer; tone-syllable,

the stressed syllable ; tone-tester, an instrument

for determining the differential sensibility for

(musical) tones.

1881 A. J. Hii*KiNS in Grove Dict.Mns. III. 193 The tone
of the Ruckers clavecins has never been surpassed for purity

and beauty of * tone-colour (timbre). 1895HS Cat. Univ.
Nebraska 216 No other instruments require so much
patient and unremitting toil in their mastery as [the violin,

viola, violoncello]; and none are so well adapted for the
expression of all shades of musical feeling or so nearly
resemble the human voice with all its possibilities of •tone-

coloring. 1894 Du Mauhier Trilby I. 169 She was quite

*tone-deaf, and didn't know it. 1838 Keighti.ev Grk.
Mythol. 338 (Odyssey xix. 518) She..poureth forth her
voice *Tone-fuil, lamenting her son Itylos. 1874 David-
son Hebr. Gram. (1892) 14 [Vowels] called *Tone-long,^ a,

e, i>, that is vowels not long by nature but from occupying
a certain position in relation to the place of tone, and there-

fore changeable, when their relation to the tone alters, /bid,

15 The final accented short syllable and the pretonic open
have tone-long vowels. 1905 Q. /?^f. July 103 "Tone-paint-
ing, he [Wagner] admits, maybe used in jest, ipox PailMatt
G. 3 May (Cass. Supp.), What may be called the ground-
work of his 'tone-picture. 1874 F, J. Chowest {title) The
great *Tone-poets. 1901 Palt Mail G, i Apr. 5 The great

English word-poet and the great German tone-poet seemed
to meet together on that imminent verge. 1899 Atlbutt's

Syst, Med. VI. 528 A continuous, though variable, stream
of *tone-producing energy. 1889 Brinsmead Hist. Piano-
forte 172 The *tone-puTsator, patented 1878,. .connects the
ring-bridge with the continuous rim, 1884 A. J. Hifkins
in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 143/1 These bars, .promote the
elasticity of this most important "tone relnforcer. 1893 Sir

G. Reid in Westm. Gaz. 4 Feb. 2/1 Myown way of working
is to make a ^tone study with the utmost rapidity, to seize

the impression of the moment, if possible, and then, for the
knowledge of form and detail to make a careful and accu-
rate drawing. 1847 Webster (citing Stuart), *Tone-.s>;l-

lable. 1905 Athenxum 29 July 140/3 One of its main
characteristics is that the nature of the metre is deter-

mined by the tone-syllable alone. 1893 Yale Psychol.

Studies 81 The instrument used in making the experiments
was composed of an adjustable pitchpipe with an index-arm
moving over a large scale. The instrument, .may for brevity

be called the *tone-tester. 1894 Creighton & Titchener
WundCs Hum. <V Anim. Psychol, v. 76 note. The vjbration-

rate of these new "tone-waves is the sum of the vibration-

rates of the original tones. 1894 Herkomer in Daily Nexvs
28 Apr. 6/7 To use process work for the reproduction of
line alone, leaving *tone-work to express the more complete
work of the artist, which must be rendered again byan artist-

engraver.

Tone, pron. and a. Now only dial. Forms : a.

{north, dial, and Sc.^ (3 Jjat an), 4 J>e tan, 4-5
J>e tane, 4-6 the tayne, 6 the taine, 4-9 the
tane, (9 the taen). j3. 3-5 po ton, (4 pe tonn),

4-5 pe toon, pe tone, 4-6 the ton, 4-7 the tone,

5 the toon, (6 the tonn, 7 the t'one). 7,

(without the') 6-7 ton, 6-8 tone, 8 t'on, 9 t'one,

(t'an). [Early ME. /^/^//j/^/i?//, for earlier/^/ or

pat an, * the one * (see That dem. adj. 5) ; tlie t of

pet being attached to ««, 6n, wlien pc became the

general form of the definite article. Normally
used in antithesis X.o pe toper, thetother, which had

a simHar origin : see Totheu. This usage cannot

have arisen until the OE. antithesis of 6Qer . . . o^er,

as in L. alter . . . alter,
gave place to dn . , , oder, as

in Fr. fun ,

,

. Pautre ; nor until Psvt {pet, pat) was
usable for masc. and fem. as well as neuter, i. e.

between 1200 and 1250: see One numeral 18,

Other a, B. i, 2. Used absolutely or pronomi-
nally, the tone is found in literature down to c 1600,

and in many dialects to tiic present day; in So.

the tane is in ordinary use. But as an adj., pre-

ceding a sb., esp. before a consonant, it was reduced

at an early date io pe ta,pe td, still in Sc. the toe

(see To a.) \ although the full the tone , . . the

iother was also frequent, until gradually super-

seded in literary Eng. by the one . . , the other,

dialcctally and colloquially also tone , . . iother,

later sometimes written t^one , . Mother. This, in

the northern Eng, dialects in which the definite

article regularly appears as te, t&j t\ may really

stand for tone, toother; but elsewhere, where the

TONE.

article is not te, t\ it is perhaps rather V one , .

.

V other, due to the dropping of the from the tone . .

,

the tother. In both the totu and, the Iother, the is

omitted after a possessive pronoun or case, as dial.

his tone or to hand, Sc. his tae hand — * one of his

hands'. For full illustration of existing dialect

use, see Eng. DiaL Diet, s. v. Tone^
The one (of two) : often opposed to tother,

1. VLSpron*
a. [a 1225 Leg. Kaih. 1373 (MS. C) pa 5eide )»us ^ an, &

elnede J)e o3re.] 13.. Cursor M, 1533 (Coti.) Tua pliers |)ai

mad, o tile \>^ tan, pe tojwr it was o merbul stan \Cdtt. and
Fair/. J»at an, l>e tol>er ; Trin. l>at oon, ^^t ol?erl. c 1440
Alphabet o/Tales 167 Me thoght att ii angels led \>q tane

of you vnto hevyn & t?e toder vnto hell. 15x3 Douglas
^neis v. vi. 25 The tane bornof Epiria, And the todir wasof
Archadia. a 1774 FekgL'sson Drink Eel. Poems (1843) 49
Brandy the lane, the tither whiskey. x8i6 Scott Old Mort.
xxxviii. They will neither want the tane nor the tother while

Lord Evandale lives.

^. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 4005 pe toon men calle

Eutycyus, pe toul>er hyght Florentyus. CX380 Wvclip
Wks. (1880) 190 Neither ^e ton ne i>e toil>er. [c 1386 Chaucer
Pard. T, 479 That oon spak thus vn to that oother Thou
knowest wel thou art my sworn brother.) a i^z^CursorM,
13966 (Trin.) His sibtres two, pe toon was martha to seyn
And t^at oj>ere Maudeleyn. 1426 Rolls ofParlt. V. 409/1
My said ii lx>rdes or the toon of hem. 1522 More Dc
quat. Naviss. Wks. 79/2 Within a lille while die the tone
may, the tother muste. xsgx Harington Orl. Fur. Pref.

p vj, The tone begins, Anna virumque cano. The tother

[begins] [etc]. xBgi Miss Jackson Shropsh, Word-bk. 448
Both the tone an* the tother on *em.

y- *S73 TussER Husb.ii&yS) 123 Vse ton for thy spinning,
leaue Mihel the tother. C1590 Marlowe Faust, ix. 19
Well, tone of you hath this goblet about you. 1632 Brome
Court Beggar in. i. Wks. 1873 I. 230 I'le jowle your heads
together, and so beat ton with tother. a 1800 Pkgge Suppl.
Grose, Ton Tother^ one another. Derb. 1825 Brockett
N. C. Words s. v. Tane, Gi me t'an or tother. X9cx) [see

Eng. Dial. Diet, s. v. Tone].

2. as adj. preceding a sb.

a, p. c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex, 2196 Al but Se ton bro^rsymeon.
13. . Cursor M. 7074 (GutL) Bot as be tonn half a-gayn \>a.t

oper. c 1380 WvcLiF Sertn, Sel. Wks. II. 284 Men speken
now of Crist bi |>e toon kynde andnow by ^ tol»er. CX400
Destr, Troy 13206 The ton Egh in the toile lost tynt he
belyue. 1529 NIore Dyaloge 111. L Wks, 206 The hole church
had neuer taken all the tone sorte and reiected all the tother.

*S3S Stewart Cron. Scot, (Rolls) 1. 254 At the tonn end
set Cesar in his trune, And at the tother stude king Caratac
1552 Lyndesay's Poems To Rdrs. (E.E.T.S. p. 318), The
quhilkis ar verray fals, And wantis the tane half. 1584
Cogan Haven Health ccxlL (1636) 274 That wee lie on the
tone side. 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman dAlf, 11. i.

V. 48 The t'one halfe of an old broken great Pitcher.

y. a X76S K. Estmere xxvii. in Child Ballads in. (1885)

53/1 Tone day to marrye Kyng Adlands daughter, Tother
daye to carrye her home, a x8oo Peggie Suppi. Grose s. v.

T'on-End^ It must be set a t'on end.

Tone (t^"n). V. [f. Tone sb,'\

I. tl. trans, Mus, To sound with the proper

tone or musical quality ; to intone. Obs.
£'1325 in Rel, Ant. 1. 292 Thu tones nowt the note ilkebe

his name, Thu bitist a-sonder bequarre, for bemol 1 the
blame. 1570 Levins Manip. 168/38 To Toone, modulari.

b. To give a good or proper tone to.

1891 Advt., Pianos toned and repaired.

2. intr. To issue forth in musical tones, rare,

X447 BoKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 74 Wyth ympnys and
psalmys wel tonyng Thousandis of aungells aftyr hym dyd
goon, X850 L. HuNTW«/tf^/V<''.ix. 160 The sounding words
came toning out of his dignified utterance like * sonorous
metal '.

3. trans. To utter with a musical sound, or in

a special or affected tone ; to intone.

1660 ^o\}iH Serm.^ Matt, xiii.ji (1727) IV, i. 52 Those
strange new Postures used by some in the Delivery of the
Word. Such as shutting the Eyes,.. speaking through the
Nose, which I think cannot so properly be called Preaching,
as Toning of a Sermon. 1704 Swift Mcch. Opcrat. Spirit

§ 2 Misc. (1711) 295 Tuning and toning each Word, and Sylla-

ble, and Letter to their due Cadence. 1719 D'Urfev Pills

(1872) HI. 334 With pleasing I'wang he tones hii Prose,..

And draws John Calvin through the Nose. 1796 Southed
Lett.fr, Spain (1799) 399 He sung or toned his verses,

1852 5Irs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. i. The boy. .commenced
toning a psalm-tune through his nose with imperturbable
gravity, 1883 W. C, Smith .V. Country Folk 18s The
Common prayer Was sweetly toned to the fishers there.

-[4. To lay the accent or stress upon, to accent

(a word or syllable). Ohs,

X683 MoxoN Mech. Excn., Printing xxii. f 5 If it be Set
thus, that that That that that Man would have stand at the
beginning of the Line should stand at the end ; it will, by
toning and laying Emphasis on the middlemost That become
good Sense.

II. 6. To alter or modify the tone or general

colouring of; to give the desired tone to; spec.

{a) To cover (a painting) with oil or varnish so

as to soften the colouring
;

{b) To alter the lone

or tint of (a piiotograpb) in the process of finishing

it. Also absol.

1859 GuLLicK & TiMBS Paint. 215 It was not unfrequent
for the possessors of old pictures to have them toned, as it

was called. x868 M. C. Lea Man. Photogr. xiii. 219 Thb
bath tones much like the preceding ; gives brown, purple-

black, or black tones, and by overioning, blue. Ibid. 220
Landscapes should be toned only with the acetate or benzo-

ate bath. X893 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. {igoj) 49 A
gold bath will only tone when in a neutral or slightly alka-

line condition. 1902 Westm, Gaz. 13 Mar, 2/2 One can
always send the lace, .and get it toned exactly.



TONED.

b. intr. To receive or assume a tone, tint,

or shade of colour ; esp, in rhologr,

s868 M. C Lea M.in. Fhcto^. xiii. ai8 If a washed print

be simply thrown into a dilute solution of chloride of gold,

it will tone. 1873 E. Sk)« /* 'orksk<>p Receipts Ser. i. 257/2

If delayed many hours the prints will not tone readily.

c. To harmonize with in colonring. Also with in,

18.. Si. Louis Spectator (U.S.) XI. 327 (Cent.) Beaded
pa^iseinenterie, which tones in with ^the delicate shades of

blue, and pink chiffon, and dark velvet. 1904 M'estm. Gaz.

ao Jan. 3/2 In each case her hat tones with the dress. 1007

Ibid, 25 Sept. 2/1 The red- or brown-tiled wooden chalets

at once tone in with Nature.

in. 6. trans. To impart a tone to (in various

senses of the sb.) ; to modify, regulate, or adjust

the tone or quality of; to give physical or mental

tone to, to brace.

1811 ShellkV St. Irzytu viii, A degree of solemnity,

mixed with concealed fierceness,tonedhisvoiceashespoke.

1859 J. CuMMiNG Ruth \\. 18 The husband tones into a
loftier pitch the spiritual and moral character of the wife.

1871 L. Stephen /'/tfj-jfT. Eur. xiil(i894) 334 Your mind is

properly toned by these influences. 1884 W. C. Smith KUdr^
Stan I. li. II Nor many years had toned his heedlc^ne*^

b. Tom down, to lower the tone, quality, or

character of; to soften, make less emphatic Tone

%py to raise or improve the tone of, to give a higher

or stronger tone to.

x86o TvNDAU. Glac II. Jbtvl 371 These [ice-ridgesj .

.

become more and more toned down by the action of sun and
air. 1864 Reader Na 98.603/1 By toning up public senti-

ment. 1884 r/w« (weekly ed.) 29 Aug. 14 i These rosy
impres^sions were decidedly toned down on closer inspec-

tion. 1896 Chatanqua Mag. Dec. Advt., Some remedy that

will tone-up the nervous system. 1906 F. L. Dodd Mmnicip,
Milk 9 A custom has grown up called ' toning down the

milk', which consists in the aiidition of skimmed milk to

such an extent as just to reduce the percentage of fat to

the legal minimum.
C. intr. for past. Tom down^ to become lowered,

weakened, or softened in tone ; tone up^ to rise or

improve in lone.
t^a KiNCSLEV AH, Lockt xii!, The ivory and vermilion

of the complexion had toned down together into still richer

hues. 1865 Dickens i^/u/. Fr. i. ix.Gr.idually toning down
to a motherly strain. x88x Chicago Times 14 May, Trade
toned up considerably under the influenceof warm weather.

1885 //pool Daily P^nt II Apr. 5/a Public excitement with
respect to Russia has considerably toned down.

Hence Toning (t^mii)), vbl, sb, and ppLa,^ in

various senses.

1660 [see TosK r. 3]. 1708 Ozell tr. BoiUau*$ Lutrim
IV. (1730) iga The Toning of the Tcnebrae. 1796 Soutiiev
Lett.Jr. Spain (1799) 399 The defects of metre are disguised

by tMiing, 1843 Kuskin Mod. Paint. 1. 11. 11. iL ( 15 This
toning down and connection of the colours actually used.

iStft Photogr. News Aim, in Circ. Sc, (£-1865) I. 155/1
Sufficient water tends . . to secure regular toning. liid.^

Several diflferent forma of the alkaline goki toning bath
hav« been proposed. xStS Abnev Photogr. (1881) 140 A
trace of hypochlorous acid was found in the toning solution.

189X MEiiRoiTHOM<f^cwrCfr«i^, XXXV, She struck a loneing
warmth through his intelligence.

Tone, Sc var. of Tu»b ; obs. f. Dhoniy, Tbem
J*.', TowK, Tun ; obs. pa. pple. of Take v, (see

To V. Obs.)\ obs. pi. of ToK. Tonecle» obs, f.

TUNICLB.

Toned (tJ«md),///. a, and adj,

L ///. a, [f. ToNB r^. +-ed1.]

1. a. Sounded with the proper, or a specified,

tone.

e 1460 TovnuUy Myst, x\L 419 Tltay [notes] were gentyll

and small. And welt tonyd with all. 1533 Bbllxnoen Lny
v. xviiL (S.T.S.) II. 3o3 The cryis & cvill tonyt sangis of

^ gaulis.

b. Of body or mind : Bronght into tone (Tonr
sb. 7) ; braced, strung. Chiefly with adv., as wiil-

tonedf toned-up.
174a Young Nt. Th, viii. 1285 Juices, thro' the welUton'd

Tuhes wcllstrain'd. 1855 Macaulay /////. Emg xiv. III.

433 A human being whose mind was quite as firmly toned
at eighty as at fort v. 1879 fl. SrsMCxa Data 0/Ethics
vi. fi 36. 90 Showing by toned-up face and vivacious manner
..greater energy.

2. Sli^'htly or finely coloured or shaded ; tinted.

Toned paper, pajjcr which is not quite white,

but cream-coloured or slightly buff.

18&4 N. ^ Q. 3rd Ser. VI. 454/1 That ydlowish-coloured.
or what is now called toned paper, is. .more beautiful and
pleasant to the eye*i than the gLtrine white paper of modern
limes. 1869 Aavt. in A. Staffor^s Fern. Glory, Toned
paper, limp cloth, red edges 1877 Mrs. Oliphamt Makers
Flor. iv. 117 Soft shades of those toned marbles which fit

so tenderly into each other.

b. Photogr. Treated with chemicals so as to
acciuire the desired tone or shade of colour.

i86> Photogr, News Aim. in Circ. Sc. (£^1865) I. 155/1
Imperfectly-toned patches will be the result. 189a Photogr,
Ann, II. 07 The toned and fixed prints are immersed in a
strong solution of common salt.

II. adj. [f. Tone J*. + -ED 2.] 3. In combina-
tion : Having a tone (in various senses) of a speci-
fie<l kind or quality; e.g. deep-^ fine-^ high-, Aw-
toned. 5>ee al-io the adjs,
tjmo Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life 4 Writ. (1832) I. 350 A

higher toned Government than that of England. i8ia W.
TaNNAHT Anster F. iii. xli. The brass-ton 'd clarion gave the
air a thump. 1870 Rock Text. Fabr. vi. (1876) 54 A fine
tofwd yellow as a ground. 1896 idler Mnr. rgi '1 The deep.
toned, old-fasliioned furniture of the housekeeper's room.
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Tonee, var. Dhonet, E. Indian sailing vessel.

t Tonekin. Obs, rare, [? dim. of ton or tun ;

? a. Flem. tonneken.] ? A small cask or barrel.

1546 O. Johnson in Ellis Orig, Lett, Ser. 11. II. 174, ^
small tonekins of capers q' 4J lb, cost 4' 6^.

Tonel, -ell, obs. forms of Tonnel, Tunnel.
Toneless (t^a-nles), a, [f. Tonb sb. + -LESS.]

Destitute of tone.

1. Soundless, mute; ofa body: without resonance.

1773 Kenrick Rhet. Gram. ii. § 3 in Diet, 35 This sound
. . in oratorial and poetical stile . . is contracted and rendered
almost toneless in speech. 1899 AllbutVs Syst, Med. VI.
129 The side of the chest is completely dull and toneless.

2. Having no distinctive quality
; (a) of sound :

without modulation or expression
;

(b) of colour:

dull.

(a) 1847 Fraser's Mag. XXXVI. 105 The harsh roar of his

toneless, irritating voice. i86x S. Brooks Silver Cord viii,

* Mrs. Kmpson is my aunt..', said Mrs. Berry, in a tone*

less voice.

{J>) 1843 RusKiN Mod. Paint. 1. 11. m.i. S 19 In paintings,

they (the skiesl are commonly toneless, crude, and wanting
in depth and transparency, 1856 Ibid. III. iv, xv. § 6 The
Apennine limestone is so grey and toneless. 1883 Grant
White /K. Adams 80 Her hair, a toneless brown.

3. Lacking tone in body ormind ; void of energy

;

listless, dull.

1S54 ^* L. Mackenzie in Miles Mem, (1S56) 263 Must I.

.

withered, toneless..Trudge on through life. x9^ Allbuit's
Syst. Med. VI. 39 The fibres of the heart are not primarily
diseased, but are merely more or less toneless and atrophied.

Hence Tonelessly adv. ; Tonelessness.
1873 Earle Pkilol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) % ^38 When this

adverbial -ly was superadded to the adjectival the latter

shrank into tonelessness, 1888 tr. Ibsen s Ghosts (Camelot
CLissics) 198 Oswald (tonelessly as before) The Sun. 1891
G. Meredith One o/our Conq, II. v. 105 Her present tone-
lessness of blood and being. 1895 Zangwill Master iii.

vii, * I see he calls you Eleanor *, he observed tonelessly.

Toner (t^-naj). [f. Tonk v. + -eb1.] One
who or that which tones : see the verb.

1888 Medical Ne7vs \A\\. 4013 Sulphuric and nftric acids
have, .some claim to be regarded as toners of the vasomotor
nerves. 1904 Daily Chron. 25 Mar. 10/7 Pianos.—Experi-
enced tuner and loner wanted in factory.

Toney, variant of T<*nt ; obs. f. Dhonet.
i6u in Foster Eng. Factories Ind, (1908) II. 154 One of

their toneyes.

Tong (trij), sb. [Echoic: cf. ting, tang, dong,

etc.] A deep ringing sound produced by a stroke

on a large bell, deeper than that denoted byTANa
sb."^, but sharper than that denoted \y^ dong\ the

stroke producmg this,

1881 Miss Jacksom Shropsh. Word-hk., Tong, the sound
produced by a slow single stroke on a church-bell % the stroke
uself. .

,

' The bell gies a long or two w'en they comen out o'

Church '. 1883 C. S. Bubnk Foik-Lore xxxvii. 604 Giving
a few longs on the belL

Ton^CVf)), v.^ [Goes with prec. sb.] a. intr.

To emit a deep rini^ing sound, as a bell when
struck. Also with cognate object. Cf. Tano z/.2

1,3. b. trans. To cause (a bell, or other resonant

body) to emit such a sound. Tong out, to sound
forth by tonging. Hence ToTiging vbl. sb.

^ 1584 R. Scot Discov, Witchcr. xii- xviii. (1886) 218 Trust,
ing rather to th« tonging of their belles, than to their own
crie unto God. i88x Miss Jackson Shropsh, Word-bk.,
Tong v.a. and r.w., to cause to sound,— to sound in one tone,

as of a church'bcll. 1883 Hampshire Gloss. s.v., The bells

be longed*. i.e. are being tolled. 1907 Scribtuf's Mag.
Feb. 151 Toe great betl ^ the cathedral longed out the
vespers.

Tonip (trq), ^.2 U, S, [f.ToNQS.] a. trans.

To grasp, gather, or handle with tongs; spec, to

gather (clams or oysters) with oyster-tongs, b.

intr. To use or work with tongs. C. trans. To
lift or move (a log) with skidding tongs. Hence
Tender (t(?*ij3i), one who gathers oysters with

oyster-tongs ; Tangln? (t(7i)ig)i^/. sb.j the use of

tongs ; spec, the taking of oysters with tongs.

s86S Rep. U,S. Commissioner Agric. (i86(>) 342 Eleven
million bushels [of oysters] taken in the legitimate way of
dredging and tonging. 1887 Fisheries 0/ l/.S. Sect. v. II.

S5a As soon as a longer has caught as many as his small
boat will carry he sells out to the runner and returns to
work. Ibid., The size of the tonk;ing-canoe ranges fiom 15
or 16 feet to 30 feet or more. 1891 W. K. Rkooks Oyster
3 There were 1000 boats engaged in dredging and 1500
canoes engaged in tonging. looi Munsey's Mag. XXV.
386/1 Before it reaches the mill . . a saw log is moved four

times in four ditTerent ways. First, it has lo be * longed
'

a distance of anywhere from ten to a hundred feet.

Tong, var. Tang sb,^ ; obs. f. Tongue ; see also

T0KO8.

11 Tonga ^ (tr^gg^)- ^' Indies. Also tanga.
[a. Hindi tanga.\ A light nnd small two-
wheeled carriage or cart use<l in India.

1874 Settlement Rep, Nasik{S\3\^\ Driving light tongas
drawn by ponies or oxen. 188a F. M. Crawford Mr.
Isotics ix, Ihe HimaLiyan tonga is a thing of delight. 1894
Irene Pbtrie in I.i/e vii. (1900) 136 A tonga resembles a
squat dog-cart with a hood. 1^04 Times Jan, 5/2 The
Indian tongas used in South Africa were very suitable over
even ground-

b. titlrid, and Comb.
1881 Let. fr, Bombay Govt, to Govt, 0/ India 17 Tune

(Yule), Gallantly defending the mail tonga cart. i88a F. M.
Crawford Mr. Isaacs ix, Every tonga-driver is provided
with a post horn. 1886 Kiflino Departm. Ditties, etc

TONGS.

(1890) 86 So long as 'neath the Kalka hills The tonga-hom
shall ring. 18^ Irene Petrie in Life vii. (1900) 141 The
tonga road was demolished by recent snows.

II Tonga '^ (tp'ijga). [An arbitrary name, said

in Vharm. Jrnl. to have been invented by Mr.
Ryder, who^ first sent specimens to Europe.] A
drug extracted from the root of the Fijian plant
Epipremnum pinncUum, Engler, used by the
natives of Fiji as a remedy for neuralgia; also
known in England and America. Also attrib,
(For its introduction into England, see The Lancet for

March, 1880, 360^ 361, also 445, and the Pharmaceutical
Journal for April, 1880. A full history in Gardener^
Chron. 1882, XVil. 180, and Journal 0/Bot. 1882, 332.)
1880 S. Ringer in Lancet 6 Mar. 360/1 On Tonga : a

remedy for neuralgia used by the natives of the Fiji Isl.ands.

1880 Kew Report 55. 88a N. E. Urown in Gard. Chron.
XVII. 180/2 The 'I'onga phnt is an ornamental climber of
rapid growth, with bold dark green pinnatisect leaves. 1883
Scieuce I. 80/2 The drug tonga is shown.. to be the pro-
duct mainly of a climbing aroid (£//j>r^7«[«]«;« mirabile).

Hence Tongine (t^'qgain), Chem. ; sec quot.
1890 Billings Nat, Med. Diet., Tongine, a volatile alka-

loid found by Gerrard in tonga.

11 Tonga '* (tp'qga). [Native name in Pern.] A
beverage inducing stupefaction and delirium, pre-

pared from the seeds of Datura sanguinea by the

Indians of Peru. Also in comb,
1851 Kingston ATanco iii. (1853) 36 Our brother has but

drunk the tonga ; his spirit has departed for a season. Ibid.

37 The group of Indians . . collected round the tonga-drinker.

1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex, s, v. Datum, A narcotic drink
called Tonga.
Tonga bean: see Tonka.
Tonger, Tonging : sec under Tonq z/.2

Tongman : see Tongs 4.

Toug[riail (tp'qgrian), a, Geol, [f. Tongres,
in Belgium, where developed + -ian.] Name for

marine strata of the Lower Oligocene of Belgium.
1883 (sec Rupelian). i88s Geikie Text,bk. Geol. (ed,

2) 864 The Tongrian deposits contain an abundant marine
fauna = the Egeln beds of Germany. 1885 Lvell Elem,
Geol. XV. 202 'Ine lower division [of the Oligocene], or Ton-
grian, includes the sands in the neighbourhood cf Tongres,
and . .corresponds with the upper part of the Gypseous series

of Montmartre, and with the Headon series of England.

Tongs (t^qz), sb. pi. Forms : a. sing, l tang,
1-5 tango; //. i tangan, 2-4 tangen ; 4 tangs,

(5 tangy8,-is, tang(g)e3,6 ^r.tang(g)is, taingis,

tayngis), 6- Sc, tangs, tayngs ; 6 Sc. double pi.

tangisis. ^. sing, i t9ng, 3-5 tonge, (4toenge,

5 tongge), (9 tong) ; //. 3 tongen
; 4 tunges,

4-5 tongys, 5 toonges, tongges, 5-7 tonges, (6
tonkes, thounges, 7 tungs), 7-8 tongues, 5-
tongs. [OE. tang{%iT, {.), tange (wk. f.) ^ OLG.
tanga (MDu. tanghe, Du. tang), OFris, tange,

OHG. zanga str. fem. (MHG., Ger. zange), ON.
tpng str, f,, t~*tangu (Norw. tong, Swed. t&ng, Da.
tang) :—OTeut *tang6- (also, with weak inflexion,

tangon-) :—Indo-Eur. *danka-, referred to the root

*dak-, dank- to bite (Skr. dam^, dag, Gr. ha.KVfiv') ;

cf. OIIG. zangnr, MLG., LG. tanger, MDu. tan-

gker sharp, biting.]

1. An implement consisting oftwo limbs or *legs*

connected by a hinge, pivot, or spring, by means
of which their lower ends are brouglit together so

as to grasp and take up objects which it is impos-

sible or inconvenient to lift with the hand. Ex-
amples of different forms are seen in a smith's tongs,

domestic fire-tongs, and sugar-tongs.
A particular use or shape is often indicated by a prefixed

word, as blacksmith's t.^curling-t., gas-fitter's t., pipe t.,

sugar-t. When not otherwise particularized usually applied

\ofire-tongs. In early quots. often not distinguishable in

sense from pincers axforceps.

t a. in sing, form tong, Obs.

e7*i Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) ^5 Forceps, long, axooo
Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 218/37 Delebra, tang. Ibid,

272/34 Forceps, tang, c-1050 Byrht/erth's Ilandboc \\\

Anglia (1885) VIII. 325 Mid his gyldenan tange. a lajo

Owl ^ Night. 156 pu twengest \>ar mid so do)} a tonRe.

c 1305 St. DuHstan 77 in E. E. P, (1B62) 36 He dro3 forJ> his

tonge And leide in \e bote fur. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1308,

6 hct to brynge wij> him anon anuylt, tange, & slepge.

i3te WvcuF Isa. vi. 6 A cole, th.at with the toenge [1^ a
lunge] he toe fro the auter. £-1440 Promp. Parv. 496/2
Tongge, fyyr instrument, c 1483 Caxton Dialogues 8/9
Ung estenelle, uuggreyl, a tonge, a gredyron.

6. in pi. form with plural construction: the usual

current use. Pair oftongs is used when qualifica-

tion by a numeral or an indefinite article is wanted,
o. C890 tr. Bieda^s Hist, v. xiii. [xii,] (1890) 428 Hsefdon

heo iyrene eajan . . ond fyrene langan him on handa hiefdon.

c 1000 j^i.FRic llofu. II. 352 Woldon me?^elfeccan mid heora

byrnendum tangum. c 1300 Tangen (see quot. c 1290 in ^].

1384-5 Durham Ace. Rolls C^urtees.) 265, j par de Tangs.

1412-13 Ibid. 610, j pare belowys et langys empt. ct^zs
I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 657/11 Ilee forceps, tangges. 1483
Cath. Angl. 378/1 A paire of Tanges, /« ^hnali nuviero,

tenalia, 1500-30 Dunbar Poems Hi. 14 The wyfF..That
with the taingis wald brack his schinnis. 1547 Reg. Mag.
Si^. Scot, -^onote, Tua pair of tayngis. 1505 Duncan App.
Etym. (E.D.S.), Forceps, tayngs. 1718 KhJASAS Christ's

Kirk Gr \\i. iv. Her aunt a pair of tangs fush in. 1816

J. HoswELL,etc. Justiciary opera K^To ^G\?.c on anither man's
geer (As the tanesance a Highhindman fand). 1825 jAMtE-

SON s. V. Tangs, 'You fand that wharthe Highlandniaii fand

the tangs ' S, Prov. [Cf. tjuot. 1731 in J3.]
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p. c H90 SI. Brendan 480 in .V. Eng. Leg. I. 233 With
tongen {Harl, JUS. 2277 (c 1300) tangen] and with hameres
brenninde mani on. i3S»-3 Eiji Sacr. Rolls (1907) II. 155

Inj pari de Tongys pro plumbario. i39a-3 Earl Derby's

Exp. (Camden) 158 Pro tunges et aliis necessariis. 1426

LvDG. De Guil, Vilgr. 16144 And with thy Toonges pynche
hem so. X483 Act i Rich. Illy c. 12 § 2 Andyrons, Cob-
bardes,Tongges,FireforIces. x^^NavalAcc. Hen. VlliiZt^)

205 Tongges of yron..J payre. 1530 Palsgr. 251/1 Payre
of tonges, teHailles. Ibid., Payre of smythes \.on%fs,p'esses.

1531 Rec. St. Mary at Hill yj A payre of andi[r]onis and a
payre of tonkes with a fyer Raike. 1586 Rates o/Custotne

E viij b, Tongs for fire the dosen vj. s. 1599 Ace, lik. IK
fFr<iyin/4«</yKar)'XXXII.243 0nepairofthoungcs. 160S
Rowlands HelCs Broke Loose 47 Their flesh torne from

the bones with fiery tongs, 1614 Liber DcfOS. Archidia-

coiiat. Colcestr. If. 71 (MS.) To saye he would laye her on
the pale with the tungs, 1663 Prrvs Diary 7 Sept., Dogs,

tongues, and shovells, for my wife's closett. 1697 Dryden
t'irg. Ceorg. iv. 255 With Tongs they turn the Steel.

1721 Kelly Scot. Prov. 383 You found it where the High-
hand Man found the Tongs. 181S J- Smith Panorama
Sc. ff Art II. 171 Grasping the tongs with the right hand a
little belowthe middle. i84S.jAMES/4rraA A^«/ii, He was
as thin and spare, too, as a pair of tongs.

c. In pi. form tongs const, as sing. ; with rare

pi. tongisis, tongscs, pairs of tongs. Chiefly Sc.

1489 Act. Dom. Cone, (1839) 132/1 Twa axis, a wowmill.

.

a langis, price xld. iS4a Rec. Elgin (N. Spald. CI. 1903)

I. 71 The masterfull streking of KUene Murray with ane
tanggis. 1576 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 6ginote, 2 pair of

langisis, 3s. apiece. 1596 Dalrymple tr, Leslie's Hist.

Scot. VII. (S.T.S.) II. 46 The rest of his body, .the pynouris

raue with an yrne tangs. 1708 Caldwell Paters (Maill.

CL) I. 216, I must also have a tongs and shovel. 1796
HuRNS On Life vii. Like a sheep-head on a tangs. 1849

W. \?L\ma Crayon Misc. 254 A relic, .which, if I recollect

right, he pronounced to have been a tongs.

d. in sing, form long; One leg of a pair of

tongs, humorous nonce-use.

1862 Thackeray Philip xxxii, He keeps a tong to the pre-

sent day, and speaks very satirically regarding that relic.

S864 Daily Tel. 26 Aug., With the half of a pair of tongs,

or perhaps I should say with a long, in his tmy fist. 1897

in Westm. Gaz, 7 Dec 4/1 The beetle trotted down the

kitchen tong.

2. a,. Jig, 2i.rA'v!\ phrases: t.^, not to touch with a
pair of tongs, expressing repugnance to have any-

thing to do with.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars, T, r 481 Thanne slant Enuye and
holdeth the hoote Iren vpon the herte of man with a peire

of longe toonges of long rancour. IS79 Fulke Refiit.

Rastel 714 [It] makelh M. Rastel. .to gnaw the tonges for

anger. 1643 J. Caryl Expos. Job ii. 8 A man would scarce

touch such an one with a pair of Tongs, a 1688 Bunyan
Jems. Sinner Saved (i3S6) 112 We are scarce for touching
of the poor ones .

.
, no not with a p.-iir of tongs. 1828 Craz'cn

Gloss, s.v. Tangs, ' He brades of a pair o' tangs ', this is ap-

plied to a person with long Hmbs. i88j Miss Braudon^/<.
A'lya/Ilf. vii. 136, I wouldn't touch it with a pair of tongs,

b. As used in burlescjue music.

1S90 Shaks. Mids. N. IV. 1. 32 Cloiune. I haue a reason,

able good eare in musicke. Let us haue the tongs and the

bones. 1678 Rymer Trag. Last Age 139 The tinlamarand
twang of the Tongs and Jewstrumps. 1883 Dobson Sign
ofLyre 123 Well, our immortal Shakespear owns The (jaf

preferred the ' Tongs and Bones' I

O. Snapping tongs, a game : see quot.

1844 Barnes Poems Rural Life Gloss., Snappen tongs, a
game of fprfeits . .[played] in a room in which are seats for

all but one, .. when thetongs are snapped all run to sit

down, and the one that fails to get a seat pays a forfeit. 1847
in Halliwbll.

d. Short for sugar-tongs, curling-tongs, oyster-

tongs : see these words ; also Lazy-tonos.
1713 Land. Gaz, No. 5086/3, 6 gilded Tea Spoons with

Forks and Tongs. 1837 'Thackeray Ravenswing \, He was
twiddling the[curling-]tongswith whichhe had just operated
on Walker. 1870 Standard 19 Oct.j A party of Maryland
oystermen were caught sinking their tongs into the Vir-

ginia beds.

3. In various transferred and technical applica-

tions, t Bi, Name for an ancient surgical forceps

:

see quot. Obs. f b. A weeding-tool : see quot.

Obs, c. The pincer-like organs of a scorpion, d.

In a pile-engine, the forceps which grips the staple

in the head of the ram. e. In diamond-cutting, a
stand having at its upper end a vice-lilce device for

holding the dop in which the diamond is imbedded
for cutting. £ Railway. A pincer-lilce device for

grasping the rail on which a vehicle is standing,

thus holding it still (Forney Car-builder's Diet,

18S4). g. 'A name for pantaloons and ronnd-

alxiuts [short jackets] formerly in use in New Eng-
land' (Bartlett Z?«'irA Atner. 1848) ; a skeleton suit.

a. c 1425 tr. A rdirtu's Treat. Fistula 35 Whiche y-do,
be J>e lure y-opned wi)> tonges so y-shape J>at when (>e

vtward endes bene streyned togidre i>e inner endes he opned
& agaj^nward. b. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. % 21 The
chyefe instrument to wede with, is a paire of tonges made
of wode, and in the farther ende it is nycked, to holde the
wed faster. c. 1608 Topsell Serpents 223 The sixt

is like a Crabbe, and this is called by Elianus a flamant
Scorpion, it is of a great body, and hath tonges and takers
very solide and strong, like the Gramuell or Creuish. d.

1776 G. Sehfls Building in Water 36 The Tongs are
ojiened by the two inclined Planes. Ibid. 37 The Ram .

.

with the Staple, that the Tongs take hold of. 1825 J.
N1CH01.SOM Operat. Mechanic 310 Forceps or tongs are
lowered down speedily, and instantly of themselves again
lay hold of the ram and lift it up. g. 1845 S. Judd Mar-
garet 1. vi. The boys dressed in * tongs ', a name for panta-
loons or overalls, that had come into use.

128

4, Comb. : tongs-carriage, a carriage which
supports the tongs used in glass-making, foundry-

work, and the like ; to*ngsman, also to'ngman,
one who uses the tongs in oyster-fishing {U. S.).

1839 Ure Did. Arts 590 Glass-making...Two powerful
branches of iron united by a bolt, like two scissar blades,..

form the tongs-carriage, which is mounted upon two wheels
like a truck. 1887 Fhheries o/U.S. Sect. v. II. 525 In
midwinter, when the heavy planters are busy marketing
their crops, the longmen are idle, or are attending to their

own little cove-beds. 1891 \V. K, Brooks Oyster 140 They
are exposed to the depredations of both tongnien and
dredgers. 1891 Cent. Diet, (citing Davidson), Tongsman.

Tong-tong, variant of ToM-TOM.

Tongue (tfq), sb. Forms: 1-6 tunge, (3
tunke, tonke), 3-6, 7 Sc. tonge, (4 tungge,
tongge), 3-8 tounge, 4 Sc. towng, -e, 4-6 tung
(also 8 .Si-.), Sc, twng, 4-7 toung, tong, (5
tounghe), 5-7 toong, (6 toongue, 6-7 toungiie),

5- tongue. [OE. and ME, tunge viV.. f. = OFris.

tungCy OS. iunga (MLG., LG. itmge^ MDu.
tonghe, Du. iong)^ OHG. zunga, zunka (MtIG,,
Ger. zunge)t ON. /unga (Da., Norw. tunge, Sw.
tttnga)j Goth, tuggd :—OTeut. *tttng5n-^ held to be
cogn. with L. Ungita tongue, for older *dingua (as

Icurima \—dacrima : see Teab j;^.^).

The natural mod.Eng. repr. of OE. tunge would be tungy
as in lung, rung, sung (and as the_ word is actually pro-

nounced) ; but the ME. device of writing on for un brought
in the alternative tonge with variants tounge, townge ; app.
the effort to show that the pronunciation was not (tund5(L)

led to the later tounghe, toungue, tongue, although it is true

that these hardly appeared before final e was becoming mute,
so that its simple omission would have l>een equally effective.

The spelling tongue is thus neither etymological nor phonetic,

and b only in a very small degree historical.]

I. The bodily member.
L An organ, possessed by man and by most

vertebrates, occupying the floor of the mouth, and
attached at its base to the hyoid bone ; often pro-

trusible and freely movable. In its development
in maSi and the higher mammals, it is tapering,

blunt-tipped, muscular, soft and fleshy, important

in taking in and swallowing food, also as the princi-

pal organ of taste, and in man of articulate speech.
In some mammals, as the ant-eaters, it is attenuated, long,

and worm-like ; in most birds it is pointed, hard, and
horny; in fishes, hard and immovable ; in snakes and many
lizards, cylindrical, slender, and forked, and an important
tactile organ; in some amphibia, it is fixed at the front and
free at the hinder end, and (as also in chameleons) used in

licking up their prey.

C897 K. iEtFRED Gregory's Past^ C. xUii. 309 Dastte he
j^ewicte his yteniestan finger on waittre, & mid oa:m Secele

mine tungan. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 272 Do hwon on J^ine

tungan. e:i2oo Trin, Coll. Jlorn. 181 Te3 hiue grindeS,
tunge bine swolejeS, c 1250 Ccn. ^ Ex. 372 And alter on
is tunge cliuen. C1290 S. Eng, Leg. I. 206/206 For
Anguische J>e eorl>e heo freten, and here tongene ^nowen
al-so. 13.. Cursor M. 16767-^15 (Cott.) He tast it with
tonge Bot }jer-of toke he noght. C1380 Wvclif Sertn. Sel.

Wks. I, 29 Crist touchide his tonge.. and l>e bonde of his

tonge was opened for to speke. f 1380 — Wks. (1880) no
He schal make his tounge cleue faste to J>e roof of his moujj.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De F. R, v. xxiii. (Bodb MS.), Soune
,.is yschape with l>e wraaste of J>e tunge and J>anne wise
men clepep it a voice. 1530 Pai-sgr, 284/1 Tunge to speke
with, langue* 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. iti. 221, I had rather

haue this tongue cut from my mouth. 169^ Dkvden Virg.

Georg, III. 666 A Snake.. Erect, and brandishing his forky
Tongue. x8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 29 The tongue
in the Mammalia is always fleshy, and attached to the hyoid
bone, which bone is suspended by ligaments to the cranium.

1831 R. Knox Cloguefs Anat. 586 The Tongue, a symme-
trical organ,., situated in the interior of the mouth, extend*

ing from the hyoid bone and epiglottis to behind the
incisive teeth.

b. In reference to invertebrate animals, applied to

various organs or parts of the mouth having some
of the functions of the tongue of vertebrates, or

some analogy to it.

1753 Chambers Cycl, Supp.^ Tongue of 0. Afussel,..,&n

organ by means of which it spins a sort of threads.. to fi-t

itself to the rocks by. x8a6 Kirby & Sp. Entomoh III. 358
Lingua (the Tongue). The organ situated within the

Laoium or emerging from it, by which insects in many
cases collect their food and pass it down to the Pharynx,
1870 RoLLESTON /] «//«. Li/e Introd. 87 ' Odontophorous *

Moilusca . . possessing the peculiar dentigerous rasping
organ known as the tongue.

C. Erroneously regarded as the ' stinging organ '.

1581 J, Hamilton in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.) 7S/30
Venemous serpentis to stang thame vith the fyrie edge of

thair tungis. 1595 Shaks. fohn in. i. 258. 1599 — Much
Ado V. L 90 ViUaines, That dare as well answer a man
indeede, As I dare take a serpent by the tongue.

2. A figure or representation of this organ, a.

A symbolic figure or appearance as of a tongue, as

those that appeared on the day of Pentecost.

[cxooo ^Elfric Horn. I. 314 And wass asteowed bufon
heora selcum swylce fyrene tungan.) £1175 Lamb. Horn.

80 Biforan heore elche swilc hit were furcne tun^en. 138a

Wyclif Acts il 3 And tungis dyuersely partid as fyer

apperiden to hem. 1516 Tindale Acts il 3 And there

apered vnto them cloven tonges, as they had bene fyre..;

and they.. began to speake with other tonges, 01740
Watts Remnants of Time xi[i]. On that day when the

tongues of fire sat on his twelve apostles. 179a Haweis
Hymn, * Enthroned on high ' ii, Though on our heads no
tongues of fire Their wondrous powers impart.

TONGUE.

b. A delineated or artificial figure of a tongue.
1488-92 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 81 A grete scr-

pent toung set with gold, perle and precious stanes. 1536
Register 0/ Riches in Antig. Sarisb. (1771) 199 Having.,
two white Leopards and two dragons facing them as going
to engage, their tounges are done in curiousest wyse. 1577-87
HouNSHED Chron. III. 849/1 Then entered a person called

Report, apparelled in crimsin sattin full of toongs, sitting

on a flieng horsse.. called Pegasus. x886 Edin, Rev. \\i\y

151 The classical ' egg and tongue ' and ' tongue and oarl
*

patterns are branches from the same stem.

3. The tongue of an animal as an article of food

;

esp. an Ox-tongue or Neat's tongue.
cn^o Liber Cocorutn (1862) 26 Take tho ox tonge and

schalle hit welc. 1598 £/*K/rtr;> Civ, To seeth Tongues, 1653
Walton Angler viii. 165 The tongues of Carps are noted
to be choice and costly meat. 1740 Somebville Hobbinol
in. Poems (1749) 158 Black Hams, and Tongues that speech-

less can persuade To ply the brisk Carouse. x86o ' L. Car-
roll' Phantasm. 112 Dispense the tongue and chicken.

II. In reference to speech.

4. Considered as the principal organ of speech

;

hence, the faculty of speech ; the power of articula-

tion or vocal expression or description ; voice,

speech ; words, language. h\%Qfig.
In many contexts it is impossible to separate the sense

of the organ from that of its work or use.

C890 tr. Bseda's Hist. iv. xxv. (xxiv.] (1890) 348860 tunge,
|)e swa monis halwende word in J^aes scyppendes lof ^esette.

<:iooo i^LFRic Exod. iv. 10 pa cwaj? Moises..ic haifde t>e

la:tran tungan. c 1200 Ormin 4879 puss space ^ Laferrd

Jesu Crist purrh his prophetess tunge. a 1250 Prov. /Elfred
282 in O, E. Misc. 118 Wynmion is word-woj? & haue)»

tunge \v.r, tunke] to swift, c 1290 Beket 645 in -S'. Eng. Leg.
I. 125 No tounge telle ne may. 13.. Cursor M. 8404 (GotL)
pou salamon mi sone be 3ong, He es wijs and of redi

toung. 1414 26 Pol. Poems xiii. 100 He wolde trou^Tes

tonge were ty^ed. 1573 G. Harvev Letter-bk. (Camden) 6
A hie point for them to beat there beds and whet there

tungs about. 1387 Mirr. Mag.. Brennus xxxiv, What
tong can tell thy mothers griefe. 1600 Shaks. A. V, L. 11.

L 16 This our life. . Findes tongues in trees, bookes in the
running brookes. 1888 F. Hume Mme. Midas i. Prol., As
you have not even a tongue to contradict.

b. In many colloquial and proverbial expres-

sions of obvious meaning,
C137S Sc. Leg. Saints \. {Katerine) 257 Na man of ws

had tuth na towng To conclud hir, l>ocht scho be ^ounge.

c 1423 Eng. Cong. Irel. 46 Tong breketh bon, thegh
hym-self ne hawe none. 148^ Caxton Fables ofAuian xxii,

The felauship of the man whiche hath two tongues is nought.

1546 J. Heywood ProzK (1867) 64 Her tong ronth on patens.

1562 — Prov. ^ Epigr. 163 Thy tounge ninth before thy
wit. 1607 T. Walkington Opt. Glass i. (1664) 2 Pythagoras
..had this golden Poesie ever on his tongues end. 1677
W. Hughes Man ofSin in. iii. 77 For a Tongue to pierce

an Inch-Board, commend me to Turseltinus. 1820 Scott
Abbot iv, I would.. give him a lick with the rough side of
my tongue. 1859 Reade Love me Little x, Wasn't your
tongue a little too long for your teeth just now? 1870
Dickens E. Drood ii. Have you lost your tongue. Jack?
1890 Major-Gen, a. F. Bond in Rogerson Hist. Rec.S3rd
{Shropshire) Regt. 206 Having.. given them a taste of his

rough tongue. 1895 E, AngUaGloss. s.v. Length, To give
one the length ofyour tongue, to slang. 1899 Raymond
Two Men o' Mendip xv. 248 Vather'll. .call ec everything

be can lay his tongue to,

c. To hold ones tongtie, to refrain from speech,

keep silence, say nothing, f To keep one's tongue,

(a) to keep one's word
;
{b) to hold one's tongue.

(r897 K. JElfrkd Gregory's Past. C. xxxviii. 276 Se mon
se Se nemaes his tungan ?;ehealdan sie ?;elicostopenrebyri;;.

1377 Langl. p. pi. B. xviii. 146 Hold \>i tonge, mercy! It

is but a trufle |>at |>ow tellest. 1^ Gower Conf. III. 143
Ther schal a worthi king beginne To kepe his tunge and to

be trewe. t: 1440 Alphabet r/ Tales 83 petoder..flate with
hym agajTi & bad hym hold his tong. 1535 Coverdale
Matt. xxvi. 63 lesus helde his tonge. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.
Shr. I. I. 214, I will charme him first to keepe his tongue.

1605 — Macb, II. iii. 125 Why doe we bold our tongues?

X672 Mode's Wks. p. xvii. It w.asa frequent Proverbial speech
of our Author's, He that cannot hold his tongue can hold
nothing; and he practis'd accordingly. X749 Lady Lux-
BOROUGH Let. to Shenstone a8 Nov., Shocked to hear in

rough English Hold yourtongue. 1833 PIt. MartineauZ^'^w*
<5- Lugger I. vii, Hold your imjierlinent tongue, Sir. 1884
Geokgiana M. Craik G. Helstone 26 Here is your father who
knows it is, though be thinks it best to hold his tongue.

d. Phr. To ptit, or speak withy ofte's tongue in

one's cheeky to speak insincerely,

1842 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 11. Black Mousguetaire n.

XV, He . . Cried ' Superhe I—Magnifgue t ' (Witli his tongue
in his cheek). 1869 M. Arnold Cult. 4- An. Pref. 56 If

statesmen, either with their tongue in their cheek or through
a generous impulsiveness, tell them JetcJ. /bid. 123 He
unquestionably.. knows that he is talking clap-trap, and, so

to say, puts his tongue in his cheek. x8p8 SirE. W. Hauil.
TON Gladstone 10 There was no speaking 'with his tongue
in the cheek '. He spoke straight from the heart,

6. The action of speaking; speech, tilkmg,

utterance, voice ; also, what is spoken or uttered

;

words, talk, discourse.

C897 K. jElfked Gregory's Past. C. i. 27 Ac sio tunge
bi»^ descended on 5aem lareowdome Sonne hio oder laiird,

o3er hio Releornode. C1020 Ride St. Beftet (Logeman)

4 Se Se na de|? facn on his tungan. a 1225 Ancr. R. 78

Wite ich wel mine tunge, ich mei wel holden J>ene wei

toward heouene. 1362 Langu P. PI. A. i. 85 Hose is trewe

of his tonge. .is a-counted to l>tf gospel <:i470 Henry
Wallace i. 294 He was wondyr fa\T, Nocht large of tong.

1520 Whitinton yjilg. (1527) 3b, He is full of tongue

[linguax]. 1604 S. Harrison Archs ofTriumph Bj, Their

lastingnes should Hue but in the tongues and memories of

men. 1667 I^rvden Sir Martin Mar-All vi. iii, Sometimes

you have tongue enough; what, are you silent? 183S



TONGUE.
MovrcoMERV ffytitn^ * For rz'gr with the Lord\ The choral
harmonies of Heaven Earth's Babel tongues o'erpower.

b. Speech as distinguished from or contrasted
with thoufjht, action, or fact; mere words.
138a Wyclif I John iii. 18 l^ue we not in word, nether

in tunge, but in werk and treuthe. c 1400 Apol. LolL 54
pe lung a lone is not to be avid, but the Hf. c 1560 A. Scott
Pot'tni (S.T.S.) iii. 23 Bot offir thame ;our daly observance
Be tung, iho* na^ir hairt nor mynd conscntis, 1853 Lynch
Srl/'Imfircv, iv. 102 If religion beo^ns with your tongue,
it is very likely only to end there ; out if religion is in your
heart, it must needs come to your tongue sometimes 1866
Carlvle in Mam. Siar 4 Apr. 5/4 It seems to me the finest
nations of the world—the English and the American—are
going all away into wind and tongue.

t C. Spoken as distinct from wriiten or other
communication ; by iongue^hy word of month. Oh.
1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 94 The messengeir gat nay ansuer be

long fra aid tarquine. 1553 Janet Bethunk in Maitl. Ch
Misc. (1840) I. 41 mote^ 1 haif commitiit sura part of my
mynd be toung to my broder.

+ d. A * voice , vote, suffrage. Obs. rare.
1607 SiiAKs. Cor. 11. iii. 216 Have you, ere fww, deny'd

the asker: And now againe, [?on] him that did not aske*
. . Bestow your su'd-for Tongues?

t e. Eulogy, fame. Obs. rare,
c 1616 Fletcher Thierry <S- Theod, v. flast sp.), And
becauw She was born Noble, let that Title find her A pri-
vate grave, but neither tongue nor honor.

6. Manner of speaking or talking, with regard to

the sense or import of what is said, the mode of
expression or form of words used, or the sound of
the voice.

c 1460 I/om Gd. Wi/thaug;hi kir Daughter 19 in Hazl.
E. i\ P. I. 181 Be of a good bcrynge and of a good tonge.
595 ^»7' Trip<.wife (1881) 147 Keepe a good tung in your
head, least it hurt your teeth. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shn
Induct, i. 114 With soft lowe tongue, and lowly curtesie.

1596 .— Merck. K. 11. vL a/ Who are you ? tell me for more
certainty, Albeit He sweare that I do know your tongue.
1064 in yermy Mem. (1907) II. 204 She gros very malisas
in hur toung to us all 17*4 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733)
I. 86 Ye.. ha na Icam'd the begifars tongue. i8a8 Triai
0/ ly. Dyon at York Assizes 10, 1 knew him by bis tongue.

7. Of a dog. a. In phrases : To mcrve {Us) tongue

^

to bark {arch.)\ to give tongue^ to throw {its)

tongue, pro|>criy of a hound : to give forth its

voice when on the scent or in sight of the quarry.
Also trans/, of {lersoas.

S3S CovEBOALK yifih. X. 31 No man durst moue histange
a^ayn»t the children of Urael. 1539 Bihlk (Great) Exott
XL 7 But amonge all the children uf Isrl' shal not a dogg
nwxK his tonge, nor yet man or bca^vt. 1737 Hrbvf.v Me»i.
II. 374 To speak in the sportsman's style, he h.-is not given
tongue often. 174s FtELOIHO Jos. Andre7os in. vi, King.
wood . . never threw his tongue but where the scent was un-
doubtedly true. 1843 ^' i'almkr in Mem. (1896) I. xxiv. i

353, I nearly picked a (juarrel with a Repealer, who opened
I

tongue to the people m the market place of Lame. 1857 I

Gko. Eliot Sctnes Cieriatt Life^ Amos Barton ii. When
Papa opened the door Chubby was giving tongue energeti-
cally. 1899 Art 0/ Tami»/c Horses xil soi When a hound
throws his tongue he is said to speak. 1871 FiEniAN Ai»rw.
Comj. IV, XX. 518 He was for a moment undisputed lord,
without a d(W moving his tongue against him, from the
Orkneys to the Angevin march. 1893^ Hlach 4- White 15
July 81/1 He has a tendency to throw hts tongue too freely,
to speak without fair warrant.

b. Hence, the hunting-cry or 'music ' of a hound
in pursuit of game.
1787 Hunter in Phtt. Trans. LXXVII. a66 Others, as

the Hound, have a [>eculiar howl, which, by huntsmen, is

called the tongue. 1879 l>ogs Gt. Brit. 4 Atuer. 56 (Cent.)
The tongue (o( the bl-yxlhonnd should be] loud, long, deep,
and melodious. 1890 The Tongite 0/ the Hound in Sat*
Rev. 1 Feb. 134/2 It is odd that the English bound, alone
of bounds, should have this melodious tongue. Ibid. 135/1
How the squires of bygone times valued tfae tongues di their
boand&
8, The speech or language of a people or race

;

also, that of a particular class or locility, a dialect,
ciooo Ags.Gosp. Mark xvl 17 Hi spreca> niwum tung-

una. a ijoo Cursor M. 233 (Hs itke Iwke ts translate In to
Inglis tong to rede. 1433 Jas. I Kingis Q. vii, Enditing
In bis (aire latyne tong. 1485 Rolis 0/ Parlt. VI. 375/1
Maister Stephen Fr>'oir, our Secretary in Krensh tonge.'
n is6o RoLLAMD Serfen Sagtt (1837) A ij, In vulgar toung
he bure the bell that day To mak meter. 1570-6 Lambabde
Peratub. Kent (1826) 2jj3 Erasmus compareth the English
loong to a Dog's barking that soundeth nothing els but
Baw waw waw in Mono^iltable. 1667 Mii.toh /*. /,, xil

i| To speak all Tongues, and do all Miracles. 1689-90
mrLS ku. Learning Wks. 1731 I. 165 The three modem

Tongues much esteemed, are Italian, Spanbh and French.
Mil ADt>isoN Spect. No. i r 3 Celebrated llooks, either in
tbe learned or the modern Tongues. 1866 Glaostonk yuv.
Mundi iiL (186^) 89 ITiere were many races in Crete, and
there was a mutnre of tongue. 1908 [Migs E. Fowutit]
Betw. Trent 4 Anchotme yrj Now the local tongue is be-
coming i(x» ' correct ' to be characteristic and picturesque.

b. The tongues^ foreign languages; often spec,

the classical or learned languages; -^ the three
ionguesy Hebrew, Greek, and I^tin.
|<:i4So Capgravk Li/c St. Auf. 4 The Rarbar tonge is

>e world whech is fcr fro J>e iij principall

¥;

eucry tonge in ----_,- _.

longis, Hebrew, Grek, & \Myn.\ 1S3S }oyx a/o/^ TMaie
(Arb.) 1 1 A man of grele lerning . . both in the scriptures and
the tongues. Ijfc Daus tr. SUiilane't Comm. 37 Excel-
lencie in the knowledge of all three tonces. 1577 Harkison
England iL iii. (1877) 1. 71 I n . . CambndKe & Oxford. .the
vae of the loon^s.. are dailie taught and bad. 1591 Shaks.
TwoCent. IV. I. 33 Haue you lheToDgiK9?..My youthfull
trauaile, therein made me happy, 1617 MiNSHSU Ductor
Tiilc-p., The Guide into the tongues. With their agreement

Vol. X.
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and consent one with another, .in these cleuen languages,
VIZ. (etc.]. 1691 f.KyCrealioH 1. (1692) 162 We content our.
selvM w-ith the knowledge of the Tongues. 1907 A, Lang
in Blcuk-M. Mag. July 17 He was well-educated, familiar
wiih the tongues'. 1911 Bodleian Library, Man. for
headers 4/1 The rooms once used for the teaching of. .the
two Tongues (Greek and Hebrew).

O. The knowledge or use of a language ; esp. in
phrases gift of tongues, to speak with a tongue
{longtus), in reference to the Pentecostal miracle
and the miraculous gift in the early Church.
1^ TiNDAi.E (see 2 a). — i Cor. xii. 30 Do all speake

with tonges ? Hid. xiii. 8 Though that prophesyinge fayle,
other tonges shall cease, or knowledge vanysshe awaye.
•533 Gau Richl I'ay 48 1 he halie spreit. .gaif to thayme
ye gift tospeik with al twngis. 1538 Cromwkll in Merri-
man Life ^ Lett. (1902) il. 144 loynyng wylh you Maister
Mason, to decbre your purpose for that having the tongue
he may doc.it more fully thenne you could percace easly
vtter the same. 1593 R. Harvev Philad. 3 Neither can
you proue that hee had not wealth enough to seme hisvses,
or tongue enough in euery place of his trauell. a 1637 11.
loNSON Undfi-uvods, E.xecralion ufon VnlcanTS 'Iheir..
bright stone that brings Invisibility, and strength, and
tongues. 1879 Fabraii St. Paul I. 96 The glossolalia or
speaking with a tongue ', is connected with ' prophesying *,

that is, e-\alted preaching.

9. transf. in biblical use: A people or nation
having a language of their own. Usually in plural

:

all tongues, people of every tongue.
138a WvcuF Kev. V. 9 In thi blood, of al l>-nage, and

lunge, and puple, and n.icioun. 1516 'J'ini>ai.e iliid.. Thou
..haste redemed vs by thy bloud, out of all kynreddes, and
tonges, and people, and n.icians. 1535 Coverdale Isa.
Ixvi. i8, I wil come to gather all people and tonges. 1587
GoLDiNG De Mornaji xxvii. (1592) 433 All People, Nations,
and Toungs slial scrue that Kingdome. 1745 Scot. Parapkr.
xvlii. ii. To this the joyful nations rouiid, all tribes and
longiies shall flow. 1875 Manning MiisioH H. Ghost ix.

234 Thioughout all lands, and people, and tongues.

m. Anything that resembles or suggests the
human or animal tongue by its shajx:, position,
function, or use; a tapering, projecting, or elongated
object or part, esp. when mobile, or attached at
one end or side.

10. Any tongue-like part or organ of the human
or animal body. + Ton^eof the throat, the uvula.
1198 TaaviSA Harth. De P. R. v. xxiv. (Bodl. MS. If.

no/i), (t>is] |)e phisicians clepi|> l>e lunge of l>e ihrote and
Citaracta also. 1483 CatH. Aiigl. 396/2 A Tunge in the
throte, Tma\ or ye palasc of ye mowthe. 1831 K. Knox
CUx/Uft's Anat. 253 The Trachelo- Masloideus {Comflexus
Minor^,. .sa\sK^ from the hist four transverse processes of
the neck, and three or four of the back, by tendinous and
fleshy tongues. 1897 AMults Sysl. Med. IV. 527 A pro-
jecting tongue [of splenic tissue] becoming pedunculatetL

+ 11. A wedge, an ingot of gold or silver. Obs.

(In quot. a lit. rendering of Heh.m purt I'shGn z/ihisb.)

535 CovEROALK Josli. vii, 31 And two hundreth Sj^cles of
syluer and a lunge of golde, worth flftye Sycles in weight.

12. {= tongtu-fish.) A young or small-sized sole.

(So, in same sense, early mod.Du. tonghe (Kilian), Gcr.
XHHgt, Da. tuHge, Sw. //oig/fii-l

^ a l8as b'oRBV Voc. E Angtia, Tongue, a small sole, from
its shape. i88i /><x//i' AVrcf 4 Mar. 4/6 Large soles are put
at the top and bottom of the box, and the * tongues ' stowed
cleverly in the middle, so lh.-it the sole buyer . .nas but scant
opportunity of fairly judging its contents. t88i Daily Tel.
If Mar., 'the fishermen know the ground on which little

else than tongues4:an be caught, and they should be pre.
vented Ashing over that ground. 188a K. Day Fishes Gt.
Brit. II. 40 Sole.. slips, or tongues, the market terms for

the young.

IS. A tongue-like projecting piece of anything.

a. A narrow strip of land, running into the sea, or
between two branches of a river, or two other
lands ; also a projecting horizontal point or spit of

ice in the sea, a narrow inlet of water running
into the land, etc b. A narrow and deep part of
the current of a river, running smoothly and rapidly

between rocks, o. A tapering jet of flame.
a- 1586 in Re.^. Mag. Sig. .^cot. 1577. 735/1 Duas acras

yocatas the kirlt-dur-ieyis ( . .descendendo cum uno tie tung
inter terras de Erllshall). 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 231 There
is a double haven devided by a tongue of rocke. 168a
Whkuu youm, Greece 1. 27 You see the Sea on both sides

of this long Tongue of Land. S693 Luttrrll BriefRet.
(1857) III. 89 The Windsor Castle run on the tongue of the
Goodwin sands. 17^6 J. Hartram fmZ. 12 Jan. 33 A long
tongue of marsh comes from the N.E. end. 1771 Chron.
in Ann. Reg. 73/1 Whitehaven.. the tide, .overflowed the
quays and tongues, and ran . . into the market-place.

1775 Romans Florida App. 48 To the westward of Stir-

rup s Key is a tongue of ocean water shooting into the

bank. i8ao Scoresbv Acc. Arctic Reg. I. 228 A tongue isa
point of ice projecting nearly horizontally from a part that is

under water. Ships have sometimes run aground upon
tongues of ice. i8u Acti^^ Will. /K, c. 64 Sched. O, 16

The tongue of land in the river just above Kingsbury fish-

pond. 1839 MuRCHisoN Silur. Syst. 1. x. 114 A. .smaller

tongue of the coal measures passes from the Forest of Wyre
to the left bank of the Severn. 1857 Livingstone Trim.
XX. 404 A tongue of rather high land, formed by the left

hank of the Lucalla, and right bank of the Coanza. 1895
Mary Kincslky W. Africa 573 Tongues of forest go up
the mountain in some places a hundred yards or more
above the true line of the belt.

b. 1891 Cent. Diet. s. v., A tongue is well-known to anglers

as a favorite resting-place of salmon in their laborious ascent

of rapid streams.

c. 1797 Coleridge Christaheti. x^t) A tongue of light, a fit

of flame. 1849 Mrs. Somervii.i.e Connex. Phys. Sc. xxxiii,

(ed. 8) 370 The flame of a taper.. is immediately divided

TONGUE,
into two tongues by the electric current. t87J Hanna
hcsurrectwn ix. 17S That broad strong tongue of flame.
14. In many technical applications,
a. The pin of a buckle or brooch. b. The pointer of abalance J also of a dial. c. A thin elastic vibratory strip

of metal, covering the aperture of a reed in an organ-pipe : =
KEF.D 8c i hence transf. an analogous device in a seed,sowing machine {ols.)-, also, a reed in the oboe or bassoon : =
Keed 8 a ; the vibrating fork in the Jew's harp or ' trump '

;

hence^^. the essential or principal person in a company or

wJ'mi' "l""'^ P>'=ii-'i""," ^"^"^h ""^ harpsichord (
=

]^^£: "^''
t yj,- 7*"' '^'='PP*' °f =" '^" '

l-™". ">e pistil
or a stamen of a bell-flower e. The pole of a wagon or
other vehicle ; t the head of a plough (ois.). f. A project-
ing piece of le.ither or the like forming a t.-ib or flap, ormeans of fastening ; the strip of thin leather or kid closing
the opening in a boot which is l.-iced or buttoned : hence
any simdar appendage. t g. In Fortifcation, a pointed
horn.work

; see quot. Ois. b. The movable tapered
piece of rail in a railway switch. i The wedge-shaped
or tapered end of a .scion in grafting.

J. A projecting
tenon along the edge of a board, 10 be inserted into a groove
or mortise in the edge of another board ; also, a connecting
slip, often of iron or steel, which joins two grooved boards :

in MecA. a projecting flange, rib, or strip for any pur-
pose (Cassells Encyct. Diet. 1888). k. The tapered end
of a pole, etc. by which it is fixed in a socket ; also, the
upper main-piece of a made mast. 1. A short piece of
rope spliced into the upper part of the standing backstays,
etc. m. Of a swotd or knife : see quots. n. Of a
bevel : see quots.

a. <r 1315 Gloss. IV. de Bibtesw. in Wright Voc. isoEinsy
doyt le hardiloun {gloss, the tunggej. Passer par tru de
subiloun [gloss, a bore ofan alsene) (nalkinj. c 1440 Pro,i,/>
Pnrv. 506/1 Tunge of a bocle, lingula. 1483 Catlt. Angl.
5,?-''' ^ Junge of ye belte, lingula. 1514 in G. Oliver
llist. Coll. (1841) App. 15 A silver bokyll without a tong.
1530 Palscr. 281/2 Tong of a buckell, hardillon. 1608 in
Archxologia XI. 93 Sixteen gold buckles with pendants
and loungs. 1801 Trans. Soc. Arts XX. 334 A buckle,
with Its double tongue received in a groove. 1851 D
Wilson Pteh. Ann. (1863) II. 258 The acus or tongue is
wanting. b. 1439 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 349/1 So yat ye
tunge of ye balance encline not to on party. 1530 Palsgr.
281/2 Tong of a balaunce, tanguette. 1616 Massinger
hi'Mian Actor v. ii, As I can move this dial's tongue to six.
01691 l!ovLK//«/. .4(>(i692)9i The scales being gently
stirred, the tongue would play altogether on that side, at
which ihe bubble was hung. i8g6 M. Rutherford Cath.
F iiru vi, It was just a tremble of the tongue of the balance.
C. iss« Turner Herbal 1. E ij, Ther are dyuerse kyndes of
reetles, some ate thicke redes ; wherof arrowes are made,.

.

some serue for to m.ike tonges for pypes. 1717-41 Chambers
Cycl. S.V. Organ, The degree of acuteness and gravity in the
sound of a reed pipe, depends on the length of the tongue.
1733 TuLl. Horse-Hoeing llusb. xxii. 319 The Tongue of
the Seed-Box.. dilfers from that in the Sound-Board of an
Organ .. in Shape. 1786 Jefferson IKn/. (1859) I. 503 The
last invented tongue for the harpsichord. 1795 Burns
Election ii. An' there will be black-lippit Johnnie, The
tongue o' the trump to them a'. 1854 Bushnan in Orr's
Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 127 The air throws the tongue, .into
a state of vibration. 1879 Stainer Music ofBible 78 The
real diflerence between an oboe and a clarinet is, that the
former has a double tongue which vibrates, the latter a
single tongue. 1898 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms
S.V. Organ Construction 345 The reed is a brass tube.,
having a narrow orifice over which lies the tongue, a thin
el.-istic piece of brass large enough to cover the orifice and
its edges. . .The lower end of the tongue is. .perfectly free.

d. 1577 B. GooCE Heresiach's Husb. 11. 11586) 65 By
plucking out the little yellowe toongs from the bell. 1578
Burgh Rec. GtasgoTo (Maitl. Club) 104 For ane tong to
Sanct Mungowes bell 2/. 1590 Shaks. Mids. If. v. i. 370
I'he iron tongue of midnight hath told twelue. 1595 —
yohn III. iii. 38. 1690 Vestry Bis. (Surtees) 258 For leather
to the bell tongues, 2S. 8d. i7ai Wodrow Sufferings Ch.
Scot. (1838) I. 1. iv. § i. 333/1 The bell's tongue in some
places was stolen away, that the parishioners might have an
excuse for not coming to church. 1842 Belfast ff Enz'irons
7i_This fine bell, which—except that the tongue is wanting
—is in as fine preservation as at the moment it was origi-

nally cast. e. 1591 Percivall Sp. Did., Pertiga de car-
«/a, the toong of a plowe. (L.) /«//(?. 1791 Belknap //rj/.

Nevj Hanipsh. III. 106 The oxen which are nearest to the
totipue are sometimes suspended. 1817 F. Cooper Prairie
1. il. 27 The men. .applied their strength to the wagon, pull-

ing it by its projecting tongue. 1B58 Lewis in Youatt Dog
(N.Y.) li. 54 Constantly by the side or at the heels of the
horses, or under the tongue of the vehicle. f. 1597 A.M.
tr. Guillenieau's Fr. Chirnrg. 32 b/i The homes hauinge
internally a little leatherne tunge which stoppeth the hoates.

1643 Sir T. Hope Diary 25 June (1843) 191 Quhil 1 wes
pulling on my left buit both the tungis of it brak. 1830
Marrvat King's Own x. He passed the leathern tongue of
the (pocket-J book through the strap._ 1840 J. Devlin Shoe-
maker d^ A further closing, .beginning at tlie turn of the.,
counter, and going right round, along the range,and up the
tongue. 191a W. H. Stevenson in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 7
The writs of Edward the Confessor have pendent seals

affixed to a tongue of the parchment. g. 1688 R. Holme
Arttioury ill. xvi. (Roxb.) 09/1 Tongues, .are outworks that
differ from Horn-works only in this, that in two halfc Bul-
works they haue only an acute angle : and this sort is called
the Single Tongue : it is called a double Tongue work, when
it hath two outward angles with one inward. h. 1841
Penny Cycl. XIX. 257/1 Switches are moveable rails placed
at the point where two tracks fall into one, ..to guide vehi-
cles from the single track into either of the two... In the
old railways this was effected by short tongues of iron,

moved by hand. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Tongue. .\}nK

short movable rail of a switch, by which the wheels are
directed to oneortheotherlinesof rail. 1. 1S3M Planting'
30 in Libr. Use/. Knoivl., Husb. Ill, The upper division
of the scion made by the slit, termed the tongue or wedge, is

then inserted into the cleft of the stock. 1887 Nichvtson's
Diet, Card. s.v. Tongue-grafting, A small, thin tongue is

cut in an upward direction in the scion, and also a notch
the opposite way in the stock. j. 184a Francis Diet,
Arts, etc.. Tongue, a projecting part at the edge of a board,
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TONGUE.

to be inserted into a groove ploughed in the edge of another.

190a Ilcnv to Make Tki'ii:^ 57/1 Then add the other boards,

fitting the tongue of one into the groove of the other. k.

iSxs BuRNEY Falconer's Did. Marine 568/1 Tongue^ in

mast-making, the taper part of the lower end of a spindle,

orofascarph. L 1815 V>\:vi.viE.H Falconer^s Diet. Marine^

Tongue^ a short piece of rope spliced into the upper part of

standing backstays, &c. to the size of the topmast-head.

m. 1853 Stocquelrr Milit. Encycl.^ Tongue of a Siuord^

that part of the blade on which the gripe, shell, and pummel,
are fixed. 1869 Boutell Arms Sf Arm, ix. (1874) 170 The
tongue.. is the spike.. which is fixed into the hilt in order

to join the hilt and the blade together. n. 1867 Smvth
Sailor's Word-bk.^ Tongue o/abcvel^. .by which the angles

or bevellings are taken. 1877 Knight Did. Mech.^ Tong-iie,

, .the movable arm of a bevel, the princijial member being the

stock, which forms the case when the instrument is closed.

IV. allrib, and Comb, (very numerous: the

following are examples).

15. a. Sitnple attrib., as tongtie-baiiery, 'battle^

'boity bully y -combat^ -compliment^ -craft, -debate^

•drill, -firCy -governments -^''«^^, -itch, -metal^

-fart (of a top-boot), -plague^ -play, -powder,

-prayer, -root, -saw, -sin, -skirmish^ -slip, -squib,

-structure, -tangle, -tattle, -tip, -toil, -valour, -vice,

-war, -warrior, -weapon, b. objective and obj.

genitive,as tongue-biting, -cutting, -lolling, -paralys-

ing, -scraper, -taming, -wagging {so tongue-xvagyh,

intr.), sbs. and adjs. C. instrumental, as tongue-

bang, -hammer, -kill, -lash, -taw vbs., tongue-

baited, -bitten, -rent adjs., tongue-murderingy

-scourging, -smiting, -travailing sbs, and adjs.,

tongue-banger, -smiter sbs. d. locative, similative,

etc., as tongue-bound, -doughty, -dumb, -flowered,

•free, -gilt, -haltered, -leaved, -like, -proof, -puis-

sant, -valiant, -wanton adjs.

1750 Student 1. 334 Socrates was too much *tongue-baited.
1824 Miss MiTFOKD Village Ser. i. (1863) 97 The feminine
accomplishment of scolding, (*tongue banging, it is called

in our parts, a compound word wliich deserves to be
Greek). 1881 Good Wds. ^\-2fiy I heerd hei tonguebanging
o' ye as 1 cum past the house. i88o Tennyson North,
Cobbler iv, Sally she turn'd a *tongue-banger, an* riiate'd

me. 1671 ^\.\\.io^ Samson 404 Mustring all her wiles. With
blandisht parlies, feminine assaults, *Tongue-batteries.
d X743 OzELL tr. BrantomJ's Span. Rhodomoniades (i-j^i^

84 He did hy no means like Handy-blows, but only your
*Tongue-BiitiIes. 1898 J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. IX.
No. 34. 126 It [an epileptic fii] came without warning, and
was attended by 'tongue-biting. 1615 Day Festivals xii.

335 Now for us.. who .are thus 'Tongue-bitten and Reviled
in such sort. x6ii Beaum. & l\. Philaster ir. ii, Look
well about you and you may find a "tongue-bolt. 1836 R. A.
Vaughan Mystics (1S60) II. viii. iv. 52 The., doctors of
Lyons hurled back his tongue-bolts with the dreaded cry of
heresy. 1906 E. A. Abbott SHanus xxix, I stood silent,.,

as it were "tongue-bound, a 1834 Colf.ridge 7Vij/«<S- Led.
(1849) I. 2S3 Such a mouthing Tamburlane, and bomb-oslic

"tongue-bully as this Cethegus of his I 1897 Allbutfs Syst.

Med, III. 354 The most important factors in the *tongue-
coating of fever. 1623 Hexham {title) A *tongve-combat,
lately happening be-tweene two English Souldiers in the
Tilt-boatof Grauesend. 1660 Fuller Mixt Conti'mpl. (1841)

iq8 The rent-completing of the one, and the 'tongue-com-
pliments of the other. 1837 C. \-.o^^x Sel/formation I. 220
Despatch.. is a surpassing quality in 'tonguecraft. 1697
Dbvdkn ^ncid XI, 588 Ever foremost in a *tongue-debate.
1671 Milton Samson 1181 "Tongue-doiibtie Giant, bow
dost thou prove me these ? i886 Tupper My Life as Author
73 That was the sort of "tongue-drill and nerve-quieting
recommended and enforced. 1536 Aurelio ^ Isab. (1608)

H ij, You thoughte..to rendre me "tonge domme, 1876
Swinburne Erechtheus 642 "Tongue-fighters, tough of talk
and sinewy speech. 1690 C, Nksse 0. ^ N. Test, I. 19
This raging "tongue-fire causeth great confusion. 1890
Cent. Did. s.v. Serapias,S. Lingua is known as the "tongue-
flowered.. orchis. 1617 Bp. Hall Quo Vadis x.\i, Others
more capricious, some more 'ton,:^ue-free; few euer better,

1907 'J. Halsham' Loneivood Corner 116 Jolm Hoard.,
to the last degree tongue free. 1608 Machin & Mark-
ham Dumb Knight iii. i. Fj b, Thus are the pauement
stones before the dooresOf these great "tongue guilt Orators,
worne smoih With clients. 165^ E. Revner Rules Giwi,
Tongue 97 "Tongue-government is needful! to prevent
Miseries from our selves. 1637 Rutherford Lett, clxxxi.

(1881)314 O that He would give me more than . .
* tongue-grace,

1847 Fr. Oxford to Rome {*td. 2) 105 The din of word-battles
and 'tongue-hammers. 1836-48 B. D. Walsh Aristoph.,
Knights n. iii. Handed it o'er To us tobe*tongne-hammered
loudly. 1540 Cbanmer Pre/, to Bible, Wherof commeth
all this "tongue itche, that we haue so moch delight to talke

& clatter. 1676 Dhvden Attreug-zebe ir. i. My Ears stil!

ring with Noise, I'm vex'd to Death: "Tongue-kill'd. 1885
H. C. McCooK y"f«a«/j 0//^/Vir/«74 Vou..deservea little

•tongue lashing. 1887 liARiNG-GouLo Red Spider ii, I^t
yourself be led and*tougue-Iashed by your housekeeper. 2822
/tortusA ngl. 1 1. 374 C, Myconis. * I ongue-leaved Chrysan-
:lhemum. Leaves tongue-shaped, obtuse, serrate. 1833
Planting 31 \x\ Libr. JJscf. Kninol., Husb. Ill, The scion
[should be] split.. so as to form the two divisions into
"tongue-like processes. 1826 J, Wilson Nod. Ambr, Wks.
1855 I. 256 Smoking, and leering, with "tong'ie-lolling cheek.
1847 L. \\\iHT Men, Women, .V B, I. iii. 44 The yelps and
tongue-lollings of the dog. 1611 Coryats Crudilies, Char.
Authoiir, He is alwaies "Ton^^ue-major of the company.
1608 Peunyless Part in Uarl. Misc. III. 79 A quart
or two of fine Trinidado shall arm us against the gun-shot
of *tongue-mctal. 1599 Brougkton's Let. v, 18 Such a
*tongue-murthering Cain.. cannot withhold, 1841 Penny
Cyci. XXI. 410/2 It. .goes twice through the hands of the
workman; the first time to do what is called the "ton;;ue
part, the closing of the vamp and counter to the leg. 1617
Lank Cont.Sqr.'s T. iv. 159 What faleshode (which this

witch teimes veritie) I what 'tonge -piaj^es (cowardlie scur-
rilitie) ! 1872 Swinburne £fi. <5- .SVwrf. (1875) 52 The pur.

180

blind.. i>oIi<:y of 5word pL-iy nii<l *longiie.plny. 1589 R.

Harvey I'l. Pcrc. (1590) 7 He th.-it halh most "loong powder

hopes to driue tlie olher out of the field first. 1604 HiEEON
IVIis. I. 491 Ulind deuotions and 'loiig-prayets, which the

hart doth not conceiue. 1632 Bi'. Hall Invisible World
lir. V, Another while he bids him be "tongue-proof. 1566

Drant Horace, Sat. vii. Dvij, Two •longue puisante

knyghts. 1607 HiERON Defence 1. 3 b, Miserably slandered

& "toiiKue-rente. a 1300 Cursor M. 1375 Hot ]>ou sal tak

bispepins thre..And do bam vnder his *tong rote. 1815

Jamieson s. v., It wasjvist at my ionguC'roots, . . intimating

either that a person w.is just about to catch a term that had

caused some degree of hesitation, or that he was on the

point of uttering an idea in which he h.-is been anticipated

by another, a i7ti Ken Edmund v. 82 Thus Dipsychus

when he most Kindness feigns, With his *Tongue-Saw
licks Mortals to their lianes. 1599 A. M. tr. Cabclhouer's

Bk. Physickc 88/1 Then scrape your tunge with a wooden
•tungescraper. 1710 Steele Taller No. 245 P 2 [She]

carried ofT. .a Silver Tongue.Scrapcr. 1897 Slar 20 Apr.

4/7 A curious instrument possessed by everyone in China

above the extremely poor is the tongue-scraper. 1713 M.
Henry Check to Ungoverned Tongue Wks. 1853 '• i49

Peter resolved against a "tongue-sin in his own strength.

x8az T. M ITCHELL ^ >-;i/o>/(. 11. 214 What, my friends, if

we quit This *tongue-skirmish of wit ? 1647 Tbapp Comm.
Matt. V. II There are "tongue-smiters, as well as hand-

smiters. 1690 C. Nesse O. (J-
N. Test, 1. 18 "Tongue-

smiting is as smart as any hand-smiting. i6z8 Feltham
Resolves ii- t'-I ii- 6 As for the crackers of the braine, and
•tongue-squibs, they will dye alone, if I shall itot reuiue

them. 1861 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.VlW. 281 The "tongue-

structure of folded anticlinals. X901 Westm. Caz. 29 Nov.

2/3 He generally got into a "tongue-tangle over the word.

1592 Lyly Midcts V. ii, I feare nothing so much as to be

"tongue tawde. 1896 A. Morrison Child oJ t/ie Jago 299
His "tongue-tip passed quickly over them. 1900 H. Sut-

CLiFFE Shameless Wayne ix, Martha had a keen answer
on her tongue-tip. 1609 Bovs Expos. Script. Eiig. Litur^.

Wks. (1629) 29 He praiseth God but little, who makes it

a •tongue-toife and a lip labour only. 1603 Dekker
Wonder/ull Yeare 13 iv, "Tongue-trauelling Lawyers faint

at such a day. 1356 J. Heywood Spider Hf F. Ix. Dd j, For
the feare, that his "longtromp (to you did sowne:) By
thus manie flies : to thus few spiders scene, a 1700 Drvden
Iliad I. 356 ^Tongue-valiant hero, vaunter of thy might. In
threats the foremost, but the lag in fight 1 1838-42 Arnold
Hist. Rome II. xxx. rS6 The Greeks being a tongue-valiant

people returned an insulting refusal, 1629 Maxwell tr.

Herodian (1635) 383 You welknow what weather-cocks the

Roman people are : and how great their "tongue-valour is.

1628 Feltham Tv^Wz't'i 11. [i.] xxx. 96 For the "tongue-vice,

talkatiuenesse, I see not, but.. Men may very well vie words
with them [women]. 1885 B. H a RTEjI/rtrw/Vrvi, No., "tongue-

wagging gossip. 1887 Pall Mall G. 27 Jan. i/i It is not
necessary that be should say anything wise or true or new.
All that he needs do is to keep on tongue-wagging. 1820 T.
RoscoE Gonzalo ni. i, Being 'tongue-wanton of his noble
friend, And crying up his many excellences. 1730 B. Martyn
Timolcon iv. iii, I hate This Female "Tongue-War, and will

end it thus- 1820 T. Mitchell Aristop/i. I. 190 A man in

tongue-war His superior by far. 1742 R. Blair Graz<e 297
The "tongue-warrior.. cannot tell ins ails. 1681 CoLviL
Whigs Supplic. (1751) J31, I .. have both will and wit to

reckon, And beat thee at thy own "tongue weapon. 1849
Miss MuLOCK Ogih'ies xviii, The sharpest tongue-weapons
that sarcasm ever forged. 1575 R. B. Appius 9t Virg. B j b.

Content, for I shall repent it, fur this my "tonge wralling.

16. Special combs. ; tongue aloe. Aloe Unguis-

forinis ; tongue-bar, each of the processes separat-

ing the gill-slits in ISalanoglossus and Amphioxus,
suggesting the tongue of a jews' harp {Cent. Diet.,

Suppl, 1909); tongue-bird, local name of the

wryneck, from its long retractile tongue (Swainson
I'rovinc. Names Birds 1885); tongue-bit, a
bridle bit having a plate attached so as to prevent

the horse from putting his tongue over the mouth-
piece (Knight Diet. Me<h. 1877); f tongue-
blade, the shrub /i' ;«<«.? //)'/(>?•/««//«; = Double-
tongue 2; tongue-bleed, -bleeder, the Goose-
grass or Cleavers {Galium Aparine); tongue-
bone, tlie hyoid bone ; f tongue-butt [Butt sd.t'^,

a butt or odd corner of land at the end or side of

a field ; tongue-case {Entom.), the part of a jrapa-

case enclosing (he ' tongue
'

; tongue-chain, the

pole-chain of a vehicle : - 'rE.\M sby ; tongue-
cheek {Entom.), a side-piece of a moth's mouth

;

tongue-compressor, a clamp for retaining the

tongue during dental operations ; tongue-curve,
a figure showing position and movement of the

longue in speech, etc. ; tongue-depressor, a
surgical instrument for depressing the tongue dur-

ing operations on the mouth or throat; f tongue-
evil [Evil sl>. J], a disease of the tongue ; in quot.

fig. ; tongue-fence, argument, debate ; tongue-
fencer, a debater, skilful disputant ; tongue-flsh,

the sole : cf. 12; in southern U..S., Afhoristia
{Symphurus) plagiusa, a small sole-like fish

;

tongue-flower : see quot. ; tongue-grafting,
whip or splice grafting, in which a thin wedge-
sh.iped tongue oi the scion is fitted into a cleft in

the stock; tongue-grasa, name for garden cress

{Lcpidiiim sativum') ; tongue-hero {nonce-wd.),

a braggart (transl. G. wortlichl) ; tongue-holder,
an instrtimcnt for holding the tongue during dental

operations; tongue-hound [Hound sb^^ 2], one
oi the 'hotinds' by which the tongue of a vehicle

is braced {Casselts Encycl. Diet. s.v. tongtie-

support) ; tongue-joint, a joint formed in metal

TONGUE.

by welding a tongue in one piece into a recess in

tlie other ; tongue-key, in Exper. Psychol., a

reaction-key which is opened or closed by move-
ment of the tongue ; tongue-membrane = tongue-

ribbon ; tongue-mole {Her.) : see quot., and cf.

Hurt sb.'^ ; tongue-oxen sb. pi., the pair of oxen
harnessed to the tongue of a plough, etc. ; tongue-
pipe, a reed-pipe in an organ or similar instru-

ment ; tongue-ribbon, the odontophore of a
mollusc ; + tongue-ripe a., garrulous, loquacious,

voluble, glib (of a person or his utterance)

;

tongue-scapular, a scapular on which tongues of

red cloth were fastened, worn by the Cistercians

as a punishment for evil-sjjeaking {Funk's Stand.

Diet. 1895) ; tongue-sewer, one who stitches the

tongues into boots; tongue-shell, a brachiopod

of the family Lingulidm ; tongue-shot, sj^eak-

ing or talking distance, voice-range; ftongue-
Bore,yf^f. evil-speaking; ci. tongue-evil ; tongue-
spatula = tongue-depressor (Knight) ; tongue-
speaking, (a) oral as distinct from written com-
munication

;
(i) speaking with tongues (see sense

8 c) ; tongue-tacked, -it a. Sc. = Tongue-tied
{lit, andyfj.); so tongue-tack v. trans., to put

to silence; tongue-test, a test of the existence

or strength of an electric current by applying

the tongue to a break in the circuit , tongue-
tooth, one of the teeth of the odontophore of a

mollusc ; tongue-tree, the pole of a wagon ;

tongue-triangle : see quot. ; tongue-twist sb.,

a mispronunciation, a provincialism ; tongue-twist
V. intr., to twist the tongue ; in quot. to prevari-

cate ; tongue-twister, one or that which is said

to twist the tongue ; spec, a sequence of words,

often alliterative, difficult to articulate quickly
;

tongue-violet, name for Schweiggeria parvijlora

(N.O. Violacese), an erect IJrazilian shrub bearing

white stalked violet-shaped flowers in the axils

;

tongue-walk v. trans., to scold, abuse ; hence

tongue-walking fW. sb.; tongue-work, (a) work
in ' the tongues ', philological labour ; {b) debate,

discussion, dispute
;

(c) chatter, gossip, babble

;

tongue-worm, + (a) disease of the tongue {fig.) ;

cf. tongue-evil ; (^) a tongue-shaped parasite which
becomes adult in the nasal fossje and frontal sinuses

of the dog or wolf ; a pentastom
;

{c) the ' worm

'

of the tongue in dogs ; = Lytta. See also

Tongueman, -pad, -tie, etc.

1731 Miller Card. Diet., Aloe, A/ricana flore rvhro,
. .The "longue Aloe. IJ02 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 85/1 The
"tongue-bar is the essential organ of the gill-sIit in lialano-

glossus. 1578 Lyte Dodocns Vl. xiv. 676 •Tongueblade or

double tongue, his nature is to asswage payne. i6ti
Cotgr. s. v. Eangue, Tong-blade, Double-tongue, Horse-
tongue. ^1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 157 Kubea viinor,

cliure [== cleavers) uel "tongebledes. 1853 0. John-
ston Bot. E. Bord. too C. aparine.

.

. Children, with the
leaves, practise phlebotomy upon the tongue .. hence they
call the plant Biuid-tongue or "Tongue-bluiders. 1841
Penny Cycl, XX. 4s6/i The body of the "tongue-bone is

most frequently of a rhomboid.il form. 1906 Westm. Gaz.
17 Apr. 10/2 These sounds aie produced in a bony cavity
formed by an enlargement of the hyoid, or tongue-bone.
1220-51 Coekersand Chartul. (Chetham Soc.) II. I. 450 Et
iiisuper super Waldemurfeld, duas "Tungc-buttes qua; jacent

ex ultaque parte terrae. 1826 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. III.

xxxi, 250 Before from the middle [proceeds! the "longue-
case (GlosSQ-theca) [ofpupa;]. 1885 H. C McCook Tenants
Old Eartft 73 The long, slender object which you mistook
for the cord by which a cocoon hangs is a tongue-case. 1890

Jul. p. Ballard Among Moths 4- Butlerjl. 108 The deep,

rich, velvety side-pieces, or "tongue-cheeks. 1902 E. W.
Scripture Exper. Phonetics 469 Phonograms, palato-

grams, breath records, "tongue curves, etc 1872 Cohen
Vis. Throat 6 A "tongue-depressor, with a handle which is

out of the line of vision, is the proper instrument. 1662

T. I . (title) A Cure for the "Toiigue-Evill. Or, A Receipt
against Vain Oalhs. 1644 Milton Divorce n. xxi. To have
her unpleasingness . . bandied up_ and down and aggra-
vated in open Court by those hir'd masters of "Tongue-
fence. 1850 Blackie JEschyltts I, Pref. 18 Euripides, the

great master of tongue-fence. 1675 Crowne Country Wit
II, The most admirable "tongue-fencer 1 have heard ! 1655
AIoufet & Bknnet Health's Impr. (1746) 260 Soles or
"Tongue-fishes are counted the Partridges of the Sea. 1672
Josselvn Nevj-Eng. Rarities 30 Soles, or Tonguefish, or
Sea Capon, or Se.a Partridge. 1884 Miller I'tant-ii.,

"Tongue-flower, Glossitla tentacula; Auslralian [Tongue-
flower], the genus Glossodia. 1710 J. IIar'ms Lex. Techn.
II, ^Tongue Grafting, is a way of Giafiing in RooLs.

1719 LoNlxjN & Wise Cott/pl. Gnrd. 1S3 Tongue or Whip
Grafting, is proper for small Stocks, of an Inch, half an Inch,
or less Diameter. 1844 N. 1'atkrson Manse Card. iiS

This is supposed to resemble a tongue, and hence this mode
of operation is called tongue grafting. 1726 Thrklkeld
Synopsis Stirp. Hibern. G viij. Nasturtium Ilortcnse, the
Garden Cresses, is. .sold by the silly "Hs^mRoi^Tongue-grass,
and used as a Sallet. 1887 Nicliolson's Diet. Card., Tongue
Grass, a "common name for Lepidium sativum. 1800
Coleridge Piceolom. iv. vii, I Am no "tongue-hero, no
fine virtue-prattler. 1902 Baldwin's Diet. Philos. 4"

Psychol. II. 419/2 The most common form of motor response
is the act of pressing a telegrapher's key with the finger or
hand. Other forms are wilh the lip key, "tongue key, and
mouth or voice key. 1562 I.EICH Armorie (1597). 87b,
These appeare light blewe, ,^nd come by some violent slrok

on men, they are called hurtes, but on women they are
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commonly called *Tonsue-iiiolles. t&st Harfer*s Mag.
III. 513 It would !-€ iiiiiK>s.->il>le fur the *loiisue-OAtn lo

re^i^t the pressure of the load. 1874 Wood AW. Hist. 638
Feeding..on little bivalves, which they can a>.i>ault with
thcir&hortbut stronglyarmed 'tongue-ribbon. i6toHEAi.by
St. Aug. CitU 0/ Cvii V. XAvii. 234 Thtir 'lonRue rlije

Satyri-inie niay more easily di^tutbe the truth of this world.

i6a7 (R. BernaruI Guide ogst. Hitches 11. li. 93 They
(women] are more tongue-ripe, and le^se able to hide what
they know from other:^. 1891 Cett^ Dict.^ *Tongue-shen.

1895 Edifu Rco, Oct. 351; Tonsue-sndls and helmet-ihells

and lamp-shells, 1905 W. J. Sollas Age Earth i. 26 The
little tongue-abell, Lvig»Lt, has endured.. from the Cam-
brian down to the present day. 1656 S. Holland Znru
(1719) 8j Wiio was no sooner within "Tongue-shot of biui,

but alighting, .she made most humble and lowly obeysance.

i860 Keauk C/i'istc-r Jf //. lii, She would stand timidly

aloof out of tongue-shot. xS4a Uuall Etasm. Apopk, i.

32b, Iinputyn^ his *toungsore, not vnto maliclousnes&e :

but vnto the dcfaulte of right knowelage. c 1545 Lo, Moklky
Hjit, Masicuiio 12 b, Neytber with pen wrytyng nor with
'tunge spekynge. 190J Sfi.wyn in Expositor Nov, 391
They continue tongue-speaking, which is such a nuukcd
feature of the Holy Aj<ostoUc Church. x68s R. Hamilton
in A. Shields Faith/. Contemiings (1780) aiS It .. hath
^tongue-tacked many a valiant hero for Christ in our day.
tjxj P. Walker J\emark. Fassages (1827) 211 That sharp
Challenge, which would strike our Mean-spirited Tongue-
tacketl ftlinisters dumb. I6id.2^Z If ever be saw such an
Occasion, he should not be tongue-tacked. 1814 W.Nichol-
son Ftocock IV. 44 Till fairly tongue-tack'd wi' a pension.

a 1877 P. R CARrKNTER cited in Cint. Diet, for •Tongue-
tooth. 1849 T. MooRB Hist. D^vohI.w.x $ia* TcHgtrte^\h*i

pole of an ox-tart« 1899 ^>ii. Soc. Le-x.^^Tougue-irjangUi
the triangular or wedge-shaped red arch at the tip of a
coated tongue seen in typhoid. 1898 Tit*Bits 21 May
150/a These little "tongue-twists, -are of such small import.

1836-48 W. D. Walsh Aristoph.^ Clouds 11. i, I sliall be lost,

unless I learn to 'tongue-twist. 1898 Echo i July 1/5
*Tungue-twistershad . .composcdasketch called * I'heK.ice .

1904 .s/<-a-4Y/'4 June 229/1 The famous tongue-twister, Miss
Smith's fishsauce shop. 1884 Millkr Plant'n,^ Schvjcig'

ff/a, 'longue-violeL 1841 W-w-xsHOMi^Salepia Antiqua
Gloss., 'Tongue Walk v. to abuse or scold. Ex, 'Pretty
well tongue-walked him'. 18S8 lUustr. Loud. News
Christmas No. 3/2 Ciivc him a 'tongue-walking. I would.

1598 KL.0S10 Diet. To Rdr. 13 His labours., which., he may
as iustly stand vpt>n in this *toong-work, as in Latin Sir

Thomas Eliot, bishop Cooper, and after them Thomas
Thomas, and lohn Rider, a 1661 Holyday Juvenal (1673)

137 Seek then some other I.^w-courts. .: tongue-work there
may 611 thy purse. 1866 Geo. Eliot F, itolt xx, If a man
takes to tongue-work its all over with biin. <(x899 R.
Wallace L^e <y Last Leaves (1903) 6, I have done a
considerable amount of pcnwork and tongue-work. 1645
UssHKR Biniy Div. (1647) 359 Those 'tongue*wormes of
swearing, blasphemy, and unreverent speaking of God.
1896 yearbk. U.S. Dept. Agric. 161 l*he Tongue worm is

found encysted in the viscera of cattle, sheep, and other
animaU. It is about a quarter of an inch long, and jvbcu
cateii by dog?> grows to be 2 lo 5 inches long.

Ton^e (tWj), V. [f. TOKGUK Sb.'\

L trans. To aisail with words; to reproach,

scold ; to discuss or talk about injuriously. la
quol. 13SS, to drive out by talking; against
1388 in IV'yclifs Set. tt-'hs. 111.493 Ifonyof l>ese curatus

were trewe aungelis of God,..|ni my^tten sonc be tongide
out of court. 1603 Shakh. Measure /or Af. iv. iv. a8 l!ut
that her tender shame Will not proclaime against her maiden
losse, How might she tongue me? 170*0. Mathkr MagM.
Chr. II. App. (1852} 224 Sir William was very haidly handled
(or tongued, at IcaslJ, in the liberty which people took to
make most.. injurious reflections upon his conduct. 187a
H. CowLKs inSpurgeon Treas. Dav, (1877) IV, 413 He that
tongucth bis neighbour . secretly. 1901 Dundee Advert,
14 FeU 2 She met nimin Small's Wynd, and ' tongued 'him.

2. intr. To use the lonj^ue, talk, speak ; esp. to

talk vdluldy, to prate, (Chiefly tongue it^
t6M4Gd. Ncivsfr. N. Eng. in Sti?ry PUgr. Fathers (Arb.)

Yf\ Shewing how base and womanlike he was, tn tonguing
It, as he did. 1679 Dryuen Trotl. ff Cress. Pref., He sliaU
tongue it as impetuously, and as loudly as the errantest hero
in the play. 1885 Foupar Cornitk Poems 19 The more
they (Kirlcy voo'd, the more Our maidens tongue'd away.
1898 Tit-Bits 21 May 150/a [When] they tumble across a
person who * tongues it different to them, they grimly smile.

b. Of a hound : To give tongue.
183a [see ToNcuiMG vbl. s&.\. 1885 Jfouuk, If^rds

3o June 142/2 * What's thee tonguing like that for, Dick?*
. .'What's amiss ?

' 1888 Elworthy /K Somerset ivord-6&,
S.V. Tonpf, I yeard the hounds tongy, and tho X xecd the
fox gwaiii on under the hedge.

3. trans. To utter or turn over with the tongue
;

losay ; also, to pronounce, articulate (diat.).

x6ti SiiAKs. Cynib. V. iv. 148 Tls still a Dicamc ; or else
such stuflTe as ^ladmen tongue, and braine not. 1841 Gen.
P. THOMf«QM F.xerc. (1842) VI. 13 He look up the phra<«,
and tongued it over tn his damning way. i860 O. W.
WoxMvv, Elsie V. vii, The Colonel raged..and tongued a
few anathctnas inside of his shut teeth. 1876 Wliitby
Gloss. S.V., 'I can't tongue 't ', cannot say the word.
4. To touch with the t<mguc ; also, lo lick up.
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1859 Masson Brit. Novelists iv. 303 Scattered through
all, is tlie fiercer element of Kire, here tonguing over the
earth wheiever it may be kindled, there flashing through
the ether. 1871 G. Mkrkdith //. Richmond %\^\\.x*iA\\y

did look as if they[tlie firemen] were engaged in slaying
an enormous dragon, that hissed and tongued at them.
6. trans, Tofurnish with alungue (//V. oryf^.).
[In this sense peih. a back-formation from Tongleu a.]

a. To give a speaking tongue or utterance to.

i6oa^ Dekker Satiroin, Kij, Yes, yes, true chastity is

tongu'd so weake, *Tis overcome, ere it know how to speake.
1807 J. Carlow (2olumb. vin. 323 What avails.. 'lo tongue
mute misery, and re-iack the soul With crimes oft copied
from that bloody scroll? 1838 S. HtLLAMV Betrayal 111. 102
'Ihis Nazarene..hath ton^iucd With a stiaiige speech tliis

talking world of ours.

b. {a) To cut a tongue on (a plank, etc.).

{tt) To slit or sliape a tongue in (a plant-stem or

shuot) for grafting or layering.

1733 W. Ellis Chiltern ^ Vale Famt. 101 Make a Groove
in cich Plank, and put in a Slip of Wood, like a L.ith,

which the Carpenters call Tongiieing it. 1766 Compl.
Fartner s.v, Layer^ Cut a slit upwards at a joint, as is

practised in laying of carnations, which, by gardeners, is

called tonguing the layers, 18*5 Greenhouse Comp. I. 229
Let neither stock nor scion be tongued, but apply the scion
to the stock.. so that their barks on both edges and below
may join. 1908 Daily Chron. 13 Nov, 6/5 Each length of
maple, .is tongued and grooved both at the side and ends.

o. To join or fit together by means of a tongue
and groove or tongue and socket.

18x3 P. Niciiot.soN Pract. Build. 163 The sections of two
Sieces of stufl", grooved and tongued together. i8« Sik J.
.os^Narr, gnd Voy. iv. 55 Some convenient anchorage.,

whete we could flsh or tongue the foremast. i86a lllustr,

Catal, Exhib. I. 26 The gallery floor.. was closely boarded
and tongued, to prevent the passage of dust.

d. To furnish with a tongue-like projection.

1900 Westm, Gaz. 6 ^uly 5/2 Great curling clouds of
bhick smoke, tongued with red and yellow where the light

from the fire struck it.

Hence Tcnffuer, an utterer, a speaker; Tcn-
giUnif ///. a, (in quot., throwing out tongues).
a \^x^ Apostate iv. iv. in New Brit, Theatre III. 336The

sense of guilt, With keener agony than tonguing flames
Lick to the bone. i8aa Ne^o Monthly Mag. IV. 397
Ceaseless tonguers of * woids of no loue ', they lisp.

Touted (ttnjd), n, ippL <7.) [f. Tongue sb,

or V, + -ED.J Having or furnished with a tongue or

tongues (in various senses). Alsoyf^".

Also in numerous parasyntheticcomb^i.,as fJ^^v^Zr-Zf^ff^Kfti^

true-tongued, etc., for which see the first element.
c 1369 Chaucer Blaunche 927 Ne trewer tonged, ne scorned

lasse. 1390 GouER Con/. I. 218 This false tunged Perseus.
Z413 PiJgr. Sotule (Cixton 1483) 111. iii. 51 Sonime were
by the eycQ hanged with bookes, and som by the tonges,
whiche as me scmyd were tonged double. i6ix L.
Bakrv Rant Alley iv. L G ij, Nosd like a Goose, and
toungd like a woman. 1635 A. SrAFFORD Fern. Glory
(i860) 185 Were all.. the Siarrcs of Heaven tongued, they
could not all expresse thee so well, as a silent Ext.tsie.

1666 J. Davies Hist, Caribby Isles 55 Two kinds of To.
bacco Plants, commonly call'd .. Green-Tobacco and
Tongu'd ToUicco, from the figuie of its leaf. 1839 Ure
Diet. A rts 966 The Iwring tools are . . 16. The tongued chisel.

rt 1847 Eliza Cook Sitt^nce loS The soul.. Shall keep an
eloquence all, all her own, And mock the tongued interpre-

ter. 1854 liusHNAN xnCirc. Sc* (£1865) I. 284/x Kecded
and tongued instruments. 1884 Northertt Echo 11 Aug.
3/5, 24/xjo Feet of Grooved and Tongued Flooring Boards.

1886 Archroi. Cantiana XVI. p. >lv. The tongued or leaf-

like ornament, so common in the period of Transition
between pure Norman and ptire Early English.

TonguefUl (tzrgful). [See -rvL 2.] As much
as the tonoue will hold or carry,

1894 M. Dous Israets Iron Agt 43 A dog .. snatching
niouLlifulsor tonguefuls of water.

TonguelesS (tvgles), a, [See -LESS.]

1. ///. Having no tongue, without a tongue.
1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xviii. xxxii. (BodL MS.),

Amonge bee&tes of (w londe he [the crocodile] is tungles.

1570 Levins Manip. 91/16 Tonguelesse, elinguis, e. i6ix
CuiGK., Gouttreuse^ a certain white. long-lH:aked, and
longlesse bird [a pelicatil. 1738 Gentl. Mag.^WX. 524/'*
1 doubt very much, whether a Tongucless Person, or one
that is without a Roof to the Mouth, can Taste. 1876 L.
Stephem Eng. Th. in 18/A C. I. iv. vi. 267 The miracle of
the tongueless confessor is mentioned by Gibbon as resting

on remarkably good evidence. 1879 Boouam-Whktham
Roraima ft Brit. Guiana \-}\notey Herodotus, too, who was
a keen observer of the crocodile, repeats the idea that it is

longueless. 1907 Q, Rev. July 201 The most revered objects

in the //are the bells, usually tou^^ueless.

2. Without the faculty of voice or speech, dumb,
mute ; also, without s|ieaking, speechless, silent.

1A47 BoKBNHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 196 Why stonde ye thus
stylle, be ye tunglees? 154a Udall Erasm. Apofi/i. 287 b,

That persone, by whose benefite thou art made of a toung-

^. ... , ., ^ „ „ . 1- - ^ - les*e bodye, eloquente. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Afia-
16B7 Wood Li/e (O.H.S.) III. 247. aiTOO IJ. E. Dtct. 1 ^ams ft Sonn. Wks. 11. 256/2 Now chirping birds are

Cant. Crew %.v. Velvet. 1837 S. B. Harper in Fraser''s > ^11 turn'd tounglesse mutes. x6^ Lennard tr. Charroii's
Mag, XVI. 191 An icy shuddo- shook me through—it stuck
there, As you'd tongued iron on a December mom. x888
H. S. Merkiman Young Mistley II. vi. 76 Fairy [a horse]
. .gently tongued the biu 1894 BARiM(;-GouLu Nitty Atone
\\, i4() The fire.. was tonguing up the heap, sending the
tips of its flames tastingly towards him.

b. To push ^w/ or distend with the tongue, rare.
1768 Woman 0/Honor 1. 160 Exposing him.. by winking

with one eye, and tonguing out his cheek,

5. intr. To project as a protruding tongue (ol

ice) ; to throw out tongues (of flame>.
ai8i4 [see tonguing ppl. a. IwlowJ. 1856 Kane Aret,

EjcPlm L xxiii. 3^3 Old icc» bulge and Woguc out below.

IVisd. I. xxxi. (1670)90 We go with our heads hanging,..^

our mouths tongucless. 18x4 J. .Symmons tr. yEschyliis*

Agam. 73 The mighty judges heard the tongueless plea.

b. Said o! things.

1593 Shaks. Rich. lit t. i. 105 Euen from the toonglesse

cauemes of the earth. 16x4 F. White Repl. Fisher 92 The
consent of the Church alone, .ought to be of greater csteeme

..than all mute and tonguelesse Bookes. a 1823 Shklley
Ess. <V Lett. (1852) I, 138 There is elottuence in the tongue-

less wind. 1868 J. H. Newman Vcrsis Var, Occas. 9, I

cannot l>ear th<jse sullen walls, Those eyeless towers, those

t<^n:.;tiel''-s halls.

fU. Notspokcaof; uameatioaed. Obs, ran.

TONGUE-TIED.
1611 Shaks. IVint. T. 1. i. 92 One good deed, dying

ton^iuele.'ise, Slaughters a thousand, wayling vpon that.

Tonguelet (toijla), [f. Tongue j(^. + -let.]
A Utile tongue or longiic-like object; spec. a. in

Entom. = LiGULA i b ; b. = tongue-worm {b) :

see Tongue sb. 16 {Cent. Did, 1891).
1840 E. Wilson Anat. I'ade ^1/, (1842)384 The Lingnetta

laminosa is a thin tonj;uelet of grey substance, marked by
transverse furrows, which extend forwards .. from the grey
substance of the certbelluni. 1840 tr. Cuvii'r's Anim,
Ningd. 529 The tonguelet consists of two small hairy seta:,
extending beyond the lar^e horny mentum. 1866 J. K.
Lord in tntcll. Obsenu No. 48. 431 In this lube is the
tonguclet [of a Cicada). 1878 Uhowning I^oets d o/'sic v, I

shall not sulk If yonder greenish tonguelet [of flame] Utked
from brass Its life.

Tougueman,tongue-man (t» ij msCn). ? obs,
[f. Tongue sb. + Man sbX] A s|«aker, an orator*

1S94 Nashk Uu/ort. Trav. Wks, (Grosavt) V. 6g Our
present incorporation . . by me the tongue-man of their
thankfulnes..bid you welcome. 1611 Speed Hist.Ct. Brit.
IX. xxiv. (1623) 1175 Poysonous tonguemeii and libellous
Pen-men. 1687 E. F. Hist. Edw. II (16S0) 55, I am
no tongue-man, nor can move with language; but if we
come to act, I'll not be idle.

Tongue-pad (twgpaed), sb. slang oi diaL [f.

Tongue sb. + Pad sb:^ 3, 4.] A talkative person.
ai700 I>. E. Diet. Cant. Crew^ Tongue-pad, a smooth,

Glib-tongued, insinuating Fellow. 1709 O. Dykes Eng.
Prov.

(J-
Rejl. (ed. 2) 230 Twas pleasant enough to hear two

Tongue-Pads a-scolding, and giving one another the Lie.
i8ai yoseph the Book-Man 70 Determin'd every ear t'engage
Thus spoke the tonguepad of a sage. x88a Jago Cornw.
Gloss.f Tongue-ffadf.. a. chatterer, a very talkative person.

Hence Tcngne-pad v.j trans, to assail with
words; to scold; also t'ntr, (with /"/) to tattle,

chatter; whence Tongne-padder = ? tonguepad
(see quot.) ; To'ngiie-padding' vb/, sb., scolding,
1707 J. Stevens tr. Otieuedo's Com. IVks. (1709) 422 They

would all *Tongue-pau him at once. iBzsSqqtx Betrothed
XXX, My wife Gillian, who will tongue-pad it with any
shrew in Christendom. 1676 Warning /or Housekp>r&.
Title-p., Budg and Snudg, File-lifter, *Tongue-padder, The
private Theif. 1876 Whitby Gloss.^ Tongue-whaling^ or
*TongHe-paddiHg, a scolding lecture.

Tongue-shaped C'^i^'ijiJ^pt), a. Shaped like

a tongue ; Unguiiorra.

1776 J, Lee Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 386 Lingulatum^
Tongue-bhaped, linear, fle.shy. 1776 Withering Brit,
/'A {1796) 11.55 A small tongue-shaped glandular substance.

1837 Kkith Bot. Lex. 286 The (M istletoe] leavesare . . tongue-
shaped, entire, smooth. xZ^jfiAllbutt's Syst. Med. V, 464 At
each systole of the ventricles the tongue-shaped vaUe-flaps
pentlcnt ..are moved together towards tho^e oriflces.

To'nguesman. fare, [Ci, swordsman, towns-
man, etc.] = Tongueman.
1596 FtTZ-GKFFKAV Sir F. Drake (1881) 5 So he, and I

bis tongues-man, doe require Thy Sanctuarie. x6toChester*s
Tri.t Sp. Fame 22 (Chetham Soc), [To Mercury] Descend
then Tongue's man of the universe. 1837 C. Lofft Set/
/orvtation I. 252 Certain rough and ready tonguesmen,,
sp<ike, if not absolutely well, yet furwardly and fluently.

Tonguester(t»'ijstai). [f. Tongue j^. -i- -steh.]

A talkative person ; a great talker ; a gossip.

1871 Tennyson Last Tourn. 392 The tonguesters of the
court she had not heard. 1877 — Harold v. i. 47 The
simple, silent, selfless man Is worth a world of tonguesters.

1899 Q. Rev, Apr. 478 Two such formidable tongue&teis as
George Borrow and Thomas Carlyle I

attrib. 1885 Punch 1 1 Apr. 169/1 Thee, Great heart, whose
silent grandeur seems to shame Our tongue^ter time. 1889
Tennyson To Mary Boyle ix, lowly imnds were madden'd
to the height By tonguestcr tricks,

TonsTue-tie (i^^^'jt^i), sb, [f. Tongue sb.+

Tib sb^ That which tics the tongue, or restrains

speech ; also, the condition of being tongue-tied

(///. :y\\<\Jig.) ; spec. (J^al/i.) : see quot. 1S90,

1641 BuoME Jovial Creiii \\. Wks. 1873 \\\. 374 And asks

a stronger tongue-tie then tearing of Books. i849--53 Todds
Cyct. Anat. IV. 1162/1 Tongue-tie.. is a congenit.il mal-

formation. 1890 BiLi.iNGS A'al. Med. Diet., Tongtie-tie,

abnormal shorti}ess of the frairuim lingua;, or adhesion of

the tongue to the floor ot the mouth.

Tongue-tie (lyijtai), v. [f. Tongue sb.+

TlEz'., or more prob. a back-formation from next.]

trans. To tie or confine the tongue of; to rcstraiti

or debar from speaking ; to render speechless.

«555 )- Rogers in Foxe A. «S- M. (1563) 1032/2 Your
wyckecf lawes can not so tongue tye vs, but we will speake

the truth. i6xx Hkvwood Gold. Age i. i. Wks, 1B74 III. 14
LeteuerlastingsilenceTong-tye the world. 1833 l.AMaEHa
Ser. II. Pref., The ligaments, which tongue.tied him, were
loosened. 1851 D. Jekbolo St. Giles xxxii. 335 Her face

was livid with agony, th.it seemed to tongue-lie her.

Hence To"nffue-tier, that which lies the tongue;

see quots. ; To'ngne-ty lug" vb/, sb, {/it. andj^^i,^).

1754-64 Smellie Midivi/, I. 428 Tongue-tying is easily
*

remedied by introducing the forefinger into the child s

mouth, raiding up the tongue, and snipping the bridle with

a pair of Scissars. 1869 Kotitlcdge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 469
This tongue-tying was the severest part of our watch. 1883

Athenmum 24 Nov. 675/3 [It] shows a woman we:iriiig a
branks,or toiigue-iicr. 1905 /Jrt//j'CAr(7«.2Q Aug. 4/6 There
are names., that demand shorteninji, tongue.liers surh as

Giggleswick, which almost necessarily dwindles into CUlzick.

Tongue-tied (t»'i}t3id), ///. a. [Locative

comb. f. Tongue sb, + Tied ///. a, ; becoming at

length pa. pple, of ToNOUE-TlE v,\ Tied as to or

in the tongue.

1. Having the frcenum of the tongue too short,

SO that its movement is impeded or confined

;
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TONGUB-TIEDNESS.

incapable of distinct utterance from this cause;

also, unable to sijeak, dumb {foet.).

lOo Palsgr. 282/1 Tongelyed, qui ate filet. i6..bwiN-

BUBNE spousal! (1686) 19 Until that time they are as it were
". *••••_. l.t_ ._ ^ ^K .HAM I XTirl.'B-MC tr.

tongue maybe unnaturally fixed.. the individual thus cir.

cumstanced being tongue tied.

2. fg. Restrained or debarred from spealimg or

free expression from any cause ;
speechless, mute,

dumb, silent ; also reticent, reserved.

ISS) More Dyaloge i. Wks. 107/2 He is of nature nothing

loi^ tayed. 1571 Golding Calvin on I's. ill. 5 He him-

selfe was not tungtyde, but rather lifted up his voyce. 1576

Gascoigne Steele Gl. (Arb.) 57 Nor none serue God, but

only tongtide men. 1600 Holland Livy x. xix. 364 A
dumbe and tongue-tide [elinguis] Consull. 1640 Yorke

Union Hon., Commend. Ferses, Criticks be tongue-ud,

stand, admire. 1734 tr- A'oOT'/'j Anc. //«<. xviii. L (1827)

VII. 157 Fear kept them all tongue-tied and dumb. 1886

Stevenson KiilnaMeJ xxvi, I was..sitting tongue-tied

between shame and merriment.

Hence To-nrae-tledness.
1507 A. M. tr. Cuilkmtau's Fr. Chirurg. 24/2 When .is we

would cut the tungetyednes in yonge children nuely borne.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. ^ Mix. 348 Tbe_ ancylosis, or

tongue-tiednesse, caused, by the vinculum : its cured, by

cutting the same with a paire of cisers or sharp knife. 1894

Mrs. H. Ward Marcella I. 59.

Tougney (to'i)i)i «• Also 4-5 timgy, 7-9

tonguy. [C Tongue sb. + -T.]

1. Full of 'tongue' or talk; talkative, loqua-

cious (now U.S. and dicU^ ; of hounds, ' giving

tongue '.

138J WvcuF Ecclus. viii. 4 Striue thou not with a tungy

man. n 1774 R. Fergussom Sandie H Willie 55 A
tonguey woman's noisy plea. 1836 Life on the Lakes I. 54

(Thornton) We had on board a very tonguey Yankee Kiwyer.

1855 Egerton-Wakburton Hunting Songs (1877) 102 Your

babblers draft, as we our tonguey hounds. 1896 Howells
Impressions * Exf. 39 Theie were some men..tongueyer

than the rest.

2. That is so ' in tongue ' or 'm word , not m
deed' (cf. i John iii. 18). nonce-use.

1611 W. Sclater Cltr. Strength 10 Alas I how many bare,

tonguy Christians I Linguists only, in religion.

3. Of the nature of the tongue; produced or

modified by the tongue ; lingual.

i8s9 F. Francis Newton Dogvane (1888) 25 He set that

tonguey pendulum of nis going. 1885 H. C. Deacon in

Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 321/1 The quality of the voice, .will

be tonguey, throaty, palat.il, or veiled, according to the

part thus unnecessarily brought into play.

Hence To-nffniness.
1607 Collins Serm. (i6o3) 77 Some mens silence profits

the Church of Christ more than all their tonguinesse can

doe it hurt. 1910 lloston (Mass.) Transcript 16 July 2/3

The natural gift of what the old Yankee horse traders

would have called tonguiness.

Tougning (t^'-ijiij), ^^l- '^- U- Tongue v. +

-ING l.f The action of the verb Tongue in various

senses (see the verb) ; s/iec. in playing the flute and

other wind instruments : see quot. 1 880.

i68» D'Urfey Injured Princess 11. iv, Tonquing, fingering

and fighting, don t please her. The Devil's in her. 1687

Wood Ufi (O.H.S.) III. 247. 1763 Mills Pract. liusb.

IV. 217'rhe third method (of whip-grafting], which is an im-

provement of the last, is properly named tipping or tonguin,^,

l83» J. P. Kennedy Swaltoto B. xli, The tonguiiig of this

dog was followed by the quick yelping of four or five others.

1862 Times 7 Mar., The tonguing and grooving by which

the Warrior s plates are dovetailed together. 1880 W. H.
Stone in Grove Diet. Afus. I. 459/2 s.v. Douhle tonguemg.

Single tongueing,.. signifies the starting of the reed-vibr.-i-

tions by a sharp touch from the tip of the tongue. . .
Single

tongueing is phonetically represented by a succession of the

lingual letter T, as in the word ' r.at-lattat '. Double

tongueing aims at alternating the linguo-dental explosive T
with another explosive consonant produced differently, such

as the linguo-palatals D or K, thus relieving the muscles by

alternate instead of repeated action. 1803 H. Callan b'r.

Clyde to Jordan 136 You must give Ihera a right good
* tonguing *.

b. The furnishing of boards with tongues

(Tongue sb. 14J); concr. the tongues of boards

collectively.

1841 Civil Eng. * Arch, frnl IV. 22/2 Although the

deal tongueing lias been destroyed by the worms, the green-

heart planking remains untouched and perfectly sound.

Tonic (l^'nik) , a. and sb. [ad. Gr. rofiK-ds of or

for stretching, f. rliv-o's : see Tone sb. Cf. mod.L.

tonicus, F. tonique (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.).'\

A. adj.

1. Phys. and Path. Pertaining to, consisting in,

• or producing tension : esp. in relation to the muscles.

Tonic contraction, continuous muscular contraction with-

out relaxation. Tonic convulsion or spasm, one character-

ized by such contraction (opp. to Clonic)._ f Tonic motion,

a former term for a state of continuous tension in the muscles

such as tliat which keeps the body erect (cf. quot. 1646 s. v.

ToNlCAL 1%

1649 BuLWER Pathomyot. 11. i. 83 Action without motion

of the Mu.scle, is called a Tonique motion. i6ti6 J. Smith
Old Age (1676) 62 They [muscles] can perform adduction,

abduction; flexion, extension; pronation, supination, the

Tonick motion, circumgiration. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica
381 Of worms or insects that have no solid props within

themselves, but perform all their weakly motions by a mere
tonic or muscular power. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 340 'the

increased tonic motion of the vessels which the Slahlians

. .considered as the efficient cause of inflamuialioii. 1830
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R. Knox Bcclard's Anat. 135 Motions of tonic contra';tion, 1

augnicnled in many places by the action of the elastic tissue. I

1834 J. Forbes Laennec's Dis. Cliest (ed. 4) 375 We cannot

regard the tonic sp.-ism of the bronchi, or even perhaps of the

air-cells, as impossible j since every muscle is susceptible of

spasm. 1899 Alllmtfs Syst. Med. VII. 351 Tonic or clonic

convulsions sometimes occur [in positive haimorrhage].

b. Pertaining to, or maintaining, the tone or

normal healthy condition of the tissues or organs

(cf. Tone sb. 7). See also 2.

1684 T. UuBNET Th. Earth I. 207 The tone or tonick dis-

position of the organs whereby they perform their several

functions. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 65 Stahl's ideas

respecting the tonic or vital action of the capillary vessels.

i8ss H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1873) I. l. v. 93 This

pervading activity of the muscles is called their tonic state.

2. Med., etc. Having the property of increasing

or restoring the tone or healthy condition and

activity of the system or organs ; strengthening,

invigorating, bracing. (Of remedies or remedial

treatment, and hence of air, climate, etc.)

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters 1 1 1. 205 Their vapor . . is found

to be more tonic. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 160 A long course

of steel, in conjunction with tonic bitters. 1867 Aug. J. E.

Wilson Vashli xxiv, lie sure she takes that tonic mixture

three times a day. 1883 G. Meredith Diana v. She spoke

of the weather—frosty, but tonic.

fig. 1848 Kingslev Saint's frag. 11. ix, God brings thee

1 he tonic cup I feared to mix. 1867 H. Latham Black .5-

White p. viii. One great benefit to be derived from a visit to

America is its tonic effect upon the mind.

3. Mus. Formerly applied to the key-note of a

composition (tonic note), now called simply Ionic

(see 15. 2) ; now {altrib. use of IS. 2), Pertaining to

or founded upon the tonic or key-note : as tonic

chord, a chord having the tonic for its root ; tonic

pedal, the key-note sustained as a Pedal (sb. 4).

1760 Stiles in Pliil. Trans. LI. 773 Two modes with the

same tonic note, the one neither acuter nor graver than the

other, make no part of the old system of modes. 1867 Mac-
FARREN Harmony (1892) 56 A tonic pedal ..has the efl'ect of

confirming the conclusion indicated by a perfect cadence.

1880 Stainer Composition % 14 The third degree of the

scale can form a porlion of a tonic choid, or chord of the

relative minor.

b. Tonic Sol-fa : name of a system of teaching

music, esp. vocal music, introduced by the Rev.

John Curwen about 1850, in which the seven notes

of tlie ordinary major scale in any key are sung to

syllables written doh, ray, me, fah, soh, lah, te

(modifications of the older do, re, mi, fa, sol, la,

si: see these words and Gamut), and indicated in

the notation by the initials d, r, m, etc. ; doh

.ilways denoting the tonic or key-note, and the re-

maining syllables indicating the relation to it of

the other notes of tlie scale. Chiedy altrib.

Hence Tonio Sol-faist (-faiist), one who advo-

cates or uses the Tonic Sol-fa system.

l8sa J. Curwen (title) Pupils' Manual of the Tonic Sol.

Fa Method of teaching to sing; and the Tonic Sol-Fa

School Music. 1883 American VI. 174 At the annual

meeting in London, .of the Tonic Sol-Fa College.

1881 Broadhouse Mus. Acoustics 372 We agree most

cordially with our friends the tonic sol-faists. 189S Daily

News 30 Dec. 5/2 So many of the Welsh are Tonic Solfaists.

4. a. Pertaining to musical tone or quality.

1795 Mason Ch. Mus. i. 42 This solemn instrument (the

organ]... In point of tonic power, I presume, it will be

allowed preferable to all others.

b. Pertaining or relating to tone or accent in

speech; indicnting the tone or accent of spoken

words or syllables; characterized by distinctions

of tone or accent. Tonic accent ( = F. accent

tonique), the stress-accent of a word.

1859 S. W. Williams {title) A Tonic Dictionary of the

Chinese language in the Canton di.alecl. 1867 Howells
Ital. Joum. 72 In their divine language, and with that

ineffable tonic accent which no foreigner perfectly acquires.

1868 Max MUlleh .S<>a/l/. Lang, 42 The Thibetan is.,

tonic and monosyllabic. 1894 A. H. Keane in Church
Mission. Intell. Oct. 723 Thus the monosyllable pa will be

toned in six or more different ways to represent so many
origin.!] A\ssy\\M[^s, pada, pake, paiia, pasa, pata..^-ai

some of the Chinese and Shan dialects have.. as many as

ten or twelve such tones. . . Hence these languages are now
called isolating and tonic rather than isolating and mono-

syllabic. 1896 — Etimot. xii. 324 A far more important

feature than the length of the words is their tonic ulter.ance.

B. sb.

1. Med. A tonic medicine, application, or agent.

(1693 tr. Blancards Pliys. Diet. (ed. 2), Tonica, those

things which being extern.-illy applied to, and rubb'd into

the Limbs, strengthen the Nerves and Tendons.] 1799 MeiU

Jrnl. II. 116 When. .the hectic symptoms were subdued,

and only weakness remained, tonics completed the cure.

187s H. C. Wooii T/icrap. (1879) 54 Substances, .which,

when taken internally, .ict upon the nutrition of the various

tissues so as to restore lost tone.. .Such substances are

known as tonics. 189^ Badminton Mag. IV. 380 My hair

tonic costs eifiht-and-sixpence a bottle.

b. fig. An invigorating or bracing influence.

S840 Cloijgh Early Poems i. 8 The tonic of a wholesome

pride. 1868 Farrak «/<rK<:f 4- F. viii. (1875) 136 It is the

strongest of moral tonics.

2. Mus. = Key-note i.

Tonic major or minor: th.it key (major or minor) which

has the same key-note as a given key (minor or major).

1806 Callcott Mus. Gram. 11. iv. 131 The Tonic Minor

must have in its Signature another flat. 1889 E. Prout

Harmony i. § 12 The first note of the scale is called the

TO-NIGHT.

Tonic, or Key-note. This is the note which gives its name

to the scale and key.

Hence Tonic v., trans, to act as a lofttc upon, to

invigorate, ' brace up ' ; to administer a tonic to

;

whence To'nioking vbl. sb.

iBzs New Monthly Mag. XV. 199/1 It tonlcked the seden-

tary stomach into unwonted vigour. 18S9 Mrs. C. Praeij

Romance Station 126 She needed, .tonicking ;. .her blood

didn't nourish her brain properly.

t To'nical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. : see -ical.J

1. = Tonic A. i , 1 b.

1586 Bright Melanch. xxvi. i4q The spirits. .are the

authors by tonicall motion of erection [of muscles). ifi46

Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. ill. i. 105 One kinde of motion,

relating unto that which Physitians (from Galen) doe name

extensive or tonicall. 1693 \. Beaumont On Burnet's Th.

Earth 11. 83 The Tone or tonical Disposition of the (Organs,

whereby they perform their several Y unction.s. 1733 Chevne

Eng. Malady n. xii. § 2 (1734) 240 A Defect in their [Muscles]

innate Power of Contraction and Tonical Nature.

2. = Tonic A. 4 a, b.

1636 Blount Clossofr., Tonical, pertaining to tone, note,

tune, or accent. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 7 Tonical [Echoes],

such as return the voice but once, nor that neither, except

adorned with some peculiar Musical note. 1737 Gentt.

Mag. VII. 9/1 Whatever Musical or Tonical Notes were

expressed in the Accents of the Text.

Tonically (t^-nikali), adv. [f. ToNio a. or

Tonical : see -ically.] In a tonic manner.

1. By or in relation to tension ; in the way of

tonic contraction (see Tonic A. \).

i88s Romanes Jelly-Fish viii. 209 In . . Sarsia the irrita-

bilily of the tonically contracting manubrium is higher than

that of the rhythmically contracting bell. 1904 Brit. Med.

Jrnl. 17 Dec. 1627 The muscles on the right side are some-

what more tonically contracted than those on the left.

2. As a tonic (see Tonic B. I, i b); so as to

invigorate or ' brace up '.

1873 Curwen Hist. Booksellers ^o^ The difliculty.. might

act tonically. 1889 Ckouter in Amer. Ann. Dea/hily 182

The agreeable labor of planting and harvest, which tonic-

ally would Ije of service to them.

Tonicity (tcni-siti). PAys.amlPalh. [f. Tonic

+ -ITY. So mod.F. tonicity (Roquefort, 1829).]

Tonic quality or condition ; the profietty of[wssess-

ing tone (see Tone sb. 7); the normal state of

clastic tension of living muscles, arteries, etc., by

which the tone of the organs is maintained.

1814 BosTOCK Elem. Syst. Physiol. I. iii. 176 Besides con-

tractility,.. the muscular fibre has been supposed to possess

another specific .. quality, which has been called tone or

tonicity. 1834 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 242 Even the

tonicity of the skin seems to be quite destroyed. 1851

Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 212 These same muscles

exhibit a tendency to a moderate and permanent contraction,

which is not shown by them w hen ihcy arc dead .
. ; this

endowment. .is called Tonicity. 1899 Allbutl'sSyst. Med.

VIII. 75 An app.irently increased tonicity of the muscles.

b. Of spasm: see Tonio a. i.

1897 Allliutt's Syst. Med. II. 6515 Tetanus.. may Ije dis-

tinguished by the shorter incubation period, the tonicity ol

the spasms [etc.].

Tonicize (t<»nis3iz), v. [f. as prec. + -ize.]

trans, a. To render tonic, give tone to. b. To
invigorate as withatonic HenceTo'uicizing///.a.

1884 Crac/i^/'j /I/.»--/M-.Sa/»« I. 96 Thus more effectually

tonicizing the cutaneous covering. 1890 N. <5- _(?._ 7lh Ser.

IX. 141/2 This would spread a tonicizing analeptic influence

throughout our English world of readers.
^

Tonico-, combining form from Gr. row/tos

Tonic, used to form compounds in sense ' com-

bining a tonic and (some other) quality ' : see quot.

1840 Perrira Mat. Med. II. 1189 In its remote effects

myrrh partakes of both the tonic and stimuKant characters,

and lience some have denominated it a tonica-slimulant ;

and as its stimulant powers are analogous to those of the

balsams, it has also been called a tonico-halsamic.

To-nify, -v. [app. f. F. ton (Ton 3) or Eng.

Tone -I- -i)fy : in mod.F. tonifiet.\

fl. (tfi'mfsi.) trans. To impart a good 'Ion' to;

to make fashionable or stylish. Obs.

1786 Mrs. Grant Lett.fr. Mountains U^fl II. xxiiu 118

You can imagine no set of people more polished, powdered,

tonified and englified, than they are,

2. (tiJo-nifai.) = Tonicize a.

l8s8 J. H. Bennet Nutrition vi 185 The cutaneous

circulation is tonified and vitalized. l89aiVa'- 29 Aug. 4/1

Tepid water, .tonifies the skin and prevents wrinkles.

To-night (t^inai-t), adv. and sb. Forms : see

Night. [OE. ti niht, "Xo prep. A. 7 -t^ Night. Cf.

To-DAY.] A. adv.

1. On this very night (i. e. the night now present).

a 1300 Cursor M. 11246 (Colt.), I bring yow word wit ioi

and blis, Born to night your sauueour es ! 1670 Narborough

Jrnl in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i. (1711) 83 Much Wind to

Night at Northwest. 1797 Neuson in NicoKas Dtsp. (1846)

VII. p. cxiv. Half past 3 a.m. I w.as merely a spectator to-

night. 183a Tennvson May Queen 11. ii, To-night I saw

the sun set. 184a — Audley Court 69, I go to-night: I

come to-morrow morn.

b. On any night (as contrasted with the next

day). Cf. To-day A. i b.

1500-10 DUNHAR Poems xxiii. 5 And with thy nychtbouns

glaidly len and borrow His chance to nychtit may bethyne

tomorrow. 1557 North Giicuara's Diatl Pr. i. xxviii.

(1568) 41 For many are layde to nighte into their graue,

which the next day following [are] thought to be aliue.

2. On the night following this day.

fiooo AxFRic Numb. xxii. 19 Ac beo^i her toniht. and

abidaj) andsware. c 1000 — Horn. II. 104 Du slmila, nu



TONISH.

toniht [Luke xu. 20 on ^issc nlhte] 3u scealt 3m lif ala:tan.

c laos Lay. 709 Anacletus leofe freond to-niht t»u scalt faren.

c 1275 Fitsshn c/Our Lord 104 in O. E. Misc, 40 He me
schal bhrayc to nyht er he slepe. CX470 Henry Wtxlitue
XI. 495, I sail cum out.. to morn, Or ellys to nycht. 1539
liiBi.E (Great) Ruth iii. 2 Deholde, he wenowcth barleye to

iiyght in the thresshyng floure. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv.

i. 20I Last night she slept not, nor to night she shall not.

1605 — Afact. I. V. 59 Duncan comes here to Night. 1876
Morris Sigurd (1877) 237 Tonightv&hall be the weaving,
and tomom the web shall ye win.

t3. On the night just past ; last night. (Perhaps
only said in the morning.) Ods. exc. dial.

c laos Lay. 2S01 1 [>a axede hine an useir cnihtj Lauerd hu
liauest J>u iuarcn to-niht? CII90 Bckct 1542 m S, Eng.
f.€^. I. 150 To-ni^t ase ich was a-slepea wonder metingenie
com. 1390 GowKR Con/. \. 73 No mannes myht ^L'li do
that he hath do to nyht. 1593 Shaks. Rom.^ Jul. i. tv.sa
I dreanipt a dreame lo night. 1610 B. Jonsom Alck, i. ti.

Sub,. .The Queene of Faerie do's not rise, Till it be noonc,
Fac. Not, if she daunc'd to night. x64t Bromb Jovial
Crewwu WIcs. 1873 IIL 393 Ease call'st thou it? Didst
thou sleep to night? 1798 J. Jekfersom Let.to y. Boucher
23 Feb. (NIS.), (Hampsaire expressions] To-mght for last
nighty or yatemight.
B. sb. This night, or the night after this day.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3543 (Cott.) f>ou sal neuer forth fra to

ni^ht In Yx forbirth do claim na right, x6ox Shaks. Twel. TV.

II. iii. 142 Sweet Sir Toby be patient for to night. 1709
Prior Thief^ Cordelier ix. He that's hang'd before noon,
ought to think of to>night. 1799 Worikw. Lucy Gray iv,

To-night wilt be a stormy night—You to the town must go.
1908 [Miss K. FowlkrJ Betw. Trent ^ Atuholnu 212 To-
nii^ht Ls cloudy and dull.

Toning, vl>l. sb. and ///ui. : see ToNB v,

Tonish, tounisli (tf7*nij), a. Now rare.

Also S tonish. [f. Tun 3 + -ish I.] Having* ton*;
fashionable, modish, stylish. Hence Toiiislily
Otiv.^ To*nishnes8.
1776 Cri. ofAdultery 6 The finer features of a Ton-ish

face. 1779 Mmk. D'Akblay Diary 26 May, Lord Mordaunt,
..a pretty, languid, lonnish young man. 1780 Ibid, Apr.,
nie young lady . . half tonish, and half hoydenish.
Ibid. May, Mrs. North, who is so famed for tonishness,
exhibited herself in a more perfect undress than I ever
before saw any lady, .appear in. 180a Colkriuck Lett. \.

368, I should be a thing in vogue,—the very tonish poet.
SS04 Eugenia dk Acton Tale witkout Title IIL 14 Our
elevated, spirited, and tonni^h rea<lers. x8a5-9 Mrs. Shkr-
woon Lotiy ofMamyrU vi. 243 'ITie Dashwood family..
spending tlieir money in the most bvish and tont&h style.

•ti C. D. Warnkr Saunteringt {1873) *> A footman..
wore the same colors; and the whole establishment was
exceedingly tonnish. iS^s^^f^'sStand, Dict.t Tonishly.

Tonist (tJ-nist). [f. ToNK sb. + -ist.] An
artist skillet! in giving the proper lone to pictures.
tSB] Academy 17 Mar. iqyi Wilson was a wonderful

tont»C| a subtle colourist, a painter of chiaroscuro, a master
of artificiiil and elegant composition. 1883 St. fatms* Go*.
II Apr., His powers OS a draughtsman, modeller and lonisC

Tonit, obs, Sc. form of ToKed.
Touite (icw-nait). [f. L, ton-are to thunder +

-ITK *.] A high explosive comjwsed of pulverized
gun-cotton impregnated with tarium nitrate ; cot-
ton powder. Also atlrib.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Tonite, a nitrated gun-
cotton, used in blasting. 1883 V. D. Majendik in Standard
19 Apr. 5/6 Kxplosives {-.uch asdyn.imite, blasting gelatine,
..tonite, potcniitcX 1893 Star .-8 Aug. 2/4 A tomte cart-
ridge with a lighted fuse was thrown into the Kar^^en of a
farmhouse at k.uxton...An explosion occurred which almost
wrecked the front of the house.

Tonitroal (i^ii*tr«,al), a. rare-*^, [ad. rare
late L. lonilruiil'is (U Appuleius), f. tonitru-s
thunder.] Tertaining to, or loaded with, thunder.
So Toni'troant a., less regularly tonitrant (Ifrni-

trant) [ail. late L. tonilritanl-em^ pres. pple. of
tonilrudn to thunder {Vuig. I's. Ixxvi.)], thunder-

'"g {fiS-^'^ Tonltmat* v. (less regularly to'ni-
trate) [late L. tonitruarc : see -ATB^t], to thiuider

{inlr. and Irons,) ; Tonitma'tion, thundering (in
qiiot. 1689, ?cxplosion, or ? « Culmination 3);
To'iiitruo ne, a device for imitating thunder (see
quot. ) ; Toni'tmons a. { less regularly to-nitroua),
full of or characterized by thunder, loud noise, or
violent utterance ; thundery ; thundering.
a 169^ l/ryithart^s Rabelait UL li, They may. .charging

th^jse * Tonitrual Guns afresh, turn the whole force of that
Artillery azainst ourwlve& 1861 M. Collins in TempU
Bar Mag. \. 576 "Tonitrant writer in leading journal. 1907
Times 5 Sept. 8/1 Mr. Aache's robust personality and toiu-
truant style. i6n Cockbram, 'Tonitratr, to thunder.
1630 KANtx>Lpii Shirley's Grate/. Servant Prcf. Verses, I

cannot fulminate nor tonitruatc words To puzzle intellects.

1636 S. Holland ^^rd (1719)60 This potent.. Incantation
..was nosponer utter'd by the Incbantress, but it tonitru-
ated horriWyir^ 1666 (J. Harvkv Aforb. Angl, Iv. 42 Winds
ar>d rumhlingft..w)iuse tonitruating noise might have been
beard at a great distance. 1658 i'liiLUPS. *ToHitruati,m
(I^t.), a thundrin^j. 1689 G. Harvey Curing Dis. ly
Expect, xvii. 132 MmeraU arc to be disrobed oftheir Venom
..by Tonitruation, Sublimation [etc.). 1909 Times 13 FeU
8/1 The *

'tonitruonc', ,, a piece of iron fastened to a
wooden frame and shaken by h.ind, produces a strange
thunderous sound—and is of M, Paderewski's own inven-
tion. 1606 Urumm. op Hawtii. Antiv. to Challenge Wks.
(1711) 233 Most *tonitru<)Us, astonishing chevaliers, re-
know ye, that we .. do allow you this for answer. 1646
SiK T. lUowNK I'seud, Ep. 11. v. 88 This tonnitruous and
fulminating report of gunnes. a 1704 T. Brown Walk
routid Loftd., Thames Wks. 1709 III. 111.64 By whom
Billingsgate was much outdone in. .tooitrous VcrUaity, and

133

mal!cioii<; Scurrility. i88a J. Nichol Amer. Lit. ii. 51 In-
crease (MatherJ had a tonitruous cogency in his perorations.

llTonjOH(tp-n,dg(Tn). E.Indies. Alsotomjohn.
[Origin uncertain.] A kind of sedan chair slung
on a pole and carried by four bearers,
c 1804 Mrs. Sherwood Autobiog. xvu (1854) 300, I had a

tonjon, or open palanquin, in which I rode. 1838 Lett./r.
Madras iiS^i) 132 After dinner he took us out to see the
town : we in our palanquins, and he in his tonjon, [Mote.
A kind of open sedan-chair.) 1885 G. S. Forbes iVild
Life in Canara \yi It was not practicable to take a horse,
..and 1 began the journey in a tonjon.

II Tonka (tfgka). Also 8-9 tonquin, (9 ton-
kin), 9 tonca, tonqua, tonga, (tonkay, tongo).
[Tonka^ according to Focke, Neger-Engelsch
iVoordenboek 1855, the Negro name in Guiana of
the bean (the Arawak Indian name being cumaru).
So Fr. lonka or loncay also iongo (Littr^). Ulterior
origin unknown. From the iSth century erroneously
referred to Tonquin in Further India, and called

Tonquin bean^ in Du. 1770 tonquin-boontje
(Hartsinck I. 82).]

1. Tonka bean (Pg. fava de tonca^ F. five
ionka^ Du. tonka-boon) : the black, fragrant,

almond-shaped seed of a large leguminous tree,

Dipterix odoraia (also, according to Taubert in

Engler & Prantl, 1894, of D, oppositifolia), of
Brazil, Guiana, and adjacent regions, used for

scenting snuff, and as an ingredient in perfumes.
Also the tree itself.

1796 Stedman Surinam (1813) II. xxix. 388 The tonquin
beans are said to grow in a thick pulp, something likeawal-
nut,and on a large tree, 1830 LiNotEvA^a/ Syst. Bot,qi'\\\^
volatile oil ofthe Coumaicuma odoraia, or Tonka Bean, has
been ascertained to be a peculiar principle called Coumarin.
183a Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav. xvii. (1836) 284
The fruit is known in Europe by the name of tonkay or
tongo bean. 1833 Penny Cyct. I. 446/2 The fragrant tonga
bean, which is. .employed for perfuming snufT. 1851 Tii.

Ross Humboldt's Ttov. II. xix. 224 This fruit, .. under the
name of tonca, or Tonquin bean, is regarded as poisonous.
1863 Contrib.fr. Br. Guiana to London E,\hib., Cuamara
or Tonka, .yields the Tomiuin bean, 1888 Encycl. Brit.
XXI 1 1.443/2 Tonqua beans are used principally for scenting
snuff. 190a H'cstttu Gaz. 29 Oct 4/3 When first engaged
as pilot, Uatino was gathering tonga beans in the fotest.

2. Tonka-bean (or Tonga-bean) wood, the
wood of Alyxia buxifolia^ a Tasmanian evergreen
shrub, also called Tonquin I^ean-trec\ scentwood.
t86a W. Archer Products Tasmania 41 Tonga Bean

Wood iAlyxia buxifo/ia,\jv.). The odor is similar to that
of the Tonga Bean. A straggling Ka*side shrub, three to
five inches in dbmeter. xW6 Treas. B0t,^ Tonga-bean
wood, Alyxia bnxi/olia.

Tonnage {iv'xii^\^),sb. Also 5-6 touage, (6
to(u)ndage,t(o)unago), 7-tunnago,(8tunnige).
[In sense 1, a. OF. tonnage (1300 in Du Cange),
ionaige (1374 in Gotlcf.), tonage (1477 ibid.), f.

tonm Tun : sec -aqe, also med, (Anglo-)L. tonna-
gium{V)vi Cange) ; in senses 3-7, f. Toasb.^ + -age.]

I. Charge, duty, or payment of so much jier

tun or ton.

1. English Hist. A tax or duty formerly levied

ujioa wine imported in tuns or casks, at the rate

of so much for every tun. Commonly in associa-

tion wiih poundage : see Vovnhagk sbA I.

Bysomchisiorical wriicrs and in some dictionaries written
tunnagt for distinction's sake, and to emphasize the con*
iKxion with Tun sb. \ but tonnage is the more usual form.
Tonnage and poundage were first levied in the 14th c,

and were granted for life lo several sovereigns, beginning
with Kdward IV. They were abolished by 27 Gea III
c 13, in 1787.

S4as Rolls 0/Parlt. IV. 17^/2 A subsidie of Tonage and
Poundage.., that is to sey of every Tunne iiis; and xiid of
every Poundc. c 1460 Koktescuk Abs. ^ Lim. Mon. vL
(1885) lai Pondage and timnage mey not be rekenned as
parcell ofT the revenues wich the kynge hath fTor the mayn<
tenance ulThis estate, bi cause it aught to be applied only
to J»e kepynge off the see. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 509
margin^ This is the cuslome whiche we nowe payc, called

Tonnage and poundage. 1640 Pym in Rushw. //«/. CW/.
III. (1692) 1. 33 lliere is First Tunnage and Poundage, and
the late new Book of Rates taken Dy Prerogative, with-
out Grant of ParliamenL 1647 Claren[x>n Hist. Reb. iii.

1 215 Great Complaint had lieen made, 'that Tonnage and
Poundage ' (which is the duty and subsidy paid by the
Merchant upon Trade) 'had been taken by the King with*

out consent of Parliament ', 176s Blackstone C(7ww. I. viii.

304 Tonnage was a duty upon all wines imported, over and
above the prisage and butlerage aforesaid. 1845 AI<^CuLLOCif

Taxation ii. v. (1852) 235 'I'he duties of tonnage and
poundage, of which mention is so frequently made in Eng-
lish history, werecustoms duties. t875STUBDsCtf«j^///j^ it.

xvi. 424 The custom of tnnnage and poundage, Iwoshitlincs

on the tun of wine and sixpence on the pound [i. e. pound s

worth] of merchandise wntch had been granted the year
before (1371 1 for the protection of the merchant navy.

+ 2. A charge for the hire of a ship of so much a

ton (of her burden) per week or month. Obs.

x<ia French Wars 0/ 1512-13 (Navy Rec. Soc. 1897) 5

{Charge of the Marie Roose). .Also for toundage, after 3d.

a ton a weke, 500 tons : nihil, quia navis regis. Ibid. 7 Also
for toundage of 40U tons : 60I. Ibid. 12 Soinme total of the
charges of the 22 shipi>es afore said, as in vitayle, wages,
deddeshares and toundage for the first 3 mountlies : 5C08/.

2 5. Ih'd. 34 Toundage after 12 d a ton a mounth, for

g shippestyght 171J0 tons, amountyng for 3mounthes to 268/.

10s. c 15*5 mArchiologia (1883) XLVll. 33s To David MU>

TONNAGE.
lerapon the wages and vitaillesandtondage of the Vyncettf.
of Eryih, xxxvij. li. ix. s. iij.d. ,. To Christofcr Con aix>n
wages and vitailles and tonage of diverse shippes, dcUxix.
h. vj.s. viij.d. 1587 Spanish War (Navy Rec Soc.) 237tor tonnage of the 6 ships for 3 months 141 o o,

3. A charge or payment i>er ton on cargo or
freight ; e.g. that payable at any port or wharf, or
on a canal ; also, sometimes, that received or
earned by a railway (quot. 1838).
1617 MiNSHEV Vuctor, Tonnage.. I haue heard it also a

,- ,-, , - , w„rprised as they
stood In harbour, by some English Lords, make out The Tun-
nage lost, & forfeit stock to boO- 1708 J. C. Compl, Collier
(1845' 53 What other Additions and Allowances of Tunnige
for other Wares and Merchandize as are paid at the Ports
aforesaid. 1789 Constitution U. S. i. § 10 No state shall,
without the consent of the Congress, lay any duty of tonnage.
1806 Gazetteer Scotl. 409 [Paisley] to defray the expence by
a tonnage of 8d per ton upon all vessels navigating the Cart
except those loaded with coaU i8a8 Webster, Tonnage.'.
a duty, toll or rate payable on goods per tun, transported on
canals. 1838 Civil Eng. ff Arch. Jml. I. 322/2 It was
admitted . . that the amount of tonnage received by the Rail-
way Company.. was 1,236/. oj. 6rf. per mile. Ibid., They
would allow. .30/. i8j. per mile, or i\ per cent, for the col-
lection of the tonnage.

n. Carrying capacity, weight, etc., in tons.

4. The carrying capacity of a ship expressed in

tons of 100 cubic feet (see Ton 1 2).
Originally the number of tun casks of wine which a mer-

chant ship could carry. Afterwards estimated l)y measure*
ments and calculations which gave rough approximations to
the actual cubic content {.OldMeasurcment,or O.M.). Now
arrived at by measurement of length, and a series of exact
measurements of breadth and depth at determinate dis-
tances, fiom^ which by a mathematical calculation (see
Merchant Shipping Acts from 1S54 onward, and esp. that of
>S94i § 77-82) the cubic content of the siwce under the ton-
nage-deck {Under-deck tonnage) is obtained. To this are
added the contents of all enclosed spaces above this deck,
the result being ihc Gross tonnage. The deduction from
the latter of the space occupied by the quarters of the crew,
and that taken up in a steamer by the engines, boilers, etc.,

gives the Register tonnoge,loT which vessels are registered,
and on which the assessment of dues and charges on ship-
ping is based. The British system of measurement is now
adopted in most important countries, but in some places is

ignored, and the ship re-measured according to local rules.
The Suez Canal tonnage makes a smaller deduction for
engine-space, etc., and approximates more closely to the
gross tonnage. The expression Dead-weight tonnage (or
carrying capacity) is f^ometimes applied to the number of
tons of 20 cwt. that a ship will carry laden to her lo.>d-line.

Displacement tonnage, the numl>er of tons of water dis-

placed by a ship when thus loaded, used in England in
stating the tonnage of men of war since c 1870.

1718 Steele Acc. Fishpool 170 There is a great difference
between a shipwright's and merchant's way of calculating
the tonnage of a snip. Ibid., The shipwright's way is to
multiply the length of the keel by the middle-breadth, and
that product by half the breadth and then they divide the
last product by 94, and the quotient is the tunnage. 1748
Anson's Voy, in, vii. 354 The duty.. paid by all ships..
according to their tunnage. 1751 Labelyb Wcstm. Br. 86
Of more Tonnage or Capacity than a Man of War of 40
Guns. 1836 W. Irving wj/<jnrt III. 133 Coasting vessels.,
of small tonnage and draft of water, fitted for coasting ser-

\ ice. \ZTfi Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jml. I. 384/2 She is 271 tons
old measurement,, .and has 99 It. 9 in. [length] for tonnage.
1858 E. II. TiNLiNG in Merc. Marine Mag, V. 306 She had
a registered American tonnage of 1035, corresponding with

997 British. 1S8S Encycl, Brit. XXIII. 442/a There are
three terms used in respect of the tonnage of ships,—
namely, tonnage under decks, gross tonnage, and register

tonnage... In obtaining the tonnage under tonnage deck,
ships are divided in respect of their length into five classes.

/^V/. 443 This formula is also applicable for finding displace-

ment tunnage of ships, that is, the external dlspKicement
measured by taking transverse areas to the height of the
load water-line to find the cubic content, which divided by
35 gives the displacement in tons weight. 1894 Pall Mall
Mag. Nov. 388 Gross tonnage means a vessel'sactual burthen;
..registered tonnage is her burthen when the capacity of all

the space in which cargo is not carried has been deducted.

b. ^g. (Used of mental capacity or bodily size.)

1806-7 J' Uhresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) i. Introd.,

To settle the comparative tonnage of their minds. 1869
' Mark Twain ' Innoc. Abr. ii, A tlignilary of that tonnage.

1897 Flandrau Harvard Episodes 323 A person, female,

aged— say forty-five; of abundant tonnage and aflfable

manners.

5. trans/. Ships collectively, shipping (in relation

to their carrying capacity, or together with the

merchandise carried by them).
1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. w. xxiv. (1821) 443 Victuals,

and tonnage for the victualling and transpoiliiig of three
thousand and two hundred men. 1748 in Hauway Trav,
(1762) I. V. Ixxvi. 348 He should not otherwise be able to give
us any tonnage. x8o8 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837)
IV. 24 If the additional Tonnage does not arrive tomorrow,
I shall settle to leave behind the veteran battalion or the
36th. iSog Ibid, V. 212 To send to Lisbon that part of the
coppered tonnage of the country which can be spared
from service elsewhere. i8m Ht. Martineau VanderPut
<[ St i. 16 The tonnage of this country is more than
half that of all Europe. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit, India
I. I. viii. 515 The amount of tonnage then provided for the
private trade had never been fully occupied. 1849 Macau-
lay Hist, Eng. ix. II. 484 The tonnage [of Hrixhain] exceeds
many times the tonnage of the port of Liverpool under the
kings of the House of Stuart. 1858 Carlvi.k Ercdk. Gt, 111.

xviii." (1872) I. 250 The Friedrich-WiJhclm s Canal, .still

carries tonnage from the Oder to the Spree. 1B98 Daily
News 14 Feb. 9/5 An inadequate supply of tonnage has
prevented the iJiii>niciils cuobtwise being caiiiud on on the
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large scale wluch the demand would undoubtedly warrant.

1909 Daily Chron. 22 Jan. i/j The tonnage built iti German
yards amounted to only 201,000, against 311,000 in 1507 and
338,00010 1906,

6. a. Weight in tons, rare,

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. Contents 7 Toimage of the
Stone. Ibid^ 8 The Moorstone considered as ballast. Its

tonnage.

b. Weight of (iron or other heavy merchandise)

in tlie market,
1898 Daily Nexvs 14 Feb. 9/5 Production has. .been cur-

tailed with a view to raisinix prices, but no iinpressioti is

made upon the tonnage on olTer, the Lancashire and Welsh
ninkeis oeing serious rivals.

7. Mode of reckoning the ton of cargo for

freightage.

1913 Ilnndbk. Confcycnce of W. /. Atlantic S, S. ComPs.,
Ci'ni. Rt'gulalionSy All goods to be freighted at actual

measurement, or at actuatgross weight, which ever tonnage
be the greater. .ihe measuiement to be taken at 40 cubic

feet to the ton, and the weight at 2240 pounds or 1000 kilos

to the ton.

8. atirib. and Comb., as (omiage bonntyj capaa'iy,

ducy duty^ length, money, tax ; tonuago annuity,

a government annuity payable out of the pioceeds

of tonnage duties : see Ait 5^6 Will, & Mary,
1694, c. 20 §§ 16-1S; tonnage-cheater, term
applied to a vessel built so as to cheat the rules for

tonnage measurement, esp. a yacht with a *dog*s-

leg * stern-post, by which its length was diminished
;

tonnage-deck, in a ship, the second deck from
below in all vessels of two or more decks; the

only deck in a vessel of one deck ; tonnage-
displacement — displacement tonnage, in 4.
1698 I.OHil. Gaz. No. 3374/4 The Purchasers may satlsfie

t he Purchase-Money by ArrearSjincuried.. on the *Tunnnge-
Annuities or by Lottery-Tickets, which became due within
the same Time on the Salt Act. 1846 M'^Cullocii Acc.
Brit. Empire (r854) L 631 A high 'tonnage bounty was
granted upon every buss fitted out for the deep-sea fishery.

\^\ Munsey^s Mag. XXIV, 463/a Commercial competition
demanded that *tonnage capacity should be secondary to
speed. 191a Du IJoulay Compl. Yachtsman 474 Many
yachtsmen attributed her [a yacht's] success to her
evading the rule of length-measurement, and she was
I1S74] commonly known as a * *tonnage.cheater *. 1888
Encycl. Brit, XXIIL 442/2 In obtaining the gross mea-
surement the space under the "tonnage deck is first mea-
sured j then the space or spaces, if any, between the ton-
nage deck and the upper deck. \Z!^ Daily Ncivs^ Sept.
z/i The smaller of the two ironclads will be named the
Texas... Her *tonnage displacement is 6,300, and she will
steam about 17 knots, 1834 Tail's Mag, I. 71/2 At pre-
sent the orders in Council fix 2s, for the *tonnage dues [In
China], and 7s. per cent, on the export and import cargo,
1846 M^CuLLOCH Acc, Brit, Empire (1854) II. 65 The ton-
nage dues and other revenues being generally insufFicient

to defray the ordinary expenditure. 1697-8 Act 9 lyUl. IIfg
c. 37 {title) Annuities. .payable out of *Tunnage Duties.
x8oi A. Hamilton ly/is, (18S6) VII. 217 Rather let the ton-
nage duty on American vessels be abolished. 1705 Sir C.
Wren Let. in N. ^ Q. 3rd Ser. IV. 103/2. I am sorry M'.
Wood has p** you the *Tunnage-money, but.. I shal en-
deavor that you be made to refund it. 1882 D. A. Wells
Our Merchant Marine \\\. 179 *Tonnage-taxes on shipping
are not levied by Great Britain, nor, it is believed, by any
otlier of the maritime states ofKurope, except Spain. Prior
to the war, also, there were no tonnage-taxes in the United
States.^ 1899 Daily Neivs 19 Aug. 6/6 The challenging
yacht is subject to tonnage tax, and must enter and clear
at the Custom House like a regular merchant vessel.

Tonnaffe, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To impose tonnage upon (see prec. i)

;

hence Tcnnaging vbl, sb, : in quot.y?^.
1644 Milton -4 ;w/. (Arb.) 64 Nothing, .but what passes

through the custom-house of certain Publicans that have the
tunaging and the poundaging of all free spok*n trutlu

2. Tohavea tonnage of (so much) ; see prec. 4,
1850 ScoRESBY Cheevers Whalcm. Adv. L (1858) 8 Six

hundred and fifty ships, barks, brigs, and schooners, ton-
naging two hundred thousand tons. 1874 Scammon Marine
Mammals 241 Sixteen vessels, which tonnagedia the aggre-
gate 1,871 tons.

Torine, obs. form of Ton, Tun.
11 Touueau (t^-n^u). [F. tonneau, spec, applica-

tion of tonneau cask, tun: see Tonnel.] Name
for the rounded rear body of a motor-car (orig.

with the door at the back). Also attrib. Hence
Tonneaned a., having a tonneau.

_
1901 Daily Record <5- Mail 26 Doc. 7 The tonneau, which

is of the roomiest and most comfoi table description, is

designed to hold six passengers. 1904 Kipling TraJ/ics ^
Discot'. :iOQ It was a big, black, black-dashed, tonncaued
twenty-four horse Octopod [motor-car]. Il'id. 322 She knelt
at the bottom of the tonneau telling her beads without
pause. 1907 ll^estm. Gaz. 19 Mar. 4/2 A good tonneau
seat is as comfortable as anyone could wish.

t Toiinel, -ell. Obs, Also 4 tonele, 4-7
tonel, 5 tonell, [Earlier form of Tunnel, a. OP\
ionei, tonnel, mod.F. tonneau, deriv, o' tonne cask,
med.L. tonna, tnnna. The corresponding med.L.
form was tonnellns masc, but the more usual
and normal form was tonnclla fern., dim, ottonna^
iunna. See further under Tunnel.]
1. A cask or barrel for wine or other commodities.
(c99i-<- 1003 Laivs Mthelred iv. ii. § 10 Duos caballinos

lonellos accto plcnos. 1341-2 Ely Sacr. Rolls (1907)
II. ir7 In xij hopes pro tonelis...in iij staues pro uno
tonele. >390-i Karl Derbys Exp. (Camden) 24 Johanni
Clerk pio ij tonnclHs, pris de tounello iij;. .. WiUelmo

Franch pro j tonclla j pipa de Rynen. \\s,\ 1483 Ad
1 Rich, ///, c. 13. § I iCveiy Tonell to hold xij** xij

galons. 1483 Caxtos Gotd, Leg, in b/i A good woman
whyche had but a lytyl wyn in her tonne! or vessel. 158a
N. I.icHEFiELiJ Ir, Caslanlieda's Cornj. E,Ind. i. xxix. 72
A fish which y" sea did cast a land, y* was greater then any
Tonel. 1601 Tate liouich. Ord. Edw. II {1S76) 61 If any
tonel be found to be conupt ..let the bulomeof the tonel be
knocked out,and the winc-pilt. i88oO.CRAWFURD/V?-/Wi'rt/
Old ,\ Nexu 256 IThe wine) is drawn into tont-ls (=^Pg. /t>-

«f/fj], huge casks cften with a capacity of over thirty pipes.

1884 Dowell Hilt. Taxation I. 11. li. 28 The iJi^hop of
Winchester owes a tonell of good wine for not reminding the
king (John) about a giidle for the countess of Albemarle,

b. Comb, Tonnel-hoop, a hoop of a cask.
1341-2 Ely Sacr. Rolls {,\i^'}\ II. 117 In iiij staues pro

uno tonele et iij tonelhopes. Itempio j tonelhupc et ij payl*
hopes.

t 2. Early spelling, in various senses, of Tunnel.
Tonner (tynaj). [f. Ton i

-t- -er i
: cf. Poundei;

sb.^\ In comb, with prefixed numeral : A vessel

of (so many) tons burden ; e. g, forty'tonner, a
vessel of forty tons burden : see Ton 1 2.

1883 Harper's ATag. Ang. 441/1 Ihe forty-lonners. .car-

ried off most of the prizes. 1891 E. KiucLAKKAustralia/utt
//, 78 There is generally a race of some description, either for

forty toniicrs, ten tonners, half-deckers, or the plain open
sailingboat. 1891 Z.//. //'VrA^ 20Nov. 419/2 The Vancouver.
one of the splendid 5,uoo toimers of the White Star Liue.

Tonnie, tonny, obs. ff. Tunny.
Tonnish : see Tonish, Tunnisii.

Tono-y repr. Gr, royo-, combining form of tovos

stretching, tension, Tone, combining element in

many technical words. Tonogram (tf?n^gncm)
[-GUAM], the record of a tonograph. Tcnogrraph
-GiiAPu], a recording tonometer ; see also quot.

1890; so Tonogra'phic a., Tono'graphy. To-
nomitter [L. mitlere to send] : see quot. To'iio-

phant [Gr. -<pdvTr]S one who shows], a device

whereby acoustic vibrations are rendered visible.

To'noplast, Bot, [-plast] : see quots. Tono-
ta'ctic a., of or pertaining to tonotaxis. Tono-
ta'xis [Taxis] : see quot.: also called osniotaxis:

1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.j *Tonogram. 191X Websikr, Tono-
gramy a curve showint; graphically a muscle's isometric
contraction. 1890 Pall Mall G, 21 Mar. 5/2 Some speci-
mens of a new pnotojjraphic process, called * *Tonographs

',

were exhibited by Messrs. Mayall. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Tonograph, a machine for recording the tension of the
arteri.^J blood-current. 1867 Macfabken Harmony i. 31
The vibrations of the air inducing musical sounds, by a
process which might be called ^tonography, imprint tlieir

[etc.]. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ *Tonomiiter, an instrument
to improve the hearing near the opening of the Eustachian
tube.

^ 189s Funk's Standard Diet., ^Tonophant,2. device
in which two thin pieces of steel welded together are used
to exhibit acoustic vibrations to the eye. 1895 Ibid.^ *Tono-
plast. 1903 Porter tr. Strasbttrger's Text-bk, 57 Since
the vacuole wall regulates the pressure exerted by the cell

sap contained in the vacuole, Hugo de Vries has applied
the name Tonoplast to tliis layer. 1909 Cent. Diet. Snpp.,
*Tonotactic. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, * Tono-
taxis, . .sensitiveness to osmotic variation.

Tonometer (t^jn^-mrtoi). [f. Tono- + -meteu.]
1. Ahisic, An instrument for determining the pitch

of tones ; spec, a tuning-fork, or a graduated set of
tuning-forks, as that made by Sclieibler about 1833,
for determining the exact number of vibrations per
second which produce a given tone,
X725 A, Warren {title) The Tonometer, explaining and

demonstrating.. all the 3a distinct and dillerent Notes,
adjuncts or Supplements contained in each of four Oc-
taves inclusive, of the Gamut. 1840 Wiiewell PhUos.
Induct, Sc, I. I. IV. iv. 312 The monochord ts a complete
and perfect tonometer. 1876 A. J. Ellis in Athinxitm
2 Dec. 731/1 Tonometry was first placed onascienti(icb.isis
in a. .pamphlet. .published at Essen, 1834, and entitled
'The Physical and Musical Tonometer ' (Tonmesser), which
proves by the pendulum, visibly to the eye, the absolute
vibraUons of tones,., invented aiid executed by Heinrich
Scheibler. i88r Broadhouse Mus. Acoustics 104 Appunn's
reed tonometer is a mode of measuring the pitch by means
of harmonium reeds. 1885 Athcnaeiun 18 Apr, 513/3 A
class is devoted to.. tuning-forks, pitch-pipes, sirens, tono-
meters, and other appliances for the determination of pilch.

2. An instrument for measuring {a) tension of the

eyeball in glaucoma, ip) intravascular blood-
pressure, {e) strains within a liquid.
{a) 1876 Catal. Set. App. S. Kens. § 3674 Tonometer, for

Measuring the Hardness and Convexity of the Eye. 1879
P. Smith Glaucoma 14 A distinct indication of a different
tension was given by the tonometer, {b) iSgS Allbutt''s Syst,
jl/ir(£ V. 924 If the ventiicle of a frog beat in a tonometer
under a supply of blood from a pressure bottle, at varying
heights, curves may be taken to measure the volume of the
ventricle, (c) 1909 in Cent. Diet. Supp,
Hence Tonometric (t^n^ime'trik) a., of or per-

taining to tonometry ; Toncmetry, the using of a
tonometer; measurement of vibrations of sound or
of tension.

1901 Nature 24 Oct 630/3 He also presents a *tonometric
apparatus, consisting of about 67odiapasons or tuning forks,

i5K>a Encycl. Brit, XXX. 61/1 At the Philadelphia Exposi-
tion of i576Rreatadmiration was expressed fora tonometric
apparatus of his [Konig's] manufacture. 1876 ^Tonometry
[see Tonometer i]._ 1899 .S'yd. Soc. Lex,, Tonometry^
measurement of tension, as of tlie eyeball.

Touour, variant of TuNNEii Obs.

TonotlS (t^unas), a. rare. [f. L. tonus Tonk +
-ous.] Having a full tone or soiuid; sonorous.

*773 Kenrick Rhet. Gram, in Diet, 39 The Ust is much
clearer and tonousin English than in French. 1846 in Wok.
cestek. and in later Diets.

Tonquin bean : see Towka.
Toiise, V' Obs. or dial, [f, L. tons-, ppl. stem

of tondire to shear, clip.]

i" 1. trans. To cut the hair of. Obs.

1555 \V. Watkeman Fatdle Facions App. 3^3 Before that
she (being tonsed, and hauiiig taken on her muurning wicdc)
haue bemoned her kinsfolke. 1676 in I'icary's Anat, {i338)

App. XV. 2S2 if any Ijrolher of the said Company hhall..

tonse, barbe, or tilm any person on the Lord's day«

2. To trim ; to dress up, dial,

i8a8 Craven Gloss , Tonse, to dress, to deck, to tfim.
To'iseil, dressed up, ' Thou s finely tuiised ihi-. morning .

Tonsil (tf^'nsil), usually in pi.tonsils [l(?'nsilz).

Also 7 -ell. [ad. L. tonsillar (pl.^ ; cf. >', tonsUles

(Pare, i6thc., ks tonsilies ou aiuygdales')^

1. Each of two oval lymphoid glands situated one
on each side of the fauces between the anterior and
posterior arches.
1601 Holland I'Unyxxwx. Proem 146 Ulcers that happen in

moist paits, and namely those of the mouth, Tonsils or
Almond-kernels on either side of the throat. 1603 — Flu-
tarth's Mor. 1022 The glandulous parts or kernelles called
tonsells. 1776 CrL'IKshank in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. iSj
'ilie tonsils were considerably inflamed. 1840 G. V. Ellis
Anat. 238 The tonsil is a collection of mucous fullicles,

situated between the pillars of the soft palate, abuve the
side of the tongue, and below the velum.

2. liach of the two lobes of the cerebellum ; also

called amygdala.
1891 in Cent. Diet, 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
3. Abdominal tonsil '. a name sometimes applied

to the lymphatic tissue of the appendix vermi-
formis,

4. attrib, and Comb,
X767 GoocH Treat. Wounds I. 425 The ofteration [was]

easily performed, with an itistrument a little more curved
than a tonsil-needle, having an eye towards the point. 1898

J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg IX. No. 36. 349 There may
also. .be a diffeience in pionene^s to tonsU aflfectioiis in

diffetent races.

t Tousile (tp'nsil, -ail), a, Obs. Also 8 tonsil.

[ad. L, tonsil-is, f. tons-, ppl, stem of tondere to

shear: see -IL, -ile.] That may be clipped or

shorn,
1664 Evelyn Sylva (17^6) 321 The Shrub [Juniperl is

tonsileand maybe shorn into any foini. 1707 MoBriuER
Hus&.{\y2i) II. 366 In mild Weaiher, clip Phillyrea and
other tonsil Shrubs. 1791 Gilpin Forest Scenery i. 93 The
yew is o! all other trees the most tonsile. 1847-78 Hallu
WEr.L, Tonsile-hedgey a hedge cut neat and smooth. North,

Tonsillar (tpnsilai), a, [ad. med. or mod.L.
tonsilldf-is, f, tonsillx : see Tonsil and -ar.] Of
or ^jertaining to the tonsils ; affected by the ton-

sils, as, a tonsillar voice.

1831 R, Knox ClogueCs Anat. 589 The arteries of the
tongue are furnished by the lingual branches of the external
carotid arteries, and by the palatine and tonsillar twigs of
the labial. 1809 Allbutt's Syst. Med, Vlil. 467 Tonsillar,
pharyngeal, or bronchial congestion.

Tonsillar^ (tp-nsilari), a. [f. as prec. + -aey 2.

Cf. F, tonsiilaire {Ko<mdQTt 1829).] — prec.
184a F. H. Ramadge Curability Consumption (1850) 9

Preternatural tonsillary development, i860 Mayne Expes.
Lex., yV'Wi:7/ar/j, of or belonging to the tonsil : tonsillary.

Tonsillitic (t^nsilitik), a. [f. next + -ic.]

a. (Irregularly used.) Of or pertaining to the ton-

sils; = Tonsillar, lObs. b. Affected with ton-

sillitis.

1839-47 Todd'sCycl.Anat.lll.gs^li The tonsiUiiic branches
of the glosso-phary-nReal. 1856 Todd & Bowman Phys,
Anat. II. 116 Tonsillitic branches are numerous. 1879 St,
George''5 Hosp. Rep. IX, 162 There was but one tonsillitic

patient who possessed a healthy constitution.

II Tonsillitis (tf7nsxbi-tis). J'ath. [f. L. ton-

sill-a Tonsil + -itis.] Inflammation of the tonsils

;

when suppuration takes place, called quinsy.
1801 E. Dakwin Zoon. III. 361 By tonsilliiis, the inflam-

mation of the tonsils is principally to be understood. 1878
T. Bryant Pract, Surg. I. 534 Tonsillitis as an acute affec-

tion is known as quinsy, and is chaiaclerized by the rapid
swelling of the part, acute pain, foul tongue, and fever.

Tonsi'llolith, J'ath. [-LiTBrj A concretion

in the substance of the tonsil.

1903 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. VI. 599 The same fungi
have been found in fcetid bronchitis, tracheal ozsena, pul-
monary gangrene, rhinoliths, tonsilloliths, vesical calculi,

Tonsi'Uotome. [breg. f, L. tonsiila Tonsil
+ -TOME ; cf. K. tonsillitome (Littre).] A surgical

instrument for excising the tonsil.

1857 in DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. 1872 Cohen Dis. Throat
128 When the organ is not very large, it may be excised by
the tonsillotoine. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 744 The
hypertropliyshuuld be reduced., by the lingual totisillotomc.

So TonsiUo'totny, excision of the tonsils.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Mfd. IV. 778 No belief is too fooli>,h

and groundless to be advanced against tonsillotomy. 1901
Lancit 27 Apr. i2ir/i Six minor operations (opening of
abscesses and two double tonsillotomies),

Tonsilly (tf^-nsili), a. rare, [f. Tonsil + -Y.]

AfTecled by the tonsils. (Cf. throaty^
x8(}4 Westnt. Caz, 31 Aug, 7/2 His voice.. is.. weak and

tonsilly to the ear,

Tonsion, variant of TUNSlON, beating.

Tonsor (if^uisoj). [a. L, tonsor barber, ageut-u.

f. tondere to shear, clip.J -^
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L A barber.
1656 (see 'ioNSORious]. ij»i Pailey, Tonsor, a Barber.

«749 Fielding Tom 7i>«« viii. vi, 'So,ti)nsar*, says Jones,* I

find you have more trades than one ', 1866 K.CkambeksAjj.
Ser. H. 16 When we sit under the tensor, .we fall into chat,

f 2. A clipper of coin. Obs.

1697 Evelyn Numhm. viL 325 Not onr Tonsors only,

OipP*'^ ^"d False Monyers.

Tonsorial (t^so»'rial), a. [f. L. tonsdri-us

pertaining lo a barber + -al.] "Of or pertaining to

a barber or his work ; often used hnmorously, as

* a tonsorial artist *.

1813 MooKE Postboy ii. « Daring that awful hour or

two Of grave tonsonal preparation. 1851 Thackeray
Conifih. to Punch Nov^ Wks. iSofXlII. 575 Under the roof

of a tonsorial practitioner in the Waterloo Road. Z910
Daily Nexvs 15 Dec 6 American 'tonsorial artists' are

furious at the popularity of the safety razor.

So t Tonscrian, + Tonso'rions adjs.^ tonsorial,

1656 Blount C/^Jic^r., Tonsonous . . ^ of or belonging to

a barber or tonsor. 1658 in PfiiLLirs. 1705 Klstou in

Hearne Collect. 30 Nov. (O.H.S.) l'. 107 Worthy a Prince of
the Tonsorian Race, The best that er'e with steel mow'd
human face.

Toiisurate. [ad. med.L. Unsurdi-uSf f, L. ion-

siira Tonhube : see -ate ^J] The state or qnality

of being tonsured, esp. in preparation for orders,

or while only in the lowest order of Reader.
1897 Tablet 8 May 735 Cranmer and his associates

n)>oIi3hed the Tonsurate and all the minor orders.

Tonsure (tp-nsiui), sb^ Also 5 tonsur, -our.

[.1. K. lonsitre (14th c. in Godef.), or ad. L, tonsura

a shearing or clipping, f. iondere^ tons-nm : see

T0N8E.]
1. gen. The action or process of clipping the hair

or shaving the head ; the state of l^eing shorn.

1390 GowBR Con/. III. 391 For unlu^t of that aventnre
Ther was noman which tok tonsure. 1616 Bullokar Eng,
Kxpos.i TV/iJwrf, a clipping or cutting of the haire. 1650
Ijulwkr Anthropomet. ii. 56 We. .reduce our Tonsure to a
just moderation and decency, 1770 Lnnchorne /*/irMrrA

(1851) I. 3/1 This kind of tonsure, ox\ his account was called
Theseis. 1876 C. M. Davies Unortk, Lend, iSj The
'county crop'— that species of tonsure which ail had
undergone,

2. spec. The shaving of the head or part of it as

a religious practice or rite, esp. as a preparation to

entering the priesthood or a monastic order.

In the tlastern Ch. the whole head is shaven (toHSttre fif

St. Paul)
I
in the Roman Ch. either a circular patch on the

crown, as lo secular priests, or the whole upper part of the
heu) so as to leave only a fringe or circle of nair,asinsome
monastic orders and friars (/. ofSt. Peter)\ in the ancient
Celtic Ch. the tonsure 'consistcl in shaving the head in
front of a line drawn from ear lo ear ' (/. ofSt. yohn), A
form of lon-iure was also practised hy the priests of Isis.

t387 Trevisa lli^n (Rolls) VI. 167 He took tonsureand
habit of clerk, ^ ^ere of \x\\ age foure and twenty, c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Suriees) 1366 And gaf him tonsour and habite.

iSja Palsgr, 183 Let ordres. .bcuct the first tonsure. 1655
Fuller CA. Hist. 11. iL S96 No mention herein of settling

the Toitsure of Priests, .according to the Roman Kite. 1753
CiiALLONER Cath. Chr, Instr. 153 llie Clerical Ton'iure..
is not properly an Order, but only a Preparation for Orders,
'i'he hishop cuts off the kxtremitie^ oftheir Hair, to signify
tiicir renouncing the World and its Vanities} and he invests

th'^ni with a Surplice, and so r<:ceivcs them into th<: Clergy.

1819 J. DoMovAH ir. Catech. Comhc. Trent iv vii. ( 14 In
to'isure the hair of the head b cut in form of a crown, and
should always^ be worn in that form, enlarging the crown as
one advances in orders. 184a Hook Ch. Diet. 558 A clerical

tonsure was made necessary about the 5th or 6th century.
s8a6 SHARrE ///f/. ^£7//xiv. f3t In Rome he was very par.

tial to the Egyptian superstitions, and he had adopted the
tonsure, and had his head shaven like a priest of Isis. 1849
R'xrtc Ch.qfFathers \, Lii. iSdOftheecclesia'^tical tonsure
..the Roman form was perfectly round; the lri^h was
made by cutting away the hair from the upper part of the
forehead in the figure of a half moon, with the convex side
before.

b. The part of a priest's or monk's head left

bare by shaving the hair.

(I3SI-S HolU ofParlt, II. 244/3 Oentx de Relii^ion por-

tanCx tonsure.) 1430^40 Lydc. Bi^has ix. xiv. (MS. llodL
263) If. 418/3 As a prest she [Joanl had .1 brod tonsure.
a k6^ Sir H. Finch Law (i6j6) 65 Hut if he shew cause
which our law allowt^th not (is because bee hath not his
tonsure, or orn^imtntHm Clericale, &c ) he ^haIl pay a fine,

and yet l>e driuen to take the folon. 1768 Stfrnr Sent.
Joum.^ Monk^ Calais i, Tlie monk, as 1 judged from the
breakin his tonsure, ..might be about seventy. 1849 Jamrs
Wood/nan xiit. You must cover the tonsure with this
peasant's bonnet.

t3. The clipping {a) of coin; (A) of shrtibs or
hedges. Obs. rare,
i«ai BoLTOM Stat. treL 1* (Act 75 Hen. VI) Ireland Is

greatly impoverished, .by the..carriage, .into KngLand of
the silver platr, hmken silver P.ullioii and wedges of silver

made of the grt-at Tonsure of the money. 1691 in Archar-
pl'gia (1796) Xn. 185 His yew hedges with trees ofthe S-inie

..kept in pretty shapes with tonsure. Ibid. 1S6 A fair

gravel walk betwixt two yew hclges with rounds and spires
of the same, all under smooth tonsure.

4. allrib. and Conib.^ as tonsure-eapj tonsure-
plate (see qiiot.).

S889 t^all Mall C. 73 July 2/1 His rank.. distinguished
by the scarlet sash which he wears. .aTtd by bis tonsure-
cap, which is of the same colour. 189Z Cent. Dict,^ Ton-
t'ire-filate.9t round thin plate slightly convcK so as to fit

the top of the head, used to mark the line of the tonsure
according to the Kuinan rite.

TO'nsure, v. [f. prtc. sb. or ad. F. tonsurer
(i^-j^th c. in Halz.-Dann.) or med.L. tofisur&re

(845 in Du Cange).] trans. To clip or shave the

hair of; to confer the ecclesiastical tonsure upon.
1793 Minstrel I. 90, I must tonsure those fine tresses to

the due form. 1843 Cablvle Past ^ Pr, 11. xiv, Now ton-

sured into a mournful penitent Monk. 187a O. Shipley
Gloss. Eccl. Terms 459 The Greeks tonsured their whole
heads, like Sl James and the other Apostles. 1878 Maclear
Celts viii. (1879} 123 They. .were tonsured from car to ear,

— that is, the fore part of the head wa^ made bare, and the

hair was allowed to grow only on the back part of the head.

b. ftg. To make bald-headed.
1876 W, B. Scott Sonn, 9 And now that age hath shriven

and tonsured me.

Hence To'nsuring vbl. sb. snd pp/. a,

1811 Henry ff Isabella I. j He manifested a sufficient

genius at the tonsuring business, 1906 Reader 24 Nov.
123/2 He., gladly followed her advice to remedy with a
curled scalp the ' tonsuring action of middle age '.

To-nsured, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed i.]

1. That has received tonsure; hence, in orders.

1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. 16th C. II. m. xxii. 395 By
which. Tonsured Clerks, .are exempt from l^y-Jurisdiction.

x8a7 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) I. ii. 58 The immunity of
ah tonsured persons from civil punishment for crimes. 1873
Si. Arnold Lit. ^ Dogma (1876J 370 The cowled and ton-

sured Middle Age.
b. J^g. hald or partially bald.

185s TetiSYSon Broah 110 Bowing o'er the brook A ton-

sured bead in middle age forlorn.

2. Clipped, as a yew or box. rare.

1837 HowiTT^wr.Z./>^i.vii.{i862) ToWalpoIe overturned
this ancient fondness for pleached walks and tonsured trees,

fTonsword. Obs. rare. (?)

1575 Laneham Zr/. (1871) 29 Captin Cox.., very cunning
in fens, and hardy az CJawin ; for hiz tonsword hangs at his

tablz eend. [See Editor's Note.) Ibid, 31 Captain Cox cam
marching on valiantly before .. floorishing with hiz ton*

swoord, and another fensmaster with him.

Tontine (t/Jntrn), sb, («.) [a. F. tontine^

from name of Lorenzo Tonti, a Neapolitan banker,

who initiated the scheme in France c 1653.]

L A financial scheme l>y which the subscribers to

a loan or common fund receive each an annuity

during his life, which increases as their number is

diminished by death, till the last survivor enjoys

the whole income ; also applied to the share or

right of each subscriber.

Introduced first in France as a method of raising govern-

ment loans. Afterwards tontines were formed for building

bouses, hotels, baths, etc.

1765 Chron. in Ann. Keg. 71/3 The house of Commons
came to a resolution of raising ;^3oo,ooo..by way of ton-

tine, or annuities up<»i lives, at 3 percent, with benefit of sur-

vivorship, 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. u i, I hear he
pays as many annuities as the Irish tontine. 1791 Gfiitl.

Mmg. \ax\. 27/2 This gentlewoman had ventured 300 livrcs

in each Tontine ; and in the List year of her life she had for

her annuity, .abuut 3600/. a year. 1837 Hone Ever^-dajf
Hk. II. 1533 During a scarcity of money which prevailed in

1644, I.awrence 'i'oriii came from N.iples to Parts, and pro-

posed that kind of life-rents, or annuities, which are named
after him Tontines; though ihcy were used in Italy long
before bis time. 1871 Daily Netvs 4 Jan., It is proposed to

organize a tontine, lo purchase the Alcx.indra Pa!ace, with
the park of al>otit 100 acres, and utilise them for public

recreation. The sum required is 650/300/., which it is

intended to raise in shares of 20s. each.

/ig. 1796 BuRKK Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 67 The mur-
derers of Robespierre, besides what they are entitled to by
lieing engaged in the same tontine of Inf.)my, ., have
inherited all his murderous qualities.

2. A game of cards played on the tontine prin-

ciple: see quots.

1798 Sp.>rting Mag. XI. 24 Tontine may be pLiyed by
twelve or fifteen persons; but the more the merrier. Ibid.^

Tontine . . is played with an entire i>ack of fifty-two cirds .

.

every one is to t.ike a stake. Ibid 35/1 He who outlives

fill the rest, by having counters left, when theirs are gone,

wins the p.vly, and enjoys what the others have deposited.

1; 3. Applied to a friendly society which shares

out its unexix*nded funds at the end of the year.

{^Erroneous ttse.)

1871 2ndKrp. Comm. Friendly Soe, 11. (1873) jS/i It is

curious.. th.it they [these sharing out clubsl call themselves

tontines I I do not know why ; of course it is a wrong name.

1898 Brabkook Provid. Societies 69 The Dividing Societies

, . exist in great numbers, under a v.iriety of names, as Slate

Club<i| Tontines, Birmingham Benefit Societies, ^c.

B. ad/, (or altn'b. use of the sb.). Of, jxjrtain-

ing to, or of the nature of a lontine.

i8s4 Scott .9/. Ronan's i. At length a tontine subscrip-

tion was obtained to erect an inn. 1834 Ht. Marhneau
I'arrrrsi, Some of the lot of lives with which her fjitber

and she were joined in a tontine annuity h.id failt:d. 1863

KiBK Chas. Hold II. IV. ii. 223 The destined survivor of a
tontine partnership. 1876 l/aydn*s Diet. Dates (cd. 15)

719 .\ ^Ir. Jennings was an original subscriber for a 100/.

share in a tontine company; and being the last survivor. .,

bis share produced him 3000/. per annum. He died aged

103 years, 10 Jime, im8, worth 2,1 15.244/. 1891 Cent. Dict.^

7 tf«//«/(j//o', a policy of insurance, in which the holders

agree to receive no dividend for a term of years called the

tontine period. The money b allowed to accumulate till

the end of the peri<^>d, when it is divided among those who
iiave maintained their insurance in force.

Hence Tontiner (t(jiitrnoi), a shareholder in a

tontine.

1881 Times 1 June 6/2 tTwo survivors] claimed the

whole fund, in their respective classes, as against the repre-

sentatives of the deceased tontiners in the same class.

II Tonus (t^a'niJs). Physiot. and Path. [L.

tonuSf a, Gr, rovoi Tone.]

1. The condition or state of muscular tone ; the

proper elasticity of the organs ; tonicity.

1876 tr. \Vagncr''s Gen. Pathol, (ed. 6) 162 In a reflex

manner the arterial tonus is reduced or increased. 1883
BuRDON Sanderson in Lancet 39 Apr. 678 The paralysed
artery recovers, and sometimes over-recovers its normal
state of contraction, or, as we call it, its tonus. Tonus..
is one of the independent endowments of arteries. 1899 All-
butt's Syst. Mea.WU. 109 Whence comes this lossof tonus?
2. A tonic spasm.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1899 Allbuifs Syst. Med. VII. 890

The clonic spasm may. .pass into slight tonus of very short
duration. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ TonuSy tonic spasm.

3, (See quot.)
1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 740/1 A continuous lesser

[change' or stream of changes sets through the neuron, and
is distributed by it to other neurons in tne same direction

and by the same synapses as are its nerve impulses. This
gentle continuous activity of the neuron is called its tonus.

4, Comb., as tonus-producing adj.

1897 Allbittfs Syst. Med. III. 317 Any failure of the
circulation dependent upon the absence from the blood-
stream of this tonus-producing substance.

+ Tony (tJQ'ni), sby slang. Obs. Also 8 toney.
[A particular application of Tony, used as short

for Antony^ A foolish person ; a simpleton.
For possible origin, cf. Middlkton Changeling (1623) i. ii.

1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes 111. x. 141 Their Friends and
Wives have took them for Tonies or Mad-men. 1699 R.
I/Estrange Erasm. Collog. (1711) 148, 1 saw once an errant

Tony, with a Gown to his Heels, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
CreuK Tony, a silly Fellow, or Ninny, a 178^ Johnson in

Piozzi Aneid. (1786) 195 Teaching such tonies is like setting

a lady's diamonds in lead.

II
Tony, sb.'^ Obs. F^rly variant of Dhoney,

noNEY, a small South Indian sailing vessel.

1581 N. LicHEFiRLD tr. Castankeda*s Conq. R. tnd. i.

xxiv. 60 There came towarde him to y® number of Ix. Tonys
full of Souldiers. 1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 734/2
Four Fi^he^men werecomingtousina Tony or Fisher-boiat.

Tony (t^n'ni), a. U. S. and Colon. coUoq. [f.

ToNB ^3. + -Y.] Having a high or fashionable

tone; high-toned, stylish; * swell',

x886 Pall Mall G. 24 Sept. 5/1 Nevem-square, with its

comfortable and.as the Americanshave it, ' tony 'residences.

18958. R. Hole Tour Avier, 270 Well you see, it is so toney.

1901 H. Lawson in lUacktv. Mag. Apr. 478/1 The furniture

looked as if it had belonged to a tony homestead at one time.

tTo'ny, V. Obs. rare. [f. Tony j^.i] trans.

To make a fool of; to fool, cheat, swindle.

a i6sa Bkomb Damoiselle i. ii. Wks. 1873 I. 391 You, that

had all these once,. .'I'o be wrought on.andtonyedout of all.

Tony, obs. form of Tunny, a fish.

Tonycle, Tonyd, obs. ff. Tunicle, Toned.
T00(l«),^^. Korms: 1 16,2-7 to,(3tu,6tOG),
6- too. [Stressed form of To prep., whicli in the

1 6th c. began to be spelt too^

I. 1. In addition (cf. To adv. 5) ; furthermore,

moreover, besides, also. (Rarely, now never, used

at the beginning of a clause.)

c888 K. ^EiFBED Boclh. xli. § 5 I'a styriendan netenu..
habba^ eall l^ajt ?ia unsiyriendan habbaS, and eac mare to.

a 1240 Vreisun in Cott. Horn. \%-», Tu art se softe and se

swote 5elte to swa leoflic. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)

229 pe envenomed knyfe [he] out braid, & gaf Edward a
wounde. To, I wene, he lauht. ?i40o Arthur 532 Sey|>

a Pater noster more to. 1533 More Debell. Salem Wks.

f7/i
Wold not the iudges. .geuethcm y* hearing; yes yes

dout not, and the iury lo. 1590 Shaks Com. Err. in. i.

jio Prettie and wiitie; wilde, and yet too gentle. 1637

Hakewill Apol. (1630) 296 Not the bodie only but the

minde to. .is sickish & indispos'd. 1641 J. Shute Sarah (^

//rtf-ar (1649) 156 Too, we profess our selves the Redeemed
of the Lord. 1766 Goldsm. i'ic, W. iii, Take, .this book too.

i8ai Scott Kenilw. xx, I too have sometimes that dark

melancholy. 1891 Laxi* Times XC 315/1 If you sell the

mansion.house in which the heirlooms are to be kept, you
must sell the heirlooms too.

II. 2. In e.\cess ; more than enough ; overmuch,

sui>erfluously, suix;rabundnntly. (Preceding and

qualifying an adj. or adv.) a. gen. In excess of

what ought to be ; more than is right or fitting.

1x900 CvNEWULF Crist 1567 Ac hy to siS do^ garstum

heloe. 971 Blickl. Horn. 4 1 ?;e cow ondrjed.i]* jiaet ^e onfon to

iytlum feanum. a izoo Moral Ode 28 in l.afub. Jlom, 161 Al

to mucliel ich habbe ispent, lo litel ihud in horde. 13..

E. E. A tat. P. B. 182 For mon-sworne, & men-scla^t, & to

much drynk. 1535 Coverdai.e Num. xvi. 3 Ye make to

moch a doo. 1604 Shaks. 0th. v. ii. 3^5 One that lou'd not

wisely, but too well. 1605 — Lean. iv. 270 Woe, that too

I.-ite repents. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. IK vi, I delivered this

oijservation with too much acrimony. 185* Mus. Stowe
Uncle 'Tow's C. xvi, A fellow*s taking a glass too much,
and sitting a little too late over his cards.

b. More than enough for the particular case in

question ; in excess of what is consistent with or

required Iiy something expressed by the context.

Usually consty^r with sb. (cf. FoH/?r/. 13b); /(» wiih inf.

(cf. To prep. B. 7 b) [ or /or with sb. 1 to with inf. (cf. For
prep. 18).

a 1300- [see To B. 7 b]. c 1350 It'ill Palcrne 5024 Of here

a-tir for to telle to badJe is my wittc. f 1489CAX10N Blun-

chardyn xlvL 177 Blanchardyn shal neuer come ayen at

ihys sydej kyng alymodes is tomyghty a lorde in liis Innde,

CIS18 Skelton Magnyf. 1892 All worldly Wclth for hym to

lytell was. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. ii. 72 Thou and 1 are

too wise to wooe peaceablie. 1653 Walton Compl. Angler
vii. 160 This dish of meat is too ^ood for any but Anglers.

1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. U'arres 791 The Castle..

was too mean a prize for so great an Army to look after.

1710 Steklk Tatler Na 200 p 2 Men of letters know too

much to make good Husbands. 1804 Worusw. She was a



TOO.

fhanlom ef Might ii, A Creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food, 1908 R. Hagot A. Cnthburt
xix, Too large an apartment for two people not to feel some-
what lost in it.

o. Expressing, sorrowfully or indignantly, regret

or disapproval : To a lamentable, reprehensible,

painful, or intolerable extent; regrettably, pain-

fully. Cf. .«; c.

c zao5 Lay. 5268 To late heom ^m^te are heo l>er to comen.

1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 4618 Ac to prout he was & to fals,

|)at ssende Y\% lend alas, c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 454,

& J>us ech siche were herde of ech, but )>is abusiouii were to

straunge. 1447 Rolls of Parlt. V. 137/1 It apperUh to

openly in sora persones. 1568 Gkafton Ckron. 11. 501 The
old prouerb^ be to true. \y^ Chettle Kinde-harts Dr.

(1841) 24 Either witles, which is too bad, or wilfull, which
is worse. 1648 Petit. Eastern Assoc. 15 Which is too well

pleasing to the adverse partee. XTax Wodbow Suffer. Ch.
Scot. (1838) 1. 1. IV. § I. 333/2 Some of them, alas too many,
were heard swearing very rudely. 1839 Thackeray fatal
Boots Aug., This was too cool, 1855 KIacaulay Hist. Eng'.

xvii. IV. 87 At best a blunderer, and too probably a traitor.

d. Rarely ased to qualify a verb : Too much,

to excess. (See also 4 b.)

XS09 Barclay S/iy/ Folys 50 Whyle one is ladyd to the

others backe is bare. 1833 Hrowning Pauline 937-8, I

have loo trusted my own lawless wants, Too trusted my
vain self. 1873 — RcdCott. Nt.-cap iir. 790 The causes,..

Would too distract, too desperately foil Enquirer.

3. As a mere intensive : lixcessivfc'y, extremely,

exceedingly, very. (Now chiefly an emotional

feminine colloquialism ; but see also 5 c and d.)

1340 Ayenh. 95 The wel greate loue and to moche charite

of god ^ uader. 1697 tr. Ctess D'Aunty's Trav. (1706) 79
He., had not lost nothing of whatever made me heretofore

fancy him too Lovely. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man
of Many Fr. I. 273 * We shall see you at dinner, perhaps

',

said the Colonel... 'I shall be too happy', replied Noel,

t868 Pr. Alice Mem. 4 Sept. (1884) 203 How too delightful

your expeditions must have been.

4. Reduplicated for emphasis : too too (formerly

occas. written as one word, totOy totoo, tootoo). a.

Qualifying an adj. or adv. ; chiefly in sense 2 c.

(Very common c 1540-1660.)
£1489 Caxton Blanchardyn liv. 213 Ah! to to welj I

suspected .. that my captiuitie would bring her callamity.

1543 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 271 It was toto ferre oddes
y' a Syrian bom should in Roome ouer come a Romain.
1583 in Hakluyt Kity. {1904) V. 233 Threed..some tootoo

hard spun, some tootoo soft spun. 1586 Day Eng. Secre-

tary I. (1625) 5 Vsed bona fide, it was too too bad. i6oa

.Shaks. Hanu 1. ii. 129 Oh that this too too solid Flesh
would melt. 1654-66 Earl Ohrery Parthen. (1676) 547
Her fears were but too-too well grounded. 1745 Gentl.

Mag. Oct. 550/1 Not apt to toy, and yet not too too nice.

1821 ScoTT Kenilw. xxxvi. It is too, too apparent 1885
Leland Brand-nerv Balltuis (ed. 2) 109 Perishing to find

Something which was not too-too-utter-ish To serve for

dinner. 1887 N. ^ Q. 7th Ser. Ill, 109/2 The tootoo
painfully ceremonious manners.. of the French.

t b. Qualifying a verb, as in 2d; also ahsoi.

c 1318 Skelton Magnyf 872 He doth abuse Hym self to

to. 1533 J. Hevwood Merry Play (1^3) 183 By my soule

I love tnee too too. 1534 ^Xo^F-Comfagst. Trio. in. Wks.
1247/2, 1 cannot then see, that the ^arc.shold any thing

sticke with vs, & make vs toto shrinke. c 1537 Thersites

(1820) 66 It is to to, mother, the pastyme and good chere
That we shall see and haue. .

O. As adj. in predicative or attributive use

:

Excessive, extreme; extremely good, highly ex-

quisite.

A modern affectation, connected wlih the * aesthetic ' craze

of c 1880-90. In first qiiot. = characterized by the use of
* too too '.

1891 N. Sf Q. 7th Ser. XI. 30/2 Letthe exclusive too-too

aesthetes tolerate the remark that music and painting do not
exist for them. 1893 Mrs. A. Kennard Diogenes* Sandals
i. 13 The piece is nowhere ; but my frocks are too too I

6. In special collocations, fa. Too much (be-

sides its ordinary use) was formerly sometimes

used instead of the simple too to qualify an adj. or

adv. Obs.

c 1449 Pecock Repr, i. xi. 53 To miche homeli dele with
him. 1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. iii. i, When the bodye is

to mych note or to mych colde, or to mych drye or to mych
moyste. 1593 Shaks. Kicfi. 11, 11. ii. i Your Majesty is too

much sad. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 230 His minde is

kept too much busie.

b. 7oo much (as predicate) : more than can be
endured, intolerable : also too much of a good thing'.

Too muchfor : more than a match for ; such as to

overcome or sulxlue : so too many for (see Many
A.,5 f), too hardfor., etc. Chiefly colloq.

'533 J- Heywood Merry Play (1830) 30 Shall we alway
syt here styll, we two ? That were to mych. 1692-1872 [see

Many A. sfl 1777 Sheridan Trip to Scarb. v. ii. Don't
be frightened, we shall be too hard for the rogue. 1796
Mme. D'Abblay Camilla I. 233 O too much ! too much 1

there's no standing it I 1809 Syd. Smith Wks. (1867) I, 175
This (to use a very colloquial phrase) is surely too much of
a good thing. 1832 Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds v. The
light had been too much for him. i86x Dickens Gi. Exfcct.
xlviii, Mr. Jaggers was altogether too many for the Jury,
and they gave in.

C. But too . .^ only too: Here too is app. =
'more than is desirable * (cf. 2 c), or 'more than

is or might be exix;cted *, while bztt (But C. 6) or

only (Only A. i) = * nothing but*, * nothing else

than ', app. emphasizes the exclusion of any differ-

ent quality or state of things such as might be

desired or expected.

136

1639 Massinger Unnat. Combat ri. i, I have Discourse and
re.ison, and but too well know I can nor live, nor end a
wretched life. 1654-66 [see 4I. 1817 Cass. Austen in Jane
Austens Lett. (1834) II. 334, I loved her only too well.

1818 ScoTT Rob Roy vtii, Slay, then, rash, obstinate girl..

you know but too well to whom you trust. 1849 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. V. I. 663 It is indeed but too true that the taste

for blood is a taste which.. men.. may. .speedily acquire.

d. Only too in recent use, is often a mere inten-

sive, = * extremely*. (Cf. 3.)
1889 •

J. S. Winter * Mrs. Bob (1891) 245 Mrs. Trafford will

only lie too gl.id to come and pay you a visit. Mod. I shall

be only too ple.ised.

e. None too . . is used by meiosis for 'not quite

. . enough \ ' somewhat insufficiently ' : see also

None C. 3.

1885 Manch. Exam. 21 May 5/3 The vast territories of

the Dominion have hitherto been none too coherent. Mod.
Money is none too plentiful with us.

f. Quite too » .'. see Quitk 4 c.

6. In combination, a. With an adj. or adv.,

forming a (nonce) sb, phr,, as a too-late, a too-little,

a too-much,
i6oa Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. itq Goodness, growing to a

plnrisy, Dies in his own too much, 1637 C. Dow Ausiv. to

//. Burton 158 There may be a too-much even in the best

things. 1784 R. Back Barham Downs I. 346 [One] who
complains of the Too-much of things he does not value,

and of the "I'oo-little of things he does, i860 Pusey Min.
Proph. 542 There will be a 'too late *j not a final * too late',

..but.. a *too late' to avert th.at particular judgment.

190S Daily Ckron. 14 Apr. 5/4 We have suffered greatly

in our national life from the domination of the' too-lates';

political procrastination is the thief of opportunity.

b. With an adj. or adv., forming an adj. phr.

preceding and qualifying a sb., or an adv. phr.

qualifying an adj., as too-anxious^ ^celebrated,

-familiar^ fervent, -near, -piercing, -trusting,

-willing, -wise adjs. ; too-early, -late, -long, -much

(in quot. 1620 = too great obs. ; see also 5 a) adjs.

and advs. Hence derivatives (noftce-wds.), as

too-bigness, -lateness, -muchness, -soonness.

1612 Two Noble K. 11. ii. 32 Like a too-timely Spring.

1620 Venner Via Recta vi. 100 It . . represseth the too-much
tenuity.. of the bloud. 1624 Donne Devot. 221 Those
sentences, from which a too-late Repenter will sucke

desperation. 1793 Holcroft Lavater^s Pkysiog. xxvi. 127

The gentleness of his voice [will] temper thy too-piercing

tones. 1838 Lytton Alice 11. ii, The good man was quite

shocked at the too-familiar manner in which Mrs. Merton
spoke, 1842 Tknnyson Day-dream Prot. 18 Turn your face.

Nor look with that too-earnest eye. 1849 ^'SS Ott^ tr.

HumboldCs Cosmos 1 1. 11. v. 596 My lamented and too-early

deceased friend. 1853 Kingsley Heroes 11. i. (1868) 82 Only
one walked apart . . Asclcplus, the too-wise_ child. 1887

spectator 16 Apr. 532/1 A too-fervent patriotism.

18^ DEQuiNCEYin'H. A. Page './:,>/ir (1877) II. xviii. 142

In midst of too-soonness he shall suffer the killing anxieties

of too-lateness. 1873 Ulackie Let. \x\Biog. (1895) II. xviii.

122 An everlasting too-muchness. 1904 S. E. White Forest

iii^o Everything was wrinkled in the folds of too-bigness.

T?00, variant of Tkw v., to bustle round {IJ,S.\

1866 Lowell Biglow Papers Introd., Poems 1890 II. 199
'Ther's sech a thing ez bein* tu *.. hence the phrase tooin'

round, meaning a supererogatory activity like that of flies.

Too, obs. f. Toe, Two ; var. of To v,y to take.

Tooa : see Toa.

II Tooart (t/I-ajt). Also tewart, tuart. [Na-
tive name in Australia.] A West Australian tree.

Eucalyptus gofuphocephala, which furnishes a very

hard heavy durable timber used in ship-building.

1870 llRAiM Neiu Homes iv, 181 Another valuable tree is

the tooart, a kind of white gum. 187s Laslett Timber Sf

Timber Trees xxvi. 187 The Tewart Tree {Eucalyptus).

A variety of the White Gum, ..The wood is. .hard, heavy,

tough, strong, and rigid... It is used in ship-building_ for

..keelsons,., and for other works below the line of flotation.

Tooche, obs. form of Tough.
Toocke, Toocun, obs. ff. Toque, Token.
Tooeker, variant of Tucker Obs., a fuller.

Tood(e, obs. forms of Toad.
Toodle (tw'd*l), V. 'i dial. [In sense i echoic

(ct. Teedle, Tootle).]

1. intr. To hum or sing in a low tone (as to

a baby).
1865 W. G. Wills D. Chantrey xxxii. IT 1. 140 She shall have

the toodling and the cooing and a sequestered spot, and be

spared these foolish accessions of nerves.

2. See quot 1904. [perh. a different word.]

1890 A. Lang SirS. Northcote I. i. 11 In winter fat Eton]

they* toodled*. 1904 J. A.Thomson .fi';^^)!)' Years'Reminis-

cences I. L 19 [At Eton in 1832] One of our great amuse-
ments in winter was toodling—hunting birds in the hedges

and chasing them till they were blown, when we captured

them.

So Too'dle-loo'dle ; ftoodle-toodie [cf. Ger.

dudeldudcf\, an imitation of the sound of a pipe

or flute ; toodle-pipe, a pij^e m.iking such a sound.

1542 yZuhiA. Erasm. Apoph. 223!}, His instrnmente wheron
to plaie toodle loodle bagpipe, a 1553 — Royster D. ii. i.

(Arb.) 32 Then to our recorder with loodleloodle poope As
the howlet out of an yuie bushe should hoope. a 1566 R.
Edwards Dcttnon * Pithias (1571) Fivb, Wyll singes.

Too nidden, and toodle toodle doo nidden. Ibid. Gj.Todle
todle. 1890 Doyle While Company xviii, A Scotch army,
where every man fills himself with girdle-cakes, and sits up
all night to blow upon the toodle-pipe.

Toofan, variant of Typhoon. Toogh, obs. f.

Tough. Too-hoc, var. of Too-whoo, owVs cry.

TOOL.

Took, pa. t. of Take v. ; obs. form of Tuck.
Tooken, obs. f. Token ; obs. pa. pple. ofTakk v.

Tool (t«l), sb. Forms : i tol, 2-4 tol, 4-7 tole.

toole, (5 tule, toyel, 5-6 toile, 5-7 toyle, 6
toyll, towle, 7 tooell), 4- tool. [OE. t6l neut.,

= ON. tSl n. pi. (cf. Norw. t0ler) :-OTeut. *t6wlo^,

tdlo^, f. *t6w- to prepare, make (cogn. with Golh
taujan : see Taw v?-) + agent-suffix -lo^, -el l.]

1. 'Any instrument of manual operation '(J.); a

mechanical implement for working upon something,

as by cutting, striking, rubbing, or other process,

in any manual art or industry ; usually, one held in

and operated directly by the hand (or fixed in

position, as in a lathe), but also including certain

simple machines, as the lathe ; sometimes extended

to simple instruments of other kinds, as in quot.

1893. See also Edge-tool.
c888 K. j'Elfred Boeth. xiv. § i pact mele and drync &

cla(ias, & tol to swelcum craifte, c 1000 j'Elfkic Exod.
XX. 25 Gif |>u J>in tol abefst ofer hyt, hit bi|> besmiten.

a 1 100 Genfa in Anglia (1886) IX. 262 He sceal felatolato

tune tilian. c 1205 Lav. 29253 Nettes. .and t>atolen J-erto,

13.. E.E. Aim. P. B. 1342 Formed with handes Wytb
tool out of harde tre, & telded on lofte. a 1400-^ A lexander
4yo8 A p'-lare of marble Quare-on a tulke_wi|> a toile Jns

titill vp he wrate. c 1440 York Myst. xxxiv. 298, 1 warand
all redy Oure tooles bothe lesse and more. 1497 Naval
Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 89 Carpenters toles.j chest. 1501
Bury /f/V/j(Camd.)84To..Margarett my wyffall my stuff"

of houshold-.excepte my werkyng toole, weche I wyll that

John my sone haue. 1570 Levins Manip. 214/45 A Toyle,
tnstrumentum. 1573 Tusser Hnsb. (1878) 31 Few lends
(but fooles) their working tooles, 1597 Knaresborougk
Wills (Surtees) I. 207 One lowme with the towles yr unto
belonginge. a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol.Soc.)

II. 172 All theire bagage, looells, and instruments. 1667
Milton P. L. xr, 572 Moulds.. from which he formd First

his own Tooles. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708)

62 His [the Surgeon's] Tools are of various Sorts and Sizes.

x8i8 Byron Juan i. cci, Good workmen never quarrel with
their tools. 1877 Knight Did. Mech. s. v.. Of late it has
become usual to embrace in the general term machine tools,

such machines as the lathe, planer, slotting-machine, and
others employed in the manufacture of machinery. 1893
Hodges Elem. Photogr. (1907) 22 The anastigmat liens]

will,, prove the more useful tool.

b. A weapon of war, esp. a sword, arck.

[ciooo Ags. Gloss, in llaupt's Zeitschrift IX. 424 Insiru-

menta bellica, wirtlice tol.] c 1386 Chaucer Nun s Pr. T. 96
We alle desiren . . no fool Ne hym \>at is agast ofeuery tool.

?<zi4oo Morte Arth. 3617 The toppe-castelles he stuffede

with toyelys, as hyme lykyde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 938
Iason..gryppet a grym toole, gyrdof his hede. 1592 Shaks.

Rom. <^ Jul. L i. 37 Draw thy toole, here comes of the house
of Mountagues. 1671 H. Foulis Hist. Rom, Treasons (\(iZi\

228 Pope Johnxxii..pulIsout histoolsagainst Lewes. 1706
E. Ward Wooden World Diss. {1708) 63 He's somewhat
prouder of that long Tool of his, that hangs without IxKird.

1821 ScoTT Kenilw. iv, Draw thy tool, man, and after hinu

+ c. The cutting part of a knife, the blade. Obs.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxvii. 129 Little hulchback't

demi-knives, the iron toole whereof is two Inches long, and
the wooden handle one inch thick.

d. spec, in technical use : (a) Bookbinding, A
small stamp or roller used for impressing an orna-

mental design upon leather book-covers : cf. Tool-

ing 2 b. (h) A large kind of chisel, (r) A generic

name for any kind of paint-brush used by house-

painters or decorators ; also, a large brush used by
picture-painters, {d) An abbreviated form of

grafting-tool, etc.

(a) 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Book-bindingj These
ornaments are made with each its several gilding-tool,

engraven in relievo. Ibid,, To apply the gold, they glaze

those parts of the leather, whereon the tools are to be

applied, lightlyovertetc.l. 1837 Whitiock, etc 5^. Trades

(1842) 37 (Bookbinder) The tools that produce the figures

or letters are applied hot. 1895 Zaehnsdorf Shifrt Hist.

Bookbinding 13 He cut most of these tools himself,., because

he could not find a tool cutter of sufficient skill

ib) 181S l^ee Tooling 2J. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract,

Build. 341 Of the two kindsof chisels. .the tool is the largest. ^
1842-76 GwiLT Encyct. Arclu § 1910 The tools used to work
the face of a stone are, successively, the point, the inch tool,

the boaster, .and the broad tool. Ibid,, The broad tool 3^
inches at the cutting edge.

(c) 1859 GuLLicK & TiMBS Paint. 198 The larger brushes

. -made of hog-hair., are called * tools*.
^
i860 Piesse Lab.

Chcm. Wonders 153 A painter calls a paint-brush 'a tool *,

2. fig. Anything used in the manner of a tool

;

a thing (concrete or abstract) with which some
operation is jjerformed ; a means of effecting some-

thing ; an instrument,

ciooo Eccies. Inst. c. 21 J>is synt l>a lara and |>a tol

gastlices crseftes. 1355 Phaer /Eneid 11. E j b, At last Those
toles for shift at death extreme, to fend them selfs they

cast. 1611 Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems il 46 He [Cupid], .left

behind his tort'ring toyle \rime spoyle ; c/^ L 40 Ye bow, ye
schafts, ye quaver and ye bracej. 1651 Hobbks Lci'iaih.

II. XXV. 132 They.. make use of Similitudes .. and other

tooles of Oratory. 1674 Grew l?isc. Mixture it § 5 As the

World, taken together, is Natures Shop ; so the Principles

of Things are her Tools, and her Materials. 1749 Smollett
Gil Bl. viii. ix. III. 161 You have (to use the expression

of our tennis-court) the universal tool : that is to say,

you are qualified for every thing. 1847 L. Hunt Men,
Women, ^ B. I. i. 7 Mechanical knowledge is a great and
a glorious tool in the hands of man. 1884 B. Price in

Contemp. Rev. Mar. 381 Money, .is a pure tool—nothing

more.

b. A bodily organ; spec, the male generative



TOOL
organ (or //. organs). Now arch, or slanr. [So
ON. /<</.]

<SS3 Becon Reliqna o/Rtmc (1563) 18 All his toles that
appertayne vnto the court of Venus. 1613 Shaks. Htn,
I'l/it V. iv. 35 Or haue wee some strange Indian with the
sreat Toole, come to Court ? 1687 Shadwell 'jfuTj^tuil 307
What pleasure can the weak Old looting Fool, Expect
from that intirm and Aged Tool? 1885 R. F. BuRTONWm/'.
Kts. III. 7, I was become even as a woman, without manly
tool like Other men.

3. fig. A i>erson used by another for his own
ends; one who is, or allows himself to be, m.ndc
a mere instrument for some purpose; a cnt's-paw.
1663 RlTTLER ilud. I. L35 Which m.ide some lake him for

a tool, That knaves do work with, callM a fool. 1688 P.r.

Parker in Magd.CoU. (O.H..S.) 240 To set me here to make
me his tool and his prop ! 1711 Hearne Coilcct. (O.H.S.)
HI. 133 Charlett and his Tools have got Rogers advanc'il.
I769_ 'yuniux Lett. X-xiv. (1770) 153 If there be any tool of
administration daring enough to deny these facts, 1849
Macal'Lav Hist, Eh:^. iv. I. 494 The sheriffs were the tools
of the government, 1874 Green Short Hist, vli. § 4. 379
Mary had used Damley as a tool to effect the ruin of tiis

confederates.

b. (esp. qualified by poor or the like.) An iin-

skillul workman ; a shiftless person, slang or dial,
a two B. E. Diet. Cant. CreWt SlMg, a drone, or dull

Tool. i7Ja G. Vertue Diary in A'. * Q. (1861) and Ser.
XII. Si/i The organists are poor tools and very deficient,

1863 Mrs. TooGoon }'i>ris. Dial. (MS.), You are a poor
toot, your work is not done as it ought to be.

4. ISpokt'inditig. (transf, from i d (a).) A tooled
design on a book-cover.
1881 CuNOAix Boakhindin^ 76 He began with a smalt

number ofdotted toots foliage,and the so-called seventeenth-
century tools. i88s C. G. W. Lock Workthof Keceifts
Ser. IV. 3s>/i A lxx>k on Natural Mi&toiy should have a
bird, insect, shell or other tool indicative of the contents.

6. attrib, and Comb., as tool-basket, -box, + -budget
(BunoET 2 b), -chest, -cutter, -dressing, -extractor,

-gauge, -handle, -mater, -making sb. and oilj.,

-pouch, rack,-selter, shed,-shcp,-tray,-user,-using
sb. and adj. ; tool-box, spec, the steel box (Box sk-
15) in which the cutting tool of a planing or other
machine is clamped ; tool-oar (f.i".), a car used on
a railway equipped with tools and appliances for

clearing the line after an accident ; a break-
down car; tool-ooupling, a screw coupling by
which the operating part of a tool is f.-istened to
the handle (Knight) ; tool-holder, (a) a handle by
which a tool is held in the hand, esp. a detachable
handle for various tools

;
{b) a tray with a rack for

holding a set of tools
; (<) a device for holding a

tool firmly in place, as in a lathe, or when being
ground u|)on a grintlstone ; tool-house, a building
in which tools are kept, a tool-shed ; tool-mark,
the mark of a tool upon any object that has been
shaped or worked by it ; tool-marking, the
etching of a mark or lettering U|)on a steel tool

;

tool-post, an upright piece in the tool-rest of a
lathe, with a slot and a screw for holding the
cutting-tool ; tool-rest, a part of a lathe serving
to support a h.ind-tool, or to hold a mechanical
tool in place (in the latter case often having various
ailjustments for dilTercnt positions of the tool)

;

toolsmith, a man who makes steel tools; tool-
stack = tool-post, tool-holder (c) ; tool-stay, a
tool-holder in a lathe-rest, with a slot for a drill

or other tool (Knight) ; tool steel, steel of the
qnality used for tools ; tool-stock = tool-post

;

tool-stone, name for a paleolithic implement
consisting of a natural stone very slightly adapted
to be held in the hand, or used as a rude tool.
1S5S SiMMONiw Did. Trade, ' Tocl-tasket, a carpenter's

or other workman's basket, for holding tools, 1841-4
Emcrsom Est. , rnuUnce, [He) builds a work-bench, or gels
his *tooI.box set in the comer of the hnm-chamber. 1904
Lineham's TtxIJtk. Mech, Eiig. 171 The tool box is fixed
to a ram, the sliding of which in saddle gives the cut.

«794 W. Kelton Carriages (1801) I. 173 'Tool budget is a
small convenience made to hang by straps under the hind
part of a carriage. 17J« Cook K<y. Pacific iv. v. (1784)
ll. 373 As well and ingeniowdy made, as if they were fur-
nished with the most complete 'lool-chest. 1881 Rep. to
Ho. Rcpr. Pn-c. Met. U.S. 504 It includes tools, 'tool.
dressing and grinding. 1877 Knight Did. Mtch., ' Tool-
eitractar, an implement for recovering from drilled holes
broken tools or portions of rods. It>id. ^sq^lz Nasmylh's
'tool-gage, for testing the angularity of the cutting-face oil

iron.tuming tools. i8t7 Moix>nkv Forestry W. A/r, 307
Red wood used for 'tool-handles and mallets. 1877 Knight
Did. Mech. 3504/1 A 'tool-holder for dentists. 1887 I). A.
I.OW Machine Drmu. (1893) no Tool-holilcrs must be drawn
in their pro[)er positions in the ram, and not separate as in the
diagram. 190$ Alhc'iium 14 Oct. sio/i The needles used
were Kiiropean, fitted into watchmaker'.s lo<il-holdeis. 1818
Scorr Roi Roy xiv, liefore he trundled them off to the
'tool.house. 1908 Bttvi. Trent ^ Amhotme 10 A bitice-
gale, into the tool-house. i8s8 SiMMOxns Did. Trade,
'Tool.makcr. 1888 E. Ci.odd Slory Creation xi. 317 If he
is not the oidy tool-u-ser, he is the only tool-maker among
the Primates. 1785 I!o«wELL yrnl. Tour Heb. 35 »., Dr.
Franklin s.iid, Man was ' a 'tool.making animal', which is
very well : for, no anim.tl but man makes a thing, by means
of which he can make another thing. 1^3 Eliza K.
Sunderland in Barrows Part. Retig. 1. 630 Religion is an
altritMite of humanity, as reason and language and tool-
making are. i86sj. K.Campbell^j-o//.^ Air,'l.x.04 Before
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a craftsman can recofjnise a *tooI-mark, he must be familiar
with the tool. 1864 Webster, *Tooi-posty the part of a
tool-rest that holds a stationary cutting-tool ;—called also
tool-stock, ihid.f ''Tooi-rest {Machine-toois), the part that
supports a tool.post or a tool. 1878 Avlward Transraai W.
(1881) 18 Everywhere one may observe that older houses are
being used as waggon shelters, coach-houses, *tool-rooms.
1875 Sir T. Seaton Fret-Cuttiu^-jx The *tooI-seller has to
pay the workman for dres.sing the wood. 1840 Dickkns
Ham. Rudge Iv, To break open a *tooI-shed in ihe garden.
1875 Sir T. Seaton Fret^Cutthi^ 71 Unprepared wood
bought at the *tool shop. 1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop
Receipts Ser, m. 269/2 A *tooIsmith usually heats cast steel
to what he terms a cherry.red. 1868 Joynson Metals 90
For *tooI-steeI, from 1.5 to 1-7 per cent (of charcoal being
required]. 18^ Bowker in Harper s Mag-. Jan. 419 Too
costly.. to lie m demand except for tool steel. 1864 *Tool-
stock [see tool-post\. 1865 Lubbock Pnh. Times iv. 76
The oval *tool-stones. .are oval or egg*shaped stones, more
or less indented on one or both surfaces. .. Some antiquaries
suppose that they were held between the fingers and thumb,
and used as hammers or chippers. 1888 'Tool-user [see
tooi-makcr\ 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. i. v, This Defini-
tion of the "Tool-using Animal appears to us, of all that
Animal-sort, considerably the precisest and best. i86a D.
Wilson Preh. Man vi. (1365)96 Man was created with a
tool-using instinct.

Tool, V. [f. prec. sb.]

1, trans* To work or shape with a tool ; spec* to
smooth the surface of a building stone with the

chisels called * tools' : cf. quot. 1843 in Tool sb.

1.1(4).
18x5 [see Tooling at z8a8 Crax>en Gloss.^ Tool^ to make

a level surface on a stone. 184a Civil Eng. 9f Arch. Jrni,
V, 211/1 'Ihe whole exterior, .will be faced with stone from
the Summit delphs, which is to be neatly hammer-dressed,
except the a-shlar dreviings, which are to be neatly tooled.
i«73 Sir T. Skaton Fret'Cuttin^ (1S75) 56 The stems and
branches look very well when simply rounded and tooled
with the V-tool, or tooling-gouge, which is the smallest sized
round gou^e. 1876 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 338
Chattetton s compound should be warmed, and a small
quantity put on the copper and joint, and property tooled
over, so as to cover the joint equally. Before applying the
tooting-iron it should be well wiped. 1895 Daily Chron.
15 Jan. 6/7 Aluminium.. is ductile, but difficutt to tool.

b. Bookbinding. To impress an oinamental de-
sign upon the binding of (a book) with a special

tool (see prec i d (a)). Most usually in pa. pple.

;

sec also Tooled.
1836 7. R' Smith's Catal. Bks. Feb. 14/1 A remarkable

fine copy, ru*>sia extra, tooled on sides, gitt. i88x A. Lang
Library 65 I.^ather tooled with geometrical patterns. 1885
C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 246/1 Another
method is to tool the edge before burnishing.

c. intr. To work with a tool or tools; spec.

in Bookbinding : see prec sense and Tooling 3 b,

xSgo Daily News a July 5/1 * The TasmanUns ' . . the very
last |)eople who 'tooled with rudely chipped flints. X89J
Sat. Rev. 16 Jan, 64/2 They are a ferocious people.. and
*tool * with spears almost as oroad in the head as shovels.

2. slang, a. trans. To drive (a team of horses,

a vehicle, or a person in a vehicle) ; of a horse,

to draw (a person) in a vehicle.

x8ia Sporting M^. Oct, lo/a She intends to tool the
Liverpool exp«xlition to-moirow night. 1840 J, T, Hewlett
/*. Priggins XV, He would only drive to Benson, and 'tool

'

the down mail back a^ain, 1849 Lvtton Ca.rtons xiii. iv.

He could tool a coach. 1865 Dickkns Mut. Rr. \, xi, She
was on most dajrs soleninly tooled through the park. .in a
great tall custard-coloured phaeton. x88i Jessopp Arcady
(1887) i. 13 The high-stepping mare that tools him along
through the village street. x{0a H.C. Merivale Faucit of
/'. II. II. il 158, 1 tooled the little mar« over from Luscombc
Abbey—the six miles in the half-hour.

b. intr. To drive, to travel in a horse-drawn
vehicle ; also said of the vehicle, or team ; also, by
extension, of any vehicle: to travel, go along.

**39 J* Frazee in flaileyhtry Observer \. 53 The road
was so good. .33 to enal)lc u^t to * tool along ^ in n well-hung
britschka, at the rate of ten miles an hour. 1849 Thackeray
Pendennis iii, I thought I'd just tool over, and go to the

f)lav. 1877 AIar. M.Grant Sun-Maid xi, The Marqui.s's
ri-iky chestnuts are tooling rapidly through the town. 1893
W. A. She« M^ Conteifip. iii. 77 Went to Ascot..and we
* tooled ' down in very good style.

Toold, obs. f. told, pa. pple. of Tell v.

Tooled, a. [f. Tool sb. + -EI)2.] in parasyn-

thetic comb. : Having or furnished with a tool.

XS77 Gramgk Golden Aphrod. Mij, Puapus the great

tooled god.

Tooled (t«ld), ///. a. [f. Tool i/. + -ed1.]

^Vorke<l or sh-ij^d with a tool; spec, in Book-

binding-, see Tool v. i b.

18x5 [see Tooling 2^ 1837 Civil Eng. Sc Arch. yrnl. I.

7a/x Tooling is also practised upon wall stones, when they
cast as much as common hewing or tooled work. 18^6
Mr.s. Browning Aur. Leigh viii. 895 A copy bound m
scarlet silk, Tooled edges, blazoned with the arms of Leigh.

X893 Q. Rei>, July 200 Specimens of (heir handiwork in

tooled morocco.

Tooler (tw-lai). [f. as prec. >t -erI.]

1. A broad chisel used by stone-masons for

random tooling ; a drove.
x8s8 Craven Gloss-t Tooler^ a broad chissel.

2. Bookbinding. A workman who tools Ihe covers

of books : see Tool v. i b.

X834 De QtriNCEY in Tait's Mag. 1. 28/2 The King, .coming
into the binding-room and minuiel^ inspecting the progrcs-s

of the binder and his allies—the gilders, looters, &c. x86s
Englishm. Ma/f. Sept. aso 'i'he mo6t finished specimens of

the tooler's art in these days.

TOOM.

Tooling (t«*liq), vbl. sb. [f. ToOL sb. and v. +
-inqI.]

tl. Provision of tools ; tools collectively. Obs.
1673 KiRKMAN Unlttcky Citizen 210 By such time as he

and his are fitted with Clothing, Teething and Tooling, his
money is gone.

2. The action of the verb Tool ; workmanship
performed with some si>ecial tool ; spec. a. The
dressing of stone with a broad chisel ; also, elabo-
rate ornamental carving in stone or woo<l.
18x5 J. Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art I. 218 The larger

sizesof chisels obtain the name of tools, the act of usmg
them is called tooling, and the stone to which they have been
applied is said to be tooled. X840-X De Quincey Style z^-

A'/t<7.Wks. 1858X1.31 The fine tooling, and delicate tracery
of the cabinet artist. 189X Edin, Rev. July no The tooling
of the Haram stones is peculiar, and is the same found on
the later Carthaginian monuments.

b. Bookbinding. The impressing of ornamental
designs upon the covers of books by means of
heated tools or stamps ; also applied to the designs
so formed : either with gilding {gold- or gilt-

tooling) or without it {blind'tooling: Blinds. 16).
xSax G. Ormerod Let. to J. G. Nichols May (in Pearson's

Catat. (1886) No. 60), I would not have any lettering or
tooling on the back. X847 L. Hunt Men^ IVomen^ ^ B.W.
vi. 78 The charms of vellums, tall copies, and blind tooling,
X875 Knight Dict.Mech.,Gold-tooli/ig,ornaments, impressed
by the hot-tool upon gold-leaf laid on book-covers. 1893 Q.
Rev. July 187 The tooling in gold introduced at this time
..came originally from the East.

3. Comb.y as tooling-gouge, -iron.
X873 Tooling-gouge, X876 Tooling-iron [see Tool v, i\.

Toolless (t/7-l|les), a. [f. TooL j^. -f -less.]

Having no tools ; destitute of tools.

xSjx Eraser's Mag, III. 13 Art thou lonely, idle, friendless,

toolless? X889 H. O. Pentecost in 2oM Cent. (N. Y.)
30 Mar., So low has the landless and toolless man fallen that
work seems to him now the greatest boon in life,

Toolsee, -si, -sy, variant forms of Tulsi,
Toolsman (t/^lzmcen), rartf""*, A man who

uses tools, a craftsman,
x8sx T, G. Wainwright Ess. ^- Cr. (1880) 193 note. That

mannered petty toolsman, Raffaelle Morghen— the admira-
tion of fallen, immasculate Italy.

Toolter : see Tolter a. Tooly, obs. f. Tewly
a., sickly. Tooly, -lye, var. Tuilyie.

t Toom, sby Obs. (in later use only Sc^ Forms :

3-6 tome, 4 torn, (toume, towme, toym), 5
toom, 6 tume. [a. ON. tdm sb. neut. emptiness,

vacuity, leisure, OSw. torn leisure, occasion, ODa.
/^;;/ time, occasion ; f. /t^wradj.empty : seeToOMc]
Vacant or unoccupied time; time free or sufficient

for doing something, leisure; a space or interval

of time, a while.
xa97 R. G1.0UC, (Rolls) 1x656 In hor bed hii founde hom in

toune l>o hii come.. Vor to welclo|>i hom hii ne^euehom no
tome, a X300 Cursor M. 14595 Haf i na tome at ga J>ar-to,

r X315 Shoreham i, 2nQ pa^he by hyrene ligge nou^t, Ot»er
halt \\y% ine hys house. In tome. X3. . E. E. Ailit. P. A. 134
More. .pen I cow|>e telle ba? I torn hade. X375 Barbour
Bruce\. 642 Or ^c to|>ir had toym to tak His suerde, («
king sic swak him g-iiff. C1430 Syr Gener, (Roxb.) 3126
Of Generidcs dome To speke h.id ihei nomore tome.

1535 STEWARTCnJ*. Scot. (Rolls) II. 18 5it will I tell, for I

half space & tume, How efterwart he set ane seig to Rome.
b. Time convenient or proper for doing some-

thing ; opportunity, occasion.

X3. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1153 5if 5e wolde tlth \MS. t«t]
me a tom telle hit I wolde. X300 Goweb Conf. I. 249 His
Bacheler, which hadde tome, Whan that his lord be nihte

slepte. This Ring, ..Out of his Pours awey he dede, c 1440
York Myst. xl. 18 Atte townes for to tarie take we no tent,

But take vs tome at |>is tymc to talke of sume tales, c x4So
Rk. Curtasye 10 in Babees Bk. 299 Ther-to the nedys to take

the Iom&
Toom, sh^ Sc. [f. Toom j*.] A place where

rubbish is or may be emptied out ; a *coup\
i88a Tamieson, Toom, a place into which rubbish is

emptied. 1884 Blachw. Mag. June 817/1 The piled-up

rubbish of millions of years which has been cast out here as

into one vast ' toom '. X894 Crockett Raiders 226 Great
tails[of stones] that spread down the mountain steep, like

rubble from a quarry toom.

Toom (t«m : in mod.Sc. t^m, tiim), a. Now only

Sc. and north, dial. Forms : a, i t6m, 3-6 tome,

(5 tombe, toymo, 6 towme), 5-7 toome, 5-
toom. /3. 4 tum, 4-7 tume, 6 twme, (?) twyme,
9 Sc. tume, tuim. 7. 8-9 teem, 9 dial, teeam.
[OE. t6m = ON. tdmr (Norw., Da., Sw. tom)

;

also OS. tStni, iSmig, OHG. zuomfg-.-OTQWt.
*t6m-<^ or *tdm-i^ (OS. tdmia-) ; ulterior origin

unknown. Hence Teem v,'^'\

1. Empty, vacant, containing nothing, void of

contents; destitute (<2^something).
<x9oo Cynewulf CAr/f? 1211 \>?ct hy mostun man-weorca

tome lif^an, (1x300 Cursor M. 17798 And yee saUJnd (>air

tumbs tome [Gtytt. tume]. /bid. 17815 pai sagh J>aa tumbs,
turn war \>ai. axuo HAMroLE/'jrt//tfrcxliii. 16 Ful of riches

and tome of goednes. ^ 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiii, 149
When J>ai see J>e toome vessellez, ^ai ga and fillez Jjain with
gold. X43S M isvN Fire o/Loz'e 11. iv, 76 Certan of godis lufe

pat ar toyme. CJ440 Promp. Pan>. 406/2 Toom, or voyde,
vacuus, c X470 Henryson Mor. F'ab. i. {Cock <V Jfisp) iv,

As draf, or corne, to fill my tume Intraill. X50S Kennedie
Flyting w, Dunbar 365 Thow has a tome purs. _ 1560
Rolland Seven Sages {;i^y]) 1 Of all vertewthat Ceitiewas
maid tome, X7a7 P. Walker A'. Cameron in Biog. Presbyt,

18
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(1827) I. 241 There were many toom pulpits in Scotland.

1786 Burns Earnest Cry ^ Prayer vii, Her mutchkin stoup
as toorn's a wh'issle. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 111. vi, The
man John ISalJol being quite gone, and only the ' Toom
Tabard ' (Empty Gown) remainini:. 1855 RomNSON Wftitby
Gloss, s. v., As toom as an egg-shell.

y. A 1774 Kekgusson iialltnv/air Poems (1845) 14 Here,
tak a rug, and show your pose Forseeth, my ain's but teem
And light the day, 1861 £. Waugh Lake Country iSo
He was as helpless as a teeam seek.

2. fig. Empty, insubstantial, vain, void, futile.

a 1250 Owl % Night, \tTi. Me I>uncl> bu ledest ferde

tome, 1513 Douglas JEncis vi. iv. 120 The tume schad-
dowis smytyn to haue slane. 1568 Saiir. Poems Re/, xlvi.

27 Till deif ^ow w' tome clatter. 1721 Ramsay Prospect of
Plenty 46 O'er laiig, with empty brag, we have been vain
Of toom dominion on the plenteous main. 1786 G. Frazer
Fall of Man 157 jijown up with the toom wind of a
flattering empty sound.

+ b. Idle, unoccupied. Ohs.
(X 134x1 HAMPOLE/'i(z//frxHx.2iSitandtome[^.'?.5. ydel],

for it likes |>e to speke ill. c 1460 Totvneley Myst. xxx. 125
To stand thus tome thou gars me grete.

3. Comb,, as toom handed, "headed^ -skinned adjs.

c 1400 Maundkv. (Roxb.) xxv. 120 Na man comme in my
sight tome hand. 16S9 Z. liovu Baiiue ofGilead 21 (Jam.)
A man as we say that hath not harnes, or brain, a toome
headed man. 1768 Ross Helenore Introd. 4 Ye're nae toom
handed gin your heart be free. 18*4 MACTACGABTCa/Zitw/^.
Eruycl., Tootfi-skifid, hungry.

Toom, If, Sc. and north, dial. Forms : see prec.

[f. Toom a,, taking the place of the earlier Teem v'^"^

L trans. To empty (a vessel, receptacle, etc.) ;

esp, to empty by drinking, to drink off the con-

tents of.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 64 Ay as thay tomit thame
of schot, Ffeyndis fild thame new vp to the thrott With
gold of allkin prent. 1580 Burgh Rec. Edtnb. (1882) IV. 187
The inhabileris..maist litthely castes furth and tomes thair

closettis and pottis on the hie gaitt. 1583 Leg. Bp. St.

Androis Pref. 136 Concluding this, we toome a tass of wyne.
1721 Ramsay Prospect of Plenty io6 They'll toom their

banks before you reap their crap. 1806 *Ian Maclarkn *

Kate Carnegie 71 Toom..yir mooth this meenut and say
the twenty-third Psalm to the minister.

2. To empty out, discharge, pour out (water, the

contents of a vessel, etc.).

153s Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 630 This ilk Banquho,
the quhilk the aitl gart brew,..Amang the aill gart tume
thame in the fat. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxxvi, She. .was like

to hae loomed it a' out into the slap-basin, ' x8i8 — Hrt.
Midi, xxviii, Our gawsie Scots pint..loomed doun the crea-
ture's throat wi' ane whom.
Toomatoogooroo, variant of Tumata-kuru.
Toomble, obs. form of Tumble.
fToo-mhead. Obs. rare. In 3 tomehed(e.

[f. Toom ^. +-head.] Emptiness, vanity. Over
tomehedy uselessly, to no purpose.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxiv. 4 Schente be alle are quede

doand Ouer tomehed in ani land. Ibid, xxxiv. 7 Ouer tome-
hede vpbraided ^ai.

ToO'mly, adv. Sc. and north, dial. [f. Toom
sb^^ and a. + -LY 1^.]

1. In a leisurely way; somewhat slowly; with-
out haste.

C1400 Destr, Troy 2447 When he told hade his taletomly
to the ende. Ibid. 11488 Antenor his tale tombly began.

2. t a. Idly, without occupation. Obs. b.
Emptily, vainly, to no purpose.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 45S0 Ye haue tarit ouer tyme tomly

at home. 1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 5 Rather to
teach what the kirk should doe nor toomely to taike what
hes beene done.

3. With empty saddle.
17.. * Willie's drowned in Gamery * xi, in Child Eng. f^

Sc. Ball, vii._ (iSgo) 181/2 And every one on high horse
sat. But Willie's horse rade toomly.

Toompe, obs. form of Tump.

t Too'insome, a. Obs. rare-^^. [f. Toou sb,^

-J- -SOME.] Leisurely, free from haste.

13 . . Cursor M. 26350 (Fairf.) Shrift . . per ar xv pointis to
shaw . . Clene & reuful . . wreiande, tomsome [Cott. (erron.)

turnsum] propre, stedefast [etc.].

II Toon, tun (t«n). E^Ind. [a. Hindi/««, /««,
Skr. Ittnna.l An East Indian tree, Cedrela Toona,
which yields a timber resembling mahogany but

softer and lighter, used for furniture and cabinet-

work : the wood of this tree, also called Indian
mahogany. Also atirib., as toon-tree, -wood.
1810 Maria Graham Jml. Resid. India (1812) loi The

toon, or country mahogany, which comes from Bengal.
1843 HoLTZAT'FFEL Tuming 1. 1 08 Toon-wood has already
been mentioned under the head of Cedar. 1879 Mrs. A. E.
Jamks I/id. Househ. Managem. 28 The wood they use
mostly in the Punjaub is toon. . , It is valuable from its dura-
bility, and is reddish in colour.

Toon, obs. pi. of Toe ; obs. f. Tone, Tun
;

north, dial. f. Town. Toondra, var. Tundra.
Toopick, obs. f. Topic. Toor, toore, var. Ton
fl., Oi^.f., difficult. Toord, obs. f. Turd. Toorkes,
obs. f. TuRQuoiHK. Too3(e, obs. f. toes, pi. of
Toe. Toose, obs. f. Toze. Toosie, toosy, var.
TosY, Tousv. Toost, obs. pa. pple. of Toss v.

Toot, tote (twt), sb,^ local. Also 5-0 tout.
[f. Toot v,^\

I. 1. An isolated conspicuous hill suitable as a
place of observation ; a look-out hill

;
perh. short

for TooT-uiLL, q. v. Chiefly south-western.

1387 Trevisa ^ii'(/*f« (Rolls) III. 85 Temples J>at were
on groues vppon hi^e totes [Caxton or hilles], to worschippe
mawmetes inne. Ibid. V. 163 pe eort>e aroos in )?e manere
of a tote \s,qMSS. a, ^, y, and Caxton ; Cavib. MS. lufte].

X884 D. Clayfif.ld Ireland Let., In the west of England I

think * fairy toot ' is a tolerably common topographical ex-
pression. And there is a curious jagged and pointed hill

a few miles from Bristol known as Cleeve toot. 1004 Daily
Ne7us 15 June 5 In the West of England.. ' toot signifies

hill. 1905 Eng. Dial. Dict.f Toot,..7i hilly promontory, on
which there is a coast-guard watch-station and flag. Mod.
(South Dorset) There's one of the preventive-men on the tout.

f 2. An elevated structure, or part of one, used as

a look-out. Obs.
X770 Gray yrnl. in Lakes 12 Oct., I went up a winding

stone staircase .
.

, and at the angle is a single hexagon watch-
tower rising some feet higher, fitted up in the taste of a
modern Tool, with sash-windows in gilt frames, and a stucco
cupola. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg, Tongue^ Tout, a look
out bouse, or eminence.

II. 3. A peep or glance, dia^,

1865 E. Waugh Lane, Songs (1871) 56 Tb' cat pricks up
her ears at th' sneck, Wi' mony a leetsome toot.

4. Comb. : + tote-hole, a hole for spying : of.

tooling-hole (Tooting vbl. sb.^ b).

156X-6 Child,Marriages 113 Lokid in at a tote hole.

Toot (l«t), sb.^ Also Se. tout (t«t). [f. Toot
z*.^] An act of tooting ; a note or short blast of a

horn, trumpet, or other wind instrument. Alsoy^.
Z641 D. Ferguson's Scot, Prcru. (1785) 7 A new tout in

an old horn. 1714 Ramsay Elegy on y, Ccnuper vi, Fame,
Wi' tout of trumpet, Shall tell, inzx Kklly Scot. Prcn>.

28 An old Tout in a new Horn. Spoken when we hear
(perhaps in other words) what we have heard before, 1765
BoswELL in Ramsay Scot. ^ Scotsm. (1888) I, ii. 173 James
has lakena toutonanew horn. 1787 liuRNS Tatn Samson's
^tegy 59 Now he proclaims, wi' tout o' trumpet, * Tam Sam-
son's dead !

' zSaa Scott Nigel xxvil, It is just a new tout

on an auld horn. 1874 D. Macrae Amer. at Home xlii.

327 She gave two ' toots * with her steam-pipe.

b. Reduplicated toot-toot; so loot-tootling.

1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect I. 7 How pleasant . . the jovial
toot-toot of the guard's horp. 1904 Makie Corelli God's
Good Man xx, With a weird toot-tootling of his horn he
guided the car at quite a respectable ambhng-donkey pace.

190S Daily Chron. 19 May 4/7 Of all the noises of London
the 'toot-toot ' of the motor-car is the most hideous.

Toot, tout (t«t),j3.3 Sc. and U,S, [f.ToOT,
TOUT V. 3 Tout is Sc. spelling of (t«t).]

1. An act or fit of tooting ; a copious draught.
1787 Shirrefs Jamie ^ Bess i. ii. Were he ay [sober], he

then wad ay be kind, But then, anithertouC may change his

mind. 18x6 G. Muir Clydesdale Minstr. 56 (E.D.D.) 'i'o

your health I'll drink a tout Kcae out the whisky gill. 1902
Ogilvie y. O^ilvie 96 (ibid.) Sit doon an' tak a hearty tout.

2. A drinking match ; a drunken fit, a spree

( U.S, slang) ; esp. in the phrase on the toot ; hence,
a tea-party.

1700 Shirrefs Poems Gloss., Tout^ a drinking-bout, a
drinking match. 1891 Century Mag. Nov. 54 Grubbsy's
went oil on a toot, and they've got nobody to ride. \€y]
HowELLS LandL Lion's Head 228 To-day I found him
at Mrs. Bevidge's altruistic toot. 1900 Lynch Hi^hStakes
xxxii. (Farmer 6'/a://£), I'd never 'a* carried 'em. .if I 'adn't

been on a regular toot for the last week.

Toot (t«t), sb,'^ dial, and U,S. [Origin obscure.]

1. An idle or worthless person ; a simpleton, fool.

1888 Harper's Mag. Oci. 801/1 Marsh Yates, the 'shif-
less toot ', and his beautiful, energetic wife. 1889 T. £.
Brown Manx JVitch, etc. 118 Be off, you brute 1,. you
donkey ! you thundh'rin toot 1 1894 Hall Caine Manx-
man 157 Success to the fine girl, . . lucky they kept her from
the poor toot.

2. dial. * The devil, Line: (Halliw.).

Toot (twt), sb,^ [Anglicized form of the Maori
name tutu.'] A shrub or small tree, Coriaria
rtiscifolia, of New Zealand. It bears shining
pulpy black berries containing poisonous seeds,

with an action similar to that of strychnine.

1857 R. Wilkin in C. Hursthouse N. Zealand xiii. 372
The plant called 'tutu* or * toot *.. appears to be universal
over New Zealand. 187a Routledge'^s Ev. Boys Ann. 40/2
Toot is a poisonous shrub of which cattle are very fond.

It
Toot, sb.a [Hindi////.] The White Mulberry

of India {Morus alba),

1879 Mrs. a. E. James Jnd, Househ. Managem. 59 Nec-
tarines, plums, tamarinds, toots, hairs, are all more or less

grown. 1898 Globe 1$ Jan. 1/4 The *toot ' is a ridiculous-

looking Indian fruit, which some hold to be an excellent
corrective of overnight intoxication.

Toot (t«t), 2/,l Now dial. Forms: i t6tian,

3-4 toten, 4-7 tote, toote, 5- toot. [OE. tdtian,

a word of single occurrence (see quot. ^897), of

which ME. tdte^ toote, and mod. toot are the regular

representatives. OE. had also tytan {i^tutjan) to

peep out, become visible, as a star ; and ME.
had tuten, mod. Toutz/.I These indicate two
synonymous OE. and OTeut. stems, tdt- and till-,

the relation between which is obscure. See Note
below.]

1. iulr. To protrude, stick out, * peep out *, so as

to be seen ; in mod. dial., of a plant, to begin to

appear above ground.
C897 K. Mlv^eh Gregory's Past. C. xvi. 104 Se ceac.

.

oferhelede da oxan eallt:, butan |>a heafdu totodun ut. c 1394
P. PI. Crede 425 Wil> his knopped schon clouted full hykke
His ton toteden out as he l>e londe treddede. c i^ooDestr.
Troy 9540 He was brochit )>urgh the body with a bigspeire,

pat a trunchyn of )>e trc tut out behynd. 1519 Four Elc*

menis (1005) 38 Npw rise up, Master Huddypeke, Your
tail toteth out behind. 1593 [see tooting belowj. c 1645
[see Toting///, a. J- »777 Antiq. in Ann. Reg. i^qh When
pease in Derbyshire first appear they are said to toot. x8o8-
18 Jamikson, Tute, to jut out, to project. [North of Scd
c iMo Northavipt. Died., I can just see the taters tooting
out of the ground.

2. intr. To peep, peer, look out ; to gaze ;
-

Tout v^ i,

a 1325 Ancr. R. 52 Is hit nu so ouer vueluor to toten (^fi*.

T. lokin] utward ? Auh toten vt wiSuten vuel ne mei nouder
of ou. C1300 Havelok 2106 He stod, and totede in at a
bord. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 22 Pieres J>e pjowman..
bad me toten on |?e tree, c 1400 Destr. Troy 862 .Sho went
vp. .To the toppe of a tourc, & tot ouer the water For to
loke on hir lufie. 1529 Moue Dyaloge iii. Wks. 225/1 Into
the one [wallet], .he putteth oiher fulkes faultes, and therein
he toteth and poreth often. 1553 Bradford Serm. Repent.
(1574) Dij b, Get thee Gods law as a glas to toote in. 1603
Sir C. Hevdon Jud. Asirol. iv, 140 While the Astrologer
toolelh vpward,and ex.tminelh in what signeis the Moone.
x^4 DoHERTY N. Barlow iv. 27 Let cheeky folk as come
wi' stools to toot Sit theer an' stare.

b. To look inquisitively ; to pry,
X390 Cower Conf \\\. 29 Riht so doth he, whan that he

pireih And toteth on hire wommanhiede. 1546 J. Heywood
Prov. (1867) 57 On my maydes he is euer tootyng. 1550
Latimer .SVrw. Stamford i. B ij b, Those obseruauntes
were spyinge, totynge, and lookynge, watchyrige and catch-
inge what they myghte heare or se against the sea of Rome.
1579 Si'ENSEK Sheph. Cal. Mar. 66 VVith bowe and bolts..
For birds in bushes tooting. 1593 B. Rich Greenes Newes
Eiij b, One..who was walking byliimselfe.pryingand toot-
ing in every corner. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. ii. 45 Nor
toot in Cheapside baskets earne and late To set the first

tooth in some nouell-cate. 1829 in Hunter liallamihire
Gloss. 1888 SheffieldGloss. ^ Toot, to pry into anything.

+ C. trans. To peep or look at ; to behold, view.
czaoo Trin. Coll. Hom. 211 Ech man l>e l>erto cumeS

pleie to toten, oSer to listen, o5er to bihelden. c 1394 P. PI.
Crede 1^2 Whow m^^t-tou in thine brol>er ei^ a bare mote
loken. And in l^yn owen ei^e nou^t a hem toten. Ibid. 219
panne turned y a^en, whan y hade all y-toted.

Hence Tooting ///. a., in 3 totinde, looking
out, peeping, prying, spying; protruding, sprouting.
a 1225 Ancr, R. 50 Vor nabbe ^ nout )iene nome..of

totinde ancres. 1593 Tell-troth's N. Y. Gift (1876) 33 If

there be any that hath a tooting head [of * horns '], and
would not haue it sene, let him keepe it secretely to himselfe.

c 1645-1676 [see Toting///, /i.).

[Note. Words app. connected with OE. tdtian^ t^tan,
ME. iotCy tHie, mod. toot, tout, are Du. tuit spout, snout,
MDu. trite nipple, pap, early mod.Du. (Kilian) tote, tuyte
horn, apex, cone, also tote nipple, teat, LG. tote point, teat

;

also MLG. ttite horn, funnel, LG. tUte, tUt spout, EFris.
tiite pipe, spout, snout, Cf. also ON. tuta * teat-like pro-

minence ' (Vigf.), tola teat, toe of a shoe, Norw. dial, tola
something projecting, as a spout ; Da. tud spout of a cask,
Sw. /«/, mod.Norw. tiit also snout, horn ; with many other
derivatives all pointing to an original sense of something
projecting or sticking out. Except Norw. tyte, ' to trickle

or ooze out ', the verbs appear only in Eng., where also the
special sense of ' look or peep out ' has been developed.]

Toot (t?7t), 2^.2 Also 6 tute, 6-7 tote, toote ;

6 towt, 6, 7-9 Sc. tout. [Known only from f 1510,

Cf. MLG., LG, mten, also Ger. ti4ten, Du. tuyten,

toeten to blow a hom
;

perh, originally echoic,

imitating the sound of a hom, etc. Not related

to ON. Pjdta to blow a horn, whistle (see Theoten,
in Ormin pfttenn, to howl); the Norw. tt^la^Sw.

tula. Da. tiide, in same sense, are perh. influenced

by LG. ,whence also the Kng. may have been taken.]

I. intr. 1. Of a person : To sound or blow a
horn or similar wind instrument. Also with exten-

sions, to toot it, to toot on, along, one*s way, etc.

1549 Chaloner tr. Erasmus' Moriat Enc. Hjb, That
foule musike, whiche a home maketh, being touted in. 1570
Levins Manip, 196/4 To Tute in a borne, cornucinire. 1693

J. H. tr. yuvenals Sat. x. 4 See here a Troop of Horn-
pipes toot along. 1698 Fhvek Acc. E. India ^ P. 108
Tooting with iheir Trumpets, and beating with their Drums.
1707 E. Ward Hud. Rcdiv. II. vi. vi. 7 These led the Van,
each crown 'd with Feather Tooting harmoniously together.

1709 Mrs, Manlev Secret Mem, I. 149 A great many of
'em. .can toot, toot, toot, it upon a Pipe. x88o Spurgeon
y. Ploughm. Pict. 2Q We can all toot a little on our own
trumpet. 1903 Daily Chron. 11 Nov. 4/5 The motor-car
. . tooting its way through London.

2. Ofa wind-instrument : To give forth its charac-

teristic sound ; to soimd.
£-1510 Kalender of Sheph. Ii. M vij b. Take hede of my

home, totynge al alowde.
^ 1595 Morlev tst Bk. Ballets xi.

C iij b, While as the Bagpipe tooted it. a 1800 Lord Bar-
naby xiii. in Child Ballads II. 250/2 O lady, I heard
a wee horn toot, And it blew wonder clear. 1894 Daily
Ncvys 12 Mar. 2/1 The guard's long tapering horn never
toots more merrily.

3. Of an animal : To make a sound likened to that

of a horn, etc. ; to trumpet as an elephant, bray as

an ass; spec, of grouse, to *call*.

1817 CoBBETT Wks. XXXIL 10 The trick answered very
well 'till the Ass began to bray, or toot. ^1835 Hogg
Ringan 9( May 39 The storm-cock touts on his towering
pine. 1877 Hallock Sportsman's Gazetteer 1 1 g The
Mooting' IS the call of the male bird. Ibid. 124 The
(pinnated) Grouse in the spring commences about April to
' toot ', and can be heard nearly a mile, 1890 Century Mag.
Feb. 613/] The elephants.. raised their trunks, and tooted
as no locomotive could toot.

b. Said oi a jjcrson, esp. a child : see quots.
1808-18 ^AMiEsoN, Tootj to make a plaintive noise, as

when a child cries loud or mournfully. 1847-78 Hacliweu. ,

Toot, to whine or cry«



TOOT.

II. tram. 4. To cause (a hom, etc.) to sonnd
by blowint; it. Also Iransf. of an animal.
t«8i FoUNTAiNHALL Dtcjs. (i75g) I. 1S2 .Suffering Brown

then preaching and praying, to be affronted by Iwys, who
touted honts. 1841 Faradav in B, Jones Life (t87o) 11.

131 At the call of the goat-herd, who tooled a cow's horn.
xi^Ceniury Mttg-.Fch. 61^/2 The elephant.. tooting his
trumpet as though in great frieht. 1899 /^«'^ Graphic 19
Aug. 7 The Monmouth's whistle was tooted vigorously, and
the passengers crowded her rail.

5. To sound (notes, a tune, e<t.) on a hom, pipe,
or the like.

1614 W. BeoWNC Shcph. Pipe ti. C vij b. He. .That sits on
yonder hill, And looteth out his notes of glee. £t66a F.
Semfill On Birth l\ittcess Mary^ But let those brasie pack
tout on.. They'll tout anuther tune 1 tnie. 1844 Barham
Ixg'l- Ltg. Ser. II. St. Aliys, With eight Trumpeters tooting
the Dead March in ^auL
6. To call out aloud, to shoot (something).
•S"* Stanyhiirst .,ff«« IV. (Arb.) 107, In this eare hee

towted thee speeche. 1^ Ubquhart Ralvlais If. xx. 14;
They to toote, Draw, give (page) some wine here reach
hither. 1756 Mrs Calderwood in Cottiuss Celled. (Maill.
Club) 149 Yoll will see them [beggars) standing at a door,
and totiting a Pater noster through the Iccy.hole.

b. To procl.iim lotidly ; to trumpet abroad. Sc.
<ii8io TANNAHiLLrivwi (1S46) 57 Ilk rising generation

toots bis fame, .\nd hun'er years tocome, 'twill be the same.
1887 SEHvrcK /'n Duguidnx. iv. 258 'I'hcre were plenty to
carry the news.. .It was tootit owre a' the kintra-slde.

Hence Tooting ppl. a., that toots, as a hom,
siren, etc.

i6s> Benlowes Thec/>h. xi. xxx, Still to h.ive toting Waits
nnseal thine eyes. 1668 .Shaiwcll .Sulltn Lovtri I. i.

Those rogues that.. upon their toting instruments make a
more hellish noise than they do at a play-house. 1909
Daily Chrim. 16 Sept. i/i No tooting whistles signalled our
departure.

Toot, -tout (t»t), v.^ Sc. and t/..V. [In Sc tout
(t«t^, in Anglicized spelling /col. Of obscure
origin, perh. orig. thieves' cant. Cf. Sw. (vulgar
or familiar) iiiia to drink grog; but this is perh.
from Eng.]

1. intr. ' To drink copiously ; to take a large
draught' (Jam.).
1676, <i 1700 [sec teatittg below], a 1774 R. Fergusson

Drink Ect. 64 At thee they loot, an' nev-cr spear my price.
1813 .A. CuNKiNcHAM SoHgs 7 She sat singing.. And tout-
llie at the rosie wine.

2. tram. ' To empty the vessel from which one
drinks, to drink its whole contenU' (Jam.). Const.
t>f, out, up.
a 1774 R. Fergi/ssom I.eitk Racts xiii, They'll ban fu" sair !

the time That e'er they toutit affthe horn. 1788 G. TfRM.
BULL /'.v/. Ess. 199 He leugh and toutit up the li(|uor Out

I

jl«» drap. 1811 C. Grav in Whitelaw iS*. Scot. Song 260
i

Tis sweet to tout the glasses out.

3. intr. To go on a spree : to make a night i

of it US. *
I

1890 GuTtTER Misx Sotwiy xvii, Sprecing, gaining, and '

tooting all night.

Hence Tooting, tou-ting vbl. sb., drinking,
toping ; in f touting-ten (ois. slang), a drinking-
boase.
i67« Coles Dut., Tauting-km, tavern-bar. a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Crcut, T<mtiHg-teH,3.Tiw<:m or Alehouse Bar.
Toot, too't, to't, coalesced form of to it.

S9* SiiAKS. Tarn. Skr. u ii. 195 Too't 11 Gods name.
160$ Chapman Alt FofUs Plays 1873 I. 170, I will not set
my hand tooL t6o7SHAKs. TimoH in. vi. 37 We (ball too'l
presently. i8a8 in Cravin Gloss.
Toot, toots, Sc. forms of Tut, tuti interj.

Tootanag, obs. form of Tltenao.
t Too'ter '. Obs. [f. Toot vy + -eb '.]
1. One who gazes; a watchman; a prier or

pcc|x.'r.

138a WvcLir/M. xxi.6Go,andputaloolere[i388lakereJ;
and what euere thing he sbal see, telle he. Itiid. lii. 8
The VMS of ihi looteres. l^ Latimer Strm. at Stam/orJ
L B ij b, Obseruantes, y* is watchers, loters, spies. 1583
Stvmrs Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 57 As these foolish starre
toolen promised. 1598 Florio, Bugigattoia, a. sneaker,
a pryer into comers, a tooter.

a. Something that projects ; in quot., a promi-
nent nose.
1*38 Shiri.ey Dulcei Mijtr. tv. i. Vol. Examine Imt this

nose. Scot. I have a toler. Vol. Which placed with sym-
nielry is like a fountain I' the middle of her face.

Tooter- (tw'taj). Also 7 to(a)tor. [f.ToOT».^J
1. One who tools, or plays on a wind-instrument

;

a trumpeter or piper.
1610 Thomas Lot. Dia., t^ocatis. .a looter, a piper. 1613

t irrcHER & RowLKv Maid in Mill 111. i, Hark hark 1 these
Toaters tell us the King's coming. 1633 B. Jomson Tail
lutv.y. Come, Father Rosin, wilh your fiddle now, As
two tall loters ; flourish to the masque. 1907 Daily Chron.
»9 Jan. 4/7 A tutor who tootled a (lute Tried to leach two
yiiung looters to tool.

2. A horn or other wind-instrument.
i860 O. W. Holmes Pro/. Brrak/.-t. viii, A boy.. loves lo

• 'H,"
«l"ash ; looters '. 1896 D. S. Meldrdm Grey Mantli

'SL I-'*
S'lard,' blowing It about like a IiLtsi on hb looter.

1B97 Kipling taftmns Courageous 169 ' Gimme tlic looter '.Uan took the im dinner-horn, but paused before he blew.
Tooth (t«J>), sb. in. teeth (t/)>). Forms : see

below, sense i. [OE. tdp, tdH (:-*lattb), Com.
Teut. and Com. Indo-Eur. ; OKris. tSth, tond
(NKris. tSth, EFris. tond) ; OS. land (MLG. tand,
tan, LG. tan; MDn. tant (</), Diu tond; OHG.
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zana, zan (MHO. zanl, zan, Ger. zahn); ON.
tpnn {x—taHpuz ; Sw., Da. tand, NNorw. tonn)

;

beside Gothic tunpus ; :—OTeut. *tanp- and */;<«/-
:-Indo-Eur. dent, dont, dnt, whence Skr. dan,
danta, Gr. b-iom (6-S6vt-s), L. Jens {dent-s), Olr.
dc't {*dent), \V. dant, Lith. daiitls. The termina-
tion agrees with that of pr. pples., whence Pott
conjectured an original *edoni-, pr. pple. of ed- to
eat; i.e. 'an eater'. OE. tJp was originally
a masculine consonantal stem, with dative sing, tep
{•-tipi), pi. nom. t,'p {.—*tipi~), gen. tjpa, dat.

tifum (in early ME. tofen). A rare pi. I^Pas after
masc. -IT stems also occurs. An umlaut pi. is

seen also in OFris. tetk, MLG. tene, LG. tdne,
OHG. zeni, MHG. zene, Ger. zii/tnc. In use the
plural is much more frequent than the singular,
and in some dialects the latter is sometimes
assimilated to it as ' a teeth '.

A double plural teetks was formerly (and is still dial.) used
in speaking of a number of persons; e.g. in spite 0/ their
teeths, pi. of in spite o/liis leetlt : see senses 4 d, 5.I

1. In plural, the hard processes within the mouth,
attached (usually in sockets) in a row to each jaw
in most vertebrates except birds (but also in some
extinct birds), having points, edges, or grinding
surfaces, and serving primarily for biting, tearing,
or trituration of solid foo<l, and secondarily as
weapons of attack or defence, and for other pur-
|x)ses; in singular, each of these individually.
In mammals usually consisting of dentine coated with

cement around the root and with enamel in the exposed
part ; but in some cases homy, chitinous, or osseous. In
some animals, also occurring on other parts, as the tongue
or pharynx. Also, applied to similar or analogous struc-
tures occurring in the mouth or alimentary canal in some
invertebrates.

Sing. I t<S« {dot. t«l5), 1-4 t6J> (3 topjj Orm.),
4-5 tojw, 4-6 toth, tothe, tuth

; 5 loop
(thothe, toyth, toeth, tuthe), 5-6 toothe ; 5-
tooth. (Also 6 touthe, .SV. twth, twith, twithe,
6-7 toath, 6- Sc. tuith. The shortened vowel m
Ormin's topp is anomalous : see Toth.)
0900 K. ^^LFiEo Laws c. 19 Selle hb ajen fore, to8 fore

te3. C97S Rusktu. Cosp. Matt. v. 38 Eje for eje toS for
lo|>. c xwtp Gen. * Ex. 4 1^8 D05 him lestede hise sijle brijt.
And euerilc to3 bi tale n^t a 1300 Cursor M. 23798 To

I

tell |>e solh, Bath me wanles lung and loth [r. r. to^, loH
[

138a Wyclif Matt. V. 38 It b said, Eije for cije, toth for
toth. <ii4agCi»'ior^. 6o4o(Trin ) A litil beest Of too)>is

' not vnfoulest. 1481 Caxton Reynard viii. (ArbJ 15 Olde
I wymen that.. had not one toeth in her heed. 1483 Cath.
\

^«r/- 398/1 A Tuthe, dens. 1530 Palscr. 282/1 Tothe,
dtnt. 1561 'Tl;aNER //<ri^/ 11. 107 b, Pylleloris is good for
lh« tuth ach if the luth be wasslied with vinegre. i6aa
Shelton Quix. (1746) IV. ii. 11 Meddle not with a hollow
Tooth. 1709-10 Steelb Tatter No, 127 r 11 She h.is not a
Tooth in her Head. t85a Thackeray Esmond i, ii. She was
lean, and yellow, and long in the tooth.

PI. \ t<SoJ», 1-4 tip, t6«, (fiat. I t<5t>um, -an, 3-3
-en), (3 tieth), 4 te))e (tebj)e, Sc. tetht), 4-5
tee)>, 4-6 teth, tethe, 5-6 teethe, teithe, 6
teath, (tithe), 5- teeth {Sc. 6- teith) ; also i

t6]HM, 6 tothes.

(7»S Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 1967 Suaedtr, butan to3um.
c8xs t'esp. Psalter iii. 8 ToeS synfulra au forSraistes.
< looo Life GutUac v. (1848) 34 Heora to|>as wa:ron gelice
horses twuxan. ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 104 Oft man
smea^ hwK)>er te)> ba:nene beon. c laoo Vices f, Virt. 19
Dar IS chiueringe of loSen. am5 Aner. R. 288 Hb le8
beo3 allriCf ase of ane wode do^ge. c 1990 .S*. Eng. Leg. I.

206/228 With kcne lieth al fuyrle. a 1300 Cursor M. 19354
Forlcne^r tethe {v.rr. Ie>|>e, te|7, teth, lcel>) to gnast.

'•37s Sc. Leg. Saints i. 25 Vilh hb tetht he waW haf
relyn sone. im> Gower Con/. II. 345 A furgh of lond, in
which a.rowe The teth of thaddre lie moste sowe. 1483
Catk. Augl. 3S0/2 To drawe oute Tethe, edentare. i486
Bk. St. Allans f vij, A Rage of the teethe. 155* Huloet
s. v., /7fM/f7jir/, full of teath, or hauyng many teath. 1577
Ir. Bullinger's Decades (isgi) 54[Tlieyl whet their teeth lor

|

anger. 1597 A. M. Ir. Guillemeau's Er. Ckirurg. biijb/2
!

These artiticiallcleethe aresometimcs madeoflvoryc. 1598
Q. Eliz. Plutarch XV. 3 Whan the think ther handz to slow I

tneadlothcrtithe. 1653 Walton Cow///. >4«c/rrviii.i66'l'hc i

Cwp is . . amongst those . . fish which . .have their teeth in their
ihroaL I70S Vanbruch Con/cd. i. iii, There's the woman
. .that sells paint and patches, iron.bodice, false teeth, and
all sorts of things, lo the ladies. i8iR Exatuiner 23 Nov.
752/2 Mrs. G. Gatehouse, in the loist year of her age;.,
cut her teeth about two years since. 187a Mivart Elem.
Anat. vii. (1873) 238 Our leelh are dermal structures.,
developed from the deeper layer or enderon. 1888 Rolleston
& Jackson Anim. Li/e 115 A.. lingual membrane bearing
transverse rows of teeth (in the snailj. Ibid. 217 'J'he three
muscular jaws., bear at their edges in the medicinal Leech
about 80-^ fine chitinoid teeth. Ibid. 348 New teeth in

succession to old teeth are either formed without limit of
numbers, as in most Pisces, Ampltibia, Reptilia, or are
restricted to a second set in some Mammalia.

b. Spec. An elephant's tusk (projecting upper
incisor tooth)^ as a source of ivory.

cioso Gloss, m Wr..WuIckcr ^j/a-j Ebumeus dens,
elpend tol». 1483 Caxton Cold. Leg. 73/3 The nauye..
brouht .. teeth of Olyphaunles. 1533 V.\.\ox Cast. Heltke
(1539) 70 The olyphantes tothe. i68ik. Knox Hist. Ceylon
21 But few [elephants] have Teeth, and they males onely.
i7_ao De For (Japt. Singleton vi. The grouncl was scattered
with elephants' teeth. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV. A/riea 325
Ivory is everywhere an evil thing. ..A very common way
of collecting a tooth is lo kill the person who owns one.

TOOTH.
o. In expressions referring to speech (now esp.

biting or angry speech).
a 1300 Cursor M. 13941 Sal yee na Icis here o mi loth.

13. . Cuy n ar-.i: (A.) 4385 pou lexst amidward J.i teh J4
^er-tore haue hou maugre|7. 1864 Tennyson Ayliners
tteUi 328 .So stammering ' scoundrel ' out of teeth that
ground As ma dreadOil dream. Mod. Hissing 'Traitor

!

'

through his clenched teeth.

2.7?f. or in figurative expressions: a. referring
to eating, esp. to the sense of taste ; hence often =
taste, liking (cf. palate). See also various phrases
in 8.

c 1386 Chaucer IVi/e's Prol. 449, 1 wol kepe it for yourc
oweiie tooth. 1435 Misvn Fire 0/ Lave 36 My toyth con.
tmuly to myrlh ol songe was chaungyd. 1355 Latimer in
Mrype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xxxvi. 103 For all theb
things make you the meter for Gods tothe. 1570 Lodge
De/. Poetry (Hunter. CI.) 8 Will you haue all for yon owne
tothe ! 1C98 Lodge & Greene Looking Glasse G iij. The
bmilh and the diuel hath a drie tooth in his head. 1615
Kr. \ls\.\. Contempt., Old Test. xi. vii, A wanton tooth
IS the harbinger to luxurious wantonnesse. 1634 Ilnd

,

N.T. IV. IV, Well did Herodias know, how to fit the tooth
other paramour. 1675 Cotton Scoffer Sco/i 6 And keep
the best o' th' meat (forsooth) For your own Worships
d.linty tooth ! 1704 J. Pitts Acc. Mohammetans ix. (1738)
210 He had a great Tooth for the Dey-ship. 1851 BecHs
Florist Sept. 213 What a tooth for fruit h.-is a monkey 1

b. referring to biting or gnawing ; hence tJenot-
ing a hurtful, hostile, destructive, or devouring
agency or quality. See also various phrases in III.
1546 Phaer Bli. Cliildr. (1553) A ij, It b impossible to

auoide the teethe of malicious enuy. 1603 Shaks. Meas.
/or M. V. i. 12 It deserues. . A forted residence 'gainst the
tooth of lime, a 1659 Osborn Ess. ii. Wks. (1673) 560 Out of
fear of the Iron.teeth of the Law. 174a Gray Eton 66 Jea.
lousy withranklingtoolh. <ii7«s YovNaStafesman's Creed,
Records thiit defy the tooth of time. 1816 Bvron Prisoner
o/Cliillon ii, Ihat iron is a cankering thing. For in these
limbs its leelh remain. With marks that will not wear away.
1874 D. Gray Poet. Wks. 89 Tis April, yet the wind retains
Its tooth.

II. 3. trans/. A projecting part or point re-
sembling an animal's tooth ; esp. one of a row or
series of such. a. As an artificial structure, in an
implement, machine, etc. ; e. g. one of the pointed
projections of a comb, saw, file, rake, harrow, fork,
etc.; a prong, tine; oneof the series of projections
oil the edge of a wheel, pinion, etc., which eng.ige
with corresponding ones on another ; a cog.
S>3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 24 If the rake be made of grcne

woode, . . the tethe wyll fall out, whan he hath mooste
nede to them. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's llusb. 11. (1586)
106 b, (These) doe more fill the teeth of the Sawe. 1591
Percivall Sp. Diet., /"««,.. the tooth of a combe. 1611
CoTCR. s.v. AUochoHS, The teeth, or toothing, of a wheele,
in a clocke, &c. 1639. *"• Brugis tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 169
But iron is never.. brighter Ihan when it hath been under
the sharp teeth of the file. 1680 M oxon Mech. E.rerc. x. 189
A great Iron Wheel, having Teeth on its edge. 1793 Statist.
Acc. Scott, VIII. 48 The teeth, or wooden pins [of a harrow]
must be made long. 1807 Robinson Archxol. Gr.Tcaiv.xv.
412 Anchors were made of iron, and furnished with teeth,
. . fastening to the bottom of the sea. 18J9 Nat. Pliilos. I.

Mechanics 11. vii. 27 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.) The cogs on the
surface of the wheel are generally called teeth, and those on
the surface of the axle are called leaves.

b. As a natural structure, in animals, plants,

etc. ; e. g. the odontoid process of the axis vertebra

;

a projecting point in the upper mandible of the bill

in certain birds (cf. Dentirostbb) ; each of a row
of small projections on the edge of one valve of the
shell in some bivalve molluscs ; each of the pointed
processes on the margin of leaves or other parts in

many plants (cf. Dkntate), or of those forming the
peristome of the capsule in mosses ; also, generally

,

a projecting point of rock, etc.

1694-1815 [see Axis' 2]. c 1711 Petiver Gazophyl. vii. 63
A small rugged Shell.. .Its Navel small wilh a Tooth or
Knag in Iheilouth. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants I, 253
Cal(yx]. Cup I leaf, concave, but expanding, with 5 teeth,
pernL-inenl. 1847 Carpenter Zool. iv. § 361 Its (the upper
mandible of a bird Of prey] edge b notched, so as to form a
kind of projecting tooth on either side. Ibid, xviii. § 932
This hinge [in the shell of a bivalve mollusc] is sometimes
formed . . oy a number of little projections or teeth, which fit

into corresponding hollows in the opposite valve. i86x
Miss Pratt Fl<nvcr. Plants IV. 88 (Toad-flax), .capsule
swollen,, .opening by valves or leeth. 1871 L. .Stephen
Player. Eur. v. (1894) 125 Great rocky teeth, sti iking up
through their icy covering, like the edge of a saw. 1887

J.^ Ball Nat. in S. Amer. 210 The long stiflf leaves, edged
with sharp teeth.

c. An accidental jag or uneven projection at the
edge of something.
i6ia Brinslf.y Lud. Lit, 29 You may make your pen ol

the best of the quil, & where you see the cleft to be
the cleanest, Sc without teeth.

d. A rough surface on paper, canvas, etc., such
as to enable pencil-marks, colours, etc. to adliere

;

a roughness made by a toothing-plane on surfaces

to be glued together, to promote adhesion of the

glue. (Only in sing.)
x8ix Set/ Instructor 525 The tooth or grain of the paper

catching the crayons in dots. 1884 Century Mag. XXIX.
205/2 'The substance worked upon being commonly rough
paper, 10 the ' looth * or burr of which the color partially
adheres. 1894 Maskelvne Skarps if Flats 232 [It] is

roughened by rubbing it wilh coarse glass paper. 'I'his

gives it a kind of _ ' looth '. 1906 R. C. Bavlev Compl.
Pliotogr. 382 A polished sheet of copper.. has its surface

18 -a
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treated in some way to give it a very line grain or tooth..

.

Fine bitumen diist is generally employed.
e, //. The lower zone of facets in a rose-diamond.

1877 in Knight Diet. Mcch.
*• /^' fis* A ship's guns. Naitt. slang.

1810 B. SiLLiMAN yrnl. Trav. (1820) III. 291 The ship
had no teeth, as the sailors sa^, when they moan great guns.
1833 Marrvat p. Simple xlvi,They were, .large schooners,
..showing a very good set of teeth. 1840 \V. S. RIayo
Kaloolali ii, There's at least three rows of teeth beneath
that mass of spars.

in. rhrases,

4. In the teeth, in (one's) teeth, a. In direct

(local) opposition or attack ; in the teeth of, in

direct opposition to, so as to face or confront,

straight against.

1397 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8404 Ourlord . . I^e smoke \zX \\\\ made
. . R^t in hor owe let? bigan bom euene sende. 1581 A. Hall
Iliadww. 138A Hector, who no lesse desires to nieete them in
the teeth. 1669 Sturmy Mariturs Alag.x. ii. 18 The Wind is

right in our teeth. 1737 Whiston yosephus. Wars iii. x.

§ 5 Others, .met the enemy in the teeth. 1833 L. Ritchie
Wand, by Loire 160 They . . had run into the teeth ofa heavy
barge full of armed men. 1892 Emily Lawless Grania II.

7 He..had run across in the teeth of the rising gale.

b. In the teeth of^ in direct and manifest opposi-
tion to, in defiance of, in spite of.

179a Gouv, Morris in Sparks Lifi ^ Writ. (1832) II. 160
State necessity will be urged in the teeth of policy,
humanity, and justice. iBtS Scon //rt. Mid/. xxii(i], In no
civil case would a counsel have been permitted to plead his
client's case in the teeth of the law. 1847 L. Hunt yar
Honey x, (1848) 128 Why do you continue to live here, in

the teeth of these repeated warnings? 1885 Laiu Times
13 Junen3/i A judge has no right to enter judgment in the
teeth of the finding of a jury,

c. In the teeth of, in presence of, in the face of;
usually implying hostility or danger ; threateningly
confronted by.
1825 Lamb Etia Ser. il Barbara 6"., They were in fact in

the very teeth of starvation. 1867 Parkman Jesuits N.
Amer. xxvii. (1875) 381 His post was in the teeth of danger.
1876 Blackmore Cripps i, The Carrier scarcely knew what
to do in the teeth of so urgent a message.

d. To cast (one) in the teeth with (something),
later to cast (a thing) /*// one's teeth (see Cast v, 65),

t/(7 hit (one) in the teeth loith (obs.), to throw in
(one's) teeth : to reproach, upbraid, or censure
with ; to bring up in reproach against. (In quot.

1596 to throw in (one's) teeth = to send or direct

defiantly against: cf. 4b, 6b.) Also in similar

phrases expressing reproachful or defiant utterance.

1535 CovERDALE Matt, xxvii. 44 The murtherers also
that were crucified with him, cast the same in his tethe.

1548 Patten £',r/^(/..SV^//.Pref.bivb,Take it not that I hit
you here in the teeths with oure good turnes. 1581 Pettie tr.

Guazso's Civ. Conv. in. (15B6) 147 Some, .will not sticke to
hit him in the teeth, that he was the sonne of (etc.). 1596
Shaks. I Hen. IV^ v. ii. 42 To Armes, for I haue thrown A
braue defiance in King Henries teeth. 1614 Day Dyall
Ep. Ded., Caius of Cambridge did twit us in the teeth with
some of our Founders here in Oxford that had been them-
selves Cambridge Men. 1619 W. Whateley GotVs Husb, ii.

(1622) SI He giueth to all liberally, and hittcth no man in
the teeth. 1640 Sir \y. Boswell in Abp. Ussher's Lett.
(1686) App. 27 The main things that they hit in our teeth
are, our Bishops to be called Lords. 1694 F. Bragge Disc.
Parables xiiL 441 This neglect of family-devotions is often
thrown in our teeth. 1819 Keats Otfto \v. ii. 105 In thy
teeth I give thee back the lie! 1830 Tait's Mag. XVII.
441/2 Perpetually throwing in the teeth of the second wife
the unrivalled virtues., of the first.

6. In spite of {despite, maugre, etc.) one's
teeth : notwithstanding one's opposition or resist-

ance ; in spite of one, in defiance of one. Now
rare exc. dial,

c 1230 Hali Meid, 47 He ;arke5 |?e unjwnc hise teS be
blisse & te crune of cristes icorene. 13.. K. Alls. 5840
(Bodl. MS.) He . . maugre |7e teej>of hem alle Sette his rigge
to |jewalle, £1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/ Ayvion iii. 86 He
putte theym to flight, inagre their teeth. 1549 Latimer
^nd Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 73 A greate man keepeth
certaine landes.,and wilbe hyr tenaunte in the spite ofhyr
lethe. 1551 Robinson tr. Mere's Utop. u. viii. (1805) 260
Spyte of there tethes wrestynge owt of theire handes the
sure and vndowbted victory. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel.

in Holinshed II. 115/1 Which perforce and maugre of his
teeth compelled him to retire with shame. 1586 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr, Acad. 1. (1594) 414 Compelling him.. to be
liberall in despite of his teeth. 1596 Danett tr. Comines
V. XV. (1614) i6g Constrained them spite of their teeths to
depart the towne. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus'* Ann. iv. ix.

(1622) 103 Noble men which maugre thy teeth mount to au-
thority. 1689 Hickeringill Cerevtony'Monger iiL Wks.
1716 II. 482 Let the People go whistle, they are their
Feeders and Pastors in Spight of their Teeths. 1712 Ar.
buthnot John Bullw. vii, [We] will go on with the Law-
suit in spite ofJohn Bull's teeth. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 74/2
Pleasing herself before his very eyes, in spite of his teeth.

6. To the teeth, a. So as to be completely
equipped; very fully or completely, in armed to

the teeth ; so entrenched up to their teeth,
\

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2707 pey wern y-armed in-to ^ tej?

& araid we! for J>e fi^t. 14. . Lybeaus Disc. 460 All yarmed
10 the teth. 1708 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857) VI. 328 The
French, .are intrench't up to their teeth. 1845 toKuIiandbk.
i'/«i«i.xL43 Everybody in Spain travels armed to the teeth.

b. To (one*s) teeth, to the teeth of: intensive of
*to one's face'; directly and openly; defiantly;

also, so as directly to face, confront, or oppose.
1542 Udall Erasm. ApopJi. 319 Cicero mocked hir to the

harde teeth with sembleyng thathegrauutedhirsaiyng[etc.].

1583 MELBANCKEP/i/V^'^/w/wi L iv b, Though I praise you
to your teeth. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 57 That I shall
Hue and tell him to his teeth; Thus diddest ihou. 1677
VV. Hughes Man o/Sin ni. iii. 79 Which, .plainly gives
them the lye unto their Teeths. 1680 Otway Caius Mariits
1. i. Now Romes last Stake of Liberty is set, And must l>e

push'd for to the Teeth of Fortune. 1724 Dk Foe Mem.
Cavalier 11. i8g The Foot .

.
, coming close up to the Teeth of

one another.., fought with great Resolution.

7. Tooth and nail (orig, ivith tooth and nail),

. advb. phr. : lit. with the use of one's teeth antl

nails as weapons ; by biting and scratching: almost

I

alvvaysy?^., in the way of vigorous attack, defence,
'\ or action generally ; vigorously, fiercely, with one's

: utmost efforts, with all one^s might.
i

1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. in. xxii. (1573) 193 They
i

won Id faine kei>e them as long as euer they might, euen with
tooth and naile.

_ 1562 Winjet Cert. Tract, Wks. (S.T.S.) I.

16 Contending with tuith and naill (as is the prouerb). 1568
V, Skinner tr. Montanus* Inquisition 46 b, To perswade
them tooth and naile, not to cleaue vnto that doctrine. 1579
W. Wilkinson Confut. Familye 0/ Loz-e 51 M. Harding
fighteth for it tooth and nail. 1651 Cui.i'EprER Astrol.
Judgem. Dis. (1658) 118 He will helpe it forward with
tooth and naile. 1692 L'Estrange Josephus^Antiq. xv. xi.

(1733.) 4'3 Salome and her Faction were Tooth and Nail
for dispatching her out of Hand. 1719 D'Uki-ev Pills IV.
156 She flew in her Face Tooth and Nail. 1827 Scott
Jrnl. 26 July, To-morrow I resume the Chronicles, tooth
and nail. 1892 Huxley in Life (1900) II. xviii. 312, I am
ready to oppose any such project tooth and nail.

aitrib. 1900 Century Mag. Feb. soy/i The tooth-and-nail
fight to which liiey and their children were condemned.

fb. So with teeth and all, Obs,
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. viii. vi. § 2 Even with teeth and

all they that favour the papal throne must hold the contrary.

8. Various jilirases.

ta. To have the teeth cold, to have cold at the
teeth, to suffer hiin.i;t;r, go hungry tobs.). b. From the
teeth forward(s or outward(s (also j/jw/Zy from one*s
teeth, and eilipt. teeth outward(s), formally or feignedly,
in profession but not in reality (opp. \o from the hearty
tc. To hide one*s teeth,^^^ to conceal malice or hostile
intention under a show of friendliness (opp. to to shoiv one's
teeth) {obs.). td. To love the tooth, to be fond of
eating, to be an epicure {obs.). e. To set one*8 teeth,
to press or clench one's teeth firmly together from indigna-
tion, or fixed resolution as in facing danger, opposition, or
difficulty; hence /tg. or allusively, see also Set v. 95.
f. To show one's teeth, ///. to uncover the teeth by
withdrawing the lips from them, esp, as a beast in readiness
for biting or attack; n&w./ig, to show hostility or malice, to
behave in a threatening way. g. The teeth water,
a variant of the mouth waters : see Mouth j^. 2 c (? obs^.

a. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/.^sop \\. xv, Suche weren fayre
gownes and fayr gyrdels of gold that haue theyr teeth cold
at home. Ibid. iv. xvii. He that werketh not..shal haue
ofte at his teeth grete cold. b. 1570-6 Lambarue Peramb.
Kent (1826) 420 They met. .and from the teeth forwarde

,

departed good friends againe. 1588 J. Udall Diotrcp/tes
(Arb.) 27 Manye of them like vs but from the teeth outwarde. I

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. Ixxxviti. 459 They love not (one I

another], or but teeth outward. 1815 J. Hogg Let, 28 Feb., '

in Lockhart Scott xxxvi, To be friends from the teeth for- !

wards is common enough. c. i7i4T.ELLW0ODin Li/ez^o
The Goaler . . hid his Teeth, . . putting on a shew of Kindness.

;

d. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 543 Meates..
greatly sought for by these that love tne tooth so well,

j

e. 1599 Shaks. Hen. F, \n. i. 15 Now set the Teeth, and !

stretch the Nosthrill wide. 1672 Dkyden ^larriage-a-la-
\

Mode Epil. 28 You.. set your teeth when each design fell

short. 1823 ScOTT Quentin D. xxxii, * If this should prove
truth *, said the Duke, setting his teetb, and pressing his

heel against the ground. 1839 Geo. Eliot A. Bcde xxxvii,

She set her teeth when she thought of Arthur : she cursed
him, xSto Morris Earthly Par. II. 111. 350 Her teeth
were set bard, and her brow was knit. f. 1615 J. Cham-
berlain in Crt, 4" Times Jas, /(1848) I. 361 It were to no
purpose to show our teeth unless we could bite. 17x0
O. Sansom Acc. Life 330 He somewhat appeared at the
Sessions at Wantage j shewing his Teeth in what he could;
and thereby discovering what lodged in his Heart against
us. 1742 Young Lmie F'ame i. 17 When the law shews
her teeth, but dares not bite. 1837 Carlyle J^r. Rev, II. 1. i,

Such Patriotism as snarls dangerously and shows teeth. .

g. 1600 Holland Livy vii. xxx. 269 At it their teeth water,
,

that most goodly and beautifull cittie will they either
destroy, or be LL. thereof themselves. 1698 Farquhar
Love <V Bottle v. i. Oh, my little green gooseberry, my teeth
waters at ye! 1724 Littleton Lat. Did. (ed. 5) s-v.. It

makes my teeth water. Salivam viihi vtovet. [1879: see
tecth-xvatering in 9 b.]

h. For other plirases see the words involved, as !

To take the bit in one^s teeth (Bit sh^ 8 d), to carry a bone
;

in the teeth (Bone sh. 14b), colCs tooth (Colt sb. 8), to cut '

one's teeth (Cut v. 38), to set the teeth on edge (Edge sb, 4), ,

to grimi one's teeth ((5rind v} 10), to have the run ofone's
teeth (Run sb. 32 b), by or with the skin 0/one's teeth (Skin
J*''- 5 g)» « ^ojcet tooth (Sweet a.). For to lie in jne's teeth,

see I c.
I

9. attrib. and Comb., ns tooth-dint, -dye, -extrac-

tion^ 'point, -stainer, -stump; tooth-bred^ -chatter-

ing, -extracting, -like, -setting, -shaped, -tempt-

ing adjs. ; with many others of obvious meaning,
j

Special combs. : tooth-ax, ' a stone-cutters* ax
the edges of which are divided into blunt teeth' I

{Cent. Diet, Suppl.) ; tooth-back, a moth of the
i

family Notodontidve, or its larva, which has a tooth-

like prominence on the back ; so tooth-backed a, ;

tooth-bearer = Odontophore ; f tooth-blanch, !

a substance for whitening the teeth, a dentifrice
;

tooth-blookj a block forming part of a machine
for moulding in sand the iron teeth of a gear-

wheel ; tooth-bone, (a) = Dentine
;
(i) the bony

substance or ' cement ' of the teeth ; tooth-chisel,
a chisel with a toothed or serrated cutting edge,
used by stone-masons ; tooth-cleaner, a machine
for dressing and finishing tlie teeth of cog-wheels
(Knight Diet. Mech, Suppl. 1884); tooth-comb,
a small-tooth comb ; tooth-coralliue = Sektula-
RL\; tooth-cress ^ TooTHWOiiT 3 ; tooth-doctor,
a dentist ; tooth-edge, the sensation of having the
teeth * set on edge * (see Edge sb. 4) ; tooth-fern,
a rendering of Odontopteris , a genus of fossi^ ferns

;

tooth-fever, fever accompanying teething ; tooth-
flower, a name for Dentella repens, a small cree|>-

ing licrb found in Australia, Polynesia, etc.,

having a tooth-like process on each petal of the

flower ; tooth-forceps, a forceps used by a dentist

for extracting teeth; tooth-germ, tlie 'germ* or
growth of tissue from which a tooth is developed

;

t tooth-iron, ?an instrument for extracting teeth ;

tooth-ivory = Dentine; t tooth-key, a dentist's

instrument, turned like a key, formerly used for

extracting teeth ; tooth-mark, a mark made by a
tooth in biting, or transf. by an edged tool ; so

tooth-marked a. ; tooth-mill, a dentist's drill-

stock or drilling-machine ; tooth ornament,
Arch, a kind of ornament or moulding suggest-
ing a tooth or teeth : = Dog-tootu 3 ; f tooth-
paiu == Toothache ; tooth-paste, a paste used
for cleaning the teeth ; tooth-plane = Tootuing-
plane ; tooth-plate {Dentistry) ^ Plate sb. 4 f

;

tooth-plugger, an instrument for filling or stopping
decayed teeth (Knight 1884) ; tooth-powder, a
powder used for cleaning the teeth, a dentifrice

;

a\so attrib., as tooth-powder box ; t tooth-proof a.,

having teeth of tried strength or efficiency (cf.

Pkoof a, i); tooth-puller, one who extracts

teeth ; tooth-pulling, extraction of a tooth or

teeth ; tooth-pulp, the soft cellular tissue around
which the hard parts of a tooth are dcveloi>ed, and
which fills the cavity of the fully formed tooth

;

tooth-rail, a tramway rail having teeth or cogs;
tooth-rake, f (a) a toothpick {obs.)

;
{b) a rake with

teeth ; tooth-rash, an eruptive disease incident to
infants when teething ; tooth-ribbon, the lingual

ribbon or odontophore of certain molluscs ; tooth-
root = TooTHwoRT I ; tooth-sac, a sac or hollow
structure of connective tissue, within which a tooth
is developed ; tooth-saw {Dentistry), a fine

frame-saw for sawing off portions of the teeth

(Knight 1877) ; f tooth-scrape {obs.)^ tooth-
scraper, an instrument for scraping the teeth, as a
toothpick, or a dentist's instrument ; tooth-set a.,

set with teeth, having tooth-like projections;

t tooth-shaken a., having the teeth loosened, as

by age ; tooth-soap, a preparation for cleaning

tlie teeth ; tooth-stick, t {a) a dentifrice in shape
of a stick; (^) a stick used for cleaning the teeth ;

tooth(ed)-violet ^ Tootuwort i ; tooth-wark
(now dial.) [cf. Head-wark], toothache (cf. teeth-

work in 9 b); tooth-wheel, a wheel with teeth,

a toothed wheel, cog-wheel ; tooth-winged a. ,

having the wings toothed or notched on the outer

margin, as certain butterflies ; tooth-work, {a)

ornamental work resembling teetli ; ip) work done
with the teeth, i. e. eating {nonceuse) ; tooth-
wound, a wound inflicted by the tooth of an animal
(cf. teeth-wound in 9 b) ; f tooth-wrest : see quot.

See also Tooth-brush, -pick, -shell, etc.

187a Wood Insects at Home 470 A family of Moths called
Notodontida;, or •Tooth-backs. isSsHiciNsyMw/wj'A't^w/fw.
clator 260/2 Denti/ricium, . . touth powder : tooth sope,
or *tooth blanch. 1857 Dunglison Med. Lex. s.v. Tooth,
The ivory of the tooth or Dentine,, .proper tooth substance,
bone of the tooth, osseous substance of tooth, "tooth bone.
1878 T, Bryant Pract. Surg-. I. 557 The portion of the case
that forms the root or roots is covered by ' crusta petrosa

'

or tooth-bone. 164a A. Ross Mel Hcliconium (1643) 68
And then the Dragon, he did wound And all bis *toothbread
sonnes confound. 1887 Rioer Haggahd Allan Quaterw.
73 A *tootli-chaltering cook. 1889 Stevenson Master oj
B. 80 Alone, .in this tooth-chattering desert. 1893 IVestm,
Gas. 24 Apr, 4/3 The force was a mere *toothconib in the
face of the rioters. 1903 Sat. Rev. i Nov. 556/1 The rake
with which Mr, Nield gathers together his authors isavery
tooth-comb. 1873 Dawson Earth ^ Man iv. 73 The
Sertulari« or *iootli-coral lines. 1863-79 Prior Brit. PI.,

*Tooth-cress, or Tixyih-WoX^t,.. Dentaria bulbifera, 1767
S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 300 'Tis the celebrated
*tooth-doctor—he takes out your old teeth without any
pain, 1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iii.

312/1 Adding to crude or branch lacquer, about 5 per cent,
of the *tooth dye (haguro) used by women. 1794 E.
Darwin Zoon. I. iii. 22 The disagreeable sensation called
the *tooth-edge. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Piseases iv. 89
In such patients. ,*tooth extraction . .may prove a dangerous
matter. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coal fr Coal-mining 37 The
Odontopteris, or *tooth-fern. 1788 Charlotte Smith
Emmcline (1816) IV. 179 The child was very ill once with
a "tooth-fever. 1884 Miller Plant-n.^ *Tooth-fiower,
Australian, Dentella repens. 1844 Dufton Deafness gi
A pair of * tooth -forceps was..employed. 1841 PennyCycL
XX. 460/2 The number of successive *tootb-gernis. .behind
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the. .functional teeth. 1483 Cath. Angl. 398/1 A *Tuthe
yren, dentaria, xB^i Manteix Fitrijact. \\\. § 5. 255 The
central body of dcnirne or 'tooth-ivory. 18*7 N. Arnott
Physics I. 247 The *tooth-key is an instrument found in

many hands. 1835^ TodiCsCycl. Anat. I. 312/1 A •tooth-

like process on either side [of the bill]. 1839 liAiLEy Festus

ix, (1852)09 The toothhke aching rum of the body. 1889

C. C. R. Upfor the Season^ etc. 53 A "tooth-mark left me
by her black-and-tan. 1831 Trelawnv v4(/t'. Younccr Son
I. 52 Buttered toast, half eaten, ami * tooth-marked. xSra

Thomson & Iwt Nat. Phit. I. 1. § id^ The dentist's •tooth-

mill is an . . illustration of the clastic universal flexure joint,

184a OV// Eug. ^ Arch, Jml. III. 2/1 A narrow lancet

opening, having the * tooth ornament in the hollow sur-

rounding the same. xS9a Chbttle Kimlr-harts Dr, (1841)

30 The only remedy for the *tooth paine, either to haue
patience, or to pull them out. 1857 Dusci.ison Med. Lex.

^

*'I\octh\ FastCy Dentifricium. 18*3 P. Nicholson Fract.
Build. 246 'ITie *Tooth.plane is fitted with a blade or iron,

on the steel side of it covered with rakes or small grooves.

18B0 M. Mackrnzie Dis. Throat <V Nose I. 411 Teeth, real

or artificial, or 'toothplates, become loosened during sleep.

15^ Ace. Ltf, High Treas. Scot. V'lII. 89 Ane stoppetl to

kelp the kingb grace 'twithe pulder. 1823 J. Badcock
Dow. Amusetn. 25 As a tooth-powder, nothing can exceed
the virtues ofch.ircoal. xl^ Gayton PUas. Notes 111. v. loi

Tlie-.more crusty meats lell to Sancho's sh.ire, who was
•tooth-proofe. 1839 J. Brown Lett. (1907) 46 A good
*tooth-pullcr can pull with any key or claw. 1850 Thacke-
kav FendeHHis txi. No more than ^tooth-pulling, or any
other pang, eternal. 1854 R. Ow en Skel. ^ Teeth in Ort^s
Circ. Se. I. Org. Nat. 265 The primary basis of the tooth,

called * *toolh-puJp '. 186a Smiles Engineers III. 85 Mr.
BlenkirLsop of Leeds, in iSii, took out a patent for a racked
or *toothraiU 1585 Higiks Junius* Nontenclator ^xiji
Dentiscalpium. . .Curedent, A tooth scraper.or "looth-rake.
c 1830 Pract. Treat. Roa<is 17 in Lilfr. Use/. Kmnvl.t llusb.
Ill, Scratching it [the surface], with a tooth-rake regularly
alt over, as occasion requires. i8i8-so E. Thompson CuIUh s
Nosol, Method., (ed. 3) 321 Strophulus con/ertuSy sometimes
called the rank red gum and the *tooth rash. 1883 J. G.
Wooo in Cd, Words Sept. 603/2 The still more curious
* 'tooth-ribbcm ' set with iLs hundreds of hooked toothlets.

1S90 Billings Nat. Med. Dict.y ^Tooth-sac, connective-
tissue structure enclosing the dentine germ and enamel*
organ in the f'ctal development of the teeth. 155a Hlloet,
'Tothscrape instrument, dentiscalpium, 15S5 'Tooth-
scraper (see tooth-rake\. i860 Mavne Expos. Lex.^ Tooth-
scrapcr. i860 Artist ^ Craftsman 125 The *tooth5et edge
of those eternal hills. i6<o Bulwer Anthropowet. 140
Tooth-drawers and "Tootn-setting Chyrurgions. 1549
CiiAumxR Erasm. on Folly ¥ ij, %Wincied, •tothcshaken.

.

90 dcsyrous yet of life. 1674 Josselyn l^'oy. New Eng. 185
The Women are pittifullj^ Tooth-sh^iken. 1837 ^* '^i'^'*

Bot. Lex* ^cf-z Peristomium.. consists of a circular and
double row of line and *tooth-shaped substances. 1607
TorsELL Four./. Beasts (1658) 401 That excellent powder,
for the scowring and clenung of the teeth called 'Tooth-
soap. 176s Golosh. Cit. Iv. tii. Your nose-borers, feet*

swathers, 'tooch-stainers, eye-brow-piuckers. ty*^ MS.
Accounts in N. ^ Q. 7th Ser. VII. 30/1 Disbursed at
London, .asilver *tooth-stick, 8//. 1859 R. F. Burton Centr,
A/r. in Jrul. Geog. Soc, XXIX. 323 Some of the more
avilijxd have learned.. to use a toothstick. i8te Catal.
Intemat, Exhib.^ Brit. 11. No. 35331 Improved *tooth-stump
instrument. 1634 Fowldes Homer s Batt. Frogs * Mite
Bv, No "tooth-tempting fare, 1863-79 *Tooth-Violet [see
tooth-cress]. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentius) 567
A m.-in sa discsyt..Of 'tuth-wark. i86a Cnta/. Internat.
Exhib. II. XII. 2 A scries of shaftings and 'tooth-wheels.
1891 Cent. Dict.y *Tooth-winged. 1681 Grew Musxunt
\. vt. i. 133 The ridges also of the rounds are wroagfat
with "Tooth-Work. E899 Syd. Soc. Lex.,*T\o<fth\wcuHds,
wounds inflicted by the teeth of animals which do not owe
their gravity to poison, but to the Ulceration of the tiaues.
1706 PiiiLUPS (cd. Kersey), ^Tooth'Wrest^ an Iiutmmcnt to
draw, or pull out Teeth.

b. Combs, with the pi. Uetk (most of which
have corresponding forms in tooth- : see above), as

tectk-ache (=s Toothache), -brush (=» Tooth-
brush), -ckoHer^ -ihattering sb. and adj., -dints

(double pi. of iooth'dint)j -edging a, (setting the

teeth on edge), -filings -gnashing sb. and adj.,

grinding adj., -iike adj., -ntark, -platty -pulps

(double pi. of tooth-ptilp)^ -waiering (cf. phr. the

teeth water in 8 g), f -'^vind (? a wind meeting one
in the teeth), f -work (« tooth-wark)^ -jvound.
1890 P. H. Emerson Wild Li/e xxii. 96 For 'teeth,

ache we rub the inside wi' rum. 1651 Verney .Mem. (1S94)
III. y} A gift of the new Paris luxury—' the Teeth lirushes
and boxes . 1751 Smollett Per. Pic, (i77«;) HI. Ixxx. 63
Waiting-women . . who clean your teeth-brtishes. 1834 Tait's
Mag. I. 43/2 He has managed to get up a masterly "teeth-
chatter. 1796 CoLERllKX Blossom 1st Feb. 3 This dark
.."teeth-chattering month. 1887 Rider Haggard Allan
Quaterm, 91 He nearly aroused the Masai camp with
teeth-chattering. 1839 Bailey /Vi/wj xviii. (1852) 241 The !

foul fiend's 'tceth-ditits maybe seen. i6c^ Florio Mon-
\

taifue II. xii. (1652)336 That sharp, harsh, and 'teethedging
notte that Smiths make in filing uf bt.Lssc. 1807 Mary
KiNCSLRY W. A/rica 477 'l"he *teeth.filing I think un-
dotiUedly does arise from this, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo

j

Pott. Wks. 1721 III. 90 •Teeth-gnashing Envy at the
Saints above. 164a A. Ross Mel Heliconium (1643) 175
•Teeth-grinding anger, with ficrte-glowing eyes. 1884

|W. S. B. McLaren Spinning (ed. 2» 6 Seeing the *teelh-
!

like edges which thus catch the fingers. 18^ R. Blakr-
BOROUCH Wity etc N. Riding Yorks. 202 'Teeth-marks <

were found on . . part of their body, looo Edin. Rev. Apr.
363 Their works Dear tlie teethmark of their own age. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med, HI. 346 A badly fitting artificial

•teeth.plate. 1859 J- Tomes Dented Surg. (1873) ^ The
depth of these Ix^ny cells is only suflicient to contain the
developing teeth and 'teeth-pulps. 1879 Calderwoou
Mind »f By. 273 That result known as ' 'tecth-watcring ',

which may be described as a reminiscence of taste, a 17^
T. Jk>STON Crook in Lot (1863) 45 What a sad,thing must it

then be to lose this <*teelh-wind for Immanuers land! c 1440

141

Thornton MS. If. 176 (E.E.T.S.) A charme for |>e •tethe
worke. i8sS Kane Arct. Expl. II. xv. 164 Five were
scarred by direct •teeth-wounds of bears.

Tooth (t«])), V, Forms : see prec. [f. prec]
1. inlr. To develop, grow, or * cut ' teeth ; to

teethe. ? Ohs,
eri4io Master 0/ Game \\\. (1904) 32/1 pel tothen \^r,

tochen; MS. Digby 182 tetlij ii tymes in be yere whan fH:i

be whelpes. ^1440-1796 [see Toothing i].

2. trans. To furnish or supply with teeth ; to fit

or fix teeth into ; to cut teeth in or upon, to indent.
1483 Cath. Attgl. 398/1 To Tuthe, denture, 1513 Fitz-

iiERB. Husb, § 24 Than maye he. .tothe the rakes withdrye
wethy wode. 1611 Shuttlctuorihs* Ace. (Chethani Soc.)

196 ^faking thre huckes and toothing nyne steles, xv**.

1^45 Arde^ron in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 170, I toothed two
Pieces of Brass, .to fit each other. 1833, 1884 [see Tooth-
ing 3J. See also Toothed.
3. To exercise the teeth upon ; to bite, gnaw.

Also absol,

1579 GossoN Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 19 The Syracusans vsed
such varietie of dishes.. they were many times in doubt,
which they shoulde touth first, or taste last. 1858 H. W.
Beecher Li/e Th. (1859) 32 The pragmatic prophecy-
monger and the swinish utilitarian have toothed its fruits

and craunched its blossoms. 1871 R. Ellis Co/z/Z/mj xxiiL

4 Each for penury fit to tooth a flint-stone.

4. To fit or fix into sometliing by projections

like teeth, or in the manner of teeth, a. irons,
[167a : cf. Toothing a b.] 1703 T. N. City <V C. Purchaser

51 Tis common to Tooth in the stretching (jouise 2 Inches
with the Stretcher only. 175(3 W. H. Marshall W. Eng-
land {i-jq/b) IL 341 By toothing the one into the other. -the
whole settles, .into one corporate mass. x888 Law Rc/>.y

Weekly Notes "JTi\ Tlie defendant., might use it., by putting
a lean-to against it, or by toothing a door support into it.

b. intr, for pass. To interlock.

1703 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. 260 Whereas if the Header of
one side of the Wall, toothed as much as the Stretcher on
the other side, it would be a stronger Toothing. 1865
Masson Rec. Brit, Philos. 321 The one [mind] might have
a conviction that it toothed at some points into the inde*
pendent constitution of the other [matterl.

Tootliaclie (t«*)>i^ik). Forms : see Tooth sb,

and AcuE sb. ; also 4-7 -ake, 6 Sc, -aike, -^aik,

7-9 -aoh. An ache or continuous pain in a tooth

or the teeth. (As a malady, commonly the tooth

ache down to 19th c. See The 8.)

1377 Lancl. P, pi, B, XX. 81 Coughes, and cardiacles,

crampcs. and totbaches. f 1489 Csxion Sonnes 0/Aymon
ix. 215 The Kyng..sayd he had the tooth ache. ((1585
Montgomerie Flyting 321 The phtiscik, |>e twith^aik [r'.r.

toothaike], \x tittis, and ^ tirritlis, 1509 Shaks. Much Ado
III. iL 21, I haue the tooth-ach. IbiA. v. i. 36 There was
neuer yet Philosopher, That could endure the tooth-ake pa-
tiently. 1649 Jer. Taylor^/. Exemp. in. Disc xvi. 56 Some
persons used certain verses of the psalter as an antidote
against tooth-ach. 17x1 Aodisoh Sped. No. 7 f 4 She lay
ilT of the Tooth-ach. ax77|| Tuckkr Lt. Nat. (18^4) if,

581 Engaged at home by a violent toothache. X791 Burke
App. Wfugs Wks. VI. 221 A charm for the tooth ach. 1887
Times 26 Aug. 7/4 All that is the matter with him b a fit

of toothache.

b. altrib. y usually denoting something used as a
remedy for toothache, as toothache speii, tincture

;

tootbaohe-grasfl, a N. American grass {Ctenium
americanuni) having a very pungent taste ; tooth-
ache-tree, (d) name for several N, American
species of the genus Xantiioxylon^ having pungent
aromatic fruit, esp. X, fraxineum, also called

prickly asA; {b") the similar N. American Aralia
spinosa^ also calletl angelica-tree.

x6i6 Svlvestkk Tobacco Battered 6^^ It is but like some
of our Toolh-akc .Spells, Which for the present seem to ease
the Pain. X730 NIortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 428
Zanthoxylum spinosum,., the Pellitory or Tooth-ach Tree.
i860 Mavwe Expos, Lex., Tooth-ache Tree, a common
name for the tree Aralia spinosa. x86o Worcester,
Toothache-grass.

!

Hence Tootha^ohy a, {colloq.\ affected with '

toothache. So Too'tb-a^ohing, aching of the

teeth, tot)thache.
\

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 7. 3/2, I was taken With a
|

viTent Tooth-aching. 1838 I^i>v Granville Lett. (1894)
II. 269 Toothachy and tired, I have been writing this letter. <

_x> El. Glyn Visits Elizabeth (1906) 72 That is how she
,

got the toothachy look.

X900 ]

^ot th

Tooth and egg, obs. corr, of Tutenag, rinc.

Tootllbill(tK']),bil). The tooth-billed pigeon.
186a [sec nextj.

Tooth-billed (t«->|bild), a. Ornith. [See

Billed.] Having one or more toolh-like projec-

tions on the edge of the bill ; dentirostral or

serratirostral.

Tooth-billed bmoer-bird^ a rare Australian bower-bird,

Scen^ceus deiitirostris. Tooth-billed pigeon, Didunculns
strigtrostris, of the Samoan Islands.

186s Wood Hlustr. Nat. Hist. II. 5^3 Tooth-Klled Pigeon.

. .The whole contour of the T(X>ih-bili is remarkable. 187a

CoUES N, Amer. Birds 223 Oiduncultda: consists of the

only less singular tooth-billed pigeon, Didunculus strigi-

rostris. X90S Westm. Gaz. 18 Nov. 7/2 The didunculus,

or tooth-billedpigeon, ..ifnativeaccountsaretobe believed,

. .has only saved itself from extinction by changing its habits

in one of the islands.

ToO'th-bxmsh. A small brusli with a long

haiiillCf used for cleansing the teeth,

[i6sx, X751 : see teeth-brush. Tooth sb. 9 b.] 1690 Wood
Li/e (O.H.S.) HI. 319 (Bought] toothbrush [of) J- Barret.

1807 J. Bekesford Miseries Hutu, Li/e 236 While you are

TOOTHER.
waiting, .for a fresh supply of tooth-brushes. 1844 W. H.
Maxwell J.>oWj ,'^ Adv. Scotl. ii. (1855) 35 My chattels
are safe,, .even to a tooth-brush.

b. atlrib,^ :s.'i tooth-brush handle; tooth-brush
moustache {humorous\ a bristly moustache

;

tooth-brush tree, a name for Salvadora persica^
from the use of its twigs for cleaning the teeth.
x886 Fenn Master Ccrem. i, That \vi% was an old tooth-

brush handle. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. Salvadora, S. Fcrsica
_. -in India furnishes kikuel-oil, and from the use of its twigs
is sometimes called toothbrush-trec. 1904 Daily Chron.
31 Aug. 4/4 Clothes of outlandish cut, toothbrush mous-
tache.

Hence Toothbrushy a, notue-wd,, resembling
a tooth-brush ; bristly.

15)04 'A. Hope' Double Harness xiii. His toothbrushy
hair had.. more than usual of its suggestion of comical
distress.

Too*tli-draw:er.
1. One who ' draws ' or extracts teeth ; a dentist.

Now contempttious,

"393 Langl. /'. /'/. C. VI!. 370 Of portours and of pyke-
porses and pylede to|>-drawers. C1440 Promp. Parv, 498/1
Tooihe draware, edentator, x5a9 More Dyalogc \\. Wks.
194/2 Sainct Apoline we make a toth drawer. x6oi Sir W,
CoBNWALUs Ess. II. xHii. (1631) 199 To heare Tooth-
diawers or Rat-catchers sweare themselves the best in the
world. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 291 Enough to make a
Tooth-drawer, or Corn-cutter passe for a generall Physitian.
X833 _L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 40 The only rumbustious
individual in the whole crowd was an itinerant tooth-drawer.

2. A dentist*s instrument for extracting teeth.

"597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaus Fr, Chirurg. zqf-z We must
gently and easyly criLshe the tooth-drawer together. 1694
Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11.(1711) 123 He hath two Claws before^
..somewhat like the Phangs of a Tooth-drawer.
So Too'th-drawinffr sb, extraction of a tooth or

teeth ; adj. that extracts teeth.
x6io Healey St. Au^. Citie of God 120 The third,

Sonne to .^rsippus, .. first inventor of.. tooth-drawing. 1764
¥00^ F. Mayor o/G. i, You blood-letting, tooth-drawing,..
glistering . X779 Warner in Jesse Seiwyn ^- Contemp.
(1844) IV. 260 The tooth-drawing must have been a curious
scene, i860 Thackeray Lovel vi, My bleeding, bolusing,
tooth-drawing rival.

Toothed (t«))t, poet. t«'}>od), a. [f. Tooth sb.

or V. + -ED.] Furnished witli teeth (or a tooth).

1. lit. of an animal : Having teeth ; with defin-

ing words, Having teeth of a specified kind.
X3.. K. Alts, 5392 (Bodl. MS.) Hij weren toJ>ed als a

man. X4X3 Pilgr, Soivle (Caxton) 11. xlv. (1859) S": Sorntne
of them were tothyd as boores. xS9a Shaks. Vch. ^ Ad,
1117 Had I been tooth'd like him, I must confesse, With
kissing him I should haue kild hint first. x66x Lovixl
Hist.Amtn,ff Min. Introd.,The teeth are wanting in some,
others are toothed. x86o Wraxall Li/e in Sea i. 3 The
Cetacea are subdivided into the 'toothless* and the ' toothed '.

b. fig. cf. Tooth sb. 2. rare,

1584 13. R. tr. Herodotus t. 63 The basest sorte of yonkers
that were not so deyntely toothed.

C. Jig. * Biting *, pungent, corrosive. ? Obs,
i6s8 Feltham Resolves 11. [i.] Ixi. 175 Dab it with nqtta

fortis, toothed waters, and corroding Minerals. 1675 V.
Ai,sop Anti-sozzo \\. 65 Those Severe and Toothed Satyrs
wherewith he has Torn and Lasht poor Honest Men.
2. Having natural projections or processes like

teeth ; dentate ; indented
;
jagged : esp, of leaves

or other parts of plants; also of the bill of birds,

the margin of shells, etc.

Toothed vertebra, a name for the axis vertebra, from its

tooth or odontoid process {Syd, Soc. Lex, s. v. yertebra).

X387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) II. 383 Perdix. .took a plate

of iren..and made it i-to^ed as a rugge boon of a fischc.

x6xo SiiAKS. Temp. iv. 1, 180 Through Tooth'd briars, sharpe

firzes, pricking gosse, & thorns. X796 Withering Brit,

Plants (ed. 3) III. 679 Leaves smooth, notched and acutely

toothed. iSox Pai.ey iVa/. Tluol. xWx. §3 (1819) 221 The
middle claw of the heron and cormorant is toothed and
notched like a saw. 1859 W. S. Coleman WoodlantisiiZ^S)

37 The leaves.. douI>ly toothed at the edges. 1895 Oracle

Encycl. I. 594/2 The wing-margin is denticulated or irregu-

larly toothed.

3. Made or fitted artificially with teeth or tooth-

like projections : sptx. of a wheel, cogged.
Toothedornament {Arch.) ~ tooth-ornament : ToothjA 9.

1387 [see 2]. IS73 Tusser Husb. (1878) 37 .\ barlie mke
toothed. XS77 GoocE Heresbach's Husb. 42 They holde

their Icafl hande full of Corne, and..with toothed Syckles

they cut it. 164X Milton Auimadv. i. Wks. 1851 HI. 191 A
toothlesse Satyr is as improper as a toothed sleckstone, and
as bullish. 1797 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 3) I. ^2/2 The toothed

wheel D, fixed on the axis EF. xSig
J.

Smith Panorama
Sc. ^ Art 1. 163 The ribs were often enriched by the toothed

ornament. X834-6 Uarlow iti Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII.

101/2 A toothed wheel is generally understood to be one iti

which the teeth are cast or cut on the wheel itself, forming

one whole. x86s Hickman Goth. Archit. 204 An ornament
almost as peculiar to the Decorated style as the toothed orna-

ment [is] to the Early English. 1905 Westm, Gaz. 20 June
4/2 The protest, .against the use of the spring toothed-trap.

4. Comb.y as toothed-billed ( = Tooth-billed) ;

also fre<i. as the second element in parasynthetic

combinations, as buck-toothed, sweet-toothed,
xuaFiTZHERB. Husb. § 136 A graffynge sawe..very thyn

and tbycke tothed. 1670 Narborough Jnil. in Ace, Sev.

Late Voy. i. (1694) 64 They are smooth and even toothed.

X706 S. Sewall Diary 25 Dec, I bought me a great Tooth'd
Comb at Dwight's. 184X Penny Cyil. XXI. 416/2 The.,
tribe oK Dcntirostres, or toothecf-billed birds.

Toothenague, -aque, obs. ff, Tutenag, zinc.

Too'ther. [f. Tooth z^. + -kb1.] One who
makes the teeth of saws ; a machine for doing this.



TOOTH-FEE. 142 TOOTHWOBT.
1881 Imtr. CcHius derks (1885) 45 Saw Making : Parer.

Toother. Backer,

ToO'th-fee. [t-iteral rendering of ON. tann-fi,

f, i^itn, tann- tooili +yt* money.] A j^ift to an

infant on culling its first tooth, a custom mentioned

in Old Norse, and still observed in Iceland (Vig-

fusson). Also too'th-gift, -money, -piece.

1851 Thorpk North. MythoU I. 25 Alfheim was j;iven to

him (Freyl by the gods as tooth-money. 1868 G. Stkphens
Funic MoH. II. 538 This fine GoUt-bracteate. .was probably

a Tooth fee or Birthday gift. Ibid. 529 It would seem to

have been struck as a Birth-day- or Tooth-piece for some
highborn child. 187S R. B. Andkkson Norse Myihot. 445
Alfheim was given him as a tooth-gift. 1884 York Powell
in Academy 23 Feb. 12S/2 What Signmnd gave his sou was
a sword, imon-tauk, a very fittiug tooth-fee, or name-gift, to

one who was to live and die in arms.

Toothful (t«Kiil), sb. [f. Tooth sb, + -ful 2.]

///. As much as would fill a tooth ; a small mouth-

ful, esp. of liquor.

a 1774 Fergusson Drink Ed. 69 Tho" lairds tak toothfu's

o* my warming sap. i8ax Joseph the Bk.-Mati 132 When
Joseph landetl, A potent toothful he commanded. 1839
Fraser's A/a^.XlX. 474 Wiping each platter, so as not to

leave One toothful of the garlic sauce Ijehind. 1883 Mrs.
RiDDELL Pr. Wales' Garden-P. 115 If he would l>e per-

suaded to take a toothful of brandy before beginning the

evening's diitii!S.

Toothful (tz<-I)ful), a. [f. Tooth sK + -pul i.]

1. Full of teeth ; having many teeth, rare.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1, iii. B34 Our mealy grain.,

being covered by the tooth-fuU Harrow.

1 2. I'leasant to the taste : «= Toothsome. Obs.

i6aa Massincer & Dekkkr Vir^.-Mart. v.i, What dainty

relish on my tongue This fruit hath left ! Some angel hath
me fed : If so toothfull, I will be haiiqucted.

Tooth-gift: see TooTH-FER.

Toot-hill (t»*t,hil). Also 4 tote-, 4-5 tute-,

6-8 tout-hill. Preserved in many forms tooi-j

ioie-j tot-, tut- in place-names. [ME. tote-hill,

f. TooTz?.! (or j/!'.l) + Hill.] A natural or artificial

hill or mound used for a look-out place ; a promi-

nent liill ; = Toot sb^- i. (In quot. 1250 a place-

name.)
[1*50 Pat. Roll 34 Hen. III^ m. i Concessimus. .quod

ilia feria que consuevit esse in eorum cimeterio apud West-
mon.-tsterium..fit singulis annis apud Tothtiir.]

138a WvcLiF 2 Sam. v. 7 Forsothe Dauid took the tote

\v. rr. toot, tute) hil [1388 tour oQ Syon ; that is the citee of
Dauid. — Isa. xxi. 8 Vpon the toothil of the Lord I am
stondende. C1440 Promp. Parv, 498/1 Tote hylle, or hey
place of lokynge, conspicillum. 1483 Cath. Angl. -yiZfi A
Tute hylle, aruisium tno>darium. i53'-3 Durham llouseh.

^>t. (Surtees) 181 Pro factura unius muri circa le toythyll

5s. lod. 1535 Goodly Pryiner (1834) 163 Sion by interpreta-

tion signifieth a tout-hill, or a place where a man may see

far about him. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xvirr. vili.

118 A certaine high Barbican or Toot-hill [specula].^ 1827

HoiXisoN Northumbld. 11. I. 286 uote^ In a field, a little to

the north-east of Hartington, there is a small conical hill-

apparently natural, but artificially terraced, which is called

the Tote-hill. 1886 Cluster Gloss., Toot Hill, prop, name,

a steep bill near Alvanley. 189^ O. HESLor Northumbld.
Gloss., Tiiihill, 7V/ir-/i///, an eminence. Of frequent occur-

rence in place-names. The Tutliill-stairs in Newcastle
ascend the eminence (called Tout-hill in Bourne's map, 1736)

from The Close to Clavering Place. . . I n old formal gardens

a tout-hilt was an artificial mound formed for the purpose

of commanding a prospect.

Toothing (t^'pig), vbl.sb. [f. Tooth sb. or

1. Development or 'cutting' of the teeth, denti-

tion : = Teething vbL sb. i. Obs. or rare.

c 14^ Pallad. on Ilusb. i. 665 As seek ar they [peacocks]

as childron in lothynge. 1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 323
Toothing of Children is about the seventh Moneth. 1^96
E. Dakwin Z(7t7«. 11.51 The pain of toothing often begins

much earlier than is suspected.

2. A structure or formation (natural or artificinl)

consisting of teeth or tooth-like projections; such

teeth collectively; dentation, serration.

161X CoTGR., Alloclwns dun rouet, the teeth, or toothing,

of a wheele, in a clocke. 17S3 Baker in Phil. Trans.
XLVIII. 122 The toothing in the middle thereof almost
proves that part to have been the palate of some animal.

1845 LiNiJLEY Sell. Bot. i. (1858) 9 If the toothings are. .like

those of a saw, the leaves are serrate. 1872 Coues N, A mer.

Birds 256 A toothing of the under mandible.

b. spee. in Building. Bricks or stones left pro-

jecting from a wall to form a bond for additional

work to be built on ; the bond or attachment thus

formed ; the construction of this. Also^^.
xf^^% Phil. Trans. VII. 4081 In the first Wall there are

Stones in toothings, from the top to the bottom. 1674
Blount Glossogr., Toothing, the working in of Bricks in a
party-wall. 1769 H. Malden in Willis& Clark Cambridge
(1886) I. 490 On the outer wall, may be perceived Toothings,

where the Building was formerly joined. 1841 Civil Eng.
ff Arch. Jml. IV. 395/1 Regular half brick toothings were
inserted, at intervals of 2 feet 3 inches apart.

3. The process of forming teeth or serrations; the

furnishing (of a saw, etc.) with teeth.

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 56 The toothing [of a
sickle) is effected by a small well tempered chisel and a
hammer. 1884 C. G. W, Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. ni.

287/1 After toothing comes hardening [of saws].

4. altrib, and Comb., as loothing-coiirse^ -stone

(see 2 b) ; toothing-plane, a plane having the

iron almo»t upright, with a serrated edge, used to

score and roughen a surface ; sec Tooth sb. 3 d.

1703 T, N. City ^ C. Purchaser 51 Lay it on the last Tooth-
ing Course to bear it. 1847 Smkaton Builder's Man, 95
Made somewhat rough with either a rasp or toothing-plane.

187s Bkasii Eccl. Archit, Irel. 18 The chancel has disap-

peared ; toothing-stones . . show it to have been 1 2 ft. wide.

Toothless (t«"Jjles), a. Forms : see Tooth sb.

[See -LKSS.J Having no teeth ; destitute of teeth.

1. lit, a. Tliat is naturally without teeth; not
developing teeth, b. Having the teeth still un-
developed ; that has not yet cut its teeth, c.

Having lost the teeth, as from age.
1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. vi. ix. (Bodl. MS.), pe norise

. .chewith mete in hire owne inow)?e and makcl^ it redie to be
tobeles child, ibid. xvni. xviii. (ibid.), Bestes Jjat bej?

toi>eIes in l^e ouer iowe. c x^^Promp. Parv. 498/1 Tootheles,
for age, edentatus. Ibid., 'J'ootheles, fcr 5ungthe. 1581
DERRicKE/w/n^tf ofIrel. (1883) ig Let the toothlesse crabbed
(jueane boyle in herowiiedespight. 1673 HicKKRiKCiLLCrt;^.
h\ Greyb. 185 A toothless dog bites not much more than a
dead dog. 1784 Cowpkr Taskiv. 8r Teeth forthe toothless,

ringlets for the bald. 1810 SoutheV Kchama xiii. xii, The
Tygress leaves her toothless cubs. x88o Gunther Fishes
170 The toothless buccal cavity is surrounded by a semi-
circular upper lip.

2. trans/. Destitute of toolh-like formations or

projections ; not jagged or serrated,

181Z Ne7u Hot. Card. I. 8 Follicles oblong, acuminate,
ttx)thlcss. 182a J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 153 The aper.
ture[ofthe shellj long, narrow, toothless. 1883 Gd. Words
Aug. 505/2 There are grooves of the portcullis still, but it is

toothless now.

3. Jig. Destitute of keenness or 'edge*; not

biting or corrosive; alsoy!^.

1593 Nashe Four Lett. Con/ut. Wks. (Grosart) 11. 203
Poore secular Satirist.. that with the toothlesse gums of his

Poetry so_ betuggeth a dead man. _ 1597 Bp. Hall (title)

Virgidemiarum, Sixe Bookcs. First three Bookes, Of
'I'ooth-Iesse Satyrs. 1650 Baxter Saints' R. in. ii. § 14.

295 If a drunken . . Preacher did. .read the Common Prayer,
or some toothless Homily, instead of a searching . . Sermon.
(11764 Llovd Epist. to C.ChunhillVo^t. Wks. 1774 I. 86
No toothless spleen, no venom'd critic's aim. i88a Mrs.
Oliphant Lit, Hist. Eng. I. 312 The 'Lyrical ballads',

at which every toothless critic sneered.

t b. loosely. Tasteless ; not toothsome. Obs.

1679 Jane Serni. at St. Margarets 11 Apr. 17 This.,
renders all his most exquisite pleasures toothlessand insipid.

Hence Too'thlessly adv. ; Toothlessness.
\6^\Cclestina iv. 49 That toothlessiiesse of the gummes.

1855 H. Spencer Princ, Psychol. (1872) II. vi. vL 62 In the

infant, toothlessness coexists with the power of developing
thirty-two teeth at maturity. 1891 Harper's Mag. Sept.

537/1 Toothlessly smiling.

Toothlet (t«-])let). [f. Tooth sb, + -let.] A
small tooth or tooth-like projection ; a denticle.

x8oo Misc. Tr, in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 264/2 Calyx very
small, tubular, five toothed ; toothlets short. 1884 W. K.
Pakker Mammal, Descent vii. 177 Notched. .into eight
or nine toothlets like a comb.
Hence Too'thleted a., denticulate.

x8i3 Ne2V Hot. Card. 1. 47 The other [stems] having the
bases of the p«tioles toothleied. 1845 Lindlev Seh. Bot. vi.

(1858) 74 Leavts heart-shaped, with 5 angles, toothlelted.

Tooth-money : see Tooth-fee,

Toothpick (ttt'ppik). Forms : see Tooth sb.

;

also 5-6 -pike, 6 -picke. [See Pick sb.^ 5.]

1. An instrument for picking the teeth : usually

a pointed quill or small piece of wood ; sometimes
of gold, silver, or other material.

1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Sc*t. I. 81 Twa tuthpikis of gold
with a chen^e. 1538 Klyot, Nitella^ a toothe jiike [1545
tothe pykar]. .Sometyme it signlfyelh elegancy in speche
156a 'I'uRNER Herbal \\. 34 b, Stickes and strawes and other
tooth pickes. 1579 N. C. Wills (Surtees) II. 93 To M""

Roberte Toutte a tothe pyke of silver. 1635 Swan Spec.

M. ix. S 1 {1643) 450 Of these [porcupine] iiuills men make
wholesome tooth-picks. 1775 Black in Phil. Trans. LXV.
125 Stirring it gently with a quill tooth-pick. 1873 Doran
Ladyq/last Cent. xi. 298 A welcome which extended.. from
the manufacturer of toothpicks to the writer of an epic poem.

2. A name for the umbelliferous plant Ammi
Visnagay the hardened rays of the umbel of which
are used as toothpicks : also called Spanish iooth-

picky toothpick bishop-weed (see 6 b).

1598 F1.0KT0, BisocutOt the hearbe toothpick, or chernill.

1760 J. Lee Inirod. Bot. App. 330 Tooth-pick, Daucns.
1884 Miller Plant-n.^ Ammi Visnaga, Spanish Tooth-
pick, Tooth-pick Bishop's-weed.

3. //. Splinters, small elongated fragments,

'matchwood*: in hyperbolic phr. smashed (etc.)

into toothpicks.

1839 Makrvat Phant. Ship ix, The. .ship will be beaten
into toothpicks. 1899 Daily News 9 Mar. 5/3 The Pavonia
tried to lower a boat, but it was smashed into toothpicks on
the ship's side.

4. A bowie-knife : also Arkansas toothpick.

U.S. slang.

1867 l^oWELL />/^/<T7tJ P. Ser. n. i, 151, I didn't call but
jest on one, an* he drawed toothpick on me, An' reckoned
he warn't goin' to stan'no sech doggauned econ'my. x88i

A. B. Greenleaf Ten V, in Texas 27 With. .an Arkansas
' toothpick ' suspended to a raw-hide belt buckled around
their waists.

5. A very narrow pointed boat, slang.

1897 Y..\viASG Captains Courageous iv. 104 'You should

see one o' tkem toothpicks histin up her anchor on her spike

outer fifteen-fathom water '. ' What's a toothpick, Dan ?
'

'Them new haddockers an* herrin' boats'. 1909 J. Dal-
ziEL High Life in Fast 201 The Magistrate got smartly

into his 'toothpick', the attendant boat-boys, .gavehim care-

fully the necessary offing, he swung forward on hb sculls.

6. attrib. and Comb, a. attrib. or as adj., f a)
in rctierence to the use of the toothpick as an idle

occupation
;

{b) denoting objects of harrow and
pointed shape.
1761 Churchill A^/V^^^ 109 Or if in tittle.tattle, tooth-pick

way. Our rambling thoughts with easy freedom stray. 1767
S. VKXv.R^iO^ Another J'rav. II. 168 To enjoy uninterrupted,
listless, toothpick ease. x88o ' Mark Twain ' Tramp
Abroad I. 235 A heaped-up confusion of red rw.fs, c|uaint

gables, . . toothpick steeples. 1895 .S. B. Kknnedv in Outing
(U.S.) XXVII. 6/1 (SheJ gave me the go-by for a patent
medicine drummer with tDuth-pick shoes. ''

b. Comb.y as toothpick-box, -case ; toothpick-

shaped adj. ; toothpick bishop-weed (see 2) ;

+ toothpick chervil = j>rcc., or allied species.

1866 Treas. Bot. 51 *Tooth-pitk Bishop weed, A[mmi\
Visnaga, is so called on account of the use made in Spain
of the rays or stalks of the main umbel. These, after

flowering, shrink, and l>ecoine so hard that they form con.
venient tooth-picks. 1669 R. Montagu in Buccleuch MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 448, 2 knives, a *toothpick-box,and
a tiremoelle. 1684 Loud. Caz. Na 1972/4 A *tooth pick
Case of Black wood, lipt on Ixjth ends, and at the opening
with Silver. 1578 Lvte Dodoens v. i. 615 This herbe is called

. .in Spayne, Visiiai^a :.,it may be called 'Toothpicke Cher-
uill. 1905 \V. Ii. Geil VankcL- in Pigmy Land v. 64 We
tramped pastmany trees armed with long, white *toothpick-

shai>ed thorns.

Too'th-pixker. tl. *= prec. i. Obs.

1545 Rates Custome House bjb. Ere pikers or tothe
pikers of bone the groce xiid. 1591 Vvomo 2nd Fruites
61, I praie thee giue me a little stick, or a tooth picker.

1655 CuLrEPi'ER Riverius vi. ii. 134 To preserve the Teeth,
first dense ihein wit h a Tooth-picker of Mavtich Wood. 1707

I

Mortimer //tfj^. (1721) II. 185 Lentisc isa l»eautiful ever-

green. .; it makes the best Tooth-pickers in the World.

2. One who picks the teeth ; in first quot. used

of a bird which was fabled to pick the teeth of the

crocodile; in second quot. with allusion to this.

i6ia Webster White Devil iv. iii, Away flies the pretty

tooth-picker from her cruell patient. ai6S3 G. Danwl
/dylt, iii. 37 The Civetts of an Officer, Whose Tooth-picker,

like ye Officious Bird Betrayes him Sleeping.

ToO'th-pixkuig, ^. ricking the teeth ; /g.
careless, nonchalant : cf. Toothpick 6 a (a).

1814 L. Hunt Feast ofPoets, etc (1815) 63 Here we have
the plainest, tooth-picking acknowledgements, that Charles
was a pensioner of France.

Tooth-piece : see Tooth-fee.

ToO'th-shelL The long tubular shell, in

shape like a tooth or tusk, ofany gastropod mollusc

of Dentaliuni or other allied genus ; also the

mollusc itself, b. False tooth-shell, the similar

shell (or animal) of the molluscous genus Ca'ca,

or the family Cascidse. C. ' In Australia, the shell

of Marinula pelluciday a small marine mollusc

used for necklaces* (Morris Austral Eng.).
("17X1 Petiver Gazophyl. vii, 65 Small English Tooth-

shelf. . . It's smooth, white, and somewhat crooked with pur-

plish Tips. 1777 Bennant.Z'W. IV. 127 Denialium, tooth-

shell. 1850 Sliss Pratt Comm. Things Sea-side v. 314
The old shell of the mollusk, commonly called Tooth-shell

{Dentalium enialis), ..so common on our coasts, shaped
like a small horn. 1879 E. P. Wright Amm. Life ^48
The Tooth-shells are animal feeders, devouring foramini-

fera and minute bivalves

Toothsome (tK-psz'm), a. [See -some ^.J

1, Pleasant to the taste, savoury, palatable : cf.

ToOTH sb, 2 a.

c 1565 Sparkk Sir y. Haivkins\ 2nd Voy. (HakL Soc.) 46 Wc
. . found water, which although it were neither so toothsome
as running water. .yet did we not refuse it. 1584 Cogan
Haven Health cc. (1636) i8g Vineger, that is not onely
toothsome, but wholesome also. 1604 E. G[rim5TONeJ
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xviiL 263 The Patattoes, which
they eate as a delicate and toothsome meate. X7M Cheyne
Eng. Malady ill. iv, {1734) 340, 1 began to find a Craving.,
for more solid and Toothsome Food, 1899 K, Callow
Old Lond. Tav. iL 286 Hard to please if they cannot select

something toothsome from the menu.
b. Jig. or in^^. context : Pleasant, * palatable*.

1551 T. Wilson Z(»^/-if(i58o)8^Speakingthin^8snothing
toilsome, a 1568 Coverdale Carrying Christ s Cross iv.

59 Seeing our phisician..(Iesus Chr^'st I meane) telleth vs

that it is veri wholsome, howso euer it be toothsome. 1648

in Rushw. Hist. Coll. iv. (1701) II. 1047 Your only News is

not very Toothsom but it may prove wholesom. 1805 J.
Ramsay Scot. ^ Scotsm. in iSt/i C. (188S) I. 287 Elegant
and toothsome sermons were most in request.

2. Having a * dainty tooth
'
; fond oi savoury food.

1837 R, NicoLL Poems (1842) 95 She kent na, douse
woman I how toothsome was he. 1848 Lvtton Harold vii. 1,

The Earl is a toothsome man.

1 3. Resembling a tooth ;
* biting ', sharp. Obs.

1601 T. MoBLEY Madrigales, etc. Ded., Whose malice
(being as toothsome as the Adders sling).

Hence Too'thsoznely cuiv. ; Too'thsomeness.
x6ia T. Taylor Comm, Titus ii. 1. (i6ig) 336 Others

stand so much vpon toothsomnes of their meate. x88o
M KS. Rollins NetoEng, Bygones 12 Here . . apples mellowed
toothsomely under^ the matted grass. X887 Besant Tht
World went xxxvii, I live sufficiently, and.. with tootli-

someness.

Toothwort (t«']7wwjt). [f. Tooth sb. + Wobt.]
Name given to several different plants.

1. Lathrma squamaria (N.O. Orobanchcuefv), a

leafless fleshy herb, parasitic on the roots of hazel

and other trees, bearing a double row of flesh-

coloured drooping flowers, and h.iving tooth-like

scales upon the root-stock.



TOOTHY.

iW Gerarde A^/y<?a/ II!. clxiii. 1386 Great Toothwoorth,

or Ciownes Liingwcx>rt..tn forme like vnto Orohanche, or

theHroome Rape,., hauing a tender, ibicke, tuberous, .bodie,

consisting as it were of scales like teeth (whereof it tooke

his name). 1778 G. White Seibonte 3 July, Lathraea sqttam-

tuaria, tooih-wort. 1905 E. Step IViUi Ftaxvers I. 23 John
Ray died exactly two hundred years ago, but the Tooth-
wort still flourishes in We>thumble I^ue [Micklehani].

f 2. A name for Shepherd's-purse, CapscUa Bursa-

pastoris. 0/fS. rare. «

1597 in Gkbarde //fr^/App.
3. A plant of the genus Deniaria (N.O. Cruci-

ferx)^ characterized by tooth-like projections upon
the creepinj:j root-stock ; esp. the British species

D. bulbifcra^ occurring locally in woods ; also

called carolwort.
1668 WiLKiNS AVa/C//*ir. 11. iv. § 5, 100 Dames Violet,

Double Rocket Tooihwort. 1678 Phillips (ed 4), Tooth-
wori, a son of Herb, called in Latin, Deniaria. 1786
Abkrcrombie Arr, in Card* Assist. 73 Dtniaria^ tooth-

wort. 1866 Treas. Hot. 39:^/2 Closely allied to Cardamine,
tion\ which it differs in having broad seed-stalks, and in its

creeping rcK^s being singularly toothed; hence the syste-

matic name {DirKtariii\ and the English one of Tooihwort.

4. A name for PiumlKigo europxa and the Central

American and West Indian /*. scandens, whose
pungent leaves a«d roots are used as a remedy for

toothache.
1760 J, Lee lniri\i. Boi. App. 330 Tooth-wort, Plumbago.

•884 ^llLLRR Ptanf-n^^ Plumbago scandens^ Devil's-herb,

or Tooth-woit, of the W. Indies.

Toothy (t«')>i), a. [f. Tooth sb, » -y.]

1. Having numerous, large, or prominent teeth

(in quot. 1881 connoting * devouring, ravenous*).

1530 Palsgd. 337/2 Toothye as one that hath great tethe

or plenty of tethe, denteux. 1799 Corsk in Phil. Trans,
LXXXIX. ^6&nolCi Danntelah signifies toothy; having
targe or fine teeth. 1881 F. G. Lk£ Reg, Baront, 11. iv,

Toothy wolves fn lambswool.

2. Furnished with or full of teeth or tooth-Uke

projections; toothed,
i6ii CoTCR., DenttUt .. toothed, toothie; full of iags

resembling little teeth. 1705 J. Fftiver in Phil, Trnut.
XXV,i96a ItslasheirslToothypart Is finery variegated with
red and black, a lyjoSuAUt J/o^.iiard. 11. Poems (1810)41/1
Next expand The smoothest surface with the toothy rake.

3./i^ *liiting', ill-natured, peevish. (Cf.lEKTHV
a.l) north, dial, and Sc,
K^t Rav y. C. lyordSf Toothy, peevish, crabbed. 1787

Burns lyUii/s Awa vi, Toothy critics by the score, In
bloody raw 1 18x4 Miss Ferriex Inher. xxiv, * I suspect
tliat's yuur case .

.

', retorted Miss P., in a very toothy manner.

4. 'I'oollisome, palatable, rare.

1864 Athettjeum 8 Oct. 456/2 A most toothy meat I had
of it! 1B89 Ali€n.9f XtnrA, July 459 Meat or game, which
is at first tough, becomes more tender and toothy.

Too-thy-peg. [f. ^looihy^ dim. ofTooth sb. +
Pito J^.J] Nursery word for * tooth '.

1818 Hood Kilmansfgg, Childh, iv, Cutting her first

little lo.,thy-peg.

Tooting (t/7-tiq), vbl. zb,^ In 4-6 totyng

;

6 towting. ^om dial, [f. Toot ».' -- -ingV]
The action of Toot v^ ; spying, peeping, looking.
1U3 Kespublica 1. iil 5 Tbeare was suche tooting, suche

looking and suche priin^e. 1598 Klorio, Osolatnrnto^ a
spy>"g< ^ Pfcp^ng* A tootmg.

b. attrib. as tooting-gbus, looking-glass ; toot-
ing-hill > Toot-hill ; so tocting-hoie^ peep-hole

;

tooling-place, -totuer, etc.

ijBn Wyclif pVr. xxxi. 21 Ordcyne to thee a toting place.
latt — Isa, XXL. 8 Y stundc contynucU bi dai on the toCyng
place of the !..ord. c 1460 M<d, Oramm.^ Speculare^ a tot-

yngc hylle and a IxJcyne. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen, Vt
105 Tbci with in the dtce (Orleans) perceiued well this

totyng hole, and taicd a pcce of ordynaunce directly against
the wyndowe. 155a Hllokp, Towtynge boole to loke out
at in a wall or wynduwe. 1556 I'liAiut JEntidvt. Lij, As
dawning waxed white from tooling towres on hie. C1960
GssT .S'^r/M. in l>ugdaleZ.^ (1840} t&aSencc. .wryteib that
toot)-ng glasses be found to know our sclfcs and to rule our
lyfes by...O that we Christen men and women thus u.sed

our looiinge gU>>&rs. 1894 O. Hrslop Northumbld, Gloss,,

Tooting hole, a spyhole or loophole.

T00*tillg, vbi, sb:^ Also 7-9 Sc, touting, [f.

Toot v.^ + -inu ^] The action of Toot v^^ ; the

sound made by blowing a horn or other wind-
instrument.
1568 Hist. Jacob ^ Etttu I. il A iij b, Then maketb he

wiili hU Huinc such tootyne and blowing. 1603 Hoixanu
Plutarch's Mor. 665 Another mercenary minstrell..kept
a foolish and ridiculous tooting. 1630 J. LicvErr Order,
Bees (i6}4) yo Vou shall hcaic a touting in manner like the
sounding ofa Bcwele borne amongst the I'ees. itisNcvill
in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 270 Will not admit of any sound
by t!last as a Horn doth, but by tlie articulate Voice of tool,
iiig it will. 1880 \V. Newton Serm./or Hoys 4 Girls (1881)
410 lootings innumerable from the steam whistle.

b, attrib. and Comb., as looting-horn, -trttmpet,

1737 Kamsay Scots Prav. xx. 75 It is ill making a sillc
j

pur<se of a sow's lug, or a touting-horn of a tod's tail. 1805 \

J. NicoL /*(*/«« I. 2«tf/<r (Jam.),A touting horn (the horn of
an ux perforated at the small end) by olowing on which
Uicy made a loud. .sound. 1889 W. G. Dickson GUan.fr.
Japan xiii. 251 The boy behind is provided with a small
tooting-trunipet to wain other ttaveliers on the ruad.

Tooting, touting, vbl. sb:-'^ -. see Toot, tout v.3

Tooting : sec Toot v.», '-i, Toutino vb/, sb,^

Tootle (t«t'l), sb, [{, Tootle v.]

1. An act or the action of tootling or sounding a
horn or sioiilar wiud-iubtrument

143

1851 R. S. Surtf.es sponge's Sp. Tour xH, Bragg's queer
tootle of his horn . . now sounded at the low end of the cover,
1889 Scott, Leader 6 Dec. 5 The sudden and shrill tootle of
a trumpet. 1894 Daily Ne7us 12 Mar. 2/1 The guard's in-

spiriting tootle wakes the echoes.

2. Speech or writing of more sound than sense

;

verbiage, twaddle.
1883 Cornh. Mag. May 542 Sometimes . .the tootle becomes

a middle in a weekly paper, sometimes it assumes the guise
of an amusing review. xSB8 Scott. Leader 8 Mar. 7 The
good old order of English prose which used to be called at
the English Universities ' tootle ', and for which there are
other names, older and more recent, but hardly any more
expressive.

So Tootlete-too'tle, Tootle-tootle, a piece of
continuous tootling.

1855 Browning Up at a Villa ix, Bangy 7vhang, whang
goes the drum, tootle-tf-tootle the fife. 1884 Pall Mall G.

24 July 4/2 The musical powers of most of the bands, whom
no amount of entreaty could divert even for a moment from
their prearranged and wholly meaningless tootle<ti>tootle.

1910 Sat. KtT. 10 Sept. 322/1 Footle-footle-footle goes the
clarinet with a fragment of a theme; tootle-toot le-tootle

echoes the flute.

i
Tootle (twt'l), V, [freq. f. Toot v,^ + -le 4.]

I 1, inlr. To toot continuously ; to produce a suc-

{

cession of modulated notes on a wind-instrument.

I

184a S. Lover Handy Antly xviii, The fifer. .tootled with
some difficulty. 1878 Sievknson Inland I'oy. 4 Tootling
on the sentimental flute. 1879 Sai.a Paris herself again
li. iv. 53 The sable minstrel.. oegins to tootle most sweetly.

b. Of birds : To make a similar noise.

i8ao Clare Rural Life (ed. 3) 207 When tootling robins
carol*welcomes sing. 18*7 — Sheph. Cal. 25 To hear the
robin's note once more, Who tootles while he pecks his meal.

1899 O. Skaman In Cap 9f Bells (1900) 21 The lark is

tootling in the sky.

O. jig. To write twaddle or mere verbiage.

1883 [see tc'etling\x\o^\. 1894 Daily Neivs 28 Feb. 5/1
Mr, Skeat's ' Life of Cliaucer * Ls entiiely businesslike. He
does not * tootle' over what Ctiaucer may have done, and
seen, and said.

Hence Tootling vbl. sb. and ///. a, ; also

Toctler, a writer of ' tootle *, verbiage, or twaddle.
i8ji Ct.ARB Vill. Alinstr. Ljo He beard the tootling

robin sound her knell. Ibid. 36 The tuteling fife, and hoarse
rap-tap[nng drum. 1879 Jefferies IVild Life in S. C, 105
The tootling of pan-pipes in front of the shows. 1883
Camh, Mag. May 542 'Ihe sort of sciibblers..whom I am
wont to call in my own private dialect the tootlers, that is

to say the good folk who write a tootle about nothing in

particular. Wd. 543 1'be consumer who takes a delight in

the perusal of tootling.

So Tootle-too v.. Tootle-tootle v, ^sTootlk v, i,

18S7HUG118.S Tom Brozvni.w, Here's Rugby,. .said theold
guard, pulling his horn out of its cise, and tootle-tooing

away. 18^ Pall MallG. i6Dec. 3/1 The drumming and the
tootle-tooing, even the skit ting of the Hallelujah maidens.

Tootman : see under Toot-nbt.
Tootnague : see Tutekao,
Toot-net (t«*tinet). Sc. local, [f. TooTt;.l-H

Nbt.] * A large 5shing net anchored' (Jam.), which
is watched in order to be drawn in when the fish

enter it. More fully toot and haul net.

1805 Case Ho. Lords, Gray o/Catse (Jam.), The fishing-

tackle.. sometimes consisted of a common moveable net or
sienci sometimes of a toot net, much larger and stronger
than the former, extending to an indefinite length from the
lieach into the water, and secured at its extremity by an
anchor. 1840 Leighton Hist. Fi/e II, 82 The mode of
fishing is now confined . . to what is called the toot-neL 1898
Glasgozv Herald 19 May 4 To fish in., the river and estuary
of the Tay for salmon kind with toot and haul nets. 1900
La7u Rep., App. Cas. 410 The First Division, .declared

fishing with the nets of the description of toot and haul..
an illegal method.

So Too-tnutn, too*t«xnBji« one who watches a
toot-net
1805 Case Ho. Lords, Gray of Carse (E.D.D.), A man

stands in a coble, or small fishing-boat ; and when he sees

the fish enter the net, calls the fishers to tiaul it. He is

designed the Tootsmaii. 1840 Leighton tint. Fife IL 82

The toot-man is seated to watch the net.

Too-too (tM|tM*), V, [Echoic : usually deprecia-

tory.] intr. To make an instrumental or vocal

soimd resembling these syllables, llcncc Too-
too'ing vbL sb, ; so also Too-too adv. and sb.^

Too-too'er.
181J H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Tht Theatre 25 Tang

goes the harpsichord. toO'too the flute. i8a8 Moir Mansie
IVamhxx. (1849) 74 The old flute was for lieniie, poor thing,

too-tooing on. 1836 9 Dickens Sh. Boz, Public Dinners,

The singers .. begin too-tooing most dismally. 1840

Thackekav Pict. Rhapsody Concl., Wks. 1900 XlIL 345
Punchman is toolooing on the pipes, and banging away on

the drum. 1843 — Irish Sk. />'*. xxviii, An unequal and
disagreeable tootooing on a horn. i86a Miss Yongk C^tess

Rate ix, Kate..came up too-tooing through her hand with

all her might, a 1884 Calverlf.v Verses ff Tratisl., To
Mrs. Gooiichild x. Checked by that absurd Too-too [of a
person practising on a horn).

Too-too : see Too adv. 4.

Tootsicum, a whimsical expansion of Tootsy.
i860 Lekch Pict. Life ^ Char. Ser. lii. iS The brutality

of connecting.. such words (as ' Iteetle crusher '1 with the

feminine Tootsicums. 1877 Hesant Ji Kick With Harp ^
Crown xxxiv, liccr is the real magnet for the male feet.

Champagne, .diaws the feminine tootsicums.

Tootsman: see under Toot-net.

Tootsy, tootsy-wootay, colloq. A playful or

endearing name for a child's or a woman's small

foot.

TOP.

1854 Thackeray Rose <5- Ringxx, As for the shoe, what
was she to do with one poor little tootsey sandal? x86s
E. C. Clayton Crttel Fortune III. po His poor little toot-
sies peeping out from the tips of his boots. 1897 Gunter
Susan Tnrnbull v, Yer [a young lady of 19]. .little tootsy-
wootsies will be as safe as if they were tucked in yer little
cot bed tjpstairs. 1906 Charlotte Mansfield Girl Sf Gods
xii, But it you are walking along a muddy road with old
shoes on, all the idealistic thought in the world won't keep
the damp away from your poor tootsies.

Tooward, Tooze, obs. ff. Toward, Toze.
Too-whit, Too-whoo, cry of the owl : see Tu-.
Toozle, Toozy, dial. ff. Tousle, Tousy.
Top (t^p), sb.'^ Forms : i top, 3-6, (?) 7 toppe,

//. toppes, 4-6 tope, 4-7 topp, 6- Sc. and north.
tap, 3- top. [OE. top {lopp-)y Com. WGer. and
Norse ; = OFris. lopp (WFris. lop, NFris. top, tup),

OLG. *lopp (MDu., Du. lop{p), MLG., LG, lop),

OHG. (MHG., Ger.) zopf top, summit, a crest or
tuft of hair ; ON. top>pr top, tuft, Sw. topp top, pin-

nacle, Da. top top, point, MDa. also tuft of

feathers, plume, mod.Norw. also tupp :—OTeut.
*tuppo^ ; not known in Gothic. Outside Teutonic
known only in Romanic derivatives : cf. Toupkt.]

I. A tuft, crest, or bush of hair, etc.

1. The hair on the summit or crown of the head

;

the hair of the head, Obs, exc. St,
Foretuard top = Foretop. To take (ihent, \nint) by the

top, to seize by the hair, lay hold of violently (alsoy?;;.).

c xsos Lav. 684 lii l>one toppe [c 1275 bi |>e coppe] he hine
nome Al swa he hine walde of-slean. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

s6ig He..hente his lof bi |>e top, & fram ^e bord him drou.
C1386 Chaucer Prol, 590 His lope {v.t^. top, toppe] was
doked tyk a preest biforn. c 1386 — Reeve's Prol. 15 This
white tope writeth myne olde yeris. ^1440 Promp. Parr'.

496/2 Top, or fortop (A'., P, top of the hed), aqualium.
1535 CovKRDALE Bcl^ Dr. 36 Then the angel., toke him by
the toppe, and l^aie him by the hayre of the heade. i6ox
Shaks. All's IVellv. x\\. 3/3 Let's take the instant by the
forward top: For we are old. ai643 CARTWRiCHTO/'<//«rtr)'
II. ii. 1884 D. Grant Lays ^ Leg. 21 Eppie got him by the
tap.. Quo' Davit then,..*Lat go my puckle hair*.

b. The crest or ' toppinjj * of a bird ; the fore-

lock of a horse, etc. Now Sc. and north, dial.

axs25 St, Marhcr. 13 And toe him [the dragon] bi ^
ateliche top. 13.. K. Alls. 5186 (Bodl. MS.) Vpotame a
wonder t>eest. .; Toppe, &rugge,& croupe,& cors, Issembla-
beltoanhors. C1450 Holland /^(»w/a/ 837TheGolk..Tit
the Tuchet be the tope, ourtirvit bis bed. 1578 in FeuiUerat
Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 296, vi* for iii hearons toppes which
were burnte with Torches. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 43
£uen so, had Nature,.. Giuen her (the phcenixjanetap, for

to augment her grace, 1650 Karl Monm. tr. Senauli's Man
bee. Guilty 3$-^ We deck ourselves with birds feathers, the
tops of heions. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jrnl, iii. (1884) 66
The horses have. .a large top betwixt their ears 1808-35

Jamieson, 7'ap . . 3. The tuft on the head ofsome fowls. Hence
the phrase, tappit hen.

2. A tuft or handful of hair, wool, fibre, etc.

;

esp, the portion of flax or tow put on the distaff

(in fall, top offlax, lint (+ line^, toiv). Also frg.

Now only Sc, and north, dial. [Cf. med.L. toppus

lint (top of flax).]

To iak one's tap in one's lap : see quot, 1835.

I But some refer this sense to Top so}, as baring reference

to the shape ; cf. quot. 1891 in 34.]

a isso O-.vl ff Night. ^38 Ne rouhte \>^ l>eyh flockcs wers
Imeynd bi toppes & bi here, c 13*5 Gloss. IV. de Bibbcsiv.

in Wright Voc, 144 E setencez du lyn le toup \gloss\ hekele,

atopofflax. 14.. A^Jw/. in Wr.-Wiilcker 696/3 //(v/rt/sww,

a top of lin. 1538 in FeuiUerat Revels Q. Eliz, (1908) 25
Into vi nighte cappes & toppes of turkes headdes peces.

i68iC'oLviL Whigs Supplic-i^Z ATopof Lint for his Panash.

1794 Burns Weary Pund 0* Tow iv, Gae spin your tap o'

tow! 1818 ScoTT Hrt. Midi. xxxvii[ij, 'And does your

honour think ', said Jeanie, ' that will do as weel as if I were
to take my tap in my lap, and slip my ways hame again?

'

1825 Jamieson s. v. Tap, To tak one's tap in one's lap, and
set ajff\ to turse up ones baggage, and be gone.. from the

practice of women accustomed to spin from a rock, who often

carried their work with them to the house of some neighbour.

1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Top, in spinning, the quantity of

flax put on the ' rock * at a time.

b. Spec. A bundle of combed wool prepared for

spinning. Chiefly//, (also colled, sing.),

1637 Bury Wills (Camden) 169, I owe John Brightall for

com'being of ten skore poundes and ten of tops. 1759 Over-
seers' Aic, Holy Cross, Canterb., 'I'o i Top of wool for

worsted deliver'd to Mrs. Hawley..o. 2. a 1844 G. Dodd
Textile Manuf. iv. 129 The wool generally comes to the

factories in narrow bundles or ' tops ', about eighteen inches

long, and weighing alxjut a pound and ahalf or two pounds
each. i88« Wore, Exhib. Catal. in. 31 Combing process,

seiKiraling long wool from short, the long wool being then

called combed tops. 1888 Elwortiiv W. Somerset Word-bk.,

Top, a bundle of combed wool as made up by the comber
for spinning, usually weighing about 28lbs... At present the

word is applied to the bundles of combed wool from the

machine—band combing having been quite superseded.

H. The hij^hest or uppermost part.

3. The highest point or i^art of anything ; perh.

originally a pointed or peaked summit, an apex or

peak ; but now applied to the uppermost part,

whatever its nature or shape; the highest place

or limit ^^ something.
To swim at the top (fig.), to maintain a high social position.

c-sooo yltlfric's Voc. in Wr.-Wiiltker 143A6 Apex, sritn-

mitas galeae, helmes top. c laos Lav. 1339 He hihle hond-

lien kahlen Teon seiles to toppa [c«75 toppe], « 1150

Owlt^ Night. 1431 Vp to l>e toppe from Jkj more. C127S
Lay. 7781 In han grunde of l>e tur mihte sittc Sixti hundred
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cnihtes And )« toppe [c 1205 Ki turres copj mihte wreie On
cnihl mid his cope. 13.. A'. All's. 1417 (Bodi. MS.) Hii

drawen saylto topofmiust. a i^oo~so A /exaruier 2110 \>an

vp he clame to a cliffe . . pare fand he tildid on J?e top & tUd

vpacite. \\^PastoPtLeit. 1.488 Pottisofsyiver, . .enamelyd
on the toppys withe hys armys. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 54 b, Reaching from Thuringcvnto the toppe of

the Alpes. C1630 Risix>n Sut^. Devon § 215 (1810) 223
Trees.. no taller than a man may touch to top with his

hand. 1686 tr. Chardin^s Trav. Persia 74 The Door is

made.. with an opening at the Top. 1691 Hartcliffe
Virt%u's 22g This Sentence should be writ on our Houses
Tops, 1781 CowpKR Truth 549 From Sinai's top Jehovah
gave the law. 1825 Scott Talism. i, The flat top of his

cumbrous cylindrical helmet was unadorned with any crest.

1873 J. RiCKAKDS ly'ooii'zuorking Factories 116 Everything

atiout the top of a bench must be strong and simple,

b. That part of anything portable which, when
it is in use, occupies the highest place ; e. g. the top

of a page, map, etc.

IS93 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 107 They vse to writ it on
the top of Letters. 1681 S. Fell in Jrnl, Friends' Hist.

Soc. July (1512) 136 You may see at the Topp of every leafe,

which hieelings testimonies followes. 1817 Pari. Deb. 430
Lord Cochrane, .knew persons in office had frequently pro-

cured signatures to petitions without a top. 1859 Lang
Wattd. India 3SS 'Order a fresh bottle of our wine for him,

Blade ', said the Colonel, ' and let him taste the top of it *.

C. The higher end of anything on a slope ; f the

head or source of a river {pbs^, the head of a lake

(arcA.), of a street, etc. ; also that end of anything

which is conventionally considered the higher, as of

a room or dining-table ; the end of a billiard-table

opposite the baulk,
16x4 Capt. Smith Virginia ir. 23 The third navigable

river is called Toppahanock.. .At the top of it inhabit the

people called Mannahoacks amongst the mountaines. 1781

M«s. Cowley \l''hick is the Man v. ii, Coming down from
the Top [of the room], addressing the Company. 181

1

T. Wilson Country Dancing (ed. 2) 129 The top of the

Dance or Set. .is known thus :—the Ladies will always have
the top of the Set on their right hands, and the Gentlemen
on their left. 1849 Mrs. Caulvle Lett. (1883) IL 41 In the

omnibus to the top of Sloane Street. 1906 Alice Werner
Natives Brit. Cent. Africa xiL 282 They..went on to the
north, and round the top of the lake.

4. The uppermost division of the body ; the

head ; esp. the crown of the head. Chiefly, now
only, in alliterative expressions : see 2^, 25.

a 1225 Juiiofia 59 Oner al Si. from J)e top to pe tan. 1303,

c 1330 [see 24, 24 d]. t^., E. £. Ailit. /*. C, 229Tydby top^:
bi to, jxiy token hymsynne. a i^oo-yt Alexander 752* And
totonowt ofhystopals tyndis of homes, la 1^00 Chester Pi.,

(Shaks. Soc.) IL 176 Thou take hym by l>e toppe and I by J>e

tayle. ? a 1^00 Debate Carpenters Tools 188 in Hazl. E. P. P.

I. 86 Methinke godeale is in ^our tope. 1611 Shaks. Cyiiib.

IV. ii. 354 Soft hoa, what truncke is heere ? Without his top ?

iSzi Scott Keniltv. ix, The pains I have bestowed on the

top and bottom of,. Dickie, whom I have painfully made to

travel through the accidence.

b. The uppermost branch of a deer*s horn : esp.

in phr. on {tipoit) top»

i486 Bk. St. Albans e j b, When he hath Awntelere with
owt any lett Ryall and Surriall also there Isett, And that

in the toppe so. x8ox in C. P. Collyns Notes Chase IVildRed
Dccr{\?,t7) App. 2n The remaining horn had three on top

with all his rights. 1886 Wellington i^oxw.) Weekly News
19 Aug., A large, heavy deer, with two upon top on each side.

6. Usually pi. The part of a plant growing

above groimd as distinct from the root ; esp. of a

vegetable grown for the * root ', as turnip-tops.

Also the tender tips of branches or shoots.

[1377 Langl. p. pi, B. XVI. 22 Pieres. . bad me toten on J>e

tree on toppe and on rote.] 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 28

Thanne he takeih the barley or otes by the toppes. XSS*
HuLOET, Toppe of an herbe, capillamentum. 1639 O.
Wood Alph. Bk. Secrets 10 Then take the young tops of

Rosemary, Marigolds (etc.]. 1725 Watts Logic i. vl § 3
If the buds are made our food, they are called heads, or

tops. 1766 Complete Partner s. v. Radish 6 I i/i Ihey
wdl run up in tops, and not increase in their roots. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm IL 5 Tops of turnips make good
feeding at the beginning of the season. 18 . . U, S. Dispen-

satory (ed. 14) 827 (Cent. Diet.) The fruits and tops ofjuni-

per are the only officinal parts.

6. //. (also collect, sing.). The smaller branches

and twigs of trees as distinct from the timber.

Often with lo^, as top{s and lop{s^ lop{s and top^Sy lop^s^

top(Sy and bark (or crop{s).

1485-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 98 Rec. xvjs. pro

corticibus et Toppys in silva de Rylley. 1523 Fitzherb,

Husb. § 154 If thou haueany woode to selle.. sell the toppes

as they lye. 1669, etc. [sec Lop sb.^ i], 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade s.\. Lop^ In a sale of standing timber trees

they are advertised with their Mop, top, and bark '.

7. The extremity of a growing part (which is

often the highest and usually the most slender

point); hence the narrower end (of anything

tapering), the point, tip. Top and butt (Ship-

building), a method of working long tapering

planks togetlier in pairs with the top of one to the

butt of another, so as to maintain a constant width.

1538 Elyot, Sagitta, an arow^ also the top of a twygge
or roddc. 1573-80 Baret Al7'. £ 290 The sharpnesse of the

top, or tippe ofthe nose,. .The tops, or tips of the fingers.

1754 Shebbeark Matrimony (1766) L 76 My Lord slept off

lightly, on the Tops of his 'foes. 1815 Burnev Falconers
Diet. Marine^ Top and Butt^ in ship-building, a general

method of working the English plank (except in the topside)

to make good work and conversion, which is done by dis-

posing of the top-end of every plank, within six feet of the

butt -end of the plank above or below it. 1866 Chambers"
Encycl. VUI. 6a4/2 Top-afld-butt,

144

8. In various applications, a. In Gem-cutting:

see quot. b. The inside of a roof; a ceiling;

spec, the roof of a coal-mine or tunnel, c. Tops

andbottoms : the llattish halves of small rolls sliced

lengthways, and browned in the oven ; rusks, d.

See quot. 1905, and cf. lioTToJi sb. 8 a. e. Mining.
See quot.
a. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Top, that portion of a cut

gem which is between the girdle, or extreme margin, and
the table or fiat face, b. 1706 Swikt Baucis <5- Philemon
58 The kettle to the top was hoist, And there stood fasten'd

to a joist. 1830 T. Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 13 For if

maw 'top' comes badly down. 1844 F. W. Simms Pract,
'J'unnellingxx. 83 This stage of progress, which is technically
called ' getting in the top ' [of a tiunielj. 1889 N. W. Line.
Gloss., Top, the ceiling, as ' th' room top ', ' th' kitchen top '.

1894 Northiiml'ld. Gloss., Top, m mining, the portion of coal

that has been kirved and nicked, and is ready to be blasted

or wedged down. C. 1765 Uniz'. Mag. XXXVII. 371/2
The biskets called tops and bottoms, or rusks. 1866 Rout-
ledge's Ev. Boys Ann. 55 Some nice tops-and-bottoms for

itssupper. d. 1905 Daily Chron. 17 July 4/7 The labourers

who board the steamers inquire anxiously for 'tops and
bottoms '—that is, everything that has been left undrunk in

the passengers glasses. e. 1894 Northitjnbld, Gloss.,

Top, the blue flame above a candle or lamp.., whose
appearance indicates the presence of fire-damp m the mine.

Ill, A piece or part placed upon or fitted to

anything, and forming its upper part or covering.

9. A platform near the head of each of the lower

masts of a ship. In early fighting ships, a plat-

form at the head of the mast, fenced with a rail

(cf. top-armour, 33), stored with missiles and occu-

pied by archers, etc., called more fully Top-castle
;

later, a similar platform on which musketeers or

riflemen were stationed (cf. Topman ^ 3) ; in a

modern warship, an armoured platform on a short

mast, for machine-guns, signalling, etc. ; more fully

fighting-top, militaiy top. In a sailing ship, a

framework and platform serving to extend the rig-

ging of the topmast, and for convenience in making
sail.

c 1420 ? LvDG, Assembly o/Gods 342 A shyp with a toppe
& seyle was hys crest, a 1533 Ld. Bekners Ihton cvii. 360
He caused one of the maryners to mounte vp into the toppe

to se yf he myght se any lond. 1561 Eijen Arte Navig. i.

vii. 9 If you siande in the toppe of the sliyppe. 1697 Dam-
tier Voy. round World (1699) zo8 We saw the light in the

Admirals top, which continued aliout half an hour. 1764
Veitch in Phil. Trans. LIV. 291 The top, or round scaffold-

ing on the mast.. in this ship it was 18 feet broad. 1859
All Year Round No. 17. 399 We literally raced for the

lubber's hole, through which we crept, and then stood in the

top to survey the scene. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,

Half-top, the mode of making sliips* tops in two pieces,

which are afterwards secured as a whole by what are termed
sleepers. *

b. A^aut. Short for topsail \ see quots.

t Topull or take down, l>o7U, or vail one^s top, to lower
one's topsail in token of submission or respect ; said of a
ship, hencey7^. of a person. Obs.

1513-42 Hist. Sir W. Wallace x. (1881) 54 All the shipis .

.

pulling down iher topis, did obeysance vnto the read Lyon.
a 1600 Hooker Serm. justi/. § 28 Let the Pope take downe
his top and captiuate no more mens soules. 1694 Momiux
Ral'elais iv. Ixiv. (1737) 264 A fresh gale, .began to fill the

. .Tops, and Top-gallants.

O. Top and topgallant y short for topsail and top-

gallant sail; hence ^tr* (also attrik); as advb.

with all sail set, in full array or career.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 71 b, Theyr heads, with theyr top
and top gallant Lawne-ljaoy caps. 1594 Peele Battle 0/
Alcazar m. iil. He comclh hitherward amain, Top and
top-gallant, all in brave array. 1607 Merry DevilEdmonton
I. I. 34 Heele be here top and top-gallant presently. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 646, I have seen.. one Rose grow out of
another, like Honey.suckle, that they call To^ and Top-
Gallants. 1662 Owen Animadv. Fiat Lux xiii. Wks. (ed.

Gould) XIV. Ill They carry their top and top-gallant so

high that they will go to heaven without Christ.
_
1812

Scott Rokeby n. xi, Top and top-gallant hoisted high,..

The Da;mon-frigate braves the gale. 1819 — Let. in

Lockhart {\%yj) IV. viii. 239, I did not lose my senses,.,

but I thought once or twice they would have gone over-

board, top and top-gallant,

10. The uppermost part of the leg of a high boot

or riding-boot, spec, when widened out or turned

over (as in 17th c.) ; now, on hunting-boots and

the like, a broad band of material (simulating the

tumed-over part), white, light-coloured, or brown.

Also //. short for Top-boots.
1629 Disc. Leather 13 The manner of cutting Bootes out

with huge, slouenly, vnmannerly, and immoderate tops.

1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1869/4 A pair of Boots without Tops.

183s Sir G. Stephen Adv. Search Horse xv. 193 Boots,

that once had tops, approach within six inches of the knee.

1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz, First 0/ May, Knee-cords and
tops superseded nankeen drawers and rosetted shoes. 1837
— Pickzv. X, Mr. Samuel Weller happened to be. .engaged

in burnishing a pair of painted tops. 1846-79 Egerton
Warburton Hunting Songs Hx. {1883) 162 Above the l>oots'

jet polish Was a top of tender stain, Nor brown nor white,

but a mixture light, Of rose-leaves and champagne. 1904

Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 675/2 They had red waistcoats, white

breeches, white tops, black velvet caps and white gloves.

b. The gauntlet part of a glove ; the turned-

down top part of men's hose.

1819 Scott Leg. Montrose ii, A pair of gauntlets,.. the

tops of which reached up to his elI>ow. 1906 in Daily Chron.

20 Aug. 3/3 The Highland regiments introduced compUca-

TOP.

tions with five different tartans, and three different patterns

of hose-tops.

11. In various technical applications

:

t a. A piece (perh. a socket) fitted to the upper end of a
torch-staff. Obs. b. The terminal joint of a fishing-rod.

C. A jewel worn in the lolje of the ear, often with a 'drop'
or pendant ; usually in tops anddrops. t d. A lady's high
'head': see Hkad j/'. 5. Obs. e. pi. A framing which
increases the capacity of a cart ; slielvings, cart-ladders,

load-trees. f. Spinning. The top-cards in a carding-

engine. g. The glass or metal stopper of a scent bottle

or the like ; also, an inverted tumbler used as a cap to cover
a decanter. h. The hood or cover of a carriage. 1.

Typog. See quot. j. A piece of female dress covering
the lieck and shoulders, worn with a certain kind of gown
made without this part.

a. 1453 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 162 Pro faccione ij

torcht-arum novarum et pro ij toppes magn. torch. b.

1676 Walton & Cotton Angler \\. x\\. 101 Though I have
taken with the Angle..some thousands of Trouts..my lop
never snapt, though my Line still continued fast. i7ois

1 R. H[owlktt] Angler's Sure Guide yf:} The Stock [of the

j
Rod] bored no wider than to carry a Ground-lop therehi, or

\ a Klje-top. C. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3942/4 Stolen.., a
pair of Diamond Kar-Rings, wiih 4 large Faucet Diamonds

I

(Tops and Drops). 1761 Colman Genius No. 3 in Proseon
i Sev. Occas. (1787) I. 34 To humour my wife, little Tubal
j was ordered to fur^i^h her with a pair of diamond

j

tops. iSas T. Hook Sayings Ser. ii. Sutherl. I. 79 In her
I ears hung pendant diamonds, top and drop. d. 1780

Mrs. Delany in Life .y Corr. Ser. 11. (1862) H. 574 Rows
I

upon rows of fine ladies with towering tops. e. 1844
Stephens Bk. Farm III. 10S7 ITie common cart. .mounted
with a framing called tops, is used in some parts of the

country. f. 1843 Statist, Ace. Scot. VL 147 In 1815 Mr.
Smith constructed a carding-engine, having the fiats or tops

moveable on hinges. 1851 L. D. B. Gordon Art Jrnl.

Hlnstr. Catal. p. iv *«/2 The large card-djum is geneially

surmounted by urchin or squirrel cards instead of tops.

g. 1862 Miss IJnAnDON Lady Audley xvi, Do you suppo>e

that because people don't wear vinegar lops, or part their

hair on the wrong side . . by way of proving the vehemence
of their passion? 1889 Anthony's Plwiogr. Bull. II. 361

This stopper is of tin, has a top screw with two holes.

Whenever this top is a little unscrewed the liguid can come
out of the bottle hydrops. 1893 A". HfQ. 8th Ser. 111.233/2

A carafe and ' top' is the shop-name for such a vessel \i,e.

tumbler] and the bottle ministrant. h. 1617 Morvson
///«, III. 54 The top of the Coaches is made with round
hoopes. x^-1898 [implied in top-buggy, -phaeton, -wagon :

see 26]. i. 1888 Jacobi Printers Vocab. 142 Tops. In

stacking work as printed off, the warehouseman places a
few sheets of each signature on the top, so that they may
be at hand if a set of advanced sheets are asked for, thereby

obviating the lifting of a quantity of work. j. X90S

Westm. Gaz. 14 Aug. 3/2 The main thing is to have several

well-fitting slips and a selection of tops. .. I saw a very

pretty creamy chiffon top the other day.

12. Short for top-button : see 32.

185a W. HuTTON in Househ. Words V. 108/1 The long

coats of our grandfathers, covered with half a gross of high-

tops. i86o ToMLiNSON Arts fy Manuf. Ser. it. Buttons 38

The buttons [are] stirred about in the solution for all-overs ;

or tjrushed on the face for tops. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.

416/1 When the face only is gilt, the buttons are technically

known as tops.

rV. fig. and transf. The part of anything which

has the first place in time, order, or precedence.

13. Of time: The earliest part of a period; the

beginning.
For the top ofthe morning, as a greeting, see 17,

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iii. rooo In thende of Octob'r^ or

in the toppe [orig. inicio] Of NovembV. 1669 Worliixje
Syst. Agric. (1681) 98 A mellifluous Army of Uees, from the

top of the morning, till the cool and dark evening. 1815

Hone Every day Bk. I. 403/r The dawn is awakened by a

cry in the streets of ' Hot-cross-buns ; one-a-penny buns.. !

'

This proceeds from some little ' peep-o'-day boy', witling to

take the ' top of the morning ' before the rest of his compeers.

14. The highest, chief, or leading position, place,

or rank ; the head, forefront ; now esp. in the top

ofthe tree (fig.)-

1627 Hakewiu. ApoL Pref. 5 By vertue.. being come to

the top, they lost it againe by vice, a 1677 Barrow Serm,
Wks, 1716 IL 143 We who are placed in the top of nature.

1699 Locke Educ. (ed. 4) § 70. 104 Take a Boy from the top

of a Gramiiiar-School. 178a MiSS Buhney Cecilia iv. x, I

thought to have seen him at the top of the tree, as one may
say ! 1879 B. Taylor i'/'tt//. Germ. Lit. 136 The medieval

passion for song began at the top and worked downwards.

188s W. S. GiLBKRT Mikado i, I'm right at the top of the

school. 1908 Times 3 Aug. 11/6 Brilliancy and determina-

tion., brought them to the top ofthe tree.

b. One who or that which occupies the highest

or chief position ; the head (of a clan, family, etc.).

i6ia Day Festivals ii. {1615) 27 Adam the Top of our Kin.

X646 J. Gregory Notes ^- Obs. (1650) 30 Muazzus the Toppe
of the Fatimaian family, caused the City of Gran Cairo to

be set up. 169s J- Eowards Perfect, Script. 332 Lastly

m.in, the top and glory ofthe creatures. 1741 IJErrERTON

Eni^. Sta^e v'l. 116 He looks upon himself as the Top of

hisFamily. 1856 Lever Martins ofCro' M. xxxviii. They
l>arred out the master to make ' the head usher * top of the

school.

15. The highest pitch or degree; the height,

summit, zenith, pinnacle; now esp. in t/te top rf
one's bent (see Bent sb.^ 9), the top ofone*s voice.

1552 in llcary's Anat. (188S) App. xvi. 294 What thyng

at the first can atteyne to the toppe of perfectnesse. i6oa

Shaks. /fam. 111. ii. 3S3 From my lowest Note, to the top

ofmy Compasse. 1601-1875 [see Bent sb,^ 9J. 1671 Milton
Samson 167 By how much from the top of wondrous glory,

..To lowest pitch of abject fortune thou art fall'n. 1711

Steele Spect. No. 32 p 2 High Shoulders, as well as high

Noses, were the Top of the Fashion. 1737 Bracken Farriery

/w/r. (1757) II. 195 Let him be kept to the Top of his Speed,
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i88x BKSANT& Rice Ckapt of Fleet \.\\\ All the driwrs

were swearing at each other at the top of their voices.

b. One who or that which is or represents the

highest pitch or degree; the most perfect example

or ty[>e of something. (The constr. in quot. 1682

is obs. and rare,)

«S93 Q- El'2- ^'V'^- 80 All such referd to greatest good,

as to the top of Natures best. 1594 T. H. La Frhnand.
Fr. Acad. n. 570 His goodnesse, bouniie, grace, and fauour

(owardes vs, which is the toppe of ha^pinesse. 1603 Shaks.

Meas.for M. ii. iL 76 If he, which is the top of ludgement,

should But iudge you. as you are. x6Sa Dryden Mac Fl.

167 IJut write thy t>est and top; and in each line Sir For-

mal's oratory will be thine, x^ix HiCKES Two Treat. Chr.

Prieith. (1847) II. 297 The episcopate is the top of all the

honours among men. 1885-6 Si'urgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.

cxxx. 8 Redemption is the top of covenant blessings.

C. (absol. nseof/f>/as adj. : see 27-30), Motor-

ing slang. The top or highest gear ; usually on

{the) top,

X906 Wesim. Gas. ax Aog. 4/a It was only found neces-

sary twice during the journey to change to the second

speed, most of the run being done on the ' lop '. X909 //'id.

30 Nov. 5/3 In this machine the driving is.. always done

on toph

16. The highest point reached in a progression or

series ; the culminating point ; esp. in /Ae (op of
high water^ of the tide ; top of the market^ the

moment at which prices are hiijhest.

1x1670 SpALMMG Trouh. Chas. /(1850) I. 341 Grevous to

the people, now in top of harvest. X719 Dk Fok Crusoe i.

299 It was just at the Top of High-Water when these People

came on Shore. 1759 Dilworth P(*fe iii The hackney
scribblers seizing the top of the market, had quite run down
the subject. i8ox NavatChrpn. VI. 76 At the ttm of the

tide she turned off the stock-. 1899 MacManus Chimney
Comers 168 They'll in&tue me the top of the markeL

17. The best or choicest part ; the cream, flower,

pick. Now esp. in the top of the mornings as an

Irish morning greeting (cf. I3\
X663 Bp. Patrick ParaJ: Pilj^. xjv. (1687) 96 A conjunc-

tion of the very top and flower of the n.ind with the begin-

ning and original of all good. x668 Bp. Hopkins Serm.^
Vanity (1685) 99 The soul, next to angel^ is the very top

and cream of the whole crealitm. 1757 W. Tiiompsom
R. J\r. Advoc. 44 Which their . . Friends, the top of the

Physical Faculty can verify. 18x5 Scott Guy M. i%-. The
top of the morning 10 you, sir. X843 Levek J. Hint&n Iviii,

Captain, my darling, the top of the morning to you I X894

Westm. Gas. 10 Apr. a/? A *top of the baNket ' young lady,

like Lady Anne, would have been married long before the

curtain rises.

b. spec. pi. (a) The best sheep or lambs in a

flock. {6) Members of the highest social class,

(r) The better quality of grain, separated from the

iat/s (Tail/*.1 7 b, q. v.).

x83t SutherlitMd Farm Rep. 80 in Lihr. Uuf. Kmcvfl^
tfush. Ill, The tops (the mo^t choice and best breed) pov
sess the outskirts of the ewchetding. x886C. Scott .Sflir*^.

Farming 19 When a lot of sheep arc drafted, they are

assorted. The best lot are called * to|n . X887 Patt
Mall G. 24 Aug. 1 i/i Here . . were given the dances when a
party of London ' Tops ' were invited to spend the Christ-

nutt holidays or to enjoy a week's shooting. X906 J.
pAnSRSOM Wamphray vil 191 It threshes separates * tops

from tails', bags each separately, and bundles the straw.

V. Applied to actions.

18. The action of Tor v^ ; the putting of a top

on something; /()/-i//, a finish or conclusion, rare.

X883 Three in Norway 146 He thought this a grand top-

ap for a successful day.

19. Forward spin imparted to a ball by the mode
of its impulsion or delivery (in billiards, by striking

it above the centre ; hence in cricket and tennis).

Cf. ToPHIDE d, and toptwist in 32.

X901 Wesim. Gat. 13 Aug. 2/3 A vertical twist given by
friction against the ground analogous with *top' on a
billiard balL 1903 H. G. Hutchinson CriWr/ iv, 88 A ball

. .which, .is simply propelleil wiih a large quantity of ' lop

on*. xao7 C. B. Fkv in Z>a/7rCAr/»M. 18 July 7/2 Schwnrxs
offbreak, being produced hya perversion of tcgbrcak action,

contains an inordinate amoonC of * top '.

1 20, Dice-play. A cheating trick in which one
of the <lice was retained at the top of the box.
X709 Toiler Mo. 68 P s There is lately broke loose from

the fxjndon Pack, a very tall dangerous Biter.. .His Man-
ner of Biting is new, and called the Top. X71X Puckle
C/»^ 22 «47/r, Supposing both box and dice fair, gamesters
have the top, the peep, eclipse, thumbing.

VL Phnses.
21. At, on top : see prec. senses and quots.

;

fig. supreme; dominant; (tin), on, upon {the)

top of, at)ove, ujion, close u)K>n, following upon.
x6oa Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 355 Little Ya&es that crye out on

the lop of question. Ihid. 459 Others, whose ludgement in

such matter'^, cried In the lop of mine. X603 Knolles Hist.
Turks (1621)

39J
He« was vpon the lop of his marriage.

X7S6 C Lucas Kss. Waters W. 125 With this inscription,

ai top. 1796 Mme. D'Arbij^v Camilla II. 6a One thing
heaped o'lop of t'other. 1886 .S7. Stephen's Rev. 13 Mar.
It/a Two heavy falU in a week, and a Kid cold on the top
of them. 1898 N. Gould Landed at Last iv, This year I

fancy 1 shall be on top with my pair of brothers. 1903
Fakmer & Hv.H\.v.\ Slang s.v., To come out on top^ to t>e

successful. 191X Mabctt Anthropol. ii. 43 On top of the
Wealden dome.

22. ^tl°)> OQf upon one's top, attacking or

assailing one, esp, from a superior position ;
* com-

ing down npon one \ * about one's ears *. So never

V01.X.
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off one^s top. fin tops with, in or into conflict

or antagonism with. Now chiefly Sc.

'494 Fabyan Chron. vii. ccxxiiL 249 He. .suffered for

a season, leste he hadde brought all in his toppe atones.

1519 HoRMAN I'ulg. 137 Euery man is in my toppe \oiiini-

bus sum in/estus\. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane s Comm. 125 b.

To siyre vp cruell warres, and set one in an others toppe.

1570 G. Harvkv Letier-l'k. (Camden) 8 Strait wais M. Nevil
was on mi top. a 1658 J. Durham Expos. Rev. la. 2

(1680) 416 Fear to come in tops with this Word; it is a
sword with two edges. x68o Arciid. Aleson in Cloud oj
Witnesses (1810) 46 Ye have Kitk and State upon your top.

1710 J. WitiON in Calderwood Dying Test. (1806) 155 Who
would have thought that those builders . . would have so soon

flown upon one anolhers tops? i8as Jamieson s.v. TVr/*, To
he on one's tap, to assault, literally; especially by flying at

one's head, or at tempting to get hold of the hair. i^8in.Sc^//.

Leader 3 May 5/1 It's a most singular thing that Bailie

Lawson is always on my top about pah ty things of that sort.

23. Top . . bottom, a. Top to bottom (also

bottom to top\ so that the highest part becomes the

lowest ; with complete inversion. Ij. From top to

bottom —from top to toe (25). C. Top or bottom —

top or tail (24 b). d. 71?/ and bottom^ {a) = top

and tail^ 24 a (a) ; {b) short for (U top and bottom

(of table).

\axxtfi ihvt <9- Night. 1328 Of clerkes lore top ne more
( = rootJ. Ibid, 1423 [see 3I.J x6« Burton Anat. Mel. it.

ii. ill. (1651) 345 Turned.. top to bottom^ or bottom to top.

x666 Pepvs Diary 10 June, The management.. was had
from top to bottom, XW7 S. Cheshire Gloss, s.v., ' That's
the top an' the bottom on it ' corresponds to ' that is the
long and the short of it *.

24. Top . . tail. a. Top and tail (also ftail
and top), (a) The whole, everything without

exception, every part, {b) The long and short of

it, the substance, upshot (also the top^ tail, and
mane), {c) advb. From head to foot, from begin-

ning to end; all over. (</) Bottom upwards,

topsy-turvy (now dial.), b. Top or tally also top^

tally or mane {root), (in negative statements), any
part; anything definite or intelligible; head or

tail. c. From lop to tail — top and tail, a (f) ; also

fg. wholly, absolutely.

xw>i R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5416 ^rfor shul |>ey . . Go
to nelle, both lop and layle. ^384 Chaucer //. Fame 11.

371 (Fairf. MS.) Toppe and tavHe and euery del.. euery
word that spoken ys. c 1440 York Myst, xxxi. 193 Tell hymo
fro toppe vnio tayle. 1550 Balp. Apol. 106 b, It is in the

whole, toppe and laylc, length and hredth, bcgynnyngeand
endynge. x5S8 Phaer ^Fwr/rf v. Njb, Headlong down in

dust he ctierturnyd tayle and topp. 1797 P. Walker
Remark. Passages (1827) 21a His Sermon had neither Top,
Tail, nor Mane, x8m Cahlvle F.arly Lett. (18S6) II. 32

They will . . make neither * top, tail, nor root out of it *, 1874
T. Hardy Far/r Madding Crotid Ivi, The top and tail

o't is thi*. 1888 Elvvorthy Ii', Somerset Word-hk. s.v..

The pony put his foot in a rabbit s bole and proper turned

top-on-LiiU

d. Top over tail, app. an inversion of tail over

top (which nlso occurs: cf. head over hcehy He.vd

sb. 44): upside down, topsy-turvy. Also aitrib.

Chiefly north, dial,

c tyyi R. Brunne Chron, (1810) 70 Into he waise (>am fro

he tomhled top ouer taile. c 1400 Laud Ttvy Bk, 16727 He
bar him tayl ouer top. 1'hat he lay iher as a sop. 1535
LvNOE^sAY Satyre 3744 Dot this fals world is turnit top ouir

lain. 1786 PogoHoiogia 6 The Culhute (the flyinj;-top-

over-tail hoop>. X819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd 200

Cam tumblin' tap^wr-tail. x88t Miss Jackson Shropsh.
Word-bk., T0P o'er tail, head over heels—completely over.

26. Top . . toe, a. From top to (f into, \unto)

toe^ from head to foot, in every part ; also fig,

from beginning to end, throughout, entirely.

\a xaa5 'Juliana 59 Ouer al & from l>e top to |>e tan.]

f 1375 Sc. Leg. Satnts xxiii. {Sleperii) 121 Malchus..tald

l^ame fra tope to ta Quhow decius l>ame socht to sla. cx4as
Cast. Perscv. 615 in Macro Plays 95, I holde ^ee trewe ffro

top to he toa xu6 Pdgr. Ptrf. (W. de W. 1531) 341 h.

Thou art m-ide abhominable from the toppe of [?to] the

too. 1545 Kavnold Byrth Mankynde Prol. B ij, I . . reuisy-

ing from top to too the sayde hooke. x6x3 Purchas Pit-

grimage(\(i\^ ^6i After this follow fiftcene other most faire

Camels,..couered from top to toe with Silke. 17x8 Mrs.
Delanv in Li/e ^ Corr. (i£6i) I. 45 Top-.i-Toc, my dear

Niece, Your most affectionate, Faithful, humble servant,

Lansdowne. X887 Lowf.lu Democr. 87 English from lop

to toe.

t b. Neither top nor toe, no part or vestige
;

— lop nor tail (see 34 b). Obs, rare^^.
x6xo Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 269 There stood in

old time a citie, but now neither top nor toe, as they say,

remnineth of it.

VII. Combinations and collocations.

• atlrib. usesj passing into adjective in 27-30.

26. Having a top, fitted with a top, as top-buggy^

-phaeton, -stockings -wagon ; top-ship (see 33).

1894 Howells in Harper's Mag. Feb. 381 Grocers don't

drive round in 'top-buggies. X898 — Open-eyed Conspir^

52 Buoyant •lop-ph,ictons and surreys with their light-

!tml>cd horses. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2176/4 ijghtcoloured

•Top-Stockings striped with black. 1884 Roe Nat. Ser.

Story X, He hastened to harness Thunder to his light "top-

wacon. (See also Top-boot.)

27. Of or jwrtaining to the top, belonging to the

top; situated, placed, or growing at or on the top of

something ; topmost, upper, uppermost. Now
usually written separate as adj.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. F/, v. iL 14 Whose top-branch ouer-

pcer'd loues spreading Tree. x6io Hkalev St. Aug. Citie

TOP.

e/Godi'2^ Nero, .got first of nil to the top-turret of all this

enormity. ci6ix Chapman Iliad xx. an These twice-six
colts had pace so swift, they ran Upon the top-ayles of corn-
ears, nor bent them any whit. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boc-
calini's Advis.fr. Parnass. i. Ixxvii. (r674) 99 If they fall

to cut down the top-boughs. X676 Moxon Print. Lett. 6 The
Top-line is the line that bounds the top of the Ascending
Letters. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 139 An Herb
whose top Leaves are a Ballet of themselves, 1769 Mb.s.
Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 91 It is proper for a top
dish at night, or aside dish for dinner. 1805 R. VV. Dickson
Pract. Agric. I. 54 Advantages in carrying top-loads. 1827
Steuart Planter's G. (1828) 328 The topshoots of the
former year will inevitably be cut down. 1833 T. Hook
Parson's Dau. 1. vii, A five pound fish . . had snapped off the
top-joint of his four guinea rod. 1851 Mrs. Browning
Casa Guidi Wind. i. 700 How., we may., as we reach
Our own grapes, bend the top vines to supply The children's

uses. 1865 Sat. Rev. 21 Jan. 80/2 The want of protection
of the top shifts against fire. 187S Knight Diet. Meek.
1465/2 A crowning molding is a top member. x888 H.
^loRTEN Sk. Hosp. Life 46 There were two doors on the
lop landing, X904 j. Sweeney At Scott. Yard v. 110 The
carriages, .passed, .along the top side, passing out at the

left hand lop corner. xy)6 Athenaeum 15 Dec. 777/3 A top
slop was equivalent to a stop.. in the upper focal plane of
the objective. Moti. The top end of the tube is sealed.

28. Forming or constituting the top, or the

exterior surface or layer ; upper, outer.

Now usually separate, as in prec. sense.

X603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii. (1632) 275 A light stroke

that dooth scarce the lop-skin wound. 1634-5 liRERETON
TrazK (Chetham) 96 They cult and flea top-turves with
linee upon them. X707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II, 384
Take away some of the Top exhausted Earth. X838 Civil
Eng. ^ Arch. Jrnl. 1. 97/2 Walls of rubble,, .which support
a top covering of flat stones. x868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner
Agric. (1869) 169 Mild loamy top soil, with a subsoil more
tough. X874 Crookes Dyeing »f Calico-Print 526 Putting
a top bloom on blacks. 1879 H. Taylor Stud. Germ. Lit.

38 Hollow si^aces cut in the top-slab cf his tombstone.
X883 R. Halijane Workshop Receipts Ser. ii. 236/2 Aniline

colours., are now usefully employed as top colours . .brushed
in very dilute solution over vegetable colours. 189X Daily
Ne^us II July 5/4 Top milk and bottom milk have been
proved to be practically the same. 1004 Archxol. Mliana
XXV, IL 253 A foot-anda-half of blackish top-soil, igxa

Nation 10 Feb. 779/2 Good farming incieases the humus or

productive * top spit * of the land.

29. First in rank, order, or quality; principal,

chief, most eminent, best.

X647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Fng.\.\u 22 Bishops,who are now
,. the very top flowersofwisdomand learning. 1649 Roberts
Clavis BibL-xfj^t The flourishing or Top-glory of Israels King-
dome under K. Solomon. 1657 Austen hruit Trees ii, 45
This is the lop ptiviledgofbeleivers. 1697 Collier /ww/^r.

Stage iv. (1698) 242 These Sparks generally marry iht Top-
ladies. 171a E. Cooke Voy. S. :^ea 73 The Top Nation
of all that Part of the World for Bravery. 1713 Steele
Englishman No. \o. 261 When they grow up, Dancing is

the top Accomplishment. X727-4X Chambers Cycl, s.v.

Physiognomy, The top modern authors on physiognomy.

1733 SwiFT Let. to Pope a Apr., They are certainly the top

wits of the Court. 1750 R. Pocockk Trav. (Camden) I. 50
One of their top merchants. 1774 J.

Hawlev in J. Adams'
U ks. IX. 345 Our lop Tories here give out. .that he will cer-

tainly be taken up before the Congress. 1794 Godwin Cat,

li'illiams 291 Regarded as the top gentry of the place.

1819 Kkats Let. (in Daily Chron. 26 Mar. (1904) 9/2) Fine

writing is, next to fine doings, the top thing in the world.

30. Highest (in degree), greatest (in amount);

very high, very great; also in weakened sense,

first-rate, tip-top, excellent.

17x4 G. LocKHART Mem. Scot, 229 Obliged to go off at a
top Gallop. X736 Duchess Portland in Mrs. Delany's

Life ^ Corr. {\^6i) I. 563 The Speaker was in top good
humour. 1769 Lady M. Coke Jml. 6 Aug., The Duchess
..said she was in a lop sweat. «X774 Fergusson Caller

Oysters xi. The fisher-wives will get top Hyin. X806-7 J.

Beresford Miseries Hum. Life xviii. xii. His common trot

is just a match for your top speed. x87a Mechik Dceside

Tales V. 49 He reached the house ' in a lop sweat '. 189^
Lit. World iT^ Apr. 341/2 One [who] commands ' lop prices

for serial rights. X9oa Daily Chron. 20 Dec. 7/5 Half a

dozen bounds went al top pace towards Tughy.

** J.ocativef etc., combinations.

31. In sense ' at or to the top', as top-draining,

-pruning; top^ty, fUled, -ironed, -laden, -loose,

-shackled, -tempestuous, -turned adjs. See also

Top-DKEsa, Top-full, Top-hampeb, Tof-heavt,

Topknot, etc.

i860 Worcester, "Top-draining, the act or ihe practice

of draining the surface of land. ci6xi Chafhan Iltadwx.

ai9 From a coffer., "top-fild with vests; warme robes to

checke cold wind. S69X tr. Emilianne's Obsen>. Journ.

Naples 104 I he Treasuries of their Churches are top fill'd

with these kind of precious Relicks. 1910 Daily Chron.

12 Jan. 5/7 One with perfect nailing, beautifully executed,

"top-ironed, and with exquisitely finished edging. 1831 Car-

lyle Sart. Res. r. ill, There, *topladen,. .rolls m the coun-

try P.aron and his household. sZSj Pall MallG. 28 June 6/1

On each side of the hall are aisles, 'top-lighted. 1905 Daily

Chron. 17 May 8/5 Private offices are atianged along the

back and lop-lighted. X747 Hooson Miners Diet. U ij h.

This being 'Tuploose, gives more Liberty for the cutting

thereof than the taking of a whole Roof. 184a Loudon
Suburban Hort. 343 Ringing.. may often serve as a substi-

tute both for root pruning and *top pruning. x6i* N. Field

Woman a Weathercock in. ii. K iv, Oh good old woman,
she is *top-^hackeld. x63a Lithgow Trav. (r9fj6) 346 Like

to a halfe ballast ship tottering on 'top-tempestuous waves.

xoos Wcstm. Gaz. 5 July 2/3 lilack crowns Of wind-worn

pines., 'top-turned by gales that weighed Them eastward.

** Special combinations and collocations.

32. In general senses oitop.

(When top is adjectival, properly without hyphen.)



TOP.

Top-beam = CotiiAB-EEAM i ; top-binder, ? a I

branch serving to bind the tipper part of a hedge ;
|

top-bloek: see quot. (see also 33 b) ; top breadth,

the breadth of the ship at the level of the top-

timbers; top-breadth line, a line in a plan

showing the longitudinal curve of the ship's side

at the level of the top-timbers ; top-button,

+ (a) a metal button of which the top or face is

gilt or silvered ; (/') an ornamental knob on the

top of a mast ; top-oard {Spinning), a flat strip

of wood covered with hooked teeth set over the

dmra of a carding-engine ; top-cast [Cast sb. 18]

= Up-S'cvarm ; top coal, an important seam,

which in the southern part of the Shropshire coal-

field is the topmost ; top-ooat, overcoat, great-coat,

outer coat; hence top-coated a.; top-contact,

contact at the top or upper surface ; top-crop, {n)

see top-fmit; {6) {Mining) an outcrop; top-

cross {Horse-breeding), a cross in which one parent

is of pure or superior blood {U.S^j-ftov dog, lit. the

dog uppermost or ' on top ' in a fight
; fig. the vic-

torious or dominant party; top drawer, the upper-

most drawer in a cabinet or the like; aX^aftg.; top-

A-c\ve{Mech.) = top-gear{b) ; topf^as^{I''ouniii>ig),

the upper part of a moulder's flask when made in

two parts ; the ' cope ' when a ' drag ' is used

{Cent. Did. Suppl. 1909) ; top-flat {Spinning) =
top-card. Flat C. 8d (Knight Did. Mech. 1S77);

top-fruit, fruit growing on trees, as distinct from

bush-fruit and ground-fruit (strawberries, etc.);

top-fuller, a top-tool having a narrow rounded

edge (ICnight 1877); top-gear, (a) the rigging,

sails, and spars ol a ship ;
{b) (without hyphen) in

power transmission, tlie alternative gearing which

produces the highest speed in proportion to that

of the motor ; top-graft v., trans. {Horticulture)

? to set new grafts on the stumps of lopped boughs

;

top-hard (coal) : see quot. 1 834-5, and cf.top coal-,

top-head {Mining) : see quot. ; top-heat {Horti-

ailtitri), heat generated in a frame or greenhouse

;

cf. bottom heat s.v. ]!ottom $b. 19; top-hole, {a)

{Mining) = top-head; {b) = top-notch; attrib. imt-

rate, ' lip-top' {slang)
;
ftop-honours {7ionce-use),

the topsails of a ship, in reference to tlie custom of

lowering them in token of respect ; top-house

{JVaut.), a deck-house ; top iron, the upjier iron

in a carpenter's plane, adjusted so as to stiffen the

cutter and turn up the shavings; the break-iron;

top-land, high or elevated Innd, highland ; top-

latch {dial.), the strap or thong used to fasten the

liames together at the top ; top lift, (a) [Lift

ii.2 5], the uppermost working in a cutting, etc.

;

{b) the external layer of a boot or shoe heel ; see

also 33 a ; top-line (in cattle), the profile line of

the back from the centre of the shoulders to the end

of the hip-bones; top-loader {Lumbering), one

who works at the top of a load of logs {JV. Amer.) ;

top notch, the highest notch
; Jig. the highest

point attainable; also attrib. first-rate, 'tip-top';

hence to-p-no'toher, a first-rate person or thing, a

'tip-topper'; top note, the highest note inasinger's

compass; aX^o Jig.; top-onion, the Canada or

tree onion {Allium Cepa prolijerum), bearing a

cluster of small green bulbs at the top of the stem,

instead of flowers and seed ; top plate, the back

plate of a watch-movement ; top-proud a., proud

to the highest degree ; top-rail {Carpentry) : see

quot. 1823 (also 33 b) ; top-rider {Shipbuilding) :

see quot.; f top-right a. {nonce-wd.), upright,

erect; top rook {Coal-mining), the uppermost

stratum of (hard) rock ; top-roll, some part of a

bridle-bit ; top saw, the upper of a pair of circular

saws, cutting down to meet the kerf of the lower;

topsoript [nonce-wd. after postscript}, something

written at the top of a letter; top-set sb., the top

section of a vein of ore, which has sections of

different width at different depths; top-set a., set

or deposited at the top, or above something else

;

in Mining and Geol., spec, of a bed, layer, or

stratum ; top-sew v., trans, to hem by oversewing

;

top shelf, the uppermost and least accessible shelf;

also attrib. in Jig. expressions : {a) as, in top-shelf

book, a book seldom used, or that is to be kept out

ofthe way ; {b) first-rate ; cf. top-notch ; hence to-p-

she'lfer, a person or thing of the highest class

;

top-soil v., to pare off the top soil (see sense 28)

;

top story, the uppermost story of a house
; fg.

the head as tlie seat of intellect; also attrib.
;

top-string {dial.) = top-latch ; top-swarm {Sc.

and north, dial.), the first swarm of the season

thrown off by a hive of bees ; ohofg. ; hence top-

swarmer; top-tail v., intr. to turn the tail up

and head dovvn. as a whale in diving {Cent. Did.)
;
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top-, tap-thrawn a., Sc, perverse, obstinate,

wrong-headed; top-tool, any smith's tool which

is held upon the work while being struck, as dis-

tinct from a bottom-tool, which is socketed in the

anvil ; top-turnip, the turnip-cabbage, Kohlrabi

{Cent. Did. Suppl.); top-twist = sense 19; top

wall {Mining) : see quot. ; top-water {Min-

ing): see quot. 1894; top-weight, the heaviest

weight carried by a horse in a race ; also transj. a

horse carrying this weight; top-yeast, the yeast

which forms on the top of fermenting liquor

{Cent. Did. Suppl.). See also Top-boot, etc.

1679 MoxoN Mcch. Exerc. viii. 147 'Top-beam. 1823 P.

Nicholson I'ract. Build. Gloss., Top-beams, the collar-

beam of a truss ; . . for merly called wind-henm or strut-beam,

and now collar-beam. 1883 Pknnell-Elmhirst Cream 0/
Leiccslersh. 402 A horse.. will make short work of an

ordinary 'tcpbinder when once the sap of the thorn has

gone to the roots. 1877 KmcHT Diet. Mech.,* Top-block,

..a projecting piece on which the bows of a carriage rest

when down. 1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 278 The Top-

limber Line, or »topbreadth Line, a curve describing the

height of the top-timbers, which gives the sheer of the

vessel. 1574 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908)243 *Topp
Buttons and frenge I^ce. 1836 Emerson Eiig. Traits

ii. 34 The mainmast, from the deck to the top-button,

measured J15 feet. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 470/1 These

slats are called card-tops, *top-cards, or top-flats. 1827 G.

WloGms Celtic Druids ii. §37. 78 It seems reasonable to

expect that from these great *top casts, smaller ones .should

be found branching olTto dilTerent countries. 1803 Plvmi.i.;y

Agric. Shropsh. 56 »Top-coal. 1841 Hartshohne Salop.

Aniiq. Gloss. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. 90.

1819 ' Top-coat [implied in top-coated]. 1821 Blackw. Alag.

Jan. 406/2 He had twa tap-coats and a plaid on. 1858 Ramsay
Keinin. vi. (1870) 235 [He] offered the beggar an old top-coat.

1819 ]?. Anderson Cumberld.Batl. 63 'Top-cwoatet squire.

1849 D. J. Urowne Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 114 Artificial

heat most ingeniously applied by "top contact'. Ibid.,

The difference, .between top-contact heat and that received

from radiation as applied to hatching. 1889 Daily News
29 June 6/3 He foresees a corresponding depression in what
he c.ills 'the "top crops'. 189S G. Huntington in C/i/ca^o

Advance 19 Dec. 910/3 And it ain't top-crop rock, anyhow.

1890 Breeders Gaz. (Cliicago) 28 Mar. (Cent.), A filly with

three *top crosses or a hor.se with four top crosses can be

registered [in the stud-book]. 1900 Spea/ter 28 Apr. 97/r

The most popular argument in favour of the w.Tr is that it

will make the individual Briton *lop dog in South Africa.

J906 P. White F.ii;ht Guests (Tauchn.) L 66 Marcus had
never had a tussle'yet without coming out ' top dog !

' 1906

Daily Chron. 26 Mar. 6/4, 1 recall, .many in which I started

as under-dog and came out top-dog. 1903 H. A. Vachell
The Hill i, Such boys as a rule don't come out of the 'top

drawer. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 16 Nov. 5/2 The gear ratios

are given as : rst, T5 to i ; 2nd, 8.4 to i ; and on the '^top-

drive4.7. 1874 •'J'op-flats [see to/-carrf]. 1884 /'a// /I/a//G.

IS Aug. 2/1, (t) 'Top fruit, such .is apples, pears, plums,

cherries, medlars, and quinces ; (2) bush fruit.. ; (3) ground
fruit. 1903 Q. Rev. Oct. 390 A plantation oftop and bottom
fruit. 1884 Pae Eustace 100 He's a trim craft as I would
not like to damage in the *top-gear. 1909 Wcstm. Gaz.

28 Jan. 4/1 Handcross and Keigate, both of which the

Napier can stealthily scale on top-gear and think nothing

of it. 1910 Ibid. 21 Apr. 5/2 Tlie extraordinary top-gear

hill climbing powers of the Ford. 1897 Bailey Brine.

F7-uii-growini^ 342 It will prob-ibly pay to *top.graft them.

1834-S J. PHiLLirs Man. Geol. (1S55) 190 The thickest coal

in the district, called the ' 'top hard ', is the same bed as

that called the thick or ten-foot coal in York.shire. 1867

W. W. Smyth Coal S, Coal-mining 56 Cutting the top-hard

coal at 510 yards deep. 1883 Gresley Gloss. CoalMining,
* Top Heads (S.S.), passages driven in the upper part of the

Thick coal for draining off the g.-is. 1842 Loudon Subur-

ban Hort. 501 That lively heat within the frame, which is

usually called *top-heat. J90S Dundee Advert. 23 Jan. 5

The victims.. at the time of the explosion weie engaged
widening the ' "tophole ' between No. 6 and No. 7 levels.

1899 Doyle Duet vi. 74 We certainly did ourselves up to

the top hole last night. J908 E. V. Lucas Over Bemer.
ions ii, ' A top-hole idea ', he called it. 1909 Blaekw. Mag.
Sept. 409/1 A piece like the Merry Widow.. would be top-

hole. 1700 Prior Carmen Seculare 478 Let all the nav.Tl

world due homage p.ay; With hasty reverence their *top-

honours lower. 1803 T. Nethertqn in Naval Chron. XV.
220 Shipwrights employed in the capstern and 'top house.

181S ]. Sm\TH Panorama Sc. ^ Art I. 108 It is always

necessary to make the 'top-iron fit the blade so correctly

that no shaving can get between them. 1877 Kinglake
Crimea VI. vi. 71 The high..*topIand or spine of Mount
Inkerman. Ibid. 446 The Inkerman toplands. 1842 Civil

Eng. fs Arch. Jrnl. V. 60/1 The ' 'top lift ' was deposited

in spoil bank. 1901 Daily Record <j Mail 28 Nov. 2 A
new machine, .will do heel-shaving, rough scouring, fine

scouring, heel edge blacking, lop-lift blacking, heel-bur-

nishing, top-lift burnishing, and breasting. 1904 Amer.
Inventor 15 Apr. 184 The *toploader is the man who
runs the greatest risks. 1848 N. York Com. Adv. 16 Oct.

(Bartlett), To-day the editor of the Union is cheered to

the very "lop notch of joyous exultation . . ; to-morrow

he is horrified. 1888 N. York Herald (Dixon), The
effect of their [locusts'] blighting touch has not yet

reached the top notch. 1910 I. K. Bangs Pursuit 0/
House-boat iii. 51 My seamanship, which was top-notch for

my day. 1902 13th Rep. Kansas State Bd. Agric. 64
"There are not a sulificient number of 'top-notchers 'to go
around, the result being . . the use ofmany inferior specimens.

1896 Daily News 28 Dec. 3/2 Another even more popular

ballad (or whatever he calls it), known as 'Mary Jane's

•Top-note '. 1908 K Noves iV. Morris 54 Never once do

we feel that he is exerting himself, or on his top-note.

J884 Britten IVatch ^ Ctoekm. 47 The full cap to full

plate watches covers the "top plate. l88s C. G. W. Lock
Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 327/1 Push out the pillar pins,

and remove the top plate. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, i. i. 151

This *top-proud follow..! doe know To be corrupt and

treasonous. 1679 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. viii. 147 'Top-rail
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of the Balcony. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. Gloss.,

Top-rait, the upper rail of a piece of framing or wains-

cotting. 1867 Smvth Sailor^s Word-hk., Upper or *top-

rider futioeks, these timbers stand nearly the same as

breadth-riders, and very much strengthen the topside. 1563

Phaer JEneid IX. Ddj, His *topright crest from crown

downe battred falles. 1803 Plymlky Agric. Shropsh. 56

•Top-rock 7 yds. oft. o in. a 1879 in Miss Jackson Shropsh.

Word-bk. 89 Soil, . . Clay, . . Loose Rock, . . Coal, . . lilue Clod,

..Red Clunch,..Top Rock,..White Clod,. .Brown Clunch.

J728 Chambers Cyel. s.v. Bit, The several parts of a

snaffle or curb bit are . . Trench, 'Top-roll, Flap, and

Jeive. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech. 2597/2 The 'top.«aw is a

little in advance or rear of the under one, to make the kerf

complete without collision of the teeth of the respective saws.

J731 Lady B. Germain Eet. to Swijt 4 Nov., .So much for

your *topscript, not postscript ;..I heartily thank you for

remembering me so often. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet.

S ij. There are some Veins when once discover 'd, carry Ore
of a whole .Stool-end, twenty or thirty Yards in Depth..;

then the Ore cuts off on the Sole, and the Vein becomes

hard and streat,..and endures so many Yards in Sinking,

and then at last breaks over again, and the Ore proves to

be as good and stronge as. .before ; these Levells are called

Sets, as the first is the "Top-Set, the second which is found

out by Sinking through the Deadness, is called the Under.

Set. 190S C'hamberlin & Salisbury Geol. I. iii. 191 Depo-
sition is also taking place on the top of the delta. 'These

•top.set beds are laid down in a nearly horizontal position.

1876 Miss Braddon y. Haggard's Dan. x,_The .sheets and
table-cloths we •top-sewed when we were children. x8o8 G.

Ellis Let. in Lockhart Scott (1837) II, iv. 145, I should have

ranked it. .on the very *top shelf of English poetry. 1882

Top-shelf [implied in iop-sliel/er\ 1891-2 Lupton Bros.

Catat. Dec. and Jan., Gentlemen requiring scarce and top-

shelf books. 190S Hornung Thief in Nt. (Tauchn.) 12

'Nice house?' said Raffles. .. 'Top shelf, said I. 1882

N. York Tribune 12 July, The rich tourist, or as the fron-

tiersman calls him, ' the "top-shelfer ', who goes about with

guides and a luxurious outfit. t86o Worcester, *Top-

soiling, the act of taking off the top-soil. 185s Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 347 From a window in the *lop story

of one of the loftiest of those gigantic houses 1903 [Ln.

W. Neville] Penal Servitude 150 [Prisoners] who are mote

or less touched in the top story. 1904 Daily Chron. 9 May
8/4 In every top-storey window the machinery can be seen

working. 1690 J. WoDROw in Life (1828) 112 These may
be n.imed the "Tapswarm. 111905 Eng. Dial. Diit.^v.

Top, Twea topswarms '11 mak' a Strang hive. 1856 AlRD
Poet.lVks. 404 The unfinished skep For June "top-swarmers.

1808-1S Jamieson, "Tapthrawn, adj. ...having the.. top or

head distorted ; or in allusion to the hair of the head lying

in an awkward .-ind unnatural manner. 1819 W. Tennant
Papistry Stor>H'd (1827) 194 A tap-thrawn monk wi' loundit

cap. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., ^Top-loot, a blacksmith's

tool., used above the work, being struck by a hammer.
1881 KklKoyiD Mining Gloss., *Top--wall. See Hanging-
wall. Ibid., Hanging-side or Hanging-wall, or Hanger
(Cornw.), the w.-ill or side over the vein. 1778 W. Prvce
Min, Corttub. 21 A very large proportion of our Mine
Water is temporary: and.. is denominated *Top Water.

1894 Norihumbld. Gloss., Top-matter, water percolating

through the roof of a coal mine. 1892 Daily Neivs 28 Mar.

3/5 It looks as if the 'top-weights are in the Grand National

precluded from winning.. .It is time the top-weights had a

chance in this event. 1896 Ibid. 19 Feb. 2/6 Another lop-

weight got home safely in the February Hurdle Handicap,

Doge, about whom as little as 3 to i was taken.

33. From senses 9 and 9 b; {top tieing also short

for topsail or topmast), as a. top-bowline, -lift (Lift

sb.'^ 7 ; see also 32), -sheet, -shroud, -stay, -yard,

h. t top-arming, top-armour, f top-arms (//.) :

see quots. a 1625, 1867 ; top-bloek, a large block

suspended below the cap of the lower mast, used

in hoisting or lowering topmasts (see also 32) ;

top-brim: see quot. 1794, and cf. top-rim; top-

burton : see quot. 1867 and BuKTON ; also attrib.
;

top-chain, a chain used to sling the yards in ac-

tion, in case the ropes by which they are hung

should be shot away ; top-cloth : see quot. and

cf. top-armour ; top-lantern, top-light : see

quot. 1867 ; top-lining, topsail-lining : see quots.
;

also 'a platform of thin board nailed upon the

upper part of the cross-trees on a vessel's lop'

(Smyth); top-maul: see quot. 1867; f top-

nail, ? = Fid sbfi ; top-nettings sb. pi. : see top-

armour (quot. 1867) ; top-pendant, a pendant

used in hoisting and lowering topmasts {Cent.

Did. 1891); top-rail: see quot. (also 32); top-

rim = top-brim ; top-rope : see quot. a 1625 ; lo

srvay (erron. swing) {away) on all top-ropes, to go

to great lengths ; so to be on {the) top-ropes ; + top-

royal, short for top-gallant royal : see Topgallant ;

f top-ship, a ship having tops ; = Topman 1 i ;

top-taokle, a tackle used in raising or lowering

topmasts. See also Top-castle, Topgallant,

Topman ', Topmast, Topsail.
i486 Naval Au. Hen. VI1 (1896) 14 A "Top Armyng of

say. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVoni-bk , Top-armings, ham-
mocks stowed inside the rigging for the protection of rifle-

men. 148s Cely Papers (Camden) 184 Item ij jerdes di rede

..for the 'topearmer...Iteman3erde ofwyght for the same.

1514 Inv, Henri Grace de Dieu in Oppenheim Admin. Roy.

Navy (1896) I. 377 Top Armours, .vii. a 1625 Nomenclator
Navalis(^ai\. SlS. 2301), Topparmors are the clothes which

are tied aboute the Tops of the masles for shewe and also

for to hide menu in the Fight which lie there to fling fire-

potts [etc.]. 1823 CRABB7"f<:/;«o/.Z'/<r/. s.v. 7"o>. 1867 Smvth
Sailor's WordM. s.v. Top, 'This top was formerly fenced

on the afterside by a rail about three feet high, between

the stanchions of which a netting was usu.ally constructed,

and stowed in action with hammocks. This was covered
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with red baize, or canv;iS [tainted red, and called the top-

atmuur. c 1599 MS. Otho E. ix. in Biee Cursory Sk. Nav.^

3//i.V Civ. Estab. {1791) I. 217 For waste cloaths and •top-

arms. 1760 Falconek Marine Did. (1776)5. v. Block, The
't«_>p-block i-* used to hoist up or lower down the top-ma^ts,

and b for the puipose hooked in an eye-bolt driven into

the cap. 176a — Shiptvr. 11. 149 'ihe halyaids and
•top-bow-lines soon are gone. 1730 Cait. \V. Wrigles-
woKTH MS. Log'bk. of the * Lyetl 30 Nov., Arm'd the fore

Shrouds, Matted the *Top-brini«. 1794 Rigsing ^ Sea.

manship 1. 90 ToP'l'riw, a space in^he middle of the foot

of a top^iil, containing one-fifth of the number of its cloths,

. . so calltrd from . . being near the fore part of the top, . . when
the sail is extended. 1797 Kncyct. Brit. KfuX. 3) XV ll.

433/2 The holes for marling the clucs of sails and the top-

brtnis of topsails have groramcts of log-line. cx86o H.
SiuART Seamait's Catech. 46 '1 he topmen will hand out the

*lop burtons. 1867 Smvth Sailor's W'ord-bk.^ Burton, a

small tackle, .generally used to set up or tighten the shrouds,

whence it is frequently termed a top-bnrton tackle. 1698 in

MSS. I/o. Lords N.S.(iyo5) ill. 344 Asked if the Hop-chains
davits and fishes were m-ide use of to make a boom. 1773 84
Cook Voy. (1790) VI. 19S9 The boats were moored with

top-chaias. ^15 Uubney Falconer's Diet. Marine, * Top.

doth, a large piece of canvas, used to cover the hammocks
which are lashed in the top when prepared for action. S748

Anson's ^ly, i. x. 98 The main top-sail shook so strongly

in the wind, that it carried away the 'top lanthom. 1867
Smvth Sailor's li^ord-bk.. Top-lantern, or Toplighf, a
lar^e signal Lantern placed in the after-part ofa topu 1485
Naval Ace. Hen. V'il (1896) 48 Toppe yerdes..j, *Toppe
lyftes..ij. 1809 J. THiCKNKasEtniVawi/CAr£>«. XXII. 57,
1 carried a *lop-Hght. 17^ ^i£^**g & Seamanship I. 93
The 'topliiiing of topsails is of canvas, Na 6 or 7. i88a
Nabes iie>imanship (ed. 6) 11 Top iining.— Double
part on the after side of a topsail, to lake the chafe of the
top, etc 17316 Shelvocke Voy, round World 214 'ihe
"top mall, wiiich being made fast to the head of the main-
mast, was wash'd ashore. 1867 Smydi Sailor^s O^ordd'k.f
ToP'maiti,j\ large hammer used to start the topmast fid,

ana to beat down the top, when setting up topmast-rigging.
i35» Ace, Excheq. Q. K. Bundle 20 No. 27 (P. R, O.) Pro
quadam clav[oJ fcni vocato ' ioppcnaiif pro eodem mast.

1769 Falconkk i^/W. Marine (1739), Cenles de hnne, the
•top lails, which formerly surrounded the tops, when circu-

lar. Ibid. (17&0) s,v. Ont-rigger, It is then thrust out to

it's usual distance beyond the "top-rim, where it is securely
fastened, a i6a5 Nonunclat&r NoihiUs (Harl. MS. 2301),
* foP-KoaPes are those Koapes wherewith wee sett or strike

tbe Top inastes. 1763 Falconek Shiptvr. u. 259 At each
mast-lie.id the top-ropes others bend. 186^ I'uhtom Siot
A&r, I. iii. 119 Apt to attempt feats., in nautical phrase, *to
swing on all top^ropes*. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Vyorddfit.

.v., 'Swaying on all top-iopcs', figuratively. * going the
whole liog in joviality or any trickery. 1868 W. Pekcelly
in II. Pcpgelly Lije xiL (1S97) 188 The veteran ..was
on the top ropes about the meeting. 1500-10 Dunbar
Poems IxxxviiL 30 Thy Ryuer.. Where many a ship doth
rest with 'toppe-royall, 14B5 Naval Ace. Hen. I-'// (iQg6)

48 Toppe lyftes..ij, 'Toppe shetes..ij, sc6s Pkaer
yEneia vhi. Ziv, His crowne couragious snines with
garland wun from "topshipsnout. 1631 Wexver Anc, Fun,
Mom, 718 Two and fifty rcli;;ious structures, as many wind-
mils, and as many toppe Ships in Dunwich. X48S Navnt
Ace, Hen. Vll (1896) 48 Toppe mastcs, . j, ' Toj^ipe shrowdes
.-V). 1751 Smolixtt Per, Pic. (177^) IV. xcviit 275 'Split
ray 'lopslay-sail ', said he. 1769 I-alconkk Diet, Matim
(17S9) U biij, To the lower end of the top-rofje is fixed the
•top-tackle. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. Vli (1S96) 48 Toppe
mastes..], Toppe shrowdes..vj, "Toppe ycrdes .j.

34. lu sense 2 b, as (op-dyeings -maker^ -makings
-master, {topS')miU\ +topwork, wool-combinjj.
1888 Daily News ]6 Apr. 3/7 Merino tops are firm tn

prt>.c,. .though *top makers are said to have little margin
for piofit. 189Z Labour Commission Gloss, lv, Some
woofsiaplers are also * top-makers *, L e., woolcombcrs. In
wuolcombing the long smooth fibres are combed out into
'lops

I
so called froin the form in which the 'ribbon' of

wool IS coiled upon its spindle being like a spiinung top.
1896 Balme ^ Co. \Vo<4 Brokers Circular 15 May, Long,
stapled parcels which.. wtre largely purchased by the
B[.-idford Topmakers. S884 W. S. B. M<=Larkn Spinning
(cd. 2) it6 Balling or •Top-Making.—One other process
follows combine;.. namely, balling, or making into 'tops'.
190a Times 6 Nov. 10/ j *Top masters rciwrt a fair trade
duT'ng tbe week at satisfactory piices. 1909 Edtn. Kev.
(Xt. 284 lie was building the largest *tups mill in the
United States. 1637 Bury It^Hls (CamdenJ 169 A great
denle of 'topwoike abroad at spynners.

Top (t^i>), J^.^ Also 4-6 toppe, 4 topp (toop) ;

(7- 6e. tap). [A woid of difticult history, found
(app.) in late OE. (c 1060) as /<?/, also e 1325 in

\Valter de Uibbesworth (AKr. and Eng.), and
common from late 14th c onward. There are
words coinciding in sense, and app. related in form,
both in German and French, but their phonological
relations arc not normal : see Note below.]

1. A toy of various shapes (cylindrical, obconic,
etc.), but always of circular section, with a point
on which it is made to spin, usually by the sudden
pulling of a string wound round it; the common
zp/iip' or ivhipping'iop is kept spinning by lashing
it with a whip.
Other tops, as the peg<top, are spun in the same way, but

not whipj-vd J some are spun by the action of a spring.
Humming-top, a hollow top, usually of metal, with perfora-
tions which makcsahumnnngnoi^m spinning. Parish top^
town top, a^ largetop kept for public use, which two players or
parties whipped in opposite directions. Seealsoquot. 19x1,
(<rxo6o Apollonius 0/ Tyre (ThorpcJ 13 Mid ^eUeredre

lianda he swang |>one top mid swa micelre swifincsse, )>xt
J»am cynge war:* ,-el>uht swilce he of ylde to iu;;u5e sewaend
wxrcl cxyts Gloss. tK de Bibbesw. I. 39 (Camb. MS.)
En la rue luez au toup [All Souls MS, a toop]; Gloss,
All Souls (In the] strete pla:cs be toop, Camh. MS.
atte loppe, B,M. Arundel a top of tre. 13.. K. Alis.
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1727 (Bodl. MS.) pere fore, ich habbe |»eeysent, A top and
scourge to present. Ibid. 1756 pe Top pat i^ roundc
aboute, Signefieb also saunz doute, pat \>g werlde [»:it

he roiinde is, Shal be myne also 1 wys. 1398 Tkkvisa
Barih. De P. R. in. xvii. (1495) diiijb/i All |>u lynes
p* ben drawe fro all (»• partycsof Jn; ihynge |>' is seen, make
apeiaunce, shapen as a toppe, and the poynt ihcrof is in |'"

black of the eye, and the brode t-ndc in I'e thynge |>' is seen,
as in this fygure & sliappe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1624 Soche
soteltie ^^ai soght (o solas horn wuh; Tbe tables, the top,
tregelre .tIso. c 1425 St. Christina xxiv. in Auglia VIII.
i2S,/36 Whirlynge about as a scoprelle or a toppe j'at childer
"^-leye with, c 1440 Promp. Parzi. ^(^/z Top, of chylderjs
pley, trochus. 1367 Dbant Horace, Art Poet. B iv,

The stoole ball, top, or camping ball if suche one
should assaye. 1581 Mulcasier Positions ix. (1887) 54
Fensing, and scourging the Top. x6oi [see Parish sb. 7 j.

i6i6-6z HoLYt>Ay J'ersius iii. (1673) 311 For the scourg-
siick I did strive. That none his top with greater art might
drive. 16*3 [see Town ioJ. t6>8 Wither Brit. Rememb,
Pref. 209 Are no mote worthy of my serious hopes, Then
Ratles, Pol-guns, or the Schoole-boyes Tops. 1607 K.
Pkikcb Btith Mem, 1. x. 235 To play at Trap, and Top
and Scourge, with the lioys. 1838-43 C. Knight Pict.
Shaks.y Twel. N. l iii. note, The toiun-lop and the parish*
top v/ere one and the same. The custom, .existed in the
time of Kli/alicth, and probably long before, of a large top
bc-ing provided for the amusement of the peasants in frosty
weatner. 1851 [see Humming///, a. 1 c]. 1868 Lockykr
Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 457 The motion of our globe
has often been compared.. to that of a top. 1911 lincycl.

^r/A XXVII. 47/2 Other kinds of tops are made as supports
for coloured di>ks which on revolving show a kaleidoscopic
variation of patterns. The lop is also used in certain games
of chance, when it is generally known as a * teetotum . .

b. As ihe type of a sound sleei^er, in reference to

the apparent stillness of a spinning top when its

axis of rotation is vertical : cf. Sleep v, B. 3c;
esp. in to sleep like {as sound or as fast as) a top :

cf. Sleep v. B. i e. + Rarelyyf^. = sound sleejxjr,

C1616 Fletcher & Massinger Thierry ^ Theod, v. ii,

1 will assure you, he can sleep no more Than a hooded
Hawk; a centinel to him, Or one of the City Constables
are tops. 1693 Congrevf. Old Bach. 1.8 lis but well lash-

ing hiin, and he will sleep like a Top. 17x1 Ramsay On
Mrtxgy J-'hnsloun x, I took a njp . . As sound's a tapt 1763
Mrs. F. SiiKKiDAN Discoi'. 1. ii. In two minutes I was as
fast as a top. 1909 G. Tvhrell inQ. Rci>. July 106 Its [a

perfect life's) quiet is that of a sleeping top,—the ease of in*

t^nse well-balanced activity.

2. A marine gastropod having a short conical

shell ; any species of the genus Trochus or family

Trochidx\ a top-shell. In earliest use, sea top.

a 168a SrR T. Bkownk Nor/. Fishes Wks. 1835 IV. 333
Also trochi, trochiU, or sea tops, finely variegated and
pearly. 1856 Gosse Mar. Zool. \\. 118 Trochus (Linn.),

Top. Shell pyramidal, nearly flat at the base. 1857 Wood
Com. Objects Sen Shore 7$ Little shells, called Tops from
thtir form. . . One of the most beautiful of these shells, tbe
Livid Top {Trochus titiphinus).

8. Rope-ntaking. {Wso hying-top.) See quols.

1794 R igging ^ Si-amanship I, 58 Tops, to lay ropes,.,

are conical pieces of wood, wuh threeor four groovts.. from
tbe butt to the end, for the strands to lie in, and form a tri-

angle. 1797 Fntyi I. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 485/1 The top comes
away fr)>ni the swivel. .and the litie l>egins to lay. 1841
Penny Cjcl. XX. 154/2 A piece of wood called a tip. In the
form of a truncated cone, being placc-d between the strands,

and kept during the 0{K;ration gently forced into the an^le
formed by the strands, where tbeyare united by the closing

or twisting of the rope. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech, s.v.,

The top is forced as far as possible toward the slcdge-hook,

so as to allow the twist to commence at that end, the top
giving way as tbe twist crowds it forward to tbe head end
of the yams.
[Some would refer to this word * top of flax or wool ' : see

Topi*.' 2-1

4. attrih, and Comb.y as topfctshioUy -skapey

'Spinner, -spinning (sb. and adj.), -string; top-

giddy, -like^ -shaped adjs. ; top minor {Rope-

making); see c[Uot. 1835-6; top-shell - sense

3 ; top-wise <v/z/., like a topj in the manner of a
top. See also Topman 2,

18*4 J. SvMMoNS tr. ^schylus* Agant, 60 They vantsh'd

in deep night, *Top-giddy, whirl'd alx>ut, or scatter'd wide.

c 1711 Pktivir Gawphyl. vii. 65 A small Pyramidal or
*Toplike Shell. 1895 I. R Kiciiman Appenzeltxx. 195 To
execute..a seties of top-like levolutions about the tObm,

'793 J- 1^- Belfouk specif. Patent No. _i039. »o To pre-

vent the strand from being twisted too quicle, I have intro-

duced an instrument which I call the *top minor. 1835-6
Encycl, Metrop. (1845I VIII. 754/2 The yarns were all

united .. round the notches of an implement which he
[I. U. Itelfourl called a top minor. 1776 J. Lek Introd.

hot. Explati. Terms 394 Tnrbi/tatum, 'top-shaped, like an
obverse cone. C1711 Petiver Gazophyl. Dec. vir.Tab. 70
The large Barbadoes Maepye *'rop shell. 1885 C. F.

Holder Marvels Animal Life 83 Usually a 'i'op-shell

{Troihui). 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R. i". xvii.

(Tolleni. MS.), ('e sy^te is nou;t mad but by a piramys
schape a "top wise \qu%. perpiramidem \ 15^ shapen top

wisel [>* come|» to |>e ye. Ibid. x. v, In the moost ouermest

poynt of his shappe that is a lopwyse the flamme is moost
flute. 1900 F. T. BuLLEN Idylls of Sea v. 27 The angry
currents., whirling us topwise in defiance of wind and helm.

[Note. The meaning of /^ in the (^E. quot. is only infer-

eniiat, as the OE. ApolloPiins here diverges from the Latin

original, which contains no such ternis as turbo, trochus or

otiier word meaning ' top '; but it is difficult to see what
else the OE. word could mean. In c 1^25 the sense is clear.

On the continent, the name of the toy in Holland Kenerally

is now tol% hut /('/ is used in East and West Flanders,

Antwerp,.ind parts of liiabant ; also in Frlesland, Groningen,

and Drcnte, in the North Netherlands; but this has not

bern found earlier than 1500. In Brussels, Mechlin, South

Brabant generally, and Limhurg, the foiin used i^i dop. Dop,
^

TOP.

doppe, was also the MDu. form, occurring from 13th c, and
was the normal LG. equivalent oi OHG. ti^fo, topf M HG.
topfc, topf Ger. dial. topfi=G^x. kreiscl) in this sense. Of
this comparatively late substitution oitop for dop in Flemish,
etc., no explanation appears, and it does not help to account
for the use of /(J/* in English in 1060 or even in 1325. 'Ihe
niost that could be suggested would be that the word mean-
ing turbo or trochus has in both cases run together in form
wuh that meaning apex (Top j^.I). On the other hand, the
use in 1325 ofan Anglo-French toup Uoop) in this sense seems
to form a link with F. toupte (also Mopic) and its kindred
words, OF. topet or toupet '^, ohs. h\toupin,iind the deriva-
tive vbs. OF. topic-r or toupitv^ topiner or toupiuer, and
toupiller. liut the etymology of toupie and its family is

beset by as many difficulties as that of top-, it does not
answer in form to either OHG. topfo or MLG. do/>pe.\

tTop, sb:-'- Ol's. Also 5 toppe. [a, MLG.,
MFl. toppCj top (i4-i5lh c.) basket (as a measure
of raisins, figs, etc.): cf. MLG. top basket, as a
measure of grapes (Walther-Lubben), MDu. top-

kine (.^1334), toppen (i486), top van vijghen
basket of ftgs (Kilian) ; OF. (Picard) toppe (cf.

trois toppes ou vaisseaulx), See also ToPi'ET ^ and
cf. Tap sb.'-^y topnet, Tapnkt.] A basket, as a
measure of grapes or figs,

1440-X Durham Aic. Rolls (Surtees) 78 It. in ij sorttes

ficuum et ratemorummagnorumcum viij toppes racemoruin
niagnorum. 1530-1 Durham Housek. Bk. (Surtees) 44, 7
fraylis Jicuum et i tope racemoium niagnorum.

Top (tf'p), v.^ Also (5 toppyn), 6-7 toppe, (7
tope), [f. Top j^.^, in various senses.]

I. +1. intr. To fight, struggle, strive. Obs.
\Vox the original sense of this and its conntxion with

that of the sb., cf. obs. Du. ' t(ppen, tobben crines pugnando
invadtte, ciinibus apprehendere ' (Kilian); Ger, zupfen,
formerly zopfen to pull by the hair, pull, pluck.]

c \yi>^ Pilate 15 in E. E. P. (1862) iii pat child..and
pilatus a!so..to-gadcre were ido As hi wexe hi toppede
ofte, l>er nas bituene hem no luue Ac |j.it child ri^t biijiite

euer was aboue, C1315 Shoreham \\\. ^77 Ac (to by hedde
ine heuene y-topped Wy nedde hy be me belle y-stopped
For evere mo. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 496/2 Toppyn, or
fechte be the nekke (. .P. feightyn by the nek).

II. To deprive of the top.

1 2. trans. To cut off (the hair of the head), poll

(the head), crop (a person). Obs,
C1330 Arth. 9f Merl. (Kolbing) 7715 For diol he lopped

of his hare And him self tobete and tare. 14 . . Beryn 2917
Gctith a peir sisours, sherith my berd. .And aftirward lete

top my hede. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 112 Lord
Piivy Seale. .found great fault with his long ruffian like

haiie, and would have topped him if the vote of the Court
bad been for it,

3. To cut off the top of (a growing tree, a plant,

or the like) ; to poll or pollard (a tree) ; to lop,

prune, or shorten back (branches or shoots) ; to cut

or break off the head, flower, or ear of (a plant),

the withered calyx from (a gooseberry or other

fruit) ; often in ]>hr. to top and lop, top and tail.

1509 Brasenose Cotl. Doc. C2 40 He shall toppe ne byhede
Elme Asshe ne Oke. 1616 MS. Ace. St. Jolms Hosp.,
Cauterb., Payd for toping of treses. 1637 Earl Monm. tr.

Malvezzi's Romulus 5(- Tarq. 225 Hee tops off the heads ol

the highest flowers. 1649 Lovelack Crass-hopper iv, Sliarpe

frosty fmgers all your How'rs have topt. 1688 J. Clayton
in Phil. Trans. XVII. 982 They top their Tobacco, that is,

take away the little top-bud. 1794 Rigging ^ Seamanship
I. 58 Toppiug and Tailing is the clearing both ends of the

hemp with the halchell. 1814 L. M. Hawkins Mem., etc.

II. 52 A gentleman.. was topping and tailing gooseberries

for wine, 1894 R. H. Elliot Gold, Sporty etc. in Mysore
387 Some planters top [the coffee trees] at from three to

three and a half feet.

b. transf. and^., or in_/7^. context.

1605 ist Pt. leronimo 111. ii, He top thy head for that

ambitious word. 1633 P. Flktcher Purple fsl. x. xxii.

Topping rank desires which vain exceed. 1690 Locke
Govt. I. vi.(Rtldg.)6o JustasProcrustesdid with hisguests,

top or stretch them. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge vii,

Those prejudices of society which lop and top from pooi

handmaidens all such genteel excrescences.

t4. To snuff (a candle). Obs,

1594 Plat Jeivdlho. \n. 50 The candle.. after it is newly

topped. 1607 WiuuLETON Your Five Gallants 1. i, Top
the candle, sirrah. 1785 Grose Did. Vuig. T., Top, the

signal among taylors for snuffing the candles. 1840 Mar-
RVAT Poor Jack xxii, Let us top this glim a bit.

6. To pare off the surface soil of (land).

1638 A. Cant Serm. in Kerr Covenants Sf Cov. (1895) 120

The mountain must not be pared or topped.

6. To put to death by hanging; peril, originally

to behead ; cf. Topsman. slang.

j8ii Lexicon Balatr. s. v.. The cove was topped for

smashing queer screens. 1851 Maykew Land. Labour
(1861) III. 387/1 Thirty-six were cast for death, and only one

was ' topped . J904 A. Griffiths j'o Y. Public Service

xxii. 337 [One] hoped the day would be fine when he was
to be topped.

7. To shorten the teeth of (a toothed or cog-

wheel, etc.); cf. TOPPEU .f<^.^ I.

i874[implied in Toppkr sb.^ i]. 1884 F. T.Bhitten Watch
<V Clockm. 74 Very slightly top the wheel by holding a piece

of Arkansas stone against the teeth. Ibid. 152 If the lock-

ings arc too deep.. the wheel is too large and should be

topped.

Ill, To put a top on or form a top to.

8. To furnish with a top; to put a top on; to

cover or surmount, crown, cap {with), h\%ofig,

Cf. sense 16, witli which this sometimes blends.

1581 A. Hall ///Vrrf VII. H3 When as their towres they

topt aloft, and rampire:> great did raise. 1383 Meldancke
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Pkilotimus Uiijb, I suppose that-.Nanes and Dwarfes
iiiuste needes be topped with such heades. 1679 O. Hey-
WOOD Diaries^ etc. (1S81) II. 188 To Roger Slocks, topping
orchard wal. 1705 Addison Italy^ Tirol 527 Ihe Utile

Notredattu . . topp'd with a Cupoia, 1864 Burton Scoi
Abr. I. V. 294 The practice.. of topping the flanking round
towers with conical roofs.

9. To complete by putting the top on, or forming
the top of (a stack, etc.) : often to top up ; hence
{colloq.) to put the finishing touch to (a process)

;

to finish offt round offy crown.
1504 fsee Topping Z'bl. sb.^ i a].

1641 Best Farm, Bks. (Surtees) 35 The other comming
behinde with a rake, to correckt, toppe up, and finish the
cocke [of hayj. 1787 M. Cutler in Life., etc {1888) I, 231
Her hair in front is craped at least a foot high, . .and topi>ed

off" with a wire skeleton in the .same form covered with black
gauze. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I. 162 The chiefs

leaditig the van, the braves following in a long line, painted
and decorated, and topped off* with fluttering plumes. 1873
O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf.-t. ii, He has topped off his

home training with a.. foreign finish. 1892 Cortih. Mag.
Oct 363 One (governessj grounded and another topped.
1903 MoRLEV Gla<i$tone III. viii. xii. 217 The sea voyage
that was to ' top up ' the rest and the treatment.

b. absoi. or tntr. To finish up or off^ wind w/,

conclude {witk sometliing). colloq.

1836 J. H.NEWMANic-//. 15 Apr, (1891)11. 189 Before they
would venture to top up with such a. .startling enunciation.
x84oR,H. Dana A'^J/nj/xxv.We had the usual southeaster
..and finally topped off with a drenching rain of three or four
hours, 1848 Thackkrav Bk. Snobs xxxix. They absorb paie-

ale . . , and top-up with glasses of strong waters. 1870 Daily
News 6 Oct., Then you. .find the inmates of another room
topping off with chocolate or cofTee. 1885 Kiuer Haggard
K. Solomon's Alines i, Everything went wrong that trip,

and to top up with I got the fever badly.

O, To top {up) ove^s fruity punnet, etc., to put
the best fruit on the top of the basket, punnet, etc.

Market slang.
1888 (see Topping vbl. sb.^ i a]. 2891 Brit. IVorkman

Aug., 1 mean, .that you're a topper... You've been topping
your punnets. 1896 yrnl, R. Hortic. Soc. Nov. 209 A
grower who does not top up his fruit deserves to be canonised.

10. trans, a. Dyeing, 'I'o give a final bath of
colour to ; to finish off (a dyeing process) with a
certain dye. b. To top-dress land. c. To stain

the tips of the hair of (fur).

1856 Jrnt. R. Agric, Soc. XVII. i. 188 A friend of mine
always tops from ij to2cwt. [of salt] per acre before plough-
ing the clover leys. 1874 Crookes Dyeing l^ Calico-Print.
526 Such increase of oxalic acid is not recommended for

topping blacks. 1875 I- . J. Bird Dyer's Handbk. 35 Top-
ofi with serge blue to shade. 1883 Crookes Dyeing tjr

Tissue-Print. 118 Lift, and top in a freish water with ma-
genta and a little alum. 1910 \V, Parker in Encycl. Brit.
XI. 352/2 The paler skins from all districts in Siberia are
now cleverly coloured or 'topped *, that is, just the tips of
the hair are stained dark.

1 11. To * cover ', copulate with. Cf. Tup v,

Obs, rare.

X604 Shaks. 0th. III. iii. 396. Ibid. V. ii. 136. 1633 Ford
Love's Sacr. ni. i, Oh, for three Barbary stone-horses to
lop three Flanders mares !

IV. To exceed or come up to in height,

12. trans. To exceed in height ; to overtop ; also
to exceed in weight, amount, number, etc.

158a Stanvhurst ^Eneis 11. (Arb.) 50 Two serpents, .charg
Laocoon. .'His neck eke chayning with tayls, hym in quan-
titye topping. x686 Plot Stajffbrdsh. 380 When they come
to top them, {they] will quickly shade, and so kill them,
1747 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 589/1 The sea ran so high at Rotter-
dam, as to top two stories of many houses. 1760 R. Brown
Coiiipl. Fanner 11. 82 While oats, .come up sooner, and top
the weeds better than black. 1867 F. Francis Angling iii.

{1880) 57 Many of them topped two pounds. 1887 Besant
The IVorld went ix, She was so tall ihat she topped her
father . . by a head. 1901 Daily Express 2 1 Mar. 5/4 Thames
..topped the Trinity high water mark by 3J feeU

b. To surpass, excel, outdo ; to cap.
1586 Marlowe 1st Ft. Tamburl, 11. iii, Butj when you see

his actions top his speech Your speech will stay. 1607
Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 23 Topping all others in boasting. 1787
BuKKE Corr. (1844) III. 55 A measure, ifpossible, to top the
former. 185* Thackeray Esmond 111. v, [One] who for fun
and humour seemed to top them all.

13. To rise above ; to mount beyond the level of.

1773 Poetry in Amu Reg. 233 Another bird, just flu.-5hing

at ihe sound, Scarce tops the fence, then tumbles to the
ground. 1869 Blackmoke Lorna D. xviii, My head topped
the platform of rock. 1870 Morkis Earthly Par. III. iv.

159 At last the low sun topped the garden-wall. 1883
Century Mag. XXVI. 376 Tne suu was just topping the
maples when [etc.].

b. To get or leap over the top of, to surmount.
1735 SoMERViLLE Chosc II. 164 With Emulation fir'd They

. .top the barr'd Gate, O'er the deep Ditch exulting bound.
iZa6 Sporting Mag. XVII. 242 Topping a high paling, he
makes play over the country. 1835 .Sii< G. Stephkn Adz:
Search Horse xvi. 2^1 Many a little horse will top a fence
that be cannot put bis nose over.

14. To reach the top of, ascend to the top of.

1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 75 Taeir harts were
inflamed with flashes of conspiracies, how to top the lii;;hest

place, a i668 Denham OfPrudence Poems 157 Wind about,
till thou have topp'd the Hill. 1775 Bijkke6/>. Cone. Anier.
Wks. IH. 63 Already they have topped the Apalachian
mountains. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. i. 204 The sun's blue
ray Topt unknown clifTs and call'd them up to day. 1865
KiNGSLKV Herew. vi, A jjale yellow line, seen only as they
topped a wave. 1886 Corbett E'all of Asgard 1, 61 As
they topped the crags that overhung the tarn.

15. ThecUr. To top ones part, to jilay one*s part

to its utmost possibilities or to perfection; also,

to transcend the character assigned to one ; transf.

to sustain (a character) with success. 7(j top the

officer (Naut.): see qiiot. 1867.
167a ViLLiERS_(Dk. )^\x\:k\\m.) Rehearsal III. i. (Arb.) 71 He

does not hit me in't : he does not top his part. 1697 Dennis
Plot ^^- no Plot Aiij, But are you sure. Daughter, that you
can act a fit of the Mother well? . . Ay, and top my part
too. Mother. 1761 Churchill Kosciad 46 Palmer ! Oh !

Palmer tops the janty part. 1786 Earl Malmesuukv
Diaries ijr Corr. II. zig Warm as I am in wishing to see
her [England] once more topping her part on the Continent.
179^ Mrs, a. M. Benneit Beggar Girl (1813) iV. 212
Delighted to be queen of the company where she might top
the great personage. 1827 Hare Guesses Ser. 11. (1848) 72
By diligently performing the part assigned to him, by topjjing

it, as the phrase is. 1831 Examiner 177/1 The Opposition
. . are acting up to their character—nay, topping their parts.

1833 Marryat p. Simple Iii, I've been hail-fellow well
met with the ship's company so long, that I cati't top the
officer over ihem. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Top the
oj/icer^ to, to arrogate superiority.

16. To be at the top of, constitute the top of.

(In literal sense often running together with 8.) Also

Jig. to be the first, chief, or best of, to be at the

head of, to take the lead in.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 4,2 Rhodope still topt with snow.
1619 Wadsworth Pilgr. iii. 14 A Dormitory, which containes
three long Galleries topping the house. 1707 Rcjlex. upon
Ridicule 21 They kindle against such as will be Topping
and Monopolizing the Conversation. <2X734 North Lives
(1826) I. 46 His youthful habits were never gay, or topping
the mode. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vilt. jx The decent church
that topt the neighbouring hill. x8oa Mrs. J. WKSj/nfdel
/•"ather xvii. U. 208 It came in two winters ago for very
high ladies to stand godmothers to the natural children of
all their relations. Lady Random topped the fashion. 1850
Blackie /Eschylus II. 160 Mount the battlements: Top
every tower; crown every parapet. x86i Dixon /Vn. Hist.

Ld. Bacon xii. § 7 In character as in intellect Bacon tops

the list.

b. To have the supremacy over; to get the

better of.

1633 Shirley Gamester ni. ii, I'll. .send my nephew; he
shall lop and top him, And scourge him like a top too. i68x
HiCKERiNGiLL Block NoH-Conf. \v. Wks. 1716 II. 18 Legions
of Lordly Priests and Cardinals that topt the whole world.

1832 Austin Jurispr. (1879) I. xxii. 462 Our aversion from
the sanction tops the conflicting wish.

fc. intr. To have the supremacy. Obs. rare~^.
1718 W. Wright in li^odrow's Corr. (1843) H* 353 But.

.

the magistrates.. were in as great danger as ever, for now
the Cocceians begin to top.

V. Idiomatic uses, and jihrases. (Q\\\t^y slang.)

1 17. a. Dice-play, trans, and inlr. To retain one
of the dice at the top of the box by unfair manipu-
lation, to palm the die : cf. Top sb.^ 20 ; hence,

to cheat, trick (a person). Obs.

1663 [see Toi'iMNG vbl. sb.^ i c]. 1671 (implied in Topper
sb.^ I b], 1678 Drvden Limberham iv. i, I think in my
Conscience he's Palming and Topping, .before he comes
into the World, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, Top, to
Cheat, or Trick any one ; also to Insult. IVhat do you Top
upon me? do you stick a little Wax to the Dice to keep
them together, to get the Chance? He thought to have
Topt upon me, he design'd to have . . Sharpt me, . . or
Affronted me. 1726 [see Topping fbl. sb.^ 1 c].

t b. intr. To practise cheating or trickery ; to

impose upon; in quots. 1697, 1709, with mixture

of sense ' to encroach or obtrude ujDon \ Obs.

1664 ETHKREixiE Com. Revenge 11. iii. How neatly I could
tope upon him ! 1676 Shauwell V'irtuoso \. i, A Rascal.,

that would Slur and top upon our Understandings. 164)7

C<JLLiER Ess. Mor. SnbJ, i. (1709) 49 When a Man finds his

Hopes disappointed, himself unsupported, and topp'd upon
by Persons of meaner Pretences and Employments, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crezu, To I'asse upon one, to top upon him,
or impose upon him. /bid. [see a above}. 1709 J.

Johnson
Clergym. Vade M. 11. p. Ixxxvii, Patriarchs, .did, ui the latter

end of the 4th, and in the 5th century top upon the Metro-
politans, and reduced many great Provinces with their

Bishops under the direction of one. Ibid. 1 18 They were still

growing and topping upon their neighbours.

f c. trans. To impose (a thing) upon a person ;

to foist, fob off^ palm off upon. Obs.
1672-5 Co.MUER Comp. Temple (1702) 558 It is no less than

Blasphemy to Top a device of Men upon the People whom
they were to lead into all Truth. i68a T. Flatman Hera-
clitus Ridens No. 73 (1713) II. 199 'Tis but topping upon
'em a Sermon now and then about Mortification. 171s
in Somers Tracts (1815) XIII. 211 As to the topping a king
upon tlie throne of Spain, so by the same reason the king
of France by his power may top the Pretender on England,
1733 Revolution Foliticks ii. 63 The Pope and his Jesuits .

.

weregoingtotopPoperyand Slavery upon us ingood earnest.

f d. To insult. Obs. slang.

a 1700 [see a above]. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. T., Top,.

.

to insult.

fe. trans. To oppose. Cf. in tops with (Top
j/;.1 22). Obs. rare~^.
1641 R. Baillie Lett. {1841) I. 390 Whill Argyle topes

this nomination, as of a man unmeet, because of irrespons>

ableness to the law for his debts.

18. a. 7i?/<7/ rt /w//(6>^), to liit the ball above
its centre ; so to top one's drive, to top. b. To top

a clout ( Thieves'' slang) : see quot. c. 71? top the

deck {Card-sharping) : to cause a [larticular card

to fall on the top ol the pack. d. 7(? top a saw
{U.S.)'. to fix a stiffening piece or a gauge for

limiting the depth of the cut {Cent. Did.).
a. x88i FoRGAN Golfer's Handbk. 24 For ball I when

struck will be • topped ' with the result of lacerating the
|

tutf. 1889 Scott. Leaiier 20 Apr. 6 He who never, or

hardly ever, * tops ' a ball does not undergo the temptations
to cast all his clubs into the whins. 1803 A. Lang in Longnt.
Mag. Apr. 652 My cleek seems merely made to top. 1894
Times 28 Apr. 13/3 Playing to the first hole Mr. L
lopped his drive,and Mr. B won the hole in 4 105.
b. 181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Top, to top a clout or

other article (among pickpockets) is to draw the corner orend
of it 10 the top of a person's pocket, inreadiness for. .taking
out, when a favourable moment occurs,
C. 1894 Maskelyne S/tarps .y Flats v. 83 [The cuffholdout]

is a neat invention to top the deck. Ibid. 86 The cards are
simply slipped between the jaws, where they are held until

required. The hands being cros.ied..the lever is pressed
and the cards fall upon the top of the pack. . .Tliis operation
is termed technically ' topping the deck '.

Top (t(7p)» v.'^ Forms : 5-6 toppe, 6- top

;

see also Tope v.^ [Of uncertain origin : appears
doubtfully in 1497, certainly in 1549; in regular

nautical use in 1627 and onward. So mod.Du. and
Ger. toppen. Possibly a special application of Top
v.^, or an independent deriv. of Top sb.^ ; but the

difficulty is increased by the synonymous Tope z/,1

It is also possible that branch II is a distinct word

;

but Tope z/.^ has also both senses.]

I. Naut. 1. trans. To tip up or slant (a yard),

by tilting up one arm and depressing the other;

sometimes ^ Peak z'.-i, to tilt up vertically or

nearly so; but sometimes more loosely, to alter

the position of (a yard), whether by raising, de-

pressing, or levelling it.

The exact meaning in quot. 1497 is not clear; ?to shore
the ship up.

{1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 249 To Retoume the
seid mastes to Porlesmouth where they served to toppe the
Regent in the dokke at euery tyde botbe ebbe & fiowde.]

X549 Compl. Scot, vi, 41 Than the master cryit, top ^our
topinellis. 1627 Cai»t. Smith Seatnan's Gram. v. 24 The
Lifts are two ropes which belong to all yards armes, to top
the yards; that is, to make them hang higher or lower at

your pleasure. 1688 R. Houhe Artnoury iii. xv. (Roxb.)

51/1 Top the yards, ihat is make them hang euen. 1763-9
Falconer Shipivr. \\. 261 Topp'd and unrigg'd, they [top-

gallant yards] down the backstays run. 1769 — Diet.
Marine\i-j^), Apiguer unevergue, to top a sail-j-ard, or
peek it up. 1802 Lng. Encycl. VIII. 431/1 'Top the yard
to port

!

' the order to make the larboard extremity of a yard
higher than the other, x8x6 Tuckev Narr. Exped. R. Zaire
ii. (1818) 39 The Portuguese vesels putting themselves in

mourning by topping their yards up and down. 1844 Hull
Dock Act 91 No ve^cl shall enter, .except the same have
her yards topped up. 1867 Smyth Sailor's iVord'bk. s.v.

Boom, To top one's boom, to start off.

2. intr. To assume a slanting position, tip w/,
tilt up ; = Tip v.- 8.

£-1860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 57 A martingale is

sometimes used to prevent the davit from topping up.

II. 3. intr. To fall over, or to one side, by over-

balancing ; to tumble head foremost ; = Topple
V* I, Tip z*.^ 7. To top over tail (cf. to iowp tail

over end, dial.), to turn head over heels; cf. topple

tip tail (Topple v. 3 b).

1545 AscHAM Toxoph. I. (Arb.) 47 To tumble ouer and ouer,

to toppe ouer tayle..may be also holesome for the body.
1630 Shelton Quix. u. x.xix. 194 Don Quixote and Sancbo
topted {ed. 1746 top'd; (? error for iopled = toppled)\ into
the Riuer.

4. trans. To tip or throw over, overturn, upset

;

— Topple v. 3, Tip v.- \. Obs. exc. dial.

1662 HiBBEBT Body Div. I. 135 A little ahip without bal-

last, .is .soon either dasht against the rocks, or topped over.

c 1890 W. S. PASMOME Son^ ofPress Gang 5 They took'd
me up both neck and heels, And topped me into the zay.

t Top, 1^'^ Obs. [Origin obscure : known 1 598.

Perhaps identical with prec. vb., with the primary

sense * to tip up into the mouth *, whence * to drink

in large draughts* : cf. tip, tip off. Tip 2/.^ 5, See

also Tope z?,-, which is identical in sense, ihougii,

as in prec, the phonetic relation is difficult.]

1. trans. = Tope v.'^ 1 ; to top off^ to drink off,

quaff ; cf. tip off {Tip v.- 5).

1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence's Adelphi \. i. It's no heinous
offence for a youns man to hunt harlots, to toppe of a canne
roundly. 1690 D'Ukfev Collin's Walk thro. London i. 41
This said, they top'd off t'other quart.

2. Only in pa. pple. (topt) : Made tipsy, in-

toxicated, drunk. Cf. Tip v.'^ 4.

a 163a T. Taylor Gods Judgem. vi. 11. (1642) 82 When
she wuh her son were together topt with wine. 1637 Hty.
WOOD Dial., Vulcan <y Jupiter Wks. 1S74 VI. 220 She leaps

and cai>ers, topt with rage divine.

Topi v.^ rare. [f. Top j^.2 3.] trans. To lay

(a rope) with a top : see Top sb:^ 3.

iSas [see Topping vbl. j^.SJ.

+ Top, prep. Obs. rare. In 4 toppe. [From
Top sb.^ : app. either aphetic for Atop ]^., or

elliptical for top of.'} Above, beyond, more than.

1340 Ayenb. 6 Hi ssolden him. .toppe alle )>inges louie.

Ibid. 248 pise uirtue me ssel loky toppe alle ^inges.

Top, obs. Sc. form of Tap v.^

Ii
Topalgia (t(7pa;ld3ia). Tath. [mod.L., f. Gr.

Toir-os place + -0X7(0, f. dXyos pain : cf. neuralgia.^

1896 Allbuti'sSyst. Med. I. 829 Local pain, allied to local

neurasthenia Uopalgia of Berequi) is occasionally noticed.

1899 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Topalgia, pain in a circumscribed area,

not referable to the distribution of any particular neive.

t To'p-aiuiual. Sc. Law. Obs. ff. Topj^.i-*-

Annual.] An atumal sum payable out of the rent
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of a building or buildings as distinct from the land

:

cf. Gbounivannual. So fTop-a'nnualler.
(The distinclion appears to have disappeared soon after

the date of tlie Act cited ; and after 1693 there was no legal

way of making such a distinctionJ

»SSS •5"^- --ic/s Mary {1S14) II. 490/2 [Mentions) few an-

nuellaris landj tope annuellarts. IS97 Skene De Verb, Sign.

s. V. Annuel^ Top-annuel, is ane certaine duty, given and

disponed furth of ony bigged tenement or land, of the quhilk

tenement the propertieremainis with thedisponer, and he is

oncly obiished to pay the said annuel x68i Stair /«///.

XV. $ 7. 320 The case being there of Tenements within

Burgh, the Feu Annual is [etc.]; Grmind-annuah is a
distinct several annualreni, Constitute upon the Ground,
before the House was built; and the 7Vv*-annualrent is

out of the House.

Toparch (ip'paik). [ad. Gr. nnrapxrji ruler of

a small district, f. rSn-os place + -apxv^ ruler. Cf.

mod.F. toparque^ The ruler or prince of a small

district, city, or petty state ; a petty * king*.

1640 KuiXKR Joseph's Coat 1 1 By those many Kings men-
tioned in the old Testament, thirty and one in the jjttle land

of Canaan,, .is meant onely Toparchs, not great Kings, but

Lords of a little Dition,and Dominion. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pieud. Ep. VII. viii. 353 Toparks, Kings of Cities or narrow
territories, such as were the Kings of Sodome and Gomor-
rah, the Kings of Jericho and AL 1737 Whiston Josephus^

Antiq. xi. iiu § 2 Thetoparchsof India and Ethiopia. 185a

Miss YoNGE Cameos (\Z^^) I. xxii. 163 The top-arch, Tur-
Icngh O'Connor, was the friend of O'Kourke.

So Topa'rcliical a. [-ical], of, pertaining to, or

of the nature of a toparch or toparchy.
1650 Fuller Pisgak 11. xiv. 302 Communicating it to the

Sons and Nephews of Toparchicalt Princes.

Toparchy (if^'pajki). Also in L. form top-

archia. fad, L. toparchia, a. Gr. Toirapx»'ot f-

romapxi^ ToPAECH. So mod.K. t0parchu.\ The
small district or territory under the rule of a toparch.
x6oi HoLUMD Pliny (1634) I. 100 It is diuided into ten

gouernments or tcaitories, called Toparchies..: to wit, that

of Hiericho..: Emmaus, .. Lydda, loppica, Accrabaicna,
Gophnitica, Thamnitica, Detholene, lephena, and Orine,
wherein stood Jcrusaicm. 1737 Whiston Jatepltus^ Hist.
I. i. 9 5 Jiida.s. .fled to the toparchy of Gophna. 1848 A.
Herbert in Todd /rish Nennius Notes p. Ixiii, \Vhen the
general name is improperly added to n [king), instead of
the name of the toparchy. 1883 F^dersheim Li/e Jesus
I. 87 Judza proper, to which Galilee, Samaria, and Peraca
were joined as Toparchies. These I'oparchics consisted of
a group of townships onder a Metropolis.

t To-pa-rt, V. Obs. [ME., f: To- 2 + Pabt v.]

1. Iraus. To dispart, separate, divide, distribute.

c 13*5 Poem Times Edvi. 11 202 in Pol, S<mgs 33a And he
shal Den to-parted .. From his wif. 1340 Ayenb, 170 Saynt
Ion .. topartet» zeoe ouercomeinges and zeue corounes.

1387 E. E. Wills (1882) I Or m^ godes be to-partyd.

2. intr. To depart : sec fo-^^ I.

Topass U^'pas). E. Indies, Also 7-8 topas.
[a. V^.iopas (tqja's), Lucena, 1 600 ; said in Madras
Moitual of Administraiion, 1S911, to be ad. topd-

skiy Malayalatn form of Hindi ddbdsht, man of two
langtiages, interpreter (in which capacity these

men ofmixed descent wcrccmploycd) : see DuBASil,
(A fancied derivation from Hindi /(»//" hat, making
the ieim.'=^topi-WiUd * hat-man '(European (sec Topi)
has been current since the middle of the i8th c)J
A dark-skinned half-breed of Portuguese descent

;

often apphcd to a soldier, or a sliip's scavenger or
bath-attendant, who is of this class.

(stf^S Vam SpitlSergen's Vo^, (Dutch) 34 (transl. in Yule)
We saw to seaward another Champai^nc (.S.impan) wherein
were 30 own. Mestizos and Toupas. ] 1680 in J. T. Wheeler
J/4b/ra« (1861) 1. 131 It is resolved and ordered to enter-
tain about loo I'opasscs or Illack Portuguese into pay. 17*7
A Hamilton AVttf Ace. E. Ind. II. xlviu. 199'l'herearcabout
two hundred Topasses, or Indian Portugueze settled and
married in CamlMxiia. i7s8/4Mj«./^c^.a83/a ATopoz. \Note\
A black Chrbtian soldier; usually termed subjects of Portu-
gal. 17M }. II. Gkosk y<nf. E. Ind. (ed. a) I. xiv. Gloss.,

Topasses, a tawny race of foot-soldier<, descended from Por-
tuguese marrying native^ and called Toj>asses, because they
wear hats. 1865 Daily Tel. 34 Oct. 5/1 Thirty ' topasses ' on
board the deserted ship launched a boot and got to Port
Canning as bOun as the steamer.

Topaz (t<?"'i)xz). Forms: 3 tupaoe, 3-7
topace, 4-6 topias, 5 thopaa, topeus^ tapace,
(topyes), 5-7 topas, topaze, topase, 6- topas.

fi, 4 topasie ; (topaaiua^ 7 topaaiuB. [ME. a.

OF. topaUj iopace^ -ase {Rolami, nth c), mod.F.
topaze => I'rov. lop^zt\ .Sp. lopoiio^ I*g. topazio^ It.

tcpazio, ad. I^ iopazus (also later topazius^ -ion)^

a. Gr. Ttrtrafof, -iov^ a foreign word ; according to
Pliny named from an island in the Red or Arabian
Sea, where it abounded ; but thought by some to
be connected with Skr. tapas heat, fire.]

1. The name given (with or without distinguish-

ing adjunct) to several highly valued precious
stones, a. AccortUng to King, Anliqtu Gems 36,
given by the Greeks and Romans to the yellow or
oriental topaz^ a yellow sapphire or corundum

;

by riiny, also to the modem chrysolite, b. In
modem use {true or occidental topaz), a fiuo-silicatc

of aluminium, usually in prismatic crystals,

transparent and lustrous, yellow, white, pale blue,

or pale green, fotmd in Brazil, Mexico, Saxony,
i^cotland, the Ural Mountains, etc.

Also with distinctive adjuncts : False topaz, a trans,

parent pale yellow vaiiety of quartz; Pink t, pink or rose-

coloured topaz, artificially prcxluced from the yellow Brazi-

lian stone byextxisure to strong heat ; Scottisti or smoky
t., the smoky variety found in Scotland ; Siberiaji t., a
bluish white variety; Spanish t., a golden brown variety

ofsmoky quartz ; Star-topaz, a yellow asteriated sapphire.

ais7s Luue Ron 173 in O, E. Misc. 98 Hwat spekstu of
eny stone . . Of Amatiste, of calcydone, Of lectorie, and
tupace ? a 1300 Floriz <^ BL 287 And su)>^e riche casst-

doines And Jacinctes and lopaces. c 137S Sc. Leg, Saints
vi. {Thomas) 279 With brycht & schenand preciuse stanys,

As sardiane, topias fyne, laspis. 138* Wyclif Job xxviii.

19 Topasie of Kthiope. C1400 Emari 91 Of topaze and
rubyes, And o|?ur stones of myche prys. c 1407 Lydc.
Reson ff Sens. 67 19 Hyr Rokys . . Wer malcyd ofa ryche stoon,

Of aThopas. ci^»o An/urs o/Arth. xxviii, The tassellus

were of topeus, that was ther-to tijte. a 1440 Sir Degrev.

635 With topyes and trechoure Overtrasyd that tyde. 1481
Caxton Myrr. 11. vit 79 A stone called Topace whiche is of
colour lyke vnto fyn golde. 1567 Maplet Gr^ Forest 22
The Topaze.. PHnie sayth, is a Gem of grassie colour: al-

though that in Germanie it is found like to Golde. 1584 R.
Scot Discav. IVitckcr. xiii. vi. (1886) 239 A topase healeth
the lunaticke person of his passion of lunacie. 1645 Evelym
Diary 21 May, Many pearls, diamonds, amethysts, topazes.

X738 Glover Leonidas iv. 266 The Raming topaz with its

golden beam. 1888 Encycl. Brit, XXIII. 446 The topaz of
modern mineralogists was unknown to the ancients.

2. Her, In blazoning by precious stones, the

designation of the tincture Or.
156a Leigh Artnorie 4 b, That precious stone, which y^

Herhaughts do vse in blason, for, and m y" name of this

metall [or] and Planett [the sun] that is called a Topace.
X57a BossEWEix Armorie ii. 56 The field is parted per
fesse embattyled, Topaze and Emeraude, two Lyciskes pas-

sant conierchangedof thefielde. 1766-87 Pornv Heraldry
Gloss., Topaz, the name of a precious Stone used instead
of Or, in blazoning the Arms of the English Nubility only.

3. attrib. ^j\^Comb.,t^% topaz-colour, -fire, -gleam

,

•sealy -stone \ topaz-coloured^ 'tailed^ 'throated^

-tinted adjs. ; also topaz humming-bird, two
S. American species of humming-bird of brilliant

colours, Topazapella djiiii T,pyra\ topaa-pycnite
Min.f a variety of topaz, occurring in columnar
aggregations; topaz-rook: see quot. 1796.
190a Westtn. Gas. 3 Aug. 2 't The yellow cat lay motion-

less and supine, its *topaz-coloured eyes rolling from one to

the other. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris App. {ed. 5) 321 An
infinity of glass lamps.. sparkling with green, crimson, and
*topaz fires. 178a Laiham Synopsis Birds 1. 11. 746 *Topaz
Huniming-Bird. This bird is not much inferior to a Wren
in size. 183^ Urk Diet. Arts 13^3 The rare mineral called

*topaz pyciitte is found in this mine. 1796 Kikwan Elem.
Min. {cd. 2) I. 368 * Topaz riv^. .presents a compound of
topaz, quartz, short, and lithon).irga, confusedly compactetl
together. i8is .Scott Let. to J. B. S. Morritt 10 Dec. in

Loekhart, A pretty ^topaz seal, with a talisman which
secures this letter, f 1470 Henry IVallaee vii. 77 Off
*topastone him thocht the pluinat was. 1595 Locrine ii. i.

34 Enthronizcd tn seates of Topace stones.
_
1811 Shaw

Gen. Zoot.\ ill. 335 'Topaz tailed Humming.bird.. .I^englh
four inches: Native of Paraguay. Ibid. 274 'Topaz-
throated Humming-bird. . . The throat . . is of the most splen*

did 'topaz yellow. 1867 Aug. J. E. Wilson roxA// xiv, The
glassy stretch of *topaz-tintea sea. 1845 Lindley Veg.
Kingd, (1S46) 114 Uarley-straw melts into a glass of a topaz
ycUow colour.

Hence To*pU7 a, (nonce-wd.) [see -y], like topaz.

1891 Stevekson VailimaLett. xxii. (1895) 224 The colour

. , is a topazy yellow.

Topazine (t^'pilzln, *9in), a. [f. Topaz +
-INK*, after amethystittej crystalline^ etc] That
resembles topaz ; topaz-coloured.
xaa6 KiBBY & Sp. Entaniol. IV. xlvi. 283 Topazinc. -The

yellow splendour of the topaz. 18x9 Gltn'crs Hist. Derby
I. 94 Amethystine and topazinc fluurs. 1888 Harper's Mag.
Aug. 338 How the emerald fuul the topaziue eyes glow I

tTopaiioiI, Obs, Also 4 topasitine, 4-5
-ion, 5 topasyon, 6 topatioun, -ason. [a. late L.

topazion^ a. Gr. To^a^toy, dim. of flnta^oi TuFAZ.]

An early name for a topaz.
c 1305 Land Cokaync 93 per is saphir and uniune. .Beril,

onix, topasiune. c 1430 Lvtx;. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 188

Lyke lopasion of colours sonnyssh bright, c 1460 Piny
Sacram. 168, 1 haue . . topaz>'ons smaragdis of grete dc^re.

1560 Holland Crt. t^enus i. 109 With lacinth fine, and To.
pazion sa fair. 16M Peacham Compl. Gent. (1661) 169 The
first colour is Or^ i.e. Yellow, and signifieth in Flannets
the Sun, in Prctious Stones, Topazion and Chrysoliih.

Top£LZOlite(t^p3e*zol9it). Min, [f.Gr. roirafo-s

topaz + KiBos stone : see -litk.] A variety of garnet

resembling topaz in colour.

1819 W. Phillips Introd, Min. (1833) 31 Topazolite...

Thw variety of the garnet has been discovered within the

last few years. It occurs in remarkably well-defined dode-
cahedral crystals, of a topaz yellow colour. 1813 Ure Diet,

Chem. (ed. 3) i Topazolittt a variety of precious garnet,

found at Mussa in Piedmont.

Top-boot (tf>-p,bttt). [f. Top sb.'^ io + Boot
J*.3 I.]

L properly, A high boot, having a top of white,

light-coloured, or brown leather or the like (Top
sb.^ 10), formerly habitually worn by gentlemen,

yeomen, and farmers, in riding or country dress

;

now by himting men, jockeys, grooms, and coach-

men. Usually in pi.

1813 J. F. Rees Art ^ Myst. Cordwainer 103 How to

take the measure., for a jockey or lop boot. i8ai King in

Ireland m New Monthly Ma^. II. 407 IThe priest] in his

black satin breeches and bright top-boots. 1836 E. Howard
A*. Ree/er ii, He has purchased a pair of top boots, a swell

/^coat, and.. thinks himself, .a topping gentleman. ck868
G. Pkyme Autobiog. Recoil, xiv. (1870) 220 [In 1782] the
County Members went up to the Throne—according to their
privilege—in leather breeches and top-boots, instead of
Court-dress. 1875 W. S. Hayward Love agst. World 73
In hunting-dress, buckskin, top-boots and scarlet coat. 1893
ViZETELLY Glances Back 1. iii. 81 Burdett, in his customary
buckskins and top boots, xgio O. Bakron in Encycl. Brit.
VII. 243/2 Men of fashion [in late 18th c] walked the streets

in short top-boots of soft black leather. 1911 Ibid. XXIV,
993/1 Such forms as jack-boots, top-boots, Hessian boots and
Wellington boots. 1^12-13 Civd Serv. Co-op. Soc. Price
List 916 Coachman's Top Boots. Any Colour Top.

2. Improperly applied to any long or high boots
which partly cover the leg.

1891 Cent. Dict.f Top-boot^ a boot having a high top

;

spec, [as in sense ij. 1906 G. W. Chrystal tr. Mem. Pr.
Chlodivig of Hoheuloh€'Schillingsfuerste II. 260 She ap-
peared in pink stockings, black top-boots. x^aSAthetixuni
19 May 606/3 1 bs new heresy which, to the horror of makers
and wearers of ' top-boots

',
gives to the military boot of

Eastern Europe that time-honoured name. 1907 Ibid.

13 Apr. 440/1 We. .dislike the practice of writers on Russia
of using for the boot of Eastern Europe the classical term
* top-boot ', which has in our literature a special meaning.
For the British hunting boot there is no other term.

3. attrib, and Comb.
1854 Knicht Once upon a Time xxxvii. (1859) 497 The

top-boot wearers.

Hence To'p-boo*ted a., wearing top-boots.
1831 Caklvle .!jar/. Res. u. ii, Topbooted Graziers from

the North ; Swiss Brokers, Italian Drovers, also topbooted,
from the South.

t Top-castle. Obs. [Cf. Top sb,^ 9 and
Castle sb, 7. J An embattled platform at the

head of a ship s masts, from which missiles weie
discharged : later called also top (Top sb^ 9).

133s Exch. Ace., K. R. 19/14 m. 6 (P.R.O.) In paracione
de gucrra et arraiamenta cuiusdam magni Navis vocat' la

Trinite, vt in Ofcastel, Topcastel et Forcastel...In cordis

emptis pro petris tractandis apud Topcastel. xviij d.

[Rendered, in Nicolas Hist, Royal Naxiy (1847) ''• *7o ^^^
' Trinity ', of two hundred tons, was prepared for war with
an 'ofcastle, topcastle, and forecastle '; the 'ofcastle ' being
the aftcastle, and the ' topcastle ' the ' top ' or stage at the

top of the mast ; and ropes were bought for pulling stones

up to the topcastle.] 13. . Coer de L. 2539 Sterne strokes
with harde stones Out off the top-castel on hygh. a 1400
Siege of Troy 695 in Archil' neu. Spr. LXXII. 27 Vche
maste nade top castel And asayli]) pe cite harde and wel.

Z411 Exch. Ace, K. R. 44/17 La barge appelle la Marie de
la Toure . .ove lapparail . . une mast, un trief ove iiij. bonetz,

un topchastiell, un seilyerde. c 1450 Chron, London
(Kingsford 1905) 145 Beryng the standard of Seynt Jorge in

the topcastel! lyke Kngli.ssh schippes. 1555 Eden Decades
27 The foreshyppe and the Sterne, the toppe castcl, the

maste [etc.].

b. trans/. and_/?^.

1548 Udall Erasiii. Par. Luke xi. 110 To sytte euen in

the high topcastell of true seruyng of God. 1556 Chron,
Gr. Friars (Camden) 84 There was a man made too tope-

castelles above the crosse of the stepulle, and there stode
with a flagge In hys bonde and viij - flagges hangynge besyde.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. xxi. (Roxb.) 252/1 Hebeareth
Vert, the top castle of a Loome, with its puUaces, issueing

out of base. Or.

T0'p-dre:ss, v. [f. Tor j^.l + Dress v, 13 c]
trans. To manure on the surface, as land, grass,

or any crop. Also absol.

1733 W. Eixis Chiltern ^ Vale Farm, rs Much better

than top-dressing the Grain after it is in the Ground. 1^64
Museum Rust. III. xii. 47 The advantages of top-dressing

wheat in the spring with soot, or other light manure. 18^
Beck's Florist June 117 To enable us to ' top-dress', as it is

termed ; i.e, to clean the surface, and cover it with a mix-
ture of half-rotten manure and loam.

b. trans/. vs\<\fig.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 381/2 Before I was sixteen, [I] grinded,

and partly top-drtssed the Autobiography and Opinions of

Men and Things, at home and abroad, of Stephen Fox,
Esq. 1840 F. B. Head Stokers ^ Pokers i. (1851) 13 The
wealth.. almost without metaphor top-dressed the greater

portion of the old as well as of the new world. x86a Whytk
SIelvili.k /hs. Bar 242 Plum tree was a mere boy,., actually

shavinj; for whiskers, top-dressing with balm of Columbia,
and raising an abundant crop of pimples as the result.

To'p-dre:SSinff, vbl, sb. [f. as prec. + DRESS-
ING vbl. sb, 4 c] The application of manure to the

surface of the soil; concr, the manure or fertilizer

so applied.

1764 Museum Rust. III. ii. s, I bestow on it a top-dress-

ing of wood ashes, soot,.. or coal ashes. 1770-4 A. Huntek
Geor^, Ess. (1803) I. 32^ Pigeon dung, and rape-dust are

considered as top-dressings. 1799 J. Kobertson Agric,
Perth 31X When this powerful top-dressing, .with sheep
dung and urine has been completed. i8i^a Garden 27 Aug.
105/2 The top-dressing was put on early in spring befure the

plants began to grow.

b. trans/, andy^''.

1S46 Mks. Carlvle Let. to Carlyle 7 Sept, Helen has
been most diligent in my absence, and left nothing for me
to do but a little * top-dressing '. 1884 J. Payn Lit. Recoil.

35 Culture is more common, but very little comes of such
* top dressing '. 1906 Edin. Rev. Jan. 196 Stimulated..by
this top-dressing of the northern energy.

tTope, Ji^.l Obs. [Origin obscure.] Ameasuic
(of hay, corn, etc.).

1530-1 Durham Ilouseh. Bk. (Surtees) 263 [In threshing
and winnowing account] Item 4 topez of pyese. 1618 Inv.
F. Banks in W. F. Irvine Hist. Rinington, Lane. 65 Item, a
tope of haye. 1676 Will of Jas. Kenyan 0/ Middleton,
Lane. (Prob. Reg. Chester), In the Barne. A lope ol

Wheate ios.od. 2 topes of Barley 14s. od. A topeofOates
3l.6s.8d.
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Tope (t^"p)i sb,^ [Etymology not ascertained.

? Cornish name.] A small sj>ecies of shark, Galeus
gaUorhintis or G, cams, n;Uive lo Erilish seas,

csiiecially off the coast of Cornwall, Called also

doi^'fish^ fenny-ih^y miller^s-dog,
1686 Ray U'illushl'y's Jiist.risc. 1. xii. 22 Canis guleii^

Jvondelctii & alionini. Cornubiensibus, ni fallor, A To/>c

dicitur. 1774 Golusm. Kai. Hist, (1S62) II. 11. i. 269 The
Dog Fish, the Zygaena, the Tope, the Cat Fish. 1846
Owen Contpar, Anat. \''ertchr, iii. ^^ In the Tope, .may be
seen the highest stage of vertebral ossificatton in the Chon-
<lropteryt;ia» Fishes. X909 Daily Chron. g Oct. 7/3 Another
khid of shark.. is the tope, an ugly and rapacious brute,

altaiiiinj^ an average length of about .si.v feet.

b. The Australasian species, Gakus aitstralls.

1898 Morris Austral Etiglishy Tope, an Australasian
Sh.ii k, Galeus austfaiisj Mack . . Called aliO School-Shark,

Tope (t^"p)» sh.''^ A local name for the Wren.
1813 C;. Montagu Suppl. Orfiith. Diet., Tope. Vide

H'rcH,{o/fiino>t. 1831 Il'iif.y Tope, a name for the Wren.
1885 SwAiNsoN Provinc. Names Birds 35 Tope (Norfolk,
Cornwall).

II Tope (t^«p)i sl>.^ East Indies, [ad. Tamil
iopptt, Telugu topu^ A chimp, grove, or i)lan-

tation of trees; in Upper India, chiefly of fiuit-

Irces ; csp. a mango grove or orchard.

1698 Frver Acc, E. India Sf P. 41 The Country is ..

plentiful in Provisions; in all Places Topes of Trees. 179a
Q. Craufokd Sk. Hindoos (ed. z) II. 104 iioie^ Topes are
very frequent, and some.. containing perhaps icxj acres of
land. 1826 Soldier's Allnun 82 Tlie word ' to|)e ' means
clump. .. We encamped nightly tn the topes of Mangoe
trees, 1834 Penny Cycl, II. 233/1 The * toddy topes', or

coco-nut tree orchards, are very extensive in Ceylon.

I] Tope (t(?"p), sb.^ East Indies, [a. Hind,
(Panjabi) top, held to be :—Prakrit or Pall thnpo
:—Skr.j/«/ir.] An ancient structure, iathe form of

a dome or tumulus of masonry, for the preserva-

tion of relics or in commemoration of some fact

;

numerous specimens, usually of IJuddhist or Jain
origin, exist in India and south-eastern Asia,
A tope containing relics is specially called a Dacoba.
181S Ki-PHiNSTONE Caul'ul 1. 80 note, Tope is an expres-

sion used for a mound or burrow as far west as Peshawer.
1853 — in Calcutta Kez>. July-Dec. 266 The famous Tojje
at Maiiikhyla. x88a Edtn, Rev. Oct. 360 A tope may be
described as a domed structure, not unlike the dome of
St. Paul's if it were lifted from the cathedral and placed
on the ground. 1886 Guide Galleries Brit. Mus. 202 A
Tope is a shrine peculiar to the Buddhist religion... In the
centre is a solid dome-shaped structure, termed a dagoba,
enclosing one or more small chests, with relics of Buddha
or of his principal followers. This is generally surrounded
by an elaborately carved rail. 1903 Athensum 26 Sept.

405/2 A nutable feature of these towns, the dagabas, or
topt-s, are not themselves especially Buddhist monuments.

Tope ({('"p), v.^ Also diat. towp, toup ; cf.

Toi^ v.'^ [Known from 1669; of obscure origin.

Synonymous with Toi» 2^.2, which occurs much
earlier ; but the long is diflicult to account for.]

•fX.A^attt. trans. Totilt,tip(ayard): —Tovv.'-^ i,

1669 SruKMV Mariners Mag. i. ii. 17 Tope your Sprit-sail

Yard.

2. To tilt over, cause to slope or lean to one side

;

to overturn, turn upside down; = Top v.'^ 4.

Obs. ex<z: diait

1684 Slie-iyeddlngr6'm Uarl. Misc, {1810) VI. 404 When
the good wives are together, toping their noses o\er the
brandy-bottle. 1701 FAiiQUHARiVr /^. /F/Z^/a/riv. i, Here,
boy.—No Nants left.— (Topes the Glass.) 1901 F. E.
Taylok Folk'Sp. S. Lanes. (E.D.D.), Hoo [-she] tope't

her yed o' one soide.

b. inir. To incline, nod, or fall to one side ; to

topple or fall over; to fall asleep; to die. dia,L

1796 W. Marshall Kur. Econ, Yorks. (ed. 2) Gloss., To
ToTvp, to heel; totowp-over; to topple. i&ooSpec Yorks.
Dial. 24 (E.D.D.) T' ows [the ox] towpt ower hedge intil

a lang dyke. 1^3 Brieklev Waverlow 168 If her father

would 'just tope o er ' [doze off, fall asleei)] . .she could steal

out. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Towp, ToTvpleyOT Towple doivn,

to fall over, c 1900 in Eng. Dial. Diet. (E. Yorks.), Old you
[ewe] 'z boon te toup ower.

Tope, v.'^ Now only literary or arch. [Known
1654; origin obscure. Synonymous with the

earlier Top v.^y but, as in prec, the substitution of

long offers difficulties. See Note below, and that

to Tope /«/.]

1. trans. To drink, esp. to drink copiously and
habitually.

X654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. ix. 230 Tope it about mine
Host ; the wine bags now Had been as good, as niilke of
the red Cow. c 1679 Roxb, Ball. (1890) VII. 13 They tope
the brandy, beer, and ale. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1S72) I. 41
And could we tope an ocean His due we hardly give. 177a
Mrs. Delany in Z.7/^<5- C(?rr. Ser. n. (i352) I. 410 Fat John
will no more. .snore by the great kitchen fire or tope Staf.

fordshire ale ! 1876 P. S. Egan tr. Heine''s Atta Troll,

etc. 250 Our Rhine-wine constantly toping,

2. intr. To drink largely or in large draughts.
1667 TiR'iuzH AfaidenQ7ieen\. \, I'll Tope with you, I'll

Sing with >;ou, I'll Dance with you. 1671 Cbowne jfuUajia
I, I can go into the Cardinal's cellar and tie my nose to one
barrel, and my horse to another, and tope who shall tope
most for a wager. « 1701 Skdlky Toper Wks. (1766) 27
Let's tope and be merry, Be jolly and cheery. 1754 CoU'
noisseur No. 9 r 4 On Sundays^ while the husbands are
loping at the alehouse,.. their wives. .go to church. 1827
Hood Don t you Smell Fire 7 Now where can the turn-

cock he drinking?. .But he still may tope on, for I'm think*

tng That the plugs are aa dry as himstif.

Hence Toping vbL sb. (also atlrib.) a.nd ppl. a.

(The word in first quot. may be for Toi-ping.)

1667 Dryden & Dk. Newcastle Sir Martin Mar.all\.
iii. (1668) 68 A rare topinj^ health this. a 1680 Butler
Efii--r, on Club 0/ Sots, The jolly Members of a toping
Club. 1690 DnYiJEN Don Scbast. 1. i, This Mufty. .is some
English Kcnegadu, he talks so savoinly of toping, a 1701
Seulky 7'o P/iiHis \ykii. (1766)20 A club of witty, toping
boys. 1709 O. Dykes Eiig.Prov. ^ Rejl. (ed. 2) 298 Tip-
Hng, and Toping, and Bouzing above measure is as bad as
liouncing in our Liquor, 1753 Scots Mag. Oct. 491/2, I

had. .got by heart several toping.. songs. 1855 Kingslkv
IVestw. Ho ! ii, To amuse themselves in something more
intellectual than mere toping in pot-houses. 1884 Edin.
Rev. Oct. 314 The country squires who sang Durfey's songs
at their ' toping-tables *,

[Note. One theorywould identify this with Topz;.2, Toi-ez'. ',

with the primary sense ' to tilt a bottle or vessel in drinking',
hence 'to drink with great draughts, orcopiously '; another
would connect this vb. with Toim-; int., for which there is

something to be said ; only that Top v.* occurs a good deal
earlier.]

t Tope, int, Obs. [See Note below.] An ex-

clamation used in drinking ; app. = I pledge you.
1651 Stanley E.xcit. Anacreon Poems 94 J>y thy tall

Majestic Flaggons ; By Ma.s,'i'ope, and thy I'lap-dragons.

.

To thy frolick Order call us, Knights of the deep liowle
install us. 1659 Shirley Hon. <y Mammon v. i, ^nd Sol.
To my Colonel, honest Squanderbag. {Drinks.) 1st Sal.
Who wants my colonel? 2nd Sol. I want it, tope : give
me 'i. 1663 Cowley Cutter o/Coleman St. ir. viii, Fill us
t'other Quart, That wc may drink the Colonel's Health...
Why dost thou frown, thou arrant Clown? Hey Boys

—

Tope. 1664 Ethekeoge Love in Tub 11. iii, Lend me your
hand, Sir..; here's a good health To all that are so: Tope
..here pledg me.
\Note. Generally held to be a. F. top, iopc, tflpc, according

to Littre ellipt. for j'e tope, from toper, tdpcr, tauper, 'to
accept a stake or wager ', ori|z.a word of dice-play (cf. Littre
S.V. L'un des joueuis ayant dit: masse dix pistules, I'autre

a dit, tope); hence, to accept an offer or proposal; — It.

ioppa ' done !
', a word said to signify acceptance of a bet,

toppare ' to say "done "when another offers to lay a wager';
orig. to strike against, ' give a counter-shock ' (Florio), Sp.
^(7/ar to meet, to run or strike against. Its use in drink-
ing is cited in It. 1659 (see quot. bclow)^ and in F. in 1671
(see Littre). The Fr. tope has passed into Uu. top, Ger,
topp, Sw, topp^ in sense 'done!', 'agreed', and for the
acceptance of a pledge in drinking. Hence some would
derive Toi'E v.^ to drink deeply.

1639 ToRRiANo Ital. Diet., Topa, a word among Dicers,
as much to say, * I hold it, done, throw'^ or * \ see the By';
also by good fellows, when they are drinking : 'I'll pledge
you '.]

Tope, obs. Sc, f. Tap vy ; var. Tobk. Topee,
var. Topi, Topen, var, To-up Obs.^ above,

To-pens, obs. f. Twopence.
Toper (t^u'p3i). Now chiefly literary, [f,

ToPK T/.^-f -Eit J.] One who topes or drinks a
great deal ; a hard drinker; a drunkard.
1673 S" too him Baycs 56 Your right topers now, when a

friend begins to flag.. use to rouse him up again. 1673
Covio^SiofferScofftda A sturdy piece of flesh, and proper,
A merry Grig, and a true Toper. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) I. 41 The cobbler., sits among his fellow topers at the
two-penny club. i8i6 J. Wilson City ofPlague i. iv. 153
Bacchanalian song By toper chaunted o'er the flowing bowl.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxvi. 1898 Allbutt's Syst,
Med.\.iti I'opers are prone to tuberculous affections.

Hence Toperdom, Tcperism {jionce-wds.'),

1891 Scott. Leader 30 Dec. 4 Much rejoicing has.. been
caused in London toperdom by the issue by certain enter,

prising publicans of free insurances'. rZg/S Speaker 6 }\xa.Q

618 'Ihe besotted toperism of so many of his companions,

Topet, Topeus, obs. ff. Toppet, Topaz.
fTopful, a. Obs. rare, [f. Top j^.1 + -ful.]

High, lofty, towering,
c i6n Chapman //iW V. 761 Soone they wonne The top

of all the topfull he;tuens. Ibid. viii. 4 In topof all the top-
full heights, that crowne th' Olympian hill.

Top-full (tf^'pfud), a. Now rare* Also erron,

topful. [f. Top sb.'^ + Full aJ\

Full to the top ; brim-full.

1553 Bale Gardiner^s De vera Obcd, Gvjb, As it were a
vessell being toppe full of water. 1617 Moryson Itin.

\\\. 49 A huge great purse top full of gold. 176a Stehns TV.
Shandy V. xxxviii, My father drew in his lungs topfull of
air. 1827 G. Darley in Q. Rev, July (1902) 1S6 Both go
tottering, tattling home Topful of wine as well as glee.

fb. transf. Said of that which fills (to the

top) : brimming, Obs, rare,
s6oz Dolman La Primaud, Fr, Acad. (1618) III. 769 If

one cast into the same so toppefull water, some heauy thing,

the water.. will swell onely. 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas
II. iv. iv. Decay 52 Achabs House, whose cursed wicked-
nesse Was now top-fulL

1579 'i'ofASON Calvin s Serm, Tim. 914/r We shall haue
the measure of our perfection and of all good workes toppe-

full. 1648 Darnell in /. Basire's Corr. (1S31) 74 Topfull

of busines as I am. 1751 R. Paltock /'. IVilkins xiv.

(1883) 46/1 Top-full of these thoughts, I re-entered my
grotto. 1881 Fairbairn Stud. Life Christ v. 86 She, un-
sexed, filled from crown to toe, topfull of direst cruelty.

Topgallant (tf?pg?e"lant, t3ga;*lant), sb, and a.

Also 6 -galand. [f. Top sb?- 9 + Gallant a., as

making a brave or gallant show in comparison with

the lower tops. The guess that the name was orig.

top-garland (from Oakland sb, 8) is disproved by
the early evidence, and does not suit the sense.]

A. sb.

1 1. Naut, A top (Top sby 9) at the head of the

topmast, and thus in a loftier position than the

original top-castle or top. Obs,
The thing was in use before the name : see quot. 1497,

where it is described without a name. The name wasprob.
obs. by 1&.0, when sense 2 came in.

[1497 Naval Accts. Henry I'll 278 'Plu Regent, Also a
Toppe maste aboue the inayne 'I'oppe maste, Roiteyn
perused & consumyd to noght. A sayle to the same . . Also
viij Shrowdes belongyng to the .same,] 1514 /nv, Henri
Grace de Dieu in Opi>enheim Admin. Roy. Navy I. 374
Toppe Galant apon the foretopmast..j. Ibid, yj^ 'J'he lop
Galant apon the mayne topmast.. j. 1514 Inv. 'wiJJnited
Sen', Mag, (1910) Mar. 581 The top galant. The mast lo
the same .j. The sayle yerd. 1569 Sparkh Sir y, HaiU'
kins' znd Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 50 The Jesus also bare a light

ill her toppegallant. 1590 Siensek I'is. Worlds Van. ix,

A goodly ship with banners bravely dight, And flag in her
top gallant, 1 espide.

2. //. .Short for topgallant sailsj the sails above
the topsail and topgallant.
This use appears to have come in as sense i became obs.

1599 Dali^m in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 9 They
..made away with all the sayle they had, drablings and
topgalands, but.. we came nearer and nearer unto them.
1647 Ward Simp. Cobler (1843) 49 When Kings are hailing
up their lop-gallants, .Subjects lay hold on iheir slablines.

1694 MoTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixiv, A fresh gale, .bei^an to
(ill the.. Top-gallants. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xX\x, She
had. .got uj). .jury-masts, with topgallants for topsails.

3. a. transf. (from I and 2) The most elevated

(///. oifig.) part or member ^anything ; see quots.,

and also top and topgallant (Top sb} 9 c).

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 388 If the<:e two
gallaunt Gyaunts apply no stronger pillers-.to vphold the
Majesticall State of theyr toppegallaunt of Rome. 1618
G. Strode Anat. Mortalitie 83 The Peacocke, .when he.

.

seeth his black feete, . .vaileth his top-gallant, and seemeth
to sorrow. 1656 I. YjOUnu^De/. Script. 15 A faith in Christ
..W.1S the top gallant of a Christian. 1878 Stevenson
Edinhurgh (1889J 29 A few spires, the stone top-gallants of
the city.

b. fig. The highest point or pitch ; summit.
1593 Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. 11. iv. 202 Which to the high

top gallant of my ioy, Must be my conuoy in the secret
niglit. x666 Sancroft Lex Ignea 17 The very Top-gallant
of all our Glory. 1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 149 From. .the
top-galiant of his Lucifcrian pride. i86z Caklylk /*m/^
67. XIII. ix. (1872) V. 92 lie seems to himself a man at the
topgallant of his wishes.

t C. Used for the nonce as an intensive oigallant,
1701 Farquhar Sir //. IVildair iv. W, And such as he are

all those topgallants that daily haunt my house, ruin your
honour, and disturb my quiet.

B, atlrib, or cuff.

1. Of, pertaining to, or having the position of top-

gallant : topgallant mast, sail, p^rd^ the mast, sail,

or yard above the topmast and topsail ; the third

mast, sail, or yard above the deck
; f topgallant

royals, early name for royals (Royal B. 5).
Often forming with the sb. an attrib. phrase, as topgallant-

mast head, toPgallant'Sailyard, topgallant-yard man.
1514 Inv, Henri Grace de Dieu in Oppcnheiin Admin.

Riy.Nazy I. 374 Bowlynes to the topgalani yerd...Ljftes
to the foretopgalant yerd with iiij single polies. Ibid.

377 Topgalant Sayle. 1514 Inv. Kateryn Forieleza in

United Serv. Mag. Mar. -(igio) 581 Top galant, top
galant mast, shrowdes to the same .vj. 1588 State Papers
Dom, Eliz. CCXX. If. 54 (P.R,0.). The Revendge . A
inayne topgallant saiie made of an olde myzon. Ibid. If. 71
The Dreadnoughte ., one mayne topgallant saile, servic{e-

ablej. X626 Cait. Smith Accid. Yng, 6Vrt«/<:«i2The lop gal-

lant mast, the maine top gallant sayle yeard, the trucke ox
flagge staife. x6a7— Seaman's Gram. vii. 31 There isalso

your maine top-saile,and fore top-saile, with their top-gallant

sailes. 1634 Sir T. Hekberf Trav. 7 Sometimes the surges

or sea-flashes doe rebound top-gallant height. 1671 Loud.
Gas. No, 544/3 He caused his I opgallant Masts and Yards
to be taken down, and his Galleries and Quarter Decks to

be covered with (Canvas made for that purpose, to the end
they might take him for a Merchant man. 1^2 in Capt.
Smithes Seaman's Gram. i. xiv. 64, 7 Main Topsail Lifts,

8 Topgallant Lifts. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Teehn. I, Top-
Calloiit'Masts of a Sliip, are two, viz. Maintop-gallant'

Mastf and Foretop-gallant-Mast % And these two are small

round Pices of Timber, set on to their respective Top-
Masts; on the Top of which Masts are set the Flagg-staffs.

1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 506/1 M.iking all the sail they

fiossibly could set to get from us, with top gallant ryalls,

ower lop-mast, and top-gallant steering sails, keeping a
good full. 183s Sir J. Koss Narr. 2nd l-'oy. iii. 32 There
were two seamen on the topgallant yard. 1840 R. H. Dana
Be/. Mast iv, We sprang aloft immediately, and furled the

royals and topgallant-sails, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman s

Catech. 45 The topgallant yard men.. will go aloft. 1891
Times 21 OcL 7/4 The //(^;««5r»- -having.. foretopmast

and topgallant, with yards and sails attached, carried away

;

also main topgallant mast with yards.

b. See quotations.

1839 Markyat Phant. Ship viii, On her forecastle another
small deck ran from the knight-heads, which was called the
top-gallant forecastle. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed Shipbuild. xii.

238 It is customary to complete the topsidcs above this

gunwale by, what is termed, a top-gallant bulwark formed
of wootlen berthing and stanchions.

2- Allowing topgallant sails to be used, as top-

gallant gd/e, breezCj weather,
1697 Dampier Voy. round IVorld (1699) 79 We had it

[wind] at E.S.E. where it stood a considerable time and
blew a fre^h Top-gallant gale. 1769 Falconer Diet.

Alarine [.ijSi)), Terns iX pcrroquct, a top-gallant gale; lop-

gallant weather. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson 6S The wind-.
lew what seamen call a top-gallant breeze. It was neces-

sary to take in the royals when the .squadron hauled upon
a wind. 1873 Routledge's Yng. Gent, Mag, July 4SM/» A
good ' tup^ailaat breeze ' bpruug up.



TOPH.

3. fig. Lofty, grand, fine, topping : cf. A. 3.

161} SvivESTER Lttchr. l.achr. Biv, Siript. .Of guiddie-

GaudK, Top-Rallant Tire's and Towers, 1650 Fuller
Pisgah IV. vi. 108 Sure 1 am, the Babylonians were mor«
top-gallant then the Jews, and quite put them down with

bravery. 1735 Pope Donnis Sat. iv. 230 Top-gallant he,

and she in all her trim. 1849 Cupplfs Green Hand ix,

Here he [the sailor] came out with a regular string of top-

gallant oaths.

Toph.1, tophe (tJ"0- I*°* '"'''• [''''• ^
toph-us, more correctly tof-us : see Tophus.]
L Usually toph stone: Travertin, or other soft

stone: = Tophus i.

01551 Lelano ///«. VI. 72 A Quarre of Tophe Stone by
Driselege, wherof much of the Caslelle was buildid. X577
Harrison Enclami i\u xv. (1878) n. 61 For Tophe stone, not
a few allow of the quarrie that is at Drisley, diuerse mislike

not of the veine of hard stone that is at Oxford, and Burford.

1811 J. MiLNKR EccUs. Archit. En^. Mid. Ages 95 Arched
with hard stone for the ribs and hght toph stone for the
interstices.

2. Path. A calcareous deposit or calculus formed
within the human or animal body : = TopHDS 2.

1584 T. Bastard Chrestoteros (1S80) 10 Phisition Minis
talkes of saliuation, Of Tophcs and Pustules, and Febrica-
tion. 1651 Biggs Ncxv Disfi. § I4t A neutrall nature of
a tophe, between a Cartilage and a Stone. 1694 Salmon
Bate's Dispens. (1713) 64/2 U softens, dissipates, ye.T, and
dissolves the chalky Concretions.. pocky Nodes, Tophs,
Gums, and Swellings. Ibid. 682/1 it cleanses the Skin,.

.

lakes away Gouty Toph-s cures the Leprosie. 1706 Phillips
(ed._ Keisey), 7V/A, a word us'd by some Chirurgical
Writers for a kind of Swelling in the Bones. 1823-7 Good
Study Med. (1829) IV. 532 Some structural irritation within
the cavity of the skull, such as a node or toph. 1843 R. J.
Gravks Syst. Clin. Med. xxviii. 35^ Exanthemata .. nodes,
lophes, syphilitic gont and rheumatism.

II Toph - (WO- [Heb. Th toph, f. «lSn tsphaph

to sound or boat the timbrel; app. echoic] A
Hebrew instrument of music, of the nature of a
timbrel or tabret.

I1749 Thoph: see Tophet t.] 1864 Engel lUtis. Anc
Nat. 222 This dcffnuy have been the toph of the Hebrews,
as well as the square tambourine of the ancient Egyptians.
187^ Staiker Music 0/ Biiie 155 Among the instiuments
which the company of prophets bare . . was a toph.

Tophaceous (tof?i-Jos), a. [ad. L. td/-, tdpha-
ce-us, f. Tophus: see -aceocs.]

1. Of the nature of tophus or toph ; sandy,
gritty ; rough, stony.
167* Phil. Trans. VII. 4064 It is scabrous or rough, sand-

like, although the substance is Tophaceous, x69a Ray
Disc. II. iv. (1732) 128 The TophaceoiLs Hills and Cliffs
about Andria in Apulia. 1749 t*hii. Trans. XLVI. 221
The Waters of these hot Springs . . are so replete with topha-
ceous Matter, that where ever they run. Masses of Tophus
are formed. 1777 Lightfoot Flora Scot. II. 535 Chora.
Incrusted with a kind of tophaceous coat, which Lslike sand
between the teeth. 1819 H. Busk yestriadiv. 698 Sapphire
fafooks on beds tophaceous play.

2. Path. Gritty or calcareons, as the matter
deposited in gout.
1687 riiit. Trans. XVI. 553 The Generation of the Topha-

ceous Matter in the nod<*e Gout. 1718 /iid. XXXV. 493
That tophaceous gouty Sutistance commonly found about
the Joints. 1879 St. George's llosf. Kef. IX. 643 Gouty, or
socalled tophaceous, deposits.

HTophaike (loPk). [ad. vulgar Turkish

cUi tiifet (literary eLlAJ tu/eng) musket: cf.

Pcrs. lu/ai blow-pipe. J A (Turkish) musket.
1813 BvRON Giaour viii, 'ITiough too remote for sound

to wake In echoes of the far tophaike (note *Tophaikc',
musquet). i8i« Sporting Mag. XLVII. 285 Their coming
was announced by the tiring of their tophaikes. i88a
Armstrong Gart. Greece, Last Sortie 268 At my new.found
foe 1 sprung, And clutched with both my hands the raised
tophaike.

Top-hamper, [f. Top 5*.i + Haicper sb.^ 2.]

Naut. Weight or encumbrance aloft : orig. said of
the upper masts, sails, and rigging of a ship ; later,

also, weight or encumbrance on the deck, as in a
steamer, ironclad, etc
'79" J'''^. Bnrth. James (Navy Rec Soc) 207 The ship

being very uneasy from the loss of so much top hamper.
1800 KavalChrou. IV. 53 The objects of this invention arc :

. .The great reduction in top-hamper, height,and sizeofm.asts.
l8a9MARRVAT F. Mildmay \viy To disengage this enormous
top hamper, was to us an object more to & desired than ex-
pected. iftia R. H. Dana He/. Mast xxxL 114 To see our
noble ship dismantled of all her top-hamper of long tapering
nua and yards. 1857 Maurv in CorbinZ./ye(i888)i35She
was a side-wheel steamer, with not a little lop hamper, and
therefore an ugly thing to manage in such a situation. 1870
Daily News 16 Sept., One cannot but suspect that the
enormous top hamper, consisting of 4 2^.ton guns with her
immense turrets, had something to do with her heeling over.

b. trans/. 3.nAfig. An encumbrance on the top
or upix:r part of anything; something that makes
it ' top-licavy

' ; the ' head-piece '.

1861 Smiles Engineers 1 1. 269 Though the top-hamper of
houses had long been removed, and the piers patched and
strengthened at various times, the [London] bridge was
becoming every year less and less adapted for accommo-
d.-iting the increasing traffic to and from the City. 1881
G. W. Cable Mine. Detphint viii. The returned rover
was a trifle snarled in his top.hamper. i{b4 Sala Things
I hat'e seen I. iv. 147 The luggage, .was pifal. .on the roof
of the machine ; and the whole tophamper was covered with
a thick tarpaulin. 1905 W. P. Ker Ess. Medimval Lit. i.

II Many of Hakluyt's men..cany more rhetorical lop-
liamper than Obthere.
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To'p-ha't. colloq. A man's silk or heaver hat
Willi ]iigh cylindrical crown ; a tall or high hat,
i88i Miss Br\ddon Aspk, xvi, She liked to have her son

well-dressed and in a top-hat. 1883 E. F. Knight Cruise
ofFalcon (1887) 222 Black men in coats and top-hats. 1886

J. K. Jeromb idle Thoughts xiii, How I do hale a top hat I

1905 A. R. Wallace My Life 1. 17 He always wore a top-hat
-—a beaver hat as it was then called, before silk hats were
invented.
aitrih. 190a R. HicHENS Londoners 159 Another top-hat

Ascot I I wish the Prince would set the fashion of billycocks.

Hence To*p-ha*tted a., wearing a top-hat ; To'p-
hatter, one who wears a top-hat.
1893 spectator 27 Feb. 305/1 To wonder at pig-tailed

China and top-hatted Japan. 189a R. Buchanan in Pall
Mali G. 19 July 3/2 Far from the realms of hansoms and
top-hatters all. 1900 H^csim. Gas. 21 Aug. 8/1 Of every
social standing, from the top<hatted City man to the pictur-
esque newspaper urchin.

Tophe, variant ofTopHl,
Top-heavy (t^*pihe*vi), a. Disproportionately

heavy at the top ; having the upper part so heavy
as to overbalance the lower ; hence, unstable and
inclined to topple. Also transf. ^nAJig.
a 1533 Fbith Ans7i}, More (1829) 184 They have made it

so top-heavy, that it is surelv like to have a fall. 1641
Best Farm. Bks, (Surtees) 36 That they make theire loades
broade, and large, but not over high and toppe-heavy, for

feare of throwinge over.. the waine. 1647 H. More 6V«^
Soul 1. 11. Ixxvii, Top heavy was his head with earthly policy.

1707 Mortimer Hush. (1721) II. 81 If your Trees grow
too top heavy, you must abate the Heacl to lighten them.
i86a T. A. Trollopk Lenten Joum, xvi. 259 We were
top-heavy with eight or nine great sacks of letters on the
roof (of the vehiclej. 1889 Anthony's Pkotosr. Bull. II.

118 Do not make your picture topheavy with clouds.

189s K. Grahams Gold. Age (1904) 20 Harold,.. top-heavy
with cigerness uf possession, had fallen into the pond,

b. Said of an intoxicated person : tipsy.

1687 in Dk. Buckhm.*s ll'ks. (1705) II. 120 Jack was too
top-heavy to escape undiscovered, a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant,
Crew, To/'-ht-axy^ Drunk. 1813 T. W. L. in Hone Every-
day Bk. (1827) 11,859 Being top-heavy with liquor, he. .lost

his balance.

Hence To*p-hea*vines8 ; To*p-liea*vyish a.

1853 G. J. Cavley Las Al/orjas 11. 204 A noble top-
heavyish Gothic tower. 1869 Sir E, J. Rked Iron-Clad
Ships vii, 137 To the unprofessional eye there docs appear
to be a 'top-heaviness' in armoured ships. 188^ Welch
Text Bk, NavnI Archit. iiL 63 The mistaken view.. that
' top-heavine&s * was the cause of the excessive rolling.

Tophet (t^'-fet). Also 4 tofeth, 4-9 topheth-

[a. Hcb. ripn tophetk pr. name, of uncertain etymol.
For conjectures see references in Oxford Heb. ^ En^.

Lex. s. v., One of the most ancient sought to connect it

with Toph * or its vb. : see quols. 1388, 1749, 1865.]

1. orig. Proper name of a place near Gehenna or

the Valley of the Son or Children of Hinnom,
south of Jerusalem, where, according to Jer. xix. 4,
etc., the Jews made human sacrifices to strange

gods. Later it was used as a place for the deposit

of refuse, and became symbolic of the torments of
hell.

138s Wvcur 9 Kingt xxiii. 10 Forsothe he defoulide
Tophcth, that is in the valeye of the sone of Ennon, that no
man scliuld sacryn his sone or his dou^lre thor; fyr to
Moloch [1388 has marg. »<»/*•.. Tophet signefieth tympan..
for the prestis of this idol, maden noyse with timpans, lest

fadres and modrts schulden here the cry of her soncs, dtynge
bi fier in the hondis of the idol]. 1535 Coverdale tbid.^ He
suspended Topbet also in the valley of the children of
Knnon [eicj. 1611 Biblb ibid.^ He defiled Topheth.
1667 Milton P. L. \. tfn^ [Moloch] made his Grove The
p1ca.sant valley of Hinnom, Tophet thence And black
Gehenna call'd, the Type of Hell. 1749 Stackhouse
Hi%t. Bible vl iv. II. on note^ It is the general Opinion
of the Jews, that the Word Tophet comes from Thoph,
which, in ihctr Language, signifies a Drum. 1865
Grosabt Lambs oil Safe 117 (tr. Pintus 1582) That the
parents of the child might not hear its wailing, thepriests
beat drums, from which cause the place was called Tophet,
or a drum.

2. The place of punishment for the wicked after

death ; the place of eternal fire ; hell, Gehenna.
1388 WvcLip Isa. XXX. 33 For whi Tophet [1383 Tofelh],

that is, helle^ deep and alirgid, is maad rcdi of the kyng
fro ^stirdai. 1611 Bible ibid.. For Tophet [1885 A*. V. a
Topheth] is ordained of olde..the breath of the I^rd, like

a sireameof brimstone doeth kindle it. 1678 Bunvan Pilgr.
L 3, I fear that this burden. .will sinck me lower then ihc
Grave ; and I shall fall into Tophet. a X708 Beveriix^e
Priv. Th. I. (1816) 95, I never did see. .the flaming tophet
that is below. 1815 Scott Talism.xvxW, Whose ashes, when
this earthly fuel is burnt out, must yet be flung into Tophet.

3. ^g. A place, state, condition, or company
likened to hell. a. A ' hell upon earth *.

1618 J. Taylor (Water P.) Pennyles Pilgr.V.i\h,\eis\\
I saw was pleasure mixt with profit, which prou d it to be
no tormenting Tophet. 1849 Macaui.av Hist. Fng. iv. 1. 498
The chief of this Tophet [Claverhouse], a soldier of distin-

guished courage and professional skill, but rapacious and
profane. 1883 Miss Braodon OVA/. Co^xxv, If she could
..lead her husband's footsteps out of this Tophet into which
he had sunk himself.

b. A place or state of wild chaos and warring
elements; a roaring furnace; a raging whirlpool,

a maelstrom.
1837 Hawthorne Tjvice-told T. (1851) I. x. 172 Converted

quite to steam, in the miniature tophet, which you mistake for

a stomach. 1856 Mrs. Browning .,4«n /.f/>A l 418 Shuffling

off The hearer's soul through hurricanes of notes To a noisy

Tophet. xgia Daily News 4 July x The ofUcer barked

TOPl.

out the short order, ' Load twelve-inch gun *. . . Instantly
tophet was let loose in the turret.

4. Comb.^ as tophetblack, -red adjs.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. v. iv, Simultaneously with
this Tophet-black aspect, there unfolds itselfanother aspect,
which one may call a Tophet-red aspect, the Destruction of
the Catholic Religion : and indeed, for the time being, of
Religion itself.

Hence {nonce-wds,) Tophe'tic, -ical adJs., of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of Tophet ; Tc-
phetize v., trans, to make a Tophet or hell of;
Tcphetism, hellishness.

1684 N. S, tr. Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible xxv. 226 All the
stratagems of Popery, all the tophitical Tyranny of the
School-men. 1698 C. Mather Magn. Chr. vii. (1702) 105 A
Room Tophetized with Smoke, and Rhnme, and Spittle, and
Malice, and Lies. 1859 M. Napier Mem, Visct. Dundee
I. 20 It is brutality rendered dangerous and Tophetical by
excessive bumptuousness. (Cf. quot. 1849 in 3 a.] Ibid. 38
The idealized Tophetism of a trooper's ' damning ',

Tophic (t(7«-fik), a, [f. TopH-us -t- -ic] Of
the nature of toph or tophus; tophaceous.
^789. J> Williams Min. Kingd. II. 383 There are great

quantities of the concreted substance called tufa in many
parts of Scotland. . . The process of nature, in the formation
of this tophic substance, is to be explained upon the same
principles as the stallactites.

t Topho'se, a. [f. as next : see -OSE.] = next.

i7Sa J. Hill Hist. Anim. 581 The Capra, with a tophose
bunch on the head.

tTo'pllOTlS, a. Obs. [ad. rare L. ioph-^ tofos-

usj f. Tophus, to/us: see -ous.] Of the nature of

a stony or calcareous concretion : a, in the body,
b. in deposits from springs, etc. (cf. next).
1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chzmrg. xix. iii. (1678) 432 You

shall find them [pustules] stuffed with a certain plaister-
lilceand tophous matter. 1692 Ray Disc. 110 Now these
Teeth being burnt, pass presently into a Coal, but the
tophous substance adhering to them, doth not so. X699
Misaurus//<7M. Gout (1720) B And threw off the tophous
Injury. 1754-64 Smellie Midivif. II. 79 Bones.. perfectly
sound with a few spots of tophous concretions on tliem.

X756 C. Lucas £«. U^atersW. 141 A., petrifying incrusting
or tophous water, which rises in several large springs.

Toplms (t(^«*fps). Also 6-7 tofus, 7 tophis, -as.

PL II tophi; also 7 tophy, tophoea. tophuses,
tofusses. [a. L. tophus, better iofuSy a general

name for loose porous stones of various kinds,

whence It. tttfo (also tofo in Florio, * a kind of soft,

crumbling, or mouldring stone, to build withall '),

Fr. /«//" (16th c. in IIatz.-Darm.), 'generic name
of porous stones, produced in the form of sediment
or incrustation, as calcareous, siliceous, volcanic

iuP (Littrc^) : see also Tuff, Tufa.]
1. A soft porous stone, arenaceous, calcareons, or

volcanic; «/. a stony substance deposited by
calcareons springs.

*SSS Ei>EN Decades 19 The stone cauled Tofus whiche is

soone resolued into sande. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 161 (tr.

Juvenal) How much more venerable had it beene, If grasse
had cloth'd the circling banks in greene, Nor marble had
the natiue tophis marr'd. Ibid. 272 The artiticiall rocks,
shells, niosse and tophas, seeme euen to excell that which
they imitate. x6» — Ovid's Met. in. (1632)84 A natiue
Arch »he drew. With Pumice and light Tofusses, that grew
[ill. 160 nam pumice vivo, Et levibus tophis nativum duxerat
arcem^ xlSoa Rav Disc. 11 1 Among Tophi and Stones in

those dry pfaces. i6^ Phil. Trans. XIX. 194 He produces
one Echinus, bruised in the Tophus in which it lay.

1789 Pilkington Viexu Derby. \. vii. 316, 1 haveseen a slag's

head.. which was found in the tophus at Alport. 184s
Bhande Diet. Sc, etc., Tophus, the term has been applied
to porous deposits of calcareous matter from water.

2. rath. A concretion which forms on tlie sur-

face of the joints, the teeth, the pinna of the ear,

etc. in gout; a gouty deposit; also gravel, or a
stone or calculus, formed within the body.
1607 TopSELL Fourf, Beastsiit^S) 65 In the second venter

of a cow there is a round black tophus found, being of no
weight. x6xa WaoDAi,L.S'«r^. Mate Wks. (1653) 71 Amonia'
cum. .dissolveth Tophoes or hard stones grown in the flesh.

1663 Boyle Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. iii. 77 With a very
few Doses.. the Merchant was quickly free'd, not onely
from his Pains, but from his Gouty Tophy. 1698 Tyson
in Phil. Trans. XX. 132 These Hairy Tophi are fre-

quently to be met with in the Stomachs of Bruits, i860
Mayne Expos. Lex., Tophus. . . Med. A name for the

matter concreted in the joints of the gouty ; also the calcu-

lous matter concreted in the kidneys and urinary bladder;
also the tartar on the teeth. Surg. Term for a swelling
particularly affecting a bone, or the periosteum: a toph.

x866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (18S0) 1103 These gouty concre-
tions are called tophi or chalk-stones,

3. Comb, tophus-stone = Travertin.
X830 LvELL Princ. Geol. I. 211 Pallas, .enumerates a great

many hot springs, which have deposited monticules of
travertin precisely analogous in composition and structure
to those of the baths of San Filippo, and other localities in
Italy. .. Speaking of the tophus-stone, as he terms these
limestones, he often observes that it is snow-white.

II Topi, topee (t^jpr). East Ind. [a. Hindi topi

hat; prob. tlieword mentioned in theVocab.of /.z«-

guagan de Calicut in the Roteiro de Vasco da Gama
1497, * barrete : tupy^, related to Hindi * top helmet
or hat' (Yule). (But some think the latter is an
adaptation of Pg. topo top.)] Originally applied

by Indian natives to the European hat ; now
specialized in Anglo-Indian, as a name for the so/a

topij sola Uat or helmet ; see Sola sb.
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183s Cojtri Mag. VI. 207/2 The white somhrero solah
topee, was supplanted by a rakinj; cocked hat. 1845- Sola
topi [see Sola sb. (A)l. 1849 E. B. Eastwick Dry Leaves
a And there is need of many a fold of twisted muslin round
the white topi to keep off his [the sun's] importunacy. 187J
* Ai.iPH Chef-m '/.rtj'X<»/'/«rf(i876) 41 The boat came back
in a little space, With Grant and the topee blue. 1889
BtackuK Mag. Aug. 245 You wear a pith topee. 1004 Daily
Record ^ Mail i Jan. 4 The white topee, green-lined, is a
favourite hat.

Comb. 1880 A. M. RuTHQUisT in Life xi. (1893) 201 A
rather lengthy lesson in topee-makiiig was given.

Hence
||
Topi-, topee-wallah (tq^/"|Wa'Ia), also

-wala [a. Hindi ioptwala^ one who wears a hat,

f. iopl-^ Wallah fellow], the Indian name for a
European, because he wears a hat.

The term is used 'bj- the natives with a shade ofdisparage-

ment', while *all persons claiming European blood' take
pride ' in wearing a hat ' (Yule s.v, topaz). R. Drnmmond
saj-s that in his time (before 1808), Topce^vala and Puggry-
wala were used in Guzerat and the Mahratta country for
* European ' and ' Native '. So ' the author of the Persian

Life of Hydur Naik calls Europeans Kaldh-posh hat-

wearers ' {Ibid. s. v.),

1816 HocKLEV Pandurang Hart s\. \. 88 It was now
evident we should have to encounter the Topee Wallas.
1834 A. Prinsep Baboo I. viii. 126 The Topee-walas
are within matchlock shot of this grove I 1864 Tbevelvan
Compel. Wallah (1866) 44 The idea got about that they
were to be forcibly turned into topee-wallahs, hat-fellows, a
synonym for the hated name of Frank or Christian.

li Topia (t^u'pia), Rom. Antiq. [L. iopiaj a. Gr,

r6ma, pi. of romovj diminutive of ronos a place.

But others (e. g. Casaubon) suppose it to be the pi. of to-

iretoi', a * rope * or 'cord ' (used of the cordage of a ship).]

Interior wall-decorations in the style of those

found at Pompeii,consisting usually of landscapes or

figures of trees and bowers; fanciful mural fresco.

1891 in Ce»l. Did. ; and in other mod. Diets.

II
Topiaria (t^«pi,e»Tia). [L. lopidna, fem. sing,

(sc. ars) of TopiARius.] The art of cutting trees

and shrubs into quaint devices,

1599 R. LiNCHE P'ount. Anc. Fid. Kiv, This Statue was
..supported by foure Images of Victoria, hewen out. .with
inimitable skill of the art Topiaria. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Topiaria, the Art of making Arbours with Trees
or Twigs cut and plaited. 1900 IJ. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot,
Terms 272/1 7V//rtr/a,. .ornamental gardening.

Topiarian (t^upiie^'rian), a. [f. L. iopidri-us\

see below and -an.] = Topiary.
i6<>4 MoTTRUx Rabelais iv. i. 3 A small Vine of lar^e

Indian Pearl, of Topiarian work. 1816 Scott Antiq. iii,

Tall clipped hedges of yew and holly, some of which still

exhibited the skill of the topiarian artist, and presented
curious arm-chairs, towers, and the figures of St. George
and the dragon. 1880 Q. Rev. Apr. 334 The most famous
specimen of Topiarian work in England is probably that at
Levens Hall in Westmoreland.

So To'piarist = next.

1910 Atlienaeuni 15 Jan. 65/3 To the ordinary tourist,

however, the place is noteworthy for the art of the topiarist.

II TopiariaS (t^upi,e»-ri»s).^ [L. adj. * of or be-

longing to ornamental gardening'; sb. 'an oina-

mental gardener': see TopiA and -aryI.] One
skilled in fanciful landscape-gardening.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Topiarius, a Gardener that

orders Arbours or Bowers; or that makes divers Kinds of
Knots and Devices in Plants, as they grow. 1896 Edin,
Rev,}v^^ i62'i"he zealof the /c/mr/wf.. tortured the bushes
into extravagant forms. 1907 Ibid. Jan. 150 The shrubs
clipped and pruned by the ' topiarius .

Topiary (ti^u'piari), a. {sb.) Gardening. Also
6-7 -arie. [ad. rare L. lopidri-us : see prec. Cf.

F. topiaire adj. and sb. (Rabelais, 1548).] Con-
sisting in clipping and trimming shrubs, etc. into

ornamental or fantastic shapes,
159s R. D. Ilypnerotomachia 51 By a turnyng downe the

transomes, did joyne decently one with the other with a
Topiarie woorke. [Cf. F. ouvra^e topiaire^ 1644 Evelyn
Dia>y 11 Oct., There was much topiary worke, and columns
in architecture about the hedges, a 1680 Butler Rent.

(1759) I. 184 No topiary Hedge of Quickset Was e*re so

neatly cut. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. iv, v. § 52 Rapin
was a great admirer of box and all topiary works, or trees cut
into artificial forms. 190a Lond. Mag. June 47^ A topiary

garden is by no means an inexpensive hobby to indulge in.

b. sb. The topiary art ; the training and clipping

of trees into artificial shapes.

1908 sphere 10 Oct. 30/1 Topiary ls_ essentially the art of
a leisurely age, for it takes a long time to develop a tree

into the acquired shape.

Topias, obs. variant of Topaz.

Topic (t/jpik), a. and sb. Also 6 topicke,

(toopick), 7 topike, -ique, -yc, 7-8 -icfc. [As
adj., ad. Gr, ron-i/f-d? of or pertaining to roir-os a

place (see -ic) ; local, or concerning Ttiiroi common-
places. As sb., ad. L. topica^ a. Gr. towikci adj.

nenter pi., in rd romtcdj title of a work of Aristotle,

lit. mailers concerning ruirot commonplaces.
The use ofTojros * place 'for aclass of considerations which

would serve as a * place ' in whicli a rhetorician might look
for suggestions in treating his theme, goes back to Isocrates.

By Aristotle totto? was especially appropriated to classes of
considerations of a general character, cotntnon to many kinds
of subjects, the use of which was open to anyone dealing
with his subject as a rhetorician or dialectician, not with
special knowledge with a view to scientific demonstration.
Such were more fully described as koicoI toitoi, loci corn-

ffiunes^ Commonplaces. Aristotle's treatise on probable
(as distinguished from demonstrative) reasoning, which
Started from such general considerations and dispensed with

special knowledge, was referred to as m roirtjfa ; nnd such
general considerations and arguments based thereon as were
treated of in that work were called topic axioms^ rules^ or
maxims, topicarguments, or simply topics ; sometimes with
less, sometimes with more emphasis on the general charac-
ter of such arguments, (C. C. J. Webb.)]

A, adj,

I. fl. Pertaining to or of the nature of a
'commonplace' (Commonplace A. i) or general
maxim. Rule topic^ a general rule, which may fail

to apply in a particular case, so that its application
is only proliable and not certain : see above. Obs.
1581 J. Bell Haddon*s Ansxv. Osor, 117b, You fayle in

the rule Topicke ; whereby we are taught to apply true
proper Causes, to true effectes. And therefore your conse-
quent is fauliie. 1589 Marprel. Epit. (1843) 18, I mar-
veile upon what topike place this reason is grounded. x6«7
Wbrn iV^w. /'(VC King 17 Feb. 26 That's the first, and it

is a Topick rule that
; particularly applied by him upon

this ground, because of the general! Image of God, which is

upon a mansbrother. 1645 Howell Tivelve Treat. (1661)

360 The Topique Axiome tells us, that Dolus versatur in
universaiibus, there is double dealing in universals. 1645
Rutherford Tryal ^ Tn, Faith xxi. 231 Uncertain and
topick arguments to conclude a God-head and a golden
heaven in the creature. 1650 Vind. Dr. Hammond's Addr.

§ 58. 23 Would it not be a strange reply, to say, That this

consequence depended on the Authority of a Topick
Maxime? The word (Topicke) I suppose to be here prefixt

by him upon a designe of diminution, as Topicall is equi-
valent with probable, and oppos'd to demonstrative. 1653
R. Baillie Dissnas. Vind, (1655) 3 Such aerious and Topick
arguments can give no strength to a cause.

fb. Containing 'commonplaces*; topicfoUo^ a
commonplnce-book. Obs.

1644 Milton Arecp. (Arb.) 64 To finish his circuit in an
English concordance and a topic folio, the gatherings and
savings of a sober graduatship, a Harmony and a Catena.

II. t2. Of or pertaining to a particular place

or locality; local. Obs.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. 691 These Locall or

Topick Gods doe never passe unto other Countries. 1683
E. Hooker Pre/, Pordage's Mystic Div. 79 That Topic
Proverb among the Spaniards, There are two Magicians in

Segura, the one Experience, the other Wisdom. 1703 Hely
tr. O*Flaherty's Ogygia II. 195 Solemn conventions .. to
appease the topic deities.

t b. Med. Of or pertaining to a particular part

of the body ; designed for external local application.
1601 Holland /"//wy XXIX. vi. II. 364 The places ought

before the application of those topicke medicines, to be well
prepared with the razour. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med, in,
xxvii. 474 Linimentum is a fat topick Medicine.

B. sb.

I. Representing Gr, Tomnd. (See note in etymol.)

1. //. As title of the treatise of Aristotle, or as

name for a work of the same nature, or for a set of
general rules or maxims.
a 1568 AsciiAM Schotem. 11. (Arb.) 131 Aristotle, .when he

had written that goodlie booke of the Topickes, did gather
out of stories and Orators, so many examples as filled xv.
bookes, onelie to expresse the rules of his Topickes. 15^
Nashb Lenten Stuffe D iv, Had 1 my topickes by me in

stead of my learned counsell to assist me, I might haps
marshal! my termes in better aray. 1603 Holland Plu-
tarch Explan, Words, Topicks, That part of logicke which
treateth of the invention of arguments, which arecalled Topi^

as if they were places, out of which a man might redily have
sufficient reasons to argue and dispute wiih Pro <V contra.

1783 Blair Led. xxxii. II. 180 These Topics or Loci, were no
other than general ideas applicable to a great many different

subjects, which the Orator was directed to consult, in order
to find out materials for his Speech.

fig. 1644 BuLWER Chiron. 9 For the Hands are those

common places and Topiques of nature.

t 2. A kind or class of considerations suitable to

the purpose of a rhetorician or disputant : passing

into the sense 'consideration', * argument*. Obs.

1634 Jackson Creed xl xxvii. § 4 A new topic or frame
of arguments which they draw from this. 165* Heylin
Cosmogr. 11. 137 Acts of Violence and Force. Justified onely
by the false Topick of successe. 166a Bovle Seraph. Love
(ed. 4) Refl. on Let. 170 When we have employed the loftiest

hyperboles, and exhausted all the celebrating Topicks and
Figures of Rhetorick. 1669-96 Aubrev ^rr'^/./r'W (1898)
I. 170 Judge Richardson harangued against him long,
and like an orator, had topiques from the Druides, etc 16^
Bentlkv Boyle Led. vi. 179 This first Topic was very fitly

made use of by our Apostle. 1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade
96 The most general Topick made use of by the Advocates
for it, was, That by prohibiting the French Trade, we only
hurt our selves. 1756 Hume Hist. Eng. 11. xxi. 29 These
strong topics, in favour of the house of Lancaster, were
opposed by arguments no less convincing on the side of the
house of York. 1825 %ca\T Betrothed w\\\\^ Interrupting
those tears to suggest topics of hope and comfort, which
carried no consolation to her own bosom. 1840 J, H.
Nkwman Par. Serm. (1842) V. xxiii. 351 How cold and
dreary do all such topics prove, when a man comes into

trouble ?

+ b. A head under which arguments or subjects

may be arranged. (This passes imperceptibly

into 5.) Obs.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Line. (1662) 11. 150 What re-

maineth concerning MastifTes is referred to the same Topick
in Somerset-shire, a 1677 Hale Prim. Grig. Mon. 11. i.

131 These are the Heads of those Evidences of Fact which
I shall use in this Argument.., whereunto possibly other
occasional Topicks of the like nature may be added. 1705
Addison //(j/y Pref., There are still several of these Topicks
that are far from being exhausted, a x8o6 Horslev
Serm. (4811) 375 It is a new kind of argument against the
truth of a proposition.. that it hath been asserted and main-

tained by wise and good and learned men. . .This is a new
way of managing the topic of authorities.

3. The subject of a discourse, argument, or literary

composition ; a matter treated in speech or writing

;

a theme; also, a subject of admiration, animad-
version, satire, mockery, or other treatment.
17*0 Swift Intelligencer No. 2 Wks. 1761 III. 363 It is

allowed that Corruptions in religion, politics, and law, may
be proper topics for this kind of satire, a 1768 .Secker .Serm.

(1771) VII. xvi. 364 We are much to blame, that we banish
religious Topics from our Discourse. 1770 Junius Lett.
xxxvi. (1820) 172 The sovereign should. .not. .make them a
topic of jest and mockery. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffk Italian
i, He had exhausted every topic of conversation. 1874 Green
Short Hist. vi. § 4. 308 The New Testament of Erasmus
became the topic of the day,

II. i'4. Med. An external remedy locally ap-
plied, as a plaster or blister. Obs.

1587 Burgh Rec. Edin. 12 Apr. (1882) IV. 489 Ane vlcer

..applying ihairto toopickis and vtheris emplasteres. i6ai
Burton Anat. Mel. 11. v. iii. i, Amongst topics or outward
medicines none are more precious than baths. 1668 Cul-
pepper & Col's. Barthol. Anat. man. ih. i. 323 To which part
of the Back-lwne Topicks are to be applied. 1758 J. S. Le
Drans Observ. Surg. (1771) 241 Phlebotomy, and emollient
Topicks, are our principal Resources.

fS. App. used as = Gr, toitoj 'place'. Obs.
1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. iii. 60 Their Cities being one of

David's Topicks or place where he haunted.

Topical (tf?-pikal), a. {sb.) [f. as Topic + -AL.]

1, Of or pertaining to a place or locality; local.

'588 J. Harvev Disc. Probl. 121 Is it.. to be supposed,
that the Verticall, Perpendicular, or Topicall stars haue now
conspired together to desolate, or oppresse the seuerall
regions which they aspect? 1610 Healev St. Aug. City oj
God, Vives Comm. n. xxiii. (1620) 89 The Topicall gods, that
is, the locall gods of such nnd such places. 16x4 Hp. Moun-
TAGU Cagg 44 Particular and topical churches have erred.

1664 H. ivioRE Myst. Inig. 473 Rites or Opinions that are
but Temporary or Topical. 1722 Wollaston Relig.Nat. v.

92 If [the flood] was only topical, affecting some one tract of
the globe. 1870 'Lowkul Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 177
Their truth is not topical and transitory, but of universal
acceptation.

b. Med. That belongs or is applied to a parti-

cular ]iart of the body.
1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 621 First I will speak of

such means as are topical, or such as are outwardly applyed.

cx64S Howell Lett. (1688) IV. 503 This. .Powder heals at

a distance without topical Applications to the place affected.

1733 0. Cheykk Eng. Malady I, vii. §4. 65 Small and Topical
Disorders of the Nervous Kind. x8oo Med. ynil. IV. 173
The symptoms, .may be divided into topical and geneiat.

187X Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 157 It [creasote] is..used
as a topical styptic in h«emorrhages.

fig. 1673 O. Walker Educ. {1677) 98 In Religion Hes the
universal and never failing remedy of all the evils of the
Soul. But many times particular and topical ones are also

to be applied.

C. Topical colour, colouring', see quot. 1877.
1839 Ure Did. Arts 234 After print ing-on the topical colour,

the goods must be dried at a gentle heat. 187^ Knight />/c/.

Aleck., Topical coloring, a term used in calico-printing to

indicate that the color or mordant is applied to specific

portions of the cloth forming the pattern.

f 2. Pertaining to a topic or general maxim

;

hence, not demonstrative but merely probable,

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits iii. 24 Aristotle.,

with a purpose of crossing Plato.. turned to reuiue the
former opinion, and with topical places to make it probable.
x6a4 Bedell Lett. v. 86 This Argument Ls..but Topicall
and probable, a 1677 Hale Prim. Grig. Man. 11. 1. 13a
It cannot be expected in an Argument of this nature,. .that
Evidences of Fact can be no more than topical and probable,

i6j)7 tr. Burgersdicius his Logic 11. xv. 65 A Syllogism
Dialectical is also, .called Topical,, .because its Propositions
tho' true, are yet Contingent. 1710 Norbis Chr. Prud,
viii. 3B5, I am now upon the larger and more topical part

of my Subject.

3. Of or pertaining to a general heading, a topic

or subject of discourse, composition, etc.

1856 Masson Ess.t Milton's Youth 40 He passes, by a veiy
slight topical connexion, into an account of himself, hts

education, his designs, and his relations to the matter in

question. 1879 Morlev Burke vi. 122 Conversation..was
..ever taking new turns, branching into topical surprises.

1890 A^a/wrr 2 Jan. 196/2 The writer expects that the topical

skeleton furnished by him will be clothed upon by the
lessons of the intelligent teacher.

b. Of or pertaining to the topics of the day;
containing local or temporary allusions.

1873 Punch 15 Mar. iii/i The popular 'topical* song
which delights music-hall politicians. 1881 Daily News
8 Nov. 5/2 A great many * topical ' allusions to events of
the hour, and rough political hits. 1899 Month Apr. 410
A review accustomed to bestow articles on topical subjects

as they came up. 190S Westm. Gaz. 18 Jan. 12/1 M, Combes,
whose resignation makes him topical, is a man with few
recreations.

fB. as sb. = Topic B. 4. Obs. rare~^.
1656 Ridglev Prod, Physick 98 Apply purgative Topicals.

Hence Topica'lity, the quality of being topical

(see 3 b) ; an instance of this, a topical allusion.

1904 Longnt. Mag. Nov. 93 The Beck case gives the sub-

ject a curious topicality. 1905 Westm. Gas. 10 June a/2
fair actresses recite, and Pantomimes Rattle with Fiscal

topicalities.

Topically (tp-pikali), adv, [f. prec. 4- -lt 2.]

In a topical manner.

L a. In respect to place ; locally, rare, b. Med*
In respect to some particular part of the body.
X646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. iii. 100 Their dung and

intestinall excretions.. Topically applyed become a. .Rubi-
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fying medecine. 1648 Evelvn Let. to Sir R, Brtmme
15 June, And now for the news. The scene is Essex, more
topically Colchester. 1741 Comfl. Fam.-Pitce\* i. 73 An
excellent Medicine to be used topically in Gleetings. 1803
Mid, Jrnl. IX. 100 Bleeding, either generally or topically, I

never had recourse tOw 1845 Garrod Mat, Med, (1855) 23
It acts topically on the mucous membrane of the respiratory
passages.

2. In reference to topics.

1881 GentL Mag, Feb. 252 These letters are arranged
topically not chronologically. 1896 W. D. Mackenzie in

Chicago Advance 26 Mar. 445/ 1 A man who has only
preached topically for five years.

II Topinamboa (tf/pinseTnb»). Also 9 -bour,
-bar. [a. F. topinambou (i6th c), now iopinam-
bour, from the name of a people of Krazil.] A
name for the Jerusalem Artichoke, Hilianthus
tuberosus, a native of tropical America.
x666 I. Davies Hist. Caribby htet 56 Topinambous or

artichokes which are now not only very common in most
parts but cheap. 1698 Osborne tr. Froger^s Voy, Straits
Magellan 60 T he potato and ighname are roots very like

the toupinanbous. 1858 Simmonds Diet, Trade^ Topinant'
har^ a name for the Jerusalem artichoke. 1866 Trcas. Bot.^
Topinambour, (Fr.) Ifeiianthus tuberosus,

[Topinoh, a spurious word, founded on an
erroneous emendation of to pinch, in Shales. Merry
IV. IV. iv. 57. See loprep, it. 19, qnot 159S.]

t Topinel. Obs. rare-'^. app. = Topping-lift

:

see Topping vbl, sb.'^

1549 CompL Scot, vt. 41 Than the master cryit, top )our
topineliis, hail on )our top sail scheitis.

Toping, vbl, sb. anAppl, a.: see Topk v.^

Topit (t()-pit). [app. f. phrase top it (Top o.l).]

An attachment at the top of a boring rod by means
of which it is withdrawn.
i4j9 Uae Diet. Arts 066 The boring tools. .13. The topit,

or top-piece. Ibid,^ The runner, for taking hold of the
topit. 1883 GRES1.EY Gioss, Coal Mining, Topit, a kind of
bracchead, but much smaller, which is screwed on to the
top of boring rods when withdrawing them from the bole.
It is atl.-i«.hej to a rope worked from a jack-rolL

Topknot (trpi"¥t)- [f- 'I'oP J*' + Knot j<.1]

1. a. A knot or bow of ribbon worn on the top
of the head by ladies towards the end of tlie 1 7th

and in the i8th century; later, a bow of ribbon
worn in a lace cap ; ? also of flowers, feathers, etc.
£16(6-8 Roxb. Bait, (1890) VII. 21 The lofty Top-knots

on her crown, . . Makes me with care, alas 1 kx>k down.
•688 R. WouitL Armoury MX. xiv. (Roxb.) la/i Glasses.,
used by Lady's,. to see bow to dress their beads, and s«t
their top knotts on their fore heads vpright. vpXr^ta Lett,
/r. Mist's JmL (1722) I. SI Let me beg thee. .to insert a
polite Hi^.tory of Hoop-Petticoats, Top-Knots,, .and all that.

18^ ScuTT Nigel Introd., Obliged Co compel ..a fellow,
kntght or snuire to re-.tore the top-knot of nbboa which he
had stolen from a fair damscL 1910 O. Bamom in Encycl.
Brit. VII. 242/3 A cap (Ute iTth c] whose lop-kixX or
commode stood up stiff and Can-shaped.

b. A tuft of hair on the top or crown of the
bead of a ])erson or animal ; a knob of hair worn
on the crown of the head in some styles of hair-

dressing ; also, a plume or crest of feathers or
filaments on the head of a bird.

1700 T. Brown Amuse"/. Ser. ^ Com, 22 A.. Trumpeter
catting in the Rabble to see aCalf with Six LcgsandaTop.
knot. 1849 D. J. Browne Amer. Poultry Yd, (1855) 12
Unactjuaintcd with fowls with topknots. 1867 Bakek Silt
Trib, liL (1872) 41 A Bishareen Arab wears his ha<r in bun.
dreds of minute plaits . . surmounted by a circuLir bushy
topknot upon the crown. 1804 Gladstonb Odes o/Nortue
11. XL24 Her hair be dressed like Spartan maid, With comely
top-knot upwards tied. 1901 O. Wiste« yirpmian i, Have
yott ever seen acockatoo—the white kind with the top-knot—
eaagiti by insult f

O. The head, slang,
1869 E. Waucm Hermit Cobbler iii, I doubt it's unsattle't

his topknot a bit. 1889 '
J. S. Wintek ' Mrs. Bob {1891) 63

The little tip-tilted nose and curly top-knoC

2. trans/, a. One who wears a topknot.
1697 Isobel Wright in Colled. Dying Test (1806) 4a

Like gowkhorn-s topcknots and I know not what to call
them. 1909 IlibU in Wtrld Feb. 60/1 Dirty children, and
everywliere dreamy 'Top-knots', as the Korean men are
called because they wear their haor in a top-knot.

b. One of several spetaes of small European flat-

fish, with a tapering filament on the head.
183a J0HNSIOM in Proc, Berw. Nat. Club I. No. L 7 The

most remarkable {fishes].. were.. the top-knot, the toothed
Kiltbead, 1843 Zoolciist I. 106 Description of Mullet's
'lop-knot. .taken from a fresh specimen. 1880 C^unther
Stud, Fisket 555 ' Bloch's Top-knot ', RHoml'iis\/>uHclatus,
Ibid,, The ''I'op-knot' (PKirynorhomlrus\ unimaeulatus)
occurs occasionally on the south coast of England.
3. oZ/nA, as topknot duck : sceqiiot. ; topknot

pigeon, an Australian crested fruit-pigeon, Lopho-
laimus antarctieus.

1849 D. J. Browne Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 197 Also
the 'crestoi', or 'topknot duck', a beautiful omamcnul
lame variety. 1891 F. Adams J, IVeM's End I. ii. 33
Flying for a moment by a lovely, melodious top-knot pigeon.
Hence To-pknotted a,, liavinfj a topknot.
1859 9'°- K'-'or A. Bede vi. The old top knotted hens,

scratching with their chicks among the straw. 1868
Darwin Anim, t, PI I. viit 295 There are topknotled
canaries, and it is a singular fact, that, if two topknotled
birds are matchcMj, the young, instead of having very fine
topknots, are generally bald, or even have a wound on their
h«ds.

Topless f i(^ples), a. [f. Top rf.' + -uss.]
VOL.X.

153

1. Having no top ; without a top or summit.
1596 F.dv>, III, IV. V. 114 There is a loftie hill, Whose top

seems toplesse. 1614 C. Brooke Trag. Rich, III, ii, Thou
toplessebuilderofgreat Babel's Spyre, (Damned Ambition !)i

1859 G. Meredith R. Feverel xliii, Gray topless ruins.
1910 Daily Chran. 14 Jan. 6/7 Statues to well-known Par.
sees wearing their topless hats.

.
2. Jig. Seeming to have no top or summit

;

immensely or immeasurably high ; unbounded.
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 30 The glister of the Sunne

vpon the toplesse Promontorie of Sicilia. i6oa Marstoh
Autonio's Rev, i.j, And even adore my toplesse villany.
a 1656 Bp. Hall in Spurgeon Treas, Dav, Ps. Ixviii. 19
Oh the boundless, topless, bottomless, load ofdivine benefits.

1707 Watts Hymn, * Lord, ive are blind' ii, Where neither
wings nor souls can fly. Nor angels climb the topless throne.
i8«3 Pilgr, Prairies II. 134 Where topless cliffs frown
down on the intruder, forbidding further passage.

\ b. Than which there is nothing higher ; having
nosu|>erior; supreme, paramount. Obs, rare— ^,

x6o6 Shaks. Tr. 4- Cr. i. iii. 152 Sometime great Agamem.
non, Thy toplesse deputation he puts on.

t Topliffe. Obs. rare-'. (See quot.)
160a Carew Connuall i. 13 b, "They me.isure their black

Tynne, by the Gill, the Topliffe, the Dish,., which con-
tainelh a pint, a pottelt, a gallon.

Toploftical (t?:pl^-ftikal), a, humorous coHoq.
[app. f. top loft, topmost gallery or story -f -ical,

after words like magnijical, tyrannical, etc.] High-
flown, 'high and mighty', ' highfalutin ', 'stuck-
up '

; also lit. lofty, elevated.
l8»3 Blackw. Mag, XIV. 104 Very toploftical to be sure.

Ci8a4 Mrs. Carlvlk Early Lett, (1889) 84 At the first she
was quite intolerable with her fine-lady airs, and toploftical
notions. 1884 J. Burroughs Birds <V Poets 74 Our toplofti-
cal brilliancy and cleverness. 1891 Century Mag, Apr.
837/2 Whose turban handkerchief towered in a toploftical
structure. l894^<i/^rr'j^/*^. May 940/2 A few days of top-
loftical strutting around town. 189S Speaker 22 Jan. loo/a
Ealen up by pride and a toploftical sense of independence.

Toplofty (t(»piV'fti), o. humorous colhq. [app.
f. Top sb.^ -t Lofty a,, or f. top loft ; see prec ;

said in Farmer Slang to be of American origin.]

Lofty in manner or character ; elevated ; haughty,
' high and mighty *. Hence Toplo-ftiness.
l8s9 F. FBANcls_AVtf/(W» Dogvane (1B88) 2ifa Everything

was very toplofty in the landlord and waiters' parts. 1889
Pall Mall G, 13 July 6/1 Lord F is dignity itself...

There is a 'toploftincss' about him which is meant to be
very imptessive. 1896 Chicago Advance 25 J une 94 1 h The
council sermon. . . A little top-lofty {>erhaps for children.
1898 Contemp. Rev. Jaiu 17 They were snubbed with rather
toplofty denials.

Top-maker, -makiiig : see Top i*.i 34.

Topman > (t()pm*n). [f. Top sb.'^ + Man sb.^]

+ 1. A ship (Man sb.^ 14) with a top on its mast

;

= top-ship (Top sb,^ 33). 06s.
ijij N. West in Ellis brig. Lett. Ser. l. L 67, I found

none nut ix. or x. small topmen,..and other small balyngicrs
and crayers, .one little topman of the burdon of threescore
tonne. 1577 Harrison Eugtamt n. xvii. (1877) i. 290 There
are 13s ships that exceed 500 tun; topmen vnder 100, and
aboue fortie, 656.
) 2. A hangman : = Topsman 2, slang. Obs.
1607 W. N. Bartey-Breake D ivb, A nimble Ape bis lop-

man strait will be And hangs vp Streton.

3. Naut. A seam.-m stationed in one of the tops,

to attend to the upper sails, or in a fighting ship
as a marksman.
1748 Anson's Voy. ltl.^viii. 379 Her topmen.. made pro.

digious havock with their small arms, killing or wounding
every olbccr.. on the quarter-deck. 1815 H. B. Gascoignr
A'.|7'. Fetme 74 The Topmen now the ICickslays well attend.
To lesser duties all attention lend. 1830 Marrvat A7ff^>^'r

(hvn xvi, Topmen, akift I kx>se top-eallant sails. 1898
Newbolt IsL Roc* S One morning the topmen reported
below The old Agamemnon escaped from the foe.

4. a. The upper man in a saw-pit: ••Top-
sawyer a; cf. I'lTMAN 3. b. A miner or pitm.-in

working at the top of the shaft.

a. l6j« MoxoN Meek. Exerc. v. o3 With the Pit-Saw they
enter tne one end of the Stuff, the Top-man at the Top,
and the Pit-man under him. Ibid, vi. 113 Of the two
Sawyers, the upuermost is called the Top.man. 1881
Lumber World Sl.ir., The frame or sash saw is operated in

the same manner by a top-man and a pit-man,
bk 1890 ' R. BoLUBKwooD ' Miner's Right iii. The bucket

appeared slightly above the brace at the shal^, and was
Liken !>y the topman. igia Scotsman 5 Apr. 5/a lliere
was. .no settlement of the Danksmen's or topmen's question.

To'piliau^. rare, [f. Top j/5.2 3 + Man j^.l]

A man who is engaged in laying rope.
1851-4 ToMLiNSON Cycl. Arts (i8£6) II. 465/2 The motion

of the top requires to be regulated so as to ensure equal
hardness in the rope: the topman, therefore, before putting
in the top, makes a mark across the strands of every beam ;

if, when the top reaches a beam the mark be above the
bearer, the topman knows that the turning at the forelop

b.is been too fast.

Topmast (tfpimost, -mast). A smaller mast
fixed on the top of a lower mast ; spec, the second

section of a mast above the deck, which was
formerly the uppermost mast, but is now sur-

mounted by the topgallant mast.

148s Naval Ace, Hen. VII (18961 48 Toppe mastes..],

J'oppe shrowdcs..vj. 1497 Ibid, (see Topgallant A. il
1556W. TowRsoN in Hakluyt Voy, (1599) 11. 11.43 Perceiu.

ing the Admirall to be farre a sterne of his company,
because his maine top-mast was spent. 1610 Suaks. Temp,
1. i. 37 Downe with the top-Mast : yare, lower, lower, bring
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her to Try with Maine-course, a i6«5 Nomenclator Naoatis
(Harl. MS. 2301) s.v., The Top-inastes are ouer halfe see long
ai the Mastes vnto wliich theie belong. 1764 Veitch in Phil.
Trans. LIV. 287 In great ships the masts are composed of
three parts,., the lowermost part is called by its proper name,
the middlemost part is called the top-mast, and the upper-
most part the top-gallant-mast. 1795 Nelson in Nicolas Disp.
(1845) II. 21 The ^a Ira lost her topmasts, which enabled
the Agamemnon and Inconstant to c!ose in with her 1873C Robinson A^. S. Wales 98 Every ship in port, from what-
ever clime, is decorated with flags of all colours, from stem
to stern, from top<ma.st to hull.

b. athib., ns lopmasl-biockj -heady etc
167J Land. Gas. No. 690/1 Who carried the Union Flags

on their Topmast-head, and each a White Flag in their
Poupe. 1709 Dampif.r Voy. III. n. 37 This Island. .may
be seen from a Ship's Topmast-head about ten Leagues.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xi, The topmast-studding-saii
boom ., broke off at the boom-iron. 1897 Daily News
7 June a/3 Through the thinner veil overhead .. the gilded
topmast-blocks could be seen gleaming in sunshine.

Topmost (tp'pm(yst), a. [f. Top sb."^ + -most.]
UjiiXTiTiost, highest. Also absoLy highest part.
1697 Dryden yEneidvii. 90 A swarm of bees. .Upon the

topmost branch in clouds alight. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) I. 668 An ambition of. .gaining the topmost summit
of it. 1807 Crabbe Par, Reg, l 442 Susan . . had some pride
Among our topmost people to preside. 1827-35 Willis
ScholarofThehet Ben Khorat 228 Wisdom sits alone, lop-
most in neaven. 187s Morris Mn. xii. 493 The eager-
driven spear Smote on his helm, and shore away the top-
most of his crest. 1899 E. J. Chapman Drama of Two
Lives 17 The topmost peaks were still aflame With the
red sunset's dying glow.

Topnet, obs. form of Tapnet.
Tope-, before a vowel top-, a. Gr. roiro-, com-

bining form of Toiroj place, as in ro-ao-'^patpo^ topo-
grai)her; a formative element in various words.
Topo'latry [-latry], excessive reverence for a

place. To*pomorplL [Gr. /*op^^ form] : see quot.
Toponarco'sls, local narcosis. Toponeu'ral a,,

having separate marginal sense-organs; as in the
loponeuraj a proposed division oiHydrozoa. Topo-
pbcbia, a morbid dread of certain places. Topo-
po'Utan a. fGr. woXtT-ijs citizen : cf. cosmopoUlan]^
that inhabits a definite or restricted locality. Topo-
tyike, a sijecimen from the locality where the
original type-siiecimen was obtained ; hence Topo-
typlo, -ioal ad/s.f of or pertaining to a topotype.
18.. Macm. Mag. (Ogilvie), This little land [Palestine]

became the object of a special adoration, a kind of *topQ-
latry, when the Church mounted with Constantine the
throne of the Ca;sars. 1897 Sclater in Geog, yml. June 673
Various areas [of the earth] are characterized by the pre-
sence of certain forms of animal life which do not occur
elsewhere. These forms it is proposed to call **Topo-
morpks '. Thus the giraffe is a * Ibpomorph * of the i^thio-
pian region. i860 Mayne Expos. Lex.y *T0ponarcosis.
1B90 RiLUNGS Med. Diet., ToponarcosiSf local anesthesia.
1899 Syd. Soc Lex.^ *Topophobia. 1897 Sclater in Geog.
yml. June 67^ The sloths and anteaters are confined to
tropical America, and the polar bear to the North Polar
lands. Such animals may be called **topo-Politan' .. in
contradistinction to those that are universally distributed,
ox ' cosnio-politan*. 1893 O.Thomas in Proc. Zool. Soc,
14 Mar. 242 The word *topo-type (or place-type), .should..
be restricted to specimens collected within, say, a few miles
of the original typical locality. 1900 Ibid. 3 Apr. 405 The
Mice of Hillertki, in Zealand (an almost 'topotypical locality
for the former name), belong to the latter form.

Topograph (tfixJgraf). rare, [f. Gr. T<5ir-«

place + -(o)7/)a(/>o5 and -7pa0oy; see -graph i.]

a. A representation or descrii)tion of localities.

b. Name given to a surveying instrument, c,

(Sec quot. 191 1.)

18^ Carrington {tUle^ The Topograph, or the bye-ways
within 9 miles of Devonport and Plymouth. 1865 Athe-
njtum 7 Oct. 472/2 On the Topograph, a New Surveying
Instrument, by Capt. Lendy. 1865 Reader 7 Oct. 409/2
A useful little instrument, called by the inventor a ' To[>o-
graph *. .combines a plane table, prismatic compass, level,

and clinometer. 1911 Webster, Topograph, a model or
draft of a place.

TopO^apher (t^ipfJ-grafai). [f. Gr. roiro-

ypd<p-us topographer + -ER ^. Cf. F, topographe

(i6th c. in Godef. 6>w//.).] One who is skilled

in topography ; one who describes or delineates a
particular locality.

1603 Florio Montaigtie i. xxx, (163a) loi We had need
of Topographers to make us particular narrations of the
places they have beene in. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Del.
II. i. (1635) 2 Topographers, who spend their stocke in the
description of some particular place or Region. 1774 War-
ton Hist, Eng. Poetry l>\ss. ii. (1840) I. p. cxxiv, Giraldus
Cambrensis. .was an historian, an antiquarian, a topogra-
pher,, .and a poet. 1884 Manch. Exam. 18 July 4/6 'i'he

Russian topographers are.. correcting the existing maps.

Topographic (t^p(?gra;-fik), a. {sb.) [ad. Gr.
TonoypatptK-os studious of topography, f. stem of
ronoypa^'ia TOPOGRAPHY : see -ro, Cf. F. lopO'

graphique (i6th c. in Godef. Compi.).'] Of or

pertaining to topography; = Topographical i.

163a E. Robertson in Lithgow Trav. B iv, Townes Topo-
graphick view, and Riuers courses. 1638 Sir T. Herbert
yVoz', (ed. 2) I If I have made no Topographic mistakes.
X730-6 Bailkv (folio), Topographic^ iopographickf pertain-
ing to the art of topography. 1803 W. I'aylor in Ann.
Rev. I. 437 Some dbplays of topographic knowledge. 1883
Daily News 1 Sept. 5/3 A lieutenant employed in the topo-
graphic service., perished by the eruption of the 27th inst.

1898 yrni. ^ch. Geog. (U.S.) Oct. 289 The lines followed by

20
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pioneer settlement.. are greatly influenced by topographic
configuration.

b. = Topographical 2.

1899 Syd. S(?c. Lex., Topographic anatotttyy descriptive

anatomy; or, used in the restricted sense, surface anatomy.

B. sb, //. Topoffra'phics, the science of topo-

graphy, rare.

1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. ii. viii, Statistics, Geographies^
Topographies came, .ahnost of their own accord.

TopograpMcal (tfp^gToe-fikal), a, [f. as prec.

+ -AL; see -ical.]

1, Of, pertaining to, or dealing with topography.
1570-^5 Lambarde Peramb* Kent Introd. (1826) 6 Which

collection (bicause it was digested into Titles by order

of Alphabet, and concerned the description of places)

I called a Topograph ical 1 Dictionarie. a 1586 Sidney
Lett. Misc. Wks, (1829) 280 The topographical description

of each country. ai646J. Gregory iWii;*^-^ C/rd?-/* Posth.

(1650) 323 A particular Description and Topographical
Table of Middlesex. 1710 Stillin^eei's Wks., Life 56 An
unusual variety of . . topographical observations. 1803 Wel-
lington in Gurw. Desp. {1837) II. 104, I am also desirous of
having.. any general topographical account of the country.
i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) xxi. § 871 The topo-

graphical features and the climates of the antarctic regions,

t b. Topographical insttument^ the name given

by Digges to a combined surveying instrument,

such as is now called a Theodolite. Obs,

1571 XixQo^s Pantom. \, xxxiv. Kiijb, Set vp your In-
strument Topographical! on his staffe. x6ii A. Hopton
Tapogr. Glass vu 277^0 work as the Theodelitus, andTopo-
graphicall Instrument... If you make this in^iirument like

to that which Maister Digges called the Topographical
Instrument, then is there a Boxe and a Needle.. m the
center of the Planisphere, over which there doth stand a
perpendicular^ whereon is placed a Semicircle .. to move
about with the Alhidada,

2. Pertaining to the description of the parts or

regions of the body: cf. Topography 3.

1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. s.v. Anatomy, Topographical
anatomy. 1890 Billings Med. Did. s.v. Anatomy, Topo-
graphical anatomy, dt.scribing them [the organs] by regions.

Topographically, flf/^'. [f.prec. ^--ly2] in

a topographical way ; in relation to topography.
i6a5 N. Carpenter Geog Dei. i\. 1.(1635) 3 To the consti-

tution of a place (as it is here TopogrnpHically taken). 1797
Dallavjav Constantifwp/e XXI. 341 That it is topographically
[exact], an examination of the present face of the country
will amply prove. 1893 W. Choate in Home Mission.
(N. Y.) Sept. 264 Topographically, it [New Mexico] is com-
posed of lofty plateaus, crossed by mountain ranges. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 414 No actual proof, .that the
centre for writing-movements is topographically distinct,

Topogra-pnico-, combining form of Topo-
graphic, as in topogra'phicO'fftyihicaly of or per-

taining to a topographical or local myth.
1S93 A. NuTT in Folk Lore III. 41 The ' Dindseuchas

*,

a topoRraphico-mythical poem of the loth.. century.

TopO'graphist. rare. [f. as Toi'OQRaph-er
+ -1ST,] One versed in topography ; a professional

topographer.
1776 Da Costa Conchol. 11. 46 This author is a topo-

graphist, or describer of a particular country, viz. Senegal.
1870 Daily News 18 Oct., The most accurate and rapid
military topographlst I have ever known.

Topo'graphize, v. [f. as prec. + -]ze.] a.

trans. To describe or treat topographically, b,

intr. To make topographical researches,

1810 BvsoN Let. to H. Drury 3 May, We had topogra-
phtscd Attica. 1837 Southey Doctor Interch. xiv. IV. 44
Leaving . . Sir William Gell to genealogise, if he pleases, as
elaborately as he has topographized,. .1 proceed with my
promised explanation. 1876 {title") Cuninghame, Topo-
graphized by limothy Pont, A.M., 1604-1608.

Tope graphOime-tric, a. [f. as Topograph
+ Metric] Of or pertaining to topographical
measuring or surveying,

1911 Webster, Topogtaphometric, connected with, or
devised for, the measurement of heights, angles, and dis-

tances, as for topographical maps.

Topography (t^jp^j-grafi). [ad. late L. topo-

graphia (in Servius and Jerome), ad, Gr, totto-

ypatpioy f, Tovoypdip-os (see Topographer) + -m, -y.

Cf. F, tofograpkie (i6th c.).]

1. The science or practice of describing a parti-

cular place, city, town, manor, parish, or tract of

land ; the accurate and detailed delineation and
description of any locality.

1549 CoMtpl. Scot. vi. 46 Al them that bes studeit in cos.
mographie, geographic, and in topographie. 1570-6 Lam-
barde Peramb. Kent (1826) 474 We might at the last by
the union ofmany partes and papers compact one whole and
ferfect bodie ana booke of our English Topographie. 1621
\v.Ht.\ii Microcosmus\T\\.xoA. loTopographie which isthede-

scription of a particular place, be it Towne, Citie or Village.

164a V\Ji.i,E.9. Holy ^ Prof. St. II. vH. 75 Acquainted with
Cosmography, treating of the world in whole joynts; with
Chorograjihyj shredding it into countries; ..nd with Topo-
graphy, mincing it into particular places, a 1646 J. Gregory
Maps Sf Charts Pohih.iit^o) 323 The late Geographers..
call these Kind of Descriptions (of small Parcels of the Earth
..) Topographie. 1864 Ijurton Scot A fir. i. iv. 164 note.

He. .explains how lifeless all history is without topography,

b. A detailed description or delineation of the

features of a locality,

M3*"50 **• iligdeniKoWs)!. 329 Trlonde. .whom Oiraldus
describenge in his Topographye, extoUethe bit wiih mony
laudes. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. irel. Pref. A iv b, in HoUn-
slied, In our Topographie we haue at large set foorth and de-
scribed the site of the land of Ireland. 1659 R, Kilbubne
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{title') A Topographie, or Survey of the County of Kent.
\^%~^ Phil. Trans, i. 121 A Map of the Moon. .with a To-
pographyas it were. .of all the considerable places therein.

e. Localization, local distribution ; the study of
this.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. ii. (1736) 31 If according to
Learned Conjecture, the Bodies of Men shall rise where
their greatest Relics remaine, many are not like to err in
the Topography of their Resurrection. 1658 — Gard.
Cyrvs i, Of deeper doubt is its Topography, and locall desig-
nation. 183s Ure Phil. Manu/.m. 67 Ihe topography of
the textile manufactures is a most interesting subject of
philosophical research. It investigates the causes why one
district is occupied chiefly with cotton fabrics, a second
with flax, a third with wool, and a fourth with silk.

2. The features of a region or locality collectively.

1847 Lytton Lucretia n. xxvi, Towards that [staircasel
used by the servants, and which his researches into the topo-
graphy of the mansion had.. made known to him. 1858
Gladstone Homer III. 519 [Virgil] is not less neglectful (f
the actual topography; for he implies that Ilium is among
the hills. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. ^ Merexxv. 224 The
water is often very clear, and the frost has cut the weeds
down so that one learns the topography of the river bed and
the exact locale of the ' homes ' of the fish.

^g. 164a Milton Apol.Smect.Vlkfi. iSsr III. 262 Having
rambl'd over the huge topography of his own \ ain thoughts.

1764 Rkid Inquiry vi. § 11. 155, I confess I am not so well
acquainted with the topography of the mind.

3. trans/, a. Anat. The determination of the
position of the various parts and organs of the

body; regional anatomy, b. Zooi. The determina-
tion and naming of the different regions or parts of

the surface of an animal.
1847 Lkwes Hist. Philos. (1867) II. vi. 408 The organs are

definitely indicated both as to position and size, by the topo-
graphy of the skull. 1891 Cent. Diet. s,w.t The topography
of a bird, a crab, an insect.

Topolo^^ (toi^l6d.:5i). [f. Toro- + -loot. Cf.

F. topologiqtte adj., Litlr^, related to sense i b.]

A term meaning * science ofplace*, which has been
tentatively proposed or used in various senses.

1. fa. The department of botany which treats of
the localities where plants are found. Obs.
1659 'Low.ih Compl. Hctball Pref., The Topologie or

place of gathering them. Thus, Herbes, are to be gathered
in mountaines, bills and plain places.

f b. The art of assisting the memory by asso-

ciating the thing to be remembered with some
place or building, the parts of which are well
known. Obs,
i860 Worcester cites Fleming. Hence in later Diets.

O, Geom. : see quots.
1883 Nature i Feb. 316/2 The term Topology was intro-

duced by Listing to distinguish what may oe called qualita-
tive geometry from the ordinary geometry in which quanti-
tative relations chiefly are treated. 1895 Funk's Standard
Diet., Topology. . 2. Geom. The geometrical theory ofsituation
without respect to size or shape, including the theory of
knots in a closed curve and the relations of the bounding
parts of a solid.

d. Anat. : see quot.

189J)
Syd, Soc, Lex.y Topology, topographic anatomy. The

relation ofthe presenting part ofthe foetus to the pelvic canaU
2. The scientific study of a particular locality : see

quot. 1 905 1.

1850 S. TvMMS Bvry Wills (Camden) Introd. 12 The selec-
tion of wills., has been made more with a view to illustrate

the peculiar customs and language of the period than the
topology or geneakigy of the district. x^xCasselVs Encycl,
Diet. Suppi.^ Topology, the study of the places or localities

in a given district. 1903 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 251 The fact
that topology is not synonymous with topography, but bears
the same relation to topography as geology does to geo-
graphy. 1905 Q. KciK Apr. 346 The comparatively new
study of topologVj the science by which, from the consider-
ation of geographical facts about a locality, one can draw
deductions as to its history. 1905 Spectator 10 June 856/1
We need a knowledge not only of topography, but . . of that
..sister science which has been christened ' topology'.

So Topolo'g'ic, -ical adjs., of or pertaining to

topology, chiefly in sense 2 (hence Topolo'gically
adv.)^ Topo 'legist, one versed in topology.
>87a M. Collins in Lett. ^ Friendships I. 113, I might

go on with *topologic lore. Until yon voted me an awful
bore, 1903 Cornh. Mag. P^eb. 259 The topologie compass
keeps his prow true. i7rs M. Davies At/un. Brit. I. 183
AnothernotedHistorian.. publish 'd two "TopologicalPamph-
lets, containing the Description of Britanny and Ireland.
x^i6 Ibid. III. Diss. Physick 37 Ancient Chiron, .the most
direct Predecessor, at least in the topological Line, of the
Great Hippocrates. 1836 For. Q. Rev. XVII. 286 Except
the following somewhat ingenious topological (not phreno-
logical) explanation of Richter's genius. X003 Times
4 Apr. 7/2 The Azores.. have a topological importance,
1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. Diss. Physick 12 They
were distinguish'd *topologically or Geographically. 1903
Cornh. Mag. Feb, 258 I'be Fiench "topologist has shown
that the Odyssey is subsequent to a vanished Phoenician sea
power. 1905 spectator 10 June 856/1 To the topographist
..the site. .is a mystery; to the topologist . . it is full of
meaning.

Toponymy (t<7p^"nTmi). Also erron. topo-
nomy. [f, Toro- + Gr. -ojvvfiiaj f, ovopta name:
cf. homonymy, synonymy^
1. The place-names of a country or district as a

subject of study.

1876 W. K. Sullivan in Encyct. Brit. V. 306/2 The sub-
stitution of vague descriptions of dress and arms, and a
vague toponomy, for the full and definite descriptions and
precise topononrty of the primitive poems. 1887 Athenseum
20 Aug. 240/3 This book.. does not deal at ah with topo-
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grapby in the proper sense, but merely (if the word may be
tolerated as English) with * toponymy*. 1893 Academy 22
July 72/3 These papers are of interest for Ba.sque toponymy
and language. 1900 Denniker Races 0/Man xiii. 557 The
pre-Columbian aborigines of Porto Rico, Haiti, Jamaica,
and Cuba were Arawaks, to judge from the toponymy of
these islands.

2. Anat. (See quot.)
1883 Wildes & Gage Anat. Techn. 20 Terms of Position

and Direction—Toponymy. /3;<(/. 23 The Intrinsic Toponymy.
. .We. .shall designate the aspects and regions of the body
by terms derived from names which have been applied to
the parts themselves. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
So Tcponym: see quot. ; Topcnsrmal a.y of or

pertaining to toponymy ; Toponymlc, a, = prec.

;

sb. : see quot. 1906: cS. patronymic, Toponymical
a. = prec. adj. ; Topo nymist, one who deals with
place-names.
1891 Cent. Diet., *T/ponytn,.. the technical designation

of any region of an animal, as distinguished from any organ.
lbid.,*Topo}iy}!ial^..*To^onymic. x8o6 Nat. Geog, Ma^.
(U.S.) VII. 222 NVe miss in the works of a government board
of names all evidence of acquaintance with toponymic
literature, 1906 Cornish N. <$ Q. 142 Toponymies, i.e.

personal names derived from the place where a particular
ancestor lived. 1882 Wilder & Gage Anat. Techn. 20
Such terms constitute a "Toponymical Vocabulary which is

based upon intrinsic instead of purely extrinsic and acci-
dental relations, a 185a Macgilmvray Nat. Htst. Dee Side
(1855) 235 Appiopriately named by the Celts—who were
famous ' toponymists,. .A'd c/<iM^a»^The Furrows.

Topophone (tfj'p^fioan). [f. Topo- + Gr. -^mwo*
sounding, tpoivii voice, sound.] (See quots.)
1B80 Patent specif. No. 495, A topophone, or instru-

ment for locating sounds, applicable more especially to
the navigation of a vessel in a fog. i88x Standard
I Jan., The topophone of Professor Mayer.. is intended to
determine the direction and approximately the distance of
a fog-horn. 1902 Harper's Mag. Feb. 498 Another wireless
telephone for maritime use is known as the topophone.
Ibid. 499^ By the use of the topophone,.. sounds can be
heard which are inaudible to the unassisted ear.

t To-poune, v. Obs. Also 4 to-powne,
(-pone, -poyne). [f. To- 2 + ME, pounen^ PouiJD
v}^\ trans. To pound to pieces.
cxv^S. Eng. Leg. I. 39/181 pis desciples forthe wende

And to-pouneden it Ithe dragon] al to det>e. 138a Wyclif
Ps. civ. [cv.] 16 Alle fastnesse of bred he to-ponede [1388
wastide; Vulg contrivit\. 138a — Matt. xx\. 44 Vpon
whom it shal falle, it shal togidre poune \v.r. al to powne]
hym.

t Top over terve, vb. phr. [Cf. Topsy-tdbvt.]
intr. To topple over, fall topsy-turvy.
a 1450 Brut ccxliv. 378 Our stakez made hem top ouyr

terve, eche on ot>er, t>at |>ay lay on hepis.

Topped (tpi>t), ///. ay Also 5-6 Sc. toppifc,

7-9 topt. [f. Top sby and vy + -ED.]

1. Having or furnished with a top or tops (see

the senses of Top sby). Also in parasynthttic

comb., as /arge-toppeit, sharp-topped, etc.

<: 1^50 Holland //(JTf^i^ 186 Heronntscontemplalif..With
toppit hudis on bed. 15x3 Douglas ySneis iv. x. 86 The
seis large. All wmbeset with toppit schip and barge. 1567
Maplet Gr. Forest 35 The other is rather Spearelike and
sharpe topped. 163a Lithcow 7'rav. 11. 44 Taking their
directions from the topped hills of the maine continent. 1675
Han. ViloOLLEV Gentle7U.Comp. 58 The large-topt stockiitgs

with supporters to bear them up. x68i W. Robektson
Phrascol. Gen. (1693) 1240 To make topped, or sharp at the
top. x8»6 Hogg C Dinmont in Lit. Souvenir 257 He had
huge topped boots, all of one colour. 1852 R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp. Tour ix. 38 A pair of. . brown topped boots.

2. Having the top removed; of a tree: polled,

pollarded; of hemp: see Top zf.l 3, quot. 1794.
1711 J. James tr. Le Blend's Gardening 169 Some topped

Elms. .in five or six Years time have foim'd a handsome..
Head. X794 Rigging ^ Seamanship I. 62 Ropes made
from topt hemp will not stretch so much. X844 Siephens
^^. /Viriw II. 8 The topped and tailed tui nips. 1890 W. A.
Wallace Only a Sister 322 Under that topped willow.

Topped (t(7pt), ///. (7.2 Go//, [pa. pple. of

Top z».l 18 a.] Struck, as a ball, in the upper half

;

in which the ball is so struck.

X901 IVestm. Gaz. 16 Aug. 2/2 If you put forward that

plea for the foundered drive, the topped approach, or the

putt that ' gangs agee
',
your partner must accept it. X9oa

Ibid. 17 Oct. 4/2 Ihe topped stroke with an iron, that sent

the ball no great distance when gutta-percha was employed,
answers nearly as well as a perfectly aimed shot when the
* Haskell ' or * Kempshall ' is in use. 1907 Ibid 13 Sept. 3/1
The natural penalty of an errant shot or a topped shot.

Topper (ff^'p^-*)* ^^^^ V- '^^p ^-^ + '^^ '•]

1. A person or thing that tops ; one who cuts off

the top of a tree ; an instrument for topping (Top
t/.l 4, 7) ; a candle-snuffer; a comb-maker's equi-

lateral single-cut file or float.

1688 R. Holme Armoury iii. 381/2 A pair of SnufiVrs or

a pair of I'oppers. 18^4 Knight Diet. Mich. s. v. Float,

A single-cut file, or one in which the teeth are parallel and
unbroken by a second row of crossing teeth. ..Ihe floats^ of

comb-makers and ivory-carvers, .are known by specific

names, as graille, found, carlet, topper, 1883 H. Walker
in Leisure Hour 505/1 Beeches unscathed by topper and
iopper. 189s Oracle Encycl. II. 125/1 Finished off with
wedge-shaped files, called the graille, carlet, topper, &c.

fb. One who *tops* (Top t'.i 17a) at dice; a

cheating gamester. Obs, rare.

X67X Shadwell Humourist lit. Wks. 1720 I. 174 Nor is it

Ave months, since 1 saw you.. by help of a dozen men,
chastise one poor Topper or Palmer.

c. A horse or rider that tops a fence.
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i8S4 Warter Last c/ Old Squires %\\. 133 A fence that

would have baulked a Leicestershire topper,

2. One who makes or adds the top to something

;

one who works at the upper part of a garment,

1884 K. SiMcox in 19M Ctnt. June 1041 A shirtmaker

proper, otherwise called a 'topper'. 1905 Daily Chron.

23 June 8/7 Shirt Hands.— Wanted a few good button*

holers and toppers.

Topper (t(»'p3i), sb.'^ Chiefly sian^ or /ow

iolloq. [r. Top j^.1 + -eb1; in some uses perh, f.

senses of Top vX^
1. A * top ' thing or person ; a person or thing

surpassingly or exceptionally good or excellent

;

the best or one of the best of the kind, colloq.

lyog Brit. Apollo 11, No. 2. 3/2 A Bowl that is full of
Punch, of all these is the Topper. xSoa R. Anderson Bards
of Tytu 33 The king's meade a bit ofa speech, And gentle-

fwok say it's a topper. 1835 Bbockktt N. C. fVords,

Tcpper, any thing superior—a clever, or extraordinary
person, 18x8 Crai'en Gloss, s. v., This coat's a topper for

turning rain. 189X A, Lano AuglingSk. 115 He gets

flurried with a big fish. ..And this one is a topper. 1894
AsTLF.Y/o Yetws Li/e 1. 59 He was a real good fellow then,

and . . he Is a topper now.
2. A top-hat, a tall hat. j/i7«^and €oUoq,
iSao sporting Mag. VI. 369 The wind blew his white

topper out of the ring. 1885 Jessopp in igM Cent. July 48
We all wear black coats and dark trousers and 'toppers , at

least in London, x^ai H. A. Vachell Tfu Hill v, The
* topper ' you wear on Sunday.

3. A blow on the * top' or bead, slang,

1834 H. AiNswoRTH Rockwood IV. ii, Vile Jem .. Straight
threatened Tommy with a topper. 1887 Fenn Dick o' Fens
xvi, How I should have liked to give him a topper with
the pole.

4. //. The largest and finest fruit (esp. straw-

berries) displayed at the top ofa punnet or package

;

cf. to top one sfruit (Top v.^ 9c). slang,

1839 MoGRiixiK Old Hump/trey's Ohserv. 352 There are
toppers in dress,..and toppers in religion, as well as toppers
in strawberifes. 1891 Brit. Worktuan Aug., I'he punnet was
a very bad caseof what is generally bad enough at the best—
of' toppers '. The few good berries at the top were the only
good ones. 1898 Dail^ Tel, 3 Mar. 5/4 Has a keen eye for

•toppers '.. the attractive oranges which are displayed in
the first row in order to entice buyers.

6. A large wave with curling or breaking summit.
1863 N. Macueoo Remin, Hight. Variih iii. Quick as

lightnin;; the little craft, having again gathered way, ..is

spinning over the third topper, not a drop of water having
come over the Ice gunwale.

6. A cigar-Stump or cigarette-end ; also, the re-

mains of tobacco in a pipe- bowl, slang.

1888 in Casselts Encyct. Diet. 190a li^^sim. Gas, 1 3 Nov.
5/1 It was his custom to rise before daybreak every morning
and search the streets of the West End,.. picking up the
ends of cigarettes and cigars commonly known as ' toppers '.

Hence Tcppvr r., trans, to knock on the head
;

to kill by a 'topper* or blow on the head, slang.

1869 v.. Faumku Scrap Hk. (ed. 6) taS Full ninety (rats)

had died, Without counting seven they'd topper'd outside.

Topper, obs, dial, form of Tappeb'.

t Toppet K Obs, [MK. topety app. a. OF. topet,

toupet (ii-i3th c.) tuft, dim. of top^ toup top,

crest : in Kng. perh. eventually taken as dim. of
Top sb.^] Top, summit, tip,

1439 in ArckMologia XXI. 37, ij Salcrs of Gold, whereof
y* o'jn ys a man. .garnysshed w* vij rubees and vij troches,
every troche of iij pcrles, and upon y« topct is a saphur.
1561 HoLLVBUSii l/em. Apoth, 8Take..lhe paryngeofthc
toppet of hertcs home. Ibid. 33 Lyke vertue .. hath
Fenell, Pcnyrcal, the floures of Hoppes. liranck vrsync the
toppets of the floure. ibid. 38 Take the toppet of an onyon,

t Toppet ". Obs. Also 5 topet, 6 tappet.
[Late Ml*:., dim. ol toppe^'Vov sbj^ basket (of fruit)

;

analogous to MKl. topkin {* \\\] topkine rosinen*

'334)» OF. (Heard) toppequin (i5tn c in Godef.).

Cf. also Tap j(J.3, Tapnet,] « Top sb,^^ Tapnkt.
1481-90 Howard Hintsfk. Dks. (Roxfak) n There cam

from London x. lb. colon & a toppet figges. Ibid. 351 A
topet of fyggc dodes [see Fig-ixjtbL 1510-11 DurhaiH
Ace. Rolls (Surtees)^ 390 Et in quintiue lez toppcttis Kaccmo*
rum parvorum ad ijs. viijd. isii-is Ibid, 391 In 4*^ le

tapettes racemorum magnorum ad 3S. 8d., los. 8d. 1516
in Rogers Agrie. ^ Prices III. ^js/i [Figs| Toppet.

Top-piece* sb. The piece tnat forms or is at

the top of anything; spec, f a. The best or finest

piece ; the chef-iVoettvret masterpiece, Obs. rare.

D. The head, (olloq, o. « Topit. d. Shoe-mak-
infi : see quots.
a. 168a BuNYAN Greatness 0/ Soul Wks. (cd. Offor) I.

133 The sout b the. .top-piece that He hath made in all the
vbibic world. i68s — Holy IVar i. 3 The Top-piece l>eyond
any thin^ else that he did in that country. b. 1838 in
Ene. Dial. Diet. 1864 I^well fireside Trav. 180 The
Accuhali, with whom Herodotus, .wound up hts climax of
men with abnormal top-pieces, c. 1839 Uii« Diet. Arts
966 The topit, or top-piece. d, 1911 Encyct. Brit.XXlV.
993/1 Lifts and top-pteces for the heels. Ibid. 993/3 The
top-pieces, similar to the outsoles, are put on and nailed
down to the lifts.

Top-piece, v. trans. To put a lop-piece on.
1830 GAi,r Lawrie T. iv. tv, In less time than Dick the

CobljI'-T lakes to lop-piece an old shoe.

Topping', vbL sb.^ [f. Top v.14--ino3. In
some concrete senses associated with Top j^.^]

1. The action of Top ».t in various senses.
Ii. The making, formation, putting on, or adding of a lop or

tops (see Top T'.' III). b. The cutting off of the top (of

a tree or plant). t c. A method of cheating at dice (Tor
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f.l 17a). d. Levelling the teeth of a wheel or a saw.
e. Topping «/, completing, bringing to perfection.
a. 1504 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 279 His task of

the ending and lopping of thechimnaisofflalyrudhous. 1883
K. HM-VMA^li^'orkshop Receipts S^r. 11. 228/1 This colour
may be modified by topping with small quantities of ma-
fenta, &c. x888 Times 8 Sept. 9/2 The practice of what is

nown. .as topping, that is of putting good fruit at the top,

and of filling the rest of the hamper with rubbish. 1896
Jrnl. R. Horticull. Soc. Nov. 200, 1 believe the old
system of., 'topping-up' is not quite as prevalent as it

was some years ago. 1908 Toilers of Deep Sept, 185/3
The herrings have also shrunk and settled down—* pined ',

as it is called—and several more layers have now to be
added in order to (ill the barrel again. This is called

'topping'.
_ 1909 Daily Chron. 18 Jan. 9/5 Trousers.^

A smart girl wanted for t jpping and seams, b. 1513
MS. Ace. St. yohn's Ilosp.y Canterb.^ For toppyng of xy
treys & broshyng, 1550 Cranmer De/i SacramcHt Pre^
• iij b, The cuttyng away wherof is but like toppyng and lop-

pyng of a tree. 1657 W. Morice Coena quasi Kotc»j ii. 37
Those that could not be satisfied with the topping, but
wished the cutting down of the.. Tree. 1797 A. Young
Agric, Suffolk 109 Take up [carrots] at i4d. to i6d. a load,

topping included. 1807 J. Hall Trav. Scot. II. 445 Hedges
frequently reciuire topping. C. 1663 Proposalto use no Con-
science 3 Holaing one or two Dice at the top of a Dice-Box,
which we Gamesters call Topping. i(&8o Kirkman Eng.
RogTie IV. xvi. 336 You must sometimes use Topping ; that

is, by pretending to put both Dice into the Box, whereas
you have dropt out one, holding the other between your
fore-fingers. x68oCoTTONC<?/«//.<?a«/«/^r (ed. 2) 11. (Fully
described.] X7J6 Art J^ Myst, Mod. Gaming (title-p.),

Working with a grate Box, Kclipsing, Sighting, Waxing,
and Topping. d. 1884 Britten Watch ff Clockm. 153
The wheel is so fragile that care is re(]uired in topping,
e. 1890 ' R. Boldrkwoou * Col. Reformer {\Zi)\\ 403 It was
not thought advisable to wait longer for the ultimate ' top-

ping up ' of the beeves. They were good enough.

£ Topping of the land^ the sighting of the land
from a ship's top ; the limit or distance at which
this is possible.

\ifi^ Lond. Gaz. Na 77/r Whitby, August 3. Several of
our Kisbtrboats inform us that the IDutch Busses, and Dog,
gers are fishing, a Uttle off the Topping of the Land.

2. A distinct part or appendage which forms a
top to anything, a crest ; the top-lock or forelock

of the hair of the head ; the forelock of a horse or

other beast ; the crest of a bird. Also the erect

tassel of a Scotch cap, and humorously the head
{dial, usually loppin).
13.. Caw. ^ Gr. Knt. 191 [M tayl & his [a horse'sl top-

pyng twynnen of a sute, & bounden bofw wyth a bande of
a bry^t grene. c 1400 Rule St. Bcnet 146 pen s^d )>e pre-
lete with a payr of schers be-gyn forto kut nir hair befor at

t»e toppyng. 1483 Cath, Angl. 390/1 A Toppynge, cirrust
cirfitus, crista^ coma. 1593 Uacchus' Bountie in Harl.
Misc. (1809) II. 368 Shee..tooke him roundly by the top-
ping. 1688 J. Ci-AVTON in Phil. TraHS. XVII. 997 (In
Virginia] The Tewits are smaller than the English, and
have no long Toppins. a fjao SnepriELD (Dk. Buckhm.)
IKij. (1753) II. 140 A little Indian Bird is call'd a Pope,
only because there ^rows a high Topping upon his head.

1751 Mrs. Dblany in Life ^ Ct»rr. (i86i) III. 39 A black
cock and hen with white toppings. 1814 W. Nicholson
/VafA:>{.'ii. Poet. Wks. 91 Wi' frills an* feathers on his tappin*.

1817 LintouH Green 11. xvi. Notes 154 His bonnet. .Has
tappin [1685 button] either nane. i8s8 Craven Glcss.^ Top-
pingf a crest, a plume or tuft of feathers on the head of
nirds; also, the hair on a person's forehead. 1871 J. Hartley
Vorks. Ditties Set. II. 66 Thitoppin's grown whiter norcmce.

t b. Typog, The fine line or serif at the top of a
letter, Obs,
1676 MoxoH Print Lett. 7 The Topping is the small Arch

above the letter, as the Arches in the Tops of the Letter V
are the Toppings of that I^eiter. 1683 — Meek. Exerc.^
Printimg x\y. f 3 The Topping, is the •.trai^ht fine Stroalc

or Stroalcs that He in the Top-line of Ascending Letters.

o. Local term in Yorkshire for a hill.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Topping, a high hill. ' Roseberry
lopping*. ' Blakey topping', a 1904 Summer Holidays
in N. E. Eng. p. xi, Hills and mountains, .arc anything and
everything, Irom hopes, laws, fells and nabs, to howes. .and
toppings.

8. t ft* Arming for the tips of bows and arrows.

Obs. rare. fb. A high head-dress or coiffure ; cf.

Top sb.^ 11 d. Obs. c. That which is put on the

top of anything to complete it; a top layer; cf.

Top f.l 9. d. Angling: see quots, 1856, 1877.
1495 TrevisaU Barth. De P. R. xviii. xiii. (W. de W.)

773 Of oxe homes ben made tappynge [liodl. MS. tippinges]

and nockcs to boowes. .and arowes to shete ayenst enmyes.
c 1690 Roxb. Ball. (1891) VII. 481, 1 wear my Topping, Lace,
and Fan, and am on daintys feeding. 1700 T. Brown
Amnsem. Ser.^Com. 57 They., touch the Clouds with their

proud Toppings, a 1704 — Walk round Lond.y Quaker's
Meet. (1709) 83 High Topping and Ijce in a Woman, they
abominate, as Ensigns of Vanity. 1839 Ure_Z?/V/. Arts
580 The pot is now ready for receiving the topping of cullet,

which is broken pieces of window glass. 1856 'Stone-
henck' Brit. Sdorts \. v. ii. $ 4. 247/1 Tail of two slips of

brown mallard s feather, with a thin topping of golden-

phea.sant*$ crest. 1877 Hallock Sportsman's Cm. 599 The
tail [of a salmon fly] is what is usually called a ' topping \
i.e. feather from the crest of the golden pheasant. i^S
Westm. Gas. 23 Nov. 7/2 From five to twelve score of whit-

ing, with a topping of^codltng, form average baskets.

4. //. a. Cuttings from the tops of trees : cf.

Top sb."^ 6 ; also, the tops of hemp removed in

hatchellinp. b. The second skimmings of milk.

dial. c. The best bran. dial.

1668 Roui.K A bridf^m.^ Tit. Action sur Case Qi.) pi. 22.

kj8 Lcs toppings del .nrbers cresent sur .son CoDihold. 1774
Foots Coxeners if You are to have all the loppings and

TOPPLE.
toppings. 1794 Rigging ^ Seamanship I. 62 The top-
pmgs of all hemp., is made into spun-yarn. \^\ Farmer s
Mag. Apr. 231 Mnny individuals have used heath and top-
pings of whnis for their cattle. rti8a5FoRBV Voc.E.Auglia^
Toppings, the second skimming of milk ; the first being
properly called cre.im. 1880 Jeffkries Hodge fif M. I. vi.
122 Old Hodson.. would not even fatten a pig, because it
cost a trifle of ready money for ' toppings ', or meal.

To-pping, vbl. sb:^ [f Top e;.2 + .jng 1.] The
action of Top z/.^ Topping-lift {Naul.\ each of a
pair of lifts (Lll-T sb:^ 7) by which a yard may
be topped; in quot, 1841 Iransf
1743 BuLKELEV & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 117 We made the

Signal for her, by hoisting an Ensign at the Topping-Lift.
1769 Falconf-R Shipwr. n. 261 note. To raise one yard-
arm higher than the other, .is. .called topping. 1841 Civil
Eng. <V Arch. Jrnl. IV. 56/2 The shaft rotates in a bearing,
and can be raised or lowered by means of a topping lift.

z88a Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 51 The sprit-sail-gaff top-
ping lift [is] fitted with an eye splice.

To-pping, vbl. sb:^ [f. Top v.^ -i- -ing t.] The
twisting of the strands over a top (Top sb:^ 3) in

laying a rope, lopping sledge, the loaded sledge
or carriage to which one end of the strands is

attached in laying, which advances as they are
shortened by twisting.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 438 The forward
movement of the stranding, topping, and dragging sledges,
is that slow progressive movement necessarily required, .by
the shortening or shrinking up of the strands in twisting,.,
and of the strands and cordage, eithercommon or patent,
whilst hardening and topping.

To'pping, ///. a. [f. Top v.^ + -ing 2.] That
tops, in various senses of Top v,^

1. lit. That exceeds in heiglit ; very high. Obs.
1681 HicKERiNGiLL P'itid. Naked 'Truth ii. 4, I never

heard of a King shut out even from the Topping-Pulpil, if

he had a mind to climb so high. i6gi Rav Creation t.

(1692) 205 Chains of lofty and topping Mountains. 1705
HiCKERiNCiLL Pricst-cr. II. v. 48 Evtry little Domine(when
mounted over our heads in the topping Pulpit) is as posi-
tive, .and pragmatical, as any Woman.
2. fig. Very high or superior in position, rank,

degree, amount, or estimation ; chief, principal; pre-

eminent, distinjjuished ; overhanging; 'towering*.
c 1685 Dk. Buckhm. C(?«/irtf«tr(? Wks. 1705 II. 51 She was

able to buy out her Lease, and is now the Topping Dame of
the Parish. 1690 Lockk Hmit. Und. ti. xxi. § 38 All the
thoughts of the mind. .are uninterruptedly employed that
way, . . influenced by that tbpptng uneasiness. 1698 J. Crull
Muscox'y 306 The topping Saint of all Muscovy for Miracles,

isone Sergius. 1703 E. Ward Lond. Spy v. (1706) 119 More
Money.. than the lopping'st Taylor in Town ever got by
a V'oung Heir, a 1716 South Serm. (1720) II. iv. 48 Some
of the topping Sinners of the World. Ibid. xxii. 319 Where-
soever in any topping degree it finds them, i^sa Wollaston
Relig. Nat. iii. 46 Just as men learn rules in arithmetic.
and grow very ready and topping in the use of them. 1840
Mks. F. Trollope Widoiv Married v, Taking her to court,

and to a few other topping places. 1893 Dail^ Neivs 6 June
7/3 Some prime animals which took the topping rates of the

days trade. 1893 Kate D. Wig(;in Cathedral Courtship

3 Fondness for the very toppingest High Church ritual.

b. Ironically used ; cf. *fine\ 'pretty*.

1693 Sir T. p. Blount Nat. Hist. Pref. 5 Let these high-

flown Topping Sparks, swell and strut as much as they
please. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) Avj,
Some.. topping Dawber of Sign-Posts. 1847 Alu. Smith
Chr. Tadpole MX, One of those topping gents you see in the

slips of the play-houses at half price.

o. Of high quality ; very fine, excellent ; tip-top,

first-rate, (olloq. and slang,

i8m Galt Provost xlvi, Instead of being drowned.. in

debt, it might have been in the most topping way. 1841

Lever C. O'Mal/ey Ixix, We came on at a topping pace.

1861 Hughes Tom Broivn at Oxf, xxlii. He may have
made topping averages in first-rate matches of cricket.

4. Domineering ; confident, boastful. U.S.
1885 M. E. WiLKiNS in Harper's Mag. Mar. 595/1 He

was awful toppin' at first. x8oo Harper s Mag. Apr. 769/1,

'I never saw such nerve, ft was superb.' 'Perhaps a
little topping', I .suggested. 'Yes, perhaps a little top-

ping... But still, it was a topptngness that could have con-

sisted only with the most perfect conscience.'

6. Swelling into crested billows; crested.

1857 W. CoQK in Merc. Marine Mag. (1858) V. 42 The
sea..changed to a kind of boil, or lopping sea, as if surged

up from beneath.

6. quasi-rti/T/. = next.

X683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1860/8 [HeJ rides very topping, and
hath all his paces. 1694 Ibid. No. 2950/4 A Bay Nag,..

carries his head very topping. 1706 Ibid. No. 4-209/4 A
very dark bay Gelding. -, lean, but rides bold and topping.

To'pping^ly* <^^'^'
\S'

prec. + -ly^.] In a

topping manner ;
gallantly, splendidly ; in ex-

cellent condition or health. ? Obs. or dial.

^1739 Jarvis Qnix. it. ill. xviii^ I mean to marry her

toppingly when slie least thinks of it, 1828 Craven Gloss.,

Toppingly, excellently. 18Z9 Brockett A^. C. It'ords, Top'
/enly, in good health. * He's toppcniy to day '.

So To'ppingness. 1890 [see Topping///, a, 4].

fTo'ppingly, a. Obs, rare-K t^PP- f- '^^^'

piNGZ'^/. j(5.*4b + -LYl.] ?Pertainingto' toppings',

skimmings of milk ; hence, pertaining to cheese-

making or cheese.

1573 TvssEn Husb. (1878) 107 A lesson for dairie maid
Cisley, of ten toppings gests.. .These toppingly gests be in

number but ten, As welcome in dairie as Beares among men.

tTo-pple, sb.^ Obs. In 5 topylle. [f. Tup sb,^

+ -LE I.] ?A crest, tuft : cf. Topping vbl. sb.'^ 2.

14. . I^om. in Wr.-Wulcker 675/29 l/ic cirrus, a topylle.
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TOPPLE, 156 TOPSYTURVY.
Topple (tppi), j/',2 rare. [f. next.] An act of

toppling or overbalancing and falling.

1907 Blackvj. Mag. Aug. 272/2 This ain't the topple over
of the Coll building yet.

Topple (Vp*1), V, [f. Top v.i + -le 3.]

1. intr. To fall top foremost, or as if top-heavy

;

to fall headlong, tumble or pitch over. Also^c"-
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. II. i. 53 ITie wisest Aunt.. Sometime

for three-foot stoole, mistaketh me, Then sUp I from her
bum, downe topples she, 1605— Macb. iv. i. 56 Though
castles topple on their Warders heads. i6si T. Williamson
Ir, Goulart's liaise Vieillard 200 Although you bee ready
lo topple into your grave, and haue not much longer to Hue,

1786 tr. Beck/ord's Valhck (1868) 108 The watch-towers
were ready to topple headlong upon them. 1853 Kane
Grintull Exp. xxvi. (1856) 211 When these [bergs] attain

their utmost height, still pressed on by others, they topple

over. 1S84 Fall Mall G. 16 Feb. 5/2 Water stocks toppled
all round yesterday.

fb. ?To roll or tumble about; in qnot. 1568,
? to wrestle, to * try a fall ' with. Obs,

1541 Udall Erasm. Apoph. \, 146 b, When ye must lye

toppleyng in the dust, 1568 Jacob ^ Esau ii. ii. C j b,

Esau. . . 1 will not eate thee Kagau. . . I\agau. No. . . Being in

your best lust I woulde topple with ye, And plucke a good
crowe, ere ye brake your fast with me.

c. To turn somersaults, diai,

1801 Bloomfield Rural T.t Rich. ^ Kale xxx, The Chil-

dren toppled on the green, 1802 W, Taylor in Robberds
Mem. I. 411 A boy about eleven., was toppling beside
the Diligence in hope of halfpence. a 1825 Korby Voc.
E. Anglia, Topple, to tumble; to bring the head to the
ground and throw the heels over.

2. intr. To lean over unsteadily, as if on the

point of falling; to overhang threateningly.
1827 PoLLOK Course T. v. 585 Toppling upon the perilous

edge of Hell. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xv. 19 Yonder
cloud That. .topples round the dreary west, A looming
bastion fringed with fire, i860 Tyndall Glac. i. vti. 47
Masses of granite, .toppling above the terminal face of the
glacier.

3. trans. To cause to tumble over or fall head-

long; to thrust over, overturn, throwdown, Also^^.
To topple up oner's heels, to die: see Herl sb.^ 23.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. /K, iii. u 32 (Qos.) Vnruly wind.,
which.. Shakes the old Beldame earth, and topples [Fol,

tumbles} down- Steeples and mossegrown towers. 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuffe 13 In one year, seauen thousand and
fifty people toppled vp their heeles there. 1809 W. Irving
Knickerb. vii. xi. 434 At the moment when the victorious

legions of Titus had toppled down their bulwarks. 1856
M issM ulock J, Halifa v ix, Don't . . topple us at once down
the slope. 1907 C. Hill-Tout Brit. N. Amer.^ Ear litest

vii. 136 They topple over the biggest trees in this way.

b. Topple {tapple) up tail^ topple tail: in phr.

t to play tapple up tail^ ? to die (of. topple up one's

heels in 3) ; to turn topple-tail, to turn a somersault

(of. I c).

1573 TussER Hush. (1878) 57 Take heede. .To thresher for

hurting of cow with his flaile, Or making thy hen to plaie

tapple vp taile. xSaS Craven Gloss., Topple, ' to turn topple

tall ower ', to turn topsy turvy. 1884 /'all Mall G.
6 Mar. 11/2 How many. -have you, .who can turn topple-

tail accurately?

4. To cause to tip or tilt so as to be in danger of

being upset, rare,

a 1656 Bp. Hall Breathings Devout Soul (1851) 187 Like
some littTe cock-boat in a rough sea, which every billow
topples up and down, and threats to sink.

Hence To-ppled///.^., overturned, thrown down;
To*ppler,one who topples; dial, a tumbler, acrobat.
1871 J, Miller Songs Italy (1878) 23 ^Toppled old columns

that tumble across. 1897 Daily News 30 Sept. 5/4 Toppled
cartloads of. . bricks, a 1825 Fokby P'oc. E. A nglia,*Toppler,
a tumbler, who, among various antic posttu'es, throws his

heels over his head.

To'ppling, ///. a. [f. Topple z/. +-ing2,]
That topples.

1. Overhanging or leaning as if about to fall.

1804 J.
Grahame Sabbath 259 Back from the toppling

edge his fancy shrinks. 1817 Bykon Man/red i. ii. 74 Ye
toppling crags of ice ! Ye avalanches, whom a breath draws
down. 1883 Symonds Hal. Byways v. 83 The storm-clouds
. .climbing the heavens with toppling castle towers.

2. Falling headlong {lit. andy^.),
x8i2 H. & J. Smith ReJ. Addr., Archil. Atoms xvi, Jill

. .Head over heels begins his toppling track. 2884 Browni ng
Ferishtah, Pillar at Sebzcvar 14 Gain, to-day. Was
toppling loss to-morrow,

Toppy (tfpi), a. Now lowcolloq. [f. Top sk^
+ -Y.J t ^' Having or characterized by a top or

tops; peaked. Obs. b. Top-heavy, inclined to tip

over; in quot., tipsy, c. Showy, stylish,

c\SSt Abp. Parker /'j, Ixviii. 185 Why leape ye so: to
spyte thys mounte, ye toppy hillockes gay? 2885 Times
6 Aug. 3 The lady gave her some whisky, .and it made her
' toppy . 1893 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 8 Apr., On
military or civic parades the horse has been conspicuous
for several years for its toppy appearance, a 1905 H, S. H,
in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v., She looks toppier to-day.

t Top-root, obs. var. ofTAP-BOOT; hence f Top-
rooted fl., = tap-rooted.

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Gord, Eng. 11. xxxvii. 283 Edward
the sixth came in like a storm that tore up Episcopacy by
the Roots, yet a Top-Root remained intire with the stock.

1669 WoRLiucE Syst, Agric. vi. § g {1681) 105 Leave as much
of the Root on as you can, abating only the top-Root, or
downright Roots. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric, (ed. 2)

278 The top-rooted plants, that is, such as push one principal

root perpendicularly downwards.

Topsail Ct(»-ps^'l, tf7ps'l). Naut, [f. Top sb> 9

+ Sail sb. So LG, ioppsegel.} A sail set above
the lower course, orig. the uppermost sail (of. Top-
gallant A. 1). In a square-rigged vessel, orig.

a single square sail set next above the lower sail

or yard; now, in larger ships, divided for con-

venience in handling into an upper and a lower
topsail {double topsails)^ In a lore-and-aft rig, a
square or triangular sail set above the gaff.

1390 [see d]. [1399 Lancl. Rich. Redeles iv. 72 They bente
on a bonet, and bare a topte saile Afibr l>e wynde ffresshely

to make a goodfiare.] £-1420 ?Lvdg. Assembly 0/Gods 129
[li^olus] With hys boystous blast, ..other whyle he brak top
seyle and mast. 15. . Sir A. Barton in Surtees Misc. (1888)

67 Full soone he let his tuppe-saill fall. x6u R. Hawkins
Voy.S. Sea (1847) 126 Bearing up before the winde wee put
out our topsayles and spritsayles, 1674 Lond. Gaz. No.
891/4 Hemet..with part of the Dutch i'leet,. .having with
them a Vice-Admiral, who upon sight of the Fregat lowred
his Flag and Topsails, and saluted. 176a Falconer .S"A//2vr,

1. 361 The topsails low'r and form a single reef. iSzoScoresby
Ace. Arctic Reg, I. 402 The ship could only bear close-

reefed topsails and courses, i860 Maury Fhys, Geog. Sea
(Low) xix. § 807 At 8 p. M. took in fore and mizen top-sails,

b. Jiff. esji. in to hoist ^ loiver^ strike the topsail,

A1629 HiNDE y. Bruen xli. (1641) 128 For the practice and
rwer of Religion, the very Topsaile of all England. 1^45

Mason SelfKnotvl. i. vii. (1853) 53 The Sin, to which
not our Vertues only, but Vices too, lower their Topsail, and
submit. 1805 SouTHEv Madoc in iV. xv. 114 You may tell

Your Pope, that. .1 shall not strike a topsail for the breath
Of all his maledictions 1

t c. Phrases, etc. (a) Topsails over (also simply
topsail)j head over heels, topsy-turvy. Topsail
waiten, upside down, {b) With topsail^ with top-

sails set; under all sail, in full career. Obs.
Those in (a) may have some bearing upon Topsy-turvy.
(rt) ci^ooDestr, Troy 1219 Mony turnyt with tene top-

sayles ouer, pat hurlet to ('e hard vrthe, & l>ere horse leuyt.

f 1400 Sege jerus.'jcfb pe lered men of l>e lawe a litel bynyj?e
Weren tourmented on a tre, topsail waiten, c\^y>Chev.
Assigne 320 And eyther of hem so smerlye smote other,.

.

Andeytherof hem topseyletumbleddetoy^erthe. (/') c 1400
Sc. Trojan War w. 1963 Tharfor with topsail all & sum
Vpon l»e craggis suld cum,

d. attrib. and Comb.^ of or pertaining to the

topsail, as topsail halyard^ sheets truss, yard\
carrying a topsail or topsails, as topsail barge,

schooner, vessel ; allowing a vessel to carry topsails,

as topsail breeze, f cole, topsail gale,
(With topsail cole cf. quots. under Cool sb.'^ 2,)

1390 GowER C(?«^ II. 231 The wynd stod thanne noght
amis Bot evene topseilcole It blew. Ibid. III. 338 Thei
hadden wynd at wille tho, With topseilcole and forth they
go. 1549 Compl.^ Scot, vi, 41 Hail on :iour top sail scheitis,

vir..5our top sail trossis,. .hail out the top sail boulene,
1673 Lond, Gaz. No. 807/4 1*1^ Wind has been all this day
between the South and the South-West, a fine Topsail Gale.
17x1 W. SuTHERLMia Shipbuild. Assist. 100 Top-sail Yards
[are] V.9 of the Main-yards. ., the Top.gallant Yards 4 the
'lop-sail Yards. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog, I. 766 The
number of top-sail vessels., is about 150. 1840 R. H. Dana
Be/. Mast ii, The topsail halyards had been let ga 1867
Smyth Sailor's lyord-bk.. Topsail-schooner, is full schooner-
rigged, but carries a square-topsail on the foremast.

To*p-saWyer. a. The sawyer who works the

upper handle of a pit-saw ; cf, Topman ^ 4 a, pit-

sawyer (Pit sb.^ 14), and Saw-pit. Hence, b.y^.
One who holds a superior position ; the best man.
c. loosely. A first-rate hand at something; a dis-

tinguished person.
a. x8»3 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T., Top-sawyer, signifies

a man that is a master genius in any profession. It is

a piece of Norfolk slang, and took its rise from Norfolk
being a great timber country, where the top sawyers get
double the wages of those beneath them. 1836 E. Howard
R. Reefer \\, The top-sawyer had been, .pleased to toss his
arms up and down over the pit.

b. 1836 sporting Mag. XVIII. 215 To ascertain which of
two competitors is top-sawyer. 1869 Blackmorr Lorna D,
xxxyi, ' See-saw is the fashion of England always, and the
Whigs will soon be the top-sawyers '. *But', said I,.. 'the
King is the top-sawyer, according to our proverb; how then
can the Whigs be?'
C. 18*3 [see a]._ 1829 Sporting Mag. XXIII, 41a Many

a top-sawyer will speedily give me ' the go by '. 1854
Thackeray Newcomes xv, How he had paid the post-boys,
and travelled with a servant like a top-sawyer. z88o
Disraeli Endym. xxxiii. There are some top-sawyers here
to-day, Ferrars I

So To'p-saw'ing vbl. sb., top-sawyer's work.
1894 Times Ji Sept. 16/7 Adecayed wheelwright who had

done top-sawing in his young days.

+ Topset downe, adv. Obs. = topside doivn
(Topside e) ; upside down.
1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa^s Van. Artes xlvii. 62 A cer-

taine Oreekishe Cabala, turninge topset downe all the
misteries of the Christian faith.

Topset tiirvie, etc, obs, var. Topsy-tubvt.
Topsey, flf/z;, : see Topsy-tukn, quot, 1664.

Topside (tp-psaid), sb. {adv.) [f. Top sb.^ +
Side j/^.^] a. gen. The upper side of anything.

1677 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. i. 27 This Bolt must be wrought
straight on all its sides, except the Topside,

b. Shipbuilding. The upper part of a ship's side:

cf. Top-timber. Also attrib.

1815 [see Top sb,^ 7J. _ 1836 Marryat Pirate iv, She is.

.

taking it in at the topsides. 1874 Thearlb Naval Archit.
49 At the present day we hear only of topside planking,
wales, bottom plank, and garboards. 1877 Knight Diet,
Mech.t Topside-line, ..a sheer line drawn above the top
timber at the upper side of the gunwale. 1889 Welch

Text Bk. Naval Archit. vi. 96 The transverse frames, .are
continuous from topside to topside across the keel. 1903
Daily Chron. 21 Feb. 9/4 With nickeUsteel top-sides and
a bronze under-lnxly, the boat will be the first composition
yacht since the Defendt;r.

o. Butchering. The outer side of a round of

beef, cut from the haunch between the ' leg * and the
* aitch-bone ' ; the bottom of this is the * silver-side '.

189S Westm.Gaz. 25 Feb. 5/2 In schools, where topsides

and legs of mutton are the chief si^jply, the price would be
proportionately less.

d. Billiards. = Top sb,^ 1 9.

i()04 MANNocK Billiards Expounded 1. 163 * Top side * is,

as its title would suggest, gained by hitting the cue-ball as
high up as possible.

e. Phr, Topside down, topsides under, upside

down, rare.

172s Bradley's Fam. Diet, s.v. Miroton, Let it be well
clear d from the Fat, and laid Topside-down in the Dish.
1872 W. Morris in Mackail Li/e (1899) 1. 288 Unless the
world turns topsides under, some day.

B. ailv. On the top. Also^^. colloq.

1873 Leland Egypt. Sketch Bk. 89 Will the big nigger sit

..top-side of the carriage, or on the locomotive? i8gB
Westm, Gaz. 2g Sept 2/3 Straining every nerve to keep
' top-side' in China. t8^ F. T. Bullen Way Navy 85 All
the privileges attaching to those who work ' topside * in

a ship of war.

Topside-tum : see Topsy-tubn. Topside
turvy, etc. : see Topsy-tubvy adv. H 7, 5.

To'psxuan. dial, and slang. Also Sc. taps-,

[f. tofs, genitive of Top sb.^ -»• Man sb,^^

1, Sc. and north, dial. A head man, bailiff, prin-

cipal servant ; esp. the chief drover in charge of a
herd of cattle on the road.
1825 Brockett N. C. Words, ToPsman, the head man or

manager, the chief hind or bailiff. 1827 Scott Two Droz'ers
i, Many large droves were about to set off for England,
under the protection of their owners, or ofthe topmen whom
they employed. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II, 92 Some
dealers' top's-men, that is, the men who take charge of their

master's lots after delivery.

2. slang. A hangman, Cf. Topt;.! 6, Headsman.
x8iS Celebrated Trials IV. 171 R. Turpin.. after speaking

half an hour to the topsman, threw himself off the ladder,
and expired in about nve minutes. 1836 Milner Turpin's
Ride to York i. iii. (1885) 5/2, I shall never come to the
scragging-post, unless you turn topsman. 1883 A. Dobson
Old World Idylls 29 Waved to the crowd with his gold-
laced hat ; Talked to the Chaplain after that i I'urned to the
Topsman undismayed.

Topsoltiria, tops o*re tirla : see Topsy-
TuiivY A. U t, Topstar, -er, obs. ff. Tapsteb.

Tcp-Stone. A stone which is placed upon or
forms the top of something ; a cap-stone : chiefly

fig. Also, the upper end-stone or jewel in a
chronometer.
1658-9 in Burton's Diary (1828) III. 222 Our kings:

those that know history, know they were kings before
the Parliament declared them so, their top-stone. i66a

Jer. TAV1.0R Serm. to Univ. Dublin 51 Humane learn-

ing is an excellent Foundation ; but the top-stone is

laid by Love and Conformity to the will of God. 1707
Mortimer Hnsb. (1721) I, 3 Where are abundance of flat

Stones, they make Fences of them by laying of them one
upon another like a Wall, and only lay the Top-stones in
Clay to keep them together, the weight of which secures the
under ones. 1871 Rontledge's Ev. Bty's Ann. Sept. 513
Religion, that indispensable lop-stone of every social edifice.

X901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 292 The strict observance of tbe
rules of Caste, with the Brahman as the top-stone of tbe
social pyramid, was everything.

Tcpsy-tUTn, v. Also 7 topside-tum. Now
rare, [u topsy as in Topsy-tdbvy + Turn v. : cf.

the form topsiturnie s, v. Topsy-tubvy adv. H 9.

Sometimes hyphened ; also used analytically, to

turn topsy.'\ trans. To turn topsy-turvy, turn up-

side down
; fig. to throw into confusion. Hence

To'psy-tuming vbl. sb,

1573 TwvNK ^neid x. Dd iv b. Than graue Auletes went,
and with his hundred beating ores. He topsy turnes vp
Streames [L. centenaque arboreflucius Verberat assurgens].

1605 S'LVESTKR Du Bartas 11. iii. i. Vocation 744 He..
by his travell topsi-turneth then The live and dead, and
half-dead horse and men, 1608 Ibid. u. iv. til. Schisme 919
Now the furious waues All topsle-turned by th' i^olian
slaues Do mount & roule. 163J Hevwood Iron Age v. i.

Wks. 1874 lU. 341 This obiect. .Which topsiturnes my
braine. 1637 — Dialogues ix. ibid. VI. 2r4 All things are
topside-turn'd. 1664 Cotton Scarron. 108 Then turning't

[a mug] Topsey on her Thumb Says look, here's Super-
naculum. 1870 S. Bowles in Merriam Li/e xxxviii. (1885)

II. 159 In the presence of such wickedness, of such suffering,

of such topsy-turning of right and wrong.

t Topsy-turve, v, Obs. rare~K In 7 topsie-.

[Back-lormation from next : cf, Tibve v.^] =prec,
1603 Fi.ORio Montaigne n, xu, 337 Confounding and

topsie-turving the visage of all things.

Topsy-turvy (tf^'psiityuvi), adv. {a., sb., and
V,) Forms: a. 6 topsy tervy, tyrvy, turuie,

turvy ; 6- topsy-turvy, (8-9 -turvey). Also 6
topsituruie, -turuy, 7 -turvy, -turvie, topsi-

turvi, top-si-turvy ; 6 topsie turuie, -vie, -vey,

6-7 -turuy, 7 -turvie, -turvy ; 7 topse-turvie.

See also the inverted Tubvy-topsy. (Now almost
always hyphened ; in early use more usually two
words ; sometimes (in every century) as one word.)
0-1 : see below. [A kind of alliterative or assonant



TOPSY-TUBVY.

combination, known in print from 1528, but prob.

in popular use from an earlier period. The early

six-Uinj; was lopsy-Urvy or -tirvy, from CI540

wriUen -tiiniy, -turoie. (Cf. the pronunciation of

lurvc, curve.) As to the actual components no

external evidence has been found, and numerous

conjectures and sugj^stions (many of them absurd

and impossible) have been offeied. Some of the

more plausible of these, taking topsy as represent-

ing lop-set or lop-suie, liave been introduced (by

those who favoured them) into the spelling; but

amid all these aberrations, the typical form, with

mere spelling variants, as lopsy, topsie, topsi-, and

leiT/y, tirvy, tiirvy, liirvie, has remained practically

constant. It seems certain that the first element

contains lop (or tops) and probable that the second

is related to terve or TiRVK v. to turn, turn over,

overturn ; but the -sy of the first and -y of the second

still want explanation: the former is viewed by

some as representing an earlier so, as in up-so-down,

now upside-down, so becoming sy under the influ-

ence of turvy, the y of which is apparently as in

kilty-missy, hurly-burly, arsy-versy. A sugges-

tion that turvy was connected with turf or turve,

and referred to the laying of cut turfs or turves

face downward, to keep them fresh, is now dis-

carded, as is the earlier notion that turvy might

have been altered from t'other way.
(There is a certain parallelism between the scries up-sO'

ttmvn, later upset^dowM, upside-dowH, and *tt?p-sff'terty,

topsy-iervy, topset-terty, topsuU-tervy \ but the former

lus not become u/ity^dinun, nor has any trace o{*t0p-so-tertty

been yet found, so that the analogy is incomplete.))

With the top where the bottom should be ; in or

into an inverted position ; upside down, bottom

upwards ; also less definitely. In or into the position

of being toppled over, overturned, overthrown, or

upset; right over. (Most commonly qualifying

the vb. turn, or used predicatively after Ite, lie, etc.)

1530 Palsgb. 84J/1 Topsy tyrvy, cen ttessus dtsumtt,

1555 Edem Decades 46 Tbey say that, .they see the houses
turne topsy turuye, and men to waike with tbeyr heeles

vpwatde. 1615 G. Sandys Trttu. ui. 205 The huge waU and
arches turned topsie tarucy. and lying like rockes vpon the
Ibandation. 1747 Mas. Delany m Lt'/e ^ Corr. (i86i)^ll.

450 As soon as 1 got into my chair, the chairmen Surly
overturned it : . . Lord Westmoreland . . found me topsy

turvy. 1847 Alb. Smith Ckr. Tadpole ix. Wondering how
the flies could walk topsy-turvy on tne ceiling. 1848
Dickens Doinbey vi, A chaos of carts, overthrown and
jumbled together, lay lopsy.turvy at the bottom of a.. hill.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus xvii. 9 Catullus adjures thee Head,
long into the mire below topsy-turvy to drown him. 1907
Vertuy Mem. I. 297 He writes topsy-turvy in sympathetic
ink, between the lines of « letter ostensibly full of public

news.

b. fig. With the higher where the lower should

be ; in or into a reversed condition ; with inversion

of the natural or proper order; less definitely,

With things all in wrong placxs or positions; ia

or into utter (»>nrusion, dislocation, or disorder.

iJaS Kov Redi me (Arb.) 51 He tourneth all thynge topsy
tervy. C1540 tr. /W. Kfr^. A"«^f lltst. (Camden) I. 283
The deathe of Canutus didd noe lesse turne all thinges
topsie-turvie in Denmarcke. 1379 Fulkk lleskiKs' I'arL

215 This comparison is topsiturute. a 1613 Fletcueb Z.(7zv*i

Cure II. ii, Custom hath turn'd Nature topsy turvy in you.
163W G. H. Hist, Cardinals IL i. 128 Turning alt Europe
as it Were top-si-turvy. 1713 Addison Guard, ^o. iS4.' 'i
I found nature turned topsy-turvey, women changed into
men, and men into women. 1833 Ht. Martinbau Fr.
i^irus ^ Pot. viii. 12$ How strangely the values of things
are turned topsy.turvy I 1866 R. M. BALLANnrNP. Shi/l,
lyindt xxvii, A world of incootisteacMS, where things are
all topsy-turvy, so to speak.

U Also in various altered or corrupt forms, mostly
indicating popular or conjectural etymologies

:

tee above.

0. 6 topset tonrvie, toniie, turvie, -tunri.

IS49 Chalonkr Erasm. on Folly Aiij, Bothe holy and
vnhofy thyngs be tourned topset touruie. 1553 Grimalok
Cieera^s O^ices i.iis$S) 12 Who tourned topset loruie all the
lawa of God. 1573 G. Habvky Letter-kh. (Camden) 53
Tims within a few years al shuld be turnid topset tirvt.

7. 6 top «yd turuye, (topside turfway), 6-8
topside turvy, 6-9 -vey.
S58s Stanvhubst ^luis li. (Arb.) 59 Top syd turuye be

turned Al thee Princclyethrasholds. ci586C'tess Pembroke
Vs. Lvni. vii, With whirlwinds topside turfway blown. 1596
Sl"RNSE«/5". Q. V. viii. 42 At last they have all overlhrowne to
groiind Quite IO|iside turvey. 1686 GoAD Crlest. Bodies
ML iv. 4-^ Dreadful Tempest, turned several Villages..
Topsidc-turvy. 1741 Sterne Tr. Shan^ly IV. xix. How
was my system turned topside tur\'y 1 1815 Mr& Pilkingtom
Celebrity H\. L 25 The world must be turned topside.turvey.

8. 6 topside thother-way, 7 topside t'other
way, 8 topside the other way.
•577 HoLiNSHBD ChroH. I. Descr. Irel. 14 b/i The estate

of tliat flourishing towne was tourned arsyc versyc, topside
thother.way. 1654 H. I.'Estrange CA*w. /(i65p 75 Thus
were all things strangely turned in a trice topside t'other
way. 17M Tucker U. Nat. (1834) I. 456 His [Socratesl
words are to be turned topside the other way to understand
lliem.

«. 6 typsiturvy, typsy tyrvye, 8 tipsy-turvy.
1581 J. Bell Uaddons Answ, Osor. 324 b, The general!

157

fraylty of nature will violently carry you away typsiturvy.
Ibid. 569 Typsy tyrvye. 1766 IC. ANsricv] Bath C.uuic li.

35 'ihcii Systems . .all turn d tipsy-turvy \later cdd. topsy- J.

C. 7 tupsiturvie.
1640 Howell Dodona^s Gr. 50 They would bave turned

up tupsiturvie the very kingdoine of Satan.

>;. 6 top turuye.
1583 Stanvhubst Mneis (Aib.) 33 His launce staffe thee

dust top turuye doth harrow.

Q. 7 topsiturnie, topsie turnie.
1617 MiNSHF.u Duct. Ling.t Topsiturnie, the topside

turned .. Arsiuersie. 1655 in Clarendon Papers No, 1753,
[They] would assuredly turue all that hath been ajusted

topsie turnie.

1. .SV. (? associated with topsail: see Topsail c.)

7 topsoltiria, tops o're tiria, 8-9 tapsalteerie,

9 tapsal-, tapsil-, tapsul-teerie, -teery, tap-

seeteerie, topsieteerie.
1613 LiTHGow Traa. 202 Let all the misticall drifts and am-

biguous designes. .turne topsoUiria,or upside downe, I care

not. 1684 in Maidment Bk. Scott, PasquUs {iZtZ) 326 There
was a duke so full of pryde There durst no man come neeria

Till cam a monkey out of Fife And dan^hlm tops o're tiria.

1784 Burns ' Green grow the Hashes ' ly, An* warly cares,

an' warly men, May a' gae tapsalteerie, O ! i8ox Mac-
NKiLL Poet, it^Jbs. (1844) 90 And dealing round strongpunch
and joke, Good-humoured mad, near twa o'clock, 'i'urns a'

things tapsilteery I 1805 A, Scott Petews (iSo8j 100 For
upsee-teerie lie the sheaves. 1817 J. Wilson Noct, Ambr.
July, Wks. 1855 '^' '° ^** *® desperate wallop we baith

ga«l tapsalteerie.

B. adj. Turned upside down ; inverted, re-

versed ; Jig. utterly confused or disorderly.

x6i8 Bp. W. Bablow Brei/e Disc. 8 With those topsituniy

motions. \y\o Swift Ona Broomstick pa Wks. 1755 II. i.

181 What u man, but a topsy-turvey creature. .his head
where his heels should be? 1748 Richardson Clarissa

(181 x) II. xxxiv. 348 Dear 1 what a topsy-turvy house is

this ! 1856 F. El. Paget Owlet Owlst. i This queer topsy-

turvy world. 1873 Miss Braddon L. Davoren 1. i, It was
the topsy-turviest kind of thing I ever heard in my life.

1887 S^ctator 6 Aug. 1050/2 A very topsy-turvy way of
reasoning. 1904 Westm, Gaz. 3 June 8/1 Inventor and
engineer of the topsy-turvy railway.

C. sd. The act of turning or fact of being

turned upside down ; inversion of the proper

order ; state of utter confusion or disorder.

1655 tr. Dt Pore's Francion iv. xo They plajred topsy
turvy excellently well, for there was not a book in all the

Stuchr which.. they had not throvoi on the ground. X683

E. Hooker Pre/, Pord4igt's Myttic Div. 34 1 ne whol frame
of the world seemeth to me.. to cticum^yratej to wheel,

whirl, and turn round about in a Topsi-I'urvL^ t6^ tr.

.Knllutt 3 Nor should we see such Topsy-Turvlcs in the

World. x8a3 Moork FabUt^ Holy A lliance iv. 1 0f all that,

to the saj-e's surveyi This world presents of topsy-turvey.

1879 Geo. Euot Thto, Suck x. i8t Finds matter for

screaming laughter in mere topsy-turvy.

D. as vb. trans. To turn topsy-turvy or upside

down ; to invert
; fig. to reverse ; to throw into

utter confusion, upset or disorder greatly. Hence
To pay-tuTvied fpL a,. To psy-tu-rvying vbl,

sb, and ppl. a,

x6a6 T. H[awkiks) Caussin's ffolyCrt 163 They had
..one sole action in this life, which is to topsy-turuy all

things and to do nothing. X74X Richardson Pamela (1824)

I. 119 My poor mind is all topsyturvied. x8o7SoUTHEYZ^r/.
to % May 30 Mar., In this topscy-turveying of ininisters.

X834 — Doctor xxv\x. II. 59 In the topsy-turveying course

of time. 1863 Sala Copt. Dangtrous II. iv. 148 He..
Topsy-turvies his goblet.

Hence (chiefly nonce-wds!) Topsy-tnTvlcal a,,

of a topsy-turvy character ; Topsy-tnrvifica'tion,

a making or turning topsy-turvy, reversal of the

natural order; Iop«y-tuTvlfy v.^ trans, to make
or turn topsy-turvy; Topay-tn'rvUy adv.^ in a
topsy-turvy manner; Topsy-tnTvlnient, act of

turning or condition of being tumetl topsy-turvy ;

Topsy-tu'rvinefla* topsy-turvy quality or con-

dition; f Topsy-tu'rvyan, an inhabitant of an
imaginary * Topsy-turvy Island ' ; Top«y-tu*rvy-
dom, the realm of topsy-turvy, inversion, or con-

fusion ; also, topsy-turvy condition or state

;

Topsy-tu-rvyhood = topsy-turviness \ Top«y-
tn-rvyism, topsy-turvy system or method ; Topsy-
tn-rrylst, an advocate of something (considered

to be) topsy-turvy; Top«y-tn*Pvylxe v., trans, to

turn topsy-turvy, throw into confusion, uj^sct.

x88a Pall Mall G. 10 Oct. 6 Its "topsy-turvical fun is

characteristic of the author. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-

Bk. xviL Wks. 1900 V 191 A regular "lopsyturvyfication of

morality. X879 G. Saintsbury in Fortn. Ret>. Na i^i. 55

One of the oddest topsyturvifications of a noble sentiment

to be anywhere found. 1886 Sat. Rev. 27 Feb. 286/1 We have

•topsytiirvified the whole theory of politics. 1887 Saints-

bury Hist. Elizab. Lit. iv. (1894) 146 The topsy-turvified con-

ceits which came to a climax in Crashaw. 1886 Daily TeL

5 Feb. (Cassell), (Hel might well be employed for Faust

viewed 'topsyturvily. x^ Athenxum 29 Aug. 233/1 All

the MSS. topsy-turvily give /i« . . . yc <roi), with the excep-

tion of one, which has <« . . , y« o-oO, whence Brunck re-

stored (Tt,.. yi iJiov. 1884 Daily Neivs 28 Mar. 5 The *topsy-

turvymcnt o(^ the house. 184a Fraser's Mng. XXVI. 544

Full of sport and fun, frolic and ' "topsy-turvyness*. 189a

Times 22 Dec 9/3 They lost all perception of the topsy-

turvyness of the situation. X74S Eliza Heywood Female

Sped. No. 19 (1755) IV. II The present race of the *Topsy-

Turvyans are.. too indolent to reflect on their misfortunes.

18^ L. Wingpield Lady Grizel III. v. 107 A faint hope

that * topsy•lurvydom might bring with it the glorious bygone

TOQTTE.

days. X904 Etiin, Rev. Apr, 469 The most absurd instance
of Japanese topseyturveydom. X791 H. Wali'ole Let. to
A/iss M. Berry 19 May, That *topsy.turvy-hood which
characterizes the present age. 1855 Dickens Lett. (1880) 1.

408 In that state of topsy-turvyhood. x88o F. G. Lee
Church under Q. Eliz. 1. p. xv. Disorder and *topsy-turvy-
ism must certainly have risen to a perfect climax. 1890
Illustr. Lond. Neivs 9 Aug. 166/2 The new school of "topsy-
turvyists. 1893 Daily News 24 July 6/2 Something like

an unusual *topsy-turvyising of this great throughfare
might be looked for.

Topt, var. Toi'PED ; obs. var. Tap z/.l

fTopteler. Obs. rare~K (Derivation and
meaning uncertain.)
AX440 Sir Degrcv. 1182 Grey|> myn hors on hore gere.
And lok J^at t?ei be gayi pat |jey be trapped a get In
topteler and in mauntolet.

T0'p-ti:2nber. shipbuilding. One of the

uppermost timbers in the side of a sliip : see

quot. € 1850. Also attrib.

x6a6 Capt. Smith Accid. Yti^. Seamen 8 Then plancke
your out-side and inside vp, with your Top timbers. 1664
E. BusHNELL Covtpl. Shipwright 20 Marke it on the foot of
the Toptimber Mould. 1769 Vklcqukvl Diet. Marine {\jZ^
Civb, The top-timbers, which are., united to the floor-

timbers. X3|97 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 378/1 The top-

timber line, is a curve [drawn along the top of the ribs]

limiting the height of the ship at each timber, c 1850
Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 156 Top-Umbers^ the timbers which
form the topside : those which reach the tops are called the
Iongtop-timbers, and those below, .the short top-timbers.

tToptyTe. Obs. rare~\ (Derivation and
meaning uncertain.)

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5740 The! sclow ther many a gret

sire, When thei were cornea In that toptyre,

tTo-PU-11, V, Obs. [f. To-^ + ME. puUen,
Pull z/.] trans. To pull to pieces. Also^^.
c 1330 R, Brunne Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 10210 [The eagles]

feighte to-gydere. .& al to-pulle |>e fej>eres, & ryue. X38a
Wyclif Isa. xviii. 7 Fro the puple to-pullid and to-torn,

fro the ferful puple. 1390 Cower Conf. I. 61, I am to-

pulled in my thoght, So that of reson leveth noght. c 1430
Pilgr. LyfManhode iii. xvi. (1869) 143 Whan the poore ben
skorchecf thus and topuUed. 1565 Calfhill /4«i7f. Treat,
Crosse yj Silvester.. was killed, all to pulled, of the pro-
moter of his, the Diuel.

To-pimish, To-put : see To- pref.^^ 2 2.

fTop-U'p, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Top j^.I-I-Up

adv."] Up to the top, to the brim,
X58X A. Hall //fW in. 52 With good wine..of Goate a

ful great hide They fild top vp.

Topwork : see Top sb.^ 34.
Topyc, Topylle, obs. forms of Topic, Tcpple.

t Topynett, obs. variant of topnet^ Tapnet.
XS30-X Durham ilouseh.Bk. (Surtees) 44, x topynett ficuuin.

x53a-3 Ibid. 227, 2 topynetts feggs 5s.

t To-qua'ice, v. Obs. [f. To- 2 -f ME. cwacien,

OE. civa^iant to Quake.] intr. To quake violently.

CX275LAY. i5046l>eeorJ>egan to-cwakie. ciioo Rom. Rose
2527 And eke thy ulode shal al to-quake. c 1410 SirCleges

353 Ar wyth a staffe I schall the wake, That thy rebys

schall all to-quake.

t To-qua'Sll, v. Obs. Also 4 to-quassen.

[f. To-^-hME. quasckenf QuASH z/.] trans. To
crush or squash to pieces.

CX375 Sc. Leg, Saints xlviii. {fuliana) 160, & syne hir

banys sa to-quassyt, t>at Jw self merch out passyt. X494

Fabvan Chron, vii. 598 A gunne was leuellyd out of the

cytie . . whiche brake y" tymber or stone of the wyn-
dowe with suche vyolence, that the pecys therof all to

quasshed y» face of the noble erle. 1583 Stuubes /4««/.

Alms. (cd. 2) 126 Some had their braines dasht out, some
their heades all to quasht.

Toque (t(5uk, || tok). Forms : 6 toocke, tock,

Sc, towk, 7, 9 tocque, 9 toque, (toke). [a. K.

toqtu (15th c. in Godef.), app. the same word as

It. tocca cap, 'tinzell cloath of Gold or siluer*

(Florio), Sp. toca a female head-dress, * toca or

tocado, a womans kerchiefe or coife' (Minsheu),

Pg. toi4ca a woman's coif. Ulterior origin uncertain.]

I. a. A kind of small cap or bonnet worn by

men and women in various countries. (In quot.

1505, a large tippet.)

xsos Ace. Ld, High Treas. Scot. III. 42 Item, for vij

quartaris tafTetj to be ane gret tepat to the King, callit ane

towk. X58J N; LicHEFiELD tr. CastanhedcCs Cong. E. Ind.

I. ii. 29 The hayre of their heades is long lyke vnto womens,

and pleited vnder theyr toockes, which they weare on theyr

heades. 1599 Hakluyt V<^. II. i. 244 On their heads they

weare a small tock of three braces, made in guize of a inyter,

and some goe without tocks, and cary (as it were) a hiueon

their heades. 1644 Evelyn Diary 23 Nov., The Knight
Gonfalonier and Prior of the R. R. in velvet tocques. x8a3

Scorr Quentin D, vii, To confound our Scottish bonnets

with these pilfering vagabonds* tocques and iurbands, as

they call them. 1^ Babbace Passages Life Philos. 3615 A
kind of head-dress called a toke.

b. tA cushion or pad worn by women to raise

up the hair {obs., quot. 1817) ; also, a kind of head-

dress (quot. 1835); now, since ^1880, a kind of

bonnet, cap, or small hat without a projecting brim,

or with a very small or closely tumed-up brim.

x8x7 Mar. Edgeworth Harrington xiii, A sort of tri-

angular cushion, or edifice of horse hair, .called I believe a

toque or a system^ was fastened on the female head.., and
u|X)n and over this system tlie hair was erected, and crisped,

and frizzed [etc]. X83S Ladies' Cabinet Jan. 68 Ball Dress.

. . Head-dress a white satin toque, profusely trimmed with

white ostrich feathers. Ibid. Mar. 202 The head-dress is

a toqu4 of pink terry velvet,.. the brim very deep. 1837



TOB.

TuKKKnAV Ravenmilxg !v, Her hats, toques,.. marabouts,

and other fallals. 1881 Miss Braddom As^/t. xxvii, Her
neat travelling-gown of darkest olive cashmere, and co<]Uct-

tish little olive-green toque. 1903 JV. ^ Q. 9th Ser. XI. 366/1
The term ' bonnet ', as applied to the costume of ladies, may
be taken to mean cither bonnets or tocques, but not hats.

attrii. 1884 West. Daily Press 29 May 3/7 The toque

hat is too comfortable, too convenient, and too Decoming to

be lightly laid aside.

2. Toque monkey, also simply toque : the bonnet-

monkey or bonuet-ra.icaque, Macacus pileatus, a
native of Ceylon (see Bonnet sb. lo).

1840 Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 59 The Bonneted Macaque
{Macacns sinicus) and the Toque [M. radiatus) have the

hairs on the top of the head disposed as radii. 188a Ocilvie
(Annandale), Toque ..2. A name given to the bonnet-

macique. 1883 Lisl Anim. Zool. Soc. 16 Macacuspileatus
(Shaw), Toque Monkey. 1893 Pall Mall G. 38 Sept. 3/1

The Guinea baboons and the toque monkeys.

To-queme, Toquher : see Quemb j*., Tocheb.

Tor (tfJi), sb. Forms : i, 6- torr, 4-7 torre,

4- tor. [Occurs as an element in topographical

names in early West Saxon charters; also, as a

local term for a topographical feature from OE.
onward. Generally held to be Celtic ; but, though

frequent in place-names in Cornwall, Devon, etc.,

not recorded as a ' common noun ' in Cornish or

Breton. In Welsh the nearest word is app. iwr
(=t!ir), OW. iwrr 'heap, pile' (rare in pl.ice-

names, but cf. Mynydd Tvirr, old name of Holy-
head Mountain, Rhjs). Prob. cognate with

Gaelic tbrr 'hill of an abrupt or conical form,

lofty hill, eminence, mound, grave, heap of ruins'

(Macleod and Dewar), prim.irily 'heap, pile', cf.

tbrr vb. 'to heap up, pile np, bury', Ir. torraim

'I heap up', and the deriv. Gael, torran 'little

hill, knoll, hillock ', Ir. torrin 'heap, pile, hillock '.

Cf. also quot. 1905.]
1. A high rock ; a pile of rocks, gen. on the top

of a hill ; a rocky peak ; a hill. In proper names
of eminences or rocks in Cornwall, Devon, Peak
of Derbyshire ; also sporadically in some other

counties, e. g. Glastonbury Tor, in Somerset.
847 Grant by K. ALthelwitl/'va Birch Cart. Sax, II. 34

i'Erest on merce cumb (in Dorset], Sonne on grenan pytt,

^nne on 9one torr aet merce cumbes eewielme. a 1000

Botth. Metr, v. 17 03 him [a brook] oniiman fel3 muntes
mssenstan . .atrendlod of 3aem torre [in Prose vi, Micel stan

wealwiende of bam heohan munte]. a 1400-50 Alexander
4863So hedous& sohoge hillis )>am beforn.Olo^esatwascloude
he [cloud-high] clynterand torres, Rochis & rogh stanes,

rokkis vnfaire. 1539 Pollard in Lett. Suppress. Monast,
(Camden) 261 The Tate abbott of Glastonberye . . was drawyn
thorowe the towne apon a hurdyll to the hyll callyd the

Torre, wheare he was putto execucion. a xsga Leland Itin,
(1711)11. 38 Camallate, sumtyme a famose Tounor Castelle,

apon a very Torre or Hille, wunderfully enstrengthenid of

nature. 1610 Norden Spec. Brit., Cornw. (1728) 38 Mount
St. Michaells, a steepe and most craggie torr. c 1630 Ris-

DON Suru. Devon (1810) 6 A chain of hills, .whose tops and
torrs are in the winter often covered with a white cap. i68x

Cotton It'^ond. Peake (1702) 42 Tor in that Country-Jargons

uncouth sense, Expressmg any Craggy Eminence. 1806

GouGH Camiien's Brit, 11. 423/2 Matlock great Torr is

140 yards,perpendicular. 1894 Baring-Gould A7«>'..4/o«s

II. 160 Tors rise to the height of from twelve to fifteen

hundred feet. 1905 Ene, Dial. Diet. s. v. Torr, In E.
Cornw. ' Tor ' means a pile of rocks, and is never used for

a hill, or the top of a hill, unless the hill or top is so very
rocky that the whole may be considered one pile of rocks.

1913 Let. to Editor, A high hill in Haslingden, Lancashire,

is snnply called ' The Tor '.

b. Locally in ScotU-ind, applied to an artificial

mound ; a burial mound.
1794 BvcHMth^ De/. Scott. Highl. 142 What are the Torrs

..but hurrying hills? 184s Statist. Ace. Scot. VI. 887 Its

name [Torrance] was taken from an artificial mound of

earth, still known by the name of the Tor, which is situated

a quarter of a mile from the present house of Torrance.

1 2. ? A heavy mass of clloud. Obs.

(But the sense ' rock mass * seems also possible.)

13.. E. E. Attit. P, A. 874 A hue fro heuen I herde J»oo,

Lyk flodez fele laden, runnen on resse, & as bunder t^rowez

in torrez bio. Ibid, B. 951 Torres, J>at J>e J^ik jjunder [>rast

twirled hem ofte.

3. attrib. Tor ouzel, local name of a bird, the

ring ouzel, Turdus torquatus.

1770 G. White Selborn£ xxxi. (1789) 84 [The ring ousels]

breed in great abundance all over the Peak of Derby, and
are called there Tor-ousels. 1885 Swainson Provinc.
Names Birds 8 Ring Ouzel {Turdus torquatus).. TlOI ouzel
(Devon). Rock, or crag ouzel (Craven).

t Tor, a. Obs. Forms : 3-5 tor, 4 toor, 4-5
toore, 5 tore, toure. See also Teke a. [The
Old Norse and OE. adverbial particle tor- ' hardly,

with difficulty, ill- ', used esp. with verbal adjs. as

in ON. tor-fengr hard to get, tor-tixmr hard to

learn, tor-synn hard to see, tor-talinn pple., counted
with difficulty, tor-tryggr hard of belief; also OE.
tor-cyrre hard to turn or convert, ior-beiete hard to

get In ME., esp. in those parts in which the

Norse influence was strong, this particle was treated

as a separate word, in the sense ' hard, difficult,

ill', and was used esp. with the infinitive, as tor

{for) to tell, torfor to ken ; the former of these was
a favourite phrase of the alliterative poets. In

some instances, as already in Ormin, tor alone was
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used attribiitively. ON. and OE. tor- were cog-

nate with OHG. zur-, Gothic tuz-, Gr. 8t/s-, Skr.

dtis-, hard, evil, ill- : with the ON. .ind OE. words

cf. Gr. 8u(raij! ill-blowing, SvaPparros hard to eat,

Sva/iae^s difficult to learn. Senses 2 and 3 appear

to be the same word, but the change of sense is

remarkable.]

1. Difficult, hard, toilsome; irksome, tedious;

= Tebe a.

c laoo Orhhn 6350 Harrd & Strang & tor & hefi; lif to

ledenn. a 1225 Ancr. K. 108 (MS. T.) Ho is grucchere, &
ful itohen : dangeruse & tor for to paien. /bid. 254 An
honful ^erdeil arn tor to breken [v. r. beo<5 erueS forte

breken]. 13. . Cursor M. 14085 (Cott.) O ))air gladnes war
tor to tell. CI3SO Will. Palerne 5066 It were toor forto

telle trculi al pe sobe. f 1400 Distr. Troy 644 But this

tyine is so tore & we no tome haue.

2. Strong, sturdy. (? Hard to conquer.)

11x400-50 Alexander syxi SerT.arbyn, a tulke with manv
toore thousandis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 320 Grete loures full

toure all \f& toune vmbe. Ibid. 1035 Of the tidiest of Tes-

saile, tore men of strenght. Ibid. 1131 Telamon, l<at is a

tore kyng. Ibid, 6156 Dissyrus. .Of all the Troiens to tell

torest in armys.

3. In vague or loose uses : a. Full, replete ; b.

Great, violent, excessive.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3348 Trowe ye not Troy is tore of all

godis. As plaintiouse in yche place as be prouynse of Achaia ?

Ibid. 13723 pis proud in hir yre..Bad hym turne vnto tes-

sail in a tore hast.

Tor, erron. spelling of Taw sb^^, a marble ; obs.

pa. t. of Teak v^
tTo-raxe, to-ra-nce, to-ra"se, v. Obs.

Forms : 3-4 to-raunoen, -rancen, -rassen ; 3-5

-racen, -rasen. [ME. to-racen, etc., f. To- 2 -f

Race o.s. Ranch v."^. Rase ».'] trans. To hack,

slash, cut, or tear to pieces.

ia97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 524 He was al to ranced pecemele
in a stounde, Ech lime fram ojier, among be rockcs, ar he
com to cronde. Ibid, 4412 Hor king ..Wib woundes to

Raunced so pat he moste nede deye. 13. . Gaw. ff Gr, Knt,
1168 What wylde so at-waped wy3es pat schotten Watz al

to-raced & rent, at l>e resayt. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T,

S16 Burieth this litel body in som place. That beestes ne no
briddes it to-race. a 1400-50 Alexander 2088 pai haue
hedid of oure hathils..Bet doun oure bachelers, my banir

to-rased, c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4370 With breres and
with sharpe thornes thaire bodyes alto racyng.

tTo-ra-g, V. Obs. [ME., f. To- 2-1- Rao z».i]

trans. To tear the clothes of, to make very ragged.

c 1430 Pilgr, LyfManhode m. xxii. (1869) 148 That is

thilke that hath thus to ragged me and to clowted me.

a 1550 Friar t, Boy 266 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 72 All to

ragged and to rente. And tome on euery syde.

II Torah. (too-ra). Forms : 6, 9 thora, 7 tora,

7, 9 thorah, 9 torah. [Heb. mm torah 'direc-

tion, instruction, doctrine, law', f. m* ydrah 'to

throw'. In Hiphil 'to show, direct, instruct'.]

The teaching or instruction, and judicial decisions,

given by the ancient Hebrew priests as a revelation

of the divme will ; the Mosaic or Jewish law

;

hence, a name for the five books of the law, the

Pentateuch.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades I. (1592) 9 The lawe of Moses,
which is in deede the lawe of God, and is most properly

called Thora, as it were the guide and rule of faith. 184*

BoNAR & M'Cheyne Narr. Mission to Je^os iv. (1843) 215

The [Samaritan] priest agreed to shew us the copy of the

Torah, or five books of Moses, .so famed for its antiquity.

1875 M. Arnold God <S-
Bible iv. 188 Thus the Pentateuch,

or five books of Moses, stood alone as the ' Thora *. 1890

P. H. Hunter After the Exile xiv. 273^ The word Torah
_.

.

signifies doctrine, instruction. This wider sense is lost in

the usual translation by i^/aos or law.

II
Toran (to»'ran). [Hindi toran '.—Skr. torana

arched portal.] A sacred Buddhist gateway, of

wood or stone, consisting of a pair of uprights

with one or more (often three) cross-pieces ; some-

times elaborately carved.
1886 E. C. Robins Temple ofSolomon (1887) 27 A design

. .based on the Japanese and Indian toran, like those form-

ing gateways to the Great Tope at Sanchi.

To-rance, to-rase, by-forms of To-bace v.

tTo-ra-t, w. Obs.rare-'-. [f. To- 2 -^ Rat z/.3]

trans. To break np, scatter.

7^x400 Morte Artk. 2235 Thane be Roraayns . . alle to-

rattys oure mene with theire riste horsses.

Torbauite (t(?'jban3it). Min. [f. Torbane
Hill in Linlithgowshire, where found : see -ite 1

2 b.] A deep brown shale, allied to cannel coal

:

also called Torbane Hill mineral or Boghead
coal ; valuable for the production of petroleum and

gas, and famous as the subject of a great lawsuit

hinging upon the dispute whether or not it was
leg.illy ' coal '.

1858 Greg & Lettsom Man. Mineral. 16 Torbanite...

Boghead mineral. Boghead coal, c 1865 Lethebv in Circ.

Sc. I. 139/2 Mr. James Voung.. has.. been engaged in pro-

ducingan oil . . from a shaleknown as the TorbanehiU mineral.

1867 W, W. Smyth Coal ^ Coal-mining 18 It is by no means
easy . . to draw a distinct line of demarcation between cannel

and the black basses, bats, or crisp shales, which occur in

the coal measures. . . And between all these and the torbanite,

or ' Boghead mineral ', there exists a relationship which
makes the difference only one of degree.

Tortoant, obs. form of Tpbban,

TORCH
Torbel, torble, obs. ff. Tkouble sb. and v,

Torbemite (Xf-ihmnsxi), Min, Also torber-

ite. [ad. Gcr. torbernit (Werner 1792), oiig.

torberit, f. Torbernus, latinized form of the name
of tlie chemist Torbcr liergmann : see -iteI.] A
native phosphate of uranium and copi>er, found in

bright green tabular crystals ; also called copfer-

uranite, and (erroneously) chalcolite,

185a Brooke & Miller Phillips' Introd. Min. 517 Torbc-

rite.—Uranite (in pai t) . . is found in attached crystals, mas-
sive, and investing other minerals, in veins in slate''aind in

granite. x868 Dana Min. 585 Torbernite.

Torbith, obs. form of Tuebit.

Tore : see Torque 1.

Torcas, obs. f. Tubquoise. Torcasse, var.

TuBKis, -E V, Obs., to distort, transform.

Torce, variant of T0E8E 1, Her., wreath.

f ToTcenous, a, Obs. rare~'. erron, toroen-

oious. [a. AF. torcenous, OF. torfonos (also

tor(onereus), f. torfon, torcion extortion, torfoneor

extortioner.] Extortionate, exacting.

[xs9a Brittom i. xxii. § 13 Et ausi de totes torcenouses

prises fetes par nos ministres. 13x4-15 Kolls ofParll. I.

292/2 Dont 11 prient qe tiel torcenouae demaunde soit oste.]

1387-a T. UsK Test. Lorre I. vi. (Skeat) I. 131 The gouerne.
mentes. .of your citee, left in the handesof torcencious cite-

zins, shal bring in pestilence and distrucion to you.

Torch, (tfiitj), sb. Forms : 3-6 torohe, (4

torge, thorohe, 5 totirohe, 6 tortche, towrge,

//. torchesse), 6- torch. [ME. a. OF. torche =
Pr. torcha, according to Diez :—late pop.L. "torca,

from stem *tork- oi torquere to twist; cf. also It.

torcia (Veronese, and Venetian torzo), Sp. antorcha,

earlier entorcha, Pg. tocha ' torch '. The primary

sense is taken to have been 'a twist', 'something

twisted', torches having been made of twisted tow

dipped in pitch, or the like. Cf. also ToBTis.
(The derivation of the Eng. from F. torche is certain, but

the etymology of the latter, and of the Romanic forms

as a whole, is still in dispute : see Diez s. v. Torciare, Gro.

ber Arcltiv /. Lat. Lexicog. VI. 128, Kotting i,n/. Koln,

Wbcll. JQOI S.V. Tortica g6i6.)]

1. A light to be carried in the hand, consisting of

a stick of resinous wood, or of twisted hemp or

similar material soaked with tallow, resin, or other

inflammable substance. Also applied to a lamp

carried on a pole or similar appliance.

£1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 467/187 With-oute li3ht of torche.

C1330 Assump. Virg. 598 (B.M. MS.) Loke bat 5e haue
candelc Torches hope laire & fele. 13. . Sir Beues (A.)

1659 par inne he se3 torges [v. r. torches] i-lijt. 1377 Langi.

P. PI, B. xvn. 203 To a torche or a tapre be trinitee is

lykned ; As wex and a weke were twyned togideres. And
banne a fyre flaumende forth oute of bothe. 1483 Cath,
An^l. 390/1 A Torche, torticius, torchia. 1546-7 in Swayne
Sa'rum Churehiu. Ace, (i8g6) 274, viij lb. of waxe to make
twoo torches agaynst Alholoutyde. 1555 in Shroj^sh. Par.

Documents (1903) 56 Pcyde towrd byying of ii towrges.

1606 Shaks. Tr, li Cr. v. i. 92 Follow his Torch, he goes lo

Chalcas Tent. 1721 Bailey, A Torch.. s. Staff of Deal on
which Wax-Candles are stuck, to be lighted on several

Occasions. i8ai Scott Kenilw. xxx, (Jnward cime the

cavalcade, illuminated by two hundred thick waxen torches.

1906 Daily Chron. 14 July 5 The ordinary tarred-rope torch.

b. fig, or allusively. Something figured as a

source of illumination, enlightenment, or guidance,

or of heat or ' conflagration'.

i6ai Burton Anat. Mel, in. ii.vi. i. (1651) 54s, I light my
Candle from their Torches. 1664 Jasz-Berenvi {title\ A
new Torch to the I.atine Tongue. 1775 Sheridan Rivals

Epil., The torch of love. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 19

The torch of (3reek learning and civilisation was to be ex-

tinguished.

2. transf. a. A spike composed of spikelets;

a\%ofig. said of a red or flame-coloured flower.

1578 Lvte Dodoens i. IxiiL 91 Of this kinde, there is

founde an other, the Spikes, cares, or torches wherof, are

very dubble,..in steede of the little knappes or heades, it

bringeth forth a number of other smal torches, wherof eche

one is lyke to the spike or torch of great Piantayne. i86»

B. Taylor Poet's Jrnl. 11. Lost May, And burns in meadow,
grass the phlox His torch of purple fire.

b. (Usually in//. Torches.) The Great Mullein,

Verbascum Thapsus (or other species) : from its

tall spike of yellow flowers (or, according to some,

from the use of its thick woolly leaves and stalks

as material for torches).

1551 Cooper Elyofs Diet., Blattaria, an herbe called

Moleyne, or a kinde of Moleine called Torche. X578 Lvte
Dodoens I. Ixxxi. 120 Mulleyn is called. .in English also..

Higfhjtaper, Torches, and Longworte. (Cf. 118 The whole

top with his pleasant yellow floures sheweth like to a waxe

Candeil or taper cunningly wrought.) 1657 W. Coles

Adam in Eden cxii. Called of the Latines Candela Regja

and Caiidelitria, because the elder age used the st.-ilks

dipped in Suet to burn. . . In English also some call it Torches.

1861 Miss Pratt Flo^aer.Pl. IV. 135 Its tall tapering spike

of light yellow flowers., suggested., the old names of High

Taper, .and Torches.

t c. Applied to a species of octus or cactaceous

plant : prob. = Tobch-thistle. Obs.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1015 The torch or thornie Eu-
phorbium..calledof the Indians Kr<if«a. .a torch, taper, or

waxe candle, whereupon . .in Latineof those that understoode

the Indian toong, Cereus, or a torch. i6«6 J. Davies Hist.

Caribly Isles 62 The Plant, .some of the European Inhabi-

tants of these Islands call the Torch; it is a kind of great

Thistle.



TORCH.

3. aiirib. and Comb., as torch-Mate, -brand,
-(arrier, -flame, -glare, -stick, -waving, -wick ; torch-

like adj. and adv., -lit adj. ; also, torch-blade, the

Great Mallein ( = 3 b); toroh-course = torch-

race ; torch-dance, a dance in which some of the

performers carry lighted torches ; torch-flsh, a
deep-sea fish, Linophryne lucifer, having a lumi-

nous bulb upon the first dois.al spine, above the

eye; torch-flshiug, fishing by torch-light at night

(also called torching: see ToBCH p.l 3); torch-
flower, any bright red or yellow flower resembling

or suggesting a torch, e. g. the torch-lily
; + torch-

herb, the great mullein ; torch-holder, one who
or that which holds a torch; spec, a device for

supporting a torch ; also, a gas-bracket or the

like imitating this ; torch-lily, the liliaceous genus
Tritoma, having spikes of bright scarlet flowers

;

also called ' red-hot poker
'
; torch-maa , a man who

carries a torch, a torch-bearer ; also Jig. ; torch-
pine, Pinus ligiJa of N. America ; = pitch-pine ;

torch-plant = Toech-thistle ; torch-race, in

Gr. Aniiq., a race held at certain festivals, in which
the runners carried lighted torches, and (in some
cases) passed them on to other runners posted at

certain points: = Lampadedromy ; torch-staff

(//. -staves), a staff upon which a torch is carried

;

t toroh-tree, rendering L. tieda, a resinous species

of pine, the wood of which was used for torches

;

also [xora parviflora, an East Indian shrub with
showy flowers. See also Torch-beabeb, etc.
1S61 Mrs. Lankesteii Wilt Flowers loj Great Mullein,

• .* "Torch.bl.-ide ', or ' King's Taper ', 1818 Mjlman Samor
317 .\ •torch blaze, meet to search Earth's utmost. 18x5 Scorr
Taiitm, iii, I am Theodorick of Engaddi— I am the 'torch,
brand of the desert—I am the flail of the inlidc-U. 18S4
TxvELVAN Cmipft. Wnllah (1866) jio The other half are
..listening to a disquisition of the "torch-carrier. 1839
T. Mitchell Arislofh, Frogs 124 tiole. From .. Pausa-
nias we learn that three 'torch-courses were held in the
Cetamicus. 1907 Discovery (Jet. 12a The "Torch fish. .

.

On the upper jaw . . there is a larger ovate bulb supported
on a tentacle. ..It possesses powerful phosphorescent pro.
perties, the light being under the control of the fish. This
It tfa« * torch '. 1B40 bRowNiMG SeirJcllo 1. 80 Like a "torch-
flame turned By the wind. 1849 (W. M. Caixl Rerer.
derations 1. sq The "Torch-flower burning by the river.
looj in Daily CkroH. aS Dec 3 a It is now ablaze with
ine red torch flowers of an aloe. 1908 I* Bihvom in
Academy 1 4 Mar. 553/1 He stands on hiKh in the "torch-
glaie, 1598 Flo«io, ^»«orjVi, the herbecalird 'torch berbe
or woollbfade. 1874 tr. Hugo's Nintly.Three iiL l xix,
They stuck an iion "torch-holder into the wall. 1570 J.
JoMts rnun: Ri-die i Soule 1. xl. 87 [Comet-] .Swordfike,
homelike, * torchlike. 1897 Daily .Vrnis 25 June 26 Mean-
while our IJubilce) bonfires (00 Skiddaw]..burned torch,
like downwards with a naod bead of flame. 1884 Miller
riani.H., 'Torch-lily, the genus Tritomm. 184* Sir A.
DE VtRE Song Failk 186 The "torch-lit eloom of Aa-
chen's aisle, a t6i8 Svlvester MayJtn's Blush 364 The
sacred "Torch-man (to that end imploy'd). 1856 J. M,
Kave Sir y. Malcolm I. vii, i6z The bearers or torchmen
who ran by his side, a 1845 Hood iHctndiary Soig xviii,
Burn all "torch parading elves! 189a Ctnl. Diet. i.v.
Pine, Pitch-tiiu, la) in America, Pinus rigula. . . Also called
'torch-fine. 1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. iifi The Dildoe.
tree is the same with the Cereus or •Torch-Hlant. i8is C.
DuNSTER tr. Arisloph., Frogs I. ii. note. In (Ceramicusj
was situated the academy, where the 'torch-race was heU.
i»7J JowETT /"/a/D (ed. iJIII. 11 The promise of an eques-
trian torch-race in the evening. 1599 Shaks. Ifen. K, iv.
ii. 46 The Horsemen sit like fixed CandleMicks With
"Torch-staucs In their hands, ttet Holland /VrV xvl x.
1.462 A sixt sort.. of tbcsa trees. .is ncoperly called Teda (i.

the 'Torch-tree) : the siiiM jnddeth mora pleniie of mois-
ture and liquor than the re«. tlCs Balkwr Timler Trees
AsiaM. j) 135 /j:ora/art>i/Iora ...Torch Tree. .A small
tree, .more u«d for torches than for any other purpose, as
it burns very readily and clearly. 1706 Phillips (ed.
Kersey), ' Torch-wted. a kind of'^ Herb. 1444 Cowpi'tit
Domist. (Abbotsf. 1836) 18 la vij pelris di...huiusmodi
'torchwcke emptis.

TorCll (t^JtJ), ».! [f. TOECH sb.}

1. trans. To furnish, or light, with a torch or
torches. (See Torchei), and cf. Torcher > i.)

2. inlr. To flare like a torch ; to rise like smoke
from a torch, dial.

1847-78 Halliwell «.v.. Recently heard at Boyton,..
Law I how them cknids torch up, we shall ha rain ,

8. To catch fish, etc, by torch-light. U.S.
1887 Fiiherits o/US. Sect. v. II. 502 Another method,

known as torching ',. .is practiced principally by negroes.
Having provided themselves with torches they visit the
sandy -.bores at night and catch the terrapins as they come
upon ihc btach to s(>awn.

Torcll (t/fit;
,
v.i [a. F. torcher to wipe, danb,

rough-cast, build or plaster with clay mixed with
chopiwd straw, etc., f. torehe twi5te<I straw, etc. (the
same word originally as torche ToBcli sb.).} trans.
In plastering. To point the inside joinU of slating
laid on lath with lime hair mortar.
,." '•S°, !

Kememljered in use by workmen in Oxford). iSci
(implied in Torcher 'J. i88r inOGlLvm(Ann.andale). 189S
Jrnt. K. Inst. ISril. Archil. 14 Mar. 351 1 be roof shouMbe
torched—not bedded.

Hence To-rching vkt. sh., pointing or daubing of
this kind : see also Toiichkb ^.

Torch, var. of Tb<ich, -«, tine of stag's horn.
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Toreb-bearer (t^JtJ,be»:r3j). One who
carries a torch. Alsoy?f.
1538 Elvot, Facularii, torche bearers. 1596 Shaks.

Menh. V. \\. vi. 40 Descend, for you must be my torch-
bearer. 1614 Bedell Lett. xi. 140 As if all that are made
Priests among you were Psalmists, Sextons, Readers, Exor-
cists, Torch-bearers, Subdeacons, and Deacons before. 1814
Scott Ld, 0/ Isles n. xxii. Twelve sandall'd monk.s, who
reliques bore, VVith many a torch-bearer before. 1847 Grote
Greece 11. xxxii. IV. 372 1 he enterprising mariners who
inhabited it had been the torch-bearers of Grecian geo-
graphical discovery in the west. 1853 Dale tr. Batdeschfs
Ceremonial i8<5 The Torch-bearers having genuflected, con-
sign their torches to the first they meet in choir.
So ToTch-bea ring sh, and a,
«7ai Sthvpe Eccl. Mem. III. xxi. 175 There he saw torch,

bearing in day-light, at mass. 1881 Ruskin Bible 0/Amiens
ii- 88 No torch-bearing maid of battle, like Clolilde.

Torcbed (t^JtJt, poet, t^'utjed), a. [f. Torch
sb. or zi.l -f -ED.] Furnished with a torch or torches

;

lighted with torches.
1819 Keats Isabella xiv, In torched mines and noisy

factories. 1901 Harfcrs Mag. CI I. 774/1 Whirling six-
foot sticks, torched at e.-ich end, in circles of fire.

Torcber i (t^Jt/ai). [f. Tokch v^ -i- -eb i.]

+ 1. One who gives light, as by carrying a torch.
Obs. rare-',
1601 Shaks. All's IVell 11. i. 165 Ere twice the horses of

the sunne shall bring Their fiery torcher his diurnall ring.

2. One who fishes by torch-light : see Torch
zi.l 3- O.S.

TOBB.

1891 in Cent. Did.
Torcber 3. [f. Torch 0.2 -f -eb i.] A workman

employed in torching.
i^l Turner Dom. Archil. I. 25 The wages ofworkmen. .,

as..mud-pla.slerers, torchers, excavators, and barrow-men.
llTorcbdre (torjfr). [Fr., f. torche Torch.]
A tall ornamental candlestick or lamp-stand.
sgto Sale Calal., Boudoir and Bed-room Furniture,

Louis XV I. carved console table,, .pair Adam torcheres.

tTorcbet. Ohs. Also 5-6 -ett(e. [= OF.
torchete, dim. ol torche : in med.L. torchettci (14J0
in Du Cange).] A small torch; also/^.
1470-1 Mem. RifcH (Surtees) III. 214 Ncc r. de aliquo

prohcuo proveniento de torcheis sive torchetlis consimili
inodo oblatis ad corpora mottuorum. 1497 '" W. M. Wil-
liams Ann. Founders' Co. (1867) 48 Paid to the Wax-
chandler for ij torchets weynt iij quartets, vjd. IS3< in
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, v'ar. Colt. IV. 218 That then the
•aid torches and torcheltes to be in a redynes, light with
convenyent berers. 1*04 in llouseh. Ord. (1790) 305 Mor.
tores, Torchetts, Torihes, Quarrioures, Waxelighls, Sizes,
and Pricketts. 1614 Gorges Lucan \\. 429 Where Leos
sparkling torchets are In enterchange with Cfancets starre.

Torcbless (t(?jtjlts), a. [t Torch sb. + -less.]
Without a torch ; not lighted by a torch.
1814 BvROM Lara II. xii. Consenting Night Guides with

her star their dim and torchless flight, igoi tr. Hugo's
ffotre-Dame (ed. Nelson) 388 Showing the interior of the
Church . . torchless and voiceless.

To-rcb-li:ffbt. The light ofa torch ; illumina-
tion by a torcn or torches.
c 14x5 Brut ccxliii. 367 He was brou)t to Ixmdon on an hors

beere, with myche torche lyghle. 1470-85 MAI.ORV Arthur
xvil. iL 691 The mayde.. armed hym by loichc lyght. 1555
Coventry Leet Bk. 813 Euery of them to haue a man weyt-
ingevppon hym with torche-light. 1(19 Middleton/.oi'(
Ii Anti<i. Wks.(Bullen) VII. 329 His lordship returns by
torchlight to_ his own house. 1736 Pope Odyss. xviit.

401 The shining baldness of his head survey. It aids our
torch-light. i8ss Macaixav lUst. Eng. xvi. III. 629 He
made a final inspection of his forces by torchlight.

fie. 1847 Whittier Lost Statesman 25 Vet firmer hands
shall Freedom's torchlights trim.

b. The time when torches are lighted ; dusk.
a i<5< Bp. Hall Hani Mtas. Rem. Wks. (r66o) 47 It now

grew to be Torch-light. 179S Soph. Lee Cantcrh. T., Yng.
Lady's T. II. 323, I faintly recollect, that it was torch-light.

C. attrib. Performed or carried on by torch-light.
1876 BAHCttorr Hist. U.S. III. xix. 521 In the evening,

a torch-light procession. 1884 litest. Morn. News 15 Sept.
5/4 Lord Fife gave a torchlight ball at Mar Lodge.

II Torobon (toi fon). [F., f. torcher to wipe.]
The French word for a duster or dish-cloth : used
attrib. in torchon board, a board covered with
torchon paper, usetl in water-colour drawing;
torchon l»i:e (also abbreviated torchon, pi. -ons),

a coarse bobbin lace, of loose texture ; torchon
mat, a picture-frame mat (Mat sb:^ 3) made of
torchon paper ; torchon paper, a kind of paper
with a rough surface, used for water-colour draw-
ing and for picture-frame m.ils.

1879 Mrs. a. E. James hut. Househ. Managem. 10 But
laces certainly would not, not even the ' Torchon ' now so
much in vogue: the very first wash they are torn, look
ragged and unsightly. 1801 Times i Oct. 9/1 Operations
in torchon and cheap Maltese laces are still on a small
scale. i^d&Athenxum 16 Feb. 198/3 From Russian lace
to torchon is not a wide step, but the latter is superior,
shading off. .into Maltese.

Torcb-tbistle (t^'jt/||>i:s'l). A name for a
columnar cictus of the genus Cereus.
1731-3 .Miller Card. Diet. S.V. Cereus, The Torch-Thistle.

CalT'd Cereus, because it is, as it were, a kind of taper or
torch . . because when these plants have been cut down and
dry'd upon the ground, they dip them into oil, and burn
them iLS torches. Ibid. s. v. Greenhouse, Euphorbiums,
Torch-Thistles, and other tender succulent Plants. 1753
Hogarth Annt. Beauty viii. 44 The indian-fig or torch-
thistle,, .as well as all that tribe of uncouth shaped exotics.

1884 Miller Flantn. itj Cereus, Torch-lhbtle.

Torcbwood, torcb-wood (t^jt/iwnd%
1. {torch-wood) Resinous wood of which torches

are made.
i«oi Holland Pliny xxiv. vii. II. 184 As for Tada or

Torch.wood, if It be sodden in vinegre, it maketh a singular
colliition for to wash the teeth withall when they ake. 1601
-^ Plutarch s Mor. 685 Trees that yeeld torch.wood and
pitch, as pines, cone trees, and such like. 1841 Bonar &M'Chevne A^amiWrH. to 7«wvi.(,843) 343 ThTfews [therej
are much employed in gathering and selling torch-wood.
i. {TorchwooO) Name for several plants, a. A

tree of the genus Amyris, N.O. Rutacem, having
resinous wood, as A. sylvatica and A. balsamifcra,
of West Indies and Florida, b. A West Indian
shrub, Casearia {Thiodia) senata, N.O. Satiiyda-
ceie. o. A species of cactas, Cereus heptagonus.

J^.T""'- ^"''i Torchwood, Cereiis heptagonus: also
Jhiodia serrala. Torchwood, Mountain, Amyris balsami-

•Ifr"- '.880 Libr. Unir. JCnowl. (N.Y.) VI. 65 There are
[in Honda) splendid flowering magnolias,.. palmette, man-
grove, torchwood.

Torcbwort (t^JtJwwjt). [f. Tobch sb. -t-

WoRT. ] The Mullein : = Touch sb. 2 b, torch-herb,
164a H. More Songo/Soid \. it. lix. At either end of this

well raised sod A stately stalk shot up of Torchwort high.
Xorcby (t^ulji), a. rare, [f. Torch i/5.-^-Y.]

Full of torches ; in which torches are used.
I<a9 F. Lenton Gallant's Whirligigg 16 All his spangled

rare peifum d attires. Which once so glistred in the Torchy
Fners, Must to the Broakers to compound his debt.
Toroion, Torcioua : see Torsion, Tortious.
II Torcnlar (lpjki»laj), sb. [L., a press for

wine or oil ; also an oil-cellar.]

1. Anal, (in full torcular Herophili) = Press of
Herophilus : see Press sb^ 1 1 b.
i6« Physical Diet., Torcular, a press. 1693 tr. Blan-

carcCs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Torcular Herophili, that place
where the four Cavities of the thick Skin of the Brain \Dura
Mater] are joyned. 184a G. V. Eli is Anal. 56 Its opening
mlo the torcular Herophili is sometimes double. 1879 SI.
George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 152 A pus-laden clot extending 10
the neighbourhood of the torcular.

2. Surg. A Tourniquet.
'7»7'4* Chambers Cyct., Torcular, among chirurgions, a

contrivance for stopping bleedings in amputations. itkSo
Mayne Expos. Lex., Viw-cw/ar, .applied to the tourniquet.

ToTCUlar, a, [ad. L. torcularius, f. torcular

:

s»e prec. (In 2 arbitrary f. torques : see Tobijue 1.)]
1. Anat, Pertaining to or connected with the

torcular Herophili : see prec. i

.

1656 Blount Ctossogr. s, v. Vein, Torcular vein (vena
torcularia), the secontl branch of the outward tliioat vein.
1899 Allbult'sSysi. Med. VII. 602 Never plug the torcular
end of the sinus if it can possibly be heljied.

+ 2. Twisted, spiral, toiqtied. Obs. rare-'.
1661 LoVELL Hist.Anim. f, Min. Introd., The Turbinate

have a torcular shell, out of the middest whereof commeth
the head with two homes.
So -j- TorctaaTlous, a. Obs. rare-", (Seequots.)
1656 Blount Clossngr., Torcularious. ., of, or belonging

to a I'rcsse that squieseth grapes. 1658 Philliis, Torcu.
larious, belonging to a Vine presse,

Tord, torde, obs. ff. Toward, Turd.
Tore (tor), ii.l Sc. Also 6, 9 tor, 7 torre, 8

torr. [Origin uncertain : Welsh lorr belly, bulge,
boss, knob, has been compared,]
+ 1. An ornamental knob upon a piece of furniture,

as a chair or a cradle. Obs.
1560 Holland Seven Sages 55 Betuix thame twa, the Cred-

dill ouir thaycast. With l>oddum vp, and on the Toris it stude
..That the four Toris sauit the Childis face. 11157s Knox
Hiit. Re/.iv. Wks. 1848 II. 404 The Quene. .wes placeit in
the chyre, haifing twa faithfull supportis, the Maister of
Maxwell upoun the ane tor, and Secretour Leihingtoun on
the ulher tor of the chyre. ai8JS Balaiikin xi. in Child
Ballads iv. (1886) 323/2 Till all the tores of the cradle wi
the red blood down ran.

2. The pommel of a saddle, rare or Obs,

^
a 167X Sir A. Balfour Lett. ii. (1700) 33 To Carry one.

.

in a Carpet Bag..tyed to the Tore of my Saddle. 1751
in Burton Crim. Trials Scot. (1852) I. 62 Placing her body
across the horse upon the torr or forepart of the saddle.
i8a8 Thomas o' Vondcrdale in Whitelaw Scot. Ball. U^Ti)
147/1 On the tor o' her saddle A courtly bird did .sweetly
siiig.

Tore (to»j), sb.'^ [a. F. lore, ad. L. tonis.'\

1. Arch. See quot. 1 704 ; - Torus i.

i6<4 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archil., etc. I. vii. 24 He thinks
fit to deck the Tore's with I know not what delicate foliages.

1704 f, Harris Lex. Techn. I, Tore, and Torus.. is that
round Ring which encompasses in the Column, between the
Plinth, and the List. This is the third Member of the Ba.se
ofaColumn. 1793 Chambers tr. Le CIcrc's Treat. Archil.
I. 66 The preceding Orders, .have two Tores, 1850 Inkrrs-
LEY Roman. ^ Pointed Archil, in France 182 A central
tore flanked by a smaller parallel one.

2. Geom. = Torus 4.
1867 Tait Quaternions ix. § 322 An immediate proof of the

very singular properly of the ring (or tore) discovered by
Villarccau. 1890 Eagles Descript. Geom. 248 This surface
b known as a tore or anchor ring.

Tore (toai), sb.'-i local. Also toar {Eng. Dial
Diet.). [Origin unascertained.] Long coarse grass

remaining in the field in winter or spring. Also
altrib.

1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 234 Which you must pro-
portion according to the quantity of Rowen or Tore that
you have upon the Ground ; The more Tore you have, the
less quantity of Hay will do. Ibid., When your Tore is
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quite eaten up, which it will commonly be about February,
you must house your Milch-Cows, that you give Hay to m
your Cow-house all Night. 1766 Compl. Farmer^ Tore,

rowen,or winter-grass. 1836 Sir G. Head Home Tour 253,

1 found fields over-run with coarse tore grass, in many parts

blotchy and covered with thistles. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

from Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Hampshire.

Tore, pa. t. and obs. and dial. pa. pple. ofTear r.i

Tore, a. Obs. : see Ton a,

II Toreador (t^r/adoau). Also 8 tauridore,

tawridore, 8-9 torreadore, 9 torreador, tauri-

dor, (taurfiador). [Sp. toreador * a bull-baiter

'

(Minsheu), mod.Sp. *a buU-fighter on horseback *

;

so in Fr. The forms in taur- agree with earlier

Fr. iauriador and with L. taunts.} One who
engages in a (Spanish) bull-fight, esp. on horse-

back ; a bull-fighter.

1618 T. LoRKiN in Crt. ^ Times Jos. /(1848) 11. 82 The
Conde de Cantilliana, that excellent Toreador, hath stolen

away the wife of a Procurador de Corte. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) III. 771/1 When the price of the horses and bulls,

and the wages of the Torreadores, have been paid. iSaj

Byron Age of Brome vii. Up ! up again 1 undaunted
Tauridor I 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion ^ Princ.

xii. III. 263 As the Matador puts the finishing stroke to the

. . victim of the lighter efforts of the Picadores and Torrea-

dores who have preceded him. 188^ Pall Mall G, 3 June
3/2 The entertainment commenced with a flourish of trum-
pets as the taureadors, five in number, marched in, bowed
to the public, and ranged themselves.

U b. Erroneously used for * bull-fight '. Obs.

17*8 ? De Foe Capt. Carleton's Mem. 304 A Diversion less

to be complained ofthan their Tauridores ; because attended
with less Cruelty to the Beast, as well as Danger to the

Spectator.

c. attrib. : esp. in fancy names of styles of

women's hats or dresses.

1893 Daily News 14 Nov. 6/3 The Zouave is as great

a favourite as it has been for some seasons, and though it

varies in form—being sometimes a bolero, sometimes a
toreador, and sometimes a cross between an Eton jacket

and a Zouave. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Oct. 3/3 The toreador

toque is another very popular species just now—a toque, or

really a hat, of rounded crown ahd rounded brim that is

always much tilted to one ^de by a broad bandeau.

tTo-rea've, v.'^ Obs, [f. To- 2 + ME. reve.

Reave z/.i] a. inir. To commit robbery or plunder.

b. trans. To rob, plunder, deprive by violence of.

13., Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxvii. 515 Wei
wynnen he may, But Robbe ne to-reue Nou^r niht ne
day. 1393 Langu P. PI. C. iv. 203 Religion hue [Law] al

to-reuel>. 1563 Mirr. Mag, 11. Induct. Rjb, We sawe..
pale death., to reve her of her breath.

tTo-reave, v,^ Obs. rare. Also 5 torafe.

[f. To- 2 + Reave z/.2j trans. To break, shiver,

or tear in pieces.

n 1400 Sir Beues (E.) 2753-^-87 Hyshelme,was altoreuyd,

To gedere he ffastnyd on hys heuyd. c 1400 Destr. Troy
'jt-iC) pe grym windes . . al to rafet & rent all the riche clothes.

Torel, -elle, obs. forms of Touiielle.

+ To'rely, adv. Obs. [f. tore, Tok a. + -ly 2.]

Stoutly, sturdily.

C1400 Destr. Troy 8015 The Troiens, on the tothir syde
torely withstode.

Toren, obs. f. torn, pa. pple. of Tear v^-

+ To-re'nd, v. Obs. [OE. torendan, f. To- 2 +
rendan to Rend. So OFris, to-, te-renda.'\ trans.

To rend in pieces.

£930 Lindisf, Gasp. Mark xiv. 63 Se heh Sonne sacerd

torende woedo his. a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxxiii[i]. 7 Grin
bi3 on sadan grame toraended. a 1223 Ancr. R. 362 He .

.

bet to-tereS his olde kurtcl, & to-rendeft |>e olde pilche of

his deadliche uelle. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

2145 Lym fro lym hym al to-rent. 1388 Wyclif Matt.
xxvii. 51 The veil of the temple was to-rent in twey parlies.

— Acts xiv. 13 Whanne the apostlis ..herden this, thei

torenten her cootis. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas viii. xiii,

Hir clothes to rent, bedewed with weepyng. 1596 Danett
xx.Comines (161 4) 266 Their nauiealltorentand torne. 1631

Weever Anc, Pun* Mon. 306 He., plucked the other out of

his place, and all to rent his casule, Chimer, and Rochet.

Hence f To-re'nt///. a.^ f To-re*nding vbl. sb.

1388 Wyclif /sa. xxxvi. 22 Eliachym..and Sobna.-entri-

den with to-rent clothis to Ezechie. — Nahum \\\. i Wo
to the citee of bloodis, al of leesyng, ful of to-reendyng
\dilaceratione\.

+ To-rent, v, Obs, [f. To- 2 + Rent z/.2] =
TO-REND.
c 14x0 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) x, She altorenteth

hem with hyr tethe. 15*6 '1'indale Matt, viu 6 Lest . . the

other tourne agayne and all to rent you. 1608 Dod&
Cleaver Expos, Prov. ix-x, 21 Christ saith, that hogs will

all to rent them that so offer to feede them.

tTo-reO"Se, v. Obs. [OE. to-krhsan, f. To-

2

+ hreosan, Reose (where see Forms).] intr. To
fall to pieces, fall into ruins ; to decay,
a 900 tr. Bxda*s Hist.i, xi. [xiii.] (1890) 48 Monige oSre

ceastre tohrorene wairon. a 10*3 Wulfstan Horn. xHx.
(Napier) 263 ponne blS-.^a Uchaman tonrorene and to

duste gewordene. ^1205 Lay, 9245 Al heo gunnen to-

reosen. Ibid. 9426 pus Port-cha:stre to-raes \c 1275 to-rcos].

II Torero {ioxe'xo). Also 8 tauriro. [Sp.] A
(Spanish) bull-fighter (on foot). Cf. Toreadob,
17*8 ? De Foe Capt. CarletotCs Mem. 264 So that the poor

Creature may be said to fight, not only with the Tauriro
(or Bull-hunter..) but with the whole Multitude in the
lower Class at least. Ibid. 267 The 'J'auriroes are very well

paid. 183a Macgillivrav tr. Humboldt's Trav. xix. 287
They observe the manners of the crocodile as the torero

studies those of the bull

+ To-r6*se, v^ Obs, [ME. to-rfesen, -reasen,

-resen, f. To-^ + ?7t'jf«, OE. rksan to rush, Rese
T*.^] intr. To make a violent assault or attack.
c laos Lay. 18682 Ofte heo to-ra;sden [c 1275 hii to-resdej.

Ibid. 26813 Uruttes heom to-rtesden. Ibid. 26964 Rom-
leoden raisden to [c 1275 to-reasde].

t To-rC'Se, ^.'^ Obs. [ME. to-rusien, to-rese^ f.

To- '^ ¥ Rese 2^.2] intr. To shake, to quake ; to

be shaken to pieces,

ciaos Lay. 15946 pe eorSe gon to ruslen & JjI wal to-

reosen. c 1275 Jbid., pe eor)>e gan to-cwakie and Yxn wal
to-rese. a 1225 Juliana 58 Swa |»at hit al to resde {v.r. to

reasde].

t Toret, ?/fl!. ///^. Obs. Of doubtful meaning.
13.. Gaw.

<S-
Gr. Knt. 960 Hir frount folden in sylk..

Toret & treleted with tryfiez aboute.

Toret, -ett(e, obs. forms of Torret, Turret.
Toreumatography (tor«matf?'grafi). rare~°.

[ad. med.L. torenjuatographia^ f. Gr, To;«i//.ia(T-,

embossed work, etc. (f. ropeucti'; see Toreutic) -p

-GRAPHY.] Description of the toreutic art, or of

works done in it : see Toreutic. So Toreumato'-
logy, rare, the science or study of toreutics.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl.^ Toreumatography, a Greek term,
signifying the knowledge, or rather description, of ancient
sculptures, and basso-relievo's. . .The invention of /or^wwa^o-
graphia is owing to Phidias, and its perfection to Polycletes.

1842 Brande Diet, Sc. etc., Toreumatology. .signifies either

the science or art of sculpture, or adescription of ancient
and modern sculpture and bas-relief. 1846 Worcester,
Toreumatography y Toreumatology [cites Brande\.

llToreutes (torw-t/z). [a. Gr. Topcin-ijs, f. ro-

p€vtiv: see next.] A worker in toreutics; an
artist in metal or ivory,

1840 tr. C. O. Muller's Hist. Lit. Greece xiii, § 15 notet

Anacreon's advice to the toreutes, who is to make him a cup,

1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Miiiier's Anc. Art § 85 note^ The
designation of toreutes hovers between caelator or enchaser
and artist in gold and ivory. Ibid. § 1^3 The work of the
toreutes.. was especially prized in Etruria.

Toreutic (tor;7*tik), a. and sb, [ad. Gr. to-

pfVTiKo^j {. Toptvfiv to work in relief, etc.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to toreutics (see B.)

;

chiefly in phr, toreutic art = toreutics ; also, of

figures, etc., executed according to the toreutic

art ; of an artist, working in toreutics.

1837 Antiq. Athens 38 The Minerva of the Parthenon,
also hy Phidias, wrought in ivory and gold, the noblest

example of the toreutic art. 1854 Gantillon tr. Pro^ertiuSy
Elegies 87 note, Mys.—A toreutic artist who lived B.C. ^44.
1874 Edin, Eev.Jxxly 187 The l>est toreutic representations

of children are those of the Flemish artist du Quesnoy.
igxo D. G. Hogarth in Encycl. Brit. \. 248/2 The.. free

sculpture and toreutic handiwork of Crete.

B. sb. [rendering Gr, rop^vTiicri (sc. rix^V)
toreutic art : the Romanized form toreutice occurs

in 17th c. Eng. use]. Chiefly in pi. Toreutics

:

The art, esp. the ancient art, of working in metal

or ivory, including embossing, work in relief,

chasing, etc.

[1662 Evelvn Chalcogr. (1765) 16 Then the toreutice . .^ox

I can only name them briefly.] 1847 Leitch tr. C. O.
Mailer's Anc, Art § 8^ This species of work.. is reckoned
as a branch of toreutics, by which is meant sculpture in

metals..and also this combination of metal with other

materials. 1900 Years Work Class, Stud, 45 Pernice con-
tinues his notes on toreutic.

Torey (t6a*ri), a, nonce-wd, [for tory^ f, ToBE
sb.'^^ + -Y,] Of the nature of or consisting of ' tore

*

or coarse grass.

1893 Blacktv. Mag. Mar. 392 The bleached torey grass of
a sheltered hillside suits him.

Torf, obs. form of Turp.
Torfaceous (t^^jf^i-Jas), a. Bot. rare. [f. as-

sumed mod.L. torfa Tubp + -aceo0s.] 'Growing
in bogs or mosses' ( Treas. Bot. 1866),

tTorfer. Obs. Forms: 4 torfere, (-phere),

-fir, 4-5 -fer, -fare, 5 torfor, tourfer, torfoyr,

^*r. torfeir, [Northern ME., a. ON. tor-f&ra fem.,

or torfoBrixi^^x^.. (mod.Norw. torfere)^ a difficult or

dangerous passage, f. iorffkrr adj. hard or difficult

to pass, f, tor- Tor a. \-for^ pret. stem oifara to go, ]

Hardship, trouble, distress ; harm, mischief, injury,

13.. Cursor M. 6408 (Cott.) pat he sal hald vs hale and
fere, And warn vs fra ilkin tor-fere [Fcurf. alkin torfere].

Ibid, 20002 Ful mani torfer \Trin, mony turment] suflerd

bai. C1325 Metr, Horn. (1862) 158 For than pin we our
bodye. With torfir and with martyrye. tax^oo Morte Arth.
1956 That schalle turne the to tene and torfere for ever.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3729 Quat tene & torfare may tide

& tent to l^ine ende. CX440 York Myst. xl. 174 Suche
torfoyr and torment of-telle herde I neuere. c 1470 Golagros

^ Gail}. 876 Ye sail nane torfeir betyde, I tak vpone hand.

Torfle (t^'jfl), V. dial. Also 7-9 -fell, 9 -fil.

[Origin unascertained. Cf. Torple.] intr. To
founder, go lame i^obs.') ; to decline in health, pine

away, languish ; fig. to lose interest in or draw
back from an undertaking.
(Hogg's use of the word is vague.)

1575-6 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 285 This deponent. .had
an ox that torfled. 1818 Hogg Brownie ofB.^ etc II. 149
It was reportit, that there was to be seen every morning at

two a clock, a naked woman torfelling on the Alemoor loch,

wi' her liands tied behind her back, and a heavy stane at her
neck. 1820 — Bridal of Polmood viii, I..fleechyt Elee-

sabett noore to let us torfell in the waretyme of owir raik

fin the springtime of our life's journey]. 1825 — Q. Hyndt
I. 439 She saw him swathed in bloody red. And torfell'd on
the monster's head. 1876 [see Tobple 2].

ToTgant, a. Jler. Also targant. [app. an
erroneous form of torquent^ L. torquent-e7n, or for

ToRQUED.] = TORQUED 2,

1:1828 Berry £'«0'c/. Her, I. Gloss., Targant, Torgant,
or Torguedy bending and rebending, like the letter S. 1890
Elvin Diet. Her.t Targant, see Torqued.

II TorgOCh (trWX)- Also 7 torcoch ;
{erron.)

7 torcoth, 8 torgotch. [Welsh torgoch^ t tot

belly + coch red.] The red-bellied char, a Variety

of the common char, found in the Welsh lakes.
1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. (1614) 123/2 In the poole Lin-

Peris, there is a kinde of fish4:alled there Torcoch, having
a red belly, no where else seene. 1756 in Gentl. Mag. XXVI.
616/2 Torgotch, or Red-belly, which distinguishes the female.

1787 Best Angling (ed, 2)4 The English fishes that we
have in our ponds, rivers, &c. are as follow : Umbla minor*
Gesn. The Red Charr, or Welch Torgoch.

tTorht, a. Obs. [OE. torkt bright, splendid,
illustrious.] Bright, clear,

aiooo Phoenix 96 iEl>eIast tungla. ..Torht tacen godes.
12. . Prayer to our Lady 20 OE, Misc. 193 Mi brune her is

bwit bicume..& mi to[rJhte rude iturnd at io'to odre debe.

Tori, pi. ofToEus.
Toric (toa-rik), a. [f, ToR-U8 + -rc.] Of or

pertaining to a torus (see Torus 4) ; having the
form of a torus or a portion of one.
1900 Buck\s Handbk, Med. Sc. I. 595A concave spherical

combined with a convex toric surface.

Torify : see Toryfy.
Toriness, torjmess (toa-rines). nonce-wd. [f.

Tory a. + -ness.] Tory quality or condition,

18^ Sat. Rev. 12 Apr. 425/1 Mr, Gladstone deplored the
Toriness of Hertfordshire.

Torism, obs. form of Toryism.

tTo-ri't, V. Obs, [ME., f. To^^ + Htten, Rit
z^.^] trans. To cut or tear asunder,
13.. Otfeo (Auchinleck MS.) 43 Hir riche robe bye al to

rett [Ashm. MS. to-rytte] And was remeyd out of hir witt.

t To-ri-ve, v. Obs. [ME., f. To- 2 + Rive t;,i]

1, trans. To rive or tear asunder ; to split open,
cleave. AUofig.
C1300 Havelok iqs'i Hwo haues the thus ilte maked,Thus

to-riuen, and al mad naked? 13.. K. Alis. 6216 (Bodl.
MS.) Schippes..Ful ycharged of her clay, J>at men clepe^
Butumay, pat water non ne may to Ryue Ne irne ne steel

ne metal to dryue. 13.. E. E, Allit. P. A. 1196 J>er-for my
ioye watz sone to*riuen. Ibid. C. 379 His ryche robe he to
rof of his rigge naked. 13 - . Sir Beues (A.) a 1 59 f>at hors .

.

His rakenteis be al te-rof. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1234 The
king.. the rod all-to roofe right to his honde. 1470-85
Malory Arthur i. xxviii. 75 The shyp..was al to ryuen.

2. intr. To burst asunder; to split, cleave,

splinter, shiver.

C1275 Lay. 7844 Mani sip al to-rof. f 1330 R, Brunne
Ckron. (1810) 170 {>at schip salle alle toryue. 1390 Gower
Conf. III. 296 The mast tobrak, the Seil toroC c 1440 York
Myst, xiii. 153 Was neuer wight sa wa, for luthe I all to
ryit ^1470 Henry Wallace 11. 52 The tre to raiff & fru-

schit euiredeille. 1470-85 Malory Arthurvm. xxxviiL 330
A wynde drofe hera..vpon this yle of seruage . . and there
the Barget all to rofe.

Tork, variant of Torqde^,
Torkes, var, Turkis v, Obs.y to distort, alter.

Tormaline, Tormarith, obs. ff. Tourmaline,
Turmeric,
Torment (tpument), sb. Forms: 3-6 tur-

ment, (4 -te), totirment, (5-6 -te), 3- torment,
(/>/. 3-4 -menz, -mens), (Also 3. 5 torna-,

toume-, tuma-, turnement, 6 tornement.)
[ME. a. OF. ior-ytottnnenty ONF. turment (n th c.)

e= It., Sp., Pg. tormento'.—l^. torfnetit-um {:~*tor-

qu{e)mentu?n something operated by twisting, f.

torquere to twist). In sense 5, a. F. tourmente fem,

from L, tormenta neut. pi., which became fem. sing,

in Romanic, sometimes with final -^ in ME, The
^-forms show confusion with Tournament.]
fl. An engine of war worked by torsion, for

hurling stones, darts, or other missiles. Obs,

1382 Wyci-IF 1 Mace. vi. 51 And ordeynede there balistis,

and engynes, and dartis, or castyngis, of fyr, and toumientis
for to cast stoons and dartis. 1398 'Jhevjsa Barth, De P.
R. XVIII. ix. (Bodl. MS.), Regulus l>e Emperoure slowe an
addre. .J>at was xx. fote longe wih alblastes and tormentes.

1531 Elvot Goz: 1. viii, All turmentes of warre, whiche we
cat ordinance. [1866 J. B. Rosr tr. Ovid's Met. 229 Like
the bolt from the tormentum cast, Smiting the wall.]

2. An instrument of torture, as the rack, wlieel,

or strappado (rare or doubtful) ; hence, the inflic-

tion of torture by such an instrument as a form of

punishment, a means ofextracting information, etc.

;

torture inflicted or suffered.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 84/33 Heo bad ore louerd. .)>at he
ire i^eue l>ere Studefaste bi-leue . . And in hire tormenz treowe
heorte. f i300.S>>'« Julian 49 pe more turment l>at hi hire

dude l>e bet hi hire paide. 1340 Ayenb. 166 We redejj of
zaynte Agase, J»et mid greate blisse hi yede to torment alsuo

ase hi yede to feste, c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1. 445 And
euery tumient eke in helle Saugh he. 14x3 Sat. agst.

Lollards 113 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 246 And namly
James among hem alle, For he twyes had turnement. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg, 289/2 He dyde doo strayne and p.iyne

them in the torment of Eculee. 1494 Fabvan Chron. iv.

Ixviii. 46 (Mexencius] pursued ye Christen with allkyndeof
turment. 1550-1 AcU Privy Counc, U^O ll^* 830 Order



TORMENT.
shalbe given that he may be sent up hither to be put to tome-
ment. 1610 Shaks. Tc»ip, 1. ii. 289 It was a torment To
lay upon the damn'd. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Bartliol,

Anat. IV. ii. 161 That torment which the Italians call

Trattadecorda^ the Strappado. 1709 J. Johnson Ctcrgym,
Vade M. II. 169 Those who had done sacrifice thro' the vio-

lence of torment in time of persecution. i7as Pope Oiiyss.

IX. 4<4 They swift let fail The pointed torment on his
visual ball.

b. Spec. The punishment of hell.

185s iMks. Stowe UncU Tom's f, xviii, ' 1 knows I*ra

gwine to torment \ said the woman, sullenly.

3. A state of great suffering, bodily or mental

;

agony ; severe pain felt or endured.
c la^ Bektt 434 in S, Eng. Leg, I. 119 So J»at J»e preost

was i-broujt In tormenz bi Jjc meste, 13. . Guy Wat^iv.
(A.) 325 Thus he lay in grete turment. Til J>at J>e fest

was al to-went. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T, 440 That
doublcth al my torment [v.r. turment] and my wo. c X489
Caxton Sonrus 0/ AymoH i. 34 Ye haue broughte me
in grete sorowe and toumement irrecoucrabk-. 1500-ao
Dunbar Poems Ixxvi 6 A schoirt torment for infineit glaid-
nes. 1590 Spensek F. O. i. x. 28 In which his torment
often was so great, 'Iliat like a Lyon he would cry and rore.
_l73a Pope Let. to S^fi/l 5 Dec, In acute torment by the
inlTaniniatiun in his bowels and breast. 1861 Kincslev
Lett. (1X78) II. 134 The feeling of l>eing always behind>hand
..is second only in torment to that of debt.

t b. sfec. A griping or wringing pain in the
bowels : = Tormina. Obs.

1578 LvTE Doiioem u, xcU. 273 The scede of Ameos is

verygo«xl against the griping payne and torment of the
belly. clfiVi Women Saints 112 She .. endured moste sharpe
payne and torment of stomacke. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
II. 172/1 Swelling and Torment in the Belly (of Cows]
. .if not speedily heli>ed, is Death to the Beast.

4. An action, circumst.ince, or condition which
causes extreme pain or suffering of bo<ly or mind

;

a source of pain, trouble, or anguish, or in weakenetl
sense, of worry or annoyance.
'599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. iil 130 No, and sweares she

neuer will, that's her torment. 1611 B. JfossoN Catiline v.
vi, Why, death's the end of evils, and a rest Rather than
torment. X789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum, Fraud II. 364 Want
of language, our still recurring torment. i8as T. Hook
Sayings Scr. II. Passion ff Vrinc, vii. III. loa The convic-
tion that he had made himself absurd, .was his torment.
1841 Helps Ess., Aiils Conlentm. (1B42) 13 A habit of mis-
trust is the torment of some people.

b. Applied to a person who causes trouble.
Cf. Plauuk jj. jc
»;*4 CowpER Task iv. 637 That instant h« fa recruit]

becomes the Serjeant's care. His pupil, and his torment, and
his jest. 1873 'Ouida' /".iji-.i^i?/ 1. 32 They were the pride I

and torment of Mariucda's life. i88x * V<.nK*Lady Coquette
i, Will you be quiet, you torment.

o. In jocular use : An instrument of irritttion or
annoyance : = Tohme.ntor j f. (In quot. attrib.)
i88a Daily Ifmis 30 May 21 'Ihc Vale of Health w.is.

.

the most frequented spot of all, . . the ' torment ' and squirt
fun rather too buoyant
5. A violent storm; a tempest, tornado. Olts.{exc.

in Fr. form tourmente).

. "/**• '•'"'V"- Pop.Sc. (Wright) 184 For (>eras theweder
IS, per is turment strong Of wynd, of water, and of fur.
e 1330 R. liRUNNK Chron. (1810) 148 In to |m: se of Spayn
wer dryucn in a torment. 1471 Caxtcs Recuyelt (Sommer)
540 Ther roose so a grete torment in the see \orig. si grant
cormente leva de vent]. 1530 Palsgr. 282/1 "Torment a
storme on the see, tourmente, tempestt, 1604 E. G[riu-
stone] D'Acosta's Hist, Indies ill, xxvi. 199 Vpon the coast
of Peru, there be no torments from heauen, as thunder and
lighming. (1847 G. B. Cheever Wand. Pilgr. xii.9aThe
fury of these lourmentes is inconceivable. 1009 Blackw,
Mag, Sept. 341/1, I reached it. .in a more than usually
objectionable tourmente of snow.]

6. attrib. and Comb., as tormenl-houit, robe.

1649 J. FJlliston] tr. Behmen's Kpist. v. 62 lieing in the
torment-house of the .stars. 1846 T. Akd Poet. Wis. (1856)
a^o With torment-pointed Ihreateniugs. 1890 E. Hatch
Helds 0/Light 55 Saints who were wafted to tlic skies In
the torment rot>e of flame.

Torment (If'tme-nt), v. Forms : sec prec. sb.
j

also 5 pa. pple. {contr.) tor-, torment, [a. OF.
tor-, turmenter (12th c), tourmenter, f. tor-,

turment sb. : cf. med-L. tormenlare, f. tormentum,
I'r. turmentar, Sp. tormentar, It. tormenlare^
\. trans. To put to torment or torture ; to inflict

torture upon.
<: ia9o ,S/. Edmnnd 181 in S. F.ng. Lee. I. 43« Fiet and

bondcne j>at neren nou^t i-tormentede with J>at here Necke
and face and al is heued. ^-1300 St. lirandan 595 Oure
inaister ou* hath t-turmented so gri^liche allonge ni^t. x^a
WvcilF Rev, xiv. 10 This..shal be tourmtntid (1388 tur-
mentid] with fijr and brunston. <:i44o Al^hahet 0/ Tales
177 Wbenadevull had turment horrebly a man bathe was in.

.M7S Bk, Noblesu (Roxb.) 66 They lurmentid hym in priiion
in the moat cruelle wise to dnlie. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidnne's
Lomm, 168 To moue the Frenchc k>Tige, that innocente
personea be not tormented, for Religion. 16S1 Hobues
Leviath, in. xxxviii. 338 For what offences, .men are to be
Ktemally tormented.

3. To afflict or vex with great suffering or misery,
physical or mental ; to pain, distress, plague.
ia97 K. Glouc. (Rolls) 492o-t-36 Seynt Petur to hym come,

as l>e slep hym toke, & tormented hym sore ynou. 138a
Wvclif Acts 1, 33 Whanne thei herden ihes thingis, thci
weren turmenlid, and thou^ten for to sle hem. c 14x0 Chron.
Vilod. 2^ I'o whyche was w* sekenesse so tourmentyd.
<tl4Sa lint, de la Tour (1906) 41 The pepille that were.

.

oute of bcr mynde and turmcnted. 1514 Barclay Cyt. ff
Uilondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 6 Whan the nortlie wyndc..
»Aath brought cold wynler pore wretches to turment. a IS48

Vol.. X.

161

Hali. Chron., Rich. TIT jS b, What ys he. .that wil not . .be
moued & tormented with pitie and mercie ? 1713 Stkele
hnglishm. No. 48. 308 Great Evils.. torment the Life of
Man. 1804 Med. Jml. XII. 143 A disease which h.-nl tor.
mented me for sixteen ycirs. i8s6(see Tormenting ///.<z.).

b. In lighter sense : To tease or worry exces-
sively

; to trouble, ' plague'.
17x8 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Ahbi Conti \<j May,We are tormenting our brains with some scheme of politics.

i86a Maurice Mor. «, Mel. Philos. IV. vii. § 44. 373 He
tormented the Rabbins with questions,

t3. To throw into agitation; to toss, disturb,
shake up, or stir physically. Obs. (exc. as a
Gallicism).

1491 Caxton yit,u Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 11. 246 Lyke ,

.

raymentes when the foller fulleth them & tourmenteth
them often vnder his fete. <ziS33 Ld. Berners Huon
xlvi. 156 The shyppe was so sore tormentyd, that the
shyppe brast all to peces. 1667 Milton P. L, vi. 243 That
warr..lhen soaring on main wing Tormented all the Air;
aH Air seemed then Conflicting Fire. 1784 Cowper Task
II. loi The fixed and rooted earth, 'I'ormented into billows,
heaves and swells. x8aa [see Tormented ///. n.\, 1908
Acoilemy 27 June 927/2 After madame had ' tormented ' the
ingredients—the salad was a dish from fairyland.

b. fig. To twist, distort (sense, style, etc.).

1647 Hammond Power 0/Keys iii. 26 Sure this is to per-
uert and torment the sense, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I,

230 And pay 'em for tormenting Texts. 1895 Daily Nc^vs
18 Oct. 4/7 In Mr. Pater we h.id a writer of singular n,ltural
gift.s, who. . ended by embroiling and tormenting his style.

Hence Tormented///.a. (whenceTormentedly
arfw.) ; also Torme'ntaUe a., capable of being
tormentetl, susceptible of torment; f Tormenta'-
tton Obs., tormenting, torment

; t Torme'ntatlve,
tTormeiitlveai^>.Oi.f.,thattorments, tormenting.
l87« Emerson Ess., Circles Wks. (Bohn) 1 1. 263 Ihe great

man is not convulsible or "tormentable. 1789 A. C. Bower
Diaries < Corr. (1903) 53, I shall have no more *Tormenla-
llons. 1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes in. viii. 124 From Furies,
and things worse "tormentative. 155* Huloet, •Tour,
mented, crucialus, excruciatus. 168$ Horneck Crucif.
Jesus V. 72 A fiery serpent, .a symbol of God's presence and
power to heal the tormented Israelites. 1808 G. Edwards
Pract. Plitn iii. 16 Evils, which our tormented imaginations
apprehend, iSaa Scott Pirate vii, More than once, l.-irge

fragments..gave way before him, and thundered down inlo
the tormented ocean. X89X Longm. Mag, Mar. 531 She
was going to bre-ik out "tormentedly, pleadingly : ' For
God's sake tell me I ' 1653 F. G. tr, Scmtery's Artamems
VIII. I. (1655) IV. 3 His presence is so *tormentive unto me.

t To'rmentfal, a, Obs. [f. Torment jA.-h

-PUL.] Full of, or fraught with torment.
«S96 R. I.(iNCHE] Diella (1877) 30 My most tormentfuU

case. 1647 Trapp Comm. Matt, VI. 31 (Carefulness is a lor-
mentful plodding upon businesses. ai694Tli.LOTSON Wks,
(1717) If. 199 In what Nature soever they (malice, envy,
revenge] are, they are as vexatious and tormentful to it

self, .-IS they are troublesome and mischievous to others,

Tormentil (t(T-jnieiitil). Forms : 5 torment-
ille, -ylle, 6 -yll, 6-8 -ill, -ile, (8 tormentle),
6- tormentil

; 5 turmentylle, 5-6 -ill, 6 -yll.

["F. tormeiitille (1314 in II,atz,-Darm.), ad.
metl.L. tormentilla, in form dim. of tormentum :

see ToRMKNT sb. Reason of name obscure : cf.

quot. 16 16; according to others from its being
used to relieve the grifws, L. tormina,'] A low-
growing herb, Potenlilla Tormentilla {Tormentilla
repens), N.O. Kosacex, of trailing habit, common
on heaths and dry pastures, bearing small four-
petalled yellow flowers, and having strongly astrin-

gent roots ; in use from early times in medicine, and
in tanning. Also called sept/oil.

[a 1387 Sinon. Barthol, (Anecd. Oxon.) 42/1 Tormentilla
pilos, pcntafilon non habet uUos.] a t^yiy-yi Stockh. Med.
MS. 6 Water of turmentill. 1530 Palscr. 284/1 Turmen-
tyll an herbe, lourmentint. 1578 Lvte Dodiens 1. Ivii.

83 'Tormentill is much like vnto Sinckefoyle. 1610 Fletcher
Faith/. Sheph. II. i. This Tormentil, whose vertue is to part
All deadly killing poyson from the heart. z6i6 Surkl. &
Markh. Country Farme 204 Called Tormentill, because
the powder or decoction of the root doth appease the rage
and torment of the teeth. 1698 M. Martin Voy. St. Kilda
(1749) 56 Their Leather is tanned with the roots of Tor-
mentil. X906 Daily Chron. 4 May 6/7 Tormentil and
potentil, names fnllilled of pleasure, Set the world in tune
again with the May Day measure.

b. attrib., as tormentil-root.
171a tr. Pomet's Hist, Drugs I. 43 The best Tormentil

Roots come from grassy, wet Places about the Alps and
Pyrenees. xSxt A. T, Thomson Lond. Disp, (1818) 400
Tormentil root is a powerful astringent.

.So t ToTjuentlne [from Vl\ in same sense.

14.. Norn, in Wr..Wiilcker 713/6 Hec tormentilla, tor.

mentyne [cf. 1530 Palsgr. above].

Tonue'nting, vbl. sb. [f. Torment v. ^
-ING 1.] The action of the verb Torment ; tortur-

ing, vexing ; an instance of this.

c ta90 S. Eng, Leg. I. 12/389 His soule wende to |>e Joye
of heouene Alter is tormentingue. 1383 WvcLip Isa. xiii. 8
Tormentingus and sorewes thei shulholde. 1535 Cover.
DALE Wisd. ii. 19 Let vs examen him with despitefull

rebuke and tormentinge, that we maye knowe his dignite

& proue his pacience. 1633 P. Fletcher F.lisa 11. iv. So
sat she, as when speechlesse griefs tormenting Locks up the
heart. 1884 Athenxum 6 Dec. 732/2 [They] suffer from no
fancied ills and self-conscious tormentings.

Tormenting, ppl. a. [f. as prec. -^ -ing 2.]

That torments, in various senses of the verb.

1575 [implied in TokmentinclvJ. 1594 Shaks. Rich* HI,

TORMENTOUSLY.
I. iii. 22« While some tormenting Dreame Affrights thee;i^ i RYNNE Passages .-itar Chami. in Harl. Misc. (1809)IV. 234 Let me be put to the tormentingest de,-ith they can
devise. i6«7 Milton P. L. iv. 505 Sight hateful, sight tor.
menting I 1780 Mirror No. 74 r 9 Haunted with the mo.st
tornientinj; thoughts. 1856 Y^Km. Arct. Expl. II viii 87
I he eruption, a tormenting and anomalous symptom.
Hence Torme'ntingrly adv. ; Torme-ntlngness.
1S7S Gascoigne Dan Barthol. ofBatlie Wks. 1907 I. io«

I ii""4.'
''"'' '^' ''^ '"=*'' tormenlingly. i7irBAiLEY

^2 i',
''^"ntingness, tormenting Quality or F.icultv.

d!fl e?" ^"" ^" ^"^"^ *"'* tormentingly

tTormenti-se. Obs. Torment, torture.
^1386 (^lAUCER Monk's T. 527 But nathelees this Seneca

the wise Chees in a Bath to dye in this manere Rather than
nan any oother tormentise.

Tormentor (t^jme-ntaj). Alsos-9-er. [ME.
and AF, tormentour = OF, tor-, tourmenteur,
earlier -teour, -tear {cw^o in Godef.) :—L. type
*tormentatdr-em, agent-n. from tormenlare to
TouME.NT,] One who or that which torments,
1. An officer who inflicts torture or cruelty; an

official torturer ; an executioner. Also transf.
tii90 St. Edmund 43 in i'. Eng. Leg. I. 298 His lut>ere

tormentores ()at beotcn him so sore. <n3So St. Andrew
V\ '" .Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 6 pe turnientours..
1 oke his bodi with bitter brayde, Vnto |<e ci os i>ai gun it
liend. 138a WvcLiF Matt, xviii. 34 His lord wroth, tok
hym to tourmentuns [1388 turnientouris ; 158a (Rhem.) tor-
nientersj i6ll tormentors), til that he paiede al the dette.
1483 Caxton Cold. Leg. 185 b/2 The tormentour as he had
smyten of his heed both his eyen sterte out of his heed. 1513
Moke Rich. Ill (1883) 79 He that playeth the sowdayne
IS percase a sowter. Yet if one should.. calle him by his
owne name.., one of his tormentors might hap to breake
his [= one's] he.-id. 1581 Pettie Cuazzo's Civ. Com', i.

(1586) 25 Such, who. .are holden for infamous, as Seri;eants,
Hangmen, Tormentours. 1805 Rider Haggard Hrt. 0/
World XXV, That your souls be handed over to the tor-
mentors of the under-world.

2. One who or that which persistently inflicts

intense pain, suffering, vexation, or aimoyance.
In quot. 1642 humorously: =Teaser1 2.

. "553 Becon ReliguesojTRome (1563) 199 They dissent both
in the tormentours and in the tormentes of the socles. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 136 These words heereafter, thy tor.
mentorsbee. 16^ Milton yf/o/. Awe/. Pref., Wks. 1851 ID.
274 Certainly this tormentor of Semicolons is as good at di.s-

membring and slitting sentences. 1711 Addison Sped. No.
447 ' 10 They will naturally become their own Tormentors,
175'. Affecting Narr. 0/ Wager 84 The Prospect of that
horridest Tormenter, Famine, [was] continually before our
Eyes. 184$ J. Baxter Liltr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 419A host of tormentors, in the shape of flies,, .persecuting the
ixmr animal. 1897 'Ouida' Massarenes viii. The person
whose instructress and tormentor she was.
3. An instrument th.it torments in some way.
ta. Some device for catching fleas. Ohs, b.//. Along-

handled fork used for taking the meat from the coppers on
board ship : also, Sc. ' an implement on which to toast ban-
nocks, etc. (E.D.D.); in quot, 1866 \iing.),s. piercing im-
plement carried by excise ofllcers. c. A wheel-harrow of
which each tine is a small share or hoe, for breaking up
stiff soil. d. //. A slang name for nding-spurs. e.
Theatre. (See uuots.) f, A device used to annoy at
pleasure-fairs : cf. Tickler 2 b, Scratch-back 2. cotlog.

a. 1609 II EVWOOD Rape 0/I.ucrece, Cries ofRome Wks.
1874 V, 254 Buy a very fine Mouse-trap, or a tormentor for
your Fleaes. 1614 B, Jonson Barth. Fair 11. iv. a 1619
Fletcher Bonduca 11. iii. Daughter. Are they not our Tor.
mentors? Car. Tormentors? flea-traps 1 i6aa J. Taylor
(Water P.) Trav.Tivelve-pence{\6j^) Bvij b,0fMowseTraps,
and tormentors to kill Fleas. b. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 84 He [a .sea-cook] is never without a
Pair of Tormentors in his Hand. 18*3 Galt Gilhaize I. ii.

22 Toasting an oaten bannock on a pair of tormentors.
x866 Fitzpatrick Sham Sgr. 18 Sham made a violent pass
at Peck with his tormentor. 1898 F. T. Bullen Cruise
Cachalot 186 The cook uncovered his coppers, plunged his
tormentors therein, and produced such a succession of ugly
corpses of fowls as I had never seen before. c. 1807
Vancouver Agric. Devon (iSi^) 121 Scarifiers, scufllers,

shims, and broad-sharts of various constructions,.. called
under the general name of tormentors. x88a Jago Comiv,
Gloss., Tortnentor, an agricultural implement for breaking
up the clods of a ploughed field, a. 1875 Whyte Mel-
ville Riding Recoil, iv. (1879)59 Fordham.. wholly repudi.
ales * the tormentors ', arguing that they only make a horse
shorten his stride, and ' shut up '. e. 1886 Stage Gossip
70 The ' tormentor ' is the name for a door, placed in the
K. L E. and L. I. E., and which prevents anybody from ob-
taining a view of the performance from either of the en.
trances named, and also prevents the actor being seen by
the ' house '—these doors are annoying at times. 1893 N,
York Herald 25 Dec. 26/2 (Funk) The first wing has been
known to the stage as ' tormentor ' wing from time whereof
memory of man runneth not to the contrary. 1898 Westm,
Gaz. 12 Jan. 9/3 A strip of while bunting is waved by a
master of the ceremonies from a wooden hutch in the ' tor-
mentor 'wing, f. liqi'in Cent. Diet. X903FAKMER & Hen-
lev Slang Did., Tormentor. . 3 (common), a back-scratcher.

tTorme'ntonS, a, Obs,rare, [f. L. torment-urn
T0KMKNT4- -0U8: cf. OF. tormentos.] Of tor-

mentingnature; torturing. Hence tTorme'iitonsly
adv.

1583 Stocker Civ. WarresLowe C. it. 47 His body being
trysed vp into the ayre with a tormentous [printed tormen.
trons] Engine, they bynd to his feete instruments of Yron.
1657 Thornley tr. Longus' Daphnis 4- Chloe 195 Astylus
was not to learn that Love was a tormentous fire. 1669
Address Hopeful Yng. Gentry Eng. 87 Why so tormen.
tously (do they] rend their weary throats ?

.So t Torme'stnons a. [ad. late T.. tormen-
tuostis.l
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TORMENTRESS.

IS97 J. Paynh Roytd Exck. 44 So ys yt a moste bitter

and tormentuouse estate to such as love not to gelhers.

i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Tonnentuosus^ having or full of
racking pains ; tormentuous.

Tormentress (tfjmcntres). [a, AF. tor-

uienteresse, fem. of tornientour Tormentor.] A
female tormentor.
I4a6 Lydg. De Gml, Pilgr, 11691 A gret turmenteresse

Wych doth to ffolk fful gret dystresse. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxviii. iv. II. 301 Fortune. -ordinarily commeth after

..as the scourge and tormentresse of glorie and honour.

189s R. Y. Tyrrell Latin Poetry 103 He [Catullus].,

breaks down in a wild burst of rage against his tormentress.

To'rmentry. Now rare, [a. OF, tourmcnterie

(1427 in Godei.), office of a tormentor or execu-

tioner, f. tormentenr Tormentor : see -by.]

1 1. A company or body of tormentors or exe-

cutioners. Obs, [Cf. Jewry^ yeomamy.l
ai^o St. Andrezv 108 in Horstm. Altcns^l. Leg. (1881) 5

Egeas i>an..Sent efter al his turmentry, And bad J>am..

ordan a cros. Ibid. ao8 Both he and al his turmentri.

1 2. The infliction or suffering of torture or tor-

ment, as by executioners or fiends. Obs*

137s XI Pains ofHell 159 in O. E. Misc. 215 A sorouful

sy5t, a here hold mon, Be-twene iiij fyndis in turmentre.

c 141a HoccLEVK De Reg. Princ. 2825 He snybbed is, and
put to tormentrie. 1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. iii. xvii.

(1847) 253 All the tormentry that the devil . .could devise.

3. Tormenting feeling ; severe suffering, pain, or

vexation. Now rare.

C1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 251 Thanne seistow it is a
tormentrie To soffren hire pride and hire malencolie. 1434
MisYN Mending of Life \. 106 loy or turmentry we sal

resayfe. 1509 Fisher Senn. Funeral Hen. F//, Wks. (1876)

279, I founde in them all but vanyte Si. turmentry of soule.

1885 R. F. Burton ^mA Nts. III. 19 O joy of Hell and
He.iven I whose tormentry enquickens frame and soul.

Tormeryke, Tormican, obs. ff. Turmeric,
Ptarmigan.

II Tormina (t^umina), sb. pi. Path. [L. tor-

mina gripes, griping of the bowels, pi. of ^tormen^

for ^torqnien^ f. torquere to twist.] Acute griping

or wringing pains in the bowels
;
gripes, Also^^.

1656 R. Robinson Christ All 106 They have not those
tormina and gripings in their consciences which other
Sinners have. 1658 Phillips, Tormtnous, troubled with
Tormina, 1. gripings of the Belly. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst,

Clin. Med. vi. 75 They have costive or irregular bowels,

diarrhoea, tormina. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med, (1880) 413
Griping or colic pains which are called tormina.

Hence Terminal, t Tcnulnoxis adjs.^ of the

nature of or characterized by tormina
j f affected

with tormina.
1656 Blount Clossogr., Tormi'nous,.. th&t frets the guts,

or that hath torments and frettings in the guts. x666 G.
Harvey Morb. Angl. x. 85 A torminous diairh^. 1821-34
Coo^s Study Med. I. 198 A few slight terminal pains.

Tormit, dial, form of Turnip.

Tormodont (tpimtJ'dpnt), a, Omith. [f, Gr.

Topfj-o-s hole, socket + oSotJy, dhovr- tooth.] Of a

tooth or teeth : Set each in a separate socket or

alveolus, as in certain fossil birds ; of a bird :

having socketed teeth.

x888 Gadow in Nature 20 Dec 178/2 Ichthyornis and Apa-
tornis. .differ from recent Carinate birds in degree only, viz.

by iheir tormodont teeth and amphicoelous vertebrae.

Tormoyl, -e, obs. forms of Turmoil.

Tom (t^in), ///. a, [pa. pple. of Tear v.^^

q. V. for Forms.] Rent or riven by being pulled

violently asunder ; wearing lorn garments,
1362 Langl. p. pi. a. v. hi In A toren T.^bart of twelue

Wynter Age. c 1425 Cast. Pcrsev. 109 in Macro Plays
80 per schal com a lythyr ladde with a torne hod. 155*
HuLOET, Torne garmentes, lacides. a 1631 Donne Hymn
to Christ 1 In what torne sliipp soever I embark. 1693
Drvuen yuvenal i. 159 Tho born a Slave, the my torn Ears
are bor'd, ? a 1750 Nursery Rime^ ' House that jack Built '

viii. This is the man all tattered and torn, That kissed the
maiden all forlorn. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiii, A rent and
torn ravine resembling a deserted watercourse. 1839 Darwin
Voy. Nat, x, (1873) 210 Masses of rock and torn-up trees,

x86o Reade Cloister^ H. Ixxi, The poor torn, worn creature
wept. 1861 J. Bark Poems 119 (E.D.D,) Like some toin-

doun play actor, That had sung for his bread thro' a fair.

b. spec. Bol. : see quots. ; also in comb.
[1760 J. Lke Introd. Bot. (1776) 384 Laccrumy lacerate,

where the Margin is variously divided, as if torn.] 1868
Casselts Encycl. Diet., Torn,.. Bot., irregularly divided l»y

deep incisions. \^%Funk*s Standard Diet., 'I'orn-crenate^

Bot., crenate by a torn margin.

C. In combination with adverbs, ^zlorn-off, -only

-up ; also torn-down, rough, riotous, boisterous,

disorderly {dial, and U.S.)\ reduced in circumstances
(.SV. and dial.). Also sb., a rough riotous person.
1870 W. M. Baker Ne^v Timothy xxxii. (U.S.). 1877-88

in N. W. Line. Gloss. 1886 in S. IV. Line. Gloss.

Torn, obs. f. Tourn (sheriff's cour*-), Turn.
II Tornada (t(Jrna*da). [Prov., from pa. pple. of

tomar to turn.] An envoy of three lines, in which
the verse-endings of all the preceding stanzas recur.
[Cf. Littr<?, Tornade, se dit, dans Ics chansons proven^ales,

de la ritournelle.]

1823 Kosco^Sismondfs Lit. A'wn(i846)I. vi. 173 The songs
are usually in seven stanzas, followed by an envoy, which
he calls a tornada. 1874 Hreymann in Ess. Owens Coll,
Manch. xi. 384 The Troubadours borrowed from the Sara-
cens several of their poetical forms as, for instrincc, the
Tornada. 1880 [see Etjvov sb^ x\.
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tToma*de. Obs. rare. Also 7 tomathe.
Anglicized form of Tornado.
1638 Tornathe [see Tornado i]. 1727 Bailey vol. II,

Tornade, a sudden and violent Gust of Wind or Storm.
1813 ScoTT Rokeby i, viii, Inured to danger's direst form,
Tornade and earthquake, flood and storm.

Tornadic (tf^inse'dik), rt. [f. next + -ic] Of,
pertaining to, or of the nature of a tornado.
1884 Amer. Meteorol. Jml. I. 7 Four series of storms of

tornadic character have passed over the states east of the
Mississippi River since the beginning of the year. 1890
Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 13 June, These are tornadic
conditions. 1898 H. W. Lucy in Daily News 18 Feb. 2/2
Mr. Orchardson's portrait.. presenting the ex-Speaker in
one of his not unfamiliar tornadic moods.

Tornado (tf^Jn^i-d^). Korms : (6-7 temado),
7- tornado ; also 7-8 tumado, (7 tomatho,
tornada, 8 tournado). See also Tornade. [In

Hakluyt and his contemporaries, temado ; from
Purchas 1625 onward, tumado, tournado, tornado.

In none of these forms does the word exist in

Spanish or Portuguese. But the early sense makes
it probable that temado was a bad adaptation

(perh. orig. a blundered spelling) of Sp. tronada
* thunderstorm ' (f. tronar to thunder), and that

tornado was an attempt to improve it by treating

it as a derivative of Sp. tomar to turn, return ; cf.

tornado pple., returned. It is notable tliat this

spelling is identified with explanations in which,

not the thunder, but the turning, shifting, or

whirling winds are the main feature. This is em-
phasized in the variants turnado, tournado. Mod.F.
tornado is from Eng. (not Portuguese, as in Littre).]

1. A term applied by 1 6th c. navigators to

violent thunderstorms of the tropical Atlantic, with
torrential rain, and often with sudden and violent

gusts of wind. Now rare or passing into 2.

1556 W. TowERSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1585) 100 The 4.

day we had terrible thunder and lightning, with exceeding
great gusts of raine, called Ternados. isjjj) Hakluyt Voy.
II. iL io3Wehad nothing but Ternados, with such thunder,
lightning, and raine, that we could not keep our men drie.

1600 Ibid. III. 710 The ternados, that is thundrings and
lightnings. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 216 We orost the
Equator, where we had too many Tornathoes \ed. 1638,

355 wee were pesterd with continuall Tornathes ; a variable
weather compos'd of lowd blasts, stinking showers, and
terrible thunders; ed, *677, 393 Tornado's]. 1697 Dampier
Voy, round iVorld {i6gg) 31 We had fine weather while we
layhere[an.i68i], only some Tornadoes orThunder-showers.
1727 A. Hamilton Ne7v Ace. E. Ind. II. xliv. 140 The
Coast is subject to frequent Tornadoes, or Squalls of Wind
and Rain, introduced with much 'J'huiider and Lightning,
1788 J. MATTHEWsTflj'. iii. (1791)30 Had at least one toinado
every twenty-four hours, which are always attended with
violent gusts of wind, thunder, lightning, and excessive
rain j but which greatly purify the air. 183a G. Downes
Lett. Cont, Countries I. 71 The return of the storm, swoop-
ing down in its various elements of thunder, lightning, and
rain, with all the fierce grandeur of an Alpine tornado.

f b. trans/. Chiefly in//. The season at which
such storms are prevalent. Obs. rare.

In quot. 1657 perh. associated with the 'turning * of the
sun at the tropic.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 5 Nor is this we-ither rare
about the jEquinoctiall ; by Mariners termed the Tornadoes

:

and lis so vncertaine, that now you shall banc a quiet breath
and gale, and suddenly an vnexpected violent gust. 1657
R, Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 9 The time of our stay there,

being the Turnado, when the Sun.. became Zenith to the
Inhabitants. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India ^ P. 10 These
Seasons the Seamen term the Tornados.

2. A very violent storm (now without implication

of thunder), affecting a limited area, in which the

wind is constantly changing its direction or rotat-

ing ; a whirling wind, whirlwind ; loosely, any
very violent storm of wind, a hurricane, spee, a.
On the west coast of Africa, a rotatory storm in

which the wind revolves violently under a moving
arch of clouds; b. In the Mississippi region of U.S.,

a destructive rotatory storm under a funnel-shaped

cloud like a water-spout, which advances in a
narrow path over the land for many miles.

(Quot. 1625 shows the transition from i to 2.)

[1625 Purchas Pilgrims 11. ix. vi. § i. 1463 We met
with winds which the Mariners call The Turn.idoes, so
variable and vncertaine, that sometime within the space
of one houre, all the two and thirtie seuerall winds will

blow. These winds were accompanied with much thunder
and lightning, and with extreme rayne,] i6a6 Capt.
Smith Accid. Vftg. Seamen 17 A gust, a storme, a spoute,

a loume gaile, an eddy wind, a flake of wind, a Tur.
nado. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Tornado, (from the Span.
Tornada, i. a returne, or turning about) is a sudden, vio-

lent and forcible storme of raine and ill weather at sea, so
termed by ttie Mariners ; and does most usually happen
about the /Equator. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 23/1
A Turnado [is] a fierce Wind. 1693 Sir T. V. Blount
Nat. Hist. 434 The Tornados are variable Winds, call'd in

the Portugal language Travados. 1710 J, Harris Lex.
Techn. II, Tornado, is the Name given by the Seamen for

a violent Storm of \Vind, and sometimes followed by Rain;
it usually swifts or turns a1x)Ut to almost alt Points of the
Compass, whence I suppose its name. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
I. 47 When a violent Tournado or Hurricane took us quite

out of our Knowledge. 1727 [Dorrington] Philip Quarll
51 Several Storms and Turnadoes. 1755 Johnson, Tornado,
a hurricane, a whirlwind. 1760-72 tr. Juait 4- UllocCs Voy.
(ed. 3) I. 13 From what quarter these tornadoes or squalls

TORNILLO.
proceed, I cannot positively afHrm. 1770 Goldsm. Des.
Vill. 357 While oft m whirls the mad tornado flies. X788
Cowper Negro's Compi. 33 Hark ! He answers—Wild tor-

nadoes.. Wasting towns, plantations, meadows. 18x5 J,
Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art II. 45 This tract is subject to

frequent calms, and to sudden gusts of winds called torna-

does which blow from all points of the horizon, 1849 Col.
Hawker Diary (1893) II. 206 The gale increased to an
absolute tornado. b. xS^h\%UL 2ml Visit U.S. {zZso) 11,

199 This tornado checked the progress of Natchez, as did the
removal of the seat of Legislature to Jackson. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XVI, 130/1 The region of most frequent occurrence
of tornadoes is the region where a large numl>er of the
cyclones of the United States appear to originate^ Ibid.

130/2 The wind of the tornado reaches a velocity probably
never equalled in cyclones.

C. fig, ; cf. tempest, storm, whirlwind.
1818 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 28 We live in a sort

of tornado between business and pleasure, and my head
literally turns round. 1840 Thackeray Pict. Rhapsody
Wks. 1900 XIII. 334 Beneath one of Turner's magnificent
tornadoes of colour. 1849 Clough Bothie i. 156 On this

passage followed a great tornado of cheering. 1863 Cow-
den Clarke Shaks. Char, xvii, 416 The tornado of the

I
north—Harry Percy, most commonly surnamed ' Hotspur',

j
3. aitrib. and Comb., as tornado cloud, mood^

night, oatky pitch, rain, spirit, wind; tornado-

breeding, -haunted adjs. ; tornado-cellar, -pit, an
underground place of refuge from tornadoes (in

sense 2 b); a cyclone-pit ; tornado-funnel : see

2 b; tornado-lamp, tornado-lantern,a hurricane-

lamp, storm-lantern.
1861 H. Angus Sertn. 150 The death-distilling, *tomado-

breeding atmospheric stagnation of the tropics. 1899 Maky
Kingslev \V. Afr. Stud. ii. 48 If. .you see that well-known
*tornado-cloud arch coming., the sooner you get her [the

ship] ready to run, the better, 1896 PVestm. Gnz. 28 Dec
7/1 Her aseent. .to the bleak summit of a *tomado-haunted
volcana 1807 Dublin Rev. Oct. 299 Saner counsels pre-
vailed over Gordon's *tornado mood. 1807 Mary Kingslev
IV. Africa 312 Particularly vigilant has he got to be
on *tomado nights. Itid. 396 When the wet season's *tor-

nado rain comes down on it. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks,
C/iar. xiiL 330 His *tomado spirit hurries him at once into

a quarrel with the Duke of Austria. 1669 I'hil. Trans. IV.
1003 These North-East-Winds hold most commonly to 8

degrees North*Latitude, and thenbegin the 'Tornado Winds.
1671 R. BoHUN lVind2s6 So variable and unsteady are the
Tornado-winds, so little obliged to any certain law.

Hence Toma'dotish a. [-ISH^]. (nonee-wd,)
1889 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 16 Jan., lis [a storm's]

powerful warm, wet, tornadoisb right, and cold, snowy,
blizzardy left hand.

Tomal : see Torncs,
Tomament, obs. f. Todenament, Toement.

II Tomaria (tf/jne»*ria). ^ool. [mod.L., f. Gr.

Tupu-os or L. lorn-us a turner's wheel, in reference

to the shape of the larva,] The larval form of

species of the Sea-acorn, Balanoglossus, Hence
ToTna'riau a., of or pertaining to a tomaria.
1888 RoLLESToN & Jackson Anim. Life 592 Tornaria

requires a fresh examination. . . Balfour regarded Tornaria as
intermediate in structure between the Echinoderm larva

and the Trochosphere. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tomarian. X892
'1'homsom Outl. Zool. xvi. 355 The Tornaria becomes pela-

gic, acquires a proboscis, loses its special bands of cilia, and
becomes diffusely ciliated, but has not yet a mouth or anus.

+ To-matil, a. Obs. rare-'^. [ad. L. tornalil~is

turned in a lathe.] (See cjuot.)

i66x Jii.o\JtiT Glossogr. {ed. 2), Tornatilifamatilis), that is

tuHied, or made with a wheel,

Tomay, obs. form of Tourney.

il
Torne (t^jn). Obs. [MLG., LG. torn = MDu.,

Du, toren, MHG. turn, Ger. turm."] A lower.

1637 R. Monro Exped. 11. 80 Their Leaders, .pursued the
enemy so hard, till they had beaten them out of a Tome^
they had fltd unto. [1871 Waddell Isa. xxtx. 4 {^pseudo-

arch.) Tornes 1 sal bigg fornenst ya]

Torne, obs. £. Torn, Toukn, Turn.
Torneament, Tornebroche, obs. ff. Tourna-

ment, TuRNBROACH. Tomel, -elle, var. Tour-
NELLE Obs. Torneraent(e, obs, ff. Tournament,
Torment. Tomepyke, Tomer, obs. ff. Turn-
pike, Turner.

Ii Tomese (tome-z/). PI. tomesi (-e-z/).

[It., ~ F. tourtwis, L. turonens-is, lit. (money) of

Tours, Cf. Tournois.] An obsolete subsidiary

coin of the Two Sicilies, -g-J^ of a ducat.

Torne-seke, Tornesoli^e, -solt, obs. forms of

TuitN-sicK, Turnsole.

t Tomey. Obs. exc dial, Apheticf, Attorney.
1490 Acc. St. Dunstan's, Cauterb. (1885) 13 Payde for

one torneys labor ij s. . . the recorde of the torney ij d.

Tomey, obs. form of Tourney.

Tomliexactilie (tpjnheksrcktain, -in). Zool.

[f. Gr. Topv-os turner's wheel + HEXAcriNE.] A
six-rayed sponge-spicule in which the rays are

abruptly pointed, 1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl,

Tornil, obs. form of Turnel.

IITomrllo, tomilla. U.S, [Sp, tomiUo
screw, dim. of ionio turn.] A tree, the screw-]")od

mesquite {Prosopis pubeseens) of Texas, New
Mexico, and California.

1866 Treas. Bot. 930 The Tomillo of the Sonora Mexicans,

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tomit, obs. Sc. f. turned^ pa. pple. of Turn p.
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Tomly (tpin\i),ativ. rare-°. [f. Tokk/^/. a.

+ -i,Y -.] In a torn condilioii, raggedly, in pieces.

i$48-«7 Thomas Ital. Dict^ Siiuarsiatameiite, toaiaely,

or peaccnicale.

ToTnote, sb. (a.) Zool, [ad. Gr. jopvan-us adj.

rounded with the jupvot (see Tobnus).] A form

of sponge-spicule : see quot.

1888 SoLLAs in Challenger Kef. XXV. p. Iv, \Vhen the

rliabdas is very abruptly pointed at each end a rkaSdtts

amphitornota results, which we shall call a * tornote ',

TornouT, Tomoye, obs. ff. Tuuneh, TonBNBT.
Tornsell, -sole, obs. forms of Turnsole.

II Tomus (t/-jn»s). PI. -i (-oi). Entom. [L.

toniiis turner's wheel or Lathe, a. Gr. riipyos a tool

for rounding.] The inner or anal angle of the

wing of an insect, esp. of the secondary wing of a

tineid moth. Hence To'mal a., of or pertaining

to the tornus.

1897 Ld. Walsinghah in Pne. Zool. Soc. 19 Jan. 76 A
creaniy-ochreous dorsal streak.. runs from the base through

the tornal cilia. Ibid. 96 The apical and tornal angles of

the cell;.. cilia with a slight ochreous tinge about the

tomus. 1904 Sir G. F. Hampson in Anitals ^ Ma^. Nai.
Hut. Sept. 176 Hind wing..a fiery red stigma on termen
near tornus.

Toroidal, a. Geom. [f. L. Tob-us + -oidal.]

Resembling or pertaining to a torus (T0BU8 4).

1889 Cent. Diet. s. v. /''umtiifH, Toroidal /wtctiortt a
function serving to express the potenti.M of an anchor-rin^.

1895 Seotsman 3 Dec 4/6 Professor Tait made a communi.
cation on, ' The ai^plication of net.work to a surface, in

particular to a toroidal surface *.

Torope : see TKBB.vriir.

II Torosanms (tfjros^'rvs). Palteont. [mod.L.,

f. stem of Gr. ro/xii adj. piercing, ropoj borer (f.

TtifKiv to pierce) + aavpot lizard.] A genns of

homed dinosaurs, occturing in the Laramie for-

mation in U.S.
1891 Makh in Amer. ymi. Sc. XLII. 3«6. i8yi IHJ.
X [.1 1 1. S2 The open perforations in the parietal which have
suggested the name Torosaurus. 1908 Daity Chron. 10

Feb. 4/6 The largest skull of any known land animal, ..is

the skull of a new honied dinosaur, the torosaurus, and is

8 f^ 6 in. long and 5 ft. 8 in. across.

Torose (tortf«'s), a. Nat. llisl. [ad. L. torffs-ui,

f. torus bulge, brawn : see -OSK.] Bulging, swollen,

protuberant : said of an approximately cylindrical

body swollen here and there.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. xxii. (1765) 229 The Peri.

carfium is.. torose. \iiiy\KKrtH_RouiuaHt Bot, xxiii.

( 1794) 333 Radish lias a cylindric, jointed, torose or swelling

silique. 1819 \jMvioii Encyct. PleuUs (1836) 461 Caps{ulcsJ
subglobose torose hispid.

So t*o'o'»ity Obs. rare—", torose condition.

tbefi Blount Ctosiosr.^ Toroiity (torositeu\ fleshiness,

(atnessc, brawninesse. 17S7 Bailsy vol. II, Torosity^ Kat.
ncss, (Crossness.

Torooa (too-ras), a. [ad. L. toros-us Tobosi,
as if through a F. *lorcux : see -ous.] = Tobose.
1657 R. CAKfEN-rxx Astrot. 35 The solid and succous body

of Divinity stiU grows more and more torous and ntiau.

nuigular. 1684 tr. Batut'i Merc. Compit. v. 139 Whole
toroos Muades, and loog tendons,

^
x8a8 Wkbstkk, Totohs^

in botany, protuberant | swelling in knobs, like the veins

and mnsclcs 1 as, a toroos pericarp.

Tor-ouzel : see Tea sb. 3.

t Torpedinal (tpjpf-dinal), a. Obs. rare. [f.

L. torpMin-etn, ToiirmK) + -al.] Of or pertaining

to the torjKdo or electric ray.

177a Walsh in Phil. Trans. LXIlI.465Tbe vigour of the

fresh taken Torpedos at the Isle of W, was not able to

force tlie torpedinal fluid across the minutest tract of air.

Ibitt.^ Notwithstanding the weak spring of the torpediiuil

electricity, 1 was able.. to convey it through a circuit,

formed from one surface of the animal to Ine other, by
two long brass wircsL and four persons. 1800 Med. jml,
IV. 118 He. .offers his own new and striking apparatus
as more nearly resembling the torpedinal organ.

Torpedineer (tpjp/dini'-i). rare. [f. as prec. +
-BKB : cf . engineer.^ One who is engaged in the

m.inagement of marine torpedoes.
iWiTiwes 18 Jan. 4/1 Tlic young Prince of Naples, in

the sailor's dress of his rank as corporal of Torpcdineers.

.

was on the bridge.

Torpedlnoid (l<;jprdinoid), a. 7miI. [f. as

prec. + -oil).] Of the form or kind of the torpedo
or electric ray; Ixrlonging to the Torpeitinoidea

or Torpedinidx considcrt<l as a group distinct from
the true rays and the saw-fishes.

Torpedinons (tcjp/-din.K), a. rare. ? Obs. [f.

as prec. + -ou.s.] Having the quality of a torpedo;
bennmbing, paralysing ; also = ToRPKUINAL.
1774 i*RiNf;i.K Torpedo ai Nor in this circumstance only

dill tile similitude between the electric and torpedinous fluids
appear. 1845 Ds QuiNcev Coleridge ft OpiutiKat. Wks,
1859 XII. 92 First came Mr. Andrew bell. .Fishy were bis
eyes ; torpedinous was his manner.

TorpediBm, -ist : see after Tobpedo sb.

Torpedo (tpjp< •do), jA. A1so6-ido. PL -oes.
[a. L. toipciio stiffness, numbness, also the cramp-
fish or electric ray, f. torpire to be stiff or numb

;

= Sp., l*g, torpedo, It. torpedine. Cf. V. torpille.

It. lorpiglia from the same verb.]

1. A lUt fish of the genus Torpedo at family

Torpedinid,v, having an almost circular body with

tapering tail, and characterized by the faculty of

emitting electric discharges ; the electric ray ; also

calletl cramp-fish, cramp-ray, numb-fish.
CX520 L. Andrf.we Noble Lyfe xcii. in Babees Bk, (x868)

239 Torpido b a fisshe, but who-so handeleth hym shallje

lame & defe of lynimes that he shall fele no thyng. 1^89
R. Harvey/*/. /'<7r. (i860) 13 Like the fish Torpedo, winch
being towchd sends her veniine alongst line and angle rod, till

it cease on the finger, and so mar a fisher for euer. 1603 Sir

C. Heydon Jud. Astrot. xxiii. 547 Neitherdoth the Torpedo
benunime other things, though it benumineth the fishers

hand. Z646S1RT. Browne PjcW. Ep. in. vii. 119 Torpedoes
deliver their opium at a distance, and stupifie beyond
themselves. x^i*ChroH. in Ann. Reg. Nov. 136/1 Mr. Walsh
touched the back of the torpedo ; when all_ the five persons

. .felt a shock at the same instant, which differed in nothing
from the Leyden experiment. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Sc.^Art II. 253 The torpedo is a flat fish, of the ray tribe,

very seldom exceeding twenty inches in length, and twenty
pounds in weight. ..It inhabits the Mediterranean and the

North Se.TS. 1879 E. P. Wright Aiiim. Life 465 The
Torpedo {T. vulgaris), is found occasionally on the south
coasts of England antl Ireland.

b. fig. One who or that which has a benumbing
influence.

1590 MARI.OWE Edw. If, I. iv, Fair queen, forbear to angle
for the fish . . 1 mean that vile torpedo, Gaveston. 1763
GoLDSH. Nash 3^ He used to call a pen his torpedo when-
ever be grasped it, it numbed all bis faculties, c 185^ B, S.

HoLLis Ifymn-bk. Ctess Huntingcton's Contt. PreT, The
torpeilo of formality had benumbed the churches.

2. orig. A case charged with gunpowder designed

to explode under water after a given interval so as

to destroy any vessel in its immediate vicinity ; later

also, a self-propelled submarine missile, usually

cigar-shajied, carrying an explosive which is fired

by impact with its objective.

The original torpedo was a towed or drifting submarine
mine, still used to defend channels, harbours, and the like

Xdri/ting or moored torpedo) ; it was towed at an angle by
means of a spar extending at right angles (otter or towing
torpcfia), or carried on a ram or projecting pole {boom., out-

rigger., spar-torpedo).

1807 (Aug. 14) W. Irving i'n/wias'.xiii. (1855)135 A torpedo!

by which the .stoutest line-of-batde ship., may be.. decom-
posed [Le. blown up] in a twinkling. 1807 (Sept. 6) Ad.
miraity Secretary In-Lett. No. 4353 (P.R.CJ.) A description

of the machine invented by Mr. Robert Fulton for explod-

ing under ships' bottoms and by him called the torpedo.

1810 Fulton Torpedo War (N. V.) 4. i8«8 Daily Nmis
3 Nov., The particular kind of torpedo used on this occasion

IS an American invention, which was found very effective

in the defence of the harbour of Charleston. 1877 Knight
Diet. Meek, s.v.. The drifting torpedo.. is carried against

the enemy's works or vessels by the current, . . the tide,

or.. the wind...Anchored torpedoes are attached to moor-
ing piles or aiKhors. iWto Standard 29 Dec 6/1 In

1777 a schooner was destroyed in the harbour of New
London, Connecticut, by a drifting percussion torpedo.

3. a. Jifilit. A shell furnished with a percussion

or friction device buried in the ground, which ex-

plo<les when the ground is trodden upon ; a petard.

US. b. A toy consisting of fulminating powder
and fine gravel wrapiied in thin paper, which ex-

plodes when thrown on a hard surface. O. A
cartridge exploded in an oil-well to cause a renewal

or increase of the flow. U.S. (In use 1873: see

torpedoed s.v. Tobpeix) v.) d. A detonator placed

on a railway line, as a fog-signal, etc. U.S.

1786 tr. Bech/ords Vatheh (1883) 127, I will spring mines
of seriients and toruedos from beneath them, and we shall

soon see the stand tney will make afjainst such an explosion.

1831 T. P. Jones Cottvers. Chem. xix. 197 Those dangerous
playthings called torpedoes, which explode when thrown
upon the floor, derive this property from some preparation

of silver. 1877 Knight Diet. Meek. .s.v.. Torpedoes for

opening the fissures of oil-wells.. .4. {Railway.) A cartridge

placed on a rail to be exploded by a passing train. 1009
H 'estm. Cax. 28 July 2/1 1 he use or abuse of Roman candles,

paper-caps, display pieces, small crackers, or. .torpedoes.

4. attrib. and Condi.; in sense 1, as torpedo-fish,

-ray ; df.fig. in allusion to its benumbing power,

as torpedo history, narrative, quality, loiuh;

torpedo-like adv. ; in sense 3, as torpedo arinamettt,

craft, department,flat (Flat C. 10 b), -fttse (Knight

Diet. Alech. 1877), -instructor, -launch, room,

school, -vessel, -works; torpedo-launching, -shaped

adjs. ; also torpedo-anchor, an anchor for moor-

ing a stationary torpedo (Knight, 1877) ; torpedo

beard, a pointetl beard ; torpedo-body, a motor-

car body tapered at the ends ; torpedo-boom, ' a

spar bearing a torpedo on its upper end, the lower

end swiveled and anchored to the bottom of the

clLiDiiel' (Knight, 1877); torpedo-catcher, (a)

sec quot. 1877; (*) a torpedo-boat catcher; tor-

pedo-cruiser, a cruiser which serves also as a

torpedo-boat; torpedo destroyer, a torpedo-boat

destroyer (officially called simply ' a destroyer ')

;

torpedo director, an instrument by which the

direction for aiming a locomotive torpedo is deter-

mined ; torpedo-drag, a cable with a grapple or

drag for clearing a channel of torpedoes (Knight,

1877); torpedo ^\m ^ torpedo-tube; torpedo-

lieutenant, a naval officer in charge of torpedoes

;

torpedo man, in the British navy, a man who has

passed certain courses of training in torpedo-work,
to whom a nonsubstantive rating is granted;

(f/..y.), one whose business is the clearing of oil-

wells by means of torpedoes (see 3 c) ; torpedo-
net, a steel-wire netting suspended round a ship

on projecting booms as a protection against tor-

pedoes ; torpedo-ram, a ram (Ram sb^ 3 c) pro-
vided with torpedo-tubes; torpedo-spar, a spar
rigged to a torpedo boat, to which a torpedo is

attached ; torpedo-tube, a kind ofgun from which
torpedoes are discharged by compressed air or gun-
powder. See also Tqkpedo boat.

_ 1896 Daily News 4 Nov. 7/2 As to the "torpedo armament,
it is instructive to quote Commander Bacon's words. 1899
SoMERVlLLE & Ross Irish R, M. 2g A saturnine young man
with a black *torpedo beard. 1877 Knight Diet. Meek.,
* Torpedo-catcher, a forked spar or boom extending under
water, ahead of a vessel, to displace or explode torpedoes.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 451/2 Special vessels, called
' torpedo catchers ', are being built by most nations. 1885
Times 30 Apr. 10/6 The four first-class *torpedo_craft which
have hoisted the white ensign are being fitted with Norden-
felt guns, 1901 Daily Graphic 12 July 6 The "torpedo-
cruiser Kapitan Sacken. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 8 Mar. 9/2 The
"torpedo destroyer instructional flotilla. 1835 J. Neal Bro.
Jonathan I. 29 Lying in wait like a "torpedo-fish. 1885
Times 30 Apr. 10/6 Each boat will have five "torpedo guns
or tubes. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1871) I. 3 Dryasdust,
who wishes merely to compile "torpedo Histories. 1878
N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 384 Dispatched their "torpedo-

launches against their intended victim. 189s Daily News 29
May 6/4 She still has . . quick-firing guns, and two "torpedo-

launching tubes. 1718 Entertainer No. 12, 74 'Tis the way
to lay waste the Fences of Virtue,..and "Torpedo-like,

petrify and benum us. 1839 Bailey Festus xix. (1852) 307
As though to touch but on that topic had. Torpedo-like,

numbed thought. 1883 Century Mag. July 330/2 The
•"torpedo man *.. travels about in a light vehicle with his

tubes and his nitro-glycerine can. 1885 Times jo Apr. 10/6

The Colossus is coaled and has been fitted with *torpedo
nets. i8s8 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 82 The old man has

a "torpedo quality in him. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech.,
* Torpedo-ram. X900 Daily News 4 May 2/5 The Poly-
phemus, torpedo-ram, arrived at Sheerness yesterday from
the Mediterranean, 1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V, 297 "Torpedo
Ray. i8sa-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 214 The tor.

pedo-ray was well known by the Romans to possess this

extraordinary power. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archit.

xii, 133 The air finally reaches the under-water "torpedo

room, 1899 Westm. Gaz. 29 June 1/3 A telephone chamber
communicating with the "torpedo-school ship and also with
the target. 1903 Ibid. 2 July 7/3 The *torpedo-shaped blue

Mors cars. 179a S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. \. 278 What tho'

the fiend's "torpedo-touch arrest Each gentler, finer impulse

of the breast, x8oo-io Coleridge /'"nVm/ 1, xvi. (1865) 220

Benumbed into selfishness by the torpedo touch of extreme
want. 1898 Kipling in Mom. News 10 Nov, 5/1 We are

blessed with a pair of deck *torpedo.tubes, which weigh
about ten tons, and are the bane of our lives. 1878 N.
Amer. Rev. CXXVU. 230 The *torpedo-vessel has been

successfully developed.

Hence Torpe'doic a. (nonce-Tvd.), of a torpedo,

like that ofa torpedo; Torpe-doism (torpedism),

(a) action or quality like that of a torpedo or

electric ray ;
{b) the use of the torpedo (sense 2)wn

warfare ; Torpe'doist (torpe'dist), one who is

employed or skilled in, or advocates, the nse of

torpedoes ; Torpedo-less a., having no torpedoes.

1893 H. W. Lucy in Strand Mag.^ FeK 201 Mr. Glad-

stone leaiied to his feet with "torpedoic action and energy.

184s Carlyle Cromruc// (1871) I. 68 Dilettantisms, Dryas-

dust "Torpedot-sms. i88oAt/ienieum 21 Aug. 242/2 Readers

must not expect to find ..an elaborate treatise on torpedism,

nor.. the so-called .secret of the Whitehead torpedo, /bid.

242/1 During. .1877, the Russian *torpedists made a night

attack upon the Ottoman squadron lying off Batoum. 1883

19//I Cent. May 796 The nav.-il officer should be a perfect

navigator, a good artilleryman, torpedoist, and electrician,

a Slcam engineer, &c. 1886 Pall Malt G. 29 Dec. 6/2 The
coniiiiaiid of a small "torpedo-less cruiser in the Indian Ocean.

Torpe'do, v. [f. prec. sb,]

1 1. trans. To benumb, deaden ; = ToBPEFY. Obs.

1771-a Ess./r. Batchelor (1773) I. 269 The faculties of

that consummate orator . . may be torpedoed by that wicked

weed, before he has half delivered the following abstract of

bis sentiments,

2. To destroy or damage by means of a torpedo

;

to attack with a torpedo.

1879 in Webster Suppl. i88> P. Robinson Under the

PunJtah 221 If. .an ironclad were to I>e run down, acciden-

tally torpedoed, or suffer from an explosion. 1898 IVestm.

Gaz. X Apr. 7/2 In action the battleship would have been

torpedoed before she could have fired a gun.

b. fig. To paralyse, destroy : cf. to explode.

189s Sir W, Harcourt Sp. Ho. Comm. 18 Feb., The con-

summate speech , , might be described as having torpedoed

the amendment, 1899 Folk-Lore V^xc. 105 It seems effec-

tually to have torpedoed the enemies' arguments.

c. intr. To discharge torpedoes.

1896 IVestm. Gaz. 15 Jan. 2/1 In four hours they'd be

inside the Isle of Wight, torpedoing away right and left.

d. trans. To lay (a channel, etc.) with tor-

pedoes or submarine mines; to defend with

torpedoes.
1877 Daily News 16 Nov. 5/7 The Russians are supposed

to have immediately torpedoed the river in his front and

rear. 1890 Sat. Rev. 1 1 Jan, 29/ 1 The canard that German
officers have been torpedoing the Tagus.

3. To explode a ' torpedo ' at the bottom of (an

oil-well) to increase the output by shattering the

rock or clearing the passage. Also intr. U.S.

21-a
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1873 [see torpedoed below]. 1883 Century Mag. July

330/ 1 When a well fails it is usually ' torpedoed ' to start the

flow afresh. A long tin tube containing six or eight quarts

of nitro-glycerine, is lowered into the hole and exploded \->\

dropping a weight upon it. Ibid. 330/2 Sometimes well-

owners * torpedo ' iheir wells, .by night to avoid paying the

..price charged by the company.
Hence Torpedoed (-£;udj ///. a., Torpe'doiug

vbh sb, ; Torpedoer (-^,3i), one who operates

toqjedoes.

1873 HowELLS Chaftce Acquaint, vi, As if I were.. an
inflammable naiad from a torpedoed well.

_
1884 Pall

Mall G. I Sept. 8/1 It may be said torpedoing is a game at

which two can play. 1903 CofUcmp. Ka'. Aug, 186 Cap-
tain Sigsbee, formerly commander of the torpedoed ' Maine '.

1905 Edin. Rev. Oct. 323 Our tori>edoers, operating in the

open sea, were at no small disadvantage.

Torpe'do boat. A vessel carrying one or

more torpedoes; now a small, fast war-ship from

which torpedoes are discharged. Hence Torpedo-
boat V, {noncc-wd.\ trans, to furnish or arm
with torpedo boats.

18x0 Fulton Torpedo Jfrtr(N.Y.)44 It would l>e diffi-

cult for a Torijedo boat to depart from any p<)rt of America,
and retnrn without being detected. 1865 in Morn. Star
2 Feb., They took advantage of the storm and darkness to

send down a fleet of eight vesisels of war and three torpedo
boats, 1880 Standard -2^ Dec. 6/1 The first [torpedo boat]

ever known being a very primitive model, invented by Cap-
tain David Bushnell, of the Engineer CoriJS, United States
Army, and launched in New York harbour in 1776. 1898
Harper's Mag. XCVI. 830 She is building twelve new first-

class torpedo-boats and four destroyers. 1884 Pall Mall
G, 8 Dea 5/2 To torpedo boat our coast on the German,
Russian, or Austrian scale we should require not joo tor-

pedo boats, but i.uoo.

b. ailrid, and Cotnb.^ as torpedo-boat engage-

ment^ workshop ; torpedo-boat catcher, torpedo-
boat destroyer, two types of small, fast war-
ships, originally designed to prevent torpedo boats

from operating against a fleet.

(The torpedo-catcher^ officially termed torpedo-gunboat

^

was superseded in 1893 by the torpedo boat destroyer^ a
larger, faster, and more powerful torpedo boat, designed for

offensive purposes; the torpedo boat being appropriated to

\:oast and harbour defence.)

1893 Daily News 14 Feb. 8/7 They are to be termed
rorpedo-boat Destroyers, and in size will be between a tor-

pedo catcher of the sharpshooter class and a first-class tor-

pedo boat. 1899 F. T. BuLLEN Way Navy 59 But torpedo-
boat people are accustomed to put up with many things of
which landsmen have little idea. 1901 F. T. Jane in Neio
Penny Mag. 30 Nov. 205/1 We had . .a number of torpedo-
boat catchers, which. -were unable to catch the craft they
were intended to chase.

Torpedoic, -ism, -ist : see after Torpedo sb,

Torpefy (tj^up/f^i), v^ (erron. torpify). [ad.

L. torpefaceret t torpe~re to be numb+yortV^ to

make.] trans. To reiwler torjnd, benumb, deaden,
paralyse. Alsoy^. Hence ToTpefying///. a.

x8o8 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Re^. 117/2 The common eel, when
equally frozen and torpefied, is capable of beinj; conveyed a
thousand miles up the country. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) III. 203 Sternutatories, which exhaust, weaken
and torpefy the nerves of smell. Ibid. 432 Carbonic acid,.

.

chiefly found in the guise of a torpefying vapour, in close
rooms where charcoal has been burnL 1829 Southev Sir
T, More II. 117 To stablish, and to quicken his belief, not
to shake, or torpify it. 1875 Jowett Flato (ed. 2) I. 280
Like the flat torpedo fish, who torpifies those who come
near him with the touch.

+ ToTpel. Obs, rare-^. [var. ofTiRPEiL,-/^//.]

Turmoil, throng of battle, melee.
CX400 Laud Troy Bk. 16736 Thei put hem certes In gret

perel To saue her lord In that torpel. Hut al was not that
thei coude do, For thei no-wyse myght come him to.

fTorpelness. Obs, rare-K [app, f. prec. +
-MEas.] ? State of turmoil,
<zz225 Ancr. R. 322 Ure Louerd sulf seid to his dedples

..' Go we eft. .into ludee '. Judee spelei^ schrift. .. Galilee
speled hweol, uorte to leren us ^^et we of l?e worldes torpel-

nesse, Si of sunne [— sin's] hweol, ofte gon to schrifte.

Torpent (t^^-Jpent), a. and sb, rare, [ad, L.

iorpent-em^ pr. pple. of torpere to be torpid.] a.

adj. = ToBPin a. b. sb, Med. See quots,
1647 H. Moke Song 0/ Soul Notes 342 Let .. anon an

universall soul flow into this torjient masse. 1699 Evelyn
Acetaria (1729* 126 Cresses. .quicken the torpent Spirits,

and purge the Brain. 1882 Ogelvib (Annandale), Torpent^
«., a medicine that diminibhes the exertion of the irritative

motions. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Torpent^ incapable of the
active performance of a function. A medicine or agent that
reduces or sulxlues any irritative action.

+ Torpe-scent, a. Obs. rare, ("ad. pr. pple. of
L. torpescSre to become torpid.] That grows tor-

E»id;
becoming numb. Hence f Torpe'scence

see -ence], the process of becoming torpid.
c^^<fi Shenstonk £irtf«/7;«y I. 139 Their torpescent soul

Clenches their coin. 1784 Johnson in W. IVindham's
Diary {

1

866) 19 Torpescence, mucli of the faculties of man-
kind lost in them.

Torpid (t^upid), a. {sb.) Also 7 torpide. [ad.

L. torpid-US benumbed, f. torpe-re to be numb.]
1. lienumbed ; deprived or devoid of the power of

motion or feeling ; in which activity, animation,
or development is suspended ; dormant.
1613 PoRCiiAS Pilgrintage I. v. 22 If he descend not

lower, to become torpide and lifelesse. 1621 Burton /4«*i/.

Mel. I. iiL in. i, Urinesse, which makes the nerues of the
tongue torpid. 1784 Cowper Task \\\. ^68 When . . Novem-
ber dark Checks vegetation in the torpid plaut Expos'd to

his cold breath. i86o Emerson Cond. Life, Fate Wks.
(Bohn) II, 323 Some aniuials became turpid in winter,

others were torpid in summer.
b. J'alh. Sltigmsh in action or function.

1807 Aled. Jrnl. xVlI. 72 Complaints of phlegmatic and
torpid constitutions. 1843 Sm C. Scuuamoke Med. Visit

Gr&fenberg ^\ Digestive functions torpid. 1899 AllbutCs
Syst. Med, VIII. 477 Gout and tendency to torpid liver.

^.fig. Wanting in animation or vigour; inactive;

slow, sluggish ; dull ; stupefied ; apatlietic.

1656 WuyyjwcGlossogr.t Torpid^ slow, dull, drowzy^astonied.
a 1677 Hai.e Prim, Orig. Man. i. ii. 63 Tl>ey [connatural
principles] lye more torpid, and inactive, and inevident. 1703
I, N. City ff C. Purchaser 92 The Workmen are taken to

be torpid Operators. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 171 No vernal

blooms their torpid rocks array. 1778 Johnson 9 Apr., in

Boszvelly It is a n>an*s own fault., if his mind grows torpid

in old age. 1834 Macaulav Ess.^ Pitt (1863) 1. 293/2 To a
small, a torpid, and an unfriendly audience. 1885 Dunck-
LiCY in Manch. Weekly Times 7 Feb. 5/5 In the counties.,

the population is comparatively torpid and inert.

3, Causing torpidity ; torporilic. rare.

1830 Whither Frost Spirit iv. The Frost Spirit comes I

and the quiet lake shall feel 'Fhe torpid touch of his glazing

breath, and ring to the skater's heel.

B. sb. 1. At Oxford: (//.) The races rowed
in Lent term in eight-oared clinker-built open
boats: originally designating the boats; later also

the crews.
' The " Torpid boats " were originally the second boats of

a college, which until 1837 rowed with the "Eights'*. They
are understood to have started c 1827, when Christ Church
]mt a second boat on the river ; but no record of the name
has lieen found till 1838, when it was app. well established.

In that year, the Torpids were made a class by themselves,

and raced in the days between the Eight-oared Races
(which were not then continuous). In 1852 they were
moved to the Lent Term, and reorganized on their present

basis.' (W. E. Sherwood.)
1838 Trin. Coll. Boat Club Bk.^ It was determined at a

meeting of Strokes that no Torpid should put on with the

racing boats. 1839 Oxford Herald 31 May, A race be-

tween the Torpids, or second crews, look place on Thursday
Evening. 1839 O.U.B.C. President's Bk., [After theChart
of] The Eights [is one of] The Torpid Races, 18^ ' C.
Bede * Verdant Green n. vi, The little gentleman, .did not

join with the ' Torpids ' (as the second boats of a college are

calledj. 1861 Hughes Tom Bro^vn at Ox/, xxvii, The tor-

pids being filled with the refuse of the rowing-men—gene-
rally awkward or very young oarsmen. x8.. Inscr. on
picture 0/ Exeter White Boat in O.U.B.C. barge, ^Tre.

sented . . by the Honourable John Joclyn, late of Exeter
College, and stroke oar of the Torpid in 1827 \ 1866 Oxf
Undergraduates' Jml. 20 Brasenose went head in Torpids
as well as Eights. 1869 Bradwood O. V. H. (1870) 4 He
h.id .. done two years hard duty in the college torpid,

igio Wesim. Gaz. 24 Feb. 4/1 Oxford ' Torpids *.. were
so named about 1827, when Christ Church staggered
humanity by putting a second crew on the river.

2, At Harrow : see quots.

1903 Farmer & Henley Slang Diet., Totpld {Harrovf),

a boy who has not been two years in the school. 1905
H. A. Vachf.ll The //ill ii. 39 Scaife expects us to be Tor-
pids. [Note] Boys [at Harrow] who have not been more
than two years in the school are eligible as ' torpids ' ; out
of each house a Torpid football eleven is chosen.

C, Comb, a. of the adj., as torpid-miftded ', b.

of the sb., as Torpid eighty -race.

1884 Pall Mall G. 10 Feb. (Farmer), Twenty-six *Torpid
eights were out at Oxford in training for the races. X009
Nation 18 Sept. 878/2 The average man .. may be.. less

ignorant and "torpid-mlnded than in the older countries,

1858 ' M- Splene ' Almx Matres 49, I see myself now.,
pulling for very life in the *torpid-race.

Hence Torpidly oiiv.j in a torpid manner;
To'rpidness, torpidity, torpor.

^1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man, i. i. 3 It keeps it from
rust and torpidness. 1820 C. R. Maturin Meltnoth (1892)

III. xxvii. 107 The aged father and mother, retreating tor-

pidly to their seats. 1831 Tuelawny Adv. Yimttger Son
xii, A death-like torpidness came over me. 1845 Day tr.

Simon's A nim. Chem. I. 227 The torpidly circulating blood.

Torpidity (t^jpi'diti). [f. prec. + -ity.] The
condition or quality of being torpid ; torpor, slug-

gishness, numbness.
1614 Purchas Pilgrimage vn. xi. (ed. 2) 710 You see one

Retroiirade. .vnto a stonie torpiditie they obserued in the
same plant. 177a Barrington \n F/til, Trans, la^W. 298
As the swallows were found in the winter, they must have
been in a state of torpidity. 1843 R. J, Graves Syst, Clin.

Med, XXX. 388 A torpidity of the kidneys supervened. 1887
A. BrRRELL C. Bronte ix. 100 In a world of torpidities any
rapid moving thing is hailed somewhat extravagantly.

Toxpitnde (tp*jpiti«d). Now rare, [Irregularly

for *totpetmiej f. L. torpe-re + -tude : the L. form,

if existent, would be *torpetudo; cf. consuetudoy

hebcludo, (Perh. by false analogy with turpitude^

f. L. turpi-s,)'] = Torpidity.
1713 Dekham Phjys.'T/tcol. iv. vii. 158 In a Torpltude, or

sort of Sleep, or middle state between Life and Death. 1788
Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 396 The Russians seem not yet
thawed from the winter's torpitude. 1817 J. Gilchrist
Intell. /^atrimony 24 His Elysian torpitude of many weeks
duration. 1823-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. ^) IV. 105 In
some cases there is great torpitude or sluggishness in the
growth . . of the ovaries,

Torple, tnrple, v. Obs, exc. dial. [Early

ME. : origin obscure. Cf. Topple v. and Torfle.]

1 1. intr. To fall, tumble ; = Topple v, i . Obs.
fZi»5 Ancr. R. 266 Ant, ^if a miracle nere..heo hefde

iturpled [v.r. torplet] mid him, bo5e hors & lode, adun into

helle grunde. /bid. 322 Mid al l?et schendlac, )»u schalt

trussen & al torplen into helle. Ibid. 324.

2. Of an animal : To die ; = Tobfle. dial.

1876 Mid-Yorksh, Gloss.^ Torple,..Turpley.'PorJle,. or
Turjlc, v.n., to die. The term is only used in connection
with animals.

Torpor (t^ipoi). [a. L, torpor^ -orem, f, tor-

pere to be numb.] Torpid condition or quality

;

torpidity, a. Absence or susjx^nsion of motive
power, activity, or feeling

; f inertia {obs.) ; sus-

i>ended animation or development ; in Pat/t. morbid
inertia or insensibility, stupor.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 763 Motion doth discu&se the Torpoar

of Solide Bodies Which . . have in them a Natural Appetite,
not to move at all. x68x tr. Willis^ Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab.,
Torpor, a numness, heaviness, ,. and unaptness for imy
motion. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. v. 443 Strictly

speaking.., these animals cannot be said to steep during
the winter ; it may be called rather a torpor, a stagnation
of all the faculties, a 1854 H. Reed Lect. Brit, /'oets ii.

(1857) 63 Why does the earth break forth from its winter's
torpor in all the luxuriance of Spring?

D. trans/. Intellectual or spiritual lethargy

;

apathy, listlessness ; dullness ; indifference.

[a 1225 Ancr, R. 202 t>e Bore of heui Slouh3e haue& |>eo9

hweolpes : Torpor is (Je uorme ^>et is wlech heorte .. J«
o3er is Pusillinimitas.] 1607 ScJiol. Disc, agst.Antichr, \.

i. 38 What meaneth our torpor ? what our frozen coldnesse
in zeal? 1789 Bklsham Ess. I.xvii. 333 A universal torpor
of the mental faculties must take place. 1878 Leckv Eng.
in iBth C. I. i. 62 That intellectual torpor which we are
accustomed to associate with ecclesiastical domination.

c. Comb., as torpor-s/iedding adj,

1806 J. Grahame Birds Scot.^ etc. 140 Till noon-tide pour
the torpor-shedding ray.

Torporific (t^jporifik), a. {sb.) [ad. L, type
"^torporijic-iis^ f. torpor-em Torpob + -ficus making :

see -Pic] Causing torpor
;
producing numbness

;

paralysing ; zX^ofig, stupefying, deadening. + Tor'

porific eel, the gymnotus or electric eel {obs.).

1769 E, Bancroi-t Guiana 190 There is one of the Eel
tribe,, .which 1 shall beg leave to call the Torporific Eel.

1825 New Monthly Mag. XV. 77/2 The torporific sway of
Austria. 1852 Eraser's Mag. XLV. 632 Galen.. tells the
Torpedo affects by a torporific action peculiar to itselC

D. absol. as sb. Something causing torpor.

1840 Manning Let, in Purcell Life (1895) I. ix. 169, 1 find

the want of such opportunities of conversation a great tor-

porific.

Tori)orize (t^uporgiz), v. [f. Torpor + -ize,]

intr. To cause torpor. Hence ToTporizing//*/. a.

1822 Ne^v Monthly Mag, VI. 223/2 The . . torporizing effects

of the Lancastrian system of educatioru

t ToTpulent, a. Obs. rare"^. [i^r^- f- Tor-
por, after corpulent^ etc. : see -ulent.] Torpid.

So t ToTpulency Obs. rare'^^, torpidity, torpor,

1657 Reeve God's Plea 350 Lay aside neglect, awake
from torpulency. /bid. 142 Our prayers do show, what an
osciiitnt and torpulent people we are.

Torquate (t^ikwfit), a. Zool [ad. L. tor'

qttdt-us adorned with or wearing a torques : see

Torques and -ate-,] Having a ring-like mark-
ing, formed by hairs or feathers of si>ecial colour

or texture, round the neck ; collared,

1661 LovELL //ist. Anim. <5r Afin. Introd., The pigeon,
ring-dove,, .wild, torquate, juglandine.

Torquated, a- [f. as prec. + -edI.]

1. Wearing a torque : see Torque 1,

1623 CocKERAM, Torguated, one wearing a chaine. 1656
Blount, Torquated.., that weares a collar or chain.

2. Formed as or like a torque; twisted from a
narrow strip or band.
1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann, (1863) I. 113 The parish of

Shapinsay..in which was found a beautiful torquated ring.

Ibid, 11. vl 470 The discovery of. .torquated neck and arm
rings. Ibid. II. iv. iii. 258 The torquated hoop.

3. Zool. =^ Torquate, 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Torque ^, tore (t^Jk). Also tork. [ad, L,

torques^ -is (see Torques) ; so mod.F. torque^ A
collar, necklace, bracelet, or similar ornament con-

sisting of a twisted narrow band or strip, usually

of precious metal, worn especially by the ancient

Gauls and Britons.

1834 Planch^ Brit. Costume 10 The Britons.. who could
not procure them of the precious metals wore torques of
iron. 1851 D. Wilson Pre/i. Ann, (1863) II. iv. vi. 472 The
tore may be regarded as the most characteristic relic of
primitive Celtic and Teutonic art. 1877 Ll. Jevvitt //alj~-

hrs. among /"Ing. Antiq. 226 Having lorn a torque of gold
from the neck of a vanquished Gaul.
attrib. 1877 W. Jones Finger^ring 66 This might be

denominated a torque ring.

Torque ^- Physics, [f, L, torquere to twist.] The
twisting or rotary force in a piece of mechanism
(as a measurable quantity) ; the moment of a
system of forces producing rotation.

1884 (Apr.) Jas. Thomson mSci. /^apers (1912) p. civ. 1884
S. P. THOMPSON/?v_««xw(7-tr/^£;/nci)/acA.xvii.3o8Theiorque

or turning-moment is, in a series dynamo, both when used as

a generator and when used as a motor, very nearly propor-
tional to the current. x<^ Daily Chron. 21 Apr. 3/7 Torque
is the amount of force in a rotary direction—the power of
the twist. If you hohl one end of a rod and I hold the
other^ and I twist it round in your hands, that is because I

am giving it a torque greater than you can resist. 1907
Installation News Oct. 9/1 This smalt boss takes up tbe

torque due to screwing up the tube.

b. A proposed unit of this : see quot.

1899 JuDK Physics, Exper. ^ T/uor. 1. i. i. § 46. 33 In the
French system, the absolute unit of moment would be the
moment of a force of one dyne, about a poiut at one centi-



TOBQUBD.
metre perpendicular distance from its Uue of action ; this

UDit we shall call one totque,

C. attrib. and Comh.
*9**7 ff't'sOrr, Guz, 9 Nov. 16/2 The propeller shaft casing

..htted with a inassive hinged braclcet to form its own
torque rod. 1909 IbiJ. 30 Nov. 5/1 Intended as a torque-

incrsasin;; mechanism to propel motor-cars within reasonable

limits without the intervention of change-speed ge;irs,

Torqued Uf'-''^0» ^' Also 6 torquet, [after

obs. b". iorijut'i pa. pple. of torqgKTi ad. L. torquire

to twist : see -Kl) *,]

1. Twisted, convoluted; formed like a torque.

X577 D. Settle M, Frobisiur^s Ktjy. ii. in Hakluyt l'<yy^

(iSii^) 625 We found a dead fishe . . which had in his no^ a
borne strei^ht and torquet, of length two yardes lacking

two ynches. 1857 Arcksealogia XXXVII. 102 A pair of
ear>nngs of hase silver, the large torqued circles of which
were clotted by a sort of hook and eye.

2. Her. 'I'wisted or bent into a double curve like

the letter S : said of a serpent or dolphin used as

a bearing. (In quot. 1573 app. Bent into a coiled

form.)
157* BossFWEix Armorie 11. 63 b, The 6elde is of the

Saphyre, a Serpente torqued, Topace. x688 R. HoiJiB
Armoury 111. xviL (Roxb.) 119/1 A Fasce, or fiuearrowes in

fasce, with a serpent Torqued about the same, c k8s8 [see

TorgantJ. 1894 Parkers Gloss. Her.^ Torqued^ bowed-
euibowed, especially of a serpent's tail ; also wr^atheJ.

II Torques (i^rik w/z)^^. nnd a. AI306 torquess,

7, 9 torquis. [L. torques ^ torqtiis a twisted neck-
chain or collar, f. torquirc to twist.]

A. sb. 1. = Toii^it'K 1.

X693 Pbpys in Litt. Lit. Men (Camden) 311 Vour account
of ttic Torquis spoken of in your. . Letter. 1695 Gibson
Add. to CantdtH 658 In .. 1693 an ancient golden Torques
was dug up . . near this castle of Harlech. 1778 Eng.Gaattteer
(ed. 2) s. V. Fattinghttm^ Where, in 1700, was found a Urge
torques (^ fine gold, 2 feet long, 3 pounds 3 ounces weight.
..These tCKque^es were worn by tbe ancient Britons. 1865
Pail Mall G, 24 Oct. 5 There is no torques, no finder ring
. . nothing but * tbe seal of Tirhaka, King of v^thiopians '.

2. Zool, A collar or ring-like marking round the

neck of an aniin;U, formed by hair, feathers, etc. of
special colour or texture. 1891 in CtmL DicU

tB. ctdj. Twistetl, bent Obs, rare—^,
a ts68 Wkijdekburn in BaHHaiyne Poems 6^5/37 With

ane bow torqucss diucrss Greikis did scbo kilL

TorT(e, ol«. form of Tob sb,

t Torrefacted, ///. a. Obs. rare, {jrreg.

torri.) [f. I.. torrefcul-uSf pa. pple. o\ lorrefacire

to ToKKKFY -f -Ki> I.J Torrefied, roasted.
1601 HoLUvND Pliuy XXX. viii. II. 385 Sbeepes tallow in*

cor{K>rat with iialt torrifacted.

Torrefactiou (tpriTsckJan). [n. of action f.

L, torrefoi^rc to ToRttBPY : see -TloK and cf. F. lor-

rifaelion^ The process of drying or roasting by
fire ; the stale or condition of Ijcing roasted.
161a WooDALL -Vwfy-. jl/ia/^ Wks. (1653) 274 Torrelaction

like siccation, but more violent. 1648 Br. Hall Seriit,
at HigkiuH Rem. Wka. (1660) 196 Here was not a scorching
and Ui>tcring but a vehement and full torrefaction, V39
Rbio tr. JHacquer's Ckym. I. 155 The term calcination is

generally used to express this torrefaction of antimony.
i8a9 T0CN0& DuKAND Matu Mat. Med, 189 The torrcEac-
tiun to which coffee is subjected .. gives it a light brown
colour. 1839 Dm Quincky Casuistry Rotn. Meals Wka.
iSs9 1 1 1 . 252 Ping . now for the first time tasted it [pigl in a
state of torrefaction.

Torrefica'tion (torri-), erron. form for prec.
1763 lloKNi in Phil. Trans. LlII. 53, I gave it a very

powerful turriftcation (or roasting). 1853 Sovkk Poittrv^k*

^14 'Ilie Italians extract from cocoa more exalted qualities
ytorrclic.ition.

Torrefied (t^rr/faid), ///. a. [f. ToBairr v, +
-Ku I.] Roasted ; dried or parched by the action
of fire ; scorched.
i6ia WooDALL Surv. Mate Wks. (1653) 21* Any torrificd

or dry p^iwdred medicaments. 1670 Capt. J. bMmi Emg,
improif. Ka'hf'd 390 Some torrefied Rhubarh. 1796 Kir.
WAM EUm. Min. (ed. 3) II. 373 He also extractnl Copper
from the torrefied Ore. 1809 Tocno & DuaANO Man. hfat.
Med, 189 The stimulating influence oftorrefied coffee. 1857
MiixKR lilem. Chttn. ;ia63) III. 09 'lliis soluble torrefied
starch is known under the name of British gum.

Torrefy (V'r/f^O, v. Also irreg, torrify. [a.

F. torrefi-er (1566 in Uatz.-I)arm.), ad. L, lorre-

/tuire to dry by heat, f. torrere to dry, parch, roast

^facire to make : see -FV. (The spelling torrify
follow* terrify, horrify.)'\

1. trans, i'o roast, sjorch, or dry by fire.

stfoi HOLI.ANO Pliny xxiii. Proem II. 147 To bring it into
ashes, it must (»cc lorrified in an oven. xo6i Lovell Hist.
Anim.ff Min. Introd., It's hardly concocted..and torrifieth
ibebloud. 1819 H. ltusK/>a/(^M^-/ I. 334 The housewives., on
the embers torrify their cake. 1883 R. Haloank Worksfutp
/Ceici/tiu. ly^/^lak'ms^ csuG not to torrefy them too much.

b. To deprive of all moisture by heating, as a
chemical or drag,
1601 Holland PUmv xxvii. iv. II. 272 It (AloeJ ought to

be torrefied in an earthen vessel!, /biil. xxxu x. 422 lorrifie
nitre untill it begin to lookc blackc. 1^13 PAit. Trans,
XXVI 1 1. 230 They torrify a Spoonful of white Cummin-seed.

C. Metallurgy, To roast, as ores, in order to de-
prive of sulphur, arsenic, or other volatile substance.
t686 Plot Stt^ordth. i83 Pyrites aureus (which if torre-

fy d. .prove all fron Ores). 1806 Fohsvth Btauties Scotl.
III. 100 To prepare iron-stone for the furnace, it must I^e

roasted, or torrificd, to cxpell all volatile matters. 1840
Civil Ens. ^ ArtA. ^rni. 111. 415/1 II tyuLains carboiia-
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ceous matter enough to torrify the stone and make it fit for
the furnace.

2. itttr. To become reduced to a cinder or ash

;

to lx;come calcined.

161S Ckookk Body 0/ Man 89 This Fat.. is not melted
by fire, but rather torrifieth.

fTorrelite (t^J-relDit). Mi'n. [Named after

Dr.J.Torrey: see-LUE.] Obs.syn. of Columbite.
1836 T. Thomson in A'. D. ^ T. Tlwmsons Rec. Gen. Sc.

\W. 408 Torrclite. I give this name to the new species,
which I have just received from New York, by the liberality
and kindness of Dr, Torrey.

Torrent (t^^-rent), sb. {a.) [a. F. torrent

{a 1200 in Godef. Compl.)^ ad. L. torrcnt-em burn-
ing, boiling, rushing, impetuous, pr. pple. oi torrere

to scorch, burn ; also as sb. a torrent. Cf. tlie sense-

transition of L. s^stus fire, fierce heat, the surging
or flowing of the sea, the tide.]

1. A stream of water flowing with great swiftness

and impetuosity, whether from the steepness of its

course, or from being temporarily flooded ; more
esp. applied (as in Fr.) to a mountain stream which
at times is full of rushing water and at other times
is more or less dry : cf. Winter-bourn.
(1398 TREViSA/farM. Z^tr /'.yr. xm. iii. (Bodl. MS.), Ofryuers

bej>twei inanerekindes. .one is icleped alyuynge ryuer; J)at

o^er maiiere ryuer hatte 'I'orreens and is .1 water l>at come}*
wij» swifte rees and passe}* ; and hatte torrens for it crese^ in

grete rayne and fordruye^ in druye wedeir. 1506 Guylfohde
filgr. (Camden) 31 So firste we come toTorrens Cedron,which
in somer tyme is drye. [Cf. Vulgate y<»A/» xviii. i, trans tor-

rentem Cedron, in Lindis/.gt. ft uinterburna cedron.]J x6oi
SiiAKS. 7«/, C. I. ii. 107 The Torrent roar'd, and we did
buffet it With lusty Sinewes. 1609 BiBt.£ [Douay) Gen. xx\i.
Comm., Torrent^ the chanel where sometimes a vehement
streame runneth, sometimes none at al. 1697 Dkvden Virg.
Georg. \. 163 The wary Ploughman, on the Mountain's
Brow, Undams his watry Stores, huge Torrents flow. 1760
Johnson Idler Na 97 P 5 Hfc observed among the hills many
hollows worn by torrents. 1835 Thiri.wali, Greece I. 1. 14
The llissus ..IS a mere brook, which is sometimes swollen
into a torrent. 1856 Stanley Sinai ^ Pal, vii. 299 This
green thread is the course of the torrent now called Kelt,
possibly the ancient Chcrith. 1858 (Iawthorne Fr. ^ It.

Note-Bks. I. 247 We discerned the dry beds ofmountain tor-

rents, which had lived too fierce a life to let it be a long one.

2. a. fig, A violent or tumultuous flow, onrush,

or 'stream*, e.g. of words, feelings, opposition,

etc ; a ' flood *.

164^ Clarenimn Hist. Reb, i. S i Those, who out of Duty
and Conscience have opposed . . that Torrent which did over-
whchn them. Ibid, % 70 The torrent of his Impetuous Pas-
sions. 1784 Mme. D'Ariilav Let. 14 Nov., She poured forth

again a torrent of abuse. i8s6 Margravine of Anspach
Mem. I. viii. ^04 He was forced to follow the torrent of bis
notes (in music). 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. I. 249
llie near approach of the resistless torrent ofTurkish power.

b. trans/, A forcible stream or rushing body
(of various physical things, as lava, loose stones,

wind, light) ; also, a violent downpour of rain.

1781 More in Phil, Trans. LXXII. « The force of those
violent torrents of wind. 1806-^7 J. Beresford Miseries
Hum. Li/e (i8a6) n. xiv, A soaking torrent of rain. i8ai
R. Turner Arts 4- Sc, (ed. 18) 37 Torrents of smoke and of
flames, rivers of melted metals. 1839 De Ouincev Recoil.
Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 11 The moon arose, and shed a torrent
of light upon the Langdalc fells. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/,
Mast X. 33 The rain coming down in torrents. 2858 Lakd-
NER Hand-bi. Nat. Phil. 360 The torrents of liquid lava
which flow from volcanos. i860 Tyndall Glac. i. viii. 58
A torrent of what appeared to me to be stones and mud.

C, A mass of hanging foliage, drapery, etc re-

sembling in appearance a descending stream.

^ 1864 Ix>WELL Fireside Trav. 284 A cliff over which the
ivy |>ours in torrents. 1880 * Ol ida * Moths II. 271 A
loose white gown that was all torrents and cascades of lace.

3. attrib, and. Comb. a. Simple attrib., as /^rr^w/-

action, -bed^ -floods -liney -scar^ -sounds -streamy

-voieCy -water • torretii-xvise adv. ; b. objective, as

torrent-bracing adj. ; C, instrumental, as torrent-

bitten, 'borne adjs, ; d, similative, etc., as torrent-

like, -//w^adjs. O. Special combs. : torrent-bow,
a rainbow formed in the spray of a torrent; torrent-

duok, any species of duck of the South American
genus Merganetta.
1856 Kane Arct. Expt. II. xiv. 150 The evidences of

'torrent-action were uncquivocaL 1867 Lady Herbert
Cradle L. viL 203 We rode through this same *torrent-bed,

at this time of the year, dr>-. 1863 Atkinson Stanton
Grange {1^64) 258 The huge sweeping wave whirling the

•torrent-borne sticks and U)ughs. _ 183a Tknnyson Pat. 0/
Art ix. In misty folds, that, floating as they_ fell, Lit up
a •torrent-bow. 1777 Warton Odes viii. vi, The foam-
beat pier, and •torrent-braving mound. 1899 Camb. Nat.
Hist. IX. ii6Thispeculiarand tame *torrent-duck is rarely

seen on the sea, though it can fly from one gorge to

another. 1825 J. Wilson Poems II. 309 Each misty cata-

ract, and •torrent-flood. 1769 Pennant Zool, III. 241
Salmon . . gain the sources of the Lapland rivers in spite

of their *torrent-like currents. 1865 Alex, Smith Summ,
Skye I, 287 They stand with alt their scars and •torrent-

lines bare to the blue heavens. Z7S8 D. Mallet Exchts,
|

Wks. 1759 L 92 A hundred •torrent-streams, Each ploughing

up its bed. 1898 Westm. Gaz. i Nov. 7/2 The feeding

torrents might be diverted or blocked, and the Abyssinian

•torrent-water might Iw so interfered with as Largely io

deprive the river of the fertilising matter which it carries

in suspension. 186a Cahi.ylk Fredk. Gt. xu. xii. III. 379
These . . fly "torrent-wise along the winds.

B. adj. Rushing like a torrent.

1667 Milion/'. L. n. 581 Fierce Phlegctou, Whose waves

TORBET.
of torrent fire inflame with rage. 1859 Tennyson Enid
1020 As one That listens near a torrent mountain-brook.
Hence ToTrentful a., full of torrent or rush of

words (whence To-rrentftauess) ; Tcrrentless
a., void of torrents.

1873 SYMONns Grk. Poets Ser. 1. vi. 162 The »torrent-fuI-
ness, the intoxicating charm of Pindar. 1911 ii. W. Uacon
in Expositor Mar. 205 The rainless, *torreniless, alluvial
valley of the Nile.

Torrential (if?re-njal), a. [f. L. iorrent-em
TouuKNT + -lAL : cf. tangeuHal.']

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a torrent
j

produced by the action of a torrent.
Torrential months^ months characterized by torrents.
1861 J. H. Bennet IVinier iMcdit. i. 1. (1875) 11 A series

of hills, .rent by numerous ravines and torrential valleys.
1873 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age xxvi. 362 The denuded and
partially rearranged portions of old torrential gravel and
sand. 1880 V. Ball Jungle Li/e in India ii. 57 These
rivers are.. fed by thousands of torrential streams which,
when there is no rain, completely dry up. 1892 Daily
Graphic 8 Jan. 7/3 The torrential months of January and
February.

2. Like a torrent in rapidity or violence; torrent-

like; rushing ; falling in torrents, as rain,

1849 Eraser's Mag. XL. 605 No eddying groups; no
torrential processions. 1863 Tyndall Heat 388 The con-
densation of the vapour, and its torrential descent to the
earth. 1865 Morn. Star 21 July, To the intense heat,, .has
succeeded torrential rain. 1894 ScoismoJt 27 Aug. y A rain-
storm which the newfangled appellation 'torrential' only
feebly describes.

b. fig. As copious or impetuous as a torrent.

1877 D. M. Wallace Russia xxv. 396 The poetasters
poured forth their feelings with torrential recklessness. 1879
G. Merkdith Egoist HI. xiv. 293 He could woo, he was
a torrential wooer. 1897 in Academy 13 Alar. 308/2 A man of
torrential eloquence. 1909 Ulackiv. Mag. Aug. 232/1 They
broke and fled with the British in torrential pursuit.

Hence Torrentiality (t^re^nJijK'Hti), torrential

character or condition ; Torrcntially adv.^ in a
torrential way ; in torrents, or like a torrent.

x88a Proctor in Nat. Stud. (N. Y.) 52 Since the woods
were cleared the rain falls more torrentially than before.

1891 Cent, Dict.y Torrentiality. 1901 Daily Chron. 4 Nov.
5/7 To the stern, where sailors and marines rushed torren-
tially, called for ' three cheers, and one cheer more '.

f TorrentiUe. Obs. rare—^. App. var. of next.

C1460 J. Russell Bk, Nurture 548 5iff ye haue salt pur-
pose, 5efc, torrentille, deynteithus fulle dere, Ye must do
afture ^ forme of frumenty, as y said white ere.

t To-rrentine, j/5. Obs. rare^K [In note to

passage quoted, said to corresp. to an Ital. iorren-

tinOi a fish so called because it abounds in moun-
tain streams.] A kind offish; perh. trout.

£-1460 J. Russell -A'X-. ir«r/K/r 835 in Bahees Bk, (1868)

173 Vynegur is good to salt purpose & torrentyne, Salt
sturgeon, salt swyrd-fyscbe savery & fyne.

t To-rrentine, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. torrent-em
Torrent + -ine 1.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Torref/tine, belonging to, or

abiding in torrents, or swift and violent streames. 1864 in

W?;osTER ; and in later Diets.

Torrentuous (tf>re*nti«j3s), a, [= mod.F. tor-

reftlueux (neologism in Littr^), f. L. torrent-em

Torrent : see -Dous, and cf. tempestuous^ Tor-
rent-like, impetuous.
1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. vii. Fr. Fash. Novclsy Wks.

1900 V. 84 My affairs whirl onwards together in such a
torrentuous [orig. torrentueux] calopade. 1897 F.Thomp-
son in Academy 6 Feb. 180/2 Womanly and unstayed of

nature, torrentuous of golden talk.

Torrepine : see Terrai-in.

Torret, turret. Obs. or dial. Forms : 4-5
toret, 5 torett, touret, 5-6 torrett, tiiret(t,

turrett, 5-8 torret, 6 (9) turret. [ME. toret,

touretf a. OF. toret^ dim, of tor (12th c), toi4r a

round, circuit, circle, ring : see TouR. From the

15th c. this word is also found as ter(r)et, tyret,

tyrret, which in senses b and d are the ordinary

forms: seeTERUET.] a. A swivel ring on a dog's

collar by which a string can be attached.

<;x386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1294 Aboute his Chaar ther

wenten white Alauntz,.with mosel faste ybounde Colored
of gold, and tourettes [v.rr. turrettes, torettys, torettes,

torrettes, turettes, torettz] fyled rounde. 155* Huloet,
Turret of a dogges collare, vertibulum.

b. Each of the two rings by which the leasli is

attached to the jesses of a hawk. See Terret b.

[Cf. c\*^^ Emperor Fredk. IPs ' De arte venandi cum
avibus' (1596) iL xl. (heading) De tornetto, qualiter factum
sit, et ad quid hit utile.]

c. A ring or the like, often moving on a swivel,

whereby an object can be attached to a chain,

c 1391 CiiAUCKR Astrol. I. § 2 Thyn Astrelabie hath a ring

to putten on the t[h]owmbe of thy ryht hand in takyng
the heyhte of thynges...This ring rennyth in A Maner
turet, last to the Moder of thyn Astrelabie. 1463 Bury
IVills (Camden) 16 My lityll bagge of blakke ledyr wiih a
cheyne and toret of siluyr. 1554 in ShroPsk. Par. Doc.

(1903) 55 For three cheynes and two turettes for the sensor

viii^. 1900 N. 4- Q, 9th Ser. VI. 235/2 Turettes, tirrets,

tuets, or tyrritts, swivels (of metal), a term also used in

heraldry. In the trickings of arms in many early heraldic

MSS. these are represented as a ring at the end of a
chain. 2910 Let. to Editor^ The term ' turret ' {pronounced
'torret') is still in use at Winterton, North Lincolnsh.,

though obsolescent, to indicate the bow and pendant of a
watch case The word is used principally by farm men.



TORRICELLIAN.

It is the local name for the swivel with which all plough

traces aic furnished to prevent them fioai bcconiiiii; twisted.

d. In liorse-liarness, A ring on the liarness of a

horse through which a rein passes : see Teuket d.

1429-30 Ditrhum Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 230 In iiij Renes, ij

colers tie corco noviscuni Turettcsemptis, 1849 L)e (^uincicy

Eiig. Mail Coach Wks. 1863 IV. 306 Inspecting profession-

ally the buckles, the straps, and the silvery turrets of his

harness. [Notc\ The little devices through which the reins

are made to pass. ..This same word.. I heard uniformly used

byniany scores of illustrious mail-coachmen,

Torret, obs. form of Tuhbet.

Torricellian (tcrilje-lian, tprise-lian), a. [f.

the name of Toriicelli, an Italian physicist (1G08-

1647) + -AN.] Of or belonging to Torricclli.

Torricellian experiment, that by which, in 1643, Torricelli

proved that the column of mercury in an inverted closed

tube is supported by the pressure of the atmosphere on the

mercury in the vessel, and that the height of the column
corresponds exactly to the atmospheric pressure. Torri.

celliatt tube, early name for the tube of the mercurial

barometer. Torricellian vacuum, the vacuum above the

mercurial column in the barometer, produced by fdling the

tube with mercury and then inverting it in a cup of mercury.

1660 BovLE Neiv Exp. Phys. Mech. xvii. 123 We are

unwilling to examine any further the Inferences wont to be

made from the Torricellian Experiment. 1663— Uscf. Kxp.
Nat. Philos. 1. iv. 69 Nor did it appear tliat by repeated

Suctions. .it could at all be r.-us'd above the seven and
twenty Digits at which it us'd to subsist in the Torrecellian

Experiment De Vacuo. rti68o Dutler Rem. (1759) I. 162

Or measuring of Air upon Parnassus With Cylinders of

Torricellian Glasses. i68a H. Moke Annot. ClamnlCs
Lux O. 130 The (Quicksilver in a Torricellian Tube will

sink deeper in an higher or clearer Air. i8xa Sir H. Daw
Client. Philos. 97 Even the best Torricellian vacuum must
contain elastic matter. i8s>-i6 Plavfair Nat. Phil. (1819)

I. 243 The weight of air is known from the Torricellian

experiment, or that of the barometer. 1833 Penny Cycl.

III. 483/2 It is a Torricellian barometer.

Torrid (t^Tid), a. Also 7 erron. torred. [ad.

L. torriii-us, f. torrere to dry with heat : see -id.

Cf. F. torriiie (Rabelais 1546), Sp., Pg. tdrrido,

-a, It. torrido, -a.]

1. Scorched, burned, exposed to great heat;

also, intensely hot, burning, scorching.

1611 CoTCR., Torride, torride, scorched, burned, parched \

also,.. dried by the extremitie of heat. 16x3 Purciias

Pili:rimage vm. i. 603 A torrid and scorched earth. 1658

J. koBiNsoN Endoxa ix. 48 Exotick simples, .corrupted by
the long and torrid space of the Voyage. 1667 Mii.ton

/'. L. XII. 634 Fierce as a Comet J which with torrid lie.lt

. . ISegan to parch that temperate Clime. 1798 Canning in

Anti-Jacotin No. 27. 146 All in the town of Tunis, In Africa

the torrid. 1809 Bvron Ch. liar. i. xxviii. note, Such
torrid weatlier. 1876 Merivale Rom, Triumvirates vii.

(1877) 146 The inarch through this torrid and trackless

region occupied seven days.

b. esp. in torrid zone, the region of the earth

between the tropics. (Orig. in L. form, torrida

zona or zona torrida; cf. Virg. Georg. i. 234.)
[i398TREviSA5ar/A.i?«/'./f.xi.iii.(Bodl.MS.),pecercleJ)at

hatte Torrida zona [L. orig. 01350] vnder l^e whiche l>e

Sonne meuel) alwei. 1353 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.)

33 The burning lyne called .?<>«« Torrida.} 1586 Marlowe
\st PI. Tamburl. iv. iv, Thence by land unto the torrid

zone. 1794 Suu-ivAN View Nat. I. 156 Why, under the

torrid zone, have the little islands a temperature always

supportable..? 1834 Mrs. Somerville Co««f.r. /'/yj. .9<r.

xxvii. 272 In the valleys of the torrid zone, where the mean
annual temperature is very high.

C. trans/. Inhabiting the torrid zone.

177X Pennant Syn. Quadr. 297 Torrid jerboa,

f d. Of colour : IJurned, blaclcened with burning.

'1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 24 Their colour is (answerable

to the Zone they breathe in) blacke and Torrid. 1650

Charleton Paradoxes 18 It grows not black and torrid .

.

by the alTriction of the Saphire.

2. fig. a. In reference to the ' heat ' of persecu-

tion, or sometimes to the burning of heretics.

a 163s Corbet Poems (1807) 48 Had shee bin then In

Maryes torrid dayes engend'red, when Cruelty was witty.

1701 C Mather Magn. Chr. 111. i. iii._ (1852) 316 The
countries which the bloody Popish inquisition has nwde
a clime too torrid for a Protestant.

b. Hot in temper or passion; ardent, zealous,

enthusiastic.

1646 Crashaw Steps to Temple 84 Temper'd 'twlxt cold

despairand torrid joy. 1683 in Maidment Ilk. Scott. Pasqu'ls

(1868) 287 But I was ne'er in love so torrid As to miscarry

with my mate. 1909 Nation 16 Oct. 129/2 Mr. Finck is

about as torrid a hot gospeller as one could meet with.

Hence Torridly adv. ; ToTridixess.

i6S7 5^ Ligon liarbatloes (1673) 9 Finding the Air so

•torridly hot, I thought good to make tryal of the water.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 36 The [ayre] inflamed

by the *torridiiesse of the Zone, a 1656 Usshkr Ann. vi.

(16581 271 Their horses being all spent . . with the length and
torridnesse of the way.

Torridity (tcridlti). \i. prec. + -ITY, corresp.

to a L. tyi^e *torriditas.'\ The state, condition, or

quality of being torrid ; intense heat.

1846 in Worcester. 1890 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch

23 June heading, Torridity likely to continue for the coming

24 hours. 1901 Wide World Mag. VIII. 131/1 There is

no relief by night from the torridity of the daylight hours.

Terrify, erron. form of Toukkfy.

tTcrrioa. Obs. [a. obs. F. torrion, ad. It

lorrione 'any great towre, or strong keepe '(Florio),

augra. oitorre tower.] A large tower (in Italy).

1652 HowEi.L drain's Kev. Naples 11. 144 Hereupon

there went off from the Torrion of Carmine, twenty six shut

166

of Ordinance. Ibid. 191 That the said Torrion or Bastion

should be put into his bands.

Torrit, obs. form of Toweiiei) a.

Torrook, local form of Takkock, a gull.

175a J. Wii.'L Hist. Anim. 449 The Lams, with a white

head, with a spot of black on each side..; Uur comtnon
people in Cornwall call it the Torrock,

II Torm'bia. Hot. [mod.L., named after

Joseph Torrubia (d. 1768).] A genns of ascomy-

cetous fungi, parasitic on living insecls : a synonym
of Cordyceps, but frequent in Kng. use.

1883 R. Turner in Gd. Words Nov. 731/2 The Red Tor-
mina, growing from the pupa of a moth.

Torsade (tpjsii-d). [a. F. torsade a twisted

fringe, f. L. stem tors- twisted : see ToiiSE 1 and

-ADE.] A twisted fringe, cord, or riblion, used as

an adornment in head-dresses, curtains, etc.

1882 Society 14 Oct. 24/1 Another,. hat w.as composed of

cream white felt,.. trimmed with.. torsades of cream velvet.

18^ Harper's Mag. Apr. 753/1 Little children,., with

their heads shaven, and on the crown a tuft of hair bound
up and lengthened out with torsades of red wool. 1894
Season X. 35/2 A velvet and silk torsade.

Torsal (t^usal), a. Geom. [f. Tobse 3 + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a torse : see quot.

1869 Cayley Math. Papers VI. 334 If there is at each
point of the line one and the same tangent plane, then

the section of the surface by the tangent plane contains the

line at least twice; if it contain it twice only, the line is

torsal; if three times the line is oscular, and the tangent

plane containing the torsal or oscular line may in like man-
ner be termed a torsal, or an oscular tangent plane.

Torse ^ (t/JJs). Her. Also 6-9 toroe. [a. obs.

F. torse, torce, fem. a wreath :—Rom.inic type *torsa,

f. stem tors- for L. tort- from torquere to twist.]

An occasional term for the twisted band or wreath

by wliich the crest is joined to the helmet.

1578 Bossewell Armorie n. 60 b, For the Creaste uppon
the Hclme an Hiricion passante, of the Diamonde, charged
with Grapes propre, sett on a torce, Pearle and Emeraude.
165a J. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox x. 265 A Milk-

wliite Plume shadowed the Torse of his glittering Helmet.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cre^v, Wreath, . .a Torce between
the Mantle and the Crest. 189a E. Castle Eng. Bk.-flutes

92 The crest is supported by a plain torce. 1910 E. R.
Suffling Eng. Ch, Brasses 124 A torse, or wreath of two
bands of coloured silk.

Hence Torsed (tjust) a., also torced, furnished

with a torse.

189a Egerton Castle Eng. Book-plates 51 The crested,

torced, and mantletted helm.

Torse ^ (tpjs). [a. F. torse masc. (i6th c), ad.

It. torso-l = Torso.
1622 Peacham Compl. Gent. xii. (1634) no To Painters

for the picturing of some excellent arnie, leg, torse or wreath-

ing of the body, or any other rare posture. X76a Goldsm.
at. W. xxxiv. The torse.. is at last discovered to be a

Hercules spinning, and not a Cleopatra bathing. x89a Ld.

Lytton King Poppy v. 78 The necessary tjuaiitity of heads
To suit the growing torse.

Torse ^ (tp-is). Geo7n. [f. med.L. tors-us, -um,

for L. tort-US twisted.] A developable surface ; a

surface generated by a moving straight line which

at eveiy instant is turning, in some plane or other

through it, about some point or other in its length.

X863 Cavlev Math. Papers (1892) V. 182 By Torse («/, «)

1 denote the develop-ible surface or ' Tor.se * generated by a

line which meets each of the curves in and «. 1879 — in

Encycl. Brit. X. 417 If the system be such that a line does

not intersect the consecutive line, then the surface is a skew
surface, or scroll; but if it be such that e.ich line inter-

sects the consecutive Hue, then it is a developable, or torse.

Torsel : see Tassel fi.2

Torsibi'lity. [f. *torsible (f. tors-, ppl. stem

(see prcc.) + -ll!LE)-H-lTY.] Capability of being

twisted ; esp. in reference to degree or amount.
X864 Webster s. v., The torsiljility of a rope. 1884 A.

Daniell Princ. ofPhysics x. 234 Torsibility of a body is

measured in the simplest case—that of a rod or wire— in

terms of the angle through which a unit of force, applied at

the distance of one cm. from the axis. .can twist it.

Torsile {\g-xi\\, -oil), a. [f. L. tors-, jipl. stem

(see iirec.) + -IL, -ile.] Of the nature of torsion.

i88a Athenxum 25 Mar. 385/1 A process for increasing

the resistance of iron to tensile, torsile, and transverse strains.

Torsio-meter. Ophthalm. [f. late L. torsio

(sec next) + -metek.] An instrument for investiga-

tion of the declination of the meridians of the eye.

1904 in Dunglison's Med. Lex. (ed. 23).

Torsion ('('"jJ^")-
'^Iso 5 toroion, 6 -syon,

7 tortion. [a. F. torsioti (1,^14 in Liltre, in sense

2 below), ad. Lite L. torsion-cm (Vulg."), by-

form of tortion-em, n. of action from I., torquere,

tort-um to twist, wring. Cf. I'r. torsio, Sp. torsion,

Pg. torsao ; also It. torzione, ad. L. tortionem.'\

1. The action of twisting, or turning a body

spirally by the operation of contrary forces acting

at right angles to its axis'; also the twisted condi-

tion jiroduccd by this action ; twist.

Ani;le oftorsion, (n) the an-le through which one end of

a rod or other body is twisted while the other end is held

fast : {b) Gcom. the infinitesimal angle between two con-

secutive osculating planes of a tortuous curve. Balance of
torsion = torsion-balance : see 3.

IS43 Tkaiieron Vigo's Chirurg. vl. i. 180 Yf the disloca-

tion be lytle, so that the bone be not out all togyther, it is

called dislocation not touiplele, and it is it which commonly

TORSK.

is called torsion, or wresting. 1658 pHii-Lire, Torsion, a
wresting, or wringing of any thinK. 1807 _T. Young Lect.

Nat. PhiL I. 140 Torsion, or twisting, consists in the lateral

displacement, or detrusion, of the opposite parts of a solid,

in opposite directions, the central particles only remaining

in their natural state. Ibid. 141 The force of torsion, as

it is determined by experiment, varies simply as the angle

of torsion. 1814 K- Buchanan ^liafts Mills 24 twte. Jour-

nals, or journeys, are gudgeons subject to torsion. 1834
Nat. Philos. 111. Hist. Astron. xxi. 105/2 (Usef. Knowl.
Soc.) By means of a delicate instrument, called the balance

of torsion, the attraction of a leaden sphere, eight inches

in diameter, was made sensible. 1835 \Js.k Philos. J^ajtvJ.

106 With very short filaments like those of wool, cotton,

and cachemire, a thread of the greatest length may be

formed by torsion. 1859 J. 'I^oiaes Dental Surg. 162 Tor-

sion, or twisting of the central incisors upon their axis, is

far from rare. 1867 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. \, i. § 608

The fundamental principle that spiral springs act chiefly by
torsion .seems to have l>een first discovered by Binet in 1814.

b. A twisting of the body or a part of it ; contor-

tion, distortion, rare.

1660 V. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 89 They ejulate,

weep, and lament with exotick gestures, and torlions. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 242 During the flexions and tor-

sions of the vertebral column.

C. Surg. The twisting of the cut end of an artery

to stop hremonhage.
1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 224/2 The successful employ-
ment of torsion of the arteries as a means of suppressing

lia;morrhage. 1878 T. Bryant /'ro*:^. .S"Kr^. {1879) II. 5 Any
bleeding taking place can usually becbecked by cold styptics,

or torsion.

d. Bot. The condition of being twisted spirally.

187S Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 772 A distinction must
be drawn between two kindsof torsion; firstly, that of erect

organs; and secondly, that of organs.. in a borizontal or

oblique position. In the former case the torsion results

from internal conditions of growth, and especially from the

outer layers growing more rapidly than the inner ones.

f2. Path, A wringing or griping of the bowels;

tormina. Obs. (The earliest sense in Eng.)

c 1425 tr. A rderne's Treat. Fistula 78 1 1 ayaile}? , , to euery
iiiflacion of J^e wombe, and to ventosite of it, and torcions,

i.[e.] gryndyng. 1543 Trahekon Vigors Chirurg. 111.

Wounds 1. ii, 100 Knowen by the greate payne, and tor-

syon or grypynge of the bellie. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 39 All

I'urgers have in them a raw Spirit, or Winde ; which is the

printipall Cau.se of Tortion in the Stomach, & Belly, 1689
\\o\\x. Sea Chyrurg. in, vii. 109 Sometimes there is. .in-

tolerable tortion of the Bowels.

3. attrib, and Comb., as torsiott arm, axis, circle,

pendulum, screw, spting; torsion-balance, an

instrument for measuring minute horizontal forces,

consisting of a wire or filament having a horizontal

arm to the end of which the force is applied so as

to make it revolve and twist the wire, etc., through

an angle proportional to the twisting moment of

the force ; torsion-basin Geol., a basin formed b;

torsion of the earth's crust in any region ; torsion

curve, a curve caused by torsion ; torsion electro-

meter, an electrometer that measures by means of

a torsion-balance.

1831 HoLt.AVIV Manuf. Metal I, igg It docs not appear

that these torsion nails have ever found much favour.

1837 Brewstek Magnet. 15 The torsion balance, for mea-
suring small forces. 1873 Maxwhll Elcctr. ^ Magn. % 38
The torsion-balance was devised by Michell for the dAer-

iiiination of the force of gravitation between small bodies,

and was used by Cavendish for this purpose. Ibid. § 215

The angle through which the electrical force twisted the

torsion-arm. Ibtd. § 725 The torsion-screw, which turns the

torsion-head round a vertical axis. 1884 F. J. Britten
Watch ^ Clockvi. 265 Small clocks.. are made with torsion

pendulums. 1899 Mar. M. Ogilvhc-Goriwn in Nature

7 Sept. 445/1 Two great internal torsion-basins, within the

Alpine systems of southern Europe, are the Hungarian and
the west Mediterranean. 190^ — Ibid. 24 Jan. 294/1, 1 wrote

my paper on the ' Torsion -structure of the Dolomites* in

I8^;8. Ibid. 295 The torsion-curves round the northern

periphery of the Adriatic crust-basin.

Hence Tcrsioiiless a,, not subject to torsion.

1858 Hekschel Outl. Astron. 1. iv. (ed. 5) 160 A metallic

arc . .supported from its middle . . by a torsionless suspension.

Torsional (t^-jjanal), a, [f. prec + -al.] Of,

pertaining or relating to, or caused by or resulting

from torsion.

1861 Fairbairn/?wi 195 Experiments, .on the torsional

strength of iron cast in various forms. 1873 RIaxweu.

Elcctr. Sf Magn. § 215 'Ihe torsional elasticity of a glass

fibre or metal wire. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil.

1. 1. § 435 The torsional rigidity of iron, copper, and brass

wires is diminished aljout \ per cenU with 10° elevation of

temiierature. 188a Kcp. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U.S. 583

There is.. considerable torsional strain upon the shaft, de-

pending on its length, 1909 Athenaeum 6 Mar. 232/1 In-

teresting experiments are described on the energy dissipated

through torsional hysteresis.

Hence Torsionally adv., in respect of torsion.

1890 Nature 2 Jan. 198 The internal friction of a torsion-

ally oscillating iron wire.

Torsive (tpusiv), a. Bot. [f. med.L. tors-us

twisted + -IVE.] Twisted spirally; =Comtorted2:
see quot.
1866 Trcas. Bot.y Toisive^ twisted spirally.

__

The same

as Contorted, except that there is no obliquity in the form

or insertion of the pieces as in the petals oiOxalis.

Torsk (tfusk). Also locally tursk, tosk, tusk

(t»sk) . [a. Norw. torsk, tosk, Sw. , Da. torsk :—ON.
forskr,f}Oskr', prob. f. root of ON. /«?-/-, Sw. torr,

{So\.\\i'Cpaurs-us dry. Cf. LG. (and Ger.) dorsch.1



TORSO.

A gadoid fish, fSrosmius brosme, abundant in the

northern seas, especially about the Shetland Islands,

and much used for food in the dried form of

stockfish. Also attrih.

1707 MiEGBSi.G/./>rit ii. 14 They have abundance of
Fish on that Coast call'd Tu^k, as bi§ as Ling. 1776 Pen-
nant ZiW. III. 179 The Torsk, eras it is called in tneShet-
Innds, Tusk and Brismak is a northern fish ; and as yet un-
discovered^ lower than about the Orknies. xSaa Scott
Piratg -xxii. There is torsk for the geAtle, and skate for the
carte, And there's wealth for bold Magnus, the son of the
earl, 1837 M. Donovan Dour Econ. 11. 179 The Torsk is

not so slender as the ling, and is altogether a smaller fish.

As food it is considered more delicate than ling. 1864
Couch Brit, Fishts 1 1 1. 96. 187S W. A. Smith Lcivsiana 237
The tursk or tosk . . is perhaps the finest ofthe Gadidx when
fresh. 1883 yisluries Exhib. Catai. 71 Dried Salted Tusk-
fish, ..mostly consumed in Scotch Markets.

Torso (t(J-Jso). PL torsoa [a. It. lorso stalk,

stnmp (e. g. of a cabbage), core (of apple or pear),

trunk of a statne :—L. thyrsus stalk, stem (of a
plant), a. Gr. Svpaot the Thyrsus (q.v.) or
liacchic wand. The common Romanic form was
*turso-, whence also OF. tors, tros, trous, Pr. tros,

Sp. trozo stem, stump.]

L Sculpture, The tmnk of a statue, withoat or
considered inde|)cndently of head and limbs ; also,

the trunk of the hum.in body. Also altrib.

im HoLCRorr Stolhrr^s Traz: (ed. 2) 1 1. xlviL i^ The
thign, and loiso^ or body, from the neck to the hip, are inimit-
able. 1805 W. Taylor in Monthiy Mag. XX. 43 An antique
female statue, or rather the torso of a statue, had formerly
stood in the library at WolfenbtitteL 1833 J^llis Elgin
Marbles 11. 29 The torso of Apteral Victory is 4 ft. 9 in. in
height. x86o Hawthorne Marb. Faun v, Headless and
legless torsos. 1865 Dickens Mut, Fr. 1. ii. With .. too
much torso in his waistcoat. X875 F. Wev Rome xxiiL 300
The Torso of the IJelvedere, a colossal fragment of Hercu-
lean stature... Michelangelo studied it to such a degree
that he was wont to call himself pupil of the Torso. 1809
F. T. liuLLEM Log Sta-wai/if^ Clad only in a waist-cloth,
his torso was fully revealctf.

2. fig. Something left mntilated or unfinished.
l8si IxJNCFELLow in /,/>i (1891) II. 240 We have seen only

the brief and mutilated torso of your speech. 1891 Stevto-
SOM Across the Plains 132 Headless epics, glorious torsos of
dram.'LS. 1906 H. R1.ACK Ettin. Serm. 56 Without Christ
the Old Testament is only a torso.

Tor80CClluio& (t^is^iklS-jDn). Surg. [f.

med.L. /orr-«j twisted -t-OccLCsioN.] Treatment
by acupressure combined with torsion.

. '*•?. ^l"^- ^°'- I-e^-t Tonoclusion, a form of acnpressnre
in which the point of the pin is pushed through a portion of
tissiie narallef to the coarse of the vessel to be secured, then
carried over its anterior surface, and. .swept round until it

is braught to a right ancle to the course of the artery, when
its point is thrust into the soft parts beyond.

Tort (tpit), sb. Also 6-7 torte. [a. OF. tort
(i ith c in HaU.-Darm.) = Pr. tort, Sp. tuerto. It.

torto, med.L. tortum, wrong, injustice (cf. tortum
facere, 864, in Capitul. Caroli IP), sbst. use of L.
tortus, -um twisted, wrung, pa. pple. of torquire
to twist, wring.]

tL Injury, wrong. Obs. [see ToBTioos a. i].

1JB7-8 T. UsK Test. Lme 11. ii. fSkeat) L 71 Than wer tort
& furthel? force] nought worthe an haw about. isSj Jas. I

'•

^«- i'oesie (ArbL) 33 So lob and leremie, preast writh woes
and wrongs. Did nght descryue their ioycs, their woes and
torts. 1S90 Spenser F.Q.\\.v.i-il\. was complaind that thou
hailst done great tort Unto an aged woman, pooie and bare.
1591 — M. HuMerd 1078 No wild beasts should do them
any lorte. 163a Lmicow Trm. x. 425 Toshow King lames,
my torments, pangs, and tort. 1748 Melmoth Filtosb, Lett.
Ixxii. (174^) 1 1. 215 Deem not, ye plaintive crew, that suffer
wrong, Ne thou, O man t who deal'st the tort,misweeD The
equal gods.

tb. Physical injury or pain; torment, c. A
false or wrong statement Obs. rare.

_
i«ji Ijthcow Trm. v. 193 Good t'expcll all sorts Of burn-

ing Feauers, in their violent torts, /bid. x. 488 No Tort
i introduct,..! Organize the Truth.

2. £ng. Lam. The breach of a duty imposed by
law, whereby some person acquires a right of
action for damages,
1586 FcRNE Blaz. Gentrit 214 Ministers of the Gospell, to

whome the keyes of right do apperteine (for the others did
Iqrdiasesin and tort, hold the possession of I hem). i6o9Skxnc
Reg. Maj., Stat. Robt. /, 23 Saifeand the Law and con-
suetude of Burghis, quhilk is, to defend precise-lie torte and
noo reason, that is wr.ang and vnlaw. i6aa Caixis Siat.
Smers (1647) 184 If two \x admitted to a Copyhold by
Tort, or to an OITice in a Court of Justice unlawfully, 1647
N. Bacon Disc. Gm't. Eng. i. Ixvii. (1730) i6j In case it
coocemed only a Tort done to the party, he was amerced,
I7<4 ScRocca Courts-leet (ed. 3) 59 This is a private Tort
to the particular Inhaliiuinls of this Vill, 17M Black-
sroHECooxn. III. viii. 117 Personal actions are such where-
by a man claims a debt, or personal duty, or damages in
Ilea thereof; and, likewise whereby a man claims a satis-
faction in damages for some injury done to his petson or
property. The former are said to be founded on con-
tracts, the latter upon torts or wrongs. iOn Sir F.
PoixocK (/;/&) The I,aw of Torts. 1893 Pollock & M a it-
LANu Il„t. Eng. Laiu II. 510 Mile, Tort again is [in 13th c.
A.-Fr. ) a brge, loose word. Britton, I. 77, heads a chapter
on some of the smaller offences present in the eyres by the
title Deftuseiirs lortz. 1909 Sir V. Pollock in Encycl.
Laws o/Eng. (ed, 2) XIV. 134 What we now understand
by a tort is a breach of some duty between citizens, defined
by the general law, which creates a civil cause of action.
The duly must be founded in common right. . . It must be a
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duty assigned by law, not dependent on the will of the par.
ties. . . There must be a private right of action,

t Tort, ///, a. Obs. [ad. L. iort-us, pa. pple.
of torquire to twist.] Twisted; in quot. 1513,
? tortured (const, as pa. pple.).

1513 Douglas j^neis x. xi. 30 Now salt he perisch, . . be
Troianis tort and rent. X568 Grafton Chron. II. 210 Henry
Erie of Lancaster with y^ wrie neck, called Tort coll. 1763
J. Lee Introd. Bot. I. xiu 28 Tort, twisted, as in Nerium.
Tort, erroneous variant of Taut a.

II Torta (tp-Jta). Mining. [Sp. torta : see next.]
One of the large flat circular heaps or ' cakes ' of
ore spread upon the floor or patio (Patio 2) in
the Mexican amalgamation process.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 11 19 The patio, or amalgamation

floor, .is capable of containing 24 tortas, or flat circular
collections of lama, of about 50 feet diameter, and 7 inches
deep. x88x Raymond Mining Gloss,, Torta^ a flat heap of
silver ore (slime or pulp) prepared for the patio process.

Tortayes, tortays : see Tobtis.

t Torte. Obs. [ad. F. tourte, diaL torte = Sp.
and It torta :—late L. torta (Vnlg. i Chron. xvi. 3
tortam panis, Wyclif 'a kake of brede'). A
different word from L. torta twisted: see also
Todrte and Tart.] A round cake (of bread).
XS55 Eden Decades 194 They drawe a mylke thereof [i. e.

of the coci>nut). .The which the Christian men of those
regions put in the tortes or cakes which they make of the
gra>-ne of Maizium . . by reason of the sayde mylke of Cocus,
the tortes are more excellent to be eaten withowt offence to
the stomake.

llTortean (tortJ). Pl. torteaux (tort«z).

Also p!. 5 tortoUis, 6 tourteaulx, torteaulxes,
6-8 torteauxea, 7 tortauxes, 8 torteaux's,
tourteatiz, tourteauxes, [.a, F. tourteau ' a large
round cake or flat bannock of bread ', a mass of
oilcake, a wooden disk used as a crasher, and in

heraldry as below ; in OFr. torte/ (i 2th c, in Ilatz.-
Darm.), in Guernsey tourtel (= Pr. torte/A, Cat
torte/!), deriv. of tourte (Tourtb, Tohtb).]
1. //fr. A roundle gules ; the specific name of a

small red circular figure charged upon a shield,
supposed to represent a cake of bread.
148C Bi. St. Albans, Her. evj, Ther be also tortellis y«

be litill Cakys the wich be yettir then ballys & I
= if]

lh.armys be truly made as here it is opyn.. ./'orM/ tres tor.
tellas rttbias in camfa aureo. . . He berith golde & iij. Cak j's

of gowles. 1530 in Ancestor xi. (1904) 180 A lymmers hede
rased sable with a coller siluer full of toiuteaulx. is6a
Leich Armorie 151b. He beareth or, x torteauxes. ..These
haue been called of olde blazoures, wastelles, and are cakes
of breade, 17SS Coats Diet, Her,, Tourteaux, according
to the French, and Tourteauxes, as we make the Plural
Number in English, are sm.ill Rounds, .in Engl.-ind, ..they
are always Red ; but the French give the same Name to
such as are of any other Colour, expressing the same. . . The
Tourteaux in Latin are call'd Torlell.r. i8»s Genii, Mag.
XCV, I. 305/1 Sir Thomas Dacre..used these arms: Argent,
a chevron Sable between three Torteaux, on each an escallop
Argent, 1894 Parker's Gloss. Her., Torteau. . : the name
now always applied to a roundle gules. ..The figure is said
to have been intended to represent the sacred Host.

+ 2, A flat cake, a pancake. Obs.
(Cf. quot. 1562 in I.)

161S PuRCHAS litgrims II. ix. xix. J 3. 1652 Torteaux and
Bigncts, and many other s«>rts of food,..They make pottage,
and Torteaux and Galletus,

Torteaux, torteise, tortesse, obs. ff. Tor-
toi.se. Tortel, early f. Torteau ; obs, f. Tortlk,
Tortes : see Tortis.
tTortoy. Oij, Variant of Torteau i.

1688 R. Holme Armomy i. 103/3 Our old English terms
were. .Torteys for Torteauxes,

Tortfeasor (t('-Jt|0"z(Tj). ijttv. [a, OF, tort-

fesor, tort-faiscur, tor/esor, f. tort wrong, evil +
-fesor, faiseur doer. (In OF, tortfesor, tort is an
adj. qualifying /«<»r; hence pl, torz/esors.)'\ One
who is guilty of a tort ; a wrong-doer, trespasser,
l«S9CROKE*<^or<j 11.(1669)^83 Heismeerlya Tortfeasor,
and that Trespass liable against him to recover damages,
1670 Hlount Lam Diet., Tortfeasor, a Doer of wrong,
a^Tresnasser. Hence in later l.aw Diets, 1883 Lam Times
Kep. XLIX. 11/3 Waiving the tort and bringing an action
of indebitatus assumpsit for work and laljour done against
the tort feasor, i8S6 Times 27 Jan. 4 The father and son
were here lieing sued by the pl.iinliff as joint tortfejusnrs.

II Torticollis (t(7itik()-lis), Patli. fmod.L., f,

L, Iort-us crooked, twisted (• collum neck, Cf, obs,

F, torticolis.'] A rheumatic or other affection of
the muscles of the neck, in which it is so twisted
as to keep the head turned to one side ; wry-neck,
1811 Hooper Med. Diet., Torticollis, the wry neck, 1857

DuNoiisoM Med. Lex., Torticollis . .Stiffneck, Wryneck..,
a variety of rheumatism, seated in the muscles of tne neck.

18S9 Skmple Diphtheria 347 There was also painful torti-

collis. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 63 In cases of rheu-
matic torticollis there is conspicuous mu.scular spasm.

Tortile (tjiitil, -oil), a. rare. [ad. L. torti/is,

f, tort-, ppl, stem of torquere to twist : see -IL,

-ILE.] Twisted, coiled; wmding; capable of being
twisted.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii, 59 He . . may observe
it ill the Tortile and tiring stroaks of Gnatworms. 1760
J. Lee Introd. Bot. 111. xxiL (1765) 227 The Arista is tortile,

twisted, when it has a twisted Joint in the Middle. 1819
H. Busk Vestria^i iv, 116 Each in her arms two fiery
dragons holds, With slender limbs restrains the tortile folds.

TOBTIS.

183s Ure rkilos. Manuf. 62 Tortile fabrics used for making
webs of various kinds.

Hence Torti-Uty, the quality of being tortile.
183s MmPhilos. Manuf. 62 Under tortility must likewise

be considered.. fulling, felting, and the manufacture of
hats. 1846 Worcester cites Monthly Revie^v

II Tortilla (tortM'a). Also 9 tortillia. [Sp.
dim, of torta cake : see Torta.] In Mexico, A
thin ronnd cake made of maize-flour, baked on a
flat plate of iron, earthenware, etc, and eaten hot.
i«99 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 43 Tartilloes are small Cakes

made of the Flower of 1 ndian Corn. 1828 Lvon Me xico x,
II. 142 Obliged to seek. .for some uoman, who will make
a few tortillas or a dish of black beans. 184a Nnv World
II June 373/3 Maiz .. is chiefly used in the'l'ortillia cakes,
of which we hear so much in Mexico, .a tortillia is indis-
pensable at least once a day for all classes. 1854 J. LuStephens Centr. Amer. 29 The people live exclusively upon
tortillas, flat cakes made of crushed Indian Com, and baked
on a clay griddle. t888 Lees & Clutterbuck Brit.
Columbia iSSy xxii. (1892) 239 One of our favourite luxuries
IS the tortilla {pronounced torteea).

Tortilly (tjati-li), a. IJer. [ad, F. torlilU
twisted, (in heraldry) wreathed, pa. pple. of tor-
titler to twist closely, f. tort, pa. pple. of tordre to
twist.] (See quots.)

[c i8a8 Berrv Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., TortilK, a French
term for nowed, twisted, or wreathed. 1889 Elvin Diet,
Her., Tortille, nowed, twisted, or wreathed.] 1894 Parker's
Gloss. Her., Tortilly,. .1. term applied to Ordinaries which
are wreathed,.. the term wreathy is also found.. .Or, a lion
rampant gules, a chief tortilly gules and vert. . Macritchie.

t Torti-loquy. Obs. rare—", [ad, late or med,
L, tortiloquium (Da Cange), f. tortus crooked

+

/oqui to speak.] (See quot,)
1656 Blount G/orr<>fr., 7<r»-/iVoj»)',. .crooked talk,

Tortion, obs. form of Torsion.

t ToTtionary, a, Obs. rare-K [ad. med.L.
tortiJndri-us unjust, injurious (1394 in Dii Cange),
F. tortionnaire, i. L. tortion-em ' torment, torture

',

in med.L. 'exercise of violence': see -ARV,]
Wrongful, illegal,

1694 Falle jfersey vii. 215 A Prize made by one Pointy,
..was.. pronounced Tortionary, and Illegal, and Pointy
adjudged to make Restitution.

Tortious (t^jjas), a. Also 4-6 toroious, 6
torteouse. [a. Anglo-Fr. torcious (14th c), f.

stem of torcion, tortion : see prec. and -lous. In use
associated with Tort sb., as if from tort + -eous :

cf. righteous, wrongous, etc.]

fl. Wrongful, injurious, hurtful; illegal. Obs,
1387-8 T. UsK Test. Loveu. ii, (Skeat)l. 73 Than wer tort
& forlhe [? force] nought worthe an haw about, and ple.asen
no men, but thilke greuous and torcious been in might and in
doinge. a 154S Hall Chron., Ediu. 11/ 217 b, A cruell man
and a torcious vsurper. 1583 Stubdes Anat. Abus. I. (1879)
36 The deuil..inticed him (oh, torteouse serpent!) to eat
of the forbidden fruite. 1590 Spenser F, Q. ii, ii. 18 Ne
ought he car'd whoin he endamaged By tortious wrong, or
whom Ijereav'd of right. 174J Shenstone Schoolmistress
XV, When . .tortious death was true Devotion's meed,

2. Law. Pertaining to or of the nature of a tort,
(Early quots. show the gradual development of sense.)

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 90 The more., that became
to the dede by a lawfull meane, than by a torcyous meane.
1619 Dalton Country Just, xciii. (1630) 237 Where the
arrest is tortious, ..there the killing of him that maketh
such an unlawful arrest, is. .manslaughter onely. 1671
F. Phillips Reg. Neccss. 250 The parties. .endeavouring
such breaches of Priviledge, should not take advantage de
son tort, oftheir own wrongs or tortious doings. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. II. ix. 150 Unless the owner.. will declare
bis continuance to be tortious, or, in common language,
wrongful. 1863 H. Cox Instil. 11. viii. 500 To restrain
threatened irremediable injuries to property by acts of a
tortious kind. 15)07 Ln7v Rep. in Cycl. Tour. Cbih Gaz.
June 220 The animal . . would have done no harm but for
the tortious act of a third person.

1 3. Wrong, incorrect, improper. Obs. rare.

1644 [H. Parker] jfus Pop. 66 A tortious, unnatural sense
of the words. 16^7 W. Morice Coeiia quasi Koit- i^ i, ii. 106
It seemes a very lortious and improper answer,

114. Misused for Tortuous.
l68a in R, Burthogge Argt. Infants Bapt. iv. (1684) 170

The most involved, tortious, intricate, that ever you heard
of, except Origens Allegorical and Mystical Commentaries.

To'rtiOUSly, a^fo. [f, prec.-^-LY2: cf, AF.
torcicitsement (Godef.).] Wrongfully, illegally;

by tort,

a i8ia Ld. Thurlow in G. D. Collinson Idiots >r Lunalicks
(1812) I. 577 I'Jod.) An application, where timber was cut
by a stranger tortiously, to have the produce restored to
the estate. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed, 2) IV. 461 If a pur-
ch.Tser is tortiously evicted . . he has his remedy at law. 1882
Times 22 Feb. 9/5 Not because the Hou.se had tortiously
debarred Mr. Bradlaugh from taking his seat, but because
Mr. Bradlaugh was disqualified by law front so doing.

j-ToTtiS. Obs. Forms: 4 ?//. tortyse, 4-5
sing, and //, torteys, 5 sing, and //. tortes, sing.

tortays, //. tortayes, torteies, 5-6 sing, and //,
tortys, 6 //, tortaysez, 7 sing, and pi. tortis, p/.

tortiz. [a, OF", tortis, -iz masc, (a 1200), also
perh, tortise, -isse (a 1.177), ""^'> """^^ fern., twisted
thing, torch, in med.L, tortuius (?iith c, in Du
Cange), -Tsius, -itius mnsc., also tortlcia fem,
(a 1400) a torch, f, L, tort-us twisted, or med.L.
tortia Tokch -)- -icius, -Tcia : see -ITIOUS, The forms
in -eys, -ays are from OF. torteis, alteration oi tortis
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after such words as semeis, for semet's *.—*sfmitta-

1. A kind of very large wax candle. (Usually

distinguished from a tonk : of. quot. 1611.)

A note to Way's ed. of Prmttp. Par^K s. v. Percher^ men-
tions torticios^ a ells long and weighing 5 lb. each.

CX375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. {Mathou) 250 Vith incense &
lampis lycht And tortyse al brynnand brycht. 1404-S
Abingdon Rolls (Camden) 68 In j torteys empto xxijd,

1413 Pilgr. Smvle (Caxton) 11. Ix. (1859) 58 This wycked
sauour, and smoke of the torteys when the fyre is oute.

1421-2 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 141 In candelis cerijs

et albis..cum ij torchis, ij tortys, iiij i^rikettys & factura

eorundem. ^2450 Bk. Curtasye 492 in Babees Bk. 315

Fyrst to )>e chaundeler he schalle go, To take a tortes Ij^t

hym fra a 1483 Liber Ni^er in Housch. Ord. (1790) 22 iii

torches, one tortays, and iii prickettes. Ibid. 41 And he [a

Glome of Chambyr] setteth nyghtly, after the seasons of

the yere, torchys, tortays, candylles of wax, morters. 1506-7

Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1869) 1. 111 That they have ilk ane ane

new tortys reddy. 1533-4 Durham llonseh. Bk. (Surtees)

249 Pro factura 4 le torchez et 4 tortaysez 16 d. x6ot F. Tate
Jlouseh. Ord. Ediv, II (1876) 6 This stewarde. .shall take

cveri night for his chamber, one sextier of wine, xij candels,

twotortis, one tortis for wine, and one torche. (1611 Cotgr.,

Tortis de cire,ii wreathed Linke or great candle of wax;
most in vse about Candlemas.]

2. A twisted chain; a wreath. [mod.F. lorlis.]

1688 R. Holme Armoury iv. ix. (Roxb.) 390/2 A tortis or

double chaine of gold.

Tortive (tf?"Jtiv), a. rare. [ad. L. torliv-us^

f. iort't ppl. stem of torqttere to twist : see -IVE.]

Twisting, twisted, tortuous.

x6o6 Shaks. Tr» ^ Cr. 1. iii. 9 Tortiue and errant from his

course of growth. 1656 IJlount Glossogr.^ Tortive {iortivus\

that is wrung or pressed out. Br. 1880 Swinburne On
CliJ/i 12 IJetween the tortive serpent-shapen roots.

So t Tortivous a. Obs., in same sense.

14.. Lyog. Temple o/Glas (E.E.T.S.) p. 14 lelusye. The
vile serpent, the snake tortyvous.

Tortle, obs. form of Tuiitle.

i TOTtlet. //^^. Obs. [dim. of/i)r/e/TOBTEAU.]

A little cake of bread.

i486 Bk. St. Albansy Her. bivb, Tortlettis be calde in

armys wastell,

f To'rtness, obs. f. Tautness : cf. Taut a, 2 7.

1727 IJailey vol. II, Tortness (spoken of a Rope, etc.)

Straightness, Tightness, by being bard pulled.

Tortoise (tf^utas, -tis), Forms : see below.

[Found in 15th c. informs forlncat tortuce^ lorHige,

iortu, tortiiscy torto^e, Tortuca (^^1255 in Albertus

Magnus Animal, 24 § 126, 35 § 59) was the

late popular L. name (see below), which later

regularly became, as still in Prov. and Sp., torttiga,

and in K. tortne. (Diefcnbach cites also raed.L.

turtitSy tortus.) Of the Eng. forms, tortuce evidently

represented the Latin, totiiie and tortu the French,

and the l6th c. tortuga the Sp. form. Torttise

was prob. a mere variant oi tortuce (cf. lettuce, letuse

below) ; tortose and the later forms in -esse, -ise,

-oise, being further variants, partly at least due to

shifting of stress and obscuration of the vowel.

The forms in final ~s may have arisen simply from

dropping -e mute; but some of them may have

come from taking the possessive tortus, tortou^s,

in tortoti^s skin, tortue's shelly as the nominative.

'l"he form tortoise appears (^1569, preceded by tor-

toyse, 1552.
The late popular L. or VLoxnamctoriScais commonly held

to be a derivative of L. tortus twisted, with the formative

suffix seen in L. carTiicay/estuca^ lactuca^ verruca^ and to

refer to the crooked feet of the south European species

(Diez). With L. tortftca, F. tortue, Eng. tortuce^ tortuse,

cf. L. tactUca, F. laitue, Eng. lettuce, letuse, and the

variant forms of the last. The classical L. name was tcstUdo,

from testa shell, whence It. test/idine, icstuggine.]

1. A four-footed reptile of the order Chelonia, in

which the trunk is enclosed between a carapace

and plastron, formed by the dorsal vertebr?e, ribs,

and sternum; the skin being covered with large

horny plates, commonly called the shell.

The Chelonia are usually divided into Land .tortoises

{Testudinidae), Marsh-tortoises {Eviydx), River- tortoises

\rrionycidae\ and Marine tortoises {Chelonidx), in which

the feet are compressed into flippers or paddles. The l.%st

are now commonly distinguished as turtles ; but this name
is sometimes extended to species of the Ejnydx ViVid Triony-

cidse. By some zoologists the name ' tortoise ' is confined

to the terrestrial genus Testudo and its immediate conge-

ners; see also Terrapin.

a. 5 tortuce, tortuge, (tortuca, 6 tortuga).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xviii. cviiL (Bodl. MS.
c 1450) If. 287 b/i The tortuge \ed, 1495 tortuse] is acounted

amonge snailles for he is closed bitwene twey hard schellis

. .and of tortuca is double kinde J>at one wonel» in ryuers &
i>at oJ»er in londe. c 1440 Promp. Paj-v. 497/2 Tortuee,

Ijeest.., tortuca, 1577 Framiton Joyful* Nerves n. 73b,

[Lagartos] take out their yon^lynges, as the Tortugas of

the sea doeth. 1596 Raleigh Discov. Guiana 54 We found

thousands of Tortugas egs, which are very wholesome
meate. [183a Macgillivuav tr. Humboldt's Trav. xvii.

223 The arraw or tortuga is a large fresh water tortoise.]

y3. 5 tortu, turtu, tortou ; 6-7 tortue.

C1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 874 The sedis in a tortous

skyn [testudinis cored\ thou drie. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
* (1906) 15 In sayeng youre praicrs..lK; not like the crane or

the tortu ;..thei are like the crane and the turtu that tur-

nithc her hede and fases bacward, and lokithe ouer the

shuldre. x^ Mascall Govt. Cattle^ Horses (1627) 184 If

Sinews or Nerues bee broken or bruised, ..Yee shall lay
thereon the flesh of a Tortue,..Ijeaten with the powder of
Mullenherbe.

7. 5 tortoso, 5-7 tortuse, 6 -tuons, -tueis, 7
-tuis, -tua.

1484 Caxton Fables ofAuian \\, The., fable., of the tor-

tose and of the other byrdes. 1495 Trevisa's Barth, De
/*. A\ xviir. cviii. (W. de W,)_ggiv h/i The ionde Tortuse
[Bodl. MS. tortuge] dwcllyth in houses and in wodes and is

clene and good to etynge. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v.

Teginien, The Tortuous, when she is shronke into hir
shelle. 1590 Tarlton Ne7vs Purgat. (1844) 76 She that.

.

hath the tortueis under her feet, and gads not abroad. 1598
YoNG Diana 49 Their shields . . were broad shels of monstrous
Tortuses. 1630 Lennard tr. Charron's IVisd. (1658) 39 In
the sense of Hearing, the Hart excelleth all others.. ; of
Feeling the Tortuis. 1S51 Tortus [see Tortoise-shell 4].

8. 6 torteyse, torteaux, 6-7 tortesse, -teise,

7 tortise, (-ties).

IS4S Elvot, Chelys, a torteyse. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest
106 The Tortesse is rcckned one amongst the Snaile or
Wormes. 1581 'PE.Tnv.Guazzo'sCiv,Conv.\.{i^Zt)-x, I goe
to it as the 'I'orteise to the inchantment. 1600 E. de Jonghe's
True Declar. Army by Sea 22 There they saw verie great
Torteauxes. Ibid., The same day they took a 'I'orteaux.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 205 The brooke it selfc abounding
with Tortesses. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. ^ Min. Introd.,

Having shells, as the 'I'orteise. Ibid. 124 Tortise. In the de-
serts of Africa, Lybia, and Mauritania.

f. 6-7 tortoyse, 6-8 -tois, (6 -toys, 7 -toisse,

turtois), 6- tortoise.
1552 Hui.oET, Tortoyse fyshe,c^:/)'X. 1555 Eden />^fa^«

200 In. .Cuba, are founde great Tortoyses (which are cer-

teyne shell fysshe^) of such byggenesse that tenne or fyf-

teene men are scarsely able to lyfte one of them owt of the

water. 1569 Tortoises [see 2]. 1589 Greene Meuaphon
(Arb.) 39 Venus standeth on the Tortoys, as shewing that

Loue creepeth on by degrees. x6oi Holland P/Z/y vi. xxji.

I. 131 Tortoisses . . so great. .that one of their shels will

serve to cover an house. i6n Bible Lev. xi. 29 Tlie Wea-
sell, and the Mouse, and the Tortois, after his kindc. 1617
Kkvmis in Raleigh's AJ>ol. 34, I have .sent. .one roule of
Tobacco, one Tortoyse. 1648 Turtoises [see b]. 1666 J,
DAvrES Hist. Cai-ibby Isles 133 There are Land-Tortoises,
Sea-Tortoises, and Fresh-water Tortoises, which are of
different figures. 1699 Garth Dispens. 11, 19 And there,

the Tortois hung her Coat o' Mail. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
I. 102 Going down to the Sea-side, I found a large Tortoise

or Turtle, 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4)737
The perfect and typical Reptile, as the Lizard, the Tor-
toise, and the Serpent, hreathes air, and air only.

b. A figure or image of a tortoise.

1648 J. Raymond // Merc. Italico 42 Two Marble Pyra-
mids that stand on brasse Turtoises. 1853 Humphreys Cor'w-

Coll. Man, iii. (1876) 21 The coins of .ili^ginaare easily

recognized by the tortoise which is their invariable type.

1897 IVestm. Gaz. 22 Apr. 3/3 Two metal tortoises—pro-

bahlj' tobacco-jars?.. were lying at hand on the table.

C. Taken as a type of slowness of motion

;

hence, applied to a very slow ])erson or thing.

[1670 G. H. llist. Cardinals il hi. 198 He is slow in his

Negotiations, advancing like a Tortoise.] 1825 Scott
Talistn. xxii. The speediest horse he had ever mounted was
a tortoise in comparison to those of the Arabian sage. 184a
1. Williams Baptistery \\. xviL (1874) ^ One is travelling

with a tortoise by his side, How slowly doth he wend.

2. a. A sort of ]3enthouse, imtler which besiegers

were protected as a tortoise by its shell ; = Tbs-
TUDO 3.

1569 Stocker tr. Diod. Sic. iii. viii. 113/2 He had also

many other Kngines . . and two great and puissaunt Tortoises

to helpe them. 1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey \.

xiii. 45 Battering-Kams, Sowes, Horses, Tortuses. 1795
Southey yoan ^ Arc viii. 159 Tortoises, beneath whose
roofing safe. They, filling the deep moat, might for the

towers Make fit foundation, 1856 Grote Greece w. xcii.

XII. 129 His soldiers, protected from missiles by moveable
penthouses (called Tortoises).

b. — Tkstudo 3 II.

1697 Drydhn /Eneid 11. 601 Their Targets in a Tortoise

cast, the Foes Secure advancing, to the Turrets rose. 1734
tr. Rollings Ane. Hist. xix. iv. (1827) VIII. 139 They came
forward in the form of the testudo, or tortoise. 1863 Whyte
Melville Gladiators 408 He bade them form with their

shields the figure that was called ' the Tortoise '.

3. Short for Toutoise-shell. Usually attrib. or

as adj.

1654 Dorothy Oshorne Lett, to Sir W. Temple (18S8)

240 'the ring., is very well, only a little of the biggest. Send
me a tortoise one that is a Uttle less. 170a Lond. Gaz. No.
3833/4 A Gold Snuff-Hox,.. the bottom Tortoise. xo^zFur
<y Feather 19 Sept. 232/2 The Young Brindle or Tortoise

class (of Cavies].

4. attrib. (sometimes = adj.) and Comb., as tor-

toise broth, -feeder, god, -hcaH, -mythj pond;
tortoise-headed, -shaped adjs., -like adj. and adv.

;

esp. with reference to the slow gait of the tortoise,

as tortoise-hours, -pace, race; tortoise-footed, -paced

adjs. ; also tortoise-beetie, a leaf-beetle of tlie

family Cassididst, from the resemblance of the

wing-cases and prothorax to the carapace of a

tortoise ; f tortoise enerinite, a fossil crinoid of

the genus Marsupitcs ; tortoise-flower^ a plant

of the genus Chelone, from the resemblance of the

corolla to the head of a tortoise (also called turtle-

head) ; t tortoise-iron, ? a peg for tethering

captured tortoises ; tortoise-lyre, a lyre made of

a tortoise-shell ; tortoise-plant, a South Afiican

plant, Testudinaria elephantipes, allied to the

yam, having a large fleshy root-stock growing

above ground, the surface of which becomes deeply

cracked so as to suggest the carapace of a tortoise

;

also called elephant's foot and liollcntoCs bread\

tortoise-roof = sense 2 ; tortoise-roofed a,,

having a roof resembling a tortoise-shell ; tortoise

rotifer, a rotifer or wheel-animalcule of the family

Brachionid.T , having a broad shield-shaped body;
tortoise tent, a kind of tent with a roof shaped
like the shell of a tortoise ; tortoise-wood : see

quot.
C171X Petivf-r Gazophyl. vi. lix, Brasil *Tortoisp Beetle

..Its Legs and Body of a golden green, with Copper Edges,
it creeps softly, and is slow to fly. i8j6 Kikby & Sp.

Entomol. III. xxix. 74 Cassida viridis, a tortoise beetle,.,

covers her group of eggs with a partially transparent mem-
brane. j86i Hulme it. Mogultt-Tandon 11. m. 178 "Tor-
toise broth is prepared from the flesh of the Testudo Graeca.
..Some of the fresh-water tortoises may Ije substituted.

1808 Parkinson Org. Rem. E'ormer IVorld II. xxii. 225
The extraordinary fossil, which, from the disposition of the
plates of which it is formed, may be termed the "Tortoise
Kncrinite. 1855 Kingsi.ey Heroes, Theseus n. 213 Holla,
thou *tortoise-feeder. 1818 Milman Samor S^Thou *tor-

toise-footed sluggard ! 1750 Parsons in Phil. Trans. (1753)
XLVIl. J20 The *tortoise-headed seal. On the shores ol
many parts of Europe. 1865 J. H. Ingraham Pillar oj

Fire (1872) 223 A tortoise-headed go<l, 1873 E. Bren-
NAN Witch ofNemi, etc. 163 Fain would I beguile the *tor-

toise-hours. 1697 Dampieb yoy. round IVorld (1699! 37
The Moskito-men make their own striking Instruments as
Harpoons, Fish-hooks, and *Tortoise-Iron or Pe^s. c 1630
Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 36 Stone-rolling

Tay, Tine *tor(oiselike that flows. 1645 Bp. Hall Remedy
Discontents 141 What is this, but Tortoise-like to be cloggd
with a weighty shel ? 1804 [see Tortoisk-shell 4 b]. i8ao
Shki.LEY /j^w/«/iJ J/rrrwrc XXV, With hts left hand about
his knees—the right Held his beloved 'tortoise-lyre light.

1865TVLOR Early Hist. Man. xii. 334 The *Tortoise-myths
of North America and India. 1690 Drvden Don Sebast.
III. i. Thou mov'st a •lortoise-pace lo my relief, a 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 122 Swift

and active pilgrims come to the end of it in the morning or

at noon, which *tortoise-paced wretches., scarce .. crawl
unto at midnight. 1866 Treas. Bot., *Tortoise-plant. 1855
Sin'Jleton Fay//I.288Leagueredbythe*tortoise-roof. 1886

Pall Mall G. 12 Oct. 4/1 They [Mormons] convene within
that hideously ugly, *tortoise-roofed building called the
Tabernacle. 2826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. xxix. 77
I'hose slnguK-ir immovable *tortoise-shaped insects. 1890
Daily Ncivs 8 Apr. 3/2 The patients found every care

bestowed upon them in the *tortoise tent X901 Daily
Chron. 23 July 3/2 A good case made out for the * tortoise

"

tent as used by the Portland Hospital. x866 Treas, Bot.,
* Tortoise-wood^ a variety of Zebra-wood.

Tortoise-shell (t^-JtasJed, colloq. tf^-Jta/el).

1. 'i'he siieil, esp. the upper shell or carapace, of

a tortoise, consisting of homy scales covering the

deimal skeleton, a. with a and//.
1601 Holland Pliny ix. x. I. 241 Among the Islands prin*

cipally in the red sea, they use Tortoise shells. . for boats and
wherries, 1644 Evelyn Diaty 21 Mar., Curiosities of ivory

and tortoise-shells, a 1843 Southey Common-pl. Bk. Ser,

iL {1849} 570 In Yucatan tney made a musical instrument

of the tortoise-shell, preserved whole. 1863 W. C. Baldwin
Afr. Hunting 388 A drink of muddy water, .out of a dirty

tortoise-shell.

b. As a material (without a or //.) : The shell

of certain tortoises, esp. that of the hawk*s-biU

turtle, Chelone imbricata, which is semi-transparent,

with a mottled or clouded coloration, and is ex-

tensively used in ornamental work, as inlaying, etc.

163a Earl of Cork Diary in Lismore Papers Scr. i.

(1886) III. 132 A cahbonetl of Torties shell. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury u. 206/1 The Turks have a kindofTortois-
shell. .of which they make hafts for Knives. 1703 Dampier
yoy. III. I. 81 The Hawksbill-Turtlcof Brazil is most
sought after.. for its Shell, which.. is the clearest and best-

clouded Tortoise-shell in the World. 1756 Mrs. Calder-
woOD in Coltness Collect. (Maitl, Club) 199 A bit of horn or

tortyshell. 1768 Holdsworih On Virgil 131 Some of the

Romans were so extravagant as to cover their doors and
door-cases with Indian tortoise-shell. 1779 Forhkst P'oy.

N. Guinea 112 At Krudo, and the islands ncir it, may be

got much tortoisesheil. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xv, The
tortersheli would have affected the brain. 1841 hMi^Arab.
Nts. 1. 123 Made ofwood,., inlaid with mother-of-pearl, tor-

toise-shel I, etc.

1 2. = TuRTOiSB 2 a and b. Obs.

a i66x Holydav Juvenal ii. (1673) 29/2 Like souldiers, .

.

when . . they cast themselves . , into the military figure of the

testudo, or the torteise-shell. 17»6 Leoni AlbertCs Arckit.
I. 68 The ditch. .will hinder the moveable Tortoise-shell.,

from approaching the wall.

3. Short for {a) tortoise-shell caty {h) tortoise-shell

bittterfly : see 4 b.

1840 /*. Parleys Ann. 113 Oh, what a pretty little kitten I

what a l>eautiful little dear tortoisesheil 1 iZ&^ PallMall G.

12 Aug. 3/2 A splendid specimen of the large tortoise-shell

was fluttering about Westminster Bridge. 1903 IVestm.

Gaz, II Aug. 10/2 Of all flowers .. that which the Red
Admirals, Peacocks, and Tortoiseshells seem to like best is

peppermint. 1903 F. .Simpson Bk. Cat xvii. 208 Real tor-

toiseshells may be called tricolour cats, for they should bear

three colours.., namely black, red, and yellow, in distinct

patches or blotches.

4. attrib. or as aci;. a. Made of tortoise-shell.

1651 in Verney Mem. (1904) I. 480 His toilet equipment
includes.. 12 Tortus shell Agendas, 2 gold picktoolhs. 165a

ill loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. \. 38 Fyue torter

shell spoones. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No, 1809/4 A great Tor-
toise-shell Comb, in a Case of the same. 1689 Ibid. No.
2416/4 A very large Tortoise-shell Tobacco Box, 1836-9

Dickens Sk. Boz, Doctors' Commons, A very fat and red-

faced gentleman, in tortoise-shell spectacles.

b. Having the colouring or appearance of tor-



TORTOE.

toiseshell ; mottleil or variegated with black, red,

and yellow, or similar colours; spec, tortoise-
shell butterfly, one of several butterflies, esp. the

European Vanessa urtiav and V. polychlorus, and
the American Aglais milberti ; tortoise-shell cat,

a domestic cat of this colour ; tortoise-shell goose
(see quot. 1SS5); tortoise-shell palm (see quot.

1902); tortoise-shell tiger (i^ee Tiger sb. i b)

;

tortoise-shell ware, a fine kind of pottery coloured

with oxide of copper and manganese.
1781 W. Curtis Brmm-tail Moth 6 The Papilio Uiiiar,

and IJf, siiiall Tortoise-shell and Peacock Butterflies. 1791
HuDDESFOKU Saititag., Moitotlydeath Dick 141 Cats. . sable,

saiuly, grey, and tortoiseshell. 1803 Smaw Gen. Zoot. IV.
471 Tortoi-ie-shell Spams..; colour brown, with a strong
siifTusion of ^e yellow. 1804 Ibid, V. 444 Tortoise-shell
Tctrodon...'lhe Linnxan name [Tetrodon Usiudi/teus] of
this fish is supposed to have been given from its tortoise.

like beak, but perhaps, with more propriety, from its varie.

gated skin. 1858 Lvttom lykat tuilt he da i. xtv. They
kept a tortoise.shelI cat and a canary. 1885 Swainson
Prffviw. Names Birds 148 Whitc.fronled Goose (Anscr
aihi/roHS). . . Tortoise.shelI goose (Ireland), From the
mottled markings on the abdomen. 1903 P. Fountain
MoMtUs. 9r Forests S. A mer, x. 270 The tortoise-shell palm
..the leaves of which are so hard, and withal flexible, th.it

combs, spoons, and ornamental articles are made of it. 1903
F. Simpson Bk. Cat xxv. 284 The tortoiseshell torn is a
most rare and uncommon animal,

o. Producing tortoise-shell : tortoise-shell
tnrtle, the hawk's-bill turtle, or other species from
which tortoise-shell is obtained,
1886 MivART in Encycl. Brit. XX, 446 '2 In the other

Chelontans there are large epidermal shields, which may
overlap, as in the Tortoise-shell Turtle ((\hel<>nia\ imiri.
cata) and others.

6, Comb., as lortoiseshell-producing ad).

1883 W. S. KiKT in A. J. Adderley Fisheries Bahamas
31 (Fish. Exhib. PubL) The edible turtle (Chelone midas)
and the tortoiseshelUprodiicing variety ((Tarf//a imbricata)
, .among the marine products of the Baluunas,

tTOTtor. Obs. Also 6-7 -our(e, fL.,agent-n.
from torquire, tort-um to twist, torture.] A
torturer, tormentor ; an executioner,

1S70 FoxE A. t, M. (ed. 2) 125/2 The boucherlye toitoure
pluckte the skynne from the crowne of bys bead. 1606
tr, Rollxk's Lect. en \ Thess. 305 The conscience ,. as a
tortor within thee to torment thee. s6io Hoixand Camden's
Brit. t. 410 The Tortor proudly did the feat, but cleere he
went not quit ; That holy Mart jt lost his head, this cruell
wretch hb si^ht. i6iq Pl-bchas Microcosmus xlii, 401
Tortures and fortours, Deuills and Deuillish Plagues.
Tortor, Tortou, obs. ff. Tobtuhe, Tobtoisb.
Tortour, var, Tobtob Obs. ; obs. f, Tobtubk.
Tortricid (l^-itrisid), a. and sb. [f. mod.L,

Tertri-cid:!' pi,, f, ToRTRix : see -ID 3.] a. Enttnn.
adj. liclonging to the family Tortricidx of Lepido-
ftera, comprising the leaf.roUer moths, typified by
the genns Tortrix ; sb, a moth of this family, b.
Zool. adj. lielonging to the family TortriciJs of
snakes, typified by the genus Tortrix or Ilysia;
sb. a snake of this family. So To-rtrlcine (-ssin\
o. and ji. «= tortricid ; ToTtrlooid (-koid) a.,

belonging to the suborder Tortricoidea of Ophidia,
including the family Tmirieidm (see b above),
i88y Maiy K, BaupoU} Uf if Down Brooks 1 13 The unall

tortncid moths that, as caterpillars, curl the leave* of rose-
bushes.

I Tortrix (tj^-itriks). PI, tortrlcee (-si-s/z).

[mod.L. tortrix, -teem, fem. of Tobtor, but taken
in the literal sense ' twister ', in reference to the leaf-

rolling habits of the larvne.]

1. Entom. A genus of moths, typical of the
family Tortricidie (see prec. a); a moth of this
genus or family, a leaf-roller moth.
ijjM Eneyc/. Brit. (ed. ;}) XIV. 263/a (Families of Moths)

5. The tortriccs. The wings are exceeding obtuse, their
exterior margin is curve, and declines towards the sides of
fce body. 1S19 G. Samousixk Enttmel, Camttmd. 425
Tortrix Avellana. ITie hazel Tortrix. 1834 R. Muois
Brit. Birds (1841) I, 347 The eggs and larvie of the tor-
trices and other insects which they [tits] pick up. 1909
Daily Newt 31 Mar. 5 The rook . . preys largely on tLe larva-
and pupx of the oak tortrix, a most destructive insect,

2. Zool. A genus of snakes, also called Ilysia,

including the coral-snake of Guiana, T. (/,) scytaU.
1843 P""<y Cycl. XXV. 79/a Tortrix, Oppel's name for

a genus of serpenLs. i8&t 111 Wassm.
Tortu, tortuce, tortue, obs. If. Tortoisi.
tTortne, a. Obs. rare-^. [a. F. tortu, -ue

(1.^14 in H.itz.-Darm.), f. L. tortus,V. torH'wiiieA.\
— Tortuous i.

£I4S0 .Ifcr/iii xiv. 2o« He bar (on a banner] a dragon.,
and the tailc was a fadome and an half of lengthe tortue,

Tortuels, tortuga, torttUa : see Tobtoise,
[Tortulous, erron, form of ToBULOCS.
1864 in WtBsTEa.)

Tortnose (t^JtiM,tfbs), a. rare-^. [ad. L.
tortuds-us : see Tobtoous.] — Tobtuods 1.

1819 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1836) 471 Stem lortuose.

Tortuosity (t^Jti«i<>-8lti). [ad. L, tortuositHs,
from tortuds-us Tortuods : see -ITV. Cf. F. tor-
tuosity', Pr. tortuositat, It. tortttositi.'l The quality
orcondition ofbeingtortuous; twistc(iness,crooked-
ness, sinuosity ; an inst.ince of this.

Vou X.

169

1. lit. : cf, next, i.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. m. 686 The tortuositie
of the bodie and branches. 1658 Phillips, Tortuosity,..
a winding, or crooking in and out. 1793 R. Mylne Rep.
Ihames 40 The crookedness or tortuosity of its course.
1851 Landor Pofeiy xiv. 42 A thread which has long been
twisted carries with it when untwisted the tortuosity of i's
entanglement. J887 Proc. R. Geog. Soc. Apr, 253 The
extreme tortuosity of the river Vang.tsze.

b. Geom. : see quot. 1867, and cf. next, i c,
1867 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. I. § 7 There are not

two curvatures, but only a curvature, .of which the plane is
continuously changing... The course of such a curve is, in
common languiige, well called ' tortuous ' ; and the measure
of the corresponding property is conveniently called Tor-
tuosity. 1898 A. N. Whitehead l/niv. Algebra I. 131A curve locus of any order of tortuosity.

2. Jig. Mental or moral crookedness : cf. next, i.
i6ai T. Granger Comm. on Eccl. ii. 14. 63 Hee discerneth

the vprightnesse of godlinesse, and th« tortuosity of wicked-
nesse. 1767 A. Campbell Lexiph. (1774) 62 To convict him
of the tortuosity of his imaginary rectitude. 1818 Bvron
Juan I. ccviii, Led by some tortuosity of mind. 1851
Eraser's Maf. XLIV. 336 The charge of deliberate tor-
tuosity of action and double-dealing,

3. with a and //, An instance of this, or some-
thing that exemplifies it; a twisted or crooked
object, a twist, turn, winding, a. lit,: cf. i.

1646 Sir T. Bro«-ne Pscvd. Ep. v. v, 239 That tortuosity
or complicated nodosity we usu,ally call the NavelL 1853
KAMRGrinneU Exp. xvii. (1856) 131 The linear distance,
including tortuosities, is but three hundred miles.

b. _/%•. : cf. a.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 109 Sin is said to be a Tor-
tuositie or wresting of the Law. 17^1 Johnson Rambler
No. 122 p 3 The tortuosities of imaginary rectitude. 1837Carlvh Misc., Miraicau (1840) V. 139 The strangest of
stjrles.. distracted intotortuosilies,dislocations, 1856D0RAN
f^nts.tf their Days viiL 126 In tracing the tortuosities of
this chivainc romance,

Tortuons (t(7jtiK|3s), a. [a. AF. tortuous
(I3-I3thc. in Uatz,-Darm.) = 14th c, F. torttuux,
ad. L. tortuosus, ' full of crooks or turns or twists

',

f, tortus a twisting, f. tort-, ppl, stem of torqulre
to twist]

1. Full of twists, turns, or bends; twisted, wind-
ing, crooked, sinuous.
i4a« LvDC De Guil. Pitgr. 18320 A camelL.is so en-

comerous Off bak corvyd and tortuous, c 1450 Merlin xxii.

393 The dragon.. be.tokened the kynge Arthur and his
power I. .and the taile that was so tortuouse be-tokened the
gr«<e 'reson of the peple. 1551 Records Pathw. Knoml.
I. Defin., Parallcles tortuouse, whiche bowe contrarie waies
with their two elides. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 516 Hee. .of
bis tortuous Trainc Curld many a wanton wreath in sight
of Eve. i7«8 Sterne Sent. Joum., Riddle Explained,
The most difficult and tortuous passages of the heart I

1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. 11. (1818) 317 The root is
perennial, woody, and tortuous, 1839 Darwin i'oy. Nat.
IX, (1879) 186 We found the river-course very tortuous.

+ b. Astron. Applied to the six signs of the
zodiac from Capricornus to Gemini, which (in
northern latitudes) rise more obliquely than the
other six. Obs. rare—'.
e 1391 Chaucer Aslrol. ii. { 28 Thise same signes, fro the

beued of capricorne vnto the endc of gcininis, ben deped
lortuoa signes or kroked signes, for they arisen embelif on
owre Orisonte.

o. Geom. Applied to a curve of which no two
successive portions are in the same plane; also
called a non-plane curve, curve in space, or curve
ofdouble curvature (see Cdbtatdbi i b).
1867 (see ToRTUOSlTV i b^

2. yfjf. Not direct or straightforward; indirect,
irregular, devious, circuitous, crooked: esp, in a
moral sense. (In quot. 1801 app. Dealing in
qiuiint ' turns ' of speech or expression.)
(i68a : see Tortious 4.] 1801 Ld, Caltiiorpe Let. in

Wilber/orce's Pric. Papers (1897) 104 Sir W, Scott. w.-is

very tortuous and amusing. 1813 Scott QuenSin D. viii,

The unscrupulous cunning with which he assisted in the
execution of the schemes of his master's tortuous policy.
it^ Sears Athan. iii. vii, 519 A narrow and tortuous
criticism, 1865 Mill Exam. Hamilton 415 The tortuous
phraseology' by which our author evades recognising the ideas
oftruth and falsity, S911 Times 2 Nov, 3/4 A more tortuous
way of trying to get possession of goods he had never
beard of.

IF 8. Malign {obs.) ; wrongful. (Misused for or
confused with Tortious.)
'594 Greene& Lodge /.on/ti/w-C/mw (1598) Eivb, What

tortuous planets.. Hath made the concaue of the earth vn-
close? 1839 Times 13 May, Keeping tortuous possession of
premises after their several gentlemen had dep.irted. 1839
Mom, Herald 3 June, The first action ever brought against
a returning ofTiccr for the tortuous refusal of a vote for
members of parliament.

Hence To-rtnonaly adv., in a tortuous manner
{lit. ai\A Jig.; in quot. 1839 misused for Toii-
TlonsLY) ; To-rtnonsnesa, the quality or condi-
tion of being tortuous, tortuosity.
1814 New Monthly Mag, X. 175 Musty precedents.

.

which an ingenious tortuousness may call in. 1839 Morn,
l/erald^jvine. Any person, whose vote has been . . tortuously
refused at an election. 1853 Kane Grintull Exp. xiv. (1856)
413 We wound our way tortuously among thera. i8<a H.
Spencer First Prim:. 11. ix. S 80 (1875) 245 In proportion
to the complexity of social forces is the tortuousness of
social movements. 1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Aug. 5/1 Puget
Sound, .runs southward tortuously from Vancouver Island
far into the rugged heart of the Washington territor}'.

TORTURE.

Tortnrable (tputifirab'l), a, rare, [f. Tor-
tube ji. + -ABLE.] Capable of being tortured.
Hence To-rtnrableness {rare),
1655-87 H. More A/>p, Antid, v. | 4. 193, 1..assert that

a toiturable being is a Spirit incorporate. 1727 Bailey
vol. II, Torturablcness, capableness of Torture. iBsa
Burton Crim. Trials Scot. 1. 229 Long confinement having
reduced the extent of his torturable strength.

Tortnre (tp-Jtiiu, -tjaj), sb. Also 6-7 tortour,
tortor. [a. F. torture (12th c. in Hatz.-Darm.

),
ad, L, tortHra twisting, wreathing ; torment, tor-
ture ; f, torqulre, tort- to twist, torment.]
1, The intiiction of excruciating pain, as practised

' by cruel tyrants, sjivages, brigands, etc., from a
1
delight in watching the agony of a victim, in
hatred or revenge, or as a means of extortion

;

spec, judicial torture, inflicted by a judicial or
quasi-judicial authority, for the purpose of forcing
an accused or suspected person to confess, or an
unwilling witness to give evidence or information

;

[

a form of this (often in//.). Toput to {the) torture,
to inflict torture upon, to torture,

t »SS« AclsPrizyCounc, (1891) III. 407 Assisting to the sayd
(commissioners for the putting the prisoners .. to suche tor-
tours as they shall think expedient. 1593 Shaks, 2 Hen. 1^1,
in. I. 131 You did deuise Strange Tortures for Ofl'endors.

;
1608 p. Price Chr, Warre 21 To punish the bad, and to
prouide some sharpe and fearful tortors for them. 1653 H.
CoCAN tr. Pinto's Trav, iv. 10 We put the Captain and
Pilot to torture, who instantly confessed. 1708 Act^ Anne
C.21 § 5Afler[T Julyi709]noPersonaccusedofanyCapital
Ofltnce or other Crime in ScotUand, shall suffer, or be subject
or liable to any Torture, 1769 Blackstone Comm. (1830)
IV. xxv. 326 They erected a rack for torture, 1838 Thirl-
WALL Greece III, xxv, 393 Pisander moved that the persons
. .should be put to the torture, that all their accomplices
might be known. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. L (1B71) I.

16 According to law, torture .. could not. .be inflicted on an
English subject. i88a Gardiner Hist, Eng. (1884) VI. Ixv.
T,l<inote 2 Torture had been allowed [in England] by custom
as inflicted by the prerogative, hut not by law.., Torture
was inflicted as late as 1640 by prerogative,

t b, transj. An instrument or means of torture.
1601 Shaks. AlTs Well iv. iii. 135 He calles for the tortures,

what will you say without em ? 1611 G. Sandys Ovid's
Met, IX. (1626) 178 Toteare the torture \letiferam vestem]
off, he striues. 1721-1 R. Wodrow Suffer, Ch. Scot. 11.

xiu. § 5 (1837) II. 458/2 His leg being in the torture ri.e.
the boot),

2. Severe or excruciating pain or suffering (of
body or mind); anguish, agony, torment; the
infliction of such.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 269 Doe you

preferre the horrible tortures of warre beefore tranquillitee?
•593 Shaks. Lucr, 1287 And that (ieepe torture may be
card a Hell, When more is felt than one hath power to tell.

l6ia Woodall Surg, Mate Wks. (1653) "85 Pain and torture
of the intestines. i6m H. More Immort. Soul 11. x. § 6,

220 Who would bear the tortures of Fears and Jealousies,
if he could avoid it? 1734 Bp. Petre Let. in E. H. Burton
Life Chailoncr (1909) I. 93 He wasted away by degrees
under the torture of the Strangury. 1744 M. Bishop Life ft

Adv. 52 They were in such great Torture, wishing they had
never come to Sea. 1797 Mrs, Radcliffe Halian ii, He
determined to relieve himself from the tortures of suspense.
1878 Browning La Saisiaz 353 As in one or other stage
Of a torture writhe they.

b, transf. A cause of severe pain or anguish,
(In quot. 1859 humorous.)
t6ia Brinsley Ludus Lit. viii. (1627) 106 The labour

of learning . . Authours without booke , , is one of the
greatest tortures to the poore schollers, 1859 Habits Gd.
Society xL 300 Never was a more solemn torture created
for mankind than these odious dinner.parties, 1873 Hamer-
TON Inlell. Lift II. i. (1875) 52 An ugly picture was torture
to his cultivated eye. 1908 R, Bagot A. Cuthieti xxvii,
Do not make me put it into words, it is torture I

3, transJ. ana Jig. with various allusions : Severe
pressure ; violent perversion or ' wresting

' ; violent

action or operation ; severe testing or examination.
160S Bacon Adv. Learn, n. xvii. § 9 All the kernell [is]

forced out and expulsed with the torture and presse of the
Methode. c 1670 Hobbes Dial. Com. Laws (1681) 147 This
Statute cannot by Sir Edw. Cokes Torture be made to say
it. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 87 All the Tortures of
Vulcan or corrosive Waters. 1818 Bvron Ch. Har. iv. Ixix,
The hell of waters I where they howl and hiss. And boil in
endless torture. 1855 Brewster Neivton I. iv. 91 Experi.
mental results, that may put hisown views to the torture. 1887
Spectator Na 3067. 491/2 Much so-called wit of the present
day is nothing more than the systematic torture of words.
4. attrib, and Comb,, as torture-chamber, -house,

-monger, -rack, -room, -wheel; torture-scored aA],
1615 J. Stephens Ess, ^ Char, (1857) 133 An Impudent

Censurer— Is the torture-monger of Wit, ready for execution
before Judgement, 1819 Scott .,4 iine o/G, x, Building castles
with dungeons and folter.kammers, or torture.chambers.
1837 Carlyle Fr, Rev. 1. 1. ii, Torture-wheels and conical
oubliettes. 01847 Eliza Cook Silence 2 Poverty has a
sharp and goading power To wring the torture cry. 1898
S. Coleridge Step by Step 4 The guardian of the secret of
the torlure-house. 1899 Wcstm. Gaz. 9 Feb. 2/1 The
torture-instinct (common alone to human and feline).

To'rtore, »• Also 6 -or, 7 -er, [f, prec. sb.

:

cf. F. torturer (1480 in Hatz.-Darm.).J
L trans. To inflict tortnre upon, subject to tor-

ture ; spec, to subject to judicial torture; put to the
torture. Also absol.

«S93 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 376 Say he be taken, rackt,
and tortured ; I know, no paine they can inflict vpon him,
Will make him s.^y, I mou'd him to those Arines. 1594

22
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First PL Contention (1843) 35 A murthercr or foule felon-

•us theefe. . I tortord above the rate of common law. i6n
Bible Heb, xi, 35 Others were tortured [i6//( c. versions

racked], not accepting deliuerance. 1631 Lithgow Trav.
X. 480 Hee thought hee saw a man Torturing [/. e. being

tortured]. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. xiv. 70 What is in that

case confessed, tendeth to the ease of him that is Tortured.

1847 Mks. a. Kerr tr. Rankers Hist, Servia x. 203 Shall I

live to see thee slowly tortured to death by the Turks ? 1896
* M. Field* A tti/a n. 48 You will not torture? Piacidia.

We use that to extort confession, not As punishment.

2. To inflict severe pain or suffering upon ; to

torment; to distress or afflict grievously ; also, to

exercise the mind severely, to puzzle or perplex

greatly. Also absoL to cause extreme pain.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L, v. ii. 60 That same Berowne lie tor-

ture ere I goe. i6n Speed Nist.Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. (1623)

842 To consider how Writers torter us with the diuersities

of reports. 17x5-20 Pope /Had xi. 985 The closing flesh.

.

ceas'd to glow, The wound to torture, and the blood to flow.

1769 Junius Lett, xxix. (1797) I. 203 When the mind is

tortured, it is not at the command of any outward power.
It is the sense of guilt which constitutes the punishment,
and creates that torture. 1849 RIacaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II.

67 Jeflfreys was. .tortured by a cruel internal malady. 1855
Ibui. xii. III. 167 It was rumoured.. that he was tortured

by painful emotions.

3. fig. a. To act upon violently in some way, so

as to strain, twist, wrench, distort, pull or knock
about, etc.

i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 137 The Bow tortureth the String
continually, and thereby noldethit in aContinuall Trepida-
tion. 1743 Davidson ^neid\\\, 198 A top whirling under
the twisted lash, which boys . . exercise and torture in a
large circuit. 1822 Shelley To Jane—the Recollection,

Pines. .Tortured by storms to shapes as rude As serpents
interlaced. 186. B. Harte My Other Self m. Fiddletown,
etc. (1873) 120, I stood at the glass in the desperate attempt
to torture my hair after the fashion of young Wobbles.

b. To * twist* (language, etc.) from the proper

or natural meaning or form ; to distort, pervert.

1648 Jenkvn Blind Guide i. 8 To torture Scripture for the
defending of his errors. 1682 Drvden Mac Fl. 208 There
thou mayst . . torture one poor word ten thousand ways.
1803 ViscT. .Strangford Camoens* Poems Notes (1810) 127
It is surprising that this ide.i- has not been more ramified

and tortured by the English metaphysical poets of that

school. 1869 Baldw. Brown Chr. Policy Life (1880) 281

There might be a sentence here and there which might be
tortured to bear that meaning.

4. To extract by torture ; to extort, rare,

1687 tr. Sa/lust's IP'ks. (1692) 29 They. .by all manner of
extortions hale and torture money to themselves. 1818
Keats Endym. in. 256 Like a wretch from whom the rack
Tortures hot breath, and speech of agony.

Tortured (t^-jtiiiid, -tjojd), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-Eul.] Subjected or put to torture (/;V. andyf^.);
tormented ; wrested, etc, : see the verb.

1603 Dravton Bar, JFars iv. xxxix, Eu'ry cadence as a
torturde cry. 1687 Dryden Hind Sf P, \\. 119 The tortur'd

Text, X743 Francis tr. Ilor.^Odes n. xiii. 44 Charm'd by
the melodious Strain The tortur'd Ghosts forget their Pain.

1814. Scott Ld. o^Isles iv. xi, Scarba's isle, whose tortured

shore Still rings to Corrievreken's roar, 1838 Lytton
Leila i. vi. Thy father filled his treasuries from the gold of
many a tortured Hebrew,

To'rturer. Also 6-7 -or. [f. Tortubb v, +
-erI.] One who or that which inflicts or causes

torture ; a tormentor ; spec, one who executes

judicial torture.

'593 ^HAKS. Rich. If, \u, iu 198, I play the Torturer, by
small and small To lengthen out the worst, that must be
spoken. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau*s Fr. Chirurg. 52 b/2
Two torturors will deprive a man of life.. the torturer of
greefe and sorrowe is the most cruellest. xt\x Shaks.
C^mb. V. V. 215 Thou King, send out For Torturors inge-

nious, 1780 ijECKFORD Italy (1834) 1.69 That respectable

corps, the torturers of butterflies, 1805 Southey Modoc in
Azt. II. 114 Thou know'st how manfully These tribes, .in

bonds Defy their torturers. 1830 Scott Ayrshire Trag.
III. i, A torturer of phrases into soimets.

To'rturesome (-sym), a, rare, [f. Tobtube
sb. -V -.SOME.] Characterized by, or causing torture;

extremely painful or distressing,

1889 E. Saltus Tristrem J^ar/if^* i46Theenforced inactivity

was lorturesome as suspense. 1906 Charl. Mansfield Girl
4- Gods viii, Your life in every way must be one of exquisite

or torturesome emotion.

To'rtaring, vbi. sb. [f. Tortube v. + -ing i.]

The action of the verb Tobtuke ; infliction of

torture; tormentuig
; ^^. wresting, perversion.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. xir, Ixv, He soon was led

Unto a thousand thousand torturings. 1638 Drumm. of
aKWTH. Irene Wks, (1711) 170 Ruines of noble houses,.,

confiscation of estates, torturing of bodies. 1753 W. Stewar r

in Scots Mag. Mar. 135/2 What strange.. torturing of..

Upright actions must there be, to make this criminal ? 1765
Blackstone Comm. (1830) 1. i. 133 Prohibition not only of
killing and maiming, but also of torturing (to which our
laws are strangers). 1855 Maurice Patriarchs Sf Latug.
xii. (1882) 223 These are not inferences drawn from the story

by an unnatural torturing,

b. attrib. To*rturiug-stock {nonce'wd.)^ one
upon whom torture is inflicted.

x6a2 Bp, Hall Serm. bef. Jas. I \$ Sept,, Wks. (1624) 493
Yet.. were these poor torturing-stocks higher.. than their

persecutors.

Torturing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That tortures; inflicting or causing torture; tor-

menting, excruciating.
1611 Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems ii. 46 He (Cupidl..fled

away . . ; But, (woes me,) left behind his tyit'ring loyle, 1669

A. Thorold in St. Papers^ Doin. 505 An eminent French ,

l*rotestant. .put to a torturing death. X794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Myst. Udoipho xxxiii, This state of torturing suspense.

1817 Shelley Rev. Islam x. vtii, (He] bade the torturing
wheel Be brought. 1867 Auc. J. E. Wilson Vashti xvii,

Her past .
.

, of which the bare memory was so torturing.
;

Hence ToTturingly adv,
\

a 16J5 Fletcuer & Massinger Laws ofCandy tii. U, A»
host of furies Could not have baited me more torturingly. .

1882 T. Hardy Two on a To^ver ix, He was there a tor. I

turingly long time. 1

Torturous (t^utitirss), a. Also 5, 7 torterous.

[a. AF. iorlurotts = OF, torturetis, -eux^ f. J„ >

tortura Tobture : see -ous.] Full of, involving,

or causing torture; tormenting, excruciating; In '

first quot., given to inflicting torture.

£:i495 Epitaffcy etc. in Skelton's IVks, (1843) ^I* 39^ O
turmentoure, traytoure, torterous tyrauiue. 1600 Abi*.

Abbot E.rp. Jonah 199 Dying he must live and living he
must dy in a torturous execution. 1618 M. Baret iJorse-

manship, Cures^ They follow the torterous inventions of

hard snaffles. 1711 Shaftksb. Charac.w. 11.11.(1737) II. 146

'I'he assuaging of the most torturous Pain. 1871 R. Ellis ,

Catullus Ixv. I Outworn with sorrow, with hours of torturous '\

anguish.

b, fig. Involving perversion or violent disloca-

tion (of words, etc.) : cf. Torture sb, 3, 2^. 3 b.

1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1859) II. 27 Their torturous

arrangement of words without rhythm or cadence. 1890 .

Sia7idard 23 Aug. 3/2 Tortuous, as well as torturous,

renderings of Psalms, Te Deums, Canticles, and responses.

Hence To'rturously adv,^ very painfully. '

1857 W. Arnot Let. in Mrs. A. Fleming Life vi. (1877) \

320 They make the carriages torturously hard. C1873 J.
Addis Eliz, Echoes (1879) 77 A fate Through all thy Future
torturously throbbing.

Tortus, -use, obs. forms of Tortoise.
Tortys, tortyse : see Tortis,

Ii
Torula(tf7-riwla). Biol. PI -8B (-/"). [mod,L.

dim, (with change of gender) of Torus (sense 3) :

cf. F. tortile masc] ///. A small rounded swelling

or bulge, a. Each of the minute rounded cells of

various fungi or microbes, as the yeast-plant and
certain endoparasitic organisms; also, a chain of

such cells, b. (With capital,) A genus of fungi,

chiefly fermentative. (Introd. by Persoon, 1796.)
1833 Hooker Brit. Flora II. n. 359 (Genus) Tdrula.

Pers. Sporidia chained together into moniliform erect

flocci. i860 Berkeley Brit. Fungology 326 Torula, P.

Spores toniiparous, simple, 1861 H. NIacmillan Footn.
Page ofNat. 243 In all saccharine fluids undergoing the
alcoholic and even the acetous fermentation these mmute
torula; or yeast-cells make their appearance. 1875 Huxley
& Martin Elem. Biol. \. 2 Each granule [of yeast]

(which is termed a Toruld)\% . .a round, or oval, transparent

body. . .The Torulse are either single, or associated in heaps
or strings. Ibid. iv. 26 Bacteria, like Torulce and Proto-
cocciy are not killed by drying up, and from their excessive

minuteness they must be carried about still more easily than
ToruUe are.

Hence Torulaceous (-^-Jas) a., consisting of

torulse ; belonging to the order Tortilacei of fungi

;

Tornllfo^rm a. (erron, torulaform : see -form),

having the form of a torula or chain of rounded
cells, moniliform; Tcniloid «., resembling a

torula; belonging or allied to the genus Tortila,

1876 tr, Schiitzenbcr^ers F'erment. 205 The *torubceous
growth is developed wuh difficulty, and the transformation

IS very slow. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol, (ed. 6) 92
The filaments are not constricted at the joints, like the

moniliform chains ("torulaform) of the globular bacteria.

1874 Cooke Fungi 120 Formation of networks of mycelium,
or masses of "toruloid cells.

Tomlose (t^-rf/d^us), a. Nat, Hist, [f. To-
rula +-0SE (after L. type *toniIdsns') : cf. mod.F.
toruletix^ Plaving at intervals small rounded

swollen parts, as a stem, pod, tube, antenna.

1806 J, Galpine Brit. Hot. § 309 Arabis. ..Silique linear,

torulose. 1826 Kirby & Sp. lintomol. IV. xlvi. 325 Toru-
lose.. .When they [joints of the antennas] are a little tumid.

1835 LiNDi.Ey Introd. Bot.{jS^S) I. 154 Thickened slightly

at the articulations (torulose). 1887 W. Phillips Brit.

Discomycetes 103 The paraphyses were septate, and nearly

torulose at the upper part.

So To-mlous a., in same sense.

i75aj, liiLL /list. Auim. 11 The Brachionus, with a conic

torulous body. i860 Mavne E-xpos. Lex., Torulosus,

. .swelled, or bulged out in a slight degree here and there,

like knotted cord: torulous.

II ToruluS {\g-vu\vs). Entom. PI. toruli (-3i).

[raod.L. dim, oi tonts in sense 'couch, bed, seat'.]

A cavity or orifice in the head of an insect, forming

the socket of the antenna.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxiv. 511 1'X considering

the insertion of antennas.,we must advert first to the orifice

{Torulus) that receives tliem. This is a perforation of the

crust of the head; commonly ..circular... In. .^///^/c^rrti.

.

it is a long process, . : in another Coleopterous genus. PriO'

cera, it has somewhat of the shape of a trumpet. Ibid. 512

A membranous ligament is attached by which it is affixed

to the torulus.

(I
Toms (tuo'rzjs), PI. tori (to^'roi). [1.. torus

a swelling, bulge, knot; muscle, brawn; bolster,

cushion, couch, etc. : in Arch, a round moulding.]

1, Arch. A large convex moulding, of semi-

circular or similar section, used especially at tlie

base of a column : resembling the astragal, but

much larger.

1563 SiiUTE Archit, 11 The Torus, beneth shalbe y® forth

part greater then the Torus aboue. 1768 Spence in Holds.
yjoxth. Remarks yirgil i6 The plant which we see some-
times carved on the Torus of Pillars. 1854 H, Miller
Sch. <V Schm, xiii. (1858) 271 Stairs of polished stone, orna>
mented in front and at the outer edge by the common fillet

and torus. 1873 Proc. Amer. Phil, Soc, XIII. 210 l"he
tori were rudely cross-barred.

2. /)0t. The swollen summit of the flower-stalk,

which supports the floral organs : = Receptacle
3 b, Thalamus 2 a,

1829 Loudon Encycl, /^lants (1836) 537 Sisymbrium.
.Silique roundish, sessile upon the torus. xEtSo Ghsv Struct.
l>ot. vi. § I. 167 The Torus or Receptacle of the flower, also
named Thalamus, is the axis which bears all the other parts.

3, a. Zooi, A protuberant part or organ, as the

ventral parapodia in some annelids. Torus angu-
larisj a single ossicle which articulates with a

pair of interarabulacral plates in some starfishes.

b. A7tat. * A smooth rounded ridge or elongated

protuberance, as of a muscle ; spec, the tuber

cineretim of the brain* {Syd. Soc. J.ex.).

1877 Huxley ^(«a/. Inv. Auim. ix. 564 The free surface of
the torus angularis lies in the walls of a sort of vestibule in

front of the mouth.

4, Geom. A surface or solid generated by the

revolution of a circle or other conic about any
axis ; e. g. a solid ring of circular or elliptic section.

X870 Cayley Math. Papers VII. 246 The 'Conic Torus',
or surface generated by the rotation of a conic about a line

whether not in or in the plane of the conic. 1871 /bid. VIII,

25 The general Torus, or surface generated by the rotation

of a conic about a fixedaxis anywise situate.

5. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense i),

1697 Evelyn Archit. Misc. Writ. (1825) 378, 1 take a fillet

to be more flat and torus-like. 1789 Gcntl. Mag. Dec. 1 101/2

The torus cap that bears the pUnth of the balustrade. 1842
Q-^-w-T Archit. § 2129 The distinction between torus mould-
ings and beads in joinery is, that the outer edge of the former
always terminates with a fillet, whether the torus be single

or double, 1877 Knight /5/W. MecJi.y Torus Bead-plane^

a certain form of plane for making the semicircular convex
molding known as a torus.

tTo-ru*sh, V. Obs. [ME. io-rttschen, f. To- ^

+ ruscheUj Kuan v.2] traus. To dash in pieces ;

to disperse with force; to rout.

13B7 Trevisa //igden (Rolls) IV. 309 Al J>is was by Goddts
ordinaunce so sodeynliche destroyed, so to russh^ and to

broke, t a 1400 Morte Arth, 1428 The Romaynes. .arrayjez

|)ame better. And al to-ruscheez oure mene withe theire

ryste horsez. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v. x. 176 He..al to

russhed and brake the precious stones,

Torve (IpJv), a, rare. [ad. L. torv-us grim,

frowning: cf. obs, F. torve (Cotgr.), Sp., Pg., It.

torvo^ Stern in aspect; grim, fierce-looking.

1650 BuLWER Antkropomet. 72 [They] become thereby
dim-sighted, and of a torve or crooked aspect, a 1661

Fuller Worthies^ Line. (1662) 11. 153 He [the devUl is

supposed to have overlook'd this Church, .with a torve and
tetnck countenance, as maligning mens costly devotion,

i86a J. Ukown IlorxSubs. Ser. iv. Our Dogs 144 Toby made
straight at him with a roar too, and an eye more tor\e than
Scrymgeour's. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross 405 A man,..
torve of aspect.

So Torvid (also 7 erron, -ed) [ad. late L.

torvidits\ ToTvous adjs.y in same sense ; To'rvlty

[ad. L. torvitds'], grimness, fierceness of aspect.

a 1639 Webster Appius ^ l^'irg. v. iii. But yesterday his

breath Aw'd Rome, and his least "torvcd frown was death.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Torz'id, cruel and splghtful in looks,

stern, grim, sowre, unpleasant. 1706 E. Ward I/ud. Rediv.
I. XII. 19 Whose torvid Aspect m.^de him show so Like
some revengeful Furioso. x866 J. B. Rosk tr, Ovid's Met,
iv, no With torvid brow Saturnia gazed upon Ixion. _i6»o

Feltham Resolves Ixxxix, 2^ To shew us the inticing

spots of this Panther, concealing the *torvitie of her coun-
tenance. iy9y Miuoriw i. 204 This., increased my governor's

natural torvity. 18x5 W. Tennant in ConoUy Mem. iii.

(i860 75 Terrible John, with his countenance of Sabine
torvity. 1694 R. Burthocgk Reason ^ Nat. Spir. 162

Some Ludicrous, some *Turvous. 1713 Deriiam Pk^s.-
Theol. IV. xiv. 242 It is natural for many Quadrupeds, Birds

and Serpents.. to put on a tor\'ous angry Aspect, when in

Danger. 1833 Palmerston Let. 7 May, in Bulwer Life
II. X, 160 Sefton looks torvous when I meet him, that

I have not appointed Molyneux.

+ Torve, v. Obs. [OE. torfian to throw, cast.]

trans. To throw, cast.

f 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xii. 41 Da siet se hailend . .& se^^eah

hu Jjaet folc hyra feoh torfude on Jjone toll-sceamul, &
nianeja weli^e torfudon feia. c iiaa O. E. C/tron. an. 1083,

pa Frencisce men bnecen J>one chor & torfedon to wierd J>ara

weofotle J)£Er 3a munecas wsron. C117S To-tortnon [sec

To-* 1). ciaosLAY. 16703 Samuel ^sweord an-hof..& al

to-swadde (jcne king..& J>a stucchen tarueden [c 1x75 lor-

uede] Wide 5eond pa strateii. a xzso Owl f^ Night, 1119
Stones hi doj* in heore slytle & J>e to-torueJ>.

Torves, obs. pi. of Tubf.

Torvid, Torvity, Torvous: see after Torve *i.

Tory (to8*ri), sb. and a. [Anglicized spelling of

Irish ^toraidhej -aighe {ibxiye) 'pursuer*, implied

in the derivative t6raighccuhd^ tdraidheachd pursuit:

cf. the syncopated Sc. Gaelic thrachd pursuit,

jHirsuing witli hostile intent, f, Ir. tSir to purstie,

tSirighim I pursue.

The Olr. agent-nouns in -{cC^id and •{a)ige fall together

in mod.Irish in •{a)idlie or '{a)ighe^ whence the uncertainty

of the spelling ; the native form has not been found in writ-

ing, outside of dictionaries. In some Irish DictionariL-s, the

me.ining is given as * a pursued or persecuted person ', hence

an ' outlaw ', which is not without historical suiubility ; but
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the best Irish etymologists agree that the form of the word
is that of an agent-noun.
The following passage has what at first sight appears to

be the same word, but the date makes this im^wssible. The
wi iter is treating of the diversity of North American Indian

languages, and Torries was |X)ssil)ly an Indian word :—
1634 W. Wood AVw Eng^. Prosp. 11. xviii. 92 When any

ships come nearc the shore, they (Tarrenteens, Indians

of Maine) demand whether they be King Charles his Tor-

ries, with such a rumbling sound [of rj, as if one were beat-

ing an unbrac't Drumnie.] *

A. sb. 1. In the 17th c, one of the dispossessed

Irish, who became outlaws, subsisting by plunder-

ing and killing the English settlers ancl soldiers

;

a bog-trotter, a rapparee ; later, often applied to any

Irish Papist or Royalist in arras. Obs. exc. Hist.

1646 (Jan. 22) Exam. P. Congan in Cat. Onnotuie MSS.
N.S. (1902) I. 105 Some others ofthe Irish called Tories. 1646

(May 17) Maj. W, Cadogan in Calr. Onnotuie MSS. (1899)

II. 39 Divers that had served under Finglas, Rowen and
Welsh and such as had been Tories, 1647 Proclainatiott

2 Nov. (MS. Trinity Coll. Dublin, F. 3. iS. No. 22) Roberies

..comitted by the Tories and Rebells upon the Protestants

and others adhering to the Protestant jiartie. 1650 White.
LOCK Mem. 12 July (1732) 464/1 That eight Officers, .riding

upon theH ighway [in Ireland j, were murder'd by those ')loody

Highway Rogues called the Tories. 1652 (Dec 18) in C'ai.St.

Papers, /?<»///. 41, 1 took the Utile island in Waterford river,

and beat oflFSturloclc.thegreat Tory. x^Kfil^LOV'sx Chssogr,,

Biifuiiti, ..\n the north of Engl.-ind, Moss-Troopers ; in

Ireland Tories. 1657 UuRTOM Diary 10 June, MajW Afor-

^a«...We have three beasts to destroy, that lay burdens
upon us,— ist, b a public Tory, on whose head we lay aoo/.,

and 40/. upon a private Tory's... 2d. beast, is a priest, on
whose head we lay 10/., if he be eminent, more. ^d. beast,

the wulf, on whom we lay 5/. a bead if a dog t 10/. if a bitch.

1675 Kssex Pa^trs (Camden) I. 307 Wee, the undernamed
parrish priests m the County of Kyery, . . doc undertake and
faithfully promise . .That in our respective congregations

wee shall publike and solemnly declare, and denounce, all

toreys, murtherers, thieves & Robors. 1676 Coles Z>/V/.,

TVrrV*, Irish Out-laws. x68i E. Mibphy StaU Ireiatui% i

Being a cruel Murderer, Reljel and Tory. 1693 G. Stosy
CoHtn. Hist, li^ars Iret. ^ They [Ra^pareesJ never can
be reputed other than Tones, Robbers, Inieves, and Bogg-
trottcrs. 1707 /risA Act 6 Ann^, c, 11 An Act for the more
effectual suppres.sion of tories, robliers, and rapparecs.

1769 Dublin Merc, 16-19 Sept. s/^t 24 heifers .. were .

.

driven.. into a bog by tories, rohbers and rapparecs out

in arms. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. \u I. 257 The bogs
of Ireland .. afforded a refuge to Popish outlaws^ much
resembling those who were afterwards known as Whiteboys.
These men were then \temp, Chas. IIJ called Tories.

fb. Extended to {a) robbers or bandits of other

races, as Border moss-troopers, Scottish High-
landers, {b) Rajpoot marauders or outlaws. Also

i.c)fig. Obs,
(a) I165X Mcrcuriut Sccticus 33 Oct., The Highlanders

under Slarqucsse Huntley and Lord Balcarras . . are now
betaking themselves to the High-wayes to play the Tories

and Robbers.) 1653 Cou Lilbirne Let. to Crontwell
i6 Oct. (Clarke MSS. LXXXVI. If. 109b), Argyll tells mee
hee cannoit advise mee to advance further, though hee suflfcr

never see much by those lories. 1654 R. Baillie /,«'//. ^
ynits.{iB4i) III. 255 The discussing ofthe Northern Tories
would cost him bot a few weeks labour, a 1661 Fullek
It^ortAies, CuPubU. (i66a) i. 3t6'I'he..Earl of Carlisle, who
routed these English-Tories {i.e. inoss>troopersJ with bis

RegimenL i68oKikktos Hist.Ch.Scot. 11.(1817)67 Among
the tories in the Highlands. 1690 IbitL v. 158 ^Iiddleton

bad undertaken to cooimand the tories on the hills in Crom-
weirs time.

(*) i66j J. Davieb tr. Mandtisio's Trao. u 35 These
Racboutes are a sort of High-way men or Tories. Ibid.

237 The distractions which then shook the Stale wherein
there were eight Armies of Tories, or common Rogues.
{c) 1687 KiuiY & Bishop Marraw c/AstroL l 43 And

now I must.. drop down a little lower to the Sphere of
Mars, who is termed a Tory amongst the Stars.

2. With capital T: A nickname given 1679-80 by
the lixclusjoners (q, v.) to those who opposed the

exclusion of James, Duke of York (a Roman
Catholic) from the succession to the Crown.
According to Roger North Examtn (1740) 11. v. P 9 The

Bill of Exclusion 'led to a common Use of slighting and
opprobrious Words ; such at Y'arkist. That . .did not scan-

datise or reBect enough. Then they came to TltSA/rc^,which
implied Riding I*o>t to Rome., .'then, observing that the

Duke favoured Irish Men. alibis Friends, or those accounted
such by appearing against the Exclusion, were straight

become irish^ and .so vjiid /rwA, thence Boetrattgrs, and in

the C<>/ia of the factious Language, the Word Tcty was
entertained, which stcniSed the most despicable Savages
among the Wild IrUh . See also Whig.
i68i (seeTAKTivY B.2I x68i O. Heywood /?/rtrrV*,etc

34 Oct. (1881) II. 235 A new name lately come into fashion

for Ranters calling themselves by the name of Torys...A
gentleman.. had a red Ribljaud in his hat... he satd it signi-

fyed that be was a Tory, wbats that sd. she? he ans. an
Irish Rebel.. .1 hear further since that .. instead of Cavalier

and Roundhead, now they are called Torys and Wiggs.
1681 Orydkn Abs. 4- AcA/t. To Rdr., Wii and fool are

consctiuents of Whig and Tory; and every man is a knave
or an ass to the contrary side. 41665 Karl of Dorset
IVAJfs ^ Tories in CV//. Poems 15 The Fools might be
Wktgt^ none but Knaves sbou'd be Toryes. a 1734 North
Exam. n. v. (1740) 321 Thus the Anti-exclusioners (^16791
were stigmatised with Execration and Contempt, as a Par-
cel of damn'd Tories^ for diverse Months together. Ibid,

324 The Faction.. had found a sarcasmous Name to fling

upon the Loyallists,..that of Tory, the same as savage
Brute and IdiuL

3. Hence, from 1689, the name of one ofthe two
great parliamentary and political parties in Eng-
l.ind, and (at length) in Great Britain.

The patty sprang from the 17th century Royalists or

Cavaliers, and its meml^ers at first were more or less

identical with the Anti-Kxclusionists or * Tories ' in sense 2.

For some years after i68g the Tories leant more or less

decidedly towards thedethroned House of Stuart ; but upon
ihe accession of (.Jeorge III they, as a party, atxindoneU
this altitude, retaining the principleof strenuously uphold-
ing the constituted authority and order in Church and
State, and of opposing concessions in the direction of greater
religious liberty. In opposition to the growing demands of
Liberalism (see Liberal 5), a consistent antagonism to
measures for widening the basis of parliamentary represen-
tation, or tending to impair the exclusive privileges of the
Church as by law established, became their most marked
characteristic ; but this has in course of time undergone many
modifications. As a formal name, 'Tory* was superseded
c 1850 by Conservative, merged after 1S86 (when the Con-
servatives were joined by many who had previously be-

longed to the Liberal party, in opposing Home Rule for

Ireland) in that of Unionist. But * I'ory * is still retained

(i) colloquially; (2) as expressing attachment to a policy

either more old-fashioned (cf. Old or High Tory in b),

or more positive and constructive than that of ordinary
Conservatism (cf. Tery democracy^ C. 3); (3) in hostile

usage, identifying the party with the bigotry and opposition

to reform and progress charged upon earlier Toryism.

Opposed originally and during the i8th c to Whig ; later

to Liberal, and (still more) to Radical.

1705 G. LocKHART Let, to Dk. Aihole 15 Oct. in isM
Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App. viii. 62 Her Majestyhaving
now, more than ever before, devoted herself and interest

to the Whigs, the Torj'S have no hopes of being succesfull

in allmost anything, .during this parliament. 1710 Swift
yrttl. to Stella 7 Nov., The Queen passed by us with
all Tories about her ; not one Whig :. .and I have seen her
without one Tory. 1711 Addison Spcct. No, 126 p 8 The
Knight is a much stronger Tory in the Country than in

Town, which.. is absolutely necessary for the keeping up
his Interest, vjyA [see High-flyer ^J. «73S-8 Boling-
BROKE Parties viiL Wks. 1809 III. 132 i'he real essences of
Whig and Tory were thus [in 1689I destroyed, but the
nominal were preserved. 1741 Hume Ess., Parties Gt.

lirit. (1758) ^5 A Tory, therefore, since the revolution, may
1« defined m a few words, to be a lover of monarchy,
tho' without abandoning liberty t and a partizan of the
family of Stuart. 1755 Johnson, Tory. (A cant term, de-

rived, I suppose, from an Irish word signifying a savage.)

One who adheres to the ancient constitution of the state, and
the apostolical hierarchy ofthe church of England : opposed
to a whig. 1781— in Bos^ell (1906) II. 396 The preju-

dice of the Tory b for establishment ; The prejudice of the

Whig is for innovation. A Tory does not wish to give more
real power to Government ; but that Government should

have more reverence, 1806 T. W. Coke Let. 23 Sept. in

Pary^s IVks. (1828) VII. 246 It was. .a glorious victory of
the Whigs over the Tories. x8«7 Hallam Const. Hist. III.

xvi. To a tory the constitution, inasmuch as it was the con-

stitution, was an ultimate point,.. from which he thought it

altogether impossible to swerve; whereas a whig deemed
all forms of government subordinate to the public good.

1830 Macaulay Ess., Scutlieys CoU. (1865) I. 115/2 A
Tory of the Tories . . won and wore that noblest wreath, ' Ob
cives servatos*. 1831 Arnold hyc,, in Life ff Corr. (1845)

L vi. 303 The old state of things is gone i>ast recall, and all

ihe efforts of all the Tories cannot save it. c i'83» Borrow
in Knapp Life (1890) I. Jtiv. 144 As the nuestion is, or will

shortly be, 1 ory or Radical, we say Tory I and advise every

honest man to say so too. 1833 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc.

(1842) II. 329 The Tories in Great Britain are defunct;.,

they are all vaccinated into ' Conservatives '. 1^39. .Q*

Victoria Jrnl.Q May, I said.. that I never talked politics

with them [the Ladies], and that they were related, many of
them, to Tories. 1843 ^V""*' Cycl. XXV. 82/2 From the

Revolution down to the present time the struggle between
the two parties . . has been a struggle by the Tones on behajf

ofthe Church, to invest it with poliiical power and privi-

leges, and against the increase of the power of the people

in the state, through the Hou^e of Commons, 1844 Mac-
KMUCt Ess^ChathatnKx^'i) IL 361/2 If. .we look at the

essential characteristics of the Whig and the Tory, we may
consider each of them as the representative of a great prin-

ciple. . . One is, in an especial manner, the guardian of

liberty, and the other of order. One b the moving power,

and the other the steadying power of the state. i88a M.
.\rnold Irish Ess.^ etc 164 1 tie Conservatives, or, as they

are now beginning to be called again, the Tories. 1886

'J'. E. Kebbbl//m/. Toryism viii. 364 The Tories are for

administrative reform : the Radicals for social revolution.

189a Saintsbury Earl ofDerby Vxf:K. 5, I define aTory asa
person who would, at the respective times and in the respec-

tive circumstances, h.ivc ojjposed Catholic Emancipation,

Reform, the Repeal of llie Corn Laws, and the whole Irish

I,cgislation of Mr. Gladstone. iS^kOmas Hist. Efig.xxx'ix.

6j6 The generation of Tories who had grown up during the

great French war, had forgotten the old liberal doctrines of

their great le.ider Pitt. Ibid. xlii. 700 Down to 1865, the

Liberaus and the Conservatives alike retained in a great

measure the characteristics of their forefathers the Whigs
and Tories.

b. With various qualifications, as

Hi^kt HighJIyiHg r., a Tory of * high ' principles ; in 17-

iSthc. a High-Church Tory, a 'Church and King man:
cf. HiGii-FLVER 3a J later, a thorough, old-fashioned, or

reactionary Tory ; Jacobite 7', a Tory of Jacobite prin-

ciples, or tending to Jacobiiism ; Old T., a Tory of a non-

modern type; in quot. 1827, a Jacobite Tory; ultra T.,

a Tory of extreme principles or opinions.

1713 Swirr yrttl. to Stella 9 Apr., The Bishop of Chester,

a *high Tory, was against the Court. iSay Scott JmL
3 Sept., The King, .probably looks with no greater [favour]

on the return of the High Tories. 184a Mem. M. T. Sadler

X. 335 One..whom it is customary ., to hold up to popular

abhorrence as a * bigot ', a * borough-monger *, and a 'high

Tory'. 1863 G. Pryme Autobiog. Recoil. 12 Nov., I have

been told by at least two high Tories that they could not

discover by my lectures what political sentiments * held.

1738 UoLiNGDROKE Lett. W. Patriot King (iSs(>) 165 What
gives oljslinacy without strength., to the *Jacobite-tories at

this time? i8«7 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xv. 125

«tf/^, The thorough-paced royalists, or "old lories Jc 1690J.

1850 Ht. Martineau Hist, Peace 1. m. xi. 5S5 We have,

what the old Tories have not and cannot conceive of. 1886
T. E. Kebbel Hist. Toryism\\\\. s66 The first Factory Bill
..was introduced by the typical old Tory, Mr. Sadler. 1895
Oman Hist. Etig. xxxix. 646 When O'ConnelTs agitation
grew formidable, and the old Tories urged him to repress it

by force, he IWellington] refused. 1833 Choker 25 Mar.,
in Kebbel tlisf. Toryism v. (1SS6) 254 [Sir R. Peel] fore-
saw that Radicals and *ultra-Tories would unite against
him. 186a Knigeit Pop. Hist. Eni^. VIII. vi. 109 The
measures, .hardly came up to the expectation of the ultra-
Tories of that day [1819].

4. C/.S. Hist. A member of the British party
during the Revolutionary period ; a loyal colonist,
(These were orig. ' Tories * in the English political sense,

who naturally continued loyal to the King.)
(1774 J. Adams in Fain, Lett. (1876) 7 Dr. Gardiner,

arrived .. from Boston, brings news of a battle at the town
meeting, between Whigs and Tories. 1774 — Wks. (1854)
IX. 336 The tories were never, since I was born, in such a
state of humiliation as at this moment.] 1775 Pennsyl-
vania Even. Post I July 278/1 The Whigs and Tories at
Georgia^ are disputing with each other, and Governor
Wright is much alarmed for his safety. Ibid. 18 July 309/2
The Tories in Georgia are now no more, the province is.,

about to choose Delegates to send to the Congress. 1776 M.
Cutler in Life^ etc. (i888) I. 54 The ships lay down below
the castle with the soldiers and tories and their families
on board. 1776 Ann. Reg. 29 Many ofthe well-affected
(or Tories, which was the appellation now given to them
throughout America) thought it prudent. .to seek the same
asylum. 1777 [implied in Toryess below]. x8ai J. F. Cooper
spy yix\%^ Washington will not trust us with the keeping of a
suspected Tory, if we let this rascal trifle in this manner with
the corps.

5. transf. Applied to any one in foreign countries

or former ages holding views analogous to those of

the English Tories; also, one who is by temperament
or sentiment inclined to conservative principles.

'797 J* Boucher V'ie%v Amcr. Rev. Pref. 22 Every man
capable of forming an opinion.. is, in some degree, either

a Whig or a Tory. Now the American revolution was
clearly a struggle for pre-eminence between Whigs and
Tories. 1827 Hallam Const, Hist. (1876) III. xvi. 201 Tlie

names whig and tory are often well applied to individuals.

1836 Arnold Let. 28 Nov., in Life ^ Corr. (1845) II. 65
Men are all Tories by nature, when they are tolerably well

off. 1841 Ibid. 26 June ibid, 1. ix. 267 After all, those
differences in men's minds which we express, when exem-
plified in English politics, by the terms Whig and Tory, are
very deep and comprehensive, ..they seem to be the great
fundamental difference between thinking men. i860 Kus-
skll Diary India II. x. 191 Purrus Ram and Khoom Dass
. . fear greatly . . that the Tories of Bussahir will triumph.

B. adj. 1. That is a Tory ; of, pertaining to,

or characteristic of a Tory or Tories; consisting

of or constituted by Tories ; also, having the

principles or aims of a Tory ; supported or recog-

jiized by the Tory party ; Conservative.
i68s Drydzn Loyal Rrot/ter Epil. 3 He's neither yet a

Whigg nor Tory-Boy. x68j — Dk. Guise Epil. 44 A kind
of Bat.. With Tory Wings, but Whiggish Teeth and Claws.

1689 EvKLVN Diary 15 Jan., There was a Tory party (as then

so call'd) who were for inviting his Majesty [Jas. II] againe

upon conditions. 1693 Rokeiiy Diary 15 Aug., It is a
'lory complaint ag* a Whigg. 16^ Ibid. 2 Apr., A Tory
Bigot, 1710SWIFT yml. toStella 5 Dec, [Theyjdrank Mr.
Harley's, Lord Rochester's, and other Tory healths. 171X

Addison Sped. No. Bi F 2 [She] has most unfortunately a

very beautiful Mole on the Tory Part of her Forehead.

(X1734 North Exam. 11. v. (1740) 322 He has split the

former Church of England into two Churches, the Tory
Church, and the Whig Church of England. "73S~8
I>oMNGBROKK On Parties viii. Wks. i8og III. 136 This

inconsiderable faction could not be deemed the tory party,

but received the name of Jacobite with more propriety. 1738
— Lett. ii. Patriot King (1750) 165 Men who had sense,.,

before that moment, thought of nothing, after it, but of set-

ting upa toryKingagainsta whig King, xtj^ Pennsylvania

Even. Post 18 July 356/1 Yesterday several Tory prisoners

were sent to Halifax jail. 1791 Boswell yohnson 11 June
an. 178.1, We drank 'Church and King' after dinner, with

tiue Tory cordiality. 1826 Soorr yrttl. 15 Dec., The Tory
interest was weak among the old stagers, where I remem-
ber it so strong. 1830 Gkn. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I.

^06 The advice ofthe English High Church and Tory party

has been taken ; and the Bourbons are driven from France.

1886 T. E. Kf-Buel Hist. Toryism viii. 398 The Tory
revival was but the twin sister of the Anglican revival. Ibid.

ix. 468 In its defence of the Monarchy, the Church, and
the territorial Constitution of the countuy, the Tory party

has never faltered.

b. With various qualifications : see A. 3 b.

1791 BoswKLL yohnson 11 June an. 1784, A sermon (1772)

.
.

, full of high Tory sentiments. 1887 Scott yml. 1 1 Aug.,

A High Tory Administration would be a great evil at this

time. 1850 Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace II. v. xvii. 445

It was cheering to see. .high tory and deep radical chemists

helping out one another's information about soils and

manures. 1854 Earl Aberdeen 6 Jan. in Lett. Q. Victoria

(1908) in. xxiii. 2 The base and infamous attacks made
upon the Prince. .chiefly. .in those papers which represent

ultra-Tory or extreme Radical oumions, X862 Knight
Pop. Hist. Eng. VIII. xviii. 320 The expectations of the

ultra-Tory party that the Reform Bill [1832) would be

repealed. 1895 Oman Hist. Eng. xl. 667 Benjamin Disraeli,

..who combined high Tory notions on Church and State

with extreme Radical views on certain social questions.

1908 Lett. Q. Victoria I. i. 6 The ultra-Tory party, who
had opposed to the last the Emancipation of the Catholics

and the Reform Bill.

2. In extended or transferred senses : see A. 5.

183J Gen. p. Thompson Kxerc. (1842) II. 7 The Catilina-

rian conspiracy .. was manifestly a plot in a green bag, and

Cicero a Tory Secretary for the Home Department. 1837

Ibid IV. 367 To pick holes in the history of the Greek

republics, on the strength of the remains of the Tory poets

of that lime. 1899 R. H. Charles Eschatology v. 163 It
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[EcclesiasticUh] is uncoinpromi-singly tory, and refuses to

admit the i)Ossil)ility oftlie new views as to the future life.

Ibid, vi. 204 The still orthodox and tory view found in the

Old Testament.

C, riirases and combinations.

1. Used advb. in phr. to talk^ vote Tory,
i8a7 Scott ymL 21 July, Nobody talks Whig orTory ju-^t

now. 191:5 Ck. Q, Rev. Jan. 452 He had the manhood tu

stand by his chapel and refuse to vote Tory.

2. Comb.f as Tory-Kadtcal sb. and adj. ; Toy'
Irishf 'kaniiigi 'ridden, -voiced adjs. ; Tory-
Williamite, a Tory who supported or adhered to

\VilliamIII.
1696-7 RoKEBY Diary (Surlees) 51 Mr. Ratcliff, sheriff of

Devonshire, is a Tory-Williamite. 1834 Tail's Mag. I.

,87/2 The Governor, save on the question of slavery, the

ilack nig£;ers, and the Church, latterly became a sort of

Tory-Radical. 1836 K. of Dklgeans 18 Nov., in Lett. Q.
Victoria (1908) I. v. 53 An infamous Radical or Tory-Radi-
cal paper, the Constitutional^ which seems determined to

run down the Coburg family. 1894 M'cstvi. Gaz, ai Sept.

2/3 Cases like mine, where in Tory-ridden villages the over-

seers resent both Liberal and women voters. 1898 Ibid,

24 Mar, 2/2 It must in the long run be a new Tory-Irish
understanding. 1908 W, Churchill in Nation 7 Mar.
812/2 The pressure of Tory-voiced discontent

3. Tory Democracy, combination of Toryism
with democracy; democracy under Tory leadership;

new or democratic Toryism
;

progressive Con-
servatism.

^ 1879 Spectator ^\ June 776 Tory democracy—Jingoism is

its proper name. 1884 PaliMalt G. 29 Nov. 3/2 We would
venture to lay very long odds that Tory Democracy is much
more likely to come in with a boom than to go out with a
fiz. i88s Gladstone Let. to Ld, Acton 11 Feb.in Morley
/.ry^ (1903) III. vni. X. 173 'Tory democracy*., is no more
like the conservative party in which I was bred, than it is

like liberalism. In fact less. It is demagogism, only a
demagogism . . living upon the fomentation of angry passions,

and still in secret as obstinately attached as ever to the evil

principle of class interests. 1910 S. J. Low in Encycl. Brit,

VI. 346/2 (Lord Randolph Churchill) By this time [1882]

he had definitely formulated the policy of progressive Con-
servatism which was known as 'Tory democracy'. He
declaoed that the Conservatives ought to adopt, rather than
oppose, reforms of a popular character, and to challenge the
claims of the Liberals to pose as the champions ofthe masses.

b. So Tory Democrat, one who professes or sup-

ports Tory democracy. Also Tory Democratic a.

1868 Daily News 2 Dec, Constitutionalist, lory, and tory
democrat, are the names between which their choice wavers,
tooa Daily Chron. 29 Aug. 4/5 The policy of the advanced
lory Democratic section. 1903 Westm, Gaz. 14 Jan. 2/2
Recommended.. to the electors.. on the ground that he is

a * Tory Democrat \ in which hybrid political creature it is

roundly declared ' there is really more of true, old-fashioned
Liberalism than in ihe Liberal Party to-day *. 1910 Encycl.
Brit. VI. 976/2 I/ord Randolph Churchill called himself a
* Tory democrat '.

Hence (chiefly nonce-wds,) f Tcrycal a. [after

historical] = 7'ory adj. ; Tcrydom, the realm or

rnle of Tories; To'ryess, a female Tory (in quot.

in sense 4) ; Toryi-stic a., inclined to Toryism
;

To'ryize v.^ trans, ~ Toryfy ; ToTyship (Jm-
morous\ the personality of a Tory.
x68a Thoresby Diary 14 July, Had some ineffectual dis-

courses., with the *Torycal Papists. 1859 W. Chadwick
Life De Foe ii. 10^ The bill passed ; and, thanks to *Tory-
dom, there it remains 1 1908 M. Baring Russian Ess., etc.

Ded. II Here, they thought, was the voice of officialdom,
Torydom, and hypocrisy speaking. 1777 Franklin Let.
Wks. 1S89 VI, 67 You must know she is a *Toryess as well

as you, and can as flippantly call 7-ctu-t, 1899 Howells in

Literature 1 July 692 liy a curious irony of fate he came to
stand in later years for something *toryistic to men who
were fighting other anti-slavery battles. 1887 Vpool Mer.
cnry 5 Jan., He was the first to show that London might be
*Toryised. 1890 Pall Mall G. 22 Aug. 2/1 A narrow little

clique— fossilized and Toryized to an almost incredible
degree. 1793 Parr Let. to Routh 12 June, Wks. 1828 VII,
652 Farewell, and believe me. .your *Toryship's friend and
servant.

tTory, V. Obs. [f. Toby sb,]

1. inir. To live as an Irish Tory or outlaw.
1651 G. RAWDoNZ,c/.24Dec. in5/.Pa/.,/r<:/.CCLXXXIL
104 (P.R.O.) Sir Phill andCormack Mulhallon Torye about
Braiiitre* woodes; soe that they cannot stirr out of Charle-
mount but with a considerable strengthe. 1655 [V. Gookin]
Gt. Case Transpl. Irel. 21 Many Inhabitants, who are able

to subsist on their Gardens in their present Habitations,.

.

will rather choose the hazard of Torying, than the apparent
danger of starving [in Connaught].

2. trans. To becall or nickname Tory*
1681 T. Flatman Ileraclitus Ridens No. 34 (1713) I. 218

[They] shall pass for white Boys, and have never a word
said to them for Torying, Tantivying and Masquerading
his Majesty's most loyal and dutiful Subjects.

Toryfy, torify (toa'rifai), V, humorous, [f.

TouY + -FY,] trans. To make a Tory of, convert

to Toryism {^generally dyslogistic). Hence To'ry-
fied, To'ryfying ///. adjs, ; also To:ryfica'tioii,

conversion to Toryism.
1763 Wilkes N. Brit. No. 3^ (1766) 212 The strict harmony

subsisting between the whiggified Tories, the torified Whigs,
and the amphibious North Britons. 1834 Lady Granville
Lett, (1894) II, 177 Neither of the Clanricardes seems
pleased, or Tory-fied at the news. 1853 Sir G. C Lkwes
Lett. 262 Most of his [Gladstone's] High church supporters
stick to him, and.. be is Liberalizing them, instead of their

Torifying him, 1876 G. Meredith Beauck, Career xxviii,

Mr. Tuckham was.. prophesying the Torification of man-
kind. 1901 A. BiRRELL in N, Amer. Rev. Feb. 251 The
Toryfication . ,of London and ofso many of our great towns

. .is one of the most striking political facts of recent times.

190a Academy 1 1 Jan. 667/1 I^well was born and bred in a
*J oryfied old country seat at Elmwood, Cambridge, New
England.

Toryish. (tno-iiiij), a. [f. Touy sb. or a. + -ish 1.]

Somewhat Tory ; inclined to Toryism. SoTory-
ishly adv.

^
1681 1". Flatman Ileraclitus Ridens No. 41 (1713) H. 17
The Mistress of the House being, it seems, Toryisbly
alfectcd, would have two Pence the Dish for true Protestant
Coffee. 1684 (Mar. 26) Let. Jr. Irel. in '1'. Hutchinson
Hist. Mass. (1764) I. ii. 343 notet I suspect you of the Massa-
chusets, are more whiggish, and your neighbours more
toryish, to express it in the language of late in use. 1794
Parr Ztf^. ^(7 /ir<;wM 22 July, Wks. 1828 VIL 658 Manners
which you would call Toryish, because they were at once
correct, elegant, and dignified. 1826 New Monthly Mag.
Jan. 20 He must not be too wlnggish for his Tory custo-

mers, nor too toryish for liis Whigs. 1876 G. Meredith
Beauc/t, Career x'lv, I fancy he is Toryish.

Toryism (toa'riiiz'm). Also 7-8 Torism.
[f. as prec. + -ism.] The principles, practices, an<l

methods of Tories : spec, a. those of the British

Tory party ; Conservatism.
x68a in JFestm. Gaz, 22 Jan. (1900) 2/3 [The LoyalLondon
Mercury declared that it would not go with either]

Whigism or Torism. 1711 Medley No. 24. 279 Put
Torism instead of it, and it sits exactly in all its Parts.

1713 {title) Torism and Trade can never agree. 1735-8
BoLiNGBBOKE On Parties u. Wks. 1809 I1L_47 An inquiry
into the rise and progress of our late parties; or a short

history of toryism and wliiggisra from their cradle to their

grave, 1786 Mrs. Piozzi Anecd. Johnson 40 Of Mr.
Johnson's toryism the world has long been witness.

1791 PoswELL Johnson 22 Mar. an, 1776, I felt all my
Toryism glow in this old capital of Staffordshire. Ibid.

3 June an. 1784, Oxford, that magnificent and venerable
seat of Learning, Orthodoxy, and Toryism. ^ 1839 Borrow
in Knapp Li/e, etc. (189^) 1. xiv. 144 The chief reason for

Toryism, a reason sufficient by itself, is that within it are
comprised love of country and pride of country. x86a
Knight Pop. Hist. Eng, VIII. xxix. 528 The principle of
ultra-Toryism. 1886 T. E. Kebbel Hist. Toryistnwvix. 335
Lord Beaconsfield carried Toryism into the next stage. Ibid.

337 The Toryism of the future must be popular Toryism or
nothinjT. 1895 Oman Hist, En^, xlii. 709 Disraeli, seated
firmly in power, was able to display the characteristics of
the 'New Toryism'. 1910 S. J. Low in Encycl. Brit.
VI. 346/2 He was actively spreading the gospel of demo-
cratic Toryism in a series of platform campaigns. Ibid., In
1884 the struggle between stationary and progressive Tory-
ism came to a head, and terminated in favour of the latter.

1913 F. E. Smith in Daily Express 12 Feb, 2/4 Not the least

potent method of preserving it (the State] is to link the con-
ception of State Toryism with the practice of Social Reform.

b. of the American Tories or Loyalists at the

War of Independence : see Touy sb. 4.

1777 J. Adams Diary 18 Sept., We are yet in Philadel-
phia, that mass of cowardice and Toryism, x888 Bkyce
Amer, Conimw. III. ciii. 468 Because the Anglican Cleri^y

were prone to Toryism (as attachment to the British con-
nection was called).

c. Applied generally to principles analogous to

those of Knglish Toryism : cf. Tory sb, 5.

1832 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) II. 7 Why will no-
body re-write the Greek and Roman histories, and give us
an insight into the Toryism of antiquity? 1837 Ibid, IV.

367 Toryism . . is not a thing of modern date, but goes
back to the earliest histories. 1837 Arnold Let. ^ Mar., in

Life ^ Corr, (1845) II. 79 If I dared, I would put m a woid
for ' As in prsesenti *, perhaps even for ' Propria qu£E mari-
bus*. Is not this a laudable .specimen of Torjasm?

Torymid (t^Timid), a. and sb. Entom. [*•

mod,L. 7'orymiddi pi., f. TorymtiSy name of the

typical genus : see -ID 3.] a. cuij. Of or pertain-

ing to the Torymideey a group of chalcididan

parasitic hymenoptera. b. sb. An insect of this

group.
1895 Catnb. Nat. Hist, V. 547 Some of these Torymid fig-

Insects have winged males, as is normal in the family.

Toryn, obs. f. tom^ pa. pple. of Tear w.i

\ To'ry-ro*ry, a. {adv.) Obs, [Origin obscure :

perhaps orig. a reduplication or riming expansion

oirory, RoABY,f. Roar sb, or v. The Eng, Dial.

Diet, cites it from S. Lancash. as meaning * a state

of hurry or excitement'. After 1680 it was some-
times abusively associated with Tory sb, ; but there

can hardly have been any original connexion.

Reference to the Irish lories or outlaws and
marauders is chronologically possible, but not

evidenced.]

1. Roaring, uproarious, roistering, boisterous ; in

quots. 1694, 1716 with allusion to Tory A. 2, 3.

1678 Drvden Limberham i. i, And, before George, I

grew tory rory, as they say. Ibid. iv. i, Sing like nightin-

gales, you tory.rory jades. 1678 Otwav Friendship in F.
II. i, ftlethinks you look like two as roring, ranting tory rory

Sparks as one would wish to meet withal. [z68i O. Hey-
WOOD Diaries, etc 2^ Oct., Theres a book called the char-

acter of a Tory wherin it runs, A Tory, a Whory, a Roary,
a Scory, a Sory.] 169^ Motteux Rabelais v. Pantngr.
Progn.v. ^yj Swaggering HufTsnuffs, .. Tory-rory Rakes
and Tantivy-boys. 1716 M. Dwi^s Athen, Brit, II. 337
From a Tory-Rory-Boy, he is become a cool-temper'd Wig.
2. Ruffianly (like the Irish tories, or Judge

Jeffreys).

i68a Mrs. Behn City Heiress 52 Some damn'd Tory-rory
Rogues, to rob a man at his Prayers I iSaa Parr Let. to

Hill -2$ Jan., Wks. 1S2B VII. 605 Servile and corrupt judges,

prejudiced and perjured juries, merciless jailors and a tory-

cory haugmao.

B. adv. In a roaring or uproarious manner;
boisterously, rantin^dy, roistcringly.

It may have been the name of a rowdy song or tune.
1664 Cotton Scarron. iv. (1715) 97 Roaring and drinkinz

tory-rory. [1667 Drvden Sl Davenant Tempest iv. iii, 1

found her an hour ago under an elder tree, ..singing Tory
Rory, and Rantum Scantum, with her own natural brother.)

1673 Shadwell Epsom Udells 11. i, We were at tt Tory
Rory, and Sung old Rose, the Song that you love so.

Hence + ToTy-ro*ry v, Obs., intr, to behave
uproariously.
1685 Ckowne Sir C. Nice iv. 43 Well the house is our

own, and the Night our own, ..we'l Tory-rory, and 'tis—

a

fine Night, we'l Revel in tlie Garden.

t To-sa'me, to-sa*nien, adv. Obs. Forms

;

I t039mne, tosamue, 2-3 to soxnne, {Orm,)
tosamenn, 2-4 to same, 3 to somnen, 3-4 to
satneu, 4 to samyu. [OE. tdsamne, tdsgmtte^ i.

tdj To prep. + Samen together. Cf, OKris. ta

sameney OS. 10 samane^ te samne (MDu. te-zamen^

Du. samen), OlIG. saman, zi samane (MUG. ze~

samene^ Ger. zttsammen) ; also ON. til samans.
The element samen represents an orig. sb., of which ja/«a«,

samane, samans were case-forms : cf. Skr. samana con-
course, assembly, samana adv. together; also Olr. samain
assembly, the Tara-festival.]

Together ; into or in one body or company.
^893 K. Alfred Oros. iv. xi. §9 RaSebais t>ehietosomt>e

conion. 971 Blickl. I/oni. igi pa coman p^r tosamneunari-
medlico menjeo. c 1000 ^lfric Ho*h. II. 100 Moyses f:este

feowerti;^ daga and feowertij nihta tosamne. c laoo Trin.
Coll. Horn. 23 lioSe to same |>e sowle and |>e lichame.
C1200 Ormin 649 ForrJ>i shulenn alle |>a. .Tosamenn stann-
iS.^\\\\ att te dom. c 1205 Lay. 8597 To-somnen we scullen

gliden. £1315 Shoreham i. 116 Crist is mid ous to-same.
13.. Cursor M, 11461 (Cott) And did he suiih to samen
call pe maisters of his kingrik all. c 1375 Ibid. 3073 (Fairf.)

'I'o-samyn dwelled Irai pare.

II
Tosaphoth (t<;u-saf(7up). Also tosafoth. [Heb.

niSpin tosapkoth, pi, of nspin /J.yJ///a// addition,

f. PJD'' yasaph to add.] Critical and explanatory

notes on the Talmud. Hence To'saphist (-fist),

a writer of tosaphoth.
1887 H. Adler in Papers Anglo-Jewish Hist. Exhib.-zf^

The marvellously exhaustive list of Tosafists (authors of
comments on the Talmud) contained in Zunz's * Zur
Geschichte und Literatur '.

t To'sard. Obs. Some kind of fire-wood, or a
form in which it was sold in 14th to i6th c.

1336 in Rogers Agtic.
<S-

Prices (1866) II. 396 (Farley,
Surrey) Tosards 1250 at 2/. {Ibid. 393 note, Tosards..are
sold by the hundred]. 1339 Ibid., Tosards 50 at 2/-. 1341
Ibid., Tosards 1000 at 2/-. 1429 Ibid. III. 257 (Charles &
Rowliill) Tosards 15*^ at 2/-. 1550 in Strype Sto7u's Surv.
(1755) II- V. xxii. 422/2 If any Freeman of this City use to
resort into the Countries near to this City, and there to

ingross and buy up much Billet, tall Wood, Faggot, Tosard,
or other Fire-wood.

II Tosca (if^'ska). Also tosco, toska. [Sp.

tosca, fem. of tosco coarse,] A soft dark-brown
limestone occurring embedded and sometimes strati-

fied in the surface formation of the Pampas.
Also applied to various lavas in southern Italy and Sicily;

and ill C)olombia, S. America, to a surface rock of supposed
volcanic origin {Cent. Diet.),

1818 Amer, St. Papers, For. Relat. (1834) IV. 277 This
concretion, as it projects along the water's edj;e of the Rio
de la Plata at the city of Buenos Ayres, is called tosco^ or
rough earth. 1846 Darwin Geol. Observ. S. Amer. iv. 77
For convenience sake, I will call the marly rock by the name
given to it by the inhabitants, namely, Tosca-rock. 18519

Page Handbk. Geol. Terms, Tosca-Rock, a name given
by the inhabitants of Buenos-Ayres to a marly arenaceous
rock found imbedded in layers and nodular masses among
the argillaceous earth or mud of the Pampas.

Toscan, obs. or alien form of Tuscan.

t To-SCa*tter, v, Obs. [ME. to-sccUer-en, \.

To- ^ + scaterenf Scatter v,] trans. To scatter

abroad, disperse.

1383 WvcLiF 2 Chron. xxxiv. 7 Whanne the auters he
hadde to-scaterede . . he is turnede a^ein in to Jerusalem.
— Jer. vi. 5 To-scatere wee ther houses, c 1386 Chauckr
Sotnpn. T. 261 Lo ech thyn^ that is oned in it selue Is

moore strong than whan it is toscatered. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. vi. ccxvii. 236 Lastely Harolde was wounded in the

iye with an arowe . .& was slayne, and his people to scatered.

fo. intr. To part asunder, go to pieces, rare.

13.. Cast. Lcn^e (Halliw.) 1556 Cistell, toure, boure nc
halle, But thei shulle to-skatur and downfalle.

ToBchach, Tosche : see Toshach, Tdsh.
To-schrape, To-set: see To- prefi, '•&,

Tose, Toser, etc. : see Tozk v,^, Tozsb.
Tose, obs. f. toes, pi. of Toe.

Tosh, (tfj), sb."^ School slang. A bath ; a foot-

pan. Also tosh-can^ -pan.

x88i Leathes in Pascoe Li/e Publ. 5cA. ii. 20A 'tosh' pan
. . is also provided. 1883 Tosh-can [see Tosh c.']. 1905
H. A. Vach^ll The Hill i, We call a tub a tosh. Ibid.

iii, His feet were thrust into a * tosh ' filled with steaming
water.

Tosh (tpj), sb.^ slang. Bosh, trash; nonsense,

rubbish, twaddle ; in Cricket^ see quot. 1898.
1893 Oxf. Univ. Mag. 26 Oct. 26^1 To think^ what IVe

gone through to hear that man ! Frightful tosh itll be, toa
1898 Tit-Bits 25 Tune 252/3 Among the recent neologisms

of the cricket field is ' tosh , which means bowling of con-

temptible easiness. 1906 E. V. Lucas Listener's Lure (1909)

36 This Loudou bubiuess seems to me the most awful toUu



TOSH.

Hence Toshy (tfSi) a. slang, trashy, rubbishy.
190a Bpxlik: Fatft to Rome 163 The poor public . . is driven

back lo toshy novels about problems, written by cooks.

Tosh, 3. {Oilv.) Sc. [Origin not ascertained.]
1. Neat, clean, tidy, trim.
1776 D. Hekd Coll. Songs Gloss., TosA, tight, neat. 1794

RiTsON Scot. Songs I. 99, I gang ay fou clean and fou tosh,
Asa' the neighbours can tell. 1813 J. Wilson Triais Afarg.
Ljtm/saj' xxxiii. 271 The hedges will do— I clipped them
wi' my ain haiids. .and, nae doubt, tijey make the avenue
look a hantle tosher.

2. -Agreeable, comfortable ; friendly, intimate.
l8ai BLuirzu. .^Faff. X. 4 We were a very tosh and agree-

able company. 1W7 Supfl. to jfamieson, s. v., ' They're
unco tosh wi' ither '.

B. as adv. = Toshly (see below).
1760 Mavne SilUr Gun I- xxiii, Shouther your amut o !

ha'd them tosh 011, .-Xnd not athraw I i8a8 Moin Mansic
H^oHch vi, Matters were.. settled full tosh between us.

Hence To-shly adv., neatly, tidily, trimly;
snngly : Tosliy a., neat, tidy, pretty.
1788 Pjcken Poems 176 Row't coshly up, an" fianket.

l8»7 J. Wilson Noct. Amir. Wks. 1855 11. ai Phrenologists
..haenae slicht o' haun in curlin their hair toshly. 1856
J. Ballantine Poems 47 And see how it's kecpit sae toshy
and clean. 1881 Jessik Simpsom in Afoii. Sc. Poets 1 11. 263
Naemairwee tosme feet to bath, nor gowden locks tokaim.
Tosh (trj), v.i Sc. [[. Tosh a.] trans. To

malje ' tosh ' ; to tidy, trim.
i8j6 J. Wilson Nocf. Ambr. Wks. 1835 I. 266 Hoo she

wad try to tosh up.. her breest. 1886 A- Waddrop Mid
Cautlur Fair 9 I,et's tosh yer plaid a wee.
'Sos\i.,v:i School slang, [f. T08H jiS.l] 0,. trans.
To splash, souse, b. intr. To bath, 'tub'.
1883 J. P. GaoVEs Fr. Ca,Ut to Caft. iiL 2S7 ' Toshing '

wa.s the name given to a punishment inflicted by the cadets
on any one of their numljer who made himself obnoxiov;-!.
The victim, dressed in full uniform, was forced to run the
gauntlet of his brother cadets, who, as he passed, emptied
the contents of their ' tosh-cans ' (small baths holdmg about
three gallons of waler) over the wretched bid's head. 1903
Karmkr & Henliy Slang s.v., He tosbed his house bealc by
mistake, and got three hundred. 1905 H. A. Vachell The
ilttl i, 1 believe he toshes now—once a month or sa
Tosh, obs. and dial, fonn of TfSH, tnslc.

Toshach, -och, tx)8cliach, phonetized forms of
TOISECH.
1836 W. F. Skene UtgliL Scot. (1902) II. vi. 3S9 Toshoch

being unquestionably the title anciently applied to the
oldest cadets of the different cbns. iMi C Innis Sit.
Early Scot. Hist. 396 The magistrate and he.nd m.in of a
little district known among his Celtic neighbours as the
Tosh.ich- 1871 — Lect. Scot. Legal Antia. iii. 97 .Some of
the inferior executors of the law had Celtic names long
prcservtjd as -M.ior and Toschach.

t To-sha-ke, v. Obs. Forms : see Shake v.
[OE- toscetuan, f. To- '^ + sceacan, Sbaks z>.]

L trans. To shake to pieces, shake asunder ; to
disperse or destroy by shaking.
a 1000 Class, in Wr.-Wulcker 214/34 Concuttl, i. turbat,

lerreal, laxax^. ciooo /Elpric /lorn. I. 570 He Sa to-
5CCOC |)one lis of 3am ofne. a lajo Owl H Night. 1647 (>u
sej-bt l-atgromes \k ivo)>..& |>e to twiccheJiS to schalceb.
ij.

. Sir ISeucs (.\.) 742 Man and houndes, Jot he tok Wib
his toskes he al to-schok. 138a WvcLip /sa. xxiv. 20 With
shaking shal be to-shaken the erthe. c 1440 Pailad. OK
Hiisb. II. 240 The plauntb bigge a depper delf desireth And
larger space, .xs wynd may hem to shake. 1584 R. SootDisc.
WttclKr. XII- xviii. (1S86) 222 In the bloud of Adam deathra taken, In the bloud of Christ it was all to shaken. i

2. intr. To tremble, quiver, shiver violently.
a 130a Cursor M. 1^1 All (le erth it sal toscak. 1303

R. Brunnx llaiuU.Synne 2528 He broghte on J>at brynnyng
croke, A brennyng soule |)at al to-shoke. 14.. Cosf.Nic.t-
Jemus 797 fe erth trembled and al toschoke. ijoS Dunbar
Cold. Tar^e 231 With the blast the leuij all to-schoke.

+ To-slia-tter, v. obs. [Mii. i. To-2 +
SH.irrKU v.\ irans. To break into small pieces.
ai4a»-so Alcjramler 4150 It allo-schatird & to-scailcd

tarn in sondire. 1494 Faovah Chron. vi. clxiiL 156 Whao
y« siiote was spent and the spcrys to shateryd, than boihe
hoo»tU ran to gyther » ilh Rowlandys songe.

iTo-sh.e-d,v. Obs. Forms: see.SiUU)z;.l [OE.
tosccJilan, f. To- - + sctdJan, Shbd p.l : = OHG.
za-, zisceidan.'] trans. To separate, divide, diffuse,
scatter, part; in Oil. also, to discriminate, discern,
distinguish.

c 888 K. iELFRED Boelh. xxxiv. | 3mc (.ing |)e tosceaden
l>10 from oSrum bi.^ oSer, ofier |>a:t ),ing. Ibid. xL { 7 Se
be sesce.idwisnissc ba:fS, se mais dcman & tosceadan hwa:s
be wilni;an sceal- c 1000 /El fric Ilotn. II. 106 He losciEt
hi on twa, swa swa scephyrde toscajt seep fram gatum.
ei»oo Urmim 19863 Forr \>Mt he wollde hire & te king
roda..|enn & t(Hha;dcnn. c laos Lav. 30262 He nom his
lauerdes hefj..& his lockes he to-scasldc. 1387 Trevisa
lligdtn (Rolls) III. 241 Leonida.fil vppon the ot>er dcel I

any3t . . and to schad hem euerich oon from ober. 1108 \

-ISarth. DeP. R. xlx. xiv, (Bodl. MS.) If. 295 b/a Depo
rede toschede)> \k sijt as lijt do)>e.

b. intr. To divide, separate, fall apart.
!

c 1330 R- Bkunne Chron, H^ace (Rolls) 627(3 So bat be '

Komayns route to-schadde, & dide hem to be hauenc (le
1387 Tkevisa Jligden (Rolls) I. 133 pe bepes of grauel to
hcliede|} and to faltei>.

j

tTo-she-nd, v. Obs. [f. To-2 + Shiuid k.]
trans. To ruin or destroy utterly.
1381 WvcLiF I's. Ivl. tlvii.l I In to the ende, ne destrou

thou or shend (f.r. to-sheende] Dauid. c 1425 Cast. Perscv
794 in Macro Plays 101 Now schal careful Couetyse, Man-
kende trewly al to-schende. c Ijcx) Lancelot 1221 His face
was al to-hurt and al to-scbent.

tTo-she'ttOi V. Obs, Forms: i to-sc£nan,

178

3 to-soeeneia, to-scenen, to-schoncn. [OE. to-
seaman, i. To- - + scxnan to break : see Siiknk.]
trans. To break or dash to pieces ; also, to dis-
perse, break up (an army).
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark v. 4 Da fattro [he] forbrax vel

tosccainde [<:97S Kuskw. feoturo. .toscamdej- — John xix-
36 Ban ne to-sican-is vel ni sebraicsaS se from him. c 1000
/tLKRlc Saints' Lives xxiii. 496 N e furflon an ban naifdc he
mid ojirum, ac toscjcnede ofer call lalon. a 1150 O'mI fy
Night. n2o Stones hi dol> in heore slytte..& Hne fule
bon toschene)'.

b. intr. To come or break in pieces.
c iios Lay. 2309 Al (lu scalt to-sca:ne Mid scearpe mire

e.ixe. Ibid. 2315 pe stan al to-sceande. c IJ75 Ibid. 4537
Sip orn Io-5ein sip pat hit al to-scende.

Tosher! (IfJ-Jaj). Thieves' Cant. A Thames
thief who purloins copper sheathing from the
bottoms of vessels in the river or from the docks.
So Toshing, the practice of a 'tosher'.
1859 Slatig Diet., Toshers, men who steal copper from

ships' bottoms in the Thames. 1867 Smyth Sailor's l^ord.
bk., Toshing, a cant word for stealing copper sheathing from
vessels' bottoms, or from dock-yard stores.

To-aher 2. [O.iyin uncertain ; ? from TosH z/.2J
A small fishing smack.
1885 Daily TeL 26 Nov. (Farmer), A tosher is not a long-

shore driver, though both little vessels are employed in
c.itching what they can close into the land. 191 1 Daily
Nmis 10 Oct. 4 Time after time her sloutbeatted skipper
thrashed the smaller craft (she is but a ' tosher ' of 23 tons,
carrj-ing only three bands), to windwanl.
Tosher a (t(?-j3j). Undergraduates' slang. [A
humorous deformation {romunattae/ied: cf. Footer
si.^ 3 b, RCGOER 2, SOCKER, etc.] An ' unattached

'

or non-collegiate student at a university having
residential colleges.
18II9 Durham Univ. yml. 9 Nov. ai6 The ' toshers ' as

Ibey are called in 'Varsity slang—the term is a corruption
of tlie word ' unattached '—have been looked down upon in
the past. 1891 Dl.ncan Amer.Girlin Lond. 254 The man
..being an unatuched student, a 'tosher'- 1897 Biacliu.
Mof. May 724 A third deemed th.it the millennium had
amved with the advent to Oxford of the humble ' tosher '.

tTo-shi'ffc, V. Obs. Forms: see Shift v.
[OE. tosciftan, f. lo-'^^sciftan to divide, Shift.]
trans. To divide, separate, distribute.
c iiRR O. E. Chron. an. 1085, Ac se cyng let to scyfton bone
ere zeond eall i^is land to his m&nnon. Ibid, an- 1095, He .

.

into Wealan ferde & his fyrde to scyfte. c 1315 Shoskiiam

here zeond eall i^is land to his m&nnon. Ibid, an- 1095, He

.

into Wealan ferde & his fyrde to scyfte. c 1315 Shoskiiail
I. 721 For )?er he hys, he hys al y-hol Ne raey me hym to-
schifte. 1387 Tbevisa Hidden (Rolls) I. 97 Nol»er water
no|?er fire my^te ham to schifte no^r to dele. Ibid. 11. 251
pere..iie longages and tonges ofi^ bulders were i-schad
and to schifl. C1400 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 528 (MS./3)
So thei beth departed and to schuftc [y scbeft] atweyne,

tTo-shi'ver, v. Obs. Also to-shever. [f.

To- li + SuivEK V. So M HG. ze-, zer-schiveren.]
1. trans. To break into shivers, shatter, splinter.
ctaoo Trill. Coll Horn. 113 Ure helende. .alto shiurcde

he ^ten and in wende. f 1300 [see To-crushJ. ^1435
Torr. Portugal 1 172 Hors and man down he bore, And alle
to-sbeverd his sheld. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 11. x. 87
They . . smoten to gyders and alto sheuered their speres.

2. intr. To fly to shivers, break into splinters.
13.- K. Alts. 2728 The scbarpe spere gynnetb al to.

schivere. « 1381 Chaucer Pari Foiiles 493 The noyse of
ffoules.-So loude ronge..pat weie y went he wodc bad Al
to-sheuered [v.r. Alto-shyuered). c 143a Syr Gentr. (RoxbJ
5156 His sheld to-sheuered euen in twoa C1530 Ld. Ber-
NER« Arlh. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 270 Bothe theyr speres all to
sheaered to ibeyr fystes-

tTo-shoo't, to-she-te, v. Obs. [OE- to-

schtan, {. To-^ + scMan, Shoot v. CI. MHO.
ztsckiet,eH, Ger. urschiessen to destroy by shoot-
ing.] intr. To spring apart ; to burst asnnder-
c sooo X.\jn\z Horn. II. 352 pa toacuton 3a deoflu sona he
me mid heora tangum gclaKcan woldon. c\\2%0. E. Chron.
an. 1083, Pa munecas . . to scuton, sume urnon in to cyrcean.
1340-70 Alisaunder ioo8 pe ai [= egg] fell on he flore . . And
pe shell lo.sbett on h* schire grounde.
To-shred, To-8kair,To-skill: see To-/r^.ai.
Toshy, a-l, 2 : see under Tosh sb^^, a.

Tosle, Tosily, Tosiness : see Tost-
Tosk, dial. var. Torsk. Toske, obs. f. Tusk.
t To-slay, v. Obs. Forms : see Slat. [OE.

tosUan, f. To-- + j/<fa« to strike, Slav. So OS.
te-slahan; OFris. to-sld, OHG. so-, zi-slahan,

MHO. zerslaJien, zersldn, Ger- zerschlagen.']

trans. To strike or knock to pieces; to strike

down violently ; also, to kill outright.
a 700 E/>iiial Gloss. (O. E. T.) 195 Concidit, tislo;;. c-pt^

Corpus Gloss. 516 Toslo;^. ^893 K. ./Elfred Oros, iv. ii-

9 I punor toslo:^ heora hiehstan godes bus lofeses- c 1000
j^iLFRic Horn. II. 45Q SwiiMic wind, .tosloh ha:t bus- c 1430
Syr Tryaiii. yji Why dyd he the to-slon ? 14. . Sir Beues
(C) 2712 Ancf had caste on bym venome. And the knyght
all to-sloon.

+ To-sli-ft, V. Obs. rare~\ [ME. toslyfte{n,

dcriv. vb. f- OE- tosllfan to split, cleave, cut to

pieces : cf- Slive r.l] trans. To break to pieces.

ciys Shoreham i. 726 To slyfle A myrour hou my^t fol

wel, Bote nau^t he ymage schifte.

t To-sli-t, V. Obs. [ME- to-slittein, f. To- 2 +
slitteiti. Slit p.] trans. To slit ojjen, split.

_
a 1x50 Ovjl 4- Night. 694 Ac 3if hat be forlost his wit, ponne

is his red purs al toslit. cxjpoSeyn Julian (Ashm.) 146 pe
bones hi to slitte & he marw out drowe. c 1400 Laud Troy
Bit. i6iio8 Many a baly scbo ther rittes And many a scbeld
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I
sche al lo.sclittis. 14. . Sir Beues (M.) 520 There was no
sarzin, that hym hilte, But he is body all to slitt.

To-slive, To-smite, To-sparple, etc. : see
To- fre/:^ To-souse {all to some) : see All C.
15, .ind Souse z/.i

t To-spread, v. Obs. Forms : see Spread v.
[OE. tospridan, f. To- - + sprkdan, Spread v.
So OHG. za-, zi-, zarspreitan, MHG- ze-, zer-
spreiten.'] trans. To spread abroad, spread open

;

to expand, stretch out ; also, to disperse, scatter.
<iiooo in Techiiier's Zeitschr. IL 122 (B.-T.) Tospraid

Sine f.ngras. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 21 His holie lichame
was tospred on he holie rode. Ibii/. 205 Was to sprad.
a IMS A tier. K. 402 To luuicn hene king of blisse het to-
spret so touward ou his ermes. 1397 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4317
po heromeyns . . to spr.iddehom her & her . 1390 Gower Con/.
II- 260 Witb..fot al bare, Hir her tosprad sche gan to fare.

t To-Spri'ng, v. Obs. [OE. tospringan, f.

To- •* + springan, Spring v. So OHG. zispringan,
MHG. ze-, zerspringen ; Ger. zerspringen.} intr.
To spring apart ; to burst asunder.
ciooo .(Elfric Horn. II. 156 Se niSlulla deofol. .wearp 3a

tenne stan to 3jere bellan, ha:t heo eall tosprang. Ibid. 382
j^t [isene geat] tosprang ha=rrihte him toseanes. 1303
R. Brunne HandL Syiine 10672 pe bondes to-braste, and
alle to-sprunge. 11320 Cast. Love 593 Er him oujte h<:
herte to springe pen he scholde him wrahhc for eny hinge.

I 1:1400 St. Alexius 1020 Myne herte wil to-sprynge.

t To-squa-t, v. Obs. [ME. f. To- ^ + S(juat v.]
trans. To flatten, crush, squash.
c I3as Poem Times Edw. II (Percy) Ixxii, Trechery is

imeynteynd And trewth is al tosqwat. a 1380 St. Ambrose
544 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 16 Wih seknes he was
al to squat, c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (18S0) 461 She shal al to-
Muatte hyn heed. 14.. 6/V .S<:i/m(N.) 3563 Arondel.. Wih
his binder fot him smot pat he al tosquat is brain.

TOSB (t^), jiJ.l [f. Tossj;.] An act of tossing.
L A pitching up and down or to and fro.
i«34 Sir T. Hekdert 7V<t7/. Ded., This poore Barque.,

hath endurde many tosses at Sea, and is now tost on Land.
1801 Southey Thnlaba XI. xl, The little boat rides rapidly.
And pitches now with shorter toss Upon the narrower swell,
a 1849 Sir R. Wilson mLi/e (1862) I. iii. 139 The continual
toss almost made me mad. 1859 Habits Gd. Soc. ix. 286
The man who gives your band one loss, as if he were ring-
ing the dinner.bell.

1 2. A state of agitation or commotion. Obs.
i«66 Pepys Diary 2 June, This put us at the Board into

a tosse. 1667 Ibid. 10 Oct., Lord 1 what a tosse I was for
some time in. 01734 North Lives (1826) II. 319 You can
easily imagine what a toss I was in, to lie about a week
aboard the ship for want of patique. 1837 Longf. in Life
{1891) I. 278 The Little.Pedhngton community of Boston is

in a great tos,s, . . first about the college, and then about Dr.
Channing and the abolitionists.

3. An act of casting, pitching, throwing, or hurl-
ing ; a throw, a pitch. Full toss, in Cricket, the
delivery of a ball which does not touch the ground
in its flight between the wickets-
1660 F- Brooke Ir. Le Blanc's Trav. 119 The Criminal..

i
expected death, a tosse or two at the least. 1833 Nyrkn
Vng. Cricketer's Tutor 81 By one stroke from a toss that

j

he hit liehind bim, <m got ten runs. i8<a Pvcroft Cricket
Tutor 52 Some balls of a loose sort—Volleys, Long-hops,

I and Tosses.

j

4. A sudden jerk ; esp. a quick upward or back-
ward movement of the head.
1676 Drydkn Man of Modi EpiL 22 His various modes

from various fathers (ollow : One taught the toss, and one
the new French wallow. X718 Free-thinker No. 17 P 8
She throws up her Head wilh a scornful Toss. 1836
J. Gilukkt Cht: Atonem. viii. (1852) 242 The question is

dismissed from the minds of some with an indignant toss.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlviii. She walked in-. with
a toss of the head which would have befitted an empress-

1 5. A bout, an encounter. Sc. Obs.
1730 T. Boston Mem. x. (1899) 316, 1 had a toss with Mr.

Murray, he affirming and 1 denying that I bad given tbein
ground by word or deed. 1730 — I'ievj of this cj other
World (1799) 399 Vou may get enough ado even to die
through a vehement toss ofsickness.

6. An act of tossing a coin : see Tosa w. 9, 14 ;

a decision arrived at by this means : see toss-up in

10, and cf. Pitch and toss.

1798 T. Jefferson iViHt. IV. 227 The question of war and
peace depends now on a toss of cross and pile- 1838 De
Morgan Probobilities 75 Let us find the probability that,
out of 200 tosses wilh a halfpenny, there shall be exactly 100
beads and 100 tails- 185^ All Year Round No. 13. 305 Tlie
townwon Ihe toss for innings. 1876 Geo. Eliot /?««. Der.
xxviii, 1 don't care a toss where you are. 1887 L. Stephen
in Diet. Nat. Biog. XI. 467/2 They, .decided by the toss of
a halfpenny that Concanen should defend the ministry.

7. The throwing ofl^ of homing pigeons in a trial

of their flight and homing powers-
1897 Westm. Gaz. i June (^/2 As some of the ' tosses

'

numbered 6,000 birds at one time, the sight was a remark-
able one- 1S99 G. J. Earner in igth Cent, XLV. 819
The first of tliese two experimental tosses took place on the
I7tb of December last year.

t 8. (?) A payment. Obs.
1630 Massinger Picture 11. ii. Vet, not to take From the

magnificence of the King, 1 will Dispense his bounty too,
but as a page To wait on mine : for other tosses, take A
hundred.thousand crowns-

9. A measure for sprats : see quot-
x8st Mayhew Lond. Labour 1. 69/2 They tsprats] are sold

at Billingsgate by the ' toss ' or ' chuck ', which is about half
a bushel, and weighs from 40 lbs. to 50 Ib-s-

10. Toss-up. The throwing up ofa coin to arrive

at a decision : sec Toss v. 14.
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17. . Lmvs o/Crickti in Grace Cricket (i8gi) 14 The party

that wins the toss-up shall go in first at his option. 1802-ia

Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 64 What charity,

boy. .was ever at a loss to know that the toss-up of a half-

penny was worth a farthing, 1868 'S. Daryl Quoits <5-

B<nvU 48 A toss-up decides which party is to play tirst.

b. Jig. A cliancc where the probability either

way is eqnal ; an even chance, colloq.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. viL (Rtldg.) 407 It is a toss up
who fails and who succeeds. 184^ Dickens Mart. Chuz.
xii, It was a toss-up with Tom Pinch whether he should

laugh or cry. x86a J. Skklton Nugx Crit. vi. 25;? It is

generally the merest ' toss-up ' what verdict the. .critic pro-

nounces on any work. i8£^ Times (weekly ed.) 14 Sept.

15/1 It was a toss up whether Lord Salisbury was going to

ofier them an Irish Government or a Coercion Act.

Toas^ sd.^ dial. [A variant ofTassI.] Aheap,
stack ; = Tass '.

169s Kesuztt Par. Aniiq. 11. Gloss, s.v. Tkassare^To
lay up hay or corn into a tass, toss, stack or mow. Jotd.y

A mow of corn in a barn is called in Kent the toss. 1847-78
Halliwell., Toss, the mow or hay of a barij into which the

corn is put preparatory to its being threshed.

+ T0S8, slf.'-^j var. of or misprint for Tass2.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. Itidia fy P. 231 A Silver Toss, or Cup.

Ibid, 399 Bowls of Wine,.. most of Silver, some of Gold,
which we call a Toss^ and is made like a Wooden Dish.

Toss (tfis\ V. Ta. t. and pple. tossed (t^st),

also 6- toat. [In use soon after 1 500, and current

in nearly all its senses by 1550. Orijjin uncertain :

the only cognate word appears to be the Norw. and
Sw. dialect tossa to spread, strew (Aasen) ; Welsh
iosio is from Eng.]

L trans. 1. To throw, pitch, or fling about,

here and there, or to and fro : expressing the action

of wind or wave, or the lii;ht, careless, or disdainful

action of a person, on something easily moved,
1506 GuvLFORDE/'/4*r- (Camden) 73 Howbeit the wroughte

sees tossyd and rolled vs r>'ght greuously. I5z6 Tindale
Matt. xiv. 94 The shippe was in the niiddes of the see, and
was toost with waves. — Jos. i. 6 Lyke the waves off the
see, tost off the wynde. 1526 Pilg-r. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

301 Not restynge, they dyd cary the & tosse the from place

to place. 160a Miracles Our Saviour in Farr .S". P, ^as. I
(1848) 356 The Shaking ships amid the seas ytost. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. ig The shippes are tossed they know
not where. 178a Cowper Parrot 1, A native of the gor-

geous east, By many a billow lost 185a Thackeray Es-
mondn. vii, Mistress Beatrix,., tossing her rustling flowing
draperies about her, and quitting the room, followed by her

mother. 1887 Bowen Vir^. ^neid i. 524 We Troy s ill-

starred sons, long tossed by the winds on the deep.

b. ^g. or in fig. context.

154s Brinklow C(7///;*/. 21 b, How men be tossed from one
court to another, /bid. 59 b, He that denyeth them but
one grote..how will ihei tosse hym in the Iawe. 1569 W.
SAMUELr;V Chaptero/yob ii. Both night and day they haue
their toyl With work and dreames itost. 1593 G. Harvev
Four Lett. iiL Wks. (Grosart) 1. 195 He tost his imagination
a thousand waies. 1611 Bible Eph, iv. 14 That we.. be
no more children, tossed to and fio, and caried about with
euery winde of doctrine. 1633 P. Fletceiek Purple Jsl. xn.
Hi, Though I poore changeling rove. Tost up and down in

waves of worldly floud. 1727 Gav Fal>lfs i. xvi, 17 Here,
there, by various fortune tost. 1823 Chalmers Serin. I.

245 This unhappy man thus tost and bewildered and thrown
into a general unceasing Frenzy. i86a Mrs, H. Wood
Mrs. Hallib. Troub. 1. i, I have been tossed about a good
deal of late years.

f 2. To turn over and over, to turn the leaves of

(a book, etc.). Obs.

155s W. Watreman Fardle Facions Ded. 2 The searche of
wisedome and vertue, for whose sake either we tosse, or
oughte to tosse so many papers and tongues. 1S79 Lvly
Euphues (Arb.) 99, I will to Athens, there to tosse my books.

1581 PETfriE Gnazzos Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 159 Whether in

tossing ouer your bookes, you haue light vpon that place

where Cicero giueth a nip to his daughter. 1597 Morlev
Introd. Mus, Pref., What labour it was to tomble, tosse,

and search so manie bookes. 1730 _T. Boston Mem, xi.

(1899) 373 The huge toil in tossing lexicons and the Hebrew
concordance.

3. To shake, shake up, stir up.

1557 N, T, (Genev.) Matt. xxiv. 29 The powers of heaven
shall be tossed. i6xo Holland Catndens Brit. (1637) 208

Thomas., was much tossed and shaken. 1811 Ora ^ Juliet

I. 20S She tossed the cup after breakfast, and read the for-

tunes of the maid-servants. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge
(1859) 591 A tall solitary palm shot up and tossed its v/ide

spreadmg fan like leaves in the night wind.

fb. To fling (hay, wool, etc.) abroad, so as to

loosen the mass. Obs. exc. as in i.

1557 TussER 100 Points Husb. xci, With tossing and
raking, and setting on cox : The grasse that was grene, is

now hay for an ox. 1573 — Husb. (1878) 131 No turning

of peason till carrege ye make, . . By turning and tossing they
shed as they lie. 1581 A. Hall Iliad vi. ii3 Of some
Greeke thou shall become the slaue Who to his country
shal thee leade to tease and tosse his wul.

C. Tin-refining. (See quot.)
1884 C G. W, Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. ni. 492/1

The refining [of tin] may be divided into twi stages, liqua-

tion and tossing...The same effect is sometimes produced
by ' tossing ', or raising the metal in ladles, and pouring, from
som« height through the air, back again into the pan.

^d. Tin'fnining. Erron. used forTozE 2^.2, q.v.

4. fig. To disturb or agitate socially or politically.

1552 AscHMA Germany 36 Ctcsar. .also tossed the whole
world with battle & slaughter, even almost from the sun
setting unto the sun rising. i6j8_ Bolton Florus (1636)250
Hee tossed both Sea, and Land with mixture of his miseries.

1796 Burke Regie. Peace ii. Wks. YIII. 256 The . . speculator

Harrington, who has tossed about society into all forms.

174

b. To disquiet or agitate in mind ; to set in

commotion, as by shifting opinions, feelings, cir-

cumstances, or influences; to disturb, disorder.
1526 Tilgr. PcrJ". (W. de W. 1531) 172 b. To be exercised

and tossed in dyuerse temptacyons. 1561 T. Norton Cal-
vin's Itist. I. 53 Contrary motions do tosse and diuersly

draw his soule. 1590 Si'ensku F. Q. i. i. 55 That troublous
dreame gan freshly tosse his braine. 163a Lithgow Trav.
V. 199 Thus was I tost.. With strugling doubts. 1833 Ht.
Martineau 'Tale of Tyne iv, The seamen were tossed in

spirit through fear of the press gang. 1834 J. MacUonald
in Tweedie Life iii. (1849) 238 My mind is tossed by various

considerations.

II. intr, (Related to I.)

1 6, To be in mental agitation or distraction ; to

be disquieted in mind or circumstances. Obs.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, ii. (Percy Soc.) 14 So forthe I went,
tossynge on my brayne. 1513 More Rich, III., Wks. 35/1

|

Katheryne whiche longe tytne tossed in cither fortune somme-
time in wealth, ofte in aduersitye. 1582 N. Lichefield tr.

Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. \, viii. 20 b, The Captaine
generall and the other Captaines thus tossing vp and dpwne,
to and fro, as well with their ships, as also in tneir miiides,

determined to beare towards the Ilande of Mombassa.

6. a. for refl. To fling or jerk oneself about; to

move about restlessly.

1560 Bible (Genev.) Johyiu 4, 1 am euen ful with tossing

to and fro vnto the dawning of the day. 1575 Gamm. Gnr-
ton I. V. II See how Hodg lieth toniblynge and tossing

amids the floure. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 151 Burn-
ing fevers shall leave you never a whit sooner, . . if you tosse

in woven imagerie, ..than if you He under.. ordinarie cover-

ings. 1754 Gray Pleasure j^^ Wretch, that long has tost On
the thorny bed of Pain. x886 Tip Cat xix. The child was
tossing and turning and talking in her sleep.

b. for pass. To be flung or rocked about; to

be kei>t in motion ; to be agitated,

is8j [see 5]. 1596 Shaks. Merch. K i. L 8 Your minde is

tossing on the Ocean, 1805 Jas. Moore Camp, Spain 2

The soldiers., remained tossing on board the crowded trans-

ports. 1827 PoLLOK Course T. x. 471 The unfathomable
lake, Tossing with tides of dark, tempestuous wrath. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 131 A fleet of merchant-
men tossing on the waves. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan
I. i. 20 Roots that cling as the branches toss.

m. trans. * To throw in a specified direction.

7. To throw, cast, pitch, fling, hurl (without any
notion of agitation).

1570 GooGK Pop. Kingd. iv. (1880) 47 b, The Dice are
shakte and tost, and Cardes apace they teare. x6ix Bible
Isa. xxii. 18 He will surely violently turne and tosse thee,

like a ball into a large countrey. 1670 Cotton Espcmon
II. vL 283 Had he known his temerity, he would have cans 'd

Marsillac to have been tost out of the Windows. 1700

S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 139 We lost one Man, who
was Tossed off the Maintop Mast into the Sea. 1718LADY
M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbe Conti-^i July, The governor's

daughter, .tossed a note to liim over the wall. 1810 Scott
Lady 0/ L. \\\. xiv, The falc'ner tossed his hawk away.
1830 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 308 Two or three, or

even one man, may, if not tossed out at once, disturb and
interrupt every thing. 1853 Kingsley HyPatia xvi, He
tossed his purse among the crowd. 1857 G. Birds Vrin.
Deposits (ed. 5) 217 It seems now to run some risk of being
tossed aside as a thing of uo consequence,

b. absol. To fling oneself (like a body tossed).

1728 Young Love Fame v. 477 They throw their persons
with a hoydon-air Across the room, and toss into the chair.

1852 Thackekav Esmond \. xiii, She tossed out of the
room, being in one of her flighty hiunours then,

8. esp. Of two players : To throw, or impel by
hitting (a ball, etc.) to and fro between them

:

cf. to toss from pillar to post (Pillab sb. 11).

Often y?^. or in fig. context.

X514 Barclay Cyt. ^ Uplondyshm. (Percy) 67 From poste
unto piller tossed shalt thou be. a 1533 Fkith Another Bk,
agst. RastellPrei. A v, It is not Inoughe for a man playinge
at tennes to tosse the ball agayn, but he must so tosse it

that the tother take it not, 1550 Crowlev Last 'Trump.
562 To play tenise, or tosse the ball. 1570-6 Lamdarde
Peramb, /CentiiSzb) 248 This Ball was busily tossed betweene
the King and the Pope. 1879 Stainbr Music ofBible 83
Shrill echoes ever and anon tossed from side to side.

t>* fig' ^P^c. To bandy (a subject or question)

from one side to the other in debate; to discuss;

to make the subject of talk.

CX540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) II. 8 The
Frenche, somewhat appalled,.. tossed the matter amongst
themselves what best were to do. 1637 Gillespie Eng.
Pop. Cerem. \\\, viii. 177 When questions and controversies

of Faith, are tossed in the Church. 1700 Blair in W. S.

Perry Uist. Coll. Amer. Col. Clu I. 68 There is nothing
more usual among schoHars.^.than to toss an argument, and
that sometimes to too great a height of heat and animosity.

1795 BuKKE Corr. (1844) IV. 325 If we were to toss the matter
about . . for twenty days, we could only end as we began. 1859
Tennyson Lane. ^ El. 233 Then she, who , . heard her name
so tost about, Flush'd slightly at the slight disparagement.

* * Spec. To throw up.

9. To throw up, throw into the air ; esp. to throw
(a coin, etc.) up, to see how it falls ; —tossupy 14 a.

To toss in a blanket, to throw (a person) upward repeatedly
from a blanket held slackly at each corner: see Blanket
sb. 2. To toss apancake, to throw it up so that it falls back
into the pan with the other side up.

1526 Pilgr. Petf.(iS3i) 166 As a ball, whiche yf it be tossed

and cast vp streyght, it falleth down directly.. in the hande
of hym that cast it vp. 1^7, 1682 [see Blanket j-^. 2]. 1598
Flokio, Zojnbtita, a tossing in a blanket. 1619 [see Pan-
cake i], 1687 A. LovELL tr. 'Thcvcfiot's Trav. i. 45 He
that has a minde to be tossed in the Air, sits down on a
good seat of Wood, that is fastened to the end of the Ropes.

x688 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 125 Capt. Ouseley is
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said to be come to town to give his reasons for tossing the
Mayor of Scarborough in a blanket.

^
a 1711 Ken Blondina

Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 526 A mad furious Bull. .Who gor'd

and toss'd her to the Sky. 17x3 Young Last Day i. 250
The foaming surges, tost on high. 01756 Mus. Haywood
New Present (1771) 206 Turn it [a pancake] or, if you can,

toss it, which is nuich better. 1841 Catltn N. Amer. Ind.

1. iv. 25 Mons. Chardon 'tossed tlie feather' (a custom
always observed to try the course of the wind). 1863 Kings-
ley Water Bab. i, He was tossing halfpennies with the

other boys. 1900 G. C. Bkodrick Mem. ^ impress. 4 The
newly-elected meml>ers were bound to undergo the ceremony
of 'chairing ', and were regularly ' tossed ' at a particular spot.

fig. 1791 BoswEi.L yohnson 8 May an. 1778, I doiCt care

how often, or how high, he tosses me, when only friends are

present. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. iv. ii, He thinks he
tosseth all London on his own horns.

b. absol. = toss zipj 14 b. (Cf. Toss sb.'^ 9.)
X833 Nyren Vng. Cricketer's Tutor 20 The parties shall

toss for the choice of innings. 1893 ^- J- Rankin Zambesi
Basin iv. 66 We tossed who should have first shot. My
friend won.

10. To throw or jerk up suddenly without letting

go ; t spec, to brandish (arms) {obs.). To toss oars,

' to throw them up out of the rowlocks, and raise

them perpendicularly an-cnd * (Adm. Smyth).
1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. vii. 48 Sword, . . speare, . . Where haue

yee left your lord, that could so well you tosse? 1598
Bahket Thcor. Warres iii. i. 37 The good Picquier ought to

learne to tosse his pike well. 1626 Gouge Serm. Dignity
Chivalry § 11 More fit.. to lift a pitchforke then to tosse

a pike. 1697 Yiv.Wfi^vi Alexander's Feast \\, Behold how
they toss their torches on high, 1718 Pope Iliad in. 323
Paris thy son, and Sparta's King advance, In measur'd lusts

to toss the weighty lance. 1830 Marrvat King's Own xxx,

The boats' crews tossed their oars while the cheers were
given. 1894 C. N. Robinson Brit. Fleet 181 The junior

salutes the senior, if the latter be royalty, or a flag-officer,

by tossing oars.

+ b. To drink out of (a cup, etc.), lilting it up ;

hence, to empty by drinking ; « toss off^ 12 a. Obs.

1568 FuLWEL Like will to Like B iv, From morning til

night I sit tossing the black bole. 1695 Congkeve Love
for L. ill. XV, For my Part, I mean to toss a Can, and
remember my Sweet-Heart, a-fore I turn in. 1708 Hudson
in Hearne Collect. 3 Aug. (O. H.S.) II. 123 Who wt"" our

merry Greek tosst a bottle.

11. To lift, jerk, or throw up (the head, etc)

with a sudden, impatient, or spirited movement,
1591 Sylvester Ivry iig Some Savage Bull.. tosses his

head on high. 1678 Drvden Allfor Love i. i, .Sea-horses.

.

Toss'd up their heads, and dash'd the ooze about 'em.

1756 C. Smart tr. Horace, Sat. i. vl (1826) II. 55 Do you..
toss up your nose at obscure people. zSsz Scott Nigel i.

Tossing his head as one who valued not the raillery to

which he had been exposed. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies

i. The first speaker tossed her head.

rV. With adverbs.

12. Toss oflf. a. To drink off with energetic ac-

tion, b. To dispose of in an off-hand manner.
c 1S90 Greene Fr. Bacon i. 15 Tossing off ale and milk in

country cans. 1816 T. L. Peacock Headlong Hail xi,

Having .. insisted on every gentleman tossing off a haU-pint

buniper. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Ixii, Dnnk that. . . Toss
it off, don't leave any heel-tap. 1845 Judd Margaret 11. i.

Have you read Cynthia ? . . It is a delightful thing to toss off

a dull horn: with. 1884 G. Allen Philistia II. 32 Herbert,
having tossed off his coffee.

13. Toss out. See prec. senses and Out; ia

quot., to dress smartly, * trick out \

1759 GoLDSM. Bee 13 Oct. {pn Dress), A damsel, tossed

out in all the gaiety of fifteen.

14. Toss up. a. Sec also prec. senses and Up.
1588 Deloney Q. Eliz, at 'Tilbury Poems (1912) 476 Toss-

ing up her plume of feathers to them all as they did stand.

1603 Marston Ant. <5- Mel. iii. Wks, 1856 1. 36^ Rub-
bing my quiet bosome, tossing up A gratefull spirit to

Omnipotence ! 1719 De Foe Crusoe i. 59 The Boat . . lay as

the Wind and the Sea had toss'd her up upon the I^and.

1743 in Howell St. Trials (1813) XVII. 1170 One's hair is

now tossed up in such a manner that its harci to distinguish

between a person's own hair and a wig. 1840 Marrvat
Poor Jack vi, We tossed up our oars, and laid by. 1859
Habits Gd. Society vii. 249 The head should . . not [be] tossed

up nor jerked on one side with that air of pertness.

b. absol. To toss a coin or some object in the

air to wager on which side it will fall, or to deter-

mine a question by this : see Hbad sb, 3 b.

1704 Hymn Vict. Iviii, Victoria Tosses-up for Cross or

Pile. X762 Wilkes Let. to Earl Temple (1769) I. 31 They
tossed up, and it fell to my adjutant to give the word. 1809
Malkin Gil Bias i. v. r 9 Tossing up for beads or tails was
not my ruling passion. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xxxi,

Some inclining to both opinions said 'toss up for it'.

fc. To cook or dress (food, a meal) hastily;

to prepare, to serve up, Also_^^. Obs.

c 1685 ViLLiERs (Dk. Buckhm.) Confer. \Vks. 1705 II, 54 Our
ancient Matron had tossed up a nice Breakfast, out of the

remainders of the Capons. 1710 Tatlertio. 258 T i To toss

up the Fragments of a Feast into a Ragoust. 1737 Bracken
Farriery Inipr. (1757) II. 137 llie Booksellers, .had a
better Knack at tossing up a Title (for a book). 18x8 Scott
Rob Roy viii, But you have not dined—we'll have some-
thing nice and ladylike, sweet and pretty like yourself,

tossed up in a trice.

Toss-, the vb.-stem and sb. in Comb. : toss-

about rt., that tosses about ; toss-ball, a ball that

is tossed ; toss-blade, one who * tosses ' a blade

or sword ; toss-cup, one who tosses off drink

;

toss-halfpenny, -penny, the tossing of money in

gambling, pitch and toss ; toss-loser, the loser of

a toss; so toss-winner \ toss-pan, a pan used for

tossiug in cooking. See also Tosspot.
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1844 J. T Hewlett Farsms ff ]V. Iv, That dreamy, 'toss.
about sort of slumber. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Ceu.
(1693) 1078 Fortunes *toss-ball. 1659 Torriano, AccoUel-
iatore^ a figbter, a *tosse-bla(le, a swash-buck!er. 1883
G. H. BouGHTON in Harpers Mag. Apr. 684/a The merry,
liquid-eyed •toss-up of Ostade. 1849 Thackeray Ftn-
denttis v, A little scamp of a choir-boy, who played *toss-
halfpenny. 1906 Daily Chroit. 8 Sept. j/a When that has
been the c^e the writer cannot remember the *toss-Iosers
failing to win the event. X796 Mrs. Gi-asss Cookery v. 57
Put half a pint of gravy into a *to^-pan. 1874 Svmonds
Si. Italy /I, Gr. (1898) I. v. 96 Men and boys play for the
mo^t part at bowls or *toss-penny.

Toss, Tosser, etc., crron. ff. TozE, Tozer, etc.

+ To-ssant, a. Obs. rare- (fseiido-arch.)
[irreg. f. Tosii v. + -ant 1 of F. pr. pple.] Tossing
l6i6 Lake Cant. Sqr.'s T. xi. 267 His tossant plume,

which sublimeth bis head, All colors wore, save white, that
mote bee re.id.

Tossed (t^t), ppl. a. Also tost. [f. Toss v. +
-ET) '.] Thrown .ibont, hurled this way and that

;

disordered ; disturbed, troubled : see the vb.
s6sx Bp. Hall Heaz'en upon Earth % 4 The galled soule

. .after many tossed and turned sides, complaines of remedi-
lesse and vnabaled torment. 1659 R. Cromwell in Clarke
Papers (Camden) IV. 257 Oh,.. that poore tossed Ingland
might at laste finde a quiet harbour I 1780 A. Voung Tour
Irel. I. 265 Wild tossed-about ground. 1807 Craddf.
yUlage L 1 16 On the tost vessel bend their eager tye. 1815
Scott Tatism. vi. His lossed couch and impatient gestures
showed.. the energy and the reckless impatience of a dis.
position, whose natural sphere was [etc.]. 1844 H. (K
Robinson Oties 0/ Horace i. xxxii. His toss'd bark made
fast to the watery shore.

Tossel, -ell, obs. ff. Ta-ssel j*.i, 2, Teecel.
Tosser ( t()s3j). [f. Toss v. + -er i.]

1. One who or that which tosses. Also with <k/w.
I«u T. Tayi-OR Cfform. Titut ii. 12 (1610) 475 Scoffers of

such as walke in these straite waies of Goil, tossers of
reproaches against them. 1613 Fletcher & Rowley
Maid in Mill II. ii, As satisfaction to the blustring god. To
send his tossers forth. 1837 AVrw Monthly Mag. LI. 195
Ticket-porlers are .. such .. tossers-off of beer. 1846 Mrs.
Gore Eng. Char. (1852) log The hapless tosser-up of
omelets. 1896 A. Morrison ChiU o/tht JagD 1 30 The last
of the tossers stuffed away his coppers. 1905 Daily Chrvn.
7 Sept. 4/4 As a caber tosser he has never t>ecn equalled.

2. A cooking-vessel, a tossing-pan.
18S4 Ham{ ff Il.art Oct. 123/2 Cut the other parts in

small bits, put them in a small tosser with a grate of nutmeg,
the least while pepper and salt,, .simmer a few minutes
before you fill.

TosBicate, variant of Tosticatk.
Tossily, nJv. : see Tossy a.

"Co saiag, vH.sb. [-ihqI.] The action ofToss
V. ill various senses. Also with aJv.
>S?7 |see Toss p. 3 bj. 1576 Lvtk DoJoens 367 The other

. . slirreth vp tossinges, wamlings, windincsse, and vomiting.
<ilS86 Sidney Arcadia n. (Sommer) 173 When liasilius
after long tossing was gotten a sleepe, 164a Fuller Holy
ft Prof. St, III. X. 174 Like ihe tossing of a pike, which is.

.

to shew the strengKi and nimblenesse of the arm, 171

1

Addison Spect. Na 63 r i The Tossings and Fluctuations t f
the .Sea. 1801 Sforling Mag. XIX. 115 No cards, dice,
odd.horse or tossing-up to be permitted.

b. attrib.: ttossing iron, some cooking ntensil;
tossing-pan, a pan for tossing foo<l in cooking.
aiAaj Fletchir Woman's Prist 11. v, They heave ye

ttool on stool, and fling main pot-lids Like massy rocks,
dart ladles, tossing irons And tongs like thunder.bolts.
i7«9 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 7s Put them all
in your tossing-pan, and shake it over the fire till it boil.s,

then put in your woodcock. im4 Mrs. Glassr Cookery v.

47 I'ut it into a tossing-pan with a tea-spoonful of lemon-
pickle.

Tossing, ///. a. \i. Toss v. + -iko u.] That
tosses : see the vb.

S7S Camiii. Curton il. iv, My goodly tossing sporyars
necle, chaue lost ich wot not where. 174a Young Nt. Th.
L 167 How 1 dreamt.. Of stable pleasures on the tossing
wave ! 1816

J.
Wilson Cily 0/Plague 11. iv. 106 Beside tlie

couch of tossing agony. \tcf> ' H. S. Merriman ' Flotsam
IV, A fine boy with tossing (air curls.

I Icnce To'nlsglj <u{v.

i6ia Thomas Lai. Diet., Volutatim . . roIUngly, tum.
Llingly, tossingly.

tTo-Bsment. Ois. [f. Toss z;. + -mbkt.] The
action of tossing or fact of iieing tosac<I.

•650 T. Ii. Worcester s Apoph. lix. loS After so long a
voyage as threescore and sixteen years tossement ui>on the
waves of this troublesome world.

Tosspot (t(>sppt). [f. phr. to loss atol, Tos.s
V. 10 b.] One accustomed to toss off his i>ot of
drink : a heavy drinker ; a toper, drunkard.
1568 Fulw«l Lite tym to Like Dj b, I wil pledge Tom

tosiwt, til I be as drunk as a mouse a. 1577 tr. ISutlingers
Decoiles (1592) 153 Come not in companie of blasphemous

\

tonepMs. 1674 Josselvn Vojr. New Eng. (1675) 76 The
eggs of an owl put into the liquor that a tospot useth to 1

he drunk with, will make him loathe drunkenness. 1809
W. Ihvimg Knickerh. vl v. (1861) 204 i hey were sturdy
loss-pots of yore. 1890 Besant Demoniac iv, He is . . a

I

brother tosspot.
I

b. Comb., as Ttrsspotliie adv.
15*0 II. Vtnrom Gilloflo^oers (1875) '50 Doste ihinke '

that such as tospotlike Set all at sixe and seuen. Arc in a
ready way to bring Their sirjfull soulcs to heauen f

Tossy, o. rare. [f.To.ss j*.l ori'. + -y.] Con- 1

temptuous, pert. Hence To'ssUy adv.
1851 KiNGSLKY Yeast vii, Argemone answered by some

'<JMy commonplace. Ikid., She answered tossily enough,
t Tost, V. Corruption of Toss v.
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i6c« tr. Rollock's Com»i. on 2 Thess. 138 (Jam.) Thou shall
be beatten and tested here and there. 163a Lithgow Trtw.
X; ^15 The Whirlwind of Time, still so speedy posts. That
like it selfe, all things therein, it tosts.

Tost, var. TossEn, pa. t. and pple. of Toss v.,

also ///. a. Still frequent in poetry, and as second
element in compounds, as tempest-tost.
Tost, obs. form of Toast.
To-stand, To-step : see To- pref.'^

Tostioate (tp-stiksit), v. Also 9 dial, tossicate.
Usually in pa. pple. tosticated, app. originally a
mispronunciation of intoxuated and so used, but
later also associated with tossed, tost, and used as =
tossed about, distracted, perplexed. So Tostica*-
tion. Common dialectally ; cited in E.D.D. for

many counties from W. Yorksh. to Somerset.
1650 J. Reynolds Flower 0/Fidelity 3 His tosticated con-

ceits fixt upon renowned travel. Ibid. 42 Being tosticated
with ihe beauty. 1691 Mrs. D'Anvers Aca^lemia 8 Madam's
most sadly tosticated. Knowing her Boy but empty-pated.
Lest the .soft Squire might starv'd be. When e're he's sent
to th' 'Versity. 171a Swift yrnl. to Stella xlviii, I have
been so tosticated about since my last. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa xvli. (1810) V. 181, I want these tostications (thou
seest how women and women's words fill my mind) to be
over. i8ii Ora ^ Juliet I. 32 Get thee to bed. .and sleep
off that odious strong liquor that has tosticated thy senses.
l8a8 Craven Gloss., Tossicated, tossed, perplexed. Also,
drunk. 1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Wmdlk., Tossicated,
harassed ; worried,— ' upset ', as by vexation or trouble.

To- Stick, To-sting, To- stink, etc.: see To-
pref.l, 2.

tTostook(e, -stok(e, shortening of Tavi-
stock, q. V. Obs.
iSJi-ia Act i Hen. F///,c 6 8 3 Wollen Clothes called

Tostokes made in the Countie of Devonshire. is»3 Acii^
t 15 Hen. Fill, c 11 Any Clothes callyd Tostokkes.

tTo-Swe-ll,». Obs. \pK.toswel!an,f.'Vo-^ +
swellan. Swell v. So OHG. iisivellan, MHG.
ze-, zerswellcn.'] iiitr. To swell out ; also fg. to
be puffctl up, as with an emotion. Chiefly in pa.
pple. to-8wolle(n.
c looo iELFKic Saints' Lives iii. 481 He kaefde ainne lie-

3row;re..E;;esliceta-swollen. ciaos Lav. 17815 Al ic am
to-swollen . . Nu nan ich wurSe died, a laso Owl\ Night.
14s Peosvle..Sat toswolle & tobolewe So heo hedde one
frogge iswolwe. eijjo R. Brunne Chron. I^'ace (Rolls)
io876pein IxMghle for wo |>ey al to-swal. 138a Wyclif Jtr.
v. 22 'ro.swelle shul bis flodis. f 1400 I.an/ranc's CirMrg.
311 Humouris fel so mychc Jierto I'at his leggis & his hipis
to-swollen at greet.

To-8wel^ To-swlnge, To-swink: see To-
freffi

Tosy, tdsie (t^-zi), a. Sc. Also tozie, -y.

[Origin uncertain : it can hardly be the same as
TozY a.]

1. Warm ; comforting or comfortable, snug, cosy.
Sometimes app.=' fresh, refreshing '.

1710 Ramsay Fatie ff Rodger i. i. How tosie is't tae snuff
the cauller air. 17M Hauilton lyallace 111. i. (1774) 58
He. .brought them wealth of meat and tosie drink. 1890
J. Service Notandums x. 71 As lozie a howff as you would
fin' in a' Glesco.

2. Slightly intoxicate<l ; tipsy. Also tosy-mosy.
'^'7 ''• Walker A". Cameron in Biogr. Presbyt. (1827) I.

278 *rhe Magistrates gave him Drink and kept him tozy.

1794 Poi-ms Eng., .S'c, < Lat. 95 (Jam.) What puir man,
whan he's lo/y, liut spends as he ware bein and cozy? 1828
MoiR Maiisie l^auch xviL (1849) in We had another jug,
after which we were both a wee torj*-mozy.

I Icnce ToUy, -lie, adv. ; TO'slness.
i8a< in Jahii:son.

tTot, sti.l Obs. rare. In 5 totto, 7 toute.
[Origin unascertained.] A person of disordered
brain, a simpleton, a fool.
c laaij Cast. Perscv. »88o in Macro Plays 1&2 Werldlys

good ^u hast forgon, & with tottys ))ou schalt be torn.
C1440 Pronip. Faro. 497/2 Totle, supra in folte. IHd.
(MS. Winch.), Totte, fowie, supra in ff. [F/olt idem quod
/olel,ffoletle, ffatuellusj. a 166a Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir.

Arclucol. Soc.) I. 278 Whoe answeared like a toute, or a
maddman, as he was, that he was for the Kinge.

+ Tot(tct),jA.^ Obs. Also 6-7 tott(e. [f. Tot
f.l (or its source).] The word tot or letter T written
against an item in an account to indicate that the
amount specified has been received; hence, an
item in an account ; also generally, a note, jolting,

or comment written down.
1519 Gardiner Let. to Wolsey in St. Papers Hen. VIII

I. 345 The copy.. I scnde unto Your Grace,..adding in the
mar^yne tottes, wherby Your Grace may perceyve omnc
consilium rei gestae, a x6oi Sir T. Fansiiawk Pract, Exch.
( 1658) 7 1 After his said Secondary hath made up the .Sheriffs

second summ upon his De debilispluriiitum, which be his
Tots and upon Vk De pluribiis debitis charge which be his
grcene wax, and his whole as before, or so many of them as
he is charged with, hee causeth the Sheriffs forraigne
.accounts to be cast up. Ibid. 80 He maketli speciall tot
against the same sumnie thus [etc.]. 1644 C. Vernon
Consid. Exch. 32 The greatest part of the Sheriffes totts

and summes of money by him taken in charge at his appo-
sals, would Ijc set off and discharged. 1798 T. Farrer in

Manning Exch. 0/ Fleas (1819) II. App. 267 Such fines,

recognizances and amerciaments, as each sheriffhas received
he answers by saying Tot, whereupon I (deputy clerk] mak
that answer upon the roll of the estreat. \Vhen the sheriff

receives part and not the whole, he answers Tot as to part,
and Nil as to the rest.

Tot (tpt), sb.'i colloq. [Short for total or L.

TOT.

totum
: see also Tote .ti5.1] The total of an addi-

tion, sometimes having tot. written against it

;

hence, an addition sum; also (tot-up) the action of
ToTw.'-i; adding up, totalling.
[1690 Pepvs Mem. Royal Navy 36 Repaires, /. 132000,

Sea-stores,/. 88000. Tot, 220,000.] ^i^^ StatidardnYeh..
Ihe task of going over the cards. .and comparing the lists
and doing the general tot-up, is very arduous. 1870 C.Marvin Our Public Offices 11, I fell upon the row of 'tots
with the same vigour. 1894 Daily News 14 July 5/, He
has seen children in Standards IV and V using their fingers
freely during the examination, and even trying to do ' tols

'

by this cumbrous method.

Tot, sb.'^ colloq. or local, [app. a recent word
;

recorded 1715. Origin uncertain. Tottr occurs
in Icel. as the nickname of a dwarfish person, and
tommel-tot as Danish for Tom Thumb; but no
connexion has been traced.]
1. A very small or tiny child.
1715 Ramsay Gentle Shcph. i. ii. Wow ! Jenny, can there

greater pleasure be Than see sic wee tots toolying at your
knee? 1865 Comh. Mag. Mar. 355 Her tiny trembling tot
with yellow hair. 1896 'Ian Maclaren ' Kate Carnegie 25
I ve h.ad it since I was a little tot and could remember
anything.

b. Tct-o'er-seas, a local name of the Goldcrest.
188s SwAiNSON Provinc. Names Birds 25 Goldcrest...

From Its tiny size. Tot o'er seas. 189s Newton Diet.
Birds, Tot-o'er-seas, a name by which Regulus cristatus
ts said to be known on some parts of the east coast.

2. A very sra.-iU drinking-vessel; a child's mug.
(See also qtiot. 1845.) Chiefly a'/a/.

1818 Craven Gloss., Tot, a cup or glass. 1845 Sir H. B.
Edwardbs in Mem. (1886) I. 33 That half-mad camel, who
IS overladen with tents and tots. [Note. Tin pots, out of
which the European soldiers drink.] 187a Daily Neirs
5 Sept., Dark figures (soldiers] . . throw themselves down
on the straw,'and investigate into the contents of the mug
or of the tot. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Miner's Righi xxvii,
Give me that ' tot ' that I see tied to your saddle. 1891
Sale Catal. Glass IVks. Stourbridge, 'fwenty-seven tots.
Two flower bowls.

3. A minute quantity of anything, esp. of drink
;

a dram ; also, anything very small.
i8a8 in Craz'eu Gloss 1847-78 Halliwell, Tot, any-

thing very small. East. lSs6 Kans Arctic Explor.ll.yii.
78 We jabbed the stopper down the whiskey-tin and gave
you a tot of it. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Railw. 527 The
hole IS charged with gunpowder,—about a pint—or two
' tots '

. . being usually enough. 1908 Times 30 July B/3
The issue of ' tots of ruin ' on cold nights was not only not
desirable, but absolutely pernicious.

Tot, sb.5 slang. [Origin unasoertained ; cf.

Tat sb.i, ».3] A dust-heap picker's name for
a bone; whence by extension, anything worth
picking from a refuse-heap or elsewhere. Hence
Tetter, a rag-and-bonc collector; To'ttingr,
dust-heap picking.

1873 SlangDid. s.\., 'Tot ' is a bone, but chiffoniers and
cinder-hunters generally are called Tot-pickers nowadays.
Tolling also h.as its votaries on the banks of the Thames,
where all kinds of flotsam and jetsam, from coals to carrion,
are known as tots. 1880 Z/rru K'p-, 5 Q. B. D. 369 The
contents of the dust-bins consisted ciiiefly of cinders and
ashes and ihe sweepings of the houses, but they also con-
tained a number of articles thrown into them as refuse by
the occupiers of the houses, and known as 'tots'. 1891
Deuly News 11 Mar. 3/3 Costermongers, wood-cutters, and
'totters', men who lounged about areas in the hope ot
getting old bottles and things from servants, 1910 Loud.
City Mission Mag. May 85/2 The Totters. Up betimes,
these queer people set out by the dozen, with sack or bar-
row, in quest of rags and bones, rubber, and bottles, scrap
iron and cast-off clothing. Ibid., When all else fails, and
one can stoop so low, a (lay's totting is bound to yield the
cost of a night's lodging.

tTot, z/.' Obs. [f. L. tot so much, so many;
ace. to lilount, short iax tot pecunix Kegi dcbenlur
' so m.iny sums of money are due to the king'.]

1. trans. To mark (an item in the sheriffs list)

with the word tot or the letter T, showing that the
amount had been levied, and was to be accounted
for, by him. Cf.NicHiL, O.Ni. Also used in certain

accounts between the Exchequer and other persons

:

see quot. 1785. Hence Totting vil. sb.

[1368 Act 42 EJw. Ill, c. 9 Est ordene. .qe homme veieles
dites estreles enseallee.s, & qe ce qest paie soit tottee, et
meismes les estretes mandcz as Visccntes sur la receite.
transl. a Man shall see the same Estreats sealed, and that
the same which is paid, be totted, and Ihe same Estreats
sent to the Sheriffs upon the Receipt.] 1530-1 Act
22 Hen. VIII, c. 15 All other yssues and amercyamentcs..
whether they be totted or not totted, taken to the charge of
the Shyryff or not taken to his charge. i6ao J. Wilkinson
Coroners ft Sherifesjs An ignorant Undersherif may both
undoe his high Slierife and himselfe, both in this world and
in the world to come by totting and nichiling. Ibid., If it

bee totted, that is charged, though it can never be levied, it

will now hardly be avoided, but it must be paid, a 1726
Sir G, Gilbert Treat. Crt. Excluquer vii. (1758) 115 If
the Sheriff has levied any Part of these Debts he Totts it,

and the Letter T is set upon such Sum. 1785 MS. Dean's
Bk. Canteri. Cathedr. If. leg Agreed that the process called
Totting, in_ the Exchequer, for a share of the Post Fines,
attended with great expence, .and little or no advantage, be
in future discontinued. 1798 T. Farrer in Manning Exch.
0/Pleas (181Q) II. App. 267 As to such sums as are totted
by the sheriff,

2. trans/. To note or distinguish (a name in a
list) by some mark or a prick, e. g. to prick the
sheriffs ; also to make a note against a name in a
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list or a sum or item in an account ; also, to write

down by way of note, to jot down in writing.

1444 Paston LetU I. 55 Sir, ther arn xv. jurores abowe to

certifie ye, as many as ye will : but lete these men that be
tottid be certified, for thet be the rewleris. 1522 Wolsey
LcL to Hen. VIII in St. Papers I. 115 The Judges pro-

cedyd to election of your Schreffes . . for thys yere; whos
namys be comprisid in a byll of parchement herin closid

;

desyring Vour Grace to tot and marcke suche oon of thrc

naniyd for every schire, as may stand with your gracious

pleasure. 1534 Ibid. isoThe copy. ., with my poore opinion

upon the same, totted in the margyne. 1587 Fleming C>«^«.
HolittskedWX. 1545/1 Such as were absent, had no allow-

ance that daie: if they came late, their wages was totted at

the expenditors good discretion. 1612 Manch. Crt. Led
Rec. (18S5) II. 270 Those fiVeeholders..whose names are not
totted in the Courtbooke.

Tot (ti't), v:'^ colloq. [f. Tot j^.3] trans. To
add together and bring out the total of ; to sum ;//.

1760-78 H. Brooke Fool 0/ Quah (1809) IV. 82 These,
totted together, will make a pretty beginning of my little

project. 1839 T. Hook Gumcy Married ^02 Now, ma'am,
if you will just tot up your account for schooling and that,

I'll arrange the whole matter. 1876 Fabjeon Love's l-'icf,

xiv, When he totted up the figures, he was rather serious.

189s Stuart & Park Variety Stage ii. 31 A waiter totting

up the account as you passed through,

b, intr. To tot up : to amount, * come ' {to\
1882 BESANT/J//^^r/jiv, I.,wondered how much it would

tot up to. Something, 1 thought, in four figures. 1892 Idler
July 719 Three stalls a week tot up frightfully in a year.

Hence To'tting vbl. sb,

\Z*^ Monthly Maf^. LV. 237 All the items were tenaciously
preserved in the toting up. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks.
Char, vi. 152 The very 'totting up' of his qualifications

creates a *real presence* of the man, 1865 Standard 31

iuly. The totting [of the votes] was not concluded by Mr,
ames until half-past two.

Tot (tft), v.'^ Sc. [Not recorded before 19th c, ;

? playful shortening of totter or iottle. Connexion
with Tot J^.* l * tiny child* uncertain,] intr, *To
move with short steps as a child does' (Jamieson

1825); to totter; to toddle; also playfully, to

walk, go, move.
1824 W. Jameson in Mcvt. <5- Lett, (1845) 46 My little

Benoni is gathering strength and totting about. 1844 A.
M'Kay in Mod. Sc. Poets II. 377 When ye were wee
bairnies, tot, totting about, c 1850 Whistle-hinkle (1890) II.

Songs Nursery 81 Awa they tot wi' ane anithcr.

Tot, in phr. tot and quot : see Tot-quot,

t To-tag. Obs, In 3 to tagge, (to tage). [app.

f. To-l + /iz^^, Tag sb, pendant or addition, or v.

to append. But the simple sb. and vb. are not
known bef. c 1400, and then not in abstract sense.

It is to be remembered however that tag was prob. a
word not likely to occur in literature ; and that there are
other words in which the compound with to- is known much
earlier than the simple word, e. g. to-crnsh, to-touse.]

Something * tagged ' or attached to a fact ; a
circumstance.
cjz.. Ancr. R. 316 (Corpus MS.) Six Hnges O Latin

circumstances : On Englisch to taggesmahe beon icieopede
\MS. Cott. Nero On Englisch hco muwen beon ihoten to-

tagges : persone, stude, time, manere, tale, cause], iMd.
^46 purh sum uuel to tagge J>e lid J)er biseden,

_

Ibid.^ Efter
pe to tagges [Nero circumstances] ^je beo8 iwriten Jjruppe.

[So in 8 jnstances in Corpus, in 2 of which Cott. Nero has
circumstances without a gloss.]

Total (t(?u'tal), a, and sb. [a. F. tota/(i^t\i c.

in Hatz.-I)arm.) — Sp., Pg. total. It. tota/e, ad.

Schol.L, totdi-is (in St, Bernard 1150), f. L, tot-us

entire : see -al.]

A. adj. 1. Of, pertaining, or relating to the

whole of something. Now rare, exc. in

Total eclipse^ an eclipse of the sun or moon in which the
whole of the disk is obscured. (Often taken as sense 3.)

£1386 Chaucer Pars. T, r 218 His contricion..shal be
vniuersal and total 139^ Blundevil Exerc, 11. (1636)

105 The total Sine, which is the whole Semidiameter, and
greatest right Sine. 1637 W. Sclater Exp, 2 Thess. (1629)

172 There are two kindes or degrees of it [faith], i. Totall
resi>ecting the whole word of God. ..2. Partial!, a 1653
Gouge Ct7w;«. Heb. ii. 9 (1655) 170 He was a totall Savioim
He saveth soul and body. 1671 Milton Samson 81 Irre-

coverably dark, total Eclipse Without all hope of day. 1683
Phil. Trans.y Abr. II. 604 Total Eclipse of the Moon, Feb.
11-21, 1682, observed at Paris and Copenhagen, 1697 tr.

Burgersdicius his Logic i. xv. 51 That Cause is total, wnich
in its Species wholly causes the Whole Caused. 1715 Halley
in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 245 Observations on the. .Total
Eclipse of the Sun.. 22nd of April. 1857 Whewell Hist,
Induct. Sc. (ed. 3) I. 362 The eclipse must have been one
decidedly total.

2. Constituting or comprising a whole; whole,
entire.

c 1400 Plotvm. T. 418 Goodes frendship hem makes, They
toteth on hir somme totall. 1474 Ace. Ld, High Treas. Scot.
I.72Sumtotaleofbath thir sidis, Hx Ii. xvd. C1477 Caxton
Jason 7 b, The veray and sewre foundement vpon which
my total espayr and hope resteth. cij^ C'tess Pem-
broke Ps. xcviM. iii, Thou totall globe and all that thee
enjoy. 1610 Donne Pseudo-maTiyr 201 The whole totall

body, .of the points of their profession. 1709 Lady M. W,
Montagu Let. to Mrs. Hewet X2 Nov., This is the sum
total of all the news I know. 1807 J. Baslow Columb, ni.

174 The flaming deluge .. Sweeps total nations from the
staggering world. 1810 in Sir W. Napier Penins. War
(1878) II. App, 4x8 Total number of bayonets .. 4924. 1833
Ht. Martinkau Cinnamon ^ P. vi, Its total revenue does
not pay its expenses. 1903 Daily Chron. 25 Mar. 8/7 The
percentage of total rainfall which reaches the river is

diminishing, as well as the total rainfall itself.

3. Complete in extent or degree ; absolute, utter.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. § i Nothing less . .could have
produced such a total and prodigious Alteration and Con-
fusion over the whole kingdom. 1769 De/. Locke's Opln.
Pers. Identity 31 After a total interruption of thought
..during sound sleep. 1770 Aberdeen Bufgh Rec. \n

Bulloch Pynours (1887) 76 To put a total stop to the rolling
of all sorts of Casks. 1816 Coleridge Human Life 1 If

total gloom Swallow up life's brief flash for aye, we fare As
summer-gusts, of suilden birth and doom. 1837 Lockhaht
Scott I. iv. 127 Notwithstanding all tliat Scott says about
the total failure of his aitempis in the art of the i>encil,.

.

they proved very useful to him afterwards. 1838-9 Kr. A.
Kemble Resid. inGeorgia (1863) 24 A total absence of self-

respect.

b. Totalabstinence : spec, entire abstinence from
the use of alcoholic drinks. So total abstainer^

also (rare) total abstinent, total abstention,

1831 J. TucKERMAN Let. respecting a City Temper-
ance Soc., Boston^ Mass. 5 A total abstinence from in-

toxicating stimulants, except for medicinal purposes. 1856
Vaugman Mystics (iS6o) II. 219 How much easier is total

alistinence from scenes of amusement than temperance in

money-getting. 1862 Total-abstainerslsee Abstainek]. 1880
Richardson in Med. Temp. Jrnl. 71 In their allegiance

to * total abstention *. 1882 (in a Magazine^ Very few public
men. .care to order a Ijottle of wine at a public table. It

is not because they are total abstiiients.

f 4. Summary, concise, brief. Obs, rarC^,
a 1586 Sidney Astr. ^ Stella xcii, Or do you meane my

tender eares to spare, That to my questions you so totall are ?

When I demaund of Phoenix-Stellas state, You say, forsooth,

you left her well of late : O God, thinke you that satisfies

my care ?

B. sb. (the adj. used absolutely). The aggre-

gate, the whole sum or amount; a whole.
'557 Recobde Whetst. Ccijb, ThetotallewilIbee(asherc

in workeappeareth) 335,016. i6ai Br. Mountagu /?/a/r/Ar

65 To cast vp these particulars into one totall. 1656 Kakl
Monm. Xx.Boccalini's Advts./r. Parnass. 11. xi. 224 Here..
is a business in which consists the total of our safety. 177a
Burke Corr. (1844) I. 380 But I must say with as great, as
just suspicions of him and his, as with attachment to you,
on the total. 1841 Makrvat Poaclur xxii, You can.. sum
up totals. 1849 (j-Roi^Greece 11. xlii.V.2i8 The grand total

was not less than 110,000 men.
Hence To'talness, totality. rare~~^.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Totaluess, the Wholeness, or whole
Sum. Hence x8x8 in Todd; and in later Diets.

Total (t^u-tal), V, [f. Total a, and sb.]

1. a. trans. To reach the total of, amount to.

1859 ^11 year Round No. 13. 305 One of our adversaries
scored 70 oflf his own bat: they totalled 138, jS&4 Pa/l
Mall G. 22 Aug. 2/2 The proofs actually issued in neither
case totalled 1,000. 1901 Cycl, Tour. CL Gaz, Oct. 389
A list [of accidents] . . totals no less than twenty.

b. intr. To amount to, mount up to.

1880 Scotsman 24 Jan., For the whole of 1879 they prob.
ably totalled up to l>etween 16 and 17 millions. 1896 /?^//y
News 23 Jan. 7/5 Even the 5s. or 10s, required as deposit
on each ticket must total to a large amount.

2. trans. To bring to a total, add up, complete.
1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. 90 One, if not both of

those Collectors dy'd. .before those Collections were total'd.

1863 P. Barrv Dockyard Econ, 23 The rating, valuing, total-

ling, and proving of workmanship notes in the Accountant's
department. 1894 Caih. News 16 June 4/5 The heavy legal

costs . . if totalled up, would strike our readers with surprise.

Totality (t^JtEcliti). [ad. Schol.L. totdlitas

(^1141 in Hugo de S. Victor, also in Albertus

Magnus, Aquinas, Duns Scotus), f. totalis Total :

cf. K. totaliti (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. The quality of being total ; entirety,

1627 Donne .y^ww. xliv. (1640) 443 God the Father, God the
Son, and God the Holy Ghost, whom this day we celebrate,

in the Ingenuity, and in the Assiduity, and in the Totality,

recommended in this text. 1684 Baxter Ans^u. Theol.
Dial. 4 We will not be cheated by it to believe that it

causetb any more than Totality or Integrality. ^1819
Coleridge in Rem. (1836) II. 149 Instead of unity of action
I should greatly prefer the more appropriate, though
scholastic and uncouth, words homogeneity, proportionate-
ness, and totality of interest. 1869 Ingleby Introd. Metaph.
II, il 171, I remark, »?^;V(;/-, that Totality is plurality in unity.

b. Astron, Total obscuration of the sun or moon
in an eclipse ; the moment of occurrence or time
of duration of this.

184a G. B. Airy in Mem. R. Astron. Soc. (1846) XV. 12

About six minutes before the totality. iMd Plate ii. Fig. i

Appearance of the sun a short time before totality, i860 F.

Galton in Vac. Tour. 439 About twenty-five minutes before
totality they gave place to our wishes. 1871 Tyndall
Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. vi. 208 The appearance of the corona
and prominences at the moment of totality.

2. That which is total; a whole; the total

number or amount, the aggregate,

1598 Florio, Totalita^ a totalitie or whole sum. i6oa

Warner Alb. Eng. xiii. Ixxix. (1612) 327 Whence, and to

which Totalitie begins and ends alone. 1654 J er. Taylor
Real Pres. xi, 224 There is a new heap of impossibilities,

if we should reckon that which flowes from the multi-

plication of totalities. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vind 35 The
will of the major part cannot be the will of the totality, but
plurality, x^ Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life ^ IVrit.

(1832) 1. 336 The totality of the public debt here is about
4,700,000,000 livres. 1864 Bowen Logic iv. (1870) 76 'The
universe '..means only the totality of that class of ebjects

which we are thinking of. 1884 H. Si-enceb in Contemp.
Rev. XLVI. 33 The totality of all powers and rights ori-

ginally existed as an undivided whole in the sovereign people.

Totaliza'tion. [f. Totalize v, : see -ation.

Cf. F. totalisation (neologism in Littre).] The
action or process of totalizing, or the condition of

being totalized ; calculation of the total.

x888 Set. Amer. 29 Dec. 404/1 The totalization of the

slight liftings due to the repetition of this maneuver on each
of the cables finally effected a general lifting of four inches.

Mod. The totalization of the returns from different parts.

Totalizator (t(?'»*talaiz^it3j). [f. as if from a

h. *totalizdre to totalize: prob. ad. mod.F.
totaiisateur (1869 in Littre, in scientific use).]

A machine or apparatus for registering and show-
ing the total of operations, measurements, etc.;

spec, an apparatus for registering and indicating

the number of tickets sold to betters on each horse

in a race.

1879 S. Australian Independ. ^ Prcsbyt. Nov., The pass-
ing through Parliament of the Totalizator IJill—a measure
to legalise a certain form of betting. z88x Standard -j Sept.

5/2 ' Paris mutuals *. .would perhaps be better understood
by English people under their other appellation of 'totalisa-

tors', instruments much in vogue upon the race-courses of
Australia. 1885 Q. Rev. Oct. 455 A board is exhibited,
containing the names of the horses starting. A person who
wishes to oack a horse pays in a pound, or as many pounds
as he likes, to the officer in charge of the totalLsator. When
the race is over, all the money staked is divided between the
backers of the winning horse, less ten percent, which is the
profit of the management. 1890 Times 26 Feb. 5/3 The
Lower House of the Reichsrath to-day adopted a resolution
in favour of increasing the tax on the totalisator, or pari-
mutuel, used on Austrian race-courses, from 3 to 5 percent.

I Totalize (t^u-tabiz), v. f f. Total a. + -ize :

;

cf. F. totaliser (neologism in Littre).] trans. To

I

make total ; to combine into a total or aggregate.

:
Hence To'talized ppL a, ; To'talizing vbl, sb.

I

o.x\<\. ppl. a. ; totalizing machine, a totalizator.

j
_
1818 Coleridge in Rem. (1836) I. 223 To place these

i

images totalized and fitted to the limits of the human mind
' so as to elicit from . . the forms themselves the moral reflexions

to which they approximate. 1855 Bain Senses 4- Int. in.

ii* § 33 (1864) 525 This force, or impulse, of mind that resists

the totalizing influence of a complex object, and Isolates for
study and comparison its individual effects. *tZ6s Grote
Treat, Mor, Ideas iv. (1876) 43 A number of partial ^views
which we cannot harmonize and totalize or bring into a
whole. 1888 Daily Ne^us 27 Aug. 3/5 [At BadenJ Betting
is now strictly prohibited, except by the medium of the
totalising machine, which is worked under State supervision.
x888 Sci, Amer. 29 Dec. 404/1 The cables. .constituted

a totalizing apparatus that permitted of moving million*

pound masses by means of . . successive stresses never
exceeding 15 tons.

Totalizer, [f. prec. + -er1.] That which
totalizes ; in quot. = Totalizator.
1887 Daily Ne%vt 18 Apr. 3/6 The Jockey Oub and the

National Steeplechase Society have applied for permission
to make use of the betting-machines known as ' totalisers',

which are In use throughout the Continent.

Totally (t^o'tali), adv. [f. ToT.\L fl. + -LT2:
cf, Schol.L. toidliter^ OF. totalemenl (Orcsme,
14th c.).] In a total manner or degree; wholly,
completely, entirely, altogether.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xliv, (Percy Soc.) ai6 Lyke as
the worlde was distroyed totally By the virgins sone, so it

semed well A virgins sone to redeme it pyteously. 1647

j

Clarendon Hist, Reb. i. § 32 Th» Imprudence and Pre-
sumption.. of carrying the Prince into Spain, was totally

Forgotten. x66o Blount Boscobel 23 Thus was the Royal
Army totally subdued, thus dispersed. 1711 Addisom
sped. No. 121 P 6 Tho' the Mole be not totally blind (as it

is commonly thought). 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribble<mta-
nia 2,onote^ He seems to be at present totally eclipsed by
Walter Scott. 1882 Mrs. Pitman Mission L. Greece ^
Pal. 155 It is totally beyond human effort to control the
memory.

t b. In a body, collectively, in one lot. Obs, rare.

1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1073/4 Divers Watches and Pocket
Clocks..are to be Sold, either totally or severally, at his

late shop, . . on the back-side of the Royal E xchange, London.

t Totangle. Obs, nonce-wd. [f. L. idt~us whole,

entire + angnhis. Angle sb*^'\ A figure that is

* all angle* : applied to a circle as the limit of

regular polygonal figures when the number of

angles is infinite,

x6a8 Jackson Creed vt. xx'u § 3 The circle likewise is as
truly ttroTrXcupos and mtovwho?, of equal sides and equal
angles, as oAdirAei/pos and o\oywctoc, a totangle or totUater.

Totanine (tp'tanain), a, Orftit/i, [f. mod.L.
Totanlna^, i, Totan-us, name of a genus of birds,

including the redshanks : see -INB^.] Of or pertain-

ing to the Totaninx, a subfamily of the Scolopacidx ;

called by some the tattlers (Tattler 3).

II Totara (t^u-tara, t^ta'ra). Also erron. totarra.

[Maori to'tdra (Morris).] A large New Zealand
coniferous tree, Podocarpus Totara, producing
light, durable, tough timber of a dark red colour,

highly valued for building, piles, cabinet work, etc.

1832 G. Bennett In Lambert Genus Pinus II. 190 (Morris)
This is an unpublished species of Podocarpus, called Totara
by the natives. 1840 J. S. Polack Mann. <5- Cust. N.Zea-
landers I. xx. 227 The totarra or red-pine, i860 Donald-
son Bush Lays 38 A ponderous totara down on them doth
bear. 187* A. Domett Ranolfxi. i. 107 One lone totdnu
tree that grew Beneath the hill-side. 189a E. Reeves Home*
ward Bound 73 Totara piles immersed in salt water for

forty years have been taken up at Wellington sound as the
day they were put down.

Tote (t^ut), sb.^ Now dial. Also .S"^. tot (tot,

ioi). [Short for total: cf. Tot sb.-^}

1. The total amount, number, or sum. Mostly
in pleonastic phrase the whole tote.

1771-* Ess,/r. Batchclor (1773) 11. 40 That this was the



TOTE.

whole tote of his case is notoriously known. 1774 Foote
Cozeners in. Wks. 1799 II. 180 My bill?..what is the tote?
a 180Z R. Gall Poems, Tint Quey (1819) 37 Where the
hale tot, for fear o' skaith, Were fley'd to speak aboon their

breath. 18x0 Bentkam Mem. ^ Corr, Wks. 1843 X. 460
Let me have the whole tote. 1815 J. NtAL^n?. Jonathan
III. 384 Our gals—the whole tote of them, 1830 Galt
Lanvrie T. i. iv, Only myself of the whole tot was accus-
tomed to the handling of iron. 1905 in En^. Dial. Diet,
(from Northumbld. to E. Anglia and Cornwall, with long d),

2. Also dial, or iortf coUoq.^ abbreviation of total

abstainer (also to£) ; and in Australian colloq, of

Totalizator ; hence tote-man^ tote-shop,

f 1870 Music Hall Song (Farmer), By all of his mates
called the Tote. 1887 Mather Nor'ard of the Dogger 239
The fishermen are all 'totes*. 1891 £. Kingi^ke Ans^
iralian at If. 74 Altogether, bookmakers, ' tote ' proprietors,

sweep promotors, in spite of occasional fines of ^^50 and
;f 100. .drive a roaring trade in Australia, 190X iP'estm.

Gaz. 3 Mar. 5/1 One of his audience called out :
' Are you

a ' tot' ? ' Yes ', the Bishop replied. ' All right, go on, then

;

ifyou wasn't I wouldn't listen to you *. 190a Ibid. 25 July 1/3
You., walk into the money order department and deposit
the amount you would have invested on the Tote. 1006
Daily Chron. 3 Aug 4/7 Nearly ifoa.. entering the gambling
dens or * tote-bhops '.

Tote (tJut), j(5.2 Also 9 toat. [app. f. tote^ obs.

and dial, form of Toor vX to project, stick out.

(R. Holme belonged to Cheshire, where the vb. is

still tote.S\ The handle of a carpenter's plane.
1678 MoxoM Mech, Exerc. iv. 61 A Fore Plain, a The

Tote. s688 R. \{oimil Armoury iii. 352/2 All the differ-

ence b in the Tote or Handle, which every Workman maketh
according to his own Fancy. 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract,
Build. 243, 1873 Koutledge s Yng. Gentl, Mag. July 503/1
The handle [of a jack plane] is called a toat or horn. 1901
y. Black's Itlustr. Carp. \ Build.^ Home Handier. 10
The jack plane is used by grasping the ' tote *, or handle,
firmly with the right hand, placing the left band od the
fore part of the plane [etc).

fTote, j^.:J Obs. rare-^. Of doubtful origin
and meaning ; recorded only in the passage quoted.
Prob. = MDu. totiy pi. toten, * the point or toe of
a shoe

' ; from the same root as prec.
The suggestion has also been made that tcUa is a verb (viz.

tote^ Toot v.l), and that toez or totz ' toes* has been omitted
before it, the reading being his toez totem tw/^'his toes peep
out ' : cf. his ton toteden out * his toes peeped out ' (/*. PI,
Crede 425).

13.. E. E, Allit. P. B. 41 His tabarde to-torne and his
totez oute.

Tote (t^ot), V, l/,S. colloq. Also toat. [In
current use 1676-7 ; origin unascertained.
For an alleged Negro origm there is no foundation t the

mioc 1676-7 from Yirginia docs not refer to negroes j later
ine word is found well-established in the New England
States ; evidence for an Indian origin is also wanting.]

trans. To carry as a burden or load; also, to
transport, esp. supplies to, or timber, etc. from, a
loggiog-camp or the like. To tote /airy to carry
one's fair share ; /£. to act or deal fairly or honestly.
For catena of quots. see Nf r. A. Matthews in //. and Q,

loth Ser. II. 161, and Thornton Amer. Gloss, s. v.

1676-7 (Feb.) Grievances 0/ Glouc. Ctf.(Va.), (Col. Office
Rcc, I'.R.O. 5/»37<t P- 326), They [Governor's out-guard]
were by Beverly comanded to goe to work, fall treesand mawie
and toat rails, which many..refu^ng to doe, he presently
disann'd them. 1769 Boston Gas. 7 Aug. 3/2 The next
Morning he was toatcd on board the Kiupon, in a Canoe.

.

or sonM other small boaL Z781
J.

WiTMKUsrooH H^ks,
<i8o2)lV, 470 Tot is used for farry, in some of thesoathem
sutes. 1803 J. Davis Trao. U.S. 389, I ..cart all the
wood, tote the wheat to the milL Note, Tote is the Ameri-
can for to carry. 1807 W. Irving Ltyi ^Lett. (1864) 1. 189
At Italtimure I made a stay of two days, during which f
was toted about town. 1809 Monthly Anthology Wl. 264
Tote is marked by Mr. Webster ' Virg,' Hut we believe it

a native vulgarism of Massachu^tt^. i8ia J. I. Henkv
Camp. agst. Queb^ 38 (Arnold^s Exped. 1775) We slided
glibly along, over passages where a few days previously, we
had toied our canoes. 185s Mrs. Stowk UhcU Tom*s C.
vii, Is that ar man going to tote them barls over to-night?
1883 A. FoKBKs in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 605 His lordship
and the lady had toted the trunk on to a cart, 189* Kip*
LiNn Barrack-r, Ballads 117 The Government Bullcx:k
Train toted its load. 1896 Current Hist. (Buffalo, N.V.)
VI, 865 The trust maintained a regular force of inspectors
to keep all the member;^ of the poM * toting fair *.

b. The verb-stem in combination with asb. ; as
tott-poU, -team, -wagon\ tote-load (see quot
1859) ; tote-road, a rough temjwrary road for con-
veying goods to or from a settlement, camp, etc.
1857 Thorkao MMne W. (1894) 296-7 The Indian was

greatly surprised that we should have taken what he called
a ' tow (L e., tote <>r toting or supply) road, instead of a
carry path. 1859 Bartlett Diet, Americanisms, Tote-
load, as much as one can carry. Southern. 1887 M.
Roberts H-'est. Avemus 71 On this * toat ' or freight-road
the wagons went east during one part of the day and west
during the other. 1895 F. A. C. Emkrson in Century Mag,
July 478/2 One might visit everyone of the hundreds of
logging camps [in Maine]. .and he would find each one fur-
nished with its separate 'tote road', 'tote team* and'toter'.

Hence Toting vdl. sb. ; also Tote sb.^ an act of
carrying or transjwrting (Webster, 191 1) ; To-ter,
one engaged in toting, a carrier, teamster, etc.

1857 Toting (see b. above), i860 Olmsted Joum. Back
Country I. 48 Each gang was attended by a 'water-toter ',

1895 Toter (see b. above), xgii Blackw. Mag, Sept. 363/a
So accustomed are some of them to this ' toting * of loads.

Tote, var. ToOT sb.^ ; obs. or diaU f. Toor ».l

t To-tea*r, v, Obs» Vorms : see Tkab w.i

Vol, X.
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[OE. to-teran, f. To- 2 + teran, Tear v.^ So MHG.
zerzerfi.] trans. To tear to pieces.
C893 [see To-tek]. a 900 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxjx. xi pu

tota:re nun hwite hraesl. ciooo v^Ilfric Horn. II. 238 Da
na:ddran hi totarron. c laoS Lay. 4994 Heo nom hire on
anne curtel pe wes swi3e to-toren' [c 1275 al to-tore]. a 1225
Ancr. R. 84 5et wolde he teteren & pileken, mid his bile,
roted stinkinde fleshs. 13.. K. A lis. 4658 Aiisaundre his
clothes to-tare. c 1380 Wyclif Serw. Sel. Wks. II. 204 pis
spirit.. al to-teerynge him, wente oute from him. C1440
Partonope 4452 Why be your clothes thus to tore ? c 1485
Digby Myst. U882) iv. 305 The tormentours..With sharp
scowrges te-terre his fleshe. 1520 Treat. Galaunt (W. de
W.) XIV, In our wanton werynge of clothes to-torne. 1605
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. lii. iii. Law 784 Their shields,
and staves, and chariots (alI-to>tore).

t To-tee", V. Obs. [OE. totSon, i. To- 2 + /.^^
Tek v.^ to draw, pull. So OHG. ziziohan^ViViG.
zerziehen^ trans. To puU to pieces.
c 893 K. iELFRED Oros, III. xi. § 3. & his ffifterfoljeras

feowertiene sear hit sil>^an totujon & totaeron. a 1000 ^^r.
Ps. (Th.) cxxiil 5 pam t»e us mid toflum toteon woldan.
£^1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Ac me l»e sculde nimen and al to-
teon mid horse. 13.. Guy War^o. (A.) 517 Al mine limes
it wil lo-te. 13.. m Roivland <v K {1836) p. xxiii, Ther
men might reutne y-sen, Mani baroun her here to ten,

Totel, -er, var. Tutel, -ek Obs.^ to whisper.

Totem (t^o'lem), sb. Also 8 totam, 9 otem.
[From Odjibewa, or some kindred Algonkin dialect.

Mentioned (apparently) in 1609 by Lescarbot as
aoutem (in Acadia); by Long 1791 as totafn^ by
Henry a 1776, Cooper 1S26, Catlin 1841,33 /i?/^^,

by Rev. P. Jones (a native Odjibewa) 1861, as
toodaim, by Francis Assikinak (an Ottawa Indian)
as Ododam, while the Abb^ Thavenel gives the
simple form as ote^ * the possessive of which is

otem*. The initial / is explained by some as the
final letter of a prec, possessive pronoun. The
meaning given by most of these is ' mark' ; by the
younger Henry 'tribe'; Tliavenel gives *mark'
and 'family or tribe*, app. meaning *that which
marks the family or tribe ', Lescarbot and Long
explain it as applied to a familiar spirit.]

L Among the American Indians : The hereditary
mark, emblem, or badge of a tribe, clan, or group
of Indians, consisting of a figure or rejiresentation

of some animal, less commonly a plant or other
natural object, after which the group is named

;

thus sometimes used to denote the tribe, clan, or
division of a 'nation', having such a mark; also

applied to the animal or natural object itself,

sometimes considered to be ancestrally or frater-

nally related to the clan, being spoken of as a
brother or sister, and treated as an object of
friendly regard, or sometimes even as incarnating

a guardian spirit who may be appealed to or
worshipped.
[1609 Lescarbot Hist. JVouvelle Prance vi. 683 Son dae-

mon appelle Aoutem, Ictjuel ceux de Canada nomment
Cudonagni.J 1760-76A Henry (the cider) Travels (i8op)

305 To these are added his badge, called, in the Algonquin
tongue, a totem, and which is in the nature of an armorial
bearing. \y^\ J. Long Voy, Indian Interpr. 86 One part
of the religious superstition of the Savages^ consists in each
of them having his totam, or favourite spirit, which he be-
lieves watches over him. This totam they conceive assumes
the shape of some beast or other, and therefore they never
kill, hunt, or cat the animal whose form they tliink this
totam bears. Ibid., One of them, whose totam was a bear.
1799-1808 A. Henkv (the younger) journals (1897) !• 106
Should be not belong to the clan (totem). i8a6 F. Cooper
Mohicans {iZaijli II. x. 163 There was onechicf of his party
who carried the beaver as his peculiar symbol, or ' totem .

X84X Catlim N. Amer, ind. 11. liv. 168 Here are to be
seen (and will continue to l)e i.een for ages to come), the to-

tems and arms of the different tribes, who have visited this
place forages past. Ibid. i7oWe[a Mandan chief and his
tribe] left our iotetns as marks on the rocks. We cut them
deep in the stones, ibey are there now. 1851 Schoolcraft
Indian Tribes 294 A smgle element in the system attracted
early notice. I allude to the institution of the Totem, w hich
has been well known among the Algonquin tribes from the
settlement of Canadju 1853 I^ngf. Hiaw., Picture lyrit.

ing 23 From what old, ancestral Totem, Be it Eagle, Hear,
or Beaver, They descended, this we know not. 1865 J. G.
HoixiiNS Hist. Canada 101 The totem, or outline of some
animal, (from dodaim, a family mark,) was always the
cbiers signature to a treaty. 1861 P. Jones Hist. Ojeb.
tuays 138 Each * nation * is subdivided into a number of
tribes or clans called 'toodaims*. and each tril>e is distin-

guished by certain animals or things, as for instance : the
Ojebway nations have the following toodaims:— the Eagle,
Reindeer, Otter, Bear, Buffalo, Beaver, Catfish, Pike, Birch,
bark. White Oak Tree, Bear's liver, etc., etc. The Mohawk
nation have only three divisions or tribes—the Turtle, the
Bear, and the Wolf. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man, x. 281
The Indian tribes are usually divided into clans, each dis-

tinguished by a totem (Algonquin do-daim, that is 'town-
mark *) which is commonly some animal, as a bear, wolf,

deer, etc., and may be compared on the one hand to a crest,

and on the other to a surname. 1885 Clodd Myths ff Dr.
I. vi. 106 The Dacotahs would neither kill nor eat their to-

tems. 1887 L. Oliphant Episodes 72 Twelve of these
placed their totems opposite my_ signature ; each totem
consisting of the rude representation of a bear, a deer, an
otter, a rat, or some other wild animal. 1893 A. Lang
CustofH 4" Myth 105 Prof. Max Muller (Academy, Jan.,

1884) says the word should be, not Totem, butOte orC^tem.
Mr. Tylor's enquiries among the Red Men support this.

b. By anthropologists the name has been ex-

TOTBMICALLY.
tended to refer to other savage peoples and tribes,
which (though they may not use totem marks) are
similarly divided into groups or clans named after
animals, etc, ; such animals, animal-names, or
animal-named groups, being spoken or written of
as their totems, and their organization, their com-
plex system of mutual and marriage relations and
religions nsages, being styled Totemism, q. v.
There are also said to be among certain races (as the Aus-

tralians) seX'totems, peculiar to men or to women, v>r\A per-
sonal totems, pertaining to the individual and not hereditary.
[1851-9 Prichard in Man. Set. Rnq. 263 The institu-

tion of the Totein as it was termed among the North Ameri-
can nations has its counterpart among the nations of Austra-
lia.] 1874 Lubbock in Manch. Set. Led. Ser. v. & vi, 248
In Australia we seem to find the Totem, or, as it is there
called, the ' kobong *, in the very process of deification. 1879
A. Lang in Academy 1 1 Jan. 24/3 A man or woman is born of
such or such a totem, and choice has nothing whatever to do
with the matter. 1883 — in Contemp. Rev. Sept, 415 The
totem was but a badge worn by all the persons who found
themselves existing in close relations. 1887 J. G, Frazer
Totemism 52-3 Clearly these sex totems are not to be con-
founded with clan totems... The sex totem seems to be still

more sacred than the clan totem I for men who do not object
to other people killing their clan totem will fiercely defend
Iheir sex totem against any attempt of the opposite sex to
injure it. 1888 — in EncycL Brit. XXIII. 467/1 A totem
IS a class of material objects which a savage regards with
superstitious respect, believing that there exists between
him and every member of the class an intimate and alto-
gether special relation. \9osAthen.rum 21 Jan. 87/1 They
have no special word answering to ' totem * for such
animals. Ibid., M. van Gennep. .uses 'totem* only in the
sense of the hereditary name-giving animal or other object
of the kin. 1909 tr. Hopfs Hum. Species 300 The neces-
sityfor setting up sub-totems first arose from the great ex-
tension of the totem in a single tribe, and it was convenient
to take the sub-totem from the father who transferred his
totem.name to his son.

1800 Pall Mall G. 30 June 7/2 The vulvar embroidered
smoking-cap, which used to be the distinctive totem of the
bazaar debauchee. 1893 Times 11 May 9/5 Mr. Bryce,
whose totem is very different, threatened the Unionists
that their vote against a bogus second chamber would be
remembered against them.

2. attrib. and Comb., as totem ancestor, animal,
clan, figure^ goii, group, kin, name, people, plant

^

soul, stage, system, tree^ worship, etc. ; totem
exogamy, the custom of marrying only one of a
different totem or totem-clan ; totem-pole,totem-
post, a post carved and painted with totem figures,

erected by the Indians of the north-west of North
America in front of their honses; totem-stone,
a stone with markings supposed to be prehistoric

totemic figures.

1869 M'Lennan in Fortn. Rev. Oct. 408 Men in, what we
may call, the Totem stage of developemcnt. 1870 Ibid. Feb.
213 The tribesmen, .esteem themselves as of the species of
the Totem-god. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. II. xv, 213 Some
accounts describing the totem-animal as being actually
regarded as the sacred object. Ibid. 214 Considering it

[animal-worship] as inherited from an early totem-stage of
society. Ibid, 215 The systematic divi.sion of a whole people
into a number of totem-clans. xStj Moklev Voltaire v.

341 The needs and aspirations.. of the developed polythelst
[would not be satisfied) by totem-worship. 1882 Athenxum
22 Apr. 501/3 Even ethnologists, .will maintain that the
totem-kin became the gens. x888 J. G. Frazer in Encycl.
Brit. XXIII. 468/1 The Bechuanas in South Africa.. have
a well-developed totem system. Ibid, 470/1 The funda-
mental rules of totem societies. Ibid. 470/2 The Australian
ceremonyat initiation of pretending to recall a dead man to
life by the utterance of his totem name. 1889 W. Robert-
son Smith Reli^. Semites viii. 276 Among totem peoples . .the
sacred animal is forbidden food, it is akin to the men who
acknowledge its sanctity. 1891 Cent. Diet. s. v., Totem Posts,
Canadian Pacific Coast. 1896 F. B. Jevons Introd. Hist^
Relig.xx. 204 The sacramental eating first of totem-animals
and then of totem-plants. 1901 Athettxum 7 Dec 779/1
Mr. N. W.'l'homas exhibited a collection of ' totem-stones '.

190S Folk-Lore Dec. 363 To savage reasoners, the totem-
soul may perhaps seem to tenant each plant or animal of its

species. 1907 C. Hill-Tout Brit. N. Amer., Far IVestix.

177 The family or kin totem-figures which are customarily
carved on the beams or painted on the sides of their houses.
xoxo Seligmann Melaitesians 0/Brit. N. Guinea Introd. 10
Totem exogamy is still generally observed. 1910 A, F.
Chamberlain in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 470/1 The wood art of
the Indians of the North Pacific coast (masks, utensils,

houses, totem-poles, furniture, &c.).

Hence To*tem v., trans, to draw, paint, or tattoo

(a totem mark).
1894 S. Jackson £*/«t. /« Alaska m Educ. Rep. (U.S.)

1891-2, 890 Some [Tchuktchi men] have a small mark or
figure totemed on their cheek.

Totemic (t<Jte-mik), a, [f. prec. + -ic.] Of,
pertaining to, or of the nature of a totem or totems

;

characterized by or having totems.
1865 LuuBOCK Preh. Times xiv. (1878) 528 The totemic

tie that binds relationships together. 1867 Parkman yesuHs
N, Amer.lntxod, (1875) 68 The names of the totemic clans,
borrowed in nearly every case from animals. 1885 Clodd
Myths 4- Dr, i. vi. 99 The belief of the Moquis of Arizona,
that after death they live in the form of their totemic animal.
X905 Athetiaeum 21 Jan, 87/1 Mr. Haddon derives totemic
names from such surnames as ' Eaters of Turtle '. ij^
Ibid. 17 Mar. 332 There are many tabous on food which are
certainly not totemic in origin.

Hence Tote'mieally adv,, in reference to totems
or totemism ; after the manner of a totem.
X902 Folk-Lort Dec 373 Two cases in which Australian

23



TOTEMISM.

totem-groups averred that they were named totemically

after a small species of opossum. 1910 Athcnxuin 11 June

707/3 We may regard Africa, totemically speaking, as an

unexplored continent,

Totemism (t^u-temiz'm). [f. Totem + -ISM.]

The use of totems, with the clan division, and the

social, marriage, and religious customs connected

with it.

1791 J. Long Voy. Indian Interpr. 87 This idea of des-

tiny, or, if I may be allowed the phrase, ' totamism ', . .
is not

confined to the Savages. 1870 Lubbock Orig. Civiliz. v.

(1875) 199 Nature-worship or Totemism, in which natural

objects are worshipped. 1883 A. Lang in Conievtp. Rev.

Sept. 414 Totemism is the name for the custom by which

a stock {scattered through many local tribes) claims descent

from some plant, animal, or other natural object. Hid.,

Totemism.. is a widespread institution prevailing all over

the north of the American continent. 1905 IVeslm. Gaz.

13 Dec 3/r Here is the beginning of totemism—' the bearing

of the name of an object by a human group ', as Mr. Howitt

says. 'Naming'isthe'originalgerm', says Mr. Lang, of

totemism'.

To-temist. [f. Totem + -ist.]

1. One who belongs to a totem clan, or has a

totem.
1881 Cirmh. Mag. Sept 332 Our Aryan ancestor in person

W.TS a most undoubted totemist. 1883 F. Seebohh Eng.

Vill. Community 361 The hasty conclusion that the Saxons

were 'totemisls'. 1887 A, Lang Alylh, Ritual Sf Relijg.

\. 73 Totemisls. .spare the beasts that are their own. .kin.

190S Athcnxutn 21 Jan. 87/1 If .the people were once true

totemisls, the traces thereof are indistinct.

2. One who is versed in the history of totemism.

1897 Edin. Rev. July 239 Some of the highest authori-

ties on the myths and customs of savage races are by no
means on the side of the thoroughgoing totemist. 190a

Eolk-Lore Dec. 361, 1 am not aware that any totemists do
make this assertion.

So Totemi-stio a., of, pertaining to, or character-

ized by totemism.
i83i Sat. Rev. 12 Feb. 216/2 Why were the 'primary

divisions *, as Mr. Fison says they were, totemistic? 188a

Athenxutn 22 Apr. 502/1 While Huitzilopochtli had many
features of the magician, he had also elemental and totem-

istic sides to his complex nature. 1884 Pall Mall G.

18 Oct. 5/1 Their society is Totemistic ; that is to say, they

are divided into stocks of kin {real or assumed), each desig-

nated by the name of its Totem pl.int, animal, or what not.

190S C. Squire Mythal. Brit. Isl. 20 An agricultural .

.

people, still in the Stone Age, dwelling in totemistic tribes

on hilts.

Totemite (t(?a-tem9it). [f. Totem -h-iteI.] =
Totemist i.

1904 HowiTT Native Tribes S.E. Australia iii. 145 To
dream about his own totem means that some one has done
something to it for the purpose of harming the sleeper or one
of his totemites. 191 1 Mabett Anthropol. vi. 167 Some-
times the totem is ttiought of as an ancestor, or as the com-
mon fund of life out of which the totemites are born and
into which they go back when they die.

t Toth. Obs. rare. [Only in Ormin, io}J>. Origin

unknown : the short makes connexion with OK.
t6p. Tooth, highly improbable.] Exact meaning

uncertain : the context implies some kind of wrong-

doing.
trizoo OsMiH 7186 Alle Jpa l>alt lufenn to))}> S woh &

unnsahh'tnesse. Ibid, 9317 jiff t>att Je wel juw lokenn Fra
clakc & sake, & fra t>at toj>J) pat foUjhe))!) jifernesse.

Toth.er (ts'Sar), fron, and a. Now dial.

Forms : a. (3 fet o))er), 3-5 ))e tofer, 4-6 the
tothir, the toder, etc. (see Otheii), 4-7, 9 the

tother, 7-8 the t'other, 8-9 Sc. the tither. /3.

4 fat toper, pat toiper. 7. (without the) 6 tothir,

(dial, toore), 6-7, 9 tother, 7-9 t'other. [ME.
]>e toper, for earlier pet oper, pat oper 'the other'

;

formed in the same way as pe tone from pet or pat
one: seeToNE/rcM. ando. TX* /oMer is still used

in Sc. and in north. Eng. dialects, but in general

Eng. is replaced by the other, and often in familiar

use by the simple tother, also written (other,

Cf. the similar use of tone, fone. When a posses-

sive pronoun or case took the place of the, tother

remained, e. g. his tother hand, in literary Eng.
' his other hand '.]

A. prott., or eutj. used absolutely.

1. The other (of two) : often opposed to tona

(see T0NE/r(»».).
o. [a Z225 Leg. Katk. loi Ane dale ha etheold . .& spende

al ^ Oder. 1340 Ayenb. 16 pet uerste heaued of t?e beste of
helle ys prede, t)et o^er is enuie.J c 1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 2724
Dis on wulde don 3e to3er wrong, a 1300 Cursor M, 11056
pe tan was leuedi maiden ying, pe toper [Gd'tt. toder] hir

faand-womman kerling. cisSo Wyclif .S"(r/. IVks, IIL 248
pe toon pope fallij? j»e tojjurs buUis. 138a — Isa. vi. 3 Thei
crieden the tother to the tother. 1388 Ibid., Thei crieden
the toon to the tother. c 1440 Anc. Cc.tkery in House/i,
Ord. (1790) 435 Dresse up the tone with the tother. 1533
J. Hevwood Flay Wetlter (1903) 1200 Nother wyll we do
the tone nor the tother. 1613 Fletcher, etc Captain 11. ii,

./>>««. What's the tother? C/o»-. What tother ? Fran-Yia
that lyes along there. 1713 M. Davies A then. Brit. I. 7
Two small Dissertations, the one upon Noe's arrival.. the
t'other was about the Origin of the Druids, a 2774 Fer.
GUSSON Drink Eel. Poems {1845) 49 Brandy the tane, the
tither whiskey. x8i6 Scott Antiq. xxvii, My lord cares as
little about the tane as the tother.

p. 13.. Cursor M. 84 (Colt.) And in l>at toJ>er {v.rr, l>e

tol?er, J^t o|jerl scho lastes ever. Ibid. 2032 'pi fader

slepand ', said pat toi)>er pother MSS. )>e to)>erJ, Liggus

178

here^ute '. /Md. 3494 His moder him luued mare J?an )>at

tober {otherMSS. \>e to>er).

y. 1587 FLEMiNGC('«/«.//('//«j/j!«'^in.i339/i Tone gone

to God, ..still reigning tother. 163a Brome A'urM. Lasse

I. iv, Here's one, there's tother. x688Pkior On Exod. Ill

vi, He on t'other's Ruin rears his Throne. 1710 Palmer
Proverbs 120 Securing the vogue on one side and t'other.

1800 Mar. Edgeworth Lame Jervas i, I saw the ghost..

with the light inonehand.andachaindraggingafter himin
t'other, 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 259 You cannot tell

one from tother.

1 2. The second (of two or more) : cf. Other
B. 3. (Cf. Ger. der andere.) Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1629 (Cott.) pe first was sem, cham was
the toJ>eir \oiher MSS. l>e toi>er], And laphet hight J>at

Fongest broJ?er, 1380 Lay Folks Cateck. 332 (Lamb. MS.)
e fyrst ys sy^t of eye, Jje tojjer heryng of Ere. c 1450

Merlin it. 24 Thre sones, the first hight Moyne, and the

tother Pendragon, and the thirde Vter.

3. //. {the tother obs., tothers rare) : The others,

the rest : cf. Otheb B. 4.

c X330 R. Brunne Chron. Wetce (Rolls) 45 pat were
Maysters of alle l>e tohire, Hengist he hight, & Hors his

brofire. 13.. Cursor M. 4948 (Gott.) Pan spac ruben Jw
eldest broder StiUe menand til Jjc toder. 1494 Fabvan
Chron* vii. 339, xviii. were coniiycte and hangyd, & the

tother remayned longe after in pryson. 1691 J. Wilson
Belphegorx* iii, When t'others shall.. break themselves, on
what they fall.

B. as adj. preceding a sb.

1. The other (of two). Tn early use often op-

posed to To, Tone a. : see these.

a. ax300 Cursor M, 6305 (Cott.) In sirle apon )>e toit>er

side. Ibid, 16721 pe tol>er [Laud MS. the todir] theif him
gaf ansuer. 1303 R. Brunne Ilandl. Symte 5993 Y", \'^

to^er worlde J>er*))ey shul be, pey are nat wur}>y any ioye

to se. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 325 (lialade) Or he haue
herd the tothyr partye speke. 14x9 Munim. de Metros
(Bann. CI.) 502 Betwix .. Dauid abbot. .and hys Conuent
on ^e ta part and Nychole of Wedale on J>e toJ?er part.

146s Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 320 The tothyr half to

the cowrte. X482 Monk 0/Evesham {Axh.) 71 He. .brought

certen worde to the todyr man that tolde me, isaa More
De Quat. Noviss. Wks. 75/1 On the tother syde wher as

one doth such spiritual busines with a dulnes of spirite &
werines. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 149 He dissaweit baith the tuddar twa. j68x Dkyden
Span. Friar v. ii, No I the t'other old gentleman in black

shall take me if I do. X7x6 M. Davies A then, Brit. IL
172 In requital to the t'other Prelate's Urias's Letter. 1816

Scott AntTg. xxxix, I heard PuggieOrrock, and the tother

thief of a sheriff-officer..speaking about it.

y. 1627 W. ScLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 299 Wee, Britans

of t'other race. 1720 White Monit. Clcrf:y^ Petcrbo. i. 27
This, that, and t'other invented Order of their Church. 1727
Gay Be^g: Op. 11. xiii, How happy could I be with either.

Were t'other dear Charmer away \

t b. After a possessive : Other. Obs,

X4B2 Cely Papers (Camden) 108 Accordyng as hit specy.

fyeth in my toder letter, XS49 Covipt. Scot. 6 The grit

armye of enemeis valkand on ther tothir syde. 1613 Hey-
\iiXiU Silver Age i^x.^lVs,. 1874 ^^^' ^'3 Vnlesse it were
my tother selfe, I haue no hand m it. 1721 D'Urfey Tivo
Queens Brentford v. i, Now you shall have my t'other Walk,

1 2. The second (of two or more) : cf. Other
A. 3. Obs,

a 1300 Cursor M. 1627 A^-zii/iw^ (Cott.) Her higins at noe

J>e Icde pe tojier werld right for to del. C1400 Maunuev,
(1839) xxi. 225 The first statute was, that [etc.]... The tother

Statute was, that [etc.]. a 1400 Relig, Piecesfr. T/wrttton

MS. (1867) 3 The tot>er artecle es Jjat we sail trowe. 1456
Sir G. Haye Law A mis (S.T.S. ) 2 The ferde is of the first

angel. . . The fyft is of the tothir angel.

b. The second, another, one more. Obs,^y..Q., Sc,

x6oo Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood xix. 25 He caljeth :

Boy, fill vs the tother quart. 1653 Walton Angler xi, 218

Then each man drink the tother cup and to bed. X733

Ramsay Tea-t, Misc. (ed. 9) \. 9 The lover he ga'e her the

tither kiss, Syne ran to her dady and tell'd him this. 1783
Burns Jolly Beggars ii, And aye he gies the tozie drab The
tither skelpin' kiss.

3. {The) tother {day, etc.), fa. The second; the

following, the next (day, etc.) : cf. Otueb A. 3 b {a),

Obs. t b. The preceding (day, etc.) : cf. Other A.

3 b (3). Obs, c. The other (day, night, etc.) ; a

few (days, etc.) ago : cf. Other A. 3 b {c),

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 7619 (Cott.) pe toher mom [Gd'tt. day]
her after-ward pe warlau trauail saul ful hard. Ibid. 13249
In aueril )>e toper dai. c X330 R. Brunne Chron, (1810) 38
pe toJ>er 3ere next of his coronment, 13. . Cursor M. 5993
(Gott.) Moyses praid t>e toder day, All \>e flijs wair quit

a-way. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 508 The tother day, on the same
wyse, As the kynge fro the horde can ryse. a 1765 K,
Estmere xxvii. in Child Ballads in. (1885) 53/1 Tone day to

marrye Kyng Adlands daughter, Tother daye to carrye

her home.
b. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 908 Schir Jhone the Grayme,

. .To the Corhed come on the tothir nycht.

c X575 Gamm, Gurton in. iv, Did not Tom Tankard rake

his Curtal toore day standing in the stable? x68o Sir C.
Lyttelton in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 232 Tother day, in

shifting of a cabinet, xnw Steele Sped. No. 153 F i An
old Gentleman t'other Day in Discourse with a Friend.

X779 Mirror No. 12 f8, I confess, I could not help being in

a passion t'other day, 1863 Tyneside Songs 31 luther
Seturday neet aw saw a grand foot race Alang at the

Victoria grund.

C, Comb, (nonce-wds.) : tothor-day a, (see

B. 3 c), that happened or existed a few days ago,

very recent; to*thersi:der, one from the other side.

X662 Owen Animadv, Fiat Lux Wks, 1851 XIV. 65 Do
we talk of t'other-day things ? 1900 H. Lawson OverSlip^
rails 72 We were all T'othersiders, and old mates, and we
worked things together. It was in Westralia—the I^and of
T'othersiders,

TOTIPOTENTIALITY.

To(81ng(e, obs. form of Tithino sb,

To-threat, To-thrust: seeTo-/r^.2

t To-thrOW, V, Obs, Forms : see Throw vy
[ME. f. To-'^ -\- thrawein^ throwein^ OE.J>rdwanf
to twist. Throw v.^ Cf. MHG- gcdrmjen^ gedrgm!\

trans. To wrench astmder ; to separate, part.

^1315 Shoreham i. 1740 pe tyme is, wane aber can OJ>cr

flescnlyche y-knowe j For wanne by habbeh f>et y-do, Ne
mowe hi be to-Jjrowe, 1340 Ayenb. 256 pe norjjene wynd
to-braub )>e raynes.

Totient (t^u'Jent). Math, [irreg. f. L; totieSy

iotiensy f. tot so many, after Quotient,] The
number of numbers (including unity) less than and
prime to a given number. So Totitive (^'titiv)

[irreg. f. L. tot+-itive in such -words^ primitive

^

unitive], any one of such numbers in relation to

the given number.
1879 Sylvester Math. Papers (1909) III. 337 Under-

standing by the 'totitives* of A the numbers less than k and
prime to it, these totitives may be arranged in (among others)

the natural groups hereunder written. 1883 Ibid. (1912) IV,;

102 The sum of the totients of all the natural numbers up to

y inclusive—a totient to x (which I denote by rx) meaning
the number of numbers less than x and prime to it. 1891

AthenseujH 21 Mar. 383/1 'Some Theorems concerning
Groups of Totitives of n ', by Prof. L. Tanner.

II Toties qnoties (tJu-jijz kw^u'jifz), adv.

Also totiens quotiens (ttJa-jlenz kw^u-Jienz).

Also 6 tociens quociens, tossyens quossyens.
[L,, *so often as often'.] As often as something
happens or occasion demands; repeatedly.

In quot. 1845 applied to a jubilee of the Latin Church, at

which a general pardon was granted.

X52S Order Com. Counc. Lond. in Vicarys Anat. (1888)

App. viii. 214 Commaundyd & compelled vppon the payne
of^ imprisonament of xx days, tociens quociens, that they
shall no more occupie phisikc till they be examyned. 1555
Machyn Diary (Camden) 94 He declaryd-.clen remyssyon
of all ther synes tossyens quossyens of all that ever they dyd,
X569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 685 He sail na wyis.-
troubill Alexander Quhitlaw., under the pane of V<= Ii,

toties quoties. X698-9 -4c/ 11 Will. III^ c._2 § 141 And such
Assignee may in like manner assigne again and soe toties

quoties. a 1734 North Exam. i.iL § 165 Grand Juries may
enquire toties quoties of the same Offence. 1845 Ford
Hoiidbk. Spain ii. 771/1 Hence the jubilee was called
* toties quoties', for it was an annual benefit,

t To-ti-ght, V. Obs. [ME. to-tuhten, f. To- 2

vtuhtcUf OE. iyhtaUf Tight z/.t to draw.]

1, trans. To stretch or spread out ; to extend,

c X200 Trin, Colt. Horn. 205 His Hchame be3 to-spred and
to-tiht on J>e rode. Ibid., peh his lichamc.ne beo to-spred

ne to-tuht on Hchamliche rode.

2. To pull or draw asunder.
13.. Guy Wanv, (A.) 511 Mi sorwe is euer cominge,..al

mi limes it hath to-ti^t; Swiche Hif y Ifde day & nijt.

Ibid. 3711 Her armes & legges he to-ti?!, [C. to-twighte =
twitched] & cleped hem wreches [AfS. wroches] anon rl^t.

t Totila'ter. Obs. nonce-wd, [f, L. iot-ns whole,

entire + latus^ later- side : cf. Quadril.\ter.] A
figure that is * all side *, or consists of an infinite

number of sides : applied to a circle as the limit

of regular multilateral figures when the number
of sides is infinite.

X628 [see Totangle].

fTo'tilde. tsb, (7 a.). Obs, [f. ME. Uten,
Toot v.\ to peep out, pry,+ (pcrh.) ^i/d, fem.

sufhx, as in beggild, begenild, cheapildy fostrildy

etc.] ? A peeping, peering, or prying woman,
a I22S Ancr. R. 102 HweSer eni totilde [so also Corpus]

ancre uondede euer J>is, J>et beke3 [C. breakeS] euer utward
ase untowe brid ine cage?
[But the attrib. or adj. use, and the final -e, suggest that

totilde here is perh. a scribal error for totinde^ pr. pple. of

toten. Toot ».* : cf totinde ancres, ibid. 50 and 100.]

t To'ting, ///. a, Obs, [pr. pple. of tote, earlier

form of Toot z/.i ; see also tooting vaidtr the verb.]

Protruding, projecting, sticking out.

CX64S Howell Lett. (1650) I. in, xxxi.91 Though perhaps
he had never a shirt to his back, yet would he have a toting

huge swelling ruff about his neck. Ibid. (1655) IV. vii. 19A
poor shallow.brain'd puppy, who. .would have men to have
a priviledg to change their Wives, ..deserves of all other to

wear a toting horn. X648-60 Hexham, Gencust, Nosed, or
he that hath a great Nose, or a toting Nose. 1650 Howell
Gira^'s Rev. Naples i. 87 With a toting plume of feathers

in his hat all white. 1676 Wiseman C/"V«?:f^. Treat, i.xxvi.

141 Rendring the Visage fiery, and in progress of time make
those toting Copper-noses, as we generally express them,

Totipalmate (tJatip£e*lm^it), a, {sb.) Omith,

[ f, L. toti' , from tot~us whole + Palmate.] Wholly
webbed; having all the toes connected by mem-
brane which reaches to the extremities; stegano-

podous. b. sb. A totipalmate bird. Hence To:ti-

palmation, the condition of being totipalmate.

1872 CouES N. Amer. Birds 48 Goatsuckers, some Western
swifts, loons,andallthetotipalmateswimmers, Ibid.i^ Feet
totipalmate, with three full webs; hind toe semi-lateral,.,

connected with the inner toe by a complete web reaching

from tip to tip. 1884 Ibid. (ed. 2) Index, Totipalmation.

Totipotent (t^^ti-p^tent), a. Biol. [f. L. tdti-

(see prec) + Potent : cf. omnipotent,'\ Capable

of developing into or generating a complete or-

ganism : said of a cell. So Toti'potence, To'ti-

potentia'lity, the quality of being totipotent.

190X T. H. Morgan /?<^««ra//i7«xiL 243 If we substitute

the term * totipoteoce ', meaning thatany meridian of the egg
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has the possibility of becoming the median plane of the

embryo. 1904 Anwr. Ntxi. July-Aug. 504 While m this species

also the material is totipotent, yet when the determining

influence of polarity is removed the stronger tendency is to

produce a tail. 1909 J. W. Jenkinson Expcrim. EmbryoL
281 In very many, though not in all, instances the parts of the

ovum—biastomeres or egg fragments—are totipotent... The
totipotence is, however, sooner or later lost. Ibid. 76 From
other sources also there is evidence of a progressive loss of

totipotentiality of the parts. 191X — Sea Urchin 292.

t Totipre'Sent, ^ Obs. noncc-ivd. [f. as

prec + Present : cf. omnipresent^ Present

throughout the whole of a space. So f Totl-

pre'sence, the fact of being totipresent.

1768 Tucker /./. iVii/. (1834) 1. 337 Our own manner of

existence in a sphere or portion of space sufficient to receive

the action of many corporeal particles, we may term a ioU.

preserue throughout the contents of that sphere.. .A toti-

presence throughout all immensity amounts to the same as

omnipresence. Ibid, 409 There is a certain portion of space
throughout which we are totipresent, because we can

receive the action of many corporeal particles at once which
cannot be brought into contact with a mathematical point.

Totitive : see Totiknt.

Totive (tJutiv), a. nonce-wd. [f. L. tot-us

whole + -IVB.] Denoting a whole : see quot.

1874 Key Language xviii. 225 A leading use of the geni-

tive is that called ' partitive *, but might more Htly be called
* totive ', for the genitive here denotes the whole whence a
part is taken.

Totle, Totnam : see Tottle z'.^, Tottknham.

li Toto (tJo'ti?), abl. sing. masc. and neut of

L, tottis all, whole, entire : occnrring in a few

phrases in literary use, as Toto csslo (t^Q'to s/'b),

* by the whole heaven *, by as much as the distance

between the poles, diametrically ; in quot 1S44

attrib. entire, absolute; Toto genere (d.^eTier/),

in the whole nature or character; Toto orl>e

((r*jbi), * by the whole world ' ; = toto cxio.

17*7 Pope Art 0/Sinking i. Wks. 1751 VI. 167 In their

others IpiecesJ they differ"d *toto cmlo from us. 1844 W. G.
Ward Ideal Chr. Ch, (ed. 2) 272 The toto-coelo difference

in kind between [etc. J. a 1878 biR G. G. Scott Lect. Arckit.

xvi. (1S79) II. 2^ The dome [of the Pantheonl.. differs toto

cxio from the normal mode of construction. 167a Boyle
Orig, 4- Virt. Gems i. 49 Bodies, that (W^t^r*toto genere,

as Metals and Stones, a 1834 Colrriixib in Lit, Rem.
(1839) IV. 232 Here I differ *loto orbe from Waterland.

Toto, totoo (16th c), i. e. too too : see Too.

Toto** used as combining form of L. totus whole,

in certain cases, instead of the normal form totu

(see -o), forming compound adjs., a. in sense

'entirely, wholly, utterly' (see -o i\ as tcto-
conge*nital, to'to-mute, to'to-officioos ; b. in

sense ' total and .
.

' (see -o a), as To*to-pa*rtial

Logic, applied to a proposition in which one term
is universal and the other particular; so To'to-
to*tal, having both terms universal.

s8oo Q. Rev, Jan. 63 The marriage of *toto<ongenita]
deaf mutes. X893 F. W. Booth Worlds Congr. Instruct.

Deaf 59 llie German semi-mute brought to a study of
Eiqdisli has a decided advantage over bis toto-mute brother.

i$B6 in J. Morris Troub. Cath, Forefathers (1877) 69 Con-
demned as rude, troublesome, and *toto-ofScious. 1833
SiK W. Hamilton Discuss, (185a) 16a *Toto-lotal—all is all,

..*Toto-partial—all is some.

To-tog, variant of To-TUO v. Obs,

fTo-to-n^v. Obs. [ME. f.To-a + ToLLr.lto
draw.] trans. To pull or drag hither and thither.

cijia^ Poem times Edw. II (Percy) lix, Hit schal be to-

toUeu, hit schal be totwy^t [v.r. Hit shal be forpinched,
tototlled & totwiht]. Ibid. Ixi, Hit is so to-tolled, bothe
beder & theder Hit is halfendcl istole, ar hit be brout
togcder. ct^» Arth, f\r Mcrt. (Kolblng) 8531 J>e be^^en
me tok & totoilcd, Tobctcn, todrawe & defoiled.

To-torve, To-tose, To-tray, etc. : see To- 2,

t Tot-quot. Obs. [L. tot quel as much or as

many as (there may be).]

1. Ecci. A dispensation or licence to hold as

many ecclesiastical benefices as the holder pleases

or can get ; hence, the holding of such benefices,

unlimited pluralism ; pi, benefices so held.

S509 Barcuvv Skyf Folys (jS7o) 60 He hath hope To haue
another benefyce of^greater dignitie. And so maketh a false

suggestion to the pope, For a tot quot or eU a pluralitie.

152a Skklton Why not to Courts 125 We shall haue a tot

quot Krom the Pope of Rome, a 1550 Image Ipocr. l in

Shetton's IVks. (1843) II. 420/3 Ve drawe and cast lottes,

lo hattcs and in poites, For tottes and for quottes. 1^3
Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 79 They purchase a dis-

pensation, a licence,,. by vertue whereof they may hold
totquots so manie, how manie soeuer. 1637 Bastwick Litany
II. 9 I'be Pope setlcth nonresidences, pTuralityes, trialityes,

toCqiiots, the Prelats doe the same.

D. trans/. One who holds tot-quots; an un-
limited pluralist.

i6a8 P. Smart Serm. Durh, Cath, 7 July 31 The same
will be also a notorious Non-resident, a very Tot-quot. 1677
W. Hughes Man of Sin 11. iv. 83 S. Wereburga,.. being
Governess of three Nunneries (being no more, she was no
Tot-quot then).

2. An indefinite or infinite number ; as many as

you like.

t^ Jewel ^</»/. Harding x'lu. (1611) 360 He plcideth his

totaes, quoties, and thereby would erect a whole tot<iuot uf
Masses, sans numt^er. . . By these words, M. Hardings Tot-
qnot is much abridged.

3. A rate or tax assessed in proportion to income*

1611 CoTGK., Quottit^t an euen assessement, a rate or
totquot imposed ; the laying on euerie one his share.

t To-trea'd, v. Obs. [OE. totredan^ f. To- 2 +
tredan, Tkead v. So OS. te-tredan, OHG.
*zatreta7tj MHO. s^-, zertreten^ Ger. zertreten.'\

trans. To trample down, trample upon. Hence

f To-treading vbl. sb.

[^735 CorpusGloss. (Hessels) D 77 Desicit^ DeJicit\Kz\x\.
dit.] c 117s Lamb. Horn. 133 Sum [feoll bi J>e weie and wer3
to-treden and fu^eles hit freten. 13. . A'. Alis. 3946 (Bodl.
MS.) Horses totraden alle J>e Boukes Of noble Barouns & of
Dukes. 1383 Wyclif Prov. xxvii. 7 The soule fulfild shal

to-trede the honycomb. 1535 CovERDALH/ra. xxviii. 18 The
greate destruction, .shal allto treade you.

Totsane, Tott(e, obs. ff. Tutsan, Tot.

+ Totted, ppl. a. Obs. rarcK [? related to

Tot j/'.l] ? Muddle-headed; or = Totxy a'^

C1480 Kyng^ Ilermyt 348 in Hazl. E.P.P, I. 26 And
you schall here a totted frere Say Stryke pantnere; And
in y' cope leve r>'5t dou^U

Tottenliani (t(?'t*nam). In 6 Totnam. Name
of a northern suburb of London, i* Tottenham is

turned French, a proverb used in reference to any
unlikely or remarkable change.
1546 J. Hevwood Frov. (1867) 14 Their faces told toies,

that Totnam was tournd frenche. 1^1 A. Hall Iliad iv.

60 Do what thou canst, the time wil come that Totnam
French shal turn ; The Gods and I will so prouide. a x66z

Fuller iVorthies^ Middlesex (1662) 11. 178,

Totter (tf»*t3j), sby Forms: 4-5 totre, 5
totyr, totoure, 6- totter, [f. Totter v. Cf.

Flera., Du. (and WFris.) touter in sense 1.]

+ 1. A swuig ; a board suspended by two ropes,

on which a person sits and is swung to and fro.

X387 Trevisa ///;^</<'« (Rolls) II. 387 Whan men [fel] of
be totres and were i>herte sore, it was ordeyned among hem
|>at images t-liche to )>e bodies schulde be sette in l^e totros,

and meue and toter^ in stede of hem t>at were a-falle. pat
game is cleped ocillum in Latyn. c 1440 PromP. Pan:
498/1 Tot>T, or myry totyr, chylderys game . . , oscillum, 1468
Medulla Gram.j Oscillum^ genus ludi, cum funis suspenditur

a trabe in quo pueri et puelle scdentes impelluntur hue et

iiluc,—a totoure. PetauruSy quidam ludus, a totre. 1483
Cath. Angt. 300/2 A mery TotyT {,A. A Totyr), petaurus, <f

cetera. 1553 Hui^et, Totter playe, betweoe two bell ropes

lo tottre to and fro, petaurum.

2. The action, or an act, of tottering ; wavering,

oscillation ; an unsteady or shaky movement or gait

as of one ready to fall.

1747 Ei. PosTOM Pratler I. i My Mind is so on the Totter

between For and Against, i7S« Johnson Rambler No,
log P 8, 1.. had his bend in my shoulders, and his totter in

my gaiu 1830 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 35/2 He seemed all of

a totter and tremble. 1898 Watts-Dlnton Aylwin 11. iv,

Without raising an arm to balance her body, without a
totter or a slip.

3. attrib. and Comb, (or from the verb-stem), as

totter-arae, f (a) the game ofsee-saw ; = Titter-

TOTTKB I ;
(A) one who totters {dia/.) ; totter-

grass, quaking-grass, Briza media, or sometimes

another grass with slender stalk ; to'tter-hea:ded

a., light-headed, frivolous, changeful; totter-

kneed a., yielding, * weak-kneed \
161X CoTCH., BaccoleTy to play at titter-totter, or at •totter-

arse ; to ride the wild Mare i as children who sitting vpon
both ends of a long Pole, or Timber-log (supported only in

the middle) lift one another vp and downe. 1888 Elworthv
ly". Somerset iVord-bh. s. v., I ant a-zeed no such two double
totterarse 'is longful time. x8ai Clare Ifill. Minstr. II.

198 And 'totter-grass, in many a trembling knot. 1909
spectator 10 July 48/3 The ox-eye daisies white among the

totter-grass and sorrel. i66a Petty Tajees ii, fi 14 The
things which cause animosities among the *totter-headed

multitude. 1887 G. Meredith Ballads^ P.^ Whimper of
Sympathy, The feelings of the •totterknce'd.

Totter, sb:^ : see Tor sb,^

t Totter, a. Obs. rare^^. In 4 totyre.
[Ifgenuine, goes with Totter r. (but it may be a copyist's

error for Tolter).)

Tottering, shaky, unstable, insecure,

tfi37S Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. (Margaret) 47 P« wikil

warld scbo ourcom als, t>at ay Is toCyre, fekil, & fals.

Totter (tf'-taj), V. Also 3-5 toter, 6 tottre,

[Appears first c 1 200 ; has the form of a frequenta-

tive from a stem tot', expressing instability or

unstable movement, Perh. from Norse : cf. Norw.
dial, tutra, totra to quiver, shake (Ross), Sw. dial.

tuttra (Rietz). The sense is found in Flem. &
Du, touteren to swing, though it is difficult to

connect this phonologically : cf. Tolteb z^.]

+ 1. inir. To swing to and fro, esp. at the end

of a rope ; Jig. to waver, vacillate. Obs.

cxRoo Vices ff Virtues 1^5 Ne mid fote sitten toterlnde.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 387 Men of Athene heng
vp ropes in J« ayer and men totrede Jwron and meued hider

and (wder \orig. hue et illuc agitabantiu-]. Ibid, [see Totter
sb.^ i\. C1440 Promp. Parv. 498/1 Toteron, or waveron,

vacillo. 15*1 [see Totter sb.^ 1]. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. in.

47 It shouldseem that before the breaking of the yolke, that

the yolke did bane playing or tottering within the white.

160X SHKKS.Alts Weill, ill. 129 Manie likelihoods..which

hung so tottring in the ballance.

fb. Spec. To swing from the gallows, to be

hanged. Obs.
c 1530 Hickscomer B ij b. That is a knauysshe sight to se

them totter on a beme. 154* Udall Erasm, Apoph. 123

Diogenes . . had a greate zele . . to see theim euery one swyng-

yng & tottreyng in halters. 1556 J, Heywood Spider * F.

XV, 13 If they be had, they shall hang therupone, And yet
if they totter twenty togyther, Still do theeues rob there,

'6*3-33 tYETCHER & Shirley Night- Walker 111. V, I would
lose a limb, to see their rogueships totter.

t O. To play at see-saw, Cf. Titteu-totter,
1530 Palsgr. 760/1, I totter to and fro, as chylder do

whan they play..,y^^a//a«c^... Totter nat to moche leste

you fall.

t*2. To move up and down or to and fro, as a
sliip on the waves ; to toss, to pitch. Obs.
13.. E, E.Allit.P. C. 233 penne t>a3 her takel were torne,

J>at totered on yt>ez, C1400 Laud Troy Bk, ^ig^ Other..
In the water swam and flotered, And there schippis a-boute
totered. 1596 Edward Illy in. i. 170 Then might ye see
the reeling vessels split, And tottering sink into the ruth-
lesse floud.

3. To rock or shake to and fro on its base, as if

about to overbalance or collapse
; f in quot. ^1400,

to tremble.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk, 9717 Thei sat toterynge as it were

gece—What for the strokes & the bete. 152R More De
Quat. Noviss, Wks. 99 The hands trimbUng. .and the feete

totteryngj. 1576 Pettie Petite Fallace 33 As a tree hewen
downe with axes, redy to fal.., tottereth euery way, being
vncertayne which way to fal. 1697 Drvden yEneid 11. 384
Troy nods from hi^h, and totters to her fall. 1775 Sheridan
St. Patr. Day 11. li^ 1 was. .taken with a sudden giddiness,

antl Humphrey seeing me beginning to totter, ran to my
assistance. 1836 Makryat Midslu Easy xxx, Her main-
mast was seen to totter, and then to fall over the side.

b. Jig, or in fig. context.
x6io Shaks. Temp. 111. ii. 8 If th'other two be brain 'd like

vs, the State totters. 1641 M ilton Ch. Govt. i.Wks. 1851 1 1 1.

100 Sojong as the Church is mounted upon the Prelaticall

Cart. . it will but shake and totter. 1719 Young Rez»eiige iv. i,

O forbear! You totter on the very brink of ruin. «i774
Tucker Li. Nat. (1834) II 17^ Their faith,, will be apt to
shake and totter grievously in the storms of opposition.

1874 Green Short Hist. v. § i. 221 From the day of Cressy
feudalism tottered slowly but surely to its grave.

fo. To oscillate, vibrate, rock (without any
notion of falling). Obs. rare.
1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. i. xi. 27 The iise

of which bones, is to hinder that the valve do not easily

totter. 1678 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. iv. 64 Not letting the
Plain totter to or from you-wards,

4. To walk or move with unsteady steps; to go
shakily or feebly; to toddle; also, to walk with
difficulty ; to reel, stagger.

x6oa Marston Ant. Sf Mel. i. Wks, 1856 I. 17 He totterd

from the reeling decke. x"]^ Morse Amer. Ceog, II. 489
Chinese women, .may be said to totter rather than to walk.

1797 Downing Disorders Horned Cattle, etc. 106 When
the staggers and convulsive symptoms arise, the hor>e..is

feeble, reels and totters about as he moves. x8i8 Scott Br.
Lamm, xix. The old blind woman arose, assumed her staff,

..tottering to her hut. 1863 W. C. Bkluv^xh Afr. Hunting
vii. 2S0 Three niggers staggering after us with as much as
ever they could totter under.

b. trans, {nonce-uses.) {a) To make (one's way)
totteriugly, {b) To carry with tottering steps.

1846 Mrs. Gore^w^, C<4ar. (1852) 57 Poor Comey tottered

his way from the miserable cellar of St. Giles's., towards the
fashionable quarter of the town, 1864 Lowell Fireside

Trav. 280 After our little bearers [mules] had tottered us up
and down the dusky steeps.

1 5. trans. To cause to shake to and fro, to rock

;

to render unstable. A\%ofig. Obs.

1615T.Adams White Devill ^s There is some disobedient

and fugitive Jonasses that thus totter our ship, a i6a5

Fletcher Hum. Lieut, i. i. Earthquakes To shake and
totter my designs, a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais in. Prol. 7
He..totter'd it, lifted it,.. transposed it, transplaced it.

Totterdeinal(l)ion, obs. f. Tatterdemalion.

t Tottered (tf^-taid), ///. a. Obs. [Orig. a
variant of Tattered, and used in that sense (cf,

Norw. dial, totra rag) ; subsequently associated with

Totter v., and more or less assimilated in sense.]

L = Tattered 2, 3.

1570 FoxE A.^ M. (ed. 2) 1357/1 He.. was not so dis-

guised in hys tottered attyre, but that hys countenaunce
gaue signification [etcj. 1596 Shaks. i Hen, IV, iv. ii. 37
A hundred and fiftie totter d Prodigalls, lately come from

Swine-keeping. 1657 S. Purchas Pol, Flying-Ins, 118

(Theyl have their wings tottered and torn, a 1693 ^'V""
harts Rabelais 111. xvii, The ragged and tottred Equipage

of her Person.

2. Of a building or a ship : Battered and shaken,

rendered ruinous and liable to fall ; in a totteriiig

condition.

x6iS G. Sandys TVoz'. 178 A tottered Tower doth chal-

lenge regard for the waste receiued in that places protection,

1649-50 in Swayne 4'ar«;« CAKrcZ/w. Acc» (i8g6) 221 Car-

penter pulling down y*" tottered selling over y« East end of

the ChancelF. 1689 Sherlock Disc. Death (ty'S) 26

Merciless waves even overwhelm bis tottered and decayed
vessel. 1808 ScoTT Marm. iv. xi. Thy turrets rude, and
tottered Keep, Have been the minstrel's loved resort.

3. Made to totter, shaken, reeling, rare,

x63x G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xv. (1626) 317 The hot horses

..O'r ragged rocks the totterd charriot driue ; While I to

curb theu: furie vainly striue.

Totterer (tp-tarai). [f. Totter z;. +-er1.]

One who totters, or walks with tottering steps,

1711 Swift Jml. to Stella 21 Apr., I am much better

than I was, though something of a totterer. 1827 Blackiv.

Mag, XXII. 702 He snatched the little totterers. .up in his

arms. 1890 [sec next].

To'ttering, vbl. sb. [f. Totter v. + -ing 1.]

The action of the verb Totter ; oscillation, waver-

ing, shaking as if about to fall*
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1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 387 That game is cleped

ocillum in I>atyn,..of cilleo cilles j>at is forio mene-toter-

ynge. c 1440 Promp, Parv. 498/1 Toterynge, or waver-

ynge, T'ocillacio, xS77 B. Goock Uereihaclis Husb. 40
The Wayne or Cart must be lyned with sheets, lest with

logging and tottring of the carryas^e, the seetie fall thorowe.

x67» Clarendon Contevipl. Ps. Tracts (1727) 280 The pro-

digious tottering and instability of that [cliurch] they are

about to enter. 1890 J. H, Stirling Gifford Led, xiu 262

If you totter already, the tottering against you of ever so

many totterers will only floor you.

To'tteringf, ///. a. [f. Totter v. + -ing 2.]

That totters, in various senses of the verb.

1S34 More Comf.agst. Tfib. iv. xxiv. (1847) 298 The three

feet of this tottering stool. 1585 Abp. Sandvs Sertn, xiv.

232 Our tottering boate is tossed in the stormie seas. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 642 The tottering walles of

Caer-phiili Castle. 1700 T. Bhown Amusem. Ser. <5- Com.
ii. 12 The tottering Earth made them Giddy and Stumble.

xSoi SouTHEY Tkiilaba ix. xvii, She leans on her staflF With
a tottering step. 1877 Black (rr^^« Past, xxxv, A tottering

white-headed old man.

J^g"- «SS4 Latimer Disput. Oxford in Foxe A. ^ M. (1563)

980/1 That thys world hath bene, and yet is, a tottering

world. 1649 Milton Eikon. v. Wks. 1851 III. 375 A tottring

and giddy Act rather then a settling. 1706 Burke Regie.

Peace \. Wks. VIII. 158 The tottering imbecility of a new
government. 1870 ' H. Smart ^Racefor Wife iii, Tottering

coronets must be propped by wealthy alliances.

Hence To'tterinffly adv,
1660 Ingelo Bentiv. ^ Ur, i. (1682) 82 It seem'd to stand

totteringly upon a pitiful foundation. 18^1 L. Keith Lost
Illusion II. xii. 41 An old man tottenngly and feebly

cleaning a little vegetable-bed.

Totterish (tf7*t3rij"), a, rare, [f. Totter «. or z/.

+ -ISH 1.] Inclined to totter; somewhvit tottery.

1817 Scott Let. to Mrs, M. Clephane 23 M.ir., In Lock-
kartj I am stiil very totterish and very giddy. 1819 —
Let, toSouthey 4 Apr. ibid.^ My health is at present very
totterish.

Tottery (t/?tori), a. [f. Totter ». +-y.]
Given to tottering; shaky; unsteady.
x86i HuGHKS Tom Bro^vn at 0.x/.y\^'^\\Gti I looked up

and saw what a tottery performance it was, I concluded to
give them a wide berth. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as i
am xviii, Frances felt very faint and lottery. \^t Speaker
19 Jan. 484/2 Stocks have been distinctly * tottery * this week.

Tottie (tp'ti). Also Totty. With capital T :

Familiar diminutive of Hottentot.
1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa I. 55 To portray.

.

the Hottentot of tlie time of Van Riebeck, and the ' Totty '

of the present day. A863 W. C. Baldwin A/r, Ifimtingix.
366, I nave.. five horses, six Kaffirs, and one Tottie, and
have every comfort in my wagons. 1883 Gd. News in
Africa viii. no The Hottentots are a miserable little race,

sometimes called ' Totties ' in contempt.

Tottie, variant of Totty.
Totting ! see Tot sbS^ v^ and 'K

Tottie (tf7-t'l), a, dial. [? f. tot- in Totter v. +
-LB I, as in hritlle.'] Weak-headed, silly, dazed.
zdg^ Baring-Gould Kitty Alone II. 94 Wi' the death of

her little maid, gone almost tottie (silly). 1897 — Furze-
Bloom (1899) 13, I reckon, Genefer, the old lady be gone
quite tottie (dazed),

Tottie (tpt'l), Zf.l Also 8-9 totle. Chiefly

diaL [In sense i app. onomatopoeic, representing

the motion and sound involved. In senses 2 and 3
perh. by-form of Toddle or Totteb, and Topple.]
1. intr. To move and bubble, as a boiling liquid

;

also said of the vessel ; and applied to the somewhat
similar motion and sound of a rivulet over a stony
bed, Sc. Hence Tottling vbl. sd.

X717 Lament for Ld. Maxwell in Jacob. Songs ^ Ball,
(1887) 103 'Side the sang o' the birds, where some burn
totties owre. 1739 A. Nicol JVat, ivithout Art 100 In
Winter-time a Piece fat Beef to tottie. 1835 Monteath
Dunblane (1887) 32 The woman, .cast a longmg eye at the
kail-pot tottling on the fire '. 1864 A. Leighton Myst,
Leg, Edinb, (1886) 68 They heard the sound of.. the swel«
termg and tottling of the pot.

b. trans. To cause to simmer or boil, Sc,
aiyy4. Fergusson To Principal^ etc. St. Andrews 40

Imprimis, then, a haggis fat, Weel tottl'd in a seything pat,

1776 Herd Collect. Scot. Songs II. 182 Ye's get a cock well
totled i' the pat, An yell come hame, an ye'll come hame,
2. intr. To move unsteadily and with short

tottering steps ; to toddle.

x83z OMJtSirA. IVylie III. xxxiii. 287 Their baims.. when
they begin to tottie about the house. 1824 — Rothelan vi,

iii, The tidy grand-dame . . is seen with a pitcher slowly tott-

ling across the fields to the dairy. 1873 \i\iJ& In His Name
i. 4 The twin babies who could hardly tottie along the road.

3. intr, — Topple v. i. diai.

1830 Hogg in Blackw, Mag. XXVIII. 895 Off flew the
English warder's head. And tottled into Foxton burn,
a 190S in Eng. Dial. Diet, s. v., (N. Yorks.) T'oad fella

nearly tottled oft' steul 'at he was set on wi* laughing.

Hence To'ttledom, nonce-wd. (for toddledom),

the sphere of toddlers or toddling; babyhood,
infancy ; TottUsh (t^tlij) a.^ unsteady, totterish.

1889 Ant/tonys Photogr. Bull. II. 354. There not being
the least fear of its. .ever exceeding the limits of cameraic
*tottledom. 1853 Mrs. Moodie Life in Clearings 16 This
was tlic first time he had ever ventured upon the water in

such a *tottleish machine [as a birch-bark canoe]. X889
C. F. WooLSON Jupiter Lights xxviii, Shell soon fill it full

of tottlish little tables and dimity.

Tottie, v.'^^ altered form of Total v.^ with
shortened vowel. (Common dialectaily.)

1891 GossE Gossip in Library x\\\. 164 She did not tottie

up her tuilk-scores on the bastard-title [of a book].
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Tottling, ppl,a. [f. Tottle z;.^ + -ing 2.]

That totties ; moving unsteadily ; apt to tip or

topple; shaky; crazy; alsoy?^. feeble or shaky in

intellect. Cf. Totty a'^

1746 £xmoor Scolding iKJ).S.) 53 A toteling, wambling,
zlottering, zart-and-vair yheat-stool. 1849 ]->ana Geo/, ii.

(1850) 31 Safe navigation for the tottling canoe. 1873 E. H.
Clakke -SV^ in Educ. 35 The girl.. will caress a doll, that
her tottling brother looks coldly upon. 1880 Mrs. Park
Adatn <5- Eve xxxvi, Th' ole ch.-ip was gone reg'lar totlin'

like, and can't tell thickee fra that.

Totty (t^*ti),jiJ.(rt.l) Also tottie, totie. Affec-

tionate diminutive of ToT sb,^ ; a tiny tot or little

cliild. Also as adj. Tiny, wee. Hence Tottyklns
^ Toddlekins.
i8ax Galt Sir A. JVylie III. xxxiii. 287, I would be

blithe to see the wee totties spinning about the floor like

peeries. 1849 J. Milne Let. in Bonar Life ix. (1868) 129
Tliere is not a day that I don't think of our poor little totty.

Ibid. 128 Bonnie wee totikins, I5richt as a bee. 1906 A.
M'^CoRMiCK Tinkler Gipsies Galloway ii. 89 The fairies,

—

totie wee bodies a' cled m red.

Totty (t(7*ti),a,2 Now dial. Forms: 4-6toty,
6 tottye, -ie, 6- totty. [app. f, lot-, as in toiler

and lollie + -y.] Unsteady, shaky, tottery (phy-

sically or mentally) ; dizzy, dazed ; tipsy, fuddled.
CX386 Chaucer Reez>e's T. 333 Myn heecl is toty of my

swynk to nyght. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy n. 5753
Somme also so toty in her hede pat l?ei . . haue no foot for to

stonde vp-ri^t. 1522 More De Quat. Noriss. Wks. 97 What
good can the great gluton do w'..his noil toty with drink?
1570 Levins Manip. 112/n Totty, vacillans, ebriolus, a.

'594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concern. 23 b, I thought his head
was but tottie. \^<fl Season. Exp.Netherl. 10 Who proving
totty. They thought to ballast him. 2819 Scott Ivanhoe
xxxiii, I was somewhat totty when I received the good
knight's blow, or I had kept my ground. 1838 Craven Gloss.,

Totty^ half drunk, tipsy. 1890 Doyle White Company xvii,

Nay, nay, your head I can see is still totty.

b. Coitib. : totty-grasa, totter-grass, quaking-
grass ; totty-head, an imbecile ; totty-headed «.,

light-headed, silly, frivolous ; dizzy, giddy.
X901 speaker 20 Apr, 86/2 Who ever saw a child that did

not love to gather primroses, horse daisies, or *totly-grass ?

x68o Honest Hmige ^ Ralph 28 Not such *Totty.heads yet,

as to be led by the Nose by him. a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant.
CreWy *Totty-headed, Giddy*beaded, Hare-brain'd. a 1825
FoRBV Voc, E. Anglia^ Totty^ totiy-lieadedj dizzy. Par-
ticularly from the e^ect of too much drink.

Totty, variant of Tottie.

tTo-tu'g', V. Obs. Also 3 te-, 5 to-togge.
[MK. f. To- 2 + toggen, tugge. Tug z/.J trans* To
pull to pieces.
0220 Bestiary 420 in O. E. Misc. 13 [He] tetoggeS and

tetireS hem mid hire teS sarpe. £-1400 Destr. Troy So^^
All fadit that faire of hlr fyn coloure,..AU to tugget hir

tresses of hir triet here. 1446 Lydg. Two Nightingale
Poems I, 256 On euery syde to-togged and to-drawe.

Totum^ (t^u'ti'm). Now dia/. [a. L. latum
all, the whole, the initial T of which was one of

the four letters inscribed on the teetotum: cf, F.

toton, in Cotgr. and Diet. Acad. 1694-1740 totum,
pronounced (tfJlon).] = Teei'OTUM, q. v.

11500-ao Dunbar Poems xxii. 74 He playis with to/urn and
I with nichell.) 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Totum, a
Whirl-boncj a kind of Die that is turned about. 1734
Chbsterf. in Lett. C'tess Suffolk (1824) II. 116 A couple of
totums set a spinning. 1825 Jamieson, Totum sb. i, the
game of Te-totttm. [See Eng. Dial. Diet., Totum ^]
To'tlira ii. Sc. [perh. a humorous extension of
Tot sb,^ ; but generally associated with prec.] A
little child, a wee tot.

17.. CauldKailinAberdemxTiP^^^xi Scott. Song{.\%i/^
146 Whene'er the totums cry for meat She curses aye nis
ergie. 1844 A. Cochrane in Whitelaw Bk. Scott. Song
(^875) 73/1 Our twa bits o' totums are toddlin their lore.

i8^ IVestm. Gaz. 6 Oct. -x/z The fact.. that had generated
so critical an eyesight in this ' totum ' of three.

II
To'tum 3. [L. : see Totum 1.] A whole.

1657 J. Smith Myst. Rhet. Aviij b, Totum, is whatsoever
hath parts :..and so parts are such as make up the whole.
(11658 Cleveland C>« little Gentleman 22 How comes it

that she thus converts So small a Totum, and great Parts?
1678 CuDwORTH Intell, Syst. i. i. § 31 The totum or com*
positum of a man or animal may be said to be generated
and corrupted, in regard of the union and disunion, conjunc-
tion and separation of those two parts, the soul and body.

t To'tuple, a. Obs, [f, L. tot so many, after

Quadruple, etc.] So many-fold: = Tantuple.
1656 HoBBES Six Less, iii. Wks. 1845 VII. 240 The ante-

cedents are of their consequents totuple or tantuple, that is,

equimultiple. 0x696 Scarburgh £7<c//<r/ (1705) 201 There-
fore . . Totuple shall AB, CD together, be of K, F together.

To-tum, To-twin : see To- pref,"^

tTo-tu-se, V. Obs. rare-K [ME. f. To-2 +
*l^scn, TouSE V. (The later ME. form would have
been to-totise.)'\ trans. To pull asimder; to dis-

hevel.

c 1300 Havelok 1948 Al to-tused and al to-torn.

tTo-twee'n,/?v/. Obs. rare. [UTo-'^ + 'twsen

in Between.] 13etween.
c 1440 Partonope ^i-jo And cleuyd hys forhed to twene

Jje yen.

tTo-twe*me, v. Obs, Forms: see Tweme.
[OK. totwkman, f. To- ^ + twihnan, Tweme v,

to separate, part,] a. trans. To separate, divide

;

also to distinguish, discriminate.

C893 K. iELFRED Oros. ni. vii. § 6 Hie eft totwaemde

TOUCH.
wjeron. a 1225 Ancr. R. 396 Auh ure Louerd willelicbe to-

tweamede [v. r. to-twinnede] his soule urom his bodie.

b. inlr. To separate, part asunder.
c 1205 Lav. 26593 itr heo to twemden [/*r, to-tweinden]

pe wurse wes Kom-leoden. a 1225 St. Marker. 17 WiS t>e

like t>e eor?e to twemde ant bitunde him.

t To-twi'tch, z*. Obs. [ME. lo-twicchen^ f.

To- ^ + Twitch v,'\ trans. To pull apart or away
with a sudden jerk or twitch, khiofig.
c X175 Lamb. Hom. 53 Swa sone se hi beo3 iturned awey

from heotn, [hi] heom to-twicchei^ & to-dra5eft mid ufele
weordes. a 1250 O^vl .y Night. 1647 Gromes (tc ivoJ>. . & H:
to twicchej? & to schake)?. C1350 iVill. Palerne 20^7 His
berde & his brijt fax for bale he to-twijt.

II
To'ty. Anglo-Iftd. [Tamil and Canarese toti.l

A man of a low caste employed as messenger and
odd mnn of a South Indian village. Also totyman.
x8oo in Gurw. Wellington's Suppl. Desp. (1858) I. 452

Washerman, barber, and totyman. 1886 Yule & Burmell
hobson-Jobson, Toty.

Toty, Totyr, obs. ff. Tottt fl.2, Tottkb.
Tou, Toual(I, obs. forms of Tough, Towku
Touart, Toubbe, obs. forms of Toward, Tub,
Toucan (t«ka'n, twkan). Also 8 tokan, 9

toukan. [ = F. toucan, Sp, tucan, Pg., It. tucano,

a. Brazilian, Tupi ttuana, Guarani tuch, tucdit {a

nasal), the native name, prob. from its cry or call

;

but other suggestions have been offered.

The statement of Buffon that the name means * feather
'

arose from his misunderstanding a statement of Le'ry c 1558:
see J. Piatt in N. ^Q. 9th s. VII. 486-VIU. 250.)

1. A Neotropical bird of the genus J\hamphastos,

or, in a wider use, of the family Rhamphastidx^
inhabiting the tropical parts of South America, a

few species being also foimd in Central America
and Mexico. They are noted for the enormous size

of the beak and their striking colouring. The
species originally so named was app. F. toco.

[1558 Thevet Sing. France Antarctique, D'un oyseau
qu'ils appellent en leur langue Toucan.) 15(58 tr. Thevet's
hfeivfound World 73 Of a birde named toucan. 1634 T,

iOHNSON Parry's Chirur^. xxv. xxii. (1678) 621 He saw a
iird in America, which in that Countrey Speech is called

Touca, ..that the beak in length and thickness exceeds the
bigness of the rest of the body. x66SCH\^i.¥.-roiiOnomast.

115 Tucana..To\xc3in. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 178 In. .16^4
the Pica Brasiliensis, or Toucan, whose beak b near as big
as its whole body, was found within two miles of Oxfori
x68i Grew Musaeum 1. iv. i. 59 The Head of the 7'oucan,

so called by the Indians. 1796 Stedman Surinam. \. vi.

117 The toucan is not larger than a tame pigeon, and yet its

beak is no less than six inches in length. 1863 Bates
Nat. Amazon xii. (1864) 404 Toucans.. .Two of them are
often heard yelping alternately, and in diflferent notes.

These cries have a vague resemblance to the syllables To-
cano, Tocano, and hence the Indian name of this genus
of birds, X87S Whitney Life Lang, vii, 120 The cuckoo
and the peewee and the toucan were named from their notes.

b. Sometimes applied or misapplied to other

birds with large or curious beaks; esp, in the

East Indies to species of Hombill {Buceros).

But the word in the latter case is said to be the Malay
tukang * workman ' or 'artificer', and entirely distinct from
the Brazilian : see Yule & Burnell Hobson.Jobson,
1816 TucKEY Narr. Exped. R. Zaire iiL (1818) 82 Several

varieties of the king fisher, a toukan, and many small birds.

i86a Jkrdon Birds ofIndia I. 242 They [the hornbillsjare,

indeed, popularly called Toucans throughout India; and
this appears to be their name in some of the Malayan bles ;

the word signifying ' worker', from the noise they make.

2. Astron. Name of a southern constellation.

1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag, vi. lit. 128 The Bird Toucan
{pr. Taican], or Brasilian Pye, in which Constellation is

7 Stars. 1868 LocKYER Guillemin's Heavens xii. (1872) 319
The splendid cluster in Toucan, quite visible to the naked eye.

3. Comb,, as toucan skin^ etc. ; toucan-beak, the

beak of the toucan, or the substance of this used as

a decorative material.

i86a List Conirib.fr. Brit. Guiana to Lond. Exhib. in

Veness El Dorado {^Z(2^^ App. 145 Tasael of Toucan Skins,

worn by the Accawai Indians, .hanging down the back.

x886 Art JmL, Exh. Suppl. 26/2 Some clever and minute
carvings in toucan-beak set with alternate links in gold.

Hence Toncauet (t«'kane:t), any of the smaller

kinds of toucan, as those of the genera Ptero^

giossus and Sclenidera', Toncanity (takas-mii),

nonce-wd.i the character of a toucan,

1825 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. 11. 118 There are three

speciesofToucansin Demerara,and threediminutives,which
may be called Toucanets. 1893 ComJi. Mag. May 525 A
large bill . .a mark of perfect and advanced toucanity,

Toucll (tz^J)» s^* Forms: see Touch v,

[Originally a. OF. touche, f. toucher to Touch : c£
Pr., It. iocca stroke, blow, touch ; also Prov. toc^

It. tocco knock, stroke ; f. toccare to hit, strike. In

some later uses, directly from Touch v.'\

I. Literal and directly connected senses,

1. The action or an act of touching (with the

hand, finger, or other part of the body) ; exercise

of the faculty of feeling upon a material object,

fin quot. 1340, ?a tactile organ {obs^. In quot.

1591, Hold, grasp, embrace {twnce-use).

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 779 Fyngers and taes, fote and
hande, Alle his touches \MS. Lansd. lymmes] cr tremblande.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 136 For he..preide. That wherupon
his bond he leide, It scholde thurgh his touche anon Become
sold. 1398TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. vii. (Bodl. MS.)



TOTTCH.

Quyke snuer..seniel> fut colde in touche._ 1513 Douglas
y^N^is tu.iv. 36 The Harpyes..with thair laiinlie tulche

all thing file ihai. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv. 60 Ruffian :

let goe that rude vnciuill touch. 1614 Purchas Pilgptnage
IX. vii.(cd. 2) S64 He toucheth the face and breast with cold

touches. 1681 H. More E.xp. Dan. iv. Notes 120 He healed

the iJltnd and the Lame with Spittle and touch. 1705 Lond.
Cos, Na 4126/3 They never had before received the Royal
Touch. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. King:^. (ed. 4} 464 The
antenna:., may be regarded as special instruments of touch.

1843Tennyson * Breaks break, break ' lii, l!ut O for the touch
of a vanish 'd hand ! 1S98 G. B. Shaw Widir.vers* Houses
L 6 The porter .. receives It with a submissive touch to bis cap.

b. euphem. Sexual contact.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2985 (Cott.) Fra K>che of hir i saued (>e,

1413-ao LvDG. ChroH. Vroy 1. 2860 Sche Ay kepte hir clene

from touche of any man. 1603 Shaks. Meas, /or M. v. i.

141 Who is as free from touch or soyle with her As she
from one vngot.

o. Med, Examination by feeling, esp. of a cavity

of the body
;
palpation.

1805 Med. yrnl. XIV. 245 Had we.. trusted to the touch,

it might have been said we were deceived, i860 Mavne
Expos. Lex., Touch . .Obstei. Term for the examination
of the womb, or mouth and neck of the womb.

d. Miiit. Contact between the elbuws of a rank
of soldiers ; see qnots, and of. Touch v, 2 g,

1877 Afat. Field Artillery Exerc 23 The right-hand or
left-hand man being first placed, the remainder will fall in

in line one after the other, closing Hghtly towards him,
turning the elbow slightly outwards. Soldiers must be
carefully instructed in the ' Touch ', as, in this formation, it

is the princijial guide when marching. Ibid. 25 During the
march.. the dressing is kept by the touch.

©. IVilhin or in touchy near enough to touch or

be toucheti ; within reach {pf^ ; accessible ; also fig.
1854 S. DoBEU. 5a/^rv. 2g Tottering. .In touch of the

inestimable prize. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. ^ It, Note-Bks. I,

119 The rough-hewn roof was within touch. 1806 Titnes
16 Dec. 5/3 [He] is not yet within touch of the telegraph.

+ f. The act of touching at a port (Touch v.\\)\
a passing call during a voyage, Obs. rare^^*
x6p3 Knolles //ist. Turks (1621) 1331 His first touch was

upoa the Island of Cerigo.

g. A boys* game in which one player touches
another, who then chases and tries to catch him

;

in full /otuA-am/-run ; also allusively (cf. Touch
ANiiGo), Cf. Tig.
1815 Lady Granville Lttt, (1894) I. 80 His ravoorite has

hit the line between good-humoured frankness and vulgarity,

just touch and run. 191a Dail^ News 4 Nov. 3/2 1 ne lad
was playing ' touch-and-run ' with a number of others.

2. The act, fact, or state of touching or being
touched (of inanimate objects, or as an involun-
tary act : see Touch v, 3) ; contact.

13.. E. £'./}/<&*/. /*.C. 353 With-outentowche of any totbe
he tult in h» ^rote. a 1586S1DNKV Arcadia 11. <i59o) 149 b,

The tuuch of the cold water made a prettie kinde of shnig-
ging come ouer her bodic. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. \\\. ii. 273
Ana not one vessell scape the dreadfull touch Of merchant-
marring rocks? 1667 Milton P, L, vl 520 Part incentive
reed Provide, pernicious with one touch to fire. 1784 Cowpeb
Taxk 11. 1 1 ific fiajt That falls asunder at the touch of fire.

t874 0*Shauchnessy Music Sf Moonligkt 40 Her passing
touch was death to all. Her passing low a blight,

t b. Geom. Contact
; point of contact. Obs.

a 1400 in Halliwcll Kara Mathem. (1841) 63 Counte be
poyntes fro ^ hcgynnyng of J»e .side trf" (ic vmbre to pe
touche of ^ perpendicle. ISS> Kkcordr Patkw, Kmnvt,
1. xxix, In the very poynte of the touche muste I make an
angle. 1^70 Billincsley Euclid ml def. Ui, Such a touch
of circles IS eucr in one poynt oncly.

C. A small quantity of some substance brought
into contact with a surface so as to leave its mark
or effect ; a dash, as of paint ; a mark or stain so
produced. See also 10.

*ln quot. 1581 with figurative allusion : cf. Pitch sb.^ 4,
and quot. 1382 s,v. Touch p. i. ^a touch 0/the tar-brusk;
see Tar.brush b, quot. 1864.

1581 Pettib Cuasxo's Civ. Ctmv. u (1586) 24 Of one selfe

pitch, we alt batie a touch. 1664 Power Ex/. Philos. u 31,
I ..glew'd ibcm to the objed'plate, as I Ho stronger Insects
with a touch of Turpentine. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvii.

Maybe a touch o' a blackit cork, or a slake o' paint.

d. A very close approach, a * shave ' : cf. Touch
r. 14, TODCHEB 4.
s8. . Dickens (Ogilvie), The bind coach passed my engine

by a shave. 1 1 was the nearest touch 1 ever saw.
e. No touch to ( U. S. tolloq.) :

* nowhere near ',

nothing approaching to.

1838 HMAtnj9.xon Clodkm. Ser. il vL (1862) 206 Our sea
sar[>.int was no touch to it 1840 — Letter Bag ii. 18 You
ab seen fourth July day,, .well be [is] no touch to it.

3. That sense by which a material object b per-
ceived by means of the contact with it of some
part of the body ; the most general of the bodily
senses, diffused through all parts of the skin, but
(in man) specially developed in the tips of the
fingers and the lips,

CI394 P. PI. Crede 537 panne haue y tynt all my last,
touche and assaie ! 1599 I^avies Innnort. Soul ccxxii,
IJy touch the first pure qualities we learn Which quicken all
things, hot, cold, moist, and dry. a 1704 I,ockk F.lem. Nat.
Philos, xi. (1754) 50 The fifth and last of our senses is touch

;

a sense spread over the whole body, tho' it be most emi-
nently placed in the ends of the fingers. 176* Rkio Inaniry
vi. 5 8, 2

1 } That figure and that extension which are onjecls
of touch nave been tortured ten thousand ways for twenty
centuries. i8$s Carpenter Man, P^s. (ed. a) 551 There
is strong reason to regard the sense of Taste as only a refined
kind of Touch, combined with the sense of Smell.

181

b. The sensation caused by touching something
(considered as an attribute of the tiling) ; tactile

quality, feel.

1674 Dryden Epil, openingofNew Uouse^K Country Lip
may have the Velvet touch. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath
(1805) 37 The smooth birch With rind of silken touch. 1839
Ure Diet. A rts 1 202 Most decide by ' the touch ', that is,

the feel and appearance of a drop of the syrup, .drawn into

a thread between the thumb and fore-finger, 1844 Jml. R.
Agric. Soc. V. I. 259 The first token.. for the purpose of
ascertaining the feeding properties of an ox, is technically
called the touch.

4. A hit, knock, stroke, blow ; esp. a very slight

blow or stroke.

[Quot. 1297 here appears to be the earliest example of the
word in £ng., and perh. shows the original sense, as ' hit,

stroke, blow *.]

In quot. c 1 375, ? a slight wound or abrasion such as might
be produced by a blow or scratch.

XJ97 R. Gi-ouc (Rolls) 12020 So J»at be erl of wareine slou

atte verste touche Uiuore )>e tustises atte bench sir alein de
la souche. c\yj^ Cursor M. 14012 (Fairf.) Per ho fande
any touche of sare [Cott. ani breck or sare; Trin. chyn or
soore] Wi^ hir (ringus anoynt hit ^are. ^14*0 Anturs of
Arth, 605 (Thornton MS.) Swylke a touche at t>at tyme he
taughte bym in lene. 1581 T. Howell Denises (1879) 216
For some perchance will byde a toutch or two. And will

not seeme to flye when you shall falL 187^ F. W. Robinson
Coivard Consc. 11. xvii, ' It requires the finest touch 'j said

Mr. Slitherwick, shutting one eye to admire the position of
the balls, ' one of your very best touches, Mr. Oliver '.

b. Jig. A * hit ', stroke (of wit, satire, etc.) ; a
* knock

' ; a * blow *.

X5sa li^orld^ Child(iBij) Cj, How sayesle thou nowfolye
bast thou not a touche? 166^ Milton P. L. ix. 1144 To
whom soon mov'd with touch of blame thus Eve. ci7>o
Prior Paulo Putv'onti^g Ityet may feel the nicer touch Of
Wycherley's or C5>ngreve's wiu 185a Thackeray Esmond
II. V, There was a hard touch for bis Grace,. .in the con-
eluding sentence of the Don.

II. Technical and allied senses.
* Kelaiing to the touchstone.

5. The action or process of testing the quality of
gold or silver by rubbing it upon a touchstone.

[So OK. tintchey It. tocco,"]

1436 Pot. Poems (Rolls) II. 187 Whereofwas fyned metalle
gode and clene, At the touche, no bettere coude be sene.

1587 Mirr. Mag.^ Rnna ii, Good metall bides the touch
that Irietb out the gold. 1686 W. d« Britaink Hum. Prnd,
XX. 9^ He is like Gold, which bath too much Allay, that
fearetn the Touch. 1837 Wmittock, etc. Bk. Trades (1842)

270 This test, by the touch, is performed at the present day.
..Touch needles arc small bars made of compound metals,
the proportions whereof are accurately marked on each.

b. An official mark or stamp upon gold or

silver indicating that it has been tested, and is

of standard fineness ; also, a die, punch, or stamp
for impressing this. Also, an official mark stamped
upon pewter,

14*3 (see Touch v. 8 bl 1443 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 13a
A quart pot of silver with the touche of Parys. lua It^illJ.
Surtie7>all (Somerset Ho.), Which spones hath the toche of
the Goklesmythes. 1596-7 in Welch Hist. Peivterers* Co.
(1903) I. 118 A fyn for dcfiueryng vessell vn-markyt w* his
towch.. vs. [1564-1750 tHd.passim.} a 1553 Uoall Royster
D. II. iL(Arb.j 34 If ne haue not one Lumbardes touche, my
lucke is bad. 1594 Plat Jexvell-h. ill. 79 Plate as either
carieth no touch, or so old a touch as the buier shall not bee
aaiuainted wiihall. 1697 Vievi Penal Laivs 142 If the
Keeper of the Touch mark such harness with the Leopards
head. 185s A. Rvlanu Assay ofGold^ Silver 38 The Touch
is used in^ the <^ Statutes to denote in some places the
Stimdard, In wamt the punch used in marking the wares, and
in others tbe mark impressed upon the plate, i860 J. Scarth
Si Vrs. China 116 Of the enormous amounts of gold, .the
greater part is guaranteed by a certain touclu

C. 'Ihe quality or fineness of gold or silver (or

other metal) as tested with the touchstone and
indicated by the official mark. [Cf. OF. touche

de Paris, etc.]

a i3«s MS. Rawl. B.^20 If. 53 b, pat is to witen golde of
certein touche. /bid. Ant J»at non ne wurche worse gold
^ran )fc touche of paris. 1465 1'ltsttm l^ett. 1. 134, j. lierneyse

complete of the touche of Alilleyn. 1601 Holland Pliny
xxxiii. ix. II, 479 An act. .for the proofe and allowance of
silver deniers, what touch and what poise they should have.
rt97 Observ. on Money ^ Coin 9 Gold shall be of the fine-

ness ofthe Touch of Paris. 1766 T. Uhooks Coins F. /ndies
6, I Madrav; Rupee.. is Country Touch 9?. China Touch
98J. 1908 H. |{, MoRSB Troiie Chinese Evtp. 149 *Pure
silver* of the Kuping tat-1 touch is actually 987 fine when
reduced to the Western standard of chemically pure silver.

A. fig. Quality, kind, sort, 'stamp'. In quot.

iS'jS trans/. Quality or degree of purity (ofopium).
1388 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 274 Fresch of the ncwe towch,

incedunt ridiculose, Lityl or noght in her powch,/fMCW«/wr
deliciose. 1579 J. Stubhks Gaping Gulf k. vij, To be of one
assaie or touche with the idolatrous and trayterous Israelits.

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. L 49 Come my sweet wife, my deerest

Mother, and My Friends of Nobletouch. i8ax Lamb Elia
Ser. 1. Imperfect Sympathies, He never stoops to catch a
glittering something. .before he quite knows whether it be
true touch or not. 1878 Uaber Rep. Chinese Opium (Pari,

Paper Eng. C. 3378, 1882, 29) The advantage oi'' touch ', or

percentage of extract, possessed by tbe Indian drug.

t6. Short for touchstone (see Touchstone 2) ; esp,

applied to black marble or some similar black

stone used in monumental work. Obs, [So OF.
touche iox pierre de touche (Godef).]
a 1509 Will, of Hen. VIf (Parker Gloss. Archil. 1845).

In which place we wol, that . . be made a Towmbe of

Stone call«l Touche, sufficient in largieur for us booth.

TOUCH.

«iS^ Hall Chron., Hen. VIII rt5b, Gates all like Ma-
sonrio, of White and Blacke, like Touche and White Mer-
hell. 1577 Stanvhurst Descr. Irel. in Holinshed (1808)
VI. 41 Such notnble quarries of greie marble and touch.
ci6as Uacon lyUlWks. 1874 XIX. 541 Also the armour,
and also all tables of marble and towch. a i66t Fuller
IVorthies, JV/-^ (1662) n. 186 Vulgar eyes confound the inlay-
ings made of black Marble., with Touch, Geat, and Ebony.
1665 Sir T, Herbert Trav. (1677) M3 Several parts of it

were as bright and splendent as Touch or Steel-mirrour,

7. fig. (from 5"). An act of, or thing that serves
for, testing ; a test, trial, proof; a criterion, * touch-
stone*. Now chiefly in phr. to put to the touch.
1581 Mui.caster Positions lii. (1887) 12, I will binde vpon

proofe, and let triall be the tuche. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill,
IV. ii. 8 Ah Buckingham, now doe I play the Touch, To trie

if thoube currant Gold indeed. 1624 Quarles yob vn.
med. xiii, Affliction is the Touch, whereby we proove.
Whether 't be Gold, or guilt. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
in. 206/1 Verity is not ashamed of the Light, nor afraid to
come to the touch. 1706 Kennett Compl. Hist. Eng. III.

561/1 That when it came to the Touch, they wou'd never bear
the Brunt of a Battle. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped lo'i'xW I

bad put the matter to the touch of proof.

* * In instrumental music.

8. Mus. The act or manner of touching or hand-
ling a musical instrument, so as to bring out its

tones; now esp. the manner of striking or pressing

the keys of a keyboard instrument so as to pro-

duce special varieties of tone or effect. Hence
transf. (chiefly poet^ a single sound produced by
touching an instrument ; a note or brief strain of

instrumental music.
x*.. Ganx). 9f Gr. Knt. 120 Nwe nakryn noyse with J>e

noble pipes, Wylde werbles & wyjt wakned lote, pat niony
hert ful hi?e hef at her towches. 1591 Shaks. T'lvo Gent.
\\\. ii. 79 Orpheus Lute,. .Whose golden touch could soften

Steele and stones. 1596 — Merch. V. v. \. 67 With sweetest
tutches pearce your Mistresse eare, And draw her home
with musicke. 1638 Milton Vac. Exerc, 38 Listening to

what unshorn Apollo sings To th' touch of golden wires.

1667 — P, L. IV. 686 With Heav'nly touch of instru-

mental sounds, i8a8 Scorr F. M. I^erth x, I hear no un-
pleasing touch of minstrelsy. 1879 A. J. Hipkins in Grove
Diet. Mus. I. 647 A sensitive instrument of touch, instead

of one of mere percussion. 1884 F. Taylor ibitl. IV. 152

Pianoforte music demands two distinct kinds of touch, the
one adapted for.. brilliant passages, the other for sustained
melodies.

b. As an attribute of the performer: Capacity,
skill, or style of playing; now esp. on a keyboard
instrument, in relation to the action of the fingers

upon the keys (see above).
1601 ? Marston Pasqnil ft Kath, \. 15, I had the best

stroke, the sweetest touch, but now.. I am falne from the

Fiddle. X613 Fletcher, etc. Captain i. tii. You had a plea*

sant touch o th* cittern once, If idleness have not bereft you
of it. Mod. He has a remarkably delicate touch, and excels

in pianissimo.

O. As an attribute of a keyboard instrument,

referring to the manner in which its keys and ac-

tion respond to the touch of the player,

1884 W. Pahratt in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 153 It is rare

to 6nd any two [organ] manuals with a similar touch, and
the amount of force retjuired to press down the key varies

within wide limits. Even on the same keyboard the touch
is appreciably heavier in the bass. 1885 C. G. W. Lock
H'orkshop Receipts Ser. iv. 279/a The next item, and one
claiming serious attention, is the 'touch', for on this depends
in a great measure the pleasure and comfort of the per-

former. 1906 Edin. Rev. Apr. 412 It has a flexibility, what
musicians call asense of touch. Moti. This pLino (or organ)
has a very stiflF (or, a very light) touch.

fd. app. « Toccata. Obs,

a 16*3 in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 154 {title ofMS. in Brit.

Mus.) A touche by Mr. Byrd. a t-fi* Ibid, {title of MS. in

Lib. Roy. Coll. Afusic), Mr. Kelway's touches.

0. Bell-ringing, Any series of changes leSs than

a peal.

1871 EllacombeCA. Bells Devon^ etc. ix. 471 A peal.,

means the performance of the full number of changes which
may be rung on a given nuinlK;r of bells i any less ntimber

of changes would be called * a touch '. 1898 G. S. Tvack
Bk. about Bells viii. 141 Five thousand changes.. is the

smallest number to which the name of a peal is technically

allowed, less than that number merely constitutes a * touch .

* * * /// artistic work.

10. An act of touching a surface with the proper

tool in painting, drawing, writing, carving, etc.

;

a stroke or dash of a brush, pencil, pen, chisel,

or the like ; hence, a stroke or dash of colour

in a picture, etc., or a detail of any aitistic work,

as in literary description ; a slight act or effort

added in doing or completing a piece of work of

any kind.
\6m Shaks. Timon 1. 1. 38 It [a picture] tutors Nature,

Artinciall strife Liues in these toutches, liuelier then life.

1693 Dryden Juvenal Ded. (1697) 5 Some few 'touches
of your Lordship, some secret Graces which I have endea-
vour'd to express after your manner. 1711 Audison Sped.
No. 557 P 8 Milton never fails of .. bestowing the last

finishing Touches to every Incident. 1768 W. Gilpin Ess,
Prints 39 Unless the pencil add those high-blown touches,

which mark the passion. 1847 L. Hunt Afen, Women, ^ B.
II. X. 212 She nught be suspected of having given it some
after touches. 1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan Introd. 74
Eddius's graphic touch about St. Wilfrid .. some life-like

touches in Colgan's Vita Secunda.

b. Capacity of using the brush, pencil, pen, or

other instrument ; artistic skill or facidty ; style or
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quality of artistic work ; method of handling, exe-

cution. (Cf. 8 b, i8.)

i8is J. Smith Panoratna Sc. * Art II. 748 Painting in

crayons.. may serve to teach him a masterly freedom of
touch. i88o Warren Book-plates iv. 35 In Mountaine's
early Chippendale style, and with that engraver's touch.

**** In Magnetism,
11. The action or process of magnetizing a steel

bar or needle by contact with one or more mag-
nets; different methods are known as single,

lionble, and separate touch.

1705 Derham in Phil. Traits. XXV. 2143 This gave so
vigorous a Touch, that I am almost of opinion, Itis the best
way of Touching. 1837 Brkwster ^/rt^//<r/. 15 The science
ofmagnetism is. .indebted to Mr. Michel! for his invention of
the method of double touch. 1849 Noad Electricity 308
Mr. Michell states that two magnets will, by his process of
double touch, communicate as strong a magnetic virtue to a
steel bar, as a single magnet of five times the strength, when
used in the process of single touch.
***** In Football.

12. The act (in the Rugby game) of touching
the ground with the ball behind the goal, usually
the opponents' goal (see Touch v. 30, also touch-

back, -down s. V. Touch- 2) ; trans/, (esp. in phr.
in or into touch), that part of the ground outside
the bounding lines of the field of play {touch-lines

and goal-lirus) ; touch-in-goal, that part of this

behind the goal-line.

1864 Field 5 Nov. 33r/i The School . . managed to keep
the ball close to their opponents' goal, till at length a long
drop of Poole's took the ball into touch-in-goaL lifid.

19 Nov. 354/2 [see Touch v. 1 f). 1877 Ibid. 24 Feb. 220/2
Clifton scored a touch in goal. x886 Ibid. 9 Oct. 535/2 An
easy victory.. by eight goals, three tries, and six touches
to one goal, i^ H. Vassall Kugby Football 18 Our full-

back., should always bear in mind that he must send it

(the ball] into touch at all costs, as that means so much
ground gained for his side for the next line out. 1805
0«</>«-(U.S.)XXVn. 250/1 The ball is thrown out from
touch Dy the side that carried it in, or by the opposite team
to that which kicked it in.

m. Various figurative senses. (See also i e,

3e, 4b, sd, 7.)

13. yff. The act of touching or fact of being
touched (in fig. senses of the vb.). a. A stroke,

action, or influence (esp. slight, or momentary) ; a
slight or instantaneous act producing some effect.
c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. xc. i. Free From all touch of

age and jjeare. i6oa Marston Ant. S, Mel. 111. Wks. 1856
'• 35, I will, .strike her thoughts with the pleasing touch of
my voice, c X74J Gray Ignorance 21 With damp, cold
touch forbid it (spark of wit) to aspire. 1780 Burke Sp.
Econ. Reform Wks. III. 261 That their ancient.. castles
should moulder into decay, under the silent touches of time.
1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 490 The Cartesian hypothesis
melted away under the touch of geometry. 1819 Scott
Leg. Montrose xvi. Curing me, in respect that I had got a
touch of the wars in my retreat. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz
329 Death's kindly touch, .gave Soul and body both release.
1884 H. James Little Tour France xxvii. 173 Vineyards
red with the touch of October.

b. Spec. An impression upon the mind or soul

;

a feeling, sense {ofsome emotion, etc. ) ; f a feeling

of interest or concern in something (cf. Touch v.

20, 21).

.

£1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cm. viii. And looke how
niuch The neerly touching touch The father feeles towards
his Sonne most deare. 1591 Shaks. Tioo Cent. 11. vii. 18
Didst thou but know the inly touch of Loue. 1690 C.
Nesse O. S, N. Test. I. 210 If the Holy Spirit doth not
touch us with his divine touches, the unclean spirit will with
his deadly touches. i866 B. Taylor Over Possession Poems
270, I wait the touch of song. 1869 Tozee Highl. Turkey
II. 232 One occurrence, or idea, or touch of feeling, is se-
lected, and . . seldom treated at any great length. 1873
Black /'r. Thule xii. Some touch of compunction smote him.

c. The condition of being mentally ' touched

'

or affected (Touch v. 23 b) ; slight derangement.
rare~^.
17JO Steele Tatler No. 178 r 2 My Friend the Uphol-

sterer, whose Crack towards Politicks I have heretofore
mention 'd. This Touch in the Brain of the British Subject
is. .owing to the reading News-Papers.

d. A close relation of communication, agree-
ment, sympathy, or interest ; chiefly in phr. in or
out of touch with, also to keep or lose touch with
(rarely of). [Perh. orig. in literal use, in military
drill; cf. id.]
1884 Church Bacon vi. 153 The Kingship of the Tudors .

.

always seeking .. to be in touch and sympathy with popular
feeling. 1884 Pall Mall G. 25 Jan. 4/2 Sir Henry Parkes
has always kept himselfin touch with English public opinion,
1884 Christian World 15 May 369/2 He had never lost
touch with his brethren. 1887 A. Fleming in Libr. Mag.
2^ Jan. 325 To bring religion into touch with conduct. X90X
bARL Spencer in Pari. Deb. 5 July 948 But they are not in
touch . . with all the best information which the Board of
Admiralty have at their command.
14- ifiS- ft'om 3.) A faculty or capacity of the
mind analogous or likened to the sense of touch

;

mental or moral perception or feeling.

1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. iv. (1701) J3.j/i They held
that. .those things only can be perceived which are felt by
inward touch as grief and pleasure. 1872 Liddon Elem.
Relig. V. 179 An accuracy and delicacy of intellectual touch.
1904 H. Black Pract. Self Cult. vii. 168 You will develop
tact, which is just the faculty of touch, fineness of sensation,

15. A Stroke of action, an act ; a brief turn or

182

*go* 0/ some occupation; +in early use, a sly,

mean, or deceitful act, a trick {pbs.'). Now rare*
1481 Caxton Reyuardxxv. (Arb.) 56 O what false touches

can he, how can he stiiffe the sleue wyth flockes. a 1521
J. Heywood Pard. ^ Friar Plays (1905) 21 If thou olay me
such another touch I sh' knock thee on the costard. 1530
Palsgr. 640 It is no good felowes touche to stande nioucn-
ing in a cornar. 157a Gascoicne Cohhc. to li. WitkipoU 7
lieleeue me now it is a friendly touch, To vse fewe words
where friendship doth remaine. a 1591 H. Smith Wks.
(1867) II, 406 Mahomet.. went and first took part with the
Romans, but afterwards served them a sly touch, and for.
SQok them._ 1598 T. Bastard Chrestoleros (1880) 36 Some
will giue sixe pence for a witty touch, And some to see an
Ape will giue as much. 1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus
Ridens 'iio. ^j (iji-i) I. 246 We'll have a Touch with him
for it one of these Days. 1791 O'Keeffe Wiid Oats 11. ii,

I'll take a touch at the London theatre. 1833 Ht. Mar-
TiNEAU Loom <5- Lug. II. i, She might not only clean her
husband's loom in peace but have a touch at the old man's.

16, An act of touching upon or mentioning
something; a mention, reference, allusion, slight

notice, hint ; a brief statement or narration. Now
rare or Obs,
13. . Gam, <5- Gr. Knt. 1301 Bot he had craued a cosse, bi

his courtaysye, Bi sum towch of summe tryfle, at sum talez
ende. 1460 CAPGRAVEC/i/-(?«. Ded. (Rolls) i Whanne I loke
upon hem, and have a schort touch of the writing, I can
sone dilate the circumstaunses, 1600 O. E. RepL Libel i,

vii. 169 He passeth this ouer without touch, and onely
telleth vs [etc.]. 1628 Coke On Litt. (1629) 289 Two ancient
Records .. whereof to my remembrance, I neuer read any
touch in our Bookes. 1653 H. More Antid. AtA. n. ii.g?
(1712) 43 First I shall recurr and give a touch upon the
nature of gravity. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Mark xvi,

14 Mark doth but give us a brief touch of some of Christ's
appearances, and leaves much, recorded by others. 1706 J.
Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X, 120, I cannot think it

becomes me when I write about thy business to give it by
hints and touches. 1855 W. Arnot Let, in Mrs. A. Fleming
Li/e vi. (1877) 295, I can on short warning give you a little

touch, with a moral in it like the two papers I have sent you.

t b. The fact or quality of touching, affecting,

concerning, or relating to something; relation,

reference, concern. Obs. rare.
i6ia Bacon Ess.^ Discourse (Arb.) 21 Spwech of touch

toward others, should bee sparingly vsed ; for discourse
ought to bee as a field, without comming home to any man.
1625 Ibid.y Anger 566 Opinion of the Touch of a Mans
Reputation, doth multiply and sharpen Anger.

f 17. The quality or fact of affecting injuriously

;

reproach, blemish, stain, taint. Obs.
1367 Q. Eliz. Let. to Tkrogmorton in Robertson Hist.

Scot.{ij5^) II. App. 47 We. .cannot but think them to have
therein gone so iar beyond the duty of subjects, as must
needs remain to their perpetual touche for ever, c 1580
Walsingham in Digges Compl.Ambass. (1655) 366 They did
not see how their Monsieurs honour ,, could be salved,
without great touch to both. 1588 Copy of Let. in Harl.
Misc. (Malh.)II. 71 Reported, to the dishonour of the Duke
of Medina..and to a great touch to the commanders of the
Spanish navy. 16x6 Sir R. Dudley in Fortescue Papers
(Camden) 16 That I have lived these nine yeares abroade,
without all tutche of disloyalty.

18. A distinguishing quality, characteristic, trait.

(Cf, 5 d ; but app. partly Jig, from 10,) In later

use often passing into * trace ' : see next sense.

1539 Taverner Erasnt. Prov. (1552) 38 It is theyr owne
maners, theyr owne qualities, touches, condicions, & pro-
cedynges that shape them this fortune. 1603 B. Jonson
Sejanus i. i, But he had other touches of late Romans, That
more did speak him : Pompey's dignity, The innocence of
Cato, Oesar's spirit. 2606 Shaks, Tr, <5- Cr. iii. iii. 175
One touch of nature makes the whole world kin [=One
natural trait proves the kinship of all mankind]: That all

with one consent praise new borne gaudes. X679 J. Good-
man Penit. Pard.\\. i. (1713) 144 As if men had forgone all

touches of humanity and were become a kind of walking-
ghosts, 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn)
II. 35 You shall trace those Gothic touches at school, at
country fairs, at the hustings, and in Parliament. 1897 H.
Newbolt Admirals All 30 But cared greatly to serve God
and the king, And keep the Nelson touch.

19. A slight amount or trace of some quality,

attribute, or ingredient ; * a small quantity inter-

mingled' (J.) ; a trace, spice, smack.
1594 Shaks. RicA. ///, iv. iv. 157 Madam, I haue a touch

of your condition. That cannot brooke the accent of reproofe.

1643 J. M. Soveraigne Salve 21 Hath not even the Lord
Chancellour a little touch of such a power ? 1707 Norris
Treat. Humility vi. 282 The bashful and blushing speaker
must have a touch of vanity in his constitution. x8ai Scott
Kenilw, vii, She hath in her a touch of her father Henry.
183s LitiULEY Inirod. .5£>/.( 1839) 477 Grey with a touch of red,

b. Spec* A slight affection or attack ^illness or
disease ; a twinge. (Cf. 4.)
1663 J. Davies tr. Olearius'' Voy. Avibass, 259 Monsieur

Mandelslo was the onely person who had no touch of sick-
nesse all along our Travels. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's
Trav. I. 260 Every one threatned me with that Distemper,
and yet . . I never had the least touch of it. 1791 ' G.
Gambado' Ann. Horsem. viii. (1809) 102, I have a touch
of the gout in my knees. 1890 BKSAttr Vemoniac ii, He
said he had had a touch of sore throat.

C, Without o/i A very little, a slight amount;
in advb. const. = slightly, somewhat, * a little bit *.

X786 Burns Twa Dogs 81 Ye maist wad think, a wee
touch Linger, An' they maun starve o' cauld and hunger.
1827 Scott Surg. Dau. vii, Still this story..seems a touch
even beyond Tom Hillary. 1868 Freeman in Stephens Life
<y Lett. (1895) 1. 405, I really think that the Great Unpaid
are a touch more sensible.

20. a. slang or colloq. An article or * affair ' that
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will touch or move purchasers to the extent of a
certain price,

X712 SwiVT Pre/, to Burnet's Hist. Re/. Wks. 1738 VI.
53,1 desire you to print in such a form, as in the Bookseller's
phrase will make a Sixpenny touch. X720 Sir E. Phiupps
Diary 22 Sept., At night went to the Ball at the Angel.
A guinea touch. 1815 Scott Let. to J. Ii. S. Morritt
2 Oct., in Lockhartf I think.. the Poems of David [Hume]
would make a decent twelve-shilling touch, 1865 Slang
Diet., Toncki a slang expression in common use in phrases
which express the extent to which a person is interested or
affected, as ' a fourpenny touch ', i. e. costing that amount.

b. slang. An act of stealing or theft, ^p. of
pocket-picking; also, the act of getting money
from a person ; transf. a sum of money gained or
got at once, esp. by theft, (Cf. Touch z;. i 5, 16 b.)
1888 'R. Boldrewood' Robbery under Arms xliv, A

thousand ounces of gold was no foolish touch. 1000 Westni.
Gaz, 13 Dec. 12/2 Returns of pocket-picking. He estimates
twenty.five dollars a * touch ' as a fair record if there is

much money in the crowd, and five or six touches a day as
a good average. 1912 Nation 7 Dec. 428/2 No two thefts
are ever absolutely alike, and no 'touch of any merit is

brought off but with study and preparation.

IV. Concrete senses, (See also 2 c, 6, 10, 20.)
21. Short for Touch-powdeb, Touchwood, or

the like. Obs. exc dial*

1541-2 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § i Little handguns, ready
furnished with. .Gunpouder,fyer,& touche. 1G19 H. Huttoh
Follies Aflat. (Percy Soc.) 18 Where's your tobacco box,
your steeleand touch? 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV
cclviii. The fangle which Fires the drye touch of Constitu-
tion, X887 Suppl. to Jamieson^ Touch, touche, short for
touch-ivood, but applied to amadou and other materials used
as tinder: 'as sharp as touch ', as quick [to *fire up 'J as
touch>wood, quick-tempered.

t22. = Touch-piece a. Obs.
x6s9 Leak IVatenvks. 26 When the Barrel turns the pins

Q and R, they may make the said conveiances ofwn.. ac-
cording to., the disposition of the Pins and Touches Q
and R.

23. Shipbuilding. In a plank tapering both
ways, the projecting angle at the broadest part
(near one end if worked toi>and-butt, in the
middle if worked anchor-stock fashion) ; also,

each of the angles of the stem-timbers at the
counters.
X7XI W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 25 Set off the

exact Length forward and aftward from the Observation of
the rising of the Keel, by Shipwrights called the Touch, or
Place where the Keel's upper Part ends to be streight.
X797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 392/1 On the pencil line
set off the distance the touch of the lower counter is abaft
the aft side of the wing transom, c xfeo Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 128 This work is the best when the touch or knuckle
is at the planksheer.

V. Phrases.

t24. To keep tonch. a. To keep covenant, keep
faith, keep one*s promise, or engagement, act

faithfully. Also to hold touch, (? From the practice

of striking hands, or of touching something sacred
(cf. Touch z;. i,quot. 1491), in making a covenant.)
So (0 brectk totuh, Obs.
13.. Gaw. Sf Gr. Knt. 1677, I schal..balde t>e towcbez.

a 1529 Skelton Mofin, IVorld 90 Amonge them that are
riche, No frendshyp is to kepe tucbe. X540-X Eutot
Image Gov. (1556) 159 By kepjmg his promise and louche.
CI5S7 Adp. Parker Ps, Ixxviii. 219 They kept not true
tutch wyth God hys pact they overyed. 1594 Death
0/ Usurie 4 If a shop-keeper lend mony.,to his neighbour
. . , if he breake touch the shop-keeper may lawfully take so
much as he sustained losse. X663 Butler Hud, i. i. 847
Quoth Hudibras, Thou offer'st much, But art not able to
keep touch. X706 Re/lex. upon Ridicule 47 To promise
every body and keep touch with no body. 1825 Lamb
Eiia Ser. u. Superannuated Man, When the week came
round did the glittering phantom, .keep touch with me?

b. To keep up communication, keep in touch
with : so to lose touch : see 13 d.

1 25. To flee totuh, to make off, to escape ; also
= break totuh (see 24 a), Obs.
c X530 Hickscomer B j b, A strype he gauc me, I fledde
my touche, And frome my gyrdle he plucked my f>ouche.
0x569 KiNGESMVLL Man's Est. x. (1580) 56 He was fain
to flee touche and avoidefrom Bethlehem into Egypt. 1583
Golding Calvin on Deut, xxvi. 153 They were vnconstant
and fled touch anon after.

1 26. True {good, sure) as touch : perfectly or

absolutely true, etc. (?from sense 5.) Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 2 To thinke how she through
guyleful handeling. Though true as touch,.. Is from her
knight divorced. X620 Shelton Quux. (1746) IV. x. 77 Of
Sancho's Proceeding in his Government, with other Successes
as good as Touch, a 1670 Hacket Abp. IVilliofns i. (1693)
187 And that was sure as touch, because the House was to
be past by Act of Parliament to the King's Majesty.

+ 27, J^um touch : an odd or queer fellow. Obs,

slang.

X804 T. Creevey in C. Papers, etc. (1904) 1. 22 To meet
Brogden and Col. Porter, two cursed rum touches that he
has persuaded to vote with him and to desert Fox. 1806
S. Grildrig Miniature (ed. 2) II. 9 The last whom I shall

mention is an Odd Fellow, or according to the language ofthe
day, * a rum touch '. Ibid. 10 Whereas many young fellows
. .have .. attempted to sustain the character of a Rum
Touch, and have . . failed most miserably, notice is hereby
given [etc.].

28. In or out of touch with: see 13d. In or

within touch : see i e. Toput to the touch : see 7.

VI. Combinations : see Touch- in comb.
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Touch (tMj), V. Forms : a. 3-6 touche, 3-7

towche, (4 tuocho), 4-6 toche,tuche, (tuouche),

4-7 tuch, 5-7 towch, (6 twoche, 6-7 toutch,

tutch(e, 7 lowtch), 6- touch. /3. (chiefly Sc.^

4-6 fwech(e, 5-6 twich(e, twych, tuiehe,

tuecli(e, 5-7 tuich, 6 tweich, tueiche, tuitch,

6-7 twitch; 7-9 dial, titch. [ME. a. OFr.

tochier, tuckicr (nth c. in Chanson Roland)^

mod.F, toucher * to touch ' = ONF. toquer, Pr.

toqtmr^ tocar, tochoTj Sp. and Pg. tocar, It. toccare

Mo strike, to smite, to hit, to touch' (Florio),

Roumanian tocci to knock.
The passage of (he sense 'knock, strike' into that of

'touch (in Fr., etc.), is like that of Eng- ' thrust, push ' into

' put ' : a stroke at its lightest is a mere touch- The Romanic
toccare has been held, after Diez, to be from an OLG.
•tokidn, *tukkenj MLG. tocken. tucken^ = OHG. zocckdn^

SMCckettt * to draw or pull with force, pluck *; but a change

d[ sense from *puU ' to * knock ' is inexplicable, and it is a

more probable view that toccare was not from German, but

an onomatopoeic formation of the Romanic langs, from the

syllable toe imitating a knock. Tocken^ in its own sense

'draw ', is still in use in LG. and in parts of Holland on the

German frontier, but not in Dutch itself. But the South

Netherlands ( Flanders, Antwerp, etc.) use now, as in Kilian's

time, a vb. tokken in the same sense as the iot/ucr, touker of

Old Northern French and its modern dialects, whence this

has prob. been uken over. There is thus a gap in local con-

tinutty,as well as in sense, between the German and Romanic
words. (Cf.Diezs.v. Toccare, Schelers.v. Toucher^ Kttrting

9S03 Tukk^ ; Gaston Paris in Romania XXVIL 626.)]

L The simple verb. * Physical senses,

1. irans. To put the hand or finger, or some other

part of the body, upon, or into contact with

(something) so as to feel it ; * to exercise the sense

of feeling upon' (Phillips, 1696). Also with the

hand, etc., as subject of the verb.

Usually denoting a momentary and slight act : cf. Touch sh.

c 1300 Beket 2229 And ho mi^te him enes tuochij he was
glad ynou^ 13.. Cursor M, 24498 (Cotl.) pat 1 moght
toche him hand and fote. 138* Wvclif Ecclus. xiii. 1 Who
shal touche pich, shal be deiouUd of it. 1381 — Matt. viii. 3
And Jhesus holdynge forthe the bond, touchide hym, say-

inge. 1 wole, be thou maad dene. 1491 Regr. Aberdon.
(MaittCl.) I. 328 pe parteb..aroblLst..bel>ehalyewangeU
tuechetbefor^ir vytnes. 15*6 Tindale John xx. 17 Jesus
sayde vnto her: touche me not. ijaS Lvndesay /V^/«^
1088 All that he twychit, but delatioun, Tumit in gold.

1570 Lkvihs Manip. 182/30 To Tutche, tangcrt. 1599
Davies Imntort. Soul cxcvi, And in those fiue All thiugs

their Fonnes expresse. Which we can touch, tast, feele, or

heare, or see. a 1657 Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems xL 5
Hands, forbeare to tuich Oght ^ tuichtng can bewitch I

1764 Reio Inquiry v. vL 137 My two hands touch the

extremities of a body. 1800 tr. Laerang9*s Ckem. I. aa
When I touch a warm body, the caloric passes from the

body into my hand. 1847 Kingi.akk Eothen xvi, With
tremulous boldness she touches—then grasps your hand.

Constructions, b. To touch (a thing) with the

hand or other part, or with some instrument
C1375 CwrrtvAf. 20759 (Fairf.) Ga to h* men. .& touche

ham he saidc wi(» hiL 11(98 Shaks. Merry iV. v. v. 88

With Triall-fire touch me his finger end. 16^3- (see Tongs
a a). 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 811 Him thus mtent Ithuriel

with bis 5pear Touch'd lightly. 1704 Pope Messiah 6 O
thou my voice inspire, Who touched Isaiah's hallow'd lips

with fire. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts 582 (Glass-making) Ine
..workman, .touching its tubular neck with an iron chisel

dipped in cold water. t&47 Kinglakc F.otkcn xvHi, She has
touched the poor Levantine with the hem of her sleeve.

C. To touch (the hand or other part, or some-
thing held) to {\tiil) something, — to bring it

into contact with something ; with //. obj. to bring

(two things) into mutual contact.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21549 (Gott.) pe thred [third cross] \>aX

toched til his hide, And up he ras wit.vten bide, c 1460 Play
Sacram. 775 And towche thyn hand to thy saluacon. 1713
Prior Doivn-//a// 173 Now let us touch thumbs, and be
friends ere we part. i76o-7» H. IIrookk Ptwl 0/ Quai.
(1809) IV, 141 He then touched his white wand to the neck
of hissteed. 1897 c?«//>4r(U.S.) XXX. 378/a Touch a match
to it, and you will presently have a fire.

d. c^sol. or intr, (in general sense).

1388 WvcLiK Isa, lix. 10 We as with outen i^en touchiden.
a-A^ DiGBV Ckym. Seer. 11. (1683) 23a Dip a Straw or
Feather in it, and touch all round about the borders of the
Sore with iL a 1897 G. Mkrkdith Marian i. She can talk
the talk of men. And touch with thrilling fingers.

2. Specific applications of sense i.

a. To have sexual contact with, trans., or

(obs.) irttr. with to (till). 06s* exc. as merged in la,

13..^ Cursor M. 10877 (G5tt.) pc womman pat neucr
touchid man, How sal scho conceyue 7 tel me yojx. Ibid,

11139 (CotL) Als quen he fand wit barn his wijf, pat he
neuer had toched till.

^ ^1375 Ibid. 2422 (Fairf.) pat mu^t
na mon of lecchery hir body touche wi|> velany. 151a
Hetyas in Thoms Prose Rom. (1828) III. 40 Your noble per-
son hath touched often times to hers after the constitucion
of the sacrament of mariagc. 176a Brydgks Burlesque
Homer (1772) 361 May I for cats and dogs turn butcher, If
ever yet she'd let mc touch her.

b. To lay the hand upon (a diseased person)
for the cure of the ' king's evil * or scrofula, as
formerly practised by French and English sove-
reigns. Also absol.

1606 J. Melvili. Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 657 The Royall
cercmonie of tuiching of w>me diseased childrcin for haill-

ing off sume of the escrollcs. 1660 Evelvn Diary 6 July,
His Maje»tie t>egan tirst to touch for the evil, according to
cottome. 1705 Land. Gaz. No. 4126/3 AH Persons who
iball..apply to be Touched, shall bring a Certificate. 1716

183

Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 359 He said the King touched
many for y« Evil..and that they recovered, 1791 Boswell
^(j/ifWfTW (1906) I. 17 His mother.. carried him to London,
where he was actually touched by Queen Anne. 1880
Dixon Windsor IV. xxxi. 298 The King began to touch for

scrofula.

C, Sc* Hist, referring to the touching of an Act
of Parliament with the sceptre in token of the royal

assent.

1694 FouNTAiNHALL <n M. P. Brown Su^pl. Decis. (1826)

IV. 179 This act was not touched ; and so the Lords thought
they could not supply the royal assent, nor make it an act,

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 186 He (William] had
. .suffered the law which abolished patronage to be touched
with his sceptre. 1907 A. Lang Hist. Scot. IV, i. 3 Of the

Acts passed by the Estates at this time, hardly onewas
* touched ' with the sceptre by the Commissioner. Ibid. ii._ 29
He was to ' touch ' and pass the Acts of 1689 for restoring

Presbyterian preachers.

d. Med, To examine by touch or feeling: see

Touch sb. 1 c. Also absoi.

1734 E. HoDV IV. award's Ceues Mtdwif. Ixxxi. 192, I

thought it proper to touch her. 1754-^ Smkli.ie Midwif.
HI. 424 Upon touching I found the os uteri a little more
dilated.

e. To bring by touching into some condition.

1813 MoNTCOMKRV World be/. Flood u. 207 Time had but
touch'd her form to finer grace. 189a Tennyson Making
0/Man 4 Shall not a:on after £eon pass and touch him into

shape ?

I. Football X = Touch down : see 30.

1864 Fielti 19 Nov. 354/2 When the ball is touched inside

goalJine, must it be touched down dead? that is, is it fair

touch if the ball move or roll afterwards? 1877 Ibid, 24 Feb.
22o/i Hutchinson . . safely touched the ball behind the home
team's line.

g. absol, or iutr. Of soldiers in the rank : To
close up until the elbows are in contact.

180J
Dickinson Instr. In/nntry 79 The leading man of

the tront Rank .. marks Time, the Rest wheel up to him,
dressing by the Left, and touching lightly to the Right.

1877 Man, Field Artillery Exerc. 26 During the wheel,
each man must touch lightly, .towards the pivot fianlc

h. intr, for/(WJ.(withdescriptiveextension): To
' feel * to the touch ; to cause a specified sensation

when touched.
X770-4 A Hunter Georg. Ess, (1803) IV. 575 We say this

beast touches nicely upon its ril)s. 1885 Jkkfkries Open
Air (1890) 104 They touch rough—dusty rough, as b(x>ks

touch that have been lying unused.

3. trans. To come into, or be in, contact with.

(Expressing an involuntary act or state of a person

or part of the body, or of an inanimate thing.)

f 1330 R. Brunne ChroH, (i8io) 190 He smote him in J>e

helm, bakward he bare his stroupe. pe body he did ouer-
whelm, his hede touched \>e croupe. X38a Wvclif Numb.
xxxL 19 Who sleeth a man, or a man sleyn touchith. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. vii. {Bodl. MS.), Quike siluer

..cleue^ nou)t to J^lnge J»at it toucheJ». 1506 Guvlfobdb
Pilgr. (Camden) 65 If the galye had ones towched the rok,

weluul lien all perysshed. 1653 H. Cogan tr, /*/«/tfV Trazf.

iv. 10 The ends of their sailyards, whereof some were so
long that they touched even the very water, 1771 Luck-
OMBE Hist. Print. 385 Its touching the letters underneath
may be prevented, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. viii. 263 Loose
shingle, .falls upon the ice where it touches the rocks.

b. inlr, or adsol. : usually of two things, in

reciprocal sense.

1615 W. Lawson Country Houscw, Card, (1626) 23 That
no tree.. drop vpon, or touch his fellowes.. .If they touch,

the winde win cause a forcible rub. i8ai ^\\%ix.%\ Epipsych.
578 Those spheres..Touch, mingle, are transfigured,

__
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1 BKKYSON DreoiH Fair Worn. 1 16 The bright death quiver d
at the victim's throat ; Touch'd ; and I knew no more. 184a
— Talking Oak 131 So fleetly did she stir, The fiower,

she touch tl on, dipt and rose. Mod, Place them close

together, but do not let them touch.

4. trans. To be in contact with, or immediately

adjacent to ; to adjoin, border on ; to skirt.

^1391 Chaucer Astrol, 11. 5 s Waite wel wher as thin

Almury towcheth the Iwrdure, & set ther a prikke of ynke.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. Jy Comrmv. 361 This State,

touching the Apenine mountaines on the South, and the

Adri.itike Sea upon the North. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.

III. viii, A part of the road where it touched the river. 1896
Baden-Poweix Matabele Campaign x, The Transvaal
border touches ours near Tuli.

b, intr, fTo be contiguous to {6bs,)\Jig, to

have mutual contact
;
(with upon) to succeed con-

tinuously.

c I400 Maundev, (1839) vii. 80 The vale of Josaphathe, bat

touchethe to the walles, as thoughe it were a large dyche.

1669 Flavei.//«**.^>*/>. HI. iii.(i674) 211 There are several

Cticulars in which this .. design.. and the pains of Hus-
dmen..do meet and touch. 179-1 Paley Evid. i. ix.

I 4 (1817) 238 A series of writers touching upon one another.

C. Geom. {trans.) Of a line (straight or curved)

or a surface : To meet (another line or surface) at

a point so that when produced it does not (ordi-

narily) intersect or * cut * it at that point ; to be

tangent to. Also absol, or intr. in reciprocal sense.

(A straight line may exceptionally both touch and cut a

curve or curved surface at the same point, viz. at a point of

inflexion, where the curvature changes from convex to con-

cave or vice versa. In some cases also two surfaces (e. g.

a cylinder and a plane, or two cylinders) may touch along

a line instead of at a single point. See Tangent A. i, B. i b.)

1570 BiLUNCSLEV Euclid III. def. ii. 8i A right line is sayd

to touch a circle, which touching the circle and being

produced cutteth it not. 1840 Lardnbr Geom. 52 The
straight line joining the centres of circles which touch ex-

ternally, must pass through their point of contact. 1885

Eaclu CoHstr. Geom, Plane Curves 136 To describe an

TOUCH.
ellipse to touch five given lines. 1885 Leudesdorf Cre-
mona's Proj. Geom. 147 An infinite number of conies can be
drawn to touch a given straight line at a given point, and to

touch two other given straight lines.

5. To strike or hit lightly (esp. with the spur, 01

in Fencing) ; in cjuot, c 1550, to hit, beat,
a 1330 Oiuel 84 WiJ* Jjat word l>e kinges a non Touchede

here stedes & made hem gon. c 1550 R. Wever Lusty
Juventus D iij b, If thou tel not truth, I wil not be behind,
To touch you as wel agayne. 1596 Dalrvmple tr, Leslie's

Hist. Scot. IX. (S.T.S.) II. 181 As a noble horss tuechte with
the spur is mair quik. 1809 Roland Fencing 124 At no
time should you endeavour to touch your adversary while
thrusting carte and tierce. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt, iii, Achilles

. . touched the door with a rap, distinct at once and modest.

6. To affect physically in some way by contact.

a. To make an impression upon ; to stain, scratch,

abrade, corrode, decompose, etc.

Touched with the tar-brush (fig.) : see Tab-brush b.

£1440 Gesta Rom. xii. 40 (Harl. MS.) If ^ehadde on your
cloke, the reyne shuld not haue y-towchid your clothing.

1677 MoxON Mech. Exerc. i. 3 So hard that a File will not
touch it (as Smiths say when a File will not cut or race it).

171^ Bradley s Fam. Diet. s. v. Silver^ The Aqua Regalis,

which dissolves Cold, will not touch Silver. 1881 Young
Every Man his 07vn Mechanic § 1438 No file or cutting

tool will ' touch ' it.

t b. intr, with upon, in same sense. Obs,

a 16*6 Bacon Phys. Rem. Wks. 1879 1. 245/1 For dissolu-

tion into liquor, we are to inquire.. what will touch upon
the one [metal] and not upon the other.

C. trans. To magnetize by contact or rubbing

with a magnet. ? Obs, (Cf. Touch sb. 1 1.)

1627 Capt. Smith SeainarCs Gram.^ ii. 12 The darkeCom-
passe hath the points blacke and white, and the other onely
touched for the true North and South. x6o8 Ballard in

Phil. Trans. XX- 418, I took my Knife, which had been
formerly toucht. .and profering it to the Needle, it drew the
North Pole. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708)13
The Loadstone,., tho' never so well touch'd, will often point

from its true Pole. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789),

Toucher uncompas^ to touch the needle of a compass with
a magnet. 1795 Hutton Math. Diet. s. y. Magnet, This
vertical way of touching a bar will not give it quite so much
of the magnetic virtue.

d. To apply some substance lightly to (a part

of the body, etc.) by contact, esp. for medicinal

purposes (const. 7vith the substance) ; spec. {Med.)

to touch the gums, to induce salivation, as by the

use of mercury.
1603 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 147 He touch my point, With

this contagion, that if I gall him slighily, It may be death.

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin.^ Med. xxvi. 332 The raw
surface itself . . touched with zinc ointment. 1893 W. K.
GowERS Man. Dis, Ncrv, Syst. (ed. 2) II. 358 The patient

should be brought slightly.. under its (i.e. mercury's] in-

fluence, so as just *to touch the gums 'as the phrase is.

7. To affect injuriously in some physical way
(e.g. by fire or frost), esp. in a slight degree; to

communicate disease to by contagion, to infect,

taint ; also spec, in reference to a horse's * wind

'

or breathing. (Usually in^^. fple,)

1595 Shaks. John v. vii. 2 It is too late, the life of all his

blood Is touch'd corruptibly. 1601 W. Leigh SoulesSolace

(1617) 7 When . . he [Job] was toucht in his own person, so as

his bone claue to his flesh. 1681 Lond, Gaz, No. 1584/i

Lost.., A bright Bay Gelding,, .all his Paces,, .his Wind
touch'd. 1771 R. Graves Spir. Quix. (1820) I. 82 A horse

which was touched in the wind. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Myst. Udolpho xxviii, An icy coldness touched her cheeks,

and her fears for awhile overcame her judgment. 1B84 Roe
Nat. Ser, Story ii, The plants that were touched with frost.

8. To test the fineness of (gold or silver) by

rubbing it upon a touchstone (see Touchstone
i) ; \fig. to test, try, make trial or proof of {pbs>).

a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen, VIII 193 There the crounes

were wayed and touched. 1595 Shaks, John in. i, 100

A counterfeit Resembling Maiesty, which being touch'd

and tride, Proues valuelesse. 1607 — Timon in. \\\. 6 They
haue all bin touch'd, and found Base-Mettle. 1745 P.

Thomas Jml, Anson's F^y. 136 They., then carry [the bars

of Silver] to be touch'd and mark'd. 1908 H. Ii. Morse
Trade Chinese Em^. 160 It is then ' touched *aiid the differ-

ence.. from a certain standard, as indicated by the colour on

the touchstone, is written on the other side.

b. To mark (metal) as of standard purity, etc.,

with an official stamp, after it has been tested.

X4a3 Rolls o/Parlt. I V. 257/1 That no . . Man that werketh

Selver Hemois, put noon therof to the sale. .or_t=ere] that

it be touched wyth the touche of the Liberdisheed, that

that may resonabli here the touche. 1697 Vieto Penal
Laws 142 None shall put to sale any Silver Harness in

London before it is touched. 1746-7 in Welch Hist. Peto-

terers' Co. (1902) II. 193 That all .. wares capable of a large

Touch shall be touched with a large Touch. x77a-3 Act
13 Geo. Ill, c. 52 § 6, I will touch no stiver but what shall

be of the goodness of and according to the standard of this

kingdom. xSja A. Rvi.and Assay Gold f^S, 72 The silver-

smiths. .were under great difficulties.. for want of assayers

in convenient places to assay and touch their plate.

C. intr. for pass. To appear or prove to be ol

standard fineness on testing; to undergo or stand

the test lit, and/^. ? Obs.

x6i8 Fletcher Loyal Subject i, v, And now you are

brought to th' test ; touch right now, soldier. Now shew the

manly pureness of thy mettle. 1701 Collier M, Aurel, 31

His honesty is right sterling, and touches as well as it looks.

1705 tr. Bosmans Guinea 8i These Lumps or Pieces are

called Mountain-Gold; which being melted, touch better

than Dust-Gold.

9. trans. To strike the strings, keys, etc. of (a

musical instrument) so as to make it sound; to
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play on, esp. to play n few notes on ; to sound (a

horn, a bell), [Cf. Fr. toucher in lyre, Sp. tocar

la lira.^ f Also iftlr, with on (quot. e 1470).
c 1470 Hknrvson Orpheus ^ Eurydtce 611 Than Orpheus

our ressoun is full wo, And twichis on his harp. 1484 Cax-
T^^iA Fables of^^sop \\. \\\, A fyssher . . somtyme touched
his bagpype nyhe the Ryuer for to make the fysshe to dauncc,

1580 LvLY Euphucs (Arb.) 473 Instruments sound sweetest

when they be touched softest. 1633 Massingkr Guardian
11. iv, I'll touch my horn (Severino blows his horn): they
know my call. 1697 Drvdkn Alex. Feast 22 Timotheus..
With flying fingers touched the l>Te. 1779 Mirror No, 43
P 6 The organ was touched with a hand less firm. 1818

Peacock Melincourt xxi, Touch the bell for the waiter.

1830 Sir J. Barrington Ptfri. 5"-fe. <>7C« Twiesi^d.a) II. 164,

I recollect Moore one night.. touching the piano-forte in

his own unique way. x888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd, Men II. ix.

ai4 Having touched the piano, [he] was requested to sing,

D. iransf. To produce (musical sounds) by
* touching * an instrument ; to play (an air).

i8j3 Scott f^'^n/xxx,A person in the royal retinue touched
alight and lively air on the flageolet. 1848 Thackeray K/7«.

Fair Hx, Touchmg, to the best of her simple art, melan-
choly harmonies on the keys. 1848 Dickens Domhey xviii,

Her low voice in the twilight, slowly and stopping some-
times, touched Che old air to which he had so often listened,

10. In drawing, painting, etc. : To mark, draw,

delineate (a detail of the work) by touching the

surface with the pencil, brush, etc. ; also, to modify
or alter by such touches. Hence transf. in literary

composition. (See v^s^o touch ittf 31, touch ///, 34.)

167s A. Browne App. Art 0/Limning' 10 The next you
touch the Tips of the Ears with the forementioned Tern-
perature. 1709 Pope Fss.Crit. 22 The lines, tho' touch 'd

but faintly, are drawn right. 1780 Cowper Let. 2 July,
To touch and retouch is., the secret of almost all good
writing especially in verse. 1890 JV. ^ Q. 7th Ser. X. 118/2
My impression [of the engraving] is unequal, being faint in

some parts, very dark in others. If the plate was worn, it

has been ' touched * afterwards.

+ b, intr^ with upon : To add touches to,

modify by touching, touch up, Obs,

1675 Bentley in Dryden's Mistaken Hush. To Rdr., If a
great Master have but touch'd upon an ordinary Piece, he
makes it of Value. 1762-71 H. Walpole Verity's Anecd,
Paint. (1786) III. aig A French painter who was suffered to
alter and touch upon his pictures.

Q> fig. {trans.) To mark slightly or superficially

with some colour or aspect ; chiefly in /«. pple.

Also said of the colour, etc.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn- xvii, Such heauenly touches nere
toucht earthly faces. 1829 Scorr Anne of G. xiii, The
dawn had scarce begun to touch the distant horizon. 1847
L. Hunt Jar Honey xii. (18^8) 158 The rock on the woody
promontory . . is touched with rose-colour. 1883 F. M,
Peard Contreid. xix, A faint smile touched her lips as she
wondered.

11. intr. Of a ship, or those on board : To arrive

and make a short stay in passing at a port or

place on the way ; to call in passing. Also transf,

(of a traveller), and fig. Usually with at,

1S17 Torkington Pilgr. (1884) 16 Many Shippys and
galyes towche ther rather thanne at Parence. 158a N.
LicHEFiELD tr. CasianhedcCs Cong. E. tnd. i. xlii. 96 That
in his way he should touch at the liande of S. Blaze. 1697
Dryden }Eneid vii. 39 Lest the Trojan's pious host Should
bear, or^ touch upon th' inchanted coast. 1725 De Foe
Voy. round IVorld (1840) 58 Whenever any ship touched at
that port. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 59 For the
Ships who frequently touch here. 1828 Duppa Trav. Italy^

etc. 206 We touched at Panaria..on account of its warm
baths of which there are numerous vestiges. 1870 Kings-
lev in Gd. Words 203/1 Our own mail steamers, .could as
easily touch at Terceira now, as they did a few years since.

b. trans, with the port or place as obj. : To
land upon ; to visit in passing ; also trans/, andyf^.
1593 Shaks. Rich. //, 11. i. 288 All these. .With eight tall

ships . . meane to touch our Northerne shore. 163a J. Hay-
wakd tr. Blondes Erotnena 7 Supposing that they could
not touch land in Sardegna, 1774 Johnson Z^/. to Boswell
26 Nov., Shall we touch the co'ntinent? 1850 Tennyson
In Menu xiv. a If one should bring me this report, That
thou badst touch'd the land to-day.

* * Physical, passing into non-physical.

12. To handle or have to do with in any or the

slightest degree; tomeddleor interfere with however
slightly ; to * lay a finger on '. (Usually with nega-
tive expressed or implied.)

1377 Lahgu p. pi. B. xvni. 192 J>at Adam & Eue . . Shnlde
deye doune ri?te..If t>at J>ei touched a tre, and be fruite

eten. C1400 Destr, Troy 1337 All loste ^^ lyfe hat J>e lede
touchet, 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 702 He so light was at
lej^ierdemaine. That what he toucht came not to light againe.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. \. \\. § 1 Being conscientiously
scrupulous, not to take or touch a thread which is none of
our own. 171X HEARNEC^/Ztrc/. (O.H.S.) III. 103 Five hun-
dred Pounds . . w*"> he said he never did or would touch. x886
RusKiN Praeterita I. xi. 345, I had never touched a card.

b. Spec. To lay hands on or meddle with so as

to harm ; to injure, hurt, in any or the least degree.
1297 U. Glouc, (Rolls) 10369 In J>e popes half he sede,

ich uorbede..pat no man ne touchi pulke clerc. ^1400
Maundev. (1839) ix. 76 The Soudan hath do make a wall
aboute the sepulcre, pat noman may towche it. 1596 Shaks.
I Hen. /K, 11. iv. 300 The Lion will not touch the true
Prince. 1716 Hearne Collect. V. 271 He stood [in the Pil.

loryl . .on Wednesday, and was not touch'd ; but yesterday
..he was pelted miserably. 1812 Ld. Wellington in

Examiner 23 Nov, 742/2 _
No officer was touched. 1836

J.GiLBERrChr. Atonem. viL (1852) 204 The hand of violence
must not touch them. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 21 Dec 4/2
Enemy in full retreat. . .No English officers touched.

C, To take (food or drink); to 'taste'; usually
(with negative), not to take any at all. (Cf. L.

tanghc to touch, in this sense.)

c 1400 Destr. Troy 466 That euyn full was J?at fre and no
fode touchet. c 1450 St. Cuthhert (Surtees) 3346 pe 'brsaide
gose l>ai touched no^t. 1600 Shaks. A, Y.L. 11, vii. 98 He
dies that touches any of this fruite, Till I, and my affaires are
answered. 1766 Golosm. Vic. IV, xxi, If a spoonful of
liquor were to cure me of a fever, I never touch a drop.
1886 W. J. Tucker E, Europe 191, I could not touch an-
other drop, unless more of the gentlemen join me.

+ d. intr, with withy at^ en: To meddle with,

have to do with (slightly or at all) ; to deal with
cursorily (quot. 1693) ; to come into contact with,
a 1656 Bp. Hall Revelation Unreit. viii, That they ever

offered to touch with any either secular or sacred business,
we never find. 1693 Locke Educ. § 175 Studies which a
Gentleman should not barely touch at, but constantly dwell
upon. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor, Snbj. \\. (1709) 29 He will

never touch at a great Proposal ; nor run any generous
Hazardsfor his FriendsorCountry. tjoi Col. Rec.Pennsylv,
1 1. 63 But they refused to touch with it unless it was intirely

surrendered to ym [them]. 1746-7 Hervev Medit. (1818)
214 Our purity is of so delicate a complexion, that it scarce
touches on the world without contracting a stain,

13. trans. To get or go as far as; to reach,

attain (///, andyf§',).

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame iii. 285 And with hir hed she
touched hevene. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII^ in, W. 223, 1 haue
touch'd the highest point of all my Greatnesse. 1713STEELE
Guard. No. 82 p i Mr. William Peer [an actor] distinguished
himself particularly in two characters, which no man ever
could touch but himself. 2842 'I'ennvson Vis. Sin 23 The
music touch'd the gates and died. 1864 — En. Ard. 57
Ere he touch'd liis one-and-twentieth May. 1883 MancfL
Exam. 3 Dec. 4/1 The price, after touching 88, fell back on
French sales to 86.

^. fig. To attain equality with, 'come up to*,

rival, compare with, collo^.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xliii, Is there one of you that
could touch him or come near him on any scent? 1902
Violet Jacob SheeP-Stealers viii, I thought there was
nothing that could touch that mare of niine.

f c. intr, with to^ in same sense. Obs,
1450-1530 Myrr, our Ladye 198 Tyl there were rysen a

starre . . that myght with hys heate touche to the heate of the
Sonne.

14. intr, with at, to, on, upon (also absol. ) : To
approach closely, draw very near ; to verge upon

;

tin quot. 1615, to resemble closely {obs.),

1A5X Capgrave Life St. Gilbert 75 Thus seknesgrowyng,
and age of an hundred jere touching, he was in party com-
pelled for to passe fro J>is lif. 1615 Chapman Odyss. i. 326
Thy forehead and fair eyes at his form touch. 1791 I3ukke
App. IVhigs Wks. VI. 116 During the course of a political

life just touching to its close. i8ox Lusignan IV, 224
Brother Ambrose touches at that dreadful hour, which
delivers us to the sentence of an incorruptible judge 1 1819
Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 3^5 He sometimes touched
on the very verge of meanness. 1832 Lytton Eugene A.
IV. iii, At length the time touched upon dinner.

b. Naut. {trans.) To keep as close to (the

wind) as the vessel will sail. Also absol.

1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 5^ Syne treveiss still,

and lay abowt, And gar hir top twiche wind and waw.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 37 Touch the wind,
and warre no more, is.. to hid him at the Helme to keepe
her so neere the wind as may be. 1692 Ibid. 1. xvl 76 In
keeping the Ship near the Wind, these terms are used, .

.

Veer no more,.. touch the IVind. <:x86o H. Stuart Sea-
man's Caiech. 85 Keep your eye on the weather leech of
the sails, and just keep tbeni touching.

15. trans. To take in the hand, take, receive, draw
(money) [cf. F, toucher de Vargent (i6th c in

Littr^)]; sometimes, to get by underhand means;
hence {Thieves^ cant), to steal. Also absol. Now
chiefly slang or colloq,

1654 in Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 153 He will give
you a good account of Mr. Lovell and that he hath touched
..over £,\ooo sterling to his owne use. 1691 Wood Ath.
Oxon. \. Fasti 859 Out of which, he had, I think, loool.,

which, with 200 1, more, was all he touched in the said 19
years. 1720 Swift Elegy on Demar 27 He touch'd the
pence when others touch'd the pot. 1758 Smollett Hist,
Eng. HI. II, vii, 82 For secret service money during the last

ten years the Earl of Orford had touched >Ci»453i4oo of
public money. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xxxii, I proved
the [will].. at Doctors' Commons, and touched the whole of
her money. 1855 Thackeray Neivcomes xxxi, The. .matri-
monial arrangement is concluded (the agent touching his
percentage). [1898 V>odi.kv France 11. in. v. 238 The average
annual ministerial salaries touched by French legislators.]

16. To fee, * tip*, bribe, tamper with, ? Obs,
X7S2 Fielding Amelia xi. iv. He had heard that the great

man must be touched ; for he never did anything without
touching. 1754 J. Shebdeare Matrimony (xj6t) I. 95 Mr.
N . . having 'scaped the Servants . . without touching one
of them, 1770 FooTB Lame Lover in. Wks. 1799 11. 84
The court may proceed... iiut.. I hope no gentleman has
been touch'd on both sides.

b. To * come down upon ', ' get at ', or * tap ' (a
j>erson) fiyr money, to succeed in getting money
from {colloq.) ; also, to rob {thieves' cant) ; in

Australian slang, to swindle, cheat.
1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822) II. 43, I am quite broke

up; his grace has touched me for five hundred. 1809 E. S.
\SK\t.^E.TT Setting Sun III. 105 If you could get me a com-
mission, I could touch Dad for a few hundreds. 1898 Tit-
Pits 21 May 139/3 Well, old boy, I've just touched Reggy
for another tenner. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Nov, 8/1 Li.'s

going to touch the public to a pretty tune for this.

O. To lay hold upon, to arrest.

1791 O'Keefpe Wild Oats 11. i, Knock [at his door], and
when he comes out touch him.

* * * Non-physical senses,

17, trans. To apprehend, succeed ir. getting at,

* hit ', hit upon ; to guess or state correctly. ? Obs.

c 1325 in Rel. Ant. I. 292 Thu tuchest nowt the notes [in

singing], thu bites hem on sonder. 13.. Cursor M. 18940
(Cott.) AIs gaf to l?aim t>e haligast Alkin wiit to tuche and
tast. 1606 Shaks. Tr. ^ Cr. 11. ii. 194 There you toucht

the life of our designe. 1715 De Foic Earn, instrttct. i. iii.

(1841) I, 58 O you have touched it ! there it lies. 1707 Hr.
Lee Canterb, 7*., Old Worn. T. (lygp) I. 380 He liad at

length, then, touched the point of truth. >

fb. intr. with at: To succeed in hearing, to

'catch'. Obs.

c 1611 Chapman Uiad xix. 77 Hard it is, in such a great

concourse (Though hearers* ears be ne'er so sharp) to touch
at all things spoke.

18, trans. To speak or write of, treat of, mention,

tell, relate; now always, to mention briefly,

casually, or in passing ; to refer to, allude to.

Now rare or arch.
13.. E.E. Allit.P, B. 1437 penne towched to J»e tresour

[= treasurer] t>is tale watz sone. 1380 Lay Folks Caiech.
(l^mb. MS.) 266 The secunde part of )As Crede . . towchis
xiiij artyculis, f 1440 Gesta Roin, i. i (Harl. MS.) And
shortly for to touche |?is mater; he tooke his leve. 1585 T.
Washington tr, Nicholay's Voy. in. xi. 91 b, 1 will not for-

gette to touch the manner of the apparrell. 1669 Sturmv
Mariner's Mag, v. xii. 67, I shall come to touch how to
make a good Shot, a 1704 T. Brown Sat. agst. IVom. 120
Nor shall I touch their secret murders. 1895 Gladstone
Psalter i7oSubjects specially touched in particular passages
of the Psalms, a 1903 * H. S. Merriman* Last Hope v,

She gave a curt laugh, as if he had touched a topic upon
which they would disagree.

b. intr., usually with ^of,'\ai (obs.), on, upon,
in same sense. Now the more usual construction.

j

c 1320 Cast, Love 1309 Sumwhat touchen Ichulle fonde Of
J>at Ich may vnderstonde. £7x400 Maundev. {1839) xxx.

! 303 The roundenesse of the erthe, of the whiche I haue
towched to 50U of before. 1549 [see 26]. 1573 L. Lloyd
Marrow ofHist. (1653) 39 To omit., to touch any more of
women. 1610 Healev.SV. Aug. Citit ofGod 139, 1 thought
good to touch at this Asian luxurie. 1638 R, Baker tr.

Balzac's Lett, (vol. II) 39 One cannot touch upon any point
where he is not ready for you, 1665 J. Sergeant Sure
Footing 85 We will briefly touch at some of the Advantages
which those Assistances . . give the Church. 1746 Wesley
Answ, Ch., Princ. Methodist 8 To touch only on what
seems of the most Importance. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

IV, 5 He touches on the same difficulties and he gives no
answer to them. 1883 Manch. Guard. 22 Oct. 5/2 The
matter was touched upon in a general way at the Leeds
Conference.

tl9. trans. Qfig. from 5.) To take to task,

rebuke, reprove, censure ; to charge, accuse, Obs.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 142 Yf we be touched

with a sharpe worde, we shal yelde a benigne & gentyll
answere. 1570 Darrell Papers in H. Hall Soc. Eliz. Age
(1886) App, 248 Sur Water Hungerfo, and his brother hathe
touched me in iij thinges. is^DAL^vjafLEtr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. x. (S.T.S.) II. 474Gif thatuoucheouerscharplie.thabe
suspected of Jnuious persounis. 1643 j Years K. James I
in Select.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793) 306 He is stung with fear

to be touched with Overbury's death. rt 1677 Barrow
Serm. (1687) I. xxii, 307 Our Saviour.. touched Martha for

being troubled about many things.

b. With mixture of senses : To say something
apt or telling about, esp. in censure; to * hit' by
some apt or smart saying. Also to touch to the

quick (cf. 25 b).
a 1529 Skelton Agst, Scottes 86 Thalia, my Muse, foryou

also call I, To touche them with tauntes of your armony.
JS48 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke x. 92 b. The Pharisee bee-
yng somewhat touched with y* aunswer of our Lorde, ..

woulde not acknowelage his owne faulte. a 1566 R. £d«
v/ardes Damon ^ Pithias Prol., In commedies the greatest
skill is this, rightly to touche All thinges to the quick. 1693
Humours ToTvn A vj, If, therefore any find themselves
touch'd, they ought to make a Right Use of it. 1733 Popk
Hor. Sat. 11. i. 41 Ev'n those you touch not, hate you. 183X
Scott Ct. Robt. xxxiii, ' Marry, you touch me there *, said
the centurion.

20. trans. To pertain or relate to ; to have bear-

ing upon ; to be the business of; to concern. Obs.

or arch, (passing into next sense),

AX325 MS. Raivl. B.S20 If. 52 b, That ber ne passe no
writ..vnder t>e kinges lutele seal Jmt tucni ]>e commune
lawe. f 1350 in Eng, Gilds {iZ-jd) 349 pinges l>at touche)>
the rewie of l>e town. 1428 Surtees Misc. (1888) 7 Yis mater
touched all ye gude men of ye consell. 1535 Coverdale
Eccl. xii. 14 Feare God, and kepe his comaundementes, for
that toucheth all men, 1697 Bentley Phal. (1699) 12S
(These] Arguments touch only those particular Epistles.

1883 Manch. Guard. 22 Oct. 5/3 This.. touches us not as
Liberals or Conservatives, but as citizens.

f b. intr. with to, untOj uponj in same sense.
1:1325 Poem times Edw. II (Percy Soc.) xxxix, 5ut ther

is another craft That towcheth to clergy. 1390 Gowes
Conf I. 225 That oght tinto my ladi toucheth. 1456 Sir G.
^^.w^ La-w Arms (S.T.S.) 220 The offence touchis to the
realme, and to the citee anerly of thair propre burges, is>3
Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cccxcv. 682 {It was] the duke of
Lancastre, to whome the matere moost touched, 1673
Essex Papers (Camden) 104 This may a litle touch upon
his Father in Law, my Lord Chancell'. 1816 Sco'rt Antig.
xxxiv, Ne'er a man should steer a hair touching to Monk-
barns while Steenie and I could wag a finger.

c. To have affinity with, f intr. with at {obs.)j or

trans, {obs, or arch, exc, as directlyyf^. from 3 or 4).
C1611 Chapman Iliad xki. 103 None now of all the brood

of Trov.. shall any breath enjoy.., specially that touch at

Priam s race. 1774 Burkb Corr, (1844) I. 505 To sectire



TOUCH.
the attendance of those whom they touched the most nearly.
1888 IIUKGON Livis i2 Gd^ i\fcn II. V. 6 He never identilied
himself with any school of religious thought, though he
touched them all.

21. trans. To be felt as the concern of or impor-
tant to ; to be a matter of moment to ; to affect,

make a difference to.

^1470 Gotagrat ft Gam. 1177 It luichis myne honour sa
neir. 1491 Act y Hen. I'll, c. 16 5 8 That this Acte . . in no
wise extend to ne louche the wardejrte mariage of Henry
Erie of Essex, ijaj Ld. Uerners Froiss. I. cxv. 136 A
thynge. .which heraiter may sore touche the Countrey of
Flaiinders. 1613 Shaks. Htn. l-'ll/, II. ii. 54 His Curses
and his blessings Touch me alike : th' are breath I not be-
leeue in, i8Sa Pebody Enff. Joumaiism xx\. 156 Till the
publication of penny newspapers a few years ago the posi-
tion of the Provincial Press was hardly touched.

't'22. To produce an impression on, strike, impress
(the senses, or organs of sense). Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1668 Bright Aumbur, J'at . . smellis full

swete, With taste for to touche the tabull aboute. 1596
SiiAKS. Mirch. V. V. i. 76 If. .any ayTe of musicke touch
their eares. i6aT — Cor. 11. i. 61 If the drinke you giue
me, tiiuch my Palat aduersly, 1 make a crooked face at it.

16*9 .Milton Mom. Christ's Nativity, Hymn xiii. Ring
out ye Crystall sphcars, Once bless our human ears, (If ye
have power to touch our senses so). 1*67 — P. L, IX. 987.

23. To affect mentally or morally, to imbue with
some quality; in bad sense, to infect, taint (cf. 7).
Also predicated of the quality. Usually in fa. pple.
13.. Cursor U. 11328 (Cott.) pis symeon )>at had his last

Toched o J>e ball gast. 13.. B. E. Atlit. P. A. 897 For
neuer lesyng ne tale vntrwe Ne towched her tonge for no
dysstiesse. a 1568 So Fremmit is my Fortoun 14 in BanHa.
tynt Poems (Hunter. CI.) 717 Hairlles I am, for slewth
larichU me so. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. ill. ii. 3(56, I thanke
God, I am not a Woman to be touch 'd with so many giddie
offences as hee (my uncle] hath generally lax'd their whole
sex withal. 1640-1 Sir B. Rldvaro Sf. in Rushw. Hist.
Colt (1721) IV. 167 The Scots being truly touched with
Religion, according to their Profession. iSjo Tennyson
/» Aftm. cix. 10 Hi^h nature amorous of the good. But
touch d with no ascetic gloom. 1871 Morley Cril. Misc.
Set. ulSyronitiyi) lit Byron was touched by the same fire.

b. fass. To be deranged mentally in a si ight de-
gree; in/><i.//it.slightIyinsaneorcrazy,'cracked'.
t>«03 Shaks. Meas./yr M. v. i. 51 With that opinion That

I am touch'd with madnesse.] 1704 Steele Lying I,ov€r
V. iii, Pray mind him not, his Brain is touch'd. 170s Van.
BBUGH Con/rd. V. ii, Vou see master's a little—touched,
that's all. 1810 .'Sorting Mag. ,XXXV. 292 He thought
he was a little touched^ or insane. 1873 *''ss Thackehav
Old Kensington xxviii. What an extraordinary creature
poor Sarah Is I touched, certainly.

24. To affect with some feeling or emotion ; to
move or stir the feelings of ; to produce an emotion
in ; sptc. to affect with tender feeling, as pity or '

gratitude. Const with.
c 1340 Hampolc Prose Tr. 1 pe mynd towchcde with |>e

loueiayne swetlnes. cisoo 7Am Kings Sons 188 He
thought it touchid hir hert somwhat. i«o3 H. Cbossk
j^rrtnes Commw. (1878) 119 [He] hearelh a buzzing sound
in his earei, but is neuer truly toucht in his heart. 1631
Goucc Gois Armus 111. | 50. 277 It is inhum-inity not to
be touched with others needs. 1711 Steele 5/><-c/. No. 11
Tj,\ was so touch'd with this Story. .that I left the Room
with Tears in my Eyes. 1833 Tennyson Poems 133 T1iat
man, of all the men I ever knew. Most touched my fancy
i860 Thackek sv Round. Papers, Nil nisi bonnm 227, 1 can't
say how much the thought of that fidelity has touched me.

b. With the feeling as subject ; in passive const.
with the feeling.

1560 DAtjs tr. .'Steidane's Comm. 371 They are neither
touched with the gilt of conscience, nor h.iue given none
*"7 occasion of displeasure. 1663 Bp. Pateick Pnrai.
Pitp*. xii. 70, I know this touches you with a strong incli-
nation to it. 1718 PoFE Iliad XXI. 105 If ever yet toft pity
touch'd thy mind. i8ia Scott Lady 0/ L. 1. ix, Then,
touched with pity and remorse. He sorrowed o'er the expir-
ing horse.

o. To influence, move (in mind or will).

. 'Sp? T. Wilson Demosth. Prat., Life 127 As for corrupt-
ing him wyih giftes or rewardes, he is no more to be touched
that way, ihan was Ari^lidcs. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 45 No
Uecice of mine Concurring to necessitate his Fall, Or touch
with lightest moment of impulse His free WilL
25. a. To grieve, vex ; to injure, harm : esp. in

a slit;ht degree. ? Obs. (or merged in J3). Cf. 5.
1S3S SiRWAET Cron. Scot. (Rolls) Tl. a«a Si ressone waKl,

It tuecbit him full soir. 1581 Rrg. Priry Council Scot. III.
401 Be the viotatioun and brek of ihc same his Hicnrs is suin-
nuhat twitchit and offendit unlo. 1608 Vorts. Trar. 1. ii.

Shall I sUnd idle And see my reputation touch'd to death ?

b. To hurt or wound in mind or feelings, as if

by touching a sore or tender part ; to irritate,

sting, nettle. Often mjig. phrases, as totuh to the
quUk. (Cf. S. '9b.)
IS*9 i<w Fort. Aij b. He hath been lately rulxle and

toucht perhaps too neere. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conettaggio
85 ihey touched the ministers of iustlce to the quicke. 1711
Addison S^ct. No. g.} r j Telling a Man he lyes, is touch-
ing him in the most sensible Part of Honour. i8ao Hogg
Tales f, .?*., liridal 0/P. II. 66 He feared it would be.

.

touching the king upon the sore beeL 18)8 J. Akch Story
o/Li/t XI. 257 It touched scores and Kores of labourers on
the raw,

II. Phniet.
28. Phrases with other verbs or sbs. Touch
and go : to touch for an instant and immediately
go aw.ay or pass on ; to deal with momentarily or
slightly. (Siee also Touch and oo sb. and a.)
1549 I.AiiMEB ist Serm. hi-f. Edn: F/ (Arb ) 26 As the

VouX.

185

I
text doeth ryse, I wyl touche and go a lyltle in euery place,

\
vntyl Icome vnto to much. 1600 Abp. .^bdot E.xp. Joiiali
446 Therefore it shall be enough for me, now to touch and go.

i "^"i??"
'n,'^'''-^*- •*'"'' (1890 VII. 486 ATaylor in the Strand

I ..Most n^nely was Trappan'd, touch and go.

b. Touch and run : see ToL'CH sb. i g.
27. Touch and take : in various senses (see

above .and T.vke v.) ; in quot. 1793, to take fire at
a touch.

1670 Narborougii Jml. in Ace. Set: Late Voy. 1. (1694)
14 One blinded with a Cloth serv'd every Man as they were
called to touch and take. 1793 Regal Rambler 40 Our
hero laid in a large cargo of fresh fuel, ready to touch and
Like like phosphorus. 1805 Nelsom Let. to J. D. Thom-
son 5 Sept., The Enemy have a shoal of frigates with their
Heet and other Small Vessels, which will take their Crippled
Ships in Tow. My Motto shall be Touch and Take.
28. In comb, with sb. To touch one's hat : to raise

the hand to the hat and touch it in token of saluta-
tion (an abbreviated form of the act of taking off

or raising the hat). Const, to (the person saluted).
178J Miss BuRNEV Cecilia vii. ix. And, touching his hat,

he was riding away. iSao W. Ixvisa Sketch Hk. II. 149
Not a st.ige coach-man . . but touches his hat as he passes.
1840 Halibubton Letter Bagiv. 54 We bow and touch our
hats with much formality. 1863 Kingsley IVater-Bai. i,

So Mr. Grimes touched his hat to him.
29. In To touch wood. a. In a children's game :

sec quots. 1S49, 1888. b. In folk-lore, ox quasi-
snperstitious use: To touch wood as a charm to
avert apprehended mi.sfortune, esp. that apt to
follow untimely boasting or self-gratulation : cf.

L. absit omen ! (Omen sb., quot. 1637).
xi^ Boy's Oivn Bk. 37 This.. game IToi;cH st. i g] is

sometimes called * Touch-iron ' or ' Touch-wood ' ; in these
cases the players are safe only while they touch iron or wood,
as may be previously agreed. They are liable to be touched
only when running from one piece ofwood or iron to another.
1888 Berksk. Gloss., Touch 'ood. Boys have games called
•touch 'ood ' and ' touch-iron ', where anyone not touching
either of the substances nameil is liable to be caught by the
one standing out and has to stand out accordingly. 1908
tyestm. Gas. ja Dec. a/3 On the next occasion when we
read of Christmas with spring weather or of the changing
sea.sons we shall * touch wood '.

III. In combination with adverbs.
30. Tonch doim. Kugby football, trans. To

touch the ground with (the ball) behind the goal,
usually that of the opposing side ; also absol. Sec
also touch-down sb. (Touch- 3).
1864 Field 5 Nov. 33 i/i The Old Rugbeians . . soon touched

the ball down in the School goaU loid. ig Nov, 354/2 (see
Touch p. 2f]. 188a Standard 20 Nov. 2/8 The Military
had . . to touch-down several times in self-defence. 1891
Football'. Rueb^ Union Laws J 19 A Maul in Goal is when
the ball is held inside the ^oal line and one of the opposing
sides endeavours to touch it down. 1897 Sportsnuin 16 Dec,
(B.] took a shot at goal. .but the ball went wide and J.
touched down.
31. Tonoh in. trans. In drawing, painting, etc. :

To insert (a detail) by touching with the pencil,
brush, etc.

1871 Roulledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. Oct. 615 The dry leaves
in the hedges.. may be touched in with burnt sienna. 189a
Photogr. Ann. II. 26a Touching in as small a portion of top
edge as possible.

32. Tonoli off. trans, a. To represent exactly,
to ' hit off' (cf, 17) ; also to touch it off, to do
exactly right, hit the mark exactly ; in quot. 1766,
to ' take the measure of ' correctly, ' size np '

;

hence to be a match for (obs.),

"7Sl-*S GoLDsji. Ess. i. f 5, I was (told) . . that I should
now ie« something touched olT to a nicety, for Mr. Sprig-

S'm wai going to give us ' Mad Tom ' in all its glory. 1766
ou»ll. Vie. IK xii, I knew you would touch them off.

i8ai Galt Ayrshire Legatees viii. He's such a funny man 1

and touches off the Londoners to the nines.

b. To fire off (a cannon, etc.), orig. by putting
a match to the touch-hole.

i

1907 Daily Chron. 6 Dec. 7/3 The only delay.. is due
to a fear that a dispatch of the troops will touch off the
mag.izine.

3J. Touch out. trans. To clean out (comers)
by touches or light strokes, as in woo<lcarving.
1879 Cassclts Techn. Educ. IV. 71/a Tools.. for fancy 1

work, and for touching out corners difficult of access.

34. Touch up. a. trans. To improve, finish, or
motlify by adding touches or light strokes.

171S Addison Freeholder Na 44 f 3 What he saw was.

.

her natural Countenance, touched up with the usual Im-
provements of an aged Cotpiette. i^^Phil. Trans. \L.V.
173 AH the illuminated Sets were, .touch'd up and finish'd

by his own Hand, i860 1'hackeray Round. Papers, Screens,
.SupiJose the Editor. .never * touched up'one single line of
the contribution. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 377 It is

touched up, but it is for the most part quite trustworthy.

b. To Stimulate by striking lightly or sharply,

as with a whip ; hence fig. to remind, ' to gently
jog the memory ' (F.irmer Slanfj,
181a sporting Mag. XXXV. 34 {Single Stici) .Maslen set

to with great confidence, sharply touching up the right arm
of his antagonist. 1838 Dickhns Nich. Nicft. xxxii. He let

out his whip-L-uh and touched up a little boy on the calves

of his leg.s, 190B • Mrs. Alexander* .Stronger than Lore
viii, She touched up the ponies, and brought them over the
bridge . . at a great pace.

Touch- sb. or vb. in combination.

1. a. Simple attrib. combinations of the sb.,

as touch-feeling, -kno^vledge, -pleasure, -sensation.

TOUCH-.

b. Special combinations of the sb. (or in some
cases directly from the vb.-stem) : touch-bodies,
-corpuscles Atiat., minute bodies of connective
and nervous tissue occurring in the skin of the
hands, feet, lips, and other parts, supposed to
be connected with the sense of touch ; also called
tactile corpuscles ; touch-cell Anat., a nerve-cell at
the end of a sensory nerve in a touch-corpuscle

;

touch judge, in Rugby Football, an umpire who
marks when and where the ball goes ' into tonch

'

(Touch sb. 12), corresponding to a linesman in
the Association game ; touch-key, name given to
an instrument for scientific exptriments on the sense
of touch ; touch-needle, a slender bar or rod of
gold or silver, one of a set of different standards
of fineiiess, used in conjunction with a touchstone
for testing the fineness of gold or silver ; touch-

I plate, one of a set of plates bearing the ' touches

'

or official marks of the comp.iny of pewterers
(Touch sb. 5 b); f touch-point Geom., point
of contact ; touch-proof, in Sugar Manuf. a
method of testing the degree of crystallization of
the syrnp by touching a drop of it, laid on the thumb,
with the forefinger, and drawing it out to a thin
thread; f touch-warden : see quot. 1676 (cf.

Touch sb. 5, v. 8) ; also fig. ; touch watch, a
watch so contrived that the time by it can be ascer-
tained by touch, e.g, in the dark ; touch-weight,
one of a set of weights used in experiments on the
sense of touch, c. Connected with the notion of
ready ignition: see Touch-powder; touch-pan,
the pan of an old-fashioned gun, into which
the touch-powder was put ; touch-paper, paper
steeped in nitre so as to burn slowly on being
touched by a spark, used for firing gunpowder,
etc. ; touch-plate, the metal plate in which was
the touch-hole of a culverin ; touch-string, string
steeped in nilre used as a fuse (cf, touch-paper).
See also Todch-box, Touon-HOLE, Touchwood,
1889 Cent. Diet. s,v. Corpuscle, Tactile corpuscles.. Also

called .
. touch-corpuscles, *touch-bodies, palpation-corpus-

cles. 1897 Parker & Haswell Zool. II. loo Touch-cor-
puscles are formed of an ovoidal mass ol connective tissue
containing a ramified nerve, the terminal branches of which
end in "touch-cells, 1876 Duhring Dis. Siin 26 Tactile
corpuscles are also called "touch corpuscles. 1899 Allhutt's
Syst. Med. VI. 641 A trophic centre in a touch corpuscle,
188^ tr, Lotee*s Metaph. iv, 507 heading. How can "'I'oiich-

feelmgs form a series? 1893 Daily News 14 Dec. 2/6
Messrs. Temple Gordon and Percy Christopherson were
"touch judges, 18^ IKestm. Gas. 11 Ian. 5/3 Altogether
14 players were injured, the touch-judge was threatened,
and the referee reported that it had never been his lot to
witness such a shameful exhibition, 1905 Titchener
Exper. Psychol. II. 1. 159 Fig. 6a Scripture's "touch key.
1884 St. James' Gas. 13 JTune 4/a The true dealer's "touch-
knowledge of Oriental antiquities. 1763-6 W. Lewis Ccww.
Pkil.-Techn. ia4 Accustoming himself to compare the
colours of a good set of 'Touch needles. 1884 F.J. Britten
Watch ff Clockm. 366 Touch needles are small bars of gold,
one each of all the different standards likely to be tested.

1591 Sylvester Bu Bartas 1. vii. 36 Down falls the Cock,
up from the "Touch-pan flies A ruddy flash. 1750 Phil,
trans. XLVI. 449 Neither these, nor those of Cheltenham,
will deflagrate or flash in "Touch-Paper. 183a Miss
MiTFORD Village Ser. v. 113 Why dost thou not fire?.i
So please your worship, the wind hath extinguished the
touchpaper. 1873 E. Spon IVorkshop RectiptsiMtr. 1. 131/2
Touchpaper , . placed . . round the mouth of the firework, and
twisted into a point. 1778 Prvck Min. Cornub. 178 [The
miners] have a "touch-pipe, that is, rest. .half an Dour to
smoke a pipe. 1508 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I V. laa For
vernesing of ane lang culveryn and gibing of the end of it

and the "twich plaith. 190a Welch Plist. Pewterers' Co,
1. Introd. I The , , inventories of the Company's goods show
that touch-plates existed at an early date, a 1618 Sylves-
ter Spectacles xii. How soon doe Odours from thy Nostrils
fly I How short, "touch-Pleasures dipt with pain and fear)l

160a Blundevil Theorigues Seuen Planets 29 The "Touch-
point, otherwise called the point of concauitie. Ibid, 73
I'he right line BHP sheweth the Touch.point. \tg9 Alt-
butt's .Syst. Med, VII. 35 The transmission of ordinary
"touch sensations being unimpaired, a i860 Alb. Smith
Lond. Med. Stud. (1861) 61 Crackers . . contrived to explode
at any period.. by attaching graduated pieces of "touch-
string to them, 1644 BuLWER Chirol. 17a The grape of the
Index [fingerj,,is..chiefe "Touch-warden to the King of
the five senses, 1676 B. W(tLLlsJ Man. Goldsm. 30 The
Wardens that are to make the Assays and mark the Silver,

are now called the Touch-Wardens, 186s Catal. Intermit.
Ejchib., Brit. II, No. 3324 "Touch watches, regulators, and
railway clocks. 1884 F. J. Britten IVatch <V Clockm. 33
Blind Man's IVatch. . . A watch in which the progress of the
hands may be ascertained by touch... The objection to this
form of touch watch is that if the pointer is pressed hard
against the finger it is apt to advance the hands of the
watch. 1905 'Titchener Exper. Psychol. II. n. 46 The
•Touch-Weights. Sets of these weights were made, a few
years ago, by Willyoung,

2, Substantival phrases consisting a, of thevb. in

combination with an advb. : touoh-baok {Rugby
Football), the act of touching the ground with the
ball on or behind the player's own goal-line after

it has been driven there by the opposing side;

touch-down {Rugby Football), the act of touch-

ing the ground with the ball behind the goal-line,

usually that of the opposing side ; safety touch-
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TOUCHABLE.
Anon, the same done behind the player's own goal-
line after it has been driven there by his own side,

ill order to prevent the opposing side from making
a touch-down ; touch-up, an act of touching up
(see Touch v. 34 a); a stroke added by way of
improvement or finish ; also a slight incitement
or reminder ; b. of the vb. with object ; touch-
no-wall, -s, Tennis : see quots.
a. 1864 Field 29 Oct 315/1 The School . . obtaining two

* *touches down *, which Pt)ole. .was unable to turn into a
goal. 189s Ouling (U.S.) XXVII. 249/2 Canadian system
of scoring. . . A ' touch-down ' or ' try ' consists of four points
with the privilege of trying a kick at the goal, which, tf suc-
ci-'ssful, nets the team which scored two jwints more, 1885
Athcnsum t Aug. 144/3 Tom Moore did not. .give tlie

great novelist a retrospective *touch-up with his poetic
pencil. X907 Times 3 May 4/1, I ask your lordship to give
a sort ofa kind of * touch-up to these people.
_b, 1777 [T, Swift] Gamblers i. 221 Now sounds the Grill

;

'tis Setts, and Touch-no-wall, And Chaces echo thro* the
lattic'd Hall. 18. . Laws Tennis § 33 in J. Marshall Ann.
Tennis (1878) 166 \Vhen the odds of touch-no-walls, or touch-
no-side-wails, are given, a ball returned by the giver of the
odds, which makes a nick, is counted for the striker. 1878
J. Marshall Ann. Tennis 160 'J"oucli-no-walls, or AU-tlie-
walls : a point of cramped-odds, by which the giver of the
odds loses a stroke whenever a ball, returned by liim, touches
a wall or a gallery-post, or enters an opening, before falling
on the floor,

ToachaMe (t»-tjab'l), a. [f. Touch », -i-

-.VULE.] Capable of Lieing touched.
1. Affecting the sense of touch ; tangible.
1:1400 Uyclifs Bible Heb. xii. 18 Je han not come to the

tretable fyer, or able for to touche {v.r, or toucheable].
IS7» J- Jones Bathes ofBath im8 The truest touchestoiie,
of all properties, trying both toucheable and tasteable
qualities. 1636 W. D. Ir. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. % 469.
13s 'io the end that things touchable may in lying down
gently affect us. 1829 |as. Mill Hum. SIind\\t^) I. 13
In that case, we should have no idea of objects as seeable,
as heai able, as touchable, or tasteable.

b. Fit to be touched or tasted, ttonce-use.
1751 Smollett Per. Pic. IxxxviL i88i Ulack Beautiful

li'retch, etc. III. 177 l*he butter was not touch.ible.

2. Capable of being afTected in mind or feeling.
1823 Examiner 154/2 Every mind touchable by musical

sounds. 1890 Church Union (N.Y.) May, Such of our
readers as are touchable by the appeal of this writer.

Hence Ton'chableness.
i6ao T. Granger Div, Loffike 66 Also visiblenesse, touch-

ablenesse, which are i'lseparable both in stale of mortalitie,
and in the state of glory. 1674 Blount Ciossojp:, Tan^-
bility, touchableness.

Tou'ch and gO", sb. and adj. phr. (Also with
hypliens.) [The vbl. phrase toiuh and go (Touch
V. 26) used as sb. or adj.]

A. sb. 1. Tlie act of touching for an instant and
quitting immediately ; something done quickly or
instantaneously.

i6ss MoUFET & Bennet Health's Impr. (1746) 59 How-
soever we may taste of it to bring on Appetite, let it be but
a touch and go.

2. Api)lied to a person of hasty temper or dis-

position, nonce-use.

167s UoFFErr Mock Temp. in. i, Old touch and go, why
so hasty?

3. A risky, precarious, delicate, or ticklish case
or state of things (such that a mere touch may
cause disaster) ; a narrow escape, ' near shave '.

181s R. Wardlaw Let. m Alexander Li/e vi. (1856) 166
"Twas touch and go—but I got my seat. 1831 Miss Ferriek
Destiny iv, So it was with Glenroy and his lady. It had
been touch-and-go with them for many a day; and now
..ended in a threatened separation. 1858 C. Hunt in
Merc. Marine Slag. V. 84 Passing so close, that it is often
a ' touch and go '. 1867 Smv 1 h Sailor's IVord-bk., Touch-
antl-go, said of anything within an ace of ruin : as in round-
ing a ship very narrowly to escape rocks, &c., or when,
under sail, she rubs against the ground with her keel,
without much diminution of her velocity. 1887 ' H. Smart '

Cleverly^ H'on iii, She caught [the horse] . . by the mane, and
though it was touch and go she managed to retain her seat.

B. adj. 1, Involving or cliaracterized by rapid,

slight, or superficial execution ; sketchy ; casual,

careless ; instantaneous ; txj)editious.
i8ia H. & J. Smith Ilej. Ai1dr. Pref. 11 There is .an art of

writing for the Theatre, technically called touch and go, .

.

indispensable when we consider the small quantum of pa-
tience which- .a IjOndon audience can be expected tu afford.
183a Moore l^lem. (1854) VI. 247 Free to introduce anec-
dotes, quotations, and all such touch-and-go things as the
formality of an essay would not admit of. 1832 J. P.
Kennedy Swallow B. xii. It was a touch-and-go manner
which spoke volumes. 1879 Stevenson Trav. Cci>ennes
(1886) 98 In lhe_ neighbourhood of women, it is but a touch-
and-go association that can be formed amongst defenceless
men. 1885 Miss Bradixin Wyllards Weird\i, A murder
of that kind must be touch and go—no sooner thought of
than done. 1891 Spectator i^ Feb. 246/2 They are 'touch-
and-go'sketchcs, and impressions such as a clever man may
throw off at will.

2. Risky, of the nature of a narrow escape : cf.

A. 3.

<8s$ Alexander R. Wardlaw vi. 168 His getting off at
all was generally a ' touch and go ' matter. 18^ lii.ACKMORE
in Blnckw. Mag. Sept. 361 Some touch and go adventure
he has l)een through.

t Tou-cbangle. Obs. rare. 1 = Angle-twitch,
worm used as bait in angling.
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 291 With this touch-

angl; be may fishe a good while, and catch a fooleat the last.

186

+ Tou»chant,/r^/. Obs. rare, [a, F. iouchant
prep, use of pr. jjple. of toucher lo Touch.] =
Touching /ny?.
c 1375 CursorM, 26439 (Fairf.) Touchant dedeli synne say

we. 14*5 Paston Lett. I. 21, I send yow..the copie of un-
frendly Itttrcsent lo me late, touchant the same niatier.
71430 Ibid. 30 My clerke, to wham 1 prey yow to gyve feith
and credence touchant this matier. 1457 Harding Chron.
in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1912) 751 His greuance.. touchant
the Kuydence of the souereynte of Scotlonde.
Touchar, obs. form of Tocher.
+ Touxll-box. Obs. exc. Hist, [ior toiuh-pmv-

der box : see Toucu-powder.] A box for * touch-
powder * or priming-powder, formerly forming part
of a musketeer's equipment.
"549 -Acts Privy Council (1890) II. 348 Flaskes, cvlij;

touche boxes, c. 1564 Wills ^ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 1. 226
(Jne dagg w'^ fla.slc and tutchbtx;kes v*. 1590 Sir J. Smvth
J)isc. Weapons 21 The touchpowdcr in the touch-boxes also.
1591 CamiriVs Art Warre 3 Hys Flaske and 'i utchboxe
must keepe hys Pouder. 1598 Barbkt Tlieor. Warreswx.
i. 34 To haue his touchboxe fastened by the string., and to
prime his peece with touch-i>owder. 1627 Cait. Smith
Seaman's Cram. xiv. 6S A Home is his touch-box. 1660
Act 12 Chas. II. c 4 Sched. s. v. Boxes, Touch-boxes of iron
or other mettal, guilt, the dozen.. j.L i()02 Viwrn Crom-
ivclCs Army iv. 8 1 A fine powder for priming . . in what was
termed a touch-box or primer, and a coarser powder for
loading.. in his flask.

^ Touched (tvtjt),///. a. Also 7-8 toucht. [f.

Touch v. + -ed i.] In various senses corresponding
to those of Touch v.
In quot. «i625, tried^ proved (sense 8); in quot. 1667,

magnetized (sense 6 c) ; in quot. 1660 absoL from sense 2 b.

Touched gold, the touch-piece given by the sovereign
when he touched for the 'king's evil', supposed to retain a
healing virtue. Touched proof, a 'proof from an en-
graved or etched plate approaching completion, submitted
to the artistof the picture copied, forhis approval or criticism.

_
a 1400 HvLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 11. ii, It was

impossyble goddis sone to be borne of towchyd woman.
<zis86 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 461 To repay the touched
honour of her house, a 1625 Fletcher Women Pleased 11.

i, Ye shall be sure I am a touch'd friend. 1660 Evelyn
ZJ/arye July, The other Chaplaine.., having Angel gold
strung on white ribbon on his arme, delivers them one by
one to his Majestie, who puts them about the necks of the
touched as they passe. 1667 H. Oldenburg in Phil. Trans.
II. 423 Whether touched Needles move otherwise, when
the Veins of Iron do not lie North and South. 1715 E.
IJetts I Mar. in The Belts 0/ Wortham xvL (1912) 167 My
mother lent Coz Mary betts ye piece of toucht gold with ye
Britaine and this motto [etc. J. 1861 Thoknbury Tur?ur f.

408 'I'urner was always quarrelling with the engravers about
his touched proofs. He wanted every proof on which he

I

had written directions to be returned.

b. With adv., as touchcd-t4p\ see Touch v. 34. \

187s tr. Vogel's Chem. Light vi. 48 A single touched-up
!

negative gave hundreds of unexceptionable impressions.
Hence Tou'chedness (in quot., state of being

mentally * touched ', slight insanity). '

1883 F. W. Robinson Hands of Justice 11. v, Clambering
out of the window in the middle of the night was a striking
example of his ' touchedness ',

Toncher ci^tj^j). [f. Touch v. + -eeI.] One '

who or that which touclies, in senses of the verb. [

1. gen. a. ///. or in physical sense. I

143s MisvN Fire 0/ Lone i. xxv. 54 Qwhils l>e hart of )>e

toucher in dyuers desires is takyn. 1495 Trevisa's Barth.
De P. R. vii. Ixvi. (W. de W.) S iij, Yfhe (torpedo) be touchyd
with aspere, the lowcher shall fele the vyolenceof the venym.
1548 Udall, ett% Erasm. Par. Matt. ix. 59 [Jesus] loked
about hym as seking for the priuy toucher. 1680 C. Nesse
Church Hist. 340 Touch a great man upon the sore, .he
fumes and casts the toucher into prison. 1763 Life Swift
in Wks. XI. 265 A thistle is the Scotish arms Which to the
Toucher threatens harm.s. 1904 Times, Lit. Suppl. i Apr.
97/2 That high sort, .means death to the profane toucher.

^- A?-
\

1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits ^- Divels 121 This argu- '

men t.. is a toucher. 1709 Mrs. MAtii.B.v Secret Alem. (1720)
III. 323 A Heart truly touch'd, values nothing in compari<
son with the Toucher. 1846 Havdon in Gullick ft Timb-i
Paint, (1859) 235 The touchers.. are the great men who had
discovered the optical principles of imitating nature to con-
vey thought.

I

C. With adv., as toucher-up. \

1908 Westm. Gaz. 28 Jan. 4/1 Taken..advantage of by
the wily dealer and his ally, the ' toucher-up '.

2. Bowls, A bowl which touches the jack.
1600 ^ASUE Summer's Last Will 1178 Ho, wel shot, a

tutcher, a tutcher ! 1659 Fui.LER App. Inj. Innoc. (1840)

552, I expected when the Animadvertor had knocketl away
my bowl, he would have laid a toucher in the room thereof.

1868 * S. Dakyl' Quoits <*[ Bowls 51 A bowl which touches
the Jack at any time during its course . . is called a * toucher ',

3. An instrument for touching : see quot.
1885 C. G. W. Lock WorksJiop Receipts Ser. iv. 327/2 By

means of a little strip of brass— called a 'toucher'— the
crossings are found [in examining a watch].

4. colloq. or slang, a. A case of close contact, an

exact fit. b. A very near approach, a * near go '

;

in phr. as near as a toucher^ very nearly, all but.

1828 Cr(w;^« C/tfW. s. v., _An exact fit. 'It hits to a toucher ',

i.e. so exactly that the joints touch each other. 1840 J. T.
Hewlett /'. Priggins ix, ' So Dick and Tripes were nearly
Jjeing rusticated this morning '...'As near as a toucher*.
i860 Sala Baddington Peerage I. xvii. 298 It was a near

|

toucher, though ! 1894 AstleyJO Years Life 1 1, igg, I was
i

as near .is a toucher turning too short, through mistaking
the post.

;

Toucher, obs. form of Tocher. i

Tou'cli-lLole. [f. Touch- in touch-powder-^
\

TOUCHING.

Hole.] A small tubular hole in the breech of a
fire-arm, through which the charge is ignited;
the vent,
X501 Ace. Ld. High "Sreas. Scot.W.z^ Item, for casting of

the erd fra Mons [MegJ, and to turiw hir and lay the twych
hole vp,.. iij s. ijd. 1560 Whitehobne Ord. Souldiours 33
Putting Sinn poulder in the touchehole and aboute the
touchhole, the Gunne is then charged. 1618 in Foster j^n^.
I/actories Ind. (1906) 31 The fire out of hir toutchole (as yt
is most likely) tooke hold of the bandeleros. 1700 Dampieb
Voy, III. 11. 81 Six bad Guns.. whose Touch.hoies..are so
enlarg"d..that a great part of the strength of the- Powder
flies away tliere. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville (1849)

, 193 Some of the more knowing, .contrived lostop the touch-
holes of the field-pieces with dirt.

!

^- J^S' ^r allusively,
i6o2 Marston Ant. Ijr Mel. II. Wks. 1856 1. 19 The match

..will presently set fire to the touch-hole of intemperance.
1617 MiuDLETON & KowLEV Pair Qutirrel 11. ii. (71625

,

Fletcher & Mass. Cust. Country ui. iii. 1664 Butler
Hud. II. 11. 830 Like linstock, to the horse's touch-hole,

Touchily (t»-tJiU), adv. [f. Touchv + -ly2,],
In a touchy manner; irritably, testily

; f saucily.
1653 Waterhouse Apol. Learn. 251 'I he King answered

only, Say what 1 can do acceptable to the Athenians; the
Varlet Democrates replyed touchily, Nothing better then to
hang thy selfe. 1844 Wardlaw/*;/^. II. xxxix. 47 The
hasty spirit, .startles touchily at every word. 1888 Mrs. H.

;

Ward A*. Elsmere xlv. Rose., had grown so touchily
I sensiuve,

I Touchiness (ty-tjines). [f. as prec. + -NKSS.]

j

The quality of being touchy.

I

1. Sensitiveness ol tem|5er, irritability, testiness.
1653 Gauden Ilitrasp. To Rdr. 26 Nor is he ignorJnt of

the touchinesse, and roughnessc.of many mens spirits in
these times. 1660 Hickeringill Jamaica (1661) 96 Their
discontents had heated them to so (tinder-like) a Touchi-
ncsse, tliat they were ready to take fire on all occasions,
1828 Lights <$ Shaties II. 52 She is known only by her
one absorbing quality of touchiness, and is dreaded and
hated accordingly.

2. Ticklishness, precariousness.
164S Eikon Bas. iii. 14 My friends resented it as a motion

. not guided with such discretion, as the touchinesse of
those times required.

3. Painfingj etc. : see Touchy 4.
1813 Examiner 8 Feb. 90/2 The heads and hands have.

.

a rich touchiness of pencil Ibid. 1 Mar. 141/1 The trees..
have perhaps too minute a touchiness of foliage. 1821 i\tw
Monthly Mng. UI. 391 It is too nmch limited to the out-
hiie of the body ; it wants a good filling up, a breaking aiwl
touchiness in the intermediate spaces.

Touching (tz^'tjig), vbl. sb. [f. Touch v, +
-ING I.] The action of the verb Touch.
1. The action, or an act, of feeling something

with the hand, etc. ; tlie fact or stale of being
contiguous; touch, contact ; a touch; j/tfr. for the
' king's evil ' (quot. 1704).
c 12906"/. Lucy 33 in S.Eng. Leg. I. 102 poru? touchingue

of seinie Agace toumbe Jkju; schalt beo hoi a-non. /ZX450
A*«/. de la Tour{i^) 58 Leude louchinge and handelyng
sterithe and chafithe the flesshe. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's
lust. IV. xix. (1634) 723 Some he healed with toucbings,
other some with his word, fi 1657 Sm W. Mure Misc.
Poems xi. 6 Hands, forbeare to tuich Oght y^^ tuiching can
bewitch ! 1704 Loml. Gaz. No. 4020/4 Her Majesty think-
ing it necessary to discontinue Touchuig for this Season.
1842 Tennvson /.rtr^-.f/o'/^a//38 0urspiritsrush*d together
at the touching of the lips.

t b. The sense of touch. Obs,
c 1460 Wisdom 1 105 in Macro Plays 72 By towchynge, I

fcltepcynesmerte. isoo-ao Dunbar /*tvw/j-ix. i2Mywittis
fyve,—Inhering, seing,gusting,twiching,and smelling. 1656
Stanley ///i/. Philos. v. (1701) iSg/i The sense of Touching.
1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. iij7t) II. 179 The closer senses, if

1 may so call them, such as smelling, tasting, and touching,
are . .as simple as they are limited.

c. In various spec, senses : see the verb.
1671 Milton P. R. 11. 370 No interdict Defends the touch-

ing of these viands pure. 1705 Dekiiam in i'hil. Trans.
XXV. Z143 This way of I'ouching [with a magnetl. 1833
T. Hook Parson's Dau. mi. xii, The only difference Ijet ween
the passages is the frequency of touching in the one case.
1908 H. 1!. Morse Trade Chinese Emp. 148 A lot of sixty
[silver ingots] of which I saw the weighing and touching.

d. In reference to painting, or artistic or oilier

work ; also with np : see Touch v. 10, 34 a.

1781 Sir
J.

Reynolds Journ. Flanders^ etc. Wks. 1797
II. 87 [Tenter's] manner of touching, or what we call hand-
ling, has perhaps never been equalled. 1825 J. Nicholson
Opcrat. Meclianic ^ti%'\'\\Q several touchings and retouch-
ings requisite. 1902 A tlienxum 26 Apr. 538 /^ The toucbings-
up of the Gavotte were in the worst possible taste.

e. slang. Getting hold of money, as by theft, or
pocket-picking; also bribery (?(?^j.) : see Touch
v. 15, 16.

1726 C. D'Anvers Craftsman No. 32 (ed. 3) 299 If once be
gives himself up to touching..! give him over ;is incurable.
1896 A. Morrison Child ofihejago 231 It would never do
to go home without touching.

2. In various Jig. senses : Mention, treatment or
discussion; affecting or injuring; f charging,

accusalion, etc.

a 1400 Hvlton Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) i. ii, Made bi
tlie presence and the touchyng of a gootl angcU. 1410 in
Proc, Prn>y Council (183^) 1. 326 And yf by that mocioun
and touchyngge the forseide Emonde may fele the forseide
Due be ther of righte desirous. 1590 Sir

J. Smyth Disc.
Weapons Ded. 13 Is no other but a blaspheming and offend-
ing of God in the highest degree, a touching of the honour
of the Princes. ai6*s Sir H. Finch La7v (i63<^») 185 The
touching of him with some haiiious crime. 2711 Audison



TOUCHING.
S^ci. No. 34 p 6 To coiiimenU my Prudence in not touching
upon the Army,

t3. IStiildiiig. (pi.') Projections fiom the founda-
tions of a building, from wliich those of the ad-
joining building are begun. Obs.
1663 Gfr:RBlER Coutis€l 50 To cause the foundation of the

inlenUed building to be generally laid, without leaving any
toutchings.

4. attrib., as touching-distance; touching-stuff,
in engraving, a composition of •ork ashes, ivory-
black, gall, and treacle, used for touching up the
dark parts of a phite {Cent. Diet.).
1884 J. Tai r ,!//«,/ /•« ^raller (1895) 314 Criticism ' has

never reachetl_ nearer than touching^lislance to the extreme
outwoi ks of <Iivine tnith.

Touching, ///. a. Forms : see Toccn v.
[f. as prec. + -iNG -.] That touches : in various
senses of the verb.

1. ///. : chiefly of things : Coming into, or being
in contact.

1674 N. Fairfax Bntit ^ Setv. 113 Because this touching
draught is more broken in some, and more tight in others.

187s Knight l':cl. Mcch. s.v. Riding-fart, The joint part
of a scissors-blade which forms the touching portion back of
the rivet,

2. _/7j-. That touches the feelings or emotions;
such as to excite tender feeling or sympathy;
alTecting, pathetic, (The usual sense.)
In quoL 1508, ? ' sharp *, satirical or reproachful.
1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 303, I wald ryght

tuichaiid in talk be. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. iv. iii. 151 O in-
support.-ible, and touching lossc t 174a VouNG A7. Th, \\\.

3
JO If not foT^ot my touching tale. 1813 Scott Fezviil

xiii, So touching, also, in her simplicity and purity of
thought. 1870 HuxLEV/,<y/.y,>-/«.iiL (1874) 30 A touching
tilth in ihe etTicacy of acts of p.irliainent,

Tou'clling,//v/». Now somewhat an->i. Forms:
see Touch v.; also 4 -end(o, 4, 5 Sc. -ancl(e.
[The pres. pple. of Touch v. used prcpositionally

;

cf. Co.vcBE.iiso prep. I'rob. after F. totuhant, used
in the same way : see .ilso Touchant.]
1. (introd.) Where touching is in concord with

a prec. sb. or pron., and may be rendered ' that
refers or relates to" (Touch v. 18, ao). la later
use passing into 1. (Cf. Concebning prep. 1

.)
tlMO lyilt. PaterHe 1383 Kor \k tyding J-at ^ei told

touchend hire fader. 1456 Sir G. HAVK/.an//lr/«»(S.T..S.)
10 The visioun touchand the first tyme of the soroufull
Sersecucioun. 154a Hen. VllI m liiiccteucli M.'i.';. {Hist.
ISS. Comm.) I. 221 Certeine I hinges, .towcbing vs and.,

our Kealme. 1611 Elsing DcSates Ho. Lards (Camdoi)
129 There was debate touching Sir Gyles Moinpesaon.
.•TO*-"" Steelk Talltr No. 14s r i A late Request, .touch-
ing the Care of a young Daughter. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Curu/. I. iv. i.j<3 iwl^, 1 he dealings of the Assembly touch-
ing the abdication of Rolf.

2. Without concord, becoming entirely pre-
positional : In reference or relation to ; as to,
respecting, regarding ; in the way of mentioning
or treating of; concerning, about. (Cf. CoNCKRN-
isaprep. 1.)

<'»S CursarAf. 2301 1 (Fairf.) Saint aostin sais touchand
|c., G. cnent, 7'. of I )»at day Is nane can goddis consail say.
<ri4ao Maundev. (Roxb.) xxiiL 107 Wonder sutcll of witte
towchand any thing l»at bai will do. 1513 DoecuAS yKiuit
XII. Prol. 271 Twichand the lauyr buke of Dan VirzilL
•S9» T. It La Primaud, Fr. Acad. n. 49 The composition
of the head touching the bones thereof. 1611 BiBut Tratut,
I'ref- 5 This may suffice touching the Greeke lran>latioas
of the old Testament. 1771 SmoLLMTT Humfli.Ct. 17 Apr.,
The master of the company being lent for, and examined
touching the said Wilson. 1855 OlcxtH* Dorrit 11. xxviii,
fouching the bargain, your . . mocber was a little too calm.
8. Preceded by as. (Cf. COKCKlunMO prep. 3.)
c JjB* Chai»sr FranU. T. 685 Mo than a thousand stories
..Koude 1 now telle as touchynge this mateere. 1438
AtHHim. dt Metros (Bann, CL) 521 As twichand t>e plew of
land in ^ husbandry . .^ assis aaide it nedit na departiiioun.
a IS3J Ln. Boners t/tun lix. 203 What counsell wyl yegeue
measloucfayngyadmyrall? 1601 Holland Pliny %.xxx\i,
1. 287 As touching the Guls or Sca-cobs, they build in rockes.
I7to .M. Madan Tlutyflithctra I1781) I. 105 Tlie exceeding
Ignorance of mankind as touching the acts and dispensations
of that infinitely wise Being. 1890 Freeman in W. K. W.
Stephens Life & Lett. (18^5) II. 420 Your facts are very
valuable, specially as touching your own suy in Crete.

t4. Followed by 0/ or to (and mostly preceded
by lU as in 3), forming a prepositional phr. Ois.
At Intcliiiig /ar in I'aston Lett, is app. a confusion be-

tween as touclting and as/or.
1390 Gower Coiif. I. 307 Now tell me forth if ther be more

As touchendc unto Wraththes lore. Ibid. 1 1 1. 174 And as
totichende of this balaillc. Thou schalt noght of^lhe sothe
fade. t^ij-ifPastonLell. 1. lo As towchyng to the derth
of vytayles withyn thys.Cytee. ?«4SO /«<<. 161 As towch-
yng for tydyngs, I can none. 1513 ICoVEanAtK] Old God <V
JVeia (1534) Pj, Speake as towchyng to y« workes of theym
selues.

Touohinirly (toljigli), aJv. [f. TouCHlNti
///. a. + -I.Y-.] In a touching manner; so as to
touch the feelings; afTectingly, pathetically.
1717 Garth Ofid's Afet. Pref., This last fable shows how

touchlngly the poet argues in love affairs, as well as those
of Medea and Scylla. 1814 Examiner 246/2 Sympathy.,
makes the scene tell more touchinglv. 1884 Q. Victoria
.More Leaves 210 He prayed most touchingly for me.
So Tonchlngness, touching or aflecting quality,

pathos.

. %}V, •^- Hill Wks. (1753) H. 355 He . . charm'd me
Infinitely . . by a peculiar touchingness, in cadency of voice.

187

1823 E.vaminer ^\i/z Her medium notes have a touching.
^';'^s_aboiit them which is not common. 184K Eraser's Alttg.

' 3r5 To. .prove The simple toticliingness of Morn.XXI
1876 G. Mkhedith Beauclt. Career II. v. 79 Beaiichamp
had the history, .recounted to him, with a mixture of Gallic
irony, innuendo, openness, touchingness, ridicule, and
charity novel to his ears.

Touchit, Sc. obs. var. Tewhit, the lapwing.
Tonchless (tt^-tJilesX a. [f. Touch sl>. + -less.]

a. Devoid of the sense of touch, b. Incapable of
l>eing touched, intangible : cf. viewless.
1813 T. Busby Lucretius I. in. 936 As the touchless sp.ace,

they're free from blow. 1871 Huxley Crit. f^ Addr. xiii.

('873) 343 Of course our touchless man would be devoid of
.any notion of resistance. 1888 B. W. Richardson Son 0/Star xii, Touchless with human hands. Sightless with
human eyes.

,

Tou-ch-line. [f. Touch sb. or v. + Line sb.^

I
1 1- Gcom. A straight line that touches a curve

;

a tangent. Obs. (Orig. two words.)
' IJSI Recorde Patina. Knmvl. \. Defin., A touche lync, is
a hue that runneth a long by the edge of a circle, onely
touching it, but doth not Crosse the circumference of it.

'S93 Fale Dialling j Which shall be called the touch line
or line of Contingence. 167s Collins in Rigaud Corr.

'u"n.'""'
''^••'' '• ^'7 'f y°" conceive a chord line to join

R, T, and a touch-line to be drawn at either of those.
2. {touch line.) A line in a diagram representing

the touch of the counter of a ship : see Touch sb. 23.
1797 Encycl. /irit. (ed. 3) XVII. 392/t Take the round up

of the upper counter from the dimensions, and set it below
the touch at the middle, and with a pencil draw a level line ;

lake also the round aft, and set it forward from the touch on
the touch line, and st^uare it down to the pencil line.

3, Football. The boundary line on each side of
Ihe field of play, e.ttending from goal-line to goal-
line: cf. Touch sb. \2.

if***
^"^'^ '''"" •** '3^ IDiaeram of football ground).

1 he goals at either end ;.. the go.Tl lines;.. touch, the touch
lines. iWg Pauline VIII. 38 The kick, which was very new
Ihe touch-line, was not successful. 1895 Outing (U. S.)
-XXVI 1, 247/2 The Canadian football field. . . Aloiig the edges,
from one end to another, run the * touch lines , and when
the ball goes over these it is not in play.

Toa'cli-Iue-I10:t, sb. [phrase used as sb.']

1. Name for two different kuids of plants with
seed-vessels which burst at a touch, fa. The
Squirting Cucumber : see Cucumber 3. Obs.
"597 Gkrarhe l/eriai n. cccxxvii. 766 Cucunu's asininus.

Wilde Cucumber... Called., wilde Cucumber, .and Touch
me not. 1611 in Cotgr. s,v. Coucombre. 1760 J. Lee
Introd. Dot. App. 330 Touch me not, Alomordica.

b. The Yellow Italsam (^/m/a/rmi Noli-tatigere),
or other species of Impaiiens, the ripe capsules of
which split open with a jerk on being touched.
1659 Gaudrn Tears Cli. «»»ij. Presbytery seeming like

the plant called Touch me not, which flies in the face, and
breaks in the fingers of those that pres.se it. \-fia J. Lkk
Introd. Bot. App. 330 Touch nie not, Iinpattens. 1885
HoRNADAY > Vrs. in yungle xxv. 300 A bed of touch-me-
nots took me back like a (lash to the terr.ite flower.licds at
college. 1888 llarfers Mag. Dec, 153/2 The ' touch-me.
not 'or ^snapwecd of the loilering school-boy, with its
touchy, jumping pods, popping even at a hard look or breath.

2. A name for the tlisease Lupus.
i860 Mavme Expos, /..ex., Toueh-me.not, common name

for the disease Noli me tangere.

3, gen. A person or thing that must not be
touched ; in quot., a forbidden topic.
1891 Daily Sews 8 May 5/5 Military matters,. are a

' toncn-me-not ' here.

b. attrib. or as adj.

«8ja Thackeray Esmond lit. iv. The .saucy little beauty
earned her head with a toss. .and assumed a touch-me-not
air, which all her friends very good.humouredly txiwed
to. 1880 'OuidaM/oM/43 Just the old-fashioned, prudish,
opcti-air, touch-me-not Engfishwoman.
Hence Ton ch-me-nb't-lsh a. [-ish'], having a

'touch-me-not' character; whence Ton-oh-me-
no't-lahness {tunice-wd.). Cf. sland-off-ish.
1837 DicKKNS Pickw. viii, "There was a dignity in the air,

a tuuch-me-not-ishness in the walk, a majesty in the eye of
the spinster aunt.

Touch-no-wall, -s : see Touch- ] b.

Tou'ch-piece. [f. Touch v. or sb. + Piece sb.']

1. A coin or medal (originally a gold angel, in

later times specially struck for the purpose in gold
or silver) given by the sovereign to each person
touched for the ' king's evil' (Touch v. 2 b).

1844 Chron. Seasons 11. 26 Touch.pieces were a sort of
coins, of which the king, when he touched a person in order
10 cure the evil, u-sed to hang one round the neck of the
patient. 1855 Smedlkv, etc. Occult Sc. 341 The touch-
pieces were generally preserved with great care, and worn
as amulets. tgo8 At/tenxum 20 June 769/1 There are
varieties of gold and silver touch.pieces ot the time of
James 11.

2. A piece of mechanism tiperated by a touch.
1897 Daily News 7 June 6/4 'The observer taps a little

touch-piece by the side of the instrument, and this move-
ment is conveyed by galvanic wire to the chronograph. '

3. A piece of music designed to exhibit the touch
of the performer, a toccata, (nome-use.)
1900 New Cent. Rezu VII. 394 A Toccata (or touch-piece).

+ Tou'ch-powder. Obs. [This appears to be
the earliest of the series of compounds mentioned ',

in Touch- i c, in which touch- signifies the ready
kindling or setting fire to something; app. from

|

OF. tochier {le feu), touchier to set fire. Touch-

TOUCHWOOD.
powder prob. represented an OF. *poujre-(i-toticher
{le/cu). Thence touch-box, -hole, -pan, etc., and
the parallel touch-wood, etc.] A fine kind of
gunpowder placed in the pan over the touch-hole
in an old-fashioned fire-arm; priming-powder.
Also attrib,

i \1S n'^'lL^^'- 'fV;Y'J '"'«*' '8 Towchepoudre..

f J Ki
'S.o8y)«. /.rf. Il,gh Treas. Scot. IV. 137 Item,

for double gilling of the Kmgis twich powdir horn, xxvj srai Carrards Art ll-arre 6 Let him make hys TutchPouder. 1598 [see Touch-box).

Touchquhare, obs. form of Tocher.
Touchstone (tft/istoun). Forms : see Touch

V. (f. Touch- i-i- Stone: cf, OK. touchcpierre,-
V.purre de touche, Sp. piedra de toques]
1. A very smooth, fine-grained, black or dark-

coloured variety of quartz or jasj^er (also called
liASANlTJs), used for testing the quality of gold and
stiver alloys by the colour of the streak produced
by rubbing them upon it ; a piece of such stone
used for Ihis purpose.

I 1530PALSGR. 282/1 Touch stone toprovegolde with. 1754Vhd. Trans. XLVI 1 1. 664 The difference in colour of these
compositions was much less conspicuous on the touchstone.
l8ia J. Smvth Pract. 0/Customs (1811) 262 Touchstone is
the Basaltes, a heavy hard stone, of a very fine texture, of
a deep Rlossy black, resembling that of polished .steel. 1908
1 L IJ, MoKSK Trade Cfiinese Etitp. 149 A silver coniinercially
pure, as shown by the crude methods of the touchstone,

^- fiS- That which serves to test or try the
genuineness or value of anything ; a test, criterion.
•"533 Frith .-Inotlier Ilk. agst. Rastell (1829) 216 Lay

them to the touclistone, and try them with God's word.
>S3S.Coveruale Ecclus. vi. 21 Vnto soch she is as it were
a twichstone, & he casteth her from him in all the haist.
t6y7 Coj't. I 'cnice 106 'Therefore it is that Venice is called
the School and Touchstone of Embass,idors- a 1720 Shef-
HELD (Dk. BuckhuL) IVks. (1753) II. 207 Time, .in all matters
of writing, is the only true touchstone of merit. 182a Haz-
litt Tablc-t. I. xi. 253 Well-disested schemes will sUand
the touchstone of experience, 1871 Blackik Four Phases

.
i- 42The touchstone. .todistinguish thetrue man.. fromthe
false pretender.

2. Applied to other stones of similar texture and
colour, as black marble or b.asalt. (Cf, Touch sb. 6,)
1481-3 Ace. E.xcli. K. R. Bd. 496. No. 26 (MS.), Ultra Iv

dohjs lapiduni de Caiie,..et xxxiij doliis de Touchstone,
1509 Hawes /'oj/. /'/t-(M. XXXV, (Percy Soc.) 184 Into tlie

castell of olde foundacion, Walled about with the blaeke
tuuiJie stone. 1(84 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1S86) I.

294 The iwcc of tutch stone w"' my Ladye Bacon lialh
cyven vnto this woorke. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beusts
(1658) 377 Upon the steps of the Capitol of Rome, there
were two Lions of black Marble touch-stone, (11647
Habington Surr. Wore, in IVorcs. Hist. Soc. Prof.
I. 102 AIL.wrytten in 'J'uchstone with letters of goulde.
1670 Pettus Fodinx Reg. i If common Stones onely are
found (as Marble, Touchstone, Freestone, etc.) we call them
Quarries, and_ not Mines, 1845 Parker Gloss. Arcltit.,
Touch-stone [is] a name sometimes applied to compact
dark-coloured stones, such as Purbeck and Petworth marble
. - frequently used for fine work in Gothic architecture.

Touchwood (tc'tjiwud). [f. Touch- ic-i-

Wooi) sb.] Wootl or anything of woody nattire, in

such a state as to catch fire readily, and which can
\k used as tinder, a. The soft white substance
into which wood is converted by the action of
certain fungi, especially of Polyponts squamostts,

and which has the property of burning for many
hours when once ignited, and is occasionally self-

luminous.
By confusion the name is sometimes applied to the powdery

snuff-coloured mass into which wood is sometimes converted
without the agency of fungi, by a process of slow chemical
combustion {eremacausis), which is not distinguishable
from the effects ofdry rot, except by the absence of fungous
spawn. (M. J. Berkeley in Treas. Hot. 1866,)

1579 LvLV Euphues (Arb,) 62, I, but Euphues, hath she
not h.trd al-so that the dry touchewoode is kindled with
lylne . . that the fire quickly burneth the flaxe ? 162Z Burton
knot. Atel. Ill, il II. K (1651) 450 As match or touchwood
takes fire, so doth an idle person love. 1646 Sir T. Browns
Pseud.Ep. 1 1. V. 89 To make white powder. . . The best I know
is by the powderof rotten wil lowest spunck, or touchwood pre-

pared, might perhaps make it russet. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 14 He had rather see the whole Fleet

parch'd up like 'I'ouchwood, for want of Water. 1799 Med.
jrttl. II. 298 Observations, .on the luminous property of
touchwood. 1809 Mai.kih Git £las IV. vii._Fi3 Gonzales,

dry as touchwood, with all its inflammability. 1887 T.
Hardy li-'oodlamters III. ix. 183 The rain had imparted
a phosphorescence to the pieces oftouchwood. 1898 Watts-
DuNTON Ayhviit xv. vi, A fallen willow tree, the inside of
which w,as all touchwood.

b. A name given to various fungi, esp. two
species of Polyporus {P. or Fomesfomcniarius and
P. or F. igniarius), also called Touchwood Boletus,

or to the tinder called ' amadou ' made from them,

Cf, Tinder,
The former of these is found on oak, beech, birch, lime,

etc., the latter (which requires a process of preparation) on
ash, poplar, willow, plane, fir, etc.

1598 Florio, Pano. .touchwood, or a spungie swelling on
trees like a niushrume, z666 Pepys Diary 12 Nov., His
skeleton [is here seen], with the flesh on j but all tough and
dry like a spongy dry leather, or touchwood all upon his

bones. 1688 R, Holmk. Armoury \[.8^/^ Touchwood (is) a
kind of hard, dry, spungy Mushroom. 1778 Lightfoot Flora
Scot.it-j&g) II. 1024 Bo/etus igniarius. Touchwood Boletus,

..An excellent touchwood is made from this Fungus by..

ii-2
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pounding and boiling it up with saltpetre. 1845-50 Mrs.
Lincoln Led. Bot. 199 'J he genus lioletus contains the

touchwood, or spunk, which is sometimes used as tinder.

c. Jig. Said of a thing or person that easily * takes

fire ', or which, like tinder, * kindles* something else

(qnot. 1601) ; esp. an irascible or passionate person,

one easily incensed. Now rare^
[i6ot Dent Patkw. Heaven 204 Sins of oppression .. be

the very fire-brands ofGods wrath, and as it were touch-wood,
to kindle his anger.] 1617 Middleton & Rowley Fair
Quarrel 11. i, The Colonel, soon enrag'd, as he's all touch-

wood. £i6ao Fletcher & ^\.s%'5\^ii^\(. Lit. French Lawyer
li. iti, Peace touchwood, 1761 G. Colman Jealous Wife i.

i. She is all Impetuosity and Fire.—A very Magazine of
Touchwood and Gunpowder. 1840 Life ofOrigen vli. 66
Wood, hay, stubble, and that which soonest burns of any-
thing, the touchwood of denial.

d. attrib. and Comb,
1784 CowpER Task VI. 688 From his touchwood trunk

the mulberry-tree Supplied such relics as devotion holds
Still sacred. 1864 Tennyson Ayhiier's F. 514 There the
manorial lord too curiously Raking in that piillennial touch-
wood-dust Found for himself a bitter treasure-trove.

Touchy (t^'tji), a. Also 7 tutchie. [f. Touch
sb. or v. + -\\ but in sense i perh, an alteration of

Tetchy.]
L Easily moved to anger ; apt to take offence on

slight cause ; highly sensitive in temper or disposi-

tion ; irascible, irritable, testy, tetchy.
1605 KiugLeir^ Daughters D j, She breeds yong bones,

And that is it makes her so tutchy sure. 1619 Beaum. &
Fl. Maid's Trag. iii. ii, Y'are touchie without all cause.
a 1651 '^9.ou%Queen i, iv, Ther's the old tutchie testie Lord.
1656 H, Jeanes Fuln^ Christ 79 If earthly Potentates be
so tender, and touchy in the point of their Embassadours
honour and safety. 170a C. Mather Magn^ Chr, i, ii. (1852)

50 Avoid all discoveries of a touchy humour, 1843 Le
Ff.vre Life Trav, Phys. 1. 1. viii. 170 .She was most touchy
upon the subject of age. 1903 G, H. Birch Lond, ok
Thames ii. 18 The citizens wanted no foreigners—they were
always very touchy on that subject.

2. Sensitive to touch ; physically irritable.

Quot. 1618 perh. belongs rather to i.

1618 Latham 2nd Bk. Falconry xiv. 57, I perceiued her
to bee very tutchie and coy to IJee handled. 1658 A. Fox
WiirttC Surg. 1. vl. 25 As often as a vein or sinew is touclit

. . is a new pain caused ; for they are very touchy and full of
sense. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp, 209 Those whose
Gilts being wove up of fine-spun Fibrills, are touchy and
irritable. 1806-7 J* Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826)
XI. XV, Jarring the touchy part of your elbow against the
edge of the table. x888 [see Touch-me-not 1 h\

b. Taking fire when touched with a spark

;

easily ignited.
In quots. 1660 and 1766 combining this sense and 1.

1660 [implied in Touchiness 1]. 1679 Phil. Collect. XIL 7
Our Colliers assure me that those touchy Works which are
continually apt to take Fire, do it most,. in the Winter.
I'jG^ Goody Two-Shoes'w. (i88a) m You are both as touchy
as Tinder, and very often make your own House too hot to
hold you.

3. Ticklish, risky, precarious; not to be touched
without clanger. (Cf. 2 b.)

X620 WoTTON in Reliq, (1672) 500 In such a touchy lime
as this, 1 had almost had my share. 1651 N. Bacon Disc,
Govt. Fng, II. vi. (1739) 36 It is a touchy thing to have to
do with fire, lest it get too high, 1697 Collier Ess. Afor.
Subj. I. "(1709) 53 You are upon a touchy Point, and there-
fore I hope you will treat so nice a Subject, -with propor-
tionable Caution. 1884 Graphic 15 Nov. 518/2 These were,
of course, very touchy subjects to ask of courtiers.

4. Paintingf Draiuing^ etc. Characterized by or
composed of distinct touches or light strokes.

i8ao Examiner No. 651. 634/1 One of the prime beauties
. .is its extensiveness of touchy marking, whereby in all \\\i

parts the eye is most satisfactorily entertained. z8a<5 Ibid.

342/1 Indifferent anatomical drawing and a want of touchy
pencilling. 1839 Chatto& Jackson Wood Engraving\\\u
649 The drawing, which originally may have been clear and
touchy, loses its brightness, and becomes indistinct from its

frequent contact with the soft pliable paper.

5. Involving a mere light touch, nonce-use,

1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie xiv. As if some gentle
hand had.. dipped them—just a tiny touchy dip, in a moU
ten ruby.

+ 6. * Touched' or slightly affected in the head
;

slightly crazed or crack-brained, * cranky' : in comb.
touchy'headed.
1666 J. Smith Old Age To Rdr. Aiijb, The Author.. is

himself as willing, as any touchy-headed Decryers of Ana-
tomy and Anatomists, .that all the shame, .should return
upon his own pate. 1675 E. Wilson Spadacrette Dund-
tnensis Pref. 17 Those touchy headed Chymists, who pre-
tend to PanacEea's, Universal Medicines, Secrets, and such
like whimsical Remedies,

Touck, -e, Toucker, obs, ff. Tuck sb, and ».,

TucKEK. Touel, Touele, obs. ff. Towel, Tewel.
Touflfan, -on, obs. forms of Tvpuoon.

llTong (twg). [a. F. toug^ ad, Turk, cy tugh

tail of a horse.] The Turkish standard, consisting
of a horse's tail fixed at the end of a short pike.
1687 A. LovELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. 81 The Toug is a

Horses Tail fastened to the head of a Pike: It is neuer put
out but in extreme necessity, and then all the Militia must
take the Field. 1901 R. W, Chambers Maids ofParadise
V, I could still hear., the tinkle of the silver chimes on their
toug.

Tough (ti'O) ^- if^V'i sb.) Forms: a. i t6h,
t6ch, 3 tou, 3-5 tou5, to5, 3-6 tow, 4 touh,
towhy towj, to^e, 4-5 togh, towe, 5 touj'?,

tow^e, toghe, towghe, toogh, touhe, (towhhe),

,

5-6 towgh, toughe, 4- tough. /3. Sc. 5-9 touch,
i tough, (5-6 tewch, 6 tuich, tewgh, tecch,

I

twch, -o, twich). 7. (with inorganic -t) 3 toht,

3-4 to^t, 3-5 tou^t, Sc, 4 tucht, 5 tou^te, tout

;

6 Sc. tewcht, 5. 4-5 tuf, 7 tuflfe, 7-8 tufif. [OK.
iJh :~*t{/nh \-~*tanh, OTeut. */rti;xw-2 ; NFris. toch^

inch. From an OTeut. stem *tayx'> ^^*JS''i whence
OK.ge-t^nge. Cf. (with ending oi-ja decl.) OS.*ldhi
(MLG, lilflei, LG. laa, lagc, iaUy Ddl iaai)\ OHO.
zdhi (MLG, zdhey zo^he, zivch, Ger. zahe^ zdh)."]

1. Of close tenacious substance or texture;

strongly cohesive, so as to be pliable or ductile

;

I

not easily broken, divided, or disintegrated ; not

j

fragile, brittle, or tender; of food, difficult to

I

masticate.
a, a7oo Fpinal Gloss. (O.E.T.) 581 Lenta, tarda vet toch.

j

Ibid, 614 Lcntum vinun^ toch gerd. cq^% Corpus Gloss.

120-J Lentitm vimen, toh ^erd. <r 1275 Lav. 5865 Kerue^>
^oure speres lang and makej> heom to^e an Strang. 1340-

70 Alex. (5- Dind. 601 Hue tilede in bur time on J>e touh
crl>e, & whete sobliche sew. 13.. E. E, A Hit. P. B. 630
[Abraham] a calf bryngez pat watz tender & not toge ; bed
..^athe hit sel>e faste. 1387 'i'\t^\is\ HigdeniKoWs) IV.

317 Temperynge of gtas to make (>e glas tough i-now to

bende. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk, 10877 The spere was tow &
j

long. c:i400 Dcstr, Troy 7495 Telamon, the tore kynj^,
' with a togh speire. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 498/1 Towhhtr,

: not tendyr {A. tow, P. tough). 1552 Huloet, Towgh, tenax.

I

i6xa Two Noble K. il v. 2, I have not seenc.a man of

tougher synewes. 1697 Drvden Vi^- Georg. 11. 628 The
tougher Yeugh Receives the bending Figure of a Bow, 1769
K. Bancroft GKza«rt 209 Itsbody is tough and fibrous. 1827

;
Fabaday Chem. Manip. v. (1842) 151 A wrought-iron mortar
..would be too tough. 1843 Mrs. Caklvle Lett. (1883)

I. 2ig The *cold fowl' was. .as tough as leather.

^. CX470HENRY /Fa//a<rtf xt. 1061 VVithseuircordys-.Bath
scharp and tewch. 15x3 Douglas /Eneis vii. xiii. 65 Knyt
wyth a teuch string, a 1584 Montgomerie Cherrie ff Sine

! 328 The Cherries. .greweOn trimblingtwktis tewch.
^
a 1758

I "Kmasky Address of Thanks x^t'Thvit setting-dog his man.
May.. use a teugh St, Johnston ribbon.

Y. i«97 Tou^t [see 8J. C1586 Dunbar's Poems xxxii. 24
Na 50WIS auld, twch [Afaitl, MS. tewcht) and sklender.
S, a i^oo-So Alexander 219 Tachid in his for-top—twa tufe

homes, a x6oa Tuffe [see sense 4]. 1653 Walton Angler
xii. 223 Gentles.. is a good bait.. being lively and tuffe.

1665 HooKK Micros^r. $i The pure parts of metals are of
themselves very flexible and tuff, a 1679 R. Bovle Guzman
II. Dram. Wks. 1739 II. 267 Let his Skin be tuff as Wall.
1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 1. ('686) 3 Silver which is tuff^ or

hard. X773 W. Ellis C/iiitern ^ I'ale Farm. 8 Being
tuffer, and more tenacious th.an any other.

2. Of viscous consistence or nature; sticky, ad-

hesive, tenacious ; glutinous.

I
ciooo Sax, Leechd, III. 16 Gnid Sa buteran on 3sem

hwetstane mid copore l>aet heo beo wel toh. 1382 Wvclif
Gen. xi. 3 Thei hadden .. tow? cley for syment. c X440
Pallad. on Husb. i. 66 Tough to ghie ayein though thowc
it delve. 1460 Capgrave Chron, (Rolls) 3oTowerde, cleped

I
bitumen. 1530 Tindalb ./Jw-sw. More iv. xii, Wks. (1573)

I

338/1 A carte that is ouer laden.. in a tough mire maketh

I

them [the horses] stand still. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg.
III. iv. 228 Clear water, somewhat tuff and sKmie. 1789

j

W. BucHAN Dom. Med. (1wj) 675 Tough viscid saliva. 1800

j

Med. Jrnl. III. 154 The first class possess tough, glutinous
: juices.

^._fig. Stiff; severe, violent; •|*(sometinies)grievous,

painful; of a contest, etc.: stoutly maintained,

strenuous, vigorous and stubborn.
a, cr X205 Lay. 9319, & HamunhimtostracMidto)en[^i275

luj^er] his mxine, 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10605 Wan tueye
stronge come)> to gadere, it is somdel tou {n'me sloul-

ta 1300 Cursor M, 24439 (Cott.), 1 sagh him dei, i sorud ai,

..mi tening es sa togh. c 1430 Hymns I^'irg. 120 With
wawys grete, & stormys towe. 1539 Taverner Erasm.
Prov. (1552) 3 They wil giue much tougher and more ernest
strokes. ai66x Fuller Worthies, IVanvick (1662) u, 122

There was a tough contest betwixt the South and Northei n-

men in that university. 1865 Gosse Land ^ Sea (1874) 4
A tough breeze from the westward. 1891 C. Robekis
Adrift Avier. 153 In spite of the tough racket I had bad.
y. 13.. R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) 517 pe wrastlingc

bitvene horn was somdel to3t [rime ibro3t]. 1400-40 Ibid,

App. H. 41 pat bataile was wel tow^t [rime nougtj. Ibid.

App. XX. 150 Sumdel J?at was tout [rime noutj.

4. Capable ofgreat physical endurance; strongly

resisting force, injury, fatigue, etc. ; not easily over-

come, tired, or impaired ; hardy, stout, sturdy.
CX330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13038 Petron had

go, nad Beofs be tow. 1393 Langl, P. PI. C. xiii. 187 Ac
;

seedes J>at been sowen and mowe suffre wyntres, Arcn
tydyour and tower to manncs by-hofthes. x4Sx Capgrave
Life St. Gilbert 73 Hb witte as fresch,. .his mynde as tow,
..as euyr J?ei were. XS71 Satir. Poems Reform, xxv. 100
They know 1 am ane tuil^eour teoch. ^ 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist, 258 A painefuU and laborious fellowe, and
such a one as is hard and toughe, and able to indure toile.

a x6o2 in Campion Art Eng. Poesie v. 18 All the glebe His
tuffe hands manur'd. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 322
A Glebe that asks Tough Teams of Oxen, and laborious

Tasks. 1775 Shhridan Rivals i. i. There is an old tough
aunt in the way. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi, That was
what tough old Sir Evan Dhu used to say. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Ability

t Even the.. sots of England are of a
tougher texture.

5. Having great intellectual or moral endurance

;

difficult to influence, affect, or impress ; steadfast,

firm, persistent; also, stubborn, obstinate, hardened.
£:x4oo 26 Pol, Poi-ms xxv. 521 Yef myn hert be styf and

towe. To thaiike the in wele and woo. 141X Ibid. x. 35 My
loue to man it was so tow. 1519 Hokman l-^ulg, 142 b, The
stcwardc uf the houtie in hardc and toughe. X603 Knolles

Hist. Turks (1621) ^5 A man of ripe yeares, but yet 6ercc
of courage, tough in opinion. 1780 Cowper Table-Talk
458 Obduracy takes place ; callous and tough. The repro-
bated race grows judgment proof. 1848 Dickens Dombey
X, You'll find him tough, Ma'am, Tough, Sir, tough is

ioseph. X898 Daily News 25 Jan. 6/2 As a witness lx:fore

arliamentary Committees he was what is call^ ' a tough
customer '.

6. Diihcult to do, accomplish, perform, or deal
with ; hard, trying, laborious, troublesome.
1619 ViscT. Doncaster Let. in Eng. ^ Germ. (Camden)

133 To perswade them to hearken to a treaty would prove
a tough piece of worke. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) 1. iv.

XV. 117 IThe town of Breda] hath yeelded.., after a tough
siege of thirteen months. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian
xiii, They should find lough work of it. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth XV, ' It will be a tough job ', growled the assa.<vsin.

1853 KiNGSLEY Hypatiaxxw, [He] comforted his troubled
soul with a tough problem of astronomy.

b. Hard to believe or understand; taxing
credulity or comprehension.
xSao W, Irving in Life/^ Lett. (1864) I. xxviL 159 When

your l>oy grows large enough to understand tough stories.

X840 Barham /«j^(7Z Leg. Ser. 1. Ace. New Play, Tell us
lough yarns, and then swear they are true. i86x Du
CiiAiLLU Equal. Afr. xii. 155 This seemed to them the
toughest yarn of all.

7. U.S. Ofcriminal or vicious proclivities, Cf. B.
X884 J. Miller Mem. 9f Rime i. 9 And oh ! but this is a

tough town ! 1894 Stead IfChrist Came to Chicago 35 An
oasis of cleanliness and light in the midst of a district which
was decidedly tough. Ibid. 36 One of the toughest of the
toughs in the slums.

1 8. Phrase. To make it tough, a. To make it

difficult; to make difficulties about doing some-
thing ; to show reluctance. Obs,
xa97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10498 pe king gtosede her & >er&

made it somdel toujt, Ac J>o it com to J>e strengj>e he noldc
it graunti nou5t. CX369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunch* 531 Lo
howe goodly spake this knyght . . And made it neyther tough
ne que^nu c X400 Rowland ff 0.x\% t>ou may langill it

make it toughe. <r 14x1 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 5516
'lulius*, quod he, 'make it noght so tow \v.r. tougn] \
c X470 Golagros ^ Gaw. 1069 It may nocht mend the ane
myte to mak it so teugh. X530 Palsgr. 624/2, I make it

lough, I make it coye, as maydens do, or persons that be
strange if they be asked a questyon...Mary, you make it

toughe, MariCt vousfaitcz le dangereux.

t b. To be persistent or obstinate. Obs,
a XS49 in Laneham's Let. (1871) Pref. 151 Albeit ye mak it

never sa tewch. To me your labour is in vane, c 1560 A.
Scott Poetns (S.T.S.) ii. 154 Quhen thai saw Sym sic curage
ta, And Will mak it sa twche.

t9. <\\xvis\-adv. Vigorously, stoutly; persistently.
X398 Trevisa Barilt, De P. R. xi. xviii. (Tollem. MS.), Yf

it be tou^e [cd. 1535 strongly] blowe, and J»anne broke.
CX470 Golap-os^ Gaw. 704 The wyis.AlI to-tumit thair
cntyre, traistly and tewch. xs8x Satir. Poems Reform.
xliv. 125 Quhen as he draue and Knox held steuc the
pleuch. And Methuen seu adulterie so teuch. 1805 A
Douglas Poems{,i^o6) 12 At Luncarty they fought fu' teuch.
1827 W. Taylor Poems (ed. 2) 98 (E.D.D.) The carle he did
play sae teugh.

10. a. In special collocations, as tough-cake:
see quots. 1881, 1896; tough-iron: see quot.
1 686; tough-pitch == tough-cake; tough-stone
==^ puff-stone (Puff sb, 9 b).

C1640 J. Smyth Hundred of Berkeley (jSBs) 175 In this

toune [Dursley] is a rocke of a strange stone called a PufTc
stone or as some pronounce it a tough stone. x686 Plot
Stajjfordsh. 161 The fourth and best sorts of Iron they call

tougb-lron of which they make all sorts of the l<cst wares.
x88i Raymond Mining Gloss., Tougk^dke, refined or com-
mercial copper. Ibid., Tou^h-pitch^ see Tough-cake. X896
E. Durham Gloss., Toughcake, a water-cake, or white-cake,
baked on the girdle. No currants used.

b. In comb, (chiefly parasynthetic) with other
adjs., as tough-backed^ -looking^ -tfietailedt -shelUd,
'Skinnedj 'Sti-ung,

a i6a5 Fletcher & Massinger Elder Brother v. i, A true
tough-metaird blade. 168a N. O. Boilcau's Lutrin 11. 14

' A tough-back't Knave. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I,

644 Their solid bones, their tough-strung muscles, their
strong-bounding blood. 1825 Coleriixje /.tfW., ^t; J. Gill-
man (1895) 743 Nature is. .tough-lived as a turtle. x8a6
Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. 132 A tall, spare, touyh-
lookingwoman, with a long bony face. x87» Browning />>?«tf
xxxi, Unsensitive, tough-thonged In lieu of our fine nerve.

B. sb. U>S, A street ruffian ; cf. Rough sb,^ 7,
1866 HowELLS I'cnet, Life ii, The toughs of the distant

;
alleys. 1884 J. Miller ^1em. ff Rime i. 9 Another ' tough *

. .helped them hustle me in. AyjOuiingiS^. S.) XXX. 429/1
It has spoiled our football, ruined our baseball, except for

the 'tough'. X903 C Lumholtz Unkncwn Mexico I. 3
A raid on the camp by some loughs in the neighbourhood.

Tough, obs. variant of Tow v,^

+ Toughe, towghe. Irish Hist. Obs. Also 6
toghe. \zit^\,\x, tuath (-M = -/i) territory, district.

Joyce Irish Names of Places ser. 2 (1875) 212, ciies

I TuoghnafallzxA Tttogh oftlu Fall from early 1 7th cgranis,
as name of a district south of Belfast, now known as 'The
Falls ' ; the orig. Irish being Tuath-na^hfdl, district of the
fdls, i. e. hedges or enclosures.]

A territory or district in Ireland.

I

(.. Old Ir. doct., cited in G. Hill Plantation in Ulster
(1S77) 102 This is the number of Tuaihs [districtsl that are
in Tirconnell.] 1584 Calr. Carav MSS, II. 391 The towghe
of the two towghes, called the barony of Cionballykeman
1586 Ibid. 42S The three toughes of Donseverige, Loghgill,
and Toghe Ballamonyn. xpo6 Proc. R. Irish Acad. XXVI.
58 Ancient Castles of Co. Limerick,.. These baronies were
divided into Toghes, ' tuaths ', or cantreds.

' Toughe, variant of Tow sb,^ Obs,



TOUGHEN.

Touglien (tyfn), v. [f. Tough a. + -en s.]

1. Iratis. To make tough.

iSSa Stanyhurst Miuh ill. (Arb.) 76 O my son j€neas,

with Troian destenye toughncd. 1703 T. N. City ^ C.

Purchasir 213 To toughen his Nails that were brittle.

1739 G. Smith Laboratory (1799) 1. 11. 69 heading. Method

of testing, refining, separatinK, allaying, and toughening

(gold and silver). 1901 F. W. Maitland Rede Led. =7

Any scheme better suited to harden and toughen a tradi-

tional body of law. 1906 Meiii. Abi. Temfle I. 471 ITie

experience of life had toughened the fibre of thought

3. intr. To become tough.

1707 MoKTlMKR llusb. (1721) I. 185 Lay them in some

Room three or four Weeks or more, that they may coul,

give and toughen. 1801 Soutiiky Thalaba ix. xxx. Ere the

green beauty of their brittle youth Grows brown, and

toughens in the summer sun. 1

Hence Toughened (tf -fnd) ppl. a.. Toughen-

ing (to-fnil)) vbl. sb. and ///. a. ;
Tonghener

(t/rf'nai), one who or that which toughens.

i87« EncyO. Brit. V. 754/2 'Toughened cL-iss invented.

1894 Chicago Athaxct 25 Oct. iiS/r (They) went away.,

with a toughened propensity to be bad. 1895 C W. LY.\lArJ

in Voice (N. Y.) 5 Dec. 7/2 Recommended as a *loughencr

of the constitution. 1868 Jovnson MelaU 43 The 'toughen.

ing of cast-iron. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed Shipbuild. xxl. 317

The toughening effect produced on a mass of Steel when it

b heated, and plunged into a bath of oiU i88l Raymond
Mining Gli^s., TougkeniHg, refining, as of copper or gold.

Tougher, obs. form of Tocmeb.

Tonghish (U'fiJ), a- [f. Tough a.-h-i8Hi.]

Somewhat tough.
i77« DACosTACo«Aaiv,i2i.\kindoftoughishcoriaceous

or leather-like substance. 184a Darwin in Li/e
<J-

Lett.

(1887) I. 271 A toughish argument. i88j .Standard iftSeft.

3/1 The hmpet is. .a tougmsh comestible.

TougMy (t»-fli), adv. [I. ToDGH a.-H-LY-'.]

In .1 tough manner (in various senses of Tough) ;

strenuously ;
persistently ; stoutly ; vigorously.

c 1400 Afol. Loll. 63 (pei) t>at he knawi(> to slond tou;ly

in ber synnis bat >iei h.m don. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111.

viil. 74 Nottocieueouer tou5ly toj^isaffeccion. t589GREENB
McnafhoH (Arb.) 83 They fell loughly to blowes. 163s
Shikley Coronat. i, Cassander,. .oppos'd him touehly with

bisfaction. i7i8RAMSAY/VjW«xi. 32 He. .laidtill tteughly

tooth and nail. i8ai Joanna Baillic Metr. Leg., Lady
G. B. liii. Strong and toughly nerved. 1881 St«venson
Silverado S<i. iii. (1886) 20 We struggled tougbly upward.

ToogluieSS (tc'foes). Forms: seeToDGHa. [f.

TotGB a. -» -NKSS.] The state or quality of being

tough, in various senses of the adjective.

c 1440 Proinp. t'aru. 498/ 2 Towghenesse i.K.yA, townessc,

P. loughnes), tenaeitat. isjy-to lUntT /(fo. 1" 307 Lenlar,

toughnesse : a clammie, or glui&h humour. 1397 A. M. tr.

Gmillemeau't Fr. Chirnrg. 48 b/2 The great toogbenes

of the . . Pituita. 1613 r letcmib, etc Honest Man's
Fort. V. ii. Stock fish .

.
, If it be well drest, for the tuffiiess

sake. 1674 Gkew Veget. Trunks vii. ( 12 Hence likewise

we may uiidcrslaiid the Cause of the Toughness of Flax.

¥r3a .\»BLTHNor Aliments, etc. (1736) 422 The Viscosity or

oughness of ihe Fluids. 1733 W. V.\.\.nChilleTH ^ Vale

Furmu 9 Red Clays . .stand in the front . . for. .TufihesSj Cold-

ocas, imd Moistncss. 1830 Hkrschkl Stud, Nat. Phtl. III. i.

(1851) 23B The toughness of a solid, or that quality by which
it will endure heavy blows without breaking. 1845 I.

Coulter Adv. in Peuific xi. 141 From its extreme tougii-

ness, we could not eat it. |8(^ R. P. Herrick in Boston

(U. S.) Pil^. Missionary June 11 /i You have gained

a very good idea of the toughness of these mijung towns.

Tought. Now dial. Also 7 towght, 9 dial.

towt (tout). [Origin obscure. It answers in form,

but barely in sense, to OFris. tocht, EKris. t(Kht,

togi, MUu. ioch:, logt, Uu. togt, draught, drawing.]

A length or section of an angler's hair-line, a link,

a trace ; also a piece of spun yam {E.D.D.').

1676 Cotton A ngler 1 1. v. 39 Take a strong small silk . . and
then whip it twice or thrice about the bare hook.. both to

prevent slipping, and also that the shanck of the hook
may not cut the hairs of your Towsht. s68s Chetham
Anglers I'ade.rH. iL i 6 (1689) 10 when you make lines,

especially 4 or 5 of the lowermost links, Gildards or toughls.

1905 Fng. Vial. Diet., Towt, tout, towght, old rope, a pic«:e

of spun yarn, or a single strand of tarred rope used as a
Uuhing.

Tought, -e, obs. ff. Taut, Tough. Toughy,
dial. var. Toffeb. Touh, -o, obs. ff. ToUGH.
Touit(t: see Tovbt, two-jjeck measure.

Touk(e, obs. form of Tuck (of drum).

Toul, toule, toull, obs. forms of Toll.
Tould(e, oIk. f. lold, pa. t. and pple. of Tell v.

Toulner, ToiUsell : see Tolneb, Tolskll.

+ Totim, obs. variant of Taim, fishing-line, etc.

1670 Bk. Barony o/Urie (1892) 90 Sbowe them whcr they
ar to cast in iher scvcrall toumes.

t ToQinbe, v. Obs. rart~'. fad. F. tomber to

fall. Cf. TUMB t».] itUr. To fall.

sa97 K. Glouc (Rolls) 10830 pe king, .bigan nei vor pile

Uuowe vpri^t toumlie.

Toun(e, obs. f. Ton ', Tonk, Towh, Tus.Tumk.
Totxnder, -Ire, obs. Sc forms of Tiudeb.
Toiindra, var. Tundra. Toung.obs. f.Tongue.
fToup, to-up, /re/. Obs. rare. Also4topen.

[f. To- 1 + Up, ufpan : cf. OE. on-upfaa.'] Above,
beyond, in addition to.

£'1315 Shoreham v. 384 Ac toup alle o)iTcn ys y-blcssed,

Sol>e wyf and mayde. 13.. Cuy 0/ IVattv. (.\.) 2735, &
topen al |*is, ;if Gij wer ded, We mitten haue l>e lessc dred.

Toup, toupe, obs. forms of Top.

Toupee Ct«p»', t«'p»). Now rare. Also 8

189

toup6, tupee, toppee, 9 towpee. [app. ad. F.

toupel: see next.] A curl or artificial lock of hair

on the top of the head, esp. as a crowning feature

of a periwig ; a periwig in which the front hair was
combed up, over a pad, into such a top-knot, worn
by both sexes in the i8th c. ; also the natural hair

dressed in this mode ; a patch of false hair or small

wig to cover a bald place.

1731 Fielding Gruhstrcct Op, ill. xv. Love in his lac'd

coat lies. And peeps from his toupee. 174a Pope Dune. iv.

88 Whate'er of ounce in College or in Town Sneers at

another, in toupee or gown. 1753 in FairhoU Ccstuiiie in

Eng. (1885) 1. 376 A lye-wig is banished for a pigeon-wingcil

toupee. 1770 Barretti Joum./r, Lend, to Genoa I. 137,

1 hale to see a lillle girl with a tupee. 1778 F. Marion in

Harper's Mag. Sept. (1883) S46/1 The Lt. Col. recomends

to every Soldier to have .. the fore top short without

toppee & short at the sides. 1843 Macaulav Ess.,

Mme. D'Arblay (1887) 740 He stalked about the small

parlour, brushing the ceiling with his toupee. i86a Catal.

Internat. Exhib., Brit. 1 1. No. 4586 Fronts, partings, and
toupifes on the same novel principle.

attrib. 1817 Coleridge Satyrane's Lett. iii. 241 In the

portrait of L^ssing there was a toupee perriwig.

+ b. One who wears a toupee; a person of

fashion ; a beau, a spark, a buck. Obs,

I7»7 PoFE, etc Art of Sinking x. 9^ Then oh I she cries,

what slaves I round me see ? Here a bright Redcoat, there

a smart Toupee. 1747 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 537/2 Here swiftly

move toupee's, in spruce undress.

Hence Tonpeo'd a., wearing a toupee.

1847 R. Chambers Traditions 0/ Edinburgh 45 Their
loupeed and deep-skirted beaux.

II Toupet (t«pf, t«p«, t«-p*t). [a. F. toupet

(t«p{) tuft of hair, esp. over the forehead, dtriv.

(in form dim.) of OF. loup, top, tup, tuft of hair,

foliage, etc. ; ad. 'LG. lopp- = OHG. a>p/ top,

tuft, summit ; cf. OFris. top tuft, top, ONorse toppr

top, tuft, lock of hair: see Top j4.1]

1. ^ Toupee.
1719 Ari 0/ Politicks so Think we that modern words

eternal are? Toupet, and Tompion, Cosins, and Colmar
Hereafter will be called by some plain man A Wig, a Watch,

a Pair of Su-iys, a Fan. 1818 Scott Kob Roy vi. These
/adenrs, which every gentleman with a toupet thinks him-

self obliged to recite to an unfortunate girl. 1863 Cornh.

Mtsg. VII. 395 Wigs are dangerous unless frankly avowed.

A toupet may easily escape detection.

fb. trans/. —Toupee b. Obs.

1718 Fielding Love in Sev. Masques Epil., From you
then—ye toupets—he hopes defence. 174S Richardson
Clarissa Wks. 1883 VII. 495 A couple of brocaded or laced-

waistcoated toupets . . with sour screwed up half-cocked faces.

2. +The forelock of a horse or other animal {fibs.)

;

a thick head of hair (in quot., of a negro).

1797 Sporting Mar. X. 29s The Tu/l or Toupet, that

part of tne mane which lies between the two ears. 1834
SouTMEY Doctor iii. (i8ftz) 5 Some of the inhabitants of

Congo make a secret fob in their woolly toupet.

3. attrib., as toupet-coxcomb, -ntan, -itrig; toupet-

titmotue, the Crested Titmouse.
1731 Fielding Mod. Husb. i. ix, I meet with nothing but

a parcel of toupet coxcombs, who plaster up their brains

upon their periwigs. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (i8ir)

VII. vi. 35 No mere tou|)et.man ; but all maoljr. a 1784

Pennant Arct, ZooL (1785) II. 423 Titmous. Toupet..

feathers on the he.-id long, which it erects occasionally into

a pointed crest, like a tou|>eL 1884 E. V'ates A"«. * Exper.

II. 238 A carefully arranged toui>ct-wig.

Hence Tonpet«d nome-wd. (t»-peted, t«'p«l) a.,

wearing a toui^et.

1903 Smart Set IX. 53/a We go in to dinntr with the

toupeted cokiocls.

lV>tiplnanibon, obs. form of Topinambou.

Tour (tii»j), sb. Also 7 toure, tower : see also

sense 4. [ME. a. F. tour, in OF. and Prov. tor,

back-formation from nom. tors :—L. torntts, a. Or.

Tufii'os a tool for describing a circle, a turner's

wheel, a circle. The orig. ace. form was torn,

loum :—L. tornutn ; cf. Prov., Cat torn, Sp., Pg.,

It. lomo. In some of the Fr. and English senses,

perh. n. of action f. loumer to turn.]

1. 1. One's turn or order (to do something) ; also,

a spell of work or duty ; a shift : see Tubn sb. \; Jly

, tour, by tours, by turns {obs.). Now mainly Mil.

1

(ia9* Britton IV. ii. Si soen lourn suit a cele foiz de inc.

senter ou noun.] e l3»o Cast. Love 1334 He was a-bated of

hb tour (Fr. // est dt son torn aiatuz\ 1546 Reg. Privy

Council Scot. I. 57 To cum and remane at the assege of llie

Castell.., ilk quarter in his tour. 164a Sc. Acts Chas. I

(1817) V. 311/1 If any of these whose toure fallis to t>e

present shalbe absent. 1781 in Simes Mil. Guide (ed. 3) 9
That . .each (may) march in their tour. 1868 Regul. t, Ord.

Army T 837 When an Officer is in the performance of a

duty, and his tour for another duty occurs, he is not to

make good that other duty, but his tour is to pass him. 1887

Harper's Mag. June 129/2 The 'machine-tenders '..work

in ' tours 'or ' shifts ' twelve hours each.

1 2. A turning round, circular movement, revolu-

tion (in quot. i688yf^.). Obs. rare.

1477 Caxton yasongs b. They go to the masse . . for to make

their tours and signcs thenne for ony deuocion. 1688 Huk-

, net Lett. cone. St. Italy 175 After the many tours, that ihe

matter made in the many Ballotings, it came to the fixing

of the last three out of whom the Doge was to be chosen.

17H Ulackmore Creation 11. 77 The Tours by Heav'niy

Bodies made. 1719 De Foe Cr>u«: xix. (1840) I. 349 He
made so many Tours . . and led us by such winding Ways.

3. A going or travelling round from place to

TOTTB.

I
place, a round ; an excursion or journey includuig

the visiting of a number of places In a circuit or

sequence ; often qualified, as cycling, walking,
wedding lour ; esp. a circuitous journey embracing
the principal places of the country or region men-
tioned. O/r /oar, touring: see ToUB z;. 2.

The {grand) tour, a journey through France, Germany,
j

Switzerland, and Italy, formerly fashionable, esp. as a finish-

I

ing course in the education of young men of rank : see

j

Grand tour.

I

1643 Denham Cooper's //. 183 Visits the World, and in

his flying towers Brings home to us, and makes both Indies

ours, i6sa Evelyn St. France Misc. Writ. (1805) 46 A
I

traveller.. making the tour as they call it. 1688 Burnet
Lett. cone. St. ItaTy 155 He made the Tower of Italy with
him this year. 1697 Dampier Vc^. round World (1699) 104

Having made a Tour, or Semicircular March they return

to the Sea again. 1748-1869 [see Grand tour]. 1779
Mirror No. 57 r 15 Manly and I. .had set out together to

make the tour of Europe. i8ia Combe ititle) Dr. Syntax's

Tour in Search of the Picturesque. Ibid. 1, I'll make a tour

—and then I'll write it. 18x5 Scott G«y M, xiv, He.,
resolved.. to make a short tour of a fortnight. sSSjGropAic

' 15 Jan. 62/1 An actor. .' on tour' in the F^/dA company.
1888 Spectator 28 Apr. 561/1 President Carnot is on tour

I

in the Gironde. Mod. We made the tour of the town and
saw all the places of interest.

' b. trans/, andjig. A round.
;

t;io4 Swift T. Tub Pref , Thrice have I forced my imagi-

1
nation to make the tour of my invention. 1718 Lady M. W.
Montagu Lett. (1887) I. 238 After having made their

i
tour, the bride was again led.. round the rooms. 1746
CoETLoGoN (title) A Tour through the Animal World ; or

an historical and accurate Account of near 400 Animals,

Birds, Fishes, Serpents, Insects, &c. 1857 Jas. Hamilton
Less. Gt. Biogr.^ (1859) 152 Making another tour of the

company, each disciple filled his basket.

fc. Ashortouting.taken for exercise, recreation,

as a social function, or the like; also, the route

;
taken on such occasions; in 17th c, in London,

j

the drive round Hyde Park. Obs.

1656 Duchess of Newcastle True Relation in Li/e
I (1886) 300, 1 go sometimes abroad.. in my coach.. about

some of the streets, which we call here a tour, where all the

chief of the town go to see and to be seen. 1665 Pepys
Diary ig Mar., Mr. Povyand I in his coach to Hyde Parke,

being the first day of the tour there. 1667 Duchess of
Newcastle Zr/i Dk.o/N. (1886) 11. 99 Where.is at first

there were no more but four coaches that went the Tour, .

.

all those that h.id sufficient means, and could go to the

, price, kept coaches, and went the Tour for their own plea-

sure. 17JS De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 250 Now and
then making a little tour about the fields, and towards the

mountains. 1773 Li/e N. Frowde 46 Whilst the Ship staied

at Cork we were perpetually diverted with Visits, . .Jours

into the .-idjacent Country, and Entertainments at Home.

d. The circuit ^an island, etc.; a round.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. x. 162 My next design was
to make a tour round the island. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. v.

He one day, attended by some of his officers, endeavoured

to make the tour of the Island. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.

(1760) II. 124 The tour is something above fifteen Italian,

or three German miles.

t4. A crescent front of false hair (F. tour de

cheveux). Obs. exc Hist.

Cf. also Taure. Also, in this sense, by confusion with

Tower i*.', spelt 7 towr, 7-8 tower.
167* Lond. Gaz. No. 900/4 Lost. ., a Red Rus-sia leather

Trunk about two foot long.. , a very light curled Tower
and Locks,. .with. .other wearing apparel in it for Women.
1676 Etheredgk Man o/Mode il i. Her Tour wou'd Keep
in Curl no longer, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crm>, Tmver,

a Woman's false Hair on their Fore-heads. 1787-41

Chambers Cyct., Tour 0/ hair, a tress or border of hair,

going round the head, which mingled dextrously with the

naturalh.iir,leiiglhensandthickensit. ai73a Gt.i Toilette

Poems 1737 II. 81 Ancient matrons with their frizled tow'rs.

1837 Thackeray Ravensw. vii. People in tours and pig-tails.

b. See also TowER sb}- 6 b.

n. Figurative uses (mostly from Frencft).

1 5. A course to turn to ; a shift, device, expedient.

»SSS Phaek ^Eneid il.D iij b, What shift ? what tour is best

we take? 1699 Vanbrugh False Friend in. iii. We are

still in the dark. I have one tour yet. Impudence be my aid 1

1 6. A mode of phraseology ; a ' turn ' given to a

phrase or sentence, etc Obs.

i68s Boyle Ena. Notion Nat. ii. 39 A dextrous Writer

may oftentimes be able to give such a Form (or, as the

Modern Frenchmen speak), such a Tour to his many-ways
variable Expressions, as to avoid the necessity of making

use of the Word Nature. 17S1 J. Brown Sliaftesb. Charac.

32 With regard to the oratory of the bar, . . it is easy to ob-

serve, what a different tour the learned council takes, in

addressuig himself to the judge or jury.

t 7. Manner of presenting or exhibiting anything

;

an aspect given to a matter. Obs.

1687 Burnet Reply to Varillas 28 Yet Mr. Varillas has a
sublime tour in every thing, so that instcid of setting before

us the reasons which led him to depend upon such an

Author,, .he gives one, which indeed no man beside himself

would ever have thought on. Ibid. 1 19, 1 find I judged too

well of his Invention, m ascribing to him those Romanlick
"Tours that he gave matters, a 1734 North Exam. in. vi.

9 22 (1740) 438 'The next Tour of the Author, .is to demon-
strate, that although there were very good Reasons for the

King to indulge the Fanatics.., yet he did it for none of

those, but for other Reasons that were abominably bad.

•(• 8. The course or compass of anything ; what it

amounts to ; range, scope. Obs.

1697 Bentlev Phot. (1699) 81 The latter part of his Life

was the whole Tour and Compass that the_ Sophist designed

to write of. 1713 — FrcC'thinkiitg xviii. 36 The whole
Tour of the Passage is this ; A man given to Superstition

can have no security, day or night, waking or sleeping.
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"737 Waterland Eucfiarisi vi'i. 232 Such is the Tour of the

Argument, such the Chain of Ideas that forms it.

f 9. Manner or mode of being. Obs.

XTOJ ^'AKQUE^AR Iticotistani V. ii, Something I saw of a

well-furnished, careless, agreeable tour alwut you. 1736

Mks. Manley Secret Menu III. 204 The new-fashion Toui
of Religion and Politicks.

f 10. A round, a course (of engagements, etc.).

1711 Steele Spect. No. 156 P 4 Scarce one of all the

Women who are in the Tour of Gallantries ever hear any
thing of what is the common Sense of sober Minds.

11. One of the several trills, variations, or changes

in the song of a trained canary.

1906 Daily Ckron. 20 Oct. 6/7 There are.. in all, some
twenty known trills or 'tours* in the song of a really accom-
plished roller canary.

in. 12. attHb. and Comb.y as tour-book^ -mak-

ing, 'wntery -writing-^ tour-money, money paid

for travelling fare and accommodation on a tour.

1767 Bush HibentiaCur. (1769) p. vi,Neglected by the..

tour-write re. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-On No. 74 (1794)

III. 171 The rage for tour-writing, which prevails in the

female world. 1824 McCuLLOCH/j^4'^^/.,etc..S'(r(7/. I.41, 1 shall
.,

be obliged to write a tour book myself. 1869 P. Landketh
Life f^ Mitu A. Thomson i. i This occasional tour-making

;

did not break up the continuity of his eiicrgciic life. 1909 :

Daily Ckron. 5 Aug. 4/4 A tliird member of the party took
j

fright. .and requested the return of the tour-money.

Tour (tU^j), V. [f. TOUK sb^

i* 1. intr^ To ' take a turn ' in or about a place,
[

esp. riding or driving. Obs,
j

1746 Mrs. pELANvin /.^yi; ^ ComCi86j) II. 443Thecoach
is ready for 1>. D. and me to tour in the park, and to see my
lord's improvements. 1760 Ibid, III. 6ig The Duchess has

\

carried us to toiur about the park and to see her hot-house.

b. To turn, direct one's steps, dial.

1768 Ross Hclenore i. 33 Aff I scours Blessing ray lucky
stars, an' hame I tours.

2. inir. To make a tour or circuitous journey,

in which many places are visited, usually without

retracing one's steps ; to make a prolonged excur- '

sion for recreation or business ; spec, of an actor, a

theatrical company, or the like: to go *on tour',

to travel from town to town fulfilling engagements.
1789 A. C UowER Diaries <5- Corr. (1903) 97 \Ve are all

got thus far touring for Health. 1799 Coleridge Z^//., to

T. Poole (1895) 306 The man who toured with me in Wales
and afterwards published his ' Tour '. 1858 Caklyle Fredk.
Gt. X. vii. (1872) III. 276 Algarotti . . has been touring about
as a celebrity these four years past. 1886 Cyclist's Tour.
Club Gas. IV. 126 A word of advice to those about to tour

at Easter. 1897 Literature 13 Nov. 123/2 [He] has made
up his mind to take up once again lecturing work, and he
will tour in several of the large American towns. 1907 H.
WvNDHAM Flare 0/ Footlights xii, Godfrey Deanc has
decided not to tour,, .so I shall ask Antony for the part.

3. trans. To make the tour or roimd of, to tour

in (a country or district).

1885 J. Coleman in Longm. Mag. VI I. 67 Barrett organised

a company with which . . he toured the provinces. 1887
Bicycling News 8 Oct. 3/2 He landed at Melbourne, and
toured the colonies with ^reat success.^ 1898 Wcstm, Gaz.

25 Jan. 5/3 Mr. R. is this week touring his constituency.

1899 /did. 2 Feb. 9/1 To tour India. .with an English
amateur cricket team.

b. To cover (a distance) in touring.

1891 in Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Feb. 1/2 One good performance
on the path does more to arouse attention than 20,000 miles

quietly toured.

4. s/>ec. {Tkeain) To take (a play or entertain-

ment) on tour ; to tour with.

1897 IP'estm. Gaz, 22 May 8/i ' The County Fair ', the
American drama.. now being toured in the provinces by
Mr. Neil Burgess's Company. 1904 Ibid. 12 Feb. 5/2 It is

the intention of the lecturer to tour his illustrated entertain-

ment in the provinces. 1910 Stage Year Bk. 52 This pro-

duction [Peter Pan] was magnificently staged in Sydney,
but the business was poor, and it was never toured.

p Touring in Capt. Smith Virginia (1624) vi. Ne%i> Eng.
212 is an error for turning in the earlier Descr. New £ng.
(1616) 17.

Hence TouTing///. a., that tours.

1870 Athenssum 15 Oct. 506 A touring troupe of singers

from this country. 1883 Pall Mall Gaz. 27 Oct. 4/1 Town-
abiding and touring Americans. x888 J. Pennell ibid.

aspct, 5 From the standpoint of a touring cycler.

Tour, obs. form of Tower, Twike.

II
Touraco (tiia'rako). Also touracou, -caw,

turaco, -ko, -koo. [ = F. touraco^ Du. toerako

:

native name in \V. Africa of Turacns persa.
Bufibn, Hist, Nat. Oiseaux (1783), calls it tourocco^ which

name he claims to have invented from the first pait of

iourterelU turtle-dove + Itocco^ Fr. name of the curassow;
but the bird was known to G. Edwards 40 years earlier as
touraa>\

Any bird of the family Musophagidm (phintain-

eaters), natives of southern, west, and central

Africa, and esp. of the genus Turacus (or Cory'
ihaix\ large birds with brilliant purple, green,

and crimson plumage and prominent crest (hence

formerly called crown-birds) ; also of the genus
Schizorrhisj with plumage of a plainer character.

1743 G. Edwards Hist. Birds I. 7 The Touraco. This
Bird is about the Bigness of a Magpye or Jay ; the Make
of its Body is rather long than round ; the Head of a
moderate Size. 1840 Penny Cyd. XVI. 29/2 TheTouracos
..feed principally on soft fruits. 1861 Du Chaillu Equal.
A/r, vii. 77 {Among the Fans) His head was .. decorated
with the red feathers of a touracaw. 1863 R. F. Burton
Abeokuta I. 38 The gay crested touraco {Co*ythaix), with
its jay-like manneri beautiful and harshwoiced as the Maids

190

Vtncns, aircu its gorgeous coai lu Liic^unucuius upuii iiic

:-top. 1896 List Aniin. Zool, Soc. 321 Turacus pcrsa.

.

lecal Touracou. . . West Africa. . . T. Hvingstonii . . Living-

le s Touracou. . . British Central Africa. , . T. corythaix,

.

of Athens, aired its gorgeous coat in the sunbeams upon the

tree-

Scnej
stone'

White-crested Touracou...South Africa. Ibid, yz^ Galli-

rex chlorochlamys .. Green-necked Touracou. ...SVA/at^r^/j

africdna . . Variegated Touracou.

Tourbe, var. Tuuu Obs., a troop.

Tourbillion (tu^jbi-lyan),
II tourbiUon (t«r-

hi^yoh). Also 5 turbilloun, 8 -billion, [a. K.

toitrbillon whirlwind, in OF. torbeillon (12th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), torbilion, app., from the sense, an

irregular derivative of L. /«?'^(?,-/«(;ot 'whirlwind*;

though the form seems to connect it with vulgar

L. iurbela, Utrbella * bustle, stir ', deriv. of turba

crowd. See Ilatz.-Darm., Littr^, and Scheler.]

1. A wliirlwind ; a whirling storm. Also fig,

rare. ? Obs.

cx^Ti Caxton Jason 57 A meruaillous turbilloun of winde
loose in the see. 1585 '1'. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy.

I. xi. 13 A wind called, .vulgarly TourbiUon or whirlewinde,

X751 Eliza Heywood Betsy Thoughtless Ml. 138 With the

more violence those tourbJllions of the mind rage for a

while, the sooner they subside. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry

Storm d (1827) 57 A scharp-ee'd man, whase sicht was clear,

Beneath the stowry tourbiUon Micht see [etc.].

2. Iransf. A whirling mass or system; a vortex;

a whirl. Also fig. Obs. exc. as French.

171a Steele Spect. No. ^(72 r4 Each of them [the fixed

stars] is a Sun moving on its own Axis in the Centre of its

own Vortex or Turbiilion. 1753 Chesterf. Lett. 26 Nov.,

I am very glad, that you are whirled in that tourbiUon of

pleasures. 1779 H. Walpole Let. to C'tcss Ossory^y Oct.,

The tourbiUon of Ranelagh surrounds you. 1B24 Scott St.

Konan's iii, All things were engaged in the tourbiUon, of

which she formed the pivot and centre.

3. A kind of firework which spins as it rises,

describing a spiral.

176s R. Jones Firc^vorks iv. 121 When youfire tourbillons,

lay them on a smooth table, with their sticks downwards.
1842 G. Francis Diet. Arts, etc, s. v,, Fire will issue

from four holes; that from the two lower holes will drive

the tourbillion into the air, and that from the side holes will

spin it round. 1873 E. Spon Workshop Receipts Ser. i.

135/1 The tourbiUon is a species of firework very ingeniously

contrived to represent a spiral column of fire.

4. (See quot.)

1884 F. J. Brhten Watch ^ Clockm. 266 TourbiUon . .vl

carriage in which the escapement of a watch is fitted so

that it revolves round the fourth wheel. The idea of the

tourbiUon. .is to get rid of position errors.

Tourbine, Tourche, Tourcheman,
Tourd(e: see Tuiibine,Tokch,Truchman,Tukd.

11 Tour de fbrce (t77rd^fors). [K, tour turn,

feat, de oi^force force, strength.] A feat of strength,

power, or skill.

1805 G. Ellis Let. in Lockhart Scott (1837) Il.ii. BoLey-
den's breakfast was only a tour deforce to astonish Ritson.

1818 Lady Morgan Fl. Macarthy II. v. 234 Each sliould

try a tour de force with the other. 1870 Ruskin Led. Art
i. (1875) 15 The execution of the best Artists is always a

splendid tour-de-force. 1895 Salmonu Chr. Doctr, Imviort.

VI. iii. 640 It is only by a tour de force that tliey can be
driven that length.

Toure, variant of Tor a. Obs., difficult, tedious ;

obs. form of Tower, Twire v, (to peep).

Tonrelle (II tw-, ture-l). Also 4 torel, -oUe,

toiirel, towrelle, turel, -eile. [a. K. tourelU,

dim. of tour Tower.] A turret.

13.. Cursor M. 10005 (Cott.) pe four torels \7}.rr. turret,

trettis, turrettes] on hei er setL c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.

(1810) 178 A darte..com fro t>at tureile, M R[ichardj

had doun smyten. 13.. K. Alis. 7173 (Bodl. MS.) He
lia)> taken myne castels, He haji afelled myne Tourels

[z'.r. torellis]. 13.. Coer de L. 1841 A casteL.With six

stages ful of towrelles, Wei flourished with cornelles. 1840

Louisa S. Costello SumvCer amongst Bocages II. 218

Two beautiful and exquisitely carved tourelles. 1895

Crockett Men ofMoss-Hags 391 In the little sunlit tourelle

at Earlstoun.

Touret, -ette, obs. forms of Torret, Turret.
,

Tourette (tiire-t). [f. Tour sb. + -ette.] A
little or short tour ; an excursion.
1881 Hare Story of Life (1900) V. xxii. 332, 1 made a

tourette into Norfolk. 1906 BuMi-us Cathedr. Eng. ^
Wales II. 107 Charming tourettes may be made in one
direction to Rushden..in another to Chelveston.

Tourify (tua-rifai), v. coHoq. [f. Tour sb. +
-(i)FY.] intr. To make a tour ; to tour. Hence
TouTifying ppL a. So Tourifica'tion, a touring.

180a R. Coui'ER {title') The Tourifications of Malachi
Meldrum, Esq. 1819 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life
(1870) II. iii. 71 Mr. Hofland is just now setting out on a
tourification along the banks of the Seine. x8»> Ibid. 116

Dr. Nott..has been tourifying about Normandy. 1825 W.
Taylor in Monthly Rev. CVI. 14 In this tourifying age.

Tou'ring, vbl, sb. [f. Tour v, + -ing i.] The
action of the verb ToUR.
18x8 Sporting Mag. II. 225 Some persons call this touring.

1827 SouTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 76 It was in the summer
season of touring and visiting. 1874 Blackie SelfCult. 44
The modern habits of travelling and touring can l>e made to

subserve the double end of health and culture.

b. attrih.y as touring cltibj ground \ touring-

car, a motor car designed for touring purposes,

with acco^nmodation for passengers and luggage.

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. vii. iii. 11. 181 Touring expedi-

tions ; which are now.. done by steam, without even eye-

sight, not to say intelligence. £^1878 Prospectus, The
Bicycle Touring Club, founded at the North of KugUnti

TOURMALINE.

I

Meet held at Harrogate on the 5th Augu-st, 1878. 1885
' Manch. Exam. 11 Nov. 3/2 Norway has become such a..

j

popular touring ground. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 23 July 4/1
Tbe Grand I'rix was in no sense a touring-car race.

Tourism (tu-'riz'm). [f.TouR^^. + -ism.] The
theory and practice of touring ; travelling for

pleasure. Usually depreciatory.

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 251 Sublime Cockey
Tourism. 1843 Thackeray Irish Sk.-bk. xvii, No doubt,
ere long.. the rush of London tourism will come this way
[West of Ireland}. 187a ^ebningham tr. H&bmr^s Sixtus
tlie Fifth I. vi. I. 87 Tourism was horn jn the seventeenth
century, and Englishmen were the first to practise if. 1903
C. Whiuley Thackeray iiL 44 The literature of * tourism ' is

ever increasing.

Tourist (tui'Tist). [f. Tour sb.-^-i^'v.^ One
who makes a tour or tours ; esp. one who does

j

this for recreation ; one who travels for pleasure

! or culture, visiting a number of places for their

objects of interest, scenery, or the like.

C1800 Peggk Aftecd. Eng. Lang. (1814) 313 A Traveller i»

now-a-days called a Tour-w/. 1803 Svd. Smith Wks. (1850)

34 An agricultural tourist will faithfully detail the average
crop per acre. i8«4 Scott St. Ronan's i. It provoked the
pencil of every passing tourist. 1855 H. Spencek Princ.
I'sychol. § 66, 246 The Swiss tourist whose in<|uiries respect-

iiig distances are answered in ^stunden', or hours. 1873
Smilfs Huguenots Fr, \\\. \. (1881) 383 Dauphiny.. lying

i
completely out of the track of ordinary tourists.

i

b. allfib. and Comb., as tourist agency, country

^

remiczvous, ticket', toiaist-crammed, -haunted,

-laden, -mobbed, -ridden, -trodden adjs. ; tourist-

car, a railway carriage with special accommoda-
tion for tourists.

1867 J. G. Fenmell {title) The Rail and the Rod ; or.

' Tourist-Angler's Guide to Waters and Quarters around
London. 1881 I. E. U. Cox {title) The Angler's Uiary and
Tourist Fisherman's Gazetteer of the Rivers and Lakes of

the World. 1887 Ruskin Prxterita II. 379 Ruin was inevit-

able in the valley after it became a tourist rendezvous. 189J

Pall Mall G. 16 July 2/1 A tourist country like Switzerland,

! 189s p. Hemingway Out of Egypt i. ii. 22 It was no good
applying to tbe hotels or tourist agencies. 1897 Mks. E. L.

VoVNiCH Gadfly ii. The glaring white streets and dusty,

tourist-crammed promenades. 1898 Edin. Rev. Oct. 521
The beautiful but now . . hackneyed and tourist-mobbed

route to Chamonix. 1905 E. Canuler Unveiling ofIJwsa
; xiii. 242 Just as one is dragged into a church in some tourist-

ridden land. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 9 May 5/1 His[ticketlbad
the tourist-car ticket appended as a portion of the fare.

Hence {tiotice-wds .) Tou'ristdozu, the realm or

. collective body of tourists ; TonTistinff, the

i practice or habit of touring ; Tou'ristry =
touristdom or touristing', TouristsMp, the quality

or position of a tourist ; Tou'risty a., colloq.,

j

characteristic of the tourist.

j

x888 Pall Mall G. 28 Aug. 13/2 Ere those Circe's sties,

I

the Club-huts, harboured *touiistdom in flocks. 1S83 A.

!
Stewart Nether Lochabcr xxxviii. 233 Never before were
all the conveniences for '* touristing 'so perfect, i878STEyEM-

, SON Inland I'oy. 32 All the ruck and rabble of British

I

*touristry. 1883— Silverado Sq. 27 It was a pure little isle

i
of touristry among these solitary hills. 1894 Speaker 7 Apr.

i 390/2 A Venice vulgarised hy Cook's touristry. 1849
Eraser s Mag. XL. 375 He was rather a tourist than a
traveller, and this •touristship was the worse for his scientific

crotchets, xgc^ Athensum 8 Sept. 278/3 The letterpress

. . is . . slight, sketchy, * *touristy ', but genial.

Touristic (turi'stik), a. [f. Tourist -* -10.] Of
or pertaining to tourists or touring.

1848 Blackw. Mag. LXIV. 373 The toiu-istic hordes, who
paddled up and down the well-known old banks. 1865 Lix

Strancford in Lett. ^ Papers (1878) 98 (There is no
such thing as a record of touristic journeying in Crete.

1894 Aihenxum 26 May 672 It has importance from an-

other than the touristic point of view.

So Tourl'stical a., in same sense.

1863 W. Cory Lett. ^ Jrnls. (1897) 98 A long quiet walk,

only one touristical carriage all the wai;^. 1893 Sat.^ Rev.
18 Feb. 189/3 His discursive record is chiefly ' touristical ',

Touriz© (tiia-rDiz), v. [f. Tour sb, + -izb,] inir.

To make a tour, to go touring.

1837 Sir j. Paget Let. 22 Mar., in Mem. v. 102, 1 think,

if we are spared to tourize together, our first trip shall he to

Fontainebfeau. 1864 Macm. Mag, Apr. 521 Let him tourise

out of the beaten track.

Tonnualiue (tuoumalin, -in), Afitt, Also

tour-, turmalin, -ine, (tormaline). [= F. ttmr-

maline (i 7 7 1 in Diet. 7 rev.) , Ger. turmalin ( 1 707,

Garmann), Du. toermcUijn (1778), It., Sp. turma-

Una ; all ultimately f. Sinhalese tbramalli, accord-

ing to Clough * a general name for the cornelian'.

The origin of the European final -nie is obscure :

cf. mandarin, talapoin^ etc. The better ( 1 8th c. ) Eng-

lish spelling was iour-^ turmalin ; the spelling -ine

is in imitation of French, in which the e merely

supports the n.'\ A brittle pyro-electric mineral,

occurring in crystals, also massive, compact, and

columnar, originally obtained from Ceylon; a

complex silicoborate with a vitreous lustre, usually

black or blackish and opaque (Schorl), but also

blue (Indicolite), red (Rubellite), green, or

colourless, and in various rich transparent or semi-

transparent shades, known as precious tourmaline,

and much used as a gem. Also formerly called,

from its electrical properties, ash-drawer, Du.

aschentrecker, Ger. aschenzieher, F. tire-ccndre,

1759 b. Wilson in Phil. Trans, LI. x. 308, 1 have the
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pleasure to communicate to you some experiment!; made
upon the Tourmalin, or Ashstone. i^ Sullivan l^t'tiu

Nat. I. 440 The tourmaline is a variety of the schoerl.

1798 Edgewobth Pract Ednc. (iSii) II. 294 A small elec-

trical stone called tourmalin, 1799 }k\^\iK^Geol.Ess. 121

All . , lose some pari of their weight when exposed to a strong

heat..; turmahne loses 15 per cent, i8ia Sir H. Davy
Ch£in. Philos. 131 There is a stone .. called tourmaline,

which is sometimes crystallized as a nine-sided prism, ter-

minated by a three-sided and a six-sided p\n^mid. 1825

Hi':brr JmL xxvii. (ed. 2) 189 The t»paz, ruby, tormaline,

diamond, and various others. 1853 ^ "• K.oss Hnmboidt's
Trax'. III. xxxii. 382 The granite is traversed by. .veins.

.

abounding with rock-crystal, black tourmalin, and pyrites.

1866 KusKrs Eth.Dustix. 179 This black thing,. .one of the

prettiest of the ver>- few pretty black things in the world, is

called 'Tourmaline'. 188S Kutlev Rock-Forming Min.
38 A plate of tourmaline cut parallel to the princip^ axis.

b. With a and //. A specimen or jjem of this

mineral ; also a transparent plate of tourmaline

cut parallel to the vertical crystal axis, used in

polariscopes, etc.

1816 P. Cleaveland Min. 261 When a Tourmaline is

viewed perpendicularly to the sides of the prism, it is more
or less transparent, but, if observed in the direction of the

axis, it is opaque. 1843-54 Pereiba Pol. Light (ed. 2) 211

If the two tourmalines be crossed the raj's are suppressed

— if they coincide the rays are transmitted. 1890 Academy
12 Apr. 252/1 It la bracelet] consists of a broad and heavy
band of Californian gold, set with two large tourmalines.

C. aitrib. and Comd^j as tourmaline crystal,

granite^ pendant \ tourmaline pincette, tongs,

ft simple polariscope, consisting of tongs having a

plate of tourmaline mounted in each grasping jaw

;

tourmaline-rock, -schist: see quots. 1882.

1843 54 Peueisa PoL Light (ed. 3) 213 llie two sets of

rays, .successively pa&s through the tourmaline analyzing
pUte. i8ra Rltley Stud. Rocks x. 138 The terminations

c^tourmaune crystals are frequently composed of a great

Dnrabcr of faces. 1883 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. (1S85) 73
Tourmaline.. with quartz fornis tourmaline-rock. Ibid. 131

Tourmaline-schist.., a blackish, finely granular, quartzose

rock with abutulant granules and needles of black tourma-
line. 1888 KuTLEV JVtfc>t-/'l7rwx«^iI/j/i. 59 The tourmaline
pincette, or tongs.

Hence Tonrmali'iiic a., pertaining to, of the

nature of, or consisting of tourmaline ; Toa'rma-
Unite Min., tourmaline; Ton-rmaHnlie v.,

trans, to impregnate or charge witli tourmaline.

1879 Dana Man. G^ol. (ed. 3) 70 Tourmalinic^ containing
tourmaline. 1806 Chmter Dtct. Naitus Min., Toumiali'
mte, variant of tourmaline. 1908 Amer. yrnl. Sc. Apr.

3*3 .Mung the margin. .the granite is often strongly tour-

matiiii/<:u.

Tourment, etc, obs. form of Torment, etc

Toum (tu»Jn). Eng. Hist, Also 6-7 toome,
turne, 6-8 torn, 6-9 turn, 7-8 torne. [a.

Anglo-Fr, toum, TriiN, n. of action f, tourner to

turn, go rotmd ; in mcd.I.. tttmns. In the ordinary

senses the sb. and vb. have become turn ; but in this

historical sense the Anglo-French siK.Uing is usually

retained, though Pollock and Maitlaiid prefer to

call it ' the sheriff's lnm\]
The tour, turn, or circuit formerly made by the

sheriff of a county twice in the year, in which he
presided at the hundred-court in each hundred ofthe

county ; the great court lett of the connty, held by
him on these occasions ; it was a court of record.

[xai7 Magna Carta^ 2nd Keistm c 43 Ncc aliquis vice.

comes vel baillivoa suus faci.it turnum sutun per hundretum
nU bis in anno,..scmel post Pascha et iterum post festum
Saocti Michaclis. \ag» IIritton i. xix. % 3 Sutcs dues a
noeter Counttf, ct a nos hundrez, et a nos maners, et a tourru
de ooster viscounte. Jbid. xxx. % i Les . . pletz sount apelez
toums de viscounte; qi deus foiz par an fes deit tener par
mi cbescun hundred de soen countif.] 1439 Rolls o/Parlt,
1 V. 403 / 1 By cause the Dcceanare and I>ccennes . . comen
Doght hole and full unto the ShetVefcs toum. 1531 Vial,
on Laws Eng. i. vU. x6 In euery shyrc.. there Ls a courtc
..that is calk-d the Sh>Tyfres tome. iS4a-6 in 14/A Rep.
Hist. MSS. Conim. App. ix. 272 Bobbingworth Village come
to the Turne aforesaid by liii men, Tennants by coppie, and
the Reeve of the village there. 1608 Bacon O/hce Constables
eta, Sheriffs^ (The hheriffj bath authority to hold two
several courts of distinct natures: the one called the tournc,
because he kcepeth hb turn and circuit about the shire. 1765
Blackstonk Comm. I. 36S 'l*hc sherifTs toum, which b the

cotirt-leet of the county. 1875 Stvbbs Const, Hist. 1 1. xiv.

87 The 43nd article orders .. the shcrifTs tourn, which now
first appears in the charters, [10 be held] twice a year. 1895
PoixocK & MAITI.AND Hist. Eng. Law I. 515 Twice a year
the sheriffmakes a tour or turn Xtumusvicecomitis) through
all the hundreds of the country. He holds each of the
hundred courts, and on these occasiotis many persons be-
sides the ordinary suitors ought to be present.

Toum, Toumado, obs. ff. Turk, Tornado.
Totimament '^tu-'-jnament), j^. Forms: o. 3

tornei-, 3-5 torne-, 4-7 tomea'^ 5-7 torna-
ment. /3. 3-5 turne-, 4-S tuma-, 5-6 tumei-,
turney-, 7 tnrneament. 7. (5 tournoy-), 5-7
toume-, 7 tonmoa-, 6- tournament. (Also 4-6
•mente, //. 35 -mens.) [a. OF. torneicment
{EneaSt c 1 150), torney-^ tarnce-^ torniemcnt

\

central and later OF. tornoie-, tomoiment^ tottnioic-,

tournoyemcnt \ also turnoie'^ttimcie'^ iurnecmenty
f. toumeier, -oier^ etc., Tournky v.-. see -mknt.
Cf. I*r. tortteiamenty It. tomia-y \ tomeamcnto \

the later ]*>i<f. s|>cllings tornea-^ tourna- were app.
due to tiie inllucucc ut loed.L.

191

Cf. med.L. tomsamenium (fr. Fr.), 1157 in Reims Synod,
Canon iv, and 1179 in Lateran Council,Can. xx' detestabiles
illas nundinas vel ferias, quas vulgo torneamenta vocant '.]

1. Originally, A martial sport or exercise of the
middle ages, in which a number of combatants,
mounted and in armour, and divided into two
parties, fought with blunted weapons and under
certain restrictions, for the prize of valour ; later, A
meeting at an appointed time and place for knightly
sports and exercises.

According to Roger of Hoveden III. 268, first introduced
into England by Richard I.

a. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2896 In ioustes & in tornemens.
Ibid. 11041 Sir edward., hauntede torneimens \v.r. (C.) tur-

nemens] with wel noble route. 13.. SirBeues (A.) 3766 pai
ben come for a tornemenl pat is cride for a maide faire.

f X440 Promp. Parv. 497/1 Tomeament, torneamcntum,
1612 Selden lllustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. iv. 7oTorneaments
and jousts werethcir exercises.

^. a 1235 Ancr. R. 390 He dude him ine turnement, &
hefde uor his leofmonnes luue, hb schelde ine uihte. 13.

.

Guy IVarw. (.-V.) 821 He schal bring to J>e turment {v.r:
turnement] ^>at day (Wele is him J>at it winne may) A ger-
fauk ^at is milke white. Ibid. 829 Who so wiunep l^e tur-
nament al Bi aij>er half, t>e prib have schal. c x^'Sp Merlin
ix. 133 After they be-gonneaturnemente,and departed hem
in two partyes. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. v. i That doughtie
turnament. 1596 Ibid. iv. iv. 12 Against the Turneiment.
Ibid. 13 Unto the place of Tumeyment. a 1700 Dbvden
Theodore ^ Hon. 18 He. .At tilts and tumaments obtained
the prize, But found no favour in bis lady's eyes.

y. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. v. 41 Vpon newe yeersday
the barons lete ma.ike a lustes and a tournemeni c 1483
Caxton Dialogues 25/1 For suche ladies Ben the toume-
mens.

_ 1485 — Paris ff V. \\ Ioustes and toutnoyment
doon in nis cyte of vyenne. 1552 Huloet, Tournamente
or iuste. 1656 Klount Glossogr. (1674^ Tour>tement^ or
Toumeament. 1736-7 tr. Keyslcr*s Trav. (1760) IV. 291 A
cuirass used by the elector Augustus in tournaments. x8ox
Strittt .S)W-/i^/'rti^ in. i. 103 Every kind of militarycombat
made in conformity to certain rules, .was anciently called a
tournament. x8i8 Haixam Mid. Ages ix. 11. (1819) III. 502
Tournaments, .may be considered to have arisen about the
middle of the eleventh century; for.. the name of tourna-
ments, and the taws that regulated them, cannot be traced
any higher. 1841 James Brigand t^ Henry the Second [of
France] .. closed his career in the last tournament [1559]
which Europe was destined to witness. x888 Encycl. Brit.
XXIIL 48^1 Tournaments and jousts differed from one
another principally in the circumstance that in the first

several combatants on each side were engaged .
.
, and in the

second the contention was between two combatants only.

b. A modern imitation of the mediaeval pastime.
tyot Loptd. Gas. No. 3734/2 Thelmi»erial Court continues

at the Palace at Favorita, where iney were entertained
yesterday with a Turnament. 1839 Lu. Cockburn yrnl.

(1874) I. 239 In August last the display called the Tourna-
ment took place at Egltnton Caatle.

C. Applied to the Olympic and other ancient

games or contests,

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 11 After |>c strif, ioustes,

an«l turnementis of Olympy. Ibid. II. 381 Theseus .. slow^
Minotaurus in )>e tornemente [in agone inter€tnii\. x6io
Holi and Camden's Brit, ( 1637) 703 Severus. . His body was
..committed to the flames, honouri^ with JustsandTurnea-
ments of hissouldiers aiKl his owne sonncs, 1866 Kei.ton
Anc. iV Mod, Or, II. v. 358 They . .utterly disappeared from
the face of HelLis, with their language, their ni.inners, their

jousts aitd tournaments.

2. fig. An encounter or trial of strength,
i6*B Bp. Rkvnolxw Peace Ch, 31 Happy, .the Church o(

Cod, when curious novelties, and as it were Toumcamenis
in sacred things are esteemed prophane. 1659 Gentl. Call.
iiig 116961 118 Tliey keep, as it were, solemn Jiists and Tur-
iianicnts of I->ebauchcry. 1901 Empire Rev. I. 370 When
this dogmatic lournanicnt h.is spent its force. 190a R.
liAuor Ponnes Vi>tna xx. In the rose-gardens below, the
nightingaks wcxe buUling a toumameni of song.

3. transf, A contest in any game of skill in which
a nuinlx:r of com[>etitors play a series of selective

games, e. g. a chess or lawn tennis townament.
Military or nat'ol tournament^ an athletic meeting at

which there are a large propOTtion of contests especially
adapted for soldiers or sailors.

1761 Anft. Reg. 152 A naval tournament, or race upon the
waters, resembling those practised at Venice in the carnival
season. i85t H. Stauntom (////<) The Chess Tournament.
A collection of the games played at this celebrated assem.
blagc. 1869 in J. D. Heath Croquet-Player (1874) 95
N.C.C. Open tournament at Highgate (6 inch hoops). 187a

K. C. A, Prior Croquet 55 The Gardener's Chronicle an-
nounced last year a * Potato Tournament '. 1885 .Va/. Rer,

24 Jan. 113 If.. the old Counties Chess Association.. holds

its toumamentt in the provinces. i888Z>a/7>' '^'^''^^sSept,

3/5 Lawn 'iennis. The Essex Open Tournament was
resumed yesterday at the Connaught Grounds.

4. attrib.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair fii, It had been a Cistercian

Convent in old days, when the Smithficld, which is con-

tiguous to it, was a tournament ground. 190a Munsey's
Mag. XXVI. 476/2 When the skater has Ijecoine proficient

in all of them, he is ready to proceed to the simpler com-
binations of the tournament figures.

ilence TouTnament v, {nonce-ivd.), inir. to ride

as in a tournament, to tilt ; Toumame'utal rt.,

of or pertaining to a tournament; tTou:nia- I

mentee'r, Obs, rare^ a combatant at tournaments.
1

1884 J. Sharman Hist, Swearing i. 10 They bestrode
j

chairs and benches,, .and *tournamcnted about the room.

1801 Stkutt Sports ff Past, ni. i. 127 Wlicn the grand
|

•tuurnamental conflict was finished. 1896 Daily Netvs .

28 May 3/1 The rumour ..that there was tournamental

antagonism lietween the Navy and Army. 1737 Ozeij. I

Rabelais il. aai Great Tilters and 'Turnamenlccrs. 1

TOURNEY.

[

Toumasin (tusunasin). [a. F, toumasiny
I
tournassin (Littr^), f. touynaser^ -nasser to turn

I (pottery) on the wheel, derivative of tourner to

j

Turn.] A knife or spatula used to remove excess
i of slip from decorated pottery when partially dried.

I

1839 Ure Diet Arts, etc. 1017 The excess of the paste is

I

removed by an instrument called a toumasin, till the orna-
,

mental figure produced by the stamp be laid bare. 1874
I Knight Diet. Mech. 308/1 Excess of slip is removed, after
' a certain amount of drying, by a spatula or knife, known as
a toumasin.

' Tournay (tuo-jn^i). [a. F. Tournai, Tournay
(Klem. l)oomik)y name ol a town in Belgium. Cf.

I DoBNiCK.] See quot.
1858 SiMMONDs Diet. Trade, Tournay^ a printed worsted

material used for furniture. Hence in mod. Diets.

I

Toumay, obs. form of Tourney.
Toume, obs. form of Tourn, Turn.

I

11
Toiim6 (t«rn£), a. Her. [Fr., pa. pple. of

!
tourner to turn.] = Regardant A. 2.

1735 Coats Diet. Her.^ Toumi is used by French Heralds
for what we call Regardant, that is, looking back, or behind.
i88a in Ogilvie; and in later Diets.

Tournell, van Turnel Obs,^ ring, terret.

II Tonmelle (turned). Obs, Forms : 4, 6 tor-
nei, tornelle, 6-7 tournel, 7 tornil, tournell,
6-8 tonmelle ; also 5 turnelle. [a. OF. tomeie,
F. toumeilc, according to Hatz.-Darra. deriv. of
tour Tower, influenced by tourner to turn.] A
small tower; a turret. With capital T, name in

the i6-i8th c. of the building in I'aris in which the
criminal court sat ; hence applied to this court, its

prison, and other courts.
a 1400 Siege 0/ Troy 1015 in Archit) neu. Spr. LXXII. 33

Vche tornei of he toun t>ey gonne assaile. isja Yatton
Chnrcktu. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 147 Payd to R. Grenefelde
for poyntyug a tornelle of y^ cherche ij*. viij**. 1586 T. B.
La Primaud. Fr. Acad. {1589) 6^6 There also is the Tour-
nel, or place where criminall actions are judged, and the
Treasure-Chamber for causes touching the Kings revenues.
161X Spekd Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. § 29 All runne to the Has-
tile. The Tournels are presently seized, and all approaches
vnto the Bastile are soone wonne. 1689 tr. Jurieu's Past,
Lett, ii. 43, 1 was carried to the Tournef, where they put tlie

persons condemned to the Gatlies. 1771 Ann. Reg. 102
Kleven members of the great council, who composed part
of the great chamber and the Tourneile of the new parlia-
ment, have resigned their places.

Toumement, Tourner, -erle, Toumesoll,
-soule, toumsol, obs. ff. Tournament, Torment,
Turner, -ery, Turnsole.
Tourney (tua-jni, tiJuni), sb.^ Forms: a. 4

torneio, -aie, 5 -eye, -oye, 5-6 -ey, -oy, 6 -ay,

/3. 4-7 turnay, 4-8 -ey, -y, 6 -ei(e, -oye, -oi.

7, 4 tourneie, 4-9 -ay, 5 -eye, -oy, 6 -ai, 6-7 -oi,

4- tourney. [ME. a, OF. tornei {Eft4aSy c 1 150),
turneif tornai, tournay^ F. lournoiy vbl. sb. f.

toniei-er^ Tourney v. So Prov, tornei^ It., Sp.,

Pg. tomco.'\

f. = Tournament i.

a. <:i374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1641 (1669) In werre or
torney \v.r. tournay] Marcial. c 1440 Lovelich Merlin 9614
There departed the Torneye anon, c 1483 Caxton Dialogues
45/27 Keyner the squyer Is atte Justes At the tornoye.
A 1533 Ld. Berners Huon x\\. 62, L.hauntyd the iustes

& tornoys. a 1548 Hall Chron., Ediv. /K 197b, These ij

valeant persones coped together in the tornay. 15^ Fenton
Guicciard. \\i. (1599) ^°7 '^^^ King..amused the time about
iustes, torneys, and other pleasures of Court.
0, 13 , . K.Alis. 141 Ladies loven solas, and play \ Swaynes,

justes ; knyghtis, turnay [Bodl. MS. tournay]. 1516 St,
Bridget in Myrr.our Ladyc p. Iv, In turneysandin vanytes
of the worlde. 1550 J.

Coke Eng,iif Fr. Heralds § 125 (1877)

9^ Assaultes, turnoLs, scremuses and syeges. 1556 Chron.
Or, Friars 27 The kynge helde ryall justes, turnayes, &
bankettes six dayes after. iSsSin Feuillerat RevelsQ.Eliz.

(1908) 70 The ajjparell & Trappers .. appointed .. for his

Justes & Turneis. 1583 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
t'oy. IV. xxviL 146 All sortes of turnoyes and cunibates.

163a Milton Penscroso 118 Great Hards.. have sung, Of
Turneys and of Trophies hung. 174a Collins Ode Poet,

Char, 7The magic Girdle.. At solemn Turney hung on high.

y. 13.. Seuyn Sag. 719 In a inedc was this tourney Of
men that were of gret noblai. 1533 Ld. Uernebs Eroiss. I.

xix. 27 There wasalsogreat iustes, tourneys, daunsyng, caroU
yng, and great feastis euery day. 155a Huloet, Tournay,
inde in turnay. 1556 Aurelio ^ Isab. (1608) E iv^ She can
not keape hir from the danses, jostes, tournois. 1569
SrocKER tr. Diod. Sic, in. xviii. 134 For the sportes, tour-

nais, and diuerse other pastimes. 1685 Uacon Ess., Masques
^ Triumphs (Arb.) 540 For lusts, and Tourneys. i8ao
\V. Irving .S'>{t^c/( Bk. \. 193 The suit of armour, .embel-
lished as if to figure in the tournay. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Cont^. (1S77) II. viii. 265 Not justing with his lance as in a
mimic tourney.

^g. 1878 E. Jenkins Haverholme 33 A few days* trial,

a tournay of keen lawyers. .and the poor man walked outof
court beat,

t b. Applied to ancient games ; =» ToubnA-
MENT I c. Obs,

1485 Caxton Trcvisa's Higden 11. xxxii. (1527) 87 b,

There the Iliens haue theyr tornamentes from iiij yere to

iiij yere, so that iiij yere was bytwene the tornoyes. 1586
T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad, i, (1594) 103 Caaar the first

Roniane emperor.. not sparing any cost upon plaies, tur*

neies, feastes, largesses, and other baits to curry favour.

1600 Holland Livy xxix. xxii. 726 The land souldiours,

running and charging one another at turney. 1601 — Pliny
VIII. ii. I. 192 In the late solemnitie of touinois Si. sword-



TOITRNEY.

fighl at the sharpe, which Germanicus Csesar exhibited to

gratifie the people.

2. at/rib. and Comb.^ as iouniey'day^ -fa^^t -ficld^

'fight^ 'prize
\ f tourney-head, ?a blunt spear-

head used in a tournament ; tourney-helm, a

helmet worn in tournaments, with light open bars

across the face ; distinguished from a tilting-heim ;

tourney-queen, the ' queen of beauty ' at a

tournament.
1813 Scott Trterni, in. xxxvii, Forgot w.is that fell "tour-

ney-day. x886 J. Richmond Pre/. Notice to Chatterton's
Poet. iVks. 25 The gay crowd of the *toumey-field. 187a

Tennvson Gareth ff Lyn. 88 In those brain-stunning shocks

and "tourney- falls. 1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles iv. xxv, Vic-

tor in Woodstock's *tourney-fight. 1506-7 Acc» Ld. High
Treas. Scot. III. 364 Tua tournay suordis, four *tournay
hedis to the tournay. 1871 Tennyson Last Toum. 32
Take thou the jewels of this dead innocence, And inakc

them.. a *tourney.prize. 1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. iv.

iii. 97 Now rufillng up like any *toumey queen.

;t Tourney, -ay, j^.^ obs. Also 5-6 turn-.

[a. OF. iornee (13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), F. tourtUe^

It. tomato^ ppl, sb. from toumer^ iornare to Turn ;

lit. a turning, going round, circuit.]

1 1. The sheriff's tourn : see TouBN. Obs. rare.

ai500 in Arnolde'sChron. (t8ii)i8i All maner preuylegis
frauncheses hundredis wapentakes leetis rapis vyew of frank-
pledge sherefs turnajs sherefgyldes amerciament is,

1 2. One's turn in order or rotation. Obs. rare,

1523 Fitzherb. Sunf. 29 b, Also what lordes or Gentyl-
men haue their tourneyse [1539 turneys] with them in the
same benifyce. .who shall haue next.

Tourney (tii»*jni, tiJ-jni), V. Forms: see

Tourney sby [ME. a. OF. iomei-er^ -ey-ery

tomai-er, -ay-er (later tornoi-ier^ -oy-er, tournoy-er,

etc. « Pr. torneiar^ "</''^» torniar^ Cat. tortiejar^

Sp., Pg. toniear^ It. tortteggiare :—Romanic type

*torftizarei *tomidtdre^ f. tomOj L. iorn-us sb. or

torn-dre vb. : see Turn sb. and v, Tornizdre was
a secondary formation, with a specific sense, refer-

ring to wheeling or evolutions.] intr. To take

part in a tourney; to contend or engage in a

tournament.
a. 13. . Sir Beues (A.) 611 ManI a gentil knijt Torneande

rijt in |>e feld._ Ibid. 3774 panne seide Beues vnto Terry

:

* Wile we tornaie for J>at leuedy ?
' 1300 Gower Couf. 1. 126

On jousteth wel, an other bet, And otnerwhile thei torneie.

C1440 LovEi.icH Merlin 7177 pere eche man torneyed with
o)>er. 1^70-85 Malorv Arthur vit. xi. 22S His custome is

. .to lye m this medowe to luste and torneye.

/3. c:x435 Torr. Portugal -ly^x They justyd and turneyd
there. 1513 Douglas Attteis v. x. 10 Bid hyni bring hiddir

his rowtis to turnay. 1567 Drant Horace^ De Arte Poet.

B iv, He dare not turney, nor yet tilte which neuer knew
the play. x6oo Holland Livy xxvl li. 624 He conversed
among the legions, and turnoied with them.
y. 13.. K. Alls. 195 (BodL MS.) per was kni5ttes tourney-

ing \z'.r. turnyng). 1470-85 Malory Arthur i. v. 41

AlTe kny^tes that wold luste or tourneye. ^1533 Li'.

Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Diij, Yf he vse armes,
all wil tourney. 1570 Levins Maitip. 197/15 To Tournay,
kastis concurrere, 157787 Holinshed Chron. III. 803/1
So presented themselues..readie totourneie. i6ia Mabuk
tr. Aleman's Guznutn dAlf, i. 86 Because he might not
Tourney. 1715 tr. Pancirollus" Kerum Mem. I. iv. xviii.

227 Thete were .. tourneying together with coursing
Chariots. 1855 Sing[ eton Virgil I, 189 They tourney; in

high heaven a din is raised.

b, transf,
a 1400-50 Alexander 5429 Ilka twelmonth a turne )>ai

[snakes] turnay to-gedirc

ToU'meyer. Also 4 tourn(e)our, 8 turnier.

[ME. a. OF. lomoieory tournoieurj-ieitr^ f. iorneicr;

see prec.] One who engages in a tourney.

1303 R- Brunne Handl. Synne 4615 For wymmen sake
knyghteys tournaments make..loke now whedyr swychc
tournours \v. r. tourneours] Mow be kalled turmentours ?

1738 [G. SmitiiJ Curious Relations II. 358 Forty-eight

Turniers, dress'd after the ancient German manner, in yellow

Liveries, trim'd with black Velvet, and small Gold Lace.

Ibid. 350 Twenty^eight Turniers on Horse-back, after the

ancient Manner. 1846 H. \V. Torrens Rem. Milit. Hist.

iQi Mere fantastic tourneyers breaking a lance for the bright

eyes of their lady.

Tou'meying, vbl. sb. [f. Tourney v. -f -ino ^.]

The action of the verb Tourney. Also altrib.

13.. A', ^/w. i045(BodI. MS.)CaroIyng & turneieyng And
wrestlyng & skirmyng. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1699 No
lenger shal the turneiynge [v.rr. torneyenge, turnylnge, tour-

neying] laste. 1483CAXTON G.de la Tour%y\\y b,The loust-

ynge and the tornoyeng was fayre to see. 1503 Acc.Ld. Hi^/i
Treas. Scot. II. 202 To the turnaying at ^asteringis evin.

Z548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark Pref., To proue
masteries with wagoners in the listes or turneiyng place

called Circus, a 1631 Donne Paradoxes (1652) 75 No way
..to win a lady but by Tylting, Turnying, and riding in

Forrests. 1657 C. Beck Univ. Char. L vij b, Tournaying or

tilting. 1S43 Carlyle Past Sf Pr, 11. xv, A liberty of tour-

neying.

Tourniquet (tua*jniket,
|| Kiix\iike\ Also 7

turuekCi S turniket, tournequet. [a. F. tojirtii-

qttet^ dial, torniqttaiy deriv. of iourn-er to Tubn.]
1. A surgical instrument, consisting essentially (if

a bandage, a pad, and a screw, for stopping or

checking the flow of blood through an artery by

compression ; also, a bandage tightened by twisting

a rigid bar put through it.

1695 W. W, New Lt. Chirurg. put out 53 His.. slacking

the Tumeke. .caused such an additional Expence of Blood.

192

X7« NaiSh in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 227 Upon slackening

the Turniket. 1756 Geutl. Mag. XXVI. 381 The offender

is.. strangled by putting a cord twice round his neck, and
twisting It tight with a piece of stick behind, like a tourne-

quel. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 149 Remarks..on the screw
tourniquet. 1869 Latest Netvs 10 Oct, 7 He strangled him-
self in l>ed with a tourniquet made of a handkerchief and a
piece of stick. 1877 Krichsen Surg, I. 34.

attrib. i'j6y Goocii Treat. Wounds I. 443 When such a
wound happens in a limb, the leaving a tourniquet ligature

loose about it, . .till the Surgeon can be called, is a precau-
tion. iSao sporting Mag. VII. io8 The tourniquet [hand]
shake is the next in importance.

2. a. A turnstile, rare. b. = Barkeb*s mill
(Ogilvie, 1882).
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tourniquet^ a Turn-Still. 1768

Strkne Sent. Journ. (1775) I. 56 Seek some winding alley,

with a tourniquet at the end of it, where chariot never
rolled or flambeau shot its rays. 1876 Ruskin Fors^ Clav,
Ixiv. VI. 113 We., are to work outside, here, for your dinners,

and hand them through the wall to you at a tourniquet.

Tournit, -yt, obs. Sc. forms of Turned,

llToumois (twrawa), a. (sb.) Hist, Forms:

4-5 Tourneys, 5 Turneis, 6 Tornois, 7 Tor-,

Turnoys, 7- Tournois. [Fr. Tournois adj.

:—L. TttronensiSy of Tours, Turones^ a city of

France.] Of or pertaining to Tours : esp. said of

the money coined at Tours, one-fifth less in value

than that struck at Paris.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 32 To the yerely valeu of

.X. M*. marcs yerely, whiche was .Ix. M'. H. Turneis. jsji
Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cliv. 184 The french kyng shall

delyuer to the kyng of Nauer, xxxviii .M, li. tornois of lande.

1615 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (idsjj) I. j^i The sum of Two
hundred and thirteen thousand Livres furnoys. vj^Chron.
in Ann. Reg. 85 The ship of war., has on Iward.. about an
hundred thousand crowns tournois in piastres. 1853 Miss
YoNCE Cameos {1877) III. iii. 27 Sumclent to pay nine

thousand soldiers at the rate of ten livres tournois per month.

b. sb. Money or a coin of Tours : see quots,

13.. Coer de L, 0856 They myghte have none othir

thyng For whyt tourneys, ne for sterlyng. 1496 Lydg. De
Guil. Pilgr. 17664 To tourne, by hys sotylte, A Tourneys to

A parysee. 1656 Blount Glossogr., y^wrw^V .., a French
penny, the tenth part of a penny sterling. . . In France they

say so much money Toumoisy as we say sterling. 1893
Antiquary Mar. 105 Coins found in St. Queran's Well, 1869.

. . Double Tournois.

llToumxire (t«m«T). [F. t&urtmrej earlier

tourneiire :—late pop.L, tortidtura, f. tontdre to

Tubn ; in Fr. (1) rounded form given to anything ;

(3) manner in which anything is fashioned.]

1. (Graceful) manner or bearing ; cultivatetl

address,

1748 Chesterf. Let. 12 Oct., The easy manners and tour-

nitre of the world. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVII. 118 That
ease and tournure so indispensable in the composition of a
gentleman. 183Z Mrs, F. Trollope Domest. Mann. Avicr.

ii. (1839) 7 Her manner was easy and graceful, with a good
deal of French tournure. 1878 Cornh. Mag. June 687 She
had the tournure ofa princess.

2. The turning of language or of a phrase;

motle of expression, rare.

x8x6 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed, 5) 194 The tournure of the

phrase, when a woman is spoken to, cannot be mistaken.

3. Contour, outline, shape (of a limb, etc.).

1841 Lady Blessington Idler in France I. xv. 354 There
was the same classic tournure of heads and profiles. 1848

Clough Bothiev. 112 The tournure of the elbow is shapely.

1864 Daily Tel. 5 Nov., You have,, the exquisite tournure

of a figure, the subtle trick of a ridiculous expression.

4. A pad worn round the waist or hips to give

shapeliness to a woman's figure; also =» Bustle j^.-

1874 Echo -^ Dec. (Stanf.), The tournure.. is still worn.

1883 Daily Ncivs 3 June 3/1 The tournure is a small horse-

hair pad, worn under the dress at the waist. It throws out

the skirt from the figure.

Tourretto, obs, form of Turret.

t Tours (t/7rz). Obs. Also 6 Towres, 6-7
Towers. [Nn licofa city in France.] Used tf//r/^.

in names of things made at or associated with Tours

;

as Tours taffeta (also taffeta Tours),

x^ in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 31 Taffita Towers
white xix yardes. Ibid. 38 The gownes lyned with white

towres taffita. 157* Ibid. 187 Of Taftata crimsin thirtie

two yardes, of Taifata Tawnie Towers thirtie and sixc

yardes. 1586 Rates of Custome E vij b, Taffat.i, called

Towers Taffata the yarde iii. s. iiij. d. 1640 in Entick Lon-

don (1766) II. 169 Tabbies of silk, towers tafTaty, the dozen

yards, id.

b. Tours sorrei, buckler-shaped or French sorrel,

Rumex scutata.

1578 LvTE Dodoens v, ix. 558 Oxalis Romanat Tours
Sorrel or Romayne Sorrel. {Ibid. 559 Romayne Sorrel.. in

Frenche Ozeille Romaine^ and Ozeille de Tours.\ 161

1

CoTGR., Ozeille Romaine, Roman Sorrell.. .Tours Sorrell,

II Tonrte (t«rt). Also tourt. [mod.F, tourtc,

now, a piece of pastry containing meat, fish, etc ,

eaten hot, a pie ; dial, bread in the form of a disk,

a round flat cake, also in transferred senses; in

dial. F. torte, Sp. and It. torta :—late L. torta a

cake of bread, of uncertain origin, Cf. also Torta.]

(See quots.)

1706 Phillips (ed Kersey), Tourie^ (in Cookery) a kind

o( Pastry-work bak'd in a Pan ; a Pie. 1723 Bradley's

Fam. Diet., Tourte or Pan-pie^ in general a Pie bak'd in a

Pan, of which there are several Sorts. Ibid^ To make a

Tourte of Veal Sweet Ureads. 176a Char, in Ann. Re^.

II. 34 The pheasant tourt was a tliscovery he made in

Spain. 189s Funk's Statui. Dict.t Tourte.

TOUSED.

I Tourteaux : see Tobteau.
' Tonse (tauz, tans), sb. dial. [f. TouSE v.'\

1. Rough pulling about, horse-play; a 'row',
commotion, uproar; an outcry, a iuss,

1795 WoLCOTT (P. Pindar) Lousiad iv, 17J Let's have no
more touse. i8oa — Middlesex Elect, 11. vi, Amongst the
derty, lowzy crew, There's zich a touse and hallibulloo.

1835-40 HALiBURT0NC/(7c>few. (1862) 28 Marm Lecain makes
such an eternal touss about her carpets. i88z Jago Corn-
wall Gloss., TousCf fuss, row, uproar, hurrj", * Making such
a touse *.

2. A tousled mass: in quot. of hair.

1894 Crockett Lilac Sunbonnet v. 43 Witha totise of lint-

white locks blowing out in tlie gusts.

T01IS6 (touz), V. Now rare. Forms : (3 to-tuse,

4-5 be-touse), 6-7 towse, 6-8 touze, towzo,
6- touse, 8-9 Sc. and ucrth. dial, loose (l«z).

[The simple vb, is known only from ^1509; but

the compounds with be- and to- are found in

ME. from ^1300, pointing to an unrecorded Ofi^

*ltisianf ME. tjtsen^ tousen, cognate with OHG.
-ziisJn in zir-zilsSn to pull to pieces, MHG. er-

zHseUj er-zouseUf Ger. zausen ; also JLG. (EFris.)

tAsen to pull or shake about, tease, treat roughly,

NFris. tuuse to pull by the hair :-OTeut. vb.

stem '//'j-, closely allied in sense to /aw-, whence
Tease and Toze.]

1. trans. To puU roughly about ; to drag or push
about; to handle roughly; of a dog: to tear at,

worry.
[c i^paHavelok 1948 Bernard sone ageyn [him] nam Al to-

tused and al to-torn. C1400 Laud Troy Bk. 12944 Thci
were alle thorow wet. ..Al be-rayned and be-toused.J 1509
Hawes Conv. Swearers xii, Beholde my body with blody
proppes endewed..Towsed and tugged with othes cruelly.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 83 b, There was a Dog. .which at

the first dash or onset . .daunted and toused the Lyon. 1590
Spenseb F. Q. u. xi. 33 As a Beare, whom angry curres

have touzd. 1633 Heywood Eng. Trav. 11. Wks. 1874 IV.
26 The Cooke.Tdid so Towse them and Tossc them, so

Plucke them and PuU them. 1736 Mrs. Delany in Life ^
Corr. (1861) I. 556 To Court, where we were touz'd and
hunched about to make room for citizens in their fur gowns.

1869 Peacock Lonsdale Gloss.^ Touze, to tug or pull about.

1898 T. Hardy iVessex Poems 66 When she used to sing

and pirouette And touse the tambourine.

fb. To pull out of joint, to rack. Obs, rare.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i, 313 To th' racke with him

:

we'll towze you loynl by ioynt, but we will know his

purpose.

fc. To pull (a woman) about rudely, indeli-

cately, or in horse-play ; to tousle. Obs.

i6a3MASsiNGEK 5t?Ww(Wii. tit, They are rough, Boisterous,

and saucy,and at the 5rst sight Ruflle and touze us. 1638 Ford
Fancies ni. iii, He towzes the lady-sisters as a tumbhng dog
docs voung rabbits. 1675 HoeaES Odyssey xvi. 105 Maids
tous'd ill-favouredly. 1719 D'Ukfey Pills (1872) I. 93 And
she. .Still gave him leave to towze her. 1751 Eliza Hey-
wood Betsy Thoughtless I. 71 He.. began to kiss and touze

me so, that.. I was frighted almost out ofmy wits.

2. To disorder, dishevel (the hair, dress, etc.) ; to

tumble, rumple (bed-clothes, sheets, etc).

I
'59^ Florid, Sparpagliare^ to desheuell, to vnkembe, to

I touze a womans haire. 1647 Stapylton Juvenal 21 5 Though
: her.. hair be tows'd, her face and eares do glow, i68j

D'Urfky Butler's Ghost 149 A Rampant shaver,, .with

licentious hands does touze The Bridal Vesture of your
Spouse. 1693 CoNGKKVE Old Back. iv. viii. Oh the most

j

inhumane barbarous Hackney-Coach ! I am jolted toa Jelly 1

—Am I not horribly touzed ? X9xa R. Macixjnald First of
\ Ebbx'i, Upon the lap of Clothilde.. lay the toused, sleeping

poll of the little Antoinette.

I

3, jig. To abuse or maltreat in some way com-
pared to the literal senses. Now rare or Obs,

1530 T1NDAI.E Answ. More in. xiii. Wks, (1573) 3>»/i

There he biteth, sucketh, gnaweth, towseth, and mowseth
Tyndall. 1593 Drayton Eclogues i. 59 Fortune, the World
that towzes to and fro. 1609 Bp. W. ^K9.\.Q\i Answ. Name-
less Cath. 86 Hee halh rowsed her in her Death-bed ; now
hee runnes backe 70. yeeres, to towse her in her Cradle.

C1680 HicKEBiNGiLL Hist. ll^higgism i. Wks. 1716 I. 37 If

they get a piece of a Text by the eQd..they do so tear it,

and towze it, and towzer it.. that they lose themselves.

1844 Black-tv. Mag. LVI. 212 Invite especially those that

have hitherto tightly toused, mocked, and scorned thee.

t4. To tease (wool) ; « Toze z^.i i. Obs.

1599 T. lA[ovr£.r\Silktvorfnes t^ Deuising beetles, hackels,

wheeles, and frame, Wherwith to bruse, touse, spin, and
weaue the same. 1601 Holland Pliny ix. xxxviii. I. 259
They let the wooU lie to lake the liquor. ,: then they have it

forth, touse, and card it. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To
Tozvz or Toze It^ooll, is to Card or dress it.

1 5. ifilr. To touse each other, tussle ; also Jig, ;

in quot. 1607, to pull things about in disorder,

rummage. Obs.

x54a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 95 While she & I be touzyng

& topplyng together. 1606 Ford Hon. Tri. (1843) i6, 1

touze to gaine me fame and reputation. 1607 DsKKFRvt
Webster Norihiv. Hoc in. Wks. 1873 HI. 41 Sondry times

shee . . opend her chests, touz'd among her linnen. x68i

Otway Soldiers Fort. i. i, To see a pretty Wench and a

young Fellow touze and rouze and frouze and mouze.

Hence Toused (tauzd) ppl, a., Teu'sing vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

a 1550 yaek Juggler (1873) 66, I haue forgotten with

lousing by the here, What I deuised to say a lytle ere. 158a

Stanvhukst yEneis i. (Arb.) 21 Hee noted Aeneas his touzd-

tost nauye to wander. 1683 Mrs. Behn City Heiress 21 Be
sawcy, forward, bold, towzing, and lewd. 18.. Moork
Moral Positions iii, To guard the frail package from tousing

and routing. 191a Toiised [ace sense a^



TOCSLB.

T0U*sle, tOU'zle (see next>, sh, [f. next.]

1. A strufjgk', a tussle ; a rough romping with a

woman. Sc
1788 R. Galloway Poems 214 For tho* I be baith blyth

and calfly, I ne'er get a touzle at a'. 1814 J. Uoswell
Justiciary Op. (i8t6) 11 Achield had taen a glass, and had
A lowzle wi* a gauger. 1830 Galt Laivrie 7'. vii, vi, Ye're

no' a pin the worse of all the bit touzle.

2. A tousled mass or mop (of hair).

x88o Daily Tel. 26 Nov., The eyes peeping out from under
the overshadowing touzle, like young birds through a hedge.

1887 Flo. Wakdkn Scheherazade ii, The thick tousle of
h.iir..was entirely innocent of curling longs.

3. attrib. and Comb.^ ^ystousU-hairedy -headed Ti<^\^.

x88o Cornh, Mag. Feb, 136 A couple of bare-armed touzle-

hc-ided viragoes. i8j>8 Wesim. Gaz. 8 IJec. 3/1 Cattle of
all kinds,.

.

'I'ouzle-haired, tawny Highlanders with great

sweeping horns, polled Galloways with coats like black
astrachan.

Tousle, touzle (tau'z*!, .SV. t/Vz*l), v. Forms

:

5, 8 tousel, (5 Sc: towsill, 7 -ell, 9 towsel), 6-
tousle

; 7- touzle, (8-9 towzle, 9 -zel, Sc, and
north, toozle). [Iterative of TousK v, : see -Lk 3.

Cf. l.G. t^seln {^Brem, Wbch.y, Oberd. zusseln^

ziisseln (Doomkaat-Koolman).]
1. trans. To pnll about roughly ; to handle (esp.

a woman) rudely or indelicately ; to disorder, dis-

hevel (the hair, clothes, etc.) ; = TousE v. i, i c, a.

a 1440 Sir Degrev. 149a Fayre schetus of syIk..Quyltus
poyned of that ylk Touseled they ware, c 1475 Rau/Coil^
yar 433 For to towsill me or tit me, thocht fouti be my claLs
Or I be dantit on sic wyse, my lyfe salbe lome. a 1585
MoNTCOMF.Rie Ftyiing 362 Tousled and tuggled with towne
tykes. 164a H. Moke Song 0/Smit \\, L 1. xiv, Hts nigg'd
flowiog mane, Which the fierce winds do tosse and touscU
tore. iTss Ramsay Gentle Sheph. iv. i, I have towzled his

harigaku a wee ! 1764 Koote Mayor o/G. l i, Come, Jane,
give me my wig ; you slut, how you have touzled the curls,

1839-40 W. Ibving Wol/ert's R. xiiL (1855) 181 (HeJ kissed
and tousled the young vrouws. 1884 Harder s Mag. Aug.
46^1 Romping with ^e dogs, tousling a big Sl IkmanL

D. With about^ outy up.
s8i6 StoTT Antiq. ix. After they had touzled out mony a

leather poke-full o' papers. i8aa W. Ikving Braceb. Hail
xxxviii, Mrs. Hannah, .being tossetl and tousled about by
the crowd. 1883 Mem. S. Miller Pref. 20 [She] requested us
. . if she should m drowsy to be sure and * touzle ' her up.

c. Jig. = TousK V. 3.

1836 j. WiLsoM Noct. Amhr. Wks. 1855 I. 260 Hoc your
een sparkle as you touzle the clergy. 1900 Habe Storymy
Li/e\\. XXV, 188 Religion worrit and touzled by a thou-
sand million vagaries of personality.

2. intr. To toss oneself abont ; also, to rout,

rummage (cf. Toose v. 5).
iQSi Mrs. Stowk l/ncle Tom's C, xxxvii, Tom Ix^er we

left groaning and totuling tn a. .clean (^tiaker bed. 1880
Baking-Gould Mehaiah xxiv, Do you thuik she is to come
here toozHng about among the witiles in her best gown ?

Hence Tou'sling, touzUng vbl, sb.

174^ FiEi-uiNO Tom Jones xviii. xii, Damn me, if he
shant ha the tousling her. 1771 K. Long 7'riat Dog
* Porter* in Hone Every-<lay B%,{i%3-j) II. aoa Tearings,
wouiidings, pulltngs, .. touzleings, .. maliciously inflictMl.

186s K. IJUHHITT iVaik LamCs End^%\ What tugging and
touzling, and pinching and pulling at the tail be [a d^J will
take.

Tousled, touzled (tan*-, Sc t«z'U1), ///. a,

[f. Tousle £». + -eu1.] Disarranged, dishevelled,

tambled ; also shaggy, matted.
S848 Dickens Domhey xxv, Rob the Grinder. .stood then,

panting at the captain, with a flushed and touzled air of
bed about him. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. ix, A
very heavy mat of sandy hair, in a decidedly tousled con-
ditioiu i86t Crt, Li/e at Naples II. 1 Prudent mammas
carried off reluctant daughters, whose touzled dresses, dis-
ordered hair, and heavy eyelids bore witness.. to the wis-
dom of the measure. 1890 W. IIooth Darkest Eng. 104
A grimy footsore tramp., with fdthy shirt .-irid towselled hair,

b. Comb.^ as tousled headed, -looking adjs.
i860 DicKKNS Uncomm. Trau. xitt. The touzled-headed

man .. hadn't got his coat on yet. \fSi^C,vje.\j>Mii Incldfnuken
xiii. 105 A damp and touselled-l<joking youth, who grasped
his dripping *'Iam o' Shanter' tightly in both hxmds.

U Tous-les-mois ai/lemwa). [F., - 'all the
months, every month ; but probably a popular
perversion of tohman^ according to Duss and Ju-
melle the name in the French Antilles, prob. of
native S. American origin.] The name in St. Kilts,

etc., of 8i)ecies of Cannaj esp. C. edulis, and of the
Starch obtained from its root*stocks, also called
tous-les-mois starch,
Canna coccinea was introduced into W. Indies from

S. America in 1731; C.etfttlis from Peru in 1820 (A. W. Hill,
Kcw). Sampler of the farina were sent to England from
St Kitts in 1835-6: see Ryan's Me^. ^ Surg. Jml, Aug.
1836, and Morning Chron. 4 Aug. 1837.
i899 0i.rHKits Zrf/. cited in I'harm. Jml. VII. 56 (On the

Canna Achira or Tous Ics Mois). ifl^ Hooc ^eg. Kingd.
787 Ihe article known as Tous-les-mois is obtained from
the root-stocks of some species c^ Canna,. .The substance is

prepared in the island of St. Kitts. 1861 Hentley Man.
£pt. 66g One or more species of this genus [Canna] yield
'Tous les mois \ a very pure and usefulstarch, now largely
consumed in this country and elsewhere. 1867 J. Hogc
Microsc. I. ii. 153 ITie larger-grained starches form splen-
did objects ; tous-les-mois being the largest may be taken as
a type of all the others.

Tously (tau-zli), a. Also touzley, towa'jr.
[f. T0U8LE sb. or V. + -Y.] Characterized by being
tousled or dishevelled : having tousled hair or dress.
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X89J Pall Malic. 14 Feb. 6/2 Hither came the women,
a blowsy, touzley crew, with mouth agape. 1905 Daily
Nenvs 2 Aug. 6 One [humble-bee] with a tously yellow head
and thorax and dark brown abdomen. 1911 Ihid. 7 Mar. 4Why should a man send many men and teams of horses..to
fetch towsly brown grass to clothe his town lawn ?

tToust, sb. Sc, Old Law. Also 6-7 towst,
6 towist. [a. AF. tosle, tousle (i3-i4th c. in

Godcf.), var. spelling of lotgy tonte^ toulte^ toite,

'enlevement' = med.L. tolta^ f. OF. toldre^ L.
tollire to lift, take away, raise: see ToLT.] An
impost, rate levied, tax.

157^ Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 408 Gifony towst sould
be takin of ihair gudis. [bid.^ The said towist and imposi-
tioun. 1596 m Munim, Burgh /rvine(iSgo) I. 85 Grant to
the provost, bailies, council and community of Irwing..the
tousi, exactioun and inipoist of all the following sorts of
merchandise. 1598 in keg. Ma^, Sig. Scot. 1603. 513/1
Pro receptione cujusdam taxationis lie toust and taxatioun.
i6ao Ibid. 777/2 Cum potestate . . recipiendi parvas custunias
..lie to7ust aliasque devorias nundinarum et portus.

Hence t Toust v., Sc. Obs. rare^ trans, to tax

;

whence f Tou'sting vbi. sb.

1565 in Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 574 The taxing
and lousttng of her Majentie's barons and other lieges,which
are tousted for repairing of that which was so indiscreitlie

of the patrimonie forsaid dilapidated.

Tousy, towsy (tau-zi, t«'zi), a. Chiefly Sc.

and north, dial. Also 8 touzie, 9 touzy, towzy,
-sie, toosy. [f. TousK f. + -Y.] Dishevelled,

unkempt, tousled ; shaggy, rough. Also in comb.
[iSoo-ao Dunbar Poems xviii, 32 And l»e I ornat in my

speiche, Than Towsy sayis, 1 am sa streiche.J 1786 Burns
j'wa Dogs 33 His breast was white, his touzie back Weel
clad wi'coat o' glossy black. i8ao Blackw. Mag, May
159/1 Like yere ain towsie hassock o' hair, that has nae
been kamed since Kate Kimmer kamed it with the three-
footed stooL i8a6 J. Wh,son Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I.

180 What an outlandish, toosy-headed, wee sun-brunt dcevil
o' a lassie that. 1871 C Gibbon Lack o/Gold xiv, His hair
Was long and * touzy '.

Tout (tout), sb.^ Also 8 toute. [f. Tout ».1]

1. A thieves' scout or watchman, slang.
1718 C. HiGPEN True Disc, 13 (Farmer) H^ is a pushing

toute, alias thieves' watchman, that lies scouting in and
about the City to get and bring intelligence to the thieves.

2. One who solicits custom ; — Touteb i.

1853 Household Words VII. 26/r Touts and spungers to
fureign hotels and on foreign visitors. 1879 Sala Paris
herself again (1880) II. xL 163 A regular bouse to bouse
visitation was made.. by touts or agents of the insurers.

t88i Hesant & Rice Chapl. 0/ Fleet 1. vi, Ludgatc Hill,

where the touts of the Fleet parsons ran up and down. 1881
Hughes Rugby, Tennessee 34 The hotel touts rush on you.

3. i}li.oxei\x\\y racing tout.) One whosurreptitionsly

watches the trials of race-horses, so as to gain
information for betting purposes : = Toutkr 3.

186s Slang Dict.j Tout, in sporting phraseology, .signifies

an agent in the tratntn;^ districts, on the look-out for inform-
ation as to the condition and capabilities of those horses
entering for a coming race. 1887 Black Sabina Zembra
I. vi. 86, I . .don't object to seeing the touts coming about

;

it shows they think we have some horses worth watching.

4. The action of Tout v)- ; in phrase to keep {the)

tout, to watch, slang.

i8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Did. s. v^ To keep tout, is to look
out or watch, white your pall is effecting any private pur-
pose, A strong tout, is strict oliservation, or eye, upon any
proceedings, or persons. 1834 H. Ainsworth Rookwoodw.
ti, (Thcyl on each other kept the touL

Tout (taut), sb^^ Sc, Also towt. [Origin
obscure : cf. Tout v^-^

1. A tit of ill humour; a transient displeasure;

a pet.

1787 Shirrbfs Jamie 9f Bess i. ii. Were he ay sae, he then
wad ay be kind, But then, anitber tout may change his mind.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xt[i], He taks the tout at every bit

lippentng word. 1835 Cakbick Laird 0/ Logan (1841)76
Leezie was .. discontented, and subject to bits o' touts now
and then,

2. A fit or slight bout of illness.

1808 18 Jamibson, Tout, towt, an ailment of a transient
kind. i8s3 Galt Entail II. ii. 12 It's neither the t'ane nor
the t1ther,DUt just, .a bit towt that's no worth the talking

o*. 1831 Miss Ferrier Destiny Ixxvi, The baby had a sad
towt with its teeth. 1855 Mucklebackit Rhymes 219
(K.D.r^.) She teuk the tout, near Galashiels,.. She dee'd
that vera nlcht.

Tout, sb:^ [?Fr. tout all.] A term for a

siiecially successful result in certain games: see

quots. and cf. Littre s. v. Tout j^l,

1678 Dryden Limberham iv. ti, Well, I have won the
Party and Revenge however : A Minute longer, and 1 had
won the Tout. 1687 Skdlky Bellamira iv. i, I lost three

sets at back-gammon, and a tout at trick*track, all ready
money. 1891 Cent, Dict.^ Tout * 3. In the game of solo, a
play when one person takes or proposes to take all the tricks.

Tout (taut), v.^ Forms : 4-5 tute(n, 7- tout,

[ME. tfiletij pointing to an OE. *ltUian^ synony-

mous with OE. tdtianj Toot v^, and OE. tytan

\—*tAtjan. (For etymological relations, and cog-

nate words in the other Germanic langs., see under

Toot z/.l) As used in ME., tftte-n was identical

in sense with tolen, Toot z/.l, sense 2 ; the two
forms occur even as textual variants : see the first

quotation in sense i. The mod.Eng. form tout was
in use before 1 700 as a cant or slang word, whence
the later sense-development, which has differenti-

ated the word from Toot.]

TOUTER.

fl. ifitr. To peep, peer, look out; to gaze;
= Toot v,^ 2, Obs,
a 1400-50 Alexander 694 (Ashmole) Anec[tanabusJ .,

treyned doune fra be toure to tute in |?esternes[ZJ«^/. MS.,
to tote on J>e sternesj. /bid. 4776 (Ashm.) J>e kyng in his
caban with his kni5tis he ligis, Tutand out of his tents.
n 1603 T. Cartwright Confitt. Rhem. N. T, (1618) 192 Dare
you also affirme, that the soules in hell haue the same
knowledge, by touting into the diuell? 1676 Coles Diet.,
Tout, to look out or upon.

b. To keep a sharp look-out or watch ; to take
heed ; to be on the look-out. Thieves^ cant,
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Tout^ to look out Sharp,

to be upon one's Guard. 1728 (Ue Foe] Street Robberies
Consider'd^ Tout,, take heed.

2. trans. To watch, spy on. slang,
a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant, Creiv, Tout MtfC«//r, Eye those

folks which way they take. x8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Diet.,
Tout, to tout a person, is to watch his motions. 183a
Examiner tjft Two of them were sent forward. .in dis-
guise, to tout (watch) the door of the house. 1870 Sat.
Rez>. 2 Apr. 445 But.. the Prince of Wales is touted, Mr.
Gladstone is touted, their minutest actions are eagerly
watched and regularly reported; why should not we be
allowed to procure sinnlar information about race-horses?

b. To watch furtively or spy upon (a race-horse
or his trainer) with a view to using or disposing
of the information for betting purposes.
i8ia sportingMag. XXXIX. 283 He made it his busi-

ness to be at the Wheat Sheaf puhlic-house. .to tout Mr.
Prince, who had the mare under his training. 1870 Sat.
Rev. 2 Apr. 445 llie touting of race-horses is practised, not
to gratify curiosity, but as an aid to gambling. 1894 M. H,
Haves Men 9f Horses vi. (ed. 2) 94 With the fear of being
touted ever on them, the Newmarket trainers are.. shy of
strangers. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 2 Oct. 7/3 One of the most
assiduously ' touted ' animals at Newmarket during the
last fortnight has been M. Aumont's Dormeuse.
3. intr. To look out busily for customers; to

solicit custom, employment, etc. importunately;
also, Colonial and Lf.S.,, to canvass for votes.

"73«-54 [see Touting, Touter iJ. 1837 Dickens Pickw. x.
Doctors' Commons... Two porters, .as touts for licences...
I'wo coves in vhite aprons—touches their hatsven you walk
in—' Licence, sir, licence ? ' 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole
xix, He used to go backwards and forwards. .to tout for

customers. 1857 Kincslev Tivo Y. Ago x, I am to tout for

introductions for you ? 1869 Rogers Hist. Gleanings ( 1 870)
II. 200 Before Lord Hardwicke's Marriage Act, a particular
class of clergymen, not.. in very good repute, touted for

marriage-fees. iBSi JVation (N. Y.) XXXII. 397 It hxs
never occurred to him that people would be shocked by
seeing him 'tout* at Albany. 1891 Melbourne Argus
28 Sept., He should have gone round cap in hand and
touted for votes. 1898 J. Hollingshead Gaiety Chron. ii.

119 The same way as postmen tout for Christmas boxes.

Hence Touted, Touting///, aiijs.

i8ia Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 283 An object worthy the
consideration of the touting firm. 1895 [see 2 b].

Tout (tout, tKt), v:^ Sc, Also towt. [Origin
of sense i obscure. Sense 3 evidently goes with
Tout sb,'^^ and may be a different word from i.]

1. trans. To toss or throw about in disorder.

Alsoy?^. to canvass, discuss.

a x%fA Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. CI.) 408/18 To spill the
bed it war a pane. Quoth he, the laird will nocht be fane,

To fynd it towtit and ourtred. 1596-7 J. Melvil Diary
(Wodrow Soc) 410 We perceave the purpose is hot to canves
and towt our maters heir a whyll, that thairefter men of
lytle skill and les conscience may decern in to tham as they
pleis. i8xa P. Fokbes Poems 38 {E.D.D.) (He] lang an'
sair the claise did tout. Dreaming o' an invasion An' fights

yon night. 1899 J. Lumsuen Edin. Poems ^ Songs 250
Their waters mountain high Uprear in never-ending wars
And tout the ships an' flout the sky As if they'd quench the
eternal stars,

2. To irritate, vex, tease. Cf. ToDT sb.'^

i7»5 Ramsay's Gentle Sluph. 718 (E.D.D.) Losh preserve
us. Bess I At thys tym; and swa towtit 1 183a Carrick in

Whistle.Binkie Ser. 11. (1853) 124 Weel, weel, Janet, dinna
be sae toutit about it— I was awa' at a burial. 1887 P.
M'Neill Btawearie 61 If Bob toutit you, very likely ye hae
been toutin* him too.

b. intr, (Sec (juot.)

i8as Jamieson, Tout, to be seized with a sudden fit of sick-

ness [or] it! humour.

Tout. obs. f. Taut, Taught; var. Toot.
Toutch, obs. form of Touch.

t Toute. Obs. Also 5-6 towto. [Derivation

obscrre : ME. toute answers to an OK. *////e, be-

longing to the root *l^t-, to stick out, project

:

see Note to Toot t/.i] The buttocks, fundament,

posteriors, rump.
^1305 Land Cohayne 136 He [the abbot] takej> maidin of

t>e route And turni]j vp her white touie And betit> t>e

taburs wi); is bond To make is nionkes li^t to lond. c 1386
Chaucer Miller^s T. 626 Of gooth theskyn an hande brede
aboute, The boote kultour brende so his toute. t;i45o Cok-
ivolds Daunce 120 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 43 To vse we[!]e the
lechers craft. With rubyng of ther toute. C1460 Toivneley
Myst. ii. 63 Com nar, & other drife or bald, and kys the
dwillis toute.

Toute, var. Tot sby Obs., fool ; obs. f. Tout sb,"^

Touteaul, obs. erron. form of Torteau.
Tout ensemble : see Ensemble B.

Touter (tau'taj). [f. Tout z;.i + .eb1,]

1. One who touts or canvasses for 'customers or
clients; = Tout sb,^ 2.

a 1754 Richardson Corr. (1804) III. 316 Here (Tunbridge
Wells] are a parcel of fellows, mean traders, whom they
call touters, and their business touting.. tiding out miles to
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meet coaches and company coming hither, to beg their

custom while here. 1761 Derrick Lett. (1767) II. 49 'rhc

tradesmen of Tunbridge Wells, who use this silly practice

[of waylaying visilors to solicit their custom] are called

Tooters or Touters. 1844 Thackeray Wand. Fat Contrih.

i, Touters were about seizing upon the passengers and
recommending their hotels. z88i Nation (N. Y.) XXXII,
307 His performances at Albany as a touter for votes.

2. A spy upon race-horses ; = Tout sb^ 3.

i8ta Sporting Mag, XL. 200 A touter, that is, a person

who hides up between the furzes on the heath to see the

trials of horses.

3. A thief's scout ; = Tout j^.i i.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxvii, Thimble-riggers, duffers,

touters, or any of those.. sharpers,, .known to the Police.

1 4. One who or that which watches : see quot.

and of. TootbrI i. Obs,

1867 Sm\th Sailor's Word-hk-t Tout, an old term for

looking out, or keeping a prying watch ; whence the revenue

cruisers and the customs officers were called touters.

Touting (tau-tig), vhL sb.^ [f. Tout v,'^ +
-ING ^] 'rhe action of Tout v."^

1731 Gentl. Mag. Sept. 399/1 Soon as they set Eyes on you,

off flies the Hat, Does your Honour want this, does your
Honour want that ?, . Now this, please your Honour, is what
we call Tooting^ A Trick in your Custom to get the first

footing. 1777 Antig. in Ann. Reg. ii. 149/2 Tooting at

Tunbridge-wells means, .inviting and bringingguests to their

master's house. 1820 W. C. Oulton Pict. Margate 47 This
practice, called by the inhabitants touting, is exceedingly
troublesome to strangers upon their first landing at Margate.
1883 Manch. Exam. 26 Nov. 5/1 If there was any touting

for tlie Irish vote at York. 1894 M. H. Haves Men Sf Horses
vi. (ed. 2) 93 The disease oftouting is endemic in Newmarket.

Touting, vbl. sb:^^ in tottting-ken : see Toot,
TOUT v'^ Toutsayne, early form of Tutsan,
Touward, Toiizle : see Towaed, Tousle.

t Tovet. Obs, local. Forms : 6 tolvet, -vett,

7 talvett, tovit(t, 7-8 tof(f)et, 7-9 tovet ; also

9 tavort, tobit, tofet, tofiet {,Eng. Dial, Diet.).

[A local word of Kent ; evidently the same as

iollfat (see Toll sb.'^ 3).] A measure of two
pecks or half a bushel.
(laaa [see /('/^/s. V. Toll i/'.i 3].) 1520 MS.Ace. St. Johr^s

fiosp.^ Canterb.^ Paied . . for a tolvet of malt in drynk vj d.

1527 //'/(/., For iij tolvettis of otemele xviij d. 1547 (see toW
/at, as above]. 1618 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Cantcrb.,
When he brought the iij tovitis of wheat, ij d. 1629 Ibid.,

For a taluett ofwheate ij s ij d. 1639 Ibid., Payed for mend-
inge of a touitt ij d. 1674 Jeake Ariih. (1696) 81, i Bushel
2Tovtts or Half IJushcIs, i Tovit 2 Pecks. 1674 Ray S. ^
E. C. IVords 77 A Tovet or To/cty half a bushel : Kent.
1695 Birchington Par. Ace. in Archseol. Cant. XII. 407
For three tovets of hair. 1777 Ann. Reg. 11. 149 Tovet. .in

Kent means two pecks.

Tovore, variant of ToPORE Obs.^ before.

Tow (t^'i, Sc. \.v\x, lou), sby Forms : 4-7 towe,

(5 toow, 6 toa, 7-8 toe), 5-6 tawe, 5- tow.
[Known only from last quarter of 14th c. Origin

doubtful: peril, related to ON. t6 n. uncleansed
wool or flax, unworked fibre of thread ; which is

doubtfully connected with OE. "^iow- spinning,

weaving, in iowcrfpft, towhtts^ and iowHc fit for

spinning, textile, and obs. MDu. iomven to knit,

to weave (Kilian). The original sense may have
been ' textile fibre ' generally.
Kilian has ^ Touw Fris. Ang. j, werck, Stupa'; and

' Tauw j. tou7v*% also, ' IVerck^ Stupa, lini stupa, linum
vile, lini purgamentum, lana crassior & recrementitia

' ; which
evidently agrees with our word ; but ioniv has not Ijeen

found in Fris., and the value of Kilian's entry is uncertain.]

+ 1. app. The unworked stem or fibre of flax,

before it is heckled, Obs. rare~^.
CX400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 49 Raah..J>at ressayued \>e

messangers of Israel, .and seled [/r. feled] t>ain in hir hous
amang towe of lyne [cf. Vulgate Josh. ii. 6 operuitque eos
stipula lini ; Wvclip, couerd hem with stuble of (laxe],

2. The fibre of flax, hemp, or jute prepared for

spinning by some ]irocess of scutching.

1377 Langl. p. pi. B. XVII. 245 Ac hew fyre at a (lyntc
fowre hundreth wyntre Put (row haue towe to take it with
tondre or broches Al \>\ laboure is loste. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. W. 2004 {Ar/adnc) I'alUs ek also Of wex & tow [v. r.

towe)..To slake his hungir & encoinbre his teth, CZ440
Promp. Parv. s,(^l'2 Toow, of a rok, or a roket (. .K. towe
of henipe, or flax, or othyr like), pension. 1545 Rates 0/
Customs c vij b, Towe fyne the C. pounde v. s. Towe the
,c. pounde iij s. iiij.d. 1599 A. M. tr, Gabelhoiicr'5 Bk,
Physicke 38/2 Madefye heerin hempen toa, and applye..
rownde about his heade. x6i6 Surfl. & Markh. Country
Farme 568 To the end that.. in beating it with beetles,

heckling and spinning of it, such filth may not remnine
among the tow. 1674 Grew Anat. Trunks n. vii. § 13 The
Qualities of the best Tow, ..are that the Staple be long,
small, tough, and white, tyzs^^^sw Gentle Skepk.w.i,
Cae break your wheel, ancl burn your tow, And set the
meiklest peat-stack in a low. 178 . Burns (title) The weary
tund o' tow. Ibid, i, I think my wife will end her life

Jefore she spin her tow. 1825 Jamieson, Tow, hemp in a
prepared state. 1839 Cumbld. ^ IVestmorld. Dial. 13
Xae. .spin tow for bord claiths en sheets.

^* y^- ; ^sp. in phrase lo have tow ofi one^s rock

(distaff), to have business to attend to.

^1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 588 This Absolon . . hadde
moore tow [v. r. towe] on his distaf Than Gerueys knew.
£Z46o Towneley Myst. xiil 389, I haue tow on my rok more
then euer I had. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Col-
lect. (Maitl. Club) 155 'In good faith*, says John,..*the
Dutch has some other tow in their rock , 1890 Doyle
White Company v. They may find they have more tow on
their distau than they know how to spin.
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3. More strictly, the shorter fibres of flax or hemp,
which are separated by heckling from the fine and

long-stapled, called line; »= Hards, hurds.

1530 Palsgr. J83 Utus estovpes, a locke of towe or

hurdes. Ibid, 282/1 Towe, csiouppes. 1552 Huloet, Tow,
stipa, ae, stupa, x. 1601 Holland Pliny xix. i. II. 4
That part, .which is utmost and next to the pill or rind, is

called Tow or Hurds, and it is.. good for little or nothing
hut to make lampe-match or candTe-wicke. 1B44 G. Dodd
Textile Manuf. v. 165 The flax ceases to be called_ by
that name after it has passed through the heckling'

machines; the good portion is then called V;«fi ', and the

inferior * tow '. 1893 Daily News 14 July 3/7 Prices of lines

and tows unchanged. 1896 Ibid. 12 Dec. 8/6 Flax, tow,

and codilla quiet.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. 'Of or for low',

as tow-beetle (Beetle sb."^), -card {Caud sb.'^ 2 a),

-quality, ^waste; * consisting or made of tow*, as

to'tu cloth, goods, hards, rope, sheetings string,

thong, weft, yarn. b. Comb., as tow-heckler;

tow-coloured, -haired, -like, -made adjs. c. Special

combs. : tow-head, a light-coloured head of hair

;

also an imkempt or tousled head ; a person having

such hair; spec, a local name in southern U.S. for

Mergus cucullatus, the Hooded Merganser ofNorth

America, the male of which has a semicircular crest

with a white patch ; hence tow-headed (Z., having

whitish or tousled liair ; tow-wheel, a large spin-

ning-wheel for making coarse tow yam.
1601 Holland Pliny xix. i, II. 4 To be beaten and punned

..with an burden mallet or *tow-beetle made for the purpose.

1801 Jas. Thomson Willy Weir's Legacy xxv, A pair o'

gude *tow-cards. 177S Cooke in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev.

(1853) I. 27 Such a demand for *tow<loth for family use.

x8zz J. Flint Lett. Amer. 232 A tent was dismantled of
its tow cloth covering. 1B87 Jf. AsHBV-STERiiV Cucumber
Chron. 5 There are six *tow-haired children playing beneath
a guide-post. 1617 J. Karbikr Jan. Ling. 98 'Ihe remnants
of *tow-hards. .are turned into smoke, or burned in the

chimney. 1884 G. H. IJoughton in llarper^s Mag. Sept.

530/2 The *tow-headcd children rolling about in the

orchards, i^ 1800 Pilgge Suppi. Grose, *Tmv'Hecklery a
dresser of tow for spinning. North. 1907 igth Cent. Apr.

584 Her *tow-Uke hair was tied up with white t-ape. 1896
Daily Ncjvs 12 Dec 8/6 *Tow-made goods are selling freely

in heavy makes for unions. 1336 Ace. Exch., K. R. 19/31

m. 4 (P-R-O.) In X. pctris cordis de canabo..pro vno
*towerope inde faciendo. 1902 Crockett Dark o' Moon
xxxix, Saunders Lennox's tow rape will break mony a
promise on Monday mornin* by nine o' Kirkcudljright clock.

X776 Pennsylv. Even. Post 25 May 264/2 A pair of *tow
trowsers. 1837 Civil Eng. <5- Arch. Jrjil, I. 79/2 Bags filled

with clay and *tow-waste. 1900 Mary E. Wilkins Parson
Lord (ed. Tauchn.) 26 The great arc of an old *tow-wheeI.

1780 A. Young Tour Irel, I. 262 The warp of *tow-yarn.

Tow (t^'i, Sc. t2?u, tou), sb!^ Also 5-7 towe.
[Known in Sc. use c 1470 : not in OE. (exc. perh,

in ^tSh-iine remiilcus', tow-line, in Wr.-Wiilcker

182/32). Corresponds to OFris. /(ny (from 15th c.),

WFris. toUf NFris. tau^ idw, mod.Du. touw, early

mod.Du, tottwe (Kilian), MLG. touwe, touw, LG.
and EFris. tau, whence mod.Ger. tau (1663 in

Kluge)
;
generally identified (at least the monosyll.

forms) with ON. tog, Norw. tog, Sw. tag. Da. toug,

tov, all meaning * rope, cable, cord *
: akin also

to ON. taug f., OE. tc^a^y t^ah siring, rope, Tie sb.

The fundamental meaning was app. 'means for

drawing', f. ablaut stem teuk-, tauh-, tug- {tog-)

to draw : see Tee v.^'\ A rope. Chiefly Sc.

c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fah. v. \Parl. Beasts) xii, With
towis proud ane pal^eoun can thay picht. 1513 Douglas
y^neis w. xii. 163 Thair cabillis new, and tharteid towis
reparis. 1534 Ace, Ld, High Trcas. Scot. VI. 234 Cabillis

and towis brocht hame to the Kingis schip. a 1578 Linde-
SAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 175 His handis bund
witht sic ane tow of hempt. 1646 Alloa Kirk Session
Rec. in North. N. .5- Q. 18 For towes to the belL 0x670
Spalding Troub.Chas. /(1829) 12 Upon Monday., at night,

he came down over the castle wall, upon tows brought to

him secretly by bis wife, and clearly wan away. 1785
liuBNS Holy Fair xxvi, Now Clinkumbell, wi' rattlin tow
[=bell-ropc] Begins to jow and croon. x888 J. M. E. Saxhv
Ladso/Lunda 117 She was scudding out the Voe, Erik
steering, Bill at the tows.

b. spec. A hangman's rope, a halter.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. viir. cii. (S.T.S.)
II. 66 The tow, quhiike he maid to hang vtheris in, him
selfe was first caught in, 1822 Scott Pirate xviii, It can
end in naething but trees and tows [= gallows]. >886
Stevenson Kidnapped 50 There's many would like to see
him girning in a tow.

c. In various si>ecific or contextual uses {Sc. or

Eng, dial.) : e. g.
The rope or chain by which the weights of .1 clock are sus-

pended (Sc.) i a line or ro^e for sca-fishin§ {Orkficy ^- S/utl.)

;

the winding-cable for raising and lowering the cage, etc. in
a coal-pit {Sc. and north. Eng.); a rope or chain for
hauling timber {Eng. dial.) ; a line attached to the horns of
the leading oxen in a South African team (alsojbredow).
1834 A. Smart RJiymes 136 Just pou* the tow up when

ye beddit. 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports ^ Adv. Scot.
XV, (1855) 136 They prepare to set their tows, or lines,

provided with ling hooks... The whole of the /ac^-rVj a boat
carries is a fleet of tows. 1850 R. G. Gumming Hunter's
LifeS.Afr. (1902) 8/1 The twelve oxen are soon all securely
yoked in their proper places ; the leader has made up his
'fore-tow ', which is a long spare rbeim attached round the
horns of each of the fore or front oxen. 1863 W. C. Bald-
win Afr. Hunting\m. 357 When the front oxen had reached
the boys, I shouted, ' Let go the tow, and get out of the
road'. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining^ Tow,.. 2, A

TOW.
winding rope of hemp. X884 W. Wore, Gloss. (Upton-on-

Severn), Tow, a chain for hauling timber. X893 Heslop
Northumbld. Gloss., Tow, a small rope or painter. 1898
Daily News 25 Feb. 3/1 He went down with the first tow
and found the fireman there.

t Tow, sb.'A Obs. local. Forms : 5 toughe, 7
tawe, 8 tow. [Agrees in form and sense with

Norw. toge (for togje), Aasen.] Orig. an iron

chain, later, a large iron link, attached to the heel

of the turn-wrest plough, and by which this is

drawn. Also called tow-chain.
1407 in Kennett Par. Ant. (1818) II. 213 (Oxf. ftl^ucks.)

Pro uno vomere et una cultura et dimid. 'I'ougbe cum uno
Plowsho emptis, xxiii''. 1607 J. Carpenter Plaine Mans
Plough 160 'ihe Tawe, or that yron Rope which embracing
the Beame, assureth it to the Tractory or Lambe. X733
TuLL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xxi. 301 The Tow-Chain which
fastens the Plow-Tail to the Plow-Head. 1796 J. Boys
Agric. Kent (1813) 52 The plough there being drawn by a
long large iron link, called a tow, which comes from the axle

of the carriage round the heel of the plough.

Tow (tJu), sb.^ Also 7 tawe. [f. Tow z;.i]

1. A rope used for towing, a tow-line.
1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 5B5 (TTie Phenix] kept her

company vnlil the next morning, then taking in a small

cable from her for a towe : but by 9.. she spent her maine
mast and split her foreyard, breaking also her tow. i6aS

J. Glanvill Voy. Cadiz 61 Wee could not thus havefastned
a towe unto her. 1669 Sturmv Afnriuer's Mag. i. it. 16

Those that be on Shore may have a Towe, and be blest with

a Ruther ; for we will stay for no man.
2. The action of towing or fact of being towed;

chiefly in in tow, in the condition of l>eing towed

{of or by the towing vessel) ; esp. to take in tow
(said of a ship, etc.) : to begin and continue to

tow, to tow.
1622 R. Hawkins Vo:y. S. Sea (1847) 226 The Dmntie

sayled badly, ..and with the advantage which all the
South-sea shippes have of all those built in our North-sea,
theadmirall gaveher a tawe. 1704 J. Harris Z.tfx. Techn,
I. s, v.. Whatever is drawn after a Ship, or Boat with a
Rope, &c. is said to be Towed after a Ship, or to be in her
Tow. 1720 Db Fob Capt. Singleton L (1840) 4^ As they
were sailing away with our ship in tow as a prize. 1793
Smeaton Edystone L. § 109 One of these blocks.. is by a
strong chain attached to the carriage,, .which is then drawn
forward with the block in tow. 1865 Livingstone Zaw4^«i
xvL 324 We took the hippKjpotamus in tow. 1900 F. T,
BULLEN With Christ at Sea viii. 151 The long upward
tow was nearly at an end. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 11 Apr. 5/2
The worst weather experienced during the tow was a fresh

gale and lumpy sea.

b. fig., esp. to take in tow, to take under one's

guidance or patronage ; to take charge of.

1789 DiBDiN Poor yack ii, Providence takes us in tow.

1790 WoLCOTT (P. Pindar) Advice to Future Laurent IL

xxiii, Too proud for hards to take in tow my name. 1804
Fessenuen Democr. (1806) II. 30 Till he will condescend, I

trow Our commonwealth to take in tow. 1M3 Gilmour
Mongols (1884) 226 A young lama. .took me in tow, and
conducted me to all the tents. 1896 Mrs. Caffvn Quaker
Gratuiiuother 1% She set off.. to explore the world, with a
one-eyed old aunt in tow, and a prize bull-dog.

3. A vessel taken in tow ; also, a string of boats,

barges, etc., lieing towed.
1805 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. iBgnote, Trlni-

dada in tow. Employed knitting fore and mizen rigging,

and securing the masts and tow. xWj Fis/teries ExJttb.

Cntal. (ed. 4) 175 Methods of Crossing a Channel with
Tows of Seals. 1883 Law Times i\ Nov. 62/1 The^. A".,

by reason of the inefficiency of the V.S. to command the

seven tows, stranded and became a total wreck. 1885 La^v
Times Rep. LIII. 53/2 The schooner.. liaving come into

collision with a tug and her tow. xdyj OutingiV.S.) XXX,
120/1 The tow consisted of thirty-k>ur boats lowing four

abreast, a floating village with its houses and families and
small children. 1906 Roy. Comm. Canals^ Min. Evid. 5^
I have seen a tow of as many as 23 boats m the Blisworth
tunnel on the Grand Junction.

b. A vessel that tows ; a tug.

1874 Bedford Sailors Pocket Bk. vi. 172 The heaviest

boats should be nearest the tow. Weighted boats tow best,

4. attrib. and Comb, (or perh. from Tow v.^), as

tow-barge, -horse, -man, -vessel ; tow-boat, a boat

used in towing ; spec, a small vessel built for towing
others, a tug; tow-car, on street-railways in U.S.^

a car which is towed by another, a trailer {Funk^s

Stand. Diet. 1895); tow-iron, in IVhaling, the

toggle-iron or harpoon to which the tow-line is

attached {Cent. Vict. 1891); tow-post, a lowing-

post ; tow-rail : see quot. See also Tow-LHfi,
-NET, -PATH, -ROPE.
1681 W. RoDERTSON Phrascol. Gen. (1693^ 1085 A •tow-

barge. 1815 Massachusetts Statute 7 Feb., His patent
steam *tow-boats . . said patent l>earing date the 2 day ofApril

1814. i860 Merc, Marine Mag. VII. 99 Two powerful
tow boats, .are stationed at the bar. 1864 Carlvle Frtdk,
Gt. XVII. vii, IV. 590 New boatmen, forty new *towmen. Z908
Daily News 29 July 4 He braced bis back against the •tow-
post as he flicked the cleanings overboard. iS^^ Pall Mall
Mag, Nov. 380 A stout arched timber, reaching from bul-

wark to bulwark [of a tugj, termed a *tow-raiI. 1698 T,
Savery Navig, Intpr. 10 The 'Tow Vessel in [i6]82 drew
but four and a half Water the Outside.

t Tow, sb,^ Obs. rare, local. Forms : 5 togh,

6 tow, towe, tawe. [Origin obscure : it cannot

easily be connected with Tye, tie in same sense.]

A pillow-case ; cf. Tye sb,"^ 4.

AX490 BoTONER ftin. (Nasmith 1778) 268 Unam ctmbam
cum una togh de raycloth. 1535 m Weaver Wells Wills
(1890) 95 A cofftr, ij pelowtowes, a salte, a gyrdell. 154^-3

(Jan. 29) Will y, Dowdynge, widow (Wells IVob, Reg.),



TOW.

A syller, price of 7s! a pclow with a tawe. 1543 (Sept. 8)

II ill A'. Anti/i (Ibid.), A pillow with the tow.

Tow {io"), v-^ Forms: i tojiau, 3 tojen, 4

toweu, 4-6 tou(e, 4-8 towe, (6 toagh, toogh,

tougli, 6-7 togh, toe ; 6 taw, 6-7 tawe), 6- tow.

[OE. to^iau to draw or pull by force, to drag, ME.
/t))eii, tmven = OKris. fega to pnll roughly, pull

about, MLG. /o^en (early mod.Du. to^en (Kilian)),

OUU. za^n to draw, tug, drag (MUG. zcgi'ii),

ON. and Norw. U^a to draw, pull :—OTeut.

'togSjan, deriv. vb. from tog-, weak grade of ablaut-

series /««A-, taiih-, tug- {tog-) to draw: see Tee w.l]

•(• 1. tiam. To draw by force; to pull, drag.

c 1000 rassio St. Margaret in Assmann Ags. Horn. 178

And J,a codes wiSerwinnan h^ fxmnan ;^enamon, ut of

ba;re byng unserxdelice hi tosodeii. e layS L*"- 7536

Tulitis pat sweord heold: and Nemnius Jjaiie sceald and
longe J>us i lojede. la 1400 Morte Arth. 3655 The mary-

nerse . .Towyne trvsselle one trete, ti^ssene vpe sailes. 1494

Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 248 Item, for a rape, .quhilk

was brolcyne wyth towen of the tymiiiyr..ijs. iiijd. 1581

Studlky Agamemnon ni, They tough their oars and with

their toyle they heipe the wynd and weather.

fig. 1583 STUBOKS/)«a/. Abus. 11. (1882) 50 What tricking

& toying, and al to tawe out mony, you niay be sure,

t b. To convey, carry. Ohs. rare,

13.. E.E. Allit.P.C 100 Jonas.. Machcs hym with )«

niaryneres, nuikes her paye, I or to towe hym in-to Tarce,

as tyd as (ay my3t. a iwj Josef>i Arim. 374 penne (>el

taken bis mon and towen him to |k; temple.

c. To draw u/> or let liown with a tow or rope. Sc.

In this sense pcrb. directly from Tow sb.*

1S96 Dalrvwplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 27 With
lang towis and Lathiris Uttin doune thay ar towlt vpe.

175s Edom o Gordon xxil in Percy Kctiques (1765) 1. 104

row me in a pair o" sheits. And tow me owre the wx
2. spic. To draw or drag (a vessel, persons in a

boat, etc) on the water by a rope.

To tow (a boatj under water, to swamp by towing.

(1190 : I implied in Towage i.J 1351 Earl Derby's Exf,
(Camden) 33 Pro touyng navem domini de la bauen apud
Boston, a 1500 in Amoldc's Citron. (t8i i) 133 After tyme
she was weyed and toued to the hauyn at Cafeis. 1553 in

Hakluyt I'oy. (1904) V. 92 The boat (which we toed asterne

from Jaffa). 1557 W. Iowrson ibid. (1589) 117 Her rudder

was tjroken, so that the Hart was glad to towe her. 156s

J. Shute tr. CambinTs Turk. IVars 34 b, They tawed the

palandre after them. ijSo Wakmer AU. Eng. vl xxix.

(1612) 144, 1 will . . toogh the I'innesse of my thoughts to

kenning of your eyes. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I. L 578
He that-.toghes against the tide His laden barge. 1597

J. King On Jonas (1618) 56 They.. labored.. to toagh their

ships to land. i6»o K. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) II. 113,

1 sent out 4 barkes to helpe to toe her, 1630 Drayton
Muses Etizium 11. 343 Swans vpon the Strcame to tawe me.
Slags vpon the Land to draw me. 1644 Z. lloYo GartL
Ziim in Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 7/1 In thy great Barge
me togh against the tide. I7» (JuutELEY & CuuMlia Voy.

S. Seas 143 We took from the Indians a Canoe, made of

the Bark of Trees, but soon towed tier under Water. 1769
Dt Foe's Tour Ct. Brit. (ed. 7) I. 153 King's Ferry, where
a U>ng Cable of about 140 Fathom, ..fastened at each End
across the Water, serves to get over tbe Boat by Hand. ..

The Ferry-keeper.. is obliged to tow all Travellers over
free. 1877 A. B. Edwarus Uf Hilt viL 174 Barges towed
by government steam-tugs.

b. intr. To pull or tug as in trying to move.
1884 Law Times 10 May 26/3 A tug towed at her for

an hour and a half before she was got on.

3. trans. To drag by or as by a line, {humorous.)
1663 Butler llud. l it. 1125 The Knight liiir-self did

after ride Leading Crowdero by his side, And tow'd him,

if be lagg'd behind. 17^ Lauy Mary Coke Jrnl, 39 July
9) XX. 68 Monsieur Wangeiiheim was towing up Lady

Sarah, and complaiii'd it was hard work. 1803 Scott Let,
(1889)

to Ellis 14 Oct., in Lockk^^^ A rosy loss.. entered our cot-

tage, towing in a moostroui sort of bulldog. z883 W. H.
Bishop in Harper's Mag, Mar. 503/1 A mounted Mexican
towing a bull. 1884 Sonconf, ^ Tn<Up. 12 June 578/1 Mr.
Cuml^rland, blindfolded, towed another dignified gentle-

man through the streets by a silken cord.

4. intr, or absoL To advance or proceed by
lowinj^ or being towed.
1611 Dbayton Poly-elb. ii. 451 When toghing vp that

streame . . shee yet conceales her name. 16*4 Capt. Smith
Virgima iii. vi. 61 He would.. cause.. divers of his Country-
men helpe vs towe ag.uinit winde or tyde. 1667 Lond.
Gaz. No. 186/4 One of them endeavoured to tow after him.
i6g5 Blackuork Pr. Arik. vi, 371 At last King Octa..
Commanding all to follow, tows away. 17*0 De Fob Capt.
aingUt^H V. (184C4 90 We towed up as far as..our boats

would swim. 18x3 SouTHEY Nelson I. iii. 143 The French
vessels were allowed to tow out of the port of Genoa. 1874
[see Tow ^.* 3 b).

Hence Towed (t^iHl), Towing (tJu*iij) ///. adj's,

1898 Daily News 4 Aug. 5/3 The river journey in "towed
barges from Sbellal to Wady Haifa. 1901 Westm, Gaa.
8 July 9/3 One tug, and one towed raft, two self-propelled

rafts. 179s Act 35 Geo, 11/^ c. 106 { 23 For the makins • a
Way or Koad fur the 'Towing Horses. 1842 Branuk Diet*

Sc, etc s. V. Tow, .\s the vessel towed affects the motions
of the other, much attention b required on her part to

second the intentions of the towing vessel, trans/. 1909
WeitfH. Gaz. 2 Feb. 4/1 'lo couple up a towing machine to

a fully ciitiipped [motor-] car by means of a strap.

Tow CtJ«), int. and t/.- a. int. A word used in

calling a hawk, and in urging on greyhounds, b.

vb. trans. To urge (greyhounds) on with this call.

X57S TuKBERV. Falconrie 182 Make them come from it

to your fist . . with calling and chirping to them, saying*

:

Towe, Towe^ or Starve, Stmve^ as Falcontrs vsc. 1793 F.

Gbosk Olio (1796) 178 Towing on two greyhound.s, the con-
stant attendants on his steps, pursued the game. Note.
Tow, Tow, used iu setting ou greyhounds in OWccstei^ire.

195

TOTir (too), 11.3 [f. Towji.l] />-aaf. To comb or

c.ird fla.x ; also, to reduce to the state of tow or

fibre. Hence Towiug vbl. sb., spec: see quot.

1 891; t towiug-mill, a carding-machine : see

quot. 1789.

161S Markham Eng. Hoiisew. ir. v. (1668) 134 That which
comes from the flaxe being a little towed again in a pair

of WooU Carxis, will make a course harding. 1789 Trans.
Soc Arts VU. 195 Mills.. in Yorkshire.. called Towing-
Mills. .worked hymen turning them backward and forward,

till the wool is sufficiently opened for use. 1891 Cent. Diet.,

Towing, in curled-hair manu/., the oi>eration of picking to

pieces the ropes of hair after they have been steeped in

water and then subjected to slow heat [to give a permanent
curl to the h.iir),

'SovTfi',* J^oitery manu/, [f. Towii.l] trans.

To smooth the surface of (earthenware or china)

when in the dry clay state before firing, by rubbing

it with tow, sand-paper, or flannel. Hence Tower,
Towing vhl. sb,

189a Daily Ne7vs 23 July 5/4 Mr. Brewer, a factory in-

spector in the Derby district, calls attention 10 the probable
extension of the method of putting a finer surface on earthen-

ware, which is known as * towing *. 1894 Labour Commis-
sion Gloss., Towers,., pottery workers, who, wheti plates

that are still unfired are dried till nearly all the moisture is

out of them, pass over the surface while they, .are rotating

on a wheel a piece of ' tow ', or sandpaper, to make them
smooth.

Tow, obs. form of Tohgh, Two.
Towage (t^-edj). [Used in 13th c. in med.L.

form towAgium, in 1 3th or 14th c. in F. form tottage,

implying verbs med.L. tomdre, F. totur. These
verbs, however, have not yet been found at that

date, and Hatz.-Darm. consider Fr. iouer to be a
deriv. of ON. toga to draw, puU ; it might also be
from MLG. togen: see Tow z/.i The Eng. form
towage apijears in L. context a 1337. In mod. use

it is felt as a direct derivative of Tow v,^'\

1. The charge or payment for towing a vessel

(in quot. 1670, for permission to tow along the

bank). Also altrib.

[ia86 Towagium (Du Cange). 1190 Rolls of Parlt.
I. 27/1 Cum Dominus Rex habcat & habere debeat Towa-
gium navium & batellorum majorum & minorura in

Auua de Tyne, ascendendo versus Novum Castrum.] 1563
in R. G. Marsdcn Set. I'I, Crt, Adm. (Selden) 1 1. 64 Towage,
sownage,and petye lodemanshippe with all other accustomed
averages. 1670 lii.ovirv Law Diet., Towage.. 'is the tow-

ing or drawing a Ship.. .Also, that Money or other recom-
pence, which is given by Bargemen to the owner of the

Ground, next a River where they tow a Barge, or other

VeaaeL is 1688 Dalijis Stiles (1697) 414 Merchant of the

•aid Towage, Rowage, Anchorage,..and other dues. 1755
Magkms Insurances 1. 73 To the petty, or accustomary
Average.. belong Lodemanage, Towage, and Pilotage.

2. The action or process of towing or being

towed.

1 1»97 Boston Customs Ace. Customs, AT. ff . Bd. 5 No. s dcrso
(RR.O.), In frectagio pro.lij. sacciset .xx. petrislane..et in

touwagio dictarum lanarum et in loadesmanagio .Ixxj.s. ..

Item in primagio.ij.s.] a 13J7 Ace. Exch, K. R, 17/34 "»- 3
(P.R.O.) In towage eorundem [xl doleorum vinijper aquam
..de lostwithie! vsque Fawe ad nauem .xiij.s. .iiij.d. i6ix

CoTCR., 'ToUaige, Towage, the towing of a ship by boats, ot

at the Sterne of another ship, a 1640 Jackson Creed Xf. xliv.

\ 1 'lliere is no possibility for two to go on breast, nor any
nx)mfor steerage, but only towage. 1670 [see sense 1 ]. 18*7

Blackw, Mag.XXl. 244 Under his towage we made way
at a lolerabfy rapid rate. 1894 Times 12 Feb. 4/a The
Mostiuito proceeded to tow the Cathay towards the Hum.
ber. Tlie Cathay continued to labour heavily, and the tow-

age required great care.

II
Towai (tJ-wai). Alsotowhai. [Native Maori

name. (Not to>be confused with Tawbai.)] A large

New Zealand timber tree, Weinmannia racemosa,

N.O. Saxifragacem, also called by colonists Black

Birch,
x84S Wakefijxd Adv. N. Zealand IL 95 (Morris) Its

banks.. are covered almost wholly with the towai.^ This

tree has very small dark leaves. It is used for ship.building,

and is called by Englishmen the 'black birch '. 1851 Mks.
WiLsoM N. Zealand 43 The ake. .and towai (Leiosfermum
racemosum) are almost equal, in point of colour, to rose-

wood. 1883 J. Hec-tor Hamlbk. N. Zealand 132 (Morris)

Towhai, Kaniahi. A large tree j trunk two to four feet in

diameter, and fifty feet high.

Towail(e, -aiUe, -ale, -all, obs. ff. Towel.

Towan (tau-an). Comtn. Also towin, tewen,

ttian, tflyn. [Cornish /ir»a«,Welsh tywyn in same

sense.] A coast sand-hill.

1803 PoLWHKLl Hist. Cormu. i. v. 161 The green hillocks or

levels of our downs in the vicinity of the sea. We call them
towatis. 1859 M. Walcott Guide Devon Kr Cornw. 529

The neighlxjuihood of Hayle is remarkable for sands com-

p<»ed of shells, the towans. i88x Jago Cornw. Gloss.,

Toivan, towin, tewen, tuan, or ttiyn . . are Celtic Cornish

words for a dune or heap of .sand. 1899 Quiller Couch

Shifi 0/Stars iv. He heard a horn blown somewhere high

on the towans benind him.

fTowanite (tau-anait). Min, [Named 1852,

from Huel Towan in Cornwall : see -itb 1.] An
obsolete synonym of Chalcopybite.
185* Brooki & Miller Phillips' lutrod. Min, 182 Bor-

nite . . occurs in beds and veins in the older rocks^ with

towanitc [etc.). 1878 Gurney Crystallogr. 79 Towanite or

Copper Pyrites is a double sulphide of copper and iron.

Towar, obs. Sc. form of Toweb sb.''',
'':

Toward (ti;u'(w)ojd, to-ajd), a. and adv. Forms

:

TOWARD,
see next. [OE. tdweard adj., f. ti. To prep,-\.

-weard, -wabd. So OS. iSward, -werd, OIIG.
zuozvart, -wert, adjs. In OE., when used attribu-

tively, inflected like other adjs, ; when in the pre-

dicate, uninflected exc. with pi. -e. The advb. use

apix:.irs to arise out of the predicative use of the
adj., or from the neuter adj.]

A. adj. f 1. That is to come, coming, future. Obs,
c888 K. /Elfreu Bocth. xxxix. § 11 Tacn ^-ais toweardan

welan. 971 Blickl. Hom, 15 lie t>isse ondweardan tide, ge
eac be |>a;re toweardan. c looo Ags. Gosp. Mark x. 30 Q\\ to-

weardre [//rt^/. (;. towearde] woruldeecelif. 11.. \2thCent,
Hom, xiv. 136 Na;f3 he naifre Jjajrof for^yfenesse, ne on bisse

weorlde, ne on I?a towearden. 1590 Spenser F, Q. If. iv. 23
He, either envying my toward good. Or of him selfe to
treason ill disposd. 1613 Chapman Rev. Bussy D'Ambois
1. i. The toward victor of the whole low Countryes.

\\>. predicatively. Coming or going (to be),about
to be, future. Obs,
c 888 K. i^LFREU Boeth. xL § i He nat hwait him toweard

bid, hwstber l^e god }^e yfel. t;iooo J^t.TeVA<z Gen, xviii. i3

He ys toweard on miceire niEejiie. Ibid. xlix. i Ic eow cySe
J>a l>ing |je eow towearde synd. — Deut. xxix. 15 Kalfura
mannuni, f>am ^e nu sint and |>am |;e towearde sint. c 1530
Ld. I!ernisks Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 48 And she grew and
amended dayly, so that she was towarde to be fayrest crea-

ture of yo worlde.

f 2. Approaching, imminent, impending. Obs,

cSgo tr. Bxda's Eccl. Hist, iv. i. (1890) 256 Hy nedde se

towearda winter, |>ait heo stille wunedon. 971 Blickl. Horn,

195 Forjwn |>e he air nolde onjytan Jrone towerdon deajj,

1586 J.
Hooker Hist, Irel. in Holinshed II. 154/2 Dis-

Eatchmg also a messenger to hir inaiestie of these toward
roiles and rebellion.

b. pred. Now rare or Obs,

£:890 tr. Bada's Eccl. Hist, iv. xiv. [xi.](i89o) 294 Mid \>y

he . . onget \>s:t him dea5es da;^ toweard W£S. a 1000

Liccehoc u. xlvi. in Sax. Leeclid, II. 256 Tacn hu sio adl

toweard sie, J387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. loi Also for

werre and batailles |jat were toward \\mpropter imminen-
tia bella\, 146a J. Paston in P. Lett, II. i2t Mak as

merry as ye can, for ther is no joperte toward not yet.

1494 Fabvan Chron, vii. 387 For so moche as wynter was
towarde. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xxvii. 20 No smal
storme being toward \imnunente\ al hope was now taken

away. 1600 Shaks. A. Y, L. v. iv. 35 There is sure another

flood toward, and these couples are comming to the Arke.

1795 Mont/ord Castle II. 50 There was a trifling banquet
toward, at which they would be glad of his company.

1877 Macquoiu Doris Barugh xviii. (E.D.D.), Ah knawed
fower weeks sin' at ther war a wedding toward.

C. In progress, going on ; being done.

1838 Caroline Fox Old Friends {lii-2) 229 Louis Buona-
parte has reached France from London to see what is toward.

1892 A. Murdoch Yoshiwara Episode 60 News of the

encounter that was toward had spread .
.
, and all the inmates

..had pushed into the ante.room where the contest was in

progress. 1893 Rider Haggard Montezuma's Dau, xxi,

A fierce hope smote me.. when I saw what was towaid.

d. ' Getting on', forward, advanced.

1893 Coi-nK Mag. Nov. 522 Gliddets's operations were
well toward.

3. Of young persons : Promising, ' hopeful ', for-

ward ; making good progress in learning or prac-

tice; disposed, apt, or willing to learn; docile.

«: TowABDLY a. 2. Obs, or arch.

Cj«9o5.£«.f.Z«-. 1. 42/278 Swuch a child touw.ird as pou

art i.loked, 1538 Cromwell in ^\t:x\\Tx\^i\ Life ft Lett. (1902)

II. 163 On the behalfe of a ryght towarde yonge man,

Edwarde Bashe, this Berer. 1398 B. Jonson Ev. Man in

Hum, It. i. Where proving A toward Imp. i6oo"Hevwood

\st Pt, Edw, Ji^, Wks. 1874 I. 5 There was neuer mother

had a towardcr son. i&(S B. Jonson Staple ^ N. 11. i,

Vouchsafe my toward kinsman, gracious madam. The favour

of your hand.

1 4. Disposed to do what is asked or required

;

willing, compliant, obliging, docile. (The opposite

of Fbowabd a, I .) Obs. or arch,

CI440 York Myst. x.xvi. 159 Goode sir, be toward t>is

tyme. And tarie noglit my trace. For I haue tythandis to

telle. i47a-3 Rolls 0/ Pnrlt. VI. 6/1 Of their fre wille,

toward, herty and lovyng dispositions. 153* Cromwell in

Merriman Life It Lett. (1902) I. 350 What shalbe your

towarde mynde herin I pray you to Aduerlise me. isga

Shaks. Ven. ^ Ad. 1157 Peruerse it shall be, where it showes

most toward, Put feare to valour, coinage to the coward.

1713 Steele Guard. No. 142 r 3 Miss hath hitlierto been

very tractable and toward. 1738 tr. Guazzo's Art Con-

versation 233 A Child of a toward Disposition.

b. Of things : Favourable, propitious : the oppo-

site of untoward, rare,

1850 Gladstone Homer H. 100 She can order out a

rattling zephyr, .or simply a toward breeze. 1868 — Juv.

Mundi viii. (1870) 281 He too sends for the Greek ship a

toward breeze. 190a Daily Chron. 29 May 3/2 There are

plenty of what we may call toward coincidences in Mr.

Yoxall's book.

5. Left, as opposetl to right, dial,

(From the fact that the left side of a horse, etc., is to-

ward the person who mounts or leads it. Cf. Near a. 3.]

1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowelt xxii, ' Mark, does Mr.

Cradock Nowell generally shoot with cartridges? "' He
laiketh mostways to be with a curlreege in his toard

barryel, sir '. ' Oh, keeps a cartridge in his left barrel, does

he; and fires first the right, I supposeV 1879 Miss
Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk, 5. v. Frainmet, A harvest-

field term. ToUrt is left hand.. .' Theer, now yo'n chucked

it down toert way '.

1 6. ? Forthcoming, ready at hand ; in existence,

'going'. Obs, (Quotations obscure.)

c 1350 lym. Palerne i loi Of proiide princes sones, dou5ti

men toward, Fulle fourc schore. Ibid. 1443 He has a .sone

dere, On be Iriest man to-ward of alle dou^ti dedes, pat any
26-2
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man vpon molde may of here. 1393 Langl, P. Pi. C. i. 214
And 56, route of ratons of rest men a-wake, Ne were [>e cat

of J>e court And 5ong« Kytones to-warde. c 1530 Ld.
Berners Arth. L^t. Bryt. cxiv. (1814) 540 And this chyld
was the most fair chyld toward of the world, and wel
fourmed, byg and myghty. \prig, & si estoit I'enfant le

plus beau qu oncques fut veu grand & gros & bien forme.]

X5S9 Aylmkr Hat-bor<nv€ 12, 1 shewed you the lyke towarde
in a mail of late.

B, cuiv. [Cf. MHG. zttowart adv.]

L In a direction toward oneself, or toward some-
thing aimed at, Ohs. or arch, t Toward and
/reward (d\^\. fromwanf) J to and fro.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviiifij. 8 To-ward, fra-ward, for*

lete me noght a 1400 in Halltwell Kara Mat/tern, U^Ai)
58 Come toward and go froward til jje perpendicle..falle

Vpon J>e mydel lyne of t>e quadrant. Ibid. 66 Go toward
and froward til J>ou se [>e toppe of ^jat thing in Jie mydel of

J>at myrure. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xni. xvi. 634 He
rode many lourneye-sljotbe toward and froward. 1858 Bush-
NEi.L Ser/n, Nciv Life xi. (1869) 148 The motion is outward
and not toward, as we conceive it to be in happiness.

b. To the left ornear side (of a horse, etc.). dial.

1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4917/4 The forepart of his Mane
longest, the one part being short, lies toward, the other
froniward. [Gloucester, Hainpsh., Wilts, in Eng^Dial Dict.\

2. Onward (in a course), forward {lit. andyf^*-.).

14x6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 12159 AI that thow wendyst
ha be toward, Ys but a passage that goth bakward. 1309
Hawes Pcist^ Pleas, xxx. (Percy Soc.) 148 The time rentieih

toward light fast. 1539 Moke Dyaloge Wks. iio/i By
that way, y* faith went well toward, and one heritique so

tourneddid turne many other. x^iA Berksh.Gloss.^ Towart.
towards; forward. When a come a little tow-art I could
zee as 'twas a pawle cat.

Toward (tJu"9id, to'aid, toad ; tiJfw^ud), prep.

Forms: 1-2 toweard, 2 towaard, 2-3 touward,
a-4to-ward, 2, 4-6 Sc. towart, (4 tawart, 6 Sc.

touart), 3 {Otffi.) towarrd, (3-4 to(-)war), 4-5
taward(e, 4-6 towarde, 5 tooward, to-warde,
to ward, to warde, (towor, 6 towerde, towrd,
tward, tordo), 3- toward, (8-9 towVd, 9 dial,

toard). [OE. iJtueard, f. U^ To prep. + -wcardy

-WAUU; orig. the uninflected form or singular

neuter of Towaud a. In OE., originally followed

by a genitive ; later by a dative like the simple to.

The first pronunciation figured above is now chiefly northern
and (app.) American ; the fourth is not recognized in any
modem dictionary, British or American, nor app. by any
orthoepist ; but it appears to be the prevailing one in Lon-
don and the south of England. See Walker, on the word.
It was app. referred to in 1749 by Chesterfield Lett. 27 Sept.

:

* The vulgar man goes to wards and not ioiuards such a
place'. It may have arisen from the analytical form in

to us ward, to fuaven ward, in which to has its ordinary
stressless pronunciation as a preposition ; and, if so, may
have existed locally or as an alternative form, esp. in verse,

from the 16th c. So witli Towards.)
1. Of motion (or action figured as motion) : In

the direction of; so as to approach (but not neces-

sarily reach : thus differing from 'Vo prep. i).

C893 K. i'ELFRED Oros. I. i. | 22 t'oiine £erna3 hy ealle

towe^ird \>xm feo. ^897 — Gregory's Past. C. ix. 59 Da 3e
ga3 on ryhtne wej toweard 3ses hefonrices. cn7S Lamb,
Horn. 3 pe helend nehlechede to-ward ierusalem pare burh.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 18/589 po (jc deuelene comen toward
him, huy'ne mitten come him nei^. c 1375 Cursor M. 3356
(Fairf.) Quat mon ys he pat comande tawarde \p.r. tilward]

vs I se. c I37J5 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. [George) 844 Dacyane
..Towart his palace went. C1400 Dcstr. Troy 6112 po
ledys. .gon tooward l^e grekis. C1470 Henry Wallace i. 98
Towart Dunbar without restyng thai raid, issa Huloet,
Torde, vide in toward. i6ix Bible Phil. iii. 14, 1 presse to-

ward the marke. 1715-ao Pope Iliad xi. 641 The steeds with
sounding feet Shake tne dry field, and thunder tow'rd the
fleet. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. i. 504 Tow'rd the Northern
sky.. the Hero cast his eye. 1870 Morris Earthly Par.
(1890) 233/2 The company of maidens drew Toward where
they stood.

+ b. pred. after to he'. On the way to. Obs.

1*97 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 3569 pe king was toward scottlond.

c i4as Seven Sag. (P.) 660 Toward the deth as he was . . He
mette with mayster Baucillas.

tc. With implication of reaching ; to. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 27 Pilgrimes were they alle That

toward Caunterbury wolden ryde. c 1425 XI Pains of
Hell 238 in O. E. Misc. 218 Vp taward heuen t>ai con hiin

bryng. 1440 Paston Lett, I. 40 This same weke shall he to
ward Fraunce. c 1500 Melusine 102 They departed fro

Lusynen and camme to Poytiers toward the Erie. 1596
Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 403, 1 must away this night toward
Padua. x6ii — Wint. T. v. l 232 Vpon which Errand I

now goe toward him.

2. Of position : In the direction of; on the side

next to ; turned or directed to, facing.

13.. Cursor M. 2474 (Cott.) Abram chese him toward J>e

est. X387 Trevisa ///^<^^» (Rolls) I. 235 Alway his face was
toward l^e sonne. 1:1400 Maundev. (Roxl).) xxxtt 147 pat
tyme occupied Cristen men many cuntreez toward t>ase

partiez. c 148a J. Kay tr. Caoursins Siege 0/Rhodes (1870)

P 10 Atte fote of a hylle toward the Westc a 1548 Hall
Chron.t Hen. V 55 When he entred into the chambre the
dukes backe was towarde him. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. (1637) 306 Under Suth-rey toward the South lieth..

Suth-sex. 1760-7* H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) I. 75
This needle, .[was) three-.square toward the point. 1853 M.
Arnold Scholar Gypsy xiii, Have I not passed thee on the
wooden bridge..Thy face toward Hinkseyand its wintry
ridge ?

tb. Beside, near; about, in attendance uponj
in the possession of; with. Obs.
cx^ao tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh, no And ^e

gretteste with-holde toward )^. CX400 Brut cxxxti. 136

Harolde . . wolde nou^t departe with his pepic of Jjing )jat he
hade gete, but helde it al toward \v.r. towards] hini-self.

1433 Rolls 0/ParIt. IV. 423/1 Makyng jjo \>-aI beth toward
hym to do the same. 1469 in Archseologia XV. 170 The
oon key shall abyde toward the wardeyn, and the .second
toward the master above<;tid. 1601 Wv. Andrewes Serm.,
Matt, xxii.2i (1631) 11. 88 Herod and they that were toward
him, Ijeing all that they were by Cjesar.

3. In the direction of (in Jt^. senses), a. gen, :

esp. with words expressing tendency or aim, and
followed by an abstract noun expressing state, con-

dition, etc. (In qiiots, 13 . . and 1553 * on the way
to' : cf. lb; in quot. i6oo, *to' : cf. i c.)

[/1 1225 Ancr. R. 120 Tu scbalt demen |^i suluen wod, l>o

l>u l^er touward ^>ouhtest.] 13.. Cursor M. App. ii. 790
(B. M. Add. MS.) What l>inges l^at I say may To myn
felawis.., That 1 was toward l>i buriynge. 1426 Lydg.
De Guil. Pilgr. 75 That folk may the Ryhte weye se

Best assuryd to-warde ther passage. 1553 Respublica iv.

iv. 1126 So ye though oppressed with longe aduersitee,

Yet doubte not, are towarde wealth & prospjritee. 1600
Shaks. A. Y.L. n. vii. i6z His bigge manly voice. Turning
againe toward childish trebble, pipes And whistles in his

sound, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Eccl. ix. to Wks. 1686 111.

224 Incessantly working toward the end for which it^ was
designed. 1818 Southrv Ess. (1832) II. 135 There Is no
danger of our tending toward the same extreme. 187s
Whitney Lije Lang, ii, 18 Tracing the history of words
toward their origin. 1891 Mrs. Maude Pyrography i. 7 An
immense advance has been made toward perfection.

b. With a noun or pronoun denoting the object

of action or feeling : To ; against.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 Gif we sune^ieS towaard him'we
sculengan tobote. C1200 ORMIN2601 Forr 5howass. .milde
& meoc & blij>e, 5a towarrd Godd, 5a towarrd mann. 1390
GowER Conf. I, 122 Bot wolde god that grace sende, That
toward me my lady wende, As I towardes hire wene. c 1400
Land Troy Bk. 10049 He Is wel wroth toward his wiflT. c 1460
Oseney Reg. 123 The seruice . . that \>c saide chanons
schaU aquite towarde the Chefe lordes. c 1500 Melusine
xxxvii. 297 Now haue I betrayed you. .and haue forsworne
my self toward you. 160J Shaks. Twel. N. 111. ii. 13 This
was a great argument of loue in her toward you. 1785
Liberal Amer. II. 226 To explain the real motives of his

conduct toward me in _
America. 18x3 Southey Nelson

II. vi. 8^ The policy which ought to be pursued toward the
French m Egypt. 1867 R. Collyer Nat. ^ Life xiii. 247
This is the way in which I act toward my own children.

f C. With regard to, in reference to, respecting,

concerning, about. Also as toward {d. as to). Obs.
fz 1240 Lojsong in Cott. Hom. 211 Opene ham [my wits]

heouenliche king touward heouenliche ^inges. c 1300 Bekct
765 If thu wolt owjt toward me, thu wost wel y ne mai no;t
ii^te. 1390 GowER Conf.^ 11-34 Wel me qwemeth, That
thou thiself hast thus aquit Toward this vice, in which no
wit Abide mai. 1433 Rolls ofParIt. IV, 423/2 As toward
his abode here . . he saide Jjat he knoweth [etc.]. a 1548 Hall
Chron,^ Hen. K/96b, And as towarde the letter sent, .vnto
my lorde of Bedford of the whiche the tenor is before
renersed. 1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 285 Swa that
na complaint salbe..maid to the Quenis Majestic towart
the saidis contraversiis and debattis. 1670-1 Marvell Orr.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 360 On Munday next, when the House
will probably proceed severely toward their penaltyes.

d. In comparison with: = To 18, Now dial.

1527-8 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (jj2i) I. App. xvii. 38 Which
bookes . . be not to be regarded toward the new printed
Testament in Englishe. 1887 .S", Chesk. Gloss.^ To'art as,

in comparison with.

4. Of time : So as to approach ; at tlie approach
of, nearly as late or as far on as, shortly Ijefore, near.

14.. Torr. Portugal (E. E. T. S.) Fragm. ii. 511 It drewe
towarde the nyght. ? a 1500 IVycket {1Z2Z) p. ii, Towarde
the laste dayes the kynge of the northe shall come. 1797
Holcroft tr. Stolberg's Trau. (ed. 2) III. Ixxx. 240 To-
ward the conclusion of their independence. 1802 M.
Cutler in Life, etc (1888) II. 8g Gentlemen most accus-
tomed to speaking, .were principally to wait till toward the
close of the debate. 1844 Southey Life A. Bell I. 54
Toward the close of October letters..had reached him by
way of Glasgow. 1876 Stedman Victorian Poets 103 At
dates well toward the middle of this century.

5. fa. Of condition or quality: Verging upon,
near ; somewhat like, nearly, as if ; toward black-

ness, somewhat or nearly black. Obs.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) N lij, Whan the bladder is

towarde any syckenes. 1562 Turner Herbal 11, 153 The
Thlaspi y* cometh out of Cappadocia is toward blacknes,
and the sede^ is not fully rounde. 1566 Blundevil Horse-
inanship iv. iv. (1580) 3 It is best knowne, whether a Horse
be sicke or not, or toward sicknesse, by these signes.

b. Of quantity: Nearly as much as, nearly.
cri449 Pecock Repr. i. iv. (Rolls) 20 Welnyj or weel

toward the al hool lawe with which Cristen men ben
chargid. 1879 S. C. Hartlett Egypt to Pal, xxi, 453 They
rise, .toward a hundred feet above the plain.

6. In prospect of; in the imminence of; (as

predicate) in preparation for. Obs. or arch.

1542 Udall Erasm. Aptph. 327 b, When Crassus was
towarde a iourney into Syria. 1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl.

(Arb.) 79 Towarde shipwracke, many men can pray. 1865
SwiNBUKNE Atalanta 877, [I] stand, girt as they toward
hunting.

tb. Coming upon, Mn store for*; usually of

eviU ready to fall upon, threatening. Obs,

1375 Barbour Bruce i. 82 pai couth nocht persawe l>e

skaith t>at towait ^>aim wes apperand. x6o6 G. W(ood-
cocke] Hist. Ivstinc xxvi. 94 By the inwardes of those

beasts, perceiuing .. that there was toward them a great

slaughter. 1609 Hollani) Amm. Marcell. 399 All which.,
plainely shewed, that this kind of death was toward him.

7. In the way of contribution to ; as a help to

;

for the purpose of making up, promoting, assisting,

or the like ; for.

1468 in Blades CAr/(W (1882) 151 Hit is accorded that
[they] shall haue in honde xl Ii sterling towarde thoire costs
& charges. 1483 Cely Papers (Camden) 144 To pay thys
hallff 5erys wages.. here ys nothyng toward hytt. £'1530
H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture 655 in Babees Bk. 100 Giue the
pore of thy good ; Part thou therof toward their want.
1662-3 Makvell Corr. Wks. (Gros.) H. 83, 1 have writ this

same.. to prepare our correspondence toward your service.

1710 Swu-T Jrnl. to Stella 5 Oct., Here is two and eight-
pence halfpenny toward your loss. 1828 Southey Ess.
(1832) II. 273 Raising a fund .. toward the expenses of
removing paupers by emigration.

8. For to . ,. -wardf separated by the sb. or'pron.,

as in to us-ward^ to God-ward^ see -wakd, and cf.

To prep. 2 e.

TO'WardlineSS (see next). Now dial, ox arch.
[f. TowAKDLv a. + -NE8S.] The quality or character
of being * towardly '.

1. Good disposition towards something, willing-

ness ; spec, aptness to learn, docility, tractableness

;

forwardness in learning, * promise ' ; ingenuity,

proficiency: = Towaudness i, 2.

(Z1569 Kingksmvll Confl, .Satan (1578) 25 Such as haue
no towardlinesse nor framing of their hearts, .to do the will
of God. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 360 [HeJ ap-
pointed eight hundred of the Christian children, in whom
appeared most towardlinesse, to be brought upfor lanezaries.
x6i2 BiiiNSLEY Lud. Lit. p. XXV, AH schollars erf" any
towardlinesse and diligence may be made absolute Gram-
marians, and euery way fit for the Vniuersitie, by fifteen

yeares of age. 1735-6 Carte Ormonde I. Introd. 65 The
loss of his only son, a noble young gentleman and of great
towardliness. 1830 Godwin Cloudeslcy III. i. 3, I had
children that improved every day in towardlinessand beauty.

2. Favourableness, friendliness, affability.

1566 Q. Mary Let. in Sir J. MelviCs Mem. (1735) 144
Touching our I'owardliness to them of the Religion. 1603
Knolles Hist, Turks (1621) 573 The great towardlinesse
and courteous nature of the Turkish emperour.

3. Furtherance, advancement, promotion.
XSS3 S. Cabot Ordinances in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 262 In

towardlinesse of beneficiall traffike. 1653 Manton Exp.
James iv. 16 Wks, 1871 IV. 394 If God suspend his concur-
rence, the creatures cannot act, at least not with any toward-
liness and success.

t4. Likelihood, likely condition or ]x>sition,

prospect ; in such phrases as in great toivardliness^

very likely. (Cf, Towardness 3.) Obs,

1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 297 Cato put out of the
Senate also, one Manlius, who was in great towardliness to
have been made ConsuU. 1655 Owen Vind, Evang. Wks.
1853 XII. 192 The signs. .that he would be exalted to a
Kingdom. He was by them in a good towardliness for it.

Towardly (t<?u*(w)ojdli, to-ajdli), a, [f.

Toward a. + -ly 1 : cf. OE. t&iveardlic that is to

come, future fwhich did not survive into ME.).]
1. Likely to lead to a desired result ; promising

success, propitious ; helpful, favourable, advanta-

geous; seasonable, belilting. (Cf. Toward a. 4 b.)

15JO St. Papers Hen, VIII, II. 34 After ye shall have
atteyned. .any towardly comfourte, this yere, to bring our
rebellious subjecttes there to summe obedience. 1644 Mil-
ton Areop. (Arb.) 69 What wants there to such a towardly
and pregnant soile, but wise and faithfull labourers? 1704
Swift T. Tub Concl. P6, I have observed many a towardly
word to be wholly neglected, 1825 Mrs. Carlvle in

Froude Life Carlyle (1882) I. 322 Your circumstances, .may
be in the process of time rendered more towardly. 1884
Athenxum 15 Mar. 340 He must chose a towardly hour.

2. Promising, * hopeful ', forward ; apt to learn,

docile : chiefly ofyoung persons or their dispositions.

1528 J. London Let. to Bp. Lincoln 25 Feb., in Lett. ^•

Papers Hen. F///, XLVII. 90 (P.R.O.) Neuer..to calle

hym nor any other Cambridge manne vnto hys most to-

wardely colledge (Christ Church, Oxford). 1561 T. Hoby
tr. Castiglione's Courtyer 1. (1577) Cij b. One of the best

fauoured, and towardlyest personages in the worlde, de-
formed and marred in bis greene age. 1587 Fleming ComIh,
Holinshed III. 959/1 They., rode to Enfield to see the
prince, . . greatlie reioising . . to behold so proper and to-

wardlie an impe. 1617 Abp. Abbot Narr. 11. in Rushw,
Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 451 He was my Pupil at Oxford, and a
very towardly one. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. v. Wks. 1738
II. 90 Them also I wbh. .mistaken, who write that Athelstan,

jealous of his younger Brother Edwin's towardly Virtues, ,

,

caus'd him to be drown'd in the Sea, 171a Steele SpecL
No. 263 Pi, I am the happy Father of a very towardly Son.

1863 Sat. Rev. 21 Mar. 366/2 He will be a towardly scholar
under a willing teacher.

b. Of plants: Promising, forward, "i Obs.

1580 LvLV Eupkues (Arb.) 451 Easterly windes blasteth

towardly blossoms. 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 303 Purge
them of all superfluous .shoots and cions, reserving only the
most towardly for the future stem. 1676 Halk Contcmpl.
II. 98 Towardly Plants, are by Death Transplanted into

another Region, a Garden of Happiness and Comfort.

3. Well-disposed, dutiful, tractable.

1513 Douglas ^nds in. viii. 70 Sen the sammyn four
futtit beistis eik Bene oft vsit, full towartlie and meik, To
draw the cart, and thoill bridilt and ren^e. 1601 R. John-
son Kingd. tj- Cotnmtv. (1603) 234 [A slave's} faithfulnesse

and towardly disposiiion. a 1629 Hinde y. Bruenxx. (1641)

64 I f bee saw them any more towardly, in duties of Religion.

167a Eachakd Hobbs* State Nat. (1705) 13 I'le promise you
to be very towardly for the future.

b. Favourably disposed, friendly, affable. (Cf.

Toward a. 4.)

IS . . in Maton IV. Counties (1797) I. 55 Tl»e ladi Elizabeth

so towardli with the kinges honorable counselers. 1649
Davenant Love ^ Hon, in. iii. Good heart, it is As towardly
an old thing I 01674 Clarendon Hist. Reb, xiv. § 41

England proved not yet so towardly as he expected. 1893
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Ail/. Ohserv, i8 Feb. 340/2 The men., were very courteous,

and tlie women very towardly.

TO'Wardly (see prec. ), adv. Now dial, or arch.

[f. TowAKt) a. + -LY 2, Cf. OE. idweardlice, in

time to come, in the future (which did not survive

in MK.).] In a * toward' or * towardly' manner;

with favourable disposition ; willingly, compliantly,

obligingly; docilely, tractably, submissively ; with

promise of good progress, promisingly : see the adj.

1481 Coz'entry Leet Bk. 48+ Wherin ye shewed yewe
ryi;ht benyvolent and towardly disposed. I5«3 Hen. VIII
in KIlis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 238 I'hanks unto all the lords,

capitaitts, and other whichchave right towardly, benivo-

lently, and conformably served as under you in this Jomey.
1562 J. Hkywood rrc^f. ff Epigr. (1867) 195 WyU you
reedes shrinke still to all windes towardly? xw Morley
Introti. Mhs. 55 To see my schollere go towardlie forward

in their studies. 1704 Pens in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX.
34a If our friends will not behave towardly, 1 shall be con-

strained to break it. 1819 R, Anderson CumhLU Ball. 43
How tow'rtly she com hcime ! 1874 Daii^ News 12 Aug.,

Postmaster-General Lord John Manners hands in^ the

Twentieth Annual Report of his office as towardly as if be
had done nothing but deliver letters all his life,

Towardness (tJ'i\w)3idnes, to'ajdnes). Now
Ohs. or arch. [f. as prec. + -NES3.] The quality

or condition of being * toward *.

fl. Disposition, inclination towards or to do
something ; readit>ess, willingness. Obs.

146X Cofentry Leet Bk. 316 Trustyng . . that ye in so

doj-ng shall thynke your true hertts and towardnessc right

wclie be-sette. \$yiT\Hu\\:B.AHsw.More\\.xi. Wks.{i573)

337/3 What good towardnescan we haue vnto the wiIloifGod

while we hate it and beignoraunt therof? 1563 Ranuolpu
in Robertson Hist. Scot. II. App. vii. (1759) 14 This queen
being before advertized of his towardness, by many means,

hath sought. .to know my lord of Murray's mind herein.

s6so E. Skohv Extr. Hist. Hen. H^ofFrance 2 His qualitie

drewe him into the knowleilge of the world; where his

royall towardnessc U-got him estimation. x6j^ BuRNG^r
Past, Care\ni. loi IThis] may put some of ihcni in a greater
towardness to hear Reason.

2. J^cr. Willingness and aptness to learn ; natural

aptitude and good disposition ; docility, tractable-

ncss ; forwardness in learning or practice, ' promise *,

proficiency.

1509 FisHRR FururaZ Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. 1876
I. 292 In her tendre atrge she beynge endued with so grele
towardocs of nature, & lyklyhode of enherytaunce. 1564
Haward Eutro^tMs ix. 98 A yonge man of a wonderful
lowardnesse. i6qi Fui-BECKKif//'/./'rtra/^24Knighthoode
b bestowed in regardof precedent merite, or of some eminent
prowesse and towardnesse. i6^x F. Piiilups AV^. Necess.

33Z That none should be admitted into any place within

his House, .but such as be of good towardness, likelihood,

behaviour, demeanour and conversation.

+ 3. Condition or ap|>earance of approaching in

time, coming on or impending; imminence; like-

lihood, pros|>cct. Obs.

1549 in Strype Ecct. Mem. (1721) 11. 310 If there should
be any towardness of a meeting.. likely to take any good
effect, they would certify him of it. a islBoHtiysKV A rcat/iaiv.

(1598) 39Z O Mopsa, . . here am 1 thine owne father Dametas,
Dcuer in such a towardnessc of hanging, if thou canst not
helpe mee. 1660 Shamrock Vegeta&ies 13 When the great
fro&ts breake, at the first lowardnesse to spring. 17SI
STRvnc £ccL Mem. II. 310 If there appeared any toward-
ne^ ofa good conclusion, he shouM be certified of it.

+ 4. Stateof advancement or forwardness ; in {a)

good (etc) towardftesSf making good progress,

getting on well. Obs.

1475 Sir J. pASTOH in P, Lett. III. 133 All suche coum.
fforte as yc ffynde or lieer off the towardnesse tberoff. 1577
VAUiRouiLtiER Luther on Ep. Gal. 107 All things were in
a happie course and great towardnes with you. 1579-80
North I'lutarch (1676) 235 All his doings, which were now
so far onwards in good towardness.

Towards (U^'Sidz, tu'didz, to^jdz ; tt^w^'jdz),

prep, and ado. Forms: i toweardes, i, 6 to
wardes, 3-7 towardes, (5 -ia, -ys, tawardes,
6 towerdya, Sc. towartis, 7 towardat), 5- to-

warda, (7-8 tow'rds). [OK. t&weardes^ i. toiueard^

Toward a., with -cs^ -s of adverbial genitive : see

-WAKD8.
(As to varieties of pronunciation see Toward Prep.)}

A. prep.

1. or motion, etc. : In tlie direction of, on the

way to: « Toward /r^/. i.

cUB K. iCtrRED Boeth. xxxix. S i Hwy ne ma/^on ^e
^ebidan ;;ecyndeliccs dcaiSes, nu be eow a:lce dxT, to-

weardes onet? cim O. E. Citron, an. 1094, Se eorl innon
Normandis . . mid l^am cynge of France., ferdon to wardes
Ou ^ex se cyng Willelm innc was. c iso^ Lav. 515 Brutus
iberde seggen..pat I'andrasus J>e king him towardes com
Mid muchelere ferdc. 144a T. Beckincton Corr. (Rolls)

II. 190 Maister John de Hatute departed hens on Saturday
at noon towards his cuntrey. isJB in R. G. Marsdcn Sel.
Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894) I. 73 lliey made saile towards
their owne countrey. xjsa H ulokt, Towardes and toward.
..Yet marke the mancr of phrase as you dyd in amonge &
amongest, X766G0LUSM. Fic. ff^. x, The proci:s.<»ion march-
ing Slowly forward towards the church. x8i6 J. Wilson
Ctty ofPlagu€ I. i, Kvery step I take Towards the city.

x86q Iynuall GleK. x, viii. 59, I turned towards home.

t b. pred. after to be : On the way to : « '^^-

yixuitprep. i b. Obs.
1601 Shaks. AlTs IVelliu. ii.71 Towards Florence iahe?

t c. To (with implication of reaching) : = To-
WAHv prep. I c. Obs.

1467 Coventry L*et Bk. 335 Also (at (they] stifficiently

amende J>e folewey towardes Crab-tre-feld. 1585 T. Wash-
ington tr. Nicholay's Voy. \. xxil. 20 ToO dispatche aiid

seiide away the knight . . towardes the court, too aduer-
tise the king. i6zx Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iii. 121, I will..

imce softly towards my Kinsmans. 16x3 T. Milles tr.

Mexia'sy etc. Treas.Anc. -V I^lod. T. 698/1 Pope Innocent
. .sent verie Learned and Religious men towards Baty.

2. Of position: In the direction of; on tlie side

next to; directed to, facing: = Toward /r^/. 2,

14*3 J.\s. I Kingis Q. civ, lieiwgnely sche turnyt has hir

face Tuwardis me. 1503 in Lett. Rich. Ill ^ Hen. Vll
(Rolls) I. 202 The said bishop as he stode .. towaides the
quere. 1555 Bkadford in Stry-pe Eccl. Mem. (1721) III.

App. xlv. 129 To make all our Haven-Townes mor stronger

towardes the I.and, than they be towardes the Sea. i6ix

Bible Ps, xxv. 15 Mine eyes are euer towards the Lord.

i66s ]. Davies tr. Olearius' f^oy. Ambass. 58 Canon, with
the mouths towards that street, r7»6 Leoni Albertts
Archit. I. 99,2 Hills towards the North. .encrease the heat.

iw Swift Let. Eng. Tongue Wks. 1755 II. i. 186 The
Northern parts lying towards the Euxine. _

185X Helps
Coinp, Solit. vi. 85, I sat upon a garden seat in a sheltered

nook towards the south.

+ b. Beside, near ; in attendance on, about ; in

the possession of; with: =TowAUD/r^/. 2 b. Obs.

? 1447 Lett, flfarg. Anj'ou f^ Bp. Beckingtoti (C:amden) 94
We..praye yow hertely, that.. ye wil have oure said secre-

tary lowards yow. 1459 Rolls 0/Farlt. V. 367 Persones
of grete myght, havyne towardes iheym of their lyverey..

such multitude of Robbers, Rioters, and myschevous per-

sones. 1614-1^ Archdeaconry 0/ Essex Minutes If. 103 b
(MS.), The prince his landresse and a man towards the

prince were by the harbenger placed to lodge in his house.

1664 Marvell Corr, Wks. (Grosart) 11. 166 Had chosen his

Excellence the Earle of Carlisle .. for his Ambassador Ex-
traordinary towards him.

3. In the direction of (yf^.). B..gen. = Toward
prep.l^.
1634 SirT. Herbert Trav. 49 Their beauties are. .such

as preuaile in my iudgement, towards chastitie, more then
Ouids Remedy of Loue. x(k^ E. Walker Epictetus' Mor.
Ixxi, He that labotus on Towards Perfection. 1763 J.
Brows Poetry <5- Mus. xiv. 341 In all polished States, these

Arts have a natural Tendency towards Corruption. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iL I. 231 TTie king was suspected
by many of a leaning towards Rome. 1871 P. H. HurroN
Ess. V. u388) 118 The absolute wUl towards right.

b. Introducing the object of action or feeling;

« TowABD prep. 3 b.

1390 OowER Con/. II. 32, I mai wet .. Excuse me of
necgligence 'I'owardes love in alle wise. 1483 in Lett.

Rick, iil^ Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 48 Good will towardes hir

bou>band. c 1495 Ibid. 1 1. 57 To ordre that matier towardls
hym as heshalbe ri>;ht well contented. xf^^CaLAnc. Rec.
Dublin (1889) 1. 498 Thankes off hys grett goodnes towerdya
me. 1536 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (CZamden) 99 How
I shal use me self towardes thaim. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi.

ii. II To blame him for such cruelly Towards a Ladte.

x68a NonRis Hterocles 1,1 Friendship ought to be exercised

towards all, but especially toward good men. 17x3 Berkeley
Cwuard. No. 3 P I A sense of piety towards heaven. x8oa-xa
Bkntmam Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 53 He has as

good a pretence and (as towards the public) a justification,

as heart can wish. x9^ Mattel*. Exam. 10 July 5/3 The
sentiments of the Thibetans towards us.

t o. In favour of ; favourable to : — For prep, 7.

Obs. rare,

X47S Paston Lett. 1 1 L 52 To have thys Parlcment as for one
of the burgeys of the towne of Maldon, syche a man of
worc^p and of wytt as wer towardys my seyd Lady. 1477
Ibid. 171 And [ - if] ye come and fynde the mater do more
towards you then ye dyd afortyme.

d. Compared to, in comparison with ; ^ To
prep. 18, TowABl)/>r^/. 3d. Uovf dial.

a 1568 (JovERUALK Bh. heath xxv. (1579) 113 In compari-

son whereof.. mjnrthe and cheere vpon earth is scarce to be
esteemed as castingc counters towardes the finest coynes of
C^olde. 1665 Tkavestih Siege Mewh^nsel 27 They fought

with such desperation and courage towards what they had
done before. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss.t To'arts as, in com-
parison with.

e. In expression of good wishes for (a person,

or his health) : = To prep. 12 a, 26 b. dial.

X766 GoLDSM. Vic. IK XXI, Drinking towards my good
health. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes xi, Here's towards you,

my buck.

4. Of time or succession: = Toward /r^. 4.

X994 Shaks. Rick. Ill, 111. v. loi, I goe,and towards three

or foure a Qocke Looke for the Newes. x66x ho\Ki.h Hist.

Anim. ^ Min. Introd.^ Snailes, which some count most
diiinty sweet and nourishing meat, and are !>est towards

winter. 17S4SHERLOCK Disc. (1759) I. ix. 25^ 'these Words
stand towards the Close of St. John's Gospel. 1836 Back'
woods o/Catiada 208 The skins are very thick and glossy

lowards winter. x886 C. E. Pascok Lon^l. 0/ To-day xxxu
(cd. 3) aSa In Whitehall Gardens.. Beaconsfield lived for a
short time towards the latter part of his life.

5. * Getting on for', verging upon, nearly as much
as; tending to: *= Toward /r*?/. 5.

X570 KoxE A. 4- M, (ed. 2) 2276/2 Being iudged by the

common people, more then an hundretb ycare of age, and
by her own estimation well towardes ac X619 Hales Ooltl.

Rem. II. (1673) 84 When Gomarus had spoken towards an
hour and a half. x6j6 Bacon Sylva § 77 Water, thicker,

and more towards Ice, than Common Water. 171a Steele

Sped. No. 437 P I She was gay, airy, and a little towards

Lil^rtine in her Carriage. X777 Bukke Corr. (1844) II. 195

Where there are towards six hundred persons. 1845 J. H.
Newman Ess. Developm. 41 When he is towards fifty,

Mr. Wesley marries.

1 6. In prospect of, approaching : = Toward
prep. 6. Obs.

1513 Ld. Bbkners Froiss. I. cccxxvii. 512 He was towardes

a trt-aty for a maryage for him with the dotighterof y«kyng
of CastclL X54X -!>'• l^t^pers Hen. VIII, Vlll. SS9 As

towching ony maryage that she was towardes, I harde ofnon.
1611 ToURNF.UR Aih. Trag. 11. v, What, is not thy misiressu
towards a husband yet? a 1624 Br. M. Smith Serin. (1632)
141, Idid not know that thou hadst a cause towards hearing.
x66i in Verney Mem. (1907) H. 175, I here your son is

towardes a good fortewen. 1688 Siiauwkll S<jr. Alsatia v,

Your brother has heard of this great match you are towards.

t b. Coming upon, in store for : — Toward
prep. 6 b. Obs,

xs6o Daus tr. Sieidane's Cotniit. 14 b, There was muche
trouble towardes him, what by the Turkes, and what by the
Frenche men. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts, N. T. 123
Jesus., well knew what evill was towards him. 1719 Young
Busiris V. I, I fear some ill is tow'rds me. 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones viii. vi, I dreamed . . that I stumbled over a
stool without hurting myself; which plainly showed me
something good was towards me.

7. In contribution to ; for making up, promoting,
etc. : = Towari:) prep. 7.

1474 Coz'entry Leet Bk. 412 Such benlvolence as his

louyng subgettes there schall shewe vnto hym towardes his

Crete viage in-to ffraunce. 1531 in Essex Rev. XIII. 221
Item I bequeth to BryghttyngseyChurcli towards lengthing
of our Lady Chapell. .iii. quarters of the ship called the
Trinitie. 1639 S. Uu Verger tr. Camus' Admtr, Events 77
Nothing could have prevailed towards thesavingof his life.

XTiQ Law Serious C. viii. She pays their rent, and gives
them something yearly towards their clothing. 1806 Act 46
Geo. HI, c. 132 {title) To advance a certain sum. .towards
that purpose. 1908 Month Mar. 317 This is a contribution
towards what is now denominated ' Alethodology *,

8. For to , , -wards, separated by the sb. or proji.,

see -WARDS. Cf. To prep. 2e, Towm<d prep. 8.

B. adv. or predicative adj.

I. Predicative, or following a sb. : cf. predicative

uses of Toward a.

1 1. In preparation , at hand , coming on, imminent

:

cf. TowARj) a. 2 b. Obs,
1468 Sir J. Paston in P. Lett. II. 328 If ye undrestond

that any assawte schold be towardys. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nickolay*s Voy. i. xxii. 28 There was no danger towards.

xSQa Shaks. Rom. ^ yul. i. v. 124 We haue a trifling foolish

Banquet towards. X637 Suckling Aglaura u. i. If there be
not some great storme towards, Ne'er trust me. 1653
Dorothy Osookne Lett. (1888) 30 His marriage, which I

hear is towards, with a daughter of [etc.]. 1697 Vanukugh
Relapse iil ii, Take heed my heart, for there are dangers
towards.

t2. Favourable, compliant, forward, ready. Obs.

cx5a5 Abp. Warham in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. iii.^ I. 366
Seing men gnidgeth to be towardes in graunting, it is to be
feared they will make more murmur and busynesin thetyinc

of payment.

•f-3. At hand, ready, present: cf. Toward a. 6.

1548 Uuall, etc Erasm. Par. John 71 b, Being redy and
towardes at his call. 1564 Havvaro Eutropins w. Kvijb,
Hys Sonne also, a valyaunte and worthye yonge man
towardes.

II. 4. In the direction of some person or thing

indicated by the context (cf. Toward adv. i, for-

tvardSy omvards\ Obs. or arch.
x^g/ti Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 15 The knight.., when him he

spide,..Gan fairely couch his speare, and towards ride.

Ibid. II. iv. 37 A varlet ronning towards hastily. 1503
Arden 0/Fcvcrsham in. vi, At your dags discharge Mate
towards. x8i8 Keats Endym. in. 494 This hre, like the

eye of gordian snake, Bewitched me towards; and I soon
was near A sight too fearful for the fet:l of fear.

t b. ? Towards some end or purpose ; (as a con-

tribution) towards something. Obs.

X473 Sir J. Paston in P. Lett. III. 104, 1 pray yow sende

me worde . . iflT I have Caster ageyn, whethyr she [my modre]
wolle dwelle ther or nott, and I wyll fynde hyr a prest

towardes at my charge.

1 5. Onwards, on (in quot,, of time) : cf. Toward
adv. 2, Obs. rare'~^.

1^ J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 158/1 The
date being spent to small purpose, and the night drawne
towards, he incamped.

f To-wa'rp, v. Obs, Forms : see Wakp. [OE.

totveorpattj f. To- ^ + weorpan to throw, Warp v.

= OFris. to-y tiioerpa^ OS. tcwcrpan (LG. te-

werpan), OHG. sa-, ziwerphatty -wer/an, MMG.
ze-j zcrwerfen^ Ger. zcrwerfcn^ trans. To tlirow

about, throw down, overthrow, destroy ; also^i''.

c888 K. iELFRKD Boeth. xxxv. § 4 pa sceolde he sendan

I^unras & lijeta & windas, & toweorpan call hira seweorc

mid. c xooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 2 Ne bift her Iseftd stan

uppan stanc ^e ne beo to-worpen. c xooo ^lfric Horn. 11.

510 Mennisce handa hit ne mihton towurpan, c 1200 Okmin
14861 pe sa; wass t>a;r Dun till [« grund toworrpenn. c xaoo

Trin. Coll. Hom. 161 Storemes failed in ]}q sa; and to-

worpcQ hit.

To-waste, To-waver, To-wawe: see To-

pnf.' Towayl(e, -aylle, obs. ff. Towel.
Towch(e, Towe, obs. fT. Touch, Tough, Two.
Towcher, obs. form of Tocher.

II Towcok (tau-kfk). [ad. Cantonese tau-hok

string beans, peas in the pod, f. tau bean, pea +
kok horn, pod.] The Cow-pea, Vigna {VoHchos)

sinensis ; in India called chowlee.

1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Vigna^ The Chinese.. call the plant

Tow-Cok, cook and eat the green pods as we do kidney-

beans. When rijje the pods are frequently, .a yard long,

Towee, var. Towhee, N. Amer. bird.

Towel (tnu-cI),Ji^. Forms: see below. [ME.
towailiCy -ailcy etc., a. OF. toaiiie (Wace 12th c),

toaiie, raod.F. touaille ~ Pr. toatha, Cat. tovalhy

Sp. toallay Pg. toalhat It. tovaglia (whence F., in
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spec, sense, tava'ioUe) ; in med.L. toacula, toailla,

tarvalia, loualia, etc., from Ihe mod. laiiys. : f.

WGer. *pwahljd (Klnge), OHG. dwahilla, -ila,

cloth for washing or wiping (MUG. dwahele,

twiihcle, dwSU, Ger. dial, zwikle napkin), f. OIIG.
dxuahan, iwahan (OS. ihivahan, Goth. Jrivahnn,

OE.JrivMn to wasli,j?a'c'a/(Goth./z£/flA/ washing).]

L A cloth, usually of linen or hemp, for wiping

something dry, esp. for wiping the hands, face, or

jierson after washing or bathing. Also formerly

more widely, including a table-napkin or other

cloth used at meals.
Often with prefix indicating its particular use, as ia/A;

dish-^face'^ glass-towel.

a. 3-5 towaille, 4 touwayle, (thoayle, tho-

yale), 4-5 towaile, -ayle, 5 tow-, touaylle,

towail, -ayl, -ayle (tavayle).
a 1300 Floriz ^ III. 563 pat o^r bringe towaille and bacin

For to wasse his hoiiden in. 13. . Sir Bcues (A.) 3220 On
a towaile ^he [= she] made knotte riding. 13. _.

Shobeham
i. 1387 po hyni wy)j a schete [/«<7?;^.^ touwaylej ihesus After

soper bygerte. C1386 Ceiaucek Monk's T, 755 And Pbebus
cek a Kur towaille [v.rr. towayle, towail, towale, towel]

hyin broughte To dryen hym with. 1395 Will of Thomhobn
(Conuii. Crt. London), Thoayle wt a blak lyst, borthcloth

cum vna thoyale accordyngg. ci^ao Maundev. (1839) xxiii.

250 Whan bei ban eten, ]h;i wypen hire hondes vi>on hire

skirtes, for J>ei vse non naperye, ne towaylles. c 143s Chron.
Loiulon (Kmgsford 1905) 18 The goode L>uk ofTGIoucetre..

was flbule niordred at Caleys with ij Tovaylles..putte

abonte his nekke. CX440 Promp. Parv. 498/2 Towayl (//,

towayle or tavayle) . . manitergium. c 1450 Merlin 225
The maiden her-sitf wosh his visage..and dried it full softely

with a towaile. 1480 IVardK Ace. Edw. IV (1S30) 131

Towails playne vj.

/3. 3 towele, 4-5 touel, 4-6 towelle, -all, 4-7
towell, (6 toual, towale, towylle, 6 touall,

towle) ; 4- towel.
?1284 Toweles [see 2]. 13.. Sciijin Sag. (W.) 3877 Thai

set forth water and towell, Herkens now, how if ucfell I

13.. Touel [see quot. a 1300 ia v]. 1378 in Test. Karl,

(1893) 118, ij lectos, ij dorclaes, ij towels. 1387-8 T. UsK
Test. Love 11. ii. (Skeat) I. 62 On his meate horde there

shall been borde clothes and towelles many paire. X407-S

Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 607, liiij uln. panni linei einp.

..pro towales. 1466 Maldon^ EsseXt Crt..Rolls (Bundle

42, No. 6), Towylles, 1543 Towle [see 2]. 1557 Lane. Wills
(Chetham Soc) I. 71 The best bason and ewer and also the

best towail. 13.. in Laneham'sLet.diTi) Pref. 31 Ane
touall off Alifyne. 1609 U. Jonson Sil. lVo»i. iv. v, I will

strangle him in this towell. a 1658 Cleveland Marys
.Spikenard 31 For a Towel he shall have My hair, such
llax as nature gave. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let, to

C'tess of Mar 10 Mar., After dinner, water was brought

in a gold basin, and towels of the same kind of the napkins.

1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 112 His body to be well rubbed by
two persons with coarse towels. 1897 Mary Kingslev IV,

Africa. 563 Wading across to the bank, I wring out my
skirts, but what is life without a towel ?

7. 4 tueil, 4-5 tuel, -ell, 5 tuayl(e, -ale,

tewelle, 5-6 tewell, (8-9 .SV. and north, dial.

tooel, tool).
a 1300 Cursor M. 1528s (Cott.) Wit a tuell he belted him

\G. tuel, F. touel, 7". twaile]. Ibid. 15299 Wit his tueil efter-

ward pair fete he weped dene, ci^so ^'"'' ccxIL 352

pai.. caste ]« tewellys aboute J>e Dukis nek. .and ban pei

drowen her towellis eche wayez. 1494 in Somerset Medieval
IVills (1901) 323 A Mete cloth and iij luels. 1496 Tuell,

1504 Tewell [see 2). 1727 P. Walker Li/e R. Cameron in

Biog. Preshyt. (1827) 1. 202 He dried his face and hands

with a Tool. 190S Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v., Westmld. TooeL

8. 3-4 twayle, 5 twaylle, twaile, 6 twell.

a 1300 Twayle [see 2]. a 137s Joseph A rim. 285 penne
comen two Angeles wit» twayles white, a 1425 Twaile [see

quot. a 1300 in y]. 1307 Twell [see 2].

€. 5 towaly, twaly, tualy.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 498/2 Towayl, or towaly (5. twaly...

A. tuayl or tualy). manitergium,

2, Applied to cloths for various other purposes.

a. Eccl. A cloth, either of linen for use at com-
munion, or of silk or other rich material for

covering the altar at other times; also, a com-
munion-cloth (see quot. 1737, and quot. 1866 s. v.

Communion 8). Cf. F. tava'ioUe, ? Obs.

% 1184 in Shropsh. Arcltxol. Soc. Trans. (1878) I. jsBItem
ij. Toweles pro ij. altariis cum apparatu precii xij s. iiij d.

a 1300 in Hearne Collect. 18 Apr. IL 187 Tham that this

Cherche, honour with book, with bell, with vestiments,

with twayle. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. ii No worn-

man schulde handle )k towayles of |)e aujter. 1474 Will of
Selly (Somerset Ho.), Howseling towell. 1496 Croscombe
Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec Soc) 21 A tuell of dyapper.

1304 Ibid. 27, ij tewells. 1307 Ibid. 29 A twell of dyaper.

1542 in Archxologia XLVL 217 Paid for a new dextclothe

& a towle xjd. C15S0 in Lctbarte's Arts Mid. Ages ii.

(1855) 91 A blest towell for the high altar, of bl.-tck silk.

1623 Primer in Month Oct (1911) 340 If any be to com-
municate at Mass, the Servitour after the Priest hath taken

the Chalice and before he purifieth it, spreadeth a towel or

a white vele before them and then sayetu Confiteor Deo
in their name. 1737 Challonek Cath. Chr. Iitstr. (1753)66
Such of the people as are to communicate, .. taking the

Towel, hold it tjefore their Breasts, in such Manner, that, ifin

communicating, it should happen that any Particle should

tall, it may. .be received upon the ToweL

t b. A cloth used as a part of dress, e. g. as a

head-dress, a girdle, etc. Obs.

t a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose i6i Hir heed y-writhen was,

y-wis, Ful grymly with a greet towayle. 1483 Caxton
Paris <$• V. (i868) 80 Mantellys and towellys. 1382 N.
LiciiEi'iELU u. Castanluda's Cong. E. Ind. 1. xil 29 b. The
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King of Mylynde came . . to our Fleete, apparelled in a
Cassockti of Crimson Damaske, lined with Rrcene satten,

hauiiig vpon his head a rich towell.
_ 1615 G. Sandys Trav.

63 Shashes are long towels of CalUco wound about their

heads. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 146 The coat, .ingirted

with a towell of sillce and gold eight or nine yards Icng.

3. slang. Oaken towels also simply t(nvel^ a stick,

cudgel (cf. next, 2) ; lead towel^ a bullet.

1739 yoe Miller*s yesis (1745) 73 The Farmer .. rearVl his

Oaken Towel, and . .gave him two. . Drubs on the Shoulder.

1748 Smollktt Rod. Hand, ii, I shall rub you down with
an oaken towel. 1756 Toldekvy Hist. 2 Orphans II. 128

brandishing his stick [he] cried aloud, ' this towel .. should

bastinado the bones of that rascal Tom Throw". 1812 H.
& J. Smith Rcj. Addr,^ G. Barnwell vi, Make Nunky sur-

render his dibs, Rub his pate with a pair of lead towels.

181S Hist. Jn. Decastro I. 24 Old Crab.. raising his oaken
towel gave the door three bangs that shook the garrets.

4. attrib. and Comb.y as towel-coffery
friction ^

-maker., -room, -warmer \ towel-gourd, a name
for Lttffa ivgyptiaca and L. acutangula, also called

sponge-gotird or washing-gourd^ the fibrous inner

layer of the fruit being used in washing like a

towel or sponge (cf. Loofah) ; towel-horse, a

wooden frame or stand on which towels are hung

;

\,OYiQ\--}^X3XtQm{lVood-carving) = linen-scroll: see

LiNKN B. 5 ; towel-rack (sec quot.) ; towel-roller,

a horizontal roller on which an * endless' towel

{roller- or rouml-tffivel) is hung,
c 1400 Sc. I'roy-bk. i. 375 Cowpis out brought of golde sa

clerc.One *towaUe burdys arayit & dresU 1891 G. Mere-
dith One of our Cong, ix, The oaken 'towel-coffer. 1898
Allhutl's S^st. Med. V. 1031 Spongings. .followed by dry
*towel friction. 187a Oliver Elem. Hot. 11. 176 The fibrous

inner layer of the pericarp of the *Towel-Gourd . . is used as

sponge and gun-wadding, i860 H. F. Tozek in Vac. Tour.

386 Hay hanging to dry on large hurdles strongly resembling
a gigantic *towel-horse. (Cf. 1541 Aberdeen Kegr- XVII.
(Jam.), Ane towail ross of aik worcht vss.) 1878 Huxley
Physiogr, 67 The damp towel on which you have just wiped
your wet hands does not stand long on the towel-horse

before it becomes dry again. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet.,

Mantelero^ a *lowell maker. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech.y
*Towel-rack^ a frame or rod on which to hang towels to dry.

X833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. §609 A *Towel Roller ought
to ue placed on the back of the kitcnen-door ofevery cottage.

a 1619 Fletcher Wit without M. iv. v, Allow you but a
*towel-room to tipple in. 1884 Health Exfiib. Caial. 94/2
Hot linen closet, and *towel warmer.

Towel, V. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To apply a towel to; to rub or dry

with a towel.
X836-9 Dickens Sk. Bos, Ladies' Societies^ The children

were yellow-soaped and flannelled, and towelled, till their

faces shone again. 1886 D. C. Murray ist I'ers. Singular
xix, Zeno..was towelling himself before the mirror. 1894
A, Morrison Mean Streets 15 Solemn little faces towelled

to a polish.

b. intr, (with at),

i86i Dickens Gt. Expect, xxvi. Letting liishead drop
into a festoon of towel, and towelling away at his two ears.

x86s — Mut. Fr. i. vi.

2. slang. To beat, cudgel, thrash. (Cf. prec. 3.)

1705 J, DuNToN Life
<S-

Errors (1818) I. ix. 356, I would
towel him myself.. if I did not think him an honest man.
1824 in Spirit Pub. yrnls. (1825) 164^ I shouldn't have
towelled her if she hadn't tempted me to it I 1903 .Sir M. G,
Gerard Leaves fr. Diaries vi. 182 He caught him by the

collar and towelled him down with a cutting whip.

3. To cover with a towel or towels.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. in. iv, I mean to apron it and
towel it all over the front.

Towel, obs. form of Tbwel.
Towelling, toweling (tau-Sliij). [f. Towel

sb. and z/. -h-ing1.]

I. 1. Linen cloth to be made into towels;

material for or of towels.

1583 Rates of Custome ho. B vj b, Diaper toweling the
peece xxx. s. 1640 in Kntick Lo7tdon{iy(k)) II. 167 Damask
for towelling and napkenning, i86z Catal. Internat. Exhib.,
Brit. n. No. 3742 Sheetings, towellings, huckabacks. x88o

'OuiDA ' Moths 1 1. 19 A dozen yards of bath towelling.

b. A piece of this material, a towel, ^lonce-tise.

184s Browning Flight of Duchess xl 15 To wash the

hands of her liege In a clean ewer with a fair toweling.

II. 2. Rubbing with, or application of, a towel.

1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 11. xi, A correspondingly
extra quantity of wine had preceded the [wet] towelling.

J865 _ Mut. Fr, I. vi, His head was soon in a basin of water,

and out of it again, and staring at her through a storm of

towelling. 1911 Quiller Couch Shining Ferry iv, Her
cheeks glowed after a vigorous towelling.

3. slang. A beating, drubbing, thrashing.

1851 Mavhew Lofui. Labour I. 421/1, I got a towelling,

but it did not do me much good. X9oiS Blackw. Mag. Apr.

446/2 The towelling administered to a dog .. was not
pleasant to behold.

Towellshell, towelshill, obs. ff. Tolsel.

Towelry. nonce-wd. [f. Towel sb, + -by : cf.

Jewelry.] Articles of the towel kind ; towels col-

lectively.

1885 R. F. Burton Arab, Nts. I. 201 Then the Wazir..
sent him a suit of the best of bis own especial raiment, and
napkins and towelry.

t Towen, a. Obs, [f. Tow sb^ -k -en 4.] Made
of tow, i. e. coarse flax or hemp.
i686 in Essex Rev. (1906) XV. 173 Tenn payer of flaxen

sheets, fourteen payer of Towen sheets.

t To-we'nd, v. Obs. [OE. towendan^ f. To- 2

h wendan to turn, Wemd.]

TOWEB.
1. trans. To turn over ; to overthrow, demolish

;

to turn ujjside down, disturb greatly.

C893 K. iELFKKU Oros. VI. X. §1 Hi woldpn towendon
ealle ^a ^t^etnessa & ealle (>a sebodu \tc Domiiianus ha;fdc

ser ;^eset. ciooo jElfric Horn. I. 46 We ;;ehyrdon . . l7a;t

Crist towyrp3 J^as stowe, and towent 8a jesetnysse fte us
Moyses t^hte. c izoo Trin, Coll. Horn. 191 Mid ^usend-
feld wrenches )>e deuel to-wende3 Jtc herte. c 1205 Lay.
27062 pae astalden l>er flem..f>a rugges to-wenden (f 1275
po torne. .hii J»e rugges]. azzxs Ancr. R. 324 A wummon
pet haue3 forloren hir neldc [ — needle] o5er a sutare his el,

he sechc^ hine anonriht, & to-went euerich strea uort he
beo ifuuden. ^

2. inir, a. To turn in different directions, disjxrrse,

separate, b. To go to pieces, break asunder;

oXsofig.
c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 75 J?e twelue apostles.. er lieo to-

wenden in to al \t\s middelerd. c 1*05 Lay. 30235 Ihiglas

J>a water wes thaten per heo tou-wenden. c 1374 Chaucer
Compl. Mars J02 His myghty spere as he was wont to
fyght He shaketh so that almost it to-wonde Ful hevy was
he to walken oner londe. f 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2568 Ogier
Denys.-smot to sire Mahound f'at al to pieces he to-wond
& ful doun on t>e ground, a 1400 .SVr />Vw« (E.) 1645+ 27
He smoot )>e dore vp wi)> hys fibot, pat t>e dore al towond.

Tower (tou^j, tou-oj), sb^ Forms : a. 1-2, 5-6
torr, 3-4 tor ; )3. 2-4 tur, 4 ture, (6 Sc, tnire)

; 7,

3-8 tour, 4-7 toure, 9 Sc. toor (l/ir) ; 5. 3-4 towr,
4-7 towre, (4 towyr, 6 touuer), 6- tower,

(8-9 tow'r). [In OK. torr masc, ad. L. turr-is\

in late OE. and early ME. tfir^ a 1300 written

tour, a. OF. tor^ tur (nth c), F. tour (12th c.) =
l*r. tor^ Sp., Pg., It. iorre :—L turr-em {-im),

ace. of turris fem. 'tower'. It is doubtful

whether the ME. tor{r was a survival of the OE.
form, since OF. had also tor.

(But the Sc. examples in 1 o may perhaps belong to Tore
j^.', and quot. c 1400 in 4 to Tob sb. 2,)]

1. 1. A building lofty in proportion to the size of

its base, either isolated, or forming part of a castle,

clmrch, or other edifice, or of the walls of a town.
Often with prefixed word expressing its nature or use, as

bell'tower, church-tower^
gong-to^ver^ Martello tower, sea-

tower, watch-tower^ water,tower : see the first element.

Round tower: see Rounds. 15. Tower of silence, the
structure on which the Parsees expose their dead.
In the Border counties of England and Scotland, ' tower'

b often the name of a solitary high fenced house, a tower-

house or * peel-house * (Pp:el sb.^ 4, 6), too small to be called

a ' castle ', e.g. Gilnockie, Goldilands, Smailholm Tower.
a. c 897 K. ililLKRED Gregoty's Fast. C. xi. 64 Din nosu is

swelc swelce se torr on Libano 3a;m munte. c«o Lindisf.
Gosp. Matt. xxi. 33 Faeder hiorodes se3e. .dalf'^in Saer win-
trox & setiniberde torr \Ags. Gosp. stypel]. [c 1470 Golagros
<5- Gaw. 42 Ane ciete thai se, Withtorris and turatis, teirfuU

to tell. J^i Douglas Pal. Hon. iiu xvii, Gilt bimeist
torris, quhilk like to Phebus scbone.]

^. CXX00-X154 Tur [see 2]. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 143
On ure ledene tur, quod interpretatur turris. c x»so Gen. ^
Ex. 66i To make a tur, wel he; & strong.

y. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 13/406 A suyj>e bei; tour of gold
and seluer. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 8303 He jeld him vp,.
pre toures of yk cite, l?at in is warde were, a 1300 Cursor
M. 2230 (Cott.), I rede we bigin a laboure And do we wel
and make a toure. CX400 Maundev. (Roxb.)vi, 21 pe toure

of Babilon. Ibid. ix. 35 A faire kirke with many kimelles

and toures. 1530 Lyndesav Test. Papyngody^, Adew, fair

Snawdoun, with thy touris hie. 1590 Spenser F, Q. m. ix.

35 Which they far off beheld from Trojan toures.

h. 1375 Baruour Bruce ix. 451 And syne J>e towns eueril-

kane And vallisgert he tummyll doune. 1383 Wycuf Gen,
xi. 4 Come)?, and make we to vs a citee and a towr, whose
heijt fuUi ateyne vnto heuene. C1440 Promp. Parv,
498/2 Towre, turris. 1526 Tindalk Matt. xxi. 33 Bilt a
tower, and lett it out to husbandmen. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

Building (Arb.) 550 Those Towers, are not to be of the
Height of the Front. 1667 Milton P. L, xii. 44 They cast

to build A Citie & Towre, whose top may reach to Heav'n.
174a Gray Eton i Ye distant spires, ye antique towers.

1750— Elegy 9 From yonder ivy-mantled tow'r The mopeing
owl does to the moon complain. x8is J.

Smith Panorama
Sc. ij- Art I. 131 If it be square-topt, it is called a tower.

X849 Parker Goth. Archit. i. iii. (1874) 47 Early in the
twelfth century occurred the fall of the tower of Winchester
Cathedral, x^ M. Arnold Scholar GyPsy iii, And the eye
travels down to Oxford's towers. 1910 Mrs Younghusband
Africa ^ Zanzibar xxiL 262 Vultures, within one hour of a
body being placed in the tower of silence, tear off all flesh

from the bones, then the hot tropical sun soon dries and
bleaches the bones.

2. Such a structure used as a stronghold, fortress,

or prison, or built primarily for purposes of de-

fence. (In this sense the name is sometimes ex-

tended to include the whole fortress or stronghold

of which a * tower ' in sense i was the original

nucleus.)
Thus the To7ver of London, in official designation His

Majesty's Tower, and in English History or contextually

often simply The Tower, is the entire fortress surrounding

the original IP'hiie 7'tfwt:r of William Rufus.

ciiooO. E. Chron. an. 1097, purh l>one we;dl l>e hi worhton

on butan J>one tur [on Lundenne]. c X122 /bid. an. iioi, Se
bliscop] Rannulf-.utof l)am ture on Lunden nihtes oaiKtrst.

XI54 /did. an. 1140, Me Iset hire dun on niht of \>e tur [at

Oxford] mid rapes, a X225 Ancr. R. 228 pe tur nis nout
asailed, ne ^ caste!. C1330 R. Brunns Chron. (1810) 50

Edrik was hanged on l>e toure, for his trispas, X387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VH. 449 Men my^te wade bytwene Temse-
brugge and t>e toure of Londoun. 0x400-50 Alexander
J396 With trawynns and trebgetes l>e towre to assaylle.

XS03 Wriothesley Chron. (Camden) 1, 5 In Februarie, died

Queene Elizabeth at the Towre of London. IS57-7S l>ltm,

Occurr, (Bann. CI.) 84 Thay war conunanUit to remajiie in
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wnird within the auld tuire quhairin my lord of Murray
lugeit. 1613 Shaks. Hen. V'lll^ v. iii. 89 That forthwith,

You be conuaid to th' Tower a Prisoner. i6a§ Crt. ^ Times
Chas. I (1848) I. 36 A lioness hath whelped in the Tower.

1768 Sterne Sent. Joum.^ Hotel at Paris, The Bastile is

but another word for a tower. 1813 Scott Trierm. 11. xyii,

She has fair Strath-Clyde and Reged wide, And Carlisle

tower and towm. Ihiti. xvi, Carlisle town and tower. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Etig. viii. II. 357 A warrant, .directing the

Lieutenant of the Tower to keep them (seven Bishops] in

iafe custody.

b. In early religious use, often applied to heaven.

a 1x40 Lofsong in Cott, Horn. 207 In syon J>e heie tur of

heoucne, a 1300 Cursor M, 418 (Cott.) He fordestend tuin

creature To serue him in (rat hali ture. 13. . E. E. AlUt, P.

A. 965 pou may not enter with-inne hys tor,

3. fig. (Cf. 'stronghold', etc)
13.. .S^. Ambrosius JQ2 in Horstm. AltengL Z<^. (1878)

20/2 Ambrose, .him self wxs wal and tour, To kepe holi-

chirches honour. 0374 Chaucer Boeih. iv. Met. iii. 96
(Camb. MS.) For with inne is Ihydd the strengthe and
vigor of men in the secre toure of hir hertes. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg, 407/1 Thenne she began strongely to assayle

the toure of hys conscience. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Ps. cxliv.

3 He is my goodnes and my fortres, my tower and my
dcliuerer. 16^ Bacon Adv. Learn, i. v. 5" As if there

were sought in knowledge.. a tower of state for a proud
mind to raise itself upon. 1909 G. K. Chesterton OrthO'
doxy iii. 55 'Wx^ whole modem world is at war with reason,

and the tower already reels.

4. iransf. A lofty pile or material mass,
4x1340 Hampolc Psalter cl. 4 Orgyns ))at is made as a

toure of sere whistils. \_c 1400 Destr. Troy 1083 A tempest
horn toke on J>e lorres begh (ofwaves]-! 1604 fc.. G[rimstone1
D'Acosta's Hist, Indies iiu xxvii. 203 There is a place.,

where are seene as it were two towers or pikes of a very high
elevated rocke, rising out of the middest of the sea. 1840
Dickens Bam, Rudge iv. Sundry towers of buttered York-
shire cake. 1843 Marrvat M. VioletxXx^ The Grand Tower,
one of the wonders of the Mississippi. It b a stupendous
pile of rock-s of a conical form. 185a Thackerav Esmond
L iii* She had a tower of lace on her head, onder which was
a bi«h of black curls. (Cf. 6 b.)

5. In other transferred uses

:

a. In ancient and mediaeval warfare, a tall

movable structure, used in storming a fortified

place. Cf. summer castle.

c 1440 Promp. Paro. 408/a Towre, made oonly of tymbyr,
fala, 1483 Catk, AngL y^\/x A Towre of a tree, /aln,
IS5S HiTLOET, Towre made of tymbre,_/a/rt. x66$ Manley
Orotius^s Lmv C. If^arres 387 The Besiegers erected a great
Tower of Wood, after the manner of Antiquity.

•|- b. The * castle* borne on the bacK of aa de-
phant. Ods,

1553 Edem Treat. Netoe Ind. (Arb.) 15 Vpon the pack-
laddels, they haue on euery side a little house or towre.
\rmargin\ The Klephants towre. 1701 W. Wotton Hist.
Ronu, Alexander ii. 489 They had 700 Elephants, all

loaden with Towers, 176s [see tower-^acJked in \6\. c i8ao
[impli(»l in Towkred i^

C, The Kun-turret on an ironclad.

1889 Wklcii Text Bk. Naval Archil, xiv. 143 The plan of
placing the guns in revolving towers or turrets.

6. Applied to various things having the form,

figure, or appearance of a tower, or likened to one.

f a. Chess, The Castle or Kook. Obs,
x*s6a RowDoniuM Play Ckeasts K^Tt Of the Rooke or

Towre. The Towre is named amongest the .Spaniards, Por.
tingales, and Italians, Rocko, ai&|9 Drumm. of Hawth.
Fam. Ep. Wks. (1711) 146 For the towers or castles named
rooks, these are the walled towns, which serve for a refuge
for the conservation of the kingdom.

b. A very high head-dress worn by women in

the reigns of William III and Anne. It was built

up in the form of a tower of pasteboard, muslin,

lace, and ribbons. Cf. Tonu sb. 4. Ilist.

ci6ia SvLVESTBR Lacrymat Lacrym, 159 Stript, from
Top to Toe, Of giddie Gaudes, Top-gallant Ttres and
Towers, ztfo]. Dittdkm Jteoenal vi 646 With Curls on
Ctirls, they buikl her Head before, And mount it with a
Fra'midable TowV. \Note\ l*his dressing up the Head so
high, which we call a Tow'r, was an Andent way amongst
the Romans. 1706, 1894 [V implied in Towkbku r. Towkrihg
v6Usl>\ (xSss I'MALKUtAV Esmond \u xv. My Lady of
Chelsea in her highest tour, my Lady Viscountess out of
bladcj

c. Applied to various technical structures and
contrivances, now only descriptively : ace quota,

and cf. shot-lower.

166a Merrctt tr. NerCs Art 0/Glass 343 The Leer (made
by Agricola, the third furnace, to anneal and cool the
vessels..) comprehends two parts, the tower and leer. Ibid,

365 Tower b the Iron on which they rest their Pontee when
they scald the Glass. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. xx.
(RoxU) 338 The Philosophers Tower.. is a kind of Tower
furnace.. .The Maner of the Towvr is four square. X7a7-4i
Chambers O'c/.s.v./^Krwoc^. 1857 Miller E/em. Chem,
(1863) III. 649 In many works the process of washing with
add is superseded hy.. :i scmbber^ consisting of a tower, the
interior of which is filled with small coke resting upon per.
forated shelves. 1885 Atkensmm 11 Feb. 252/1 A concise
account of the treatment of iron ores for thebUst furnace, a
careful examination of the peculiar action of that vast
metallurgical tower in all its modified forms.

7. Astrol. = House sb.^ 8, Mansion sb. 5 a.
c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 113 Now flecth Venus in to

cilenios toure. 191X Ramsay in Expositor Mar. 224 The
twelve zodiacal stations of the sun were called towers by
the Greek astrologers.

II. 8. a. Lofty flight ; soaring. (Cf.Tower v. 3.)
14S6 Bk. St. Albans Div, Thcr is an Hoby. And that

hauke is for a yong man. And theys l>e hawkes of the toure:
and ben both I lurid to be calde and reclaymed. £1518
Skbltom Magnyf. \\. xv. 926 Torde t man, it is an bawke of

the towre. 1575 Tukberv. Faleonrie 53 She [the hobby]
is of the number of those hawkes that are liye fleeiuj; and
towre hawkes. 1667 Milton P. L, xi. 185 Nigh in her
sight The Kird of Jove, stoopt from his aerie tour, Two
Birds of gayest plume before him drove.

b. The vertical ascent of a wounded bird,

1890 PcUl Mall G. 18 Jan. 2/3 A single goose .. bravely
struggles onwards, and finally, after a perfectly executed
'tower', falls dead not far from the boat. 1895 J. G. Millais
Breathfr. Veldt (1B99) 82 The outlined figures are intended
to represent the tower and drop of a single bird.

III. 9. Phrases, a. Tower and towtt (also town
and tower)^ an alliterative phrase for the inhabited

places of a country or region generally, f b.

Towers in the air, visionary projects, * castles in the

air* (see Castle sb. 11).

a 1300 Cursor M. 12983 (Cott.) AI J>is werld, bath tur and
tun. c z4ao Sir Amadace (Camden) Ixxii, Thenne was he
lord of toure and towne. 1599 Broughton's Let. \u 9 Your
humours building towers in the ayre^.-faine a sounding in

your eares, 1813 [see 2]. 1843 Wordsw. PoeVs Dreatn viii,

O'er town and tower we flew, and fields in May's fresh

verdure drest. 1870 Tennyson Flower iv, Thieves,, Sow'd
it far and wide By every town and tower.

IV. 10. atlrib, and Comb, a. Simple attrib. * of

or belonging to a or the tower ', as tower-bell^ -clock,

-gate, -gun, -head, -pier, -room, -stair, -top, -ward,

-wharf', 'that is, consists of, has, or contains a
tower*, as tower-distillatory, -furncue, -gateway

,

-house, 'keep, -porch, -steeple; b. objective, as

tower-keeper, -transporter', tower-bearing, -razing,

-supporting, -tearing adjs, ; O, instrumental, loca-

tive, etc., as tower-backed, -capped,-crested, -crowned,

-encircled, -flanked, -ft^ll, -studded ndjs, ; d. simila-

tive, etc., as tower-high, -like, -shaped adjs,

;

tojver-wise adv. e. Special Combs. : tower-ball,

a game for children ; tower-cresa, the cruciferous

ipXtinl Arabis Turrita; sometimes applied toTowkr
MUSTARD, Turrilis glabra

', f tower-fellow, a fel-

low prisoner in the Tower ; tower-fellowship, a
political division of citizens in the states of ancient

Greece ; tower hill, a hill near or on which a
tower is built ; spec, (with caps.) the rising ground
by the Tower of London ; tower-light, a window
or hole in a tower; tower-proof a,, proved or

tested in the arsenal at the Tower of London ; also

allusively ; tower-ring, a finger-ring bearing an
image of a tower ; tower-stamp, the official stamp
or mark on gold and silver articles ; hall-mark

;

t towers treacle « Tower mustard; tower-
wagon, a wagon with a structure which can be
raised and lowered to serve as a platform for re-

pairing overhead wires, etc. ; + tower-window,
each of the turreted liglits at tlie head of a late

Gothic or Perpendicular window ; tower-work,
masonry built in the form of towers. Also TowEB
MUSTARD, POUND, WEIGHT, -WORT.
1608 SvLVESTKR Du Bartos 11. iv. in. Sckisme 437 The

*Towr-back't Camel, that.. on his bunch could have trans-

ported ytrst Neer a whole Household. 1763 Judas Mace,
III. 18 The huge Tow'r-ljack'd Elephants. 1555 Eden De-
cades 189 The •towrebcaryn>;e shoulders of Elephantes.
1501 R. D. HyPnerotomachia 7 b, A sound, as if the "tower
bell of Saint lohns Colledge in the famous Vniuersitie of
Cambridge had Licene rung. i8«6 Byron Siege of Cor. i,

Yon "tower-capt Acropoll-*. 1895 A. J. Evans m Folk*
Lore Mar. 44 As soon aa the •lower-clock strikes twelve.

a 183s Mbs. Hemans Abencerrage 11. 19 *Tower.crested
rocks. 1771 Gentl, Mag. Nov. 490/1 At the sight Of distant
Bremen's tower-crown d height. x688 R. \ioiMe. Armoury
III. XX. (Roxb.) 229 This is the form of another "Tower dis-

tillatory, but four square in the foundation with a round
tower in the midst. 1896 Spectator 31 Oct. 5S6/1 There
are other tribes of •tower-dwelling birds. 173&-46 Thomson
Autuf/tn 114 Nurse of art, the city reared. .her *tower-

encircled he.'id. 1709 Strype Ann, Ref. I. xlv. 457 He and
bis •Tower-fcllowsj hearing the bill. .should pass. 1847
Gbotk Greece 11. xiii. III. 247 The symmories or *tower-

fellowshtps of TeAs seem to be analogous to the phratries

of ancient Athens. 1799 H. Gukney Cupid ff Psyche viii.

(1800) 18 A vast and *tower.flank'd palace stood. 1598 Syl-

vester Du Bartos 11. ii. in. Colonies 424 Th' ingenious,

•Towr-full, and Law-loving -Soil. i688 *Tower furnace (see

sense 6cl. a 183a Scon Eve St. John xxxJi, He ojied the

•tower-gate .^ndhe mounted the narrow stair. 1886 Willis

& Clark Cambridge III. 385 Wykcham's *tower-gateway

at New College is in three floors. 17x0 D*Urfey Pills III.

a It seiz'd on the •Tow'r Guns. 1767 Wesley Jrnl. 5 Nov.,

I was stirprised. .to hear the Tower-guns so plain at above

fifty miles distance. 1539 in Archxologia XI. 437 Uppon
the 'iame 'towre bed a saker of brassc of Scottyshe maknige.

ci48o Warkw, Chron. (Camden) 5 Tq the "Towre Hylle,

1485 Rolls oj Parlt. VI. 372/2 The Gardyns upon the

Towre hill. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 08/1 The chief place

of execution was outside the walls (of the Tower of London]

on the neighbouring Tower Hill. 1687 A. LovKLLtr. Tkeve-

Hot's Trait. 1. 100 A little 'Tower-house, with two or three

Rooms. 1797 ^^^^'^t. Ace. Scot. XIX. 602 Tower houses

are met with in a ruinous condition. 1897 Windle Li/e in

Early Brit. ix. 176 The erection of the rectangular "tower

keep, which the Norman used when he was building on a
perfectly new site. i88s McCooK Tenants Old Fartn 135

Easy victims to the vigilant "tower-keeper. 1848 Kickman
Arckit.{tA. 5) 220' Sound-holes'..seems not so appropriate

as air-holes or 'tower-lights, xfisa Holoet, *Towrelyke,

turreus. i6aS K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis iv.xix. 309
Elephants.. brought into the Battell with their tower-like

carnages. 1729 Savage IVandercr iv. 119 He sees yon

Tow'r-Uke Ship the Waves divide 18936Vn:^«**r'jiI/*j^. June

718/1 The tower.like building of stone and stucco, octagonal
in form, had a forbidding air, x88o Archsol, Cantiana
XIII. 26 Lanfranc's *tower-piers,andafewfeet of his crypt
walls undoubtedly remain. x886 Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge III. 356 Access to the hall is provided through a
*tower-porch, 1673 Phil. Trans.'^Wl. 6072 Powder proved
*Tower.proof is a fifth part stronger than any Dutch powder.
X805 T. LiNDLEY Voy. Brazil 252 Brasil being supplied by
the mother country with British tower-proof musquets. 1858
Hogg Life Shelley IL 365 Blessed amongst women, ..a
tower-proof, fire-proof, bomb-proof blue. x6o6 Sylvester
Du Bartos 11. iv, i. Tropheis 401 'Twas the Breach of a
•Tower-razing Ram. 1877 W. Jones Finger-ring 298 In
the same collection is a Jewish ' *towei ' betrothal ring. Ibid.,
Another betrothal ring..called 'temple' or 'tower' from
the figure of the sacred temple placed on the summit. x886
Willis & Clark Cambridge III. 331 The President is to
have certain *tower-rooms. XB97 Jc^ob Primmer in Rome
(1903) 319 In til's *tower-shaped tomb. 1800 Hull Adver.
User 17 May 3/3 A pamphlet, just pitblished, price a good
*Tower Shilling. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixii, The
Batavier steamboat left the *Tower stairs laden with a goodly
company of English fugitives. 1643 Fuller Holy ff Prof.
St. IL XIX. I20 He knows if he sets his mark, (the "Tower.
stamp of his credit) on any bad wares, he sets a deeper
brand on his own conscience. 1845 Clough Silver Wedding
xii, That wariest glance would here Faith, Hope and Love,
the true Tower-stamp discern. 1610 Holland Caimien's
Brit. (1637) 2i6 A new Church with, .an high spire besides
the *Toure steeple. Ibid, 468, I saw the towre steeple of a
small suppressed Friery. Ibid. 290 The *tour-supporting
bankes, at Windsore 16x4 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue nu
125 *Tower-t^ring Mars, Bellona thirsting-bloud. 1840
Dickens Old C, Shop Iv, One of these .. climbed with her to
the *tower-top. X903 Daily Chron. 25 June 4/5 An oppor-
tunity of witnessing the coaling of the flagship Mry^estic by
the new Temperley *tower transporter. 1597 Gerarde
Herbalw. xxiL § 3. 213 {heading) Towers Mustarde. . *Towers
Treacle groweth in the west part of Englande vpon dunghils
and such like places. X91X Daily News 20 Apr. i A col-

lapsible structure similar to a "tower wagon, was blown over
by the wind, c 1450 Brut 423 The persone of the Toure and
this ffrere Randulf fillen in debate and stryffe withynne the
*Toure ward. Ibid. 431 lohn Mortymere, kiiyght, brake
pryson oute of the Toure of London, and was take ayen
vpon the •Toure-wharf. X593 Rites of Durham (Surtces)

43 In this wyndowe. above all, are six little glasened *towre
wyndowes. 1581 A. Hall Iliad viL 127 His huge and
waightie targe, Wtiich *towerwise so stoode aloft. X634-S
Brereton Trnv. (Chetham Soc.)94 A little fort.. built tower-
wise. X6S3H. CoGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxv. (1663) 93 The
top of thePlatform was bordered with the same stone, cut
into great *Tower«work.

Tower (t^a-aj), sb.^ Also 5 Sc, towar. [f. Tow
v^ 4- -KK '.] One who tows or draws with a roi^e

;

esp. one who tows a boat on a river or canal.

(In quots. 1494 the sense is uncertain; cf. quot. 1494 in

Tow r.* I, which refers to the same transaction.)

[14^ Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 248 For the drawyne
of viij treis fra the Sallache to the bote, and to a towar to

gid thame, ..vs. iiij d. Ibid.^ Item,gyffyne tyll a towar, for

to heipe (o bryng doune the cariour fra Lochlomond,..ij s.J

161 1 CoTGR., yVrrwr, a drawer., tugger, tower. x79sAnder.
SON Brit. Emb, China vi. 80 These pieces ofwood . . rest u pon
their breasts, and by leaning against them the towers increase

the power oftheir exertions. X883 M, H. Havks Ind. Racing
Reniin, 231 The broken ground over which these native

towershave to travel. 1C87 J. AsnhxSTV.nviy Lazy Minstrel

(1892) 155 My tow-ersare young and my tow-ers are fair: The
one is Eleven, the other Nineteen, The merriest maidens
that ever were seen. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men in Boat
ix, A couple of towers walking briskly along.

Tower, i^.3 ^c, [f. ToWf^.- + -KR^.] A rope-

maker, a roper,

15.. Aberdeen Regr, (MS.) XXVIII. (Jam.), Towar.

Tower, sb.^ : see Tow v.^

Tower (tau»j, tan*oj), v. Forms: sec the sb.

[f. Tower sbX\

I. 1, intr. To rise or extend to a great height

like a tower; to rise aloft, stand high.

(In quot. c 1400 the sense of torret is very uncertain.)

[c 1400 Destr, Troy 1637 Toures full tore torret aboue, pat

were of heght so hoge, as I here fynde.l 1582 Stanvhurst
yEneis ?, (Arb.) 31 O wights most blessed, whose wals be

thus happelye touring. 1590 Siensir /''. Q. 11. xii. 30 On
th* other side an high rocke toured still. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. (1637) 581 Dudley Castle towreth up upon
an hill. 1690 C. Nesse O. ^ N. Test. I. 268 Like pillars

of smoke towering upward. 17x5-20 Pope Iliad n. 565 The
king of kings, majestically tall, Tow'rs o'er his armies,

and outshines them all. 1834 Mrs. Somervillk Contiex.

Phys.Sc. xxvii. (1849) 300 Magnificent trees tower to the

height of 150 or 200 feet above the banana, the bamboo.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola vi. Over every fastness .. there

towers some huge Frankish fortress. 1885-94 R. Bridges
Eros ^ Psyche, March xxlv. She saw the evening light In

shifting colour to the zenith tower.

b. flg.
Usually const, above,

1776 lioswELL II Apr., in Johnson, Does not (jray'spoetrj',

sir, tower above the common mark? x8ao Wm.\x\v Led,
Dram. Lit. la He [Shakspeare] towered above his fellows.

iSsa — Table-t, Ser, n. iii, (i86g) 66 Her voice towered

above the whole confused noise of the orchestra, 1869

Trollope Hekne7vhe'ivasRight-x.-K\\\\,'^)xQn she first read

the letter . .she towered in her passion.

2. trans. To raise or uplift to a height ; to exalt.

1596 Warner Alb. Eng. xii. Ixx. (1612) 295 English Poets

Many, Of which are some.. that towre their wits too hie.

1645 Rutherford Trial /^ Trt, Faith (1845) 399 The Soul

is lifted up and towered like a high building. i8zx Clare
Vill. Minstr. I. 75 Where hills tower'd high their crowns.

1849 W. S. Mavo Kaloolah vi. (1851) 26 Gigantic trees, which
towered their lofty heads to the clouds,

3. intr. a. Hawking. To mount up, as a hawk,

so as to be able to swoop down on the quarry : cf-

TowEB sb?- 8. hX^ofig,



TOWERED.
1S93 Shaks. a Hen. VI, ii. i. jo My Lord Protcctours

Hawkes do towre so well. 1605 — Mach. 11. tv. 13 A Faul-
con towring in her pride of place. i6i6 B. Jonsom Epigr.
I. Ixxxv, Shee doth instruct men by her gallant flight, That
they to knowledge so should toure upright And never stoope,
but to strike ignorance, 1878 M. A. Brown Nadeschda 27
Loose thy hawk and let it tower,

b. To soar nloft, as a bird.

1647 N. Bacom Disc, Govt. Eng. l xlviL (1739) 77 The
Eagle had cast its Feathers, and could towre no more.
A i68a H. Blunt Poem addr. to Garth 14 in Dhpens. (1709)
Pref., So the Voung Eagle that his Force would try, Faces
the Sun, and tow'rs it to the Sky. 1718 Ramsay Lure p3
See, see I he like a lavrock tours. 1817-18 Cobbett Resid,
U.S. (1822) 211 The pheasant docs not tower, but darts
through the trees. 1885-94 ^- Bridges Eros ^ Psyche,
Sept. xvi, He flasht his pens, and sweeping widely round
Tower'd to air.

C. To rise vertically, as a bird when wounded.
i8ia CoL. Hawker Diary (1893) L 39 With the exception

of one which towered, all my birds fell dead to the gun.
1887 [see Towering z>bl. sbX

t4. y?^. To rise on high, to soar. Obs,

1597 Delonev Canaans Calavi. (1912) 422 Their mount-
ing minds that towred past their strength. 1641 J. Jack-
son True Evang. T. 11. 113 S. John, .towred aloft into the
highest mysteries of Divinity. 1643 Sir T. Browne Eeiig,
A/ed, II. § 8, I have seen a Grammarian towr and plume
himself over a single line in Horace. 17^8 Johnson Van,
Hum. Irishes 103 Still to new heights his restless wishes
tower.

f5. trans. To soar aloft in or into ; to rise to,

1604 Dravton 07vie 149 By Night I towre the Heancn,
dcuoy'd of feare. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems (1790)
283 He towers those golden bounds He did to sun bequeath.
1667 Milton P. L. vii. 441 Yet oft they quit The Dank,
and rising on stiff Pennons, towre The mid Aereal Skie.

flL 6. trans. Tofurnish with a tower or towers.
c 1440 [see Towrring vbl. shX 1450 in Charters, etc. Edinb.

(1871J71 To..wall,toure,turate,and uther wais to strengthen
cure foresaid Burgh, a 1548 Hall Chron,^ Hen. VI/I 59
This Gardeyn was towred at euery corner.

Toweirde, -dys, obs. If. Toward, Towauds.
Towered (tau*3Jd,/i?^/.tau8Ted), a. [CTowEB

j/y.i and V. + -ED.]

1. Having a tower or towers ; adorned or defended

by towers; bearing or surmounted by a tower;
raised or rising on high like a tower.
c 1400 Sege Jems. 868 pis toured toun is tenful to wynne.

c 1430 Seven Sag. (P.) 2842 Who hys thys castel, That hys
touryde and kernelde wel? axssz Lelaud /tin. II. 67 The
Tourrid Steple of the Paroche Chirch. 1632 MiltonHAllegro 117 'J'owred Cities please us then. 1706 Hearnk
Collect. 19 Jan. (O.H.S.) I. i65Cybele. .is represented with a
Tower'd Head. 1796 W. H. Marshall /k, England II.

208 The towered height of Stourton forms a prominent
feature, c 1820 S. Kogeks Italy, Alps 24 The towered
elephant Upheld his trunk. 1832 Tennyson Lady qfS/ui-
lott I. iv. From the river winding clearly Down to tower'd
Camelot. 1909 Rider Haggard Yellow God^2 The towered
gateway of red brick.

f 2. Injmured in a tower; committed to the

Tower of London. {Ct prisoned.) Obs.
1716 M. Daviks Athen. Brit. II. 409 The two that turn'd

Non-jurors with the t'other five tower'd Bishops. 1750
Student {1751) II. 22 The noble Septemvirate of tower'd
Prelates.

3. Of a wounded bird : That has ' towered *,

1827 Cou Hawker Diary (1893) I. 320 Besides 4 towered
and lost birds.

[Toweret, * a little tower *, in mod. Diets.,

deduced from towret : see Tuiibet.]

Towering (tauo-riij), vbl, sb, [f. TowEB V. +
-ING ^,] The action of the verb Toweb in various

senses : spec, + a. The building of a tower, Obs.

rare—°. b. Rising, soaring ; raising, c. Seeqnot,

1887 and Toweb sb^ 8 b, z;. 3 c. d. Photog. See
quot. 1 89 1.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 498/2 Towrynge, iurrijicacio. 1646

J. Hall Poems (1906) 224 Ambition's towerings do some
gallants keep From calmer sleep. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 72 r 5 The hearers either strain their faculties to

accompany its towerings, or are left behind in envy and
despair. 1887 CouES in Science X. 322 The convulsive
muscular action which.. results in the well-known 'tower-
ing' of hard-hit birds. 1891 Anthony's Plwtogr, Bull. IV.
8 How often is it that an otherwise good picture is spoiled

»y what we might call towering. The top of the building

being much narrower than the bottom (etc.]. 1894 Yelloiv

Bk.\. 66 Women..gave the best hours of the day to the
towering of their coiffures.

Towering, ///. a. [f. Toweb z^. + -iNa2.]

That towers, in various senses.

1. Rising to a height ; standing high ; lofty.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 193 A spatious Garden,
succinct with a great Towring wall of mud. 1697 Drydkn
Virg, Past. VII. 91 The towring Ash is fairest in the Woods,
c 1743 Francis tr. Hor., Sec. Poem 46 The cypress, when
by storms impell'd,. .Low bends the towering head. 1793
Statist. Ace. Scotl. VII. 501 The hills are steep and tower-
ing. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 21 The girls. .with
their towering caps of the snowiest muslin. 1859 J. K.
Green Lett. i. (1901 1 33 My eye wanders.. to the towering
dome of the Kadcliffe.

b. Of lofty stature ; very tall.

1756 Johnson K, ofPrussia Wks. IV. 532 To review this

towering regiment was his daily pleasure. 1835 Lvtton
Rienzix. iii, The towering form of the smith. 1894 Hall
Caine Manxman iii. xii, Kate saw him come, a towering
dark figure between her and the door.

2. Rising high in flight, as a bird, etc. Also^^.
1598 Meres Pallad. Tamia u. 285 b, Yong Charles Fitz-

leffrey, that high touring Falcon, hath., penned the honour.

t

200

able life and death of worthy sir Francis Drake. 1598
Ukayton Heroic. Kp, xix. 179 Vnder thy towring blade
haue coucht in fight. CX673 Roxb. Ball. (1887) VI, 271
Where towering Larks do soar on high, In consort, making
Melody. 1709 Prior To C. Montague vi, Our Hopes, like
tow'ring Falcons, aim At Objects in an airy height. 1765
R. JoNKS Fireworks iv. 128 One rocket on the top of an-
other. When . . thus managed, they are called towering
rockets. 1893 Grkenrk Brecch-Loader 228 If beaters or
keepers are not occupied in picking up, and can look after
wounded and towering birds,

3. Rising to a height C/?^.); exalted; aiming
high ; ambitious.
X663 I3p. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. v. (1687) 18 Others.,

teach me to fly aloft in towring speculations. 170a Eng.
Theophrast.^ Nothing less than the writing of a Play can
satishe his towring Ambition, 1781 Cowper Charity 536
A bold remark, but which, if well applied, Would humble
many a towering poet's pride. i84oTHiRLWALL6Vrf<rtf VII,
Ivi. 179 A man.. of towering ambition. 1894 J. Knight
•Garrick iv. 59 No man of towering ability was on the stage.

4. Rising to a high pitch of violence or intensity.

j6o3 Shaks. I/am. v. ii. 80 The brauery of his griefe did
?ut me_ Into a Towring passion. 1818 Scott A*^^ A'^yxviii,
was in a towering passion, iSdS Dickens Dombey liv,

The towering fury and intense abhorrence. 1877 IJlack
Green Past, xxxiii, He came down in a towering rage.

Hence Toweringly adv., in a towering manner.
i8z2 E. Irving Let. in Oliphant Life (1B62) I. vL 135, I

should rise toweringly aloft into the regions of a very noble
and sublime character, i^yi Eraser's Mag. I. 38 Tall palm-
trees, that on the plain stood toweringly. 1885 G. Merkijith
Diana ofCrossways xiii. The Ilerculesof dogs, .toweringly
big.

Towerless, a. [f. Tower sb> + -less.] With-
out a tower ; devoid of towers,
c 1820 S. Rogers Italy, Campagua Florence aoi Tower-

less, and left long since, but to the last Uraving assault.

1886 .Stokks Ircl. <$• Celtic Ch. xiL (1888) 238 The earliest
Christian churches.. were utterly towerless.

Towerlet. [f. asprec. + -let.] A little tower.
18.. Joanna lUiLLiE(Ogilvie), Our guiding star Now from

its towerlet streameth far.

Tower mU'Stard. Herb. [So named, accord-
ing to Britten and Holland, from its habit of
growth. According to Linnaeus, called lurritis
(Tournefort) as being * alta et stricta '.] Popular
name of a cruciferous plant, Turritis glal^ra, found
on banks and cliffs. Called also Towers treacle^

Towerwort, and sometimes Tower Cress,

1597 Gerardk Herbal 11. xxii. 212 Towers Mustarde, of
some hath beene taken for a kinde of Cresses. 1731 Miller
Card. Diet., 7'«rr//w, Tower-Mustard. 1843 C. W.John-
son Farmer's Cycl. S-v., Turritis, from turns, a tower ; the
foliage is so disposed on the stems as to give them a pyra-
midal form, and for the same reason the plants are called
tower-mustard.

b. Sometimes applied to Arabis Tnrrita (see

'YoViS.v.-cress) ; also called Bastard Tower mustard.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 320 Mustard, Uastard Tower,

Arabis. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v. Mustard, Mustard, Tower
..also Arabis Turr/ta. 1874 Gray i1/rt«. ^d/. (ed. 5) 6g
A\rabis\ pcrfoliata. Lam. (Tower Mustard).

Tower pound. Also 6-8 pound Tower.
[So called from the standard pound which was
kept in the Tower of London.] A pound weight
of 5400 grains (= ii| Troy ounces), which was
the legal mint pound of England prior to the adop-
tion of the Troy pound of 5760 grains in 1526.

So Tower weight, weight expressed in terms of
the Tower poimd.
[1343 Close Roll 17 Edw. Ill, m. 4 d (P.R.O.), Vne liure de

pois de la Tour de Loundres.] 1469 in Arcltzologia XV. 166
For coynage of every lb. of Tour weght ofsylver..iiiis.vid-

iSa6 Proclam. 5 Nov. (Pat. Roll 18 Hen. VIII. 11. m. 2d.
P.R.O.), It is. .determyned. .that the said pounde Towre
shalbe no more vsed nor occupied. 1545 Rates ofCustoms
dvb, A pounde of Tower wayght wayeth of the Troy .xi.

ounces .1. quarter, 162Z Malynes /^«c. Zaw-jl/^nrA. 292
There hath been vsed from the beginning (in the Mint) both
Troy and Tower weight, each of them containing twelue
ounces in the pound weight, sauing that the Troy weight is

heauier by sixteen penie weight vpon the pound weight : by
which Troy weight the merchants bought their gold and
siluer abroad, and by the same did dcHuer it to the Kings
mint, receiuing in counterpeaze but tower weight for Troy,
which was the Princes Prerogatiue. 1789 Waltkr Mkrrky
Remarks Coinage 8 The silver penny was about twenty-
two grains and a half of Troy-weight, but called a penny-
weight Tower. The shilling was twelve of these pennies,

and the pound Tower was twenty of these shillings. 1821

J. Q. Adams in C. Davies Metr. Syst. (1871) 94 This [silver]

penny was the two hundred and fortieth part of the tower
pound. 1844 LiNGARD Anglo-Sax, Ch, (1858) IL App. O.
388 The Anglo-Saxon pound is believed to have been that

known by the name of the Tower pound ; the Norman was
the Troy pound, heavier by three-quarters of an ounce than
the former.

Towers, obs. form of Tours.
Tower weight : see Toweb pound,
Towerw^ort: see Tower mustard.

Towery (tau^Ti), a. [f. Tower sb.'^ + -y.]

1. Characterizedby or having towers; adorned or

defended with towers.

161 1 CoTGR., Tourreh\ Towerie, tower-like, begirt or in-

compassed with lowers. 1672 Dkyden 2«^ Pt. Cong.
Granada iii. iii 114 The Genius of the place its Lord will

meet; And bend its tow'ry forehead to your feet. 17..

Pope Imit. Spenser 54 Meandring streams, and Windsor's
tow'ry pride. 1814 J. Wilson in Btackzu. Mag. XXXVI.
842 Crowned with her towery diadem—Queen of the Sea. j

TOWING.
1870 Bryant Hind vii. I. 214 Till ye po";sess the towery
city of Troy.

2. Rising to a lofty height; tower-like; towering;
alsoy?^. aspiring ; exalted.
X731 A. Hill Adv. Poets xvi. 9 Hence, have all towery

Minds, sublimely fir'd. With in-born Strength, to their own
Heav'n aspir'd. 1738 H. Brooke tr. Tasso's Jerus. Del. 11.

Poems (1810) 376/1 One step alone 'twixt triumph and
defeat, The gulfy ruin and the tow'ry height. x8a5 J.
Wilson Poems II. 114 ix)ng ensigns hrighttning on the
towery mast. 1870 R. K, Coveedale Poems 39 'Neath
towery trees that lowly bent.

3. Cotnh. towery-topped a., having a lowery
top ; topped or crowned with towers.
1602CARKW Cormvall \\. 121 A towry-topped Castle heere,

wide blazeth ouer all.

Towgh, -e, tow5, towh, -he, oIjs. ff. Tough.
Towghe, Towgher : see Toughe, Tfx;nEB.

Towhee (tau-hf, Icu'/"). U.S. Also 8 towee,
8-9 towhe. [* From one of its notes* (Newton).

j

The ground-robin or Cheewink of North America,
npilo erythrophthalmus \ also towhee bird, -Jinck^

-bunting, -goldfinch. Also any species of Pipilo,

1730 MoKTiMER in /7/?7. 7"rrt«j. XXXVI. 430 The Towhe
Ilird. 1791 W. Bartbam Carolina ij2 The towee birds..
are very numerous. 1859 Barti.ett Did. Amer. (ed. 2),
Ckewink, the ground robin. ..On Long Island it is called
the Towhee Goldfinch. 1893 Scribiurs Mag. June 762/2
He utters his loud * Towhee ', a note so characteristic that
it has become one of his r»ames,

t To-whcn, tnterrog. adv, Obs. [f. ^uprep, +
When.] Until what time? How long?
a 1300 E. E. Psalter iv. 3 Mennes sones^ towhen of©

herte vn-meke? Whi lone yhe fantom, and hghinge seke?
Ibid. IxxxviiL 45 Towhen, laverd, turnes tou in ende, at
laste i Als fire .sal hren \>i wreth faste?

Towher, obs. form of Tocher.

+ To-wM-le, conj. Oilv. Obs, [? f. To prep. 7
+ While sb. Cf. OK, fd hwlle, the while, and for

form Ger. zuweilen sometimes.] During the time
that, while.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4141 To whyle J>e

kyng & his cosyns In lone loken ar her lynes,

tTo-wlli4eS,^f?«y. fl^/z'. Obs. Also 4 toquil(i)s,

to whils. [f. prec. + -es of adverbial genitive : see

Whiles, Whilst.] = prec.; whilst.

13.. C«rj(7r jV. 4269 (Cott) Hir luue..Sco mij>ed [Gfftt,

kithid] it, to-quils [Goit, ay quilis] sco moght. Ibid. 626^
(Gott.) pe se on ayder side him stod As wallis to quilis J>ai

forth 5ode. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (MS. T.) 139 To
whiles that his bodi lai in |)e graue The saule with the god-
hede went unttll hell, a 1400 R. Brunne's Chr»u, Wace
(Rolls) 2645 |>e while [Petyt MS. Towhils] J>er fader was on
lyue For be roy-ilme gon ()ey to stryue,

To-wiiit, To-who(o : see Tuwhit, Tuwhoo.
t To-whi'tlier, v. Obs. [ME. to-hivitieren^ f.

To-- + *kwideren (?),] trans. To ' whirl in pieces'

(Stratm.).
a 1225 Leg. Kaih. 1964 Ha schal beon tohwiSeret Wi5

be hweoles. Ibid. 2018 Smit se smertliche herto, pet alle

peos fowr hweoles Tohwi5erin to stucchen. a xxxe^Ancr. R.
362 LoSlease meidenes J>e tittes ikoruen of, and to-hwiSered
o hweoles, & hefdes bikoruen.

Tow-hook. ? l/,S, See quot.

1877 Knight Diet. Mech.y Tow-hook, an artilleryman's

hook, used in unpacking amnmnition-chests. [Unknown in

British military service.]

Towi'llee, dial. [See quot 1758.] A local

name for the Sanderling : cf. Curwillet; also, for

the Ringed Plover : cf. Dulwilly.
1758 BoRLASE Hist. Comzv. 247 Here we have coot^;,

sanderlings, (which, from the noise they make when flying,

we c.ill Towillees), sea-larks, sea-pies. 1804 Bewick Brit.

Birds II. X Sanderling, Towillee, or Curwillet x88o Rodd
BirdsComio.-^i^/^ To7villees,and TurzuHlie, Ringed Plover.

Towing (t^u'iij), vbl. sb,'^ [f. Tow f.i + -ing *.]

The action of Tow v.'^ ; esp. the dragging of a boat

or ship by a tow-line ; also, the drawing of a fine

net behind a boat or other vessel for the capture

of marine zoological specimens, and in pi, the

proceeds of this, the specimens captured.

1494 [see Tow v.^ \\ i6u [see Towage 2]. 1617 Morvson
Itin. II. 168 Sir Richard Levisonj. . with towing, got out the
Warspite, the Defiance, the Swiftsure, the Marline. 171s
De Foe Voy. round World^xZ^o^ 325 By the help of towmg
and setting as well as they could, they came to a flatter

shore. 1857 C^ Gribble in Merc. Marine Mag.{\%^Z)\. 7
They monopolize the towing in and out. x^n Smithsonian
Rep. II. 135 The surface towings he obtained are very rich

in interesting forms.

b. attrib., as toiving-hanqttette, barge, -bittSj

bollard, -boom, -gear, -vessel; towing-bridle
(Bridle sb. 5 a), a stout chain, cable* or iron rail

secured at the ends, with a towing-kook to which
the tow-line is attached ; towing-lights sb. pi.,

white lights carried one above another by a vessel

which has another or others in tow {Funk's Stand.

Diet. 1895); towing-net = Tow-net ; towing-
path — Tow-PATH ; towing-post : see quot.

;

towing-rope = Tow-kope; towing-timber =
totving-post

.

1791 Rep. Navig. Thames ^ Isis., Estimate 4 K Loop of
the River cut through, a *Towing-Banquete formed, and
Water deepened, ^£90. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval
Archit. xii. 132 Advantage is taken of the hollow "towing
bollards. .and the mast. .to utilise these also as uptakes.

1897 G. Grenfell in Sir H.Johnston Life (190SJ I. xiu 258
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TOW-IRBIT.

[Itl had been firmly secured to the after bollards, as well as

to the 'towing-boom forward. 1867 Smyth Sailitrs lyord-

Sk.t * Tffmins-bridU^ a stout chain, with a hook at each end,

for attaching a tow-rope to; also, a large trnving-fiook in

the bight of the chain. 1^7 Uufferin Lett. High Lat,

viiL (^. 3) 205, I began to be afraid that something must
have gone wrong with the *towing.gear. 1816 Tuckev
Narr. Exped. R. Zaire i. (i8i8) xi The *towing-net was

now .. tolerably successful, taking up from time to time

various species of mollusca. 1716 LotuL Gas. No. 6447/7
Using for *Towing or Haleing-Paths. 1795 J. Phillips

f/ist. Iniand Navig, Add. loo The towing path of this

canal may be used by occupiers of lands as a bridle-w^y.

1867 Trollope Chron. Barset I. xiL 102 A cottage which
stood alone, close to the towing-path of the canal. 1867

Smyth StUiar's iVord-hk.^ *T0wtng.post, a substantial

timber fixed through the deck of a steam-tug for making
the tow-rope fast to. Also, a similar f)ost in canal barges

to keep the tow-line up clear of the path. 1838 Civii Eng.
4- Arck. Jml, I. 322/1 Whether it was feasible without a
•towing-rope to get the barge through the water-way. i88s

E. 0'i>0N0VAN Merv Oasis I. 315 A towing rope was
fastened to the top of the mast. 1834 Ox/. Univ. Mag, I.

308 The recent introduction of steam •towing-vessels.

Towing, vbl, sb.\ 3 ; see Tow t;.3,*.

t Tow-tren, towyrene, obs. ff. Tew-iron.

«3W "^'^^ "^' '^"' (Comm. Crt. Lond.). Towiren. 1408

Durham Ace. Roll in Eng. Hist. Rev. XIV. 520 In porta-

;io unius towyrene de forgeo praedicto usque Westauke-
uid proemcndatione ejusdem, \d,

Towlst, variant of TousT Obs,

Towk(e,Towker(e: 8eeToQnE,TDCK,TDCKKB.
Towl, towle, to^le, obs. forms of Toll.

Tow-line (Uo lain), [f. Tow r.i or sb,^ + Link
j^,^] A line, rope, or hawser by which anything is

towed ; spec, in Whalingy the whale-line.

1719 Dk For Crusoe (1840) II. ix. 204 Taking the end of

a tow-line in his hand. vj%% — Voy, round ll^or/d (1S40)

547 The greatest difficulty was for tow-lines to draw the

boats Ijy, 1839 Mabrvat PhoJtt. Ship xvii, The boats had
cast off the tow-lines. 1881 Times 20 June 6/5 The tow-
lines of (he tugs were made fast to the l^rquc.

Tow^lsell, obs. form of ToLSKr..

Towni(e, var. Taum, fishing-line ; obs. f. TooM.
Towmond, towmont, Sc. ff. Twelvkmonth.
Town (taun), sb. Forms : i tuun, 1-4 tun, (4-5
tounne), 4-5, Sc. 6- toun, (4-5 ton, tone), 5-6
tonne, (5 townne, 6 toen), 5-7 towne. 5- town,
(8-9 Sc. toon ( =" t«n)) . [OE. tuun^ titn m. = OKris.,

OS., mix;, tan (MDu. /««», Da. /«/«, LG. tuun,

/««),OnG., MHG.«i?»(Ger.«a«H) ; ON./iJwnent.
(Norw. dial, tun farm-yard, older Da. /««, Sw. dial.

/««, ton hedge, fence) :—OTeut *tiirM^, -o^y cogn.

with Celtic dUn in -dunum, Olr. dAn^ \V. dJn
fortified place, castle, camp. The sense in OHG.
was * fence, hedge', as in Ger. taun \ in mod.Du.
and LG. it has both the senses ' fence or hedge

'

and ' enclosed place, garden '. In 0£. the sense
' fence, hedge * docs not occur, only that of ' en-

closed place ', as in sense i, and its developments

in senses 3 and 3, in which it was frequently used

to render L. viiUi, The modem sense 4 is later

than the Norman Conquest, and corresponds to F.

vilU 'town, city*, as similarly developed from L.

villa ' farm, country-house '.]

f 1. An enclosed place or piece of ground, an
enclosure ; a field, garden, yard, court. Obs,

cy*S Corpus Gloss. (O. E. T.) 546 C(i,hv\rSy tuun. a 800
E^urt Gloss. 281 CorSt tuun. C870 O. E. Chron. an. 867,

Wis lie lid ('£cr on tune, c^^ Lindis/, Gosp. Matt. xxvi.

36 Dacuoroon Se ho^Iend mid him in tun ()e hata gczemani
\L^, vilUuai Gr. x^pioc; Wycu toun; Tind., Geneva^
i6it, place; CovKftn. fclde ; Cranmer forme place; Rheims
village!, eiooo Ags, Gotfi. Mark xv. 31 Simonem ctreneum
cumende of bam tune [Lind. cummeiwle of lond ; Rushw.
cymende of londe ; Lat. de villa ; Gr. av* iyfiov t Wycl fro

the toun ; Tind. oute of the fckle i Coverd. from the felde :

Gen^ RAeimSt 161 1, out of the countrey]. — Luke xiv. 18

Ic tiohte aenne tun [Lind.^ RusMm. lood ic bohte ; Lat.
villain emi; Gr. aypor ifyopturaf Wycl. a toun; Tind.,
CovKtti). a ferme; t6ix a piece <»r ground], /bid. xv. 15

Da scndc he hine to his tune \>9ct be oeolde bis swyn [Lina.
on lond his ; Lat, in villam suam ; Gr. «U rovt aypov^ avrov

;

WvcL. in to his toon j Tind. to the feldc ; Coverd. into his

felde^ — John iv. 5 Neah )>aro tune [£.<]:/. juxtapncdium;
Gr, fl-Aqtrtof Tov x^wv | Wycl. the manere* £ltfss or feeld,

latervers, the place ; Timd. the pootession ; Covksd. y* pcce
oflunde; Rhetms the maner ; 1611 the parcell of ground).
c xooo Sax, Leechd. II. 132 Harewyrt lytelu ofto«t weaxep
on tune, a xxaj O. E. Chron. an. 1 1 14, And ^xt ;:^ehwaer on
wudan and on tunan xecydde. 1388 Wvclif Matt, xxii. 5
l>ut thei-.wenten forth, oon in to his toun [1383 v>'ne^erd;

l.^t. villam; &r. aypbi/ ; Ags.G. tune; Tind. fcrme placet
Coverd. hu&zbandrye t i6ti farmel^ anothir to bis mar-
chaundise.
(Cf. also the OE. compounds tiin^ressa garden cress,

t^n-melde, A triplex hortensis\ wppel'tUn apple orchard,
crr/£-/M// churchyard,^or./if/i deer-park, ^:rrj-/;m meadow,
llC't^n graveyard, wyrt-tun vegetable garden.)

fb. Spec, The enclosed land surrounding or

l>eIonging to a single dwelling; a farm with its

farmhouse (still Sc, dial,) ; a manor, * an estate

with a village community in villenage upon it

under a lords jurisdiction'; the encl<^ed land of

a village community ; sometimes also = parish,

when this was coextensive with a manor. Oos»
60X-A Laws Ethelbert c. 17 ^if man in mannes tun serest

Xeirnep, vi scillingum ;^ebete ; se l>e sfter irne^, lii scillingas.

97s Charter Koiigar'xu liixiik Cart. Sax, lU. 586 Pis sind

VokX.

201

bara feower tuna lond semara. a itooGere/a in Anglia (1886)

IX. 359 And selcre tildan timan 3e to tune belim[K$. c xsoo
Vices <y Virt. tj Uppe Sa chlrch-landes, o3er uppe tunes.
c laao Bestiary 3^1 Fox is hire to name . . De coc & te capun
5e feccheS olte in Se tun. 1 1375 .Sc. Leg. Saints 'x.')i\\\.

{Machor) 93 He gaf of heritable rycht to godis seruice al t>at

ton In-to (re possessione. c 1380 Wvclif Sertn. Sel. Wks.
I. 22 A man hadde a fermour, as keper of a toun, i6a8
Coke On Litt. § i. s By the name ofa towne, Villa^ a manner
may passe._ I^d. $ 193. 125 b, If a matter be alledged in
Parochia, it shall be intended in Law that it conlaineth no
more Townes then one, vnlesse the party doth shew the
contrary. 1785 J. Mill Diary (1889) 75 Some hill towns

t
= farms] had a good deal of corn on the ground to shear.

2. The house or group of houses or buildings

upon this enclosed land ; the farmstead or home-
stead on a farm or holding. Now esp. Sc,

c 890 tr. Bxda^s Hist, xu xi. [xiv.] (1890) 140 pes tun [villa]

waes forlseten. .& o3er waes fore ^jaem sefimbred. Ibid. iii.

xiv. [xvi.] 202 Aslat \>a ^a tunas ealte ymb ^a bur; onwaej.
0900 O. E. Martyrol. 9 June 92 pa ongan se tun bernan
.. ^ forburnon ealle para monna hus l^a on l>xm tune
waeron. 136a Langu P,PL A. x. 134 Barounsand fiurgeis

and Bonde men of tounes [MS. U. townej. c 1400 Plovj-
man*s Tale in. 1043 Threshing and dyking fro town to
town. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utopia i. (1895) 57 They
whyche plucked downe fermes and townes of husbandrye.
CX689 Depred. Clan Campbell (1816) 42 Taken out of
Achingoui. .be Lochaber men, ten coues.. .Item, be them
out of that toun, 30 sheep and goats. 1814 Scott Wav. ix,

Waverley learned.. from this colloquy that in Scotland a
single bouse was called a town. 1815— Guy M. xxiii. Two
or three low thatched houses, placed with their angles to
each other, with a great contempt of regularity. This was
the farm-steading ofCharlie's Hope, or, in the language of the
country, *the town*. 1888 Hryce Amer. Comntw, II.

xlviii. 226 note^ In Scotland (where it is pronounced ' toon *)

it still denotes the farmhouse and buildings.

3. A (small) group or cluster of dwellings or

buildings; a village or hamlet with little or no
local organization. (Often = L. vicus,) Now dicU,

In var. Eng. dials., the town is spec, applied to the ham-
let or cluster of houses contiguous to the church; more
fully the churxh-toivn.

eyas Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T,) 557 Conpetum, tuun, J>rop.

a 800 Er/itrt Gloss, 307 Conpetum, tuun vel flrop. C950
Lindis/. Gosp, John xxu a Se 6e;;n seSe ua:s of Cana 3a;m
tuune on gafilees mesfl. ciooo J^is^xc Horn. II. 54 gifta

waeron ;^ewordene on anura tune ^ is jeci^ed Chana.
a 1067 Charter 0/ Eadtveard in Kemhie Ciw'. DipL IV. 203,
,x. hyden lond on Waltham, and 3e cherche of oan seluen
tune, cxaoo Ormin 7016 patt tun wass nemmnedd Be|>)>-

lexm. a 1300 Cursor M. 14790 (Cott.) p^t es J>e tun of
bethleem. c 1386 Chaucer Prot. 478 A pourc Person of a
toun (r.r. toune].. Wyd was his parisshe and houses fer a
sondcr..\Vith hym ther was a Plowman was his brother.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 39 In Mon [Anglesey] beeb
|>re bondred townes [villas] \rrc score and J>re, and beep
acounted for )>re candredes, )»at beel> )n-e hundredes. 1483
Cath. Angt. 291/1 A Towne, Pagus, paptlus., Pagos grece^
villa^ vilfula. 1508 Dunbar Poems vii. 55 In euery ccte,

village, and in toune. 1596 Tindalx John xi. r Lazarus of
Bethania the toune of Mary and her sister Martha. 1576
E. WoRSELY Surv. Mannor 0/ Felsted^ Essex 129 (MS.)
The highway leading from (elslcd towards the town of
Leigbes. 1731 T. Boston il/fw. vii. (1899) iia The circum-
stances of my charge, all in one little town [L e. the hamlet
of SimprinJ, within a few paces from one end to the other.

1809 Mar. Edgeworth Absentee ix, He arrived at a village,

or, as it was called, a town, which Iwre the name ofColambre.
i8ia Hrackf.nridgx Vie^vs Louisiana (1814) 119 Amongst
the Americans, every assembbge of houses, no matter of how
small A number, is denominaied a town, 1887 Pall Mall G.
19 Aug. ii/i Wretched villages, misnamed towns, scattered
throughout Ireland. 1887 I. K, Lnt/y's Ranche Li/e in
Montana \% We are only a mile from the town (eight

houses and an hAtcl); but only think, in this barbarous
region, being only a mile from railway station, telegraph,

and pootoffice 1 1888 Brvck Amer. Comnrw. II. xtviii.

236 9%Pi4t In parts of eastern England the chief cluster of
bouses in a parish is still often called * the town '. x888
Elwoktmy Vv, Somerset Gloss,, Town^ a collection of houses.
..In all parts of the district the villages are called towns
when the collection of houses is specially referred ta

4. Now, in general EJiglish use, commonly desig-

nating an inhabited place larger and more regularly

built than a village, and having more complete and
independent local government ; applied not only

to a * borough *, i.e. a corporate town, and a * city ,

which is a town of higher rank, but also to an
'urban district*, i.c. a non-corporate town having

an * urban district cotmcil * with powers of rating,

paving, and sanitation more extensive than those

possessed by a parish council or the administra-

tive body (where such exists) of a village. Some-
times also applied to small inhabited places below

the rank of an * urban district *, which are not

distinguishable from villages otherwise, perhaps,

than by having a periodical market or fair (* market

town *), or by being historically * towns *•

The distinction between a small town which is not a
municipal borough, and a village, is somewhat indefinite

;

there are also decayed towns, even municipal boroughs,

which are surpassed in population by many villages.

S154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137. i 3 (Laud MS.) Hi laeiden

;^iMes o J»e tunes seure um wile... pa t>e uurecce men no

hadden nan more to gyuen, jwi rsueden hi & brendon alle

the tunes, c xaoo Orm in 851 1 Fra land to land, fra tun to

tun, Fra wic to wic i tune, fxaos Lav. 14246 Ane burh he

arerde muchele & mare . . & for swulche gomen pa tun

[Lancaster] hafde t>as J>reo nomen. a xaz5 JuUafta 8, &
tuhen bim jont te tun from strete to strete. c wj^Passion

70 in O. E. Misc. 39 As he com in-to J>e bureh so rydinde

pe children of >c luue [Jerusalem] cornea syngyade. xag?

TOWN.
R, Glouc. (Rolls) 5249 Hii come, & londone, & kaunter
bury, & ojier tounes nome. 1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 138
Sum lugit without the townys In tentis and in paheownys.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk, 7429 Thei dyed thikkere then men
dryues gece To chepyng-toun for toselle. c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) iv. 30 Joppa . . IS on of the oldest townes of the world.
X419 Munim. de Metros (Bann. CI.) 502 All ^e landis Tene-
mentis and byggynnis. .in J>e said Towne of Edynburghe.
1471-3 Rolls o/Farlt. VI. 33/2 The Chaunceler and Scolers
of the Universite in your Toune of Oxonford. 1511 Act 4
Hen, VIII, c. 7 § 2 And that in all other Cities, Borowes,
and Townes . . the Maires, Baitiffes, or hede Officers, and
Wardeyns to haue like Authoritie. And wher noo Wardeyns
be, then the hede Officers or Governours of the same Cities,
Borowes and Townes to appoynt certeyn persones . . to
make serche. Ibid. c. 19 § 10 In Hundredes, Townes
Corporate & nott corporate, parisshes & all other places.
x55a HoLOETj Towne beynge walled, oppidum. Ibid, Towne
incorporate, tnunicipium. 1555 W. Watreman Fardle
Facions 10 Of Tounes, thei made cities, and of villages,

Tounes, 1597 in Maitl. CI. Misc. I. 89 Within the toune
and dtie of Glasgw, a 1600 Montgomerie Misc. Poems
xlviii 39 Constantmopil . . Eftir his name he callit the citie

syn, Becaus he lovit it best of tounis all. x6io Holland
Camdetis Brit, (1637) 497 This is the chiefe Towne of
all this Shire. r6j8 Coke On Litt. § 171. 115 b^ If a
Towne be decayed so as no bouses remayne, yet it is a
Towne in Lawe...It cannot bee a Towne in Law, vnlesse it

hath, or in time past hath had a Church and celebration of
piuine Seruice. ..It appeareth by Littleton, that a Towne
is the genus, and a Borough is the species, for., euery
Borough is a Towne, but euery Towne is not a Borough.
1649 Bp. Guthrie 3/tr/«. (1702) 80 A Wonder lasts but nine
Nights in a Town (as we use to say). 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. Introd. iv. 114 The word to7vn or vill is indeed.

.

now become a generical term, comprehending under it the
several species of cities, boroughs, and common towns. 1809
Kendall Trav. I. ii. 13 A collection of houses joining, or
nearly joining each other, is the first requisite in the defini.

tion of town, though the word be taken in the loosest sense.

x86i M, Pattison Ess, (1889) I. 44 The free towns of
Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg.

b. Without article, after prepositions and verbs,

as in^ out of, to town^ to leave town, etc. : i. e. the

particular town under consideration, or that in or

near which the speaker is at the moment ; the

town with which one has to do, the market-town,

the chief townofthe district or province,the capital

;

in England since c 1 700 spec, said of London.
There are earlier uses referring to London, but only as

said by persons living there.

c xaso Gen, ^ Ex. 231 1 And quuan he weren ut tune went,
losep haueS hem after sent. 13.. Cursor M, 3346 (Cott.)

On morn wit godds beniscon Was mai rebecca lede o ton
[Gdtt, of J>e tun]. 1377 Langu P. PL B. xni. 266 Alle
Londoun . . liketh wel my wafres. . . pere was a earful coinune
whan no carte come to toune With bake bred fro stretforth.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 5 Be he in toun [London] o|>er out
of toun. 1431 Ibid, 275 If he be in towne [Cambridge] and
comyth not. 1450 Rolls ofParIt, V. 182/2 The kyng sent

for all bis Lordes. .thenneoeyng in Towne [London]. x6i8
Bolton Florus iv. i. (1636) 260 The ambassadours of the

Allobroges (at that time, as it hapned, in town [Rome])
were dealt with. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 122 Strangers
. . as soone as they come to Towne [London], enquire for him
first of all, 164s Evelyn Diary 31 Oct., We invited all the

English and Scotts in towne [Padua] to a feast. 1648 Com.
mons' Jrnls. V. 545/1 That a Letter be directed to the Vice
Admiral, to desire liira to suffer Prince Philip, Brother to

the Prince Elector, to come to Town. 1689 in Acts Parlt,

Scotl, (1875) XII. 60/2 pat the macers advertise such as are

in towne [Edinburgh] That they be jiresent accordingly.

17H Steele Spect. No. 2 P i When he is in Town, he lives

in Soho-Squarc. 171X }\^k^-^^ Collect. (O. H. SJ III. 127

Dr. Charlett went out of Town [Oxford] on purpose that be

might not be present, 1739 Chesterf. Lett. (1792) 1. 122,

I ^all come to town next Saturday. X770 Foote Lame
Lover i. Wks. 1799 II. 60 Well known about town. X79X

Centl, Mag, Jan. i/i A friend of mine, who was lately in

town, saw many ofthem in the shop-windows. 1815 Simond
Tour Gt, Brit, I. 17 At Richmona. . I set out by myself for

town, as London is called/ar excellence. x8»s T. Cosnett
Footman's Direct. 217 So necessary is it for footmen to know
town. X848 Dickens Dombey xxx, A stately relative .. who
was out of town. 1901 R. Hichbns Londoners 17, I shall

leave town at least by the first of July.

C, spec, as distinct from or contrasted with the

country (ConNTRY 5),

C1386 Chaucer MilleVs T, 194 And for she was of toune

[v.rr. towne, tounne, town] he profreth meede, For some folk

wol ben wonnen for richesse. 171a Ladv M. W. Montagu
Let. to W, Montagu 9 Dec, You say I love the town. XTig

Pope 2ndEp. Miss Blount a As some fond Virgin, whom her

mother's care Drags from the Town to wholesome Country

air. X780 Mirror Na 105 f 2, I would beg of those who
migrate from the city, not to carry too much of the town

with them into the country. X784 [see Countky 5]. X909

Llovd George in Daily News 30 Apr. 8 Land in the town
seems to be let by the grain as if it was radium.

d. In ME., and later in ballad poetry, etc., often

added after the name ofa town, in apposition, arch,

(Cf. OE. Kome-bttrh, Lunden-burk, fete)

X3. . Seuyn Sag, (W.) 551 Whilom a riche burgeis was,

And woned her in Rome toun. ? a 1700 Sir Patrick Spence

L in Perey Religues (1845) 20/1 The king sits in Dumferling

toune. ?« xToo K, John 9f Abbot ii. ibid. 167/2 They rode

postc.to fair London toune. 1701 Rowe Ulysses Prol. B

Her husband. .Left her. ., to.. battle for a harlot at Troy

toun. X78a Cowpee John Gilpin 1, A trainband captain

eke was he Of famous London town, 18., Kossv.ni (.title)

Troy Town,

6. As a collective sing. a. The community of

a town in its corporate capacity ; the corporation

;

b. The inhabitants of a town, the townspeople

;

c. spec, the fashionable society of London (or

other leading city thought of) ;
* society '. arch.

26
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f 1330 R. Bhunnk Chron. (1810) 334 pe tojwr day on J»e

morn com be Brus Roberd, pe toun wist it beforn, Jjorgh

spies J«t ^i herd, cx^to Henry Wallace 11. 19 So he
desirit the toune of Air to se His child with him. 158a

Allen Martyrd. Campion (1908) 96 All the towne loved

him exceedingly, a 16x6 Beaumont IM. to B. Jonson 50
Wit able enough to justify the Town For three days past I

163a Massincer & Field Fatal Dowry iv. i, *Tis all the

town talks. 1665 Pepvs Diary 21 June, I find all the town
almost going out of town. 1693 Drvden Pt-rstus' Sat.

i. 5 That this vast universal Fool, the Town, Shou'd cry

up Labeo*s Stuff, and cry me down. 17x3 Swift Fren^
J. Denny Wlcs. 1755 III. i. 144 That vile piece, thats

foisted upon the town for a dramatick poem ! 174a Pope
Dune. IV. 292 [He], all at once let down, Stunn'd with his

giddy Larum half the town. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng,
Hi. I. 405 His Absalom and Achitophel, the greatest satire

of modern times, had amazed the town, had made its way .

.

even into rural districts.

d. ahsoL At Oxford and Cambridge : The civic

community or body of citizens or townsmen as

distinct from members of the university ; esp. in

phr. town andgown (often aitrib,) ; cf. Gown sb, 5.

0x647 Pette in Archxologta XII. 218, I was forced,..my
graces for Bachelor of Arts being passed both in house and
(own, to abandon the university. 1828 Snorting Mag.
XXI. 428 Parties of five or six, both ' gown ' and ' town ',

were parading abreast, a X845 Hood Lament Toby xv,

Farewell to ' Town !
' farewell to ' Gown !

' I've quite

outgrown the latter. X853 ' C. Bede' Verdant Green 11. iv.

The battle of Town and Gown was over, x86x Hughes
Tom Brown at O-t/.xi, I wish. .to disclaim. .all sympathy
with town and gown rows. X9ia-X3 Kelly's O^ord Direc-

tory 2/2 In 1354 a desperate Gown and Town not began on
St. Scholaslica's day, February loth, and lasted three days,

during which 40 students and 60 townsmen lost their lives,

6. C/.S. A geographical division for local or state

government, a. A division ofa county, wliich may
contain one or more villages or towns (in sense 4)

;

a township ; also, the inhabitants of such a division

as a corporate body. (Esp. in the New England
states.) b. A municipal corporation, having its own
geographical boundaries (as distinct from a.), con-

sidered either in reference to its area or as a body
politic.

x8o8 A. Wilson Poems ^i- Lit, Prose (1876) I. 148 The
people here make no distinction between town and town-
ship, and travellers frequently asked the driver ..' What
town are we now in ?

' when perhaps we were on the top of a
miserable barren mountain. 1809 Kendall Trav. \. ii. 12

In New England.. a town is very commonly described as

containing two or thrc villages. Ibid. 13 A town . .in Con-
necticut, and the other parts of New England, is first a dis-

trict, or geographical subdivision,.; secondly, it is a body
pohtic and corporate. Ibid. x. 113 The constitution of the

town-; appears to be. .a mixture of those of the shire, hun-
dred and parish, x8i9 Boston Centinel 31 July (Thornton),

The crops of hay in the lower towns were in all parts heavy.
1822 Z. Hawley Tour [in Ohio] 33 (ibid.) The timber of
these town; is beech ..and black walnut. x88z W, D.
Howells in Longm. Mag. I. 42 In New England the ' town '

is the township, and there are some ' towns ' in which there

is no village at all. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. II. 11.

xlviii. 226 The Town is.. a rural, not an urban community.
..Its population is usually small. Ibtd.y note. In New
England the word ' town ' is the legal and usual one ; in the

rest of the country * township '. Ibid. 240 The words 'town

'

and 'township ' signify [in Illinois, etc.] a territorial divi-

sion of the county, incorporated for purposes of local govern-
ment. 1890 HosMER Anglo-Sax, Freed. 192 Each Massa-
chusetts town sent a representative to a central assembly at

Boston. 1906 W. Churchill Coniston 1. v. The town of
Coniston..was a tract of country about ten miles by ten,

the most thickly settled portion of which was the village of
Coniston, consisting of twelve houses.

7. fig. and transf. (from 4). a. Something analo-

gous to a town as being the home of many people.
1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 75 The ship is a flying town,

self-contained and independent of outside aid. 18^ Kip-
ling in Daily News 7 Nov. 5/2 That which was a line has
suddenly become a town on the waters.

b. An assemblage of burrows of prairie-dogs,

nests of i>enguins, etc
z8o8 Pike Sources Mississ. ir. (1810) i56«tf/tf, The Wish-

tonwish of the Indians, prairie dogs of some travellers.,

reside on the prairies of Louisiana in towns or villages. x8iz
Brackenridgg Views Louisiana (1814) 58 The Prairie dog
..lives in burrows, or as they are commonly called towns.
X839 Marryat Phnnt. Skip xviii, These [penguins] were
in myriads on some parts of the island, which, from the
propinquity of their nests .. went by the name of totvns.

1890 W. P. Lett in Big Game N. Amer. 470 Danger occa-
sioned by badger-holes and prairie-dog towns.

8. Phrases. (See also 4 b.) a. To come {^ go) to

town, to make one's appearance, arrive, come in;

fto * come to stay*, to become common {pbsJ),

Cf. to conu to land (Land sb,i d).

Prob. the original notion was ' come to our village, come
to dwell with us, come to the dwellings of men *. In later

times associated with the later sense of town (4 b).

Axooo Menologium (Gr.) 8 Se kalendus cymeci'..on ^am
ylcan dx^e us to tune, cxo^ Byrhi/erfVs Handboc in

y4«^//« VIII. 312/19 Lengten tima..gaefS to tune on vii. id',

fcbr'. C1200 Ormin 9160 AUse bidell birrh beon sennd To
jarrkenn & to gre^^J^enn Onn^ien hiss Laferrd h*r hasr he
Shall cumenn sket (o tune, a 1*75 Prov. Alfred 534 in

O. E. Misc. 133 Elde cumi3 to tune mid fele unkeije costes.

A 1300 Cursor M. 14277 'Crist', sco said, ' es cummen to

tun ', c X475 RaufCoil^ear 349 Folkis. .Thankand God-

.

Thair Lord was gane to toun. x6oo Newe Metamorphosis
(MS.) (Farmer), This first was court-like, now 'tis come to

towne ; 'Tis common growne with every country clowne.
1851 D. Jebrold St. Giles ii. 11 I've been quite in the way
of babies to-night, .. young master's come to town. 1905

Daily Chron. 11 Mar. 4/6 This Thrums sketch proved to

delighted Londoners that J. M. Barrie had ' come to town '.

b. Man about town (also formerly youngfeiioWy
y^uthy girl about town), one who is constantly

seen at public and private assemblies in *town*;
one who is in the round of social functions, fashion-

able dissipations, etc. (cf. d. {a)).

^1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 94, I was a youth about

I

the Town when he undertook that expedition, 1749 Ladv
! Lt;xBOBOUGH Z.r/. to Shenstone 2Z Nov^Miss Jenny Hamil-

j

ton, a pretty girl about town. X766 Goldsm. Vic. IV: xx,

!
I'll show you forty very dull fellows about town that live

by it [authorship] in opulence. 1769 Chesterf. Lei. to
Godson 6 Sept., There are now two sorts of young fellows

about Town, who call themselves Bucks and Bloods. 1844
Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxvi, He was quite the man-about-
town of the conversation. X889 W. Roberts Hist. Eng. Book*
selling i2iWits,men-about-town, and fashionable notabilities.

C. Man or woman {girl) of the town : one
belonging to the shady or * fast side of town life.

a X700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Man o' tfC Town, a Lew'd
Spark, or very Debaushe. a 1704 T. Brown Dial. Dead
Wks. 1730 II. 313, I have been a man of the town. .and
admitted into the family of the rakehellonians. X766G0LDSH.
Vic. JV. XX,The lady was only a woman of the town. 1785
Grose Diet. Vulg. T., Man of the town, a rake, a debau-
chee. Ibid., Woman o/the town, or., ofpleasure, a pros-

titute. 1817-18 CoBBETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 239 Never
is there seen in the streets what b called in England, a girl

of the town.

d. On the to7un : (a) in the swing of fashionable

life, pleasure, or dissipation
;

{b) getting a living

by prostitution, thieving, or the like; cf. on the

streets
;

{c) chargeable to the parish {dial.). So
to come upon the town.
171a Steele Spcct. No. 266 P 2 This Creature is what

they call newly come upon the Town. 1717 Gay Begg. Op.
II. iv, I han't been so long upon the Town. 1819 Metro-
polis I. 2J3 She had got with her a listening novice on town.
Ibid. II. 167 We have a man looked up to to-day.. in the
Gazette in three months, and on the town again, brighter
than ever, x84a Egan Capt. MacJunth, J. Flashman
(Farmer), Jack long was on the town, a teazer; Could turn
his fives to anything, Nap a readerj or filch a ring. X843
R. J. Graves .S>j^. Clin. Med. xxvl 333 Prostitutes who
hacf been a long time on the town. 1855 Thackeray New-
comes X, Five-and-twenty years ago the young Earl of Kew
came upon the town, which speedily rang with the feats of
his Lordship.

e. Town and tower̂ tower and town : see TowEB
sby 9 a.

9. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple aitrib. passing

into adj. use (now usually without hyphen) : Of,

pertaining to, or characteristic of tlie town (as dis-

tinct from some other place or community, esp. the

country) ; that is or lives in towns or the town

;

urban.
X46S Medulla Gram., Coniedia, a toun song. 1560 Daus

tr. Sleidane^s Covim. 160 The towne wlues, whan they go
to here Masse, cary with them bokes of Latin prayers. 1594
Hooker EccL Pol. Pref. ii. § 3 One of the Towne-Ministers,
that saw in what manner the people were bent for the reuo-

cation of Caluine. 1673 Chanxc. Coffee-house (tltlc-p.) The
Symptomes of a Town-wit, 1693 J. Dunton Athenian
Merc. 14 Nov., The ridiculous Folly of our Town-Sparks
who make an Oath their Argument x7oa Steele ^««tfra/
III. i. 44 She has of a sudden left her Dayry, and sets

up for a fine Town-Lady. X710-11 Examiner No. 30 Lewd-
ness and intemperance are not of so bad consequences in

a town-rake as in a divine. X753 World No. 3 f 2 Accord-
ing to the town-acceptation of the term. 1794 W. Felton
Carriages (1801) II. lii. § 2. 35 A neat ornamented, or town
coach. X844 Wardlaw Led. Prov, (1869) II. 16 Town
missions and country missions. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ.
Prel. Rem. (1876) 9 These [.igricultural communities of
ancient Europe] . . were mostly small town-communities.
X848 Thackeray Van. Fair v, He fought the town-boys.

X85S Macaxjlkv Hist. Eng. XIV, III. 493 The difference.,

between a town divine and a country divine. X867 H.
Latham Black <5- White 100 Houses which look like the
town-residences of well-to-do gentry, 1887 A. Jenics in /./)*-

pincott's Mag. Aug. 295 These performances were very
attractive to old graduates and town-people. 1897 Alh
butt's Syst, Afed. II. B42 It is safer to take a lower standard
for the average town inhabitant,

b, attrib. in sense * of or belonging to a town as a
community or place \ as town armoury^ back^ bell,

charge, churchy clocks close, dike, drummer,father,
fields folk, green, herd, loan (Loan sb."^ 2), f?iead^

moor, mote (Moot sb^ 2), piper, plate (Plate sb.

17), pump, relief, seal^ stocks, swineherd^ wait,

watch, wharf.
X59G Shaks. Tarn, Shr. in. it 47 An olde rusty sword

tane out of the *Towne Armory. XS77 Hodnshed Chron.
II. 475/2 AU their horsemen issued out of the *towne
backe with certayne footemen. 1483 Cely Papers (Camden)
137 To be redy in harnesse as sone as the *towne bell ryng-
gyth. X877 6reen Hist. Eng. People I. 298 Its citizens

mustered at the call of the town-bell at Saint Paul's. 1619
Min, Archdeaconry of ColcJiester If. 104 b (MS.}, The
some of viij d. toward a rate for *towne charge which the
Churchwardens of Alresford haue layd out. [1045 Will
of Thurstan in Thorpe Charters 572 pat [lond] ..after

here bothere day into pe *tunkirke, and po men fre.] x888
P. ScHAFF Hist. Chr. Ch, VI. xxvii. 136 He preached both
in the Convent and in the town-church. 1779 Mirror
No. 41 PI He. .had been regulating his watch by our •town-
clock. 17x6 Addison Drummer i, i, I verily believe I saw
him last night in the *Town-close. x8oi Farmer's Mag.
Jan. 10 The horses, cattle, sheep, and s^ine. .are not to be
suffered to go loose within *town-dikes. 187a C. Gibbon
For the King i, Bauldy Dodholm, the *town-drummer,
at their bead. z89« Pall Mall G. 15 June 6/x At the

station the •town-fathers [cf. Father sh. 10] offered her
some refreshments. xa97 K. Glouc (Rolls) 1582 po wende
vorjj J>e *toun folc. 1907 '

J, Halsham ' Lone^voodCorner
33 Town-folk foundered in these drenched wood-paths.
1641 N. Riding Rec. 212 A yeoman presented for an en-
croachment on the "towne-greene by building a barn to the
damage of the iiihaljitants. 1822 Galt Provost xxxvii,

Tammy Tout, the *town-herd. i8ia W.Tennant ^«f/tfr/''.

I. Iv, Hobbling in each *town-loan in awkward guise. xSaa
Galt Provost xlvi, A considerable portion of the *town
moor. 1879 Green Read. Eng. Hist. xiv. 67 The burgesses
gathered in *town-mote when the bell swung out from St.

Paul's. X701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3729/4 A *Town;:plate of
about 15I. value will be Run for at the same Place. x8io
Ckabbe Borough xxi. 171 For *town-relief the grieving man
applied, And begg'd with tears, what some with scorn
denied. 1594 Hooker EccL Pol. Pref. ii. § 5 By common
consent of their whole Senate, and that under their *Towne-
Seale. x8ai Scott Kenihv. ii. To get your legs made ac-
quainted with the *town-stocKS. X825 — Betrothed vij.

He blows like a *town swineherd, a 1805 A. Carlylk
Antobiog. (i860) 75 His band.. consisted of two dancing-
school fiddlers and the *town-waits. 1560 Rolland Seven

^^Z- 73 Gif 1 be heir now with the •loun watche found.
XS3X Lett. .5- Pap. Hen. VIII, V. 184 Caryng of rubys out
of the lowne to the *towne wharffis.

C. objective and obj. genitive, as town-builder,

"taker \ -destroying, frequenting, -going, -keeping,

-loving^ -taking stis. and adjs. ; see also Town-
planning; instrumental, etc., as town-dotted,

-flanked, -girdled, -sick, -stained adjs. ; locative,

similative, etc., as town-bred, 'Cured, -imprisoned,

-killed, -like, -looking, -pent, -spent, -tied, -trained

adjs. ; see .ilso Town-bobn, Town-dwelleb.
i68s Bowles Theocritus* Idyllium xx. 43 in Dryden's

Misc. II. 390 How nice these *Townbred Women are, how
vain I 1869 Routlcdge^s Ev. B<ni*s Ann. 396 Smart, active

fellows, but thoroughly town-bred. 1905 Daily Netus 14 Jan.

4 Painter of sea and shore and *town-flanked river. 1895
Athenaeum 27 Apr. 530/2 The Danes were a *town-frequent-

ing people. x8ia W. Tennant Anster F. ni. xxiv, Fife's

*town.girdled shire. 1838 Mary Howitt Birds Sf Fl.,Sun-
shine i, *'I"own-imprisoned men. 1899 Daily News 23 May
4/6 For "town-keeping people the cart-horse parade was
one of the prettiest sights of the day. 1899 Q. Rev. Oct.

480 *Town.killed meat is a diminishing element, f xooo

.^iffic's Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 127/15 Comedia, racu, *tun-

lic spasc. X876 A, Plummrr tr. Dollinger's Hi/polytus \i.

73 All that has any townlike appearance relates to Ostia.

X849 J. Forbes Physic. Holiday v. (1850) 47 Waldshut is a
neater and more *town-looking place than we had yet passed
through. X649 G. Daniel Irinarch., Hen. V ch. The
*Towne-pent Rutters, willingly enlarge Their Quarters.

1840 T. A. Trollope Summ. Brittany I. 71 As enchanting
a cottage., as "town-sick mortal ever dreamed of, 1654
tr. Scudcry''s Curia Pol. 5 That antient Captaine, which
the Greekes stiled the *Towntaker. 1849 J. Forbes /'A^m'c.

Holiday i. (1850) 5 That.. I may induce some of my •town-
tied friends to do as I have done.

10. Special combs. : f town-adjutant, formerly,

a garrison officer, ranking as lieutenant, charged

with certain routine duties; cf. Town-Major;
town-bound a., (a) bound or confined to town; {b)

townward bound; town-box, the town chest; the

public funds of a town ; town-bull, a bull formerly

kept in turn by the cow-keepers of a village ; hence

fig. of a man ; town-bushel, a local standard

bushel measure ; cf. Bushel j^.i i ; f town-child, a

child born in the town (where a school is founded,

and thus sometimes entitled to be a free scholar)

;

town-council, the elective deliberative and ad-

ministrative body of a town : cf. Council 10;

hence town-councillor, a member of a town-

council ; town-crier, a public crier; =CRiER2b;
town-cross, the market cross of a town ; town-
dab {local), the lemon-sole; town-foot, the

lower end of a town or village ; town-guard,
{a) Sc. Hist., the military or quasi-military guard

of a town ; {b) the guard policing a garrison-town

;

also attrib, ; town-head, the upper end of a town
or village ; f town-husband {local) : see quot.

;

town-life, life in a town ; spec, the social life of

a town ; town-liver, one who lives in a town

;

town-living, town-life; also an ecclesiastical

benefice in a town (Living vbl. sb. 5) ; town-
mouse,^^, a dweller in a town, esp. as unfamiliar

with country life (in allusion to i^op's fable);

town-oflleer, {a) an officer (of excise) posted in

a town
;

{b) in New England, a selectman
;

{c) Sc.

an officer charged with keeping public order (cf.

Town-major, town-guard) ; town-park : see

Park sb. 3a; also attrib. ; town-piece [Pikck

sb. 13], a token issued by or current in a town;

town-place {dial.): see quots. ; town-plat,

town-plot {U.S.), a plan of a township: cf.

Plat sb.'^ 2, Plot sb. 3; town-reeve (now Hist,'),

the bailiff or steward of a tun ; town-row, the

sequence of houses in a town, or of homesteads in

a parish or manor ; alsoy?^. the roll of townsmen:

see quots. and cf. Hoose-row
; f town-side, the

land close beside a town ; town-site, the site of a

town ; spec, in U. S. and Canada, a tract of land

set apart by legal authority to be occupied by a

town, and (usually) surveyed and laid out with

streets, etc, ; town-akip, a jocular name for a city
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nrchin ; town-taking, the taking ofa town ; hence
town-taking Jay at Hull, the anniversary of the
day on which that city was secured for William of
Orange ; town-tallow, Knglish, as distinct from
continental tallow

; f town-top, a whipping-top
kept for public use : = parish-top (Pakish sb. 7)

;

town-way, the way to the town ; town-weed,
a name for Dog's ftlercury

; + town-widow, ? a
widow supported by public charity; town-woman,
a woman of the town, a prostitute. See also Town
BOOK, -CLERK, -GATE, HALL, etc.

«737 'Town-Adjutant [see Town-major). iSoi Brit. MU.
Lthr. 1 1, s. v., Ttie Town-Adjutant is an assistant to the
Town-Major. 1858 .\. Macmillan Lett. ii^oS)

"i
Poor*town-

bound mechanics and shopmen. 1905 Westm. Gas, 17 Oct.
{/i There was a breakdown in the Town-bound trams at
Ealham. 1659 Gaudkn Tears Ch. ««ij,Upon the con6sca-

tion of them to their *Town-box or Exchequer. 1597 Shaks.
3 Hen, tt^f II, ii. 172 A Kinswoman of my M.isters. . . Euen
such Kill, as the Parish Heyfors are to the *Towne-BuU?
1611 CoTGH. s. V. BaHtiier, Taureau bannier, a common,
or town, bull. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 55. ill As dull as
a Dormouse at nom, but a vary toun Bull abroad. 1647
FuLLEK Gd. Th. in II 'orst T. (1841) 136 As the *town-bushel
IS the standard both to measure corn and other bushels by.
i8«6 Did. Nnt. Biog. VIII. 277/1 Entered at Christ's Hos-
pit.nl, prohibly as a ' 'town child ' or ' free scholar '. 1681
AcU faril. .Scott. VIII. 41 1/2 Ane Act of the "Town
Council of the liurgh of Uumbartan in favors of the
trades thcrof. 1775 A. Buknabv Trav. 75 m^te. Each
township Is managed by a town-council, i^i, 1863 [s««
Council lol 1874 Ghebn Short Hist. iv. { 4. 188 Their
merch.int-gild. .acted, in fact, pretty much the same part as
a town-council of to-day. 185a J. Wilsos Annals o/llawici
an. 1727, Walter Scott, *town councillor, is degraded as such
by the council . . in respect of his twice breaking prison, after
being convict by the bailies of a riot. 160a Shaks. Ham. 111.

li. 4, I had as hue the "Town-Cryer had spoke my Lines.
1667 Tkollope ChroH. Barsct II. lix. iM Her secret had
been published, as it were, by the town-crier. 1836 Yarkell
Drit. lislics II. 222 [Umon, or Smooth Dab] is taken on
the Sussex coast, where it is known by the name of * fown-
I>ak 180S Forsyth Beauties Scott. I. 107 To raise, for
the defence of the city (Edinburgh), a corps of no fewer
than 126 men, .. which is called the •town-guard. 1811
Gem. A'egut. ^ Ord. Ariity 101 An Adjutant of the Day is
to be furnished from the Ke^iment which gives the Town
Guard, or the Commander in Chiers Guard. 1818 Scorr
lilt. Mittt. v[iL There was a sentinel upon guard, who, that
one town-guard soldier might do his duty. ., presented his
piece, and desired the foremost of the rioters to stand off.

•90s Blackw. Mag. July 100 Not far from the Tolboolb
stood the Town Guard House. 1847-78 IIalliwei.1.,
'TmvH-kMsbaitd, an officer of a parish who collects the
moneys from the parents of illegitimate children for the
niaintenanceofthelatter. East. 1693 Ifunioyrs Town loi
Vou have none of these in your "Town-life. 1779 Mirror
No. 58 p 5 Emilia had acquired a stronger attachment
to the plca-sures of a town life, than was.. right in itself.
l6ao v.. KLoVHt Horse Suis. 153 Riding, Shooting, .. some
towne-liuers, sometimes make hard shift to practise. 1811

J. J. Blunt Si. Reform. Eng. iv. 65 Thus it came to pass
that town livings (contrary to all reason) are at present, of
all others, the poorest. 1863 E. KitzGeralu Lett. (18S9) I.
MO, I suppose Town-living makes one alive to such a
Change. 1857 Huches Tom Brown 11. iii. Here's Arthur,
a regular young "town-mouse with a natural taste for thewoo^ 1887 Ld. Churchill in 7i<««(weeklyed.) 24 June
o/i What I shall call a town mouse Uke myself. 1717 J,
CHAijDERLAyNE St. Gt. Brit. II. led. 33) 84 Chief Examiner
of •! own-Officers Books for London Brewery, a 1817
T. DwiGHT Trav. Ifem Eng. {1621; I. 243 On the refusal,
death, or removal, of a Town-OiScer, a meeting is to be
bolden for . . cbooHog another. 1864 A. McKay Hist.
Kilinameci (1880) 135 The procession was headed by Mr.
Paion, town-officer, 00 a gallant charger. 1870 Act 33-4
''*'

J".!* * '' *"/ ''«'''**''* hmd, or any holding ordinarily
lerroed townparks ' adjoining or near to any city or town.
1887 Act 50-1 yict. c 33 I 9 A holding shall not be deemed
to constitute a town park, though within the definition of
the expression 'Town parks',.. if it is let and used as an
ordmary agricultural farm. 1887 in /'all MaJlG. 94 Mar.
11/2 To secure the just rights of the town park holders.
aosBratlmeufs Barnatees llml. Inlrod. (1818) 42 A Har.
nngton was a 'town piece, tradesman's token, or other small
coin current in the early part of the seventeenth century.
y87 Grose I'roviiu. Gloss., 'Tovm-tlace, a farm-yard.Cmm. 1867 K. S. Hawker Prose Wks. (1893) 109 Theie
dwelt in scattered villages, or lown-pbces . . , the bold and
liardy Keltic people. s88a Couch E. Connv. Ifords, 'Town,
Tottm-flace, applied to the smallest hamlet, and even to a
farm-yard, a 1817 T. Dwight Trav. Mew Eiig.,etc.iiS2t)
''• 335 The *tawn-plat is originally distributed into lots,
containing from two to ten acres. 1714 in Hist, tfortlifield,
Mass. (1875) 134 Ihat the •Town-Plot Ix: stated in the old
place, in such form and measure as the Committee can allow
It, according to the Court's order, c 890 tr. Bxda's Hist.
V. XL [x.) (1890} 416 pa onfueng hio se •tunxercfa. cioooAp. Cosf. Luke XVI. 18 Da herede se hiaford \,x<k unriht-
wisness tunscrefan. t86i Pearson Early 4. Mid. Ages
hng. joo A few adventurers even sailed to Dorchester,
787 A. D., and slew the town-reeve when he sought to call them
to account. 1610 Up. Hall Afot. Brownists { 52 To bee
ranged in the same 'Towne-rowes, with lewes, Arrians, Ana-
baptists. 181S JAMIESON, Toun-ram, used to denote the
pnvileges of a 1 own-ship. To thraw one's self out o' a
toun-raw, to forfeit the privileges enjoyed in a small com-
munity. 1886 S. IV. Line Gloss, s. v. Town-row, By Town-
row, or by House-row, was the term for the old plan for
keeping men off the parbh when work was scarce, by find-
ing them so many da>-s' work at each farm in turn. is«3
tiTZHERB. Husb. § 10 If it be very ranke grounde, as is
nroche at euery 'towne s>-de, where catel doth resort. i6s7W. Coles Adam in Eden cxxxi. The fifth growcth..by
hedge sides and path wayes, in fields and town-sides. 1871
Ravhonu SlatUt. Mines f, Mining 170 The Silver State
Mining Company.. have located a •town-site -Crystal City
..—on the old Salt Lake route. 1878 N. Amtr. Rev.
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exXVI I. 445 The improvement of town-sites. 1896 Wrenn
in Crittc (U. S.) 31 Oct. 270/1 We have made a plan of
inlby Townsite, Pasco Co., FI[orid)a. 1837 Dickens
Ptckiv. xxvi, ' Well, young 'townskip ', said Sam, ' how 's
mother? 1788 G. Hadlev Hist. Kingston-vpon-Hult
XXL 277 Thus by the spirited conduct of the Protestant
officers, was Hull preserved, on the 4th of December,
1688 ; which is still observed as a holiday, under the appel-
lation of "Town Taking Day. 1866 J. J. Sleahan Hist.
Hull (ed. 2I 188. 191a Times 19 Dec. 20/4 To-day's ' Mar-
ket Letter ' quotes—*town tallow, 33s. 6d. per cwt. 1623-
33 Fletcher & Shirley Night-Walkcr l lii, He..d.inces
file a 'town-top, and reels and hobbles. 1670 Evelyn
Syhia XX. 92 For the Turner, Kyele-pins, great Town-Topps.
a 1780 Blackstone Note on SAais.'s Twel. N. L iiL 44
To sleep like a town-top. 1598 Shaks. Merry \V. m.
L 7 Euans. Which way haue you look'd..? Sim. ..Kuery
way but the *Towne-way. 1861 Miss Prktt Flower. PI.
V. 3 Perennial or Dog's Mercury. .. From the growth of
the plant in towns and town gardens, it is sometimes called
"Town-weed. 1633 Brome North. Lasse I. i, [She] has
been the "1'own-w idow these Three years. 1675 Wvchkrlev
Country Wife \i. i. What ! you would have her as impudent
as yourself?, .a mere notorious "town-woman ? 1710 Addi-
son Taller Na 260 p 1 1 To regard every Town-Woman as
a particular Kind of Siren.

U. O)mbinations with town's, as to^unschildren,
townsfolk, toimi's-hall, town's-pipcr; town's-
baim, a native of the (or one's own) town {Sc);
so town's-boy, town's-fellow, in similar sense

;

+ town's husband, obs. title of a borough official

having charge of the accounts, etc. : cf. Husband
J*. 4; ftown's-like (+towneslike) a., townish,
townly; town's-money, the public funds of a
town ; townswoman, a woman inhabitant of
a town; with possessive, a woman of the same
town. See also tvwiCs-book (Sc. ivtvnis tmk) s. v.
Town book, ttno/t's-end s. v. Town-knd, Towns-
man, TOWNSI'EOPLE.
1808 J. Mayne Siller Gun in. xvi, M'Ghee, our ain
town's-b.-iirn. iSaa Scott Nigel iii, He was a kindly Scot

himsell, and, what is more, a town's-bairn o' the gude town.
1764 Mem. G. PsatmanaZiXr^ Having acquainted four or
five of our clan thatwere my "townsboys with my design.
1857 Gladstone in Westm. Gaz. 20 May (1898) 3/3 {Mr.
Gladstone gave an address to the assembled pupils in the
large lecture-hall, and invented a new phrase by addressing
us as) ' fellow townsboys '. 1837 Sir F. Palcravi Merck,
tf Friar i. (1844) 23 He found them in the yard, where they
were absolutely beset by townsmen, townswomen, and
•lownschildren. S906 Academy 7 Apr. 328/1 Townschil-
dren and nurses are often woefully ignorant on the subject
of edible berries. 185a Allingham Poems, Dream ii. On
they passed, . . "Townsfellows all from first to last. 1737
Swift Let. to Richardson 30 Apr., That the "townsfolks and
tenants of the estate round Colrane would be content to
doublethe rent. 1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley the Banker
I. i. The new banker, .could not know so much of the char-
acters of the townsfolks as he who had lived among them.
l8«6 Rogers Agric. Ir Prices 1. xxvii. 653 Some common
market in which the agent for the townsfolk purchased
country produce. i8ia J. Bigland Beauties Eng. f, iVates
XVI. 41a A large room, now tised as a "town's hall. 1757
in N. «, Q. 7th Ser. VIII. 447/2 James Mihill, 'town's
Husl>and (buried at lieverley). 179s Hull Advertiser
8 Aug. ibid. 496/1 Wanted by the Corporation of this Town,
a proper person for the office of Town's Husband, or Com-
mon Officer. 1833 [see Husband r*.4). IS74 Hellowes
Cueuara's Fam. Ef. 296 The good "towneshke craftsman,
needes no daughter in lawe that can fril and paint hiiselfe.
c 160a Maldon MS. Records in Essex Herald 9 May (1905)
7/s (One of Cade's charges against the authorities was)
spending of "towne's-money against their lawful preacher.
1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd I. (1827) 7 The "town's
piper, wi' a blatter. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. 73 And this, .b
one of ray "Towns-Women. 1834 H. Miller Scenes H Leg.
XX. (1857) SM Well-known resorts of his townswomen. 1837
(see townsckildren above].

Hence (tiotue-xvds.) Tow'neen [with Irish dim.
siifhx], Towna-tta, TowuiUn [.after Q.sliuitchen'],

diminutives of town ; Tow-nhood, the condition or
status of a town.

,.'%3 i- A; Barky S. Brown's Bunylf, etc 120 An' thin ..

Jillibeejee is as ructions a "townecn as is on God's earth.
1839 Ladv Lytton Cheveley (ed. 2) II. i. 5 Though not
quite a tovm, it was something more than a village: the
French call those mule-like domiciles, between a house and
a bandbox, maisonnettes, and 1 don't sec why Blichingly
should not be called a 'townette, 1880 J. B. Harwood Yng.
Ld. Penrith xiii. It would be unreasonable to expect qtiny
townette such as Ireport to engage as the chief of its police
n m.an of tact as well as energy. i86p E. Burritt IValk
LamCs End 203 The first centuries of Its "townhood .. mel-
low off under the horizon of the past 1891 Kate Field
Washington IV. 383/1 At the time of my visit, L had
just attained the dignity of townhood. 1863 H. Mayhew
Germ. Lifi: /f Mann. (1864) I. 5 The little village.. lying
far away on the moors, .from which the "townikin. .is said
to derive its name.

TO'Wn, zf. rare. (Only in/a.///i. Towned.) [f.

prec. sb.] /ra«j. a. To furnish with towns, b. "To

make into or constitute (a community) a town.
158s R. Lane Z.^/. in Hakluyt Voy. (i6oo) III. 254 The

continent is of an huge and vnknowen greatnesse, and very
well peopled and towned. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl.

IL XV, With many a citie grac't, and fairly town'd. 1897
I. O. Reichel in Trans. Dez'on, Assoc. XXIX. 45B There
were reeves of variotts kinds . . the town-reeve in a * towned *

village.

Tovm, obs.* form of Tun.
Town-adjutant to -bell: see Town 9, 10.

Townage, obs. Sc. var. of Townish.
Town book. Also 6 Sc. townis buk. A

book iu which the records of a town are kept.

TOWN-END.
a 1547 in J. R. Boyle Hedou (1875) App. 72 All suche

relnjtalles, presidences.or towne bookes as they had in theire
ktniiige. 1567 A'ly. Pmy Council Scot. 1 . 506 The townis
bukis, court buki.s, and scrollis. 1641 Rhode Isl. Col. Rcc.
(1S56) I. 114 Ordered, that each Towne shall provide a
lowne Book, wherein they slwU Record the Evidences of

vtv^r, ""i' '.Sf"
impropriated. 1763 Univ. Mag.

A.XXVII. 377/1 That this vote be recorded in the town
book. 1816 Singer Hist. Cards 41 The Old Town Books
ol the Suabian and I- ranconian cities.

To'wn-born, a. Bom in a or the town.
IS79 LvLY Eufhues (Arb.1 50 Philantus being a towne

borne childe . .
crept into credit with Don Ferardo one of the

chiefc gouernours of the citie. 1674 in N. f, Q. glh Ser. IX.
463/1 A free School to teach 20 poor town-born children
born in Westminster. i8ai Lamb Elia Ser. i. Old f, New
Schoolm., From the circumstance of my being town-born.
Town-bound to -church: see Town 9, 10.

Tow:ll-cle'rb. The clerk or secret.iry to the
corporation of a town, who has charge of the
records, correspondence, and legal business, the
conduct of municipal elections, etc.

1343 Inij. ado. d. 268/18 in List (1904) 399 [Si concedamus
Ihome de Legh de Oxonia] tounclerk. 13.. 5. Eng. Leg.
(MS. Bodl. 779) in Herrig's Archiv LXXXII. 419/17 pey
him made toun-clerke.. Alle ajen his wille. 1433 Rolls 0/
Parlt. IV. 476/1 Charged hi the Toun Clerk for the tyme
bcyng. 1526 TiNDALE Acts xix. 35 When the tonne clarcke
[Gr, Y(>ariM«riv<) had cessed the people he sayd : Ye men of
Lphesus (etc.). 1631 High Commission C<JJir(Camden) 198
This cause was prosecuted by some of the towne of Stam-
ford, of which the towne clarke was one. 1835 Act slid
IVill. ly, c. 76 § 58 That the Council of every Borough .

.

shall appoint a fit l'erson..to be the Town Clerk of such
Borough, who shall hold his Office during Pleasure.

b. = Tarish clekk. dial. rare. Cf. Town sb. 3.
«597 !^i«- Archdeaconry 0/Essex If. 237 (MS.), He will-

fully deniethe the paiment of the vsualT clerk's wages to
father God our towne clerk. 1597-8 Min. Archdeaconry
o/CoUhcster If. i86b (MS.), Great ChishiU .. Richard
Watson.. allegavit that he is towneclerk there. 1879 D. J.
Hill 'Bryant 55 (Bryant) being himself at the time, the
town-clerk, he was placed in the embarrassing position of
having to proclaim his own nuptials.

Hence Town-cle-rkship, the office oftown-clerk.
, HS* Coventry l.eet Bk. 192 They ordeyne that Symkyn
[

Birches enjoy and haue off the office off Toun-clerkship
terme of hys lyffe. 1511 Maldon, Essex, Liber /,'. If. 57 t

I

(MS.), The office oftowneclerkshipp for this yere followynge.
!

1817 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXXIII. 496 The
town-clerk-ship having become vacant.

Town-clock to -councillor: see Town 9, 10.

t Towa-cress. Obs. l-orms : see Town iind

Cress. [OE. tuncressa, i. tin garden. Town +
Cress.] Garden Cress {Lepiititim sativuni).
a 700 Epinal Glass. (O. E.T.) 676 Nasturcium .

.
, tuuncressa.

C715 Corpus Gloss. 1359 Tuuncressa. crooo Sax. Leeclid.
1 1. 22 ^enim . . tun cersan, sio J>e self weaxeS, & mon ne
saiwa. <ri4ao Liber Cocorum (1862) 42 Take therto Town
cresses, and cresses that growene in flode. 1533 Elyot Cast.
Hclth (1541) 90 Let him eate hartyly small radysshe rootes,
lownkersis, . . or purslane. 1578 Lvte Dodoens I. Ixiv. 96 'I'he

Swines Cresses, .is hoate and dry, like to garden or towne
Cressis. /^/>^. v. lix. 623. i6is M^vlkhkk Eng. Housew.
11. i. (1668) 30 Take the powder of Town cress dried. 1630
Vknner Via Recta vii. 158 Towne-Cresses, or as the vulgar
sort doe pronounce, Town-karsse, is more byting in taste
then Rocket.

Town-crier to -dike : see Town 9, 10.

Towndir, -tiire, obs. Sc. forms of Tinder.
Towil;ditcll. Now Hist. The ditch or moat

surrounding a walled town.
1413 Coventry Lect Bk, 48 Poody-Crofte, |)e wich lieth

from CroW'lane vnto a diche, Jjat is callyd the town diche in

breid. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 1349 Ridley and Latimer
. .were sone condempned, and after burned in the towne
Diche at Oxforde. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 466
At the verie instant there was eipied an hare, running crosse
over the towne ditch. 1680 C. UESSKChtirch-Hist. 213 Oh
that our reformers had cast all Romish reliques into the
town-ditch 1

Town-drummer : see Town 9 b.

Town-dwe^ller. One who dwells in a
town ; a townsman.
1483 Cely Papers (Camden) 146 Sarten Town dwellers of

Catlez hath ben at Bruges. 1550 in Strype Eccl. Mem.
(1721) II. App. QQ. 142 To take their answers, and the
proofs of the said town-dwellers. 1623 Middleton More
Dissemb. Besides U'om. iv. i, Th' unbous'd race of fortune-
tellers May never fail to cheat town.dwellers. Z89X C.
James Rom. Rigmarole 2 No jaded town-dweller.. would
grudge the few shillings. 1913 Times 19 Oct. 7/3 The
Ignorance of town-dwcTlers about the elementary facts of
rural economy is astounding.

So Tow'n-dwellinff a.

1899 IVestm, Gaz. 27 Feb. 2/3 The town-dwelling West-
minsterians liave beaten the rural Carthusians twice running
at football.

Towne, obs. form of Town, Ton.
Townee (tauw"). [f. Town sb. -f -ee.] A

townsman, esp. as distinguished from a member of
the university : cf. TowNY sb. 2.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 13 May 6/3 The ' townees ' fat Oxford]
had notified their intention of breaking all undecorated
windows. 1900 G. SwiFT Somerley 69 Mr. Bobber, a Cam-
bridge grocer, .. considered that there was one law for the
collegian and another for the ' townee '. 1903 Daily Chron.
i6 Aug. 8/3 Just of as much importance is comfortable foot-
gear to the townee as to the dweller in the country.

Towneen, Tovtmette : see under Town sb.

TOWU-eud. Now dial. Also town's end.
The end of the main street of a town or village

;

oae of the extremities of a town.
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TOW-NET.

ri44o Alphabet of Tales 330 pe fflawme at had bumyd all

^ town-end.. sesid. 1591 AVi.--. Prhy Council Scot, IV.

625 Quha.-raid away with him oute at the toun end of

Sanctandrois. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. xxxi[il, She's fast in

the stocks at Barkston town-end. 1886 S, IV, Line, Gloss.

s. v., There's a pinfold at the town-end.

141X Coventry Leet Bk. 30 Ne J>at no man. -lay no dongat
the townsend in no placys, but without the stakes, .beyond

the Frer gate. 147a Paston Lett. III. 71, I have begonne
to felle asshe at the townes ende. x6ax Sande«son Sertn.

iCor. xni. 34 § 21 Our idle sturdy rogues, and vagrant towns-

end beggars. i76o-7a H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1809) IV.

55 Yonder church-yard below the town's end.

Tow-net (tJa-nct), sb. [f. Tow sb.^ or z/.l +
Net sb^^ A drag-net or dredge used for the col-

lection of natural specimens. Hence Tow-ne't ».,

trans, to drag with a tow-net ; intr, to use a tow-

net ; whence Tow-netter, Tow-netting" vbl. sb,

1816 TucKEY Narr. Exped. K. Zaire i. (1818) 9 The tow-

net was put overboard, and collected some of these animals,

1883 C. F. Holder in Harper's Mag^. jtcn. 186/2 Ur. Bennet
..captured a specimen in a tow-net. 1891 Herdman in

Nature 23 July 274/1 While townetting during the last few
days about the North Cape, we have had some large hauls

of Copepoda. 1894 Q. Rev. Apr. 367 The direct evidence of

tow-netting the upper layers of water with fine silk nets.

i&9^Geo^. Jml. Feb. 153 There are two schools of tow-

neiters: the old-fashioned method.. by which the nets are

towed horizontally; and the new method, by wtiich an
opening and closing net is let down as vertically as may be,

and hauled in open through a given vertical area and then
closed. x9oa R. Valentin in jml. R, Inst. Cornw. XV. 84
No ephyrae were obtained in any of the tow-nettings made in

the spring.

Town-father to -foot : see Town 9, 10.

Townfal (tau'nful). [f. Town j^. + -FUL,] As
many as a town contains or will contain.

1855 MoTLEV Dutch Rep. iv. iv. (1B66) 617 Had they not

slaughtered unarmed human beings by townfuls, at the

word of command? 1894 Westm. Gaz. 18 June 7/2 There
were in the country not only junkers but big townfuls of

poorly-paid working people, whose lives depended on
a cheap loaf.

Town-ga^te ^> The gate of a walled town,

1433 Rolls 0/ Parlt. IV. 477/1 The kepyng of the Town
Vate called the Castell Yate. 1588 Shaks. L, L. L, i. ii. 75
Sampson .. carried the Towne-gates on his backe Hke a
Porter. 1799 Hull Advertiser 21 Sept. 4/1 Mr. Bray.,
protected the town-gate efficaciously with grape.

Town-ga^te ^- Sc and north. diaL Also

6-7 gait(e. [Gate sb^^ 4.] The main street of a

town or village.

1587 Dur/iam ll^ills (Surtees) III. 129 Frome the par-

ticione of the said barene northward, unto the toune-gaJte.

1607 in N. Riding Rec. (1883) I. 99 Will. Kidd of Kirby
Moorside presented for keeping disorder in theTowne-gate.

1817 Blackiv, Ma^. May 155/1 The straggled houses, .with

their gable-ends, backs, or corners, turned to the street or

town-gate. 1867 Crim. CkronoL York Castle 207 The town-
gate in Mirfield.

Town-green to -guard : see Town 9, 10.

Town ha*ll. A large hall used for the trans-

action of the public business of a town, the holding

of a court of justice, assemblies, entertainments,

etc. ; the great hall of the town-house or municipal

building ; now very commonly applied to the whole
building. Also attrib.

1481-90 Harvard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 460 Item, for pottes

that ware brokyn in the towne halL 1538 London in Lett.

Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 223 [At Readingl Ther towne
hall ys a very small howse, and stondith upon the ryver.

1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3336/3 Colchester, Oct. 28. Yesterday
the Mayor.. proclaimed the Peace before the Town-Hall
and Dutch Bay Hall. 1701 in Gentl. Mag. LXXXVIII. 11.

(1818) 601/2 We inned here at the town-house, the town-hall

being over part of it. 1897 R. N. Bain tr, jSkaVs Pretty
Michal xxiL 173 The cIock in the town-hall tower struck

eight.

Town-head, -herd: see Town io, 9b.

fTown-ho. Obs. Also 8 townor. (See quots.)

1791 in Coll. Mass, Hist. Soc. (i8io) III. 154 The boys, as
soon as they can talk, will make use of the common phrases,

as townor^ which is an Indian word, and signifies that they
have seen the whale twice. xSgi H. Melviixe Whale II. 78
Town-ho^ . . the ancient whale-cry upon first sighting a
whale from the mast-head, still used by whalemen in

hunting the famous Gallipagos terrapin.

Town-house, town house.
1. A municipal building containing the public

offices, court-house, and Town hall, and in some
continental towns the official residence of the chief

magistrate. Cf. F. kdlel de ville ; Ger. stadlhaus.

In England now commonly called Town hall.
IS30 Pai-SCR. 282/1 Towne house, pretoire. 1550 Bp.

Hooper Serm. Jonas v. 106 Certeyne pictures in the towne
house at Basyll. 1579 in W. H. Turner .S"^/. Rec. Oxford
(18S0) 403 Suche arrowes as the towne howsse nowe hathe,

s6io Holland Camden*s Brit. (1637) 396 The greater part

ofthe Towne iBuckingham] beareth North, wherein standeth

the Towne-house. 1678 Lond, Gaz. No. 1287/3 The
Burghers of Ghent have been commanded to bring in their

Arms to the Town-House. 1701 [see Town hall]. 1756-7
tr. Keysler^s Trav. {1760) III. 333 Placentia. On the area
before the town-house are two bronze equestrian statues.

1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. I. iii. 381 A long declara-

tion was read from the balcony. .of the town-house. 1773
Hist. Brit. Dom. in N. Atner. iii, ii. 71 The city-hall, or

town-house, is a strong brick building, two stories in heighth.

1857 Whittier Lctst Walk Autumn xxi, The painted,

shingly town-house where The freeman's vote for Freedom
falls. 1896 Barrie Sent, Tommy '• If you jest see'd the

Thrums townhouse I
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b. U,S. {a) An almshouse, a workhouse, {b)

A town prison {Cent, Dut. 1891).
1889 Farmer Americanisms s.\. Totvn, To7tm/iousef,.\n

Connecticut, an almshouse.

2. (Town house.) A house in a town ; a resi-

dence in town, as distinguished from a country

house.
x8a5 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man 0/ Many Fr. I. 284,

I have no other town house to offer. 1862 H. Makkyat
Year in Sweeten II. 303 The monks possessed a town-house

in Sofde. x886 C. E. Pascoe London 0/ To-day xxii.

(ed. 3) 211 Where now the maze of little courts and side

streets extends to the Thames Embankment, there stood,

centuries ago, the town-houses of the bishops, the ambassa-

dors, and the powerful nobles. 1888 Saintsuury Marl-
borough X. 203 Tradition, .assigns the fine Georgian house

now used as the judge's lodgings (Oxford] as having been

built by the Duke for a town house.

Town-husband: see Town io.

Townify (tau-nifsi), V. colloq. \i, TowN-f
-(i)fy.] trans. To render town-like, or charac-

teristic of the town. Hence Townified///. a.

J777 Mrs. Guant Lett. ^r. Mount. (1S13) II. ii- 10 You
have no notion how townified folks are, in all these little

garrisons. i88i A. Strettell in Macm. Mag. XLV. 120

This encircling grandeur will prevent it from ever getting

a townified air. 1906 Academy 15 Dec. 602/1 Besides

writing curious little townified poems about green fields, it

builds curious little townified cottages in them.

ToTvnikin : see under Town sb,

Towuiness. colloq, [f. Towky a. + -ness.]

Towny quality or condition.
1881 Miss Braddon Asph, II. 153 Mrs. Turchill was so

delighted with Torquay in its increased towniness Md
shoppiness. 1901 F. W. Lawrence Heart ofEmpire \\. 73
There are thus two ideas of towniness: one represented by
the numl>er of persons to the acre, and the other by the

distance in time and space of the centre from the outer

limits of the suburbs,

Townish (tau-nij), a, [f. Town sb. + -ish i.]

tl. Of or pertaining to a town; living, situated,

or existing in a town ; urban. Obs,

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 1339 To gape & loke, as it

wer on a mase; t>is townysche folk do so comownly On
euery t>ing J^at faUeth sodeinly. a 1542 Wvatt Sat. J.

Poins 4 A song made of the feldishe mouse: That.. Would
nedes go se her townish sisters house, 1^87 Turberv. Trag.

T. (1837) 53 Leave off to leade thy life in lawndes, imbrace

thy townish good. 1674 Jbake Arit/t, (1696) 74 Bakers that

dwell in Cities and Towns were allowed 6s. ., which .. is

still generally allowed to Townish Bakers.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of the town or

town life, esp. as distinguished from the country

(in quot. 1500-20, from the court); having the

manners or habits of town-dwellers,
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlii. 39^ 5^ be to townage, be this

buice, To be my ladeis presoneir. tbid. Ixxv. 247 Hewes
townysche, peirt, and guliit. 1530 Palscr. 464 To bringe

up an uplandysshe person in belter maners or more townysshe
condycions. 1600 Maides Metam. iv. in Bullen Old PI,

(1882) I, 149 As townish damzels lend the hand But send
the heart to him aloofe doth stand. 1820 Blackw. Mag.
VIII. 16 There is a certain townish something about the

inhabitants in general.

Hence Townlshly adv.y Townisliness.
1645 J. Bond Occasus Occid. 33 Another Place, Person, or

Town-ship, (peradventure) have stood too Townishly upon
their Priviledges and Liberties, a 1839 De Quincev/'mM,
Wks. (1891) I. 222 A peculiar style of gossip, of babble, and
of miniature intriguing, invests the atmosphere of little

' townishness *,

Town-land, t^ OE. ttin-tand. The land

forming a tun or manor, b. In Ireland, A divi-

sion of land of varying extent ; also, a territorial

division, atownship, c. In Scotland, The enclosed

or infield land of a farm.
a. 972 in Earle Land Charters (1888) 445 Dissindon ffa

lond ;i;emaera Jjaeratun londa 5e into perscoran belimpaS. b.

1658 Petty in Calr. S. F,y Irel. {Advent.) 362 The survey of

every particular townland. 1662 tr. Act 14 <5- 15 Chas. If, c.

2 (iii)- § 3 The . . number of acres . . in each town-land, village,

balybo or quarter of land. 1804 Mar. Edgeworth Ennui v.

Two or three cabins gathered together were sufficient to con-

stitute a town, and the land adjoining therto is called a town-
land. 1842 S. C. Hall Ireland II. 354 The origin of town-

lands . . is ofgreat antiquity. 1846 M'"Culloch Acc Brit. Em-
pire (1854) I. 365 Townlands are sometimes attached to one
parish for the assessment of the county taxes, while, with
respect to tithes and other ecclesiastical contributions, they
are considered as forming part of another. 1873 W. K.
Sullivan in O'Curry Anc, Irish Introd. 98 The modern
townland may be looked upon as the representative of all

the parcels of land of whatever denomination from the Baile

Biatach down, which had separate designations, 1892 Emily
Lawless Grania iv. i. 166 Inishmaan possesses but two
townlands, containing six quarters each, with sixteen crog-

geries to every quarter, and sixteen acres to every croggery.

1903 Times 17 Jan. 8/1 Ballycotsey is a townland in the

county Tipperary. c. 1801 Farmer*s Mag. Nov, 420 The
infield, or town-land.. looked to be good.

TownleSS, «. [f. Town sb. + -less.] Having
no town or towns ; devoid of towns.
a x^wy-ffi Alexander 2288 How tidis it J>e _[}>lat tounles

bi toname is callid? x6oi Holland /"//w^iv. xii. 1. 80 Town-
lesse, and therfore obscure and of no reckoning. 1846 Ford
Gatherings fr. Spain 15 This space., appears one townless

level. iSS^Athenxum 1 Mar. 273/2 The inhabitants of these

townless steppes live in carts, each cart containing a family.

Townlet (tau*nlet). [f, as prec. + -LET.] A
tiny or diminutive town,
a 1552 Leland Itln. V. 94 Oglesfeld and Bradfeld, ij towne.

lettes or villages, long to one paroche chlrche. z6io Holland

TOWN-MEETIN G.

CavidetCs Brit. 11. 32 The coasts are well bespred with prcty

townlets. 1658 Phillii'S, /'«*/(?«, a Townkt in Northfolk,

giving sirnanie and residence loan honourable funiily of this

County. x^oj^ov-rHVM Kspriella's Lett. II. 244 Oneof those

townlets in which every thing reminds us of the distance

from a metropolis. 1890 Times 14 Oct. 4/1 (In Russia]

Many townlets are changed by virtue of a local order into

villages, and Jews resident in them are exi>elled.

Town-life, -living, etc. : see Town 9, 10.

Townling. [f. Town sb. + -lino i.]

1. A small town ; a townlet.

1887 M.IiETHAM-EDWARDsin TempU BarMag. ^^t. SS7
So d»^d-alive this townling of two or three thousand souls.

1892 E. Reeves Homeivard Bound vi. 165 The rugged,

bare mountains that look down on the Gulf of Salerno, and
whereon nestle the townlings of Salerno and Amalfi.

2. A town-bred person. Also attrib.

x888 Doughty Arabia Deserta 1, 128 Turns and terms of

the herdsmen poets of the desert, which are dark or unknown
in any form to the townling Syrians. Ihid.-zi^ He watched
to see if the townling were discouraged, in viewing only
their empty desert before him.

Townly (tou-uli), a, [f. Town + -ly l.] Per-

taining to or characteristic of a town ; having the

manners or habits of town-dwellers ; = Townish 3.

1749 Fielding To7n Jones xii. vU, I suppose she is one of

your cjuality folks, one of your townly ladies that we saw
fast night in the puppet-show. 1822 Galt Sir A. Wylie
xxiii, 1 intend to settle my townly affairs. x^^PallMallG.
26 Jan. 3/2 Our country manners have grown townly.

Hence Towuliness.
iBw Mrs. F. Trollope Dom. Mann. Avier,y.yiX\\\.i\Zy^

321 They throw off. . their airs, and their ' townliness '.

Town-made, a. Made or manufactured in a
town ; spec, in the town of the district. Also as jd.

1809 Edin. Rev, XIII. 253 This is the very slang of. .the

lowest of our town-made novels. 1837 Dickens Sk. Boz^
Dancing Acad,^ [HeJ bought a pair of the regular seven-

and-sixpenny, long-quartered town-mades. 1840 Hood
Kilmansegg, Marriage xxv. Town-made joys how dearly

they cosL 1853 Pekkins Haberdashery (ed. 8) 90 Kid_ is

valuable in proportion to its elasticity. When this quality

is united with closeness of texture, the gloves called ' Town
made' are so superior to most others of our own manufac-
ture, as to rival the French. 1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 163

Adulteration to which all town-made bread is obnoxious.

Town-ma'jor. Obs, or Hist. a. The major

of a town-guard, as formerly in Edinburgh, b.

The chief executive officer in a garrison-town or

fortress. C. Applied vaguely to the chief magis-

trate or administrative officer of a foreign town.
a. 1676 W. Row Ctf«/».^iiMy*f^w/tf(W«7^. (1848) 554 Several

meetings in Edinburgh were dispersed by Robert Johnston
town-major. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 29 Town Major of

Edenburgh, living in the ParSh cX Leswade, Major Will.

Murray. b. 1702 ;*/////. Z>(W., T'tJTwi-^a/Vw, the third Offi-

cer in order in a Garrison, and next to the L)eputy Governor,

He ought to understand the Fortification, and has a parti-

cular Charge of the Guards, Rounds, Patrouilles, and
Sentinels. 1715 Loud. Gaz. No. 5300/5 Robert Dalzell,

Esq., to be Town Major thereof fof Portsmouth]. 1737 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. (ed. 33) 115 (Gibraltar) John
Preston, Esq., Town-Major, Mr. Antliony Robinson, Town-
Adjutant, 1856 Kaye Life Sir J. Malcolm I. iv. 62 The
change was beneficial to Malcolm, who was nominated Town-
Major of Fort Sl George. 1876 Voyle Milit. Diet. (ed. 3)

436/1 Town-Major, an officer who regulates the duties of

a garrison, such as the detail and supervision of garrison

guards, the disposal of prisoners in the garrison guard-room,

the roster of officers for garrison duties [etc.J. C. 1748
Eartliquake of Peru ii. 168 The Town-Major of Callao

would not. 1784 T. HuTCHiNS Descr. Louisiana^ etc. 17

The people, .sending three deputies to General O'Riley, viz.

Messieurs Grandmaison town-major, La Friniere attorney-

general, and De Mazant. 1809 A. Henry Trav. 12 After

some further delay, in obtaining a passjjort from the town-

major, I dispatched my canoes to Lachinej there to take in

their lading. 1864 Burton Scot Alrr. II. li. 159 The town-

major, finding them without credentials, or passports, ordered

them to be carried to prison.

Hence Town-ma'jorslLip.
1856 Kaye Life Sir J. Malcolm I. iv. 62 New arrange-

ments were made for the Town-Majorship of the Fort.

TowmiiaiL. Forms : see Town sb,

tl. In OE, tunman and ME. A villein; a
tenant in villenage. Obs.

cxooo iELFBic Hom. II. 344 Furseus oncneow sona 3a
sawie ; se wecs his tun-man aer on life, c 1000 Ags. Voc.in
Wr,-Wulcker 333/22 Uillanus, tunman. 11.. I'oc. ibid.

550/14 Uillanus, tunmon. 14.. Metr. Voc. ibid. 630/3
UiUicus, towneinan. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 204, iij. acres

liyng in longefurlange vttermost toward the lond of the

towne men.
2. A man who lives in a or the town : as con-

trasted with a comitryman, or formerly with a
courtier.

1399 Langi.. Rick, Redeles 11. 41 So trouthe to telle as

toune men said, Ffor on J^at 5e merkyd ije myssed ten scborc,

C147S RaufCoilyar <,-22, Thair is mony toun man,totuggilI

is full teuch. 1896 N, MuNRO Lost Pibroch {1902) 37 A
townman would think the world slept, so great was the

booming quietness. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 17 Apr. 1/3 You are

calling upon the townman, the doctor, the lawyer, the shop-

keeper, and the artizan, who has his own Local Government
to pay for, to p-iy also for the police, the highwaj-s, and the

sanitation of his country neighbours,

Town-mee'ting. A general assembly of the

inhabitants of a town ; spec, in U,S, a legal meeting

of the qualified voters of a * town * for the transaction

of public business, having certain powers of local

government.
1636 Salem, Mass., To^vn Reals. 16 At a generall Court

or towne meeting of Salem held the second of. . May a** 1636.



TOWN-PLAN.
1639 Boston Tcnvn Reeds, a July, At the next towncs meet-
ing. 1747 Shirley in AV/A' ///^A A'^.-. Oct. (1912)786 The prin-

cipal cau.se of the mobbish turn of this town [Uoston] is its

constitution, by which the manasenicnt of it is devolved
upon the populace, assembled in their town meetings. 1819
Jefi-krson Autitdiei^. Wks. 1859 I. App. 116 The resolutions

..were prol>al»Iy those you mention of the town-meeting of
Boston. 1876 IIancroft Hist. U. S. I. xiii. 426 Each town-
meeting was a legislative body. 1878 Stubbs Const, Hist,
111. XX. 414 Those whom their town.snien had chosen in

their own town-meeting. ^

Town-moor to -place: see Town 9, 10.

Townne, ubs. form of Tuw.
ToW'n-pla:]!]!!!!!^, sb. The preparation and

construction of plans 111 accordance with wliich the

growth and extension of a town is to be regu-

lated, so as to make use of the natural advantages
of the site, and to secure the most advantageous
conditions of housing and trafTic, the convenient

sittmtion of public buildings, oi)en siraces, etc.

Also attrib. So Town-plan sh,, a ground-plan
showing the positions of the streets and buildings

in the proposed development of a town ; Town-
plan v., intr, to prepare a plan for the develo|V
ment of a town (whence Town-planned///, a.) ;

Town-planner.
(1904^ T. C HoRSFALL Imprtfv, Dwellings Pefifile 43 In

preparing a rational town-buikling plan our task will be
to avoid these faults. IHti, 56 The preparation of building
and town-extension pLans.]

I^ (Nov. 6) Official Rep. Housing Deftit. to Prime
Minister 8 Notes on Speeches. (Subject heading.) Town
Planning and Village Development Commission. 1907
Dailpr Ckron. 3 May 8/4 'The Ham|>stead Tenants,
Limited ', began their work of^town-planning in earnest yester-
day, when the first sod of 'Temple Fortune Farm'(Finchley.
road) was cut. 1908 iVestrn. Gaz. 18 Apr. 4/3 Some points of
experience . . to future town-planners. 1909 Actf^ Ktizv. Vlt^
C. 44 (titli) An Act to amend the Law relating to the Hous-
ing of the Working Classes, to provide for the making of
Town Planning schemes [etc.). Ibid. § 76 This Act may be
cited as the Housing, Town Planning, &c. Act, 1909. 1909
H. I. Tmccs (title) Town Planning, Pa,sl, Present, and
Possible. 1909 Daily Ckron. \^ Apr. 6/1 It seems incredible
that any town should allow a new suburb to be made with-
out a preliminary* town plan '. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 16 Apr.
ia/4We must learn . .at least two lessons before we can hope
to ' town plan ' successfully. 1^ Daily Ckron. 14 Sept. 3/3
The town.planned communities of the Continent. t9ix
Daily Nnvs 3 Jan. 4/7 Birmingham will be able to submit to
the Local (Jovernment Board for approval its first town
planning scheme in a completed form. At present the city
has secured permission to ' town pbo ' two or three sites.

Town-plat to -pump : see Tow.v 9, 10.

tTownred. Obs. rare. In 7 townredd, town
rood. [f. Tows sb. + -bed.] A township, a cluster

of homesteads.
1603 OwEM PtmireigtUrt (1899) 4 To make a Mappe lor

that nbeere alone, and then he gaoe a lardge space to that
•here, and placed euerye Townredd (am of from other in
distance, liiel. 33 Theire buildinges are Englishe like, in
Townreddes and villages, and not in seuerall and lone
houses. 1617 Calr. .S. P., Iret. 153 A late proclamation..
from the Lord I>eputy for composing scattered houses into
town reeds, and to be so planted, .that two or three towns
may build together upon the meares and meeting of their
•everal town rceils, i<i8 Ibid. 231 Every underuker and
native to Iniild in town reedes.

Town-roeve to -row : see Town 9 b, 10.

Towns- in comb., Townsfolk; see Tows 11.

Tow-nscape. nonce-wd. [f. Town sb., after
landicape^ A picture or view of a town.
1880 Ld. R. Gowsa Fignre Painters Holland 66 It is a

landscape, or rather a townscape. 1889 Hissev Tour in
Phaeton 263 Some of the quaint townscapcs (to invent
another word) of our romantic, unspoilt English towns.

Township (tounjip). [OE. tunscipe, f. t&n
(sec row.v) + .j«>r, -SHIP. Ct, for sense, land-
scipe, and Ger. dorfschaft. After the OE. period
the word was app. disused till 15th c : see sense 3.]

+ L In OE., The inhabitants or population of a
tin or village collectively ; the community dwelling
in and occupying a tun (Town sb. i). Obs.
ctafi tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xi. (x.J (1800) 416 t^i w»i he

swi3e eone ; sende J>a weord bider & heht flone tunscipe
ealne ofstean, & (jone tun forbeman {orig. mittens occidit
vic.anos illos omnes, vicumtpie incendio consumpsit). 9te-3
Lmivs K. Edgar iv. c 8 Cy8e liit )>onne he ham cyme, and
. .mid his tunsciiies sewitnysse on jemasnre Uese gebrmge.
tlf he swa ne dcA xx fif nihtum, cySan hit t>as tunes men
am hundrodes ealdre. 11^ O. E. Ckron. an. 1137 { 4, gif

twa men ober iii coman ridend to an tun, al (>e tunscipe
OusBn fcr heom. 1 155-8 in Catr. Charter Rolls (1912) IV.
183 Homines suos liberos et quietos de..ptacitb et querelis
et portmannesmot et tuncipesmot.

2. The inhabitants of a particular manor, parish,
or division of a hundred, as a community, or in
their corporate capacity. Now chiefly Hist.

j

1444 Rolls o/Parlt.W. iii/i (To] a.sses»e well and duly
every Tounship withinne the seid Hundredes. 1494 Fab-
YAH Chron. viL 575 (anno 1410) With prouycion y* euery
lowneshyp shuld kepe all poore people of iheyr owne
dwellers, whiche myght nat labour for theyr lyuynge. 1547
in E. Anglian May (1885) 69 Ilm solde A" primo Ed.
•eill Regis &C. by the Towneshippe and Churchewardens (of
Beccles] so moche plate as amounteth to the Sirmme of xl //.

,

1593 .Si'AKS. 2 Hen. Vl, i. iii. 27 Alas Sir, 1 am but a poore I

Petitioner of our whole Towneship. i6a8 Wither Brit.
Rememb. iv. 203 When halfe the Towneship, and the Ham-
leu nigh Arc met to revell, at some PaiisU by. 1817 W.

205

Srlwyn Law Nisi Priits (ed. 4) 11. 773 The court held,
that all Ihe subjects of Knj;land, of common riyht, might
fish in the sea,, .and that therefore a prescription for it as
appurtenant to a particular township was void.

b. Applied to the manor, parish, etc. itself, as
a territorial division. Now chiefly IlisL
1414 Rolls 0/ Parlt, IV. 571 The maner and Toun-

shipe of Che-itreton. 1423 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv.
Priv, 172 He desyrith more grete lordshuppe, othyr lytill
rente, than a townshup of londe othyr a grete Some
of catele to charlys appertenynge. 1491 Act 7 Hen.
/''//, c 16 § I Honours lordshippes townshippes maners
londes .. and all other hereditauienies. 1523 Fitzhekb.
Hnsb. § 57^ That there be no maner of sycknes amonge
the cattell in that towneshyp or pasture that thou bye>t
thy catel oute of. 15*7 riumpton Corr. (Camden) 227
For the right and intrest of one spring liing within the
tewinship of Litle Ribston. i6io Holland CamdctCs Brit.
(1637) 807 Hexham. .a manour or Township l)eIonghig to
the Archbishops of Yorke. 1670 Pettus P'oditue AVi*-. 33
All which are in the Township of Skibery Coed, a 1677
'Hm.k Prim.Orig^. Afati. 11. x. 234 In this Book are entred the
Names of the Manners or inhabited Townships, Boroughs
and Cities,.. the Number of Plough-Lands that each con-
tains, and the Number of the Inhabitants upon them. 1819
Scott Ivanlwe x.vv, A less orderly and a worse armed
force, consisting of the Saxon inhabitants of the neighbour-
ing township.

C. Spec. Each of the local divisions of, or dis-

tricts comprisetl in, a large original parish, each
containing a village or small town, nsually having
its own chtirch (formerly a chapel of the mother
church of the original parish, whence such divisions
were also known ecclesiastically as chapelries),
Tmvnskip in this sense is chiefly retained in the north of

England for the ancient divisions of such original parishes
as Crosthwaite, Grasmere, Windermere, and Kendal, e.g.
the townships of Borrowdale, Langdale, R^dal, and Amble-
side; but it is applied in the Ottinance maps also to the
ancient divisions of such original parishes as Cumnor and
St. Giles', Camberwell, which for most purposes are now
distinct parishes and are usually so called.

1540 Test. Ebor, (Surtees) VI. 117 Betnge of the town-
shipe of Witley. i66a Act 14 C/uu. //, c 12 5 21 That all
and every the poore . . persons within every Township or
Village within the several! Counties aforesaicf shall from and
after the passing ofthis Act be maintained . . and sett on worke
within the several and respective Towneship and Village.,
and that there shall be yearely chosen and appointed . . twoe
or more Oversccrsof the Poore within every of the said Town-
ships or yillages. 1764 Burn Poor Laws iii The head of
a township or village is the constable ; and there are many
townships in a parish wherein there is no churchwarden.
1846 MCCULLOCH Ace. Brit. Ettr^ire (1854) I. 141 In the
northern counties^ where the parishes sometimes embrace
30 or 4io square miles, the poor laws, the due administration
of which must always depend on an intimate knowledge of
the situation and character of every one applying for relief,

could not be properly carried into effect. To remedy this
inconvenience, an act was passed in the 13th of Charles 11,
permitting townships and villages, though not entire
Krisbes, severally and distinctly to maintain their own poor.

ence townships in the north of England may be regard^
as divisions subordinate to parishes ; and are, in practice, as
distinctly limited as if they were separate parishes. 1891

y^ p. Earwaker Manch. Constables* Accts. I. Introd. 17
The two constables whose proceedings are recorded in the
following page^ were appointed for the Township of Man-
chester alone j but^ as that then embraced the whole of the
town, they had entire charge of the town. 1006 S. & B. Webb
En^. Local Govt. I. ii. 70 The great parish of Manchester,
which extended over an area of quite 54 square miles, in-
cluded no fewer than thirty semi-independent townships—one
ofthem having, like the whole parish, the name of Manchester.

3. trans/. Often rendering L. pagus^ Gr. 8§//os

(Dkmk), and thus applied to independent or self-

governing towns or villages ofancient Greece, Italy,

and other lands, and sometimes to foreign towns or
villages of mediaeval or modem times.
t6oa FtJLBBCKK Pattdectes 57 So likewise Pagt^ towne-

ships, are deriued of the Doricke word iraya, which signi-
fietti a fountainc, and in the Atticall dialect is vityr\, 1681
Nevilk Plato Rtdiv. 74 The Swisses consist of Thirteen
Soveraignties ; some Cities . . and some Provinces which have
but a Village for their head Township. 1798 W. Tayi^or
in Monthly Mag.V. 3 Now, the land ofCush (Genesis x. 7,)
comprehended the five subdivisions or townships of Seba,
Havilah, Sabtha, Raamah, and Sabthechah. 1838 Thirl-
^K\.\.Greece II. xi. 11 The incorporation of several scat-
tered townships in one city, such as took place in Attica.
1841 Elphinstonk Hist. India I. 39 His internal admini-
stration is to be conducted by a cliain of civil officers, con-
sisting of lords of single townships or villages, lords of ten
towns, lords of roo, and lords of 1000 towns, 1846 Grotb
Creecew. viii.II. 587 Rescuing the Arcadian townships from
their dependence un Sparta. 187a Yrats Growth Comm. 301
An insignificant township namwl Calcutta. 1905 Expositor
Feb. 81 A Jebusite township existed around or beside the
stronghold Zion. if>o8 S. A. Cook Reli^. Anc, Palestine
\. 8 The small townships of Palestine and Syria—the average
city was a small fortified site surrounded by dwellings, some-
times with an outer walL

4. Sc, A farm held in joint tenancy,
1813 J. Headkick Apic, Surv. For/ar, 561 A town-

ship Ls a^ farm occupied by two or more farmers^ in com-
mon, or in separate lots, who reside in a straggling ham-
let, or village. 1884 MASg. of Lohne in Pall Mall G,
10 May i/z Recommending that the State should prop the
fast vanishing feudal t»;nure of the * township ' of the crofter,

1886 Sir K. Mackenzie ibid, 3 Mar. 11/2 Its Gaelic equiva-
lent ' Baile'. .designates a farm held by a number of^joint
tenants, but it also designates a farm held by an individual
tenant... To the Gaelic language, the distinction between
farm and township is unknown; and the illusions which
seem to hang round this word township would be dispelled
if it were reiuized that it merely means a form held in joint

TOWNSHIP.
tenancy by a greater or less number of persons. 1901 Scots-
man 4 Mar. 7/2 They found.. about forty men from the
township of Lcmreway [in Lewis] outside ready to resist.

5. U^S, and Canada, A division of a county
having certain corporate powers of local administra-
tion; the same that in New England is called a
town (Town sb. 6 a).

In the newer states, in which the divisions were laid off
by government survey, a township is a division six miles
square, and is so called even when still unsetikd. The name
IS similarly used in the western provinces of Canada, from
Otitano to British Columbia, and in Eastern t3uebec and
Prince Edward Island.

168s Phnn burther Acc. Pennsylv. 5 We do settle in the
way of Tonmsltips or Villa^es^ each of wliich contains
5000 Acres m square, and at least Ten Families. 1714
S. Sewall Diary 23 Feb., This Court a large Township,
of 12 miles square, is granted near Wadchusel. 1775
J. Adams in Fam, Lett. (1876) 120 The division of our.,
counties into townships..gives every man an opportunity
of showing and improving that education which he rtceived
at college or at school. 1779 Hist. Europe in A?tn, Keg. 91
The settlement of Wyoming consisted of eight townships,
each contamnig a square of five miles. 1801 tanner's Mat^.
Apr. 164 Method of clearing New Land,.. as practised in
several parts of New Hampshire, particularly in the Town-
ship of Dartmouth. 1834 Svu. Smith lyks. (1859) II. 45/3
All the public lands., are divided into townships of six miles
square, by lines running with the cardinal points, and conse-
quently crossing each other at right angles. 1866 J. E. H.
Skinnek After the Stortn I. 85 A' township ' is here a terri-
torial division like a parish with us, and need not necessarily
contain any houses. 1871 Athenxum 27 May 660 From 20
to 30 feet of pure graphite are stated to exist on the Ottawa
river, in the township of Buckingham. x888 Bkyce Amer,
Comniw,\\, n.xl, 01 w*?/^, A town or township means, .gene-
rally in the United States, a small rural district, as opposed
to a city. It is a community which has not received repre-
sentative municipal government. X899 Chosskill Prince
Edward Isl. (1904} 16 The parish lines are but little recog-
nized, the more general sub-division being by lots or town-
ships, of which there are 67 running numerically from west
to east. 191a Province oj Quebecfor Brit. Emigr. 13 The
Eastern townships have also a well deserved reputation as
a grazing country.

6. In Anstralia, A site laid out prospectively for a
town, meanwhile often consisting of a few * shanties'
grouped around a railway station, store, hotel,
post office, or the like ; a village or hamlet, (Cf.
the town-site (Town sb. 10) of U, S. and Canada,)
x8oa Babrincton Hist. N. S. Wales x. 410 The timber of

I20 acres was cut down . .a township marked out, and some
few huts built. x86x Mrs. Meredith Over the Straits II.
40 It used to seem to me a strange colonial anomaly to call
a very small village a ' township ', and a much larger one a
' town '. But the former is the term applied to the lands
reserved in various places for future towns. 1890 i»/^A
^wr«*w4r,fw 14 June 4/2 Will you come into the town-
ship to-night? x89a A. Sutherland £/««. Geog. Brit. Col.
xiii. 276 Villages, which are always called 'townships',
spring up suddenly round a railway station or beside some
country inn,

1 7. The State or condition of a town ; also, a
jocular title for a town. Obs. rare.
X665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. {1677) 193 They. .have little

or no civility save in Zagathai, where they associate in
Township. X780 Mirror No, 105 p2 Such people are apt
to assume in conversation [a consequence], whicli, I think,
goes beyond the just prerogative of township, and is a very
unfair encroachment on the natural rights of their friends,
..in the country. x8oo Malkin Gil Bias 11. ix.p i Olme'do
lookslikea..town. I beg its township's pardon, replied the
barber.

8, By some 19th c. historical writers, adopted to
designate what they consider to have been the
simplest form of local or social organization in

primitive Old English times.

^
This modem use of the term does not agree with the OE.;

it appears to be founded on a confusion of OE. tun and
tunscipe (sense 1), and the carrying back into early Anglo-
Saxon or Teutonic times of the ME. sense 2, a h. (See W, J.
Ashley The Anglo-Saxon ' Township ' in Q. Jrnl, Econo*
tttics ^Harvard) VIII. Apr. 1894.)
x83s Sir F. Palgrave Eng, Cotninw. i, iii. 65 {mar^.

Anglo-Saxon state composed of Townships.) Ascending in
the analysis of the Anglo-Saxon State, the first and primary
element appears to be the community, which, in England,
during the Saxon period, was denominated the Town, or
Township. X8S3 Creasy Eng. Const, iv. 45. X867 Pear-
son tiist. Eng. 1. 16 The stronger^ and more warlike tribes
secured themselves from surprise in townships or camps,..
fortified with felled timber and a ditch. 187^ Stubus
Const. Hist. 1. v. § 39 The unit oi the constitutional ma-
chinery, the simplest form of social organisation, is the
township, the villata or vicus. 1 1 may represent the original
allotment of the smallest subdivision of the free community,
or the settlement of the kindred colonising on their own
account, or the estate of the great proprietor who has a
tribe of dependents. x88x Green Making ofEng. iv. 180.
z88a G. E. Howard Local Instit. Hist. U. S. i. i. 18 In the
early records of English history the tunscipe or township,
appears as the lowest form of self government and the
primary division of the state. 1910 J. W. Harper Soc,
Ideal xxi. 243^ The township is older than the manor.

,

English feudalism destroyed the territorial organisation and
reared itself on the ruins of the townships.

9. attrib. and Comb.^ esp. in senses 5, 6 : town-
ship bridge, drain, road, a bridge, etc. made and
kept up by the township ; township farm = sense

4; township trustee (l/.S,), a member of a
committee elected to administer the affairs of a
township,
1868 Rep, U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 43 Harrison

County, Ind.—The township trustee of Corydou has paid
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out to farmers, for loss of sheep by dogs.. three hundred
and ninety-eight dollars. x888 Brvck Amer. Conumv. II.

!i. xlviii. 235 notCi Any county desiring to forsake township
organization may do so by a vote of theelectors. isjowj

Daily Chron, 19 Oct, 8/3 A simple and traditional dramati-

sation of some scene in early English township life. 1910

W. L. Mathieson Axvakcning Scot, y\. 276 The type of

agriculture . . is still that of the township farm.

Town-side, -site, etc. : see Town io.

Townsman (tau'nzmccn). Forms : see Town.
[f. towns, genitive of Town -(- Man shy\

+ 1. OE. {Junesman\ One who lives in a tun \ a

villager, a villein. Obs.

962-3 J.aws ofEd^ariw. c. 13 And ic wille, \>ze.t tunesmen
and beora hyrdas habban J^as ylcan smea?;unge on minum
cucum orfe and on minra J>e,^ena, ealswa hy habbaft on
beora a?;enum. ioa8-6o Laws Northumhld. Priests c. 59
J;if hwilc tunesman aenigne piemj forhele o^3e forhasbbe,

gildese landrica Jx^ne p^enij and nime a;nneoxan set (iamnien,

2. A man who lives in a town or city ; a citizen :

esp. as distinguished from a countryman, a stranger,

a soldier of the garrison, or other such.

1433 in Hist. Sudbury (1896) 125 A Supplicacon of the
Afaior and Tonsmen of Sudbury to the B. of Norwich. 1319
Coventry Leet Bk. 666 Iff eny fforener or Townesman fTor-

stall eny Come within the libertie of this Cetie of Couentre
or it com into the markett^ 1577 tr. BuUinger^s Decades
(1592) 144 Of the countrie men as well as of the townes-
men. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 6 Here a garrison is kept;
supplyed by the townesmen. 174s De Foe's Eng, Trades-
titan xxvi.(i84i) I. 265 She being a good honest townsman's
daughter. 1749 LittleComard ^uff.) Overseers' Ace, (MS.),
Paid to Sarah Flower by the order of the Townes men that

She Laid out. 1863 H. Cox Instit. in. ix. 727 The whole
body of resident trading townsmen.

b, A man of one's own or the same town ; a

fellow-townsman. Usually after possessive. Cf.

Countryman 2,

01300 Judas in Ret. Ant. I. 144 Summe of thine tune<;-

men ther thou meist i-mete. 1601 Dent Paihw. Heaven
(1831) 16 You condemn good neighbours and gi)od towns-
men, i7is-ao Pope Iliad xvni. 578 There, in the forum
swarm a numerous train, The subject of debate, a towns-
man slain, 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xv. 25B A citizen

of Abdern advised his townsmen to offer a solemn thanks-
giving to the gods,

0. An ordinary citizen or resident of a univer-

sity town as distinguished from a gownsman or

member of the university ; cf. Town sb. 5 d.

1768 Wilkes Corr, (1805) III. 254 Only another proof
that the townsmen of Oxford have always hated the univer-
sity. 1823 Lamb£//V7 Ser. 11. Poor Relations, Thedistance
between the gownsmen and the townsmen, as they are called

, .is carried to an excess that [etc.). 1B89 Jessopp Coming
of Friars vi. 273 The townsmen under great provocation
had seized three of the gownsmen.
3. Ne%v England. = Selectman,
1636 in T. Dwight Trav. New Eng. (1821) 1. 343 [In 1656]

lown's-nien [(or select-men) were chosen]. 1696-17x5 Mary,
land Laws \v, (i-j2'i) 11 Any Action, .arising between the
Townsmen or Freemen of the said Town. a 1817 T.
DwiGH r Trav. New Eng, (1821) I. 243 At this meeting the
inhabitants choose, not exceeding seven men, inhabitants,
able, discreet and of good conversation, to be Select-men, or
Townsmen, to take care of the order, and prudential affairs

of the town.

Townspeople (tau*nz,pr:p'l). Also 7 townes
people, [f. as prec, + People. Orig. two words

;

now written as one.] People or inhabitants of a
town or towns ; townsmen and townswomen

;

townsfolk. (Usually const, as//.)
1648 Cromwell Let. 25 Nov., And without money the

stubborn towns-people will not trust them for the worth of a
penny. xGgi in Somerset ff Dorset N. ^ Q. June (1905) 263
Many diecf as also many Townes people of y" same dis-

temper. 1833 Mabrvat p. Simple xxi, We had no parole,

and but little communication with the townspeople, 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. v. I. 573 The town's people repaired
to the cliffs and gazed long and anxiously. 187a Bagehot
Physics <5- Pol. iv. 132 The place was crowded and a whole
townspeople looking on.

b. People inhabiting the same town ; fellow-

townsmen. (Usually a.{tGT possessive.)

1823 Examiner 761/1 They are townspeople, we believe,
the native place of both being.. Edinburgh. 1870 Emer-
son Soc, ^ Sola. iii. 45 Not by hb friends or his townspeople
or his contemporaries.

Town-stocks,Townswoman : seeTowN 9,11.

Town-talk. The common talk or gossip of

the people of a town ; the subject or matter of

such talk or gossip.

i6sf-5 Cromwell Speech to Pari. 22 Jan. 23 If it be not
folly in Me to listen to Town-talk, such things have been
Eroposed. 1667 Pepvs Diary 26 Apr., All the town-talk

now-a-days of her extravagancies. 1694 Congreve Double-
Dealer uu i, You'll ruin me if you take such public Notice
of it, it will be a Town-Talk. 171a Swift Jml. to Stella
26 Mar., The news of the French desiring a cessation of
arms., was but town talk. 1848 Thackeray Van, Fair Iv,

It was town-talk for at least three days. 1867 Aug. J. E.
Wilson Vaskti xii. Why should she taLjo society, and
make herself the town-talk?

Town-tallow to -wait : see Town 9, 10.

Town-wa'll. The wall of a fortified town.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10746 The troiens in toures, & on toun

walles, Laidon spies specially. 1480 Coventry Leet Bk*
447 Enploye hit to oder reparacions of ^ seicf town wall.

1548 Uuall, etc Erasm. Par, Acts ix. 36 Thei;..by nyght
let hym downe by a corde of the towne walles, in a basket.

1649 Milton Eikon.ym. ^yks. (1847) 294/1 The king much
incensed proclaims him traitor before the town walls. 1843
PennyCyci. XXVII. 456/1 Tbctown-wall of Worms.

Townward (t(iu*nw§id), at^z'. {a.) [f. Town
sb. + -WAUi).] Towards or in the direction of the

town. (Originally to the townward.)
1434 Indenture Fotheringhey in Dugdale Monast. (1846)

VI. 1414/2 A dore yn the west side.. to the town-ward,
1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hih. \\, xii. (1821) 362 The Irish..

beat the Spaniards from their ground to the Towneward.
1808 Scott Alarm, iii. xxxi, He heard..The foot-tramp
of a flying steed, Come town-ward rushing on. 1846
LoNGF. in Li/e (1891) II. 52 A beautiful pile of granite..
looking townward and seaward.

b. adj. Going or directed toward the town.
1806 J. Grahame Birds Scot. 35 Follow his townward

steps, 1833 L. Ritchie IVand. by Loire 184 Ditches.. still

remain on the townward side. 1864 Ix)ngf. in Life {1891)
III. 34 Walking, .along the accu^^tomed townward walk,..
I met the East Wind. 1893 Chicago Advance 27 July,
Evidence of the townward drift of the people.

c. Comb.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 288 In a fair-hung

townward-looking bower.

Tow*nwards, adv, [-wards,] = prec.

1895 p. Hemingway Out 0/Egypt 11. 175, I stood watch-
ing a vessel in the harbour, that stared townwards with a
hundred unblinking eyes. 1908 Daily Chron. 15 Feb. 7/5
A West London [cycling] club, recently returning.. town-
wards, through Brentford.

Town-watoh to -woman: see Town 9, 10.

Towny (tau'ni), a. and sb. colloq. Also -ey,

-ie. [f. TOWN sb. -H -Y.]

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

the town ; townish.
1837 New Monthly Mag. L. 248 His acquired habits were

of the town, towny. X857 E. M. Whitty Friends in Bohe-
mia I. 211 Are you not weary of this towneylife? 1908
Treasury Feb. 507 A honse so towny and stylish, compared
with our farm homesteads.

B. sb, 1. A town-bred man ; spec, a Londoner.
1828 P. Cunningham N. S, Wales fed. 3) 1 1. 223 If wecould

not say we had committed as many [robberies] as these
townies, they would look upon us with contempt. Ibid. 230
Many surgeons find that by putting all the old townies into

double irons whenever robberies begin to prevail, a cessa-

tion soon takes place.

2. U.S. university slang. A townsman as distinct

from a member of the university ; cf. Townee.
1853 Yale Lit. Mag. XIX. 2 (Thornton) The genus by the

German students denominated ' Philistines ', by the Cantabs
ignominiously called 'Snobs', and which custom here has
named * Townies *. 1869 W, T. Washburne Fair Harvard
j4 (ibid.) One beholds the conscious ' towney ' on his even-
ing promenade.

3. A fellow-townsman or townswoman, slang.

1865 Morti. Star 18 July, She is a * towny ' (of the same
town) of mine, and I want to see her safe home. 1869
Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 347 Then you and me*s 'tow-
neys ' it_ seems. 1892 Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker xii,

A townie of mine was lost down this way, in a coal-ship.

To-wond(e, pa. t. of To-wend v. Obs,

t To-worth, V. Obs. rare, [ME. to-wurden, f.

To- 2 + wurtSen :—OE. weorSan to become.] intr.

To come to nought ; to perish,

criaos Lay. 20744 For betere us is on londe Mid monscipe'
to liggen pene we ^>us here For hungere to-wur3en.

To-wowe, -writhe, -wry: see To-pref.^ i.

Tow-path (t^"*pa})). [f, Towzf-i-i-PATu.] A
path by the side of a canal or navigable river for

use in towing ; — toiving-path (TowiNG vbl. sb.^ b).

1846 W0RCF.STER, ToW'/ath, a narrow path travelled by
horses in dragging boats along a canal. Baldwin. x88a
R, Mackenzie America 305 He had begun life on the tow-
path as a driver of mules, ipio Blackw. Mag. May 634/1
The towpath was knee-deep in water.

Tow^-pung, ? error or misprint for tom-pung^
orig. form of Pung j^.2, q. v., quot. 1851.

Towrd, Towres, Towret, -ette, obs. forms

of Toward, Tours, Turret.
Tow-rope (t^uT^up). [f. Tow z'.i + Rope j^.^]

A rope (hawser, cable, or the like) used in towing.

1743 BuLKELEY & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 119 We called to
them to take hold of a Towe-Rope, but they refused, x8ox

JEFFERSON Writ. (ed. Ford) VIII. 75 You will follow the
ark of liberty only by the help of a tow-rope. 1865 Dickens

Mut. Fr. Ill, viii, The tow-rope was slackened by a turn of
the stream.

Hence Tow-ro^pinjf, in railway-shunting, the

drawing of a vehicle by an engine on a parallel line

of rails by means of a rope connecting the two.
An illegal practice. See Propping vbl. sb. 3 for quots.

Tow-row (tau'rau*), sb. and cr. [Reduplicated

or extended form of Row sb,'-^ ; orig. dial,"]

A. sb. An uproar, hubbub, noisy disturbance, din.

1877 Holderncss Gloss., Tcnv-row, a confusion, or noisy
disturbance. 1886 Stevf,nson Kidnapped iv, A blinding
flash, ..and hard upon the heels of it, a great tow-row of
thunder. 1894 Crockett Raiders {eA. 3) 15 Then, .came a
great towrow of laughter. 1894 Max Pemberton Sea-
IVolvcs xxii, For a long space they kept up the tow-row and
the din.

fB. adj. Intoxicated (?* drunk and disorderly ').

slang. Obs.

1709 Steele & Swift Taller No. 71 f 8 He that drinks
till he stares, is no more Tow-Row, but Honest.

So Tow-row v.y intr. a. to make a tow-row

;

b. dial, (see quot. 1854). Hence Tow-rowing
vbl. sb.

x8^ Thackeray Barber Cox Mar., Directly the tow-
rowing began, oif went Trumpeter like a thunder-bolt. 1854
Miss Baksr Northampt. Gloss., ToW'rowing^ cleaning out

dirty and disorderly places. 'I've been tow-rowing about
all day among the dust ', 1899 Mrs. E. Kennard Morals
Alidlands xxvii. 240 The hounds were tow-rowing all round
the covert.

Towrpyke, a winding stair : see Tdbnpike.

t Towry-lowTy. dial. (Cf, Tirra-lirba.)
1632 Brome North. Lasse 1. ii, And then towry, lowry,

faith, my noble Governor, and 1. 1878 Cumberld. Gloss.,

To%vry Imvty, all in disorder.

Towsell, obs. form of Tolsel, tolzey,

Towser (tau'zai), sb. Also 7 towzer, touzer,

9 touser. [f. TousE v. + -EU l
; with scns^ c, d, e

cf. thumper, whopper, etc.] One who or that

which touses, a. (with capital T). A common
name for a large dog, such as was used to bait

bears or bulls ; also trans/, of a person.

1678 Otwav Friendship in F. iv. i, Fresh Game ; that

great Towser has starred it already. 1681 Trial S.Colhdee
50 Mr. Char... it was the Pictures of the Tantivies and the

lowzer [Roger L'EstrangeJ. x68i T. Ylmiakv Heraclitus
Ridcns No. 30 (1713) I. 197 Earn. What Papers? Did he
mean the Towzers, and the Gallows, and tne Broom, fbr

which he was so famous? 1683 N. N. {fitU) The Heu and
Cry : or, a Relation of the Travels of the Devil and Towzer,
Through all the Karthly Territorys, and the Infernal Re-
gion. 1684 Otway Atlieist 111. i, Never was seen so ternia-

eant a Towzer. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 257
Poor Towzer was condemn'd to be Cudgel'd to Death.
1881 A, M(=Lachlan in Mod, Sc. Poets II. 261 Ahint bim
Towser wags his tail.

t b. The five of trumps in the game of gleek. Obs.
x68o Cotton Compl. Gamester vi. (ed. 2) 65 The fifth (is

called] Towser, the sixth Tumbler, which if in hand Towser
is five and Tumbler six, and so double if turn'd up. 1688 R,
Holme Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 73/2 Towser, is the fifth

of the trumps,

t c. A large ship. Obs. d. A large coarse apron.

dial, e. A rough or energetic person, dial.

C. 1690 Pagan Prince xxix. 81 Now the Belgians, having
lost . .some three or four more of their biggest Towzers, made
alt the Sail they could to their own Coasts. d. 1865 R.
Hunt Pop. Rom. IV. Eng. Ser. 11, 244 The Touser is a large

apron or wrapper to come quite round and keep the under-
garments clean. i88a Jago Cornw. Gloss., Touser, a large

coarse apron for kitchen use. e. 1901 E. Phillpotts Strik-

ing Ilours 222 A wonnerful bowerly maid her was, an'a tow-

ser for work, an' 'mazin' even-tempered tu. 190X R. M. F.

Watson Closeburti xiii. 221 A certain big, uncouth, un-
hallowed 'towser' named Tibbie Murdoch.

Hence Towser, -zer v, {nonce-wd.), trans, to

worry as a dog docs.
c 16&0 Hickerincill Hist. IVhiggism i. Wks. 1716 1. 37 If

they get a piece of a Text by the end.. they do so tear h,

and lowze >t^nd towzer it.. that they lose themselves.

Towst, Towsy: see Toust, Tousy.
Towster (t^u'staj). nonce-wd, [f. Tow v,"^ +

-STEB.] = Tower sb.^

1885 Warren & Cleverly Wojtd. ^ Beetle^ 34 The tow-
Sters came to a halt,

t Towtaw', v, Obs. rare~\ [f. Tow sb."^ + Taw
v.^'i /rfl«j. To scutch (flax). Cf. Tow t/.^*

2649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 260 Kilne-drying

it, then breaking and towtawing it, then helcbelling aoo
dressing it up.

Towtch, obs. form of Touch.

Towy (t^"'i), a. [f. Tow sb^ + -Y,] Like or

of the nature of tow.
1601 Holland Pliny xix. L II. 4 You shall know by the

skin or rind thereof if it be loose and readie to depart from
the towie substance of the stem. 1673 Grew Anat, Trunks
I. ii. § 30 The Lignous and Towy Parts of all Plants are

Tubulary. 1858 Sat. Rev. 21 Aug. 184/2 Painted, .with

bullet eyes, vermilion cheeks, towy locks, and pudgy limbs.

x88i Gard. Chron. XVI. 654/3 ^^ leaves .. produce a soft

towy herbage.

Towylle, obs. form of Towel.

t Towyth, obs, erroneous form of Thodght.
c i«o Hymns Virg. 121 We be sorry J?att we dede agaya

\)\ wille Or with towyth or with dede.

Towze, Towzer: see Touse, Towsek.
tTowze-match. Obs. rare, [?f. TousEz^. 4
+ Match j^. 2 2 b.] * Match ' made of *toused'

or teased hemp or other fibrous material.

1627 Capt. Smith Seantan^s Grant, ii. 23 Okuro is old
Ropes torne in peeces like Towze Match, or Hurds of Flax.

1630— Trav. ff Adv. v. 8 Over that a strong Searcloth, then
over all a good thicknesse of Towze<match well tempered
with oyle of Linseed.

Tox (tf?ks), sb. Zool. [ad. Gr. toiov ToxonI.]
A sponge-spicule having the form of a double

curved rod, like a Cupid's bow ; = Toxaspibe.
Z909 in Cent. Diet. Supp.

+ Tox, V. Obs. ? slang. Short for intoxicate.

Hence +Toxed, toxt, t Toxing///. adjs.

1635 Heywood Philocothon. i. 3 When their more sober
consciences can lustifie against their toxed Insolence. Ibiti.

iv. 29 Addicted to strong and toxing drinkes. 1637 ^ Dial,
iv. Wks. 1874 VI. 191 Braines well toxt with wine.

Tox-^, combining form, repr. Toxi- or Toxo--
before a vowel.

|[
Toxesmia (tfjksrmia), also

anglicized toxemy [Gr. aT^a blood, after amvviia,

etc], a morbid condition of the blood caused by a

toxin ; blood-poisoning ; hence Toxcemic (-;" mik)

a., pertaining to or affected with toxaemia. Tox-
al1)U2Kiin (-pclbi^J'min), also -eiT, a poisonous or

jiathogenic albumin or protein produced by
bacteria ; a protein toxin ; hence Toxalbu-mic a.,

pertaining to or caused by a toxalbumin; so
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Toxa'lbiuiio8e« a poisonous albumose. To'x-

amlne (-am^in), a poisonoas amine. Tozansemia
(-an/'mia), anaemia caused by the action of a

lx>ison, usually a ptomaine.
i860 Mayne Ex^s. Lex., *Toxxmiay .. a contaminated

stale of the blood, as in syphilis ; poisoned blood ; toxemy.
1881 Trans. Obstet. Soc. Ltmd. XXII. 283 There was a
dangerous state of toxaemia, 1876 Bristowb The. ff Pract.

Med, (1878) 124 Which so often, .cause *toxaemic symptoms.
if^ Allbutfs Sysi. Med.y\\\.^\% The post-febrile insani-

ties are divisible into two classes— the purely aniemic, and
the toxemic. 190a Buck's Handbk, Med. Sc. V. 33 As the

effects of other chemical or *toxalbumic poisons manifest

themselves as a psychosis. 1800 Pall Mall G. a6 Apr. 6/3
*ToxaIbumen is said to be the excretion of a bacillus of
diphtheria. xSos Po^. Sc. Monthly XLI. 633 It neutralizes

tm potent toxalbumin of tetanus in test-tube cultures. 1896
Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 767 Brieger and Frankel then de-

scribed a protetd poison which they obtained from cultures

of the tetanus bacilli and named tox-albumin. 190a R. Muir
if) Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 64/2 Such a powder gives a proteid

reaction, and is no doubt largely composed of albumoses^
hence the name *toxalbumoses has been applied. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med, III. 735 Certain specimens of cheese
contain a toxamine, termed by its discoverer, Professor

Vaughon, *t>Totoxicon*. 1891 Cent. Dict^ ^Toxanemia^
Toxansmia. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ Toxansimiay Tox-
tmetnia, ansemia caused by the actions of ptomaines.

Tox- 2 : see Toxo- 1.

Toxarch (l/J-ksajk). Anc, Gr. Hist. [ad. Gr.

T^^apxm * lord of the bow *, captain of the archers,

f. ro^of bow + -apx^ ruler.] The title of the

captain of the city-guard of mercenaries at Athens.
x8a8 [G. C. Lewis] Ir. Bdckh's PubL Ecort. Athens I. 278

1'he public slaves who composed the city-guard . .are gener-
ally called bow-men (rofbroi), or, from the native country
of the majority, Scythians. . , Their officers had the name
of Toxarcbs (rofap^foi).

Toxaspire (tpksaspaiaj). ZooL [irreg. (for

*toxospire) f. Gr. ro^o-y bow -^avftpa coil, Spirb.]

In sjx>nges, a form of microsclere or flesh-spicnie

:

see quots. Hence Tox&spi'ral a,, pertaining to

or of the form of a toxaspire.

1887 SoiXAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/3 A turn and a
part of a turn of a spiral of somewhat higher pitch than that

of a siema«ptre gives the toxaspire. 1888 — in ChalUmger
Re^. XXV. p. Ixii, Toxaspire.—A spiral rod in which the
twist a little exceeds a single revolution. The pitch of the
spiral is usually great and the spicule consequently appears
bow.shaped when viewed laterally.

Toxi- (tfksi), combining form arbitrarily repr.

Toxic or Toxin, in recent scientific words, chiefly

pathological. Tozidemiic (-dsumik) a, [Gr.

^ipfia skin], pertaining to skin-disease produced by
a poison : cf. toxkodcrmitis in Toxico-. Toxife-
roas a. » toxophorous in Toxo- 2, Toxignomlo
(-gn^mik) a. [Gr. tkcu/o; judgement, opinion],

enabling one to diagnose the action of a toxin.

II ToxihaB'mla [Gr. alyjx blood] ^ toxxmia: sec
Tox-i. Toxi-lnfe'ctloiui, -Infe'cUve adjs.^ in-

volving or characterized by infection due to a
toxin.

II
Toxipliag^s (-i'fdg^is), pi. -phagi

(-fad3oi)[Gr. -^701 eating], one who eats poisons:

cf, toxuophagous in Toxico-,
|| Toxipho 'bia

[-phobia], fear of being poisoned, as a form of

insanity or monomania ; hence Toxiphcblao, one
affected with toxiphobia, Toxiphoxic (-fj^'rik) a,

^toxophoric. sec Toxo- 2. ToxireBlxi (-rczin),

name of a poisonous sabstance obtained from digi-

talis by the action of acids.

1899 Allhitfs Syst. Med. VIIX. 587 A pilo-scbaceous
folliculitis of..microbic or 'toxidermic character. 1899
Syd. Soc. Lex.^ *Tcxi/erous, carrying or conveying poison,

1890 biLLiNGS Med. Dict.j *Toxihxmiay Toxxmia. 1907
yrnl. Med. Research Dec. 352 The statement of Dide, who

s that there U a diminution in alexin in patients suffer-

ing from the ' •toxi-infectious ' forms of insanity. 1897 All*
butt's Syst. Med. 111. 749 Microbic agency which sets up
*toxi-infective proceues. 1875 H. C Wood Thtrap. (187^

\J^ The *toxiphagi are asierted to be remarkably long,
lived people. 1876 C A. Camuon in Dublin Jml. Med.
Sc. Feb. 08, I propOM to appiv the term *toxiphobia to a
•pecies of monomania, .those laltouring under which believe
that persistent attempts are l>eing made to poison them.
Of the sixty-three "toxiphobiacs, only two were obviously
insane. 1903 G. M. .Stkrnhkrg in Science 24 Oct. 665 /t

The atom-groups which .. Ehrlich calls the **toxiphoric
side chain *. 1890 Hillings Med. Dict.^ * Toxiresiuy a pro-
duct of the action of acidi upon digitoxini a powerful
cardiac poison. 1899 Syd. Soc, Lex.^ Toxiresin.

Toxic (tp-kstk). a. {s6.) [f. med.L. toxic-us
poisoned, imbued with ooison, f. Toxic-UM. So
F. toxiqtti ' poison ' (1762 in Diet. Trivoiix)^
1. Of the nature of a poison

;
poisonous.

1664 Evelyn Sylva 65 The toxic quality was certainly in
the liquor.., not in the nature of the wood; which yet he
( Pliny] affirms is cur'd of that Venenous quality by driving
a brazen wedge into the body of it. 1674 Blount Glosso^r.^
Toxic^ vcncmous, poisonous. 1876 T. ItRVANr Pract.Surg.
I. ii. 53 Poisoning . . due to the introduction into the torrent of
the circulation of toxic substances. 1809 AllbutCs Syst.
Med. VII. 815 The urine is normally toxtc, and incessantly
takes from the blood its toxicity.

2. Caused or produced by a poison; due to
poisoning.
i87« Contemp. Rev. XX. 751 Whether it be the toxic con-

dition of the blood. _ 1874 Maudsley Respons. in Ment.
Dit. iii, 79 The peculiar disorders of the physical and mental

2or

functions. .to which he gave the name of Toxic Insanity.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 310 Toxic insanity depends
on poisons either derived from without or generated within
the body.

b. Of intoxication, intoxicated, tipsy, humorous.
1899 Mary Kingsley IW. A/r. Stud. i. 2 A toxic state

where a man can't see the holes through a ladder,

B, sb. A toxic substance, a poison,
i8go spectator 6 Dec., M. Pasteur. .pointing out. .that the

lymph IS really a 'toxic' or poison, of terrible energy and
unknown effects. 1904 lycstni. Gaz. 15 June 2/1 Alkaloids
and toxics, such as chloral, emit the N-rays freely.

Toxical (tf7'ksikal), a, [f. as prec. + -AL: see

-ICAL.] Of toxic nature or character.

1607 TopsELL Four./. Beasts (1658) 199 Goats bloud sod
with marrow may be taken against all toxical poison. 165011
Charleton Paradoxes 65 Why the blood of a Bull is tox-
icall and poysonous. iOsS Wharton & Stillh Med. Jurispr,
§ 496- 378 The production of toxical effects. 1863 N, Syd,
Soc. Vear-bk. Med, 444 Symptoms of the toxical action of
the drug. 1884 Manch. Exam. 29 Dec 6/5 Tobacco smoke
..contains a second toxical principle called colidine.

Hence To'xically adv.^ poisonously ; in quot., in

relation to toxicology.

_ 1887 A. M. Brown Anim, Alkal, 39 This base is toxically
interesting.

Toxicant (tfksikant), tf. and sb. rare, [f.

pr. pple. of med.L. toxicare to poison : see -ANT.]

a. adj. Acting as a poison
;
poisonous, toxic, b.

sb. A poisonous substance, a poison.
1883 (^ILVIB (Annandale), Toxicanty ,,^ poison of a

stimulating, narcotic, anaesthetic nature, especially such as
seriously affects the health when habitually indulged in.

Dr. Richardson. 1891 Cent. Did., Toxicant adj. 1891
lllustr, Lond. Nctt's 13 Aug. aii/3 Coffee (that favourite
vehicle of the deadlier toxicants la the East).

t To'xicate, ///. a. Obs. Also 5 tozicat, 6
tockaicato. [f, med.L. toxicat-uSy pa. pple. of L.
toxic&re to smear with poison : see next.] Charged
or infected with poison

; poisoned
;
poisonous.

f 1470 Henkvsom Mor. Fob, iii. (Cock tf Fox) xxx, Flat-
teraris. . With fals mening, and mynd maist toxicate. c 1475
Partenay 1429 The king.. With toxicat uenym replete was
certain. 1581 J. Studlky Seneca's Hercules CEtxus 199 b,

So yet my wits be tock&icate, although my feare be gone.

t To'xicate, v. Obs, [I ppl. stem of med.L,
toxicare to poison (in John of Salisbury, ciie^o),

i. L. toxic-um poison : see Toxicuu.] trans. To
poison. Hence f To'zicating vbi, so.

1635 Heywood Hierarch. viii. 518 Which Feuer shakes
him, . . And a strange Megrim toxicatcs his head. 1653
Chisenkai.e Cath, Hist, la Each morning to bite on Rue,
which . . secures her against the toxicating of that venomous
Basilisk.

Toxication (t^ksik/i-Jan). [n. of action f.

med.L. toxicare i see prec] Poisoning: csp. by
toxic substances produced by disease-germs.
s8si CoLERiDCB ID Blttckuj. Mag. X. 343, I . .know of no

reason, why to these toxications^ (especially when taken
through the skin, and to the cataleptic state produced by
them,) we should not attribute the poor wretches* own
belief of their guilt, i860 in Mavnb ExJ>o5. Lex, 1887
A M. Brown Anim. Alkal. 127 The patients so affected
have all the appearance of toxication, and by the poisonous
alkaloids— that is, the vital alkaloids or leucomaines.

Toxicity (tpksi-siti). [f. Toxic + -itt.] Toxic
or poisonous quality, csp. in relation to its degree
or strength.

1881 Nature 3 Nov. 94/a On the comparative toxicity of
different metals, by M. Kichet...He named the limit of
toxicity the quantity of poison per litre of water, allowing a
fish to live more than forty-eight hours. 1881 Pharmaceut,
Jml, 26 Nov. 439/3 Neither would there appear to be any
relation between toxicity and chemical function, for although
potassium and sodium are nearly allied.., the former is—at
least in respect to fish—twenty-four times more poisonous
than sodium. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xvii. 383
The microbes were increased in toxicity to a definite point.

Toxico- (t^'ksiko), before a vowel toxic-, repr,

Gr. To^iKov in sense * poison' (see Toxicum), but

chiefly used as combining form of Toxic, in scientific

terms, mostly pathological. ||Toxic8e'niia, -e'juia

[Gr. aXi»a blood] — toxsemia : see Tox-. || Toxi-
ooderma (-daum^), -dermatitia, -dermi'tiB

[Gr. Zfp^a skin: see -iTis], inflammation of the

skin caused by an irritant poison. Tozico-
ffenio (-dje'nik) a. [-genie -. cf. -gen, -geny],

producing or generating poison, || TozicoheB'iiiia,

also anglicized -hemy [Gr. aXiui blood] = toxemia :

see Tox-. II Toxicoma'nia [Mania], a morbid
craving for poisons. Toxicophagons (-f fSgas) a,

[Gr. -^709 eating], addicted to eating poisonous

substances ; so Toxlcophagy (-f*fSd.^i), the habit

of eating poisonous substances. Toxicophobla
(-f^u'bii) = toxiphobia: see Toxi-. To:xico-

tranma-tic (-tr^mretik) a, [Gr. rpavfiariKoSj f.

Tpav^a wound], pertaining to a poisoned wound.
See also Toxicodenduon, Toxicology, etc.

1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex., * Toxicxmia, Toxicohmm'itu

1890 Billings Med, Diet., * Toxicodertna or *Toxicoder*

matitis.. .*Toxicoilermitis, dcTmat'nis csLUScd by a poison.

1899 Syd, Soc. Lex., * Toxicogenic,.. as a toxicogemcmicro.

organism, 190* Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. IV. 184 A rela-

tively small number of bacteria are capable of making
poisonous products, and to these.. the i&cm toxicogenic mz.y

be applied. 1871 Yule Marco Polo mi. xxv. (1903) II. 392

note^ The famous *toxicopbagous Sultan Mahmtid Begara

TOXIN,
(I45.9-I5II)- 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 657 Oppenheim
attributes the latter. .to a *toxico-traumatic cause.

II Toxicodendron (t/>:ksikO|de-ndr()n). Bot.
[mod.L. (Tournefort, 1700, in sense a), f. Gr.
ro(iK6v (see Toxicum) + iivSpov tree.]

a. A former genus, now reckoned as a species of
Rhus or sumac (A'. Toxicodendron), a N. American
shrub, also called poison-ivy (see Poison sb. 5 b).
b. A synonym of Hysenanche, a S. African genus
of euphorbiaceous trees or shrubs with poisonous
fruit, used for killing noxious animals, whence the
local names Wolveboon (i. e. Wolf's-bane) and
Hyena-poison.
I7»i W. Sherard in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 147 The Poyson-

Trec.Tis a species of Toxicodendron, tho" not nam'd by
Dr. Tournefort in his Institutions. 1755 Gentl. Mag. Sept.
395/1 Experiments made on staining of linen with the juice
of Toxicodendron. 1758 Ellis in Phil. Trans. L. 445 He still
insists on it, that these two Toxicodendrons are the same.
1801 Mason Su^l. to Johnson, Toxicodendron, a North-
American plant. 1888 Nicholson's Diet. Card. IV. 63
Toxicodendron Syn. Hysnanche.
Hence Tozicode-ndric a., Chem. applied to an

acid derived from Rhus Toxicodendron and other
species, subsequently found to be identical with
acetic acid; To zlcode-ndrol [-0L 3], Chem. a
non-volatile oil constituting tlie poisonous prin-
ciple of Rhus Toxicodendron and other species.
1865 J. M. Maisch in Proc. Amer. Pharm. Assoc. 172 A

new organic acid, for which I propose the name of Toxica-
dendric acid. 1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 325 The poison is

an exceedingly volatile acid,—toxicodendnc acid. 1898
U. S. Dept. Agric^ Bot. Bulletin No. 20. 37 The poison is in
reality a non-volatile oil. In January, 1895, Dr. Kranz PfafT
. . announced this discovery. The oil has since been purihcd
and named toxicodendrol.

To-xlooid, a. [f. Gr. Tofi/dJy (Toxicum) -i- -did.]

Resembling poison.
1891 Cent. Diet, cites Dunglison. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Toxicology (tcksikf)-16d3i). [= F. toxicologic

(1813 in Uatz.-Darin.), f. Gr. ToiiK6v taken in

sense 'poison' (see ToxiccM) and -logy.] The
science of poisons; that department of pathology
or medicine which deals with the nature and effects

of poisons. So Tozicolo-gfical a., belonging or
relating to toxicology (sometimes erron. used for

toxical). Thence To xicolo-grically adv., in rela-

tion to toxicology; Toxico'lofflst, a person
versed in toxicology, one who studies poisons,

1839 Blackiu. Af/Jf.XLV. 59 To guess whether the "toxico.
logical agent . . was a mineral, a vegetable, or an animal
poison. 184a Brande Diet. Sc., etc s. v. Toxicology, We
have elsewhere . . referred to their toxicological history.

e l8«s J- WvLDK in Circ. Sc. I. 320/2 In toxicological
analyses. 188a Si-ringmukl in Standard 23 Mar. 2/2 It

differs *toxicologicalIy and constitutionally from pure Aconi-
tine. 1839-33 R. CiiRiSTisoN Treat. Poison xiii. (ed. 2)387
The rule laid down by almost all modern *toxicologists.

1897A llbutt's Syst. Med. 1 1 . 876. 1799 Hooper Med. Diet.,

*Toxicology,..2. dissertation on poisons. 1853 W. Gregory
Inorg.Chem. (ed. 3) 230 The reader is ref<irred to the works
on toxicology and legal medicine*

II Toxicosis (t^ksikJu-sis). Path. Fl. -oses
(-^"•siz). [mod.L., f. as prec. + -osia.] A disease

or morbid condition produced by the action of a
poison.
X857 Dunglison Med. Lex., Toxicoses, a family of diseases

. .caused by the reception of poisons into the system.

II To'xicnm. I'l. -a. [L. toxicum ' poison ', orig.

' poison for arrows ', ad. Gi.ro^tKdvipipiiaiiov poison

(^<t>apfiaKov) for smearing arrows (T-ofixJs, -w, f.Ttifa

pi. arrows, transf. fr. T6(oy bow). To(ik6v = ' of or

pertaining to the bow', and had originally nothing

to do with poison. But the effect of using to^ikov,

toxicum as short for the Gr. phrase was to transfer

the sense ' poison ' from <f>apimKov to toxicum, first

as ' poison for arrows ' and at length as ' jioison

'

generally, «= L. vcnenum.^ Poison : cf. Toxic s6.

1601 Holland Pliny xxix. iv. II. 355 It is generally

thought, that for the venome called 'I'oxicum, there is not a
better counterpoyson than dogs bloud. 1657 Physical Diet.,

ToxicuM.a venom or poyson wherewith arrows are poysoned.

1669 W. Simpson Ilydrol. Chym. 78 The vital spirits stand
amazed as if smitten with a thunder-clap from the uterine

toxicum. 1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Toxica,
poysonous Medicaments, wherewith Barbarians use to
anoint their Arrows. 1704 in^. Harris Lex. Techn. I.

Toxidermic to Toxi-infective : see Toxi-.

Tcxifer. Zool. [ad. mod.L. Toxifera (Gray),

f. Gr. To£a arrows (or T<Sftu/ui arrow, dart) -)- L.

•fer bearing.] A mollusc of the sub-order Toxifera,

(Cf. TOXOOLOSSATB.)
18^ J. E. Gray in Ann. * Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 11. XII.

177 Ihe subulate barbed teeth are implanted by a distinct

root into the substance of the tube. . . The structure and
organization of the mouth are so unlike that of the other
Proboscidi/era and Rostri/era, where the teeth are placed
on a lingual ribbon and used to rasp the food.. that I am
inclined to form the Cones into a third sub-order, which may
be called Toxi/era. 1861 P. P. Carpenter in Kefi. Smith-
sonian Instit. i860, 193 So far as known, the teeth and pro-
boscis are like those of other Toxifers. 1863 — in Proc.
Zool. Soc. 23 June 347 Species belonging to different families

of Proboscidifers and Toxifers.

Toxin (tfksin). Also erron. -ine. [f. Tox-io

+ -IN 1.] A specific poison, usually of an albu-
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Tninons nature, esp. one produced by a microbe,
which causes a particular disease when present in

the system of a human or animal body.
1886 E. R. Lankester Advanceni. Science (1890) 168 In

other cases the toxin and the vaccin seem almost certainly
to be distinct. 1891 Lancet 3 Oct. 792 In a few cases. .the
introduction of the toxines secreted by the bacilli sufficed

to set up a commencement of the process in the joints char-
acteristic of rheumatism. 1904 Brii. Med. yrttl. 10 Sept.

557 The union of toxin and antitoxin is dissociable. 1905
G, A. Reid Princ. Heredity \\. 21 Uoxins, extremely com-
plex chemical compounds, are defensive wea[>ons which
protect the organisms producing them from their enemies,
the phagocytes of the blood and tissues.

b. attrib, and Comb.
1896 Alibutt's Syst. Med. I. 893 In order to produce an

immunity all that is required is to render the body toxin-

proof. i()oa Encyct. Brit. XXVI. 66/2 In the development
of toxin-immunity the doses, small at first, are gradually
increased. 1903 Brit. Med, Jmi, 4 Apr. 784 No proof is

afforded..of a separate toxophore group in the toxin mole-
cule. X904 Ibid, 10 Sept. 576 The chemical interpretation

of toxin-antitoxin antagonism.

Hence || ToxinaBmia (-rmia) [Gr, aXim blood],

the presence of a toxin in the blood : cf. toxx?nia

(Tox-1), toxicxmia (Toxico-).
x^/QO Buck's Haiidbk. Med. Sc. I. 284 Various toxxmlc

conditions.. and the different toxinaemias induced by the
infectious diseases—diphtheria and typhoid or typhus fever.

Toxin, rare obs. spelling of Tocsin.
Toxiphagtis to Toxiresin : see Toxi-.
Toxity, abbreviated form of Toxicity.
1887 A. M. Brown Anim. Alkal. 103 Previous alkaline

saturation of the material did not revive its toxity. 1894
Westm. Gaz. 11 Oct. 2/1 By multiplying the intensity of
the toxity of the bacillus.

If Toxins (tp*ksi^s). Zool. PI. toxii (-i,3i).

[mod.L., f. Gr. ro^ov bow.] A form of spongo-
spicule : see quot.
1886 Proc. ZooL Soc. 21 Dec. 562 Sponges.. Flesh-Spi-

cules.. .6. Toxius. Curved in the centre, the two ends in a
straight line, thus jx.

TOZO- ^ (t^k&j), before a vowel tox-, combining
form repr. Gr. T6iov bow, in Toxocampid, Toxo-
DON, TOXOLOGY, TOXOPHILITE, etC, q. V.

TOXO-^, used as combining form of ToxiN
(cf. T0XI-) or instead of T0X100-, in recent

scientific terms, chiefly of pathology or- physio-
logical chemistry. Toxo-infe'ctions «. , in-

volving infection by a toxin : = toxi-infectioiis

(T0XI-). Tozope'ptone, (a) a poisonous sub-

stance, of the nature of a peptone, found in cultures

of cholera bacillus {Cent, Diet, Supply ; {h) =
Peptotoxin. To'xophil (-fil) a, [Gr. -^iXos lov.

ing], having affinity for a toxin. To'xophore
(-foaj), Tozophorio (-ffrrik), Toxophorous
(-p'for^) adjs. [Gr, -<popos bearing, carrying],

poison-bearing; applied to a particular group of
atoms in the molecule of a toxin to which its toxic

properties are due. Toxopbylaxiu (-filac'ksin)

[Gr, (pvKa^ guard, protector], Toxosozin (-sJn-zin)

[Gr. (X<jj(civ to save], names for defensive proteins

orantitoxins(seequots.). Toxoprotelji(-prJ'i'tz,in),

a toxic protein, or mixture of a toxin and a protein.
X007 Med. Record 17 Aug. 279 The original cause of the

lack ofcoagulation may be *toxoinfectious, or due to marked
congestion. 1896 AHoutt's S^st. Med. I. 526 Scholl, grow-
ing the vibrio, in eggs, obtamed a *toxo-peptone. 1903
Vaughan & Now Cellular Toxins (ed. 4) 182 The body
cells must possess *toxophil side chains. By this we mean
that.. there are groups of atoms which may combine with
bacterial toxins. 1900 Lancet i8 Aug. 528/1 The *toxo-
phore group of the toxin molecule being much less stable
than the haptophore group was much more easily destroyed.

1903 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 21 Mar. 654 The other atomic group
Ls toxophore, namely, is the cause of the specific toxic
action. 1902 Ibid. 29 Mar. 785 The toxin molecule, .must
possess a second group which he [Ehrlich] calls the *toxo-
phoric group. 1904 Ibid. 10 Sept. 574 Although the toxo-
phortc group may be similar, tne haptophor is dissimilar.

190J Eticycl. Brit. XXVI. 65/1 In tne molecule of toxin
there are at least two chief atom groups—one, the ' hapto-
phorous*, by which the toxin molecule is attached to the
cell protoplasm j and the other the ' *toxophorous ', which
has a ferment-like action on the living molecule, producing
a disturbance which results in the toxic symptoms. 1899
Syd.Soc. Lex., * Toxophylaxint a defensive proteid pro-
duced in the body of an animal which has acquired im.
munity for a given infectious disease, and which has the
power of rendering inert the toxic products of the patho-
genic micro-organisms to which the condition was due.
1896 Alibutt's Syst. Med. I. 523 The *toxo-proteins in
reality are mixtures of albuminous, proteid, or albuminoid
bodies with the true toxins, X899 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ *ToxO'
sozin, a defensive proteid found in the body of a normal
animal wliich has the power of protecting itself to a greater
or less degree against micro-organisms and their products.

Toxocailipid(tf?;ks£?kae'mpid),i^.anda. ^«ri7w.
[ad. mod.L. Toxoca7npid9i^ f. Toxocampa, f. Gr.
riiiov bow + Kaum) caterpillar.] a. sb, A Noctuine
moth of the family Toxocampidse, typified by the

genus Toxocampa^ having bow-shaped marks on
the fore wings, e, g. Toxocampa Pastinum, the

black-neck. b. adj. Belonging to or having the

characters of the family Toxocampidm.

Toxodon(tf»'ks^df7n). Palxont, [mod.L.(Owen,

1837), f. Gr, rb^ov bpw + o5oi/y, iSon-- tooth: see

I quot. 1849,] A genus of large extinct quadrupeds,

I
having strongly curved molar teeth, whose remains
are found in Pleistocene deposits in S. America.
Hence Toxodont, adj. belonging to or having

' the characters of the order Toxodonta^ typified by
this genus; sb. a quadruped of this order.

1837 Owen in Proc. Geol. Soc. II. 542 So far as dental
. characters have weight, the Toxodon must be referred to

;

the rodent order. 1839 G. Roberts Diet. GeoL, Toxodon^
..a gigantic quadruped, approaching, in character, to the
pachydermata. 1849 Sk. Nat Hist., Mammalia III. 115
The molar teeth also were rootless, and curved, whence the
name toxodon. 1859 Darwin Orig, Spec. xi. (1878) 294
Remains of Mastodon, Megatherium, loxodon and other
extinct monsters,

To:xOfflO'SSate, «• Zool. ff. mod.L. Toxoglossa

(TroscheT, 1848), f. Gr. ro^a arrows, darts

+

'fKwaaa tongue (not from ro^iKbv poison) : see

-ATE 2 2.] Having the characters ofthe Toxoglossa

of Troschel, a group of gastropod molluscs ; the

same as Gray's Toxifera.
[1848 Tkoschel in Wilfmann & Ruthe's Handbch, d,

Zoologie (ed. 3).) 1853 J. E. Gray in Ann. ^ Mag. Nat.
Hist, Ser. 11. XI. 230 [following Troschel] Sub-order Rostri-
jera. . .Sec\\on 2. Toxoglossa. lingual membrane with two
series of subulate, elongate, often barbed lateral teeth. 1891
Cent, Diet. s.v., A toxoglossate gastropod. [1913 Prof.
G. C. Bourne in Let., I am pretty sure that Troschel com-
pared the teeth to arrows, .when he described and classified

3 families as Toxoglossa. . . As a matter of fact all the ToxO'
glossa bave a poison-gland, but this was a later discovery.]

Toxoid (tp-ksoid). [f. Tox(iN (cf. Tox-i)f
-DID.] A modification or transformation product

of a toxin, in which the toxophoric group of atoms
is lost, and which has therefore no toxic effect, but

retains affinity for the antitoxin. Also attrib,

1900 Lancet 18 Aug. 528/1 Very sensitive animals such as
mice and guinea-pigs might., be easily and rapidly immu-
nised against tetanus by means of toxoids only, x^oa Brit.
Med. Jrnl. 29 Mar. 785 The modified toxin consists of a
molecule with a haptophoric but no toxophoric group and
is called * toxoid '. 1903 Ibid. 21 Mar. 654 The toxoids may
again be subdivided into three groups, according to their

affinity for the antitoxin, which may obviously be either
greater (protoxoid), equal (syntoxoid), or less than (epitoxoid)

that of the toxin. 1904 Ibid. 10 Sept 577 They were how-
ever able to produce toxoid formation in this constituent*

Toxology (tf7ks^*16d7,i). fwtue-wd, [f. Gr.

rb^ov bow + -LO<iY.] prop. The study of the bow,
i. e. archery ; in quot. humorously used for ' archery*.

1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVII. 401 He is reluctant to. .run
the risk of exposing his well-varnished cab as a pleasing
target for the poles of the loitering omnibuses, the drivers

of which latter have obtained a well-earned fame for their

dexterity in this., department of toxology.

Toxon^ (tpkspn). ZooL [a. Gr. rb^ov bow.]
A bow-shaj>ed sponge spicule. Cf. Tox sb.

1894 yrnl. Marine Zool, Feb. 40 A second and slender
form of spicule, bow-shaped (toxon) can also be made out.

To'xon ^. Path. Chem. [f. Tox(in + -^«, -one.]

(See quotation.)

X900 Lancet j8 Aug. 538/1 Lufller's diphtheria bacillus pro-

duced substances of two kinds—toxins and toxons...The
action of the toxons was different from, and weaker than,

that of the toxins. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl, 10 Sept. 567 The
diphtheria poison is not a single substance, but consists of
two chief components, toxin and toxon.

Hence To'zouoid, a modification of a toxon, in

which the toxic proj^erties are lost. (Cf. Toxoid.)
1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 573 Ehrlich explained the

peculiarity that the * toxon ' has acute killing properties, by
the assumption of two difTerent kinds of toxon, thus intro*

ducing the conception of a new body—the toxonoid.

Toxopeptone, Toxophil : see Toxo- ^.

Toxophilite (t^ks^j-filait). [app. f. Toxih
phil-us (imaginary proper name invented by
Ascham, and hence title of his book (1545), in-

tended to mean * lover of the bow * (f. Gr. to^oc

bow + </)tA.os love), for which the regular Gr. forma-

tion would have been *(piX6To^os : see -phil, Philo-)

+ -ITE^: y«a^« 'afoUowerofToxophilus'.] Alover
or devotee of archery, an archer,

1813 J. C. HoBHOusK Journey (ed. 2) 929 Memorials of
the (Tistance to which some of the Sultans, and other dis-

tinguished Toxophilites, have shot their arrows, 1845
Thackeray Z.^^. Rhine vm^ His Grace.. gives an archery
meeting once a year, and prizes for which we toxophilites

muster strong. x868 Miss Braddon Dead Sea Er. xxi, A
triumphant display of his genius as a toxopfailite.

b. attrib. Of or pertaining to archers or archery.

»7J)4
Snorting Mag. IH. 206 lliat the Toxophilite

Society shall not exceed the number of one hundred and
sixty subscribing members. 1845 Thackeray Leg. Rhine
viii, All his new toxophilite friends. 1848 — Van. EairXxx^

To wear Lincoln Green toxophilite hats and feathers.

Hence {nonce-wds.) ToxopMlitio (-i'tik) a., per-

taining or relating to archers or archery; Toxo*-
phUitlszxi, Tozo'philism, Tozo'phlly, the prac-

tice of, or addiction to, archery,

1887 All Vear Round 29 Sept. 185 The spirit of •toxo-

philism is essentially different from. .the spirit of the age.

1857 Ckamb. Jrnl. VII. 141 The *toxophilitic proficiency

of William Tell. 1840 T. Hook in New Monthly Mag.
LX. 152 Dressed in green, with hats, and feathers, and
quivers, and all the paraphernalia of *toxophilitism. 1887
Eield 16 July 103/1 Amongst the votaries of *toxophily.

Toxophore to Toxosozin : see Toxo- 2.

Toxt : see Tox v.

Toy (toi), sb. Forms: ?4, 6-7 toye, 6- toy ;

/'/. 6-7 toyes, toies, 6- toys, \Toy sb. and vb.

(formerly toye) have been in common use since

<^ ^530, when both are given by Palsgr., and used
by Skelton and Tindale. But a single instance of

toye sb., apparently the same word, occurs in Robert
of Brunne. It is difficult to conceive how such a

word in use ^1300 should thus disappear for two
centuries, and then should all at once burst into view
with a wide sense-development. The etymology is

equally problematic, and, in spite of current con-

jectures, must still be considered unascertained ; see

Note below.]

I. Abstract senses, meaning action, act, notion,

feeling.

+ 1. Amorous sport, dallying, toying ; with //.,

an act or piece of amorous sport, a light caress.

[1303 R. 13RUNNE HandL Synne 7891 Whedyr hyt be yn
a womman handlyng, Or yn any oper lusty t>yng ;..Amen-
del? 30W, pur charyte. And make)* nat a-mys pe toye \so all
MSS.], pat t>e fende of 50U haue loye.) 1565 Cooper The-
saurus s. v. Anio: Ajnatoris leuitates, Louers toyes. 1590
Spenser Z'. ^. 11. vi. 37 A foe of folly and immodest toy. 1594^ Epithal. 365 For greedy pleasure, carelesse of your toyes.
Thinks more upon her paradise of joyes, Then what ye do.

1594 WiLLOBiK Avisa XLVii. iii, These toyes in tyme will

make her yielde. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1034 So said he,

and forlx>re not glance or toy. Of amorous intent, well
understood Of Eve. x668 Etheredge She Would 1/ She
Could II. ii. Her toy was such, that everytouch Would make
a lover madder. 1707 Ward Hud, Rediv, IL il 8 (Farmer)
Kisses, Love.Toys, and am'rous Prattle.

f 2, A sportive or frisky movement ; a piece of

fun, amusement, or entertainment ; a fantastic act

or practice ; an antic, a trick. Obs.
a 1500 Medwall Nature i. 786 (Brand!), Though I say yt

a praty boy,. He maketh me laugh wyth many a toy. The
vrchyn ys so mad. Ibid. looi He that wold lordshyp enioy
And playe euer styll the old boy Me semeih he doth but
make a toy. 1530 Tindale Ans%o. More Wks. (1572) 249/1
We heare but voyces with out signification,. .& wonder at
disguisings & toyes wherof we know no meanyn^. c 1555
Harpsfield Divorce Hen, VIII (Camden) 291 Neither was
there ever any bearwards Jackanapes that made more
pastime and toys to the people, than this. 1561 Hollvbush
Horn. Apoth. 9 Somtyme croweth he like a cocke, somtyme
barketh he like a dogge, and many such foolish toyes vseth
he. c 1575 Perfect Bk. Kepinge Sparhawkes (1886) 15 Lest
she get a toye of flinginge her head. 1616 R. C. Times'
Whistle V. 1948 Are apish tricks and toies, which vse to

bring Men in dirision,sportes to breed delight ? 1777 Horx
Subscc. 437 (E.D.U.) He hath taken a toy to scratch his

head, when he is speaking to a gentleman.

3. A fantastic or trifling speech or piece of writ-

ing ; a frivolous or mocking speech ; a foolish or

idle tale; a funny story or remark, a jest, joke,

pun ; a light or facetious composition, arch,
154a Udall Erasm, Apoph. i. Diogenes § 79 Nothyng but

a toye, in daliyng with the affinitee and similitude of

woordes. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) Aiv, Suche as seeke
the greatest praise for writyngofBookes, should doebeste.,
to write foolishe toyes, for then the moste parte would best

esteme them. 1577 Breton Flourish on Eancie (Grosart)

11/2 Toyes of straung deuise. With stories of olde Kobin
Hood. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N, v. i. 3, I neuer may beleeue

These anticke fables, nor these Fairy toyes. 1621 Mollb
Camerar, Liv, Libr. iii. xx. 215 They gaue credit to all

these foolish toies. 17x9 D'Urfev Pills (1872) I. 126 Fyc
George, she cr>*s, these Words are but Toys.
arcft. 1821 ScoTT Kentlw. xvi. Think of what that arch-

knave Shakspeare says—a plague on him, his toys come
into my head when I should think of other matters. 1905 R.
Garnett Shakespeare 104 She hath heardA little toy of thine,

a comedy ('Tis called, I think. The Taming of a Shrew).

b. f (a) A light, frivolous, or lively tune. Obs,

ip) A particular turn or phrase of melody in a bird's

song : see quot. 1851,
159X Greene Art Conny CeUch. in. (1592) 19 In the time

of ceissing betweene the seuerall toyes and fancies hee
plaied. 1641 Sanderson Serm., AdAulam xiii. (1660) II.

267 One would have a grave Pavane, another a nimbler
Galliard, a third some striking toy or Jigg. 1851 Mavhew
Lond. Labour (1861) III, 14 There are four-and-twenty
changesin a linnet's song... It sings 'toys', as we call them.

f 4. A foolish or idle fancy ; a fantastic notion,

odd conceit; a whim, crotchet, caprice. Obs.

<:xS30 H. 'RaonKS Bk, Nurture 330 in Babees Bk.{iZ^)Zo
Cast not thyne eyes to ne yet fro, as thou werte full of toyes,

iSSS W. Watreman Eardle Facions 11. x. 225 This people

[Tartarres] hath many supersticious toyes, 1563 R Googe
Eglogs viL <Arb.) 59 But yf a toye com in your Brayne, your
mynde isaJtered quyght. 1591 Florio 2na Eruites 161 tuen
as the toy takes me in the head. 1642 Rogers Naaman 98
So deadly doth this conceit and toy of his owne braine worke
with him. x668 R. L'Estrange Vis. Qucv. (1708) loi Yet
when the Toy took them, they'd make now and then a Sally.

1699 _ Eablcs II. vii. (1715) II. s A New Marry'd Couple
had a Toy took them in their Heads, so soon as ever the

Office was over, to Shrift one another before they came
together.

+ b. Spec, A foolish or unreasoning dislike or

aversion : esp. in phr. to take (a) toy (in quot. 161 a

= to take fright, start, shy) at something. Obs.

4X593 Marlowe Hero ^ Leanderv, Wks. (Rtldg.) 304/a

(To hear this] Made the well-spoken nymph take such a toy,

That down she sunk. i6is T%oo Noble K. v. iv. 79 The hot

horse, hot as fire. Took Toy at this. X647 Sanderson Serm.^
AdAulam xiv. (166c) II. 277 Common friends many times

. . take toy at a trifle, . . and pick quarrels to desert us. 1697

j. Sergeant Solid Philos. 308 Thence they take a Toy at

Metaphysics, and pretend it insuperably hard and mysterious.



TOT.

IT. Concrete senses.

(Sense 5 is also often abstract, connecting I and Hi the

i:onnexion of 10 witli the other senses is doubtful.)

5. gen. A thing of little or no value or im-

portance, a trifle ; a foolish or senseless affair, a

piece of nonsense ; //• trumpery, rubbish. (In

mod. use regarded «sfig. from next sense.)

ISJO Pausgr. 281/2 Toy a tryfell, truffe. friuotU. IS3*

Elyot, Alyitena, trifles, thinges ofsmalle estimation, wanton

toyes, thynges vnseemely for menne to vSe. 1587 Harbison

Engtandw. vi. (1877) 1. 16* To stand vpon such toies would

spend much time. 160S Shaks. Macb. 11. iii. 91 Froin this

insuiit, There's nothing serious in Mortalitie: .*U is but

Toyes. 163J GooGE GoiTs Amrms i. S 29. 44 Of Popish

toyes to pacifie God. 1664 H. More MjisI. Iniq., Afol.

554 If they leave not off their animosities and asperities of

mind about toys and trifles. 1719 Watts Hymn, ' Cmte,

holy spirit. Heavenly Dave ' ii, Look, how we grovel here

below, Fond of these earthly Toys. 1848 Thackeray Van.

Fair IX, But a title and a coach and four are toys more pre-

cious than happiness in Vanity Fair.

6. A material object for children or others to play

with (often an imitation of some familiar object)

;

a plaything ; also, something contrived for amuse-

ment rather than for practical use (esp. in phrase

a pure toy). In quot. a 1586 playing toy. Now
the leiiding sense, to which the others are referred.

<iisS6 Sidney Arcadia iv. Wks. 1725 II. 771 There was

never poor scholar, that having instead of his_ book some

playing toy about him, did more suddenly cast it from him.

1548 Bauck-ley Felic. Man (1631) 152 The rattles and toyes

which children use to play with, a 1656 Bp. Hall Occas.

j»ff</i/. (1851) 111 We cry for every toy, even that which may
most hurt us. 1671 R. Wild Poet. Ucent. 29 We all know
Popes-head-.\lley trades in Toyes, Our Merchants come

not thither, but our Boys. 1781 Cowper Hope 128 Men deal

with life as children with their play. Who first misuse, then

cast their toys away. 1881 Stevenson Virg. Purrisque,

Child'' Play (1905) 157 Lead soldiers, dolls, all toys, in

short, are in the same category. 1893 J. A. Honcis Elem,

Phologr. (1907) M The very low-priced sets (of photographic

apparatus], .art generally mere toys.

fig. 1893 LiDDoN, etc. Life Putey I. xvi. 363 He handles

it with the delight that a new mental toy inspires in most

men at a certain time of life.

7. A small article of little intrinsic value, but

prized as an ornament or curiosity ;
' a petty com-

modity '

(J.), aknick-knack, trinket, gewgaw; hence

(often in allusion to 6) applied to anything small,

flimsy, or inferior of its kind (now chiefly allrib. :

see 1 1 b).

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Skr. iv.iiL 67 Heere is the cap...Why
'tis a cockle or a walnut-shell, A knackc, a toy, a tricke, a

babies cap. 1614 Capt. Smith I'irrinia I. 3 We presented

bim with diuers toyes, which he kindly accepted, c 1630

Hales Serm. John xviii. 3b Rem. (1673) im So like one

another, that one of them must wear a toy in nis cap, that so

the spectators may distinguish them. 1711 in loM Rep.

Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 139 A weak town, haveing noe

oatward works, but a toy of a paIlis.Tde before a litle part of

the walL 1711 Arbuthkot John Hull in. i, I.adies, hunp
about with toys and trinkets. 1768 Tom Thumb's Folio u

4 His Father was greatly disconcerted at having^ such a little

tiney Toy of a Child. x888 Black Houseboat xi. Perched on
the top of a hill was a conspicuous toy of a church.

b. Applied technically to small steel articles,

as hammers, pincers, buckles, button-hooks, nails,

etc. More fully 'steel toys' (? i.e. steel petty things).

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal \\. 319 Heavy Steel Toys.

By ifus not very appropriate description the Birmingham
manufacturers refer toa cUlss of articles. . .Toenumerate all

the ' toys ' of this class would be to transcribe a large list of

miicellaneoas cheap aiKi usefiil warn, from a joiner't

haouKr to a sbbeinaker's tack. The pincen of the last-

named workman, and the edged nippen . . in use for breaking

op loaf-sugar, arc both of them well-known specimens.

O. Thieves' slang. A watch ; toy and tackle, a

watch and chain. Cf. toy-getter (see 1 1 d).

1877 HoRSLEV Jottings fr. Jail L (1887) 17 He was very

tricKy at getting a poge or a tojr, but he would not touch

toys because we was afraid oT being turned over.

8. fig. Applied to a person : a. (from 5) slight-

ingly or contemptuously ; in quot. 1822 affection-

ately = pet, darling (cf. 7) ; D. (from 6) as being

used as a plaything or for sport.

SJ98 Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 46 F.lues, list yoor names:
Silence, you aiery toyes. 1616 B. JoNSON Devilan Ass iv. vii,

1 ha'sworneto ha' him by theeares; I feare The toy. wi'not

do me right. 1681 Dhvden Span. Friar iv. ii, O, Vertue I

Vcrtue !. .That men should leave thee for thatToy,a Woman?
i8ai BvBON Mar. Fal. 1. ii, Thou idle, gilded, and degraded
toy. i8<a T. Mitchell Arisloph, II. 171 Why, Xanthias,

my toy, Why, what ails the poor boy I 1883 Stepniak in

Contemp. Rev. Sept. 317 A Kus.sian. .being a mere toy in

the hands of the commonest policeman. 1888 Strvemsom
Black Arrow 46 This toy.. that's not fit for wounds or
warfare.

9. Applied to a diminutive breed or variety of

animals, a. Short for toy dog : see 1 1 c.

1877 Field 34 Feb. 214/2 In toys no great change has
taken place, except that . .pugs, Italian greyhounds, and toy

terriers are on the decline. 1899 Pall Mall G. 3 Oct. 9/1
Ladies' toys were in strong force. .. Sporting dogs were not
numerous. 1903 Dail^ Chron. 25 May 5/2 'The *chiens

dc luxe', or Toys, are in a roomy and welf-warmed 'pavil-

ion ' by themselves.

b. Any dwarf variety of tame pigeon.
1900 Cent. Diet. Suffil. s. v.. The toys resemble the

tumblers in general budd and are among pigeons what
bantams are among fuwi.

10. Sc. A close cap or head-dress, of linen or

wool, with flaps coming down to the shoulders.
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formerly worn by women of the lower classes in

Scotland. ? (9(5.f. Also /ly-WK/i:/; (11 d). [In this

sense perh. = Du. iooi attire, dress : see Note below.]
(The English cjuots. i6ir, 1612, are placed here as perh.

suggesting the origin; but they may belong to 7.)

[1611 Shaks. iVint. T. iv. iv. 326 Any Silke, any Thred,

any Toyes for your head ? 1612 Tivo Noble K. i. iii. On my
he:id no toy But was her pattern.] 1724 Ramsay Tea-t.

Misc. (1762) a Their toys and mutches weVe sae clean. They
glanced in our iadses' een. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. IX. 325
The tenants wives wore toys of linen of the coarsest kind,

upon their heads, when they went to church, fairs or

market. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xxxix, The face of Alison

. . now presented itself, enveloped in a ' toy '. 1824 — Ked-
gauntlet Let. iv. An elderly woman, in a giey stuff gown,
with a check apron and 'toy '. 1900 H. G.Graham Soc. Life

Scot, in iBtli C. v. vi. (1901) i8r Farmers' wives and
daughters with ' toys * or head-covering ofcoarse linen.

III. 11. atlrii. and Comd. a. a/lri/i. That is

a toy (in sense 6) : applied to small models or

imitations of ordinary objects used as playthings,

as toy boat, cannon, dog, engine, horse, house,

man, train, trumpet, woman, etc
1836 [Miss Maitland) Lctt.fr. Madras iv. (1843) 25 Cape

Town is just like the Dutch toy-towns. az86o Alb. Smith
Lond. Med. Stud. (r86x) 13 A stethescope—a curious instru-

ment, something like a sixpenny toy-trumpet with its top

knocked off. 1880 Mrs. F. D. Bridges Jml. Lady's Trav.
round /for/./ xviii. (1883) 298 One never quite gets over the

impression of being amongst dolls and living in a toy-house .

.

in Japan. 1888 Hasluck Model Engin. Handybk. iii. (1900)

24 The most simple form of toy-engine is that illustrated

below. 1897 EdiiL. Rev. Oct. 480 The babies had toy-

animals on wheels.

b. transf. anA fig. Applied to things of diminu-

tive size, flimsy construction, or petty character, as

if intended for sport or diversion rather than

serious use.

i8ai Scott Kenilw. xli. You go not to your gew-g.aw toy-

house yonder; you will sleep to-night in better^ security.

1855 Ht. Martineau Autobiog. I. 437 My surprise at the

smallness and toy-character of Abbotsford was extreme.

189s Miss Braddon in Westm. Gaz. 6 Nov. 1/3 A very

popular writer may launch three of these toy-pinnaces in a
year. 1897 Gladstone E. Crisis 5 The Conce.-t of Europe
included toy-demonstrations, which might be made under

the condition that they should not pass into reality. 1909
Daily Chron. 19 Feb. 3/2 Ruritania was something more
than the first toy-kingdom of our modern stage.

c. Applied to an animal, esp. a dog of a dimi-

nutive breed or variety, kept ns a pet, e. g. a toy

spaniel or terrier.

1863 Sat. Rev. 28 Mar. 408/1 These very large dogs are

not much more useful than the very small ones which are

called, with perfect aptness, toy dogs. 187a B. Clayton
Dogs 20 A Toy Terrier was exhibited which weighed only

six ounces. 1889 G. Stables Dog Chvners* Kennel Comp.
vi. S 10. 66 There are several other kinds of Toy Terriers .

.

but 1 need only mention.. the Toy Black and "Tan and the

Toy Blue or Slate colour.

d. Comb.: attrib. (of or for toys), as toy-box,

-cupboard, -fair, -lami, -manufcuttire, -trade

;

objective and obj. gen., as toy-maker, -making,

-turner; instrumental, similative, etc, as toy-

beviilchtd, -like, -sized adjs. ; also toy-blook, one

of a set of wooden or papier-mache blocks, usually

with letters or designs, for children to play with

;

toy-getter {Thievei slang), a watch-stealer ; so

toy-getting ; f toy-headeti a., having ' toys ' or odd

fancies in the head, crotchety ; toy-line = toy-

railway ; toy-mutoh, Sc. - sense 10 ; t toy-pate,

a head full of ' toys ', crotchets, or frivolities (cf.

toy-headed) ; toy-railway, (a) a model of a rail-

way, with its engine, train, etc ; {b) pop., a small

narrow-gauge railway, often orig. constructed for

the use of slate-works or the like, but subseq.

carrying tourists or other passengers ; also toy-

line ; toy-servioe, a church-service at which toys

are brought as an offering for sick or poor children
;

toy-woman, a woman who keejM a toy-shop.

See also Toymak, -shop, -wort.

1794 CoLKiDGE Relig. Musings vii. We become An
anarchy of Spirits, "'loy-bewitched. 1891 Cent. Diet.,

' Toyhloch, one of a set of small blocks, . . forming a pl.-iy-

thing for children. 1865 (title) Aunt Louisa's 'Toy Books.

1831 Carlvle Sart. lies. n. vi, He descries lying far below,

embosomed among its groves and green natural bulwarks,

and all diminished to a "toybox, the fair Town. 1900

VVestm. Gaz. it Dec. 12/1 The season for the ransacking of

•toy cupboards. 1908 (K«//«. (;<M. 29 Oct. 1/2 The order.,

that there shall be no •toy-fairs in London this Christmas-

tide deprives the City of.. one of its sights. 1896 A.

Morrison Childof the Jago 102 Dicky knew the small man
for a good •toy.getter. i«33 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter 11.

I It sticks upon the stomach of some 'toy-headed pro-

fessors. 1908 Daily Chron. 5 Nov. 7/5 No one realises

unless he penetrates into "Toyland how much whimsical

humour, how much scientific skill and craftsman's in-

genuity are devoted to the invention of the playthings

for the festive season. 1818 Scott llrt. Mid/. 1, Tbe
gay glancing of the equipage, ils diminished and toy.

like appearance at a distance. 1883 Manch. Exam. 26 Nov.

5/3 'The Swiss lake steamers are. too toy-like to ensure

their passengers agai;ist reasonably probable risks. 1878

JENKINSON Guide N. IVales 271 Leaving the Cambrian train

at Mynffordd Jimction, the traveller walks up a path to the

•toy line, and enters one of the little carriages. 1859 Habits

ofGd.Societyv. (newcd.) 194 Worthalltheamusenientswhich

a 'toy-maker could dream of. 1858 Carlvle !• redk. Gt. ix.

iii (1872) HI. 87 "Toy-manufactures of those simple people.

TO-YEAB.

1741 Forbes /)flw/«/tfZ'^^iJ.iVn.i, The* toy-mutchmaun then
gae on, Nae mair bare-hair'd. 1693 Penn Maxims Ix. Wks.
1726 1.847 He never deals but in substantial Ware,and leaves

the rest for the *Toy-Pates (or Shops) of the World. 1892
Baddeley Guide N. W^ales (ed. 4) 165 heading, Portmadoc
to Ffestiniog by the ' 'Toy ' Railway. Ibid., No orthodox
tourist visits Wales without taking a turn, .on the *Toy'
railway. 190. Guide to Lynton, Lynjuouth, etc. Introd. 19
heading.^ Barnstaple to Lyiiion by the Toy Railway. 1889
Standard I Feb., * *Toy Services which are becomnig very
popular in some of our churches. 1895 Ci-iVE Holland
Jap. IVi/e (ed. 11) 27 *Toy-sized cups; of tea. 1757 W.
Thojav^oh K . N. AHtoc. 41 Our Sons ol"War are to be served
after our Sons of "Toy-Trade. 1893 A. N. Palmer Hist.
li^rexham IV. n, I find mentioned, .oi.e "toy-turner. 1^27
Scott Diary 2 Oct., in Lockhart^ An old lady, who proved
a "toy woman in Edinburgh.
[Note. Eduard Miiller suggested the identity of toy with

Du. toot, late MDu. t6i, i6th c, ' attire, ornament, finery,

dress', which suits the form, but hardly the sense (exc? in

lo or y). Others have thought of Du. tuig ' harness, horse-
trappmgs ', in pi. * sails, rigging, implements, tools; stuflT,

lumber, refuse, trash'; in Kilian 1599 tuygk, dial, tuych^
tughy 'arms, implements, armaments, impedimenta, orna-
ments ', = Ger. zeitg ' apparatus, tools, gear, furniture, stuff,

trash, etc.", LG. tUg^ iHug, MLG. tilch, tAg. But, if the

sense-development shown above is historically correct, it is

difficult to see in either of these suggestions, the origin of

the English word. It is indeed- true that Du. speeltuig^

Ger. spielzeugy and Da. leget^^ mean * play-toot or imple-

ment, plaything, toy*, and thai Sidney in 1586 used ' playing

toy *, which might conceivably be a rendering of one of

these compounds; but this would still leave the earlier

English history unexplained.]

Toy, z*- [Goes with Toy sb.^ q-v.]

1. tntr. To act idly or without seriousness ; to

trifle, *play', deal carelessly (w/M a person or

thing) ; also fto make sport, mock {obs.\

a 1529 Skelton Bmvge o/Courie 290 It was no tyme with

him to jape nor toye. 1530 Palsgr. 758/2, I toye, or try-

fell with one, I deale nat substancyally with hyin, j'e me
truffe. 1549-68 Sternholij & H. Ps. xxxv. 16 Yea abject

slaves at me did toy with mocks and cheekes ful stout.

1563 Homilies n. Inform, //. Script. \. (1859) 373 It is a
shame that christian men should be so light headed, to toy

as ruffians do with such manner of speeches. 1576 Der-
iSG Expos. Heh. v. 4-6. Cc iij, They must haue oyle, candels.

.

wine and water, . . trifled and toyed with all. 1653 W. Rame-
SEV Astrol. Restored ig, I fear I do toy in recording these

vain Objections. x868 Dixom Spir. Wives I. vii. 75 He
toyed with astrology, and had fitful dreams of enjoying the

elixir of life. 1888 ISk^c.^ Amer.Commu; II. Ixxxi. 296

[Class issues] are usually toyed with by both parties alike.

b. So to toy it

1637 J. Sergeant Schism DispacKt 379 Thus Dr. H. toyes

it with his Readers. Ibid. 574 Let them not toy it now.

2. To sport amorously; to dally, flirt. Usually

const. 7vHh. (Cf. Toy sb. i.)

ig.. Song Bachelor*s Life •] (Ritson) If he [the married

man] !« merie and toy with any, His wife will frowne, and
words geve manye. 1566 in Daily Netvs 10 Sept. (1897) 6/7

That none toy with the maids, on paine of 4d. 1591 Shaks.

Ven. ff Ad, 106 And for my sake [he] hath learnd to sfiort,

and daunce, To toy, to wanton, dallie, smile, and iest.

c 1613 MiDDLETON No IVit like IVomans v. i, Not toy, nor

bill, and imitate house-pigeons. 1727 Gay Begg. Op. i. viii,

O Polly you might have toy'd and kist. 1811 W. R,

Spencek Poems 73 Whilst he and Psyche toy'd together.

f?' »793 WoRDSW. Dcscr. Sketdics 52 To where the Alps,

ascending white in air. Toy with the Sun, and glitter from

afar. 184a H. Rogers Ess. I. i. 4 He had in early life

toyed a little with the muses,

3. To play, sport, amuse oneself; to move
sportively, play or frisk about.

1530 Palsgr. 758/2, I toye, I playe with one,yie me joue,

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. ix. 35 But other some could not abide

to toy J All pleasaunce was to them griefe and annoy. 1678

CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. § 44. 674 The senseless atoms,

playing and toying up and down without any care or

thought. 1827 Poi.LOK Course T. v. 1007 The hare, unscared

Sported and toyed familiar with his dog. 1836 O. W.
Holmes Poetry ii. 18 Pale dreamers, whose fantastic lay

Toys with smooth trifles like a child at play. 1848 Kingslev

Saint''s Trag. ii, iv. 63, 1 have toyed too long.. down the

stream of life.

b. Toy with : to play with (a material object),

to handle or finger idly; hence, to work idly or

carelessly with or at.

1822 W. Irving Brax:eb. IIallxx\\. {1845) 121 The gallant

general took his station.. at her side, and toyed with her

elegantly ornamented work-bag. 1840 Dickens Barn.

Kudge Ixiv, 'I'he fire was seen sporting and toying with the

door. 1879 E. Garrett House by Works I. 115 Mrs.

Pendlebury looked down, and toyed with her rings.

4. tratis. (with adv.) To spend or waste in toy-

ing ; to bring by toying (into or out of some

condition).

1575 Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 474, I toy out my
time, partly with copying books. 1685 J. Scott Chr. Life

II. 134 So fools and fleers on, till he hath toyed and laughed

himself out of all sense of Religion. 1749 Johnson Irene

I. i, He toys his hours away.

To-yans, to-5anes: see To-oains.

Toydom (tordam). nonce-wd. [f. Toy sb. +

-DOMJ a. The condition of being or resembling

a toy. b. The realm or domain of toys.

i88a M. A. Barker in Macm. Mag. XLVI. 68/1 The tan

sail of a canoe or whiter sheet of a fishing boat, .dwarfed

into toydom whenever they come near the great war ship.

190S 7Vw/«7 Jan. n/2 At the Crystal Palace, .side-shows

are numerous, and toydom there is most attractive.

To-year (tiJ(yT»*j), adv. Now dial. Forms:

see Ykab. [f. To prep. A. 7-1- Year: cf. to-day,

tO'night.'\ This year.



TOYER
c i«^ Lay. 8039 Her liggeS to-5ere Ten Jiusencl of his

iferen. c 1290 St. Brendan 240 in 5". ICn^. Leg. I. 226 5oure
ester ^e schuUe holde \>ex as ^e dudeto-^ere. c\Tfi6CnKVCKR
Wife's Prol. 168 Yet hadde I leuere wedde no wyf to yeere.

r 1400 Gosp. Nicodemus 966 Of Ioseph..l7at je presond to

^ere. 1483 Cath, Angl. 391/1 To ^le, homo ; hornus,
homotinus, a 1575 R. B. APPius9( Virg. IJ j, Man, be mery
to yeere. 1633 Whbster Duchess of Malji 11. i, I have
heard of none to yeat. 17*7 Gay Begg. Op. i. li, Betty hath
brought more Goods into our Lock lo-year than any five

of the Gang. i8a8 Craven Gloss, s. v. Toy ' We've a famous
clip to year', that is, this year. 1882 Tennyson Promise 0/
Afay I. Poems (1889) 781/2, I reckons they'll hev' a fine

cider-crop to-year. 1886 T. Hardy Mayor 0/ Castcrbr,

1. 64 Not but what he's been shook a little to-year about this.

Toyel, obs. form of Tool.
To-5e(i)n, to-5e(i)nes: see To-gains.

Toyer (toi*3i). [f. Tot z^. +-er1.] One who
toys ; a trifler.

01713 W. Harrison /*aw/<?«^»S'a////^ 5 in Nichols C(?//.

(1780) IV. 183 Wanton Cupid, idle toyer. 1814 L. Hunt
Notes Feast Poets {1815) 51 These toyers in versification.

Toyful (toi'ful), a. Now rare or Obs. [f. Toy
sb. + -FUL.] Full of sport or fun ; sportive, playful

;

funny, amusing.
1580 Sidney Let. to Robert S. 18 Oct., My toyfuU Books

I will send . . by February, a 1631 Donne Progr. Souly^Wx^
It quickned next a toyfull Ape. 1744 Armstrong Preserv.
Health 11. 290 When Favonius, flushd with tove Toyful
and young, in ev'ry breeze descends.

Hence To'srfalness.
ni8s9 De QuiNCEY /*tffM. Wks. (1893) IL 24 The play-

fulness and. .the toyfulness (if we may invent that word) of
childhood.

Toy-getter, -headed, etc. : see Tot sh. 11 d.

Toying (toi*ir)\ vbl. sb. [f. Toy z*. + -ing^.]
The action of the verb Toy

;
playinfj, sporting

;

trifling, idle or careless dealing {wilh anything),
amorous dalliance.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Argtto, Digiiorum argU'
tiae, toyinges or gesturinges of the fingers : often mouyng.
1580 HoLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Rngement^ wantonnesse,
or toying. 1726 Adv.Capt. R. Boyle (iy6B) 236 After our
Toying was over, she told me she was afraid of losing me.
1840 Carlyle Heroes ii. (1872) 67 Toying and coquetting
with Truth : this is the sorest sin. 1865 Dickens il/«/./^n
I. xi, Slightly in contrast with this brief airy toying, ipii
W, W. Peyton in Contemp. Rev. Sept. 374 Evil is in toying
with imperfection.

Toying, ///. a. [f. as prec. +-1x0^^.] That
toys; playtul, sportive; esp. amorously sportive.
a 1566 R. Edwardes Damon ^ Pythias Prol. 6 Frustrate

quite of toying plaies. 1711 Steele Sfiect. No. 155 P4 None
of these toying Fools will do any more., to preserve her from
Infamy. 1769 G. White Selboi^e xxii. (1853) 93 When the
cock has been pursuing the hen in a toying way through the
boughs of a tree.

Hence Toyinffly <^dv,

1731 Bailey, Toyingly. trifiingly, wantonly.

Toyish (toiij), a. Now rare. [f. Tot x^. +
-ISH T] Having the character of a toy, or addicted

to toys (in various senses of the sb,).

1. Trifling, trivial, of no importance, worthless;
foolish, senseless, nonsensical.

1574 Life loth Abp. Canterb. Pref. E vj b, The thinges
therin described being in part not all so true and in greatest
part to to toyishe, 1588 Crowley Delib. Ansjv. 48 b, Your
ringing of Belles, your burning of li^htes in the open day-
light, with.. many other toyishe diuises, 1653 S. Fisher
Baby Baptism 7 It's a most Pedantick, toyish and boyish
piece of business, 1711 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comiii,
App. V. 119 Mallice-.is apt to make any toyish pretence to
be her warrant for evil actions. 1850 C. Wordsworth
Occas. Serm. Ser. i. 162 By it we have been secured from
the hollow mockery of tedious and toyish ceremonies.

fb. Wanting in gravity of style; light, friv-

olous. ? Obs.

1603 G. Johnson Disc. Tronb. Eng. Ch. Amsterdam 135
A copple crowned hatt with a twined band, . . Immodest and

|

toyish in a Pastors wife, 1615 Markham Efig. Hoitsew. 11. '

L (x668) 3 Adorn the person, altogether without toyish gar.
nishes, or the gloss of light colours. 1676 Mace Musick's
Mon. 129 Serabands are of the Shortest Triple-Time : but
are more Toyish, and Light.

2. Sportive, playful, frisky, skittish. ? Obs.

1577 Harrison England m. vii. (1878) 11. ^9 The last kind i

of loiesh curs are named dansers, and those being of a mon- '

grell sort also, are taught & exercised to danse in measure.
c 1613 Rowlands Paire of Spy-Knaves 5 From merry :

drunk, and toyish as an Ape. 1680 O. Hevwood Diaries^
etc. (1883) III. 306 Oh this dodging, toyish, frisking heart

'

kills me.
I

•f-b. Amorously sportive, wanton, licentious. i

156^ Homilies u. Place ^ Time of Prayer i. (1859)

341 They rest in wantonness, in toyish talking, in filthy
|

fleshliness. '

t3. Fantastic, odd, whimsical, queer. Obs.
'

1598 Florio, Hnmorista, humorous, fantasticall, toish.

1599 Harsnet .^^j/. Darell^Z Somers had counterfeyted '

certaine fits and toyish behaviour at M, Brakenburie. 1638
j

Sanderson Semi.^ Ad Aitlatn viii, (16C0) II. 158 Some
peevish and obstinate, some toyish, fickle, and humorous.

j

4, Of the nature of, or fit for, a plaything; of a
humorous or sportive character, as a writing. i

^ 1699 PoMFKRT Dies JVoviss. Rem. (1724) 8 Adieu, ye toy-
I

ish Reeds that once could please My softer lips. 1830
Scott Demonol. v. 163 They have many light toyish bool«.

6. Resembling a toy, toy-like ; diminutive or

flimsy; spec, like, or like that of, a ' toy' dog,
z886 Field T^z Jan. 113/2 Richmond Puzzle, fourth prize,

is at present small and toyish. 1890 Ibid. 8 Mar. 355/2
His (a Fox Terrier's^ head is now toyish and e^eminate.

210

Hence Toylshly adv. ; Toy^lsliiiess.
1607 Markham Caval. 11. (1617) 150 He will exercise his

lesson with such wantonnesse and apish toyishnesse, x6s4
Bp. Mountagu Immed. Addr. 116 See how toyishly these
great Masters play with their owne fancies. 1665 Glanvill
Scepsis Sci. Addr. 23 Your Society, .will discredit that
toyishness of wanton fancy.

Toyl, obs, form of Toil, Toile, Twill.
Toyle, toyll, obs. forms of Toil, Tool.
Toyless (toi-les), a. [f. Toy sb, + -less.]

Destitute of toys ; not having any toys.
1898 G, Taylor in Chicago Advance 13 Jan. 43/3 Telling

us of the children's gifts to their toyless little down-town
neighbors. 1906 Black-iv. Mag. Apr. 647/1 My toyless
condition was due to anatomical longings.

Toym, toyme, obs. forms of Toom sby and a.

Toyman (toi-maen). [f. Toy sb. + Man sby}
A man who sells toys, or who keeps a toy-shop

:

formerly, one who sold requisites forsports,trinkets,

and fancy goods; now, one who makes or sells

playthings for children (cf. Toy-shop i, 2).

1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4328/8 Ralph Ayscough, of St.

James's Westminster, Toyman. 1710-xi .Swift ^rnl.

7 Jan., I will go to the toyman's here just in Pall Mali, and
he sells great hugeous batoons. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
XII. iv, The pocket-book., had cost five and twenty shillings,

having been bought of a celebrated toyman. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. 6 P 5 The toyman will not give his jewels. 1813
ShI' LLEY Q. Mab Notes, Poet. Wks. (1891) 41/1 The jeweller,
the toyman, the actor gains fame and wealth by the exercise
of his useless and ridiculous art. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond.
of To-day xl. (ed< 3) 347 Those admirable examples of the
toyman's craft—whole garrisons of miniature soldiers, artiU
lery, cavalry, and infantry.

Toy-mutch, etc. : see Tor sb. 1 1

.

Toyn, toyne, obs. forms of Tone sh.

II Toyon (toi-|^n). Also tollon. [a. Mexican
Sp. iolion (toU/^n), the native name.] The Califor-

nian Holly, Jfeleromeles {Phoiinia) arbutifolia^

N.O. Rosacese.

[1848 Bentham Planise Hartweg. 307 Photinia arbuti-
folia, Toyon incolarum.] 1876 Brewrr, etc. Bot. California
I. 188 Heteromeles arlmtifolia^ Toyon or Tollon. 1884
Miller Plant-n.^ ToUon, or Toyon.

t Toyous, a. Obs. rare. [f. Toy sb. + -ous.]

a. Triding, ornamental, unessential, b. Inclined
to toy or flirt, coquettish. Hence Toyonsness.
1381 Mulcaster Positions xxxviVu (1887) 178 Those ouer-

raiight qualities for the toyousnesse therof being misplaced
in her, do cause the young woman rather to be toyed with-
alL.then to be_ thought verie well of. 1592 Warher Alb.
Eng, VII. xxxvi. 157 The faire sweet wittie wench grew
toyous in the end.

Toy-pate, -railway, etc. : see Toy sb. ii.

Toy-shop.
1. A shop for the sale of trinkets, knick-knacks,

or small ornamental articles ; a fancy shop. arch.
1693 W. Freke .S"^/. ^jf. xxxii. 201 Are not these.. fitter

for a Toy-shop, than a Wise Man's Head? 1711 Addison
.Sped. No. 10 r 6 If they [women] make an Excursion to a
Mercer's or a Toy-shop. 171J Ibid. No. 499 r 5 Ribbons,
brocades, embroidery, . . sufficient to have furnished a whole
street of toy-shops. 1791 Boswell Johnson 28 Apr. an.
1778, We stopped again at Wirgman's, the well-known toy-
shop, ..\\^ sent for me to. .help him to choose a pair of silver

buckles. 185a [see 3].

2. A shop for the sale of toys or playthings.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, vi. These booths have degenerated

into mere toy-shops, where the little loiterers, .are .. en- I

chanted by the rich display of hobby-horses, babies, and
1

Dutch toys. 1858 Lytton What toilI he do i. xvi, Lionel '

could not find in the toyshops of the village a doll good
|

enough. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. of To-day xl. (ed. 3)347
A toy shop, crowded with all sorts of interesting playthings.

3. aiirib.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxii, Such..as was never
before seen or heard of out of a toy-shop window. 185a
Thackeray Esmond in. vi, Esmond found the antechamber
crowded with milliners and toyshop women .. mei'Cers' men
with hangings, and velvets, and brocades-

tToysome (toi'som), a. Obs. rare. [f. Toy
sb. + -SOME.] Full of ' toys', or having the character

of a * toy
' ; fantastic, whimsical ; inclined to toy,

sportive, playful ; amorously sportive.

1638 Ford Fancies u. i, I have an excellent humour to be
pettish, A little toysome. 1659 Hoole ComeniHs' Vis.
World (1777) 178 The fool causeth laughter by his toysome
actions. 1719 D'Urfev Pills (1872) III. 113 Tom was toy-
some, Will was sad. 1754 Richardson Grandison (1783)
VI. 192 As we sat at breakfast, two or three toysome things
were said by my Lord (no ape was ever so fond I).

Hence Toysomexiess.
1697 Creech tr. Manilius Pref. 46 There are so many

bolcfnesses scatter'd thro' his Poem, and so much of Toy-
somness just by them, that a man may read his Youth in his
Writings.

f Toyson, -e, obs. ff. toison : in quots. short for

ToisoN d'or.
a 1505 in Kingsford Chron. Lond. (1905) 230 Other honour-

able personages in Ambassade, as his second Chamberlayn
and Knyght of the Toyson. axy^ Hali. Chron., Hen. VIII
13 b, The lord Bresley, knight of the Toyson. 1601 R.
Johnson Kingd. 8f Commiv. (1603) 244 There is also the
order of the Toj-Bone, of which his maiestie is chiefe.

Toyte,toit(toit), z/. Scrcci^ north, dial. intr.

To totter, walk feebly or unsteadily.

1787 Burns To Auld Mare xviii, We'll toyte about wi'

ane anither. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb xliv, I've

loitit aboot wi' you upo' this place naar foorty year noo.

TOZY.

+ Toywort. Obs. [f. Toy j*^, -»- Wort.] A
local name for the herb Shepherd's purse {Capseila
Bursa-pasloris), from the resemblance of the capsule
to a toy purse.

1597 Oerarde Herbal 11. xxiii. S 2. 215 Shepheardes purse
is called,, in the North part of England Toywoort. Picke-
purse, and Caseweede. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden 71.

tToze, tose (t^"z), v.^ Obs. exc. dia/. Forms :

.^,-7 tose, 4-7 toose, 6 tooze (toese), 7-8 toase,

(7 toaze), 6- toze. [ME. Usen {a 1250 in com-
pound to-tosett)\ not recorded in OE. ;^but the
later forms toase, etc. indicate an OE. *tdsian, f.

verbal root tds- :—OTeut. tais-^ whence also OE.
tksan {\—*taisjan) to Tease (q. v. for further
relations).] trans. To pull asunder; to separate
or unravel the fibres of; to comb or card (wool,
etc.) ; = Tease vX i.

a 1250 [see To-tose, To.' i\ 13^ Liti. Red Bk. Bristol
(1900) II, 2 Item si fila deficiant in panno vel quod nimis
distent quod textores appellant iosea. 1390 Gower Conf
I. 17 And what Schep that is full of wulle Upon his hack,
thei toose and pulle, Whil ther is eny thing to pile. ^1400
Lanfranc'sCirurg.^-L A good quantite of towl-tosid. £1440
Promp. Parv. 497/2 Toson wulle or other lyke \v.r. tosyn
or tose wulj, carpo. 1530 Palsgr. 760/1, I toose wolle, or
cotton, or suche lyke, jeforce de la laine, and/> chatpis de
la laine. 1567 Goldisg OHtCs Met. xiv. 305 What toozing
wooll did meene. 1577 NorthbrookeZJ/c/«^ (1843) 81 Many
..may pick wool, and sow garments, or tose okam. 1615
NfARKHAM Eng. House^u. II. V. (1668) 123 Toase it every
lock by lock. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy.S. Sea (1847) 155 Peeces
of a junkeor rope, chopped very small,, .and after tozed all
as oacombe, 1665 Hooke Microgr, 42 The Internal parts
. . were . .as it were, tos'd open like a Lock of Wool. 1725
Brantley s Fam. Diet. s. v. Mixing Colours, Wool . . must be
taken out and toas'd over-again ; for the first Toasing was
to make it receive the Colour or Die; but the second is
to.. make it fit for Spinning. i88t Miss Jackson Shropsh.
Word-bk. s. v. Tag, Snip the end off the tag. an' toze it

well as the grace can get among it.

b. iransf. To pull, pull aliout. (Cf. TousE.)
14.. Sir Beuesigs^^-2 (MS. M) That they were in the

grene wose, And I shold hem well tose. 1573 Tusser Hush.
(1878) 206 For euerie crime, What toesed eares, like baited
beares

!

c. fiS' To separate, search out; to analyse; to
elicit, * tease out*.
c 1450 Cffv. Myst. xlii. (1841) 401 The trewthefTuI trewlye

he wyl tose. And send 50W to hevyn or belle. 1611 Shaks.
Wint. T. IV. iv. 760 For that I insinuate, or [printed at]
toaze from thee thy Businesse. 1633 D. RIogkrs] Treat.
Sacram. 11. 44 Doe it more fully, toze your consciences.
1648 }EtiK\^ Blind Guide \. 8 The spurious expositions,,
upon the Scriptures in his tedious tozing of them.
Hence t Tozed, tosed ///.a., f To'zing vbL sb.;

t To'zer, a comber or carder (of wool, etc).
1346 Tosed [see above]. £:i440 Promp. Parv. 497/a

Tosare, of wulle or other lyke, ca^/rz>. Tosynge, of wulle
or o]?er thyngys, carptura. 14. . Noble Bk. Cookry (1882)
103 Charge it with the tosed flesshe. 1563-87 Foxe /4. 4-

^.(1596)321/1 For euerie sacke of tosed wool.seuen marks.
1632 tr. Bruets Praxis Med. 22 I^jppe toosed Wooll
herein. 1648 Tozing(see c above]. 1725 Toasing [see above],

Toze (t^"2), ^'.^ Tin-mining. Also 9 toaa
ierron. toss), [Possibly the same word as prec

;

but connexion of sense is not certain.

ClTie spelling toss^ seems due to a bad etymological* guess
(see quot. 1839) which has passed into dictionaries.)]

trans. To separate tin ore from the gangue or
rough ore by stirring the slimes in a kieve, and
allowing the heavier particles to settle.

1758 Borlase Nat. Hist. Cornw. 180 The coffer is then
emptied the second time, the tin carried again to the keeve,
there tozed, skimmed, and packed. 1839 De la Beche Rep.
Geol. Comw.f etc. xv. 577 Another let tlie tin ore fall into it

[sc, the water] by degrees at the side of the keeve, where it

was tozed (tossed), or stirred by the other until the vat was
almost full. i88a Jago Corniv. Gloss.j Teas, or Toze, to
shake or toss the wet tin to and fro in a kieve or vat, with
water, to cleanse and dress it.

Hence To'ziDg vbl. j^.,the action of thus cleaning
the ore ; also in comb., as tozing-tub, the tub or

kieve in which tin ore is tozed. Also To'zer : see

quot. 1885 ;
(also a Cornish surname).

[1758 Borlase Nat. Hist. Cormv. 179 llie tin-ore is then
sifted in a sieve purposely constructed, and if it needs must
be sent to be huddled again, then returned to the keeve and
worked as before with a shovel, which they call tozing
the tin.l 17S9 J. Williams Min. Kingd. II. 210 They are
obliged to take another method to clean it, which is called
turloobing, or tozing. Ibid. 212 The tozing operation. 1839
Uke Diet. Arts 1244 The rough is washed in buddies, and
in tossing tubs. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech. 2603 2 Tossing,
or Tozing, the operation of agitating ore in a kieve; a tub
in which it is rotated in water by a stirrer on a vertical axis.

1885 Black's Guide to Cornw. (ed. 13) 54 Tozer, the man
who tozes, stirs, or washes the crop-tin.

Tozie, variant of TosY.

t Tozy (tJu'zi), a. Obs. [app. f. TozE z^.i 4--t.

But cf. TosY.] Soft like teased wool. Hence
f To'ziuess, softness.

X706 Phillips fed. Kersey), Tozy, soft like Wooll. 1717
Bailey vol. II, Tozyness, softness, like tozed Wooll,
absol, 1824 Scott St. RonaiCs xx, I can tell it [a shawl]

to be a real tozie. Ibid,, That tozie now will keep its colour
while there is a rag of it left.

tTphrowh, int. Obs. nonce-wd. An exclama-
tion to arrest or call attention : cf. PROO.
1575 GitJjim. Gurton \. ii. A iij, And chad not cr>'ed

tphrowh, hoore, sbead lept out of bis Lees.



TPHOT.

+ Tprot. Obs. An expression of contempt
13.. in Fci. Songs (Camden) 223 Tprot, Scot, for tbi strif

!

Hang lip thyn hachet ant thy knyf.

t Tprw^. Obs. Imitation of the sound of a horn.
C143P Pilgr. Ly/Maiihode 11. cxv. (1869) 118 Tprw tprw,

j sey, tprw tprw.

Tra, So. variant of Teay sb. Obs., affliction.

Traas, Traass, obs. AT. of Trace i^.i, Tkass.

II TrabaxolO. Also trabaogolo. [It. Iraba-

colo, -Oiiolo :—med.L. *trabaculum, f. L. trab-em

beam, timljer (cf. taberna(ulunt)i\ An Italian

ship of inediam size ; a small co.isting vessel.

1809 Capt. Hoste in Xaz'a/C/tron. XXII. 506 A convoy
of merchant trabaccolos. 181s Exantiner 12 Oct, 648/1
Twelve sail of the enemy's trabaccoloes. 1846 Raikks
Li/eSirJ,Bf-entan 360 Accompanied by ihrte trabacolos
for the purpose of landing the troops. [1866 H0WE1.1.S
Verut Life vii. Small coasting vessels {Irabaccoli sx Venice).]

Trabal (tni-bal, tra-bal), a. [ad. L. Irabal-is,

{. Irabs, Irabeni beam : see -AI,.] f a. Tertaining

toor of thenatureof a beam ; trabeal. Obs. rare~''.

b. Allot. Pertaining to the trabs cerebri or corpus
callosum of the brain.

1656 BL.OUNT Giosso^-t Trabal, of, or belonging to a
beamc : great or big hite a beame. 1889 Buck's liandbk.
Meti.Sc, V'lII. 517 yroi^o/. .would merely rec-ill the obso-
lete name for the callosum, t'obs terebri. 1899 Syd. Soc.
Lex.. Trabal, pertaining to the Tmbs : callosal,

11 Trabant (traba-nt). Now chiefly Hist. Also
7 trabanto, travant, 7-8 traband. [a. Ger.
trabant a life-guard, an armed attendant, a satellite

(also in Astron.), in It. trabante, V. traban. Boh.
drabanti; of Turkish (orig. Pers.) origin: see Dha-
B.vNT.] In some European countries, a life-guard,

an armed attendant, a satellite.

1617 MoHYsos Itin. in. 1S8 He (the Emperor] had one
hundred for his Gu.vd, (called I'rabantoes).. .Ten Haschcres
and twelue Trabantoes attended each day. a 1634 Chap-
•lA.N At^hcHSus III. Fivb, Six travants well atm'd. 1693
Land, Uaz. No, 2845/2 Thus they went through several
stately Rooms having the Trabands on each side of them.
Ijtetr. Busching'sSjtsl. Ctog. V. 317 The fifty halberdeers
and the fifty traljonds or horse-guards here bein^ rather insti-
tuted for the splendor of the court than the military estab-
lishment. 1904 Daily Chron. 15 Dec 1/7 It wasannounced
that the President [of the Hungarian Chamber].. would not
appear, and that the guard of * Trabants ' had been removed.

l|Trabea(tr<?i-Ua). Pi. -e3e(-«,f). Rom.Antiq.
[Latin trabca.] A toga ornamented with hori-
zontal purple stripes, worn as a state robe by kings,
consuls, and other men of rank in ancient Rome.
i«oo H0LI.A.S0 Livy 1. 30 Then came Servius abroad in

hU roiall robe, called Ttabta. ijoa .Aodjson Dial. Medals
iiL (1726) 160 Our modern Medals are full of Toga's and
Tunica's, Trabea's and Paludamentu:iis. a 1746 Holds-
worth Rem. Virgil (1763) 291 The Lituus and Trabea of
Romulus and the Ancilia were kept in the Sacratium of the
Salii. 184a W. Smith Did. C.r. 1^ Rem. Antiq. s.v. Toga,
Servius. mentions three kinds of irabeae ; one wholly of
purple, which was sacred to the gods, another of purple and
white, and another of purple and saffron which belonged to
augurs. The purple and white trabea was a royal robe.

Trabeal (tr^b/al), a. Arch. [irreg. f. L.
trab-em beam, instead of the regular form Tbabal.]
Of the nature of a horizontal beam, beam-like.
>86a SiK H. AcuANo in ,\tacm. Mag. V. 527 (Discr. Ox-

ford Muieum) Extending laterally. .arise two slender span-
ners to the liron] trabeal Ijeam before referred to as sus-
Uiniiix the rafters. t866 .Alheiixum iS .Aug. 214/2 Trabeal
form:, prevail.

Trabeate (tr^ib«>it), a. Arch, [irreg. (for

'trabatc), f. L. trab-s, trai-em beam + -atk =«, on
analogy of Tkabeatio.v, q. v. (L. trabeatus meant
' clad in the trabea '.)] = next.
1890 C. H, Moore Gothic Arckit. I 6 note. It is not until

we scrutinise the joints of masonry that the trabeate prin-
ciple of its construction is perccive'l. looj .^ thcxlum Apr.
441/3 The ordinary house [in Syrian architecture, 85 B. c to '

6j9 a. d.] was a purely trabeate building. . .Ihe construction
was in cut stone blocks laid without mortar ; but the arch
. . was gradually evolved.

Trabeated (tr^b;',<nttid), a. Anh. Also
trabiated. [f. asprcc. -l--Bul.] Constructe<i with
lieams

; having beams or long squared stones .ts

lintels and entablatures, instead of using the arch
;

covered with a beam or entablature, as a doorway.
Trabeated architecture is opposed to arcuated, arched,

ot vaulted. Trai'eated ceiling, a fiat ceiling sustained by
beams, by which it is divided into compartments, as dbtin-
gulshcd from a vaulted ceiling.

1843 ^Mt Eiig. f, A rch. 7mt. VI. 96/1 The happy union
of the arch and the trabeated ^ysteI>u. 1857 G. J. WIOLEV
Borronieos Inttr. Eccl. Build, v. 13 Ceiling . .(either vaulted

j

or trabiated^, according to the proportion of the edifice'.
1863 Sat. Rev. 2 1 Mar. 367/1 Strictly it was a propyUeum,
not an arch, fur the opening was trabeated,

Trabeation (tr^'b/Vi-Jsn), Arch. Also 6
trabiaciou. [irreg. for "trabation, f. L. trai-s,

\

trad em beam : see -ation.] f »• A member re-
|

sembling a horizontal beam ; an entablature. Obs.
\

b. Construction with horizontal beams or the like,
;

as opposed to arches or vaults ; trabeated structure. \

IS^ Shute Archil. Cj b, This pillor.. supported no other
..but his owne Trabiacions. X704 J. Harris Lex. Techii.
I, TrabtatioH, or A«M^/a/irrtf,. .comprehends the Archit-
rave, Krize, and Cornice. 1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 283 To
apply to an entire cornice, or even lo a whole ' trabeation ',

those curved forma which have hitherto been exclusively con-
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fined to mouldings and lesser details, a 1878 Sir G, G.
Scott Led. Archil, (1879) I. 19 Arcuation plastered over to
look like trabeation.

II Trabecnla (trabe-ki/Ha). Pi. -89 (-/-). Also
trabe'culum(-»m), pi. -a (-a) ; trabeoulus (-i's),

pi. -i (.-ai); and in anglicized forms trabecle
(trae'bek'l), tra-becule (-ki//l). [L. trabecnla,
trabicula^ dim. of trabs beam ; the forms in -urn
and 'US are mod.L. variants.] A structure in an
animal or plant resembling a small beam or bar.
sp€C. a. Anat. and Zool. Each of the plates of bony sub-

stance forming the cancellated tissue of a bone ; any slender
band of tissue extending like a cross-bar across a cavity, as
of the heart {.trabeculx carnex), or through the substance of
a soft organ, as the spleen or kidney; each of two cartila-
ginous bars {trabecuix cranii) in front of the pituitary body
in the embryo, which coalesce and develop into part of the
cranium ; each of the calcareous plates connecting the dor-
sal and ventral walls in echinoderms ; each of a pair of
appendages on the head in front of the antennse in certain
bird-lice.

_ b. Boi. A projection extending across the
cell-cavity in the ducts of sume plants, or across the cavity
of the sporangium in mosses and other cryptogams.
1866 Treas. Bot.y Trabecula (adj. Traieculate)^ a cross-

bar; as ill the teeth of many mosses. 1873 T. H. Green
iHtrod. Pathoi. (ed. 2) 137 This tissue, like Ixjne, is made up
of trabeculse and medullary spaces. 1874 CoUEs Bin/s
N. /K, 6ii Divided, .by a caitilaginous trabeculum, which

,
is thrown across from the posterior side to the anterior apex
of the base of the pyramid. 1875 Sir \V. Turner in Encycl.
Brit. I. 853/2 The interior of a bone.. is made up of thin
delicate plates or bars, or trabecles, which inteisect each
other at various angles, and form . . the spongy or cancellated
tissue. 187s Bknnett & Dyer Sacfis' Bot, 11. iv. 413 Both
kinds of sporangia [in Isoetes] are imperfectly segmented
by threads of tissue {Trabecuiae) which cross from the ven-
tral to the dorsal side. 1890 Billings Med. Dict.y Trabe-
cnla cinereay soft commissure of the brain.

I
Hence Trabe'ctUar a., pertaining to or of the

nature of a trabecula ; composed of or furnished
with trabeculae ; Trabe colarlsm^ trabecular con-
dition, trabeculation ; Trabe'culato, -ated adjs.y

furnished with or having trabecula' ; Trabeoula*-
tlon, formation of trabeculae, trabeculated con-
dition.

i8u-34 GiHftfs Stmfy Med, (ed. 4) HI. 164 A cystic form
[of cataract] without pus,.. a siliquose and a ^trabecular.
tt47;-9 fodd'i Cycl. Anat, IV. 773/1 The uabecular tissue
consists of.. cylindiical fibres. xS^i Cent, Diet., *Trab€cu-
laritm, in atuit., a coarse reticulation, or cross-barred con-
dition, of any tissue. x866 "Trabeculate (see TkabeculaJ.
1876 tr. Wagner's (Sen. /'at/tot. (ed. 6j 359 They.. unite by
opposite proccusea into networks, form 'trabeculated mem-
branes. 1898 AiiifMtt's Syst. Med, V. 182 Cavities.. tra-

versed by tough septa and bridles . . are . . described a^
trabeculated. 1900 Lancet 5 May 1275/2 'Trabeculation .

of the bladder. 1904 JmL R. Microsc. Soc. Dec, 636.
'

tTraboocaat, a. Obs. rare, [ad. It. traboc-

canUy pres, pple. of traboccare to overilow, supei-
nbound.] Superabundant, excesMve; prtiwndcrant.
1651 HoAELL I'enice 208 The jiower of one might not so

out-poize and be trabocant that the rest shold be in danger
to be blown up. 1654 — Parthenoi. Pref. A j b, One could
hardly discern which Scale would be traboccant and over-
p<_)i>ing.

Trabuch (trAbu-k). Obs. or arch. Also 7

trabucche, trabuck. [a. OK. trabttc (Sp. irabuco)
,

f. /ra-, trh- (:—L. trans-, expressing displacement)
|

-f OK buc trunk (of the body), bulk, a. WGer.
b^hy Ger. bauch belly.] A mediaeval engine of i

war for throwing great stones against walls, etc.

:

cf. TBBBt'CHET.
1610 Holland Ctxmden's Brit. 1. 400 Of these Maugonells,

Patraries, Trabucks..by which.. tliey discharged volics of
mighty huge stones., much might heere be said. 16x4 Cam-
DKM Rem. 338 Our nation bad the practise of most of these,

and moreouer of Mangonels, Trabucches, and BricoUes,
wherewith they vsed to cast mil-stones. 1890 Dovle White
Coittpany xv, The Norman hath a mangonel or a trabuch
upon the forecastle.

Trabuschette, obs. form of Tbebucuet.

II Tracas (traka\ Obs. [Kr., f. tracasser : see

next.] Hustle, hurry, fuss; embarrassment.
[16x1 CoTGR., Tracas, much trotting, or hurrying vp and

downe ; hence also, toyle, trouble, turnioile.] 1656 Bi.olnt-
Gt0t*ogr. [from Cotgr.}, Tracas^ or Tracasserie. 1673 ^•
Walkkk Educ. iv. 35 He then desired of the Kmperur lu be
dt5mi:>sed into his own Countrey, where he might dye in

<iuiet out of the tracas and noise of the World. I

II Tracasserie (trakas^rr). [Fr., f. tracasstr

to bustle, worry oneself: see -eby.J A stale of

disturbance or annoyance ; a turmoil, bother, fuss;

an embroilment, petty quarrel. (Chiefly in//.)

X656 [see prec.]. X658 Phillips, Tracasserie (French),

a oeedlesse hurrying, or restlcsse travelling up and down.
1715 in P. M. Thornton Stuart Dynasty (1890) App. i. 353,
I am of your opinion that to avoid tracassaries one should

let the different correspondences take their course. i8xa

ScaiT Let. to Miss % Baillie 17 Jan., in Lockhart^ A won-
derful nun.. acquainted with all the intrigues and tracas-

series of the cabinets. X833 T. Hook Parsons Dau. 1. vii,

Adept as she was in all the tracasseries of flirtation. 1879
Mrs. Lvnn Linton in Li/e xvi. (1901) 219 Life seems to me
empty of all but tracasseries.

Trace (tr^s), sb.^ Forms : 3- trace ; also 4-5
traa, 4-7 trase, (4 traze, Sc. trass, traiss, 4-5
trays, 6V. traise, 5 traas, trayse, (trasche), 6

Sc. trais). [a. F. trace (lath c. in Godef.) = Pr.

trassa. It. traccia (Sp. traza draught, first sketch),

vbl. sb. f. OF. trader^ F. tracer : see TuACB v,^\
\

TEACE.

I

fl. The way or path which anything takes;
:

course, road ; esp. in to take oms trace, to make
!

one's way, take one's course, proceed. Obs.
a 1300 [see b] 13. . K.Alis. 7759 (Bodl. MS.) Alisaunder

«L.andace loChauinbertokenhertrace. X3.. E.E.Allit.P.
A. 1112 To-wardc l^e J)ro[ie >ay trone a tras. cxa^s Cast.
Perst-v. 1923 in Macro Plays 131 Haue don, felaus ! & take
?oure trasche. c 1440 Promp.rajT\ 498/2 Trace, ofawey over
a felde, trames. c X450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3394 To fame
agayne he takes hi? trace, c X470 Henryson Mor. Fab. ix.
{ Wol/i^Fox)xs\, /ill the trace he [the Cadger] trippit on his
lais. XS30 Palsgr. 282/2 Trace, a streyght way, ^rotrf. 1596
Spenser jP.^. vi. 1. 6 Now I begin To tread an endlesse
trace, withouten guyde. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst, i.
v. § 25. 684 *l"he striate particles finding no fit pores or traces
for their passage through it. X768 Sthrne Sent. Journ,
(1778) L 69, I wanted the traces through which my wishes
might find their way to her.

t b. Jig, A course of action or conduct ; way of
proceeding ;

' path ', * way ',
' road

'
; esp. in phrases

to /o//o7Vj take, trecid the trace. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor I\f. 2552S Until us pat al to mikel has ben vn-

buxs^Vnto H suet trace [/'Vi/r/; for to folow}>i trace], f 1375
Cato's Mor. 374 ibid. p. i674(Fairf MS.) Code grante vs grace
'lo folow catouns trace In his teyching. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxv\.{Nycholas)^zV^^ hebe-gane to godseke,&held
furth ay in jjat trace, c X430 Hymns I'irg. 35, Y took to ^e
world,& wente from [?ee, Y folewide [>e feend al in his traas.
c 1586 C'thss Pembroke Ps, cxix. D.iii, From the lyers trace,
From falshoods wreathed way, O save me, Lord. 1631 Wee-
VER Anc. Fun, Mon. 67 I'he rest of the NobiUtie .. trode
also the same trace. x65a

J.
Wright tr. Camus' Nat.

Paradox viii. 163 To reduce him into the trace of his Duty
and Reason, a X7X6 South Serm. (1823) III. 252 God, by a
secret, unobserved trace of his providence, may cast men
under a. .seducing ministry,

t 2. A line, file, or train of person?. Obs.
CX385 Chaucer L. G. JK Prol. 285, 1 saugh comyng of

ladyes Nientene. .And after hem coome of wymen swich a
traas. 1598 Bakret Tkeor. Warres iv. i, 102 The Sergeant
Maiors. .haue conducted these Regiments very disorderly,
makiiig a long trace, file, or lyne (as it were) of them,

+ 3. A series of steps in dancing ; a measure ; a
dance. Obs^
CX450 Mankind VL 531 in Macro Plays 20, I xall make

hym to dawnce a-noJ>er trace ! c 1460 Sir R. Ros Belle
Dame 190 Whan he thought lyme to dauiice with her a trace.
x5oo-ao DuNBAK Poems Ixxxi. 26 Thane com the ladyis,
danceing in ane trace. 1519 Interl. Four Elements (Percy
Soc.) 48 Folow all ! I wyll lede a trace. XS77 [see TuAaNQ
vbl.sb.'7l

^

+ 4. //, The series or line of footprints left by an
animal ; hence in sing, a footprint. Obs.
X3.. Guy Wtirrv. (A.) 4732 Of hors traces by \>er ?eye»

fX3^4 Chavcer BoetA. v. Met. v. 133 (Camb. MS,) Other
bestis gladen hemself lo diggen hir traas or hir steppis in
the Erthe with hir goyngz or with hir feet. 1484 Caxton
Fables ofAisof iv. xii, We knowe wel by thy traces that
all the becstes whiche haue entryd in to thy hows came not
oute ageyne. XS5> Huloet, 'I'race or steppe, vestigium,

'575 'I'uRBEKV. Vencrie 114 In Heasts of pray and rauine
as Heare and Dore &c. they are called traces. 1616 Sukfl.
*s: Markh. Country Farme 694 There is more regard to
i>ee taken vnto her traces : for the print of the hares foot is

sharpe, and fashioned like vnto the point of a knife. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trace (among Hunters)^ the Foot-
print of wild Beasts.

fig. x6xo Crt,
<K- Times Jas. I (1849I I. 114 One who hath

left so good traces and steps wherein to walk.

tb. pi. loosely. Footsteps. Obs.
X613 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv. 294 Till at the last..

Ye bend your traces up some shady hill.

6. The track made by the passage of any j>erson or

thing, whether beaten by feet or indicated in any
other way: = Tkack sb. i. On one's tracers, in

pursuit of one ; to keep trace of, to follow the

movements of, keep sight of in going.

1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 553 In his traiss l>e hund he set.

Ibtd. 583 pehund. . ay followitj>ekyngis trass. c\^2S>Anturs
o/Arth. V, The king blowe rechas, And folowed fast on |>e

tras. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon ix. 238 Men niyghte
well folow hym bi the trase, by cause of the blode that cam
out of his body. 1556 W. Tvmmes in Foxe A. <5- M. (1583)

3143/1 A bheepe (=-shipJ that passeth ouer the w.iues..,

when it is gone by, the trace thereof cannot be found. 1810

Scott La^ly 0/L. 1. vii, Two dogs of black Saint Hubert's
breed ..Fast on his [the st.igs] flying trac^ came. 1887
BowEN ACneid 11. 528 On his traces aflame with murderous
stroke, Pyrrhus—behind -the pursuer !

b. Spec. A beaten path through a wild or un-

enclosed region, made by the passage of men or

beasts ; a track, a trail. 6^.^.

1807 Wilkinson in Pike Sources Mississ. 11. (1810) App.
24 We.. took the large Spanish trace for the Arkansaw
river. 1808 PiKR Sources Mississ. 11. (1810) 134 We inarchetl,

leaving the Osage trace, which we had hitherto followed.

X817 J. Bkaduurv Trav. Amcr. 65 We.. soon fell in with
tlie trace from the Malia village to the monument. 1837
R. M. Bird Nick 0/ the Woods xxiv. IL 247 Leaving the

broad bufl^alo-trace oy which he descended the banks. 1904
W, Churchill Crossing \\\^ They were going ahead up the

trace towards his mother's.

c. Jn the West Indies, A grass drive, a lane.

X87X KiNGSLEY .(4//-(w/ vii, The heat of a cane-field trace

is utterly stifling. Ibid, xiii, A grass drive, as we should
call it in England—a 'trace', as it is called in the West
Indies—some sixty feet in width.

6. pi. Vestiges or marks remaining and indicating

the former presence, existence, or action of some-
thing; sing, a vestige, an indication.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) vi. 71 Sche mylked hem on the

rede stones of marble ; so l>at the traces may ^it be scne in

the stQues alle whyte. 18x4 Mks. J. West Alicia de Lacy
27-3
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III. 2 No trace of inhabitation but the fortified castle or the

sacred monastery. 1816 Scott Anti</.\v, My niece..saw
the traces of the ditch at once. 1865 Lubbock PreA. Times
ii. 20 At the end of the coffin were found traces of leather,

doubtless the remains of boots. Mod. Of the fortifications

no trace now remains.

b. A mark or impression left on the face, the

mind, etc.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias m. v. p 12 My brain full of joyous
traces. 1844 A. B. Wblby Poems (1867) 45 Where beauty
left so soft a trace. 1848 Lytton Harold i. i, It was on
that forehead that time had set its trace.

C, An indication of the presence of a minute

amount of some constituent in a compound ; a

quantity so minute as to be inferred but not actually

measured ; esp. in Chem. ; transf. a very little.

1837 Faraday CAcw/. Manip. iv. (1842) 90 It burns away
completely in a blast-furnace, leaving scarcely a trace of slag.

1838 '1'. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 578 Traces of oxalic

acid can be detected. 1859 R. Hunt Guide Mus. Pract.

Geol.{ed.2) 209 Its composition is: Gold 48-67, Silver 51-33,

Copper, a trace. 1875 Darwin Itisectiv. PL xvi. 375 The
distance was a trace less. 1876 Gladstone in Contemp.
Rev. June 22 Like a chemist who, in a testing analysis,.

.

if he finds something behind so minute as to refuse any
quantitative estimate, calls it by the name of ' trace '.

7. fig. A non-material indication or evidence of

the presence or existence of something, or of a

former event or condition ; a sign, mark.
1656 Cowley Find. Odes i. iii, With Oblivions silent

stroke deface Of foregone Ills the very trace, 1696WHISTON
Th. Earth 11. (1722) 186 There are Traces. .of a Tradition

that a Comet did appear at the very Beginning of the

Deluge. 17x0 Pope Windsor For. 372 The shady empire
shall retain no trace Of war or blood, but in the sylvan

chase. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II. 661 In countries

where all trace of the limited monarchy of the middle ages

had long been effaced. 1850 McCosH Viv. Govt. i. ii. (1874)

36 We discover everywhere in this world traces of design

and wisdom. 1909 H, M. Gwatkin Earlj/ Ck.Hist. x\, 188

Theie is no trace of any veneration of pictures or images
before the fourth century.

8. A line or figure drawn ; a tracing, drawing,

or sketch of an object or of a piece of work ; the

traced record of a self-recording instrument; in

Fortif. the groimd-plan of a work. (In quot. 1861

app. a tracing-instniment.)

1744 Akenside Pleas. Imagination in. 362 Not the

sculptur'd gold More faithful keeps the graver's lively

trace. x86i Smiles Engineers II. 76 Picked out from the

heap were also found his drill,., his trace, his T square, .

.

and his engraving tools. 1879 Cassell's Teckn. Educ, \. 21

The trace of a work is the plan of its guiding or magistral

line. 1893 Col. Maurice m United Service Mag. Julyi^3o

He made out both a trace of the work including the interior

retrenchment and an exact profile of the ditched parapet
1898 AllbutVs Syst. Med. V. 847 The respiration is an im-

portant factor in the blood-pressure, and in the run of the

circulation is apparent to everyone who has watched the

traces of the kymograph. 1809 Baldock Cromwell 293 The
rampart . . was strong and high, and of regular trace.

9. Geom. a. The track described by a moving
point, line, or surface, b. The intersection of a

line or surface with a surface ; spec, the intersection

of a plane with one of the co-ordinate planes, or

with one of the pUmes of projection, c. The pro-

jection' of a line upon a surface {^Funk's Stand.

Did. 1895).
1834-47 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. (1851) 287 Let AB,

Fig. 71, be the horizontal trace of a vertical plane. 1840

Laronbr Geom. \. xx The notion of a mathematical surface

may be formed by imagining a mathematical line to move
in any manner in space, leaving behind it, as it moves, a
trace or track. This trace or track will be a mathematical

surface. 1867 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § in \Vhen

a body rolls and spins on another body, the trace of either

on the other is tlie curved or straight line along which it is

successively touched.

+ 10. Her. = Tract ^^.3 6 (a), Tressure. Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Allans, Her. e vij, He berith golde a dowble
trace florishyt contrari and a Lyon rampyng of gowles.

Ibid,^ He berith golde a trace triplatit of Siluer.

Trace (tr^'s), sb."^ Forms: see below. [ME.
trays^ a. OF. traiz^ trais^ pi. of trait (12th c. in

Littr^) action of drawing, rope or leather strap by

which a draught-beast is harnessed ; = It. iraito,

L. tractus draught (z^-stem), f. trahire to draw.

In Eng. written also trayse, trayce^ trace, and

treated as collect, pi. and at length {c 1400) as a

sing, with a new pi. trasys, traces : of. Truce.]

+ 1. as //. The pair of ropes, chains, or (now
usually) leather straps by which the collar of a

draught-animal is connected with the splinter-bar

or swingletree. Obs.
Usually collective like tongs, scissors, shears, pincers^fXc. ;

but sometimes a numerical pi., as in quots. 1458, 1481.

4-5 trais, trays, s trayse, treyso, trayce, 5-S

trace, 6 treas, 7 tress, traise, traits, 9 dial.

traice.
13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1327 He let him drawe out of the

pit.. With trais an two stronge hors. cx-^o Norn. Gall.-

Angl. 884 Esteles, trays et valuere [glossed] Hamys, trays,

taylerope. c 1365-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 568 Pro
ij paribi's de Trays et ij cartrapes ; in trays, cartrapes,

capistris, et reynes, xviijs. c:i386 Chaucer A'«/.'j T. 1283

With foure white boles in the trays. 1412-90 Lydg. Chron.
Troy 1. 220J Ry^t as an hors out of (>e traise at large. 1458
Nottingfiam Rec. II. 368 For treyse and oder ropes. 1480

Wardr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 123 For v pair trays gar-

nysshL 1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 150 Paid
to lohn Wygge, Ropper, for iij. thrays ij.s. ix.d. 1557
Lane. ^ Chesh. iVills (1884) 61, liij payre of treas. c 1611

Chapman Iliad xxin. 412 His reins lost, or seat, or with
the tress His chariot fail'd him, 1616 Subfl. & Mabkh.
Country Farme 16 Collars, Cart-saddles, Traits, thicke

clothes, and other furniture for Horses. Ibid. 123 Be care-

full that their traise, cart-saddles, collars, bridles, or other

parts of their geares, and harncsse, be not loroe. i/aS Pope
Odyss. IV. 861 Twelve young mules, a strong laborious race,

New to the plough, unpraclib'd in the trace. 1807 A. Young
Agric. Essex I. 107, 5 pair of plough chain traice.

2. Zis sing. Each of the individual ropes or leather

straps mentioned above; in//. ^ sense i.

a. sing. 5 trays, -e, trayce, trahys, 7 traise,

tress, 9 traice, 6- trace.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 566/26 Attractorium, a trayne,

sed melius^ a trays. Ibid. 617/7 Tractorium, a trays, c 1440
Promp. Pam. 499/1 Trayce, horsys ha(r)neys, tenda. c 1475
Pict. Voc. inWr.-Wulcker8ii/33 Hoc retinaeulum, a trayse.

1570 Levins Manip. 6/44 A Trace for drawing, traha, x.

1794 W. Felton Carriages (lEoi) II. x. 134 A square, bent

ring is sewed in the end [of each trace], which, with the

trace, forms a loop to hitch round the splintcr-bar rolls.

^, pi. 5 tracez, traices, 5-0 trasys, -is, 6

trasseis, 6-7 tresses, 6- traces.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 397, iiij trasys ij try-

syns rapis. 1405-6 Ibid. 400 Rec. pro lez tracez del char.

1493^ Naval Ace Ifen. VII (1896J 95, iij chestes, Anfeld . .j,

Traices ..cx.\ pair. 1523 Fitzitebb. Ilusb. § 5 If he go with a
hors ploughe, than muste he haue . . his bombers or coUers,

holmes wnyted, tresses, swyngletrees, and togwith. 15*9
Act 21 Hen. VIII, c. 12 § 1 Thereof make Cables, Ropes,
Halsers, Traces, Halters, and other Tackle. 1560 in Rich-
mond Wills (Surtees) 218, \\ pair trasis with girthes, 1577
B. GoOGE HeresbacKs Hush. 11 The smaller sort be these.

.

Traces. is8a Shuttlevjorths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 6 A pare

of trasseis vj'^. 1607 J. Carpenter Plaine Mans Plough 192

Thirdly, the foure Traces or Tresses. 1718 Pope ///at/ v. 398
His panting steeds. .He fix'd with straiten 'd traces to the car.

176a Wesley ynii. 30 Mar,, The horses pulled till the traces

broke, 1841 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Li/e (1870) III,

viii, 117 About four miles from home one of the traces came
undone.

3. fig. (from I and 2), esp. in phrases ; cf. Collau
sb. 8. t Out of trace, out of projxir connexion,

out of order. Into the traces^ into regular work.

To kick over the traces : see Kick z/.l i c.

c 1518 Skelton Magnyf 914 All is out of harre And out of

trace. 18x4 W, Irving T. Trav. I. 203 He was too fond of

my genius to force it into the traces. 1843 Lytton Last
Bar. I. iii. Cut thy trace from the cloister, and take thy road
to the shop.

4. t a. (?) The tug or end-piece of a bell-rope.

Obs. b. Angling. A length of gimp or gut of

varying fineness attached to the end of the reel

line. C. Organ-building. In the draw-stop action,

a rod which connects the draw-stop rod with the

trundle, or the trundle with the lever moving the

slider ; also called trace-rod. d. Bot. The fibro-

vascnlar tissue of a stem, of which the leaf-trace is

a continuation.
a. 1663 in Arckxol. Mliana XVII, 126 For two traces

for y« bcllroops f>d. b. 1839 [see Minnow 3]. 1867 F.

Francis /I «^//«^ iv. (1880) 105 A tackle called a trace is

used. 1883 Fisheries Exkib. Catal. 56 Flights and Traces,

Floats for various kinds of fishing. C. 185a %v.\Tiv.\. Organ
59 The upper end of the roller . . is coimected . . with the end
of a short pole called the trace. 1876-98 Stainer & Barrett
Diet. Mus. Terms s. v. Organ, When the stop is pulled out,

the arms aa draw the trace b from right to IcfL 1881 C. A.

Edwards Organs go Another arm communicates with the

trace by means of a mortise and pin. d. 1875, 1877 (see

leaf-trace. Leaf sb. 17]. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary''s

Phaner. 239 The median bundle of the trace.. as it reaches

the four bundles of the leaf-trace of tlie second node curves

to one side, and unites with the lateral bundle of the next

lower trace. Ibid. 257 Each leaf has three bundles of the

trace, one median and two lateral.

5. attrib. and Comb. : trace-beaten a., (of a

horse) marked by the beating or friction of the

traces ; trace-block, the splinter-bar or draught-

bar ; formerly called the fore-block or fore-bar
\

trace-boy, a trace-horse boy ; trace-buckle, a

large buckle by wliicli the trace is attached to the

tug (Knight, 1877); trace-bundle, .5£?/. : cf. 4d
above ; trace-chain, {a) a trace of chain, a chain

trace ; ^ {b) k long chain by which a team is yoked

to the plough ; = Team sb. 9 ; trace-fastener,

one of a pair of hooks or catches by which the

traces are hitched to the draught-bar (Knight,

1877) ; trace-galled a., (of a horse) galled by the

friction of the traces ; trace-harness, harness of

trace-horses; trace-high adv., to the level of the

traces ; trace-hook, one of the hooks on the

draught-bar for attaching the traces (Knight, 1877)

;

trace-horse, a hoise which draws in traces, as

distinct from a shaft-horse ; attrib. trace-horse

boy, a boy in charge of a trace-horse ; trace-iron,

one of the upright iron studs round which the

traces are looped ; trace-loop = trace-ring', trace-

mate : see quot. ; trace-ring, an iron ring fastened

to the end of the trace, by which it is attached to

the trace hook; trace-rod {Organ) = 4c; trace-

rope, a trace made of rope; trace-tug, a strap sup-

porting the trace ; f trace-wheel = Pulley sb.^ 2.

1687 Lon<l. Gaz. No. 2287/8 Stolen. ., a bi own Mare above

14 hands,. .*Traise-beatenonherRilis. fjvj Ibid. No. 4255/4
A brown Gelding.., trace-l>eaien, most on the further Side,

1900 Daily News 12 Nov. 3/4 'I'he firemen . .having attached
drag ropes to the *trace blocks, proceeded to drag the
carriage to Government House. 1897 Ibid. 31 Mar. 7/1
Daily wages, .for *trace.boys 2f . td. 1884 Bower& Scott
De Bary's Phaner. 293 The rapid longitudinal divisions of
the bundle-ring always begin, .in a young internode, in the
position of the single, or of the median *trace bundle going to
the next leaf above. 1844 Stlphi-ns Bk. Farm I. 618 The
horse is yoked to the swing-trees by light chains, called
*trace-chains. 1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 398/1 The jangling
of trace-chains in the quiet, darkening air, as the workmen
return from the fields to the barn. 1673 Lond. Gaz.
No. 783/4 One Iron Grey Nag. .a little *trace Galled.

1885 Wellington Weekly News 15 Oct, (E. D. D.) Nine
sets of breeching and *trace harness. 1899 Somerville &
Ross hish R.Jil. ix, Horses that ranged from the cart mare,
clipped *trace hi^h, to shaggy and leggy three-year-olds.

1844 Stei'HEns Bk. Farm III. 1087 In Forfarshire the
*(race-horse is harnessed in a different manner. 1907
Nation ig Oct. 79/1 Awaiting the chance of a trace-horse
to give our caravan a pull. 190a Daily Chron. i July 6/1
One of the horses attached to the fire eiigine was cau^^bt by
the *trace-iron on the off side of the cattle-float. 1880 L.
Wallace Ben-l/ur 208 They termed the two [horses] next

,
the pole yoke-steeds, and those on the right and left outside

i
*trace-mates. 1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) II. x. g 2.

I
144 The •Trace-Rings are iron square loops sewed in the
ends of the traces, a part of which they receive, and loops
round the splinter-bar. 1880 E. J. Hoi'kins in Grove Diet.
Mus. (1880) II. 606/1 A *trace-rod, which spans the distance

from the trundle to the end of the soundboard. . . The trundle
partly revolves and moves the trace-rod. 1900 Daily News
24 Feb. 6/3 The struggling, terrified horses inextricably
mixed the *trace ropes, and the position looked serious.

1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) II. x. g i. 135 The "trace-

tugs are loops for the trace to run through and hang by. 1519
HoRMAN Vulg. 241 b. There must be made a *trace wbele
[iympanum'\ to wynd vp stone.

Trace (tr^s), sb.^ Obs. or dial. Forms: 4 trace,

5 //. trasses, 6 Sc trase, trais, traiss, 6 {Sc.) 7-

dial. trace. [Possibly an altered form of Tress sb.j

with which this largely coincides in sense ; but no
; explanation of the alteration of form presents

itself. See also the cognate Tkace v.'^

(The different senses are cited from widely separate

localities, so that they can scarcely be considered as a verbal

unity, except in their apparent relation to Tress.)]

1 1. A tress or plait of hair; = Trbss sb. 1.

(j. w. Eng.) Obs. (but cf. Trace v.^).

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5882 WyJ? e^ene graye, and browes
, bent, And5ealwe traces, & fayre y-trenl. a 1400 TrcuiseCs
I Higden (Rolls) VIII. vii. 63 pe jelew heere of J>e womman

trasses \MS. y. 5eIou tresses ; Higden trica comx mulieris

fiava\ was i-founde hoole and sounde.

! t2. A flat plait or braid of gold or silver thread,
' or other material, for trimming a robe, etc. Sc. Obs.

j
1539 Inv. Roy. Wardr. (1815) 32 Item, ane nycht gowne of

gray dammes with ane waiting trais of gold. Ibid. 35.

[/Af'rf.p. 42 has ^'rw of silver; 82 /rtj ofgold.] x^^-^AccLd.
High Treas. Scot. VIII. 181 For xx tracis of gold to the

cote, weyand thre unce..vli. ij s. 15^ Ibid. IX. 149,

XXX einis of trasis to eik ane goun of hirris [-hers] of blak

welwote. ..Item, thre elnis blak welwoie to eik this goun.

1549 Ibid. 334 Tua unce and ane quarter unce Parice silk

I to sew the pasmentis and traiss of the said coit.

I

3. A string of ears of Indian corn plaited together

so as to be hung up. (A^. America})

I

1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 1066 After 'tis gather'd, it [maize]

I

must, except laid very thin, be presently stripped /rum the

I Husks. The common way (which they call Tracing) is to

j

weave the Ears together in long Traces by some parts of

!
the Husk left thereon. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v.

Tracing, These traces of [Iiidian] corn they hang up within

doors,.,and they will, .keep good the whole winter.

j
b. A ' rope ' or string of onions, dial.

1891 Hartland {Devon) Gloss., Tra^e, a rope of onions.

(Cf. Trecces di cepis in same sense, in Tabularia Porius

i
Ti-f^V (Du Cange).] (Cf also Race j^. < 9 b.)

Trace (tr^'s), z'.l Forms ; 4 trais(e, 4-7 traae,

\
4- trace. [ME. trace-n, a. OF. trader^ 12th c.

{trasser, traser^ traicier, etc.), F. trace-r = Sp.

trazar, It. trcuciare to follow by foot, to trace,

' indicating a pop.L. or Com. Romanic *tractidre,

f. L. tractus a drawing, dragging, trailing, crawl-

ing ; a train, track, course. The primary meaning

of the verb was app. * to proceed in a line, course,

or track '. The early sense-development in OF. and

ME. is not very clear, and some of the senses attach

' themselves immediately to Trace sb.'^ in its sense

of *mark left by anything moving, footprint*,

itself a derivative of the vb. in its earlier senses.]

I. 1 1. intr. To take one's course, make one's

way ; to proceed, pass, go, travel, tread. Also fig.
I c 1400 Rom. Rose 6745 Vit may he go his breed begging ;

Fro dore to dore he may go trace. Til he the remenaunt may
purchace. ?ai4oo Morte Arth. 16^-9 Traise to-warde

Troys l?e tresone to wyrke. 1503 Hawes Examp. Virt.

X. viii, No man by yonde this marke may trace. 1513

Douglas Mneis vni. v. 5 The prestis..Gan trasing furth.

a 1518 Skelton Magnyf. 692 As good to be occupyed as vp

and downe to trace And do nothynge. 1598 Mucedorus iv.

iii. 52 The wood lanes, .strawed With violets, cowslips, and
swete marigolds For thee to tiampel and to trace vpon.

1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1S78J 23 Induce them ..

to trace jn the wholsome path that leadeth to the house of

honour, a x688 Villikbs (Dk. Buckhm.) Restoration Wks.

(1775) 104 1*"^11 off again, . .and every man trace to his house

again. 1793 Minstrel II. r26 The forest, which she did

not chuse to enter, but traced along its edge.



TRACE.

+ 2, infr. To pace or step in dancing; to tread

a measure ; to dance. Also trans. {rar£). Obs,
ci4a5LYDa Dance ofMacabre in Bocltas, eic. (1554) 220 b,

Death I may not flee. On this dauitce with other for to trace,

1445 in Angiia XXVIII. 273 Orpheus harpe which trees

made trace. 1509 Barclay Shyfi 0/Folys (1874) II. 290 To
hunt to chace : to dauiice : to tra-je : what one is he 'Ihat
beryth face. 160a Hevwood Woman Killed Wks. 18^4 II,

96 Come, Nick, take you loone Miniuer to trace withall.

i6j^ Damrer Ktfy. (172^)1. 541 They traced loo and fro pro-
miscuously, often clapping their Hands and singing aloud.
1808 Scott Marrn. v. vii, The king loved well The merry
dance, traced fast and light.

t 3. tratiu To pass along or over, tread (a path,

way, street, etc.). K\sofig. Obs.
c 1381 CHAtctR Pari. FouUss^ Oure present worflldislyuys

space N>'s but a maner deth what weye we trace. 1580
Sidney /'j.vin. viii, The fish,. .And what thing eU of waters
traceth The unworn paths. i6ai J. Rf.v.molds Gjits Rev.
€i£st. Murder i. L 5 Tracing the street in a neate perfumed
boote with ian>;ling spurres. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iil xii.

343 The passage ., commonly called the dolorous way,.,
traced with the blessed feet of our Saviour. 1794 Blakk
Songs Exper.^ Lit. Girl Found 8 Arm in arm seven days
They traced the desert ways. fig. 1508 Fisher yPenit. Ps,
Prol., Wks. (E. E,T. S.) I. 2 That al tho personcs that
ententyfely rede or here them may be styred the better to
trace the way of eternall salvacion.

t4. Irafts. To travel or range over; to go or
pass about, around, or through; to tread, traverse.
1430-40 Lydg. Bocias vi. iv. (Bodl. MS. 263) If. 314/2 Fond

no loggyng, tracing the contres Saue in kauernys, & in
holwe trees. 1577 ^"^^ge Golden Aphrod. G j b, My barte
it dothe bothe skippe and ioye to see hir trace the grounde.
1594 Marlowe & Naske Dido u i, But hapless I .. Do
trace these Lybian descrb*, all despis'd. 1538 Hakluvt
yoy. \. 235 We sayled . . with diucrs other courses traucrsing
and tracing the seas, by reason of sundry and manifolde con-
trary wimies. 163a Lithcow /Vof. ix. 412, I traced the
fertile soyles of Cariniia. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. i, 306 He
soon arrived, he traced the village green.

II. 5. To follow the footprints or traces of;

esp. to track by the footprints; also with the
traces as object ; hence, to pursue, to dog.
c 1440 Pailad. on Husb. Tab. 39 Been forto trace vnlo

their d*ellyng. 1530 Palsor. 760/2 it is forbyddcn to trace
hares in snowc tyme. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Owen Glendour
xxxi, So traste they me among the mountaynes wide. 1605
Shaks. Macb. iv. u 153 His Wife, his Babes, and all vnfor-
tunate Sou les That trace him in his Line. x63a Lithcow
Trav. \. 17 Still left vntold, something there must be scene
For them, who trace our fecte, with Argus eyne. 1677 W.
Hubbard NarratiTc (1865) 11. 124 By the help of the Snow
that fell about that Time, (they] were traced till they were
overtaken. 1841 Elphimstone Hist, India I. 123 Bound to
find out the possessor of any stolen property within the
township, or to trace him till he has passed the boundary.
«»6C. E. PascoeLomhn o/Today xxl (ed . 3) 207We might
have traced Thackeray through his wanderings from street to
street. Mod. Note the number of the posuu order, so that
it may be traced if lost.

b. fig. To follow, pursue (instructions, example,
etc.).

1649 BuTHB Eng. tmprov, tmpr. (16^3) 100 Observe my
Method, and strictly trace my Instructions. 1745 Transl.
A Pitrapkr. Sc Ck, UL i, You who the Name of Jesus bear,
His holy Footsteps trace.

6. fig. To follow the coarse, development, or
history of. Also with the course, etc. as object.
x6s4 Bramhall Just Vind. v. (1661) 90 If we trace on this

argument a little further, to search out how the Bishop of
Rome coioes to be Saint Peters heirc. 1739 Hutler Serm,
Wks. 1874 II. 168 The common virtues, and tlie common
vices of mankind, may be traced up to benevolence, or the
want of it 1766 BlackstomkC^mtm. II.xiv.236Thc tracing
the inheritance back through the male line of ancestors.
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 503 No libel on the govern-
mcnt had ever been traced to a Quaker. 1887 H'estm. Rev.
June 309 We have traced the hisKwy of Lower Canadadown
to the year 1839.

b. in/r. for fass. To trace its origin or history

;

to go boii in time, to dale ba^Jt.

x886 Field 4 Sept 346/1 The Belvoir Senator and the
Brocklcsby Harbinger traced directly to the Fitzwilli.im.

1889 Jacobs & Lamc ^sep's Faciei 5^ The earliest form *

..cannot trace back earlier than the third.. century. 1907
Daiip Ckron. 9 Sept. 3/3 The scare of invasion traces to
the Armada of 158?.

7. trans. To make out and follow (with the
eye or mind) the course or line of; to ascertain (the

!

course or line of something).
1703 Mauhdrell Joum. yerus., Euphrates, etc. (1712) a

Its Walls, whicli may be traced all round. 1770 Mtrror .

No. 9 P 3, I . .amused myself with tracing in the daughters,
those features which, in tlic mothers and grandmothers, had

,

charmed me so often. 1818 in Tuckey Narr. Exped. R. 1

Zaire Introd. 8 The stream of this mysterious river (the
NigcrJ beinjij now traced with certainty from west to east as .

far a^ Tombuctoo. 1839 Mi;RCHtso» Silur. .Syst. \. xxxvii.
57a In situations where the boulders may be traced . . to their
parent rocks. 1856 Stanley Sinai t^ Pal. i. 19 Often their
course can be traced, not by visible water, but a track of
mosi here, a fringe of rush-s there. 1907 t'erney Mem. I.

2 1 he form of the ancient manor house may still be traced.

b. To make out (worn or obscure writing) ; to
\

discern, decipher. !

1761 Gray Odin 11 Thrice he traced the runic rhyme,
i

179s S. Rogers Pleas, Mem. 1. 137 It calls me. .to trace
The few fond lines that Time may soon efface. 1859 Jkph-
«OM Brittany ii. 17 The characters may still be traced on a
block of granite.

i

8. To discover, find out, or ascertain by investiga- I

tion
; to find out step by step ; to search out.

1642 Fuller Holy ff Pro/, St. v. i. 359 God..varieth his |

218

I

ways of dealing with wantons, that they may be at a losse in
tracing him. i6gj7 Drvden Virg. Georg. \\, 699 Happy the

I

Man, who, studying Nature's l^ws, Thro' known Effects
can trace the secret Cause. 1745 Transl. ^ Paraphr. Sc.
Ck. xxn. iv, Tho' hiin thou can'st not see, nor trace the
working of his hands. 1869 Tozer HighL Turkey \\.-pb
Tracing a connection.. where in reality none exists.

b. To discover evidence of the existence or
occurrence of; to find traces of,

1697 Dryden JEncid Ded. (1721) 350 He observes no
Method that I can trace, whatever Scaliger the Father, or
Heinsius, may have seen. 178a Miss Bukney Cecilia viii,

ix. The earliest circumstances she could trace were kind-
j

nesses received from her. 1856 Ruskin Moti. Paint. HI.
. IV. X. § 8 There is a great deal more in your heart, of evil

and good, than you ever can trace, a 1862 Buckle Civiliz.
(1871)111. V. 367 Black., called it latent heat, because though
we conceive it as an idea, we cannot trace it as a fact.

III. 9, trans. To mark, make marks upon

;

esp. to mark or ornament with lines, figures, or
characters : cf. Tracery.
^1400-50 Alexander ^t)x^ De testre trased full of trones

wiili trimballand wingis I'e silloure full of Seraphens. 1533
Skelton Garl. Laurel 395 With diamauntes and nibis there
tabers were trasid. 1582 D. Ingram in Hakluyt />>-. (1589)
558 The haire of their heads is shauen in sundry spots, and
the rest of their head is traced [? tattooed]. 1832 Tknnvson
/W. Art xiii. The deep-set windows, stain'd and traced,
Would seem slow-flaming crimson fires From shadow'd grots
of arches interlaced. 1858 Whittier Palm-Tree 24 He
holds a palm-leaf scroll in his hands. Traced with the Pro-
gbet's wise commands. 1890 Daily News 6 Jan. 5/3
stockings and buckles were richly traced; the pocket was
often a blaze of the richest embroidery.

10. To make a plan, diagram, or chart of (some-
thing existing or to be constructed) ; to mark out
the course of (a road, etc.) on, or by means of, a

plan or map ; to mark or set out (the lines of

a work or road) on the ground itself. A\%ofig. to
devise (a plan of action), map out (a policy).

374-Si 1399 [implied in tracing-house, •hoard: see Tracing
vbt. sb} 5J. 1599 Porter Angry IVom. Abingd. (Percy Soc.)
60 When I had doubled my poynt, traste my ground. 1624
Ld. Kensington in Ellis Ori^. Lett. Ser. 1. IH. 173 What
they traced out for the breaking of the match, you follow,

pretending to conclude it. c 1645 Howell Lett, (ifso) I, 66
The castle [in Milan], by which the citadel of Antwerp was
traced. 1669 Staynrf.d Fortification ti Tables., Whereby
you may trace out any Fort by help of a Line of Equal Parts.
1696 Phillm'S (ed. 5), lo Trace, to draw upon Paper the
plane of a Building or Fortification. 1834 L. Ritchie iVand.
Seint 120 Rollo's. .path, like that of other conquerors, was
traced in blood and ashes. 1871 Frekman Norm.Conq. IV.
xviiL 2ia The Ermine Street, notwithstanding all the cen
turies which have passed since it was first traced out and
paved, is still distinguished from a yet older track,

11. To draw ; to draw an outline or figure of; also,

to put down in writing, to pen. [So OF. iraci€r.\

1390 GowER ConJ. III. 46 Babilla with hire Soiies sevene
..With Cemes bothe square and roundc He traceth oftc

upon the grounde. c 1440 Protttp. Parv. ^qi)ft Tracyn, or
draw strykys, protralto, 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. v. iii.

heading. Killing a Crow.., and immediately tracing the
ensuing Reflection with a Pen made of one of his Quills,

171a I. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 96 Then trace upon
the Ground the Triangle CDE. 1859 Gullick & Timbs
Paint. 8 The mode of commencing: a picture by tracing the
outline was followed bj^ the early oil painters. 1888 Burgon
Lilies 12 Gd Men I. 1. 26 These fast (annotations) were
evidently traced by fingers rendered tremulous by age,

b. To copy (a drawing, plan, etc.) by following

the lines of the original drawing on a transparent

sheet placed upon it ; to make a tracing of.

i76a-7i H. Walpolk I'ertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) V.
an There Mwre an hundred and four heads, hands and feet,

traced olTfrom the Cartoons. 1885 'Mks. Alexander ' At
Bay iii. They practiced duets together, and traced patterns.

IV. 1 12. In phr. trcue and traverse^ trace and
rase, in reference to combatants : sense uncertain :

cf. Race v.\ Ra.se z/.', and Traverse v. Obs.
1470-85 Malorv Arthur vi. viii. 194 Thus they ferd two

boures or mo trasyng and rasyng eyther other where they
myght hytte ony bare place. Ibid,\\\. iv. 217 They rasshyd
to gyders lykc borys tracyngc, rasynge and foynyngetotne
mountenaunce of an houre. Ibid. x. xxx. 463 Thus they
tracyd and trauercyd and heweon helmesand bawberkes..

.

Ant! euer sire Tristram tracyd and trauercyd and wente
forward hym here and there. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. viii.

37 Thus long they irast, and trauerst to and fro.

Hence Traced (ir^st) ppl. a., f («) travelled,

journeyed : with adverbial qualification {obs.^
; [b)

outlined, drawn, written ; Tracics ///, a., that

traces or draws lines.

163a Lithcow yy«r'.vii.(iQo6)293My hfeand lil»erty Ijeing

dears to me, my long traced feete became more nimble in

twelve score paces, then they could follow in eighieene.

17IJ J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 92 The traced Line
AB. 1875 Sir T. Seaton Fret-Cutting 146 Place the edge
of the tool on the traced line. 1SB4 Mil. Engineering {^d. 3)

I. 11. 21 A sapper should be stationed, -to await the arrival

of the tracing party. 1907 Daily Chron. 24 Jan. Z/\ The
spiral.. must Le skated boldly,., the knee of the tracing leg

rather strongly I>enL

t Trace, ^.'^ Obs. rare. [f. Trace sb.^ trans.

To attach by traces, to harness in traces.

1605 Stow Ann. 143a They {Bayliffs of the Town] pre-

sented him with three-score and ten Teeme of horse, all

traced to faire new Ploughes. _ 1656 Cowi.kv Piful. Odes,

Muse i, Go, the rich Chariot in.stantly prepare j.. Unruly
Phansic with strong Judgment trace, Put in nimble-footed

Wit. 1^6 Burns Inventory 20 My furr-ahin's a wordy
beast, As e'er in tug or tow was trac'd.

TrJEiCe, v^-^ Oh. cxc iocai, i^'oims: 4-5 trase,

TRACER.

(pa. pple. traaed, trast), 7- trace. [Belongs to
I'liACE sb.'^i

; pussibly an altered form of Tress Z'.]

1. trans. To plait, twine, interweave, braid.
13.. Gaw. ^ Gr. Knt. 1739 pe ha^er stones Trased aboute

hir tressour, be twenty in clusteres. c 1450 Holland Horv.
lat 405 Mony schene scheld With tuscheis of trast silk tichit
to the tre. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. n. iv. 320 A httle
lad.. 1 racing greene rushes for a winter chayre. Ibid. 358As oft as I .

.
Trace the sharpe rushes ends. 1678 [see Trace

sb.^ l\ 1753 Chambers Cycl Supp., Tracing,, .a term used
by our planters for the method of preserving the maize. .

[ 1 hey] trace it, that is, they leave it in the ear, and weave,
or fasten together a great number of ears by the end^ of the
husks. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset IVord-bk., Trace to

;

P.'^" (always) ' I can't only trace dree, but our Jim can trace
;

zix (plait SIX strands together].

I
2. To plait or braid the hair of the head in

I

tresses; = Tress v. 1,

183a R. & J. Lanber Exped. Niger I. i. 41 Her hair was
traced with such extraordinary neatness, tliat we expressed
a wish to examine it more minutely. 1905 Eng. Dial. Did.
S.V. (W. Cornwall), She traces her hair every day.
Hence Traced ///. a. ; Tra'cing vbl. sb,, inter-

weaving, embroidering, braiding ; also attn'b.
<ri4S0 Trast [se« sense ij. 1549 Ace, Ld. High Trcas.

Scot. IX. 334 Thre score thre elms trasing silk to the samyn
cpit. x68i Scot. Proclam. i Mar., Silver and gold threde,
silver and gold lace, fringes or tracing. 1808-25 Jamieson
s v., A traced hat is a hat bound with gcJd lace.

Trace, obs, erron. form of Trice sb. and v.

Traceable (tr^n-sabl), a. [f. Trace ^'.l-^

-ABLE.] Capable of being traced (in various senses
of the vb.).

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. ix. 65 Lest we
should be traceable by her direction. 1793 Rennell in
PhiL Trans. LXXXIIi. 184 The gulf stream, .isdischarged
with such velocity, through the Straits of BaJiama, that its
motion is traceable through the Atlantic, to the Bank of
Newfoundland. i8oa Palev A'^i.-'. y'A^<>/. xxii, (ed. 2) 423 If
attraction be . . a primordial property of matter, not dependent
upon, or traceal)le to, any other material cause. 1854 W.
OsBL'RN Mon. Hist. Egypt II. ii. 55 Fragments on which
the remains of hieroglyphics were yet traceable. 1874
Carpenter Mcnt. Phys. i. viii. (1879) ^72 In her family a
very characteristic typo of handwriting is traceable through
five generations.

Hence Traceabllity, Tra'oeableness, the
quality of being traceable ; Traceably adv.y in a
manner or degree that can be traced.
1847 Webster, Iraceableness. 1855 Tail's Mag. XXI I.

97 Slightly monotonous, and traceably imitative too, this
young melodist yet runs his fingers over the strings with a
..power that instantly makefs] him a marked man. 1875
WhitneyZ^ Lang. li. i6There is, recognizably and trace-
ably, a time when . . many of our words came into use. 1801
C^«/. />/<:/., Traceahility, 1896 Law Times C. 4^6/2 The
doctrine of following trust money depeiTds upon its trace-
ability.

Traceless (tr^-sles),^. [f. Trace j^.i + -less.]
Leaving no tiace or track ; that cannot be traced

;

of a surface, that shows no traces or lines.

1651 Davenant Gondibert 11. 1. xxiii, Traceless and Swift,
and Changing as the Winde. 1789 Wolcott (P. Pindar)
Subjects/or Painters xxxv, On traceless copper sees imperial
heads. 1889 F. L. Oswald in Voice (N. Y.) 31 Oct., The
strangest case of traceless disappearance is perhaps that of
the Hungarian poet Petoefi. 1892 J. Mather Poems 68
To traceless nothingness its course has run.

Hence Tra-celessly adv., in a traceless manner

;

without leaving a trace.

1839 Bailey Festus xxix. (1852) 472 May they pass quick
I

and perish tracclcssly. 1894 Illingworth Personality
Hum. ^ Div. (1895) Notes 234 Vanishing tracelessly to give
place to its successor.

•j- Tra'Cent. .5V. Obs. Corruption of F. treizain

(f. treize thirteen), popular name in France for

certain heavy douzains (silver pieces of 12 deniers

I

tournois) or grands blancs au soleil of Louis XL
These had been issued at 78 to the marc instead of 86, and

were thus about l/j^ heavier than the ordinary douzains,
and passed as worth 13 deniers. (M. Dieudonn^, Cabinet
de Medailles, Paris, through Mr. G. F. Hill, Brit. Mus.)
1514 Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875) XII. 40/2 Forsamekle as

sowsis tracentis & karolusis franche monye beand layit w'
coper has passage in \>\s Ralme.

Tracer ^ (tr^saj). [f. Trace z/.i + -er i.] One
who or that which traces.

1. One who follows the footprints or track of any-

thing; one who tracks, investigates, or searches

out; spec, one whose business is the tracing oi

missing persons, property, parcels, letters, etc.

X55a Huloet, Tracer, uestigiator. x6ii Florio, RintrcK-
cialore, a tracer. Also a sifter out of secrets, a narrow
searcher. 1617 Hakewill Apol. in. i. % 5. 152 Plyiiy..a
diligent and curious tracer of the prints of Natures footsteps.

x6a9H. Burton 7V«M'j 7ri«;«/A2io The timorous, .hare,,
to deceiuc her pursuers or tracers, makes many doubles. 17S4
MoFFET HesPeri-nciO-gr. (1755) 4 To be performed by -Some
tracer of antiquity. x866 Intel/. Observ. No. 56. 99 Some
deep-thinking tracer of structural relations. 1888 Sci. Amer.
6 Oct. -zi-j/i Nearly all the great [rail] reads employ a corps
of what are known as * lost car searchers ' or ' tracers '. 1901
Daily Chron. 18 June 10/7 Furniture (Hire).—Wanted
immediately smart man as collector and tracer ; must have

food knowledge of the hire trade. 1904 Ibid. 22 Aug. 4/5
'he various postal organisations of sorters, telegrapnists,

postmen, linemen, tracers, &c.
2. A thing used in tracing ; spec. a. Anat. A

slender probe used in tracing the course of a nerve

or vessel, b. In (J. S. railway or postal usage, An
inquiry form forwarded from point to point on



TRACER
which the successive movements of a missing car,

parcel, or article liave to be recorded.
iSSa Wilder & Gage AnaL TechnoL 72 The tracer is

apparently similar to tl le * seeker of the English anatomists,

x399 Syd. Sac. Lex.^ Tracer^ an instrument used in dissec-

tion for isolating nerves or vesst^ls Ijy teasing. 1899 U^csf/u.

Cos. 17 June 7/2 The ' tracer * had chased the ore into the

master-mechanic's possession.

3. gen. One who or that which traces lines or

makes tracings ; spec,

a. Mii. At a siege, one who traces parallels ; a meml>er
of a tracing party, b. One wtiose work it is to trace copies

ofdrawings or plans. C. One whose business is the tracing

of patterns for embroidery. d. A tool for marking out

designs or patterns; also, a chasing or engraving tool.

e. A stylus for (racing on copying paper; also, the writing

instrument of a pantograph or of a self-recording machine.

f. A mechanical contrivance for making tracings on a larger

or smaller scale. g. Ice-cnttiftg: see quot. 1S84.

tiS4« Aberdeen Re^r. (1844) 1. 176 Item, ane traschor, ane
sluffin sclyise.] c 1790 Imison .Sc/i. Ari 11. 20 With a little

pointed tracer or burnisher go over your strokes which you
drew upon the oiled paper, and you shall have the same very
neatly and exactly drawn upon the white paper. 1799 G.
Smith Laboratory II. 37 'Irace the out-line witli a brass

bodkin, or a tracer, made on purpose, of a piece of wire, of

iron or brass. 1813 Shellev in Hogg Lt/e (1858) II. 150
The tracers of a circle. 1825 J. Nicholson O^erat.
Mechanic 317 The frame carrying the dividing-pomt or

tracer, is made to slide on the frame which carries the
endless-Kcrew to any distance. x84<| Civil Eng. <y Arch.
Jrnl. VII. 1S7/1 A solid cone revolving on its axis, during
the perpendicular descent of a tracer. 185a Trans. Soc.

Arts LVl. 134 The cutters and tracers used together should
be of the same size. i8^ F. A. GRtFFiTHS Artill. Man.
(1862) 250 Tracers [of a siege-battery]— i non-commissioned
officer, and 2 privates. 1878 G. B. pRtscoTT Sp. Telephone

(1879) 297 The lower diagram is wliat the tracer wrote when
the stanza was repeated. 1884 CasselCs Fam. I^lag. Feb.
188/1 There are. .tracers, or hand-ploughs, to mark out the

areas to De cut by grooves (in ice]. 18^ W. J. Gordon
Foundry 174 At last the film of putty with which the fiat

plate was spread to show the tracer's progress is scored
along every line. The roller is finished. 1908 Daily Chron.
12 June 9 '6 Tracer for embroidery, female; also cutters

wanted. 1911 Webster, Tracer^, .^.\^y of several chasing

tools for ornamenting in metal, esp. for making and finishing

corners, borders, and the like.

Tracer 2 (tr^i-saj). [f. Tkace sb.'^ -1- -ekI.] A
trace-horse ; also, a trace-horse boy.

1839 Black Hist. Brechin ix. 212 He loosed the tracer,

leaped on its back.. and .. went off". 1843 Bethune Sc.

Fireside Star. 134 The sudden jerk .. brought the shaft

horse, who was a powerful animal, still nearer to that side

of the road, while it made both him and the tracer lower

their heads. 1899 J. Lumsden Edin. Poems ^ Songs 110

Boot-blackers, news-boys— the smartest we ken ! An' their

billies, the tracers —Dickie an' Ben.

Traceried (tr^'-sarid), a. [f. Traceky + -ed ^.]

Ornamenle I with or characterized by tracery.

1843 Civil ling. ^ Arch. Jrnl. VI. 10'* Over this traceried

Wall IS a series of clerestory windows of large dimensions.

1849 Freeman Archil. 11. iii. 337 France was the first to pro-

duce, .traceried windows, 1856 Ruskin Afod. Paint. IV. v.

xvi. § 26 The narrow meadows and traceried cloisters of
the Convent of the Reposoir. 1861 Bkresp\ Hope Eng.
Cathedr. iqtli, C. ii. 51 In England we are first introduced to

complete traceried Gothic in Westminster Abbey.

Tracery (tr^'*s3ri). [app. an English formation

f. TuACji v.^j or Tbaceii ^ : sec -eky.]

1 1. A place for tracing or drawing : cf. tracing-

house s.v. Tracing vbi. sb."^ 5, Obs, rare—^.
X464 Rolls 0/ Parlt, V. 530/1 For the Mansions, Store-

houses, Traceries, Voide places for framyng, longyng unto
the said Office, within oure Palicc of Westm'.

2. Arch* The term given to the intersecting rib

work in the upper part of a Gothic window,

formed by the elaboration of the niuUion, and to

the interlaced work of a vault, and that on walls,

in panels, and in tabernacle work or screens. (In

Fr. r^seati^ remplissage.)

In this sense, app. short for tracery work, as according to

S.Wren ' they (1. e. the masons) called it'; this was perh.

connected with sense i as work designed in the tracery or

tiacing'Jtouse^ or executed according to tracings thence

furnished ; but it may have been formed directly from
Tracer 1 or from Trace e*.* senses 9-11 r cf. Tkacing vbl.

sb} 3. Tracery-work and tracery were constantly used by
Sir Christopher Wren, and taken froin him by Plot and
Handle Holme, under whose influence it became generally

accepted as the recognized name for this work.
Biir;/an-Jlamboyant, geometrical, plale-^ wall tracery

:

see these words.
1660 WrivN Surv. Salisbury Cath. in Parentalia (1750)

304 The whole Church is vaulted with Chalk between
Arches and Cross-springers only, .. without Orbs and
Tracery, excepting under the Tower, where the Springers

divide, and represent a wider Sort of Tracery. Ibid., The
Windows are not made too great, nor yet the Light ob-

structed with many Mullions and Transomes of Tracery-
work. 1686 pLor Staffordsh. 360 'I'he tracery in the Stone-

work of the West-window.. is a curious piece of Art. x688

R. Holme Armouty 111. 112 Trasery is the Working of the

top part of a Window iiito several forms and fashions. 1713
Wren in Parenialia{ijSQ^ 302 The two West-towers..

ought certainly to be carried to an equal Height, one Story

above the Ridge of the Roof, still continuing the Gothick
Manner in the Stone-work, and Tracery. 1750 S. Wren
ibid. 307 Thus they made their Pillars of a Bundle of little

Torus's, ..these Torus's split into many small ones, and
traversing one another, gave Occasion to the Tracery-work

(as they called it) of which this Society were the Inventors.

Ibid., A great part of the Outside-ornament of Churches

consisted in the Tracery Works of dbpo.sing the Mullions of

the WindowSf for the better fixing hi of the Gloss. 1820 W.

214

Irving Sketch Bk. II. 5 (Westm. Abb.) The sharp touches

of the chisel are gone from the rich tracery of the arches. 1849

Macaulav Hist. Eng. viii. II. 277 Ancient buildings

rich with the tracery of the middle ages. 1850 Pakkf.k^

Gloss. Archil. 485 Ihe tympHiium .. always retains the

character of a flat surface or plate of stone pierced with

openings. Hence this kind of tracery has been termed plate

tracery by Professor Willis, a 1878 Sir G. G. Scott Led.
Archil. (1879) I. 127 The eastern chapels at Winchester,

built about 1204.. show suggestions of tracery. 19x1

R. P. Spiers in Encycl, Brit. XXVII. 115/1 The tracery in

w indows is usually divided into two sections, plate tracery

and rib or b.ir tracery. Ibid. 116/1 The wallsand buttresses

were all panelled with blank tracery.

3. transf. andy?^. Any delicate interweaving of

lines or threads, as in embroidery, carving, etc.

;

also, an interlacing of boughs or foliage ; network,

open-work.
1827 Hood Mids. Fairies Hx, An elf.. Whose coat. .was

quaintly wrought and overrun With spangled traceries.

1827 Keble Chr. v., Monday iFhitsun Week, Wild-flower

I
wreaths from side to side Their waving tracery hang. 1841

i Lever C. CMalley Ixvii, The thin tracery of the leafless

I
twigs was finely marked.

' 4, allrib. and Comb.^ as tracery bar, glass, head

(of a window), tight, -windcnv, -work (see 2 above).

183s R. Willis Archit. Mid. Ages\\.n «(?/£', The vertical

portions below the imposts of the small arches of the lights,

are termed mullions \ the bending and ramifying parts

above, I h^s^csW^A tracery bars. //'/V/. 62 Tracery windows
ofthe lancet proportion are great favorites with the Italians.

x886 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 11/2 The apse has four single-

light windows high up in the wall with tracery heads.

1913 Eden Ane. Glass 56 The task of the glass-painter was
to fill tracery lights in a way that would harmonise with

the glass of the main lights. This he did by making his

tracery-glass white and yellow when the lower lights were
wholly of that kind.

II Trachea (trakra, often less regularly tr^-k/a).

PI. -efid. [med.L. trachea (Albertus Magnus,

(1255) = late 1« trachla (Macrobiiis, ^400), a.

Gr. Tpdxiict (fem. of Tpdxvs rough) ; short for dprij-

pia rpdxcia * rougli artery '
: see Arteky j .]

1. Auat. and Zool. a. The musculo-membraiious

tube extending from the larynx to tlie bronchi,

and surrounded by grislly (or in birds often bony)

rings, which conveys the air to and from the lungs

in air-breiithing vertebrates ; the windpipe.
In early use also in full form (L.) trachea ariiria, occas.

anglicized as trache arterie or arter trache, or in one word
trctchearteria, and (from Fr.) trachiartere.

cri4oo Lanfranc's Cirurg. 153 f'ou^ t?at trache arterie be
peersid..^itt hemay beheclid wi^gode medicyns. 1495 Pre-

visa's Earth. De P. R. v. xxiv. [W.de W.) h viij,'2 The waye
of the brethe, that is callyd Tracheartaria. 1515 Ir. Bruns-
wyke's Surg. B ij '-z The throte boUe or tracln;a, y?>ophagus

or nieri. i^i R. Copland Galyen's Terap, 1 H ij, The
vlceie y' is in the sharpe arteie called tracheia. 1543 Tra-
HERON Vigo's Chirurg. 5 b/2 The Trachea Arieria or

wesaunde compouned of gristeliye rynges. 1547 Boorde
Brcv. Health ccxxvL 77 The longes, the midryffe, the arter

trache, the Epigloote. 1548-77 Vicary Anat. v. (1888J 44
; Trachia arteria, that is, the way of the ayre. 1653 Urqu-
HART Rabelais ii. xviii, Trachiartere or pipe of the lungs.

'

1693 tr. Blancarcts Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Asjicra Arteria, or

j

Trachea, is an Oblong Pipe, consisting of various Carti-

! lages and Membranes. 1713 Derham Phys.-Tluol. iv. vii.

\
147 Blowing Wind into the Lungs, through the Trachea.

1808 Barclay Muscular Motions 499 Trachea .. should

always be pronounced with the e long, and not short, as is

usually the practice. 1888 Roli.eston& Jackson /}«////.Z^
350 The organ of vuice. .in //t'i-jisdeveloped at the junction

of the trachea and bronchi, and is known as the syrinx.

attrib, 1878 T. Bryant Tract. Surg. (18791 1^- ^7 Th^
cartilag'js and trachea rings. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med V. 4
Trachea-bionchitis, or bronchitis of the larger tubes.

b. Kacli of the lubes, usually oi>ening by stig-

mata on the surface of the body, which constitute

a special form of respiratory organ in insects and

other arthropods, conveying air to the blood and

tissues generally.
1836 (luOD Bk. Nat. (1834) II. 22 The trachex, or respir-

atory organs, aie singularly placed at the verge of the tail.

1843 Owen luvertebr. Anint. xix. 251 The smaller Arach-
nidaiis breathe by tracheie exclusively. 1877 Huxley
Anat. Inz'. Antni. i. 59 In Arachiiida, tiacheuc may exist

alone, or be accompanied by folded pulmonary sacs.

2. Hot. One of the ducts or vessels in tlie woody
tissue of plants, formed from tlie coalescence ol

series of cells by disappearance of the partitions

between them, formerly supposed to serve for the

passage of air ; a wood-vfssel.

1744 Berkeley Siris § 32 By means of air expanded and
contracted in the tracheae or vessels made up of elastic

fibres, the sap is propelled through the arleiial tubes of a
plant. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Su/'P. s. v., 'I'rachea;, in vege-

tables, are certain air-vessels. 1813 Sik H. Davy Agnc.
Client. (1814) 60 The trachea; contain fluid matter, which is

i always thin, watery, and pellucid. 1885 Gooi>ale Physiol.

Pot. § 271. 84 Ducts, or Trachea;, are variously marked
by pits. 1895 Oliver tr. Kerner's Nat. Hist. Plants I.

276 Formerly the idea was held that these structures [wood-

cells and wood-vessels] served for the passage of air, and it

\
was believed that they were analogous to the respiratory

organs—the so-called tracheae—of insects; therefore these

wood-vessels were also called ' traeliea: *, and the wood-
cells ' tracheides *.

Traclieal (trt"i*kzal, trak/-al), a. [ad. mod.L.

trUchciliis, f. prec. : see -AL.]

1. Anal, and Zool. a. Of, pertaining to, or con-

nccttd with the trachea or windpipe.
i Tracheal artery '. tC^iJ = Trachea la {pbs:)\ (b) each of

TRACHEITIS.

the small arteries, branches ot the inferior th>Toid, which
supply the trachea.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 271 The Remedy.. is

convey'd . .into the Tracheal Ducts. 17^5 Bradley's Fam.
Diet. s.v. Spitting 0/ blood, If it |ihe Blood] proceeds from
the Oesophagum,..or from the Stomach, Lungs, Tracheal
Artery, or the lireast. 1849 LvT roN Ca-r/(7Mj w. iii. Coughing
is either a tracheal, bionchial, pulmonary, or ganglionic

affection. 1857 Dusglison iMed. Lex., Tracheal Glands,

mucous follicles on the posterior surface of the trachea.

1881 MiVART Cat 227 The tracheal cartilages.

b. Pertaining to or of the nature of the tiacheje

of insects and other arthroj^tods ; connected with

trachese, as tracheal gills; performed by means
of tracheae, as tracheal respiration. (In quot. 1 899
= Tbachkate a^
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xxxviti. 64 The ramifica-

tions of the tracheal tree may be seen without dissection.

1888 Rolleston is. Jackson Anim. Life 505 (Insecla)

Respiration is tracheal.. .Each stigma leads into a single

tracheal stem, rarely into several. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. VIII. 865 'I he tracheal order of the Arachnidae.

2. Hot. Of the nature of, or composed of,

trachea; : see prec. 2.

1828 ^TAUK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 454 The Monocotyle-

donous vegetables have, besides this cellular tissue, porous

and tracheal vessels. 1885 Good\le Physiol. Bot. § 265.81

'io this class of elements it is difficult to give any satisfac-

tory name. . . The name Tracheal (or Tracheary), . . while it is

a significant term when applied to trachea-like bodies (ducts)

is a misnomer when apphed to an elongated cell wholly
free from annular or spiral markings.

Tracheal! (,tr^fk;an, trakran), a. {sb.) Zool.

[f. Trachea -^ -an.] Pertaining to or of the nature

of a trachea, tracheal ; having tiachea.^ tracheate.

b. sb. A tracheate arachnid.
i8a6 Kirby &Si'. Entomol. III. xxviii. 21 He has also

considered the Trachean and Pulmonary Arachnida as

forming one class. Itid. 24 This appears to have had great

weight with Lamarck, inducing him to include in \i\<, Arach-
nida, not only the Tracheans and Myriapods, but even the

apterous Hexapods. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v., Trachean
respiration . . trachean branchiae.

Trachearian (tr^]c2,ca*rian), a. {sb.) Zool

£f. mod.L. Trdchcari a^ neut. pi. + -an.] IJelong-

ing to the order Trachcaria of arachnids: see

Tracheate a. b. sb. A tracheate araclinid.

1854 BusHNAN in Circ. Sc, !. Org. Nat. 77 The Trachea-

rean Arachnidians.. breathe, .by means of air-tubes opening
upon the surface of the body, by which the air is conveyed

to every part of the system.

TraCJieary (trt*i-k;arij, a. {sb,') [ad. mod.L.

trdchcari-uSf netit. jd. -a : see above.]

1. Zool. ^ prec. b, as sb. = prec. b.

1835 KiKBY Hob. «5- Inst. Anim. II. xix. a8i Tracbearies,

or those [Arachnidans] that breathe by spiracles in connec-
tion with trachea. 1872 Latham, Tracheary, adj , breath-

ing by means of tracheae, rather than lungs.

2. Bot. = Tracheal 2 ; esp. apjdied to tissue

containing both tracheae and tracheides.

1885 [see Tracheal 2]. 1900 in B. D. Jackson Gloss.

Bot. Perms.

Tracheate (tr^i-k:Vtt), a. {sb.) Zool. [ad.

mod.L. 7\diht-dta, f. trachea : see above and -ate^ i,]

Furnished with or having trachea-, as an arthropod
;

belonging to the group Trcuheata, in some classifi-

cations comprising the insects, myriai>ods, arachnids,

and the genus Peripattis^ or spec, to the order Tra-

cheata or Trachearia of arachnids, which breathe

by tracheae alone. In quot. 1888 ^ =Tracheal i b.

b. sb. A tracheate arthroj^od. So Tra'cheated a.

1877 Woodward in Encycl. Brit. VI. 654 '2 The terrestrial

tracneated air-breathing Scorpionidx. 1878 Bell Gegen-
banr'sComp.Anat. zS8 None of these rudiments are retained

in any living Tracheate. i888 Rolleston fv. Jackson A nim.

Life 494 {Arthnpoda) Respiration may be cutaneous..; or

branchiate..; or tracheate, and carrying air to all the tis-

sues. Ibid. 496 The majority o^ Arachnida are tracheate.

Tracheide (lrt=l k/-, tmkrisid). Bot. Also -id.

[a. Ger. tracheidc, introduced 1863 by Sanio Bot,

Z«'/««^l i.^'cellulae sive fibrae ligneae tracheideae,

kurzweg Tracheidzellen oder Tracheiden *
: f.

Trachea + -ide, -id^.] A vascular cell, with

pitted lignified wall, which serves for Ihe conduc-

tion of water ; a vascular wood-cell.

The wood of the vascular tissue of Gyinnosperms and Vas-
cular Crypiugams consists wholly of tracheides.

1875 Bknneit & DvER Sachs' Bot. 98 To the Vascular
forms belong the ducts and the vascular wood-celb or
Tracheides. Ibid. 09 Vessels with prosenchymatous con-
stituents now form tne immediate passage to the vascular

wood-cells (Tracheides). 1885 GooDALt Physiol. Bot. % 266.

82 Cells . . which are closed throughout . . are known as

Treuheids. 1895 Oliver tr. Kemer's Nat. Hist. PtatUs
I. 276 The walls of the wood-vessels exhibit similar ihickeo-

ings to those of the wood-cells or tracheides.

Hence TracUeidal (trt"ik/,3i dal, trak/-|idal) a,
j>ertaining to or of the nature of a Iracheide.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

\\ Tracheitis (trt^k/|3i*tis). Fath. Also erron.

trachitis. [mod.L., f. Tracuea + -ITIS.] In-

flammation of the trachea.
[184s Bkanue Diet. Sci., etc., Trachitis, inflammation of

the trachex] 1859 Semile Diphtheria 40 A simple tra-

cheitis or even a very mild sporadic affection. x88o M.
Mackenzie Dis. 'Throat ^ Nose I. 521 Ihe majority of
cases of simple tracheitis scarcely call for any therajxrutic

measures. 1898 A llbutt's Syst. Med. V. 27 The tubular casts

of diphtheria and of membraootis uachcitis.
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Trachelate (trse-ki'l^^t), a. Entom. [ad.

mod.L. trcuhsldt-us, f. Gr. T/xixijAos neck : see

-ATE -.] Having a neck, or a constriction like a

neck : said of the prostemnm in certain hymenop-

terons insects. So Tracheliate (trakrli|<?it) a.,

belonging to tlie division Trachelia or Trachelida

of beetles, which have a neck-like constriction
j

behind the eyes; also TracheUdan (trSke'lidan),
1

a. "= tracheliate; si. a member of the Trtuhelida. I

iga6 KiRBV & Sp. Entomot. IV. xlvi. 328 Tiachelate. .

.

When of itself it forms a neck, the prothorax being repre. '

sented only hy membrane. 1842 Bhani>k Did. Set., etc.,
j

Tra£helidans, the name of a family of Coleopterous insects
1

comprising those which have the head supported on a kind

of p«iicleor neck. 1891 C?»/. /?/<:/., Trachelate.. Trache-

liate. .TracheUdan.

+ Trachelipod (trake-Iippd), sb. and a. Zool.

Obs. [ad. motl.L. Trachelipod-a, neut. pi. (La-
[

marck), irreg. (for * Trachelopoda) f. Gr. rpax^Aos

neck + iroiK, iroJ- foot.] a. sb. A univalve mollusc

of the order Trachelipoda in Lamarck's classifica-

tion, having the foot or locomotive organ attached

to the neck. b. adj. Belonging to or having the

characters of this order. Also + Trachelipodan

(trsck/li-p<Jdan), tTfacheli-podonBOi^i. Obs.

183s KiRBV Hal'. *t tnst. .4nim. I. ix. 276 The Tracheli-

pods, constituting Lamarck's Third Order of MoIIu-scans.

/*!</., The canii»orous,trachclipod Molliiscans. 1841 John-
KTOM in Prx. Btnv. Nat. Cliti I. No. 9. 263 Animal
shelled, trachelipode, rarely gasteropode. 1847 Anstf.d

Am. IViirld xiL 271 The absence of the whole group of

Ammonites, and their replacement by a newly introduced

genus of carnivorotis Trachelipods, animals of lower organ*

uatior. i8«o Mavne Expos. Lex. 1285 Trachelipodous.

1891 Ct-«/. l}i:t.f Traclieli[>odan.

TrachelO- (trak;lo), combining form repre-

Knting Gr. TpaxijXos neck, occurring in modem
scientific terms, chiefly of anatomy. Tradielo-
aero'mial a. and sb., name of a muscle connecting

the acromion or extremity of the shoulder-blade

with the vertebrae of the neck. Traolie:lo-

branchiate (brae-rikiiiit) a., Zool. having branchia

or gills on the neck, as the division Trachelo-

branchia of gastrojjod molluscs. Traobelo-
breffma-tio a. [Bregma], denoting a diameter of

the head : see quot. Trsche loolaTl'cnlar a.,

denoting a small muscle occasionally connecting

one of the vertebrx of the neck witii the clavicle or

collarbone. Trache loma'stoid a. and sb., name
of a muscle at the back of the neck, connecting it

with the mastoid process of the temporal bone.

Trachelo-occi-pltal a., connecting the neck and

llie occiput ; applied to the muscle usually called

complexus (Complexus*). Traoheloplaatir
[-PLA8TV], Traohelo-rrliapliy [Gr. j>a<^ sewing],

Surg., repair or suture of a laceration of the neck
\

of the womb. Trachalosca-pTilar a., common
\

to the neck and scapular region or shoulder, as
j

the branches ofthe external jugular vein. Tr«oli*lo- i

tom7 (tnckrV'tomi) Surg. [Gr. -rofki) cutting],
j

amputation of the neck of the womb.
|

1891 Cent. Did., 'Trachelo-acromial. 1899 in Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1891 Cent. Did.. 'Trachelobranchiate. 1857 IJul-

LtjcK Caseatix' Midwif. 221 The vertical diameter, pro-

perly so called, or the *trachelo-bregmatic, traverses the

b^ perpendicularly, passing from the most elevated point

of the vertex to the anterior part of the occipital foramen,

X891 Cent. Did., 'Trachclocbvicular. 1899 in .Syd, .SiK.

Lex. 1640 G. V. Ellis .4«a/. 136 The •trachelo-mxstoid,

tlie other muscle of prolongation 10 the longissimus, is

situated internal to the tran.svcrsalis collL 1891 Cent. Did.,
•Trachelo-occipital. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex. i8go Killings

Med. Did., *Trtukelopiasty, operation for closure of a

laceration of the cervix uteri. «W6 Brit. Med. Jmt. 2 Jan.
i/i The deep laceration was repaired by 'trachelorraphy,

five stitches lieing u-sed. 1891 Cent. Did., •Trachelo-

scapuUr. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 189a Billings Med.
DicU, * Trtuhftot(^my, amputation of the cervix uteri.

II Tracbenchyma (trake-qkima). Bot, Also

anglicized a.'i trache'nchym. [f. Trachea + Gr.

tjxvi^ infusion, after I'ARBNcaYHA.] Tracheary

tissue : see Tracbkaby 2.

1848 LiNDLEY Introd. Bat. (ed. 4) I. 21 Vascular tissue, or

Trachenchym. 1861 Bestley Man. Bot. 34 Spiral vcMcIs

are sometimes called Tradux or Trachenckyma, ftoot tbetr

resemblance to the trachea; or air-tubes of insects.

TracheO- (trSkro, tr/ri-kw), used as combining

form of I'KACHKA, in modern tenns of anatomy,

zoology, pathology, and surgery. || Trachea-
branchia (-bra;-t)kia), pi. -SB, a respiratory organ

in certain insect larva;, combining the characters

of a trachea and a branchia or gill. Tracheo-
bronchial (-brpijkial) a., pertaining to the trachea

and the bronchi ; also as sb. a tracheobronchial

muscle (in birds). ||
Traoheobronchl'tlB, ' in-

flammation of thctrachca and bronchia' (Dunglison,

1857). Trache-ocele (-sil) [(!r. irqKtj tumour],

a tumour in or upon the trachea ; also loosely

applied to goitre or enlargement of the thyroid

gland (also called bromhocete). Tracheolaryng'.

o-tom7 [Labvngotomt], incision of the trachea

and larynx, laryngotracheotomy (see Labvmqo-).

Traoheo.^ssophag'eal (-fsofse'djrSl) a., pertain-

ing or common to the trachea and the oesophagus.
Traohe'ophone (-fifun) [Gr. Kpaivij voice], sb. a
member of the Tracheophonse or Tracheophones,
a group of S. American passerine birds, having the
syrinx or vocal organ situated wholly or chiefly in

the trachea (cf. tracheobronchial above) ; adj.

belonging to this group ; so Tracheo'phonine,
Tracheo-phonons adjs. Tracheophony(-(i'f<yni),
' the sound heard over the trachea on auscultation

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1899). Trachecscopy [Gr.

-axonia, f. okothiv to view], inspection or examina-
tion of the tr.Tchea, as with a laryngoscope ; so

Tracheosco'pio a., pertaining to tracheoscopy;

Traoheo'scopist, one who practises tracheoscopy.

See also Tracheotomy, etc.

1877 HuxLEV Anai. I>tv. Anim. vi. 252 The so-called

*Tra£heO'l'ranchiae. .ViT^ in no sense branchiae, but simply
take the place of stigmatx 1896 Newton Did. Birds qjg
One pair of *tracheo-bronchial muscles, arising mostly from
the Trachea and attached to one or more of the bronchial
semi-rings. Ibid., Two dorsal and one ventral tracheo-
bronchials. Ibiii. 940 .\ccording to the position of the
sound -producing membranes, three types of Syrinx are
distinguishable :— Tracheal, Bronchial and Tracheo-
Bronclkial i8a8 Webstf.r, *Trach£0€ele, an enlargement
of the thyroid gland ; bronchocele or goiter. Cyc. 1880
M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat ft Nose I. 561 Tracheocele does
not, as a rule, appear to be attended with much danger.

1890 Billings Med. Did., Tra'cheocete, a tumor of the neck
containing air and communicating with the trachea. 1909
Cent. Diet. Svppt., *TracheoIaryngotomy. 1897 Alt-

butt's Syst. Med. III. 365 This may lead to a *tracheo-

oesophageal or broncho-oesophageal fistula. 1884 Ibis July
241 This at once removes it from the *Tracheophones, in

which a tenth primary is always present. 1906 Athenseum
xo Mar. 304/2 Mr. W. P. Pycraft read a paper on the
' Trachcophone Passeres ', which he describeil as a group
differing from all the remaining Passeres in the formation of
thi syrinx. 1888 Newton in Eiicycl. Brit. XXIV. (Jignote,

The Fumariidm of Garrod, consisting of at>out 8 genera of

*Tracheophonine Birds, some of whom build marvellous
nests of mud spherical in form. 1896 Newton Did. Birds
940 Indications of such a *tracheophonous S>Tinx exist in

various Cotineidse and Pittidae. 1857 Dunglison Med.
Lex.,*TracheopkoHy, Laryngophony. 1880 M. Mackenzie
Dis. Throat tf Nose I. 5x9 A *tracheoscopic e.xamination.

1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., "Tracbeoscopist. x88o M. Mackenzie
Dis. Throat ft Nose I. 502 (title o/section) "Tracheoscopy.

1^04 Brit. Med. Jml. loSept. 605 Instructions for the prac-

tice of laryngoscopy and tracheoscopy.

Tracheole (tr/i'kii^ol). Entom. [ad. mod.L.

tyi>e 'Irilcheola, dim. of Tbachka : see -OLE.] A
small or minute trachea or branch of a trachea (in

insects). Hence Xraohe'olar a., pertaining to a

tracheole, or consisting of tracheoles.

X904 Amer. Nat. Feb. 134 The tracheae .. pa-ss over into

the tracheolar network. .. The term tracheoles.. is u-scd else-

where in insect histology to designate fine tracheal branches
not possessing spiral thickening.

Traoheome (tr^iki'i^ram). Bet. rare, [f.

Trachea -f- -ome as in rhizome, caulome, etc.]

General term for a wood-vessel {trachea), wood-cell

{trcuheide), or other structure of the same class.

X900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 273/1 Tracheome,
stated by Potoni^ not to be the tracheal, but the hydral
system of the bundle, he therefore names it Hydrome.

Tradxeotomy (tr^kiV'tomi). Surg. Also
erron. traohotomy. [f. Tbacheo- + -tomy.]

Incision of the trachea or windpipe.
I7»6 Quincv Lex. Fkys.-Med., Trachotomy, the same as

Bro'ichotomy. 1805 Med. Jml. XIV. 151 Bronchotomy, or

(speaking more correctly) tracheotomy, was now thought of
1878 T. Bryant Prod. S»r^. 1. 75 Tracheotomy is one of

tfiese means, and deserves trial.

b. atlrib., tracheotomy inslruinent,tXc. ; traoheo-

tomy tube, a tube inserted into the opening made
by tracheotomy, to facilitate breathing.

1880 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat * Nose I. 514 note, I

returned home for my *tracheotom)f instruments. 1^4
Health Exhib. Cnlat. 104/1 Bronchitis or 'Tracheotomy
Kettle. 1897 Allbutfs .'iyst. Med. IV. 822 The intubation

tube is more comfortably worn than the "tracheotomy tube.

Hence Tracheotome (tr^-ktoteum), a surgical

instrument for performing tracheotomy ; Traoheo -

tomlat, one who jierforms tracheotomy ; Tracheo'-

tomlse v., trans, to perform tracheotomy upon.

1857 Dunglison, * Tracheotome, an instrument of the

troc.-u kind, for opening the trachea, 1890 in Billings Med.
Did. 1891 Cent. Did., "Tracheotomist. 188s Science

27 Feb. 173/2 He CLeo) worked with rabbiw, which were

"tracheotomized and supplied with pure oxygen.

Trachiartere : see Trachea.

Trachinoid (trse-kinoid), a. and sb. Ichth.

[(. mod.L. Trachin-us (I.inna;us, I7.';8), name of

the typical genus -h -oin ; f. med.L. trachina, said

in Acts of S. Francis of Paula (1416-1507) to be

a local name of a fish (Du Cange).] a, adj. Re-

sembling, allied to, or having the characters of, the

Trcuhinidx or weevers, a family of spiny- finned

fishes, b. sb. A fish of this family.

(1774 GoiDSM. Nat. ///j/.(i862) II, lii, i. 295 The Trachinus

or Weever.J

Trachltis, incorrect form for Tracheitis.

Trachle, trauchl© (tra-x1, traux'I). ^*- •^'•

[f. next,]

1. A fatigning or exhausting journey or effort;

exhausting struggle or toil.

1823 W, Tennant Cdl. Beaton v. vii, 174 It's een a lang
trachle frae the Kirk Wynd in Anster, to the Castle Wyiid
in St, Andrews, 1840 A, Laing Wayside F/owers (tHyS) 33
A' broken and pined Wi' trachle o' body and trouble o'

mind, z88x P, Duncan in Mod. Scott, l^oets III. 171 Life's
Irachle's near a close,

2, A person who ' trachles ' or gets ' trachled '.

1887 J. Service /V. Dugjiid x.^ni. 157, I have had to ding
some useless trauchle out of my gate, 1901 G, Douglas
House w. Green Shutters 39, 1 would have thocht the thow-
less trauchle hadna the smeddum left to interfere, \Notc'\
Trauchle, a poor trollop who trails about.

TracUe, trancUe (tra x'l, trau-x*!), v. Sc.

[Known from i6th c. Of obscure origin; but
bearing a striking resemblance in sense to West
Flemish tragelen, given by De Bo as a v.iriant of

trakelen, to go with difficulty, to walk laboriously

.^nd heavily; also trans, to drag or trail, as a

canal-boat : cf, tragel or trakel a tow-path. Cf.

also Du. traag, MDu, traech slow, heavy, sluggish
;

also Sw. dial, traggel sb,, traggla v. , worry, bother

(Rietz).]

1. trans. To bedraggle, dishevel; to disorder,

injure, or befoul by trampling. (Chiefly \npa. fple.)

1549 Compl. Scot. viL 68 Hyr hayr..vas feltrit & traclilit

out of ordour, hingand ouer llyr schuldir.s. 1825 Jamieson
s. v., A person is said to trauchle corn or grass, when he
injures it by treading on it. 1871 W, Alexander Johnny
Gibb I, We canna hae the beast's maet trachel't anio' their

feet,

2. To tire out or fatigue greatly by long walking

;

to exhaust by over-exerl ion
; Jig. to distress.

(Chiefly in pa. pple.)

a 1S78 LiNDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I, 274
Thay war vondrous tyrd and foirgeine and trachled gretlie

in travell, 1588 J, Melvill Diaiy (Wodrow Soc.) 263
That night, the Lard , ,sufferit the [Spanish] souldiuurs to

com a-land..for the maist part young berdles men, sillie,

trauchled, and houngered, 1776 C, Keith Farmer's Ha'
xxxvi, Quo' they, ' We're trachled unco sair, We've gane
twal mile o' yerd and mair', 1889 Barrie Window in

Thrums xx, 189 Ye mauna trachle yersel', mother.

b. intr.ior rejl. To tire oneself out ; to drudge.
1823 W. Tennant Cdl. Beaton v. vii, 171 I'm a wee for-

jeskit though, wi' trachlin'sae lang. 1840 A. Laing Wayside
Flowers (1878) 37 Then why need ye toil on an' trachle sae

sair?

Hence Trachled (tra'ehlet),trau'ehled///,«.

;

Tra-chling, trau'chling vbl. sh. and pp/. a.

190a Blofiht/. Mag;. Sept. 364/2 It's a tianchling game
[golf] and 1 wish I'd never seen it. 1010 Dumlec Advert,

25 Nov,, A scheme.. whereby a 'trauchled' working class

mother could be relieved of part of her domestic toil,

Tra-chly, a. Sc. [f. prec. sb. or vb, -f -v.]

1815 Jamieson, Tr-achlic, adj. i. Always drudging, dirty,

and slovenly, Clydes. 2. Fatiguing, exhausting, ibid.

II Trachoma (trak<fa-ma). Path. [mod.L,, a.

Gr. rpaxa>na roughness (Dioscorides), f. rpaxvi

rough.] An infectious disease of the eyes, charac-

terized by roughness or granulation of the inner

surface of the eyelids, often supervening upon puru-

lent ophthalmia ; also called granular lids. b.

Also, an affection of the larynx characterized by

nodular swellings on the vocal cords (quot, 1S80).

1603 tr, BlancarcCs Phys. Did. (ed. 2), Trachoma, a

Scab, or Asperity of the inner part of the Eye-lid. 1857

Dunglison Med. Lex., Trachoma... X roughness ofthe
inner surface of the eyelids. A variety of ophthalmia, of

which three kinds have been designated. 1880 M. Mac-
kenzie Dis. Throat H Nose I. 293 This condition has been

called chorditis tubcrosa or trachoma. 1904 Daily Chron.

18 Oct. 3/4 So prevalent is the disease in Egypt. .thata

travelling hospital, .has been for some months at work in

that country, confining its attention solely to trachoma.

b, attrib. Trachoma glands, a name for the

lymph-follicles of the conjunctiva, which increase

in number in trachoma.

1873 T. H, Green Inlrod. Pntliol. (ed, 2) 142 The tra-

choma glands of the conjunctiva, 1800 Billings Med.
Did., Bruch, follicles <>/, conjunctival lymph-follicles, tra-

choma glands of Henle,

Hence Tracho'matons a., pertaining to, of the

nature of, or affected with trachoma.

1891 in Cent. Did. 1900 Brit. Med. Jml. 12 May Epit.

Curr. Lit. 74 Trachomatous Panniis cured by intercurrent

Erysipelas,

Trachomednsan (tr^iikomWiri-san), a. and

sb. Zool. \i.\r\oi!L.\...Trachoinedu;a,'^\.,i.tracho-,

var. of TRACHY--h Medusa: see -an.] a. adj. Be-

longing to the sub-order Trachomedusx of the

order Trachymedusiv of Craspedote Hydrozoa.

b, sb. A hydrozoaii of this sub-order.

(1888 RoLLESroN & Jackson Anim. Life 749 The order

Trculiymednsx . .Q0VAVMi% Medusse which possess tentacles

with a .solid axis. . .There are two sub-orders, the Nnicome-
dus.rand Trachomednsx.\ 1907 G^«^/. -i^/a^. July 97/2 No
other known TrachomeJu-san had gourds on the manubrium.

Trachotomy, bad form for Tbacheotomv.
Trachour, variant of Treacher Obs., traitor.

Trachtscoot, obs. form of Trekschuit.

Trachy- (tr^iki), combining form, repr. Gr.

Tfaxv-^ rough, in a few modern scientific terms.

Trachyca'rpons a. Bot. [Gr. /topirus fruit], rough-

fruited. Trachychroma'tlc a. [Gr. x/^'f"
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colour], applied to certain cells in bone-marrow

which take a deep stain. Trachycrlo'ssate, Zool.

[Gr. '{kwaaa tongue], a. belonging to the division

Trachyghssa of octopod molluscs, having radular

teeth upon the tongue ; sb. a trachyglossate octopod.

Trachymedu'san, Zooi.y a. belonging to the order

Trachymedusm of Craspedote Ilydrozoa; sb, a

hydrozoan of this order. Trachynemid (-n/"'mid),

Zool. [Gr. vriiia thread], a. belon,<;ing to the family

Trachynemidm of Craspedote Hydrozoa; sb, a

hydrozoan of this family. Tra'cliynote, a fish of

llle extinct genus TrachynoHts, \\
Tracliypho'xiia,

Path, [mod.L. f. Gr. (po^vi) voice], roughness or

hoarseness of voice. Trachypteroid(trakipteroid),

Ickth. [Gr. -aripdv wing, taken as = fin : see -oid],'

a. resembling or allied to the genus Trachypterns

or family Trachypteridn' of spiny-finned fishes,

including the * king of the salmon ', T, altivelis
;

sb, a fish of this family. Tracliyspe*rmous a.^

Bot, [Gr. anfpfui seed], rough-seeded.

i860 Mavnk Expos. Lex.^ TrachycarJ>us, having rough
fruit,.. *trachycarpous. 1900 in B. D. Jackson G/oss. Bot.

Terws. 1909 Cent. Did. Suppl., ''Trachychromatic. 1891

Cent. Did., ^Tiachyglossate. 1890 Q.Jml. Microsc. Sc. Feb.

511 No *Trachymedusan has been observed to pass through

a hydroid phase. 1888 Rolleston& Jackson ^«w/, /^//^

751 In the {^wx^y Aglauridde^ the Petasid sub-family Petach-

nidse, and the *Trachynemid Pedyllidae. x8^ Smart,

*Trachynotcs^ rough-backed creatures—the generic name of

a division of fossil fishes. i860 Mavne Expos. Lex.,

*Trachyphoniii, term for a rough voice. 1891 Cent. Did.,
"Trachypteroid. Ibid., *Trachyspermous. 1900 in B. D,

Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

b. Min. In names of rocks, taken as combining

form of Trachyte, and denoting an igneous rock

or lava intermediate between trachyte and that de-

noted by the second element, as trachya-ndesite,

trachyba'salt,trachydo'lerite,trachyrhyolite.
i838 Casseli's Encycl. Z>yf:/.,Trachybasah, Trachydolerite.

1897 H. S. Washington Jrnl. Geol. (U.S.) May-June 351

For those intermediate effusive rocks in which the plagio*

ciase occurring along with orthoclase is acid.. the name
irachyandesite, which is in use in France, will be reserved.

Ibid., The intermediate potash-rich locks.. carry basic

piagioclase-labradorite to anorthite—along with orthoclase,

and such rocks will be called collectively in this paper by
the name of trachydolerite, . . proposed by Abich as far back

as 184J. 1909 Ceut. Did. Sup^l., Xrachyihyolite.

Trachyte (tr<?i-kait, trse-kait). Geoi. and Min.
[a. ¥. trachyte (Haliy); f. Gr. TpdxuJ rough, or

perh. TpaxvTijs roughness.] A group of volcanic

rocks, having a characteristically rough or gritty

surface. The name was given by Haiiy to certain

volcanic rocks from Auvergne, and at first used in

a wide sense ; now confined to rocks consisting

mainly of sanidine (or glassy orthoclase) felspar,

as distinguished from oligoclase- and quartz-tra-

chytes, and intermediate forms : see Tkachy- b.

i8xi R. Jameson Man. Min. 427 Rocks of extinct and
ancient volcanoes. .,1. Trachyte. This rock which is

of the nature of felspar, is generally porphyrttic, the

imbedded crystals being most frequently of the glassy kind.

1830 Lyell PHnc. Geol. I. 386 These isles are formed of

brown trachyte.. full of crystals of glassy felspar. 1854
MuRCHisoN Siiuria K\vC\. 425 These were, in ancient times,

penetrated by granites, porpliyries, trachytes, and other

eruptive matters. 1876 Page Adv. Text-hk. Geol. v. 105

The trachytes are rougli-grained subcrystalHne varieties of

fclspathic lav.i. 1911 Eticycl. Brit. XXVII. X16/2 Trachyte

..was long used in a much wider sense.. in fact it included

quartz-trachytes (now known as liparites and rhyolites) and
oligoclase-trachytes, more properly assigned to Ai.desites.

b. attrib.^ 2& trachyte rock, porphyry \ trachyte

tuff, a tuff having the composition and structure

of trachyte.

187a C. King Mountain, Sierra Nev. ix. 188 Rounded
domes of trachyte rock. 1877 Tyi.ok in Nature 5 July

191/1 In a still larger chulpa [i.e. Peruvian buiial-tower]

there are hewn trachyte bUxks as large as twelve feet

long fete.]. 1885 Gkikie Text-bk. Geol, 11. it. vii. (ed. 2)

166 Thus we have felsite- tuffs, trachyte- tuffs, basalt-tuffs,

pumice-tuffs, porphyrite-tufTs, etc.

Traclxytic (trakitik), a. [f. prec. + -ic : cf.

F. trachylique^ Consisting, or of the nature, of

trachyte ; containing, or abounding in, trachyte.

1827 lidin. Rev. XLV. 320 Those hills consist of a tra-

chytic formation. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 396 Where it

[felsparl is in great excess lavas are called trachytic ; where
augiie (or pyroxene) predominates, they are called basaltic.

1833-4 J.
Phillips in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 767/1

Trachytic porphyry, .occurs on the Western shore of the

Island of Arran. 1869 Phillii*s Vesuv. viii. 211 Slopes of

crumbling tufaceous, pumiceous and trachytic rocks.

Trachytoid (trse-kitoid, tr^i'ki-), a. [f, as

prec. -t--oiD, after K. trachytoide^ Resembling or

allied to tr.ichyte.

1885 Grikie Text-bk. Geol. 11. 11. v. (ed. 2) wonote. For
this fseini-crystalline] structure the term ' mixed ' has been
proposed, as being a mixture of the crystalline and amor-
phous {glassy) structures. It has been designated by Fouqu^
and Michel-Levy ' trachytoid ', as being typically developed

among the trachytes. Ibid. vii. 137 Two leading types of

structure are recognised by these authors among the erup-

tive rocks. I. Granitoid.. .2. Trachytoid, distinguished by
a more marked contrast between the crystals of the first

and second consolidation, the usual presence of an amor-
phous magma, and the fluxion structiure.
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Tracisgr (tr^i-sig), vhl. sb^ [f. Thaob i'.1 +
-ING 1.] The action of Tkace zi.', or its result.

1. The following of ti aces, tracking; also t''""'^''.

//. traces left, tracks (ofo.).

1513 Act 14 If 15 Hen. Vllt, c. 10 Diuers persons. .by

reason of the trasinge in snow, haue killed and destroied ..

the same Hares, by .x.xii. or .xvi. vpon a Jaye. 1657
Thornley tr. Longus' Daphnis e, Chloc 1 16 A Wolf pursued

me : where are the tracings of a Wolf? 1753 Chambers
Cyd. Sit/>p., Trainings or Tracings . . used by our miners to

express the tracing up the mineral appearances on the sur-

face of the earth to their head .
.

, and there finding a mine.

1910 M. Gaster in Encycl. Brit. XII. 40/1 In various parts

of Germany and Austria a special register is kept for the

tracing of the genealogy of vagrant and sedentary Gipsy

families.

1 2. The treading of a measure ; dancing. Ohs.

1577 Grange Golden Afhrod. Fiijb, It fell by course

N.O. shoulde leade this trace, bycause he knewe it beste,

the tracyng of this rounde requyred in the middle thereof

a conge. 1596 Davies Orchestra xiii, No . . sight more

pleasing to behold, With all their turnes and tracings mani-

fold. 1643 Trapp Covmu Gen. xxix. 22 Of dancing and

dalliance, of tracing, and tripping on the toe, we read not.

3. Drawing, delineating, marking out ; the copy-

ing of a drawing, etc., by means of a transparent

sheet placed over it.

C1440 Proiiip. Pan'. i,(fil\ Tracynge, or drawynge for to

make an ym.ige or an other ihynge (A", to make apycture

or gravynge). 1573 {title) A . . treatise, wherein is . . sett

forthe the arte of Limming, which teacheth the order in

drawing & tracing of letters, vinets, flowers, arraes and

Imagery, ijii ].]km^s U. Le Blond's Gardtuingi'j The

Manner of Tracing, reduced to Twenty Practices. 1815

J. Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art 11.728 Tracing against the

Light. 1843 Civil En^. ff Arch. Jrnl. VI. 236/1 The slow

progress of a fresco-painting, from the ' tracing ' to the last

touch. 1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. 11. 21 The tracing

of parallels and approaches is commenced in the dusk of

the evening, when sufficiently dark to conceal men from the

view of the besieged.

Id. concr. That which is produced by tracing or

drawing ; a drawing ; spec, a copy made by tracing

;

also, the record of a self-registering instrument.

i8it Wellington in Gurw. Desf. (1838) VII. 142 Murray
. . tells me that he .sent after you . . a tracing of a large part of

Alemtejo. 1857 RusKiN Pol. Econ. Art ii. (1868I 127

Tracings from frescos and other large works are also of

great value. 1864 Lond. Rev. 27 Aug. 247/2 The Psy-

chonomy of the Hand . . is illustrated by tracings from living

hands of various endowments. 1866 Rogers Agric. Sf

Prices I. xxvi. 644 A collection of such tracings will be

found in the Bodleian Library. 1874 H. H. Cole Catal.

Jnd. Art S. Kens. Mus. 251 The centre [of the embroidered

pattern] is occupied by a circular disc of beautiful floral

tracing. 1899 Allbutt's .Syst. Med. VIII. 373 The sphyg-

mographic tracing [in melancholia] usually indicates a feeble

systole.

1 4. A timber used in building ; ? a framing

timber. Ohs.

i6oi Deacon & Walker Answ. to Darel, Catal. D.'s

Contradict. No. 50 The groundsels, the studs, the raysing

peeces, the iouystes, the tracings, and all the rest of the

timber belonging thereto. 1616 Nottingham liec. (1889)

IV. 348 For ouer liggers and trasinges for y" same bridge xs.

5. attrib. and Comb. : tracing-board, a board

on which a plan, as of a building, is traced

;

traoing-braid, 1 narrow braid used in an inter-

lacing design ; traoing-cloth, smooth transpa-

rent linen sized on one side, used for making

tracings; tracing-house, a liouse in which the

plans of a building are traced ; tracing-instru-

ment, an instrument for copying any outline or

plan on the same or a larger or smaller scale
;

traoing-lace, narrow lace used in an open

design; cf. tracing-braid \ tracing-linen =
tracing-cloth ; tracing-machine = /ra/-«V;j--»»j/?7/-

ment{Cent. Diet. 1891); tracing-paper, (a) trans-

parent paper for copying drawings, etc. by trac-

ing; (i) lithograi^hic transfer paper; tracing-

picket, a picket used in siege work to mark lines

and angles; tracing-pin, a jieg or pin used to

mark out lines on the ground in setting out work
;

tracing-point, (a) a point that traces or draws

lines ; (h) in Fretwork, a sharp tool used to mark
out a design; tracing-staff: seequot. ; tracing-

thread, in Lace-making, a heavy thread or fillet

of fine threads used to form the outline of the

pattern ; tracing-wheel, a toothed wheel or

roulette for marking out patterns.

1399 in York Fabric Rolls (Surtees) 17 In le loge

[mason's work-shop] apud Ebor, in cimiterio, Ixix stanexes,

j magna kevell, xcvj chisielles ferri.., ij "tmcyngbordes.

19015 Daily Chron. 4 Oct. 3/4 The jacket was.. elaborately

I braided with silk *tracing-braid. /*;rf.. The skirt, .with a

girdle, braided with tracing-braid to match the jacket.

1 1843-76 GwiLT Encycl. A rchit. Gloss., * Tracing cloth, a fine

I white cloth, prepared in a similar way to paper for rendering

it transparent. 1873 E. Spon Workshop Receipts Ser. I. 6/2

I If ink or colour does not run freely on tracing cloth, mix
' both with a little ox-gall. 1374-S in Oliver E.reter Cath.
' (1861) 385 Custus nove domus in Calendarhay vocate

**Trasyng hous'. 1581-a York Fabric Rolls (Surtees) 118

I
For .\j dales worke on the leades over the tracinge hows, etc.,

' los. 8d. [1859 Ibid. Gloss. 358 Tracinge-hons, the place or
' room used by the draughtsman.] xi-]']Y..Vi\Gni Diet. Mcch.,

"Tracing-instrument, an instrument for copying figures on

an enlarged or reduced scale. 1901 Z'a/'/y/VifWi 13 Feb. 5/1 A
very long robe, .trimmed with gold lace, some of it what is

i

technically called ' 'tracing-lace '.i.e., arranged in small loops
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placedaltemately hitherand thither. t8*4^«^^<^.3i Jan.

365/2 An excellent method to make "tracing-paper. 1834
Penny Cycl. II. 203/2 The design is .. copied on very thin

transparent paper, called tracing-paper. i86a Catal.

Internal. Exhih. II. xlll. 17 To the horizontal arm is fixed

the 'tracing pencil. 1870 Wessely Germ.-Eng. Diet.,

Absteckp/ahl .. "tracing-picket. 171a J. James tr. Le
Blond's GardeningSg Tracing two Portions ofa Circle, .by

means of a small *Tracing-Pin fixed at the End of the Cord.

x8l5 J. Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art II. 728 Where long,

straight, or parallel lines occur, the 'tracing point may be

guided by a ruler. 171J J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening
84 A '^Tracing.Staff, .is a long strait Stick tipt with Jron at

the lower End, having the Point triangular..; with this

'Tracing-Staff you .strike out and design all the Figures of a
Garden.

Tracing, vbl. sb.'^ : see Trace z/.s

(Here perhaps belong quot. 1874 in prec 3b, and tracing-

braid, 'lace in sense 5 aliove.)

Track (tr:ck), sb. Forms : 5-6 trak, 6 tracke,

6- track, [a. OF. trac (1440 in Hatz.-Darm.),

traq, F. trac: ulterior derivation uncertain, but

generally thought to be from Teutonic. Diez and

Scheler would connect it with MLG. and Du.

treck, trek draught, drawing, pull, line drawn, etc.,

f. trecken, trekken to draw, pull, tug, drag, haul

(in MDu. rarely tracken) : see Track ».2

If this be the source, the original sense would appear to

have been the line or mark made on the ground by anything
hauled or dragged, whence also the mark made or path

beaten by the feet of man or beast; the sense -development
being parallel to that of Trace from L. "tractiare. It is

noticeable that the senses of the verbs trace and track are

sometimes identical ; also that track and tract were often

identified in pronunciation and use.]

I. 1. The mark, or series of marks, left by the

passage of anything ; a trail ; a wheel-rut ; the

wake of a ship ; a series of footprints ; the scent

followed by hounds; spec, in Geol. a series of

fossilized footprints of an animal.

1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xiv. 435 Myght I fynde the

trak of his hors I shold not fayle to fynde that Knyghte.

c 1500J Kings' Sons 30 They came on the trakkys of there

enmyes. c 1595 Capt. Wvatt R. Dudley's^ Voy. W. Ind.

(Hakl. Soc.) 27 Wee discried the tiack of theire feel in the

woodes by the impression of the sandes. 1685 Cotton tr,

Montaigne (1711) I. xxxviii. 349 Like the Beasts of Chace,

who put out the Track at tiie Entrance into_ their Den.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Track, a Foot-print, or Foot-

step, the rut of a Coach-wheel, the run of a Ship, a Mark
that remains of any thing. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rud^e\w,
'fhe walls and roof . .tapestried with the tracks of snails and
slugs. 1841 Act s^.b ^'ct- c 79 § 17 Any stage carriage.

.

the bearing of which on the ground shall be less than

4 ft. 6 in. from the centre of the track of the right or off

wheel to the centre of the track of the left or near wheel.

19XZ Return Brit. Museum 174 A large slab of tracks from

the Palaeozoic rocks of the Alleghany Mts.

+ b. The pacing of a horse. Obs.rare—'.

i6s3 Urquhart Rabelais I. xliii, I hear the track [F. traci

and beating of the enemies horse feet.

o. Xool. The sole of the foot, esp. in birds.

1891 in Cent. Did, 1911 in Webster.

1 2. fig.
= Trace i^.i 6, 7. Obs.

' x65a-6a Hevlin Cosmogr. Introd. (1674) u/2 Of Sabteca

. . I can find no track in any of the Ancient Authors. _x66s

J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 219 Now there is no
track to be seen of any such thing. _

Ibid. 223 In all this

Citie, I found not the least track ofAntiquity. 169a I^entlev

I Boyle Led. viil. § 8 To consider the Atmosphere and the

exterior Frame and Face of the Globe ; if we may find

any tracks and footsteps of Wisdom in the Constitution of

Them. 1694 Addison .Story 0/ Calisto 9 No tracks of

heaven's destructive fire remain.

3. A way made or beaten by the feet of men
or animals ; a p.ith ; a rough unmade road.

i X643 Cromwell Let. 31 July, We. .came to the bottom ofa
steep hill ; we could not well get up but by some tracks

167s N. Thomas in I. Mather K. Philip's IFar (1862) 231

We took notice that an Indian track, newly made, wheeled
about from west to South. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom.
Forest 'i, The road was only a slight track upon the grass.

' 183a Act 2*3 imi. ly, c. 64 Sched. O. 48 The point at

which thesame [road] meets the mountain track from Dowlais

to Quakers Yard. 1883 W, Gardner in Science Gossip May
97 'I'he southern corner is cro.ssed by a mountain track

running from Trefriw to Capel Curig.

Jig. 1656 Cowlev To Sir IV. Dai'enant 36 Thy Fancy like

a Flame its way does make. And leave bright Tracks for

following Pens to take.

4. A line of travel, passage, or motion ; the actual

course or route followed (which need not be any

beaten or visible path, or leave any traces, as the

path of a ship, a bird in the air, a comet).

1570-6 Lambardk Pcrainb. Kent 287^ This place. .as also

the whole track of their iourney (remaining euer after a greene

pathe) the Towne dwellers were wont to shew. 1671 Milton
/*. R, I. 189 The better to converse With solitude, till far

from tr.-ick of men. 1681 Nf.vilk Plato Rcdiy. 79 Like
Horses who know their Track well enough, without con-

sidering East or West, or what business they_ go about,

1748 Anson's Voy, 11. x. 240 To give a better idea of the

track which they hold in this navigation, I have . . laid down
the particular route.. in. .this chart. 1840 R. H.Dana Be/.

Masixxx'iv. 131 We were just in the track of the tremendous
hurricane of 1830. 1853 Kane Grinneli Exp. iil (1856) 14

"The ferry-boats and steamers came out of their track to

salute us in the bay. Jig. 1565 T. Stapleton Forlr. Faith

126 After the tracke of Caluins trace.

b. The course of a nerve or blood-vessel, or the

like ; the course of a wound.
1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 444 All the

surfaces, in contact with each other, and surrounding the
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track of the wound, become generally so inlimately con-

nected together. 1841-71 T, K. Jones Anim. Kingd,
(ed. 4) 663 The whole track of the intestinal tube, as well as

the (so-called) hepatic viscus, is covered internally with
vibratile cilia.

C. (?) A long narrow stretch (of light). (But

both examples may belong properly to Tract sbJ^ :

cf. branch II.)

1693 CoNGRBVE To Dryden in QU Persius 400 In
their room bright Tracks of Light are seen. 1757 Gray
Bard 103 In yon bright track, that fires the western skies,

They melt, they vanish from my eyes,

h. fig, a. A course of action or condnct; amethod
of proceeding ;

' way *, ' path '. The beaten trcuk,

the ordinary {quasi well-worn) way.
X638 J L'Nius Paint. A ncients 343 They . . propound unto us

the right way, and not one usually beaten track onely.

x6s&^ in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 54 You are in a track,

and cannot go Irack or forwards. 1714 Ladv M. W.
Montagu Lett, (1887) I, 96 The world never believes it

possible for people to act out of the common track. X74a
Young Nt. Th. m. 332 To.. Pace the Round Eternal?.,
To beat and beat The beaten Track ? 1785 G, A. Bellamy
A/ology II. 166 You see me now entereid mto a new track

(M life. 1864 Skeat Uhiaittfs Poems 56 Would ye have me
wish to wander From the tracks of daily care? 1906
Kkopotkin Mem, Rev. (1908) IV. viiL 254 Austria and
Hungary followed in the same track.

b. A train or sequence of events, thoughts, etc
1681 }. Owen Spiritual Mindedness Wks. 1852 VII. 307
A continaal track of fruitless impertinent thoughts about
their own concerns. 1693 Dryden Disc. Orig. ^ Progr.
Sat. Gs& (ed. Ker) II. 29 When he is got into a track of
Scripture. X7«5 Watts Logic iv. L $ s In writing the Lives
of >Ien, which is called Biography, some Authors follow the
Track of their Years. 1793 Burkk Corr, (1844) IV. 199 My
pen goes in the track of my thoughts. 18x7 K. Pollok
Course 7'.x.fl^^«.,Thushave I sung beyond thy first reijuest.

Rolling my numbers o'er the track of man, The world at
dawn, at mid^day, and decline.

6. A path made or laid down for a special

purpose ; sp€c. a. (now ^^.S".) A continuous line

of a pair of rails and the space between them, on
which railway vehicles travel: commonly called in

Great Britain a or the Hne^ and in some connexions
the rails, (Cf. Trackage^.) Also, an iron path
or pair of rails which a carriage in a machine or a
gun-chassis traverses. Off the track, off the line or

rails, derailed ; ^\%fifig.

1805 Rees Cycl. VI. s. V. Canal^ Surrey Iron RaiLWay...
The width of each track is about 5^ feet, the waggons carry
about 3i tons each. . . Crossing raiU are used at every pusine-
place or point where waggons are to pass out of one track
of rails into another, a 1^4 [see Railway 3I i860 Baktlett
Dict.Amer. (ed. 3), Tntck, the line of a railroad, or rather
between the rails. ' A man walking on the track was run
over and killed', 1875 Lowell Spenser Prose Wks. 1890
IV. 277 A series of jolts and jars, proving that the language
had run off the track. 1894 Times 14 July 7/1 The switch-
men [in U.S.]..control the yards, the making up of tlw
trains, and the freedom of the traclu.

b. A course prepared or laid out for racing, or
the like : often in comb., as cinder-, race-f racing-,

running- track,
1887 h'ield ao Aug. 338/2 The six-lap grass track on

whicn the ftbova sports were held. loia Thron4 7 Aug.
»8/i ThcItaUu) sprinter Giongo..sboiild,.be seen fre-
quently on the track at Metn^iolitan meetings.

7. Her. A longitudinal division of an ordinary
or sub-ordinary, or in the representation of certain

furs.

x868 CussAMS Her. iil 53 The Furs Vair, Countervair.
Potent, and Counterpotent...They are usually represented
as of four rows, hcraldically termed Tracks, Ibid. iv. (1882)
fn A Bordure or other Ordinary composed of Metal and
Colour alternately, is termed Compony...If there be two
Tracks, it is then said to be Counter-Cornpony.
8. [from Track r.i] The action of tracking;

the pursuit of a criminal or fugitive.

(iua<3 : see Tract sb.^ 10 b] 1617 Carte Papers LXII.
438 The Track sbalbee vndertaken within foure and twenty
bowres, after the g'Xtdes have bin stolne, . . that the Inhabt.
tants of that place, may have time to put the track forwarder

9. Phrases. In one's tracks {C/,S,), on the spot
where one is at the moment ; instantly, im-
mediately. On the track {of\ in pursuit of;
also, having a trace of or clue to. To cover {up)
a persons tracks, to conceal or screen his motions
or measures. 7'o keep track, to follow or grasp
the course, progress, or sequence o/\ to keep ac-
count 0/\ $0 to lose track of. To make {take)

tracks {for), to make off, to roake_/^/-; to go
off quickly (orig. U.S.).

183S-40 Halibukton Ctockm, (1862) 30 I'd a made him
make tracks, I guess. 1843 R, Carltx>n New Purchase
xvii, I. 130 The rifle was fired.. and he fell dead in his
Urackji. 1866 LowFLL Biglo^v P. 11. Introd.. Poems 1890 II.

189 inhis tracks for immediately has acquired an American
accent, and pa^^scs where he can for a native. 1871 Farrak
IVttH. Hist. ii. ^9 Not on the false track of myths, arti-
6cially elaborated. 1878 Masque Poets 24^ Whatever else
be lacks, He has the art of covering up his tracks. 1883
G11.MOUR Mongols (1884) 251 The noise of the two crowds. .

,

made it difficult to keep track of what was going on. 1886
'

Emma Marshall Tower on Cliff x\\y The men arc on the '

track. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIII. 387/1 Day after day
passes in precisely the same manner.., until one loses all
track of the days of the week. 190s Munsey's Mag. XXVI.
569/1 Theater-goers who have kept close track of the
dramatic tastes of New York and London.
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n. Used by confusion in senses of Tract sb.^

( Tract is very commonly pronounced dial, (trjek), and some
ofthe senses are identical with those o{ track.)

1 10. A feature, lineament, trait ; = Tract sb.'^ •}.

Sc. Obs. rare.

1S13 Douglas Mmis xii. xiii. 13s And all elike wympillit
and cled thir trakis With eddris thrawin, and haris full of
snakis. x8o8-i8 Jamieson, Tracks feature, Uneament.

IL An extent of land ; also, a space of time, a
period ; also, t a sequence or succession of actions
or events {pbsi) ; cf. Tract sb.'^ i c, 2, 3.

1687 Burnet Trav. \\\. (1750) 166 All the Way to Florence
this Track of Hills continues, the' there are several Bottoms.
i7«o-7« H. Brooke Foal 0/ Qual. (1809) III. 43 Their
conquest or seizure of any track of country. 1765 Musewn
Rust. IV. Ixii. 268 Very large tracks, of two or three
thousand acres. 1796 H. H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud.
Nat. (1790) I. 132 The tr.ick of land inundated was lower
than the Ocean. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iii. 91 During
a much longer track of time. 1851 ymt. R. Agric, Soc.
XII. L 127 If a track of dry weather sets in. 1893, 1901
in Etur. Dial. Diet, (of weather). 1896 W. B. Wildman
Hist. Skerbonu i. i A track of country won for England from
the West-WeUh.

+ 12. An attraction, enticement ; = Tract ji.3 ^.
Obs. rare—^.
1673 O. Walker Educ. I 6 Since we find great tracks and

encouragements in the way of pleasure.

III. 13. oitrib.axiA Comb., a.s track-chart, -cut-

ting, -suit ; in sense 6 a (mainly U.S.), track-cleatur,

c<mstruction, elevation, material ; in 6 b, track
athlete, athletics, event, -measuring, meeting, -racing
sb. and adj., record; track-brake, a railway brake
which acts by pressure directly against the rail;

also, a device consisting of rails with curved ends,

kept in position alongside the ordinary rails by
springs, which by friction automatically retards a
vehicle passing over them by compressing the
flanges of the wheels; track-channeler, in

quarrying, a groove-cutting tool mounted on a
rail trudk {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909); track-
chisel, a plate-layer's hammer with a flat cutting

peen (ibid.); track-clearer, a cross-bar carried

immediately in front ofthe wheels of a locomotive
or tram-car to push obstructions off the rails;

also, a cow-catcher or snow-sweeper fixed in front

of a locomotive ; also, a wedge-shaped tx>ard fixed

at the outer end of the cutter-bar of a reaping
machine, which directs the swath to the cutters

and leaves a clear track for the next passage of the
machine ; track-edge, the abrupt edge of a mill-

stone furrow ; track-harness {U.S.'), light harness
for trotling-races (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877)

;

traok-hound, a hound capable of following a
track, a sleuth-hound ; track-iron, Coif : see quot.

1908 and Ikon sb. 4e; track-layer, a man em-
ployed in laying or repairing a railway track, a
plate-Kiyer ; also, a railway truck equipped with
machinery for laying rails; so track-laying sb.

and adj. ; track-leveller, a railway truck having
heavy projecting wings or shares which can be
raised or lowered so as to level the ballast on a
railway line as it is drawn along {Cent, Diet.

Suppl. 1909) ; traok-lifter, a wheeled frame or
truck with powerful jaws for grasping the rails,

and mechanism for getting a lifting purchase
against the ground ; used in levelling a railway
line (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877) ; track-line,
the line of a (former) track or path : see quot.

1 889 ; track-man, a workman employed in the

construction or maintenance of a railway or tram-
way ; track-master, one who is responsible for

the inspection and repair of a section of railway

track {Cent. Diet. 1 891); track-mile, a mile of
' track ' or single line ; hence track-mileage

;

track-rail, the rail on which the wheels run, as

distinct from a guide-rail or the like ; track-
raiser, a jack for lifting sunken rails, & track-lifter;

traok-scale, S weigh-briilge for railway vehicles

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1S77); traok-scraper, a
snow-scraper attached to a railway car for clearing

the line {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909); track-shoe,

a track-lirake shoe ; track-sprinkler : see quot.

;

track-walker, a man employed to walk along and
examine a certain length of railway track regularly

;

so track-walking ; track-work, {a) the construc-

tion of a railway track or line
; {b) action or use on

a racing track. Also Trackway.
1888 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. t4/i The baseball and 'track

athletes graduated 34 per cent, of their number. ..In
physical development. .the crew men coming first, the base-

ball players next, and track athletes last. 1890 W. Camp in

Century Mag. June 204/a The. .games, .generally classed

under the term ' 'track athletics are walking,^ running,

jumping, bicycling, pole vaulting, throwing of weights and
tuii-of-war contests. 1903 Science Abstracts VI. § B. 57
TTje \VestinghoiKe-Neweir*track brake. . . In this an electro-

magnet., grips the rail with a pressure which may reach
two tons. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 99 Oct. 7/2 It seems to Colonel

Vorke that the track brake cau at its best only be regarded
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j

as a supplementary to the wheel brrtkes. 1900 Daily News
12 Nov, 8/5 With a view to minimising the amount of water
used a large number of *track cleaners were employed [on
the tramways]. 1877 Kmcwv Diet. Mech., * Track-cUarer,
iX) {Railway.) (a) A cow-catcher.. .(^) A track-sweeper to
remove snow, (2) (Harvesting.) A triangular frame on the
outer end of the cutter-bar of a mowing or reaping machine
(etc. J. 1890 Gtf/(^*'/(/ri7/"Kic/tfriaa7*Track -cutting.. enables
parties^ to proceed into the jungle country, which would
otherwise be unknown. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v. Pur-
row, The steep edge of the furrow [in a millstone] is called the
•track-edge ; the more inclined edgeiscalted the feather-edge.
1888 Century Mag. May 42/2 Intending to return on the
morrow with a good "track hound. 1883 Standard \6 Nov.
5/2 He . . is ready with . . the 'track-iron [at golfI 1908 Daily
Chron. 3 Aug. 2/4 A collection of ' track ' irons, round,
headed with concave face, used fifty or sixty years ago to
get the ball out of the cart tracks. 1877 Knight Diet.
Mech., * Track-layer^ a carriage provided with apparatus for
placing the rails in their proper positions.. as the machine
advances. 1888 Pall Mall G. a Nov. 7/2 The Provincial
tracklayers b^ a ruse have got a locomotive across the
Canadian Pacific Company's line, and are now carrying
rails across and laying a new track to the north of that line.

190Q LigAtkeeper June 14/3 The track-layer.. is useful in
making skid-roads ', over which the heavy logs are hauled,
1884 Knight Diet. Meek, Suppl., *Track-laying machine.
X900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 797/2 Tracklaying by
Machinery on the Canadian Pacific Ry. 1848 S. Rowk
Peramb. Dartmoor 47 Greatly similar. . are the *Tracklines,
or Boundary Banks, which are invariably observed in con-
nexion with aborigmal dwellings and sepulchral remains.
Z889 Page E.xplor. Dartmoor iii. 43 Oftentimes low banks
of earth and stone are observed among the traces of ancient
settlements. These are tracklines. x88i Chicago Times
30 Apr., "Track men and mechanics now in employment on
the road. 1893 Labour Commission Gloss., Trackmen,
men who clean the groove of tramway rails with scoops,
and when necessary sand or salt the track between the
metals. 1901 iVestm. Gaz. 18 June 8/3 The engineers will

..refuse to run trains over a system not properly examined
by trackmen. x88o P. L. Sci.ater Jaeamars ^ Puff-birds
75 In 1861 Mr. James M'Leannan, then "track-master of
Lion-hill station on the Panama Railway, began to explore
the dense tropical forests surrounding bis abode. 1909 Q,
Rev. Oct. 354 The actual "track-mileage of British radways
is approximately 53,000 miles. 1896 Daily News 28 Dec. 5/3
One of the earliest and most notable of * track-racing cyclists,

1877 Knight Diet. Mech.^ "Track-rail. 1901 Daily Chron.
18 Oct. 6/7 The tender for the supply of track rails and
other accessories. 1908 Daily Chron. 6 May 5/2 Witness
admitted that one of the magnetic *track shoes was useless.

1886 Stevenson Kidnapped 1, He. .lighted on abig boulder
under a birch by the "trackside. i860 Bartlett Diet,
Amer. {ed. 3), * Track-sprinkler, a contrivance for sprink-
ling railroad tracks, in order to lay the dust. 1890 Gilder-
sleeve .£^jj. ^ Stud. 127 The solitary "track-walker, who
turns his lantern on every inch of the road. 1905 IVestm,
Gaz. i^ Apr. 6/3 The usual precautions were taken.., in-

cluding a track-walker at every mile on the line. 1907
Daily Chron. 15 July 6/6 The total cost of the "track work
from Aldgate to Bow is estimated at about ;£ 66,000, which
works out at about / 11,000 a mile of single track. 1909
IVestm. Gaz, 23 Feb. 4/2 To encourage young riders to
come, .and learn the use of their machines for track-work.

Track, z',^ [f. Track j<^. : cf. Y,traquer{ci^^o)
f. trac.]

I. 1. trans. To follow up the track or footsteps

of; to trace the coarse or movements of; to pursue

by or as by the track left; wiih down, out, up, to

follow up or trace until found or caught. Also /7^.

1565 Calfhill a nsiv. Treat, Crosse 8g Ye may tracke nym
by y* foote. xs8a Stanvhurst JEneis \\. (Arb.) 67 Soon fle,

they doe track vs. Ibid. 111. 73 Track owt youre moothtr,
1590 R. Pavne Descr. Irel. (1841) 8 If you track any stolne
goodes into any mans land, he must tracke them from him,
or answer them within xl. dales. x6oo Holland Livpf xxvii.

xii. 636 Marcellus tracked him stilly and followed him hard
at heeles. i66sJ.DAviEStr. OUarius' Voy. Ambass. Aiij b,

Without which [Maps], it were impossible to track the
Travellors through all those remote Countries, 1716 B.
Church /^(V/. Philip's PVar {iB6-;) 11. 104 An Indian Soul-
dier.. track 'd them oy the bloud about half a Mile, 1814
WoRDSw. fVhite Doe vii. 136 The White Doe tracked.. The
Lady to her dwelling-place. 1819 Scott Ivanlioe xxviii,

The misfortunes whicli tr.ick my footsteps like slot-hounds,

1834 Pringle A/r. Sk. viii. 25S The first point was to track
the lion to his covert. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus xi. 10 Whether
o'er hi^h Alps he afoot ascending Track the long records
of a mighty Csesar. 1874 Svmonds Sk. Italy 4" Gr, (1898)
I. XV. 315 The murderer . . was at last tracked down and put
to death.

b. To find out and follow (a track, course, etc.)-

z68x Hickekingill Vind. Naked Truth 11. i, I am oblieged
to Track his Methods. 1799 Worosw. Lucy Gray xxx. Then
downwards from the steep hill's edge They tracked the
footmarks small x888 Mrs. M^Cann Poet. Wks. 70 Through
the lonely wilderness brave Howitt tracked his way,

C. intr. To follow up a track or trail,

1805 Pike Sources Mississ, (1810) j8 Not knowing how to
track, we lost her, 1898 R. Pocock m IVestm. Gaz. 12 Sept.
8/a Henceforth no offer of reward could induce the Indians
to continue the hopeless search, and white men cannot track,

d. t'ntr. Of the wheels of a vehicle : To run in

the same track ; hence of a gear-wheel, To be ia

alinement {wit/t another wheel, etc.).

x8s6 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 390 The wheels had not
tracked as they ought. 1838 [see tracking vbl. sb. below],

1879 in Eng. Dial. Diet, s. v., The machine does not track
nicely. 1898 H. Graves, etc. Cycling lo Next inspect the
frame for twists, and see that the wheels ' track '.

2. trans. To mark out, trace (a path) ; to indicate

the path or course of; esp, to mark out (a path)

by repeatedly traversing it ; to mark (a way) with
tracks ; to tread, beat.

1589 lisee tracked ppl. adj. below], X603 Drayton Bar,

28
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Wars 1. xxxil, When the straight Course to her Desire was
tract [Ww/fj act, backtj. ^1713 Ellwood Autohio^i^. Pref.

(1765) 4 Hut also gain some Direction from the Path so fairly

tract out. 1815 Anne Plumtrk tr, Lichtenstein*s S, Africa
11. 76 The way was smooth and well tracked. 1869 Tozer
HigkU Turkey I. 36 The Mendere. .tracked through all its

..windings by the willow-trees on its banks.

b. To make one*s way through ; to traverse.

To track the dancers^ to go upstairs islangY, of. quots.

1671, 1785 in 3.

x8j3 Scott Pez>erii xxx, His surprise..was increased by
the rapidity and ease with which she seemed to track the
dusky and decayed mazes of the dilapidated Savoy. 1858
Lytton IVkat will he do 111. xvi, Come, my Hel>e ; track the
dancers, that is, go up the stairs. 1871 Macduff Mem,
Fatmosxx. 275 When white-winged commerce is tracking.,
the highway of the nations.

c. To leave a track or trail of footprints tipon

(a floor); to make a track with (dirt or snow)
carried on one's feet. U.S,
1869 Mrs. Stowk Oldtown Folks iii, ' Stand still there I 'she

called to me . .
* and don't come in to track my floor *. 1878

^ Poganuc P. i, Sweep out that snow you've tracked in.

d. To lay a track on or for (a railway) ; to

furnish with a line of rails. Only in compounds,
as to double-track^ four-track, single-track, U.S,
1874 Bay State Transp, League^ Bill (Boston, XT. S.) 8 It

will cost to single track the Massachusetts Central .

.

$3,000,000^ It will cost to double track the same an addi-
tional $2,000,000.

3, intr. To follow a track or path ; to make
one's way, pass, go, travel. Now U.S. slang,

1590 Greene Nerer too late (1600) i Downe the valley
gan he tracke, Bagge and bottle at his backe. 1671 [see
Dancer 4], 1676 Coles Dict,^ Track, to go. 1785 Grose
Diet. yulg. T.y Track, to go; track up the dancers^ go up
stairs {cant). 1897 Kipling CaptainsCourageous i, 'The West
don't suit her. She just tracks around with the boy and her
nerves, trying to find out what'll amuse him, I guess',

b. Path. To make a track or path for itself;

to find its way.
1903 Lancet 18 Apr. 1102/2 The effused blood had tracked

down between the coats of the oesophagus into the wall of
the stomach. 190s H. D. Rolleston Dis. Liver 20 The
resulting peritonitis unfortunately is rarely localized, and
may then contain gas as well as pus, or track [viispr. tract]

up from perforation of an infl.imcd appendix.

II. Erroneously used for Tkact v.^

+ 4. trans. To put off, delay ; = Tract v."^ 2.

1544 Hen. VIII in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. xiii.

28 By delaies the matier was alwaies tracked, and put over
without any fniteful determination.

Hence Tracked (also 6 tract, 7 trackt)///. a.^

Tx&'eking vdl. sb. (also aitrib.) : in various senses

of the vb.

15*4 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App, xiii. 30 The
delaying and tracking of this matier may do moche harme.
1589 Nashe Anat. Absurd. Wks. (Grosart) I. 32 The tract
path of theyr treacherie. 1653 R. Robinson Christ all 11.

(1656) 28 It's a trackt way. Prophets, Apostles.. have by
their walking made this way smooth and even. 1838 Arcana
of Science 49 The friction arising from the unequal tracking
of ordinary carriages is avoided. 1888 in Times 13 Oct. 7/6
Testing their [bloodhounds'] tracking powers. 1894 ^- Nis-
BRT Busk Girfs Rom. 49 The tracking down of escaped
convicts and bushrangers. 1895 Wood-Martin Pagan Irel.

400 Oval pebbles of quartzite, with a score . . in the North of
Ireland.. are styled * tracked-stones '. 190a Daily Record
if Mail 7 Oct. 4 Tracked pathways have long ago given
place to good roads. i<>04 IVestm. Gaz. 30 Sept. 10/2 The
double tracking of the line from coast to coast will be com-
pleted in a few years. 1908 Daily Chron, 28 Aug. 7/4
Tracking dogs are kept in readiness at certain centres.

Track, v.'^ [app. ad. Du. trekken to draw, pull,

tug, drag, tow (see Trek), assimilated in form to

Tkack ».1] trans. To tow (a vessel), esp. from the
bank or tow-path. Also absol, Cf. Tragi- 2'.2 i,

1727 Hamilton New Ace. E. Indies II. xxxiv. 21 They
[vessels] come down..before the Stream of the River, but
tthey] are obliged to track them up again, with Strength of
Hand, about 1000 Miles. 1769 Falconek Did. Marine
(1789), Chemin de halage, a path on the side of a river, or
canal, for horses to track, .vessels along the stream. 1817
Chron. \x\ Ann. Reg. 101/2 The Tug, .tracks these vessels
between T-*ithand Grangemouth. 1856 Kane /I rc/.^^/. I.

iv. 41 They can generally find room to track their vessels
along its solid margin. 1887 J. Gibson Gt. IVaterfalls 165
They made their way.. through miles of rapids, over which
they were tracked, poled, rowed, and portaged.

b. inir. To proceed by towing. Said of a boat
or of those in it.

1854 MitMAN Lai. Chr. iv. v. (1864) II. 304 They tracked
in their boats along some of the rivers. 1880 A. E. Moui.e
Chinese Stor. v. 74 Our boat tracked slowly against the
stream. 1B88 C. D. Bell IVinter on Nile viii. (1889) 83
You may have to * track ' at a slow pace.

Hence Tra'cld.ngr vbl. sb, (also cUtrib.) and
///. a, ; also Tra'ckable a., such as to admit of

tracking or towing.
1830 Darwin Voy. Nat. ix. (18^9) 17S The party .. was

divided into two spells, each of which hauled ^t the tracking
line alternately. 1849 E. B, Eastwick Dry Leaves 24 Boats
are got up against the stream chiefly by tracking, being
towed by the crew. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xii. (1856)
88 Enlarging it [a crevice] into a ' trackable ' canal. 1873
Soutledge's Vng. Gentl. Mag. Aug. 52^ The channel was
too wide to permit of 'tracking ', as it is called in Arctic
language—that is, towing with ropes along a margin of ice.

Track-f stem of Track z/.2, in comb, (after

Du. trek' 'draw-, drag-, tow-*, similarly used in

trek-koord, -Hjn^ -schuity etc.), as trctck-barge^ -Hne^

'j>athf -roadf -rope', see also Tbaok-boat.

17^ *Track-barge [see Track-boatI. 1856 Kkvv:. Arctic
Expl. I. X. 112 Each man had.. his own *track-line. 1839
Civil Eng. <5- Arch, Jrnt, II. 221/1 A *track-path to be
formed upon the slope of the deep cutting at Laggon. 1828
Webster, *Track-road^ a towing-path. Cyc. x8i6 Tuckey
Narr, Exped. R, Zaire iv. (1818) 143 With the aid of oars,

and a *track rope at times, [we] got the boats up. 1864
Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvn. vii. IV. 589 By oar and track-rope.

Trackage ^ (tras-ked,?). [f. Track v.^ + -age.]
The action or process of tracking or towing, or fact

of being tracked ; towage, haulage.
i8ao Blackw. Mag. VII. 436 In the Caledonian Canal,.,

much animal or steam power will be saved, in trackage.
i8a6_J. Adamson Sk, Inform, Railroads 39 With such
prodigious powers of locomotion and trackage.

Tra'ckage 2. 6''.^. [f. Track sb^- 6 a + -age.]

The tracks or lines of a railway system collectively.

Also attrib, trackage charge, charge made for

the use of a railway line by another company.
1884 MorningHerald (Reading, Pa.) 17 Apr., Our general

agent has, therefore, advanced this trackage charge. 1888
Science 27 ^uly 46/2 The total trackage is twelve miles, the
equipment is forty cars. 1894 Times 14 July 7/1 Our rail-

roads have about 170,000 miles of trackage and 1,000,000 of
employSs.

Tra'ck-boat. [f. Track- vb.-stem + Boat.]
A boat which is tracked or towed ; a tow-boat.
(Originally Sc.^ rendering Du. trek-schuit,)
163a Sc. Acts Chas. I (1870) V. 243/1 Also thair Trakboats,

boats, crears, shippes more or lesscSall not be arrested.

?79S J- Phillips Hist. Inland Navig. 320 The public open-
ing of the.. navigation from sea to sea was made by the
sading of a track-barge... In the course of the voyage. .the
track-boat passed along.. the great aqueduct over the river
Kelvin. x8o8-i8 Jamikson, Track-boat, a boat used on a
canal. 1824 in Sidney Life R. Hill (1834) 308 Mr. Hill
went to Glasgow by the track boat, embarking at Grange-
mouth. Z908 iVestm. Gaz. 27 Oct. 6/^ The journey
was made by P. and O. steamer to Alexandria (sixteen days),
thence in a track boat towed by tugs or horses to Atfeb
(forty-eight miles along the Mahmoudieh Canal), thence by
Nile steamer 120 miles to IJoulac.

Track-brake to -edge : see Track sb. 1 3.

Tracker^ (trce-kaj). [f. Track z^.i+-eb1.]

One who or that which tracks ; one skilled in

following a track or trail. In quot. a 1632, one
who follows or walks in a path ipbs.).

Black tracker, an Australian native employed by the
government to track criminals.

1617 Carte Papers LXII. 438 If anie knowne Trackers
bee vppon the track, the same tracker vppon reasonable hire
of the seuerall tounes, shall followe the track vnto the end.
n: 1633 G. Herbert Country Parson xi. (1652) 51 The
Countrey Parson, who is a diligent observer, and tracker of
Gods wayes. 1640 Brome Sparagus Gard. iii. iv, He..fol-
lowes pretty feet and insteps like a hare tracker. i8zo
Scott Lady of L. i. iv, The trackers of the deer. x86a
Melbourne Lecuier 5 July, The black trackers could only
discover the tracks of six horsemen. 1904 Blackw. Mag.
Nov. 674/2 The bloodhound is a wonderful tracker.

Tra'Cker^. [f. Track v:^\ cf. Du. trekker^
1. One who tracks or tows a vessel; a tower;

also, a towing-vessel, a tugboat.
1791-1823 Disraeli Cur, Lit. (18^9) II. 143 The severe

labour of the trackers, in China, is accompanied with a
song. 18x7 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 101/1 A Company in Leith
have equipped a powerful steam-vessel, or tracker. 1864
Rawlinson Anc. Mon. II. vii. 174 As there was no room
for rowers, trackers were engaged, who dragged the boat
along by means of ropes. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 363/2
We were awakened by the loud cries of the many trackers,
making ready to draw the junks through the swift waters.

2. Organ-building, A strip or rod of wood form-
ing part of the connexion between the key and the

pallet, and exerting a ]>ulling action : cf. Sticker.
1843 Civil Eng. ^ A rch. Jrnt. V I. 108/1 The machinery of

the organ is so very extensive, that trackers, if placed in
one line, would measure more than 5 miles. 1881 W. E.
Dickson Organ-Build, viii. 95 Tracker. A flat riband of
pine. .. Trackers .. are now frequently slender roun'd rods.

1887 W. S. Pratt in Gladden Parish Problems 435 The
keys and stops operate an involved net-work of trackers,
slides, rollers, levers, springs, and valves.

b. attrib.^ as tracker-action, -wire^ -work.
1904 Athenaeum 12 Nov. 666/1 Our author adds that the

*tracker action * is dispensed with ', 1910 Times 16 Dec
13/5 I'o have the organ taken down with the substitution of
pneumatic action for the old ' tracker ' action. 185* Seidel
Organ 64 Below the back end of the keys, .the sling of a
*tracker.wire is secured. 1878 E. J. HftPKiNs in Grove
Dict.Mus. 1. 485/1 If in *tracker-work, .the total alteration
amounts to no more than one eighth of an inch.

Trackless (trre-kles), a, [f. Track sb. -k- -LKS3.]

Without a track or path
;
pathless; not marked by

a track ; untrodden.
1656 Cowley Pind. Odes, ^K«ii, Where Bird..did ne're

Row through the trackless Ocean of the Air. 1708 Brit,
Apollo No. 53. 3/2 A trackless Labyrinth of woe. x8oz
Strutt Sports ^ Past. Introd. § 44 The recesses of a track-
less wilderness. X878 Lecky En^. in iSth C. II. v. 66 The
soldiers were easily, .bewildered in the trackless mountains.

b. I^eaving no track or trace.

169S Blackmokk Pr. Arth. v. 638 Then thro' the Heavn's
their trackless Flight they take. 1864 [implied in Track-
lessly]. 1890 'BoLDKEwooij ' Col. Reformer {1891) 426
His yacht.. oould sweep out unchallenged and trackless as
the falcon. 1907 C. C. Bkown China in Leg. .y Story ii. 33
Its gray slabs worn by trackless feet, as the centuries
went on.

C. Not running on a track or line of rails,

while propelled by electric power from overhead
conductors.

1909 Westfft. Cnz. 22 Sept. 8/1 Leeds is now asstired of a
system of trackless trams. Ibid., A splendid system of
tramways, both trackless and otherwise.

Hence Traxklessly adv,, Tra'oklessness.
1847 Webster, Tracklessly, Tracklessness. 1864 Lowell

Fireside Trav. 269 The cloud-shadows melted tracklessly
toward the hills. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy i. 83 Shall
then pass away Like wind upon the waters, tracklessly.

Track-leveller to -mile: see Track sb. 13.

Track-line: see Track sb. 13, and Track-.
Track-path, -road, -rope : see Track-.
Track-rail to -scraper: see Track sb, ^3.

Track-schuyt, -scoot, -scout, -skuit, an-
glicized forms of Trekschuit.
Track-shoe to -walking: see Track sb. 13.

Trackway (trae-kw^i)- U' Track sb. + Way.]
1. A path beaten by the feet of passers, a track

;

also, an ancient British roadway, a ridgeway.
x8i8 KiHuv & Sf. Entomol. II. 98 Gould, speaking of Ms

jet-ant {F[or7nica\ fuiiginosa), says that they make several
main track-ways, (streets he calls them,) with smaller jjaths
striking off from them, extending sometimes to the distance
of forty feet from their nest. 1826 W. A. Miles Deverel
Barrow 8 The line of hill, south of Maiden-Castle, near
Dorchester, where the British trackway runs for many
miles. 184JB S. RowE Peramb, Dartmoor 45 Trackways,
under which designation those roads, or causeways, which
cross the moor in various directions are generally known.
1891 T. Hardy Tess xi, They were no longer on hard road,
but in a mere trackway.

2. a. A tramway, b. A railway {Funics Stand.

Diet, 1895).
1858 .SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Track^way, a tram-road.

3. [f. Track-.] A towing-path.
1873 Act 36 <5- 37 l^ict. c 34 Preamble, Any towing path

and trackway on the bank of any navigable river.

Track-work : see Track sb, 1 3.

Tract (trsekt), sby Also 5-6 tracts. [App.
abbreviated from L. tractdtus Tractate ; not in

any other lang.]

I. +1. Literary treatment or discussion. Obs,

rare.
In some instances difficult to separate from sense 2.

[1432-50: see 2.J 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619)

245 It was our part to comprise in few words such things
as required a severall tract. 1659 Bp. Walton Ccnsid. Con-
sidered 14 They do assert and prove the plain contrary, and
that not obiter, or by the by, but ex professo, in full tracts.

2. A book or written work treating of some
particular topic; a treatise; a written or printed

discourse or dissertation : — Tractate sb. i.

Now rare in general sense.
Formerly often applied to what would now be called 'books'.
>43*-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 257 For cause that a generalle

tracte [L. tractatus gencralis; Tkevisa, tretysU ful and
general] of the iiij. principalle realmes afore seide.., dotbe
require a large processe. Ibid. III. 219 The philosophres
that were diumes . . laborede and made tractes of God [L. de
Deo tractaverunt', Tkevisa, \>^\ treled of God). 1577
Hanmkr Anc Eccl. Hist. (1663) 84 This present Tract of
mine is not made for any ostentation. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World w, (1634) 340 Palastina it selfe is but a Province, as
I have noted in the beginning of this Tract, a xS-jj Halr
Prim. Orig. Man. i. ii. 69 The scope and end ofmy business
in this Tract. 1825 M^Culloch Pol. Econ. i. 38 In the
course of the seventeenth century, a more than usual number
of tracts were published on commercial and economical
subjects. 1845 — Taxation H. iv. (1854) 183 Mr. Howlett.

.

has made some statements in his valuai>le tract on lithe.

b. Applied to a division of a book or literary

work, treating ofa separate subject or branch, rare.
1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. i. iii. § 3 Three books they

tell us of, which Zertoost received by Revelation, or rather
one book, consisting of three severall tracts, whereof the first

[etc.]. 189X J. E. H. Thomson Bks. "which influenced our
Lord I. X. 177 The Mishna is divided into six sections, each
of these into ten tracts on an average, or sixty-one in all.

3. In later use : A short pamphlet on some
religious, political, or other topic, suitable for

distribution or for purposes of propaganda.
[xy6z Gentl. Mag. Nov. 545/2 This little tract affords pre-

scriptions for the soul.]^ x8o6, 1816 (see cj. 1848 Thackeray
Vmt. /^a/r ix. Whose sister. Lady Emily, wrote those sweet
tracts, ' The Sailor's True Binnacle ', and ' The Applewoman
of Finchley Common *. 1851 Kingsley Let. in Life (1879)
I. ix. 237 The barbarians, .got into their addle pates that we
were emissaries of Mazzini and Co. distributing political

tracts. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q.Neighb. xxx, Whether
he only distributes tracts with condescending words. 1885
G. Meredith Diana xviii, Am I really as dull as a tract,

my dear? 19x1 A. R. Buckland in Encycl. Brit. XXVII.
iTj/-2 A tract is understood to be brief and rather argu-
mentative than educational. Mod. The British Museum
library contains an immense collection of Civil War tracts.

b. Tracts for the Times : the title of a series of
pamphlets on theological and ecclesiastical topics

(known also as the Oxford Tracts, or simply the
Tracts) started by J. H. Newman, and published

at Oxford 1833-1841, on the doctrines of which
the Tractarian movement was based.
The earlier of these were, in accordance with their title,

brief p.amphlets ; but some of the later, e. g. that of Pusey
on Bajptisni, were extended treatises, tracts in sense 2. The
aim of the series was ' to arr^t the advance of Liberalism in
religious thought, and to revive ' what the writers held to be
' the true conception of the relation of the Church of EnL;Iand
to the Catholic Church at large ' {^Churchman's Guide).
The last Tract, No. 90, by J. H. Newman, * On Certain
Passages in the XXXIX Articles', 'called forth a storm of
reprobation ; at the instance of Four Tutors, the Heads of the
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Oxrord Colleges pronounced censure upon the author *, and
at the request of the Uishup of Oxford the publication of the
Tracts cea,scd. In the sequel, many who sympathized with
the teaching of the Tracts (incluiliiig at length Newman
himselO seceded to the Church of Rome.
1834 (titie) Tracts for the Times. By Members of the

University of Oxford. x868 Sir J. T. CoLERitx^E Mem.
KehU xiL (1870) 276 It was Mr. Benson. .who gave the
authors and favourers of the Tracts the perfectly inoffensive

name of Tractarian. 1881 Fbouuk Sfujri Stuti. Ser. iv. (1883)

175 These were the views which we med to hear when the
Tracts were first beginning. 1893 LlDtxiN, etc. Li/e Piisty
1. xii. 277 The first Tracts are dated at the beginning of
September (1833). They were generally short, several
keeping within the suggested limit of four pages : they were
chiefly concerned with the constitution, ordinances, and
services of the Church.

o. attrib. and Comb,, as (in sense 3) tract-

distributing adj., distribution, -led adj., society;

(in sense 3 b, witb capital 7') Trcut divitu, doc-

trine, man, movement, system, -writer,
1806 W. I. BowLKS Ban-will Hill 11. 360 The tract-led

Miss, Who trot>. to every liethel club. 1816 * Quiz ' Crand
Master \u\, Argt. x8 Let them, if they perceive impiety,
Transmit it to the Tract Society. X84X S. Wilberfokce
Let. 30 Mar., in Ashwell Life I. vi. 217 You know my
dread of the 'Tract' doctrine of Reserve. X843 Chr.
Lady's Mag, XX. 2n The opinions of Oxford.tract men.

.

upon the divine efficacy of Sacraments. Ibid, -z-ji The per-
mciotts errors broached .

.
, by the Tract-writers of Oxford.

1846 D. Wilson Exf. Led. CoL ii. 20 uote. The Tract
diviaes add to the three essentials required in the XlXth
article a fourth. 1869 W. 1>. Mackay Graced Truth (1875)
43 Tract-dLstributors and pick-pockets, i88a Ogilvie s.v..

In thb sense the word is frequently adjectivally used ; as,

/ya^/ society,, ./rrtc/ distribution, etc. 1803 Lidixin, etc.

Li/e Pusfjf I. xii. 414 It was natural for the Tiact.writers
to honour the Fathers of the Church.

II. t4. a. Negotiation, treating; a treaty. (Cf.

Tractate sb, 3.) b. Trade, traffic [cf. Pg. iralo

dealing, trade], Obs. rare.

•SOI in Lett. Kick. Ill * Hen, Vtl (Rolls) I. 135 The
ktngcs majestia had sent to him his seal for tract of pais
bytwixt his grace and H. xystlbid. 147 A tracteof accorde.
ij8» N. LicHKi-iKLD tr. Caslanheda's Conq. E. Ind. 1. i. 3
They had beene in the Cayro, and understoode there much
newes of Urinuae, and of tbeyr tract bad witb and into the
Indies.

Tract, sb:!- R. C. Ch. Also 4-5 tracte, 5 tratt.

[ad. med.L. Tbactos, q. v. (In Fr. trait.)] An
anthem consisting of verses of Scripture, osually
from the Psalms, sung instead of the Alleluia in

the mass from Septuagesima till Easter Eve.
i3>7 T«EV1SA HirJtH (Rolls) VII. 145 When forsolw it

toward t>« tracte (L. Cum autem ad vertuin
tractut ventum /mtul\ in whiche it u songen, Sdlnle
fuaniant Daminus ipse est Deus. c 1450 in Aungier Syon
(1840) 327 From sepluagesym in to ester thys tracte Gamie
Maria schal be songe at lectren. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
411/1 Oelasyus and Gregory added Iberto collettis and
sanee to the lessons and gospeUys rtaylles tracte and
alleluya. 1483 Cath. Angl. 391/1 A Tracte (A. A Tratt),
tifttma, traclHS. 1546 I.ANGLCV Pol. Verg. De Inoenl. v.
viii. 106 b, 'llie Tract Uurandussaieth was deuysed by Tcloo-
pborus. 1634 Uakcie llirlh 0/ Heresies xviii. 74 In stead
of which Alleluia is sung another song called a tract, with
a loud voice, and a protracted note, in a graue kind of
Musicke. 1867 C Walker Ritual Reason IVhy 155 These
were called the Tract, from being drawn out (tractus) to
a mournful cadence. 1877 J. I). Chambeks Div. Worship
331 The Tract was usually a mournful Psalm, or part of a

'CnxX (tixkt), /*.3 Also 5-7 tracte, 6 traokto,
6-7 traokt. [ad. L. Iract-us («-stem), a drawing,
dragging, pulling, trailing; a train, trade, course,
a tract of space or time, course, progress, duration,
protraction, f. ppl. stem of trahlre to draw, dng.
In certain senses, this word fell together with
Tback ji.l and Tk.vck sb., and was sometimes even
used in the senses of these words; in others it

corresponds with the cognate F. trait, OF. traict,

also tract :—L. tractits.]

L tl- The drawing out, duration, continuance,
process, passing, or lapse 0/ time ; the course 0/
time. Cf. L. tractus temporum, F. trait de temps.
«49« Faxvan Chron. lii.Ivi.^ This in tiacte of tyme made

hym welthy. 1575 Fentom Gold. Ep. (1577) 6 As tracte of
time carryeth with it a lawe of forgetfulnesse of things post.
1651 N. Bacon Disc. Gmjt. Eng. il xxiv. 109 The Seasons
now in tract were of short continuance. 1658 RowtJlHD
lUou/efs Theat. Ins. 946 We conclude this art. .to be very
ancient, and derived to us by long tract of time. 1676 Hal«
Contempt, i. 394 In the tract of long life a man is sure to
meet with more sicknesses, a 1734 North Exam. i. ii. % 30
(740) 45 Which being perpetually inculcated, in the Tract
ofa few Years, created in the People prodigious ReseiitmenLs.

t b. Protraction (of time), deferring, putting off,

dilatory proceeding, delay. (Cf Tract v'^ a.)

IS03-4 *ct lo Hen. Vll, c. 28 Preamile, By whiche
tonge tracte of tyme the seid sueters..shulde lie discon-
forled. 1513 WoLSEV in Fiddes Li/e 11. (1726) 76 That no
tract or delcy bee used therein, iteo Holland Levy xxx.
xvi 751 They sought for nothing else but delaies and tract
01 lime.

o. A space or extent of time, a period. (In
later use regarded as transf, from 3.

)

1494 Fabvan Chron. V. cii. 76 Theodebertus . . of his . . vikIcs
wa.s greuously warred by Ionise tracte of tyme. 1524 WoLSEV
in Strype A'cW. iV^/«. (1721) I.iv. 53 Considering the tract of
time that is requisite. <i 1S48 Haul Chron.. Hen, KSoThis
short tyme and smal tract of my mortal life. 1615 (>.
Samovs Trav, 143 A UacC \ii three hundred sixty and fourc
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yeares. 1799 J. Robertson Agrlc. Perth 169 Waiting for a
lony tract of serene weather, wliich may not come. 1850
Tknnvson In Mem. xlvi. 9 A lifelong tract of time reveal'd.
1853 Maukick Proph. ^ Ki?igs iii. 43 Utterly unlike and
separated b^- tracts of time and space. 1865 Palgrave I{ymn,
* Thou say si, Take up thy cross ' iii, Dim tracts of time
divide Those golden days from me.
2. The continuance or continual duration o/some

action or state ; the course or continuity o/a. narra-
tive, etc ; a continued series. Now rare or Ods.
1581 Sidney /l/tft. Poetrie (Arb.) 65 The whole tract of a

Comedy, shoulde be full of delight. 1599 Sandys Europx
spec. (1632) 178 Yet tract of affiiction, much misery, often
over-reacning by snbtilty of adversaryes, doth finally purge
out those grosse-witted humours. 1632 Lniicow Trav. ix.

407 They had wrot the whole tract of his abhominable vices
to the Kmperour. i66j Fkltham AVWz'tj 11. Iviii. 307, I do
not renieiuoer that we read the name of either Dice or
Gaming in the tract of either Scripture. 1670 Lander-
liale Papers (Camden) 261 A long continued tract of
violence and oppressione upon ws, 173a Macfarlane
Oeneal^ Collect. (1900) 310 He caused Apprehend and Exe-
cute at Crief for a train and tract of Depredations Maco-
bertus Strowanus. 1773 Kkskine lust. Law Scotl, i. i. § 47An uniform tract of cfecisions of the court of session, .is.

.

accounted as part of our customary law. 1858 Caklvlk
Freiik. Gt. ix. i. (1872) III. 73 Perhaps a sudden tract of
good fortune, .would have made me too proud.
3. A stretch or extent of territory, etc. ; a space

or expanse of land (more rarely, of water, air, etc.) ;

a region, district. Cf. L. tractus,

1553 Eden Treat. Ne^ve Ind. (Arb.) 8 The narrowe tracte
of the Sea by the coastes of Grouelande. x6io Holland
Cnmdens Brit. (1637) 126 All the Northerne tract of
Britaine. 1^4 Earl Monm. tr. BeHtivogUo's tVarrs
flatulers 73 'llie Ocean first washing the said two Provinces
for a long trackt of ground. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round
World {1840) 280 This vast tract of land. 1776 Toplady
liymn^ ^ Rock 0/ ages* iv, When I soar through tracts
unknown. 1814 Chalmers Etnd. Chr. Ket'el. x. 278Those
remote tracts beyond the limits of our astronomy. 1834-5
J. Phillii-s Geoi. in EncycU Mctrop. VI. 564/2 The great
central plateau.. is chiefly a granitic and poiphyrltic tract.
x886 Stevenson Kidnapped 120, I spied a tract of water..
which, .boiled white all over.

fig. X817 CiiALMKRS Astron. Disc. iii. (1852) 88 We do
think that this lays open a very interesting tract, .of most
legitimate and sober-minded speculation. 1903 F, W. H.
Myers iVordsworth viii. 00 Large tracts of it [the Excur'
sion\ have little claim to tbe name of poetry.

b. Nat. J/ist.t etc A region or area of some
natural structure, as a mineral formation, or the
body of an animal or jjlant ; most commonly one
extending longitudinally (cf. 8).
spec, (a) Amtt. The whole extent of an organ or system

of organs, as the alimentary or digestive tracty or a con-
tinuous kingiludinal structure, such as one strand or division
of a nerveKTord; «/. applied to particular regions of the
brain or spinal cord, as the ol/actory^ opttc.pyramidaiy etc.
troLts. {b) Ortiith. X feathered area of the skin of a bird
(= Pteryla), as distinguished from a featherless j;^afr.

i8xi Pinkerton Petralogy 1 1. 443 This pumice, .commonly
lies in long tracti, in tbe direction of wnich its vesicles are
sometimes Icni;ihened. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd»
(ed. 4) 437 The probable existence.. of distinct tracts of
nervous matter in the composition of the central chain of
ganglia. 1867 Feather-tracts (see PterylaJ. 1879 St.
George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 127 General congestion of the ali-

mentary tract. 1894 Newton Dut. Birds s,\. Pterylosist
The principal //<rrj'/* or feathered tracts are as follows:—
(1) Spinal tract... (2) Ventral tract. ..(3) Neck-tract [etcj.
attrid. 1899 Allbutes Syst. Med. Vl. 535 Thetract fibres

of each side must be cotuiected with the anterior cornua on
both sides. I6id. VII. 79 An instance in which a tract
degeneration was established.

H. 1 4. The action of drawing or pulling (in

quots, fig.) ; attraction. Obs. rare.
x6i6 B. JoKSON Deviiati Ass 11. ii. Hell ne'r owne mee,

Hut I am taken 1 the fine tract of it Pulls mee along 1 x6ao
J. PvpER tr. Hist. Astrea 1. vu. 226 She could ieele the
tracts of Loue.

t5. Drawing, or tracing (of lines). Obs, rare,
1677 Gilpin DemonoL (1867) 22 Lines and figures are

better known from mathematical instruction, than by their
bare tract as written in dust. x688 R. Holme Amtoury 1.

19/1 The Ordinaries are made, and formed of Lines diversly
composed ; And according to the divers Tracts and Forms,
of those said Lines, they do receive a divers Shape and
variation of Names.

IIL A material line drawn : ^ F. trait (see

Tbait).

1 6. Her, ; (a) =^ Tbessurk ; {b) •» Track sb, 7.

\^fi6 Bit. St. Albans^ tier, e vj b. Off tractys in armys.
Afore itis sayd of borduris in armys, now it folowith to se
of tractis or lynys, and first of a symple tract; and they be
caldc tractis for as mych as the felde remaynyn^ of tharmys
as wele with in as with owte, & an other lyne is drawyn of
an other colowre..to the maner of a shelde. Ibid,^ He
bcrith asure a playn tract of golde. Ibid, e vij, Thys tract

is other wyle dowbuU as in tharmys of the kyng of Scolte-

londe. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 1. v. 17 When the Field and
the Circumference or Tract about the same, . . be both of one
metalt, colour or furre, then shall you not terme it a bordure.

Ibid. \\. vii. 66, I purpose to present to your view a Three-
fold Orle or Tract, which doth include the twofold.

1 7. A lineament, a feature ; = Trait 4, 5. Obs,

x6o6 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. i. Trophies iioi Th*
admired Tracts of a bewitching Face. x63aLiTHGOW Trav.
I. 24 Like to the heauenly tract and resemblance of our
blessed Sauiour. 1715 tr. C*tess D'Aunoy's IVhs. 193 His
Hair brown, his Tracts all regular, his Teeth fine. 17^5
C. Johnston Pi/grim 126 To account for some tracts in their

national character.

IV. Senses approaching or coinciding with those

of Track and TitAci:.

TRACTo

8. Course, path, way, route ; with of or posses-
sivc, the course or path traversed by a person,
animal, or moving object : = Track ji5. 3, 4. Now
rare or Ods. : usually expressed by trac^,
(In quot. i7.;9, applied to a course or channel for water.)
iSSS i*'^^t* -Occtulfs 255 Vnderstanding.. that if I shulde

sayle by the way of the northwest wynde, I shulde by a
shorter tracte coomme to India fete,]. x6i6 W. Forde Scrw,
28 Like a bird in the aire, whose tract the aire closeth.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 170 A loose and flying
sand,..accumulated into such heaps as uponany great wind
the tract is lost, and passengers (too oft) overwhelmed and
stifled. 1726 Shelvocke l^'oy. round World 201 In the
tract of the Manila ship, 1798 Charlotte Smith Vng.
Philos. IV. 279 Perceiving that in the lane was certainly
the most beaten tract, I hurried along it. 1799 J. Roueut-
SON Agric. Perth 302 When the tract for conveying the
water has^ been once made with judgment, it may remain
for centuries. 1823 F.Cooper Pioneers v,Thc tract for the
sleighs was much more limited. 1843 Nicholson Iliit. <y

Trad, Tales 196, I.. will pursue his tract no longer, 1865
Alex. Smith ^umm.Skye (1880) 143 In Skye one is every
now and again coming on the tract of the distinguished
travellers.

^' fiS' Course (of action, etc.) ; manner of pro-
ceeding, way, path: = Track sb, 5. rare or Obs.
1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. Pref. 8 The other prescribelh

a directe paihe to treade the tracte of this present life. 1581
Lambarue Eiren. x\. ii. (1588) 125 In the Commission of the
Peace, they are both conueied vnder this one tracte of
spcach. 161a Drayton Poly-olh. Pref. Aj, A Poeme..
whose vnusuall tract may perhaps seeme difficult, to the
female Sex. 163a J. Featly Hon. Chast. 19 Let it suffice
that I waike in the vulgar tract, and divide sinne onely
intooriginall and actuall. 1677 Hale Contempt. 11. 25 In
the same path and tract which leads us to Glorifie God,
which is our Duty. 1752 Hume Ess. -V Treat. (1777) II. 23
Any particular thought which breaks in upon the regular
tract, or chain of ideas. 1834 H. MilCeu Scenes ^ Leg.
xxvii. (1857) 394 Men.. who, seeing nothing very knowing
hi simple honesty, exert their ingenuity in the opposite tract.

10. A mark or impression marking the course of
a person, animal, or thing ; a footprint, trail : =
Track sb^ 4, 5: cf. Track sb, i. Now rare or
Obs. ; usually expressed by track,
a 1547 Surrey Mneid 11. 920 A biasing sterre, dragging a

brand of flame.. By a long tract appomting us the way,
1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (1611) 151 There appeared.,
the very tracts and steps of Christs feet. X585 Hicins
Juftius NomencL 390/1 Orbita^ the trace, tract, or furrow
of a cart wheele. 1595 Blanchardyn v. Bj b, He had not
ridden long, but he perceiued the tracktes & footsteps of a
horse.

_ 1607 Shaks. Timon i. L 50 But flies an Eagle flight
..Leauing no Tract behinde. X632 Guillim Heraldry 111.

xiv, (ed. 3) 175 Termes of footing or treading...That of a
Fallow Deere [or] Boare is termed Tract or Treading.
X709 Dahpier yoy. III. n. 35, I saw the Tract of an Alli-

gator here. X807 in Halliwell Z//e: 5/m^5. (1887)11. 143 There
was only one waggon tract along the lane. x8s7 H. Miller
Test. Rocks xi. 435, 1 was struck . . to see how nearly the tract
ofa small shore crab along the wet sand, resembled them,

t b. = Track sb. 8. Obs.
X542-3 Act 34 <5- 35 Hen. VIII, c. 26 g 47 If any goodes

. . be stolen . . tbenne upon suite therof hadde and made, the
tracte shalbe folowed from Towneshipp to Townesbip,

+11, A mark remaining where something has been

;

an indication, vestige (///. or fi^.) : « Track
sb.^ 6. Obs.

1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Deut. clxviii. 1040 Wee shall be
handled with such rigour as shall make all them to tremble
which sec but the tracts thereof. x6io Holland Camden'^
Brit. (1637) 281 Walles, which, as men may see by their

tract, tooKe up a mile in circuit. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 225
But no tract therof [of the Labyrinth] remained in the days
of Pliny. 1646 Sir T. Browne y^«W. £/*. i. x. 37To obscure
tbe diviner part, and efface all tract of its traduction. 1698

J. Crull Muscovy ^-j The Ruins appear now in some places
six foot high,, .the Tract being quite lost in others.

t Tract, v,^ Obs. [ad. L. tractdre to handle,

transact, manage, discuss, treat, freq. of trahire to

draw. Cf: F. traiter^ OF. traicter^ rarely trader^

to manage. Treat (Gx)def.).]

1. trans. To negotiate : s= Treat v. i b,

XS08 in Lett. Rich. Ill 4- Hen. VII (Rolls) 1. 451 The I[ove

and kindnesj that have been used in the tracting of our said
mariage.

2. To deal with in speech or writing ; to discuss

or discourse {tratts., or inlr, with of) : = Treat
V, 2, 2 b.

X529 St. Papers Hen, VI11^ II. 140 Whiche thinge is not
to Detracted, or retracted, till the Parliament. xs5a Huloet,
Tractor treat of, tracto. 1588 A. Y^wiGU.Canisius' Catcch,
60 The sacraments.. haue ane verray highe place in Chris-
tiane doctrine, and ar necessarie to be tractit of. 1607 'I'op-

SELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 396 Of all which kinde of traps
shall be severally tracted : And first of all those which do
catch Mice alive, a 1637 B. Jonson tr. Horace's Art 0/
Poetry 202 The man, who.. Saw many towns and men, and
could their manners tract.

3. trans. To behave towards : = Treat v, 7.
a 1548 Hall Chron.y Hen. IV 15 b, The Erie, .so gently

and familiarly used and tracted the vulgare people. Ibid.^

Rich. Ill 46 b, Notbinge contented that the erle of Rich-
monde was in his <2ominion so vnciu-teously tracted and
entreated.

fTracty z*.- Obs. [f. L. tract-, ppl. stem of

trahire to draw ; cf. attract, contract, extract, etc.

f. ppl. stem. In some uses associated with Tracb
vX and Track v^ and ^,]

I. 1, trans. To draw, puU along, haul, tow.
(Superseded by Track v.'^)

15*3 in \Qth Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 328 AIL.
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TRACTABILITY.
goods and inarcbatidis as shalbe labored, tracted, and ad-

ventured by ony of ihe inhabitants of this citie . . oute of the

liaven and porte of the same, into ony where else. 1727 A.
Hamilton New Acc^ E. Jnd. I. xi. 123 To carry a great

Number of Men for trading ttiem up against the Stream,
when the Winds are against them. 1769 Falconer Diet.

Marine (1789) s, v. Tract-scout [= Du. trckschuii]^ It is

usually tracted by a horse. 1769 [see frat //«^ below].

2. To lengthen out, prolong, protract (time) ; to

spend or waste in delay; to delay, put off.

1527 Knight in Pocock Rec. I\e/. I.xxviii. 57 The rivers

not being always passable he hath of necessity tracted the

time. 15*9 in Froude Hist. Epig. (1856) 1. iil lya The causes

depending, .may. .be in such wise traded and delayed, as

your subjecis suini? in the same shall be put to importable

charges. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1595)606 Hetracted
time, & gaue them leisure to prepare to encounter his force.

1647 Lilly Chr. Asiroi, xlix. 303 By dallying and tracting

the time there shall be trouble.

b. intr. To be drawn out or prolonged, to

continue : in pres. fple. protracted, continuous.

1593 [see tracting below].

3. fig. To draw on, draw out ; to induce,

1615 [see tracting below].

IL 4. To go or travel along, tread, pursue (a

path) : =Trace2'.13. Cf. Trackz/.Is. (Inquots.

fis')
. ,

1579 TwTNE Phtsicke agst. Fort. n. xxxv. 213 T^his path is

but litle tracted. 1613 ^AAYtsioa Ifisatiate Countess i. Aij b,

(Death] From whose sterne Caue none tracts a backward
path.

5. To pursue or follow tip by the footprints or

traces; also^^. : = Tuace v.^ 5, Tkack v.^ i.

iS77HoLiNSHEDCAf(j«.II. 1007/2 In the ende, they brought
him to trad the steppes of lewde demeanor. 1590 Spenser
/". (?. 11. i. 12 By what meanes may I his fooling tract?

/bid, vi, 39 As Shepheardes curre . . Hath tracted forth some
salvage beastes tfade ( = tread]. 1596 Ibid. vi. vii. 3 Well
did he tract his steps as he did ryde. 1615 Sir K. Hoby
Curry-combe To Rdr. 2 Hee that tracts a Fugitiue must
take the By-path. 1654 Fi.ecknoe Ten Years Trav. 43
Which false rumours I tracted from the very Fountain.

6. To draw, delineate : ~ Trace v^ 11,

x6iz Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xviii. (1623) gg Having seen

it [a wall] so tracted in an ancient Chorograpbtcall Chart.

7. intr, ?To border upon. rare~^.
x6ii Specd Theat. Gt. Brit. xiv.(i6i4)27/i [Of Barkshire]

the South neere Kennet doth tract upon Hampshire.

Hence f Tra'cting vbl, sb. and ppl. a.

IS3S Act 27 Hen. VIIl^ c. 3 Without frustrate or wilfull

delaye or tractyng of the tyme. X59a Warner A lb. Eng. vii.

xxxvii. (16x2) 179, I beard a tracting bound. 1615 J.
Stephens Ess, 4- Char.y Huntsman (1857) 202 The names
ofFoxe, Hare, and Bucke, be all tracting billables; suffi-

cient to furnish fifteen meales with long discourse in the
adventures of each. Foxe drawes in his exploits done
against Cubbes... Hare brings out his encounters [etc.].

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789^ Tracting, the act of
pulling any vessel.. along the stream of a canal or river, by
means of a rope.

Tractability (trseklabi-lili). [ad. L. iracta-

dilitdSf 'dt-j f. tractdbilis Tractable : see -bility,

-ITV,] The quality of being tractable; manage-
ableness, docility.

1531 Elvot Gov. \. xxi, Tractabilitie (which is to be shortly
|>ersuaded and meuedj. 1605 A. Warren Poverties Patience
li, Vaine Perswasion, that deludes Fond Tractability with
fallacies. 1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric, Digest ^i

A further proof of their tractability. 1849 LvnoN Caxtons
I. iii, He, wild man,.. not yet civilized into the trac labilities

of home.

Tractable ftrse*ktab'l), fl. [ad. L. tracidbilis,

f. tractdre : see Thact v^, and cf. Treatable.]
1. That can be easily managed ; docile, compliant,

manageable, governable. (Of persons and animals,

or their dispositions, etc.)

xfioa Atkynson tr. De Imitaitone 11. iil, 182 To be conuer.
saunt with meke, tractable or charirable company. 1548
UuALL, etc. Erastn. Par. Mark Pref., The more noble
courage and stomacke they be of, the more tractable they
are. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 37 Rather with
tractable willingnesse to learn, than with sharpnesse of wit,

x6ii Beaum. & Fi.. Knt. Bum. Pestle n. i, I'm glad the
girl Is found so tractable. 1^38 Berkklev Let. n May,
Wks. 1871 IV. 258 You have to do with people of no very
easy or tractable spirit 1832 Scott IVoodst. ii, A large

wolf>dog, ..as tractable as he was strong and bold. 1855
Pkescott Philip II, I. ii. (1857) 24 Philip, .found the Arago*
nese legislature by no means so tractable as the Castilian.

b. Const, to with sb. or inf.; in quot. 1651,

easily led or persuaded to or to do something.
1509 Bp. Fisher Funeral Serm. C'tess Richmond Wks.

(E.E.T.S.) 1. 291 To god & to the chirche full obedyent &
tractable. 1590 Greene Never too late (i6oo) 82, I ..found
him not onelyguittie of the crime, but tractable to be re-

claimed. £x64S in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 428 She is witty

& very tractable to please. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bopt. 30
They are silly souls, and tractable to novelty.

+ c. transf. of an action, etc. Obs.
c X609 in Capt. Smith's Virginia in. xi. (1624) 89 He had

oft brought the Salvages to a tractable trade. 1633 Lithgow
Trav. V. 303 Their education to this tractaule expedition is

admirable.

2. Of things (usually concrete) : Easy to manage,
deal with, handle, or work; manageable.
1555 Eden Decades 334 This metall [gold] is a body tract-

able and bryght- 1654 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio*s IVarrs
Flanders 57 On which side the ground was more tractable.

X726 Leoni AlbertCs Archit. I. 27/1 The Nut Tree, .is ex-

tremely tractable, and good for most uses. X898 Pall Mall
Mag. May 20 She had asmall but exc^uisitely tractable voice.

1906 E. K. ScoiT Fourth Gosp. vii, 216 Elements .. not

wholly li:aciabk to bis method uf rc-iuiurpretutiou.
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f 3. That can be handled
;
palpable, tangible.

1605 WiLLET HexaplaGen. 203 These angels had palpable
and tractable bodies. 1669 Galk Crt. Gentiles i. m. lii. 45
The visible and tractable Mater [matter]. 1694 Holder On
Time i. 16 The other Measures, .are of Continued Quantity,
Permanent, and Visible, and for the most part Tradable ;

whereas Time is always Transient,, .neither to be seen, nor
felt, nor reserved.

t4. That one can *do with' or put np with;
tolerable, endurable. Obs.

x6os Tryall Chcv. v. i. in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III. 339 As
soone As the cool winds haue fand[= fanned] the burning
Sunne And made it tractable for travaylers. i6q» Rav
Disc. 237 Eternity is the very sting of Hell; take that out,

and the Sinner will think it tractable enough.

Tractableness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The
quality of being tractable ; tractability.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. it. 100 Vnlesse he did frame
vs to that tradabiene^se by bis spirit. x6oo Sir W. Corn-
WALLis Ess. iii. Dj b, The tractablenes of his people might
keep them in peace. 1726 Leoni AlbertVs Archit. I. 27/2
None of these[trees] for Tractableness can compare with the

Linden, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert v, A gentle sympa-
thetic word would win her into tenderness and tractableness.

Tra'Ctably, o,dv. rare~^. [f. as prec. + -ly 2.]

In a tractable manner ; manageably ; with docility.

1611 CoTGR., Tendrement, tenderly,, .gentlely, tractably.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Tractably, after a tractable Manner.
Hence in Johnson and later Diets.

fTractal, a. Obs. rare^^* [? irreg. (for *trac'

iual) f. \^. tractu-s (see Tract j^.3) + -al.] ? In-

tended to protract the time, (Cf. Tract sb."^ \ b.)

163a Lithgow Trav. ni. 82 After tractall discourses, and
deepe draughts of Ix^tick, reason failing, sleepe ouercame
his sences.

Tractarian (traektee'rian), sb. and a. [f.

Tract j^.1 + -artan; in 2, after trinilarianj etc.]

A. sb.

1. A writer, publisher, or distributor of tracts.

noncc'uses,
(In quot. 1824, referring to the Religious Tract Society.)

x8a4 Man 0/ Letters 15 May 99 The superiority of the

vulgar version will be acknowledged, we think, even by the

tractarians themselves. i8sx Illustr. Land. News^ Aug.
370/2 The fanatical tract distributors ofLondon . . an itinerant

disti ibutor. . . The Tractarian was silent. i^ooSpeaker 12 May
170/2 To revive his [James Vl's] reputation as a poet or a
tractarian.

2. A member of that school of High Churchmen
which maintains thedoctrines and practices set forth

in * Tracts for the Times ' (see Tract sb.^ ^ b).

1839 C Benson Disc. Tradit. ^ Episc. Pref. 3 The tract-

arians, that is, the authors, editors, and approvers of the
Tracts/or the Times, are Divines of acknowledged piety,

and sincerity, and learning. Ibid. 5 The tractarians, if with-

out offence we may so call them. 1841 Bp, D. Wilson Let,

in Bateman Li/e (i860) II, xvi. 188 Her apostasy is like a
standard-bearer fainting : and all aggravated by the opposite

errors of the Tractarians. 1888 C. A. Lane Notes Eng. Ck.
Hist. II. VI. xxix. 253 The Tractarians were the extreme
wing of the modern * High Church ' part}?. 189s F. Hall
in Nation (N. Y.) 25 Aug. 145/1 Lawless in formation, cer-

tainly, is Tractariam and yet it will live in history, to the

exclusion of T^rof^i/c, Tractnist, and y'rafr/rt/^'r, all of which
have been proposed in its stead.

B. act;, i. Of or belonging to the Tractarians

(A. 2).

1840 I. Taylor Anc. Chr. (1842) II. 144 note, One of the
most recent . . publications of the Tractarian school. 1841

Bp. D. Wilson Jml. 18 Nov., in Bateman Li/e (i860) II.

xvi. 193 Having given my booksellers, .orders to send me
the Tractarian Controversy publications, a 1873S.W1LBER-
FORCE Ess. (1874) 11.262 So Strong a Romeward tendency
amongst the members of the Tractarian parly. 1896 R.
Palmer Fani. ^ Pers. Mem. I. xxvii, 397 The ' Tractarian

'

forces were shattered by the loss of their leader.

2, Distributing tracts, nonce-use.

1885 Athenseum iiJuly44[Dr. Lansdell] was soon after-

wards arrested for distributing tracts at railway stations.,

,

It is not very surprising that a policeman stopped the
tractarian traveller.

Hence Tracta'rianism, the tenets or principles

of the Tractarians, the Tractarian system ; adher-

ence to or maintenance of this ; Tracta'rianize

v., intr. to teach, maintain, or practice Tractarian-

ism (in Tractarianizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.),

iSAo{title) Hints to 'i'ranscendentalists for working Infidel

Designs through *Tractarianism. 1841 Bp. D. Wilson in

Bateman Li/e{i86o) II. xvi. 185 If he had not been imbued
for seven years—steeped—in Tractari.anism. 1809 Bi*.

Stubbs yisitation Charges (1904) 344 What is called the

Oxford Movement, the movement represented by the Tracts
/or the Times, Trac larianism as it is slill called. 1842 G. S.

P'aber Prov. Lett. (1844) II. 137 More than one young
*Tractarianising Cleric. 1880 G. A. Simcox in Macm. Mag.
No. 245. 399 The imputation of tractarianising clung to

Wilberforce however he might try to separate himself from
the Tractarians.

Tractate (trzekt^ft), sb. Also 6 Sc. tracteit,

6-7 tractat, [ad, L. tractdlus (z^-stem) a hand-

ling, treatment, discnssion, treatise, f. tractdre :

see Tract v.'^ Cf. Prov. tractate Sp, tratado. It.

tratlato^ Fr. traiti; also Gcr. tractat^

1, A book or literary work treating of a particular

subject ; a treatise,

X474 Caxton Cliesse 1 This first chappitre of the first

tractate sheweth [etc.]. 1549 Compl. Scot. Epist. 6 To pre-
sent to 5our nobil grace ane tracteit of the fyrst laubir of my
pen. X641 Milton Prel. Episc. 3 Needlesse traciats stuff't

with specious names. x69a Rav Disc. in. ii. (1732) 411 A
notable Passage taken out of Tlutarch's Tracute. 1877

THACTATRIX.
MoRLEy Crit. MtscScr, 11. 270 It was his own sense of the

value of Liberty which led to the production of the little

tractate. 1883 Edersheim Lije Jesus (ed. 6) I. 401 In the

l^bbinic tractate on the .Samaritans.

fb. The subject treated of. Obs, rare
—

'^.

1589 Nashe Anat. Absurd. 6 When as lust is the tractate

of so many leaues, and loue passions the lauish dispence uf

so much paper.

t c. Literary treatment, discussion {0/2. subject).

1586 Ferne Blaz.Gentrie Ep. Ded., A matter of it selfeso

honorable, namely the tractate and handling of the nobili-

ties and armes of generositie.

1 2. Negotiation, dealing, transaction. Obst
1618 Barnevelt's Apol. F j. By reason of these fiue Regall

Embassages, and tractates, it happened, that [etc.). 1630
R. Johnson*s Kingd. ff Comm-tV. 89 In Paris they dare
talke of the Kings mistresses, intermeddle with all tractates

of Parliaments and State.

t Tra'Ctate, z'. Obs. rare, [f. L. tractdre : see

Tract z/.l, -ate -i] trans. To handle, deal with.

1657 ToKLitisoN Fenou's Disp. 669 Things, onely Medi-
cinal- .should be tractaied by rharmacopolists alone.

t Tracta'tion. Obs. [ad. L, tractdtion-em,

n, of action f. tractdre : see TitAcr v.^ and -ation.]

1. The handling or treating of a subject in dis-

course or writing ; literary treatment, discussion.

1570 Foxe A.^ M. (ed. 2)22/2 The iractation wherof ..

I do refre..to them, that haue more leysure. x6a8 Bp.
WK\A.Old Reli§. Ep. Ded. 6 A methode, and manner of

Tractation, which might be of vse to plain vndersiandings.

1654 Z, Coke Logick 192 Tractation (or Handling) id the
meditation of a Theme or matter to be done by Instruments
of Aru

b. An instance of this ; a passage or work treat-

ing of something ; a discussion or treatise,

X5S5 in Foxe A. ^ M. (1563)374/2 He did ther intreate

of the sacrament in that tractation De ccena dotnini, 1577
Harrison .f^rg-ZaMc^ II, V. (1877) I. ii6,I might, .make a long
tractation of the round table, 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1,

I. xi, 60 What I have . . in this whole tractation laid down.

2. Conduct towards or dealing with a person or

thing ; treatment.
X548 Act 2 i^- 3 Edtv. VI, c. 23 § 2 Sentence for matrymonye,

commanding solempnizacion, cohabitacion, consumacion
aftd tractacion as becometh Alan and Wyef to have. X670
Maynwarinc Vita Sana L 22 Irregular and unfit tractation

of Infants.

3. Handling, manipulation (in lit. sense), rare.

X578 Banister Hist, Man 1. 30 The prompt tractation,

and handlyng, that now appertaineth to the hand. 1650
BuLWEK Anthropomet. 217 They nourish it much by Art
and often tractation.

4. Negotiation, dealing, treaty, rare"^.
x6oo O. E. Repl, Libel 11. v. 98 Any compact, packe, con-

spiracy, or tractation to any such purpose. (1881 Sat. Rev,

17 Dec 743/1 M. Gambetta thought that there might be
even with Italy some sort of tractation. One of his hearers

called out that this was quite a new word, and M. Gambetta
..replied that he had coined a word, because no existing

word expressed the peculiarly delicate arrangement, ox
approach to an arrangement, which he had in his head.]

5. Use (of a word) in a particular sense. (= L,

tractatiOy Cicero Part, Or, v. 17.) rare—\
1660 Author Heating in Church 26, I have thus done

with the General and Theological Tractation of the words.

t Tracta'tor. Obs. [a. h. tracld/or, agGnt-n.

i. tractdre : see Tract v.^ and -or 2 c] One who
treats of a subject ; the writer of a tractate.

01638 Mede IVks. (1672) 386 Justin Martyr, Theophilus
Antiochenus, Irena;us,or it may be another small Tractator

or two. 1686 W. Hopkins tr. Ratramnus Dissert, iu (1688)

25 Phil. Labbe numbers him among the Catholick Tracta-

tors, Radbert, Lanfranc, and Guitmund. xyaj tr. Dupin's
Eccl. Hist, x^th C. I. v. 65lhisName of Treatise was given

to it [sermon], because the Holy Scripture was explained in

it ; and it is upon that account that the Preachers were
call'd Tractators,

b. Spec, Any one of the writers of * Tracts for

the Times *
: see Tract sb^ 3 b.

184a KiNGSLEY in Li/eiiZ-p) I. 81 Talking of the Trac-

tators—so you still like their tone ! And so do I. 1844
R. M. Beveri-ey Ch. Eng. Examined Pref. (ed. 2) 12 The
Oxford tractators.. write for this one object, to bring Chris-

tians from the Scriptures into tradition.

TractatO'riaily a. Ch, Hist. ? Obs. [f. late

L. tractdtori-us (t. prec.) + -an.] In tractatoricui

or trcutalory letter^ late L. epistola tractatoria^ a
letter from a synod or council of bishojis, so called

from L. tractdlus in the sense of a conference treat-

ing of sacred subjects. See Du Cange. Also Tra"o-

tatory a. in same sense; sb. a tractatory letter.

1672-5 Comber C<»/«/. Temple (1702) 510 Su Augustine,
who excommunicated Primianns the Donatisi, and sent his

Tractatorian letter to all his fellow Bishops to avoid him.

Ibid. 513 The Tractatorian Epistle, which the Bishops sent

in the Name of the Church of Ptolemais to all her sister

Churches. 1725 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, tjth C. I. v. 11. 69
They call'd those 'J'ractatory Letters, by which the Metro-
politans invited the Bishops of their Province to Synods.

. -The Excuses of the Bishops who could not come to the

Synod were wrote at the Bottom of the Letter which was
sent to them, which they call'd Tractory, or TracUtory.

I!
l^actatrix (tmekt^i-triks). PI. -trices

(-trisfz). [L. iractdtrix (Martial, in sense i), fem.

of tractator shampooer, also one who treats of a
subject : see Tractator.]
1. A female shampooer. rare—^,

1874 M. Collins Prances II. 1 17 That stout Miss Susa-

nctta, with her shrill voice, and her hands of the tractalrix,

is a atrauge cre4luie»
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2. Geom, = Tkactbix.
iSaS in Wkbstek ; hence in later Dict-^.

Tractatule (trx'lttatitfl). rare, [f. Tractate
(or L. traiidius) + -uie^ dim. suffix, as in globule^

grannie^ etc.] A small tractate or treatise.

x89a Sat. Rev. 28 May 636/1 The first [vohime) contains

a much more mixed multitude of tractatules. 1901 N.
Smith in F&rtn. Rev, Oct. 403 The carnal man cannot help
sighing for a tractate—a tractatule even of the tiniest—on
English verse, from the Venerable Ontv
Tract-boat, obs. form of Track-boat.
Traoteit, obs. Sc. form of Tractate.

II TractelllUll (trrekte'l^m). BioL PI. trac-
tella. [mod.L., f. L. tract-, ppl. stem oi trcUwre

to draw, after Flagkllum: cf. Pulsellum.] The
anterior flagellum of an infusorian, etc, which serves

to draw the body after it in swimming. Hence
Tracte*llat«a. [-ATE -], furnished with atractellum,
1880 Kent In/usoria 1. 429 Among the free^swimmtng

mononagellate Infusoria.., where the locomotive appendage
..fulfils during natation the rOle of a tractellum. 1891
Cent. Diet., Tracteltate.

fTractio. Obs,rare-'^, [irreg. fL. tract-are

(see Tract z/.l), ? after /rflf//V.] = Tractate i.

1651 N. BiCGs New Dhp. { 287 la ourTractick of simple
waters.

Traotiferous(tra*ktifer3s),a. nonce-wd, [irreg.

f. Tract sb.^ +-('i)feroijs.] Carrying tracts.

1879 Viuhts/tiafiS Holidays 52 That curious freak of
nature, a tiactifcrous yachtsman.

Tractile C^rse-ktil, -ail), a. rare. [ad. late L.

trtictii-iSf f. tract-f ppU stem of trah^re to draw

:

see -IL, -ILK.]

+L Capable of being drawn out to a thread.
x6a6 Hacon SyltMX % 839 I'he Consistencies of Bodies..

Fragile, Tou^h, Flexible, Inflexible, Tractile or to be
drawne forth m length, Intractile, Porous.

2. That may be drawn, as money from a bank.
189a Stevenson & L. Osbourne Wraker vU, Eight

thousand .. was liquid and actually tractile in the bank.

TI 3. Erron. used for Tractive.
X839 Nevi Monthly ^fag.\^\\. 539 The distinction they

have drawn between the tractile capabilities of the horse
mnd the dog.

Hence TractUlty (trsekti-IIti), the quality of

being tractile ; incjuot. 1838,^?^. capacity of being
drawn out or protracted.

1713 Deeham Fhys.-Tfuot. v. ix. 350 Silver, whose Duc-
tility and 'I'ractility are very much inferiour to those of
Gold. 1838 B. CoRWEY Comtrffvtr^ 9 His subject possesses
tractility.

Tracting:, vbL sh. : see under Tract ».2

Traction (tnc-kjon), [ad. mcd.L. trcutionem
(Alberlus, a 1 350), n. of action from trak^re,

iract-ttm to draw. So F. tractum^ Sp. traccion^

Pp. tracfaOy It. traziont.']

1. The action of drawing or palling ; draught

:

opposed to pulsion or pushing, and (m Dynamics)
to pressure.
Force cf traction y the force exerted in or required for

traction. Line 0/traction^ the line along which this force

Kts. Angle o/tractioMy the angle between the line of trac*

tion and tbe surface along which the body is drawn.
1C96 tr, Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839) 343 Motion is distin-

guished into pulsion and traction. 1837 Whewell Hist.
' " ' ".. II. 3a Bodies, on wnicfa

traction are exerted. 1843 Peni^ Cycl. XXV." 109/3 When
Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 33 Bodies, on wnich pressure and

the angle of tractioo..is 15 or 16 degrees, a horse pulls with
90od«SiBCt...Anexanipleof the force of traction exerted by
steam, 1W8 Duncan It. Fi^ier^s ttuect IV, Introd. 25 The
cockchafer . . possesses a power of traction equal to more than
14 times its own weight.

b. Phys. and /'ath, A drawing or palling of a
part or organ (in an animal or plant) by some
vital process, as the contraction of a muscle, or the
tension of some adherent part.

1615 Crooks Body 0/Matt 544 In the traction of the first

the lid is depresficd ; in the traction of the latter it is lifted

vp, 1669 Holder .V/VfM 163 The Malleus, being fixed to
an extensible Membrane, follows the Traction of the M uscle.

1803 1'aley Nat. Theol. xL (ed. 3) 233 The claws do their
office in keeping hold of the support, .by the traction of the
tendons, in consequence of the attitude which the legs and
thighs take by the bird sitting down, 1875 Benmbtt J%

DvER Sachs' Bot. 738 The layers which are less turgid and
grow more slowly are exposed to a passive traction which
promotes their growth. 1876 Clin, Soc. Trans. IX, 19a
There was.. a slit^ht.. traction of (ace to the right side when
the patient laughed.

o. A drawing or pulling movement used in

massage, etc.: in quot. 1841 applied to the use of

metallic tractors (see Tkactob l).

184X Frasers Mag. XXV. 89 The effects produced by
traction, or the rubbing of metallic tractors, tipped with
little lumps of wax, on the parts affected by pain, are well
known. 1887 D, MACLtRB Art Massage iii.(ed.4)5[ Tr.-tc-

tions are movements u-scd on the articulations by pulling one
part while holding the other. 190X Westm.Gaz. 28 Nov.
10/2 Tractiun of the tongue— that is, moving it about in a
rhythmical manner— has produced wonderful results in
restoring the apparently dead (especially children) to life.

Dr. L.alwrde, of raris, is the discoverer of the treatment.

^- fig. Urawing, attraction, aitracting power.
1649 K. RKYNoi.t>s Hoseaw. 18 Our conversion and sancti.

fication comes from ..a supernaturall and omnipotent trac-

tion. 0171X Kkn Chrislophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 435 His
Love in Suavities distills, Preventions, Tractions sweet, De-
vout Christ-hynining Heat. 1883 A. 11. Welsh Eng. Lit,
Lvu 3it4 He IMacbethJ feels ihu rc&ibtlesi> traction ul fat«.

2. spec. The drawing of vehicles or loads along
a road or track ; esp. in reference to the power by
which this is done, as horse, steam^ electric traction,
i8aa Imison Sc. ^Art I. 27 Dividing the beam. .that the

point of traction may be as much nearer to the stronger
horse, i8s6 J. Adamson Sk. Inform. Rail-Roads 38 Every
change., has., added to our powers of tracktion. \^%Daily
ChroH. 1 July 4/6 The three stages are horse-traction, steam
traction, and electric traction.

b, transf. (a) A vehicle driven by some special

power, as a motor car. nonce-use, (fi) Stock Exch.
Stocks connected with traction, as tramways, etc.

1896 /Ft'i^w/.Coa, 13 Nov. 5/2 They attended the Court,
having ridden in ten miles on the offending traction. 1903
Daily Chron. 5 Nov. 8/7 The victory for Tamuiany early
in the session reflected strength in tractions and other
municipal utility stocks. 1905 Ibid. 4 May 5/7 Prices
worked lower. Coalers and tractions showed some strength.

3. Short for force of traction (as a measurable
quantity) ; the amount of rolling friction (also

traction ofatihesion) as measuring this (quot. 1877).
^ 18*5 J. NicHoi,soN Operat. Mechanic 666 If the speed be
increased from six miles an hour to eight, the horses have
by no means i-4th less work to do, supposing the friction a
constant quantity, and the traction consequently the same.
X838 Civil Eng. if Arch, Jrnt. I, 350/1 A dynamometer,
by which the traction might be measured with considerable
accuracy. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Traction, the adhe-
sive friction of a wheel on a rail, a rope on a pulley, etc.

4. aitrib, and Comb., astraction company, installa-

tion^ instrutftenty movement, power ; traction
aneurism, diverticulum (see quots.) ; traction-
gearing, an inexact name for friction-gearing
(Krictiun sb. 5) ; traction-load, the weiglit of a
locomotive engine or motor car which presses the

driving-wheels upon the rail or ground so as to

produce the requisite adhesive friction and prevent
the wheel from slipping ; traction-splint {Surg.)^

a splint with an attachment for pulling upon the

limb ; traction-wheel, a driving-wheel.
1891 Cent, Diet., ''Traction-aneurism. 1899 Syd, S0C,

Lex., T\raction\ aneurism^ an aneurism most commonly
seen in children, due to traction of the aortc from an in-

completely atrophied ductus Botalli. 1897 AllbutCs Syst,
Med, III, 364 "Traction diverticula generally occur on the
anterior wall of the oesophagus. 1899 Syd. Soc, Lex.,
T\raction] drverticuluw, a circumscribed sacculation of the
cesophagus from the traction of the circum-cesophageal
adhesions. 1877 Knight Z>/c/. Mfch., ^Traction-gearing^
an arrangement for turning a wheel and its shaft by means
of friction or adhesion. 1879 St. George's Hos^, Rep. IX.
501 On three eyes a *traction instrument was used. 1887
D. Magl'irk Art Massage iv. (ed. 4) 106 Executing, -some
•traction movements. X908 It^estru, Gaz. 13 Feb. 5/2
American machines.. are geared so low as to give them
a maximum of 'traction power at the expense of speed.

1877 Knight Did. Mech., " Traction^wheel^ a wheel em-
ployed in drawing or impelling a vehicle, as the driving-
wheel of a locomotive or traction-engine.

Hence Tra'ctioiLal/7.,ofor pertaining to traction.

1877 Knight Diet. Meek. ».v. Traction, The tractional

surface of a driving-wheel is the face of its perimeter.

Tra*ctiOIl-e:Xlgine. A steam-engine used for

drawing heavy loads along an ordinary road ; a
road-engine (commonly as distinguished from a
locomotive or railway-engine).
Also a similar engine used in agricultural work, e. g. for

hauling the apparatus lot threshing to the required place,

and then (as a stationary engine)^ driving the thrashing
mechanism : or as a stationary engine for hauling a gang of
ploughs across a field.

1899 Alt year Round Ho, yx 77, I met a huge lumbering
Bonassus of a locomotive.. staggering.. about Agar-street.
Strand. It was called, I believe, a Traction Engine, ana
will, no doubt, be useful in its generation. 1876 Kout-
LEDGK Discov. 19 The idea has been successfully realized
in the traction engines lately introduced. 1903 Motor,
Ann. 203 The law regulating the employment of traction

engines on public roads is the Locomotives' Act, 1898.

t Tra-ctloner. Obs. rare. [? f. Tract sb,^ 4, or

Tkact j^,3] (?) One to whom a small parcel of

land was leased : see quot.
i6s6 Direct, to I.d. Deputy in S. P., fret. CCXLIII. 304

(P.K.O.) That such of the Natives as ought to have leases

of certain small Parcells of land in the said Plantacions and
are (known) by the name of Tractioners, may have the said

l^.ises made unto them at reasonable and moderate rentes.

Tractise, obs. var. of Treatise.

t Tra'ctism. Obs, [f. Tract sb.^ + .ism.]

=. Tbactabianism. So t Tra'ctite = TaAOTARiAN
sb, (also attrib. =>Tuactarian a.),

i8m Whately Let, in Li/e (1866) I. 241 Bishop .. spoke
for four hours, and the Tractites wrote about the removing of
candlesticks. 1837 Ibid. 390 He perceived with me that

the Hampden persecution was the first outbreak of Tractism.

i8a4 ihid. II. 75 The Tractile path. 1844 in Daily News
4 reb. (1869), I know that many of the opponents of the

'iractites and not a few of the supporters expect that a
church government would establish and extend Tractism,

+ Traotltian (trxktijan). Obs. nonce-wd, [f,

Thact sb.^f f aiicT politician, practician,] The
writer of a tract or treatise, t Tracti'tious a, Obs,

rare^° (see quot.),

1656 BijOL'nt Glossogr.t Tractitious, that handleth,

toucheth or inireats of. 1831 Fraser's Mag. III. 483 Such
.•yjrubby and execrable treatment as the reverend Tractilian

has received from this reviewer of his Principles of Dissent.

t Tra'Ctive, sb. Sc, Obs, [f. L. tract-dre to

treat (cf. TuACT Z'.') +-IVB.] « TbaOTATB I,

1558 Q. Kennedy {title) Ane compendius Tractjue con-
forme to the Scripturis of almychtie God, ressoun, and
authoritie. a 1575 Diurn. Occur. (Bann. CI.) 62 The haill
lordis past to the tolbuith, and thair proponit ane lang
tractive, callit the confessioun of our faith.

Tractive (tr?e-ktiv), a. [f. L. tract; ppl. stem
of trah^re to draw, drag + -ive.] llaving the
properly of drawing or pulling ; used for traction.
_i6is Crooke Body 0/Man 179 The motion of the expul-

sine faculty is one, and that of the tractiue another. 1691
T, H[ale] Acc, New Invent, 118 Tractive and Pulsive
forcesupon swimming Bodies. xZy^CivilEng. ^ Arch. "/ml.
II. 122/2 The tractive power of the driving wheels is very
much reduced. 1859 Smiles SteplwnsiOH 199 The kind of
tractive power to be employed in working the railw ay. 1894
Athenmtm -ii Aug. 26cv'i This has necessitated much
heavier engines to increase the tractive force.

+ b. yf^. Attractive, enticing. Obs. rare^"^,
1658 '1. Meriton Love ^ War iv. ii, If your own Queen

by tractive Operation work effect.

Traxtless, a, Obs. or arch. rare. [f. Tract
j/^.^ 10 + -LESS.] = Trackless.
i6a8 J. Doughty Senn. Church-sckismes 14 There want

not infinite tractlesse mazes, wherein they can lurke vndis-
cerned. 1818 Henley's Medit. 190 Ye Fish, that rove through
tractless {earlier edd. trackless] pathsofthe sea. 1899 IVestm,
Gaz. 19 Dec. 2/1 In tractless wastes that stretch to Southern
Pole, Her restless keel takes Its unhindered way.

Tractlet (trse-ktilet). [f. Tract j<^.1 + -let.]

A small tract,

189s Revic7v of Rev. 14 Apr. 413/2 This is a neatly-
printed little tractlet. 1893 Rickett Quickening Caliban
xiii. Packets of picture-cards and tractlets. 1895 £.
Chester in Mission. Herald (Boston, U.S.) Jan. x6 Tens of
thousands of our Tamil handbills or tractlets.. are scattered
through the. .Madura district.

t Tra'Ctly, at/z/. Obs. rare~°. [f. L. tract-us

drawn, drawn out, protracted + -LY 2,] See quot.
155a HuLOET, Tractlye or treatablye, or by space or lea-

sure, tractint.

Tractor (traekt^r, -si). [Late or med.L.
agent-n. from trahere^ tract-um to draw : see -OR.]

1. //. (in full {Perkinses) metallic tractors) :

Name of a device invented by Elisha Perkins, an
American physician (died 1799), consisting of a
pair of pointed rods of different metals, as brass

and steel, which were believed to relieve rheumatic

or other pain by being drawn or rubbed over the

skin : see Terkinism. Obs, exc. /list,

1798 C. C Langworthy {title) A View of the Perkinean
Electricity; or, an Inquiry into the Influence of Metallic
Tractors. 1801 E. Darwin Zook, (ed. 3) II. 63 With the
supposed existence of ghosts or apparitions, witchcraft,

vampyrism..and American tractors, such theories.. must
vanish. i8a5SoUTHEY Z^//. (1856) 111.^99 His prayers may
cure just as well as tractors or animal magnetism. 1885
Whittikr Pr. fr(&f.(i889) II. 314 Jacob Perkins, in drawing
out diseases with his metallic tractors, was quite as success-

ful as modern * faith and mind * doctors.

2. One who or that which draws or pulls some-
thing, a. In general sense.

1856 Kane Arct, Expt. I. 149 His limbs.. splendid trac-

tors for the sledge. 1880 Daily Tel. 23 Sept., *J he introduc-

tion of the iron road with its steam-horse for tractor.

b. Surg, *An obstetric forceps* (Knight Did,
Mech,\%l'i), C. A traction-engine ; alocomotive

engine of any kind used for traction of loaded

wagons, artillery, etc., on ordinary roads, or for

drawing gang-ploughs ; also, ' the frame and steel

rope by which a gang of plows is drawn across a
field by a traction-engine' {Cent, Diet, Suppl.).

190Z Daily Chron. 2 Aug. 6/4 These transformers supply
the overhead trolley wires, which_ feed special 'electrical

tractors * running along the towing-path, and in these

tractors the drivers sit and control operations. if^s Ibid,

29 Oct. 3/4 The County Council has not yet sanctioned the

use of the tractor, but it will come before the members for

consideration at an early date. 1903 Motor. Ann, 253
Rhodesia has appealed to motor manufacturers to supply
motor-wagons or tractors for use specially in hilly country,

3. Geom, (See quot.)

1867 Caylky Math, Papers VII. 73, I use the term

tractor' to denote a line which meets any given lines.

Ibid.^ Four given lines may be directrices (generating lines)

of the same hyperboloid, viz. every tractor of any three of

the four lines is then a tractor of all the four lines.

Hence Tractora'tion, the use of metallic tractors

(see i): also allusively; Tra'ctorlnff ///. a,,

using metallic tractors; ^x^'cXari%vx == tractora-

tion ; Tra'ctorlst, one who uses metallic tractors

;

Traotorize v,, intr, to use metallic tractors;

trans, to get by tractorizing (quot. 1803^); to

treat with metallic tractors or similar appliances

(quot. 1817); whence Tv&-ctOTre.in^ vbl, sb, and

///. a, (All more or less nonce-wds. and Obs^
1803 (ed. 2) Fessendkn {title) Tetrible *Trac(oration I A

Poetical Petition against Galvanising Trumpery, and the

Pcrkinistic Institution. i86x O. W. Holmes Med, Ess,

Pref. (1891) 9 Homoeopathy has not died out so rapidly as

Tractoration. 1803 Kessenden Terrible Tractoration iii.

XXV, And you'll confound the *tractoring folks By Hay-
garth's tale. x8oB-ia Bentham Ration, Judic. Evid. V.

180 The impostures that . . have been seen acted on the

spiritual and medical theatres: to exorcism, animal magnet-
ism, and "tractorisin. /^/(/., The operations, .of the magnet-
ist, and *tractorist no less so, in the expulsion of non-existent

diseases. 1803 Kessenden {title) A Poetical Petition against

*Tractorising Trumpery, and the Perkinistic Institution.

Ibid, ill. viii, To tractorise away our guineas, 1817 MonllUy



TKACTORY. 222 TRADE.

Mac- XLIII, 293 Which cures were performed..by trac-

turizing them with rusty nails.

Tractory (tnektori), a, and sb, rare* [ad. L.

tractori'US of or for drawing, f. tract-^ ppl. stem of

trahSre to draw : see -ory.]

fA. adj* Serving for traction ; tractive. Obs.

X684 tr. lioneVs Merc, Commit, x. 368 He shews the various

uses orhts-.tractorie Machine which he invented.

B. sb. fl. Old name for some part of a plough:

see quot. Obs*

1607 J.
Carpenter Plaine Mans Plough [xiii. 109 Now .

.

let vs hist consider of the Soule, which is that Instrument
wherewith being fastened to the Oxen, the Husbandman
rtppeth vp his land for the Seede] xviii. 127 {heading)

The 5. part of the Soole, is the 'I'ractorie. Ibid, xxvii, 160

The Tawe, or that yron Roiie which embracing the Ueame,
assureth it to the Tractory.

t2. Ch, Hist* =^ TuACTATORY sb* Obs,

1709 J, JOHNSON Clergym. Vade M, 11. 179 If they cannot
come, to write their excuse in the Tractory. 1735 [see

TkactatoryJ.

3. Geom* = Tractrix.
1B20 G. V^KcocK Exatfiples DiJ^.Caic. i. xxiii. 174 The

mechanical tractory ofa straight line upon a perfectly smooth
plane b an inverted seniicycloid. 1853 Glvnn Power
i^aier 140 Mr. C Schiele o('^01dham..is the proprietor of
this mill, and the curve he has adopted is one discovered by
Huygens, in his investigation of the cycloid. It is one of
those singular and l>eautiful curves called ' tractories *, and
in this case it is produced by drawing the centre point of a
radius bar along a straight line, which is the axis of the

curve. 1864 Webster, Tractory, Tractrix, the curve
described on a plane by a heavy point attached to a string,

and drawn along by moving the other end of the string.

II Tractrix Urai'ktriks). Gcom. PI. tra'etrices
(-is/"z). [mod.L. (Uuygens) fem, of iractorx see

TuACTOH, aiid cf. Directrix.] A curve such that

the intercept on the tangent between its j^oint of

contact and a fixed straight line is constant; so

called as being traced by the centre of gyration of

a ligid rod of which one end is moved along the

fixed straight line, or as being the form assumed
by an inextcnsible string which is first laid straight

upon a plane surface, and one end of it then drawn
in a direction at right angles to that in which the

string was laid. Also, a class of curves similarly

traced, e.g. by movement along a fixed curve.

1717-41 Chambers CycL^ Tractrix^ in geometry, a curve
line, called also catenaria. [Error: the tractrix is the
involute of the catenary, not the catenary itself.] 1843
Penny CycL XXV. 10^/2 Tractrix, or Tractory, the name
given to a curve described by a heavy point attached to a
string, the other end of which is moved along a given
straight line or curve. x85a Salmon Higlier Plane Cut^'es

vii. (1879) 289 The involute of the catenary is therefore a
curve such that the intercept SN. on its^ tangent between
the point of contact and a fixed right line, is constant. Such
a curve is called the tractrix. 1877 B. Williamson Int»

Calc. (ed. 2) vii. Ex. 9.

Tract- scout, obs. form of Trekschuit.

i* Tra'cture. Obs* rare^^, [ad. med.L. Irac'

tura (Du Cange), f. tract-, ppl. stem oitrahtfre to

draw : see -urk.] Drawing, attraction, enticement.

1658 Manton Exp* Jude 6 Wks. 1871 V. 192 The angels
being created pure, they had no lust within to incline them;.

.

there was no evil tracture, no tempter ; how could they sin ?

II Tractns (trce-kt^s). R. C* Ch. [med.L.

tractuSy a spec, use of L. tractus * drawing, drawing
out*, fr. trahire to draw ;

* quia trahendo, id est

tractim,canitur': see Du Cange s.v.] — Tract j(^.2

a 1450 MvRC Festial 64 Scho layth downe Alleluia and
Dl>yr songys of melody, and take^ for^^e tractus, J>at ben
songys of mowrnyng, and sykyng, and longyng. 1493
Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 5 b. 1854 Helmore Pract* Lcct.

Plain Song 20 Graduals, Tractuses, Sequences, and Hymns.
Tractyse, obs. form of Treatise.

Tradable (tr^-dabl), a* Also tradeable. [f.

Trade sb* or v* + -able.] That may be dealt with

in the way of trade ; marketable.

1599 EssKX Let. to Q, Eliz. 25 June, in Moryson Itin*

(1617J 11. 35 Your good subiects may haue for their mony out

of your Maiesties store, that which,.may serue for their

necessary defence, whereas if once they be tradable, the

Rebels will giue such extreme and excessiue prices, that

ihey will neuer bee kept from them. 170a C. Mathek Magtu
Chr* 1. vi. (1852) 84 One ship..which they fraighted for

England with the best part of their tradable estates.

Tradal (tr?i-dal), a* [irreg. f. Trade sb* + -al,]

Of or pertaining to trade; commercial.
187a Lond. ^ China Telegraph 4 Mar. 171/1 The true

English jealousy with which he has always guarded the

port and its traual interests from outside enemies. 1905 A,

Stead Gt. Japan (1906) 392 bugbears placed in the way of

Japan's tradal relations with foreign countries.

Traddle, dial, form of Treadlk.

Trade (tr^id), sb. Forms : 4-6 Sc, 7 trad, 4-7
Sc. traid, (5 tradde, 6 traude, trawde, thrade),

7 traide, 5 Sc, 6- trade, [a. MLO. trade {trd)

fem., track (Schiller & Lubben), LG. trade {traan

:^traden) tTAck (Bremisch. Wbch,); alsoWKicm.
tra {}—trade) walk, march, course (De Bo) :—OS.
irada str. fem. footstep, track = OHG. trata,

MHG. trate, trat str. fem. footstep, trace, track,

way, passage, f. WGcr. ablaut-series tred-, trad- to

Tread. App. introduced into Eng, in 14th c.

from Hanseatic MLG., perh. orig. in nautical lang,

for the *coiuse or track* of a sbip; afterwards

used in other senses of ME, trede Tread. Cf. also

Norw. and Sw. dial, trad (Rielz) in similar senses,

and see Trod.
In Branch I, senses 1-4 run more or less parallel with the

early senses of Tread sb. ; in sense 5 differentiation begins,

and in branch II the sense-development of trade, from
c 1550, turns sharply away from that of tread, which retains
its close connexion with Tread v. But in Sc, treU con-
tinued to represent both tratie and tread: see under Tread.)

I. fl. A course, way, path; vi'iiXi possessive ox of,

the course trodden by a person, or followed by a
ship, etc, ; = Tread sb. 3, Common trade, a public

thoroughfare. Obs.
c X375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxviiL [Adrian) 629 Sir adryane

. . bad pame . . *l'o \>e richt hand Jjc stere set, & dresse (^ame

to hald J?are trad In-to be sey as J^ai first had. c 1400 Sc.

Trojan IVar n. 1725 Dryvand thiddir,.and hiddir. That
^ai inycht hald no certane traid. c 1425 Wyntoun CVc«.
VII. X. 3266 The king . . tuke \}G se hamewartis his way, Hald-
and j»are traid fast by Orknay. ^i547 Surrey y£"w/V/ 11.

58;^ A postern . . there was, A common trade to passe through
Briams house. 1552 Huloet, Trade, via. 1554 Admiralty
Crt., Exam. g. 28 Nov., The porte of Groyne standithe and
is furthe of the right course and trade towards Cadix.

^
1361

Ibid., Exam. 13. 1 Apr., If the said pilolt had followid the

trade and course of thother Hamboroughe shippe. 1564
Ibid., Libels 35 No. 160 They feared their shippe woulde
strike oon growude yf he kepte that trade.

+ b. /g. Cf. Tread sb. 3 b. Obs*

1536 Starkev Let. to Cromwell 24 July, in England
(1878J p. xliii, You juge me more to be traynyd in phyloso-

phye than in the trade of scripture. 1538 Bale Gods
Promises \\, The covenaunt, whych I to Adam made. He
rcgardeth not, but walkeih a damnable trade. 1543 Ascham
Toxoph. (Arb.) 98, I trust that you. .haue so. .noted the na-

ture of it, that you can teache me as it were by a trade or

waye how to come to it. 1547 Homilies i. Serin. Gd. Works
III. (1859) 64 The right trade and pathway unto heaven. *S49
CovEKDALE, ctc. Eraim. Par. Eph. vi. 13 b, You shall not
be tyke to the common trade of seruauntes. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIIIy V. 1. 36 Cromwell . . Stands in the gap and Trade
of moe Preferments.

1 2. The track or trail of a man or beast ; foot-

prints; = Tread sb. i, 2. Obs.

13. . Guy IVanv. (Caius) 4731 Than loked he aboute vnder
the wode shawe : The trade of horse [Auch, hors traces] he
there sighe. C1470 Henry Wallace v. 1^6 For thairsloith

hund the graith gait till him jeid. Off othir trade [ed. 1570
tred] scho tuk as than no heid. 1537 St. Papers Ilett* VJII^
V. 97 Diverse of his tenauntes pursewed the trade with a
slotthownd. 1500 Spenser F. Q. 11. vi. 39 As Shepheardes
curre, that. .Hath tracted forth some salvage beastes trade.

1591— Tears Muses 275 The sacred springs . . They trampled

haue with their fowie footings trade. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 21 The dog. .seases no* afor

be find the trad of the fliaris.

f b. trans/. The outer surface of the rim of a

wheel, which makes the track or mark on the

ground; the Tread of a wheel. Obs* ?are~\
1556 Withals Diet. (1568) iBb/i Orbita rotunditas, a

whele trade. Ibid., The vtter parte of the whele, called the

trade, orbis.

f 3. Course, way, or manner of life ; course of

action; mode of procedure, method. Obs. or dial.

1456 Sir G. Hayk Law Arms (S.T.S.) 211 It w;ar nocht

!yke that thai folowit the trade of oure lord, quhilk in all

his accioun was oure instructioun. a 1548 Hall Chron.,

Hen* /K 2 Kyng Richarde . . was nowe brought to that trade

of liuyng that [etc.J. i^-€a Sternhold & H. /^j. cxix.

V. i. Instruct me Ix>rd, in the right trade Of thy statutes

diuine. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Prov. xxij. 6 Teache a childe

in the trade of his way, and when he is olde, he shal not

departe from it. 1567 Mapi.et t7r. Forest 77 The Cat.,

is in hir trade and manner of liuing, very shamefast. 1571
Calr. Careiu MSS. 1. 410 Surety to leave their wicked thrade

of life, and to fall to other occupation. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts, N. T. 176 In respect of the trade and course

of their life. 1731 Strvpe Eccl. Mem. 1. !ii. 393 Commonly
this was the trade : the better benefice, and^ the cure the

more, the seldomer was the Parson or Vicar resident at home.

a i8as FoRBY Voc. E.Anglia s. v., If this is to be the trade,

t b. A way or method of attaining an end ; a

contrivance, expedient. Obs. rare.

x$n% J. Jones Batlus o/Bath To Rdr, i The arte or trade of

maintaining health. Ibid* Ep. Ded. 3 But also theCbyrur*
gians. .may fynde a most apte trade of vnderstanding com-
prehendedm few wordes. 1576 Fleming Ca/wi'Z)(7fj (1880)17

The waterSpaniell,..hauing long, roufth, and curled heare,

not obtayned by extraordinary trades, but giuen by natures

appointment.

c. A regular or habitual course of action ; a

practice or habit of doing something. Obs. exc. dial*

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lix, i. Save me from those

Who make a trade of cursed wrong. 1603 Shaks. Meas.

for M. III. i. 148 Thy sinn's not accidental!, but a Trade,

1608 — Per. IV. vi. 74 Now prittie one, how long haue you
beene at this trade? 1616 R. C. Timef Whistle v. 1719

Now let mediscourseofdrunkennes, Which. .is made Even
a common ordinary trade. i6sa J. Wright tr, Camus* Nat.
Paradox \i. 134 i^hee had long since forgot the Trade of

running away, a 1716 Blackall Wks. (1723) 1, 194, 1 do not

make a Trade and Custom of it. ^ 17SS Man No. 33. 4 IJut

it now growing a trade in the family to send for aqua intra-

^/?/V, the master, .forbad his servants to fetch any. Mod.
dial. He made a trade of going to their house.

f d. Used ailvb. in phr. to blow trade, of the

wind, to blow in a regular or habitual course, or

constantly in the same direction (cf. Trade-wind).

So, of a ship, to run trade (rare). Obs.

1591-1600 J. Jane in Hakluyt Vtyy. (1600) III. 849 When
we were shot in betweene the high lands (in Str. of Magel-

lan], the wind blowing trade, without any inch of sayle, we
spooned before the sea. 1670 Narbokough yrttl. in Ace.

Sev. Late Voy* i. (1694) 84 Ncitl-.er do 1 find the Winds to

blow Trade ; but they are veerable. 1719 De Yoe. Crusoe
447 'ihe Winds, .seemed to be more steadily against us,

blowing almost Trade, as we call it, from the Ka-'^t, and
E.N.E. [in the China .Sea). 17x0 — Capt. Singleton {i^)
198 The winds generally blow trade from the S. and S..S.E.

from May to September. 174^ — Col. Jack (1840) 319 We
..kept our course W, by S. . ., running away, trade, as they
call It, into the great gulf of Mexico.

1 4. Practice ; practical exercise, employment,
or application. Obs.

"575 Recorders Cr. Artes Pref. A v. Apt instrumentes,. .if

a man coulde applye them to vse, and by teaching of rules,

frame them to better trade. Ibid. 11. Ff j b, To dcquainte
your minde the better with y* new trade of this rule. 1608
A. ToDKiLL in Copt. Smithes Virginia (1624) 66 The boates
trimmed for trade, which.. in their lourney incountred the

second Supply.

5. The practice of some occupation, business, or

profession habitually carried on, csp. when practised

as a means of livelihood or gain ; a calling ; for-

merly used very widely, including professions;

now usually applied to a mercantile occui>ation

and to a skilled handicraft, as distinct from a pro-

fession (Profession 6 a), and spec, restricted to a
skilled handicraft, as distinguished from a pro-

fessional or mercantile occupation on the one hand,

and from unskilled labour on the other.

In earliest use not clearly distinguishable from 3; the

sense is developed by contextual additions, as trade (1. e.

practice) ofhusbandry, 0/merchandise, o/fishing, etc.

1546 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 757/2 Except thai be in thair

lefull marchandice, traudis and bissynes concerning the

wynning of thair leving. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warres
Lotve C. I. 22 Againe to sette vppe, and place the accus-

tomed trade of merchandise. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. i. i. la

Mur. But what Trade art thou? Answer me directly... T^/f*.

Thou art a Cobler, art thou ? x6oi Act 43 Eliz* c. 2 § i For
settingc to worke all such persons.. [who] usenoordinarie or

dailie trade of lief to get their livinge by. 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancients :oo His father consulting with his kins-

folkes about the trade he should put his Sonne to, thought

It best to make him a statuarie. 1656 in Vemey Mem.
(1Q07) II. 91 [If the boy were] to be fitted for a merchant or

other trade. 1695 A, Tklfair Neiv Con/ut. Sadd. (1696) i

Mackic.who is a Mason [tiote Stonecutter] by Trade,

devoted his first Child to the Devil, at his taking of the

Klason-Word. 17x1 Addison Spect. No. 47 r 7 A Neigh-
bour of mine, who is a Haberdasher by Trade. 1737 GentL
Mag. Mar. 189/1 Mr. Will. Potter, of Gainsborough,.. By
Trade a Butcher. 1798 Wokdsw. Peter Bell i. aoi A
Potter, Sir, he was by trade. 1813 Sk. Character (ed. 2) I.

16 He was in trade ; and.. Miss Aucherly was well aware,

his being in trade was an obstacle impossible to be sur-

mounted. x8a8 Scott F. M. Perth xix. Old Dorothy
Glover, as she was called, (for she also took name from the

trade she practised). 1856 Fboude Hist. Eng. I. i. 43 No
person was allowed to open a trade.. unless he had first

served his apprenticeship. x86o Ld. Denman in All Year
Rounds May 83 Every trade.. is a business, but every

business is not a trade. To answer that description, it must
be conducted by buying and selling, which the business of

keeping a lunatic asylum is not.

D. Anything practised for a livelihood.

1650 Baxter Saints' R. ni. xiv. § 9 Let men see that

you use not the Ministrie only for a trade to live by. 1651

in Vemey Mem. (1907) I, 482 The multitude of peasants in

Savoye which practise the trade of bandittis. 1653 Milton
Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 371 They would not then so many
of them, for want of another Trade, make a Trade of thir

preaching, 1659 B. Harris Parivals Iron Age 141 Soul-

diers desire not an end ofWar ; because they have no other

Trade to live. 1693 J. Drvden Jut-enal xi\. 251 A Captain

is a very gainful Trade. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 11.

L 167 Unfit for War's tumultuous Trad**, 1865 Kingslev
Hereto, i. Where learnedst thou so suddenly the trade of

preaching? 1878 Simpson Sch. Shaks. I. 32 Her first ven-

ture in the trade which subsequently proved so profitable to

her, that of buccaneering.

6. The trade: those engaged in the particular

business or industry concerned or in question

;

spec, the publishers and booksellers ; now more
commonly, those engaged in the liquor trade.

1697 Drvden Virg. Past* ix. 44 A Member of the tuneful

trade. 1791 Boswell Johnson 15 Apr. an. 1778 note. As Phy-
sicians are called the Faculty,, .the Booksellers of London
are denominated the Trade. 1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merck.

<V Friar Ded. i The relucUnce with which the * trade"

engage in any work purporting to consist of ancient docu-

ments. 1868 JoYNSON Metals 63 Many thousands of tons

of 'Bessemer metal'—for the 'trade' are not quite sure

whether it is iron or steel 1885 Cyclist 19 Aug. 1101/2

Interesting to Cyclists and the Trade. 1885 Liverpool

Eehaniiov., The Morning Advertiser,.. discussing the

action of 'the Trade* in the coming contests, takes a very

moderate view. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. o/To-d^y xxxix,

(ed. 3) 329 Some of the publishing houses of London .. are

as ready to sell to the general public as to * the trade *.

1903 Westm. Cas. 7 Mar. 2/2 The House of Commons read

a second time yesterday two Bills connected with 'the

trade '. The first . . was to bring home to the innkeeper his

statutory liability to provide food as well as drink.

b. Any one of the corporations of craftsmen

(usually seven in number) in a Scottish burgh, each

of which formerly elected one or more members of

the town-council.

1777 Mavne Siller Gun t. i, Ae Simmer's morning, wi*

the sun The Seven Trades there Forgather'd, 1781 Set

o/the Burgh (of Hawick), Confirmed by Court of Session,

that there presently are, and shall henceforth continue seven

Incorporations within the said burgh, vizt. :—Weavers,
Tailors, Hammermen, Skinners, Fleshers, Shoemakers, and

Baxters, each of which shall., elect two quartermasters for

each trade, to continue in office for one year. 1838 W. Bell
Diet. Law Scotl. s.v. Burgh, Royal^ In Edinburgh and

Glasgow, the couvener of trades aud the deau of guild



TBADE.
are tx^ffict^ members of council, i860 Cosmo Tnnrs In
Gordon Hist. Moray iL (18S2) 23 Do ihe Bailies and the
' Trades * fill the eye in their fine new Church . . ?

n. 7. a. lit. Passage to and fro ; coming and
going ; resort. Now dial,

IS9X Sylvester Du Bartas i. v. y3 Some [fish] from the
Sea. .So Soth the Waters with free Trade frequenting. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, 111. iii. 156 lie be buryed in the Kings
high-way, Some way of common Trade, where Subjects feet
May howrely trample on their Soueraignes Head. 1634
Donne Dez'ot. (ed. 2) 154 In Jacobs ladder, they which
ascended and descended, and maintained the trade between
heaven and earth. 1868 Atkinson CUveland Gloss, s. v., A
vast o' rabbits here, by the trade they make.

+ b. Jig. Mutual communication, intercourse,
'commerce', dealings. Obs.
160a Shaks. Ham. iii. ii. 346 Haueyouany further Trade

with vs?_ 1634 Massincer yery If^aman iv, iii. Long was
my travail, long my trade, to win her. a 1708 Bkvrridgb
TA^s. Theol, (1710) I. 183 Free trade and commerce for
grace and goodness for heaven and happiness.

a To-do, ' work *, fuss, commotion ; trouble,
difficulty, dial.

1854 Miss Baker A>r/Aa«/A G/o«. s.v.. They make such
a trade wi' me when I goo to see 'em. X895 Westm. Gaz,
21 Sept. 2/1 What there was in him to make such a trade
of, • • —
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eflfecteH. 1897 Mapv Kingsiey IV. Africa 517 Look what

"lo ° a'uI ""^y ^' '*"" f""":''a' of liis wife.
la. Abbreviation of Tbade-wind

; chiefly in//.
c 179« T. Twining Tmv. Amtr. (1894) 14 The increasing

unsteadiness of the wind denoted that we were upon the

ol%-u 'j*^, ^'^^^ '• *"* PiNCKAUD Notes IV. Ind. I. xviii.
186 Ihe delay., served but to augment the value of the ever-
constant trades. 1853 Hebschel Pop. Ltct. Sc. iv. § 19 (1873)
"^'

. J
^"'*' ""'' permanent system of winds known as

the trades and ' antitrades '. 1857 C. Gribble in Merc.M<mne M„g. (1858) V. o From this I carried a steady

of, as his wife did, I could not see. 1890 Leeds Merc.,
•J"/*/- 3 June (E.D.D.), They'll hae plenty o trade on afore
tbey male' t' business pay.

8. Passage or resort for the purpose ofcommerce
;

hence, the buying and selling or exchange of
commodities for profit ; commerce, traffic, trading.

t To beat the trade, to carry on business (obs.).

See also Fbek tbadk.
ISSS EoEM Decades 240 The trade of spices which was so

commodious and profitable to hym. 1570 J. Campion in
Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. 114 A safe conduct from the great
Turkc, for a trade toChio. 1604 Ho. Comm. Jml. 1. 218/1
The Mass of Ihe whole Trade of all the Realm is in the
Hands of some Two Hundred Persons. i6it Reg. Mag.
Sig.Scot. 171/1 Cum privilegio aque de Clyde, mercature
lie irafficque et trade eiusdem. 1670 R. CoK« Disc. Trade t
Trade is an Art of Getting, Prnaring. and Exchaoging
things Commodious for Hnmaoe Necessities and Conveni-
«ice. ai687 Puny /"<>/. Anat. (1691) 34 Ann. 1664. .was
Uie bea year of Trade that hath been these many years in
Irdand. a 1691 Poixexpen Disc. Trade (1697) 91 The
Trade to Swedeland and Denmark having of Late Years
carried from us great Sums of Money Annually. 1707
HtLAMK Collect. 12 Nov. (O.H.S.I II. 72 Dr. Daven.vit..
has writ, an Essay upon Ballance of Trade. 1818 Scott
ttrt. Midi, ii. Contraband trade . . is not usually looked
open, cither by the vulgar or by their bettent, in a very
heuMus point of view. i8m Penny Cycl. III. 309/. The
buaace rf trade.. is the diSerence between the aggregate
amooot of a nation's exports or imports, or the balance of
Ihe particular account of the nation's trade with another
nation. 18S9 Nature 19 Sept. 493/a The struggle for the
Eastern trade.

t b. A trading expedition. Obs. mre~'.
17»S De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 356 This new

scheme of a trade round the World.

to. A centre of trade, an emporium. Obs.rare-^.
l6«« in Faster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) I. 27 Surratt

will never be a trade unles the Red Sea both supply y' and
awe the Cuzeratts.

9. With a and //. An act of trading, a trans-
action, a bargain ; spec, in politics, a private
arrangement, a ' deal ' or ' job '. Orig. U.S. slan.^.
T^aq Meusackusetts S^ 18 Mar. (Thomlon), When the

oraneM was completed, there was alxjut an even trade be-
tween Mr. A. and Farmer G. 1835-40 Halibukton Clocim.
(1862) 347 Bavin' finished that are little trade, sijuire, there is
another small matter I want to talk over with you. 1867
UlwlLL FilM Adam's Story in Heartsease + JiueUm\ 158
Yet in a hargab he was all men's foe. Would yield no inch of
vaDlage in a trade. t888 Hkvce Amer. Commm. II. iii.

jxiiL 458 This is a Deal, or Trade, a treaty which terminates
bostihlics for the time.

1 10. A fleet of trading ship under convoy. Obs.
1747 Oentl. Mag. Nov. 519/1 The signal for the trade to

make the best of their way. 1748 Anson's Voy. i.ii. 15 This
squadron,.. and the trade under their convoy,. .tided it down
the Channel. 1803 Nelson in Nicohis Disi. (1845) V. 194On my arrival at Malta I ordered the Cyclops to proceed
with the Trade from thence bound into the Anriatic.
U. Stuff, gcxKls, materials, commodities ; now

liia/., usually in depreciatory use : rubbish, trash
;

in quot. 1697, implements, equipment.
iSis T. Wilson ititle) Childe's Trades or the Beginning

of the Doctrine of Christ, whereby Babes may have Milk,
Children Bread Broken, tftro Narborouch yml. in Ace,
Sev. /.ate Voy. 1. (1694) 27 These Herbs. for want of which
fresh 1 rade several ofmy Men were falling into (the Scurvy).
liid, 58 Green Pease-leaves and such trade. 1697 Dkvden
t^fj. Gearg. ill. 535 His house, and household gods, his
trade of war, Hulww and quiver, and his trusty cur. 1707
MorriMEa f/ust. (1721) II. 177 They are sown at two
Seasons of the Years in the Spring with other like Kitchen

L^^i i^ i'i"' ^'^'- *3' (E.D.D.), I took some trade,
which I had of the doctor for my disorder. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Trade,, .a Derbyshire mining term for refuse
OS rubbish from a mine. 187s Sussex Gloss., Trade, any-
thing to carry s such as a bag, a dinner-basket, tools or shop-
goods. 1889 Kaimxh Americanisms s. v.. Medicine is also
strangely named trade in Rhode Island.

12. Commodities for nsc in bartering with savages;
also, native produce for barter.

. «»47 J- PAL«iE« Jml. 127 The value of fourteen dollars
in tr.ide would buy an ordinary horse. 1883 CHE.sTt> in
Lovett 7. Chalmers viu 239 About £50 worth of trade
was distributed to the heads of families. 1884 Pall Mall
Budget 12 Aug. 9/1 One of these boats has on board the
trade', as we call the goods by which purchases arc

Trade, all sail set. 1880 Haughton Phys. Geog. iv. 188 The
so.<alled north-east monsoons .. are simply the usual Trades
of the northern hemisphere. 1899 F. T. Bullen Log Sea.
maifi\^ The ' south.east trades ' being notoriously steady
and reliable in the Atlantic, while the north-east trades are
often entirely wanting. 1809 ' Mabtello Tower ' At School
fl atSea 88 The trade slackened and became fitful
HI. 14. atlrib. and Comb. a. attrib. : in sense 5,

' of or pertaining to a trade or calling ', as trade-
body, -caste, -company (Company sb. 6), guild,pro-
tection, skill, -work; 'caused by or arising out of
one's trade ', as trade disease, eczema, eruption ; in
sense 8, as trade aiivice, bill, competition, conflict,
gamble, mart, partnership, product, profit, rela-
tion, reverse, rivalry, ship, site, supply, supremacy,
town, use, value, wave, word; in sense la, 'per-
taining to or used for barter ', as trade bag, blanket,
boat, box, calico, chest, gin, glass, goods, gun, stuff;
D. mstnimental, objective, etc., as trade-bound,
-destroying, -laden adjs. ; trade-spoiler, -taxer.
i860 Rkaue Cloister f, H. Uxxvi, Good 'trade advice was

to flow from the elders. 1907 Chron. Lond. Mission. Soc.
Oct. 185/1 My mackintosh served as a blanket, and my
trade.bag as a pillow. 189a Gbiffith ir. Fouard's St.

I etertfA 'Trades-bodies, political .-LssemWies, and societies
for mutual aid. 1897 Maky Kincsley W. Africa i(jli My
back IS ag.iinst the "trade box, and behind that is the usual
mound of pillows. 1891 E. Westermarck Hist. Hum.
Marr. (1894) 372 (Iir India] there is an almost endless num.
• °' Jfade^astes. 1876 B. Martin Messiah's Kingd. VI.
I. 289 The embittered 'trade-conflicts which distinguish our
era. s^Allbuit'tSyst. Med. VIII. 569 A patient sufl^ering
from a trade eczema. Ibid 914 Aflfections of the Skin pro.
duced by Occupations ("Trade Eruptions). 1^ Lynch
Selflmprov. v. 122 There is much money-getting by "trade-
gamble. 1897 Mary KiNGSLEY IV. Africa 664, I give an
.

.
Analysis of .Sample of "Trade Gin. 1881 I. Hatton New

Ceylon V. 136 Ihe voyage up, with the 'trade goods, is done
Ml a canoe. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. } i. 163 A wiser
msiinct of government led Edward to est.iblish 'trade-guilds
in Ihe towns. 1904 W. M, Ramsay in Ax/oj/VwJuly 42 The
workers in bronze were one of its numerous trade-guilds
ifc3 R. F. Burton In Ijtdy Ii. Life (1893) II. 20 Those
who must often expose themselves .. to Anglo-Ashanti
trade-guns. 1897 Mary Kincsley IV. Africa 239 A

picturesque series of canoes, fruit and "trade laden.
'904 Speaker 9 Apr. 31/2 A "trade-mart should be es-
tabhshed. 1863 Jawcett />»/. AV<x». iv. vii. (1876) 626 We
have to ascertain whether rates are to be regarded as a
deduction from "trade- profits, or whether they are a tax im.
^aed upon the consumers of merchandise. 1883 Chambers's
EncycL, 'Troile Protection Societies are associations com.
posed of merchants, tradesmen, and others, . .for the promo-
tion of trade, .and for protecting the individual members
from losses. 1897 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 3 Feb. 7/4 British
subjects lookuig for friendly 'trade-relations. 1874 Forster
Dickens XI. i. (1907) 883 'Trade reverses at oksgow had
checked the success there. 190a Q. Rev. July 243 The bitter
•traderivalry with France. 1757 Dyer FUece n. Poems
('7*'> 105 The 'trade-ship left his streams

s Ihe merchant
diun d His desart borders. 187a Yeats Crorvlh Comm. 301A 'trade site established twenty-one years earlier. 1693 W.
Frekb .Art ofWar iii. 24 Is ifour war with a 'Trade-state,
pen them but in, and stop their Course. i66a R. Mathew
UhI. Alch. (89. 156 That which is "TradcstufT is fetcht
more out of the Firr-tree, then out of the .ScurtT of Amber.
x888 Hasluck Mo.lel Kngin. Hamlybk. (1900) 10 Purchased
..from the usual "trade-supplies. S910 Encycl. Brit. VI.
789/2 Maintenance of 'trade-supremacy in the eastern
Metliterranean. 1903 Speaker 26 Sept. 597/t The two
sections—the * food-taxcrs

' and the ' "trade-taxers ' .. can
unite in oflice again. i«S7 Owen Commun. w. Father,
etc. ill. ; 3 Wks. 1850 II. 344 According to the "trade use
of the word, whence the metaphor is taken. 1891 Daily
NcTvsii Apr. 2/5 No doubt the highest point in the 'trade-
wave has been reached and passed.
15. Speci.ll combs. : trade allowance (see

quot.) ; trade board, a council regulating condi-
tions of employment in certain trades; trade
cumulas, the cumulus which collects in the trade-
wind region in the day-time ; the trade-wind cloud

;

trade dinner, a dinner at which representatives of
a trade meet ; trade doUar, a dollar issued by the
U. S. A. for Asiatic trade : see Dollar 5 ; trade-
edition (see quot.) ; trade-English, a broken
Hnglish used by traders as a medium of communica-
tion with African natives, and also by natives
speaking different languages; trade-fixture, a
fixture put in for trade purposes (which remains
the property of the tenant) (Funk's Stand. Vict.

'895) ; trade-hall (see quot.)
; + trade-language,

a lanfruage used as a means of communication
by people speaking different languages; trade-
master, one who instructs a class in a trade or
handicraft ; trade name, (a) a descriptive or fancy
name used to designate some proprietary article

of trade ; (b) the name by which an article or sub-
stance is known to the trade ; (c) the name or style

under which a business is carried on; trade-

TBADB.
officer, in a penal institution : = trade-master

;trade price, the price at which the wholesale
dealer sells to the retailer ; trade-road, a trade-
route; trade-room, a room (in quot, on board
ship) devoted to the storage and exchange of trade
goods; trade-route, a route followed by traders
or caravans, or by trading-ships

; trade-sale, an
auction held by and for a particular trade ; trade
school, a school in which handicrafts are taught •

t trade-way, (o) ?beaten path
; passage, thorongh-

iare; {b) the fairway of navigation. See also
TkADECBAFT, -mark, -UNION, -WIND.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,' Trade-allowance, Trade-

fnce, a wholesale discount, allowed to dealers or retailerson articles to be sold again. 1909 Daily Chron. 26 Mar.
6/4 -Today the President of the Board of Trade will intro-
duce the new 'Trade Boards Bill.dealing with what areknown
whi^r""''

'"'"''• l^^-f ^- '^' S"- 1- 55/2 A custom

.

which now passes under the designation of a ' 'Trade-Edi.
tion

,
the meaning . . being, th.it the copyright, instead ofbeing

the exclusive propertyofone person.is divided into shares and
held by several. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa 412 That
peculiar Language, "trade English 's it is not only used asa means of intercommunication between whites and blacks
but between natives using two distinct languages, /bid'
434, I have a collection of trade English letters and docu-
nients, for it is a language that I regard as exceedinglv
charming 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, * Trade-hall, a
meeting-hall, or sale-room in a town, for manufacturers or
traders. i66a Owen Animadz: Fiat Lux Wks. 1851 XI

V

142 [Latin] is the 'trade-language of religion among learned
men, 18M sgthCent. Nov. 759 In our prisons the school,
master and the 'trademaster take the place of Ihe execu-
tioner. 1861 in Sebastian Digest of Cases 112 So far
as the Name was used., as a 'trade name, the representa-
tives of J. G. Loring were entitled under the Massachusetts
htatule (Gen. St.c. 56) to restrain them (etc.). 1878 Sebas-
tian Lazu ofTrade Marks 12 In imitation of trade names
..used as such and not as trade m.irks on goods. i8aS
Patent Office Retorts XV. 134 Goods marked with a trade
name (1. e. Brazilian Silver). 1900 Hopkins Law unfair
trade 29 Proper names are not trade marks, and.. there
should not be such a thing as a technical trade name
1904 A. GRiFFrrHSJo Vrs. Public Service xix. 269 Some-
times 'trade oflicers, such as tailor, shoemaker, or serv-
ing mistress, helped themselves to materials from storei8m Scott Nigel Introd. Epist., You .shall have it at 'tr-ide
pnce. iSM Livingstone Last Jmls. (1873) I. i. iS Our
course is.. in 'wadys', from which, following the 'trade,
road, we often ascend the heights. 184a R. H. Dana BefMast xiu. 28 The cargo having been entered in due form, we
began trading. The "trade-room was fitted up in the steer-
age. 1876 R. E. Lytton Lett. (1906) II. xiv. 37 The 'trade-
routes have been reopened. 1847 Wkiister, ' rni</<.M/,r an
auction by and for the trade, especially that of the book-
sellers. 1861 Chambers's Encycl. II. 230/2 Trade sale. 1910W. Parker in Encycl. Brit. XI. 352/2 The skins are sold in
the trade sale as martens, but as there are many that are of
a very dark colour and the nu-ijority are almost as silky as
Ihe Russian sable, the retail tr.ldehas for generations hack
applied the term of sable to this fur. i8gS Enrinceriiie
^/<if. XVI. 133/. The Proficiency of the 'Trade Scho.^
Plumber. 1906 IVcstm. Gaz. 3 May 12/2 The day trade-
schools provided by the Council for the training of boys and
girls in certain trades after they leave the elementary schools.
1600 Surfi.et Countrie Farme v. iv. 665 Let them be
ditched round about . . to cut off the 'trade waies of pas-
senger. 1643 Admir. Crt., Exam. 58, i June, [A ship
wrongly anchored in] the trade way.

b. Combinations witli trades (pi. or for genitive
trade's), as trades-combination = Tkadk-union;
trades committee, a committee which regulates
conditions of employment in a trade ; f trades-
master, one who has mastered a trade ; a master
workman (in quot. 1657, as distinct from a journey-
man); tradesperson, nonce-singular of trades-
people. See also 'Tbadesfolk, Tradesman,
TraDKSPKOPLE, TRADES-nNlON, Teadbswoman.
1910 J. W. Harper Soc. Ideal xxxiii. 272 'Trades-com-

binations and masters' unions. . are stages ofprogress. They
are not final institutions. 1841 Cobden in Morley Life xii.
(1902) 43/2, I would rather live under a Dey of Algiers than
a Trades Committee. i6ia R. Fenton frioj' 96 If he be
his 'trades-master, he shall not stand in so great need of
Gods blessing as other honest men do. 1^7 J. Watts
Dipper Sprinkled 174 Then to commence Merchant or
Trades-master. i88< E. -Ward Dress Reform Problem iii.

50 A saving of trouble, .both to the 'tradesperson and the
wearer.

Trade (tr^d), v. Forms : see prec. [f. prec]
1 1. trans. To tread (a path) ; to traverse (the

sea)
; fig- to go through, lead (one's life). Obs.

1548 H. Harte {title) Godly Newe short trcatyse in-
structyng euery parson howe they shulde trade theyr lyues
in y« Imytacyon of Vertu and y» shewyng of vyce. 1551
RtcoRDE Pathw. Knowl. To Rdr., I will not cease frSni
trauaile the pathe so to trade, that finer wittes male fashion
them selues with such glimsinge dull light. 1556 in S. P H
Stathara Dover Charters (igoi) 386 All others as tradethe
and travaquythe the Narrowe Sease. 1598 Sylvestfr Du
Bartas 11. iu in. Colonies 725 Timber-Trees (Whereof thou
buildest Ships and Houses fair To trade the Seas). 1599
Nashe Leiiteu Stujffe (1871)30 But I have traded them as
frequently as the middle walk in Si Paul's, a ifi49 Drumm.
OK Hawth. Conv. B. y. tr W. D. Wks. (.711) 226They can
hardly be compared together, trading diverse paths.

1 2. intr. To tread, step, walk, go in a course.
IS9" Sylvester Du Bartas I. i. 473 This flowry Man-

sion where Mankind doth trade. 1618 in Foster Eng.
Factories India (1906) I. 6 To trad by two at once. 163a
"-.oyi Trav. x. 506 These once happy lies, which long

my feel traded ouer. 164a Rogers Naaman 503 Be-
of..8-"'—"--' ;- ^. ,. . . ...

LiTHCow Trav.
agoe my feel traded'ouer. _^ ^^
ware of..8elf.willednesse in ciods way, but humbly^lrade



TRADE.
with him in it. 1651 Hobbes Leviath, ii. xxiv. 127 By the

labour of trading from one place to another.

fS. trans. To follow (a course) habitually; to

practise ; also, to use (something) regularly. Obs,

a is6a G. Cavendish Poems, etc. (1825) U. 69 You, yong
men all, That rageth in youthe and tradyth the courtly lyfe.

1563 FoxE A, ij- M. 8^1 That no man should speake of

the sacramenle, but with such wordes, as scripture doth

trade, and beare. c 1570 in Red/orde's Play Wit ff Sc, etc.

(1848) 103 To those that lerne and trade vertue. 1579-80

North Plutarch {1676) 66 Being yet a young man, he

devised to trade Slerchandize, ai63i Donne AHsteas

(1633) 3 The Greeke Language which then was the most

traded and vulgar through the whole Universe,

+ 4. To familiarize with the use, practice, or

knowledge of something ; to accustom or habituate

to or to do something ; to train (///) in or with

some practice, etc ; to school, exercise. Obs.

1553 Becon Religues 0/Rome (1563) 23 b, Learned schole-

maisters to trade vp the Christen youthe in good letters and
liberall artes. 1563 B. Googe Eglogs^ etc (Arb.) 79 Trade
thou thy selfe, in seruyng hym aboue. 1570 Levins Manip.
8/36 To Trade, irudere, consu^/acere, 1575 Recorde's Gr,

Artes Pref, Av, This man..dyd trade them to all suche

thinges, as eyther were profitable or honest, 1577 Breton
Toyes Idle Head (Grosarl) 51/1 Desirous.. to see Them
both in learning traded up. 1603 H, Crosse Vertues

Commw, (1878) §1 Being once taught to loath Vice, and
traded in wei doing, from the cradle. 1652 Gaule Maga-
Strom. 374 He had committed his sonne to a.. sorcerer, to

be brought up or traded in such arts as were interdicted

by the laws.

\ 6. intr. a. To have dealings ; to communicate,

converse, have intercourse ; to treat, negotiate

{with a person). Obs,

1553 Bale Vocacyon 19b, From that daye..I traded w*
myselfe, by all possybylyte to set fourth that doctrine. is8a

N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. 156 He would
come and speake with him and trade for a peace, z6o<

Shaks. Macb. III. v, 4 How did you dare To Trade and
Trafficke with Macbeth, In Riddles, and Affaires of death,

1638 Brathwait Barnahees Jrnl. 11. Dij, My Muse with
Bacchus so long traded When I walkt, my legs denaid it.

1676 Glanvill Seasonable Reflect. 49 Should Satan send

the most malignant spirits of Hell openly and professedly

to trade for him,

b. To occupy oneself, be concerned in some-

thing; to deal, have dealings in. Obs. exc, ti%Jig.

from 6 b.

1606 Shaks. Ant, fy CI. n. v. 2 Musicke, moody foode of

vs that trade in Loue, _>6i8 Bolton Florus in. iii. (1636)

173 The Tigurins.. trading in robberies, slipt away whither
they could. ai66x Fuller Worthies^ Westm. (1662) 11. 241

Hence it was that afterwards he traded so_ largely in ex-

periments. x8i8 Scott Br, Lamm. xxx[i], In private,

nowever, she traded more deeply in the occult sciences.

6. intr, a. To resort to a place for purposes of

trade. Hence, b, to engage in or carry on trade

{with a person, in a commodity).
a, 1570 J. Campion in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. J15 English-

men did trade thither. . . if we should not trade thither, he
should lose so much. 1575 in Tolstoy 1st 40 Yrs. Inierc.

Eng. <5- Russia {1875) i6i Our sublectes trawding theither.

1650 Fuller Pisgah i. x. § 8 Little of the East-Indies being

then known, and less traded to. 173S Johnson hobo's

Alyssinia, l^oy. iii. 18 Through this [channel] pass almost

all the Vessels that Trade to, or from the Red-Sea. 1796
Morse Amer.Geog. I. 524 The people in West Jersey trade

to Philadelphia. 1844 H. H. Wilson Biit. India \. 565
They traded with profit only to China.

b. 1570 J. Campion in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) H. "5 In
those dayes that we traded in those parts. x6o8 R. Wiffin,
etc. in Capt. Smith's Virginia (1624) 70 He found the Sal-

vages more readie to fight then trade, 1660 F. Brooke tr.

Le BloJic's Trav. 5 They [Dutch merchants] trade there [to

Aman] in Cottons, 1^18 Free-thinker No. 152 f 2, I began
to Trade for my self, in the Year Seventeen Hundred and
Four, 1769 Cook Voy. round World 11. ii. (1773) 311 Those
who remained in the canoes traded with our people very
fairly. 1776 Trial ofNundocomar t^/i, I used.. to trade

in salt. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiv, I only trade now as

wholesale dealer. 1892 Priotogr. Ann. II. 671 Robert
Cochrane, on behalf of selfand partners, Henry Brooks and
Edward Gaynor Robinson, trading as Henry Brooks and Co,

C. With sinister implication: To drive a trade

in (t with^ something which should not be bought

or sold ; to traffic in,

1663 Bp. Patrick /'ara(5./*/7^.xxi. {1687) 221 That cursed

principle 1 named before, of trading wiih kindnesses, and
putting them out to Use. 1737 Gentl. Mag. Mar. 155/2 The
Clergy are continually trading in Benefices, wanting to

change a worse for a better, 1843 Lvtton Last Bar. i. ii,

Tradest thou, too, for kisses? 1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng.
V. I. 653 The chief justice was fast accumulating a fortune

out of the plunder of a higher class of Whigs, He traded

largely in pardons. 1853 Maurice Proph. Sf Kings viii. 133

Trading in religious arts and fears. 1878 Villahi Mackia"
vein (1898) II. viii. 298 These men traded in war.

d. To trade on or upon : to make use of for

one's own ends ; to profit by ; to take advantage of.

1BS4 spectator 4 Oct. 1289/2 All parties tn the State re-

peat, demonstrate, and trade on that unanimity. 1885

Clodd Myths ^ Dr. i. v. 93 They, .still trade on the fears

and fancies of their fellows. 1907 Vemey Mem, II, 233
Tom traded on his younger brother s fair fame.

1 7. trans. To frefjuent for purposes of trade ; to

trade with (a country, etc.). Obs.

1585 [see Traded 3]. c 1591 in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)
77 The Companie of Merchauntes tradinge Muskovia
havinge bene, .preiudiced by the errors, 1598 Hakluyt
Voy. T. 458 At the humble sute of the English merchants
trading those countreys. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2)

305 Since the Portugalls traded Indya they have shaven
their beads. 1707 [see Traded 3].

224

+ 8. To carry in the way of trade ; to trade out-

wardt to export for trade purposes. Obs. rare~^.
1638 Sir R. Cotton Abstr. Rec. Tower ^^ To permit all

men bringing in Bullion to Trade outward the value thereof

in domesticke Commodities at an abated Custome.

8. + To employ (money) in trade {obs, rare) ; to

make (anything) the subject of trade, to trade in
;

to acquire or dispose of (also to trade off) by barter

{U.S.) ; to buy and sgll, to barter, to exchange.
a i6a8 F. Grevil Hum. Learn, cxxvii. Changing, corrupt-

ing, trading hope and feare Instead of Vertues. 1660 T.
Watson in Spurgeon Treas. David Ps. 1, 22 The non.
improvement of talents... He had not spent it, only not

trading it is sentenced. 1806 T. Ashe Trav. Amer. C1808)

I. vi. 112 The words buy and sell arenearly unknown [in

Erie, Pennsylvania] ; in business nothing is beard but the

word trade. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. u. i, I ain't a-going to

trade her. 1834 Major J. Downing Life /(• Lett. (Boston,

1835) 39 To see what chance I could find to trade off my
ax-handles. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tont's C, xii. Trading
negroes from Africa, dear reader, is so horrid I . . But trading

them from Kentucky—that's quite another thing ! 1863

W. C. Baldwin A/r. Hunting \\. 167 Traded half a dozen

large leather sacks from the Maccateese for beads, very

cheap; they.. are beautifully braided and sewn, 1904 M.
Hewlett Queen's Quair i. vi, The peasant women, and girls

also, do trade their legs by standing in the lagoon and
gathering the leeches that fasten upon them to suck blood.

Trade, obs. pa. t. of Tread v.

Trade bag, -board, etc. : see Trade sb, 14-15.

Tra'decraft. [f. Trade j(^.+ Craft sb. in

various senses.] f a. A trade-guild, b. Skill or

art in connexion with a trade or calling. O. The
craft or art of trading or dealing.

1810 CoMBE Picturesque xxv. (1865) 370 And this same
Hall their trade-craft found To be a sort of neutral ground.

1866 Macm. Mag. Oct. 432 There is tradecraft in litera-

ture as well as in painting. 1899 R. Whiteing j" ')ohn St.

xxvi. 258 It is a lesson in tradecraft.. to see how the girl

holds her own with the dealers.

Traded (tr^i-ded), ///. a, and a, [f. Tradb
V. and sb. + -ed.]

I. fl. Ofa road: Much used or trodden ; often

travelled; frequented; &Uo gen. habitually used.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent {1^26) 6 A populous citie,

and a well traded highway. 1591 in Hakluyt Voy. (1600)

HI. 488 Heere be many Tygers.. they vse the traded wayes.

a 1631 [see Trade v. 3].

f 2. Versed, skilled, practised ; experienced; con-

versant, familiar. Obs,

1548 Gest Pr. Masse in Du^dale Li/e (1840) App, 94 A
great clerke and moch traded m auncient wryters. 1589
Nashe Pref. Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 11 Sir John Cheeke,

a man of men, suj>ernaturally traded in al tongues. 1606
Shaks. Tr, ^ Cr. 11. ii. 64 Mine eyes and eares, Two traded

Pylots 'twixt the dangerous shores Of Will, and Judgement.

1654 H. L'EsTKANGE Chas. I (1655) 17 A gentleman pecu-
liarly qualifyed for and long traded in Sea exploiu.

•f"
3. Of a place : Frequented or resorted to for the

purpose oftrading. (Usu, with w^?//, etc) Obs.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Vo^. iv. vii. nSb,
[Tlie] cities of great Persia, wel traded with merchandize.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. 450 A proper and fine

burrough it is, well traded and pleasantly seated. 1653-62

Hevlin Cosmogr. 11. (1682) 94 Hannover,, .well built, very

strongly fortified, and not meanly traded. 1656 J. Chaloner
in D. King Vale Royall iv. 30 It [the Isle of Man] is

traded with 4. Market-Towns, Castle-Town, Douglas, Peel-

Town, and Ramsey, lyoy Kunnell Voy. (1729) 77 The
biggest and best traded city in all America.

II, 4. Having a trade (of such a kind).

1631 T. Powell Tom All Trades (1876) 170 The favour

of great traded Merchants, a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. 1,

(1673) 67 To see another man meanly clad, meanly housed,

meanly traded.

Trade dinner, dollar, etc. : see Trade .f/5. 15.

t Tra*de-fa:lleil, a. Obs. Fallen or broken

in trade, bankrupt.
1506 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, iv. ii. 32 Reuolted Tapsters and

Ostlers Trade-falne. 1631 Hevwood 1st Pt. Fair Maid^ of
W, 1. i, Her father Sold hydes in Somersetshire, and being

trade-fallne. Sent her to service, a 163a T. Taylor Gods
yudgem.v'\\.{\^\'2\ in Many young Shop-keepers., through
Drinking.. have suddenly proved Trade-falne,

Tradeful (tr^-dful), a, [f. Trade sb, + -ful.]

Full of trade ; fully occupied or engaged in trading

;

f full of traffic; also ^m«5/^ indicating busy trade.

J594 Spenser Amoreiti xv, Ye tradefull Merchants, that,

with weary toyle, Do seeke most pretious things to inake

your gain. 1598 Sylvester Du Barias \\. i. iv. Handle-
Crafts 23 Lo, how our Merchant-vessels to and fro Freely

about our tradefull waters go. 1745 Warton Pleas. Melanch.
272 Through the naked street, Once haunt of tradeful

merchants, springs the grass. 1845 Stocqueler Handbk.
Brit. India (1854) 112 Shops and offices areshut up, or their

tradeful hum and bustle all but stagnated.

Trade-guild to -language : see Trade 14, 15.

Tradeless (tr^-dles), a, [f. Trade sb, + -less.]

1. Without a trade ; unskilled in any trade.

1729 Young Imperium Pelagiv. xxi, O'er generous Glebe,

o'er golden Mines Her beggar'd, famish 'd, Tradeless Native
roves. 1910 Blackiv, Mag. Mar, 408/2 The semi-educated

and tradeless worker.

2. Without or destitute of trade or commerce.
1840 Tait's Mag. VII. 310 The Scotch nobility, in our

tradeless days, were not sunk quite so low as the Italian

nobility at present. 1897 Mary Kingsley_ W. Africa^ 371

The delta region is tremendously interesting..; but it is

tradeless. 1900 H. G. Graham ^t^i:. X^ .S'c(T//.m 18MC. vii,

i. (1901) 233 Consigned to perpetual poverty in some trade-

less village.

TRADESCANTIA.

Trade-mark (tr^i-dmajk), sb, [f. Trade sb,

\- Mark sb,^\ A mark (now, one secured by legal

registration) used by a manufacturer or trader to

distinguish his goods from similar wares of other

firms ; usually a distinctive device or figure, a fancy

name or trade name, or the name of an individual

or firm, marked or impressed on the article or upon
the package, etc., in or with which it is sold,

[157X Letters Patent to R. Mattheius (in Edmunds Patent
Laix) C1897) B85), To make the said haftes calle^ Turky
haftes for knyves, and for his marke to haue vpon the blade

and hafleof the sameknyfes. .ahalfe Moone.) 1838 Mvi.ne

& Craig Reports of Cases III. 338 The Court will grant a
perpetual injunction against the use, by one tradesman, of

the trade marks of another. x86a Act 25 ff 26 Vict, c 88 J i

The Expression 'Trade Mark' shall include any.. Name,
Signature, Word, Letter, Device [etc.]. .lawfully used by
any Person to denote any Chattel, or (in Scotland) any
Article of Trade [etc.].. to be an Article or Thing of the

Manufacture, .of such Person, or to be an Article or Thing
of any peculiar or particular Description made or sold by
such Person. x88o Print, Trades Jrnl. xxxi. 26 The owl
b the trade.mark of the firm.

b. Jig, A distinctive mark or token,

1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-Capa^i Trade-mark that

stamps each word and deed. 1889 Doyle Micah Clarke

311 The trade mark upon your forehead is especially hard

to overlook. 1808 IIodlev France II. iv. vi, 406 Oppor-
tunists .. utilised his name as the trade-mark of their

parliamentary group.

C. attrib.^ as trade-mark name^ registration.

X90X Daily Chron. 2 Dec. 7/1 A belated perambulator.,

with the trade-mark name of ' The Prince of Wales '. 1909

Chtm. <5- Druggist 20 Feb. 315/2 Invented words should be

protected by trade-mark registration; by themselves they

cannot be copyrighted.

Hence Tra*de-nia:rk »., trans^ to affix or imprint

a trade-mark upon ; Tra-de-marking vbl. sb,

1904 D. Sladen Lovers Jafian x, Bottled beer (made in

Japan . . and trade-marked with a big dragon). 1906 Westm,
Gaz. 16 Mar. 5/2 The Bill, .provided for the trade-marking

of all imported beers.

Trade mart, name, etc.: seeTrade j^. 14-15.

Tradent (tr^-dent). Kom, Law. rare, [ad. L,

iradenSy trident-^ pr. pple. of trad^re to hand

over, deliver.] The person who delivers or hands

over any property to another,

1880 MuiRHEAD Gains 580 The conditions upon which it

carried the property were that the tradent was owner.

t Trade-ntine, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. tra- —
Trans- -t- L. dent-em tooth + -ine.] Lying beyond

or outside the teeth, 1653 (see Cidentine].

Trader {tr^'daa). [f. Trade v, + -ku i.]

1, One whose business is trade or commerce, or

who is engaged in trading; a dealer or trafficker.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxv. 140b,

Great traders, with merchandise & ready monie. 1600 E.

Blount tr. Cotustag^io 55 The traders and bandie-craftsmen
who had not their kinsemen there. 1779-81 Johnson L. P.y

Milton Wks. II. 133 Neither traders, nor often gentlemen,

thought themselves disgraced by ignorance. 1837 W. Irving

Capt. Bonneville II. xx. 40 One of those general gatherings

of traders, trappers, and Indians. 1848 J. Williams La7v
Pers. Prop. 11. iv. 108 No farmer, grazier, common labourer,

or workman for hire,..shall be deemed as such a trader

liable to become bankrupt. x886 L. O. Pike Year Bks. 13

Hf 14 Edvo. Ill (Rolls) Introd. 83 Applicable to the servants

of traders as well as to the servants of knights.

+ b, A prostitute. Obs. slang,

xt&z Radcliffe Poems 45 Burdellos, T'encourage She-

Traders and lusty young Fellows. 1693 Humours Town
39, I mean not Common Women, that live by Fornication,

publick Traders. 1760 Foote Minor i. \yks. 1799 1. 347 Tip
him an old trader, and give her to the knight.

c. A vessel engaged in trading ; a trading ship.

lyxa Land. Gaz. No. 5017/2 Ten sail of Irish Traders.

i86» Catal. Intemat. Exkib. 1 1, xii. A trader for narrow
rivers, with new arrangement of rudder. 1887 Mrs. Daly
Digging, etc. S. Australia 1^ The crews in the pearling

schooners and small traders are very short-handed.

td. A tradesman's token (Token sb. 10). Obs.

1775 R. Twiss Tour Irel. (1776) 82 The want of small

change [in 1727] was so great, that several persons were
obliged to make copper and silver tokens, called Traders,

which they passed as promissory notes among their work-

men, customers, and neighbours.

t ^. One who is occupied or concerned in some-

thing ; a dealer, Obs.

1668 Hale Pref. Rolle's .^^r/<^w/. ajb. The constant..

course . .of these great Traders in Learning, to bring in their

several acquests therein, .into a common Stock. 1673 [R.

Leigh] Transp, Reh, 144 The nonconformists were gj^t
traders in Scripture. x8oo Coleridgic Piccolom. i. x, That
ancient trader In contraband negociations.

Trade-road to -school: see Trade^^. 14-15.

Trades- in comb. : see Thade sb, 15 b.

II
TradeSCantia (trsedesksentia). Bot, [mod.

L. (Ruppius I7i8),f. the name of John Tradescant

(the elder), a 17th c. naturalist + -iaI.] An Ameri-

can genus of perennial herbs (N.O. Commelynacest)

characterized by three-petalled blue, white, pink,

or purple ephemeral flowers having six stamens

clothed with jointed hairs; spiderwort.

[16*9 Parkinson Paradisus 152 Phalanpium Ephemerum
virginianum Joannis Tradescant.. .Tradescant his spider-

wort. 1718 Ruppius /Vtfra y^/*^«J« 55 Tradebcantia.] 1766

Lee Introd. Bot. App. (1788) 350/2 Spider-wort, Virginian,

Tradescantia. 1866 /Wdf. i)<?/.3i7Thefilamentsofthe /Va-

descantias have jointed hairs, in which a granular movement
is seen under the microscope.
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Tradesfolk (tr^i'dzfi^uk). [f. as next + Folk.]

People in trade ; tradespeople : a. Artisans ; b.

Shopkeepers.

1J60-7* H. Brooke Fcvy/ of Qual, (1809) III. ai This is

holiday in the afternoon among us trades-folk. 1885 W. H.
White M. RuthtrfortCs Deliv. iii, The wine-merchant, .by

no means associating with the tradesfolk who displayed their

foods in the windows. 1890 Pollard Eng. Miracle Plays
ntrod. II Philosophers,saints, mimes, jugglers, monks, nuns,

bishops and tradesfolk have alt to play^lheir part.

Tradesman (tr^'dzmaen). PI. -men. [f.

trade's^ {jen. case of Trade + Man sby\

1. One who is skilled in and follows one of the

industrial arts ; an artificer, an artisan, a craftsman.

Now 5V., local (esp. i-ural) English^ and Colonial.

1597 Dbavtok Heroicai Ephtles, EdiveirdlV to Shores

Wife 117 The busie lawyer wrangling in his pleas,. .The
toyling tradesman, and the sweating Clowne. ?/ti6oo

Robin Hood <V Tanner xxiii, ' What tr.idesman art thou ?

'

said jolly Robin. i6as Coke in Commons Debates (Cam-
den) 131 The ^!asle^ of the Ordinance was auntienily a

tradesman vntill 37 Henry 8, and then it was conferd on

a nobleman. 1657 in I'erney Men:. (1907) II. 95 [His

wish to be l)Ound] apprintice unto .some very good iraydes-

man. 1657 R. hxooH Barbadoes {i6j^) no If they be Trades-

men, as Carpenters, Jo>'ncrs, Masons, Smiths. 1738 Swift
Pol. Conversat. 27 If Things did not break or wear out, how
would Tradesmen live? i&ts Jahikson, J'radesManf a name
[in -Scotland] restricted to a handicraftsman ; all who keep

shoiK being . . called Merchants, c x88o Let. to Editor^

Tradesman in Australia does not mean a shopkee(>er, but

(he nian who works at a trade, L e. the artisan. 1899 Times

25 Jan. 10 At the end of May a deputation of provincial

tradesmen (in the Scotch sense) visited London... The car-

pcnters and joiners came to terms with the employers.

2. One who is engaged in trade or the sale of

commodities ; esp. a shopkeeper.
x6oi Dent Pathiv. Heaven 71 Couctousnesse . . baneth our

Gentlemen, it murihereth our Trades-men, it bewitcbelh

our Merchants. i6ni Malvnes Anc. Law. Merch. 93 A
Trades-mans shop, and a Merchants ware-house is taken to

be publicke and open at the appointed times. 1655 E.

Tekrv \'oy. E. Ind. xxW. 411 There are very many private

mtn. .who are Merchants, or Tradesmen that are very rich.

1695 Hlackuore Pr. Arth. iv. 417 The Tradesman quits

his Shop. 1717 Ladv M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbi
Conti 17 May, Most of ihc rich Tradesmen were Jews. 1766

FoRDYce Serm. i'ng. Worn. (1767) I. vii. 294 The daughters

of plain tradesmen and honest mechanics. 1885 Mtss
Braddon tl'yilard's IVeird I. i. 30 This would give time

for the tradesmen to get away from their shops. 1906 Daily
Chron, 10 Feb. 4/7 ' Tradesman ', which in the north is used

to denote a workman who has learned a trade, while in the

south it is made 10 apply to a man who runs a business.

Hence Tra*desmansMp, the quality or calling

of a tradesman ; transf. tradesmen collectively.

Also attrib.

18x7 Behthah ParL Rejorm (1818) 52 Say whether
Tradesmanship honesty .. is not worth all such other

hoacsties put together. 1839 Sat. Rev. 10 Dec. 703/1
Tradesmanship in all its proprieties may stand afihakt at

the revelation^ uf the inner life of a Strand sho[Mceeper's

family.

Tx^adesmanlike, a- [f- prec. + -like.] Like,

or like that ot, a tradesman; characteristic of a

tradesman; in quot. 1S63, workmanlike, skilful.

1790 Bystander x^^ A man of tradcsmanlike appearance
came and knocked at the door. i86» 'I'hohnbury Turner
I. 275 Crafty tradcsm.inlilce .lUcrations. 1870 Gladstone
Glean. IV. v. 254 With a tradesmanlike devotion to her
peaceful industry.

Tra'deapeople. [f. tradtSi gen. of Tb.uje +
People.] I'eople engaged in trade ; tradesmen, and

their families and employees; shopkeepers.
17J8 Vanbrugh & CiB. Prav. Hush. v. ii, 1 hose Trades.

people are the trouhlesomest Creatures ! no Words will

satisfy them I i7»9 FEKroNin Waller's WAs., Obsen'. 60/2
No trades-people would trust her for any thing, a 186a

Buckle Misc. Wks. (1873) I. 579 The middle class of trades-

pcoplc were ignorant and poor.

Tra*deswo:maii. Pi. -women, [f. as prec.

+ Woman.] A woman engaged in trade, or in a

particular trade or calling; in quots. 1707, 1778,

the wife of a tradesman.
1707 Rtfiex. upon Ridicule ii, 312 New-vamped Trades-

women, whose Dress and Train, and Furniture and Table,
create Envy. 1778 Jomnsom 13 May, in Bosweilj, Trades-
women (1 mean the wives of tradesmen) in the city. 1880
Sat. Rev. 23 Feb, 218/1 The gentle lady must be put off,

and the shrewd and thrifty tradeswoman must be put on.

Trade-union, trades-u-nion. [f. Tbade
or pL tra<l£s + Union.] An association of the

workers in any trade or in allied trades for the pro-

tection and furtherance of their interests in regard

to wages, hours, and conditions of labour, and for

the provision, from their common funds, of pecu-

niary assistance to the members during strikes,

sickness, unemployment, old age, etc.

x8w WoaiKW. Postscript iil Poet. Wks. (1910) 066 It has
no direct bearing upon clubs.. nor upon political or tnule-

unions. 184J Cobden in Morley Li/e xii. (1902) 43/3
Nothing can t>e got by fraternising with trade unions. They
arc founded upon principles of brutal tyranny and mono-
poly. 188^ Lowell Democr. 17 Hut the trade-unions are
now debatmg instead of conspiring. 1896 L. Abbott Ckr, <v

Soc. Probl. X. 272 The phrase ' trade union ' came into

existence about the year 1830 and the organization itself

came into existence about tlie same time. x^o6 Westm.Gaz.
6 Mar. 2/3 A trade union is a tinasi-political a.ssociation,

rather than an association for carrying on business.

1831 Times 18 Jan. 4/1 There is no doubt that these boys
hjMnners' apprentices at Haslingden] are kept in counten*

Vol. X.

ance by the ' Trades' Union '. 1834 Arnold Let. to Chci>. 1

Bunsen 29 Sept., You have heard, .of the Trades' Unions,
a fearful engine of mischief, ready to riot or to assas-

sinate. x868 Rogers Pol. Econ. ix. (1876) 88 The purpose
of a trades-union is to keep up the price of labour, and if ,

possible to enhance it. 1878 Jevons Prim, Pol. Econ. \

61 A trades-union is a society of men belonging to any one
|

kind of trade, who agree to act together as they are directed
by their elected council, and who sul)scribe money to pay
the expenses.

1

Hence Trade-, trades-n nionism, the s;ystem,

principles, or practice of trade-unions ; Trade-,
trades-n'nionist, a member of a trade-union ; I

also attrib.

187s iV. Amcr, Rcz>. CXX.215 The theory and possibilities

of 'trades-unionism. 1884 Pail Malt C. 10 Sept. 8/2 Al- i

though he was both a politician and a trade unionist, he
could faithfully say trade unionism had always had his first

care and attention. 1888 I'oice (N.Y.) 14 Nov., China, it 1

seems, is the cradle of tradesunionism, and boycotts are
i

numerous, 1863 Fawcett/W. Econ. u. ix. (1S76) 248 A social
,

terrorism, very analogous to that by which "Trades-Unionists
so frequently maintain their organizations. 1898 lyestm.
ijaz. 12 Jan. 3/2 Even another seif.denying ordinance must
he .isked of the trade-unionist parent in this good cause.

Trade-way, etc. : see Trade sd. 14, 15.

Tra'de-wind. [f. Trade .r<J. + Wind j(^. A pp.
originating^ in the phrase to blow trade : see Trade

\

sb. 3d. Afterwards often shortened in nautical

use to trade^ in pi. * the trades ' : see Trade sb, 1 3. '

The name had in its origin nothing to do with tra^iexn the

sense ' commerce ', or ' passage for the purpose of trading *,
I

though the importance of those winds to navigation led
'

18th c etymologists (and perliaps even navigators) so to ;

understand the term.]

fl. Any wind that * blows trade', i.e. in a
constant course or way ; a wind that blows steadily

:

in the same direction. Obs. exc. as in 3.

Originally applied to any wind having this character. But
as it became gradually known that the only winds of which
this is approximately true were the Indian monsoons, and
ihe winds now so called, on each side of the equator in the

Atlantic and P.icific Oceans, the name became restricted to

these, and at length to the latter (senses 2 and 3). Msofg.
1663 Cowley To Drake's Ship iv. The breath of Fame,

like an auspicious Gale (The great Trade-wind which ne'er

docs fail). Shall dri^-e thee round the World. x666 Drvden
Ann, Mirab. ccciv. Hut now, the Cape once doubled, fear no
more ; A constant trade-wind will securely blow And gently

lay us on the spicy .shore, a 1668 Davknant Poems Wks.
(1673) 130 A Pilot, sure of faire Trade-Windes, The Helnie :

in all the Voyage never hands. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
;

Trade-WiPtd, a Wind that blows regularly at Sea. at certain

Seasons of the Year, and serves to promote Trading
!

Voyages, \jt6 Shklvockk Kt^y. round World 385 'I'hen '

came on the constant, or what may be call'd the trade wind
on this [Pacific] coast (of America] blowing from the

W.N.W, except in the night, that it comes about more
Northerly. 173^0. Hadlev in /'A/V. Trans. XXXIX. 61

[

The same Principle, .extends to the Production of the West
|

Trade-Winds without the Tropicks. 1777C0LMAN in Sheri-

dan Sch, Scand. EpiL 2, I, who was late so volatile and gay,

Like a tradewind must now blow all one way. 1807 Crabbe
\

Parish Reg. (1829) 17 But like a trade-wincl is the ancient
!

dame, Mild to your wisl), and every day the same. I

t2. Applied to the seasonal winds of the Indian
j

Ocean ; = Monsoon i, 3. Obs. \

The winter monsoon, from October to April, coincides in 1

direction with the trade-wind of the Nortn Atlantic ; the

summer monsoon blows in the opposite direction. I

(1634 Sir T. Herbeht Trav. 8 Euery houre expecting
'

these Anniuersarie winds, called bv the Sea-men and Portu- i

gals, Monsoons; the property of which wind is to blow con-

stantly one way, sixc monethis, and the other way, the other

halfe yeare.] 1650 Fuller PisgaA i. vL 8 3 Rain,.. like

Trade-winds on some seas, came at set seasons. 1687 A.

LovEi.L ir. Tkevenot's Trav. in. i That Season wherein

there is a constant Trade-Wind upon that Sea, begins com-
monly at the end of October. 17M Dk Foe Capt. Singleton

(1906) 2iB When we came in among the Spice Islands.,

we had a share of the monsoons, or trade-winds. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. I. 206 The constant or stated wind
usually called the trade wind ; and jn some paru of the

world, the monsoon. 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. liv. 55

Some weeks were still to come before the trade-winds would
set in from the north-east, when they would be perfectly

favourable for the voyage.

3. Now spec. The wind that blows constantly

towards the equator from about the thirtieth

parallels, north and south ; its main direction in

the northern hemisphere being from the north-east,

and in the southern hemisphere from the south-

east. Cf. Anti-tbade.
The N.E. trade is termed in Hawkins' Voy. Florida

^1565 (Hakl. Soc) 25, 46, 'the ordinary breeze' (Breeze

sb:^ i), the S.E. trade is termed by Linschoten ssB^generat

itd/idt, ' the general wind ', after Pg. vento geral.

[1699 Damtier Voy. II. in. 1 Trade-Winds are such as do

blow constantly from one Point, or Quarter of the Compass,

and the Region of the World most peculiar to them is from

about 30 d. North to 30 d. South ofthe Equator.] i7ia E.

CoOKE I'oy. S. Sea 416 Getting into the Trade-Winds, our

Course was afterwards uniform. 1748 Anson's Voy. u. ix.

224 We expected, upon the encreatin^ our offing from Quibo,

to fall in with the regular trade.wind. i8ai R. Turner
Arts * Sc. (cd. iB) 17 The trade-winds blow naturally from

the N.E. on the north, and from the S.E. on the south of the

line, throughout the whole year. 1835 Mrs. Somehville

Connex. Phvs. Sc xv. (ed. 2) 147 There are many proofs of the

existence oUhe counter currents above the trade winds. 1867

Denison Astron. tvithoui Math. 39 The heat of the torrid

zone and its velocity of rotation produce the trade winds

which blow constantly in the same directions in the same

latitudes on the great oceans.

b, attrib. y as trade-wind region ; trade-wind
cloud, the trade cumulus (Trade sb. 15).
i860 Maury Phys. Geo^. Sea (Low) iv. § 255 The hottest

place within the trade-wind regions is not at the equator.
190a Daily Chron. 21 Aug. 7/1 As the darkness deepened
a dull red reflection was .seen in the trade-wind cloud which
covered the mountain summit.
Tradey, variant of Tkadt.
tTra'diment. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. ti'adi-

ment-um (1190 in Du Cange), f. L, tradh-e to

hand over, deliver; or a. OF. trade-^ tradiment
'treason* (Godef.).] Treachery, perfidy, treason.

"S3S St. Papers Hen. VIIl, II. 264 The Tholes entred by
tradyment into Powers Courte. 1536 Ibid. 362 Beyng
evicted, and recovered out of our possession by tradyment.
156X T. HoBY tr. Castiglione's Conrtyer 11. (1577) N j b, If

it be true that it is such an abhominable profit and trespace
to vse tradiment against a mans veiy entmy.

Trading (trt^-diq), vbl. sb. [f. Trade v.^
-ING J.J The action of the verb Trade in various

senses ; esp. the carrying on of trade ; buying and
selling ; commerce, trade, traffic.

1590 tsee b]. 1615 in Bucclenck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 168 Either of ns might assist each other in free Trading
in those parts. 1645 Milton 7V/r'<7c//. Wks. 1851 IV. 220 So
to serve the commodity of insatiable trading, usury shall be
permitted. xt^Nicholas /"a/^r^ (Camden) II. 82 Hee will

stopp all tredding by sea that way. 1799 in Picton L'pool
Mimic. Rec. (1886) II. 219 To prohibit the trading for slaves.

1885 Athenaeum 5 Sept. 302/1 Successful trading was not at
that date quite so important.

b. attrib. and Comb. ; in sense * of, iicrtaining

to. or connected with trade*, as trading course

^

liney origin ;
* intended for trade or barter ', as

trading articles^ cloth^ goods \
' frequented for,

employed in, made or done for trading ', as trading

centre
J craft, journey ,

path^ port, post (Post sb^^

2 c), s/iipj smack y station, taXy vessel, voyage ;

t trading-house, a building in which barter was
carried on in the savage parts of North America

;

trading-place, f Ka) a place of resort or passage;

(i5) a i>lace frequented for trade.

1904 Archaeologia Juliana XXV. 11. 255 note. The ports

and *trading-centres of the Mediterranean. i6^a Sir W.
Talbot Discozi. y. Lederer 26 Your best Truck is a sort of

course *'l'rading Cloth, of which a yard and a half makes
a Matchcoat, 1676 in I. Mather K. Philip's War (1862) 99
'ihat the Indian "Trading.houses .. be suppressed. 1775
AuAiR Amer. Ind. 395 The ford of the old *trading path,

where the enemy now and then passed the river. 1590
Greene Never too Late O iv, Flora did checker all her

'trading place. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. xii. 251 To
put into the first *trading port. 1837 W. Irving Cafit.

Bonne-i'ille III. xxxiv. 205 Fort Wallah-Wallah isa*tradiiis

jMJst of the Hudson's Bay Company. 1809 R. Langfokh
Introd. Trotie 11 1 The voyage may lje..to several ports,

which is called a *trading voyage,

Tra'ding, ppl* a. [f. as prec + -ing 2.] That
trades, in various senses of the verb ; esp. engaged

in trade, commercial.
X690C1ULD Disc. yViif/f (1698) 2 They have in their greatest

councils of state and war, trad ing-merchants that have lived

abroad in most parts of the world. 1697 Drvden Virg.

Geofg. IV. 20 These rob the trading citizens [bees). 1711

Adoison sped. tJo. 69 f i Factors in the Trading World are

what Ambassadors are in the Politick World. 1790 Burke
Er. RezK 263 A great trading or manufacturing town. 18^4

Green Short Hist. vi. § 3. 282 The trading and industrial

classes.

Comb. 1717 IDorrington] Philip Quarll Pref., Busy
Worlds and Trading.Peopled Towns.

f b. That trades in or makes a trade of some-

thing (e.g. a public office or position). Obs.

1787 SrR J. Hawkins Johytson 214 The duke of Newcastle

. . gave him [Fielding] a nominal qualificaiion of 100 1. a year,

and set him up as a trading-justice, in which disreputable

station he died. 1796 Grose's Diet. Vnlg. T. (ed. 3), Trading
Justices, Broken mechanics, discharged footmen, and other

low fellows, smuggled into the commission of the peace, who
subsist by fomenting disputes, granting warrants, and other-

wise reuiling justice. 1813 Examiner yi Nov, 767/1 The
Court treated the defendant as a systematic and trading

libeller. 1839 Ld. Brougham Statesm. Geo. lll^ Canning
289 The common herd of trading politicians.

tTra'dit, v. Obs. rare-\ [f. L. tradit-, ppl.

stem of traders to hand over, deliver, f. trans

across, over -j- dare to give. (Cf. credit f. L. credit-.)]

trans. To deliver, to communicate.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 530 The most usual pre.

paration, is after the manner we have tradited.

+ Tra'dltative, a. Obs. rare. prob. an error for

Tbaditive I.

1657-83 Evelyn Hist. Reiig. (1850) I. 165 They fancy it

very difficult to conceive how this deadly spot [of sin] should

adhere so pertinaciously without some traditative emana-
tion, seeing the iKxly does not defile the Soul.

Tradition (tradi-Jan), sb» Also 4-6 -icion.

[i^.OY.tradiciony -iccion {i2<)2 in Godef.), in 15th c.

tradition, — Pr. tradition, Sp. tradicion, It. tradi-

zione, ad. L. tr&ditioy -onem * delivery, surrender,

handing down, a saying handed down, instruction

or doctrine delivered *, as in traditio evangelical

catholica traditio (TertuUian).]

1. The action of handing over (something

material) to another ; delivery, transfer. (Chiefly

in Law.)
1540 in R. 0. Marsden Set. PL Crt. Adm.

(189.J)
I. 99

The byer..may entre and lake possession of the said sliipe

29
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poods, .withowte any further tradicion or delyvery. 1601
W. Watson Scaring Discov. 13 In that a Priest is made by
tradition of the Chalice, Patten, and Host into his hands,
1658 Bramhall Consecr. Bps. xi. 225 Then foltoweth..
lastly the tradition of the Bible into his hands. 1766
Bi^cKSTONE Comiiu II. XX. 307 A deed takes effect only
from this tradition or delivery. 1773 Erskine iftst. Law
Scotl. II, i. § 18 Tradition, which maybe defined, the delivery
of the possession of a subject by the proprietor, with an
intention to transfer the property of it to the receiver.

1774 Bp. Hallifax Anal. Ro?n. Lazv {xjg^) 25 Justinian
abolished the distinction, and gave to Tradition, or simple
delivery, all the effects of the ancient Mancipation. 1884
Cath. uict. (ed. 2) 626 Handing to the new priest the paten
and chalice-^an act commonly called the 'tradition of the
instruments '.

+ 2. A giving Up, surrender ; betrayal. Obs,
148a Monk 0/Ex'esham {Pixh.) 19 The office and seruice

of owr lord ihesu crystcys tradicion and passion wassolenly
songe. x6ii W. ScLATER A'o* (1629) 103 By tradition or
deliuering them vp to the power of Sathan. 1653 Mantom
Ilx^. James i. 13 Wks. 1871 IV. 92 A judicial tradition and
delivering them Up to the power ofSatan and their own vile

affections.

b. spec, in Ch. Hist. Surrender of sacred books
in times of persecution : of. Tbaditor 2.

1840 MiLMAN Hist. Chr. II. 360 The consecration of a
bishop guilty of tradition, was the principal ground on
which his election was annulled. Ihid, 371 Both denounced
their adversaries as guilty of the crime of tradition. 1874

J. H. Blunt Diet. Sects {1886) 128/2 The crime of Tradition
was a new one [Diocletian era]. [1908 C. Bigg Ofii^. C/tr.

xxxvi. (1909) 484 In Gaul the Donatists themselves allowed
that the sin 01 iraditio had not occurred.]

3. Delivery, esp. oral delivery, of information or

instruction. Now rare.

^
a 1500 Medwall Nature 60 Arystotell Whyche hath left

in bokys of hys tradycyon Howeuery thyng by heuynly con-
stellacyon Is brought to effecte. 1575 Gascoigne Making
0/ Verse in Steele Gl.y etc. (Arb.) 33, 1 couet rather to sati^fie

you particularly, than to vndertake a generall tradition.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xvi. § i The expressing
or transferring our Knowledge to others . . I will tearme
by the general name of Tradition or Deliuerie. 1667 Jeu.
Taylor Dissuas. Popery 11. 1. iii. 102 Tradition is any way
of delivering a thing, or word to another ; and so every
doctrine of Chiistianity is by Tradition. I have deliver'd
unto you, saith S. Paul, that Christ died for our sin.s. x868
M. Pattison Aiodem. Org. vii. 327 A national institute for

the preservation and tradition of useful knowledge,

+ b. An ordinance or institution orally delivered.

I3t8« WvcLiF Col. ii. 8 Se ^e that no man disseyue ^ou by
philosofye and veyn fallaccvp the tradicioun of men, vp
dementis of tins woiM, and not vp Crist. 1563 WinJet
Four Scoir Thre Quest. § 63 Wks. iS.T.S.) I. 115 The
Apostill St. Paull commandit in sindry places his traditionis

to be keipet. 1565 Stapleton tr. Staphylus' A/>ol. 153 b,

They putt out of S. Paule the worde Traditions, and put in
his place sometime Oniinaufues sometime Institutions,

c. Tradition of the Creed {Ch. //ist.) : oral in-

struction upon the Creed given to catechumens.
iSaSCasse/l's Kncycl. Oict.s.v., Tradition 0/the Creed,.,

the instruction formerly given on certain days to the cate-
chumens upon the Creed at mass. The tnne and place
varied in different Churches. In the Mozarabic M issal it

still retains its place before the Epistle on Palm Sunday.
At Rome it took place on the Wednesday in Mid*Lent.

4. The action of transmitting or * handing down \
or fact of being handed down, from one to another,

or from.generation to generation ; transmission of

statements, beliefs, rules, customs, or tlic like, esp.

by word of mouth or by practice without writing.

Chiefly in phrase dy tradition.

1501 Savii.k Tiuittis' Hist. (1604) 53 Old songs delivered
to them, by tradition, from their fathers. 1635 N. Cam-
PENTEK Geog. Del. 11. xviii. (1635) 282 Some few customes
preserued by tradition, not writing. 16x6 Ailksburv Passion
Serm, 3 Puiiishintrnts which hung over their heads, and, by
the tradition of just revenge, upon their children. 1658
Phillips, T'rai^/V/ow,. .a bequeathing any Doctrine to pos-
terity from age to age. 17*^ De Kok I'^oy. round World
(1840) 191 Rivettedin their minds by tradition fioin father to

son. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages ix. i, {1819) III. 335 The
memory of Greece and Rome would have been feebly
preserved by tr.idition. 1854 Mm.man Lat. Chr. iv. iv,

{1864) II. 277 Fragments.. tinged with Christian allusion in

their later tradition from bard to bard.

b. quasi'i^rsonified, usually as a speaker. (Cf,

Fame sb^ i b, Rumour sb. 2 b.)

1658 Baxter Saving Faith 87 Tradition having published
it, your labour is to be a great deal the more acceptable for

the Authors sake. x686 AcLioimY Painting Hlusir. i. 37
Paintings, .which Tradition affirm'd to be Antieiiter than
the Foundation of Rome. 1797 Ht. Lee Cnnterb, 7".,

Old IVo/nan's T. (1799) I. 333 'Iradition tells usof number*
less miracles performed here ! 1863 Makv Howitt F'.

Bremer's Greece 11- xvi. 153 Wolves, so says tradition, first

took gold to Delphi.

5. a. That which is thus handed down ; a state-

ment, belief, or practice transmitted (esp. orally)

from generation to generation.
£1380 WvcLiF Wks. (18S0) 392 I-boundeu oonly by a

posiiyue lawe or a tradycion fat J»ai ban Jem sijife made.
"43*-5o t>'- Higden (Rolls' 11. 225 Ma'tussale..lyvenge. .to
the grete floode of Noe, and inxj longer, after the trewe
tradicion. 1399 Shaks. Hen. V,\. i. 76 Go, go,.. will you
mocke at an ancient Tradition began vppon an honourable
respect? 1704 Nelson Fest, <V Fasts xiii. (1739) 159 The..
Traditions published under his Name are rejected ..as
spurious. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. {1863) II. iv. ii. 234
Ihe traditions associated with these. .monuments. 1873
MoRLKY Voltaire L (1886) 4 A collective religious tradition
that had lost its virtue. 1878 Simpson Sch. Shaks. \. 4
Stucley's life has been surrounded with a complete cloud of
traditions.

b. More vaguely : A long established and
generally accepted custom or method of procedure,
having almost the force of a law ; an immemorial
usage ; the body (or any one) of the experiences
and usages of any branch or school of art or
literature, handed down by predecessors and gener-

ally followed. In quot. 1818, an embodiment of

an old established custom or institution, a * relic *.

'S93 _^fAKS. Rich. II, iii. ii. \-}t, l"hrow away Respect,
Tradition, Forme, and Ceremonious dutie. 1818 Lady
Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 183 Tlie duke is a tradition of the
grands seigneurs of the courtly times of France, a tradition
fast wearing out. 1865 R. W. Dale Jeiv. Temp. ix. (1877)

89 The glorious traditions of their race seemed against
them. 18S2 Kkeeman Amer, Lcct. \\. v. 381 The tradition
is that a President [of U. S.] may !« re-elected once and
once only. 1891 Leeds Mercury 2 May 6/4 A scheme..
which was contrary to Conservative traditions.

6. spec. {Theot. awd Ecct.) a. Among the Jews,
Any one, or the whole, of an unwritten code of

regulations, etc. held to have been received from
Moses, and handed down orally from generation to

generation and embodied in the Mish-vah.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 78 P>ut whi breken ;e Goddis

maundement, for ^oure veyn tradicioun? 138a — Matt.
xy. 2 Whi thi disciplis ouerpassen, or breken, the tradi-
ciouns [gloss or statutis] of elder men [1534 Tindale, the
tradicions of the elders]? 1585 Abp. .Sandys Serm.'i. ii

Vnder the name of doctrine receiued from Moses by word
of mouth, without writing, that is to say tradition, the
Scribes and Pharisees were able smoothlie to carie away
any thing, til Christ recalled all things to the Lawe, 16x3
PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 170 When two Rabbins (saith

their 'i'almud) maintaine contrary opinions, yet must not
men contradict them, because both of them hath his Kabala
or Tradition for the same. 1877 C. Geikie Christ II. xHv.
205 The commands or * traditions ' of the Fathers, handed
down from the days of the Great Synagogue, but ascribed
with pious exaggeration to the Almighty.

b. In the Christian Church, Any one, or the

whole, of a body of teachings transmitted orally

from generation to generation since early times;
held by Roman Catholics to comprise teaching
derived from Christ and the apostles, together
with that subsequently communicated to the church
by the Holy Spirit, and to be of equal authority

with Scripture. Also (as in 4) the transmission of
such teaching,

iSS> T- W1L.SON Legike (1580) 36 The Churche maie
make Lawe, and appointe Tradicions, what.weuer thei be.

1562 Articles oj^ Religion xxxiv, Whosoever.. doth openly
break the traditions and ceremonies of the Church which
be not repugnant to the word of God. 1667 Milton /'. L.
XII. 512 The truth With superstitions and traditions taint.

1704 Nelson Fest. ^ Pasts v. 11. (1739) 501 It being the
Tradition of the Church. 1737 Ceialloner Cath, Chr.
Instr. (1753) 213 The Sunday, or the Lord's-Day, which we
observe by Apostolical Tradition instead of the Sabbath.
1867 Brandb & Co.x Diet. .Vc, etc., Tradition, in Theology
. .is commonly employed to denote any doctrine or alleged
fact, delivered or handed down, and received on the faith
tliat the first to whom it was delivered received it from an
authentic source.

c. Among Mohammedans, An account of sayings

and doings of Mohammed, not contained in the

Koran, but transmitted at first orally, and after-

wards recorded ; esp, those accepted as authorita-

tive by the Sunnites or orthodox Moharametlans,
but rejected by the Shiites : ~ Sunna.
_ X718 Ockley Hist. Saracens II. 87 The Muslemans {who
intitle themselves Sonnites, that is Observers of the Tradi-
tion, and Orthodox). 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Sonna,
There are also sectaries among the Mahometans, calkcl
Shiites, who reject the traditions of the Sonnites. i860
Gardner Faiths of World, Sonnah^ the Tradition of the
Mohammedans, being the authentic record of the sayings
and doings of the Prophet. . . There are six collections of the
Sonnite traditions, and four of those of the Schiites.

7, attrib. and Comh.^ Vi^tradition-boumiy -follo70~

ingf -nourishedf -7'idden adjs, ; tradition-monger
\

Tradition Sunday {Ch. Bist.)^ a name for Palm
Sunday, as the day of * tradition of the creed * (^see

3 c) in some churches.

1719 J. T. Philipps tr. Thirty-four Confer. 5 Believing.

.

the tables and Reveries of Tradition-mongers, your Poets
and Doctors. x888 CasselPs Encycl. Diet. s.v., Tradition-
Sunday. 189s Westm. Gaz. 17 Alay 7/2 To think that the
tradition-bound Austria-Hungary,of all countries in Europe,
should be the first to call a Pole to the post of Foreign
Minister ! 1901 Acadc/ny 26 Jan. 81/1 The prosy formula-
ridden, tradition-following, go-by-rule eighteenth century.
1901 Weekly Regr. 19 Apr. 485/2 'J'he tradition-nourished
intellectual life so distinctive of the Catholic Church. x<)io

IVtstm. Gaz, 25 June 2/3 Experiments.. for the w.irning
or encouragement of a more crowded and tradition-ridden
island.

Tradi'tion, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
transmit by Iradition; to relate as a tradition.

1640 Fuller Joseph's Coai^ i Cor. xi. 23 (1867) 43 Ilape-
6io*ca viiXv. . .English it as you please, ' I traditioned it unlo
you '. 1655 — Ch. Hist. vi. iii. 318 The following story is

..traditioned with very much credit amongst our English
Catholicks. a i66x — Worthies, Somerset. (1662) in. 20
This I may call a Charitable Curiosity, if true what is

traditioned. 1872 Daily Netvs 12 Aug., It is traditioned of
Mr. Childers that he has been seen in a pea jacket.

So Traditdoixed (-pnd) a. {rare~'^), having
traditions of a kind specified by the prefixed word.
1850 R. SmrsoN Mem. Worth iv. 47 The Crawick, a wild

traditioned stream pours its waters into the Nith.

I

Traditional (tradi-Jsnal), a. {sb.) [f. Tbadi-

I

Tiox sb. + -AL : cf. K. traditiomul, also med.L,
' traditidnalis (840) = traditdritts Trahitory.]

I

1. Monging to, consisting in, or of the nature

I

of tradition ; handed down by or derived from
tradition.

!
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vl v. 8 7 In sundry traditional

writings set down by their great interpreters and scribes.

,

1641 Milton Prel. Fpisc. Wks. 1851 III. 78 We esteem his
traditionall ware, as lightly as Victor did. 1690 Lockb
Hum. Und. IV. xviii. § 10 There can l^e no Evidence that
any traditional Revelation Is of divine Original, in thd Words
we receive it, and in the Sense we understand it, so clear,

and so certain, as those of the Principles of Reason. 1814
Scott Wav. Ixxii, The traditional recordsof the respectable

,
and ingenious Mrs. Grant of Laggan. 1911 H. M. R.

I

Murray Erthe upon Erthe IntrcS. 23 The popular iradi-

I

tional version of tlie poem tended to become modified.

I
b. That is such according to tradition ; asserted

or related by tradition.

' 1856 Stanley .Sinai <5- Pal. v. 246 This traditional selection

,

of Gerizim as the scene of the meeting with Melchizedek is

I further confirmed by alt the circumstances of the narrative.

1874 Savck Compar. Philol. viii. 302 The heirlooms of a
traditional past. 1879 S. C. Bartlktt Egypt to Pal. xxii.

455 Quarentania, the traditional region of the forty days
\

temptation. 1908 [Miss Fowlkr] Betzv. Trent ^ Ancfiohne
\ 19 A traditional ' Rose of Sharon ' survives from our great-

j

grandmother's days.

1 2. Observant of, bound by tradition. Obs. rare.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iii. L 45 You are too sencelesse
obstinate, my Lord, Too ceremonious, and traditionall...

I

You breake not Sanctuaric, in seizing him. 1644 Milton
Judgjn. Bucer Wks. 1851 IV. 209 A pervers Age, eager in

i

the reformation of Names and Ceremonies, but in realities

as traditional and as ignorant as their forefathers.

+ B, sb. A traditional belief or practice, rnr^""'.

1643 W. GREF.NHiLL/4.rtf at Root 13 We stick too much to
Mosaicalls, Prelaticalls, and Traditionalls.

Hence Traditioiiality(-x'liti), traditional quality

or character; a traditional belief or principle;

Tradi'tionalize v.j trans, to render traditional.

1834 New Monthly Mag. XLI. 455 We may trace a
•traditionality, perhaps, in the style of representing Falstaflf.

1840 Carlvle Heroes vi. (1858) 351 Many a man, doing
loud work in the world, stands only on some thin tradition-
ality, conventionality ; to him indubitable, to you incredible.
1882 Davidson in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 860/2 ILongfellow's
visit to Europe] "traditionalized his mind.. and rendered
liini in some measure unfit to feel or express the spirit of
American nature and life.

Tradi'tionalism. [ad. F. traditionalispie,

or f. prcc +-ISM.]

1, A system of philosophy which arose in the

Roman Church ^1840, according to which all

human knowledge (or, in a modified form of the

system, all knowledge of religious and moral truth)

is derived by traditional instruction from an original

divine revelation.

[x8^ Lupus {title) La Tradltionalisme et le Rationalisme
examines.] 1885 W. W. Roberts /V«///. Decrees Introd. 5
Nosound Catholic coidd hold the opinions on Traditionalism
taught at Louvain. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3), Traditional-
ism, a system of philosophy in which intellectual cognition,
so far as the human mind is concerned, is reduced to belief

in truth communicated by revelation from God, and received
by traditional instruction through the medium of language,
which was originally itself a sui>ernatural gifu This .sys>

tem is also called Fideism, and is a reaction from the
extreme of rationalism into an opposite extreme of anti-

rationalism. De lionald (d. iS^o) is regarded as its author.

2. Adherence to traditional doctrine or theory

;

maintenance of, or submission to, the authority of

tradition; excessive reverence for tradition : esp. in

matters of religion,

i860 Thirlwall Rem. (1877) I. 395 Without this, she would
have fallen . . under the blows, not of rationalism, but of
traditionalism and superstition. id6gSpectator 34 July 875
A conquest over the slavish legalism of the Pharisee aiid the
timid traditionalism of the pious Jew. 1883 A. Robkrts
0. T, Rer'ision ii. 29 Criticism and traditionalism are pitted
against each other throughout the entire volume.

Tradi*tioiialist. [f. Teaditional -i- -ist.] An
adherent of traditionalism; one who upholds the

authority of tradition ; = Trai^itionist i. Also
cTttrik

.>87S E. White Life in Christ 11, xvi. (1878) 188 If the
Pharisaic doctrine of the oral law were the truth.., there
was no reason why the Incarnate Wisdom ofGod should not
confirm the doctrine of the traditionalists. 188s Nation
(N. Y.) XXXI I. 425 The high-handed procedure of the tra-

ditionalist leaders. i88x W. R. Smith O. Test, in JVit'. Ch.
xi. 326 The superciliousness with which traditionalists

declare the labours of the critics to be visionary. 1906 Edin.
Rev. July 208 To the traditionalist the reformer . . is a profane
person.

Hence Tra4i:tionali'stic a.y of or belonging to

traditionalists or traditionalism.

1874 tr, Ueberzveg's Hist. Philos. II. 339 De Bonald
(1754-1840) was the chief oi the >o-called ' traditionalistic *

school, the leading dogma of which was the divine creation
of language.

Traditionally (tradij^nali), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LY -,] In a traditional manner ; by, in the way
of, or according to tradition.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep. 1. viii. 31 There are many
things concerning the nature of simples, traditionally
delivered, and to which I beleeve he gave no assent himselfe.
Ibid^ vii. xviii. 381 If that were true which is traditionally
related by Strabo. 1764 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772)
1. 211 The common law, which was traditionally delivered to
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them from their ancestors.

^ 1859 C. Barker Ass^ht, Frinc.

ii. 37 In an age.. when private revenge was traditionally,

if not legally, sanctionetl. 1901 Athenatum 10 Aug. 198/1
The. . effigy, of the maid of Normanton who was tradi-

tionally eaten by earwigs.

Traditionary (.tradi-j^nari), a, {sd.) [f. Tra-
DlTlox + -ART 1 : cf. additi&nary, (In modX.*//-*!-

dUionarius, )]

1. = TUADITION.VL a. I.

1661 Glanvill I'aH. Dogm. 249 Traditionary* impositions,

a 1677 Hale T'n*^ ^f//^.i. (1684) 2 By Traditionary Trans-
mission of many important Tiuths . . from Ancestors to

their Posterity. 1748 Haktlkv Obset-v. Man 11, iv. 396
The Corrupted Remains of some traditionary Revelation.

180a Paley Nat. Theol. xviii. (ed. 2) 329 What can be the

traditionary knowledge of a chicken hatched in an oven ?

1857 Livingstone Trav. Introd. \ Our grandfather was
intimately acquainted with all the traditionary legends.

1868 Gladstone Jttv, Mundi ii- (1S69) 41 The traditionary,

as opposed to the merely mythical, period.

b. — Traditional a. i b.

1835 Greswell Parables I. 442, I see the vestiges of a tra-

ditionary paradise in this dream of the poets. 1840 Hood
Vp the Rhine 314 Some two hundred yards distant stood
the mill, in an Arabian waste, as remote from corn as the
traditionary Mill of Buccleugh.

O. Characterized by tradition.

1844 Ld. Houghton Palm Leaves, Burial Ground of
Scutariy Tb well to live and lord o'er those By whom his

sires were most renown'd, But his fierce heart finds best

repose In this traditionary ground.

t2. Observant of tradition; = Traditional a. 2.

«6i3 VKViQWKS Pilgrimage \\\. x. 247 They hate the Per-

sians, . . more then they doc the Christians : like as the Tra-
ditionary lew doth the Textuarie, and the Papist the Pro-
testant. 1666 TiLLorsoN Rule Faith 111. x, Himself and
his Traditionary Brethren.

B. sb. One who maintains or accepts the autho-

rity of tradition ; a traditionalist, ran.
i7»7-4i Chambeds Cycl. s. v., The tradiliunaries are what

we more usually call rabbins and rabbinists, or talmudiMs.
..Htllel shone among the traditionaries, and Schammai
among the textuaries. 173X Neal Hist. Puritans I. 324
[quotes Strype (see Traditioner i), with traditi0Hariei\.

Hence Tradi-tloiiarlljr <uiv. = TBAixTioNAtLr.
sSm MtTFORo Inquiry xv. f 5 (ed. 2) 347 The antient

Welsh airs, which nave been transmitted tradiii<xiaiily by
ignorant harpers.

t Tradi-tionate, a. Obs. rare^"*, [f. Tradi-
TION sb» + -ATE -.] Handed down by tradition,

tradittonaL Hence f Tradi-tionately adv, {pbs,

rare"^), by tradition, traditionally.

icm Nashe Christ's T. 38 Not all thy seaucnty Esdrcan
Camuizers, who traditionatcly from Moyses rec^iued the
Lawes intupretation, could euer rightly teach thee to diuine
of the cnicincd Messiah.

Traditioner (.tradiJanDi), ran. [f. as prec
+ -KR*.] 1. = TbADITIONIST I.

1646 J. Gkecorv y^tes 4- Obstrv. xxv. 122 The Easteme
Traditioners mcane by this the continuall sailnesKc and
conlrtstation at heart. 1649 W. Sclater Ccinm. Maimky
(i6$o) 48 The most superstitious Traditioners that e\-er lived.

1711 Strvpk Z,^W^. /'rt/^^f-r IV. xxviii. 435 In the Church
<M the Traditioners there is no other Disciplin than that
which hath been maintained by the Antichristian Pope of
Rome. >868 Gladstone Glean. (1879) III. 58 We arc all

of tis traditioners in a degree much greater than we think.

2. = Trauitionlst 2.

c iS8s J. Lucas Studies Nidderdnl4 41 Taken . .from the
dict.kiiort of a female traditioner.

Traditionism (.ttadi'Joniz'm). rare. [f. as

prcC. t- -ISM. J = TllAinTIONALISM 3.

1S64 WEBsrKH, 7Va<i>Vi>»u'iw, traditionalism. 1896 Record
13 Nov. \\:t'}J\ The last reservation borders on traditionism.

Traditionist (tridi'fsnist). [f. as prcc. + -IMT.]

1. One wlio accepts, atmeres to, or maintains the

authority of, tradition, a. generally.
i466 T1LLOIS0N Rule Faith \\\. x, Thix fundament.-il

difference about the rule of faith, .is fully acknowledged by
the traditioiiists themselves. 1706 Philups (ed. Kersey),
Traditionistf une that stands lor Tradition. 187a <>. W.
Holmes /W/ Hreak/.-t. viii. (1885) 207 'llie iradiiionLvts

..have insisted on eliminating cause and effect from the
dooMun ofmoraU.

b. In Moslem history: sec quots. and Tiuni-
TION 6 c.

>799 Universal IHst., Mod. II. 42 The great schism
between the Sonnites^ or Tradilionists, that is, tliose of
the MoibUms who acknowledge the authority of the Sonna,
or oollectioa of moral traditions of the sayings and actions

of Mohammed, and the SAiites, or partisans of Ali. 1847
Ockley's .Sarrtcens 82 note. Those who consider the caliphs
preceding: Ali as the rightful successors of Mohammed, are
called Sonniies or Traditionists. 1864 Reader 30 Apr. 549/3
The language once used by tlie poets of the Desert, and
employ^ by Muhanuncd and the tradilionists.

o. In Jmlaism : cf. Tradition 6 a.

18^ MiLMAN Hist. Chr. I. 69 The great schism in the
Jewish popular crccdj that of the traditionists and anti-

traditioiii^ts.

2. One who gives vogue to, hands on, or records

a tradition ; a rejwrter or relater of traditions,

1739 PiLKiNGTOH Kern. Script, v. 15 We are not able to

ascertain who the MasoritesorTraditionists were, that settled

the present Standard of the Hebrew Scriptures. 13*9 Misc.
in Ann. Reg. 126/1 Traditionists of grievous tidings and
narrators of neart-breaking events. 1^1 D'Iskaeli Avien.
Lit. (1867) I Priests and poets invented, and traditionists

expatiated.

So Tradl'tionlse z'., intr. to deal in or give vogue
to traditions ; to support tradition. 1

1840 G. S. Fabkr Christ's Disc. Capernaum iv. lox

Ircncus . .agaiiul the antisciipturally ttadttiouikingGnostic& I
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Tradi'tionless, a. rare. [f. as prec. -f *i.ess.]

Having no traditions.
184a J. Wilson Chr. North I. 56 A Ruin nameless, tradi-

tionless—sole, undisputed property of Oblivion I 1907 Daily
I

Chron, 18 June 3/1 A man whose traditions stop snort at

1550. is likely to 1)€ wrong in so heartily condemning as
,

traditiontess..a nation that has gone on for another four

j

centuries with magnificent, .energy.

\ t Tradi'tions, (i- Ohs. rare. [f. Tradition :

see -ous. Cf. seditious.'] = Traditional i.

1611 Spekd Theat. (it. Brit. (i6r^) r43/2 How palpably
they are carried away by traditions obscurities. 1644

I

QuARLEs Sheph. Oracles iii. Be not deluded with traditious
dreames.

Traditive (trse'dTtiv), a. Now rare. [app.
a<I. obs. F. traditif^ -ivt (15th c.) traditional, f. L.
tradit-HSy pa. pple. of tradh-e to hand over, de-
liver : see -ive.J

1. Characterized by, belonging to, or being trans-

mitted by, tradition ; traditional, traditionary.
x6n CoTCR., Traditi/y traditiue, or of tradition. 1638

Chili.incw. Relig. Prot. i. ii. § 89. 85 If there be any Tradi-
tiue Interpretation of Scripture, produce it. 164a Jer.
Taylor Fpisc. (1647) 381 None of the Fathers ever ex-
pounded this place of Lay-Elders, so that we have a tradi-
tive interpretation of it in prejudice to the pretence of our
new office. 1836 Krdle Serm. viii. Postscr. (1848) 395 The
question lay between traditive and private interpretation.

1879 M. Pattison Milton xiii. 206 That mysterious combi*
nation of traditive with original elements in diction, which
Milton and Viigil, alone of poets known to us, have effected.

2. Orally deliveretl. rare.

1849 W. Fitzgerald tr. Whitakers Disput. 553 Paul in
this place mentions both traditive and written teaching, and
that justly, considering the time.

Tradltor Ctrae-ditf'i). Also 4 -ore, 5-8 -our,

[a. 1* trdditor deliverer, giver up, betrayer, agent-n.

from trad^re : see Tradit. With tradilotir cf. F.

Iradileur (Froissart). See also Traitor.]

f 1. A betrayer, traitor, Obs. in general sense,

<:i37S Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. {Laurentius) 654 ^at man,
l>ai wald lak, & haf Vtheris menis gud with Iniqutte, With
Indas traditure suld he be. (^1450 Maitland CI. Misc.
III. 200 Item ane pharatrum for the sacrament. Item a tra-

ditour for the passioun. 1536 in Bolton Stat, Irci.{\t2i)

9^ Thomas tiizOerald.. who. .like a most false disloyal tra-

ditour . . retKrIled against our soveraigne lord the king. ? i68x
in Somers Trattsi. 114 'I'licse Traditorsof the Gospel have
deserted the Plain Paths of Righteousness. 1696 Up. Comp-
TON Charge 7 He becomes a Traditor in selling his Duty
for a Morsel of Bread, a 1711 Kv.h Lett. Wks. (1838) 67
Y* they might not have a I.atitudinarian Tradiiour imposed
on ihem, who would betray y" baptismall faith. 1819 Metro-
polis I. 14 To our sex, he is a very tiaditore, and h.is..

planted thorns innumerable in the female breast.

2. CA, Ilisl. One t>f those early Christians who
in the great persecution under Diocletian, in order

to save their own lives, delivered up their sacred

books, vessels, etc., or betrayed their fellow-

Christians ; cf. Tradition 3 b.

1597 HooKEK EccL Pol. v. Uii. \ 7 There were in the
Church it selfe Traditors, content to deliucr vp the Dookes
of God by composition, to the end their owne Hues might
bee sp.ired. 16^ * K. K.nott* Charity Maintained i. vi.

f 17 Whom they faUly affirmed to naue been ordained
llishop by those who were Tratiitours^ or giuers vp of the

Bible to the Persecutors to be burned. 17*8 H. Herbert
tr. Flenry's EccL Hist, II. 17 The Donatists pretended to

prove, that Felix the Bishop of Aptonga was a traditor.

1849 W. FiTZGFRALD tr. H hitoker's Dispitt. 428 He says.

..that there was no traditor in that succession from Peter

to Anastasius. attrib, 1877 J. M. Fuller in Diet. Chr.

Biog. I. 886/.1 Exhorting him to cleave to those who bad
left the traditor-church.

t3. Oncwhohandsdownatradition. Obs.rare—^.
1638 Chili.imgw. Reli^. Prot. 1. iii. § 44. 153 "^'«^t Saving

the respect of the Tradition. .From whatsoever Traditor it

comes.

Hence f Traditorian a. {obs. rare"^), + Tradl-
toximu a. {obs. rare~^f implied intVraditoroasly
ailv.)j traitorous, treacherous ; Tra'ditorsliip (67/.

//isl.)t the action of a traditor.
[

a 1734 NoKTH Exam. ill. viii. } 42 (1740) 615 The good
j

Ignoramus SherrifT. . stood up and maintained the City
|

Kij^his against those "traditorian Court Slaves. 1536 in
j

Bolton Stat, IreL (1621) 97 Who .. rebelled against our
\

Mivcraigne lord the king, intemling most falsly and 'tradi-
!

lorou!»ly to take the said land of Ireland out of his posses-

sion. 1877 J. M. Fuller in Diet. Chr. Biog. 1. 882/1 Not
one present could claim to be free from "tradilorship. One
bad thrown the gospels into the fire, another had offered

incense to the gods a third had delivered up small p.^pers,

but kept his todites. Ibid. 882/2 The emperor.. subjected

the alleged traditorship of Felix to a thorough examination

(a. D. Jlj).

t Tra'ditory, a. Obs. rare - *. [f. Tkaditou :

see -oRY 2. Cf. med.L. traditoritis, in irddildria (sc.

charla, etc.), a deed of delivery or investiture : see

Du Cange.J =» Tuaditional i, Tbaditive.
a 1653 G. Daniel Idyll, iv. 15 What the Ancients Spcake

From the first Syrabolc, Traditorie Truth Is soe indeed.

Tradle, obs. form of Treadle.
Tradrille, variant (or error for) Tredbille.

Traduce (tradiw-s), V. Also 6 traduee. [ad.

L. tradfuire to lead across, transport, transfer, de-

rive ; also, to lead along as a spectacle, to bring

into disgrace ; f. trans across + diic^re to lead.]

+ 1. trans. To convey from one place to another

;

to transport. Obs.

iS3SSl.FapersHcn. V/ll.Wl. 610 The saide Duke of

TRADUCE.
Angolesme shalbe traduced and brought hither Into this
Realme. 1650 Bulwer Anthroppmet. ng Matter is not
traduced thorough the Body as it were by stone -gutters.
(Zi677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. it. vii. 183 We have no
probable Evidence that any of their Descendents traduced
the first Colonies of the American Plantations into America.
1678CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. v. 706 Evil Demons. .exagi-
tatlng and disturbing^ the profitable humours,. .partly by
traducing the noxious into the principal parts.

t b. To put into another form or mode of ex-
pression, esp. into another language; to translate,

render ; to alter, modify, reduce. Obs. (exc. as an
affectation after Fr. tradiiire or L, trkdHeire, or
with pun on sense 3; cf. 5).
a XS33 Ld. Bernebs Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) B vb, The

auctoures and writers are dispraysed not of them that can
traduce and compose werkes. 1551 Huloet s,v. ^, That
whyche they [Grecians] wryte with P. and Ph. is traduced
in the Latine in B. 1574 J. Jones {title) A Briefe, Excellent
and profitable Discourse of the naturall beginning of all

growing and lining things. .Collected and tradused aswel
forth of the best olde Wryters, as out of the new, 1674
Owen V'ind. Commun. w. God Wks. 1855 II. 270 Being all

of them traduced, and some of them transcribed, from the
writings of the Socinians, 18x4 Southev in O. Rev. XII.
73 Milton has been traduced into French and overturned
into Dutch. 1838 Biaclnv. J/rt^. XLIV. 615 Count Hypolite
writes to us in flowery French, which we will traduce into
our own plain English. iSjo Kincsley ^4//. Locke iii, If
ye canna traduce to me a page o' Virgil.

t C. To transfer from one use, sense, ownership,
or employment to another. Obs,

1546 I.ASGLEY Pol, Verg. De Invent, r, xiii, 25 This parte
Soi.Tates traduced and applyed from heauenly thinges, to
the vse of lyfe. 1619 Sir A. Gorges tr. Bacon's De Sap.
yet.Z^ In his description the Allegoric may bee applied and
traduced to manners. x6\z Lithgow Trav, x. 441 An
auncient and famous Kingdome,. .not long ago traduced to
the Castilian King by marriage. 1640 Bp. Hall Fpisc. w. i.

218 It is traduced from that naturall sence, and used to
signifie a man of some eminence in place and government.

1 2. To pass on to offspring, or to posterity ; to

transmit, esp. by generation. Obs.

1568 H. B. tr. P. Martyr's Comvi. Romans 85 b, To put
vs in mynde, that originall sinne i.s by generation traduced
from the parentes into vs. 1606 Bp. Hall Aledit. i, xxix,
Vertue is not traduced in [IVks. (1625) byl propagation,
nor learning bequeathed by our will, to our heires. 1618 —
Contempt., N. T. I. i, It is not in the power of parents to

traduce holtnesse to their children. 1646 Sih T. Browne
Pseud, Ep.w. X. ^29 This complexion.. is evidently main-
tained by generation, and by the tincture of the skin as a
spermaticaTl part traduced from father unto son. 1733 Neal
Hist. Purit. II, 399 The evangelical church..composing
those religious models of Invocation and Thanksgiving,
which they have traduced unto us as the Liturgies of St.

James, Basil, and Chrysostom.

fb. trans/. To produce as offspring, or in the

way of generation ; to propagate. (In passive often

indistinijuishable from a.) Obs.

1599 Davies Imniort, Soul\,\\\\, For tho' from Bodies,

she (Nature] can Bodies bring, Yet could she never Souls
from Souls traduce, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts ff Mon.
vii. (1642) 409 There must be a supply of soules for men to

be borne,.. or soules must l)e traduced by prop.igation, as

bodies are. a 17x1 Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 1.

73 When God traduc'd by His propitious Might, Meat from
Meal, Oyl from Oyl, as Light from Light.

fo. To derive, deduce, obtain from a source.

(In passive often indistinguishable from 2.) Obs.

1615 I. Wright Acc. Lady Jane Gray in Phenix (1708)

II. 35 Her Religion being traduc'd from the Instructions of

her first Parents, and seconded by the learned Admonitions
of them of the same Opinion. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles r.

Introd. 3 Contemplations ; which he. .traduced, orieinally,

..from the sacred Oiaclesloged in the Jewish Church. 1709

O. Dykes Eng. Prov, ff Refl, (ed. 2) 30 A great Part of us, is

certainly traduc'd from our Parents.

3. To speak evil of, esp. (now always) falsely or

maliciously; to defame, malign, vilify, slander,

calumniate, misrepresent ; f to blame, censure.

1586-7 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 141 To detract, tra-

duce and utter speichis full of dispyte. 159* Noboiiy ^
Someh. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) I. 279 L)o not traduce

the King, bees vertuous. 1593 Aer, Bancroft Daung.
Posit, II. i. 41 They could not endure to heare her so tra-

duced into all hatred and obloquy, 1601 Marston Antonio's

Rev. II. ii. My sclfe then will iiaduce his guilt. i68oOtvvav

Orphan in. i. 806 Has he supplanted me by some foul

play, Tr.iduc'd my Honour? 1697 Beniley PAal. Pref.

(1699) 30 What pretense has he for traducing me here, as a

proud and insolent man'i 1781 Cowper Expost. 432 Ihe
man that dares traduce, because he can With safety to him-

^elf, is not a man. 1815 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. (1828) 1. xi.

360 This curious insect so unjustly traduced by a vulgar

prejudice,

f b. In various obsolete constructions : To state

or affirm slanderously (something) to be so and so

;

to calumniously blame /(»/', accuse of, charge ivith.

c 1618 MoRVSON Itin, iv. v. i. (1901) 437 They are confuted.

who traduce the English tounge to be like a beggers patched

Cloke, which they should rather compayre to a Posey of

sweetest flowers. 1630 R. Johmon's Kingd. <V Commw.
88 Yet are they traduced for many defects. 1631 Sir T.

Hawkins U.Matkieu's Unhappy Prosperitie ^q Those that

traduce him of pride. 1643 Haker Chron., Eliz, 59 Ihe
Papists everywhere traduced the Queen for cruelty. 1649

MiLTON Eikon. xvi, The removing of liturgy he traduces to

be done only as a thing plausible to the people. 1671

Marvell Reh. Transp, i. 39, I cannot warrant any man
who hence took occasion to traduce him of Popery.

f o. To expose (to contempt) ; to bring dis-

honour upon, dishonour, disgrace. Obs, rare,

160s Bacon Adv. Learn, i. iii. § 3 That which is most tra-
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TRADUCED.

duced to contempt. 1607 TorsKLL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 552

Likewise in. .many other places of Scripture, whereby God
himself must needs be traduced, if there be no Unicorn in

the world, a i66i Holvday Juvenal 159 By their own
ignoble .ictions they traduce, that is, disgr.ice their ancestors.

t4. To lead astray, mislead, seduce, betray. Obs.

a 161S (see traduced below). i6ss J- Robinson Ess. vii.

Wks. 1S51 1. 38 Many make their choice amiss, as . .
tr.iduced

by some vehement passion of anger, fear, envy, or the like.

a 1660 Contcmp. Hist. Ircl. (Ir. Archacol. Soc.) I. 286 How
those .-ilwrtiue statists..swarve from theire said first holy

principles, traduced to the possitiue opposition therof.

fS. To falsify, misrepresent, pervert, turn into

(something bad). Obs.

1S43 Milton Divorce 11. xii. Wks. 1851 IV. 02 He there

cites not the Law of Moses, hut the licentious Glosse which

traduc't the l.aw. 01648 Ld. Herbert I-lefi. I'l/fliCB^)

67 Who taking Texts, .traduced the Sense thereof, n 1674

Clarendon Siirv. Lei'iath. (1676) 200 [It] hath in truth tra-

duced the whole Scheme of Christianity into Burlesque.

Hence (in various senses: see above) Traduced
(tradi»-st, poet. -diS'sed) fpl. a., Tradu-oing vhl.

si. and///, a. (whence Tradu'cingly aiiv.).

1601 B. JoNsoN Poetaster v. iii. The malice of traducing

tongues, a 1625 Fletcher & Mass. La7vs o/Candy in. ii,

I can forget the weakne-^ Of the traduced Souldiers. 1643

Milton Tetrach. Introd., Wks, 1851 IV. 137 The Canon
Law.. punishes the nanring or traducing of any person in

the Pulpit. rtX7il Ken Urani i Poet. wks. 1721 IV. ^33
What they all clearly saw We only from traduc'd Sensation

draw. I7ax Bailey, Traducingty, slanderously. 1904 Daity

iVWw 4 May 4 '2 His picture of the young Alexander, .is less

coloured by traducing rumour.

Tradncement (tradi/isment). [f. prec +
-MENT.] The, or an, action of traducing; defama-

tion, calumny, slander.

«S97 J- King On Jonas (1618) 542 Innocent Christians,

after their slanderous and false traducements, carried to

their deathes. 1607 Shaks. Cor. i. ix. 22 *Xwere a Conceale-

ment worse then a Theft, No lesse then a Tradmement, To
hide your doings. 1839 John Bull 19 May, Lady, .would

have been unjustly immolated ..by atrocious traducements

there propagated. 1850 Blackie Aeschylus XL 140 For

•gainst the stranger calumny Flows deftly from the tongue,

and sweet traducement Costs not a thought.

Tradacent (tradi«sent), a. rare. [ad. L.

iraducent-em, pr. pple. of traduc^re to Tkaduce.]

Traducing, slanderous. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

Tradncer (tradi«-s3j). [f. Tkaduce + -er i.]

One who traduces.

1. A defanier, slanderer, calumniator.

1614 Raleigh Hist. Worldu. xxii. {1634) 474 Belike these

traducers would commend no actions but of dead Princes.

X779 Sheriuan Critic l. i, Vou are the greatest traducer of

all other authors living. 1868 J. H. Blunt Rcf. Ch. Eiig. 1.

57 In spite of all that was afterwards alleged by Wolsey's

enemies and traducers.

t 2. One who deduces or derives. Obs. rare.

x8x8 in TouD. X864 Webster cites Fuller.

Tradnciau (tradiasian, -di;7fiaii), sb. and a.

[ad. late L. trdducidii-us, deriv. 01 trdditx, •duceiii

a layer or shoot for propagation, also in trans-

ferred sense : cf. Traduce z;. 2, 2 b, and -ian. The
sense connects itself with that of the vb., ' to pro-

pagate, transmit to posterity'.] a. sb. {a) One
who holds that the soul of a child, like the body,

is propagated by or inherited from the parents.

\b) {less commonly) One who holds the doctrine of

the transmission of original sin from parent to

child, b. adj. Applied to such doctrine or theory.

X7a7-4X Chambehs O'cA, TraducianSy Traduciani^ a

name which the Pelagians anciently gave the catholics,

because of their teaching that original sin was transmitted

from father to children. . . At present some give the appella-

tion traduciani to such as hold that the souls are trans-

mitted to the children by the father. X864 Webster,
Trcuiucian, a believer in Traducianism. 1880 H. R. Rey-

nolds in Diet. Ckr. Biog. II. 240 The Ethiopians main,

tained a vigorous traducian doctrine of the origin of human
souls. 1884 W. S. Lilly in Fortn. Rev. Jan. 127 The Tra-

ducian view—tliat the soul, like the body, is derived from the

parent—has been held by theologians of much repute.

Hence Trada'cianism, (a) the doctrine of the

transmission of the soul from the parents (see a (a)

above) ; (*) rarely, the doctrine of the hereditary

transmission of original sin (see a(i) above);

Trada'cianist, a believer in traducianism in either

sense; ^X'^o attrib.ox adj.; whence Traduciani 'stlc

a., pertaining to traducianists or traducianism.

1848 R. I. WiLBERFORCE Doctr. Incarnation iii. (1S52) 32

This notion was called^ ^Traducianism by the Schoolmen,

the system opposed to it being termed Creationism. X877

Shields Final Philos. 199 Tertullian and Gregory ofNyssa
had gone to the other extreme of traducianism or the notion

of a physical propagation of the soul from parent to child.

1893 Tablet x8 Feb. 257 It is not allowable to any loyal

Catholic to hold spiritual traducianism or generationism.

18^ J. C. Robertson Hist. Chr. Ch. (1875) 'I- »52 Julian

..declared.. that the God of the '*traducianists ' (as he

styled those who held that sin was derived by inheritance)

was not the God of the gospel. 1872 l^ionon Elem. Relig.

iii 100 Augustine saw in the Traducianist doctrine an

element of materialism. Ibid. 102 Ofmodern Traducianists,

Delitzsch among Protestant, and Klee among Roman
Catholic writers are perhaps the greatest. 1882-3 Scliaff's

Encycl. Relig. Knovjl. Ilf. 2318 He [Tertullian] adopts the

'traducianistic view of hereditary sin,

t Tradu'Cible, a. Obs.rare-'^. [f. Tkaduce
zi. -h-iuLE: cf. producible.'\ Capable of being

'traduced' or trausmitted; transmissible.
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a \(fii Hale (J.), Oral tradition, .were incompetent with-

out written monuments to derive to us the original laws,

because they are of a complex nature, and therefore not

orally traducible to so great a distance of ages.

t Traduxt, .ri.' Obs. rare— '^. [ad.h. trdducl-

tis sb. («-3tem), in same sense, f. irddiic?re to le<id

across.] A passage, a channel.

153s Stewart Cra«. iVc/. (Rolls) III. 499 Syne on ane

nycht that ilk traduct he brak, Quhair that thair enterit

efler at his bak Richt mony sutheron with him that he led.

t Tradu'Ct, //A a. and i/>.^ Obs. rare. [ad. L.

traduct-us, pa. pple. of trdducSre : see Traduce.]

a. ///. a. (const, as fa. pple.) Translated, b. sb.

A translation.

1534 {title) Erasmus's Funus, lately traducte into the vul-

gare Tonge, at the Request of a certayne Gentylman. X54X

R. Copland Catyen's Terap. 2 A ij, Whiche is the cause

wherfore I haue traducte out of latyn in to frenche this

fourth boke. c 1645 Howell Lett. II. xlviii. Things trans-

lated . .lose of their primitive vigor . .unless a paraphrasticall

version be permitted, and then the traduct may exceed the

Originall.

tTradu'ct, !>. Obs. [f. L. frflrf»c/-, ppl. stem

of iradi'ia're : see prec] Irons. To transmit, esp.

by generation ; to propagate : == Traduce 2,2 b.

16x3 PuRCHAs Filgrimage I. v. 24 Although the Soule be

not traducted (.is they tearme it) and by generation con-

ferred. m6i9 FOTHERBY Atheom. II. viii. §2 (1622) 281

Our Nature, as it is now depraued in vs, and by the corrupt

Conduicts of t^r sinfull Parents traducted vnto vs. 1657

W. MoRiCE Cotna quasi Koii'i7 xxxiii. 306 This unclean-

nesse is alway diffused and traducted, as legal uncleannesse

also was. X659 H. More Immort. Souln. xiii. § 6. 256 How
this newly-created Soule is infused by God, no man knowes;

nor how, if it be traducted from the Parents, both their

Soules contribute to the making up a new one.

Hence fTraducter, -or, one who 'traducts';

in quot. = Traductionist.
1682 H. More Annot. Clanvilts Lux O. 21 So weak an

Illustration is this of what these Traducters would have.

Traduction (tradc-kjan). [a. OF. traduction

(13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. L. trSduction-em
' leading across, transference, leading in triumph,

public exposure'; in Christ.L. also in sense 3;
also, in It. traduzzione, F. traduction i6th c, in

sense of ' translation ' into another lang.]

fl. Conveyance from one place to another;

bringing over, transportation, transference. Obs.

?iSoi (title) A remembraunce for the traduction of the

Princesse Kateryne, doughter to the right high and right

niyghty Prince the Kinge and Queue of Spayne. 1536 in

Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. Ixxvi. 182 Concerning'the

traduction of the..Duke of Oileans into the realm of Eng-

land there to bee educated. X627 Hakewm.l Apol. (1630)

233 (That) the soule of the Baptist, or Elias, or of one of the

Prophets, was by traduction passed into our Saviours bodie.

a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. vii. 198 All the possibility

there could be for traduction of the Brutes into America from

the known World, could only be by Shipping,

t b. ? Course. Obs. rare- '.

X67S OciLBY Bril. Pref. i Some following the Natural

Traduction of Rivers and Mountains.

f 2. Translation into another language ; concr. a

translation. Obs. or arch.

aiS33 Ld. Berners Cold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) B v, I

confesse to deserue no merytes for my traduction. X549

Compl. Scot. To Rdr. 10 He that hes the gyft of traduc-

tione, compiling or teching, his faculte is . . honest. X663

Cowley Find. Odes Pref., The verbal Traduction of him
into Latin Prose. 17x6 M. Davies At/ten. Brit. III. 5

The Jesuit Rapin's Critic.il P.irallels (whereof the English

Traduction was so greedily bought up). 1822 Scott Ni^el

xxxii, Whilk we do not perceive even in the Latin version

of the Septuagint, much less in the English traduction.

1823 Byron Juan xl. xix. ttote, If there be any gein'man so

ignorant as to require a traduction.

3. Transmission by generation to offspring or

posterity; protluction, propagation; derivation

from ancestry, descent. (Common in 1 7th c. ; now
rare or Obs.)

IS93 R. Harvey Philad, 46 The vertues of men are

euerlasting, yea and their bodies by traduction are im-

mortall. x6oo O. E. Repl. Libel 11. iii. 55 PeLigius going

about to ouerthrow the traduction of originall sinne in the

posteritie of Adam. xSx^ Hieron Wks. (1620) II. 145 A
|

great question, diueisly disputed to and fro, touching the

tr.iductioii of the soule. X640 Bp. Reynolds Passions

xxxii. 393 To have Being by I'raduction, is, when the soule

of the Child is derived from the soule of the Parent, by the

nieanes of Seed. x6s2 N. Culverwell Treat. I. xi. (1661)

87 The Traduction of the Soul is inconsistent with the

Immortality of it. X87S E. White Life in Christ lii. xx.

(1878) 282 From the first Adam they have received by tra-

duction of being a nature which is animal and perishable.

t b. gen. Transmission ; derivation ; handing

down, tradition. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef. i. x. 37 Another Agent,

whcproceedeth to obscure the diviner part, and efface all

tr.ict of its traduction. 1652 H. L'Estrange Amer. 110

jfevjes 50 The generall conflagration of all by fire might

easily be conveyed by Sems offspring, and tr.iduction from

Adam, a X677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. iii. 150 Arts have

their successive invention and perfection and traduction from

one People to another. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic i. i. (1840)

14 His wise dictates.. which for so many ages were pre-

served by oral traduction, and were called the precepts of

Noah. 1827 G. S. Faber Ori^. Expiat. Sacr. it-j That

altars and sacrifices were alike independently derived, both

to Judaism and to Gentilism, from the common source of

primeval Patriarchism : and this traduction he justly deems

agreeable to both reason and to history.

+ 0. transf. Something transmitted or derived.

TRAFFIC.

x643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. w. I 14 God .. loves us

but for that part which is as it were himself, and the tra-

duction of his Holy Spirit. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1 1, ill.

6 Corrupt traductions or broken traditions. 1794 G. Wake-
field Exam. I'aine's Age Reason 49 If no written memo-
rials of the Jewish and Christian dispensations were. .in

existence, the present condition of the professors of these

systems, as a traduction of believers in a certain system,..

cannot be accounted for.

1 4. (rendering L. Iraiiuctio.) A rhetorical figure

consisting in the repetition of a word (or its deri-

vatives) for some particular effect. Obs. rare—^.

[X589 Puttenham Eng. Pocsie \\\. xix. (Arb.) 213 Then
haue ye a figure which the Latines call TradUitio, and I

the tranlacer ; which is when ye turne and tranlace a word

into many sundry shapes as the Tailor doth his garment,

and after that sort do play with him in your diltie.. .Here

ye see how.. this word life is tranlaced into Hue, liuing,

liuely, liuelode.] 1626 Bacon Syiva §113 The Report.^, and
Fuges, have an Agreement with the Figure in Rhetorick,.

.

of Repetition, and Traduction. 1x875 E. J. Payne Burke's

Set. Wks. II. 297 The word is repeated, by the figure called

traduction in a contemptuous way.J

5. The action of traducing or defaming ; calumny,

slander, tradncement. rare.

X656 Blount Glossogr., Traduction, a conveying from one

place to another, a translating ; a slandering, defaming or

traducing. X793 J. Williams Life Ld. Barrymore 57 But

who can restrain the dirty movements of Traduction and
Illiteiality ? i88x J. Nichol Death Tliemistocles 17, I

left traduction to its perjuries. 1889 Daily News 9 Apr.

2, 6 1 he plainliflTs had a right to have their character pre-

served free of traduction.

6. Logic, (ailtr deduction, induction): Transfer-

ence or transition from one classification or order

of reasoning to another.

X847 Jas. Broun Let. in De Morgan Formal Logic App.

332 When, abandoning one scheme of classification, we
transfer our knowledge directly to another, we use traduc-

tion and traductive syllogism.. .In political science, what

has been predicated by historians of men classed geographi-

cally is transferred to men classed according to constitutions

of government by traduction. l8« Miss Cobbe Intuit.

Mor. 76 By a process <vhich modernlogicians have happily

named * Traduction ' we pass from one order of Reasonixig

[deductive] to the other [inductive). X870 Jevoss Eleni.

Logic XXV, 212 Each conclusion applies to just such an

object as each of the premises applies to. To this kind of

reasoning the apt name of traduction has been given.

Hence Traductionist, one who believes in the

' traduction ' of the soul (see sense 3 above).

1889 Farrar Lives Fathers I. 232 He [Tertullian] main-

tains the views of the Traductionists, that the souls of all

mankind are derived from Adam.

Traductive (trado-ktiv), a. [f. L. trdducl-

ppl. stem (see above) -^ -ive.]

1. Having the property ol being ' traduced ' or

transmitted; passing on to another; hereditary;

traditional ; derivative. Now rare or Obs.

1657 W. MoRiCE Cocna quasi Koti-ii xxiv. 248 The {>unish-

ments as wel as privileges are traductive, as in Attainders.

1670 Mavnwaring Vila Sana L 4 Hereditary infirmities,

and traductive debilities of Nature. 174X Warburton Div.

Legal. II. 355 Customs of Men.. are all, whether civil or

religious, traductive from one another. X842 Ordeuson
Crcol. Pref., He has. .ventured to draw from the sources of

bis memory traductive events.

2. Logic. Involving ' traduction '.

1847 [see Traduction 6].

Trady (tr^i-di), a. colloq. [f. Trade sb. + -T

:

cf. shady. ^ Pertaining to or of the nature of trade.

X899 Cycling 24 June 481/2 To my mind this worthy

minister appears to be taking rather a tradey view of reli-

gion. 190X Acatlemy 26 Oct. 375/1 Book-Hunting...

There are still possibilities in this least ' tradey ' of trades.

Tradyment, variant of Tuadiment Obs.

Trafalgar (trafa;lgaj, orig. as in Sp.trafal^u).

Name of a cape on the S. coast of Spain, famed for

a great victory of the British fleet over the combined

fleets of France and Spain on 21 Oct. 1805, in which

Admiral Nelson was killed. Hence a common
element in English names of streets and the like,

as Trafalgar Square, London, formerly also of

stage-coaches, fabrics, etc. ; also, the former name
of a large size of printing type ; see quots.

X826 Haberdasher's Guide 15 Trafalgar Cottons, for work-

ing muslins, &c. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair vii. Whither

.. IS the light four-inside Trafalgar coach carrying us ?

1840 Gaston's Printing Types, Trafalgar. X84X Savage
Diet. Printing 802 Trafalgar. 20 [lines contained in one

foot]. Ibid. 803 Minion, Brevier, and Trafalgar, may be

classed as irregular bodied letters, for they bear no specific

regular proportion to aTiy other size. x888 Jacobi Printers'

Vocab., Trafalgar, a size of type one size larger than Two
line Double Pica and one size smaller than Canon,

t Trafife. Obs. rare. [Cf. OF. treffe used in a

14th c. document at Genoa to render It. traffico

(Hatz.-Darm. S.V. Trafic).^ Baggage : cf. Tbatfic

sb. 4 b.

xs6<S Adlington Apuleius 42 Sodenly the theeves returned

home carefull and heavy, bringing no burthens with them,

no not so much as traffe or baggage, save onely a maiden.

Tra^C (tra>-fik), sb. Forms: a. 6 trafflgo,

-ygo. &. 6 trafycke, (.SVr. trafek, -eque, -eok);

6-7 traflck, -icke, 7-9 trafic. 7. 6 tra£fyque,

-yk(ke, -ice, {Sc. traffeok, trefflk, trefique),

6-7 trafflcke, -ike; 6-S traffloque, -ique, {Sc.

traffeot), trafflok, 6- traffic. [In use soon after

1 joo, in various forms, cognate with the i5-i6th c.



TRAFFIC.

F. trajique (1441 in Godef.)) traffi.cqtu (fem.)t

mod.F. irafic (m.) (Amyot 1559-74); Prov. trafcc,

trafey ; Sp. irdJUo, in 1 6th c. trdfago ; Pg. trdjego,

traJico\ It. irdfico^ also, in i5-i6th c, trafuo

(Florio), Venetian (^1500) iraffigo. The earliest

Eng. forms are traffykke and traffigo (the latter as

an alien word) ; the ordinary forms from 1549 to

c 1680, traffit-quey -tqiu^ -icke, -ik£, less usually traf-^

were from the French of the sam* period ; iraffuk,

rare before 1600, became frequent in the 17th c. and
in the form traffic the prevalent one in the i8th c.

Some curious Sc. forms occur in the 16th c. The
f* ^^<rf{J^i^ was ad. It. traffi-Oy which occurs in

Pisan documents as early as 1323 (Bonaini, Stattiti

ituditi dilia citta di Pisa dal xii al xiv secoh

(1847) III. 457). OF. had also trafit, pi. -itz

(1440 in Godef. Conipl.), The sb. appears to have
been the noun of action from the verb, It. traffi'

care^ Sp. trafagar. Cat. trafegar to Traffic, the

ultimate source and etymology of which present

difHculties : see Note below.]

1. The transportation of merchandise for the

purpose of trade; hence, trade between distant or

distinct communities ; commerce.
1506 GuvLFORDE Pilgr. (Camden) 61 We founde also at

Candy .ij. other galyes, Vcnysyans, ladynge nialuesyes,

called ihc galeys w TralTygo. Ibid,^ We made sayle ayen,
and so dyde the other .ij. galcys of 'I'raffigo also in our
company. 1549 Thomas Hist. Italie \\ b, How commodious
the couiitrey is..to the trafficque of them that liue by nur-
chaundi^e. 1568 Grafton Chron. I. 129 That passage and
traffique of Marchaunt^ was furboden. 1596 Spensek F. Q.
VL xi. 9 Merchants -.wount To skim ihose coastes for bond-
men there to buy, And by such trafficke after gaines to hunt.

1596 Dalrvmfle ir. Lesius Hist, AV*;/. (S. T. S.) I. 38 A
citie . . to quhilke the frenche men and Spani'jeards oft because
of tbair irefiik sailed ouir. 1604 K. G[RiMsrosEl lyAcosta's
I/itt, Indies in. xix. 180 The greatest part of the habitation
of the coast entertaines all the traffike of Spaine by sea.

t6j4 Sia T. Herbert Trtw. 43 Ves>els of Traflique and
Warre. 1651 HowKLL l'em\e 83 That the Veneiiaos shold
have free and safe tra5c into the Pontick Seas. 1719 Dk
Foe Crusoe 1. 296 It was not the Way to or from any Part
of the World, where the English had any Traffick. i860
Motley Netkerl. (1B68) I. t. 7 Cadiz, .. where the ancient
and modern systems of traffic were blending like the mingling
of the two oceans.

fb. (with//,) A trading voyage or ex|>cdition.

a 1548 Hall CkroH,^ Ediu. 11^ 241 Theiher wjj one of
their common trafficqucs aitd ventes of all their Merchaun-
dice; 15^ Hakluvt {title) Ihe Principal Navigations,
ViHages, 'I rafliqves and Discouerics of the English Nation.

2. In wider sense : The buying and selling or
exchange of goods for profit ; bargaining ; trade.

1368 Grafton Chron, I. 4 The honest and simple dotngs
that before tyme had bene vsed..in their exchaunge» and
trafliijues. 1604 R, Cawdrey Tahie Aipk., TraJJUaue, bar-
{jaynmg. 1604 E. G(rimstone] ITAcostas Hist, Indies iv.

tit. 210 The maner of the Indians trafficke. .was to exchange,
and give things for things. i6q7 Evblym Numtsm. i. 3
Anticnt Moneys. .first u^ in 'Irafick. 1717 W. Mather
Ky. Man's Comp. y^ Trajffick then is the Bartering, Itar-

gaining, or Exchanging of'^one Man with another. 178&
Burks IK. Hastings NVTts. 1813 XII. 202 Engaged in a low,
clandestine traffick, prohibited by the laws of the Country.
1S44 Wilson Urtt. India III. 128 After a brief interval,

Prome again became the seat of industry aad traffic.

b. With « and//.
1578 T. Ellis in Hakluyt Voy. (t6oo) III. 40 We did con-

ieciurc, that they had either Artificers amongst them, or els

a traffike with some other nation. 1604 E. G[kimstonk]
D'Acosta's Hist. InHes v. xxx. 436 Tlxjsc which made it a
trafficke to buy and sell slaves. 18x8 Scorr Hrt. Midi.
xxxiifi]. She. .had now, urtder pretence (^ a trifling traffic,

resumed predatory habits.

C- A-
1505 Killixgworth in Lett. Kick, Ut * Hen, F//(RoIls)

II. App. D.38iAsforKting] Htenry'sJtrafTykkesthcykncwe
ibeym wele yiiough and better than ye did. 1570 Bixthanan
Cka'ii.r/eon Wks. (1892)46 The ouer>ey tiafHcqueofmariage
growing cauld. 1633 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. (1851) 139
Surely this very traffic of faculties b tliat, whereby we
live;.. one man lends a brain; another an arm: one, a
toDf^ue; aiiother, a hand. 1697 Dryden V'irg. G€0rg. tv.

^2^ The bees have common cities of their own,, .beneath otic
law they live, And with one commcm stock their traffic drive.

18x9 Scott Ifanhce xlt, I am stout enough to exchange
buffets with any who will challenge me to such a traffic.

d. With sinister or evil connotation: Dealing or
bargaining in something which should not be made
ihe subject of tra ic.

1663 Br. Patkick Parah, Pilgr, xxx. (1687) 220 Tlicir
courtesies are meer traffiquc, and they alwayscxpect to gain
more than they give. 170a Eng. Theofhrast. 105 '1 hey
make a Traffick of Honour, and pay for it with the wind of
fair Words. 1700 Bukke Fr, Ker, 60 In this political traffick
the kaders will be obliged to bow to the ignorance of their
Mlowcrs. i8t8 Cobbett Pol. Keg. XXXIII. 686 It is

notorious, that seats in the House of^Commons arc an article
of traffic. 1880 Mrs. Kohrester A'ty * V. 1. 19 You make
the most .shameless traffic and barter of yourselves and each
other. 1903 li'estnt,i:az.^\ Dec. 2/3 truits of 'the traffic

'

occupy a pruminent place in to-day a Metropolitan police-
court reports. Mffd. The white slave traffic ; a traffic in
souls and bodies.

3. fig. Intercourse, commanication ; dealings,
bti&iness. Now rare.
a 1548 Hall Chnm.^ Edio. IV 240 The quotidiane enter-

course, trafficke and commutacion, which no sinal season
had ben practised, frequented, & excercUed. 1560 Dacs ir.

SUidan* t CotHHi, 339 b, Xluit secreot trafficke, tluit thou

229

haste with infidels. 1592 Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. Prol. 12 The
fearful passage of their death-mark'd love. .Is now the two
hours' traffic of our stage, a 1638 F. Grevil Let, to Hon,
La<iy v. \Vks. 1870 IV. 285 Shee there vseth the traffique of
wit. 1633 ^'- Stafford /'/I*:. Hib. i. xv.(i82i)i73 The Pre-
sident. .returned him no Answer.., utterly refusing any
further traffique with him. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic \. iii.

(1840)62 Perhaps they were not hardened enough at first

for the carrying on such a traffick [intercourse with Satan].
1825 Jamieson, Traffeck, intercourse, familiarity. 1893
Stevenson Catriona xxviii, Our traffic is settled.

1 4. transf. Goods or merchandise in which trade
is done; saleable commodities. Also //. (quot.

1604) in same sense. Obs.

*5SS Eden Decades 157 They bowght them by exchaunge
of golde and other of their trafj'cke. 1560 in Marsden Set.
PI. Crt, Admir. (Selden) II. 119 In which shipps there be
any merchaundizes or traffick apperteining to theennemies,
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acostas Hist, Ituiies iv. xxii. 271
The Cacao.. is so much esteemed amongesf the Indians (yea
and among the Spaniards) that it is one of the richest and
the greatest traffickes of new Spaine. c 1710 Celia Fiennes
Diary f1S88) 36 A Considerable ffaire is kept .

. ,
ye Traffique

mostly hopps. X7i6 Gay Trivia 11, 10 You'll see a draggled
damsel, here and there From Billingsgate her fishy traffic

bear. X778 Bp. Lowth Transl, fsaiaJt xx'ii'u 18 Her traffic

and her gain, shall be holy to Jehovah: It shall not be
treasured, nor shall it be kept in store.

t b. Baggage. Ods. rare,

1538 TiiiMQTt /mpedimenta^ is the caryageand trafyke, that
goth with the hooste.

fc. A prostitute. Cf. Trader ib. Obs, rare,
159X Greene Disc Coosnage (1592) 15 These trafickes,

these common truls I meane, walke abroad.

d. Worthless Stuff, rubbish, trash; also, rascally

l>eople ; rabble, dial,

xSaiS Craven Closs.^ Traffick^ lumber, trash. * There wor
a deal of oud traffick to sell *.

. . Rabble, low, rascally people^
the canaille. 1869 LousdaU Gloss., TraJ^c, (1) lumber,
rubbish, (z) Rabble, low, rascally people.

5. The passing to and fro of persons, or of
vehicles or vessels, along a road, railway, canal, or
other route of transport
ax8as Forby I'oc. E. Anglia^ 7>v?/??c,.. passing and re-

passing on a high road. Ex, 'There is a great deal of
traffic on this road '. 83a Ht. Martineau Weal ffWoe ix,

He sauntered along the pier, around which there was no
busy traffic. 1886 C E. Pascoe London 0/ To-day xxvi.
(ed. 3) 230 'Ilie traffic of omnibuses, cabs, carriages, and
carts at this point is greater and more confusing than in any
other part of London. 1804 Sala London itp to Date 73
We have long since agreed to call street movement * traffic .

b. The amount of business done by a railway,

etc., in the transport of passengers and goods;
the account of or revenue from this.

1858 (implied in tmffic-retMrn '. see 6]. 1883 Pall Mali
C. 30 Nov. 5/2 It is obviously advisable thatalftheriilways
should adopt the same course, otherwise comparisons of
traffic will become even more misleading than they are now,
i8S$ /Sid, 21 Nov, 5/2 Traffics are still decreasing, and this

fact is all the more discouraging from the fact that the com-
parison is with decrea.sed traffics. 1905 ITestfu. Caz.
aS Sept. 9/1 Satisfaction is again expressed with this week's
batch of Home Railway traffics.

O, A railway traffic-rate (Rate sb,^ 6 b).

X899 Daily Newt ii Mar. 9/1 The Grand Trunk Railway
unconditionally witharew the local traffics of January 6th,
and agreed for the present to revert to former rates.

6. ailrib, and Comb,^ as, in sense a, trafficfellow ^

instinct ; in 5, traffic block (Block sb* 19a), board
(Bo.vwD sb, 8 b), -entrance^ -privilege^ -rate, return
(Rbtukn sb, 9c), -rooilyStaffi value; instrumental,

objective, and obj. genitive, as traffiic-manager;
traffik-ehoketii -congested, -furrowedf-laden^-rcgiilat'
ingf 'ihroftged adjs. ; traffic density, the number
of pasiengtrs and of tons of freight carried over

any section of a railway in a given j)eriod (Webster

1911); traffic mile: see quot.; traffic-taker, a
railway official whose business is to compile traffic

returns.

1004 Daily Chron. 17 Feb. 7/a "Traffic blocks arc almost
unknown. X905 IVestm. Gaz. 18 July 8/2 The authority
which the Commission recommend to be established is a
•Traffic Board. 1886 Pall MallG. 19 Aug. 3/2 The 'traffic-

choked streets. 1886 T. Hardy J/ayt'rC(M/<:/-^r. ix, They.,
entered . . by the back way or 'traffic-entrance. 1590 Greene
Royal Exchange l)ed,,\Vks. (Grosart) VII. 223 Merchaunia
wyih thcyr freendes, and 'traffique fellowes. 1898 0.
MKREt^iTH Odes Fr. Hist, 46 Their 'traffic instincts hooded
their live wits To is.sues. 187X Howells U'edd. Joum.
(i8<)2) 254 The stream athwart which the ferries sped their

swift 'trafllc-laden shuttles. i86a \iE.hvsOrganiz.DailyLi/e

30 A skilful "traffic-manager has been suffered to be too

despotic in matters of traffic. 191X Webster (citing Hau-
LKV), ^Trtiffic miU is a term designed to furnish an excuse

for the erroneous practice of addmg together two things

(ton miles and passenger miles) which, being of different

kinds, cannot properly be added. 1901 Academy -z-i June
540/1 One sight amazes him. .the effi:ct produced when the

*tiaffic-repulating policeman raises his hand. 1858 Sim-
MONus Dtct. Trade, * Traffic-return^ a periodical statement

of the receipts for goods and passengers on a railway line.

19x1 Times 19 Dec. 16/5 Canadian Pacific Railway shares

o(H:ned above parity on the satisfactory traffic return.

iicnce Tra'illcfca a., vofice-wd,^ fully occupied

with traffic; Tra*fflckery, nonce-wd. [-liiiv],

underhand dealing, intrigue ; Tra'fflcless a.,

devoid of traffic.

a 1638 F. Gkevil Sidney \x. (1652) 107 Her "traffiquefull,

and navigable river, c 1810 ColkriixjS in Lit. Rem, (1838)

III. 387 Thii indiscreet •traffickery with Romish wares.

x89> Blacky H'Atte Jsm, 134/2 Stilled and Uafficleas streets.

TRAFFIC.

[JVote, It is clear that the verb and sb. arose in the com-
merce of the Mediterranean, and in the language of one oi
the nations by or with whom this was carried on. The earliest
uses yet found are trafficare and traffico in the Pisan
Breve delV ordine del mare, cited above, which show botli
vb. and sb. in full established use in 1325. Etymologists are
generally agreed in regarding the word as Romanic, and in
seeing in the first element tra the regular It. repr. of L.
^/a«.r across. Italian scholars also see in -y?ca« the deri-
vative form of \j,/itcire to do, make ; trausficare would thus
be parallel to transigere to transact, or engage in trans-
actions. But there are difficulties : see Diez, traffico, Kort-
\\-\^., transvicare, etc. Some have suggested for the word an
origin in Arabic, referring it to the verb taraffaqa, which
sometimes means ' to seek profit '.]

Traffic (trce-fik), V. Inflected trafficked (-ikt),

trafficking. Forms: see the sb. [ad, OF.
trafiquer (1441 in Godef. CompL), ¥. iraffiquer

(1529 in Hatz.-Darm.) « QbX, trafegar^^^.traficar
(in 1 6th c. trafagar\ Pg. trqficar, trafeguear^

It. trafficare (known in 1325), traficare (Florio).

As to etymology, sec Tkaffic J^. and Note there.]

I. Intransitive senses,

I. To carry on trade, to trade, to buy and sell

;

to have commercial dealings with any one; to

bargain or deal for a commodity. Sometimes,
To resort to a place for the purpose of trade ; —
Tkadb V, 6 a.

154X in loM Rep. Hist, MSS. Cotnm. App. v. 410 They
that so would bargayn or trafique pertly or oppenly with any
such merchauntes. 1555 Kden Decades 317 They do not
gladly permitte the Portugales to trafike in theyr kynge-
dome. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xi. 123 b,

Vnto the ports, .come to traffick, the mercliantsof C^mbaia.
1613 H. Spelman Rclat. Virginia in CaM. Smith's IFks.
(Arb.) p. civ, Powhatan, .carried our English to their store-

house where their corne was, to traffique with them. X634
Sir T. Heruert Trav. 53 Many Carrauans..traffiquing to
the Portugall[s]. 1716 Royal Proclam, 18 Oct in Lonii,
Gaz. No. 5480/1 Their Factors.. should.. Traffick, or Ad-
venture into or from the. .East-Indies. 1769 Cook Voy,
round World i. ix. (1773) 93 They trafficked with us for

cocoa-nuts and other fruit. x8oo Wordsw. Brothers 293
He was . . A thriving man, and trafficked on the seas,

b. In a disparaging sense, or said of dealing

considered improper : = Trade v.dc, cf. prec. 2 d.

ci6s7 in Vemey Mem, (1907) II. 120 [He had made more
money] than any man who trafficked in that desperate com-
modity—rebellion. _ 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), 7Va/7c, . . us'd
figuratively in an ill Sense, for trading in Simoniacal Con-
tracts, ana making an unlawful Gain of Spiritual things.
Such a one has long Traffick'd in buying and selling his

Countrey. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist, Sk, (1873) II. 1. li. 82
He observed that it was somewhat more honourable to
destroy idols than to traffic in them. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott
I<apoteon{\%%^ I. iv. 80 Beautiful and dissolute females.,
trairicking in their charms.

1" 2. fg. To have dealings or intercourse {%vith a
person) j to carry on negotiations ; to be concerned,

to busy or exercise oneself {in some matter), Obs.

1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Dent, cxxi. 743 But there are
meanes to trafique man with man. i6ia T. Taylor Comm,
Titus \\, 13 (1619) 48J Who while they Hue in earth, yet
traffique and haue their conuersation in neauen. 1656 Stan*
LEV Hist, Philos. V. (1701) 173/2 Hermodorus, of whom the
I'roverb, Hermodorus traffiques in Words, cx7ai Mrq.
TuLLiBARUiNE Lei. 24 Jan., in lOth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm,
App. I. 126 On no pretence I Irafick in any tainting politique.

>88a Jamieson, Tra/eqiie, to hold familiar intercourse.

Banjfi.

b. To have dealings of an illicit or secret char-

acter ; to deal, intrigue, consjnre {with some one,

i«,_/^r, or /tf (/(? something); to practise. (Cf. i b.)

1567 Rtg. Privy Council Scot. I. 569 Trafficquand with the
Papis Nunce, a 1649DRUM.M. of Hkv/th. Hist, Scot. (itss)

164 He albo trafficked by the friends of.. the Dowglasses
and Humes to perswade them to a Return. x68x, 1735 [see

trafficking belowj. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos II. ii. 17

Jeanne discovered that he was trafficking with her enemies
and tampering with lier friends.

3. dial. (See 4 b,)

II. Transitive senses.

+ 4. To traverse or frequent for the purpose of

trading ; to carry on trade in (a jilace). Obs.

i$^j Acts Privy Counc.iiZgo) II. 130 The Kynge.s Wajestes
subjectes trafeking the seas, 1561 Q. Eliz. in Hakluyt l^oy,

(1^89) 362 Trade of marchandize with your Subiectes, and
with other strangers traffiking your Realmes. i6xx W,
ScLATER R'ey (16291 36 Rome,. .the seate of the Empire,
traffiqucd by all Nations.

b. To pass to and fro upon, to frequent (a road,

etc.) ; to traverse. Also intr. To pass to and fro,

walk or run about, dial,

a x8as Fobbv I'oc, E, Anglia, Traffic, to frequent... 'The
new road will soon be trafficked'. 1850 Merrvweather
Glimmerings 52 Some would venture to traffic them in the
day, but few would risk such perilous thoroughfares by night.

1877 N, W, Line. Gloss., Traffic^v. (i) To walk about with-
out settled purpose. (2) To trespass upon other people's land.

A correspondent writes, *Our nurse used to scold us when
children for trafficking up and down stairs.'

6. To carry on a trade in, to buy and sell ; to dis-

pose of (or f acquire) in the way of trade ; to deal

in; often with sinister implication; in quot. 1 8 79,
to barter away. Ahofg. Now rare.

'597 Daniel Civ. IVarsw. xviii, Whilst wee.. Ryot away
..whole Prouinces;.. Traffique important Iloldcs, sell For-
tresses, 1598 Dallinoton Meth.Trav. ^ivh, JVonpatiaf
inercatores potestatutn, I will suffer none to traffique Offi-

ces, a i^ F. Grkvil Religion Wks, 1 870 I. 272 The world
doth build without, our God within ; He traffics goodues£^
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and she traffics sin, x8o8 Sporting Mag. XXXII. 7 An
assertion, .that his Lordship had trafficked a seat for the

Borough of Malton. 1879 igth Cent, No. 32. 673 The honour
of the proud house of Esie w;is heing hasely trathcked away.
1893 Lane-Poole Aurengzib xii. 200 The young Prince was
suspected of trafficking the Imperial honour with the
Marathas.

1 0. To negotiate (a matter). Obs, rare.

n 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Scot. (1655) 28 He traf-

ficked the return of King James. Ibid. 20J Whilst they
Irafftque this Marriage, many false accusations (as Plots
laid against bis person) are intended one after another at
the Court.

Hence Tra'fflcking vd/. sb, imd^ppl. a.

1370 in Tolstoy /x/ ^o Krj. Interc. Eng, <y Russ. {1875) 103
Kept from traffiquing. 1580 Nat. Ctn't. Re/. Princ. Re-
exhibited (1787) 56 Trafficking Papists to he punished.
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Scot. (1655) 11 The traffick-

ing of a Marriage between Lewis the Oaulphine. .with
Margaret Daughter to King James. 1681 in Acts Parit.
Scotl. (1875) XII. 44/1 They.. shall never tolerate priests

Jesuits nor traffecking Papists to abide in this Kingdome,
173s in Tablet 19 Mar. (loio) 446/2 Trafficking Papists, I

mean such as are continually employed in making Proselytes.

1835 Markyat Pirate ii, Grief is worth nothing in this

trafficking world unless it is paid for. 1863 Froude Hist.
Eh£. VIII. viiL 132 Thus the antagonism went on, irri-

tating EHzabeth . . intodangerous traffickings with the Bishop
of Aquila and his successor. 1903 W. N[eville1 Penal
Servitude x\\\.ijo Piny o^ctt found guilty of passing a letter

out of prison would be liable to instant dismissal, as this

comes under what is called ' trafficking '—an unpardonable
offence.

Traf&.cable (trse'fikab'l), a. [f. Tkaffic sb.

or V. + -ABLE.]

1 1. Adapted or suitable for traffic or trading. Obs»

rare~'^.

ai6o3_T. Cartwricht Confut. Rhem. JV. T. (1618) -169

That being the most traffiqueable and Marchandable Citie
of all Asia.

2. That may be bought or sold ; niarkelable.
1649 I3p. Hall CasesConsc. i.(i654) 4 It is. .in some cases

a trafitjueable commodity. 1880 A. ^omrkvillk A utobiog. go,

1 required what may lie called trafficable mateiial. 1^9
Sat. Rev. 19 Oct. 422/1 IThey] have been tauglit..to regard
a vote as a commodity, traffickable.

3. Fit or suitable for passage to and fro.

1890 Coidjicids 0/ Victoria 17 A good trafficable roadway.
1891 Illustr. Lond. News 17 Jan. 78/2 The streets are
trafficable.

Hence Traffica))i*lityf Tra'fficableuess, suita-

bility for traffic or passage to and fro.

1899 Daily Ne^vs 16 Nov. 4/5 A paper dealing with .

,

London's treacherou-i ' trafficability 'was read at the opening
meeting of the i46tli session of the Society of Arts.

TrafS.cked (troe-fikt), ppl. a, [f. Tkaffic v.

(or sb,) + -EI).] t a. That has trafficked or traded
abroad; experienced in traffic {pbs. rare); cf.

travelled^ well-ready well-spoken, f b. Traversed
or explored for traffic or trade {pbs. rare), c. Made
the subject of traffic ; dealt in as meichaadise. d.

Used for, or beaten or worn by traffic, as a road.
1561 T. HoBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer 111. (1577) N vb,

1 vnderstood by merchaunt men a long time trafficked in
that countrey. ^t%^ Mav Lncan via. (1031) 364 Let fortune
then our sad, and ship wrack'd state Beyond the knowne,
and traffiqu'd world translate. 1875 Lanier Sytnpliony 234
O trafficked hearts that break in twain. 1909 iVestnu Gaz.
30 Aug. '2/1 On lightly trafficked roads.

Tra£S.cker (trsefikai). [f. Thaffic v. + -eu i.]

1. One who is engaged in traffic or trade; a
trader, merchant, dealer,

1580 Reg, Privy Council Scot, III. 327 Divers .. honest
trafficquers of this cuntrie. x6is tr. Dc Mon/art's Surv.
E. Indies 22 They are.. great Traffickers, a i^ay Newton
Observ. Coin (1730) 10 Traffickers in money will get above
6 per Cent by sending Gold to Spain. 1833 Ht. Maktineau
Charmed Sea v, The traffickers were exchanging their goods
laboriously. 1863 Geo. Eliot Komola iii, An itinerant
trafficker in broken glass and rags.

b. With opprobrious force ; cf. Tuaffic sb. 2 d.

a 1785 Glover Atlunaid xin. Poems (1810) 124/2 Let
these to some fell traficker in slaves Be sold. 1839 Jamks
Louis XIVy IV, 50 These traffickers in poison seem to have
been seized with a sort of madness. 1869 Echo 28 Aug.,
Practices familiar to many generations of liardened traffickers

in votes.

2. One who carries on an underhand or improper
traffic (esp. between other parties) ; a go-between,
a negotiator ; an intriguer ; a schemer.
1570 in Calr. Scott. Pap. (1903) HI. 384 Thome Bischop

wes ye first trafficquar betuix ye bischop of Ros and ye s.iid

Johnne. 1687 Royal Proclam. in Lond. Gaz. No. ^^221/^
For being Papists, Jesuits, or Traffickers, for hearing, or
saying of Mass. 1879 Fakrar St. Paul I. 561 Lest any
should say that he too, like the mass of traffickers around
him, did but seek his own gain. 1893 Stevenson Catriona
ix. 96 The whole clan of old Jacobite spies and traffickers.

fTraffle, obs. variant of Tafpekel, Taffkail.
i8o§ in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. 156 7toie, A

Spanish two-decker .. waved an English Jack from her
traffic.

Trafin, -e, obs. forms of Tkephine.
Tragacanth. (tne-gaksen))). Also 6 traga-

chant, 7 tragagant, 8 tragant, -anth ; see also

Adbagant, Dkagant, Dragon '-i, [a. F. iragacafUe

(i6th c.) = It., Sp. tragacantay ad. L. tragacantha
(Pliny), a. Gr. T/)a7d«ac^agoat*s-thorn,tragacanth-

shrub, f, Tp(i7os he-goat + ojcavOa thorn.
The gum was called in L. tragacanthwn (Celsus), whence

Sp., Pg, tra^acanto.\

1. A 'gum' or mucilaginous substance obtained
from several species of Astragalus (see 2), by
natural exudation or incision, in the form of whit-

ish strings or Hakes, only partially soluble in water :

see quot. 1875. Used in medicine (chiedy as a

vehicle for drugs) and in the industrial arts. Also
a similar substance obtained from Sterctdia Tra-
gacantha of W, Africa. a. Commonly called

gum tragacanth.

IS73 ill Feuillerat Revels Q, Eliz. (1908) 199 Gum traga-
chant ii ounces. 163^ J. B[ate] Myst. Nat. 33 With gum
tragagant dissolued in faire water. 1643 .Steer tr. Exp.
Ckyrurg. xiv. 57 Mixe it with the whitesof Eggesand Gum
Tragacanth. 1714 Er. Bk. 0/Rates g-z Gum Tragant per
100 Weight 02 10. 18x1 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. w,

(1818) 65 Gum tragacanth is demulcent. 1830 J^indlkv Nat.
Syst. Bot. 39 The Gum Tragacanth of Sierra Leone is pro-
duced by a species of Sterculia. 1875 1'ennett & Dver
Sacks' Bot. 36 Gum-tragacanth consists of the cells of the
pith and medullary rays oi Astragalus cretictts, A. Traga-
cantha, and other species, transformed into mucilage.

b. Called simply tragacanth,
1601 Holland Pliny xiti. xxi. I. 398 A potmd of Traga-

canth is worth thirteen deniers Romane. 171a tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs 1. 181 Traganth or Tragacanth, is a white
curl'd Gum made like little Worms. 1875 fi. C. Wood
Thcrap, (1879) 577 Tragacanth is used in medicine only in

the manufacture of troches and in suspending heavy powders.

1 2. Any one of several low-growing spiny shrubs

of the genus Astragalus (N.O. Legztminosge), found

in Persia and neighbouring regions, which yield

gum tragacanth (see i). Obs. rare.

i6oi Holland l^liny xiii. xxi. I. ^98 The same Iland hath
the bush Tragacanth growing in it. 1741 CompL Fam.-
Piece 11. iii, 373 Columbines, Spireas, ..Spanish IJroom,..

Tragacantha.

3. attrib,

1813 MiLBURN Oriental Comm, I. no Tragacanth gum,
or as it is usually called gum dragon. 1836 J. M. Gully
Alagendie's Eormul. (ed. 2) 138 Tragacanth powder. 1876
Hakley Royle's Mat. Med, 633 'tragacanth Bushes, .are

small, tangled, spiny bushes, resembling stunted varieties of
..furze, 1879 Sat. Rev. 8 Nov. 580/1 The tragacanth
draught of the ancient Sophists is tolerated.

Hence Tragaca'nthin (alsocoiitr. traga'nthin),

Chem,i the essential constituent of tragacanth and
other gums: = Bassorin. (See also quot. 1843.)
184a liRANOK Diet. Sc, etc. s. V. Tragacanth^ An analo-

gous kind ofgum is found in oilier plants, and the generic
name of tragacantkin is sometimes applied to it. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXV, 114/1 An artilicial substance prepared
by boiling starch,, .called tragacauiin.

Tragee-eomedy, obs. form of Tragi-comedy,

Tragal (tr^-gal), a. Anat, [f. Tbag-us + -al.]

Pertaining to or situated upon the tragus.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1898 J. Hutchinsow in Arch. Surg.
IX. No. 36. 378 Those who have abinidant vibrissa; very
commonly, I believe, have these tragal tufts of hair also.

t Tra'galism. Spanish Hist. [ad. Sp. tragal-

ismo, f. trdgala in ' 'JragalUfperro!' (* Swallow it,

dog I', where *it' refers to the Constitution), the

refrain of a popular Constitutionalist song.] A
designation for the principles of the Spanish Con-
stitutional party of 1820 and succeeding years.

1837 Q. Rev. July 68 The bloody tragedy of Spanish
Tragalism. 1837 Walton Revol. o/Spain II, xii. 325 it was
wished . . merely to modify the existing plan so as to render
it palatable abroad while tragalism was enforced at home.
[In Smart 1849 6'«///., Tragalism (entered witli a reference

to Q. Rev, as above, but no quot.) is explained as ' Goatish-
ness due to high feeding '. This absurd guess, based on a
pseudo-etymological reference to Gr. Tpav«Aio-/j.6s (' the eat-

ing of dried fruits and sweetmeats ', but imagined to be de.
rived from rpciyo? goat) has been copied (with ingenious
variations) in many recent dictionaries.]

fTrage-diac, a. Obs. rare, [f, L. tragadia
Tkagkdy + -AC ; an anomalous formation for

^tragedic : cf. It. tragedico (Florio) and Trage-
J)ICAL.] Befitting tragedy; tragic in style.

1782 Eliz. Blower 6*^1?. Bateman I. 205 Those ranting
tragediac speeclies. Jbid. III. 117.

t Trage'dial, a, Obs. rare, [f. as prec. + -al.]

rerlainiiig to tragedy ; tragic.

/z 1529 Skelton Agst. Scottcs 77 Melponione, O Muse
tragedian.

Tragedian (tradgrdian). Also 4-5 tragedyen,
-ien, (^tregedien), 7-8 tragoedian. [ME., prob.

a. OV . tragediane {l^'j2 in Ilatz.-Darm.), later and
mod.K. trag,!dien, f, tragMle Tkagkuy : see -an.]

1. A dramatist who composes a tragedy or trage-

dies ; a tragic poet or author.
c 1374 CuAUCKR Boctlu in. pf. vi. 60 (Camb. MS.) A trage-

dyen \v. r. tregedien] Jjat is to styn a niakeie of ditees j^at

hyhten tragedies, a 1631 Donne /'(»t";/w (1633) 165 Under
this curled marble. .Sleepe rare Tragedian Shakespeare,
sleepe alone. 1671 Milion /*. R. iv. z6i What the lofty

§rave 'I'raga^dians taught Iti Chorus or Iambic. 187S
cKivKNER Lcct. Tc-xt N. Tcst. 6 The dramas of the Greelc

tragedian iEschylus.

2. A stage-player who performs in tragedy; a
tragic actor.

159a Nashe P. PeniUne (ed. z) 26 b, The Tragedian that
represents his person. 1602 Shaks. Hant. w. ii. 342 What
Players are they? /ir?j/«. . .The Tragedians of the City.

i6o> Marston Antonio's Rev. 11, iii, I will not swell, like a
Tragedian, in forced passion of affected straines. 1693
Dryden Persius' Sat. v. 3 The well-lung'd Tragedians Rage.
X7XZ Aduison sped. No. 40 ad fm.^ Mr. Powell.. is excel-

lently formed for a Tragtjedian. 1870 L'Estrance Mits
Mit/ord I. vi. 200 No man can be a perfect tragedian who is

not likewise a good actor in the higher branch of comedy,

t3. fig, A person concerned in a * tragedy' or
dreadful calamity; the victim, or inflicter, of a
tragic fate. Obs,
159a Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlv. (1612) 214 The Tragedies

and Tytles too of English Dukes did cease, Which Thomas,
Duke of Norffblke, last Tragedian did increase. 1635
R. Johnson I/ist. Tom a Lincoln (1825) 131 The Blacke
Knight stayed from his desperate resolution, and from a
bloody tragedian became the recoverer of his brothers life.

Hence Tragedianess {nottce-ivd.), a'^ female
tragedian.
xSza Blackw. Mag. XII. 657 Was there to be a virtual

non-imprimatur in force against our songstresses, romance-
inditresses, tragedianesses, sonneteeresses?

Trage'dical, a. rare. [f. Gr. Tpay<f>5iK-6s be-

fitting tragedy + -AL.] Of the nature, or having the

character, of tragedy ; tragical.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 187 b. Thus you haue hearde

thctragedicall hystory of Kynge Henry the stxthe. 1891
W. S. Gilbert Rosencrantz «f Guild, iii. The poor author
had hoped to have appalled you with bis tragedical end !

II
Tragedienne (tra^ed/e-n). [J:'r., fem. of

tragedien Tragedian.] A female trngcdian or

actor of tragedy ; a tragic actress.

1851 LoNGF. in Life (1891) II. 221 We. .called on Jenny
Lind, and on Mrs. Warner, the tr.ig^dienne. xWftStandara
7 Mar. 2/6 On Thursday night Miss Siddons, a young tra-

gedienne .. a great-grauddaughler of the Siddons .. made
her first appearance, .in the character of Juhel.

Tragedietta (trad.5/di,e-ta). [In form an It.

dim. of Iragedia: see -etta: cf. comedietta.'] A
slight or short tragedy ; a dramatic sketch of tragic

character.
1891 Pall Mall G. 19 Oct. 2/3 My ' tragedy '—it is a very

little one, a one-act tragedietta. 1902 Daily Chron. 2 July
3/1 One of them..miglit be called a' tragedietta ',. .but, as
a whole, they may be said to range from comedietta'to farce.

+ Txage'dious, a. Obs, [f. L. iragffdi-a

Tbagedy + -ous.] Full of, or having the character

of, tragedy ; calamitous, tragic.

Z494 Fabvan Chron. vii. 670 Of whom [Richard III]

tedyous it is to me to wryte the tragedyous hystory. 1565

J. Halle Hist. Expost. 25 Most frivolous communications
and iragedious doynges. x6i6 J. Lane Cont. Sqr.^s T. x.

34 His Lite vncothe dreame was th' oracle of this iragedious
scliene. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 95 A true and most
notable history, ..in much part tragedious.

Hence tTrage'dionslyaa'z'., in tragic style.

z6o3 Warner Alb. Eug. xvi. cvi. 414 Our Histories

tragedionsly doe varie hard Euents. 1658 Cokaine Obsti-

nate Lady 11. ii, The same blade Shall be the instrument,
and 1 receive it Tragediously here on my knees.

Tragedist (trre'dg/dist). rare~^. [f. Tragedy
+ -isT.J A writer of tragedy : « Tragedian 1.

1823 G. Daklev in Lond. Mag. Dec. 647/2 The os magna
sonans..h the first great qualification for a tragedist, and
this qualification the Author of the Uride's Tragedy most
undeniably iwssesses.

Tragedize (tr3e'd3id3iz), v, [f. Tragedy +
-IZE : cf. harmon-izef etc.]

1. trans. To act or perform as a tragedy ; fig, to

do or carry on tragically; in quot. i593> to treat

tr.ngically, subject to a tragic fate.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 54 Like tragicke Seneca,
1 should tragedize my selfe, by bleeding to death in the

depth of passion. 1599 — Lenten Stujffe 47 The nurse*.,

cowring on the backeside whiles these things were a
tragedizing. 1623 [see Tkagedized]. 1734 Gruh St. Jml.
2 May 1/3 As woeful a tragedy as ever was tragedized on
the IJritish stage. 1827 Blackw. Mag. XXI. 736 This
assuredly not less tragical tragedy than any that ever was
tragedized by a company of tragedians.

2. intr. To perform as a tragedian
; fig. to act or

speak in tragic style.

1756 ToLDKRVY IHst. 2 Qrplians IV. 105 If we do spend
this money we can ..tragedize for more. 1889 Fakrar
Lives Eat/urs II. xiii. 14 Oh air and Oh virtue !—for I will

tragedise a little ! [tr. Grec. Naz. Ep, v, More tragico

exclamabo].

3. trans. To convert into a tragedy ; to dramatize

in tragic form.
x8ii British Press 19 Aug., The Comedy 0/ Errors^

tragedized. (Z1849 H. Colekidgk Ess. (1851) II. 177
Modern critics, aping the nicety of Athens, which forbade
the tragedi.sing of recent history, may think [etc.).

Hence Tra'gedized///. a., Tra'gedizinff vbLsb. ;

also Tragediza'tion, the action of tragedizing.

1623 CocKERAM, Tragidiztd, killed. 1796 Sporting .Mag.
VII. 329 The tragedization of Edward the Black Prince.

Tragedy (irx'd^/di). Forms: 4-6tragedye,

(4-5 tregeedie, tregedie), 4-7 tragedie, 5

-idie, (trajedi), 5-6 tragedi, -ide, 6 tragoedie,

(trigide, -idy), 5- tragedy. [ME. a. OF. tregcdic,

iragedie (14th c. in Godef.), ad. L. traga-dia, a.

Gr. Tpa^ySm, app. goat-song, f. rparjios goat + ^^^
ode, song.
As to the reason of the name many theories have been

offered, some even disputing the connexion with 'goat'.

See L. H. Gray in Classical Quarterly VI. 60, and refer*

ences there given.]

1. A play or other literary work of a serious or

sorrowful character, with a fatal or disastrous con-

clusion: opp. to Comedy 1 i. fa. In mediEeval

use : A tale or narrative poem of this character,

c 1374 CiiAucER Botth. \\. pr. ii. 23 (Camb. MS.) The
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cryenges of tragedyes...Tragedje is to seyn, a dite of a
pfosperice for a tyme t>at endith in wrecchydnesse. cx374
— Troylus v. 17S6 Go litel booke goo litell my tregeedie.

£ 1386 — Monks Froi. 8j (Corpu:iJ Or elles tregedys [v. rr.

-i^s, -ise] first wol I telle, ct^ya Lydc. Misericordias 65

At funeral feestys men synge tragedies With woeful ditees

of lamentacioun. 1531 Ei.yot Gov. i. x, Than shall he, in

redjng tragoedies, execrate .ind abhorre the intollerable life

of lyrantes, 1593 Churchyard (title) The Earle of Mvrtons

Tragedie.

b. Applied to ancient Greek ahd Latin works :

the original (Dorian) being lyric songs, the later

(Attic and Latin) dramatic pieces.

f 1430 Lydg. Min. Fihftits i Percy Soa) 25 The tragidds

diYcrs and unkouih Of morall Senec. 1484 Caxton Curtail

II As scyth Seneke in hy-i tragedyes, Age cometh to late to

peple of smale howses. 1546 I .ANCLt y PoL I 'ere. De InvenL
I. IX. 17 b, As the Alters were kiuilled with fyre, and the

Goate fayed on It, the ytiirc in honor of Bacchus, songe this

Meter called a Tragedie. 1579 I^dce De^. Poetry (bhaks.

Soc.) 24 Tragedies and Comedies, .wer inuented..to no

other purpose, but to yeelde prayse unto God for a happy
haruest, or plentiful yeere. a i6m H. Jonson Horace's Art
fl/Poetry 312 Thespis is said to be the first found out The
tragedy, and carried it about. Till then unknown, in carts,

wherein did ride Those that did sing, and act. 1789 T.
Twining Aristotle's Treat. Poetty 11. § 12. 88 Now, the

subjects of the best Tragedies are confined to a few families

—to AlcmiEon, Oedipu.s..and others, the sufferers, or the

authors, of some terrible calamity. 1873 Symonds Grk,

Poets ix. 277 His Chorus were attired like Satyrs in goat-

skins, to represent the woodland comnidcs of the god

:

bence came the name of Tragedy or Goat-song.

C. Applied to a modem stage-play,

1538 Balk Thre Latves 1465 Companyons I want to

begyiuie thys tragedye. 1597 Shaks. {title) An excellent

conceited Tragedie of Komeo and luliei, x6ii — (////«) The
Tragedie of Cymbeline. 1641 Mii.ton Ch. Govt. 11. Pref.,

Wks, 1851 HI. 146 The Apocalyps of Saint lohn is the ina-

jestick image of a high and stately Tragedy,, .intermingling

her solemn Scenes and Acts with a sevenfold Chorus of halle-

luja'sand harping symphonies. 1703 Farquhar Inconstant

IV. iii, Cry then, handsomely ; cry like a queen in a tragedy.

177s Harris Pkiios. Arrangem. Wks, (1841) ;ti6 This
excellent tragedy (Macbeth].. is not only admirnble as a
poem, but b perfaaps..oneof the most moral pieces existing.

1838^ Hali^h iJist. Lit. 111. III. vi. % 90. 339 Five of his

sixteen plays are tragedies, that is, are concluded in death.

2. That branch of dramatic art which treats of

sorrowful or terrible events, in a serious and
dignified style : opp. to CoMEUY I a. (Sometimes

personified. )

i4is-ao I.vix;. Chrtm. 7'm>j'it. 852 Tragldie, who so list to

knowcj It begynnetb in prosperite. And endcih euer in

aducr^ite; \nd it also doth ^e conqmrst trete Of riche

kynges and of lordys grete. 1508 Dlsdak Lament /or
Afakaris 59 [Death] 'I^at scorpioim fell hcs done infck

Malster lohne ClerU,and James AHIek, Ht» balat making $c

trigidi^ 1598 Mkhes Paitadis Tamia 2S2 Plautus and
Seneca are accounted the best for Comedy and Tragedy
ankong the Latincs. 163s Milton Penseroso ^ Som time
let Gorgeous Tragedy In 5>cepcer*d Pall com sweeping by.

1737 W. WiLKit Epigon. Pref. 5 In Epic poetry. Tragedy,
or any other of the liigher kinds of poetical composition.

1861 Palkv /Kschylus, Prometk. (cd, a) 7^ wWr, Thw u*c
is common in Homer, but rare in tragedy. 1900 W. I«

CovarNEY idea of Tragedy 12 Tr«edy ts always the clash

of two powers—necessity without, Ireedom within.
\

8> fiS' An unhappy or fatal event or series of

events in real life; a dreadful calamity or disaster.

(Cf. CoMElit 1 4.)

1509 Hawks Past. Pleas. xW. (Percy Soc.) 49 Hischerc is

dolorus .\& in bewaylyng a woful tragedy. 1535 Lavton in

Lett. Suf^press. Moneuteries (Camden) ^6 Tu tell yowe alt

this commodie, but for tbabbot a tragedie, hit were to long.

t6<7 MoKvsoH //iff. I. ao^ The warre of Hunjjarie made all

those parts full of tragedies and miserie. 1657 Trapp Coww.
Job L 19 I.atcly at Witney,, a scurrilous blasphemous
Comedy was by the fall of the room wherein it was acted,

turi»ed into a Tragedy, as ending with the deaths of six.

1871 Kkkkman Norm. Comj, IV. xx. 5^2 I'he tuniing-potnt
of \Villi.-im's reign, the tragedy of the fate of Waltheof.

fb. A doleful or dreadful tale; a passionate

complaint. Obs.

565 Jkwkl Def. A^l. 11. xli!. (161 1) 255 Iiidge thou.. bow
iust causes M. Ifarding had to mooue these Tragedies. 1S94
SpBMsaa Amoretti liv, I waile,aiid make my woes a Tragedy.
1611 UiBUC Transl. Pre/. 2 Herevpon they raise vp a
tragedie, and wish in their heart the Temple had neuer bene
built. 1664 H. Mobk Myst. Iniq., Afol. 538 Some would raise
such Stirrcs and Tragedies about.

fc With ^ or possessive: Sad story, unhappy
fate, misery, misfortune ; esp, sorrowful end, violent

death. Obs.
,

1513 D0UGI.AS ^neis IV. Prol. 264 Sen I suld thi [Dido's]
trigidy enditc. a 1501 Grkenk Alphontus i. Wks. (Ktldg.)

22^/1 This sword, .should the author t>e To make an ctid of
this my tragedy. XS198-9 [E. Fokde) Farismus i. (i66t)68,
I fear he is destroyed by the treachery of that wicked homi-
cide... who is not contented with his tragedy, but also
seeketn my destruction. 1617 Morvson Itin. i. 1S6 He
ceased not to l>cwaile my misery, and to recount my Tra<
gedy as if it h:td l>ecn the burning of Troy. 1678 Maxell
Growth Popery Wks. (Orosart) IV. 412 Men sit b^, like

idle spectators, and stilt give money towards their own
tragedy. 1738 Wfslev Psalms xci. iv, Thou, .slialt look
on and see The Wicked's dism.il Tragedy.

114. Misused for TKA(iKi)iAN i. Obs. rare~^,
1460 Capgrave C//r(7». (Rolls) 49 Sophocles and Euripides

..were clcped Tragedies. Trajedi is as mech to sey as he
that writith eld stones, with ditees hevy and sorowful.

6. attrib. and Comb, , as tragedy-actor^ •air,

-drum (Drum sb^^ 3), -god^ -king^ -player, -queett,

speech^ struts -victim, -utriter \ tragedy-man the
chief tragic actor at a theatre.

281

x8io W. TooKE tr, Ludan I. 481 Lay aside your proper
|

character and assume that of a *tragedy-actor. iSin ' A
Hope' Phroso v. Her *tragedy-air was quite delightful.

170a Steele Funeralw. i. 59 He is a *Tragedy-Drum to one
of the Play-Houses. 1820 W. Tooke tr. Lucian I. 505 Pro-
perties necessary for the equipment of a *tragedy-gotl. 1900
Moan. Mag. May 50/1 More like a *tragedy-king than a
monarch of history. xSsx lUackw. Mag. X. 588 The vacant
situation of *tragedyman. 1553 Huloet, *Tragedie player,
tragaedus. X848 Thackeray i'an. Pair xlvi, She bowed nie

out of the room like a *tragedy queen. 1773 Goldsm. Sto<^s
to Conq.\. i, A short *tragedy speech. 1791 Paine Rights 0/
Man (ed. 4) 27 A *tragedy-victim expiring in show, and not
the real prisoner of misery. i5Sa Huloet, ^Tragedie wryter,
tragicus, Sophocles, c X740 G. Walmslev in Hawkins yohu-
SOK {1787) 39 Johnson is a very good scholar and poet, and, I

have great hopes, will turn out a fine tragedy-writer.

Traffelapll (trxj^i'lxf). Also in L. form
tragelaphus (trage-lafi's), pi. -i. [ad. L. trage-

/apk-uSj a. Gr. rpayiKatpoSj f, rpdyos he-goat +
fKaipo^ deer.]

1, (Rendering Gr. Tpay4\a<pos.) a. A name for

some foreign species of capriform antelope or other

horned beast, vaguely known to the ancients.

X398TRKVISA 5arM,Z>^/'.^.xviri.ci.(Hodl. MS.),Trage.
laphus is icleped Ircoceruus also and hat> t>at name trage<

laphus of trages ^t is a gotte bucke and elephos \>i\t is an
herte. Ih'd., Tragelaphi..som be^ of )>e kinde of J>e herte.

1607 Topsell Pour/, Beasts (1658) 93 Of the first kinde of
Tragelaphus which may be called a Deer-goat. Ibid. 94
There is another kinde. .like a Deer. .Pliny allirmeth, that

they are found about the river Phasis, in Arabia and Ara-
chot!E,..a City of India. .which [beastl the Gn-ccians call

TragelaphoSf and the Germans, Ein Brandhirse. ..The
figure of another Tragelaphus, or Deer-Goat, expressed by
Belloniiis . . it wanteth a beard, and the hair thereof re-

sembleth an Ibex-Goat. .: the horns. .UkeaGo.its, but more
crooked, .which he never loseth. X656 Blount Glossogr.,

Tragclahh {tragelaphus), the great and black ish deere called

a stone-buck, deer-goat, or goat-hart. X774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1862) I. II. v. 327 There is in the forests of Germany,
a kind of stag, named by the ancients the Tragelaphus,
and which the natives call the bran deer, or the brown deer.

b. Myth, A fabulous or fictitious beast com-
pounde<l of a goat and a stag ; hence allusively.

X644 Fkatlv Lciites Scourge 60 What Chimera's, Trage-
laphusses, and Hippocentaurs dost thou talk of? 0x670
Hacket Abp. irHlia/us u. (1693) 49 Tragelaphi, Satyrs and
Griffins, Cocks and Bulls. x8i8 R. P. Knight Anc. Art ^
Mythol. S 114. 88 Among the principal of these symbols [of

Diana] is the deer,., which is sometimes blended into one
figure with the goat, so as to form a composite fictitious

animal called a Tragelephus. 1898 C. Thomas Faust I.

p. Ixiv, The * iragelaph ' (tad to be disposed of I

2, Zool. Any anteloijc of the mwlem genns

Tragelaphus, as the S. African lK>schbok, 7'. syl-

vaticHS, and the W, African harnessed antelope,

T. scripius, Speke*s Tragelaph, T. Spckii.

iM Casielts Encycl. />/f/.,Tr.igelaphus. 1908 Sir H. H.
Johnston Cren/eU ^ Congo II. xxxiiL 923 In Tragelaphs
the Congo regions are well endowed. 1910 Contewp. Per:,

Sup^l. Nov. II Two of these ruffians shot over fifty of the

rare antc!o[>e called Speke's tragelaph.

ho Tra^elaphine (trage'lafain) a., belonging to

the group TragelaphJnx of antelopes, typified by the

genus Tragelaphus ; sb. an antelo|>e of this group.

1891 Flower & Lvijekkkr Mammals \x. 3^5Trage^aphine
Section... Includes large, so-called Bovine, Antelopes now
mainly cliaracleristic of the Ethiopian region. 1900 Nature
IX Oct. 585 I If the markings of the Tragelaphines have the

significance here att.iched to them, they should be better

developed in the s{>ccies th.it live in the bush than in those

that frequent the ooen. 1905 P. C. Mitchell Guide Gard.

Zool, Soc. (ed- 3) 4 3 'I'he Tragelaphine Group ( Tragelaphinx)
contains roostfy Large Antelopes with spirally-twisted horns.

tTrage:mato*poUst, Obs. rar£~°. [f. Gr.

rpayrjfMTonuKrjt (Hesychius) + -I8T, f. rpay^ftar-

dried fruit or sweetmeat.] A seller of sweets.

x6s6 hiovsr Glossogr., Tragematopalist (tragematopoln),

he that sells comfit^ carawaies and such other ware, aiade

of sugar; a Confectioner. 1658 in Phillips.

Traget, -our, -ry : see Tukoet, etc.

Tragi, pi. of Tuagus.
Tragi- (trsedgi), combining form repr. Tragic,

in a few nonce-words on the model of Tbagi-

COMEDY, as tragi-catastrophe, -farce, -farcical adj.

(See also under Tbagi-comedy.)
x8ii Heury fr /sabella 1. 169 The love of tragi-catastrophe,

common to vulgar minds. XB93 .S".r/. Kev. 1 Apr. 342/1 The
pitialjle tragi-farcc of French politics. 1896 Paiiy News
17 Jan. 6/3 The fantastic tragi*farcical experiment.

Tragic (troe'd.^^ik), a, and sb. Also 6 -icke,

7-8 -ick. [ad. L. Iragic-us^ a. Gr. rpayiK-vs of

or pertaining to tragedy, f. rpdy-os goat : see -ic
;

but in sense associated with rpaytpSia Tkageuy.

Cf. F. tragique,} A. adj.

1. Of, pertaining, or proper to tragedy as a branch

ofthedrama; ofthe nature of tragedy ; composing,

or acting in, tragedy: opp. to Comic a. i.

1563 Mirr. Mag., ColUngbourne xv, Witnes theyr S.ityr

sharpe, and tragicke playes. 1590 Si'knsek E. Q. hi. xii. 3

Yclad in costly garments fit for tragicke Stage, a 1637 B.

JoNSON Horace's Art Poetry 122 The comic matter will

not be exprest In tragic verse, xyis Addison ^yVc/. No. 315

p lo The ancient Tragick writers. X788 Fitzpatkick Prol,

Sheridan's ' Critic ', The tragic Queen to please a tasteless

crowd Has learnt to bellow, rant, and roar so loud. 1827

Buckham's Theatre Grks. (ed. 2) Pref. 6 The. .Tragic and

Comic metres. 1838 Thiklwall Greece III. xviu. 79 One
of these exhibitions commonly followed each tragic perform-

ance, and it was always furnibhcd by the tragic poet himself.

TRAGICAL.

+ b. Tragic-comedy \ = Thagi-comedt. Obs,
X631 Mabbe iiitU) The Spanish Bawd, represented in

Celestina:or, TheTragicke-Comedyof CalistoandMelibea.
c 1650 Denham Old Age 664 On the world's stage, when our
applause grows high For acting here life's tragic-comedy.
1653 H. More Antid. Ath. \\. viii. §3 All might prove but
a 'I'rag ick-Comedy.

C. Befitting, or having the style of, tragedy:
Tragical 3.

1684W1NSTANLEY Eng. Worthies^ Shaks. 345 Never any
exprest a more lofty and Tragick height, a 1718 RowE (J .)»

Bid them dress their bloody altars With every circumstance
of tragick pomp. 1837 Lockhart Scott xix note. Her
[Mrs, Siddons'l tragic exclamation to a footboy during a
dinner, . .'You've brought me water, boy, I asked for beer'.
1888 A. K. Green Behind Closed Doors vi, He wasn't
tragic, not a bit of it.

2. Kesembling tragedy in respect of its matter

;

relating to or expressing fatal or dreadful events;

connected with or excited by such events ; sorrow-
ful, sad, melancholy, gloomy; = Tragical a. i.

X593 Shaks, 3 Hen. F/, v. vi. 28 My brest can better
brooketh^ Daggers point. Then can myeares that Tragicke
History. 1667 Milton /'. /-. ix. 6, I now must change
Those Notes to Tragic. X718 Laov M. W. Montagu Let,
to Abbe Conti "^x July, The tragic story that you are well
acquainted with. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 156 f 10
That the tragick anci comick affections have been moved
alternately with equal force, a X780 Harris Philoh Eh'
guiries Wks. (1841) 430 That pity and terror are the true
tragic passions ; that they truly bear that name, and are
necessarily diffused through every fable truly tragic. 1819
Keats Isabella xxxi. Into her heart a throng Of higher
occupants, a richer zest, Came tragic,

3. Resembling the action or conclusion of a
tragedy; characterized by or involving 'tragedy*

in real life; calamitous, disastrous, terrible, fatal.

(In quot. 1S76, Suffering calamity, extremely un-

happy or unfortunate.)

»S4S Jove Exp, Dan. viii. 129b, Noble valeant princes.,

hane there bene, which at last . . bane had a miserable tragik

ende. 1630 N. N. tr. Du Bosg's Compi. IVoman 11. 80 The
Tragick effects of this levity. X850 Carlvle Latter-d.
Pamph. V. (1872) 181 In these tragic days. 187a Yeats
Groivth Comm. 294 The tragic fate of many l>old men. 1876
L. Stephen Eng. Th. iSth Cent. II. ^72 Swift, .is the most
tragic figure in our literature. IJesicie the deep agony of
his soul, all other suffering.. is pale and colourless. X907
Vemey Mem. 1. 98 Throughout his short life to its tragic close,

4. Comb, : {a) expressing combination of tragic

with some other quality, as tragic-comical, -humor'
otts, -ironic

; (^) parasynthetic, as tragic-fated.

"839-40 W. Irving IVol/ert's P., Mounijoy {1855) 47
Whenever my father looked me in the face, it was with such
a tragic-comical leer. x9oa Monkshood & Gambik A*.

Kipling 155 Some side scene.. of the great tragic-ironic.

1906 Daily Chron. 13 Mar. 3/4 The punishing, in a tiagic
humorous manner, of a rascally set of owners. 1908 Ibid.

19 Nov. 3/2 At the time ofthe tragic-fated Struensee,

B. sb. L a. A tragic actor : = Tragedian 3.

X587 Mirr. Mag.^ Ferrex i, Complayne I may with
tragiques on y* stage, X837 Thackeray Ravens^ving vi,

' That he is ', said Canterficid, the first tragic.

b. A tragic poet or author: == Tuaoeoian i.

XS94 R. AsHLEV tr. Loys le Roy 69 There hath bin a great

companie of Tragicks, Coniicks [etc.l. a 1619 Fotiikkby
Atheom, 11. ii. § 5 (1622) 203 Wht-reof two Tragicks haue
giuen vs two notable instances. X737 Savage Public Spirit

7 With lib'ral Light the Tragic charms the Age. xSa?

Buckham's Theatre Grks. (ed. 2) Pref. 5 To give the .student an
idea ofthe manner In which he is expected to read the Tragics.

2. A tragic poem or drama, a tragedy. ? Obs.

c X7J0 Prior ti-'ri/ten in Mezeray's Hist. France 19 The
man in graver tragick known. X7.. The Link in Dodsley
Coll. Poems (1782) IV. 126 In epics and tragics.

3- /ir* t Tragic fate {pbs.)\ a tragic event, a

disaster.

1689 KiRKTOM FHst. Ch, Scot. vin. (1817) 310 This was her

miserable tragick. 1857 Clough Poems, cic. (1869) I. 113

Whatever comes of it—jjain and grief, suicide and murder,

all the tragics you can think of.

4. quasi-Ji5. The tragic: that which is tragic;

the tragic side of the drama, or of life ; tragic style

or manner.
x87a MoRLEV f'oltairelii. (1886) 132 Sometimes they failed

in reaching the tragic, through excessive fear of passing its

limits.

Tragical (trx'd,:5ikal), a. (sb.) [f. L. (ragic-us

(sec prec.) + -al : see -iCAL. In earlier use than

tragic or F. tragique.'\

1. Of the nature of, or resembling tragedy in re-

spect of its matter; relating to or expressing fatal

or dreadful events; = Tbagio a, 2.

05, F. tragique, ' tragicall, tragicke, . . bloudie, deadlie,

dolefull, dismair (Cotgr.), It. tragico, 'tragicall, dismall,

deadly '(Florio).

C1489 Caxton Blanchardyn liv. 213 The vnfortunate

report and tragicall tidings. 1596 Edward III^ y. \. 105 So
mvist my voice be tragicall againe, And I must sing of dole-

full accidents. X641 J. Jackson Tnie Evatig. T. i. 43
Eusebius was an eye-witnesse of these things, who ttls a
most tragicall story hereof. 18*8 Duppa Tr-av. Italy, etc.

J50 It represents the tragical fable of Hippolylus.

t2. Appropriate to or befitting tragedy; having

the elevated or dignified style of tragedy; serious

and stately; also, affectedly elevated, grandiose,

pompous
;
(of language) grandiloquent, rhetorical,

extravagant ; (of aspect or manner) grave, formid-

able ; = Tragic i c. Obs. (exc. as involved in i or 3).

1S48 UDALL,etc. Erasm. Par,Mark xii. 78 What with their



TBAQICALITY. 232 TRAHYSH.
magnifik and hj-e titles, and what witli their tragical! and
masking apparell, as though they had bene almost god
almighties peeres. 1565 Jewkl ZJ^/I Apol. 11. xtiL (1611)255
He., would thinke these Tragical termes should beare some
weight. For sober men seldome vse thus to cry without

some cause. 1579 Lylv Eupknes (Arb.) 137, I would haue
tragical and stalely stile shunned. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. / 7,
III. I. 125 Why looke you still so stenie, and tragicall? 1673
Lady's Call. ii. iii. § 2 Those tragical furies wherewith some
women seem transported.

b. Excited with tragic feeling.

^1593 Marlowe Massacre Pa>is\\. vi, Though I seem
mild and calm, Think not but I am tragical within. 1887

Miss Bkaddon Like ^ Unlike i, It will never do for Valen-

tine to siirpiise us in this tragical mood.

3. =^ Tragic a. 3.

1555 Ei>RN Decades 144 The turmoyles and tragicall

afTayres of the Ocean. 1644 [H. P.\rkkr] Jus Fop. 22 The
latter part of Neu>es tragical! raign. 1716 Lady M. W.
Montagu Lei. to Lady Rich i Dec, The tragical end of an
only son. 1784 P. Wright AVzt< Bk. Martyrs 797/1, 1 shall

want assist.ince to help me upon this tragical stage [the

scaffoldl. 1871 MoRLEY Cr/i. Misc. Ser. i. Condorcet (1878)

35 A destiny . , as tmgical as any in those bloody and most
tragical days.

f4. = Tragic fl. I. Obs.

1589 PuTTENHAM Eug. Poestc I. xi. (Arb.) 41 They set forth
the dolefull falles of infortunate and afflicted Princes, and
were called Poets Tragicall. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 57
A tedious brcefe Scene of yong Piramus, And his lone
Thisby ; very tragicall mirth. Ibid. 66, A play there is, my
Lord, .. And tragicall.. it is: For Piramus therein doth kill

htmselfe. 1629 Wadsworth Pilgr. v. 47 They made a
Tragicall-Comedy of our voyage, whereby they got much
money and honour.

fB. sb, A tragical story or strain. Obs, rare.
1606 G, WlooDcocKE] Hist. Ivstine xix. 75 Hauing heard

the Tragical! of what was become of them . . they redoubled
their griefes. i6ai Ehathwait Nat. Embaisie (1877) 119
'I'erpnus . . did . . sing on his Lute these wofuH tragicalfs.

Tragicality (trKd^ikse-lTti). rare, [f. prec. -H

-ITY.] Tragical quality or style; tragicalness.

1843 Carlyle Past ^ Pr. 111. iii, An air of supreme
tragicality.

Tragically (trse-d.^ikali), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY ^ : see -ically.] In a tragical manner or style.

1. With tragic feeling or expression; fin early

use, with loud or passionate complaint.
XS77 Vautrouillikr Luther on Ep. Gal. 25 Paul might.,

tragically have cried out against them: O ungracious world.
017x6 South Serm. (1727) VL 427 Many complain and cry
out veiy tragically of the Wretchedness of their Hearts. 1781
Gibbon Decl. ^ F. xviii. 11. ii6 He tragically lamented
the cruel murder of Constans. Mod. A story very tra^;!-

cally told.

2. With calamitous, disastrous, or fatal issue.

1583 in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) IIL 154 Our voyage. .ended
tragically, 160a Warner Alb, Eug. Epit. (1612) 384 This
king that tragically raigned, buing first deposed . . tragically
ended. 1693 Dryden Jttvcnars Sat. Ded. (1697) 71 As his
Provocations were great, he has reveng'd them tragically.

1885 Manch, Exam, xo July 5/2 Their predictions have
been only too tragically fulfilled.

+.3. Grandiloquently, rhetorically. Obs. lare^^.

^ 1678 CuDWORTH Iniell. Syst. i. iv. § 36. 548 And accordingly
is it said of Numeniusby him[Proclus], that Tpei^aiajjuiTja-us

deoLff, he did TpaytoShif KaKtlv. iroTjroc. iyyovav^ diToyoi'oi',

having praised the Three Gods, Tragically or Affectedly
called them, the Grandfather, the Son, and the Nephew.
Tra-gicalness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] Tragi-

cal quality.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xiv. p 2 As well in the tragicalness
of the event, as the insolence of the undertaking. 1687
Boyle Martyrd. Theodora vi. (1703) 88 A spectacle, whose
tragicalness his revenge would make acceptable to him.
1905 A. C Benson Upton Lett. (igo6) 208, I re-read The
Light thatfailed iox its abundant vitality and tragicalness.

Tragicize (Irse-d^isaiz), v. rare. [f. Tragic
+ -IZE : of. criticize^ intr. To speak or write in

tragic style, to * do the tragic '. (Cf. Tragedize 2.)

18^-40 J. H. Newman Ch. 0/ Fathers (1842) 129, I will
tragicize a bit.

Tra'gicly, oiiv. rare~^, [f. Tragic a. + -ly 2.]

= Tragically.
1604 Stirling Auroray Elegy Iii. Mj, But I shall sadly

sing, too tragickly inclin'd, Some subiect sympathizing with
my melancholious mind.

Tra'gicuess. rare-^^ [f. as prec.+-NEss.]
e= Tragicalness.
1667 Watkrhouse Fire Lond. 124 By the Tragickness of

all which, in Battails fought, . . I lost Hundreds of Thousands
of Men-
Tragico- (trse'd^ik^), combining form repr. Gr.

Tpa-yiKus T'bagic; as in Traigico-heroi-co-mic a.

{nonce-wA.) combining tragic, heroic, and comic
elements. Also contracted Tragi-, q. v.

1756 J. Warton Ess. Pope I. iv. 207 Bartolomeo Bocchini
..printed at Venice MDCXLI, a tragico-heroi-comic poem.

Tragi-COmedy (tr3e:d3i,k/'"m^*J0. Also 6
tragy-, 7 trage-, tragoe- ; see also Comedy, [a,

^.tragi-comkiie (1545 in lialz.-Darm.^ = It. tragi-

comedia ^^Florio), ad. late L. tragicomadia (Lac-
tantius ^325), syncopated from tragico-comccdia
(Plautus) ; f, L. tragicus tragic + comcedia comedy.]
L A play (or, rarely^ a story) combining the

qualities of a tragedy and a comedy, or containing

both tragic and comic elements ; sometimes spec.

a play mainly of tragic character, but with a happy
ending.
xjSk Swmey Ap0l, Pffttrie (Aib.) 65 The right sportfulnes,

is [not] by . . mungrell Tragy-comedie obtained. [1603
Harsnet /*iy*. Impost, xxiii. 150 Our Daimonopoiia or
Devill-fiction is 'i'ragico-Comoedia, a mixture of both as
Aniphitryo in Plautus is.] 1640 Killigrew {title) The
Prisoners. A Tragie-Comedy. 1652 C. B. yTAPYi.xoN
Herodian Advt., He (Herodian] represents.. the Kmperors
of that Age and their Courts, with Comedies, Tragedies and
'I'ragicomedies. 1664 Klecknoe {title) Love's Kingdom. A
Pastoral Trage-Comedy. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879)
I. 178/1 When tragedy took a graver turn, something of the
former drollery was still retained, as in that which we call

tragi-comedy. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. v. I. 636 Shak-
speare had borrowed from Whetstone the plot of the nohle
tragicomedy of Measure for Measure.

2. fig. An event or series of events of mixed
tragic and comic character ; a combination of
pathetic and humorous elements in real life.

1579-80 North Plutatch (1676) 61^ His acts. .may plainly
shew, that all that was hut a Tragi-comedy ceremoniously
ended, a 1649URUMM. of HAWiH.6*^/7Yij(»>(>z/fWks.(i7ii)
126 Every one comeih there to act his part of thiii tragi-

comedy, called life. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 36 p 5 What
heightened the Tragi-Comedy of this Market for Annuities,

1838 LvTTON Cald^ron i, ihe Tragi-Coinedy of Court
Intrigue.

Hence Tratgi-come'diau, an actor who jierforms

in tragi-comedy; Tra:g'l-comedietta(/w«r^-tt;a?.),

a slight or sketchy tragi-comedy.
£1626 MiDDLETON Mayoro/Queenborough v. i, Comedians,

tragedians, tr.agi-comedians. 189a Pall Mall G. 12 May
^/i Tragedy is a name not to be taken in vain, least of all

ya poet of Mr, Swinhurne's calibre. *Tragi-comedietta
would have come nearer tlie mark.

l^ragi-COmic (troedji.kfj-mik), a, [f. Tragi-
+ Comic] Having the character of a tragi-comedy

;

combining tragic with comic elements,

1683 Cave Ecclesiastici,Athanasius 81 The Tragy-Comick
Scene of Arsenius the Melelian Bishop. 1709 Tatlcr
No. 68 p 3 You have a Tragi-comick Genius. 1790 Burke
/'>. Rev. II In viewing this monstrous tragi-comickscene, the
most opposite passions, .succeed. .each other..; alternate
laughter and tears ; alternate scorn and horrour. 1831
SoUTHEY in Q^. Rev. XLIV. 276 A more tragi-coniic history
could not he imagined. 1840 Nt-w Monthly Mag. LVIII.
524 Screaming in ecstasy at the tragicomic termmation of
their attempt.

So Tra:gi-co*mical «., of tragi-comic character

(hence Tra^gi-coxulca'lity, tragi-comic quality, or

an instance of this; TraGTi-comically adv,f in a

trngi-comical way). Also Tra^gl-co:mi-opera'ti-
cal, -pa'storal adjs. (fioficc-zods.), combining the

qualities of tragi-comedy and opera (or pastoral).

1567 Fenton Trag. Disc, x'm, Argt. (iSqS) 238 A *tragi.

comiqual reajjort. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 43
.Some Poeeies haue coupled together two or three kindes, as
Tragicall and Comical!, wher-vpon is risen, the Tragi-
comicall. ' 1687 ititW) A Tragi.Comi call History of ovr
Times, vnder the l>orrowed names of Lisander and Calista.

<ti66i Fuller Worthies, Leicester. (1662) 11. 129 His tragi-

comical life, had a peaceable End. 1878 H. James Euro-
peans i. It was extremely clever, and full of a sort of
tragicomical p»3wer. 1897 Q. Rev. Jan. 182 His butterfly
*tragicomicaIities of romance, 1733 J. Bramston Man of
Taste 22, I was *tragi-co inically got. 190a Swinburne in Q.
Rev. July 25 The dissolution of a ruined household is..

tragicomically set before us. c 1778 Porson (title in Daily
Chron. 29 Mar. (1902) 6/7), Out of the Frying-pan into the
Fire, .a "tragi-comi-operatical farce. 1714 Gay (title) T\\c
What d'ye call it: A *Tragi-Comi- Pastoral Farce. i7a9
Hawkkr (title) The Wedding : A Tragi-Comi-Pastoral-
Farcical Opera. .The Overture, by Dr. Pepusch.

II Tra'gion, -ium. Herb, Obs. [L. tragion.Gr,

TpdyioVy 1. Tpdyos he-goat,] A name given by the

Greeks to some strong-smelling plant or plants;

identified by 16th c. herbalists with Dictamnus
albiis (/). Fraxifielia, Lyte 343), and Chenopodium
vidvaria {Tragiiwi Gertnanicuniy Lyte 548).
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 62 Tragion sniih Diascorides,

onely Crete & Cicilie bringeth forth. 1577 Grange Gold.
Aphrod. Fiij, The hearbe Dictamusy or Tragion, 1578
Lyte Dodoens in. xxi. 343 Of false Dictam.. .This herbe is

called in Greeke Tpayioc, in Latine Tragiuin ; and is the
first kind of Tragium described hy Dioscorides. Some
herboristes cal it Fraxtnella. Ibid. v. iv. 549 We do call it

in Greeke rpayioi' : in Latine Tragium^ that is to say,

Goates herbe. And bycause you shall reade in Dioscorides
oftwo other herbes called Tragia, to make some difference

betwixt them, we do name this Tragium Gertnanicum : in

Frenche, Blanche putain: in base Almaigne, Bocxcruyt

:

some call it Vuluaria^ by whiche name it is knowen of the
Herboristes of this Countrie :,.I hauenamed it in Englishe,
The ranke stinking Goate, or stinking Motherwort. 1^7
Greene Euphues Wks. (Grosart) VI. 188 The herbe Tragion
being once byt withan Aspis neuer groweth. i7o6PHii.Lirs

(ed. Kersey), Tragium, a shrub, .whose Leaves in Autumn
stink like a Goat; also the Herb white Dittany.

Tra^godra'ma. nonce-wd. [f. Gr, rpayo-, com-
bining form of rpayos (see TllAGEDY) + Dbama.]
A drama of tragic character.

X793 [see Comodrama].

+ Trago*nce, Obs. rare™^, [app. an altered

form of dragonce, one of the 15-1 7th c. forms of

the plant-name Dhagons {Arum Dracuncttlus^

now Dractmculus vulgaris) ; the variation of d
and t being due to tlie confusion between dragontia^

'day and taragontia, -cia^ and the inclusion by

16th c. herbalists under ApaKovriay Dracontia^ or

DracunculnSy of both Dragons {Arum Dracuncu-
Ins) and Tarragon {Artemisia Dracunctdus) ; an

inclusion commemorated in the existing botanical

names. See etymological note s, v. Tarragon.]
= Dragons (or ?Tahkagon).
x57STuRnERv. Venerie 43 She purgeth hir with the licarbe

called Tragonce.

Tragopan (trse-g^^paen). Omith. [a. L. trago-

paHy Gr. rpayondyjname of a reputed bird in Ethiopia
(perh. the bearded vulture); f. rpdyos goat + Ilffi'

I'an ; in mod.Omithology taken as the name of a
genus (Cuvier, 1829).] A pheasant of the genns
Ceriornis (formerly Tragopan)^ characterized by
having a pair of erectile fleshy horns on tlje head ;

the species are found in India, China, etc.

(1623 CocKERAM HI, Tra^oponadns, p bird in Ethiope
KieatcT then an Eagle, haumg homes like a Goate. 1706
Piiii.i.ii's (ed. Kersey), Tragopanas.j 1831 Gould Birds
fy. Himalaya Ixii, The genus Tragof»an. 1847 Carpenter
Zool. § 43iihe Tragopans seem to connect the Pheasants
with the Turkeys. 1S82 Athenaeum 27 May 671/1 Additions
ni.idc to the [Zool. Soc.J menagerie during April..: a pair
of bl.ick-headed tragopans {Ceriornis melanocephala\\.

.

a male Calx>t's tragopan (Ceriornis Cabott).

llTragopogon (tnEgi^.p^a-g^i). Bot. [a. Gr.
rpayuTTQjyojv (Theophr.), f. rpayo-s ne-goat +
nufyojv beard.] A genus of Com|x>site plants of
which the common wild yellow-flowered English
and European si>ecies, T, minor and pratensis^ are
known as Goat's-beard, and T. ponifolius with
rose-coloured or jnirple flowers is cultivated for its

esculent root under the name of Salsify.
1706 in Phillips (ed Kersey). 1731 fsee .Salsify ij. 1741

Compl. Eam.-Piece ii. iii. 376 Products of the Kitchen
Garden.. .Uuglos, IJorage, Tiagopogon. 1830 [see Salsify i].

Tragllle (tijc-giwl). y.ool. [ad. mod.L. Tra-
guluSy dim. of tragus^ Gr. rpayos goat.] A quad-
luped of the genus Traguius, or of the family
Tragulidse of luminants, found in India and Java,
resembling small hornless deer ; a chevrotain. So
Tra'gfulid, one of the TraguUdiT\ Tra-gnline
rt., belonging to the T7agulina ; also applied to a
group of goat-like antelojies including thesteenbok,

Nanolragus traguius ; Tra'gTTQoid «., akin in form
to the Tragitlidie ; sb, a memlxrr of this group.
i8;r8 Bell tr. GegcnbaurU Comp. Anai. 559 This third

portion fof the stomach] is wanting in the Tragulidae and
Pylopoda. 1883 List Anim. Zool. Soc. 176 Family TragU'
lidse. Genus Trugulus (3 speciesj. 1891 Cent. Dict.^
Tragule... Traguline... Traguloid, a. 1891 Flower &
Lvdrkker Mammals 307 Leptomcryx, from the Miocene
of the United States, is regarded as a Traguloid. 1896 tr.

Boas* TcxtBk, Zool. 509 The Tragulids ( Tragulidae) form
a circumscribed group of small Ruminants without antlers;
. .in most respects nearly allied to the Cervtdae.

(i Tragus (tr^-gzJs). Anat. PI. tragi (trJi-dsjai).

[Late L., from tragus, a, Gr. rpayo^ he-goat, so

named on account of the bunch of hairs which it

bears: see quot. 1874.] A prominence on the
inner side of the external ear, in front of and partly

closing the orifice, opposite to the Antitragds,
and in man usually bearing a tuft of hairs ; specially

developed in certain bats,

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Tragus, the ex-
tream Ilrim of the Ear. 1809 Abeksethv Dis. resemb.
Syphilis {iZ-it) 127 Situated on the frontof the ear, extending
over the tragus. 1874 Hoosa Dis. Ear (ed. 2) 19 Rufus of
Ephesus, who was the first medical lexicographer, and who
lived in the age of Pliny, used the names helix, lobe, tragus,
and anti-iragus, still employed to describe the different
parts of the auricle. 1904 Speaker 24 Dec. 315/2 'Ihe earlet,

a curious development of the tragus in insectivorous bats.

Traheen (trahrn). Anglo-Irish, [ad, Ir.

troighthin (Dineen), troighin (O'Reilly), a little

foot or sole, a soleless stocking worn without shoes

;

dim. oi troigh, troighth- foot (pi. troighthean) ; cf.

Gaelic troidh foot, pi. troidhcan.'\ See quots.
1817 Lady Morgan /'"ranee (1818} I. 125 note. Partial

covering of the leg is universal among the peasantry of
Ireland, at this day, under the name of 'traheens*. 1836
W. H. ilAxwELL Capt. Blake II. iii. note, Traheeins are
the legs ofConnemara stockings, which case the limbs of
the traveller, without cramping his toes.

t Trahent, sb, and a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. tra-

hcnl-em, pr. pple. oi trahcre to draw.]

A. sb. App. short for Contilvhent, contracting

party, or applied to one of the claimants before they

enter into a contract. .

'537 Cromwf,ll in Merriman Life if Lett, (1902) II. 69
Euery point in the same [letter] oothe touching the title,

the demeanors of the irahentes of both parties, And the
seruice that may be don be eyther partie.

B. adj. Drawing, that draws.
1661 LovELL Hist. Anint. ff Min. 518 Potions, .. used to

evacuate humours, that doe not resist the trahent medicine,

II
Tra-hison. rare, [F. trahison,'] Treason.

1858 KiNGSLEY Red King 73 Foul mishap and trabison.

1859 G. Meredith R. Ecferel xxxix, She must see the
trahison with her eyes.

t Trahtue, v. Obs. [OE, trahtnian, f. traht

text, passage, exposition.] trans. To exjwnnd.
t: 1000 /Elkric Horn, I. 510 H3;?;mon trnhtnaS J'is gods-

pell. //'/(/. II. 278 We woldon sefyrn trahmian be Aain
ianihc a 1050 Liber Scittfill. Ixv. (18S9) 200 Mid were
.*i;wfa:sium trahtna [tracta] be hali?,nysse. c laoo Ormin
ii68u Nime}>l> gom Off t>iss t>att here iss trahbtnedd,

Trahys, obs. form of Trace sb:~

Trahysh, var, Traise v, Obs.j to betray.
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Traice, Traict, obs. forms of Tbait, Teeat.
Traictise, obs. form of Tbkatisk.

Traid(e, obs. f. Trade
;

p.-i. t. of Tbay v. Obs.

Traie : see Tray. Traifoyle, obs. f. Trefoil.

Traik (tr^), sb. Sc. Also 6 traike, 8 trake.

[Traik sb. and v. appear together in Sc. soon after

1500. Origin uncertain ; with sense i of. Sw. tr&i
' troublesometask, painfnlness,tiresomeness', tr&iig

adj., tiresome, troublesome, wearisome, and the vb.

mentioned under Tbaik v. It is not clear that

sense 2 is the same word, but cf. the vb.]

1. A plague, pestilence ; mischief, disaster ; also
yfj-. of a person, one who is a ' pest ' or ' plague '.

1513 Douglas ^luis in. ii 141 Ane cruell pest and traik,
. . Feu on our membris with sic infectioun^ Wa.<: na reineid.
/iid. XI. XV. 59 This wench, this vengeabiU pest or tratlce.

173^ A. NicoL Poims (1766) ao 'l"he nteilde trake come o'er
tlieir snouts. tSas Jamieson s. v., He that has oae gear
will hae nae traik.

2. ' The llesh of sheep that have died of disease
or by accident ' (Jamieson).
180a FiNDLATEH Agric. Peebles xiv. 208 The sheep dying

of disease are used as flesh meat, under the designation
of traik. 1815 Pennecuik's Descr. Ttveeddale Notes
95 The poor,. .sluggish Tweeddale shepherd, fed with bis
dog upon traik (sheep that have died of some disease).

Hence Trai'ky a., weak, worn out, fatigued.
i8as Jamieson, Traik, traic/iie, weak, in a declining state.

1846 in Bbockett N. C. Glass. (E. D. D.). 1884 J. Tait in
United Presb. Mar. xvils Sometimes a treaky member of
the flock can be utilized as food.

Traik (tri^k), v. Sc. Also 6 trake, 6-9 traick.
[Goes app. with TiiAlK sb., q. v. : origin imcertain,
but cf. Sw. trSka to rub on, to tug, to drudge,
Norw. traaka to struggle against, show disinclina-

tion to toil or work ; to go with difficulty, go
slowly, traakes to become tired or exhausted, traa-
Aj//adj. unwilling, reluctant.]

1. inlr. To decline in health, or be in declinine
health ; to become worn out ; to break down, col-
la|>se. Now ran.
iJoS (sec TbaikedI

15J5 Stewart Crxn. Seal. (Rolls) I.

4«3 An« seiknes that is into the heid, Without the soner
that it get remcid,. .The membcris all will rycht sone tyne
Bnd traik. 1639 R. Uaiixie Lett. aS Sept, Many of them
died; and., the most part of alt who remained traicked piti.
fullie. I'm Ramsay Sc Frav. xiv. 118 He's the gear that
winna traik. 1834 Carlyle in Kroude ij< Fartr years
(18S9) II. xviii. 451 But for the kindness and helpfulness
sliown me oa all hands I must have traiked.

2. To go idly about, to stroll ; to wander, stray,
go astray ; /o traik after, to come after, follow.
1818 Scott llrt. Midf.xxiv, There isiia a hussy. . that you

can bring within your doors, but there will be chields..
coming traiking after them for their destruction. 1835 Jamie-
son, Traik. ..To wander so as to lose one's se If; chiefly applied
to the young of poultry, Dumfr. Hence the . .phrase, ' He's
nane o' the birds that traik ', he can take good care of him-
self. 184a J. AiTON DomesL Ecan. (1857) "64 Jn half
dozens they are tearing the thatch off the stacks, or they are
' traicking through the com.fields, each of them destroying
with its feet quite as much as a sheep would eat.

Hence Traiked, traiklt (tr^-ked, -it) //»/. a. Sc.

a. wasted ; worn out ; b. of sheep or cattle : that
has died a natural death; cf. Uraxy; Trai-Ung
v61. lb., strolling, wandering, ' walking out '.

1S08 Dunbar Fljitingiii Got now, in winter, for purteth
thow an traikit. I5&a in Keith l/iit. Scot. (1734) App. 96
He the tempestuous Stormb of the Winteris p.-ist, the hide
Cadis wer sa trakit, smorit and deid, that (etc). 15^-6
J. McLVltXB Let. in lyoJrmvSx. Misc. (1844) I. 430 Mr.
Andrew has been a sore traicked man since he came home.
11598 RoixocK Serin. Wks. 1849 I. 437 The trakedest
bodies that livis, even as giftbey wcr drawin throw an myre.
c 16B0 (F. StMPlLL] Banishm. Pooerty 93, 1 calld him lurk
and traiked tyke. 18x5 Jamieson, rroii'/... i.Sore btigued.
». Wasted, brought intoa declining state by being ovordnven,
starved, or exposed to the incTemeiicy of the weather.
ifcB J. STEtrmias Hist. Scot. II. 635 To butcher-meat,
excepc.drowned calves and traiked sheep .. they were tocid
strangers; 1894 Crockett Raidere xxxv. His night-hawk
traikings and trokings with a dozen hizziea.

Trail (Ir/il), xA.l Also 5 traiUe, trelo, (6
teeale), 5-7 traylo, 6-8 traile. 7 trayl. [Known
in sense i from 14th c. ; in other senses only from
15th c. or later. App. f. Trail k.I]

I. Something that trails or bangs trailing.

t L The train of a robe or other garment. Obs.
13.. Cursor M. j8o2o (Cott.) Yee Ieuedi5..Thonj your

trail bath wide and side, Es not at seke to find your pride.
ct44o Promf. Parti. 499/1 Trayle, or trayne of a clothe,
smiia. 1688 K. Holme Armoury iv. xii. (Roxb.) 503/a
The iraile or traine of this great mantle was layd on hu left
shoulder.

b. A trailing or hanging article of clothing.
1896 Barrie Sent. Tommy x. The shrewd blasts cutting

through my thin trails of claithes.

c. A long trailing or loose-hanging slender mass
of hair, fibres, or the like ; ' any thini' drawn to
length- (J.).
l>44 Mrs. Brownimc Portrait iii, Oval cheeks.. Which

a trail of golden hair Keeps from fading off to air. 1881
BucXMOtB Ckristowell iii, Running up to him, with her
j""* grape-sdasors in her hand, and a trail of bast around
berneck.

2. A trailing ornament (carved, moulded, or em-
VouX.
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broidered) in the form of a wreath or spray of leaves
or tendrils ; a wreathed or foliated ornament.
(Some take this, and esp. 2 b, as belonging to Trail iA'

;

prob. the two words tended to run together.]
014x3 in Archaeologia LXI. 171, ij Fiols of on sute of

silver and gild. Graven aboute w' a traille of Ive levys.
"454 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) H. 175 A couered pece with a
trele of roses opon ye couerynge. 1480-81 in Hope Wimisor
Castle (1913) 40t Ac Ixii pedum de lez Traillez et Crestes.
«533 Ham^on Crt. Ace. in E. Law Hist. Hampton Crt.
('8S5) 352 To Robert Skyngke .. moulder of Antyke-worke,
for a trayle of antyk sett in the great Joullpece in the
Kynges new Hall, conteynyng 71 yards in leynglhe, 8 inches
brode, at 16 d. the yard. 1551 Sir J.Williams Acconifte
(Abbotsf. 1836) 52 A riche cope of crymsyn veluet.em-
brodred all ower with a traile and Fawcionsof Venice golde.
KS7-8 in Hope Windsor Castle (1913) 260 The armes of
England and Spaine with the treales to the same, a 1618
Sylvester Ode to Astrxa vii, That soft Sattin limme, With
blew trayles enameld trimme. 1869 Bolttell Arrns^ Arm.
V. (1874) 78 A trail of foliage.. filled the space between the
angular bands.

b. A wreath or spray of (natural) leaves, etc. j

a trailing tendril or branch. (Cf. i c.)

1598 Dkavton Heroic. Ep. i. 117 A little Current .. Which
like a wanton Trayle creepes here and there. 1697 Drvden
i."?- '^">rg- IV. 184 The late Narcissus, and the winding
Trail Of Bears-foot, Myrtles green, and Ivy p.nle. 17x5
Bradleys Fam. Diet. s. v. Strawberry, As soon as they
shoot forth their Trails, you must take care to cut *em.
1833 Hi. Martineau Cinnamon t; P. iii, They had never
entangled their feet in trails of the blue convolvulus, a i86x
T. Woolneb Beautiful Lady, Her Sluubw vii. Nigh clad
in trails of tangled eglantine.

O. attrib. or as adj.

1S33 Hampton Crt. Ace. in E. Law Hist. Hampton Crt.
("880 352, 71 yardes in length and 8 inches brode, of trayle
moldyd worke. 1644 Evelyn Diary i Apr., Next the
slreete side. .are knotts in trayle or grasse worke. 1649 G.
Daniel Trinarch. To Rdr. 104 Speed, Cutt in sipijetts,
'Irussell, layd about For a trayle Garnish. 1684 Lond. Cax.
No. 19^/4 A Petticoat of Musk coloured Silk, . . the Flowers
Trail Silver.

II. Something trailed or made by trailing.

tS. A sledge f= L. tragula^ Obs.

_ 1570 Levins Manip. 198/43 A Trayle, .sledde, traha. 1576m Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 379 For a trayle lo hym, 13 d.
1588 Durham Hills (Surtees) II. 3», ij long lethers, j
traile, ii flek<3,jnowt heck, las. 1600 D. Settle in Hakluyt
Voy. 1 1 1 . 37 I hey frank or keepe certaine dogs .. which they
yoke togither. as we do oxen & horses 'o a sled or traile

:

and so carry their necessaries ouer the yce and snow.
4. A drag-net [= L. tragii/a]. Also trail-net :

see 16. (Also_/f^.)

1711 W. Kino tr. Naude's Re/. Politics v. 198 The first
that made trails, and found out cisting.nets to make men
captives. 1807 P. Gass JmL 29 The fish here are gene-
rally pike... What we caught were Uken with trails or
brush nets.

5. The hinder end of the stock of a gun-carriage,
which rests or slides on the ground when the
carriage is unlimbered. Cf. Train ji.l 30.
17« J. MULLER Treat. Artillery Vocab., Trail, fa the

end of the travelling carriage opposite to the wheels, and
upon which the carriage slides, when unlimbered. 1803
WELLlNtiTONinGurw. Z;«/.(i837)II.56sThereisnoremedy,
.

.
excepting to lengthen considerably the trail ofthe carriage.

1868 Rep. to Cmt. US, Munitions IVar 95 The gun is
mounted on a field-carriage, with trail of the usual form.
6. Anything drawn (behind as an appendage; a
body or collection of things or persons, drawn along
by, or following in the wake of, something or
some one, or moving steadily along in a lengthened
formation so as to suggest this ; a train.
i6»i (JuARLKS Argalus * P. (1678) 8s A rising Sun..

From woence ten thousand trails of gold came down In
waving points. 1697 Drvden Virg. Ceorg. l 504 Seeming
Stan, .sbooting through the Darkness. .With . .longTrails of
Light 1770 yKKOHOHKK Plutarch I1851) I. 282/1 Dreadful
thunders.. mingled with long trails of lightning. 1856 Mrs.
Browning .,-) vr. Leigh l 86 From which long trail of chant-
ing priests and yirls. 1871 Black Adzi. Phaeton xx. The
wind was apparent in the hurrying trails of <:Ioud.

7. A mark left where something has been trailed
or has passed along ; a trace, track. Msofig.
1610 GuiLLiM Heraldry II. viL (1660) 77 Upton tearmeth

it in Latine, Tractus which signifieth a Trace, or "Traile,
because^ the field is seen both within and without it ; and
the Traile itselfe is drawn thereupon in a different colour.
ISeeTRACT/ii.»6(<i).) 17*7 Gay .^a4/« l xxiv. ij A snail,
. . with slimy trail Crawls o'er the grass. 1817 Moore Lalla
R., Par. ^ Peri, But the trail of the serpent is over them
all. 1833 Marrvat p. Simple xxix, I used to watch them
[sharks] during the night watch, as their fins, above water,
skimmed along, leaving a trail of light behind them. i85is
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh n. 21 Brushing a green trail
across the lawn With my gown in the dew. 1864 Skeat
UhiantCs Poems 124 The heights were touched with May's
fair golden trail. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 865 In
the imperfectly washed, a trail of dirt marks the course
of the burrow [of the itch insect].

b. Spec, in astronomical photography. The line

or trace produced by the motion of the image of a
star across the plate during ex|}03ure.
1889 Anthony's Phatogr. BulL II. 185 On developing

numerous stars will be found which are invisible to the
naked eye. The stars will all leave trails, forming arcs of
concentric circles whose center lies near the center of the
plate. 1891 Ibid._ IV. 83 When the plate is developed it

will contain a series of lines or trails produced by the light
of the star as it crossed the plate.

8. Spec, The track or other indication, as scent,

left by a person or animal, esp. as followed by a
huntsman or bound, or by any pursuer, hhojfig.

TRAIL.
1590 CoKAiKE Treat, Himting Dijh, Take yonr fotter]

houiides to the place.. and cast your traylors off vpon the
trayle you thuike best. i6oa Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 109 How
cheerefully on the felse Traile they cry. Oh thb is Counter
you false Danish Dogges. 1607 Tohseli. Four-f. Beasts
(1058) 120 the best manner to teach these hounds is to take
a live hare, and trail her after you upon the earth :. .after-ward set forth your hound near the trail. 1741 Compl. Fam,.
Piece 11. 1. 295 A sure Sign they are upon the Scent ; that is,
where the iox hath passed that Night, it is called a Drag
°''. '"''•., "°°S Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 38, 1 was deter-
mined., if we came on the trail of elk, to follow them.. in
order to kill one. 1806 /bid. 57 My sentinel informed us,
that some Indians were coming full speed upon our trail
or track. 18x7 J. F. Cooper Prairie iii, Did you ever run
him upon the trail of carrion? 1837 W. lavwaCapt. Bonne-
ville (1849) III Vandenburgh put himself upon their trail, to
trace them to their place of concealment, a 1859 Macauiav
Hist. Eng. xxiv. (1861) V. 143 The Sp.inish Ambassador.

.

followed the trail with such skill and perseverance that he
discovered, if not the whole truth, yet enough [etc.l 1888
P. LiNDLEV in Times 16 Oct. 10/5 The hound, .took up the
stale trail over some rather trying ground without a fault.

b. Something strong-smelling trailed or drawn
along the ground to produce a scent for hounds to
follow : = Dhaq si. 6 b.

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 553 They ran after a trail drawn by
a man on horseback about 10 minutes before the hounds
started. J781 P. Beckford Hunting (1802) 85 A cat is as
good a trail as any.

9. A path or track worn by the passage of persons
travelling in a wild or uninhabited region ; a beaten
track, a rude path. (Chiefly in U.S. and Canada.)
1807 P. Gass Jml. 125 We proceeded down the river

through dreadful narrows, where the rocks were in some
places breast high, and no path or trail of any kind. 1875
Temple & Sheldon Hist. Northfield, Mass. 50 Indian
Paths—which were narrow trails worn by the feet in march-
ing single file—crossed the country in various directions.
1804 C L. Johnstone Canada 81 A trail, as the Canadians
call the tracks which do instead of roads.

10. Get)/. A name for certain mixed glacial or
other deposits resting upon older formations.
(So called as app. marking the track of floating ice.)
1866 O. Fisher in Q. ^rnl. Geol. Sac. 20June 555, I have

found that cylindrical pus and pipes are generally confined
to soluble beds, and that the normal form of the cavities in
clays, sands, and gravels is that of troughs or furrows.
They are usually filled with materials derived from some
neighbouring higher ground. . . For the sake of a name I
shall call the materials which fill these furrows the ' trail *.

i88a Geikie Text.ik. Geol. vi. v. iL 8 2. 908 A remarkable
bed of clay, loam, and gravel ('loess' or 'trail*). 1884
W. G. Smith in ymL Anthrc^ot. Inst. XIII. 358 The
whole of the ' Paleolithic floor * is. . covered with the * warp
and trail * belonging to the last geological period of great
cold. 1897 Archxol, Jml. Dec. 375 Where the flints are
buried, in the * head ' or ' rain wash or ' run o' th' hills ' or
trail, or whatever we may call the surface accumulation.

m. Action of trailing.

11. The action of dragging oneself or something
along, or of creeping or crawling ; also dial., a
tiring walk. rare.

a 1547 Surrey yEneid n. 284 The serpents twine I=twa!n]
with hasted traile they glide To Pallas temple. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk ff Selv. World 141 The souls business m the
wagon or vehicle of the body is . . rather to ride in state than
to ride^ post, ennobling the body by its curious draughts
and trails of enlivening sprightlinesses. 1876 Whitby Gloss.
6. v., * A lang trail ', a tiresome journey.

12. The action of hunting by the trail ; chase by
the track or scent.

1669 Dryden Willi Gallant III. i, To come upon the spur
after a trayl at four in the afternoon to destruction of cold
meat and cheese. 190a O. Wister Virginian ix, All
winter be had ridden trail, worked at ditches during summer.

13. Mil. Theact of trailing a rifle, or the position

of it when trailed (see Tbaii, v^ 2).

1833 l^'g"!, Instr. Cavalry 1. 29 The barrel..may be.,
examined at the trail. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 30 Trail
Arms. . .Mx'm^ it down to the trail on the right side. Ibid.

40 b, The short trail must never be used. 189a Greener
Breech'Loader 193 At the 'trail*, that is, grasped in the
right band, the arm at full length, and the gun horizontal

14. An act of drawing out, enticing, or befooling.

rcwe~ '. 1847 [see Trail ».' 3 b].

IV. 15. A woman who trails her dress along
the ground ; an untidy woman, slattern, slut. Sc.

18*5 Jamieson, Trail, a term of reproach for a dirty
woman ; as, ' Ve wile trail

', you nasty hussy, Aberd, 1878
A. Paul Rand. Writ.oZ It is a very old saying.. that no
man should marry a trail, which meant a female who trailed
her dress through the gutters. 1901 Trotter E. Galloway
Sk. i(yi/-2 Come, bring me quick, ye useless trail. The gully
knife to sheer the kail

V. 16. attrib, and Comb, (some of which may
be from Trail ».1), as trail-blazer, -hunting,
maier, -robbery, -trot ; trail-weary adj. ; see also
2 c ; trail-bar, a wooden bar for turning the trail

of a gun-carriage in pointing the gim ; trail-board,
a carved piece in a ship : see quot. ; trail-car ( U,S,)
= Trailer 6 a ; trail-cart (dial.) : see quots.

1 770- 1 896; trail-eye = trail-plate-eye; trail-

handspike = trail-bar; trail lever, 'a trail-

ing lever hinged to the spindle-carriage of a
spinning-mule' {Cent. Diet. Supp.); trail-net, a
fishing-net that is trailed or drawn along, a drag-
net ; trail-plank, a plank for supporting the trail

of a gun-carriage ; trail-plate, an iron plate
attached to the trail of a gun-carriage; hence

80
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trail-plate-eye, an * eye ' or j^erforated piece fixed

on the trail-plate, used in limbering up ; trail-

rope, a Tope used for trailing or drawing some-

thing : (a) ?a tow-rope; (d) in a gun-carriage =
Prolonge; (f) a rope trailed on the ground to

check the speed of a balloon ; trail-scent — sense

8 b above (cf. Train-scent) ; trail-spade, a projec-

tion at the lower end of the trail of a gun-carriage.

182S J. M. Spearman Srii. Gunner (ed. 2) 1 16 *Trai! Bear-

ings. (Cast Iron.) 1908 Daify Chron. 19 May 3/2 Mrs.

Hubbard's journey.. with a small party of '* trail blazers

native to the ways of Labrador. 1704 J. Harris Lex,

Techn. \^*TraiU-board, in a Ship, is a carved Board on

each side of her Beak, reaching from her Main Stem to

the Figure, or to the Brackets. 1770-4 A. Hunter Georg,

Ess. (1804) II. 370 To bruise out the grain by sledges or

*trail carts. 1861 Smilf.s Engineers II. 109 Sledges or trail-

carts were aUo used for the same purpose ; but the most
common instrument employed was the flail. 1896 Crockett
Grey Man xii, A tratl-cart, . . a box with shafts like a carriage,

but without wheels, mounted on a great brush of branches

and twigs, which .. scored the ground with a thousand ruts

and scratches. 1887 Pall Mall G. 30 Mar. 6/1 Large
numbers of *trail cattle, driven recklessly into Wyoming m
1881. 1890 Nasmith Mod. Cotton Spinning Mach. xi. 206

The traverse of the locking lever prior to locking is gradu-
ally lessened as the *trail lever slide L is lowered. 189a —
Cotton spinning vm. 270 The shoulder R is pulled over the

bowl carried at the end of the lever L, called the 'trail'

lever, which is hinged to the carriage. S901 IVide^ World
Mag.WW. 156/2 A couple of the *traihmakers visited the

cabm and found the i>artners there. i.^$Athenaum^A\^g,
183/2 A series of reprints or translations of the narratives of
'Trailmakers ', from the earliest times to the close of the
eighteenth century. i8»o Jodrell, *7>v*/V?i^/, or Trawlnet,
x8&7 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Trail-net, a net drawn or trailed

behind a boat ; or by two persons on opposite banks in

sweeping a stream. 1859 F. A. Griffiths A riill, Man. (1862)

115 One *trail plank. ..This plank is placed on the ground,

so that the trail of a siege carriage may rest on it. x8s8

J, M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed, 2) 17 *Trail-pIate Eyes.
X90Z IVide IVor/d Mag. VIII. 15^/2 The territory had been
remarkably free from serious crime, and *trail-robberies

were unknown. 1851 Mavne Reid Scalp Hunters xx.

Mules and mustangs, picketed on long "trail -ropes. 1899
IVesttn. Gaz. 31 July 10/2 We opened the valve to hasten

our descent before reaching it, and at 8.8 our trail-rope

touched the ground. x68a Lond. Gaz. No. 1711/8 A "Trail

Scent for Hounds, 1781 P. Beckford Hunting (1802) 85
You say, you should like to see your young hounds run a
trail-scent. 190^ Set. Atner. 21 May 402/2 The carriage.,

permits of checking the recoil without undue strain . . through
a *trail-spade provided with an elastic joint 1897 Outing
(U.S.) XXIX. 439/1 From the "trail-start to the death it

had been no more than a 15-minutes' run. 1895 Kipling
znd Jungle Bk. 134 They fell into the quick, choppy *trail-

trot in and out through the checkers of the moonlight. 189^
Outing (U. S.) XXiV. 398/1 The once "trail-weary emi-
grant, the ranchman of to-day, does the freighting.. from
the railroad town.

t Trail, sb.^ Obs. Forms: 5 treylle, 5-6
trayle, traile, 6 trayll, treyle, 8 treil, 7-8 trail.

[Late ME. treylle^ trayle^ app. a. OF. treiile, iraille

* a bower or arbour of vine branches sustained by
trellis-work * (Littr^), also trellis, lattice work
grating, grill (for window, door, etc.) = Vv.treiiia,

trelha :—L. trichilay later also tricla^ bower, arbour,

summerhouse : see also Tkellis sb!^'\

1. A latticed structure for training climbing

plants upon ; a trellis.

C1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 184, I me withdrew..
And set me down aloon, behynd a trayle Ful of leves, . . With
grene withies y-bounden. is*^5 Cooper Thesaurus s. v,

Jirachium, Brachiata vinea^ a vine hauyng longe branches
vpon trayles. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Comfil. Gard. 1. 132
Muscat-Grapes.. ripen not so well when raised upon high
Trails. 1727 Bradley's Earn. Diet. s. v. Gardener, To cut

the Trees and Pallisades when there is need of it, as well as
the Treils and Arbours.

2. A lattice ; a grating ; a grill.

1485 Caxton Paris 4- V. (1868) 64 Or they entred they
qpened a treylle whyche gaf lyght in to the pryson,_ c 1500
Melusine 328 He fonde a grete yron trayll, wherin were
alosed a hondred men. .that the geaunt held forhys pryson-

ners. 1551 Elyot, Cla/ro. .io shutte a wyndowe, specially

a lattise window: To close with lattise grates, or treyles.

t Trail, sb,^ Obs. [Aphetic shortening of En-
trail, orig. entrai'le.'] Entrails, intestines, collec-

tively ; esp. those of certain birds, as woodcock
and snipe, and fishes, as red mullet, which are

cooked and eaten with the rest of the flesh.

1764 Smollett Trav. xviii. (1766) X. 291 The thrush is pre-

sented with the trail, because the bird feeds on olives. They
may as well eat the trail of a sheep, because it feeds on the

ftromalic herbs of the mountain.^ 177a Wesley IVks. (1872)

X. 387 Those that are fond of his bowels may put them in

again, and swallow them as they would the trail of a wood-
cock. 1804 Farley Lond. Art Cookery 40 Baste them with
a little butter, and let the trail drop on the (oast. 1827

/. H, H. in Hone Ez>ery.day Bk. II. 94 Here [in France]
they [larks] are always dressed with the trail, like snipes.

1846 SovER Cookery 227 Take the flesh and trails of the
woodcocks from the bones.

Trail (tr^d), zj.i Forms: 4-7 traile, trayle,

5 traylle, 5-6 traille, 6-7 trale, 6-8 trayl, 6-
trail. [Occurs soon after 1 300 ; agreeing in form
with a late OE. trsegeliatij tra^gUan, recorded only

in the Prudentius Glosses {Germania n. s, XI.

398-9), glossing L. carp^re * to pluck, snatch, tear

away or off ^ which does not so suit the ME. sense

as to make its identity certain. ME. trayle-n^

traiiUt was app. the same word as ONF. irailU-r

to haul or tow (a boat), 14th c. in Godef., and also

as MLG. t/'ej7£n,troi7en{i$2e,inKugen, 14-I5lhc.
in Bmnswick, etc.), MFl. treylen, treilen, treelefty

Fl., Du. iteilen, LG. treilen^reulen^ EFris. treilen^

irailetiy all * to haul or tug (a boat) '. Cf. also LG.,
Du., Fl. /r«y tow-line ; also ONF. iraille (14th c),

ireU, iresle^ mod.Pr. traillo. Cat. and Sp. tralla, Pg.
iralka, all meaning * tow-line * or * rope *. It is

difficult to correlate the German and the Romanic
words ; but it is generally supposed that all go
back to a late L. or Com. Romanic *tragiildre ' to

drag *, f. L. tragttla^ meaning (inter alia) a * drag-

net , and a small traha or * sledge*, f. L. trah^re^

pop.L. *trag^re (F. traire) to 'draw, drag, haul*.

This would also in form give OE. irsegeiian.

It is somewhat remarkable that while the earliest sense of
both the OF. and MLG. words was * to tow (a boat) ', this

specific use does not appear in ME., while the chief ME.
uses do not appear on the continent. This^ detracts from
the satisfactormess of the derivation, which is still the best

to which the known facts point : cf. also Train p.", which
similarly takes us back to L. trah^re, *tragire with a dif-

ferent suffix.)

L Primary senses. Transitive.

1. To draw behind one ; to drag along upon the

ground or other surface (esp. somethmg hanging

loosely, as a long garment) ; also, to drag (a person)

roughly, to hale ; to haul.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvj. (Nycholas) 690 He hynt be
prioure be ^je hare,..& traylyt hyme ful angrely Our al pe

floure here & Jiare. a 1380 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS,
liii. 356 pei trompe bifore ^b traiturs, and traylen hem on
tres porow-out J>e Cite, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon xx.

449 Ye shall see many knyghtes to traylle theyr bowelles

thorughe the feeldes. 1530 Palsgr. 760/2 He was trayled

upon a hardell thorowe al the towne, ilfust trayni sur vne
kercePar touie la ville. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon cxxx.

475 Horses rj^nnynge abrode traylynge theyr brydels after

them, 1613 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1908) II. 231 A
band of souldiers befor, marching with ther coulers trayled

after. 1671 Milton Samson 1402 They shall not trail me
through thir streets Like a wild Beast. X7ia-i4 'PovF.Rape
Lock iiL 73 What boots.. That long behind he trails his

pompous robe ? iS^* Tennyson Lady ofShalott 1. iii, Slide

the heavy barges trail'd By slow horses. 1865 Dickens Mut»
Fr* I. X, The gentleman has trailed his stick after him.

b. To carry or convey by drawing or dragging,

as in a vehicle or ship ; sometimes said of some-

thing cumbrous figured as if dragged along, =
'drag* used dyslogistically. Also dial, to carry

(dirt) on the feet into a house.

£1435 Torr, Portugal 1316 They Reysed a gale with a
saylle, The Geaunt to lond for to traylle. 1748 H. Walpole
Lett, to Mann (1834) II. 232 The yacht is not big enough to

convey all the tables and chairs and conveniences that he
trails along with him, a 1763 Shenstone Ballad vi, A
coach with acoronet trail'd hertoTweed. 1863 Mrs. Toogood
Yorks. Dial. (MS.), The childer trail a lot o' moock in

t' house. 1887 BowEN Mneidwx. 325, 1, when our homes lay

blazing, was trailed o'er sea.

C, To draw (the body or limbs) along wearily or

with difficulty in walking, etc., esp. from disable-

ment or exhaustion. So refl. to move along

slowly and painfully, drag oneself along, crawl,

1561 Child'Marriages 138 He . . demaundid a tieth goose .

.

and she wold have gevin him none but one that haltid, and
tralid the winge. 1566 Blundevil Horsemanship iv. cix.

(1580) 50 b. The Horse will not lift that leg, but traile it nigh

the ground. 1740 Somerville llobbinolw. 404 Her wounded
Parts Grov'ling she [a snake] trails along. 1863 W. C.

Baldwin Afr. Hunting ix. 413, I have no appetite, and trail

my limbs after me as if they did not belong to me. 1908
Sir H. H\xvfE\.\.Guide to Holyrood 108 He trailed himself,

a broken-hearted man, to Falkland Palace.

2. MiL orig. To carry (a pike or similar weapon)
in the right hand in an oblique position with the

head forward and the butt nearly touching the

ground; later spec, to carry (a lance or rifle) in

a horizontal position in the right hand with the

arm fully extended downward (as in the British

army), or in an oblique position, grasping it just

above the balance with the arm extended down-
ward and slightly bent (as in the U.S. army).

(Also, formerly, to carry (a pike) reversed, with

the pointed head dragging along the ground, as at

military funerals: see quot. 1688.) Phr. To trail

a pike, to serve as a soldier {arch^,

1549 Compl. Scot, vil. 70 The eldest of them vas in barnes,

traland ane halbert behynd hym. 1565 Churchyard Chippes

(1575} 58 b, And still I hoept, the warres wold me aduaunce
So trayld the piek, and world began a nue. i6aa Fletcher
& Massinger Span. Curateulf How proud .. should I be
To trail a pike under your brave command. x688 R. Holme
Armoury iii. xix, (Roxb.) 147/2 Trayle your pike, is to take

it in the right hand vnder the head and hold it close to your
side. In this posture they march. There is an other

way of traileing the pike, which is by takeing the but end
in the right hand holding it to the side, traileing or drawing
the head after vpon the ground. In this posture they march
at the funerall of a souldier. 1803 Regulations/or Exercise
0/Riflemen 4 Trail Arms. The left hand seizes the rifle at

the second pipe, the right close over the sight, and trails it on
the right side at arm's length. 18*5 Scott Talism. x, The
soldiers wore the downcast.. looks, with which they trail

their arms at a funeral. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 161

The lance is 'trailed ' by being carried in the right hand at

the balance, 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 92 Ben Jonson.,

trailed a pike in the Low Countries. 1877 Man. Field
Artillery Exerc. 62 Trail Arms. The Trail. Give the
carbine a cant upwards with the right hand, seizing it close
l^ehind the back.sight, and bring it to a horizontal position
at the full extent of the arm, fingers and thumb round the
carbine. 1879 Martini'Henry Rifle Exerc. 13 Arms must
never be trailed with fixed bayonets.

t b. Hence allusively to trail a pen^ to write, to
follow the occupation of a writer. Obs. nonce-use.
1680 Dbvden Caesar Borgia ProL i The unhappy man

who once has trailed a pen Lives not to please himself, but
other men.

3.yf^. or in fig. context, with various implica-

tions : e. g. to drag forcibly to some course of

action ; to draw out, lengthen out in time, protract

;

to utter slowly, drawl ; to * drag in ' irrelevantly

;

to subject to dishonour, ' drag in the dust ' ; etc.

1604 T. Wright Passions i. viii. 31 The sensitive appetite
often, .traleth and haleth the will to. .follow her pleasures.

1648 Cbashaw Music's Duel 37 [She] Trayles her plaine
Ditty in one long-spun note. 1649 Kp. Hall Cases Consc,
(1650) 396 As for Lyra, who is trayled in here, and cited.

x8o6 WoRDSw. Ode Intim, Immort. v, Not in utter naked*
ness, But trailing clouds of glory do we come From God.
x8o6 G. Austin Chironomia i. 38 The words, .should not
be trailed nor drawled, nor let to slip out carelessly. 1874
Green Short Hist. viii. § 3. 479 The policy which had so
long trailed English honour at the chariot-wheels of Spain.
1891 E. & D. Gerard Sens. Plant IIL iii. xii. 81 There
really is no reason for trailing out the matter longer.

b. To draw as by persuasion or art ; to draw
on ; hence colloq. * to quiz, befool * (Farmer Slang),
a 17x7 Parnell Fairy Tale 1^8 Then Will, who bears the

wispy fire, To trail the swains among the mire. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) VII. IxviL 276, I [was] so long
trailed on between hope and doubt. 1847 C* Brontr y.
Eyre xvii, I . .perceived she was (what is vernacularly termed)
trailing Mrs. Dent! that is, playing on her ignorance: her
trail might be clever, but it was decidedly not good-natured.
X900 Kernahan Scoundrels Sf Co. xxi, To see the Ishmaelites
' trail ' a sufferer from * swelled bead * is to undergo inocula-
tion against that fell malady.

H. Intransitive senses.

(But for the doubtful OE. traeglian^ these form the earliest

group in Eng. and perh. ought to be branch I.)

4. {intr, ior pass, of i.) To hang down so as to

drag along the ground or other surface ; to be
drawn loosely behind (by a person, animal, or

thing in motion),
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3444 What sey ^e men <rf

ladyys pryde J>at gone traylyng ouer syde:..To soule
helpe hyt myy do bote, pat trayle^ lowe vndyr l>e fote.

£1400 Destr. Troy 10358 Dat so worshipfull a wegh, as ^
wight Troilus..ShuId traile as a traytor by the taile of his

horse. ^1450 Merlin xiv. 211 Ther sholde ye se stedes

and horse renne Maisterles, their reynes trailynge vndir

fote. 15*3 Fitzherb. Ihisi: § 141 That it la gatel do not
trayle and that the wyndes blowe it not open. 1633 P.

Fletcher Purple Isl. xn. xvi, His hanging dewlap trail'd

along the golden sand. x8a3 Local Act 4 Geo. IV^c. ii. §98
If any Person .. suffer any Timber.. carried, .upon wheel
Carriages, to drag or trail upon the said Bridge or Roads.

x868^o Morris Earthly Par. 1. 11. 620 The sound Of silken

dresses trailing o'er the ground.

b. Mil. {intr. for pass, of 2).

1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1 181/2 Amsterdam, March \g. Yester-

day was performed the Funerals of the late Lieutenant
Admiral de Ruyter, the proceeding was thus: i. Marched
two Companies of Soldiers, their Pikes trailing.

6. To hang down or lloat loosely from its attach-

ment, as dress, hair, etc. ; of a plant : to grow de-

cumbently and stragglingly to a considerable length,

so as to rest upon the ground or other supix>rt, as

a stem or branch of a plant ; to * creep '.

ciAia Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 466 What help scha!

he, Wos sleeues encombrous so syde traille, Do to his

lord? 1578 hyrK Dodoens i. vii. 13 It hath.. small braunches
..creping or trayling alongst the ground. 1591 Spenser
Ruines of Time li, Her yeolow locks, . . About her shoulders

careleslie downe trailing. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thc7>enot's

Trav. II. 94 They cover this Table with a large pinked Car-

pel, which on all sides trails on the ground. 1776 Wither-
ing Brit. Plants (1796) HI. 541 In open sunny situations it

{Prunella} grows trailing. . . but in woods it is upright. 1845

Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 52 The Spanish horse's tail often

trails to the very ground.

e. t To walk with long trailing garments (obs.)
;

to drag one's limbs, walk slowly or wearily as if

dragged along (often, following some i>erson or

thing : cf. 4) ; to move or go in extended order ; to

creep, crawl, as a serpent or other reptile.

1303 R. Brunnb Handl. Synne 3440 [see 4I. 13,. Metr.
Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's Archiv LVIL 303 Ich

[the devil] haue longe i-ben pi lord and mad l>e traile and

I? in] gren In siclatoun and in scarlet, a 1400 Sir Penny 29

in Mafs Poctns (Camden) 360 He may ger tham trayl syde

In gude skarletand grene. 1513 Douglas yff«/j v. Prol.ii

Wantoun gallandis to traill in sumptuus wedis. 1608 Top-

sell Serpents (1658) 732 Like the Horned-serpent, so trails

this elf on land. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man i. i, Nothing
diverts me more than one of those fine old dressy thin^.

.

trailing through a minuet at Almack's. 1864 Lowell /V»r.

side Trav. 106 We trailed along, at the rate of four m'.les an
hour. 1868 Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. i. 83 The caval-

cade which had trailed in bis wake. 1905 Sir F. Treves
Other Side Lantern il vii. (1906) 73 The camels that trailed

away from the city.

b. Of inanimate things : To move along slowly

;

to drift, glide, or flow slowly {obs.) ; sometimes, to

move in the wake of something as if drawn along by

it ; to form a trail.

X470-85 MAL0RVw4rtAwr vu. xxxiv. 267 They ..drewe their
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swenlcs, and gafe gretu stiokcs that the blood trayled to the

ground. 1650 Fullkr fis^tdi iv. iii. 48 The water issuing

thence trailed after them m all their removealls. 1754 I.

Ix)VE Cricket I. 41 The dull Ball trails before the feeble

Mace. 18XX-34 Goods StH.ly Med. (ed. 4) II. 68 Vesicular

Er>"thema:.. surface, .covered with. .minute vesicles .. pro-

gressively trailing into the neighbouring sound parts. iSjl

LoNCF. Gold. Leg. IV. Neighboring Nunnery 59 Ihrou^h the

momentary gloom Of shadows o'er the landscape trailing.

7. To extend in a straggling line, to straggle.

1600 Hakluvt t'ly. III. 615 Cape Ro«o is a low Ca|>e and
trayling to the sea-ward. 1905 J. B. Fibth llighivays

DerhMre viL 98 The path .. sometimes trails across the

b. Trail off (Si^.) : to 'go off' in a careless,

casual, or iiidelinite way into something ; to tail off.

1845 Dickens Cricket iii. The soft-heartetl Slowboy trailed

otTat this juncture into such a deplorable howl, .that [etc. J.

1865— Mut.Fr. II. xvijTwemlow.. trails off into'— acllyso'.

III. Secondary senses, app. from Trail sb.^

2, 7-8.

8. trans. To decorate or cover with a trailing

pattern or ornament; to adorn in the style of

tracery. Const with.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. IJ. 1473 Penilotes, & pynkardines, ay
penes bitwene. So trayled it trytled a Iraverce wer alle.

S399 Lanci^ Rich, Redetes i. 47 Ypoudride wyth pete J>er

it be ou^te, And traylid with troupe, and treste al aboitte.

c 1440 Fromfi. Para. 499/1 Traylyn, a(s) clo|»ys, scgmento,.

.

sirino Xisirmo]. I§.. Househ. Bk. Ear} NorthumbUt.

(1770) Notes 441, iiij Copes blew Sylk with red Orferes

trayled with whitt Hraunchis and Flowres. 1596 Spknskr
J^. Q. V. V. 3 A Camis light of purple silke . . Trayled with
ribbands. 1870 Rock Text. Fabr. Introd. i. 76 The golden
ground is trailed all over with leaf-bearing bouglu.

9. To follow the trail or track of, to track.

1590 CoKAiNE Treat. Hunting D ij b. An otter sometimes
wilbe trayled a mile or two before he come to the holt

where he lyeth. ijili P. BEcKroKO Hunting (1802) 150
Seeing the hare trailed to her form. 17W Gentl. Mag.
LVIII. I. 74/2 General Clarke, .after trailing them upon
Mveral tracks, at last came up with them. 1880 Hartikg
Brit. Anim. Extinct I. iS In later times the Bear was trailed

with boar-hounds. 1910 Contetuf. Rev. July 33 The raoch-

man is away., trailing horse thieves.

10. To mark out (a trail or track) ; to trace out.

£1386 C'tess Pembroke P$, lix xiii. Abroad they range
and hunt apace, Now that, now this. As famine trailes a
hungry trace. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. (18101 III. 546 By reason

there met many wayes Iraled by the wild beastes, 1 lost my
way. 1891 tr. Dijon's Christ 1. 410 'Itie way of the
Kingdom, .is a way trailed with blood.

b. To make trails or tracks in; to make one's

way through ; see also qnot. 1828 {US.").
165a BBNt.owES Theoph. xul. xxvii. The Larks, wing'd

travellers, that trail the skie. l8s8 Webster, Trait, ..In

America, to tread down grass by walking through ; to lay
flat ( as, to trail grass.

IL itttr. To follow the trail or track of the game.
1741 Coirtpt. Fam.'Piect II. i. 306 Tbcy will come Trailing

along by the River Side. s8lo Sporting Mag. XXXV. 194
Mr. Veatman's hare beagles trailed up to a tutre in Pulham
Furze. 1880 SHORTMOtiSE y. /ngiesant ii. 41 The hounds
came trailing and chanting along by the river side.

IV. 12. iiilr. To nsh by trailing a bait from
a moving boat; sjiec. to fish from a trailer (see

Tbailkb 8).
sfcr R. Tomes Amer. in Ja^an xiiL 308 Another cluster

of fisoiDg'boats.. apparently trailing for fish. 1864T110REAU
Maine 7k. iii 176 My companion trailed for uout as we
paddled along.

la. Billiards. (See Tbailwo »*/. ti. I c.)

14. Cards. At casino. To play a card that is

useless for gaining a point. (Perh.yi^. from 6.

)

1909 in Cent, Diet. Su^,

t Trail, v.^ Ois, [a. OF. trcillier to trellis,

interweave, from treille Trail jA.^J trans. To
provide with or train upon a trellis.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvii. clxxviil (Bodl. MS.),
Vines nede^ to be trailed to be ^ better stisteyned.

T rail : sec T 3 b.

+ Trai'lba:stoil. Old Law, Forms : (4
traiUebaatoun), 4-7 traile-baaton, 4-5, 7-
trailbttaton (//. 4 -bastons) ; also 4 traile-,

traylebastoun, (4-5 troille-, troyl(e-, 6 troyle-
bastono, 8 trailbaton) ; also 4 trayne-boatotin.
[Mii. a. AF. Iraille-baston, f. trailU imiier. of
trailler. Trail ».• + OF. baston stick, cuilgel, club,

lit. ' one who trails or carries a club or cudgel * (cf.

to trail a pike),
Cf. for the formation, F. coupe-bourUy coupe-gorge^ pcrte-

cte/Sy tue<hien, and Eng. cut-purUt cut-throaty pick-pockety
turnkey y kill-coiv^ elc-J

One of a class of violent eviWoers in the reign
of Edward I, who, as brigands or hired ruffians,

bludgeoned, maltreated, and robbed the king's

lieges, during his absence or absorption in foreign
wars ; also applied to their system of violence, for

the suppression of which special justices were
instituted in 1304-5; thence contextually applied
also to the ordiiunces issued against them {ordinatio
ilelrailbastons),aaA tothe inquisitions, trials, courts,

and justices (justices sur les Iraylbastouns, justices

/cr or »/trailbaston), appointed for their suppres-
sion. In living use from 1 304 to ^ 1 390 ; after-

wards only a historical term, often misunderstood.
HvidcDce of the original application of traitie-lxuton to the
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offenders is chiefly supplied by Anglo- Fr. and Latin
writings, difficult to epitomize here. They may be seen in
full in v.. Foss yuiiges of Eng. vol. III. 28-36 (1851), and
F. M. Nichols Orig, Docmts. illusir. Criminal Law^ time
of Ed^v, /, in Archmologia vol. XL (i866). The transfer-

ence of the name of an offence to the legal process dealing
with it, and even to its penalty, is a well-known phenomenon
in the history of legal terms. In the 17th c. and later, many
guesses were made at the origin of the name; thus the
Justices of Trailbaston were fabled to be so called from their
'carrying the staff of justice ', and by Coke, 'because they
proceeded .xs spetdily as one might draw a staff'.

130^-5 Ordinance in Camb. MS. Dd. vii. 6 If. 61 (13..)
Incipiunt Articuli Lincolnie qui dicuntur Traylebastoun.
lin Urit, Mus. MS. Hargrave 336 Les Articles de Trayne-
fittstoun.].. Art. iij. De verl>eratoribus. De ceux qui sunt
baturs e funt les grands bateries el pays, e qui sunt prestz e
apparaylleez de estre loweez de tiele chose fayre solum ceo
q hom les vodra loweer ou purparleer, la baterie greyndre
ou meyndre. 1305 (April) Co'nrnissiott (in Foss III. 31
(docketed)), De transgressionibus nominatis Trailbaston
audiendis et terminandis. 1305 Rolls 0/ Parlt. 1. 178
(AfargiHoi note) Ordinatio de trailbastons. Ibid. 201/1 Ad
petitionem illorum qui steterunt in servicio Regis coram
Justiciis de Trailebaston petentium remedtum super eo,

quod ubi plures homines fuerunt indictati de conspiraciis et

alits transgressionibus [etc]. i3o6/<^/V/.2i8/2 Les Justices qui
sent ordenez pur entendre a les busotgnes de Traillebaston.
c 1306 Langtoft Chron. in Pol. Songs (Camden) 319 Trayl-
bastouns sunt nomez de eel retenaunce, En fayres et marchez
se preferent fere covenaunce, Pur treys souz ou iiij, ou pur la

vahaunce, Batre un prodomme ke unk fist nosaunce A cors
Cristiene, par nuli temoygnaunce. 1 1306-7 Outlaw's Song
ibid. 233 Jc lur aprendroy le giw de Traylebastoun, E lur
bruseroy T'eschyne e le cropoun, Les bras e les jaunbes, ce
serreit resoun, La lange lur tondroy e la bouche ensoun.
£13x5 Langtoft Chron, in Pol. Songs (Camden) 320 Parmy
Engletere gentz de graunz resouns Assignez sunt justizes

sur les traylbastouns ; Les uns par enquest sunt jugez
5. prisouas: Li altre alez k fourcnes ^ pendre envirouns.
a 13*8 Trivet Chnm. (1845)404 Hi! justitiarii ab homini-
bus popularibus vocati sunt de Traylebastoun, quod sonat
Trane baculum. C1330 R. Brunne Ckron. (1810) 328 pe
kyng herd alle )w fame, be pleynt of ilka toun,& gaf t>am
a newe name, & cald pam I'raile bastoun. . . The kyng
borgh l>e lond did seke men o resons, & with ^ justise

pam bond, to site on Trailebastons. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) Vlll. 295 pat ^re kyng Edward made hard inqui>
sicioun a^enst evel doers,.. t>at manere inquisicioun bi^te
trailbastoun. ci^oo Brut clxxiii. 195 [He] lete enquere
. .of alle ^ mistakyngus and wrongus done ^rou) misaoers
in Engeland, of alle ^ tyme ^at oe hade bene out of his
rcalme, ^?at me callcde Troylebaston

' ; and ordeynede
t^erto Justices. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 402. 1611
SrEeo Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. x, $46 Hee ordained lustitiars

for Trailbaston, who were to enquire of Man-slaughters,
Ruffians, Disseisors, Boot-halers, Incendiaries, and other
perturbnrs of the common quiet, and them to punish, by
fine, death, and otherwise, a. 1618 Raleigh Prerog. Part.
(1628) 18 The same yeere the King vsed the Inquisition,

called Traile Baston, 1754 Hume Hist. Eng. (1761) I.

xvi. 405 The renewal of the commission of trailbaton. 1851
Foss Judges of Engl. III. 36 Commissions of trailbaston

continued to be issued at intervals till the middle of the
reign of Richard II, when they finally ceased. 1853 Parker
Turner's Dom. Archil. II. i. 23 Strongholds for numerous
bands of thieves, or ' trailbastons ', as they were called. 1893
F, W. Maitlanu Afemorafula de Part. (Rolls) Introd. 53
note. This (Ordinatio de trailbastons in 1305J seems to be
the first appearance in an official document of the curious
word *tradbaston '. There can be little doubt that it signi-

fied a ' ctub*man ', a vagabond with a big stick.

Trailed (tr^ild),///. a. [f. Trail i^.I-h-ed^.]

1. Drawn behind, dragged along on a sarface, etc
(see the verb) ; Mi/, carried at the trail, as a pike

or rifle ; in qaot 1 797, made by trailing something.
1653 ^' Cocan tr. Pinto's Trav, xlii. 169 After them

followed forty other Chariots,. .full. .of. .Arms, and trayled
colours. 1797 EmycL Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 11/2 In diflferent

parts oif the coarse of this trailed track, small quantities of
meal .. should be laid. 1847 In/antry Man, (1854) ^^^%
Trailed arms must never be used in field movements. 1865
Pall Mall G. 13 May 4 No amount of brushing could make
their trailed dresses look quite clean again.

t2. Decorated with, or constituting, a trailing

pattern or ornament. Obs,

1490 Ada Dom. Concil. (18^) 79 Ane goun of cramasy
velvott, upon velvott droppit with gold, and lynit with trail-

yeit tweluore. 1551 Huloet, Traylled or purfled, Jfjf///f»/a-

tus. 1878 Nesbitt Catal, Glass Vessels S. Kens. Mus^
119 Pale green glass, with trailed ornament on the under
surface.

Trailer (tr^'laj). Also 6 trailer, 6-7 traylor.

[f. TbAIL V.I+-ER1.]

1. One who trails or drags something.
1808 Sporting Mag, XXXII. 134 The trailer indolently

drags his stick after him. 1864 Realm 13 Apr. 2 Some trailer

of coat-tails, looking out for a head to brealc.

1 2. One who travels on foot (cf. Tbail z/.l 6)

;

esp. a footpad. Obs. slang,

1^1 Greene Art Conny Catch, it. (1592) 4 Some base

Priggar that . . is a Trailer. The Trailer b one that goeth on
foot.

9. A hound, or a huntsman, that hunts by the

trail ; one that follows a trail, a tracker.

1590 CoKAiNB Trent, Hunting B iL You must chuse out ,

.

two couple to be traitors of an olde Foxe and finders of him.

Ibid. Dij b [see Trail sb,^ 8]l 1859 ^\m.qh Prairie Tray, v.

173, 1 have seen very few white men who were good trailers,

1809 .Scribner^s Mag. XXV. 16/1 The Texas R.ingers . . were
splendid shots, horsemen, and trailers. X003 Forest <V Streatn

24 Jan. 74/2 Bloodhounds., are not at alfsuperior to the fox-

hound as trailers.

4. Something that trails, drags along, or hangs

*^r^6yli"S ; ^^P' * trailing plant or branch (cf.

creeper) \ in quot. 1613-39, a trailing decoration.

TRAILING.

.•<?'3739 '• JoNts in Leoiii railadio*s Archil. (1742) II. 45
This singlelraylordoes well, because of the Distance. 183a
Tennyson Elcanore 38 Many a deep-hued bell-like flowCT
Of fragrant trailers. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 15 A pair
of orioles built on the lowest trailer of a weeping elm. 1880
Miss ISiHD Japan I. 173 An ocean of trees entangled with a
beautiful trailer. i88a Garden 11 Feb. 106/3 Mikania
pulverulenta. .is a pretty trailer.

6. The rear wheel of a front-driven bicycle, or
one of the rear wheels of a locomotive, as opposed
to the driver ox driving-wheel ; a trailing-wheel.
"884 Cycl. Tour, CI. Gaz. Nov. 341/2 The specimen . .has a

driving wheel of 36 inches, and a trailer measuring 24 inches.

189s Model Steam En^ne 58, 2nd, drivers or driving-wheels;
3rd, trailers or trailing wheels [of a locomotive]. 1906
Westm. Gaz, 25 Sept. 7/1 The Atlantic engine .. had
four driving wheels, two rear wheels which are called
trailers, and four wheels In front of the drivers. Only the
driving and trailing wheels had brakes.

6. a. A rail or road car designed to be drawn
along by a motor vehicle. Alsoa///-/^., as trailer-

car, -coackj -ivagon, b. A small carriage, usually •

a light chair on wheels, drawn along behind by a
bicycle or tricycle.

1890 Columbus (Ohio) DisPatch 5 Aug., The line is to
start with five motor cars for winter service, with some
' trailers ' for excursion business. 1900 Engineering Mag.
XIX. 737 By the adoption of a steam waggon and trailer, a
full load of s tons being carried into Manchester twice a day.
190X Scotsman 2 Mar. 12/5 The motor car, or motor car and
trailer now so familiar in tramway practice. 1904 Daily
Chron, 12 May 3/3 The Act of 1896. .limited the weight of
a motor-car to three tons unladen, and ofa motor with trailer-

wagon to four tons. 1909 Times 9 July 3/3 He was in a
trailer attached to a motor-tricycle.

7. A kind of self-acting brake consisting of a prop
attached to the rear of a vehicle, to catch on the

ground and prevent the vehicle from running
backwards down an incline ; also called a stopper.

1877 in Knight Diet, Mech,
8. A vessel used about 1800 in mackerel-Ashing,

having long poles or outriggers on each side, with
baited lines about 20 fathoms long fastened to them.
1891 in Cent. Diet,

Trailiuess (tr^ilines). [f. Tbaily + -ness.]

The quality of being 'traily '.

1867 A. J. Ellis E, E, Pronunc. i. iv. 324 [The] frequency
[of final es'xn German] conveys no feeling of trailiness or
weakness, as it does to the mere English reader.

Trailing (tr^-lig), vbl, sb, [f, Tkail v^ -i-

-INOl.]

1. Tlie action of Trail vX in various senses, a.
Dragging along, hanging down as a robe so as to

drag, etc. : see the vb.
13. . Min, Poems fr. Vernon MS, xlviii, 194 Wher is l>at

somen and ^at song, pat trayling & fiat comelich ^ong, po
naukes and pe houndes? 137^ Langl. P. PI, 6. xii. 243 pe
pekok..may noujte fleighe neighe; Fro )>e traillyng of his

taiUe ouertaken is he sone. 1671 Grew Ana/, Plants iii.

App. S9 In that [shade] all Strawberries delight ; and by
the trailing oTthe Plant is well obtain'd. 1865 Tvlor Aar/y
Hist. Man. iii. 37 The trailing is now done by horses only,
1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 579 The trailing of their

chains [i.e. of the portcullises in heraldicdevices] is as varied
in design as that of the stalks and leaves of the roses.

1887 RusKiN Prsiterita II. 265 The trailings and climbings
of aecp purple convolvulus.

b. The following of a trail, hunting by the trail,

174a Fielding Jos. Andrews in. vi^ The best hound that

ever pursued a hare;, .good at traihng. 1903 St. James*
Gaz. 3t May 20/1 One can understand the absorbing
interest oftrailing. . . Every animal leaves a traiL The expert
even reads the story of a snake's trail.

O. Billiards, (See quot.)

1873 BeNNETr & Cavendish Billiards 7 Trailing, that is

following the ball with the mace to such a convenient
distance from the other ball as to make it an easy hazard.

/bid. 8 In some games trailing was not allowed except by
aereemenL
2. concr. A trailing branch or shoot of a plant,

a * runner' ; a trailing part or appendage.
I7«7 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v. Garden^ Strawberries..

begin to shoot forth in January. .. You may cut off their

Trailings in March. 1884 Amer, Meteorol, Jrnl^ 1. 8 A
heavy, Tow flying.. storm cloud with ragged trailings.

Trai-ling, ///. a, [f. Trail z/.i + -jng \^
1. That trails (almost always in intr, sense);

dragging or dragged behind,drifting along, hanging

from something, etc. : see Trail z*.!

13. , in Rel. Ant, 1 1. 15 Ne be bi winpil nevere so jelu ne
so stroutende, Ne \>\ faire tail so long ne so trailende. 1413
Pilgr. Sowle iv, xxxvi. (Caxton 1483) 84 A traylyng cowne
oftwelue yerdes wide solempnly dagged with huge bagge
sleues. 1601 Markham Mary Magd. Lament. Pref, 70
[She] made a towell of her trayling haires. 1784 Cowi'er
Task v. 56 The trailing cloud [of tobacco-smokej Streams
far behind him, scentir>g all the air. 1858 G- Macdonald
Phantasies (1878) II. xix. 109 Walking with a.. somewhat
trailing and stumbling step.

b. Of a plant, or a branch, stem, or shoot oi a
plant : see Trail v.^ 5.

1698 Phil. Trans, XX. 468 Stalks, round and most com-
monly upright, not square^ nor trayling. 1707 Mortimer
Husb. (1721) 1. 161 Tne right sort hath long Stalks and
trailing Branches. 1877-84 F. E. Hulme Wild Fl. p. vi,

Branches long, very trailing, slender; hooked prickles.

2. In spcci6c technical applications, a. Trailitig

wheel, a wheel to which the motive force is not

directly applied (opp. to driving-wheel)^ as one

of the hinder wheels of a locomotive, or the rear
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wheel of a front-driving bicycle. Also applied to

parts connected with this, as trailing axle, spring
;

so trailing-weight, that part of the weight of a
locomotive which rests upon the trailing-wheels.

1849-50 Weale Did, Terms, Trailing springs, the
springs fixed on the axle-boxes of the traihng wheels of a
locomotive engine. linti.. Trailing ivkeeU. 1877 Knight
Dict.Mech., Traiting-axU, an axle behind thednving-axle
in British locomotives. 1904 Daily Chron. 2 Feb, 6/6 Two
pairs of coupled driving-wheels ; then a single pair of trail-

ing-wheels placed behind the fire-box.

b. Trailingpoints, on a railway, points directed

away from a coming train (opp. to facingpoints').

Trailing horns in a dynamo-electric machine

:

see quot. 1902.
1889 G. FiNDUtv Eng, Raitwav 79 Trailing points, .at a

distance of 220 yards from tne cabin. 190a Sloans
Slattd. Electr, Diet,, Fottinving Horns, in dynamo-electric
machines, the projecting ends of the pole pieces towards
which the outer uncovered perimeter of the armature turns.

I ..The leading horns are those away from which the arma-
ture rotates. . .Synonym—Trailing Horns. 1909 Cent. Diet,
iiu/>p. s. V. SivHeh, Trailing-point switch, in railroading,

..contrasted with facing-point switch.

Hence Trai'lln^ly adv.
1589 Fleming yirg. Gcorg, iv. 65 Then is their sound

heard heauier, and trailingly they hum. 1831 Blackw. Mttg,
XXX. 476 One of them.. hangs trailingly along the mossy
greensward. 184a Mrs. Browning Grk. Chr. Poets, ^ic.

59 Green vine-branches trailingly inclined.

Trailless (tr^i'l|les), a. [f. Trail j3.i + -less.]

Having no trails ; trackless, pathless.
1884 Baillie-Grohman in Century Ma^. XXIX. 195 Vast

stretches of . . forest . . clothe their precipitous slopes . . in
vnbroken and perfectly trailless masses.

t Trail-side, a. Sc. Obs. [f. Trail v^ or sb^

f Side a.] That is so long as to trail.

1513 Douglas ^fieis xni. vi. i8 In robbis lang also, or
tnull syde govn.

t Trail wind, app. erron. for tail-wind: see

Tail sb.^ 1 2.

1679 Admir, Crt, Exnm. 78. 23 Sept., They bore away for

Jamaica with a trayl wind.

Traily (tr^'-li), a. dial, and collog. [f. Trail
sb.^ or w.l + -T.] Characterized by trailing

;

slovenly ; lazy ; languid : see Eng. Dial. Diet.
1851 Ciimierld. Glass., Traily, slovenly. 1867 [implied in

TbailinessJ. 190a Westm. Gaz. 23 Jan. 3/1 A muff, .with
a simple pretty bunch, not the traily extreme effect of the
same flowers.

t Trailye, trai'lje. -SV. Obs. Also 5 trel;e,

5-6 treilje, 6 treilie. [app. a. OF. treillis, var. of
treslis, trelis, ireslie, tresli, ' tissu \ maille ', net-

worl{ ; cf. mod.F. treillis glazed calico, also sack-
cloth ; but the Sc. word was evidently applied to

some finer fabric] A kind of cloth. (See also
Trellis j*.1) Also attrib.

149a Acta Dow. Concil. (1839) 158/1 pat James Du.. sail.,

pay to Dauid Quhitehed . . five stikkis of trel^e of sindry
hewis. 1495 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. 1. 226 Item,
vj quartcris of quhit treilje . . to be the King a harnes doublet.
1503 Ibid. II. 312 For ane maid doublat of trailye to him,
vij s. vj d. 1507-8 Hid. IV. 30 For ixi elne blew trailje to
be ane couch to the Queue. 1517 I6id. V. ii6 Blak trailje.

lS4a Im. Roy. IVardr. (1815)92 Ane doublet of blak sating
trailye. 1543 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 232 Fyve
quarteris trailye to be his grace ane pair of sockis. 1566-7
Mary's mourning-order at death of Darulcy in Chalmers
Maryf.i'&i^) I. 207 Of treilie buccharem v elle.

Train (tr^m), sb^ Forms: 4-6 trayn, 4-7
trayne, (5 treyne), 5-7 traine, 6-7 Sc. tryne,
6- train. [In origin representing two French sbs.,

trattie fem. (OF. also traine, trahine) and train
masc. (OF. train, also trahin), both held to be
vbl. sbs. from trainer to drag, draw, etc. (see
Train zi.I) and corresponding respectively to It.

traina, and to Vr.trahl, Sp. tragin (Diez), It. traiiio.

Even in OF., train and traine, though generally
distinct, were sometimes used in the same sense.

In English, with the loss of final e in pronunciation
and its consequent non-significance in spelling,

train and traine were used indifferently from the
14th c, and in the 17th train became the only
spelling. On this account, and esp. because senses
have arisen in Eng. which have no French proto-
types, it is not possible satisfactorily to distinguish
two words corresponding to F. tratne and train.
The order here followed is therefore tentative and
practical. The F. form, when it exists, is given,
and it will be seen that branch II corresponds in
the main to F. traine, and branch III to F.
train. Branches I and IV contain representatives
of both F. words.]

I. Nouns of action from F. trainer or Eng.
Train p.I in various senses. All Obs,

t L Tarrying, delay. [App. ' a dragging ont ' of
time: cf. Tract sb.i i, i b. OF. traine, train
'retard'.] In qnots. 1553, for a train = for a
while, for a little time. Obs,
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron, (1810) 263 For Jw pes to haue, he

mad so long a trayne. Ibid. 264 porgh Kdward long trayne
Gascoyn is born doun, Non defendes his chayne, but only
Bayoun. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. i. xix. 60 Men holde
and kepe the in talkyng as by a long trayne fyndyng
alwayes somme controuersies that nede not. . . but oiiely
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for to passe tyme, 1553 Respubtica v. vii. 1603 The! wWbe
heare sooiie, byde yoiie tlieim here for a traine. Ibid, ix,

1665, I leafte people heare for a traine to holde them talke.

f 2. Course or manner of running (of a horse)

;

a course of riding [F. train * allure ']. Obs.
1581 A. Hall Iliad viir. 136 His horse he [Jupiter] beates,

the ayre they cHine, aloft they skimine amaine, Detweene
the earth and welkin hie, ihej^ tread a ioUy trayne. a 1625
Fletchlr Woman's Prize i. lii, A good tough train would
break thee all to pieces. 1677 Lovers Quarrel 266 in Hazl.
-£". P> P* II. 264 Your choice horses are wild and tough, And
little they can skill of their train.

•{•b. A particular gait of a horse: see quots.
1565 Blundevil Horsemanship 1. iii. (1580) lijb, Their

(Turky horses'] trauetling pace is neither amble, racke, nor
trot J but acertaiiie kinde of easie traine. 1607 Mabkham
Ca&fl/. IV. 1.(1617) 5 This shufling and brokenincertainepace,
. . is neither amble nor trot, but a mixture of both, as taking
his time keeping from trotting, and his motion of legges
from ambling, and so compound this which is called a
Traine or Racking.

1 3. Falconry. (?) A short flight given to a hawk
while being trained. [Not in F.] Obs,
i6i6 [see Train sb? 4I.

f 4. Training, education. [Not in F.] Obs,
rare^^.
1^1 Moi.CASTER Positions Ep. Ded. (1887) 3 The general]

trauie and bringing vp of youth.

II. That which drags or trails, or is trailed,

5. An elongated part of a robe or skirt trailing

behind on the ground ; commonly worn by women
of rank or fashion when in full dress, and by sove-
reigns and high officials on state occasions, and
sometimes borne by a page or attendant as train-
bearer. [0¥. train, also trainee; mod.F. traine,^
CZ440 Promp. Parv, 499/1 Trayle, or trayne of a clothe,

sirma. a 1450 in Wr.-Wiilcker 564/42 Appendicium, a lady
trayne et a pendaunt of a gyrdyll. Ibid. 612/22 Sirma, i.

car/da vestis/eminarum, a trayne. 1457 Coventry Leet Bk,
299 Next folowed our seid souerayn lady, & the Duches of
Bukfyngham] here here Treyne. 1577 F. de Visle's Leg.
B vj, Would you..wishe that of her who by duetie ought
euen to cary vp my trayne I should make my sister in Law ?

a x6oo Bk. 0/Precedence (E. E. T. S.) 26 A Baronesse may
haue no trayne borne ; but haueing a goune with a trayne,
she ought to beare it her selfe. 1617 Moryson Itin. iii. 168
The ordinary Citizens Wiues haue their gownes made with
long traines, which are pinned vp in the house. 17x1 Addi-
son .S)*^c/. No. 42 r I The broad sweeping Train that follows
her in all her Motions, and finds constant Employment for
a Boy who stands behind her to open and spread it to
Advantage. 1791-3 in Spirit Pud. jmls. (1799) I. 138 He
trod on her crape train, 1798 Jane Austen Northang.
Abb, V, They.. pinned up each other's trains for the dance.
1858 DoRAN Cr^. Fools 117 The period (time of Rich. II]
when ladies in England first wore trains.

b. The tail or tail-feathers of a bird, esp. when
long and trailing, as in the peacock ; in Falconry^
the technical name for the tail of a hawk, f Also
formerly, the tail of a quadruped {pbsS), or of an
insect. [Not in F.]
1579 TwvNK Phisicke agst. Fort. 1. xlii. 44 b, Declaryng

howe well that byrde [hawk] flue, ..how many feathers of
the trayne, and how many of the winges are remaning or
lost. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. May 281 His tayle he [the
fox] clapt betwixt his legs twayne. Lest he should be descried
by his trayne. 1591 Shaks. i Hen, VI, in. iii. 7 Let frantike
Talbot triumph for a while, And like a Peacock sweepe
along his tayle, Wee'le pull his Plumes, and talte away his
Trayne. 1610 Giiillim Heraldry in. xv. (1660) 178 The
Lyon is one Colour, shaggie brested, with a certain tuft of
haire in his traine. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 211 [The
dodo's] traine [is] three small plumes. 1639 T. dk Gray
Compl. Horsem. 24 The trayne [of a horse] long, not too
thick, and falling to the ground. 1693 J* Clayton Acc,
Virginia in Misc. Cur. (1708) IIL 332 Their Turtle-Doves
..the whole Train is longer much than the Tails of our
Pidgeons. 185a R. F. Burton Falconry Valley Indus viii.

76 A splendid goshawk,.. with, .a queenly train.

c. The tail of a comet ; a luminous trail, such
as that following a meteor. [Not in F.]
160a Marston Antonio's Rev. i. iii, A blazing comet shot

his threatning traine. 1603 Shaks. //aw, i. i. 117(00.1604)
As starres with traines of fier and dewes of blood. Disasters
in the sunne. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 32 The
luminous tail or train of a Comet . . seems to the eye of
ignorance the emblem of a flaming sword, or firy rod. i860
TyNDALLC^/rtci. ii. 17 In falling [it] leaves the light foaming
mass, .as a train in the air behind, x^/o^ Chambers Story
ofComets 137 The curvature of the train [of Donati's comet,
1858].

6. poet. Applied to the current of a river, etc.,

also to the elongated body of a serpent, [Not in F.]
\c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxviii. xx, All that rich land,

where over Nilus trailes Of his wett robe the slymy seedy
train.] 1667 Milton P. L, vii. 306 Within those banks,
where Rivers now Stream, and perpetual draw thir humid
traine. 1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. 11. 153 Pure Crystal
Rivers through the Meadows flow,.. Their watry Tram in
Snaky Windings slides. 1737-46 Thomson Summer 900
The green serpent, .gathers up his train. ^1743 Gray
Ignorance 4. 1808 Scott Marm. in. Introd., Like stream-
let., winding slow its silver train.

f 7. Something dragged along the ground to

make a scent or trail ; a drag; also pieces of carrion

or the like laid in a line or trail for luring certain

wild beasts, as wolves, foxes, etc. into a trap [so F.
trainie^ Obs.
iS7STuRBERV. rie«^rrV 187 Take a skynne of bacon..and

when it is well broyled.,dippe it and puddle it inthissawce
. .and make a trayn therewith, and . . if there be a foxe neare
to any place where the trayne is drawne, he will followe it.

1607 TopsHLL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 527 The Hunters in
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some Countries., make a train with a Hogs liver sod, cut in
pieces and anointed over with hony, and so anointing their
shoos with Swines grease, draw after them a dead Cat,
which will cause the beast to follow after very speedily.
1737 Bradley's Fam, Diet. s.v. Animal^ For Beasts of
Prey, as the Wolf, Fox, Badger, Pole-Cat, . . you must make
a Train ; and when you come to any of the Places you have
so prepared, thrww lour or five Bits of your Train-Carrioo
upon it, and of Ctiickens Guts for smaller Beasts.

8. The (visible) track of an animal. rare~^,
[Cf. OF. tratne -= trace.]

1908 N. Hebrides Ma^. Jan. 19 The natives with me saw
the train of a turtle on the sand. They thought to (;apture
it, but did not succeed.

III. A suite or sequence of persons or ihuigs

;

a long series,

9. A number of persons following or attending on
some one, usually a person of rank ; a body of

attendants, retainers, or followers; a retinue,

suite; sometimes, the vehicles conveying the per-

sons and baggage. [F. train^ OF. trainee."]
a 1440 Sir De^rev. 1139 The Eorl and he witha trayn To

the castel gan fare. 1513 Douglas Mneis xni. viii. 48 Al
the chymniys riall rownd abowt Was fyllyt with thar tryne
and mekill rowt. 1535 Coverdale i Kings x. 2 She came
to lerusalem with a maruelous greate trayne. 1669 Lond,
Gaz. No. 333/2 The Venetian Ambassador made his solemn
Entry into this City, attended., by a large Train of Coaches.
i7»x Steelr Sped. No. 113 f 3 She has ever had a Train
of Admirers. 1833 Ht. Martineau Vandcrput J^ S. i. The
long train of mourners. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. z) 1. 128
A train of listeners followed him.

b. Mil. The artillery and other apparatus for

battle or siege, with the vehicles conveying them
and the men in attendance, following or in readi-

ness to follow an army. [F. train.']

1533 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. Ixxvi. 96 Syr Wyllyam
Montagu.. yssued out a horsbacke, and folowed couertly
the hynder trayne of the scottes, who had horses so charged
with baggage, y' they might scant go any gret pace. 1643
Chas. I Treaty at Uxbridge Wks. 1662 II. 527 The saJd
Train of Artillery to be fitted in all points ready to march.
17x3 Steele Sped, No. 497 p 2 A blunt honest fellow, who
had a command in the tram of artillery. x8xo Wellington
in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VI. 88 They have collected a train of
artillery at Sal.imanca for the sie^e of Ciudad Rodrigo.
1900 Daily News 1 1 June 4/3 The military expression . .

* our
trains', is apt to lead to misunderstanding, .where the
troops, .have been actually travelling by railway trains.

\ C. Tlie rear of an army or body of soldiers.

Obs. rare, [V. train.']

1598 Barret Theor. Warres n. i. 28 How to tume their
faces, making front of either flanke or traine. Ibid. in. ii.

55 The armed pikes. .sliall be. .placed in the front and in
traine of the battelL

10. Jig, A set of attendant things, circumstances,

or conditions ; a series of consequences \ in qnot.

1638, something following, a sequel. Often in

phr, in the train of, as a sequel to ; so in its train,
1570 Satir. Poems Reforjn. xix. loi That Kingdome sail

come to greit ruyne Quhen that deuissioun hes his suit and
tryne. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett, (vol. II.) 23 For a
feraine to this first favour I require from you a second. 1731
Berkeley Prev. Ruin Ct. Brit, Wks. III. 20a This vice
draweth after it a train of evils. i7<S8 STERNE.S"r«/. youm,^
Passport PariSy The idea presented itself. .with this in its

train. ^ 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke Farm xii. Education
came in the train of other good things. 1871 Smiles Charac,
\. (1876) 9 There is no act, however trivial, but has its

train of consequences.

11. A body of persons, animals, vehicles, etc.,

travelling together in order, esp. in a long line or

procession ; a succession of persons ; Jig. (chiefly

poet^ a set or class of persons. [F. train.]

1489 Caxton Faytes oJA. i. xxiii. 70 Alonge trayne of men
of amies al clos togyder. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. ii. 34
Which of this Princely trayne Call ye the Warlike Talbot?
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India 4- P. 291 'Ihe best Hawks. . fly in
Trains like Wild Geese, 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Fpist.
11. ii. 129 What milder Frenzy goads the rhiming Train?
1839 Scott Anne o/G. yii. The caravans, or large trains of
waggons, by which the internal commerce .. was carried tHi.

x8&4 GiLMouR Mcfigols 287 Camels, trains of which. .may
be seen making their way along the crowded streets,

12. A number of things following one another in

time or order; a series or course of actions, events,

etc. a. A course of action in relation to its

manner or purpose ; method of procedure; manner
of action; way of life; course, drift, or direction

of a discourse, argument, etc. Now rare or Obs.

(passing into b). [F. train.]

c 1530 {title) The ordre or Trayne of Warre, that a pr>-nce
or heed Captayneought to take. 2534 More Treat. Passion
Wks. 1330/2 They,.corrupte some well m>iided menne,
before they perceyue the trayne of theyr craftye purpose.
1580 Sidney Ps. xv. He that leads of life an uncorrupted
traine. a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 30 God . . by
secret methods and undiscernable trains, ordereth all events.

1756 Hume Hist. Eng. (1761) II. xxviii. 134 His splendid
ostentatious train of life. X836 Random Recoil. Ho. Lords
xvi. 38S You never misapprehend the train of his reasoning.

b. In general : A series, succession, sequence (of

actions, events, thoughts, or phenomena); a con-
tinuous course (of action, reasoning, etc.).

£'1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 445 A wife is the best or
worst fortune that can betide a man throughout the whole
train of his life. x6oo Locke Hum, Und, il xiv. $ 3
A train of Ideas, which constantly succeed one another in
his Understanding. 1733 [see Tract so.* 2). 1764 Rkid
Inquiry \. § 5 Long and demonstrative trains of reasoning.

1709 Robertson Cnas, K, i, Wks. 1813 V. 165 A long tram
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of fortunate events. 1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1871) II. viii.

5S2 The result ofa long train ofcauses.

C. Proper sequence, order, or arrangement for

some result ; connected order ; course, ])rocess :

m phr. in train (formerly also in a irain^ and
with defining adj., as in {a) gooJ train).

15*8 Gardiner in Pocock Rec. Re/, I. xlii. 82 Every-
thing in good train and order. 1591 Savile Tacitus^
A^s^ricola 260 Our men. .were now in traine of winning the
fielde. 1690 Locke Hum, Und. \\\. vii, § a It is not
enuugh that a Man has Ideas dear and distinct, .he must
ihink in train. 1746 W. Horslev />>(»/ (1748) II. 33 The
Affairs of Europe hereby put in a happy Train, 184s
Macaulay in Li/gff Lett. (1S83) II. 114, I am. .desirous to
get on with my History, which is.. in a fair train. 1885
* Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay x, Putting matters in train for

the election.

13. A line of gunpowder or other combustible
substance laid so as to convey fire to a mine or

charge for the purpose of exploding it. Also ^g.
[It. traina (Florio) ; F, trainee.

\

a 1548 Hall Chrom.^ Hen, VIII 118 The Frenchmen.,
made traynes of gunpouder from .strete to strete, 1677 \V.

HucHKS Man 0/ Sin i. i. 4 A Mine was made, and Train
was laid hereby for blowing up the Gospel it self. 1798 in

Nicolas Nelsons Disp. (1846) VII. p. clviii. She [a ship]
was set on fire by a train. 1839 Ch'il Eng.

(J-
Arch. Jml.

II. 45/1 We were fortunate enough to witness two of these
blasting operations. ..The order for firing the train given...
In a few seconds after the ignition of the train, a rumbling
sound, like that of. .distant thunder was heard, and the..
whole mass was lifled bodily from its base. 1850 Grotk
Greece 11. Ixi. VII. 517 He. .had already laid his train. .for
revolt. 1855 Macaui^y Hist, Eng. xxl IV. 549 The spark
had fallen : the train was ready : the explosion was imme-
diate and terrible. After a tumultuous debate [etc].

b. Pieces of carrion or the like laid in a line or
trail for luring certain wild beasts: see sense 7.

14. An extended series of material ol>jects or the

like ; a row, rank ; tsp. a series of things arranged
in a definite order for some purpose; rarely^ a
continuous extent of something.
»6io Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 343 Vpon this shore,

lie out with a long traine ccrt-iine heapcs m manner bankes
or rampiers, 1664 Power Exp. Philos, i. 43 Being layd of
a row or train. 1763 W. Roberts Nat. Hist. Florida p. vi,

Our more northern colonies . . form one continued train along
the whole eastern-side of North-America. 1774 NI. Mac-
KKNZiB Maritime Surv. 76 When the Survey nas been con-
tinued by a Train of stasimetric Triangles, 1863 Lykll
Antia. Man xviii. 356 Detached fragments of rock.. in long
parallel trains. 1878 Abney Pfu>togr. (1881) 380 A train of
prisms, .set to the angle of minimum deviation.

15. A set of connected parts of mechanism which
actuate one another in scries ; spec, {a) the set of
wheels and pinions in a clock or watch which
turns the hands {going train), or that which
actuates the striking part {siriiing train)

;
{b) a

set or pair of rollers used in metal-working ; a
roll-train.

1797 Monthly Mag, III. 464 Thus the progressive motion
b communicated to the cotton spindles in the same manner
as it is to the different parts of a common time-piece—by a
train of wheels. 1831 Bbrwstsk Nat. Magic xl (183^ 293
Motions are propuated .. along a great variety of trams of
mechanism. 1838 [see Going vhl. st>. 6J. 1881 [--ee roll-
train. Roll sb.^ 17I, 1884 F. J. Brittem IV^atch ^ Clockm.
a66Tne remarks on the train of a going barrel watch apply
eijuiilly to the going train of a cIolIc. 1885 C. G. W. Lock
Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 307/2 The parts most likely to
retiuire repair in the striking trains of clocks.

16. A numberof railway carriages, vans, or trucks
coupled together (usually including the locomotive
by which they are drawn), [So K. train.']

Orig. train o/carriagrs, etc ! now one of the chief uses of
the simple word : cf. 22 b.

01834 A.Scorr Ess. Rail roods in Trans. Highland Soc,
(1824) VI. 20 By continually shifting the train of waggons
at the head and foot of the inclined plane, from the one
railway to the other. i8a< in W. Cliaml>ers About Railways
(i865)6(OpcningofSiotktonand Darlington R.)The signal
being given, the engine started off with this immense train
of carriages. \%y> Times 17 Sept., The Northumbrian
drawine the splendid train of camaRcs occupied by the
Duke of Wellington. . . The Northumbrian locomotive engine,
which had drawn the train of the Duke of Wellington. 1835
Mabbyat Olla Podr. vi. The trains went on well. 1837
Cornish's Railway Companion Title-p., The Company's
charges from one station to another ; . . time of departure and
wrival of each train, etc 1839 W. Chambers Tour in
Belgium 73/1 We were speedily carried to the railway
terminas, where a train of carriages was in waiting, with its
locomotive engine hissing and chafing. 1855 Lynch Rivulet
LXII. ii, Thus through a distant valley's length .Slow seems to
glide the train. 1885 Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman x,
A train left Warsaw early in the morning.

b. Hence, a line of vehicles coupled together.
1883 Gbrslry Gloss, Coal-tniningf Journey^ a train or set
« trams all coupled together.

tl7. See quot. Obs, [Cf. F, train, 'nombre de
vibrations qu'un mouvement d'horlogerie produit
dans un temps determine *(Littri),] (Perhaps not
Eng.)
1704 J. Harih Lex. Teckn. I. Train, Is the Number of

Beats which the Watch malceth in an Hour or any other
certain time.

IV. Names of other things (chiefly material)
derived from prec. branches.

+ 18. Cookery. A dish consisting of dates, figs,

raisins, and almonds strung u|>on a long thread and
covere<l with batter. Obs,
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<ri4So Two Cookery-bks. 97 Trayne roste. Take Dates
and ligges .. and l>ea take grete reysons and blanched
almondes, and prik hem thorgh with a nedel into a threde of
a mannys length,.. rost the treyne abought tlie fire in |>e

spete ;. .cast the batur on the treyne as he turneth abouglit
the fire. 14.. Conuiuiuin doinint dc la Grey i\i\ii. 60 Le
•ij. cours..Halybutte. Pkiys fryid. Trayne Roste. 14..
MS. BoMejS 1/. 64.

+ 19. The carriage of a printing-press. [F. /ra?«.]
(Perh. only French.) Ods.

1S94 R- Ashley tr. Li>yi U Roy 22 He maketh the train
of the presse to roule [etc.].

20. Applied to various material objects that are
dragged, a. The trail of a gun-carriage: see
Trail sb\ 5.

1769 Faix:onkr Diet. Marine (1776) 11, Crochets deretrailt,
the eye-bolts, in_ the train of a gun-carriage, wherein are
booked the relieving tackles. 1815 (see train-taikle in 22 cj.

b. A rough kind of sledge or sleigh used in

Canada for transport. [Cf. F. Iraineatt.']

i83J C. F. Hoffman Wittier in Far West I. 2to .\t last
a train \nott^ a rough kind of sled] and a couple of carioles
drove up to the door, i860 Bartlett Diet, Avier.^ Train
(Fr. traiiieau), a peculiar kind of sleigh used for the trans-
portation of merchandise, wood, etc., in Canada.

+ 0. A drag-net, a seine. [Y. traine.'] Oh.
1576 Fleming tr. Caius^ T>o^5 (1880) 14 Such Dogges as

serue for fowling...The tirst kindeof such serue the Hauke,
The seconde, the net, or traine. 1609 Bible (Dou.iy) Hah.
i. 15 He drew it in his traine (L. sagetid\, and gathered
it into his nette.

+ 21. A rope for dragging a plough or harrow.
local. Obs.

1798 Statist. Ace, Scot. XX. 260 The harrows are drawn
side-ways by a train or side rope (like that used in a
plough).

V. 22. altiib, .ind Comb, a. In sense 5, ' Having
a train ', .as train-dress, -gown, -petticoat, -skirt

;

also train-bearer, an attendant who carries the
train of a sovereign or other person ; tHioJig, ; so
train-bearing adj. ; train-tea, a tea-party on the
occasion of a young lady's presentation .at court.
v/tM Loud. Gaz. No. 6084/6 Sir Robert Rich his 'Train.

bearer sitting over-against him. 1838 Q. V.ctohia Jri^.
28 June, L.went into a robing-room, where I found my
eight train-bearers: l.ady Caroline Lennox [elc.]. 1871
LowFLL Pope Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 56 No poet more often
than be makes the second line of the couplet a mere train-
bearer to the first. 1848 Buckley Iliad 129 The "train-
bearing Trojan women. 179J Trans. Soc. Arts X. 199 The
{>rincipal consumption in thLs cloth, is in *train-dresses for
adies wearing. 1831 Carlvle Sart, lies. 1. vii. Wives of
quality., have "train-gowns four or five ells in length; which
trains there are boys to carry. 1678 Loml. Gaz. No. 1287/4
One lone "Train petticoat of rich flowred Silk. 1876 T.
Hardy Ethetberta 1 1. 15 A light muslin 'train-skirt. 1897
spectator^ 16 Jan. 96/1 The * "train-tea ' that celebrates the
presentation at Court of an English girl in good society.

b. In sense 16, as train hand (Hand sb. 8),
train journey, -line, -locul, -robber, -robbery,

-serviee, -speed, -thief, -time, -wreck, -wrecker,
-wrecking; also train-boy, (a) Coal-mining: see

quot. 1883; (*) {U,S. and Canada), a boy who
sells newspapers, etc. on a railway train ; train-
dispatoher (U.S. and Canada), the officer who has
charge of the running of trains on a railway;
train-ferry, a ferry for conveying trains across a
piece of water from one railway to another; so
train-ferriage ; train-mile, each mile of the aggre-
gate distance run by all the trains on a railway in

a given period, as a unit in estimating amount of
traffic, working expenses, etc. ; so train-mileage

;

train-pipe, a pipe connecting the source of power
with the brakes on the cars in a continuous system
of brakes on a railway train (also called brake-

pipe) ; train-road = trnintuay (o) ; train-shed
(C/^.), a roof supported by posts forming a
shelter for one or more platforms at which trains

stop; a roughly built or uninclosed railway
station ; train-sheet, a ruled sheet on which are

recorded the movements of every train on a section

of railway, according to information telegraphed
from the various stations ; train-sickness, a sick-

ness or nausea to which some f)ersons are subject

when travelling by train ; so train-sick adj. ; train-
signal, a method of signalling from the cars of a
train to the engine by a continuous pipe {Cent.

Diet, Sufpl.) ; train-staff, (a) a staff delivered to

an engine-jriver as authority to travel over a single-

line section of railway
;

{b) the staff of employees
on a railway train ; train-stop, an automatic
apparatus, in connexion with a railway signal, for

stopping a train ; train-way, (o) a temporary line

of rails for the conveyance of small loads, as in the

course of construction of a railway
; (#) a platform

hinged to a wharf, with a line of rails upon which
railway cars or trucks may run to and from a
ferry-boat (C/.5.).

1883 Gresley Gloss, Coal'tnining, * Train-boy, a boy who
rides upon the train, to attend to the rope attachments, etc

j

1890 Opdousas (Louisiana) Democrat 19 Apr. 3/2 A boy ;

who gets a position as train boy for our company mlLst put
up a certain amount of moneyas a guarantee. 1901 Westm.
Cos. 21 Feb. 10/2 Scarcely any observer has omitted to I
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complain of the importunities of the train-boy [on American
railways], with his merchandise of bananas and candies and
chewing gum and dime novels. i88t Chicago Times
i^ May, John Converse is appointed assistant *train-
dispatcher. 1897 Month Sept. 281 Behring Strait could be
crossed by some powerful system of * train-fen iaije. 1900
Monthly Rev. I. 41 The present route is across the lake by
*traiTi-ferry. 1894 Westm. Gas. 3 Sept. 5/1 Many acts of
heroism are reported, especially on the part of "train hands.
1908 Dady Chron. 1 1 Mar. 9/5 The "train-indicator, a huge
iVamework confronting every passenger when he enters.
There are eighteen clock faces, each ofwhich tells the time at
which the next train on the various lines departs. 1900 G.
Swift Somerle^ 04 On our *train-journey home. 1882
Macm. Mag. XLV. 502 Arrival of the *'rain-Ioads of troops.
1894 T. M. CooLEY in Forjnn (N. Y.) Sept. 17 Train-Ioads
of perishable goods were, .ruined by delays which the strike
had caused. 1898 Engineering Mag. XV 1. 66 Ofan Ahierican
railway, .the superintendent . . is assisted by a*trainmaster, a
roadmaster or division engineer, ..and a chief dispatcher.
1864 Webster, "Train-mile. 1868 Q. Rev. Oct. 300 The
working expense per train-miie is 2J. ^ 1893 Daily
Ne7vs 17 Feb. 2/6 The great industrial lines have run more
train-miles, and therefore done more work, during the past
half-year. 1868 Q. Re-n. Oct. 301 A large proportion of the
"train-mileage run. .is useless, being far In excess of [public]
requirements. 1909 Great Central Railway Report 6 Aug. 5
The strictest economy has been exercised in train mileage.
1889 FiNDLAY^'/zf. Railway 120 While the train is running
a continual v.icuum is maintained in the *train-pipes. 1828
Webster, * Train-road .. in mines, a slight lail-way for
small wagons. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech.y TraiU'road, a
construction railway ; a slight railway for small loads. 189a
GuNTER Miss Dividends (1893) 257 An institution ,. im-
placable in its jiursuit of "train rolibers, highwaymen, and
others that raid the precious things the business com-
munity intrust to it. 1905 Daily Chron. 17 Apr. 4/5
There are two forms of criminal activity in which the
United Siates enjoys an unenviable distinction. One
of them is lynching and the other is *train-robbery.
Mod. The "tram-service to London has been improved. 1878
F. S. Williams Midi. Railw. 639 The "train setters and
theirforemen. \^% Pall Mall G.i\ Nov, 7/3 The great iron
and glass portal ..will constitute the most extensive railway
'train-shed in existence[at Philadelphia, U.S.]. 1909 Daily
Chron. 22 July qj\ Anyone to whom trains give the least
sensation of vertigo should sit facing [the engine]. . . Children
who are otherwise "train-sick will travel fairly well seated
thus. 1906 Westm, Gaz. 27 Sept. 4/2 Many travellers suffer
from *train-sickness.

^ 1901 Daily Chron. i May 8/7 In
these days when "train-speeds in Great Britain are mostly
stationary. 1895 Funk's Standard Diet. s. v. Staff", "Train-
staff. 1901 Daily News i6 Jan. 5/1 The Isle of Sheppey
Light Railway is in single track..and it will be worked on
the train-staff and ticket system. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 27 Apr.
7/1 The train staffhaving dealt sopromptly with the trouble
that the only sign of fire was a little smoke. I6id, 27 Feb.
7 a The "train-stop at the signal-post actuated the con-
tinuous brake, and thereby., brought thevehicle to a stand-
still, 1893 Petll Mall G. 15 Mar. 2/1 It was *train-time,
and I_ rose to leave him. _i88x Chicago Times 17 June,
Running a car from a siding on the "train track. 1839
Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jml. II. 46/1 The wagons when loaded
. .are easily pushed, .down the "trainway to the face of the
cliff. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Train-way,a hinged plat-

form whicn forms a bridge leading from a wharf to the deck
of a^ ferry-boat. 1891 Boston (Mass.) yrnl. 26 Oct. 1/6 A
"train-wrecker caught. 1885 Maitch. Exam. 10 Jan, 5/1
An unsuccessful attempt at *train-wrecking.

O, In other senses : train-bolt, * a bolt to which
the training-tackle of a gun is hooked * {Cent.

Diet.) ; t train-horse, a horse employed to draw
artillery ; train-net — sense 20 c ; train-rope,

train-taokle, a tackle hooked to the trail of a
gnn-carriage on board ship : see quot. ; train-ser-

vioe (in sense 9 b) ; train-shut a.^ shnt by a train

of wheels and pinions ; train-work, a mechanism
consisting of a series of ports (sense 15).

1643 in 13M Rep. Hist, MSS. Comnt. App. i, 131 The
county complains tnat we have not charged the "Train hors«
according to the letter of the Ordinance. 1710 Land, Gaz.
No. ^6'&'2/2 Train Horses.. employed in drawing forty pieces

of Artillery. 2864 Glasgow Daily Herald 24 Sept., There is

as much damage done with "train nets as with trawl nets.

1887 spectator 3 Sept. 1174 Their "train-services collected

ancl equipped for a campaign. 163a Lithcow Trav. i. 5 Mine
Epitaph shall sound, Of "traine-s^ut sluces, of the Thespian
spring, Where chatrlng birds, Dodonean trees do sing. 1815
BuRNKY Falconet^s Diet. Marine., *Train-Tacklej. .a com-
bination of pulleys, which is, during action, hooked to an eye-

bolt, in the train of the carriage, and to a ring-bolt in the

deck... Its use is, to prevent the gun from running out of the
port whilst loading. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Train-
tackle. 1876 Prekce & Sivewright Telegraphy 92 The
Morse involves a complicated and expensive "trainwork of

mechanism.

t Train, sb,^ Obs. Forms: 4-7 trayne, 4-5
treyne, trayn, 5 north, trane, 6-7 traine, 6-8
train, [a. OF, traine guile, deceit, ruse (12th c.

in Godefi), n. of action f. OF. ira'ir, (Fr. trahir)

to betray ; cf. haiue (OF, haine), saisine, f. hdir^

saisir, Cf. the phrases 'withouten train', * false

train *, etc. with OF. sans traine, fausse traine, etc.

In senses 2, 3, and 4 this word appears to be associated
with senses 7 and 13 b of Train j^.^j

1, Without a or //. : Treachery, guile, deceit,

trickery.

C1400 Desir. Troy 3789 Ulexes. .falsest in his fare, and
full of disseit, Vndertaker of treyne, of talkyng but Htill.

CZ400 Non-Cycle Myst. Plays j/tj Weschal home tell, with-
outen trayn, Bothe word & werk, how hit was. c 1460
Tmvneley Myst. x. 330 Do wa, Ioseph,..Turne home to thi

spouse agane, look thou deme in hir no trane, ffor she was
neuer ffylde. 1590 Spenser F, Q. I. vi. 41 Thou cursed
Miscreaunt, That hast with knigbtlesseguile, and trecherous
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train, Faire knighthood fowly shamed, a 1600 Ftoddeti F.
VII. (1664) 70 Trusting his talk was void of trayne.

b. With a and//. An act or scheme designed to

deceive or entrap, a trick, stratagem, artifice, wile.

c 1330 R. Brunne ChroH. (1810) 295 pe kyng of Altnaynje]

. . He mad a fals trayn[e] . . He sent Edward to say, help him
m«t he nouht. a 1350 Sf. Nicholas 322 in Horstm. Altengl.
/,<?. (1881) 15 Now wote I wele, l?ou esvntrew..! trow 5our

law Ije hot a trayne, 1412-20 Lvix;. Chron, Troy iv. ^904
Dredynge ay i>at |>ese ilke tweyne Be som engyn or conspired
treyne To t»e Grekes wolden hyra be-tray. 1529 Rastkll
Piistyme, Bn't. (1811) 213 Mortymer was, by a trayne^taken
in the castell of Notynghara. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv.iii. 118

Diiieilish Macbeth, By many of these traines, hath sought
lo win me Into his power. 1739 G. Ogle Gualtherus^ 23
An artless Mind, Unpractis'd in the Trains of Womankind.
i763r MicKLE Concu\ ii. xlvi, The Nymph. .With wylie
Iraines the Sonnesof Earth besett.

2. A trap or snare for catching wild animals;

also_/?^. (In phrase to lay a train^ associated with

or merged in senses of Tkain sbX)

1390 GowER Cotif. HI. 241 Bot if a king his wille Fro
lusles of his fleissh restreigne, Ayein himself he makth a
treigne, Into the which if that he slyde, Him were betre go
besyde, <:x42o ?Lydc. Assembly 0/Gods Tji'X\vQXx\Qxtv^v\^t

trayne nor caltrop theryn wore. 1530 Palsgr. 282/z
Ti-ayne a trapije, atrappe. 1624 Quarles SiorCs Elegies

iii. Poems (1717) 393, 1 seek my peace, but seek my peace in

vain ; For every way's a trap : each path's a train, a 1630
D. Hume Hist. Ho. Douglas ^ Angus (1644) 30 Fearing
..that there was some tram laid for them, he turned about
to have retired into the Castle. 1697 Dryden yEneidxu
1056 Vain Fool and Coward,.. Caught in the Train which
thou thyself hast laid.

3. Something designed to lure an animal into

a trap or snare ; a lure, bait, decoy, enticement

;

also^^.
c 1407 Lydg. Reson <^ Sens^ 6981 [The tiger] ys deceyved

by merours Which the hountys for socours Caste in the waye
for a treyne, 14.. Voc, in Wr.-Wiilcker 566/25 Atirac-
torium, a trayne, sed melius a trays. 1548 Cranmer Catech.

gj h, Thou mayst make no traynes to bring him in to thy
snare, 1602 Hist. Eng^ in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 46-^ The
barbarous people, .leaving their cattle abroad, as a train, to

draw them [the Romans] within danger.

1 4. A live bird attached to a line, or a lame and
disabled bird, given as an enticement to a young
hawk during its training. (Sometimes explained as

the short flight which the hawk makes in trying to

capture this: see Train sbX 3.) Obs,

1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 287 Giffin to the man
that brocht tua quyk htrounis to the King, to make tranys
to haJkis,. .ixs. Ibid. 291 Item, for a duke to be a trane to

a halk. ,xij d. xS7sTurberv. Falconrie iiy When asparow
hawke is manned and reclaymed, then give her nine or ten
traynes at the least, and when she killeth feede hir up
alwayes. x6ii Cotgr., Tottte^ a traine with a lame and
disarmed Heron, for the making of a young Faulcon. 1616
SuRFL. & Markh. Country Farme 709 These flights are
called traines, because they^ only traine or teach a young
Hawke how to bestow her wing, and make her selfe victor

ouer the prey.

+ Train, sb."^ Obs, (exc. in Tkain-oil). Forms :

5-6 trane, 6 treine, 6-7 trayne, traine, 6-
traln. [In i5-i6th c. trane., a. MLG. and LG,
trdtiy MDu. traen^ Dn, traan^ whence mod.Ger.
tran^ and Da,, Sw. tran\ all meaning *oil ex-

tracted or made to exude, spec, train-oil'; app. the

same word as MLG. trdn^ trdne^ MDu. traen,

trdtUy OHG. traharty OS. *trahany pi. trahniy

OLFrank. pi, tr&ni (Ger. trane) 'tear, drop*,

also gum or resin that exudes from trees, 'lacrymae
arborum' (Kilian).] The earlier name of what is

now called Train-oil.
1497 Maldon^ EsseXf Burgh-Deeds Bundle 72 No. 4

Possessiatus de uno barrello olei vocat. trane. 15x15 Sel.

Cases Star Ckamb. (Selden) II. 92 The Crafte and misterie

of Mercers hath vsed..othir grosse marchaundise as sopp,
terre,..pik. Wax,. .Trayne. \^^ Rates 0/Customs Aiy'^oA
oyle called trane the tonne iiii h. x6oa Carew Cornwall i.

33 They pack them [pilchards] orderly in hogsheads. , which
afterwards they presse with great waights, to the end the
traine may soke from them into a vessel placed in the ground
to receyue ic 1711 A. van Leeuwenhoek in Phil. Trans.
XXVII. 441 Upon several Parts of these little Membranes,
there lay Fat, which.. they call the Train. 1766 Ace. Bks.
in Ann. Reg. 283/2 They don't drink train,.. but use it in
their lamps. x8oa Trans. Soc. Arts XX. 212 The cod.oil,

or common train, brought from Newfoundland.

b. attrib, as train-fat^ -bottle. (See Tbain-oil,)
1698 Act 10 Will. f/If c 14 § 7 Any Houses Stages Cook-

Rooms Train-Fats or other Conveniencies for fishing there
[Newfoundland]. 1707 Lond. Gaz, No. 4378/3, 23 Train-
Fats burnt ;..i568 Hogsheads of Train-Oil destroyed. 1797
Crantz in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 610/1 Of the skins of
the entrails [of the .seal] they [Greenlandersl make their
windows..; and they make train bottles of the maw.

Train, v.^ Forms : 4-7 trayne, (5 treyne),
5-7 trayn, 6 (^V:.), 7 trane, 6-7 traine, 6- train.
(ME. a, F. tratn-er, in OF. trainer^ also trahiner
(nth c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ; app. a deriv. of L.
trah^re (in pop.L. *tragire, whence F. traire) to
draw, drag; = Pr. trahinar\ cf. Sp. trajinar to

convey, * traginar to transport by pack-horses*
(Minsheu), It. trainare * to traine, to traile, to
draggle or draw along the groimd * (Florio).
Hatz..Darm. suppose a sb. *tragtna from *tragere^ formed

like rapina^ rulria, fr. rapere^ ruere, whence the vb. They
do not identify this Vr^Jwa with the existing traine^ which
U uken as a new foruaUQu from the vb. like trm»h nusc.] !

I. 1. trans. To draw or pull along after one ; to
drag, haul, trail, Obs. or arch.
C1450 Merlin xviii. 299 He hente hir be the tresses and

drough hir toward the horse trailinge. .; and so he hath hir
trayned and draweii, 1530 Pai.sgr. 383 To se the body of
Hector so trained by Achilles. 1607 Markham Caval. 111.

i. (1617) 9 This chase or sport we.. call a Traine sent, be-
cause the sent which the Houndes hunt is trained alongst
the fields. 1633 tr. Famine's Theat. Hon, vi. iv. 124 To traine
the ba^gadge of the Christian Army there were three score
thousand Chariots. 166^ Milton P. L, vi. 553 Behold..
the Foe Approaching. .; in hollow Cube Training his devilish
Enginrie [cannonsl. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. iii. He cannot be
so false of word as to train me to prison under false

pretexts.

b. intr, (Jot pass.) Of a garment : To hang down,
esp. so as to drag or trail. Now rare,
1590 Si'ENSER F. Q, ir. iii. 27 Below her ham her weed did

somewhat trayne. 170* W. J. tr. Bruyn's Voy. Levant
xx'xl. 117 They let it [the tail] train down till they come to
the lower End. 1^89 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 184 A
full black silk petticoat, sloped just to train a very little on
the ground. 1827 [see Training//^, a. 3J.

\^. Jig. {trans.) a. To draw out, lengthen out
(in time), protract, spin out ; also, to spend, pass
(time, one s life) ; esp. to pass slowly or wearily,
• drag on \ Also intr. Obs.
c 1440 Promp, Parv. 499/1 Traynyn, or tranyyn, or longe

taryyn (. .S, or abydyn), moror^ dijfcro. 1539 [see Training
vbl. sb. i], 1556 J. Heywood Spider <5- 1<. xcv. 8 To traine
the time and tarie you. .folli it weare, a 1560 Becon Jewel
ofJoy\l\i&. II. 5 Nether by letters nor yet by report., could
we lerne wher you trained your life. 165* J. Wright tr.

Camus* Nat, Paradox x. 259 To seek a glorious Death.,
rather than train so obscure and discontented a Life,

b. To draw out in length, to extend ; to drawl,

utter slowly (a word, phrase, name), rare*

1651 Cleveland 6"w^(;/y;«««wj 10 A Name which if 'twere
train 'd would spread a mile, 1859 G. Meredith ,ff, Feverel
xlii, He trained out the [word] old.

f c. To draw after itself, draw with it ; to involve

as a consequence ; to bring in its train. Obs.

1579 Fenton Hist. Guicciard. (1618) 12 If those small
forces trained with them so great fortunes. 1619 Sir J.
FiNETT in Eng. i^ Germ. (Camden) 63 A busynes that is

lyke to trayn wyth it a consequence of continuall trouble,

fd. To strain the sense of. Obs. rare~'^,

1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. -xx The scriptures he had so
trayned with the rules of logyclce, that by them be was able
to maynteyne all falshede.

f3. To draw, lead, conduct, bring. Obs,
Z549 Coverdale, etc. Erastn. Par, Jude 2a The Hebrues

..whom..Iesus trained out of the. .bondage of the Egip-
cians. c 1586 C*tess Pembroke Ps. cv. xii. His chosen
troopes with triumph on he traines. 1642 Chas. I Declar.
12 Aug. 16 Their resort was to the people, whom upon
seveiall occasions they had trained down to Westminster.

IX ^^ fig' To draw by art or inducement ; to

draw on\ to allure, entice, decoy; to lead astray,

deceive, take in. arch, (The most frequent early

sense. ? Influenced by Train sb^^)

137s Barbour Bruce xix.^ 354 The lord dowglas toward
thaim raid;. .Thame neir his battell for till trayne. ?a 1400
Morte Arth. 1683 5^ do bott trayne us. .wyth trofelande

wordez. i4ib-so Lvog. Chron. Troy in. 1015 His mortall
foon pat.. him to treyne leide out hoke & laas. 1588 T.
Hughes Mis/ort. Arth. v. i. 88 So did his witte and feature
feede that hope. Which falsely trainde me to this wofull hap.
X596 Shaks. i Hen. /F, v. ii. 21 We did traine him on.

a x6o4TiLLOTSON5'frw. (1743) 1. 237 Being insensibly trained

on uom one degree of wickedness to another. 1781 Hist.
Eur. in Afin. Reg. 92/1 Being trained into a well-laid

ambush. 1899 Goldw. Smith United Kingd I. 200 He
IBruce] trained him [Comyn] to a church and stabbed him
there.

t b. In good or neutral sense : To draw by
persuasion ; to persuade, induce, convert. Obs.
1516 in Strype Eccl. Mem.{i72i) 1. v. 67 The King had hopes

to train the Emperor to reason by doulce methods. 1549
Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Thess. 2 Howe easely you
were trayned from the supersticion of your forefathers,.,

vnto the true wurshippe of God. x6xa Brerewood Lang.
4^- Relig. 154 They have been by little and little brought and
trayned to the Greek religion.

III. 6. To treat or manipulate so as to bring to

the proper or desired form ; spec, in Gardenings to

manage (a plant or branch) so as to cause it to

grow in some desired form or direction, esp. against

a wall, or upon a trellis or the like.

c X440 Pallad. on Husb. j. 1032 And bowLs ore hit trayn So
lough and rare, on hem that bees may dwelle. 1688 Evelyn
Diary 24 Mar., His orangerie and gardens, where the wall
fruit trees are most exquisitely nailM and train'd. X79a
Mar. Riddell Vvy. Madeira 9 The vines are trained and
supported by poles. 1837 1xx:khart Scott I. ix. 289 A gar-
den., in which Scott delighted to train his flowers and
creepers. x8sa O. W. Holmes My Aunt ii, Why will she
train that winter curl In such a spring-like way ? x87x
[see Trained ppl. a. 3I. 1888 Nicholson's Diet, Gard. s.v.

Training, Sap flowing most forcibly into branches trained
in an upright direction.

6. To subject to discipline and instruction for the

purpose of forming the character and developing

the powers of, or of making proficient in some
occupation, (Also with up.) a. To instruct and
discipline generally; to educate, rear, bring up.
X54' Udall Erasm. Apoph. Pref. »»«ij b. For teachj-ng

and trainyng young children. i6xx Bible Prov. xxii. 6
Traine vp a childe in the way he should goe. ^^*•l Gay
F'ables i, ix. Seek you to train your fav'rite boy? Each cau-

tigD, ev'rycare employ. 1877 £. R. Conoer Bast Faith uL

103^ This protracted pupilage.. is admirably calculated to
train and perfect his moral character.

b. To instruct and discipline in or for some
particular art, profession, occupation, orpractice ; to

exercise, practise, drill; to make proficient by such
instruction and practice (see also Trained///, a.).

Const, in^for^ to,

"555 W.Watreman Fardle Facions i. vi. 106 To Ije trayned,
and exercysed in the feictes of warre. 1577-87 Holinsheo
Chron. I. 3/1 Bardus.. washighlie renoumed..for inuention
of dities and musicke, wherein . . he trained his people. x66i
in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 170 To march, trayne ai^ exer-
cise his company, according to the moderne discipline of
warr. c 1680 Bevebidge Serm. (1729) 1. 39 Such advocates
as had been trained up in the civil law. X823 Scott ^//^«//«
Z^. xxxi. To a false tale you will not desire me to train my
tongue. X859 Musketry Instr. 92 Bandsmen. .fully trained
to the use of the rifle. X869 Huxlev in Sci. Opin. 21 Apr.

464/1^ He was thoroughly trained in the physical and
chemical science of his day,

O, To discipline and instruct (an animal) so as

to make it obedient to orders, or capable oi per-

forming tricks ; to prepare a race-horse for its work.
X609 Shuttleworths Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 181 Richard

Eastwood, for his paynes and his coache, to trayne the
horses theirin^ xxx\ x66o F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav.
166 These Ltons..are.. trained in parkes to hunt others.
X777 Priestley yi/«//. Sf Spir. (1782) I, xxii. 286 Dogs., may
be trained to catch hares. 187a J. F. Clarke Self-Culture
i. (1880) 33 Animals can be trained by man, but they cannot
train themselves. X894 Astley jo Years Life I. 176 The
present Robert Sherwood, who now trains at Newmarket.

d. To bring by a course of diet and exercise to

the required state of physical efficiency for a race or

other athletic feat.

1835-71 [see Training vbl. sh. 2 cj. 1887 Stevenson Mem.
ff Portr. vi. Pastoral 96 A threat of latent anger In the ex-
pression, like that of a man trained too fine and harassed
with perpetual vigilance.

e. With aiiv, or compL adj. : To bring into a
specified condition by or as by athletic training.

Train off^ to throw off by training.

X879 Spectator 7 June 720 The beasts, always worn, for

that terrible, incessant pulling trains them down almost
visibly. X89X Kipling Light that Failed viii. 165 You're
disgracefully out of condition,.. pure tallow born of over-
feeding. Train it off, Dickie.

7. intr. for pass. To undergo or follow a course

of instruction and discipline ; in early quots., to go
through a course of military drill, to drill.

1605 Stow Ann, 1310 The other 3000 citizens, .shewed on
the Miles end, where they trained all that day, 1685 Wood
Life 28 June (O. H.S.) III. 146, 4 loades of muskets, pikes,
etc... for the scholars to train with. 1811 Bvron Hints fr.
Horace 703 The youth who trains to ride, or run a race.

Must bear privations. 1906 Beatrice Harrauen Scholar's
Dau, vii, My uncle thought I'd better train to be a doctor.

b, intr. With adv. To get into some condition

by training ; as train on^ to improve in condition

or form by training, to become more proficient;

f train off^ to get out of condition, lose one's vigour

or skill, as by over-training ; train doton^ to reduce

one's weight with the object of getting fit for an
event or feat. Also^^.
X776 E. ToPHAM Lett, fr. Edinburgh 08 When they are

young they dance extremely well ; but afterwards (to speak
in the language of the turO they train off. x8io Sporting
Mag. XXXVI. 230 A hard round,.. that convinced tire

judges of boxing that Blake had trained off. 1815 Byron
Let. to Moore 10 Jan., It is impossible to read what you
have lately done, .without seeing that you have trained on
tenfold. x866 Maclaren Training 2a Under it a powerful
man dwindles; and this, not from 'training down 'as the
phrase goes.

IV. 1 8. trans. To pursue by the ' train ' or trail

;

to trace, track. Obs.

'583 [see Training ///. a. zj. xs9a Greene Groat's iV,

Wit C iij b. They followed and trayned the Foxe and
Badger to the bole.

b. Mining. (See quots.)

X710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, Training a Load, in the

Miner s Language, is searching for, and pursuing a Vein of

Ore. X89S Funk s Standard Dict.^ Train^v...^. In mining,
to trace, as a lode to its head,

9. intr. t a- To walk in a person*s train or

retinue, Obs, rare~^, b. Train off-, to draw off

or away.
X633 P. Fletcher Hymen in Poet. Misc. 55 With her a

troop of fairest wood-nymphs trains. 1825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. IL Suthcrl. (Colburn) 27 James gradually trained oflf

from the party. 1833 — li-'idozv ^ Marguess ii, They
[suitors] had trained off, upon finding . . that Harriet s

boasted fortune was visionary.

10. trans. To direct, point, or aim (a cannon or

other fire-arm, or trans/, a photographic camera)

;

to bring by horizontal movement to bear ((?«, upon,

the thing aimed at). Cf, Training vbl. sb. 4.

X84X Totten Naval Text-Bk. 417 To train a gun, (o

point it forward or abaft the beam. X870 H. Meade New
Zealand 236 A forty-pounder, .trained on them during the

conference. 1873 Brit. Q. Rev. io3 Their ' horizontal range ',

or the arc over which they could be trained, should be made
small. X889 G. Kennan m Century Mag. May 73/2 We set

up the camera and trained it upon a part of the picturesque

throng.

b. intr,

X89X Cent. Diet. s.v., 7*1? train q^, to go off obliquely

said of the flight ofa shot.

U. trans. To convey by a railway train, rare.

x886 Pali Malt G, X4 July X4/1 Ship it [sewage] to Ire-
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land.,and let Paddy cart or train it away., to his potato

patch or cornfield. xZ^FicU^^ May 783/2 Ship the canoe

on to the railway and train it right up the Wye valley.

b. intr. To go by train, travel by railway. Also

train it {colloq^.

1888 Pall Mall G. 2 Apr, 4/2 So exhausted were the men
from the effect of the previous day's rtde,..that all trained

from Winchester to Farnham. 1888 Harpers Maz. Nov.
954/a From Aberdeen to Edinburgh we trained it oy easy

^S. intr. To act sportively, romp, 'carry on'.

V.S. colloq,

1889 HowELLS Hazard New Fori. 11. viii, The girl broke
into a fondly approving laugh at his drolling. ' On, I guess

you love to train !* 1M9 Farmer Americanisms, To train.

New England girls use this term to denote acts of romping,

or, to employ an English phrase, which seems its exact

equivalent, to train is ' to carry on '.

tTrain, z'.^ Obs. [f. Train j^.2 ; but prob. not

always distinguished from Train vy\
1. trans. To lay (a train or snare) ; to set (a trap),

Cf. Train sb:^ 2.

x4i*-ao LvDG. ChroM. Tro^ iv. 4935 J>at iustly y^\ may
fallen in l>e diche Whiche b^i han made & for vs y<treyned,

2. Falconry. Toentice (a hawk) by means ofa live

bird used as a lure. (Cf. Train j6.2 4.)

157S TuRBBHV. Falconrie 117 Let the quayle wherewithal!

you trayne hir haue a feather pulled out of each wing and
cast off the sra.rowhawke to hir a farre off,

3. intr. Of a hawk : To come to the train or lure.

1579 Lylv Eupkfus (Arb.) 35 The fleetest fish swallowcth
the delicatest bait :. .the highest soaring Haulce tralneth to
y» lure,

Traina'ble (tr^nab'l), a, [f. Train vy +
-able,] Capable of being trained; amenable to

discipline and instruction ; educable.

c 15^ {titW) An Enterlude called Lusty luuentus, lyuely

describing the fraittie of youth : of natur prone to vyce : by
grace and good counsayll traynable to vertue. 1594CARBW
Huarte's Exam. Wits \\\. (1596) 30 Amongst horses., some
there are more trainable than the rest. 1600 Holland Lify
XXXIX. xl. 1049 This man was by nature so trainable and
pliant to all alike, that [etc.). 1869 Daih Neivs 20 Aug., If

there were skilled labour, or even trainable labour^ to carry

it on. 187a KusKiu Fori Clav.{\Z(fo\ I.xxii. 443 The horse,

the noblest, because trainablesti of wild creatures.

Trainagd (tr^"nedj5). rare, [f. Train i^,^ +
-AGE: cf. Y, trainage.^ The action of ' training

*

or drawing along ; haulage ; conveyance by train,

1611 CoTGR., Trainage, traina^e. 1817 Mann. 4- Cust. in

Ann. Reg.^i^lx Fortunately (Ijcing the necessary conditions

fur good trainage) it [snow] hod fallen on a ground already
hardened by the frost. 1890 * K. Holdrkwood ' Col. Re.
forttur ( 1891) 43 Men in charge of droves . . pursued the old

and rugged road, not caring to use the swifter, costlier

trainage.

Txrainba-'ud, train-baxid. Now Hist.

[Abbrcv. oi trained band '. see Trained ///. a. 3.I

A trained company of citizen soldiery, organized

in London and other parts in the 16th, 17th, and
i8th centuries. Also occas. applied to similar forces

in other countries, c. g. the French arriere-ban.

1630 R. yoktuom't Kingd. ff Cotmnw. 28 In a hard battell

there wonld appcare a great deale of difference betwixt an
old beaten souldier..and a man of our traine liands of Lon-
don. i<^ H. L'EsTKAMCB Cheu. 1 19 The Country Cap-
tains of ine Trainljands were.. very unskilfull and rude in

the use of their Arrocs, 1670 Cottom Espernon 1. il 56 He
commanded that in every Province, the nobility, and Train*
Bands should be ready to march. 173a Pope /'/. liathurst

914X0 town he comes,.. And heads the bold '1 rain-bands.

S^l Macaulay Hist, Eng. v. I. 593 The trainbands of Wilt.

ibire had mostercd, 1851 Hawtiioiink Grandfather's Chair
X, iii, Whenever a trainband of Salem was mustered.

b. attrib,

1664 D. Fi,EuiNG in Extr. S. P. ret. Friends n. (1911) 151
The Judges. .were met. .by all the Trainband horse of this

county. 1674 Dean Gkenvillk in Surtees MiiC. (1858) 1^5
His Majestic h»th a notorious Sott to his trainband captain.

178a CowrRB Gilpin i, A train-band captain eke was he Of
famous London town, i88t liESAKT& KiceCA^//. ofP'leet

I. iii, The train-l>and lieutenant , .came swaggering to the inn.

Hence tTrai'nbandlnff {Obs, nonce-7vd.)^

raising of, or serving in, a trainband.

1711 E. Ward yu.'pts Urit. viii. 95 Watching, Warding,
and Trainbanding, Tno' Customs of an ancient Standing.

II Trainean {U?^n^*t W^H^)* [y^trahuauj in

OK, trahinei, traimit deriv. oi trainer: see Train
z/.i] A sledge, sleigh ; esp. one drawn by one or

more horses over snow or ice.

I1676 Ladv Chaworth in sith Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App* V. 34 She bath also great pleasure in one of those
sledges which they call 7*rafm/ox, and is pulled up and down
the ponds in them every day.) a 1715 Hurnet Own Time
('753) III. iv. 10 He was driving the Princess upon the
Snow in a Trainau. 1873 Forest 4- Stream 11 Dec 273/2
Our traineau, heavily loaJt:d, follows behind.
attrib. 1779 J. MooRE i'icw Soc. Fr. (1793) I. 398 Among

the winter amusements of this place [FrankfurtJ, traineau
partic-i may be reckoned.

Trained (tr/>nd), a. [f. Train j^.J -f--ED2.]

1. Having a train, as a robe ; having a luminous
train, as a meteor (quot. 1686),
1588 in Aston s Manch. Guide (1804) 25 A traynd gownc

lyned wyth chamlett. 1686 Goad Ctlest. Bodies \\. x. 291
Tayl'd and Irayn'd Meteors. 1883 * Sylvia ' Lady's Guide
Dressmaking 107, a trained petticoats. »05 patty Chron.
13 Nov. 6/1 The average middle-class English woman.,
should never be tempted to wear a trained skirt out of doors.

1 2. Attended by a train or retinue. Obs^ rare^K
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1593 Nashe Christ's T. {1613) 4 He sent him not roially

trained and accompanied like an Embassador.

Trained (tr^nd, poet. tr#i-ned), ppl. a. [f.

Train v.^ + -ed l.] In various senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

+ 1. Drawn, trailed along, etc.; Jig. attracted,

allured, enticed. Obs.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cai. Oct. 24 Whereto thou list their

trayned willes entice.

2. Disciplined ; made proficient by discipline.

a. spec. Subjected to military discipline and in-

struction, drilled ; esp. in traitied band = Train-
band (now Hist.) ; so + traitteJ man, soldier, a
soldier belonging to a trainband {obs.).

1570-6 Lambarde Feramb. Kent (1596) 70 The trained

companies only shall resort to the places of their appointed
Rendeuous. 1594 Sir H. Cocke in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11.

111. 175 Havinge.. taken a perfect vyewe of all the Trayned
Bandes. 1611 Bible Gen. xiv. 14 Abrara. .armed his trained

seruants. 1617 Morvson Itin. 11. 105 To haue six thousand
of the trained bands in readines. 1644 Prynne & Walker
Fiennes* Trial App. 25 lames Powell of Bristol!, one of the

Trained Souldiersof that City [called below Train Soldiers).

1707 E. Chamberlayne Pres. St, Eng. n. xvi. (ed. 22) 217

Of the standing MiUtia, or Trained.Bands. 18.7 Hallam
Const, Htst. (1876) II. ix. 133The citizens ofLondon mustered
their trained bands on holidays.

b. gen. Disciplined, instructed, educated ; made
proficient by discipline and instruction.

185S Hawthorne Fr. ^ It. Note-Bis. (1872) 1. 21 The women
..have a trained expression that supplies the place of

beauty. 1899 Altlmtt's S^st. Med. VII. 855 To engage
a trained hospital nurse. 1910 D. G. Hogarth in Encyct.

Brit, I. 248/2 An Art, whose products cannot be confounded
with those of any other . . by a trained eye.

8. Of a plant : Artificially caused to grow in

some desired way ; of a woman's figure, made
slender or shaped by wearing a corset.

1766 Compi, Farmer s.v. Peach-tree^ Such trees which are

of one year's growth from the budding, ..will soon overtake

in growth those which are called trained trees. 1786 Aber-
CROMBiE ^ar^ Assist.-\\\ Those ready trained, denominated
trained trees. 1871 Figure 'J'ratntug 90 Slender and ele-

gantly trained figures.

Tztliuee (tr^inr)- [f- as prec. + -ee.] A person

or animal undergoing training: correlative to

trainer,

S850 Fraser*s Mag, XLI. 658 The trainers first double up
one of his fore legs, which they bind fast with a cord ; this

they pull, and thus compel the trainee to come down upon
his bent knee. l8«i Tcmfle Bar Mag. IV. 58 The trainee

is nibbed down dry. 1885 Daily Navs 16 i>ec 6/1 Let her

. .ask whether she could be admitted as a lady pupil, as a
trainee.

tTrai'nel, sb, Obs, Forms: 3-5 traynelle,

4 traynel(e, 6-7 trainel; 6-7 tranell, 7 trannell.

[a. OF. trainel (13th c. in Godef.), a trammel or

hobble for a horse, a fishing-net (14th c. in Littri).]

(In some cases a graphical confusion between trainet ana
tramel seems possible.)

1. Some part of a horse's hiirness ; perh. a hobble

or trammel.
1184 Ace, F.xeh. K. R, Bd. 97 No. 3 (P.R.O.) Pro cordis

emptis..ad Traynelllisjet Loygnes f.ictis pro eisdem (equis].

Il'id,m. 4ProIoynescttraynfcllis. c i^t Durham Ace. Roils

(Surtees) 541 In Traynels faclis pro equis domini Prions,

viijd. In ) traynet emp. pro equo Bursarii, iiijd. 1467
Mnnn. n llouseh.Exp. (Roxb.) 389 Smythe the sadelere..

axsethe for. .a new traynelle, viij.d.

2. A drag-net. Also trainel-net.

iSBf HiciNS yuniuif Nomenil.ii6/i Trivia,, Traineau,
a tramel or drag net. 1601 Holland Pliny xvl.viii. I. 461

Much use there is of it [cork] .. for flutestotrainelsord rag-

nets. 16.0 J, Wilkinson Courts Leei \:ii No man ought
to fish.. but with such Nette or trannell as everie meash
shall be two and a halfe inches wide. 1706 PniLLirs (ed.

Kersey), Traintt-Net, Tramel or Trammel, a Urag.Net.

tience + Trsiiial v. Obs., intr, to practise bird-

catching with a drag-net (const. _/5ir).

1530 Palscr. 586/1, 1 hoble, I tranell for larkes, je ire-

maille. Ibid, tfali, I tranell for larkes, je trainelle. 1676

Marvell Mr, Smirke 37 If a uuin went out by night on
Tranclling, or Bat-fowling.

Trainer (tri^-nsj). [f. Train z;.i + -kb1.] One
who or that which trains.

1. A person who (or thing that) educates or in-

stiucts ; one who puts a person (or animal) through

a course of training and exercise with a view to

proficiency in something ; an instructor ; spec, t (a)

one who trains or drills soldiers, a drill-sergeant

{pbs^ ;
(A) one who trains persons or animals for

some athletic performance, as a race ; spec, one who
trains race-horses. (Also with up.)

1S98 Barret Theor, Warres 1. i. 6 The trayning of men .

.

done . .by such sufficient Trayners. 1659 H. More Immort.
Soul HL xvii. I 5. 508 As the basest men are the trainers up
of (he best sort of Dogs. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXX 1 X. 99
Mr. Price trainer at Newmarket. 1861 Paley Aischylus,

Agam. 1599 note. Imprisonment and the pangs of hunger

are first-rate trainers of the mind for teaching even old age.

1891 S. Mostyn Curatica 45, I took lessons in elocution...

1 cannot leave this part of my story without pausing to do

honour to my trainer.

b. A member ofa trainband, esp. when assembled

for 'training' or drill; a militiaman. (In later

use Cr,S,)

TRAINING.
gentler sex partake.. in the excitement, by running after the
trainers, i860 Uartlett Diet, A mer.^ Trainers, the militia
when assembled for exercise.

2. ta. One who draws or drags. Obs. b. A
string used in describing a circle. rare~^.
1648-60 Hexham, Een Sleyper, a Trainer, or a Dragger.

Een Sleyperesse^ a Traineresse or a Draggeresse. 1854 H.
M1LI.KK Sch. ^ Schm. xxi. (1858) 459 Thereoccuiredon the.

.

sand, around decaying tufts of the bent-grass, deeply.marked
circles, as if drawn by a pair of compasses or a trainer.

3. A frame upon which plants are trained, rare^^
x88a in Ogilvie (Annandale).

4. Comb.y as trainer-like adj.

1836-48 R D. Walsh Aristoph.^ Knights i. iii, That's a
good trainer-like remark.

Hence t Trai'ueress [-ESSl]. Obs, rare~°,
1648-60 [see 2].

Trainful (tr^-nful). [f. Train j^.i+-fdl.]
As much or as many (goods or passengers) as fill

a railway train.

1866 G. O. Trevelvan in Macm. Mag. Mar. 408 At Pes-
chiera, the whole trainful—passengers, guards, and firemen
—were forced to alight, ,. our luggage was opened and
emptied. 1885 19^/1 Cent. Apr. 635 A trainful of troops.

Trai'n-guard. [f. Train sb?-,, in various

senses + Guard jA.] fa. A train of attendants

forming a guard, fb, A body of men in charge
of the train of an army. c. The guard of a railway
train.

1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. v. % 32 Pharaohs daughter with
her feminine train-guard. 1760 MS. Audit Ojffice (Bodl.)

281/125. 7 d, Major Uughton and others for the 'train Guard
at the Battle of Culloden. 1897 Pall Mail G. 10 May 4/2
[In Denmark] The all-pervading militarism, .of Germany
has disappeared ; the train-guard is no longer an exaggerated
drill-sergeant.

Training (trt^*nig), vbl. sb. [f. Train v.^ +
-ING 1.] The action ofTrain v.^, in various senses.

f* L Drawing, trailing ; drawing out, protracting,

etc Obs.
c Z440 Promp. Parv. 499/2 Tranyynge,or longea-bydynge

(5", trancyynge), dilacio^ mora. 1539 Cromwell in Merri-
man Life •) Lett. (1902) II. 182 The coldnes on that behalf
& traynyng long of the matiers might helpe to conferme the
said Counsaillours advises.

2. Discipline and instruction directed to the

development of powers or formation of character

;

education, rearing, bringing up; systematic instruc-

tion and exercise in some art, profession, or occupa-

tion, with a view to proficiency in it; also, of an
animal: see quota. 1097, 1874.
1^8 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke v. 61 h, In those thynges

whiche concerne the bodye, . . my trainyng of theim is

somewhat with fauour and lenlilnesse : but in such matiers
as perteine to ye solle, it is a great waie strcighter and
shari>er. 1600 J. Porv tr. Leo's Africa iii. 148 Schooles..
freely bestowed for the training vp of youth. 1697 Drvden
Virg. Georg. 111. 321 When once he's broken, feed him full

and high . . Before his Training keep him poor and low. 1757
FooTE Author 1. Wks. 1799 I. 13B He's now in training as

a waiter at the Cocoa-tree coffee-house. 1874 Carpenter
Ment. Phys. i.i. §24(1879) 24 The process by which a Horse
is taught any unusual performance—as when iii^ * training

'

for the Circus or the Stage. 1879 J. T. Rogers in CasselPs
Techn. Educ, IV. 53/a It would be absurd to assign the
genius of Mozart to training.

b. Spec. Military drill; esp. in former use, a

public meeting or muster at a stated time for drill

of militia and volunteer forces ; now much used for

the periodical camp work of the Territorials.

15^ Nottingham Rec. IV, 179 Soldyours trayned with the

Kallyver, thys Trayning beyng the 2 of October. 1581

Stvwaru ifiile) The Palhwaie to Martiall Discipline, deuided
into two Bookes...The Second Booke Kntreateth of sundric

proportions and training of Caleeuers. 1598 Barret Theor.

Warres L t. 5 Our countrie Gentlemen and Citizens, who
haue the trayning of their shires and townes. i6z6 I. T.

ABC ofAmies A vj b, In time of Musters or Traynings,

iy4& Anson's Voy. in, viil 375 The training of land troops to

the use of their arms. \Z^$%.^vdd Margaret i. xv, Hash,.. at

the Spring training, was punished . . for disorderly behaviour.

O. The process of developing the bodily vigour

and endurance by systematic diet and exercise, so

as to fit for some athletic feat; the condition of

undergoing this process, or of the resulting physical

fitness.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. sW' By what in England is

call^ training the bulk of the body may be. .rapidly dimin-

ished. 1854 Dickens Hard T. i. ii, A professed pugilist

:

always in training. 1871 L. Stephen /*/(y^.^«n x. (1894)

234, I was in good training.

3. Management (of a plant, etc.) esp. so as to

produce the desired form or manner of a growth.

17*4 {title') A Treatise concerning the Manner of Fallowing

of Ground, Raising of Grass- Seeds, and Training of 1 .int and
Hemp. 1871 (title) Figure Training. 1888 Nicholson's

Diet. Gard., Training.

.

, as used in gardening, refers to the

management of trees and plants.. by regulating their

branches to give all a fair amount of space and exposure to

light. ..Also, .so as to prevent the sap flowing to any one

branch or part . .at the expense of another.

4. Theaction of directing or aiming a fire-arm, etc.,

esp. by horizontal movement.
x86i Times 23 July, The horizontal motion, or training, Is

effected by turning the shield itself, with the gun, crew, and
platform on which they st.ind. 1870 Daily Netus i Feb.,

Where the fault lies is in bad training of the gun on to the

object intended to be aimed at. 1885 Pall Mall G. 6 Jan.

2/2 Two (sights) being necessary for correct pointing at

certain angles of training.
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6. aiirib, and Cotfib, (chiefly in sense 2), as

training-groom
J

^gronnd^ -home, 'place, 'Stable,

'lime ; training-bank, a bank constructed to

deflect or direct a current (cf. Oainiug-walI h^Xoyi)
;

training-bit, a special kind of bit used in training

a vicious horse; training-college, a college for

training persons for some particular profession

;

sj>€C» a college for training teachers : cf. training-

school below; training-day, a day devoted to

training; spec, in former use, a staled or legally

appointed day for the drilling of militia and
volunteer forces; training-halter, a form of
halter used in training horses : see quot. ; training-
level, a level (Level sb, i) used in training a gun

;

training-pendulum, a form of training-level with
a pendulum ; training-post, a post used in direct-

ing a current into a particular channel (cf. training-

bank, -wall) ; training-school, a school in which
pupils are trained for somespecial profession oroccu-
pation ; spec, a school for training teachers, a normal
school ; training-ship, -vessel, a ship on which
boys are trained for naval service ; training-wall,
a wall built to direct a current into the desired

channel in a river, harbour, etc
1911 Untied Em/>ire July 489 Two moles and a *training

bank are being constructed. 1877 Knight Did. Mcch.^
*Trammg-bity a wooden gag-bit used when training vicious
horses. The cheeks are of iron, and are connected by a rod
..which passes through the wooden mouth-piece, having
a head upon one end and a nut on the other. 1829
i* Training' College was in use in IrelandJ. 1882 Ogilvik,
Normal school.. a. school in which teachers are instructed
in the principles of their profession and trained in the
practice of it ; a training-college. 1884 S. E. Dawson
Handbk. Canada 211 A theological training-college for

priests. 1901 Coniemp. Rev. Mar. 361 For years the supply
of teachers exceeded the demand ; now it is the other way,
or soon will be, and that is one of the factors in the training
college problem.

_ 1676 Wycherlev PI. Dealer 11. i, As he
passed by my window the last *training-day. 1880 Mrs.
Rollins New Eng. Bygones 56 This muster, or 'training.
day ', . . when the militia was drilled in a vacant lot of some
fortunate town. 1706 S. Sewall Diary 27 May, Col, Noyes
invites me to his "Training Dinner. i8i6 Sporting Mag^
XLVIII, 172 The defendant, a *trainmg.groom to the Duke
of Dorset. 1864 Bowen Logic xiii. 450 To make them [the
sciences] only the *training-ground, and not the field for the
regular employment, of their mental powers. 1871 ' M.
Lkgrand * Cfl/w^. Eres.^m.xi, Newmarket Heath.. is very
little changed.. .The features of this matchless racecourse
and training-ground remain pretty much the same. 1877
Knight Diet. Mecli.t * Training-halter^ a halter made in
the same manner as a riding-bridle, with the exception of
having short instead of long cheeks, which are provided
with rings into which bit-straps may be buckled. 1^05
IVestm. Gaz. 3 Feb._ 4/1 To avoid anything approaching
institution or *training-home life. 1904 Daily Chyon,
9 Feb. 3/3 In 1880 the Women's Training Home was
established at Clapton and placed under the charge of
Emma Booth. . . She was equal to the task, and well deserved
the loving name of the * Training Home mother '. 1867
Smyth Sailor's It^ord-i^., * Training-level, a gravitating
instrument for the same purpose as the training-pendulum.
/bid.t * Training-pendulum, an improved pendulum to faci-

litate the accurate elevation and depression ofguns on board
ship. x894 J. Tait Mind in Matter (1892) 138 A world fitted

to be the temporary abode and "training-place of spirits.

1884 Pall Mall G. 9 Dec. 12/1 Opening up a deep channel
by the use of "training posts and the judicious use of dredg-
ing. [1814 Brit. Sf For. School Soc, Bye Laws, The school
for children at the Borough Road, and the school for training
of schoolmasters.] 1829 Kildare Place Soc., liep.^ To
draw the attention of the public to these "Training Schools.
1897GRENFELL& HuntAVw Classical Fragm.,z\.c,\\\\\. loi
Auretius Asclepiades.. agrees to hire from Aurelius Theon,
the keeper of a training-school, probably at Arsinoe, the
services of two dancing-girls. 1905 Daily Ckron. 28 Apr.
7/5 In the 'danger' passage, between the two "training
shaftsof the fore barbette. C1860H. Stuart ^SVa/waw'jCa/^cA,
85 These men were never on board a ship before joining the
"training ship. 18^ Crockeit Kit Kennedy xxi. 145, I

would have placed him [a boy] on a training ship and looked
after him there. 1894 Doyle Mem. S. Holmes 5 Where the
Colonel's "training stable is situated. 1879 McCarthy Own
Times II. xxviii. 349 The campaign had.. only been a "train-

ing time for us. 1887 Pall Mall G. 25 Mar. 5/1 The French
torpedo-boats fire bow torpedoes, whereas in our own boats
the Whiteheads are shot from a "training-lube. xycA Month
Mar. 238 Large "training-vessels. 1883 Specif. Alnwick ^
Cornhill Railw. 43 The "training-walls are to be built ofcon-
crete, made of six parts of gravel to one of Portland cement.

Training (tr^'niij), ///.a. [f. asprec (or from
Tkain 2/.^) + -ing'-^.] That trains, in various senses.

+ L Drawing ;^^. attracting, alluring, enticing.

1557 in TottelCs Misc. (Arb.) 202 Then finenesse thought
by trainyng talke to win that beauty lost. 1567 Turberv.
Poems $-2 Force not hirtrayning truthlesseeies, butturnethy
face away, 1590 C'tess Pembroke Antonie 720 Th' enchaunt-
ing skilles Of her caelestiall Sp'rite, hir training speache.

t2. Tracking, pursuing. Obs.

1583 Melbancke Pkilotimus F f j, Diana in her trayninge
chase delightes.

3. Having a train, trailing. Now rare,

1737 Savage Public Spirit 7 The Tragic charms the Age

;

In solemn training Robes she fills the Stage. 1773 N. Hookb
Rom, Hist. (1830) I. 6 note, Ceres was represented.. with a
long training robe. 1827 Miss Roberts in Lit. Souvenir 147
The long training gowns, and flowing head-dresses.

Trainless (tr^i'nles), a, [f. Train sb.^ + -less.]

1. Having no train ; devoid of a train (as a robe,

a meteor, a peacock).
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1868 LocKVER EUm. AstroH. xxiv. § 305. 132 There was a
region in which the meteors appeared trainless,. .because
they were directly approaching us. 1873 Daily Netus
LNov- 5/4 Priests whose trainless gowns showed they

longed to the order of Jesuits. 1904 Ibid. 21 Nov. 4 The
f)eacock..that less than a month ago was a dowdy, train-
ess bird, has grown a * tail ' of bewildering beauty.

2, Devoid of (railway) trains ; on which no trains

are running.

1859 KiNGSLEV Misc., Agric, Crisis II. 195 The money
will be, .surely in a better place than. .in repudiated loans
and trainless railroads. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 25 Aug. 4/3 Only
two [railway] systems are now trainless.

Trai-nman, train man. Also with hyphen.
[f. Tkain sb.^ i^or v.^) + Man sb.^}

+ 1. A man belonging to a trainband. Obs,
1654 H. L'Estbange Chns. / (165s) 106 The Lord Mayor.,

and the Sheriffs with a band of Train men, came down and
made Proclamation.

2. A railway servant employed on a train. U'.S.
xS8i Chicago Times ^o Apr., A]] train men.. now in em-

ployment on the road. 2897 Kipling Captains Courageous
205 Old stories of the railroad that every trainman knows.

t Trai'nment. Obs, rare, [f. Train Z/.1 +
-MENT.] An action or process of training.

1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. xxxii. 4. 119 So far un suffi-

cient were the traynementes wherwith he had bin instructed.

1583— Calvin on Deut. c. 615 The feast of Tabernacles was
a traynment to the people of Israeli. 1592 G. Hakvey
Pour Lett. iv. Wks. (Gr.) I. 229 That pretious Trainement
is miserably abused, which should be the fountaine of skill.

Trai'n oi'l, train-oil. [f. Tkain sb.''' + Oil.]
Oil obtained by boiling from the blubber of whales,
esp. of the right whale ; formerly also applied to

that obtained from seals, and from various fishes.

CI5S3 Chancelour in Hakluyt Voy. (1886) III. 40 They
haue much oylc which wee call treiue oyle. 1591 G.
Fletcher Russe Comtmv, (Hakl. Soc.) ir An other, .princi-
pall commoditie is their trane oyle, drawen out of the seal
fish. x66i LovELL Hist. Anim. 4- Min. 229 Of the fat [of the
tunny] is made Trnine-oile for Clothiers. 171a A. van
Leeuwenhoek in Phil. Trans. XXVIl. 446 The Fat of a
Whale,, .out of which we boil theTrain-Oyl. 1823 J. Bad-
cock Dom. Amusem. 151 Soft Soap is made of train oil and
a little tallow. 1865 Parkman Champiain ii. (1875) 210
Seeking . . the more modest gains of codfish and train-oil.

attrib. 184a Browning Pied Piper \'\\, A drawing the coiks
of train-oil-flasks. 1863 G. Macdonald A, Forbes 18
Candles or train-oil lamps were burning in most. .houses.

t Trai'n-SCent. Obs. Also -sent, -cent : see

Scent sb, [f. Tkain sb.'^ 7 or z/.i i + Scent sb."]

Something * trained ' or dragged along the ground
to make a scent for hounds to follow ( = Train
sb.^ 7) ! ^^^ sport of exercising hounds and horses

by means of this (usu. in phr, to hunt or run a
train-scent).

1603 '1*. M. Progr. yas, /, E iij, There was prouided
train-cents, and Hue haires in baskets, being carried to the
heath, that made excellent sport for his Maiestie. 1638
Brome Antipodes i. vi, They hunt trayne-sents with Oxen,
and plow with Dogges. 1681 Lond. Gaz. Na 1608/^ There
will be also a Plate given for Hounds running a Train-scent
of four Miles. x686 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. iv. (ed. 2) 93 Be
careful to preserve his Speed till the last Train-scent.

t Train soldier. Obs. rare, A soldier belong-
ing to a trainband or the militia, and not forming
part of the standinj^ army.
1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. ^ Comrmv. 329 The Garrison

SouTdier hath one and twenty shillings a moneth, the
traine Souldier nothing. 1644 Prvnne tk Walker Fiennes'
Trial App. 25, I William iJeane of the City of Bristoll,

Baker, lately one of the Traine Souldiers there.

Trai-nster. = Trainman 3.

1893 Daily Graphic 25 Nov. 18 He worked as trainster on
a new railway track some way out of town.

tTrainy, a, Obs. rare-^. [f. Train sb.^ +
-Y.] Having the quality of ' train ' or train-oil.

1714 Gay Trivia ir. 252 And where huge hogsheads sweat
with trainy oil j Thy breathing nostril hold.

Traipse : see Trapes.
Trais, obs. form of Trace.
tTraise, traish, v. Obs. Forms: a. 4

trais, trayse
;
pa.pple. 4 traised, traijst, traist,

y-treyst, (traysted), 6 Sc, trasit. ^. 4 traysch,

5 trays(s)hen, traisshe, tras(8)he, trahysh;
pa, pple, 4 traysched, trayscht, etc. [f. F.
tra'iss-^ trakiss-, lengthened stem of trahir to be-

tray : see Tray v,, and cf. Betraise z/.] trans.

To betray.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 15497 pou sal be traijst lauerd, to night.

Ibid. 20042 Ur lauerd crist deied on rode and was traist.

13.. Guy IVarw. (A.) 25i;r He seyd, y-treyst we ben here.
1320-40 Chron, Eng. (Ritson) 830 Tlio come the trai-

tours..That heden traised Edmond. cxy*o R. Brunne
Chron, (1810) 61 Machog, t>e Scottes kyng,'\^at wild borgh
traitourie Haf traised Edward \>e kyng. c 1350 Will. Pa.
terne 2075 Has ^ax vntrewe treytour traysted me nout>e.
a 135a MmoT Poems vii. 150 pat daunce with treson was
bygun, To trais \>g bare with sum fals gyn, a 1375 Joseph
Arim. 624, 1 wol J>e nout trayse. 1313 Douglas Jkneis ix.

iv. 8 Drawbriggis befoir the gettis vprasit Junct to the
wallis, at thai suld nocht be trasit.

p. c 1330 R. Bbunne Chron, Wace (Rolls) 5459 Wyst our
folk we were J?us trayscht \v.r. traist], Hit scholde make J>em
alle abayschL <; 1400 Rom. Rose 3231 She hath [thee]
trasshed, withoute ween. 1412-30 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv.

4562 To traisshe her toun hei hild it no repref. c 1489
Chxioti Blanciu^rdyn%\M'\,\^% The good lady liiennehering
the cursed and false traytours speke, saw wel that she was
trabysbed of all poyntes.

TEAIST.

Traise, obs. form of Trace.

t Traisement. Obs. rare-^, [a. OF. traisse-

fuent, f. trahir ; see Traise and -ment.] Betrayal,
treachery.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb, 4754 Codes for-bode . . t>at ich assentede
to sucli a dede, To don hym such traysement.

Traish, var, Tkaise Obs.; obs. f. Trash.
Traisle, -il, obs. Sc. forms of Trestle.
Traison, obs. f. Treason, Traiss, obs. Sc. f.

Trace. Traisse, obs. f. Trash.
+ Traist, sb. Sc, and fwrth. Obs. Forms: 4-6

traiste, 5 trayste, treyst, trast, 5-7 traist.

[app. a. ON. Vrp^sti, *treysti (mod. Norw. dial.

trayste strengthening, strength, firmness), related to

ON. trausi sb., firmness, confidence, security,

safety, trust, and to ON. treysta, treysta, Tkaist v,

Cf. Gothic trausti covenant. Cognate with Trust,
Trest, Trist sbs.'\ Confidence, trust; assurance
felt, received, or given.
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 18 Puttande all his traiste and

his desyre in hym [Ihesu]. a 1400 Relig. Picces/r. Thorn-
ton MS. (1867) 27 pat we hafe trayste to com thedyre.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 96 Sum tyme man is holpuii bi treyst |>at

lie liat» in o J>ing. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (.S.T.S.)
179 He wald geve lytill traist in that sauf condyu C1500
Lancelot 1536 To wer on them In trast of victory. 1513
{AS. IV Let. in Hall Chron., Hen. py/I{is4S) 30 Bastaid
[eron..slewe our warden vnder traist of dayes of metyng

for iustice. x^^ IJalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1.

(S.T.S.) 1. 79 Ihair hail traist, and al ihair hope was in
this opinione, 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. i.

xi. § 16 (1699) 67 Where the Party Slain is under the Traist,
Credit, Assurance, and power of the Slayer.

t Traist, a. {adv.) Sc. and mfih, Obs, Forms

:

4 treist, traate, trayste, 4-5 traiste, trayst,
trast, 5 treyst, 4-7 traist. [app. a. ON. treystr,

pa. pi)le. of treysta (OTeut. *traustjan) to make
firm or strong, used in the sense of ON. traustr
firm, strong, safe, secure, sure, trusty.]

1. Firm, strong; secure, safe.

01300 Cursor M. 9883 pis castel. .a-pon J>e marche it

standes traist, O fede ne dredes it na fraist.

2. Assured, sure, confident, full of trust.

cxyxiCursor M. i72i9(Gott.) pu mai be ful traist to spede.
1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 581 J^for sekir and trast \>sx war.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. (lustiu) 482 pe feynd t*aneWend
he traste wes ofjbe man. c 1475 RaufCoii^ear 549 ' Be tbow
traist ', said the Coiljear, ' man, as I am trcw, 1 will not haist
me ane fute faster on the way '.

3. Trusty, trustworthy ; faithful, true.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (i8to) 175 5our wiHe is euer so
gode, & 3our treutb so treist. c 1330 — Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 8392 Lok ^at Je be trewe & traist. z4ta in

sSth Rep. Hist, MSS, Comm. App. viii. 10 Oure traiste and
wele belofit cosyng, Schir William of Douglas. <: 1460
Taivneley Myst, xxviii. 74, I saide if he nede be-stode to
hym shuld none be trastir. c 1461 in Jarrowiif Weanttouth
(Surtees) 246, 1 beseke 50we send furth a trayst mane. 1501
Douglas Pal, Hon. i. xlix, Constant Lucrece, and traist

Penelope. 1535 Stewart Chron. Scot, (Rolls) III. 166 Richl
nobill men that war bayth traist & trew, 1620 Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 783/1 Our richt traist cowsing and counsellar
Thomas Erie of Kellie.

B. adv. a. Firmly, securely, b. Confidently,

assuredly.

c 1470 Golagros ^ Gaw. 292 Trou ye full traist, My Hecht
sail hatdin be for baitl or for blis. Ibid. 415.

t Traist, v. Sc, and north. Obs, Forms : 3-4
traiste, 4 treiste, 4-5 trayst(e, 4-6 traist, trast.

Pa. t, 4-5 trast. [ME. traist, -en, trayst, a. ON.
(OW.Scand.) treysta, treysta (OTeut, *traustjan)

to make firm, strong, or safe, to give firmness or
security to, to confirm ; refl. to make oneself secure,

safe, or sure, with dat. or til io rely upon, trust to;

f, traustr adj. strong, firm, safe, sure, trusty.

Cognate with Trust v, : see also Trkst, Trist,]

1, trans. To make secure or safe, to commit in

trust ; hence rejl. to commit oneself with security

or confidence, to trust, «= sense 2.

^1375 Cursor M. ii868(Fairf.) In quam hat we may traiste

vs in. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 179 He wald
. .nocht traist his persone in it.

2. ifttr. To trust, have confidence, feel assured,

(Const, in, on, of, to, or inf.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 7491 He traistes al in his aun hand.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxiv. i pat traisten in Laverd ilk-on.

1340 Hampole Pr, Consc. 1366 He may be called witty and
wyse, pat..on )>is lyfe here traystes noght. 1375 Barbour
Bruce V, 531 pe king in hym trastit. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxvi. {Nycholas) 538 Trastand thru hym to helpyn be.

c 1460 Tffwneley Myst. xxvii. 47 Thay wold for no tokynyng,
.,'J'rast in that trew, 15^) Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 2Zt
7'raistyng to cbaip that faitale destanie. 1596 Dalrvmple
tr, Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) II. 385 Quhilk he inekle
trasted in.

b. trans, with simple obj. {t orig. dative), or

clause : To trust, have confidence in,

137s Barbour Bruce vn. 179 May I trast the me to valk
Till I a lititt slepyng uk? £:s47o Henry Wallace i. 86
Ressawide he was and trastyt werray trew. 1473-4 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 49 It wes trastit the Due of
Glosister suld haue cummyn in. C1500 Lancelot 11 29, I

traist that neuer more was sen No man in feild more
knyghtly hyme conten.

c. To expect with confidence.
x§i8 in Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872) 46 The said Johae,

traisting trubill in the cuutrc



TRAISTFUL.

Hence tTraisting vhL s^.y trustinp^, con6<lence,
a 1340 Hamihjlb /'sa/tcf Ixx. ^ A stabile loure, lil \>e

whilke we sail fle and be sykire in traystynge. 1456 Sir
G. Have Law /Irms (S.T.H.) 244 Thair lycht traisting in
men that thai knew nochL
Traist, j^a. pple. of Tbaiss v. Obs. ; Sc var.

Tbest, trestle.

tTrai'stfol, a. Obs, [f. Traist sb^-k—Tvu
Cf. 8w. trdstful consolatory.] a. Sure, secure.

b. Trustful, confident. C, Inspiring confidence,

encouraging, comforting.

13.. Cursor M, 39009 (Cott.) Orisun asjh for be Buxum,
traistful, and priue. 1409 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. IV. ccxii,

For tlie mare sikkirnes and traistful keping of. .the forsaide
thingis. XS33 Gau Richt Va)f (S.T.S.) 32 He is callit our
fader that is to ewerie chrissine man..ane traistful thing.
Ibid. 45 Thir ar traistful wordis for at chrissine man.
Hence f Trai'StfoUy adv.y surely, confidently.
c 1470 Gola^os if Caw. 197, I may refresch yow with folk.

to fei^ht gif you nedis, With thretty thousand tald, and
Iraistfully tight.

fTrai'Stily, adv, Obs. rare. [f. Traistt +
-LY 2.] Trustfully, with confidence.
The usual variant of iraistly in Cott. MS. of Cursor M,
13.. Cursor M, 10569 (Cott.) And si^n traistiti [Cott.

traystii] \<e saand ^i bade Quar-of |>e angel )iam bodword
made. li>iJ. 13422, 19950 (see TraistlyJ.

t Trai'Stly, adv. Obs. [f. Traist a. + -lt 2]
a. With feeling of security, securely; with con-
fidence or trust, confidently, b. Faithfully, trnstily.

a 1300 Cursor M. 260 (Cott.) Traistli acountes sal we
yeild. /h't/, 1J422 (G'Ht.) pa! gun trastli [CoU. traistili]

trou fra J»at dai in vr lauerd iesu. /bid. 19950 (EdinJ Na
hope of nan he wil forhu pat wil traistlic [Co/t. traistili] in
him tru. ''1340 Hampolk Psalter Ixvii. t The prophet
traistly couaitis that he wate is at cum. 1375 Barbour
Bntce xvuu 36 And war thai kn>-t wittc ;ow, ^e mycht The
trastlyar abyde to ficht. £^1470 Golagros ^ Ga^v. 744 The
renkis of the Round Tabill, That has traistly thame tight to
^oveme that gait. £-15*0 M. Nisbet A^. 7Vj/. /«5(C/j Acts
IX. 37 In Damasc he did traistlie in the name of Jesu.

tTrai'stness. Obs. [f. Traist a. + -nes3.]

a. Firmness, stability, b. Firm confidence, trust.

C. Faithfulness, trustiness.

a 1300 Cursor M. 240^4 (Cott.) Moder I traistnes of ur
treuth, Do vs to reu al wit H rcuth. Ibid, 23645 (GOlt.) pe
gode..|>ir er for traistnes blith and glad. ^1340 Hampolk
PsaJterQv. 3a pe tra>*stnes ^at he had in ot»er. 1456 Sir
G. Havk Law Arms (S.T.S.) 200 A gude Emperoure..
[suld] Ije full of traistnes and worthynes.

tTraisty, tf. Obs, [f, Traist j*. or?tf. + -T.]

a. Secure, sure. b. Faithful, trusty.

13. . Cursor M. 59 (Gutt.) For quen bu wenis traistiest to
be, pu sal fra hir or scho fra J>e. 1513 Douglas /Sntis v. x.

12 And in his Iraisty eir thus prcvaly He rownis.

Trait (tr<^, tri=it). Also 6 traito, 7 traict. [a.

F. /rtz//, in obs. F. traut^ tret, draught, stroke,

touch, line =» Pr. (rait feature :—L. tractus draw-
ing, drauf^ht : see Tract j^.3

The pronunciation tr^', after mod. French, tn the 19th c.

considered in Kngtind the correct one, is becoming less

general; in U.S. tr^'t is the established one.]

t L * Shot * of any Jdnd, missiles ; orig. arrows.
Obs, rare,

c ^ATL Caxton ytu<m tis Shoting on them arowes & other
trait [F. iirerent sureulx saietcs et aultre trait].

1 2, A drawing out
;
protraction ; =» Tbact jd.3 i,

Obs. rare.

IMS in Leadam Cri. cf Requests (Selden) 169 Then.,
tapper [= to appear] for beryng of the matter without any
further traite of tyme.

t3. That which is drawn; a line, streak, stripe.

Sc, Obs. rare,

t^x Inv. Roy. Wardr. (1815) 133 Item aneclaith of estate
of fresit clatth of gold and traitis of violet silk partit eqtialie

with violet vclvot. (Cf. b€l<nu Drauchtis of violett silk partit
equalie with violett velvoL]

4, A stroke made with pen or pencil; a short
line; a touch (in a picture).

i^ Puttenham Eng. Potsie iii. i. (Arb.) 150 The skilfull

painters (chief praise] is in the ^ood conueyance of bis
coulours and shadowing traits of his pensill. 1601 Holuknd
Pliny XXXV. xi. II. 550X0 these [unfinished paintings] a man
may (as it were) see what traicts and lineaments remaine
to bee done. 175* J. Kkhnbdv Curios, tt^'iltou Ho. (17861

45 The Traits are most beautiful, and the Sculpture of the
very t>est Ages. 18*3 J. Baocock Dom. Amustm, 141 The
copy, .is correct to a trait.

fig.
i860 Westcott Introd. Study Gosp. vi. (1B81) 340 The

picture which he draws can be completed by traits taken
from the other Evangelists. 1863Mabv Howitt F. Bremer's
Greece \. yx, 160 Let me now sketch some traits from that
grand vision.

fb. Something penned; a line, passage, or
piece of writing. Obs,

1571 Abp. Parkkr Corr. (Parker Soc) ^14 In readingsome
word* thereof .ye may think he hath mine information, but
before C»od that trait was only of himself.

6. A line or lineament of the face ; a feature,

1773 ^^A ^' Frowde 5a The ten Thousand lovely Traits,
that dwelt in every Feature of her radiant Face. 1^09 Med.
Jml. XXI. 32Q 'Hie bitter inherits the general exterior
resemblance of hi* father, or even his shape, characteristic
traits looks, or voice. iSat Shelley Let. 15 Aug., Her face
IS somewhat altered. The traits have become more delicate,
x86o Emersok Cond. Life, Behaviour Wks. (Bohn) 1 1. 385
A man finds room in the few st^uare inches of the face for
the traits of all his ancestors.

0. A particular feature of mind or character ; a
distinguishing quality ; a characteristic
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17SJ H. Walpolk Left, to Mann 28 Oct., A most sensible
trait of the King. 1797 Monthly Mag. 111. 494 That love
of order, which is a remarkable trait in his character. 1803
Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII, p. ccxxxi, A very
excellent young man, and has all the traits for making an
excellent seaman and naval officer, 1807 W. Irving Salmag.
iiL (1824) 38 Who have no national trait about them but
their language, 1859 Wraxall tr. R. Hoiidin xviii. 258
A pleasing trait of English manners and customs. 1897
Gen. H. Porter in Century Mag. Sept. 744/1 Sheridan now
began to exhibit those traits which always made him a
tower of strength.

b. Of a thing.

1864 BowEN Logic i. (1870) 7 The Concept refers to all the
things whose common or similar attributes or traits it con-
ceives, 1865 LiviN-GSTONE Zambesi xxiv. 496 This trait was
confined to the cool highlands. 1869 Tozer Highl. Tur.
key II. 269 Thecharacter of the tales has been altered,.,
yet . . the original traits have . . been preserved. 1871 Jowktt
Plato 1. 254 Some lesser traits of the dialogue may be noted.

C, A ' touch ' ^some quality. Now rare.
1815 W. H. Irf.lanu Scribbleomania 56 noie^ A poem..

wherein are to be found many traits of exuberant genius.
1830 Moore Byron I. 328 A trait of pathos or high feeling,
in comedy, has a peculiar charm. 1835 Ure Fhil. Mant^.
343 Many traits of almost parental kindness on the part of
the masters,

7. A stroke: fa. of skill or cunning. Double
iraity a stroke of double dealing. Obs.
a i6s5 in Gutch CoU, Cur. I. 187 You deal with a Nation

that bath playd more double Traits.. than all the World
beside.

b. of wit, sarcasm, pleasantry.

1704 SwiFT T, Tub Ded., Embellished with traits of wit so
poignant and so apposite. 1781 H. Walpole Let, to H. S.
CVwn'O)' 16 Sept., In Voltaire s letters are some bitter traits

on the King of Prussia. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 320 When
he fell From talk of war to traits of pleasantry.

Trait, Traitee, obs. ff. Treat v.. Treaty.
Trailer, -eres(se, -ere, -eri(e, -erous : see

Tkaitok, TiiAiTBKSH, Traitory, Traitorous,

II Traitenr (tr^tor). [Fr. agent-n. from trailer

to Treat, to supply with food for money.] A
keeper of an eating-house (in France, Italy, etc.)

who supplies or sends out meals to order.

17S1 Smollett Per. Fie. xxxix, A party of those young
spark-sat the house of a noted traiteur.

15J63
— Trav. vu

(1766) I. 86 Your taylor, barber, . . hatter, traiteur, and wine-
merchant, i8a8 [H. Best] Italy 272 Our dinner was sent
by the traiteur in a fbt oblong baskeL 1863 Miss Braddon
Eleanors VicLiv, I havea cup of coffee and a roll brought
me every morning at nine from a iraiteur's over the way.

Traitie, obs. form of Treaty.
Traitor (tr^i-tai), sb. Forms : a, 3 treitre, 5

trai-, traytre. 3. 3-4 traitur, traytur, 3-7
tpaytour, (4-6 -oiire), 3-8 traiteur, 4-5 -cure,
-ur(e, treitoxir, tretour, 4-6 Sc, tratiire, tratour,

5 tretowre, 7. 4 Se. tratore, 4-5 traytore, 4-8
traytor, 5- traitor. 5. 6 traiter, 6-7 trayter.
[a. OF. nom. traitre (-= Prov. traire, F. trattre)

:—pop, L. iradi'tor for L. /r5 'ditar traitor, betrayer

;

also in ace. form OF. traitor, -ur (Roland, nth c.)>

AF. -our (-• It. traditore, Sp., Pg. traidor^ Prov.
iraidor^ Sard, irailore) :—L. trddUdrenty agent-n.
f, trdd/re to deliver, hand over, f. /rj- ( =* irons)
•¥dare to give, put.]

L One who betrays any person that trusts him,
or any duty entrusted to him ; a betrayer. In
early use often, and still traditionally, applied to

Judas Iscariot.

a. a lass Ancr, R. 194 Heo biswikeS ou, & is ower
treitre, c ujo Hals Meid. 9 Ha habbed itricchet te as
treitres. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. ni,ii. 1. 331 To al crysten
men thou liast ben traytre.

j8, Y- a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1 530 (Cott.) He was traitur fals in

txu cip$Sc. Leg. Saints v'l'i. (Jacobus Min.) 29 l>at wekit
tratore ludas. loitL \\\. {Mathias) 24a J>o he wyste he suld
be traytore, 1377 Lancu P, PI. B. xix. 435 Pieres Jw
plowman.. trauailleth & tulyeth for a tretour also sore As
for a trewe tydy man. X38» Wvclif Mark xiv. 44 The
traitour hadde ;ouun to hem a tokene. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk,
Cofn, Prayer^ Collect St. Matthias, In tne place of the
traytor Judas. 1657 Trapp Comm. Ezra vii. 17 Said Christ,

even to the very Traytour that did seek and suck his blood.

1867 M. Arnold St. Brandan iv, It is—Oh, where shall

Brandan fly?—The traitor Judas, out of hell !

2. spec. One who is false to his allegiance to his

sovereign or to the government of his country

;

one adjudged guilty of treason (including formerly

petit treason) or of any crime so regarded. Also

fig. or in extended sense.

Traitor's Gate, the river gate of the Tower of London by
which traitors, and state prisoners generally, were committed
to the Tower, In quot. 1678^?^.
a. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. iv. (1883) 48 Slewe the traytre

Goribalde. 1481 —Godeffr<^ cxvii. iTdYfony were vntrew
6 suche a traytre that wold destroye his countrey.

^, y. c i»9o S. Eng. Leg. I. 38/146 ' Ey, traytours *, quath J>e

lu}?ere Quen. x*^ R.Glouc. (Rolls) 10693 In gibethiiwere
an honge, as to more vilte, . .& so hii mi^te lemi traitour to

be. «i300 C«rf<7rJ/. 11889 Ahal traiturs..t sale Hing yow
bot ye mak me hale. 1375 Barbour Bruce iv. ig Maknab,
a fals tratour. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7899 But the triet men of
Troy traitur hym cald. 1444 Rolls of ParIt. V. 111/2 He
to be juged and demed as a Traitour, and suche execution

to be don upon his body, as shuld be don uppon a Traitour

atteint of hie Treson, 15^1 Shaks, T^vo Gent. iv. iv. no
Vnlesse I proue false traitor to my selfe. 1606 — Tr, Sf

Cr. v. vi, 5 Turne thy false face thou traytor. 1678 Vng.
Man's Call. 31 Man enters into the world at traitors gate;

TRAITOROUS.
bom in sin, and conceived in iniquity. 1713 Addison Ci,
Jariff r 23 He called [him] a lyar [and] a traytor. a 1771
Gray Danl^ 7 If the telling may Beget the Traitour's
Infamy. iSii ISvkon jWWr. /-Vi/. v. i, He is a traitor, and
betray'd the state. i88i Besant & Rice C*a/>/. 0/Fleet I.

49 [Did] we not hack the limbs of our traitors, and stick
them upon Temple Bar? Mod. A traitor in the camp; a
traitor to the cause.
S. 1383 Ld. Burleigh Exec./or Treason (1675) 44 [They]

ought to be adjudged Trailers. 1642 in Vcrney Mem. (1907)
I. 242 Those thatt told you he was a trayter.

3. attrib. or as adj. That is a traitor, traitorous.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4397 (Cott.) Ne herd yee na wight how

Yon traitur juu me wald sceind. c 1450L0VELICH GrailVu.
275 .\ tretour boteler That kyng Marahans sone poysoned,
<:i47o Henryson Mar. Fab. iv. ix. This wylie tratour tod
On kneis fell. 1503 Shaks. Rich. II, i. i. 10a False Mow.
bray.. consequently like a Traitor Coward, Sluc'd out his
innocent soule through streames of blood. 1700 Drvdem
Pal. <5- Arc. II. 563 Th' assassinating wife, the household
fiend, And, far the blackest there, the traitor-friend. 1716
Pope Odj/ss. xxii. 93 He drew his traitor-sword, And like a
lion rushed against his lord. 1837 A. Tennent Vis. Glencoe
18 Some traitor spy, Meant to betray thee with a lie. 1887
J. M. Fuller in Did. Chr. Biog. IV. 837/3 Judas the traitor.
Apostle.

4. Comb., as trailor-led lA]., -like adj. and adv.,
traitorwise adv.
IS94 Warres Cyrus 794 Or else Libanio .. should die for

his. so traitorlike reuolt. 1598 in Archfriest Conlrov.
(Camden) I. 210 Reputed by our Prince and countrye as
trayterwise and disloyal. 1598 Rowlands Betraying
Christ, etc. Gij b, Traitor-led troopes by night did appre-
hend him. i7ai Strypk Eccl. Mem, III. 1. 389 Heavy
tidings came., that the French bad won Calais..: for,

traitor-like, it was said to be sold and delivered unto them.

t Traitor, v. Obs. {(. prec. sb.] a. trans. To
make (any one) a traitor, b. intr. To act as a
traitor.

16.. LiTHCow (Webster, 1864), But time, it traitors me.
<zi64g Urumm. of Hawth. Thyrsis in Dispr. Beauty Wks.
(1711) 23/1 Most woful wretch I whom shining hair and eyes
Lead to love's dungeon, traitor'd by a sight. 1656 S. H,
Gold. Law 5 If it be said, that the King traytor'd such, or as
it related to himself only.

Traitoress, variant of Traitress.

t Trai-torful, a. Obs. rare— ^. =- TRAiroRous.
1:1440 York Myst. xxxii. 300 Me lathes with my lifT, so

lifTe I to lang. My traitouruill torne he turment my tene.

t Traitorhead. Obs. rare-'^. In4treytor-
hede. [f. Traitor sb. ¥ -hbad.] = next.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synn4 4204 pyr may no man so
yware be.. pat treytorhede ne wyl hym asayle.

Traitorliood (tr^i-tarhnd). [f. as prec-l-

-HOOD.] The state or condition of a traitor

;

treachery.
c 1470 Harding Chron. cxxiv. viii. (MS. Arch. Seld. B. 10,

If. icy5 b). The Kynge with hoste one Roberte Mowbray
Rode Who with the Kynge faughte of his traitourhode.
1871 RuSKiN ForsClav.\u ji No more ashamed of Traitor.
hood,_ but invoking Traitorhood, as if it covered, instead of
constituting, uttermost shame.

Traitorism (tr^-toriz'm). [f. Traitor sb. -h

-ISM.] The practice or principles of a traitor.

iSQiTroub. kaigne K. yohn II. (1611) I ij b. But wher
fel traitorisme hath residence. There wants no words to set
despight on worke. x66x K. W, Con/. Charac.^ Gd. old Cause
(1800) 6a The. .mostnotoriouscauseofinnovation and traitor-

isme. a X734 North Exam. 11. v. (1740) 323 The Loyal
Clergy of the Church of England at that time [<:i68o)..

are charged with Traitorism of their Principles. 1888
Times (weekly ed.) 29 June 8/1 There was no traitorism in

the ranks. 1898 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 5 Jan. 7/1
Charges of conspiracy and traitorism were freely made.

t Trai'torize, »• Obs. rare—''-, [f. as prec. +
-IZE.] intr. (with it). To act as a traitor, play

the traitor.

i«S« S. H. Gold. Lam 11 To Traytorize, Murlher, and
Thieve it, to bring your ends about.

Trai'torllng. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. (- -ling.]

A petty or contemptible traitor.

a 165a Bromb Queen 4- Concub. iii. x. There was not, But
in the Queen, Petruccio, and my self. True Loyaltie in the
Court. Away you Traytorling.

+ Trai'torly, a. Obs. [f. as prec. -l- -ly l.]

Having the character of a traitor; tmitorous.

a 1586 SiDNEV Arcadia in. xxvi. (1912) 506 That coward,
and traytorly boy, who slewe my Uncle trayterouslie, and
after ranne from me in the plaine field. l6n Shaks. Wint. T.
IV. iv. 821 But what taike we of these Traitorly-Rascals?
164Z Prvnne Antip. 5 An unhappie, if not perfidious

Traytorly advice. 1668 Rolle Abridgni., Tit. Action sur
Case (G.) pi. 8. 43 You are a Traytoily Rogue, you
cheated your Father of all that ever he had.

t Trai'torly, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. -H -ly 2.]

Like, or in the manner of, a traitor ; traitorously.

7az349 7HAMPOLE Wks. (1895) I. 72 Mytrewest tresowre
sa trayturly taken. X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 87
Whanne Ancus was dede, he sente traytourliche Ancus his

sones an hontynge. cx4So Chron. London (Kingsford
1905) 129 The viscount of Narbon that trayterly slew the
duke of Borgo^-n. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II.

540 Sa tratourlie for tobetrais 50W all.

t Traitoro'logy. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. as prec.

f -(o)logy, after martyrology.} A roll or register

of traitors.

1647 Vicars ^ust Correction, etc. o/Scand. Bill (title-p.)

A succinct Tralterologie, in Answer to a lying Martyrologie,

Traitorous (tr^i-tarss), a. Forms: 4 tre-

terous, -tovirous, 4-5 traytrous, 5-6 -torouse,

5-7 traitrous, 6 traytorous, -touroua(e, tra-
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TBAITOROUSLY.

teroua,-turuse, traytorys, tretrous,6-9traytep-,

traiterouB, 6- traitorous, [app. ad. OF. trai-

treus, -eux [c 1243 in Godef.), .ilteration of earlier

trailos, -ens, trakiteus, conformed to trailre.

Traitor. In Eng. having the appearance of being

f. Traitor + -ons.] Having the character of, or

characteristic of, a traitor; treacherous
;
perfidious.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 565a France had |)0 be delyured weel

ofa fill traytrous man. c 1477 Caxton Jason 10 They that .

.

gyue them vnto these traytrous meuinges may in no nianere

haiie rest daye ne nyght. iS3S Coverdale Isa. lix. 12

Vsinge presumptuous & traytorous ymagin.-icions. 1568

Grafton C.4/W1. II. 338 Aduoyde ye false trayterous and

vngracious people. 1581 Ham[Lton in Cath. Tractates

(S.T.S.) 84 Maist traturuse iratures aganisthair soueran the

Queinis maiestie. 1683 Brit. Spec. 170 A traitorous Crew
of villanous Phanaticks. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 31

F 10 More of His Friends have lost their Lives in this

Rebellion, than of His traiterous Subjects. i8i> G.

Chalmeks Dom. F.coit. Gt. Brit. 429 A spirit of disaffec-

tion . . followed . . by popular disturbances, and traiterous

insurrection, affected her quiet, and interrupted her industry.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus v. 12 So we shall not know, nor

traitorous eye shall envy.

Trai'torOUSly, adv. Forms : see prec. : also

4 traytoures-, traytoursliohe, traitoursly, 5

traytorsly, 5-6 -toursly. [app. f. Traitorous a.

+ -LV ^, but exemplified somewhat earlier
;
perhaps

after OF. traitreusement, var. of traiteusement

( 1
3-1 4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] In a traitorous or

treacherous manner ; treacherously.

<:i33o R. Urunne CArox. Woie (Rolls) 14360 Conan his

cosyn J>ere hym slew Treterously. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 151 pe firste Amazones were J>e wyfes of Gothes,

|»at took wretche of hire housbondes dej> |>at were tray,

touresliche i-slawe. 1388 Wvclif Ecclus. xxxii. 19 He
thatdoith tretourousli, schal be sclaundrid ther ynne. 1491

Act 7 Hen. VII^ c. 15 Certeyn persones . . traiterously

murdred-.John Mountague late Erie of Sarum. 1511 Act
4 Hen. Vin^ c. 20 Preamble, John Tayler felonsly and
traytoursly resetted one Archbold Armestron^. i6ox

Shaks. AlCs Welt iv. iii. 339 You that haue so traitorously

discouerd the secrets of your army. 1617 MoRvsON Itin.

III. 278 The Prince of Orange.. was in the yeere 1584
traiterously slaine. 179J Atiecd. IK Pitt I. vL J52 Those
who have traiterously conspired to rob him of his crown.

i8«7 Freeman Norm. Conq. I. v. 347 The very enemy with

whom he had before traitorously leagued himself.

Traitoronsness. [f. as prec + -ness.] The
quality of being traitorous; treachery.

1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. xxix. 2. jo6 To abuse their

highnesse too trayterousnesse. IS9» Wvrlev Armorie 136

Which citie yeelded was byth tretrousnes Oftheir Bishop.

x6a8 Wither Brit. Remeinb. vii. 2221 It is a kind of

trait'rousnesse To give them more then due, as well as

lesse. I7a7 Bailev vol. II, Traitorousncss, Treasonable-

ness, Perfidiousness. 1878 ^\iAvsa^ Sch. Shaks. I. i3oOne
of the arguments . . was the traitoronsness of the attempt.

Traitorship (tr^i-tajfip). [f. Traitor sb.-k-

-SHIP.] The function or action of a traitor. In

quot 1645, ?the personality of a traitor.

1S4S Wither Vox Pacif. 52 Nay, some among you are

so void of reason, To buy their Traytorships. 1869 I^uskin

Crown Wild Olive iv. (1898) 184 Treasure, .which even our

traitorship.. cannot sully. xiig-iTeinple Bar Mag. XCIX.2
A sense of traitorship to his own nature.

tTrai'tory. Obs. Forms: 4 traitre, -tore,

4-5 -terie, 4-6 -tourie, 4-7 -torio, 5-6 -tory; 4
traytrie, 4-5 -torye, 4-6 -tory, -tery(e, 5
-toury, -towrye, -tere, 5-6 -torie, 6 -tery, -terie

;

4 traterie, -tourie, 4-6 -toury(e, 5 -towry, -tory,

6 -torie ; 5 treitorie
; 5 treytori, 5-6 -tory. [f.

Traitor + -y : cf. ancestry, mastery^ The conduct

or action of a traitor ; treachery ; treason.

1303 R, Brumne Handl. Syune 6248 pou synnest }>an

wykkedly, And doust t>e soule treytory. c 1330 — Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 9608 pey Jede aboute Jie court to spye Wher
i>ey myght do \kx trayterye. 13.. A". Alls. 3983 Thou
schalt beo honged and to-drawe, . . For thou soche traytory

wroughtest I a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 44 5if he
for traytrie weore take. 137s Barbour Bruce iv. 22 It wes
fer wer |>an tratoury For to betreyss sic A pcrsoune. c 1380

WycLIF Wks. (1880) 26 In drede of treson of traitre a3enst

god and his lawe. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 334 The king

unto his Sone tolde Of Tharse thiike traiterie. 140a Pol.

/"«»« (Rolls) II. 28 Guiltie of traitoric to our realme.

01450 MvRC Festial 13 Thre knyghtes also weren en-

peched to l>e Emperour of traytere. c 1450 Mirour Sal-

uacioun in Of Judas & cosse & the traytourye. C148S
Digby Myst. 11. 400 He shall repent hys Rebellyous trey-

tory. cisoo Kennedy Passion o^ Christ 299 Judas last,

|>at wrocht )>e tratory. CIS37 1 hersiles (li^o) nlm^gin
no tratourye againste your prince, c 1550 Bale K. Johan
(Camden) 61 Never, .with owt moch traytery. 1570 Levins
Manip. \dbl\i Traytorie, prodtlio. 1571 in Scot. Poems
Ath C. fi8oi) il. 280 To commit open tratorie. 1609 Skene
Reg. Maj. I. n2 Gif any man be convict of traitorie done
to his overlord.

Traitoursly, obs. var. TRAiTORonsty.

f Trai'tously, adv. Ohs. Also £ traytous-, 6

trayteous-. [after OF. trai-, Iraytettsement, trai-

touse-y tra{h)ilememenl, f. trailos, trayteus (app. f.

stem trait- oitrait-eur + -ens, -0D8).] Traitorously.

c 1450 Brut cxxiii. 126 (Douce MS.) But >>e Erl Godwyne
..falsly & traytously Jiou^t to slee \>0 ij brej»erne. 1489
Caxton Faytes 0/A. iv. viii. 249 The prysoner h.id other

traitously or Vjy som otherwise as^ylled whan they were
but them two togyder. 1539 Mirr. Afng., Rich. Il vil,

Mine vncle Edmunde. .right trayteously arose.

Traitress (tr^i-tris), trai'toress. Forms

:

4 traitores, -eresse, (6 -eres), 4-7 trayteresae,
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(5 -uros, tratourpsse), 5-6 traytres(se, (8 -ess),

5-7 traitresse, (6-7 -oresse), 7- traitress, [a. F.

traitresse (13th c. in Godef. Coffipi.)^ fern, of

traitre Traitoe : see -ess. In form traitoress f.

Traitor + -ess.] A female traitor ; a traitorous or

treacherous woman (or being personified as a

woman). Sometimes in an attenuated or playful

sense.

c 1369 Chaucer Deihe Blaunche 620 (Fairf. MS.) Fortune .

.

The Irayteresse \v.r. traitores] fals and (ul of gyle That al

behoteth and no thyng halte. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7391 That
false tratoiiresse untrewe. c 1400 Ywaine /(• Gaw» 2587

That sho bitrayed hir lady, Als traytures sal sho haue hyr
[= hire], Sho be brent her in this fir. a 1450 Knt. de la

Tour (1906) 73 For a lytel thynge ye haue vndo yow, and
haue be to me traitresse. a 1536 Cnllisto ft Melibaea

K iv b, Answere Ihou traytres how darst be so bold ?

i6qi Shaks, Alts Well i. i. 184 A Traitoresse, and a
Deare. 1631 J. Havwahd Biondis Eromena 34 Mis-

chievous and accursed Traitresse. 1651 tr. De-las-Covcras^

Don Fenise 276 She saw the trayteresse Fregonde. 170a

RowE Ttunerl. iv. i, Death shall free me At once from

Infamy and Thee, thou Traytress. «i766 Mrs. F. Sheri-

DAN Nourjahcui (1767) 103 The traitoresses 1 they sliall

pay dearly for thus abusing my indulgence. 1769 Black-
STONE Comm. IV. xiv, 203 If she [the wife) kills such

divorced husband, she is a traitress. 1824 Ladv Gran-
ville Lett, (1894) I. 25s The French Government released

the little traitoresses. i88j Stevenson Stud. Men <y Bks.

(1905) 236 He [ Knox] solemnly proclaims all reigning women
to be traitoresses and rebels against God. 1884 Tennyson
Becket 11. i. 50 Henry. Traitress 1 Rosamund, A faithful

traitress to thy royal fame.

b. attrib. or as adj, rare.

X470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xxi. 67 Ye are the falsest lady

of the world and the most traitresse vnto the kynges person.

x^z^Vov^Odyss. IV. 115 By the dire fury of a traitress wife.

Traltrous, Traits, Traitt, Traitur, obs. ff.

Traitorous, Trace j^.^, Treat v.y Traitok.

Traject (trse'd^ekt), sb. [ad. L. trajectus a

passing over, a place for crossing, f, irajic^rCy

trdicire to throw across, f. trans across +jac^re to

throw. So F. trajett traject (i6th c.).]

1. A way or place of crossing over ; esp. a place

where boats cross a river, strait, or the like ; a

ferry. Less commonly, a route for crossing a tract

of land.
a issa Leland Itin. (1907) I. 51 The next trajectus from

Kingston to the shore of Humbie in Lincolnshir is about a

3 mile to a place caullid Golflete. Yet the communer
traject is from Kingeston to Berton apon Humljer, 1657
Thoknley tr, Longus Dapknis ^ Chloe 39 The Bosphon ;

the 'I'rajects, or the narrow Seas, swam over by Oxen,
1798 Pye Nancratia i. 57 Though his feet the traject often

trace. 1810 ScoTT Lei. to Morrit 9 Aug., in Lockhart^
He would not again put foot in a l>oat till he had discovered

the shortest possible traject. xoo^ Sci. A wer. Su/p. 5 Mar.
S3553/3 As to the new Bagdad hue, two different trajects

were proposed.

2. The action or an act of crossing over water,

land, a chasm, etc ; passage.

1774 Pennant Tonr Scot, in ijya 292 Land after a tra-

ject of four miles, x8a8 A. Clarke in Li/e xiii. (1840) 458
After a mile's traject [wel were in Lerwick. 185a Mundy
Our Antipodes {i8sj) vi We crossed the river by a^ punt
running on a rope. The mode of traject is very incon-
venient. 1873 IVond. Phys. //^(7r/(i 1. iv. 129 The only means
of traject across these crevasses. i88a E. O'Donovan MerT)
Oasis I. 124 During the whole traject I met with no living

things save an enormous black eagle.

b. The action of carrying or conveying across;

transport ; transference, rare.

x8,. .f4//«^«^«?« (Annandale), At the best, however, this

traject was but that of the germ of life, which Sir W.
Thomson, in a famous discourse, suggested had been carried

to this earth from some other sphere by meteoric agency.

3. = Trajectory sb. i. rare.

18. . I. Taylor (Webster, 1864), The traject of comets.

Traject (trajd^e-kt), V, [f. L. traject-, ppl.

stem of trajic^re : see prec]

t i, trans. To j^ass across, to cross (a river, sea,

etc.). Also itttr. Obs. rare.

1624 Heywood Gunnik. i. 31 She..trajecting many seas.,

came at length into Egypt. Ibid. v. 231 Tlie river Araxes,
which he had late witha mightie host trajccted. 1711 in loth
Rep. Hist. A/SS. Comm. App, v. 132 The Prince. .would
have, .marched up by the river to Navan,. .and there have
inijecled. Ibui, 169 That induced General de Ginckle..to
tcajcct the Shanon.

2. To carry or convey across or over ; to transport.

I*
a. (something material). Obs.

1635 Hevwood Ilierarch. vni. 510 He would ir.iject them
dry-foot through the seas. X637 — Dial. xvi. Wks. 1S74

YL 236 The ferriman, who from the rivers brim Trajectcd
thee. 1651 C. Cartwricht C*://. Relig. 1. 30 Him [Christ]

we must mastigate, and chew by fiith : traject, and convey
him into our hearts as nutriment. 1684 T. Burnet Th.
Earth 1. 232 The notion.. that the rivers of paradise were
trajectcd out of the other hemisphere into this by subterra*

neous passages.

b. To transmit (light, shadow, or colour\
1657 ToMLiNSON Renou's Disp. Pref., Trajecting these

lines through the sieve of our Crebrosity. >66i Glanvill
/ 'an. Dogin. 14 'I'he shadow of a horse trajected against a
wall. i^J Newton in Phil. Trans. VII. 5101 To this

way of Compounding Whiteness maybe referr'd that other,

by Mixing light after it hath l>een trajected through trans-

Parently colour'd substances. 1704 — Optics (1721) 57 A
'risni, by which the trajected Light might be refracted

cither upwards or sideways,

c. To transmit (thought, words, etc).

TRAJECTORY.

a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 169 By mutual
Thoughts trajected eithtrrSoul Began eacli other sweetly to

condole. 1863 Cowdkn Clarke S/uiks. CItar. xiii. 324 She
compared him to that dcrvis who possessed the power of

trajecting his soul into the body ofany individual that suited

his purpose. 1895 Macpherson Ch. ^ Priory Monymusk
ii. 57 We can account for their name. .being even trajected

into a longer and more distant period during which they had
no exi^tence at all

Trajectile (traid^e-ktil, -ail), a. and sb. rare.

[ad. mod.L. type *trdjectii-is : see Tuajkct and

-IL. As a botanical term a. F, trajectile (I.ittie).]

A. adj. Capable of throwing or impelling i^cross.

1838 I. Taylor Home Edue. 247 A trajectile force, leaping

the voids of the universe. 1860 Maury Pkys. Ceog. Sea
(Low) ii. § 119 Arising from this difference in the rate of

rotation and the trajectile force (of a cannon],

b. Hot* (See quot.)

1900 Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Trajectilcyt/hen the

connective completely scjiarates the anther-cells.

B. sb. A body iini>clled through air or space.

(Cf. projectile.)

x86o Maury Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) ii. S 123 It [a current)

should also move in a circle of trajection, or such as would
be described by a trajectile moving through the air without

resistance and for a great distance.

Trajection (iraidge-kjon). [ad. I., trajection-

em a crossing over, transportation, n. of action f.

triijic^re to throw or convey across : see Tkaject.]

1. The action of trajecting or fact of being tra-

jected; a throwing or carrying across; passage

through, f a. Passage across a river, etc. Obs.

1637 Heywood Dial. xv. Wks. 1874 VL 232 My due for

thy trajection downe here lay. 1657-83 K\v.im^ Hist. Relig.

(1850) I. 14^ The spectre at the Rubicon, Caesar hesitating

that trajection, 1690 T. Buknet Th. Earth 11. 88 No long

passage or trajection will be requir'd from shore to shore.

I7II in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Apji. v. 133 The King
observeing the Prince to attempt a trajection [of the Boyne]
commanded bis army to, . face to the enemy.

t b. The passing (of anything) through a sieve

or the like. Obs. rare,

1657 Physical Diet., Trajection,..zs cheese is strained

from the whey. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 85 By
common trajection . . or by a more peculiar eolation.

C. Passage or transmission through any medium,
or through space,
X65S Gaule Magasirom. 254 They might in all parts

behold the trajections and motions of the starres. x66x

Boyle Cert. Physiol. Ess. (i66q) 166 Such Comets as have

by a Trajection through the Etner, for a long time wander'd

through the Celestial or Interstellar part of the Universe.

x686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. I 147 The Trajections and
shooting of the Stars. 1713 Derham Phys.'TheoI vi. v. 365

The Trajection and Distribution of the Blood depends

wholly on the Systole of the Heart, i860 [see Trajectile sh.\

d. Transmission (of light, heat, or other form

of energy).

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter \. 19 Those upon earth that

are said to have half a year night ; yet are not without some
trajection of light, 1661 Boyle Spring 0/Air\\. i. (1682) 21

Supposing light not to be made by a trajection of Atoms
through Diaphanous bodies. 1704 Norris Ideal^ World
II. iii. 189 Vision may be considered ,. as it signifies the

passing or trajection of the rays of light, with all their

refractions thro' the several coats and humours of the eye,

x888 A. S. Wilson L^ric Hopeless Love cxxxvii. Not
happiness but purpose drives The dim trajection of our lives.

1905 Athenaeum n Feb. 174/1 His trajection of the igno-

rance of primitive man on this unknown immensity is very
impressive.

t 2. A perception transmitted to the mind ; an

impression, a mental image. Obs.

1594 ZepJieria ii, When I empris'd..The siluer lustre of

thy brow t' unmask. Though hath my Muse hyperboliz'd

trajections : Yet stands it aye deficient to such task. 1646
Sia T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. x. 357 The trajections of

such an object [must] more sbarpely pierce the martyr'd

soul of John, then afterward did the nayls the crucifyed

body of Peter.

3. Transposition ; metathesis.

x6ia Brerewood Lang. ^ Rclig. 191 ^gypt is by them

named., not without some trajection of letters, "^cnD for THCr.

1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 289 Here is a more obscure

Trajection or Transposition of the phrases in this verse.

1795 MacKnight Epist. (1820) III. 95 The words are placed

in the end of the verse by a trajection usual in Paul's

writings. 1875 Jowett Plato 1. 152 You must suppose

him to make a trajection of the word.. 'truly'. 1895 A. El.

Housman in Classical Rev. Oct. 354/1 As a Corpus Poelarum
is a work of reference.., there is some disadvantage in ad-

mitting even the most certain trajections.

Trajectitious (tra.xl.:5ektij3s), a. rare, [f,

late L. trcijecticitis that is carried over (sea), f. L,

traject- : see Tra.iect v. and -iTloira 1.] Charac-

terized by trajection or transport over the sea;

over-sea, foreign,

1656 Blount Glossogr., Trajectitious, belonging to pas-

sage; As trajectitious mony, is that which is carried over

the sea at the peril of the Creditor. 1855 Lorenz tr.

l\in der Keessrfs Set. Theses dl.vxiv, In that kind of Ex-
change which is called local,.. mercantile or tiajeciiiious.

Trajectory (trad.:5e-kt3ri), a. and sb. [ad, med.

or mod.I.. trdjeclori-us pertaining to trajection

(cf. late L. trdjectdrium a funnel, f40o\ whence
F. trajectoire * casting . . conveying through or

over' tCotgr, 1611); f, L. traject-'. see Tkajbot
v.y and -OHY. The sb. corresponds to L. trdjectdria

(Newton) fem., in F, trajectoire sb. (in Cotgr.),]
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TRAJET.

A. Oiij. 1. Physics, Of or pertaining to that

which is thrown or huiIcd throui^h the air or space.

t668 Phil. Trans* III. S07 To explaiiie that Trajectory
rectilinear motion, he subjects the Comet of A. 1652 to a
very rigid Calculus. 1851-9 Mallet in Man, Set. Enq, 349
Reach the ground after describing a trajectory path.

2. Physiol, Said of a gland into which lymphatic

vessels convey their fluids. ? Obs,

X747 tr. A strttc's Fevers 132 The common receptacles or

trajectory glands of several lymphatic vessels.

B. sb, 1. Physics, The path of any body mov-
ing under the action of given forces; by many
modern writers restricted to that of a body not

known to be moving, like a planet, in a closed

curve or orbit ; esp. the curve described by a pro-

jectile in its flight through the air.

Hence loosely used by gun-makers for the height to which
a bullet rises above the line of sight, as *the trajectory of
this rifle is one inch in one hundred yards

',_

1696 WiiiSTON Th. Earth i. {xtzi) 8 (This] must change
its rectilinear into a curvilinear trajectory. 1704 T. Harris
Lex. Ttchn. Ij Trajectory^ o/a Comety is the Line which
by its Motion it describes. 17*6 tr. Gregorys Astrtm. I. i.

~
} Kepler, and several Philosophers after bim, supposed the
rajeclories of Comets to l>e right IJnes. ijaS tr. Newton's

Treat. Syst. World 142 If this problem was resolved, we
should thence have a method of determining the trajec-

tories of Comets to the greatest accuracy. 1795 HirrroN
Afixth. Diet, II. 603 Trajectory^ a term often usedgenerally
for the path of any body moving either in a void, or in a
mediuaithat resists itsmotion...Trajectory of a Comet is its

path or orbit, or the line it describes in its motion. i8a8

J. M. SrsARMAN Brit. Gunner (i^, 2I 395 To determine, by
theory, the range of a shot, and the form of its trajectory in

the air. 1843 Mill Logic vi. x. f 3 There might be others
which, instead of an orbit, descnl^ a trajectory, or a course
not returning into itself. x86a H. Spencer First Princ, 11.

X. \ 83 (1875) 353 It is common to assert that the trajectory
of a cannon ball is a parabola.

b, trans/. KoAJig,
1838 Brit. Critic XXIII. i An examination of. -the some-

what eccentric trajectory of his [A, Knox's] thoughts. 1883
LocKYKR in Times 8 Dec 10 We have. .got a straight tra-

jectory of the abnormal sunsets from Ine Seychelles to
Brazil. 1883 Comk, Mag. Feb. 317 That majestic spirit

passes.. through all the upward or downward trajectory
between heaven and hell. 188^ Uovo Carpentek Perm,
Elem, Reiig. Introd. 37 The trajectory of religion must rush
away to the infinite beyond.

2. Geom, A carve or surface passing through a
given set of points, or intersecting each of a given
series of curves or surfaces according to a given

law, e. g. at a constant angle.

"795 HuTTON Math, Diet. II. 6>3 Newton (Princip, lib. 1.

prob. 22) proposes to describe a Trajectory that shall pass
through five given points. xZ\^\.t. Lacroix's Diff. ^ int.
Caiculus 401 A problem celebrated from the earliest infancy
of the Integral Calculus—the problem of Trajectories. lis

objectis to determine a curve which shall intersect all curves
of a given species at a given angle, 1865 B. I'mcr. In/m,
Cale. (cd. 3) 606 If the [conslant| angle between the two
curves is a right angle ihe trajectory is s.iid to be orthogonaL
3. A projectile, as a bullet, rare.

186s W. H. Russell id Times 29 July, As far as I could
judgCj the men of the regiment were stout and strong
in.ttcrtal for arresting trajectories.

Trajet (lltra.:^^, lra;M.:5et). [a. F. irajet ',~L.

ttaject-us : see Tbaject j^,]

1. A crossing, passage, *ran across*; => Tra-
JKCT Sb, 2,

1741 Bkrkklkv in Fraser Li/e viii. (1871) 368 You may.

.

come to Itath, and from thence. .m;ike a short trajet to our
coo-sL i8j5 T. Hook Sayings Scr. n. Sutherl. I. ij6
iJurifig tin: trajet from the Castle Inn at Marlborough.
1885 ' Si Ks. Alkxandf.k * At Bay x\\, lliere is an earlier one
..by the L)iem>c route, but you g^n no time, for the trajet
is longer. 1894 Field i Dec 828/1 Made their trajet to
Ulessington town from I>ublin.

2. rhc course or passage of a nerve or the like.

i849;Sa Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 815/2 The trajet of the
nerve is external to that of the internal jugular vein.

Trak, Trake, oIjs. forms of Track, Tkaik.
Traria-la(tra*Iala-),/«/. (i*.)' A voca! utterance

forming a musical phrase (usually ascending) ex-
pressive of gaiety or joy ; also, a cadence or flourisli

on a horn or similar instrument.
i8s3 Scott Quentin D. ix, I^iv on the dogs, in the name

of the holy St. Hubert I—Ha ! ha I ira-la-la-lira-la 1 1835
T. MiTCHRLL Arist"pk., Ac/tarm. loyy m^te. If the accent is

thrown on the Kisl syllabic of this word [nfPcAAa], it will

approach very closely to m'Klern imitative wordsof a similar
kind : Tira/a I Tirala I Tralalla ! Tralalla / x886 HissEV
On liox Seat 40 Ihc cheery tra-la-la of the guard's horn.

Tralatiolan (trwlaii Jan), a. rare. [f. L. trdl&-

tici-us (see TBAtiATiTi'HiH) + -an.] ^ Tbalati-
xmus 2, 3. So Tralaticianr (-i'Jari) a.

1893 W. Peterson in Classical Rev. Mar. 139/3 That
porti>^ r>f my commentary which represents what I may
call the 'tralatician ' element,—the ai^YKai^roTa of textual
interpretation. 1900A H. J. GRKKNitx;r. in Eng. Hist. Rett.

July 541 The annual and tralaticiary bill of outlawry which
keeps i>eoplc out of Italy.

tXrala'tion. Obs. rare~^, [ad. L. irdia-

lion-em — transldtion-em a transferring, n. of ac-

tion of //^awj/^rr^toTBANSFER.] Theuseofa word
in a transferred or figurative sense ; metaphor.
1630 Hp. IIall Hon, Mar, Cler^ 1, ( 14 According to the

brna<l tralation of his rude Khemists.
Tralati-tion. rare-**, [irreg. f. next] = prcc.
1864 in Webstbh.
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Tralatitions (traelati'J^s), a. Also 9 -icious.

[f.L. trdldtici-us usual, customary, common, meta-
phorical, tropical (f. trdiat't ppl. stem of trans-

ferre and -iTious 1).]

1. Characterized by transference ; esp, of words
or phrases, metaphorical, figurative.

i&K ToMBES Antkropol. 5, 1 have planted, Apollo watered

;

but God gave the increase. Now these things cannot be
conceived as tralatttious, for it is said, they were Ministers
by whom they believed. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vii. 138
Too often guilty of what may be termed tralatitious
idolatry, when any thing., is loved, or honoured above, or
even with God himself. 1688 K. \ioi.MKArtnonryni. 253/2
Tralatitious, or Artificiall sentences... are Borrowed words,
. .Termed also a Metaphor, Trope, Parable, or Simile. 1748
Hartlev Obserz'. Man 11. L 63 A secondary and tralatitious
Association. 1880 R. C. Christie E. Dolet 237, I give ..

both its primary and its second or tralatitious meaning.

t3. Passed from hand to hand; common, ordinary,

vulgar. Obs,

1653 Waterhouse A^l. Learning 4, By with*drawing
those favours, .which invigor'd Learning, and nourished
men of deserts and^ worth,, .and by appreciating things and
persons more tralatitious and vulgar. 1656 ^xjoMntGlossogr.^
Tralatitious^ transferred or transposed: of the common
sort, ordinary, vulgar.

3. Handed down from generation to generation

;

traditional ; also, repeated by one from another, as

a statement
1795 WvTHE Decis,' Virginia 6 Where an estate of inherit-

ance IS acquired not by tralatitious act, as by estoppel, dis-

sesin [etc.). 1900 Margououth in Expositor Aug. 136 The
subjects, .and expressions are * tralaticions , borrowed by
one generation from another, in so long a series that it is now
impossible to name or locate their originator. 191a Sir W.
Kahsay in Contemp. Rev, Mar. 339 Self-satisfied content-
ment with tralaticious statements, borrowed from good books
or teachers.,and repeated in book after book.

Hence Tralati'tlously adv.j metaphorically.
1657 Gaule Sap, Just//, 91 Adams sin was not tropically

and tralatiliously, but even litterally and properly, ours.
1669 Holder AV*-//!. .i"^^tf£-A 8 L.inguage.. properly.. IS that
of the Tongue . . .Written Language is tralatitiously so
calleil, bccau-jc it is ni.ide to represent to the Eye the same
Letters and Words, wliich are pronounced.

Trale, Traleis, obs. ff. Trail, Trellis.

t Tralineate, v, Obs, rare, [f. It. traU-
gnare ' to degenerate, to digresse, to growe from
kinde' (Florio), repr. a L. type *tra{ns^linedre^ f.

Tba(n8)- + ttnea Link sh? : see -atk y.] intr. To
go out of the direct line ; to deviate.
1700 Drvden Wife ofBatKs T. y/i If you tralineate from

your father's mind. What are you else but of a bastard-
kind? 1745 Kliza Heywood Female Spect. No. 16 (174^)
HI. 193 If sons tralineate from their father's virtues, and
each successive race degenerates from the former.

Tra'lira*! i*it, {sb.) Also redupl. trallira, tral-

lara. A kindred vocal utterance to Tua-la-la,
expressive of light-hearted gaiety,

1801 M. G. Lewis Grim H'htle Woman xix, Trallira!

tr.illara ! my old love, adieu 1 Trallira! trallara ! I'll get
me a new 1 i8ig Scorr Ivaniioe xxxiit, Thou art one of
those, who, with new French graces and Tra-li-ras, disturb
the ancient English bugle notes.

Hence Tra^-li-ra* v., intr. to sing tra-li-ra,

86a S. Lanier Tournament t. 10 Heart's palfrey cara-
ci>led §ayty round. Heart tra.li.ra'd merrily; But Brain sat
stilljWith never a sound, So cynical-calm was he.

t Trail, obs. var. of TilBALL v,

c i4ao Citron. Vilod. 2300 He my^t not passe ou?t of J>at

stcde He was ytrallyd in suche aray.

Trail, TraUaco, Trallop, obs, ff. Trawl,
Trkllis, Trollop.

t TralU'Ce, v, Obs, [ad. L. trdluc-ere to shine

across or through. Cf. It. tralucere (Florio).]

trans. To shine through; =- Tkansluce.
1591 SvLVKSTEii Du Bartas \. \\. 380 The turning Planets

influence doth passe.. through the glistring Tent Of the
tralucing Fiery klcment.

tXralu'cency. Obs, [f. as next: see -ENCY.]
= Tbansi-cckncy,
1599 K. LiNciiE Anc. Fict. Fj, The perspicuous and

coru-scant tralucencie of the sun. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. F.p. II. i. (1650) 42 The principle and most gemmary
aflcction [of Cryslall] is its Tralucency. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Hen. V cxci, Soe the Autumiialf Gossainere,
wcll.trimm'd In Deaw, retaiues an odde Tralucencie.

t TralU'Cent, « Obs. [ad. L. tnVHcent-em^

pr. pple. of Irdlftcere : see Traluce. So It. tra-

hicenle{y\ox\o).\ = Translucent. Hence f Tra-
in*oently adv, Obs.

159a Kvij Sol. 4- Tefs. IL i, If loue of this my person,.

.

haue percst through thy tralucent brcst. 1597 Dkavton
Heroic, Ep.f Kdw, IV to Shore^s Wi/^ Notes 57 Trees,

whose gum is Amber, where Flies alighting are oftentimes

Iralucently imprisoned. 1608 B. Jonson Masque Beauty
Wks. I Rtldg.) 548/2 In the centre of the throne was a tralu-

cent pillar, shining with several coloured lights. 1664 Power
Exp. I hilos, I. 42 IIkv alt seem like Fragments of Crystal,

or Alum, perfectly Tralucent.

Tram, sb,^ Also 4-5 tramm(e, (traimm(6,

traura(e), 4-9 trame. [a. F. (rame^ OF. traime^

trhne^ 12th c. in Godef. Compl.y (as in the late

sense 1) woof of a web, oX^o Jig. cunning device

or contrivance, machination, plot :—L. trdma woof.

The literal sense of Fr. and L. appears in Eng.

only in a technical use from mod.Fr. in 17th c.

;

but the fig. sense of ' machmation ' was adopted

TRAM.
already in the 14th c, and app. gave rise to sense 3,
which does not occur iu French, but seems to
belong here.]

I. 1. Woof or weft ; spec, silk thread consisting
of two or more single strands loosely twisted to-
gether ; used for the weft or cross threads of the
best silk goods. Also tram silk,

1679 Lond. Gaz, Na 1392/4, 61. of fine black Worsted,
some pounds of Raw trame. 1776-83 Justamond tr. Ray-
naCs Hist, Indies IlL 164 The silks ol Naples, Sicily and
Reggio, whether in organzin or in tram, are all ordinary
silks. iBia J. Smvth Pract. Customs {1821) 214 Tram silk
is considered in London as thrown silk, but not asorganzine
thrown silk. x868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric, (1869)
289 Two or three threads of raw silk twisted loosely two or
four times to the inch is tram, shute, or woof. 1911 Alice
pBVDKN Church Embroidery Kj\ For working faces 'tram'
silk should be used.

II. Chiefly north, dial, and Sc, t2. A cunning
contrivance or device; a machination, plot, scheme.
13.. Gaw, 9c Gr, Knt. 3 pe tulk l^at f>e trammes of tiesoun

J>er wrojt. 1616 J. Maiti-and Apol. W. Maitl. 0/Lethington
in Misc, (S. H. S., 1904) 187 That plot and trame to tham-
selfs and to manie others. 1866 J. £. Brogden Provinc.
Words Liiicoln.y Trcune^ * gillery ,

t3. A mechanical contrivance; a machine, an
engine ; an implement, instrument, tool ; in quot.

13 . ., tackle or gear of a ship, (Chiefly in //.)

13. . E. E, Allit. P. C. 101 Then he iron on )>q tres & J>ay

her tramme ruchen. 1375 Barbour Bruce tlwx.^^s Hegert
engynis and trammys ma [= make]. 0x400-50 Alexander
127 He toke traimines him with to tute in Jre sternes, Astra-
labus algate as his arte wald, Quadrentis coruen all of
qu[hlytesiluyrefullquaynte. Ibid, 286 pus as he tuke furtb

his toylis t= tools] & his trammys schewis. Ibid. 1296 Ser
Balaan..Buskes him in breiieis with big men of armes.
With tratunes (r. r. trawynns] & with tribochetjs |»e tild

Izf.r, towre]to asaile. Ibid,.\yj^ Quen he h.id ti^t vp }>is

tram \v, r, trame ij, e. a siege-tower)] & J)is tild rend.

Tra.-tM (trcem), sb^ [In sense i, used in Sc.

^1500, and prob. earlier; app. the same word
as LG. traam ' balk, beam, e. g. of a wheelbarrow

or dung-sledge, tram, handle of a barrow or sletlge,

also a rung or step of a ladder, bar of a chair
*

{Brem, VVbch, 1771), EFris. trame^ trdm beam of

wood, rung or step of a ladder, bar of a chair,

tram of a wheelbarrow; in MLG. trame^ treme,

MDu, trame balk or beam, rung of a ladder, etc.

;

WFlem. traam^ trame,
Th« specific sense first found in Scotch is * the tram of a

barrow . The further sense-development presents many
difficulties^ chiefly from the scarcity of early examples,

and the fact that the various senses are from separate

localities, so that they cannot be taken as showing any
general developrnent. But branch II, in which iratn is a
miners' term for the vehicle for carrying coal or ore (in

its development from a hand-barrow, or at least a sledge, to

a small 4-whecled iron wagon) may, on the principle of

pars pro toto^ have arisen out of that of * barrow-tram ' in I.

Branch III is more difficult, and is the crux of the word.

Hut if it was short for something like * tram-track ', it might
have aiisen out of U ; and if it was applied primarily to the

wooden beams or ' rails* laid as wheel tracks, it might con-

ceivably go back to the LG. sense of 'balk* or 'beam*:
evidence is wanting. From II or III used attributively

came tram-road (in use in 1800), and the later tramivay
(in use in 1825)1 also tram-carriage and the modern tram*
car, known in 1868 and 1873 respectively, and before 1880

shortened in popular English use to /raw, branch IV, which
thus by a circuitous course 'harks back ' to a sense akin to

branch II.]

I. A shaft of a barrow or cart.

1. Kach of the two shafts of a cart or wagon, a

hand-barrow, or a wheelbarrow, the ends of which

in a barrow form the handles. .SV.

These shafts are prolongations of the strong side-timbers

of the frame or body of the structure : in a hand-barrow

these are prolonged both ways, to form shafts or trams both

before and behind, by which the two bearers carry the

barrow; in a wheelbarrow they are prolonged in one direc-

tion to form the shafts, or trams, and in the other to form

sockets for the axle of the wheel ; in a cart they are pro-

longed in front to form the strong shafts or trams within

which the horse walks, while their ends usually form short

projections behind.

iSoo->o Dunbar Poems lii. 19, I wald scho war, bayth syd

and bak, Weill batteret with ane barrow-tram. 15^$ Ace.

Ld. High Treas, Scot. VIII. 360 Ane pair of sled trammys
to be lymmaris to ane of the saiddis falconis [guns], a 2550

Barrow trammis, 1657 Barrow-trams Isee Bahrow sb.^ 4].

1766 State of Pro€.y D. Macdonald v. A. Dk. of Gordon

^

Pursuer's Proofs, Light timber, such as stings and cart trains.

1786 Burns Inventory ii Ae auld wheeloarrow, inair for

token, Ae leg an' baith the irams are brukcn. 1790 SiiiRRKFa

Poems 360 Nor is the naig the worse to draw A wee while

in the trams. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. iv. viii, I. sat down
on the tram of the wagon. 1833 Alison Hist. Europe (1849)

II. vi. § 79. 75 Nearly an hour was.. lost, by an accident to

one of the Irams of the royal carriage.

b. transf. \n pi. The two upright posts of a

gallows; also humorously, in sing.j a man's leg;

particularly, a wooden leg.

a X670 Spalding Troub. Ckas. I (1851) II. 4 Be order, the

hangman brak his suord betuixt the crossis of Abirdein,

and betuixt the pallowis-tramis standing thair, 1808-18

Jamieson, Tram, in a ludicrous sense, the leg or limb; as

lang tramsy long limbs. 1882 //'/(/., Applied also to a person

with long ungainly legs, Clydes. 1834 M. Scott Cruise

Midge (1863) 48 He began to thunder at the low door with

his pillar-like trams. Ibid. 706 It must have stumped along

for fifty years on a leg of flesh and a tram of wood.
31-2



TRAM.

H. A framework, barrow, or the like, on which

loads are dragged, carried, or supported.

2. Coal-mining. A quadrilateral frame or skeleton

truck on which the corves were formerly carried
;

at first prob. carried like a hand-barrow, then

dragged like a sledge, afterwards provided with

low wheels on which to run; now in some colliery

districts applied to the small iron truck which

supplies the place of the earlier * Iram ' and corve

;

in others to the part of the * tub * (on wheels) to

which the ' box ' is bolted.

1516-17 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 293 Item, ad puteum
[pit] de Hett,..j restis et j cruke de ferro.-ij pykes, ij

trammys, et ij shulys. 1585 Wills <V Inv. N. C. (Surtees)

II. 112, j long wayne without wheels, ij yron ax-nailes, and

J"

yokes, 6«. j cowpe, ij trams, and two ax-trees 2». S**. 1708

. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 39 The Wages for the llarrow-

len is. .about twenty pence a Day for each Tram (that is

to say) for putting so many leaden Corves, as are carried on

one Sledge or Tram in one Day to the Pit Shaft. 1789

Brand Hist. Neivcastle W.tZi Trams are a kind of sledges

on which the coals are brought from the places where they

are hewn to the shaft. A tram has four wheels, but a sledge

properly so called is drawn by a horse without wheels. 1797
CoRR Coai I'iciverq Placing the corf upon a small frame

or tram, .and hooking or chaining one tram to another.

1817 Fabey Derbyshire III. -^39 The Trams. .have stout

lower side pieces of wood which project at each end, and
are hooped with iron which just meet together and receive

the shock when the Trams overtake each other. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts<)^2 An improvement,. is to place the basket or

corve on a small four-wheeled carriage, called a tram, or to

attach wheels to the corve itself. 1841 J. Holland Hist.

Sossil Fuel, etc. 227 The coals . . were conveyed . . on trams, a
narrow framework of wood mounted on four low wheels.

1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. Sf Durh. 54
Since the substitution of tubs, the trams have Ixsen attached

to them, 1867 W. W. Smvth Coal <?- Coal-mining 149 The
northern method was to fill the coals.. into a large basket

(corve) of wicker..and to drag it on a small carriage, or

tram,, .to the crane-place on the main road. 1883 Greslev
Gloss. Coal Mining^ Qsy In South Wales trams constructed

wholly of wrought iron or steel are much used.. .They have
a carrying capacity of 25 cwt. 1888 N ichoi^on Coal Trade
Gloss., Tram^ the term still applies to the part of a tub to

which the box is bolted. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v.,

Trams and tubs are now made in one.

b. transf. The one or two lads in charge of a
tram ; also, the work performed by these.

1856 Whellan Hist. Durham 94 When a boy *puts ' or

drags a load by himself he is designated a tram. i&^
Northumbld. Gloss. s.v., Sometimes tram was applied to the
two lads in charge of it [the colliery tram]—called a ' tram
of lads '. ' Haifa tram ', the work of one putter where two
are engaged on a tram.

3. A quadrilateral frame or bench (like the

bo<ly of a hand-barrow) supported on four legs

or blocks, on which casks or the like stand, or at

which an artisan works.
18x8 W. Marshall Review II. 485 (E.D.D.) The clieese-

tubs are placed on a small tram or bench. 1884 S. Wore,
(Upton on Severn) (7/!7M.,7Va/« or jTraw/w/Zw^, a framework,
or a loose arrangement, of stout parallel rails on short legs,

or blocks, for supporting casks. 1894 S, E. Wore, Gloss.

,

Tram, a strong square frame with four legs on which a
wheelwright m^es wheels ; also a stand for casks,

III. A track of wood, stone, or iron ; a tram-

road or tramway.
4. A continuous line or track of timber beams or

'rails*, or later of stone blocks or slabs, a parallel

pair of which lines formed a tramway, originally

in or from a mine. Hence, each of the wheel-

tracks or * rails ' of a tram-road of an early type,

or of a later tramway or railway.

[a 1734 North Li/e Ld. Keener North (1742) ij6 The
Manner of the Carriage (ofcoals in Northumberland in 1676)

is by laying Rails of Timber, from the Colliery, down to the

River, exactly streight and parallel j and bulky Carts are

made with four Rowlets fittmg these Rails ; whereby the

(Carriage is so easy that one Horse will draw four or five

Chaldron of Coals, and is an immense Benefit to the Coal
Merchants.] 1826 J. Adamson Sk. Inform. Rail-Roads 6
The upper flat part [of a rail on a railway), along which the
wheel rolls, we may, from its analogy to the old wooden
rails, call the tram of the rail. 183^ N, W. Cundy Inland
Transit i The Manchester and Liverfjool railroad, in my
opinion, is constructed too narrow both in the trams and the
space between them. 1838 Simms Public Works Gt, Brit,

III. 3 He [Mr. Macneill] is laying stone blocks or trams for

the wheels to roll upon. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,

Tram . .One of the rails of a tram road or railroad. [See also

quot. 1825 in 5, and Tram<line, -road, -way.]

5. A road laid with such wooden planks or rails,

or with parallel rows of stone slabs or of iron plates

or * rails ', for the easier passage of loaded wagons,
etc., in a coal-mine or above ground ; a tram-road
of an early type. (See also Note below.)
[1815 Mackenzik Hist. Northumbld. 1. 146 Square wooden

rails laid in two right parallel lines, and firmly pegged
down on wooden sleepers. The tops of the rail are plamed
smooth and round, and sometimes covered with plates
of wrought iron. About the year 1786 cast-iron railways
were introduced as an improvement upon the tram or
wooden rail-way.] 1850 Ansted Geol.,^ic. §1117 The loaded
waggons, or corves, are conveyed along the tram by lads
called putters. 1865 Pall Mali G. 27 June 10 Have they
not trams in the suburbs of half our Lancashire towns, and
\s there not a tram on a grand scale for the use of those long
ugly Omnibus Americains which ply between Paris and
Versailles?

IV. Short for (ram-car or the like.
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6. A passenger car on a street tramway ; a

tram-car.
1879 Webster Suppl., Tram, a car on a horse-railroad.

Eng. 1880 Mary Fitz-Gibbon Trip to Manitoba vii. ^1
'J'o see if the trams were coming. i8i83 G. H. Boughton m
Harper's Mag. Apr. 702/1 It was so easy to pop into the.

.

tram. 1884 Ibid, Sept. 524/1 Taking the tram to Scheve*
ningen. 1887 Punch 12 Mar. 130/2 She is left without a
penny to pay for tram or bus. 190a R. Uagot Donna Diana
xiii, The discordant clanging of the gongs of electric trams
fall hideously on the ear.

7. An overhead or suspended carrier travelling

on a cable.

1905 Daily Chron. 23 Sept. 8/1 (Supply of meat at Alder-
shot) Hoisting gear bears the carcases quickly away for

dressing, and when that is done, an overhead carrying Hue,

conveniently referred to as the ' tram ', conveys them to the

cooling room.

V. 8. altrib. and Comb,, as tram-bell, -boy^

-carriage, -conductor, -driver, -load^-raihvay, -shed,

-ticket, -wagon, -wheel, -whistle, -yard; -travelling

adj. ; tram-man, a man employed on a tramway,
esp, a tram-conductor or driver ; tram-rail, (a) a
plate-rail : see Plate sb, 8 ; {b) each of the rails

of a tramway. See also Tram-oar, -line, etc.

1905 Daily Chron. 14 Sept. 3/1 The incessant clanging of

the *tram-be!l [in Holland]. 1904 J. Wells J. H. Wilson
xi. 07 He. .established societies for the *tram-boys [in col-

lieries], 1868 Daily JVf^vs 22 July, Asking the moderate fee

of twopence for its entire journey, the *tram carriage is like

a rough omnibus without cushions turned inside out. 189a

Zangwill Bo2t> Mystery ^ The 'tram conductors' bells were
. . ringing. 1904 Daily News 24 May 12 The crowded *tram-

loads along this flowered highway of the West. 189a Zang-
will Bow Mystery 4 At an early meeting of discontented

•tram-men. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 982 The rails are called

*tram-rails, or plate-rails. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 5 Sept. 6/2

The tram rails had been watered in order to lessen friction,

and accidents to cyclists are of constant occurrence in the

same neighbourhood. 1894 Daily Neivs 5 May 8/5 0(
much advantage to the "tram-travelling public of South
London. 1855 J. K. Leifchild Cornwall Mines 150 That
the ore may readily fall down to the level below them,
whence it is carried m *tram-waggons to the shaft. 18*5 J.
Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 649 Fig. 644 represents a
view of a rolley or *tram-wheel, calculated to move upon a
plate railway. 1883 E. F. Knight Cruise Falcon (1887) -^o

Above the shrill scream of the *tram-whistle rises their

shriller Babel. 1909 London City Mission Mag, Dec. 241/2
A stableman from an adjacent *tramyard.

{Note. The following quot. for tram is difficult to place.

It has the appearance of belonging to sense 5 : but its early

date is at variance with this. No part of the road in or near

the BriSgegate at Barnard Castle is now known as ' the

tram', nor is there any tradition of the former existence of

a tramway of any kind there. On the opposite or Yorkshire

side of the Tees, the road running southward from the end
of the bridge is protected from the river by a heavy slone

wall locally known as 'the tram wall.'; but this does not

seem to answer to the words of the will.

15S5 Will0/A mbrose MiddUton in Willsff Inv. N.C (Sur-

tees) 1 1. 37 note, To the amendin^e of the highewaye or tram,

from the weste ende of Bridgegait, in Barnard Castle, los.)

Hence Tra'xufnli as much or as many as a tram

or tram-car will hold; Tramiflca'tion {nonce-wd.),

the construction of a tramway ; Tra'mless a., {a)

without shafts, as a cart {dial.); ib) having no
trams or tramway facilities.

1905 Daily News 20 Sept. 6 The coal came up in little

*tramfuls. 1834 Ne^o Monthly Mag. XL. 372 The whole
object of that *tramification is the conveyance of goods—of
heavy loads. 1850 A. Maclagan Cronie O'Mine Poems
(1851) 174 A *tramless cart or a couterless plough. 1904
Daily Chron, 29 Mar. 3/6 Tramless Brixton, .the Cars are

to be Stopped for Two Months.

Tram, sbJ-^ Mech* [Short for Trammel j^.']

1. An instrument for describing ellipses; =
Trammel sb."^ 4. 1884 in Kaiam Diet. Mcch. SuppL

2. The condition of correct adjustment of one part

to another (obtained by using the tram-staff) ; used

in the phrases in tram, out of tram. Originally

used in reference to the adjustment of millstones,

thence extended to other mechanical adjustments.

1891 in Cent. Dict.% and in later Diets.

3. attrib, and Comb,, as tram-pot, the step in

which the toe of a millstone spindle revolves

;

tram-stafif, a straight-edge used by millwrights in

adjusting the millstone spindle {Cent. Diet, 1891).
1884 Knight Diet. Mcch. SuppL, Trampot (Milling), the

seat in which the foot of the spindle is stepped.

Tram (tra^m), v^ [f. Tram sb.'^'l

1. intr. To travel by a tramway or on a tram-car

(also to tram it), colloq. Also (U.S.), to drive or

operate a tram-car {Cent. Diet. 1891).
i8z6 in Northumbld. Gloss, s.v., Llddell, why he from

Durham came,.. But home again he'd better tram. 1896
Westm. Gaz. 9 Apr. 7/2 The Walworthian has to tram to

Greenwich. 1904 E. Nesbit Fharnix^ Carpet x, They can
tram it home.

2. tratis. Mining, To convey (coal, ore, etc.) by

a tram or trams.

1874 J. H. Collins Metal Mining (1875) 11 One sees, .the

ore and rubbish allowed to accumulate behind the men to a

height of several feet before it is trammed back to the shaft.

1887 Raymond Statist. Mines -J-
Mining 8 Tramming. 1889

Eng, Illustr. Mag. May 5^/2 To ' tram ' the coal from the

working face.. to the sidings where the horses lake the

waggons. 1893 PallMail G. 14 Jan. 1/3 In the level below

. .only one man was saved, who had been tramming to the

shaft the ore which be excavated on previous days.

TBAMMEL.
b. To push (a tram or wagon) to and from the

shaft in a mine.
1883 Le Nevk Fosirr in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 455/2

{Mining) This trolley (which is merely a small platform

upon wheels) is pushed (trammed) to the shaft ; the full

kibble is hooked on to the winding-rope and drawn up,

whilst an empty kibble is placed upon the trolley and tram,
med back along the level.. where it is again loaded. Ibid.,

The motive power for tramming wagons along the levels (rf

metal mines is generally supplied by men or boys.

Tram, v,^^ [f. Tram j^.S] trans, and intr. To
use a tram or tram-staff in adjusting spindles or

axles, or in measuring, alining, or the like.

189Z in Cent. Diet, (implied in tramming) ; in later Diets.

Tram, in trim tram : see Teim-tbam.

llTrama (tr^ima, tra'ma). Bot. [L. trdma
woof, weft, tilling of a web.] The substance

between the surfaces of the * gills' of hymenomy-
cetous fungi. Also called intralamellar szibstance,

dissepiment. Hence Tra'mal a. { Cent. Diet. 1 89 1 ).

1857 Bkrkelev Cryptog. Bot. § 399 In Schizophyllum, the
gills split in the direction of their trama. 1874 Cooke Fungi
23 In Lactarius and Russula the trama, or inner substance,

is vesicular. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Saelis' Bot, 250 The
substance of the lamella, called the Trama.

t Tra'mble, "V. Obs. [Origin uncertain. Cf.

Sw. dial, tramla, trumla to fall (Kietz).]

1. intr. To roll over and over ; to tumble, fall

headlong. rare~^.
1609 Bible (Douay) Job xxx. 14 They haue broken vio-

lently vpon me, and are come trambhng downe to my
miseries [Vulg. advieas miserias devoluii suni\.

2. trans. To wash (tin-ore) by agitating it in a

trough of water (Buddle sb,'^) with a special shovel

called a trambling shovel; to buddle ; = Toze v."^

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2109 A man.. with a I'rambling
shovel in his hand to cast up the Ore. Ibid, 21 10 When this

Buddie grows full, ^\e take it up ; here distinguishing again

the Fore-bead from the Middle and Tails; which are
trambled over again. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II,

Trambling, is the Term used in Dressing of Tin-ore, for

washing it very clean in Water, .with., a Trambling-shovel,

and in a Frame of Boards, which they call a Buddie.

Trambooze : see Tuampoose.

Tram-car (tr3e'm,kai). [f. Tkam j*.^ III. +
Cab.] a public car or carriage running on a tram-

way for the conveyance of passengers ; called earlier

tramway car, and already in 1879 simply tram
(Tram sb!^ 6). Tram-carriage (Tram sb.^ 8) is cited

1868.

1873 Engineer 28 Nov. 353 A trial of Grantham's steam
tram car. 1876 Ibid. 26 May 400 A heavy vehicle such as

an omnibus or a tram car. 1879 Trans. Soc, Engineers 195

The Italian tram cars enabled him to see nearly the whole
of the city of Turin for . . sixpence. 1883 F. M. Craw-
ford Dr. Claudius xiii, The ceaseless ring of the tram-cars

stopping every few steps to pick up a passenger. 1905 K.
Bagot Passport n\, In a quiet and secluded position .. un-
disturbed by the noise of the tram-cars.

attrib. i^ Proc. Inst. Meek. Engin. 199 The flange of

a tramcar wheel

Trame, var. Tram sb^
[Tramiss, Misreading oitraunss. Trance.]

Tra'm-line. [f. Tram sb.^ 5 or 6 + Line sb^^ :

cf. railway line.} A tramway; also, a tram-rail.

1886 Hare Story my Li/e (1900) VI. xxiv. 9 We were
taken back to the tram-line. 18^5 Zangwill Master 11. ix,

The yellow sand scattered on slippery days along the tram-

lines. 1896 Times 30 Sept. 7/6 Tenders are to be sent in .

.

to the tramline's offices. 1905 Viscr. Ridley in Daily
Chron. 21 July 5/5 The Bill dealt with several new tramlines,

three of which were uncontested and not very important.

Trammel (troe'mel), sb^- Forms: 5 tramale,

-ell, -elle, (tramaly, 5-6 -ely), 5-6 tramayle, (6

Sc. tramalt), 6-7 tramell, 6-8 -el, 6-9 trammell,

7 tramaile, 6- trammel. [In sense i, a. OK. tra-

mail {c 1220 in Godef. Compl.), mod.F. trimail a
fishing- or fowling-net, with three layers of meshes,

= It. tramaglio, Sp. trasmallo, Pg. trasmalho :—late

pop.L. tramaculum for tri-, tremaculum (in Salic

Law, Hessels, Cod. i, xxvii. 20, tremaciem^ v. rr.

trcmalem, tremagih, tramaculam, trimaclem, tre-

magolum, tremachlum, etc.) a kind of fishing-net,

generally explained as f. L. tri- three + macula

mesh. In the Romanic langs. the prefix appears to

have been taken as = tra-, L. trans. The history

of the other senses here included is difl&cult : see

Note below.]

I. 1. A long narrow fishing-net, set vertically

with floats and sinkers ; consisting of two ' walls ' of

large-meshed netting, between which is a net of

fine mesh, loosely himg. More fully Trammel-net.
The fish enters through the large mesh on one side, drives

the fine netting through the targe mesh on the other, and is

thus trapped in a pocket or bag of the fine netting. Also

sometimes applied to other kinds of fishing nets,

1363 [implied in Tram.m£LLer 1].

CX440 Promp. Parv. 499/1 Tramayle, grete nette for

fyschynge (A', tramely, H., P. tramaly), tragum. 14. , Voc.

in Wr.-Wulcker 617/18 Tramellum . .quoddam genus retis,

..a tramayle. 1467-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 92 Pro

j relhe voc. Tramale, xxiiij"". 1558 Act i Eliz. c. 17 § 3 No
persone. .shall fishe . . with any maner of Nett, Tramell (etcJ,

but oncly with a Nett or Tramell whereof every Meshe ..

shalbee [etc.). 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. v. xiv, Are thy

lines broke ? or arc thy trammels tore X 1787 Best Angling^



TRAMMEL.
(ed. 2) 5 By fishing with trammels or flews in March or April.

1848 C. A. Johns IP^^ik at /./sari/ 242 The trammel is a long

net.about five feet deep, with a double mesh, one large enough
toallow the fish to pnss through, the other much smaller. 1883

E. P. Ramsav Food Fishes N. S. li'alts 33 (Kisl». ExhiU
Publ.t They are usually taken for market with a Trammel,
or Bag-net, set across the stream, or by hook and line.

b. A fowling-net ; = Tuammel-net b.

1530 Palsgr. 282/2 Tramell to catche fysshe or byrdes,

tramcau. 1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 10 § 6 To take any Partridges

or Feasaunts by night, under any Tramall, Ix)wbell, Roade-
nette or other Engine. 1655 Moufet & Bknnet Health's

Impr. (1746) 173 A Partridge taken in Flight, or a Lark
dared with a Hawk, is worth ten taken with Nets, Springs

and Trammels. 1895 Quiller Couch iVand. Heath 80

He and his mates went out and tilled the tranimeL

H. +2. A hobble to prevent a horse from stray-

ing or kicking; also, a contrivance for teaching a

horse to amble, consisting of lines and straps con-

necting the fore and hind feet on each side, with a
strap over the back to which both lines were

fastened for support. Obs,

c 1550 W. KtTH Tye the Mare^ Tom Boy 35 (Ritson) Yett
wer tbou much better In trammells to bynd her; A loock
and a fetter Befor and behynd her. 1591 Greene Art
Connjf Catch, it. (1592) 4 Whether they haue horse-locks or
no, ..in the night they take bim or them away, and are
skilfull in the blacke Art, for picking open the tramels or
lockes. 16x6 SuRFi„ & Markh. Country Forme 133 It is

called a Tramell when a Horses n«ere fore-tegge and bis

neere hinder-legge..areso fastened together with leathers

and cords, that be cannot put forward bis fore-tegge, but be
must perforce bale his bmder-legge after it. 1675 Lond.
Caz, No. 1043/4 A. .Nag. .has all his paces, and swellings

in his forelegs catised b^the tramels. i7<S6 Compl. Farmer^
Trnme/,..made sometimes of leather, but more usually of
ropes, fitted to a horse's legs to regulate his motion, and
teach him to amble.

3. transf, and fig. Anything that hinders or

imi>edes free action ; anything that confines, re-

strains, fetters, or shackles. Chiefly//.
a 1653 G. Daniel Idyll, iii. 106 'Tis an easie Chord ; ye

Flax of Law M.akes a soft Trammell. a 1680 Butlek Rem,
(1759) I. 266 To put bis Wits into a kind of Tramels. 1709
SiEKts & Swirr Toiler No. 74 P 4 The Gentleman is in

the true Trammels of Love. 1787 Mme. D'Abblay Diary
5 Jan., l*here seemed to be no opportunity. .of liberating

my evenings from official trammels. 1841 D'Israeli y] m^ii.

Lit. (1S67) 462 The destiny of Spenser was.. to wear the
silken trammels of noble patrons, i^&gyokn Bull 2 Mar,
148/3 TTiroughout ber career she (Geo. Eliot], for the most
part, refased to bind herself by conventional trammels.

4. AlecA, An instrument for describing ellipses

(K. compas h eUipse)^ consisting of a cross wilh two
grooves at right angles, in which slide pins carry-

ing a t>eam or ruler with a pencil; also applied

to the beam-compass (Beam sby IV). Also^/.
So called because the motion of the beam carrj'ing the

pencil is trammelled or confined by the restriction of tb«
pins to the grooves.

>7*5 W* HALpreNNV Sound Building 7 Make the Tramcl
..in the same Form as.. in the Figure. 1780 Ludlam in

PhiL Trans. LXX. 37S The instrument for drawing ovab
upon paper or board . . is much in use among the joiners, and
called by them the trammels. 1795 Hutton Math. Diet.
s. v., AH the engines for turning ovals are constructed on
the same principles with the Trammeb t the only difference

is, that in the Irammels the board is at rest, and the pencil
moves upon it 1875 Carpentry ^ yotn.iiB Wc will now
add one other method of striking elliptic curves, and
describe, .the instrument by which it is done. This is called

a trammel. 1884 Cheshire Gloss, s. v., In working circular

work, a sta6f of the radius of the circle U a trammel.

IIL 5. A series of rings or links, or other device,

to bear a crook at different heights over the fire;

the whole being suspended from a transverse bar

(the crook-tree), built in the chimney, or from a
small crane or gallows, the vertical member of

which turns in sockets in the jamb and linteL

Now local Eng. and U.S,
1537 Bury Wills (Camden) 130 The tramely yn the

chemney, and the racke on the soler. 1630 Mald^tn-, Esstx^
Documents Bundle 217. No. 33 In the little butterye, i iron
btx>ke to bange at the eand of a tramell^ id. 1674 Kay S. <$•

E. C. Words 77 A Trammel, an iron instrument hanging
in the chimney, whereon to hang pots or kettles over the
fire. s866 Whittiek Snawbattndixd The crane and pendent
trammels showed. 1883 Hanipshire Gloss., Tratnmel^ a
hook to hang a boiler un. [An error.] 1889 Lucy Larcom
Ne^v Eng. Girlhood i. 22 We . . sometimes smirched ourclean
aprons. .againU the swinging crane with its sooty pot.hooks
and trammels.

rV. 1 0. //, The plaits, braids, or tresses of a
woman's hair ; in quot. 1 594 with play on sense i

.

(Sometimes erroneously expUtned as a net to confine the
hair.)

15S9 Grhkne MeHaphoH{kT\i.^ 35 She.. wraps aflfectton in
the tramels of her haire. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. li. 15 Her
golden lockes she roundly did uptye In breaded tramels.
Ibid. III. ix. 20 Her golden locks, that were in trammells gay
Upbocnden, did them selves adowne display And raugbt
unto hnr beeles. 1594 Greene & Lodge Looking Glasse (i.'s

Wks. (Rtldg.) 122/2 For women's locks are trammels of con-
ceit. Which do entangle Love for all his wiles. 1669 A.
Browne Ars Pict. 86 You may go over the hair, disposing
into such forms, folds or tramels, as may become your Picture
best. 1673 Jordan Lond. in Splend, 12 A \ox\% fair Hair,
the tramels tycd with small Kibon of all the light Colours.

v. 7. altrib. and Comb.j as \ trammel-boat
(?tised in fishing with the trammel-net) ; trammel-
trick [f. Trammel v.\\ trammel-wheel, a me-
chanical device for converting rotary into reciprocal
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motion, consisting of a wheel with grooves crossing

each other, in which slide projections attached to

a connecting-rod, so that the rod makes two up-
and-down motions for each revolution of the wheel

;

also a modification of this.

X614 T. Gentleman Way to Wealth (1660) 9 The Pinks
for barreld Fish, and Trammel boats. 1873 Urowning Red
Cott. Nt.-cap 176 Be theirs to drowse Trammeled, and ours
to watch the trammel-trick ! 1877 Knight Diet. Mech.^
Trammel-wheel.

\Noie. French dictionaries have tremail, tramail^ only in

senses i, i b. And indeed the sense-connexion of branches II,

III, IV with I, and with each other, is obscure ; some of
them may perhaps be different words. But the identifica-

tion of I and II is not confined to English. Du Cange
quotes a med.L. statute of Piacenza, in which tramaiolum
(?read tramacolutn) is applied to a stick a cubit and a half

long, ordered to be fixed to the necks of dogs to prevent
them from running into vineyards or other places where they
might do mischief; and he identifies this word with It. tra-

tnaglio and F. tramailyund refers to this word as known to

be applied not only to a net, but to any kind of shackle or
snare {pedica). Baretti's Ital. dictionary has tramaglio only
as *a trammel or drag-net ', but Florio 1611 has it 'a tramell

or ensnaring'.)

t Trammel, j^.2 Obs. In 5 tramel, -ale, -aly.

[Cf. OF. tremuiey Iremue, tremee (all 14th c. in

Godef.), trametil, tremouille^ tremu'e (Cotgr.),

mod.F. trimie = Pr. tremueia^ Cat. tramuja^ It.

tramoggia, Sicil. trimoja :—L. trimodia^ a three-

peck measure : see Diez, Scheler. Some med.L.
and Romanic forms are affected by L. trem-he to

tremble. In Eng, apparently confounded with
Trammel sby'\ The hopper of a mill.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 246/1 Hopur, of a mylle, or a tramale
[S. tramel, a 1485), taratantara,farricapsiufn. Ibid. 499/1
Tramaly, ofa mylle, idem quod hopur ; su^ra ; et/aricapsia.

Tra'mmelr v. [f. Trammel sb.'^l

1 1. trans. To bind up (a corpse). Obs.
1536 in Arckatol. XVI. 33 (Funeral Q. Kath.) The Corps

must be sered, tramayled, leded, and chested. 1546-7 in
Strype Ecct. Mem. (1721) II. App. A. 3 (Funeral K.
Hen. Villi Surely bound and trammel'd with cords of silk.

c 1558 Lelands Collect. (1770) V. 308 Wboo I<^. MaryJ after
ber Departuer was. .cered, and tramelled in this Manner.
2. intr. To use a trammel-net ; trans, to take (fish

or birds) with a trammel-net.
X588-1866 [see Trammelling vhl. sb.\. 1846 BelCs Life

9 Aug. 7/5 Four men were caught trammelling pheasants.

i" 3. trans. To fasten together (the legs of a
horse) with trammels (Trammel sbS 3); also, to

put trammels on (a horse). Obs.

^ 1607 Markham Caval. iv. ix. (1617) 45, I would haue you
in any case . . to tramell your horse aboue knee. 1610 —
Masterp. 11. clix. 468 After you haue tramelled all bis foure
legges. 1639 T. DK Gkav Covipl. llorsem, 307 Tramell his

fore-feet that he do not lye down.
4. fig. To entangle or fasten up as in a trammel.
1605 Shaks. Macb. i. vit 3 If tb 'Assassination Could

trammell vp the Consequence, and catch .. Successe. 1810
Kkats LmmIu 11. 52 How to entangle^ trammel up, and
snare Your soul in mine. 1906 Hibbert Jrnl. Jan. 304 Mind
is never either mere antecedent or mere consequent. It
trammels up its before and hereafter.

h. fig. To hinder the free action of; to put re-

straint upon, fetter, hamper, impede, confine.
iw Pope Let. to Gay 6 Oct., Ill and vicious Habits, of

wbxn few or no men escape the infection, who are hackney'd
and tramelled in the ways of a court. 1793 A. Young Trav,
France 236 We are little belter than horses in a team,
trammelled to follow one another. 1807 E. S. Barkett
Rising Sun II. 8 Till he had trammelled himself again with
debts. 1865 SwiNRUHNK Atalanta^ Ripe grassts trammel
a travelling foot. 1683 Ld, K. Gowek My Remin. I. i. 13
Like many great artists, when trammelled with a commis-
sion be seemed to lose power.

6. To fasten (a piece of work on the spindle of a
lathe) with a clamp, rare.

1833 J. Holland Afoftu/. Metal 11. vi 134 The work must
be trammelled to the no^e of the spindle, by a contrivance
called the dog and driver, the former being a sort of clutch,
screwed upon the end of the work,

+ Tra'mmelet' Obs. rare. [f. Tuaumel sb.^ 6
+ -ET.l //. liraida, tresses ; cf. Trammel sbA 6.

1654 Herrick Descr. Woman a Like Aurora when with
pearl she sets Her lung discheveld rose-crownd trammelets.

Tra'jumelled, -eled (-eld)
, ///. a. [f. Tram-

mel sb.^ and v. + -ED.]

1. t ft- Of hair : Braided or bound up in trammels.
1609 Hevwood Brit. Troy v. Ixxv, Is her haire browne?

..Browne trameld lockes best grace the brightest hew.

b. (See quot.)

1753 CifAMuiJiRS Cycl. Supp. s. v., A horse is said to be
tramelled, that has blazes or white marks upon the fore and
hind foot of one side;, .so called from the resemblance the
white foot bears to a half trameL Cross-tramelled horse, is

one that has white marks in two of his feet that stand cross-

ways, . .as in the far fore-foot, and the near hind-foot.

2. Confined by or as by trammels ; fettered,

shackled.
1813 ScoTT Rokehy v. xxxiii, Harpool clasp'd His knees

..And round the trammelled ruffian clung. 1818 Lady
Charlkville in Lady Morgan's Autobiog. (1859) 12 If your
book be cut and garbled by those vile inspectors of a tram-
melled press. i8ai Joanna Haillib Metr. Leg.^ Wallace
xvi, Who from their iraniineU'd country broke.

Tra'xniueller, -eler. rare. [f. as prec.+
-kr'. Cf.obs.F./ra/««'//^«rakind of boat (Godef.).]

1. ? A fisherman, or a boat, fishing with a trammel.

TRAM03S"TANE.
i3«3 Ministers Accts. Bundle 1028, No. 15, P.R.O. (Rye),

Et de XXX. s. receptis de quadam custuma vocata Cristschar
proveniente de piscaria batellorum..de Matlieo Samon
pro schar' de tramelers iiii. s. Ibid., De consimili custuma
..de Roberto IJernhaud pro schars de tramelers xiii. s.

2. A fowler using a trammel-net.
iSSr Act 23 Eliz. c. 10 § 6 This Act shall not. .extend to

Lowebellers, Tramellers or others, whiche shall unwillinglye
happen to take any Partridges. i6i8 Dalion Counlrey
Just. 285 To bind Irannellers U/V] for larkes, that they shall
destroy no partridges.

3. One who or that which trammels or restrains.
1864 in Wkbstkr; and in later Diets.

Tra mmelling, -eling, vbl. sb. [f. Trammel
V. + -iNG^.J The action of the verb Trammel in

various senses. Also attrib. trammelling-net =
Tjjammel-net.
1588 Lambarde Eiren. iv. iv. 444 If any person.. have

taken. .any Pbesants or Partriches .. by lowbelling or
tramelling. 1616 Surfu & Markh. Country Farme 133 To
be obserued in the tramelling of Horses. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 277/1 A Long Nett, called a
Tramelling Nett... The ends are fixed on long poles. 1826
Hone Every-Day Bk. I. 952 The larks, .at Dunstable, .are

usually taken.. with trammeling nets. 1866 Daily Tel.

5 Jan. 5/2 Trawling, shrimping, trammelling .. methods
deprecated by those who don't happen to practise them.

Tra*m.mellingly, adv. [f. pres. pple. of

Teammel V. + -LY 2,] In a fettering manner.
1884 J. W. Hales Notes ?t Ess. S/iaks. 99 The exuberant

growths of fancy cling around them trammellingly,

Tra*iuiiiel-]iet. [f. Trammel sb,^ + Net sbA]
— Tkammel sb.^ I, Also attrtb.

1516 in Rogers ApHc. <5- Prices HI. 564. 1519 Horman
Vulg. 277 b, Caste in the tramell nelte ones more {Inijce
everriculum iterato], 1552 LYNDESAY7I/fl«rtrc^477i In to
tbareTramalt nett thay fatigitanefysche. 1580 Hollydand
Treas. Fr. Tong, Vn Trameauy..^. tramell net. 1657 C.
Beck Univ.Charac. Lvijb, A tramel net or drag. 1787
Best Angling (ed. 2) 63 They set trammel-nets baited, and
leave them for whole days and nights, into which the fish

enter of their own accord . 1884 Daily News 25 Dec. 3/6
A resolution prohibiting trammel-net fishing for salmon.

b. A fowler*s net; = Trammel sb.^ i b.

1648 Herrick HesPer.y Country Li/e 6^ Thy witty wiles to
draw, and get The farke into the trammell net. 1669 Wor-
Lii>GE^^j/.^_grrc. (1681) 252. 1768 Pennant Z(W. II.235The
larker . . makes use of a trammel net twenty-seven or twenty-
eight feet long and five broad. 1882 Buckland Notes Anim.
Life 221 They [larks] are taken by thousands on dull nights
with trammel nets.

Traznxuer (trce-mai). [f. Tram j^.2 or vy\
1. Coal-minings etc. A man or boy who removes

the trams of coal, etc. from the workings ; a putter.

1839 Ure Diet. ArtsgSi Two persons called trammers are
employed to transport the coals. 1878 Davies Slate Quarrpf-
ing 117 The trammers.. convey the slate blocks from the
quarry to the dressers, and.. also remove the waste. 1889
Eng. Illustr. Mag. May 572/2 Trammers are usually strong
youths and prospective colliers. 1905 Act 5 Ediv. VII^ c. 9
S 2 Such persons if they are either in charge of working
places or are holers, fillers, trammers, or brushers.

2. One who is employed on a tramway; also, a
horse used to draw a tram-car.
1889 Even. News 7 Oct., The trammers are equally worthy
of public sympathy with the dock labourers. 1901 Daily
Chron. 28 Dec. 9/7 The horses are good trammers, active,

and fresh from work, and in good condition.

TramOIltaiie (tramf?'nt<?n, tr£emf7nt^i*n), a.

and sb. Forms ; 4 tramountayne, 7 -mountain,
-montan, (6-8 -ain, 9 -aine), 6- tramontane

;

also in It. forms, 7-9 tramontana, 6-8 (//.) tra-

montani ; Lat. pi. 7 tramontanse. See also

Transmontane. [ad. li, tramontana north wind,

pole-star, tramontani * those folkes that dwell

beyond the moiuitaines' Florio (^ Sp., Pg. tra-

montana north wind, sunset), whence also Fr.

tramontane noTth. wind, pole-star, OF. tramontanie

sb. and adj. (13th c.) north wind, tresmontaine

pole-star:—L,/ra«Jw<7«/^«//J beyond the mountains,

f. trans across, beyond + mons, mont-em mountain :

cf. monldn-ns of or belonging to mountains.]

A. adj. 1. Dwelling or situated beyond, or

pertaining to the far side of, the mountains (orig.

and in reference to Italy, the Alps ; in quots. 1806,

1840, referring to other mountains); hence, foreign;

in quot. 1662 = occupied by a non-Italian.

XS96 't^sswv. Saffron- Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 131 Were
their stuffe by ten millions more Tramontani or Transalpine

barbarous than ballttry, he would haue prest it vpon Wolfe.

a 1618 Raleiom in Guicb ColL Cur. I. 73 Tramontane, as

well as Ultramontane Civilians will deem it otherwise. 166a

Barcrave Pope Alex. Vll (1867) 50 The Italians have ever

since taken care that St. Peter's chair shall never be a tra-

montan chair again. X7to Steele Tatlcr No. 322 fg As
for our Tramontain Lovers. .A Man might as well serenade
in Greenland as in our Region. 1781 Gibbon Decl. itf P.
xxxi. III. 245 The rustic, or even savage, aspect of those

Tramontane warriors, often disguised a simple and merciful

disposition. 1806 Scott Let. to C Ellis 3 Mar., in Lock-
harty To undertake your expedition to the tramontane
region of Reged this season. 1820 Edin. Rev. XXXIV. 185
note. The clock in the clock-house built at Westminster in

1288 . . is usually considered as the earliest recorded instance

ofa Tramontane clock. iZ^o Blackw. Mag. XLVII.2450ur
empire in India had waxed so powerful as to attract the

envy of the Asiatic tramontane nations. 1884 J. .S. ISrewer
Reign Hen. VIII, I. ix. 279 A tramontane ecclesiastic.

D. With the connotation * uncouth, unpolislied,

barbarous*. Now ro/*^.



TRAMONTATION.
1739 CiBBER Apol. (1756) I. 333 This I have menlion'd to

shew not only our Tramontane Taste, but that [etc.). 1784
CowpER Task IV. 533 Virtue is so scarce, That to suppose a
scene where she presides Is tramontane, and stumoles all

belief. 1796 Chaklottb Smith Marchmont IV. 115, I. .fur

a man of fasliion had strange tramontane ideas. 183a lilackiv.

j'/tit^.XXXI.ioi, I beg. .if these can be your real sentiments,
that you will keep them as private as possible. They are
totally tramontane in this part of the world.

2. Of ihe wind : Coming across or from beyond
the mountains; spec, in reference to Italy, Blowing
from beyond the Alps: cf. 13. 2.

i^S Addison /M/y, Ptwia 27 That Side of the Church.,
which faces the Tramontane Wind. 1794 Sullivan yieio
Nat, IV, 236 Where no tramontane blasts could come from
masses of snow. 1869 Daily News 10 Dec, I . . was exposed
to a tramontane wind as bitter as an oration of Mr, Roe-
buck, in his most sarcastic mood. 1877 A. J. Ross Mem. A

.

Ewing vi. 63 A fierce tramontane wind usually blowing.

B. sb. +1. The north pole-star: originally so
called in Italy and Provence, because visible be-

yond the Alps: cf. It, tramontatta (Florio 1598),
OF. tresmontaine {c 1 295 in Godefroy), Also fe".

13.. E.E.Aiiit. P. B.211, 1 schalteldevp my trone in pe
tramoiintayne. 1604 Edmonds Observ, Cxsar s Comm. 40
Directions, both from the loadstone of reason, and tramon*
tane of experience to shape an easie and successful! course,

1633 Drumm, of Hawth. Sp. to K. Charles, Jove 9 The
Tramontane which thy faire course directs, Thy Counsels
shall approve by their effects.

2, In tlie Mediterranean and esp. in Italy, The
north wind, as coming from beyond the Alps

;

hence generally, a cold wind from a mountain
range. (Now usually in Italian form tratnoniana.)
1615 G. Sandys Tmv. i. 38 The boysterous Tramontana .

.

here [Constantinople] most violently rages. 1664 Evelyn
S^lva (1776)316 [Florence and Rome) exposed to the nip-
6mg Tramonlans (for so they call the Nortliern winds). 17JI
A11.EV, Tramontane..^ the North Wind. 1773 Brvdonk

Sicily '\\. (1809)9 This morning, .we have gotten a fine brisk
tramontane (or North wind). 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I.

292 The deadening sirrocco wind, which is immediately suc-
ceeded by a tramontana, the bise. 1887 Pall Mall G. 21
Mar. 11/2 An excessively cold tramontana is blowing.

3. One who dwells beyond the mountains : orig.

applied in Italy to foreigners beyond the Alps;
also by these nations to the Italians; hence, a
stranger, a foreigner ; an outsider, barbarian.
1593 Nashk Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 184 Let not

the Italians call you dulheaded Tramontain. i6aa Bacon
Hen. VII f^j Our IIolyFatherthePopelikes noTramontanes
1= Frenchl in Italie. 1636 Massincer Gt. Dk. Flor. 11. ii, A
happiness Those tramontanes ne'er tasted. 164s Fuller
Holy <y Pro^, St. iv. iii. 251 Yet was it a great labour for a
Tramountain to climb over the Alps to S. Peters Chair.
1703 Stkklb Tender Husb. Epil., Till then forgive your
Writers, that can't bear You shou'd such very 'i'ratnon lanes
appear. X731 Fielding Miser 11, iii, Oh I child, you are
quite a tramontane ; I must bring you to like dear Spadllle.
x8ii Miss L. M, Hawkins C'tess <^ Gertr, II. 52 See that
horrible tramontane Major Brag who dined here to-day.

1855 MiLMAN Lat. Chr. xiii. ix. VI. 181 The subtle Italians
found themselves circumvented by the steady aggression of
the Tramontanes.

t Tramonta'tlon. Obs. nonce-wd. [n. of action
f. It. tramontare * to passe ouer the hils* (Florio),

tiamontar del sole sunset.] Setting (of the sun).

1599 R.-LiNCHE Anc.Fict. Kj, [The sun] vpon his tra.
motitation and discent to the antipodes.

t Tramort. Sc, Obs, [app. f. L. //-«-, trans
beyond + /«(7/-J, morUm death, mortuns dead. Cf.

It. tramorthe to fall into a swoon.] A putrefying
carcass ; a corpse.

1508 Dunbar Flyting i6i Thow Lazarus, thow laithly lene
tramort,

_
15.. — Poems xxvi. 83 Mony stynkand fowll tra-

mort. /^/(/. xi. 20 Ane vgsum, vglye tramort. i535STii:wAKT
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 117 Bayth pynd and puir like ony
peild tramort.

Tramosericeous (trsem^Ts/ri'/ws), a, Entom,
£f. inod.L. irantosericeus^ f. L. trdma Tkam sb^ :

see Seuiceous.] Having a satiny lustre, as the
elytra of certain beetles.

826 K1RBY& Sp. Entomol, IV. xlvi. 284 Tramosericeous
{JTramosericeui). The splendour of satin. £x[ample} Chla-
mys Bacca^ monstrosaf &c.

Tramp (trsemp), j/5.1 [f. Tramp v.^'\

1. An act of tramping ; a heavy or forcible tread,

a stamp ; hence, an injury to the foot of a horse
caused by its setting one foot on another: cf.

TUEAD sb.

1808-18 Jamieson, Tram/.., the act of striking the foot
suddenly downwards. 18^4 Sthphkns Bi: Farm II. 397
(To horses) Tramps are dangerous, besides causing blemishes
on the foot,, .they may cause quittor. 1859 Autobiog. Beg-
^ar Boy 46 Having my right foot severely wounded on the
instep, by the tramp of a horse. 1878 Browning Poets
Croisic Ixi, As the reed Is crushed beneath its tramp.

2. The measured an<l continuous tread of a body
of persons or animals ; hence, the sound of heavy
footfalls.

1817 Moore Lalla A*., Fire-W. iv, Heard'st thou not the
tramp of. men Soundi_ng from yonder fearful glen? 1856
Aytoun Bothivell 11. iii, Does yet the court-yard ring with
tramp Of horses and of men. 1889 Quillkk Couch Splendid
^/Swr (1895) 121 The monotonous tramp-tramp through the
slush and mire of the roads. 1891 Fakkak Darkn. <V Dawn
xlvi. The tramp of the changing sentries,. might be to her
the echoing footfall of death.

Jig. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1.(1873) >86 To
feel in her ears the dull tramp of the blood-

246

3. A bout of tramping or journeying on foot ; a
long, tiring, or toilsome walk or march ; a trudge

;

a walking excursion {colloq,).

1786 Burns Brigs 0/ Ayr 188 If haply Knowledge, on a
random tramp. Had shor'd them wi' a glimmer of his lamp.
i8aa T. Bewick Mem. ij8 This [journey 1 may be regarded
as merely one of my 'tramps'. 1845 J. Coulter Adv.
Pacific X. i20j I continued my tramp round the easternmost
part of the island. 1859 Jephson Brittany xvii. 285, I

doubted whether I should be in a condition for a tramp of
thirty miles. 1873 Tristram Moab ix. 170 Files of hundreds
of camels slowly following each other in the weary tramp to
Mecca. 1898 J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. IX. No. 34,
104 Much exhausted by a long tramp in hot weather.

b. On {the) tramp, on one's way from place to

place on foot, esp, in search of employment, or
wandering as a vagrant,
1760 Life <5' Adv. ofCat 147 An English vagrant, on the

common tramp (as they express it). 1813 T. Martin Circle
Mech, Arts 608 When any of them are out of employ, they
set out in search of a master, with a sort of Certificate from
their last place. This is called going on the tramp. 1866
Dora Greenwell Ess. (1S67) 109 Some of the eight are in

the army, some in the collieries, some on the tramp. 1888
'
J. S. Winter ' Booth's Chitdr. iii, Just on tramp she seems

to have been.

4. A person on the tramp ; = Tbamper 2 ; one
who travels from place to place on foot, in search

of employment, or as a vagrant ; also, one who
follows an itinerant business, as a hawker, etc.

1664 in Vemcy Mem. (1004) II. 204 Thay goo so Lick
trampis, so durty, tis a sham to see them. 1790 Grose
Provinc. Gloss, (ed. 2), Tramp, a tramp ; a beggar, Sussex.
1808 Agric. Mag. III. 43 A certain class of wandering
labourers known by the name of tramps, iZzZ Craven Gloss.

^

Tramp, a pedlar ; called also a tramper, an itinerant tinker,

or one who travels with any kind of wares. 1843 Kep. Sani-
tary Condition Labouring Classes 357 The houses are stages
for the various orders of tramps. x86o Ramsay Remin,
Ser. I. (ed. 7) 157 A wretched woman, who used to traverse
the country as a Ijeggar or tramp. 1883-3 Schajfs Encycl,
Relig, Knowl. II. 910/1 Monks, who. .roamed about in the
country, and really were neither more nor less than tramps
of the most indolent and impertinent description.

6. In full, ocean tramp : A cargo vessel, esp. a
steamship, which does not trade regularly between
fixed ports, but takes cargoes wherever obtainable
and for any port.

£x88o [Remembered in colloquial use]. x886 Shipping
Gazt 9 July, We think few will deny that the ' ocean tramp

'

is the product of competition. 1891 M. Rouerts in Murray*s
Mag. June 795 The pure 'tramp' is not seen to its Mst
advantage in seas whose ports are in connection with
England by wire or submarine cable. 1891 [see Ocean 3 c].

1893 Naut. Ma^. Mar. 212. ipoo F. T. Bullen Men 0/
Merchant Service tit. at The fowest tyjje of tramp. .is.,

built so as to pass Lloyd's surveyor, but without one single
item in her equipment that can be dispensed with.

b. atlrib., as tramp steamer., vessel, trade,

1887 Shipping Gaz. 14 Jan., The day of building tramp
steamers by means of money raised from single ship com-
panies has passed away—for ever, we hope. 1891 Pall
Mall G. 21 May 2/1 In many of our tramp boats there is

need of great reform in the food supplied to our sailors.

1897 Daily News 26 Jan. 3/6 His complaint was against
tramp vessels, which were often undermanned. 1902 Westm,
Gaz. 5 June 4/2 Mr. R—,.. who is largely interested in the
* tramp trade,, .also young Mr.R—,..who is also a large
tram[) owner. 1903 Ibid. 2 July 11/3 The volume of tramp
shipping is six-seventhsof the whole . . Tramp business cannot
exist unless accompanied by cheap and good shipbuilding.

6. a. A plate of iron worn under the hollow of

the boot to protect it in digging; also the part of
the spade, etc., which is pressed upon by the foot,

b. Curling, A piece of spiked iron fastened to the

sole of the shoe to give a firm foot-hold on the ice.

1835 Jamieson, Tramp, a plate of iron worn by ditchers
below the centre of the foot, for working on their spades.
1830 H. Duncan in Potts Dumfries, ix. (1910) 266 Gae get
you besom, tramps, an'stane, An' join the friendly strife,

man. 1844 [see tramp-Pick in 7I. 1891 Kerr Maggie o"

the Moss 61 (E. D. D.) Wi' tramps on their feet, and besoms
in han'. i9^ Northumbld, Gloss., Tramp, the part of a
spade on which the foot is placed to thrust;, .an iron plate
worn by drainers as a guard to the boot in digging.

7. attrib. (see also 5 b) and Comb., as (in sense 4)
iramp-prtnter, -searer, -ward; tramp-like adj.;

tramp-cell, a workhouse cell in which vagrants
are lodged ; tramp-clog = sense 6 a ; tramp-
cock, tramp-coU [Coll sb.^], a heap of hay com-
pressed by treading ; tramp-house, a lodging-
house for tramps ; tramp-master, a workltouse
official charged with the control of the vagrants
admitted ; tramp-pick {Sc), a narrow, pointed
pick, with a tread, for breaking up stiff ground;
tramp-rick, f -ruck, a rick or stack of hay com-
jjrcsscd by treacling.

1905 Daily Chron. 22 Sept. 5/6 He was taken back to the
workhouse, and placed in a "tramp cell. 18^ Northumbld,
Gloss., *Tramp-clogox tramp^, .a piece of iron plate, .used
as a guard where the spade is trodden in digging. 1775
Ann. Reg. u. 129/2 In these cocks, I allow the h.iy to remain
until . . I judge that it will keep in pretty large •tramp-cocks.
1825 Jamieson, * Tramp-coll . ., a number of colls or cocks
of hay put into one and tramped hard, in order that the bay
may be farther dried. Aberd. 1850 [C. Rogers] Bairtisla
Ann. 42 (E.D.D.) A *tramp-hause. 1899 Sik G. Douglas
yas. Hogg 146 In common tramp-houses, a death is. ,a god-
send. 1904 Daily Chron. 20 Oct. 8/3 A *tramp-like per-
sonage stands sentinel complacently over a terrific bulldog,
1887 Leamingtott S^a Courier 30 Apr. 5/6 Persons willing
to undertake the duties of *Tramp Master at the Workhouse.

TRAMP.
189s Daily News $ OcU 6/6 He maintained that . . the
trampmoster in Salford, had some knowledge of human
nature. 1813 G. Robertson Agric. Surv. Kincardine vL
238 The *tramp-pick . . is a kind of lever, of iron, about
four feet long, and an inch stiuare in thickness, tapering
away at the lower end, and having a small degree of curva-
ture there. ..It is fitted with a foot step. ,on whi(.h the work-
man presses with his foot. 1844 Stephens Bk. Fann I. 372
An iron tramp-pick to loosen the subsoil immediately under
the mould, and raise the boulder stones...The tramp.. is

movable, and may be placed on either side to suit the foot
of the workman, where it remains firm at about 16 inches
from the point, which gradually tapers. 1895 Westm. Gaz.
17 Jan, 8/1 What the. .foreman thought he at once ' Spotted

'

as a "tramp-printer entered the office and asked to l^ allowed
to try his hand at the case. 1799 J. Robektson Agric,
Perth 220 In making 'tramp-ricks, they ought to be secured,
by one rope over the top, in the direction of that point from
which the most violent winds are expected to blow, ., or by
two transverse ropes, which is the surest way. i8ia Sir J.
Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. i. 396 After it Ihay] has Ijeen a
short time in small cocks, it ought to be put up in what are
called tramp ricks. 1588 Exchequer Rolls Scot, XXI. 412
For making of 36 dawarkis of hay. .and for wynning and
putting of the samyn in *tramp ruckis. 1905 Blackw.Mag.
Dec. 817/2 The poor animal fulfils his function as a *tramp-
scarer. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 14 May 12/2 [One] who, disguised
as a^ tramp, has spent days and nights in *tramp-wards,
lodging-houses, and shelters.

Hence Tra'mpage, the habit or condition of

a tramp, vagrancy {U.S.); Tra'znpdom, the
•realm or sphere of tramps; Tra'mpesB, a female
tramp ; Tra-mpish (7., like or like that of a tramp

;

Tra'mpislily a</z/.,in atrampish manner; Tra'mp-
ism, the practice of going on tramp.
1894 Chicago Advance 3 May, A menace, a nuisance all

along the line of their *trampage. 1897 Plantation Mis-
sionary (Oberlin, Ohio) Dec., The poor (may be] rescued
from pauperism, trampage and crime. 1895 Century Mag.
Oct. 945/1 The love of liquor brings more men and women
into *trampdom. 1897 Raine IVelsh Singer 95 (E.D.D.) She
wasa*trampess who died in John Powys' barn. 1861 Sala
in Temple^ Bar Mag. Ill, 299 A "trampisli woman with
a tambourine. 1890 Ne^v York Sun Feb., The depot police-
man was shoving a trampish-looking man out of the place.

1889 Harper's Mag. Nov. 831/2 The battered folding-doors
*trampishly lean against the walls. 1893 Columbus (Ohio)
Dispatch 5 Sept., The plans will check idiotic processions
and "trampism, and men who will not work will get out of
the city. 1894 in Review of Rev. May 608/2, I make no
defense of trampism nor vagabondage.

t Tramp, trampe, sb,''^ Obs, Also 7 trempe.
[ad. Fr. trempe temper of steel (15th c), f. iremper
to Temper.] Temper of iron or steel. Alsoy?^.
1566 Painter /'fl/. Pleas. I, 98 b, If you doe euer make

any proofe of trial to know of what trampe the arrowes of
Loue be. Ibid. 166 b, The King of England, .sent him an
excellent harness with a sword of the self s:ime tramp. 1581
Rich Farew. (Shaks. Soc.) 40 With what trampe l^e wee
tempered withall. 15S1 A. Hall Iliad x. 179 His sword.,
with point of perfect trampe. 1684 T. Godoard Plato's
Demon 40 Both Respect and Obedience too, will break, when
bent with too much Rigor and beyond their Trempe.

Tramp (tr^mp), t/.l [ME. trampe-n = Ger.,

LG. trampen (whence Da. trampe, Swed., Norw.
trapipa) to stamp :—OTeut, *tramp-j 2nd grade of

*trempy *trampf *trump to stamp, tread (whence
Goth, ofta-trimpan to tread or press upon, also

MHG. trumpfen to run, Norw. dial, trumpa to

knock or push) ; a nasalized form of OTeut. *trept

*trap : see Trap sb.-l

1. intr. To tread or walk with a firm, heavy,

resonant step ; to stamp.
1388 WvcLiF Prov, vi. 13 He bekeneth with i^en, he

trampith [1382 tramplith, Vulg. terit ped€\ with the foot, he
spekith with the fyngur. a 1485 Promp. Parv. 499/1 (MS.
S.) Trampyn \p. r. trampelyn], tero. 1570 Levins Manip.
18/40To IVanipe, j/ztr/zVarc. 1865 KiNOSLEY//f?v7t'.x,They
had passed down the !>treet, tramping and gingUng and
caracoling. 1877 Talmage ^V'rw/. 23 Hearest thou not the
trembling of the ground, as the thtmders of the judgment-
day are tramping on ?

2. intr. To tread heavily or with force {on or

upon something) ; to stamp {upon) : = Tkamplk
V, 3. To tramp on anyone's toes {Jig.)j to infringe

or encroach on his rights or privileges ; to * come
down upon * with injurious effect ; to take undue
advantage of.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist, Scot, i. (S.T.S.) 123
Bewar that ^e neuir trampe thairon [on a grave] with )our
fute. 1641 Ferguson's Sc. Prov. {1785) 30 Tramp on a snail

and she'll shoot out her horns. X77i6C. Keith Farmer's Ha'
xxxviii, 'Ilie black cow has nae trampet yet Upo' your taes.

1839 Ure Diet, Arts 768 [The hides] are then tramped upon
by a workman walking repeatedly from one end of the vat
to the other. i86a Shiklev A'ug3^ Crit. xi. 477 It secures in

practice my right, so long as I do not tramp on my neigh-
bour's toes, to speak and think and act as I choose.

3. trans. To press or compress by treading ; to

tread or trample upon.
Tramp dotvn, to crush down by heavy or vigorous tread-

ing ; to suppress, to crush. Tramp undtr one'sfoot orfeet,
to tread or walk heavily upon ; fig, to treat with contempt.

1533 Gau Richt V-'ay (S. T. S.) 40/4 He suld tramp
dwne the heid of the serpent. Ibid, 104/17 As the suine
trampis the precious peirl onder thair feit. 1565 T. Stai'leton
Fortr. Faith 86 b. The camamele, the more ye tread it

and trampe it, the sweter it smelleth. 1581 N. Burne
DisPut. in Cath. Tractates (S,T.S,) 167 Murther of spiritual

m.igistratis. .be tramping the memoriallis of al religtone in

guttaris. 1585 Jas. I Ess, Poesic (Arb.) 15 They see the
painfull Vigneron pull the grapes : First tramping them, and
after pressing now The grenest clusters gathered into hcapes.



TRA.MP.

1844 ScEniENS Bk. Farm 11. a66 A woman is appointed to

tramp the straw, [and] spread it regularly over tite mow that

is forming. 1848 Litton Haroldx. iii, No horse tramps the

seeds we have sown for Harold the Karl to reap.

b. To tread (sheets, blankets, etc.) in a tub of

soapy water, as part of the process of washing. Sc,

1798 Monthly Mag^ Dec. 438/1 To tramp clothes. 1807
Cakr CaL'donianSk. (1809) 226 In my way from Hopetoun.
house to Linlitlisow I saw the process of tramping, that is,

of washing. 1842 Aiton />(W/«/. /,V<?«. ( 1857) iiaSoaktheni
(blankets, etc.), add to the water in which the linens were
washed some soap, and also some of the preparation to pro<

duce a strong lather; rub or tramp ihcm, then rinse and
dry. 1871 C. Gibbon Lack of Gold viii, On washing days,

it was tucked up above the knees to * tramp the claes '.

C, reji. Of a horse : To injure itself by setting

one foot on another: cf. Tbamp sb}- i.

1844 Stephkns Bk. Fartit III. 847 The shoes usually worn
by stallions are very clumsy, and ..are apt to cause him
tramp himself.

d. To tramp flounders^ to catch flounders by
stani]>ing on the wet sand with the bare feet until

tliey rise, dial,

1894 Crockett Raidcrti^A, 3) 33, 1 must, .proceed to the
flats and tramp flounders for our breakfast.

4, intr. To walk ; esp. to walk steadily or heavily;

to trudge; to travel on foot; to go on a walking
expe<lition {coHoq,). Also tramp it,

1643 in I'erHty Mem. (1904) I. 30a Now the owld man
must trampe on foote. 17*0 Humourist 51 Your Hunters
of News, who tramp tt halfa Score Streets, to know who has
got a Wife or a Place. 1818 Scott 5r./,aw»f.xxi, Mydarling
boy, whom I would tramp barefooted through the world for.

i8»o Clare Rural Life (ed. 3) 91 I've oft meant tramping
o'er to !;ee ye. 1840 Dickkns Bam, ^w^«xlvii,These people,
who go tramping about the country. x86a W. J. Strwart
in Macm. Mag. May 32 The miner must be prepared to
tramp it to that part of the Quesnelle or Cariboo gold*fields.

b. To go about or travel as a tramp, (olloq.

1891 in Ctnt. Did. 1898 J. Hutchikson in Arch, Surg.
IX. No. 34. 103 A man.. who had tram[>ed from Leeds in

July weather, w.is seized by a fit on his arrival in London.
1909 Bodleian Mar. 7/1 I'd rather have tramped it than
have gone in for any top-batted occupation.

6. trans. To walk through or over with heavy or
weary tread ; to traverse on foot, sp€c. as a tramp,
m 1774 Fehgussom Ode to Bee 45 Whether they tramp life's

thorny way, Or thro' the sunny vineyard stray, a 1809
HoLCBOFT Metn. (1816) 1.23, 1 and my mother were.. tramp-
ing the villages to hawk our pedtar>*. a 1885 in J. Irving
West Scotl. in Hist. 217 They. .tramped the Trongate in
pattens and calcche. 1B94 Hai-lCaink Manxman 10 He
trauH^ed the island in pursuit of hiscalling. 1895 P. Hkming-
wav Out (*/ E]^t i. V. 55 He determined.. to tramp the
streets pretendmg to look for something to do.

b. To drive into or oat of some condition by
walking vigorously or steadily. coUoq,
1853 Kane Cnnnell Exp. xxvii. (1856) 220 Leaving the

deck, where I have been tramping the cold outof myjointft,
I come below. 189a Field 14 May 732/2 You will tramp
your boots and feet into order.

6. intr. To make a voyage on a tramp steamer

;

also trans, to run (a tramp steamer). coUoq,
t899 CuTcuFFE HvNK Furtker Adv, Capt. Kettle viii.

He heartily wished himself away back on the steamer,
tramping for cargo. Ihid. x. You are making a good thing
for us out of tramping the * iWakect '.

7. The verl>-stem used advb, \ cf. bang^ etc
1796 ScoTT William ^ Helen xlvii. Tramp I tramp I along

the l.tnd they rode : Splash t splash I along the sea.

llcnce Tramped (trx-mpt) ppl. a.; tramped
pike, a large rick of hay compressed by tramping

:

cf. tramp-cock^ -rick^ Tramp sby 7 ; Tra'mping
vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; tramping-card, a certificate

issued to a member of a trade organization, entitling

him to maintenance while tramping in search of
employment: tramping-drum,in/(V3/A^r-rfr«j;«^,
a revolving chamber in which hitles are satnrated
with oil or dubbing to make them pliable {Cent.
Diet. 1891); tramping-machine : stc qiiot.

1904; traraping-pestle, one of the hammers in
this machine.
i<6o in Archmohgta XL loo Armorers Tooles. Small

Bickemes, Tramping Stakes Round sukes. Welting stakes.
1701 Mrs. kAix:LirFK Rom. Foreit vi. They were alarmed
..by the tramping of horses near the abbey. 1828 Scott
F. M . Perth xii, I am not so far lo seek for a dwelljn;;, that
the same roof should cover me and a tramping princess like
that. 1844 STKriiENs Bk. Farm III. 970 The large ricks
thus form*^ are named irau^K-d pike<>. 1863 W. C Baldwin
Afr. Hunting v. 112, I left.. on a tramping lour into the
Zulu country. 1878 E. Schii.i.kk Eug. C.erm. Fr. Tecknol.
Did., 'lrampinK-p«.-stlc 1893 J. McCabthy Red Dianionds
I. 110 'n»e tramping feet of the policemen. 1897 Webb
Induttr. Dentocr.uy I. n. i. 153 And *out-ofwoik nay',
from the old-fasliioncd 'tramping card' to the modern 'dona.
tion* given when a member loies his employment by the
temporary breakdown of machinery. 1904 Sci. A mer.^ Supp.
«7 Feb. aj534/3 Tubbing is gradually giving way.. to the
'trampint; machine*.. .Thw machine is adapted from the
French apparatus for fulling woul stock. It consists of two
wooden hammers, which are moved alternately back and
forth or up and down in a suitable receptacle, agitating the
skins slowly and constantly,, .and developing by friction the
necevsary heat, thus rendernig the pelts soft and pliable.

t Tramp, v:~ Sc. Obs. rare. Also 7 trampe.
[ad. K. Iremper to soak, steep (trans, and intr.),

temper (iron or steel) ; also to l>e implicated (in)

;

by metathesis from *temprer, ad. L. temperdre to
temper, qualify, mo<lify : see Tempeu v.j TuKMr.
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Cf. Tramp 5^.2] trans. To steep, soak ; const. r«.

Also inlr. for pass. Alsoy^.
1568 Skevne The Pest (1S60) 35 Applicand the samin..

vpon the partis pectoralis, with ane lytill scarlote Irampit in
the decoctioun. 1570 Buchanan Admanitioun Wks. ^892)
24 W».. hart.. full of fcllony toung trampit in dissait. 1597
LowEO/Vwr^f. (1634) 209 Let the end of the pellet or Uvula
trampe in it.

Tramper (trrcmpai). [f. Tbamp z'.1+-er1.]
One who or that which tramps,

1. a. One who treads heavily, a stamping j>erson.

b. One who tramples or treads on clothes, etc. in

water, as part of the process of washing them ; see
TuAMi* z/.l 3 b. c. //. Heavy boots for walking. Sc.
a. 189a Chamb. Jrnl, 11 June 372 He i^a quiet neighbour
—no slammer or tramper, b, 1715 'I". Thomas in Portland
y.VI.dlist. MSS.Comm.) iii [Here] we had the first sight
of the Scotch 'irampers*. ..These trampers are the women
that wash their linen cloth.. by putting it into a large tub,
into which oneor twoofthem, -get in, and instead of making
u-^ of hands, trample it with their bare feet. c. 1790 A«
Wilson Poems ^ Lit. Prose (1876) II. 76 Rotten stockings,
soleless trampers. 1824J. Wii^on Nod. Amhr.\lVs. 1856 IV.
181 Hawick rig-and-fur stockins, and Thirlcstane trampers
a' studded wi' sparables.

2. A person who tramps or travels on foot, a
pedestrian ; spec, a tramp, a vagrant,
1760 in Earwaker Manch, Constables' Ace, (1892) HI. jig

V^ three Irampers to Scotland. 177a R. Graves Spir.
Quixote (1783) 1, 119 Because Squire Fielding, .pretends
that Tom Jones was harboured here, we shall be pestered
with all the trampers that pass the road. 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xxvfi], D'ye think his honour has naethingelse to do
than to speak wi' ilka idle tramper that comes about the
town? i8as Bkockktt N. C, Wardsj Troft/pers, beggars,
who traverse extensive tracts of country, soliciting from
doortodoor. 1839 E. Elliott Vill. Patriarch \\i,\. Behold
the tramper, with his naked toes I 183a Boston^ Linc.^ etc.

Herald -^x July 2/1 She never namecT the tramper woman
to me again, 1848 DtCKENS Old C. Shop xix. Passing
numerous groups of gipsies and trampers on the road. 1908
Sat. Rri'. 30 Nfay 678/2 Tripper or tramper can get as much
nioutitain air and walking as he wants without any Bill.

Tram-plate, [f. Team sb.'i + Plate sb. ] One
of the flat or Hanged iron plates used in forming
early tramways (in mines or above gronnd), instead
of the wooden or stone * trams * previously used.
1807 Trans. Soc. Arts XXV. 87 Improved tram-plates for

carriages on rail roads. x8a4 T. G. Gumming Rail Sf Tram
Roods 18 We find the flat rail, or tram plate, almost entirely
superseded by the edge rail. 1809 Mechanics' Mag. X II. 1 3a
The sort of rail employed is that called the edgf-rail, in con-
tradistinction to the flat rail or tram*plate. 1838 Osbarne^s
Guide to the Grand Junction Railivay 7 In the year 1776
Mr. Carr intnxluced the u-^e of tram-plates in the Duke of
Norfolk's colliery at Shefiicld. These plates had an upright
ledge or flange, from 2^ to 4 inches high, which served to
keep the wheels of the trams or waggons on the line. 185Z
GREENWBLLCAi/-/ra</« Terms Northumb. Sf Durh, 16 The
tram-plates or other iron or metal way. 1894 [see Plate sb. 8],

Trample (trtempU), sb. [t Tbamplk vJ\ An
act or the action of trampling.
1604 Meeting 0/ Gallants at Ordinarie (Percy Soc.) 13

They ran.. in the middle of the street, with such a violent
Trample as if the Uiuell had bene Coachman. 1641 Miltom
Reform, II. ad fin., Under the despJghtfuU controule, the
trample and spume of all the other Damned, i8iz Clare
Vtll. Minstr, 1.93 Destruction's trample treads them down.
1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics xiil iii. (i860) 11. 273 The
earth shakes with the trample of a myriad hoofs. i9(M
Mrs. Barnes Grundy Thames Camp 143 The elephant is

preparing for his final trample (on a man).

Trample (traimp'l), v. Also 5 trampel, 6
-pell. [KlE, trampel-en, trample-n^ in form a
frequentative of Tuamp i/.l (see -LK 3); cf. the
analogous MHG., Ger,, LCi. trampeln.\
1. intr. To tread or walk heavily ; to stamp,

(In early use app. not differing in sense from
Tkamp w.l)

i38» WvcLip Prov. vL 13 He tramplith I1388 trampith.
Vulg. /^rr/| with the foot. 14.. Beryn ijyi He trampelid
fast with his feet, & al to-tare his ere. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
499/1 Trampelyn {S. trampyn), tero, 1530 Palsgr. 760/a
Ihe boyes trampell so over my heed, that I can nat slepe.

1590 Spknser F. Q. I. vii. 37 His stubborne steed.. Who
under him did trample as the aire. And chauft that any
on his backe should siti. 1600 Hakluvt yoy. III. 320
Ccrtaine others . . gathered their Ananas in the Indians
gardens, Kampling through them without any descretion.

1891 Kipling Light that Failedx, (1900) 177 The Keneu and
the Nilghai were trampling behind him, calling for Dick.

tb. trans. To tread, traverse ; cf, Tkampz;.* 5 ;

also itttr. with on, Obs, rare.

159s A. Fletcher in Farr^./*, ^//j. (1845) 11. 476 Walking
riglitly, Still trampling vertue's path. 1698 Frvkr Acc. A.
India 9( P. 128, I was the second Man (that] Trampled on
Ihe Top |of the mountain pass).

1 2. intr. To go or travel on foot ; = Tramp
z;.i 4; alsotogo^^/Tt/^^ff, to act as an intermediary :

cf. TuAMPLEB b. Obs. rare,
i6a4 Gke Foot out o^ Snare yXn. 83 (_He] hath rambled

and trampled many miles abraid to brmg nothing home.
1631 T. PowKt.L Tom All Trades (1876) 155 They Icivil

lawyers] admit of few or no Sollicitors, to trample betweene
them and the Clyent. So that the Fee comes to them imme-
diately and with the more advantage.

3. intr, with (?h, «/<?«, over. a. ///. To tread

repeatedly upon with heavy or crushing steps.

Also in indirect passive.

•577 K. GooGR Hereshach's Husb. 11. (1586) 64 It delighteth
to growe by high waies..and to be trode and trampled
on. 1687 A. LovELL tr. Therenot's Trav, 11. 86 For making

|
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of Terr.i«5Ps, Ihey lay..li.ilf a foot thick of Earth, but
which sinks to far less being trampled and tread upon.
1798 Monthly Mag. Dec. 438/1 The Scotch lass.. kills
(tucks) her petticoats atove her knees and tramples or
dances upon the linen, in a tub. 1879 H. Phillips NoU-s
Coins ro A denarius of Julius Caesar bears an elephant
trampling upon a snake.

b. ^g. To treat with contempt ; to violate the
claims or rights of; to domineer or tyrannize over

;

t to encroach upon the rights of (ois.).

1646 J, Hall f/o*-ae P'a£, 93 Trample not on the imperfec-
tions of any. 1656 Eadl Monm. Ir. BoccaliiiCs Advts.fr.
I'arnass. I. xxiii. (1674) 26 They should be trampled upon
by the most barbarous Nations of the earth. 1692 tr. Saltust
152 [They] trample over your Faces magnificently, boasting
their chief Pontificates. 1759 Johnson Idler No. 57 fa Wit
tramples upon rules. 1799 Nelson in Nicolas Dis/: (1845)
IV. 82, I am jealous of being trampled upon. 1879 Froude
Caesar viii. 70 His friends, .were being trampled upon by
the populace whom he despised.

4, trans. To tread heavily and (esp.) injuriously

upon ; to crush, break down, or destroy by heavy
treading ; also to trample dmvn, underfoot.
1530 Palsgr. 760/3 Se howe this way is trampelled. 1596
Mascall Cattle 71 To gather vp more cleane, and not for
to trample so much vnder their feete. x6ii Bible Matt,
vii. 6 Neither cast yee your pearles before swine : lest they
trample them vnder their feet. 1650 Trapp Conim. Dcut.
xviLa He can as easily blast an oak, as trample a niushrome,

>7»S (see '1'ramper i bj. 1813 Storr Kokeby v. xxxiii.
Trampling down the dying man. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Manch. Strike i. ii He would trample us under foot if he
could. 1853 Whewell Grotius III. 290 The lands of neutrals
are not to be trampled. 1878 Browning /V^/fOw-r/cxxxvii,
As an ox Tramples a ilower.bed in a garden.

h.Jig.
1583 Habincton Cotnmandm, ii. 97 [If] our hearles were

not altogether so hard trampled and beaten as they are. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 98a 'lo insult over Sparta..and
at once to tread and trample under foot the high spirit and
reputation of that city. 1675 E. Wilson Spadacrene
Dunelmensis 14 Thus they trample all Learning under foot.

1793 CowpER Bill Mortality vii, Who trample order; and
the day, Which God asserts His own, Dishonour. 1849
]VIacaulay Hist. Eng, ii, I. 187 The party which had been
vanquished, trampled down, and. .annihilated.

6. trans. To put in or out by tramping or stamp-
ing; esp. to trample out (fire); in quot. 1848, to
make or cause by trampling.
1^73-80 Baret Alv. T 344 To tread or trample out: to

wring out, exculco. 18^ Browning Cristma vii, 'I'he

world's honours, in derision. Trampled out the light for
ever. 1848 Thackrray Van.^ Fair xii, I don't want
Frederick to trample a hole in my muslin ftock. 1858
Froude Hist. Fn^. III. xiii. 113 The security against a spread
of the conflagration was to trample it out upon the spot.

Trampled (tric-mp'ld),///. a. [f. Trample v.

+ -ED 1.] lieaten down or crushed by trampling

;

t\%<^Jig. down-trodden, oppressed.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 499/1 Tramplyd, tritus. 1501 Arden

0/Feversham iv. i. 3 The trampled pace Wherein he wount
to guide his golden car. a 1764 Lloyd tr. Henriade Poet.
Wks. 1774 II. 223 The trampled Law had lost its ancient
force. 184a Tennyson Locksley Hall 156, I was left a
trampled orphan, and a selfish uncle's ward.

Trampler (trge-mpbj). [f. Trample v, + -erI,]

One who tramples, in various senses.

1580 HoLLYBAND Trcos, Fr, Toitgy Trotteur^ vn villotier^

a trotter, a trampler, 1611 Cotgr., Foulcur, a treader (of

grapes, ^ct, a stamper, or trampler on. 1784C0WPEK 'J ask
VL 4^5 Th* injurious trampler upon Nature's law. x8i6
Byron Ch, Har, iii. xx, The trampler of her vineyards.

fb, ? A go-between, intermediary ; an attorney,

Obs. Cant.
x6o8 MioDLRTON Trick to Catch Old One i. iv, [He] has

been a trampler of the law, sir; and the devil has a care of
his footmen. i6ao Miduleton & Rowley World Tost at
Tennis 784 Pity your trampler, sir, your poor solicitor. 1630

J. Taylor (Waier P.) Water Cormorant Wks. in. ij/2 '1 he
trampler is in hast, O cleere the way, Takes fees with both
bands cause he cinnot stay.

Trampling', vN. sb, [f. Trample v. + -ing i.]

The action of the verb Trample.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 499/1 Trampelynge, tritura. 1530

Palsgr. 282/2 Tramplynge with fete, marchage. 1577 Googe
tr. Heresbach^s Hush. 1, 45 Yonr Meddowes,.Ix;t them be
kept from, .trampling of Catiel. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint.
Compl. Gard. II. 170 Bringing the Dung..(which cannot
be done without much trampling on the Soil). 1B28 Scott
/'. M. Perth iii, After some, .trampling up and down stairs,

Dorothy appeared. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xv. a86 The
universal silence was first broken by the trampling of the
invaders, on the leaves with which the face of the woody
mountain was thickly strewed.

Tra'mpling, ///. a, [f. Trample v. + -ing 2
]

That tramples, in various senses of the verb.

1581 SiDNKY Astr. <S- Stella Ixxxiv, My Muse.. Tempers
her words to trampling horses feete More oft then to a
chamber-melodie. 1608 Miudleton Trick to Catch Old
One IV. v, A just judgment .. upon usury, extortion, and
trnmpllng villany I 1697 Drvden ^neid in. 854 Trampling
feet that shake the solid ground. 1839 Longf. Wreck 0/
Hespi'ruswi, The sound of the trampling surfOn the rocks.

Trampolin, -ine (tix-mptlflin), sb. [f. It.

trampoli stilts : cf. trampolare * to go on stills or

hl<;h startops* (Florio, 1598).] A jjerfoniiance on
stilts; also attnb. Hence Tra*nipolin(e z/., inlr,

to walk on or as on stilts. Also Trampolino :

see quot. 191 2.

1798 Times 28 June 7/1 Equestrian Performances with
Oranges, Forks, Skipping Rope, Hat, Handkerchief, and a
curious Kquilibrium with a Hoop and Glass. Wonderful
Trampolin Tricks, by Messrs. Smith [etc.]. 1833 M. Scqtt
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Tom Cringle xi, (At the Negro Carnival] Then another
tumblification of the whole party. ., Another trampoline.

1867 H. KiNGSLEV Siicote of Silcotes xiii, She tranipolining

away to Hampstead with the children. 191a Anne _E.

George Montessori Method ix. 141 One of the things in-

vented by Scguin to develop the lower limbs . , is the trampo-

Hno. This is a kind of swing, having a very wide seat.

Trampoose (trxmp;7-z), v. U.S. slang. ? Obs,

Also trambooze, -pouse, -pouss(e. [^pp* a

capricious extension of Tramp v^^ : cf. vamoose^

vampoose^ intr. To tramp, trudge.

1798 O'Kf.effe Wild Oats 11. lii, I'd teach 'em to bring a
gentleman's son tramboozing about the country, a 1818 D.
HuMniREYS Yankee in Eng. (IJartlett), Some years ago I

landed near to Dover, And seed strange sights, trampoosing
England over. 1824 Bla<kvj. Mag. XVT 566 Mr. Moore
was * trampoosing ' over America. 1825 J. Neal Bro,

JoiuttkaH 1. 177 Trampoosing about all night. 1850 Portfr
Tales o/South ftf West 44 (Bartlett) We trampoused along
down the edge of the swamp.

So Trampoo'se sb. rare, a tramp, a trudge.

1840 J. F. Cooper Path/inder viii, I was with him in one
of his trampooses.

Trampsoun, ^sown, obs. ff. Transom,
Tram-road (trce*m,rJud). [f. Tram sb.^, sense

3 or 4 (more prob. the former) + Road.] Orig.,

in mining districts, a road having 'trams' or

beams of wood, lengths of stone, or later, iron

plates or * rails * laid in two parallel lines, to form
wheel-tracks for the easier transport of minerals in

' trams ' or wagons ; hence, generally, a track for

vehicles thus made ; ^ Railway sb. i ; now, in

parliamentary language, a special track or narrow
railroad for wagons or cars, as distinguished from

a tramway laid down for tram-cars on an ordinary

road or street. Also attrib,

(The name tram-road has been erroneously stated to be
derived from the surname of Mr, Benjamin Outram, an
engineer largely engaged in the construction of tram-roads
for traffic, in some parts of the country (see quot, 1800). It

is not improbable that, in some Icjcality where tram-roads
were a novelty, their name may have been associated in

folk-etymology or by pre-scientinc etymologers with that of
the engineer. Unfortunately, the legend was recorded as

a fact by S. Smiles in his Life 0/ George Ste/ihensoti (1S57),

fi.
59, whence it was (quoted and repeated in popular pub-

Ications, and is still widely current, although its absurdity,

etymologically and otherwise, was clearly pointed out in

1 88a by Professor Skeat in his Dictionary of English
Etymology. )

[Cf. 1793 Act 33 Geo. lift c 96 An Act.. for making. .Rail

ways and Stone Roads from such Canal to several I ron Works
and Mines. 1799 Commons yml. LIV, 613/1 A Bill for the

making of Ways or Roads, usually called Railways or

Dram Roads. Ihid. 664/r.i 1800 Agreement 18 Dec. in J,
Lloyd Old South Wales Iron Works (1906) 143 The Mon-
mouthshire Canal Company shall.. make a good and suffi-

cient tramroad, according to the plans of Benjamin Outram,
..Engineer, from the Tredegar Iron Works, to join their

Canal near Risca Church. 1804 Act 44 Geo, III^ c. 55 {titW)

An Act for making and maintaining a Railway or Tram-
road from the Town of Swansea, into the Parish of Oyster-
mouth in the County of Glamorgan. 1818 (title) Observa-
tions on the Proposed Railway or Tram-road from Stockton
to the Collieries, by way of Darlington. x8a4 T. G.
CuMMiNG Rail fy Tram Roads 17 Such is the decided pre-

ference given to tram roads, that with the exception of about
five miles.. the whole are upon the tram plate principle.

1838 CivilEng. SfA rch. Jrnl. 1 . 328/1 Certain I mprovements
in the Construction of Railroads and Tramroads to facilitate

the aiicent and descent of Hills and inclined Planes. 1839
Ure Did. Arts 982 The corves descend along the_ tram-
roads. Ibid. 994 In the dip-mine a double tram-road is laid.

1843 Penny Cycl, XXV. 118/1 Tram-road, a road prepared
for the easy transit of trams or waggons, by the insertion, in

its surface, of smooth beams of wood, blocks of stone, or

plates of iron, as wheel-tracks. 1846 R. Ritchie Raihvays
12 Several tracks of continuous stone rail^, usually termed
tram roads, have been constructed. 1852 Wiggins Embank'
ing 63 Good tram-road sleepers may be had at much less

money. 1880 Disraeli Endyiii. Ixii, Lancashire with.. its

tramroads and its railroads. x88i Young Ev. Man his own
Mechanic § 1091 The amateur will find his scaffijld-boards

very handy as a temporary tramroad for hisbarrow to run over.

1885 Law Times Rep. LI. 585/1 The tram-road upon which
the steam motor was l>eing driven. 1901 [see Tramway i b].

b.M
1859 A. Sedgwick in Darwin s Life (J-

Lett. (1887) II. 248
After a start in that tram-road of all solid physical truth.

1859 G. Meredith R. Feverel xxiii. The young man got on
the tramroad of his passion, and went ahead.

Tramson, obs. form of Transom.
Tramway (troe-mw^i). [f. Tram sb."^ + Way :

cf. Tkam-road, and railroad, railway.']

1. A track of parallel rails (originally flat planks

of wood, afterwards lengths of stone or plates of

iron), forming wlieel-tracks for vehicles ; a tram-

road, b. Now spec, A track with rails flush with

the road surface, laid in a street or road, on which
tram-cars are run, for the conveyance of passengers.

(For the distinction between tramway and tram-
road in parliamentary languaj^e, see quot. 1901.)
iSas E. Mackenzie Hist. Northumbld. 1. 147 note^ From

recent experiments.. it has been ascertained that upon an
edge-railway one horse can work with a much greater load

..than upon a tram-way. 1830 Mechanics^ Mag. XIII. 73
{title) Stone tramway in the Commercial Road. . .Tramway
. . has been hitherto generally used to designate that

description of iron railway in which flat rails or tram-plates

level with the ground are employed. 1840 Penny Cycl. XX.
33/2 Stone tramways consist of wheel-tracks formed of lar^e

blocks of stone, usually granite, the surface of which is

made so smooth as to offer very little resistance to the
rolling of the wheels. 1846 R. Ritchie Railways iiTxticVs
of continuous stone rails., .In IjOndon..such tramways for

short distances have long been in general use. 1854
W. H. D. Longstaffe Darlington 359 Wooden tramways
still continued to be used.. to almost our own day, 1861
Smiles Engineers 1\. 201 The adoption of tramways all

round the quays. x86a Ibid. III. 88 He [Trevithick] had
the wooden tramway taken up in 1808, and a plate-way of

cast iron laid down instead. iSSzRep. to Ho. Repr. Free.

Met. U. .S". ^49 The ore is delivered by cars on a tramway,
the descending car drawing up the empty one.

b. i860 G, F. Train Observ. Street Railw. 3, I was sur-

prized to find the progress made [in U.S.I in what the
Americans term Street Railways, [andl the English tram-
ivays. 1863 P. Barrv Dockyard Econ. 272 So early as iBoi,

Rennie reported upon the project of an iron rail or tramway
between the east and west ends of London. 1864 Mus-
GRAVE Ten Days in Fr. Parsonage I. i. 31 We still travel

|more cheaply] on the French tramway, 1883 Pall Mall
G. 14 Sept. 4/1 The first long electric tramway m the world
will he opened to-day in county Antrim... The Portrush
electric tramway, 1901 Standing Orders Ho. Lords, Priv.

Bills y In these Orders, .the term 'tramway 'means a tram-

way laid along a street or road ; the term ' tramroad
*

means a tramway laid elsewhere than along a street or road.

191X Edin. Rev.July 52 Tramways pulse and jingle over

the old Tournai (5auseway.

2. trans/, A cable or system of cables on which
suspended cars travel. 1/.S,

187a Raymond ^/«//j/. Mines ^ Mining 2"^^ The tram-way
consists of two wire cables, each of which is six-tenths of

an inch in diameter, extending from the lower adit on the

Stevens lode to the base of the hill.. .All the ore will be sent

to the base of the mountain by the tram-way.

3. attrib. and Comb., as tramway car, company,

draught (Draught sb, i), driver, man', tramway
plate, a plate-rail, — Tram-plate ; tramway
terms, the terms on which a municipality is legally

able to acquire an existing tramway belonging to a

private firm or company: see quot. 1903.
i8a5 Tramway plate [see Plate sb. 8]. 187a Gentl. Mag.

Sept. 359 Asphalte pavements and tramway cars are modern
blessings. 1874 Ibid. Apr. 454 In the great suburban boule-

vards the tramway-cars make locomotion alike swift, cheap,
nasty, and dangerous, 1877 Gen. C. E. Gordon Let. 19 Nov.
(in Pearson's Catal. (1888) 17), Camels will do well enough
for tramway draughts. x^^Pall Mall G.%%%fL^t,\\/\ The
concession allotted to the so-called tramway steamers [at

Venice] is given for five years' time. 1894 Westm. Gaz.
6 July 6/2 He had always advocated fair play in dealing

with the Tramway Companies. 1897 Daily Neivs 7 Apr. 2/2
The tramway men themselves did not desire their hours
and wages altered. 1901 D. B. Hall & Ld. A Osborne
Sunshine f^ Surf i, Down one of whose funnels, they say,

two tramway cars can run abreast. 1902 A. Chamberlain
in Daily Chron. 12 Dec. 8/7 Right to purchase . . plant.,

useful for Post Office purposes on what are commonly
known as * tramway terms '—that is, at its fair market value
as plant in use.

Hence Tra-mway v,^ trans, to furnish with a

tramway ; intr, to travel by a tramway or tram.

1871 RusKiN Fors Clav. iv. 24 The roads themselves beauti-

fully public-tramwayed perhaps—and with gates set open
enough for all men. 1900 N, Brit, Daily Mail 13 Feb. 4
Happy the man . . who can exchange the dull jirose of walking
or of tramwaying for the poetry of motion, .in.. skating.

t Trana*tioil. Obs, rare, [n. of action f. L,

trdftdre to swim across : see -TION.] A swimming
or passing across, a crossing ; also, a passing into

another form, a transformation, metamorphosis.
1654 Gavton Pleas, Notes 11. v. 52 The Metamorphosis,

translation, or rather tranation of Arthur into a Crow. Ibid.

III. iii. 84 In his Tranation he lookt about, and saw under
him (though a farre off) his Lord upon Rosinante, no bigger

than a Toad upon a Ducking-stoole. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. III. 1 59 The Magnetical Fluors. .finding the grain, .of

the Stone to lye fit for their Tranation, do channel through

to the opposite part of the Stone. 1719 Glossogr. Angl,
Nova, Tranation. a swimming or flying over, a crossing

athwart, a piercing.

Trance (trans), sb,^ Also 4-6 transe, 4-7
traunce, 5-7 traunse, trans, 6 trawnce, 6-7

traunss. [a. F. transe fern., in OF. transe m. and

f., passage, passage from life to death {St, Alexis,

1 2th c), great apprehension or dread of coming
evil (15th c. in Littr^) ; verbal sb. f. F. transir to

pass, depart (esp. from life), to die (12th c), also

(later) to benumb or be numbed by fear or cold,

ad. L. transire to pass over, cross, f. trans across

+ ire to go. (Cf, Sp. trance danger, last stage of

life, Pg. trance, transe a dreadful circumstance ; cf.

It. transito * a passage or going over ; also a trance

'

Florio).

Palsgrave has ' Traunce a sickenesse, trance ', and Cotgr.

has * also, a traunce or sowne ; a great astonishment, amaze-
ment, or appallment', but these senses do not appear in

Littrd or Godef. ; perh. they were Anglo- Fr.; otherwise

the chief mod. sense of the Eng. word does not appear in F.]

f 1. A state of extreme apprehension or dread ; a

state of doubt or suspense. Obs,

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus w. 1257 {1306) Troylus . . That lay,

as doth |>ese loueres, yn a traunce By-twixen hope and derk

desesperaunce. X390 Gower Conf. III. 321 This cherles

herte is in a traunce, As he which drad him of vengance.

1413-20 LvDG. Chron. Troy iv. 1536 pe verray custom & be
pTeyn vsaunce Of his loveris, hangyng in a trance, c 1477
Caxton Jason 46 b, She was in a traunce what she shold saye

to her. 1523 Ld. Berners tr. Froiss. I. cccxliii. 542 Thus
these maters hanged in a traunce. 1577 Grange Golden

Aphrod, etc. P ij b, In this traunce oftroubles my trembling

tongue was partly enioyned to silence.

2. An nnconscions 'or insensible condition ; a
swoon, a faint; in mod. nse, a state characterized

by a more or less prolonged suspension of con-

sciousness and inertness to stimulus; a cataleptic

or hypnotic condition.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 353 And longe tyme he lay
forth in a traunce. a 1533 Lo. IjERners Huon Ixii. 215 She
fell downe in a transe, more lyke tol>edeed thanalyue. 1604
Shaks. Oth,VJ.\. Stage direct., [Othello] Falls in a 'JVaunce.

1617 MoRYSON Itin. 1. 249 Most of the night he had lien in

a trance. 1715-20 Pope Iliadxi. 462 Hector rose, recover'd
from the trance. 1821 Byron Tivo Foscari i. i,''Happy to

escape to death By the compassionate trance, poor nature's
last Resource against the tyranny of pain. 185a H. Rogers
Eclipse 0/ Faith (iZ(>4,) 296 Paulus thinks that Christ was
only in a trance when he seemed to be dead. 1857 Dungli-
SON Diet, Med. s.v, Ecstasis, In catalejisy, there is. .com-
plete suspension of the intellectual faculties. This last con-
dition is in general described as trance. 1861 Geo. Eliot
Silas M. vii, When Silas Marner was in that strange
trance of his. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Trance^ catalepsy ;

ecstasy. 'Jhe hypnotic state : a prolonged abnormal sleep,

in which the vital functions are reduced to a very low ebb,

and from which the patients cannot ordinarily be aroused.

3. An intermediate state between sleeping and
waking ; half-conscious or half-awake condition

;

a stunned or dazed state.

c X386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 508 The lord sat stille, as he
were in a traunce, And in his herte he rolled vp and doun.
<: 1420 ?LvDG. Assembly of Gods 15 And as 1 so lay half

in a traunse, Twene slepyng and wakyng he bad me aryse.

Ibid. 2063 All thys 1 saw as I lay in a traunce. c 1530 Ld.
Berneks Arth. Lyt, Bryt. (1814) 245 The noble courte..is

all in a traunce, in a maner halfe a slepe. 1549 Compl. Scot,

XV. 123, I dee daly in ane transe. 1656 W. Montague
Accompl. Worn. 17 [They) cannot imagine pensivenesse

to be any thing but such a trans, as mad men or sick persons
are in. 1757 Gkay Bard 13 Glos'ter stood aghast in

speechless trance.

b, A state of mental abstraction from external

things; absorption, exaltation, rapture, ecstasy.

x434MiSYN^/t:«rf/w^Z.//^xii. 128 Withswetnesofgodislufe
as [he] wer rauischyd in trans, meruelusly rauischid. x^
Spenser Amoretti xxxix, Whylest rapt with joy resembling
heavenly madnes, My soule was ravisht quite as m a traunce.

1598 Bacon Sacr. Medit., Impostors, His .. conuersation

towards God is full of passion, of zeale, and of traunssis

[mi'spr. tramisses j orig. plena excessus, et zeli, et extasis],

163a LiTHGOW Trav. i. 32 This imaginary heauenly trance.

1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Trance, an Extasy, a Ravishment or

Transportation of the Mind, which putsa Man beside himself.

1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) II. 238 The saint is repre-

sented lying in a trance. 1817 Moore Lalla R., Lt, of
Ilaram Wks. (1824) 313 As, in a kind of holy trance, She
hung above those fragrant treasures.

4. attrib. and Comb., as trance-coma, -medium^

-sleep, 'State ; trance-bound, -like adjs.

Z825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan 1. 137 Waking out of a trance-

like revery. 1849 H. Mayo Truths Pop. Superstit. v. 82 So
are there three degrees of trance-sleep... The middle grade
deserves to be called trance-coma. 1878 Emerson Misc.

Papers, Fort. Repub. Wks. (Bohn) IIL 389 The trance-

mediums . . exasperate the common sense. xMMS H. R. Haweis
Christ ff Chr., Light 0/Ages v. 143 At Delphi, .the priests

..uttered what a modem spiritualist would call trance-

speeches ; they became . .what are known as trance mediums.

1903 F. W. H. Myers Hum. Personality I. 5 The exceptional

trance-history of Emmanuel Swedenborg.

Trance, transe (trans), sb:^ Sc. Also 6-7

transs, 6-9 trans. [Known from 16th c: origin

obscure. The sense is satisfied by L. transitus,

which had the concrete sense 'passage, way
through ', as well as the abstract * act of passing

through or over '. But L. transitus could hardly

have given Sc. transs, trans without passing through

French, and the concrete sense is not recorded in

OF.] A passage between buildings, or across be-

tween two streets; an entry, an alley, a close;

also, a passage into, within, or through a house.

1545 in Pennecuik ^/wi- Blanket (17$^) 34 llnds.-lyand in

the burgh of Edinburgh, upon the South-side of the high

street thereof, betwixt the trans of the vennel called Hair's-

closs, and the trans of the vennel called Borthwick's-closs.

iSSS Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1871) II. 214 The Freir Wynd
heid an ather syde of the trans of the Hie gait, a 1578

LiNDESAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 333 Quhilk was
left waist of befoir, as transses and throw passagis. 163a

LiTHGow Trav. x. 461 Carried, .to the end of a Trance or

stone-Gallery. 1659 Tofriano, Passaggio..^ trance from

one room to another, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (iBsi)

11. 327 [He]causit draw his horssout of the subles Into the

transs. i8a6 J. Wilson A^oct. Ambr.V/\:&, 1855 I. 156 He
had hardly put his hat on a peg in the transe. 1835 Hogg
Talcs ^ Sk. (1S37) V. 222 So proud of 'squiring Lady Jane
Gordon down the stairs and along the trance. 1883 Chamb.

jfrnl. 210 From this single street {of Lerwick] steep lanes or

trances lead up to the ridge.

Jig. 163a Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 97 A little sight of

that dark trance you must go through ere you come to glory.

164s — Tryal^ /"r/. /Vi/MDed. (1845) .j Time is but a short

trance : we are carried quickly through it.

b. attrib, and Comb., as trance-door, -window,
x8ii W. AiTON Agric, Surv. Ayrs. 114 The cattle.,

entered by the same door with the family; the one turning

to the one hand, by the trans-door to the kitchen, and the

other turning the contrary way by the heck-door to the bjTC

or stable. x88o J. F. S. Gordon Chron. Keith, etc. 66

Several juveniles had., attempted to escape by 'the Trance
window ' on to the roof of the Weigh House. 1890 J.

Service Thir Noiandums v. 25 At the trance door Provost

Painch's fit took the boss.

Trance, sb.^ dial. Also traunce. [f. Trancb
z'.2] ?A skip, a dance; applied ironically, as in



TRANCE.

*a fine trance', to a long tedious walk or tramp, a
long tiring round.
c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane, Dial. Wks.

(1862) 40 I've had siich o* traunce this Morning as eh neer

had e'meh live, a 1800 Pegge SuppL Grose^ Trance^ a
tedious journey. Lane. 1885 Cheshire Ghss.^ Traunce^

a tedious joumey. ' He led me a fine traunce '.

t Trance, sb,^ Obs. [a. Sp. trance^ formerly

tranze danger (see Trance j^.I), the original word

in all three quots.] Danger, pcrfl.

1588 Parke tr. Mendozd's Hist. China 356 They were
themselues in the same trance and perill [en el tnisnto tranze

y p€lip-o\ and as nigh their death. Ibid. 378 A very good
warnmg vnto all.. to flie from putting themselues into the

like trance. i6ia Shelton Quix, \, viii. (1619) 58 This thy

Knight, who.-linds bimsetfe in this dangerous trance \en

este riguroso tranee].

Trance (trans), v.^ Forms: see Trance sb.^

[In sense i a. OF. transir to pass away, to die

:

see Trance sb.^ ; in sense 2 f. Tranck sb.^'\

fl. ;«/r. a. To *pass away', to die. b. To
swoon, faint. C. To be in extreme dread, doubt,

or suspense. (In some early quotations these

senses are difficult to distinguish.) Obs.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 8158 pai salleseme, whether }>ai

lyg or stand, AIs men in transyng, ay deghand. a 1350
Assumpt. Mary 325 in Horstm. Alten^l. Ltg. (1881) 1 16 pan
scho transed ^are als fast, And )>e saul fra ^ body past. 14.

.

Tundale's Vis. 41 As he yn a transynge lay, Hys sowle was
in a dredefull way. 1530 Palscr. 761/2, I trawnce, I fall in

a traunce or swounyng, je we tratisis. . . I feare me . . he wyll
dye, for he traunseth often, /tf men dinite,. .quH mourra^
car il se transit sounent. c\f>oa Kurel Piigr. in Watson
Cffil. II. 48 Perplexit and vexit Betwixt houp and dispair,

Quhyls transing, qubyls pansing,How till eschew the snair.

163a LiTHGOW Trav. \. 5, I trancing flye, I fall, I bouenng
scale.

2. trans. To throw into a trance or a similar state
;

+ to stupefy ; to entrance, enrapture. Chiefly poet.

1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat.^ Defiance to Enzne 33 And trance
herself in that sweete exlasey. a 1619 Flrtcher, etc. Q.
Corinth II. iii. Why, where am I ? How am I traunc'd and
moap'd? i' th street— Heaven bless me. 1800 Moorb
Anacreon xvii, Mingle in hisjetty glances Power that awes,
and love that trances. 1817 Shellky Rev. litam v. xvii,

I trod as one tranced in some rapturous vision. iSssTenny-
SON Maud II. IV. ii, When I was wont to meet her In the
silent woody places . . We stood tranced in long embraces.

fig. 1830 Tes'svson Mariana ii, When thickest dark did
trance the sky. 1865 J. Thomson Sunday up the River \\\

iii, What Sabb.ith peace doth trance the air 1 1876 IJ.

Stevenson in Gd. Words 687 The world was tranced into
a slumberous hu^b.

Hence Trancing; vbl. sb. and ppl. a., entrancing.
i^, 14.. [see sense i]. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur.

Leigh V. 512 That cares'iing colour and trancing tone
Whereby you're swept away and melted in The sensual
element. \^6fj F. W. H. Mvers.S'/. /'am/ 52 God with sweet
strength, wiih terror and with trancing Spake in the purple
mystery of dawn. 1873 K. Brennan Witch 0/ Nemiy etc
146 Let darkness make complete iu trancing joy.

Trance (trans), v:^ Ohs. exc. dial. Forms

:

4-9 traunce, 6- tranoe (also diaL 9 trawnoe). i

[Origin and history obscure : see abo TnoDNCS,
(The first quot, is also doubtful in form and sense.)]

intr. To move about actively or briskly ; to prance
or skip ; in later use applied ironically to moving
over the ground with effort or speed; implying
more rapidity than tramp.
£1374 Chaucer Troilus in. 641 (690) There was no more

to spcken [v.rr. skipcn, schepej nor to traunce [MS. Hart.
3943 taunce^ ^390 Gowkr Con/. II. 72 He (AchelonsJ
lorneth him into a Bole..The ground he spomeih and he
tranceth, Hisc large homes he avanceth. a tffio Holland
Crt, Venus l 192 The younkeir moir wantounlie did trance.
«i6as i'LETCHEB. etc /•«/> Maid Inn v. i, Traunce the
world over You shall nev<?r pmsc up so much gold as when
yoo were in Kngland. 1867 K. Waijgh Factory Folk xxii.

>95 Thae'rt noan fit to trawnce up an' deawn o' this shap.

Tranced (transt, poet, tra*nsed). ///. a. [f.

Trance v.i + -ei>V] In a trance; entranced,

Alsoy?^.

160s Shaks. Aforv. iii. 318 There I left him traunst. a 1665
Sir K. Dicby Priv. Mem. (1827) 44 A tranced angel. 1806
•Scott Marmion vi. iv, Where oft Devotion's tranced glow
Can such a glimpse ofheaven bestow. x8ao Keats Hyperion
I. 72 A tranceo summer-night. 1854 Grace Greenwood
Haps ^ Mis/iaps Tour Europe 6a One of his Madonnas so
saintly beautiful in the tranced joy of her divine maternity.

Hence Trancedly (tro'nscdti), adv.
1830 Tennyson Arab. Nights xiii. Then stole I upland

trancedly Gazed on the Persian girl alone. 1855 W. Morris
in .\Iackail Li/e (1890) I. 59 'lie wren sings merrily, Uut
the lark sings trancedly. 1893 Nat. Observer 22 July 246/2
To commune trancedly with the woodland itpirii.

Tranceftll (tra-nsful), a. rare. [f. Tbanoe J^.'

+ -FOL.] Full of trances ; entrancing.
]

a 1883 A. Maclean in Mem. 120 That witcliful, tranceful
:

vision's fled. 1895 J. Cook in Chicago Adz'ance 1290/1 i

\yhip;poor.will, l>et thy tranceful, tearful tunc Charm the
listening stars and moon.

\ Tranch, v. Obs. Also 6 trauncho. [a, F.
trancA-er to cut: BeeTuENCUv.] trans. To car^'e

(a sturgeon or other fish).
i

1513 Bk. Keruynge (W. de Worde) Ajb, Trauncbe that
sturgyon. 1688 R. Holms Armoury 111. 78 Tranch that
Sturgeon. 1840 H. Ainsworth Totuer Lond. 11. xxxix, In
the old terms of his art, he leached the brawn, ., tranched
the sturgeon, undertranched the tunny-fish, tamed the crab,

[

and barl>ed the lobster.
|

llTra'ncb.ant,a. Also 6 tranchaunt. [= F.
Vol. X.

24d

I

tranckant (tranjan) cutting: see Trenchant.]
Karly form of Tkencbant; also from i8th c.

I

a loan-word from French ; esp. in fig. sense : =
Trenchant 2 j also of colours, glaring, crude.
a 1539 Skelton Agst. Garnesche iii. 138 Your sworde ye

swere, I wcne, So tranchaunt and so kene. 1776 H. Wal-
POLE Let. to iV. Mason 18 Feb., Modest as he is tratichant
and sly as Montesquieu without being so recherche. i8ia
F.din. Rev. Feb. 475 The Notes are written in a flippant,
lively, tranchant and assuming style. 183a L, Hunt
Poems Pref. 22 Dr>;den had a tranchant sword, which
demanded stoutness in the sheath. 1841 Thackeray 2nd
Funeral Napoleon iii. The raw trancfumt colours of the new
banners.

II
Tranche. [ = F. tramhe (tranj), f. trancher to

cut : see Trench, Now only as a loan-word from
French.] A cutting, a cut ; a piece cut off, a slice.

c 1500 Melusine xi. 43 The said fontayne, where as grett
tranchis [/. 50 trenchisl or keruyng was made within the
harde roche. 1B93 P. Fitzgerald in Month }w\y 337 Huge
baskets, .in which were huge tranches of bread.

IITranche (tra/i/ir),a.and JiJ. Also 7-8 tranche.
[F. tranche, pa. pple. oitrancher to zxxtt Trench z'.]

A. adj. Her. Party per bend : see Party a. 3.

1661 Morgan.^^ Gentry 11. i. 3 Joseplhls Coat,, .divided as
Adams Shield and Checquered with Black and White, or
Tranche with averse and different providences. 1704 J.
Harkis Lex. Techn. I, Tranche, a Word used by the
French Armorists . . .Our English Heralds Blazon it ..per
Bend Counterchanged. 1725 Coats Heraldry^ Tranchiy in

the French way of Blazon is us'd absolutely, without any
addition to denote that honourable Partition which we call

Party per Bend Dexter, c i8a8 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss.
188a Cl'ssans Handbk. Her. xxiv. (ed. 3) 316.

B. sb. The edge of a coin milled or inscribed,

to prevent clipping.

1697 Evelyn Numism. viL 225 The Circumscription about
the Tranche or Edge.

II Tranchefer (Irahpfj^r). Obs. or arch, rare,

[F., f. tranche vb. imper. cut -^fer iron.] A name
given to a sword,
C1530 Ld. Berners Af^h. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 208 And

Arthur drewe out Clarence, his good sworde;. .also called

traunchfer, that b for to say, cutter of yren, 1831 Scott
Ct. RoSt. xiii. We will go.. and teach these Easterns how
to judge of a knight's sword, by a single blow of my trusty
Tranchefer.

Trancmn, variant of Trankom Obs.

Trane, obs, form of Train.

[t Tranect. Obs. Known only in the passage
quoted, and prob. only a misreading or misprint of

traiect^ Traject, in It. traghetto a ferry.

1596 .SuAKS. Merch. V, 111. iv. 53 Bring them. .Vnto the
Tram ct, to ihe common Fcrrie Which trades to Venice.]

Traneen (iranrn). Irish, Also trau-, traw-,

thra-, thrawneen. [Anglicized spelling of Ir.

traithnin^ trathnan^ a Tittle stalk of grass

(O'Reilly),] The crested dog's-tail grass, Cyno-
snrus cristatus. (Often taken as the type of some-
thing of little or no value: cf. RnsH sby a).

[180B J. White Ess. Grasses /ret. 154 (Britt. and Holl.
Pltmt-n.) Trathnin.] 1837 S. Lovek Rory O'More it. You
dare n't stand before any one with sich a tbraneen as that

in your fist. 1839 W. Carleton Fardorougha iii. It's a
bargin. . I don't care a trawneen. 1843 S. C. Hall Ireland
II. 74 She never cared a traneen for him, soul or body, and
went off with a richer man. 1884 Lays .J- Leg. N. Irel. 20
Sorra a thra«mccn you'll get from us more. 1899 Blackxv.
Mag. Mar. 572 But she'd not a traneen to her fortune.

tTra*ngam« Obs. Also 7 trangame, 7-8
-gham, -gum. [Origin obscure: the first two
quots. suggest that it was a fictitious law-term.

Obs. after 17 19, but recalled by Scott,

In quot. 171a misquoted by Johnson as /raw^aw, which
erroneous spelling has been followed by later dictionaries,

some of which further associate it with Tangrah (known
only from 1864). Cf. Trankum.]
An odd or intricate contrivance of some kind ; a

knick-knack, a puzzle ; a toy, trinket ; a gewgaw,
trumpery ornament. Applied to anything which
the S])eaker views with contempt,
01658 Cleveland Engagement Stated ai When neither

Arts nor Arms can serve to fight. And wrest a Title from its

Law and Right, Must Malice piece the Trangum? and
make clear The Scruple ? 167a Eachard Hobbs' State Nat.
31 A Ca'Use is a certain pack or aggregate of trangams,

which being all packed up and chorded close together, they
may then truly be said in Law to constitute a compleat and
essential pack. 1676 Wvcherley PI. Dealer iii. 1, But go,

thou Trangame, and carry back those Tranga.nes, Which
thou hast btol'n or purloin'd. 1678 Mrs. ^zim SirP. Fancy
IV. iii, Get you gone, and finefyyour knacks and tranghams.

1679 Oldham Sat. Jesuits iv. (1682) 85 These [pretended

sacred relics] are the Fathers Implements, and Tools, Their
gawdy Trangums for inveigling Fools. [1686 Goad Celest.

Bodies in. ii. 399 He, who looks upon Architecture and For-

tification to be only Trangunims, is a Wise Man.] xtis

Abhuthnot John Bull ml vi. Hey day, what's here? What
a Devil's the meaning of all theseTrangams and Gimcracks,

Gentlemen? 1719 J. Roberts Spinster 349 Hthey should

rise from the dead now, and see you dressed up in your

tainted trangums, and East India rags, while all the poor

pinners hung alwutyou crying for bread and for work.

i8ao Scott Abbot xix. When yon usher,. began to inquire

what Popish trangam you were wearing... This comes of

carrying Popish nick-nackets about you.

fTrangdi'lUo. Obs. rare. [Origin unknown

:

some suggest a mistake for twangdillio^ f. Twano.]
The twanging sound made by a musical instrument,

a 1704 T. Brown Find. Petit, to Lds. in Counc. Wks. 1730

TRANQUIL
I. 62 Even d'Urfey himself, and such merry fellows, That
put their whole trust in tunes and trangdillioes, May hang
up their harps and themselves on the willows.

Trangle (trse-gg'l). Heraldry, [a. obs. F.
trang/e {Cotgr. i6n),\a.T.o{trtngte: seeTRiNOLE.]
A diminutive of the fess ; a bar or barrulet.
1735 Coats Heraldry, Trangle is the Diminutive oi a

Fesse, by us commonly call'd a Bar. 1894 Parker G/oss.
Her.f Trangles, . . used by French heralds for bars and barrul
lets when their number is uneven, instead oi burelles.

Trank (tro^qk). Glove-making. [? ad. F. tranche
a cutting.] An oblong piece of kid or other skin
from which a glove is to be cut out ; also, a glove-
shape cut from this, before being sewn.
x86a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib, i. xxvi. The cutters cut

the skins into tranks (the shape of the hand in outline) with
the separate thumbs and forgits (= side-pieces of fingers].

1894 Times 17 Aug. g/4 Glove tranks, with or without the
usual accompanying pieces. 1913 T. O. Fardon Let. to
Editor^ Two tranks, 2 thumbs, and 6 fourchettes are required
to make a pair of gloves.

II Trankeh, tranky (tra-ijk^, -ki). Also 8-9

trankey. [a. Pers. S^Xj trdnkeh^ name in Persian

Gulf for a pearl-diver*s net, or perh. its adjectival

deriv. trdnki, applied elliptically to a pearling-

boat,] A small undecked vessel used in the pearl-

fishery in the Persian Gulf.
I7a7 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. \. vii. 57 And then

got Trankies (or Barks without Decks) and shipt what be-
longed to the English for Musskat. Ibid. 59 A sufficient

Number of small Vessels, called Trankies, for their Trans-
ports. 1757 J. H. Grose Voy. E. Ind. 28 Their trankys. .are

a kind ofuncouth vessels, of seventy to a hundred tons. 1869
Latest News 17 Oct., The wind had fallen very light, and
the trankies had taken in their sails, and were being im-
pelled along slowly by means of the sweeps.

tTra'nkuin. Obs. Also trancum. [Altered

form of Trinkum, as in the reduplicated trinknm-
trankum : perh. influenced by Trangum. Chiefly

used by Scott.] A personal ornament; a trinket,

1819 Blackzv. Mag. V. 209 Pd be troubled to put on my
trancums. i8az Scott Nigel xxi, Come, my good boy,.,

never mind these trankums. i8a4 — St. Ronan's xviii, That
shawl must be had for Clara, with the other trankums of

muslin and lace, and so forth. 1829 — Doom Devorgoiliu,
i, I had much ado To get these trankums on.

+ Tranla'co, v. Obs, rare. A word app. erro-

neously altered by Putteiiham from translafe or

*traiate, or the Latin equivalents. Used in one

place in the sense ' to transpose * ; in another in the

sense * to repeat a word in the shape of its various

derivatives or cognates ' : cf. Traduction 4,

In the latter sense, Day, three years earlier, had used
translate^ which in the sequel is used alSo by Puttenham
himself. Collins app. took the word from Puttenham. So
Tranla'cer : see quot.

[1586 A. Uay Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 86 By translating of

one word into diuers formes, as thus : What manhood call

you this, so vnmanly to deale in those actions that especi-

ally appertaineth to a man ? Here is this word manhood
translated into vnmanly and to man.\ 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie 11. (Arb.) 124 (End ofcancelled pages) 'Ibe same
letters being by me tossed and tranlaced line hundreth
times. Ibid. \\\. xix. 213 'J hen haue ye a figure which the

I^tines call Traduction and 1 the tranlacer : which is when
ye turne and tranlace a word into many sundry shapes as

the Tailor doth his garment, and after that sort do play

with him in your dittie,.Ye sec how. .this word life is tran-

laced into hue, lining, liuely, liuelode: and in the latter

rime this word wit is translated into weete, weene, vvotte,

witlesse, witty and wise : which come all from one originall.

1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely \\. vii. 273, 1 cast mine eyes

vpon Theodorets owne texte, not as you trenlace and trans-

Lite it at pleasure.

Trannel, obs. f. Treenail ; var. Trainkl Obs.

fTrannet, tranet. Sc. Obs. Some piece of

horse harness : sec quots,

1504 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 433 Item to Johne
I^thane, sadillar, for..ane trannet, ane molet bit tane for

the Quenis stabile. 1506-7 Ibid. III. 209 Iteni, for ane tram-

tranet for hors to keip tliaim fra struiking,. . iij s.

t TrauO'nt, -Oynt, v. Sc Obs. Also 5 -otrnt,

-ownt, [Derivation unascertained.] intr. To shift

one's position ; esp. to do this rapidly and stealthily

;

to make a forced march, to steal a march upon.

Hence f Trano'nting vbl. sb.

137s Barbour Bruce vii. 508 Schir Amery..vith sic tra-

nonting. .thoucht he suld suppriss t>e kyng. Ibid, xvin.360

Kyng robert..Tranontit [£. -ountyt. Hart -oynted] swa on
hym ane nycht, That, be the morne that it wes day, Cummyn
in-till playn feld war thai, c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. viti. xxiv.

3717 Til Anande in tranownttynge pai coyme on (jaim

in J>e dawyn^e. ^1450 Holland Howlate 515 Sarazenis,.

tranoyntit with a trayne apon that trewe knycht. c 1470
Henry Wallace viii. 1564 Apon the morn the ost, but mar
awys, Tranountyt north apon a gudlye wys. 1501 Douglas
Pal. Hon. II. Hi, Thir l.-idyis. .Uprais at last, commandand
till tranoynt.

Tranquil (tr?e'r|kwil), a. Also 7 tranquill.

[ad. L. tranquillus quiet. Cf. F. iranquille (1470

in Godefroy Compl.\'\ Free from agitation or dis-

turbance ; calm, serene, placid, quiet, peaceful, a.

Of the mind, or affairs.

1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iii. -148 Farewell the Tranquill minde;

farewell Content. 16*3 Cockeram, Tran^nill, quiet, peace-

able. 1755 Mrs. Delanv in Ltl/e ^ Corr. (i36i) III. 328, I

thank God all is tranquil again, after many fears and
alarms. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest i, Adeline

appeared more tranquil than she had yet been. 1794 —
32
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Mysi, VdcJpho xliii, She nad sat..watching in trant^uil

melancholy the gradual effect of evening over the extensive

prospect. 187a HowELLS IVedd, Joum. (1802) 66 They sat

down for the tranquiller observance of the wharf,

b. Of the sea, the weather, a landscape, etc.

1748 Anson*s K^y, 1. viii. 83 Relieved by approaching a
warmer climate and more tranquil seas. 1807 Cradbe Library
52 The treasures of this tranquil scene. 1836 Emerson Misc.,

Nature Wks. (Bohn) II. 143 In the tranquil landscape..
man beholds somewhat as beautiful as his own nature. 1861-

75 J. H. Besnet Winter Medit. i. v. 122 The ordinary
notion of the Mediterranean is that of a blue and tranquil

ocean lake.

c. Of things or actions : Steady, regular, even.

1796 KiRWAN Elcnu Min. (ed. 2) I. 434 Crystallized by
tranquil fusion and slow refrigeration. 1827 Faraday C/ji^/w.

Manip, xiii. (1842) 293 The heating power of the tranquil

flame is much economised., by usin^ a jacket. 1886 Ruski:j

Prxterita I. vi. 298 How those wmding roads steal with
their tranquil slope from height to height.

f Tranciui'lle. Obs. rare, [sb. use of F. tran-

quille : see prec. Cf. L, tranquillum peace, quiet-

ness,] = Trakqdillity,
1412-ao LvDG. Chrotit Troy 11. 1084 ^s addre. .awakyd

Priamus, And . . Made him wery to lyuen in tranquille. Ibid.

1882 To trouble, alias, \>^ calm of his tranquille.

Tranqui'llity, v. nome-wd, [f. L. tranquill-us

+ -(i)fy.] trans, = Tranquillize i.

1683 E, Hooker Pre/. Pordage*$ Mystic Div. 92 Whom .

.

the ailwise, allmighti and most mercifull God mai. .sanctifi,

tranquillifi and felicifi,

t Tranqtii'llitate, v. Obs, rare"^. [f. L.

iranquillitat'em (see next), or obs. F. tranquilliter

(Cotgr.) : see -ate 3 7.] trans, = Tranquillize.
1657 ToMLiNSON Renoxis Disp. 629 Theriack complects

all antidotes, which.. tranquillitate diseases.

Tranquillity (triier)kwi'liti). Also 4-7 with

y for ;, / for 1^ -te, -tee^ -tye^ -tie for -ty\ 7-9
tranquility. [a. F. tranquillity (12th c. in

Ilatz.-Darm.), ad. L. trayiquillitdt-em^ f. iran-

quill'US Tranquil : see -ity.] The quality or state

of being tranquil ; freedom from disturbance or

agitation; serenity, calmness; quietness, peaceful-

ness. a. Of the mind or affairs.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. ir. pr. iv, 29 (Camb. MS.) By tran-

quillitelz/. r. -tee] of thi sowle. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)

IV. 29 Lyvenge in peace and tranquillite after that tyme.

1535 CoVERDALE Prov,x\. 23 The iust laboure for peace and
tranquylite. x6io Donne Pseudo-viariyr 17 That Court
which is, forum spitituale, considers the publique tran-

quility. i6si HoBBES Lcviath. i. vi. 29 There is no such
thing as perpetuall Tranquillity of mind, while we live here.

1838 Thiblwall Greece II. xi, 27 A preliminary step toward
the restoration of tranquillity. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt i,

The tiny birds.. hopped about in perfect tranquillity,

b. Of the weather, the elements, etc.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione \n.yi^s\\,^^y \.o . .|>e norjjen wynde,
'blowenot'; &J>ereshal be gret tranquillite. 1545 Jove ii^.
Dan. Ep. Ded. Aij, Therfore is this tranquilite of the sea

for that litle tyme, as a trwce taking in the winter, called

the hakions dayes. 1748 Anson's Voy. i. viii. 82 We fully

expected.. to have experienced the celebrated tranquillity

of the Pacifick Ocean. 1823 Wordsw. M volant Tribe of
Bards'y The intense tranquillity Of silent hills, and more
than silent sky. a 1854 H. Reed Led. Eiig. Lit. x. (1855)

336 Bearing in., its own deep tranquillity, the reflection of
the tranquillity of the heavens.

Tranquillization (tr3e:ijkwil3iz^-j3n), [f.

next + -ATION.] The action of tranquillizing,

1797 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. IV. 335 The conquest of
Jerusalem, once accomplished, it would be natural for the
Assyrian court to foster its tranquillization. 1850 Ht.
Martineau Hist, Peace 11. v. v. 256 How confidently did
they .. conclude that the tranquillization of Ireland was
achieved 1 1868 Bright Sp. Ireland i\ Mar. (1878) 208, I

was satisfied that was not the path of tranquillisaticn.

Tranq^uiUize (tras*i)kwibiz), v. Also 8-9
-ilize. [f. Tranquil + -ize, or ad. F. tranquilliser

(i5-i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1, trans. To render tranquil ; to calm, soothe.

1623 Cockeram, Tranquillize, to quiet or pacific. 1748
Thomson Cast. Indol, 11. xix, Joys without a name, That,
while they rapture, tranquillize the mind, 178a Miss Burnev
Cecilia viii. ii. Tranquillize, I conjure you, your agitated

spirits. 1835 Willis Pencillings I, iii. 22 It tranquillises

the mind as well as the body. 1836 Gentl. Mag. Sept. 313^2
He [Lord Stanley] denied that the Bill, .would * tranquil-

lize' Ireland, as it was called, i860 Tyndall Glac. i. xi. 78
A cigar which he lighted for the purpose tranquilized him.

2. intr. To become tranquil or quiet.

1748 Richardson C/rtnwrt (181 1) V. vii. 79 I'll try, as I ride

in my chariot, to tranquillize, 1797 Anna Seward Ze//,(i8ii)

IV. 396 How much better for England,., that hersons should
tranquillize. 18x4 Byron Corsair n, iv, 46 'Twas but a
moment's peevish hectic past Along his cheek, and tran-

quiUised as fast.

Hence Tra*nqulllizlng vhl. sb. and ///. a.

1801 SouTHKY Thalabawi. xxiii, The old Man tranquilly

Up his curl'd pipe inhales The tranquillizing herb. 1850
Lynch Theo. Trinalv. Bo Then [I] beheld t\\t tranquillizing

moon-rise. 1873 Hamerton Intell. Life i. iii. (1876J 19 The
tranquillizing of a sort of uneasiness,

Tranc^uillizer (tr3e'i)kwibiz3i). [f. prec, +
-ekI,] One who or that which tranquillizes.

1823-56 De Quincey Confess. (1862) 241 A tranquilliser of
nervous and anomalous sensations. 1891 T, Hardy Tess\,
Nightfall, .came as a tranquillizer on this March day.

II Tranqnillo (tragkwrlii?), cuiv. Mus. [It.

iranquillo adj. TRANQUIL,] In a tranquil style or

tempo ; tranauilly.

1854 y. Schubertk's Mus. Hand-hk. (ed, 4), Tranquilla'

I
mente, 7Vfl«j7«iV/c»,calmIy, peacefully, tranquil. 1889 Grove

1 Diet. Mus,, Tranguillo, an Italian term, meaning ' calmly *,

' quietly ', 1905 Westm. Gaz. 2a Apr, 12/1 Resting wilt thou

I

Largo play, Presto or Tranqulllo?

i t Tranqni'llous, a, Obs. rare. Also 7 erron.

tranquilioua. [f. L. tranquill-us Tranquil +
-ous.] = Tranquil.
1638 Heywood Rape Lucrece Wks. 1874 V. j6g He. .that

may live in tranquillous pleasures. 1656 .S. Holland Zara
(17^9) 57 He was no foe to a tranquillous Subsistence.

Hence fTranqni'llousness (Bailey, 1727, vol. II),

Tranquilly (trae-qkwili), adv. [f. Tranquil
+ -LY ^,] In a tranquil manner ; calmly, quietly,
1801 [see trang titHizing]. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I, 73

Tranquilly to sit by a mortal enemy. 1847 C. Bronte %
I

Eyre xi, The reason they rest tranquilly in their graves now.
1851 Hawthorne Snow Image, etc., Gt. Stone Face (1879)
46 More years sped swiftly and tranquilly away.

Tra'nqnilness. rare, [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Tranquil condition; = Tranquillity. x8i8inToDD.

Trans, obs. form of Trance,
Trans-, prefix. The Latin preposition trans^

* across, to or on the farther side of, beyond, over*,

also used in comb., (i) with verbs, and their derived

sbs. and adjs., e, g. transTre to go across, transition

transitory transitus, transitivus, transitorius
\

transferre to bear across, transfer, iransldtuSy

translation translator, iransldtivtis, transldticius
\

(2) with adjs, derived from sbs. (more strictly with
sb. + adjectival suffix), as transfiuvidlis beyond
the river, transfluvial, transmartnus beyond sea,

transmarine, transmontdnus beyond the mountains,
tramontane, translimitdnus beyond the boundary
or frontier; esp. with adjs. in -anus, -Tnus from
names of mountains, rivers, or districts, as trails-

alpin-uSj transatistrin-tis {Auster south wind),
transddnubidn-usj transpaddn-us {Padus Po),
transrhendn-us {Rhenus Rhine), iranstiberin-us,

transtigritdn-us. Before initial j, the s of trans-

was generally but not always dropped, as in tran-

spic^re to look through, tran-scendire to transcend,

tran-scrib^re to transcribe, tran-su^re to stitch

through. In a number of verbs and their deriva-

tives, trans- was reduced before a consonant iotrd-,

e. g, trddHre to hand over, tradiiche to lead across,

trdjich-e or trdictfre to throw across, trdjectus a

crossing, trdndre to swim across.
In med.L. the number of these compounds was increased,

and verbs formed also on sbs., as transaccidentare to trans,
pose the accidents, iransubstantidre to transmute the
substance, transnoctdre to pass the night, transvidre to

change the path or course of. They are also numerous in

the modern Romanic languages. Many of the English words
came through French; in OF. the inherited form was in

tres; as trespasser to trespass ; the later adapted form is in

trans-.

In English, trans~ occurs in compounds represent-

ing those already used in Latin, and in others

formed analogously from L. elements ; also in

compounds the second element of which is an
English or other non-Latin word. The chief uses

are as follows

:

1. With the sense 'across, through, over, to or

on the other side of, beyond, outside of, from one
place, person, thing, or state to another *

: in verbs

and their derivative sbs, and adjs. representing L,
compounds, or formed etymological ly on Latin
elements ; e. g. transcolate, transcribe^ transcript,

transcription, transport, transportation,

2. in verbs, etc. formed on Eng. vbs., adjs., or

sbs., as transboard, transcarth, transfashion,

tranship, trans-shape, tratzstitne,

3. in adjs, and their derivatives, representing L.

adjs., or formed analogically on L, words, as

transmarine, transmural ; also on English sbs. or

adjs., as trans-border, -desertj -frontier, -polar.

These may have the sense 'across, crossing', or
* beyond, on the other side of, or both senses, as

trans-oceanic. Special groups are

:

4. in adjs. with the sense * beyond, surpassing,

transcending ', as transkuman, -material, .rational.

5. in adjs., scientific terms (chiefly anatomical),
with the sense * through, across * (the thing denoted
by the sb. implied), as transapical, -frontal^

-ocular, -uterine.

6. in substantives with the sense * transverse', as

trans-muscle, trans-stroke, (rare.)
.W\ words belonging to these six groups are treated in their

alphabetical places as main words. In the two following
groups trans- combinations are formed at pleasure, and
examples only are here given with illustrative quotations in
chronological order

7. in geographical adjs., formed on the names of
rivers, seas, mountains, territories, etc., with the

sense * situated or lying beyond or on the other side

of ', as trans-Adriatic, -Alleghanian, -Altaian,

-Baikal, -tan, -Cantine (the river Cam), -Caspian,
-Caucasian, -Danubian, -Egyptian, -Euphrat-es
(^-esian, -ic), -Gangetic (Ganges), -Grampian,

-Indus, -Indine, -Jordan, -ic, -Juran (Mt. Jura),
-Mersey, -Mississippi, -an, -Mosan (K, Meuse),
-Severn, - Tiberine (also - Teverine, It. trasteverino\

-Treniane (R. Trent), -Ural, -Volga, -Zambesian,
etc. (See also Transatlantic, Tuans-Pacific,
Transkei, Transleithan.) Also from names
of planets, Trans-Martian, -Neptu?iian,-Uranian,
and in humorous nonce-use, as trans-bedpost,
1613 Drayton Poly-olb. viii. 42a I'he Clees, like louing

Twinnes, ..that stand Trans-Seuerned, behold fair England
tow'rds the rise, a 1641 Up. Mountacu Acts ^ Mon. C1642)
i44Satrapaes of the Transeuphratesian Countreyes. 1655
Fuller Hist. Camb. (1840) 146 Monks' College, .stood on
the trans-Cantine side, an anchoret in itself, severed by the
river from the rest of the University, 1756 C. Lucas Ess.
Waters II. 113 The transmosan territories of Liege. 1797
Camb. Univ. Calendar 18 That there cannot be a majority
of transtrentane, or men born north of the Trent in the
seniority. i8oa Ranken Hist, France III. i. iii. 30 Bur-
gundy Transjurane . . now fell under the superiority of
Germany. 1815 J. Adams Wks. (1856) X. 168 Our trans-
Alleghanian Stales, in patriotism,., are at least equal to any
in the Union. 1817 Colebbooke in Trans. Linn. Soc. XII.
352 Between the cis-gangetic and trans-gangetic regions,
1827 G. S. Faber Sacr, Calcnd. Prophecy (1844) H. 81 The
transdanubian and transeuphratic conquests of Trajan. 1836
F. Mahonv Rel. Father Prout, Barry (1859) 503 Of an old
tianstiberine family, he claimed with the trasteverini un-
conditionated pedigree. 1840 Milman Hist. Chr, I. 177
On the remote border of his transjordanic territory. 1845
S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. 445 Ihe generals now,
under the eyes of the pope, demanded, .as security for pay-
ment, the Transteveruie city. 1854 M ilman Z-aA CAr. iv,

ix. (1864) II. 424 Leo revenged himself by severing the
Transadriatic provinces . . from the Roman patriarchate.

1861 J. G. Sheppard Fall Rofne i. 22 Pannonia was nearly
equivalent totrans-Danubian Hungary. 1876 Blackie Lang.
S( Lit. Scott. Highl. 40 The quick sensibilities of trans-
Grampian philologers. 1878 Gladstone Prim, liomerx. % 12.

15 Homer.. gives an account of the trans-Egyptian Pyg-
mseans. 1888 Times o Oct. 4/1 These outsiders.. will also
have to settle peacefully in the Russian Transcaspian. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 14 Feb. 2/1 Glimpses of the Jordan valley and
the trans-Jordan hills. ^ 1900 Mary C. Wilson Irene Petrie
xiii. 305 A Campaign in trans-Himalayan lands. 1903 Sir
H. H. Johnston in Times 17 Feb., A Government Depart-
ment. .dealing with foreign (i.e-, trans-Zambesian) labour.

185a R. Grant Hist. Physic. Astron. xil 166 M. Valz, of
Marseilles, writing to M. Arago in 1835,. .made the follow-

ing, .remarks relative to the probable existence of a Trans-
Uranian planet. Ibid. 185 On the 2nd September, 1846, he
[Mr, Adams] transmitted.. an account of his further re-

searches on the Trans-Uranian planet. 1879 Nature 27 Mar.
481/2 The Trans-Neptunian Planet. .Observations made at

Washington in iSsoofthissupposed planet. i885CLERKE/'i»^.
Hist. Astron, 98 He [Olbers] supposed that both Ceres and
Pallas were fragments of a primitive trans-Martian planet.

1864 Miss CouNWALLis in Sat. Rev. XVI U. 463 Pray tell

me about the trans-bedpost regions; my whole concern at
present is the cis-bedpost—a very narrow domain.

8. in geographical adjs., formed as in 7, with the

sense 'passingacross, crossing', as in //'ia;;;j-./^/7V««,

-Algerian, -American, -Andean {'ian, 'ine),

-Arabia?i, -Asiatic, -Australian, -Balkan, -Man-
churian, -Alersey, -Mongolian, -Niger, -Pyreneaii,

-Saharan, -Siberian, etc. Many of these occur

also in sense 7.

1880 Nature 4 Mar. 424/2 The future Transalgerian Rail-
way Company. 1884 Notes on Bks. (Longman's) 31 May 247
The Transandine exploring and surveying expedition'of
1871-2. 1886 L'pool Courier \6 l&n., A&:i\sl\r\g in opening
the trans-Mersey Railway. 1896 Daily Neivs 30 Dec. 7/1
The trans-Siberian railway, one of the greatest engineering
works of the century. 1898 Chambers* Jrnl. I. 543/2,
8000 feet above sea-level, the highest point to which the
Trans-Andean railway had been carried. 190X Daily Ckron,
13 Nov. 3/3 The reported adoption, .of the trans-.American
route for the conveyance of the Australian mails. 1903
Ibid. 17 Mar. 6/6 The project of a Trans-PjTcnean railway
is thoroughly practicable. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 16/3
This trans-African voyage of Mr, Savage Landor, 1908
Edin. Rev. July 146 The trans-Niger railway, destined to.

,

open up to commerce a magnificent agricultural region.

Pronunciation. In the pronimciation of trans- in

combination, great diversity prevails locally and
individually in cultivated speech. This diversity

affects both the vowel a and the consonant s.

Historically, the a is short (se) as in man, banns,

and it is so treated in nearly all pronouncing

dictionaries. This pronunciation is retained in

the north and west of England, in Scotland, in the

United States, and by many speakers even in

London and its surrounding area. But the general

tendency in the London area to substitute for

short (ce) before certain consonant groups (as in

chance, branch, demand, chant, pass, fast, ask) the

long vowel (a) or something intermediate between

(k) and (a), also affects trans-, so as to make its

prevalent pronunciation (trans) in this area, and
hence to extend this pronunciation among indivi-

duals or groups in other districts. This diversity of

pronunciation of original short a is comj>endiously

indicated in this dictionary by the conventional

symbol (a), and this is accordingly used to indicate

the varying pronunciation of the vowel in the

trans- combinations. Under the stress, primary or

subordinate, this (o) means (ae) or (a) ; when un-

stressed, it approaches or reaches {&) or (a), and
sinks in some common words or in colloquial
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utterance to (a), e. g, in transfer vb. (transfau

;

tnensfa-i, transfau ; transfau).

The s of tram- is regularly (s) before a breath

iiOTi%oiiiKXi\.,-s.%\x\.tra'ns€olate,transcha-nge,tra'nsfer,

trans/e-r, transpvre\ also, of course, where s

coalesces with initial s of the second elementj as in

transcendy transcribe^ tratisude. In the South of

England many use (trans-) in all trans- combina-

tions, irrespective of what consonant or vowel

follows. But many, even in the south, use (tranz-)

before a liquid, or nasal, or any voiced consonant,

and before a vowel, and this is more or less recog-

nized by recent orthoepisls. This is specially

the case with the word transact and its derivatives,

where (tranz^e'kt) appears to be the more prevalent

pronunciation. It is to be observed also that the

ordinary English school pronunciation of Latin

trans, as a preposition and in combination, is

(treenz) riming with banns, plans, and that many
classical scholars retain this pronunciation in

English in combinations in which the identity of

the prefix with Latin trans is specially obvious,

as in trans-alpine, trans-danubian^ trans-ailantic,

trans- Pacific^ trans-Jordan, trans-Caspian, trans-

Siberian, In this work (trans-) is given as the

usual form (except in transact, etc.) ; but in words

in which good authorities recognize (tranz-) as an
alternative, this is indicated by adding (,-z-).

For (he diverse treatment of a and s in these combinations,

cf. Walker, Smart, Ogilvie (Annandale), Cassell's * Encycl.

DicL", Webster, 'Century Diet.*, Funk's 'Standard Diet.',

and esp. Schriier Netungtiscfus Sprach-AusspracktoSritr-
buck, Heidelberg, 1913, and Micbaelis and Jones A Plumetic
Dictionary ofthe English Language, Berlin, London, etc

1913, in which the subject is treated Dy skilled observers.

Transaccidentatiou (trans,ae:ksident^'j3n,

-Z-), [ad. Schol.L. tratisaccidentatio (Duns Scotos:

the attribution to P. Lombardus in Marbeck is a

mistake due to confounding commentary with

text) ; after transt4bstdntiatioJ\ A transmutation

of the accidents of the bread and wine in the Eucha-

rist, as distinguished from transubstantiatioUy in

which the substance alone is changed.
\c 1300 Dl'NS Scotus Stnt, iv. xt. t. 5 3 Transitio acci-

dentis in accidens, magis dlcerctur transaccidentatio, quam
transuh&tantiatto.l 1^1 Marbeck Bk. of Notes iioi Long
after Boniface the thirtl. .did Pctrus Lombardus {see above]
bring vp these termcs of Transmutation, and Transacci*
dentation. 1861 Peabsom Early ^ Mid. Ages Eng. 443
Such fables really involve a completely different doctrine,

which might be called transaccidentation, but which no
church has ever yet deliberately set forth. 1874 Fiskg
Cosmic Philos. \. 123 note^ The schoolman..asserted that

the individuality of the liread (its breadness) was exchanged
for the individuality of Christ (hishumano-divinity).. .It was
a noumenal, not a phenomenal change : the latter would
have been {not transubstanttation, but] 'transaccidentation'.

Trans, achero'ntio, a. [Trans- 7.] Lying
beyond Acheron, a fabled river of the infernal

regions ; cf. Tbans-Stygian.
1854 Eraser s Mag. XLIX. 88 His confused and moostrous

tran^acheron tic realm of Itfe-after^eath.

Transact (tronzie-kt, trans-), sb. Now dial.

Also 9 Si. -aok, -ao', [f. Transact v., or ad, L.

transaclum a thing completed, a transaction.] A
transaction.

1659 Xciv Lords Winding'Sluet 4 The Transacts of
Culoncl John Barkstead hath been taken intoconsideration.

1871 \V. Alexander Johnny Gibb xli, We sit owre long gin
ance we begin an' clatter aboot our nain transacks iS^ J->.

Grant Sc. Stories (18S8) 62 The followin' conversation wud
tak' place in the coorse o' transac'.

Transact (tranzackt, trans-), v, [f. L. trans-

act-, jipl. stem of transigire to drive through, ac-

complish, f. Trans- + ag^re to drive, do, act.]

1, intr. To carry through negotiations ; to have
dealings, do business ; to (rcat ; also, to manage or

settle affairs. Now rare,

1584 S t<eg. Privv Council Scot. III. 733 Quba. . transactit

and azreit with ^fr. Patrik Gaittis..and bpc vertew tbairof

hes obtenit coltatioun. 16*3 Bingham Xenophon 79 The
Trapezunttnes..gaiie the Grecians gifts of hospitahtie. ..

They transacted likewise for the next neighbour Colchans.
i6sS-4 in Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 13 The last PaTluiment
would never transact with them as Lords. We were turned
out for it. 16S3 Cave Ecclesiastici, Athanasins 109 They
transact SvnodtcaUy in separate A.ssemblies. 1750 Johnson
Kantbltr No. 74 f i That . . we may secure the love of those
with whom we transact. 187s Svmonds Introd. Stud, Dante
266 Dante denounced the enemies of his country in his

Comedy, and refused to transact with them.

b. Jig, (Usually dyslogistic.) To have to do, to

compromise.
x888 Athenaeum 24 Nov. 693/1 The plan.. of 'transacting*

with political convictions by acquiescence in- if not actually
&e^^'ii]g, governments the legitimacy of which the ftolittdan

in his heart.. denies, 1890 Sat. Knu 4 Jan. 15/3 In his
criticism . . he seems to us a little to * transact ' with cant, or
even not quite to have cleared his own mind of it. Ibid.

15 Nov. 571/1 He does not make the slightest attempt to
* transact with naturalism or explain away the super-
oaturaL

2. trans. To carry through, perform (an action,

etc.) ; to manage (an affair) ; now esp, to carry on,

conduct, do (business).

163s Heylin Sal'bath u. (1636) 190 Provided, .that the
change be so transacted, that it produce no scandall or con-
fusion in the Church of God. 1649 Cromwell Let, Nov.,
Whilst these things have been thus transacting [-being
transacted] here. 1709 Steele Taller No. 94 f i In the

Country wherein the Circumstances were transacted. 1751

1
Johnson Ratnbter Na 100 r i Ignorance of what is trans-

i actingamong tbepoHte part of Mankind. 1776 .Adam Smith
]

/K. N. I. ix. (1869) I. 99 A country fully stocked in proportion
I

to all the business it had to transact. 1817 Jas. Mill^W/.
India II. IV. V. 211 Affairs of no trivial importance were
transacting in the Council.

3. To deal in or with ; to traffic in, negotiate

abont ; to handle, treat; to discuss, arch.

I

1654 Fuller Ephcmeris Pari, (title-p.l, Containing the

I
severall Speeches, Cases, and Arguments of Law transacted

I
between his Majesty and both Houses, 171a Arbuthnot

I
John Bultn, iv, To have these usurers transact my debts

, at coffee-houses, and ale-houses; as if I were going to break

i up shop. 1767 S. Paterson Another Trav, I. 406 Great
sums are transacted. 1848 Thackeray Van, Pair xxvi,

While these delicacies were being transacted below.

+ 4. To carry, hand, or take over ; to transfer.

(Cf. med.L. transactdre = iransferre {12^^ In Du Cange).]
i6» Elsing Debates Ho. /.t^r^j (Camden) 71 The cau-^e

to be brought before us by habeas corpus cum causa, or the
case to be transacted to the Kinge, and he to determyne yX,

1653 Manton E.xp. fames \. 13 God's transacting our sin

upon Chri.st is most satisfying to the Spirit. 1889 Science

29 Nov. 374 A paper.. from which the following passages
are transacted.

Hence Transa'cted///. a.. Transacting vbl. sb,

1686 tr. Cluirdins Trav. Persia 20 In all their Transacting
together. 175a J. Louthian Eorm of Process (ed. 2) App.
286 For transacted Processes and Decreets, the one Half of
what they would have amounted to if e.\tracted. 1854 J.
Guthrie Life % Arminius Pref. 2 There are other, .trans-

acted lives, which not to know, .isa loss to the world. 1876
H. K. Wood Hightv. Salvation v. 69 There is the direct and
personal transacting of a soul with Uie Saviour.

Transa'Ct,///. a. rare^K [ad. L. transact-ns,

pa. pple. oi transig<^e \ see Transact z*.] Trans-
acted. (Const, as pa. pple.)

1854 Syd. Dobell Balder xxvtii. Night by night, when
..that m^-sterious sorrow is transact Unseen, and there is

weeping in the air.

Transaction (tranzx-kj^n, trans-), [ad. L.

iranscution-em, n, of action f. transig^re : see prec.

Cf. F. transaction (13th c. in Godef. Compl,).]

1. Roman and Civil Law, The adjustment of

a dispute between parties by mutual concession

;

compromise ; hence gen. an arrangement, an agree-

ment, a covenant. Now Hist, exc. as in 3 c.

c 1460 Osemy Reg. 84 A stryfe. .i-stered bytwene thabbot
of Kyncsham and N. clerke of Karsynton and thabbot of
Oseney. .. In this maner in owr presence, be transaction, to

be decidid. 1611 Cotcr., Transaction, a transaction,

, accord, agreement, attonement. 1615 in Buccleuck MSS.
(Hist, MSS. Comm. 1899) 1. 167 [The Spice Trade] is appro-

;

priated to the Hollanders as well by right of Conquest as

! by Transaction. 1631 Massincer Emperor East in. iv, In
this transaction, Drawn in express and forma! terms, I have
Given and consigned into your hands, .my dear Eudocta I

: 1786 A. OwSacr.Contempi. i. 31 Acovenant is a transaction
between two parties,

2. The action of transacting or fact of being

j
transacted ; the carrying on or completion of an

I

action or course of action ; + the accomplishment
' of a result {obs.).

1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 286 His carriadge in

the transaction of the peace betweene the people of these

countryes and Cromwell. 1658 Phillips, Transaction, a
finishing, or dispatching any businesse. i^8a Miss Burnkv
Cecilia iit. v, After the transaction of this affair. 1844 L.
Woods Ch. Govt. ii. 44 Any direction of Christ or.. of his

;
apostles respecting the transaction of business in the church.

3. That which is or has been transacted ; an
affair in course of settlement or already settled ; a

I

piece of business; in//, doings, proceedings, deal-
- ings. Alsoyf^.

,
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. S 18 Discotirstng of the

,
Courtof France, and the transactions there. <zi656Bp. Hall
Serm. a Pet. \. 10 Wks. 1837 V. 578 In our transactions with

men, when we have an honest man's word for a bargain,

we think it safe. i7»6 Shelvockh Kty. round \VorldQQv\'
I tents I Our most remarkable transactions there.

175J}
. Doddridge Hymn, ' O happ^ day, thatfixedmy choice ' in,

Tisdone; the great transaction's done ; I am my Lord's, and
He is mine. 1834 L. Ritchie IVand, by Seine 192 Every
marriag'e, every naptism, every fete, is a public transaction.

1863 Mary Howirr/^.^rrwfr'jCrfi'cf 1. 1. 19 Every remark-
able transaction obtained its stone-tablet on the Acropolis,

fb. A physical operation, action, or process.

i66a SoirrH Serm, (1697) I. 49 There is not the least trans-

action of sense and motion in the whole man. 1794 J.

HuTTON Philos, Light a6i Inertia is the law of action and
' passion by which motion is translated from one body to

I

another.. and, in this transaction, the rule observed is the

i

actual weigiit of the bodies.

C. Theol, In reference to the Atonement, * trans-

action ' has been used in senses ranging from I to 3.

! (In sense 1 chiefly in deprecation.)

1861 Abp. Thomson Aids to Faith vlii. 351 There is the

danger lest the Atonement degenerate into a transaction

, between a righteous Father on the one side, and a loving

Saviour on the other, because in the human transaction

from which the analogy is drawn two distinct parties are

concerned. 1876 Mozlev Serm. viii. (1879) ^^9 Now I have

I

nothing to do nere with the mystery of this transaction ; the

question is the morality of it—how the act of one person can

alter God's regards toward another. 1901 Moberly Atone-

I
ment Sf Personality vii. 138 They seem to make atonement

1 a transaction, historical, final, consummated long ago :—

a

transaction (I do not ask at this moment between whom;
but.,) far anterior to, and wholly outside of, the reality of
ourselves. 1901 Sandav Life Christ in rec. Res. v. ix. (1907)
249 So much at least seems to follow.., that the Scriptures
do recognize a mysterious something which, in our imperfect
human language, may be described as a ' transaction '.

1 4. The action of passing or making over a thing
from one person, thing, or stale to another ; trans-

ference. Obs,
a 1608 StR F. Vere Comm. 69 Her Majesty being in hand

with the States to make a transaction from the old treaty to
the new. 16x3-18 Daniel IJist. Eng.{i62i) 16 Putting on
each others apparel and armes . . as if they made transaction
of their persons each to other. C1645 Howell Lett. (1650)
II. n. 20 The transaction of these Provinces which the King
of Spaine made as a dowry to the Archduke Albertus,

1691 Sir T. p. Blount Ess. v. 127 Did not Commerce.. by
a continual Motion and Transaction render it [the world]
wholesome, and profitable.

f 6, The action of dealing with or handling a

subject; treatment. Cf. Tbaksactz'. 3. Obs. rare.

1646 Jer. Taylor APol. Liturgy Pref. § 26 Those . . Epistles

and Gospels before the Communion, .are Scriptures of the
choicest, and most profitable transaction.

6. //. The record of its proceedings published by
a learned society. Rarely in sing, Cf. Proceed-
ing vbl. sb. 2 c.

1665 {title) Philosophical Transactions : Giving some Ac-
compt of the present Undertakings, Studies, and Labours of

the Ingenious in many considerable Parts of the World. Ibid.

I. 75 In the first papers ofthese Transactions, a 1680 Butler
Rem, (1759) 1. 1^ They all . . Agreed to draw up th' Instrument,

And . .1 o print it in the next Transaction. 1805 Phil. Trans.
XCV, p. ill, To reconsider the papers read before them, and
select.. such as they should judge most proper for publica-

tion in the future Transactions. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up
Nile Pref. 8 The pagesof scientific journals and the transac-

tions of learned societies.

Transactional (tranzce-kjanal, trans-), a. [f.

prec + -AL ; cf. F. transactionnel (Littr^).] Of,

pertaining to, of the nature of, or involving a trans-

action ; taking place in fact or reality.

1858 BusHNELL Sertn. New Life 94 A relation wholly
transactional. 1894 Thinker V. 155 The transactional reve-

lation ofprinciples and forces which are essential and eternal.

b. Theol.'. see Transaction 3 c.

1901 Moberly Atonement
<J-
Personality ix. 218 What the

thought of the present day would sum up as the ' traris-

actional* theory of the atonement. 190Z Sandav_ Z^^
Christ in rec. Res. v ix. (1907) 244 The 'transactional'

theory [of the Atonement]. 1905 Speaker 4 Feb. 440/2 The
Atonement understood in an entirely forensic or ' transac-

tional * sense.

Hence Transaotionally adv., by means, or by
way of a transaction

;
practically.

1865 BuSHNELL Vicar, Sacr. iv. i. (1868) 452 The object is

to give him a lesson transactionally. 1874 — Forgiven. ^
Law 59 Is it true that God must be gained or tempered

transactionally, that is by acts in time, in order to the letting

forth of grace upon his enemies?

Transa^ctionee-r. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. +
-EER,] One who is concerned or has to do with

transactions; in quots., with the published 'trans-

actions* of a learned society.

1700 {^title) The Transactioneer, with some of his Philoso-

phical Fancies; in two Dialogues. [A satire on Sir Hans
Sloane and the Philosophical Transactions, by W. King,

LL.D.) Ibid, Pref. 4, I have no personal Prejudice to the

present Transactioneer or any of his Friends. 1700 J. Ray
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 205 The scurrilous Pamphlet

entitled the Transactioneer,

Transactor (tronzse-toi, trans-), [a. L. trans-

actor, agent-n. f. transigire: see Transact z;.]

One who transacts; a negotiator or intermediary
;

a manager, conductor, performer, doer.

1611 CoTCR., Transacteur, a transactor, dayes-man, ac-

corder, 1653 J. Hall Paradoxes 159 He was a great

Transactour for the Essex faction. 1660 Milton Pres.

Means Wks. 1851 V. 457 The transactors of our Affairs with

forein Nations. 1863 Kikglakr: Crimea I. i. 7 Not a mere

favourite of his sovereign, but the actual transactor of public

business.

Transalpine (trans.K-lpain, -z-), a. {sb.) [ad.

L. transalptnus beyond or across the Alps, f. trans^

T^k^a- + alpJnus Alpine, f. Aipes the Alps.]

1. That is situated beyond the Alps : a. Origin-

ally and usually as viewed from Rome or Italy, i. e.

north of the Alps; also, dwelling in or belonging

to a region beyond the Alps ; also t transj. rude,

uncultured {obs.), Cf. Tramontane A. i, i b.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1599) :6 Found in the mountaines

of Transalpine France. 1656 Earl Monm. tr BoccalinCs

Advts. fr. Parnass. i. xxiii. (1674) 23 Trans-Alpin writers,

whose brains are thought to lie m their backs. 1639 Loyii-

LACE Poems (1864) 225 Where then,.. Lies our transalpine

barbarous neglect? 1825 C.Butler Bk. Rom. Cath. Ch.

120 There certainly are some Transalpine territories in

which the Cisalpine opinions on papal power prevail. 1837

Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. {1857) HI. 246 The first trans-

alpine garden of this kind arose at Leyden in 1577. 1841

W. Spalding Italy Sf It. 1st. I. 36 The Po is the only

Italian river which can be compared with those of trans-

alpine Europe. 1854 Milman Lat. Chr. \x.\. (1864) III.

373 Synods of Transalpine prelates, as at Rheims.

b. Beyond the Alps from England, or from

Kwrope generally ; Italian.

1624 [Scott] Votiva: Afiglix Ded. 3 Those fiery Trans-

alpine, and factious Transmarine English, who haue onely

their bodies here, but their harts in Rome and Spaine. 163a

J. Howell in Biondis Eromena biij, So have I seen

Transalpin grafts to grow, And beare rare fruit, remov d to

Oa — 2
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Thames from Po. 1656 Blount Ghssogr., Transalpine .. ^

over or beyond the Alpes, foneign, Italian, on the further

side of the niountaines. 1718 Rowe ProL to Non-Juror 34
To your Transalpine master's rule resort, And fill an empty
abdicated court. 1765 Wilkes Let»/r. Naples in Corr. <y

Mem. (1805) II. SCO 1 his is my fourth letter to you since I

have been transalpine.

O. Of or pertaining to the party in the Roman
Church opposed to the Ultramontanes.
1794 in B. Ward DawttCath. Revival (1909) II. 63 The

doctrine of the Deposingand Dispensing power of the Pope,
.. doctrines which haveforabovea century been distinguished
by the names of Ultramontane and Transalpine. 1826 [im-

plied in Transalpinely],

2. (Passing) across the Alps. rare.

1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 104 In his Trans-
Alpine expedition. 1744 in lOth Rep. Hist. JMSS, Comm.
App. I. 282, 1 hope the K. of Sard* will harrass the Fr. and
Sp*"* in their transalpine march.

B. sb. A native or inhabitant ofa country beyond
or across the Alps : cf. i a and b above, rare,

1617 MoRvsoN Itin. m. 47 Old Writers., write, that the
Diuine Law came from Italy to the Transalpines. x6z3
Burton Descr. Leicester. 92 Though those Transalpines
account vs Tramontani, rude and barbarous, .. yet may
compare either with their olde Dante, Petrarch, or Boccace.
1634 W. TiRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 85 Those wise
Transalpines themselves. ., who thinke all such to be Scy-
thians who are not Italians.

Hence Trans,alpinely adv. (cf. sense ic);

t Transia'lpiner Obs. rare — Transalpine B.
1826 G. S. Faber Diffic. Romanism (1853) 195 note^ I recol-

lect the practical cisalpine argument of Almain, from the
flat judicial contradictoriness of the two *transalpinely in-

fallible Popes, Nicolas III. and John XXII. 1599 Nashe
Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 238 As touching butter and
cheese, the Hollanders cry By your leaue wee must goe
before you, and the *Transalpiners with their lordly Par-
masin . .shoulder in for the vpper hand as hotly. 1657 Earl
MoNM. tr. Parutas Pol. Disc, 11. ix. 179 That all Trans-
alpiners might be driven out of Italy, was a thing desired.

.

byall Italians.

Traiisame, obs. form of Transom.

t TranSia'nizaatei "^^ Obs. rare. [Back-

formation from next : see -ate 3.] trans* To
transfer the soul of (a person) from one body to

another (also with the soul as obj.) : = Metem-
PSYCHOSE V. Hence f Trausa'nimated^/. a.
1608 Bp. J. King Serm. 5 Nov. 31 The.. strangest ju.€T€/x-

^vx^'^^^'i 'l*^t euer was feigned by Poets, very incarnated,
transanimated devils. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage iv. xvii.

376 This Deuill doth transanimate his soule.-into a dogge
or other beast. 1625 — Pilgrims v. viii. § 3. 540 Being meta-
morphosed and transanimated from men to blockes. a 1641
Bp. MouNTAGU^c^f <^^/^«. vii. (1642) 409 According to their

beliefe, wicked mens soules be not transanimated at all,

Tra^nsianima'tioix. Now^^/-^. [ad.med.L.
iransanimdtidn-eni (410 in Jerome Epistle 124, 4),
f. TBANS- + a«/wa soul: see -tion.] Transmigra-
tion of the soul ; = Metempsychosis.
1574 Eden tr. Taisner's Bk. Navig. Ded. (Arb.) p. xlvii,

Yf it may be graunted.,that the spirites of dead men may
reuiue in other (after the opinion and transanimation of
Pythagoras). x6i2Selden Illustr. Drayton's Polyolb/i. 14
This Pythagorean opinion of transanimation (I have like

liberty to naturalize that word). 1727 A. Hamilton JVe^o

Acc.E.Imi. Il.liii. 270 Tiiey have many Sects among them,
but all agr^e in the Transanimation of Souls.

Jig. 1871 Earle Philol. Eng, Tongue v\. 241 As the pro-

noun passes into the still more subtle conjunction—so also do
verbs graduate from particular to general use. Nor does
the transanimation stop here.

Transapioal (transise-pikal, -^-pikal), a. BoL
[f. Trans- 5 + L. apex^ aptc-emjA21s.lL : see Apical.]

Transverse to the apical axis (of a diatom),
1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 273 Transapical,

..at right angles to the apical axis, passing through the
centre of the pervalvar (main longitudinal) axis of a Diatom

;

transapical Plane, the plane at right angles to both valvar
and apical planes, passing through the pervalvar and trans-

apical axis (O, Mueller).

TranS|aqua*tic, a. rare. [f. Tbans- 3: cf.

Aquatic] Situated across the water or sea;

transmarine.

1834 Ox/. Univ. Mag. I. 175 A durable connection be-
tween the mother country and her transaquatic daughters.

Trans-atla'ntal, a. Anat, [f. Trans- 5 + L.

atlas, atlant-em (see Atlas) + -al.] Transverse

to, or crossing the atlas (vertebra).

1893 Athenaeum 25 Mar. 382/2 Abnormal vertebrce of cer-

tain Ranidx. .in which the so^alled * atlas 'possessed trans-

verse processes and trans-atlantal nerves.

Tra:xisatla'lltic (trans,-, tranzi-), a., sb. [f.

Trans- + Atlantic; cf. F. transatiantique.']

L Passing or extending across the Atlantic Ocean.
X779 Wilkes Corr, (1805) V. 212 After a long fruitless

trans-atlan tic voyage. 1892 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 403/2 In
1830 Mr. Samuel Cunard .. came, over to England from
Halifax, determined to establish.. a line of transatlantic

steamships. 1895 N. Amer. Rev. Nov. 514 Of the utmost
importance to all transatlantic travellers.

2. Situated or resident in, or pertaining to a region

beyond the Atlantic ; chiefly in European use

:

= American.
178a Jefferson Writ. ^ Corr. (1854) III. 193 To sug-

gest a doubt, .whether nature has enlisted herself as a cis-

or trans-Atlantic partisan. 178a Sir W. Jones in Mem..
etc. (1804) 217 The sturdy transatlantic yeomanry, will

neither be dragooned nor bamboozled out of their liberty.

1807 W. Ikvinc Salma^. xii. (1824) i^ His hat had the true

trans-Atlaatic declloatioa towards his right ear. i8ia Gen.

Hist, in Ann. Reg. 161/2 The civil war kindled in those
regions between the native and transatlantic Spaniards.
i^x Harper's lyeekly 19 Sept. 705/1 Salem had an aristo-

cracy. _'lhe aristocrats were proud of their transatlantic
ancestries,

B. sb. (absol. use of adj.) : One who or that

which is across the Atlantic ; a native or inhabitant

of a transatlantic country ; j/^c. an American ; also

short for * transatlantic steamer'.
1826 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 325/1 The Trans-Atlantics may

hope to have some future share of European civilization.

1831 Scott Jml, (1890) II. 402 Count Robert, who is pro-
gressing, as the Transatlantics say, at a very slow pace
mdeed. 1883 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 227 A bed in a sleeping-

carriage or a berth in a transatlantic. iZ^ Pall Mail G.
17 Aug. 2/3 Cork, Killarney, and Dublin are this year
crowded with transatlantics.

Hence TranS|atla*utioaIly adv.j in a transatlantic

or American manner; inquot, 1846, across or while

crossing the Atlantic ; Trans|atla*ntican, Trausi-
atlanticlan (-i-Jan) = Transatlantic B. ; TranS|-
atla'ntlcism, transatlantic character, nationality,

or behaviour ; a transatlantic or American idiom.
1846 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 501/1 (He) might, at that moment,

be *transatlanticaily regaling himself at my particular ex-

pense. iX&$ Athenaeum 3 Jan. 10/2 She. .had whatisTrans-
atlantically called 'a good time'. 1908 Sat. Rez\ 25 July
120/1 1 1 is transatlantically epigrammatic without being trans-

atlantically smart. 1897 Harper's Mag. Apr. 724 English
attentions to *transatlaiiticans savor either of patronage or
serviUty. 1839 Eraser's Mag. XIX. 467 What has a *Trans-
atlantician to do with European squabbles? 1907 Daily
Chron. 16 Sept. 4/4 Trans-Atlanticians. .are those who cross
between New York and Liverpool or Southampton at least

once a year. 1858 Motley Corr. 6 June, The portentous
aspect on the commonest occasions, .which is apt to char-
acterise "transatlanticism. 1895 Pall Mall G. 17 Oct 4/1
The phrase, .is only one more trans-Atlanticism.

Transiau'dient, a. nonce-wd. [f. Tkans- +
L. audient-em hearing, pr. pple. of atidJre to hear

;

after trattsparent.'] Permitting the passage of

sound ; capable of being heard through.
1854 Lowell Camb. 30 Yrs. Ago Prose Wks. 1890 I. 80

Many a proprietor regretted the transaudient properties of
canvas, which allowed the frugal public to share in the
melody without entering the booth.

Transboard, v. rare. [f. Trans- 2 + Board
V, 3.] trans. To transfer from one ship or vessel

into another; to tranship.

1807 J. Barlow Coliimb. vi, 38 Barks after barks the cap-
tured seamen bear, Transboard and lodge thy silent victims
there. 1899 Scribner's Mag. July 69/1 The boat, .for this

[postal] service . . is equipped with spacious mail-rooms,
chutes for transboarding sacks [etc.].

Traus-bO'rder, a. [f. Trans- 3 -t- Bobdek j^.]

Lying or living beyond a (or the) border ; occupy-
ing territory outside the border.
1807 L. J. Trotter Z{/^ y.A^/c/w/rffWxv. (1908)213 Young-

husband was speaking about him to a trans-border chief.

1901 igth Cent. Apr. ^n Raised in fixed proportion from
the transborder and cisborder clans. 1908 Westm. Gaz.
6 May 2/2 An Afghan.. may be what, on the North-West
Frontier, is called a ' Trans-border Pathan '—i. e., one of the
independent tribes dwelling between British India and the
Ameer of Kabul's territory.

Transcalent (tra-nsikalent, tranS|k<?i-lent), a.

[f. Trans- + L. cdlent-eniy pr. pple. of c&lere to be
hot, to glow ; see Calent.
Etymologically the pronunciation is tra'nscdlent ; trans-

ca'lent comes by false analogy witli iranslu'cent and trans.
pd'rent (in which the vowel is etymologically long).]

Having the property of freely transmitting radiant

heat
;
pervious to heat-rays ; diathermanous.

X834 E. Turner Elem. Cliem. (ed. 4) 107 Rock salt is

remarkably diathermanous or transcalent. 1880 Contemp.
Rezf. Mar, 373 All bodies, so far at least as the heat of the
sun is concerned, are more or less transcalent. 1896 All-
butt's Syst. Med. I. 269 The air rich in water vapour is less

transcalent and translucent than in drier regions.

Hence Tra'nsjcaleiicy, the property of being
transcalent ; diathermaneity, 1864 in Webster.

TransiCaleSCent (-kale-sent), a. rare. [f.

Trans- + L. calesceftt-em, pr. pple. of calesdre to

grow hot, to glow; cf. prec, ^ixA Jitiorescent.'\

Properly, Beginning to be transcalent ; but in quot.
=s Transcalent. So Trausicale'scence, the
property of being transcalescent.

1850 Grove Corr.Phys.Forces{fi^,-£)^7. Bodies, .shew a re-

markable difference between their transcalescence, or power
of transmitting heat, and their transparency. . . Rock-salt,
the most transcalescent body known, ma^ be covered with
soot, .and yet be found capable of transmitting, .heat.

Transcend (tronse-nd), V. Also 5-6 -send(e,

(6 transsend). [ad. L. tran{s)scend'^re to climb
over or beyond, surmount, f. '^v.k^^- -^ scand-Sre to

climb. So OF. transcender, 'Scendre (14th c.).]

•j* 1. trans. To pass over or go beyond (a physical

obstacle or limit) ; to climb or get over the top of

(a wall, mountain, etc.). Obs.

1513 Bbadshaw St. IVerburge u. 1461 That we may tran-
scende this ryuer safe and sure. 1536 Beli.enden Cron.
Scot. (1821) I. 251 Gif ony Pichiis transcendit this dike to

be punist na les than thay had offendit aganis the majeste
of Romanis. i6oz Fulbkcku Pandectes 4 In haruest he
[the sun] transcendeth the other line of the Equator and so
being farrc remoued from vs causeth winter. x6iS G. Sandvs
Trav. IV. 254 Mountaincs not to be transcended without
much difficulty. 1695 Ld. Preston Boeth. iv. 161, I have
nimble Wings which can Transcend the Polar Height.

2. To pass or extend beyond or above (a non-
physical limit) ; to go beyond the limits of (some-
thing immaterial) ; to exceed,
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ix. 6 pai ere a day l>at contenys

and Iranscendis Jje warldis of all generaciouns. 1534
Whitinton 'Tuliyes Offices \. (1540) 45 Thty without doubt
transende the due bonde of measure. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr, Glasse 10 It transsendilh the knowledge of man,
1643 BAKiiR Chron.y Hen. VI 75 He had transcended his
Commission. 1662 Stillingpl. Orig. Sacr. iii. i.§ 5 Infinity
transcends our capacity of apprehension. 17x3 Voung Last
Day I, 48 'Twill raise tliy wonder, but transcend thy
praise. 1805 Foster Ess. iv. iii. 161 A genius almost tran-
scending human nature. 1855 H. SrENctK Trine. Psychol,
II. xvii. § 81 Unable as we are to transcend consciousness.
1875 JowETT i'lato (ed. 2) IV. 12^ Ideas, .derived from
external objects as well as transcendnig them.

b. Theol. To be above and independent of: esp.

said of the Deity in relation to the universe ; see
Tkanscendence I b.

1898 Illingwobth Divine Immanence iii. 71 It is through
this power of self-consciousness, .that spirit transcends
matter. Ibid, j-z The divine presence., will be the presence
of a spirit, which infinitely transcends the material order,
yet sustains and indwells it the while, 1907 — Doctr.
Trinity^. 196 On the other hand, we may.. think of God
as dwelling in the universe, without in any way transcending
iL This means pantheism of one kind or another.

+ C. intr. To go beyond, go farther. Obs. rare"^.
1629 Parkinson Paradisi \jg04) 529 Hauing thus furnished

you out a Kitchen Garden. .let me a little transcend, and.,
furnish them with some few other herbes.

3. trans. To go beyond in some respect, quality,

or attribute ; to rise above, surpass, excel, exceed.
CX430 Lyek;. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 8 In sighte tran-

sendyng alle erthely creatures, a 15x9 Skelton Dethe Eric
Northumbld. 144 Transendyng far myne homly Muse.
16x5 G. Sandys Trav. i. 7 They imitate the Italians, but
transcend them in their revenges. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot.
II. i. (1692) 5p The Roman Church hath chiefly transcended
other Societies in these Errors. 1766 Fobdyce Serm. Yng.
Worn. (1767) I. vi. 222 Thy merits, .far transcend them all.

1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. ii. 191 The Poles also, .strive to
transcend one another in civility. 1866 R. M. Fkrguson
Electr, (1870) II Electro-magnets far transcend permanent
magnets in power.

1 4. intr. To ascend, go up, rise ; to pass upward
or onward. Alsoyf^. Obs.
1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 190 Begj-n we shall At

the Cytee of Chester..And so transcendynge vp towarde
Shrewysbury. a 1360 Holland Crt. Venus 11. 604 Bot quhen
sic folk abone thair stait transcend. 1596 Sir J. Davies
Orchestra cxii, Shee wheeles about, and ere the daunce doth
end, Into her former place shee doth transcend. X613 Hey-
wooD Silver Age in, i. Wks. 1874 HI. 1^5 Thy flowers thou
canst not spare, thy bosome lend, On which to rest wbil'st

Phoebus doth transcend.

t b. trans. To ascend, to mount into. Qbs. rare.

x6ox B. JoNSON Poetaster v. ii. It will be thought a thing
ridiculous . . that any poet . . should, with decorum, transcend
Ca»ars chair.

5. intr. To be transcendent ; to excel, arch.

X63S Swan Spec. M. vii. § 3 (1643) 344 So one mans know-
ledge . . transcends not seldome above th,e rest, a 1720
Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 260, I sec no such
distinction, nor wherein Man so transcends, except in arro-

gance. i8ig Scott Ivanhoe xxxiii, ' Thou art a mad knave ',

said the Captain, 'but thy plan transcends !

'

1 6. trans. To cause to ascend or rise ; to lift,

elevate. Obs, rare.

163S Heywood Ilierarch. viii. 530 To that People thou a
Law hast giv'n. Which from grosse earth transcendeth them
to heav'n.

Transcendence (tronse'ndens). [ad. med.L.
transcendentia^ i. L. transcendent-em Tbanscend-

j
KNT : see -ence. Cf. F, transcendance (i8th c.)*]

1. The action or fact of transcending, surmount-

ing, or rising above; f ascent, elevation {pbs^\

excelling, surpassing ; also, the condition or quality

of being transcendent, surpassing eminence or ex-

cellence : = Transcendency.
1601 Shaks. Alts Well u. iii. 40 In a most weake— ..And

debile minister, great power, great transcendence. 1644
DiGBY A'at, Soul X, § 7 There is a transcendence from
science to science. 1678 Lively Oracles 11. xix, God, in

whom all those qualifications are united, and that in their

utmost transcendences. 1744 Hakris Three Treat, iii. 11.

(1765) 215 That very Transcendence is an Argument on its

behalf. x8o3 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) VI. 27 When we
reflect that he had been excelled in every separate order of
verse, justice may scruple the imputed transcendence. 1876
T. S. Egan tr. Heine's Atta Trolly etc. 43 A temple, whose
transcendence Indicates ihe Almighty's glory. 1907 Illing-

worth Doctr. Trinity xi. 226We expect to see Divine action

manifested through the operation of general laws, and not

through their occasional transcendence.

b. Spec. Of the Deity : The attribute of being

above and independent of the universe ; distin-

guished from immanence (see Immanent i).

1848 R. I. WiLBERFORCE Doctr. Incamation iii. (1852) 33
That Deistic theory of Transcendence, which supposes that

the qualities of matter having been bestowed upon it by its

Maker, everything has been left to go on by the impulse
which was originally bestowed. 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I. 214 Not always . . able to embrace fully and
together these two conceptions of transcendence and of im-
manence. X896 Chicago Advance 16 Apr. 567/2 We have
been accustomed to believe that nature reveals God in his

immanence, but that Christ revealsGod in his transcendence.

1907 Ii.LiNGWORTH Doctr, THiuty x. 197 Divine immanence
and divine transcendence are not mutually exclusive, but
essentially correlative conceptions.



TRANSCENDENCY.

1 2. Elevation or extension beyond ordinary
limits; exaggeration, hyperbole. Obs. rare,

i6»S Bacon Ess., Adversitie (ArU) 504 This would have
done better in Poesy ; where 'I'ranscendences are more
allowed. 1645 Milton Tetrack, Wks. 1851 IV. 334 Why.,
should they be such crabbed masorites of the Letter, as not
to molhfie a transcendence ofhteral rigidity ?

^ Math, The fact of being transcendental : see

Transcendental 4.
190a Encycl. Brit, XXXI. 287 '2 Liodferaann by a similar

process proved the transcendence of v.

Transcendency (transe-ndensi). [f. asprec.

:

see -txcY.] The condition or quality of being
transcendent ; excess ; surpassing excellency ; with
//. a transcendent quality.

1615 Day Festivals xii. 341, I speake not against Lawfull
Purcha>ing, it \& that TraiiMrendency I strike at, when Men
depopulate whole Countries, to people the Land forsooth
with Sheepe. i66a Evelyn Chalcogr. Pref., Your modesty
do 's not permit me to run through alT those Transcendencies.
1681 Glvnvill Sadducismus 11. (1726) 462 The Essential
Sanctity and singular Transcendency of the exalted nature
of God. 1857 Gladsione Ox/, Ess. 8 The transcendency of
his poetical distinctions has tended to overshadow his other
claims and uses. z886 iVestm. Rev, Oct. 469 Christ, .never
reflected on transcendency and immanency.

b. The fact of transcending : = Transcend-
ence I ; an instance of this.

1907 J. Orr in Life t>f Faith 9 Jan. 26, 'i Such deviations
from or transcendencies of the natural order we call
miracles.

Transcendent (tronse-ndent), a. and sb. Also
-ant. [ad. L. tramcendeni-em^ pr. pple. of tran-
sumi-ere to Transcend, For the spelling with
-ant cf. F. transcendant (i4-i5th c. in Hatz.-
Darm.), also ascendant, descendant,]

A. adj,

1. Surpassing or excelling others of its kind

;

going bsyond the ordinary limits
; pre-eminent

;

superior or supreme; extraordinary. Also, loosely,

Eminently great or good ; cf. * excellent *.

1598 Florio, TrasceiuttfHte, transcending, transccndenL
t6ii CoTCR., TraHscenJaHt, transcendant, surmounting,
surpasjiing, exceeding. 161 1 Sfbeo Hist, Gt. Brit. ix. it.

1 64 The Popes transcendent pleasure and power, being the
wrongest oart of the Dukes utie to the Crown, a 1637 B.
JoNSON Gaodwi/t't Ate m Athtn^um i Oct. (1904^ When
shall we meetc agayne, and have a tasi, Of that tran.scendai]t
Ale wedranke of ta^t? 1649 Milton Eikon, 10 That tran-
scendent Apostle Saint Paul. 17*5 Popb Odyss. vi. 128
Nausicaa . . shone transcendent o'er the beauteous train. 1754
Richardson Grattdison (1781) III. xxviii. 307 Such tran-
scendant goodness of heart. 1807 CrabBE far. Reg. 1.783
His own transcendant genius found the rest. iflK^ Seelev
Ecce Noma v. (ed. 8) 48 A person of altogether transcendant
greatness. 1878 Gi_\DsroNE/'r/w. //(?/««/- vL 1 13. 73AP0U0
IS less transcendent in intellect {than Athene).

fb. With (i^v, /<?: greatly superior to. Ods*
i^ Kainbow Laiour {16is) 35 Their clothings being by

some degrees transcendant to needle worke even wrought
with gold. 1634 Habington Castara (Arb.) 16 If worth be
not transcendant above the title. idySCuDWoiiTK Intell. Syst,
L iv. I 16, 286 Julian the Kmperor. .acknowledged besides
the Sun, another Incorporeal Deity, transcendent to it.

I7*3C'tess Wi.scHti^EA Misc. Poems 202 If a fluent Vein
be shown That's transcendent to our own.

t2. Of language: Elevated above ordinary
language, lofty. Obs.

I

1631 Gouge Gods Arrows m. f 15. aia Those othtf high 1

Iranscendenc hyperbolicall phrases of the Prophet Isay.
a t<S3 — Comm. Heb. i. 5 (i655> 43 In thb sense this high

1

transcendent prophe^ie (Isa. ix.6, 7) b to be taken.

1 3. Of an idea or conception : Transcending \

comprehension ; hence, obscure or abstruse. Cf.
Mbtaphysical I b, Obs,
i6aA Gatakek Transubst. 146 These arc such tran-

scendent subtilties, if not absurdities, as any metaphysics
will afford. 1635 Person Varieties i. 3 Metapbysicks..
medleth with things transcendent and supernatural I. 1646
Bp. Maxwell Burden Issuchar^i^ 1 confeisc, this Divinitie
is so transcendent and Metaphysical), that it exceeds my
capacitie.

4. Philos. a. Applied by the Schoolmen to
predicates which by tlieir universal application '

were considered to transcend the Aristotelian
categories or predicaments. See U. i a.

!<: 1300 Duns ScoTus^rtS. Par. in Sent, t viil v. $ i3Prac-
dicata..quae dicuntur cfe Deo. .sunt praedicata transccn*
dentia .. quidqutd conv-enit enti antcquam descendat in
genera [le. the categories] est transcendcnsj xto6 Phillips
(cd. Kersey), Trojtscertdent,

. . in Logick, surpassing the Pre-
dicament^. 187a Latham Eng. Diet. s.v. Transcendental^
Transcendent is used by the scholastics and moderns, as op- :

posed to immanent—meaning transcending the categories.

b. By Kant applied to tliat which transcends
his own list of categories (explained as a priori

\

conceptions of the understanding, which it neces-
sarily employs in ordering its experience, but which
have no validity outside of experience); hence,
transcending or altogether outside experience ; not
an object of possible experience ; unrealizable in
baman experience. (Distinguished by him from
Transcendental 3 b.)

1803 Edin, Rer. I. 258 Philosophy.. is transcendent when
. . it ticlieves that the objects of our senses exist in a manner
really known to us. 1815 Coleiudge Biog. Lit. 1. xii. (1870)
117 Those flights of lawless speculation, which, al»ndoned
by all distinct con^iousness, because transgressing the
bounds and purposes of our inteltccttuU faculties, arejustly

253

condemned, as transcendent. 184a Brande Diet. Sc, etc.,
S.V. Transcendental^ Kant.. draws a distinction between
the transcendental and the transcendent. . .The transcen-
dent, .is that which regards those principles as objectively
real_ to which Kant assigns only a subjective or formal
reality, and consequently is by him regarded as beyond the
limits of human reason altogether. 1877 E. Cairo Philos.
Kant II. X. 422 From the Kantian [wint of view both the
tiue&tion and the answer are transcendent. For they both
involve the doctrine that the world is in space, . .apart from
its being knownas such. Ibid. xiv. 523 And this synthesis

^

is iranscender^. i.e. it is a synthesis which cannot be repre-
sented as a phenomenon, or verified in sensuous experience.

1 1881 R. Adamson Fichte v. 112 note^ For any question or
I

theorem which might pass beyond possible experience,

j

Kant reserved the term transcendent.

I

5. TheoL Of the Deity: In His being, exalted
above and distinct from the universe ; having
transcendence. Distinguished from Immanent i.

^
Originally often connoting the denial of Divine action or

interference in mundane affairs.

1877 D. Patrick in Encycl, Brit. VII. 36/1 {Deism)
Shaftesbury vigorously protests against the notion of a
wholly transcendent God. Morgan more than once ex-
presses a theory that would now be pronounced one of
immanence. 1907 Illingwortu Doctr, Trinity x. 194 To
think of Him [God], in modern phrase, as transcendent, as
above and beyond all relative and finite existence. Ibid,
i9Sllis theoretically possible., to conceive of God as simply
transcendent, or simply immanent in the world. 191X R.
Mackintosh in Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 744/r (Theism) God

I

was apt to be thought of [in iSth c] as purely transcendent*
not immanent in the world.

6. Math. = Transcendental 4.
i 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 287/2 Hermite first completely

proved the transcendent character of <: [see E (the letter) 5aJ.

\
B. sb. [the adj. used absol.]

j

1. Philos, t a. A predicate that transcends, or

I
caimot be classed under, any of the Aristotelian

!
categories or predicaments, Obs.
Aristotle taught {Metaph. x. 2) that ^t'//y and unity were

' neither categories, nor fell under any one category, but
could be predicated in all the categories [ in Eth. Nic. he
says the like (Agoodness. Such predicates came to be called
by the Schoolmen transceftdentia, * transcendents ', as tran-
scending the limits of the categories. Their enumeration
as six. Being, Thing, Something, One, True, Good (found
first in a treatbe attributed to Thomas Aquinas, but thouj;ht
by PrantI {Gesch.der Logik III. 245) to be subsequent to
Duns Scotus), was in regular use down to the time of Kant.
[C1300 Duns Scores Op. Oxon. in Sent. i. viii. iii. $ 19

Transcendens quodcunquc nullum habetgenus subquo con*
tineatur, sed quod ipsum sit commune ad multa inferiora.

13. . in Thont^is Aqumas Opusc, xlii. ii.(i49o) K viij/2 Sunt
autemsex transcendent ia : videlicet ^/u, res, aliquid, vnum,
verum, bonnm.\ 1581 W. FuLKEinCw//^r.iii.(i584) Y iij b,

It is a transcendent, which is in all pr^icaments. 1640 G.
Watts tr. Bacons Adz; Learn, iii. iv. 14^ All Relative and
Advcntive condicions and Characters of Essences, which we
have named Transcendents; as Multitude, Paucity, Identity,
Diversity, Possible, Impossible, and such like. i6sa Gaule
Magastroiu. 20; God is a transcendent, and is not under,
nor yet within, the predicament of any part of the whole
order of nature. i<S97 tr. Burgersdtcius his Logic 1. iii. 6
Transcendents, as, Being, Thing, One, True, Gtxxl, which
by their Community exceed all the degrees of Categories.

\

b. trans/. A person or thing that transcends I

classification.
i

1591 G. Fletcher Russe Commw. (Hakl. Soc.) 37 In
this number the lorde Borris..is not to be reckoned,
that is like a transendent,.. being the emperours brother
in law. 1593 t;* Harvey AViw Letter Wks. (Grosart) I. 267
Hope is a Transcendent, and will not easily be imprisoned,
or impounded inany Predicament ofauncient or modeme Per-

,

fection. 1608 Bp. J. King Serm. J Nov. 23 Both were tran*
scendentsnot to be placed in the classes or lankes of hitherto
experienced or practised wickednesse. 164a Fuller Holy <?•

Pr,*/. St, in. xxiii. 218 Fame falls most short in those
Transcendents, which are above her Predicaments ; as in
Solomons wisdome. i6s< Fuller Ch. Hist. vn. i, § 37 Here
I must set John Dudley Earl of Warwick (as a Transcen-
dent) in a form by himself, being a competent Lawyer (Son
to a Judge), known Soldier, and able States man, and acting

i

against the Protector, to all these his capacities.
;

C. According to the Kantian philosophy : That
\

which is altogether beyond the bounds of human
,

cognition and thought. See A. 4 b.
c 1810 Coleridge in Lit. Rem, (1838) HI. aai Omnify the

disputed point into a transcendant, and you may defy the
opponent to lay hold of it. i6as — Aids Rejl. (1848) I. 260
Let X signify a transcendant, that is, a cause beyond our
coraprehsnsion, and not within the sphere of sensible
experience. 1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xi. (1866) 1.

199 The term transcendent,, .be [Kant] applied to all pre-
tended knowledge that transcended experience, and was
not given in an original principle of the mind.

+ 2. One who or that which transcends or rises

high above the ordinary rank of persons or things;

a person or thing of great eminence. Obs.

1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super, 18 Were.. bis lines such
transcendentes, as bis thoughtes. .what an egregious Are-
tine should we shortly haue, 1613 W. Sclater Serm. 8,

I am loth to make them transcendents; yet such, sure, is

their authorttie on earth supra seriem. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 175 The Cabalist as asuper subtile tran-

scendent, mountetb with all his industricfrom this sensible

\Vorld unto that other intellectuall. 1679 V. Alsop Melius
Inguir. \. i. 73 ' The command of a Superior will hallow an
erroneous action ', as a Transcendent in our Church speaks.

"j" 3. That which transcends, surpasses, or excels

something else, or things generally, rare,
\

1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage 1. ii. 6 A Paradise, faire, shining,

delightsome,, .a meere transcendent, which eye hath not
1

seene. 1658 Cokaine Trappolin \n. ii, Your matchless

eyes Transccodcots of the brightest lightest stars*
I

TRANSCENDENTAL.
t b. A transcendent or pre-eminent quality. Obs.

X657-83 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 76 These are the
transcendents and pre-eminences which this admirable
heathen attributes to mankind.
t4. A 2- or 3-line capital letter such as those put

at the beginning of books or chapters. Obs. rare.
i6oa Willis Stenogr. Aivb, A Transcendent, is a great

Character, which exiendeth it sclfefurther then the distance
betweene the lines.

t5. The transcendent', the ascendancy, the
superiority; = Ascendant B. 3. Obs, rare,

I

1691 W. Nicholls Ausiv. Naked Gospel Pref. Cj, His
I

Confidence has generally the transcendent of his Sincerity,
which is the common fate of all Hereticks.

! 6, Math, A transcendental expression or fimction;
' a non-algebraical function ; e. g. log x, sin Xy a^.

I

See Transcendental a. 4.

I
1809 Ivory in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 368 They belong to

I

the class of elliptical transcendants. 1B16 tr. Lacroix's
1 Diff.ff Int. Calculus 24Those functions., not comprehended
I

in the enumeration made in No. 14, are called tran-

j

scendcnts. 1887 R- A. Roberts Int. Calculus i. 3 We might
I ..deduce their properties as we do in the case of the elliptic

j

functions and the higher transcendents.

Transcendental (trcmsende-ntal), a. (sb.)
I [ad. med.L. Iranscendettlai-is {c i^G^, \Vych{ A/ate-

\

ria if Forma (1902) 242), f. as prec. + -d/is, -AL.

:

Cf. F. transcendental (iSlh c), obs. -ei (i6th c.).]

!
1. Of transcendent quality or nature ; surpassing

;

j

excelling; exalted: = Transcendent a. 1.

(In quots. 1790-1868, more or less ironical or sarcastic.)

! 1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra 11. viii. 84 The Deity himself,

i
tho* he perceiveth not Pleasure nor Pain.. as we do; yet

I

must needs have a Perfect and Transcendental Perception,
both of Pleasure, and Pain, and of all other things. 1727
Bailey vol. II, Transcendental^ exceeding, going beyond,

t

surpassing. 1790 IJukke Fr. RetK 10 AH these considerations

I
..were below the transcendental dignity of the Revolution
Society. i86a M(-:rivalb Rom. Eiup. (1865) VI, xlviii. 59
His [the Emperor's] transcendental being was elevated above
the restraints of all inferior existences. 1868 M. Pattison

' Academ. Org. 6 It related to the transcendental parts of

I

education.

2. Philos, a. orig, in Aristotelian philosophy ;

Transcending or extending beyond the bounds of
any single category ; «= Transcendent a, 4 a. By
17th c, writers often made synonymous with meta-
physical.
By Wilkins used with special reference to his own classi-

fication of things and notions.

1668 WiLKiNS Real Char. \\. i. 25 The most Universal
conceptioris of Things are usually stiled Transcendental,
Metaphysic-all. Ibid. xiL 291 The words sin,/ault, trespass,
trattsgression^ . . being compounded with the Transcendental
Particle, Diminutive or Augmentative, . . denote a Peccadillo
or small fault, or an Enormity or heinous crime. Ibid. 318
Those Particles are here stiled Transcendental, which do
circumstantiate words in respect of .some Metaphysical
notion; either by enlarging the accejjtion of 1hem to some
more general signification, . .or denoting a relation to some
other Predicament or Genus, under which they are not
originally placed. 1676 Glanvill Ess. \. 3 So different

they [body and spirit^ are in all things, that they seem to
have nothing but Being, and the Transcendental Attributes
of that, in common. i68a H. Moke Annot. GlanviCs Ln.x
O. 177 The Current Doctrine of Metaphysicians, who define
Transcendental or Metnphy.sical Truth to be nothing else

but the relation of the Conformity of things to the Theore-
tical. . Intellect of God. 1710 Berkkley Purine. Hum.
Ktto7vL § 1 18 Those transcendental maxims wliich influence
all the particular sciences. 1734 Waterland Diss. Exist.
First Cause ii. 51 This is that pure, simple, absolute, tran-

scendental Necessity, which the later School-men and
Metaphysicians speak of. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 131
f I Ine wish for riches; a wish. .so prevalent, that it may
be considered as universal and transcendental. 1807 J.
(^I'lE in Lett. Paint, ii. (1848) 270 Learn to see Nature and
beauty in the abstract, and rise to general and transcendental
truth, which wilt always be the same.

b. In the philosophy of Kant (1724-1804) : Not
derived from experience, but concerned with the

presuppositions of experience; pertaining to the

general theory of the nature of experience or

knowledge, a priori; critical (see Ckiticism 2 c).

1798 WiLi.icH Crit. Philos. 65 The division of transcen-

dental logic into transcendental analysis and dialectic.

Ibid. 182 'i he transcendental is opposed to the empirical.

180X Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 355 Kant, calls all knowledge,
of which the object is not furnished by the senses, and which
concerns the kind and origin of our ideas, transcendental
knowledge. 1803 Edin. Rei'. Jan. 258 Philosophy, .is tran-

scendental, when.. it investigates the subjective elements,
which .. modify the qualities or elements of the object

as perceived. 1843 liwANDE Diet. Sc. etc., s. v., The tran-

scendental he [Kant] defines to belhat which, thouL;h it could
never be derived from experience, yet is necessarily connected
with experience, and which maybe shortly expressed as the
intellectual form, the matter cf which is supplied by sense.

187J Mahaffy ti\ Kant's Prolegomena 243 We must neces-

sarily distinguish two sorts of idealism—transcendental and
empirical, IJy the transcendental idealism of all pheno-
mena, I mean the doctrine according to whicli we regard
them all as mere representations, not as \.\C\x\%^ perse. 1874
W. Wallace Hegel's Logic § 42. 75 That unity of self-con-

sciousness,. .Kant calls transcendental..; and he meant
thereby that this unity was only in our minds, and did not
attach to the objects apart from our knowledge of them,
1877 E. Caird Philos. Kant 11, v. 289 Transcendental is

the word by which we have learnt to distinguish h. priori

ideas, .so far as they enable us to know objects.

O. Used of any jjhilosophy which resembles

Kant's in being based upon the recognition of au
a priori element in experience.



TRANSCENDENTAL.
i8>g Carlyle Misc. (1857) I). 74 The Idealist boasts that

his Philosophy is Transcendental. x84a Emerson 'JraM-

scendentaUst Wks. (Bohn) II. 283 It is well known, .that the

Idealism of the present day acquired the name of Transcen-

dental, from the use of that term by Imnianuel Kant, of

Konigsberg. 187* Minto Eng. Prose Lit, 11. ix. 596 Ger-

man transcendental philosophy, 1878 Dowden Stud. Lit.

47 The transcendental thinker [holds] that the mind contri-

butes of its own stores ideas or forms of thought not derived

from experience.
^

d. liy SchelHng ' transcendental philosophy

was used for the philosophy of mind as distinguished

from that of nature.

1903 Adamsos Developm. Mod. Philos. I. 265 Philosophy

of nature and philosophy of mind or transcendental philo-

sophy are therefore at once parallel and complementary.

3. In uses derived from the philosophical sense

:

a. Beyond the limits of ordinary experience, extra-

ordinary.
1831 Carlylb Sart. Res. il v. (1858) 87 Sometimes it is even

when your anxiety becomes transcendental, that the soul

first feels herself able to transcend iu 1837 — Fr. Rev. III.

I. i, Very frightful it is when a Nation . . becomes transcen-

dental. 1856 Emerson Eng: Traits V/ks. (Bohn) II. 104

This mental materialism makes the value of English tran-

scendental genius. 1863 Geo. Eliot* AVw/f/a xxxix, That
bust of Plato had been long used to look down on convivi-

ality of a more transcendental sort.
^
1868 Nettleship Ess.

BrtKVMiug's Poetry i. 34 Views, .which, while less transcen-

dental., are perhaps of more practical value.

b. Super-rational, superhuman, supernatural,

i8a6 Scott IVoodst. xiv, The dexterity with which he
threw his transcendental and fanatical notions, like a

sort of veil, over the darker visions excited by remorse.

1841 Myers Cath. Th. iv. xvi, 265 A revelation which
may justly be termed Transcendental—whoUyJncapable of

being explained, but yet not incapable of being believed.

1850 Whif'Ple Ess. <$ Rev. (ed. 3) I. 228 It [poetry] thus

transcends the sphere of the senses, and is, in a measure,

transcendental. 1858 Kingslev^^W. (1878) II.67 Below all

natural phenomena, we come to a transcendental—in plain

English, a miraculous ground. 1903 F. W. H. Myers
Human Personality I. p. xv, Transcendental vision, or the

perception of beings regarded as on another plane of ex-

istence.

o. Vagttely^ Abstract, metaphysical, a priori.

1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, v, 212 Abstract and tran-

scendental notions of an intolerant kind. 1840 Thackeray
Paris Sk.-bk. xv. (1872) 172 Having watched the Germans
with their, .mysterious transcendental talk. 1847 Emerson
Repr. Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 295 If he made tran-

scendental distinctions, he fortified himself by drawing
all his illustrations from sources disdained by orators and
polite conversers. 1851 Caklvle Sterling \. xv, To such

length can transcendental moonshine, cast by some morbidly

radiating Coleridge into the chaos of a fermenting life,

act magically there. 1853 Max Muller Chips (1880) I.

iii. 66 The exhausting atmosphere of transcendental

ideas in which they [Hmdus] lived. 1836 N. Brit. Rev.

XXVI. 173 Proofs.. that the most abstract and apparently

transcendental truths in physical science will sooner or later

add their tribute to supply human wants, and alleviate

human sufferings. 1875 Joweit Plato (ed. 2) I. 77 An un-

meaning and transcendental conception. 1901 Edin. Rev.
Apr. 427 He [Mill] rejected all transcendental conceptions.

d. Applied to the movement of thought in

New England of which Emerson was the principal

figure : see Transcendentalism i b.

1844 'Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxiv, Two literary ladies

present 4heir compliments to the mother of the modern
Gracchi. ..It may be another bond of union.. to observe,

that the two L.L.'s are Transcendental. 1887 Cabot
Memoirs 0/ Emerson I. vii. 249 [In the Boston or New
England Transcendentalism] the transcendental was what-

ever lay beyond the stock notions and traditional beliefs to

which adherence was expected because they were generally

accepted by sensible persons.

4. Math. Not capable of being produced by (a

finite number of) the ordinary algebraical opera-

tions of addition, multiplication, involution, or

their inverse operations; expressible in terms of

the variable only in the form of an infinite series.

The typical transcendental functions are sin .r, ^^, log x.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Transcendental Curves, ..bx^

such Curves, as when their Nature or Property comes to be

express'd by an Equation, one of the Variable or flowing

Quantities there, denotes a Curve or crooked Line. 181 x

HuTTON Course 0/Mathematics III. ix. 188 Transcendental

or mechanical curves, are such as cannot be. .expressed by
a pure algebraical equation. Thus,> = \oz x,y = A . sin x,

,.y — A^y are equations to transcendental curves. 1843

Penny Cycl. XXV. 120 The roots of equations of the fifth

and higher degrees are. .transcendental : there is no mode
of expression except by infinite series. 1879 Cayley in

Encycl. Brit. IX, 818/2 Theso-called circular functions. .the

exponential function, .the logarithmic function, .are all of

them transcendental functions. x88a (^laisher Ibid. XIV.
773/1 The small group of transcendental functions, consist-

ing only of the circular functions .. sin x, cos .r, &c., ..f^,

and log X. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 287/2 There are num-
bers. .which cannot be defined by any combination of a
finite number ofequations with rational integral coefficients.

Such numbers are said to be transcendental.

B. sd. [the adj. used absoi.'\ A transcendental

conception, term, or quantity.

xti68 WiLKiNS Real Char. 11. i. 24 The right ordering of

these Transcendentals is a business of no small difficulty

;

because there is so little assistance or help to be had for it in

theCommon Systems. 1711 Hickes Two Treat.Chr. Priesth,

(1847) II. 165 Generical terms come so near to the nature of

transcendentals, that they are seldom capable of, .exact

definition. 1736 Swift Culliz>er n.vVi, As to ideas, entities,

abstractions, and transcendentals, I could never drive the

least conception into their heads. 1843 Fenny Cycl. XXV.
X20 The expressioD of the old transcendentab as recognised

254

functions, and the writing of them accordingly, as log x,
sin X, cos X, &c.

TranSCeudentalisiU (transcnde'ntaliz*m).

[f.prec. + -liSM. Cf. V . Iranscendanla/isme (hittie).']

1. Transcendental philosophy ; a system of this

;

applied to that taught by Kant and other philo-

sophers; also, to the idealism of Schelling.
X803 Edin. Rev. Jan. 265 The theory of transcendentalism

may therefore be a better dogmatism than others. 1817
T. L. Peacock Meiincourt III. 40 He has thus discovered
the difference between objective and subjective reality and
this point of view is transcendentalism. 1851 Caklylk
Sterling i. viii. (1872) 46 He was thought to hold.. alone
in England, the key of German and other Transcen*
dentalisms. 1866 Dk. Argyll Reign Law \\. (ed. 4) 117

What is transcendentalism but the tendency to trace up all

things to the relation in which they stand to abstract Ideas?

1878 DowDEN Studies in Lit. 58 Transcendentalism,

seeking the supernatural everywhere, loses sight of it as such.

b. The religio-philosophical teaching of the New
England school of thought represented by Emerson
and others: see quot. 191 1.

1842 Emerson Led., Transcendentalist Wks. (Bohn)

II. 279 What is popularly called Transcendentalism among
us, is Idealism. 1876 N. Amcr, Rev, CXXIII. 468 Boston

and its immediate neighborhood .. really made up the

kingdom ruled by Transcendentalism. 1887 Cabot
Emerson I. vil. 248 The Boston or New England Tran-
scendentalism had, as Dr. Hedge says, no very direct con-

nection with the transcendental philosophy of Germany, the

philosophy of Kant and his successors. loii Encycl. Brit,

XXVII. 172/2 {Transcendentalism) The most famous
example of the pseudo-philosophic use of the term is for

a movement of thought which was prominent in the New
England states from.. 1830 to 1850, Its use originated in

the Transcendental Club (1836) founded by Emerson,
Frederic Henry Hedge, and others. The movement had
several aspects : philosophical, theological, social, economic.

2. Exalted character, thought, or language; also,

i
that which is extravagant, vague, or visionary in

j
philosophy or language ; idealism.

' 1831 Carlylk Sart. Res. i. iii. (1858) 8 If through the high,

silent, meditative Transcendentalism of our Friend we de-

tected any practical tendency whatever, it was at most
Political. 1837 Thackeray Carlyle's Fr. Rev, Wks. 1900

XIII. 249 It teems with soundj hearty philosophy (besides

certain transcendentalisms which we do not pretend to

understand). 1859 Smiles Sel/^Help xi. (i860) 287 Nor did

the lofty transcendentalism of his books by any means pal-

liate the acted meannesses of his life. 1871 W. H. Miller
Cult. Pleasure Pref, (1872) 10 It is time, indeed, that the

whole subject of happiness should be dragged down from the

regions of transcendentalism .
.

, and be made, if possible, to

take its place in the highways and byeways of every-day
life.

3. The quality or character of transcendent ex-

cellence ; transcendency, rare.

1840 Carlyle Heroes iii. (1872)80 Dante and Shakespeare.

.

dwell apart... In the general feeling of the world, a certain

transcendentalism, a glory as of complete perfection, invests

these two.

Transcendentalist (tronsende-ntalist). [f.

as prec. + -1ST. Cf. mod.F, transcendantaliste

(Littre).] An adherent of some form of tran-

scendentalism. Also attrib.

1803 Edin. Rev. Jan. 267 We will admit to the transcen-

dentalist his solitary noumenon, and its separate functions.

1829 Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 75 To a Transcendentalist,

Matter has an existence, but only as a Phenomenon. 1840
Boston Q. Rev. 270 The men who are affected by it [the

new movement] are called by their opponents, Tran-
scendentalists. 1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. ii. 32
Transcendentalist as he was by nature, so much so as to be
in danger of lapsing into an oriental mysticism. 1879 R. H.
HuTTON in W. BagehoVs Lit. Stud. Pref. Mem. 28 A
thorough transcendentalist, by which I mean one who could

never doubt that there was area! foundation of the universe

distinct from the outward show of its superficial qualities,

and that the substance is never exhaustively expressed in

these qualities. i88j Athenseum 17 June 767/1 Miss
Peabody . . was prominent in the old transcendentalist

movement.
Hence Transceudentali'stic a., of, pertaining

to, or of the nature of transcendentalism; belong-

ing to or held by transcendentalists.

189a Zionist II. 265 If a philosophy denies the existence

of transcendentalistic tliought-entities or of any such things

in themselves, which serve as cement to combine the disjecta

membra of their world conception, it is generally declared to

lead straight on to nihilism.

Tra:nscendenta*lity. rare, [f. as prec. +
-ITY : cf. Ger. Iranscendentalitdl (D. Jenisch in

Kant Briefwccksel 1902, III. 75).] Transcendental

quality. (In quot. 18S0 humorous.)
a 1846 Salisbury cited in Worcester. 1880 W. S. Gil-

bert Patience i. 7 There is a transcendentality of delirium—
an acute accentuation of supremest ecstacy.

Transcendentalize (transende-ntabiz), V.

[f. as prec. + -ize.] trans, a. To render tran-

scendent, b. To render transcendental ; to ideal-

ize. Hence Transcende*ntalized///. a.

1846 Mozlev Ess. (1878) I. 233 The magnanimity, gener-

osity, ardour, and refinement of ordinary virtue were tran-

scendentalised in him. 1866 Liddon Bampt, Led. viii. (1875)

450 Nor is it to transcendentaiize Him into an abstraction

which mocks us when we attempt to grasp it as an unsub-
stantial phantom. 1875 Contcmp. Rev. Nov. 906 How
often even they are found seeking to transcendentaiize their

own religion, to escape from its old dogmas, and efface its

ancient discipline ! x88i Contemp. Rev. Mar. 380 Some tran-

scendentalized form of tolerance. x9&\Century Mag, XXIX.
200/2 The Venetian goDdola, refined, transcendentalized.

TRANS-CHANNEL.

f Transcende*ntally, adv. [f. as prec.+

I

-LY ^.] In a transcendental manner or degree;

according to a transcendental system.

1803 Edin. Rev. Jan. 277 Of moral duty it may be said,in

like manner, that t ranseendentally it cannot exist. [184a

\
Mrs. Browning Bk. Poets Poems 1890 V. 241 Some have

I

discovered that he [Shakspere] individualized, and some that
' he generalized, and some that he subtilized—almost trans-

transcendentally.] 1877 E. Cairo Philos. Kant \\. iii. 244
We hold that space and lime are transcendcntally ideal, i. e.

\
that they have no objective validity, .apart from the con-

' stitution of the sensibility through which they are appre-

hended. '

I

1[b. erron. «= Transcendently.
i 1870 Eng. Mech. 11 Mar. 636/2 The diamond, so tran-

scendcntally beautiful.

ii
Transcendentia(transende'njia), j^//. Obs.

rare~^, [L,, neut. pi. of transcendens Tran-
sc'ENiiENT.] Transcendent traits or qualities.

1674 JossELYN Voy. New Eng. 89 There are certain tran-

scendentia in every creature, which are the indelible char-

I

acters of God, and which discover God.

Transcendently (tronscndentli), adv. [f.

Transcendent a. -t- -ly^.] In a transcendent

manner or degree ; so as to transcend ; surpassingly,

supremely, pre-eminently.

1623 Got'GE Serm, Extent God's Provid. § i He saith not

simply, you are as good ; but transcendently, more worth.

1638 SiK T, Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 85 His genius [is] so

transcendently efllated with pride and ambition, that he be-

holds his equals with disdaine and anger. 171a Addison
I

Spect.N0.54-i fi It was the work of a Being transcendently

wise and powerful. 1871 Mokley Crit. Misc., Carlyle Ugo4)
I. 164 The transcendently firm and clear-eyed intelligence

of Goethe. 1907 Verney Mem, I. 71 Reser\ed for some
transcendently important occasion.

Trauscendentness. rare, [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or character of being tran-

scendent : = Transcendency.
1625 Bp. Mountagu App. Caesar viii. 75 Why are you en-

raged against me, if I cannot attaine the measure of your
transcendentnesse, but confesse my disability and imper-

fection ? 1730 [see TranscendingnessJ. 1874 Pusey Lent.

Serm, 308 [S. Paul] piles up words upon words to utter as

he may, that which is unutterable ; the transcendentness <rf

the might of the grace of God to usward.

t Transce'ndiary. Obs. nonce-ivd. [? irreg,

after incendiary^ f. L. transcend-ire to Transcend:
see -ARY.] A transcendent person or thing; in

quot, an eminent quality.

1654 Fuller Two Serm. 60 Some grand Vices, .infected

the transcendiaries of their highest atchievements.

t Transce'ndible, «• Obs. rare. [f. as Tran-
scend + -iBLE.] Capable of being transcended or

surmounted.
1684-94 tr. Plutarch's Mor. (1871) II. 220 It appears that

Romulus slew hts brother, because he attempted to leapover

a sacred and inaccessible place, and to render it tran-

scendible and profane.

Transcending (transcndig), ///. a. [f. Tran-
scend z/. +-]NG^.] That transcends ; surpassing;

supereminent ; transcendent.

a 1529 [implied in Transcendinglv]. 1598 [see Tran-
scendent A. i]. 1641 I'ind. Smcctymnuus xiii. 113 A
building of that transcending loftiness. 1713 Derham
Phys.'Theol. iv. xii. 216 Man .. being endowed with ibe

transcending Faculty of Reason. 1852 Mrs. Jameson Leg.

Madonna 196 An angel. .might well prostrate himself as

witness of the transcending miracle.

Hence Transce-ndingly adv., transcendently;

Transce'ndinguess, transcendence.

a 1529 Skelton Replyc. Wks. 1862 II. 232 Excellently

enformed and transcend ingly sped in moche high connyng.

1730 Bailey (folio), Transcendentness, Transcend ingness,

Surpassingness. 1817 A. Bonar Sey^n, II. xx. 443 How
transcendmgly glorious does he appear ! 1874 Pusev Lent.

Serm. 306 'That the transcenditigness of the power', they

say, ' may be of God, and not from us '.

Transcension(transe*nj3n). rare. [ad. med.L.

transcension-eni (<r38o Jerome Ezech.Homii.xi. i),

n. of action from lransccnd-/re(pp\. stem transcens-)

to Transcend.] A passing beyond or above,

transcendence.
c x6ii Chap.man Hymne to Venus 487 My muse, affecting

first, thy fame to raise ; Shall make transcension now, to

others praise. x886 American XII. 152 He laid great stress

on miracles and all transcensions of law.

t Transce*nt. Obs, rare. [f. Transcend, after

ascent, descent.'] The act ofpassing over or crossing.

j6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met, ix. ii. (1626) 177 Nor seekes

the smoothest wayes: Nor by declining his transcentdelayes.

tTransiClia-nge, v. Obs. [f. Trans- 2 +
Change v. : cf. obs. F. iranschangemmt (Cotgr.).J

trans. To transform; to transmute.

a 1598 RoLLOCK Serm. Wks. 1849 1. 398 Be schining it culd

never sa transchange ane creature, a 1636 Fitz-Geffrav

Holy Transport. (1881) 197 O Tygers into humane shape

transchang'd. 166a J. Chandler / 'ati Helmont's Oriat. To
Rdr.. The which colour hath transchani^ed thee into black

darkness ; thou being a white and red Virgin.

fTransiCha-ngeative, a. Obs. rare, [^''"eg-

f. prec. + -ATIVE ; cf. talkative.] Having the

faculty of changing or tendency to chant^e.

166a J. Chandler I'an Helmont's Onat. 157 The objects

of taste sitting immediately in some body, cannot by reason

of their corporeal thickness, form a transchangeative Image.

Ibid. 244 The transchangeative virtue of the Archeus. . ^

Trans-cliannel,a. [Trans- 3,8.] (Passing)



TBANSCLOUT.

across a channel, esp. across the English or Irish

Channel ; crossing the Channel.
1894 li^estm. Gaz, 7 June 7/1 Trans*channel cycling. 190X

Daily ChroH. 6 Sept. 6/2 The Admiralty Pier [at DoverJ
from which the trans-Channel passenger traffic b now con-
ducted. 1009 l^^estiH. Gas. la July 7/1 The monoplane.,
would not be ready to make the .tctual trans-Channel flight.

Transchour, obs. form of Tbkncheb.
tTranS|Clou-t, !>. Obs. nona-wd. [f. Tkans-

a + Clout ib^ 4 b.] trans. To tVansform or dis-

figure with clouts or mis-shapen clothing.

1647 Ward St'n^. Cohlerz^ Those women, .disfigure them-
selves with such garbes, as not onely dismantles theiroative
lovely lustre, but transclouts them into gant bar-geese.

i-Tra*nSiCOlate, z'. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem
of mod.L. *transcolare (after percolare to Pekco-
late), or obs. F. transcoulcr (_Cotgr.) from same
source + -ATE 3.] trans. To cause (liquid) to pass

through a porous substance or medium ; to strain,

filter; = Pebcol.vte !<. i. Hence + Tra'nscolat-
ing ///. a.

1615 Crooke Body p/ Man 416 The vrine is transcolated
through the flesh of the kidneis. l66x Lovell Hist.Anim.
ff Min. 315 The kidnies..are to draw, seperate, and transco-
late whatever is serous and aqueous in the vessels, both
vcines and arteries, 1684 tr. BontVs iilerc. Comfit. III. 93
Fortis transcolates the juices through Sand. 1817 Pettigrew
Mem. Leitsom III. 303 Ky transcotation, or by passing
through the tianscolating pores of all the solids.

+ TranSiCOla-tion. Obs. [f. as prec. -(- -ATION.

Cf. obs. F. transcoulation (Cotgr.).] The process

of transcolating ; straining, filtration ; = Pebcola-
TION a.

i6j^ T. Johnson Party's Chirurg. ix. i. (1678) 216 Thai
solution of Continuity, .which is generated by sweating out
and transcolation, [termed] Diapedesis. 166a SriLUNGFL.
Orig. Sacr. III. iv. § 6 Meer transcolation may by degrees
take away that which the Chymists call the hxed salt. 170a
W. CuwPER in Phil. TruHS. XXIll. 1185 In Bruises when
the Blood is extravassated, it goes oflT either by Transcola-
tion or else causes an Abscess, 1817 [see Transcolating^
t TranSiOOlorate, v. Obs. rare. [f. Tbans- 1 +

CoLoBATE r.] = Tbansoolol'B. Hcnce t Trans-
co'lorated///. a., transcolonred.

1813 J. BAIXXX3C Dom. Amuum. 43 The Trmnscolourated
Wrili.ig.

Transicolora'tion, -coloara-tiou. Now
rare ot Obs. [f. T11AN.S--1- Colouation.] The ac-

tion or process of transcolouring ; change of colour.
10&I Power Exfi. Pkitot. 1. 74 Experiments in the Ex-

traction, Coramixiion, and Transcoloration of Tinctures.
c 1790 Imison Sch. Art II. 94 .Among the most pleasing as
wclf as surprizing phenomena of nature [are] the trans-
colourations produced by chemistry. 18J7 Blackiv. Mag.

\

XXI. -jii True, through all transformations, and trans. ,

figurations, and transcoloratioas, to their original .. forms,
figures, and colours.

|

t Trans iCO'lour, v. Obs. rare. [f. Tbans- j

f CoLOUE V. : cf. It. transcolorare ' to discolour or
chaunge colour ' (Florio).] trans. To change the
colour of; to cause to change colour.
1664 Power Exp. Phitas, \. 75 By its acidiiy is Irans-

coloured into English Beer. 166^ Cokainb Porms 47 Do
not believe I counterfeit, who think Verses in your praise
would transcolour Inkc. 1837 C. LoFl^ Self-formation 11. i

963, 1 was never so transcoloured.

Trans-co-ndyloid, a. Surg. [f. Trahs- s 4-
|

Co.vnvLE : cf. iondyloid.'\ Traversing or cutting

across the condyles.
1885 Buck's llandhk. Med. Sc. 1. 169/1 Hence this [Dr.

W. Stokes'] amputation is generally known as the supra. I

condyloid amputation, that of Carden being known as the
I

trans-condyioid operation. 1899 ^3"^ ^^. l^x.^ Trans, i

condyloid amputation of thigh. Carden's operation.

TranS-CO'IISCiOlU, o. ran;- . [Trans- 4.]
That is beyond or outside of consciousness or
cognition.

1865 Masson Rec. Brit. Pkilos. ii. 96 He recognised the
ideas of three supra-sensuous or trans-conscious objects-
God, the Soul, and the World.

Tnt-ns-contmeiital, a. [f. Tbans- 3 4- Cou-
TWENTAL. Ct mod.F. transcontinental (Littri).]

That extends or passes across a continent ; also,

of or pertaining to the farther side of a continent.
1869 J. A. Poor (titU) Transconlinenul Railway (from

Atlantic to Pacific in U. S.]. 1876 J. A. Allrn Amer.
Bison {1877) 465 The great trans-continental emigrant route
by way of the .South Pass. 1883 W. J. Smith in igth Cent.
^tyi. 841 The transcontinental railway which Queensland
U about to construct. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 37 .SepL 6/1
Mr. R. L. J—, the well.known Trans-Continental cyclist,
arrived saftly in Khiva oti tlie 5th inst.

t TranSiCOTporate, v. Obs. rare. [f. late L.
trans(orportire a joo Irenxus) : see -ATE *, and cf.

med.L. transcorporatus (I)u Cange).]
1. trans. To change into a different body or sub-

stance ; to transubstantiate.

1570 Foxa A.t,M. (ed. 2) 1314/1 Notwithstandyng that
y* substance of bread and wyne was nowe banished out of
the Sacrament, and vtterly transcorporated into the sub-
stance of Christes very body and bloud : yet was not this
body eleuated.. nor adored., till the dayes ofPope Honorius
the 3.

2. intr. To migrate from one body to another

;

to transmigrate. Hence t TranscoTporating
fpl. a., holding the doctrine of transmigration.

Cf. Tramsincorporation, and med.L. transcorporatie.
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1 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydrioi. iv. 34 The Pythagorians and

I

transcorporaling Philosophers, who were to be often buried,
t held great care of their enterrment,

TrausiCO*rtical,a. Anat.zxi^Path. [Trans-
5.] Crossing the cortex of the brain ; in quot.,
caused by a lesion involving a cross-section of the

,
cerebral cortex.

!

1900 Brit. Med. Jml. 5 May 1104 This phenomenon the
author considered analogous to the motor disturbances in

' the shape of aphasia which has been termed tiansconical

[

njotor aphasia. 1901 Lancet 20 Apr. 1126.

I Tran8iCreate,z;. nonce-wd. [Trans-2.] trans.

[

To create by or in the way of transmission.
I 18^ Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 166 Not the

quaUties merely, but the root of the qualities is trans*

;

created. How else could it be a birth,—a creation?

i Traniscri'bble, v. rare. [f. Trans- + Scrib-

[
BLK v.^ after transcribe^ trans. To transcribe care-
lessly or hastily. So Trauscri'blsler, a careless

, or hasty transcriber.

j

17^6 Gray Let. to Wharton in W. Mason Mem. (1807) II.
' 37 He [Aristotle] has suffered vastly from the transcribblers,

as all authors of great brevity necessarily must. 1750
Coventry PoM/>ey Litt.u. xii, He.. once in a quarter of a
year, took the pains to transcribble a sermon out of various
authors. i8ai Byron Let. to Moore 19 Sept., Such licen-
tiousness of Verb and Noun as may tend to 'disparage my
parts of speech ' by the carelessness of the transcribblers.

Transcribe (traniskrai-b), v. Also 7 trans-
scribe, [ad. L. transcribh-e, f. trans^ Trans- +
scrJb^re to write.]

1. trans. To make a copy of (something) in

writing ; to copy out from an original ; to write (a

copy). Also absol.

155* HuLOET, Transcribe, transcribo. 161 1 Cotgr., Tran-
scrire, to transcribe, to write or copie out. i6ax Elsing
Debates Ho. Lords iCamden) loi He coulde not tell whether
all was transcrybed by his clerke. 165s Nicholas Papers
(Camden) II. 238 The enclosed leters .. which I have desired
your Sonne for your beter satisfaction to tran:^scribe. 173a
Berkeley Alciphr. vi. § 3 The primitive Christians weie
careful to transcribe copies of the gospels. 1837 Lockhakt
Scott I. v. 134 TTie Writer's Apprentice receives a certain
allowance in money fur every page he transcribes. 1850
Macaulay in Life ff Lett. (1913! II. xii. 266 Tomorrow I

shall begin to transcribe again and to polish.

b. Less exactly : To copy or reproduce the

matter or statements of (a writing or book) without
regard to the wording ; to quote, cite. Now rare.
a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 221 A Tradition (which I find

not in Abdias, Bishop of Babylon ; nor in any of the common
Legends that I thinke were almost all transcribed from him).
x6^SiR T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 50 Solinus who tran-
scribed Plinichath in this point dissented from him. 1676
Ray Corr. {1848) 122 .\1I which. .makes me sus}>ect he tran-

scribed what he hath out of some writer, either Dutch,
French, or Italian. 1736 Pope Odyss. V. Notes 285, I have
M>metimes used Madam Dacier as she has done others, in

transcribing .some of her Remarks without particularizing
them. 1747 Wesley Print. Physick (1762) p. xviii, A few
plain, easy rules. Chiefly transcribed from Dr. Cheyne.
1850 ScoRESBY Cheever's IVha/ew. Adv. vi. (1S58) 76 Which
we have not room to transcribe here.

2. To write out in other characters, to trans-

literate ; to write out (a shorthand account) in

ordinary ' long-hand *

; formerly also, to translate

or render accurately in another language.
i«39 T. Qarv] (//V/*) The \nrrour which Flatters not..

TranNCrib'd into English from the French [of La Serre], . . And
devoted to the well-disposed Readers. 1669 tr. Beguinus*
Tyroc. Chym.To Rdr., It becomes every man, about to tran.
scribe, or render the Works of another in his own native
Tongue, neither to add any thing of his own, nor to omit
of the Author's. 1794 A. Collins Gr. Chr. Relig. 138 All
the books, .were transcrib'd, as is usually suppos'd, out of
the Hebrew into the Chaldee Character. 1875 Rknouf
^syPt. Cram, t The omitted vowels are conventionally
traniicribed by the letter e. 1877 Browning {title) The Aga-
memnon of ybschylus transcribed by Robert Browning.

b. AIus» To adapt (a composition) for a voice

or instrument other than that for which it was
originally written. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

\o,fig. To copy or imitate (a person, his qualities,

actions, etc.) ; to reproduce. Obs.

1647 CsASHAW Poems 106 Thou and the lovely hopes that
smile in thee Are ta'en out, and transcribed by thy great
mother ! -1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit, Ep. Ded. 5 As
many of those Illustrious Persons as by their large and
magnificent Structures transcribe your Royal Example. 1709
Watts Hymn * My dear Redeemer ' ii, Such love, and meek-
ness so divine, I would transcribe, and make them mine.
a 1739 Rogers (J.), If we imitate their repentance as we
traii.scril>e iheir faults.

1 4. To attribute or ascribe to another by transfer-

ence. Obs.
1361 T. Norton Ca/vin*s Inst. iv. xiv. (1634) 634 margin^

Sacraments, .be ineanes whereby faith groweth, yet so that

no power proper unto God be transcribed from him unto
ihem. 1610 R. Abbott ^A/ Way isThe Papists. .who haue
transcribed the authority of Religion to mortall Men, to

Doctors, and Fathers, and Councels. 1651 C Cabtwbight
Cert, Relig. 11. 34 As he used to transcribe to the Father
whatsoever divine power was in him, so the Apostle doth
not improperly transferre to the Father that which was
Christs most proper work.

5. Roman Law. To transfer, assign, makeover/^
another ; = L. transcribere : cf. Transcription 4.

1880 [see transcribed below J.

Hence Transcribed (-skrai'bd) ///. a. ; Tran-
scri'bing vbi. sb. and ppl, a,

TRANSCRIPTION.
X700 P. LoRRAiN in Pepys' Diary, etc. (1879) VI. 229 The

transcribing of the Appendix. i7oo Steele Tatler No. ig
P 2 Small Quill-nien and Transcribing Clerks. x88o Muir-
HEAD Gaius III. § 128 A literal obligation is created by
transcribed entries ; and these are made in two ways,—either
from thing to person, or from person to person.

Transcriber (tran,skr3i-b3j). [f. Transcribe
+ -Ell 1.] One who transcribes ; a copyist or copier,
as distinct from an original writer.
1610 Holland Camdens Brit. (1637), The carelesse negli-

gence of transcribers. 1654 Fuller Ephetneris Pref. 3, I .

.

who have no commission to be an Authour, but a Transcriber.
1791 Gentl. Mag. Ian. 21/1 The dull transcribers of printed
sermons. 1841 DUsraeli Avten. Lit. (1867) 218 Spurious
writings. .ascribed by ignorant transcribers to some ancient
sage.

Transcript (tra-n,skript), sb. (rt.) Forms : a.

3-4 trauscrit, (3 traunscrit), 5 transcrite, (6
tancrete). ^. 5-7 transcripte, (6 -scrypt), 5-
transcript. [a. OF. transcrit (AF. also trans-
escfitf transecrit) copy of a document, etc. (1221
in Godef.) :—L. transcripi-um^ sb. use of pa. pples,
of F. transcrircj and L. transcribere to Transcribe.
In 15th c. assimilated to the L. form transcriptum
(evidenced from c 1200, in English use). A worn-
down F. form tancrist, tanscrit (13th c. in Godef.),
appears to be represented in 16th c. Eng. by
tancrete (Skelton) : see 11]
1. A written copy ; also iransj. a printed re-

production of this ; spec, in Law^ a copy of a legal

record,
o. CXS90 Beket 551 in S. Eng. Leg, I. 122 Of ower olde

lawes transcrit 3e me take. Ibid. 553 pe king him let a
traunscrit take of his custumes echon. 1454 Rolls oj Parlt.
V. 248/1 That a transcrite of this same Act.. be sent unto
our seid Tresorer. 152a [see B.].

^. 1467 Mann. ^ Househ. Exp. Eng. (Roxb.) 402 Item,
for a transcripte of the offyce of Gorge, ij. s. 1481 Coventry
Leet Bk. 493 A transcript of which letire hereaftur ensueth.
1538 FiTZHERB. Just. Peas 187 The clerke of the petit
bagge to certify the transcript of every suche offyce. i6ix
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 54 The Archbishop and other
Barons, are so cunningly named in the Popes Tianscrlpt, as
if [etc.],

_ 1642 Chas. I Ans7v. Declar. both Ho. i July 36
That which now remains being but a Transcript of a Tran-
script. 1788 Gibbon />cc/.^ V^". xliv. (1869)11. 637 Authentic
transcripts were multiplied by the pens of notaries and
scribes. »8o3 in Gurw. Wellington's Desp. (1837) II. 117
«(j/(r. The note that I addressed to him.., a transcript of
which is contained in the enclosure. 1875 Scrivener Led.
Text N. Test. 15 The successive transcripts between the
sacred autograph and the document before us.

b. A verbal or close translation or rendering.

? nonce-use. Cf. Tkanscribe v. 2.

1871 Browning {title) Balaustion's Adventure : including
a transcript from Euripides.

2. trans/, and fig. A copy, imitation, reproduc-
tion ; a representation, rendering, interpretation,
1646 J.Gregory Notes ^ Obs. Pref. (1650) 1 The Lesser

worlds or men are but the Transcripts of the Greater, as
Children and Bookes the Copies of themselves. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. §53 Some Transcripts of such
Expressions, .he met with amongst the People. 1657 Trapp
Comm. yob iv. 3 Let our lives be a true transcript of our
Sermons. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 166 p i Words are the
Transcript of those Ideas which are in the Mind of Man, and
. Writing or Printing aie the Transcript of Words. 1781
Cowper Expost. 198 They only, .Received the transcript of
the eternal mind, i860 Westcott Introd. Study Gosp, vii.

(ed. 5) 367 The Gospel of St. Mark is essentially a transcript
from life. 1869 McLaren Serm. Ser. n. iii. (1875) 42 The
artist that is satisfied with his transcript of his ideal will not
grow any more.

B. ///. a. Transcribed, copied.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 102 A Transcripte charter of philippe

Basset I-madetothemynchonsof Godestowe. 1521 Skelton
Why not to Court 417 It shall be as he wyll Stop at law
tancrete, An abstract or a concrete.

t TraniSCri*pt| v. Obs. rare. [f. L. transcript-^

ppl. stem of transcribere to Transcribe.] trans,

= Transcribe, Hence f Transcri'pting vbl. sb,

1593 G. Harvey Piercers Super. Wks. (Grofiart) II. 123, I

haue lost more labour then the transcripting of this Censure.

1609 Sir T. Smith's Commw. Eug, To Rdr. 2 Corruption
of coppies, happening.. by the often transscripting. 1633
T. Stafford Pac. Hib. in. xiii. (1821) 625 A Letter from
Sir Robert Ceclll unto the Lord Deputie,and the same tran-

scripted..unto the President.

Transcription (traniskri'pjsn). [ad. L. /r^w-

scription-em^n.oi action (.transcribere to transcribe,

or a. F. transcription (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.).']

1. The action or process of transcribing or copying,

Alsoy?^.
1598 Florio, Trascriitione, a transcription, a writing, or

copying out. 1610 Healf.y St. Au^. Citie ofGod 548 I'he
error was committed in the transcription of the copy from
Ptolomies library. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 93 By a dili-

gent comparing of Copies upon every transcription. 1761

J. Kennedy Compl. Syst. Astronom. Clironol. ad fin., Evi-
dencc which no transcription can corrupt, a 1848 R. W.
Hamilton Revj. Sf Punishm. i. (1853) 43 We might take the
Decalogue and trace its transcription upon the sou! of man.
1858 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1873) 111. iv. xi. 416 Manual
labour.. applied to the transcription and multiplication of
books, .was a method of instruction.

b. Transliteration.

1869 Farrar Earn. Speech \. (1873) 10 He succeeded in
demonstrating the law of transcription, and for the first time
reading these names in their proper form. Ibid. 24 The
transcription into Russian letters.



TEANSCRIPTIONAL.

2. The product of this process ; a transcript ; a

copy.
1650 KiW. Hammonits AdJr. % 88 Besides this transcrip-

tion, there is but one passage. ., to which he thinkes fit to

make reply. 1657 Rumsey Org. Salutis Ep. Ded. (1659) II

Most medicinal Books are usually but bare transcriptions

from former Writers. 1696 Phii.lu'S (ed. 51, Transcri/'ttm,

a Writing copied, or transcribed. 1881-3 ^chaff's Eiicycl.

Relig. Know!. I. 116/2 A transcription of the work, made
in the beginning of the third century.

3. Mus. The arrangement, or (less properly)

modification, of a composition for some voice or

instrument other than that for wliich it was origin-

ally written ; an instance of this, a transcribed piece.

1864 in Webster. 1878 E. J. Hopkins in Grove Diet.

Mus. I. 21/1 Variations or adaptations like the popular
' Transcriptions ' of the present day. 1885 .4 thmxiim 26 Dec.

851/1 To the musicianly ear the term ' transcription has

generally an unpleasant sound, because it frequently bears

reference to some uncalled-for distortion of a composers

original idea.

4. Roman Law. Atransfer, assignment (of a debt

or obligation) ; = L. transcriptio.

1677 Owen Justif. Wks. 1851 V. 170 This he [Paul) did

by the transcription of both the debts of Onesimus to him-

self. 1S80 MuiRHEAD Gaius m. § 129 There is transcrip-

tion from thins to person when, for example, I enter to your

debit a sum you already owe me by reason of a purchase, a

conduction, or a partnership.

Hence Transcri-ptional a., of, pertainini; to, or

of the nature of transcription ; Transori-ptionally

adv., on transcriptional grounds.

18S1 Westcott & HoET Grk. N. T. Inlrod. § 29 Transcrip-

tional Probability is not directly, .concerned with the rela-

tive excellence of rival readings, but merely with the rela-

tive fitness of each for explaining the existence of the

others. 190S J. R. Harris in Expositor Sept. 166 Traces of

such transcriptional errors. 1Q07 H. S. Ckonim in Eng. Hist.

Rev. Apr, 294 Both Latin versions must have had some
transcriptional history. 1911 K. Lake Earlier Ep. St. Paul
419 The omission is tiaiiscriptionally slightly the more
probable reading.

TranSCriptitioaS (traniskriptijss), a. rare.

[f. L. transcript-, pi>l. stem of transcniere to

Transcribe + -itious '. Cf. late L. transcripticius,

-ttius belonging to a transfer or assignment.] De-

rived from or arising out of transcription ; of the

nature or character of a transcript.

1655-87 H. More App. Autid. C1712) i3i That there is no

such Idea of God.. as we have describ*d, neither Innate, nor

Acquisititious, or Transcriptilious; because it involves in it

the Notion of a Spirit. i8ai-ii Bentham Ration. Judic.

Evid. (1827) II. 436 Preappointed evidence may Ije dis.

tinguished into original and transcriptilious. Ibid. III. 396
Evidence. .termed transcriptilious or transcriptural.

TranSCriptive (troniskri-pliv), a. [f. as prec.

-f -IVE ; cf. descriptive, etc.]

1. Having the quality or habit of transcribing

;

given, devoted, or tending to transcription.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. viii. 29 Although ex-

cellent and usefuU Authors, yet being either transcriptive,

or following the common relations of things, their accounts

are not to be swallowed at large. Ibid. 33 He is to be

embraced, .as a transcriptive relator. 1833 Byron Let. in

Ettg. Slnd. C1897) XXXIII. 453, I sent to Mrs. S a few
Scenes more of the drama begun for her transcriptive leisiire.

1888 CAvfe Inspir. O. Test. viii. 455 Transcriptive Inspira-

tion . . moves the writers to write.

2. Rom. Law. Transfer! ing obligation : cf. Tkan-
aCRIPTION 4.

1875 Poste Gaius in. § 131. 11 Tran.scriptive entries differ

from mere entries of a person as debtor to cash.

HenceTraniScri'ptivelyncfo. rare, in a transcrip-

tive manner ; by way of transcription.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. i. vi. 21 Authors write

often dubiously. . . Not a few transcriptively, . . meerely tran-

scribing almost all they have written.

t TrailiSCri'ptor. Obs. rare. [a. L. type

*transcriplor, agent-n. from transcriblre to Tkan-
.SCBIBE : cf. rare F. transcriptetir (Littre).] =
Transcriber.
1617 MoRYSON Itin. II. 29 The Transcriptor fifty three

.shillings foure pence. 1811 in -ind Rep. Rcc. Ircl. 141 A
Transcript of the Process . . lodged with the Transcriptor

and Foreign Apposer, previously to passing his Accounts
for the year of his Sheriffalty.

Tranisori-ptural, a. [f. L. transcript-us tr.in-

scribed, after scripttiral."] = Transcriptional.
1802-11 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) III. 223

Chains of written evidence in the form of transcriptural

evidence. Ibid. V. ix. vl. ii. 516 Whether, provisionally at

least, inferior evidence may not be employed . . : transcriptural,

for instance, instead of original. 1863 Westcott in Svtitii's

Diet. Bible II. 5 1 7/2 «i'/<', ifwo characteristic transcriptural
errors occur in the passage.

t Traniscrive, v. Obs. rare. [f. Trans- +
ScRiVB V. (Cf. F. transcriv-, stem of transcrire

:—L. transcribere.)'] = Transcribe.
1665 in Maitland CI. Misc. {1840) II. 524 For transcryve-

ing a paper in a fine hand sent to London.

+ TranSiCa'r, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. transcurr-

ire to run across. Cf. OF. transcourir (12th-
15th c. in Godef.).] trans, and mtr. To run
across or over ; to run or rove to and fro.

1518 LvNDESAY Dreme 777 Tygris, Ganges, Ewphrates,
and Nyle, Quhilk, in the est, Transcurris mony ane myle.
1616 Bacon Sylva § 720 It is caused by the Fixing of the
Minde upon one Object, .whereby it doth not spatiate and
transcurre, as it useth.
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+ Trans lOU-rrenee. Obs. rare. [f. as next:

see -ENCE,] A running or passing over rapidly.

1636 Blount Glossogr., Trnnscurrence . .^ a running over,

a passing over quickly. 1658 in Phillips.

Transcurrexit (transik^-rent), a. [ad, L.

iranscurreni-efHy pr. pple. of iraftscurr-ere?\

f 1. Running or passing across, over, or tlirough.

1608 HiERON Defence 111. 56 The honoring of a consecrated
creature,.. with an honor passant, or transcurrent, from and
through it to the Creator. 1664 Power Exp. Fliilos. in.

169 All the Circles of the Arniillary Sphaire are really.,

inhserent in the Karth, by virtue of the transcurrent Atoms.

2. Entom. Kxtending or running transversely.

1826 KiRBV & Sp. Entomol. IV. 340 Transcurrent.. .When
a postfrainiim is at first adnate to the sides of the postscu-

tellum, and then diverges across the pannel to the base of

tlie wing.s.

tTrauSiCUTSion. Obs, [ad. late L. trans-

C2trsidn-etn, n. of action f. transcurrere to run across.]

1. The action of running or passing across or

through; a going or moving through, transition,

penetration ; also, a journey or passage through a

country, across the sea, etc
1624'WoTTOM Archit. in ReVtq. (1651) 307 Such notes as I

have taJcen in my funaigne transcursions or abodes. 1626

Bacon Sylva x, Pref., In a Living Creature, .the Sense, and
the Affects of any one Part of the Body, instantly make a
Transcursion thorowout the whole Body. 1653 H. More
Antid, Ath.w.yivL §17(1712)84 To wonder at the transcur-

sion of Comets, 1655 Fullkr Ch. Hist. x. vi. § 6 The trans-

cursion of Italians hither, added much to the discovery of
the Papal abominations. 1665 Hooke Microgr. xxxv. 166

To impede, for the greatest part, the transcursion of the Air.

2. Jig. A running through a subject in discourse.

1641 H. L'EsTRANGE Go^s Sahbuth 55 Not to expatiate

too farre in collaterall transcursions. 1657 Howell Londi-
nop. 41 Having made a short transcursion through the
Government of the City of London.

3. Passage, lapse (of time).

1622 Mabbe tr. AhmatCs Guzman (CAIf. 11. 44 Wisedome
is the Daughter of Experience, which is gotten by the trans.

cursion of Time. Ibid. 288 Nor was transcursion of time
needful! in this case.

t Trans 1cursive, a. Obs, rare. \\.'L. trans-

citrs-y ppl. stem of transcurr-h'e + -ivE.] Charac-

terized by running rapidly over a subject; cursory.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 8 In this transcursive

reportory, without some observant glance, I may not over-

pass the gallant beauty of their haven. 1614 Jackson
Creed \\\, To Rdr. 5 b, To sift more of their arguments,
then in these short transcursiue disputes I could.

tTranSiCU-rSOry, a, Obs, rare. [f. as prec.

+ -OBY ^ ; cf. cursory i and late L. transcursort-us.']

= prec. Hence fTranscursorilyafi^z/. Obs. rare.

1727 Earbery tr. Burnet's St. Dead (1728) I. 238, 1 shall

therefore just take a transcursoiy View of his Arguments.
Ibid. II. 117, I have transcursoiily taken a view of the

Doctor's Notions.

Transcurva*tion. [Tuans- 6.] Transverse

or lateral curvature (of the spine).

x8z2-34 Gootfs Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 263 This species

offers us the four following varieties.. y Lateralis. Tetanic
transcurvation.

Transdialect (tronsdai-alekt, -Z-), V. rare, [f.

Tkans- i- Dialect.] trans* To translate from one

dialect into another.

1698 C. Boyle Bentley's Difsert, (ed. 2) 52 If some Copyer
..thouglit that Ocellus 's Physics would look better out of

Doric, than in it, and therefore transdialected 'em. 1776
BuRNEY Hist. Mus. I. 331 The poems under the name
of Orpheus were written in the Doric dialect, but have
since been trans-dialected, or modernised. 1830 J. Douglas
Truths Reli^^. (1832) 361 The book of Job appears to be the

original Arabic of Job and his friends transdialected and
amplified by Mohes,

t Transdi"^ify, 2^. Obs, rare, [Trans- 2.]

trans. To transfer Irom one dignity or rank to

another.

1655 J. Sergeant Schisvi Disarmed 212 The Popes Uni-
versal Power must be supposed to be transdignifi d into a
private Patriarchate.

Transdiumal(transdai,i>*jnal, •z),a. ftonce-wd.

[TiiANS- 3.] That is beyond the confines of day,

1848 Lowell Fable for Critics 594 C[arlyle] shows you
how every-day matters unite With the dim transdiurnal

recesses of ni<>nt,—While E[merson] in a plain, preternatural

way, Makes mysteries matters of mere every day.

Transduction (tranS)d»-kj3n). rare, [ad. L.

transductidn-eni {uswaXXy trdductwnem), n. ofaction

f. tra{ns)duct^re : see Traduce.] The action of

leading or bringing across.

1656 Blount Glossogy., Transduction, a leading over, a
removing from one pl.ice to another, a x8i6 Bentham Offic,

Apt. Maximized^ Introd. View (1830) ig In lieu of adduc*
tioHf as the purpose requires, will be subjoined abduction,

transduction, . .and so forth.

II
Transdu'ctor. Anat. [L. agent-n. from

ira{ns)diic^re : see prec] That which draws
across: applied to a muscle of the great toe.

[1890 Billings Med. Diet.., Transductor hallucis.] 1899
Syd. Soc. Lex., Transductor, syn. of Transversus pedis.

Transe, obs. form of Trance.

+ Transearth (trQnS|5'j)), -z-), v. Obs. rare. [f.

Trans- 2 + Earth sb, or v."] trans. To move from

one soil to another ; to transplant.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. [i.] xix. 60 Fruites of hotter

Countries, trans-earth'd in colder Climates.

tTraiiseate(tra-ns7Vt),z'. Obs.rare~'^, [erron.

TRANSEPT.

f. L. transe-o I pass over (as if "^transe-dre) + -ate ^'.]

intr. To pass over or across.

1657 ToMLiNsoN Renou's Disp. 221 The vinoiu parts of the
wine transeating into vinegar.

Transect (transe*kt), V. Also 9 transsect.

[f. Tran(s- + j^^/-, ppl. stem of L. sccare to cut:

see Sect 2/.-] trans. To cut across ; to divide by
passing across ; in Ajiat. to dissect transversely.

Hence Transe'cted///. a.

1634 Sib T. Herbert Trav. 161 Who with a .Sword of
a hundred Cubits length, cut off at one blow ten thousand
Christians heads, and transected Taurus. 1846 Dana Zooph.
(1848) 711 The concentric layers in these transsccted knobs.
1861 E. T. Holland Icelandic tweaks. Passes, etc. Ser. IL

I. S 'the plain of Thing-vellir..is transected by numerous
longituflinal crevasses in the lava. 1888 Arner. fml.
Psychol. May 488 The transsected sheaths of the tubules.

1890 O. Crawfurd Round Calendar in Fort, 178 The river

Doiiro that transects the northern provinces of Portugal
from east to west.

So Transection (tronse'kjan) [cf. Section], the

action of transecting ; a transverse section.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 518 Transection of the spinal

cord above the lumbar enlargement depresses the knee-jerk
for a time.

Transelement (tronsiel/ment), v, [ad. med.
L. transekmentdrey f. Trans- + L. element-um
Element,] trans. To change or transmute the

elements of. Hence TranS|e*lementing vbl. sb.

1567 Jewel Def. Apol.Ch. Eng, 11. 238 For, as he saith,

wee are Transelemented, or transnaturecij and changed into

Christe, euen so,, .wee saie. The Breade is Transelemented,
or changed into Christes Body. 1583 Foxe A. ^ M.
1379/2 [ChrysostomJ hath these same pTayne words, trans-

elemented, and transformed. 1656 S. Holland Zara
(»7>9) 33 For that he remained for a time as one trans-

elemented. 1812-29 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 94
Tliat the body of our Lord was not transelemented or trans-

natured by the pleroma indwelling, we are positively assured
by Scripture. 1855 Pusey Doctr. Real Presence *^oi^^.
186 The Divine gifts were amnesty of evils, removal of sin,

transelementing of nature. 1878 Gladstone Glean. (1879)

III. 264 The old monotheism was (so to speak) transele-

mented, and caricatured, into the gorgeous but gross and
motley religion of the Greek and Italian peninsulas.

So t Transielementate [med.L. transeUryicnia-

tus'\ ppl. a.f transelemented; Transielemcntate
2;. = transelement.

1579 FuLKE Heskins' Pari. 296 The bread & wine are
transelementated into the vertue of his flesh & bloud. 1583
Foxe A. ^ M. 1382/1 The bread (sayth (ChrysostomJ) is

transelementate, and transmuted into an other substaunce
then it was before. 1899 W, R. Inge Chr. Mysticism vii,

257 note. The last-named [Theophylact] goes on to s:iy that
* we are in the same way transelementated into Christ '.

Transle^lementa'tion. [n. of action from
med,L. transelementdre : see above, and quot.

1896.] The action or process of changing the

elements of something.
1550 Hooper Serm. fonas vi. Siij, The transelementacion

and alteracion of the breade, no place of y* scripture

commaundeth vs to beleue. 1624 F. White Repl. Fisher
421 In Transubstanliation the matter is destroyed, and
the quantitie and accidents remaine, and in Transele-
mentation the matter remaineth, and the essentiall and
accidentall formes are altered. 1654 Jer. Taylob Real
Pres. xii. P5 The name of Transelementation, which Theo-
phylact did use, seems to approach nearer to signify the

propriety of this mysterie, because it signities a change even
of the first elements. 1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. tt>th C.
II. v. 53 If any one is offended with the new Term
Transuhsitintiation, he will find that the -Ancients used
the terms Conversion^ Transmutation, Transformation,
Transelementation. 1855 Pisey Doctr. Real Presence
Note Q. 223 Through what the transelementation of our
nature from mortal to immortal takes place. 1896 R. F.

Clarke in Month Feb. 207 A conversion Oxera^oAV, a
transmutation Oierafroi'iimf), a transelementation (/iera-

t Transle'minent, a. Obs. rare. [f. Tr^vns- 4
+ Eminent ] Eminent beyond others

;
pre-eminent,

supereminent. So f Trans,e*minency, pre-emin-

ence ; + Trans,e*minently cuiv.^ pre-eminently.
164X Answ. Obserz: agst. King 19 What State businesses

soever are fairely carried, . . redound transeminently and
really to the glory of the Crowne. 1660 Burnev Kcpfi.

Aipoi' (1661) 3 This is the transeminencie of the Persons,
and they have the Illustrious Character of Kings. Ibid.

22 Our Soveraign Lord,., who hath Reigned in all ages, in

the persons transeniinent.

Transempirical (tronsiempirikal), a. rare,

[Trans- 4.] Pertaining to things beyond the range

of experiential knowledge ; metempirical.
Z906 W. James in frnl. Philos., Psychol., etc. 20 Dec.

712 A conclusion supposed to flow from the iiitriasic

absurdity of transempirical objects.

Transept (transept). Forms : 6 transsept,

7 -scept, 8- transept. [First found in 16th c.,

ad. med. ormod.(Anglo-)L. ^transseptum,{, Trans-
+ Septum, prop, seepttim hedge, fence, enclosure, f.

sseptre to hedge in, fence in, enclose. (Early

history and actual origin unascertained.) Hence
mod.F. transept (introd. 1828). The Anglo-L.
transeptum is often used by Leiand, and in one
instance Englished as transscpt ; but the word was
rare before 1700.] The transverse part of a cruci-

form church considered apart from the nave ; also,

each of the two subdivisions or arms of this (the

north and south transepts).



TBANSEPTAL.
153&-4S Lelano Itin. (1907) !, 11. 131 It stode in ihe midle

of the traiiseptum of thechirch. Ibid. in. 23QOne Sir John
Scylley a knight and his wyfe stimtyme dwellyng in that

parocbe [Crideton] be buried in the north part of the

transsept {t'i. 1711 transept] of this [church]. Ibid. 287 In
Transeplo Eccl. in Merid. parte. Ibid. 292 An exceding
goodly Chapel in Transepto of Bishop Stillington and King.
169a Wood Ath. Ojtom,, Fasti 821 His body was buried

in the south 'I'ranscept or large south Isle joyning to the
Choir of St. Ptter's Church in Westminster. 1782 Warton
//is/. Kiddington 8 The pediment of t^e southern Transept
is pinnacled, not inelegantly, with a flourished Cross. 1815
J.Smith Pan&rama Sc. (>( Art 1. 130 The part running north
and south iscalled the cross or tran!>ept. 1870 F. R. Wilson
Ck. Lindisf. 79 The chancel roof,, .like those of the nave
and transepts, is open-timbered.

b. attHh, nnd Comb.^ as transept aisle ^ chapel.

1890 C. H. Moore Gothic A rchit. iit. 160 Where there are no
transept aisles . , there are . . no vertical divisions in the fatjade

(end of transept], 1900 Yorkshire Archmological Jml.
XV. 28 1 The vaults of the presbytery and transept-chapels.

Transeptal (.transe-plal), a, [f. prec. + -AL.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a transept.

Hence Transe'ptally adv., in the manner of a
transept.

1846 Ecdesiolo^st V. 152 A parclose.. screening off the
north transeptal chapel. 1856 Ibid. XVII. 83 Aspacious
narthex with the prescribed chapels . . opening into it

transeptally. 1884 Ch. Times X.XII. 86 Exeter is note*
worthy for its transeptal or 'paddle-box' towers. x886
Wiixis & Clark Cambridge HI. 261 The chapel is to the
west of the hall, and has a tratiscptal antechapeL

Trans-equatorial, a. [Trans- 3 : cf. equa-
toriai.1 Situated on the other side of the equator

;

also crossing the equator.

1900 Jrnl.R. Geog. Soc, Apr. 381 The Southern, Australian,
or trans-equatorial land of our hemisphere.

Tran8,es8e-ntiate, v. rare. [f. Trans- i +
EssBNTiATE f.] /rflwj. To change from one
essence or being into another. Hence Trans,

-

esse mtiatiBg vbl, sb. So Trans ,ess6'ntiate ppl. a,

[EssEXTiATE///. a.], changed into another essence.

(Const, as pa. pple,)

167s Penh Eng. Pres. Intertsts Consid, Wks. 1782 III.

930 Here is no transessentiating or iratisuhstantiating of
tieing, from people to representative. xSm-^ IJailev
Festus XXXV. 554 Curse transessentiate into bressing !

Transetorious, -tory, etc., ol>s. ff. Tbansito-
RlOrS, TltAN.SITOllT, CtC.

tTranisexioii. Obs, rare, [irreg. f. Tran9-
+ L. sex-US -Skx + -IDN, after contiexion, etc.]

Change of sex.

1646 Sir T. Hrowne Psntd. Ep. iii. xvii. 147 Not only
Mankinde, but many other Animals, may suffer this tran*
sexion, we will not deny, or hold it at all impossible. Ihid,
148 Surely it much impeacheth this iterated transcxion of
Hares, if that l>c true which Cardan and other Phj'sitians
affirm, that I ransmutation of sex is only so in opinion.

TransfasMon (transfae/dn), V. [TBANS- 3.]
trans. To alter or change the fashion of, to
transform.
160X Deacom h Wai KER Spirits ^ Diveh 134 He trans-

muted, transfashioned, transfigured, transformed, or meta-
morphozed himself into an angel. 1610 W. Sclatrr A"^/.
1 Thtss. (i6jo) 305 To see. .our people so Cameleon-lilce
transfashioned into (etc. J. 1855 Puskv Doctr. Real Presence
Note Q. 333 God shall ' transfashion OieTa<rx>}MaTurfft) our
vile bodies, to be made like unto His glorious Ilody '.

Transfeatore (transfrtiui), v, [Trans- 3.]
trans. To change the features of.

t8^S Dora Grrenwell Liber Hum. 33 Outward nature
it<velf is transfigured and transfeatured to their view.

Tranafeminate (transfe-min^nt), v, rare, [f,

Tbanb- + L. femina : cf. Eppeminatk v!\ trans.

See quot 1656. Hence Transfe-rainated;^^/. a,
16^ Sir T. Browne Pgeud. Ep. 111. xvii. 148 'I'hese trans-

femtnated persons were really men at first, although sue-
cecding years produced the manifesto or evidence of their
virilities. 1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Trans/eminate

.

., to turn
from woman to man, or from one sex to another. 1898 G.
Meredith Odes Fr. Hist.v) With a breath he blew them
out, to beat their wings llie way of such transfeminatcd
things.

Transfer (ira'nsfai), sb, [f. Transfer v.]

1. Law. Conveyance from one person to another
of property, spec, of shares or stock.
1^4 Cimrt Bks. Roy. A/r. Co. (P.R.O.), [Form of accept.

ante] I do accept of his tran.sfer o( £— abovesaid the
day and year abovewritten. 1693 Act 5 Witt. ^ Mary
C ?• 9 47 The Fee for examining..a Tickett or Tally in
order to make a true Assignement or Transfer. -shall..be
One penny. 1694 Hani 0/ Eng. Citartt-r 27 July, There
shall be constaiiily kept.. a Register, or Book or Books,
wherein all Assignments and Transfers shall be entered.
I7»7 Swift i^hat passed in Lomt. Wks. 1755 III. i. i8q All
the Thursday morning was taken up in private transfers.
1766 BI.ACKSTONK Comm. II. i. 9 The reciprocal transfer of
property by sale, grant, or conveyance. 1788 Jefferson
Writ. (1859) !'• 367 Observations on the transfer of our
domestic debt to foreigners. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India
II. IV. I 5 The office in which are effected the transfers
of the Company's stock and annuities. 1836 J. Gilbert
Chr. Atonem. viL (1852) 204 'ITie lowest case of legal transfer
u that of a debt.

2. gen. The act of transferring or fact of being
transferred ; conveyance or removal from one place,
person, etc. to another ; transference; transmission.
1785 Burke Corr. (1844) III. 33 To remonstrate against

Vie transfer of an immense sum of public money from the
national service. 1811 J. Adams Wks. (1856) X. 3, I wait
wkb patience for a transfer to another scene. 1843 LvxruN

V0L.X.
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Last Bar. i. iii, An amply sufficient cause for the transfer
of his allegiance. 1870 Jevons Klem, Logic iv. 32 Equi-
vocal words have become so by a transfer of meaning. 1877
Knight Diet. Mech. 1334/2 The third lithographic method
is by transfer. . . The work is not drawn or engraved upon the
stone direct, but is placed there in a completed condition
from some source furnihhing it. 1907 Trans. Devon Assoc,
50 The transfer of the county See to Exeter.

b. Naut, In tacking: The distance traversed at

right angles to the line of advance.
1889 Cent. Diet. s. v. Advance 12, In naval tactics, the dis.

tance made by a ship under way, in the direction of her
course, after the helm has been put to one side and kept
there ; opposed to transfer^ the distance made at right
angles to the original course.

3. A thing {rarely, a person) that is transferred

;

spec, writing, drawing, or a design, conveyed from
one surface to another in lithography, photography,
and the like.

1839 Trans. Royal Soc. IV. 133 Twenty-three specimens
of photographs, made by Sir John Herschel, accompany
this paper . . copies ofengravings and drawings, some reverse,

or first transfers ; and others second transfers or re-reversed

pictures. 1864 Webster, 7Vawj/W-.. a soldier removed from
one troop, or body of troops, and placed in another. 1877
Knight Did. Meck.^ Transfer^ an impression taken on
paper, cloth, etc, and then laid upon an object and caused
to adhere thereto by pressure. 1880 Print. Trades Jrnl.
XXXI. 38 A transfer paper is prepared.., on which the
transfer to be preserved is pulled. 1M3 HardivicKs Pkotogr,
Chem. 311 If a mat surface be desired, the transfer should
be stripped from the glass before it is quite dry.

4. A means or place of transfer. Chiefly U.S.
spec, a. U.S, Post Office, A telegraphic money-
order, b. On a railway, etc.

:

(a) A place at which trains or cars are transferred to a
ferry for water transport ; also, a ferry by which trains or
cars are transported. Kb) A siding connecting tracks at a
crossing oron different levels (Webster 191 1). (t) Atransfer-
ticket (C^«/. />;W.). (rf) The conveyance of passengers and
luggage from one railway station to another, when these are
not contiguous; \tATiQ.Gtransfer<ofnpany^& company which
undertakes such conveyance between stations.

O. Archery. A sheet to which all scores are
transferred from the target-papers.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. s. v.^ 'Jhe transfers are the official

record from which the prize-list is made up.

5. attrib. and Cojnh.^ :^% transfer- boat, -clerk^ 'Com-
pany {^h)^ -deed, 'department, -form, office^ -process^

rate ; transfer-book, a register of transfers of

property, esp, that of its shares or stock, kept by a
joint-stock company; transfer-day, at the Bank
of England, a day for the register of transfers of
bank-stock ; transfer-elevator, a crane for trans-

ferring cargo from one vessel to another ; transfer-

fee, that charged by a joint-stock company for

registering a transfer; transfer-gilding, in cera-

mics, transfer of a pattern in gold, as from paper
to unglazed ware ; transfer-ink, ink used in litho-

graphy ; transfer-Jar, a jar used in the collection

of gases over liquid ; transfer-lathe : see quot.

;

transfer-lithography : see sense 3 ; transfer-

paper, paper used in making transfers in litho-

graphy and other processes; transfer-press, in

engraving, a transferring machine ; transfer-
printing, a process by which designs are printed

on fictile and other ware (so transfer-printed
adj.); also printing by means of lithography;

transfer-station (^'..S'.), a point at which transfer-

tickets are given, and passengers transferred from
one car to another {Cent, Diet, Supp.) ; transfer-

table {U.S.), a railway traverse-table ; transfer-

ticket, a ticket entitling a passenger to change
from a conveyance to one on another line or route

without re-booking or further payment ; a through
ticket ; transfer-work, designs made by transfer-

ring or transfer-printing.

1&B8 Daily News 10 Dec 6/8 The 'transfer boat Mary-
land was conveying a section of a train from Washington to

Boston across the Haarlem River, at midnight, 1694 J.
Houghton Coltect. Improv, Ilusb. 4- Trade V. No. 103

(13 July) The Seller goes to the Clerk of the Company.,
appointed to keep a Book of Alienations, called a *Transferr
Book, ai}d there he transferrs the Shares he lias sold to the
Buyer, 1701 Lond. Gaz, No. 3737/4 The Transfer Books of
the Bank will be shut up from Monday the 15th Instant to

Friday the loth of October next, in order to a Dividend.

1746 tiELDiNG True Patriot Na 10 The cash, transfer books,

&c. removed to the tower, from the Bank. 1834 [S, Smith)
Lett. y. Do^vning xw'uiiZ-^e) 170 What the Ireasury calls

contingent drafts, and "transfer checks, and Treasury
warrants. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 7 Sept. 7/1 It is nothing..

for a "transfer clerk to wait for forty-five minutes at the Asso-
ciated office. 1909 Euz. L, Banks fliyst. Fras, Farrington

159 These trunks had been delivered by a^ responsible

•Transfer Company's waggon. 177X App.ChronSn Ann. Reg.
Qoci/2 He recollected it was not *transferday. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl., • Trans/er-eievator, an elevator or crane

for hoisting from one vessel into another. 1833 Babba(;k
Econ. Manuf. xi. (ed. 3) 78 A single copy might be printed

off with "transfer ink. 1817 Fakadav Chetn, Manip. xv.

(1843) 32a Capped or "transfer jars are such as, being open
above, have a cap cemented upon them, the latter being

surmounted by a stop-cock. loid, xxiv. 627 Fill a transfer

jar., with water, .over the trough, 1877 Knight Z^/W.jV^rM.,
• Trans/er.lathe, for . . reducing large designs in relief to pro-

portions suitable for coin. 1897 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Apr. 7/3 To
the average man the difference between ' lithography ' and
• "transfer.lithography ' matters little. 1693 Act 5 iViit, *

TRANSFERABLE.
Mary c. 7. § 54 The "Transfer Office above mentioned
shall bee continued. i8s8Simmonds/?/c/. Trade,* Transfer-
paper, prepared paper used by lithographers; thin, unsized
paper for taking copies of letters with a copying-press.
1878 Abnev Photogr. (1881) 171 A piece of transfer paper
(which is paper coated with gelatine subsequently rendered
insoluble in water by alum or other such body) is placed
in water of about 60° C, and softened. 1877 Knight
Diet. Mech., *' Transfer-press. 1865 Athenaeum 25 Nov.
733/1 "Transfer-printing; in pottery. 1905 Daily Chron.
24 Aug. ^/2 The single invention in porcelain decoration at
onr credit in the eighteenth century was transfer-printing.

1877 Knight Diet. Mech. •x^t^ji Jacob Perkins, of Massa-
chusetts, the inventor of the "transfer-process. 1861 Massa-
chusetts Stat, 199 § 2 "Transfer ticket.

Transfer (tronsf5-j), v. Also 5-7 -ferre, 7
-ferr. Inflected transfe-rred, etc. [a, F. trans-

fir-er (3rd s. transpre) (14th c. in Littre), or its

source, L. transfer-re, f. Trans- +/^;-/-g to bear,

carry, bring.]

1. trans. To convey or take from one place, per.

son, eta to another; to transmit, transport; to give
or hand over from one to another.
i3Ba WvcLiF Ezek. xlviii. 14 Nether the first fruytis of the

lond shuln be transferrid {gloss or born oner, 1388 translatidl,

for thei ben halewid to the Lord. ^1425 St. Christina
xxxvii, in Anglia VIII. 133/35 t>e biggynge of the abbeye
was transferred to a better place. ^1430 Art 0/Nombtyng
gPut a cifre t>er and transferre the article towarde the lift

ande. 15x6 in Acts Parlt. Scotl. (1875) XII, 36/2 It is

thocht..that J?e said governoure . . suld transfer himselff to

uthir cuntreis. 2624 Godwin Moses
<S-

Aaron (1641) 158
The moderne Jewes doe transferre the fault upon certaine
proselyte ^Egyptians who came forth with them. i6«
Stanley Hist. Philos. 11. (1701) 73/1 He first transferr^
Natural Philosophy out of Ionia to Athens. 1703 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. 316 Divide one of these nine equal parts into
two equal parts, and transfer that distance to the other eight
equal parts. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 357 Campegio..
shortly after transferred the cause before the court ofRome.
1783 Burke Rep, A^airs Ind. Wks. XI. 42 If the court of

directors should disapprove of his being transferred to
Bengal. 1809 R. Lancford Introd. Trade 86 For trans-

feningj^ 5690 Reduced Stock into the Four per Cents. x8i8
in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 573 Transferring three
or four of the trees to another site. 1844 Ld. Brougham
^r/V. C<7/w/. vii. (1862)04 The people's power being transferred

to the representative body, i860 TvNDALLG/a<:. 1. xxii. 151,
I transferred my scrip to his shoulders, and led the way.

b. fig. esp. in Sematology : see quots,

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 77 Meta^hora,
which is, when a word from the proper or right signification

is transferred to another neere vnto the meaning. 1883
Murray Eng. Diet, Gen, Explan. p. xxi, As the primitive

sense (of words] has been.. transferred boldly to figurative

and analogical uses.

c, intr. for refl. or pass,

1646 G. Daniel /7/<7« /VrjevV 32 Wks. 1B78 1.2a But Wee,,
averre Soulesarenot lost, or Dye, butdoe transfer, xooi Daily
Chron. 24 Oct, 3/4 He transferred later to the igih H ussars, in

which regiment he served in the Soudan campaign. 191X
Webster, Transfer, to change from one car, line, or the
like, to another for continuing one's journeyon a transfer.

2. Law. To convey or make over (title, right, or

property) by deed or legal process.

1598 Florio, S.V. Trascriitere, To transfer or giue ouer
his right to another. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. u x\v. 6y My
right IS not transferred, but remaineth till I transferre it by
some other Act. 1671 Court Bks. Roy, African Co. 19 Dec.
(P.R.O.), I do transfer j^ 500 of my subscription in the new
joint stock of the Royal Company to the Rt. Hon. George
Lord Berkeley. 1694 J. Houghton Collect. Improv. Husb.
^ Trade V, No. loa [Form] * I A. B. do hereby sell, assign,

and transferr unto C. D. Ten Shares in the Joynt-Stock..
with all the present and future Profits thereof . 1771 Junius
Lett. Ixvii. (1797) U, 235 To this son-in-law,,you meant to

transfer the., property. i8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV, 65
A grant only transfers what the grantor may lawfully give.

18^ Ievons Prim. Pol. Econ. 14 Sometimes things can be
literally handed over, like a watch or a book; sometimes
they can be transferred by a written deed.

3. To convey (a drawing or design) from one

surface to another, esp. (a) to a lithographic stone,

to earthenware, glass, etc, by means of transfer-

paper ; ip) to a new back or ground, as an
embroidered pattern, etc.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1017 This [roll of flannel] is used as

a burnisher, one end of it being rested against the shoulder,

and the other end being rubbed upon the paper; by which
means it transfers all the engraved traces to the biscuit.

i860 Ibid. (ed. 5) III. 501 There are two distinct methods
of printing in use for china and earthenware ; one is trans,

ferred on the bisque.. and the other is transferred on the

glaze. The first is called ' press printing ', and the latter

*bat printing'. 1877 Knight i?/V/. Mech.-2t\\l-2 In engrav-

ing, a tracing may be made in pencil and transferred to the

ground by running through the plate.press. An impression
from a plate or stone may also be transferred to a stone.

Hence Transferred (-faud) ///, a., conveyed

from one person, place, sense, etc, to another.

1863 H. Allon Metn. f. Sherman 279, 102 members were
added in 1839 and 63 in 1840, including transferred members.
1883 Murray Diet. Gen. Explan. p. xxi. The word was first

taken into English . . in a figurative, transferred, or specialized

use. 1886 J, Ebsworth Roxb. Ball. VI. 165 As a trans-

ferred ballad, Dulcina was entered to John White and
Thomas Langley, in the Registers of the Stationers'

Company,

Transferable (tra*nsferab*l), a, [f. prec, f

-ABLE : cf. preferable, referable. Sec also Tbans-
FEBBABLE.] Capable of being transferred or legally

made over to another ; spec, of bills, drafts, cheques,

etc. : assignable in the course of business from one

person to another ; negotiable.



TEANSPEREE.

16^6 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep, vi. iii. 286 If we . . fall upon
consideration wiih what incongruity theyare transferable unto
others. 1711 Stekle Sped. No. 149 r 8 Take him in whom
what you like is not transferable to another. 1874 Actyj ^
38 I'ict.Q. 3 § 5 'I'he debentures, .shall be transferable by the
delivery of such debetitiires. 1909 H^esttn. Gaz. 8 Mar. 2/1

The adoption of the single transferable vote system of
proportional representation.

Hence Tra nsferabi-Uty, tlie quality of being

transferable.

X776 Adam Smith }V. N. iv. iii. 11. 66 Its easy and safe

transferability, its use in paying foreign bills of exchange.

187s PosTE Gatus III. Comm. (ed. 2) 431 The complete
transferabihtyof obligations was unknown to jurisprudence.

1893 Nation (N. Y.) 25 May 390/1 We shall [in political

economy] regard transferability as meaning exchangeability.

Transferal: see Tuansferkal.
Transferee (trcinsferr). Also erroti. -ferree.

[f. TUANSFEH V. + -EK.]

1. One to whom a transfer is made. (Chiefly in

LaWf as correlative to Transferor or Trans-
ferrer.)
1736 Bailey (folio) Pref., Transferees the Person to whom

any Thing is transferred. 1780-90 A. Hamilton in De-
bates Congress (1834) II. 2048 The transferable quality of
stock . . depends on the idea of complete security to the
transferee. i8ox — Wks. (1886) VII, 187 A discrimination
between original holders and transferees of the public debt.

1905 Times 3 Apr. 8/4 Mr. B. signed a blank transfer as
transferee,

2. One who is transferred or removed ; e.g. from
one position or grade to another.
xSoa Daily Netvs 27 Oct. 5/5 The children removed under

the law from gaols to reformatories in the past year have
done fairly well ; but, looking to the difficulty in inducing
employers to take these transferees into their service, they
urge [etc.]. X809 Educai. Rev. XVllI. 27 No disgrace was
entailed upon the transferees, who were advanced with the
rest of that class at the regular promotion.

Transference (tra-nsferSns). Also 7-9 erron,

-ferrence. [ad. \^ type *transferentia (used in

med. or mod.L. ; e.g. ^1541 by Paracelsus), f.

iransferent-em : see next and -ence.]

1. The action or process of transferring ; convey-
ance from one place, person, or thing to another

;

transfer,

1760-73 H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (i8c«) I. 141 The trans-
ference was not difficult. 1776 Adam Smith iV, N. v. H.
II. 467 The transference of stock or moveable property,

1791 Newte Tour E>ig. 9f Scot. 127 In Argyleshire .. it

became common to convey land, and make other transfer,
ences of property in writing. 1827 Faraday Chew. Manip.
XV. (1842) 323 Moderately-sized funnels. .to assist in the
transference of gas into vessels. 1839 Mom, Herald 13
June, A transference of power to the moneyed classes.

187s Lubbock iVild flowers i. 8 The transference of the
pollen from one flower to another is.. effected principaHy
either by the wind or by insects. 1880 Swinburne Stud.
Shaks. 258 A line too apt and exquisite to endure without
injury the transference from its original setting. 1885
Watson & Burburv Math. Th. Electr. 4- Ma^n. I. 222
There is a transference, per unit time, of electricity / from
the extremity A to the extremity of B.

2. Sc. Laiv, The procedure by which a depend-
ing action is transferred from a person deceased to

his representative.

1681 SrAiR Inst. Law Scot. xv. § 10. 322 The Decreet will
be effectual against all singular Successors, and subsequent
Tennents without a new Decreet of Transferrence. X765-8
Erskine Inst. Laio Scot. iv. i. § 60 If the pursuer be dead, it

is called a transference rtc/zW. .. Where the defender dies, it

gets the name of a transference passivi. Ibid.^ Yet a trans>
ference cannot proceed against a debtor's apparent heir, till

i\%& annus deliberandi be expired. 1838 W. \^^\A.Dict. Law
Scot. 099 Transferences are competent to inferior judges,
onlywhen the representatives reside within their jurisdiction,

and the principal cause is in dependence before them.

t Transferent (trcnsferent), a. Obs, rare.

[ad, L. irans/erent-eniy pr. pple. of transfer-re to

transfer.] Effecting transference; in reference to

sense : tropical, figurative.

1614 Raleigh Hist. IP^orld 11. vi. § 7 Tropical! or transferent,
which applies the diuers formes and figures of naturatl bodies,
to signifie the dignities, fortunes [etc.]. .of their Gods, and
of men. 1651 C- Cartwright Cert. Kelig. i. 46 In a Meta-
phoricall and transferent sense.

Transferential (transfere-njal), rt, [f. (mod.)
L. transferenii-a Transfekence + -al.J Of or
pertaining to transference.

X889 G. Allen in Nature 24 Jan, 290/2 So the Energy of
Kinesis is seen to be a mere transfercntial mode from one
kind of separation to another.

Transferer (tra-nsfer^j). [f. Transfer v. or
sb. + -Ell 1.] One who or that which transfers :

used sometimes for Traksferrer, sometimes in
tile technical sense of Transferor.
1807 Joyce Sci. Dial. v. Pneumatics, This instrument is

called the transferer. 1875 Ure Did. ArtslU. 620 (Pottery)
This impression.. is then laid by the transferer [cd. i860
transferrer] upon the ware. 1884 W. H. Rideing in Harper's
Mtig. Ma.y 897/1 That the Bank may be sure that the trans-
ferer is the person he represents himself to be. X906 Daily
News 12 Jan. 12 Transfer of Labourers [in S. Africa).. It is
provided in the sub-section that *the transfer .. shall be
signed by the transferer, the transferee, and the latwurer '.

X908 Daily Chron. 24 Apr. 11/7 Litho Transferer wanted.
Transferography. [f. Transfer sb. +

-(o)gbaphy.] (See quot.)

^ 18^6 Worcester, Trans/erography^xhti art or act of copy,
ing mscripiions from ancient tombs, tablets, etc. IVilliams.
1864 in WtDSTEH. Hence in later Diets.
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Transferor (tro'nsfer(7j, -oi). Also ciron.

-ferror. [f. Transfer v. or sb. + -OB.] One who
transfers or makes a transfer or conveyance of
property, etc. Esp. in legal use, correlative to

transferee.

_ 1875 PosTE Caius II. (ed. z) § 251 After the transfer of the
inheritance the transferror continues heir, the transferree
being sometimes quasi heir, sometimes quasi legatee. Jdiii.

Comm. 202 It confers property on the transferee, and dis-
charges the transferor of an obligation. 1876 DiGBV Keai
Prop. iv. § 5. 200 The transferee stepping for all purposes
into the pLace of the transferor. 1881 Act ^5 < 46 KiVrA
c. 38 § 40 The receipt . . for any money . . discharges the
payer or transferor therefrom.

Transferotype : see Transfekrotype.
Transfe'rrable, a. Also 9 -ible. [f. Trans-
fer w. + -ABLE, on English analogies, as in trans-

ferring, barrahle, Transferrible is a hybrid spelling

between transferrabU and analogical L. *transferi-

bilis. See also Transferable.] Capable of being
or fit to be transferred.
n. 1660 R. Coke Pcnver ^ SrtSj. 30 The offices, .are alien-

able, communicable, and transferrable. 1714 Aci t Geo. /,
c. 21 § 19 That the said Capital or Joint Stock. .shall be
Assignable and Transferrable or Devisable. 1765 Black-
stone Comm. I. viii. 328 A new species of money, always
ready to be employed in any Iwneficial undertaking, by
means of it's transferrable quality. 1872 O. W. Holmes Poel
Break/.-t. X, Sin was made a transferrable chattel. 1878
Abney Photogr. xxvi. (1881) 176 Transferrable prints.

p. 1832 LvEl.L /"rrwc. Geol. II. 171 We believe the mean
annual temperature ofone zone to be transferrible to another,
1875 PoSTE Gaius II. § 21 Similarly transferrible are estates
in provincial lands.

Hence Transfe'rralileness, the quality of being
transferrable.

1804 W. Taylor in Attn. Rev. II. 300 In reply to the ob-
jection of the transferrableness of machinery.

Transferral (transfaral). erron. transferal,
[f. as prec. -^-AL: of. eonferral.'\ The action or
fact of transferring ; transfer, transference.
1863 Cornh. Mag. VII. 388 The transferal of Greenwich

mean time into sidereal, and vice versa. 1870 E. Mulford
Nation X. 169 All acquisition of territory, .is by the United
States alone, and the immediate transferal is to the United
States. 1875 Whitney Li/e Lang. v. 78 The old material
of language is constantly suffering extension and transferral
to new uses.

Transferrer (transfg-raj). [f. as prec. + -ER 1.

.See also Transferer, -or.] One who or that
which transfers.

1753 Hanwav Trav. (1762) II. I. vli. 35 These transfers are
made by the personal appearance of the transferrer. 1803
W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 744 Compelling him to prove
only against the immediate transferrer of the bill. 182S J.
Nicholson O^erat. Mechanic^yoTh^ impression when taken
off the plate IS given to a girl, called a cutter, who cuts it into
shapes, and hands the partsto a woman (the transferrer), who
puts them on the biscuit. 1860 H. Spencer Soc. Organism
in IVestm. Rev. Jan. 105 A system of vessels which con-
tinues ever after to be the transferrer of nutriment. i86a
Catal. Internat. E.xhib. II. x. 17 This direct transferrer,
invented by Mr. George Glover, is now generally used in
the gradation of gas-holders for testing meters.

Transferring (transfS-rin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ING 1.] The action of the verb Tbanspeb
;

transference.

'573 '^'^- P"'^ Council .'icot. II. 284 Thai obtenit ane
decreit of transfering befoir the Lordis of Counsall and
Sessioun. 1651 Hobbes Gcyvt. ^ Soc. ii. §7.23 Words.,
effectuall towards the perfect transferring of his Right. 1688
Act Sederunt 26 Jul); in Fountainhall Hist. Not. (Bann.
CI.) 882 After wakenings and transferrings are seen and
returned, they need not byde the course of the roll, but may
be summarly called and decerned, or debated. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. 1 1. XXX. 446 If it be a transferring of goods for
money, it is called a sale. 1904 D. Gumming Lithography xx.
194 [Zinc and Aluminium] Plates witha fine grain or ' tooth

'

. .suitable for all classes of transferring and printing.
attrib. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xxiv. (1842) 634 Ex-

haust the retort. ., attach it to a graduated transferring jar.

Transferro-, tra-nsferotype. Photog. [Irreg.

f. Transfer + -TYPE.] See quot. 1890.
1889 Antlwny's Pkotogr. Bull. II. 322 This is not more

trouble than the transferrotype process : it was, in fact, my
familiarity with the double transfer carbon process which
first suggested to me the transferrotype. 1891 Ibid. IV. 241
Eastman's transferotype paper answers well for decorating
the tiles. 1890 Wooubury Z)/^^ /V/o/tTj^-r. 701 Trans/crro-
type, a process of transferring bromide prints to any .suitable
support. [Description follows.] Ibid. 702 Warm tones ..

may be obtained with transferrotype paper.

t Transfi-gurate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. traus-

figiirat-us, pa. jiple. of transfigurare : see next.]

'transfigured ; having its figure or form altered :

spec, in Ceom. (see Transfigured).
i57» DiGCES Pantom. IV. Hh ij b. This transfigurate body

IDodecaedron] receiueth an internall Tetraedron, whose
solide angles rest in the centers of his trigonal! b-ises. Ibid.,
Icosaedron within this tr.^nsflgurate body may be described.

Transfigurate (trunsfi-giflreit), v. Now rare.

Pa. t. and pple. in Sc. 6 transflgurat. [f. ppl. stem
of L. transfigurare, i. Trans- -vfigt'ira figure.]

trans. = Transfigure. Hence Transfl-gurat-
ingfpl. a.

>43»-S0 Ir. Iligden (Rolls) II. 211 Thei may thro the per-
mission of God transfigurate similitudes, a 1555 Ridley
Piteous Lament. (1556) E iv. This our weake body shall be
tiatisfigurated and made lyke vnto christes glorious I)ody.
a 1560 Rui.LAND Crt. Venus in. 31 In ane tre scho was trans-
flgurat. 1563 WINJET ycmr Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. (S.'i'.S.)

TRANSFIGURED.
I. 87 Quhen he transflgurat His Ijody afolr His passioun.
1600 !'. Walker Sp. Alanderilk 145 They can and do so
transflgurat themselues. 1819 Bvrox Prcph, Dante iv. 33High heaven is there Transfused, tr.insf]gurated. 1871 Mor-
LEY Crit. Misc. Ser. l. Cor/y/ezig [Carlylc's] epithet, .shoots
like a sunbe.im on to the matter, throwing a transfigurating
light.

Transfiguration (Iransfigiirr/ijsn). [ad. L.
transfigUration-em (Pliny), n. of action from
transfigurare (see prec). Cf. F. transfiguration
(13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.). The specific sense 2

was from its ecclesiastical use the earlier in Eng.]
1. The action of transfiguring or state of being

transfigured ; metamorphosis.
01548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 161 Ihon Cade.. departed

secretly in habite disguysed. .but all his metamorphosis or
transfiguracion, litle preuailed. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 76
He hath so often and so diuers transfiguration in colour.
1569 J. Sanford U.A^rippas Van. Aries 69b, Guide in
his Transfigurations singeth in this sorte. 1607 Topsell
Four./. Beasts (1658) 361 Of the transfiguration of men into
Lions, we shall say more afterward. 1650 Bulwer Anthro-
pomet. (title-p.). Nations, fashioning and altering their Bodies
from the mould intended by Nature ; With Figures of
those Transfigurations. j83« Emerson Nature, Idealism
Wks. (Bohn) Ii. 162 This transfiguration which all material
objects undergo through the passion of the poet.

2. The change in the appearance of Jesus Christ
on the mountain (Matt. xvii. 2 ; Mark ix. 2, 3).
ei37S Sc. Leg. Saints \. iPetrus) yj Criste..hym tuk to

be hym by In his transfiguracion. 1497 Bp. AlxocK Mont
Perfect. D iij. This noble transfyguracoun thus shewed to
his dyscyples. a 1691 Boyle Greatn. Mind i. ii. Wks. 1772
y. 557 How glorious it is in heaven, we may guess by what
it was at his transfiguration here on earth. 1856 Dove Logic
Chr. Faith V. i. f 2. 296 In that sublime spectacle called the
transfiguration.

b. Eccl. The church festival commemorating
this event, observed on the 6th of August.
e 1460 />'nr/cclv. 522 This Calixte instituted & ordeyned

|»e Feste of Transffiguracion of our Lorde to be halowed on
Seynt Sixt day in August. 1510-11 Rec. St. Mary at
Hill 274 Paid for brede, ale and wyne at {« fest of trans-
figuracion.

c. A picture or representation of this event.
171a Blackmore Creation m. 123 Did .. Raphael's Pencil

never chuse to fall ? Say, are his Works Transfigurations
all? 17S3 Mrs. Delany in Li/e fr Corr. (1861) III. 209, I
have at last put the finishing stroke to the Transfiguration.
1838 Emekson Addr., Lit. Ethics Wks. (Bohn) II. 209 Say
to the man of letters, that he cannot paint a Transfiguration.

Transfigurative (transfi-giiiraiv), a. rare.
[f. as Transfigurate v. + -ive.] Having the
quality of transfiguring ; that tends to transfigure.
1885 Fairbairn Catholicism (1899) II. iv. 76 A splendid

example of the power of faith and of the creative and trans-
figurative force of the religious imagination.

Transfigure (transfi-giiij, -fi-gsj), v. [ad. L.

transfigurare to change the shape of (f. "Trans-

yfigiira form, shape, figure) ; or a. F. transfigurer
(i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. trans. To alter the figure or appearance of;
to change in outward appearance ; to transform.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18497 (Colt.) pai wartransfigurd alstite,

Was neuer i-wis snau sa quite, a 1340 Hampole Psalter
xc. 6 When J?e fende transfigurs him in aungel of light,
f 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 247 Venus, if it be thy wilYowin
this gardyn thus to transfigure. 1412-80 Lydg. Chron, Trey
11. 913 So craftily ]>ei koude hem transfigure, Conformyng
hem to ]je chaunt[e]plure. £1470 Henry Wallace vi. 91
'i'how transfigowryt Wallace out off his weill. 1547 Bk.
Marchauntes cvVijh, Satan, .by cautyle transfigur>'nge hym
into an angell of lyght.

^ 1589 PunENHAM £ng. Pocsie ill.

xit. (Arb.) 174 Your single wordes may be many waies
transfigured to make the meetre or verse more tunable and
melodious. 1607 Topsell Four-/ Beasts (1658) 193 Wilde-
goats are transfigured into many similitudes. 1855 Pusey
Doctr. Real Presence Note Q. 230 The Sacraments, which,
by the mystery of the sacred prayer, are transfigured into
Body and Blood. x88o McCarthy Own Times III. xxxiL
49 The mutiny was transfigured into a revolutionary war.

b. In reference to the Transfiguration of Christ.
c 1380 WycLiF .9^/. lyks. 11.57 pis gospel telli]> how Jiat

Crist was transfigurid in si^t of l>ree apostlis. CX400
Maundev. (1830) X. 114 In bat hille Thabor, ourelord trans-
figured him before seynt Peter, seynt lohn & seynt lame.
X526 TiNDALE Mark ix. 2 And he was transfigured before
them. X911 J.A Robinson in Encycl. Brit. XV. 381/2 They
saw Jesus transfigured in a radiance of glory.

C. intr. for refi. rare.

1840 Browning SordcUo 11. 214 He no genius tare Trans-
figuring in fire, or wave, or air, At will.

2. trans, fig. (in allusion to the Transfiguration

of Christ); Toelevate, glorify, idealize, spiritualize.

c 1380 \VvcLlF Scl. IVis. 1 1. 58 pus men sein |)at trans,
figuring is turnyng into glorious forme. 1687 P,ovle
Martyrd. Thcodorii\\\\. (1703) 116, I think our notions will
then be raised. .and our love and other affections, will be
transfigured, as well as our lx)dies. 1841 Mveks Cath. Th.
IV. ii. 185 His education becomes devotion, and his morality
is transfigured into Religion. 1876 E. Mellor Priesth. u
15 Temple, priest, and sacrifice were employed and trans-
figured into glorious spiritual sil^nifications. 1879 Farrar
St, PauHiSB-^) 113 [Stephen's] whole being was transfi.i^ured

by a consciousness which illuminated his very counten.ince.

t3. To transfer by a figure. (A literalism of
translation.) Obs.
138a Wyclif I Cor. iv. 6 This thing- 1 haue transfigurid

IVulg. trans/guravi] in to me and in to Apollo ; that in vs
3e lerne.

Hence Transfl'gured//>/. a. (+in Geom. (quots.

'57') applie<l to a solid in which plane faces are



TRANSriGUBEMENT.
substituted for the original solid angles) ; Trans-
fl-guring vbl. sb. and ///. a.

^tf 1380 [see 2]. 1571 DiGGKS Faniom, IV. Ggib.This solides
inscribed tJctacdrons side is triple to themedietieof his con-
tayningtraiisllguredTelraedroiisside. /<5/(/,Ggiijb, A Trans-
figured Octaedron isaGeonietricall Figure inconipassed with
14 bases, whereof 8are equall equiangle Hexagonall playnes,
and the other 6 are equall stjnares. 1678 Cudworth Intcll,

SysU I. V. 805 llodles . . luciform or lucid, like to our Saviour's
then transfigured body. 1717 Garth it. CJt'/./, Knchantm.
Circe 33 The dow'r desir'd is his ftansfigur'd friends.

1846 Trench Mirac. Introtl, {i86a) 93 Their transforming,
transfiguring power. x88o N. Smyth Old Faiths in New
Light iii. (1802) 98 It can shine, a steady and transfiguring
Hght of life, for the world.

Transfi'^nremeiit. rare. [f. prec (- -uent :

cf. OF. transjigurement (14th c. in Godet).]
= TltANSPIGUlHTIOX.
1865 Reader Na 133- 57/1 By sudden transfigurement.

1878 GiLUEK Foet ff Master 55 Then did the outer world..
Suffer a sudden strange transtiguiement.

Txransfinite(transf3i-noit),fl. {sb>j Math. [f.

Trans- 4 + Finite.] Beyond or surpassing any
finite number or magnitude : see quots. Also, as
sb., a Iransfinite number, etc.

1903 Nature 3 Sept, 41 1/2 To readers unacquainted with
[Cantor'sl ' Mengcnlehre ', the introduction of transfinite
numbers must appear rather startling. 1907 Hobson Funct.
Real Variable 177 Corresponding to a single transfinite
cardinal number there is an infinity of transfitiite ordinal
numbers, 1907 Athinxum 14 Sept. 307/2 The simplest con-
ception of a transfinite number may be gathered from the
following illustration. A man wallc5 along a road at a uni-
form pace, and the distance he goes is divided into intervals
— } mile, 1 mile, i mile, and so on. The number of these
intervals in the iitst mile is infinite, but the time taken is

finite. We agree to regard the mile as ending with the wth
interval. If the next mile is divided in just the same way,
then the intervals regarded as belonging to the s.ime
series will be the (»-H)lh, (u4-2)th, and so on. These
numbers w, w + r, M-t- a, are called by Cantor (who was ihe
first to use them) transfinite ordinal numbers.

Trausfission (transfi-Jsn). Biol. [f. Tbaks-
1 or 6 + FiSiioN 3.] The transverse splitting of
a cell or organism as a mode of reproduction

;

transverse fission. 1891 in Cent. Did.

+ Transii'aticate,z'. Obs. {humorous n<mce-wd.)

[? f. Trans- i -i- L. fislucare to ram down or in (cf.

Fi.stl-c.vte), with allusion toyfj/.] To strike or
smash with the fist,

i<oo Rowlands Lett, fiunumrs Btoed iv. 64 For though
your beard do stand so fine musuted, Perhaps your nose
may be transfisticated.

Transfix (transfi-ks), v. [f. L. transfix-, ppl.
stem of transfiglre, i. Trans-

-^
figure to Fix. Cf.

OF. Iram/ixer (15th c. in Godef.).] trans. To
pierce through with, or impale upon, a sharp-
pointed instrument (also said of the instrument)

;

to fix or fasten by piercing.

1S90 Spenseh F. Q. I. V. 50 The bold Semiramis, whose
sides transfix! With sonnes own blade her fowle reproches
•poke. i6a6 .Massincer Ram. Actor iil ii. Take A golden
arrow to transfix her heart 1797 Mas. Radcliffe Italian
xxxiii, That monk seemed as it transfixed to the spot. 180a
Paixv Nat. Thiol, xii. 109 The butcher-bird transfixes iu
prey ui»n the spike of a thurn, whilst it picks its bones.
1850 Mas. Jameson Leg. .Monait. Ord. (1863) 388 Being
absorbed in rapturous tievotion, she was transfixed, that is,

received the Stigmata. 1875 Jowett Plato (cd. 2) IV. 38a
He delights.. to transfix the Kristic Sophist with weapons
borrowed from his own armoury,

b. Jig. To pierce through (esp. with pain, grief,

or other emotion) ; also, to render motionless (with
astonishment, horror, etc.).

1649 Ix)VKLACK Poems 19 Transfixed Venus stood amas'd.
ai7li Ken llyiiiHotluo Poet. Wks. III. 76 Sent bya break-
ing He.-irt by Guilt tr.insfix'd. 1791 Cowi-aa Odyss. x. 303
His heart tr.-iiisfixt With anguish. 1840 Dickens liarn.
Rudgt xix, Iloth of whom were so transfixed at sight of the
ladies that.. they, .could do nothing but sure. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Koniola iv, (Mel stood transfixed, with his long dark
eyes r'atin;^ on the unknown man who had addressed him.
llcuce Transfixed (-fi-kst, po€t. -fi-ks«l)///. a.

;

spec, ill Her. : we quots. c i8i8 and 1894 ; Trani-
fl-xing///. a.

1661 liLocur Clossogr. (ed. a), TruHsfixcl.., sticked or
thurst through, c i8aS UEaav lituycl. Iter. I. Gloss.,
TraHs/ixcd, pierced through, .-vs a boar's head, &c., trans-
fixed with a spe.ir, &c. 1854 Kank Crinnell Kxf. xlvi. 429
Then the transfixed and transfixing vessels were both entcn
uj> together by the greedy floes. 1859 Sala J'w. Roumi
Ctocit (1861) 64 Their muskets— prudently divested of the
tnns&iing bayoneu. 1894 Parker's GLrss. Her. 4 ^6 Pierced
with an arrow generally means the same as transfixed.

Transflxa-tion. rare~'. [f. prec. + -ation,
aftcry/.r,;//VH.l Used for Transfixion (sense b).
1889 Lancet Feb. 273/1 Had it (the naivus] been treated

by the old iiicth.Ml of transfixation and ligature, the infant
would not iinproi'ably have sunk.

Transfixion (transfi-kpn). £f. I., type 'Irans-
fixionem, 11. of action from transfiglre, -fix- to
TitANSFix : cf. L. affixioH; crucifixion- :\ The
action of transfixing or state of Ixing transfixed.
X609 Up. W. Ba«low_ /Irtxtf. Nameless Cath. 335 Hee..

ihal finde both an explicit contradiction, and a double Irans.
fixion, like that stroake of Phinees. .pearcing with one
speech through two at once. >6a8 Up. Hall Scrm. Cal. ii.

ao Wks. 1837 y. 336 Six several limes do we find that Christ
shed bloodi \n his Circumcision, in his Agony, in his
Crowning, in his Scourging, iu his Anixion,iahis Translixioii.
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1844 r/irenol. Jrnl. Oct. 368 The head must li.ive been
einbalined, and must have been so before its transfixion.

b. Surgery. The process of piercing the limb
transversely, and cutting from within outward, in
amput.ition. (Cf. F. transfixion, Littre.)
187a T. BnvANT Pracl. Surg. 1037 In cutting the posterior

ll.-ip by transfixion.. the Surgeon should always support it
with his left hand. 1890 Billings Med. Diet., Transfixion,
a piercing through, as in cutting a flap from within outward.
.i//r;#.r883£>(i//j./V,-7Mi9Fcb.4/8Perhapslthemurderers]

thought transhxion knives nothing worse than an improve-
ment on the admittedly inefficient pikeheads of '48.

Transfixture (transfi-ksliiu). rare-'. [f.

Transfix, after Fixture.] The condition of being
transfixed or fixed to the spot with some feeling.
1886 T. Hardy Mayor Casterir. II. xx. 278 Henchard

waited— if that could be called a wailing which was a trans,
fixture.

t Transflee t, r. Obs. rare-\ [f. Trans- 3 -h

Fleet t'.l] iiitr. To float or sail across.
a 1600 Floddiin F. I. (1664) a Before King Henry past the

Seas, And ere to France he did transfleet.

Transflnent (tra-nsli»<ient), a. rare. [ad. L.
transjiiient-em, pr. pple. of transflulre to flow
through.] Flowing across or through; in Her.
said of a stream represented as flowing through a
bridge.
ciSiS Berry Encyct. Iter. I. Gloss., Transjlueiit, an

heraldic term, to express water appearing, in a coat, as if
running through a bridge. 1847 Parker Gloss. Her. 309.

Trausfinvial (transfl«-vial), a. [ad. post-cl.L.
transjluvial-is, f. trans. Trans- -vfiuvi-iis a river

:

see -al.] Situated or dwelling across or beyond a
river: in qaot. 1806 rendering Heb. ^3y e-ib'ri

'one from the other side', i.e. from beyond the
Jordan or ?the Euphrates.
1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 716 The term Hebrew,

which signifies transfluvial,..was applied to the posterity
of Abraham, because they came from beyond the Euphrates.
i86» S. Lucas Secittaria (1863) 9a As the lower curve, .was
intersected .. by the river Avon, it included the iransfluvial
parishes of St. Mary Redcliffe, Thomas and Temple. 18..
Lowell Orient. Apol. v, The sacred rites and laws of his
Transfluvial rivaL

So Tranaflnvian a., in same sense.
1848 Times iiOcU 3/5 His successors were rather kings of

Candahar, with some transfluvian provinces, than kings of
India in our sense. 1865 UeUty Tel. la Apr. 3 As long as
this part of the Mississippi remained to the Confederates all

the produce of the transnuvian region was theirs.

Transfllix (tra-nsfl»ks). rare-", [f. Trans- r

-( L. flux-us flowing, flux : cf. ejlux, etc.] A
flowing through, across, or beyond.
1864 in Webster. Hence in later Diets.

Transforate (tra-ns(or<it), v. rare. [f. ppl.

stem of L. transfordre to bore or pierce through,
f. Tbans- +fordre to bore, pierce.] trans. To
pierce or bore throtigh, perforate; spec. {Surg.) to

perforate (the skull) in craniotomy.
I7a7 Bailey vol. II, Trans/orate, to make a hole through.

1775 Ash, Trans/orated, Tratis/orating . .{not. much used).

Transforation (transfor^-Jan). [ad. late L.
transforation-em, f. transfordre : sec prec]
1 1. A sctun ; a thread or tape drawn through a

fold of skin to maintain an issue. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. cij b/i The
Needle for the Seton, or traiisforalione. Hud. 39 b/a AH the
which [cauterycs] hauc but one onlye apertion, or two, and
is then called a transforatione or Seton.

2. The action of transforating, as in craniotomy,
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Tra/ts/oration,..reyKMed per-

foration of the base of the fcctal skull in craniotomy.

Transform (Ironsfpjm), v. [ad. L. //<2/«-

formdrc, f. Trans- +farmdre to form, {.forma form.

Cf. F. transformer (14th c. io Godet Comfl.), also

OF. tresformer.'\

1. trans. To change the form of; to change into

another shape or form ; to metamorphose.
f 1340 Hahpols Proit Tr. 15 In transfourmyngc of («

saule in (>e Godhede. 138s Wyclie a Cor. iiu 18 Alle we.

.

ben transformyd into the same ymage. 0400 Maunuev.
(Roxb.) iv. II Of Vpocras daughter transformed from a
womtnan to a dragoon. 1483 Caxton Calo bvijb. This
catte . . Is Inyn owne daughter tne whiche by the plesure and
wylle of god hath ben transfourmcd in to a caltc. 1548
Udali., etc. Erasm. Par. Mark i. 5 b, That thynges of
muche contrarietie maye e<isely be transformed, and tourned
one into an other. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. ill. ii. 151 And
1 thinke, if my brest liad not beene made of faith, and my
heart of Steele, she h.id transform 'd me to a Curtull dog, &
made me turiie i' th wliecle. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's
Trav. 268 When Magicians shall have power to transform

a humane body. 1813 Scott Kokeby i. xxxi, '1 he victor .sees

his fairy gold, Transform'd, when won, to drossy mold. 1837
Faraday C/tem. J/aw/. xxiv. {1842) 618 Transform several

small crystals of sulphate of nickel into a large one. 1853

J. H. Newman Hist.Sk. (1873) U. i. ii. 65 To Samarcand..
we owe the art of transforming linen into paper.

b. transf. To change in character or condition

;

to alter in function or nitture.

1556 J. Hkywood Spider^ F'. 'li. 5 My whole estate.. Is

here transformde from inyrth to miserie. 1675 TKAHKRNEC//r.
Ethics 270 Love, .transfornies the most virulent affections

into smooth, healing, perfective pleasures. 1796 Mokse
Amer. Geog. I. 306 He transformed an undisciplined body
of peasantry into a regular army of soldiers. 185a H. Rogers
Eel. E'aith{i6si^ 16 A volume, which h.-is transformed them
from savages into men, oud from idolatets into Christians.

TRANSFORMATION.
c. A/al/i. To alter (a figure, expression, etc.) to

another differing in form, but equal in quantity or
value.

1743 Emfrson Fluxions 22 To transform the Fluxion
,

a.ssume (etc.]. 1884 tr. Lota's Logic 332 These equations
we transform in all sorts of ways by adding on new nuanli-
ties, by subtracting others, by multiplication and division of
the whole. 1885 Watson & Burbukv Math. Th. Electr. f,

"V"' „,'5'.^^^ "°" proceed to transform this problem.
a. Pliystcs. To change (one form of energy) into

another, as mechanical energy into electricity, or
electric energy into light or heat.
1871 M\xvELLTheoryo/Hent(.ia,5),)2 The total energy of

anjf body or system of bodies is a quantity which can neither
be increased nor diminished by any mutual action of those
bodies, though it may be transformed into any of the forms
of which energy is susceptible. 1878 W. Garnett in Encycl.
Bnt. VIII. 208/2 All other forms of energy with which we
are acquainted can be transformed into an equivalent amount
of heat. 1901 J. Larwor ibid. XXVIII. 164/a There is a
certain measurable quantity associated with each type of
physical action . . numerically identical with a corresponding
quantity belonging to the new type into which it is trans-
formed.

e. Electr. To change a current in potential, as
from high voltage to low voltage, or in type, as
frtjm alternating to continuous. Transform up, to
raise the voltage while decreasing the current.

Transform down, to lower the voltage while
increasing the current.
J883 tr. HospiTALiER Mod. Afflications 0/Electr. (ed. 2)

I. 14a All these apparatus have a common character ; they
receive electricity and give out electricity, which they
transform according to tneir individual properties. 1888
S. P.Thompson Dynamo-electr. Maclu 486 At the generating
station the alternating currents of low potential were to be
transformed by means of an induction-coil to currents of
high potential. 1897 Sloane Stand. Electr. Diet. (1902)
547 Such dynamo could transform currents up or down.
190a S. P. Thompson Electr. 4- Magnet. 502 To transform
continuous currents from one voltage to another it is neces-
sary to employ a rotating apparatus, wliich b virtually a
combination of a motor and a generator.

2. intr. To undergo a change of form or nature

;

to change. Now rare.

1597 Beard Theatre God's yudgem. (1612)68 Then did
this loUy feast, to fast transforme. 1667 E. King in Phil.
Trans. II. 427 The Film does onely cover the Maggot,
while she is transforming into an Ant. 1717 Addison tr.

Ovid, Trans/. Cycnus 1 1 His hair transforms to down, his
fingers meet In skinny films, and shape his oary feet. 1747
Gould Eng. Ants 52 The Female Aurelia's are generally
the first which transform, and are those that make their
Appearance in the Shape of large Flies. 1827 Hood Mi.ls.
I'airles Ixxxiii, Meanwhile I bade my pitying mates trans-
form Like grasshoppers.

Transform (tra-nsf(>jm), sb. Math. [f. prec.

vb.] An expression derivetl from anollier by
transformation.

1853 Sylvester in Phil. Trans. CXLI II. I. 544 Covariant,
a function which stands in the same relation to the primitive
function from which it is derived as any of its linear trans-
forms do to a similarly derived transform of its primitive.

Transformable (transfjT-jmab'l), a. [f. as

prec. -)- -ABLE.] That may be transformed ; capable
of transformation.

1674 Grew Mixture lii. S i All Principles are immutable i

as we have above proved ; and, therefore, not generable,
formablej or transformable. 1870 H. Spencer Princ. Psy-
chol. I. vu §47 (ed. 2) ii;r If the psychical force known as
effort were transformable into a constant quantity of physical
force. 187s PosTE Gaius ni. Comm. (ed. 2) 358 An obligai ion
..is always transformable, in the eye of the law, into the
payment of a certain sum of money. 190a J. Larmor in

Encyct. Brit. XXVIII. 166/a Constituents, .transformable
into each other by chemical or physical action. 1004 Daily
Chron.sS Oct. 8/5 Justice . . is such a transformable quality,
that it is soinewiiat difficult to define it.

Hence Transfermabl-lity.
1875 PoSTE Gaius HI. Comm. (ed. a) 358 This transform-

ability of all Objects of obligation into money payments.

Transf0°rmance. rare, [f as prec. + -ANCE

:

cf. performance.] — Tkanstobmation.
x6ii Chapman May Day 11. iv. Take such a transformance,

as you may be sure will keepe you from discouery. 1867 G.
GiLFiLi.AN Night vii. -lio Small need of such transformance
upon thee.

+ Transfo'rmate, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

transjormdt us, pa. pple. o(transformdre to Trans-
FOIIM.] = TrANSFOKMED.
I57i_ Oiuges I'antom. IV, Hh iij b, Then is the superficial

capacitie of the transformed Octaeilrons Hexagonal playnes,
eoual tothe whole superficies of Tetraedron transforinate.

loid. Iij, The lesse semidiameter of the transfoimate Dode-
caedruiis trigonall bases.

Transformation (tronsfitjm^ J,in). [.id. late

L. transformdlidn-em (Jerome, a 400), n. of action

from transformdre to Thansfokm. Cf. F. trans-

formation (i4lh c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The action

of transforming or fact of being transformed.

1. The action of changing in form, shai^e, or
appearance ; metamorphosis.
_i43a-5o tr. ///^^/i (Rolls) II. 209 Monstruous transforma-

ciones of men in to bestes be made . . thro charmes of wicches.
1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Mark i. 5 b, Transformacions
and naturall chaungynges of thynges. 1555 Edkn Decades
43 margin. Fables much lyke Guide his transformations.
1596 Shaks. r Hen. IV, l. i. 44 Vpon whose dead corpes
there was such misuse. Such beastly, shamelesse transforma-
tion. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. na Matter is capable
ofmany seeming transfornuuions, but no real transmutations
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have ever been discovered. X864 Hrvcb Holy Rotn. Emp.
XV. 260 No more than a man feels that perpetual trans-

formation by which his body is renewed from year to year,

t b. A changed form ; a person or thing trans-

formed. Obs, rare.

1598 Shaks. Merty IK iv. v. 98 If it should come to fhe
eare of the Court, how I haue beene transformed ; and how
my transformation hath beene washd, and cudgeld.

C. Theatr, "Wox^ixyWy transformation scene'. A
mechanical disclosing scene in a pantomime; spec,

the scene in which the principal performers were
transformed in view of the audience into the players

of the ensuing harlequinade.
1859 Pufich 5 Feb. 58/2, I have supped full of gorgeous

transformations on which paint, coloured foils, Dutch metal
..have been lavished. 1881 Playgoer x Jan., A magnificent
Transformation, a charming Watteau ballet scene. i88z
G. A, Sala in Illustr. Lond. Ncivs i Jan. 3/2 Two Grand
Transformation Scenes. 1885 W. J. Lawrence in The
Theatre Dec 329 The account of the sixth scene is worthy
of quotation, smacking as it does of the modern ' Trans-
formation '. 1885— in Z^/., During the Grimaldi era the term
'transformation scene' referred to that particular juncture of
the performance at which the good fairy changed the hero
and heroine and their two persecutors in full view of the
audience into Harlequin, Columbine, Clown and Pantaloon
respectively.

2. trans/. A complete change in character, con-
dition, etc.

1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 81 The simple
soules not perceiuing that this their transformation or rather
deformation, is'no more scene than a pose in a mans face.
z6oa Shaks. Ham, 11. ii. 5 Something haue you heard Of
Hamlets transformation: so I call it, Since not th' exterior,

nor the inward man Resembles that it was. 1746-7 Hervey
Medit. (1818) 59 To behold the prodigious transformation
which has taken place on every individual. 1833 Alison
Hist. Europe I. i. § 60. 104 The transformation ofFrance,.
from a feudal Confederacy, .to a compact and absolute
monarchy. 1900 R. J. Drummond Apost. Teach. ^ Christ's
Teach, ix. 347 A regenerative transformation of humanity is

practicable.

3. In scientific uses, a. ZooL Change of form in

animal life, as in the successive transformations of
insects, etc. ; metamorphosis.
1638 Mavne Lucian (1664) 45 A Polypus I have seen, but

would gladly learn its transformation from you. 1667 E.
King in Pfiil. Trans, II. 427 The black Speck. .cast out of
the Maggot in her transformation. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VIII. 7 Of the Transformations of the Cater-
pillar into its corresponding Butterfly or >Ioth. 1874
Lubbock Orig. ^ Met, Ins. 1.4 Linnseus classed them among
the Coleoptera, from which however they differ in their trans-
formations.

b. Physiol, and Path, Change of form or sub-
stance in an organ, tissue, vital fluid, etc.

"834 \, Forbes Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 587 Interstitial

deposition, which. .constitutes what is commonly termed
transformation of the organ into a cancerous substance. 1843
J, A. Smith Product, Farmin^{,^A. 2) 75 The excrementitious
matters of one organ come m contact with another during
their passage through the plant or animal, and, in conse-
quence, suffer new transformations. 1B60 Mavne Expos.
Lex., Transformation^ term for a morbid change in a part,
consisting in the conversion of its texture into one of a
different kind, as of the soft parts into bone or cartilage.

c. Math, Change of form without alteration of
quantity, or value ; substitution of one geometrical
figure for another of equal magnitude but different

form, as of a prism for a cylinder, or of one alge-

braical expression or equation for another of ilie

same value; t formerly, also, alteration of the
form of a solid figure by truncation of the solid

angles : cf. Transfigubed,Transformed.
Transformation of co-ordinates^ an inaccurate but ac-

cepted exjjression for the substitution of a new .set of co-
ordinates, involving a transformation of the equation of the
locus. Hence, in the case in which the new co-ordinates are
measured in a different plane or space, transformation is

extended to the relation of correspondence between the
original and resulting loci, as in projection.

1S7X DiGCES Panlom. Epist. *ij b, A Discourse Geometrl-
call of the fiue regulare or Platonicall bodyes [withl the
manifolde proportions arising bj^ mutual! conference of these
solides I nscription, Circumscription or Transformation. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Transformation of an EquatioHj
(in Algebra) the changing of any Equation into one that is

more easy. 188a Minchin Unipl. Kinemat. 234 It will be
convenient to speak of this quantity A!" as a modulus of
transformation. 1885 Watson & Burbury Math. T/i.

Eleclr. ff Magn. I. 157 The method of transformation used
with conjugate functions.

d. Physics. Change of form of a substance from
solid to liquid, from liquid or solid to gaseous, or

the reverse ; Chem, change of chemical composi-
tion, as by replacement of one constittient of a
compound by another.
1857 Miller Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 67 In order to effect

these transformations it is necessary to displace the hydrogen
of the acid.

e. Change of energy from one form into another.
1877 W. GAKNETTin Encycl. Brit. VII. 583/3 The .subject

of which natural philosophy treats is the transformation of
energy, which in all its phases takes place in accordance
with two great principles known respectively as the prin-
ciples of tne conservation and the dissipation of energy.
1878 — ibid. VIII. 207/a If subsequently we allow an equal
amount of energy to undergo various intermediate tmns-
formations, but to be finally reduced to heat. 190a Ibid.
XXIX. 158 In succeeding years pVom 1840] he IJoule]
published a series of valuable researches on the agency of
electricity in transformations of energy.

f. Electr, Change of a current into one of dif-

ferent potential, or different type, or both, as by a
transformer (TkansfoKMEr 2). Also attrih.

1884 Electrical Ke7>. '26 ]vi\y 6^ Conditions for arranging
a transformation coil, as regards its yield. 1911 Encycl.
Brit. XXVI 1. 173/1 Transformers may be distinguished ..in

accordance with the type of transformation they effect.

4. An artificial head of hair worn by women,
X90X Daily Ninvs 12 Jan. 6/7 Buying toupees, or even

'transformations', as those wigs are called which entirety

cover the natural hair. 1903 if'estm. Gaz. 6 Aug. 3/2 Hair-
dressers are known to make most of their returns by tlie

producing of these transformations. 1906 Rtfcrce g Dec.
1 1 /4 When he got to the exit door he discovered to his horror
that he had dragged off the lady's 'transformation', and it

was hanging to his sleeve-link.

6. at/rib. and Comb. : transformation-dancer
{Theatr,)f one who dances successively in several

costumes and characters; transformation-jewel,
a jewel which may be worn in several ways;
transformation product, Chem. a new compound
formed by the decomposition or destructive dis-

tillation of a complex compound often existing in

nature; transformation scene: see ic,
189a Daily News 29 Jan. 7/2 She was engaged generally

upon the music hall stage.. . Her peculiar branch was trans-

formation dancing.. .She was well known as a transforma.
tion dancer. 1892 Pall Mall G. 17 Mar. 1/3 French
jewellers are devoting all their inventive genius to new
designs for the setting of these transformation jewels.

Hence Transforma'tional a., of or pertaining to

transformation; Transforma'tionist = Tbans-
rORMIST 2.

1888 Max MiJLLER Nat. Relig. vi. {1889) 143 We ought to
be transformationists and no longer evolutionists, 1894
Athengeutn 10 Nov. 646/2 The distinction between 'com-
binational ' and ' transformational ' theories of experience.

Transformative (transfpumativ), a. [ad.

med.L. transformativtis (Albertns Mag, a 1280), f.

ppl. stem of L. iransformare to Transform : see

-ATivE. Cf. F. trans/brmatif{neo\ogism in Littr^).]

Having the faculty of transforming; fitted or tend-

ing to transform.
1671 Flavel Fount, Life x. 30 The Light of Christ is

powerfully Transformative of its Subjects. 1681 — Metlu
Grace xxviii. 484 All communion with God is assimilating,

and transformative of the soul into his image. x8o6 A.
Knox Rem. (1844) 1. 20 This high, heavenly, transformative
Christianity. 1893 J. Pulsford Loyalty to Christ II. 47
The One Divine formative and transformative Form.

t Transforma'tor. Obs, rare~\ [agent-n., in

L. form, from L, transformare to Transform,]
= Transformer.
1617 Collins Def, Bp, Ely 11. x. 420 No Transformators,

no such sauage Sarcophagiy as S. Cyrill bends his penne
against.

Transfonned(transff7-amd),///. a. [f. Trans-
form w. + -kd1.] Changed in form or character;

in Alath.y altered in form, but not in value. (In

quot. 1413, 'misshapen'.)
In quot 1571 applied to a solid figure modified by trunca-

tion of the solid angles (cf. Transfigured in same sense).

1413 Pilgr. Sotvle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxiv. 70 Beres ben
brought forthe al fowle and transformyd. 1571 Digges
Pantom. iv. Ggij, A Transfourmed Cube is a figure geo-
metrical enuironed with 6 equiangle Octogonall and 8

equilater triangular playnes or bases, whose sides are all

equall. Ibid. Hh ij, A Transformed Dodecaedron. 1741
Emerson Fluxions 29 Proceed thus till the transform'd

Fluxion be as simple as possible. 1841 Lane A rab. Nts. 1. 65
note, It was not imagined that this brute was the lost man in

a transformed state. 1885 Watson & Burburv Math. Th.
Electr, ^ Magn. 1. 157 Hy substituting thecoordinates. .and
placing on corresponding elements the same charges, the
transformed system will be in equilibrium. 1904 J. Oman
Vis. <5- Author. III. iii. 190 The ntst Apostles, the humble,
loyal, transformed ambassadors of Christ.

Transformer, [f. as prcc. +-kr1.]
1. One who or that which transforms.

1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits ^ Diz'els 208 He is no
creatour of substances, no transformer of natures. 1765 J.
Brown Chr, jfrnl. (1814) 150 Sin, horrid transformer, how
hast thou changed our God ! 1883 J. D. Fulton Sam
Hobart 18 The steam locomotive, the material transformer
of the world.

2. Electr, An apparatus which transforms con-

tinuous currents from one voltage to another, or

continuous into alternating currents or vice versa,

(After F, transformatetir {\\o%-^\\.^\^x , 1882).)
1883 tr. Hospitalier Mod. Applications ofElectr. (ed. 2)

I. 141 We -designate by the term electric transformers
apparatus in which electricity is no longer produced directly,

but is transformed and changes its properties. \9&^ Electrical
Rev, 26 July 6^ The present transformers, those of MM.
Goulard and Gibbs, are. .very similar to bobbins. 1886 G.
Forbes in Electrician 26 Feb. 315 Induction coils used in

this way have been called secondary generators or trans,
formers. x888 S, P. Thompson Dynamo-electric Mach. 484
For transforming from high pressures to low, several Icinds

of apparatus are known, namely:— ..Induction-coils, also

called for this purpose Secondary Generators, or Trans-
formers, or Converters. 189E Times 28 Sept. 13/6 From
the transformer the currents are led to the four collecting

rings of the motor, and a continuous current is taken off its

commutator.

b. attrib.^ ^^transformer chamber^ house, station.

1888 Scrihner*s Mag. Aug. 196/2 The development of a radi-

cally newand very interesting system.known as the secondary
or transformer system. 1891 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept. 6/2 It

furnishes the current for feeding 1,206 glow-lamps, partly

fixed to a large frame in the transformer room, partly to a
sort of signboard outside the hall. 1894 Westm.Gaz. i May
7/2 The current is conveyed to Rome un fuur copper cables.

.. Outside the Porta Pia .. it enters a transferme r-house,
where its pressure is reduced from 5,000 to 2,000 volis.

Transfo'rming, vbl, sb. [f. as prec. + -ing '.]

The action of the vb. Tkan.sfoum ; transformation.

143S '^\\ss\i Fire ofLove 1^0 Qwhat is lufe bott transfourm-
ynge of desire In to t>e Hnge lufyd? 1580 Hollvband
Treas. Fr. Tong^ Transfiguration^ a transforming. 1633
P. Fletcher Purple Isl, vi. Iv, With quick and strange
transforming. 1883 J. T. Huhcess in Athenaeum 3 Nov.
569/1 The transforming of the south transept into the ycstry.

Transfo'rming, ///. a, [f. as prec. + -ing i^.]

That transforms.
rti653 Binning Serm. (1845) 10 Love is an uniting and

transforming thing. 1827 Keble Chr. K., 13M Sunday
Trin, xviii, Our. .Saviour's face.. Bent on us with trans-

forming power. 1843 I. Williams Baptistery 1. ix. (1874)
107, I gnz'd Upon the footsteps of transforming time. 1907
W. M. Ramsay in Expositor Jan. 72 The transforming hand
of man was applied to it.

Hence Transformingfly adv.
1865 H. BusHNELL Vicar. Sacr. ii. (1868) 68 He could not

so powerfully and transforniingly impress the fact, 1874
Geo. Eliot Coll. Brcakf P. 771 That energy Which moves
transformingly in root and branch.

TransformisiXL (tronsf^umiz'm). [a. F. trans-

formisme {\iroca.y Con^rh d'anlhropol. 1867, p. 401 ),

f, transformer to TitANSFORM ; see -ism.]

1. Biol, The hypothesis that existing species are

the product of the gradual transformation of other

forms of living beings {loosely^ such transformation
itself) ; any form of the doctrine of evolution of

species.

1878 Bartley tr. Topinards Anthrop. rii. i. 527 Direct
proofs as totransformism are not wanting. 1880 Huxley
Crayfish vi. 318 We may suppose that crayfishes have
resulted from the modification of some other form of living
matter ; this is what, to borrow a useful word from the
French language, is known as. ./rti«j/<>rw«w. iXS^ Nature
27 Jan. 307/1 Degraded plants, affording remarkable speci-
mens of natural transformism. \^%'\.wdv.\n Nature -^^ May
8/2 These processes of development, or evolution, or trans-
formism were long ago recognised to no small extent by
ethnologists.

2. The doctrine of gradual evolution of moral and
social relations : loosely^ sucli evolution itself.

1885 Athenxnm 17 Oct. 510/2 The transformist 'confer-
ence at Paris last year was an eloquent lecture by M. Ch.
Letourneau on the evolution of morals. The concluding
remarks are as follows :

' In that which relates to education,
I am sorry to differ entirely from the principal founder of
transformism in morals, H. Spencer '. 1894 Liberal 24 Nov.
51/2 A laboratory in which th« process of social trans-

formism is carried on.

Transformist (tronsf^-imist). [In sense i, f.

Transform v. + -ist; in sense 2, a. F. transformisie
(Broca, 1867, as in prec.).]

1. One who is occupied in transforming, humorous
nonce-use,

1799 J. RIacGowam Dial. Devils i. 11 As for the barbers,
they are a set of transformists, established wholly by my
dexterity.

2. An adherent of transformism. Also attrih,

or as adj,

a 1879 PusEY in Athenaeum 19 July 83/1 We think the
transformist theories a mere imagination. 1885 [see prec. a. J.

1890 Pop. Sc. Monthly Dec. 257 Agardh..was a little too
earnest a transformist, and believed that certain algse could
become animals.

Hence Transformi'stio a., of or pertaining to

transformism or transformists.

1887 Nature 24 Feb. 3S9/2 In the chapter on the first

appearance of man, the various transformistic theories are
passed in review.

t Transformity. Obs. nonce-wd, [f. Trans-
form, after conformity.'\ The state or condition of

being transformed,
i6aa T. Stoughton Chr, Sacr, xiiL 175 The next words

are, But be ye transformed...^. plaJne opposition betwixt
that before, and tliisnow spoken j betwixt that conformitte
to this world, and this transform iiie.

t Transfou-nd, v, Obs. rare-K ff. Trans- 2

+ Found v.'^ ; cf. L. transfumiere to Transfuse.]
trans. To recast (metal) into (some other form).
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Consid. to Pari. Wks. (171 1) 186

That all bells of steeples . . be taken down and transfounded
into pieces of ordnance.

tTra*nafretate,z/. Obs,rare~^, =Transfrbtk.
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. vi, We transfretate the

Sequan at the dilucul and crepuscul.

tTransfretation. Obs, [ad. late L. trans-

fretdtidn-em, n. of action f. transfretdre : see next.]

The action of crossing or passing over a strait,

channel, or narrow sea.

161S Davies IVhy Ireland, etc. (1747) 69 Since the last

transfretation of King Richard the Second, c 1645 Howell
Lett. IV. xxiii, She had a rough passage in her transfreta-

tion to Dover Castle.- 1768 H. VIai,volk Hist. Doubts go 0(
this transfretation and Christening, Perkin, in his supixjsed
confession, says not a word. 178a S. Pegge Cur. Misc. to
Henry 2. levied numerous subsidies, .for his transfrctations

(to use a Monkish word) into foreign parts.

t Transfre'te, v, Obs. Also 6 -fret, 7 -freat

;

erron. 6 -freit, 6-7 -freight, [ad. L. iratisfrctdre,

f. Trans- \-fretum a strait, channel ; cf. OF. trans*

freter (« 1200 in Godef.),]

1. intr. To pass over a strait or narrow sea.
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C1540 tr. Poh Verg, Eng, Hist. (Camden) I. 85 The
Emperoure Severus.-desierus to procure the destruction of
Albinus, transfreteJ into Fraunce. a 1548 Hall Chron.^

Hen, IV 24 Declaryng also that.. he wold transfret and
passe the sea himselfe. 1567 Drant Horace^ Ep. vL Dj,
Treasure of greater gaine I hen ali the chaffer that trans-

frctcs from Portugal or Spaine. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng.
XIV. xci. Hence for Ireland at the least I must transfreat.

1653 Waterhoush ApoL Learn. 52 The Saxon Merchants
..Arm and Transfreight, and about the year six hundred
eighty nine obtain the Rule over us. ^

2. trans, a. To convey across a strait or sea.

b. To cross (a strait or sea).

1594 ?Grkenk SeiifHus Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 266 T'await

th' arriuall of some ship That might transfreitvs safely vnto
RhtKles. IS9S Locrine 1. \. 108 We..transfretting the

Iltirian sea, Arriued on the coastsof Aquitane. i6ix Brath-
WAiT Gold. Fleece^ Sonn. iv. G j b, With joyfull mirth. .To
haue traiisfreted such a Sea of woes. 1653 Urquhabt Robe-
Aim L xxxiii. 151 Have we not. .travelled and toj'led enough,
in having ^^ar^^frel^;d and past over the Hircainan sea?

Transfrontal, a, Anat. [Trans- 5.] Cross-

ing the forehead, or the frontal lobe of the brain.

1889 Buck's Ilandbk. Med, Sc. VUI. 152/1 The union of
the subfroiital fissure, deeply with the precentral and the
three tran>frontal fis-sures,

Traus-firo ntier, a. [Trans- 3.] Lying,

living, or done beyond the frontier of a conntry.

1877 Ld. Lyttom Lett. (1006) II. xv. 481 The rudest and
most unmanageable trans(rontier chieftains. 1909 Daily
Chron, 22 Jan. 3/4 A personal history of trans frontier

surveys and bouirdary demarcations.

t Transf^'de, v. Oh. rare, [irreg. f. \^

(ransfutuiire (see Transfuse), jx^rf. tense trans-

fud-i. Cf. diffude^ effnde.^ trans, a. To transmit.

b. To expend lavishly.

'53*~5** tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 5 Wjthowte the sollicitude of
writers scholde transfude (L. truns/wtdt-ret] to vs the
memory of thynges of antiquite. Ibid. VII. 153 So that y
mj-^tc tr.'uisfude [h. trans/udtriin^ v. r. tratis/ud£rein\ my
patrimony to youre utitite.

t Tra'nsfage. Obs. rare. [a. F. transfuge

(14th c. in Godef. Compt,), ad. L. transfuga^

f. Trans- ^fug-ire to flee.] A deserter ; a fugitive.

XKUJA Prriy CouHcitActsiiZqfi) II. 186 C'crtein Frenchemen
..demand^ by the French King by treaty as transfuges.

1639 Sedgwick Milit. Disc. 78 When a Souhlier rcnounceth
his colours, and becomes a transfuge, and runncs to the
enemies side. [1855 Lo.SrANHOPE /,«*/. /i* TickHan^MTky'yn
Afijc.Her. 11, {1872) 18 The protection of deserters and trans-
fitges is the invariable rule of every service In the world.]

So t TrKHsftiffer, in same sense ; \ Transfii'*

^ous a., that is a deserter.

i6if Spkkd Hiit. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. (1623) 1170 Scotland,
the then Keftige of Traiterous transfugers. Ibid. 1181 That
traiisfiigi'jus Champion.

t Transfti'me, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. tranS'

fumd-re^ i. Tran.s- ^funiare to smoke, Fume.]
i6«3 CocKEHAM, Trans/utne^ to smoake thorow. 1656 in

Blount Glosso^r.

t Transftind, v. Obs, rare. [ad. L. trans-

fund't^re: see next.] trans. = next.
i6?o H. Stubbe Plus L/ltra 121 Because this Transfunding

of blood hath hitherto licen looked on as the primary Inven-
tion. rti677 Harrow .Vrrw. (1687) I. viii. 97 Speech, that
most natural, proper and easie means of. . conveyinf^, and, as
i( wer& transfunding our thoughts and our passions into
each other.

Transfdse (trnnsfi»-z), v. [f. L. transfus-,

ppl. stem of trans/und-^e^ {. trans^ Trans- +
fund^rc lo pour. Of. F. transfuser (i7-i8th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).]

L (ram. To pour (a liquid) from one vessel or
receptacle into another.
1601 HOLI.AND Pliny xxxiii. vi. I!. 473 Ever and anon

the troubled water ought to be transfused into a vessell o(
brassc, and clarified iliercin. 1664 Powek Ejrp. Phitos. i. 4
The ->ungs in all Itees are hollow and tubuIous..so that
when they prick ihe flesh, they do also, through that channel,
transfuse the poyson into it. 1755 SMOtXETT Qiiix. 11. iv. ii.

(1803) IV. 141 'I'ransfusing the contents of the bottles into
their own bellies, 18x9 Chapters Phys. Sci. 1 89 When water
or any. .fluid requires to b« transfused from one vessel to
another.

2. transf. andy^. To cause to ' flow ' from one to

another ; to transmit ; to diffuse into or through
something; to cause to permeate ; to instil.

CX4SS St. Mary 0/Qignies \\. iv. in Anglia VIII. 165/15
As in a lighte (He] transfused hym-selfe Jmrgh alle l>e Ijody
of |>c seke.^ 1594 HooKKR Eccl. Pol. i. x. 9 12 A naturafl
delight which man hath to transfuse from himselfe into
others. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone \\\. v, Where we may so
transfuse our wandering souls Out at our lips. x6i8 Hales
Gold. Rem, 11. (1673) 9 The sole way of transfusing the
principles of Christianity into men. 1709 Sachevkrf.ll
Serin. 1 5 Aug. 4 I t's . , I ntluence is transfas'd thro' several .

,

Channels, iirjy Miss A. U. Howards b'p Nile ix. 240 The
sun being, .at its highest and the air transfused with light.

1880 E. White Cert. Kelig. (1881) 17 Their testimony, and
teaching, and lifcj transfuse that certitude into those who
receive their word.

3.. Med.^ etc. To transfer (the blood of a person
or animal) into the \'eins of another; to inject

(blood or other fluid) into the veins.

x666 Phil. Trans. 353 Take up the Carotidal Artery of the
t>og or other Animal, whose Itloud is to be transfused into

aiwther of the same or a differcht Kind. 1743 tr. Ileister's
Surg. 305 The Blood of one Animal is transfused into the
Veins of another. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 565 On transfusing
red blood into the temporal artery, the aaiinal remaiaeu 1

lively aod well.
j

b. To treat (a person) with transfusion of blood
(or of some solution).

\^ Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 948 We transfused the patient
with saline solution containing sulphates. 1905 Roi.leston
Dis. Liver a68 He was transfused but died the same day.

Hence Transfused (-fiw'zd, poet. ^^u'7jbfi)ppl.a.
;

Transfu'sing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

165a Bknlowes Thcoph. v. liv, The Primum Mobile do's
seem_ immense And doth transfused Influence Through all

inferiour Orbs, .dispense. 1667 Pkil. Trans. II. 490 The
Conception of tkat Transfusing design. 178a A, Monro
Compar. Anat. (ed. 3) Introd. 10 Changing their juicts by
transfusing of new liquors. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 91
They receive from tne atmosphere the transfused light on
every side. 1903 Moblev Gladstone I. n. iv, 165 The trans-
fusing alchemy of his rather smoky crucible.

Transfdser (trQnsfi«*z3j). rare. [f. prec. +
-1:11 ^] One who or that which transfuses.

1889 Nation (N. Y.) 17 Oct. 319/2 The transfuser ofCorean
thought.

Transfasible (tronsfiw'ziib'l), a. rare. [f. L.

transffts-y ppl. stem (see Transfuse) + -iblk : cf,

fttsibie.'] Capable of being transfused.
i66x IJoYLE Style Scriptures {1675) 156 Expressions.,

whose Penetrancy is as little transfusible into any other as
the Sun's dazling Brightness, .can be undctractingly Painted.
i8a6 Miss MiTFORD Village Ser. m. 267 She could catch
even the zest of a repartee, that most evanescent and least

transfusible of all things.

Transfosion (transfi«',:50n). [ad. L. trans-

ffision €fn, n. ofaction from transfuud^re IoTrans-
FUSE. Cf. F. transfusion (1307 in Godef. Compt.).]

The action of transfusing.

1. The action of ponring a lifjuid from one vessel

into another ; alsoyi^?". transference ; transmission
;

trandiition.

1578 Banister Hist. Man i. 14 Nerves.. pass through
them [lH>nes]..for the transfusion of sense into other p.irtes.

C1645 Howell Lett. (i6so) II. 11. xiviii.6i It is with languages
as 'tis with liquors which by transfusion use to take wind
fiomone vessell toariuthcr. 1700 Dryden Eables Pref. (1^21)
34, I grant that something must be lost in all transfusion,

that is, in all translations, c 1780 P>L'RNev in Boswcll yohnson
(1848) 71/2 note^ He would find the transfusion into another
language extremely diflicult. 1835 Eraser's Mctg. XII. 394
Of all poets, 'I'heocritus is perhaps the least susceptible of
transfusion. 1850 Grotk Greece 11. Ixviii. VIII. 595 Such
persuasion had grown up gradually.., partly by insensible

transfusion from others.

2. Med.f etc. The process of transferring the blood

of a person or animal into the veins ofanother ; the

injection of blood or other fluid into the veins.

6^3 Plain English 21 As if they.. should, of a sudden,
receive a Transfusion of Sheeps Blood from the others.

1678 Phiixips s. v., Transfusion of the blood is a late Ana*
tomical invention experimented by the Royal Society. 180a
Pai^v Nat. Theol. xxv. (ed. 2) 484 The experiment of trans*

fusion proves, that the blood uf one animal will serve for

another. 187^^ Roberts Ilandbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 41 In some
cases transfusion of blood is demanded, in order to save life

and to replace the blood which has been lost.

3. attrib. and Comb., as transfusion apparatus^

plan ; transfusion cell (Bof.), one of certain cells

which remain thin-walled and thus permit the

passage of water to the adjacent tissues ; so trans-

fusion strand^ tissue.

183* J. Brown Lett, (1907) 25 Give me the latest informa-
tion aliout the transfusion plan, specifying the quantititrs of
salt [etc.]. 187s Bennett &. Dyer tr. Sachs' Bot. ^66 Cells
elongated in a direction transverse to the axis of the leaf.

,

leaving large intercellular spaces (Transfusion-Tissue of
Mohl). 1877 Knight Diet. Mech. 2613/a Aveling's Trans-
fusion. Apparata*:. 1898 tr. Strasburger's Text-ok. Bot. 1.

L 113 Special endodermal cells, directly external to the
xylem strands, remain unthickcned and serve as transfusion
cells. Ibid. Ill Transfusion strands.

Hence Tranafu'sionist, one who advocates or

practises ihe process of Irnnsfusion of blood.
1889 Pop. S\i. Monthly Apr. 808 The early transfusion ists

reasoned, in the style of the Chrbtian Scientists, that the
blood is the life.

Trausfasive (tronsfiw-siv), a. [f. L. transfiis-,

ppL stem (see Tbanspusk) + -IVE, In med.L.
transfusivus (Albertns Magnus, a 1 380).] Having
the quality of or a tendency to transfusion.

1677 W. Hughes Man ofSin 11. iv. 7a The Virgin Mary
bad a transfusivc Virginity; which quenched all concu-
piacenc* in others towards her. 1850 J.

Hamiltom in

Christian Sabbath (1853) 132 The transfusive good humour
which sent every one away with a purpose lo come back.

X869—' Ment. y. D, Bums i, 11 The transfusive power of
his Targe and exhaustless vitality.

Hence Transfit'sively adv.^ with transfusion.

1635 Hevwood Hicrarch. v. 278 When he his beames
transfusiuely shall run Through Mars his Sphere.

t Transglnti'tion. Ob$.rare-K [n. ofac-
tion from late L. tratisglutlre to gulp down.] The
action of swallowing; deglutition. So f Trans-
ffln'ttinff in same sense.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chintrg. F iij. The keye
of i r.achea arteria in the tvme of transgluttyn^e. 1650
But-WER Anthrof>oniet. 118 There are many that drink with-

out the moviiii; of Transglutition.

Transgredient (iransgrJdient, -Z-), a. rare.

[ad. L. transgredient-eniy pr. pple. of transgredi; see

TuANSGREas v\ Transgressing, a. Violating a

law or obligation, b. Passing beyond subjective

limits
I
objective.

S837 Syd. Smith Wks. (1850) 60S To paiut the other

branches of the Church as such slippery transgredient
mortals. 1904 yrnl. Fiiilos.t Psycitol. <^ Sci. Methods
4 Aug. 426 Pragmatism, .guarantees no objective or social

certainty. Its standards are lacking in theessential character
of a standard—transgredient reference and verifiability.

Transgress (tro-nsgres, -Z-), sb. rare. 7 Obs.

[ad. L. transgress-us a passing over (z<-stem), f. L.

; transgredi : see next. Cf. OP', transgres^ 1 5th c.

! in Godef. (perh. the immediate source).] Trans-
gression, trespass.

1578 in Scot. Poems t6tk C. U. 196 There is na sanct may
.saif 3'our saule Fra the transgres. 1624 Hevwood Gunaik,
II. 73 There be many errors, excesses, and transgresses.

c: 1640 [Shirlkv] Capt. Underwit v. ii, Well, sir, though
your trans5:resse deserve no pardon, Vet I am charitable
upon Condition. 1839 Reade Deluge 112, 1 heard a Voice
that spake within, And said such transgress was a sin.

j

Transgress (transgre-s, -Z-), V. Also 6-7

I

trans(e)gresse. [app. a. F. transgressor (14th c.

' in Godef. Compi,), f. L. transgress-, ppl, stem of

! transgredi io step across, f. trans a.cToss +grade
' to step.]
' 1. trans. To go beyond the bounds or limits

prescribed by (a law, command, etc.) ; to break,

violate, infringe, contravene, trespass against,

tS*6 Pilgr. Per/, (1531) 98 b, So they transgresse & breke
the commaundeinent of god. 1550 Ckowlky Epigr. 757
Wyl ye transegresse my lawes? 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 217 That he should suffer for transgressing them-
perours commaundement. 1660 Trial Regie. 126 That he
that knew the Law so well should so mucli transgresse it.

1^13 Steele Englishman No. 50. 324 Too great an Inclina-

tion oneway betrayed him to transgress the Rules of Charity.

1829 Scott Anne ofG. xxii, Other points of etiquette were
transgressed in their turn, after the repast was over. 1888

I Krvcb A mcr. Commiv. II. x.\xvii. 32 Where a statute passed

!
by a State legislature is alleged to transgress ihe Constitu-

tion of the State.

b. absol,, or intr. (const, against) : To break a

law or command ; lo trespass, offend, sin.

1526 TiNDALE 2 yoliH 9 Whosoever transgresseth and
bydcth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. 1535
CovEKDALB Nch. I. 8 Yf ye transgresse, then wil I scaler

you abrode amonge the nacioiis, 1599 Skaks. Much
Ado II. i. 260, I would not marry her, though she wtre
indowed with all that Adam had left him before fie trans-

grest. a 1699 Lady Halkett Autobiog. (1875) 12, 1 did not
transgrese against my Mother. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

: V. 50 That the two states should unite against a third which
transgressed, was a great source of security.

j f O. trans. To offend ngainst (a per-^on) ; to dis-

j

obey. Obs. rare.

a 1619 Fletcher Bonduca iv. ii, I never Blasphemed *em,

I uncle, nor transgrest my parents, a 16x5 — Wont. Pleased
III. i, You are too Royal to me; Tome that have so foolishly

transgress'd you.

2. trans. To go or pass beyond (any limit or

bounds).
a 1619 (see transgressed below]. 1641 Wilkins Math.

' Magick i\. \\. (it^Z) 197 He advises that we should not..

i transgresse the bounds of nature. x686 Plot StaJ/brdsh.

•Ki% Nor have these limits of human life been less transgrcsst

by Men.. than they have by women. 01700 Dkyden
Ovids Metam. xv. Pythag, Philos, 669 Hard mouthed
coursers.. Apt to run riot, and transgress the goal. 1829

I

LvTTON Devereux \. i, A man never known before to trans-

I

gress the very slowest of all possible walks.

tb. intr. (a) Togo beyond limits; to trespass

;

{pn\ {b) To digress, Obs.
I 166a Gerbier Princ. 22, I shall not spend time, and trans-

gresse on the Readers patience, concerning the making of

Clay, and burning of Bricks. idiSg tr. Buchanan's De yure
Regni apud Scotos 14 Let us return from whence we have
transgressed.

Hence Transgressed (-gre'st) ///. a. (in quot.

\ a 1619, that has gone beyond ordinary limits, ex-

I
cessive) ; Transgre'ssing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1535 Coveroalb yoih. xxii. 22 Yf this be a transgrcssynge

or trespacynge agaynst the Lorde. 1579 W. Wilkinson
Con/ut. Eamilye 0/ Loue b ij. She shall be guiltles of the

transgressing, a 1619 Fothebbv /lMc<?w/. ii. ii. § 1 (1622) 198

So large.., and transgrest in her proportion. 1651 Hobhks
Govt. ^ Soc. xiv. § 8. 217 Any one who hath suffered the

punishment of the transgressed Law. ^iiSij* McLean
Coini". Hebr. (1847) \. 329 The punishment inflicted on his

transgressing seed. 1907 Blackiv. Mag. Feb. 177/1 He
brought suits against transgressing shipmasters.

Transgre'ssible, a. rare'~°. [ad. late and med.-

L, transgressibilis : see prec. and -ble.] Capable
of Ijeing transgressed.

i88a in Ogilvie ; and in later Diets.

Transgression (tronsgre-Jan, -Z-). [app. a.

F. transgression (12th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

iransgression-em a going over; later, a violation,

transgression, sin, n. of action from transgredi to

Transgress.]
1. The action of transgressing or passing beyond

the bounds of legality or right ; a violation of law,

duty, or command ; disobedience, trespass, sin.

1436 Lvix;. De Guil. Pilgr. 11 30 Transgressyoun ys for to

say A goyyng fro the ryht[e] way, Or shortly, in sentement
Brekyng off a comaundement. 1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls)

V, 213 Borne in as grete innocepcy and withowte synne as

Adam was afore the transgression. 14.. Cust. Malton in

Surtees Misc, (i888)6o Alleodyr transgrescyons !>' towchys
the lordes persons. 1494 Fabvan Chron, (1811)342 Culpable
in certayne artycles, towchynge transgressyon agayne the

kynge. xwa Abp. Hamilton^ Catech. (1884) 27 Dedely
synnis quhiTke ar transgressionis of Gods commands.^ 159S
OHAXS. yoht 1. i. 256 Heauen lay not my transgression to
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my charge. 1651 Hodbes LcviatJu 11. xxvi. 1^8 Punish-
ments ordained beforehand for their transgression. 17*2

Ue Foe Rdig. Courtsk. 1. ii. (1840) 67 The children shall

not be punished for the father^s transgression. 18x4 L.

MuRKAY Eng. Gram. I. 491 The transgression of this rule

makes what are called liarsh or forced metaphors.

b. The action of passing over or beyond. (Only

as the etymological sense of the word.)
i6j3 Cockeram, Transgression^ a passing or going ouer.

1643 BuRRouGHES Exp. Hosea (1652) 238 Sin is called by
the name of Transgression .. that is going beyond tlieir

bounds, going over the hedge. 1857 Maurice E^. Si. John
lit- 47, I call it transgression; that is, the passing over a
boundary which was marked out for me. 1907 Illincworth
Doctr. Trinity x. 190 Sin is always transgression, the over-

stepping of due bounds, the refusal to be limited.

2. Geol. The spread of the sea over the land

along a subsiding shore-line, producing an overlap

by deposition of new strata upon old.

x88a Geikie in Nature 13 July 242/2 In a section * Upon
Abrasion and U'ransgression , the author insists upon the
paramount influence of the sea as an agent in planing down
the surface of the land. 1903 Claypole in Avter, Geol.

Aug. 91 The depression in southern Ohio, where the out-
crop of the Corniferous limestone and the Corniferous-
Hamilton is concealed by the transgression of the shale.

Hence Transgre'sslonal a., of or pertaining to

transgression ; of the nature of a transgression.
x69a-i Ld. Rochester Let. in Burnet Own Times (1823)

VI. 284 Forgive this transgressional rapture, and receive
my thanks.. for your kind letter.

Transgressive (transgre-siv, -Z-), a, [f. L.
transgress-, ppl. stem (see Transgbess) + -IVE.

Cf. late L. transgressivus^

1, Having the character or quality of transgress-

ing, a. Involving transgression ; sinful.

1646 SiR_T, Browne Pseud, Ep. i. x. 37 Adam.. from the
transgressive infirmities of himselfe might have erred alone,
as well as the Angels before him. 1797 Hist, in Ann. Reg.
57/1 The powers assumed.. were explicitly termed uncon-
stitutional, and transgressive of the authority lodged in them
by the laws,

b. Passing beyond some limit.

*73S H. Brooke Univ, Beauty iir. 30 Where the Solar
Heal, and searching Air Transgressive, pierce our actuated
Sphere.

1 2. Music. ? Not coming in regular sequence

;

or ? Overlapping (cf. Conjunct B. 6). Obs.
1760 Stiles Anc. Gk.Mus. in Phil. Trans. LI. 704 Systems

were there considered as differing in respect, first, to magni-
tude ; secondly, to genus j thirdly, to the being consonant
or dissonant ; fourthly, to the being rational or irrational;

fifthly, to the being sequent or transgressive.

3. GeoL Overlapping: cf. Transgression 2,

(So Fr. transgressif (}J\Xr€).)

1854 (implied in Transgressivelv], x86o Mayne Expos.
Lex., TraTtsgressivus,..B.^^\\^d to a couch or bed that
becomes deposited on others of different natures and different
levels by rising over them, so that it is necessarily more or
less inclined : transgressive.

Hence Transgre'ssively Of/?/., in a transgressive

manner; spec, in Geol. f (a) unconformably
; (<5)

so as to overlap the formation next below it.

1847 Webster, Trans^essively, . .by transgressing. X854
MuRCHisoN Siluria viii. 169 The Silurian series overlap
transgressively or unconformably the edges of the subjacent
sandstone. 1879 Geikie in Encycl. Brit. X. 371/2 Up-
raised Lower Silurian rocks, upon the upturned and denuded
edges of which the Carboniferous Limestone lies trans-
gressively.

Transgressor (transgre-saj, -Z-). Also 4-7
-our, 6 -er. [a. AK. transgressoiir=^Y, transgres-

seur (14th c. in Ilatz.-Darm.), a. late L. transgres-

sor-em, agent-n. from transgredi to Transgress,]
One who trans<,Tresses ; a law-breaker ; a sinner.

1377 Languy. PI. B. 1. 96 And taken trangressores \v.r.
transgressouris] and tyen hem faste. 1432-50 tr. Higdcn
(Rolls) III. 263 He. .did chide the trangressores of the
lawes. X463-4 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 502/2 To committe tlie

transgressours . . to the next Gaole. 1526 Tindale Jos. li. 9
Ye commit synne, and are rebuked off the lawe as trans-
gressours. — II Thou arte a transgressor off the lawe.
1638 Penit. Con/, viii. (1657) 235 His Conscience arraigneth
him.. as a Transgressor, 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 164 Such
title should belonge To me transgressour, who for thee
ordaind A help, became thy snare. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) V. 100 Whoever shall transgress the strains by law
established is a transgressor of the laws.

Transhape, variant of Trans-shape,
tTranshaw, a. or adv. Obs. rare. Meaning
and origin uncertain : perh, ' exposed ' to the blast,

opposed to ' borrow * sheltered from the blast.

16650. Dudley A/etallum Martis {JB54) ^t How to mend
their Natures, by finning or setting the finery, lesse transhaw
more borrow, which are terms of art, and by altering and
pitching the works, /^id., If the work be set transhaw and
transiring from the blast, tlie Iron is more coldshare, lesse
Fined.

Transliip (tranijl-p), less commonly trans-
ship (trans,fi-p), v. [f. Trans- + Ship z/.]

1, trans. To transfer from one ship to another

;

also trans/. ^ from one railway train or other con-
veyance to another. Also cU/sol,

179a Ld. Macartney Jml. in Barrow Life (1807) II. 180
All the baggage and presents [were] put on board the large
junks, to be transshipped into smaller ones. 1797 — Emd.
to China II. i. 4 In order to tranship them. x8oa C. Robin-
son Adm. Cos. III. 247 He is not bound.. either to tran-
ship or to repair. 1813 Wellington Let. 26 June in Gurw.
Desp. (1839) X. 461, 1 am afraid it will be necessary to tran-
ship the ordnance &c. into smaller vessel*. 1846 Addison Oh

Contracts n. ii. § 4 (1883) 494 If the vessel becomes disabled
..the master is bound to tranship and forward the cargo, if

he has the means of transhipment at hand. 1876 Caixis
Cutlery 181 It was the practice of German manufacturers.

.

to.. transship them without allowing them to land. 190a
Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 559/1 He didn't give them time to trans-

ship enough provisions.

2. inlr. (ji a passenger : To change from one
ship or other conveyance to another,
1879 Atcherley Boerland 264 At East London, .we tran-

shipped into the steamship Afri-can. 1892 E. Reeves
Hoine^vard Bound 87 After going a mile or two we stopped,
got out, and transhipped into another train. 1892 Daily
Nezvs 18 Oct. 5/6 Passengers going by her had not to trans-

ship either at Hong Kong or Shanghai. 1895 Ramsay
Paul ilie Trav. 283 He [Paul] had to transship in Troas.

3. Cofnb. in which tra-nship is app. = tranship-

ment : as tranship-shed, a shed at a railway joint

station for the transference of goods from one rail-

way to another ; tranship-train, a train running in

connexion with a steamer into which the passengers

tranship ; tranship-van : see quot.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 14 Jan. 5/1 We have 'tranship', or
road-vans, specially appointed to work on branches and at

stations where there is not_ the heavy traffic. These take

goods from a certain starting-point to be delivered at a
number of roadside stations. 1903 Ibid 21 Feb. 7/1 Inviting

seven English and Scotch companies to co-operate in the
matter of a tranship shed at Carlisle. 1904 Daily News
22 Oct. g When near the new station at Talacre the engine
of a heavy tranship train jumped an obstruction... The
guard of the disabled tranship hurried Chesterwards.

Hence Transhi'pping vbl. sb. (also attrib.).

180X Sir Wm. Scott in C. Robinson Adm. Cos. III. 259
If he [the master] had not the means of transhipping.
1816 TucKEY Narr. Ex6ed. R. Zaire \\\. (1818) 88 The
transhipping the stores.. being finished. 1840 Evid. Hull
Docks Conim. 121 The transhipping of them, either by rafts

or small vessels. 1892 Nation (N, Y.) i Sept. 155/1 A
better transshipping point.

Transhi-pmeut, trans-shi'pxueut. [f.

Trans- + Shipment, or f. prec. +-mbnt.] The
action or process of transhipping or changing from
one ship or other conveyance to another.
1796 Vaughan Examination 13 Landing a ship's cargo.,

with as few intermediate trans-shipments as possible. 1813
Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1839) XI. 218, I am obliged
to go through the details of all the orders for the tranship-
ment. 2846 Warburton Hochelaga I. 259 The frequent
locks and trans-shipment of the cargo must ever be a great
embarrassment. 1856 Farmer's Mag. Nov. 424 The incon-
venience of two transshipments, one at each end of the Erie
Canal. 1885 Ld. Ulackburn in Law Rep. 10 App. Cas. 419
The cost of transhipment or reshipment, as the case may be.

1899 Statesman (Calcutta) 27 Sept., There exists communica-
tion by train from Siliguri to Gyabari with one transhipment.
attrib. i89a_ Pall Mall G. 24 Nov. 2/1, I refer especially

to the transhipment trade. 1899 IV^estm, Gaz, 20 Dec. 9/1
Heavy dock charges [etc.] have lost the port the bulk
of the transhipment business.

Transhimian (tronsihiw-man, -z-), a, rare. [f.

TBANa-4 + Human; after It. trasumanar inDante.]
Beyond the human ; superhuman. So Trans-
hu'manate [It. V>^vA& trasumanar, Flork)/nz(K)j-

humanare'], Traushu'manize vbs., trans, to make
transhnman; Translmmana-tion \¥\oi\o tra{n)S'

{Ji)timanatione'\, amaking or becoming transhuman.
i8xa Cary Dante, Parad. i. 68 Words may not tell of that

transhuman change \prig. 1. 70 trasumanar significar per verba
Non si porio]. 1841 Gallenga Italy i. (1848) I. 135 Dante's
contact with God was trans-humanating. 1847 Ox/, to
Rome (ed. 2) 215 A transhumanation takes place. 187s
Lowell Dante Prose Wks. 18510 IV, 168 Souls .. trans-
humanized to the divine abstraction of pure contemplation.
1885 A.J. Butler Pai-ad.o/Dante \. 70 To signify in words
transhumanation were impossible. 1892 Norton Dante's
Parad. \. 4 Transhumanizmg cannot be signified in words.

Transience (tra-nsiens, -Z-; tra-njens, -3-).

[f. as TiiANsiENT : see -ence.]

1. The action or fact of soon passing away ; also,

the condition or state of being transient, transiency.

1745 Brooke An Anthem iv, Here, from time and tran-
sience won, lieauty has her charms resign 'd. a 1822 Shel-
ley Ess. iff Lett. (1852) 1. 184 A being. .whose 'thoughts
wander through eternity ', disclaiming alliance with transi-
ence and decay;. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 8 Shadows, .glide
away, in transience fleet. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) lU.
126 Regarding the transience of pleasure as a proof of its

unreality. 1905 ll^estm. Gaz. 22 Apr. 12/3 Any other
explanation of the transience of French Protestantism.

2. The state or quality of being * transient * in

sense 2 ; = Transcendence i b.

1882-3 Scltaff's Encycl. Relig. Knoivl. I. 370 [Calvinism]
emphasizes at once the transience of God beyond, and the
immanence of God within, the world.

Transiency (trtmsiensi, -z-; tra*njensi, -5-).

[f. as prec, : see -ency.]

1. The quality or condition of being transient

;

brevity of existence ; transitoriness.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 96 How is it possible there
should either be any. .observation on the artists and art, in
a transiency so imperceptible ? 1805 W. Taylor in Robberds
Mem. (1843) ,11- 98 A more eager popularity, like that of
the * Minstrel's Lay ', would be symptomatic of transiency.
x8i2 Coleridge in L.it. Rem. (1836) I. 381 From their
minuteness and transiency not calculated to stilTen or in-

flate the individual. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 522 They
try to perpetuate the transiency of emotions. 1905 K.
Young Sands 0/ Pleasure \. v, Vaguely conscious of the
transiency and instability of materiallife.

2. A transient thing or being, rare.
x866 Caklyle Edw. Irving 3x8 Poor sickly transieacies

that we are, coveting we know not what ! 1881 Palcravr
Vis.Eng. 200On the trivialest transiencies fix 'd, or plucking
for fruit Dead-sea Apples and ashes of sin, more brute than
the brute.

Transient (tra-nsient, -z- ; tranjent, -.^j-), a.

{sb.) Also 7 erron. transeant, -acient
; 7-9 (chiefly

in sense 2) transeunt. [f. L. transiens (in ol>lique

cases transeunt- , whence the form transeunt^, pr.

pple. of L. transire, f. trans across + ire to go,]

1. Passing by or away with time; not durable
or permanent ; temporary, transitory ; esp. jsassing

away quickly or soon, brief, momentary, fleeting.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. i. 17 Whose parts are
transeunt and aereall, and presently vanishing. i6ia
Sturtf.vant Metallica v. 56 Instruments and means are
said to be Transient, when in respect of their vse, they serue
but once. 1659 Pearson Creed {iZig) 3S0 It containeth two
distinct parts; one transient, the other permanent, 166a J.
Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 261 They are transient

showers soon over. 1713 Berkeley Guardian No. 70 f 8

The transient enjoyments of this life. 1813 Sir H. Davy
Agric. Chem. (1814) 282 This manure is transient in its

enects, and does not last for more than a single crop. 1873
Hamerton Intell. Li/e iv, v. (1875) i66 The few and
transient hours that we can call our own.
2. Passing out or operating beyond itself ; transi-

tive ; opposed to immaiunt. (Often spelt transeunt
for distinction from sense i.)

16x3 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage i. L 4 The workes of God,
which are either inward and immanent, or outward and
transient. 1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. i. 98 You may observe
a difference of actions, of which some are immanent, or in-

dwelling in the doer..: some againe are transeunt, or passing
from the doer upon that which is done, a i6'2'7 Hale Prim.
Qrig. Man. 35 Those two great transeunt or emanant acts
or works, the works of Creation and Providence. X836-7
Sm W. Hamilton A/etaph. (1870) II, xxv. 118 An act of the
mind going out of itself, in other words, a transeunt act.

1847 De QuiNCEY Milton v. Southey <5- Lamior Wks, XII.
177 In metaphysical language, the moral of an epos or a
drama should be immanent, not transient. 1890 Athengeutn
8 Nov. 6-^1/1 Volitionally reactive redintegration with its

two stages, immanent and transeunt action.

3. Passing or flowing through
; passing from one

thing or person to another. Now rare.

1619 Denison Heav. Bang, 341 If the worship at our re-

ceiuing did determine in the Sacrament, or were transient
by it to God. 1644 [H. Parker] Jus Pop>. 57 Thejr lurke
between scripture and reason, and remain m a kind of
transcient posture. 1671 Grew Anat. Plants \. (1682)7 A
Filtre to the transient Sap. a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. i Thess.
ii. (1818) 16 Hereditary, and.. transient from one generation
to another. 1847 TtNNYSON Princess v. 37 Away we stole,

and transient in a trice From what was left of faded woman-
slough To sheathing splendours, .issued in the sun.

4. Passing through a place without staying in it,

or staying only for a short time ; in quot. 1731 of

birds, migratory; spec, {U.S. colioq.) applied to a

guest at a hotel, etc. (often ellipt. z&sb. : see Ii. 3).

168s Baxter Paraphr. N.T., Mark (1701) Introd.,Whciher
this Mark was Bishop of Alexandria, or only a transient

Evangelist there a while, isan Historical Controversie. 1713
Swift Catienus 4- Vanessa 768 Love, hitherto a transient
guest, Ne'er held possession of his breast. 1731 Sir J. Clerk
m Mem. W. Stukeley (Surtees) 1. 247 There are many
transient fowls that come into Britain at certain seasons.

1740 W. Douglass Disc. Curr, Brit, Plant. Amer. 3 The
Author is not a transient Person, who from Humour or
Caprice.. may expose the Province. 1788 Massachusetts
Spy II Dec. 3/2 A transient jockey came to the house of

Mr. Jonathan Hubbey, and agreed to purchase a horse of

him. 1822 Montgomery Hymn, * TfUs stone to Thee in
/aith we lay ' v. But will, indeed, Jehovah deign Here to

abide, no transient guest ?

6. Afus. Introduced in passing, as a note, chord,

etc. not belonging to the harmony, or to the key,

of the passage ; passing.
x8ox in Busby Diet. Mus. 1838 G. F. Graham^im. Comp.

29/2 Passing notes, changing notes, transient notes, etc.

1878 F. Taylor in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 75/1 A so called
' auxiliary note ' (sometimes ' transient ' or * changing ' note).

B. sb.

1. A transient thing or being ; something passing
or transitory, not permanent.
1652 Spakke Prim. Devot. (1663) 2^9 If we (meanwhile)

but rise from graves of sin And transients (which the most
are buried in I). \G6i Glanvill Van. Dogm. 81 A kind of

stop or arrest, by the benefit of which the Soul might have
a glance of the fugitive Transient, a 1674 Thaherne Poet.
Wks. {1903) 18. x86o Boyd Recr. Country Parson ii. 27
These gray transients have changed to shivering skeletons.

2. U.S. colioq. A person who passes through a

place, or stays in it only for a short time ; spec, a
* transient guest ' at a hotel or boarding-house.
x88o Mrs. Rollins Ne^u Eng. Bygones (1883) 84 My

grandmother held these transients m low esteem. 1893
Kate Sanborn .S". Cali/ortua 20 On an open, sunny site, and
..frequented by 'transients ' and business men of moderate
means. 1894 (^^kZ/w^ (U.S.) XXIV, 260/1 Summer residents,

transients, and all, had turned out early.

Tra'nsieutly (see prec,),<7f/z/. [£ prec. + -ly -.]

In a transient manner ; in passing through ; briefly,

momentarily ; hastily.

1641 R. YouNGE CounterpoysoH 398, I have transiently
found (in making up the Index) some literall mistakes,
points misplaced, &c. 1(^9 J. H, Motion to Pari. Adz'.
Learn. 25 Some ends which I have transiently., glanced at.

1684 Baxter Parish Congreg. 20 They might occasionally
Communicate in our Parishes transiently. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa VI. xlvi. 69, 1 thought, transiently thought, that the
tea . . had an odd taste. 1826 Scott iV'oodst, iii, A smile passed
transiently over his clouded brow. 1900 Speaker 29 Dec
336/3 Not only transientlyi but permanently declining.



TRANSIENTNESS.

Tra'nsientness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality or stale u! bein^^ transient; transience.

1667 Decay Chr. Pkiy x. P i As they resemble the wind in

fury..» so they might do also in transientness. x6<>8 Norkis
Ptact. Disc, IV. 368 The Pleasure of this Life is . . in

regard of its Transientness, Hke the Pleasure of a Dream.
1907 Eiiin. Kcv.July 177 Suzanne.. could not believe in the

transtenine^ of (Gibbon'saffectionsJ.

Tranaierd : see Tbansire v, Obs,

TranSiiliac, a. Anat. [f. Trans- 5 ( L.

ilium : cf. Iliac] Lying across the ilium ; extend-

ing transversely from one iliac bone to the other.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

!I!Vailsilience (tronsi'liens). rare. [f. as

next : see -knce.] A leaping from one thing to

another, an abrupt transition : spec, in Min. abrupt

transition of one mineral or rock into another.

1657 Reeve Gf'^J /'/fa 204 Man may haue..his diffluences,

redundances,, .and transiliences of speech. x8ix Pinkerton
Petrahgy \\. 169 Rocks of black trap, surmounted by por-
phyry of the same base, the transilience being clear and
palpable. 1830 Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 330 Transferred
by contact, or by sudden and violent transilience of the in-

toval of separation . . under the form of sparks and flashes.

So t Transiliency [see -ency], the quality of
being transilient; less correctlj^ prec. Obs.rare~^.
x66i Glan\'ili, Kaji. Do^m. xn. 114 By an unadvised

transiliency leaping from the efTect to its remotest cause.

Transilient (transi-li^nt), a, [ad. L. tran{s)'

silitnt-em^ pr. pple. oi tran{/)silireKo leap across,

skip over, omit, f. irans across + sa/Tre to leap.]

Leaping or passing from one thing or condition to

another ; in A/trt, said of one rock substajace passing
abruptly into another.
Transiiient^bres, nerve-fibres passing from one convolu-

tion of the brain to another not immediately adjacent (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1899).

x8ii PiNKERTOK Pctraloey I. p. v, The Transilient Rocks,
an interesting series, in which one substance ..passes into
another, as granite into porphyry, trap into wacken. Ibid.

550 British rocks are often anomalous, or transilient, and
can scarcely l>e reduced to precise denominations.

t Transili'tion. Obs, rare-K [ad. late L.

transilition-em (Augustine), n. of action f. transi-

tire\ see prec.] The action of leaping over or
'skipping ; omission of intermediate numbers.
X581 T. Watson Centurie 0/ Loue Ixxx, Founded by

transilition or ouer skipping of number by rule and order, as
from \ to 3, 5, 7, and 9. It id. (see Transposition 2J.

Transillnminate (trQns,ili»'minfit), v, [f.

Tbans -(-Illuminatk v\ trans. To cause light

to pass through ; spec, in Med. to throw a strong
light through (an organ or part) to discover the
presence or cause of disease. So TranslUiunlna*-
tlon, the action or process of transilluniinating.

1890 Laucit I Mar. 480/2 It la tooth] was translucent by
electric Iransitlumination, showing that the pulp was living,

1900 Ibid. 25 Aug. 617/1 If in a darkened room the electric
lamp used fortransiMuminating the frontal sinus was placed
gainst the thyroid cartilage. 1901 Ibid 11 May \yi%l^
"n^ansilluminalion is often used to find out if the antrum is

diseased. 191B Keith Human Body i. so It may have
occurred, however, to the onlooker that, since we can
trans-illumitiate the human \xAy\i.e. with Rflntgen-rays],
it is no longer necessary to dissect it.

Trans-impre*88ion. rare-^, [Tbans- r.]

An impression transferred or taken over {Jrom
something),
1811-30 0>LE8itx;B in Lit. Rem. (1818) III. 152 The very

words, conception', 'comprehension , and all in all Ian*
guages that answer to them, suppose this trans-impression
from the mind.

TranS|incorpora*tion. [Tbans- i.] Passage
from one body to another ; transmigration of the
soul.

1810 W.Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXX. 47 The doctrine
of the trans.incorporalion of souls, or of their migration
through successive human bodies, was taught.. by a Jewish
rabbi. 1843 Kodberus Mem. ly. Taylor II. iv. 305 Its con-
tents are full of curious information, more particularly those
on the Ir.tnsincorijoration of souls.

Tranaiinsular, a, [f. Tuams- 3 + L. insula
island : cf. insular.}

1. Crossing or going across an, or the, island,

X895 Buffalo Current Hist. (N.Y.) V. 404 When the colony
(Newfoundland) would have to work its transinsular railway
system. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 684 Any trans-insu-
lar railroad project is chimerics.

2. Anat. Applied to a fissure of the brain that

crosses the insula or island of Reil, and divides it

into a cephalic and a caudal region.
1889 Buck*s Ilandbk. Med. Sc. VIII. 160/1 Normal, human

Mibfissures arc.the transinsular and others crossing the
surface of the insula.

||Tran«ire(tranS|3i»-rf), /<6. Law. [L.transire
to go across, pass over, f, trans across + ire to go,]
A warrant issued by the custom-house, permitting
the passage of merchandise.
1599 Nashr Lenten .y/M^(i87i)7o They would grant him

his coquet, or Transire. 1656 in Misc. Sc. Burgh Kec. Soc.

30 Receiveing moneys for wnleing bills, cocquett.s, and trans-
ires. i66a Order llo. Com. as to Customs (1663) g A Trans-
ire or Ivct-passe from Port to Port in England. 1750 Act
23 Geo. 11^ c 29 S 3 No officer of his Majesty's customs shall
sign or grant any cocquet, sufferance, transire, let-pass,

j

warrant, or certificate.. for exporting..such bar iron. 1888
j

Act 51 Af 52 Vict. c. 34 $5 (a) Any port.. at which her trans-
ire is to be obtained.

I
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+ Transire (trans,3i9-j), v. Obs. rare. Also 6
tranaier. [irreg. f. L. traiisire (see prec), the inf.

form being taken instead of the ppl. stem transit-
(TitANSiT z'.).] iiitr. To go or pass across ; in quot.

1665, ?to lie transversely,
XS9J WvRLEY Armorie 121 Pretended iomey if they

onward hould, Transierd they were, as it was to me tould.

166s 1). Dudley Mettallum Martis (1854) 31 If the work
be set transhaw and transiring from the blast.

Trans,rschiac(-i-ski£ek),rt. Anat. [f. TBANa-
5 + L. ischiac-tiSy l.iscki-uin : see Ischium, and -ac]
Extending transversely from one ischial bone to
the other. '

1891 in Cent. Diet, 1899 in Syd. Soe. Lex.
Trans-i'stliiuiaii, a, [f. Trans- 3 + Isthmus :

cf. isthmian.} Crossing or extending across an
isthmus, esp. the Isthmus of Panama.
1885 Gbover Cleveland Ann. Message i0 Congress
U.S.A. Dec., Our interests in any transisthmian route
which may be opened. 190a Q. Rev. Oct. 674 The Key to
any possible (rans-isthmian canal.

Transit (tra-nsit, -Z-), sb. Also 5 trancyte,
5-7 transite. [ad. L. transit-us (-wstem), verbal
sb. from transire to cross, f. trans across + ire to go.

So It. transitOj whence Fr. transit (17th c.).]

L The action or fact of passing across or through
;

passage or journey from one place or point to an-
other. Often in phrase in transit, L. in transilti,
f 1440 Cesta Rom. \i. la (Add. MS.) Above oure hede

there is a transite of men [Harl. passage and goyng of
oeplej. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. If. 171 Henry.. of
Huntington.., who writ ten Books Historiae Anglorum^
from the Transit and Introit of the Saxons hither, to the
Year 1153. 1766 W. Digby in Jesse Selwyn^ Contemp.
(1843)11. 12, I lay at Gloucester in mytransiL 1833 Ritchie
Wand, Loire 27 Sometimes, .the transit from Nantes to
Orleans takes two months ! 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind.
xlvi. II. 87, I.. made a transit across the prairies. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. \\\. (1856) 50 Of the voyages to Lan-
caster Sound, .the tr.insit of the middle ice is the essential
feature. 1877 Black Green Past, xxxii, In our rapid transit
from place to place.

t b. concr. A way for passing, a passage.
f 1440 Promp. Parv, 4^/3 Trancj-te, where racnn walke,

irausitus.

o. The passage or carriage of persons or goods
from one place to another.
1800 CoLQUHOLTN Comm. Thames viii. 259 Property.,

stationary on the Quays or in transit on the River. 1855
Macal'Lay Hist. Eng. xiii. Ill, 254 While he governed, no
prohibition., impeded the transit of commodities from any
part of the island to any other. 1866 Rogers Agric, ^
/'riV« I. XX. 504 The cost of carriage. Occasionally. .this

is charged in the value given, the transit being, .undertaken
frequently bv common carriers. X870 Yeats Nat. Hist,
ComtH. 63 The means of transit are so bad, that much good
corn is left to rot upon the ground.

d. trans/, A place at which a river may be
crossed ; a crossing, rare.

2851 Grotk Greece 11. Ixix. IX. 39 A.. flourishing town,
a centre of commerce enriched by the important ford or
transit of the river Euphrates close to it.

2. yf^. (in various senses.) A passing across; a
transition or change; esp. the passage from tiiis

life to the next by death.

1^7 W. MoRicK Coena guasi Koti^, Diat. v. 237 There
can be no such transite from one kinde of action to another.

176s H. Walpoi* Otrauto iiu (1798) 50 To pray for her
happy transit to a better life. x8io Knox & Jebb Corr. 11.

10 The transit from autumn to winter. 18*3 Scott^i««//«
u. vi, Speak a word of comfort to him ere he make his

transit, Trois-Eschelles. 1859 Holland Gold F.xv. 182 Old
men . . whose work of life is . . done, and who may in peace .

.

sit down and wait their my*sterious transit. 1871 Earls
Philol. Eng. Tongue § 270 This verb made an early transit

to the weak form.

3. Astral. The passage of a planet across some
special point or region of the zodiac
[i6«i Burton Anat. Mel, 1. ili. iv, If Ij, by his revolution,

or transitust shall otTend any of those radicall promissors in

bis geniture.] 1671 Salmon Syn. Med, i, xxix. 61 In Direc-
tions and Transits three things are to be considered; first

the Significator, secondly the Froraissor ; thirdly the sign

and bouse in which they happen. "819 J. Wilson Diet.

Astrol, 8. v., The transits of the ) are said to cause all the

daily passing events of a man's life* as she transits the Ai
^t Qi (?fc or cJ, of any particular house.

4. Astron, a. The passage of an inferior planet

(Mercury or Venus) across the sun's disk, or of a

satellite or its shadow across the disk of a planet

;

formerly also applied to an occultation of a star or

planet by the moon, or of a star by a planet,

1669 Flamstead in Phil. Tram. IV. mo Let me desire

those, who have fit. .Instruments, to observe this Transit.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Teehn. I, Transit^ in Astronomy^
signifies the passing of any Planet just by or under any Fixt

Star; or of the Moon in particular, covering or moving close

by .-iny other Planet. 1769 M. Cutler in Li/e,eic. (1888)

I, 20 The 3d of ihis month happened the Transit of Venus
over the sun's disk. 1769 Cook l^oy. r. World i. xiii. (1773)

137 On Thursday the ist of June, the Saturday following

being the day of the Transit, I dispatched Mr. Gore in the

long-boat to Iman. iSag Chapters Ph^s. Sc. pS The iTamits

of Mercury and Venus are really eclipses of the sun. x868

LocKVKB Guil/emin's Heavens in. 11, 1. (ed. 3) 478 The value

of the Sun's distance at present received has been deduced

from the transits of Venus in 1761 and 176c). 1910 Whitaker's

Almanack 88 Only Satellite IV [of Jupiter] will be visible

at 2.30 a.m. February 24—Satellite II. being in transit.

Satellite III. occulted, and Satellite I. eclipsed.

trans/, 1859 in M^rc, Marine Mag, (i860) VII. 65 The

TRAITSIT,

Shoal first seen was in transit with Embleton Island, bearing
N.E. 3 E.

I »

b. The passage of a star 01 other celestial body
across the meridian at its culmination.
i8ia WooDHOusE Astron. viii. 48 Two successive transits

of a star over the meridian. 1834 Mrs. SoMERviLLEC<?«7/f.r.
Phys. Sc. vii. 61 While observing transits of the fixed stars
across the meridian at Cayenne.

C. Short for transit-circle^ 'CompasSj -instrument

^

or -theodolite : see 5. colloq.

1843 Penny Cycl XXV, 122/1 Transit, or Transit Instru-
ment. Ibid. 122/2 Such an account of the transit as will
enable any one to use it with tolerable success. 1879 Nf.w-
COMB& HoLDEN ^j/r^«. 74 The meridian transit instrument,
or briefly the * transit

'_. 1897 Edin. Rev. July 66 The institu-
tion, furnished only with a transit when he took it in charge.

5. attrib, and Comb., usually in relation to the
conveyance of goods and passengers, as transit^

company, -depot, -road, -7'oom, -time, -traffic ^ -way
;

also transit-circle, an astronomical instrument
consisting of a telescope carrying a large graduated
circle, by which the right ascension and declination

of a star may be determined by observation of it in

transit (sense 4b); a meridian-circle; transit-

clock, a clock used in conjunction with a transit-

instrument ; transit-compass, an instrument, re-

sembling a theodolite, used in surveying for the

measurement of horizontal angles ; transit-duty,
a duty paid on goods passing through a country

;

transit-instrument, an astronomical telescope

mounted on a fixed east-and-west axis, by which
the time of the passage of a celestial body across the

meridian may be determined ; usually applied to

one without a circle (cf. transit-circle') ; transit-

pass, a warrant to pass through a country without
payment of duty ; transit-theodolite = transit-

compass; transit-trade, trade arising out of the

passage of foreign goods through a country.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 133/1 A *transit circle may be

made to answer both purposes. 1897 Edin. Rev. July 68 In
1B51 a new transit circle, of great optical power and enor-
mous mechanical stability, superseded Troughton's master-
piece of 1812. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 130/1 To have a
second clock called a journeyman, which strikes loudly and
speaks as it were for the ^transit clock. 1845 K. Brown in
Mem. ii. (1866) a8 We got into one of the *Transit Company's
vans. 1887 Moloney Forestry IV. Afr. 248 The Public
Works Department of each Colony ofiers a ready *transit-

depot for such contributions. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v.
ii. II. 515 In some small states duties.. are imposed upon
goods carried across the territory. .from one foreign country
to another, Theseareinsomecountriescalled *transit-duties.

1809 State Papers in Ann. Reg, 697/1 The transit duties on
the goods thus imported or exported. i8xa Woodhouse
Astron. vi. 32 It may be used as a *transit instrument : that
is, the presence of a star on the meridian may be ascertained
by it. 1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 2 Sept. 7/3 Less, .than it cost
foreigners to bring it to Pakhio under "transit-pass. i86x

J. NiCHOL in Mem. (1896) 37 As regular as the "transit-room
clock. i86» Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. xiii. 3 A first-rate

6-inch ^transit theodolite, .. with vertical and horizontal

circles. 1803 Edin. Rev. HI. 243 Those, .nations whose
wealth has been promoted by the "transit trade. 1852
C0NVBEARE& H. St. Paul (1862) Il.xxiii. 329 The Valley of
the Nile was the channel of an acdve transit trade in spices,

dyes, jewels, and perfumes. 1903 Expositor May 335
Jerusalem had no natural command of the * transit-traffic.

X904 Q. Rev. Oct. 341 The trade-winds., contribute greatly

to the salubrity and comfort of this "transit-way.

Transit (tra-nsit, -z-), v. [f. L. transit-^ ppl.

stem of transire : see prec Cf. L. transitdre, frecj.

oi transire (instanced in pr. pple. transitdns Cic).

In earlier use stressed transited

1. intr. To pass through or over ; to pass away.
c X440 Gesta Ro>n, xc 415 The porler is the worlde ; and

right as by the porter so by the worlde we may transite.

1595 Chapman Ovids Banq. Sence (1639) 11 As Intellects

themselves transite to each intelligible qualitie. 1775 ' Joix
Collier' (Alex. Bicknell) Mns. Trav. (ed. 2) 68, I then
transided to the gentleman himself. 1797-1803 Foster in

Li/c -y Corr. (1846) I. 173 The comets of the mind; they
transit off. 1803 Ibid, 196, 1 have transited Into another
person. 185a N. L. Walkek Li/e in Spirit xiii. (1853) 212

One or two transit off from our Divinity Halls annually.

2. trans. To pass across or through (something)

;

to traverse, cross. Also^^.
1674 Jkake AritAtii6g6)24gf I have, .transited Decimals

and Astronomicals, and shall now apply myself to overlook

Ix>garithmes. 1890 I'a/l Mali Gaz. 10 Alar. 3/r Another
line which would transit Germany, Russia,.. Afghanistan,

and India.

3. Astrol. To pass across (a sign, 'house*, or

special point, of the zodiac). Also absol. or intr,

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol, Ixvii. 409 When the unfortunate
Anareta transits the degree ascending, x686 Goad Celest,

Bodies 1n.ii.403 Feavers. .do annoy us, when the Heavenly
Hodies Transit, or take up Station in such Parts of the
Zodiack. 1819 J. Wilson ./?/c/. Astrol. s.v. Transits^ If

the lord of the 8th, .transit the cusp of the horoscope, it

threatens death.

4. Astron, To pass across (the disk of a celestial

body, the meridian of a place, or the field of view
of a telescope). Also absol. or intr.

In quot. 1686 of the moon, to occult (a star or planet).

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies i. xii. 49 The ) transiting 9
that Night raised the Tides. 1755 B. Martin Mag. Arts
^ Sc, I, 45 In the Years 1753, 1786, 1799, in the Month
of April, he (Mercury] will transit the .Sun's Disk. 1833
Herschel Astron. viii. 256 Rendering tlie plan-et invisible,

unless, .where it transits the sun's disc and appears on it as



TEANSITABLB.
a black spot. 1870 Proctok OUur Worlds viii. (ed. a) 184
The markings seen on the third satellite, when transiting
Jupiter's disc. 1878 Lockyer Stargazing 354 The value of
the divisions ofthe micrometer screw having been previously
determined by allowing an equatorial star to transit.

Transitable (transilab'l), a. rare. [f. as
prec. +-ABLE.] Capable of being passed across or

over ; affording means of transit.

1843 Blackzv. Mag. LIV. 660 The river Chagrc.is the
nearest transitable point to Panama. x866 RuSKiNin Spiel-
mann Life (iqoo) 50 If you think it at all curable or
transit-able, I'll advance her 20 pounds without interest.

1897 yrnt. R. Geog. Soc. July 63 The efforts, .made to open
a transitable road to [the valley of the Rio Grande de
Terraba] from the north., have proven futile.

11 Transita-rium. Obs.rare. [modX.,f. Tran-
sit sb, 4a; cf. planetarium, '\ An apparatus for

illustrating the transit of a planet.

1761 BriL Mag, II. 668 Earl Ferrers.. presented to the
(Royal] Society..a transitarium invented by his lordship
for giving an ocular demonstration of the principles re-

lating to the theory of that planet [Venus],

t Transita-tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f. L.
transitare : see Transit v. and -ation.] The ac-
tion of passing; passage. (In quots. humorous.)
1600-9 Rowlands Knave 0/ Cltths 37 As on the way I

Itinerated, A Rurall person I Obuiated, Interogating times
Transitation. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. vii. 205.

Tra-nsiter. rare, [f. Transit sb. or v. + -er 3.]

Name for a form of the apparatus usually called

a * recording micrometer', and attached to tlie eye-
end of a transit telescope.

^ 190s Science (U.S.) 2 May 693/3 The actual arrangement
in use at the Philadelphia Observatory, called for brevity a
'transiter '. ..The transiter seemed to furnish all the neces-
sary facilities of motion and of recording, and. .permitted
elimination of all errors excepting that of bisection.

Transition (transi-^an, -si-fan, -zi'Jan). [ad.

L. transition-em i n. of action i. iransiret transit-

(see Transit v,). Cf. F, transition (i3-i4th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).
(The first and prevailing pronunciation, contrary to the

general analogy of words in -//('«, is app. due (as suggested
by Walker) to a desire to avoid the collocation of the two
simitar (voiceless) sibilants 5 andyT)}

1. A passing or passage from one condition, action,

or (rarely) place, to another ; change.
1551 Gardiner ExMication^ Of Transubstantiation 123

In the mysterie of Christes person, there is no transition
of the deitie into the humanlte, or humanite into the
deiiie. 1621 G. Sandys Ovids Met. vi. (1626) 109 The vast
sky painted with a mightie Bowe : Where, though a thousand
scuerall colours shine, No eye their close transition can
define. 1751 Johnson Rajuhler No. 172 p 7 A quick tran-
sition from poverty to abundance can seldom be made with
safety. iSgi Hawthorne Ho.Sev. C«<5/tf5 xvii, Transition
being so facile, what can be any man's inducement to tarry
in one spot ? x86a Sir H. Holland Ess. \. i We are living

in an age of transition. 1899 Stalker Christology 0/ Jesus
V. 186 Death was.. only a stage of transition to a higher
form of life.

2. Passage in thought, speech, or writing from
one subject to another.
159a tr. Junius on Rev. vii. i This first verse is a transi-

tion. 1674 Milton P, L. (ed. 2) xii. 5 Heer the Archangel
paus'd .". rhen with transition sweet new Speech resumes.
i7a4 Watts Logic iv. iL vii. § 3 Acquaint yourself with all

the proper. .forms of transition from one part of a discourse
to another.^ 1798 Edceworth Pract. Educ. (1811) I. 115
The transition ofattention from one subject to another. 1875
JowETT Plato (ed. a) V. 15 The Timaeus..one of his
[Plato's] most finished works, is full of abrupt transitions.

3. Mus, t a. The passing from one note to an-
other by means of a passing-note {pbs!), b. The
passing from one key to another, modulation

;

spec, a passing or brief modulation; also, modula-
tion into a remote key,
1667 C, Simpson Compend. Mus. 88 A Note is somtimes

broken to make a Transition by degrees to some other Con-
cord. These Transitions or Breakings are commonly ex-
press'd in Quavers or Crochets. 1877 Stainer Harmony
xii. § 150 A transition is the rapid passing through any key,
without remaining sufficiently long in it to establish a modu-
lation. 1889 Pkout Harmony x. (ed. 3) loi Some writers
use the term ' Transition ', when the modulation is to a
remote or unrelated key.

4. The passage from an earlier to a later stage of
development or formation, a. GeoL Formerly
spec, applied attrib. to certain early stratified rocks

believed to contain the oldest remains of living

organisms; nowclassifiedasSilurian: seequot.1813,
1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. (1815) 9 The lowest of the

secondary rocks have . . been called by the German geologists
transition rocks, from the sujiposition that they were
formed when the world was passing from an uninhabitable
to a habitable state. 1815 W. Phillips Outl. Min. f^- Geol.

(1B18) 116 To primitive rocks succeeds another class, which
Werner denominates Transition rocks 1823 Buckland
Relig. Diluv. 117 It lies in a bed of transition limestone.

1834-5 J. Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. VI. 593/a On
the East side of the transition ranges of the Wrekm and
Wenlock Edge lies the coalfield of Coalbrook Dale. 1839
MuRCHisoN Silur.Syst. i.xxxiv.4S2 It also presents certain
beds of transition between the limestone and the Old Red
Sandstone. 1855 J. Phillips Man. Geol. 104 The two
parts connected by a transition band (upper caradoc). 1885
GeiKiE Text-bk. Geol, vi. 11. ii. § i. 658 Murchison was the
first to discover that the so-called * Transition Rocks * or
• Grauwacke ' of early geological literature were capable of
subdivision into distinct formations •*!!€ gave them the name
of Silurian.

264

b. Arch. Change from an earlier style to a later;
a style of intermediate or mixed character.
1835 R. Willis Archit. Mid. Ages i. 9 These may be

called Imitation Specimens, to distinguish them from
regular Transitions. 1842-76 Gwilt Archit. Gloss , Trau.
sition, a term used to denote the passing from one period of
a style to another, exhibiting features peculiar to both, some
of which have not quite been given up, and some of which
were beginning to be introduced. 1874 Parker Gotk.
Archit. I. iii. 39 The remainder of the eleventh century may
be considered as a period of transition.

C. Philol, The historical passage of language
from one well-defined stage to another; e.g. from
Old English or Anglo-Saxon to Middle English

;

or from Middle English to Modem English ; hence
applied to the interval occupied by this, and to the
intermediate or transitional stage or form of the
language during this interval.

1873-4 Sweet ///.r/. Eng.Sonnds 160 Wehave, .twoperiods
of transition, one in which waw^i and «(i/«^ exist side by side,
and another in which final e is beginning to drop... The
former, commonly called Semi-Saxon.., is characterized by
many far-reaching changes. I propose, .to call the first the
Transition period par excellence, distinguishing the two,
when necessary, as first and second Transition, the more
important one being generally called simply Transition or
Transition-Eiiglish. Ibid. 38 In the Transition period.,
we are confronted by [a] curious and apparently inexplicable
phenomenon. 1878 Murray Eng. Lang, in Encycl. Brit.
VlII. 391/2 Transition Old English, or 'Semi-Saxon' 1120
to i2oa.. Transition Middle English 1400 to 1485.. .Many
writers carry the Transition Old English down to 1250.
Ibid. 397/2 The change of the language during the second
period of Transition. Ibid, ^oz ChronHogical Chart [hasj
Old English Transition ii23-i2oa Middle English Transi-
tion, 1400-1485.

6. attrib. ^ as transitionform ^ species^ stage^ state^

etc. : see also 4 a and c. Often equivalent to Tran-
sitional.
1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min, (ed. 3) 126 All the

crystals that lie between two principal crystals, and form
the transition of one into the other, constitute what is called
a transition-suite. i8s6 Kirbv & iiv. Entomol. (\Z%%) III.
XXIX. 161 Groups, .connected by certain transition species.

1843 R. J. Graves Syst, Clin. Med. xxvii. 343 The most
obstinate form [of the disease] generally selects such tran-
sition spots or intermediate tissues. 1853 J. Smith Treat.
Mus. 33_Tiansition or pas.sing notes. 1856 Fboude Hist.
Eng, I. ii. 86 Wolsey.. holding a middle place between an
English statesman and a catholic of the old order, was
essentially a transition minister. 1865 Tylor Early Hist.
Man. vii. 188 A very good example of this interesting
transition work. 1884 J. Tait Mind in Matter (1892) 50
Tlie transition-stages set forth by revolutionists.

Transitional (transi-^anal, -si-J", -zi'/-), a.

{sb.) [f. prec. -^ -al.] Of or pertaining to transition
;

characterized by or involving transition; inter-

mediate.
c 1810 Coi.KRiDGE in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 262 The Jewish

Rabbis., represented the Millennium as the preparative and
transitional state to perfect spiritualization. 1859 Darwin
Or-ig. spec, vl (i860) J72 By this theory innumerable tran-
sitional forms must have existed. 1867 A. J. Ellis E. E.
Pronunc, 1. L 30 Shakspere and Milton are transitional
between Spenser and Dryden. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong.
I. i. 3 At a transitional period m the world's develope-
ment. 1874 Parker Goth. Archit. 1. iil 58 The arches are
transitional, two being round and two pointed.

b. Transitional case in grammar, a case in some
languages expressing motion toward,
1890 A. S. Gatschet Gram. Klamath Lang. 484 Transi-

tional case in -na.. .This locative case-suffix .. corresponds to
our tOf io^uardy into, in.

B. eiiipt, as sb. (in quot, for transitionai cell;

cf. quot. 1904 s.v. Mononuclear),
X904 Brit, Med. Jml. 10 Sept. 585 They [mononuclear

white blood cells] become transformed in the blood (according
to Ehrlich) into the transitionals.

Hence Transi-tionalXya^z/.^Transi'tionalness.
1874 RusKiN Fors Clav, xliv. 164 This plate of mine,

melted down, after being transitionally serviceable to the
burglar, will enter again into the same functions among the
silver of the world, x^^ Scot. Leader i Jan. 7 A deep sense
of the transiiionalness of conclusions which were once
thought to be for alt time.

Transitionary (transi-^anari, -si-J-, -zi-J-), a,

[f. as prec. + -ahy i.] = Transitional.
168s H. More Paralip. Proplut. xxi. 181 This third

Introductory Vision is a kind of Transitionary Introduction
to the Opened Book-Prophecy. 18*7 Examiner 630/2 The
rapid, elastic, transitionary style of this actor. 1858 Buckle
Civiliz. (1864) I. viii. 472 Uhe transitionary state which
France began to enter. 1900 Literature 14 July 28/1 The
Induction. .is essentially of a transitionary character.

Transrtionist. rare-^, [f. as prec. + -ist.]

One who supports transition ; in qnot. cUtrib.

1856 E. G. K. Browne Tractariaii Movent. (1861) 438
The advanced guard of the Transitionist party.

t Transi'tious, a. Obs. rare^^, [f. Transition
-*- -ous.] Transitional, Hence f Transitiously
adv. {obs. rare~^), transitionally, by transitions.

165a Ubquhart y«w/Wks. (1834) 292 Speeches extending
a matter.. auxetically, digressively, transitiously.

Transitival (transitai*val,-z-),rt. Oram, rare,

[f. Transitive + -al : cf. adjectival, genitivaly etc.]

c= Transitive 2.

1871 Earle Philol, Eng. 7*. S 270 This was a new and
quite different verb, and should have had the transitival use.

Transitive (tra'nsitiv, -2-), a. {sb.) [ad. late

L.transitivus (Priscian), {.transit- (^sec Transit) -*-

TRANSITIVENESS.

-izms, -ive; in F. transiti/ {i 6th c). With sense
I cf. OF, transiti/ transient (13th c. in Godef.).]

fl. Passing or liable to pass into another condi-
tion, changeable, changeful; passing away, tran-
sient, transitory. Obs. rare.

^
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus i. 67 Thair waillit weid. .Sa gay

it was, .. Sa wariant to sicht and transitiue. 16*5 Brath-
wait Eive Senses 296 What availes it thee now to enjoy the
transitive honours of this life ? 184s (implieo in Transi-
ti veness].

2. Gram. Of verbs and their construction : Ex-
pressing an action which passes over to an object

;

taking a direct object to complete the sense.
I57X [implied in Transitively a]. 1590 Stockwood RuUt

Consir.6^ Averbe transitiue. .is such, .as passeth ouer his
signification into some other thing, as when I say, * I loue
God'. 1673 O. Walker Educ. 153 Others are transient,
when the Agent and Patient are divers, and are expressed
by Verbs transitives, as striking, heating [etc.]. 1845
STODpART Gram, in Encycl. Metrop. (1847) I. 48/1 Verbs
transitive and intransitive are, in other words, active and
neuter; for the verb active is considered as passing over
from the agent to the object, whilst the neuter is considered
as not passing over.

b. as sb. A transitive verb.
16x2 Brinsi.ev Lud. Lit. 129 That other rule for the

Acusatiue after the Verbe, is of Transitiues, whose action
passeth into another thing.

3. Philos. Passing out of itself; passing over to
or affecting something else ; operating beyond itself

;

= Transient 2. (Opposed to immanent.)
16x3 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage i. i. 5 For all the proprieties

of God are infinite, as they are immanent in himselfe, yet in
their transitiue and forren effectes are stinted and limited
to the modell and state of the creature. i6a6 Bacon Sylva
§ 70 Cold is Active and Transitive into Bodies Adjacent, as
well as Heat. 1785 Rejd Intell. Powers 11. xiv. (1803) I.

306 Logicians distinguish two kinds of operations of the
mind; the first kind produces no effect without the mind,
the last does. The first they call immanent acts ; the second
transitive. 1891 Fairbairn Christ in Mod Theol. ii. 11.

iii. 441 It is of the essence of both to l>e iranshive. Love
regards an object whose good it desires; righteousness is
the conduct which fulfils the desire of love.

4. Characterized by or involving transition, in

various senses : that has something passing through
it {obs.)\ that itself passes through stages; that
forms a transition (real, or in thought) between
two stages, positions, or conditions ; that is in an
intermediate stage or position; transitional ; inter-

mediate ; transformational. Now rare or Obs.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duci. Duhit. 11. ii. rule vi. 5 7 An image

that is understood to tie an image can never be made an idol

;

or if it can it must be by having the worship of God pass'd
thorough it to God ;. .by being ihe analogical, the improper,
the transitive, the relative (or what shall I call it) object of
Divine worship. x8ix Pinkerton Petrology I. 73 This tran-
sitive grunstein occurs in the Hariz. 1836 I. Taylor P/iys,
The. Another Life xii. (1847) 166 'J'he preparations that are
made by any of the transitive species of animals, .for their
approaching metamorphosis. 1854 F, Bakewell Geol. 5 ITie
lower portion, resting on the crystalhne rocks, being called
the transitive series. x86o Mayne Expos, hex.^ Transi.
tivus, applied by Werner to rocks or soils that present, .the
vestiges of organised bodies ;.. as forming the transition of
soils from the first class to those of the third, with which
they are nearly related : transitive. 1865 Grote Plato I.

xvii. 494 The transitive process, above described, represents
the successive stages by which every adult mind has been
gradually built up from infancy.

5. Of the application of words: Transferred.
rare. ? Obs,
x8xo D. Stewart Philos. Ess. 11. i. i, 226 The greater part

of the transitive or derivative applications of words depend
on casual and unaccountable caprices of the feelings or of
the fancy.

6. Math. In the theory of groups : see quots.
1800 Cent. Diet, s.v. Croup, A group is called doubly,

triply, or n times transitive if any set of 2, 3,n elements can
be brought to any places. 190a EncycL Brit. XXIX. i2i/r
If it is possible to nnd an operation S of the group such that
O.S is any assigned one of the set of objects, the group is

called transitive in respect of this set of objects. When this

is not possible, the group is called intransitive in respect of
the set.

Transitively (tro'nsitivli, -z-), adv» [f prec
+ -LY^.] In a transitive manner; in the way of

transition, a. Gram. In a transitive sense or con-
struction ; with a direct object.

1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. vii. 7. 20 The woord might
also be taken transityvely for too settle or stablish David in

his ryght. a 1638 Medk IVks. (1672) 676 To construe the
words transitively. 1737 Watkrland Doctr, Eucharist v.

115 EuAo-yctc is taken transitively in this very Case by the
Apostle. Mod. Many verbs in English can be used both
transitively and intransitively,

b. (See senses 3 and 4 of Transitive.)
1656 Jeanes Fulness Christ 32 The divine properties are

communicated to the humanity, not transitively, but in-

transitively. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. ii. rule vi. § 4
Vasquez. .thinks it lawful to give Divine worship relatively

or transitively to a man, i8s2 T. Taylor Apuleius 310 It

will always perceive intellectually, without transition, or
transitively. 1855 ^vsf^\ Doctr. Real Presence Note Q. 257
The bread still remains in its own substance ; yet so that
the whole proposition should be understood, not as actually,

but transitively. *This is my Body*, te. passes into the
body, or from this becomes the body.

T^a'nsitiveness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality or state of being transitive; in quot., tran-

sitorincss.



TRANSITIVITY.

»*$ J. H. Newman £ss. Deveia^m. 71 A belief in the
transitiveness of worldly goods.

Transiti'vity. [f. late L. transiiiv-us Transi-
tive + -ITY.] = prec. : see Transitive 6.

1891 Cent. Did., Transitivity, the character of being
transitive, as .1 group.

Transitorily (trn-nsitarili, -Z-), adv, [f.

Tkansitory + -ly2.] In a transitory manner ; in

passing through; temporarily, briefly, transiently.

161 1 CoTCR., CasuelUment^ .. vncertainly, transitorily.

s6ia DoNSE Lett. (1651) 02, I make account to be in Lon-
don, transitorily, about the end of August. 176a Ka.mes
Elem. Crii. III. xix. 24 The mind is transitorily amused
with the new object 1847 lUustr. Lend. News 10 July 2^/1
A flash of lightning now and then illuminated the entire

panorama, but too transitorily to catch any of its features.

1899 Cagnev tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. vii. (ed. 4) 394 In
acute lead-poisoning., large quantities of albumen are often
transitorily present in the urine.

Transitoriness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality or condition of being transitory.

1^90 Nashs Pnsquits APol. \. D ij, In respect of the transi-

tonnesse of worldly kingdoms. 1670 Clarendon Coniempl.
Pt. 'Iracis (1727) 685 The vanity of this world, of the un-
steadiness and transitoriness of all things in it. 1756 John-
son Let. 15 Apr. in Boswell, The uncertainty of fortune,..
the transitoriness of beauty. 185a Lewis Ohser-^K ff Reason,
in Pol. I. 221 Written memorials are distinguished by per-
manence and solidity, as contrasted with the fug.acity and
transitoriness of oral tradition. 1899 Inge Ckr. Mysticism
i. 33 We may regard the spiritual world as endless duration
opposed to transitoriness.

t Transito'rious, a. Obs. [f. late L. tran-
sitori-us (see next) + -ous.] = Transitory.
4^ Ryman Poems Ixxxv. i in Arckiv Stud. net*. Spr.
LXXXIX. 255 This worlde is mutabilite That transitorions
is. 150s Atkynson tr. De Imitatione i. i. 154 Coruptible
ryches, transetorious honours. 1550 Bale Image BotkCh.
D vj b, Uepartynge from thys transitoryous lyfe. a 1598
RoLLOCK H'ks. (Wodrow Soc.) 11. 4 The creatures of God
in theinselues are but transitorious shadows.

Transitory (transitari, -z-), a. (sd.) Also
4-5 transitore, 4-7 -itorie, 5 -etorie, -itoire,

(trancitorie), 5-6 transetory, -ytory(o, -itorye,

6 Sc, -itoir. [ad. F. iransiioire (i 2th c in Godcf.
Compl.), ad. i>ost-Aug.L. Iransilorius having or
allowing a passage through, in Chr.L. transient,

passing, f. transit- : see Transit v, and -cry
'-^J

L Having the quality of passing away; not last-

ing; fleeting, momentary, britf; transient.

^«374 Chaucer Troylus iii. 778 (827) Now yf he wot J»at

loye IS tran&itorie {v.r. trandtoriej. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii.

(Paulus) 2ig pat cfiire )>h lyfe transitore Euire-lestand lyfe
is me before. 1481 Caxtom Myrr. i. iv. 13 This world is

not but a vayn thinge and transitoirc. 1543-4 Act 35
tfen. I'/lf, c. 1 1 6 ThisRealme, afterthe Kingestransitone
lief,, .shutilde be destitute of a laufull governour. 01633
Austin M^dit. (1635) 279 So they are as transitorie as a
Shepheards Tent. Ibid. 2S0 Like Things of that transitory
nature, they begin to weare away. 1654 H. L'Estkangk
CAoj. /(1655) 3 That ativenture..gave him also a transi.

lory view of that excellent I.ady. \^xx Swift Wonderful
Pn^hecy {,headinR\ ThU vain and transitory world wilt
ftbortly be brought to its final dissolution. 1^9 Kingsley
J/w. (1860) 11.75 AH the Continental Nations look upon
our present peace as but transitory, momentary.

+ 2. Having a passage-way, allowing jiassage

throtigh. Obs. rare.

1613 Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1625) 9 It had the name of
Forum Transitorium, the transitorie Forum, because there
was Traniitus,idest, a way or passage through it into three
scuerall market places.

b. Of the nature of a passage or transition;

transitional, rare.

i59t tr. yuHius on Rev. xix. i This chapter hath.,two
parts one transitory or of passage unto the things that
follow. 1906 AV/ V'ice-reg. Comni, Poor Law Re/. Ireland
1. 31 The tran'^itory period between the old and new systems.

3. Law. Transitory action, an action in which
the venne might be laid in any county.
iMs Ever Tryats per Pais x. 133 The Jurors of one

County may Hnde any transitory thing done in another
County. 1708 Termes de la Ley 4ii) An Action of Trespass
for Battery, is transitory and not local. 1766 Blackstonk
Comm. III. xxiii. ^84 Actions transitory follow the person of
the defendant, territorial suits must be discussed in the terri-

torial tribunal. 1848 Wharton Lttrv Lex. 390/1 Personal
actions are for the most part transitory, i.e., their cause of
action may be supposed to take place anywhere.

t4. (app.) Trifling, of little moment. Obs.
167* Dbvocn Assignation 11. li, V'ou may scape with the

loss ofa Leg, or an Arm, or some such transitory Limb. 1673— Amboyna 11. i, Rememl>er, no transitory sum, three hun-
dred quadruples in your own country gold.

B. sb. fL A transitory or fleeting thing, (Chiefly
in//.) Obs,

1649 Roberts Ctavts Bibl. 367 A comfortable transitory
enjoyment of transitories. 1654 WHrrLOCK^'W<wr/a 15 He
that too closely imbraceth Tr.insiiorics, is much the worse
for them. i66s Glanvill Scepsis Sci. 50 This fleeting Tran-
sitory our Life,

t2. a. The transverse limb of the cross-staflf

(CBO8S-8TAFP 2). b. A transit-instnimenL Obs.
(In s«nse a, Bourne has also transvastoryund transversary.)
?74 Bourne Regiment /or Sea vi. (1577) 26 To take the

hcigtn of the Sunne, to knowe the Altitude of the Pole abouc
the Horizon^ doo this. . . Put the Transitorie [ed. 1580, If. 29
Transuastorie ; ed. 1631, If. 29 Transuersary] vpon the long
ttaffe, then sette the end of the long stafTe close at the corner
of your eve [etc.]. [1578 ~ Trent. Trav. \. ix. fj Con-
ccrnyng the making of a Crosse stafre,.you shal make an
other short staff, called a Transuastorie, of two footc long.

Vol. X.
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and in the very myddle of it you shal! make a square hole.]
Ibid. X. 18 b. If that the distaunce be further then the Tran-
sitorie wyl take, and the wal too shorte: then remoue the
Piattes or wynges of the Transitorie to the marke-i, sixe
ynches from both the endes of the Transitorie. 1751 i'hit.
yra/w. XLVIL xxii. 159, I had several times seen Venus on
the meridian with a three-foot transitory.

il Transitu (tro-nsiti//), in L. phr. in transitu :

see
II
In 19 ; also as adj. in tf-ansitu business^ etc.

1858 HoMANS Cycl. CojHvi, '\s'2/i The large increase of
transitu business between the principal southern ports and
the markets of Europe. Ibid. 453; i Parties who operate in
transitu cotton.

t Tra'nsiture. Obs. rare. [f. L. type *tran-
siturax see Transit and -UBE.] Passing; passage.
1578 Banister Hist. Man i. 17 It yeeldeth ample scope..

to the transiture of meate and drinke. Ibid. 20 Two Pro-
cesses., with larger holes for the transiture \_printed -\yxz\^\

of the Veyne, and Arterie vnto the Scull.

t Tra'nsive, «. Obs. rare. [f. transe, Trance
sb.'^ + -IVE.] Of the nature of a trance ; of or per-

taining to a trance.

1609 Armin Maids 0/More-Cl. (1880) 105 My mother's fast

asleepe, and I awake, am in a transiue maze. 1609 — Hal.
TVy/tJrC 1 880) 149 1 hese transiue apparitions dealt. As mad-
men in their fits.

tTran£Oe*otion. Obs. rarc^^, [n. of action f.

L. transjich'ey the uncontracted form of traic^re :

see Tkaject.] = Trajection.
1656 Blount Glossop'.^ Transj'ection^ a casting over, or

thorow, an overthrowing.

Transkei (trans,k3i-), sb. {a,) [f. Trans- 7
+ A>«, a river of S. Africa.] A territory situated

across the river Kei, which falls into the Indian
Ocean, ^28° 20' E., and was from 1847 to 1877 the

boundary between KaRrland or Caffraria and
Cape Colony, of which the Transkei territory now
forms a part. Also attrib. or as adj. Hence
Trans (Icel'au a.

_ 1879 Whitakers Atmafia£k2$f)/i The area [ofCape Colony],
including Basutoland and Transkei, 322,308 square miles.

Ibid. 250/2 The Transkeian territories stretch from the Kei
to Natal. 18^ Ibid. 5i5(Cape Colony) The Transkei terri-

tories. Ibid.f (Principal events) Incorporation of all the
Transkeian territories, except part of Pondoland, with the
Colony, completed 1885; atniexation of Pondotand 1894.

1899 Daily Netus 10 Oct. 7/1 The Pondos and the other
Transkei tribes are not absolutely to be relied on. 1911 J.
Lennox Missions S. A/r. 81 A question of a much more
difficult nature has exercised the Kafrarian and Transkeian
Churches.

TranSilade, v. [Trans- 2.] trans. To
transfer the lading of one ship or carriage to

another. Hence Transla-ding vbl, sb.

1881 Daily Niii's 17 Mar. 5/3 A question of transit and the
terminal charges for lading, unlading, and translading.

Translatable (trans,u^-tab*l), a. [f, Trans-
L.\TK V. + -ABi-K.] Capable of being translated.

"745 H. Waliole Corr. (1846) IL 15, 1, .without having
recourse to the Countess's translatable periods, am pleased
with his company. 1830 Mackintosh LtA. Philos. Wks.
1846 I. 83 Modes of expression scarcely translatable into the
only technical language in which that mind is wont to think.

1870 Kmerson Soc. ^ Solit. viii. 164 What is realty best in

any book is translatable.

Hence Translatabl'Uty, Tran8la*tabl6neBS.
1867 Ludlow Fleeing to Tarshisk 115 To carry on his

cogitation*; fur him, with their accustomed wondrous trans-

latability by the imagination. 188a Athenxum 4 Mar. 278/1
We own to a certain scepticism as to 1^ Fontaine's trans-
latableness. 1911 Munho Fundamentals 31 The Translata-
bility of Scripture.

tTranSilate, a. and sb. Obs. Also 7 -at.

[ad. L. transldt-ns^ -«, •«»/, pa. pple. : see next.]

A. adj. Translated (see next); in quot 1589,
transferred in meaning, metaphorical.
1589 RiDRR Bibl. Schol. Direct, for Rdr., First I place the

proper Latine word vnder the figure of i : then the figura*

tiue or translate vnder the figure of 2.

B. sb. Something translatetl ; a translation.

[Cf. L, transldtum sb., OF. translat 13th c.]

1585-6 Karl Levcester Corr. (Camden) 467, I sent to the
register of the states for the act.., the translate whereof I

send your honour hearein. 1619 Carleton in Eng. ^ Germ.
(Camden) 85 Divers lettres . . I have made transcripts

of some, and translats of others. 1655 Chym. Med. if

Ckyrurg. Addr., Tahte^ A Translate of the Ejeyenth Chap-
ter. sM8 Lond. Gaz. No. 254/4 The prohibitions made
against the vending or reading any of the late Translates of

the New Testament into French. 1803 Collins in Giirwood
Wellingtons Desp. (1837) III. 133 note, I. .enclose a copy
and translate of a note I. .received from the Betai Rajah.

Translate (transjl^i-t), v. Also 4 (iV.), 6

translat, 5-6 traunslate, 6 Sc. translait. Pa.*t.

and pple. translated ; also 4-6 translate, {pa.

pple.) translat. [Prob. first used in iranslat{e

pa. pple., ad. L. translat'US, pa. pple. of trans-

ferre to Transfer. The pa. pple, soon became
transJat-ed, and translate the verb stem (see -ate

suffix 3), But the verb may also immediately repr.

Y. translaler (i 2th c. in fjodef.). Cf. also med.L.
transiatare (nth c. in Du Cange).]

L 1. trans. To l>ear, convey, or remove from

one i>erson, place or condition to another ; to trans-

fer, transport ; spec, to remove a bishop from one see

to another, or a bishop's seat from one place to

another, and, in Scotland, a minister from one

TRANSLATE.
pastoral charge to another ; also, to remove the
dead body or remains of a saint, or, by extension, a
hero or great man, from one place to another.
rti3oo Cursor M. 9162 (Cott.) Helias was in Jj.it siquare,

Translated in a golden chiare. Ibid. 9220 pe Junes now er
put o state And >air kingrik translate. C1330 R. Brunnk
Chron. (1810) 20S pis is \>^ same Hubert, J>at we saw of nam,
pat translate S. Gilbert in ^>e hous of Sempyngham. c 1380
WvcLiF Sel. Wks. II. 318 We witen M we ben translatid
fro deb to lyf. 1433LYDG. St, Frejiinnd^ig The Bysshop .

.

Translatyd hym to Dunstaple. i43a-5o tr. Higden (Rolls)
II. 77 The seete of the metropolitan of alle Wales, whiche
was translate afterwarde to Meneuia. 1517 Torkington
Pilgr. {1884) 49 Hys body was translat to Rome. 1529 S.
Fish Supplic, Beggars (Arb.) 13 Then shall not youre..
power, crowne, dignilie..be translated from you. 1579
LvLV Euphues (Arb.) 41 Plante and translate the crabbe
tree, where.. it please you, and it wyil neuer beare sweete
Apple. 1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 106 Hee translated
the highest seat both of spirituall and Temporal! Regiment
to Jerusalem. 1625 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II.

445 He translated y^ Vestrie. 1631 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.
Eng. II. xxviii. (1739) 131 This Headship was translated to
the King. 1663 Wood Li/e (O. H. S.) 1. 472 After he had
taken in another class of six there, he translated himself to
the house of Arthur Tylliard an apothecary. £1683 Burnet
Orig. Mem. in Own Time (1902) i. Snppl. 67 Morley, made
at first bishop of Worcester, and soon after, .translated to
Winchester. 1794 J. Hutton Philos. Light, etc. 47 Heat
is translated among bodies in a certain manntr, and
electricity in another. 1865 Pall Mall G. 11 Apr. 4 A dis-

cussion has arisen on the question whether the Charterhouse
School ought or ought not to be translated into the country.
1869 Freeman Nonn. Cong. III. xv. § 5. 518 The body of

! Harold, first buried under the cairn by Hastings, was after-
wards translated to his own minster at Waltham. 1904 R,
Small Hist. U.P. Cotigregat. I. 503 In 1829. .the Synod
at his own request, and without a vote, refused to translate.

b. To carry or convey to heaven without death

;

also, in later use, said of the death of the righteous,
i38« WvcLiF Neb. xi. 5 Bi feith Enok is translatid, that

he schulde not se deeth ; and he was not founden, for the
Lord translatide him. 1387 TREVisA/Z/i'i/^w (Rolls) II. 213
And so schulde t?e body . . be translated and chaunged in ^e
blisse of heuene wil> oute deienge and dee^. 1535 Cover-
dale Wisd. iv. 10 He pleased God,.. so that where as he
lyued amonge synners, he translated him. xjo^Lond. Gaz.
No. 3809/1 That after a long and happy Enjoyment of this

your Earthly Crown, you may be translated to one Immor-
tal. 1798 Coleridge Fears in Solitude 121 As if the
wretch. Who fell in battle. .Passed off to Heaven, trans-
lated and not killed. 1848MRS. }Kh\fL&oii Sacr. ^ Leg. At

t

(1850) 331 She was ninety years of age when the Lord
translated her. 1904 J ebb in Proc, Brit. Acad. 3 Here,
and here alone, the Hyperborean land is an Elysium to
which mortals are translated without dying.

C. Med. To remove the seat of (a disease) from
one person, or part of the body, to another. Now
rare or Obs.
X73a Arbuthnot Aliments etc. 366 To translate the

Morbifick Matter upon the Extremities of the Body, 1754 J.
Bartlet Farriery {ck\. 2) 105 The humours frequently settle,

or are translated to the lungs, and other bowels. 1769 E.
Bancroft Guiana 394 The patient is either relieved, or the
disease translated on the extremities. i8a6 Southky in Q.
Rev. XXXIV. 330 He could ..cure a carbuncle, .by making
upon it the sign of a cross, and translate swellings from his

pupil's arm to his own.

d. Physics. To move (a body) from one point

or place to another wilhout rotation : cf. 'Ibansla-

TION I f.

II. 2. To turn from one language into another

;

* to change into another language retaining the

sense' (J.); to render; also, to express in other

1 words, to paraphrase. (The chief current sense.)

01300 Cursor M. 233 pis ilk bok it es translate In to

Inglis tong to rede, c 1250 Wilt. PaUrne 167 For he
of frcnsche |>is fayre talc ferst dede translate, c 1385

I
Chaucer L. G. W. 329 {Bateuie) Thow hast translatid the
romauns of the rose. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 3

It was translated out of latyn in to frenshe. 1589 Putte\<
HAM Eug. Poesie \. xxxi.(Arb.) 75 Doctour Phaer one that.,

excellently well translated into English verse Heroicall

certaine ijookes of Virgils iEneidos. 1689-90 Tempuk Ess,
Poetry Wks. 1731 I. 241 The first Change of Poetry was
made by translating it into Prose. X693 Drvden Disc.

Orig. i^ Progr. Satire Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 92 'Tis only for a
poet to translate a poem. 1776 Johnson ii Apr., in Boswell,
Poetry.. cannot be translated; and, therefore, it is the poets

that preserve languages. 1850 Whipple Ess. ^ Rez'. (ed. 3)

I. 300 If the phrase, realizing the ideal, were translated into

the phrase, actualizing the real, much ambiguity might be
avoided. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § i. 342 Retiring to

Hamburg Tyndale translated the Gospels and Epistles.

b. absol. To practise translation; to make a

version from one language or form of words into

another ; also intr. iox pass.^ of a language, speech,

or writing : To bear or admit of translation.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 735 Yet as niyn auctor spak so

wold I speke Sith I translate, and looth am from hym breke.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 253 If you translate out
of the Latine speach, into the Greeke, 1690 Locke Hunt.
Und. III. iv. § 9 This is to translate, and not to define, when
we change two words of the same signification one for

another. 1731 Fielding /^kM^^'j Farce 11. v, 'Ihe rogue had
a trick of translating out of the shops as well as the

languages. i8ia Southey Omniana II. 30 Claudian
throughout would translate better than any of the ancients.

i8»7 — Lett. (1856) IV. 64 The Welsh, I suspect, is not a
language which translates well. 183X Macaulay Ess.,

Johnson (1887) 194 Sometimes Johnson translated aloud.

t C. To use in a metaphorical or transferred

sense: see translated, quot. 1553, and cf. TitANS-
LATK a. J TRA^SLAT10N 4. Obs.
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TRANSLATED.

3. fig. To interpret, explain ; to expound the sig-

nificance of (conduct, gestures, etc.) ; also, to

express (one thing) in terms of another.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. i. tii. 54 He hath studied her will

;

and translated her will : out of honesty, into English. ^
i6oa

— Nam. IV. i. 3 There's matters in these sighes... These
profound heaues You must translate. 1850 Mrs. Jameson
Le^-. Afa'tasi. Ord, {1863) 55 The emblem has been trans,

lated into a fact, or rather into a miracle. 189a Westcott
Gospel o/Life 58 Right Doctrine is an inexhaustible spring

of strength if it be translated into deed. 1903 Westm. Gnz.

26 Mar. i/a The delightful Norwegian master who.. trans-

lates the nature of Norway . . into music

m, 4. To change in form, appearance, or sub-

stance ; to transmute ; to transform, alter ; spec, in

industrial use : of a tailor, to renovate, turn, or cut

down (a garment) ; of a cobbler, to make new boots

from the remains of (old ones).

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 329 Vnnethe the peple hire knew
for hire fairnesse Whan she translated [v.rr. transmewed,
transformed] was in swich richesse. 1413 Jas. I Kvi^''s Q,
viii, How that eche estate As fortune lykith, thame will oft

translate. 1487-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 138 For a man
werkyng iij dayes & di. in the house.. in translatyng of the

steyer and in mendyng of wyndowes. 1536 Bellenoen
Cron. Scot. {1821) 11. 72 Quhare he translatit the tempill of

Apollo in ane abbay of his ordour. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. Vl/l,
c. 8 No man. .shall cutt mynissheor translate, .any barrelles

kilderkyns or firkyiis. 1575-7 Fenton Gold. Epist. {1582)

160 To translate an auncient garment, and reduce him to

the present fashion. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N, iii. i. 122 Blesse

thee Bottome, blessetheej thou art translated. 1611 Bukton
A nat. Mel. i. ii. i. ii. (1628) 40 Nabuchadnezar was really trans-

lated into a beast. 1718 J. Fox Wanderer \^^ I was waiting
in Expectation of my own Change, and wondering.. what
Sort of Being I should be translated to. 1815 Q. Rev, Oct.

129 A place near Monmouth-street, where * they translate old

shoes mto new ones '. 1905 Pkeece & Sivewright Telegr.

viii. 194 Varley introduced repeaters at Amsterdam to trans-

late the English double-current system ofworking into the

Continental single-current system.

5. To re-transmit (a telegraphic message) by
means of an automatic repeater,

1855 [implied in Translating station].

6. To transport with the strength of some feeling

;

to enrapture, entrance, arck.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. i. § 49 That elegant
Apostle, which seemed to have a glimpse of Heaven,, .was
translated out of himself to behold it. 1849 Longf. Ev. 1. Iv.

104 Their souls, with devotion translated, Rose on the ardour
of prayer. i8{^ Dixon in Mackail IV. Morris I. 115 There
was no train.. .1 was made aware of this by a fearful cry in

my ears, and saw Morris ' translated '.

Hence Transla-ted (in quot. 1553, metaphorical

:

cf. Translate a.), Transla'ting ///, adjs.

1553 T, Wilson R/iet. (1580) 174 When thei maie haue
most apt wordes at hand, yet wil thei of a purpose vse trans-

lated words. 163a Shrrwoou Eng. ^ Fr. Diet. To Rdr., First

the Proper [interpretation] ; then, the Translated and Meta-
phoricafl. 1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 82
See these translating gentlemen translated to the quarter of
lunaticks. 1727 Pope Maceri\ In a translated Suit, then
tries the Town, VVith borrow'd Pins, and Patches not her own.
1729 Swift Direct. Serv, iv. Wks. (1869) 569 Your wages
..spent in translated red-heeled shoes. x868 Gladston-f.
yuv. Mundi ix. (1B70) 364 Any deceased or translated hero.

1904 R. Small Hist. U. F, Congreg. I. 552 The court came
to adjudicate upon a translating call to Mr, Jaffray from
Dairy

'

Translating (trans, I<?i-tir)), vbl. sb. [f. Trans-
late V. + -ING 1.] The action of the vb. Trans-
late ; translation, in various senses.

£1460 FoRTEScuE Abs. ^ Lim, Mon. xi. (1885) 137 With
owt translatynge J>eroff to any ot>er vse. 1474 Chttrchw.
Ace. St. MicA., Com/till (Camden), Payde for translatyng
of the meyres pue. 1535 in Archwologia IX. 246 For
translating of a gowneofblacke veluetie. i6oi R. Johnson
Kingd, 4" Commw, {1603)63 The translating of the Imperiall
seate, from Rome to Constantinople. 1683 Burnet tr-^/^r^'j

Utopia Pref. i The refining and polishing a Language,
..the translating of Books into it. 1904 Q. Rer. July 7
Translating is a large industry, as any English reviewer of
the last ten years «an testify.

b. attrib.f as translating-right ^ -trade \ translat-

ing-relay {Telegr.)-, see Relay j3. 4; translat-

ing-roller, -screw {^Mech.)y a screw which moves
a part ofa mechanism in relation to the other parts

;

translating-station {Telegr.)^ a station at which
an automatic repeater is introduced.

1905 Preece & Sivewright Telegr. xi. 235 "Translating
relays are required for the intercommunication between
stations. 191 1 Webster, ^Translating-roller (Ordnance) a
double-threaded screw for drawing a breech-block longitu-

dinally from its place in the breech. 1891 Cent, Diet.,

*Translating'Screiv^..spec.f in breech -loading ordnance, a
screw for moving in or out the wedge in the fermeture.

1855 Patent Office Specif. No. 314 The instruments are used
in pairs at the ^translating station. 1894 Sala London
up to Date 263 The * Cobbler's Last ', that well-known organ
of the boot and shoe ' *translating ' trade.

Translation (trans,l^-J>n). [a. OF. transla-

tion (i2th c. in Godef. Compl.), or ad. L. iransid-

tidnem a transporting, translation, n. of action f,

transldl-j ppl. stem of transferre to Thansfkr,]
The action of translating (or its result).

I. 1. Transference ; removal or conveyance from
one person, place, or condition to another.
spec. The removal of a bishop from one see to another ; in

the Church of Scotland, the removal of a minister from one
charge to another ; also, the removal of the body or relics

of a saint to another place of interment.

a 1350 St. Stephen 211 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg, (1881) 30
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Of t>at ilk translacioun Es named saynt Steu>*n inuencioun.

c 1380 Wvci.iF ^W. Wks. 11.318 pis translacioun is better

)>an worldly translacioun of ^e pope. 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb.) 30 Of summe relykys to make a trans-

lacyoun. 1473-4 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 52 The trans-

lacione of the parliament fra Sanctandros to Edinburgh.
1485 Caxton St. Wenefr. 13 Her bones were broughte to

thabbay of Shrewsbury, whiche translacion is halowed the

ig day of Septembre. 1597 Hookkr Eccl. Fol. v. Iv. § 8

Ascension into heauen, is a plaine locall translation of Christ
according to his manhood. x6ia Bberewood /,a«^. i^- /?^^'^-

12 The translation of the imperial seat to Constantinople.

163s Swan Spec, M.{i6jo] 198 A fifth [effect of Earthquakes]
is the translation of Mountains &c. unto some other places.

1647 N, Bacon Disc. Govt, Eng. \. xi. (1730) 22 After the

Translation of the Sea from Thetford to Norwich. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 1B8 The necessary forms for the
Translation [of Laud from London to Canterbury], X777 J.
Adams Wks. (1854) IX. 470 The rapid translation of property
from hand to hand. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. III. xl § 2.

34 That the Feast of the Translation of Saint Eadward
should be kept..on the eve of the day of Saint Calixtus.

19x0 in Halshury Laws ofEng. XI. 400 note. The fees paid

by the late Archbishop Magee on his translation to York
amounted to ^57 3 6^.

b, fig. of non-material things.

Translation of a feast (Eccl.), its transference from the

usual date to another, to avoid its clashing with another
(movable) feast of superior rank.

C1530 T. Cox Rhet, (1899) 82 Translacion of the faut

is, whan he that confesseth his faut, sayeth that he dyd
it, moued by the indignacion of the malycyouse dede of

an other. i5Sa Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 8 The transla*

tioun of the sabboth day to the sonday. 1607 Hiekon Wks.
I. 151 Imputation : by which there is a kinde of translation

or putting ouer of the beleeuers sinne vnto Christ, and of

Christs righteousnesse to the beleeuer. 1681-6 J. Scott Chr.

Life {1747) III. vii. 153 The very Translation of the Guilts of

the People upon them. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II. 54^ A
Translation ofPunishmentand Guilt, from thePerson offering

to the thing offered.

C. Removal from earth to heaven, orig, without

death, as the translation of Enoch ; but in later use

also saidyf^n of the death of the righteous.

138a WvcLiF Heb. xi. 5 Enok . . bifore translacioun he
hadde witnessing for to haue plesid God. >68a Sir T,
Browne Chr. Mor. \\. § 6 Time, Experience, self-Reflexions,

and God's mercies, make in some well-temper'd minds a
kind of translation before Death. 1727 De Foe.S>j/. Magic
I. i, (1840) la A glorious example of such faith as was
rewarded with an immediate translation of the person

[Enoch] into heaven. 1760 G. Whitefield Let. 29 C)ct. (in

Pearson's Catal, (1894) 64) Blessed be God for supporting

me so well under the news of dear Mr. Polhill's sudden
translation. 1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer v. 61 The
Islands of the Blest, to which Menelaos has a promise of
translation on his death.

d. Med. Transference of a disease from one person

or part of the body to another. Now rare or Obs.

1665 BoYLE Occas. Refl, w, xiii. (1848) 140 Madness.. by
the translation of the Humours into the Brain. 1732
Arbuthnot Aliments etc 368 Translations of Morbihc
Matter in Acute Distempers. 1857 Dunglison Diet. Med,
Sc.f Metastasis.. translation. A change in the seat of

a disease ; attributed, by the Humorists, 10 the translation

of the morbific matter to a part different from that which it

had previously occupied.

e. Astral. (See quots.)

1658 in Phillips. 1706 /bid. (ed. Kersey), Translation of
Light and Nature^ a Phrase us'd by Astrologers, when a
light Planet separates from a more weighty one, and pre-

sently joyns another more heavy. 1819 J. Wilson Ct?;;//*/.

Diet. Astrol, 378 Translation of the light and nature of a
planet is when a planet separates from one that is slower
than itself and overtakes another by conjunction or aspect.

f. Physics. Transference of a body, or form of

energy, from one point of space to another. Mo"
tion or movement of translation : onward movement
without (or considered apart from) rotation

;

sometimes as distinguished from a reciprocating

movement as in a wave or vibration.

171S tr. Gregory's Astron, i, {1726) 1. 157 The Katio of the

Translations will be compounded of the Ratio of the Differ-

ences of the Angular Motions, and of the Ratio of the
Distances from the Axis. 1794 J. Hutton Philos. Light ^
Heat 47 We should conclude that the translation of heat,

among bodies, is not performed according to the laws
observed in that of light. 1854 Moseley Astron. viii. (1874)

34 This mass when left to itself will have two motions, one
a motion of translation, . . the other, a motion . . of rotation,

i860 Tyndall Ciac, I. xxvii. 215 It was, for a time, a mere
motion of vibration without any sensible translation. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. 171 The motion of the water is a move-
ment of undulation and not of translation. 1884 J. S.

Russell (title) The Wave of Translation in its Application
to the Three Oceans of Water, Air, and Ether.

II. 2. The action or process of turning from
one language into another ; also, the product of
this ; a version in a different language.
aci34o Hampole-: Psalter Prol., In \>c translacioun i folow

J)e lettere als mykyll as i may. 1382 Wvclif N. T, 595
Thei setten in her translaciouns oneli the names of thre
thingis, that is of water, of l>lood, and of spirit. 1447 Boken-
HAM Seyntys Introd. (Roxk) 4 Thys iranslacyon. .In to

oure language; 1535 Coverdalb Bible Ded., I thought it

my dutye..to dedicate this translacyon vnlo youre hygh-
nesse. 1549 {title) The Byble in Englyshe, that is the olde
and new Testament, after the translacion appoynled to bee
read in the Churches, a 1568 Asceiam Scholem. (Arb.) 92
Translation, is easie in the beginning for the scholer.

1581 Pettie Guazzds Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) A iij, To present
unto you the first sight of this my translation. ^1650
Denham To Sir R, Fanshaiue 10 Nor ought a genius less

than his that writ, Attempt translation. 1682 Drvdkn i

Relig.Laici-24-2 Various readings and translations. 1805 N.
NiCHOLLS Corr. w. Gray (1843) 37 Pope's translation of the

TRANSLATITIOUS.
Iliad stood very high in his estimation. 1837 Lockhart
Scott I. iii. 94 His translations in verse from Horace and
Virgil were often approved by Dr. Adam. 1874Gkeen .VAffr-/

Hist, vi, § 3. 291 He [Caxton] stood betwet;n two schools of
translation, that of French affectation and Knglish pedantr>*.

b. trans/, and fig. The expression or rendering

of something in another medium or form, e. g, of

a painting by an engraving or etching; also concr.

1588 Shaks. L, L. L. v. \\, 51 Some thousand Verses of a
faithfull Louer. A huge translation of hypocrisie, Vildly
compiled, profound simplicitie. i8ix R. H. in Examiner
30 Nov. 763/2 His translations on copper, to compare them
with . . verbal translations .

.
, display much of the elegance of

Pope. i^Mi^Chapters I'hysical Scxx'w. 2'^ That correct-
ness of reasoning which, .exhibits a faithful translation of
the language of facts. 1829 Examiner Zoifi Engravers.,
have here hung up their translations from the works of our
landscape and other painters. 1864 Athenaeum 27 Feb.

305/3 Asystem ofcopying which demands two translations,

—

that of the draughtsman and that of the chromo-lithographer.

3. Transformation, alteration, change ; changing
or adapting to another use ; renovation.
ij8» WvcLiF Heb. vii. 12 Forsothe the presthod trans,

tatid, it is nede that and translacioun [1611 change] of tawe
be maad. ?ci470 Ashbv Active Policy ofPrince 156 The
ruine Of hiyh estates, and translacion, That to vices and
outrage dud incline, For the whiche thei suffred mutacion.

*534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1344/1 The translacion
or chaunging of it from thynges sensible to thynges intel.

ligible. 1582 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 349 Of
wages, workemanship, Translations, Attendaunces. 1604
R. Cawdhey Table Alph., Translation, altering, chaunging.

b. spec, (in workmen's use) The process of * trans-

lating' boots (see Translate v. 4).
1851 Mavhew Land. Labour (\2Ai] II. 34 Translation.. is

this—to take a worn, old pair of shoes or boots, and by re-

pairing them make them appear as if left off with hardly any
wear. 1865 in Ruskin Sesame 90 Her son sat up the whole
night to make the 'translations' [of old boots].

t4. Khet, Transference of meaning; metaphor;
= Tralation. Obs.

1538 Elyot, Metnphora, a translation ofwordes frome their

propresygnifycation, 1553 T. Wilson Rhet.{\sZo) 174 Men
vse translation of wordes (called 'Jropes) for neede sake,
when thei can not finde other. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, i.

vii. § 17 That excellent use of a metaphor or translation.

i65«Urquhart y^zcr/ Wks. {1834) 292 With words diminish-
ing the worth of a thing, tapinotically, periphrastically, by
rejection, translation, and other meanes.

HI, 5. Law. A transfer of property ; spec.

alteration of a bequest by transferring the legacy

to another person,

1590 Swinburne Testaments 280 Translation of a legacie
is a bestowing of the same vpon an other. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. i. xiv. 67 All Contract is mutuall tranhlation, or
change of Right. 1754 Ekskine Princ, Sc, Laiv (1809) 342
If the assignee conveys his right toa third person, it is called

a translation. 1875 Poste Caius iv. Comm. (ed. 2) 490 No
translation of property is operated by theft.

6. In long distance telegraphy, the automatic re-

transmission of a message by means of a relay.

x866 F. M. Ferguson Electr. (1870) 245 It would be
advisable to. .resend at the mid-station by translatiun. 1876
Preece & Sivewright Telegr. iv. g 113 The circuit can be
divided, and the repeating station can work separately.,
without translation.

IV. 7. attrib.y as translation element^ movement,
rights work\ translation wave, an ocean wave with
a propelling or forward impulse; a forced wave.
^1704 T. Brown Amusem. Ser, gf Com.^ Voy, ii. Wks.

1709 111. I. 14 He has so mortified himself.. that the Trans-
lation-Bill may not pass. x86a Dana Man. Geol, iv. 655
The ocean-waves, which the earthquake, if submarine, may
produce, have an actual forward impulse, and are, therefore,

forced or translation waves. Ibid. 729 The sound<wave may
be felt before the translation wave, and may travel farther.

186a H. Sprncer First Princ. 11. v. § 56 (1875) 183 What
we may call the translation element in Motion. 1898 P.
Manson Jrop. Diseases i. 5 Slight translation moven)enls
of the pigment particles. 1901$ Westm. Gaz. 15 Oct. 4/2 Their
respective delegates have agreed to extend the period during
which authors can protect their translation rights.

Translational (tranSiUiJanal), a. [f. prec. +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to translation, a. Belong-

ing to, or consisting in, translation from one
language into another.

1813 E. Henderson Let. in ^^(1859) 119 A translational

exhibition of a certain notable portion of the Old Testament.
iS6g Conttmp. Rev.Vth. 134 ^lr. Paley's editorial and trans-

lational labours. 1907 Salmon Hum. Element in Gosp,

244 Many of the variations in our Greek Gospels are simply
translational.

b. Physics, Consisting in onward motion, as

distinct from rotation, vibration, oscillation, etc.

1867 I'homson & Tait Nat, Phil, I. i. § 107 Imagine this

circle to be the inner edge of a fixed ring in space (direc-

tionally fixed, that is to say, but having the same transla-

tional motion as the earth's centre). 1898 Sir W. Cbookfs
Addr. Brit. Assoc. 25 1 he total energy of both the trans-

lational and internal motions of the molecules locked up in

quiescent air at ordinary pressure and temperature is about
140,000 foot-pounds in each cubic yard of air.

t Trans ilati*tionS, a. Obs. [f. L. transld-

itcins, 'ilius traditional, customary, metaphorical,

f, translat- : see Tkanslatk v. and -ITIOUS^, Cf.

obs. F, translalice (Cotgr.).]

1. Characterized by being transmitted, transferred,

or carried from one person or place to another,
1611 CoTGR., Translatice, translalicious, translatiue; trans-

posed, transferred. 1650 R. Stapvlton Stradas Law C.
Warresv. 138 Religion among Hereticks is not their own,
but accidental! and translat itious. 1664 Evelyn Sylva i.



TRANSLATITIOUSLY.
iv. I 8, I have frequently doubted whether U tthe Elm-tree]
be a pure Indigene or Translatitious. 1692 Washington (r.

MtUtm's De/. Pop. vii, A delegated translatitious Majesty
we allow, but that Majesty does chiefly and primarily reside
in him, you can no more prove, than you can, that Power
and Authority does.

2. Transferred in meaning ; metaphorical ; trala-

ticious.

1637 J. Williams Holy Table 77 'I'he translatitious and
borrowed, .appellation of that holy uten^sill. 1673O. Walkek
Ednc. II. i. 228 It appears sometimes under a Metaphofi or
some other translatitious expression.

Hence f Translati'tiottsly adv.^ traditionally,

by custom derived from others.

1666 J. Fraser Folkkrotu (S.H.S.) 2 Translalitiouslv both
in England and Low Countries of Scotland, we, by an
inveterat custome derived from thence, doc say as yet
Atiderson, [ameson, Walson, Williamson, etc.

Translative (.trQnS|l^'tiv,tra*ns,lativ),a. [ad.

L. iransldifv-us pertaining to transfer or transla-

tion (see Tbans[.ate and -ive) ; cf. F. tramlatif
(14th c.) in legal use.] Involving or of the nature
of translation (in various senses).

fl. Involving transference of meaning; meta-
phorical, tropical. Obs.

tS8y PuTTENHAM Eiig. Pocsie II. iii. (Arb.) 81 If our feete

Poeticall want these qualities it can nut be sayd a foote in
scnce translaiiue as here. Ibid. in. xviii, 197 Properly..
Allegorta is when we do speake in sence translatiue and
wrested from the own« Mgnification.

2. Involving transference from one place to an-
other; in PhysicSy of the nature of onward move-
ment without rotation or reciprocation.
a 168s Sir T. Browne /K4j. {1835) IV. 370 We may im-

prove their fruits without translative conjunction, that is, by
insiti<Hi of the scion upon his own mother. 1740 Stack in
Phil. Traits. XLI. 418 It is allowed, that the translative
Velocities of its Points cannot be in an inverted Ratio to the
Roots of the Distances. 1875 Hi-xlkv & Mabtim EUhu
Biol. (1877) 27 Watch the Brownian movements; note that
they are simply oscillatory—not translative. 1883 Nature
15 Mar. 459 I A screw's motion, which is jxirtly translative

along and partly rotative round a polar axis.

3. Tending or serving to translate or render

;

relating to translation, translatiunaL

1748 Richardson C/orixra (iSit) VIII. xl62 As the trans-
lative impulse (pardon a new word. .) came upon me. 1819
(I. S. Kaber Ditptnsatiotu (1823) II. 319 The sense of the
Greek translative Diathekc is thus determined by the sense
of the Hebrew original Bcrith. i88a W. Sharp Koitetti iv,

311 Renderings specially admirable for translative excellence
and inherent poetic merit.

4. Law. Expressing or constituting transference

of property, etc.

1^5 PosTK Gaius It. G}mm.(ed. 2) 173 Mancipation . . might
be used as a formality .. of contract either translative or
obligative.

5. Grant. (See quot. 1905.)
1896 EMh. R€v. Jan. 84 The student [of Finnish] must

remember the nominative, partitive,.. prolative, translative,

essive. .and instructive (cascsj. 1905 Jespersen /list. EHg.
Lang. 9 Translative, indicating the state into which anyone
or anything passes.

Translator (trans,1^-tdj). Also 4-^ -oure,
4-8 -our, 5 -ore, 6-7 -er. [a. OF. translaior,

'Otir^ K. -eur (12th c. in Godef. CompL)^ or L.
trausidlor^ agent-n. oi transferre: see Tbanhlate
and -OR.] One who (rarely, that which) translates.

1. One who translates or renders from one lan-

guage into another; the author of a translation.

13. . in Horstm. .iltcHgl. Leg. (1878) 35/1101 Of al trans*
UtouTS in to latyn He was flour enditour fyn. £-1380
WvcLiK .^cL IVks. III. 96 Whiche word J»e Ebru transla-

toure, Aquyla interpretiJ, *and J>e Lord confermcde '. 1413
Pilgr. S<nvU (Caxton) v. xiv. (1850) 82 The symple and
vnsufiisaunt translatore of this litel book. 1509 Bakclay
ShyP a/ Folys (1570) 260 Go Bo«>kc,..By thy submission
excuse thy TransUtour \riiiu honour), a 1680 Butler Rem,
(1759) 11.405 A Tranalater dyes an Author, tike an old .StuflT,

into a new Colour. 1778 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry 11.

Notes 19 Lapus de CastclUone, a Florentine civilian, and a
great translator from Greek into Latin, about the year 1350.
1837 LocKHART Scott II. IV. 121 .Mr. Oury, the translator of
Dante.

b. One who renders a p>ainting by engraving, or
the like : cf. Translation 2 b.

1855 Centl. Mag. XLIII. 657/1 Mr. C. Blair Leighton..
lithographer, .was one of the earliest translators of water and
oil pictures by the chromatic process. 1888 W. P.Fritm//k/<?.
biog. III. viL 159 The delightful art of Thomas [Landseer,
the engraver], so thoroughly in sympathy with his brother
[Edwin, the painterj, places the producer in the front rank
of the company of translators. 1897 Daily JVeivs 5 P'eb. 8/6
Line engraving and mezzotint—Iwth of them used largely
in the service of the ' translators '.

2. One who transforms, changes, or alters ; spec.

a cobbler who renovates old shoes.

1M4 Aferry Knack in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 566 As long as
Jeffrey the translater is Mayor of the town. 1638 Brath-
WAIT Bamabees JruL A vj, That paltry Patcher is a bald
Translater. a 16^ Ci-eveland Gen. Poems {1677) 23 I'm no
Translator, have no vein To turn a Woman young again.
1693 Humours Town tj The Jolly I'ranslator, of Shoes, I

mean, not Authors. 1700 T.^ Bkown Amusem. Ser. «V Com,
130 'ITie Cobler is Affronted, if you don't call him Mr. Trans-
lator. 1851 M.K\\\v.\v LondLalourl. 198 2 I'm a 'translator'
by trade. 1886 Daily Nervs 15 Oct. 3/6 * Translators *, who
cunningly metamorphose, .old leatheralmostintonew goods,

b. trans/, pi. A ' translated ' pair of shoes, slang,
s8^i Mayhew I.ond. Labour \. 51/2 To wear a pair of

second'hond ones (boot^], or 'translators '(as they are called),

is felt as a bitter degradation.

267

c. (See quot.)
1884 Knight Did, Mech. Supp., Translator^. .slx\ instru*

ment whereby one form of energy is converted into another.
For instance, the power of a prime motor, say a steam
engine, is translated by means of a magneto-electric engine
into electricity. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

t 3. One who transfers or transports. Obs,
"545 JoYE E.\p. Dan. v. I v b, The changer and translator

of kyngedoms and tymes. 1630 Bbathwait Eng. Gentlem.
(1641) 53 That translator of the Median Empire to the Per-
sians, victorious Cyrus, a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 94
Constantine the Emperor (whom they make a great Trans-
lator of Bones) would not let them rest in their Graves.

4. An automatic repeater in long-distance tele-

graphy. Cf. Translation 6.

^ 1855 Patent Office Specif, No. 314 The use of translators
in connection with submarine cables. 1876 Pheece& Sive-
WRIGHT TeUgr. jv. § 1 1 1 A distance is at last reached where
direct working is impossible, and where it becomes neces-
sary., to introduce mechanical repeaters or translators at
some intermediate station to bring into play fresh currents.

5. att$ib, and Comb,
1885 Pall MallG. 29 Jan. 4/2 The extraordinary merit of

their translator-engravers. 1887 Ibid. zS Sept. 2/2 [He] has
fallen into the clutches of a ' translator-traitor ' if ever there
was one, who has not only corrected no blunder, but added
an enormous mass of mistranslations and misprints. 1891
Ibid, 8 Dec 3/1 A little spurt of undignified and vindictive
petulance^ a new form of translator-treachery.

Hence Trau8la*tor8lLip, the function of a trans-

lator (in quot. 17S6 httmorousiy with possessive

as a title).

1786 Cdwpkr Let. to Lady Hesketk 11 Feb., You must
return it [specimen of Homcrl . . to my translatorship. 1835
Erasers Mag. XII. 53 An aspirant for the honours of trans-
latorship.

Translatory (trans,Ui*t9ri, trains, latsri), a,

[f. prec. : see -oby 2.]

fL Characterized by transferring from one to

another. Obs. rare.

ifzj Swift Art Polit. Lyingre^Us. 1755 HI. i. 117 He
divides Political Lyes into several species. . . The translatory
is a lye, that transfers the merit of a man's good action to
another who is [etc.(

2. Of or pertaining to physical translation; =
Translatio.nal b.

1&49 NoAn Electricity (ed. 3) 267 The negative tension of
an insulated metal is sensibly augmented by giving a trans-

latory motion to the gas which attacks its surface, i860
TvNUALL Glac. 11. xxix. 403 Owing to the quicker transla*

tory movement. i88c — Floating Matter o/Air \\. 60 The
Bacteria I'st their translatory power, fell to the bottom, and
left tli^ li^juid. .clear.

Translatress (trans|I^-tres). [f. Tbanslat-
OK -t- -KHS.] A female translator.

1638 Chillincw. Relig. Prot. 1. ii. {91. 85 Which Card.
Perron and his Translatresse so often translate false. 1759
DiLwoRTH Pop< 76 By the French translatress Madam
Dacier. 1865 Even. Standard ^ Feb., The celebrated French
translatress of Darwin's work on the ' Origin of Species '.

Transtla'trix. [fem., in I« form, of Tkans-
lator: see -Titix.] = prec.

189a Nation (N. Y.) 18 Aug. 133/1 The translatrix knows
her Greek well enough to do this, x^oa Speaker 4 Oct. 19/1
Is it the translatrix or Gregorovius himself who is guilty of
[the mislakel?

t TranBjlava-tion. Obs. rare-^. [f. Trans- i

+ L. lavatidnenii n. of action fr, iavdre to wash,
Lave v,^'\ The action of * laving ' or ladling from
one vessel to another.
1601 HoiXAND Pliny xxxiv. xviii. II. 519 This translava-

tion ought so long to be continued out of one vessell into

another, untill such time as it have done casting any
residence downward.
Tran»lay(trans|l^')i^* nonce-wd, [Trans- 2,]

tratts. To transfer and lay in a new position,

1849 Clough Easter Day 14 If not where Joseph laid Him .

first, why then Where other men Translaid Him after, in

some humbler clay.

Trausleithan (trcinsibi-}>an),rt. [f. Travs- 7
+ Leitha^ name of a river.] Beyond the Leitha, a

tributary of the Danube, which forms for a short

distance the boundary between Hungary and the

archduchy of Austria; hcnce,Magyar or Hungarian,

as disiingaishcd from the cis-Leithan provinces of

the Austro-Hungarian empire. So Transleitha'-
nlan a.

1870 Gladstone Glean. IV. v. 201 [Hungary] has attracted

to herself the Transleithan Slav population of the South.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 5 Jan. 1/3 A sort of tacit understanding
that permeates almost all classes of Transleithanian society.

Transile-ttering. nonce-wd. [f. Trans- 2 +
Letter v. + -ino 1.] =* Transliteration.
i8oa W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XIII. 12 It may seem

strange to fix on a root, which his system of translettering

would express by shiv.

Transilimita'tion. ra^tf. [f. Trans- i + L.

//7«/V(f//(;//-£W fixing of a limit, f,//>«//-^/« boundary,

limit, Cf. Sp. transUmitacion.'] The sending of i

troops across the frontier of a foreign state, for the
^

preservation of order, etc

1845 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten V, v. iv. II.

445 AH he (Mendizaball had made up his mind to .sanction

was the system of translimitatton^ intended solely to

deprive Don Carlos of the succours transmitted to him by
the northern powers.

Transliterate (transiUter^t), v. [f. Trans-
I + L. Uttera letter, written symbol -»• -ate a.

] tram.

TRANSLUCENCY.
To replace ^letters or characters of one language) by
those of another used to represent the same sounds

;

to write (a word, etc.) in the characters of another
alphabet. Hence Transli-terated///. a,
i86t Max Muller in Sat. Rev. g Mar. 247/1 Not only

proper names, but the technical terms also of the Buddhist
creed, had to be preserved in Chinese. They were not to
be translated, but to be transliterated. But how was this
to be effected with a language which, like Chinese, has no
phonetic alphabet? 1861 G. Moore Lost Tribes 158, 1 trans-
literate the words into modern Hebrew letters. 1871 Earle
Philol. Eng. Tongue § 190 To master this alphabet and
transliterate passages of English into it. 1884 American
VII. 378 The transliterated pages and the Devanagari can
be kept in sight at the same time.

Transliteration (transiliter^i-Jan). [f. as
prec. + -ATION.] The action or process of trans-

literating ; the rendering of the letters or characters
of one alphabet in those of another; concr, a word
or writing thus rendered.
1861 Max Muller in Sat. Rev. 9 Mar. 247/1 Even the

Chinese were after a time unable to read— i. e., to pronounce
—these random trans-literations. x86i G. Mooke Lost Tribes
257 The transliteration into Hebrew presents a clear sense.
186a Rawlinson Anc, Mon. I. viii. 215 Too obscure or too
illegible for transliteration. X900 Margoliouth in Expositor
Jan. 50 Till the most recent times no scientific method of
transliteration had been invented.

Transliterator (transili-ter^itai). [f. as prec.

+ -OB.] One who transliterates.

1867 Ellis E, E, Pron, i. iii. § 4. 131 Sanscrit transliterators.

1895 Athenaeum 26 Oct. 575/3 Is it the last new idea of the
I nUian Government transliterator to put a dot under the t of
Fathpur, but not under the A?
Translooallzation (trQnS|l^u:kal3iz^'j3n).

rare—\ [f. Trans- 2 + Localization.] Trans-
location, displacement ; in quot., in reference to time.
\9^Amer. yml, Psychol. May 538 Patients.. sometimes

cannot repeat the same pseudo-experience twice alike, trans-
localizations in time being especially common.
Translocate (tra-nsibk^'t),?/. rare. [f. Trans-
+ Locate. Probably suggested by next, which was
used much earlier.] trans. To remove from one
place to another ; to displace, dislocate,
a 183a Bentham Lang, Wks. 1843 VIII. 325/1 Add, upon

the model of transfer^ and transfuse^ translocate. 1887
Amer. Nat. Oct. 944 The ribs have been translocated from
the original position.. to the neurapophyses, 1899 6)'{/.

.5"^^. Lex.y Translocate^ the same as Dislocate.

b. Veg. rhysioL To subject to translocation.
1911 in Webster.

Translocation (trans|bk^i-Jan). [f. Thans-
+ Location.] Removal from one place to another

;

displacement ; dislocation ; f transmigration.

1^ F. White Repl. Fisher 424 Translocation of Christs
bodie. x6»S N. Carpenter Geog. Del, \\. x. (1635) 174 A
seperatton was made by translocation of the parts of the
Earth. 1665 Sm T. Herbert Tra?/. (1677) 116 All defending
the immortality of the Soul, and the translocation from one
into another after death. 1677 Carv Chronol. 11. 1. 1. xx.

152 There is. .a casual translocation of the Numbers, a 17x8
Woodward Catal. Eng. Fossils (1729) 11. 4 tnargin, There
happen'd certain Translocations at the Deluge, c 1814
Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 80 Translocation is not
destruction. 1876 Gladstone Homeric Synchr. 79 A
Revolution involving such extensive change,^ and such
translocation of races. 18^ Foster Phys. i. ii. § 2 (1878)

79 The muscular contraction itself is essentially a trans-

location of molecules.

b. Veg. PhysioL : see quots.

1900 B.D.Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms^ Translocation..
the transference of reserve material from one part to

another. 1911 Webster, y>(i;«/(va/;V«,. .transfer of food
materials or products of metabolism from one part to

another by osmosis.

t TranSilU'COf v. Obs. rare, [ad, L. trans-

Ific-ere to shine through, f. Trans- + lucire to shine

:

cf. Traluce 2/.] trans. To shine through,

1609 J. Davies Holy Roode (Grosart) 26/1 Let loy trans-

luce thy Beauties blandishment.

Transluconce (trans|li;7*sens). [f. as next:

see -ENCE.]

1. The action or fact of shining through,
i8a6 Coleridge Two Founts 27 The soul's translucence

thro' her crystal shrine ! 1830 — Lett.^ to Mrs. Gillman
(1895) 754 What appeared to you a translucence of the love

of the good, the true, and the beautiful from within me. 1868

Farrar Silence ff V. i. (1875) 18 Nature, which is but the

visible translucence of a divine agency working upon
material things. 1875 I^tASSON It^ordsw. ^ etc. 123 All the

secrets of the earths interior, .are revealed in continuous
translucence.

2. Transparency to light : = Translucency.
175s Johnson, Transparency, clearness; diaphaneity;

translucence ; power of transmitting light. 1847-9 Todd's
Cycl. Attat, IV. 246/2 The epithelium beyond is of excessive

delicacy and translucence. 1899 Allbutt'sSyst. Med, VIII.

592 Having a wax-like translucence.

fig. 1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol, 271, I admire the
translucence of his character, and its strength.

Translucency (transjiw-sensi). [f, next : see

-ENCY : cf. Tualucency.] The quality or condition

of being translucent
;

partial transparency : see

quot. 1842. Alsoyf^.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Whore\^Vs,. 11. iii/i So one

glance or glimpse of the translucencie of your eyes sun-
dazeling corru-scancy. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud, Ep, w.

i. 52 Ice . . its atoms are not concreted into continuity, which
doth diminish its translucency. 1831 Faraday Exp. Res.
xlvi. 339 Different degrees of colour or translucency. 184a

Brandk Diet. Sc,f etc, Translucency^ semitransparency-

34-3
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TBANSLUCBNT. 268 TRANSMIGRATE.
The term IS chiefly used tti descriptive mineralogy as applied

to minerals which admit of a passage of the rays of light,

but through which objects cannot be definitely distinguished.

1879 Caluerwood Mind ^ Br. 61 A chamber filled with a

clear watery fluid, essential for the translucency of the

external portion of the eye.

TransluceZlt (trtmsiliKsent), a, [f. L. trans-

lucent-etHj pres. pple. of iranslucere to shine

through : see Tkansluce, and cf. Tralucent.]

1 1. That shines through ; emitting penetrating

rays. b. In quot. 31652, thoroughly illuminated

or himinous. Obi, rare.

1596 FitzGeffray Sir F. Drake (1881) 97 The sunne,

That latelie bright translucent splendour shed, a i65t A.
Wilson Jas, /(1653) 61 She had a translucent passage in

the night, through the City of London, by multitudes of

Torches. 1791 J. Learmont Poetns 359 The Sun translucent

from on high With locks of waving gold salutes the sky.

2. Through which light passes : = Tkansparent,
1607 TopsELL Fonr-f.^ Beasts (1658) 153 The eye of man is

translucent, and containeth in it a horny substance. 1634
Milton Comus 861 Sabrinafair,. .sitting Under the glassie,

cool, translucent wave. 17*5 Pope Odyss. 1. 180 Replenish'd
from the cool, translucent springs. 18*7 Lewf^ HisU
Fhilos. (1867) I. 326 Water, air, and other bodies which are
translucent, fig. 1891 Swinburne Stud. Pr. ^ Poetry, JmL
Sir li\ Scott {iSg^) 23 The translucent treachery of such an
impious imposture.

b. Now,moredistinctively: Allowing the passage
of light, yet diffusing it so as not to render bodies

lying beyond clearly visible ; semi-transparent.
1784 CowPER 7'irac. 120 A pane of thin translucent horn,

1846 Grove Corr. Phys. Forces 29 The glass ceases to

be transparent, though remaining translucent. 1851 Wood-
ward Mollnsca 1.66 The shell of the argonaut is thin and
translucent, 1905 in Westm. Gaz. 17 Mar. 12/1 The windows
of this classroom were once transparent, they are now trans-

lucent, and if not cleaned very soon will be opaque.

fig. 1843 Carlyle Past <y Pr. 11. ii, The old centuries

melt from opaque to p.irtially translucent, transparent here
and there.

Hence Transjlu'cently adv.^ in a translucent

manner or state; so as to be seen through,
183a Lytton Eugene A. 1. i. So translucently pure and

soft was her complexion. 1897 AllbutCs Syst, Med. III. 82
The skin.. is translucently pale and shines like a mirror.

Translucid (trans, li;7sid), a, [ad. L. trans-

lucid'tts translucent: see prec. and -id. Cf. F.
translucidc (16th c.).] = Translucent 2, and
now 2 b.

i6s6 Bacon Sylva § 873 Which is most easily seen in the
Eyes, because they are Translucide, 1651 Life FatJier
Sarpi (1676) x8 How infusion by Art makes bark of Trees
and Shells and Roots tratislucid. 1878 Miss J. Young C«r«i/«.
Art (1879) 51 Porcelain is transluctd, and therein differs from
pottery, which is opaque.

fb. = Translucent i. Obs, rare—^
1717 [implied in TranslucidnessI.

Hence Transilu'cidness = next.

1727 Bailey vol. \\^ Traustucidness . .i\iQ Quality of
shining through, or permitting Light to shine through.

Translucidity (trans, lr«si-diti). [ad. F.

transluciditi (i6th c. in Hatz,-Darm.) ; see prec.

and -ITY.] The quality or condition of being
translucid ; translucency.

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. 254 The Flickermise flying
through the translucidity of the corner'd Gate. 1708
Mitchell tr. KarsterCs Min. Leskean Mus. 367 The
internal Lustre and the Translucidity are observable. 1853
tr. Labarte's Arts Mid, Ages xiv, 413 Owing to its trans-
lucidity.

Transluuary (tra-ns,liMnari), a. [f. Trans- 3
+ L. iUna moon, after lunary.'\ Lying beyond or

above the moon : the opposite oisublunary ; chiefly

Ji^.i etherial, insubstantial, visionary. So Traus-
la'nar a. (in some recent Diets.).

1617 Drayton .(4^'«C(?«^/, etc., To H. Reynolds 206 Neat
Marlow bathed in the Thespian springs Had in him those
braue translunary things. i8a6 Beddoes Let. Oct., Poems
(1851) p. Iviii, All my sublunary excursions this summer
have been botanical ; and my translunary ones., a thought
or two for a didactic ' Boem*. .on myology. 1892 Century
Mag. June 183/2 A strayed visitor from some translunary
sphere. 190a Agnks M. Clgrkb Probl. Astrophysics (1903)
2 The long-divorced sublunary and translunary worlds.

Transiiua'ke, v, [f. Trans- 2 + Make z;.,

rendering Gr. /icraTrouiV.] trans. To make into

something different, to refashion. Hence Trans-
ma'king vbl. sb.

1844 Dublin Rev. Mar. 93 The^[the sacramental symbols]
are as it were transmade, made into a new thing, or, in the
apt language of the Catholic dogma, transubstantiated.

1874 Pusey Lent. Serm. 315 Those., whom man could
not have changed even by punishing, but the Word trans-
made, forming and fashioning them after its own will. 1909
D. Stone Doctr. Eucharist L 72 [transl. St. Gregory of
NyssaJ That body by the indwelling of God the Word was
transmade (fteTeiroi»ie?j)to the dignity of Godhead.

t Trans,marinal, a. Obs. rare-^, [f. as next
+ -AL.] = Transmarine.
16x4 Jackson Creed iii. xiii. § 11. 137 Hart out of his

transmarinall Catechisme, would gladly haue maintained it.

Transmarine (transimarz~n, -z-), «. isb,') [ad.

L. transmarinus^ f. trans across + mare sea, after

Marine. Cf. ¥. transniarin (12th c. in Godef.).]

1. That is beyond the sea ; born, existing, situated,

or found on the other side of the sea ; over-sea.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus Aa j b. An aliaunt, or a trans-
marine straunger. 1610 T. Higgons Serm. at Pauls Crosse

3 Mar. (1611) 45 It was borne in transmarine and forraine
parts. 1671 F. Phillips Reg. Necess. 329 Purchasers of
Transmarme Wares and Commodities. 1700 Tyrrell Hist.
Eng. 11. 723 Normandy, and the King's other Transmarine
Dominions. 1807 G. Chalmeks Caledonia 1. i. vL 193 Con-
temporary authors.. speak of the Scots, as a transmarine
people. 1878 iV. Amer, Re7>. CXXVII. 189 If it [India]
were the sole transmarine appendage to the crown,

2. Crossing or extending across the sea.

i860 GossE Rom. Nat, Hist. 84 Species [of birds] which are
known to make long transmarine migrations. 1908 Sci.Amer.
15 Feb. 106/1 The remarkable transmarine railroad which is

under construction from the mainland of Florida to Key
West. 1908 F. Harrison in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. Ser. iii.

III. 38 Pitt made all European questions subordinate to
his transmarine, world-wide ambitions and schemes.

fB. sb. One born or dwelling beyond the sea;

a native or inhabitant of a transmarine country.
1596 Warner Alb. Eng. xi. Ixv. (1602) 280 Perhaps,

viipossiblcMy loue should equal! his, or 1 a trans-Marine
be wrought. 1633 Heywood E7:g. Trav. ii. ii, I am, quoth
he, A Trans-marine by birth.

tTronSima-ritime, (2. Obs.rare^"^. [Trans-

3.] = Transmarine.
1610 Up. Carleton Jurisd. 74 Transmaritim ludgments

ought not to be admitted.

Transimate'rial, a. rare~^. [Trans- 4.]
Beyond or transcending the material.

*9^3 '9^^^ Cent. Apr. 639 He ends by representing it [the
subliminal self] as a hyperphysical spirit, whose origin is

beyond matter, and whose functions are transmaterial.

Transimateria'tion. rare~^, [f. Trans- i

+ L. materiation-em : see Matehiation.] Change
of tlie matter of which a thing consists,

1866 Harper Peace thro. Truth Ser. 1. 159 If it be altered
it must be either substantially, and that by Transubstantia-
tion, or transformation, or transmateriation, or it must be
accidentally.

f Tra-nsmeiate, z;. Obs,rare-~^* [f, ppl. stem
of rare L. transmedre to pass across (Pliny), f. trans
-^medre to go, pass,] trans. To pass through or

across. So f Tra'nsmeiable a. [L. transm€dbilis\
that may be crossed, passable, f Tra'nsmeiant a.

[L, transmednt-ein pr. pple.], passing through,
1656 Blount Glossogr., Transmeable^ to be, or that may

be passed over. Ibid., Transmeate, to passe or go beyond.
1657 Physical Diet., Transmi'a[n]t, that passeth through
the pores of the body, as through the bottom of a sieve.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Transmeable-.Transmeated.

tTransmeation (transim/yi-jDn), Obs. rare.

[n. of action from L. transmedre ; see prec and
-ation.] a passing across or over,

1630 Lord Banians 52 They did hold, that there was a
passage of soules of one creature into another, that this

transmeation was of the soules of men into beasts, and of
beasts into men. 1658 rHiLLii<s, Transmeation^ a passing
through, or beyond.

Transmedian (trans,m;"dian), a. (sb,) Anat,
and Zool. [f. Trans- + L. medius middle : cf.

Median.] Passing or situated across the median
line of the body; applied to certain muscles in

brachiopods. Also as sb. a transmedian muscle.

Also Transime'dlal a,

1876 T. Davidson in Encycl. Brit. IV. 193/1 Of the shell

or valvular muscles . . one pair are transmedians, each member
passing across the middle of the reverse side of the shell.

Ibid.y Transmedial or sliding muscles. 1881 CasseWs Nat,
Hist. V, 261 The fifth pair of transmedians controls the
movements from side to side of the beak or umbonal regions
of the shell.

Transmental (transimcntal), a. (sb.) rare,

[f. Trans- 3 + L. mensj inent-em mind : cf. mental.'^

Existing beyond the mind ; independent of or

apart from human thought or perception ; SLSsb.,

a transmental existence or reality.

X907 yrnl. Philos., Psychol, ^ Set, Methods 17 Jan. 45
Should the reply be that some sort of transmental is implied,

I would gladly recant, even though Professor James should
still insist that the nature of that transmental is irrelevant

to all human interests, even the most IntellectuaL

Transmentation(trans,ment^-j3n). rare, [f.

Trans- i + L. mens, ment- mind + -ation ; render-

ing Or. yaravoia afterthought, repentance. Cf.

mentation and mod. 1 6th c L. transmentdiio

(Goclenius in Du Cange).] Change of mind or

thinking ; mental conversion.
1647 Trapp Conun. 2 Cor. vii. 9 That ye sorro^ued to re-

Pentance Gr. To a transmentation, to a thorow change both
of the minde and manners. 1657 Reeve Go<€s Plea 63
Where there is /icTacota, a new brayning, or a transmen-
tation. 1835 J. Harris Gt. Teacher (1837) 181 Repentance,
transmentation, a change of mind, was the indispensable

condition of enrolment.

tTranSimeri'dian, a. (sb.) Obs, rare, [f.

Trans- 7 + L, merididn-us Meridian,] Beyond
the or a meridian. In quot. absoU as j^., the

region beyond the meridian in the Atlantic which
separates the New from the Old World ; the

Western Hemisphere.
1500-so Dunbar Poems Ixvi. 63 It micht have cuming in

schortar quhylt Fra Calzecot and the new.fund Yle, The
partis of Transmeridiane ; Quhilk toconsidder is ane pane.

Transmeridional (tranSimeri'diJnal, -Z-), a,

[f. Trans- 3 + Meridional a. 4.] Crossing or tra-

versing the meridian lines ; running east and west,

1883 A. WiNCHELL World-Life 11. iii. (1889I 355 How the

Mediterranean and Indian Ocean shores came to have

general transmeridional trends. 1891 Chambers Encycl. X,
505/2 The Caribbean Sea and the Mediterranean—those
great transmeridional depressions,

Transmew, trausmne (trQnS|mi« ), v, Obs,

or arch. Also 4-5 -muwe, -mewe, 5 -mywe.
[a, F. transmue-r (13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), semi-

leamed form :—L, transmtitdre to change, Trans-
mute, f. Trans- + mutdre to change : see Mew vX\
trans, - Transmute i.

^'374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 439 (467) Thow most me first

transmuwen [v. r. transmute] in a ston. Ibid. 802 (830) loies

..pat now transmuwed ben in cruel wo. c 1407 Lydg.
Reson <V Sens, 4323 She to A larke was transmewed, 151a
Helyas in Thoms Prose Rom. (1828) III. 81 His v. brethren
and his sister, which were transmued in to swannes. xsoo
Spenser F. Q, i, vii. 35 Men into stones therewith be could
transmew. And stones to dust, and dust to nought at all.

a 1643 W. Cartwright Ordinary v. iv. in HazL Dodsley
XII. 308, 1, Robert Moth, .dotransmue my name to Geffery.

1748 Thomson Cast. Indol, ii. xlii, As if transmew'd to stone.

i8ao ScoTT Monast. xviii. To cast my riding slough, and to

transmew myself into some civil form,

t b. intr. for pass, = Transmute i c. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 2526 In siker wise thou hir salewe,

Wherwith thi colour wole transmewe. c 1407 Lvix;. Reson
Sr Sens. 303 Dame nature. . Alle enhely thing repaireth newe
..Echethinge. . Which she seth faylleandtransmywe. a 1461— Beware Double'iess 4,^ Fortune's wheel..Whos cours

I

standeth ever in doute For to transmew.

t Transimigrable, a, Obs, rare~^, [f, L.

j

transmigrdre to Tbansmigb-atb + -able.] Capa-
ble of transmigration,

i
1689 G. Harvey Curing Dis. by Expect, xvi. 120 Vege-

;
tables.. whose fragrant scent is transmigrable with their

! humidity.

Transmigrant (trQ*ns,migTant,-z-), a. and sb.

; [f. L. transmigrant', ppl. stem of transmigrdre

:

see next,]

]

A. adj. That transmigrates, rare,

i6s4 Gavton Pleas, Notes ni. iii. 82 Such an Agonie and
maw-Convulsions, that he thought his soule had been trans-

migrant and Errant from bis Body. 1888 AtJunxum
24 Nov. 695/2 They proceed to tell a secular story of trans-

mi^ant souls.

B, sb. 1 1. orig. One who transmigrates or

leaves his own land and dwells in another : including

the two notions of 'emigrant* and 'immigrant'.
i6u Bacon Holy War Wks, 1879 I. 529/1 There are other

bands of society, and implicit confederations. That of
colonies, or transmigrants, towards their mother nation,

2. In recent use : A person passing through a
country or place on his way from the country from
which he is an emigrant to that in which he will

be an immigrant. Used spec, in reference to the

Aliens Act of 1905 : see quot.

1894 Willis in Rep. Bd. of Trade recent fmmigr.fr. E,
Europe 10 The immigrants of [Russian and Polish] nation-

ality formed, .in 1892, 64 per cent, of all aliens (not being
seamen and not known to be transmigrants) shown, .to have
come here from Hamburg. 1905 Form of Return undtr
Aliens Act, A Immi^ation Ports, Aliens Act, 1905.
Transmigrants. That is, alien passengers (other than first-

class passengers), who have in their possession prepaid
through tickets, and in respect of whom security has been
given that they will proceed to places outside the United
Kingdom. 1910 Daily Netvs 26 Feb. 4/2 Practically no
aliens now arrive in this country for the purpose

^
of

settling here ; they are nearly all transmigrants proceeding
via England from the Continent to America.

b. Also said of migratory birds,

3. A soul which transmigrates.
i88a in Ogilvie (Annandale).

t Tra'nsimi^ate, Z//.^. Obs, rare~K [ad.

late L. transmigrdt-us (Isidore), pa. pple. of

transmigrdre : see next.] Transferred, transported

;

cf. next, I b. (Const, as pa. pple.)

1430-40 LvDG, Bochas viii. xx. (MS. Bodl. 263) 393/2
Iherusalem was whilom transmygrat, Ther trewe Propnetis
for thei hadde in despiht.

Transmigrate (tra*nS|migr^t, transimai'gr^'t,

-2-), V, [f. L. transmigrat-y ppl. stem of (very rare)

transmigrdre^ f. trans, Trans- + migrdre to Mi-
grate. Cii.\xiiA^.transmigrer(\^ihz, in Godef.).]

1. intr. To remove or pass from one place to

another; esp. of persons, or a tribe : to move from
one place of abode to another, to migrate.

161X CoRVAT Crudities 91 The Longobardes. .being ex-

ceedingly multiplied in their owne country, transmigrated

into a bordering Island. 16^6 Sir T. Browne ^j^a*/.

Ep. VI. X, This complexion . . is evidently maintained by
generation, . the Natives which transmigrate, omit it not
without commixture. 1713 Pres. St. Russia II, 66 They
are transmigrating from one Place to another, a 1797 H.
Walpole George //(1847) I. ix. 269 The well affected clans

might be induced to transmigrate to those settlements. 2898
Westm. Gaz. \ Apr. 3/1 He found a wider space on the other

side, so he transmigrated and slumbered in peace,

b, trans, in causal sense : To transfer, transport.

(In quots. only in passive.)

2430-40 [see prec.]. 1635 Heywood Hierarck. vn. Notes
463 Excellent Spirits.. are rather transmigrated from the

earth, to reigne with the Powers aboue. 1745 Euza
Heywood Female Spect. No. 11 (1748) II. 216 To try the

experiment, Whether, by transferring the blood of one
animal into another, the nature of the creature would be
transmigrated also.

2. intr. spec. Of the soul : To pass after death

into another body.
1606 Shaks. Ant, ^ CI. n- vii. 51 What manner o thing is
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your Crocodile?.. It lilies by that which nourisheth it, and
the Elements once out of it, it transmigrates. i6x6 B.

JoNSON Epigr. cxxxiii. 139 Their spirits transmigrated to a
cat. f 1645 Howell Z-i"//. (1650) II. 43, 1 think my soul would
transmigrat into some tree, when she bids this body fare-

well. 1697 Collier Ess.Mor. Subj, il (1709) 174 Methinks
1 should be loath to Transmigrate into a Child, or lie

in a Cradle, with those few Ihings I have in my Head.

1883 GiLMOUR Mongols xvii. 202 If souls do not transmi-

grate, where do they come from at birth, whither do they go
at death ?

b, trans, (catisal). To cause to pass : cf, i b,

c 1559 R. Hall Life Bfi. Fisher 'in, (1655) 32 Luther's Soul

was transmigrated into Henry the eighth. 1681 Rvcaut tr.

Gra^ian's Critick 119 The Souls of evil livers, whom God.

.

had transmigrated into the Bodies of these irrational

Creatures. 1876 A. B. Gbosart in Wordsworth's Pr. Wks.
I. i'ref. 33 A monkey with a man's soul somehow trans-

migrated mto it.

C. transf. and fig,

1646 E. G. in M. tl[uelyn] Men-MiracUs^ etc. A v, While
the grosse Bodies of the Poets die, Their Souls doe onely

shifu And Poeste Transmigrate^ not by chance, or lucke.

a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 186 Desire..

To Love transmigrates when it dies. 1834 Ht. Martinkau
MoreUiw. 144 The genius ofsociety has before transmigrated

through forms as horrid and disgusting as these.^ 1850
Lynch Theo. Trin, v. 86 Philosophies die or transmigrate.

I [ence Tra'usniigrated, Tra'asmigratinK ///.

adjs,

168a T. FuvTMAN Heraclitns Ridens No. 55 {1713) H. 98
Whether our Whigs . . are not transmigrated Lice, who thrive

and increase most in Hospitals and upon poor People ? 1693
Dhyden Persius' Sat, vi. 32 Who, in a drunken Dream
beheld his Soul The Fifth within the Transmigrating
rouL I7»i8 Pope Dhhc. hi. 49 Who knows how long, thy

transmigrating soul Might from Boeotian to Hijeottan roll 1

1754 FooTE Knights \. Wks. 1709 I. 62 The very abstract of
penury! Sir John Cutler, with nis transmigrated stockings,

was but a type of him. 1898 Westm. Gas. 28 July
2/3 To consider, .more mundane matterst such as the

number and characters of the transmigrating households.

Tran82lligration(trons,raigr^*j3n, -raai-j-z-).

[ad. late L. *ransmigrdtidn-€m change of country

(in Itala i Escir. vi, 16 the Babylonian Captivity),

n. of action from transmigrdre : see prec. Cf. F,

transmigration (13th c in Hatz.-Darm.).]

fL The removal of the Jews into captivity at

Babylon; sometimes used for the Captivity. Obs.

1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 196 pe vif)>e [age] was fram dauid
toJ»c transmigracion Of babilojTie, ii&s Wyclip i Chron.
V. 22 Thei dwelliden for hem unto the traivsmygracioun.

1430-40 LvDG. Bochas iv. iii.(MS. IJodl. 1^63) 216, 2 How God
wolde make a transmygracioun Of his kyngdam. IS79 J*
%TM^weAGapiHgGHl/W\,')L\M. whole people suffered a traii.s-

migrauon irretornable in Assiria. 1609 Bible (Douay)
a JChigs XXV. 27 In the seven and thirtetb yeare of the
Traosmigration.

tb. trans/. The body of transmigrated people;

the Jews of the Captivity. Obs,

1609 Bible (Douay) yer. xxviii. 4 Al the transmigration of

Juda, that are entered into Babylon, I wil make to rctume.
— Ez<k, XL 24 And the spirite .. brought me into Chaldee
to the transmigration, in a vision in the spinte of God.

2. Passage or removal from one place to another,

esp. from one country to another.

138a Wyclif Jer, xiiL 19 Translatid is al Juda with parAt
transmygracioun (1388 possyng ouerej. 1480 Caxton ChroH.
Eng. III. (1520) 21 b/3 He put Nactanabo the kynge in

Kthyopta and many tewes in transmygracyon. 15;^ Moes
Ciym/.agst. Trib. iiu Wks. 1237/3 irt* my transnufracion
itito a straunee countrey shoulde be any great griefe vnto
me. 1630 T. Westcotb Devon. 51 Gentlemen's younger
sons, who, by means of their travel and transmigration are
very well qualif^d, apt, and fit to manage great and high
ofl&ccA in the republic 1796 Morse Amer, Geog. II. 419
The modem Italians are in a great measure free from, .the
transmigration of colonies. 184s WESTcorr in Li/e (1903)
1. ii. 31 You have heard of my transmigration from
Birmingham Co Ludlow. 1858 H. W. Beecher Life Th.
(1859) 171 Birds in the hour of transmigration feel the
impulse of southern lands. 1875 Haddan in Diet. Chr,
^t^tig, I. 236/1 [According to] the author of the tract

Dc Translaiionious . .ihc tnin^ prohibited is * transmigra-
tion ' (which arises from the bUhop himself, from selfish

motives), not * translation ' (wherein the will of God and the
good of the Church is the ruling cause). 1903 A rdrossan ft

Stdtcoats Herald i May 2 The great Teutonic, Hungariani
Tartar, and Mongolian transmigrations.

b. fig. Of non-material things.

63a LiTHGow Trav, X. 5o:> Ignoble Gallants.. swallow vp
the honour of their. -Prcdecessours, with ..Gluttony, Lust,

and vaine Apparell, making a Transmigration of perpetuity

to their present Belly, and Backe. a xjxt Ken Sion Poet.

Wks. 1721 IV, 397 Love instantly rejoin'd Love from the
Lover's .Mind, To God still am'rous Transmigrations makes.
18*4 Miss Ferrier Inker, xxxiv, That enviable power of
mental transmigration, which placed him. .quite beyond the
influence of her power.

t3. Transition from one state or condition to

another ; esp. passage from this life, by death ; also

absoL death. Obs.

1576 Flbhino Patwpl. Epist. 323 His ioyful estate of
heauen, after his transmigration out of the labyrinth of this

life, a 1631 Donne Serm. IxL (1640) 613 Enough for thy
pilgrimage, enough for thy transmigration, enough for thy
elemall habitation. 1675 T. Plumb Life Hp. Hacket{\%(i^
139 His placid departure, with as gentle a transmigration to

tupptaess as.. was ever beard of.

% b. Loosely used for transformation or trans-

mutation (cf. transmogrification). Obs.

161S N, Field Amends/or Ladies n. i. in Hazl. Dodsley
XL 113 The teeth she had Have made a transmigration
into hair : She hath a bigger beard than I. 1643 Six T.

Browne RtUg. Med. i. § 39 Those strange and mysticall
transmigrations that I have observed in Silkewormes.

4. spec. Passage of the soul at death into another
body ; metempsychosis. Alsoyf^.
1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad, 11. 527 This Transmi-

gration of Soules they called Regeneration, because it was
vnto them as it were a generation and newe birth, a 16*5
Fletcher Woman's Prize iv. v,I. .know her To be a woman-
wolf by transmigration. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 38
The Bannyans.. For they so much detest the slaughter of
any creature, though a Louse.. Imagining as did Pytha-
goras, the transmigration of mens soules into other creatures.

1709-10 Steele Tatler No. 134 P i A Discourse on the
'1 ransmigration ofMen into other Animals. 189a Westcoit
Gospel 0/ Life 153 The Myths of Plato will shew us how
great an attraction this doctrine of transmigration exerts
upon the imagination of men.

5. Path, The migration or passage of cells

through a membrane or the wall of a vessel ; the

oozing of white blood corpuscles through the un-
!

ruptured walls of the blood-vessels; diapedesis.

1890 Billings Med. Diet.., Transmigration., a moving
across a limiting membrane or out of a vessel or cavity. 1899
Syd. Soc. Lex., Transmigration, the passage of cells or

particles through a membranous septum.

Hence Transmigrationlsm, the theory or doc-

trine of transmigration of souls; Trausmi^a-
tiouist, one who holds this doctrine ; also attrib,

or as adj.

1888 F. W. H. MvsRS in Fortu. Rev. Jan. 103 Is Tradu.
cianism conceivable ? . . Are we not driven back on some form
of *Transmigrationism? 1884 C/^n Commonxvealth 20 Mar.
545/1 Accessible to the influence of dead and buried Asiatic

poetasters and 'transmigration ists. 1903 F. W. Myers Hum.
Personality II. 267 Both the old traducianist and the old

transinigrationist view would thus possess a share of truth.

Transmigrative (tra*nS|migr^'tiv, trans,m3i'-

grativ, -Z-), a. [f. Tbansmiqbate v, + -ivK,] Of,

jjertaining to, or characterized by transmigration

;

transraigratory.

i7»7 D^rfev Eng. Stage Itatianized Argt., The Doctor
brings the Queen to life by a transmigrative Secret. 1818

G. S. Faber J/or3e Mosakae I. 147 That Adam, and Enoch,
and Noah, were alike transmigrative incarnations of him.

1833 ^ Recapit. Apostasy i. 4 Those preeminent mundane
patriarchs who were transmis; rative reappearances ofone and
the same great universal father. 1844 — Eight Dissert,

(1845) I. 284.

Hence Transmi^ratlvely adv,j by way of

transmigration (of the soul).

1818 G. S. Faber Horae Mosatcm II. aoa He himself was
afterwards transmtgratively born again in the body of his

pontifical Successor Buddas-.^ddas. 1819 — Dispensations

(1823) IL 74 Souls do not perish after death but flit trans-

migrattvely from one body to another.

Transmigrator (transimigrtfitai, -z-). [f. as

prec. + -oii.] One who or that which transmi-

grates; a transmigrant ; a transmigrating spirit.

1743 Eu.is K$unvl. Dw, Things ii. 122 Whenever we find a
People begin to revive in Literature, it was owing, .either to

some Transmigrators from those Parts coming and settling

among them, or else to their going thither for Instruction.

1837 LVTTON Athens IL63[Geniusl the true spiritual trans-

migrator— it passes through all shapes, losing identity but
not life and kindred to the Great Intelligence which is the

Soul of matter.

Trausmigratory (trans, moi'gratari, -Z-), a,

[C as prec + -ort'-^ : cf. migratory,^ Having the

quality of transmigrating ; of or pertaining to

transmigration.
x8i6 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. \. 40 Reappearing.,

agreeably to the transmigratory system. lbid,\\.%o 'I'he

latter (Noah] was deem^ a transmigratory revival of the

former [Adam], xtnx Alabastek Wheel ofLaw fj^ They
are reborn as angels .. preparatory to reappearing in their

last transmigratory existence as Huddha. 1893 Huxley
Evolution ft Ethics 19 That.. each human being has his

transmigratory representative.

tTranS|ini'gure,r. Obs.rart-^, Perversion of

Tbansmiuuath:, after transfigure^ or F. trans-

migrer,
16B7 WiHSTANLEY Lives En^. Poets 153 The soul of Aris-

totle was said to have transmigured into Thomas Aquinas.

t TranSilui'Se* v. oh. Also 5-6 -myae. In

earliest use in pa. pple. transmisedj app. rendering

F. pa. pple. transmiSf -mise ; cf. demue, premisCy

promise.} trans. To cause to pass or go; to

send ; = Transmit.
1^ Caxton Ovid's Met. xiit, vii, Thyder had kynge

Priamus transmysed and sent, .his sone Polydorus. 1490 —
Emydos xiv. 53 The sonne..shal haue transmysed hys

shynynge hemes. 154s K. Copland Guydan'sQuest. Chirurg.

Cij, For the moste parte of the thynges that it [the liver]

is composed is flesshely, blody, & therwith ben transmysed

dyuers pypes or arteres. 1646 J. Hall Horx i^ac, 53 There

being an innate desire in every man, to transmise himself

unto posterity.

fTranSiUli'SS, sb, Obs. exc. Hist. [ad. L.

transmiss-usj -um : see next.] A copy of an Irish

Bill returned to the Irish Parliament with the king's

approval.

1764 JmL Irish Ho, Comnu 11 May, Resolved That no Bill

shall pass in this House until a Committee of this House
shall compare the Transmiss with the original Heads of a

Bill,andreport, if any,and what alterations have been made
therein, to the House. i8ij in Rep. Comm. Pub. Rec. Irel.

(1815) 75 Transmisses of Public and Private Acts of Parlia-

ment.—The oldest Transmisses we could yet discover, are

of the Reign uf Henry VIII.

t TranSimisS, ///. a, Obs, rare. [ad. L.

transmisS'US, pa. pple. of transmitt^re to Trans-
mit.] Tiansmilted. (Const, as pa. pple.)
1647 H. More Poems 116 Souls. .If they shoot out, be

they equally transmisse Around this body ? Or but upward
start? Ibid. 181 Neither Speech nor Language is Where
their voice is not transmisse.

t TranSimi'SS, v. Obs. rare, [f. L. transmiss-^

ppl. stem of tratismitt^re to Transmit. It occurs
in the pa. pple. transmiss'd^ app. representing L.
transmissum, Cf. Dismiss.] = Transmit.
a 1643 W. Cartwright Ordinary 111. v. Any reversions yet ?

nothing transmiss'd?

Trausmissibility (trans, misibi-liti, -Z-). [f.

next + -iTY. Cf. F. transmissibiiit^ {1S12 in Hatz.-
Darm.).] The quality of being transmissible.
18x8 in Webster. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 114/1 The

associated pus has in reality nothing to do with the trans-

missibilityof the diseases. 1875 Bennett& Dyer Sacks' Bot.
826 The hereditary transmissibiiity of acquired characters
exhibits itself in a most marked way when it does not affect

the whole of the parent-plant, but only a particular branch.

1894 Pall Mall G. 19 Nov. 1/2 He bandies the transmissi-

biiity question with difEideoce.

Transmissible (trQns,mi-sTb'l, -z-), a, [f. L.

transmiss- (see Transmiss z/.) + -ible. Cf. F.

transmissible (16th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), and L.

remissibiiiSy etc.] Capable of being transmitted.

Z644 Bp, Maxwell Prerog. Ckr. Kings v. 59 It is trans-

missible to his Successor. 1660 Bond Scut. Reg, 138 God
did declare it transmissible from Adam to the first born.

1798 Malthus Poput, \\\. L (1S06) II. 86 'Iransmissible and
contagious disorders. 1869 Dk. of Argyll Primeval Man
\\, 39 Some varieties of form are effected, .by domestication,

and by constant care in the selection of peculiarities trans,

missible to the young. 1885 Sir E. Fry in Law Rep. 29 Ch.
Div. 283 The right to a grant of administration is not trans-

missible.

Transmission (trans,mi-j3n, -z-). fad. L.

iransmission-emt n. of action from transmittere to

Transmit. Cf. F. transmission (14th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The action of transmitting or fact of

being transmitted ; conveyance from one person or

place to another ; transference,

161X Flobio, TransmissionCy a transmission. i6j6 Bacon
Syha § 2 In the experiment of Transmission ofthe Sea-water
into the Pits, the Water riseth ; but in the experiment of

transmission of the Water through the Vessels, it falleth. 1759
Johnson Idler No. 68 Pa Alphabetical writing made.. the

transmission of events more easy and certain. 180S-3 tr.

Pallas's Trav.{\%i2) I. 82 On the transmission of the Black
Sea through the Propontis, a great part of its shallow banks
consequently became a saline steppe, a 1859 Dk yuiNCEV
Posth. Wks. (1891) I. 308 One link in the transmission of

the Homeric poems.

b. Physics. Conveyance or passage through a

medium, as of light, heat, sound, etc.

1704 Newton Optichs {1721) 238 Their Reflexion or Trans-

mission depends on the constitution of the Air and Water
behind the Glass. 18x5 J. Smith Peuiorama Set. ^ Art I.

7 Which greatly retards the transmission of the heat. 1834

Mrs. Somervillk Connex. Phys. Sc. xvii. 147 The trans-

mission of sound as well as light is impeded in passing

through an atmosphere of variable density. x88i Sir W.
Akmstkong in Nature 8 Sept. 449/1 To force a transmission

of heat from the fire to the water m the boiler.

C. Biol. The transmitting of the peculiar nature,

or of some character, of an organism to its descen-

dants; hereditary conveyance.

X871 Darwin Desc. Man n. xviii. 1 1, 297 Equal transmission

of ornamental characters to both sexes. 1880 E. R. Lan-

KESTER Degener. 13 An organism . . inherits, that is to say, is

born with— the peculiarities of its parents ; this is known as

Transmission. 1890 Sc Gossip XXVI. 66 puestions of pro-

tective resemblance and hereditary transmission.

d. Mcch, Transference of motive force from one

place to another; concr. a device for effecting this;

spec, short for transmission-gear (see e).

1906 Daily Chron. 28 June 2/7 There are four large and
eleven smaller electric motors driving the transmissions.

/bid.f Improvements in devices for preventing accidents

with transmissions. igitWiBSTES, Trafismissionf,.Horot,

the train of a watch, etc.

e. attrib. (chiefly in sense d) : transmission-

gear, mechanism for transmitting the power of an

engine, etc.

x8« IJrewster Nat. Magic ix. 219 The sound will be

partly reflected.., and the direction of the transmission

wave changed. 18^ Prospect. Tramway Alotor Co. 2 A
transmission gear giving a wide range of continuously vary-

ing speed and inversely varying tractive effort. 1894 Daily

News 3 Nov. 5/3 A large proportion of the sailors paid off

there have gladly availed themselves of the transmission

scheme. 190X Scaffolding (ed. J. Black) 60 The endeavour

to dispense with transmission gear between motor and
machine constitutes to-day a recognised principle of con-

struction tin cranes]. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 22 Jan. 8/i The
electricity will be conveyed at high pressure to a central spot

on the transmission lines. X908 Ibid. 14 Nov. 14/2 Double

universal joints to maintain true alignment between the

power- and transmission-shafts.

Hence Tra&smi'SBiomat, one who holds the

theory of the hereditary transmission of acquired

characters ; also attrib.

X900 C. Lu Morgan Animal Behaviour iii. §5. 113 It

forms a very pretty subject for transmissionists and their

critics to quarrel over. Ibid.\\\ Let U3 expand the trans-

mis^iunist position a little further.

Transmissive (trans,mi-siv, -z-)» ^- [f-
f^

transmiss- (see Transmiss v.) + -ivk : cf. L. remis-

sTvus remissive]



TRANSMISSIVELY. 270 TRANSMOVE.
1. Having the quality or action of transmitting.

1649 G. Daniel Trittarch.y Hen* Kccclxxxvi, Harry (who
gave more Of fate in his Transmissive veins, then botli

Could ^orke) yet wraps the Infant in that Cloth. 1834
AIks. Somerville Contuj:. Phys. Sc, xxv. 231 The trnnsmis-

sive power of certain substances having a dark colour

exceeds by four or five times that of others perfectly

diaphanous. 1903 Union Mag. Oct. 437/1 The function

of the brain is not ' productive ' but ' transmissive ' of con-

sciousness.

2. Having the quality of l>eing transmitted.

1700 Prior Carmen Secularc 164 Tlie Sire [may] inculcate

to his Son Transmissive Lessons of the King's Renown.
1775 R. Chandler Trav. Greece (1825) II. 152 The native

quickness of apprehension, which as if transmissive, .

.

is inherited even by the lower classes of the people.

i8o2-xa Bkntham Ration, yudic. Ez'id. (1827) I. 68
Modifications of the genus of transmitted or transmissive

evidence. 1887 L. P. Mercer Netu Birtk (1890) 74 Trans-
missive dispositions and proclivities to evil, coming down
a long line of tainted ancestry.

Hence Transmissively adv.^ by way of trans-

mission ; Transml'ssiveuess.
1881 Sir W. Armstrong in Nature 8 Sept. 451/2 There

will be a limit to the distance to which electricity may be
profitably conveyed, but within that limit tliere will be wide
scope for its employment transmissively. 1889 Home Mis-
sionary (N.Y.) Sept. 220 The aim is transmissiveness of
the divine motive power.

Transillissory(tranS|mi's3ri,-z-), fl, rare. [f.

asprec. + -^i'^X'^^i c\.promissory.'] =TRANSMrssiVEi.
1883 W. A. Butler in

J. G. Butler BiMe iVo7-k 11. 235
Titles [of the Holy Spintj which impress how truly his

function is transmissory of perfections that dwell in Christ.

Transmit (transimi-t, -Z-), V. [ad. L. irans-

mitUre, f. L. Trans- + iniitire to send.]

1. trans. To cause (a thing) to pass, go, or be
conveyed to another person, place, or thing; to

send across an intervening space ; to convey, transfer.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4335 Nouthire to toly ne to taunde
transmitte we na webbis. To vermylton ne violett ne variant
littis. 1544 CovKRDALE Lct, to C. Hubert Wks. (Parker
Soc) lit 509 Take care.. that they be transmitted to me
with the pajier of Cephala;us. i6ia Davies Why Ird., etc,

(1747)24 From this lime forward untill the 17 year of King
John.. there was no army transmitted out of England to
finish the Conquest. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 46 That
Eusebian book of Evangelick preparation transmitting our
ears through a hoard of heathenish obscenities, to receive
the Gosi^el. 170X Penh in Pa, Hist, Soc. Mem, IX. 77
Hasten in my rents and debts, and transmit them with all

possible speed. 1849 Macaulay Hist,Eng. iii. 1. 376 The
expense of transmitting heavy goods in this way was
enormous. 1880 C. R. Makkham Piruv, Bark iii. 273 They
merely transmitted my letter to the Secretary of State, with-
out any recommendation.

b. intr. (for reji.) To pass to the heirs.

1913 H. GouDV in Ess. Legal Hist. ofCongr, Hist. Stud.
208 Where, .adelictal action was not strictly penal.. it trans-
mitted both actively and passively. Ibid, 218 In contracts
the right of action almost invariably transmitted both to the
heirs of the creditor and against the heirs of the debtor.

^. Jig- To conveyor communicate (usually some-
thing immaterial) to another or others ; to pass on,

esp. by inheritance or Iieredity ; to hand down.
1639 Burton Truth*s Triumph gi This word of faith.,

wee shall transmit and conuay it, euen vnto posterity. 1651
HoBBES Z.cz'/aM. III. xlii. 267 His Apostles.. transmitted the
same Spirit by Imposition of hands. 1710 Pkideaux Orig.
Tithes V. 234 The House of Lords.. had this power trans-
mitted solely to them exclusive of the House of Commons.
1738 in Nairne Peerage Evid, (1874) 42 The said John
_Nairne..is likewise wholly disabled to take transmit or
inherit any real or personal estate. x8z8 Duita Trav.
liaiy^ etc. 84 A glowln;^ diffusion of light, of which Claude's
finest pictures transmit but a faint resemblance. i86a
Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xiii. 248 Samuel, .had actually
transmitted the office by hereditary succession to his sons.
xyio Morning Post 28 June 3/7 Capacity for milk-produc-
tion, for early maturity [etc.]. .are definitely fixed, and
definitely transmitted from good sires.

3. Physics and Meek. To cause (light, heat, sound,

etc.) to pass through a medium ; also, of a medium,
to allow (light, etc.) to pass through ; to conduct.

Also, to convey (force or movement) from one part

of a body, or of mechanism, to another. Alsoy?^.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 26 View her with a full light

transmitted through a Burning-glass. 1731 Johnson Ram-
bler No. 156 f 2 Like light transmitted from room to room,

179s Ld. Auckland Corr, (1862) III. 313 Imagination
transmits some rays of your comfort at Beckenham to my
pensive thoughts, 1831 Lardner Pneumatics iv. 267 It is

the nature of a fluid to transmit pressure e({ual!y in every
direction. 1833 Ht. Martinkau Charmed Sea iv. 54 How
. . the atmosphere,_in its now approaching state, becomes in-

capable of transmitting sound to any distance. 1842 Par-
NELL Chem. /l«a/. (1845) 2Q Hydrosulphate of ammonia is

preparedby transmitting sulphuretted hydrogen gas through
solution of ammonia, i86a Catal. luternat. Exhib. II. xii.

2 The motion of the handle on deck is transmitted, .by
means of a series of shaftings and tooth-wheels. x866
RoscoE Eleni. Cliem. (1871) 275 Gold, .in thin films, trans-
miu green light. 1878 ^my.i.^\ Physiogr. 171 The motion
is transmitted from particle to particle, to a great distance.

Hence Transmi'tted ///. a.\ Transmitting
vbl. sb, 2Xi^ppl, a.

x68x R. Fleming Fulfilling Script. (1801) 1. 430 Study the
transmitting of truth and godliness. X7<i»6 Kirwan Elein.
Min. (ed. 2) I. 271 By reflected light, blackish brown ; but, by
transmitted light, yellowish. 1800 Herschel in Phil, Trans.
XC. 458, \ tried the transmitting capacity of the glass, by
exposing it with the rough side towards the sun, over one
of the transmitting holes of the apparatus. 1869 Haddan
Apost. Succ. iii. (1879J 56 The Church.. has been held

together compactly by the very fact of its transmitted orders.
1876 Preeck & SiVEWKiGiiT Telegraphy 137 The battery
which is connected to .. the transmitting portion of the
apparatus.

Transmit (tra-ns,mit, -Z-), sb. rare, [f. prec.

vb. ; cf, Pekmit ji^,] An act of transmitting; an
order of transmission. Also attrib., as transmit
warrant, a warrant authorizing transmission.
167J Br. OF Derry in Essex Papers (Camden) I. 26 That

yo"" Excell")' may not judge me heedles of that transmit to
y« King before my leaving Dublin. 1741 \V. Wilson Contn.
Def. Reform. Prim. Ch. Scot. (1769) 407 Their petition
could not get the common right ofa transmit to the assembly.
1908 Daily Chron. 11 May 1/5 The Court signed a transmit
warrant for the conveyance of Mrs. Cleary to Claremorris,
and she left with the police escort yesterday.

Transmittable (.transimitab'l, -z-), a, rare.

Also less correctly -ibie. [(". as prec. + -able ; cf.An-
MiTTABLK.] That may be transmitted; transmissible.

In quot. 1655, ? capable of being * thrown' across.
1611 CoTGRAVE, Transmissible, Transmittable. 1655 Mrq.

1 Worcester Cc«/. Inv. § 73 A transmittihle Gallery over any
I

Ditch or Breach in a Town-wall. 1882 Y. Darwin in
' JVature 20 Apr, 581/2 Aheliotropic stimulus is transmittable

from one part of an organ to another. 1889 Pall Mall C.
I Aug. 6 A virulent, contagious and transmittable disease.

TraiXSniittal(trQnS|mi-taI,-z-). rare, [f.asprec.

+ -Au] The action of transmitting; transmission.
Letter 0/ transiuittttl, an official letter in which the reci-

pient is informed that certain documents are transferred to
his custody. U.S.
1724 Swift Drapicr's Lett, vii, The prodigious profit which

England receives by the transmittal thither of two thirds of
the revenues of this whole Kingdom. 1813 Brands Pop,
Antiq, 1. Pref. 7 In the transmittal of vulvar rites and
popular opinions. x^^Athcnxum i8June788/i The letter

of transmittal . . is dated July ist, 1899.

TranSimi'ttance. rare. [f. as prec. + -ance :

cf. aiimil£ance,'\ The action of transmitting ; trans-

mission.

1855 in H. Clarke Eng. Diet, j and in later Diets.

Trans,mi-ttant, rare-^, [irreg.f. Transmits.
or L. transmittere + -akt, (L. analogy would give

*lransmittenl),'\ One who transmits; an ofhcial

transmitter,

i8ss Mii-MAN Lat. Ckr, xiv. ii. VI. 406 The transmittants,
the sole transmittants, of those graces and blessings which
emanate from Christ,

Transmitter (trans,mi -tai, -z-). [f, Tiians-
JilT V, + -EU 1.] One who or that which transmits.
1727 Savage Bastard 8 He lives to build, not boast a

generous Race: No I'enth Transmitter of a foolish Face.

177s Johnson Tax. no Tyr."]^ The transmitters of wrong.
1822 Nevj Monthly Mag. V. 417 [Not] the inventor, but
merely the ' transmitter ' of a jest. 1874 L. SrErnEN Hours
in Library [iZg-z) II.i.6Tliegreat bulk ofmankind are trans-
mitters rather than originators of spiritual force. 1904 Brit.
Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 672 '\l\\Qstegomyia/asciata^i^^ trans-
mitter of yellow fever).

b. spec. That part of a telegraphic or telephonic
apparatus by means of which messages are trans-

mitted or dispatched; a transmitting instrument;
opposed to Receiver 7.
Also, the part of a stethoscope which transmits the sounds

to the ear of the operator (quot. 1901),

1876 Pkeece & SiVEWKicHT Telegraphy 251 The chief
faults which are met with in the Transmitter are broken
spiral springs and chains, or loose adjusting screws. 1878
G. B. Prescott Sp, Tflephone {iZjg) ^ The tone transmitter
. . coimected by a metallic conductor with the tone receiver .

.

at the distant station. x888 J*all Mall C, 30 May 11/2
The operator sits watching at his transmitter on the Downs,
while another attends in breathless expectation at the
instrument in the Haymarket. 1889 Pkeece & Maikr
Telephone 5 The transmitter is the instrument into which
the words are spoken. 1901 Munsey's Mag. XXIV. 522/2
Dr. Schmuetzer placed the stethoscope over his heart,.,
with the rubber transmitters stuck in his ears. 1902 Sloane
Electr. Dict.y Transmitter, in general electric phraseology,
any instrument w*hich produces signals to be transmitted
through a line or circuit... Thus the RIorsekey in telegraphy
or the Blake transmitter in telephony are examples.

c. attrib,

1876 Preece & SivEWRiGHT Tclcp'aphy 129 Fig. 90. .con-
tains a plan of the transmitter switch. 1892 Pall MallG.
27 Apr. 7/2 A phonoporic receiver will not be actuated by
impulses whose speed is regulated by a transmitter reed
tuned to a different note from its own. 1904 Electr, World
Sf Eugin. 21 May 987 To overcome this difficulty [of being
overheard by persons near] a transmitter hood has been
patented. This is a metallic box adapted to be fastened
upon the transmitter.

Transmittible, van form of Transmittable.

t Trans,mo'di^, v. Obs. rare^K [f. Trans- 2

+ Modify.] trans. To modify in transmission.
a 1774 Tucker I^t,Nai. (1S34) II. 673 Squibs of witticism,

stolen and transmodified from the storehouse of philosophy.

Transmogrify (tronsim^-grifai), V, vulgar or

humorous. Also 7-9 -mografy, -mography,
-mogriphy, 8 -migrafy, -mugrify. [Origin un-
certain: see Note below.] trans. To alter or
cliange in form or appearance ; to transform,

metamorphose (utterly, grotesquely, or strangely).
1656 S. Holland Zara vi. (1719) 33 So that he remained

for a time as one trans-elemented. \Noie\ Meaning iransmo-
grafide, or metarmorphosed into a Mandrake. 1671 Mrs.
Behn Amorous Prince ni, iii, I wou'd Love would trans-

mo^riphy rae to a maid now. x688 Shadwell St/r. Alsatia
MI. 1. 39, I know I am Transmography'd ; hut I am your
very Brother, Ned. 1725 AWu Cant. Dict.^ Transmogrify,
or rather Trattsmigrafy. t-jzZ Fielding Love in Scl'.

Masques v. iv. 68, I begin to think.. that some wicked
Enchanters have transmographied my Dulcinea. 1736
tn Ruggle's Ignoramus iii. 35 I'll yi,o put on my other
Dress, and he transmogrify'd to Dulman. 1751 War-
Bi RTON Lett. (1809) 85 The first volume of the Divine
Legation, .is so transmogrified that you will hardly know it

aj^ain. 1753SMOLLKTT Ct. Fathom xxiv, Tliou art so trans-
mographied, and bedaubed, and Iwidizened. 1786 Burns
Addr. Unco Cuid v^ Social life and Glee sit down, ..Till,
quite transmugrify'd, they 're grown Deljauchery and
Drinking. 1844 Biackw. Mag. LVL 777 By proper clipping
and pruning.. an ingenious editor might transmogriphy
these simple epistles into the philippics of Junius, a 1888
Mary HoyMTT A utobiog. (1889) IL 278 It wastransnfogrified
by the addition of two storeys and a flat roof.

b. 'I'o astonish utterly, confound, dial.

1887 P. M'Neill Blawear/e 84 We. .made our way here
and are quite transmogrified to find everj'tliinK so outrage-
ously transformed. 1888 Berks. Gloss. (E.D.S.), Treuts-
ruogrivied, . .surprised, greatly astonished.
[JVote. If the original form was (as suggested in quoL 1725)

transmigrafy^ this may liave been a vulgar or uneducated
formation in fy from Tkansmiguke, or Trans.migrate vb.
(cf. Tkansmigkation 3 b). Apparently, it was originally/^r-
sons that were ' transmografied ', or metamorphosed.

J

Uence Transmo'grified, TransmogrifyiDg
///. adjs.

; also Traiismo:griflcatio2i (-fik^i-Jan),

the action of transmogrifying, (strange or gro-
tesque) transformation ; Transzucgrifier (-faiiSi),

one who transmogrifies.
x66i K. W. Conf Charac, Hide-Parke Laiiy (i860) 58

It must march at least thrice to the botchers for *trans-
mogrificalion. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. iu 6 The
Transmogrification of the Macrobian Children into Swans,
a 1878 Sir G. G. Scott Recoil. L (1879) 47 The Tower, .has
undergone strange transmogrifications. ctS^z Mrs. Sher-
wood in Life XXX. (1847) 529 We were led. .over our *trans-
mographied terrace. 184JI Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 11. St.
Aloys, The transmogrified Pagan perform'd his vow. 1676
Poor Robin's Intell, 13-20 June 2/1 A notable fewd between
a Translator of Shooes and a *Transmogrifier of Garments,
that is to say betwixt a Cobler and a Botcher. 1841 Fraser^s
Mag XXIII. 338 Our modern transmogrifiers and paro-
dists of ancient architecture. 183a J. P. Kennedy Swallow
B. xliii, It [lovej is the most *transniogrifyin§ passion. 1904
Longm. Mag, Dec. 149 The transmogrifying process is

being carried out only too rapidly.

Transmontaue (trunsim^-nt^-in, -m^t^*n), a,

[In quot. c 1400 a. OF. transmonlane adj. and sb.,

altered form of tramontaney pole-star, north pole,

also transmonlanie north wind (Godef.) ; in later

use ad. L. transmontanus : see Tramontane.]
1. Dwelling or situated beyond, or on the other

side of, the mountains; = Tkamontane A. i. a.

From the Italian point of view : North of the Alps.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Transmontane^ dwelling or growing

beyond the Mountains. 1826 K. Digbv Broadst. Hon. 11.

Tancredus (1846) II. 20 The Britons, English, and other
transmontaue people. 1857 Erasers Mag, I.VI. 503 Ihe
proud citizens of Rome witnessed with indignation the
influx of a crowd of transmontane artists. 1880 J. Nichoi-
Byron viii. 139 To abandon their transmontane plans, and
agree to take up their head-quarters at Pisa.

b. In reference to other mountains, e. g. the

Grampians in Scotland, the Rocky Mountains in

N. America, the Bine Mountains in N. S. Wales,
Also of traffic, across or over the mountains.
\^&\ Science zz Feb. 220/1 Keeping back the migratiop. .in

order to monopolize this transmontane commerce. 1B90 ' R.
BoLJJREwooD ' C(?/. Reformer (iSgi) 124 The transmontane
towns. 1897 D. L. Leonard in Home Missionary (^,\^
Jan. 450 Just now (1842-6] it was that the entire trans-
montane region was added to the Union. 1900 VV. \Vatt
Aberdeen ^ Ban^x,^ The northern or transmontane Picts.

1 2. transmontane star^ also absol. transmontane^
the north pole-star; = Tramontane B. i. Obs.
£1400 Maundev, (1839) xvii. 180 In |>at lond, ne in many

©there bejonde (jat, noman may see the sterre transmontanej
..Jjat wee clepen the lode-sterre. Ibid.^ The sterre J'at is

clept the transmontayne. Ibid. 181 A^en J>at transmontayne
is the toJ»er sterre, J^at is clept Antariyke.

Hence f Transmontauian a, Obs, rare"^^ of or
pertaining to the non-Italian section of the Roman
Church : cf. Tuansalpine i c.

x6x^ T. Scott Aphorisms of State 8 Carion, Auentine,
Cuspinianus, and other Transmontauian Writings.

Transmorphism (transim^jfiz'm). rare-"^,

[f. Trans- + Gr. iiop^i\ form + -ism : cf. Meta-
MORPHISM.] Transformation of one thing into

another, as in the process of evolution.
x888 Shorev in Amer, Jml, Philol. IX. 417 The Demo-

criteans evolve the higher from the lower by the operation
of chance. .. We will, .substitute for the guess of trans-

morphism the a.-^sertion of a metaschcmatism intentionally
devised for ethical ends.

Transiinonld,?'. [f. Trans- 2 + Mould z;.2]

trans. To mould into another form or shape.
1855 PusEY Doctr. Real Presence Note Q. 218 It seemed

good to .. the Maker of all things, to transmould (/AerairAoTTcii')

the living creature to incorruption. i860 — Min. Proph.
259 God IS all-powerful, and transmouldeth easily the nature
of tilings which are, to what He willeth.

t TranSimouilt, v. Obs. rare. [f. Trans- 2 +
Mount v,'] trans. To surmount; to pass over or
across by mounting,
x6oo Holland Livy XLiir. xx, 1168 These embassadours

having transmounied the top of the hill Scordus. x6oi —
/^//«^ viii.lviii. 1. 233 The wild Asses [never] transmountthat
hill which devideth Cappadocia from Cilicia.

t Trans 1mo •ve, z/, Obs. rare^^, [In form, f.

Trans- 2 + Move v,^ but in quot., app. mistakenly
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used for transtnexu, -mewe, -mywe^ early forms of

TRANsME\v,TRANSMUE,and rimed with love, prove.']

trans. To transform, transmute, ^transmew*.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ni.xi. 43 SaturncThat to a Centaure

did him selfe transmoue.

Transmue: see Tuansmew.
TransmiUldaiie (transimynd^'n), a. [f.

Trans- 3 + L. muud-us world: cf. tnundatte.}

That is or lies beyond the world. *

*777 J- Richardson Di'it. Persian, Arah.^ etc, Dissert.

29/1 Every ingenious critic may then, like Archimedes of old,

require only some tran>niundane station on which to reiir

his engines ; in order to shake to pieces the reason of man.

1859 G. Meskdith R, Fcz'€rel'\\\t One of the most ancient

theoriesoftransmundane dominion and influenceon mundane
affairs. 1899 W . James Talks to Teachers on Psychol. 24

Whatever of transmundane metaphysical insight. .we may
carry.

TransmTiral (tronsimiua'ral), a. [f. Tbans-

3 + L. miir-us wall ; cf. Mttra/.] That is beyond

a wall or walls; spec, beyond the Roman Wall.

1851 D.Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iii. ii. 67 Within
the transmural province. 1911 £i/in. Rei: Apr. 488 With
the fourth century this transmural area was lost.

Tra*ns-inu*8cle, [Trans- 6.] A crossing or

transverse muscle.
1836-9 Todifs Cycl.Anat.il. 956/2 We have seen similar

trans-muscles lying above the membrane.

Transmntability (trans,mi;7tabi-Iiti, -Z-).

[f. next : see -ITY. Cf. med.L, transmuidbHilds

(Aquinas, ^1274), It. trasnmtabiiit^ (Florio,

x6il), F. trammutabililS {Diet AcOiL^ 1763).]

The quality of being iransmutable ; susceptibility

of being changed into something else,

161 1 Flokio, TrasniutaNlita, transmutability. 1669 W,
Simpson Hydrol. Chym, 60 The transmutability ofone salt

into another. 1879 tr. De Quatre/ases' Hunt, Spec. 38 A
variat>ility which I fully accept, has nothing in common
with the transmutability of Lamarck, Geoffroy, and Darwin,

1905 A/^(ii(^r 26 Aug. 499 I In chemistry.. transmutability

has survived merely as a wild and hopeless surmise.

Transmntable (transimi«-tab'l, -z-), a, [ad.

med.L. transmuldbilis (Albeitns Magnus, a 121,6),

C L. transmiit-dre to Transmute : cf. tHttlabie.\

Capable of being transmuted or changed into some-
thing else.

i46o<70 Bk, Quintessence 1. 14 Oure s^essencte is \>^ instru-

ment of alle vertues of Hng transmutable if ^i be putt in it,

encreessynge an hundrid loold her worchingis. 1545 Kay-
NOLO Byrth Mankynde 30 Uy coniynuall circulation of the

matter iransmutable, she maye brynge her pourpose to
passe. 165s French Yorksh, Spa iL 6 All Elements are

mutually transmutable inti^ one the other. 1731 lUst.
Litteraria II. 379 Animal Substances arc. .more exsily

transmutable into animal Juices than vegetable. 1879 tr.

DeQuatrefages*Hum. spec, -^ Lamarck, GeofTioy, Darwin
andliis school, consider the species not only as variable but
as transmutable. 1896 Buffalo (U. S.) Current Hist. VI. 3
m»te^ Professor Dewar and others have shown the X rays

to be transmutable into light rays affecting the eye.

fb. Liable to change, changeable, mutable,
f 1430 LvDc Min, Poetfts (Percy Soc.) 197 The world

uosuyr, fortune transmutable. 1509 Hawes Conv. Swearers
V, WorUIly rychesse is often transmutable. 1309 — Past.
Pleas, xiii. (Percy Soc) 51 They nothing thynke on fortune
variable, Whyche al theyr ryches shal make transmutable.

Hence Transmntably aJv.., in a transmutable

manner ; Tranaxnu'tableness, transmutability.

i466 Boyle Orig. Formes ff QunL 1. ii, Some learned
modern naturalists have conjectured at the easy trans-

mutableness of water. 1680 — Produc. Chem, I'rinc. v.

365 The Aristotelian Hypothesis, of the transmutableness of
what they call Llementa. in6

^
Bailey (foUo), Trans-

mutably^ in a manner capable ofbcing chang'd.

Transmntant i,tronS|mi«'tant, -z-). Math,
[ad. L. tratisniutani^m^ pr.pple. oitrattsmiitdre io

Transml'te] (Sec quot)
1858 Cavley Math. Pahers II. siS We may say that the

function obtained by replacing, .the facients of a covariant

or contravariant by tlie first derived functions of a contra-

variam or covariant Is a Transmutanl of the first'inentioned

covariant or contravarianL

tTra-iiSimntate,///.tf. Ohs. [ad. U/ranf-
mfttdttiSy pa. pple. of//a/;iOTtfA;/vtoTKAN8MUTK.]

Transmuted. (Const as pa- pple.)

1431-y tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 343 Iupiter..putte her in

a scnipoe in whom he had a bullc depicte, wherefore poctes
fcyne lupiter to be transmutate in to the similittide of a
butle. 1668 Haxtkr /'^/m^'T'A. (1850) 156 As if the fiery part

of the candle were annihilated or transmutate,,. when the
carKlle goeth nut ; and were not fire, and in action still.

t Tra'nSiinntate, v. Obs. rare, [f. i)pl. stem
of L. transmult)re to Tbansmute: see -ate-^]
trans. = Transmcte i.

163s Vicars /Kneid v. 140 Here fortune her faire face
first transmutated. 1659 Stamley Hist. Fhilos. ix. (1687)

550/2 Solid Iio<lics, whose Klentents are four, Kire, Water,
Air, Karth; of all which, tran<imut.itefl,and totally changed,
tbe World consists. 1659 Ibid. xi. 763/1 IJy immixture of
some small thing to l>e transmutatcd.

Transmutation (trons,mi«n?i|an, -z-). [a. F.

transmutation (lathc. iIatz.-Uarm.),orad. late L.

transmutdtion-em, n. of action from transmiitdrc to

change, shift, Tkanbmute.] The action or pro-

cess of transmuting or changing ; the fact or con-

dition of being transmuted or changed.

1. Change of condition ; mutation ; sometimes
implying alternation or exchange. Obs, or arch.

^ f 1380 Wyclif5'^/. Wks. 11.297 J>usseil>James,l>atat God
is not transinutacioun. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame iii. 879
Of dyvers transmutacions Of estates and eke of Regions.
c 1398

—

Fortune 1 This wrecched worldes transmutacioun As
wele and [I'.r-. or] woo, nowe poure and nowe honour, c 1449
Pecock Repr. I. xviii. 107 In lengihe of tyme ful greet trans-

mutacioun and chaunge is alwey mnad in and aboute the
circumstanncis of politik gouernauncis. CX45Q Mankind
iii. 003 in Macro Plnys 34 Thynke and remembyr, (?e world
ys but a wanite, as yt ys prowyd daly by d[i]uerse trans-
niutacyon. 1570 Foxe A. <y M. (ed. 2) 169/1 Busy you
to purchase that palace that euer shal endure in icy without
transmutation. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. in. 274 The constant
change and transmutation Of action and of contemplation.

2. Cbangeof one thing into another; conversion

into something different ; alteration, transformation.

Also with a tcaApI. a case or instance of this.

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xix. L (xxxiii. in Bodl. MS,
If. 302 b/2), pere may not be passinge transmutacion and
chaunginge for l>ere is defaute of hete & of humoure.
1412-20 Lyexj. Ckron. Troy i. 58 That a sodeyn trans-

mutacioun Was made of amptis to forme of men anon. 1545
Ravnold Byrth Mankymie 20 When that nature is dysposed
to make a transmutation of any matter. 1594 Plat Jeivell-

ho. in. 65 Alterations, transmutations, & sometimes euen real

transubstantiationsof white wine into Claret. 1692 Bentley
Boyle Led. iv. 139 The supposed change of Worms into

Fliei is no real transmutation. X7as tr. Dupins Eccl. Hist.
jythC. I.vi. iii. 237 He [Calvin] attacks Transubstantiation.

He acknowledges that some of the Ancients made use
of the Term Transmutation. 178a Priestley Corrupt.
Ckr. II. VI. 7 It is too early.. for.. the transmutation of the
bread and wine. 1879 tr. De Quatre/a^es' Hum. Spec. 9
Here . . is no transmutation of force similar to that in a
machine worked by electricity or heat. 1896 Dk. Argyll
Philos. Belie/ftg The inconceivable power of transmutation
exerted by that which we call life.

3. Spec. a. Aich. The (supposed or alleged) con-

version- of one element or substance into another,

esp, of a baser metal into gold or silver. Also
allusively,

1476 Caz'entrv Leet Bk, 423 To practise a true and a
prohtable conclusion in the Cunnying of transmutacion of
metails. 1605 Timmb Quersit. iii. 183 Alchymicordereth
and finisheth the transmutations of things. 1750 Johnson
Ratiibler No. 63 P 7 Not one appears to have desisted from
the task of transmutation, from the conviction of its

impo<>sibility. xSia Siu H. \i\\\Chem, Philos. 11 The pro-

cesses supposed to relate to the transmutation of metals,

and the elixir of life. 1872 Yeats Techn, Hist. Comm. 413
Alchemy, or the transmutation of metal*:, was virtually the
parent of the modern science of chemistry.

b. Law. Transfer : nsually Transmutation of

possession^ transfer or change of ownership.
1488-9 Act 4 lien. Vl/t c 4 An Acte for the passing and

transmutacion of landes without Fyne, /(^/V/.,Such persones
..shall nowe lawfully make thcrof ficoifmentes and trans-

mutacion of possession by dedc or dedis . . without eny fyne
for the said feoffcinent or transmutacion of possession. 1602
KuLBFXKE ist Pt. Parallel 33 He held that in euery ex-

chaunge there must be a mutuall transmutation of the
possession. 1818 CtimsK Digest (ed, 2) II. 358, IV. 149.

1876 DiCBV Real Prop, vi. 292 In these cases uses are said

to be created by a converance operating by way of trans-

mutation of possession j that is, they accompany one of the
recognised modes of conveying the sebin at common law—
feoffment, fine, or recovery.

t c. f!het. Transferred use of a word ; metonymy.
Obs. rare.

1553 T. WiiiON Rhet.i)i Transmutacion helpcth much for

varietie, the whiche b when a woorde hath a proper
si;;nilication of the owne, and beyng referred to an other
thyng, hath an other meanyng.

f d. = TBAN8MIGUATION4. Obs. rare—\
1594 R. Ashley tT, Loys te Roy6Qht Tbe transmutation

of soules from bodie to bodie.

fe.J/cr. = COUNTEBCHANOING. Cf. TRANS-
MUTED b. Obs.

i6ioGuiLLiM//*r<i/</^v.ii.aHa Counter-changing or Trans-

mutation b an Knltrmixture of seuerall Metals or Colours,

both in Field and Chaige, t>ccasioncd by the apposition of

some one or moe lines of partition.

f. Biol, Conversion or transformation of one

sjx^cies into another ; spec, applied to the form of

evolution or development propounded by Lamarck
(1815-23). Also attrib.

i6a6 Bacom Sylva § 525 The Transmutation of Plants, one
into another, is interMagnalia Naturse : for the Transmu-
tation of Species is, in the vulgar philosophy, pronounced
Impossible: .. but seeing there appear some manifest

Instances* of it, the Opinion of Impossibilitie is to bee re-

jected. 1691 Kav Creation ti. (1692) 91 The most that can
be inferred from hence is a transmutation of Species. 178a
Wollasion/vV//^. Nat. ix. 194 Transmutation of one species

into another. 1859 Page Handbk. Geot. Termsy Trans-
tftfttation,. .A term adopted by Lamarck and his followers

to express their hypothetical views of the derivation of

existing species from preceding species, by slow and gradual

Transmutations of one form of organisation into another

form. 1863 I.VKLL Antiq.Man \. 3 Recent modifications of

the Lamarckian theory of progres.iive development and
tran-^muiation. 1879 tr. DeQuatr./a^'es' H/tf/t. Spec. goThe'ir

ideas may be arranged in two princij»al croups according as

their authors favour a rapid or a gnidual transmutation.

g. A/ath. t (a) = I'Eumutatio.v 3 b {obs.), {b)

» Tkankkobmation 3c {rare or obs.).

1674 Jeakb Arith. (1696! 576 Transmutation.. serveth to

show what Number ofClianges may be made by any Nuinl>cr

of. .things in their Places or Positions. 1743 P^mkbson
Fluxions I. 53 The 21st and all the following Forms relate

to the Transmutation of Fluxions.

4. attrib,, ns transmutation doctrine^ theory

\

transmutation glaze, trade name of a porcelain

glaze having a changeable iridescent lustre.

i860 Huxley Lay Serm. xii. {1870) 306 The so-called
' transmutation ' hypothesis considers that all existing species
are the result of the modification of pre-existing species, and
those of their predecessors, by agencies similar to those
which at the present day produce varieties and races. 1876
tr. HaeckeCs Hist. Creat. I. i. 4 The theory which, through
Darwin, has been placed at the head of all our knowledge of
nature, is usually called the Doctrine of B'iliation, or the
Theory of Descent. Others term it the Transmutation
Theory.

Hence TranSjinuta'tional a., of or pertaining to

transmutation, esp. in sense 3 f.

1861 Wilson & Grikib Mem. E. Forbes li. 41, I can find
no room, however, for transmutaiional ingenuity in writing
of Edward_ Forbes. 1907 Edin, Rev. Jan. 31 The crude
transmutational theory.

Transimata'tionist. [f. prec. + -ist.] One
who believes in or advocates a theory of trans-

mutation, esp. that of the transmutation of species

in organic nature; a transformist. Also attrib.

It might also be, and prob. has been, applied to one believ-

ing in the transmutation of metals : an explanation given in

Dictionaries from Worcester onward.
1844 Monthly^ Rev. Mar. 384 It is the doctrine of the

Transmutationists, 1847 Darwin in Life <V Lett. (1887) I.

355 You have introduced several sentences against us
Iransmutationists. 1850 Eraser's Mag. XLII. 368 The
author of the Vestiges, like the older transmutationists,

assumes the mammals of the sea as the ancestors of the
mammals of the land. 1866 Reader iq Feb. 153/2 Owen.,
pleads.. strongly and manfully in favour of the transmuta-
tionist doctrine. 1909 Q. Rt-i'. Oct. 421 When Darwin first

propounded his doctrine of descent, .there were few ' trans-

mutationists'.

TrailSintltative(tranS|mi«*tativ,-z-), a. [ad,

med.L. transmutdtiv-us (Albertus Magnus Aleia-

phys,y a 1 255), f. L. transmutdt', ppl. stem oitrans-

mutdre to Transmute: see -ive.] Having the

quality of transmuting; tending to transmute;
characterized by transmutation.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vi. (1623) 502 The great

Elixar. .hath so transmutatiuea faculty, as to make Copper
seeme Gold. 1781 Westm. Mag. IX. 73 A kind of coagvila-

tion which may be called transmutative. 1841 Hok. Smith
Moneyed Man III. ii. 50 How little do we mark the effects

of Time in ourselves ; how suddenly and deeply are we
struck by its transmutative touch in others. 1865 Grote
Plato I. i. 5 A generative, motive, or transmutative force.

Transimu'tatory, a, rare-\ [f. ppl. stem
of L. transmutdre : see next and -dry.] = prec.
1616 Donne.Vtf?7«.(i66i) III. 323 Loveis..atransmutatory

AiTection, it changes him that loves, into the very nature of
that that he loves.

Transmute (trans|rai«*t, -Z-), V. Pa. pple.

transmuted, also 5-6 transmute. [ad. L.

transmiitd-rey f. TiiANS- + mutdre to change.
(Occurs first as variant in MSS. of Chaucer's works.)]

1. trans. To alter or change in nature, properties,

appearance, or form ; to transform, convert, turn,

14.. Chaucer's Troyius iv. 439 (467) (MS. Gg. 4.27) pu
muste me fyrst transmute \z'.r. transmuwen] in to a ston.

(14. . Chaucer^s Clerk's T, 329 (Lansd. MS.) Vnneji J»e peple
hire knewe for hire faireness Whan sche transemute was in

suche rechesse.) 1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. clix. 149 The
Emperour hauyng compassion of the forenamyd Barnarde,
..transmutyd the sentence of deth vnto perpetuyte of
pryson, & losynge of his syght. 154s Ravnold Byrtk
Mankynde 20 Y* lyuer : in whome the iuyce of meat,
before of colour white, is transmutyd into red. 1583 Mel-
BANCKE Pltilotimus Dd iv. When Io was transmute of lone
into an Hefars forme. x66o Shabrock Vegetables 29 The
colour only or some other easily alterable accidents.. are
transmuted. 1871 Tvndall Fragiii. Sc. (1879) I. x, 310 To
transmute its energy, .into vibratory motion. i8go Cent7iry
Mag, May 48/2 Ine tendency of black jjlumage to become
transmuted into white is a familiar, .fact in breeding.

b, A/ch, To change (one substance) into an-

other, esp, a baser metal into gold or silver.

Hence atlttsively. Also e^sol.

x6xo Donne Pseudo-martyr 94 By a new Alchlmy, they

doe not onely extract spirit out of entry thing, but transmute

it all into spirit, a x66i Fuller Worthies, Wore. in. (1662)

173 He is said to have transmuted a brass warming-pan
(..onely warming it by the fire, and putting the Elixir

thereon) into pure silver. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 5 1 f 1

1

Some alchymists have obstinately suppressed the art o(

transmuting metals. 1818 Mrs, Shelley Frankenst. li.

(1865)51 Metals cannot be transmuted. 1870 M. D. Conway
Earthw. Pilgr. i. 29 You will find the pavements golden only

when you can transmute them to gold.

+ c. intr, for pass. To undergo transmutation
;

to change or turn iw/i? something else. Obs. rarc-^.

167s G. R. ir. Le GrancCs Man without Passion 139 His
Strength transmutes into Temerity.

t2. trans. To remove from one place to another;

to transport. [So late L. transmiitdre,] Obs. rare,

aiyoo Life ^ Death Ld. Shaftsbury in Hari. Misc.

(1810) V. 372 His malady.. that might transmute his soul

into that endless happiness, which he had been so long
i labouring for. 1817 ftlAR. Edgkworth Ormond xxx, I was

transmuted to Dublin, to be.. lodged in Kilmainham.

Hence Transtnu-ting vbl. sb. and///, a,

1579 FuLKK Heskins^ Pari. 155 Though we take the word
oftransuming for changing, turning, transmuting, or trans-

elementing,. .yet meane they not chaunge of one substance
into another. 1594 Plat Jewcll-ho. 1. 45 The earth . . by her

inwarde heate and transmuting nature.. will conuert tetcj.

1846 Trench Mirac. i. (1862) 99 An ennobling of the com-
mon, and a transmuting of the mean. 1864 Musgrave Ten
Days in Fr. Parsonage II. v. 150 Efforts. . made to employ
public education of the poor as a transmuting power.

Transmuted (trons,mi/7-tL*d, -z-), ///. a. [f.
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prec. + -BD 1.] Changed in form or nature ; altered ;

transformed.

1749 Johnson Van. Hum. Wishes ad fin., Patience,

sov'reign o'er transmuted ilL 1805-6 Carv Dante's In/.

XXIX. 35 Who forged transmuted metals by the power Of
alchemy. 187X Tyndall Fraffvi. Sc. {1879) II. ix. 183 Its

matter is for the most part transmuted gas.

+ b. Her. Of a charge on a field of two tinct-

ures : Having the tinctures of the field reversed

;

= COUNTEBCHANGED. Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Aliatit, Her. f ij, He berith quarterly Sable

and Siluer with a Cheueron of the sayd colowris transmutit.

157a BossKWELL Armorie 11. 29, I terme these lyons trans-

muted because ye lyon first placed in ye fielde, is Sable, in

Or, and the other is Or, in Sable, c 1818 in Berrv Encycl.

Her. I. Gloss.

Transmuter (transjmi;7t3j, -Z-). [f. as prec.

+ -ER 1.] One who or that which transmutes.

i8a6 Scott Diary 4 June, in Lockhart, The translator of

Tasso and Ariosto, and in that capacity a noble transmuter

of gold into lead. 1870 Lowell My Study Wind. 254
Chaucer exposes the cheats of the transmuter of metals.

Transiinu-tive, a. rare-^. = Tbansmhtative.
1836 HoR. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 344 The Chymist,

with transmutive art Extracts a poison and a bane.

t TranSiinu-tress. Obs. rare"^. [f. Tbans-
MDTEB + -ESS.] A feminine transmitter.

1660 tr. Paracelsus' Archido.xis \. v. 76 This Tincture is a
Transmutress of Bodies to a better State.

TranS|mu-tual, a. rare- ly.
Tbans- 3 +

MoruAL.] Reciprocal, coinmutual.

1819 Coleridge in IM. Rem. (1839) IV. 132 That very
discipline, the capability of exercising which in its own
specific nature without superinduction of a destructive and
transmutu.1l opposite, is the fairest and firmest support of

their cause.

Transmuwe, -mywe, obs. ff. Tbansmew.

t TranSina-te, v. Obs. rare-°. [ad. L. irans-

natare to swim over.] Hence TranS|nata-tion,

TranSina'tion.
1613 CocKERAM, Tramnate, to swimme ouer. 1864 Web.

STKR, Transnatation, the act of swimming across. 1911

Ibid., Transnation.

XraiiSina*tural,a. [f. Tuans- 4 + Natural.]

tl. That is beyond the order of nature; moie
than natural; supernatural. Obs.

1569 Sanford ir. Agrippa's I^an. Aries 70 Because they.,

are supposed to be aboue nature, therefore they call them
transiiaturall or Metaphisicke. 1697 J. Sergeant Sa/iW

Philos. 248 Great Scholars puzzle their Wits to find out

Natural Causes for divers Effects, the true Reason for

which is only owing to Trans-natural ones. 1700 {title)

Transnatural Philosophy, or Metaphysicks.

2, Of which the nature is transmuted, nonce-iise.

1907 E. H, Coleridge C*s Ckristabel ^q The Geraldiue

of the First Part is a supernatural, of the Second Part a
trans-natural being. ..The idea.. of the second Part is..

physiological as wel! as mythological.

tTranSiuaturalize, z*. OOs. rare-'^. [f. as

prec. + -IZE.] iratts. = next.

1631 Brathwmt ly/iiftizies, Char. Pedlar 140 He. .turnes

most impudent dogmaticall quacksalver. What transnatural-

ized elixers will this mercenarie mountebanke produce to

delude the vulgar.

TranSina'tnre, v. Now rare. [f. Trans- 3 +
Nature j(5.] trans. To change the nature of.

1567 [see Transei.ement). 1583 Stubbes Anat. Ahus. i.

(1879) 54 Their curiosity, and nicenes in apparell. .trans.

natureth them, makinge them weake, tender and infume.

1617 J. Carter Plain Expos. 72 The Soule, being set as

a great Empresse in the bodie of man, hatha Favourite or

Minion, to which it hearkeneth, and after which it is carried,

yea, is euen so changed, and (as it were) transnatured by it,

that if it be heauenly, the Soule is likewise heauenly; if

earthly it maketh in like manner, an earthly Soule. 1637

Reeve Gods Plea 156 Repentance, .able to transnature and
translate people, 1811-29 [see Transelement].

Hence TranstUatura*tion, change of nature, rare,

1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. viii. 280 Save by effecting a total

transnaturation or stagnation of the human mind, howr

could a language be prevented from undergoing changes?

Trans-Neptunian: see Trans- 7.

f Transinihila'tlon. nonce-wd. [f. Trans- i

+ L. «2v5;7 nothing + -ATION.] Transfornnation (of

nothing) into nothings.
i8ao Coleridge Lett.,Convers.t etc. 1. 29 How and whence

did this sterile Nothing split or multiply into plurality?

Whence this portentous transnihilation of nothing into

Nothings ?

Trananivean (trQns,ni*vzan), a. [f. Trans- 3
+ L. nive-us snowy (f. nix, niv-em snow) + -an.]

Being or living l>eyond the snows (i.e. in quot.

beyond the Himalayas).
1854 Hooker Himal. Jmls. I. v. 127 Earliest intercourse

with the trans<nivean races.

t Transino'minate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl.

stem of L. transmnmiare to change the name of,

name over again : see Trans- and Nominate.]

trans. To change the name of. Hence f Trans-
no*miuated ppl. a.

16*3 Cockeram, Transnominate, to change one name for

another. 1635 Heywood Hierarck. viir. Comm. 523 He
also trans-nominated the two moneths of September and
October, to Germanicus and Domitian ; because in the one
he was crowned, and in the other he was borne. 1657

Gaule Sapient, justif. 22 Then seems it so much the more
strange .. that so many real effects should proceed from a
poorly equivocal and transnominated cause.

tTraiiSiiioniina*tion. Obs. [ad. latt- L.

transnomindlion-em, rendering Gr, fitTwvvfua meto-
nymy: see Trans- and Nomin-ation. Cf. F,

iransnomination (Littr^).] A change of name;
spec, in J^kel. = Metonymv,
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xiv. 04 When the

Apostle exhorteth the Ephesians to remembre that they
were forein gestes of the testamentes,. .he saith, that they
were not partakers of Circumcision. Whereby he doth (by
figure of transnomination) signifie that they were excluded
from the promise it self, which had not receiued the signeof
the promise. 1673 Bhooks Gold. Ke^ Wks. 1867 V. 256 Oh,
happ^ transnomination ! Christ's bride being one with him-
self. . is called, * the Lord our righteousness '. 1715 Kettle-
well Chr. Obedience 11 An ordinary figure.. which the
rhetoricians call a metonomie or transnommation, and that
is a transferring of a word, which is the particular name of
one thing to express another.

TrausiUO'nual, a. [f. Trans- 4 + Normal.]
Outside the bounds of the normal; beyond or

above the normal.
x86o Farrar Orig. Lang. (1865) 53 The ' transnormal *

character of tliese tongues only proves that they are the
work of minds incapable of all subtile analysis. 1875 A. W.
Ward Eng, Dram. Lit. Introd. 23 The distinctive features
which already his [Euripides'] quickwitted contemporaries
found mirrored in his transnormal productions.

Trans-oceanic (trQns,(7uJz,3e*nik, -z-), a. [f.

Trans- 4 Oceanic. Cf. F. iransocianique (Littr^ 1.]

1. Existing or situated beyond the ocean ; also

transf. pertaining to a region l>eyond the ocean.
1817 Blackiv. Mag. XXII. 602 Their pristine transoceanic

partiality for dram-drinking. 187a Daily News 25 Mar.,
Then, England, .employed her influence, .in establishing

the principle . . ofa threei>enny rate for European letters, and
a sixpenny rate for those intended for trans-oceanic countries.

1899 Dublin Rev. Jan. 67 Glimpses of a transoceanic world.

1901 J. Leighton in Publ. Circ, 8 Feb. 156/2 This device was
. .admired by our transoceanic relatives.

2. Passing or extending across the ocean.
x868 Lyell Princ. Geol. (ed. 10) II. in. xH. 420 We probably

still remain ignorant of many means of transoceanic migra-
tion. 188^ Q. ReiK Apr. 453 The most vigilant supervision
was exercised over the means of inland and transoceanic
transport. 1892 Times 2 May g/2 In 1871 . .the total trans-

oceanic emigration from the United Kingdom was 232,435.

TransiO'cnlar, a, [f. Trans- 5 + L. ocul-us

eye: cf. ocular^ X^ying across the eye: applied

to a longitudinal stripe or colour marking.
187a Coues Key N. A mer. Pirds 20 When these [tines] are

continuous through the eye, they form a transocular line.

1876 Proc. ZooL Soc, 20 June 660 The crown being pure
white, with only a transocular line on each side of the head.

Transom (trse'nsam). Forms : 5 traunsum,
-som, -sone, trampsoun, -sown, tramson, 6
trawnsom, (transumpt), transume, -same, 6-7
-sam, 6-9 -sum, -some, 7 -summe, 6- transom.
[Late ME. traunsum^ 'SOjh, of obscure history;

i>ut app. (as held by Prof. Skeat), a corruption of

L. transtru/Hj of which it is the exact equivalent

in sense. L. transtrzim was a derivative of trans,

or the root tra- across, with the instrumental -trum
= Gr. -Tpof, Indo-Eur, -trd'^.

No connecting forms between transirnm and transuni
have been found; but perh. the latter was a workmen's cor-

ruption, which had assumed this form before it came to be
written down : cf. Pediment, (Florio's spelling transtroms
in 1598 and 161 1 can only be taken as his own emendation
of the Eng. word after It. transtri ; he knew also the form
transomsS
The obscurity of the history is increased by the fact that

senses 5 and 6 and the combination transom-nail ^x^ known
ofearlier date than the architectural and naval senses, which
being those of I-i./rflnj/n*;«would etymologically be earlier,]

1. In building, etc. : A cross-beam or cross-piece,

esp, one spanning an opening to carry a super-

structure ; a lintel.

1487-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 137 Item, for v quarteres

for traunsones, xd. 1319 Hohman Vulg. 138, I hytle my
heed ageynst the soyle or transumpt. 1538 Elvot, Transtra^
transoms which do go ouerwhart a house, also the seates

etc.]. 1577 Harrison England 11. x, They are inforced for

want of stuffe to vse no studdes at all, but only raysines,

froundselles, transomes, and vpright principalles. 1598
lorio, Transtri, crosse or ouerthwart beames, transtroms

[16x1 Transtroms or crosse-beames J. Ibid.., Tratsti... Also
a transome or beame going crosse a house [1611 transoms
or crosse beamesj. 1667 Primatt City Jjr C. Build. 63 Sup-
pose a Shop-window to be twenty foot front,, .the Brest-

summer will take up twenty six foot of Timber,.. the two
Transums for the Stalls eight foot. 168a Wheler yourn,
Greece i. 18 [An arch] whose two Lintel-Posts, and Tran-
some, are of three whole Stones. 1870 Farrar St. Paul II.

12 [The Temple of Diana at Ephesus] Its doors . . surmounted
by transoms so vast and solid that the aid of miracles was
invoked to account for their elevation.

b. The transverse top-beam ofa gallows, a swing,

or the like ; the lintel stone of a trilith,

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 56 Swinging vp and downe, as boyes

do in bell-ropes: for which there be gallowses. .of an ex-

ceeding height.. bj^ two ioyning ropes that are fastned

aboue, they will swing themselues as high as the transome.

1796 Morse Ajiter. Geog, 11. 112 (Stonehenge) The tran-

somes, or over-thwart stones, are quite plain. 1865 Lub-

bock Preh. Times v. (1878) 116 Circles of uprights and tran-

soms at Stonehenge.

C. A beam resting across a saw-pit to support

the log.

1885 Cheshire Gloss., Transom, the cross piece of wood
that holds up the log on a saw.pit. A back-transom is a
spare one always kept under the log for safety. 1888

Elwohthv II-', Somcuct Gloss., Transum, a cross bearer

used by sawyers to support the end of the piece. A spare
support thrown across the pit would be also called a transum.

2. A horizontal bar of wood or stone across a
mullioned window, dividing it in height ; also,

a cross-bar separating a door from the fan-light

above it (Ogilvie, 1882).
150a PriTy Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 25 To John
Conewey smyth for foure transoms and xij standardes [of
iron for a window]. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 50 Foour
great wyndoz a froonl,. .euery one a fyue foot wide, az
many mo eeuen abooue them, diuided on all parts by a tran-
sum and Architraue. x6ix Cotgr., Memaiideyefustre. the
transome, or cross-barre of a window, 1663 Gekbier Conn-
sel 19 The middle 'I'ransoms of them [windows] above six
foot, .since otherwise the middle Transome would be oppo-
site to a mans eye. x8os T. lVest*s Antig. Furness 365 1 he
wooden mullions and transoms contained in the great [win-
dow] were placed there in 1796. X871 Athenaeum 29 July
151 The lancet windows of the principal story are long
triplets, of ample width, and divided horizontally by broad
transoms of sculptured work.

b. Short for transom window : A window divided

by a transom ; also a small window above the
lintel of a door. U.S. coUoq.
X844 KiNGLAKE Ed'then v. 61 The transom that looks long,

wise through the street. x88a Harper's Mag. Nov. 893 In
trying to climb through the transom into the car he took
hold of the guide rope. 1883 Century Mag. XXV. 588/2 The
dim light that streamed into the room from the transom.
X908 W. Churchill Mr. Crewe's Career x,The buzz of talk
which he had heard through the closed transom.

3. In technical applications, fa. The vane of a
cross-staff (Cross-staff 2) : see quot. 1696. Obs,
x594BLUNDEViLZr.Trr<:. VII. xii. (1597)322 b, A new kind of

crosse staffe, hauing 3transames or crosses. 1696 Philups
(ed. 5), Trausome,..ihe Vane of a Cross Staff, or Wooden
Member, to be set a-cross the cross Staff, having a Socket
in it, upon which it slides stiff upon the Square of the Cross
Staff, ana may be set to any of the Graduations of it.

-f-b. The transverse member in a cross. Obs.
x6x5 G. Sandys Trav. 184 For it [the Cross of Christ] was

framed . . of foure seuerall woods ; the foot of Cedar, the bole
of Cypresse, the transome of Palme, and the title of Oliue.
1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus x. 96 Some [crosses] being
right, and of one single peece without traversion or transome.
1864 R. S. Hawker Quest 0/ Sangraal 33 [The Southern
Cross] a Pentacle of stars, whereof two shone for the Tran-
some and three for the Stock.

c. A cross-piece connecting the cheeks of a girn-

carriage.

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xviiL (Roxb.) 138/2 The
transomes, are the peeces of wood which hold the cheekes
or Limbres logalher. i8a8 J. M. Spearman Brit. GUnner
(ed. 2) 114 The 63-pounder carriage has, in addition to the
brea-st transom . .

, a centre and horizontal one. x853
Stocqueler Milit. Encycl.^ Transoms, in artillery, pieces

of wood which join the cheeks of gun-carriages. There is

but one in a truck-carriage, placed under the trunnion-
holes ; and four in a wheel-carriage—the trail, the centre,

the bed, and the breast-transoms.

d. Carriage bjiiiding. In a j>erch-carriage, Each
of two cross-timbers {J^ore and hind transom)

framed across the perch, and upon which the

springs are fixed.

X794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) I. iiL 46 The fore

transom, or fore spring-bar, is the most essential part of the

cross framings. It is a strong timber fixed to the perch by
means of a hooping-piece. 1877 G. G. Thrupp Hist. Coaches
ii. 32 The carriage is composed of a transom in front with a
perch.. fastened to it.

e. Each of the transverse timbers joining the

sides in the frame of a railway carriage bogie-truck.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

f. pi. On a railway : Cross-timbers laid between
(or, formerly, beneath") longitudinal sleepers.

1838 Ciril Eng. ^ Arch. Jml. I. 341/1 On the Great
Western Railway. . the longitudinal sleepers have been laid

on transoms and piles. x87a Daily Actus 15 July, For
nearly a mile the transoms have been torn up and smashed,
the ballast ploughed up, and the line otherwise injured.

x89a Pall Mall G. 23 May 1/3 The 'transoms' are the

cross-timbers which hold the longitudinal sleepers at their

proper distance apart.

g. The seat of a throne ; also, a couch or seat

built at the side of a cabin or state-room on board

ship.

1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius vii, The Duke was
extt;nded on a transom. /Ind. ix, He sat down on the

transom. 185HS Daily Nexvs 19 May 5/2 Each throne has

also been furnished with new transomes covered with crimson
velvet.

4. Shipbuilding, f A cross-beam in the frame of

a ship {pbs^ ; spec, each of several transverse beams
bolted to the stern-post, which support the ends

of the decks and determine the breadth of the stern

at the buttocks.

1545 Elvot, Canonia, the transomes in a shyppe, whereon
the hatches are made. X5B4 B. R. tr. Herodofus 11. xcvi. 94
They vnite and ioyne the plancks together.. binding the

same to many transomes that goe both crosse and longe

wayes for the strength of the vessell. 1634 Sir W. Mokson
Tracts (Navy Rec. Soc.) IV. 47 The transom is a timber

that lies athwart the stern, and lays out the breadth of the

ship at the buttock, which is her breadth from her tuck

upwards, x"]^ Anson's I'oy. in. ii. 2:9 The long boat, which
was at this time moored a-stern, was on a sudden canted so

high, that it broke the transom of the Commodore's gallery,

X770 Cook yoy. round World 11. vi. (1773) 39S The 27th and
28th were spent in refitting the ship. ., fixing a transom for

the tiller, getting stones on board. X87X Blackmore Maid
0/ Sker 65 Part of the taffrail was carried away, but the

transom and transom-knees stood firm.



TRANSOMED.

b. Short for transom-frame (see in 7) ; hence
in Boat-building, a board similar in shape and
position to a transom-frame : see quot.

i8s7 P. CoLQUiiouN Coftip. to OarsmatCs Guide a8 The
stern-post is scarfed on, and upon it comes the transom, that
heart-shaped piece of board, found in all cutter-built boats,
and secured to the sax-board by transom grips or horizontal
knees.

+ 5. Short for transom-nail. Obs. rare.
14x3 in Rogers Agric. f; Prices Ilfi 448/4 Homchorch.

Transom.! m. (fu /lo. 1447 Rec, St. Mary at HiUt% Also
payd for ij"' traunsum, l>e m' xd..xxd. Also pay for iij m'
sprigge, ^ mMx d . . xxvij d.

1 6. ? A bolster ; or part of a bedstead answering
the same purpose. Obs.
The editor of the Bury Wills remarks * the transome is

usually considered to be that part of the bedstead which is

between the two head-posts, .but the general association of
the word with feather beds would lead us to think the bolster
was meant '.

ri4S9 : \ implied in Transomer.) 1463 Bury Wills (Cam-
den) 33, ij peyre of good shetes, the trampsoun, the costerys
of that cbambyr. 1479 Ibid. 53 A traunsoiu 148a Marc.
Paston in P. Lett. III. 288 To John Heyih a materas with
a traunsom, a peire shetes, a pcire blankettes, and a cover-
light, isxa Bury Wills (Camden) ti5 A ffetherbed, ij

trawnsoms, a matras, ij pelowes, iiij payer of schetes. [1570
Levins .Manif. 161/44 * Transome ofa bed, tral>ula.\

7. allrib. and Comb., as transom-shaft, -stom

;

transom-shaped .tdj. (2 b) ; transom-bar, the
cross-bar over a door having a fan-light above it

((/S.) ; t transom-eyed a., having a transom or
beam (Beam sb. ' 3 c) in the eye ; transom-frame
(Shipbuilding), the aftermost ' square-frame' of a
ship, giving shape to and supporting the stem, and
bolted to the stem-post ; transom-grlp' {Boat-
building), an angular fastening analogous to a
transom-knee; transom-knee {Shipbuilding^,
each of the curved timbers or angle-irons by which
the transoms are fastened to the stem-timbers;
transom-lattice, a transverse lattice; transom-
lifter, an apparatus for controlling and fastening

the fan-light over a door ( US.) ; f transom-nail,
a small size of nail, formerly in use ; ? a lath nail

;

transom-rib, a transverse rib ; transom road
{U.S.), a railway track on longitudinal sleepers
u ith transoms between them ; transom-stom
{.Shipbuilding), ayesseVs stem formed by or taking
its shape from a transom; transom-window
<= 2 b : see quot. 1688.
1909 Cent. Did. Supf., 'Trammt-iar. 1601 Bp. W.

H iRLOw Defince 67 Thus these *transam.eyed hypocrites
can spie small motes in Vs. 1874 Thearle Naval ArcUt.
8^ A deep transverse frame, termed a ' 'transom frame

',

situated at the fore ends of the rudder.post, and connected
thereto. 1857 'Transom-grip [see 4 b]. 17*9 Faixoker
Diet. Afariiu (ijSg), Couriesdarcasse, the *transom-knees,
or sleepers, c i8s» Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 156 Transom-
knees, knees bolted to the transoms and the side of the ship.
i«*9 E. Howard Caroloiades 273 A "transom Lattise did
divide that Room. 1359 Letterbk. G. London If. 83 Item
in D. de lathes ij s. uj d. & ob. Item in Ml. & D. de
•trasonna(i)l, xviijd. Item in Ml. & D. de Sprig' xvd.
1414 Hornchurch Account 2 & 3 Hen. VI. (New Coll. Oxf.),
In .Ml. de traunsumnayt emptls pro domo capellani . . x .d.

183^ R. Willis Arckit. Mid. Ages vii. 85 The principal
distinction between these [kinds of vaulting] and our own
&n vaulting, b the substitution of lozenge.headed compart-
ments in the fans for the English horizontal "transom rib.

1813 Scott Rokehy v. iv. The moon through •transom-
shafts of stone. Which crossed the latticed oriels, shone.
1844 KiNCLAXS £<f/^>i V, 60 The 'transom-shaped windows
suspended over your head. 175JO Pennant Zool. IV. 53
In the interstices between the upright and 'transome stones
of Stone.hen^e. 1688 R. HoLMK Amtoury in, 473/a A
'Transome window, bath Cross barrs in it, at the third part
of its hciglit. 1837 Marv Howitt Rur. Life m. v. (1862)
264 The state apartments are lofty and spacioQS, with
ntunerous trailsom windows.

Hence Tra-nsomed (-samd) a., divided by or
having a transom or transoms

; ^ Transomer,
(?) a case or slip for a bolster : cf. sense 6.

1848 B. Webb Sk. Cont. EcctesiaL 276 The window is

'iransomed midway. 187* T. Harov Elhelberta (1890) 3
Lifting his eyes to the mullioned and transomed windows
and moulded parapet above him. i88x Atlien^um 13 Aug.
216 i The hall. .IS lighted by three transomed windows.
1459 Paston Lett. \. 480 Canvas in the Warderop and fyne
Lyiien Clothe of dyvers sortes-.ix. berys for fetoerbeddys.
Item, iiij. 'transomers.

t Transon, v. Obs. rare. Also 6 transsene.
|

[ad. F. tranfonner, formerly also transonner (14- 1

16th c. in Godef.) to cut into segments or pieces,

cut up, carve, variant form ot troufonner, f. tronfon

:

see TRL'NcnEON sb.] trans. To carve (an eel).

1513 if*. Kcruynge in Babees Bk. (i868) 265 Transsene
that ele. »688 R. HoLME./Jr7//cKrj' in. 78/2Transon theEel. i

Transonance (tra-nsimans). [f. Trans- -fL.
sondnt-em sounding : see -ance.] The passage of
the sound produced in one organ (e. g. the heart)
through the substance of another (e. g. the liuig).
X909 in Cent. Diet. Supp.

TransiO-rbital, a. [f. Trans- 5 \ Orbit : cf.

orbital.] Drawn or measured across between the
orbits or eye-sockets.
185a Dana Crust. I. 92 Trans-orbital breadth small.

Tra:ilS-Faci'fic (trans-, tranz-), a. [Tbaks-
VOL. X. •

273

7, 8.] a. Across or crossing the Pacific Ocean,
b. On the other side of the Pacific.
1891 Scribner's Ma^. Sept. 280/2 A newly organized trans-

pacific service, running by way of Yokohama to Vancouver.
1897 Daily News 30 Jan. 6/t The proposed 'All-British
Irans-Pacific Cable '. igofi Atlunseum 17 Feb. 193/3 The
Cardinals Trans-Pacific experiences have accustomed him
to such liberties.

Transpadane (tra-nsipad^in), a. {sb.) Also J
-an. [ad. L. transpaddnus adj. and sb., f. trans
across + Padus the liver Po, paddnus of the Po.
Cf. F. transpadan, -ane (Littre).] That is beyond
the river Po (from Rome) ; opposed to cis-padane.
b. sb. One living north of the Po.
Traiispadaiie Republic, a republic formed by Bonaparte

in 1796, consisting of Lombardy and part of Venetia.
1617 MoKVsoN itin. m. to6 Lombardy of old was part of

Gallia Cisalpina, which the River Padus .. divides into
Cispadan (on this side the Po) and Transpadan (beyond the
Po). Ibid., Transpadane .. containes the Dukedome of
Milan. 1797 Burke Regie. Peaeem. Wks. VIII. 311 Isit to
the Cispadane or to the Transpadane republicks..that we
address all these pledges? 1896 Q. Rev. Oct. 396 The
enfranchisement of the Transpadane Gauls. Jbid.,Sota\lch
for Caesar and his Transpadanes 1

Trans ipa'latiue, a. and sb. [Trans- 5 : cf.

Palatine o.^J a. adj. Extending transversely
across either half of the palate, b. sb. The trans-

palatine bone in certain sauropsidan vertebrates.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1893 British Museum Catalogue,

Snakes I. 71 Maxillary, palatine, and pterygoid movable;
transpalatine present. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

TranSipa'lmar, a. Anat. [ad. mod.L./rawj-
palmar-is, f. Trans- 5-1-L. palma Palm sb."^: cf.

palmar.] Extending across the palm of the hand,
as the transpalmar muscle.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t TranSipare, v. Obs. rare. [f. after Trans-
parent ; cf med.L. transpdre-re, f. trans, Trans-
I +pdrere to appeSiT, show oneself; It. transparere
(Florio, 1598).] intr. a. To be or become trans-

parent, b. To appear or be visible through a
transparent medium.
1604 EAHLSTiRLiNG^r/r(>ralxxiii,OfihaueI wish'd..That

th' Alabaster bulwarke might transpare, And that the pillars
rarer then they are. Might whiles permit some banning
rayes to passe, /bid. xcix. But through the yce of that
vniust disdane, Vet still transpares her picture and my
paine. 1661 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), jranspare.., to
appear through, to be evident, or clear.

Transparence (transipe»-rens). rare. [f. as
next: see -e.nce, and cf. F. transparence {c 1400 in

Go<lef. Compl.).] = Transparency i.

•594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits (i6i6) 84 That which
cannot be read, with oyle is made legible, by yeelding
thereto a brightnesse and transparence. 159S Florio,
7'r<u/ar^ffsa,atransparenceorthrough.light, 1619 Drayton
Man in Moon 33a Cleere Amber .. Through whose trans-
parence you might easly see The beds of Pearle whereon the
Gum did sleejje. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. x.
(ed, 2) 270 Motive may be detected through the transparence
of tendency. 1866 J. G. Murphy Comm. Exod. xxiv. 10
Adamantine solidity, transparence, and brilliancy.

t b. transf. = Thansparency 2. Obs.

1635 Heywooo Hierarch. ix. 575 The casements standing
wide Clearely through that transparance is espy'de This
Glutton. 1789 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. iv. 343 O'er her light
limbs the dim transparence plays. And the fair form it

seems to hide, betraj-s.

Transparency (tran5,pe»Tensi). [ad. med.L.
transparenii-a (Du Cange), I. trampirlnt-tm :

see next and -KNOT.]

1. The quality or condition of being transparent

;

perviousness to light ; diaphaneity, pellucidity.

Thertnal transparency, perviousness to heat rays; dia-
thermancy ; cf. Transparent z b.

1615 H. Crocks Body ofMan 556 It is like a thinne and
pollished borne of a Lanthorn, not only in transparencie by
which meanes it receiueth the light, but also in his sub-
stance. 1651-3 Jer. Taylor Senn. /or Year I. xviii. 238
His wife may, oy seeing the beauties and transparency of
that Crystal!, dresse her minde and her body by the light of
so pure reflexions. 1705 Addison Italy 26 The Clearness
and Transparency of the Stream. 1750 tr. Leonardus'
Mirr. Stones 36 A stone with a transparency, or a kind of
brightness, ^jp \{v.9.sch^\. Stud. Nat. Phil. \^% Between
transparency and opacity there would at first sight appear
a direct opposition, i860 Maury Pkys. Geog. Sea (Low) vi.

I 313 The atmosphere is transparency itself.
_ 1900 yrnl.

Soc. Dyers XVI. 7 The particles retain their form and
transparency.
^g'. '843 Carlyle Past i Pr. II. i. Written in its child-

like transparency. 1866 Geo. Eliot E, Holt v. The trans-

parency of his talk, .gave a charm even to his weaknesses.

2. That which is transparent ; a transparent object

or medium.
1591 Harington Orl. Fur. in. xvi, To make transparencies

to meete in one And so convey the sunne-bcames where you
will. 1784 Cowpkr Task v. 151 A watery light Gleamed
through the clear transparency.

b. Spec. A picture, print, inscription, or device

on some translucent substance, made visible by

means of a light behind.
1807 E. Orme {title) Essay on Transparent Prints, and on

Transparencies in general. 1859 Guli.ick & TiMBS Paint.

A mode of painting ' transparencies ' as they would now
De called, on linen.

atlrib. j8ss W. Williams (.title) Transparency painting on
linen for decorative purposes.

TEANSPABENTLY.
O. A photograph or picture on glass or other

transparent substance, intended to be seen by trans-
mitted light. Also allrib.

1874 Corbet I'cnus at Isle of Desolation 104 (Cassell), I

'»2 transparencies of the little photos, he took of my station
1885 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 357/2 A
negative or transparency is not fully developed much under
15 minutes. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 576 Various trans,
parency Pnntmg frames. 1897 J. Nicol in Outing (U. S.)XXX. 496/2 The transparency plate and negative are
placed in the printing frame exactly as in printing on paper.
t o. Her. An outline figure, or the shadow of a

charge, without the charge itself, painted the same
colour as the field, but of a darker tint: =
Adumbration 4. Obs.
i6io GuiLLiM Heraldry 11. iii. 42 Adumbration or Trans-

parency is a cleere exemption of the substance of the
Charge., in such sort, as that there remaineth nothing
thereof to be discerned, but the . . bare proportion of the out-
ward lineaments thereof. Ibid. vii. 65 The Orlc.is an
Ordinarie composed of a threefold line duplicated, admitting
a Transparancie of the field, thorowout the.. space therein
enclosed. i7as Coats Diet. Her. s. v. Adumbration, Some
term such Adumbration, Transparency.
4. A burlesque translation of the German title of

address Ditrchlattcht : cf. Serenity 4.
1844 Thackeray £. Lyndon ix. Hobnobbing, .with lovely

excellencies, nay, with highnesses and transparencies them-
selves. Ibid., Pippi . . had kept back a note of hand ' her
High Transparency ' gave us. 1848 — Van. Fair Ixii, His
Transparency the Duke and his Transparent family, .come
and occupy the great box in the middle. 189s Westm. Gaz.
7 Feb. 2/r During the sojourn of grand transparencies
beneath your Derbyshire roof.

Transparent (trans, pes-rent), a. {sb.) Also 5
-paraunt, 6-7 -parant. [ad med.L. Iranspdrent-
em, pr. pple. of transparere (= 'pellUcere' Du
Cange), f. Trans- + pdrere to appear, be visible.

In 15th c app. stressed transparaunt, after F,
transparent (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Having the property of transmitting light, so

as to render bodies lying beyond completely visible

;

that can be seen through ; diaphanous.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. iii. (1859) 4 The erthc seemyd

me al clere and transparaunt, soo that I myght see clerely
al that was withynne. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 425
A vesselle made of onichinus, transparente, and polischede
by so subtile an arte [lat [etc]. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv.

iiL 31 Nor shines the siluer Moone one haife so bright.
Through the transparent bosome of the deepe. 1667 Milton
P. L. vil. 265 The Firmament, expanse of liquid, pure.
Transparent, Elemental Air. 1711-14 Votv. Rape of Lock
II. 61 Transparent forms, too fine for mortal sight 1807
Transparent Prints (see Transparency 2 bj. 18x3 Bakewell
Introd. Geol.iiZie,) 37 Uncrystallized quartz is seldom trans-
parent, most frequently translucent, but .sometimes opaqu&
1868 LocKvER Elem. Astron. iii. § 23 (1879) 125 Both head
and tail [of a comet] are so transparent that all but the
faintest stars are easily seen through them.

b. transf. Pervious to heat-rays.
1871 B. Stewart HeatifiA. 2) § 178 It is probable that no

substance is perfectly transparent with respect to heat,
1883 Illustr. Lond. News 24 Feb. 203/3 A table of various
substances, some of which are opaque to light and trans-
parent to heat, and the reverse.

f C. That shines through
;
penetrating, as light.

IS93 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 353 Like to the glorious
Sunnes transparant Beames. 1593 T. Watson Tears of
Eaneie xxxi, My loues transparent beames and rosy colour,

fd. Apparent or visible through something.

Cf. Transpare v. b. Obs.
1609 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. ii. Which, though .. Thou

cuerlay'st with fayrest colourings; Yet th' vnder.worke,
transparent, shewes too plaine. X711 Steele Sped. No. 490
p 7 To my fond Eyes she all transparent stood.

to. Admitting the passage of light through
interstices. Obs. rare.

x6t7 MoRVSoN Itin. in. 141 Not farre thence is a trans.

parant and pleasant, but little Wood. X693 Congreve in

Dryden's ytevenalxi. (1697) 280 He, whose thin transparent
Rags, declare How much, his tatter'd Fortune wants repair.

2. fg. a. Frank, open, candid, ingenuous.
X590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. ii. 104 Transparent Helena,

nature shewes art, That through thy bosome makes me
.see thy heart. X635 R. Carew in Lismore Papers (1888)

.Ser. II. III. 217 They are very well beloued for their

ciuill and transparent carriage towards all sorts. 1878 T.
Hardv Ret, Native \. iv. An ingenuous, transparent life

was disclosed. X89X E. Peacock N. Brendon 11, 306' She
was transparent as the daylight.

b. Easily seen through, recognized, understood,

or detected ; manifest, evident, obvious, clear.

Cf. Apparent 3.

1591 Shaks. Rom. ff ful. i. ii. 06 Then turne teares to
fire : And these who often drown'd could neuer die, Trans-
parent Hereticjues be burnt for Hers. 1638 Chillingw.
Relig. Prot. 1. li. § 150. iii Your Argument against us, is a
transparent fallacy. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 197 F 5 In
CourLs, they make transparent Flatterers. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Cong. I. v. 347 A transparent artifice.. paralyses
them. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 178 The fallacy of
the remark is transparent. 1879 McCarthy Own Times II.

xviii, 37 The transparent sincerity of his purpose.

Transipa-rently, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] in

a transparent manner or degree ; so as to be seen

through.
X617 Moryson Itin. in. 8i tAmber] after it is polished,

becomes transparantly bright i6a8 tr. Mathieu's Poiverfut
Favorite 34 It is so minced and subtile, that falshood may
be transparently scene through it. 1667 H. Stubbe in Phil.

Trans. II* 497 The Sea was black and thick, not trans*
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TRANSPARENTNESS.
parenlly blue, as before. i8si Hawthorne Snmu Image,

etc. Gt. Stone Face (1879) 39 One enormous pane of glass,

so transparently pure. 1861 Sat, Rev. 2j Nov. 526 The
counter scheme.. IS much more transparently futile.

Transiparentness. rare. [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being transparent; =
Tbanspabenct I.

17J7 in B.^iLEY vol. II. 176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog.

VI. 619 The water., besides its perfect transparentness is of

a most grateful taste. 1880 Christy Care-.u I. iii. 136 A dull

night sky, starless, but with a clear transparentness.

TranSiPaTishjZ'. humorous nonce-wd. [Tbans-

2.] tram. To transport beyond the parish.

1819 SvD. Smith in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) II. 187 If

it blow before it rains, we shall all be up in the air in the

shape of dust, and . . transparished we know not where.

t Trans ipa'SS, v. Obs. rare. [ = obs. F. trans-

passer ' to passe or goe through, to passe ouer

'

(Cotgr.), in med.L. transpassdre to go beyond (Du
Cange), f. Tbans- + F. passer, med.L. passare to

pass. Cf. also It. trapassare 'to passe through,

away, or over, to decease, to die' (Florio 1598),

'to passe from life to death' (ibid. 161 1). Cf.

Trespass v.']

1. intr. To pass away, depart, die.

1591 Daniel Descy. Beauty Wks. (1717) 422 Thy Form
and flatter'd Hue, Which shall so soon transpass. Is far

more fair than is thy Looking-glass.

2. intr. To pass or penetrate across or through

;

also trans, to pass beyond (a boundary or limit).

i6i6 T. HfAwKiNs] Caussiii's Holy Crt. 176 It is impos-

sible to deceyue God, whose eye . . transpasseth through the

abysses. 16*9 Maxwell tr. Herodian (1635) 320 Had
transpassed the banks and bounds of the Roman Empire.

1646 J. Gregory Notes S; Obs. 74 The River Hyphasis..he

transpassed, and set up Altars on the other side.

t TranSipa-SSable, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. -H

-ABLE.] Admitting of being passed through or

over ; capable of being crossed.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. (1634) 98 The navigable

River of Tygris. .which is everywhere transpassable by
boates of great burthen. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol.

Anat. III. vi. 140 The foremore and deeper parts (of the

lateral ventricles of the brain] are near to the Mammillary
processes, and.. they are in some manner transpassable.

t TranSipa'SSage. Obs.rare-^. [f. Trans- i

+ Passage : cf. prec] Passage over or across.

1603 Daniel in Florio's Montaigne (1632) Pref. Verse,

T'applaud his happy setUng in our land : And safe trans-

passage by his studious care Who both of him and us doth

merit much.

+ Trans,pa'tronize.z'. Obs.rari~^. [Tbans-

2.] trans. To transfer from one to another the

patronage of (something).
a 160J Warner Alb. Eng. ix. To Sir G. Carey ii, To trans-

patronue from him To you mine orphant Muse.

t TranSipea-r, v. Obs. rare. Also -peer. [By-

forra of Transpabe, on analogy of peer, Pear v.,

appear,compear^ intr. To appear or become visible

through something ; a\s,ofg. to be apparent.

c 1645 Howell Lett. vi. Iv, Those proofs . . are not so clear,

" as those which break out, and transpeer through the dark

clouds of adversity. 1654 Z. Coke Logick Aij, By this

time then it transpears. That, as Nature needs Grace, so

Grace desirech Nature.

Transpeciate (tran,spi-Ji|«it), v. liow rare.

[f. Trans- -i-L. species loolc, appearance, form,

kind, Species -H -ATE 3.] trans. To change into a

different form or species ; to transform.

1S43 Sir T. Browne Xelig. Med. 1. § 30, I do not credit.,

that the Devil hath a power to transpeciate a man into a
Horse. 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. (1605) 77 Revived

and transpeciated into a quite different and highly useful

form. 1721 Bailey, Transpeciated, . . changed from one

species to another. 1894 G. S. Hall in Forum (N. Y.) May
300 There is no better test of educational institutions.. than

. . how far the lower has been transpeciated into the higher.

Hence Tran,specla-tion, transformation ; change

from one form or species into another.

1867 Maudslev Physiol. Mind 164 Transpeciation is a

word used by Sir Thomas Brown which might be found

useful at the present day. 1870 — Body /jr Mind ijs For

the exaltation and transpeciation of force and material. 1883
— Body /^ IVill 11. iii. 132 First, that there has been what we
may call a nisus of evolution in nature, and, secondly, that

progressive transpeciations of matter have been events of it.

Transipenetrable, a. rare, [f Tbans- i +
Penetbable.] Penetrable from side to side.

1615 Jackson Creed iv. 11. vi. § 7 The body of the earth

(which is not transpenctrable by any light) is directly inter-

posed between the sun and moon.

Transiperitone-al, a. Anat. [f. Teans- 5 -t-

L. peritoneum : cf. peritoneal.'] Traversing the

peritoneal cavity. Hence Transpe^ritone'aUy
adv. So TranspeTitono a.

1891 Cent. Diet., Transperitoneal. 189s Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Transperitone. 1900 Lancet 18 Aug. 48^/1 A case of trans-

peritoneal ligature of the left common iliac artery. 1903

Ibid. 6 June 1591/1 The external iliac artery was ligatured

transperitoneaily just below its origin.

Transpicuous (trQn,spi-lci«|3s), a. [f. med.

or mod.L. transpicu-us, i. L. transpic-fre to look

or see through (f. Tvlans- + spectre to look), on

analogy of conspicuous, perspicuous.] That can be

seen through ;
pervious to vision.

1638 WiLKiNS JVew iVorld 1. (1684) 75 Of this Opinion also

was Cxsar la Galla, whose Words ate these, ' The Moon

274

doth there appear Clearest, where she is Transpicuous
[luna est transpicua], not only through the Superficies, but

the Substance also. 1667 Milton/*. L.wu. r4iThat light,

Sent from her [the earth] through the wide transpicuous aire.

To the terrestrial Moon. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's

Anecd, Paint. {1786) IV. 258 Light corridores, and tran-

spicuous arbours through which the sun-beams play, 1910

A tkenseum 9 Apr. 432/3 A region of mist . . no instrument of

science can render transpicuous to our eyes.

b. fig. Of language, etc. : Plain, clear in mean-
ing ; tA%o gen» easily perceived or detected ; mani-

fest. Cf. Transparent 2.

1877 Patmore Unknmvn Eros i. 2 The lonely suns,

the mystic hazes and throng'd sparkles bright That.. In
sweet transpicuous words, shall glow alway. 1896 T.
Hutchinson in Academy 28 Mar. 256/1 Far-reaching_ and
luminous thought.. incarnated in language correspondingly
grave and transpicuous, or ardent and sublime. 1908 Month
Jan. 8 Why should we not have new words, so they be

musical and their meaning transpicuous ?

Hence TraniSpi'cuonsly adv.y clearly (in mean-
ing).

»8M-5a Bailev Festus xx. 358 To speak transpicuously

of tmngs Divine Pertaineth not to nature.

Transpierce (tronsiplaus), v. [a. F. trans-

percery f.Trans- +/>ercerto pierce. Cf.TRE8PERCE.]

1. ^rans. To pierce through from side to side

(with the agent or the instrument as subject : cf.

Pierce v. i).

1594 Drayton Idea i, Then transpierce the Coarse. 1624
Hevwood Gunaik. in. 160 She snatcht up a sword with
which she transpierst her selfe. 1697 Dryden JEneid 11.

'. 68 The sides transpierced return a rattling sound. 1723

Pope Odyss, x. 188, I launch'd my spear, and with a sudden
wound Transpierc'd his back, and fix'd him to the ground.

1857 DuFFERiN Lett. High Lat, xii. (ed. 3) 364 He falls,

transpierced by many wounds.

;

b. trans/, and fig. : esp. said of the effect of

emotion, and the action of wind, light, sight, etc.

I
1598 Drayton Heroic. E^.^ Vtess Salisbury to Bl. Prince^

\ Is that great hart, that did aspire so hie, So soone trans-

i

persed with a womans eye? i6ox Daniel Civ,\Varss\.
cxiv, Whereof the proofe was such As sharpest pride could

I

not transpearce the same. 1664 Evelyn Kal, Hort.^ Mar.
(1729) 197 The sharp Easterly and Northerly Winds trans-

pierce, and dry them up. 1788 Gibbon Deci. ^ F. xlvi. IV.

j
479 jtote^ The eye of Tacitus seems to have transpierced the

;
camp of the Parthians and the walls of the haram. 1841-4

: Emerson Ess.^ Spir. Laws Wks. (Bohn) I. 67 The divine

;

question which searches men, and transpierces every false

j
reputation.

I

2. To make one's way through ; to pass through,

penetrate; in^quot. 1908, to extend through, rare,

1604 W. Harbert Poems (Grosart) 92 If England's loade-

starre . . Could the firme center's regiment transpearse.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 93 Compound spar... In

a porcelain heat, it vitrifies with the crucible, which it trans-

pierces. 1908 Athenaeum 6 June 701/3 A metal rod.,

transpierces the box.

Hence Transpie'rced///. a.; Transpio'rcing
vbl. sb. 2iXiAppL a,

1592 Daniel Comjd, Rosamond Wks. (1717) 4a Trans-
piercing Rays of christal pointed Eyes. 1627-77 Feltham
Resolves 11. xlv. 247 Such transpiercings as rankle the flesh

within. 1838 Mrs. Browning Isabel's Child x, Dear Lord,

who spreadest out above Thy loving, transpierced hands.

Tran|8pi*nal, a, Atiat, [ad. mod.L, transpT-

naiisy f. Trans- + L. spina Spine.] Of a muscle

:

Lying between two successive transverse vertebral

processes; = Intertransverse.

Transpirable (traniSpaiaTab'l), a. [ad. med.

or mod.L. transptrdbilisy or a, F. transpirable

(C1560 Par^) : see Transpire and -able.] Ad-
! mitting of transpiration ; capable of being breathed

I

through.
I 1578 Banister Hist. Man i. 7 Neither would substance of

i

such, be anything so transpirable as were in that Case ex-

pedient. 1611 Cotgr., 7'?-««jr>/rai5/(?, transpirable, easie to

breath out or through, 1674 R. Godfrey Inj. 4- Ab,
Physic 6g So long as we live, our whole Body., is transpir-

I

able, and exspirable. 1687 A. Lovell tr, Therenot's Trav.
' I. 260 A Bardaque, or Pot, that is Transpirable. 1720

QuiNCY tr. Hodges' Loimologia 212 The Body must be

kept transpirable. 1870 Rolleston ^«zw. Life 121 To keep

the gill-plates lubricated and transpirable by their secretion.

Hence Transpirabi'lity, the quality of being

,
transpirable.

j

1864-72 Watts Diet. Ckem. II. 821 Transplrability of

I

Gases. 1870 Rolleston Anim.Life 35 The transpirability
' of the skin.

i fTraniSprratelyjfli/z'. Obs. rare— '^. [f.mod.L.

*transpirdt-uSy pa. pple. of transpirdre to Tran-
spire + -LY 2,] By or in the way of transpiration.

(But possibly a misprint for transpiratively.)

1578 Banister Hist. Man \. 6 b, Those grosse. .fumositics

(which otherwise by the seamy Commissures, would tran-

spirately euaporate).

Transpiration (tranispir^-jan), [ad. med.

or mod.L. transpirdlion-eniy n. of action from

transpirare to Transpire ;
perh. through F. tran-

spiration (1541 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The action or

process of transpiring.

1. Exhalation through the skin or surface of the

body ; formerly, also, evaporation. Also concr,

matter transpired.

1562 Bullevn Bulwark^ Dial. Soarnes 4- Chir. 16 b, Ex-
pulsed, or auoided by inuJsible transpiracion, whiche is one
of the forces, or benefits of nature. 1605 Timme Quersit. i,

XV. 75 Mercury and sulphur doe vanish away oy an in-

TRANSPIRE.

sensible transpiration. 1707 Curios, in Hush, f, Card. 102

A viscous humour,.. a plain Transpiration from the Plant.

1718 OzELL tr. Tourne/ort's Voy. Levant I. rji It supples

and mollifies the Skin, thereby facilitating Transpiration.

1816 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. _IV._ xli. 130 The substance
secreted appears to be a transpiration through the pores of

the body. 1879 G. Gladstone in CasseWs Techn. Educ.
IV. 204/1 The products of transpiration are always of a
more or less oily nature. 1898 P. Manson Trap. Diseases
xxii. 338 The excessive loss of fluid by cutaneous trans-

piration creates a powerful thirst,

+ b. Emanation, effluence. Obs. rare.

165a I. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox x. 248 It is

probable that by some kinds of transpiration, or by the

means of Spirits, things acted at a distance are conveyed to

persons absent, and represented to them in their sleep. 1675
Traherne Chr. Ethics 74 A mystery . . perhaps founded in

a grateful transpiration of spirits from one to the other.

o. fig. Outflow (of affection, etc.).

1821-30 Ld, Cockburn Mem. 268 Always beloved for the

constant transpiration of an affectionate and cheerful heart.

2. Bot. The exhalation of watery vapour from

the surface of the leaves and other parts of plants,

in connexion with the passage of water or sap

through the tissues.

1551 Turner Herbal l. Pij, The floures and leues. .whiche
. . by ventyng out or transpiration maketh rype and digesteth.

1786 Jefferson iFr(V. (1859) "• 56 These leaves having a
power of keeping themselves cool by their own transpiration,

they impart no heat to the air by contact. 1878 Macnab
Bot. iv. (1883) 99 The water that plants give off as watery
vapour by transpiration through the stomata.

attrib. 189s Oliver tr. Kcrmr's Nat. Hist. Plants I. 276
The bundles of woody cells and vessels . .serve as conductors
of the transpiration current. Ibid. 280 The stomata or

transpiration.pores which pierce the epidermis of the leaf.

3. Physics. The passage of a gas or liquid under

pressure through a capillary tube or porous

substance.
i8«7 Hirst in Brande .$ Cox's Diet. Sc, etc s. v., The

transpiration of a gas is uninfluenced by the material of

which a tube is constructed; it increases with pressure—
the greater the density, the shorter the time of transpira-

tion. 1870 Atkinson tr. Ganot's Physics (ed. 4) § 132 For
the same gas, the rate of transpiration increases, other things

being equal, directly as the pressure,

4. The action or fact of something transpiring

or becoming indirectly known ; also, that which

transpires (i. e. in quot, {erron.) happens), rare.

1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) III. 110

Causes of transpiration.. disclosure, with or without trea-

chery, on the part of one or more of the co-delinquents.

1908 Academy 7 Mar. 529/2, 'I there prosecuted my en-

quiries and observed for myself what transpired *. The
transpirations are disappointing.

tTraniSpi'rative, 3. Obs. rare, [f.ppl.stem

of med. or mod. L. transpirare to Tb.\n3pire ^

-IVE.] Having the quality of transpiring, or a

tendency to transpire.

1S78 Banister Hist. Man I. 7 As if it should not haue
passage out, after a certaine transpiratiue manner. 1662 J.

Chandler Van Helmont's Qriat. 181 The whole arterial

bloud.. dispersed by the transpirative evaporation of the

Body. 17S3 N. ToRRiANO Gangr. Sore Throat 55 The
transpirative Matter, .. carried back into the Mass_ of

Humours, corrupts not only the Fluids, . .but also the Solids.

Transpiratory (tronispais'ratari), (7. rare. [f.

as prec. -H -CRY 2.] = prec.

185s in H. Clarke Eng. Diet. Hence i8«o in Worcestis ;

and in later Diets.

Transpire (tranispsia-j), v. [ad. med. ormod.

L. *tranj^j5pir(ire (f. Trans- + spirare to breathe),

or a. F. transpirer (c 1560 in Pare).]

1. trans. To emit or cause to pass in the state of

vapour through the walls or surface of a body;

esp. to give off or discharge (waste matter, etc.)

from the body through the skin ; of plants : to give

off (watery vapour) ; also, to exhale (an odour)
;

to breathe forth (vapour or fire).

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 40 b/i When as

we desire to transpire, and cause to evaporate, any venomouse
vapours. 1647 Crashaw Hymn,^Name 0^ Jesus ', With wider

pores . . More freely to transpire That impatient fire. 1664

Evelyn Sylva (1776) 29 It transpires the rest of the liquid

at the Summites and tops of the branches into the atmo-

sphere. 1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. viii. 37 At the

[quicksilver] mines near the village of Idra . . some in a

manner transpiring quicksilver at every pore. 181s Kirbv

& Sp. Entomol. (1828) I. vi. 201 Aphides that transpire a

cottony excretion. 1840 J. Buel Farmer's Comp. 122 Some
species transpiring their weight of moisture every twenty-

four hours. 1878 Macnab Bot. iv. (1883) 101 For the same
reason cut flowers wither. The leaves transpire more fluid

than the stem can take up. 1908 A. Bennett Old Wroes'

T. III. ii. The air was heavy with the natural human odour

which young children transpire.

b. To cause (a gas or liquid) to pass through

the pores or walls of a vessel.

1864-72 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 820 The volume [of gas)

transpired in equal times is inversely as the length of the

tube. 1889 Anderson in Nature 19 Sept., Not only are

gases occluded, but they are also transpired under favour-

able conditions of temperature and pressure.

C. fig. To cause to pass like breath, rare.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. I. 37 As if Severus had

transpired his soule into Maximinus,..he now became the

Wolfe, and Leopard.

2. intr. Ofa body : t To emit vapour or perfume;

to give out an exhalation (obs.) ; of the animal

body (or a person) ; to give ofi moisture through
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the skin ; to perspire (pbs. exc. as rendering Fr.

transpirer); now only of plants : to give off watery

vapour from the surface of leaves, etc.

I«48 Herrick Hesptr., Apiar. of Mistr. Callitig him to

Eiizium ^ This, that, and ev'ry thicket doth transpire

More sweet than storax from the hallowed lire. 1673 O.

Walker Educ. 63 Exercises and recreations . . such . . as may
cause the body to transpire plentifully. 1844 Kinci^ke

Eothen xviii. ( 1864) 237, I saw that the Doctor was trans-

piring profusely. 1878 Macnab £0/. iv*. (1883) 102 When the

plant is transpiring most rapidly and most water is moving

through the stem, the wood cells and vessels are filled with

air. 1886 Jrtd. R. Microsc. Soc. Oct. 826 If transpir.-ition is

suddenly stopped in branches which ordinarily transpure

strongly, the leaves fall.

3. inlr. Of a volatile substance : To pass out as

vapour through pores (in the human body or any

porous substance), to exhale ; of a liquid : to escape

by evaporation.
ifi43 DicBV Observ. Relig. Med. (1644) 81 In bodies which

have internall principles of Heat and Motion, much con-

tinually transpiring out to make roome for the supply of

new aliment. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Th^oenot's Trav. 11. 62

Through these Jars the water transpires and percolates into

an earthen Vessel underneath. 1746-7 Hervey Mfdit.
(1818) 161 A fragrance .. peculiarly rich and reviving

transpires from its opening tufts, 1794 G. Adams Nat, ^
Exp. Philos. 11. xiii. 17 Moisture can transpire through our

skin. 181S KiKBv & Sp. Entomol. (1818) I. iL 29 One of

those species [of Aphides] from the skin of which transpires

a white cottony secretion. 1889 Anderson in Nature
to Sept., Common coal-gas under high pressure transpires

through the sleel of the containing vessel

b. transf. andyf^. of non-material things.

1751 \. Murphv Gray's-lnK "Jrnl. No. a Anxiety and
Solicitude, which soon transpire into the Face.^ 1753 Ibiii.

No. 5t An elegant Way of Thinking, which will be always
sure to transjjire into iheir Compositions. x886 Stevenson
Dr. Jekylt li. The mere radiance of a foul soul that thus

transpires througb, and transfigures, its clay continent.

f o. trans. To pass through the pores of. Obs.

rare—'.

17S4 Miles in PUl. Trans. XLVUI. 526 Occasioned, .by
warm steams transpiring the earth.

4. Ji^. ' To escape from secrecy to notice ' (J.) ;

to become known, esp. by obscure channels, or

in ipite of secrecy being intended ; to ' get wind ',

' leak out '.

i74<-a Ht. Bun.ER Jtfem. (1841) II. 96 Yesterday's quarrel

may transpire. 1748 Ld. Chesterfield Let. Dayrolles 26

Jan., This letter goes to you, in that confidence, which 1.

.

place in you. And >'ou will therefore not let one word of it

transpire. 1754 Richardson Grandisoit xxxvii. (1781) I. 265

Can be have so many Love-secrets, and yet will he not let

them transmr« to such a Sister? 1799 //«// Advertiser
1 June 2/4 The Hamburgh mail., has just arrived, but no
particulars have transpired. i8jx Jeefrrson Autobiog, fr

Writ. (1892) I. 131 What passed between them did not

transpire. 1856 Froudb Htst. Eng. II, vii, 143 The condi-

tions of the contract were nut allowed to transpire, 190S
R. Bagot Passport xxx. Not allowing the fact of there

being any difficulty. , to transpire to Donna Bianca.

H b. Misused for : To occur, happen, take place.

Evidently arising from misunderstanding such a sentence

as ' What bad transpired during his absence he did not
know ', .-Vpp. began in U. S. about iSoo; registerctl in

Webster's Diet. i3s8 (not in Webster t8o6).

[180a M. Cutler in Zjy^, etc, (1888) 11. 93 The most trying

scene which has transpired through the course of this long
and interesting discussion.) \Vfi^ Age 0/[rujuiry (\ivt\.ioxA^

Coon,) 46 When. .the reformation transpired in England.,
almost the whole nation rejoiced. 1810 r, DuDt.EY Amoroso
1. 14 Could short-sighted mortality, .foresee events that are

about to transpire. xSaS Webster, Transpire .. -y To
happen or come to pass. 1841 W. L. Garrison in .^^(1889)
III. 16 An event ,. which we believe transpired eighteen

bundred years ago. 1848 Dickens DomBey xxxil. Few
changes—hardly any— have transpired among bis ship's

company, 1858 Hawtiiornb Fr. >r It. Note.bks. 1, 325
Accurate Information on whatever subject transpired. 1883

I* Olipha!«t Attiora Peto 1. 377 His account of what
transpired was so utterly unlike what I expected.

U o. Of time : To elapse. Obs. rare, erron.

itif C WoRDSw, Who -airote Eikon DasUikt 197 The
interval of years which bad transpired between the con.

versations and the account of them, 18*7— Chas. I i

Whether in the interval which has transpired, the con-

victions at which I had arrived,, .have been in any material

degree confirmed, shaken, or modified.

Hence TranspiTed ///. a., Transpi-ring vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

X670 Mavnwaring Physicians Repot. 31 A strengthening
or transpiring Medicine, 1693 A. Van Lkeuwenhoek in

Phil. Trans. XVII, 842 As to the Transpiring ParU of our
Bodies. 1715 Broittey's Fain. Diet. s,v. Antimony^ This
Diaphoretick alone may be taken, , in malignant Fevers, to

facilitate the transpiring of the Venom thro the Pores, 18R7

Faraday Chtm. Manip. xv. (1842) 345 ITie transpired

matter on the surface of the skin. 1895 Oliver tr. Kemer's
Nat. Hist. Plants 1. 374 The sap in the transpiring cells

becomes more concentrated,

Tran8pirometer(tran,si»ir(;"mft8i). [f.TaiH-

8PIBE (or its source) + -ometeb.] An apparatus for

recording the amoimt of watery vapour transpired

by a plant
X904 Scienee 1 1 Mar. 434/3 An autographic transpirometer,

. , records . . on a drum tbe transpiration of a plant for a week.

Transpiry (trdn|Sp5i»"ri). rare. [f. Tbanspikk
-f-Y, after Expiry,] The fact of ' transpiring ' or

leaking out. In quot. misused for Occurrence.

1884 A, Daniell Prine. Physics Introd. 3 All our arrange-

ments, .are subject to tbe transpiry of facts unknown or

uaforesecn at the time.

Transplace (tronsjpl^'s), v. rare, [f, Tbans-
^ Place v.'\ trans. To change the place of,

transpose ; to oust from its position in favour of

something else, (Also with the two things as obj.)

Hence Transpla'cing vbl. sb.

1615 Lawson Country Housevj. Gard. (1626) 26 An arti-

ficiall transplacing or transposing of a twig, bud, or leafe,

commonly called a graft. i6ai Ainsworth Annot. Ps. xlii,

6 The Greeke readeth thus ; the salvation of my face and
my God: transplacing the Hebrew letters, 1641 Wilkins
Math. Magick I, xi. (1648) 75 The transplacing of that

Obelisk at Rome by Sixtus the first, was done in some few
days by five or six hundred men. 1711 J, Greenwood Et^.
Grain. 317 Of Transposition or the transplacing of words
and sentences, c 1810 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III.

305 'Not so killing but so secret'.., transplacing the sen-

tences *as secret though not so killing'. 18^8 Villabi

MachiavelliUigi) I. 16 In the 'Decameron' Latin periods

already transform and transplace Italian periods.

Transplant (tra-nsiplant), sb. [f. next]

1, That which is transplanted j spec, in forestry,

a seedling transplanted once or several times.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 163 Very few transplants of tbe

kind thrive. 1885 P. MacOw.\n Rep. Cape Town Bot. Gard.
1884. 9, A box of 35 transplants. 1898 F. Whit.moee in

A tlantic Monthly Apr. 507/t There was nothing for it but

to sow seeds for transplants.

fig. 1891 M. DoDS .^rdjMwJjCtc. 81 They do not appear
as transplants in the writings of Plato,

2. The transferring of bacterial organisms from one

medium to another for purposes of culture.

1900 Jrnl. Exper. Med. (U,S,) 35 Oct. 173 Both micro-

organisms failed to survive the exposure, transplants failing

toproduce a growth on broth and on kidney.

Transplant (trans, pla-nt), V. [ad. post-cl,L.

transplantare (Itala, Luc. xvii. 6), f. Trans- +
plantdre to Plant, Cf. F. transplanter {i(s\h c,),]

1. trans. To remove (a plant) from one place or

soil and plant it in another. Alsoy?^.

C1440 Pallad. on ffusb. in, 504 Transplaunte hem so, &
sone up wol they spring. 1555 Eden Decades 135 Trans,
plantyng the roote therof, [he] brought it from wyldenes to

a better kynde, 1605 Timme Quersit. I, xvi. 86 They are to

be transplanted into home gardens. 1664 Zvelyn Kai.
Hort.^ Aug. (1739) 313 Transplant such Lettuce as you will

have abide all Winter. 1768 Sterne Sent. youm. I. In
the Desobti^eaiity The man who first transplanted the grape
of Burgundy to the Cape of Good Hope. 184a Tennyson
Ampiuon x, Methods of^transpbnting trees,

2, To convey or remove from one place to an-

other ; to transport ; esp. to bring (people, a colony,

etc.) from one country to settle in another.

'SSS W, Watreman Fardte Facions Pref, 9 Now ^n tbei

tattemptc.to transplante their progenie, and offspring into

places unenbabited. i6o« in Cair. S. P. Irel. 553 The
Grames and others to be transplanted into Ireland were

charged with many children, c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon

} 308 (1810) 317 These lands were transplanted into the

name of the Poultons. 1769 E. Bancroft Guiana iso The
Bull and the Cow,, have been succe-ssfully transplanted

into Guiana. i8«o Pusey Min. Proph. 43 The policy

of transplanting nations.. was adopted, as a regular part of

Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian policy. 1899 A. E. Garvie
Ritschlian Theol. v. viL 2n We cannot even transplant

ourselves into tbe religious life of a pious Israelite.

3. Surg. To transfer (an organ or portion of

tissue) from one part of the body, or from one

person or animal, to another.

1786 (see transplanted below). 1906 Daily Chron. 31 Sept.

6/7 A.. case in which a child., suffering from cretinism, had
a portion of its mother's thyroid gland transplanted into its

spleen, /bid., Successful experiments in transplanting the

blood vessels of animals. BO09 IVestm. Chiz. 5 July 6/3 A
dachshund, to which the kicfneys of a fox-temer bad been

transplanted.,was apparently inperfect health.

4, intr. +a. (for rejl.) To leave one place of

abode and settle in another ; to emigrate. Obs.

1608 (see TransplantincJ. i6sS Clarke Papers (Camden)
III. 34 The Irish are unwilling to transplant or prove theire

qualifictcions, but they will bee forc'd to goe and make way
for tbe English planters. 166a Jesuits' Reasons (1675) 130,

Why . , not , . take up your roots and transplant ?

b. {lax pass.") To bear transplanting.

1796 C. Marshall Gardening xv. (1813) 248 Peas will trans-

plant, and therefore broken rows may be made up, 1817-18

CoBBiTT Resid. U. S. (1833) 303 Persons of advanced age,

of settled habits,. .do not,.' transplant well'. Of all such

persons. Farmers transplant worst, 1846 J. Baxter's Libr.

Pratt. 'Agric. (ed, 4) II. 361 Transplanting.—S-KtA\sh
turnips transplant very well, like the cpmmon cabbage i but

the true turnip, the white globe or yellow, do not transplant.

Hence TransplaTited ///. a.

I7«S Museum Rust. IV. 333 A six-shilling book. .on the

subject of transplanted lucerne. 1786 J, Hunter Treat.

Venereal Disease vil. i. i i (i8io) 586 The transplanted

tooth fastened extremely well, and continued so for about a

month. 1833 Alison Hist. Europe (.8.(g) I. i, § 37- ?3 Any
transplanted Irishman, found out of his district, might be

put to death by the first person who met him.

Transplantable (transiplantab'l), a. [f.

prec. + -AULE,] Capable of being transplanted.

1656 in P, H, Hore Hist. Wexford (191 1) VI. 508 What
popish proprietors of lands Transplantable, do yet remain

unlransplanted. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i. (1863)

31 Cabbage- plants and celery, and all transplantable things.

i8<9 Southey Sir T. More (1831) II, 89 Old forms of

government are not transplantable into new countries.

Hence TranspUntabi'lity, capability of being

transplanted.
1811 W. Taylor in Monthly .Maf. XXXI. 448 The trans,

plantability of the fossils. 1867 I". Archer in Macfarlane

Mem, vii. jSj Some plants are famed for transplantibility.

! Urajiai'plai'ntar, a. Anal. [f. Tkans- 5 -i- L.
planta sole : cf, plantar.'] Lying across the sole

of the foot, as a transplantar muscle.
189X Cent. Diet, cites Coues, 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Transplantation (tronsiplante'-Jsn). [n. of

action from Transplant v. : cf. plantation. So
F, transplantation (i6th c.),]

I, The action of transplanting.

1. The removing of a plant from one place or soil

and planting it in another.

1601 Holland Pliny xvii, x, I. 510 Neither need they any
remoouing or transplantation at all. 1764 Museum Rust.
IV. 38 The culture of lucerne by transplantation. I7gj6 C
Marshall Garden, xviii. (1813) 396 In all transplantations,

it is proper to shorten some of the roots.
_ 1856 Delamer

, Fl. Gard. (1861) 25 Take them up for division and trans-

plantation every fourth summer at longest.

2. Transference or removal from one place to

another; transportation; esp. the removal of people

from one country and settling of them in another.

I 1606 in CcUr. S. P., Irel. 5St The transportation and
transplantation of the Grames and other[s].,into the realm
of Ireland, 1614 Purchas Pilgrimage iv. viii. (ed. 3) 385
Those which baue beene here seated by the transplantations

of Tamerlane and Ismael . . out of other Countries. 1625 GiLl,

' Sacr.Philos.u g6 Theirfoolishthoughtsconcerningthetrans-
plantation ofsoules, 1633 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.)

360 That all such oaths and subscriptions at ministers entrie

or transplantation be discharged, 1720 Quincv tr, Hodges*
Loimologia 80 The Transplantation of the Plague from
Turkey to Holland, 1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. Knowl.
II, 927/2 The Gnostics taught a transplantation of the

highest order, .into the pleroma.

3. The pretended magical cure of disease by caus-

ing it to pass to another person, or to an animal

I
or plant. Obs. or Hist.

i6ssS. BoULTON «i//«) Medicina Magica. .containing the

i
general Cures of all Infirmities, by way of Transplantation.

I 1663 Boyle Vsef. E.xp. Nat. Philos. 11. v. xi, 227 An Ex-
ample of a most violent pain of the Arme, removed by
Transplantation, 1730 Bailey (folio), Transplantation by
Approximation (in Nat, Mag.) wbich is more properly called

Approximation, as when a Whitlow is upon a Finger, and is

cured by rubbing a Cat's Ear, which is supposed to receive

the Pain. i8s4-*7 C. A. Harris Diet, Med Terminol.,

Transplantation,. .& pretended method of curing diseases

by making them pass from one person to another.

4. Surg. The operation of transferring an organ
' or a portion of tissue from one part of the body, or

from one person or animal, to another.

1813 J, Thomson Led. Inflam. 239 Besides those examples
that are seen in the transplantation of the teeth, it murt be

confessed that instances of reunion among parts which had
been entirely separated are very rare in the human body,

1881 in Philad. Record No. 3473. 3 The object aimed at

was nothing less than the transplantation of bone. 1890

Billings Med. Diet., Transplantation, removal ofa portion

of living; tissue from its normal position, and uniting it with
' living tissue in another place, in order to repair a defect or

lessen deformity, 1909 IVestm. Gas. 5 July 6/3 Tbe opera,

tion of kidney transplantation.

;
XL 5. That which has been transplanted ; a

transplanted company or body,
a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts ^ Mon. vii, (1642)^67 Salma-

nassar brought Colonies, and transplantationsofmixed people

from the countries beyond Euphrates. 1805 W, Taylor in

Ann. Rev. Ill, 236 He would by propagating and sheltering

the new transplantations, have given a yerjial,. luxuriance

to the appearance of the whole surrounding growth.

TranSiplantee*. ri?/-^"'. [f. as next + -ee 1 3,]

One who is transplanted.

a 1687 Petty Pol. A rith. iv, (1691) 69 If the Nation who
shall be admitted, shall be less able to prejudice and annoy
the Transplantees into England than before.

Transplanter (transipla'ntaj). [f. Trans-

plant V. -t- -eb 1,]

I 1. One who transplants. Also attrib.

1611 Cotgr,, Transplanteur, a transplanter. 175s JoHM.

SON, Transplanter, one that transplants. 1827 Steuart

Planter's 6. (1828) 340 The failure and decay of the Top
(the great opprobrium of Transplanters) is primarily to ba

ascribed to the entire want of skill in the preservation of

these fibrous roots, on which the Tree mainly depends,

1852 Meandering! of Mem. I, 21 So thence uprooted with

transplanter care, In other soil it scents another air.

2, An implement or contrivance for transplanting.

i8z8 Webster, Transplanter, , . 2, a machine for trans,

planting trees. 185s Delamer Kitch.Gard. (1861) 16 The
transplanter is a tool with handles at one end, and a couple

of semicircular blades at the other, which, when closed,

form a hollow cylinder. 1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl, Trans-

planter, a horse-power machine used in setting out tobacco

or other field plants.

Transplanting (tronsipla-ntig), vbl, sb, [f.

as prec. + -INO 1.] The action of the vb. Trans-
plant in various senses.

1608 in BuccleuchMSS.(\ih{.. MSS.Comra.)77 The natives

,, will be at no charges in transplanting thither. 1655 Fuller
Ch, Hist, X, Ded., Plants are much meliorated by trans-

planting. 1790 Paley Horx Paul, i. 2 The immediate

transplanting of names and circumstances out of one writing

into the other, 1883 G. B, Goode Fish, Indust. U. S, r4

(Fish, Exhib. Publ.) The transplanting offish was practised

..at the close of the last century. tga6 Daily Chron. 22 Sept

6/7 Professor GarriS, of Breslau, delivered an interesting

lecture on the transplanting of blood vessels and organs,

b. concr. That which is transplanted.

1889 Lancet 20 Apr. 801/1 Such colonies become so

intimately fused with others^ that not seldom the trans-

plantings from them turn out impure,

c. altrib. as transplanting machine, wagvh, etc.

35-2
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1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist. 172 The transplanting

kinds, as cabbage, savoys, broccoli, celery, endive. 1827

Steuart Planter's G, (1828) 182 The best and simplest

transplanting machine now known. Ibid. 223 A cursory
idea of my own Transplanting Nurseries. 1877 Knight
Diet, Meck.^ Transplanting-aj>paratusy a machine or truck

for removing trees for replanting. 1884 Ibid. Suppl., Trans-
planting Wagon. 1904 R. Small Hist. U. P. Cougregai,
I. iqH* w^ now [in 1841] beyond the transplanting age.

+ TranS|pla-ntively, (jw'z^. Obs, iionce-wJ. [f.

an assumed adj. *transplaniive (f. as prec. + -ive)

+ -LY 2.] In the way of transplantation.
x6o6 Warner Alb. En^. xv. xciv. 376 Her heart to his, his

heart to hers, transplantmely did passe,

TraiiiSple-ndency. rare. [f. as next: see

-ENCT.] The quality or condition of being tran-

splendent ; supereminent brilliancy or splendour.
x66^ H. More Antid. Idolatry ii. 38 A supernatural and

unimitable Transplendency of the Divine Presence.

Trantsple'ndent, a. rare. [f. Trans- i + L.

spiendcnt-emy pr. pple. of splendere to shine, be
bright. Cf. resplendent^ Brilliantly translucent

;

resplendent in the hij^hest degree.
a 1541 '^^KTiCompi. Absence 0/Love ^Q^\\^<A^T^ cristall,

the bright transplendant glasse. x62a R. Preston Godly
Man's Inquis. i. 16 Our weakenesse is so great, and his

Maiestie on the other side is glorious and transplendent,

"854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon. (1855) I. xi. 198 Those
energies now so transplendent on the banks of the Missis-
sippi and the Ohio.

Hence TranjSple'udently adv,^ with surpassing

splendour.
1664 H. More Antid. Idolatry ii. 36 The Divinity. .is

hypostatically, vitally and transplendently residing in this

Humanity of Christ.

TranSiPleural, a. Surg. [f. Trans- 5 + L.
pleura : cCpleural.} Traversing the pleural cavity.
189Z in Cent. Did. 1905 Rolleston Dis. Liver 149 A

transpleural operation, letting out serous fluid from the
pleura.

Transipolar, a. [f. Trans- 3 + L./tf/Kj pole
+ -ar1 : cf. polar.'\ Crossing the (north) pole or

polar region.

1850 ScORESBV Cheever's Whalem, Adv. \. (1855) 3 Daring
adventures after a north-east or transpolar route to India.

1900 Scribner's AIag.^^pt.2q6/i That branch which passed
by a transpolar migration, .from Siberia into Greenland.

tTransiPO-nent, a. Obs, rare—^. [ad. L.
transpdnenl-emy pr. pple. of transpotUre to Trans-
pose.] Transposing, transferring : in quot. {erron.)

= transferred ; immanent by communication.
x6za R. Sheldon Semi. St. Martins 10 How the attri-

butes, and diuine perfections, of God were transponent in
Christ.

Transipcnible, a. rare~°. [f. L. iranspon-ere

to transpose + -idle.] Capable of being transposed

;

transposable. So Transponibi'lity,
1891 in Cent. Did. 190a in CasselCs Encyd. Did. Suppl.

Transpontine (transiiynt3in),(7. [f. Tuans-
3 + L, ponsy pont-em bridge + -ine 1. Cf. F. Irans-

fontin (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.).'] That is across

or over a bridge; spec, on the other side of the

bridges in London, i. e. south ofthe Thames; transf.

(from the style of drama in vogue in the 19th

century at the *Surrey-side' theatres), melodramatic,
sensational.

x84jf, Alb. Smith Fort. Scatters. Fain, ix, It was Monday
evening, sacred to the pits and galleries of transpontine
theatres, i860 Mrs. P. Byrne Undercurrents Overlooked
I. 78 The. .Metropolitan theatres, cispontine and transpon-
tine, 1876 C. M. Davies Unorth. Lond, 130, 1 was wandering
in transpontine London one Sunday morning. i88a De
WiNDT Equator 132 Triana, a transpontine suburb [of

Seville], is worth a visit in the daytime. 1901 Scotsman
9 Apr. 5/4 A new drama strongly seasoned with transpontine
flavour.

Transport (tra*nsipoJt), sb. [f. next. Cf, F,
transport transfer of rights (i 31 3 in Godef. Copipl.)j

med.L. transportus (Du Cange) transferment.]

1. The action of carrying or conveying a thing or

person from one place to another; conveyance.
1611 Florid, Trasporto, a transportation, a transport.

i6ai Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 11 The Bill

against transport ofgolde and sylver. 1674 Josselvn Voy.
New Eng, 12 Undertaking the Transport of his Family.
1841 Elphinstone Hist. India H. ix. i. 277 Availing him-
self of the Jamna and Ganges for the transport of his stores

and part of his army. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III.

in. VI. 251 Sale at prices sufficient to cover the whole cost of
transport. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs* Bot. 634 The Con-
ducting Tissue for the transport of the formative materials.

1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 470 In the same way the beds at
Moel Tryfaen are regarded as examples of glacial transport.

+ b. Jig. Transference. Obs,
i6s3\jRQViiART Rabelais I. ii. Many are nowpoorwandrlng

beggars., whoare descended of. . great KingsandEmperours,
occasioned .. by the transport and revolution of Kingdoms
and Empires.

fc. Transfer or conveyance of property, Obs.
App. the earliest use in English. It is the regular term

for 'transfer of shares' in the Minute Books of the East
India Company 1624-28.

1456 Sir G. Have Zaw^r?«j{S.T.S.) 133 Men takislandis
..and syne makis tratisport of thame, and puttis tham in

othir menis handis. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxii. 258
Thesayderenounciacion, transportes, sessynge,and leauynge
of all thesaydethynges.

^ 1607 (Nov. 13) E. India Co. Court
Bk. II, 59 (MS.) Notwithstanding the transport made at
the last Court of Mr. Bramley's adventure by Agnes Smyth

to Mr. Robert Sandie. 1682 Scarlett Exchanges 55 By
this Endorsement, he to whom the Bill is sent, is the true
and right Possessor of it, and needs no further Assignation,
Transport, or any other Title or Right,

1 2. Transference of a word to a different mean-
ing ; metaphor. Obs. rare.

1589 Puttknham Eng. Poesie iii. xvii. (Arb.) 189 To call

the top of a tree, or of a hill, the crowne of a tree or of a
hill..because such terme is not applyed naturally to a tree,

or to a hill, but is transported from a mans head to a liiU or
tree, therefore it is called by metaphore, or the figure of
transport.

3. The state of being * carried out of oneself*,

i. e. out of one's normal mental condition ; vehe-

ment emotion (now usu. of a pleasurable kind)

;

mental exaltation, rapture, ecstasy. Also with a
and //., an instance of this, a fit of joy or rage

;

sonietimes transf, an ecstatic utterance.

1658 Phillips, A Transporty..?i.\so a sudden trance, or
rapture of minde. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab, Pilgr. xiii,

{1687) 84 Can you imagine into what transports it will cast
your soul to hear the praises of the Creator sung by all his

Works? j686 tr. Ckardin's Trav. Persia 146 An unheard-
of Transport of Fury, a 1715 Burnet Oivti 'J'itnes an. 1660

(1766) I. II. 151 The letter was received with transports ofjoy.

1796 Jane Austen Pride <§ Prej, 1, When the first transports

of rage, .wereover, he., returned to all his former indolence.

^854 J. S. C, Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. xxvi, 413 He was
hailed with transport wherever he appeared.

4. A means of transportation or conveyance
;

orig, a vessel employed in transporting soldiers,

military stores, or convicts; later, the horses,

wagons, etc. employed in transporting the ammuni-
tion and supplies of an army ; sometimes including

the things so conveyed.
1694 [implied in transport-ship ; see 6]. 17XJ E, Cooke

Voy. S. Sea 140 At Five in the Afternoon, the Transports
row'd for the Town of Guayaquil. 1783 Justamond tr.

RaynaVs Hist. Indies VII, 72 [He] toot three thousand
men of regular troops or of militia, which he embarked upon
twenty.five transports. 1834 Napier Penins. War xvi. iii.

(Rtldg.)II. 341 From the scarcity of transports only 38 guns
could be brought to the trenches. 1855 Macaulav Hist.
Eng. xiv. III. 411 The Dee was crowded with men of war
and transports, 1879 A Forbes in Daily News 13 June
5/5 Ihat all-important element in campaigning, the trans-

port, including in that term the animals, the waggons, and
the supplies. 1897 S. L. Hinde Congo Arabs 86 One woman
and a toy acted as transport. 1900 Dundee Adztertiser

17 May 4 All our larger transport has arrived without
mishap. The men and horses are standing the continuous
strain admirably, notwithstanding the heavy roads.

5. A transported convict ; a person under sentence

of transportation. Now rare.

1767 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 58/2 Fourteen transports from
Durham.. were put on board.. bound for Virginia. 1777
Howard Prisons Eng. (17B0) 386 The county has for some
years . . clothed such transports as were quite indigent. 1817
znd Rep. Cojum. Police Meirop.^ Min. Evid. 392 Have you
ever known any instances of returned transports obtaining
licences to keep public houses? 1851 D. Jekrold Si. Gilts

xix. 199 You don't mean to say.. that you are an escaped
transport ?

6. attrib. and Comb.^ as transport-agent ^ -carriage

j

^feloUy -koy, -labour^ -service, 'Wagon, worker,

etc.; + transport-bill, + debenture, a voucher

given for a claim for transport services
; f trans-

port brief, deed, a transfer-deed ; transport-
buoy, a buoy used for the mooring and warping of

vessels; transport-rider (5i?«/A ^//VzVa), a goods
carrier ; so transport-riding, carriage of goods

;

transport-ship, -vessel : see 4.

1897 J. K, Laughton in Did. Nat. Biog. LII. 156/2 He
was appointed "transport agent for the expedition to Egypt.
1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4637/3 Lost.., four "Transport-HiUs,
. .being for two Months Freight each on the Ship Success.,

, .Signed by. .her Majesty's Commissioners for I'ransporta-

tion. 189s J. Brown Pilgr, Fathers iv. 124 It was conveyed
..by a *transport brief or deed made on the 5th of May
161 r. 1793 Smkaton Edystone L. § 102 The use that was
made of *Transport Buoys, in the moving and mooring the
king's ships in the Hamoaze. 1895 Daily Ne^vsiZ Oct. 5/5
Dr. Honig's new bicycle *transport-carriages for sick people.

1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4311/3 A *Transport-Debenture for

the Year 1697. No. 32. for 965 I. 3s.4d.islost. iy66 Chron. in

Ann. Reg. 134/2 Three hundred 'transport felons, .have been
.shipped at Blackwall for the plantations. 1703 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4167/3 This day came into Kingroad. .two *Transport-
Hoys. 1850 R. G. Gumming Hunter's Life S. ^yV. (1902)
10/2 The Dutchman along their road being very unfriendly
and inhospitable to the English *transport-riders, 1909 R.
CuLLUM Compact xii. 143 Each waggon has two coloured
transport-riders. 1900 Haggard Black Heart i, •Transport-
riding—that is, in carrying goods on ox waggons from Dur-
ban or Maritzburg to various points in the interior. 1817
Pari. Deb. 584 A resolution then passed for 142,500/. for the
•transport service. 2694 Act 5 "^ 6 H'ill. ^ Afary c. 23 § 3
The *Transport Shipps for the Warr of Ireland. 1701 Lond,
Gaz. No, 3712/3 Several Transport Ships are arrived at
Williamstad with Recruits. X7a» De Foe Col. Jack ii.

Coming to the common period of that kind of life, I mean
to the transport-ship, or to the gallows. 2700 Tyrrell Hist,
Eng. II. 795 Fourscore Gogs, a sort of small •Transport-
Vessels. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 8 Apr. 5/2 The railwaymen, who
are federated with the *transport workers, declining to handle
any traffic which had been unloaded by * free ' labourers.

Transport (tronsipo^ut), v. [ad. F. trans'

porter (14th c. in Hatz,-Darm.), or its source L.

transportdre, i, trans 2lCT0's>'s> +portdre to carry.]

1, trans. To carry, convey, or remove from one

place or person to another ; to convey across.

Formerly used in general sense: see quots.; now mostly
restricted to the conveyance of persons, animals, and things
as an organized operation, or with allusion to other senses.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 260 b/i Where it shaKe plese the
to enhabyte it transporte me to the. 1490 — Eneydos x. 39
They were separed & transported in-to dyuerse places.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. ccxxii. 245 Dyuers bysshoppes sees
were transported from one place to another ; as Selwey to
Chechester, Kyrton to Exeto% Wellys to Bathe, . . Dorchester
to Lyncolne. a 1548 Hall Chron., Ediv. 7^^235 If the Duke
of Britayne, would transporte hym into England. 1560
TihMSXx.Sleidane's Comnt. 284 That he should neither make
a brydge nor finde a foorde to tran.sport his armie. 1579
Gal-way Arch, in \oth Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App.'V. 430
To tranchporte any manner tymber. 1599 Shaks. Hen. K,
II. Prol. 35 The Scene Is now transported (Gentles) to South-
ampton. 1606 in Calr. S .P. Del. 551 To demise to the
said Grames and such other persons as shall be transported

. . 120 quarters of land. 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 457 He made
fast the doore, and transported the keyes, 1635 Swan.S'^^c.

AT. vii. § 3 (1643) 323 As a. . Mirrour transporteth the light

of the fire, or the sunne against a wall. 1^09 Steele Tatler
No. 3 P6 Mules to transport his Provisions and Ammuni-
tion, 1829 'Ss^oTT Anne 0/ G. ii, I have no wings to transport
me from cliff to cliff. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist, Sk. (1873)
II. I, ii. 65 This region ..receiving the merchandize of East
and North, and transporting it by its rivers. 1856 K.an£
Arctic Expior. II. vi. 75 The dogs are indispensable in.,

transporting us to Anoatoh. 190c [see TransportabilityJ.

b. Jig. (app. the earliest use.)

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iii. pr. ix. 65 (Camb. MS.) The
errour and folye of mankynde departeth and deuydeth it,.,

and transporteth from verray and parfyt good togoodes ^t
ben false and vnparfyt. c 1475 Partenay 3739 And in to
sorow transport our gladnesse. ijog Hawes Past. Pleas,
xxxi. (Percy Soc.) isoConsyder well tnat your lusty courage
Age of his cours must at the last transporte, 1653 G. Coixier
Vind, Sabbath (1656) 45 The Apostolick churches trans-

ported the exercises of that day to the Sunday. 1798 Fer-
BiAR Eng. Historians 234 They transport our imagination
to the scene. 1857 W, Smith Thorndale 547 Man trans-

ports himself into nature, endues the great objects or powers
of nature with human feelings, human will.

t C, To transfer or convey (property). Obs.

1523 Ld. Bernkrs Froiss. I. ccxii. 257 All the right that
cure sayde brother hath.., he yeldeth and transporteth
them to vs perpetually. Ibid. 258, 259 (see Cess v.^ aj.

1607 (July 31) E. India Co. Court Bk. II. 44 (MS.) Sir

James Deane's letter to the Company that his stock of the
3rd voyage, being ;£ 200, be transported over to the accompt
of Andrew Holdip his kinsman, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth.
Hist. Jos. II Wks. {1711) 24 Transporting lands to them-
selves and their friends, distributing offices and places of
the crown and state.

fd, intr, iox refl. To transfer oneself to another

place of abode ; to emigrate. Obs.

f 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 143 Six
months after that he had transported into Flanders. 1631
Weever Anc. Fun. Alon. 794 He required him (before he
transported) to retiu'ne. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 11. x.

(1821) 338 It shall be lawfullfor any of the Inhabitants., to
transport, without any molestation. 1675 tr. Afachiavellis
Prince viii. (Rtldg.) 56 He transported into Africa,

t e. To remove from this world to the next : cf.

Translate v, i b. Obs.
In quot. 1603, a euphemism for ' put to death, kill '. So

taken by Schmidt in quot. 1590 ; but W. Aldis Wright takes

it as, in Starveling's language, = ' transform, transfigure
',

comparing the use of ' translate * in iii, i. 122.

1603 Shaks. Aleas./orAI. iv. iii. 72 A creature vnprepar'd,
vnmeet for death, And to transport him in the minde he is,

Were damnable. (1590 — Mids. N. iv. ii. 4 He cannot be
heard of. Out of doubt hee is transported.)

2, spec. a. Sc. Ch. To translate (a minister) from
one charge to another.
1637-30 Row Hist. Kirk(Vlodrow Soc.) 164 There wes an

intention to have had four of the ministers of Kdinburgh
transported to other places. 1726 IVodrtrw Corr, (1843) J^l.

257 Discharging them to be transported without the consent
of the General Assembly, or declared transportable without
consent of the people. « 1791 Grose O^io (1796) 111 By
transported we mean, in Scotland, removed to another parish.

1858 Ramsay Remin. v. (1870) 118 A Seceding minister at

Kircaldy. But I hear he expects to be transported soon.

1904 R. Small Hist. U. P. Cougregat. I. 457 It was carried

j

[inj 1830 by a great majority to transport.

I

b. Sc. Eccl. Law, To remove (the site of the

j
church) to a different part of the parish.

1707 .S'c, Act Anne c. 10(1824) XI, 433/1 The transport-

ing of Kirks,., or erecting and building of new kirks, being
'' alwayes with the consent of the heritors of three parts.. at

least of the valuation of the parock whereof the kirk is

craved to be transported or.. new kirks to be erected and
1 built. 1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. i. v. § 21 With
( more ample powers, of. . transporting cliurches already built

to more convenient places. 1838 (see Transportation 2 b].

C. To carry away or convey into banishment, as

a criminal or a slave ; to deport,

1666 ^c/ i8<5-i9CA<w. //, C3§2 It shall be lawful! to and
for the Justices, .to transport or cause to be transported the

said Offenders.. into any of his Majestyes Dominions in

America. 1667 Pepys Diary 8 SepL, A prisoner being con-

demned at Salisbury for a small matter.. .They were con-
sidering to transport him to save his life. 1759 Hume

j
Hist. Eng. III. Ixi. 326 The rest were sold for slaves and
transported to Barbadoes. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. ii.

1. 177 It was provided that the offender should not be trans-

ported to New England.

3. Jig. To * carry away * with the strength of some
emotion ; to cause to be beside oneself, to put into

an ecstasy, to enrapture.

1509 HAWF.S Past. Picas, xxv. (Percy Soc) 179 But loke

bye his hart to transport. 1596 Spenser Hymne Heavenly
Beautie iii, Transported with celestiall desyre Of those faire

formes. 1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies

I, xxi. 69 They stood transported with amazemenu 1667



TRANSPORTABILITY.
Milton P. L. ill. 8i Onely begotten Son, seest thou what
rage Transports oiir adversarie? xyia Addison Hymn,
' if'Aen tUi thy mercies* i, Transported with the view, I'm
lost In wontier, love, and_ praise. X840 Dickens Bam.
Rud^ Ixxi, Transported wiin the thought that rescue had
at length arrived, Emma and Dolly shrieked aloud for help.

Transportability (trQnsip6»itabiliti). [t.

next + -nv.] Capability of being transported ; in

early qnots. referring to translation of ministers (see

Tbansport v. 2 a, Tbanspoktatiow 3 3).

1651 Keff. Comift. Gen. Asiembty 24 Feb. (S.H.S.) III.

538 The motion anent Mr. George bts transportabilitie is

waved. 1676 Row Contn. Blair^s Aittobiog. xi. (1848) 344
Mr. Blair supplicated the Presbytery of S* Andrews for an
act of transportability, 1846 in Worcester, 1883 Cr/i/wry
il/a^. July 430/2 The fever's. . tiansportability was fearfully

proven. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 222 The Transvaal war
has shown the transportability, .of the heaviest artillery..

.

The Boers transported their * Long Tom ' as they might
have transported a piano.

Transportable (transipo'itab'I), a. [f.

Tbansfobt v. + -ABLE. Cf. F. transportable (181 %

in Hatz.-Darm.) ; tnod.L. trattsporidbilis.'\

1. Capable of being transported.
IS8« Reg. Privy CoHncil .Scot. III. 530 In uptaking of the

cusluni of all gudis iransportabill furth of this realme. 164a
Dtclar. Lords f, Comm. to Gen. Assemi. Ch. Scot. 13
ISoldiersl to be sent presently over to reside amongst them,
or declared transportable. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 680 A
Chest of Copper,., transportable bymeansof woodden barrs
like a Sedan or Chair. 1716 [see Transport v. 2 aj. x88i

J. Russell Haigs v. 105 Bringing oif whatever was tran.s-

portable on its own four feet. 1904 R. Small Hist. U. P.
CoHgregat. II. i The Presbytery declared him transportable.

2. Involving or liable to transportation.
17*9 Blackstone Comm. IV. xvii. 24a The .statute ..

makes it a felony transportable for seven years. 1815 Miss
Mitford in L'Estrange l.ife (1870) I. 323 It does not.,
appear that he ever committed any hangable or transportable
odcnce. 1840 Gen. P. Tho.mpson F.xerc. (1842) V. 371, I

rememljer otice discovering that I was living in the commis.
sion of transportable offences at the rate of two a^day.

Hence Tranaipo'rtableness, the quality of being
transportable; liability to transportation.
I7»7 in Bailev vol. II. 184^ P. Harwood Hut. Irish

Reh. 107 Transportablcncss for life.

tTransipo'rtage. Oh. [f. as prec. + -age.
Cf. l'uuTAi;ii.] = Tkanspobtation i, Tbanspokt.
156a J. Shute Caiiiiiiiri Turk. IVars 9 Almost, .oute of

hope o_f any transportage for them. 1600 Holland Lity
XLlll. xii. 1163 He should give order for their transportage
thither, ifai Hevwood ist Pt. Fair Maid 0/ Ivest t. i.

Wks. 1874 n. 273 Such gold fit for transportage as I have.
Me beare along. 1637 — Royall Ship la Vessels. .for the
transportage of graine from one province to another.
So Transportal, Trauspo'rtano* [see -AL,

•ANOK : cf. imfortaiice\ transport, conveyance.
1837 Darwin in Li/e + /.ett. (1887) II. 9 Let the powers

of traiisportal be such. 1839 — l^oy. Nat. ix. (1879I 187 To
explain the transportal of these gigantic masses of rock.

«*S9 — Orig. Spec. iv. (1866) 104 So as to favour, .the trans.
porul of their pollen from flower to flower. 1893 Sir H. H.
HowoKTM Glacial Nightmare II. 680 The transportal of
drift in directions opposite to the movements of the ice.

j6o6 Siiaks. Tr. t, Cr. III. ii. 12 Be thou my Charon, And
giue me swift transportance to those fields, c t6ii Cmaf-
MAN lliadxyu Conun. (1857) U. 105 Nor wouM Homer have
any one believe the personal transportance of Sarpedoa by
Sleep and Death. 16x5 Brathwait Strafpado (1878) 32
T'here's no fashion knowne, In forraine Courts, ..But by
transportance it doth come to ihee. i88a G. Machonalu
Castle WarLxk xxxi, A doubtful denial of transportance.

t Transpo-rtant, a. Obs. rare-^. [f. as
Tba.nspobt v. + -ANT.] Transporting, ravishing.
166a H. More Myst. Godl, vl v. ( 5. 227 So rapturous a

y<ytt and traosportant Love.

transportation (transipoit^Tsn). [n. of
action f. Tb.vnsport v. + -ation. Cf. L. (post-Ang.)
transportatidnem transmigration, and F. trans-
portation (1519 in Hatz.-Dann.).]
L The action or process of transporting ; convey-

ance (of things or persons) from one place to
another.

_Much used in 17th c down toe 1660; afterwards gradually
given up for transport, prob. to avoid UoSodation with penal
transportation, sense 2 c
IS40 Act 32 Hen. VI11, c. 14 1 2 For the fraisht transporta-

tion conveyaunceorcariageofannywarres. <z 1600 in Hakluyt
Voy. 1 1 1.

1 74 By reason of the transportation of raw wooll of
late dayes more exces-siuely then in times pa.st. 1607 H ieron
Wks. I. 371 Looke how the case stood with their trans-
portation out of iEgypt into Canaan. 1615 G. Sandys
Trttv. 26 Here is a Ferry for transportation into Asia,
a 1656 UssHER Ann. vi. (16581 331 Finding no ships there, for
his transportation, he divided his army, 1679-88 Seer. Serv,
Moneys Chas. ^ jas. iCamden) 16 To the Bishop of London,
for transportac on of three Chaplains to the Leward Islands
..60 o o. 1707 E. Chamberlayne Pres.SI. Eng. i. vii. (ed. 22)
63 Upon the Three Articles of Exportation. Transportation
or Rc^exporution, and Importation, no Kingdom or Stale
in the World can any ways match us. 1817 Htf.vart Planter's
(7.(1828)264 It mast make the Tree .. more troublesome to be
bnlanced during the transportation. 1855 Prescott Hist.
Philip II, I. 118 The transportation of the troops was going
. .on. 1890 Wisconsin Hist. Soc. Prospectus, Upon any gift
to the Society, transportation will be cheerfully paid.

b. Geol. The movement of land-waste by rivers,

ocean-currents, glaciers, wind, etc.

1830 Lykll Princ. Geol. I. 81 A geologist, who. .sees the
dtcomposition of rocks, and the transportation of matter by
rivers to the sea. 1877 Lk Conte F.tem. Geol. iii. v. (1879)
516 The general direction of the scorings corresponds with
that of uaiuportation of the bowlder*.
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2. Spec. a. Sc. Ch. The translation of a minister
from one cliarge to another.
156a in Row Hist. Kirk (WodrowSoc.) 24 Transportation

(ieciared lawfull where there is reason for it. 1663 Blair
Autobiog. ii. (1848) 46 That assembly sets a note upon the
act of my transportation. 1717 T. Boston in A. Thomson
Life (1895) 129 In a time wherein there is so little need of
transportations.

b. Sc. Eccl. Law. Transportation oj a churchy
removal of the site of the church to a different part
of the parish.

1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. s.v. Transportation oJ
Churches, The form of applying for transportation is by a
summons raised before the Temd Court, concluding for
authority to transport, and to have the new church declared
the regular parish church.

O. Removal or banishment, as of a crimhial to

a pennl settlement; deportation.
1669 in loM Rep. Hist, AfSS. Comm. App. v. ps If. .the

said Rice Havard [a condemned felon] doe give in security
for his transportacion as before mentioned. 1678 Butlek
Hud. m. II. 197 Neither Chains, nor Transportation, Pro-
scription, Sale, nor Confiscation. 17*7 Gay Begg. Op. \. xiii,

Were you senlenc'd to Transportation? 1879 M'^Carthv
thvH Times II. .'cviii. 35 The sentence of death was changed
into one of transportation for life,

3, trans/. Means of transport or conveyance. U.S.
1861 Tinus If) July, We captured, .all the enemy's camp

equipage and transportation. 1869 T. W, Mxqgwsou Army
l.i/e (1870) 236 There was no transportation to take us. At
hist, a boat^ was notified. 1890 Century Mag. Feb. 56^/1
A lot of mlscellaneou-s transportation, composed of riding
horses, ambulances, and other vehicles. 1894 Outing (U. S.)

XXIV. 234/3 Transportation is furnished for the horses of
mounted officers.

b. A ticket or pass for travelling by a public
conveyance. C/.S.

1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppt. 19x1 in Webster.

t4. Transport (of feeling), rapture, ecstasy. Obs.
1617 Collins pef. Bp. Elyw. vii. 286 Not onely in extasie

and transportation, .but in the daily forme of prayer. x66o
Stanley tlist. Philos. ix. (1701) 373/1 A soul disturbed with
anger or pleasure, or any other unbefitting transportation.

1690 Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857J II. 68 Which those poor
p«;opIe received with great transportations of joy.

5. attrib.^ mostly in sense 1, as transportation

agent, company ^ money, rate, sentence, system, etc.

^Sli-^f^rivy Council Aits {iZqA,) VIII. 21a To aunswerthe
conduct, transportacion money and wages acording to her
Majesties usuall entertainement. 1844 Lmerson /.^c/., Vng.
American Wks. (Bohn) II. 303 The private transportalion

-

shop. 1883 G. B. GooDE Fish, iudust. U. S. 67 (Fish.
Exhib. Publ.) The construction of refrigerating transporta-
tion cars. x888 Bryce Amer. Comnnv. II. App. 670 All
railroad, canal, and other transportation companies are
declared to be common carriers. 1891 Atkenseum 26 Dec.
863/3 There is not much in it about Siberia, .. and the work
is, in fact, one on the Russian transportation system. 1897
P. Wabu.ng Ta/es Old Regime 148 Her home record was

,

bad, and most likely her transportation-sentence was life.

Hence Transporta'tional a., of, belonging or

pertaining to transportation ; TransportatloniBt,
one who favours the transportation of criminals.

j

1888J. T.GuucKini:/««. Soc. yrnt.,2!oot. XX. 330 Trans-
portational segregation, caused by activities in the environ-
ment that distribute the organism in different districts.

X840 Gem. p. Thq-mpson Exere, {1842) V. 26 On the whole,
we seem to have flurried the transportationlsts.

Transportative (tranS|po»*Jtativ), a. rare.

[f. TuANsroKT V. + -ATiVE, after Portativk]
L Adapted or liable to transportation ; such as to

be carried from place to place, portable.

1643 Trapp Comm. Gt-n. xxxii. 6 The Ark was transporta-
tive, till setled in Solomon's temple. 1657 /did,. Job iv. 19
A tabernacle which hath no foundation, and is transporta-
tive. x68oC. Nesse Church fiist. 151 His ark should be
no more transportative, but setled for a long season.

2. Having the qnalitv of transporting.
1886 A. WiNCHELL Walks Geol. Field ^d The transporta.

tive power of the stream had become so abated.

Transported (transipo-'ited), ///. fl. [f.

TbaNSPOBT v. + -ED '.]

L Conveyed from one place to another.

1693 Evelyn DetaQuint. Compl. Card. I. 11. x. 26 There is

but fitile to be said., of Transported H^rth,. .it is a Novelty
our A^e has introduc'd in Gard'ning. 1830 Lybll Princ.
Geol. I. 193 At the ba.se of such hollow ravines was seen a
wide and deepina.ss ofruins, consisting of transported earth,

gravel, rocks, and trees,

b. Compulsorily carried to a distant country,

17»8 Gay /V/Zy I. (1777) 18 Since he came over [to America]
he married a transported slave. 1743 Bulkelky& Cummins
yoy. S. Setts zo Tnose Grandees, .in a few Minutes look'd

like a Parcel of transported felons. 1890 Daily Neivs
18 Sept. 6/1 The transported of 1851 and of 1871 are looked

up<jn .IS revolutionists who only got what they deserved.

2. * Carried away ' by excitement or vehement
emotion ; excited beyond self-control ; enraptured.

1600 E. Blount tr, Conestaggio 247 Troublesome and
transported subiects. 1685 Boyle Eng. Notion Nat. v. 173
Ivike a passionate and transported thing, oppose it,.. with

such blind violence. 1746-7 Hf.rvey Medit. (181S) 29 The
fondness of thy transported husband. 1874 Motley .flar«^-

veld \. ii. 177 He had never seen a man so desperate, so

transported.

Hence Transpo'rtedly adv., in a transported

manner, in a transport; Transpcrtedness.
165a Loveday tr. Catprenede's Cassandra i. 56 [She]

'tr.-msportedly cryed out [etc.]. 1713 C'tkss Winchelsea
Misc. Poems 27 .Asstinble here, you watry Race, 'I'raiis-

portedly he cries. 1804 J. Collins Siripscrap. 28 The thief

a new Region transportedly bails, a 1656 B?. Hali^ Rem,

TBANSPOBTMENT.
IVks. (1660) 420 Titular respects which those.. can weild
without any such taint or suspicion of *transportedness.

Transportee (transipoitf). [f. as next -t- -ee.]

A transported convict.

188^ Chambers^ Encycl. IX. 518/1 The criminal classes.

.

heard more about the success than the hardships of the
transportees.

Transporter (tronsipoautai). [f. Transport
V. + -ER 1.

J

1. One who transports.
IS35 ^ct IT Hen. VIII, c. 14 § i The said. .Tanners or

other person transporter of the same Lether, JS6Z-3 Act 5
Eliz.Q. 12 §4 No.. Carrier, Buyer or Transporter of Corne.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 209 A thing usuall It is betweene
Tripoiy and Aleppo . . to make tame Doues the speedy trans-
porters of their letters. 1744 J. Paterson Comm. Milton's
P. L. 305 The transporter of departed souls into hell. 1906
Times 21 Aug. 5/1 The result of the increased number of
transporters is that the price of everything has fallen.

2. Any carrying apparatus ; esp. a device for

transporting coal from a quay or from one vessel to

another,
Transporter-Bridge, a. bridge over a navigable waterway,

high enough not to interfere with navigation, carrying a
suspended platform or car which travels from bank to bank
and conveys the traffic. So transporter car.

1893 Westm. Gaz.-zs Jul^ 5/2 Mr. Temperley's ingenious
contrivance for coaling rapidly. . .The ' transporter ', as it is

called, is made of steel, beam-shaped,, .and fitted with an
automatic travelling carriage suspended from the lower
flange of the beam. 1894 Ibid. 31 July 7/1 The ' B ' Fleet
has now been coaled with exceptional rapidity and without
recourse to the Temperly transporter. 1904 Ibid. 2 Sept.
J0/2 The Runcorn Transporter Bridge, now being erected,
has its towers made wholly of steel. They rise 190ft. above
hlgh-water levtl. Ibid., The transporter car. .is suspended
from the trolly by steel-wire ropes.

Transporting (tronsiposutiij), vbl, sb. [f. as

prec. + -iNGi.] The action of the verb Trans-
port ; transportation,
1500 in lotk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 391 After the

transporting of the same to sell the said warres. 1574 in

Maitl. CI. Misc. I. loi Transporting of certane quheit furth
of this realme without lycence. x6i3 J. More in Buccleuck
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 125 The transporting of Sir

John Ogle's regiment to my Lord Chandos. 171* J. James
Ir. Le Blond's Gardening 209 Clay is not dear, unless in the
Carriage and Transporting of it. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
IX. II. ^31 He would be no party to the transporting of the
prince into France.

b. A^aut. (See quot.) Also attrib,

c 1850 Rudim, Navig. (Weale) 156 Transporting, moving
a ship from one situation to another by hawsers only. Ibiti..,

Transporting-blocks, two snatch-blocks, fitted on each side
above the tanrail to admit a hawser, when transporting the
ship from one place to another.

c. Sc. See Transport v. 2 a, b.

1707 (see Transport v. 2 b]. 1904 R. Small Hist. U. P.
Congregat. I. 446 In September 1825 transporting calls

came up to Mr. Ritchie from Dunfermline.. and from the
Potterrow. Ibid. 469 Mr. M'Gilchrist's mind was not up to

the transporting point yet.

Transipo'rting, ///. a. [f, as prec. + -ing 2.]

That transports.

1. That removes from one place to another

;

engaged in transportation.
ax6i8 Raleigh Apology 12 That we might have kept our

Transporting ships with our men of War. 1830 Lyell
Princ. Geol. I. 312 The direction and position of their

destroying and transporting power. 1834-5 J. Phillips in

Encyci. Metrop. VI, 705/1 The transporting action of
streams. x886 Academy 7 Aug. 82/1 Michael is hurried
into the transporting ship which founders with alt on board.

2. Jig. Causing transport, ecstasy, or rapture

;

ravishing, enchanting.
<:x655 A. Sidney Lave (in 19M Cent. Jan. (1884) 58), Epicu-

reans allow soe much of it [Love] as conduceth to pleasure,

but reject the transporting part. 1707 Watts Hymn, ' M^
God, the spring ofalt myjoys ' iv, M y soul would leave this

heavy clay At that transporting word. 1796 Mrs. Inchbald
Nature ^ Art v. So did Henry survey, with transporting

glory, his brother, drest for the first time in canonicals.

Hence Transipcrtinffly fl^z*., in a transporting

manner ; ravishingly.

x668 H. More Div. Dial, u.xl (1713) 121 We see sundry
Species of living Creatures this way the most pleasantly and
transportingly provided for. a X711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet.

Wks. 1721 III. 54 [He] felt himself transportingly amaz'd.

Transportive (trQnS|p6»-Jtiv), a. rare, [f.

Transport v. + -ive.] Having the quality of

transporting (///. and^^.) ; tending to transport.

i6aaT. Adams Eirenopolis Wks. 1862 II. 315 It is the voice

of transportive fury, • I cannot moderate my anger'. 1633— Exp. 2 Peter ii. 19 The running of our own ways, after

our transportive fancies. 1899 T, C. Chamberlin in Jrttt.

Geol. Oct.-Nov. 669 As the declivity increased the cutting
and transportive power of the drainage increased.

t Transipo'rtment. Obs, [f. as prec. -t-

-MENT. Cf. OF. transportement (i3-i6th c.).]

1. Transportation : = Transport sb. i, rare~^.
ni6ig Fletcher, etc. Q. Corinth iv. i. Are not you he,

when your fellow Passengers, Your last transportment being
assayl'd by a Galley, Hid your self i' the Cabbin ?

2. Vehement emotion, passion ; rapture, ecstasy

:

— Transport sb. 3.

1639 Ld, DiGBYj etc. Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 116 When
they enveigh against Hereticks ; their passions and frans-

portments being at such times greatest. 1652 J. Wright tr.

Camus' Nat. Paradox xii. 325 'J'o appease the frantick
transportments of his Minde. 1686 tr. Chardin's Coronal.
Solyman 81 Hairbrain'd, and violent actions, and full of a
Transportment that truly savour'd of Extravagance.
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Traiisposa*ble(trQnsip^«*zab*l),tf. [f. Trans-
pose V, + -ABLE.] Capable of being transposed ;

interchangeable. Hence Transposability.
1879 Webster Suppl.^ Transposable. 1881 Armstrong in

Nature 8 Sept. ^50/2 Heat, electricity and mechanical
action, are alt equivalent and transposable forms of energy.

1903 A. R. Wallace Man's Place in Universe x, 195 The
most important element in protoplasm . . which confers upon
it,. its extreme mobility and transposihility, is nitrogen.

Transposal (transip^u'zal). rare. [f. as prec.

+ -AL ; cf. proposal^ Transposition.

1695 Kennett Par. Anttg. ix. 106 A transposal from one
fraternity to another. 1707 Norris Treat, Humility iv.

177 A strange turn and transposal of events. x866 J. G.
Murphy Comm. Exod. xx. 17 The transposal of the first two
clauses. 1868 Mrs. Whitnev P. Strong iii, Like the
thing proof-readers put for a sign of a tmnsposal.

t Trans ipo'se, si>. Obs. rare. [f. Transpose
».] = Transposition.
1589 PiTFTENHAM Eng. Poesic II. xii. (Arb.) J2i Of the

Anagrame,. .we may terme him, the poesie transposed or in

one word a transpose. Ibid. 122 This man was very perfit

and fortunat in these transposes.
^ 1605 Camden Rem. (1637}

175 This transpose of the letters in the name.

TrauspOSe (transip(7u*z), V. [a. F. transposer

(14th c. in Ilatz.-Dann.), f. Trans- +/(?j-^/' to

place : see Pose, Compose.]

f L trans. To change (one thing) to or into

another ; to transform, transmute, convert. Obs,
CX380 Wyclif^'^/. \Vks.\\. 387 Vertuesben transposid to

vices, c 1460 Wisdom 1005 in Macro Plays 68 Gyff a peny in

thy lyve, with goode wyll To J>e pore, & yt pleysythe Gode
more pan mownteynys {,MS, mowyntenys] in to golde trans-
posyde were ; Ande aftir thy dethe,for the dysposyde. 1530
Palsgr. 761/1, I transpose, I chaunge or tourne a thyng..

.

He hath transposed his house quyte newe, ila transniui^ox
contourni sa mayson tout de nouveau^ or toute neuue.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 415 To transpose themselves
from good Souldiers . . to Labourers, Merchants,and Farmers.
1590^ Shaks. Alids. N. I. i. 233 Things base and vilde,

holding no quantity, Loue can transpose to forme and
dignity. 1605 — A/acb. iv. lii. 21 That which you are, my
thoughts cannot transpose ; Angels are bright still, though
the brightest fell.

t2. To change (a writing or book) into another
language, style of composition, or mode of expres-

sion ; to translate ; to transfer ; to adapt. Obs,
1390 GowER Cofif. II. 90 The Bible, in which the lawe is

closed, Into Latin he (Jerome] hath transposed. 1552
HcLOET, Transpose, transcribo. x7o6_ Phillips (ed. Kersey),
To Transpose^

.

. to turn out of Verse into Prose, to change,
or alter the Style. 1858 Faber tr. Life 0/ Xavier-2$6 He
-spent them in transposing a copious exposition of the
Apostle's Creed into Japanese.

1 3. To change the purport, application, or use

of; to apply or use otherwise; to give a different

direction to; in bad sense, to corrupt, pervert; to

misapply, abuse. Obs,

1309 Barclay S/iyp Folys (1570) 106 They frowardly the
sentence do transpose, And.. By their corrupting and vn-
iawful glose,. .bring to damnable heresie. 1548 Geste /*r.

Masse in Dugdale Life (1840) App, 101 Can the baptisme
water be justly recompted a sacrament when it is transposed
to other usage., namely.. to christen belles, to washe our
clothes withal ? 1564 Brief Exam. B iv b, They toke . . the
salarie.. consecrated to the IdoUes.., and transposed it to
finde the Ministers of the Church. 1644 Milton Educ.
Wks. (1847) 98/1 Nor should, .any private friendship have
prevailed with me to .. transpose my former thoughts.

4. To remove from one place or time to another

;

to transfer, shift {lit. and fg, : now rare exc. as

in 5) ; t to transplant {pbs^ ; f to convey, conduct

cisio Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Fiv, An olde
tree transposed shall finde small auauntage. 1555 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xlvi. 139 Bisshope Barlo, after
he was transposed and., discharged out of the bisshoprick of
S'. Davids. 1578 Banister Hist, Man v. 77 Many
braunches are deriued from this veyne. .transposing bloud to
euery Membran. i6oa Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 389
Thus . . was the Scepter transposed to the House of Lancaster,
a 1663 Heyhn Laud (1668) 6g Transposing the Commu-
nion Table to the East end of the Quire. 1665 Manley
Grotius* LoW'C. Warres 671 To transpose his Horsemen,
and afterwards his Carriages, into that part of the Sea>Coast.
174a Richardson Pamela III, 215 To .. transpose his

Affections to a worthier Object. 1887 Ruskin Prwterita
II. vii, 243 As I transpose myself back through the forty
years of desultory . . reading.

6. To alter the order of (a set or series of things^
or the position of (a thing) in a series ; to put each
of (two or more things) in the place of the other
or others, to interchange ; esp. to alter the order of
letters in a word or of words in a sentence. (Now
the ordinary sense.)

1538 E lyot, Metathesis, where one letter is transposed from
one place in a worde into an nother as Tymber Tymbrc,
1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. Ixxv. 5 Manye because they
saw there could no handsom sence be picked out of the
words, thoght the order to have bin transposed. 1605
Camden Rem. 153 The letters of Elizabetha Keeina trans-
posed to signifie that happinesse . .O Englands Soveraigne
thou hast made vs happy : thus Elizabetha Regina, Anglia;
Hera, Beasti. i6xa Brinslev Lud. Lit.xiv. (1627) 197 This
one Verse is turned by transposing the words 104 waves.
1691-^ Norris Prnct. Disc. (1711) III. 171 Whose Notions
,.are cross and transposed, that calls Evil Good, and Good
Evil. 1706 [see Transposing]. 1833 J. Holland Manuf.
Metal 11. 289 A common balance.. should always be tested
in this way :—Let a weight be put in one dish, and balanced
by other weights in the other dish ; let the weights be then
transposed. xS6x Paley ^schylus (ed. 2) Suppliers 909

notey The following four verses Hermann transposes after

927. 1902 iJLOANE Elecir, Did,, Transposing, a method
of laying metallic circuits for telephoning. The wires at
short intervals are crossed so that alternate sections lie on
opposite sides of each other. It is done to avoid induction.

b. Algebra. To transfer (a quantity) from one side

of an equation to the other, with change of sign.
1810 HuTTON Course Math. I. 222 Thus, if ;i: + 5 = 8 ;

then transposing 5 gives ^=8 — 5= 3. C1865 in Circ. Sc.
I. 456/2 The 3^ is transposed: it is taken from the right and
put on the left with changed sign.

1 6. To discompose, disturb the mental com-
posure of. Obs. rare,

1594 KvD Cornelia 11. 214 Madam, you must not thus
transpose your selfe ; Wee see your sorrow, but who
sorrowes not ? 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. 111. v. Do some-
thing or other, let it [grief] not transpose thee.

7. Mits. To alter the key of; to put into a
different key (in composition, arrangement, or per-

formance).
1609 DouLAND Omith, Microl. 26 To transpose is to

remoue a song, or a Key from the proper place ? 1715
{.title) Melodies Proper to be Sung To..yo Psalms of David,
Kigur'd for the Organ, and.. the Treble of each Melody
Transpos'd for the Flute. 1845 E. Holmes Mozart 30 He
transposes prima vista the airs he accompanies. 1875
Ouseley Mus. Form 71 At bar 23 the first suoject is trans-

posed into the key of E.

Hence Transpo'sed ///. a. ; Transpo'sedly
(-edli) adv.
1609 DouLAND Omith. Microl. 16 In transposed Songs,

1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc.^ Printing xxii. f 8 He removes
the other Transpos'd Page into the place of the first. 1771
l,ucKOMBE Hist. Print. 447 If there be more than two
Transpos'd Pages in the Sheet. 1889 F. Taylor in Grove
Diet. Mus. Iv. 161/2 Transposed editions of songs aie
fiequently published^ that the same compositions may be
made availaole for voices of different compass. 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Syst. i. v. 676 Writing down the.. letters of
the alphabet transposedly, any how.

Transposer (tronsipJu-zsiX [f. prec. + -eb i.]

One who transposes : esjj. in sense 7.

i88a Ogilvie Suppl. s.v,. The transposer has written the
tune two tones higher, 1894 Westvi. Gaz, 23 Apr, 1/3
Many great musicians are poor transposers.

Transposing (tronsip^a*zig), vbL sb, [f, as

prec, + -ING 1,] The action of the vb. Transpose,
; in various senses.

I 1530 Ace. St, Andrew'sj Canterb, (MS.), Item for the
transposyng of acopexviijd. 1559 Morwyng Evonym. 141

j

Hy a certain metempsychosiHt that is a transposinge of the
I soules or principal vertues. 1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips
\

210 b, The cup of his wrath.. .The transposing ofthe woorde
Cup from his owne proper signification, .. is very ryfe in the
Scriptures. 1706 A. Bedford Tannic Mus, vii. 156 We
hardly meet with a Verse.., but with Transposing would
admit of.. Rhymes. 1908 Contemp. Rev, Apr. 414 There is

not much more in it than a transposing of words.

b. attrib. : transposing instrument {^Mus.'),

(a) an instrument having a mechanical device for

transposing into a different key, as a transposing

harpsichord^ organ, piano
;

{b) a name for those

orchestral instruments the parts for which are

written in a different key from that in which they

sound.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 143^2 This instrument was called

by Mr. Trotter a transposing piano-forte. 1883 W, S. Rock-
STRoin Grove Diet. Mus. HI. 433/1 In all these Scores, the
Parts for theso-called 'Transposing-lnstruments' correspond
with the separate ' Parts' used in the Orchestra. 1S89 A. J.
HiPKiNS ibid, IV. 160/1 Praetorius (a, d. 1619) speaks oftrans-
posing clavicymbals (harpsichords) which by shifting the
keyboard could be set two notes higher or lower. . . Burney
in his musical tour met with two transposing harpsichords ;

one.. at Venice ; the other.. at Bologna.

Transposition (trans, p^Jzi-Jan). [prob. a. F.
transposition {c 1560 in Pare), or ad. med.L. trans-

posilion'em (Du Cange), n, of action from L. trans-

ponSre (f. Trans- -{-pon^re to place) ; but, like other

nouns in -position, associated in F, and Eng. with
transposer, Transpose v. etc.] The action oftrans-

posing, or condition of being transposed j the result

of this.

1. gen. Removal from one position to another;
transference.

1538 Elyot, Transcribere, the transposition ofa possession
[

from one to an other. 1642 Fuller Holy <5- Prof. St, 1. vii. :

19 Well may masters consider how easie a transposition it
|

had been for God, to have made him to mount into the
saddle that holds the siirrop. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. \

» i- § 33* 42 This was the Doctrine of Pythagoras. ., that no i

Real Entity perishes in Corruptions, nor is produced in

Generations, but only new Modifications and Transpositions
,

made. 1827 Carlyle Misc., Germ. Lit. (1857) I. 30 A trans- I

position of the critic into the author's point of vision.
\

tb. Translation into another language. Obs, i

1653 Ld. Vaux tr. Godeau's St. Paul A ij, To publish this I

elaborate transposition of your Lordships out of French
'

into English.
j

2. Alteration of order, or interchange of position, ;

esp. of letters in a word, or words in a sentence

;

metathesis ; the result of such action ; a word or

sentence transposed.
158a T. Watson Centurie ofLoue Ixxx, By tables of transi-

lition to decyphcr any thing that is written by secret trans-
position of letters. 1630 J. Taylor {Water P.) Life ^ Death
Virg. Mary Wks. 22/1 For in an Anagram Iskariott is, By
letters transposition, Traitor kis, 1675 Baxter Cath. Theot.
II. I. 248 Beza. .thinks that a trans~position of two Verses hath
darkened these Texts. ^^^^ H. Herbbrt tr. Fleury^s Eccl,

Hist. I. 62 There are so many, .hyperbatons and transposi-
tions, which render his stile difficult. 18x8 Scott Br. Lamm.
xxxiv, The mysterious transposition of the portraits. 1861
Paley Mschylus (ed. 2) Choeph. 219 nott^ By the acci-
dental transposition ofthe verses,

3. Mus. a. Alteration of key ; the performance
of a piece in a different key from that in which it

is written, or the writing of a piece in a different

key from the original ; also trans/, a transposed
piece, t b- Inversion of parts in counterpoint {obs.).

1609 Douland Omith. Microl. 26 Transposition is the
remouing of a Song or a Key from his proper pl^ce. 1740
(////e) Calliope, or Englbh Harmony ; a Collection of.

.

English and Scots Songs,.. with the Thorough Bass and
Transpositions for the Flute, 1889 F, '1'aylor in Grove
Diet. Mils. IV. 161/1 in transposition it often happens that
a natural has to be represented by a sharp or flat, and vice
versa.

4. Algebra. Transference of a quantity from one
side of an equation (or one member of a proportion)

to the other.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 11. 130 Here is now four Pro-
portionals, and by any three given, you may strike out
[? = hit upon) the fourth, by Conversion, Transposition, and
Division of them. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 622 In Trans-
position of the next liquation, .the Signs are accordingly
changed. cz865 Circ. Sc. I. 456/2 If known and unknown
quantities are linked together, separate them by trans*

position.

6. Anat, Abnormal position of the organs of the

body, e.g. the heart being on the right side

;

heterotaxy.

x8s7 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex., Transposition ofthe Viscera
..consists in the viscera being found out of the situations
they ordinarily occupy. 1^04 Brit. Med. Jml. 17 Dec. 1643
Heterotaxy, or transposition, the teratogenesis of which is

still obscure.

flence Transposi'tional a. {rare~'^), of, per-

taining to, or involving transposition.
aiBoo S. Pegge Anecd. Eng. Lang, (1814) 77 The most

striking.. error in pronunciation among the Londoners.. lies

in the transpositional use ofthe letters IVand V,, .Thus they
always say IVeal, instead of veal. . Vicked, for wicked.

Trauspositive (tronS)pf^*zitiv), a, [f. Tbaks-
POSE v., after positive, etc, Cf, F. transpositij

(i8th c), and rare L. transpositiva (Quintil,).]

Characterized by or given to transposition,

1783 Blair Led. Rhet., etc. I. vii. 122 The French Lan-
guage .. admits the least of inversion .. ; But the Italian

retains the most of the antient transpositive character. 1869
A, W. Potts Lat. Pr. Comp. (1870) II. ii. ^o The English
language . . is compelled to obey somewhat rigid rules in the
arrangement of the words. .. 'iTie Latin language, on the
contrary, is transpositive.

Hence TranspositiTely adv, (in recent Diets.).

Transipo*sitor. rare-~^. [agent-n. in L. form
from transponire (see Transpose) ; cf. F, trans-

positeur (1835 I^^ct. Acad.) and PosiTOR.] One
who transposes ; a transposer.

1824 Landor Imag. Conv., Souiltey ^ Parson 43 We will

lay aside the scrip of the transpositor and the pouch of the
pursuer.

So Transpo'sitory a. (rare^'^) = Tbanspositive.
1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 478 * Old England \ in virtue of

this transpository operation, evolves a Golden Land,
tTranS|POUT,zf. Obs, rare. [Trans- 2.] tram.
To pour from one to another, transfer by pouring,
1585 Fetherstone tr. Calvin on Acts xv. g Faith taketb

that of Christ which it transpoureth into vs.

TranSipri'iitfZ'. rare. [f. Teaks- «+ Print z/.]

tfans. To reprint from another book, etc. Hence
Tra'usprint sb., that which is transprinted,
1825 Coleridge Aids Refl. (1848) I. 337 The celebrated

conclusion of the fourth book of Paley's Moral and Political

Philosophy, referred to in p. 268, ..is here transprinted for

the convenience of the Reader. 1827 Bentham Aletn. «5-

Co?-r, Wks. 1843 X. 577 A transprint of which, in a number
of the Exavtiner, is likewise destined to accompany them.

TranSipro-cess. Anat. [Trans- 6.] A trans-

verse process of a vertebra ; a diapopbysis.
1891 Cent. Diet, cites Coues.

Trausprose (tronsiprJu-z), v, [f. Trans- 2 +
Prose sb. Orig. a nonce-word, to match Trans-
VBRSK z;.2, q. v.] trans. To turn into prose; to

translate or render in prose. (Chiefly humorous.)
167X ViLLiERS (Dk. Buckhm.) ReJiearsal i. i. (Arb.) 31

Bayes...\ Transverse it; that is, if it be Prose, put it into
Verse, (but that takes up some time) ; if it be Verse, put it

into Prose. Johns. Methinks, Mr. Bayes, that putting
Verse into Prose should be call'd Transprosing. Bayes. By
my troth, a very good Notion, and hereafter it shall be so.

1672 Marvell ifitle) The Rehearsal transpros'd : or. Anim-
adversions upon a late Book, entituled, a Preface, shewing
What Grounds there are of Fears and Jealousies of Popery.

1673 [R, Leigh] Transp, Reh. 4 What Miracles men of Art
can do by Transversing Prefaces and Transprosing Playes.
i68x Dryden Abs, (V Achit. 11. 443 Instinct he follows and
no farther knows. For to write verse with him is to trans-

prose. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 194 f i, I shall transprose
It, to use Mr. Bays's Term. 173a [see Transverse ».*].

x8a6 MitseutH Crittcupn I. 411 Babrius versified them
[^sop's apologues] ; various persons, as Mr. Smith says in

the Rehearsal, transprosed the choliambics of Babrius.

Hence Transipro'sal, the action of * transprosing
',

or something 'transprosed*; Transproser, one
who ' transproses * (whence Transpro'sership)

;

Transpro'sing' vbl. sb.

1671 Transprosing [see above]. 1673 S'ioo Idm Bayes 4
Godsookers you'l spoil all my Transprosal. Ibid. 34, I..

bid your Transprosership heartily farewell. X673 A nsw. to
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A S^astmal/e Disc' 19 Has not the judicious Trans;proser

a long Paragraph of the furious temper of these Clergy

Men? 1718 J. Trapp ^neis (1735) I. Pref. 81 Tho' the

Translating of Poems into Prose is a strange, modern
Invention: yet the French Transprosers areso far in the

right ; because their Language will not bear Verse.

Transipu-lmonary.a. [I.TuANs-5 + h./ni/mo,

fulmdii-an lung : cf. pulmonary. "^ Acting or

operated through the lungs : said of the respiration

in birds, in which the lungs are connected with

large air-sacs, into and out of whfch the air passes

through the lungs.

190a G. B. Howes in Rrp. Brit. Assoc. 624 The respiratory

process in the bird may be defined as transpulmonary,

tTranSiQua-Ufy,!'. Obs.rare-^. [Trans- 2.]

trans. To change from one quality to another.

i6sa Ukquhart yc:ofl Wks. (1834) 223 The fierceness of

his foe was in a trice transqualified into the numbness of a
pageant.

Transrational (transroe-Janal), a. [Trans- 4.]

Going beyond or surpassing what is rational.

189a R. L. Stevenson Lei. in Myers Human Personality

(1903) I. 302 The transrational felicity of the [dreamed]

word . , not one [syllable] was in itselfsignificant, and yet the

whole expressed to a nicety a voluminous distress of one in

a high fever.

Transre-al, a. [Tkans- 4.] Beyond the real

;

outside ihe world of reality.

igoi SpeaJker 3 Aug. 503/2 A foothold in the quicksands of

lime, 'ajuinping-offground* for his raids into the Transreal.

f Transre-gionate, ///. a. Obs. rare-^. [f.

Tbans- + L. region-em region + -atk'''.] Trans-

ferred to or inhabiting another region.

•577 Harhison Englaitiim. vi. (1878) 11. 39 There are some
COCKescombs . . in England, learning it abroad as men trans-

regionate, which make account also of this pastime,

Transrlieiuuie v''''"^"'''''''>)> " C'"'- ^
tramrhenanus adj. and sb., f. trans across +
Khlnits the Rhine. Cf. F. transrhJnan, -ane (in

Littre).] That is across or beyond the Rhine;

hence, German as opposed to Roman or to French.
a 1787 Newton Obs. Dan. I. v. (1733) M Captains of the

Transrhenane Franks in the reign of Theodosius. 18^
Crowe Hist. Frame I. 7 A fresh infusion of the ruder spirit

of the Transrhenane race came to invigorate the already

degenerated Franks of Gaul. 183s Eraser's Mag. XI. a6o

The crude chinueras of transcendental and transrhenane

philosophy. 1913 Eng. Hist. Ret: July; 561 The Germans
obtained the very rudiments of civilization from the Kelts

in their pristine transrhenane home.

Transriverine (tronsri'varain), a. [f. Tbans-

3 + River : cf. riverine.'] Situated across a (or

the) river; transfluvial.

1900 ,4then.rum 22 Dec. 824/2 The town (Birkenhead! was
projected at first simply as a residential trans-riverine suburb

of Liverpool.

tTranss, obs. spelling of Trance sb.

(In the following passage tt has been variously taken as

Trance ib.^ 3 b, and as sb.^ : see also Jamieson.)

a isjo Ckrtstis Kirke Cr. v, He playt sae schill, and sang

sae sweet, Quhyle Towsie tuke a Transs.

Transsect : see Transect.
Trana-segTUcntal, a. Anat. [f. Tbahs- 5 -t-

Segment : ci. segmental.'] Passing across a seg-

ment ; extending through one segment of a limb

and terminating in another, as a nerve or vessel.

1890 Killings .Va/. AltJ. Did., Transstpiuntal arteries,

those whith pass through a region to be distributed beyond.

Tranasene, variant of Tbanson v. Obs.

Trans-se-nsual, a. [f. Tbans- 4 + L. sensu-s

sense: cf. sensual.] Lying beyond or transcend-

ing the senses.

1I07 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 294 Confounding
the.. effects necessarily predetermined by the precedent

causes.. with the transsensual ground or actual power.

Trans-sepu'lchral, a. [f. Trans- 3-(-L.

sepnlc{hyum sepulchre : cf. sepulchral.] That is

beyond the sepulchre or tomb.
1891 in Cent. IHct. 1911 in Webster.

t Trans-shape, traiii8lia-pe,J^. Obs. [f.

Teans-siiape z».] change of shape ; transforma-

tion ; metamorphosis.
1611 Hevwood Golden Age iv. i, By our transhapes And

guiles of loue. 1613 — Silver Age 11. i, But her search He
soone deluded in bis slye trans-shapes. 1636 — Love's

Mistr. I. i, He shew thee. .What kind of people I commerst
withall In my transhape.

Trans-shape (tronsipip), t transhape
(tron,/,? p), V. Now rare (? arch.), [f. Tbans- +
.Shapk v.] trans. To alter the shape or form of

;

to transform.

1575 Fenton GoU. Epist. (1577) 332 Ihe Oliue and
Laurell, into the which were transhaped Lotus and Daphne.

1599 SllAKS. Much Ado v. L 172 Thus did shee an howre
together trans.shape thy particular vertues. 1638 Hev-
wood Rape Lucrcce Wks. 1874 V. 179 Hee's from a toward
hopefuU Gentleman, Transeshapt to a meere Ballater. 1656

S. Holland Zara (1719) 53 Till Soto by degrees was tran.

shaped into a goodly Steed. 1659 Lady Alimony 11. vi.

Eivb, When th' Camel shall Transhape himself into a

nimble Wesil, . I shall value you. 1855 Singleton l^irgil

I. 45 Or how he told of Tereus* limbs transshaped.

Hence Trans-shaped (-pipt) ///. a. ; Trans-

ha'ping vbl. sb.

160a Makstoh 2nd Ft. Aiit. tf Mel, iv. i, Rather put on
some transhap't cavalier, Some habit of a spitting critick.

1909 tr. JusserancCs Lit. Hist. Eng. 111. 140 Deeds of

wtcery..: apparitions, evocations, transbapings.

I t Trana-shi'ft, v. Obs. rare-\ [Trans- 2.]

Iians. and intr. To shift across or away.
j6^'HERBicKHesper.,Argt.g,l singoftimestrans-shifting,

and I write How roses first came red, and lillies white.
///(/., On Himsel/e, When monarchies trans-shifted are, and
gone, Here shall endure thy vast dominion.

Trans-ship, -shipment : seeTuANSHip, -ment.

t Trans-situate, v. Obs. rare. [Trans- 3.]

trans. To shift or alter the situation or position ot.

1630 Davenant Cruet Brother iii, He chides Women, for

wearing their Halfe-Ruffes, Which pinn'd behind trans-

scituates the face.

Trans-so-lid, a. rare. [f. Trans- 4 •)- Solid a.]

Beyond solid ; of a density surpassing solidity.

1898 J. W. Powell Truth ^ Error v. 43 Geologic facts in

a vast system lead to the induction that the centrasphere
does not exist in the solid state ; if it is metallic the weight
reduces it to a trans-solid condition.

\'Sva,nB-agi-Tit,v.Obs.nonce-wil. [Trans- i.]

trans. To convey the spirit of (a thing) from one
place or person to another.
165a W. Ames Saints Security ^^ He is a Christian to

purpose, who hath the Bible transpirited into his minde.

+ TranB-splTitualized, ///. a. Obs. rare.

[Trans- 4.] Spiritu.nlized in a surpassing degree.
I 1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Pordage's Mystic Div. 60 A littl

incarnateCherub.. a very highly mysticand transspiritualized

Person.

Trans-stellar, a. [f. Tbans- 3 + L. stella

star : cf. stellar.] Existing or lying beyond the stars.

188S J. Martineau Stud. Relig. II. in. ii. 270 Transstellar

regions. 1893 Fk. THOMisON/«<i^w/. Heav. iiu Poems 55 On
the far crystalline pale of that transtellar Heaven.

Trans-Stygian (-sti-djian), a. [f. Tbans- 7 +
L. .Styx, Styg-em : cf. stygian.] That is on the

other side of the Styx ; infernal. (Cf. Trans-
ACHEBONTia)
1899 R. Wallace Geo. Buc/ianan v. 91 Despising Pluto

and the trans-Stygian penalties.

t Trans-sty-le, v. Obs. rare. [Tbans- 2.]

trans. To transform or change the style or title of.

1611 Heywood Gold. Age in. i, Archas..by loues gift

Pelasgia's seate hath wonne, Which after. .Ha hath trans-

stil'd Archadia by his name.

Trans-snbje'Ctive, a. Alsotranisubjeotlve.

[Trans- 4.] That transcends or is beyond subjec-

tive or individual experience as such.

1M7 R. Adamson in Mind Jan. 127 Pure, mere experience

is simply such knowledge as the subject directly has of his

own subjective processes. Anything else shows itself on the

slightest analysis to contain trans-subjective reference or

) trans-subjective elements. 1899 Jas. Ward Naturalism <$•

' Agn. II. 170 The sun as transubjective object is not L's sun
or M's sun or N's sun. .but rather what is common to them
all, neglecting what is peculiar to each. 190a T. Case in

I

Eiicycl. Brit. XXX. 668/1 From this epistemology he de-

! rives the metaphysical conclusion that the things we know
are indeed independent of my consciousness and of yours,

taken individually, or, to use a new phrase, are ' trans-

subjective'. 1911 Jas. Ward Realm 0/ Ends vi. lai By
:

intersubjective intercourse [men] attain to the trans-subjec-

< tive or truly objective, both in knowledge and in action.

t Trans-su-bstanclng, vbl. sb. Obs. rare~'.

i
[f. Trans- 2 -h Substance 4- -inqI, repr. med.L.

1 transtedstdnttdtio.] = Transobstantiatign.
} c 1380 WvcLiF lyjks. (1880) J45 pus power ]>at prestis han

standefi not in Irans-substansinge of |>e oste.

Transaude, Transatune, etc. : see Transude,
Transdme, etc.

TranS|te-inporal,(7. /?«a/. [f. Tbans- 5 -i- L.

; tempora the temples : cf. Temporal o.^] Crossing

the temples ; traversing the temporal lobe of the

brain, as 'the transtemporal fissure'.

it»g Bud's Handik. Med. Sc.Vlll.iijli The crossing of

the temporal lobe ventrad of the supertemporal fissure by
two transtemporal fissures.

+ TranSitempora-tion. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.

' Tbans- + L. tempus, temper- time + -ation.] Inter-

mission of time, delay.

1651 Li/e Father Sarpi (1676) 59, I would desire the

Reader to tolerate a little transtemporation, and digression.

t TranSitrme.z'. Obs. nonce-wd. [Trans- 2.]

traits. To change as to time.

1647 Ward Simp. Colter (1843) 16 To transplace or trans-

time a st.-itecl Instilutiun of Christ, .. is to destroy it.

Transnbstantial (tronst/bstie-n/al), a. [f.

Trans- i -h I- substdntial-is, i, substantia Sdb-

STANCE : cf. Consubstantial.] a. Changed or

changeable from one substance into another ; of or

pertaining to transubstantiation. b. Made of some-

thing beyond substance ; non-material, incorporeal.

I5«7 Gude ^ Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 310 Gif God be transub-

stanciall In [= into] breid, with hoc est Corpus Meum.
165X Biggs New Disp. f 214 The tran.substantial migration

of the grapy juice of the papall Sacramentarians. 189a

E. C. Stedman in Century Mag. Apr. 821/1 The very stuft

whereof the Muse fashions her transubstainial garments,

ilence TransubBtantlalism, the theory or doc-

trine of transubstantiation ; Trausnbsta'ntlallst,

one who holds this doctrine ; Transnbsta-zitial-

Ice v., •) (a) trans, to change from one substance to

another, to transubstantiate; (i) intr. to hold or

maintain the doctrine of transubstantiation (whence

Transnbsta ntialization) ; Tranvnbstaiitially

adv., by change of substance, in the way of tran-

substantiatiooi

184a G. S. Faber Prov. Lett. (1844) I. 183 The clause,
through which Mr. Maitland would charge the Albigenses
with acknowledged *Transubstantialism, could never have
been uttered by themselves. 1838 — Inquiry 65 It is useful
to let a Romanist hijnself exhibit the bLospbemous heresy
of the *Transubstantialists in all its naked deformity. 1850
Bp. E. H. Browne Exp. JQ Articles xxviii. i. {1874) 679 If

there were no other alternative, .we must perforce acknow-
ledge, that they believed in a carnal presence, and were
transubstaiuialists. For some presence they undoubtedly
taught. 1647 Trapp Comvt. Matt. iii. 11 [The fire of the
Spirit] spirituali2ethand*transubstantializeth us, as it were,
into the same image from glory to glory. 1B26 G. S. Faber
Dijffic. Romanism (1853) 246 Some. .have rashly charged
the Episcopal Church in Scotland with transubst-intialising,
because the ancient phrase occurs in her eucharistic liturgy.
X846 — Lett. Tractar. Secess. 180 The old phraseology,
which Dr. Moehler confidently adduces as proof positive
that the Primitive Church transubstantialised from the very
beginning. l886

—

Dijffic. Romanism {l8s^) 100 Specimens
of such phraseology', by way of demonstrating the *transub-
stantialisation of the Primitive Church. 1577 tr. Bullinger's
Decades (1592) 27 To expound the wordes of the Sacrament
Sacramentally, and not *Transubstantially. 1579 Fulke
Heskins' Pari. 428 Basil, .beleeued the bread and wine to

be made Christes body and bloud, he meaneth corporally
and transubstantially.

Tra:nsnbsta-ntiate, ppl. a. Obs. or arch.

Also 5-7 transs-. [ad. med.L. tran{s)substantidl-

us, pa. pple. of tran{s)snbstdntiSre : see next.]

Transubstanti.ited. (Mostly const, as pa. fple.')

f 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1886 Be the preest is brede to

fllesshe Transsubstanciate. a 1536 Tindale Declar. Sa-
cram. C vij, [They say] the breade and wyne are changed,
turned, altered and transsuhstancyat in to the very body
and blond of Chryste. 1550 Cranmer Defence^ 30 Vt
holdeth, that breade is transubstantiate or tourned into the

bodye, and wyne into the bloudde. 1571 Yov.iEsz\iv. Forest

43 Sutche mercilesse and transubstantiate monsters. 1598
Dallington Meth. Trav, Biij, He had transubstantiate

this fat Fowie into fish. 1678 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers
xiii. § 5. 459 The Bread, and. .the Wine. .which theysayis
Consecrate and Transubstantiate into the very Body of

Christ. 1848 Kincslev Saint's 'frag. 1. ii. T94 To find the

canvas w.irm with life, and matter A moment transub-

stantiate to heaven.

Transnbstantiate (transi-bstse-nfiifit), v.

Also transs-. [f. ppl. stem of med.L. tran{s)-

substdiitidre (Du Cange), f. Trans- -f substantia

Substance. Cf. F. transsubstantier (14th c. in

Godef. Compl.). App. first used in pa. pple. : cf.

prec] trans. To change from one substance into

another ; to transform, transmute.

1584 v.. Scot Discov. IVitchcr.m. ii. (1886)45 She [a wilch]

confesseth that she transubstantiateth hir selfe. 1615 W.
Lawson Country Housew. Gard. (1626) 19 The sap.. is con-

solidated and transubstantiated into the substance of the

tree. 1670 Pettus Fodinx Reg. 44 The Philosophers stone

..which would, .transubstantiate other Metals into. .Gold
and Silver. ai7ii Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721

I. 98 He Water transubstantiated to Wine. 1870 Huxlev
Lay Serm. (1877) 133 A singular inward laboratory, which
I possess, will, .convert the dead protoplasm into living

protoplasm, and transubstantiate sheep \i.e. mutton] into

man.
b. spec, in Theol. : see Transubstantiation 2.

[£1450: see prec] 1533 Tindale Supper oj Lord B in.

The wyne transsubstanciated into his bloua. 1651 C.

Cartwright Cert. Relig. i. 122 After Consecration there is

no longer the substance of Bread, but that the Bre.-id is tran-

substantiated, and turned into the substance of Christs Body.

a i774TucKERi/. Nat. (1834) II. 483 It is necessary the priest

should call down His very body crucified upon the cro.ss

into the bread ; which must be transubstantiated thereinto,

or consuhstanliated therewith, a 1819 Geo. Hill Led. Div.

(1821) III. 362 The practice of partaking in private of a

small portion of what the priest has thus transubstantiated.

o. trans/. atiAfig.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 71 So large that no one man
..could sufficiently visit and over-see it except he ^et the

Pope to Transubstantiate him also and so get a Vbiquitarian

Body. 167s Owen Author. Script. Wks. 1851 VIII. 499

A private doctor of the Church of Rome may thus transub-

stantiate blasphemy into piety. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy
II. ix, Never was a Dr. Slop so befuted, and so transub-

stantiated. 1884 J. Tait Mind in Matter (1892) 125 Hints

are transubstantiated into conceptions.

d. absol.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 67 V« Papistes call consecrating,

to change y* substances, or to transubstantiat. 1641 R.

Brooke Eng. Episc. 11. iii. 74 A Preist can Consecrate, and

by Consecration Transubstantiate. 1667 Milton P. L. v.

438 With keen dispatch Of real hunger, and concoctive

heate To transubstantiate.

e. intr. lor pass. To become transubstantiated.

1851 W. Anderson Exposure Papery (1878) 84 If the

cake he not genuine in respect of wheaten flour, antlif the

wine have been made of immature grapes, they will not

transubstantiate.

Hence Transubsta-ntiated ///. a. ; Transub-
sta'ntiating vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1550 Bale Apol. 63 Those "transubstanciated Goddes,

were knowne for no Goddes. 1654 Jeh. 'YKsuyg. Real Fres.

47 The spiritual eating of him. .may be done without their

Transubstantiated flesh. 1718 I. Chamberlavne Relig.

Philos. (1730) I. ii. § 5 A metamorphosed or transubstantiated

Earth. 1849 Sir J. Stephen EccL Biog. (1850) I. 82 His
faltering lips had closed on the transubstantiated elements.

i^ Hooker .y^rw. Jtisli/., etc. § 11 As "transubstantiat-

ing of sacramental elements in the Eucharist. 1800

W. Tatlor in Monthly Mag. X. 319 Scarcely marvellous

enough for his "transubstantiating fancy.

Transubstantiation (tra;ns»bsl;enfi,^j3n,

-stsensii^Jan). Also transs-. [ad. med.L. /?-a«(j)-

substantidtio (in use in the i ith c), n. of action fr.
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tran{s)st4bsiafiiidre\ see prec. So F. irattssub-

stanticUton (14th c. in Godef. Comply*
The L. form occurs as a current term, c 1070, in St. Peter

Damian Expos. Canonis Mhsse §7 *Qiiando profertur

ipsum pronomen [' Hoc '], nondum est transsubstantiatio ',

(Migne Patroio^iaCWy, 883.)]

1, The clianfjing of one substance into another.

(Often with allusion to sense 2.)

1398 Tbevisa Barth. DeP. R. ix. xxxi. (MS. Add. 27944)

If. 129 panne \>^ cene day is day of reconciliacioun, of tran-

sulMtanciacioun, ofconsacracioun, andof sacringe.of halew-

inge of oynement. 1477 Norton Ord. Aich. v. in Asktn.

(1652) 86 Whereby of Mettalls is made transmutation, Not
only in Colour, but transubstantiation. 1574 Nkwton
Health Mag. 23 Avicen sayeth that fieash is a meate com-
fortynge the body and of meere transubstantiation and con-

version into bloud, 1594 Plat Jcmell-ko. iii. 65 The Vintners

practising, .sometimeseuenreal transubstantiations, ofwhite

wine into Claret. 1651 Hobbes Leriath. iv. xlv. 361 The
Gentiles.. might excuse their Idolatry, by pretending..

a

transtibstantiation of their Wood, and Stone into God
Almighty, 1768 Tucker Li. Nat. (1834) I. 286 We look

U()on..the change of a substance from one species into

another as a transubstantiation. 187a O. W. Holmi:s Poet

Breakf.t. xi. 362 It is no longer a wax doll for her, but lias

undergone a transubstantiation quite as real as that of the

Euch^ist.

2. The conversion in the Eucharist of the whole

substance of the bread into the body and of the

wine into the blood of Christ, only the appearances

(and other 'accidents') of bread and wine remain-

ing : according to the doctrine of the Roman Church.
Distinguished from consubstantuUion^ in which the ele-

ments of the bread and wine are held to coexist with the

body and blood of Christ.

"533 TiNDALB Supper of Lord Ciijb, S. Thomas theyr

owne doctouie that made theyr iranssubstanctacjon coii-

fessethe that some there were that sayed that Christe dyd
fyrste consecrate wyth other wordes^ ere he nowe reachyng
the bread to his disciple sayed, This is my bodie. a 1536
— Declar. Sacravu D iv, As concernyng the transsubstan-

ctatyon I thinke that such a speche was among the olde

doctouis though they that came after viiderstode them
amysse. 1558 lip. Watson Sev. Sacravt. viii. 45 The.,
church, .did. .well, .when it inuented the worde of Tran-
substantiation^ to expresse the olde truthe, . . that the

former snbstaunces of breade and wine be conuerted and
chaunged into the body and bloud of Chryste. 1579 Fulke
heskins* Pari, 73 Transubstantiation is not so olde as

Damascene, neither was it receyued in the Greeke Church,
neither is it at this daye. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr, 55 The
word Transubstantiation is . . first mentioned by Roger
Hovenden, who flourisheii An. 120.^ 1664 H. More Myst.
Iniq. XV. 52 That Mysterious conceit of Transsiibstantiation

and the Idolatry thereon depending. 1678 Act 30 C/ias. If.

Stat. II. § 3 Such Peer or Member shall., audibly repeat this

Declaration following. *I A. B. do.. testify and declare,

That I do believe that in the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper
there is not any Transubstantiation of the Elements of Bread
and Wine into the Body and Blood of Christ at or after the
Consecration thereof*. 17x5 Bentley Serm. x. 362 By
slow degrees Transubstantiation was enacted into an Article

of Faith. 1839 Keightley Hist. Eng. I. 83 As transub-

stantiation had not yet [iilh c] been established by the

papa! authority, it . .formed no part of the pul^lic system of

the Anglo Saxon church. i(>oi Bp. Gobe Body of Christ ii.

§3- 118 The use., of the distinction of substance and acci-

dents for the purpose of assisting the doctrine of transub-

stantiation was already familiar to Berengar,. , he combats
the proposed use of it, denying that the accidents can exist

apart from their substance or 'subject ', or apart from that

of which they are attributes. 1901 B. J. Kiud sq Art.
II. 230-1 It was a crude attempt to secure some real

meaning to Our Lord's Words of Institution by the doctrine

of a physical transubstantiation or change in the material

elements. But the Schoolmen now came forward with a
subtler defence, ..Hence the doctrine of a metaphysical
transubstantiation was adopted [by the Realists].

Hence Trausnbstantiatiouistr one who holds

the doctrine of transubstantiation. So Trazu
substantia'tioiiite, -a'tionalist.

a 1834 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1833) ^^* ^9^ '^^^ Consub-
stantiationist, or the Transubstantiationist. 1839 J. Rogers
Antipopopr, vi. ti. 219 What Bedlam, .contains madmen '

madder than the mad transubstantiationite?
_ 1884 A''. <5- Q.

23 Feb. 149/2 Dr. Samuel Pegge explained it ['please the

pigs '] by ' An't please the pyx ', . . and so making it equivalent

to Deo volente in the minds of trausubstantiationalists,

Transnbstantiative (tronscbstas-njiativ), a.

[f. as Transubstantiate z/. +-ive; of. Consub-
8TANTIATIVE.] Of the nature of transubstantiation.

Hence Transubsta'ntiatively adv.^ by way of

transubstantiation

.

i8a6 G. S. Faber Diffic. Romanistn (1853) 73 noiey The
fourth Council of Lateran.. determined that the alleged

material change in the elements, is not consubstantiative

but transubstantiative. Ibid. 271 note, If, after his ascen-

sion, the humanity of Christ had been transubstantiatively

changed into his Divinity.

t Transabsta'utiator. Obs, [agent-n. in

L. form, from med.L. transtibUantiare or Transub-
stantiate : see -or. Cf. F. iranss-uhstantiateur

(i6th c. in Godef. Compi.),'] One who holds the

doctrine of transubstantiation; a transubstantialist.

a 1555 Ridley Declar. Lord's Supper (1556) 53 b, Some
amongethe transubstatitiators-.walke soe wilely and soe
warely betwixte these ij.. opinions. 1624 Gataker 'Pran-

subst. 82 As these Transubsiantiators..say that the Bread
in the Eucharist looseth its owne nature, a 1626 W. Sclater
Exp. Rom. TV. (1650) 143 Our Transubstantiatours..delude
the simple, perswading the reall presence of Christs body.
1686 H. More Real Pres. ii. 12 These Transubstantiators

have fallen . . into that very absurdity, that they seemed 50
much to abbor from.
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So Trausn'bsta'ntlatory a, {rare—^), implying
or tending to transubstantiation.

1878 E. Jenkins Haverhvlme 184 Transubstantiator^'
rather, is it nut?

Transudate (tra-nisiwd/t), sb, [ad. mod.L.
transf(ddl-iis, pa. pple. of L. transndare to Tran-
sude.] A substance transuded: = Transudation b.

1876 tr. Wagner^s Gen. Pathol, (ed. 6) 156 Most transu-
dates taken from the cavities of dead bodies contain.,
generators of fibrin. 1890 Allbutt's Syst. hied. VIII. 500 In
nasal catarrh or bronchitis we have, .change of the normal
transudate into a morljid exudate.

+ TraUiSUdate, y-*. Obs. rare. [f. transuddt-j

ppl. stem of mod.L. transndare to Transude : see

-ATE •'.] ijilr. — Transude.
1684 BoYLR Poronsn. Anini. Sf Solid Bod. viii. 128 That

Mercury and Aqua fortis being digested together in a Bolt-

Iiead, may, by rubbing the outside of the GIa.ss, be made
visibly and palpably to transudate.

Transudation (tranisi«d^*J"3n). Also 7
tranas-. [ad. mod.L. tran\s)sfiddtiOj f. L. trans

across + sftddlto a sweating. Cf. F. transsudation

(18th c,).] The action or process of transuding
;

the passing off or oozing out of a liquid through

the pores of a substance.
1612 WooDALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 274 Transudation

is, when in descensory distillation, the essence provoked,
sweateth through, and Is carried, .into the receiver. x66i

UovLE Certain Physiol, Ess. (1669) 192 The drops. .pro-

ceeded not from the transudation of the Liquor within the

Glass, 1794SULUVAN Vie^o Nat. I. xiv. 175 It causes tran-

sudations,evaporations, exhalations. 1848 Carpenter,^ «/;//.

Phys. 39 A simple transudation of the watery parts of the
blood may take place.. in the dead as in the living body.
nttrih. 1899 Cagnev Jaksch's Clin. Diagn, viii. (ed. 4)

418 Transudation fluids may be serous, sanious, or in rare

instances, chylous.

b. concr. Something which is transuded.
1650 H. Brooke Conserv. Health 183 The more thick

Transudation by the Ears. 1707 Curios, in Husb. ff Gard.
loi The Manna of Calabria, and of Brian^on, are only the
Transudation of a Humour that breaths out of.. Larch-
Trees. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 322 The amount [of

proteids] present in the transudations of renal disease are

far below those seen in the transudations of cardiac disease.

Trauisu'datory, «. [f. ppl. stem of mod.L.
iran{s)suddre\ see next and -oby^.] Having the

qualityof transuding; characterized bytransudation.

1752 Randolph Virtues Bath-lVater 53 It does not.,

check the Exhalation of the transudatory Lymph. i85r6

Clin.Soc. Trans. IX. 142 A cystoid or cicatrix, with their

transudatory walls, favours the flowof intra-ocular fluids by
exosmose.

Transude (tran.siw'd),^. Also 7 transsude.

[ad, mod.L. tranis^suddre ^ f. trans across -i- stlddre

to sweat. Cf. F. transsnder (iSth c.).]

a. tntr» To ooze through or out like sweat ; to

exude through pores (in the human body or any-

thing permeable).
1664 Evelyn Sylva 54 From the latter [Picea] transsudes

a very bright and pellucid Gum. 1744 Mitchell in I'hil.

Trans, XLIII. 108 In Winter, when they are. .not covered
with that greasy Sweat which transudes thro' them in

Summer, their Skins feel more coarse. 1784 Wedgwooii
ib/d, LXXIV. 383 Part of the water transudes through the

vessel. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 31 The
vessels become overloaded, and the fluid portion of the blood
transudes.

b. trans. To ooze through (sometbing) like

sweat.
1781 Kerr in Phil. Trans. LXXL 378 As the Lac liquifies

twist the bag, and when a sufficient quantity has transuded
the pores of the cloth, lay it [etc.]. 18x4 W. C. Wells Ess.

/^«« (1866) no The pans, .are soporous that they readily

permit water to transude them.

c. trans, in causal sense : To cause (something)

to ooze through,
x86x Hui.ME tr. Moguht-Tandon 11. iv. L 214 A fluid

which they disgorge or transude from some part of their

body. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 26 The
vessels may be so distended as to transude serum.

Hence Transu'ded ///. a., Transuding vbl. sb.

and ppt. a.

1756 tiVGEUT Mofttes^uieu's Spir. Laws (1758) I. xiv. x,

326 After the transuding of the aqueous humour. 177a

Phil. Trans. LXII. 467 To let out extravasated or tran-

suding fluids, c 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 333/1 A verygreat propor-

tion of the transuded matters does not contribute to the

nutrition. 1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 319 The
transuded serum usually differs from blood-serum in being

of lower specific gravity.

t Tran,su'lt, v, Obs. rare~^, [ad. L. iran{sy

sulldre to leap over, f. Trans- -i-jfl//^?-^ to leap,]

1623 CocKERAM, Transult, to leape away. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Transultf to leap or jump over, to overleap.

Transum, obs. form of Tkansom.
Transume (transizim), V. Obs. exc. I/tst,

Also 5-7 transsume. [ad. (post-Aug.) L. tran(s)-

sfim^re^ {. trans across, over + siimcre to take, seize

;

in med.L, transsum^re^ transsumptdrey to tran-

scribe, make a copy of. Cf. OF. transumer {i/^^2

in Godef,).]

L trans. To make an official copy of a (legal)

document ; = Exemplify 7. Obs. exc. Bist.

1482 in Rymer Foedera (1711) XII. 165/1 We have
Decerned .. the said Letters to be Exemplified and Trans-

sumed. 1M3 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 413 That the same
Acte may DC impressed, transumed, and set up on every

TBANSUMPTION.
churche dore. 1541 Records of Elgin (1003) I. 64 Ane
transump and instrument transsumtt out of Master Androu
Cheves prothogall buik. 1545 Reg. Privy Council Scot, I,

10 The autentik copy of the said letter of merk autentikly

transumyt in the toun of Arkis under the sele of the tabel-

lioun and keparis of the sele of the vecunty of Arkis. 1598
D. Wedderburn Compt Bk. (S.H.S.) 157 David Ostlar..

restis awin me a Crown for transuming Andro Ostlaris

barnis Seasingis. 1693, 1765-8 [see Transum ft sb\ _ x88z

S. R. Maci'HAIL Relig. Ho. Pluscardyn xi. 107 The original

bull. .having been produced in court to be transumed.

1 2. To take from one to another, take over

;

to transfer, transport. Obs.

1483 Caxton Pilgr. Sowle iv. xxix. 76 This word statua,

whiche that we transumen in to Englysshe, that is to mene
an Image. 1627 W, Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 184

'I'ermes properly belonging to time, are yet sometimes irans-

sumed to denote what is pertinent to eternity. 1630 Lord
Relig. Persees 17 The Angell . . bade him close his eyes, and
he would transume and rappe him up into that place of

glory. 1656 [? J. SerceantJ tr. T. IVhite's Peripat. Inst.

382 Physicians affirm . . the Seed of (he Man disappears, being

transum'd into the Flesh of the Woman.

t 3, To transmute, change, convert (^into sonie-

ihing else).

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 15s The bread and wine are

transsumed. Ibid., Though we take the word of transuming
for changing, turning, transmuting, or transelementing, .

.

yet meane they not chaunge of one substance into another.

1652 Crashaw Carmen Deo Nostra Wks. (1904) 249 With
a well-bles't bread and wine Transsum'd, and taught to turn

divine.

t b. intr. for pass. — Transmute v. i c. Obs.

rare.

X480 Caxton Ovids Met. xv. iv, They [the four elements]

be wont to transume, that one into that other.

IT Some instances of transume in early printed

booksor modern editions from MS. are mis-readings

oiiransmue : see quots. below ; and in some of the

passages quoted above in senses 2 and 3, transmue

was possibly the author's word. It is possible

that sense 3 originated in this confusion of form

between transume and transmue.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg, 140/2 He. .transumeth the payne

perpetuell {Fr, orig. le muement de la paine de purgatoyre

;

Lat. orig. poenae purgatoriae..commutatio]..in to payne
temporell. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men v. vi. (W. de W.) qq iv b.

The soule shall be in suche wyse transumed [Fr.orig. irans-

muee] in god. 1543 Harding's Chron. clxxvi. iv, Syr Hugh
..was transumed [rimes pursued, renewed] In high estate.

1909 ed. of Pecock's Bk. of Faith c 14561 p« iS7 i^e si5t is

the principal outward wit, and therfore his name may be
transumed [<VA'. (Trin. Coll. Camb.) transmued] in to the

name of ech oihere outward witt.

6 Transumpt (trans» m^t), sb. Also 5-6 Sc.

transump, 5-7 transsumpt, 7 transumt, [ad.

med.L, tran{s)snmpt-um transcript (Da Cange),

f. ppl. stem of L. tran{/)sumire (see prec.). Cf.

OK. transumpt (15th c. in Godef.).] A copy,

transcript ; spec, a copy of a record, deed, or other

legal document; an exemplification. (Chiefly in

Sc. legal use from i6th c. to f 1870.) Hence,
action or decree of transumpt.
1480 Acta Dom. Cone. (1S39) 50/1 pe originale letter..

or elles ane autentic transump J?erof. 1541 [see Tran-
sume i]. cisss Harpsfield Divorce Hen. /'///(Camden)

195 The transumpt of the said brief was sent to the King's
agents. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 54 What are the

Ten Commandments, .but a Transumt,. .Abstract or rather

extended Copie of the Law of Nature given to man in the

beginning? 1693 Stair Inst. Law Scot. (ed. 2) iv. xxxL § 4
Although there be no express obligment tograntTransumpts,
yet the Interest in common Evidents, is a sufficient Title to

cause them be produced, to be Transumed. 1752 J. Louthian
Form of Process (ed. 2) 283 For every Sheet of Decreets of

Transumpt..© 14 6 Scots Money. 1755 Carte Hist. Eng.
IV. iiS A transumpt or copy was now taken of it. 1765-8
Erskine Inst. Law Scot. iv. i. § 53. 657 An action of tran-

sumpt, . . is competent to any i)erson who has a partial interest

in a writing,, .against him in whose custody the writing

lies, to exhibit it. Ibid.y When a decree of transumpt is

questioned upon a ground of falsehood alledged against the
writing transumed. 1810 G. Chalmers Caledonia II. 111. vi.

274 The citizens of Edinburgh.. paid the money on the

production of such a transumpt. 1878 Dixon Hist. Ch,
Eng. I. iii. 151 note. An instrument made on a transumpt of

the Breve. Ibid.^ A definition of transumpt, the word lately

revived in the State Papers, for a copy made by authority,

or an attested copy.

t b. A pictorial representation, sketch, or en-

graving (of a work of ait). Obs. rare'^.

1629 Maxweix Herodian bj margin. His [Commodus"]
naked Statue (as he plaid the Gladiator) is extant at Rome
in the Fernesian Palace. See the Transumpt of it in

M. G. Sandy's lournall, p. 271.

t TranSU'mpt, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. tran^

sumpl-usj pa. pple. of transumere to Transume.]
* Transumed *, transferred, copied, (as /a. pple.)

149s Trevisa's Bartlu De P. R. 11. v. (W. de W.) biij/a

They (angels] ben lyckened to other thynges that ben take

nnd transumpte of niateryall thynges.

Transumpt, obs, erron. form of Transom.

t Transu-mption. ? Obs. Also 5 transs-.

[ad. late L. tran[f)sut}tptidn-etn (Quintilian), n. of

action f. tran{s)sumi^re to Transume. Cf. OF.
transumption (15th c. in Godef.).]

1. Transcription, copying; a passage copied or

taken from any author ; a quotation.

1412-20 LvDG. Chron. Troy Prol. 264 Veyn[el fables,

whiche of entencioun They han contreved by false tran-

r.!!""!^'r
PJ--«esupp!.„„„,,-



TBANSUMPTIVE.
sumpcioun. To hyde trouthe falsely vnder cloude. X4$i

Capgbave Lt/e Se, Giiiwrt 85 All J>ese transumpciones
folowing rehersith our auctour to |>is entent, \>?^. men of
religion schuld not haue fair condiciones owtward and euel

inward,., and soo may men expounne all )}« othir transump-
ciones. a 1716 South Sertn. (1744) VII. ii.28 It was not Paul's

design, to use these words, .by way of citation out of David ;

but having by a kind of transumption and accommodation
borrowed those former words of his.

2. The action of taking over from one to another

;

transference or translation to another part or place.

1615 Crooke Body 0/ Matt 608 The aiery bodicis
nourished by blood brought by the Veines, and that per
Diadosin that is by Transumption. 1656 E. Revner Rules
Govt. Tongue 213 Elijah informed EliNha of such things as

should fall out in Israel after this transumption. 1684 tr.

BoneCs Merc, Commit, vi. 242 A Sinus, .out of which, sharp
Ichores coming by transumption to the neck of the bladder.

3. Rhet, Transfer of terms; metaphor. See
also quot. 1553.
£^1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xviii. 258 This colour of speche

which in rethorick is clepid transsumpcioun. 1553 T.
Wilson Rhet. (1580) 178 Transumption is, when by degrees
wee goe to that, whiche is to bee shewed. As thus : Suche a
one iieth in a darke doungeon, now in speakyng of darke*
nesse, we vnderslande closenesse, by closenesse, we gather
blacknes-se, and by blacknesse, we iudge deepenesse. 16x4
Bargrave Serm. 7 Such parabolicall transumptions are to
be expounded to the sense, not to the letter. 1677 Gale Crt.

CentilesW. iv. 280 The cause of thisTransumtion is because
we have not a word which properly signifies the stable
mansion of Eternltie: wherefore we are forced to transfer,

by way of similitude, our temporal words.. to Eternitie.

(x88o Lewis Jk Short Lat. Did., Transumptio, a taking or
assuming of one thing for another, transumption, metalepsis,

atransl. of M'«TaAiji/*i?, Quint. 8, 6, 37.]

4. Logic. In the Aristotelian logic (tr. Gr. iktrk-

XTppts), Conversion of a hypothetical proposition

into a categorical one.
x6s8T. Spencer Logick 293 Aristotle doth call all com-

pound Syllogismes by the name of Hypothetical!, because
they inferre the conclusion vpon the supposition of some
part thereof: & doth divide them into such as conclude
according vnto transumption : and qualitie (that is as
Pacius vnderstands it), when the minor is taken out of the
malor; as. .If a man, then a living creature. But a man,
therefore a living creature. [i730-<5 Bailev (folio), Tran-
sumptio (with Schoolmen), a syllogism by concession or
agreement, used where a question proposed is transferred
to another with this condition, that the proof of this latter

shall be admitted for a proof of the former.)

t Transumptive, a. Obs. or arch, [ad. L.
transitmptivus (Quintilian), {.iransumpt-^ ppl, stem
of transiim^re to Transumk + -ivus., -IVE. Cf. OF.
transiumptivement figuratively (Godef.).] Charac-
terized by transumption ; metaphorical.
»597 Drayton Heroic. Epist.^ Rosamond to Henry If,

Annot., Meander is a riuer in Lycia...lIeereupon are intri-

cate turnings by a transumptiue and Metonimicall kind of
ipeech, called Meanders. 1657 W. Mobick Coena quasi
Kotrif xxvi. 265 Some.. apply this text in an accommodate
and transumptive sense. i66a J. Chandler Van HelmonVs
Oriat. 153 It was yielded to by a liberty transumptive or of
taking one thing for another, without taking heed. [1876
Lowell Among tny Bks. Scr.ii, 44 'The form or mode of
treatment ', he [Dante] soys, * b poetic, fictivei descriptivei
diyressive, transumptive '.]

Transunite (transiy«ndi-t), v, rare, [Traks-
I.] trans. To unite across a 8]5ace.

1651 Gaulk Magasirom. 232 The fourth kind of phrenzie
proceeds from Venus j and it doth, by a fervent love, con-
vert and transunite the minde to God.

Transnterine (trunsiy/z-torsin), a. nonce-wd.
[f. TuANs- 3 + L. uter-us womb ; cf. uterine^ Be-
yond or outside of the womb.
1830 Coleridge Ch. ff J/, (cd 3) 027 Do not the eyes, ears,

lungs of the unborn balw, give notice and furnish proof ofa
transuterine, visible, audible atmospheric world?

Transvaal (tra-nsva'l, -z-). [f. Trans- 7-*-

Vaat, a tributary of the Orange R. in S. Africa.]

A former South African republic, now a state of
the Union of South Africa, lying north of the
Orange Free State, from which it is separated by
the River Vaal,
aitrib, Transvaal daisy, Gcrhera Jamcsonii, a

composite plant, introduced from the Transvaal
in 1888.
1901 Gardener la Jan. 1049/1 The Transvaal Daisy.. has

been a bright patch for a long time... The large flame-
coloured flowers, .are a particularly fine sight.

Hence Trazisvaa'ler, a native or inhabitant of
the Transvaal ; Transvaa'lian a., of or belonging
to the Transvaal ; Tronsvaalite (tronsva'lait, -z-)

Min, [-iteI a.], a mineral consisting mainly of
black oxide of cobalt, resulting from the alteration

of cobalt arsenide, found at a cobalt-mine near
Middleburg in the Transvaal.
1887 Rider Haggard Jess x, You [are] going to show us

•Transvaalers how to do it, eh ? 1899 Daily Netvs 10 Dec.
3/5 That the position of the Britishers under the *Trans-
vaalian oliRarcny would, in the end, l^ecome absolutely un-
bearable, i89oMAcGmF&CLARKin Engin.ff Mining Jrnl.
(N.Y.) L. ifo 'Transvaalite. 1896 in Chester Diet. Min,
Transvalna-tion. [Trans- i.] An alteration

of values; revaluation. So Tranava'lne v, trans.
to alter the value of, to re-value ; Transvaluer.
1898 Contemp. Ret*. Nfay 738 The transvaluation of all

values—the reversal of all accepted ideals. i<)o6 Q. Rev. Jan.
64 A certain * transvaluation ' of the traditional judgments
about the comparative merits of various tendencies in Creek

Vol. X.
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philosophy. 1908 MozLKY in Contemp, Rev. Apr. 425
Christianity.. is the real transvaluer of all values. 1911
Daily Ne^us 20 Oct, 5 On such an island ..all moral values
would have to be transvalued.

tTra'nsvasate,?'. Obs.rare-"^. [f. ppl. stem
of med.L. transvdsdre^ f. Trans- 1 + L. vds vessel.

Cf. Extravasate.] trans. « Transvase. So
f Transvasation [cf. F. transvasation (?i6th c.

in Godef. Compi.)\ the action or process of pouring
out ofone vessel into another.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxiv. xviii. II. 519 This transvasa-

tion ought so long to be continued out of one vessel! into
another, untill such time as it have done casting any resi-

dence downward, 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6022 This Alca-
lisat odor is lost by transvasation, that salt being thereby
steamed away. 1678 Cudworth Inteli. Syst. u iv. § 36. 619
For the Father and Son are not, as the>^ suppose, tranvasated
and poured out, one into another, as into an empty vessel

;

as if the Son fllled up the concavity of the Father, and again,
the Father that of the Son.

Transvase (transv^'s),^/. rare, [a, F. //V7«j-

vaser (12th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. Tran8- + L. vds
vessel.] trans. To pour out of one vessel into

another. Also^^. Hence Transva'sing vbl. sb.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 587 The higher ouvreaux called the
lading holes, because they serve for transvasing the liquid
glassware three in number. 1883 Naturen^ Feb. 388/1 Errors
incident to the collection and the transvasing of the water.

1891 Stevenson Lett. (1901) II. xi. 218 Something better to

do than to transvase the work of others.

f Transva"story. Obs.y perh, corr. of transver-

sary^ used by Bourne interchangeably with Tran-
sitory B. 2, Transvebsary B. 2.

Transve'ctant. Math. [f. L. transvect-,

ppl. stem of iransveh-^re (see next) + -ant.] An
invariant or covariant derived from two binary

forms by the operation of transvection.

1876 [see next 2!.

Transvection (trcnsve'kjan). [ad. L. trans-

veciion-em^ n. of action from transvek-Hre i^vect'')^

f, trans across + 2/^A/r^ to carry.]

\ \. The action of carrying or conveying from one
place to another; transportation. Obs.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 325 The transvection or trans-

portation of aer..to the same Lungs of the infant. 1680 H.
More Apocal. Apoc. 330 The consummate salvation of the
Saints, or their transvection into those eternal Mansions of

glory. i68s ^ Annot. GlanvUCs Lux O. xiii. 105 That
transposition . . is . . a transvection of them^ rather than pulsion
or traction.

2. Math, A method used by Clebsch and Gordan
for deriving invariants and covariants from a pro-

duct of two binary forms.
1876 Salmon Lessons Inirod. Mod, Higher Algebra (ed. 3)

xix. 272 If ^, ^ be covariants. .we can ootainfrom them the
series of covariants ^xP~^ ^:^~^{j^iif^.. .This operation, in

German called Ueberschiebung^ we shall call transvection,

and the covariants generated we shall call transvectants of

the two given covariants.

Transve'ctor. Math. [f. Trans- + Vector.]
In Quaternions, The sum of a vector and a pro-

vector.

1853 Sir W, R. Hahilton Quaternions (1866) 4 If a pro-

vector ^C be added to a vector .^4 5, the sum is the trans-

vector AC; or in symbols, l..{B—A)^A ~B% and II.,

(C-^) + (//-W) - C-A.
Transve*noxn, v. rare, [Trans- a.] trans.

To transform into something poisonous.
a 1667 Jkr. Tavlor, Envy ..transvenoms the honey of

another man's comfort into the poison of asps for its own
bosom. iZ\6 CoLiLKXXiGK Statesman''s Man. 36 That atheistic

philusophy, which in France transvenomed the natural
thirst of truth into the hydrophobia of a wild and homeless
scepticism.

Transverbate (tronsvaub^it), v. rare. [f.

Trans- i + L. verb-ttm word + -ate 3 ; after trans-

literate^ trans. To translate verbally or word for

word. So Tranwerl>a*tiou, verbal translation.

1885 Athenarum 14 Mar. 34V2 {Philological Society) Mr.
B. Dawson read a paper on the Revised Version of the New
Testament... He commended the accuracy of the revisers,

but condemned their ' transverbaiion ' of the Greek. 1896-7

H. Haigh in Bible Soc. Record (N. Y.) Jan. a If we could
take the Hebrew and the Greek and transverbate them it

would be comparatively easy.

t TransvoTberate, v. Obs. rare. [ad. ppl.

stem of L, transverberdre, i. Trans- i + verberare

to beat.] trans. To strike through.
x6j3 Cockeram, Transuerberate^ to strike thorow. 1640

G. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adz: Learn, iii. iv. 147^ The appe-
tencies of Matter, and the most universall Passions, (which

in either Globe are exceeding Potent, and transverberate [L.

transverberan(\ the universall nature of things^

So TTansverb«ra*tion, a striking through.
1881 H. J. Coleridge Life ^ Lett. St. Teresa I. 24 The

room in which Teresa received her mystical transverberation

—the piercing of her heart by a fiery dart.

Transversal (transva-jsal, -z-), a, and sb.

[ad. med.L. transversdl-is {a 1 255 Albcrtus Magnus
Animal. 13. 2, i) : sec Transverse and -al. Cf.

F. transversal {16th c. in Hat2,-Darm.).]

A, ad;. 1. Lying or passing across ; = Trans-
verse a. I.

C1440 tr. Pat/ad, on Hush. vi. 179 A double cours of

boording. .Oon transuersal, another cours directe. iSa? R,
Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 253 One of the transuersall

lines. 1541 R. Copland GuydorCs Quest. Chirurg. Eiv,
Openynge with two transuersatl muscles. 1644 Dicby Nat.

TRANSVERSE.
Bodies xxvi. g 5. 236 The hart hath in the ventricles of it,

three sortes of fibers :. .the third, are transuersall or thwart
ones. 175s Phil. Trans. XLIX. 119 Flames, rays, and
fiery corruscations, direct and transversal. 1831 Faraday
Exp. Res. xlvi. 358 The direct vibration of the luminous
body may communicate transversal vibration.. to the mole-
cules of the ether. 1908 Contemp. Rev. Mar, 369 A scheme
for the construction of a transversal line which would link
Odessa and Varna.

t2. Genealogy. Collateral: = Transverse a. 2.
[a 1308 Duns Scotus Sent, ^. 40. 6 Transversalis,] 1594

Parsons Confer. Success. 11. viii. 184 He was of the right
discendant lyne of K. John, and the Cardinal was but of tlie

collateral or transuersal lyne. 1907 [? implied in Trans-
VERSALLV].

3. Conch. — Transverse a. 1 c. (So in F.)
1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 710/2 All [shells] that are of

greater breadth than length are named transversal.

B. sb. fl. Something transversal or lying

athwart, a transverse line
; Jig. a deviation, digres-

sion. Obs. rare.

1597 Lowe Chirurg. (1634) 256 Three kinds of fibres which
are Rights, Obliques, and 'I'ransversals. j6so Shelton
guix. (1746) III. xxvi. 183 On with your Story in a direct

ine, and fall not into your Crooks and your Transversals.

2. Geom. A line intersecting two or more lines,

or a system of lines.

^
1881 Casey Sequel to Euclid 68 If two parallel lines be

intersected by three concurrenf transversals, the segmen^
intercepted by the transversals on the parallels are propor-
tional. 1885 Eagles Constr. Geom. Plane Curves 1 5 Every
transversal of a harmonic pencil is divided harmonically in
the points in which it intersects the lines of the pencil. 190a
TowNSKND tr. HilberVs Foundat. Geometry 63 A segment
[of a line] joining a vertex of a triangle with a point of the
opposite side is called a tra?isi>ersal. A transversal divides
the given triangle into two others having the same altitude
and having bases which lie in the same straight line.

b. Optics. The line in which the plane of polar-

ization of a beam of light intersects the wave-front

;

the transverse plane, 1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

3. Koulette. A bet placed at the end of any three

numbers taking them horizontally. Cf. Trans-
verse B. I h. Also in Fr. form transversale.
Transversale six, a bet placed on the line, taking in the

three numbers above and the three below.
X895 G. Meredith Amazing Marriage ix. He stated that

the number of 17 had won before. Abrane tried the trans-

versal enclosing this favoured number.

II
Transversalis (transvais^i'lis). Anat. [med.

andmod.L. : seeprec.] A transverse muscle ; one

of the muscles, etc., that lie across various i^arts.

[1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Transversalis Colli, is a
Muscle of the Neck, 1827 Abernethv Surg. Whs. I. 292
The internal oblique and transi'ersalis muscles.] 1871
^\}H.v\\^\ Myology 16 Between the external oblique and the
transversalis.

Transversa'lity. [f. Transversal + -itt.]

The condition or state of being transversal.

1850 Gregory Reichenbach's Res. Magnet., etc. 421 We
have placed beyond a doubt, the existence of transversality

in the odylic phenomena. x888 Lo. Ravleich in Encycl.
Brit. XXIV. 4^0/1 The condition of transversality leads at

once to the desired results.

TrausTexsally, adv. [f. as prec. + -ly2.]

In a transversal manner, transversely, athwart.
(In quot. 1641, app. = obliquely.)

1641 WiLKiNS Math. Magicki.xviW. (1707) 77 The several

Proportions of Swiftness and Distance in an Arrow shot
Vertically, or Horizontally, or Transversal ly. ^ 1762 tr.

Busching's Syst. Geo^. V, 39 A shield twice longitudinally

divided and three times transversally with a scutcheon
of pretence. 1907 Daily Chron. 19 Jan. 3/1 [In the opinion

of some] ' Heredity goes transversally, sideways, not in

straight lines '.

TranflveTsan, a. Bot, [f. as Transverse a.

+ -AN.] (See quot.)

1900 H. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot, Terms 274/1 Transversan
Plane, that which passes through the centre of a Diatom
fiustule vertically to the pervalvar axis (O. Mueller).

t Transve-Tsant, a. Obs.rare"^. [f. as Trans-
verse z'.l + -ANT.] Crossing, transverse.

c 1440 Pallad on Husb. 1. 564 But maak this hous wherin
they [thrushes] shal abide Light, dene, and playn, with

perchis transuer&aunt To sitte vppon.

TransveTsary, a. and sb. [ad. L. trans-

vers&ri'Us lying across : see Transverse and -ary.

Cf. F. transversaire (Littr^).]

f A. adj. Transverse. Obs.rare~^.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 148 pe wesant..ba|> noon
[brawnys] transuersarie, |)at is to seie goynge ouerj^wert, for

wi^holdynge is not nedeful to him,

B. sb. 1 1. The transverse beam or member of a
cross. Obs, rare~^, [L. transversarinm cross-

beam.]
a 1608 Dee Relat. Spir. i. (1659) ^85 Neither of the letters

in the Transversary of the black Crosse.

2. A cross-piece or vane of a cross-staff. Hist.
X594 J. Davis Seaman's Seer. (1607) 17 Your staffe so

ordered, then moue the transversary upon your staffe to and
fro as occasion requireth. iC^Oughtred in Rigaud Corr.
Sci. Men (1841) I. 31 For setting the degrees on the trans-

versary. 1879 A. Geikie in Encycl. Brit. X. 187/1 The
cross-staff was a very simple instrument, consisting^ of a
graduated pole with cross pieces, called transversaries..,

also graduated, which were fitted to work on it.

Transverse (transvsus, trQ*nsv3Js, -z-), a, {sb.,

adv.y prep.) [ad. L. transvers-us turned or directed

across, pa. pple. of transvert^re : see Transvert.
Cf. F. transverse (16th c.).]
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TKANSVERSE.

1. Lying across; situated or lying crosswise or

athwart ; esp. situated or extending across the

length of something, spec, at right angles (opp. to

longituditial). Also const, to.

x6ai Burton Anat. MeL i. i. ii. iii, Fibrae are strings,

white and solide, dispersed through the whole member, and

are right, oblique, transuerse, all which haue their seuerall

vses. a 1687 Petty Treat Naval Philos. 1. i, 'Ihree per-

pendicular length.way sections, .and. .a transverse section

of the Hull. 1784 CowpER Task i. 561 A kettle slung

Between two poles upon a stick transverse.^ 1815 \V.

Shepherd, etc. Syst. Etiuc. (1822) II. 112 The influence is

not exerted in a direction parallel to the wire through which
the electricity passes but in a direction transverse to it.

i8S5 H.SpENCKR/^r(>K:./'jrj'rA^'/,(i872)II.vi. ii. 7 Insimilar

masses of matter which are subject . . to the transverse strain,

the power of resistance varies. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch.

Lindisf. 64 A transverse set of pews m the Chancel.

b. Her, Crossing the escutcheon from one side

to the opposite one. (Cf. quot. 1610 in D.)
c i8a8 Behry Encycl. Her, I. Gloss., Transverse, and

Transverse in point, to the dexter and sinister.

o. In a bivalve shell : Of greater breadth than

length or height ; having the longer diameter trans-

verse to the hinge.

iSaa J. Parkinson (9«//. Oryctol, 180 A transverse bivalve.

d. In special collocations:

Transverse tirtery, Attat, one of the small branches
given off at nearly rignt angles from the basilar ; tr^s*
verse axis> (a) an axis transverse to the main axis, as in a
cr>-stal ; {b) Geom, the axis passing through the foci of

a conic section (in an ellipse, the major axis) : see Axis' 7 ;

transverse bone, Zooi. in some reptiles, a bone connecting
the pterj'goid and maxilla ; transverse colon, Anat, (see

Colon'); transverse fissure, Anat, {a) the cleft below
the hemispheres of the brain into which the pia mater
extends to form the velum interpositum and choroid plexuses j

(Jf) a. short transverse cleft on the lower surface of the left

lobe of the liver : transverse ligament, part of the coty-

loid ligament *, transverse magnet, a magnet formed by
a combination of bar-magnets so that its poles are at the
sides, not at the ends; transverse magnetism, mag-
netization, magnetization at right angles to the length of
the bar; transverse muscle, Anat., any one of various

muscles extending across other parts; transverse pro-
cess, a lateral process of a vertebra ; transverse sinus, a
simple network of veins connecting the two inferior petrosal

sinuses ; transverse suture, the suture between the frontal

and facial bones ; transverse vein, Entom. any one of
the several short veins of the wings of an insect, connecting
two longitudinal ones.

1857 l3uNGLisoN Med, Lex. ^-26/2 *Transverse artery of
the face, arises from the temporal, passes transversely across
the face, .and gives its branches to the diflferent muscles of
the cheek. 170^ J. Harris Z^^^. Techn. I. s. v. Latus
Transversum^ The longest Diameter in the Ellipsis, which
Apollonius calls the ^Transverse Axis, or Diameter. 1878
Bell Gegenhaur's Comp. Anat. 59 The other connects the
sides of the body, and is the transverse axis. 1840 E. Wilson
Anat. Vade M. (1842) loi The "transverse ligament is a
strong ligamentous band. 1696 Phillips (ed. O, *TranS'
verse Muscles, the first pair shew themselves with a Mem-
branous beginning, at the *Transverse Processes of the
Vertebra of the Loyns- 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M.
(1842) 8 The transverse processes project one at each side
from the laminse of the vertebra. Ibid. 341 The *Transverse
sinus passes transversely across the basilar process of the
occipital bone. 1741 _Monro Anat, (ed. 3) 75 The *Trans.
verse Suture runs quite cross the Face, from the external
Canthus of one Orbit to the same Place of the other, i860
Mayne Expos. Lex., Transverse Suture,,. a. suture which
passes across the face, sinks down into the orbits, joining
the bones of the skull to those of the face.

t2. Of kindred: Collateral, as between brothers,

cousins-german, etc. Obs. rare.

1614 Selden Titles Htm. Pref. B iv, A Monster, that is

not like him that got him, nor any other of the ascending or
transuerse line. 1651 G. W, tr. CoweVs Inst. 154 This
piscent ought to be to the next Heirs, Males or Females,
in a direct or transverse line. x66o Jeb. Taylor Duct.
Dubit. IL iii. rule iii. § 9. 401 The Grand Parent of a Family

;

from whom the direct descendants are for ever to be reckon'd
to the Kinred in the strait and proper line : but when once
it goes to the transverse and collateral, they not onely have
no title to the inheritance, but [etc.].

3. In combination with other adjs. {Entom,) :

transverse-cubital, -medial adjs. = Transvekso-
cubitalf -medial \ transverse-quadratea., quadrate
with the transverse diameter the longer.

1840 tr. Cnviers Anim. Kingd. 528 Having the thorax
transverse-quadrate.

B. sb. [The adj. used absoL'\

1. Something that is transverse : spec,

+a, A cross or transverse part or member. Ohs. rare. fb.
Forlif,^ = Traverse j3. 16. Obs. rare. C. The transverse
axis of a conic section, d. See quot 1867. e, A transverse
muscle, f. Arch. (See quot. 1842-76.) g. The sprocket
axle of achain-driven motor-car. h. ^t^K^^/Zf = Trans-
versal B. 3.

a. a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 108 The Transverse of the
Crosse . . is held to have bin a peece, much about that length.

1634 Bp. Hall Contempt., N, T. iv. Crucfixion, Having
fastened the transverse to the body of that fatal tree. b,
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Transverse, in Fortification,
is a little Trench bordered with two Parapets.. which the
Besiegers make quite thwart the Moat of the Place, to pass
secure from Flank-shot, and to bring the Miners to the
Bastions. c. 1743 Emerson /77/j-ii?«j 244 Let the Trans,
verse of the Ellipsis = 2 r, Conjugate = 2 c. d. 1867
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. 1. 1. § 120 Mark a line . .along
its length, such that it shall be a straight line parallel to the
axis. ..A line drawn from any point of the axis perpen-
dicular to this side line of reference, is called the transverse
of the rod at this point. f. 1843-76 GwivrArchit. Gloss,

a. V. ChambranUi The top of a three-sided chambranle is
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called the transverse, and the sides ascendants.
^

g. 1907
IVesttn. Gas. 22 Nov. lo/i Their manufactures include live

axles of various types and sizes, transverses, change-speed

and brake levers [etc.]. h. iSggScribner's Afag.XXV.go/i
He placed eight louis on the number nineteen, and 1,200

francs on the line between nineteen and twenty-two, thus

playing the ' transverse '.

t2. Bjf transverse [L. per transversuvi], in a

transverse ])osition, crosswise; athwart. Obs. rare.

1596 Spenser F.Q. vil Mntalnlity vii. Ivi, Nothing doth

firme and permanent appeare, But all things tost and turned

by transverse.

C. adv. In a transverse direction or position
;

transversely, across, athwart. Now rare or poet,

1660 R. Coke Justice P'ind. 41 When they are cut trans-

verse, they are cut to right angles. 1671 Milton Samson
309 These two proportiond ill drove me transverse. 1726

Leoni Albert€s Archit, I. 51/2 Beams across from one Wall
to the other., are Columns laid transverse. 1798 Bloomfield
Fanmr^s Boy, Spring 03 And o'er the whole Giles once

transverse again, In earths moist bosom buries up the grain.

t J3. prep. Across, athwart. Obs. rare,

1607 TopsELL Four-/, Beasts (1658) 161 One of them
descendeth, and goeth down into the Ditch, and standeth

transverse or crosse the same. 1610 Guilllm Heraldry \\\.

xxii. j66 ah Fishes being borne Transuerse the Escocheon
must in blazon be termed Naiant.

Transverse (tronsva-JS, -z-), v,'^ Now rare,

[a. OV. transverser (13th c. in Godef.) = med.L.

transvers-are (Du Cange) to cross, f. L. iransvers-^

ppl. stem of transvert^re : see Transvert.]

1. ti'ans. To pass or lie athwart or across; to

cross, traverse, rare,

1430-40 LvDG. Bochas ix. x. (MS. Bodl. 263) 417/1 Ther
shon wer. .Richeli transuersed with gold weer. 1543 Ray-
nold Byrtk Mankynde 7 In Latin : musculj, transuersi

:

Bycause they transuerse or ouerthwart the belly. 1873
Mivart Elem, Anat. x. 413 The internal carotid transverses

the petrous part of the temporal bone.

t b. fig. To act or speak in opposition to ; to

cross, thwart ; in Law = Traverse v. 12. Obs,

1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love i.ii. (Skeat) 1. 195, I trowe the

strongest and the best that male bee founde, well not transuers

thy wordes. 1628 Sir S. D'Ewks Jml. (1783) 45 He was
presenllie transversed and over-ruled by his flatterers. 1704

1. Harris Lex. Techn. 1. s. v., To transverse an Indictment,

IS to take Issue upon the chief Matter, and to contradict or

deny some Point of it. 1769 R. Cumberland Brothers n. ii,

That perverse hussey. .threatens to transverse all my hopes,

•j-O, intr. Jig. To go across or athwart; to run

counter; to transgress flt^dr/wj/. Obs. rare.

1377 Langu p. PI. B. xii. 284 Ac trewth hat trespassed

neuere, ne transuersed a^eines his lawe. 1393 Ibid. C. iv.

449 And ho so taket> a^en treuthe oJ»er transuersej> a5ens

reson Leaute shal do hym lawe.

2. trans. To turn upside down or backwards ; to

overturn, turn topsy-turvy. Now rare or Obs.

ci^o Barclav Jugurtk (1557) 18 As if thei wer belies

of ships transversed or turned vp set downe. 1643 Howell
Parables on Times Ep. Ded. 2 These sad confusions which
have so unhing'd, distorted, transvers'd, tumbled and dis-

located all things. 1738 Whitefield in Life .y Jrnls.

(1756) 50, I could not but transverse the Prodigal's Com-
?laint : How many are ready to perish with hunger, whilst

have enough and to spare. 1839 G. Meredith R.
Fa'erel x'w, In love, it is said, all stratagems are _fair,_and

many little ladles transverse the axiom by applying it to

discover the secrets of their friends.

b. To convert into something different ; to alter,

transform. (Cf. Transverse z/.2)

1687 Prior & Montagu {title) The Hind and the Panther
Transvers'd To the Story of The Country-Mouse and the

City-Mouse, ci-joo Sir J. Montague in A^. <5- Q. 7th Ser.

(1889) VIII. 430/1 Making several essays to transverse.,

other parts of the poem. 170a Modesty^ Mistaken 5 Having
transvers'd the two famous Lines of Sir J. Denham to the

scandal of Bottled Ale.

Hence TransvoTsed ///. a., placed crosswise,

crossing, transverse.

a 1711 Kn^ Hymfwtheo Po. Wks. 1721 III. SsHisheav'nly
Banner.. Wrought with direct and with transversed Rays.

Trausve'rse, ^.^ [f* Trans- 2 + Verse .t^.;

cf. Transprose. (Orig. as a kind of pun or play

on prec.)] trans. To turn into verse ; to translate

or render in verse.

[1671 ViLLiEBS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal i. (Arb.) 31, I

take a Book in my hand., if there be any Wit in't,..I Trans-
verse it; that is, if it be Prose, put it into Verse.., if it

be Verse, put it into Prose.] 1671 [H. Stubbe] Rosemary
^ Bayes 2 To pilfer from other men ; and if they write

in prose, he doth trans-verse them. X73a Fielding De.
bauchees Prol. 10 Old worn-out Jokes., Transvers'd from
Prose, perhaps transpros'd from Rhimes. i88i Saintsburv
Dryden viii. 159 Having taken the fancy to transverse some
Arthurian stories.

Transversely (transva-isli, -z-), adv. [f.

Transverse a. + -ly 2.] In a transverse manner
or direction ; across, athwart ; crosswise.

1650 '^Mi^ii's.Vi Anthropomet. 225 Another membrane, which
transversely, .doth cover the chink of the Hymen. 1658

Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus i. 96 Not transversly or

rectangularly intersected, but in a decussation, after the form
of an Andrean or Burgundian cross. 1777 Cook Voy.

Pacific Ocean \i. i, (1784) I. 178 An open end, which repre-

sented an ellipse divided transversely. 182s J. Parkin-
son Ouil. Oryctol. 180 A. .transversely oblong bivalve.

1878 W. H. Dall Later Preh. Man 16 There are eighteen

threads to the inch longitudinally and twenty-four trans-

versely. 1884 Bower & Scorr De Bary's Phaner. 347 A
layer of transversely elongated, partly thick- walled elements,

TransveTseness. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The condition or state of being transverse.

TRANSVOLVB.
1867 C. J. Smith Syn. fy Antonyms s. v. Across, Trans-

verseness to a line of movement becomes opposition.

Transversiou ^ (transvajjon, -Z-). rare. [n.

of action fr. \^. transvert-ere to lurn across, Tbans-
vert; cf. conversion, inversion, etc.] The action of

turning across or athwart ; intersection ; a turning

into something else, conversion, perversion, trans-

formation ; transposition.

1656 Blount Giossogr., Transversion, a turning away or

crosse, a traversing, or going athwart. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Card. Cyrus \. 96 Nor shall we take in the mystical Tau,
or the Crosse of our blessed Saviour, which having in some
descriptions an Empedon or crossing foot-stay, made not

one single transversion. 1671 [see next]. 1716-20 Lett.fr.

Mist's yrnl. (1722) I. 9 As if they intended a Transversion

of Cliiistendom to its first Paganism. 18^ Lowell Study
lyiud. 331 A transversion common with him.

Transve'rsion ^. [n. of action f. Trans-
verse V.-] A turning into verse ; concr. a metrical

version of something.
(Quot. 1671 appears to combine this with prec.)

(1671 ViLLiERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal i. (Arb.) 31 My
first Rule is the Rule of Transversion, or Regula Duplex,
Changing Verse into Prose, or Prose into verse.] 1796 W.
Taylor in Monthly Mag. I. 404 The following transversion

of a passage from Ossian's Carthon, may give an idea of the
practicability of such metres in the English tongue. 1898

Q. Rev, Jan. 100 Bayes's rules for the composition of plays
..—the rule of transversion for instance.

Transversive (tronsva-jsiv. -z-), a. rare~^,

[f. L. transvers- : see Transverse z/.l and -IVE.]

Having the effect of crossing or thwarting.

i8ss Bailkv Mystic 43 The will Of man, so oft transver-

sive of the truth.

Transverse- (tronsvous*?), used as combining
form of L. transz'ers-us Transverse (see -o sttffix),

in a few rare scientific terms : Trausverso-
cu'bltal, Transve:rso-nie'dial adjs,, Entom,
crossing the cubital, or the medial, cells of the

wing, as certain nervures. Transverso-spi'nal
fl., Anat, an epithet of several muscles attached to

the transverse processes of the vertebra.*. Trans-
ve^rso-vertical a., relating to, or expressing the

ratio between, the transverse and vertical dimen-
sions (greatest breadth and greatest height), as the

transversO'Veriical index in craniometry.

1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Diet., Transverso-spinal. 1891
Cent. Diet., Transversocubital, Transversemedial, Trans-
versovertical.

1' Transve'rt, v. Obs, [ad. L. transvert^re

to turn across, f. trans across + verth-e to turn.]

trans. To turn across or athwart; to turn into

something else, transform, convert ; to turn about,

reverse, overturn.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. tqi Somme men hauenge
senowes as transuertede and ouercrossede thro alle the body,
haue bene of grete myghte. c 1450 Craft ofLorers 419 Why
mens langage wol procure and transuert The will of women
and virgines innocent ? 1552 Huloet s. v. B, In composi-
tions B. is transuerted into these letters C. F. G. P. V,
Ibid., Preposterouse, out of order, overthwarth, transuerted.

1608 DoD& Cleaver Expos. Prov. xi-xii. 143 They usually
transuert their fauor and iustice, shewing mercy where they
should exercise seuerity, and practising cruelty where they
should shew mercy. 1651 Howell Venice 185 To transv.ert

the Keys of Paradise into the Keys of a Prison, a x66o

Coniemp, Hist. Irel, (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) III. 80, I maye
lawfully saye, as our Saviour saide unto Saule,. .transuert-

inge onely his name: Vllacke, VUacke, cur me persequeris?

Hence f Transve*rtiMe a. Obs., capable of l>eing

transverted.

?i6.. [? Sib T.] Browne cited in Webster (1864).

+ Transve'St, v, Obs. rare. [f. Trans- i or

2 + L. vestire to clothe, or Eng, Vest v^ trans.

To clothe in other garments, e. g, those of the

opposite sex ; to disguise, Cf. Travesty.
165a J. Wright tr. Camus* Nat. Paradox il 42 How

often did shee please her fancy with the imagination of trans-

vesting herself, and by the help of a Man's disguise deceiv-

ing the eyes of those that watched her deportments? 1654
tr. Martini's Cong. China 199 No Man but some homd
wild Beast, or rather., some Devill transvested in our
humane Nature.

t Transview, v. Obs. rare. [Teans- 3.]

trans. To look through.
1602 J. Davies Mirum in Moduni (Grosart) g/a Let vs with

Eagles eyes without offence Transview the obscure things
that do remaine.

t Trans-vi'llage, v. Obs, nome-wd. [f, Trans-
2 + Village sb^ trans. To transform or reduce

(a town) to the size of a village,

1608 Sylvester Du Bariasw. iv. iv. Decay 242 Their Towns
trans-villag'd, the Ten Tribes transported To a far Clime.

t Transvola'tioXL. Obs. [n. of action from
L. transvoldre to fly across or over, pass across (in

OF. transvoler, 14th c), f. Trans- + voidre to fly.]

The action of flying or passing beyond the ordinary

limits. (In quots. /f^.)

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. i. xiL 8 However Jesus
had some extraordinary transvolations and acts of emigration

j

beyond the lines of his ordinary conversation, it was but
seldom. 1651 — Serm. for Year \. iv. 50 Extraordinary
egressions and transvolations beyond the ordinary course «
an even piety.

t Transvo'lve, v. Obs. rare. ff. Thans- i +
L. volvth-e to roll. Cf. L. transvolv^re to roll past

or by, to unroll.] trans. To roll over, overturn.



TRANSWAFT.
1644 Howell En^. Teares 1S4 The great Deity of Heaven

(who transvolves Kingdomes, and lumbleih down Kings in

his Indignation). 1651 — Venice 179 Shall we admit in our
free States an Authority, which..pretends to have power to

controu!, and transvolve the Dominions of others?

tTrauSiWaft, v. Obs. rare. [f. Trans- 2 +
^VAFT z/.] a. intr. To float aaoss through air or

water, b, trans. To convey or carry across a

river or sea. So f Transwa'ftag'e [cf. Waftage],
a conveying or floating across.

16x4 Hevwooo Gunaik. i. 31 From thence she came to
H<emu^, and transwafted thence to a gulfe of Thracia,
which by her was called Uosphoius. Il>id, iv. 209 In her
transwaftage over the flood Evenus. 1635 — Hierarch. 111.

128 Because loues Trull Europa, he from Sidon into Greet
Transwafted, whilest the wane ne're loucht her feet.

Transiwri'tten,///. a. uottce-wd, [Tkans- 2.]

Transcribed, or ? translated.

1874 RusKiN Fors Clav. xl. This is an ill written, and
worse trans-written, human history, and not by any means
'Word of God*.

t Trant, sb. north, dial, Obs. [Origin obscure.
Identical in form with Du. trant * manner, way, method,

kind', in MDu. also 'step, pace'. It is conceivable that
from some of these senses there might arise the notion of
* shift, cleverer cunning way or course, device, trick' (c£ F.

iour and Eng. tum\ but historical links are wanting.]

Cunning action, trickery; a stratagem, a trick

(always in an evil sense).

13. . Gatv. ^ Gr. Knt. 1700 Summe fel in J>e fute, J>er j^e

fox bade, Traylez ofte a trayteres [?a travers], bi trautit of
her wyles. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 12210 For to take hit [Troy]
by treason & trantis of hym. c 1440 York Myst. xxix. 234
pis was a trante of a traytour. c 1460 T<ywneley Myst. xvi.

335 Hard I neuer sich a trant that a knafe so slight Shuld
com lyke a sant and refe me my right. Ibid. xxv. 162,

1

know his trantes fro top to tayll.

t Trant, v.^ Obs. rara~^, [Goes with prec]
itttr. To practise cunning devices; to employ
cunning, craft, trickery, or deception.
13. . Gmw. ^ Cr. Knt. 1707 [The fox] trantes & tomayeez

]»ur3 mony tene greue,

Trant, v.'^ rare. Now dial. Also 6 traunt.
[app. a back-formation from Tbantbb ; cf.

I'fcDDLE.] intr. To follow the occupation of a
tranter. Hence Traiiting (trau'nting) ppl, a.

1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat, iv. ii, 145 Who. .had some trauntlng
merchant to his sire, That traffick'd both by water and by
fire. 1898 T. Hardy It^essejc Poems 201 Naibour Swcatley
..Who tranted and moved people's things.

Trant e, obs. form of Trekte (at Cards).

Tranter (trcntaj). Now dial. Also 4-7 tra-

venter, 6-7 trauntor, trawnter, 9 traunter.
[Trantery traunter^ traxvnter known from 1500,
app. syncopated from traventer (see quot. 1601),
in med. (Anglo-) L. trdvetaritts^ of uncertain origin.
A derivation formally possible for med.I« trdvetariust

would be that it was a corruption of L. *tra{usyvcctdriuSf i.

transvthire to transport, transvtctio transportation.]

A word having various local uses: chiefly denot-

ing a man who does jobs with his horse and cart

;

a carrier ; a hawker or cadger with horse and cart

;

a huckster ; also, one who buys up things to sell

them elsewhere; fin I4-I5th c. a tapster: see

quots.
(i»33 Pat. Roll 18 Hen, III, m. 17 Willelmns de Londonia

trauetarius habet literas de conductu car[ucarum] suarum.
((in Calendar p. 32) Safe-conduct until Easter for William de
London, the tranter, for his carts.] Ibid.^ Willelmus de
Norhamptona trauetarius Regis habet literas de saluo con<
ductu. is8j Wdsh Roll No. 3. m. 2 d. (P. R. O.), Accepi-
mus ciuod trauetarii et alii victualia et alia nobis et fidelibus

nostns. .inpartibus Wallie necessariaducentes. x-^s^ Letter.
Bk. F. Land. If. 181 b, Item q' les garsouns des seriauntz,

.

cartage ne pregnont pluis des charettes ne de chivaux q'

meister ne soit, et ceo de trauenters et chivaux q' sount
allowers. (By Riley Memorials London (1868) 256 explained
as ' Persoan who let out carls on hire.] 41400 Liit. Red
Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 37 Diuerscs trauenters de cenioise.
{Ibid, 38 Mettrc a vcndre ceruoys en trauentrie.]] 1500
Gloucester Rec. in la/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv.

433 That alle mancr of iraunters and tapsters sel of the best
ale agalon for i d qar. 156a in Ptcton L'pool Munic. Rec,
(1883) I. 79 No . trauntors shall buy any corn until the town
be served. i6ox V.'Yktk Househ,Ord.Edw. //, 5 51(1876)35
When he goeth..to make purvciance for poultry, be shal
liavc with nim the trauenters, which must be in the same
office or some of them ; these trauntors names shalbe entrcd
in the warderobe. 164a Declar. Lords 9f Comm. 31 Dec 3
The robbing of the common Carriers and Trawnters. 16B1
Blount Glossogr.^ Tranters . .axz those that bring fish from
the Sea-side in Wales to the Midland. Elsewhere calt'd

Ripiers. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant, Crew, Tranter, the same
as Crocker. 1744-50 W. Ettrs Mod. Ilusbandm. IV. n. 103
(E.D.S.) The word traunter 1 take to mean, strictly, any
person that buys wheat in sacks to sell again in sacks,
1801 Masoh Supfil, yohnsoM, Tranters . .Country people,
amongst whom alone this word is current, extend its mean-
ing to all those who purchase any kind of provisions in order
to sell them again. ciBSo Bed/ord Dialect, Mr. So-and-So
the corn traunter bought 1500 quarters of wheat yesterday.
1891 T. Hardy Tess xvii. One of the family that used
to do a good deal of business as tranters over there, 1809
C. K. Paul AUnt.6o He had become a 'tranter ', doing odd
jobs, haulage of manure, and the like. 1006 Sir F. Trkves
Highways ^ Bytvays Dorset Prcf. 8 In this Sleepy Hollow
they will find the untroubled life of the past, . . will meet the
tranter on the leisurely road.

Hence fTra-ntery (in 4 trauentrie, 6 trawn-
trey), Obs. or tdial.^ the occupation of a tranter;

retailing of ale, etc.; see also quot. 1670.
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1330 Kenfig Ord. in Gross Gild Merck. (1890) II. 133
[from a i6-i7th c. copy] Noe manner of person shall. .cult
carne or trawntrey or ostrey bold, unless he be a burgess.
^1400 Trauentrie [see above], 1670 Blount Law Diet.,
Trantcry, So in some Manners they call the Money arising
by Amercements of Alesellers and Victuallers, for breaking
the Assise of Bread and Ale, as at Luston, and other Man-
nors in Herefordshire. . . But why so called Qugere, 1706 in
PniM-iPS (ed. Kersey).

Trantles, ttrantals.j^.//. Sc. [app. cor-

ruption of Tkentals, taken as a type of trifling

ceremonies.] Trifles, triflinjr or petty articles.

[156a A. Scott Ne7v Yeir Gift to Q, Mary 89 Poems
(S. T, .S.) 4 Thai tyrit God with tryfillis, tvme trentalis, And
daisit him with daylie darigeis.] 1697 Cleland Poems 83
Such are baptizing of bells, Hallowing Altars, Kirk and
Cells.. For to impose gray Gowns, or Mantles, Or any such
base Tritle Trantles. 1824 Mactaggart Gall&z'id. EncycL,
Trantles, bits of broken iron; odd things of hardware
about a farm-house, same with trantlums ; there are gener-
ally boles or holes about, where broken horse-shoon [elc] be
thrown ; these are termed trantle-boles. a 1903 J. Lumsden
Toorlc, etc. 206 A' kind o' trantles they could find They
braucht along !

Trantlum, sb, (a.) .Si:. Also 8 trantUn, -lim.

[Kxtension of prec] A trifle, Icnick-knack, toy;
usually in//.
1768 Ross Helen&re i. 32, I came fiercelins in, An' wi' my

trantlims made a rattUn dinn. 1776 C. Keith Farmer^s
y/rt'xxix, They finger at the trantlims lang. 1841 W. Aitkkn
PiH:t. Wks.dj Your trantlums a' e'en break or burn. 1896
Crockett Cleg Kelly x, To the curbstane ye gang, wi'a' your
traps and trantlums.

D. atlrib. or as adj. Trifling.

1832 Roix;er in Wkistlebinkie (1B90) 1, 147 Their trantlum
gear She couldna bear.

Trap (trxp), J^.l Forms: i treppe, trsDppe,

3-5» 7 trapp, 4-6 trappe, 4- trap. [Late (and
rare) OR treppe, Irseppe (in €oltetrdtppe\ ME.
trappe^ trapp, agrees in form and sense with rare

MDu. trappe trap, gin, snare, mod.WFlem. iraapt

trape (De Bo), in Kilian, 1599, ^trappe (old word)
mouse-trap, trap ' ; also with med. L. trappa, trapa^

in Salic Law vii. 10 (MSS. of 8-9th c), * trap *, OF.
Irape {i2\\ic.)y F. trappe^Vxoy. trapa, V^.trapa, Sp.
trampa \ cf. also It, trappola (dim. of *trappa) \ all

in sense *trap, pitfall, gin, snare'. The relations

between the Romanic words and the Du. and Fl.,

and the relation of the latter to MDu. and MLG.
trappe

J
treppe * step, stair ', are diflicult to deter-

mine : see Note below.]

1. A contrivance set for catching game or noxious
animals; a gin, snare, pitfall: cf. Man-trap,
Mouse-trap, Rat-trap, Spring-trap.
In the common t^pe, a spring or other device, released

by the animal treading upon it, snuts the latter in^ or catches
hold of some part of it, in this case often killing it
a 1000 i^LFKic Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 95/13 Ic beswice

fuAcIas bwilon mid neton . mid grinum, ..mid treppan {.de-

cipula). C1386 Chaucer Prol. 145 She wolde wepe if that
shesawamous Kaughtin a trappe. %^%Catk.Angl.-y)\f2 A
Trapp (A. Trape), decipnla, pedica. i^B4Caxton Fables 0/
yEscp I. xviii, The same lyon was take at a grete trappe. 1538
Elyot, Decipula, a grynne [ed. 1545 gyn] or trap to take
byrdes. 1577 Gooce tr. Heresbachs Husb, 156 b, I would
rather counsell you to destroy your Rattes and Mise with
Traps. 1597 G. Harvey Trimming Naske Wks. (Grosart)

III. 46 Howhappie the Rat caught in a trappe, and there dies
a living death? 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, i. li. 177 We haue..
pretty traps to catch the petty theeues. i6sx Bible Jer.v,
^^ They lay waite as hee that setteth snares, they set a trap,

they catch men. 1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv. % 72 It

caicheth his hand as a Trap doth a Fox. 1719 De Fob
Crusoe 1. 171, 1 set three Traps, .and going the next Morning
I found them all standing, and yet the Bait eaten and gone.

1791 W. H. Marshall W. England (1796) II. 256 The
Salmon Fishery of the Tavey.. .At one end of the dam, is

a ' weir house or Trap j on the principle of the vermin
trap, whose entrance is outwardly large, but contracted in-

wardly, so as to.prevent the escape of the animal which has
taken it. 1857 Tennyson Geraint ^ Enid i57i_ A sudden
sharp and bitter cry, As of a wild tiling taken in the trap.

1883 Fisheries F.xhib. Catal.^^^ Fisli Traps. . . Shrimp Trap.
Eel Trap. Crab Traps. 19.. Trade Catal., Patent auto-

matic mouse trap. Balloon fly traps. Beetle trap. Patent
trap for catching rats, stoats, weasel, rabbits, badger, otter,

ana other vermin and animals, also, .all kinds of birds.

b. transf, anAJig., and in fig. expressions.

^
Often applied to anything by which a person is unsuspect-

ingly caught, stopped, or caused to fall ; also to anything
which attracts by its apparent easiness and proves to be
diflicult, anything deceptive.

f laoo Ormin 12301 He fandel>l> ]>a to lacchenn \>e f>urrh

trapp ofl" modiwesse. c 1386 Chaucfr Frankl. T, 61 ^ She
wende neuere nan come in swich a trappe. i4xa-so ILydg.

Chron. 'J'royw. 2659 5if h^' "^V^t cacche hym in a trappe.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 64 Sodaynly my
herle was in a trap By Venus caught. 1611 Bible Rom, xi.

9 Let their table be made a snare, and a trap, and a
stumbling blocke. 1654 Bbamhall Just find. iii. (1661)40

|

ITic cruel statute of the Six Articles; which he made.. as

a trap to catch the lives of the Poor Protestants. 1765
FoRDYCE Serm. Vng. H^om. (1767) II. viii. 30 Let her lay

traps for admiration. 1875 Dixon IVindsor I. ii. 15 He
resolved to take the Scottish invader in a trap. 1883 E.
Pfnnell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh, 377 Two deep,

hidden grips in niidfield were nasty traps for blown horses.

O. Popularly applied to a police arrangement for

the timing of motorists over a measured distance,

in order to secure the conviction of such as exceed

the le<:nl speed-limit. P^^ssi police-trap.

xqo6 Westm. Gaa. 28 Aug. 4/3 The fear of the traps and

TRAP.
the consequent fines is.. an inducement to avoid tours in
England. ..Car owners do not care to take the risks of the
traps.

2. A movable covering of a pit, or of an opening
in a Hoor, designed to fall when stepped upon

;

hence applied to any similar door flush with the
surface in a floor, ceiling, roof, the top of a cab, or
the like : cf. Tbap-door.
13.. Coerde L. 4093 Doun ye scholde fallen there, In a

pyt syxty fadme deep: Jherfore beware,..At the passing
of the trappe, Many on has had ful evyl happe. c 1374
Chaucer Troylus iii. 692 (741) And with Jjat word he gan
vn-do a trappe. And Troylus he brought In by J^e lappe.
1470-85 Malory Arthur xix. vii. 784 Sir launcelot that no
peryl dredde . . trade on a trap and the bord rollyd, and there
sir Launcelot felle doune more than ten fadom in to a caue
ful of strawe. 1683 Drvdfn Mete Fl. 212 Bruce and Long-
viile had a trap prepared, And down they sent the yet
declaiming bard.^ 1879 K. W. V.QV^m^Q^ Coward Consc, 11.

vi, 'All right", said the cabman..as he closed the trap. 1838
Dickens C). Twist'ix, He. .drew forth. .from some trap m
the floor: a small box.^ 1904 Kipling in lYindsor Mag,
Jan. 228/2 Pyecroft. .rising like a fairy from a pantomime
trap. 1007 H. Wales The Yoke xviii. He pushed up the
trap with his umbrella :

' Stop at the first jeweller's ', he said
to the [cab] driver.

3. The pivoted wooden instrument with which
the ball is thrown up in the game of Tkap-ball,
q. V, ; hence by extension, the game itself.

1591 [implied in Trapstick]. 1598 Florio, Lippa, a
trap or cat, such a-; children play at. Ibid,, Trappola,..
Also a play that children vse called trap. 1637 Shirley
Hyde Park 11. iv, Div, I have heard you.. in your younger
[days] could play at trap well. 1652 J. Taylor (Water P.)
yourn. IVales {\%s<)) 26 The .. laudable games of trapp, catt,

stool-ball, racket, etc. 1719 DUrfey Pills lU. 162 We
merrily Play At Trap. 1801 Strutt Sports ^ Past. 11. iii.

§ 20 'Ihe trap . . is generally made in the form of a shoe, the
heel part being hollowed out for the reception of the ball

;

but boys and.. rustics, who cannot readily procure a trap,
content themselves with making a round hole in the ground.

b. Trap {bat) and ball : <= Tbap-ball.
1815 Hone Every.day Bk. \, 430 A game at trap-and-ball.

1868 Hughes Tom Brozvn (^A. d) Pref. n Playing trap-
bat-and-balL 1877 Cortih, Mag. XXXVI. 368 To play
trap-and<ball with Robin and Jack.
4. A device for suddenly releasing or throwing

into the air an object to be shot at, as a pigeon.
z8ia Sporting Mag, XL. 41 The trap was twenty-one

yards from the gun. 1813 Ibid, XLL 84 The parties fired
with double-barrelled guns at two pigeons from a trap. 189s
Greener Breech Loader 234 It is wise to shoot pigeons at
rec<^nised clubs only, .or experience at the trap may be
very dearly bought.

6. colloq. or slang. Deceitful practice ; trickery

;

fraud. To understand trap, to know one*s own in-

terest ; to be up to trap, to be knowing or cunning,
x68i T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 5 (1713) I. 30

Well, Brother, I understand Trap, a 1734 North Exam.
III. vii. S 63 (1740) 549 Some cunning Persons, that had
found out his. .Ignorance ofTrap,.. put him in great Fright,
telling him he would certainly be hanged. 1785 Cowper
Let. to Lady Hesketh 15 Dec, He understands book-
sellers' trap as well as any man. 1819 Metropolis II. 107 A
papa too much up to trap to allow his offspring thus to be
had. x84t S. LovER Handy Andy ii, A clever, ready-witted
fellow, up to all sorts of trap. 2902 li^estm. Gas. 14 Oct, 2/j
A ' policy* undistinguishable from trap in appearance.

6. shng. One whose business is to * trap * or catch

offenders ; a thief-taker ; a detective or policeman

;

a sheriff's officer.

1705 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. iv. v. 8 All elrt with Chaps,
Men, Boys, and Women, Traps Divers, Punks, and Serjeants
Yeomen. 1800 Sporting Mag. XVI. 26 Send the traps to
pull up Bounce and Blunderbuss. x8z8 P. Cunningham
jV. S. IVales (ed. 3) II. 232 While the culprit stood quaking
in the dockj surrounded by the traps of office. 1838 Dickens
O. Tavist xiiij ' Why, the traps have got him, and that's all

about it', said the Dodger, sullenly. 1898 in M. Davitt
Li/e

<S"
Progr. Australia xxxv. 102 A policeman is a

* Johnny '.Or a 'copman ' or a ' trap . 1902 Snaith IVay-
/arersi, Expecting at every cast of the cards,, to hear the
boots of the ' traps ' from Bow Street upon the stairs. 1905
Daily Ne^vs 2 Jan. 9 Prisoner . . said he was convicted upon
the false evidence of a ' trap '—a Kaffir spy.

7. colloq, A small carriage on springs ; usually, a
two-wheeled spring carriage, a gig, a spring-cart,

Cf, Rattletrap 2.

1806-7 J* Beresford Miseries Hum. Life vi.^ Introd.,

Biddinga long adieu to Bedlam in the sha[)e of an inn. .and
a travelling trap for a sitting room. 1818 in Illustr. Loud.
News {1884) 4 Oct. 315/3 His * trap ' was at the lodge, and
..he must be off. 184S Thackeray Van. Fair Ixvi,

'Hullol' said he, 'there's Dob's trap'.. .The *trap' in
question was a carriage which the Major had bought for

six pounds sterling. 1873 M. Collins Sguire Silchester
III. xiv. 14^ Come with me to the stables. I'll have a trap
out and drive to the Rectory. 190Z Buchan Watcher by
Threshold 194 A trap shall be sent for you after dinner.

8. A device for preventing the upward escape of .

noxious gases from a pipe, as a double curve in or

U-shaped section of the pipe, in which water stands.

1833 LoiJDON .£'«c^(r/. Archil. § 464 No smell can penetrate
upwards, it being intercepted by the trap and the water into
which it dips. 1862 Catal. luternat. Exhib. II. x. 46 Traps
to prevent effluvia from drains and gulleys. Ibid. xxxi. 24
Surface gutter with movable safety covers, sanitary traps.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. ^^/^ Water Closet of improved
manufacture, ornamental bason and trap. 1892 D trap
[see D I, 2].

b. Applied to various contrivances for prevent-

ing the passage of steam, water, silt, etc. Also, a
ventilation door in a mine.
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1877 Knight Did. Mech.^ Stearu-trap, a self^ctlng device I

for the discharge of condensed water from steam-engines or
[

steam-pipes. 1900 DutuUe Advertiser g June 8 On the
1

dead levels by the river the drainage water is run through
1

tunnels piercing the embankments, each^ outlet having a I

trap or lock to prevent the tide from rushing up to drown !

the fields. 1900 Daily News 14 Feb. 3/2 Here and there
;

[in a coal-minel-.are placed the ventilating doorways, or

traps. At each of these sits the little trapper lad alone in

the silent gloom. 1911 Webster, Trii/,.. a device toseparate

sand and silt from flowing water.

9. a. A recess in the butt of a musket or rifle, in

which accessories are carried.

1844 [implied m trat-plate : see 11]. 1891 Magazine Ri/le

Firing Exerc., Aiming Dri!l,T\v: oil bottle is to be carried

in the trap in the butt.. -Push the thong into the trap, . .press

down the end of the thong and close the trap- 1909 Texi-bk.

Small Arms 119 The short Springfield rifle is provided

with a butt trap, containing a metal oil-bottle, holding oil

at one end and a pull-through at the other,

b. The part of a stake- or trap-net in which

the fish are confined.

1859 Act 22 ^ 23 Vict. c. 70 § 12 A clear Opening of at

least Three Feet in Width in the Traps or Chambers of such
Stake Net from the Bottom to the Top thereof.

O. U.S. = trap-net (see 1 1).

1888 Goods Ainer. Fishes 216 Nets.. similar in many
respects to the so-called ' traps of Seconnet River in Rhode
Island. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

10. Weaving. A break in the threads of a warp

;

a faulty place resulting from this in woven cloth.

1871 Burnley Phases Bradford Life (1872) 197 Ere the
loom ceases its motion, what is technically termed * a trap

'

has occurred.. .A large number of 'ends'are broken, and
must be tied neatly together again one by one before the
work can proceed. 1883 Glo%s. A linondbury ^ Hudders/ield
s. v., A bad place in the cloth is the consequence, and that is

also called a trap, xiai Labour Commission Gloss.^ Tra^s^

also called ' smashes or ' mashes ', are faults in weaving
caused by the shuttle becoming trapped, which will break
out the twist or warp threads for several inches in the width.

11. attrib. and Comb. , as trap-bait, -cage, -catch,

-chair, -lid, -load, -maker, -mouth, -setter, -setting,

-tooth, -way, -window ; trap-like adj. ; trap-bat,

a bat used in playing trap or trap-ball ; also, the

game itself; trap-board, a perforated board in a

Jacquard loom : see quot. ; f trap-bridge, a

drawbridge ; trap-cellar, the space beneath the

trap-doors in the stage of a theatre ; trap-creel, a
basket used for catching lobsters, etc. ; trap-crop,
a crop planted for the purpose of attracting insects

or fungus from another crop
; f trap-ditoh, a ditch

dug as a pitfall ; trap-drummer, a street musician

who plays a drum and other instruments at once

;

trap-flsier, one who fishes with a trap-net ; trap-

hatch, a hatch covered with a trap or trap-door

;

so trap-hatchway ; trap-hole, a hole closed by
a trap-door ; also (//.) pits dug in the ground to

serve as obstacles to an enemy, trous-de-loup

;

trap-hook, a fish-hook fitted with a spring snap,

a snap-hook ; trap-light, a light having a device

for trapping moths attracted by it ; trap-line, the

ensnaring filament in a spider's web ; trap-match,
a trap-shooting match; trap-net, a large net for

catching fish : see quot. 1877; trap-pit, a deep pit

in which beasts are trapped ; alsoyff. ; trap-plate,

the hinged lid of the trap in a musket or rifle stock

(see 9 a); trap-poacher, a poacher who traps game

;

trap-point, on railways, a safety-point (Point sb.

B. 3 f) which prevents an unauthorized movement of

a train or vehicle from a siding on to the main line

by derailing it; trap-seine (^U-S."), a kind of trap-

net ; trap-shooter, -shot, one who practises trap-

shooting ; trap-shooting, the sport of shooting

pigeons, glass balls, etc., released from a spring

trap ; trap-siding, a siding on a gradient intended

to intercept vehicles which break away from an
ascending train and to derail them ; trap-tree, the

jack -tree, Artocarpus integrifolia, which provides

gum for bird-lime ; also (6'..S'.) a tree deadened or

felled at a time when destructive beetles have entered

the bark ; trap-twister, -winder, in Spinning, a

twisting or winding machine in which the roller or

bobbin is stopped by a spring arrangement as soon

as the yam breaks (cf. 10) ; trap-valve: see quot.

;

trap-weir {(7.S.), a trap-net {Cent. Diet. 1891).
1856 Kane Arct. Exit. I. xxvii. 356 The foxes seem tired

of touching our *trap-Daits. 1849 Lvtton Caxtons II. i, I

wrote home to my father, modestly implying that I waS
chort of cash, that a *trap-bat would be acceptable. 1865
Athen-eum 11 Mar. 351/1 Kites could l>c flown, trap-bat
indulged in. 1900 T. W. Fox Mech. lVea7<?ng vi. (ed. 2) 1 43
In or al>out. .1830 William Jennings claimed the invention
ofa machine to work without hooks.. .In it a neck cord.,
passes through a needle eye, through a perforated *trap
board, that takes the place of a griffe, and is also threaded
through a cross piece at the machine head where a loop is

formed upon it, and a piece of twine passed through all the
loops in one line, in order to prevent the cords from lifting.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. y^l^ Pons versntilis, a draw-
bridge : a falling bndg, or a *trap bridge. i8ia Sporting
Mag. XXXIX. 26 A cage m.ide upon the plan of the gold-
finch *trap-cage. 1894 youth's Companion 22 Nov. 562/A

For some weeks past our *trap.catch, txjth of eels and
lobsters, bad greatly diminbhed. a z668 Lassels Voy.

284

/iafy (1698) II. 106 A chair of revenge, or a *trap-chair for

an enemy. 179S Statist. Ace. Scot. XVI. 516 A consider-

able quantity of lobsters and crabs, .are taken, with *trap-

creels. 1895) Massee Plant Diseases z6 The *trap-crop

should consist of some plant readily susceptible to the dis-

ease it is intended to catch. 1657 Thorni.ey tr. Longus*
Daihnis ^ Chloe 16 Many such "Trap-ditches were digg'd

in the fields, 1903 Med. Record \^ Feb. 268 ''rrap-drummcr's
neurosis, a hitherto undescribed occupation-disease. i8ao
ScoRESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 204 The entrance is by a
*trap-hatch at the bottom. 1903 j. Conrad & Hukkfer
Romance 11. iv. He slipped down the open trap-hatch
near the window. 1799 Hull Advertiser 28 Dec. 3/2 A
labouring man fell through a *trap hatchway at the house
of.. a baker. 1864 Webster, *Trap-hoie. 1883 B. Phillips
in CenturyMag. Apr. 899/1, Idiscard all "trap-hooksjinfernal

machines working with spring.^, as only adapted for the
capture of land animals, 1904 Electr. World i Oct. 563
Instruments. .enclosed in a walnut casing with a *trap-lid.

1896 U.S. Dept. Agric, Cotton Plant, Bulletin 331 Mally
..made extensive experiments with *trap lights for the

moths. 1877 A. B, Kdwakds Up Nile xii. 332 Commu-
nicate by means of *trap-like openings with vaults below,

1895 Westm. Gaz. 29 Nov. 5/1 Pointing to the small trap-

like exit under the judge's bench. 1889 H. C. McCooK
Amer. Spiders I. viii, 134 The "trapUne of the Laby-
rinth spider differs.. in being composed of several threads

instead of a single line. 1894 A. Morrison Mean Streets

72 Helping with a heavy *trapload of luggage. 1907 Daily
News ip Feb. 6 If there were no rats, the *trap-makers

of Birmmgham would be out of work. 1895 Outing (U. S.)

XXVII. 67/1 Expert shots assume many attitudes, as may
be seen at any important *trap-match. 1894 G. Meredith
Dd. Ormont ^ Aviinta iv, Eyes bluish-grey, .lively to

shoot their meaning when the *trap-mouth was active. 1877
Y^MXOWi Diet. Mech., * Trap-net, a fishing-net in which a
funnel-shaped piece leads the fish into a pound from which
extrication is not easy. 1904 Gallichan Fishing Spain 167
Lowering and raising the trap-nets are operations attended
with peril. 1651 Benlowes Theopk. x. xiii, With dimpled
chins,The*trap-pitswhereafondlJnglies. 1849A.BLACKHALL
Lays ofNorth 84 (E. D.D.) Reckless man, who . . Revell'd in

hell's trap-pit—drinking. iZ^ Regul.fif'Ord.Army ic6 New
brass *trap plate and joint fitted to rifle. 1893 J. Watson
Con/. Poaciier 129 The *trap-poacher is only a casual. 1899
Daity^ News 5 July 3/5 A train, travelling from Blackpool to

Birmingham, ran into the *trap points. Nine coaches were
thrown on to an embankment. 1891 Cent, Dict.j *TraP'
seine, a trap-net .specially adapted to take fish working down
an eddy (Rhode Island). 1903 W, Blackwood Local Veto

^ Bk. xvi. 40 The *trap-setters and men-catchers were
rapidly hastening the dynasty of Judah to its dissolution.

Ibid., What is our licensing system but a process of ^'trap-

setting? 1899 Rider Haggard in Longm. Mag, July 247
The bruiser, the racing tout, the *trap-shooter and others

equally ignoble are all * sportsmen '. 1892 Greener Brecck
Loader 130 For ordinary *trap shooting a gun is required

to shoot as closely as possible at the trap. Ibid. 94 Some
*trap shots require their guns to carry as many as 6 in. high
at forty yards. 1901 Daily Chron. 30 Sept. 5/1 He is

reputed to be an excellent trap-shot. 1885 Manch. Exartt.

19 Feb. 4/7 The engine left the line at a *trap siding and
rolled down an embankment. 1868 Browning Ring «5; Bk.
I. 1298 In its [the tiger-cat's] silkiness the *trap-teeth joined,

1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 237 Better than
any winders for saving waste are *trap twisters where the
yarn is not very soft. 1877 Knight Diet, Mech.; *Trap'
valve, a valve hinged on one side of its seat, and opening
and closing like a shutter or trap-door, a clack-valve. 1904
QuiLLER Couch Fort Amity xxiii. Open the *trap-\vay and
show us some light. 1884 W. S. 13. Mf'LAREN Spinning
(ed. 2) 237 There are many *trap winders for winding either

single threads or two or more together. 1620 Middi.eton &
Rowley IVorld Tost at Tennis 456 His eyes look like false

lights, cozening *trap-windows. 1836 Mkkkskt Midsh. Easy
xxxi, A small trap window in the roof.

[Note. The OE. treppe, trseppe, and MFlem. irappe,
WFlem. traap, trape, are generally held to be orig, either

the same word as MDu. and MLG. irappe, 'stair, flight of
steps, step *, or a derivative of the same verbal stem *trapP'
(the non-nasalized original of *trampan to tread, LG.
/ra//^;;), for the supposed reason that a 'trap' was originally

something laid for a beast to tread or step upon, and thus to
Ix^either caught by a gin or snare, or precipitated into a deep
pit (cf. Pitfall). But it is difiicult to conceive trappe, trepPe
used at once in the general sense ' stair or step ', and in the
very specific one of ' trap, snare, gin*. It has also to be
noticed that it is only in RIDu. or rather MFlem. that the
word is known in both senses; for in OE. (and Eng. generally,

down to xZ\h.z.')trxPPc, trap had (like the Romanic /ra//rt)

only the sense of 'device for catching, gin, snare', while
MLG. trappe, trcppe, and thence mod.Ger., and the Scandi-
navian languages, nave only the sense * stair ' or ' step of a
stair *. (OHG. has a single instance of trapa wk. fem. as a
gloss to L. tenda, but this rather looks like an adoption or

re-adoption from med.L.) The actual relation of these

words or senses is thus very obscure.]

tTrap, sb.^ Obs. [Altered form of F. drap

cloth, covering = Pr. arap^ Sp. and Pg. irapo, It.

drappo :—med.L. drappits cloth (Capit. Charles the

Bald (1850), of uncertain origin: see Diez, and
Note below.] A cloth or covering spread over the

saddle or harness of a horse (cf» TBAPrER sb."^) ; a

caparison; a trapping; transf. the hangings of

a litter. (Usnally in//.)

13., K, Alis. i6oi5 (Bodl. MS.) pere men mi^tten quyk
yseon Many hors wi^ trappe wryen. Ibid. 3416 Alany
trappe many croupere. 13.. Coer de L. 1515 A messanger
ther com rydand. Upon a stede whyt so mylke, His
trappys wer of tuely sylke. a 2400 Octouian 954 He bar
thre rochys of seluer clere In scheld and trappys. 1513
Douglas yEneis xi. xv. 20 Hys rych mantill, of quham the

forbreist lappis. Railing of brycht gold wire, wyth gyltin

trappys. 1721 Strype Eccl, Mem, III. iv. 36 The (^iieen

[Mary, 1553] in her litter, richly garnished with cloth of
gold, with two traps of white damask and cushions.

[Note, It is clear that 14th c trap and trappure (later

Trapper $b,^) correspond to OF, drop and drapure. The

TRAP.

question is how these F. words in dr- have tr- in Eng,
This may have been an Eng. change, due to influence of

Trap in other .senses. But the trap form may have existed in

Anglo-Fr. or even in Fr. dialects. Du Cange has trapus
(one example) for med. L. drappus \ Pg. and bp. have trapo
'clout, rag', formerly 'cloth', also trapero (draper), tra-

Peria, trapajo ; med. (Anglo-) L. had trappatura, the ordinary
equivalent of trappure, OF. trappeure: see Trapper j^. '.J

Trap, sb.^ Sc. [app. = Du., MFlem. /rap flight

of steps, stair; MDu., early mod.Du. (Kilian)

trappe step; OFris. treppe step of a ladder, etc.,

EFris. trappe, trap step (of a stair), also {=Jrap-
iedder) ladder with broad flat steps instead of

rungs, flight of steps; MLG. trappe^ treppe^ troppe

flight of steps, stair, whence MG. trappe, treppe^

Ger., LG. treppe stair; also (from MLG.), Da.

trappe, Sw. irappa^ Norw. dial, trappy tropp flight

of steps, stair. But the Sc. trap is by some
referred directly to Trap .y^.l, as if short for trap-

ladder or trap'Stair, in sense of a ladder or stair

leading up to a trap-door or trap-hole.] A ladder or

movable flight of steps leading to a loft or the like.

(1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitl. CI.)

131 When we came to go up stairs to bed, there was a trap,

which is the Dutch name for a stair.] 1808 Jamieson, Trap,
a sort of ladder, a moveable flight of wooden steps. 1858
SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Trap, ..2^ sort of moveable ladder
or steps. 1885 A. Munro Siren Casket (1883) 136 As you
enter'd the door of the house from the street You confronted

a trap or a ladder. 1899 J* Colville Scott. Vernacular 17
Against its wall stood the trap or ladder leading to the

garret.

b. attrib* and Comh.^ as trap-like adj. ; trap-

ladder [= WFlem. trap-ladder^ -here, EFlem.
(Antwerp) trapker^ EFris. trap-leddcr a ladder with

flat steps, a ' pair of steps *] ; trap-stair = trap,

1855 Carlvle Misc.f PrinzenraubiiSgg) IV. 442 That other
little Duke.. who had built the biggest bassoon ever heard
of; thirty feet high, or so j and was seen playing on it from
a *trap-ladder. 1896 J. Lamb Ann. IV. Kilbruie ix. 244 A
trap-ladder cost -zs. td. 1897 *>. Balzac s Cousin Pons 327
Reached by a short ladder, known among builders as a trap-

ladder, there was a kind of garret. 1906 Dk. Argyll Auto*
biog. ^ Mem. I. ii. 18 Steep, *traplike wooden stairs. 1833
Loudon Encycl. Archii. § 164 The bottom [of the stair]

might either project two double steps . , ; or a *trap stair, com-
posed of the two lower steps, and made to fold up, might be
resorted to. 1837 J. E. AIurrav Summer in Pyrenees II.

24s A little urchin came down a trap-stair at the further end.

1844 Stephens Bk. Farm I. 143 It enters from the straw-

barn., by means of the stone or wooden trap-stair. 184^
H. Miller First Impr. xix. 368 Their terrace-like preci-

pices, that rise over each other step by step^their trap-

stairs of trappean rock,—for to this scenic peculiarity the
volcanic rocks owe their generic name. 1850 R. Chambers
Burns' Life Sf Wks. (1856) I. 145 Almost the only other
apartment in the house is a kind of garret-closet, accessible

by a narrow trap-stair ascending from the lobby.

+ Trap, J*^.* Coal Minings ^Xz. Obs, [History

obscure; app. connected with the continental words
trap, trappe step : see prec (Perh. introduced by
foreign miners in i6ih c.)] A * fault' in a seam of

coal, also in a mineral vein or in any stratum

;

an up-throw or down-throw of the stratum (usually

trap-tip or trap-down). (Cf. step-faults applied to

a series of faults in the same direction.)

1719 Strachey in Phil. Trans. XXX. 971 As. .they are
dug near the same Depth, it follows there must be a Trap,
or several Traps down, which in all must amount to that

Depth between the said Works. 1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-
Mining, Trap-down [in Bristol Coal-field], a fault which is

a down-throw one. .. Trap-up^ a fault which is an up-
throw one.

Hence Trap v,^ in to trap up or down, to be found

at a higher or lower level after dislocation by a dike

or fault : see quots. ; whence Trapping vbl. sb,

1719 Strachey in Phil. Trans. XXX. 969 They observe,

as they work to the South West, when they meet with a
Ridg it Causeth the Coal to trap up, that is.. they find it

over their heads, when they are thro' the Ridg : but . . when
they work thro' a ridg to the North East, they say it traps

down, that is, they find it under their feet. 1757 Da Costa
in Phil. Trans. L. 233 The heavings, displacings, trappings,

and breaks of the metallic veins. 1811 W. Tavlor in

Monthly Mag. XXXI. 448 Where there is a trapping down
of the strata.

Trap, sb.^ Min. Also 8 trapp. [a. Swed,
trapp (Bergman 1766), so named from the stair-

like appearance often presented by the rock, i.trappa

stair : see Trap j^,-*] A dark-coloured igneous

rock more or less columnar in structure : now ex-

tended to include all igneous rocks which are

neither granitic nor of recent volcanic formation.

[1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 165 This is what the Swedes
call trapp^ or trapas, from stairs.] 1794 Schmeisser Syst.
Alineral, I. 184 Trapp. ..Its name originates from the
Swedish language. The term trapp describes a stone,

which breaks in pieces of a rhomboidal figure, and conse-
quently exhibits, .steps like a stair case. 1796 Kirwan
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) 1. 227 Common Trap. Basalt of Werner.
1811 Piskerton Petralogy I. 62 The volcanic eruptions,
which are supposed tohave produced the mountains of trap.

1863 A. C. Ramsay Phys. Geog. ix. (1878) 124 The rocks are
pierced by . . a white felspathie-looking trap, which has
charred the coals at the points of junction. 1871 W. S.

Symonik Rec. Rocks v. 146 A dyke of trap penetrates the
rocks by means of a fissure.

b. attrib. and Comb., as trap-dike (Dike sb. 9 b),

'granulitey "porphyry, -rock, -skale^ -stone, -tuff.

1796 KiRWAN EUm. Min. (ed. 2) I. 355 Trap Porphyry..



TBAP.

sometimes. .abounds. .in quariz nnd felspar. 1811 Sir A.

BoswELL Po£t. Wks. {1S72) 102 Bentath his feet the trap,

stone rung. 1813 Bakewkll Intrxui. Geol, (1815} iiS Rocks

in which hornblende forms a predominating ingredient, have

been denominated trap r(}cks. i8ai R. Jameson Man.
Mineral. 401 Secondary 'lrap...The following are the

different kinds of these rocks, .. Greenstone; ..Syenite;..

Amygdaloid; .. Wacke; .. Basalt; and .. Trap tuff. 1842

SErK;wiCK in Hudson's Guide Lakes 11843) 241 Plumliago.

.

has .been found among coal strata near the sides of 'trap

dykes'. 1853 in J. Phillips Mart. Geol. (1855) 102 Roofing,

slate,.. alternating.. with porphyr>', trappean conglomerate,

trap shale. 1855 J. Phillips Man. GcoL 187 There are no

trap dikes in this coal field. 1867 Burton Hist. .Scot. {187^)

I. li. 57 It is a small bar of trapstone. x88i Prevost in

Kno7vledge No. 5. 85 The trap rocks, divisible into two great

classes, called diorite and dolerite, contain soda, lime, mag-
nesia. and potash.

t Trap, sb.^ Obs, [a. OF. irappe a baking-tin

for tarts (1395 in Godef.).] A kind of dish or pan,

app, for baking.
tc 1390 Forme ofCury in Warner Antiq. Culin. 27 Make

a crust in a trape. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 40 Fyrst

make a fole trap.., Pynche hym, cowche hym J>y flesshe

>erby. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. tK.E.T.S.) 54 Sew Trappe.

Trap, sb^ : see Tbaps, belongings, etc.

Trap, v> [ME. trappen :—OE. *irxppan in

betrxppan, {be)tr€ppan (Betrap), f. (r^p, Tbap sb."^

Cf. also Attrap, Entrap (from F.), which may
have contributed to the Eng. vb.]

I. Transitive senses.

L To catch in or as in a trap, entrap, ensnare.

[4900 Kentish Gloss. 211 (Bosw.-T.) Hio ItrMplte, inre»

imitA ci46o Towneley Myst. xiii. 371 Me thoght with a
g>ii A fatt shepe he trapt, hot he mayde no dyn. 1530

pALSt;R. 761/1, 1 trappe, I take one by steyght, or take any
beest in a trappe or snare, >? attrap^ and je trappe. 1835
W. Irving Tour Prairies xxiii. 211 Three persons are safer

ihan a large number for trapping beaver, i860 Warter
Sea-board II. 39 Wbeat'Cars, which all shepherds., trap on
the Downs.

1390 GowER Conf. II. 218 Thus he, whom gold hath over-

tei, Was trapped in his oehne net. c 14*5 Cast. Persev.

2099 in Macro Plays 140, « Jxju, deuyl, with wyckyd wyl.

In paradys trappyd us with trcsun. 1509 Hawes Past, Pleas,

xxix. (Percy Soc.) 143 Howe that my hart by Venus was
trapt, With a snare of love. 1670 Cotton Espemon 111.

XI. 556 The Duke knowing, that . . this was only a device to

make him run into some error,, .was not easie to be trap'd

that way. a 1700 Drvden tr. Ovitfs Met. xin. Sp. Ajax ff

Ulysses 340 With ambush 'd arms I trapp'd the foe, or tired

with false alarms. 1885-94 R* Bridges Eros ^ Psyche luly

V, They alert with joy to see her trapt, Launch'd forth

amain.

c. Ji^, with ref. to speech : To catch, pull up, or

detect in a mis-statement. Also Sc, To detect and
correct a classmate in an erroneous answer, or to

answer a question which he cannot and ' take him
down * (Take v. 80 b {d)),

1630 PiYNNB Anti-Armin, 136 That contradicts their

Doctrine, and traps them in a fye. 1681-^ J. Scott Chr.

Life (1747) III. 601 The Jews jiaving every Day Oppor.
tunity of conversing with them, they might have easily

trapp'd them in their Relations. i8js Jamieson, To trttfi, to

correct in saying a lesson at school, so as to have a right to

take the place of him who is thus corrected. 1895 Crockett
Bog-Myrtle <V Peat 185 He had promptly ' trapped ' his

way to the head of the class. . .The operation of ' trapping
'

was simply performed. When a mistake was made in pro*

nunciation, repetition, or spelling, any pupil further down
the class held out his hand,., the' trapper '(providing always
that his emendation was accepted, was instantly promoted
to thcplace of the ' trapped '.

2. To furnish with traps; to set (a place) with a
trap or traps (m quot. 1908 with arrangements for

delecting law-breaking motorists. Trap sb.^ i c).

1841 Catlih N". Amer. Ind. II. Iviii. 251 They assume
the right of hunting and trapping the streams and lakes.

X908 Westm. Gaz. 8 Dec. i/i The owners of motors are not
content to take them week by week down the same road,

especially when that road is so well * trapped ' as is the
highway to the London•by-the.sea,
0. To furnish (a drain, etc.) with a trap or traps,

to prevent the ascent of foul air or gas.
186a Catal. Internal. Exhib, II. x. 46 The drains to be

trapped and ventilated. x88i U. W. Richardson in Gd.
Words XXII. 55 The chief drain has to be trapped outside

the dwelling, a little way before it reaches the common
sewer.

4. Chiefly Meek, To stop and hold or retain by
a trap or contrivance for the purpose ; to separate

or remove by a trap :

e.g. to stop the shuttle of a loom in the warpi water, air,

Ras, heat in its passage ; esp. anything suspended in water,

or condensed from steam or gas, in a pipe.

II. Intransitive senses.

6. To practise catching wild animals hi traps for

their furs ; also gen, to set traps for game.
1807 P. Gass Jrnl. 78 Some Frenchmen who were out

trapping caught 7 of them (beavers). 1817 J. Bradbl'rv
Trtxv. Amer. j8 note. Soon after he..trapjx:cf in company
with a hunter named Potts. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies
xxiiL 210, I should like to come and trap on these waters all

winter, 1894 Times 10 Dec. 10/2 The provisions of the

Ground Game Act had not been observed ; tenants were
allowed to trap how and when they liked. 1905 D. Wali^cf,
Lure Labrador Wild iii. 48 Tom Blake..had trapped at

the. .western end of Grand Lake.

6. To use, handle, or work a trap or traps.

a. (also with it) To use trap-doors on the stage

in a theatrical performance, nonee-use*

28S

1886 ^<«/. Rev. 2 Jan. =o/i Kazrac and the Demon go down
and come up trap aftertrap... They should take a lesson of
Mr.Conquest..(we know not whether or not that excellent

artist still traps it).

b. To act as a 'trapper' in a coal-mine: see

TRArrEB iA.2 3.

1843 [see Trapping vlil.sb^]. x^fia Daily News 14 Feb.

3/2 How long have you been trapping?* * Since I come
down pit, six months ago.*

c. To handle or work a trap in trap-shooting :

see Trap sb\ 4, Tbappek sb^'- 3.

Trap, v."^ [f. Trap ii.-] trans. To adorn (a

horse, mule, or the like) with trappings; to

caparison. (Chiefly in /a. ///«.) Rarely (,in 19th c.)

said in reference to a man.
13. . [see Trapped/^/. a}\. 1375 Barbour Bruce xiv. 289

The scottis all on fut war then. And thai on stedis trappit

Weill, c i4ao Brut 347 A mylke-white stede, saddled and
brydilled,& trapped with whitecloth ofgolde. Ibid. 373 Al (>c

horsses drawyng |7e chare were trappid yn blak. a 1548 Hall
Chron., RicL Hi 25 b. His horse trapped in blew veluet

enbroudered with the naues of cartes burnyng of gold.

1631-3 MiDDLETON & Rowley Changeling i. i. Call your
servants up. And help to trap your horses. 1631 Heywood
Eng. Eliz. (1641) 63 The Lady Elisabeth, .rode in a chariot

. .drawn with six horses trapt in cloth of silver. i8z6 Hor.
Smith T<ir Hill (1S38) I. 29 Dudley hastily trapped himself

for the field.

b. transf. vcciAfig.

c 141a HoccLEVE De Reg. Prtnc. 483 Drapers and . , skinners

. . For suche folk han a special ortsoune. That trapped is

withe curses. .til they be payed for her gere. 1^77-87
HoLINSllKD Chron. (1807) III. 345 One Afjnes Damtie a
butterwife.. being first trapped with butter dishes, was then

set on the pillorie. 1590 Marlowe and Part Tatnburt. \. i,

Fair Europe. .Trapt with the wealth and riches of the

world. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. m. 178 A Prophecy
so trapped with the ornaments of speech. 1903 Daily
Chron. 10 Apr, s/i The old mess jacket was a gorgeous

affair of innumerable gold buttons, with a gay scarlet

waistcoat, also trapped with gold.

Trap, v.^ : see under Tbap sb.^

Trapan : see Trepan.
Trap-ball (trje-pibjl). [f. TBAP.fi5.i + Bah rf.i]

A game in which a ball, placed upon one end

(slightly hollowed) of a trap (Trap sb.'^ 3), is

thrown into the air by the batsman striking the

other end with his bat, with which he then hits the

ball away.
165S Churchvi. Ace. St, Marg. ]Vestininster{'Vi\c\\o\s 1 797)

64 One that played at trap-ball on the Lords day. 1740

Chestkrf. Lett, (i 792) Mxxi. 197 You will desire to excel) all

boys of your age al cricket, or trap-ball, as well as in learning.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLIII. 240 A game of trap-ball was
played this month on the ice. 1909 Daily Cknm. 27 Aug.

7/3 An inn. .where.. trap-ball is played on the lawn...The
dictionary already calls it * an old game '.

attrib. 184s J. T. Smith Si. Rainy Day (1861) 18 On the

eastern side of the bouse there was a trap-ball-ground.

b, A ball used in this game. rare.

1713 S. Sewall Diary 6 June, Boston, came down a Spit,

and dear'd the Leaden throat, by thrusting out a Trap-Ball
that stuck there.

Tra-p-bri-lliant. [app. f. Da. Ira/ step (cf.

next) + Bbilliant sb.'\ In diamond-cutting, a form

of brilliant in which each of the foundation squares

is divided horizontally into two triangular facets at

an obtuse angle (when viewed in elevation) ; also

called step-brilliant, split-brilliant.

1877 Knight Diet. Mcch, s-v. Cem<utting, There are

several varieties of brilliant cuts, known as—Half-brilliant..

Full brilliant .. Split or trap-brilliant.. Double brilliant or

Lisbon cut. 189X in Cent. Diet.

Trap-cut. [app. f. Du. />-a/[step, stair -i- Cot
sb.'\ A mode of cutting gems, chiefly used with

emeralds, rubies, sapphires, etc.; also called step-

cut, degree-cat: see quot. 1877.
1853 O. Byrne Artisan's Handblt. 225 The trap cut. or

trapping, as it is called by lapidaries. 1865 Emanuel Dia-
monds 98 The Trap or Step Cut. This is the most usual,

besides being the most .idvantageous form of cutting

emeralds and other coloured stones. . . There are generally

only two or three steps from the table to the ^irdlB. 1877
Knight Did. Mech.^ Trap-cut, a mode of cutting gems in

which the facets consist of parallel planes, nearlyrectangular,

arranged roimd the center of the stone.

T4»p-door (tne-pido»u). [f. Tbap ji.i +
DOOB.J A door, either sliding or moving on

hinges, and flush with the surface, in a floor, roof,

or ceiling, or in the stage of a theatre.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus 111. 710 (759) ' Which weye be ye

comen. .? ' Quod she. .
.' Here at jjissecre trappe dore ', quod

he. 1489-90 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 155 '°'' viij ffoole

di. lymber for o trapp dorr. 1579-80 North Plutarch

(1595) 1092 Aristippus .. locked himself., in a litle high

chamber with a trappe dore, and set his bed vpon it, and so

slept. 1S99 Sandys EurofxSpec. (1632) 07 They have their

trap doores or pit-falls in darke melancholy chambers. 1704

S. Sewall Diary 13 Sept., Mrs. Tuthill falls through aTrap
Door into the cellar. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in i'p2 93
The trap-door in the floor, contrived for the lowering in

of the captives. 1840 Dickens Old Curiosity Shop xxxv.

Getting on the roof of the house through the trap-door.

b. trans/, and Jig.

1648 Gage IVcst Ind, 82 Never to go to those parts, which

were but snares and trap-dores to let down to helL 1694

Motteux Rabelais iv. xxxiv. 136 It no more open'd its

Guttural Trap-door, i860 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smith-

sonian Instil. iSsg 206 note. The operculum is a horny or

shelly appendaje to the cod of the foaU..It may be called

TRAPES.
..the trap.door or toe-nail. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 94
The trap-door of some hidden paradox.

c. Alining. A door in a level for directing the

ventilating current ; a weather-door.
xSgx Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. ^ Durh.

54 Trapper, a little boy whose employment consists in

opening and shutting a trap.door when required. 1883
Gresley Coal Mining Gloss., Trap-door, a small door, kept
locked, fixed in a stopping or bolt, for giving access to firemen
and certain others to the return air-ways, dams, or otlier

disused places in a mine. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining
Terms 68.

d. Comb. Trap-door spider, one of a group of

large spiders, which make a nest in the shape of a

tube with a hinged lid which opens and shuts like

a trap-door ; hence trap-door nest, etc.

x8a6 KiRBY & Sp. Entomot. III. xxxiv. 492 The trapdoor

or mason spider {Mygale caswentaria). 186^-5 Wood
Hollies ivithout tf.vi. (1868) 116 Of all the burrowing spiders

. . none is so admirable an excavator as the Trap-door Spider

of Jamaica [Cteniza]. 1883 Tall Mall G. 29 Dec. 5/1 The
trap-door spider is almost the typical natural curiosity of

the Riviera. 1897 Anne Page A/lernoon Ride 58 The.,
spider, decoyed out of his well-built trap-door nest.

t Trape, v. Obs. or dial. Also ?5 trappe.

[Origin obscure. If quot. ^1400 belongs here, it

may possibly be = MDu. and MLG. trappen to

tread, trample, in Kilian 'calcare, conculcare

jjedibus', in EKris. (Doomkaat-Koolman), to set

down the foot with force and noise, to tramp.

But this is doubtful, as there is a long gap between 1400

and 1706, and trape is not phonetically identiral with

trappe. Trape of 1706-49 is moreover preceded 1593-1700

by 1 rapes I'. , of which it may have been a mutilated form]

intr. — Trapes v.

\c\^M Sowdone Bab. 1802 Fal what so euer by falle. To
the Soudon wole they trappe.) 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

To Trape, to go idly up and down. 1711 in Bailey. 1749
Richardson Let. 4 Aug., in A. Dobson Eieldiiigv. (1883) 139

The Lowest of all Fellows, yet in Ixive with a Young
Creature who was traping after him.

b. = Trapes v. i b.

187s Sussex Gloss. s.v.,' Her gown trapes along the floor '.

Trape, erroneous form of Tripe 2.

Trapes, traipse (tr^'ps), sb. colloq. and dial.

Also 9 txapse. [Goes with Tbapks v., but of later

appearance.]

1. An opprobrious name for a woman or girl

slovenly in person or habits ;
' a dangling slattern '.

1676 Poor Robin's Intell. 11-18 Apr. 2/2 A lazy trapes

that cares not how late she sits up, nor how long she lies in

the morning. 1678 Butlek Hud. ill. 11. 471 He found the

sullen Trapes Possest with th* Devil, Worms, and Claps.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Trapes, a dangling Slattern.

1714 Gay What d'ye call it I. i, From Door to Door I'd

sooner whine and beg,.. Than marry such a Trapes, 1780

H. Walpole Let. to Mason 31 Aug., There was a trapes

of a housekeeper. 1811 Ora 4- yuliet IV. 191 You and your

dirty trapes. 1905 Eng. Dial. Diet, [cited from Lancash.,

Yorks. to Essex, Somerset).

2. An act or course of ' trapesing ' ; a tiresome or

disagreeable tramp.
i86a Mrs. H. Wood Channings (1866) 471 It's such a toil

and a trapes up them two pair of stairs. 1866 Mrs. Lynn
Linton Liz. Lort. I. xiii. 302 He. .asked if the ladies would

like to go down the mine 7..his lass shouldn't §0 through

such a trapse. 1887 T. Hardy Woodlanders xlviii, Leading

folk a twelve mile traipse. 1893 Couch Delectable Duchy
X96 A brave trapse all the way from Upper Woon.

Trapes, traipse (tr/>ps), v. colloq. Also 8-9

dial, trapse, 9 traaps ; traapess, trapas, trapass,

trapess, trapez, trapus, traipass, traipess,

traaypess, etc. [Known a 1600. Evidently re-

lated to Tbapb v., but the nature of their relation

is not clear. In literary use, the spelling traipse

and Pope's metrical use show the word as a mono-

syllable ; but many modern dialects have it as two

syllables.

If trappe e 1400 really belongs to Trape p., that would

appear to be the earliest word of the group, although trapes

as vb. would be a deriv. of unusual form ; but if not, trapesing

of 1593 would be the earliest form recorded. 'I'he dialect

forms trapass, traipass strongly recall OF. trapasser, tra-

pesser, trcpasser {slM in Colgr.), to pass over or beyond (see

Trespass v.), though the senses do not exactly fit.]

1. intr. To walk in a trailing or untidy way ; e. g.

to walk or ' trail ' through the mud ; to walk witli

the dress trailing or bedraggled; to walk about

aimlessly or needlessly. (Usually said of a woman
or child.)

X593 [see Trapesing vbl.sb.\

1647 in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 368 What soever wether

comes I must goe trapesing a foote to y® end of y* lane.

X7X0 Swift Jriil. to Stella 13 Dec, I am to go trapesing

with Lady Kerry and Mrs. Pratt to see sights all this day.

1710-1X Ibid. 2 Mar., I was traipsing to-day with your Mr.
Sterne. 1728 (ed. r) Pope Dune. III. 141 See next twoslip-shod

Muses traipsealong. i73iSiRC.WoGANi,«/./»i'7w//^27 Feb.,

Ireland is left to trapes in her old draggle-tailed weeds by

her own children. X74J Mrs. Delany in Life ft Corr. (1861)

II. 189 We trapesed all over Babylon garden. X824 Mrs.

Cameron Pink Tippet 11. 25, I would not go trapsing to

school as she does. 1864 Mrs. Gaskell Wives /f Dau. 11,

I've been out for these three hours trapesing about the

£rounds till I'm astiredascanbe. 1869 /'k«c/i 16 Oct. 154/1

>raggletails trapseing along the street. X884 L. F. Allen
New Amer. Farm-Bk. 313 The frog, traipsing over the dewy
fields. X891 G. H. liiLLiNGTON in Times 1 Jan. 11/3, I only

wish the children of the members of the Board..bad to

traipse a mile and a half to school.



TRAPESED.

b. To trail along the Rronnd ; to hang untidily.

1774 FoOTE CosiKers iii. Wks. 1799 II. 184 These .. skirts

of the boy's are so light and genteel.. : those wegotmade
in the countr>' trapes and dangle like a parcel of petticoats.

1887 S. Cheshire Gloss, s. v., Ah dait [ = I doubt] it'll uapes,

if yo han it made so long.

2. trans. To walk or tramp over; to tread,

tramp (the fields, streets, etc.). dial.

1885 HKU.Ckmis.ShetdffWi>/Crime xxiii, It's bad weather

to trapes the fells. 1901 D. C. Murray Ck. Humanity v. 80

If you're to begin trapesing the streets again without a

farthing in your pocket. 190a Monthly Rev. Aug. 181 I II

gar you trapse the stone-floor bare-fit 1

b. To tread (a dance) in a trailing way. rare.

l8js Clouds of Aristophanes ii. in Blackvi. Mae. Oct. 526

SheVnot.-ippearingDrestout Like the rest in filthy guise.,

nor trapesing [printed trapering] forth a dirty minuet.

Hence Trapesed ppl. a., trampled, bedraggled.

1884 G. H. BouGHTON in Harper's Mag. Oct. 706/2 The
town.. looked messy and 'traipsed*. 1887 .9. Cheshire

Gloss, s. V, A woman with dirty garments was called ' a poor,

Irapes't thing '.

Trapesing, traipsing (tr^Tpsiij), vbl. si.

[f. prec. + -INO 1.] The action of the verb Trapes.

1593 BiLsoN Goi't. Christ's Ch. xiv. 296 This t[r)apesing to

and fro I impute rather to the rawnesse of your discipline.

.

'This it is to wander in the desert of your owne deuises with-

out the line of Gods worde, or leuell of his Church to direct

you. 1800 Mar. Eixjeworth Ottt o/Debt i, Anything's better

than trapesing through a shop. 1887 * H. Smart ' Cleverly

Won vii, If she thought trapesing about with the hounds
was the way to j^et married, she was mistaken. 189s T.

Hardy Jude III. it, The traipsing along to the station, the

porter's ' B'your leave !
' the screaming of the trains.

Trapesing, trai-psing, ///. a. [f. as prec.

-H -ING ^.] That trapeses
;

going about in a

slovenly manner.
1760 FooTE Minor I. Wks. 1799 I. 244 One armful of good

wholesome British beauty, is worth a ship-load of their

trapsing, tawdry trollops. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to^ Cong. i.

ii, 'I'he daughter, a tall trapesing trolloping, talkative may-
pole. 1886 Hall Caine Son of Hagar 1. vii, Beneath the

traipseing feet of the people.

Trapezate (tra;*pfeit), a. rare, [irreg. f.

Teapez-ium -v -ate '^.'\ (See quot.)

1816 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 264 Trapezate (Tra-
pczata\ quadrilateral with the four sides unequal, and none
of them perfectly parallel.

Trapeze (traprz). [a. F. trapeze in same
senses, ad. L. Trapezium.]

L An apparatus for gymnastic exercises and feats,

consisting of a horizontal cross-bar suspended by

two ropes in the manner of a swing.

Prob. orig. applied to a kind in which the ropes formed a
Irapeuum (in sense i b) with the roof and cross-bar.

i86x Sat. Rev. 22 June 635 The ring is neither more
nor less likely to cause death than the rope or the trapeze,

1865 Public Opinion 21 Jan. 81 His performances are of a

very extraordinary character ; among other things, he holds

on to the trapeze by his teeth. 1877 Black Green Fast.

xxxvi. Will you.. show the boys how to twist round a tra-

peze. 1B80 Encycl. Brit. XI. 350/2 The trapeze consists of

a horizontal bar suspended by ropes at a height of 4 or 5 feet

from the floor. 1908 Daily Ckron. 11 June 1/4 At this alti-

tude of two miles above the ground her feet became en.

tangled in the trapeze ropes.

2. = Trapezium, rare'".

1864 in Webster : hence in later Diets.

Hence Trapezing, performance on the trapeze.

1894 G. Du Maurier Trilby I. 70 Fencing and boxing and
trapezing seemed to be more in her line. 1905 Da/ly Chron.
6 June 3/1 People who are revivified by trapezings and
comic songs have no individuality to be recreated.

+ Trape'zia. Ofis. [mod.L. trapezia, adj. fem.

f. Trapezium, used absol. for trapezia figura tra-

pezial figure or shape.] A quadrilateral figure other

than a parallelogram; the 'trapezium' of Euclid,

comprising the later trapezium and trapezoid.

1631 De la Main ffitle) The making, description, and use

of a small portable Instrument for the Pocket .. in form of a

mixt 'Trapezia thus called a Horizontall Quadrant. 1693

J. Wing Heptanhia Math. 64 A Table shewing the Area

of Right-line Figures, as Squares, Triangles, and Trapezia's.

175a A. Fletcher Univ. Measurer i. 98 To reduce a Tra-

pezia ABCD to a triangle. 1766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Sur-

veying, Quadrangular figures, .are either parallelograms or

trapesias.

Trapezial (trapf-zial), a. [f. mod.L. Trapezi-

um +-Au]
1. Of or pertaining to a trapezium; having the

form of a trapezium, trapeziform.

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Trapezial, be-

longing to a geometrical figure, so called of four sides. 1703

T. N. City l*f C. Purchaser 249 At each comer of the Newel
there is a trapezial Half-pace. i8s» Dana Crust. I. 312

Their trapezial or quadrate form.

2. Anat. Pertaining to the trapezium (in either

sense), or to the trapezius muscle.
1891 Cent. Diet., Trapezial, in aneU., pertaining to the

trapezius : as, trapezial fibers or action. 1899 Syd. .S'oc. Lex.,

Trapezial, pertaining to the Trapezium or Trapezius.

Trape'zian, a. Cryst. [f. as prec. -I- -AN. Cf.

mod.FT trapezien (Littre).] Having trapeziform

lateral faces in two rows between the two bases, as

a crystal of barium sulphate.

1757 tr. HenckeVs Pyritol. 23 Prismatical, trapezian, or

irregular. 1805-17 R. Jameson C/iar. Min. 203 A crystal is

said to be .. Trapezian, when its lateral surfaces consbt of

trapezia, which lie in two rows, between two bases, as in

trapezian heavy-spar. . . It is a rectangular fQur.sided table.
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bevelled on the extremities, where the bevelling planes are

trapeziums. i8j8 in Webster. Hence in laler Diets.

Trapeziform (trapizifjum), a. [f. Trapez-

ium -H -(i)FOUM. Cf. K. trapiziforme (Littr^).]

Having the form of a trapezium ;
quadrilateral

with only two sides parallel.

1776 J. Lee Introd. Sot. Explan. Terms, Trapezifonne,

trapeziform. 1817 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. (1843) II..145

The wax-pockets in the hive-bee .. two trapeziform whitish

pockets. 1834 M^MuRTRiF. Cuvier's Aitim. Kingd. 375 In

RIycterus,,.the body is ovoid,.. and the thorax trapeziform.

i8<8 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (i860) 100 The family

Tenebrionidse consists of insects ,. having the tlionax square

or trapeziform, and as b^o.^d behind as the base of the wing,

cases (Westwood). 1890 Cent. Diet. s. v. Projection, Tra-

peziform tnap.projectioH. a map-projection in which the

space between two meridians antl two parallels is repre-

sented by a trapezoid [i. e. a trapezium].

Trapezihedron, erron. f. Tuapezohedron.

Trapezio- (traprzio), used as combining form

of Trapezium in the anatomical sense, as in

trapezio-metaoarpal a., pertaining to the trape-

zium (bone) and the metacarpus.
1840 E. Wilson Attat. Vade M. (1851)247 The .. trapezio.

metacarpal articulation.

Trapezist (trapr-zist). [f. Trapeze -h -ist.]

A performer on the trapeze.

1888 Star 7 June 4/3 You may have heard of my sister

Azella, the trapezist? 2893 Westm. Gaz. 10 Feb. g/i He
has been a trapezist, a wire-walker, bar-performer, lifter of

weights. 1905 /bid. 11 Sept. 5/1 Aeronaut-trapezist killed.

fTrapezite, a. Ois. rare"^. [app. f. Trape-

zium + -ITE.] Having the form of a trapezium (in

Euclid's sense) ; trapezial.

1S70 BiLLiNGSLEY EucUd X. Def. xi. 232 A figure., which

may be any other rectiline figure, rectangled or not rect-

angled, triangle, pentagone, trapezite, or what so euer ells.

Trapezi'am (traprzizJm). PI. trapezia,

-iunis. [a. mod.L. trapezium, ad. Gr. Tpam^iov,

dim. of T/wTTtfa table, in geometry used by Euclid

in the general sense (see i below), by Proclns (ed.

Friedlein, p. 414) in sense i b. (The early Latin

editions of Euclid 1482-1516 have not trapezium,

but the Arabic helmariphe; trapezium is in the

Basle ed. of 1546.)
With Euclid (C300 B. c.) rpaire'fioi' included all quadrilateral

figures except the square, rectangle.rhombus, and rhomboid;

into the varieties o( trapezia he did not enter. But Proclus,

who wrote Commentaries on the First Book of Euclid's

Elements A.D. 450, retained the name Tpaire'Cioi' only for

quadrilaterals having two sides parallel, subdividing these

into the Tpaire'Ctov iuotTKeXe?, isosceles trapezium, having the

two non-parallel sides (and the angles at their bases) equal,

and uKaXtivov rpafle'fioi', scalene trapezium, in which these

sides and angles are unequal. For quadrilaterals having no

sides parallel, Proclus introduced the name Tpaire^oeifie? Tra.

pEzoiD. This nomenclature is retained in all the continental

languages, and was universal in England till late in the

18th century, when the application of the terms was trans-

posed, so that the figure which Proclus and modern geometers

of other nations call specifically a trapezium (F. trapeze,

Ger. trapez, Du. trapezium. It. /ni/(c2;«) became with most

English WTiters a trapezoid, and the trapezoid of Proclus

and other nations a trapezium. This changed^ sense of

trapezoid is given in Hutton's Mathematical Dictionary,

1795, as 'sometimes' used—he does not say by whom; but

he himself unfortunately adopted and used it, and his

Dictionary was doubtless the chief agent in its diffusion.

Some geometers however continued to use the terms in their

original senses, and since c 1875 this is the prevalent use.]

1. C«o?». a. Any four-sided plane rectilineal figure

that is not a parallelogram ; any irregular quadri-

lateral. (The Euclidean sense.)

[1551 Recorde Pathw. Knmvl. B iv, The fift sorte doth con-

taine all other fashions of foure cornered figurs, and ar called

of the Grekes trapezia.] 1570 Billingsley Euclid i. Def.

34. 6 All other figures of foure sides besides these, are

called trapezia, or tables. Jbid. 52 A trapesium hauing

two sides parallels hath of necessitie the one of them longer

then the other. i6<o Barrow Euclid i. Def. 33 All other

quadrilateral figures besides these are called Trapezia or

Tables. 1846 PoTTS Euclid 5. i86a Todhunter Euclid 5.

1906 Hamilton & Kettle 2nd Geometry Bk. 39 Some
terms for quadrilaterals are variously used by different

writers. Here trapezium is used for all quadrilaterals that

are not parallelograms.

b. spec. A quadrilateral having only one pair of

its opposite sides parallel. (The specific sense to

which the term was restricted by Proclus.)

The specific sense in Eng. in 17th and i8thc., and again

the prevalent one in recent use.

[1570 : see a.] 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India f; P. 289 Geo.

metrical Figures, like the Trapezium, or Square, in which

the opposite sides are parallel. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Trapezium (in Geom.) a Quadrilateral, or Square Figure,

whose four Sides .ind Angles are not equal, but two of its

Sides are parallel. 1721 Bailey, Trapezium, ..a Quadri-

lateral Figure in Geometry, whose oppo-site Sides are parallel

to one another. 1788 [see Trapezoid sb. i .a]. 1840 Lardner
Ceom. 72 If the angles at the b.-ise of a trapezium be equal,

its sides will be equal. i8«» Todhunter Euclid s Some
writers propose to restrict the word trapezium to a quadri-

lateral which has two of its sides parallel, and it would be

certainly convenient if this restriction were universally

adopted. 188a Casey Euclid 45 A quadrilateral which has

one pair of opposite sides parallel is called a trapezium.

1903 Hall & Stevens School Geom. 56. 1903 Baker &
Bourne Elem. Geom. 81. 1908 — Elem. Mensuration 48.

1909 Godfrey & Siddons Geom.for Beginners ^^ A quadri-

lateral which has onl>; one pair of sides parallel is called a

trapezium. A trapezium in which the sides that are not

parallel are equal is called an isosceles trapezium.

TRAPEZOID.

c. An irregular quadrilateral having neither pair

of opposite sides parallel. (The usual sense in

England from c 1800 to c 1875. Now rare.)

This is the trapezoid (rpairefotiJes) of Proclus : see Thape-
zoiD A. I a.

1795 HuTTON Math. Diet. II. 610/1 Trapezium, ..3. plane

figure contained under four right lines, of which both the

opposite pairs are not parallel. When this figure has two of

its sides parallel to each other, it is sometimes called a
trapezoid. 1807 — Course Math. II. 78 Lines are drawn
in the fields on the plan, .so as to divide them into trapieziums

and triangles, the bases and perpendiculars of which are

measured on the plan by means of the scale from which U
was drawn. 1B31 Brewster Optics xxv. 214 The solid

called the icositetrahedroii . . is bounded by twenty-four equal

and similar trapezia.

2. Anat. a. A bone of the wrist, articulating

with the metacarpal bone of the thumb (so called

from its shape) ; also, the corresponding bone in

the lower animals ; the first of the distal row of

carpal bones. Also trapezium bone ; Fr. os trapSze.

1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842) 70 The trapezium

is too irreguhtr in form to be compared to any known
object. Ibid. (1851) 238 Groove in the scaphoid and trape-

zium bones. 1881 Mivart Cat 97 1 he trapezium is the

smallest carpal and the most radial of the distal series.

b. (in full, trapezium cciebn.) A band of nerve-

fibres in ihe pons Varolii of the brain.

1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet., Trapezium (.cerebri), in

the pons Varolii a set of transverse fibres situated dorsally

from the pyramids. In many animals, .these fibres appear

on the surface as an irregular quadrilateral area ; hence the

name.
3. Astron. A configuration of stars in the form of

a trapezium ; esp. that in the great nebula of Orioii.

1851 ^\cno\. Archil. Ilcaru. 143 All about the trapezium is

a mass of stars. 1868 Lockver Elem. Astron. % 354 'The

constellation Hercules is easily recognised by . . the trapezium

formed by four of its stars. 1883 Knowledge 15 June 357/2

The famous trapezium [in the great nebula in Orion], con-

sisting of four bright stars and two smaller ones.

4. = Trapeze i. rare.

1856 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XI. 169/2 The triangle and
trapezium are two of the most amusing instruments in

modern gymnasiums. 1862 A. Maclaren Milit.Syst. Gym.
nastic Exerc. 92 The trapezium consists of a turned ash bar

. . suspended by a rope at each end. Ibid. 93 The evolutions

on the trapezium.

II
Trapezius (traprzife). Anat. PI. trapezu

(-i|3i). [mod.L. trapezius iinusculus), adj. masc t

trapezium : see prec,] Each of a pair of large

flat triangular muscles (together forming the figure

of a trapezium) extending over the back of the neck

and adjacent parts. Also trapezius muscle.

(1693 tr. BlancariCs Phys. Did. (ed. 2), Trapesius

Mnsculus, so called from its Geometric Figure.] 1704 J.

Harris Lex. Techn. I, T\r\apezins, is a Aluscle of the

Shouiderblade, which serves to move it upwards, backwards,

and downwards. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 201 Its

anterior surface is covered by the subclavius muscle, and the

posterior by the trapezius. 1840 G. V. Ellis Anat. 5 The
great occipital nerve., perforates the trapezius muscle, i860

O. W. Holmes Elsie V. iii, The trapezius, lying diamond-
shaped over the back and shoulders like a monk s cowL

Trapezoh.edron (trEe^pizch/dr^n, -he'dr^n).

Geom. and Cryst. PI. -hedra, -hedrons. Also

9 trapezoedron, erron. trapezihedron. [f.

trapeze-, used as combining form of Trapezium,

after tetrahedron, etc. Cf. F. trapezoedre (Littre).]

A solid figure whose faces are trapeziums or trajpe-

zoids ; as the icositetrahedron or deltohedron, with

24 faces, and the trigonal trapezohedron, with 6.

Hence Tra^pezolie'dral a. ,
pertaining to or of the

form of a trapezohedron.
i8i6-« Cleaveland Treat. Min. ^ GeoL (ed. 2) I. 361

Another form [in Garnet] is a trapezoedron, or a solid pre-

senting twenty four equal and similar, trapezoidal faces.

1828 Webster, Trapezihedron, a solid bounded by twenty-

four equal and similar trapeziums. 1847— Trapezohedron.

1849 Dana Geol. xvii. (1850) 628 Garnet in trapezohedral

crystals. 1868 — Min. 189 (Quartz... Various trapezohedral

forms. ..Many trapezohedrons in other positions.
_ 1895

Storv-Maskelyne Crystallogr. vii. § 257 The trigonal

trapezohedron. Ibid. § 273 The trapezohedral letartohedron.

Ibid. § 274 The trapezohedra that occur on quartz belong to

two correlative groups.

Trapezoid (trx'p/zoid, traprzO|id), sb. and a.

[ad. mod.L. trapezo'ides, a. late Gr. TpairffociSijs,

nent. -ks table-like (Proclus 450), f. rpairtfa table

:

see -DID. Cf. F. trapezoide (1652 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

A. sb. 1. Geom. a. A quadrilateral figure no

two of whose sides are parallel. (Often called by

English writers (in 19th c.) Trapezium.)
This is the sense for which Proclus introduced the

term TpairefoeiSe'^ ; it is retained in F. trapezoide. Get,

trapezoid, etc Seeetymol. note to Trapezil'm.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trapezoid, a Geometrical

Figure that has all its four Sides and Angles unequal, and
noSides parallel. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Trapezoid,

in geometry, a plane irregular figure, having four sides, no two
of which are parallel to each other. J788 T. Taylor Proclus'

Comm. I. 176 Of non-parallelograms, some have only two
parallel sides, .. others have none of their sides parallel.

And those are called Trapeziums, but these Trapezoids,

1851 R. F. Burton Goa 274 Its shape is a trapezoid, for

though quadrilateral, none of its sides are equal or even.

b. With some : A quadrilateral figure having

only two sides parallel : = Trapezium i b. ? Obs.

A misapplication of the term peculiar to English : now
generally given up.



TRAPEZOIDAL.

1795 HuTTON Math. Diet. IF, 611/1 Trapezoid ^xya\^^mff&

denotes a trapezium that has two of its sides parallel to each
other. x8o6 — Course Math. I. 291 A Trapezoid, or Trape-
zium having two Sides Parallel. 1846 Potts Euclid 45
Sometimes an irregular four-sided figure which has two of

its sides parallel, is called a trapezoid. 1879 in CasseWs
Techn. Educ, ii. 124 If any two of the sides are parallel to

each other the figure is called a trapezoid. 1906 Hamilton
& Kettle 2nd Geom. Bk. 39 [HereJ trapezoid [is used] for

quadrilaterals that have one pair of parallel sides.

+ c. Formerly applied to aa irregularly quadrate

solid with neither pair of sides parallel. Obs.

(Here -^/i/ appears to have the same sense as in ellipsoid^

paraboloid.')

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.^ Trapezoid is a solid irregular

Figure, having four Sides not parallel to one another. (The
only sense given.) 1795 in Hutton Math. Diet. II, 611/1
(as second sense).

2. Anat. A bone of the wrist, the second of the

distal row of the carpus : so called from its shape.

(Also in L.-Gr. form trapezoides ; Fr. trap^zoide.)

183J R. Knox Cloquefs Anat. 135 The Trapezoides {os

ntultafigulum minus),is smaller than the trapezium. 1840
E. Wilson /4/«r/. ^W^ J/. (1842) 113 When seen from before,

it has a quadrilateral form : it is named trapezoid. 1855
Hoi.den Hum. OsteoL (1878) i6t The trapezium and trape-

zoid form a shallow socket for part of the scaphoid.

B. aJJ. = Trapezoidal. (In all the quota,

improi>erly used for Tbapezial.)
1819 G. Samouellr Enlonwl, Compend. 195 Thorax

trapezoid, broad behind. i8j6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV.
364 Trapezoid... Quadrilateral, with two sides unequal and
parallel. Note. We have departed from the more usual
definition of trapezoid, ' An irregular figure whose four sides

are not parallel , because the above is best suited to forms
io insects. 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842) 124 The
internal lateral lii^ament is a broad and trapezoid layer of
ligamentous fibres.

b. AncU. Trapezoid body. —Trapezium 3b.
Trapezoid bofte : = A. a. Trapezoid ligament (F.

ligament trapho'ide')^ the Coraco-clavicular liga-

ment. Trapezoid line : see quot. 1890.
1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet, s.v., T[rapezoid\ hone,

second bone of distal row of wrist. . , T. lim, a rough ridge
for attachment of trapezoid ligament on under surface of
clavicle. 1899 Allbutt'i Syst. Med. VI. 804 Degeneration
of the trapezoid body.

Trapezoidal (trsep/'zoi-dal), a. [f. prec. +
-AL : ct. V. Irapthoidai IXAiiTt).'] Having the form
of a trapezoid ; irregularly quadrilateral.

But sometimes misused for Trapkziform.
1796 KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 259 Oriental Garnet.,

presenting either iz rhomboidal planes, or 24 trapezoidal.

1831 R. Knox Cloqueft Anat. 401 Each of these muscles
occupies the side of the larynx; it is thin, flat, and of a
trapezoidal figure. 1873 M. Collins Squire Silcluster v,

An irregular trapezoidal space, where . . cattle and sheep are
penned.

b. Having trapezoidal faces ; trapezohedral.

1796 KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 36 When a fossil Is

broken into fragments the shape of these is. .sometimes
cubical. rhomtx>idal. or pyramidal, or trapezoidal. 1805-17
R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed, 3) 201 A Crystal is said to be
..Trapezoidal, when its surface consistsof'^twenty-four equal
and similar trapeziums [i.e. trapezoids!.. .Example, Trapc-
zoid.tl garnet. 182s J. Parkinson Outi. OryctoL 8 Its

(coal's] fragments mostly cubical or trapezoidal

So Trapezoi'dlfonu a.

1836 KiKuv 9f Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 266 Trapezoidiform.
, . Whose horizontal section is trapezoid.

Trapfall (trae-pfgl). [f. Trap shy + Fall jA.2 ;

cf. Pitfall sb.\ A trap consisting of a trap-door

or covering over a pit or cellar arranged so as to

give way beneath the feet. Alsoy?^.
1596 .SpE><seR F. Qj. V. ii. 7 In the same are many trap-fals

pight. Through which the rider downa doth fall through
oversight. 1610 Hkalby St. Aug. Citie 0/ God 373 Avoide
these damnable trap<falls of the devill. 1707 HotxROFT tr.

StolSerg's Trav. (ed. 2) III. IxxxvL 132 She is acctLsed of
having contrived a trap-fall, in this palace. 185^ Eraser's
Maz. XI.VIII. 347 A manager, who entertains higher
notions of his art. .than that of a mere snare or trap>fall for

audiences.

Traphino, obs. form of Trephine.

II Trapiclie (traprtj^). [American Sp. trapicke,

derivative of L. trapetam oil-press.]

1. A mill for crushing the sugar-cane ; a sngar-
mill ; also, a sugar plantation.

1648 Gage West Ina. 179 There was m my time a new
Trapiche of Sugar. 1844 Brantz Mavf.r Mexico 19^ On
the east is another huge edifice where the boilers, engines,
crushing machines, cooling vats, moulding apartments, etc.,

constitute the trapick* of the hacienda. 1896 Nat. Ceog,
Mag. July 242 The trapiche or sugar-cane press of the
chief. Here two huge wooden rollers.. pressed the cane
stalks and large metal vessels received the juice.

2. A mde form of mill for grinding ores.

i88i_ Raymond Mining Gloss., Trapiche, a rude grinding
machine, composed of two stones, of which the upper iS

fastened to a long pole.

Trapiferoiis(trrepi*fer3s),rt. Min. rare"'^. [f.

Tkap sb.^ + -(i)ferod3.] Containing trap-rock.

1796 KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed, 2) I. 382 Trapiferous ArgiUite.

Tra'pislip a. "i Obs. [f. Trapes J*. + -I8H1.]

Like a trapes; slovenly; slatternly.

1705 RowF. niter ir. i, A Couple of the trapishest Creatures
I ever saw in Masks. 1706 T. Baker Tnnbr. Walks v. t.

Always trapish and dirty like an actress at a morning
rehearsal. 176a Poetry in Ann. Reg. 208 Now monstrous
in hoop, now trapish, and walking With your petticoats
clung to your knees, like a malkin.

Trap-net; see Trap j*.* 11.
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Trappan, obs. form of Trepan.
Trappean (trjE'pzan), a. Min. [f. Trap sb.^

+ -eani^L.-e-us + -an) : cf. tnarmorean.\ Pertaining

to, of the nature of, or consisting of tiap-rock.
1813 Bakewell Introd. GeoL (1815) 55 Domes of trappean

porphyry. 1853 J. R. Leifchild Cornwall Mines 271 A
very fertile soil is formed from what is geologically called
'trappean ash ', on the trap locks. 1873 J. Geikie Gt. Ice
Age xvi. 205 The trappean heights.. between the valleys of
the Clyde and the Irvine.

Trapped, trapt (trsept), ///. a.i [f. Trap z/.i

and ^M + -ED.]

1. Caught in or as in a trap ; also, caught in a
mistake in class at school (iV.).

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 499/2 Trappyd, or be-trappyd and
g>iyd.., deceptus, illaqtuatus. 155a Huloet, Trapped,
irretitus. 1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Aug. 11/2, 3,000 trapped
rabbits from this particular warren. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush
GirCs Rom. 03 'What do you want me to do?' asked the
trapped gentleman. 1895 Crockett Bog-myrtle ^ Peat 185
The trapped boys sometimes rectified matters at the back
of the school at the play-hour when fists became a high coiut
of appeal and review.

2. Furnished with a trap or traps, as a drain, etc.

189a T. B. F. Ehinson Epidemic Pneumotda at Scatter xo
Four, .nominally trapped inlets.

Trapped (traept, poet, trse'ped), ///. fl.2 Also

7 trapt. [f. Trap sb.^ and t/.^ + -ed.] Protected

or adorned with trappings.

13.. Coer de L, 3888 Kyng, eerls, barouns, knyghts, and
squyers, Ryden ryally on trappyd destrers. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xvi. 185 Trappit horss richt to the feit. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. \qFil% Trappyd, wythe trapure,yWtfrrt/Kj. 1602 ind
Pt. Returnfr. Pamass, iv. ii, Mounted on a trapt Palfrey.

i88s B. Harte Maruj'ani, Cumbrous vehicles., drawn by
gaily trapped mules.

Trapped, ///. a,^ [f. trap in Trap-cut + -ed.]

Of a gem : Cut with the Trap-cut.
1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 962/2 A thicker stone, trapped

in two bights on the front and three on the back.

Tra'pper, sb.^ Obs, exc. Hist. Forms: 4-6
trappure, 5 trappor, -ore, trapure, -ur, -oure,
-owre, -ere, 5-6 trappour(e, -ar, 5-7 traper, 5-9
trapper, [ad. OF. *trapeure^ ^drapeiire, drapure
{a 1500 in Godef. *chevaidx convers de drapures

diversea'), also AF. drapeitr (Stat. 7 Edw. IV in

Godef.) ; -« med.(Anglo-)L, trappatura {a 1450
in Da Cange) : see Trap j^.'-^, v.^ With later

form cf. bardure, border^ and -er 23.] A covering

put over a horse or other beast of burden, made
of metal or leather for purpose of defence, or of

cloth for sheltcrandadomment; trapping; housing.
13.. Coer de L. 226-! Ten hundred stcdes good and sure

King Richard let array in trappure. £1386 Chaucer Knt.*s
T. 1641 The scheeldes briglite testeres, and trappures ; Gold
hewen helmes, haubcrkes. Cote Armures. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xxvi. 123 pai hafe..trappour to ^aire hors. 1459 in

Paston Lett, I. 477, j. pece of skarlot for trappars for horsys.

1463 Mann. 9f Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 215 To John Wysnacke
the same day, .,fl!br steynynge off my masterys traperys,

iij.s. iiij.d. 1470-85 Malory Art/tun. xvi. 58'rheswera..
cut thorow the trappere of stele. 1513 Doiglas Aineis vii.

V, 194 Thair brusit trappouris and patrellis reddy boun.
a 1548 Hall Chron,, Rich. Ill 25 b, His horse trapped in
blue veluet .. which trapper was borne by fotemen from
the grounde. ifisx Quarles Argalus <$ P. (1678) 114 The
Trappers seem to hover Like wings. .As the horse pranc'd.

1891 Atlunmum 23 May 670/3 His opinion that the long-
shanked spur was for use when the horse was covered with
a trapper. x9oa Jml. A rchaeol, Inst. Mar. 74 A cbain^mail
trapper beneath the textile.

fig, 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxvii. (Percy Soc) 132 The
good knight Trouth..betrapped fayre and caye Wyth
shyning trappers of curiositie. x6oo Sir W. Cornwallis
Ess,^ viii. F V, At these blessings are the trapers of the
furniture of Patience.

Trapper (tne'pai), sb?- [f. Trap v?- and sbX\
1. One who sets traps or snares ; spec, one engaged

in trapping wild animals for their furs.

1768 Pennant ZooL II. 338 The trappers .. bait the trap
with a meal worm . . : Ten or a dozen nightingales have been
caught in a day. i8»7 I. F. Cooper Prairie II. i. 7 The
hunters and trappers on La Platte. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef.
MastvXvi. 31 Trappers and hunters, .with their valuable skins
and furs. 1857 Tennyson Enidis^i A sudden .. cr>', As of
a wild thing taken in the trap. Which sees the trapper coming
thro* the wood.
aftrib. 1851 Mavne Reid Scalp Hunt. Pref. 6 My book is

a trapper book. 1899 Daily Neivs 27 Mar. 8/2 The authors
tell us trapper stories and Red Indian tales.

2. A boy stationed to open and shut a trap-door

for the passage of trams in a coal-mine. Also
trapper-boy^ -lad.

1815 Ann, Philos, VI. 114 The trappers have seats near
their doors, and remain by them all the time the pit is at
work, 1845 Mrs. Norton Child o/Isl. 22 So lives the little

Trapp>er underground! No glittering sunshine streaks the

cosy wall. 189s Pall Mall G. 19 Aug. 1/3 Mr. Keir Hardie
..began life as a trapper boy in a mine. 1900 [trapper lad :

see Trap sb.^ 8 b].

3. One who manages a trap in trap-shooting : cf.

Trap j^.i 4.

a 189a Hurlingkam CM Rules/or Pigeon Shooting § 6

If, in the opinion of the referee, the shooter is balked by any
antagonist or looker-on, or by the trapper,.. he may be

allowed another bird. 189a Greener Breech-Loader ii,(i

It is best to take no heed either of bystanders or trappers

when going to the mark.

4. colloq. A horse which draws a ' trap '.

1883 Poll Mall G. 24 Apr. 4/1 The hard-worked ' trapper
*

..munches his oats in solitude in many a stable. 1894 I

TEAPPIST.
AsTLEYj-o Years Life I. 57, I ..made a journey to Tatter-
sail's, and bought a very clever trapper, a bay mare.

t Tra'pper, v. Obs. rare. [f. Trappeu sb.'^'\

trans. To cover or adorn with trappings. Alsoy?^.
IS97.G. Harvey Trimming T. Nashe Wks. (Grosart) III.

56 His fierie sleedes trapperd in their caparisons. z6ao
Feltham Resolves Ixxxiii. 271 To see how Vice goes
trapperd [later edd. trapped] with rich furniture. 1633 T.
Scot Higlnv. God 17 As for fear, it's too base an humour to
trapper justice.

Tra-ppiness. coUoq. [f. Trappy rt.i + -NEss.]

The quality of being * trappy' or containing traps.
1885 E'ield 26 Dec 884/1 There were broad pastures and

large banks and ditches, innocent of trappiness for the most
part, before the riders.

Trapping (trge-piq), vbL sby Chiefly in pi,

trappings, [f. Trap sb.^ and z^.s + .ingI.] A
cloth or covering spread over the harness or saddle

of a horse or other beast of burden, often gaily

ornamented ; a caparison.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvni. xli. (Bodl. MS.), The
colte is nou^t . . ihijt wij? trappinge and gay barneys.

1553 Eden Trent. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 15 margin, The riche
trapping of the kinges horse. 1764 Harmer Ohserv. xxv. vi.

283 On a stately steed, with a rich saddle and fine traj^pings.

1817 Moore LallaR, (1824) 3 The embroidered trappings of
the elephants.

b. transf. Chiefly //. * Ornaments ; dress ; em-
bellishments ; external, superficial, and trifling

decoration* (J.). Also^/^.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 114 Hee is neuer wont to

keep anie man longer than the .sute lasteth he brings with
him, and then turne him to grasse and get one in ncwe
trappings. x6oi Shaks. Twel, N. v. i. 10 Duke. Belong you
to the l^dy Oliuia, friends? Clo. I sir, we are some of her
trappings. 1602— Ham. i. ii. 86 These, but the IVappings,
and the Suites of woe. 1685 Dryden Thren. August. 330
He needs no Trappings of fictitious Fame. 1791 Hoswell
Johnson an. 1758 (i9«5) I. zoi A motto, the usual trapping
of periodical papers. 1791 Cowper Iliad tv. 167'! he stately

trapping of some prince. 1859 Helps Friends in C. Scr. ir,

1 1, vii, 1 36 To strip a man of all his trappings of birth, rank,

and education.

Hence f Tra'pplnged (-ir)d) a., adorned with

trappings.

1654 Gavton Picas. Notes iv. xv. 252 What regard would
be given to.i Praetor without his trapping 'd horse, the Gold
Chain, and the Cap of maintenance ?

Trapping (tiEe-pii)), vbl, sb.'^ [f. Trap v.'^ +
-iNi; '.] The action of Trap z/.^ in various senses

;

catching by or as by a trap, etc.

1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xi. (Tollem. MS.),
pan by trappynge of J>e humoure, t>at is contenlijt, he
make)> t>e teres falleoute of ))^ y^n {orifi^. per alicationem con-

tent! humoris oculos lacrymari facumt]. a 1533 Frith
DisPut. Purgat. (1829) 107 To that answereih he neither

yea nor nay, for fear of trapping. ?i6.. Coufdty Gentle-

vian's Vade M. (Nares), For their art of trapping. 184a

Rept, Comm. on Employment Children, The employment .

.

assigned to the youngest children, generally that of

'trapping'. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barset I. xxxiii. 286

[He] had his own very strong ideas about the trapping of

foxes. 1890 Lancet 22 Nov. 1 125/2 The defects in drainage

arrangement, such as want of proper trappings.. were very
numerous.

b. altrib. and Comb.
X837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville L (1849) 24 They detach

bands.. of trappers in various directions, assigning to each

a portion of country as a. .trapping ground. 1895 Fraser
Whanps o/Durley lii. 36 The trapping lesson, was . . the most
enjoyable part of the day's work. 1904 Galmchan Fishing
Spain 164 One of these trapping-places [for trout]. 1904

Westm. Gaz. 3 Dec. 10/3 The Illicit Diamond Buying Act,

said prisoner, was part of a trapping system.

Trapping, vbl. sb.^ : see Trap sb.-^

Trapping, vbl. sb.^ : see Trap-cut, quot. 1853,

Tra'pping,///.a. [f.TRAPz/.i + -iNG2] That
traps or entraps : see Trap v.'^

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII 22 He allured and enticed

with moost flatterynge woordes and trappynge termes, the

lady Anne. 1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 85 b, They are

called trappyng argumenles, because fewe that p.unswered

vnto them, can auoide daunger. i8zi Clare VilL Minstr.

II. 63 Leave, oh leave the murky barn, Ere trapping spiders

thee discern.

Trappist (trse'pist), sb."^ (a.) [ad. Y.trappiste^

from La Trappe^ name of the convent : see below.]

1. A monk of the branch of the Cistercian order

observing the reformed rule established in 1664 by

De Ranee, abbot of La Trappe, in Normandy.
1814 in Brackenridge Views Louisiana 288 To maJce the

highest virtue to consist in silence, was reserved for the

Trappists. 1836 Ld. Shrewsbury in E. Purcell Life A. P.
de Lisle (1900)!. iv. 69, I., wish., to seen religious establish-

ment on the premises ; but I fancy we might have a much
more useful one than a Trappist monastery. 1870 Ro<;ers

Hist, Gleanings II. 24 The. .most frivolous profligates have
often become the most rigid . . Trappists and Carthusians.

b. attrib. or as adj. Of or pertaining to this

branch of the Cistercian order,

1847 BuNSEN Ch. ofFuture App. 307 The Count purchased
the old Trappist Monastery, i860 All the Year Round
No. 74. 560 He intended to enter a Trappist convent. 1871

Moblev Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 28 The Trappist theory of the

conditions of virtue.

2. transf. A puff-bird of the genus Monacka,
having inky-black plumage with white about the

head ; a Nun-bird. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tra'ppist, sb.^ [f. Trap jd.i or z/.i + -ist.] A
professional trapper (of wild animals).
x88o Carnegie Pract, Trap. 19 Hares do not offer so large
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a field for work to the trappist as do rabbits. 1896 Times
(weekly ed.) 330,4 Russian trappists almost denuded the

coasts of animals.

Trappistiiie (tne'pistin, -fn). [f. Trappist 1

+ -INE aJ
1. A member of an order of nnns affiliated with

the Trappists, founded in 1827. Also attrib.

1884 Cath, Diet 804/1 Mount St. Bernard in Leicester-

shire and the Trappistine convent of Stapehill in Dorset.

S896 C. K. Paul tr. Huysmans En Route vii, joo She
wandered .. among the Trappistines in Switzerland.

_

2. A liqueur made by the Trappists. [So in Fr.]

x8oi in Cent. Diet.

Txappoid (trae-poid), a. Min, [f. Trap sb.^

+ -OIDJ Resembling or allied to trap-rock,

184a in Phillips Man. GeoL (1835) 250 Upon this lies an
often trappoid or magnesian conglomerate. _ 1854 MuRCHI-
SON Siluria xiii. 334 A reaggregated trappoid breccia. 1889
Nature 12 Dea 140/2 In saucer-like hollows in the solid,

lough, trappoid rocks.

Trappose (trge-pJus), a. Min. [f. as prec. +
-OSS.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of trap

or trap-rock; trappean. Also Tra'ppons a.

{rare—%
1796 KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed.a) II. 175 Argillaceous Iron

Stone.. .Of this sort also we may reckon the *Trappose Ore
used . . in Sweden. 1799 — Geol. Ess. 272 The black trajjpose

matter that descends from the summit of the mountain to

a torrent at its foot where it forms pillars. 1B4S G. H.
Smith in Encycl. Metrop. XXIII. 733/2 From Thunder
Mountain, Westward, trappose-greenstone is the prevailing

rock. z8a8 Webster, *Trappous.

Trappour, trappure, obs. ff. Trapper sby

Trappy (tne-pi), a^ colhq. [f. Trap sb.^ + -y.]

Of the nature of a trap, * catchy ' ; containing a

trap or traps.

1W3 E. Pennell-ElmHIRST Cream Leicestersh. 56 The
jump into the lane is a trappy one. x888 Scott. Leader
5 Apr. 4 Useless, trappy arithmetic, useless frivolities of
grammar, the finesse of our exceptional spelling,.. must all

go if children are to be made more intelligent and observant.

1889 Baden-Powell Pigsticking 97 The trappy nature of

the ground, .due to the frequent occurrence of inexplicable

holes. 1898 Enpnecring Mag. XVI. io3/i The earlier

engines, with their many cams, springs, gears, and trappy
contrivances. 1904 Daily Chron. 16 Aug. 7/1 To permit
' tiappy ' off balls to pass by in such close proximity to his

wicket as to make his admirers hold their breath.

Tra'ppy, a.^ rare. [f. Trap j3.5 + -y.] =
Trappean, Trappose.
[1828 Webster, Trappous. . .\\. ought to be trappy.] 1864

in Webster citing Wright. Hence in mod. Diets.

Traps (tneps), sb. pi. colhq. [A modern word
of colloquial origin ; app. shortened from trappings :

see Trapping vbl. sbA (Some take it as pi. of

Trap sb.^j as referring to the outfit of a trapper.)]

Portable articles for dress, furniture, or use;

personal effects ; baggage ; belongings.

1813 Capt. R. M. Cairnes Lei. 4 Apr. in Dickson MSS.
(ed, J. H. L#eslie, 19 10) Ser. in. 866 The rest [of the carriages]

is for the Jolly Captain's Shirts and Stockings, &c, besides

a mule for his other traps. 18*8 Craven Gloss., Trapsy
small tools or implements, always used in the plural

number; equivalent to the classical anna. 1830 Chron.
in Ann. Reg. 153/2 This was the general signal for

getting our ' traps on the ice. 183J yohn Bull 7 Aug. 254
No one thought.. that only three days afterwards he
would be obliged to pack up his traps and be off. 1833
Marryat p. Simple xiii, I packed up my traps and went on
shore. 1887 J. Ball Nat. in S. Amer. 194 To carry some of
the traps with which a botanist is usually encumbered.

Tra*piStick. [f. Trap sb.^ + Stick j^.] Astick

used in the game of trap or trap-ball.

1591 Percivall Sp. Dict.t Paleta, a trapsticke, Bacilliim
lusorium. a 1617 Middleton & Rowley 5'/rt«.(7//ijV 11, ii,

If my woods, being cut down, can not fill this pocket, cut

'em into trap sticks. 1629 Shirley Wedding in. ii, A boy
of seven years old beat him with a trap-stick. 1764 T.
Brydges Homer Travest. (1797) I. 272 On nigh In air he let

his trapstick fly. x86a Marsh Led. Eng. Lan^. 40 A ma-
hogany bex,. .with. .several trap sticks projecting through
slots in the top of it.

b. iransf. and^^.
x68o Honest Hodge <$• Ralph 14 A meer trap-stick to bang

the Phanaticks about. 1714 Addison Spect. No. 559 p 6 A
foolish Swop between a Couple of thick bandy Legs, and
two long Trapsticks that had no Calfs to them. 1796 Grose's

Diet. Vulg. T.t Trap Sticks, thin legs, gambs.
Tra-ra (tra*ra, trara*), int, and sb. An imitation

of the sound of a horn, or some similar sound.

(Of. Tba-la-la.)
1849 tr. De In M. FouquS's Sir Elidoc 23 Hark, forward 1

bark, forward ! Tra-ra, tra-ra I 1900 Westm, Gaz. 18 Jan.
4/2 It sounds as if a million kettle-drums were being played
^a constant tra-ra-ra-ra, with the boom of the big guns.

Tras, Trasche, Trase, obs. ff. Trace, Trash.

i" Trase, v, Obs. rare. [Derivation and mean-
ing obscure. It has been suggested to be an early

form of Trash vy, though the date is against this,]

£1440 York Myst. xxxi. 3 Your lounges fro tretyng of
trifillis be trased. e 1470 Golagros <V Gnw. 675 Thair hors.

,

As trasit in vnquart quakand thai stand.

Trasb. (trscj), sb.^ Forms: (?4 trasche), 6
trasshe, traish, trasse, 6-7 trashe, 7 traisse,

6- trash, [With exception of the doubtful instance

in I b, known only from i6th c, ; origin obscure,
Cf. Norw. dial, trask lumber, trumpery, trash, baggage

(which Falk & Torp refer to tras twig, sprig), Icel. tros

rubbish, fallen leaves and twigs, and Norw. trase, Sw. trasa
rags, tatters.]

1. That which is broken, snapped, or lopped off

anything in preparing it for use ; broken or torn

pieces, as twigs, splinters, * cuttings from a hedge,

small wood from a copse ' {E. D, jO.), straw, rags

;

refuse.

XSSS Billin Chaneery inA thenseum i ^ July (i 886)92/2 A car-

penter's yarde,wherem he doihe laye his tymber and Trasshe.

i574HELLOWES<J«i'«flrrt'j Earn. Ep. (1584) 255 How wilhe
give wood to the Hospital!, that warmes himself by the trash

of straw? 1670 Narbobough Jml. m Aec. Sen. Late Voy. i.

(1694) 108 The Woods.. are so thick with Under-brush, old

rotten Trees, and Leaves, and such Trash. 1675 Evelyn
Terra (1729) 45 If you lay any Fern-brakes, or other Trash
about them, a 1693 Urgnhart's Rabelais Hi. 1. 401 They
break.. to very Trash the woody parcels, xjvj Bradley^

s

Fatn. Diet. s.v. Cask^ The Trash, or gross Substance of

pressed Grapes. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 464 The floor being

thus prepared,.. cover it with wet ground leaves or other

tobacco trash. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut. ii. 53 Bamboos
and reeds, with trash of all kinds, were hurried along the

muddy waters.

b. An old worn-out shoe, dial.

The first quot. fits the sense ; but its date, 150 years before

any other example of the word, makes its place doubtful
[C1360 £. E. A Hit. P. B, 40 pen t>e harlot with haste

helded to i>e table With rent cokrez at |>e kne & his clutte

[= clouted] trasches.] ^1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin)
View Lane. Dial. Gloss., Trashy unripe fruit ; also an over-

worn shoe. x8a8 Craven Gloss, s. v., In the plural trasites, a
pair of worn-out shoes. 1885 Mks. Banks In hisown Hand
IV, His week's tramp had. .worn his shoes into trashes.

c. Broken ice mixed with water; trash-ice.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxvi. 342 Warped about one
hundred yards into the trash.

fd, (?). Obs.

?« 1550 in Brands Pop, Antiq. (1849) I. 120 For paulme-
flowers, cakes, trashes, and for thred on Palme Sotiday,
viiid.

2. Spec, The refuse of sugar-canes after the juice

has been expressed ; cane-trash ; also, the dried

leaves and tops of the canes, stripped off while

still growing, to allow them to ripen ; field-trash.

1707 Sloane Jainaiea I. p. xlv, It was the custom to bum
their 'i'rash, which is the.. remainder of the Sugar Canes
after the juice is squeezed out. 1790 Castles in /'//;/.

Trans. LXXX. 349 Burning the cane trash {ov straw of the

cane). Ibid. 356 'i'he field trash (or the dried leaves and
tops of the canes). 1793 J. B. Moreton IV. Ind. Cust. 47
The [sugar-] canes being cut, and all the trash lopped off.

1842 [see Cane sb,^ 10]. 1884 Macm. Mag. Nov, ig/2

Just before harvest, when the dead leaves or trash are thick

around the canes.

3. Anything of little or no worth or value;

worthless stuff; rubbish; dross, (Said of things

material or immaterial.)

c 15x8 Skelton Magnyf. 2164 As for his plate of syluer,

and suche trasshe. 1604 Shaks. 0th. in. iii. 156 Who
steales my purse, steales trash. i6xa T. Taylor Comm.
Titns\\. 14 (1619) 515 What can the Papist say now for his

mony-masses, pardons, indulgences, and such trash? 1728
Young L<rve Fame in. 192 Ambition feeds on trash. 1795
Mills in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 43 The great facility with
which the gold mij^ht be separated from the trash. 1838
Thackeray znd Led. Fine Arts Wks. 1900 XIII. 284
Some. .new pictures, in the midst of a great quantity of
trash. 1853 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C xix, What poor,

mean trash this whole business of human virtue is 1

b. spec. : see quot.

1749 Wealth Gt. Britain 51 There are three kind of
mark'd herring among the Dutch;., the last sort are called

trash.

c. Worthless notions, talk, or writing; nonsense;

'rubbish', 'stuff'.

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. E.'s Pref., Like trash &
bagguage been those saiynges that are incidente in ora-

cions. 1653 Milton Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 383 Those
Theological Disputations, .rather perplex and leven pure
Doctrin with scholastical Trash. 2737 Fielding Hist.

Register i. Wks. 1784 III. 319 My Register is not to be
fiird..with trash for want of news. 1874 Burnand.^//w«
XXX. 293 Don't let me hear any more of such trash.

t a. Contemptuously applied to money or cash ;

* dross \ Obs, slang.

(Cf. quot. 1604 in 3, which has prob. influenced later use.)

a 1593 Greene Jas. /K, iii. i. And therefore must I bid
him provide trash, for my master is no friend without
money, [i6ox Shaks. JuLC. iv. iii. 26 Shall we now. Con-
taminate our fingers, with base Bribes? And sell..our..

Honors For so much trash, as may be grasped thus?] X74a
Young Nt. TIu vi. 218 Drudge, sweat,.. for every gain. For
vile contaminating trash. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. viii,

Money 1 said he,..you have a poor opinion of Spanish
charity, if you think that people of my stamp have any
occasion for such trash upon their travels.

4. A worthless or disreputable person ; now,
usually, such persons collectively. White trashy

the poor white population in the Southern States

of America.
1604 Shaks. 0th. v. i. 85, 1 do suspect this Trash To be

a party in this Iniurie. X750 Chesterf. Lett. 5 June,
Prostitutes, actresses, dancing women, and that^ sort of

trash. 18*7 Scott Chron. Canon^ate v, Sheriffs, and
bailifls, and sic thieves and trash of the world. X883 Fiske
in Harper's Mag. Feb. 423/1 North Carclina was the

paradise of the ' w-hite trash *,

5, (Utrib, and Comb,^ as trash eater, -monger^

'reader, roof; trash-tmed adj. ; trash-bag: seequot.

1688; also, old shoes; also, a disreputable or

worthless person {dial.) ; trash-house, a building

on a sugar-plantation where the stalks from which

the juice has been expressed are stored for fuel

;

traah-ice, broken ice mixed with water (cf. 1 c)

;

trash-rack, a rack set in a stream to prevent the

passage of floating debris ; trash-reader, a critical

reader of novels and the like for a jjublisher;

trash-turner, a metal plate in a sugar-mill, that

guides the canes between pairs of rollers (Webster
1911).
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xxil (Roxb.) 278/1 A *Tnish

Bagg, of some called an Apron, wherein are seuerall pocketts
..to place the seuerall implyments. .which the Angler hath
occasion to use. 1886 S. \V. Line, Gloss, s. v., That son of
hern's a regular trashbags. 1887 .S". Cheshire Gloss., Trash-
bag, (i) a person whose boots or clothes are dirty, And
generally who is slovenly in dress or habits, (2) in pi. old
shoes. X7X1 Steele Spect. No, 431 p 3 Find out some Name
for these craving Damsels,. .*Trash-eaters,Oatmeal-chewers,
Pipe-champers (etcj. X793 J. B. Moreton IV. Ind. Cust.
48 The canes, .are.. spread about the works till they dry,
and then. .carried to a long large shade, called a *trash-

house, where they are piled, as being the only fuel for

boiling the sugar. 1864 Webster, * Trash-ice, crumbled ice

mixed with water. 1891 Cent. Did. cites Kane. 1894

J. E. Humphrey in Pop. Sci. Monthly XLIV. 496 Placed
in *trash-lined bins. 1694 Motteux Rabelais V. 236
*rrashmongers and Spanglemakers. 1603 Florio Mon-
taigne I. IL (1632) 167 Metonymia, Metaphore, Allegorie,

Etimologie, and other such *trashnames of Grammar. 1915

J. B. Bishop Panama Gateway v. iL 3 The entrances [01

the penstocks] are closed by cast-iron head-gates and bar-

iron "trash-racks. 1757 Smollett Let. 12 May in J. Irving

Bk. Dumbarton. (1879) II. 197 Employed as a 'trash reader

for the Critical Review. 1902 in Daily Rec. fy Mail 23 Aug.

5 Fine ash and sand rained down., with occasional shouer^
of large stones. Some., were so hot as to set fire to the
* *trash ' roofs of huts, .seven miles from the crater.

Hence Tra'shify v., trans, to turn into trash,

render trashy; Tra'shless a,, free from trash,

purified from worthless elements.
X663S1R G. Mackenzie Relig. Stoic 36 Not suffering him

to lay over his vitiousness upon Providence, a shift too

ordinar amongst such as misunderstand the trashless

Doctrine of the reformed Churches. 1831 Examiner 132/2
Thus is trash thrice trashified.

Trash., sb.*^ Now dial. [Goes with Tb.\SH j/.^,

of which it may be the source, or the vbl. sb.] A
cord used to check do2;s in breaking or training

them ; a leash. Also trash-cord.

161X Markham Country^ Content, i. i. Ci6i5)_ 15 Vour
Huntsmans lodging, wherein hee shall also keep his cooples.

Hams, collars, trashes, boxes. 1830 Scatcherd Hist. Mor-
ley 195 To * Trash ' signifies to clog, incumber, or impede,
and accordingly . . the rope tied by sportsmen round the necks
of fleet pointers, to.. check their speed, is hereabouts called

a * Dog Trash *. 1884 Speedv Sport iv. 43 It will be found
in many cases necessary to use a trash-cord in breaking
dogs. 1899 Dickinson Cumberld. Gloss., Trash eord, a long
slender rope fastened to the collar of a young pointer (ot

setter) if headstrong and inclined to run in.

Trasll (trscj), v.'^ Obs. exc. in sense 2. [Of
obscure origin; perh. the 15th c. Trase is the

same word.
As it is a hunting term, a French origin is naturally sus-

pected, but the OF. trasier,traehier* to draw a line through,
strike out, efface ', which agrees in form, does not explain
sense i, though it is app. the origin of sense 2.]

1 1. trans. To check (a hound) by a cord or

leash ; hence gen. to hold back, restrain, retard,

encumber, hinder. Obs.
x6io Shaks. Temp, i. ii. 81 Who t* aduance, and who To

trash for ouertopping. a 16x9 Fletcher Bonduca i. i, 1 fled

too, But not so fast;., he trasht me, Nennius. 1646 Hammond
Tracts 31 Grieving the Spirit of God,, -trashing of God in

his course of grace, a 1660 — Sertn. x. Wks. 1683 IV. 534
To incumber and trash us in our violent furious marches.
X837DEQUINCEY Revolt o/"I'artarsWks.jB63 IV. 145 There
was not a chance for them, burdened and ' trashed ' as they
were, to anticipate so agile a light cavalry as the Cossacks.

2. To efface, obliterate, western U,S,
This was prob. a term of the French trappers.

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., To trash a tratl^ an expres-

sion used at the West, meaning to conceal the direction one
has taken by walking in a stream.

7rasll« v.^ Obs, exc. dial. [app. f. Norse : cf.

Sw. traska, Norw, traske :~^tradska in the same
sense.]

1. tntr. To walk or run with exertion and fatigue,

esp. through mud or mire.

1607 W. S[mith] Puritan iv. t, A guarded L/ackey to run
befort, and pyed Hueries to come trashing after 't. x6o8

Middleton Trick to Catch Old One 1. iv, 1 still trashed and
trotted for other men's causes. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I
(1655) 59 To trash on foot in the mire on a rainy morning.
0x716 South Sertn. (1744) X. 72 Those that trash through
the mire and dirt. 18*5 Brockett N. C. iVords, Trash,..

to tramp about with fatigue. iSjS Cvtftberld. Gloss., Trash,
..to walk quickly over wet ground. *Trashan' through
thick and thin for a heall day togidder '.

2. trans. To fatigue (with walking, running, or

exertion) ; to wear out.

1685 Life Bp. Jewell 36 Being naturally of a spare and
thin Body, and thus restlesly trashing it out with reading,
writing, preaching and travelling, he hastened his death.

1816 Scott Bl. Dwar/x, He hasna a four-footed creature

but the vicious blood thing he rides on, and that's sair

trashed wi' his night wark. 1821 Carlvle Early Lett. (1886)

II. 5 The fineness of the weather did not prevent the

journey from trashing me a good deal, xpxx Blackw. Mag.
sHoy. 605/2 The bullocks will be trashed.

b. fig. To labour (a point). [Cf. thrash^
a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams i. (1692) 87 Every Nation

know their own way best, to what they are tied, as we know
ours. He is a Busie-body that trasheth this in a Pulpit.

Hence Trashing///. «., fatiguing, wearing out;

^ For correction please see supplementary

volume, addenda, p. \



TRASH. 28d TRAUMATO-
also Tra'sh-mire diai.j one who trashes in the

in ire.

x8x8 Craven G/oss,, Trash'tnirt^ a slut. 1861 Times

25 Sept., They have had long marches, bivouacs in bad
nights, and ver>* trashing work.

Trash, v.^ [f. Trash sb^]

1. trans. To free from trash or refuse; spec, to

strip the outer leaves from (growing sugar-canes)

so that they may ripen more quickly. Hence
Tra-ahing vbi. sb. ; also Tra'sher.
1793 B. Edwards Hist. Brit. Col. W.Irui. II. v. i. 223 The

ancient practice of trashing ratoons (i.e.) stripping them of

their outward leaves, being of late, .justly exploded, 1847
Siminonds' Col. Mag. Mar. 295 Plant-canes require at least

four weedings and trashings before they are fit to shift for

themselves. 1897 Daily Nezvs 23 Tune 1^/3 In Northern
Queensland . . the white farmer and his family do most of the

work themselves.exceptat 'trashing' time, when Kanakas are
employed. 190a Q. Rev, July 18 White men simply cannot
work and * trash' the cane in tropical Queensland. 1903
Daily Ckron, 17 Sept. 6/7 The fierce rays of the torrid sun
pounng down on the perspiring trashers of the cane.

2. To treat as trash ; hence, to discard as

worthless. 1909 in Cent. Diet Supp,

Trash-cord : see Tba3H sb,^

Trashery (trse'Jari). Also 6 trasshery. [f.

Trash sb^ + -ery.] Trash collectively (in various

senses); things of the nature of trash or rubbish,

'557 North GtteiMra's Diall Pr. 367 Water potts, platters,

dishes, and other smal trasshery. 1813 Scorr Triemt. 11.

Interl. iii, Who comes in foreign trashery Of tinkling chain
and spur. 1832 in Examiner %y;l\ It would seem to be
time that these trasheries ceased 1 1853 Frascr's Mag. LI.

20I The . . little Jack-in-the-Green . . is hardly to be discovered
amongst the florid trashery in which he is involved.

Trashiiy, Traahless : see Trash sb.^

Trashily, Trashiness : see Trashy.

t Trash-nail. Obs. Abo 6 trashe, tralshe

nayle. [Derivation and specific sense uncertain.

(Cf. traverse nail in Traverse sb, 33.)] Some
kind of nail (used app. in fixing up the stage or

scenery for revels).

1556-7 in Swayne Sarum Ckurckw. Ace. (1896) 102

Trashe nayles, ij d. 1578 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (looS)

308 Trashe nayle xiiii*. 1584 iMd. 360 Threcd, fire, canclles,

traishe nayle etc, 1630 Thomas Lot, Diet.., Clavivmbellati,
..Trash nailes.

Trashtrie (trae'Jtri). Sc. [perh. a perversion of

*trashry, trashery : cf, deviUry.'\ = Tr^vshery.
1786 BuKNS Tiva Dogs 63 Yet ev'n the ha' folk fill their

pechan, Wi' sauce, ragouts, and such like trashtrie. 1896

J. Skklton Summers ^ ivint. at Balmawkapple I, 161

Pope, and Swift, . . feckless bodies wi' their fushionless Eng-
lish trashtrie.

Trashy (trxfi), a. [f. Trash sb."^ + -t.]

1. Of the nature of trash ; rubbishy ; worthless.

Aifiao J. Dyke Sel. Serm, (1640) 286 Such slovenly meate,
such tra.shy meat, such bitter meat. 1693 G. Poolev in

PhiL 7V««J. XVII. 675 Thc..sparr>',stony,and trashyparts

rise up to the top. 1868 Athenaeum 14 Mar. 397/3 "Trashy
words set to trashy music. 1871 Cablvle in Mrs. C*s Lett.

(1883) I. 14 Reading the trashiest heap of novels.

2. Encumbered with trash, that is, with the

withered growth of the previous season. U»S.
1905-4 Trade Catalogue (Cent. Diet. Supp.), The high

curve of the beam prevents fou'ing in trashy land.

Hence Tra'shily adv. ; Tra'sMness.
1836 J. Browm Lett. (1907) 34, X have been, .feeling miscel-

laneously and therefore trashily. 1857 Sat. Rev. 10 Jan.

37/2 A work of uniform trashiness. 1880 Vern. Lee Stud.
Italy II. ii. 26 A grand thought..mixed and amalgamated
with trashiness.

Traskite (trx'skait). Ch. Hist. Also 7
Thraakite, Threakite. [f. Trask, a surname +
-ITE^.] A follower of John Trask, who ^1617
began to advocate certain Jewish ceremonies, in-

cluding the observance of the seventh-day Sabbath

;

now represented by the Seventh-day Baptists. Also

t TraskiBt Obs,

1618 T. Adams Bad Leaven Wks. j86i II. 343 There is a
fourth leaven, . . the mixing of law with gospel. . . This leaven

might well.. have moulded away, if there had not been a
late generation of Thraskites to devour it as bread. 1631
Wef.ver Arte, Fun. Mon. 54 Precisians, Disciplinarians,

ludaicallThraskists. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. WholeCreatnre
X. 9 I. 78 Our ludaizing Threskites. 1634 (Apr. 1) Order
Commiss. EccUs. Courts^ (To lake measures for the sup-

firession of) Brownists, Anal>aptists, Arians, Traskists, Fami-
ists letc.J. 1661 H1.0UNT Gloisogr. (ed. 2), Thraskites, are
the followers of John Thraske. 1694 E. Chamberlavne
Pres. St. Eng. in, (ed. 18) 377 Traskists, now called Seventh-
day-men, who keep the Jewish Sabboth. 1874 Blunt Diet.

Sects, Traskites.

tTrason, v. Venery. Obs. Also 5 trosone.

[Etymology obscure : the first part seems to be OF.
traS'^ tres' : -L, trans across, as in trespass,^ intr.

Of a roe : To cross or double before the hounda.

Hence t Tra'soning vbl, sb.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Hunting c'i'}h. When ye hunt at the

Roo, th-^n shall ye say thoore lie crosses and tresones yowre
howndys b)-fo<^>re. X575TURBERV. Vemrie xlv, 143 His [the

roc's] crossings and doublings before the houndes are called

Trasonings. 1688 R. Holme Armoury \\. 189/1. 01700
B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Trasaning [printed Trajoniug\
when a Roe crosses and doubles. 1847-78 Halliwell,
Trascnings.

Trason. -oun, etc., ol«. ff. Treason, etc.

VouX.

Trass (tras). Also 8 traas, traass. [a. Dn.
iras^ (Jer. trasz,(i^x\\tx terra's^lira's.'] — Tarras.
[1793 Smeatoh Edystone L. § 201 Tarras. {Note] This sub-

stance, when prepared for use, is by the Dutch called Tras,
from which our appellation ofyrt;-nu undoubtedly originates.]
X796 KiBWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 354 Often mistaken for
volcanic traass. 1811 Pinkerton Petralogy II. 427 The
trass of the environs of Andernach, on the left bank of the
Rhine, is a kind of puzzolana formed of small fragments of
pumice, and several species of lavas. .. Trass is transported
by water as far as Dort, to be reduced to powder in stamp-
ing mills worked by the wind...The Dutch also supply
England with trass. 1838 Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jml, I.

412/2 Tarras, or trass, is a bluish black cellular trap or lava,

quarried at Andernach on the Rhine, into millstones. 1863

G. P. ScROPE Volcanos (ed.2) 178 Both puzzolana and trass,

when mixed up with lime, set readily under water.

Trass, Trasse, obs. ff. Trace, Tr.:V8H j^.i, Tbuss.
Trassel, obs. form of Trestle.
Trassene, error for transsene : see Transon v.

Trasshe, obs. f. Trash,Tbaise v* Obs. ,to betray.

Trast, var. Traist Obs. ; obs. f. Trest,

Trat (tnet). local. [Origin unascertained.] Also
trat-line, a name on the east coast of England for

a line having baited hooks hung along its length,

laid near the water's edge, and fastened down at

each end, to catch fish when the tide flows over it

;

a set line.

1894 Daily Neivs 26 Apr. 6/5 At Deal . . the catches
of two boats consisted of nearly 700 fine whiting as well as
codfish and dabs. These were taken on rods and 'trat'

lines. 1905 in Efig, Dial, Diet, (from Yorkshire).

Trat, earlier northern form of Trot sb.'^

Traterie, -erous : see Traitory, Traitorous.
Tratore, -orie, -ory, -our, -ouresse, -oury

:

see Traitor, Traitory, Traitress.
Tra-trlp, variant of Trey-trip Obs.

t Trattle, j3.1 Chiefly Sc Obs, Also 6 (//.)
tratlis, trattillis, tratiUs, trattils, trateUes.

[n. of action from Trattle v. : cf. tattle, prattle

as sbs.] Idle tales or talk ; gossip ; chatter.

1513 Douglas JEneis viii. Prol. 83 Offt.atlisand tragedeis

the text of all talk is. a 1599 Grekne Jos. IV, 1. iii, But
leave this trattle, and tell me what news. 1597 Jas. I

Demonol. II. iv. Like old womens traltles about the fire.

Trattle (tne-t'l), trottle (trp't'l), j*.2 locaL

Also 6-7 tret(t)le, 6, 9 truttle. [Origin obscure

:

usually held to be related to Treddle.] pi. The
rounded droppings of sheep, hares, rabbits, etc.

1547 BooBDE Brev. Health cxii. 42 b, If the egestion . . doth
loke like shepes tretles, there is abundance of coler adusted.

1S98 Florio, Tronzoli, the dung or truttles ofany cattle, as of
sneepe. z6oo Surflet Countrie Farmew.xCx. 217 Break three

or fower trottles ofa goate or sheepe. 1639 T. de Gray Compl.
Horsem. 62 His doung..hee putteth forth with round and
hard trattles. a 18*5 Korbv Voc. E. Anglia^ Trattles,

.

. the

small pellets of the dung of sheep, hares, rabbits, &c: 1865
Cockavne in Sajc. Leeckd. II. Gloss. s.v. Tyrdelu, Called

sheeps tredles in Somerset, trattles in Suffolk, 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss, t Trottles, the dung of sheep, lambs, or rabbits.

1886 .9. IV. Line. Gloss., Treddles, TruddUs, Truttles,

tTra'ttle, v. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Forms: 5
tratyll, -el, -ill, tratle, 6 trattil, -ill, -yll, 6, 8

trattle ; also pres. pple. 5 tratlyng, 5-6 Sc.

tratland, pres. pple. and gentnd 6-7 tratling

;

pa. t. 6 Sc, tratlit. [app. related in some way to
\

Tattle, but actually found earlier, and not in the

sense * stammer *, in which tattle was first used.

Probably echoic.] intr. and trans. To talk idly;

to chatter, gossip.

a 1400 [see Trattling vhl. sh\ c 14*5 Wyntoun Cron. vil

X. 3454 Ye rawe l = r^ve], & tratelys [v.r, tratlys] all foly.

1508 Kennedie Flyting iv. Dunbar 313 Sen thow on me
thus, lymmer, leis and trattillis. 01555 Bp. Gardiner in

Foxe A, ^ M. (1563) 751 Ouer grosse opinions, to enter

into your learned head, whatsoeuer the vnleamed woulde
trattle. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 107 He. .vsed to trattle

antl talke more than ynough. a 1592 Greene ^as, JV
Induct., Many circumstances too long to trattle on now,
a 1800 Earl Richard v. in Child Ballads (1885) in. 153/1

Better.. Than thou canst keep thy clattering toung. That
trattles in thy head.

t Tra-ttler. Chiefly Sc. Obs. In 5-6 tratlar,

6 -or, 7 -er. [f, Trattle v. + -erI.] One who
* trattles ' ; an idle talker, chatterer, gossip.

1456 Sia G. Have Laiu Arms (S.T.S.) 78 The tane Is a
grete tratlar, the tothir a still herkenarc. 1500-ao Dunbar
Poems xli. 10 Be ^e ane tear, that is werst of all, Be ^e ane
tratlar, that I hald als ewill. 1599 Jas, I Bao-iA. Awpov
(1603) 100 Where yee finde a trailer, away with him. 1670

Ray Prov. 260 A tratler is worse then a thief.

tTra'ttling, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Trattle v. +
-INO I.] The action of the verb Trattle ; idle

talking or chattering
;
gossiping.

a 1400 Cursor M. 27824 (Cott. Galba) Couatyse es ane euil

syn.. .Of l>is cumes tratilling of tresoune. c 1460 Horo Gd.

IVi/e taught Daughter \7 {U^.Si. }o\in's,C:ivnh,)'Hoc\\ioy?&

( = use] of tratlyng in the toune. 1570 Satir. Poems Re/.

xxiii, 1 1 5 Thocht Lethingtoun with tratling he do trane thame.

\6o^ Proph. 0/ Waldliaue (Bann. CI.) 34 This taile that I

tell you, . . 1 1 IS a tratling but trueth, the suth the to say.

t Tra-ttling, ///. a. Obs, [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

That 'trattles'; chattering, tattling, gossiping,

1500-30 Dunbar Poems xviii. 39 Thair tratling tungis that

all furth temiss. 1559 Aylmer Harborowe P j b, 'I'he trat-

ling Scot shal knocke out your chestes botoms. a 15S5

PoLWART Flyting vj. Monigomerie 129 Jet, tratling truiker,

truth to tell tetcj.

Trature, -uruse, obs. ff. Traitor, Traxtobous,
Trau, var. Tiikow sb.'^ Obs. ; obs. f. Trow v.

Trauail(©, -aill(e, obs. ff. Travail, Tratel.
Trauchle, variant of Trachle sb. and v, Sc.

Traue, obs, form of Trow v,

Trauell, -el, -eilous, -elous, obs. ff. Travail,
Travel, Travailous.
Traught, Traul, obs. ff. Trough, Trawl.
Traulism (tr^-liz'm). rare. Also in L. form

traulismus. [ad. Gr. Tpat;Ai(r/i-<5s, f. rpavKiiciv to

lisp, TpavKos adj. lisping, mispronouncing letters.]

A stammering, stuttering.

[1585) R. Harvey PI. Perc. Aij, And so foorth following
the Iraulila-lilismus, as farre as Will Solnes stuttring pro-
nunciation may stumble ouer at a breath.] 1678 Phillips
(ed. 4), Traulismus,..a stammering repetition of the first

syllable, or letter of a word, as Tu-Tu'Tullius. 1680 Dal-
GARNO Deo/

<S- Dumb Man's Tutor 128 Childish and
ridiculous Traulisms. a 1800 S. Pegge Anecd, Eng. Lang.
(1803) 9j A stammering kind of syllable, rhetorically called
a Trauhsmus, 1893 IVesttn. Gaz. 6 Oct. 2/1 A professor
ofelocution who has caught a trick ofstammering from those
whom he has cured of traulism.

||TraTima(tr§*ma). Path. [a.Gr.Tpau/iawound.]

A wound, or external bodily injury in general ; also

the condition caused by this ; traumatism.
1693 tr. Blaucard*s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Trauma, . . a wound

from an externalcause. 1706 pHiLLiPs(ed. Kersey), Trauma,
a Wound. 1895 Pop. Set. Monthly July 386 We have
named this psychical trauma, a morbid nervous condition.

1899 Ailbtttt's Syst. Med VI. 855 Trauma may lead to

compression in one or other of the following ways.

Trauina'tic (trgmse-tik), a. and sb. [ad. late

L, traumatic-uSy ad. Gr. Tpavfia7tK6s of or pertain-

ing to a wound or wounds, f. rpav^a, ^fiar- wound,
Cf. F. iraumatique (i6th c in Godef. Compl.).']

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or caused by a wound,
abrasion, or external injury, as traumatic erysipelas,

insanity, idiocy ; + formerly, used for the cure of

wounds, vulnerary, as a traumatic balsam, herb,

1656 Blount Glossogr,, T^raKw/aZ/ci, belonging to wounds
or to the cure of wounds, vulnerary. 1676 Wiseman Chirurg.
Treat, i. iv. 20 Nature.. was assisted the while by Trau-
matick Decoctions, &c. as in such cases is usual, 1835-6

Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 163/1 Inflammation traumatic or

idiopathic. 1869 G. Lawson Dis. Eye (1874) 152 Trau-
matic Cataract, or cataract the result of an injury to the eye.

1913 Times 11 Aug. 13/3 Prof. V. Soubbotitch.. presented
his military experiences of traumatic aneurysms.

t B. sb. A vulnerary agent or remedy. Obs.

1683 Salmon Doron Med. i. 18 A very good Traumatick
and Vulnerary. 1694 — Bate's Dispens. (1713) 496/2 An
excellent traumatick and vulnerary.

Hence Tranmatically adv., in connexion with a

wound or abrasion.

1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 143 Chronic pleurltis

may be produced traumat ically. 1897 AllbutVs Syst. Med.
IV. 771 It [tonsillitis] may occur traumatical ly.

TraTHUaticin (trgma^'tisin). Also -ine. [f.

as prec. + -in 1.] (See quots.)

1857 DuNGLisON Med, Lex., Traumaticine,2. name given

by Eulenberg to a solution of gutta-percha in chloroform,

which is applied externally in various chronic cutaneous

diseases, itoo in Billings Nat. Med. Diet. 1896 Lyman
in Voice (N.V.) 9 Apr. 7/3 Another delicate, neutral, and
durable dressing, termed traumaticin.

Traumatism (trg-matiz'm). Path, [f. Gr.

Tpavfjta, TpavfiaT- wound + -ISM. Cf. F. trauma*

tisme.] The action of a wound or external injury in

producing a morbid condition; the condition so

produced,
1857 DuNGLisoN Med, Lex,, Trautnatism, . .the condition

of the organism occasioned by a grave wound. 1876 Duh-
RiNG Dis. Skin 526 Anaesthesia may also result from trau-

matism. 1899 Q. ^^/.July 274 Such [diseases] as are the

consequence of inorganic poisons or traumatisms.

So Traumatize (trj'mataiz) v., trans, to inflict

a wound upon,to wound (as in a surgical operation).

X903 Therapeutic Gaz. Feb. loo/i In spite of the general

insensibility the orifices retain their sensibility, the patient

struggling when they are traumatized, though he will pre-

serve no recollection of this.

Traumato- (tr^matf^), repr. Gr. rpavfiaro-,

combining form of rpavfxa wound, in a few rare

scientific terms, chiefly mod.Lat. |[ Tran^mato'cace
{'p'kasi) [Gr, kclkij badness], traumatic gangrene.

II
Txauiuatocoiniiun [Gr. KopLtlv to tend], a

hospital for the wounded, Traxmiato'logy, the

scientific description of wounds.
|t
Trau:mato-

ne*sis (-nrsis) [Gr. c^ais spinning], suture of

wounds. IITran^matopnoB'a (-pnra) [-trvoia

breathing], the passage of air through a wound in

the thorax during respiration. |1 Trau matopyra
[irtJpfire,fever-hcat], traumatic fever.

||
Trau:mato-

sapro'^s [aavp6uv to putrefy], traumatic gangrene.

X890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet,, *Traumatoeace, trau-

matic gangrene. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Tramuatocaee.
synonym of Hospital gangrene. 1857 Dunglison Med, Lex.^

*Traumato-commm. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Traumalology.

1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet., *Traumatonesis. 1879 St.

George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 245 No *trauniatopnoea, no emphy-
sema, no hajmoptysis. 1854-67 C. A. Harris Diet, Med.
Terminal., *Traumatopyra. i860 Mavne Expos. Lex.,
*Traumaiosaprosis, . .term for putrescence of a wound.

Traumatol (trj*mat^l). [f. Gr, tpavyay rpavftar-
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wound + -OL.] Trade-name of an iodo-orthocresol,

a reddish jjowder used as a dressing for wounds.
1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ 7'raumatolj.. prepared by the action

of iodine on oxytoluene.

Tranxaalaropisni (tr^mre'trijpiz'm). Btol,

[Short for *trautnaiotropismy f. Gr. rpavfta wound,

after geotropism^ heliotropism^ etc.] A peculiar

growth or curvature of an organism (esp. a plant)

resulting from a wound. So Tranmatrcpio fl.,

of, pertaining to, or of the nature of traumatropism.

1898 R. Beer in Nat. Science June 390 The latent period

..can be greatly extended both in geotropism. .and in trau-

matropism. /^V/., It [a seedling of Lupinus aibus\ at once

executed a traumatropic curvature.

Traunoe, -nse, obs. ff. Trance. Traiinch,
Trauncher, Traunchfer, Traunslate, obs.

ff. Tbanch, Trencher, Tranchefeb, Translate,

Traimt, Traunter, -or : see Tbant, Tranter.
Trauj>(e, trauthe, obs. ff. Troth.

Trauyl(l, etc., obs. ff. Travail, Travel, etc.

llTravado (trava'df>). Obs, Also 8 travat.

[Portuguese travados a kind of whirlwind, pi. of

ttavadoj pa. pple. of travar to twine, twist.] A
sudden violent storm of wind and rain with thunder

and lightning ; a tornado.

[1625 PuRCHAS Pilgrims 1 1, vii. il § 6. 952 Very foule weather

there with Thunder and Lightning, (which the Portugals

call Trauados).\ 1686 Goad CeUst. Bodies i. i. 2 Those
Dire Tempests, .known amongst us by the names of Spouts,

Huracans, Tornados, Travados. 1770 J. R. Fobster tr.

Kalms Trav. N. Amer. (1772) II. 63 A peculiar kind of

storm called a Travat or Travado, happened to-day. 1867
Smvth Sailor's IVord-ik.y Travada, or Travat^ a heavy
squall, with sudden gusts of wind, lightning, and rain, on
the coast of North America; like the African tornado.

Travail (trae*v/l), jM Forms: (z' before 1600

usually written u, in Sc. often w). a. 3-7 trauail,

-ayl, 4-6 -ayll, -aillo, -ale, 4-7 -aill, -aile,

-ayle, 5-6 -aylle
; 4 travail, 4-7 -aill, -aile,

-ayle, 5 -all(e, 5-6 -ayll, -ale ; *SV. 4-5 trawaill,

-wailje, -aile, -ayle, (5 trewaiU), 4-6 trawayll.

^. traueylle, 4-7 -ell, -el, 5 -eyle, 6 -eill, -ille,

-yll; 5 travelle, 5-7 travell, 5-8 travel, (7
travil)

;
5-6 Sc. trawel, -ell. [a. OF. travail

suffering or painful effort, trouble (i 2th c. in Godef.

Compl^ w Prov. trebalh^ Sp. trabajo, Pg. trahalho^

It, trcevaglio \ vbl. sb. from travailler^ etc. : see

Travail w. OF, and Pr. had also fem. forms ira-

vaille^ trebalka^ labour, fatigue.]

(As to the diverse sense*development in Fr. and in Eng. see

Travail v.)

I. 1, Bodily or mental labour or toil, especially

of a painful or oppressive nature; exertion; trouble;

hardship; suffering, arch,

a. c laso 0. KenU Serm. in O.E. Misc, 33 Clepe |>o werk-
men and yeld hem here trauail. ^1390 .S". Eng;. Leg, I.

61/247 [Hlis trauail nis no l>e lasse. a 1300 Cursor M, 9703
(Cott) Qua wil for pes his trauaill \v.r. trauayl] spend.

Ibid, 20942 Was nan sua mikel trauael mad. 13.. Ibid.

12765 (Gott.) Ferli t?aim toght hu he might last, Wid sua
grete trauale \otker MSS. trauaile] and fast c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints ii. {.Paulus) 91 1 He tholit trawal ful gret. c 1386
Chaucer Frankl. T. 889, I wol nat taken a peny of thee

For al my craft ne noght for my trauaille [v.rr. .ayle, -aile].

1390 GowER Con/. III. 231 And lusti youthe his thonk
deserveth Upon the travail which he doth, 1422 tr. Secreta
Secret,, Priv, Priv. 152 His modyr that . .with grete trauaill

hym norishid. Ibid, 158 Ne be not al tymys in trauaile and in

tboghtis. C1470 Henry Wallace vi. 672 We may thaim
wyne, and mak hot lycht trawaill. 1549 Crowley Last
Trumpet 268 Then holde thy selfe therwyth contente, As
wyth the wage of thy travayle. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform,
xvii. 13 Betuix gude and euill markand our trauaill \rivies

saill. fraill]. 1596 Dalrymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i.

(S.T.S.) I. 78 The diligens... Industrie, and trauale of this

Thanaus, 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Hi. § i With care

and trauaile to preserue this Article from .. sinister con-

struction. x6ai Elsing Debates Ho. Zt^n/r (Camden) App.
146 For which my paines and travaill they gave me two
pesses a manne. 1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Commun. In-

trod. I Faint and sick with travaile and fear. 1826 E.

Irving Babylon I. n. 64 The common everyday travail of

men in trade and handicrafts. 1867 F. Francis Angling
xiv. (1880) 489 Ah, what travail have I not endured m the

pursuit of May fly hooks.

^. 13. . Cursor M. 89 (Cott.) Quat bote is to sette traueil

\v.rr. -ail, -ayle, -aile] On thyng J>at may not auail. [1375
(MS. 1487) Barbour Bruce \\\. 45 We haf tynt ]>is traueil

[r/wtf avaie]. ] 138a Wyclif Gen. xxxi. 42 Myn aflliccioun

and the traueil of myn hondis the Lord bJhelde, c 1400
Rule St. Benet 1855 For vnto trauel wor we born, And al

our elders vs be-forn. c 1450 Merlin ii. 26 He that ought
doth for a gode man, lesith not his traueyle. 1530 Palscr.
282/3 Traveyle, labour, trauayl. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

(Rolls) II. 191 This Conranus . . Greit travell dalie did vpoun
him tak. 1570 Ane Tragedie 32 in Satir. Poems Re/onn. x.

83 He to serue vs na traueil did spair. 1577 Northdrooke
Dicing ii^^-^) 56 As lob sayeth, a man is borne *o trauel as

the sparkes flee vpward- 1643 Rogers Naaman To Rdr.§ i

Agreat peece ofmy travel! in these Lectures. (1x770 Jortin
Serm. (1771) I. iv, 67 He wrought with labor and travel

night and day. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in iyj2 225 After

some travel [we] found the inside.

f 2. With a and pi. A piece of bodily or mental

labour ; a work, a task ; in pi. labours,

tx3So Will. Paleme 4712 (>i tenful trauayles Jrow hast

for me sufl'red. X390 Gower Con/. III. 133 Thei hadde a
gret travail on honde. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. cxlix. 135
His maoyfolde tfauayllys, susteynyd for the weale of the

realme. 1568 Grafton Chron. II, 10 One that much desyred
to eschew the trauayles of Martiallaffayres. cx6zo Fletchkr
& Massinger Trag, Barnavelt v. 1, Heaven direct And
prosper theis your charitable traviles. 1690 Penn Rise 9f

Progr. Quakers vi. (1834) 80 O it is a travail, a spiritual

travail 1 X7a4 A. Collins Gr, Chr, Relig. Pref. ai He that
seeketh her early shall have no great travels.

f 3. The outcome, product, or result of toil or

labour ; a (finished) * work * ; esp. a literary work.
X563 Shute Arckit. Fijb, I submyt my trauel, vnto

allother..of like well wylling aflFection, wherwith I do offer

this my poore atemptes and smal trauailes. 1597 Morley
Introd, Mus. 183 The publication, .of those neuer enough
praised trauailes of master Waterhouse. 16x4 Wotton
Archil. I, ad fin., I will conclude the first Part of my present
Travel. The second remaineth concerning Ornaments.
4. The labour and pain of child-birth, Phr. in

travail {Vr. en travail). Now chiefly^^.
xa97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 237 Vor in travail of his beringe is

moder was verst ded. c 1300 St. Margarete 283 Eni worn-
man.. in trauail of childe. 1513 Helyas in Thorns Prose
Rom. (1828) III. 27 In great paine and travaille of bodye
she childed .vi. sonnes and a faire doughter. 1535 Cover-
dale Ps, xlviifi]. 6 Feare came there vpon them, it sorowe
as vpon a woman in hir trauayle. XS99 B. Jonson Cynthia^s
Rev. V. X, Doe you not see how his legs are in trauaile with
a measure? x6ix Bible John xvi. 21 A woman, when shee
is in trauaile, hath sorrow, because her houre is come, 1650
BuLWER Anthropomet. 180 His wife dying after travel of a
daughter. x754-6^ Smellie Midivi/. II. 70 She felt all the
Praeludia of an imminent travail. 182^ J. Neal Bro.
yotiathan III. 448 In the time of her travail. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. III. vl vii. What a distracted City;.. the Hour
clearly in travail,—child not to be named till born I x8q7

T. Hardy Well^Beloved u, xiii, Between the travail of the

sea without, and the travail of the woman within.

f 5. trans/. The eclipse of a heavenly body.

Cf. Labour sb, 7. Obs. rare.

1601 Holland Pliny u. xii. I. 9 Seeing these things, and
the paineful ordinarie travels (since that this tearme is now
taken up) of the starres. [1627 Hakewill Apol. x. (1630) 8a

Eclipses of the Sun and Moone, in which they are commonly
thought to suffer, and to be as it were in travell during
that time.) 1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions \. 2 No eye gazeth

on the Moone, but in her Travell.

1 6. transj. The straining movement of a vessel

in rough seas, (Cf. Labour v. 17.) Obs. rare~^,
X687 A. LovELL tr. Thevetwt's Trav. n. 10 If the Vessel

made but the least Travel, they thought themselves lost.

II. 7. Journeying, a journey.

For this and the senses derived from it, see Travel sb., the

spelling under which these senses are now differentiated

from the preceding.

III. 8. attrib, and Cojnb.^ as travail-pain,

-pang, pain or pang of child-birth (also^^.).

x8x4 Scott Ld. 0/Isles iv, xxvii, Thou heard'st a wretched
female plain In agony of travail-pain. 1827 Keble Chr. K.,

Mk Sund. Trinityy The travail pangs of earth must last

Till her appointed hour, i860 Pusey />//«. Proph. 86 The
travail-pangs are violent, sudden, irresistible.

t Travail, -aile, sb:^ Obs, [ = F. travail,

pi. travails (1467-8, traval in Godef. CompLj in

same sense). Cf. Cotgr., * Travail : . . also the

frame whereinto Farriers put vnruUe horses, when
they shooe or dresse them,' Derivation disputed :

by some referred to L. trepalittm (see Travail z*.),

by others to L, '^trabdculum, or other deriv. of

irabs, trdbem beam, thing made of beams or

timbers.] A kind of quadrangular frame in which

restive horses are secured in order to be shod. Cf.

Trave sb. 2.

159^ Nashe Un/ori. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 141 The
trauaile wherein smithes put wilde horses when they shoo

them. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Su^p,, Travail., in the manege.
See the article Travice.. .This in some of the remoter parts

of England goes by the name of a break ; and is called in

French Travail. X771 Misc. in Ann. Reg, 177/2 Trabaleis

derived'from trabs, from whence, as I conjecture, proceeds

the word travail {travise\ which, .denotes that machine in

which Farriers confine mettlesome and vicious horses in order

to shoe them.

II
Travail, -aille (travai), j<5.3 [App. the

same as F. travail^ which in Canada (pronounced

travhy) is applied to the space between the two
shafts of a vehicle in which the horse runs (cf.

Tbave sb, I b) ; this may well be originally the

same word as prec, and ult. from L. trabs^trabem

beam. Travaux is a false plural, found in books,

for travails,} See quotations, and cf. Tbavois.
1865 Milton & Cheadle N. W. Passage by Landx-ji A

travaille is an Indian contrivance, consisting of two poles

fastened together at an acute angle, with crossbars between.

The point of the angle rests upon the back of the dog or

horse, the diverging ends of the poles drag along the ground,

and the baggage is put on to the crossbars. The Indians

use these contrivances instead of carts. xSSg Century Mag.
Jan. 339/2 In a month * Richard's himself again *, ready to

fly over the grassy sward with his savage master or to drag

the travaux and pack the buxom squaw. xBgx Cent. Diet.,

Travail, A means of transportation, commonly used by
North American Indians... Also called travois, travee.

Travail iyc^'sSX), v. Forms : a. 3-5 trauaille,

3-7 -aile, (4- -aile), 4-6 -aill, -ayle, -ayll(e, -ale,

-all, 4-7 -ail, 6 -al. 4-5 travaylle, 4-6 -aille,

4-7 -ayle, -aile, 5 -ale, 5-6 -aill, 5- travail

;

4-5 Sc, trawayll, -ale, 5 -aill. j3. 4-5 traueil(e,

-eyU(e, 4-6 -eyle, -ele, 5-7 -elle, -el, 6-7 -ell;

4-7 travele, 5 -eylle, 5-6 -eille, -eyl(e, 5-7 -ell,

5-9 travel. [ME. travaill-en^ -vaylle^ -vaile.

-veyle, -veihy etc. (usually with «, or Sc. w, for v),

a. OK, travaillier, -vailler, -vcillier, -veiller,

mod.F. travailler = Prov. trebalhar (also Pg.
trabalhaVy Sp. irabajar. It. travagliare) ; held by
Romanic scholars generally to represent a late

pop.L. or Com. Rom. *trepaliare, deriv. of tre-

palium (a.d. 582 in Du Cange), an instrument or

engine of torture (prob. f. L. tri's, tria three +
palus stake, being so named from its structure).

The etymological sense was thus * to put to

torture, torment*, passing at an early stage iwto

those of * afflict, vex, trouble, harass, weary '.

Through the refl. sense * to trouble, afflict, or weary
oneself, came the intrans. *to toil, work hard,

labour*. Thence also (as is generally thought)
the verbal sbs. OF. travailm. and travaille f., ME.
travail, -aile: see Teavail j^.i

The sense-development has not followed the same course
in French and in English, Thus English has not developed
the simple sense ' work *, for which the OE. word has lived

on. On the other hand, French has not evolved the sense
'journey ' ~ F. voyager, which appeared early in Anglo-Fr.,
and has become the main sense in English, and is differ-

entiated by the spelling Travel, while the more original
senses, so far as they continue in use, retain the earlier

spelling travail.]

I. 1, trans. To torment, distress, harass, afflict,

vex, trouble ; to weary, tire. Obs. or arch,

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6035 pe fende yn-to hym was
lope, And traueyled hym J>re dayys with pyne. 1382 Wyclif
Dent. viii. 16 After that he trauetde thee and strengthide
[1388 turmentid thee, and preuede], at the eende he hadde
mercy of thee. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 473
Preosles schulde be worshipped to fore ojjer men, and nou^t
i-travalled and i-greeved. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 192 b/i
They were wery and sore traueyled by the waye which was
longe. c X489— Sonnes o/Aymon iiL 70 For their strengthe,
they irayueylle us moche. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 252 He
came thether in such haste, that hys horse and men were sore
traueyled. 1627 Lisandcr ^ Cat. iii. 39 Apt words to ex-
presse the griefes, wherwith. .we begin to be travelled. 1695
Ld. Preston Boeth. Pref. 11 We are travelled with Uneasi-
ness and Inquietude amidst our largest Enjoyments. x8i6
Scott Old Mart, iv, I jalouse he wad hae liked to hae
ridden by, but his horse , . was ower sair travailed. 1832 [see

Travailed 1].

t b. rejl. To put oneself to trouble, to weary or

exert oneself, to labour or work hard : = Fr. se

travailler^ passing into the intr. sense 2. Obs.

(71300 Cwrj(7r A/. z2775(Edin.)pai..trauaild [v.rr. -allied,

-alid, .ailed] l>aim on al wis Topaien him in his seruis. f 1374
Chaucer Boeth. irL pr. xi. 76 (Camb. MS.) Euery beest tra-

uaylith hym to deffende and kepe the sauacion of hys lyf.

1556 Aurelio * Isab. (1606) I v, Whoo lovethe not, tra-

veillethe not him selfe. 1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ, Conv,
II. (1586) 99 To exercise and trauaile himselfe in goueming
his subiects with iustice.

t C. trans. To put to work, cause to work ; to

exert, employ, bring into action. Obs,
139a GowER Con/ II. 16 And if he wolde have holde him

stifle And nothing spoke, he scholde have failed : Bot for he
hath his word travailed And dorste speke, his love he spedde.

1577 B. GooGK l/eresbach's I/usb, ui. (1586) 118 b, To traueil

them [mares) moderately, will doe them rather good then
harme. 1596 Danett tr. Canines (1614) 328 The poore
man that trauelleth and toileth his body to get foode.

1610 Fletcher Faith/. Sheph. v. i, Let the floud . . give-

remedy To greedy thirst, and travel not the tree That hangs
with wanton clusters. 1630 Earl of Cork in Lismore
Papers (1888) Ser. n. III. 163, I haue with all affectionate

zeale traveled my thoughts and stirred vp my best observa-

cions [etc.].

t d. To shake, stir, 'work' (a thing) about.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. XL 403 Seuen curnels of a pyn-
appuldo In oon sester of wyn that is impm^e And trauayle

hit a tyme to and fro And aftir suffre hit to reste go. c 1440
Anc, Cookery in Househ. C^rt/. (1790)455 Alway travaile hit

wel over the f>Te.

+ e. trans. To labour at, to perform (some
work, duty, or service). Obs, rare~^,

1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 673 The Precheouris and
utheris travelling the charge of ministerie within the kirk.

2. intr, (for reJl. ; cf. i b). To exert oneself,

labour, toil, work hard, arch.

c 1250 O. Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc, 34 pos laste on ure
habbei> i-trauailed. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 10408
Y prey jje.. To trauayle so moche for me. 13.. E.E.Allit,
P. A. 549 penne |>e fyrst bygonne to pleny & sayden f>at \>z,y

hade travayled sore. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. Ixx, As Tanta-
lus I trauaile ay but-les. i^ Caxton Failles 0/ JEsop vi.

xvii, Who trauaylleth wel, he hath euer brede ynough for to

ete. 1577 GoOGE Hercsbach's Husb. 13b, That he be not.,

vnableto trauayle for age. 1615 W. Lawson Orch. ^ Card.
(1623) 2 Such a Gardner as will conscionably, quietly and
patiently, traueil in your Orchard. 1878 B. Taylor Deuka-
lion I. ii. 22, I travaif for my children.

fig, 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. v. (1886) 76 Even in its

gentlest moods the salt sea travails, moaning among the
weeds or lisping on the sand.

b. Const, about, for, in (some matter), to do

something, arch.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 83/29 5*^1 neode Is it for to tra-

uailli ferrore me to lede? laid. 350/161 pou trauailest, he
seide, a-boute nou^t. a 1325 Prose Psalter xlviii[ij. 8 For
)>e pris of his raunsoun he shal trauail wy|>*outen ende.

1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 165 Thai had no-thing for to et, Bot
eif thai traualit it to get. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) ix. 33
pis folk . . trauailez no^t aboute tiUyng of land, ci^
Caxton Blanchardyn vi. 26 In vayne he traueylled for to

require her from him. 1559 ^^' Scot in Strype Ann. Re/
(1709) I. App. vii. 18, 1 shall nede to travell in provinge
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of the same. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 240 He
wyll sende Ambassadours, whiche shall trautill for peace.

x6ia T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 7 11619) 158 Trauell not loo

much to be rich. 1678 Wani.ey Wond, Lit. Worhi v. i.

5 93- 467/2 He travelled exceedingly for establishing the

Peace of Christendom. 1704 Swift T. Tub Introd., I have
been prevailed on.. to travel in a compleat and laborious

dissertation. 1897 W. Beatty Sccretar xxv. 213 Gif the

meenisters uprightly travelled to punish vice.

t c. To work as a studeut, to study {in a subject

or author). Obs.

i55i-i74a[see Travailed 2^. 1570 T. Wilson DemostJunes
Ded. 2 Maister Cheeke, hauing traueyled in Demosthenes
as much as any one of them all.

3. Of a woman: To suffer the pains of child-

birth ; to be in labour. Also^^.
a 1300 [see Travailing »*^ sb\ 1388 Wvclif Rom. viii. 22

And we witen, that ech creature sorewith, and trauelitli

withpeyne [1382 childith] til 5it. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
vin. 1. 273 She byganne to trauaille fast of her child. 1565

Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 396 The Countes of Buchane,
guha than wes travelland with chyld. 1634 Sir T.
Hekbfrt Trav. 14 Klowres which only Dame Nature
trauels with. 1658 T. Wall God's Revenge agst. Enemies
Ch. 56 Travelling with the pangs of a false zeal, they
fall m labour of a monstrous Reformation. 1730 T.

Boston Mem. App. 28, I have long travailed in pain about
it. i8a7 Scott Surg. Dau. viii, Her son, for whom she had
travailed and sorrowed. x86o Pusey Min, Froph. 455
God's word..contains its own fulfilment in itself, and tra-

vaileth until it come to pass.

t4. Of a ship: To 'labour', to roll or pitch

heavily and right itself with difficulty. Obs. rare.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix.
34JH haly kirke . . trauailand as

a ship in gret stormes. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 296 The
yonge king makth mocbel wo So forto se the Schip travaile.

II. to. To journey, etc : see Travel z/., under
which spelling these senses are now differentiated

from the preceding.

Travailed (trae-v^d), ///. a. [f. prec + -ED l.]

1. Wearied in body or mind ; troubled; harasse<l.

Obs» or arch,
ci^woProv. in Rel. Ant. I. 233 Wele traveled wymen or

wele traveled horsses were never good, c 1540 ir. Pol. Ver^,
Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 79 Agricola issuinge owte of his

tentes succored and refresshed his traveled soldiers. 1644
Milton Educ. Wks. 1738 I. 140 Composing their travail d
spirits with the solemn and divine harmonies. 1833 L. Hunt
Poems 255 Could my spirit. .Slip from my travaiUed flesh.

+ 2. Exjierienced, versed, or learned {in a subject,

etc), as the result of working at it, (Cf. well-read.)
1551T. Wilson Z,(?W-t? (1580) A iijb, Your grace [Edw.VIJ

..little needeth any nelpe. ., beeyng so well trauaited bothe
in the Greke and in the Latinc. 1647 Toihshw.ia. Design 18

Daniel was a man.. much travelled in Revelations. 17^
Fielding Jos, Amirews 11. ix, 1 am not much travelled in

the history of modem times.

3. That is or has been in travail or child-bed.
1842 R. S. Hawker Cornish Ballads^ etc (1908) 130 A

cottage bed, for there A travailed woman lay.

Tra'vailer. Obs. or arch. Also 4-5 -our.

[ME. iravaiiourt a, OF. travailleor one who
harasses {a 1 300 in Godef.), one who labours or
travails (13th c), agent-noun from travaillier : see

Travail v. and -er2 3.] One who travails or
labours ; + one who torments or harasses.

1377 Langl* p. PL B. xni. 239 Alle trewe trauaillours and
tilieres of J?e erthe. C1430 Pitgr, LyfManJtode 11. Ixvii.

(1869) loi He ne is but a tuimentour and a trauailour of
folk. 1548 Udall Erasm, Par. Luke xx. 155 Earnest
trauaillers for y" peoples behouf and profite. 1598 Stow
Surv. ^79 By profession busie Bees, and trauellers for their
liuing tn the Hiue of this common welth. z6xi Spzzd /fist,

Gt. lirit.^ IX. vi. S 107 'I'homas Talbot an exact trauailer in
genealogies.

b. A woman in labour.
1388 Wyclip 3 Kings xix. 3 Sones camen til to the child-

bcryng, and the trauelcr of childe bath not strengthis.

Tra'vailing, vbl. sb, arch, [f. Travail v. +
-iNti 1.] The action of the vb. Travail ; labour-

ing, toiling; labour of child-bearing; distress,

fatigue, etc

^ a 1300 Cursor M, 3487 (Cott.) In trauelHng \v, rr. trauayl-
ing,-alyng]..Ful herd it was t-air moderpain. 1362 Langl.
P.^l. A. viL 235 With techingc or with tilynge or tra-

uaylynge of bondes. c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 402 He wlste
not at sho was with childe to sho was evyn at iravellyng.

1571 DiGGEs Pantom. 11. vL M iij b, No small ease and dis-

charge of laborsom trauayling. 18^ J. Thomson Ceut,
Indot. i, Lone years of restless travailing.

Tra'Taiiing, ///. a, [f, as prec + -iKo2.]
That travails.

1. Labouring, toiling, hard-working. Obs. ox arch,
a 1340 Hampolr Psalter vtii. 7 pa ere trauailand men

gastly in haly kirke. 1456 Sir G. Have /-«w^rwj(.S.T.S.) 3
[To] put this travaitland warld in p>cs and rest. 1579 Fenton
Guicciard. f 1618) 2 He was possessed with a mind trauelling,
bwiie, & ambitious.

2. Of a woman: Suffering the pains of child-

birth ; in labour. Alsoyf/.
<:i386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1225 A womman trauaillyn^e

was hire biforn. 1535 Covbrdale Isa. xUL 14, I will cne
like a trauclinge woman. 1641 Milton Reor/m. ii. Wks.
1851 III. 69 Let her cast her Abortive Spawne without the
danger of this travallling and throbbing Kingdome. 1657
TKAvvComm, Esther wV\. 8 The pains of a travelling woman.
{S. Tormenting, harassing. Obs,

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvl xlviii. (Bodl. MS.), pe
same stone [jet] bot>e blacke and ;elow streng^wj? ajens
fantasies and a^ns. .trauailinge fendes bi nyjt.

Travailler : see Trevally \

Tra'vailons, a. Obs. or arch. Forms: 4
trau-, travailous, (trauyliouse), 4-5 trauelous,
4-6 trauailous, 5 trauaiUous, traueyllous,
(travelos), 6 trauaylous, 4-6, 9 travailous,
[a, OF. travailloSj traveilkus, -ous toilsome
(i2th c, in Godef.), f. travail T^A.\Mh sb.^ x see

-ous.] Full of or characterized by * travail* or

hard labour ; toilsome ; laborious ; wearisome.
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 29 Lya | Leah] es als mekill at say

as trauyliouse,and betakyns actyfe lyfe. c 1380 Wyclif^^/.
IVks. III. 273 pe opyn meke and pore and traveilouse Hf of
Crist. 138a — Exod. vi. 6, Y the Lord, that schal lede ^ow
out of the traveilous prisoun of Egipciens. 1565 Stapleton
tr. Bede's^ ffist.^ Ch. Eng. 21 To take any more such tra-

uaylous iourneis. z888 Doughty Arabia Deserta I. 59
Better his mother had been barren^ than that her womb
should have borne such a sorry travailous life.

Hence f Tra'vailonsly adv, Obs. rare.
C1380 Wvclif IVks, (iSSo) 439 pei moten lyue, trewely,

trauelously & perelously. 1383 — Bible, Pre/, Epist. St.

Jerome 1, Plato to..thilk brynk of Itali,..fur traueilousli

5ede, 138J — Wisd. xv, 7 The crockere, the nesshe erthe
threstende, trauailously [Vulg. laboriose\ maketh to ouro
vses eche vessel.

t Tra'vailsome, a, Obs, [f. Travail sb,^ +
-SOME.] Laborious; wearisome; toilsome.

1549 Chalonf.r Erasm. on Folly O iv b, A travailsome and
carefull life. xS77ir,Bullinger's Decatles (j$g2)gii Ashamed
..of their trauelsome idlenesse. 1617 J. Moore Mappe
Mans Mart, 11. vi. 137 Certaine sorrow, vncertaine pleasure,
trauelsome labour, fearefull rest.

Travaise, obs. form of Traverse.
+ Travale (trava-l, trava-l^). Obs. [Origin ob-

scure.] In tambourine playing, a roll or drone-
effect produced by drawing the wetted thumb over
the parchment in a circular direction.

1798 Monthly Mag, Feb. 136/1 Terms and characters
necessary to be understood by the performer on the tambu-
rino; such as the single travale^ the double travale, the
flamps. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms s. v.

Tofttbourine^^ To make the 'Travale '..draw your wetted
thumb in a circular direction over the skin. The 'douhle-
travale * is twice as quick.

Travale, -alia, all(e)y: see TrevallyI, 2.

Travant, variant of Trabant.
Travarse, -as, -ass, obs. ff. Traverse.
Travat, variant of Travado, Trevat,
Tra*vated, a. [Formed after It. travala^ F.

travee (Cotcr,), * a bay of joists, the space between
two beams (Phillips 1 706), f. L. type *trab&t-ns :

cf. Trabkated.] * Noting a ceiling divided into a
series of traves, or transverse bays ' (Webster 191 1).

fTravature. Obs, rare~\ [ad. It. travatura
(f. as prec. + ^ura^ -ure), * a frame or ioyning to-

gither of beames of timber ' (Florio).l A joist.

1:^30 A. Gordon MaffeCs Amphitk, 327 The Modilions
which are prominent inwardly. .are hollowed cro5S-wa>*s,

and adapted for receiving theTravatures.

Trave, sb, Obs. exc dial, [In sense i, a. OF.
trave beam : cf. It, irave beam :—L. trabenty ace of

trabs beam. Its application in sense a is difficult

;

but cf. F. enlrave clog, fetter, shackle, hindrance,

restraint.]

O 1, A (timber or wooden) beam.
1395 in Archseologia XXIV. 313 Pro cartagio de ij traves

pro justes de hospicio. 1574 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 251,
IX hogesheads in the buttrie with the gantrees and traves
there, a 1701 Maunorell Journ. Jerus.2 Mar. (1721) 7 For
its Ceiling only some rude traves laid athwart it. /bid, 28 Apr.
(1732) las The Ceilings and Traves are. .richly Painted.

D. dial, ?Oneoftheshaftsofacart,or theshafts
collectively. Also attrib.

x8a3 E. Moor Suffolk Words s. v., Horses harnessed
ready for work, are said to be *in the trave'—or, 'in the
traves ', 1905 Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v., In phr. to be in the
trazv, of horses : to be harnessed ready for work.

2. A frame or enclosure of bars in which a restive

horse is placed to be shod : cf. Travail sb.^

^ c 1186 Chaucer .Miller's T. 96 She sproong as a colt doth
in the traue. 1483 Cath. Angl. 391/3 Trave for to scho
horse jn, /erratorium, ergasteriutn. 1613 R. Cawdrey
Table Alph. (ed. 3), Traue, a place to shoe wilde horses in.

1656 Blount Glossop'.^ Tnrue (from the Fr. Travee, i. a bay
of buildings), a trevise or little roome made purposely to shoo
unbroken horses in. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trave^
Travel, or Trazdse, a Place enclosed with Rails, to shooe
an unruly Horse in. 1847-78 Halliwell, Trave, a frame
into which farriers put unruly horses.

t b. pi. See quot. 1 706. Obs, rare"".
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Traves^ a kind of Shackles for

a Horse that is taught to amble, or pace. 1726 in Diet.

Rust. (ed. 3).

Trave, dial. var. Thrave, threave, two shocks

of corn. (Cf. med.L. Irava in Du Cange.)
1764 Museum Rust. \l. xxxiil. lo;^ Some shock their

sheaves setting them up in traves of six sheaves of a side,

and two to cap them, /bid., If the sheaves were dry when
the traves were set up. 1905 Contemp. Rev. July 95, I

learned how to build a trave (which is oy interpretation a
shock or stook).

Travels, obs. form of Traverse, Travis 1.

Travel (trse'vel, -v'l), sb. Forms : a. 4 travail,

Sc. trawaile, -ale, 4-5 Sc, trawaill, trauaille,

4-7 -aile, 5 Sc, trawal, 5-7 trau-, travayle, 5-8

travail, 6 trauaylle, -eile, travaill, Sc. travale,

6-7 -aile. &. 5 Sc. trawel(l, 5-7 trauel(l, travell,

(6 trauyll), 5- travel, (9 *Sr, traivel). [orig. the

same word as Travail sby^ in a specialized sense

and form ; the latter due to shifting of stress,]

+ 1. Labour, toil; suffering, trouble; labour of
child-birth, etc. : see Travail sb,^ 1-6.

2. The action of travelling or journeying.
o. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxv. (Julian) 9 pe trawalouris .

.

for trawale ware wery, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. 28 pe
way es comoun and wele ynogh knawen with all men )ibX

vsez trauaile. c 1460 To7vneley Myst. xiv. 94 That I may
haue som beyldyng by. In my trauayll. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems Ixxxv. 36 VVay stricht, cler dicht, to wilsome wicht,
That irke bene in travale. 1561 T. Hobv tr. Castiglione's
Courtyer i. (1577) E j b, After a yeares trauayle abrode. 1660
Blount Boscohel 1. (i68o) 49 His feet. .much galled with
travail.

i?* '375 (MS, 1487) Barbour Bruce iv. 664 My twa sonnys
with 30W sail I Send to tak with ^ow ^our trawell \rime
fale]. a 1533 Ld. Berners //uon xxii. 65 Huon was wery of
trauyll. ai$^ Ereiris of Benvik 65 in Dunbar's Poems
(S.T.S.) 287, 1 pray grit (jod him speid Him haill and sound
in-to his travel!. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 1. 33 The way is

short, & the trauell easye. 1650 in Verney Mem. (1907) I.

464 The! wayes are everywhere unsafe for travell. 1768
Sterne Sent. Journ. (1775) I. 72 (The Rose) The advantage
of travel.. was by seeing a great deal both of men and
manners. 1897 Wesim. Gaz. 11 Aug. 2/3 Continental travel

is looking up. By travel we mean quick and comfortable
travel.

b. With a and //. An act of travelling; a

journey. Now only in//., except dial,

1SS9 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse Pref. Avb, His
eloquence, prudence, .. and other like vertues..insued of

hys peregrinations, and travails. x6io Day Festivals iii.

(1615) 56 He made (as it were) foure Travailes. a x?oo
Dryden Theodore ^ //on. 57 His travels ended at nis

country seat. 1753 C. Gist Jmls. (1893) 84, I was un-
willing he should undertake such a travel. 2821 Clare
ym. Minstr. II, 182 In mortal wisdom, thou'st already
ran A circled travel of eternity. 1836 H. Coleridge North.
Worthies (\%^i) I. 6 Soon after we find him on his travels

in Italy. 1883 Cleland /nchbracken iv. 28 Ye've had asore
traivel. a \^% in Eng. Dial. Did, s.v., (Westmoreland) £s
ya wad see in a day's travel.

c, //. {eilipl.) 'Account of occurrences and
observations of a journey into foreign parts' (J.).
[1591 {title) The Rare Trauailes of lob Hortop.] 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Travels, Journeys, Voyages; or a
Book giving a particular Account of such Voyages. 1710
Tatler No. 254 T i There are no Books which I more delight

in than in Travels. 1798 Malthus Popul. (1878) 323 Some
very intelligent Travels., written in 1810. 1841 Elphinstone
//ist. /ndia I. 255 We possess the travels of a native of that

country in India in the fourth century. Mod, He took
Gulliver's Travels with him on his journey.

d, transf. Passage of anything in its cotirse or

path, or over a distance ; movement,
X74a Young A7. Th. iv. 713 [A comet] revisits earth, From

the long travel of a thousand years. 1888 Encycl. Brit,

XXIII. 701/2 The more the variety of characters is multi-

plied, the more ' travel ' of the compositor's hand over the

cases is necessary for picking them up. 1898 AllbuiCsSyst,
Med. V. 843 Cardiomotive force is equal to the output of the

heart plus the resistance to the travel of the blood in the

vascular system.

e. Passage over ; traffic, rare.

1830 Hood //aunted H. i. xviii, Each walk as green as is

the mantled pool For want of human travel.

3. A single movement ofsome part of mechanism,
as a piston, slide-valve, etc. ; also, the distance

through which it moves ; length of stroke,

184X Civil Eng, ff Arch, Jrnl, IV. 251/2 To find.. the

travel of the valve corresponding to the travel.. of the piston

substitute. 1883 Titnes 8 Feb., A thin copper rod moved
slowly backwards and forwards over them, with a travel of
about 2 in, iSgaGREENER ^rf^(rA.itf«(iVr32 Whenthegun
is fired the ' travel ' of the mainspring is utilised as an auto<

matically acting trigger, 1904 Westm. Gaz, 2 May 9/3 The
incoming of * three colour [printing] at one travel of paper '.

4. Capacity or force of movement.
x8i6 Scott Antiq. xxx, The breaker was never able to

bring her under command. She has more travel than any
bitch I ever knew. z8^ Stephens Bk. Farm II. 625 A dog
of high travel., will drive (sheep] hither and thither. 1893
Dail^ Nexvs 31 Dec. 3/^4 A crew of men in the boat kept her

rocking rapidly from side to side to give her more force and
travel.

6. attrib, and Comb., as travel article, -book,

-monger; objective, as travel-reader, -writer;

travel-loving adj. ; instrumental, as travel-broken,

^disordered, -soiled., -spent^ -stained, -tainted,

-tattered, -tired, -toiled, -weary., -worn adjs.

1895 IVeslm, Gaz. 23 Apr. 7/1 A literary man who writes
"travel articles in the Anglo-American magazines. 1878
Browning La Saisiaz 60 That rare nook.. touched on by
no *travel-book. 1856 Kane Arct. E.xpl. II. xx. 205 The
condition ofmy own "travel-broken animals. 1840 Dickens
OldC. Shop xlvi, Dusty shoes, and ^travel-disordered dress,

1768 Baretti Mann. ^ Cust. /taly II. 324 Credit your
* travel-mongers about the character of the Italians. 1810
^QOTT Lctdy 0/L, iii.xxi, Panting and "travel-soiled he stood.

1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 194 Neither to the other told

How they were *travel-spent, 1840 ViviViiLVi^ Old C. Shop
xliv. Her "travel-stained dress, 1597SHAKS. 2//^«. /K,iv. iii.

40* Trauell-taintedaslam. X753SMOLLETTC^AaMtf/«{i784)
52/1 Our hero travel-tainted, lay sunk in the arms of pro-

found repose. 1887 J. Ashby Sterrv Lazy Minstrel (1892)

2i8 Fast our "travel-time has sped. z8a3 Byron Werner i.

i. ^75 A poor sick man, *Travel- tired. i8ax Scott /Cenilzu.

XXIV, Horses or light carriages to meet them, and bring them
up without being "travel-toiled. 1856 E. FitzGerald Sa/a-
man (1909) 47 Kurd. , "Travel-weary, Fain would go to

sleep, 1837 W. Irving Ca^t. Bonneville I. v. 100 Both men
and horses were.. much "travel-worn, 176s Sterne 7V.
Shandy VII. iv, A "travel-writer would say, ' it would not
be amiss to give some account of it '.
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Travel (tra-vel,-v'l),». Forms: see prec. [orig.

the same word as Travail v. ; cf. prec. Deriva-

tives, as trcmelled, -er, -ing, etc are usually spelt

with // in Gr. Britain, with single / in America.]

•f L To torment, distress ; to suffer affliction ;
to

labour, toil ; to suffer the pams of parturition ;

etc : see Travail v. 1-4.

2. intr. To make a journey ; to go from one

place to another ; to journey. K\safig.
a. c 1190 .y. Eng. Leg. I. 25/61 For je (jus i-trauailede

beolh fram so ferre londe . . Ich eov nelle greui nou^t. c 1330

R. Brunnk Chron. (1810) 3 He was of grete elde, & myght

not trauaile. 1413 Pitgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. i. (1859) i, I had

longe tyme trauaykd toward the holy Cyte of lerusalem.

»S4*-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany, To preserue all

that trauayle by lande or by water. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i.

ii. 28 Long time they thus together travelled. 1603 Shaks.

Meas./or M. 1. ill. 14 He supposes rae trauaild to Poland.

1691 NoRms Pract. Disc. 94 Why should we .. quit the

Koad.., if we may safely travail in it? 1714 Gay ShcJ'k.

IVai Proeme, Other Poet travailing in this plain High-

way of Pastoral.

p. ciyii Sc, Leg. Saints xxxL {Eugenia) 326 Sen scho

mycht nocht trawel hym til. c 1410 Sir Cleges 16 To men,

that tr.weld in londe of ware. 1483 Cath. Angl. 391/2 To
Travelle.jViwrarc. aiiSaPreiris oflicrwik v^in Dunbar s

Poems (S.T.S.) 286 For he wes awld, and micht nocht wele

travell. IS94 Nashe Unforf. Trav. 68 He is no bodie that

hath not traueld. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. Ui. iii What
danger will it be to vs,..to trauell forth so farre? 1697

Devden Virg. Georg. iv. 147 A thirsty Train That long

have traveliy thro' a Desart Plain. 1768 Sterne Sent.

Joum. (177s) I. 15 {.Desobligeant) An Englishman does not

travel to see Englishmen. 1855 Palev yEschylus Pref. (1861)

28 They have. .pointed out the path in which succeeding

editors should travel. 1901 W. R. H. Trowbridge Lett.

MotJur to Eliz. iv. 13 [They] travelled down from London
in a special Pullman attached to the Bristol express.

b. To travel it : to make a journey ; esp. to go

on foot.

1768 Sternk Sent. Joum. (1775) II. 13s (Mouiines) To
travel it through the Bourbonnois. 1903 Speaker ig Dec
293/1 Laird, 1 just travel't it.

c. Spec, of a Methodist preacher : To go roimd

a circuit. (Cf. quot. 1791 s.v. Circuit 6.)

1780 [see Travelling/^/, a. b]. 1791 Hampson Mem. %
Wesley IIL 84 Every preacher was considered, when ad-

mitted to travel, as a member of conference. 1885 Minutes
WesUyaii Confer. 8 The above have travelled two years.

1913 Daily News 17 July 4 On leaving Didsbury College he

. . afterwards ' travelled ', as the Methodists say, in the Brent-

ford and Twickenham circuits.

d. To journey from place to place as a com-

mercial traveller (Traveller 3). Const, in the

commodity for which the traveller solicits orders.

1830 Lamb Let. to Wordsworth 22 Jan., A rider in his

youth, travelling for shops. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 2 May 5/2

One lady * travels in balloons ', it was said, meaning not that

she soared aloft, but that she vended toy-balloons to drapers

and others. 1906 B'ness von Hutten What bee. Pam 70

Mr. Bingle travelled in whisky. Ibid. 71 A gentleman who
travelled in hygienic flannels. 1906 Blackw. Mag. Apr.

541/1 The Sophist who in ancient times 'travelled' in

sophistry as our bagmen ' travel ' in soap.

e. Of an animal : To walk or run ; spec, of deer,

to move on while browsing.

1877 C Hallock Sportsman's Gnz. 88 Ifthe deer is 'travel-

ling . as it is called, one has to walk much faster. 1907 J. H.
Patterson Man-Eaters of Tsavo xxii. 249 [The lion] was
travelling leisurely, and 1 was delighted to find that I was
gaining on him fast.

3. transf. To move, go ; to pass from one point or

place to another ; to proceed, advance ; to wander

;

',5p. in mod. scientific use, to pass, to be transmitted.

166a Evelyn Chalcogr. 29 Sculpture.. travell'd and came
to Rome. 178X CowpER Expost. 582 Thy thunders travel

over earth and seas. 1839 G. Bird Nat. Philos. 129 Sound
travels through different bodies with very different degrees

of velocity. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst, Clin. Med. xxx. 400
Pains commencing in particular parts of the body, and
travelling back towards the spine. 1878 Huxley Physiogr,

117 The earthquake-wave, as it travels along, causes the

ground to rise and fall. 1911 E. Rutherford in Encycl.

Brit. XXII. 794/1 In an electric field, the positive ions travel

to the negative electrode and vice versa.

b. fig. of some action figured as movement.

To travel out of the record: see Record sb. 4 c.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. lll. ii. 326 Time trauels in diuers

paces, with diuers persons. 1606 — Tr. gf Cr. in. iii. 154
Honour trauels in a straight so narrow. Where one but goes

a breast. 1664 Marvell Corr, Wks. (Grosart) II. 181 His
Royal Highness who hath travelled thorough all hearts.

x8x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxii^ I must remind the learned

gentleman that he is travelling out of the case before us.

1874 Whyte Melville Uncle J. viii. It seems that we are

travelling out of the record.

c. Of a piece of mechanism : To move, or be

capable of being moved, along a fixed course.

(Cf. prec sb. 3.)
18x5 Scott Guy M. Ivii, A large iron ring, which travelled

upon the bar we have described. X867 Smyth Sailor^s

IVord-bk., Travel, [.is] a thitnble, block, S:c., to run along

on beams or ropes. li^Photogr. Ann. II, The top travels,

so as to bring tne case over another groove at the back.

d. colloq. To bear transportation.

1853 Becks Florist Dec 271 They do not. .make good
plants for exhibition, as they travel badly. X887 J. B.

Shbppard Lit. Cantuarienses (Roils) I. Introd. 8i The
monks knowing that so small a wine would not travel,.,

always sold it on the spot.

e. To move on, esp. with speed, colloq. or slang.

X884 Reports Provinc. (E.D.D.), ' How he travels ', said of

a dog, running very fast. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV, 473/1
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The yachts were kept traveling from start to finish. Mod.
That car is travelling, and no iiii.stake 1 Mod. U. S, Keep
travelling (= clear out, go on or away).

4. trans, (or with advb. accus.) To journey

through (a country, district, space, etc.) ; to pass

over, traverse (a road, etc.) ; to follow (a course

or path).

t To travel the road, to practise highway robbery; cC

Road sb. 5 b.

X303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 1952 parfore, y am come
to Jjys cyte. And haue trauayled many a iurne. xsa6

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 8 Foure thynges be neces-

sary to be . . obserued of all them that entendeth to trauayle

the same [journey]. XS78 Lyte Dodoens vi. iii. 659 Peter

Belon . . hath much haunted and trauayled the Ilande

of Crete. 1644 Evelyn Diary 4 Nov., From hence we
travell a plain and pleasant chainpain to Viterbo. i68a

HiCKERiNGiLL Bta^k Non.Conf. xvi, The Apostles that had
the gift of Tongues travelled all Nations. 170^7 Farquhar
Beaux Strat. iv. ii, There's a great deal of address and

good manners in roljbing a lady ; I am the most a gentle-

man . . that ever travelled the road. 1823 F. Clissold

Ascent Mt. Blanc 21 Our path, .now became far less dan-

gerous than that we had just travelled. i88s Act 48 ,$ 49
Vict. c. 57 § I The senior judge.. who actually travels that

circuit. X894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 366/2 The path was
well traveled.

b. fig. or \nfig. context.

1611 T. James Coi-rupt. Script. To Rdr., Hauing now.

.

fully trauelled this vast wilderness of Sin. 1779 Mirror
No. 16 r7 His brethren, travelling the same road, and subject

to the like calamities with himself. 1784 Cowper Task iii.

156 Some, .travel nature up To the sharp peak of her sub-

limest height. 1823 Scott Pirate xvUi, I have travelled

books as well as seas in my day,

c. To traverse, cover (a specified distance).

1660 Blount Boscobel lli. (1680) 31 He passed through

more dangers than he travailed miles. x66o F. Brooke tr.

Le Blanks Trav. 12 Having travelled five and forty dayes

travail from Macharib. 1804 W. Tennant Indian Recreat.

II. 70 Their number is. .greater than that of the miles you
travel.

6. To cause to journey, to drive or lead from one

place to another. Alsoy?^.

XS98 Hakluvt Voy. I. 479 Their horses are but smal_, but

very swift and hard, they trauell them vnshod both winter

and Sommer. 1607 Topsell Fourf, Beasts (1658) 242 In

ancient time, if horses were to be travelled through snow,

they made them boots of sackcloth to wear in their journey.

1784 R. Bage Barham Downs 1. 170 His masters .. having

travelled him through forty pages of Cornelius Nepos,

advanced him to the dignity of Caaar's commentarieii. X864

Pall Mall G. 4 Sept. 10/2 Graziers .. stated that they prefer

travelling their animals on foot distances of fifty, sixty, and

seventy miles rather than exposing them to the cruelties

exercised on them by the railway companies. X89X Melbourne

y4;-i>-i« 9 May 10/6 It would be advisable. .not,. to travel any
stock at present.

Travellable, travelable (tnevelab'l), a.

[f. Travel v. -i- -able.] Capable of being travelled

over ; adapted to travelling.

160J Carew Cornwall \. 53 b, The Westerne [roads] are

better travaileable, as lesse subiect to these discommodities.

c iBxs Rees Cycl. s. v. Road, A line which is travellable at

any season. «8s8 Bright Sp. India 2^ June (1876) 22 More
travelable roads than are to be found in the whole of India.

1886 Hks^i On Box Seat \ti The Government should keep

the old main roads. .in decent travellable order.

Travelled, traveled (tne-veld), ppl.a. [f.

Travel v. + -ed i.]

1. That has travelled, esp. to distant countries

;

experienced in travel. Also with adv. as far-

travelled. Also transf.

14x3 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiii. 8x Auncyen
trauayled men that ben experte in dedes of armes. xsaS

Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clxviii. 469 A well trauelled

knight and well knowen. 1613 Shaks. Hen, VIII, \. iiL 19

The reformation of our trauel'd Gallants. 1711 Addison

Spect. No. 45 f 3 One of these Travelled Ladies. 1780

Mirror No. 97 f 18 Nothing can be more grotesque than

her travelled language. 1821 Byron Juan iv. Ixxxviii, You
Have got a travell'd air.

2. Geol. Of blocks, boulders, etc : Transported

to a distance from their original site, as by glacial

action ; erratic

1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 175 That the position.. of a

great portion of these travelled materials should now appear

most irregular [etc.]. 1833 — Eleni. Geol. xi. (1874) 146

The multitude of ' travelledf ' blocks and striated rocks. x84a

Sedgwick in Iltidson s Guide Lakesl^iia,-^ 196 The travelled

bowlders of Shap granite. 1880 A. R. Wallace Isl. Life

vii. 106 The phenomenon of travelled or perched blocks is

also a common one in all glacier countries.

b. Of earth or soil : That is not in situ ; that

has been brought to, or deposited in, the place

where it is ; made up, artificial. Sc.

i8oa Plavfair lllustr. Hutton. Th. 197, I am not sure

whether this earth is travelled or not. 180S Forsyth

Beauties Scotl. I. 16 The whole ground . . is formed, not of

natural, but of what builders term travelled earth. lBx6

Scott Antiq. xxiii, It's travell'd earth th.Tt, . . it howks sae

eithly. 1839 D. D. Black Hist. Brechin xi. (1867) 253

Travelled or artificial earth has repeatedly been found.

3. Of a road, etc : Frequented by travellers.

1882 B. HARTE/7ySii,Itcame.. with voices in the travelled

roads and trails.

Traveller, traveler (trx-vebj). Forms:

4 travaillour, 4-6 travellour, -eiler, etc. (see

Travel w.) ; 6- traveller, 9 chiefly U.S. traveler,

[agent-noun f. Travel v. : see -kr 2, and cf. Tba-

VAILER.] One wlio or that which travels.

1. A pei-son who is travelling or going from place

TBAVELLEB.

to place, or along a road or path ; one who is on

a journey ; a wayfarer ; a passenger.

C137S Sc. Leg. Saints xxv. {yulian) 20 Sic Jiope in-to

sancte lulyane pe traualouris j^ane had tane. £:i475 Rauf
Coil^ear 82 Fyre, drink, nor meit. Nor nane vther ei.smentis

for traucllouns bchufe. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catcch. (1884)

51 Certane travelars will nocht begin thair jornay on the

satterday. ai59i H. Smith Serm. (1637) 327 A traveller

passeth from towne unto towne, untill he come to hislnne.

X71S-20 Pope Iliad xvi. 316 As wasps, provok'd by children

in their play, . . In swarms the guiltless traveller engage. 1828

Webster, Traveler. 1843 Miall in Nonconf. III. 429 The
traveler, however, had a Scotch tongue in rils head. ^886

C. E. Pascoe London of To-day xx. (ed. 3) 203 The ' Royal
Forest Hotel ' offers many attractions as a traveller's rest.

X889 ' L. Carroll ' Sy/vie St Bruno Concl. (ed. 2) Pref. 10 As
to such words as ' traveler ', I hold the correct principle to

be, to double the consonant when the accent fails on that

syllable ; otherwise, to leave it single.

fig. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) I. 7 Among ojiere noble

trauaillours of t>e (>re pathes. X631 T. Powell Tom All
Trades Title-p., An old Travailer m the sea of Experience.

1804 WoRDSW. ' She was aphantom ' iii, A Traveller between

life and death.

b. =TBAMf ii.l 4 {aowdial.) ; spec, in Australia:

see quot. 1896. Also, a travelling showman.
1763 Gentl. Mag. Sept. 461/2 Mrs. Jewel . . was robbed . .in

the middle of the day by some Irish travellers. 1825 Jamie-

son, Traveller, a beggar. x8si Mayhew Lond. Labour 1.

243/2 There are many individuals in lodging-houses who are

not regular patterers or professional vagrants, being rather, as

they term themselves, ' travellers ' (or tramps). X896 .-J ustra-

lasian 8 Aug. 240/2 (Morris) Tliese travellers lead an aim-

less life, wandering from station to station, hardly ever

asking for and never hoping to ^et any work. X904 A.

GriffithsJO Y. Public Service xxiii. 347 These 'travellers

or ' foreigners ' as they were styled locally, were responsible

for a great part of the serious crime of the neighbourhood.

X906 Gentl. Mag. July 17 In some parts of the Midlands the

tramp is generally known as the traveller.

o. transf. A sermon delivered by a preacher in

various places on different occasions, colloq.

1892 Pail Mall G. 10 May 6/2 This sermon, .was what is

known amongst students as a ' traveller '. X904 J.
Wells

Life y. H. Wilson xxii. 205 His sermon on this subject

was one of his ' travellers '.

2. Spec. One who travels abroad ; one who
journeys or has journeyed through foreign countries

or strange places.

XS56 Robinson tr. More's Utop., P. Giles to Buslyde (1895)

p. xcvi, 'I'he very famous and renowmed trauailer Vlysses.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. iv. 18 When I was at home I was
in a better place, but 'Trauellers must be content x6io —
Temp. III. iii. 26 Trauellers nere did lye, Though fooles at

home condemne 'era. 1667 Sprat Hist. R. Soc. 411 Caesar

. . had Conquer'd more Countries than most Travailers have

seea 17x8 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar
10 Mar., We travellers are in very hard circumstances... If

we tell anything new, we are laughed at as fabulous.^ 1834

L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine 94 Some readers will think we
are drawing our traveller's bow with a vengeance. 1885

Encycl. Brit. XIX. 404/1 Marco Polo (1:1254-1324) the

Venetian, the most famous perhaps of all travellers. 1890

Chambers' Encycl. VI. 669/1 David Livingstone, missionary

and traveller, was born at Blantyre . . 1813. 1913 Maurice
Baring Lost Diaries xvii. 177 The doctor .. scoffed at the

idea of the sea serpent, which, he said, was a travellers' tale.

b. To play (also, slang, to tip) the traveller

:

' to tell wonderful stories, to romance ' (Grose) ;

hence, with upon, to deceive, befool, impose upon :

in allusion to the mendacious or incredible character

ascribed to ' traveller's tales '.

X739 Bp. Herring in % Duncombe's Lett. (1773) II. 1331

I am a little afraid, if I should be particular in my descrip-

tion, you would think I am playing the traveller upon you

;

but indeed I will stick religiously to truth. X762 Smollett

Sir L. Greaves vi, Aha ! do'st thou tip me the traveller, my
boy? 179IS in Grose's Diet. Vulg. T. (ed. 3).

3. Spec, (in full, commercial traveller : see Com-

mercial 6) : An agent employed by a commercial

firm to travel from place to place showing samples

of goods and soliciting custom.
1800 Hull Advertiser iq}-a\yil^ That capital Inn..many

years established as a Travellers' House. 1819 Hermit in

London II. 186 Common bag-men styled travellers of the

house of Messrs. So-and-So. 1830 N. S. Wheaton Jml.

497 At the Inn.. I found a number of commercial travellers.

x8si Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 381/2 Some tallymen*'ho

keep shops have travellers ' in their enfploy, some of whom
have salaries, while others receive a percentage upon all

payments. X894 Times 22 Jan. 13/4 Carpet travellers are

now all out on their journeys, but are not sending in as

many orders as could be wished.

4. a. A horse, or other beast of burden or draught,

a vehicle, etc. , that travels or goes along (fast, well,

etc). Cf. Travel v. 3e. b. Applied to birds

making a long flight, or migrating.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 26 Dalascian Asses

. . are good travellers, . . they will go thirty miles a day with-

out any wearinesse. X874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-fowl 1.

21 Frequently in spring continuous shooting may be had

at 'travellers ,. . i.e., ducks making long flights, often mi-

grating. i«igPallAIallG. 2i Aug. z/i He stands 16 hands

high, and looks every inch a traveller.
^

5. A piece of mechanism constructed to ' travel ,

run, or slide along a support ; as a travelling crane,

an overhead truck, a movable bridge bearing a

crab for lifting and transporting heavy objects

from one part to another of an engineering work-
'• shop or shed, a travelling or moving platform, etc.

I

1842 Civil Eng. f; Arch. Jrnl. V. 359/1 The ' traveller

'

I . .was moved forward from the other end of the dam. 1866

Cycl. Usef. .irts L 2/3 Four pairs of balks. ., where travel-
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lers are attached for holding the carcasses. 1896 AUbutfs
Sjfst. Mcii. I. 369 The current is then increased by sliding
the traveller of the rheostat from its maxintum to a lower
value. 1808 Enginierin^ ^Idg- XVI. 80 A traveller, or
portable platform, . . is hoisted out, run across, and raised to
the proper level, forniiiig a level gangway.. for the transit

of passengers and goods from one platform to the other.

b. A'aut. An iron ring or thimble nmning freely

on a rope, rod, or spar; in quot. 1S82, a rope on
which such a ring slides ; alsp, a rope or rod along
which a yard may slide.

176Z-9 Falconer Shi^vr. 11. 258 Some, travellers up the
wealher-back-stays send. 1790 Naval Chron. XXIV. 50
The hauling rope of the traveller got foul. 1840 K. H.
Dana Be/, Jfasi Gloss.t TravdUr^ an iron ring, ^tted so as
to slip up and down a rope. i88a Nares SeamaHship (ed. 6)
135 In sending the royal yard down. .a weather top-gallant
backstay can be used for a traveller. 1883 Kelly !n Harper's
Mag. Aug. 449/2 A jib, . . hooked to a ring, called a traveller,
. .is hauled out to the bowsprit by a tackle.

c. In ring-spinning, a metal ring or loop used
to guide the yam in winding it on the spindle.
I8S3 \J HE. Diet. Arts II. 832 Messrs. Sharp,.. of Man.

Chester, exhibited a throstle spinning frame on the 'ring and
traveller ' principle. 1877 Knight Diet. Mcch. 1944/1 As the
spindles revolve, the thread passing through the traveler
revolves^ it rapidly, and the horizontal bar ascending and
descending alternately winds the yarn regularly upon the
spools. 1884 W S. B. McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 167 The
traveller . . is to wind the yarn on to the bobbin and to affect
the drag. . . By reducing the size of the traveller the drag can
be made exceedingly slight-

d. Theatr. The mechanism for flying fairies,

angels, ghosts, etc. above the stage.
1^ Sala Gaslight ^ D. iL 21 You may see the wires or

' travellers ', used Dy * flying fairies '.

e. Angling. A tackle which permits the bait to
travel or move down the swim. Also attrib,
1867 F. Francis Angling i. (1880) 49 This kind of fishing,

which IS called 'traveller' fishing (the float being the
traveller). Ibid. iv. (1883) 42 Barbel are taken with the
traveller in the Nottingham fashion.

6. attrib. and Comb., as, traveller fishing, float
(see 5 e), monk, vocation ; traveller-like adj.
183a J. P. Ke.nnedy Swallm) B. ix, I have not been idle in
my traveller.vocation. 1847 W. CoRV Lett. ^ JmU. (1S97)
47, I felt more lively and traveller.like than I had before.

19<>;J
T. C. Middletdn Ceog. Kyurwl. Time Discirv. Amer.

6 Cosmos Indicopleustes—the traveler-monk of Egypt
[c 500-547].

b. Combinations with traveller's: traveller's
Joy, a name (given by Gerarde) for the wild shrub
Clematis Vitalba, from its trailing over and adorn-
ing hedges by the wayside; traveller's palm,
traveller's tree, names for certain trees which
yield water or sap sought after by travellers to
allay thirst, as Ravenala madagascariensis ( Urania
speciosd), N.O. Musacex, a palm-like tree of
Sladagascar whose hollow leaf-sheaths contain a
store of water.

1597 Gerardk Herbal 11. cccxi. 739 Decking and adorning
waies and hedges, where people trauell, and thereupon 1
haue named it the "Traueilers loie. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4),
Trannilatirs-joy, a sort of Herb called in Latin Clematis.
177* Withering Brit. Plants Uji^) II. 500 Traveller's-joy.
Great Wild Climber. Virgin's Bower. Honesty. Hedges
and shady places, in calcareous soil. itt< Lady Brassky
The Trades 177 We .also saw (in Venezuela] many speci-
mens of the 'travellers' palm, each leaf of which.. yields,
when cut by the thirsty traveller, from half a pint to a pint
of water. 1857 GossE Omphalos ya. 148 One of the state,
lie^t of plants,—the "Traveller's Tree (Urania speciosa).
1883 Encyct. Brit. XV. 170/1 The traveller's-tree {Urania
speciosa), with its graceful crown of plantain.like leaves.,
supplying a quantity of pure cool water.

Hence TnveUeresB {rare), a female traveller.
1810 KiBLK in Coleridge Mem. (1869) I. 99 A little sickli.

ness now and then . . on the part of some of my fellow-travel-
leresses. 18S6 Sat. J!er>. 2 1 Aug. 253/1 A much more common
figure IS the merely wrong-headed and cantankerous travel-
ler—and particularly travelleress.

Travelling, traveling (tr^-vaiiij), vbl. sb.
rr. TuAVEL V. + -ma l.] The action of the verb
Travel; journeying.

.«37S Barbour Jlmee u. 283 Sen ]a\ come owt off trawel-
Ung. 138a Wyclip 7er. xxix. 18 Wery trauailing to alle
rewmes. o 1568 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 72 Disposed to
-irayse traucling, as a great commendacion. iStg R.
.loNTAGU in Buccleuch AfSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 458
1 here has been so much snow that . . there is no travelling
for the post. 1738 Chesterp. Common Seme No. 93 r 10
Travelling is, unquestionably, a very proper part of the
education of our youth. 1847 i^f-^vs Friemts inC.\.va. 112
Travelling a a great trial of people's ability to live together.
1875 Urp. out. Arts II. 538 The gas is said to bear
travelling through this length of pipe very well.

b. attrib. = of travelling, as travelling accom-
plishment, charge, companion, day, expenses, move-
ment, pace, pay, power, propensity ; esp. in sense
' used, or adapteil to be used, for or in travelling

',

or ' carried or taken with one when travelling ', as
travelling album, arms, bag, baroscope, box, cap,
carriage, chariot, chest, clock, commission, cup,
dress, equipage, kitchen, pistol, suit, trunk;
travelling-oabinet, a small chest of drawers
secured by outer doors so as to be safely portable
on a journey : much used in 17th c. {Cent. Vict.)

;

travelling-oarriage, a strong carriage used for
travelling before railways were introduced;

Kl
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travelling-couvert [F. convert = Cover sb.'^ 7],
' a set of table utensils . . made to pack closely,

for use in traveling' {Cent. Diet.); travelling
fellowship, scholarship, a college fellowship or
scholarship, given to enable the holder to travel for

purposes of study or research ; travelling road,
Mining (see quot. 1883).
_ 1748 Richardson Clatissa Wks. 1883 V. 495 A price that
is often paid for "travelling accomplishments. 1709 Hearne
Collect. 7 Mar. (O.H.S.) II. 174 Whose hand and signet I

have in my "traveling Album. 1689 in Acts Parlt. Scott.
(1875) XII. 52/1 To make use of horses and ordinary
"travelling armes in the countrey. 1862 Catal. liiternat,
Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6932 Dressing cases, 'travelling bags,
and despatch boxes. 1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp. xxii.
The making of portable or "travelling baroscopes. 183S
Willis Peticitlings I. vii. ^3 The "travelling-books caution
against sleeping in the carriage while passing these marshes.
X726 Swift Gulliver 11. v, Glumdalclitch setting down my
"travelling box, I went out of it to walk. 1859 Jephson
Brittany 1. 1, [I] pull my "travelling-cap over my eyes. 1798
S. Lee Canterb. T., Yng. Lady's T. II. 385 [He] purchased
a "travelling-carriage. 1618 in J.Charnock Hist. Mar.
Arch. (i8oi) II. 236 For "travelling charges to solicit for
money. i8sa Dickens Bleak Ho. xii. The "travelling chariot
rolls onto the house. 1902 R. Bagot Donna Diana ix, A
"travelling clock on the writing-table. 1726 Swift Gulliver
11. iv. It was always in my 'travelling closet. 1813 CoL.
Hawker Diary (1893) I. 67 The "travelling companion who
was bundled into the mail 1844 Louisa S. Costello Biam
It Pyrenees II. 88 In its snow-cold water I dipped my
•travelling-cup. 1856 Bonar Hymn, ' I heard the voice of
Jesus say ' iii. In that light of life I'll walk Till "travelling
days are done. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons * iV. xxiv.
While Madeline was changing her 'travelling-dress. 1797
F. Reynolds The Will in. i. Suppose I try to get our
"travelling-expences out of him ? ^"fiij. Lewis' Mem. Dk.
Glocester 87 note, ( Dr. Radcliffe] also founded two "travel-
ling Fellowships for young Physicians. 178a J. Adams
Diary 26 July, I had on my 'travelling gloves. i8ag J.
Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 423 The rack. .for regulating
the "travelling-movement of the spinning or any other
machine, on a rope-walk. 1815 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 57
Going over Uxbridge-common, at a regular 'travelling
pace. 169a Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) II. 401 On Friday
next the persons belonging to the train for the descent enter
into "travailling pay. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia x. ii. My
"travelling pistols were already charged. 1875 Ure Diet.
Arts II. 538 As to storage and "travelling power, Mr. Has-
tings . . reports favourably. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-
mining, ^Travelling road, an underground passage .. used
expressly, -for men to travel along to and from their working
places. 191 1 /4rf I 4- 2 Geo. V, c. 50 § 49 A person shall not
..travel or work in any travelling road or working place
which is not so made secure. 1867 Aug. J. E. Wilson Kas/i//
xxvii, Elsie was waiting to clothe me in my 'travelling-suit.
X779 Mirror No. 17 p 13 A draw-bridge, which.. exactly
resembled the lid of a •travelling-trunk.

Tra-velling, traveling, ///. a. [f. as prec.
-I- -INQ 2.] That travels, or goes from place to
place; journeying, itinerant; moving; sX^ofig.
lyji Barbour Bruce ¥11,241 'A travalland man, dame

',

said he, * pat traualys heir throu )« cuntre '. c 1420 Anturs
of Arth, li. These ij traueling men truly vppe thay take.
1495 Act II Hen. VII, c. a}2 None other calling himself
a Souldeour Shipman or travelyngman. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
II. iv. 7 By th'Clock 'tis Day, And yet darke Night strangles
the trauailing Lampe. x6i9-ao Archdeaconry of Essex
Minutes If. 241 (MS.) A travelinge or Wayfaringe woman.
171S Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) V. 80 The two travelling
Physiiians, that are to be Dr. Radcliffe 's Fellows of Uni-
versity College. i8a7 Mackenzie ///i/. Newcastle 11. J23
note,^ Fire-engines, . .tnere is a travelling tank attached. 1837
H. Earle in Rep. Set. Comm. Railw. Commun. 60 For tne
purpose of having a travelling post-office, that they could
sort the letters as they went on. 1867 F. Francis Angling
i. (1883) 12 Stream fishing. .with a travellingor tripping bait,
with or without a float, 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ^ Col.
Reformer (ligt) 25. Great hordes of travelling sheep laid
waste a portion of the run.

b. spec, of a Methodist preacher : see Tkavbl
V. 2C.

. 178(» Wesley IVks. (1872) IV. 464, 1 had much satisfaction
in this Conference J.. conversing with between forty and
fifty travelling Preachers. 1825 Mem. Isab. Wilson 169
She came to reside .. under the same roof as the Travelling
Preachers near Wetherby,

c. Of plants : Creeping, or spreading by hori-
zontal growth of the rootstock.
1842 Loudon .Suburban Ilort. 569 A new plantation may

be made every six or seven years, or oftener, .. if their travel-
ling Toots should grow out of bounds. 1885 Pall Mall G.
11 teb. 5/1 To the number of curious plants, ..a new speci-
men has lately been added which is described as the travel-
ling plant It is said to be of the lily of the valley species
..and has a root formed of knots, by which it annually
advances about an inch..from the place where the plant
was first rooted.

d. Mech. Constructed to ' travel ' or move in a
fixed course, either in a circuit or to and fro, as a
crane, a pktform or side-walk, etc
834-47 J- S. Macaulay Field Fortif. (1851) 70 To permit

of a gun on a travelling carriage, .being fired over the para-
pet. 1835 Ure Phihs. Manuf. 216 A novel mechanism
adapted to the travelling-comb called the gill. 1862 Catal.
Intemat. Exhib, II. x. 21 Travelling Crane, the traversing
motion being worked from the crab. 1873 tron 5 July 23/3
Spier's Travelling Sidewalk. X900 Engineering Mag. XIX.
701 At the Paris Exposition.. .'Ihe traveling sidewalk. .is

here carried out on a far larger scale than ever before
attempted.. .It forms a continuous connection between the
main portions of the exposition.

Traventer: see Tkanteb.
Traversable (trK-vaJsab'l), a. [f. Tbavebse

V. + -ABL£.]

TRAVERSE.
1. Capable of being traversed or crossed.
a 1656 VssHER Ann, vi. (1658) 218 Darius commanded it to

be made all level, that it might be made the more traverseable
for his horse. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 8 The land of
philosophy.. partly.. traversable only by the speculative.
1B12 E.raminer 31 Aug. 557/2 Every quarter of the Ira-
versible globe. 1859 Tennent Ceylon II. vil. ii. 121 Roads
. .open and traversable at all seasons.

2. Law. Capable of bemg traversed or formally
denied.

IS34 Star Chamb. Cases (Seidell) 1 1. 323 Eny other thyng,
being materyall or trauersable, and net before aunswered
confessed, avoyded, or trauersed, is true. 1588 W. Lambarde
Eiren, iv. v. (1602) 473 It neither contained the place wliere,
nor the person to whome the lether was sold, both which be
materiall and trauers.ible. iSao J. Wilkinson Courts Leet
no A presentment made by fewer than by xii is travers-lble.
1726 AVLIFFE /'<lr<rr^i.» 70 The Bishops Certificate.. is not
Peremptory but Traversable. 1884 Sir H. CorroN in Law
Times Rep. LI. 535/2 Returns such as this . . have not
generally been traversed.. but it does not.. follow that they
are not traversable.

3. Capable of being traced continuously, as a
geometrical figure.

9<'Sj'.C. Wilson Traversing Geometr. Figures I. §29. 43
Resolution of a figure into a minimum of figures traversable
in one traverse.

tTraversant, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. traver-
sant, pr. pple. of traverser to cross : see -ant.]
Thwarting ; unfavourable, inauspicious ; = next.
14. . MS. Cantab. Ff.I.b If. 137 (Halliw.) Thou hast a

dominacioun traversaunt, Wythowte numbre doyst thou
greeve.

Traversary (traevaisari), a. Aslrol. [By-
form ofTEAKSVERSAKY, after L. trdversus = trans-
versiis.'] Lying across, crossing ; unfavourable,
inauspicious.
t85x K. H. DiGBY Compitum V. 2 Where men enter into

the orbit which astrologers style a traversary planet. 1871— Ouranogaia xii. 3 But all the earth feels not its dulcet
ray. For traversary planets round us roll.

Traverse (tra2'v3js), J*. Forms: 3-7trauers,
4-8 travers, (4, 6 trau-, traveroe, 5 traverss,
5-6 trau-, travarse), 5-7 trauerse, 5- traverse.
Also /3. 5 travas, -vass, 5-6 trevass, 5-7 trauas;
5 trauest, trevesse, 5-6 traves, 5-8 treves, 6
traues, 6-7 travess, travels, trau-, travesse;

ii-'j travis, 6 trevis, trevys, 6-7 trauyoe,
traviss, 6-8 travioe, 7 trauis, -ise. See also
TuAVis, TREVIS. [Represents two OF. sbs.,

travers masc. (nth c.),BXii. traverse km. (i?thc.),

which, through the loss or misuse of final e, have
fallen together in Eng. F. travers (dial, travais,

travars, travi, in Prov. travers. Cat. traves, Pg.
traves = It. traverso) is :—pop.L. trdversum, for L.
transversum, neuter oltransversus, Tkansverse a.

F. traverse (Prov. traversa. Cat., Pg. travessa, It.

iraversa) is, according to Hatz.-Uarm., chiefly

from traverser Tbaverse v., but in some uses it

appears to represent a late L. traversa sb. fem.
from pa. pple. of transvertere to Transvbrt.
From the falling together of these words under the
current form traverse, and the rise in English of
many new senses, it is not possible to distinguish

the senses which belong etymologically to F.
travers from those which belong to F. traverse.'\

I. The action of Traverse v. in a local sense.

1. The act of passing through a gate, or crossing

a river, bridge, or other place forming a boundary
{obs.) : represented in quots. only by the sense, A
toll paid on crossing the bounding-line of a town
or lordship ; = Passage 5. Obs. exc. Hist.
Also called toll traverse : see Toll S(5.' 2 h.

[1284 Chanc. Inq. P. M. Edv>. I 40/6 (Norf ) (P. R. O.)
De quadam consuetudine que vocatur travers et valet per
annum 3J. 129a Britton i. xx. § 1 Soit ausi enquis, quels del
counts cleyment . . de aver lestage . . ou travers, ou toluen.
[Note, Traverse, a toll paid for passing through the limits

of a town or lordship.] 1347 Inq, P, M. Edw, III, File 86
(Norfolk Inq.) Est apud Brandone quedam custnma vocala
'travers' que est parcella manerii de Thefford.] 1598
Kitchin Courts Leet (1675) 208 To have toll Travers is

good. 1636, 1670 fsee Toll sb.^ 2 h]. 175^ T. Gardner
llist. DuHiuieh, etc. 134 note, Robert FitzRogers had
customary^ Travers for Passage through Blythburgh and
Walberswick. 185a Hull Shipping Dues Act -z-iot^CfixXSAn

tolls called. .Toll Traverse. 1911 [see Toll sb.^ 2 h].

2. The action of traversing, passing across, or
going through (a region, etc.) ; passage, crossing

:

orlg. from side to side, but soon also from end to
end, or in any course. Shofig. [= OF. travers,

F. traverse."]

1599 Mahston Sco.Villanie u, vi. 199 Thiiikst thou that I

. . will once vouchsafe to trip A Pauins traverse? 1642 Rogers
Naaman 89 He led theni a traverse of fourty yeares. 1658
Phillips,Ad vt., Some Critticks perhaps will expect the names
of Authours in the traverse of this Worke to be often set
down. 1725 De Foe Voy, round World (1840) 314 They
were one-and-twenty days in this traverse. 1806 Pike
Sources Mississ. (1810) 67 In making a traverse of the lake,
some of my men had their ears, some their noses, and
their chins frozen. 1808 ibid. 11. i8g, 1 determined to
attempt the traverse of the mountain. x9oa Speaker 2 Aug.
485/1 He completed his traverse of Persia from north to
south. 1904 P. Fountain Gt. North-West vii. 61 When a
bay or inlet is come to, the crew [of the canoe] . , like to
strike straight across from headland to headland. In the
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technical language of the voyageurs this is termed making
a traverse. 1907 G. D. Abraham Complete Mountaineer
476 Traverse. . . Also used to define a climb up one side of a
peak and down the other.

3. Surveying. A single line of survey carried

across a region or through a narrow strip of

country, by measuring the lengths and azimuths of

a connected series of straight lines; used either

where there is no general trigonometrical survey,

or in filling np the details of one. Also, a tract of

country so surveyed.
1881 Geikie in Nature 6 Jan. 324/z In about three months

the traverses for the construction of the map were completed.
Ibid. 235/1 The geological structure of different traverses

of the country. 1887 Eticyd. Brit. XXII. 706/1 In Indian
Survey., the traverses are executed in minor circuits

followmg the periphery of each village and in major
circuits comprising groups of several villages. 1900
H. M. Wilson ToPogr. Surz>ey. x. 195 Traverses made
in connection with topographic mapping are of several

degrees of accuracy.

4. The traversing or continuous tracing of a geo-

metrical figure or part of one : see Tbavekse v. 2 b.

1905 J. C. Wilson Traversing^ Geometr. Figures 1. § 2. 6
A traverse must exhaust the point at which it ends ; for if

any path from it were left untraversed, the traverse would
leave the point by the path, and so it would not be the point
at which the traverse ends. Ibid. § 9. 16 If the first traverse
is a single path, that will be the characteristic of the whole
traverse chosen,

+ 5. Fetictng. The action or an act of traversing

:

see Tkaversk v. 5, 15. AXsofg. Ods.

1547 Hooper Declar, Christ xii. Lvij, Marke the trauyce
and pley betwene the law of God, and the conscience of
Paule. 1599 G. Silver Ptxradoxes Defence 61-2 This
Cob was a great quareller..and..was sure by the cunning
of his Trauerse, not to be hurt by anie man : for at anie
time finding himselfe ouermatched would suddenly turne
his backe and runne away... And this., was called Cobs
Trauerse. 1599 Marston Sco. VtUanie in. ii. 225 Each
gallant he doth meete He fronts him with a trauerse in the
streete. 1706 Farquhar Recruit. Officer iii, ii, [Direction]
Plume and Brazen fight a traverse or two about the stage.

6. Mountaineering. An act of traversing or mak-
ing one's way in a horizontal direction across the

face of a mountain or rock (see Traverse v. 21) ;

also cotter, a place where a traverse is made.
1893 C. Wilson Mountaineering v\. 88 Short traverses are

often difiicult ; you ascend a gull>[. .as far as possible ; and,
when progress by that avenue is . . barred, a traverse is

undertaken to the left cr the right. Ibid. 90 We eventually
accomplished the ascent by a long traverse which led round
a corner and on to broken rocks. 1897 O. G. Jones Rock-
climbing 113 Three o'clock found us still working westwards
on the traverse. 1900 Dent Mountaineering 438 Tra-
verse, sometimes used substantively to denote a surface of
rock, snow, or ice that has to be crossed horizontally.

II. Senses denoting (or connected with) non-
physical action (opposition, thwarting, or the like).

7. Something that crosses, thwarts, or obstructs
;

opposition ; an obstacle, impediment ; a trouble,

vexation ; a mishap ; misfortune, adversity
; //.

crosses. Now rare, [OF. Iravers.l
1390 GowER Conf, III. 384 His nature is so divers, That it

hath evere som travers Or of to moche or of to lite. 1530
LvNDESAy_ Test. PaPyngo

^
402 Quhate trauers, troubyll,

and calamitie Haith bene in courte within thir houndreth
5eris I 1654 H. L'Estrangk CAas. I (1655) 3 In the
very nick of time (a strange traverse of Providence)
dyes Pope Gregory, whose death put all to a stand.
1670 Cotton Espernon i. 1, 34 He could not overcome
those traverses, and difficulties, that his Majesties enemies
still strew'd in his way. 1703 Penn in Pa. Hist. See.
Metn. IX. 252 It is my lot to meet with traverses and
disappointments. 1814 Wordsw. Excursion in. ad fin.,

Like traverses and toils Must he again encounter. 1900
MoRLEV Cromwell iii. 48 In days of fierce diuress, of endless
traverses and toils.

8. Law. The traversing or formal denial in

pleading of some matter of fact alleged by the

other side; also, a plea consisting of this; also, ? a
case in which a traverse is pleaded.
1439 in Calr, Doc. rel. Scott. (1888) 405 For declaracion of

traverss made or to Ijc made be assise. 1459 Rolls o/Parlt.
V. 371/1 Jugement [was] yeven for the Kyng, in the said
traverse. JM^'S -^(^^ 34 ^ 35 ^f**- VHI^ c. 5 § 15 Vntill
the saide office be lawfully vndone by trauers or otherwyse.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xxiii. (1739) 41 That Kinc
put a judge to death, for sentencing one to suffer death
upon the Coroner's record, without allowing the Delinquent
liberty of Traverse. 1780 Burkk Sp. Econ. Reform Wks,
III. 247 His plea or traverse may be allowed as an answer
to a charge, when a charge is made. 1824 H. J. Stephen
Pleading -21$ It is laid down as a rule that a traverse must
not be taken upon matter of law. 191X Odgers Comm. Law
Eng, v. xyii. II. 12 14 The contradiction in terms of an
allegation in the preceding pleading is technically known as
a ' traverse '.

transf. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 17 If the dog in

pleadyng woold pluk the bear by the throte, the bear with
trauers woould claw him again by the skalp. a z66a Heylin
Laud 11. 261 There was no Traverse to be made to this

Dilemma. 1877 MoRLEvCnV. Misc. .Ser. ir. 293 It is enough
to meet them by a direct traverse, throwing the burden of
proofupon them.

f 9. A dispute, controversy. At^ tJt traverse:

in debate, in dispute. Obs.
<:i4ia LvDG. Life our Lady in MS. Soc, Antiq, 134

If. 18 (Halliw.) Whanne they were at travers of thise tbre,

Everiche holdynge his opmioun. C1448 in Rec. City
Norwich (1906) 345 The pryour of Norwich that tyme being
in travers with the said meir and comonalte. r 1490 Pasion
Lett, 111. 366 The matier depending in travers bitwixt the

saide parties. x524in J. H. Glover Kingstkorpiana (1S83) 64
The forseid land and grownds now in iraves. 1553 Grimalde
Cicero's Offices i. (1558) 27 If there bee a trauers in lawe :

you shall rather defende your kinsman and frende than your
neighbour. i6ix Speed ///j/. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. § 279 The
LL. Generals . , would heare of no composition but for the
Merchants ships onely, which whilest it was in trauise to
and fro [etc.]. 1631 Howei.l Venice 2 These traverses twixt
Saint Peter and Saint Mark could never shake Venice in the
main of the Roman Religion.

flO. ? = Passage sb. 13 c. Obs.
IS99 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 25 The

firste day of maye we saw there greatest traverses or sportes
that they have in all the yeare. 1604 E. G[rimstoni:J
D^Acostas Hist. Indies iv. xxxix. 315 The fooleries, trickes,

traverses, and pleasant sportes they make when they are
taught. 1643 J. M. Soveraigne Salve 11 The malignant
traverses of our Calumniators.

fb. ?A passage from adiscourse or writing. Obs.
1608 Panke Fall of Babel 56 He must needes meane by

their own trauises out of him that Christ both spake and
meant the bread when he said this is my body.

IIL Senses denoting way across, crossing, way,
path, track, course.

11. A passage by which one may traverse or

cross ; a way, pass ; a crossing.
A 1678 Marvell Poemsy Appleton Ho, 17 The field In

whose new traverse seemeth wrought A camp of battle newly
fought, 1773 Mrs. Grant Lett.fr. Mount. {1807) I. viii. 66,

I have got cold in these meadowy traverses. iBog Pike
Sources Mississ. (18m) 22 The storm, .burst upon us, in the
Traverse, while making to Point de Sable. 189a W. Pike
North.Canada 25 We put out.. to paddle across the open
traverse to the first of a group of islands.

b. Arch. (See quot.)
1843-76 GwiLT Encycl. Archit, Gloss., Traz'erse^ a gallery

or loft of communication in a church or other large building.

12. Naut. The zigzag track of a vessel sailing

against the wind ; with a and pl.j each of the runs

made by a ship in tacking.

'?H.J' Davis Seaman's Sccr. (1607) 46 A Travers is the
varietie of the ships motion vpon euery alteration of Corses.

1644 Manwavring Sea-Mans Diet. 109 We call the way of
the Ship {in respect of the points whereon we saile, and the
Angles which the Ship makes in going to, and againe) the

travers of the Ship. 1676 Wood Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late
Voy, 1. (i6p4) 156 Courses per Traverse ; true Course Pro-

tracted, with all impediments allowed, is North 43 d. 176a
GentL Mag. Mar. 99/1 Thisdistance, .may be increased ten-

fold by traverses which vessels must.. make on such occa-

sions. 1834 Nat, P/tiios. III. Navig. \. ii. § 17 (Usef. Knowl.
Soc.) She will be found one mile to the west of that place at

the end of the traverse, for the total amount of westings
exceeds the eastings by one mile.

fi, 1669 Sturmy Mariner''s Mag. n. 46 Agreeing so well

with his Travisses at Sea. Ibid. 11. v. 64 [see traverse-scale}.

b. = traverse-board: see 23. ?Obs.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram, ii. 11 Vpon the Bittacle

is also the Trauas, which is a little round boord full of holes
..vpon which., they keepe an account, how many glasses

they steare vpon euery point.

O. trans/. Each lap, length, or //»' of a zigzag

ascending road.
173X Gentl. Mag. Nov. 488/1 The Descent.. is now firm,

smooth and gradual, by 17 Traverses. 17^5 Johnson JVest.

Islands Wks. X. 353 We mounted by a military road cut in

traverees,

rV". Concrete senses denoting something placed

or extending across.

In these the popular forms iraves, 'is, etc, were very
frequent : cf. Travis, trevis.

13. A curtain or screen placed crosswise, or

drawn across a room, hall, or theatre ; also, a
partition of wood, a screen of lattice-work, or the

like. Obs. exc. //ist.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus ill. 625 (674) Here after soone The
voyde dronke, and trauers [?'. r. traueres] drawe anoon.
c 1386 — Merck. T. 573 Men drynken and the trauers [v. r.

trauys] drawe anon. 14^4 in Househ. Ord, {1790) 38 We
will that our sayd sonne in his chamber and for all nighte
lyverye to be sette, the traverse drawne anone upon eight of
the cfocke. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Pocsie i. xvii. (Arh.) 51
The floorchad in it sundrie little diuisions by curteins as
trauerses to seme for seueral roomes where they might.,
change their garments. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone v. iii.

[Stage direct.] Volpone peeps from behinde a trauerse. 1700
Flover Hot 9f ColdBatJu 1. iii. 55 Parted in the middle by
a Travers of Wood. 1870 Rock Text. Fabr. Introd. vii. 143
At top of and all along the travers ran the minstrel-gallery.

/3. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. Ixxxii, Ryght ouerthwert the

chamber was there drawe A trevesse thm and quhite. c 1440
Promp. Partf. ^gi^f^ Trauas, transversum, 1480 IVardr,
Ace. Edw, 7^(1830) 126 For making of ij travassesofgrene
sarsinett . . lij s. 1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. 1. 100 For
vij elne of tartar to a trevass. 1503 Ibid. II. 203 For xvj

elne taffeti to be ane trevis to the KingJs bed. 1547 Test.

Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 263 One traves for hirchamber of grene
sarcenet t and reide. 1613 Beaumont i1/rt5^Mfr/«Krr T. Argt.,

The fabricke was a mountaine with two descents, and severed
with two travesses.

1609 Daniel Civ, Wars viii. Ixxxviii, He drawes a Tra-
uerse 'twixt his greeuances. 1653 Fuller Ornithol. (1867)

261 It is the hanging of such Curtains and Traverses before
our Deeds which keep up our Reputation.

14. A small compartment shut off or enclosed by
a curtain or screen in a church, house, etc. ; a
closet, arch.

1494 Fabvan Chron. \\\. 473 Vpon a Saterdaye, the .xiiii.

daye of the moneth of Octobre, both kynges beynge in .|i.

trauersys, and in one chapell at Caleys, a masse was said

before them, 1527 in Fiddes Wolsey (1726) 11. 201 To the

high aUer wheare on the south side was ordeyned a goodtie

travers for my Lord Cardinal. i6oa Segar Hon. Mil. ^ Civ.

IV. xxii, 240 All Viscountesses may haue their gownes borne
vp by a man. . . Also they may liaue a Trauerse in their owne
houses, 1633 Dell in Ceremon. Coronal. Jas. I (1685) 15
A little Traverse is to be made on the South side of the Altar
..,for the King to., disrobe himself, xgoa IVestm. Gaz,
n Aug. 5/2 The King [Edward VII] went into his traverse

and was there disrobed of his Imperial Mantle or Robe of
State. Ibid.y In St. Edward's Chapel 'traverses', or dressing-

rooms, had been curtained off for the use of the King and
Queen.

fi. 1526 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 172 Aftyr his first Masse
was done, I wente unto hym, withyn his travesse. 1536
Wkiotheslev Chron. (Camden) I, 46 The King.. then went
into the traves that was made for him at the altefs end.

1559 Fabyan's Chron. an, 1554. ^d-z* j-z She [Q. Mary] went
into a traueis [Strvpe traverse] made on the right side,

and he into an other on the left side. 1593 •" Hardman
Prayer-Bk. (1890) 71 Her Majestic [Q. Elizabeth] entered
her travess. 1605 Ibid. 157 Travase.

i" 16. A bar or barrier across anything ; in quot.

1759 = Bak sb.'^ 15. Obs.

157s Churchyard Chippes (1817) 152 With baskets big,

and things to serue the turne A crosse the streete, a trauers

made there was. 1654 H, L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 137
The Communion Table ..to be placed at the East end,.,
with. .a woodden traverse of railes before it, to keep Pro-
fanation off. 1700 Flover Hot <S- Cold Bath. i. iii. (1706) 58
[Baptisteries] were parted in the middle by a Travers of
Wood. 1759 Adm. Holmes in Naval Chron. July (1810)

XXIV, 117 The Dublin and Medway got over the traverse
(in the River St. Lawrence].

16. Fortif. A barrier or barricade thrown across

an approacli, the line of fire, etc, as a defence;

spec, {pi.) parapets of earth raised at intervals

across the terreplcin of a rampart or the covered
way of a fortress, to prevent its being enfiladed,

[ = OF. traverse."]

1599 Hakluvt Voy. If. 8r The captaine caused to make
the traverses upon the wall whereas the breach was. x6os
Ld. Mountjoy Let. in Morj'son Itin. {1617) n. 213 The
enemy having raised from mountaine to mountaine, from
wood to wood, and from bogge to bogge long Traverses,
with huge and high Flanckers of great stones, mingled with
Turffe. 1700 Rvcaut Hist. Turks III. 112 The Defendants
. .sprang a Mine under the Ruins of the Ravelin ; which
threw so much Earth into the Traverses of the Enemy, as
buried many of their Labourers. i88a E. O'Donovan Alerv
Oasis II. xxxiii. 68 Opposite each gate was a large traverse,

to protect it from artillery fire.

^. 1598 Barret Thcor. IVarres v, i, 125 The parts of a
Bulwarke arethe Trauesses or Hankers. i6aa F. Makkham
Bk. IVar IV. iii. 1 32 Lading and carrying the earth in barrels,

baskets, and wheele barrows, by which are framed the
Trauesses or flankers of the Bulwarke.

17. A natural structure forming a transverse

partition, as the diaphragm ; anything lying trans-

versely or across. [ = F. traverse,]

1604 T. Wright Passions vi. 311 No man.. can satisfie

those demaunds..whether it [the Emmet) hath a Lyver, or
no. .whether a traverse or midriffe, 1657 Thornlev tr.

Loftgus' Daphnis ^ Chloe 136 His resolution was to ima-
gine pleasure on this side the traverse.

18. Anything laid or fixed athwart or across; a
cross-piece; a cross-beam in a timber roof; a
transom ; the transverse member in a cross ; each

of the rungs of a ladder (in quot._/^.), etc. [ = F.

traverse^
1708 J. Chamberlavne Si. Gt. Brit. 11. in. x. (1737) 429

The Traverse or Cross of the Sword being of Silver t)vcr

Gilt, is in Length seventeen Inches and a Half. 1737-41
Chambers Cycl., Traz'crse is particularly used for a piece ol

wood or iron placed transversely, to strengthen and fortify

another : such are those used in gates, windows, etc. 1730
A. Gordon Maffets Amphith. 295 Two round Holes in the
Stone of the Threshold, . .and two others correspondent with
them, (in the Traverse above. 1766 Entick London IV,

197 Upon that ball was a cross, 15 feet high, whose travers

measured six feet. 1793 Burke Comiuct Minority Wks.
VII. 285 To make every man.. cautious how he makes
himself one of the traverses of a ladder, to help such a man
..to climb up to the highest authority. 1838 Civil Eng. ^
Arch. Jrnl, I, 198/1 The cast iron rail can be fixed to the
blocks or bearers with the patent vertical ties, chairs, and
traverses, or in any of the usual ways.

19. Card-making. A transverse section of a

cardboard.
1837 Whittock, etc. Bk. TradesiiS^^) 100 The boards are

first cut into slips, or, as they are termed, traverses, contain-
ing five cards each.

+ 20. The reverse side of a coin or medal. Obs.
z62a Peachah CompL Gent. xii. {1634) 119 /lj..was worth

a halfe-penny farthing. And it is discerned by this figure i.

with the bead or prowe of a Ship on the traverse ; and Janus
bifrons on the forepart.

T[ 21. Her. Stated to denote a bearing resembling

a pile or a chevron turned sideways.
(But app. an errordue to mistaking Traverse a, 2, 2 b, ityt

a sb. ; Guillim, cited for this use, has the word only as adj.)

CX828 Berry Encycl, Her. I. Gloss,, Traverse^ sometimes
termed a doublet, and, in French, enibrassi droits is a
bearing, according to Guillim, resembling the cheveron,
which issues from two angles of one side of the escocheon,
and meets in a point about the middle of the other side.

V. Phrases and Combinations.

+ 22. Phrases, a. At^ in^ on trovers^ traverse,

crossways, sideways, transversely ; in flank ; with

a side glance, askance. Obs. (Cf. A-tkavkrs.)
[OK. h, en travers^ See also 9,

1:1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13394 Pe seriaunti

& |>e archers.. were set.. To kepe J>e Komayns at trauers.

c 1450 Merlin 262 He turned the heed in trauers, and made
semblant as he hadde hym not herde. Ibid. 425 He loked
proudly on trauerse. 1566 Fernu Bias, Gentrie 29 Great «



TRAVEBSE.
peeces of tymber or logges of woodcset in trauerse ouer
some passage, bridge or gate. 1659 Leak ll^'atenvks. 14
They must be soldered a travers above the g^eat Pipjes. 1678
MoxoN Mech. Exerc, iv. 66 Joyners work as well upon the
Traverse., as with the Grain of the wood,

•j" b. Through the traverSy lit. rendering of F.

f>ar U traverSt through the transverse extent,

through the breadth, across. Ods.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xxviiL 576 [He] went
..thrugh the travers of the wodes wel the space of viii dayes.

23. attrib. and Comb, (sometimes of the verb-
stem), as traverse-rag (see 13), -sailing (see la) ;

traverse-board, travis-board, Naut. a circular

board marked with the points of the compass,
and having holes and pegs by which to indicate

the course of the ship (cf, 12); traverse-book,
travis-book, a log-book ; traverse-circle, a
circular or segmental track on which a gun-
carriage is turned to point the gun in any required
direction ; traverse-drill, a drill in which the
boring tool has at the required depth a lateral

motion ; also, a drill in which the drill-stock is

adjustable laterally on the bed ; traverse jury, a
jury empanelled to adjudicate on an appeal from
another jury: see sense 8 and Tbavekse v, \2\
traverse line, a line in a traverse-survey ; tra-

verse-man, one who makes the traverses (sense 3)
in a topographical survey ; traverse-map, a rough
map, the main points on which have been deter-

mined by traversing : see Traverse z/. 7 ; f tra-
verse-nail, a kind or size of nail used in making
partitions; traverse-point, the highest point of a
mountain-pass; traverse-saw: seeqnot.; traverse-
scale, travis- : see quot. ; traverse-survey, a
survey made for the purpose of locating the features
of a country along a narrow strip, as for a canal,
a railway, or a boundary line, as distinct from a
general trigonometrical survey ofthewhole country

;

traverse-warp machine, a bobbin-net machine in

which the warp traverses instead of the carriages.
«xGs5 Nomenclator Navalis (MS. Harl. 2301), *Trauers

hard is a board which they keepe in the Steeridg hauing
the 33 pointer of the Compasse marked in it with little boles
on every pointe likea Noddy-bord. i6»6Capt. SMtTH^caV.
Yng. Seamen 11 The trauas boord. 1704 y Harris Lex.
Techn. I, Traverse-Board . . upon it, by moving ofa little Peg
from Hole to Hole, the Steers-man keeps an account bow
many Glasses (that is, half Hours) the .Ship Steers upon any
Point. 1867 Smyth Saihr's Word-hk., Traverse'board.
a 1679 Sir J. Moore 5j'j/. Math. (1681) 1. 271 This account
ruff taken off the Log.board, ought to be entred intoa Book
called a •Traverse Book or Log Book. lymy-Ai Chambers
Cycl. s.v, Log-f They are entered into the log-book, or
traverse-book, ruled and columned just as the log<board is.

1877 Knight Diet. Mech.^ ^Traverse-circtej .. & circti\aT

track on which the chassis traverse-wheels of a barbette
carriage, mounted with a center or rear pintle, run while the
gun is being pointed. 1864 WKssnn, * TraTerse-drit/, i, a
machine-tool for feeding a drill into the work. (Local t/S.)
2. A cotter^rill. {Eng.) 1877 Knight Diet. Meck.^ Tra-
verse-drill. i8a3 Rep. Set. Comm. Sewers Metrop. 15 We
have never had any "traverse juries in the Tower Hamlets
sewers within ray recollection. 1900 H. M. Wilson Topoer.
.Survey. X. 195 'Traverse lines may be run in conjunction
with a trigonometric survey to fill in the details. Ihid.
aoa The *traverseman having set up and oriented his plane
Ubie. X901 Vear-bk, US. Dept. Agric, 121 When there
are [no] accurate county maps it is almost impossible to
carry on the soil survey except through the co-operation
of State institutions which will undertake to make a *tra.
verse map. £135? tn Hope Wimisor Castle (1913) 165 In
xxx** 'Traver-inail emptis pro parietibus cameraruni canont-
corum. 1358-60 Ibid. 216 In. .Ix mitl.clavorum vocatorum
travers, 1886 Rvsk is /'r^terita I. ix, 304 This main pass of
Jiu-a . . reaches its *traverse-point very nearly under the
highest summit of that part of the chain. 1700 Cungrkve
h'ayo/'li^ortdv. i^ Dining behind a *traverserag in a shop
no bigger than a bird-cage. 1787 A. Clarke in Li/i (1840)
App. 15^ After much 'traverse sailing, occasioned by the
wind bemg almost directly opposite, we came to anchor.
1843 Penny CycL XXV. 16^/3 Traverse sailing.. is merely
the sailing on different points of the compass, for short
distances, in succession. 1877 Knight Diet. Meck.y *Tr(^.
verse-saw^ a cross-cutting saw which moves on ways across
th#! piece. 1669 Sturmv Marinet^s Mag. ir. 46 A Porubic
must useful 'Travis-Scale. Ibid. 11. v. 64 The Travis-Scale. .

.

An I nstrument the most easie, ready, and necessary . . for the
wcrking of Travises, and correcting your dead Reckoning.
1896 Markham in Geog, Jmi. VII. 187 [He] set out to
explore the river Madre de Dios...He was supplied with
compass, sextant, and chronometer, and correctetl his *tra.
verse-survey by daily observations of the sun. 1839 Ukh
Diet. Arts, etc 733 There are six different systemsofbubbin-
net machines, i. Heathcoak's patent machine. 2. Brown's
•traverse warp [etc.].

Traverse (trse-vajs), a. rare. Also 5, 7
travers, 7 traverse, [a. OF. travers (also in

Cotgr. 161 1 ) :—late pop.L, and mQ<\.l^ ir&versus
:—L. transversus : see Tbansvebse a.]

1. Lying, passing, or extending across; cross,

transverse,

1436 Lye>c. De Guil, Pilgr. 6990 Ouer my sliulderc she yt
[the scrip] caste And be-gan to bookcle vt fasle I travers
wyse. 1598 Stow Surv. x\. (1603) 410 Trie ouerstght and
profites of a Crosse ferrie, or trauerse ferric ouer the Thames
..before that any bridge was builded. i6»5 Purchas /'//-

p^ms II. VII, vi, 1122 The t reverse wind., is so forcible., that
It raiseth great heapes ofsand. 1634 in Archxologia XXXV.
197 In the kitchen. . .A travers barre for the chimney. 1703

|

Maundrell Journ. Jerus. (1721) na The traverse part of
the Cross. 1894 Westm. Caz. 9 May 4/2 The explosions at
the Waltham Cordite Factory. .the strong traverse walls
being blown to pieces.

t2. Slanting; oblique. Obs.
1609 Holland Amm, Marcell. ^12 With grim lookes and

traverse cast of eye. 1610 Guillim Heraldry i. viii. 34 A
Gusset . . is formed of a Trauerse line drawne either from the
Dexter or Sinister Chiefe point..tending to the Honour
point, and descending from thence.. to the extreme base
parts of the Escocheon. 01649 Drumm. of Hawth. Fam,
Ep. Wks. (1711) 146 The deviser of this [chess] would repre-
sent unto us a game of state. .the bishops.. should be..
grave men, who by oblique, traverse and mystical ways.,
should effectuate their master's designs and safety.

b. Her. Parted per pile traverse : said of the
shield when divided by oblique transverse lines

forming the figure of a pile (Pile sb^ 4) turned
sideways.
1638 Guillim Heraldry v. i. (ed. 3) 365 He beareth parted

per pyle traverse, Argent, and Gules. 1704 J, Harris Lex.
Techn, I. s. v., There is also a Partition of an Eschucheon
used in Heraldry of this Figure, which they call Parted
per Pile {printed Pale] Traverse, Argent and Gules.

Traverse (trse-vajs), v. Forms : 4-7 trauerse,

(4 Sc. trawers), 5-7 trauers, travers, (6
trauarse, trauerce), 6- traverse. Pa. t. and
pple. traversed : formerly often traverst. Also
S. 5 trauess, 6 Sc, trevess, treviss, treveiss, 6-7
traues, -ves

; 4-5 trauys, 5 trauiss, 6 trauice,
6-7 trauiae, 7 travisa ; d-^j (9 dial^ travish

;

6 trauas, -aae, -aise, 6-8 travas. [a. F. traverser
(nth c.) to cross, thwart, f, travers Traverse sb^

or a* Cf. Prov, iraversar, Sp. travesar^ Cat.
-essar. It. iraversare :—late pop.L. traversdre for

transversare^ in late L. to cross, throw across, f.

traverses = transversus, pa. pple. of transvert^re
to turn across : see Tbansvert v. The i3-forms
are popular corruptions, due to phonetic weaken-
ing of second syllable : cf. the Sp. and Cat. forms.]

I. To run across or through ; to cross.
For intransitive uses related to these, see branch IV.
1. trans. +a. To run (something) through with a
weapon; to pierce, stab (^J.) ; b. to pass through
as a weapon, to penetrate, pierce. Now rare.
c i^oo Land Troy Bk. 5841 Withaspere he him trauersed.

1515 Douglas Mneis x. viiL 98 The schaft.. throw the
bordour of the scheyld swa persyt, Quhill fj-naly in sum
deyll it traversyt. And hurt a part of Turnus big body. 1613
R. Cawdrev Table Aiph. (ed. 3), Trauerse^ strike, or
thrust through. 1846 Brittan tr. Mctlgaigtte's Man. Oper,
•^"'jf- 410 The needles., traverse the intestine on the oppo-
site side. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 356 While I watch
it [torture] traversing the human heart.

O. To cross (a thing) with a line, stripe, bar,
barrier, or anything that intersects. \n passive , To
be crossed with lines, etc. Now rare.
ci4ao Anturs 0/ Arth, 354 (Thornton MS.) In paulle

purede with pane, fulle precyously dyghte, Trofelyte and
trauerste wythe trewloues in trete. a 1548 Hall Chron.^
Hen. Vllly 6 b, Twoo long gounes of yelowe satin, trauarsed
with white satin. 1600 Dvmmok Ireland (184^) 45 The
rebells traversed the same [entrance] with a bamcado with
doble flancks. x-jt^i Anson's Voy. 11. vi. 196 They traversed
the streets with barricadoes, a iSioTannahill /Wwj (1846)
37 His chequered robes excited their surprise, Richly
travcrs'd with various glowing dyes,

f d. To get across (a horse) ; to mount, bestride.

1438 Bk, Alexander Gt. (Bann. CI.) lot Bot he had nocht
this counsale than, Trauersit his hors as michty man, He
turnit nocht abasitly.

e. Her. To place across or crosswise (on the
shield).

1610 ItoLTOM Elem. Armories ai TTiree parallel Arrowes
trauersed barre-wayi
2. To cross (a mountain, river, sea) in travelling

;

DOW esp^ to pass or journey across, over, or through

;

to pass through (a region) from side to side, or
from end to end ; also, to pass through (a space or
solid body), as rays of light, etc.

In quot. 1708, to pass the fingers across.

c 1489 Caxtom Sonnes 0/Aymon \\\. 105 Every man wente
to hys countrey not the ryght waye but traversynge the
mountaynes. 1590 Greenk Mourn. Garm. (1616) 4 What
Experience Vlisses got by trauersing strange Countries,
1667 NfiLTOM P. L. IX. 66 Thrice the Equinoctial Line
He circl'd ; four times cross'd the Carr of Night From
Pole to Pole, traversing each Colure. 1708 J. Philips
Cyder Poems (1778) in Blind British bards with volant
touch Traverse loquacious strings. 1748 Anson's yoy.
Introd. Civb, The Manila ships are the only ones which
have ever traversed this vast ocean. 1830 G. Bird Nat. Phit,

264 Currents of positive electricity will traverse the wire.

1868 LvELL Prine.Geol. (ed. 10) Il.in.xxxix. 355 The jaguar
traverses with ease the largest streams. 1880C R.Markham
Periiv. Bark 49 They traversed the valley of Chinchaa
^. ""533 L.D. Berners Iluon xxxv. in Thou dydest
swym in y* see, & trauesyd y* grete wanes. 1585 T. Wash-
ington tr. Nickoiay's Voy, ii. xi. 45 b, Trauishing this

goulph, a Northerly wynde came full in the face of vs.

b. To trace (a geometrical figure, or part of one)

continuously without lifting the pen or pencil.

Also intr. or absoL

1905 J. C. Wilson Traversing Geomeir. Figures i. § i. 5
To traverse in a figure, or in a part of it, is to trace a path
along its lines, no line being traced twice over, ending at a
point at which no path in the figure, or the given part of it,

remains untraced. Ibid. § 9. 16 Rules for traversing figures

which can be exhausted by a single traverse.

TRAVERSE.

3./^. (and in y%-. context). To 'go through*
(life, time, or anything figured as an extended space
or region) ; to read through or consider thoroughly
(a subject, treatise, etc.).
c 1477 Caxton yason 4 Their lyf was trauersid in con-

tynuelle bewailing. 1573 Tusser Husi. (1878) 137 Timelie
to trauerse the thing that thou triue. a 1716 South Serin
(1744) X. 186 Traversing those several Scriptures, which
these men alledge in the behalf of their opinion, igai
Scott Quentm D. iv, Such were the thoughts which hastily
traversed the inind of young Durward. 1874 Green Short
lltst.\\\.% 6. 398 It was in the years which we are traversing
that England became firmly Protestant.
p. 1590 Nashe PasquiCs A/>ol. i. Aiv, M. Bucer, Peter

Martyr, and . . the B. of Sarisburie, haue trauast our Church
with as graue a gate as he. 1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling
To Rdr., After thou hast but cursorily trauised this Trea-
tise. i6i6 W. FoRDE Serm. 4 We will, by Gods assistance .

.

travish the same ground we have began to tread.

4. Of a thing : To lie, be situated, extend, stretch,
or ' run ' across (something) ; to cross, intersect.
1481 Caxton Myrr. n. iii. 68 Thise two flodes [Tygris &

Eufrates] trauerse many grete contrees. 1683 Sir H. Piprs
Descr. Westmeatk in Collect, de Rebus Hibern. I. 65 The
lintel that traverseth the head of the door is of one entire
stone. 1683 Bril. Spec. 145 The Romans gave them their
help to build another Wall of Stone,.. traversing the Island
in a direct line from East to West. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11.

iii. 142 T'he country in the neighbourhood was so .. traversed
with mountains. 1829 I. Tavlor Enthus. viii. 204 The dead
solitudes of sand, traversed, .by the Nile. 1835 W. Irvino
Tour Prairies xviii. 155 Deeply worn footpaths, .traversing
the country. 1831 Richardson Geol. viii. 270 Canals that
everywhere traverse bone..called Haversian.

5. To go to and fro over or along ; to cross and
recross. To traverse one's ground, to move from
side to side, in fencing or fighting.

1500 Spenser F. Q. 11. viii. 35 So both attonce him charge
..With hideous strokes .. That forced him his ground to
traverse wyde. 1595 Locrine i. Prol. 5 A mightie Lion,
ruler of the woods, . . Traverst the groues. 1625 K. Long tr.

Barclay's Argenis iv. xiii. 283 He. .traversed his ground,
came on, and gave backe, tyring his Enemy with change of
play. 1819 Scott Anne o/C. xxv. The Duke traversed the
apartment with unequal steps, in much agitation. 1878 G
Stanford Symb. Christ v. 142 The spirit of evil traversing
the earth to tempt the members of Christ's flock.

^. 1S77 Harrison England 11. xiv. (1877) i. 265 To meet
with his enimie in the plaine field . . where he may trauaise
his ground. 159J Wvrley ArTnorie, Capitall de Buz
152 Trauasing Fraunce vp and downe at pleasure. 1613
Sir E. Hoby Countersnarle 27 Thus doth this Spider-
Catcher travaise his ground, with a goodly flourish.

1 6. CarpetUry. To plane (wood) across the
grain. Obs.
1678 [see Traversing vH sb.\ 1703 T. N. City !, C.

Purchaser 268 Traverse, A Term in Joynery, signifying to
plain a Board, (or the like) across the Grain.

7. Surveying, To determine the positions of
points on the earth's surface by measuring the
lengths and azimuths of a connected series of
straight lines ; to make or execute a traverse
(Traverse sb. 3) of (a region) ; to delimit (an area)
by thus determining the position of points on its

boundaries ; to trace the course of (a road, river,

etc.) in this way.
1874 C. C. Kino Maf !, Plan Drawing 69 The next

operation is that of tracing, or, as it is tecnnically called,
' traversing

', any roads that may intersect the area, or if

none be present, a line passing through that portion which
contains the largest number of natural or artificial pecu-
liarities, i;^ H. M. Wilson Topos^r. Survey, x. 195 Their
topography is most easily obtained by means of traversing.
1908 H._ Lyons Cadastral Surv. Egypt 21X The province.,
was divided up into sections., which approximated to dis-

tricts, and these large blocks were traversed with care, the
work being done by the more efficient of the staff" who also
traversed the villages lying on the boundary,

H. To turn, move, or bring (a thing) across.

8. trans. To alter the position of (a gun, etc.)

laterally, so as to take aim. Also absol.

i6a8 DiGBV Voy. Medit. (1868)78 His men.. were scene
busie trauersing their gunnes vpon the Eagle. 1688 R,
Holme Armoury iil. xviii. (Roxb.) 140/a The laying or
remoueing of a peece of Ordinance till it come to he with
the marke, is termed traversing of the_ peece. 1737-41
Chambers Cycl., Traverse, in gunnery, signifies to turn or
point a piece of ordnance..upon her platform. 1859 F. A.
Griffiths Artill. Man. (1862) 196 No. 3.. traverses with
the handspike. 1809 Westin, Gaz, 30 Nov. 4/2 The gun
can be traversed—that is, the direction of its aim laterally
can be varied—by means of a wooden handspike.
^. 1633 R; Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 195 An English

gunner, .being travesing of a peece in the Dowe, to make
his shott, had his head carryed away with the first or
second shott made out of our shippe. 1637 C^pt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. xiv. 65 To trauas a Peece is to turne her
which way you will vpon her Platforme. 1644 Nye Gunnery
II. (i6;ro) 2 There you may best observe, as the Peece is

travissing, when you are in a direct line with the Mark.
1704 J, Harris Lex. Techn. I, Travas, a Term in Gunnery.

b. intr. To carry a gun so that it points at the

head or body of another sportsman.
1^66 Badminton Libr., Shooting (1^5) 177 Many men who

shoot a great deal ' traverse ' habitually, and the babit once
acquired is most difficult to eradicate.

1 9. To turn away, to divert ; y^. to pervert.

Obs. rare.

1633 Sir E. Digby Si. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) '• '33
For the Recovery of the Patrimony belonging to the King
of Bohemia, now almost traversed from him, and in the
possession of a powerful Enemy. 1689 Owen True Nat.
Gosf. Ch, X. Wks. 185s XVI. 183 It is the mystery ol
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iniquity that liath traversed these things into, .a posture

unintelligible to spiritual wisdom.

10. To carry in a trailing manner ; to trail, aiai.

1814 W. Nicholson Petuockiw.^^ Soha'e I sceti.. mystic

knighthood o' the apron ; Wi' empty pride, in monkish gown,

Travish a Bible thro' the town. 18*4 Mactaogart Gallovid,

Encycl., Travish, to carry after a trailing manner.

ni. To direct oneself or act against.

11. trans. To act against, to go counter to ; to

cross, thwart, oppose.
C1400 Gosp. Nicokemvs 1301 (Galba MS.) He has me

tenid and trauerst [14. . v. r. trauysl) ay in all t>e werkes I

haue wroght. 14. . Beryii 34 11 We submit vs alL.nevir for to

travers o word M (w* seyst. 1548 Udali. Erasm. Par.

Ltike xii. 119 The vnluckie ende of trauersing the lawe.

l<Sa Nkedham tr. SeUens Man CI. 2 Here, .the difficultie

ceased not, becaus som did travets the execution of the

sentence. I7i» Arbuthnot yohtt Bullw. iii, He resolved

to traverse triis new project. 1771 Luckombe Hist. Print.

274 To inclose a whole sentence between Parentheses .. is

traversing the intention of Parentheses. 1855 Macaulay
Hist, Etiff. xvii. IV. 75 Berwick had sent Maxwell to watch

their motions and to traverse their designs.

^. 14.. [see o]. ^1460 Towneley Myst. xxv. 133 That

trature trauesses vs all-way. c 1480 Kyng f, Hermit 87 in

HazL E. P. P.l. 17 When that they were travyst [? travayst)

And of herhorow were abai-sL

fb. intr. To go {against), go connter. Obs. rare.

'377 Langu p. PL B. xii. 284 Trewth J)at trespassed

neuere ne transuersed [v.r. trauersed] a^eines his lawe.

"393 '^"^ C. IV. 449 Ho so t.ikct> a5en treuthe o'pei trans-

ueraei> [v. r. trauerseth] a5ens reson.

12. trans. Law. To contradict formally (a matter

of fact alleged in the previotis pleading) ; to deny

at law ; sjtec. in phr. to traverse an indictment, to

deny or take issue upon an indictment ; to traverse

an office, to denyor impeach the validityofan inquest

of office. Also absol.

[1191 Britton II. xxvi. § 2 Et autres plusours excepciouns

..porra le tenaunt traverser, et dire, qe il ne fust unques

se&i.] a »32S MS. Rawt. B.sio If. 96 b, per me ne mai nojt

vochen warant out of i>e lignage bote onliche trauersen lie

Entree. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 394 To travers the seid

presentements or accusement for his acquitalle. 1553 T.

Wilson Rhet. 47 In traversyng a cause before aJudge.
1588 Lambarde Eiren. iv. xiii. 542 To Trauerse an Endite-

ment..is to take issue vpon the chiefe matter therof, which

is none other, .then.. to deny the point of the Enditenient.

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. I. xxxvi. (173?) 54 1" 'ha

answer of the Defendant, he either traversed the matter in

fact, or confessed and justified, or confessed and submitted.

1791 Hampson Mem. J. Wesle^i II. 33 If they were dis-

appointed at the quar'.er sessions, . . they traversed and

appealed to the upper courts. 1823 Rep. .Set. Coinm. Sewers

Metrop. 17 In all cases where the presentment of the jury is

traversed, ..that traverse must be tried by another jury, to

be summoned by the sheriff, which is called a traverse jury.

J911 Odgers Co;k'«. Law Eng. v. xvii. II. 1214 Allegations

of fact alone should be traversed, and these he must not

traverse ' evasively, but answer the point of substance '.

t b. To affirm, by way of contradicting a charge

or allegation. Obs.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 2 I 4 Yf..any man will travers

that the seid Warrant is not the dede of hym that is named.

I6S4 Fuller Two Serm. 16 What will it benefit a Lamb to

traverse his innocence in the pawes of a Lyon ?

1 13. To dispute ; to discuss. Obs.

c 1440 Partonope 1772 Eche man did travers Others witte.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. xxviii, Longe h.iue they

trauerst . .'Whiche of them sholde haue the preemynence.

1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. 16 The matter.

.

muste bee trauersed before the commen officers. 1589

Nashe Anat. Aisurd. Epist. f iij. Amongst other talke

which was generally traversed amongst us. 1599 — Lenten

Siuffe (1871) 29, I could run ten quires of paper out of

breath, in further traversing her rights and dignities.

IV. Intransitive senses allied to I and II.

These do not appear in Fr., in which traverser is always

transitive. But in Eng. they sometimes appear earlier than

the transitive senses to which they are specially allied.

14. intr. To move, pass, or go across ; to cross,

cross over
;
(of a ship) to tack. (Cf. 2 and 5.)

1375 Barbour Bruce xvil. 532 So lang thai raid distroyande

swa. As thai trauersit to and fra. 1517 Torkington Pilgr.

(1884) 6 We traversed owtof that Ryver into a nother lytell

Ryver. 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative Pref, Purchase

wrote much, Hacluyt traversed farr. 178a Eliz. Blower
Ceo. Bateman II. 124 For some minutes he traversed hack-

wards and forwards from the window to the door. 1897 Scots-

man 14 May 6/1 The railway would so seriously injure the

scenery of the valley and lake along which it would traverse.

p. 1438 Bk. Alexander Gt. (Bann. CI.) 85 Daucline..

Tr.iuissit challange for to maik. 1568 Satir. Poems Reform.

xlvi. S3 Steir be the compas..Syne treveiss still, and lay

abowt. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 213 Thair was tuoschipis. .trevessing wpeand doune the

firth. 1591 Lyly Endym. 111. iii. We will trauice. Will

ou goe, sir? 189* Quiller Couch Three Ships, etc. 179

'ot a tint did he work, but kept travishing back and forth.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 90 This miserable louer,

traueising in seuerall mindes,..chaunged his myndc a
thousand times in an hower. 164s Milton Tetrach. Wks.

1738 I. 250 That it does not traverse from the Closet of

Conscience to the Courts of Civil or Canon Law. 1747

Mem. Nutrebian Crt. I. 203 We shall traverse b.ick to some

particulars of her education. 1824 Galt Rothelan 11. xiii.

His thoughts tossed and traversed like the inconstant

clouds.

fc. In dancing: see quot. 1610. Obs.

1S84 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 86 Many [women] trauise &
daunce minionly. 1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Trauerse,

to march vp and downe or to moue the feete with proportion,

as in dancing.
, , v

15. To move from side to side ; to dodge (cf. 5)

;

??
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in quot. 1635 trans, to drive by ' traversing '. Ols.

or arch.

•470-83 Malory Arthur x. xxx. 463 Thus they tracyd

and trauercyd and hewe on helmes and hawberkes. a 1548

Hall Citron., Hen. V, 50 Thus this battaile continued iii

long houres, some stnike, some defended, some foyneo, some
trauersed, some kylled, some toke prisoners. xS98_Shaks.
Merry IK II. iii. 25 To see thee fight, to see thee foigne,_ to

see thee trauerse. i6« Earl Strafford Lett. <5- Disp.

(1739) I. 478 He shall be a very artificial Fencer. .that

traverseth me forth of my Ground. 1823 Scott Quentin D.
xiv. To harass his antagonist, by traversing onallsides, with

a suddenness of motion and rapidityof attack. 1858 Morris

Def. Guenevere 13 The fight began,.. Ever Sir I.auncelot

kept him on the right, And traversed warily.

1 16. To digress. Obs. rare.

1530 Palsgr. 761/2, I traverse, I go from one mater to an
other. . . Nowe you leave the purpose and begyn to traverse.

17. To come or fall across each other; to cross.

(Cf. 4.)
1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. I. ii. 17 It bloweth a storm

—furle the Sail fast, and fasten the Yards, that they may
not travels and gall.

18. To run freely in its proper socket, ring,

channel, or course (as a ro]:)e) ; to turn or move
freely from side to side on a traverse-circle (as a

gun) ; to turn about on a pivot (as the needle of

the compass). (Cf. 8.)

1829 Mabrvat F. Mildmay xxiii. Sharp frosts .. obliged us

to pour boiling water into the sheaves of the blocks to thaw

them, and allow the ropes to traverse. 183a Nat. Philos.

II. Magnetism iiL § 91. 22 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.) In moving

. . towards the position which it thus tends to assume, the

needle of the compass is said to traverse. 1849 Cupples

Green Hand iv. The tiller-ropes cheeping as they traversed.

1851 Ord. ^ Regul. R. Engineers § 19. 94 Iron Traversing

Platforms.. so constructed, that.. they may be made to

traverse in any direction. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. x. 1 13

It traversed freely by a ring on a loop or bridle. 1863

Possibilities ofCreation 173 Let the head . . have no power

oftraversing upon the atlas, and let that., spinal column.,

become as stiff as an iron bar, and.. poor humanity would

be completely crippled.

19. a. Falconry. To move from side to side, to

wriggle, as a hawk. b. Manige. To advance

obliquely, as a horse: see quot. 1753.
1486 Bk. St. Albans, Hawking avij. Ye shall knawe it

whan she puttith ouer she tniuersith withe hir bodi. 1544

Betham Precepts War 1. cxi. F v b, To take vp his horse

with the spurres, that he may praunse, trauerse, and flyng

wyth the heeles. 1610 Guillim Heraldry III. xx. (1660) 223

She [a Hawk) putteth over, when she removeth her meat

from her Gorge, into her Bowels, by traversing with her body,

but chiefly with her Neck, as a Crane . .doth. 1753 Chambers

Cycl. Supp. s. v., A horse is said to traverse, when he cuts his

tread cross-wise ; throwing his croupe to one side, and his

head to another. 1884 E. L. Anderson Mod. Horsemanship

IL xii. 119 Traversing \s the movement in which the horse

passes to either side . . upon two paths, the forehand following

one, the hind-quarters, slightly retired, the other.

20. To advance or ascend in a zigzag line. (Cf.

Tbaveksb sb. 1 2 c.)

1773 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 6 Sept., Our way now
lay over the mountains, which are not to be passed by

climbing them directly, but by traversing.

21. Mountaineering. To make ones way in a

horizontal or transverse direction across the face of

a mountain or rock. (See Traverse sb. 6.)

1893 C. Wilson Mountaineering vi. 88 To traverse for

some distance on steep snow or grass. _
Ibid. Gloss.,

Traverse, . . (rt.) to cross a mountain slope horlzonLilly. 1897

O. G. Jones Rock-climbing 123 At the foot we joined up

again and traversed round to the ' sheep walk '. Ibid. 269

The climber hangs by his hands,, .and traverses across the

face by sheer strength of his arms.

v. From Traverse sb.

22. trans. To furnish or fortify with a traverse or

traverses (see Traverse sb. 16). rare.

1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner {ci. 2) 360 Of 170

shells, filled with powder, that were fired at the work when
traversed, 58 took effect;.. the effect on the traverses was

considerable, and they were much ruined.

+ Traverse, adv. {prep.) Obs. Also 5-7

travers. [Sometimes app. aphetic for A-travers

adv. = Y. ct travers ; sometimes advb. use of Tra-

verse a.] Across; crosswise; athwart; trans-

versely.

c 1450 LoVELicH Grail liii. 2ii Into A wast lawnde he

happede there..and thus travers he Rod tyl Myd Nyht.

ISIS Ld. Berners Froiss. IL xii. 128 The erle.. caused.,

hyghe trees to be hewen downe, and layde trauers one ouer

another. 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. (1645) 2 A square of

SSo miles travers. 1715 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v. Willo^u-,

Let them be copp'd Traverse, and not Obliquely, at one

foot or somewhat more from the Ground.

b. Traverse to, of, right across ; = B.

1548 Patten Expcd. Scotl. G vij, The furrowes laye trauers

to their course. 1654 H. L'Estrange Clias. I (1655) 68

Coming counter and travers of our Canon, they received

the greater losse.

B. prep. Across. (Cf. A-travers /r«A

)

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VHI, 3 After them came

sir Thomas Brandon .. clothed in tissue. .and traverse his

body, a greate Bauderikeof Gold. 1610 Holland Camden s

Brit., Scot. II. 25 Hardly one by one can passe up, and that

. .by Grees or steps cut out aslope travers the rock.

Traversed (traj-vsost), ///. a. Also 6-7

trauerst. [f. Traverse v. + -ed 1.]

1. Placed or laid across ; crossed ;
transverse.

1607 Shaks. Timon v. iv. 7 [We] Haue wander'd with our

trauerst Armes, and breathd Our sufferance vainly. 1621

TRAVERSING.
Lodge Summary Du Bartas i. 286 Tlie Stomake . . cloaseth

it selfe on euery side, by nieanes of the trauersed fibers.

2. Passed or travelled over ; traced continuously

;

penetrated, pierced.

1599 T. M[oufet] Silkwomies 61 Lifelessc in midway of

their trauerst round. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 357 Tra-
versed heart must tell its story uncommented on. J90S

J. C. Wilson Traversing Geometr. Figures 1. § 4. 10 If B
was intermediate, the traversed lines at B are even in

number.

3. Of a horse: see quots. Cf. Traverse zi. 19 b.

x6ii CoTGR., Travat, a horse which is trauersed ; viz. hath
two white feet on the right, or left side. 1678 in Phili-ips

(ed. 4), 1720 W. Gibson Diet. Horses i. 5 Those which are

cross-traversed, having the Fore-foot on the Near Side, and
Hinder Foot on the Far Side, or [vice versa] White.

4. Her. See quot., and cf. Traverse a. 2, 2 b.

c 1828 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Traversed, (P'rench,

contourne) turned to the sinister side of the shield.

Traversely (trne'varsli), adv. rare. [f. Tra-
verse a. + -LY -i.] Crosswise ; transversely.

x6s6 [?J. Sergeant] tr. T. White's Peripat. Inst. \i\
Being carry'd traversly by some motion of the Aire, 't is

catl'd a Gliding Star. 1738 Wheler in Phil. Trans. XLI.
100, I tied, .at the End of the larger Arm, a Piece of Slick

traversly. 1826 Kirbv& Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 606 They
[elytra] may. .help them in flying traversely and before the

wind.

Traverser (trje'vajsai). Also 7 traueser. [f.

Traverse ». -f-ERl.] One who or that which

traverses.

1. A person or thing that crosses or passes over.

1613 M. Ridley Magn. Bodies i The two trauesers about

the Sunne, called Venus and Mercury. 1830 Howitt
Seasons (1837) 3 A dismal time for the traversers of wide
and open heaths.

f 2. = Traverse sb. 16. Obs. rare.

J64S Slingsby Diary (1836) 159 Y" town. .was made a

kind of Garison w** some traversers and light works built

about it.

3. Law. One who traverses a plea.

1812 Examiner 21 Sept. 607/t The traverser was pre-

vented from hanging himself. 1886 Dowden Shelley (1887)

I. vi. 240 The charge of Chief Justice Downes made clear

the case against the traverser.

4. On a railway : A platform, moving laterally

on wheels, by which trucks or carriages may be

shifted from one set of rails to another parallel to it.

1851 T. Dunn in Pract. Mechanic's fml. III. 258, I was
the first person who invented a traverser. 1878 F. S.

Williams Midi. Railw. 643 The truck is now clear, and.,

will be run on to the ' traverser ', and . . drawn sideways on
to the next line of rails.

Traverse-ta:ble. [f. Traverse sb. 12.]

1. Naut. A table from which the difference of

latitude and departure corresponding to any given

course and distance may be ascertained.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Map. iv. i. 141 By the Traverse-

Table., you may find the Difference of Latitude and de-

parture from the Meridian. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Traverse-Table, a Paper on which are set down the Tra-

verses, or Various Courses of the Ship, with the Points of

the Compass. 1828 J. H. Moore Pract. Navig. (ed. 20) 178

The variation is ii" 52' E., and must be allowed. .in all

courses steered, or bearings taken by the compass, before

they can be put in the Traverse Table. 1839 Civil Eng. fr

Arch. Jml. II. 352/1 He also shows how his traverse tables

may be applied in setting out railway curves. 1843 Penny
Cycl XXV. 169/2 The traverse table is a table of doiible

entry, into which, going with the angle of the course and
the distance run, we find in two columns the corresponding

departure, and length ofthe side called difference of latitude.

2. On a railway : = Traverser 4. U.S.

1864 Webster, Traverse-table, (Railways), a platform

with one or more tracks, and arranged to move laterally on

wheels, for shifting cars, etc. ; a traverser. 1877 in Knight
Diet. Mech.

t Traverse-ways, ailv. Obs. [f. as next -i-

-ways.] = next.

1610 GuiLLiM Heraldry II. vi. (1611) 61 A Canton parted

trauerswaies whether it be from the dexter comer, or from

the sinister, doth make two b.Tse squires.

Tra'verae-wi:8e, adv. [f. Travebse a. or sh.

+ -WISE.] Crosswise.

1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I. 336 The Beams or Bamboes

, .are fasten'd traverse-wise to the Outlayers on each side.

Traversible, variant of Traversable.

Traversiuff (trje-vajsir)), vbl. sb. [f. Tra-
verse z). + -^01.] The action of the verb Tra-

verse, in various senses.

1589 Nashe Martins Months M. To Rdr., This our

young masters Father, .then was lept from the Bellfree, vp

into the Chauncel of the Church .. and vnder tooke the

trauersing of greater matters. a 1642 Sir W. Monson
Naval Tracts IIL (170^) 344/1 They [cannon) are. .better in

Traversing and Mounting. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. iv. 65

This way of Cross.Grain'd working, is, by Workmen called

Traversing. 1690 Levbourn C.vri. Math. 641 Let these two

Examples suffice for Traversing both by Protraction, Calcu-

lation, and by the Traverse Table. 1851 Sir F. Palcrave
Norm, ff Eng. 1. 487 Amongst the marchings and traversings

of the Northmen. 1883 Contemp. Rev. June 883 Forty

years' laborious traversing of record offices and corporate

archives. 1886 Badminton Libr., Shooting (1S95) 177 The
. . .system of ' traversing ' . .cannot be too strongly deprecated.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 705/2 (Surveying) Traversing is

a combination of linear and angular measures in equal pro-

portion. 189S Westm. Gas. 25 Nov. 4/3 The ' traversing

'

or drawing sideways of the new bridge so that it would

occupy.. the place where the up line had formerly stood.

190S J . C. Wilson Trax^ersing Geometr. Figures i On the

continuous description or traversing of Geometrical Figures.



TRAVERSING,

b. attrib. and Comb.
i8»5 J.

Nicholson Operat, Mechanic 407 The alternate

traversing motion is produced on the same principle as that

applied to Baker's horizontal mangle. 1S41 Civil Eng. Sf

Arch. JmL IV. 318/1 What is.. termed the ' taking-up * or

'traversing motion' of the plank during, .sawing. 1888

RuTLKY Rock.Forming Min, 18 Mechanical traversing ar-

rangements, .are rather an encumbrance than an advantage.

Tra'versing', ///• '^^ [f- as prec. + -ino ^.]

That traverses ; crossing, transverse.

1561 Eden Arte Nauig. nr. ix. 73 See also that the markes
whiche you make in the yarde t= cross-staff], be trauersyng
lines. 1771 LucKOMBE Hist. Print, 476 In distributing of
Musical Notes, . . care ought to be taken to save the edges of
the traversing lines from battering. 1865 Gh-lesi'IE Argi.
Being Sf Attrib. God iii. ii. (1910) 93 Other lines, some of
them .. traversing tines, besides the main line of life.

b. In specific collocations : see quots.
TraversingJury, a traverse jury (see Traverse sb. 23).

1813 Rep. Sei. Comm. Setver$ Metrop. 17 A traversing
jury. 18*8 Spearman Brit, Gunner {ed. 2) 63 The guns are
mounted on traversing platforms, and, in that case, fire over
the epaulement. x8ag Marhyat F. MiUintay xvii, The tra.

versing beam of a steamboat. 1877 Knight Diet. Mcch.^ Tra.
versing.j'ack, a. A jack used for engines or carriages upon
the raus. h. A lifting-apparaius, the standard ofwhich has
a movement on its bed, enabling it to be applied to different

parts of an object or used for shifting objects horizontally
without moving the bed. Ibiii-^ Traversing-Pulley,^ pulley
so arranged as to traverse upon a rope or rod. 1878 F. S.

Williams Midi. Railxv. 66* Sidings and traversing tables

will be laid between all these various shops, and also

through them, so that there will always be more than one
way by which trollies or trains can get in and out. 1884
C- G. \V. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. in. 294/1 The tra-

versing mandril should be made of the very finest steel. 1887
D. A. Low Machine Dram. (1892) 96 The lever.. for turning
the iiori^ontal screw of a traversing screw jack.

Traversion (travs-jjan). rare, [f. Traverse
V. on the type of a L. *tra{ns)v€rsidnem: cf.

Transvebsion.]
1. f a. The action of traversing or moving side-

ways in fencing: cf. Traveese v. 5, 15 (obs.). b.

The action of traversing a geometrical figure.

1637 Nabbes Microcosm. 11. L C ij b, I was.. bred up in
Mars his Fencing-schoole : where I. .leam't. .Time, motion
and action ; progression, reversion, and traversion ; blowes,
thrusts, falses [etc.], 1905 ll-'esttu. Gaz. 30 Sept. 2/2 The
general principles underlying this continuous traversion of
figures, complete or incomplete.

1 2. ? The transverse member of a cross. Obs.
1658 Sir T. Bkowne Gard. Cyrus i. 96 Some (crosses)

being., of one single peece without traversion or transome.

t Tra*vers-ti'le. Obs. [Origin of name ob-
scure; in quot 1703 referred to obs. F. * travers
crosse, crosse-wise, thwart, ouerthwart, ill-placed,

out of order* (Cotgr.).] See quots.
1703 T. N. City ^ C. Purchaser 273 Travcrs. These

Tyles are (by our common Bricklayers) call'd Travis, or
Trav.-is Tyles; but I suppose it should rather be Travers
Tylcs; for the word Travcrs is perfect French, signifying
IrreguUiriiy; these .. Travers Tyles are ., irregular plain
Tyles, viz. Such as have the Pin-holesbrokenout,oroneof the
lower Corners broken off. 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v.

7V/«, Travtrs, which they lay with the broken Ends up-
wards upon Rafters where pinn'd Tyles cannot hang.
17*7-41 CnAMifERs Cycl, s. v. Tyle, Traverse Tyles.

Travertine, -in (trcc-vajtin). Also trevor-
tine. [ad. It. travertino^ older tivertino * a kind
of stone to build withall' (Klorio) :—L. tlburthms
TiBUKTiNE. Cf. F. travertin, in Cotgr. trevertiu.']

A white or light-coloured concretionary limestone,

usually hard and semi-crystalline, deposited from
water holding lime in solution ; also called traver-

tine stone \ quarried in Italy for building. A less

solid iX)rous form is known as calcareous tufa,

. I«SS5 Eden Decades 340 And [silver! is often tymes founde
in an other stone lyke vnto Trcuertino or in Treuertino it

selfe.J 1797 HoLCROFT tr. Stolberg's Trav. III. Ixxxviii.

4JS5 They are. .of the travertine stone. 1868 Lvell Princ.
iieol. (ed. 10) II. III. xlvii. ^44 Encrusted with a calcareous
cement resembling travertin. 1875 Mbrivale Ce>t. Hist.
Rome Ixxix. (1877) 669 The travertine, or limestone of Tivoli,
..was used to a great extent to cover the plain brickwork.
1878 HuxLKV Physiogr. 122 At the falls of the Anio, the
travertine has formed bed after bed lo the thickness of four
or five hundred feet.

b. atttib. Of, composed of, or of the nature of
travertine.

1797 (see above]. 1841 Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jml. V. 171/2
The I talian fresco workers . . sometimes used puzzolano
mixed with Treverline time, t^og Eng. Rev. Feb. 585 Sanger
found these travertine mounds in every stage of development.
Traves, -e88(e, oba. forms of 1 bavkksk.

t Travested, fa. pple. Obs, [An earlier forma-
tion than travestied pa. pple. of Tbave.sty v. ;

prob. intended as the rcpr. of It. travestito^ F.

travfsti^ on analogy ol vested^ itrvested^ etc.] Dis-

guised ; travestied.

1656 Ui.ot'NT Glossogr.^Trtwested, disguised or shifted in

apparel ; And metapnoricatly it may be applyed to any
thmg that is tran-sLited out of one language into another.
1667 Montague & Prior Hind ff P, J'rnnsz: Prcf. Aiij,
Homer has been Kurles<|n<?M,and Virgil Travested without
Buffering any thing in their Reputation from that Buffoonry.

17^ Bkntley Rem. Collins' Vise. Freethink, liv. in. 12, I

»ee poor Lucan Trave^-tcd, not apparel'd in his Roman Toga,
but under the cruel Sheers of an English Tailor. 17SS
Warburton Serm, Ps. cxliv.S Wks. 1788 V. 30 To make
God. .the. inspector into human actions, ts. .returning him
to ifae people, travested lo the mortal size of local godship.
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t Travesteere. v. Obs. rare. [ = F, travestir.

It. travestire : cf. Du. travesteeren (Keupers, 1901),
Ger. travestieren.l trans. To travesty.
tbjz Marveli. Reh. Transp. i. 44 Who by a perverse Wit

and Representation might travesteere the Scripture. 1673
[R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 144 He.. makes conscience of
using scripture, .yet he makes none of travesteering it. 1675
V. Alsop Anti'Sozzo in. ii. 132 They who first taught this..
Age to Travesteere serious matters.

Travestier (tras-vestiiai). [f. Travesty v, +
-ER ^] One who travesties.

1883 Edsworth in Roj:b. Ballads IV. 161 note, A solemn
travestier of many old Songs (and Dramas). 1901 E,
Vakdlkv in J\r, >j- Q. 9th Ser. VII. 161/2 Anthony Hamilton
..travestier of the ' Arabian Nights '.

Tra'Testiment. rare, [f. Travesty v. ^-

-iiENT.] An act of travestying; the wearing the
dress of the opposite sex ; a travesty.
183a Examiner ^73/2 Miss E. Tree is to add to the

amusements of Whit-Monday by playing Romeo. Though
we do not advocate travestiements, we wish her success,
1892 Graphic 24 Dec, 778/3 The sight of these travesti.
ments overcame the antique Spartan simplicity of the
British toilettes.

Travestize, v. rare. [f. Travesty + -ize : cf.

botany, botanize.] intr. To practise travesty,
1847 Tail's Mag. XIV. 811 You are travestising.

Travesty (trre-vesti),///. a. and sb. Also 7-S
-ti, 7-9 -tie. [Originally a. F, iravesti, fem.
travesties pa. pple. of {se) travestir (Montaigne
^ ^592), * to disguise him, or take on another man's
habit* (Cotgr.),ad.It./raz;^.r//r^ to disguise (Florio),

f. tra- = Trans- + It., L. vestlre to clothe. The
adoption from It. in i6th c. accounts for the reten-

tion of J in Fr., as opposed to vHir, revttir. Made
known in England in the title of Scarron's Le
Virgile Trctvesty en vers burlesques ( = Vergil tra-

vestied in burlesque verses), 1648, whence occa-
sionally in other connexions, and at length as a sb,,

used first in Scarron's sense, and later in the ety-

mological one.]

A. ppl, a. Dressed so as to be made ridiculous;

burlesqued. (Const, as pa. pple.) C^j. or only as F.
c i66a Davenant Play House to Let i. i, What think you
Of Romances travesti . . Btirlesaue and Travesii ? These are
hard words, And may be Frencn, but not Law-French. 1664
CoTTOM [title) Scarronides : or, Virgile Travestie. A Mock-
Poem. Being the First Book of Virgils ^neis in English,
Burlesque. x6^% J, Phillips (title) Maronides, or Virgil
Travestie: Being a New Paraphrase upon the Fifth Book
of Virgilsj^neids in Burlesque Verse. 1675 O. Walker
Educ. II. iii. 245 Virgil we have seen publicCly, and even
the holy Writings we heard to have been, travesty, a 1774
TucKF-H Lt. NeU. {1834) II, 130 One may laugh heartil>; at
Virgil travestie, without either despising Cotton, or abating
one s admiration of Virgil.

B. sb. 1. A literary composition which aims at

excitinglaughter byburlesque or ludicrous treatment
of a serious work ; literary composition of this kind

;

hence, a grotesque or debased imitation or like-

ness; a caricature.

1674 Butler Hud. \. iii. Annot. 196 This Vickars. .trans-

lated Virgils ^neides into as horrible Travesty in earnest,
as the French Scaroon did in Burlesque. 1751 Wardi^rton
Note Pope's Dune. \\. 268 Accusing him.. on a mere re-

port from Edm. Curl, that he was Author of a Travestie on
the first Psalm. 1789 Bei^ham Ess. II. xxxvi. 300 It. .has
sometimes the effect of a ludicrous travesti of the Odyssey.
1846 Wright Ess. Mid, Ages I. v. 178 Those romances were
but barbarous travesties of the original stories. 1871 Farrar
Witn. Hist, ii, 73 The vulgar travesty of a miracle alleged
to have been wrought by a coarse soldier.

2. In etymological sense: An alteration of dress

or appearance ; a disguise, rare.

i73» Sir C. Wogam Let. to Swi/t 27 Feb., My design was
to have travelled . . incognito. . . Hut all my art and travestie
was vain. i8>3 Bvron Juan v. Ixxiv, ' At least ', said Juan,
* sure 1 may inquire The cause of this odd travesty?

'

Travesty (tncvesti), v. [f. F. travesti pa.

pple. : see prec. App, first used in the pa. pple.

travestied « F. travesti or It. travestito. Tlie

simple vb. has not been found until after 1700.

a, the history of Travested.]
\.Jrans. To alter in dress or appearance; to

disguise by such alteration.

x686 F. Spencb tr. Varillas' Ho. Medids 408 He slunk
out of Rome thus ridiculously travesty'd. 1754 Warburton
Bolingbroke's Philos, ii. 73 Old Naturalism thus travestied

under the name of Religion, his Lordship bestows. .on bis

own dear Country. 1817 Scott Napoleon Introd. ix. II. 305
Processions entered .

.
, travestied in priestly garments. 1853

Felton Fam. Lett. ix. {1865) 70 About ten courses of meat,

so mixed, blended, and travestied with seasonings and vege-

tables, that it would puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer to tell

what any of them is made of.

2. To turn into ridicule by grotesque parody
or imitation ; to caricature, burlesque.

1673 Bp. Ward Apol. Myst. Gosp. 42 Are the Mysteries of
this Gaspe!,,to be travestied or turned into Burlesque or

^IacaronIque? 1756 J. Warton Ess. Pope 1, 57 One would
imagine that John Dennis. .had been here attempting to

travesty this description of the restoration of Eurydice to

life. 1874 Mahakfv Soc. Li/e Greece vii. 197 The comic
poets . . travestied known characters so as to make them
hardly recognisalile. 1888 DuRcoN/./Vfj JzGd. Men II. vi,

87 The true version of a story which . . has been grossly

travestied in the repetition.

Hence Tra'vestied (-tid) f>pl. a.

TRAVOY.
1864 Ess. Social Subjects 186 A reason which barely repre-

senu half your motives to yourself is sure to enter the other
mind in such travestied guise as to convey nothing as
you intend it. 1891 S. C. Scrivener Our Fields ^ Cities 68
Tc-iching the older histories from a travestied standpoint.
Traveys, Travice, obs. ff. Traverse, Travis.
Travis i, trevis (trae-vis, trevis). Forms : a.

5 traveys, 6 travels, 8 travice ; ^. 6 trevys, 9
trevis. [A variant of Traverse sb. in sense of
OF. travers (= 'travail, machine pour ferrer' in
Godcf., who cites * Ung travers a ferrer chevaulx *

from a document of 1472), ad. L. iraversum.
In Eng. the word has undergone the same popular defor-

mation as TsAVERSK sb. and r., and is now identified in form
with next, of which indeed in the Eng. Dial. Diet, it is

treated as a sense.]

A framework or railed enclosure in which restive

horses are put to be shod ; a smith's shoeing shed ;

= Teave sb. 2.

a. 14,. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 617/19 Tranrerium,ir^\ty%^
ergasterimn idetn est. 1583 Burgh Rec, Edinb. (1882) IV.
287 To sett vp ane travels of tymmer for shoing of horsis
besyde his smiddy. 1717 Bailey vol. II, Travice^ a small
Inclosure. .consisting of four Pillars or Posts, kept together
by cross Poles, for keeping in and holding unruly Horses
in the time of Shoeing, or any other Operation. 1905 in Eug,
Dial. Diet. S.V. Traverse^ recorded from Cheshire, E.
Anglia, Sussex.

^. 1530 Palsgr, 283/1 Trevys to shoe a wylde horse in,

trauayl a cheual.
^ 1831 Youatt Horse xxii. (1847) 430 The

trevis is a machine indispensable in every continental forge.

Travis^, trevis (trce-vis, tre-vis). Also 8

treves, 8-9 travisse, 9 trevesse, -vis, -ise, -iss,

travis, -ise, -iss; Sc, dial, traivis, triviss, -ess,

trivage; Eng. dial, travvis, travase, triviteh.

[dial. var. of Traverse sb, q. v.

Similar forms occur as obs. or dial, variants in senses for

which Traverse is the current form ; but in the following
senses the altered forms are alone in use.]

1. A wooden partition 4I to 6 feet high, separat-

ing two stalls in a stable. (See Traverse sb.^

branch IV, of which this is a specific sense.)
18x8 ScoTT Hrt. Midi. xxv[i], Beyond the ' treviss *, which

formed one side of the stall, stood a cow. t8a6 — Woodst.
\, Stakes and trevisses of rough-hewn timber .. seemed to
intimate that the hallowed precincts had been.. made the
quarters of a troop of horse. 1827 Hogg in Blackzu. Mag.
XXI. 69 As I was Slippering the horses the night.. behold
I looks up, and there's my auld master standing leaning
against the trivage. 1833 Loudon Emycl, Archit. § 1070
The trevises to be 6 feet nigh at the front posts, and 4 feet

and a half high at the hind posts. Ibid. § 1103 l"he back
posts of the trivesses to be made of oak 6 inches square.

1844 Stephens Bk. Farm I. 125 The hind posts of travises

should be of solid wood rounded in front.

2. A horse's stall in a stable.
(Bears the same relation to i as Traverse sb, 14 to 13.)

1756 Mrs. Caldekwood in Coltncss Collect, (Maitf. CI.)

152 There were fifty-eight treveses in one end [of the
stables]. 18^ J. BR0WN/?rt;5^ /•>.(i862)33 He[Rab] lay in

the treviss wi themear, and wadna come oot. 1884J. Purves
in Gd. Words Nov. j(^/2 The horses crunching their food
and rattling their halter-chains in the treviss. 1896 J.
LuMSDEN Battle 0/Dunbar,t\z. 13 Her neibor in the nearer
triviss The maist redoubted naig alive is I

3. Comb. Travis- or Irevis-board, -boarding (in

a stable).

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 1070 ij-inch trevise-

boards to be mortised into the hind post, which must be set

8 feet from the front wall. Ibid. § 1103 The trivess board-
ing to be 7 feet high in front, and 8 feet at the back end.

TraviB, -ish, -iss, obs. forms of Traverse.
Travise, -ish, -iss, obs. or dial. ff. Travis.

llTravois, -voise (travoi*, -voi*z), sb. North
Amer. [Corruptions of Travail j^.3, pronounced
in Canada travhy (travai*), and by half-breeds of

the Red River, Assiniboine, etc., travhy (travoi*),

pi. travhys. This has been perverted by writers

into an assumed F, travois^ pi. travois, and this

again englished as travois^ -voise, pi. -voises. A
form nearer to the original is preserved in the

lumbermen's Travoy ; see next word.
For the facts of the history we are indebted to Judge

Prudhomme of St. Boniface, Winnipeg, through the good
offices of Prof. Moyse of Montreal, and ProK Rivard of
Quebec.)

The primitive North American Indian means of

transport, = Travail 3, Also attrib.

i9&s Boston {}Aix%s.) yml. 31 Jan. 6/8 The pony., dragging
that primitive Indian carriage, thetravoise. 189a J. Ralph
in Harper's Mag. Mar. 508/2 On the plains they will have
horses dragging iravoises, dogs with travoises. 1896 G. B.
Gkinnell Stoiyo/Indian ix. 156 Three vehicles were known
to the primitive Indian—the travois in the south and the
sledge in the north for land travel, and the canoe wherever
there were water ways. 1899 Daily News 12 Jan. 6/1 Groups
ofsilent men with bows and quivers at their backs, of women
riding or leading patient pack ponies that dragged their
travois, atlHb. 1894 (;«//«^ (U. S.) XXIV. 448/2 An old
travois pole which some squaw had discarded.

Travoy (travoi*), sb. [A broad vocali?ation of

travcty, Canadian pronunc. of Frtnch travail: see

prcc. So called from its analogy to the Indian

travhy or travail,] In lumbering, a sledge used
in dragging logs; one end of the log rests on the
sledge and the other trails on the groimd.
tZj^ Lumberman's Gaz. 2 Feb. 87 The haul at the former

camp is too long to use travoys. Ibid. 9 Feb., The ' trnvoy
'

is kept busy on short hauls. attrib, 1901 Munsey's Mng,
38
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XXV. 387/1 These ' travoy-roads '—the name comes from the
French traz'ois—have to be cleared by the 'swampers'. Ibid.

387/2 While the travoy road is in the process of constiuclion.

Hence Travoy v. trans, and intr.y to use a

travoy, to haul (logs) by means of a travoy ; whence
Travoying vbi. sb.

1878 Luntberman s Caz. 2 Feb. 86 Travoying can be
carried on to good advantage. Ibid. 87 Those who have
short enough hauls to travoy are not much more than paying
expenses. 1901 Munsey's Mag. XXV. 386/1 .Second, it

must be * travoyed ' from a hundred yards to a mile ; third,

it is hauled on sleighs as far as fifteen or sixteen miles

;

fourth, it is driven down a river, and I have known drives

three hundred miles in length.

Traw, trawe : see Throw sby^ Tuave sb.

Trow v.^ True. Trawaile, -al, -el, -ell, etc.,

obs. Sc. spellings of Travail, Travel. Tra-
wethe, obs. f. Troth.
Trawl (tr§l), sb. Also 7 trail, (troul, 8-9

trowl). [Origin and age obscure. If quot. 1481-

90 belongs here, irawelle might be related to rare

MDu. traghel drag-net (in TetUhonista 1475), re-

ferred by Verwijs and Verdam ult. to L. tragula

drag-net. But the MS. reading is indistinct, and
some would read trameile (Trammel sb.^ i).

Apart from quot. 1481-90, the vb. appears earlier than the
sb., and may be its source, but is no less obscure in origin.

The forms troul^ troivl were perh. due to confusion with
trffwly Troll, another fishing term.]

I. 1. A strong net or bag dragged along the

bottom of fishing-banks ; a drag-net ; = Trawl-
net I ; esp. that now often distinguished as the

beam-trawly described in its modern form in quot.

1880. Also applied to a similar smaller drng-net

used for the scientific investigation of the sea-

bottom, dredging for deep-sea organisms, etc.

[1481-^ Hmvard Housch. Bks. (Roxb.) 192 My lorde
Rekened with his netter and he had sent home to stoke a
dragge of viij fadam y« fadam xij d. ..Item a trawelle(?) of
vij fadam, the Fadam vj d.] 1759 B. Martin Nat, Hist,
Eng, I. Isle of Wight 120 Tlio' the Method of using
Trawls, which of late Years has prevailed, is no small Dimi-
nution of their Plenty, it being found by Experience to

destroy the Spawn. 1^3 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LUI. 419
The Animal.. was taken in a trawl in 72 fathoms water.

1854 [see Trawl-nf.t i]. 1877 \V. Thomson Voy. Challenger
1. 1. 17 A portion of a huge Pyrosoma. .was brought up in

the trawl. 1880 Chambers's Kncycl. IX. 524 The Trawl, ox
Beam-trawl . . is a triangular purse-shaped net, about 70 feet

long, usually having a breadth of about 40 feet at the mouth,
and gradually diminishing to 4 or 5 feet at the commence-
ment of the cc^/, or smaller end. ., which is about 10 feet lontj,

and of nearly uniform breadth. The upper part of the
mouth is secured to a wooden beam about 40 feet long,
which keeps the net open ; this beam is supported on two
upright iron frames, known as the traivl-heads or irons.

'i'he under side of the net.. is made with a deeply-curved
margin attached to the ground-rope, the whole length of it

in contact with the ground...Two stout ropes, .are fastened,

one to the front of each of the trawl-heads, the other ends
united to form a bridle^ to which is shackled a warp
150 fathoms long. By this warp the trawl is towed. Ibid.

^35 A kind of trawl called the pole-trawl, .is now used only
in the south of Ireland. It is much less effective than the
beam-trawl. 1884 Science IV. 225/2 American appliances
for deep-sea investigation.—Trawls and Tangles. Ibid.

226/2 The method of attaching the bridle in the Challenger
trawl was similar to that afterwards adopted for the Btake
trawL 1887 E. J. Mather Nor'nrd ofDogger '\x.((\%%^) 114
The cry of the watch on deck, ' Haul here 1 haul the trawl 1

all haul ! all haul
!

' roused me at 5 a.m.

t 2. (?) The action of trawling, or (?) a trawling-

ground. Obs, rare.

1630 in Descr. ofThames (1758) 76 No Trawler to work in

Tilbury Hope after Michaelmas, with any Manner of Net
under four Inches for Plaice all the Net over. And no
Trawler to come upon any Trawl with any other Net at any
Time of the Year.

II. 3. US. Applied to a buoyed line used in

sea-fishing, having numerous short lines with baited

hooks attached at intervals: see quot. 1864; a
trawl-line. Cf. also traivl-anchor^ -bttoy^ -roller in 4.
To set, shoot, or thro^o a trawl, to place a baited trawI-Une

in position for fishing ; to strip a trawl, to examine a
trawl-line in position and remove the fish caught
(The connexion of this with sense i is doubtful.)

x86^ Webster, Trawl,. .^ long line, sometimes extending
a mile or more, having short tines with baited hooks
attached to it, used for catching certain fish, as cod,
mackerel, and the like. Ibid. s.v. Trawl-line, It is used in

deep-sea fishing, and is over-hauled every hour or so by men
in small boats, who remove the fish {strip the trawl) and
rebait the hooks. 1897 Kipling Captains Couragemts 75, I

helped bait up trawl ashore 'fore I could well walk.

III. 4. altrib. and Comb.y^^ trawl-boat ^ -fish^

'fishermany 'fishings -hawse^ -smackf -twine \

trawl-anchor,asmallanchorfor a trawl-line (6>;//.

Diet, 1891); trawl-beam, the beam which holds

open the mouth of a trawl-net ; trawl-buoy, a
buoy for buoying up a trawl-line ; trawl-head
(see quots.) ; trawl-keg:, a keg-buoy used in con-

nexion with a trawl-line {Cent. Diet.) ; trawl-line :

see sense 3 ; trawl-man, one trainetl to use a

trawl or drag-net ; one who fishes with a trawl-net

(in either sense) ; trawl-master, the master of a

trawler : see Trawler 2 ; trawl-roller : see quot.

;

trawl-warp, the warp or ro|)e of a trawl-net

;

trawl-wings sb. pl,^ towing-nets attached one to

each side of a small beam-trawl for the collection

of free-swimming animals. See also Trawl-nkt.
1904 Kipling in Windsor Mag. Jan. 226/2 At no time

could we see the trawler, though we heard the click of her
windlass, the jar of her "trawl-beam. 1799 Naval Chron.
I. 344 A mast for his *trawl boat. 1636 Maldon, Essex,
Borough Deeds Bundle no. If. 4 Re[ceived]forthegroundage
of a Ixiate that brought *trall fish, -zd. 1865 Daily Tel,

5 Jan. 5/1, 80,000 tons of * trawl-fish ' alone, .are sent to the
metropolis in [a year]. i886 Y'ork Herald 10 Aug. 7/5
There was a good supply of trawl fish at to-day's market,
brought in by cutters, 1907 Q. Rev. Jan. 163 Out of 600
bottles more than 54 per cent, were returned by *trawl-
fishtrmen. 1895 Daily News 16 Apr. 5/2 The new law
enacted by the Danish Government prohibiting the carrying
of "trawl fishing-gear within the territorial waters of Ice-

land. 1904 Daily Chron. 24 Oct. 5/2 One shot.. went
straight through the mizzen-inast, and passed through the

casing and the trawl-fishing board. 1904 Blackiv. Mag.
Dec.' 730 The swirl of the water beneath the *trawl-hawse.

i8s8 Lewes Sea-side Stud. 277 Along the edge of the wide
opening is a stout wooden beam, to the ends of which are
fastened the *trawl heads, namely, thick flat semicircular

bands of iron. 1880 [see sense i]. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 48 Improved Irawl-heads, capable of clearing with
safety submarine cable and siiniiar obstacles. 1883 Standard
13 Sept. 5/4 The ' bultow ' is. .a set line, called in some
places a ' *ti awl line '. 1775 Falck Day's Diving Vessel 25 An
experienced *trawlman, accustomed to sweeping [dragging
the sea-bottom]. 1864 [see Trawl-net 2]. 190a Scotsman

3 Jan. 7/6 In Aberdeen, the headquarters of trawling,
*trawlmasters ought to be more careful than anywhere else.

1877 Knight Diet. Mech., *Trawl-roller, a roller.baving a
number of grooves cut in its periphery, and attached to the
side of the wherry or dory, and over which the trawls are
drawn into the boat. 1895 Daily News 20 May 7/6 The
*trawl smack Hilda also came in with a hand gone. 1864
Webster, *Trawl-zvarp, a rope passing through a block,

used in managing or dragging a trawl-net. 1887 E. J.
Mather Nor'ard of Dogger (1888) 158 Our skipper., run
out some eight-inch trawl.warp over each bow, 1884 Science
IV. 227/2 Fig. 3. The "trawl-wings attached to the beam,
trawl in use.

Trawl (tr9l), V. (Also 8 trowl, 9 troll.)

[Goes with Trawl sb, q. v. : cf. MDu. traghelen

to drag, f. traghel.
"l

1. intr. To fish with a net the edge of which is

dragged along the bottom of the sea lo catch the

fish living there, esp. fiat-fish ; to fish with a
trawl-net or in a trawler.

1561 Eden Arte Nauig. Pref. © iv b, Certayne Fyshermen
that go a trawlyng for fyshe in catches or mongers. 1630 in

Descr. Thames (1758) 77 No Trawler that. .doth use to
Trawl to take Soal, Chates, Plaice or Thorn-back. 1778
Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Rye, All the rest of the year they
trowl for soles, plaise,. .brills, &c. 1822 W. Kobinson in

J. A. Heraud I'oy. <y Mem. Midshipm. v. (1837) gi We
managed to trawl several times in going over these banks.

1866 Daily Tel. 16 Jan. 7/4 To think that.. Columbus, in

his most famous voyage of discovery, commanded a craft no
bigger than the lugger in which the Brighton fisherman goes
out trawling I

b. To drag or dredge : cf. Drag v. 7 b.

x86i Stockton Times 15 Nov., 'I'he body was being trawled
for on Saturday.

C. trans. To fish over (a ground) with a trawl-

net; in quot.y?^.
1906 Academy 10 Feb. 136/1 Mr. Macmichael has trawled

every source of information.

2. intr. To drag a seine-net behind and about a

shoal of herring, etc., in order to drive, enclose,

and catch them. (Also trans, with the net as obj.

:

see quots.)

1864 Glasgotv Daily Herald 24 Sept., Trawling went on
in this loch without much objection till the trawlers went
into the narrow waters above Otter Spit. If trawling was
to be allowed inshore they would trawl out. x88o CJianibers's

Encycl. IX. 525/1 The term trawling is commonly, although
incorrectly, employed in Scotland to designate a particular

mode of herring-fishing, which, however, is only seine-net

fishing.. on the principle of encircling shoals of fish, as has
been practised in pilchard-fishing on the south coast of

England from time immemorial, 1887 Fisheries U.S. Sect.

V. II. 306 The net used for driving is 200 fathoms long,

8 fathoms deep, with meshes 6 inches square, made of
g-yarn rop>e...The net is trawled behind and about the herd
[of seals] so as to drive them into the fiord and keep them
there. Sometimes they rush under or over the net.

3. trans. To catch or take with a trawl or trawl-

net. Hence Trawled Ctr9ld) ///. a.

1864 Glasgow Daily Heraldic Sept., I h.ive seen the curers

anxious to get the trawled herring. 1864 Rep. Sea Fisheries
Comm. (1865) II. 1188/1, I believe I got the second shot of
trawled fish that was ever fished in this country. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 175 Swatching aifd Trolling

Old Hoods fseals]. 1890 Philos. Mag. Ser. v. Aug. 199 A
specimen of Triassic conglomerate trawled seven miles south
of the Deadman headland. 1906 Daily Chron. 15 Oct. 6/2

The steam trawler Herbert Ingram has landed at Hoston
a Royal sturgeon, which weighed 20 st. . . It was trawled up
in the North Sea.

II 4. Often confounded with troivl. Troll v. (q.v.).

The following quot. appears to be the earliest instance ot

this confusion.

1701 Cowets Interpr. s. v. Trawlermen, Hence to trowie
or trawle with a Trowling-line for Pikes.

Trawler (tr9'bj), [f. Trawl v, + -er i.]

1. One who trawls; one who fishes {a) orig. with

a trawl or trawl-net ; {b) in W. of ScoLl., etc. as in

Thawl v. 7 ;
(<r) in l/.S, with a trawl-line.

1599 [implied in trawler boat', sees]. 1630 [see Trawl
sb. 2, V. i]. 1652 Order CouncilofState May 31-June 10 in

First Du. ffrtr(Navy Rec. Soc.) I. 258 The Council did
not intend, .that fishermen.. trawlers and others.. should be

stayed. 1864 Glasgoiv Daily Herald 24 Sept., If trawling
recommences all will become trawlers. Ibia,y The trawlers
have damaged my nets, and stolen some of them, too.

2. A vessel employed in fishing with a trawl-net

;

now applied to a Steam-trawler.
1847 Webster, Trawler, a fishing vessel which trails or

drags a net behind it. {EngA 1848 Life in Normandy
{186^) II. xiii. 254 When 1 was in a trawler we always
studied the run of the tide.. and ran as clear before it as
we could. 1881 Times 21 Dec. 4/4 An action of salvage for

services rendered by the owners, masters, and crews of the
steam trawler Restless Wave, and the smacks Urgent and
Harry Sinclair, to the iron ship Culzoan. 1887 E. J. MvrrHER
Nor'ard ofDogger i.x. (1889) 114 The modern plan of fitting

the trawlers with steam-capstans had not come, .into vogue.

3. altiib. and Comb.^ as trawler-boat^ -fleet \

t trawler-man : see quots.

1599 Admir.Crt. Exam. 34, Jan. 31, There came.. Thomas
Segar with his *trawler boat. 1909 Daily Chron. 28 Dec.
1/4 The Picton Castle, a steam trawler belonging to the Castle
*trawler fleet.. has been capsized in the River Douro. 1633
Stov/s Surv. London 19 Fishermen, .stiled by the name of
'i'lrjinckermen, . . Hebbermen, Petermen, *Trawlermen, &c.,
that have lived (In precedent times) by very unlawful!
fishing on this River. 1701 Cmvelts Interpr.^ Trawlermen.
1839-40 [see Hebberman].
Trawley, variant of Trolley,
Trawling (irg-lir)), vbl. sb. [f. Trawl v. +

-ING 1.] Fishing with a trawl-net or beam-trawl

;

also, the action of Traw L v. in other applications.

A\&o altrib. vl's trawlingapparatus, sloop, smack, etc.

1561, i689[see Tkawlt*. 1, TkinkincjJ. 18*3 Byron Juan
xrii. cvi. note, Even net fishing, trawling, &c., are more
humane and useful—but angling ! 1858 Lewes Sea-side
Sturl. 276, I got initiated into the art and mystery of
trawling, having made friends with a fisherman, master of a
Trawler. 1864 Glasgow Daily Herald 24 Sept., When
trawling was going on it took down the price of the herring. .

.

If the trawhng commences again they may stop the drift-

nets altogether, for they would get no fish. 1860 Daily
Neivs 20 Mar., A large number of trawling-sloops have been
caught at sea, and much anxiety is felt for their safety. 1883
Fis/ien'es Exhib. Catal. 7 Trawling Apparatus for Smacks
and Yachts. 1887 E. J. Mathrr Nor'ard of Dogger {iZZZ)

114 Aboard a trawling-smack in one of the Yarmouth fleets.

1889 Act 52 ^ 53 yict, c. 23 § 6 It shall not be lawful to use
the method of fishing known as beam trawling or otter

trawling within three miles of low water mark of any part
of the coast of Scotland.

Trawl-net. [f- Trawl sb. or v, + Net j^.i]

1. A fishing-net used in trawling; esp. =» Thawl
sb. I.

1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 350 Here [Lincolnshire] are also

good plenty of large Soals, taken in Troul-Nets, the Smacks
being under Sail trailing them along. xtCj^ Pennant Zool.
III. 190 They (soles] are usually taken m the trawl-net;
they keep much at the bottom. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. 125/2
The trawl-net scrapes along the ground ; and as the flat fish

breed in the channel, it appears that much injury and
destruction has been done to the j'oung fry when the trawl
has been used near the shore. 1880 Chambers's Encycl.
IX. 525/1 Smaller trawl-nets than those above described are
used in bays and estuaries.

2. Sc. and U.S. Applied (erroneously) to a kind

of seine-net used to surround and enclose shoals

of herring and other fish.

1855 Zoolo^st XIII. 4670 The trawl-nets in Loch Fine.

1864 Glasgozo Daily^ Herald 24 Sept., I think the trawl men
might be content if they were allowed to use their trawl
nets inshore without taking them into deep water.

% See also Trollnkt, with quot. 1558.
Trawnter, obs. form of Tranter.
Trawt, obs. pa. pple. of Trow v.

Tra'wrth(e, travtr^, obs. forms of Troth.

t Tray, sby Obs. Forms : i tresa, 2 tre^e, 3
treige, 3-4 treie, 4 trei, treye, trai, traie, 4-5
trey, tray, 5 trye, 5-6 traye, 6 Sc. tra. [OE.
trega (wk, masc.) trouble, pain = ON. tregi (wk.

masc), Goth, trigd (wk. fem.) :—OTeut. *tre^'0n-^

-6n-j f. *treg- : sccTkay z'.*] Pain, grief, affliction,

trouble, vexation ; esp. in alliterative phr. trajy and
teen^ teen and tray,

cjoo Crdmon's Gen. 2274 (Gr.) Ic fleah wean,..tregan
and teonan. axooo Bocth. Metr. v. 42 Forfliem Jja twe?;en

tregan teo3 tosomne. c 1020 Rule St. Bemt iv. (Logeman)
20/10 Trejan debemu^, ^.edonne daide sel>yldelice ah
forjjyldian. a 1100 Moral Ode 371 per is blisse abuten
tre^e [e*. r. trei'^ej. (21240 Ureisun 61 in Cott. Hom. 193
Muruh(^e moniuold wi3-ute teone and Ireie. 1357 Lay
Folks Cateih. 26 Wiih-outen travaile or trey [v.r. tray] or
passjmg of tyme, c 1450 Life St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 112

I'ene and tray of tormentoures. 1560 Rolland Seven
Sages 17 Sum gettis plesure, vthers gettis tray and tene.

Tray (tr^)» sb,- Forms: i tries, tris, 4-7
trey, {pi, 4 treyes), 6 treie, traie, (7 trea), 4-

tray (//. 4 -es, 4- -s). [OE. *trteg, trii = ON.
*/;^, OSw. (Dalecarl.) ir& a corn-measure of

definite capacity :—OTeut. *trattjo^* For the

form-history cf. Hay sb.^^ formerly (3-7) hey^ OE.
hii, ON. *h^, hey, OSw.h^ :-OTeut. *haujo"\ The
base trait- is in ablaut-relation with trett-, whence

Goth, trin, OE. trcow Tree, so that the primary

sense may have been * wooden (vessel) '.

It is remarkable that the word should appear so rarely in

OE. and should be so common later. See on theetymol.
Holthausen Indog. Forsch. XIX. 294, E. Liden ibid.

XVIIL413]
1. A utensil of the form of a flat board with a

raised rim, or of a shallow box without a lid, made



TBAY.

of wood, metal, or other material, of various sizes

and shapes (round, oval, quadrilateral with rounded

corners, etc.) ; now used for carrying plates, dishes,

cups and other vessels, cards, etc., for containing

and exhibiting small articles, as jewellery, natural

history specimens, etc., and for various other pur-

poses, as in mining, photography, chemistry, or

other arts and sciences, (,Often with defining word

expressing its purpose, as bread-tray, card-tray,

tea-tray, etc, : see these words.) Formerly more

widely applied to shallow open vessels generally.

In 1 3- 1 4th c, app. also, as in OSwedish, name of

a measure of capacity.

10.. Liccboc in Sax. LuchJ. II. 340 Nini )>xt reade
|

rydcn, do on irij;, haet Jwnne sunas swi|je hale, le^e on )>^t

trifi innan. 1170 in Set. Cits. Law Merchant (Selden Soc)

1. 7 Detinueruiit ei quinque marcas et quinque solidos..pro

xj. treys (hjordei sibi venditis. 1317 Ibid. 105 Cum siraul

emissent XX. treys carbonis maris. 13. . Ctwr*^ A. 1400 Bye

us vessel gret plente, Dysschys, cuppys, and sawsers, Bolles,

treyes, and platers. \yj^ Acc.Johnde Sle/ord{,^QZ.'E.yx\\.

K. R. 397/to, P.R.O.), Pro iiij trays de ligno precu pecie

.iij. d. c 1475-1500 Ikv, in Noakes WorccstirMon. (1866) 173

In duobus vasis de novo factis, vocalis trayes. i494FAByAK
Chron. iv. Ixix. 48, xiL Cophyns or Treys full of Erth he bare

away vpon his shulders. 1553 Edkn Treat. .\ewe Itid. (.*rb.)

18 They..hauc theyr meate in great disshes or treys of

copper. 1608 TOPSELL 5c>7>t«rj (1658) 659 Of a.. healthy

stock of Hornets . . they have g.ithered three or four trays or

baskets full of combes. 1639 Horn it Rob. Gate Lang.
Uid. xl. S 434 Implements of a kilchin area trivet, a grater,

treas, boles, water pitchers, platters. 1674 tr. Scluffer's

Lapland 93 k kind of trey made of birch. 1848 Thackkrav
Van. Fair vi, Sambo came into the room., with, .a note on

a tray. 1884 Knioht Diet. Mccli. Supp. 893/1 Thomson
Battery (Electricity), a modification of Menotti's battery, in

which a copper tray replaces the copper plate, and contains

the sulphate of copper crystals, and the superstratum of

wet sawdust upon which rests the zinc element. 1885 R,

Buchanan Ann.tH Water vii. He soon returned carrying

the tray, with teapot, cups, and saucers, [etc).

b. In other uses : f (a) A mason's hod or vessel

for mortar {obs."); (/') A butcher's tray: see quot.

1665 ;
(<r) A pig's trough.

luo-i MS. Ace. Exchequer K. R. Bundle 49^...»7

(P.lLO.) Pro vj trayes emptis pro mortero imponendo iij s.

1573 TussEii Ilush. (1878) 37 A lath hammer, trowel, a hod,

or a traie. 1573-80 Baket Alv. T 353 A Treie, or such

hollowe ve^seTl..that Lalwrers carrie morter in to seme
Tilers, or Plasterers. 1611 CoTGR., Oiseau..Ta.W3, a Hodd ;

the Tray wherein Masons, &c.. carrie their Mortar. 1665

HoOKE .Microgr. xlvL 197 Those hollow Trayes, in which

Butchers cairy meaL 1714 GKlSheph. Week, Fridayds^o
more her care shall fill the hollow tray, To fat the guzzling

hogs with floods of whey.

C. Ordnance. .See quot.

1911 Webster, Tray.. a flat or curved piece of metal used

to hold ammunitioo or any part of the mechapiism of a gun

;

specif., in heavy cannon, a brass or steel part (called also

ftugtrayi of the breech mechanism hinged on the rear.

2. dial. A hurdle.

1819 (J. R. Best] Pers. H Lit. Mem. 256 The hurdles or

trays as we (in Lincolnshire! call them, in which the sheep

are to be penned. 1831 Stamford Mercury 27 Jan. 2/5, 4

dozen of (ence trays, 1851 "Jmt. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11. 402

The field, should be partitioned by 'trays' (or hurdles).

3. Part of the life-guard used on tram-cars and

similar vehicles, a flat grid on which obstructions

are picked up.
1910 (.April) Board 0/ Traile Mem., Tranrways (etc.) on

Public Roods. (.() (.c) The tray of the guard should be pro-

vided with a spnng so as to hold the front edge down to

the surface of the roadway when the tray is dropped. 1913

E. T. RuTHVKN-MuBBAY Let., If the car strikes anythmg
on the track, the gate is pushed backwards and releases a
' trigger ' (a catch sustaining the tray) which allows the

tray to fall so that it slides along on the road and scoops up

the obstruction.

4. attrib. and Comb., as tray board, -looil, -man,

-monger ; tray-like adj. ; tray-battery Electr. (see

quot.) ; tray-buggy (^^-V-). •'' buggy having a flat

tray-like body ; tray-oloth, a cloth or napkin pL-iced

upon a tray on which dishes, etc. are carried ; tray-

galley, in printing, a tray to which tlie type is

transferred from the composing-stick ; tray-sheet,

a sheet of sheet-iron to be made into a tray.

1884 Knight Diet. Meek. SuppL, " Tray Battery (Elec-

tricity'), one in which the tray forms one of the elements of

the combination. 1875 Sir T. Seaton Fret Cutting 43

The •tray-board should be five-eighths of an inch. 189a
' R. BoLDREWooo ' Miner s Right xviii, A quiet horse and a

light 'tray buggy. 1897 Westm. Gas. 25 Jan. z/i The poor

fellow was borne to his rest on the shoulders of his friends,

in a shallow, open "iray-coffin, the dead young face lying

among flowcri. 1896 T. L. De Vinne Moxon's Mcch.
Exerc, Printing 407 The long "tray-galley of wood. 1906

R. Whitking Ring in New 115 A small cabinet of "tray-

like drawers. 1908 H. \Vai.es Old Allegiance i. 13 When
the servant had disappeared with the last *tray-load (of

supper things). 1764 Poll Knts. 0/ Shire Chelmsford 13th

t, I4tk Dec. 1763, Robert Dolphin "Traymonger. 1891

Daily News 9 Nov. 2/6 "Tray sheets for stamping purposes

Hence Traylet (nonce-wd.), a diminutive tray.

1815 Black:v. Mag. XVII. 222 A small napkin^overed

traylet, containing a cold sheep's head.

+ Tray, i*.^ Obs. rare. [app. f. Tray i/.2]

Deceit, stratagem, ambush, trick,

c 1430 Syr Cener. (Roxb.) 7150 That we wer homward, I

you pray. For euer I dredc me of som fals tray, c 144a

York Mytt. xxix. 60 Oure knyghlis (jai are furth wente To
take hym with a traye.

299

Tray, sb.^ Vemry. Also trez. [The same
word as Trey three, in dice, cards, etc ; re-spelt

after Bay j/5.6 Believed to go back in oral use to

1 8th c. at least.] The third branch of a stag's

horn. Also tray antler, tray tine.

181a Ld. Graves Let. (June 2) to Ld. Ebrington in ref.

to Stag./tunting Estahlmt. of Dez'On (Exeter 1814) 14 His
brow, bay, and tray antlers are termed his Rights. 1838
^nofi. Art Deer.statking 2,-i'Vh^ stag's brow, bay and tray

antlers are called his rights...A warrantable stag has brow,

bay and tray, and two points on the tops of both horns.

Note. I have taken my nomenclature from the Devonshire
Hunt, as the best authority. Ithasbeen founded consider-

ably above a century. 1863 KiNGSt.EV Water-Bab. ii. 62

You may know . . what his rights mean, if he has them, brow,

bay, tray, and points. 1884 j kfferies Red Deeryt, Close

to the head a point springs from the beam and is curved

upwards: this is called the brow point. Justover it a
second starts, .. this is called the bay. There is then an
interval, tilt some way up the beam, or main stem, a third

—

the tray—appears. 1893 Lvdekkkr Horns ft Hoofs 269 The
third the trez, tray, or royal tine. Ibid. 320 [The elk's]

antlers.. rise from the sides of the skull by a narrow beam
. . without either brow, bez, or trez.tine.

tTray, 'c^ Obs. Forms : i tresiau, 3 tre5e ;

pa. t. 3 traied, 4 traid
;
pa. pple. 3 treyde, 4

trayed. [OE. tregian (wk.), = OS. tregan (strong

vb.) to rue, ON. trega (str.) to grieve :—OTeut.

*treg- : cf. Tkay jA.'] trans. To pain, grieve,

trouble, vex, afflict.

aiooo Eadwine's Cant. Psaiter iii. i Drihten to hwi
Xemanifalde synt (« )>e tresiaS oS3e swencaS me \qui tribtt-

lant me\ 1104 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.), Eall |)is w.-cs

God mid to gremienne and \iA-i arine leode mid to tregienne.

c 1S50 Gen. J<F Ex. ^75 Qua3 balaam, ' for 3u tre^est me

;

Had ic an swerd, ic slu^e 3e '. a 1300 E. E. Psalter v. 12

Out.put t»am bar J»ai sal be, Lauerd for bai traied ije. 13.. K.
Alls. 3046 (BodL MS.) Ich am so trayed l>at neej ich wepe !

+ Tray, v.'^ Obs. Forms: 3-.^ traye, (3 trayse),

3-6 traie, 4-6 tray (4 trai, 4-5 treie). [ad.

OF. trair (Roland nth c), F. trahir to betray

:—late pop.L. *tradtre, for L. trad?re to deliver

over, f. tra- (Trans-) + dare to give.] trans. To
betray.

<:i»7S Passion our Lord 194 in O. E. Misc. 42 Mid |)ine

valse cosse J^u trayest monnes sune. a 1300 Cursor M.
i%2Tj (Cott.) pat i ha luued, he sal me trai [Fairf. tray).

1377 Lanci- p. pi. B. Id. 123 Truste of hire tresore treieth

ful manye. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 18053 Thei swore bothe

to traye the toun. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) Fiv, [To)

punysh such as had my brother trayed. 1568 T. Howell
Ncnv .Sonets (1879I 117 A canckred poyson..Full closely

coucht in pleasant bayte, with that poore soule to tray.

Tray, zj.s : see Tkky, tbay v.

tTray, int. Obs. [iixclamatory use of OF.
trai, tray, pa. pple. of trair to betray : see Godef.

Comply Betrayed ! Treachery ! Treason I

£1440 LovEUCH Merlin xiv. 14130 And evere he cride:

' Tray, tray, tray !
' 1600-1 in Hatfield Papers (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) XI. 46 ButOrrelL.did run and leap in the forefront

with Sir Chrisloplier Blount and Mr. Busshell, their weapons
drawn, crying, ' .Saw, Saw, Saw, Saw, tray, tray '.

Tray, obs. form of Tbky, Trow v.

Trayce, obs. form of Trace sb?

tTrayer. Obs. rare. Also 5 trayhour, 6

trayhor, trayor. [ME. a. OF. traieor, traior,

trayeur, nom. traierre, traycres (de vin, etc.)

(13th c in Godef.), f. trai-re to draw (:—L.

trahlre') : see -OR.] A drawer ; a tapsler.

1473 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 96/2 Henry Fylongley, late

Vonian traycr of our Celer. 1485 Ibid, yjql^ James Ederich,

Yeoman Trayhour of oure Seller. 15J6 in Househ. Ord.

11790) 234 That noe Hoggesheads be meddled with by the

Trayhor untill that the said Groome-Grobber hath perused

the same, .whether it be drawne out as much as it ought to

be, or not. 1596 Sir J. Ct-sar Crt. Requests (1597) "59

Tho. More, grome Trayor of the Kings Celler.

Trayfle, -folde, -fole, obs. ff. Treflb, Trefoil.

Trayftil (tr^i-ful). [f. Tray j4.!i + -ful.] As
much as a tray will hold.

1634-S Brereton Treo). (Chetham Soc.) 22 The kine give

twenty seven great trease-fnll of milk. 1838 (Miss Mait-

LANij) Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 193 The Zemindar sent a very

polite message with a trayfull of oranges. 1883 Century
'. Mag. XXVI. 53 He has sm.Tshed a trayful of crockery.

18915.YouNGiiusBAND Hrt. Continent vii. 170 Fruit is brought

before you in huge trayfuls.

Traylsh, variant of Traise v. Obs., to betray.

Trayl(e, trayll(e, obs. forms of Trail.

Traylles, obs. form of Trellis.

tTrayment. Obs. rare-", [f. Tbay k.2 +

-ment; or a. OF. traiemeiU (13th c. in Godef.).]

Betrayal.
.

1468 Medulla Gram, (in Cath. Angl 30 notei Prodmo, a

trayment.

Trayn-, Trays-, Trayt- : see Trai-.

tTrayne. Obs. rare-^. [Etymology obscure ;

perh. an error for tayner.'\ A fox s burrow or earth.

c 140a Maundev. (1839) xxvi. 267 In the time of Antecrist,

a fox schall make there his trayne t^o.r*. den : Fr. !>« vopil

ferra sa tnignere], and mynen an hole, where kynig Alisandre

leet make the Jates.

Trayor, var. Trayer Obs.

Tray8(e, obs. ff. Trace. Trayse : see Trey.

Trayse, traysoh, etc., var. Traise, tbaish.

TrayBon, -oun, etc., obs, ff. Treason.

Trayte, -tee, -tye, obs. ff. Treat, Treaty.

THEACHEBOUSNESS.

t Traythly, adv. Obs. rare. Etymology and
meaning obscure.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 907 For we schal tyne )>is toun &

traybely disstrye. Ibid. 1137 & entyses hym to tene more
traj'ply ben euer In luda.

Traytice, -yse, var. Tretis a. Obs. Tray-
trip, var.'l'REY-iRip Obs. Traywe,obs.f.TRowii.
Traze, obs. form of Trace sbX

Trea, obs. form of Tray sb.-, Teev.

t Treacter (tre-tjaj). Obs. Forms : 3 trichor,

3-5 -our, 4 trychor, (trysohor), 5 tryohour,

-eotir, -etir, 6 tryoher
; 4 trechur, treoohovtr, 4-

6 (8) treohour, 5 -ure ; 6 treohor, (traohour,

treitoheoiire),6-7 trecher, 6-8 treaoher, -our, 8

-or. [a. OF. trecheor, -eur, tricheor, -eur (12th c.

in Godef.), F. trichenr, agent-n. (see -ER ^, -or) fr.

OF. trechier, tricher to cheat, trick : see Treche,

TRICH V. Cf. Prov. trichaire, trichador, It.

trecchicro.^

A deceiver, a cheat ; one who deceives by trickery

;

sometimes, a traitor.

ciz^S. Eng. Leg. I. 332/326 pov art symon Masus, godes

trichor. Ibid. 348/104 Askebert he was i-cleoped, a .strong

trichour, alas 1 ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 197 That is she

that makith trechourcs. 1481 Caxton Codeffroy Ixxx. 127

He was a trychour. 1513 Douglas /Eneis viii. Prol. 97 Sum
trachour [r'.r. treitcheoure) crynis the cun^e, and kepis com
stakis. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 1255 Those same
treachours vile. \t\-\Ansvj. UncasingofMaehivilslnstr.
G j b. Ifto Countrie thou hast a trechers heart. 1713CROXALL
Orig. Canto Spenser xxxv. (1714) 24 But smiling on the

Treachour stood aloof. 1767 Mickle Concub. i. xxxvii. The
hungrie Trout the glitteraund Treacher eyes.

b. attrib. or as adj. Cheating, treacherous.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6308 Forsothe I am a fals traitour God
iugged me for a theef trichour. 142a tr. Secrcta Serret.,

Priv. Priv. 235 Whoso hath the neke ful shorte he_ is

voucheous, deceyuant, and trechure. 1508 Dunbar Flyling

55 The trechour lung hes lane ane heland strynd.

t Treacherer. Obs. Forms: 6 treeherer,

tretcherer, 7 treacherer. [app. f. Tbeacher-y

-f -erI : ci.fripper-y, -er, adulter-y, -er.'] = prec.

(In quot. 1592 with pun on treasurer.')

1571 Fortescue Forest 104 b. The ribaulde and the grace-

lesse tretcherer. 159a Declar. Causes Gt. Troubles agst.

Realm Eng. 60 The Lord Treeherer I trust can giue her

maiestie and the realme good accomptes of them. 1601 W.
Watson Imp. Consid. Sec. Priests (1675) 77 Stanley is a

treacherer.

t Trea'cherize, v. Obs. rare. [f. Treacher
or Treachery + -izk.] intr. To act in a treacher-

ous manner; to play the deceiver or traitor.

Hence + Treaoherizing vbl. sb.

1656 S. H. Gold. Low 4 Do they not by this render them-

selves Traytors, as contrary to trust, duty, and engagement,

to trecherize it? Ibid. 10 Is not this to..go on in your

Trecherizings, in hope of revenge and advancement?

tTrea'tiierly,'"^'. Obs. rare—', [f.Treacher
-I--LV-.] = Treacherously.
£1394 P. PI. Crede 475 Y pr.iy be, bou me telle More of

bise tryflers, how trechnrly pei libbeb?

TreacberonS (tre-tjorss), a. Forms: 4 tri-

cherous, -ows ; 4-7 trecherous, (4-5 -us, 5

-owse, treocherous, 6 trechrous, 7 tretcherous),

6- treacherous, (6 -ouse). [a. OF. trecher-,

tricheros, -lis, -etis (i2tli c. in Godef.), f. trecheur,

trichenr Treacher : sec -oua.]

1. Of persons, their attributes or .-ictions :
Char-

acterized by treachery ; deceiving, perfidious, false;

disloyal, trnitorous.

<ri33oR. Brunne C/!TOK. (r<Kr« (Rolls) 16519 petricherous

Saxons—peyr tricherye vs euere mones. 1387 Trevisa

Higden (Rolls) I. 357 pe men becb variable and vnstedefast,

trecherous and gileful. 1483 Cath. Angl. 392/1 Trecherus,

vbi fals (A.). 1570 Levins Manip. 226/34 Treacherouse,

troditorius. 1611 Shaks. Cyinb. iv. ii. 317 To write, and

read, Be henceforth treacherous. 1644 Evelyn Dtary

17 Nov., After a true tretcherous Italian guise. 1715

De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 91 As fierce cruel

treacherous and merciless a crew of human devils as any I

have met with. 1897 Mary Kincslev W. Africa 329 A
treacherous, thievish, murderous cannibal.

2. fig. Of things : Deceptive, untrustworthy, un-

reliable; of ground, ice, etc., unstable, insecure.

i6ia B. JoNSON Alch. u. iii, O, yes, but I forgot. I haue

..One o' tlie treacherou'st memories, I doe thinke, Of all

mankind. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 492 The treach'roiis colours

the fair art betray. And all the bright creation fades away.

1806-7 J. Beresi-okd Miseries Hum. Life (1826) 11. v, The
ice proving treacherous. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii.

III. 335 Up steep crags, and over treacherous morasses, he

moved as easily [etc.l. i860 Tyndall Clac. 1. xv. 102 Over

other [crevasses) a thin and treacherous roof was thrown.

1901 Alluridge Sherbro xxvi. 288 We scrambled over a

treacherous-looking bamboo bridge.

Treaxherously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] In

a treacherous manner ; by or with treachery.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xiii. 5 With baire tongis tricher-

ously bai wroght. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. vi. 26 ASpaniell

wayting carefully Least any should betray his Lady
treacherously. 1678WANLEY Wond.Lit. Worldv. ii.%6.i6g/i

Gratian . . was treacherously murdered.
_
x86o Tyndall Glac.

I. xl 69, 1 .stepped . . upon a block of granite. .; it treacherously

turned under me.

Treacheronsaess (tretjarasnes). [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being treacherous.

1610 Bp. Hall Apol, Brownists xxiii. If you could., wash

your hands of vnnaturall impietie, and trecherousne.sse. 1647

*{8 -2
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Bovi.E Let. to Hartlib S Apr., Wks. 1772 I. p. xxxix, The
treacherousness ofmy memor>'. i8<Js Ic£42az<es ofFrance
etc 76 [^HeJ bad.. experienced the treacherousness of this

slope of ice.

Treachery (tre'tjari). Forms: 3-4 tricherie,

-eri, trycherye, (3 tricheri^e), 3-5 tricherye,

(4 triohcherye, tricchori, 5 tricchery(e, trich-

ory, 6 tritcherie) ; 4-7 trecherie, -ery, (4 -eri,

-ori, trecchery, -eri, trecchry, 4-5 treccherie,

5 trechory, -ury, tretcherye, 6 -erie, fi-6

trecherye), 6- treachery, (7 treacherie). [a.

OF, trecherie, truherte (12th c. in Godef.), F.

tricherie treachery, f. tricher to cheat + -erie^ -kry.

SeeTreacher.] Deceit, cheating, perfidy; violation

of faith or betrayal of trust
;

perfidious conduct.

d 1U5 Ancr. R. 202 I>e Vox of 5iscunge haued )>eos

hweolpes : Tricherie & Gile, peorae, Refl.ic [etc.]. c 1300
Havelok 2988 Hwou he woren with wronge ledde-.with

trecherie. t^MZ ir. Secrcta Secret. ^ Priv. Priv. 231 Dysposyd
to trechury and othyr ill tecchis. 1474 Caxton Chesse

in, iii. (18S3) 94 To make amendes to them that by theyr

tricherye they haue endomaged. 1596 Spenser F. Q,\. iv.

46 But Talus usde, in times of jeopardy, To keepe a nightly

watch for dread of treacher>'. 1599 Dallam in Early P'o^.

Levant (HakL Soc.) 55 We doubted that some tritcherie

would hapen unto us. i6xx Cotgr., 7'r/c/i^r/V, (whence, as

It seemes, our trecherie) cousena^e, deceit, a cheating, a be-

guiling. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. vi. igi In case of any mis-

conduct or treachery, he threatened ..that the Pilots should

be instantly shot. 1866 Livingstone Last Jrnls. (1873) I. x.

258 Treachery was suspected.

fig. 1896 Allbuifs Syst. Med. 1. 268 Presentlngsonie re-

semblance in climate to the Riviera, it [S. California] shares

some of its drawbacks, treachery amongst them.

b. esp. The deception or perfidy of a traitor;

treason against a sovereign, lord, or master.
a ijpQ Cursor M, 18882 (Cott) It most nu nede pe writte

be fuifild..O iudas and his trecheri [GCitt. trechori]. 13..

Gaw. .5- Gr. Knt. 4 pe tulk l^at j?e trammes of tresoun ]>er

wro^t, Watz tried for his tricherie. a 1425 Cursor M. 15476
(Trin. ) Bettur . . to haue bene deed .... pen wij» a kissyng on
J>is wise His lord done triccherye [7/. r. tresun], 1570 Levins
Manip. 106/i&Traytone, Proditio. Treachery, idevi, 1651
N. Bacon Dist. Govt, En£. ir. xl. 98 They preferred the
good of their Countrey above all ; accounting trechery

against it.. to be a crime of great concernment. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Treadtery^ Unfaithfulness, Dis-

loyalty. 19XZ G, MiLLiGAN in Encycl. Brit. XV. 536/1 In

ecclesiastical legend. .Judas Iscariot is generally treated as

the very incarnation of treachery.

0. \Vith a and //. An instance of this, an act of

perfidy or treason.

a 1300 Cursor M, 3870 (Cott.) Laban said, ' frend, ful

blethli.' Bot ^ar he did a trecherL C1300 Havelok 4^2 He
^uthe a ful strong trechery, A trayson, and a felony, . . forto

make, 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. vcvHolinshed II. 142/.1

They, .revolve, as dogs to their vomits, so they to their

treasons and treacheries. 1651 Niclwlas Papers (Camden)
I. 235 Hee that discovered to mee a trechery intended by
one Tickell against mee in Irelond. 17*6 Leoni Albertis
Archill I. 66/1 Angles jutting out from. .the Wall,, .for

treacheries, and for the safer tnrowing their Darts.. are of
some advantage to the Enemy, 1847 Helps Friends in C.

Set. I. viii. 151 You hear a child reprimanded about a point

of dress, or some trivial thing, as if it had committed a
treachery.

d. transf. A substance that treacherously gives

way under the feet.

1870 Lowell Wks. (1890) III. 277 Slumping clumsily
about in the mealy treachery. x8S6 G. Allen Kalce s

Shrine xiii. 142 The intervening belt [of mud] was one huge
waste expaftse of liquid treachery.

fTreaohet. Obs, A name for the lob-worm.
1787 Best Angling {^A, it) 16 The Lob-worm, Dew-worm,

Garden.worm,Twatchel, or Treachet.

t TreachetoTir. Obs. f? f. Treciiet v. + -our
;

or perh. a scribal or printer s error for '^treacherottr^

Treacherer.] a deceiver, a traitor.

1590 Spenser F, Q. ii. x. 51 The king was by a Treachetour
Disguised slaine, ere any thereof thought. 1596 Ibid. vi.

viii. 7 Ve caytiue treachetours vntrew.

Treacle (trrk'l), sb. Forms; a, 4-6 tryacle,

4-7 triacle, 5 tryacall, -cul, -kylle, -kell, 6

tri-, tryakle, tryackill, 7 triackle, -akcle ; ^. 5
tracle, treakill, -ylle, 6 treakil, 6-7 treakle,

4- treacle
; 7. dial, 9 threeakle, trayole,

etc., Sc. trykle. [ME, trya'cU^ tria'cle^ a. OF.
iriacle [a 1200 in Godef. Compl.j s. v. Theriaque)^

beside UHacle (1460), terack (i6lh c.) : = Prov,

triacla^ Sp., It. triaca^ Pg. triaga, ]iopular forms for

I'r. tiriaca^ Sp. tericua^ Pg. theriaga^ It. tcriaca, repr.

a pop. late L. *triaca for theriaca :—Gr. $TjpiaK7j

antidote against a venomous bite : see Theriac,
Theriaclb. The sense development in Eng. has

proceeded further than in the Komanic langs.]

1. Original sense : chiefly Obs.

fl. Old Pkann. A medicinal compound, orig. a

kind of salve, composed of many ingredients, for-

merly in repute as an alexipharmic against and
antidote to venomous bites, poisons generally, and
malignant diseases, Cf. Theriac, Thehiacle, Obs.
As to its alleged composition, see Theriacle.
X340 Ayenb. 17 Vor-zol>e he is ine grat peril to huam alle

triacle went in to uenym. c 1386 Chaucer Pard. Prol. 28,

I atmoost haue caught a Cardyn.icle IJy corpus bones but I

haue triaclelv. r. treaclej. 1390 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden)
12 Pro factura unius pixidis de argento pro treacle iinpo-

nenda 1x1400 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W, 1494) m.
xix, Tills oynemcnt is precyous . . for it is tryacle made of

venym to destroy vcnyin. c 1425 St. MaryofOignics \. ix.

in AngUa'S\\\.\i^i Hec^af hym firste tryacul, J»at hee
myghte t>e more priuely bringe in after venym. 1483 CatJu
Angl. 392/1 Treakylle (A. Tryakylle), tiriaca. 1535 Cover-
dale Jer. viii. 22, I am heuy and abashed, for there is no
more U'riacle at Galaad. 1545 J. Heywood P'our P. P.
Plays (1905) 46 Richer is one box of this triacle Than all

thy relics that do no miracle. i6a8 Wither Brit. Remcmb.
11. 315 A sixth of Cordials and Eiixars prates; And some of

Treacles, and of Mithridates. a 16^ Cleveland Wks.
(1687) 18 Do study Salve and Triacle. 1693 Sir T. P.
Blount Nat. Hist. 348 The chief Use of Vipers is for the

making of Treacle. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 139 His anti-

venereal treacle, well-known for curing the venereal disease,

rheumatism, scurvy, old-standing sores.

fb. iransf. Anything to which alexipharmic or

antidotal virtue is ascribed ; a sovereign remedy.

1544 Phaer Kegim. Lyfe (1560) L viij b, A nut is called the

triacle of fish, shaled and sugrcd with a litle rose water. 1563
lA'ix.x. Art Garden. (1593)75 Hearb grace., may well be kept

for fine yeares, and the leaues dryed, for all poysons, and a
peculiar Triacle for the poor. 1^27 Bradley's Fam. Diet.

5. V. Garlicky To eat Garlick fasting is the Treacle of the

Country People in the time of a Plague.

t c. In the names of particular kinds, with

various qualifications, indicating place of origin,

etc, ; as Treacle of Amiromachtis — Venice
treacle; Treacle of Genoa^ Treacle of Flanders^

London treacle, Roman treacle,

1479 J, Paston in P. Lett. III. 259 Send me by the next
man that comyth fro London ij pottys of tryacle of Jenne,—
they shall cost xvj^/. 1545 Rates ofCustoms c vj b, Tryacle
of flaunders the barrell xx s. Tryacle of Jeane the pounde
iiiid, x^Ibid. Fj, Treacle of Flaunders the barrel _xl.s.

1651 Vl^iTTiE tr. Primrose's Pof. Err. \. vit. 25 That ancient,

and in all ages well approved Triacle of Aiidromachus, as

also the Mithridate of Damocrates. ax668 Lassels Voy.

Italy (1670) II, 213 The Apothecaries shop, where a Lay
brother makes excellent Roman Treacle, c 17*0 W. Gibson
Farrier^s Dispens. v, iii. (1734) 147 London Treacle. ».'V\\\&

seems to have been designed as a Succedaneum for the

Mithridate, or Venice Treacle, and is that which the

Country Apothecaries sell the Farriers under thegeneral
Nameof Treacle, which many of the latter distinguish from
the common Molossus-Treacle, by calling it, The Doctor's,

or the Apothecaries Treacle, 1753 J. Bartlet Gentl.

Farrier iii, 27 Genoa treacle twelve ounces, oil of anniseed

one ounce.

2, fig. Obs. or arch,
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 Trewe triacle y-told

with tonges in trone. 1340 Ayenb. 144 pe o}?er.,hatte

J?e yef^ of pile, pet is propreliche a dyau and a triacle a-ye

alle kueadnesse, and nameliche aye p^l uenim of zenne of

enuie. C1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 236 The
name of Jhesu I Geyn goostly venyms, holsomest tryacle.

1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 273/2 Nowe tourne they the

tryacle of holye scrypture quite into poyson. 1573 G.
Harvev Letter-bk, (Camden) 22 Let me understand a part

how your London triacle hath wrouht against your Cam-
bridg poisun. 1635 Quarles Etfd?l, v. xu 42 Thou art the

treacle that must make me sound. 1641 Milton Clu Gort.

]i,Concl., Wks. 1851 III. i:?8 With the sovran treacle ofsound
doctrine ..to fortifie their hearts against her Hierarchy.

[1883 J, Parker Tyne Ch. 267 Where is the triacle, the

treacle, the balm, that drops its sacred healing on the soul's

leprosy ?]

t 3. Entering into the names of plants formerly

reputed to have medicin.!! virtues, as

Churts 7"., Garlic {Alliujn sativuvi) \ CountrymatCs T.,

(a) Garlic ; {b) Rue {Ruta groveolens) ; (c) Great Valerian

Ik offi.cinalis)\ Em^lish T., Water Germander {Tencrium
Scordiuvi)% Poor Man's T., {a) Gariic; {.b) Hedge Garlic

{Alliaria officinalis). Obs.

X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. x. (Tollem. MS.),

Tame garlek..was not with oute cause clepid triacle of

cherles [orig. tiriacum rusticorum]. 1538 Turner Libel-

luSt CAamedrys,. -anglice Germander aut englysshe tryacle

dicitur. 1548 — Names o/HerbeSt Camedtys, . . in englishe

Germander or englishe Iriacle. 15S1 [see English «. 2 b].

1578 Lvte Dodoens v. Ixxi. 638 Garlyke . . is good against all

venome & poyson.. .Therefore Galen, .called it poore mens
Treacle. 1597 Gerarde Herbal App., Churles Treacle is

Alliutn. x6ii Cotgk., Ally Garlicke^ poore-mans Treacle,

Ibid.^ Trissaget Germaunder, English Treacle. x66i J.

Childrev Brit. Baconica 23 The Country men in Cornwall

are great eaters of Garlick for healths sake, whence they call

it there, the Country mans Treacle. 1745-7 T. Short Med.
Brit. (ed. 2) 246 Rue . . or the Country Man's Treacle. Ibid.

295 It [Valeriafta officinalis] is called the Countryman's
Treacle. x866 Treas, Bot.^ Countryman's treacle^ an old

name for Ruta graveolens.

ir. 4. The uncrystallized syrup produced in the

process of refining sugar ; also sometimes extended

to the uncrystallizable syrup that drains from raw
sugar; = Molasses i. (See Note there.)

1694 Westmacot Script. Herb. (1695) 6 Good store erf"

Molossus or common Treacle to sweeten it. 1727-41
Chambers Cycl. s. v. 5/<frtr, Sugar of syrop, or treacle. ,,

There are three kinds of s>Tops that run from sugar,. .The
Dutch and German refmers first taught the islanders how to

turn their treacle into sugar. 1731 [see Molasses i]. 1789
Mrs. Piozzi Joum. Frame I. 84 Few of us could return..

to..aroll and treacle. 1838 Dickens A'i'c/f.A'/c-i'. viii, They
have the brimstone and treacle.. in the way of medicine.

1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng, 128 note. The very marked dis-

tinction between molasses and treacle is commonly ignored

in America, where the latter is seldom heard. 1902
Greenough & Kittredge IVords 267 ' Treacle ' is applied

indifferently to the * spume of sugar \ to ' maple syrup ', and
to 'molasses'.

b. An inspissated saccharine juice obtained from

I

various trees and plants : see quots.

I

1731-3 P. Shaw Clu-m. Lect. x. (1755) ^93 A Kind of

Treacle from Malt might be procured in cheap Years, for

i the Service of the Vinegar-maker, the Brewer, and the Dis-

i tiller. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Stipp. s. v., Dr. Shaw, in his

Essay on Distillerj-, has endeavoured to bring into use several

sorts of Treacles, which, .would serve.. for the distillation

of spirits, or the making of potable liquors. These are the
inspissated juices or decoctions of vegetables : Such as the
sweet juice of the birch, or sycamore. 1839 Darwin l'(^.

Nat. xii. (1879) 256 Palm. .Valuable on account of a sort of
treacle made from the sap. 190Z [see 4].

C- fiS' Something sweet or clogging ; esp. com-
plimentary laudation, blandishment ; cf. Butter i f.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 13 Jiibj He began to sweeten
the natural acidity of nis discourse with the treacle of com-
pliment and commendation. 1819 Keats Let. 23 Aug., in

Rossetti Life (1887) 146, I equally dislike the favour of the
public, with the love of a woman ; they are both a cl6ying
treacle to the wings of independence, i860 'R^MiV. Cloister

<^ //. Ixxv, * Oh, you nasty, cross cjld wretch !
' screamed

Catherine, passing in a moment from treacle to sharpest
vinegar.

III. 5. attrib, and Comb. : in sense 1, as treacle-

box^ -monger, plaster, 'pot, tap ; sense 4, as treacle-

pad {^t^^^oi^,phrase, -pot, -ivell; treacle-like a.6},
;

treacle ale, beer, a light ale or beer brewed from
treacle and water ; Treacle Bible, a collectors'

name for any of the English versions or editions of

the Bible having * triacle ' or * treacle* where others

have ' balm ', as in Jer, viii. 2 2, etc. ; treacle-

butter-cake, see quot. ; treacle-carrier, treacle-

conner, contemptuous terms for an itinerant quack

doctor or medical practitioner ; treacle-moon,
contemptuous for honey-moon ; treacle-parkin =
Parkin ; treacle-posset, a hot drinlc made of cider

or milk and treacle ; treacle-vinegar, treacle-

water, a cordial distilled with a spirituous men-
struum from Venice treacle, with other drugs and
simples. See also Treacle clover, mustard.
a 1833 A. PicKEN in Casguet ofLit. (1896) V. iOs/2 Ve shall

taste my wife's *treacle ale. x8o6 NavalChron, XV. 264 The
liquor to which he was most partial was*treacle beer. 1899
B, Quaritch's Rough List No. 193. 40 Cranmer's Bible..

1569... This is also a *Treacle Bible. 1457 Will of Poole

(Somerset Ho.), A siluer *triacle boxe. 1838 Craven Gloss.,

*Treacle'butter'Cakey oat cak« spread over with treacle.

1631 MoLLE Camerar. Liv. Libr. \\\. xii. 187 These Mounte-
banks, *TriacIe-carriers, and such other Dog-leaches. 1706
Bavnard in Sir j. Floyer Hot f^ Cold Bath. 11. 227 One of

the Tribe of *Treacle-conners . . whether Apothecary or

Physician, I can't tell. 1871 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 3)

329 Tar is a reddish-black, *treacle-Iike liquid. 1411

Close Roll 12 Hen /K, m, 7d, Henricus Kirtone.. •Treacle-

monger. 1815 BvRON Let. to Aloore 2 Feb., The *treac1e-

moon is over, and I am awake and find myself married. 1906

Daily Chron. 5 Nov. 6/6 Once more the old ' *treacle-pad

trick ' has been employed by burglars. Part of the window
is smeared with treacle, which is then covered with a sheet

of thick brown paper. 1636 Art. agst. Dk. Buckhm. in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) '• 352 Strange effects to follow

upon the applying of a "Treacle plaister, 18^6 Bkistowe
The. 9f Pract. Med, (1878) 627 Frequent sipping of warm
milk, barley-water, gruel, or '"treacle posset '. 1466 Sir J.
Paston in P. Lett. II. 293, 1 send yow. .iij. *tracle pottes of

Geane. 1769 J. Berridge Wks. (1864) 444 Like children,

always wanting the treacle-pot. 1841 Carlvle in Froude Life
inLond.sm. (1884)1.210, 1 fell first into sluggish torpor, then

into *treacle.sleep,and so lay sound as a stone, a 1500 Piers of
Fullham 228 in Hazl. E. P. P. II, 10 Yn tyme therfore tye

up yowr *tryacle tappe ; Let not to long thy fawset renne.

1717-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. T'A^n'at^i, Treacle water, and
"treacle vinegar are found good preservatives against putrid

air. 1717-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. W^rt/cr, *Treacle-Water
. .is directed, .to be made of green walnuts, rue, carduus,

marigold, baum, butter-bur-roots, burdock, angelica, master-

wort, water-germanderj Venice-treacle, mithridate, canary-

vinegar, and lemon-juice, steeped and distilled...A more
simple treacle-water, made from Venice treacle, with an
equal quantity of brandy and vinegar. 1909 Blackw. Mag.
May 605/1 A University College varies its facial expression

about as frequently as the Sphinx and about as violently as

a "treacle-well.

Treaxle, v, [f. prec. sb.]

1 1. trans. To make into a * treacle * ; to give

the qualities of a 'treacle' to. Obs, rare^^,

c 1500 Bollard tr. Godfredus on Palladtus^ To make a vyne
treaclede,

2. To smear or spread with treacle ; to dose

with (brimstone and) treacle ; to sweeten or render

palatable with treacle (also fg-).
1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, viii, A long row ofboys waiting .

.

to be treacled. 1873 Daily Nctvsii Nov. 5/4 The pill may
be treacled with apparent concessions. 1906^ Daily Chron.

28 Mar. 1/7 'Treacle ' thieves.. treacled the window. ., broke

the glass with a brick, and stole eight trays of jewellery.

Mod. We treacle the trunks of trees, in order toattract moths.

b. To catch (moths) by attracting them with

treacle or the like spread on trees.

1905 Daily Chron, 29 June 8/1 Country rambles with long-

handled nets and cool summer night trips, * treacling ' moths.

3. intr. To flow as treacle, to trickle, humorous

nonce-tise.

1899 ' A. Hope ' King's Mirrorxxm, I could almost see the

words treacling from his thick lips.

Hence Treacled (trrk'ld) ///. a., smeared with

treacle ; Treacling vdl, sb.

1895 Daily Nezcs n Oct. 7/3 The thieves .. smashed the

window, having previously placed some treacled paper upon
it to deaden the sound. 1903 Daily Chron. 10 June 7/2

There were barely enough flies to make a decent show on
the treacled paper which constitutes his advertisement.

1913 Daily Citii^cn Oct. 4/2 The catching^ of insects by this

method of treacling requires great experience before it is

successful,

t Treaxle clever. //£rb. Obs. A name given



TREACLE MUSTARD.

by the lierbalists to more than one leguminous
plant ; esp. to FsoraUa biiuminosa^ a native of the

Mediterranean and Levantine region.

156a Turner Herbal 11. 158 b, The sede and the leaues of
triacle clauer, dronken in water, help the pleuresye. 1578
Lyte Dodocns iv. xli. 500-1 Of the ri^ht Trefoyle, or Treacle
Clauer. .. The flowers grow from the sides of the stalkesvpon
long stemmes,. .of a deepe blew orskye colour. 1579 Lang*
HAM Card, Health [if)i-i) 148 Treacle, or garden Clauer..

Srouoketh vrine and termes, and cleanseih the matrix. 1884
fiLLER Plant-n., Treacle CXov^r^''Psoraka Htnininosa.

Trea:cle mU'Stard. A name applied by
16th c, herbalists to the plant Thlaspi arveme on
account of its supposed medicinal virtue; by later

writers applied to Clypeola JotUhlaspi^ and to

Erysimum cheirantJwides,

1548 Turner Xames nfHerbs 7c) Thlaspi. . may be named
in englisbe dysh-mustard, or triacle Alustaxd, or Boures
Mustard. 156a — Herbal il 152. 1507 Gerardk Herbal
II. xix. 205 Treacle Mustardc hath long broade leaues.

171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 4. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bt>t.

App. 3j{o Treacle Mustard, Thlaspi. Ibtdy TreacleM usiard,

ClyPeola. 1856 Grav Man. Bot. (i860) 35 Erysiftuitt,

Treacle Mustard. i68> G. Allen Colours Flmuers li. 43
In ireacle-mustard (Erysimum), the yellow is very pale, and
the petals often become almost white.

tTreaxler. Obs.rarc^. [f. Treacle sb,^
-EB 1.] ? A vessel to contain * treacle ' of Genoa, or

the like.

14x5 Will ofLd. Scrofe in Promp. Paru. 500 noie^ Tra-
cleere argenteum et deauratum cum costis de birall.

Treacle wormseed : see Wormseeij,

Treacly (trrkli), a, [f. Treacle j<5. + -y.]

Resembling treacle in quality or appearance; hav-
ing the sweetness or sticky consistence of treacle

;

also^^. characterized by excessive sweetness ; cloy-

ingly sweet ; sugared, honeyed.
1733 Shaw Chem. Led. xi. (1755) 218 A proper, or rich,

syrupy, or treacly Substance. 1800 W. Taylor in Monthly
Mag. X- 317 It bestows, .even on novelty of thought, a flat

featureless mien, an insipid treacly sameness, .. very un-
favourable to impression, 1837 T. Hood in Mem. (i860) I.

159 Whose book.. although so treacley. .does not please the
natives. 1866 R. M. Kercusom Electr. (1870) 243 India-
rubber.. some specimens of it having become treacly.

Hence Trea'clineas, treacly quality or condition.
1884 Nature 22 May 89 '^i The property of viscosity or

treaclyness poss^sed more or less by all fluids is the general
influence conducive to steadiness.

Treact, Treactise, obs. ff. Treat, Treatisk.
Tread (tred), sb. Forms: 3 (/>/.) treden,

treoden
; 5 trede, tredd, (5-7 Sc.) tred ; 6 Sc.

treade, 9 n. dial, treed, j. e. dial, trade, 6- tread.
[Early ME. trede (pi. treden), f. stem of OK tred-

an to Trbad. Cognate with MDo. irede m. and f.,

MLG. tride, Irelm., MHG. /rrV, Ger. Iriil step, foot-

step, path, etc. ; cf. also, from same root, Trade,
between which and tread'xn their earlier senses there

is a close parallelism ; see also Trod.]
I. 1. A footprint ; the mark made in treading.

rare,

ai**s After. R. 380 [He] scheaweS in ham Ms owene
treden |>et me trodde him in ham. Ibid.^ Auh ^ dunes
underuod \>e treden {v. r. (MS. Titus 120) trodesj of him
suluen. c:is3to Hali Meid. 15 He[e] seS )^ folhen hire
treoden. Meiden gan as heo dude. 17*7 Bradley's Fant.
Diet. s. V. Animaly An Otter's Tread is almost like that of a
Badger, saving that his Toes. .are longer one than another.

t a. A line of footsteps ; the track or trail left by
the steps or passage ofa man or animal : = Tkadb
sb, 2. Obs,
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 1006 When he was comen to that

stede, Ther he saw the schepes trede. 1513 Douglas
Mtuis VIII. iv. 67 And, that thar tred suld na way be per-
saue, Onto his cave ajr bakwartis by the talis To turn
thair futsteppb be thalm harlls ana traits. 1570 Satir.
Potms Reform, %. 340 Sum saw him weill, and followit his
hors tred. 1570 Henry's Wallace v. 136 For thair sloilh

|

hund the graith gait till him )eid, Off othir tred \c 1470
trade] scho tuk as than no heid. 17*7-41 Chambbrs Cycl.^
Pistty in the manage, the track or tread, which a horse
makes upon the ground he goes over. 1815 Scott Guy M.
xxiii, He passed a solitary house, towards which the horse-
man., had apparently turned up, for his horse's tread was
evident in that direction. i8ao— Monast. xjcxiv, I tracked
the knight's hor^-tread as far as near to the ford.

1 3, A trodden or beaten way, a path, a track.

Obs, exc. b. fig. path or way (of life or action).
14. . Bon^ Flor. i88a Sche fonde a tredd and forthe ys eon

. .To a noonre. 1638 Feltham Resolves \\. (i.J xiii. 35 We
wander in the tread of seuerall paths, a 171Z Ken Psyche
PoeL Wks. 1721 IV, 229 When Jesus journyd too and fro,.

.

The Female Vot'ries by you lead [ - led] Still follow'd his
instructive Tread. ai86s Buckle CA'///3.(i869) lll.iii. 133

|

Conditions which determine the tread and destiny of
nations.

fc. Those who are on the ordinary way; the

common * run ' of passers. Cf, Tkade sb. i b. Obs,
1615 Chapman Odyss. xvii. 748 That the bread, Which now

he bcgg'd amongst the common tread.

4. The action or an act oftreading or trampling
;

a step.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 13440 Thei drow him fro her hors
tred. 1640 R. Chamberlain Prif. Verses in IJrome W/i//-
^odesy On th' Antipodes. .tis thus. Their feet do tread
against the tread of us. X67X Flavel Fount. Life v. 12 The
least Tread awry may ingulph us in the Bogs of Error. 1733
W. Ellis ChUttm -V VaU Farm. 15 The tread of the Sheep
makes thb Ground turn before the Plow in a clotty Sub-
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Stance. 1812 J. Wilson Isle ofPalms ii. 37*9 Thy noiseless
tread.. Fell soft as snow on snow. 1823 J. F. Cooper
Pioneers xyixwXxx, Louisa was startled by the low, cracking,
but cautious treads, of some one approaching through the
bushes, 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop 1, That incessant tread
of feet wearing the rough stones smooth and glossy. 1843
J. Smith Forest Trees 64 He gives a tread with his foot to
render it firm. 1878 M, A. Brown Koiiesclida 18 She
followed with her ears his tread.

b. Manner of treading ; hence, style of walking.
1600 Old Meg ofHerefordsh, (1816) 10 Howe doe you like

this Morris-daunce of Hereford-shire ?..Haue they not the
right footing? the true tread? 1727 Pope Lament.
GlttmdalcUtch 67 How wast thou wont to walk with cautious
tread. i8ia Bvron Clu Har. i. Ixxiv, The ground, with
cautious tread, is traversed o'er. 1840 R. S. Hawker
Cornish Ball., etc. (190S) 89 Pause and move onward with
obedient tread. 1850 Mrs. Browning Dead Pan xi, Where
O Juno, is the glory Of thy regal look and tread? x88i
Lauv Herbert Edith 7 She had the tread of an Empress.

C. transf. The quality or kind of the thing
trodden upon ; the sensation produced by treading
on something (considered as an attribute of the
thing), rare,

1819 Keats Lamia 181 A sloping green of mossy tread.

II. 5. Course or manner of action ; way of
acting ; esp, a habitual course

; practice, custom

;

- Trade sb. 3, 3 c. Chiefly Sc,
Tred is still the ordinary Sc. dial, word in all these senses

= Trade sb., senses 3-9.
1562 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 212 Gif the tred wer

nocht samekle usit be the inhabitantis of this realme. a 1572
Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 410 Quhat tred and ordour
of doctrine thay have keipitt. 1572 Satir, Poems Reform. .

xxxiv. 10, I doe espy The Scottisch tred and nauchtie
!

fassioun To be so bad. 1^79 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III.
j

146 Following the bludie treade quhilk thejf and thair
foirbearis of the same name had used of befoir. 1817 G.
Chalmers Churchyarifs Chips Pref. 14 Three years . . he saw

j

the Emperor's wars : then homeward drew, as was his wonted
tread. Mod. Sc. Ye mauna mak a tred o'gangin' there.

6. Regular occupation or business : = Tbade
sb, 5. Sc,

1584 Reg, Privy Council Scot, III. 706 That na honest
merchaiid . . may peciablie iravell nor use' tred. x^ Ibid,
^V* 303 His Majestets. .subjectis ar havelie opprest and the
tred otfisheing,.gritlie impedit. \^Sc. Acts Jos. F/(i8i6)
IV. loo/i The following of ane lauchfull tred. 1603 Reg,
Mag. Sig. Scot. 513/a Cum Hbertate exercendi the tred and
tra^aue ofmerchandrice. 1657 Scott. Convention Rec. III.

440 The whole tread only competent to merchandis of free
burrowis. Mod, Sc. What's the man's tred? This weather
is bad for tred. The tred o' the toon.

7. Coming and going; resort; intercourse; also,

fuss, work ; « Trade sb. 7 a, 7 b, 7 c. *SV, rare.
X567 Reg. Privy Council Scot, I. pio Having dalie and

continewall tred with the inhabitantis. x<9x /bid, IV. 627
Not ontie sail thair tred in thai pairtis be cutt of, bot a
cruell wear salbe denunceit aganis his majestie. Mod, Sc,
What a tred aboot getting them off 1

III. 8. a. Farriery, A bruise or wound of the
coronet of a horse*s foot, caused by setting one
foot upon the other, or by over-reaching.
1661 IxivELL Hist. Anim, ^ Mln. 62 The skinne wrapped

about a horse's foot, that hath a tread, helpeth the same.
1754 Bahtlet Farriery xxxix. (ed. 2) 313 A quittor. .arises

often from treads and bruises. 1846 J. Baxtes Z;^r. Praci.
Agric.{cd. 5) 1. 45 1 Quittor.. a severe tread, which the horse
accidentally inflicts upon itself in its endeavours to avoid
falling upon its sides. 1894 Norihumbld. Gloss, s. v. Treed,
When a horse has injured himself by setting one foot on
another he is said to have *getten a treed '.

b. An act of treadling or pedalling a machine.
1680 MoxoN Mech. Exerc, x. 188 Keeping exact time in

Treads,., the Workman gives a quick Tread upon the
Treddle. 1790 A. Wilson Poetns ^ Lit, Prose (1876) II.

243 Whene'er the smooth tread I apply My shopmates de*
plorehow I've sped.

9. a. The action of the male bird in coition, b.

The cicatricuLi or chalaza of an egg ; = Treadle
sb, 3.

a. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^Seh, World 124 An egg,..

a

thing that sprang from the impetus of the tread, ..to be
what 'tis, after laid by the Hen. 1725 Bradlefs Fam,
Diet. II. Pij b/2 A Hen. .will lay Eggs without the Tread
of the Cock, but these Eggs . . are good for nothing to batch.

1765 Treat. Dom, Pigeons 33 She will squat, and readily
receive his tread, by which she is rendered prolific.

. b. 1593 SouTHWKLL St. Peter s Compl. 51 Kill bad Chickins
in the tread. 1647 Husbandman's Plea agst. Tithes 40
Whether the Cocks tread.. be in every egge. 1796 Mrs.
G[.ASSii Cookery xx. 311 Strain off your eggs from the treads.

»87« Huxi.EY Anat. Vertebr, Anim. (18S2) g A patch of
primary tissue ;. .the so-called cicatricula, or ' tread ', which
IS observable in the new-laid egg, is of this nature.

10. Various technical senses,

a. The flat under side of the foot or of a shoe, which comes
into contact with the ground in treading ; the sole. b. A
wheel track, a rut {dial.); the transverse distance between
the two wheels of a cart or other vehicle ; also, the width be.

tween the pedals of a bicycle or tricycle; the outer surface

of a wheel, tire, or sledge runner; also, the rail surface on
which the wheel bears. c A shaped plate of iron worn
under the hollow of the shoe to protect it in digging

;

a tramp. d. Shipbuilding: see quot. c 1850. e. The
projecting foot-rest or step of a stilt (Casselfs Encycl. Diet,

1 838). f. The upper side of the bed of a lathe between
the headstock and back-centre (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877).

a. € 1720 W. Gibson Farriers Guide i. v. {1738) 76 The..
Plantaris, or Muscle of the Soal or Tread. 1898 J. Hutchin-
SON in Arch. Surg. IX. No. 36. 337 The symptom. .was
pain under the tread of his left foot. b. 1735-6 Pegce
Kentieisms, Tread, a wbeel*tread, rut, tract [i.e. track].

1765 Museum Rust. IV. lix. 248 It would be less material

whnt bie.idth the wheels themselves were oU so that their

TREAD.
tread be flat. liU. 249 If carls were to have the distance
of their [wheels] either equal to the greatest or least tread
of the waggons, it would generally help to preserve and
commode the roads. 1797 J. Cukr Coal Vimuer 25 Plain
turn plates. Used for going round a turn. The trod or
tread of these [tram-]plales are 4 inches broad. 1844
hTEPHENS Bt. Farm III. 1163 This standard.. has.. been
fixed at 4 feet 4 inches between the tread of the wheels.
187s ,S Hsux Gloss. S.V. Trades, ' You will never get your
carriage down that laine, for it can't take the trades '. 1887
Bury & Hillier Cycling 346 To keep 'the tread' of the
machines. I.e. the width from pedal to pedal as narrow as
possible. 1897 Cyct. Tour. CI. Gaz. Sept. 399 A large hob-
nail .

.
in the middle of the tread [of a pneumatic tire]. c.

184a Loudon Suburban Hort. r33 To save the shoes of the
operator, a plate of iron about two inches broad, with
leather straps, called a tread, is tied to his shoe. d. c 1850
Ru<lim. Kavig. (Wcale) 156 Tread of the keel, the whole
length of the keel upon a straight line.

11. The horizontal upper surface of a step in a
stair ; also, the width of this from front to back

;

also, each of the rungs of a ladder.
171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 125 Each Step

may have 15 or 16 Inches Tread, to five or six Inches Rise.
1791 Smeaton Edystone L. (1793) § 88 There was but one
flat or tread of a step above the center of the house. 1833
LouuoN Encycl. Archil. §239 One inch and a quarter oat
treads with rounded nosings. 1838 Civil Eiig. ^ Arch.
Jrnl, I. 268/1 Ladders were of. .rude construction .. formed
of two uprights with nailed treads or rounds on the face.
1884 Health E-xhib. Catal. 49/1 Terra Cotta steps, with
patent silicon treads. 1884 F. T. Hodgson Stair-building
12 Wall strings are the supporters of the ends of the treads
and risers.

b. Forlif. A terrace at the back of a parapet, on
which the defenders stand to fire over the parapet.
1814-47 J- S. Macaulay Field Fort:/. (1851) 3 The tread of

the Danquette. .is made 3 feet wide, when the parapet is to
be defended by a single rank. 1853 Stocqueler Milit.
Eticycl., Treatx, of a banquette, the upper and flat surface
on which the soldier stands whilst firing over the parapet.

IV. 12. attrib. and Ccmib., as (sense 10 b) tread
cover, rubber, surface; t tread-behind, a doubling;
an evasion, artifice, shift ; tread-board, the tread
of a step = sense 1 1 ; also, each of the steps in a
treadmill

; f tread-fowl, the male bird ; cf. 9 a j

tread-road {cfial.): see quot. ; cf. tread-way;
treadsman = Treader ; f treadsole, a door-sill

;

tread-steps, carriage-steps with flat treads

;

+ tread-way, a roadway, thoroughfare. See also
Treadmill, Tread-wheel.
1S44 S. Navix)r Reynard the Fox 20 His tricks and traps

and *tread-behinds. igoS Westiit, Gaz. 16 Nov. 5 ^3 As re-

gards the round and square *tread covers their impervious-
ness to cutting by flints [etc], c 1386 Chaucer Monk's Frol.

57 Thou woldest han been a 'tredefowel aright. 1894 Norih-
umbld. Gloss., *Trecd-road, a beaten path. 1900 Westm,
Gaz. I June 4/a The rubber used in their non-skid is not
ordinary ' *tread ' rubber. 1519 Horman yulg. 237 The
iewest .. that the *tredisman..brouseth out of the grapis.
^'54fi JoYE in Up. Gardiner Declar. 14 The *tredsole or
groundsole whereupon . . the dore is turned and returnetl.

1837 W. B. Adams Carriages 87 *Tread Steps, for the coach-
man to mount by. 1896 Godey's Mag. Apr. 347/1 The *tread
surface of the canvas tube w.ts covered with two or three
la)rers of the sheet rubber. 1630 T. Westcote Devon. 11.

xxiii. (1845) 187 For whose more christian-like burial there
is (in a spacious large *tread.way near the place of execution)
a plot of ground enclosed with strong stone walls.

Tread (tred), v. Pa. t. trod (trjjd), arch, trode
(tr<7<id). Pa. pple. trodden (tr/'d'n), trod (trfd).

Forms : see below. [OE. tredan (pa. t. trad, pi.

tridon, pa. f^\e. treden) ; ME. treden {trad, treden,

treden) ; a Common Teut. strong vb., = OFris.

treda {trail, tred, tred-, treden), OS. tredan {trad,

trddun, treden) ; MDu., MLG. treden, Du., LG.
treden, OHG. trelan {trat, trdttin; gi-tretan),

MHG., Ger. treten ; Da. trxtie, Sw. trdda, Norw.
treda ; OTeut. *treit- ; "trad-, pi. *trSi<t- ; tred-, of

which a weak grade trtid- gave Goth, trudan
(*tra/i, *trldum, trudans), and ON. troSa {traS,

trciStim ; troSinn), Not certainly known outside

Teutonic. In the 14th c. (in Hampole a 1340),
either under Norse influence, or by assimilation

to vbs. of Class IV {brecan, brxc, brocen), the pa.

pple. troden (later trodden, trode, trod) began to

be snl)stituted for the original treden, although

the latter in its shortened form tred{e, tread survived

with some to the 17th c, and is still in dialect use.

In the end of the 14th c. troden is found in the pi,

of the [xi. t., and from the 16th c. trode, trod also

in the sing. Ormin has a weak pa. pple. trededd

for treden, and a weak pa. t. tredide, tredde

appears in the later Wyclifite version. Cf. OE.
trediiian, OHG. tretldn, ON. treSja, OTeut. type .

'tradjan, perh. orig. intensive, but subseq. mixed
up with the primary strong vb.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. Inf. and Pres. stem. 1 tredan, (trsedan), 3-4

treden, 3-5 trede, (4 tredde), 4-7 tred, (5
tredyn, traddo), 6-8 treade, 6- tread. Inflexions
I treoda'S, trides, tride'S, 4 tredeth, 6 treddis.

rt 700 Bcozuulf t^s 3ewat him J?a se hearda..sa:-wong
tredan, __rt 800 Riddles viii. i ponne ic hrusan trede.

Ibid. Iviii. 5 TraedaS bearonxssas. Ibid. Ixxxi. 24 Hio..
grundbedd tride(^. c8a5 Vesp. Fsaiter xc. 13 Du.. trides
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/eon & dracan. a xooo A^s, Ps. (Th.) Iv[i]. i Miltsa me,
Drihten, for5on me man treded. cisooOrmin 11046 Godess
beowwess gan onn himin & Iredenn hinim w'i\>\> fote. a 1340
Hampole Psaitcr\\\. 5 |*e enmy,.tred {conculcct} in erth

my lyf. c 1386 Chauckk Knt.'s T. 2160 The harde stoon .

.

on which we trade and goon. 1388 Wvclif Kom, xvi. 20
God of pees trcdde Sathanas vndur ;oure feet, c 1440 Tradde
(see B, 11). xsa3 Fitzhkrb. Husb. §21 Let hym beware,
that he trede not to moche vppon the corne. 1535 Cover-
dale Job xl. 7 Treade all the vngodly vnder thy fete. 1567
Gu<i€ <5- GodiU B, (S.T.S,) io3 Thow sail . . tred on the cruel!

Cocketrice. x^ Sc, Acts jas. F/(i8i4) III. 41 pame t>at

treddis hairis in J>e snaw. 1570 Lf.vins Manip, 206/1 To
Treade, %Oj gressus ponert. 1583 Babington Commandm.
viii. (1590) 354 Vntoothsome is that trueth euer,_ that

treadeth downe my liking. 1596 Spenser F, Q. vi. ix. 27
Which .. under foot doth tread The mightie ones \rime
dread].

2. Pa,t. a. I treed, 2-5 trad; 3-5 tradd, 4-
5 trade, 5 tradde. &. 6 Sc. trad, (8 tread).

7. 6-9 trode, 6- trod (6 trodd). 5.//. i treedon,

4 trdden, (treeden), 4-5 troden, 5 traden, trad,

6 trood, 4-9 trode, 6- trod, c. {%veak conj\) 4
treddede, pi. trediden. tredden, 5 treyde.
a. a 700 Betnvui/ iZ%2 Beowulf |>anan. .grxs-moldantraed.

ciaooORMiN 2561 Forr jho tradd deofell unnderrfot. 1388
WycLiF Ecclus, xxiv. 11 Y trad bi vertu on the neckis of all

excelent men. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur xix. iv. 778 His
hors . . trade his [own] guttes . . vnder his feet. 1481 Caxtom
Reynard x\y\%, (Arb.) 105 The wulf trade forth to the foxe
in grete wrath. 1484 — Fables o/AEso^ 11. xx, The oxe.

.

thradde and thrested her [the frog] with his fote. c 1489
— Blanchardyn xxiv. 8g The grasse wher vpon he trad.

p. 1560 RoLLAND Seven Sa^es 37 With feit [scho] it tred.

1737 Whiston yosephust Antig^ 11. ix, §7 Moses.. tread
upon it with bis feet.

y. XS3S CovERDALE 2 Kings xiv, 9 A wylde beest . . ran ouer
ys hawihorne and trode it downe. [So 2 Chron. xxv. 18.]

1600 Hevwooo ^nd Pt. Edw. /l^, 11. iv. Wks, 1874 I. 139
Pity that ere awry she trod her shoe. 1738 Gray Tasso 15
Against the stream the waves secure he trod. x8a3 Bvbon
yuan VI. cxi. The way in which he trode. 1823 Scott
Quentin D. xxvi, One of the bravest and most noble gentle-
men that ever trode a court.

3. ? a 1300 Debate 0/ Body S( Soul 423 Ther alle l?e fendes
fet it trode \rime brode]. X377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 347
Some [birds] troden hir makes and on trees bredden [C.
XIV. 166 And some treden..and on trees bredden]. 138a
Wvclif 2 Kings ix. 33 The hors houes that treden [1388 to
tredden] hyre. cri42o Chron. Vilod. 2940, & nyst neuer
where J>ey wenton ny trede. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg, 173 b/2
They trad the corne in the feides doun. isa6 Tindale
Luke xii. i In so moche that they trood won another. 1535
CovERDALE 2 Kings vii. 17 The people trode [Wvcl. trade]
vpon him, so that he dyed, a 1604 Hanmf.r Chron. Ird.
(1633) 33 The Irish, .trode not upon Scottish soile. X71S-30
Pope Iliad xv. 412 The wondering crowds llie downward
level trod. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. Introd. (1879) 16
Trode the tmworn street.

e. {weaktconj.) X388 Wvclif 2 Kings xiv. 9 The beestis,.
passiden, and tredden [v.r. treteden] doun the cardue. —
Luke xil I So that thei treden \7\rr, treeden, traden, tredi-
den ; 1382 troden] ech on othir. 1432-50 tr. Jfigden (Rolls)
VII. 9 His feete..with whom he treyde [h.'pulsaverat]
the tumbe of blissede Odo.

3. Pa.pple. a. 1-3 treden, 3-4!-trede, y-tredde,
6 tredden, tredd(e, 6-7 Sc. trad, 7 tread. &.

4-7 troden, (4 troddun), 6- trodden ; 4 i-trode,

4-9 trode, (7 troad(e), 5- trod. 7. {weak conj,)

3 {OnnS) trededd.
a. 1x900 tr. Bseda^s Hist, iii.xvi. [xxii.] (1890) 224 Utwor-

pen..&.fotum treden[e]& ineor3an5ehwyrfdew.xron. f X315
Shoreham Poems \. 821 Namore ne greue|> hyt ihesus pane
Sonne [?stone] itrede in fel^. c 1410 Master o/Garne (MS.
Digby 182} xxiv, If ye se it [the lair] gret and brode and
wele ytredde. X509 Barclay ShyP ofFolys (1570) 208 They
under foote are tred. cx^ao RI. Nisbf.t N. Test, in Scots,
Rev. xiv. 20 The lake was treddtn [1388 Wvclif, troddun]
without the citee. X549 Covekdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom.
I Lye they on the grounde and are trcdde vnderfoote. 1580
iiDNEV Ps. XXXI. vi, Like a broken pott, in myer tredd.
x6oo Hamilton Facile Traictise Ded., Brocht in contempt
and tred vnderfut. x6o8 Topsell Serpents (1658) 619 The
Water-nep,.which under-foot is tread \rime bed]. 1687 A.
I^vell tr. Tkevcnot's Trav. 11. 86 Being trampled and
tread upon.
^. a X340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 42 J>ai sail be troden

vndire my luf. c 1350 IVill. Palerne 3402 Wit here horse
troden. 1600 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 821 The
Percies with it troden under foot. 16x4 T. Adams in Spur.
geon Treas. Dav. Ps. xiii. 5 Are trodden down by the poor.
X387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 379 Hym semede Jjat he

[a crossj was nou^t worJ»y to l>e trode [Caxton, trede] wi^
his feet. Ibid. VIII. 113 His baner was i-trode in J>e

fen. X607 Topsell Hist. Four-/. Beasts (1658) 234 Hens
do lay egges being not troad by a Cock. 1614 Earl Stir-
ling Domes-Day iii. Ixxx, Their empty channels may be
troad on dry. 1621 Bp. RIountagu Diatrtbae 359 To haue
, .trod vnder foot the Law of God, X7a5 Pope Odyss. v,

124 By mighty Jove's command, .have I trod this pleasing
land. 1774 Beattie A/ittstr. 11. vi, Which heretofore .his

foot had never trode.

y. c 1200 Ormin 5728 Beo trededd dun.

B. Signification.

1. trans. To step upon ; to pace or walk on (the

ground, etc.) ; to walk in (a place) ; hence, to go
about in (a place, etc.).

^700 Beowulf {s^e A. i]. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. x. loi
Sclden MoseJ> jbe Marbelston T>at men ofte treden. 138a
Wyclw Dent. xi. 24 Eche place that ^oure foot tredith,shal

be^our, 1591 Troub. Raigne K. John (161 1) 26 Treading
my Confines with thy armed troupes, 1594 ? Greene Selt'
mux Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 212 Then let our winged coursers
tread the winde. 1697 Dbyden Virg, Georg. 111. 543 He
who treads the bleak Meotian Strand. i7a9 G. Adams tr.

SophocleSi Qedip. Colon, \. v, II. 102 The Goddesses, .whose

t

Ground you have trod. x8oa Wordsw. Sonn. ' Here^ on our
native soil*, 'Tis joy enough and pride For one hour's per-
feet bliss, to tread the grass Of England once again. 1823
Chalmers Sertn, I. 397 As hardy adventurers as ever trode
the desert in quest of novelty. X837 W. Irving Capt.
Bonneville II. 53 The trapper stands.. and gazes upon a
promised land which his feet are never to tread.

b. Phrases. To tread the stage {the boards)j to

act upon the stage, to follow the profession of an
actor (also fig. to write stage-plays). To tread
"^ clay

J
this earthy shoe-leather^ to be alive, to live;

to tread the deck^ to be on board ship, be a sailor

;

to tread the ground^ to walk,
169X G. Langbaine Acc. Eng. Dram. Potts 465 Shake-

spear by him reviv'd now treads the Stage. X700 Drvden
Floivcr ^ Leaf 1Z2 Methought she trod the ground with
greater grace. 1711 Steele Sped. Na 22 f 2 One that
never trod the Stage before. 1748 Anson's I'oy. n. xiii.

274 As skilful seamen as ever trod a deck. 1789 Burns To
Dr. Blacktock x, She is a dainty chuckie, As e'er tread clay.

i8a5 Scott 'Palism. xxiv, The steeds . . chafed on the bit, and
trod the ground more proudly. 1828 J. T. Smith Bk. Rainy
Day (1861) 255 A better man never trod shoe-leather, 1858
LvrroN What will he do 1. viii, She had never then trod
the boards. x868 Freeman Norm. Cong. II. viii. 164 No
man that ever trod this earth was ever endowed with greater
natural gifts.

2. To step or walk upon or along; to follow,

jHirsue (a path, track, or road); alsoy?^.
1Z700 Beotvulf i-^s3 On weres w^stmum wra;c-lastas traed.

1551 Recorde Pathtv. Ktiowl. To Rdr., I will not cease..
treading the paths of labour. X697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv.

517 The downward track he treads. 1754 Chatham Lett.
Nt-plteiv vi. 40 Those who have trod the paths of the world
before them. X84X James Brigand xix, I never forget a
path I have once trodden. 1884 W. H. White Mark
Rutherford's Deliverance viii. (1892) in Yet he treads his

path undisturbed.

b. t ^'*? tread a person^s steps {_fig.)i to walk
in the steps of, follow the example of {obs.) ; to

tread back one's steps {Jig.)-, to retrace one's steps

(now rare or obs^,

1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Familye of Lone 100 To..
tread the steppes of Gods sonne. 1641 J. Jackson True
Evang. T. n. 117 S. Philip.. was fastened to the Crosse,

and stoned to death, treading the steps both of his Master,
and of Stephen, a 1704 T. Bkown Ess. on Women Wks.
1711 IV. 152 They tread the Steps of their Parents, meerly
by instinct. 1752 Foote Taste Ded. (ed. 4) 6 In the follow,

ing Sheets her Steps have been trode with an undeviating
Simplicity. 1777 Priestley Matt. ^ Spir. (1782) I. i.7 The
philosophical part of the world [may] tread back their steps.

1831 D. E. Williams Life -y Corr. Sir T. Lawretue I. 243
We must tread back our steps.

f c. To tread the feet of^ to trace the footprints

of. .5V, Obs. rare,

X596 Dalrympi-e tr. Leslie*s Hist. Scot. vi. (S.T.S.) I. 350
To schue thrie suofte horses backward, that, .the persewer
..mycht not find how to tred the horses fute rycht.

d. To tread a measure
^ ^a dance, etc., to go

through a dance in a rhythmic or stately manner

;

to go through in dancing ; so to tread a inarch.

arch. VLwApoet.

X577 Grange Golden Aphrod. Mijb, After these came
Silenus. .treadyng the hornpype. X580 H. Gifford (7///(?-

flowers (Grosart) 118 Thrice happy is their chaunce. That
never knew to treade the lover's daunce. 1590 Greene Orl.
Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) go/i That did but Venus tread a dainty
step. X592 Shaks. Ven. iff Ad. 1148 Teaching decrepit age
to tread the measures. x8o8 Scott Marm. v. xii, ' Now
tread we a measure !

' said young Lochinvar. x8xo — Lady
ofL. w. vii, The proud march which victors tread. 1859
JEPHSON Brittany iii. 30 The favoured one who should
tread a measure with her Imperial Majesty.

3. inlr. To walk, go, pace ; to set down the feet

in walking ; to step. Also said of the foot.

In quot. C897 rendering L. terere of the Vulgate.
C897 K. Alfred Gregory*s Past. C. xlvii. 357 Aworpen

mon..bicne3 mid Stem eagum, & trit mid tlsem fet, &
spric'5 mid Saein fingre. n 1400-50 Alexander 1515 All \te

brade stretis..t>ar he trede sutde. 1481 Caxton Reynard
xxxix. (Arb.) 105 The wulf trade forth to the foxe in grete
wrath. XS35 Coverdale Deut. xi. 24 All the places that the

soles of youre fete treade vpon, shalbe yours. — Esek. xliii.

19 V« Leuites that .. treade before me to do me seruyce.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vii. 149 As arrant a villaine and a
lacke sawce, as euer his blacke shoo trodd vpon Gods
ground. i6ox — Jul. C. 1. i. 29 As proper men as euer trod

vpon Neats Leather. 1632 Lithgow Trav. i. 22, 1 haue trod

foure seuerall times from end to end of it. 1748 '1'homson

Cast. Indol. ii.xxxv,An honest sober beast^ that., full softly

trode. x8x6 Byron Prisoner ofChillonx\^K-vQv^\\\% only,

as I trod. My brothers' graves without a sod, x86oTyndali.
Glac. I. xxi. 140, I crossed the glacier, treading with the ut-

most caution along the combs of ice.

b, intr. In phrases, esp. in fig. sense. To tread

on air, to walk buoyantly or jubilantly ; to tread

on eggs, on delicateground^ on thin ice : see the sbs,

X481 Caxton Reynard xliii. (Arb.) 118 Eueriche of them
tredeth in the foxes path and seketh his hole. X580 Sidney
Ps. xxv. vi, He doth.. teach the humble how to tread. 1668
Denham Prudence Poems 147 Sense, her Vassal, in her
footsteps treads. 1694 F. Bragge Disc. Parables xi. 381
Misery, and shame, and repentance, always tread close at

the heels of wickedness. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 625 Fools
rush in where Angels fear to tread \rime deadj. axj^u
North Lives {1826J I. 266 He had his jury to deal with,

and if he did not tread upon eggs, they would conclude
sinistrously. 18x7 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. vi. 560 On
the principal ground, however, the parliament.. trode nearly

blindfold. X839 T. Mitchkll Aristoph., Frogs 452 note.

Was the author treading upon still more delicate ground than
the Scholiast has imagined? 1874 W, Melville Uncle J.
xxii. Leaving the gaol.. Mr. X^xley seemed to tread on air.

4. intr. To step on (something in one's way)

;

to put the foot down upon accidentally or intention-

ally, esp. so as to press upon.
c 1384 [see bj. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xiv, 49 His

courser .. tradd vpon one of his armes. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin*s Inst. m. 274 He will come.. to think it vnlawfull..
to treade vpon a strawe lying a crosse. 1603 Shaks. Meas.
for M. 111. i. 79The|poore Beetles that we treade upon, c 1643
I.D. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 180 Finding my bare feet hurt
by the stonjs I trod on. 185a Mrs. Stowe Urtcle Tom's C.
XX, A body can't set their fool down without treading on
'em. 1887 BowEN ^neid IL 380 When a traveller, .Treads
on a snake unseen. ^

b. Phrase. To tread on any ones heels or toes

(alsoyf^.) ; see the sbs.

c 1384 Chaucer //, Fame 111. 1063 Tho behynde begunne
vp lepe And clamben vp on other fast.. And troden [v.r.

treden] fast on other heles. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients
15 To come so neere as to tread upon their heeles. 17x0
Addison TatlerNo. 250 p n If asking Pardon is an Attone*
ment for treading upon ones Toes? 17x1 Stkele Spect,

No. 153 f I The Cocking young Fellow who treads upon
the Toes of his Elders. 1868, 1879 [see Toe sb. 3 i], 1896
Sir W. Walrond in Libr. Mag. Dec, 504 If they legislated

too much they were bound to tread on somebody's toes,

5. trans, + a. To step or walk with pressure on
(something) esp. so as to crush, l^eat down, injure,

or destroy it; to trample. Obs. (exc. as in b.)

^825 [see A. 1]. agoo Fotum treden [see A. 3]. iz 1000
Ags. Ps. (Th.) xc, ii3pu..miht. .bealde nu basiliscan tredan.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxiv. i Wha sa ligges (^are in, J»e

deuel tredis him. 1387 [see A. 3 g]. X535 Coverdale
Luke xii. i There were gathered together an innumerable
multitude of people, in so much that they trode one
another. 1573-80 Barkt Alv. V23 Treade a wornie on
the taile, and it turneth againe. 1656 B. Harris ParivaCs
Iron Age (1659) 145 He was found amongst the dead, so
trodden, and tumbled, .that he was hard to be known, 17x3
tr. Potnet' s Hist. Drugs I. j6o To make 'em tight.. they
iniploy Men to tread them [raisins] with their Feel.

b. With adverbial extension, as to tread dawn

^

under foot, in the jnire, to the gromui, to pieces^

etc. ; to tread to death, to kill by trampling.
c 1200 Obmin 2248 Alle t»a patt tredenn dun & cwenkenn

All ^att tatt iss onn^xness Godd. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

206/207 pe dcoulene ornen opon hem and treden heom to
be grounde. 14.. Sir Beues 1195 (MS. M.) He..tredith
nym vnder his fete In the dirte. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss.

I. ccccxxii. 739 In the thicke of the prease, they.. were
troden vnder fote to dethe. 1556 Olde Antichrist 99 b,

The B. of Rome.. is not ashamed to treade y* Lordes
anointed neckes under his abominable feeL 1652 C. B.
Stapvlton Herodian xix. 159 Some he kils and some he
treads to Jelly. X678 Bunvan Pilgr. 1. 70 He thought he
should be.. troden down like mire in the Streets. 1726
Swift Gulliver n. viii, Being trod to death like a frog or a
young puppy. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xvi, The wild boar
of the forest, which treadeth down with his hoofs, and
rendeth with his tusks.

C. Jig. To crush, to oppress; to treat with con-

temptuous cruelty.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 21 Tredynge vnder fote

Si. vtterly despysynge all worldly pleasure & payne. 16^
in W. M. Williams Ann. Founders' Co. (1S67) 32 Formanie
years extreamly trodden and kept under fooie by the power
and will of the Master. i7<56 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxix. The
luxuriant great ones of the world shall no more tread us to

the earth. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. xlviii. (1783) II.

66 In the city, the spirit of humanity is too often trod under
feet by the spirit of trade. 1857 Holi-and Bay Path xxix.

Her memory, .trodden under feet by malice, prejudice, and
superstition. 1889 Gretton Memory's Harkb. 163 in his

early days the masses were a good deal trodden down.

d. intr. (or pass. To be trampled dawn.
1837CARLYLE Fr.Rev. III. ii. i, The Gironde .. has trodden

on it, and yet not trodden it down... It is a well-spring, as
we said, this black-spot ; and will not tread down.

6. intr. To trample on or upon. Kh,ofig.
c xooo Ags. Gosp. Luke x, 19 Ic sealde eow anweald to

tredenne ofer naeddran & snacan. c 1330 Amis ^ Amii.
2096 He.. trad [MS. drad] on him in the slough. 1382
WvcLiK Z,«X.'tfx. 19, Ihave^ouun to 50U power of defouUnge,
[glcss] othir tredinge^ on serpents, and scorpiouns. c 1450 tr.

De liiiitatione 111. xiv. 82 pat al men mowe goo over Jjee, and
trede vppon the as vppon myre of the sireete. 1590
Mahlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburl. 111. ii. Tread upon his neck,
And treble all his father's slaveries. 1596 Dal&ymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. (S.T.S.) I. 225 The sygne of the croce
,,v(x)n the ground, quhairthrouche feit mychte haue occa<
sioiic to tred or tramp thairvpon. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsylv.
I. 79 James Kilner Trode upon him on board the Ship.

1733 f lELDiNG Quix. in Eng. 11. i. Each man rises toadmira-
tion by treading on mankind. x8x8 Scott Rob Roy xxxix,
A hatred as intense, .as if my foot trode on your neck. 1884
pAE Eustace 79 Was he a worm to be trod on thus without
turning?

7. trans. To press (something) downwards with

the foot or feet in treadling or pedalling.

To tread water, in swimming, to move the feet as in

walking upstairs, while the body is kept erect and the head
above water.

x68o Moxon Mcch. Exerc. xii. 209 The nearer the Fore-

end of the Treddle you Tread, the easier you bring down
the Pole, Ibid., Tread the Treddle nimbly down. 1800
Hull Advertiser 15 Nov. 4/3, I always raised myself by
treading water. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxviii. (1856)

343 Seal breast-high, were treading water with their hori-

zontal tails,

8. Of the male bird : To copulate with (the hen).

Also absol.

a X250 Ozvl <5- Night. 501 Sone so I>u bauest itrede Ne
myht |7U leng a word iquelre. 1377 [see A. 2 5]. f 1386
Chaucer A^tt«'j /*r. y. 358(Elle5m.) Hc.fethered Pertelote

twenty tyme And trad [14. . Lansd. MS. trade hire] as ofte.

X599 T. M[oufet] Silkkvorwes 34 Before the bardie Cocke



TBEADER. 803 TREAD-WHEEL.
Ueganne to tread, or brooding henne to clocke. 1614

Markham Cheap Hush. (1623) 143 If your Henne be trodden

with a carryon Crow, or Rooke, . . it is mortall and incurable.

(•1687 CoTTOM Ir. Martial in. Iviii. (16S9) 59 I'th' Yards

are seen, Cocks treading Rhodian Hens. \^%\ liRADLEV

Pkiios, Ace. IP'Jfrs. Nat, 78 It is common for Cock Pheasants

to tread the Hens of common Poultry. 1774 Goldsm. Xat.

Hist. (1776) V. 165 It matters not much whether she be

trodden by the cock or no ; she will continue to lay. 1910

A. Platt tr. ArisioiU's De Gcneratione in. viii. 751 When
once the hens have been trodden, they all continue to have

eggs almost without intermission.

b. abiol. Of birds: To copnlate.

1486 Bk. St. Albans^ Hawking aij, We shall say that

they [Hawks] trede. a 1659 Osbobn Queries Wks. (1673)

612, 1 my Self have seen both Swallowes and Hobbies build

and tr^d upon their first Appearance. 1774 G. White
Selhorne 28 Sept., The fact that I would advance is, that

swifts tread, or copulate, on the wing.

fo, irans. with oiU\ To engender, beget (off-

spring). Obs. rare"'^,

1594 LvLY Moth. Bomb, i. i, As your Worship being wise

begot a foole, so he being a foole may tread out a wise man.

9. trans. To thresh (com) by trampling it on a

threshing-floor: said of the oxen, etc. or of one

using them ; also with out. b. To press out the

juice of (grapes) by trampling them in a vat. c.

To tramp (clothes) in washing ; see Tkamp v^ 3 c.

138a WvcLiF Deut. XXV. 4 Thow shalt not bynde the mouth
of the oxe tredinge thi fruytts in the flore. — Isa.x\u 10

Wyn in the presse he shal not trede, that to treden was
wont ; the vois of the trederes I toe awey. 1446 Lvdg. Two
Nightingale Poems ii. 155 It is [IJ, quod he, that trade it al

alone. Withouten felawe I gan the wyne out-presse. 1577
B. GooGE HeresbacfCs Hnsb, 42 b, Corne , , in some place
they..lyke to tread it out with Oxen. 179a A. Young Trav,
France 31 This universal one of treading out the corn, with
which all the town<; and villages in Languedoc are now aHve.
1801 Farmer's Mag. Aug. 313, I was long, and greatly
prejudised against treading wheat. i848Ci.ol'gh Bothie ii,

The clothes that they trod in the wash-tub. xSrx B. Taylor
FaHst{\%^^ II. I. ii. 20 Who wine desires, let him the rii>e

grapes tread.

10. To make or form by the action of the feet in

walking ; esp. to beat (a path or track). Const, ottt.

£1410 Wele yiredde (see A, 30). 155a Hulokt, Tread
out, excuico, as. 1563 Homilies 11. Rot^ation l^eek iv.

(1640) 235 The ancient terris of the fields, that old men
beforetime with great paines did tread out. 1580 Lvt.v

Eu^hues (Arb.) 450 Hee that diggeth the garden, is (o be
considered, though he cannot treade the knottes. 1856
Frouue Hist, Eng. I. i. 51 Paths trodden by the foot-

steps of ages, i860 Tennyson Sea Dreams 117 But she
with ber strong feet up the steep hill Troit out a path. 1865
ViscT. Milton & Cheadle N.-W. Passage by Land\\\\.
(1867) 114 A track woidd retjuire to be trodden out with
snow-shoes to enable the dogs to travel.

U, Horticulture. To beat down and consolidate

(soil) by treading ; also with plants, etc. as object.

C1440 Pallad. on Htisb. 11. 256 Sette hem depe..And
tradde hem fast aboue. 1693 Kvrlvn De la Quint, Compl,
Card. II. 149 The first layer being thus compleated. .the
Gard'ncr proceeds to lay the second, third, &c. beating them
with the back of his Fork, or else treading them with his

Feet. 184a LouixjN Suburlntn Hort. 661 The ground should
be previously trodden or rolled. 1845 Florist's yml, 31 The
whole should be gently trod with the feet.

12. intr. Of land (/«(?(/ /(J^jtr, hence ellipt. //vat/):

To yield or give to the tread (? as after frost), dial,

1847 Jr-nl. R.AgricSoc. VIII. 1. 73 When the soil treads

loose in the spring, it is very important^ to use the heavy
roller, or some other means of consolidating the soil. 1891
Malden Tillage 49When once the land ' treads ' the horses
are best in the fuirow. Ibid. Gloss. s.v., Land is said to

tread when it puddles or poaches under the feet of the horses
employed upon it.

13. trans. With advbs. : To get or pat into or

ont of some position or condition by treading ; esp,

to put out (fire) by trea<ling. (See also 5 b, c.)

To tread up (partridges), to flush them by walking up to

the covey <? in contrast to the practice of using dogs).

s6oo W, Watsom Decacordim (1602) 3 The fire.. would
breake out (if not troade,out in time) uf it selfe. c 168a J.
Collins Salt ^ Fishery 121 The Meat is., pack 'dor trodden
into Cask.. with Salt betwixt every Lane or Lay. S697
Drydrn l^irg. Geoig. 11. 314 Trample with thy Feet, and
tread it in. <o745 Swift Direct. Sert-ants lii. Throw
the [candle] snun* un the floor, and then tread it out, to
prevent stinking. 1756 Mrs. CALosRwooDin Coltnrss Collect,

(Maitl. CI.) ii3 One of them asked.. would I have my toes
Irode off? 'Is your toes trode off?' said I. 1808 Col.
Hawkrr Diary (1893) I. 13, I trod up the whole covey.
1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 168/1 Buried deep, .with quick
lime, and covered up with earth closely trodden down.
1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng. L 1. 149 The flame of civil war.,
was trodden out l>efore it had time to spread. 1888 J. Inglis
Tent Life in Tigcrland 8 The cattle had trod down all the
dried leaves.

b. To tread ones shoe awry {the shoe^ one^sfoot^

amissy etc.), to fall from chastity. See also Awry
A, 2 c ? Obs. So to tread one s shoes straight ^ to

conduct oneselfcircumspectly, to walk warily (rf/fl/.),

f lAaa HoccLEVE Min, Poems xxiv. 66 No womnrnn . . But
swich oon as hath trode hir shoo amis. i5ao-i66a (see

AwRT A. 2c]. 1616 R. C. Times' IVhistle \i. 2541 Due
pcnnance thou deservst to doe For tredding thus awry thy
slippery shoe. 164a J, Eaton Houey-c Free Justif, 110 If
she chance to tread her foot a little awry. 1870 E. Peacock
Ralf Skirl. I. 112 They mun tread thetr shoes very straight
or there'll l>e a row with our Squire.

Hence Trea'ding///. a.

156s J. Hevwood Prm', ^ Epigr. (1867) 214 There be mo
treadyng cockes then one,

Treader (trc-dai). [f. Tbead z/. + -xr i.]

I 1. One who or that which treads, in various senses.

I

138a WvCLiF Amos ix. 13 The erer shal cacche the reper,

and treder of grape the man sendynge seed. 1538 Elyot,
Z.f«(T<^a/^j,a treader ofgrapes. 1599 T. M[oufet] Silkwonnes
33 Hence, sparrow treaders Hue out scarce a year. i6ox R.
Johnson Kingd, ^ Commtv. (1603) 123 The Gothes and
Vandales, the verie treaders downe of the Roman Empire.
1760 Law Spir. Prayer 11. 112 The seed of the woman, the
treader on the serpent's head. i8a6 Scott Woodst. xiv, A
treader of mortar, or a bearer of a hod. 1869 Pall Mall

I

C 1 5 Nov. 3 More grapes were now thrown in, and again the
treaders set to work. 1887 SuppL to Jamieson^ Tredder, a

I cock-bird, but generally applied to a tdomestic] cock,

t b. See quot. Obs,

xSSa Elyot, A nteambulOf.. the vssher or treader that

:

goeth before his maister.

c. One who is on the treadmill. 7are.

] i8a4 SvD. Smith ll'ks. (1859) II. 35/2 A treader, untried by
;
a jury of his countrymen, .. striving against the law of

I

gravity.

2, = Treadle sd, 3, rare.

t747 Gentl. Mag. Jan. i6/i A wheel, to which motion
1 was given by the loot by means of a treadle or treader.

3. = Tread sb. 11.

i 1881 Young Every Man his 07vn Mechanic § 132: If a
garden step or any other step with a treader of stone is

;
required to be made.

Treading (trcdiij), vbl. sb. [-ing i.]

1. The action of the verb Tread in various senses.

(714x0 Master 0/Game (MS. Digby 182) xxiv. Ye may
Jugge..an herte chaseable , . by l^e tredyngeofpe grasse.

I5a3 PiTZHERB. Husb. § 128 Well hardened with caryage
' and treading vpon. 1615 W. V[ali^ns] Hon. Prentice 33
j
A flat Marble stone . . much defaced with treading, and neere

I worne out. 1709-10 Steele Taller No. 126 r 4 He heard
..the Treading of one who apijroach'd. 184a Loudon

]
Suburban Hort. 660 To press the soil on it firmly by treading.

!
b. plural,

f 1440 Promp. Patv, 501/1 Tredyngys, wythe the foote.

1535 CovERDALE SoHg Sol. \\\. I O how pleasaunt are thy
treadinges with thy snues. 1634 Sir T. Herberf Trav. 20
The women, .eqiiall if not exceed the men in their more
laborious treadings [In dancing], X76a-7a H. Brooke Fool
o/Qual. (1809) III. 89, 1 heard secret treadings and mutter-

ings. 1865 Englishm. Mag. Feb. 147 With treadings slow
and whisi>erings low Men s-adly count the slain.

2. eoncr. Anything made by treading ; spec, the

footprint of a boar. See also Cock-treadinq,
*S73. «*55 t-'^e Cock-treading], 1575 Tubberv. Venerie

237 The footyng or print is called . . of a Bore, the tracke or

the Treading. 1731-3 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xx. 295
Their [horses'l Treadings are cut so small oy the Coulters,

that the Earth is not kept from dissolving.

3. attrib. Treading-mill = TREADMILL ; tread-

ing-room, a room in which the materials of

porcelain are kneaded together by treading,

1535 CovERDALE Iso, xli. 15, 1 wll make the a treadingc

cart & a new flale, yt thou mayest throsshe & grynde
the mountajrnes. 1675 Cotton Scoffer Scoft ^^\^lQ\e^ did]
transform himself into a Swan, to try The treading way of
Letchery. 175a Gentl. Mag. Aug. 348 The next (on the

ground floor) is the slip and treading rooms. 1830S0UTHFY
in Q. Rev. XLIII. 50 Road-making, .which serves in those
islands in pbcc of the treading-mill.

Treadle (tre-d'l), sb. Forms: 1 tredel; 5
tredel, -yl, -yllo, 6-9 treddle, (8 -el), 7 tredle,

(treedle), 8-9 treadel, 6- treadle ; ^. 7 trydie.

triddle (also 9 dial.) ; 7. 7 tradle, 9 dial, traddle,

[f. Tread z/. + -lb i.]

f 1. A step or stair. Obs, rare''*.

a zooo Myric's Voc, in Wr.-Wulcker 117/6 Bases, trede-

las, wc/ stsepas. C1440 Promp, Part'. 501/1 Tredyl, or

{v.r. of] ptcfi^ greuius, pedalis. C1490 Ibid, 209/1 iMSS.
K. & H.) Grece, or tretiyl, P. or steyre, gradus, 1847-78
Haixiweli^ Treddle, the step of a stair, etc.

2, A lever worked by the foot in machines and
mechanical contrivances, usually to produce reci-

procating (as orig. in the loom) or rotary motion.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 592/33 Liciatorium, a tredel.

Ibid. 614/14 Subpedium^ a tredel. 1483 Cath. Attgl. 392/1
A Tredyile of ye tumniys, suppodium. 1573-80 BABET-^/r.
T 347 'Ihe Treadle of a weauers loome, insHe. z6o8 Top-
sell Serpents (1658) 785 Consider the strange trydles of

their Looms. 1667 in Pettus Fodinae Reg. (1670) 35 Large
Smelting Bellows with Beams, Frames, Swords, Triddles.

z68o MoxON Mech. Exerc. x. 183 Ofthe Treddle and Cross-

Treddle. s688 R. Holme Armoury in. xxi. (Roxb.) 252/1

By the riseing and falling of the Tradles, these play vp and
down. 1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 772 Until the

method of lifting it by treadels, or foot-staves. 1831 G. R.
Porter Silk Manuf, 215 Treadles on which the weaver
presses his feet alternately. Mod, A sewing-machine
worked by treadles.

b. A pedal of a bicycle or the like

1887 Miss E. P. Thompson in Monthly Packet Jan. 88 My
feet are unapt to move without the treadles under them.

1805 H. C. Beechinc Poems, Going dotvn hill on a bicycle

V, When the wheels scarce crawl, My feet to the treadles fall.

c. On a railway : see quot.

1904 IVestm. Gas. 15 Nov. lo/t There is an electric treadle

just outside Shepherd's Bush Station which is operated by
a brush flxed to the rear car of the train ; and this operates

on the block signal.

3. = Tbead sb, 9 b. Now dial.

1658 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iii. xxviiL (ed. 4) 225 The
Grando or tredle arc but the poles and establishing particles

of the tender membrans. 17x3 Derham Phys.-TheoL vii,

iv. 391 At each end of the Egg is a Treddle, so called, be-

cause it was formerly thought to Ije the Sperm of the Cock.

1747 Mrs. Glassk Cookery vii. 70 The Treadels of the Eggs.

1794 G. Adams Nat, ^ Exp, Philos. I. v. 180 The chicken

contained in embryo, in . . the treadle of the egg.

t b. See quots, (Cf. Tuead v, 8, sb, 9.) Obs,

1638 Ford Fancies iir. iii, Whore, bitch-fox, treedle, fa la
la la I [1847-78 Halliwell, Treddle, a whore.]

4. ailrib. and Cofnb., as treadle-board^ 'Cord,

-crank, -lever, -wire ; worked by a treadle or
treadles, as treadle-brake, -grindstone, -loom,
-machine, -wheel; aUo treadle-shaking ad).
x88i YovtiG Every Man his own Mechanic % $50 Fastened

to this shaft is the *treadle-board. 1903 IVestm. Gaz.
20 Oct. lo/i By slow degrees, we got the present serviceable
*treadle brake that acts on the whole 'bus. 1766 Compl.
Farmer s. v. Flax, The sword or upright timber-rod which
turns the wheel by the * treadle-crank. 1902 Marshall
Metal Tools 72 For larger tools. .a "treadle grindstone..
will be found more convenient. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 269
A platform, which is raised up by a *treddle lever. i88a
Fi.over Unexpi, Baluchistan 45 The manufacturers sit in
holes in their gardens before their rather clumsy •treadle-
looms. 1893 A. S. EccLES Sciatica 7 Working a *treadle
sewing-machine for some hours. 1812 W. Tennant Anster
F. II. xxvi, Their "treadle-shaking feet now scour apace
Through Callow town, 1680 Moxon Mech, Exerc. x. 188
The "Treddle Wheel is used for small work only. x88o
Carnegie Pract. Trap. vi. 41 The "treadle wire itself may
be flattened.

Treadle (tred'l), v, [f. Treadle sb."]

1. intr. To work a treadle ; to move the feet as

if doing this; also, of a cyclist : to make one*s way
by treadling or pedalling one's cycle : also trans,

with way. Hence Trea'dling vbl. sb.

189X T. Hardy Tessxxxv, In the strenuousness of his con-
centration he treadled fitfully on the floor. 1891 Daily
Neivs 7 Sept. 6/3 Two or three of these persecutor-cyclists

were quietly treadling about the town as early as eight in

the morning. 1896 Ibid. 25 July 8/1 We treadled our way
swiftly throngh the.. streets, xpia Ibid. 21 Mar. 5 A little

weakness which makes it difficult to do much treadling.
' 2, trans. To operate (a machine) by working ^
treadle.

X906 H. Begbie Priest xvi, You'd be in Queer Street,

treadling a sewing-machine for eighteen pence a day.

Hence Trea'dler, one who treadles.

Treadler's cramp, cramp of the legs affecting persons
engaged in working treadle-machines,
1891 Lancet 14 Feb. 410/1 Medical Society of London.. .A

case of Treadler^s Cramp. 1899 Alibutt's Syst, Med. VIII.
15 The lameness and the 'treadler's cramp' appeared
simultaneously.

Treadled (tre'd'ld), a, [f. Treadle sb, + -ed '^,']

Having or furnished with a treadle or tread,

1877 Blackmore Erema xxxv, With his treddled heel

scraping the shoulder of his shining spade. 1894 — Perly,
cross 24 Nor linger for a moment at the treddled stile.

Treadmill (tredmil), sb. [f. Tread v. +
Mill sb,^'\ A horizontal cylinder made to revolve

by the weight of persons treading on boards

arranged as equidistant steps around its periphery.

Formerlyinuseasan instrument of prison discipline.

xBss {title) Description of the Tread Mill invented by
Mr. William Cubitt of Ipswich, for the Employment of
Prisoners. 18*4 Svn. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 36/1 The labour

of the tread-mill is irksome, dull, monotonous, and disgusting

to the last degree. 1836 Gen. P. Thomcson Exerc, (1842)

IV. 107 Religious observances of other people . . forced upon
us with a faggot or a treadmill. x886 J. K. Iekomk Idle

Tlwughts xii. 139 Too much getting up and down stairs.,

puts one unpleasantly in mind of the tread-mill.

trans/, andy?^. 18*7 Scott Chron. Canongate I, A kind of

mental tread-mill, where you are perpetually climbing, but

can never rise an inch. x86a H. Aide Carr 0/ Carrlyon I,

262 A return to the treadmill of London society. 1897 G.
Allen Typewriter Girl xv, The squirrel who turns the

unceasing treadmill of his cage. X905 Lvall Life Mrg,
Dufferin II. v. 173 He found himself again on the official

treadmill.

attrib, 1849 E. B. Eastwick Dry Leaves 5 There is no
winding or sloping here... No ! all is fair treadmill work.

X885C. Harrison in Harper's^ Mag, Mar. 548/1 Back again

at the tread-mill round of business.

Hence Trea'dmill v,, intr, to labour on or as on

the treadmill.
X899 Westm. Gaz, 18 Nov. 3/a My feet.. slipped on the

pedal till I was treadmilling clumsily with the middle

instead of the ball of the foot. ioo« Messenger (N.S.W.)

5 Dec. 253 The . . prison discipline ofpast days, in which tread-

milling was the only work prisoners were permitted to do.

Trea-d-soiftly. [f. imper. of Tread v. \-

Softly.] A name for a herbaceous perennial

stinging plant {Jatropha urens van stimulosa) of

the southern United States ; the spurge-nettle.

18x4 PuRSH Flora Amer.Septentr, II. 602 Jatropha stimu,

losa..h a very injurious weed.., as it ruins the Negroes'

feet when they tread upon it ; from which it is known by the

name of Tread.softly, 1884 in Miller Plant-n.

Trea'd-wheel, sb, [f. Tread v. + Wheel sb.'\

A wheel rotated by the treading of persons or ani-

mals to give motion to machinery, to pump or

raise water, etc ; esp, a wheel turned by the weight

of a person or animal walking forward on the

inside of its periphery ; also, = Treadmill.
c 1573 Lansdotvne MS. lot. If. 81 The Trade Whele where

uppon men or horse stondyth. 1639 Patent Specif. (1856)

^fo. 48. I An engine. .which goeth downe to the bottome..

of the Worke where it is to be used either by a Treadwheele
meanes, hands [etc.]. 1660 R. D'acbes Art Water.drawing
12 Certain great hollow wheels, hanging perpendicularly,

in which men tread (called by some tread-wheels) not unlike

unto a dog in a spit-wheel. 1799 Specif. Hardie's Patent
No. 2300 The steps.. serve for the men to mount upon or

dismount from the tread wheel. x8ai Gentl. Mag, July 9
A party of prisoners., working one of the Tread-wheels of

the Discipline Mill, invented by Mr. Cubitt. 1839 1. Taylor



TREAD WHEEL.
Aiic. Chr. I. iii. 362 Ascetics . . wasting themselves to

skeletons on the treadwheel of their devout taskwork.

Hence Trea-d-wheel v.., trans, to indict the

discipline of the treadmill upon ; whence Trea'd-

wheeling vbl. si.

1831 Lincoln Herald 1 Oct. 4 Let these officials moderate

their . . fines, and treadwheeling.

+ Treaf, a. Obs. dial. Also 7 trefe. [Etymology

nnknown.] Peevish, bad-tempered.

1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven 3S0 Though her yoong

suckling crie all night, and be exceeding treafe and waiward.

i6»7 J. Carter /"/<!/« J?.«/<'J. 16 They are pronounced blessed,

not who are treafe, and teachie, irefull and snappish, .
.but the

meeke who.. submit themselues vnder the mightie hand of

God. i6so Gauoen Slight Healers (1660) 34 To quiet the

Trefe and Wayward people. 1691 Ray S. * H. C. lyords

(E.D.S.), Treaf, peevish, froward, pettish, very apt to be

angry. Hence 1787 in Grose PrmiHC. Gloss.

Treager, variant of Treg.\b.

t Treague (tr/g). Obs. [ad. med.L. Iregua,

treuga, treugua (c 1 320 in Du Cange), = It. and Sp.

tregua, Pr. tregtia, trega, Pg. tregoa, ad. Goth.

Iriggwa treaty, covenant, f. triggws true, sure. In

OF. trwe, treve, F. trive : see also Trbve, Tbcce.

(For form cf. Lkaguk.)] A truce.

1590 Spenser F. Q. m. ii. 33 Which to confirme, and fast to

bind their league. After their weary sweat and bloody toile,

She them besought, during their quiet treague, Into her

lodging to repaire a while, a 1660 Contemji. Hist. Irel. (Ir.

Archa;ol. Soc.) II. 174 A trumpeter.. desiringe a treague or

cessation of armes for a peremptorie time.

Treaty, var. traiky (see under Thaik rf.).

Treaad, Treangell, -gle, obs. ff. Trend,
Triangle. Treas, Treasance : see Tkacb
sb:'-, Tresance Obs.

Treason (trrz'n), sb. Forms: 3-4 treiaon,

5-6 treyson ; 3-5 {Sc. -6) trayson, -one, 4
\Sc. -6) -oun, 6 Sc. -oune ; 4 {Sc. 6) traison,

4-6 -oun ; 3-5 tresun, -oun, 3-7 -on, 4-5 -uue,

-oune, -one, 5 -ovfn; 4 tressun, 5 -on, 5-6

-one, 6 Sc. -oun ; 5- treason, (5 -oune, 5-7

-oun, Sc, 5-6 trason, 6 -oun, -oune, 7 treas-

soune). [a. AFr. treysoim, tresun, treson, -oun,

= OF. trdison (iilh c), in mod.F. trahison =
Pr. traicio. Cat traicii, Sp. traiciin, Pg. trai(ao

:—L. tradition-em, n. of action from L. tradere,

OF. trdir, F. trahir to deliver up, betray : see

Tray k.'-*, Tbaise z/.]

L The action of betraying ; betrayal of the trust

undertaken by or reposed in any one ; breach of

faith, treacherous action, treachery.

aiiis Ancr. R. 56 Dauid . . dude . . treison and monsleiht

on his treowe kniht Vrie, hire louerd. a 1140 Wohunge in

Colt. Horn. 279 Barabas a l>eofM wi3 tresun . . hafde a mon
cwelled. 1197 R. Gtouc. (Rolls) 2337 Vor hii..in trayson

were cointe pat hii ssolde f>en king sle. a 1300 Cursor M.
3882 (Cott.) Qui has l>ou don me sli tresum ? a 1340 Hampoi.e
Psalter ix. 29 Whas mouth is ful of weriynge & bitternes &
treson. 13. . A". Alls. 1362 (Bodl. MS.) And he ()at l>e traisoun

dedc Was fore hakked inM stede. c 1400 A"o».r^^<'''»"rf 176

For men dred tresson wher they it finden. And thought on
tresson |>er trist was neuer. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 43
He had done treyson, when he slogh Vry. a 1450 Knt. de la

Tour lxxiv.-(i9o6) 96 It is treson whanne a man trustithe in

her [his wife] and she discouered hiscounsaile. 1596 Shaks.

Merck. V. in. ii. 27 Vpon the racke Bassanio, then confesse

What treason there is mingled with your loue. iSn Sir W.
Mure Misc. Poems I 15 Bj; subtil slight, or treassoune. To
siege, and sack the Rampier of my ressoun.

_
x8as Scorr

Talism. i. From whom I should demand security, did I not

know that treason seldom dwells with courage.

2. Law.
In old Englbh law treason was either High Treason, an

offence aguinst the king's majesty or the safety of the

commonwealth, or Petit or Petty Treason, an offence com.

mitled against a subject. Petit Treason is now punished

only as murder, and High Treason is usually styled simply

treason. Many acts of High Treason are now treated as

Treasonfelony.
[119s Britton I. ix. f I Tresun est en chescun damage qe

horn fet a escient ou procure de fere a celya qi horn se fet

ami. Et poet estre treysoun graunt et petit.)

a. High Treason or Treason proper : Violation

by a subject of his allegiance to his sovereign or to

the state.

Defined r35o-5i by Act 25 Edw. Ill, StaL 5, c. 2, as com.
passing or imagining the king's death, or that of his wife or

eldest son, violating the wife of the king or of the heir

apparent, or the king's eldest daughter losing unmarried,

levying war in the king's dominions, adhering to the king's

enemies in his dominions, or aiding them in or out of the

realm, or killing the chancellor or the judges in the execution

of their offices. In 1705 the offence was extended to actual

or contemplated use of force to make the king change his

counsels, or to intimidate either or both of the Houses of

Parliament, But see treason-felony 4 b.

[1x92 Britton i. ix. § 2 Graunt tresoun est a compasser nostre

mort, ou de nous desheriter de noster reaume ou de fauser

noster seal, ou de contrefere nostre monee oude retoundre.]

1303 R. Brunne Hanill. Synne 10258 Yn no t>yng wote y
inpre tresun, pan brynge ^y lorde to hys felun. 1473 Wabkw.
Chron. (Camden) 5 The Lorde Hungerfordewas..behedede
for hye treasoune. 1593 Shaks. Rick. II, in. iii. 93 Tell

Bullingbrooke. .That euery stride he makes vpon my Land,
Is dangerous Treason, a i6u Harington Epigr. iv. 5

Treason doth never prosper, what's the reason ? For if it

prosper, none dare call it 'Treason. 1660 Trial Regie. 31 To
stand Mute in High.Treason, is all one, as to Confess the

Fact. 1781 Gibbon Decl. H P. xvii. II. 60 A fatal maxim.,

that in the case of treason, which included every offence

804

that the subtlety of lawyers could derive from an hostile

intention towards tlie prince or republic, all privileges were
suspended. 1814 Scorr /rar'.xli.Thechargebroughtagainst
you of aiding and abetting high treason. 1902 Wcsim.
Gaz. 12 June lo/i At present there is only one species of

treason—that known as high treason, by way of contradis-

tinction to petty treason. 1907 Vermy Mem. I. 34 Sir Robert
|

Whittingham was attainted of treason. 1911 W. B. Odgers
|

& Odgers Connn. Law Eng. I. 145 Writing treasonable '

words is, no doubt a more deliljer.^te act than merely 1

uttering them. But . . if the writings be not published, they

do not constitute an overt act of treason.

b. Petit or petty treason^ treason against a sub-

ject ; spec, the murder of one to whom the murderer

owes allegiance, as of a master by his servant, a

husband by his wife, etc. Now only Hist.

[13SX-1 Rolls ofParlt. II. 239/1 U y ad autre manere de
Treison, c'est assaver quant un Servant tue son Mestre.]

1496 Ibid. VI. 513/1 An Acteto make some Offences Petty

Treason. 1580 G, Harvey Let. to Spenser iv. Wks.
(Grosart) I. 103 Reputing It Petty Treason to reuolt there-

fro. i&is Massinger Nenu IVay ni. ii, How! strike a

Justice of Peace ! Tis petty treason. 176^ Brit. Mag. IV.

273 Mary Head,.. who was convicted at Chester assizes of

petit treason, in killing her husband . .was burnt. X777 Chron.

in Ami. Reg. 18^/2 Joseph Armstrong was tried for petty

treason, in poisonmg his master's lady. i8a8 Act 9 Geo. II
,

c. 31 § 2 Every Offence, which before the Commencement
of this Act would have amounted to Petit Treason, shall be
deemed to be Murder only.

C. Constructive treason^ action which though not

actually or overtly coming under any of the acts

specified in the Statute of Treason, was declared

by law to be treason and punishable as such. Mis^
prision oftreason : see Misprision.
a 1714, 1769 [see Constructive a. 4 b]. x88a Leckv Eftg.

in i8th C. xiii. III. 522 The charge [against Lord George
Gordon] was what is termed by lawyers 'constructive

treason*. It rested upon the assertion that the agitation

which he had created and led was the originating cause of

the outrages that had taken place.

d. In exclamatory use (in sense i or 2 a). Cf.

Tray interj.

X388WYCLIP2 Chron. xxiii. 13 Sche to-rente hir clothis,

and seide, Tresouns ! tresounsj! [1539 Bible (Great), treason,

treason]. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. iii. 121 They herd

a grete noyse and many cryed treson, treson. Alass, said

kynge Arthur, we ben bitrayed. ^1491 J. Ross Hist. Reg.
A?tgl. (1716) 218 Saipius se proditum damans & dicens,

Treson, Treson, Treson. 1393 Shaks. Rich. II, v. ii. 72

Treason, foule Treason, Villaine, Traitor, Slaue. i6o» —
Ham. V. ii. 334 Ham, Then venome to thy worke. {Hurts

the King.) All, Treason, treason.

1 3, With a and //. An act of treason, in prec.

senses; also, a species of treason. Also^^,
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7128 In casteles he

sette garnysons ffor J>e drede of o)jer traysons. c 1330 —
Chron, (1810) 172 His traitour ert \>ou now, ]>ou did him a

tresoun. \^'jj^C\^to^ Chesse ui.'m. (1883) 95 In assemblyng
the peple thus to gyder they make moo traj'sons in the

cytees than they make good alyances. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II,

in. ii. 51 His Treasons will sit blushing in his face. 1605

M. .SuTCLiFFE Brief Exam. 2 Manifold rebellions and
treasons against their princes, a 1709 Atkyns Pari. ^ Fol.

Tracts (1734) 23 By this means lileii will be discouraged

from discovering Treasons. 1708 Tcrmes de la Ley 450
Petit Treason is a Treason of a lower degree ; as if a

Servant kill his Master, a Wife her Husband.

4. attrid. and Comh., as treason-charge, courty

-law^ -mongerJ -plot^ -tavern^ -worker', treason-

canting^ -hatching, -haunted adjs.

1682 Dryden^s Medall To Author 26 All their *Treason-

canting Priests. 1900 EcJw 9 Jan. 2/7, I..was then dis-

charged on the high *treason charge. 1900 Daily News
12 Nov. 5/2 At to-day's sitting of the *Treason Court,

Mr. Schroeder. .was released on bail. 1659 Burtons Diary
(1828) III. 437 Her custom was.. to come into the dining-

room to him in her *treason-gown, (as I called it,) I telling

him, that when she had that gown on, he should allow her

to say anything. 1745 Aybe Life Pope II. 85 The sacred

Character of a lurking, •treason-hatching Jesuit. 1871 J.

Hay Pike County Ball. (1880) no lis stealthy echoes pour

Through *treason-haunted regions, 1810 Edin. Rezi. XVI.
los The principles of "treason-law. 1746 M. Hughes Jml.
Late Reb. 5 Among all these *Treason-mongers, old Gordon,

the Laird of Glenbucket is a notable Instance of Loyalty.

1839 Ld. Brougham Statesm, Geo. Ill, Gibbs 127 A rabble-

leader or a treason-monger, a libeller or a blasphemer. 1640

YoRKE Union Hon. 174 That bloody and damnable ^treason-

plot. 1681 Dryden Abs. Sf Achit. 11. 459 Og from a
*treason-tavern rolling home, 1553 in Hoivelts St. Trials,

(1809) I. 788 Then shall there be men loving themselves,

covetous, proud, disobedient to parents, *treason-workers.

b. Trea'8on-fe-lony, an offence, formerly in-

cluded among acts of treason, which by subsequent

legislation has been removed from these, and is

not punishable with death. So trea'son-felon,

one convicted of treason-felony.

Defined (though not .so named)by the Crownand Government
Security Act, 11 & 12 Vict, c. 12 (1848) by which treasons

not directed at the person of the Sovereign were mitigated

to felonies, punishable with penal servitude for life, or for

a term of not less than five years.

1865 Annual Register 252 The Attorney General said that

the Act of Parliament respecting treason-felony created

several offences and these were of three descriptions. 1865

Times 29 Nov. 10/2 Counsel for the prisoner was taken by
surprise in finding bills for treason-felony instead of high-

treason sent up to the grand jury. i88i R. F. Littledale

in Academy 2g Jan. 75 The experiences of a treason-felon.

xSos Daily News 26 Feb. 3/1 Out of the 23 treason-felony

prisoners confined in British prisons during the last ten

years, one had become insane.

Trea'SOIly v. rare, Korms ; see prec. ; also .(-5

TREASTJRABLENESS.

traysen, trassen. [f. prec Cf. OF. traisonner

to betray.] trans. To betray ; to act treasonably

towards.
13.. K. Alls, 723 Thy fadir hastow tresond here ! 1^1330

R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 105 pel wer fulle wele knowen.^t
wild haf tresond him. c 1374 Chaucer Troylusw. 410 (438)

To traysen \v.r. trassen] a wight ]>at trewe is vn-to me.

1890 L. Lewis Proving of Gennad xv. 104 Ere morning,
thou shalt know who treasons thee.

Treasonable (trrz'nab'l), «, [f. Treason sb,

+ -ABLE.] Of the nature of treason ; characteristic

of or involving treason ; perfidious, treacherous.

(Orig. Sc.)

1375 Barbour ^r«c^v. 550 t>istratour ay Hadin histhocht
..How he mycht Ijest biiiiff till ending |>is tre>K>nabiU

vndirtaking. c 1470 Henrv Wallace xi. 829 Be this treson-

abill concord Scliyr Jhon suld lie off all the Lennox lord.

1546 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 32 The tressonabiU

slauchter of umquhile David Cardinale Archbischop. 1596
Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) II. 402 Thir
trasonable trahitouris. 1634 Docttnients agst. Prynne
(Camden) 27 In a most infamous, daungerous, and
treasonable waye. 1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. an. 1601.

625 The Earl of Essex, .had accused him as an Instigatour

of him to this treasonable Attempt. 1741 Richardson
Pamela (r824) I. iro So, Pamela, we have seized, it seems,

your treasonable papers? i8r8 Hallam Mid. Ages viii. in.

(i8r9) 1 1 1. 233 Their participation in a treasonable conspiracy

being manifest. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. i3

The treasonable packet had been found in his bosom.

Hence Trea'sona'bleiiess, treasonable quality or

character.

1679 Jenison's Popish Phi Pref. 8 Treasonableness in

point of Loyalty. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

Treasonably (trf-z'nabli), adv. [f. prec.

+

-LT 2.] In a treasonable manner. (Orig. A.)
c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nycholas") 786 pat cristine

man tuk in hy Pe ymag t>are tresonably. 1:1470 Henry
Wallace vll. 914 Syne held it lang, quhill tratouris tresonably

Causit his dede. 1549 Compl. Scot. viii. 72 Tha deserue as

grite reproche as tha bed sellit traisonablye the realme to

there enemeis. 1660 Trial Regie. 17 Did Maliciously,

Treasonably, and Feloniously, .condemn our late Soveraign

Lord King Charls the First. 1839 James Louis XIV,
in. 18 The government of Mazarin..was treasonably

assailed. 1884 Manch. Exam. 14 May 5/2 It was said that

French military plans had been treasonably revealed.

Treasone'tte. nonce-wd. [f. Treason sb. +

-ETTE.] A small or petty act of treason.

1824 Lady Granville Ze«. (1894) I. 254 The absurdity of

hunting out these treasonettes with such severity.

Treason-felony : see Tbeason 4 b.

t Trea'sonful, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-FUL.] Full of treason ; treasonous ; treacherous.

13.. Cursor M. 13960 (Colt.) fe lues. .wit )>air mani
tressunful red, |?ai soght ihesu at do to ded. 1650 Tkapp
Comm. Num. xvi. 14 They add rebellion to sin, and justifie

their treasonful practices.

+ Trea-SOnisll, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ishI.] Of the nature of treason; somewhat
treasonable.

1672 Eachard Hohbes' State Nat. 98 Is not this very

pragmatical and somewhat treasonish ? 1681 T. Flatman
Hcraclitus Ridens No. 26 (1713) 1. 169 Is not endeavouring

to subvert it [monarchy] something like Treasonish ?

Treasonist. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. + -IST.]

One who practises or is concerned in treason.

1796 Coleridge Lett. (1S95) 179 Interesting to you,

virtuous higli.treasonlst, and your friends the democrats.

tTrea'SOnless, «. Obs.rare-'^. [f. as prec

+ -LESS.] Without or free from treason.

1591 Troub. Raigne K. John xiL 84, I plead not guiltie,

treasonles and free.

Treasonous (trfz'nas) , a. [f. as prec. + -ODS.]

Full of or abounding in treason ; characterized by

treason or treachery ; treasonable.

c 1450 (implied in TreasonolslvI 1593 Nashk Christ's

T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 196 Bannins;s, cursings, secrete mur-
murings, out-rage, murder, iniustice, all which are high

treasonous trespasses against God. 1605 Shaks. Macl: u.

iii. 138 Against the vndivulg'd pretence, I fight Of Trea-

sonous Mallice. 1784 Ne-.u Spectator Na 18. 3 To prohibit

such and such pieces, that were blasphemous, libellous, or

treasonous. 1875 W. WARBURTON£'rfiy.///,i.2i Thathehad
trepanned the Earl of Kent into a treasonous conspiracy.

Hence Trea'sonously ativ., in a treasonous

manner.
c 1450 Miroiir Saliiacioun 2757 .And Jhu Crist with Judas

kissis he tresovnously. 1821 Milman fortune jSi Steep'd

treasonously in great Pompey's gore.

t Trea-sonry. Obs. rare~^. [f. as prec. + -by.]

Treasonable practice or action.

a 1600 tiang Outlaw Murray iioin Scott Minstr. Scott.

Bord., I am right rad of treasonrie.

tTrea-sony. Obs. rare-', [f. as prec. -I--T.]

= Treason.
16.. y'o/iiig ll'alcrs xiv. in Child Ballads iv. (1886) 544 It

is tauld me the day, sir knight, Ve've done me treasonie.

Treasnrable (tre-aSrSb'l), a. rare. [f.

Treasure v. + -able.] Fit or worthy to be trea-

sured ; valuable
;
precious.

1607 NoRDEN Sun'. Dial. v. 242 Many treasureable

blessings lie hid from slouthfull men. l8l i Henry S; Isabella

1 1. 195 The treasurable object, for whom they were going to

st.lke their existence. 1886 .4 thenxum 28 Aug. 265/3 His

verses are a treasurable document to the literary student.

Hence Trea'snrablenesB, treasurable qu.tlity.

1808 Weekly Reg. 28 M.iy 700 The..treasurableness of

small and lovable things.



TREASURE. 8otr TREASURER.

Treasure (tre*,:5iuj, -iii, -3j), sh. Forms : 2-6

tresor, 3-6 -ur, -our, 4-6 -ore, -oure, 5 -owre,

-er, 5-6 -ure, 5 treysour, treasoure, 5-6 -our,

6 -or, 6- treasure. (Also 4-5 trissor, 4-6
tressour, 7 treassour

; 4 th^eaur, 5-6 -our,

-oure, 6 threasour, -ure.) [In 12th c. tresor^ a.

OK. tresor (nth c, in Littr^) :—pop.L. of Gaul
*trc'saur-Hs for c\.V.Jhesaur'tis (whence VrJhesaur^

OCat. tesory Sp., It. tesoro, Pg. thesouro\ a, Gr.

&ij(javp6s treasure. Cf. the Sc Thesaub.]
1. Wealth or riches stored or accumulated, esp.

in the form of precious metals ;
gold or silver coin

;

hence in general, money, riches, wealth. Usually

collective^ without article or plural.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 (Laud MS.), He hadde jet his

tresor ac he to deld it & scatered sotlice. a x«2S Ancr. R.
150 pe J>et bere3 tresor openliche in one weie J>et is al ful of

Jjcoues. f 1315 Poem Times Edw. II 321 in Pol. Songs
(Camden) 338Thurftehimnohtselce tresor so fer. 13.. Cursor
M. 16534 (Gott.) He kest ^jaitn dune apon ^ grund, threti

penis par fell. Bot \f^ luus . . J>e thresur \v. r. tresour] forsok

|»ai noght. Ibid. 24So7(Cott) Wit trissor [RHin. tresori]son

his scipp was tift. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. iv. (1520) 31/2
Linus and. .Cletus.. were made tomynyster the treasoure of
the chyrche to the people. 1597 J. Pavne Royal Exch. 44
Where a mans threasure ys there is his Iiart. 1599 Massikger,
etc. Old Law i. i. To fly my severe country; To turn all

into treasure. i(S36 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 71 A Man
that . . look'd upon five or six of those Pieces to be a great
Treasure. 1695 Locke Further Consid. Value Money 23
Gold is Treasure as well as Silver, because it decays not
in keeping, and never sinks much in its value. 1750 tr.

LeoMordus'' Mirr. Stones 50 Some stones . , preserve and
increase treasure ; others cure diseases. i8ax Bybon Mar,
Fat. V. i, Goods, and jewels, and all kinds of treasure,

b. //. in same sense.

f 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)98 Now is Henry.. lord of
mykelle t»ingf & riche man of trcsours. ?a 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 184 To take and yeve right nought ageyne. And
gret tresouris up to Ie>'ne, 1474 Caxtom Chesse in. iv,

(1883) ro8 The ressejmours of the tresours royall. 1596
Raleigh Discov. Cviana g Create Cities, Townes, Temples,
and threasures. 1838 Murray's Hand Bk. N. Germ. 45/1
The treasures of the once celebrated bank of Amsterdam
. . were kept in the vaults below the building. 1857 Ruskin
Pol, Econ. Art 4 The last coin out of all their treasures,

a. fig.
138a WvcuF Ltdu xviii. 22 Sille thou alle. .and ^yue to

pore men, and thou schalt haue tresour in heuene. 1753
Chai.lomer Cath. Chr. Instr. 128 The Treasure of the
Church.. are the Merits and Satisfactions of Christ and his

Saints.

fd. A store or stock ^anything valuable. Obs.
13BJ WvcLlP Jer. xli. 8 Wee han tresor in the feld, of

whete, and of barly, and of oile, and of bony. x6(^ E.
G[RiusT0Ne] D^Acosta^s Hist. Indies iv. v. 217 The Crea-
tor hath furnished the Weast Indies with so great a treasure

of silver. 1707 Curios, in Husb. ff Gard, 55 A Treasure of
central Fire, that manifests itself by the Vents of the
Vulcanos.

t a = Trkasdre-tbovk. Obs, rare.

i6cn FuLBECKE 1st Pt. Pnrall. 16 A treasure properly is,

when money or things of good value haue lyen from time
out ofminde hidden in the ground, so that no man now hath
propertie in it.

£ TVirajK^^ww/: seeTBEASOBE-TROVE b.

2. transf. and /f^. Anything valued and preserved
as precious ; also of a person, a 'jewel ',

* gem

'

{coHoq^.
c laoo Vices ^ Virt. 135 J>at derworSe tresor, l»at k, 3c hali

gast* a S340 Hampole Psalter xxv. 1 1, 1 am rych in gostty
tresoore. ^1530 H. Rhodes ^'i. Nurture in Babees Bk.
(1868) 83 A seruaunt to suffer in anger, tc^his mayster is a
treasure. x6ii Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems i. 79 To los*c ane
Infinit and endles treassour. i66j Bp. Patrick Parab.
Pilfff. xxxii. (1687) 393 A faithful friend is a strong defence :

and he that hath found such an one, hath found a Treasure.

1791 BoswELL yohnson 16 May an. 1778, Let me then com-
fort myself with the large treasure of Johnson's conversation
which 1 have preserved. 1810 I^dy Granville Z,^//. (1804)
I. 18 My month nurse, a treasure, and the most respectable
of dames. 1844 A B. Welbv Poems (1867) 97 Our treasures
are this little boy, contentment, peace, and health, 1907
Vermy Mem. II. 60 The fine house and its treasures.

1 3. A treasury ; a treasure-house, a treasure-

chest. Obs. rare.
fi38a WycLiF i Kings xv, 18 Al the stluer and gold, that

lafte in the tresours[i'. r. tresories] of the hows of the Lord.]
1426 LvDG. De Guii. Pilgr. 8837 She tooke (hem] ful lowly
. .And in \\yx tresour vp hem Uyde. c 1473 Pict, Voc. in
Wr.-Wulcker 782/5 Hoc gazophilacium^ a tresure. 1550
CaowLEV Epigr. 185 Why can you neuer finde a time of
leasure To se where the treasure will finde them workinge %

1596 Dalrvmi-le tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. (S,T.S.) II. 350
In the Quin^ehous or in the Kingis tresour.

4. attrib. and Comh.^ as treasure-box, -chamber^

-chesty -coffer, -digger, -galleon^ -giver, -hoard,

-hunt, -hutch, -keeper^ 'room, -ship, -store, -vaults

etc ; treasure-baited, -bearing, -laden adjs.

;

treasure-city, a city in which supplies were
stored; treasure-flower, local name of a South
African composite flowering plant of the genus
Gazania^ esp. the species G. Pavonia, the peacock
treasure-flower ; treasure-wheat : see quot. See
also Treasure-house, -trove.
1887 I. R. Ladys Ranche Lt/e Montana 130 The

rohlxn-sthen rifled the *treasure-box, and rode off delighted
with their booty, a 1547 in J. R. WoyX^ Hedon (1895) App.
80 Foure keys belonging the "tresasor [j;Vl chambere. x8a3
Scott Quentin D, xxiii, Having

_
carefully locked his

treasure-chamber, the wealthy Fleming next conveyed bis

Vol. X.

guest to the j^rlour. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxiii[i],

[She] had quite a little nuiseum of locks of hair in her
*treasure-chest. 1895 Daily Ne^us 23 Nov. t/\ The treasure
chests [for the Ashanti war] consist of heavy iron safes filled

with specie .. packed at the Bank of England. x6n Bible
Exod. L II And they built for Pharaoh *treasure-cities,

Pithom and Raamses. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

(1637)106 Roman mony..in *treasurecofiers. x96GTreas.
Bot., "Treasure-flower, Gazania. 1898 G. Meredith Odes
Er. Hist. 51 Seen like some rare *treasure-galleon, Hull
down, with masts against the Western hues. 1899 Kipling
Stalky vi, Three months ago he was coinmandinga*treasure-
guartf—a cart full of rupees to pay troops with—five

thousand rupees in silver. 1898 Folk-Lore IX. 17 At
Sidon, the so-called Alexander Sarcophagus was found by
a *treasure-hunter. X862 H. Marrvat Year in Sivcden II.

409 The great secret of *treasure-hunting is to hold your
tongue. 1531 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.) 178 b, Graunt me
lady . . (o holy *tresour huche of God) one halfe farthinge to
cast in to thy laude & prayse. 1567 Trial Treas. A ij b, One
with * treasure lack his life framed. 1B80 Arc/t^ol. Cantiana
XIII. 455 It may have been a strong *treasure-room. 1900
H. Barbie In Mod. Spain 25 Many of her *treasure-ships
may have found their way to English ports. 2892 Earle
Deeds Beoiuul/ 160 The grand *treasure-sword had been
left behind. 1871 B. Tavlor Faust (1875) II. in. 196, I

hunted on the *treasure- trail. 1813 Scott Rokeby vi. iv, * To
Rokeby *treasure-vaults I ' they quaffed. And snouted loud
and wildly laughed. 1590 Acts Privy Counc. (1899) XIX.
117 Certaine wheats (called the *threasour wheats) belonging
to everie church within that Island [Jersey]. [Cf. x68a
Warburton Hist. Guernsey (1822) 66 The tr&ors, which
are certain rents anciently given for the repairs.. to the
churches., but have. . been employed to uses merely secular.]

Trea'sure, v, [t Tbeasdre sb* In Wyclif
rendering thesaurizdre of the Vulgate.]

1. trans. To put away or lay aside (anything of
value) for preservation, security, or future use ; to

hoard or store up. Often to treasure up,
138a WvcLiP Isa. xxxix. 6 Alle thingus, .that ben in thin

hous, and that thi fadris han tresored. — Baruch iii. x6
Wher ben the princes . . that siluer tresoren and gold ? 17x1-
14 Pope Rape Lock v. 114 Some thought it mounted to the
Lunar sphere. Since all things lost on earth are treasured
there. 1769 Cook Voy. round World 11. i. (1773) 281 Taking
a Cheshire cheese from a locker, where it had been carefully
treasured up for this occasion. x8ai Shelley Ginevra 131
As if the future and -the past were all Treasured i' the
instant.

t b. absol. To lay up treasure. (A literalism of

translation.) Obs. rare,
X38a Wyclip Ecclus. iii. 5 As he that tresorethi so and be

that wrshepith his moder.

2. fig. To keep in store, lay up (e, g. in the mind,
in memory).
138J Wyclip Jos, v. 3 Je han tressourid to ^ou wrath in

the laste dayes. 1483 Monk 0/ Eveshatn (Arb.) 61 The
whyche..tresur to hem. .the wrathe of owre sauyur ihesu
cryste. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows 11. § 12. 148 God doth
sometimes treasure up the sinnes of predecessours. 1741
Watts Improv. Mind i. xvi. § 3 To acquire and treasure
up a large store of ideas and notions. X836 Dlsraeli
Kw. Grey v. xi. The ladies would treasure their energies for

the impending ball. 1887 Bowen Mneid in. 436 [I] Bid
thee again and again in thy memory treasure the theme.

t3. To furnish or endow with treasures; to

supply with treasure, to enrich, Obs. rare.

cx6oo Shaks. Sonn. vi. Treasure thou some place, With
beauties treasure. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Mem. Mon-
archs \\. Wks. n* 2S7/X By a heauy taxe the King was
treasur'd,

4, To hold or keep as precious ; to cherish, prize.

1907 Verney Mem, II. 403 Treasured as hb most precious
possessions, xgii J. A. Macculloch Relig. Anc, Celts xiv,

221 A feather was left at each house and carefully treasured.

Hence Treasured (tre'^iud) ///, a., stored,

hoarded up, highly valued ; Trea'siiring vbl. sb,

x6oi Archpriest Controv. (Camden) I. 232 Every baker or
brewer, for stewarding and treasuringe, must, by this ncwe
device, be made equall with you. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key
Wks. 1867 V, 136 Wrath to come is treasured-up wrath.
i7iS-ao Pope Iliad vi. 359 The Phrygian queen to her rich

wardrobe went, Where treasur'd odours breath'd a costly

scent. X856 Kane Arct. Exfil. I. xxxi. 434 To give him a
grating of our treasured potatoes,

Trea'sare-lioii:se. A house, building, or

chamber in which treasure is kept ; a treasury.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 804/29 Hoc gazafila-
cium^ a treserhouse. X486 Lichjield Gild Ord. 24 We will

and ordeyne that the one parte of the Indentures hereoff
made,..remayne in the treasure-house of theseid cathedrall

church. X494 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot, I. 241 To put in

the copburd in the Tressourhous. XS73-80 Baret Alv.
T 351 The place where treasure is kept, a treasure house,
acrarium. 1910 Soc Antij. O. Sarum Excavation Fund
5 In ii8i-2;£9 I* were spent on the treasure-house within
the tower.

h.fig.
iS5» Latimer Serm. (1584) 302 b, The poore mans treasure

house is his labour and trauayle. 1596 Shaks. Merck, V. i\,

ix. 34 Why then to thee thou Siluer treasure house. 1890
*R, Boldrewood' Col. Re/ormerUBgi) 135 Intellectual and
artistic treasure houses. 1895 Educat. Rev, Oct, 223 The key
which unlocks the treasure-house of literature.

Treasureless (tre-^oiles), a. [f. Treasube
sb. + -LESS.] Without treasure or treasures.

1598 Sylvester Du Barias 11. i. in. Furies 809 Our fields

are flock-lesse, treasure-lesse our Towns. x868 G. Mac-
DONALD Seabd. Par. xii, Man goeth treasureless to his grave.

Treasurer (tre*3ur3j). Forms: 3-6 tresourer,

-urer, 4-7 -orer, (4 -orere, -oriere, -erour,

-urrer, 5 -oreere, -owrere, Sc. -orair, 6 -ourar,

trezerer) ; 5-7 thres-, 6-7 threasorer, -urer,

-ourer; 6 treaaorer, 6-7 -oviper, 6- treasurer.

[In 13-I4th c. tresorer, -ourer^ a. ONF. and AF.
tresorer = OF. tresorier, i, tresor Treasure, after

late L. thesaurarius (whence Pr. thesaurier, Sp.
tesorero, Pg. thesoureiro. It. tesoriere, OSc The-
saubkr) : see Treasure and -er2.]
1. One who has officially the charge of treasure

;

originally, a person entrusted with the receipt, care,

and disbursement of the revenues of a king, noble,
or other dignitary, of a state, city, or church ; now,
one who is responsible for the funds of a public body,
or of any corporation, association, society, or club.
Treasurer ofa cathedral \ see quot. 1701,
c X290 Edmund Con/. 394 in 5". Eng. Leg. I. 442 At sales-

buri . . prouendes of churches he hadde, and was tresurer
[v. r. tresourer]. 138a Wyclif Rom, xvl 23 Erastus tresorer,

or kepere, of the cite, greetith 50U wel. 1419 in Surtecs
Misc. (1888) 14 Maister Thomas Haxey, Tresorer of the
Cathedrale Kirk of Seint Peter of York. 1607 Cowell
Interpr., Treasurer. . . Most corporations through the king-
dome, haue an officer of this name, that receiueth their rents,

and disburseth their common expences. 1670 Covel in

Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 119 The two new Trea-
surers of the Turkey Company. 170X CcnvelVs Interpr.^
Treasurer in Cathedral Churches^ a Dignitary who was to

take charge of the Vestments, Plate, Jewels, Reliques, and
other Treasure belonging to the said Church. 1806 Med.
yml. XV. 357 The treasurer of each hospital must annually
verify upon oath his accounts. 1913 Kelly''s Ox/ord Direct.

tA^I^ Ashmolean Natural History Society,.. G.C.Druce..,
treasurer.

b. Lord High Treasurer of England^ of Great

Britain, also called Treasurer, Lord Treasurer,

High Treasurer^ Treasurer of the Exchequer,
formerly, the third great officer of the Crown, con-

trolling the revenues of the sovereign.
The office was put into commission several times in the

17th c, and definitely in the reign of George I, its duties

being now discharged by five Lords of the Treasury : see

Treasury 3.

[1393 Brixton i. xix. § 10 Solom la discrecioun des Thre-
sorers et des Barouns de nos Eschekers.1 c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 280 To Berwik cam l>e kynge eschekere,..
Walter of Admundesham he was Tresorere. 1556 Chron.
Cr. Friars (Camden) 71 Item the xj. day of October was
made, .the 'lord trezerer markes of Wynchester. 156a in

Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1008) 115 To the Threasourer
and Chamberlaines of our Exchequier greeting. 1589 Hay
any Work 27 Our L. high Chancellor, high Treasurer, and
high Steward of Englande. X607 Cowell Interpr. s. v., The
Treasurer of England, who is a Lord by his office.. vnder
whose charge and gouernment is all the Princes wealth con-

tained in the Exchequer. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Man.
524-5 Lord Treasurers Remembrancer . . makeib Proces
against all SherifTes. .and Bayliffes, for their accounts. X71X

Swift Jml. to Stella 10 Apr., They talk of great promo-
tions to be made : that Mr. Hardy is to he Lord-Treasurer.

1863 H. Cox Instit. III. vii. 682 In earlier times, the

Treasurer acted personally at the Exchequer.

o. Lord Lligh Treasurer of Scotland (vn^coich,

+ Lord {High) Thesaurer), formerly, the officer

having charge of the receipt and disbursement of

the revenues of the kingdom, whose duty it was to

examine and pass the accounts of the sheriffs and
others concerned in levying the revenues, to receive

resignations of lands, etc. In 1663 he was de-

clared President of the Court of Exchequer.
1473-89, X68S-X708 [see Thesaurer], 1877 Accounts Ld.

Hi^h Treasurer o/ScotlcuidX.VxfS., 13-14 In 143A James I .

.

assigned two newly created offices, the Comptroller and the
Treasurer. Ibid. 26 The earliest appointment of a Trea-
surer which remains on record is a letter under the Privy
Seal 25 June 1526. Ibid. 34 None of these [accounts] are of
earlier date than fifty years after the institution of the

office ; the earliest being of the year 1473-4.

d. United States, An officer of the Treasury

Department, who receives and keeps the moneys,

disbursing them only upon warrants drawn by the

Secretary of the Treasury and duly recorded and
countersigned ; also an officer having the same
function in each State,

1790 Hamilton IVks. (1886) VII. 52 The treasurer of the

United States shall be the receiver of all payments for sales

at the general land-office. i8ai }. Q. Adams in C. Davies
Metr. Sysi. iii. (18^1) 255 The weights were to be stamped
..in figures denominating their weighty and to be kept by
the public treasurer. 1879 ConsHt. California Art. v. § 17

(in BxycGAmer.Commw.{tZZg) I. 695) A Secretary of State,

a Controller, a Treasurer, an Attorney-General, and a Sur-

veyor-General shall be elected at the same time and places,

e. In other official designations.

a 1505 in Kingsford Chron. Lond. (1905) 230 The Maister

of his Requestes, and his Tresorer general!. 15M Wrio-
THESLF.Y Chron. (Camden) 1. 18 Mr. Treasorer and Mr. Con-
trowler of the Kinges howse. 1552 in Vicary's Anat. (1888)

App. ii. 118 The Thresourer of y« Kinges maiesties Chambre,
x6oi F. Tate Househ. Ord, Edw. II (1876) 6 The thresorer

of the warderobe. X607 Cowell Interpr. s. v., Then is there

a Treasurer of the kings houshold. .Treasurer of the Nauie,
or Treasurer ofthe warres . .Treasurer of the Kings chamber
..Treasurer of the Chauncerie. .Treasurer of the Kings
Wardrobe. X613 Voy. to Guiana in Hart. Misc. (Malh.)

III. 210 A treasurer-general for the plantations shall be resi-

dent in London. 1781 Gibbon DecL ^ F. xvii. II, 54 The
extraordinary title of count 0/ the sacred largesses, was
bestowed on the treasurer-general of the revenue.

2. fig. One who or that which is entrusted with
the keeping of anything precious or valuable.
a X300 Cursor M. 24672 (Edin.) To faintis was ti faij)e ne

fere For J?i [ju was his tresorer [Cott, tresurrer], 1340
Ayenb. 231 fe drede of god is Jje tresoriere |>et J»et tresor of

madenhod lokeb. a X586 ^mvc&H Arceidia 1. (1622) 9 Know-
39
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ing. .that I shall finde your cares faithfun trea<;urers. 1671
Barrow Serm, Ps. exit, g Wks 1687 1. 444 Rich men are

indeed but the treasurers, the stewards, the caterers of God
for the rest of men. 1831 Scott Cast. Dan^. viii, The secrets

of which thou seemest to be a too faithful treasurer. 1856
Embrson Eng. Traits, Aristocr, Wks. (liohn) II. 84 These
lords are the treasurers and librarians of mankind.

3. [f.TRKA3UREZ'.+-ERi.] One who treasures or

hoards up ; a hoarder, preserver, keeper 0/ some-
thing precious.

1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 31 The wch noble vertu ought
to be desirable to Lords, ladies, and the greatest Threa-
surers in the world. 1613 in Crt. ^ Times cf Jos. I (1848)

1. 247, I am a bad treasurer.up of names. 1631 B. Jonson
Umier^voods, Epit. M. Drayton^ When thy ruins shall dis-

claim To be the treasurer of his name.

Treasnrership (tre-gurajfip). [f. prec.+
-SHIP.] The office of treasurer.

1483 in Lett. Rich. Ill * Hetu VII (Rolls) I. 15 Thoffice

of tresorership of Calais. 1529 Act 21 Hen, VIII, c. 13. § 31
Noo Deanery, Archdeaconry, Chauncellershippe,Treso«rer-
shippe, Chauntershippe, or Prebende in any Caihedrall or
Coilegyall Churche. a 1635 Naunton Fragin. Reg. (Arb.)

55 Then did the Queen., give htm her assistance^ and
advanced him to the Treasurership. 1709 Strype Ann. Re/.
I. xlv. 456 Being preferred ..to a prebend of Winchester, and
the treasurership ofSarum. x886 Doble in Heame's Collect.

(O.H.S,) II. 456 He held the Treasurership of the Navy.

Treasnress (tre*,:5ures). [In 15th c iresoresse

for iresoreressey f. tresorer. Treasurer : see -ess.

Cf. OF. fern, ireson^re.l A female treasurer.

c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 287 The priores. .schal de-
pute a..suster experte in temporal rewle and gouemaunce
for to assiste the tresouresses. Ibid. 292 The treseres and
undertreseres. 1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495)
I. cxxxviii. 151 The Tresoresse & moder of Orphanes. 1598
YoNG Diana it. 57 One of my approoued friends, and
treasouresse of my secrets, a 1688 Dk. Buckhm. Instalni,
Wks. 1705 II. 84 A throng of Ladies, that did press To pay
their Duty to the Treasurers. 1863 Faber De Mont/orVs
True Devotion Virg. 12 He has made her the treasuress
of all that His Father has given Him.
Treasure-trove (tre^iuitrjo'v). [Orig. two

words, in AK. tresor Irov^ = L. thesaurus inventus^

in 15th c. rendered in Eng. tresoure founden,
founde, found; in 1 6th c. with the Fr. form
anglicized treasure trovey, trove, trouve.] /?'/.

Treasurefound (see b), i. e. anything of the nature

of treasure winch any one finds; spec, in English
Law-. Treasure (gold or silver, money, plate, or

bullion) found hidden in the ground or other place,

the owner of which is unknown.
In original use a merely descriptive phrase, of general

application. But from an early period a distinction arose ;

treasiure which had been lost (and not claimed), or volun-
taril)r abandoned (of which the amount was naturally small
and inconsiderable) was allowed to be kept by the first

finder; while that which had been (certainly or presumably)
hidden, was claimed by the Crown. This practically in-

eluded all ancient treasure^ and to this the name treasure
troz'e was specifically restricted. To encourage the giving
up of such treasure, when found, and to prevent the destruc
tion of valuable antiquities, the finder now receives from
the Crown four-fifths or nine-tenths of the value. (For full

discussion, see Wm. Martin in Law Quart. Rev. (1004)
XX. 27.)

[a 1x90 Glanvill pe Leg. et Consuet. Angl. xiv, ii,

Placitum de pccultatione inventi thesauri fraudulosa, 1292
Bbittom I. ii. § 18 Et ausi apent a lour office de enquerede
viel tresor trove en terre. 1348 Vear-bk. 22 I£dw. I/I, Easter
(in Statham A bridgewentft i^gi) h ij), Thesaurum inuentum
competit domino meo regi et non domino libertatis. Ib/d.^

Mick, h ij b, Punysshement pur treasoure troue pris et
emporte de werk de meere. x443-|t Year^bk. 22 Hen. K/,
Mich. {ibid, gviij), Cestuy a qui le proprete est auera
tresoure troue, 1527 Rastell Expos. Tenninorunt, Tresour
troue est quant ascun money ou argent plate ou boHon est
troue ascun leu et nul conust a quele properte est, doncques
le properte de ceo apperteynt al roy et ceo est dit tresour
troue [see 1567 below]-!

iSSo Acts Privy Counc. N. S. (1891) III. 14 To go with
certein persons that have offred to finde treasure trovey.

\tfi^ Expos. Terms Law (1579) 180 b/2 Treasure founde is

when any money, gold, or siluer, plate, or bolion, is found
in any place, & no man knoweth to whom the property is,

then the property thereof belongeth to the queene, and that
is called treasure troue, that is to say treasure found. 1572
WoGAN in T. Wright Q. Eliz. ^ Times (1838) I. 442 One of
the parties charged with the saide threasure trove. 1591
SvLVESTEB Du Bartos i. v. 73^ As wroth, that men upon
his right should rove, Or theevish hands usurp his Treasar-
trove, c 1634 Coke /nj^ in. 132. 1765 Blackstone C^ww/.
I. viii. 295. 1776 Adah Smith W^ N. 11. i. (i86g) I. 282
Treasure-trove was in those times considered as no con-
temptible part of the revenue of the greatest sovereigns in
Europe. 1904 W. Martin in Laiv Q. Rev. XX. 32 f'rom
the present^iay point of view., we may say that if the dis-
covered treasure has not been hidden , , it is not specifically
treasure trove. attrib. x868 G- Stephens Runic Mon. II.

515 They have been continually sent to the melting-pot,
thanks to the old Treasure-trove law.

fig. cijoo Prior Dial. Dead Potms (1907) 227 Substances,
Identity, Diversity, and fifty other glorious Tresor-trouves
to which you [Locke], the Master of the Soil, have the only
right and Property. 1864 Tennvson Ayimer's Field 515
There the manorial lord too curiously Raking in that mil-
lennial touchwood-dust Found for himself a bitter treasure-
trove.

t b. Rendered treasure found. Obs.
14JS7-8 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 583/r Deodandes, Tresoure

founden, and also all maner Goodes, Catelles and forfaitures,

1482 Ibid. VI. 205/1 Wrekke of the See, Tresour founde,
and all such Issues, Fynes and amerciamentes. 1567 [see
above). 1651 G. W. tr. Covets Inst. 66 There is a propnety
gained by finding, as in case of Treasure found,., oy Trea*

sure we mean an ancient hoarding of Money or other
Mettall. 1670 Blount Law Dicl.s.v. Treasure-trove, 'V'\iq

punishment for concealing Treasure found is imprisonment
and fine, [1887 Act 50 4- 51 Vict. c. 71 § 36 A coroner shall
continue as heretofore to have jurisdiction to inquire of
treasure that is found, who were the finders, and who is

suspected thereof.]

tXrea'Surons, a. Obs. rare. [f. Treasure
sb, -t- -ous : cf. traitorous^ treasonous!] Full of or
of the nature of treasure

; precious.
cx6n Chapman IliadTo Rdr. 123 TheyfaiPd to search

his deep and treasurous heart. 1616 ^ Homer^s Hymns,
To Earth 39 Goddesse full of grace, And treasurous Angell
t' all the humane Race.

Treasury (tre'^iiri),^^. Forms: 3-5tresorye,
3-6 -orie, 4-5 -oury(e, 4-6 -ory, 5 -owrye,
-owri, 7 -ury; 5 tresurry, -ie, tressurry; 5-6
thresory(e

; 5-7 treaaorie, 6 -cry, -urye, 6-7
-urie, 6- treasury. [ME. a, OF. iresorie (1 ith c.

in Godef.), f. OF. tresor^ Treasuek (after med.L.
ihesauria : see Thesaury) + -zV, -y.]

1. A room or building in which precious or

valuable objects are preserved, esp. a place or re-

ceptacle for money or valuables (now Hist.) ; trans/.

the funds or revenue of a state or of a public or

private corporation.
^1290 Beket 2151 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 168 pis luj^ere kni^tes

wenden .a-non to is tresorie. £-1380 Wvclif Serm, Sel
Wks. II. 211 Jesus biheld how Jw puple caste moneye into
\>\s tresorie. 1464 Coventry Leet Bk. 327 j>e remembrances
of sich liberies as perteyned to Cheylesmore weron yn the
Tresoryof the Duch[yl of Lancastre. 1560 Daus tr. Slci-
daue's Comm. 360 Mony.. taken out of the common trea-

sorie for the war. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 221
Gold.. of her own proper treasury, and not her husbands.
1780 Harris PhiloL Enq. Wks. (1841) 484 There was no
more left in his treasury than forty-seven pieces of silver,

and one of gold. 1840 Thackeray Barber Cox July, Lady
de Sudley thought a fete at Beulah Spa.. might bring a
little money into its treasury. 1849 Rock Ch. ^Fathers i.

V. (1903) I. 287 In the treasury of the Cathedral at Aix-la-
Chapelle there is a fine, whole, uncut chasuble.

2. fig. A repository of * treasures
'

; a thesaurus

;

a * treasure-house \ ' storehouse *.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame n. 16 In the tresorye hyt shette
Of my brayn. 1535 Coverdale Job xxxviiL 22 Wentest
thou euer in to the treasuries off the snowe, or hast thou
sene y" secrete places of the hale ? 1673 True Worship God
61 The abundance of Divine Knowledg contained in the rich
Treasury of Gods Word. 177Z Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782)
I. Ded. 6 Value the scriptures, as a treasury of divine know-
ledge. i86z Pai-grave (title) The Golden Treasury of
English Songs. 1879 P. Brooks Influence Jesus iv. 209
Almost all men appropriate out of the great treasury of the
langtwage certain words which they make their own.
3. The department of state which controls the

collection, management, and expenditure of the
public revenue ; spec, that of the United Kingdom

;

also that of the United States.
The office of Lord High Treasurer of Great Britain and

Ireland is now discliarged by a Treasury Board of Com-
missioners, the First Lord of the Treasury (who is usually,
though not always, Prime Minister), the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and junior Lords not more that five in number,
who act as party whips. I'he actual head of the department
Is the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who is assisted in his
duties by the Financial Secretary in the House of Commons,
and by the Permanent Secretary and his staff in the
Treasury. The Patronage Secretary to the Treasury is the
chief whip of the party in office.

All money raised by taxation or otherwise accruing to the
Government is paid into the Consolidated Fund, the Ex.
chequer account at the Bank of England. Money cannot
be paid out of this account without requisitions and orders
from the Treasury, authorized by votes of the House of
Commons, and sanctioned by the Comptroller and Auditor
General.
c 1383 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct, (rgii) 742 Neijjir prelatis

neij>ir preestis. .shulden han seculer officis, J>at is chaun-
eerie, tresorie, priuy seal, & o|>ere siche seculer ofiicis in l?e

chekir. 1642, 1711, 1739, 1893 [see 'Lov^Xi sb. x\\, 1693 in
Calr. Treas. Pap. I. Pref. 17 The King was graciously
pleased to bestow on mee the place of Secretary to the
Treasury. 1769 Junius Lett. xii. (1770) 58 With this pre-
cedent . . every county in England, under the auspices of the
treasury, may be represented as completely as the county
of Middlesex. 1^87 Constit. U.S. Art. i. § 9 No money
shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in consequence of
appropriations made by law. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist,
(1876) III. XV. H2 They saw Godolphin. .still in the trea-
sury. 1840 Macaulay Hist. Eng, m. I. 309 The lord trea-
surer., had ei^ht thousand a year, and, when the treasury
was in commission, the junior lords had sixteen hundred
a year each. i888 Bbyce Ainer. Commw. i. xvii. (1889)
I. 172 In the United States the Secretary of the Treasury
sends annually to Congress a report containing a statement
of the national income and expenditure. 1911 Maitland
Const. Hist. 409 Nothing whatever can be done which in-
volves the expenditure of public money without the consent
of the Treasury,

b. The building where the Treasury Commis-
sioners transact business ; formerly also Treasury
Office.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Treasury,.. ^y:i the Treasury-
Office. 1815 Wraxall Hist. Mem. (1Q04) 483 The daily
Newspapers .. represented Lord Shelbume .. advancing
under cover of the night, to blow up the Treasury. 1879
Whitaker's Almanac 302/2 Government Offices .. Ad-
miralty, Horse Guards, Treasury, War Office.

4. Theatrical slang. The weekly payment of a
company of actors.

1885 Diaty 0/Actress 132 The engagement turned out as
I feared, no money. They said Treasury would be at night,

but there was nothing. 1885 J. K. Jerome On the Stage
159 On Saturday, we came to the theatre at twelve for
treasury, 'Ihe Captain was not there. ..He would be back
by the evening,. and treasury would take place after the
performance. 1892 Daily News 8 Nov. 5/1 We must never
lose sight of the fact that he had to provide ' treasury ' at
the week's end.

t5. = Treasure j^. i, Obs.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7832 He het dele ek poueremen

Muche of is tresorie. Ibid. 8431 pis cristinemen so wel
astored nere Of armes ne of tresorie. 13.. [see Treasure
sb. i]. <:x44o Alphabet o/Tales 196 pe bisshop askid hym
if he had fon any tresurrie. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, i. iii.

134 Thy sumptuous Buildings, and thy Wiues Attyre H^ue
cost a masse of publique Treasurie. 1609 Daniel Civ.
IVars vin. xlv, As he, who hauing found great Treasury.
1672 Cave Prim. Chr, 111. iL (1673) 254 To impart the Trea-
suries of the Gospel.

6. attrib. and Comb,., li.^ treasury board^ certificate,

-chamber, -chesty -door, office, -vault ; treasury-
bench, the front bench on the right hand of the
Speaker in the House of Commons, occupied by
the Leader of the House (usually the first Lord of

the Treasury), and other members of the Govern-
ment ; treasury-biU, an instrnment of credit, usu-

ally drawn for 3 or 6 months, issued by authority

of Parliament to the highest bidder, when money
is temporarily needed by the Commissioners of the

Treasury ; treasury-bond, an exchequer bond

;

treasury chest fund, a banking account not ex-

ceeding j^i,ooo,ooo from which advances are made
for the public service at distant stations, accounted
for and repaid by the departments concerned

;

treasury department, in the U.S. government,
the finance department under the Secretary of tlie

Treasury ; treasury lord, one of the commissioners
of the Treasury ; treasury letter or note, a 'whip*
issued by the government to its supporters in

parliament ; treasury minute, an administrative
regulation for any department under the Treasury

;

treasury note, C/,S. a demand note issued by the

Treasury Department, receivable as legal tender
for all debts (see also treasury letter) ; treasury-
warrant, a warrant or voucher issued by the
Treasury for any sum disbursed by the exchequer.

1785 Rolliad(.jygo) 10 While on the 'Treasury-Bench you,
Pitt, recline. 1882 W. Cory Mod, Eng. Hist. n. 482 The
House of Commons [in 1835] did not .show any wish to make
the Prime Minister sit on its own Treasury Bench. 1797
Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 198/1 If the advances on
*treasury bills had been paid off when required. 1912
Standard 20 Sept. 7/4 The offering by rival quarters of
lines of Treasury bills cannot be helpful to Chinese credit.

1855 London as it is to-day vii, The "Treasury Board holds
its meetings here. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Traxle,* Treasury
bond, a species of exchet^uer-bill. 1791 Ann. Congress {_\^\<:^

III. 1071 'Treasury certificates issued in exchange for loan
office settlement certificates. 1852 Grotk Greece 11. Ixxviii.

X. 265 Thebes was commemorating her recent victory by
the erection of a *treasury-chamber, and the dedication of
pious offerings at Delphi. 1877 Act 40 ^ 41 Vict. c. 45 § 3
An account..showing the receipts and payments of the
^Treasury Chest Fund, distinguishing those of the several
Treasury chests. Ibid., The Treasury may employ the
Treasury Chest Fund to make temporary advances for any
public service, .to be repaid out of money appropriated by
Parliament to such service. 1896 Wcstm. Gaz. 11 June 5/2
There was not a precedent for paying the expense of a
military expedition out of the Treasury chest without such
expedition having previously been sanctioned by Parliament,
1878 T. L. CuYLER Pointed Papers 54 A plain, coarsely-clad
man.. is seated in the *treasury-court of the Temple at
Jerusalem. 1784 Jrnls. Congress 7 May, To revise the insti-

tution of the 'treasury department. 1789 Ann. Congress
19 May (1834) I. 38s Mr. Madison moved..that there shall
be a Treasury Department 1892 A. B. Hart Form, of
Union 144 In establishing the Treasury Department a
strong effort was made to create a Secretary of the Treasury
as an agent of Congress. 1663 Bp. Hopkins Sertn. Vanity
(1685) 87 A seal set upon the 'Treasury-door which none can
break or violate. 1866 Felton Anc. <5- Mod. Gr, II, 11. iiL

298 He became a receiver of the public revenues, and ao
quired the name of "treasury-eater. 1778 H. Walpole
Last Jrnls. II. 299 Not content with the usual 'Treasury
letters, Lord North issued a second batch, signed by him-
self, earnestly pressing attendance. 1812 Act 0/ Congress
20 June, 'Treasury notes shall be every where received in
payment of all duties and taxes laid by the authority of the
tjnited States, i8is Deb. in Congress 8 Dec. (1854) 1626
Having thus absorbed a portion of the Treasury note debt.,
the Secretary of the Treasury proceeded to assign funds for
the payment of the Treasury notes. 1899 Westm. Gaz.
24 Jan. 2/3 'Treasury Notes are recognised by the student
of our political history as the earliest form of Parliamentary
' Whips '. 1903 PoBRiTT Unref. Ho. Comm. I. xxv. 509 The
circulars issued bythe administration to its supporters became
known as treasury notes in the reign of George 111. i8ia
Sporting Mag, XXXIX, 177 The danger I should be ex-
posed to. . if I disclosed their instructions, or the "Treasury.
Orders. 1661Wood Life i Apr. (O.H.S.) I. 389 l"hey conveyed
themselves thro the cellar dore next to the 'treasury-vault,
locked it, and one of them put the key into his pocket
X834 Macaulay Ess., Thackeray's Hist. Chatham (1887)
319 Legge, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, refused to sign
the "Treasury warrants which were necessary to give effect

to the Ueaties, 1863 H. Cox Instil, iii. vii. 681 The
Treasury warrant authorized the drawing an order upon the
Tellers of the Exchequer.

Hence Trea*sury v, (nvnce-wd.), in pass, to be
honoured by the Treasury.
1855 Dickens Dorrit xxxiii, He was..Treasuried, Barred

and Bishopedj as much as he would.



TREASimTSHIP,

Trea'suryship. [f. prec. + -ship.] = Tbka-
8URERSHIP.
X7O0 Tykkkll //isi. Eng. 11. 889 The King.. required him

to give an Account of his Treasuryship. 1876 liANCROFT
Hist. U. S. III. xii. 179 George Grenville..took the trea-
suryship of the navy. 1903 Daily Chron, 30 July 3/6 The
treasuryship of the connexional funds.

Treat (trft), sb,^ Forms: 4-6 trete, (5 trett,

treet, treyte), 5-6 (9 Sc) tret, 6 Sc. treit, 6-7
treate, (7 trait, trayte), 6- treat. [In branch I,

f. Treat v, ; in II. from F, trait^ or other deriva-
tive of the same stem.]

I. Senses arising out of Treat v.

f 1. The action or an act of treating, or discussing
terms; parley, negotiation ; agreement; treaty.

*37S Barbour Bruce x. 125 Schir alexander of Argill..
send tretis to l>e king, And com his man but tarying. ibid.
XI. 35 [He] tald quhat tretis he had maid, And quhat day he
thame [the English] gevyn had. c 1380 Wyclif Serm, Sel.
Wks. II. 248 In (>is fallen many men in tretes and acordis
makynge. 1412-20 Lvdg. Ckron. Troy i. 2222 With-out
assaut pe caste) were y-5olde;..in swyche case longe trete
were in veyne. 1448 Paston Lett, I. 75 That comynycasyon
and trete schold be had betwyxt hys counsayle and myne.
1529 Rfgistr.AberdoH. (MailL CL) I. 3^ We J>e saidis
prowest bail^eis consall and communite riplie autsit. ,be lang
tret conuening togidder. 1590 Spenskr /'. Q. iii. viii. 16
[He] Bad that same boaster,.. To leave to him that lady
for excheat, Or bide him batteill without further treat.

+ 2. An entreaty, a beseeching. Obs.
1601 Weever Mirr, Mart. D iv, The king. .Then vowes

prayes, treates; vowes, treates, and prayers vaine, From
prayers, treates, and vowes he doth reframe. 1632 Vicars
Aineid iv. 105 But none of all her treats or bitter teares Re-
move his thoughts, a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irei. (Ir. Archa:ol.
Soc) II. 13^ By word of mouth (hej made faire promises
mingled witn many treates.

1 3. — Treatment i ; an instance of this. Obs.
1671 Butler Ode to Du'Val iii, France. .That serves the

ruder Northern Nations With Methods of Address and
Treat. 1702 C. Mather i^fri^w. C/er. ii. iv. (1852) 123 Those
harsher and harder treats, which he sometimes h:*d from
the frowardness of not a few. a ijfii Kkn Hymnotheo Wks.
172T III. 286 All . , Who had from hira receiv'd injurious Treat,

t b. Treatment of guests or visitors ; reception,
entertainment. Obs.
1689 Attdros Tracts I. 107 After a very unkind Treat, we

humbly prayed his Excellency fete. J. 1698 Vanbhugh Msop
It. i, I don't know how I shall return your friendly treat.

<:i7IoCeua Kienmes Diary (1888) 148 Mr. Wm. Allen.,
pave me a very civil treate, being an acquaintance of my
Brother,

4. cofur. An entertainment of food and drink,
esp, one given without expense to the recipient; a
feast, refection, collation, Obs. or merged in b.

1651 Evelyn Char. Eng. (1650) 32 They drink their
crowned Cups roundly,. .daunce after the Fiddle, kLss freely,
and tearm it an honourable Treat. 1705 Lutfrell Brie/
Ret. (1857) V- 536 According to the late acts, no money is to
be spent or treats made upon account of elections. 1725
De For Voy. round World (1840) 260 A very handsome
table, covered with a cold treat of roasted mutton and beef.

1736 Drake Eboracum u viii. 379 He performed all the
exercises and gave the usual treat (or the degree of doctor
in divinity. 1819 Wordsw. Waggoner it. 46 Our treat shall
be a friendly bowl.

b. Hence, An entertainment of any kind given
gratuitously, esp. to children ; a pleasure party or
the like.

1683 Kknnett tr. Erasm. on Folly 156 For a concluding
Treat you expect a formal epilogue. 1791 Burks App.
Whigs Wks. yi. 131 The liastile could in>pire no horrours
into them. This was a treat for their betters. 1841 Thackeray
Gt. Hoggariy Diamond \v, I had promised a dozen of them
a treat down the river.

_ 1885 L'Pool Daily Post 2^ Apr. 5/2
Vanloads of happy urchins, bent on enjoying their Sunday
school treaL

O. The action of treating or entertaining ; one's
part or turn to treat ; an invitation to eat or drink.
1690 Crowne Eng. Friar V. Wks. 1874 IV. 120 The bride

U my kinswoman, so the treat to-night is mine, and I invite
alt this good company. 1888 Lighthall Vng. Seigneur 135
'Shut up, Potdevin !

' said the only man who understood
English, fearful lest the second treat should go astray.

d. To stand treat
'. to bear the expense of a treat,

1837 Marryat Dog-fiend Iv, Neither she nor the corporal
would stand treat. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggariy Diamond
ix. We had a very merry party at Vauxhall, Gus insisting on
standing treat 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander * Valerie'e Fate i,

That stingy old thing . . would not go into a cake-shop,
though I offered to stand treat

5. Something highly enjoyable; a great pleasure,
delight, or gratification. Also rarely applied to a
person as an emotional expression of commenda-
tion (qaot. 1825). coHoi^.

[i8oa Palkv Nat. Theol. xix. fed. 2) 373 Carrion is a treat to
dogs, ravens, vultures, fish.] 1805 E. Dayrs Wks. 137 Here
the admirer of nature will receive a high treat, from .. woods,
sinkinf; into deep glens [etc.]. 1827 /efitirson Writ. (1830)
IV. 385 Her * Few Days in Athens . . has been a treat to me
of the highest order. 1825 Lady Granvillb Lett. (1894) II.

13 Lord Dudley Is a treat, and deserves his cutlets for the
admirable despatch he wrote. 1880 M<^Cakthy Own Times
III. XXX. 4 His speeches were an intellectual treat. i8iB7-9
T. A, Tbollope What {remember II. 267 The excursion.,
was another-guess sort of treat 1901 ALLORtDCB Sherbro
xxiii. lyi An open shed-kitchen, so clean that it was quite a
treat to look at it

b. A treat (advb.) : so as to gratify highly

;

extremely well ; also {gen. or ironically) extremely,
excessively, vulgar colloq,

1899 Daily News 8 May 4/2 Tlus air makes yer liver wwk

807

a fair treat. 1910 tbtd. 24 Dec. 4 I've begun with a white-
wa-shing job. It pays out my arms a treat.

II. Various obsolete or dialectal senses, not
directly from the verb.

+ 6. In phr. on {in) treaty {a) Vat full length;
in a series; {b) ? continuously, uninterruptedly, at
length, at leisure. Obs, [Cf. OF. ^ trait * lente-

ment, pos^ment, a loisir' (Godef,).]
?/zi4oo Morte Arth. 3655 The mar/nerse..Towyne trvs-

selle one trete, trvssene vpe sailes. c 1450 MvRc/'an Priest
1174 Hath J?y herte be wroth or gret When goddes serues
wasdraweon tret? <ri46o ToTvneley Myst, xxx. 130, For
wysely he spekys on trete.

t7. Med. A plaster or ointment spread on a
cloth, Obs, [? Aphetic for Entrete, OF, entrait
adhesive plaster.]

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg, J32 Take .iilj. partis of rosyn,
& be ,v part of wex, & drawe abrood (»at treet on a clooj?,

& leie it on Jtc wounde. a 1450 Stockh, Med. MS. 87 For to
make trete |>at yscallyd playsterof piombe. Ibid, iii A tret
for iche wound sanatyt 1483 Cath. Angl. 393/1 Trett,
tractura^ empiastmm. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 30 b, Wyth
a cerote or treat made of waxe. 1639 T. db Gray Compi.
Horsem, 304 This is a most soveraign treate or salve.

t 8. = Treatise j^. i, b, c. Obs. [?A curtailed
form of tretiSy Treatise, the -is being taken as
pi, su.Tix. But cf. also F. traiti treatise.]

C1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov, Lordslu 87 We shhall
determyn after by a short trete, of propertez & vertuz of
herbes. c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 502/2 Trete (//., /'. tretye or
tretyce, A. tretyng)^ tractates, c 1450 Holland Ho-zvlai
307 At the forsaid trist quhar the trete tellis. c 1485 Dtgby
Myst. IV. 3 Rede this treyte. 1336 Bellenden CV<?«. .^cij/.

/a«rf(i82i) I, p. liv, To schaw the auld maneris of Scottis.

.

under anecompenditis treit 154S Gkst Fr. Masse in H. G.
Dugdale Z,^<i84o) App. 72 Thys matteir..! have chosen
..too entreaie upon, in respecte ye treate therof is.. avayl-
able and nedeful. a 1353 Philpot Exam. ^ Writ. (Parker
Soc) 340 Let us proceed unto another treate of FlorebelTs.

+ 9. s=Tracb J^.2i,a: chiefly in //. traces, Obs,
rare. [a. F. traits, earlier traiz, trais, whence
Eng. traysy Trace (taken as sing., with pi. traces).^
1611 CoTGR., 7'ra«-^,..a team-trace, or trait; the cord or

chaine that runs betweene the horses, etc. 1613 Markhah
Eng. Husbandman 1. 1. viii. (1635) 45 TheTreates by which
the Horses draw, being strong cords made of the best
Hempe. 1630 — Fare^v. Husb. il xiii. (i668) 61 To the big
end of this harrow you shall fix a strong rope with a swingle-
tree with Treats- CoHer, and Harness, [c 1880 Elworthy
Let, to Editor^ Traces of rope, by which horses drag the
plough. Still called traites in Dorsetsh. to distinguish from
chain-traces.]

1 10. A feature, lineament : = Tract jd.3 7 ; cf.

Tbait 4. Obs,
i7»x Ramsay Tea-t. Misc^ Cer Bogie iii, There a' the

beauties do combine Of colour, treats and air.

11. allrib, t Treat net, some kind of fishing

net ; ?a drag-net {obs.),

1584 in Descr.ofThamesU-is^^tzTx^t Nets, Peter Nets,
must be two Inches large in the Meish.

Treat, treet, sb.^ Now dial. Also 7 treate,

9 trait, -e ; (in sense a) 3-4 trait, 3-5 tret, treyt,

5-7 trayt, 7 treate, trete. [Origin uncertain

;

perh. F. traity traile pa. pple. drawn, withdrawn,
extracted : but no sense * bran ' appears in F,]
I. The second of the three qualities of bran re-

moved by bolting from wheaten meal.

^
(Halliwell has ' Trait, the coarser meal, Cormv.'\ but this

b not given in any of the Cornwall Glossaries.)
i6ai Bkst Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 105 In every bushell of

mcale that commeth from the milt there is very neare a
pecke of chizell drosscd out; which, hereaboutes, is called
treatey in the South-country, branne. 1829 Brockett N, C.
WordsyBye-boodngSy or Sharps, the finest kind of bran ; the
second in quality being called Treet,and the worst Chxzzel.
1894 NorthumblH. Gloss., Treet, the second quality of bran.
Thefinestquality is called ' sharps ' and thecoarsest'chizzel *,

a 1905 Sarah Hewett MS. Collect, {Devon) in Eng. Dial.
Diet. s. V. Traitie, Near Barnstaple I heard a farmer's wife
say—* Yu ant atuked the traite out fine enough ; there's a
gude dayle o' the cuse bran long wi* this yer ' (You haven't
taken the treat out fine enough ; there's a good deal of the
coarse bran along with this here].

t2. Here app. belongs the denomination
Bread of trete (AF. pain de trayte, med,

(Anglo-)L. panis de trete, treit), also simply trayt,

the second lowest and cheapest quality of bread
specified in the Statute of Bread and Ale, 51 Hen.
HI, 1366 ; the name remained in use down to the

15th c.

Also discussed by the legal antiquaries of the 17th c. and
later (in many cases with erroneous guesses : e.g. in Blount
Law Diet, 1670, Phillips (ed. Kersey) 1706, Jamieson Sc.
Diet. s. V, Trayty etc.).

The Statute of 1266 specified three (or four) varieties of
breadof fine tlour, of which the standard form was thewoj/^^
(OF. gastely F. gdteau), and three qualities of inferior

bread, viz. bread of whole wheat, bread of trete, and bread
of any kind of grain ; the farthing loaf of trete was to weigh
twice the weight of wastel, on account of the bran left in it.

1266 Act 51 Henry Illy Stat. Bread ^ Ale, Quando
quarterium frumenti vendiiur pro xij. d. tunc panis quad-
ranlisde Wastello. .ponderabitsex libras& sexdecim solidos

. . Panis vero de trait [z'.r. tret] ponderabit duos Wastelios.

f 1*90 Fleta II. ix. § I [quoting prec] Panis de Treyt.
rti3JS (Eng. tr.) MS. Rawl. B.S20 If. 43 b, Of al hoi bred

l^e fur^ingwort sal wcie a Coket ant an half. Bred of trait

sal weie tuuei wasteles. Bred of alle kunne corne sal weie
luuei cokettes. 14.. Ipswich Domesday in Blk, Bk.Adm.
II. 175 Sunime [bakers] makcn wastel, ferst coket, and
trayt aul oonly; and summe symnel and trayt. 1430 Mare'

TREAT.
scalcia Pritiris in Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 350 Non
Pjinem album iiec tret, non pondera. 1433 Ibid. 371 Panis
albusob minus per iijs.&p.-iTiisde tret. t^.. IterCamcrarii
c 9 in Acts Pari. Scot. (1844) I. App. iv. 6g7 Tercio quod
noil panificant quodliljet genus panui ut lex burgi requirit,
videlicet quachetum.wastellum, Symnellum, panem alsamyn,
purum panem, et panem mixtum de treyt. 1609 .Skisne
Uiatmerlane Air ix. in Reg. Maj. 150b, Baksteis sould be
challenged that. .4 They make not all kindes of bread, as
law requyres

; that is ane fage, symmell, wastell, pure cleane
breade, mixed breade, and bread of trayt. 1607 Cowfli,
Jnterir. s.y., Briade 0/ treate, anno 51 H. 3, Statute of
breade, &c., what it signilleth, i cannot learne. Ibid. s.v.
Cocket, In the statutes of bread and ale, made anno 51 H. 3
..you have mention of bread coket, wastell bread, bread of
trete, and bread of common wheate. 1674 Jeake Arith,
(;69*l 74 Bread of Treet seems to be Houshold-Bread of
the best Wheat unravelled, or ravelled through the coursest
Boultel. 1863 Chambers' Bk. Days 15 Jan. I. 119/2 Trete
bread, or bread o/trete,. .made of wheat meal once bolted,
or from which the fine flour at one sifting had been removed.
This was also known as ' bis ' or brown bread, and probably
owed its name to. .bran being so largely its constituent.

Treat (trA), v. Forms : 3-6 trete, 4-5 treete,
4-6 tret, (5 treite, trette, treatte), 5-6 trayte,
traiot(e, Sc. trait, 5-7 treate, 5-8 ^Sc. treit, (6
treaot, traite, Sc. traitt), 6- treat. Pa. t. and
pple. treated (4-6 treted(e, etc.) ; .ilso contr. 5
trete, 6 Sc. treit, trett, 6-7 Sc. treat, 6- Sc. and
«. dial. tret. [a. OF. tretier, traitier (12th c. in
Godef.), F. trailer :—L. Iractnre to drag, frequen-
tative (intensive) of trahtfre to draw, pa. pple.
tracttis ; cf. Pr. tractar, Sp. tralar, It. trattare.
The chronological order of senses in Eng. does not agree

with that of L. troctdre or even of F. trailer. Senses 5 and 7
come nearest to the primary notion of tractdre.l

1. a. i/itr. To deal or carry on negotiations (wzVA
another) witli a view to settling terms ; to discuss
terms of settlement ; to bargain, negotiate.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10383 pe verste day of octobre ))!s

conseil bigan, Vor to trety of is londJ>er was mani a man.
c.'37S -'<e. Leg. .'faints xi. (Symon f, Judas) 178 Or ellis ger
|>i fays be Rycht wondir fayne to tret with (re. 1390 Gower
Conf. I. 350 And aftir that of Mariaee Thei trete and axen
of hir wille. <ri430 Lvno. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 150
Begyn no trouble whan men trete of pees, 1568 Grafton
CltroH. 1 1. 302 T'hey treated for a peace betweene the two
kinges, but nothing came to effect. 1617 Morvson /tin. i.

195, I . . was forced to treat with unknowne Merchants fo»-

taking money upon exchange. 1647 Sprigge Anglia Rediv.
III. ii. (1854) 140 The governor i^at a parley, desiring to
tr«it. 1795 Lu. Auckland Corr. (1862) III. 353 My piivate
opinion has ever been, that it is right in war to treat at ail

times. i838-4» Arnold Hist. Rome III. xlv. 306 They
began to treat with Marcellus for the surrender of Syracuse.
*89S Times 16 Jan. 14/2 The railway company. . served upon
Lord Gerartl a notice to treat for certain land.

t b. trans. To handle or discuss (an affair) with
a view to settlement ; to negotiate, arrange, plan

;

rarely in bad Bense, to plot (quot. 1622). In early
use also with obj. cl. Obs.

1357 Lay Folks Catech. (T.) 46 Oure fadir the Ercebishop
. . Has treted and ordayned for commune profet, Thurgh the
consaile of his clergie, That ilkane that vndir him has
kepynge of sanies,.. Teche and preche, 1375 Barbour i^rwc^
IV. 177 Quhen (lis cunnand l>us tretit wes, 1406 Rolls 0/
Partt. V. 417/1 Come for to trete Pees or Trleues. 14^
Caxton Paris ^ y. 52 He trayted that she shold haue of
two barons that one, 1533 Ace. Ld. Nigh 'freas. Scot. VI.
154 Passing to the Newcastell to treit the peace. j6sa
Mabbe tr. AlematCs Guzman d'Alf. It, 154 Which of vs
two treats falsehood, which intends diceit ? 1658 Bramhall
Consecr. Bps. v. 133 That these things should be treated,
and concluded, and executed all at one meeting, a 1715
Burnet Own Time an. 1673 (1823) II. 30 He was treating a
marriage with the archduchess.

O, With advb. extension ; To bring or get (into

or out of some position or condition) by negotiation.

1414 26 Pol. Poems xiii, 139 While 3e trete, .ay \nty gete,
5e trete joure self out of 30ure ri^t. c 1440 Lovelich Merlin
6554 ^ gret partye of the lond they hadden j-treted jnto
here bond. i68i Moores Baffled 3 They, .advanced to be-
siege Tanger, but were violently repulsed, say some ; others
say, fairly treated off by the Portuguezes. 188a Schoulbr
Hist. U. S. II. Ill Eaton.. indulged in some indiscreet re*
flections upon the administration for treating out himself
and Hamet,
2. a. inlr. To deal with some matter in speech

or writing; to discourse, (In quot. 1509 trans/,

of pictorial representation.) Const, of, formerly

also on, upon.
c_i374Chaucer Troylus i. 686(742)Manmakethofteayerde
Witn which \k makere is hym self beten In sondry maneres
as \ns wyse treten.

^ 1382 Wvclif i Kings iv. 33 [Solomon]
tretyde of the beestis, and foulis. 1390 Gower Conf. 1 1. 215
To trete upon the cas of love, . . I fiiide write a wondfer thing.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, iv. (Percy Soc) 17 The hall was
hanged,..With cloth of arras.. That treated well of a ful

noble story. 1579 Fulkk Heskins' Part. 527 The Sixtieth
Chapter treateth vpon this text. 165a Needham tr. Selden's
MareCl. 150 Objections. .brought out ofWriters treating of '

other matters. 1676 MoxoN Print Lett. 3 The Roman
Capitals have.. been treated of. 1681 tr. Belon's Myst.
Physick Inlrod. 46 The Author of this Discourse.. having
already, .sufficiently, .treated on that point. 173a Berkklev
Alciphr. I. § 3 Certain writings of our divines that treat of
grace. 1786 Goldsm. Vic. PK xx, What subject did you
treatupon? A1873 Deutsch Rem. (1874) 173 This book.,
treating of a most abstruse subject.

b, trans. To deal with (a subject) in speech or
writing ; to discuss. In mo<l, use often with
mixture of sense 10 ; to deal with in the way of
literary art

39-
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C1325 Sort^ of Yesterday 155 in E, E. P, (1862) 137

Ensaumple here of i wol 50U trete. c 1380 Wyclif Last Age
of Chirclu p. xxiii, Afiir J>e opynioun of hem j^'at trete )>is

matir. 138a — Mark ix. 32 What tretiden 5e in the weie?
c I4as Craft ofNombrynge (E E.T.S.) 3 pis boke tretys J^c

Craft of Nombryng. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. 1. i. i,

I syr John Froissart, wyll treat and recorde an hystory of

great louage and preyse. X590 in Fuller Ch. Hist. (1655)

IX. vii. § 27 That he [Thos. Cartwright] with others in some
. . Conference . . or. . Assembly . . did treat, and dispute . . these

six Articles. 1734 tr. RolUns Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 2,

I have already treated them at some length, i860 Tyndall
Ciac I. xii. 86 Questions which shall be treated under their

proper heads. Mod. I wonder how he will treat the subject.

1 3. a. To entreat, beseech, request {trans^ and

absoi.) ; in qaot. 1500-30, to get by entreaty. Obs.

C137S Sc. Leg. Saints xliv. {Lucy) 16 Hir modyr..Scho
tretyt with hire for to ga. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 1923 Thus
thay treted him to and fro; At thelasle he sayde, he wolde.
c 1470 Golagros ff Gaw. 1047, 1 trete for na favour. Ibid.

1066 Schir Gawyne tretit the knight to turn his entent.

i5o&-ao Dunbar Poems w'x. 14 Gifiis fra sum ma.na man
treiL 1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) Dj/2 To treate a
tiran it is but thing in vayne. 1601 [see Treat sb} 2].

1630 J. Taylor (Water P) Laugh j- be Fat Wks. 11. 74/3
He from thy labour treats thee to giue o're.

+ b. trans. To speak to, address. Obs, rare.

^1400 Destr. Troy 5309 Then Teutra |x> triet men tretid o
^>is wise :

—
' Ye worshtpfull weghes, well be you euer *, Ibid.

12844 Tretis hom truly all with tried wordes.

i*4. To deal with, apply oneself to, work at,

carry on, manage (something). Obs,

137s Barbour Bruce i. 35 Off t>atm I thynk J>is buk to
ma; Now god gyff grace pat I mayswa Tret It, and bryng
It till endyng. c 1450 tr. De Itnitatione iii. iii. 67 Write my
wordes in ^inlierte, and trete hem diligently. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems XX. 42 With all thy hart treit bissmes and cure.
xs6a ^yIN5ET Cert. Tractatis ii. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 21 He
intendit to offer the signe onelie, and ^e, to treit the veritie
self of the sacrifice off the Kirk,

+ 5, To handle (in literal sense) ; in quot. 1607,
? to operate npon. Obs. rare.
138J Wyclif Col. ii. 22 Nether ^e schulen louche, nether

taste, nether trete with hondis tho thingis. CZ440 Pallad.
on Husb. I. 75 Loke yf hit be glewy, tough to trete. 1485
Caxton Chas. Gt. iiu 35 In especyall were ordeyned xij

persones . . whych shold treate & see the relyques. 1607
Markham Caval. i. xix. (1617) 83 Those barbarous. . Horse-
men, which with distempered hands, rough brackes, or
t[w]ownd snaffles, doe treate andbreake their horses mouthes.

t 6. To manage, rule, govern (a person) ; to lead,

induce {to some course of action) ; rejl. to conduct
oneself, behave. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) VII. 355 pis Lanfrank tretede
\MS. trededej and bylad kyng William conquerour by an
holy craft, nou^t wi)> grym chidynge. 1425 Paston Lett. I.

21 The seyd priourand his brether, and I also, willen
gladdely in these matieres be treted by yow. 1436 Rolls of
Parlt. IV. 501^2 The more sufficient that men be of liflode

.. J>e more unlikly they are . . to be treated or moeved to
perjurie. 1496 Dives <v Paup. (W. de W.) i. xlii. 82/1 We
may not treaten god ne put hym to no lawes. a 1550 in
Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 309/34 Treit weill thy self, and
stand content.

7. To deal with, behave or act towards (a person,
animal, etc.) in some specified way ; to * use (well,

ill, properly, reverently, etc.).

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 134 And J?at ye me wolde as
youre brol>er trete. 1375 Barbour Bruce i. 222 Alas I bat
folk, |>at euir wes fre,..War tretyt ^^an sa wykkytly, pat
|mr fays bar lugis war. c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 552
Sho walde haue trete him all' a mys. 157a Satir. Poems
Refortn. xxx. 79 Thy houshald trim and treit weill, thay
confest. 163a L1THG0W Trav. vii. 332 There are many
Turkish and Moorish slaues, very rudely treat. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 53 P 2 That Mahometan Custom.. of treating
Women as if they had no Souls. 1746 Francis tr, Horace^
Epist. I. ii. 15 Paris treats this Counsel with Disdain, x8i6

J, Wilson City of Plague \. iv. 299 Treat his giey hairs
with reverence, ci^^ Arab. Nts. 604 The caliph.. spoke
to the young man, whom he had seen treat his mare so ill.

+ b. intr. To deal wiM in a specified way. Obs.
rx4oo Rule St. Benet 441 pai t>at wil hir lare despise..

With )>am aw hir for to trete With preson & with penance
grete. 1707 Curios, in Husb. ^ Gard. 242 He treats with
Aristotle, as one might do with Moses.

C, trans. To consider or regard in a particular

aspect and deal with accordingly. (Often with as.)

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 122 Giftharebe
ony thing.. possible to be done, he sail nocht trait it to be
impossible. 1844 Thiblwall Greece VIII. Ixii, 147 The loss
of so many captives was treated as a happy riddance. x868
M. Pattison Academ. Org, ii. 35 The clergy are often
treated as obstacles to the diffusion of knowledge. 1886
Law Times LXXXII. 04/1 Rules of judicial discretion..
are not to be treated as hard and fast rules that can never
be broken.

fS, spec. To deal kindly with ; to show kindness
or respect to ; to indulge, favour ; to honour. Obs.
CX440 Alphabet of Tales 128 pe thrid confessur hard hym

mekelie & spak frendlie vnto nyin, & tretid hym. 1500-20
DuNUAR Poems Ixxvil 60 Hir for to treit thai sett thair
haill ingyne. 1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 02 He vJl tret, cheris,
and promes grit reches til ony of 30U that vil aahere til hym.
1536 Lauder Tractate 27 To ponysche Vice, and treit
virtew. X58X Satir. Poems Reform, xliii, 134 Gif he did
gud, God wald he sould be tret. 1596 Dalrymple tr,

Leslies Hist. Scot. 11. (S.T.S.) I. 136 He mekle delyted
in bunting, .he trett mekle the seikeris of wylde beistes.

9. To entertain, esp. with food and drink; to
show hospitality to ; to regale, feast, esp, at one's
own expense, by way of kindness or compliment,
or spec, of bribery, as at an election (see Trkatino
vbl, sb, 5),

1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxxii. 64 Thairfoir strangeris and
leigis treit, Tak nocht ouer meikle for thair meit. a 1578
LiNDESAY (Pitscotlie) Chron. Scot. xx. (S.T.S.) I. 91 Schir
l>atrick gray salt downe to his denner and the erfe treatit

him and maid him guid cheir, 1644 Evelyn Diary 27 Feb.,
At an inn in this village is an host who treats all the greate
persons in princely lodgings .. but they pay well for it.

168a LuTTKELL Brief Rel. (1857) ! 162 The Morocco
ambassadors attendants were treated yesterday by sir

Thomas Boles, in Graies Inn. 1695 Prior Prol. in WesU
minster Sch. 16 Our generous scenes are for pure love
repeated. And if you are not pleas'd,at least you're treated.
i7e9 Steele Tatler No. 95 r i She had been searching her
Closet for something very good to treat such an old Friend
as I was. 1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots Feb., They gave
me plenty of cakes and barley-sugar.. I'd no need to spend
my own money, for they would insist upon treating me.
X848 — Van. Fair xxxvi, Rebecca, .ordered a bottle of
sherry and a bread cake, .to treat the enemy's lawyers.

b. To treat (a person, etc.) f "with or to : To
entertain with (food or drink, or any enjoyment or
gratification) ; also fig. (sometimes ironically).
a 1550 in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 308/6 Sa mony ar thair

ladeis treitis With triumphand amowres balleitis. And dois
thair bewteis pryiss so he. 1662 J. Davies tr. Oleartus'
Voy. Ambass. 168 Some of the Caravan had been so treated
with Aquavitae, that being all dead asleep (etc.]. 17x1
BuDGELL 6"/(rc/. No. 161 f 3 The Squire.. treats the whole
Company. .with a Hogshead of Ale. 17x2 Arbuthnot
yohn Bull III. viii, I treated the Lawyers, their wives, and
daughters, with fiddles, hautboys, drums, and trumpets.
"735 Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia^ Dcscr. xiv. 134 He treated
us with the most opprobrious Language. 1852 Thackeray
Esmond in. iii, I treated her to the fiddles twice. 1897
•TivoLi' (H. W. Bleakley) Slwrt Innings xiv, Dick had
treated himself to two ices and a strawberry squash.

c. absol. or znir. To give, or bear the expense
of, a treat or entertainment ; to stand treat.

1710 Swift yml. to Stella 11 Oct., I dined to-day with
Dr. Garthand Mr. Addison, at the Devil Tavern, by Temple
Bar, and Garth treated. 17*0 Prior Prol. to Orphan 6
Our generous scenes for friendship we repeat; And if we
don't delight, at least we treat. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

23 June, The ladies treat with tea m their turns.

10. trans. To deal with in the way of art

(literary, pictorial, musical, etc.); tohandleor repre-

sent artistically, esp. in a specified manner or style.

1695 Dryden Obser-v. Art Paint. Wks. 1822 XVIL 493
Zeuxis and Polygnotus.. treated. .their subjects in their
pictures as Homer did in his poetry, 1762-71 H. Walpole
Vertue's Anecd, Paint. (1786) II. 134 Familiar subjects.,
treated with great lustre and fullness of colouring. 1848
Mrs. Jameson Sacr. ^ Leg Art (1850) 318 The life of St
Stephen.. has been treateof in mural frescoes. 1889 Parry
in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 27/1 The choral part [of Beethoven's
gth Symphony], .treats the theme in the form of variations
apportioned to the several verses of the poem,
11. To deal with in order to some particular re-

sult, a. To deal with or operate upon (a disease

or affection, a part of the body, or a person) in

order to relieve or cure. Const, with a remedy or
remedial process, yijr a disease, etc..

X781 Med. jfrnl. Mar. 150 The second class [of symptoms]
ard to be treated in the manner just now directed. Ibid.
June 427 Seven patients in this disorder treated with
mercury. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 347/1 A new-born
infant, instead of being treated with syrups, oils, etc.,

ought to be allowed to suck the mother's milk. Ibid. 352/1
Cutaneous eruptions have been successfully treated with
electrization.^ x^ooMisc. Tracts \n Asiat, Ann. Reg. yi'j/2
The most adviseable method of treating the bite of a serpent.
1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxviii, 359 We were
treating the woman for the pains I have, .alluded to. 1875
JowETT Plato (ed. 2) 1. 12 If his eyes are to be cured, his
head must be treated. lOia Times 19 Oct. 8/2 Making the
necessary allocation of the insured persons to the doctors
who will treat them.

b. To subject to chemical or other physical ac-

tion ; to act upon with some agent.
1816 AccuM Chem. 7Vj/x(i8i8) 66 To treat the mineral

water with the re-agents, 1845 M^Culloch Taxation
(1852) 334 Potato-starch when treated with sulphuric acid
becomes sugar. 1903 Times 7 Mar. 7/5 These roads,,
should . .be treated with a steam roller.

Hence Trea'ted///, a. in various senses of the vb,
1710 Steele Tatler No. 195 f 5 Three Times in Four the

treated Persons have been Males. i8930k//«^(U.S.) XXII.
1 1 3/2 A glossy black substance,, .which I concluded was
highly treated asphaltum. 1897 Daily News 5 July 3/3
They were similar in all respects, except that one was made
of 'treated timber and the other of ordinary timber. 1905
Daily Chron. 10 Feb. 8/3 It is in shades that these treated
metals are most effective.

Treatable (trf-tab'l), a. Forms : 4-7 tretable,

(5 treteable, tretabill, -ylle, 6 -yl), 5- treatable,

[ME. tretable, a. F. traitable (13th c. in Godef.)
:—L. tractdbikfn : see Tractable. In some senses

f. Treat v. + -able.]

1. Easily handled or dealt with ; tractable, man-
ageable, docile ; ojxjn to appeal or argument,
* easy to be entreated ', afiable. (Of persons, etc.

or their attributes.) Obs. or arch,
1303 R. Brunne Handl, Synne 1992 Makayre ioyed J^at

J>ey were.. so tietable; He })ankej> God )>at he hah founde
So mylde wymmen yn wedlak bounde. c 1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. r584 Man is a quik hing by nature and tretable to

foodnesse. 1496 Dives <5- Paup. (\V. de W.) x. v. 376/2 Yf
e be meke & tretable, g>'ue hym [horse] a smothe brydel.

1578 Chr. Prayers in Prix). Prayers (Parker Soc.) 489 Thou
..art treatable and mild,,. thou shewest mercy unto thou-
sands. 2667 Decay Chr. Piety xvii. r 10 Suffer themselves
to cool into a treatable temper. 1711 Shaftksb. Charoc. 11.

ii. (1737) I. 238 Those arts, by which the people were render 'd

more treatable in a way of reason and understanding. z888
DoUGiiTV Arabia Deserta 1. 583 Nasr..had showed himself
more treatable since the others' departure,

t b. Of things : Tractable
;

yielding to treat-

ment, as a disease ; flexible or ductile, as a metal.
X340 Ayenb. 94 God..huanne he nhesse^ J>e berte, and
make}} zuete and tretable, ase wex ymered, and ase land
guod and agrayj>ed. Ibid. 167 Gold . . J>e more hit is ine
uere: ^je more hit is clene and clycr and tretable. £^1425
tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula 27 Considere J>e lech bisily, J^e

wounde. .if it be wele tretable and with-out hardnes. 1543
Traheuon Vigo's Chirurg. i\, xi, 45 Yf the canker be tret-

able in the begynnynge. ..and in suche parte of the bodye,
that it maye seme possible to be rooted uppe.

f c. Of or in reference to actions, etc. : Gentle,

easy, moderate, deliberate, not violent. Obs.
c 1430 Stans Puer 78 in Babees Bk. (1868) 31 Be soft in

mesure, not hasti, but treteable. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

xlvi. § I Somewhat there is why a vertuous minde should
rather wish to depart this world with a kinde of treatable

dissolution, then to bee suddainely cut off. x6x2T. Tavi-or
Contni. Titus ii. 15 (1619) 536 Doctrine may be ponderous
and waightie, where the speach is calme and treatable, stil

waters often runne the deepest. 1690Tem ple Misc. 11. Gard.
Epicurus Wks. 1731 1. 182 In France, and the Low-Countries
..the Heats or the Colds, and Changes of Seasons, are less

treatable than they are with us.

fd. Of utterance: Deliberate; distinct, clear,

intelligible. Obs,

1430-1330 Myrr. our Ladye 55 To abyde vpon the tretable

sayng of theyre seruyce, be yt neuer so werj'som. 1561 Up.
Parkhurst Injunct. A iv, Whether the parsons .. doth reade
the common seruice with a lowde, dbtinct, and treatable

voyce. 163a G. Herbert Country Parson vi, (The parson 'sj

voyce is humble, his words treatable and slow. 1641 Milton
Ch. Govt. n. Pref.,Wks. 1851 III. 147 All these things with a
solid and treatable smoothnesse to paint out and describe.

f 2, Capable of being handled or touched, tangi-

ble ; exposed to touch. Obs. rare.

138a Wyclif Heb. xiL 18 3e ban not come to the tretable

fyer [1388 the fier able to be touchid], and able to come to.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. H iij, What
woundes of the bely are moste peryllous and moste dyfficyle

to heale?..They in the myddes of the bely bycause the
partyes there ben more treatable,

3. Capable of being or proper to be treated or

dealt with.

1570 Levins Manip. 2/42 There be many other [adjs.] in

a3/£, deriued of Englishe verbes,..as. .Treatable, worthy or
able to be treated upon. 1637 J. Sergeant Schism Dispach't
614 More liable to the rigour of Marttall law and treatable

as a greater enemy. 1741 Warburton Div. Legat. II. 44
Treatable by the common Rules of Art, 1833 Lamb Elia
Ser. II. Barrenness Imag. Faculty, From the moment that
Sancho loses his reverence, Don Quixote is become a

—

treatable lunatic.

Hence Trea'tableness, the quality of being
treatable; fin quots., tractability, docility ; clear-

ness of utterance ; mildness of disposition.

^ 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 144 b, In dede iustyce,

in workes mercy, in maners discyplyne & tretablenes. 1546
Langley Pol. Verg. De Invent, i. x. 21 To. .fumysh it with
Elegance of termes & picked wordes:.. to vtter it with
comely gesture.. for the conuenient treatablenesse thereof,

doth teache and plainly declare the thing. 1700 Rycaut
Hist. Turks III. 410 He commended the Wisdom of the
present Vizier, his Humanity and Treatableness.

Treatably (trrtabli), adv. [f. TREATABLK +
-LY 2.] In a treatable manner; fin quots., deli-

berately, distinctly, with clear utterance ; without

haste or violence, gently, easily, moderately.
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 53 To vse theyr tongue to say

yt tretably and dystynctely, wythout faylyng or ouer-
skyppnge of worde or sylable. 1327 Andre:w Brunsivyke's
Distyll. Waters b iij b, Ihan make fjTe vnder it that it may
droppe treatably as yf you wolde tell the clock. 16x2
Brinsley Lud. Lit. 151 You are to vtter each word
leasurely and treatably ; pronouncing euery part of it, so as

euery one may write, .as fast as you speake. 1693 Slars in

Phil. Trans. XVII. 906 In the space of a Minute I have
made Twelve Respirations, (when I was very sedate, and
drew in my Breath very treatably).

t Trea'tance. Obs. rare" *. [f. Treat v. +
-ANCE.] = Treatment i.

1644 [H. Parker] fus Pop. 54 Tis not sufficient to say,

such a Nation was slavishly treated, they must prove, that

there was deer Law for that Treatance.

Treatee (trAr). rare. [f. as prcc. + -ee.]

One who is treated or entertained : see Treat v. 9.

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk III. 71 The interpreta-

tion of which was left to the treatees. 1884 Stockton in

Century Mag. XXVIII. 588 Each took a cigar with that

careless yet deferential manner which always distinguishes

the treatee from the treator,

Treater (trrtaj). Forms: 5 Sc. treyter, 6 Sc.

tretar, 7, 9 treator, 6- treater. [In sense i, a.

OF. /r(Z«V^(7-'',//'a//£«r ambassador (1275 in Godef.)

;

in other senses, f. Treat v. + -er ^.j One who
treats, in any sense of the verb.

1, One who negotiates terras of settlement ; a

negotiator.

X489 Barboitr^s Bruce x. 125 Schir alexander of Argill
._.

send tretis [Edinb. MS. treyteris] to J>e king. And com his

man but larying. 1550 Reg. Prny Council Scot. I. 91 Sub-
scrivit be the comniissaris, tretaris of the pece betuix France
and In^land. 1644 /V. Rupert's Jml. 20 Nov. in Eng. Hist.
Rev. (1898) XIII. 73S Treaters came with 27 propositions.

a 1656 UssHKR Ann. vi. (1658) 368 And he instead of a
treator, played the traitor with them. 1859 W. Chadwick
Life De Foe vi. 324 A misunderstanding among the treaters

or negotiators. 1885 H, C. McCook Tenants Old Farm
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ii. (1888) 13 A pedigree ante-dating William Penn,..hls

treaties and his aboriginal treators.

2. One who treats of or writes upon a subject.

1594 Blundevil Exerc, (1636) A iij b. Modern Writers, and
Treaiers of that Art. 189a A. C. Deane Fftvolous Verses^

Eng. Lit. Tripos v, Here we possess highly-competent

treaters, Ready to deal with all authors of note.

3. One who gives a treat, or stands treat; an

entertainer, feaster.

169a E. Walker tr. Epictetus' ^or. !vii, Vou may, 'tis

true, your Appetite appease, But not your Company, nor

Trcater please. 1884 [see TreateeJ. 1906 Daily Chron.

19 June 6/3 Any hospitality which is likely to secure to the

treater the goodwill of the treated, which has reference to

some election,, .is 'corrupt treating '.

Treating (trf-tiq), vbl, sb. [f. Tkeat v, +

-ING '.] The action of the verb Tbeat.
1. Negotiation of terms.

137s Barbour Bruce xiv. 8 He send and had tretlng With
the erischry of Irland. c 1440 Jacob's Well 207 Be tretyng

or counscyiyng )>ei my^te haue sped bettere. ZS'S i'D.

Bkkners Froiss. II. cxix. [cxv.] 341 We be in treatynge to-

gyther.., wherfore we wolde gladly make an exchaunge
with (xrtayne prisoners.^ 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett.

(voL II) 147 If in treating together, we should not some-
times violate the laws of our Art, [etc.].

2. Discoursing, discnssion.

c 1450 tr, De Imitatiotu i. x. 10 Tretyng and talking of

seculer dedes, .. letti^* muche. lyao Waterland Eight
Serm, 114, 1 was once inclinable to defer the Treating of it

some time longer.

3. Behaviour towards a person, eta ; usage.

1549 Coitipl. Scott, viii. 74 Al the gude treittyn^ that scotlis

men gettis in tngland cnangis in ane vile seruitude. 1588
A. King tr. Canisius' Cateck, 36 Irrewerent traicting of y*
name of god.

t 4. Entreaty, beseeching. Obs.

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars ii. Ixxxix, With earnest 'treating

she procxir'd her Passe To come to him.

5, Regaling, feasting, entertaining; spec* the ac-

tion of providing a person (wholly or partly at

one*s own expense) with food or drink at a parlia-

mentary or other election in order to obtain (or in

return for) his vote ; bribery or corruption by feast-

ing (illegal in Great Britain since 1854 by 17 & 18

Vict. c. 103, 54).
1709 Stkele Tatler No. 73 P 14 An evil and pernicious

Custom has of late, .prevailed at the Election of Aldermen,
by treating at Taverns and Alehouses, thereby engaging
many unwarily to give their Votes. 184a Act 5 <5- 6 Vict.

c. loa {title) An Act for the better Discovery and Preven-
tion of Bribery and Treating at the Election of Members of
Parliament. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. viii. 116 Treating .. in-

validates the vote of an elector treated.

6. €Utrib, + Treating-house, a house of enter-

tainment or refreshment, an eating-house {obs.).

1680 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 369 Eale a Tart at the
treating house by Knightsbridge. 1704 Gentl. Instr. in.

(1713) 353 His first jaunt is to a Treat ing-house,

Trea'ting, ///. a, [f. as prec, + -INQ 2.] That
treats, in any sense of the verb ; in quot., negotiat-

ing, discussing terms.
i8ao A. Ranken Hist. France Vin.i.tv.95 The principal

treating powers agreed to employ their endeavours in tcr-

mimuing the war.

Treatise (trftis, -iz), sb. Forms : 4-5 tretis,

-ys, -ice, (4 -es, -esse, -yss, -ies, 5 -ise, -yce),

4-6 tretyse, (5 treetise, -ys); 5 treatis, 5-6
-ys(e, -yoe, 6 -es, -esse, -ice, -ize, 6- treatise.

^. 6 tractise, -yse ; traiotise, treactise. [a.

AK. iretiz masc. (one instance £-1250 in Godcf,)

representing an OF. *traitciz^ f. traitier^ F. traiter^

Tkeat v. The forms tract-, traict-, trectct- were
i6th c. 'etymological* spellings after L.]

1. A book or writing which treats of some par-

ticular subject ; commonly (in mod. use always),

one containing a formal or methodical discussion

or exposition of the principles of the subject ; for-

merly more widely used for a literary work in

general : see also b, c
13. . Ceut, Lave Inlrod., Her byginnet a tretys . . pat

tusscbop Grostey^t made, ywis. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass
Bb. App^ IV. 1 Her teche^^s tretys (>cnne Hou mon scholde
here hys masse. 1:1391 Chaucer AstroL ProL i To lerne

the tretis of t!ie astretabie. c 1400 Cursor At. 37548 (Cott.

Galba) Here will I tell a schort trettce Made of |>e seuyn
dedly vice. 1432 ti. Secreta Secret.^ J'riv. Priv. 336 Here
endyth the tretyse of Physnomye, and bcgynnynge the
trctyoe of gouernance of helthe. 1493 Dives ^ Paup. (Colo-

phon) Hereendith acompendiotisetreetLsedy^ogueofDiues
i!c paup. 15*6 TiNDALE Luke L i For as moche as many
have taken in bond to compyle a treates off thoo thynges
which arc surety knowen amonge vs. — Acts i. i In my
fjTst treatise (Dcare frcnde Theouhilus) I have written off

all that Jesus Ijegan to do and teacne. c 1530 Crt. o/Lofe iv.

That she, my lady, of her worthinesscj Accept in grce this

little short treatcsse. 1530 Bavnton in Palsgr. Introd. 14
Whiche compendious tractyse . . Whiche brefe traictise. \^f^
Udall F.rasm, Apoph. E,'s Pref., This present treactise.

1588 MarpreL Epist. (Arb.) 27 In my next trcatize, I shal

?roue the matter to Ije ctearc. 1633 in Verney Mem. (1907)

. 76, I rememl>cr 'tis a letter, noe treatise, I have in hand.
1741-3 Wesley A'jr/r(K'^<7/'7r«/. (1749) is'i'urretin's history

. .(a dry, heavy, barren treatise). 1869 Farrak Fam. Speech
iv, (1873) 107 You will see it slated in many modern treatises,

fb, A Story, tale, narrative (spoken or written).

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 642 (670) The whiche tale

a-no<jn rii;ht as Criseydc Had herd, sbe-.Ful bysily to

luppitcr by-5oughte Yeue hym myschaunce J^at Jns tretis

broughte. X580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 226 To rehearse an

olde treatise of an auncient Hermitte [etc.l. 1603 Shaks.
Macb.\, V. 12 The time ha's beene. .my Fell of haire Would
at a dismall Treatise rowze, and stirre.

t c. A descriptive treatment, description, account
((?/* something). Obs.
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb, Kent (1S26) 151, I will here

conclude the treatise of Dover. x6ox Dolman La Primaud,
Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 686 The circles of the sphere,.. the
treatise whereof I refer to you.

t2. Negotiation, treating, discussion of terms;

arrangement of terms. Obs,

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 36 (64) Whan Calkas knew l>is

tretys sholde holde In Consistorie a-mong ^ Grekes soone.

137s Barbour Bruce xix, 145 The scottis messingeres thar

he fand Of pese and rest to haf tretlse. The kyng wist schir

yngerame ves vise. £7x440 Partonope 1336 Better. .to dye
Than in tretyse trust her curtesy. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
XX. xix. 831, 1 shalle sende a messager vnto my lord Arthur a
treatyce for to take, for better is pees than allwayes warre.

15*9 Rastell Pastyme, Hist. Brit. (1811) 216 By the

treatyse of the Countess of Henaude . .a meane was made for

a truse. a x64X Bp. Mountagu Acts ^ Mon. iv. (1642) 253
Antony and Octavius were reconciled ;.. both ready and
willing to yeeld to treatise, as standing in feare, the one of
the other.

fb, A treaty ; = Treaty sb. 3 a, b. Obs,

1460 Capcbave Chron. (Rolls) 216 Thanne [1354] was the
town [Oxford] put under interdict . . tyl a tretys was mad thus.

c 1475 Hart. C<mtin. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 442 A tretys was
made at Brugges. X489 Barbour's Bruce xx. 47 (Edinb.
MS.) And monymenlis and lettrys ser, That thai off Inglnnd
that tyme had, ..In-till that tretyss wp thai gaff, 1530
Pai^cr. 282/2 'i'reatyse bytwene two princes, traicte^ trete,

1544 A, Cope Scipio^ Hannibal \yihy Alsograunted in that

treatise of peace.

1 3. (?) An entreaty ; = Treat sb,^ 3, Treaty 4.

(But the quots, may possibly belong (o sense 2.)

X470-8S MALORY^r^Awr iv.xxv. iS3They asked herborow,
but the man of the courtelage wold not lodge them for no
treatyce that they coude treate. Ibid vi. xv. 207 Syr launce-
lot leue that swerd behynde the, or thou wil dye for it. I

leue it not sayd syr launcelot for no treatys.

Hence fTrea'tise z*., trans, to make a treatise

on, to treat or write of
; f Trea'tlslncf, writing

of a treatise, treatment of a subject.

iSoa Ord. Crvsten Men (W. de W. 1506) v. viL 413 Y«
dampnacyon of the body that hath ben the meane of synne
hath ben fyrst treatysed. 1605 Hieron Short Dialogue 15
Some, .will . .distast this your froothy and wordy treatising.

tTrea'tiser. Obs, Also 7 -our, -or, [f.

prec. sb. or vb. + -er 1.] The writer of a treatise.

X604 HiERON Wks. I. 518, I remember a saying of S.

Hieromes; ' I know, .that I otherwise esteeme of the apostles

then of other treatisers *. 1610 Hp. HaluAPoI. BrorunistsW.

¥|6 The poysoned workes of Origen, and other dangerous
reatisours. X637 C Dow Ans^v. H, Burton i6g Answer-

ing a Popish treatisor. 1646 R. Baillie Anahaptism (1647)

178 Unto those Arguments ..the Treatiser adds nothing
considerable,

t Treatly, tretely, ado, Obs, ff. Tbkat j^.i

+ -LY 2.] = Treatably ; deliberately.

C143S chron. London (Kingsford 1905) 21 Holdyng the

Scrowe in his hande.-dystynctely and tretely he redde yt

ouer.

Treatment (trrtment). Also 6 trait-, Sc,

treit-. [f. Treat v, + -ment, Cf. F. iraiUntent

(1255 ^^ Hatz.-Darm.).]

L Conduct, l>ehaviour; action or behaviour to-

wards a person, etc. ; usage, (Const, of the per-

son, etc. who is the object of the action.)

c ijfio A. Scott Poems (S.T,S.) iv. 46 Sic treitment is a
trane To cicive thair quaver caice, 1585 Q. Eliz. in Four
C. Eng. Lett. (i83o) 29 My ambassador writes so muche of

your nonorable traitment of him. 1647 Clarkndom Hist.

Reb. I. S 49 This kind of Treatment was so ill suited to the

Duke's great Spirit. 1719 Dk }co^Crusoei. 38 The generous
Treatment the Captain gave me, I c;in never enough remem-
l>er. 1809-xo Coleridge Friend (1865) 85 Had Luther
l>een himself a prince, he could not have desired better treat*

ment. 1907 Verney Mem. I. 2S0 Edmund complains of the

treatment of the army by the treasurer.

2. Entertainment, feasting; an entertainment,

banquet ( = Treat j^.i 4). Obs, exc. dial,

a 1656 UssHER Ann, vi, (1658) 43^ As to the treatments of

the guests, sometimes 1000, otherwhiles isootables were most
richly spread. 1715 tr, C'tess D'Anois" Wks. 452 He gave
her Treatments, with enchanted Uails, and Comedies every
Evening. 1785 Pope Odyss. xiv. 71 Accept such treatment

as a^wain afTords,

3. Manngernent in the application of remedies;

medical or surgical application or service.

1744 IJerkelry Siris § 05 Many are even rendered incur-

ableby the treatment of inconsiderate physicians. 1781

Med, Jrnl. Feb. 98 The third part, .relates to the pathology
and treatment of disorders of the nerves. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XI. 352/1 Ifthistreatmentprove very disagreeable to

the patient. 1863 Aitken Pract. Med. (1866) l\. 65 Treat-

ment is chiefly conducted by diet and by medicines. 1875

H. C. Wood Thcrap. (1879) 380 Arsenic has long been used

..as a remedy in the treatment of cutaneous diseases.

4. Subjection to the action of a chemical agent.

Also attrib.

i8s8 Webster s. v.. The treatment of substances in chimi-

cal experimenis. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 2 May g/3 Four extra

cyanide treatment tanks [foi gold ore].

6. Action or manner of dealing with something

in literature or art; literary or artistic handling,

esp. in reference to style,

1856 Sat. Rev. II. 322 The mode of treatment adopted by
the Rournan balladists. 1879 H. Phillips Notes Coins 8

The Ixildness ofdcsign and power displayed in the treatment

of their subjects. xMg Parbv in Grove Did. Mus, IV, 20/3

The last movement [of Mozart's ' Jupiter ' Symphony), with
its elaborate fugal treatment, has a vigorous austerity.

6. Discussion ofterms of settlement; negotiation.

rare.
1828 Sir W. 'i^ww.KPenins. Warm. i. (Rtldg.) I. 116 The

stipulations of a treatment between the juntas.

7. (rendering F. traitement, sense 5 in Littr^.)

Salary, emolument, nonce-use.
185a Erasers Mag. XLV. 170 The Professorship . . is a very

desirable appointment.. . Its 'annual treatments (to borrow
a delicate Gallicism) amount to four hundred a-year.

Treator, variant of Tbeater,
Treatrip(pe, variant of Trey-trip Obs.

tTrea'ture. Obs, rare-K [f. Treat v.+
-URE.] = Treatment i.

1494 Fabvan Chron, vi. ccvi. 219 [Canute] sayde, ' Al!
erthly kynges may knowe . . that none is worthy to haue the
name of a kynge but he that hath all thynges subiecte to
bis hestes, as here b shewed, by worchynge of his treature
by this water ',

Treaty (trrti), sb. Forms : 4-5 tretee, 4-6
trete, trety, 5 treetee, tretie, -ye, (tretty)

;

traitee, -ie, -ye, traytee, -ye, (traytte, -ye, 6

.SV. trelttie), 5-7 treatye, 6 -ee, 6-7 -ie, 6-

treaty. [ME. trete, tretee, a. AF. tret^, OF.
traits, traitii, ppl. sb. of traiier Treat z/., and
:—L. tractdtum Tractate,]

fl. a. The treating of a subject in speech or

writing; (literary) treatment ; discussion. Obs.
138a Wyclif Ezra Prol. 32 But that to short tretee I come

[L. sed ut ad compendium veniani]. 1483 Caxton Cato 3
The second partye pryncipal is the trayttye and alle the
maner of this present book, 155a Huloet, Treaty of any
thyng, dissertatio. 1570HS Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826)

87 It followeth..that..I handle such particular places. .as

are mentioned in hystorie : in which treatie, I will observe
this order. 1619 J. Dyke Caveat Archippus^ 10 That a full

Treatie of the particulars .. should come within, .one boures
discourse, a 1663 Bp. Sanderson in Spurgeon Treas, Dav,
Ps. xix. 13 Such a presumptuous sin as we are now in

treaty of.

+ b. A work in which some subject is treated

of; a treatise, dissertation; in early use, a story,

narrative, written accotmt (= Treatise i, b, c).

cr 1400 tr, Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 00 The tretee

folwand in J>ewhilk we sail determynofsinguleryte. C1470
Henry Wallace vn. 901 As witnes weill m to the schort

tretty Eftir the Bruce, quha redts in that story. 1508 Dundar
Gold, Targe heading. Here begynnys ane littil tretie

intitulit the goldyn targe compdit be Maister Wilyam
Dunbar. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. xv.

16 Villegaignon in his treaty which he hath made of the

warres of Malta. 1&46 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Efi, \\, iv. 80

Sir Kenelme Digby in his excellent Treaty of bodies, a 17x5

Burnet Own Time an. 1673 {1823) I. 567 In some sermons,
and in some printed treaties, they charged the judges with
corruption.

2. The treating of matters with a view to settle-

ment ; discussion of terms, conference, negotiation.

Now rare or Obs, exc. in phr. in treaty,

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 491 At after soper fille they in

tretee [t'.r. tretej. ci^^ Brut ^gi pe Frenshmen.. labored to

haue A traitie with pe King of Englond. CX470 Henry
Wallacewu 1267 Dunde thai gat sone beaschort trete. c 1500
Melusine xx. 1 13 In long treatee lyeth somtyme grete falshed.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 159 After a long treatie,

albeit they coulde not throughlye agree, yet a trewce was
made. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 234 A Utleboate with a flag

of treatie. .to agree for the redemption of captiues. 1625 in

Foster Eng, Factories Ind. (igcw) HI. 57 This was but yett

in treatie. 1683 Pennsylv. Archives I. 70, I was in Treaty
about your yea and nay going for an Oath. 1788 Franklin
Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 163 'Ihe treaty was conducted very
orderly. 1881 Mrs. L. B, Walford D. Netherby x, It ap-

pears he is in treaty for a place in the North.

3. f a. A settlement or arrangement arrived at

by treating or negotiation ; an agreement, covenant,

compact, contract. Obs. exc. as in b.

14J7 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 318/2 My Lady of Gloucestre so be

pourveyde fore be way of traitee or in other wise. 1469
Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 23 Sir John Malevera gave me a
chalenge for him, & .said he was outlawd under my trety:

I told him I treted never ; I bare your me.ssage to him.

155a HuLOET, Treaty or agreament, /*:/'/(?. 1753 Johnson
Let, to y. Warton 8 Mar., in BoswcU^ For descriptions of

life, there is now a treaty almost made with an authour and
an authouress.

b, spec, A contract between two or more states,

relating to peace, tntce, alliance, commerce, or

other international relation ; also, the document

embodying such contract, in modern usage formally

signed by plenipotentiaries appointed by the govern-

ment of each state. (Now the prevailing sense.)

1430-31 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 371/2 In ye Tretee of ye Pees,

made nought longe agoo. 154^ Elyot, Fcedus. ., a treatie

of peace, or league betwene princes, 1622 Bacon Hen, Vlty
Wks. 1879 I. 760/1 A peace was concluded.. being in effect

rather a bargain than a treaty. 1671 Evelyn Ctwr. 31 Aug.,
The .. height of the Warr..to the conclusion of it in the

Treaty at Breda, 1667. 1776 Adam Smith W, N. iv. i.

(1869) II. 24 By advantageous treaties of commerce, parti-

cular privileges were procured in some foreign state for the

goods and merchants of the country. 1841 Haydn _i?/VA Dates
s. v.. The first formal and written treaty made in England
with any foreign nation was entered into at Kingston
between Henry III and the dauphin of France. .n Sept,

1217. 1874 Bancroft Fooipr. Time viii. 195 A treaty of
alliance with France. 1888 T. E. Holland in EticycL Brit,

XXIII. 530/2 A treaty is a contract between two or more
states. The term ' tractatus*, and its derivatives. .Iiegan to

be commonly employed, in lieu of the older technical terms
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'conventio publica', or ' foedus ', from the end of the 17th

century. In the language of modern diplomacy the term
* treaty ' is restricted to the more important international

agreements, especially to those which are the work of a con-

gress, while agreements dealing with subordinate questions

are described by the more general term * convention '.

1 4. Entreaty, persuasion, request. Obs.

CX450 Mir<mr Saluacioun 3972 A wise womman.,whiIk
turned the prince ire to pece thorgh hire tretee.^ c 1470
Cotagros ^ Gaw. 1083 For ony trety may tyde . . I wU noght
turn myn entenU CX470 Henryson Mor.Fab. 11. {Xotvn <5-

C. Mouse) xxiv, With fairtretie yit scho gart hir rj'se And
to the burde thay went. x6o6 Shaks. Ant. ^ C/. III. xi. 62

Now I must T J the young man send humble Treaties, dodge
And palter in the shifts of lownes. 1649 Davenant Loz'C <5-

Hon. 11. i, The gentle Treaties, Sir, of love are fit For hours

mure happy.

•f-5. Treatment, usage; behaviour. Obs, rare.

1630 B. JoNsoN New Inn i. i, Host. They call me Good-
stock. Lav. Sir, and you confess it, Both in your language,

treaty, and your bearing. 1654 tr. Martini's Couq. China
ii3 Topartakeof his sweet treaty, rather than of his cruelty.

Ibid. 217 They were to expect no better Treaty from this

Tyrants hands.

6. attrib, and Comb.^ as treaty-ally^ -breaker^

-money., -rights skilly -stipulation \ treaty-breaking,

-making shs. and adjs. ; treaty-bound^ -sealed adjs.

;

treaty coast, shore, a coast on or along which
some foreign nation has certain rights guaranteed

by treaty ; treaty-port, a port opened to foreign

commerce by a treaty (esp. applied to certain ports

in China, Japan, and Korea, in relation to com-
merce with European nations).

1004 Daily Chroru i Feb. 5/1 It would ill beseem King
Etiward, the *treaty.allyof the Mikado, to pay a visit to the

Tsar. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 29 Feb. 3/1 I'he French are

*treaty-bound to keep the open door. 1706 Prior Ode to

Queen xx, Thus the Royal *Treaty-Breaker said. 1723
Bu^CKMORE Alfred x. 359 At his Tribunal let them be ar-

raign'd Who *Treaty-breaking Principles maintain'd. 1909
Daily Chron. 7 July 3/1 Any delay in that grant would
have led to an accusation of treaty-breaking. 1899 Westjti.

Gaz, 26 June 7/1 The whole *treaty coast is in a mo.st ex-
cited state. cx<fitti Melusine xxviti. 2x4 For to fulfylL.that

he had promysed at *traytee makynge of the peas. 1856
Kane Arct. Expi. I. xvii. 210 They did not return : I had
read enough of treaty-makings not to expect them too con-
fidently. 1796 Washington Let. to U. S. Ho. Repr. 30 Mar.,
The *treaty-making power. 1763 Scrafton Indostan iil.

(17^0) 102 Demanded security for the payment of the re-

mamder of the *treaty-money. 1881 J. Hatton Ne^u Ceylon
iv. 114 With the *treaty ports ofCliina and with Hong Kong
we exchange annually upwards of twenty million pounds^
worth of goods. 190Z IVestm. Gaz. 4 Tan. 2/2 The extinc*

tion of the rights clearly possessed by France on the *Treaty
Shore [of Newfoundland]. 1742 Blair Grave 500 Now
vain their •Treaty-Skill ! Death scorns to treat.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Trea*ty v., intr. to make a

treaty ; trans, (with advb. extension), to bring or

get (into some specified condition) by a treaty

;

Trea*tyl8t, one who frames or is bound by a
treaty ; Trea'tyless a., having no treaty.

1862 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. xiv. ii. (1873) V. 152 In spite of
treatyings innumerable. x888 Glasgow Even. Citizen 3 Sept.

2/5 China must feel, .irritated in having her people 'treatied'

out of America and our Colonies. 1888 Voice (N. Y.)

26 Apr., A yearly addition of 150,000,000,000,000 of young
cod5sh to vex future treatyisls. 1892 Nation (N. Y.)

25 Au§. 137/3 There the negotiations hang, leaving these
two high-protection countries in almost as helpless and
ridiculous a plight as unhappy and treatyless England.

+ Treave, obs. var. Thrave, threave sb, and v.

1768 Case of Je^y Ruffle 2 When cut down, the whole
ought to be put mto treaves of an equal size, and every
tenth treave set out for the tythes. /^/(^., He tythed it at
the times he gathered in his corn for treavmg or loading, by
sep^^rating and setting out every tenth sheaf.

-f Trebant, obs. variant of Trabant.
1718 Lond. Gaz. No. 4967/1 His Majesty [at Vienna]., was

on Horseback, preceded, .by the Trebants, who are a sort of
Yeomen of the Guards.

Trebget, -got, obs. forms of Trebuchet.
Treble (tre*b'l), sb. Forms: see next. [a.

OF. treble., sb. use of Treble a.]

I, 1, Anything threefold; a sum or quantity

three times as great as another ; the product of a

sum or magnitude multiplied by three.

[13*4-3 Rolls of Parlt. I. 416/1 Que amounteront a treble

& quatreble de lour coustages.] c 1430 Art Nombryn^ xi.

(II1.E.T.S.) 17 Thow most trebille the digit, and that triplat

ia to be put vnder the 3[rdJ next figure towarde the right
honde. And the vnder-trebille vnder the trebille. 1463
Rolls ofParlt.W . yyzl2 Forfeiture .. of the treble of his seid
wages. 147s Ibid. VI. 121/2 Uppon peyn of forfeiture of
the treble of somoche as he so hath receyved or taken. 175J9
Wilson in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 302 The equation of the
halves, or quarters, or doubles, trebles, &c. of those functions.

2. In technical and elliptical uses. a. A triple

barrier ; aa obstacle consisting of three successive

fences.

1569 Stocker tr. Diod. Sic. in. xi. 120/2 Hy? Campe which
he with a treble of wood and earth fortified. x8^5 Daily
News I May 7/5 The fences . . On one side of the ring . . are
arranged in a 'treble', just far enough apart to give room
between for a horse to pull himself together for each effort.

b. Paper-making sind Printing. A frame on which
hand-made paper or printed sheets are hung to dry.

1727-41 Chamueks Cycl. s.v. I'a/ery Carried up into the
loft, and hung six or seven sheets together upon lines

fastened to a thing called a Tribble, each trtbble containing
thirty lines ten or twelve foot long. 1766 C. Leadbetter
Royal Gauger 11. xiv. (ed. 6) 371 The Sheets of Paper, taken

from between the Felts, are laid one upon the other till the
next Day and then are hung up, on Lines called Trebles,

in the Drying-House. \Z^ Daily News 23Mar.8/4 Iftime
be no object, the sheets are hung on 'trebles' (the towel-
horse is the domestic equivalent) in an ordinary room,

o. A kind of step-dance j the measure of or
music for this. dial.

1805 G. McIndoe Poems 18 We'll sen' for fiddling

Atic, and the piper he'll play treple. 1895 D. D. Dixon
Whittingham yale v. 67 A variety of step-dancing such as
the * treble ', the single and double * shufTle ', the ' cut ' [etc].

d. Whist. A game (at short whist) in which
one side scores five and the other none, counting
three points to the winners.
1870 ffARDY& Ware Mod, I/oyle^o If one side scores five

while the adversaries have made not one point, the winning
side makes a treble. 1876 A. C. VIalker Correct Card (iSSo)

Gloss., Treble, scoring five before your adversary scores one,

e. //. A quality or grade of small coal.

1901 Scots/nan 15 Oct. 4/8 There are four bush washers.

.

one for trebles.

f. A method of crocheting in which three loops
of thread are carried on the hook ; also a line or

chain of crochet work done by this method.
188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet, Needlework 127/2 s. v.

Crochet, Treble Stitch^ Raised.—Work three rows ofRibbed
Stitch. Fourth row—work 2 Ribbed Stitches, and make a
Treble for next, putting the hook into the stitch underneath
it of the first row, work 2 Trebles in this way [etc.]. c 1900
Ther^se de Dillmont Encycl. Needlework, Crochet 304
Trebles are little columns or bars made ofloops or stitches...

They are of different kinds; the half or short treble, the
plain or ordinary treble [etc.).

3. One of three things or persons that are exact

counterparts, nonce-use after Double sb. 2 b.

1898 lycstfti. Gaz, 29 June 1/3 There are many 'doubles'
in the House of Commons. Tliere seem. .to be in that
assembly at least two groups of trebles.

II. 4. Music, The highest part in harmonized
musical composition ; the soprano part. Cf.

Treble a, 2. [The musical use is supposed to

have arisen from the fact that in early contrapuntal

music the chief melody or cantusfinnus was given

to the tenor (Tenou sb, 4 a), the voice parts added
above being the discantus or alto, and the treble

(? third part) or soprano; but the history is some-
what obscure, esp. as triplex, triplus meant * three-

fold * and not * third \ and in OF, treble was applied

to a trio.]

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11263 po clerkes

bat best cou|>e synge, Wy}> treble, mene, & burdoun. CX430
Lydg. Min, Poews {Percy Soc.) 54 Thi [nasal] organys so

hihe begynne to syng ther messe, With treble meene and
tenor discordyng as I gesse. xsoo-ao Dunbar Poems xxxli.

19 All to small To sio ane tribbitl to hald ane bace. 1567
Trial Treas. B iv, I will sing the trouble with all my harte.

1626 Bacon Sylva % 109 In one of the lower Strings of a
Lute, there soundeth not the Sound of the Treble, . . but
only the Sound of the Base. 178a Burney Hist. Music{ij%(^)

11. v. 456 The third and Triplum the highest or treble, of
which term this was the origin, 1884 H. C. Deacon in Grove
Diet. Mus. IV. 165 Treble, .has been said to be a corruption

of Triplum, a third part superadded tothe Altus and Bassus,

fig. 1533 More Confut. Tindale n. i. 95 His false transla-

cyon wyth theyr farther false construccion, they thought
sholde be the basse and the tenour wheruppon they wold
synge the trouble wyth mych false descant. 1577 B. Gooce
Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 112 The grasiers trade the
treble and the tillers occupation the base. 1638-56 Cowley
Davideis i. 458 Water and Air he for the Tenor chose. Earth
made the Base, the Treble Flame arose. x8oa Daily News
16 Sept. 3/3 The dark tone of the ground.. acts as bass
to the treble of the silk.

5. A treble voice ; also, a singer having a treble

voice ; one who sings the treble part.

? c 1475 Sqr, lowe Degre 782 Than shall ye go to your even-

song, With tenours and trebles among. 1658 Marvell
Poems, Music's Empire 10 And Virgin Trebles wed the

manly Base. 17x9 D'Urfey Pills (1872) 1. 7 The ravishing

trebles delight every ear. 1801 Strutt Sports ^ Past.
IV. i. 254 Two celebrated trebles ;.. who occasionally made
twenty shillings a day by ballad-singing.

b. trans/. A high-pitched or shrill voice, sound,

or note.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vii, 162 His bigge manly voice,

Turning againe toward childish trebble, pipes And whistles

in his sound. 1647 H. More Poems, Cupid's Confiict vi.

How well agreed the Brooks low muttering Base, With the

birds trebbles. 1827 Disraeli Viv. Grey vi. iii, ' So please

your Serene Highness, I am here I ' answered a very thin

treble. 1855 Tennyson Brook 40, 1 chatter over stony ways,
In little sharps and trebles.

6. The string of treble pitch in a musical instru-

ment ; also, the chanter of a bagpipe.
156a J. Heywood Prov. ^ Epigr. (1867) 186 Which string

. . wouldst thou . . harpe on ? Not the base .
.
, Nor the treble.

1623 Lisle Mlfric on O. <S- N. Test. Ded. xxxviii, What
sports they now deuise With Treble and Drone, and Bonfiers,

and Bels. 168a Dryden MacFl. 46 At thy well-sharpened

thumb,.. The treble squeaks for fear, the basses roar.

1 7. A musical instrument of treble pitch, as a

violin. Obs,

1634 MS. Archd. 0.ron, Berks, c. 74 If. 230 He plaied

uppon a trebble in the house of Francis lennings uppon a
Sondaie. 1670 Eacharu Cont, Clergy 62 People, .presently

phansi'd the Moon, Mercury, and Venus to be a kind of

violins or trebles to Jupiter and Saturn. 1710 in E. W.
Dunbar Soc. Life in Moray (1865) 15, I can play on the

Treble and Gamlxi, Viol, &c.

b. = treble bell : see Tkeble a. 2 b.

1598-9 in Swayne Sanim Churchw. Acc. (1896) i47t U
newe gudgins for y« Treble and nailes, 3.1. 6i/, x6sa-3 Ibid.

227 The Sexton shall ring the Treable at 5 a Clockc in the
Morning, a X658 Kord, etc. Witch Edmonton 11. i, Double
Bells (..Trebles : buy me Trebles, all Trebles: for our pur-
pose b to be in the Altitude*.

8, attfib. and Comb.y as treble bob: Bob j^.5;

treble-ringer, tlie ringer ofthe treble bell in a peal.

1872 Treble bob royal [see Bob sb.^]. 1899 IVestm. Gaz.
31 Oct, 10/1 For sixty-seven years.. Bunce was the treble

ringer.

Treble (tre*b'l), a. and adv. Also 4-8 trebble,

6 -il
; 5 trebel, -yl(le, -ille, -uU, 6 treabell, 6-7

-ble, 7 Sc. treeble
; 5 tribull, 5-6 Se. trib(b)ill,

5-7 trible, 7-8 (9 dial.) tribble
; 5 tryble, -ylle

;

(6 trouble), [a. OF. treble^ trebble, treuble, etc.

(i2th c. in Godef.) :—pop.L. triplus for L. triplex.

See also prec]
A. adj. 1. Consisting of three members, things,

or sets combined ; threefold ; made of three thick-

nesses or layers of material ; = Triple a. i,

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. metr. vil 115 (Camb. MS.) He
drown cerberus the hownd of belle by his treble cheyne.
1413 Pilgr. So7vle (Caxton) i. xxv. (1859) 30 Byiidyng with
douhle and treble boundes. a 1673 J. Caryl in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav, Ps. cxl. 3 Serpents are.. said to have a treble

tongue, because, moving their tongue so fast, they seem to

have three tongues. 1697 Dryden ^neid x. iri2 Thro'
treble Plates it went Of solid Brass. X781 Gibbon Decl. ^
F. xviii. II. 107 A treble inclosure of brick walls was de-

fended by a deep ditch. 1832 R. & J. Lander Exped.
Niger II. xii. 183 They had formed themselves into a large

treble circle. XQ07 C. Hill-Tout Brit. N, Amer., Far
West vii. 130 A kind of shirt of double or treble elk-hide.

b. Of actions, conditions, etc. : Of threefold

character or application ; existing or occurring in

three ways or relations; of three kinds.

1390 GoWER Cori/l III. 159 Thus thei worchen treble

sinne. That ben ffatours aboute a king. £^1450 Mtrour
Saluacioun 1529 The feend thoght crist to tempt l>e treble

vice. 157X GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. Ix. 6 The greate men
were dubble and trebble traytours. 2694 F. Bragge Disc.

Parables vii. 238 It would be a double and treble charity;
'twould provide for the happiness of both lx)dy and soul.

z8i8 Scott Br. Lamm, xii, It was attended with a treble

difficulty. x886 F. Harkison Choice Bks. iii. 49 Every part

and episode has its double and treble meaning.

o. Three times as much or as many ; of three

times the number or amount ; triple.

1423 Rolls of Pa?lt. IV. 257/2 Uppon peine de inprisone.

ment..and trible dammages to the partie greved. 14^
Barbour's Bruce xviii. 30 (Edin. MS.) Schir Eduard..saicL
that he suld fecht that day, Thouch tribill and quatribill

war thai. 1563 W. Cothe in /yM Rep. Hist, MSS. Comm.
App. If. 3a It is not treble the company we have here, that

is able to defend it. 1664 M. Fell m Extr. S. P. ret.

Friends ii. (1911) 187 People had theire goods distreaned

trible the valine of their fines. 1788 Jefferson IVrit. (1859)

II. 526 It sells. .for treble the price of common whale oil.

1835 Ure Philos. Mamif. 156 The roller A, moving with a
treble surface velocity.

2. Mus. Of, pertaining to, or suited to the high-

est part in harmonized musical composition.
Treble voice : a voice ranging from about middle C to a

twelfth or two octaves above it ; a soprano voice. Treble

clef: the G clef when placed (as usually) upon the second
line of the stave.

c 1440 Promp. Part'. 501/1 Treblesonge {K. treble oforgene
songe, S. trebyl songe), precentus. Ibid., Trebyl syngare,

1530 Palsgr. 286/1 Wayte treble, bussine. 1674 Playford
Skill Mus. 43 Increasing of the Voice in the Treble Part.,

doth oftentimes become harsh. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), Treble,

the highest part in Musick, called in Latin Altus. xSoi

Busby Diet. Mus. Introd, 23 The Treble-cliflF is used for the

first or shrillest class, both of voice and instruments. 1876
Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms (1898) s.v., The
treble or soprano voice is the most flexible of all vocal

registers.

b. Hence in the names of musical instruments

(or strings) of the highest pitch. Cf. bass, tenor.

Treble bell: the smallest bell of a peal._

1530 Palsgr. 282/2 Treble stryng of an instrument, chante-

relle. 1595-6 in Swayne Sarunt Churchw. Acc. (1896) 145
A Rope for y« Treabell bell, 2J-. sd 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. ly,
III. ii. 351 The Case of a Treble Hoeboy was a Mansion for

him. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. 109 The Treble-Violin is

a cheerful and spritely Instrument, 187a Ellacohbe Ch.
Bells Devon, etc. 235 In 1718, two treble bells were added
to the peal of S. Bride's.

C. High-pitched ; high or sharp in tone ; shrill.

1562 J. Hevwood Prov. «5- Epigr. (1867) no In hir treble

voyce, she fell so to cacklyng. x6oa Marston Ant. «5- Mel,
III. Wks. 1856 I. 35 What trebble minikin sq^ueaks here?

1737 Gay Fables xlvi. 15 A village cur,.. Imagined that his

treble throat Was blest with music's sweetest note, i860

Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft, in. vi, Bob spoke with a sharp and
rather treble volubility.

t d. ? Upper. Obs, rare,

1551 Gray^s N. V. Gift iii. in Furniv. Ball. fr. MSS. I.

418 Yet at this presence—ye shall vnderstand—The papest

be Ranke, and on the treble hand : Som comfford the have ;

1 cannott tell howe.

3. Special collocations. Treble bar., treble gold

stripe^ collectors' names for various moths: see

quots. Treble Itook, a fish-hook consisting of three

single hooks fastened back to back. + Treble

letter., a letter consisting of three sheets formerly

charged triple postage {obs.'). Treble lock, a lock

operating by three turns of the key. Treble star^

three stars so near (really or visually) as not to be

separately visible without a telescope, f Treble

time {obs.)j triple time. See also in 2.

183a Rknnie Conspect. Buttcjfl, ^ Moths 201 The Tawny



TREBLE.

•Treble Bar {Argyr&yfti^cs irifasciella^ Curtis).. Wings.,
with three somewhat stiaightj equidistant, brown bauds.

ibid.. The *Treble Gold Siripe iArgyromi^cs tristigeliay

Stephens). Wings.. tawny-brown, with a straight silvery-

golden band before, and a second in the middle. 1867
bMYTH Sailor^i Word-bk^ ^Treble-block^ one fitted with
three sheaves or rollers. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVII. 222/2
Attached to each line were a sinker and a *treble hook, i. e.,

three hooks soldered together at such angles that when a
fish has once gorged the thing, disgorgement is almost an
impossibility. 1753 Scots Mag. July 328/2 The rates of
double letters, are always double j of "treble letters, treble.

1805 Act 45 Geo. IHi c II § I For every single letter one
penny; for every double letter twopence; for every treble

letter or other letter under an ounce in weight three-pence.

i66x Baxter Mor. Prognost. 11. xxi. 50 There shall be a
"Treble-Lock upon theDoorof theMinistry, 1782 Herschel
mPhil.Trans. LXXII. 100 The beautiful "treble star in Mo-
noceros's right fore-foot, xt^^uyx Stajff6rdsh.\x.y]i Seven
bells rung together in p>eal... Their number excludes them,
from ever being brought, either into common or *treble-time,

B. adv. 1. In three ranks or rows, threefold

;

to three times the extent ; three times over; trebly,

X3.. K.Alis.66cfi In hire mouth buth teth treble set. 1551
HuLOET, Treble, tripliciter» 1563 A. Neveix in B. Googe
E^logSy etc. (Arb.) 87 All these conclude him blest.. And
tnble blest agayne. x6aa Fletcher Beggars Bush v. i.

And I'll deserve it treble. 1675 Woou Li/e 18 Sept.

(O- H.S.) 1 1. 322 Piers was double or treble paid by Dr. Fell.

1708 Consttt. WatertnefCs Co. Ivii, Every person offending
therein, shall forfeit, .treble as much as he or they respec-
tively shall demand.
2. In a high-pitched tone ; shrilly.

xBix [implied in trebU'Skirling; see C. 2).

C. Combinations.

1. The adj. in combination, a. with sbs., as

treble-coursing, the division of an air-cnrrent in

a mine into three courses or channels ; treble-
seam {Cruket slang)^ a leathern cricket-ball

stitched with three seams ; treble-tree, an arrange-

ment of swingle-trees for three horses abreast.

1897 Ghbe g July 1/5 The old bowler ,. declared there
was a lot of human nature in a "treble-seam. X877 Knight
Diet. Mech., " J'r«^/f-/«**,awhiffletree for three horses. An
equalizer.

b. Parasynthetic combs, forming adjs., as treble-

barrelled, -breathed, -taped, -headed, -mailed, -piled^

-rampired, -seatedy -sineived*, treble-voiced,
having a treble or soprano voice.

1784 New spectator Na x. 4 The ladies have assumed
the "treble-caped great coat and belt. xSoS Med, Jml,
XIV. 92 How our "treble-headed Pithon is to be augmented
and increased. 1876 Geo, Eliot Dan. Der. xxxvi, Gnawed
by a double, a treble-headed grief. x6xi Cotgr., TremaillS^
•treble-mailed. i8ai Scott Kenilto. xxiv, Velvet, single,
double, "treble- pi led. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.^ Hen. /K,
cxvii. As the wings of long-lost Day Breakes 'Ireble-
Rampierd Oouds. x8o6 Bentham Sc. Kefortn ^6 The per-
manent subiititution of "treble-seated .. to single-seated
judicature. 1606 Shaks. Ant. * CL ni. xiii. 178, I will be
'trtrbble-sinewed, hearted, breath'd. xssa Huloet, Treble
voyced, or shyll tuned, acutus, a, um,

C, With sbs., forming adjectives or attributive

phrases, as treble-cylinder, treble-shovel; treble-
bite, treble-wedge-fast, systems of breech-action
in hand-guns.
189a Greener Breech-Loader 12 With an efficient holding-

down bolt, engaging with it as in the "treble-bite breccn-
action. 1877 Knight Diet, Mech.^ "* TrebUcyUnderSteam-
engine, an engine having a pair of large cylinders for the
continuation of the expansion, one at each side of the small
cylinder. I6id., * Treble-Shovel Ploio, one having three
snares. A form of cultivator. x88x Gbeenkr Gun 174 Our
patent •treble-wedge -fast action, with either hammerless or
back-action locks and low hammers.
2. The adv. in comb. a. with pples., forming

adjectives, as treble-bratidislud, -damned, ^refined,

•ribbed, -riveted, -twisted, etc ; treble-dated,
living three times as long (as man)

; (in sense B. 2)
treble-skirling, b, with vbs., as treble-man, -sliot,

X877 Tenmvson Harold i. J, Von grimly-glaring, "treble-
brandish'd scourge. x8a4 Coleridge Lett., to y. Gillman
(1895) 730 If he be not a "treble-damned liar. x6ox Shaks.
Phoenix ff T. 17 Thou "treble-dated crow,..'Mongst our
mourners shall thou ga 1805 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810)
51 We were obliged to take on but one sled at a time and
"treble man it. 1694 Salmon Bate's Disfiens. 11. vL (1713)
604/2 With its equal Weight of •trebble-refined Sugar.
X896 Daily Nezut 14 Nov. 6/6 Besides deed-boxes, there
were other receptacles .. some 'treble-ribbed with iron or
copper. 1663 Gerbier Princ. 18 Casements "treble riveted,
to keep out Wind and Rain. 1874 Thf.arle Naval Archit.
131 For treble-riveted butt straps, nineteen diameters in
breadth are required by Lloyd's. 1884 H. Collingwood
Undtr Meteor Fla^i^ Request Mr. Flinn to "treble-shot
bis larboard broadside. x8ix W. Tkssast A nster Concert
xiii. High o'er the tenor sounded shrill The "treble-skirling
women. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut. ii. C1872) 3a A powerful
hook, fitted upon 'treble-twisted wire.

Treble (trebU), v, [£ prec. Cf. OF. trebler
(13th c. in Godef.).]

1, trans. To make three times as many or as
great ; to increase threefold ; to multiply by three.
«i3aS MS. Rawl. B. s^o If. 32 5if J>e contreie..ne

ansuuerez no^t.^be peine sal ben itrebbled. f 1430 Art 0/
AVwi^ryw^xi. (E,E.T.S.) 17 Thow most trebille the digit.

XS96 Shaks. Merch. V. in. ii. 30a Double sixe thousand,
and then treble that. 1666 Sancroft Lex Ignea 28 His
Insolence doubles and trebles the Vexation. X7io Lottd.
Caj.No. 5833/2 Which trebles the Duty.. payable by the
Exporter. 1885 Dunckley in Manch. Exam. 20 July 6/1
During the present century the population has just about
trebled itseU.

811

b. To fold in three thicknesses; to make in
three layers.

IS9* Hakuuyt Voy. 1. 62 Caparisons for their horses
made of leather artiticially doubled or trebled vpon their
bodies. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 316 A Cambolin
of pure lawn., trebled on and about their naked shoulders.

o. To be three times as many or as much as.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 115 Madein, A coyne of siluer that
trebles the Asper for value. 1843 Borrow Bible in Spain
xxxiv. (Pelh. Libr.) 250 A body of the Carlists, .. whose
numbers more than trebled his own.
2. intr. (for rcfl.) To grow to three times the

number, amount, or size; to l>ecome threefold.
i6as Fletcher Noble Gent. 11. i, Now I see your Fathers

honours Trebling upon you. 1797-8 Wklungton in Owen
Desp. (1877) 777 It has more than trebled since the peace of
'83. 1815 SiMOND TourGt. Brit. 1. 170 The rent of land has
trebled in the last fifty years. 1882 Pedody Eug, Jonrnalism
xix. 145 Mr. Levy reduced the price of the paper.. .The
circulation doubled, trebled, quadrupled.

1 3. intr. To emit a high-pitched or shrill sound ;

also, to sing the treble part to (const, upon) the
lower parts or plain-song in a harmonized com-
position (in quots.yfj'.). Obs.
c 1425 Cast. Fersev. 1900 in Maero Plays 134, I here

trumpys trebelen al of tene. a\^\ H. Smith Wks. (1866)
I. 458 A nightingale . . when she is m a pleasant vein, quavers
and capers, and trebles upon it. 1606 S. Gardiner Bk,
Angling 103 The singster of Israel hath .. giuen vs the
Notes wee must alwayes treble vppon.

t b. trans. To utter in a high-pitched or shrill

tone. Obs. rare~^,
1616 Chapman Hottter's Hymn to Hermes 645 He outra-

geously (when I accus'd him) trebled his reply.

Hence Tre'blod///. a., made treble, threefold.
tc 1400 LvDC. jEsof's Fob. i. 23 With trebled [71. r, treble)

laudis yeve to the trynitc. 1653 R. Sanders Phystogn.,
Aioles, etc. 38 Divide the trebled number into two. a 17H
Ken Preparalivcs Wks. 1721 IV. 43 While I by trebled
Zeal and Tears Strive to retrieve my careless Years.

t Tre-blefold, a. and adv. Obs. [f. Tbeble
+ -FOLD.] a. culj. Three times as great or numer-
ous; threefold, b. adv. Three times as much,
thrice over.

1387-8 T. UsK Test. Lave I. iii. (Skeat) I. 152 Treble folde
so mokell muste I suffer, ere tyme come of myne ease. 1561
T. HoBY tr. Casti^lionc's Courtyer I. (1577) Cvij, They
speake accompanying euery worde with certaine treblefoldc
Slghes. 1587 Q. Eliz. in H. Campbell Lmie Lett. Mary Q.
Scots App. (1824) 62 God reward thee trebblefold in the
double (or the most troublesome charge so well discharged,

Tre-bleness. rare. [f. Treble a. + -ness.]

1 1. Treble quality (of sounds) ; high pitch.
i6j6 Bacon .S>/r<i { 183 The Just and Measured Propor-

tion of the Aire Percussed, towards the Ii.isenesse or Treble-
nesse of Tones, is one of the greatest Secrets in the Con-
templation of Sounds.

2. The quality of being threefold.
1888 in Casselts Encyit. Diet.

t Trebler, a treble-singer : see Tribler.
Treblett, erron. form of Triblkt.
Trebling (treblii)), vbl. sb. [f. Treble v. +

-INO 1.] The action of the verb Tkeblb.
1. Increasing threefold ; multiplication by three.
IS9« Percivali. Sp. Diet., Trasdoiladura, trebling, tri-

plicatio. 1694 Phil. Traits. XVIII. 70 The doubling,
trebling, quadrupling, &c. of Rations is performed by
squaring, cubing, biquadrating, &c. of the terms.

2. Naut. See qnots.

1856 Kanb Arct. Expl. I. xxxi. 423 The onLside trebling
or oak sheathing. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Trebling,
planking thrice around a whaler's bows in order the more
effectunfly to withstand the pressure of the ice.

Trebly (trebli), adv. [f. Treble a. + -LT 2.]

1. In a threefold degree or manner; triply.

1590 SrcNSER F. Q. I. xi. 22 Trebly augmented was his
furious mood. 1619 Wadswortii Pilgr. v. 47 She was left

destitute, the . . lesuites being trebly paid. 1697 Dryden
/Eneid X. 1113 Linnen trebly rowl'd. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/
Isles III. vii. Wicket and gate were trebly barr'd, By beam
and lx>lt and chain. j8so Tennyson In Mem. cii. 16 This
hath made them trebly dear.

t2. In a treble or high-pitched tone. Obs.rare~^.
1679 in yemey Mem. (1907) II. 330 A Mercy, w«l> makes

mce merrily & Trebly sing, Gaudiamus and Haleluia.

Trebncliet (tre-b»/jet, || treb/Vft), Forms : a. 4
trepejette, trepget, 4-5 -eget, 5 trepgett(e,
trip-, trypgette, 6 trepegett, -gete, trepa-;

P. 4-5 tri-, tre-, treybochet; 5 trebget {err.

-got) ; 6 trabu-, 7 trebusohet, (8-9 trebuoket),
8- trebuchet. [In I, a. OF. trebuchet, also

trebuket, -busket, trabuchet (12th c. in Godef.)
siege-engine, bird-trap, mod.F. Mbuchet trap,

balance (— Prov. trabuqiut, Sp. trabuquete. It.

trabocchetto, med.L. trd-, trlbuchllum, Du Cange),
f. OF. tre-, tres; trabucher (nth c.) to overtum,
overthrow, stumble, fall, in med.L. trabuchdre : see

Tkabuch. The early a-forms (treped^e't, etc.) are

imitations of OF. trebuchet (trebiltje't). The word
was obsolete in the i6tb c. ; from iSth c. historical

and antiquarian. Sense 3 is from mod.Fr. In II,

an application, in England, of med.L. trebuchelum

(see above), to the device known popularly from
c I joo as cuck-stool, cucking-stool. The Latin

form remained app. as a legal term, rendered

trebuchet in 1 7th c. by the legal antiquaries.

TRECHE.
Cf. i6n Cotgr., Trebuchet, a pitfall for birds ; a pit, with

a trap doore, for wild beasts ; also, a paire of gold weights

;

also, ail old-fashioned Engine of wood, from which great, and
battering stones were most violently throwne.]

I. 1. A mediaeval military engine for casting
heavy missiles. Hist.
Described as consisting ofa pivoted lever with a sling at one

extremity, which was strained back against a heavy counter,
poise, and then suddenly released. Cf. Catapult i.

[iaa4 Close Roll 8 Hen. Ill, m. 4 Facias usque Doura
maeremium ad trubechetum nostrum faciendum.
9 Hen. Ill, m. 24, viij. Roellas ereas quas fieri fecistis at
trubechettum nostrum. 1377 Rolls 0/ Parlt. III. 10/2
Un trebuchet outre ascun mesure qe Ten avoit unqes veeu.]
a. 13.. Coer de L. 5227 With trepeiettes they slungen

alsoo. 13B8 WvcLiF I Mace. vi. 20 Thei maden arblastis,
\gloss\ ether trepeiettis, that is, an instrument for to caste
schaftis, and stoonys. c 1400 [see Mangonel]. c\^»aBrnt
428 The Kynge. .leid therto his grcte Gounnys, Trepgeltis
and Engenys, and bete adowne the wallis. ijjo Caxlon's
Chron. Eng. vii. 145/1 Gonnes, Engynnes, and trypgettes
[1482 trip-]. 1599 Thynne Animadv. (1875) 41 * Trepegett *

yo" expounde * a Ramme to batter watles '. But the trepe-
gete was the same that the niogonell. [1896 Eng. Hist. Rev.
Apr. 357 Eustace the monk was taken, and Stephen of
Winchelsea..gave him his choice of having his head cut off
on the trapget or the bulwarks [rather of being hurled from
the trapget or having his head cut oflf on the bulwarks].]

/5. a 1400-50 Alexander 1296 With traumes & with tri-

bochetis |ie tild to asaile. c 1400 Siege of Troy 838 in
Archiv neu.Spr. LXXII. 33 An hundrid gynnys ]?er were
vpset. Of Maungeneles and Treybochet. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. sor/i Trebget, for werre (S. trepgette), trabuceium.
X79S ^\j-\HtH Joaitof A7-cs\u. 198 Who kneeling by the
trebuchet. Charged its long sling with death. 1825 Scott
Betrothed\\\\, ' Well driven, trebuchet—well flown,quarrel 1

*

cried the monk. 1885 C. W. C Oman Art 0/ iVar 57 The
feeble siege-artillery of the day, perrieres, catapults, tre*

buchets, and so forth.

+ 2. A trap or gin to catch small birds or beasts.

Obs. rare. (So in Fr. from 14th c.)

136a Langu p. Pt. A. XII. 86 pou tornblest wil> a trepget
5if )k>u my tras folwe. c 1440 Fromp. Parv. 501/1 Trebget
\pr, -got], sly instrument to take brydys or beestys \s.
trepgette), tendicule.

3. A small delicately poised balance or pair of
scales ; an assay balance ; a tilting scale. (So Fr.)
1550 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 105/1 Par de lie trabuschettis

15 sol. 1613 Bp, Forbes Comm, Rev. xviii. § 6. 101 It is a
hard thing to fall into the hands of the Lord : before whom
all Nations are but as the droppe of a Bucket, or as the dust
of a Trebuschet. 1871 M. C. Lea Photogr. 420 The French
pattern of ' trebuchet ', or tilting scale, now largely manu-
factured here, 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Trebticket.

II. 4. An instrument of punishment, = Cuck-
INO-STOOL, q. V.

\c xaoo Chron. of yoeelin de Brakelond (Camden) 38
Levaverunt homines de lUegga quoddam trebuchet, ad
faciendam justiciam pro falsis mensuris panis vel bladi

mensurandl. ? ia66-7 yjidicinm Pillorie in Stat. Realm
(1870) I. 201/1 Paciatur judicium corporis, scilicet, Pistor
Coltistrigium, et Braciatrix trebuchetum vel castigatorium.

C1440 Promp. Pan'. 107/1 Cukstole, for flyterys,. ./«riJ«-

scetum, cadurca. 1500 Ortus Vocab., Terbichetum, a cok-
stole.] ^1640 J. Smyth Hundred df Berkeley (1885) 143
Cucking stool and other Judicials, Coflistrigia et trebuchets.

1667 E. Chamberlayne Fres. St. Eng. i. (1684) 48 Scolding
women are to be set in a Trebuchet, commonly called a
Cuckingstool . . placed over some deep water into which they
are let down and plunged under water thrice, 1769 Black-
stone Comm. IV, xiii. 169 A common scold, ..if convicted,
shall be sentenced to be placed in a certain engine of cor-
rection called the trebucket, castigatory, or cucking stool.

1867 Cortih. Mag. Jan. 38 A homely provision made for the
punishment of mere bad language in the bridle and trebuchet
or ducking-stool.

t Trebuke, variant of Trabdch.
Cl48a J. K^v tr. Cacittrsins Siege ofRhodes (iSyojr 11 A

man of Grece,..counseyled the Lord Mayster and the
Rhodyans to make and ordeygne an engyne called Trebuke
lyke a slynge, which' was grete hye and myghty,and casted
grele and many stones into the hoste of the Turkes.

fTrebuIer, o, Obs. [f. Trlbula, name of a
place: cf. Trebu/dna vina (Pliny).J ?OfTrebula.
1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling ix. 158 The trebuler sort [of

vines] that are thrust to the wall, that neuer growe high, or
ouerdreepe others little.

Trebuttar, obs. form of Tributary.
Treoehe : see Tbeche v.

Treooher, -erie, -erous, -our, etc., obs. forms

of Treacher, -erous, -bry, etc.

+ Treoentene, a. Obs. rare—", [f, L. irecenteni

three hundred each.] (See quotation.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Trecentene, pertaining to three
hundred.

II Trecento (treitjentc). [It., lit, ' three hun-
dred ', short for mil trecento 1300; cf. Cinque-
cento.] The fourteenth century (13..), as a
period of Italian art, architecture, etc. ; also aitrib.

1841 W. Spalding Italy ^ It. Isl. II. 215 The vigour and
expressiveness of the trecento, 1873 * Ouida ' Pascaril 1. 9
The l)eautiful trecento windows were filled with eager faces.

1878 ViLLARl Machiavelli(i8i)B) I. lu. viii. IA9 The literature
of the Trecento may be considered as exclusively Tuscan.
18^ IVestm. Gaz. ij Mar. ^/i They treat.. of the trecento
painters, of Giovanni Bellini and the early Venetians.

Hence Trecentist,
|| Trecentl-sta (It., pi. -Isti),

an Italian artist, author, etc., of the 14th c.

1811 BvRON yuan ill. Ixxxvi, In Italy he'd ape the ' Tre-
centist! '. 1883 C. C. Perkins Ital. Scul/>t. Introd. 23 The
character of his work is so different from that of any other
Italian trecentist.

t Treche, tricll, v. Obs. Also 3 tricche, 5
trecche, [a. OF. trickier, trechier (3rd s. pres.
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irickey iruhi), to deceive, cheat, in Picard trikier^

{trike)y mod-F. iricher, Prov. trickar, triquar^

It. ireccare. Ulterior origin uncertain : supposed

by Diez to be from a German dialect (cf. also

Mackel Germ, ehmente infranz. 104) ; but others

think from a late L. *triccdre for L, trlcdri to trifle,

shuffle, play tricks, f. trtcm trifles, quirks, wiles,

tricks (see Storm in Romania V, 172).
For ihe family of words belonging to this vb. see

Treacher to Trkachkrv, also Trichard, and (more

remotely) Trick and its derivatives.]

trans. To deceive, cheat, betray, play false with.

c xa^o Hali AUid. 9 Nu Jm sest l>at ha habbeS itricchet te

as treitres. a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 69 Richard, thah

thou be ever trichard, trichen shalt thou never more, c 1425

Cast. Persev. 253 in Macro Plays 84 pese iij are nobyl,trewly

I trowe, Mankynde to tenyn, & irecchyn a tyde.

Treche, var, Tresche Obs. Trecher, -erous,

-ery, etc., obs. ff. Tbeacher, -erous, -ebt.

f Trechet, v, Obs. rare, [deriv, of Teeche v.

(perh. error for trecher).'] trans. To deceive,

cheat, play false with. Hence f Trechetting

vbl. sb, (See also Treachetour.)
<:i33oR. BRUNNECAn?M. (1810)313 pe[i] sent ageyn& said

to kyng, * it was no haunte Ofcerteyn sette & laid, to trechet

J>er conaunte. I^id. 164 Whan he with trechettyng bi nyght
away so ran, Wenes he our men Inglisse for to tretcher

IA/5. trecther]so?

Trechmannite (tre'kmanait), Min. pf. sur-

name Trechtnann + -ITE l.] A rare mineral occur-

ring in red rhombohedral crystals in the dolomite

of the Bimienthal. It is prob. a sulpharsenite of

silver. 1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Trechometer (trekp*m^3j). [a. F. trechoviltre,

f. Gr. TpfX-***' to run : see -meter.] An instrument

which records the distance run by a vehicle.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet, Trade^ Trechometer^ a French
machine for reckoning distances, specially adapted for

vehicles,

Treohor, -our, -ory, -ur, -ure, -ury: see

Treacher, Treachery. Trechotire, obs. f.

Tressure. Treck- in trechckuity etc. : see Tbek-.

Treoker : see Trigger,
Trecther, scribal error for tretcher (cf. Treach-

er) : see Trechet v. Tred, obs. f. Tread.
Tredding : see Trading vbl. sb. (quot. 1654).

Treddle (tred'l). Now dial. Forms : a. i

tyrdel, 5 -dyl, 6 -dell, -die, tirdil, turdyll,

6-7 terdle, 7 tir-, turdle ; y3. 5 tredel(e,

triddiljtridel, trydelle, 7-9 truddle, 6- treddle;

7. 6 treatle. See also Trattle sb."^ [ME.
tyrdylf etc. (whence by metathesis tridilj treddle)^

e= OE. iyrdely dim. of lord, Turd : see -el suffix
i.]

A pellet of sheep's or goat's dung : usually in //.
o. ciooo Sax. Leichd. II. 72 senim gate tyrdlu. Ibid.

214 Haran tyrdlu. £ri44o Promp. Parv. 494/2 Tyrdyl,

schepys donge. 1530 Palsgr. 281/2 Tyrdell, IHd. 284/1

Turdyll shepes donge,^^«^ de brebis. 1553 Huloet, Tyrdles
of gootes or shepe, rudus, eris. 1563 Hyll Art Garden.

(1503) 107 If you take the seeds ofeuery colour of GilHfiours

and put them altogither into a thin small reed, or terdle of a
sheep or goat. 1647 Hexham i, Sheeps dung or tirdles.

1671 Skinner Etymol, Ling. Angi., The Treddles zrei

Truddles, q. d. Turdles.

p. c 1410 Master of Game xi. (1904) 40^ Men clepen J>e

steppes or (>e marckes of )?e Otere.,and his fumes tredeles

orspraintes, 14.. MS, Lincoln Med. If. 291 (Halliw.) The
triddils of an hare. 1483 Cath. Angl. 393/2 A Trydelle,

ruder. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's H-usb, 11. (1586) 55 b,

Taking a Treddle of Sheepe, or Goates doung. 1601

Holland /'/fffy xix. xii. II. 33 The round treddles ofa Goat.

1736 W. Ellis New Exper. Husb. 25 Price for the neat

Treddle, clear of all Hay, Straw, FlaflT, or other Mixture.

1005 mEng. Dial, Diet, from Lincoln, Herts, Kent, Surrey.

Treddle, variant of Treadle.

Treddling (trcdlig), sb. dial. In 5 tirde-

lyng ; 9 also (//.) trid(d)lings, treddlins. [f.

Treddle + -ing^.] Treddles of sheep, etc. in

the mass.
c 1440 Lydg. IlorSy Shepe ^ G. 381 Of the sheepe. .To the

lond gret profite doth his tirdelyng [v. r. tyrtelyng]. 1828

Craven Gloss., Tridl/ns, excrement of sheeps. 1869
Lonsdale Gloss., Treddlin's, Triddlin's. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Triddlings.

t Tre'decile, a. or sb. Astral. Obs. Also -il.

[ad. mod. L. iredecil-isy f. L. tres three + dec-em ten

;

of. quartile, sexiile.'] Denoting an aspect, intro-

duced by Kepler, in which the planets arc ^^ of

a circle, i.e. 108° apart. Cf. Decile.

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. In. 32 Of late one Kepler, a

learned man, hath added some new ones as follow . . A
Tredecile. .consisting of 108 degrees. 1674 Jeake Arith,

(1696) II Aspects. . . Sesquiquintil or Tredecil. 1727-41

Chambers Cycl.^ Aspect^ To the five ancient aspects, the

modern writers have added several more ; as decile, . .tride-

cile, . .[etcl. 1819 J. W11.SON Compl. Diet. Astrol. loi The
new aspects invented by Kepler are mostly produced bjr sub-

dividing the others...The Tredecile, of 108°, is a quintile

and half, or three deciles.. .Those arising from a division of

the A or ^ by 5 were [thought by Kepler to be] good

;

thus, .the tredecile, being a quintile and a half, is good.

+ Trede'cuple, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. tredecim

thirteen, oiKet decuple."] Thirteen times as j^^rcat.

1570 Billingsley Euclid xvi. xxix. 455 To proue that an
octohedron geuen, is tredecuple sesquialtcr to a trilater

eq^ilater pyranus inscribed in it.

Tredel, obs. form of Treadle, Treddle.
Tredge, obs. form of Trudge,
Tredrille, tredille (tredri-l, -di-1). Also 8

tresdille, 9 tradrille. [f. Quadrille by substitu-

tion of tre- three for qzia{d-.] A card-game
played by three persons, usually with thirty cards.

1764 H. Walpole Let. to Earl Hertford 8 June, Lady
Albemarle was at tredille. 1767 Lady Mary Coke yrjil.

2 May, The Duchess, Lady Blunt and I playM at tresdille.

1769 Ibid. 15 June, I play'd at tredrillcwith Madame de
Viry and a French Officer for ashilHiig a fish. 1816 Singer
Hist. Cards 266 Tredrille, a modification of Quadrille which
might be played by three persons. ..It was considered as
very inferior to the game Quadrille played by four. xSzi
Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Mrs. Battle's Opinions on IVhist, To
explain to me how far it [ombre] agreed with, and in what
pomtsit would be found to differ from, tradrille. 1825 Mrs.
Sherwood Bitter Sweet 11. 5 A hand at tredille or three-

handed whist, i860 T. L. Peacock Gryll Gr. xxiii,

Quadrille is played with forty cards : tredrille usually with
thirty: sometimes, as in Pope's Ombre, with twenty seven.

Tree (trO, sb. Forms: see below. [OE.
ir^ow, trioTVyOK.yM'E, tr^Oy^tc = OFris. //--^(NFris.

tr^j ir^), OS. trio, ireo, trew- (MDu. in comb,
-tere, -txre, Kilian) ; ON. tr^ (Da. irx, Sw. trd

timber, trdd tree) ; Goth, triu^ gen. triw-is wood
(wanting in OHG. and now also obsolete in LG.
and Du.) :—OTeut. '^Iretvo-, cognate with Skr. dru
tree, wood, divru wood, log, and with Gr. 5pGs

oak, (ScJpu spear ; OSlav, drievo (from dervo) tree,

wood, driiva pi. wood, Russ. de'revo^ drevo' tree,

wood, Serv. drvo tree, drva wood, Czech drva,

Pol. driva wood ; Lith. dervd. pine-wood ; also

with Olr. daurt Welsh derwen oak. The modern
Eng. tree is a regular repr. of OE. tr^o, ME. treo

;

ire is the form in the Bestiary of r 1220 ; but the

final prevalence of this over the other ME. forms

treow, treWf trow, traUj was prob. assisted by its

coincidence with Norse /?-</; tre^ tree are the

northern forms from Cursor Mundi onward. For
form-history cf. Knee.]
A. Illustration of Forms and Inflexions.

L Sing. rtom. 1 triow, {late) tryw, 1-2 treow,
treu, (i) 3 trew, (i)-4 treo, 3-6 tre, 3- tree

; 4
{Kent, trau, tra(u)w) ; trough

; 5 Sc. trey, 6-7
trie. dat. i treowe, tr6o, 2 treuwe, trewe, 4
trow(e, trauwe, [The development of OE. nom.
ace, sing, was OTeut, *trewo'"^, trewa, trew, triu^

trio, then with w from oblique cases {trewes^

treowes, etc.), trdow^ {triow).]

c8go tr. Bzda's Hist. 11. xi. [xiv.] (1890) 138 He. .of treo

[v. r. treowe] cirican jetlmbrode. c 897 K. Alfred Gregory's

Past. C. xlv. 338 M\c triow \v. r. treow] man sceal ceorfan.

cxooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. iiL 10 M\c treow [MS. B. tryw,

Lind. treu] t»e godne waestm ne bringS, c laoo Vices <5- Virt.

27 De treu of paradise, c i»oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 107 Ofcoren
of eorSe, and of treuwe. c laao Bestiary 674 Dus fel adam
iSur^a tre, Vrefirste fader, Sat fele we. cxaSf^Gen.^ Ex.^-^oi

A funden trew 8or-inne dede Moyses. a 1300 CursorM. 657
(Cott.) pis tree ys done in my frij>e. ^ 1340 Ayenb. 28 Ne m
gerse, ne in busse, ne in trauwe. Ibid. 95 pet trau of lyue.

Ibid. 202 pys traw wext and profitet*. 13. . K. Alls. 6829
Alle tho That scholde with him to the trough go. 1303
Langl. P. PI. C. XXI. 200 Yf t>ei touchede l>e treo and of >e
frut eten. ^1530 R- Hilles Covtmon-Pl. Bk. (1858) 140

Sone crokyth the tre that crokyed wyll be. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 687 With the speir that wes of suir

trie. He hit the king richt in at the e. 1573 Tusser Husb.
(1878) log Let luie be killed. Else trde will be spilled.

^1584 MoNTGOMERiE Cli. f^ Slac 34iThe triesa hich ofgrowth.

2. Fi. nom, a. i treo, treow, triowu, treowu,
-a, 1-2 treowe; 2 trowen, 2-4 treon, 3-6 tren,

4 (troen), trene, 4-7 (-9 dial.) treen, 5 trenne,

5-6 treene. ^. 3 treos, 2-3 {Orm.) trewwes,

2, 4 trewes, 2-5 tres, 3 troues, 3-4 trouwes, 3-5
treus, 4 trews, trowes, traues, trawes, 4-6
treis, 5 trese, 6 treys, Sc. treyis, 6-7 tries, 4-
trees. [The development of OE. nom. ace, pi.

was WGer. trewu, triu, trio ; then again with w
(from oblique cases), triow, treowu {-a). The pi.

trio occurs in Vesp. Ps. and Lind. Gosp.]
cS»s Vesp. Ps. cxlviii. 9 Treo westemberu and alle ceder-

beamas. c 890 tr. Bxd^sHist. i. (1890) 26 Hit is weli?; |?is ea-

lond onw£EStmum&on treowum. ct^^Yi.. NA.vs.-^\:iGregory*s

Past. C. xi. 292 Sumu treowu he watrade. a 1000 Epist.

Alex, ad Aristot. in Cockayne Narrat. 27 Eac l'a:r wjeron

ot>re treow. Ibid. 28 Da hal^an triow-swiSe wepen. C 1000

jkhvmcHom. 11. 588 DeorwurSestanas, obi's treowa. tii75
Lamb. Horn. 5 Heo sti^en uppe on J>e godes cunnes treowe.

Ibid.^r Hehimsceawedehe^e treon. citooOrmin Introd. 13

Full gode treos ino^he. Ibid. 15468 Off gresess, & off tres.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 25 Gres and trowen. Ibid. 37 Hwile
uppen trewes. c 1250 Gen. ^- Ex. 3305 Then [:. e. ten] and
sexti palme tren. c 1275 Lav. 511 Alle hi solde hongie

vppe ne^e troues. a 1300 Cursor M. 545 (Cott.) It groues

tTes[Etiirf. trees] and gress. 13.. Ibid. 651 (Gott.) Of treis

..here esgode wone, 7^x300 XIPains ofHell 33 per beoj>

bernynde treon. a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. 520 If. 32 b, pis

statut ne portenez no^t to grete hokes ne to o|iere grete

troen. a 1325 Prose Psalter xcvfij. 12 Pan .shul alle ^e

trews of )>e wodes gladen. 13.. K. Alls. 6763 pou shalt

fynde trowes two. 1340 Ayenb. 25 pe greatte traues. Ibid.

95 Uol ofguode trawes. 1387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) III.

445 Where J»ou knowe nou^t t>e treen [v.r. tren]. a 1400

Pistill ofSusan 90 Turtils troned on trene. ^1400 Trees

[see B. ij. c 1400 Vwaine ^ Gaw. 2965 He loked in bitwix

the trese. 1422 tr. Sccreia Secret., Priv, l^riv. 239 Wiih

lewys of trenne. Ibid 243 The humours of tren and herlns.

c 1430 LvDG. Min. Poevis (Percy Soc.) 17 Twoo grene
treene there grewe uprighte. a 1450 Mvrc Festial 1. 3 Treus
and herbys. 1562-3 in Willis &, Clark Cambridge (1886)

II. 568, X greate tries at xxviij" the trie. 1563 Mirr. Mag.
Induct. 2 With blustring blastes had al ybared the treen.

1565 Satir. Poems Reform, i. 45 Wynter windes. .that doth
I-bayre the tren. 1570 Ibid. xv. 50 All greinLs and plesand
treis [rime eyis], 1596 DALKyMPLF, tr. Leslie^s Hist. Scot.

VII. (S.T.S.) II. 17 Aple tries, and orchardls. 1600 Fairfax
Tasso III. ixxv, The shadie tops of shaking treene. 1635,

1771, x86i Trees [see 11. 1]. ift^s E. Jones Poetns, Sens. ^
Event 38 Vast interbranching treen.

B. Signification. ^

1. A perennial plant having a self-supporting

woody main stem or trunk (which usually develops

woody branches at some distance from the ground),

and growing to a considerable height and size,

(Usually distinguished from a bush or shrub by
size and manner of growth ; but cf. b.)

£'825, C890, C897 [see A. 2]. CIOOO >£lfric Gen. iii.

6 pa;t treow wa;s god to etanne. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
109 niche J>an treo J>e bereS lef and blosman. csago
St. Brendan 41 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 221 Of treon and
berbes, l^ikke i-nov^. 1377 Langu P, PI. B. xv. 327 A
forest.. ful of faire trees. 1398 Tbkvisa Barih. De P.R.
xvii. i. (Tollem. MS.), A tre haj> . . be rynde, bowes,
twigges, leues, blosmes, floures and frute. c iioo Destr.
Troy 12467 Trees thurgh tempestes tynde hade pere leues.

1481 Caxton Reynard xii. (Arb.) 28 He brake a rodde of a
tree. C1S30 R. Hilles Common-Pl. Bk. (1858) 140 Hyt ys
a febyll tre thet fallyth at the fyrst strok. x6oo Fairfax
Tassovw.x, Through forrests thicke among the shadie treene.

1635 Laud Diary i Dec, Many elm leaves yet upon the

trees. 1771 Junius Lett. Ivii. (1820) 298 He or his deputy
were authorised to cut down.. trees. 1861 Bentlev Man.
Bot. 540 Cunoniaceae... Nearly allied to Saxifragacese, but
differing from them in being trees or shrubs.

b. Extended to include bushes or shrubs of

erect growth and having a single stem ; and even

some p>erennial herbaceous plants which grow to

a great height, as the banana and plantain.

CX340- [see Rose-tree]. £1532 [see Goosedekrv 7J.

1640 [see Plantain ^ 4]. 1649 [see Currant 4J. 1697 [see

Banana 1]. 1765 [see Raspberry 4]. 1855 Browning
Women ^ Roses i, I dream of a red-rose tree. 1858 Hogg
Veg. Kingd. 7^ As a food, the Plantain is wholesome and
agreeable. A tree generally contains three or four clusters.

C. Applied yf^. or allusively to a person.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, HI. vii. 167 The Royall Tree hath
left vs Royall Fruit 1807 Wordsw. Force ofPrayer xiii, He
was a tree that stood alone, And proudly did its branches
wave.

2. The substance of the trunk and boughs of a

tree ; wood (esp. as a material of which things are

made) ; timber. Obs. or arch.

To go between the bark and the tree : see Bark sh.^ &
c89otr.B^da's Hist. n. xi. [xiv.J (1890) 138 He t>£er hnede

^eweorce of treo cirican jetimbrode. ^ 1122 O. E. Chron,
an. 626 (Laud MS.) pier he ser het setimbrian cyrican of
treowe. <: 1290 S. Eng, Leg. I. 91/154 In one cheste of
treo. ?ci366in Arnolde Chron, (1811) 138 Affixed w'nayles
of irne or of tree, c 1440 Partonope 407 A brygge of stone

and not of tree. C1500 Whole Prophecie of Scotland 1603
(in Murray Thomas of Erccldoune Introd. p. xxxv), At
Aberladie he shall light With hempen halters and hors of

tree. 1531 Elvot G<n>. iii. xvii, Eatyng his meate in a disshe

of tree. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 124 A horse made
of maple tree. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Sea-Wife Vi, To
ride the horse of tree [a ship],

3. A piece of wood ; a stem or branch of a tree,

or a portion of one, either in its natural state, or

more usually (now always) shaped for some pur-

pose, a. A pole, post, stake, beam, wooden bar,

etc.; esp, (now only) one forming part of some
structure, as a vehicle, plough, ship, etc. ; usually

as the second element in combinations, as Axle-
tree, Chess-tree, Ckoss-tree, Door-tbee,

Draught-tree, Roof-tree, Swingle-tree, etc.

97! Blickl. Horn. 187 Ond J>a asfter l>on het Neron
?;ewyrcean mycelne tor of treowum & of mycclum beamum.
CI200 Ormin 15835 t>att temmple J?att wass wrohht Off
trewwess & off staness, a 1300 Cursor M. 12399 (Cott.)

peknaue ^at \>vb, timber fett. .ouer scort he broght a tre.

137S Barbour Bruce xiii. 238 Schetis . .Thai festnyt in steid

of .baneris Apon lang treis and on speris. 1523 Fitzherb.

Husb. § 3 The ploughe-beame is the longe tree aboue. Ibid.

§ 4 The sharbeame is the tre vnderneih, wherevpon the share

isset. x6||2 in J.Watson Jedburgh Abbcy{\%ai^Z^T'^x\^^cx>vc

singill tries, threttie double tries, two hunclred daills to be
scaffolding and centtries. 1787 MS. Deed, Such trees and
pipes as are now laid for conveying water from the said

spring. 1848 KiNGsLEY A^/^/i^ ^/n/4 All night I heard a
singing bird Upon the topmast tree. 1887 Suppl. to Jamie,
son s. v., A straight piece of rough timber used as a pole,

lever, prop, or stay, is called a tree\ as, a dyer's-/r«, a
raising-Zr^f? or lever for moving a miil-stone.

b. A stick, esp, a staff, cudgel : cf. Plant sb^

I b. Obs. exc. Sc.

C893 K. iELFRED Oros. IV. i. § 6 Hie nanion treowu, &
slOftOn on oJ>erne ende monige scearpe isene nasjlas.

c xaog Lav. 25978 His fur he beten agon & muchele treowen

Ixide on. a izag Ancr. R. 402 ' Louerd *, cweS heo to Elie,

.
.' !o I ich geder two treon '. 14. . Emari 365 She was wax

lene as a tre. c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 97 A huntyn staff

in till his hand he bar; Thar with he smat on Willsham
Wallace thair. Bot for his tre litill sonjhe he maid. 1588

Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. IV. 270 The said Robert
Lekky . . maliciouslie straik and dang thame with rungis and
treis. ci68o Songs of Scotl. (1893) 43, I am a puir silly

auld man, And hirplin' ower a tree. 17.. Gude Wallace
X. in Aytoun Ballads Scot. (1858) I. 56 He*s gane to the

West-rauir wood, And there he puli'd a trusty tree.



TREE.

4. a. The cross on which Christ was crucified,

the holy rood. arch, and poet,

axtxxi Rood ^s (Gr.) Hwai^re ic.beheold hreowceari?;

haelendes treow. c 1*75 On Seming Christ 30 in O. E.

Misc. Qi As he for monkunnes neodes don wes on t?e treo.

J38a WvcLiF Acts v. 30 The God of oure fadris reyside

Jhesu, whom 5e sloweii, hangynge in a tree [Tindale, and

hangod on tree]. — i Pet. ii. 24 He . . suffride, \.gloss\ or bar,

oure syiines in his body on the tree. 1460 Capgrave
Chron, (Rolls) 106 A nayle, with m^iech oure Lord was nayled

to the tre. 1S96 R. Cotton Armor 0/ Proofe xi\, Christ,.,

who did our sinnes and foes to tree fast binde. 1635 Pagitt

Christiatwgr. in. (1636) 52 Helena the Empresse found the

Crosse, and adored the King, but not the Tree. 1707 Watts
Hymn^ 'Atas ! and did m_y Saviour bleedV Hi, Was it for

crimes that I had done He groan'd upon the tree? iSao T.

Kelly Hymn, * IVe sing the praise ofHim wfw died ' ii, He
bears our sins upon the tree.

b. A gallows. Also fdry tree, Tyburn tree,

ci4as Cast. Persez'. 177 in Macro Plays %z Pyncecras,

Parys, & longe Pygmayue, And euery toun in Trage, euyn

to t>edreyetre. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems xvii. 28 Suin..nevir

fra taking can hald tbair hand, (^uhill he be tit vp to ane tre.

a 1533 Ld. Bekners H%u>n xviu. 49 Not lettynge for fere of

anydeth, though it be to go to the dry tre. 1535 Coverralk
Esther vi. ^ To hange M.ardocheus on ye tre y* he had_ pre-

rared for him. 1609 B. Jonson Masgtu ofQueens ad init.,

From the dungeon, from the tree That they die on, here are

we [witches] 1 a 1704 T. Brown Satire on Quack Wks.
1730 L 62 Though it was thy luck to cheat the fatal tree.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, iv, The area of the Gras'imarket..

in the centre of which arose the fatal tree, tall, black, and
ominous, from which dangled the deadly halter. 1847
KiNGSLEY Out/aw X, And when I'm taen and hangit, ..

ye'll steal me frae the tree.

5. The wooden shaft of a spear, handle of an

implement, etc. ; hence, a spear, lance (in phr. to

break a tree). Now dial,

? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 948 Ten brode arowis hilde

he there, . . But iren was ther noon ne stelle, For al was golde,

..Outake the fetheres & the tree, f 1400 Laud TroyBk.
12697 Hewas wounded with aspere. .Hede & tre lefft bothe

In Dim. a 1600 Montgomerik Misc. Poems xUx. 24 We doul

not hot they {thy knights] dar. .be bold to brek a tre. 16x1

CoTGB., Abrier if.Arbeleste^ the tree of a Crossebow. 1765
Mnuum Rust. III. 240 The person should have a spade.,

about four inches broad, and eighteen inches long in the bit,

..with a tree in it of three feet six inches long. x88i

Leicester Gloss. ^ Tree, a wooden handle or stall.

f b, A wooden structure; applied poet, or rhet,

to a ship; in qnot. 1513 to the wooden horse at

the siege of Troy. Obs.
13S3 Wyclif IVisd. xiv. I Another thenkende to seilen...

the tree berende hym. 1513 Douglas yEneis ii.i.60 In this

tree ar Grekis closiu 1535 Coverdale Wisd. x. 4 Whan y*

water destroyed y* whofe worlde, wyszdome preserucd trie

righteous thorow a poore tre. 1594 Marlowe & Nashr
Didow.vt^ Here's Aeneas' tackling, oars, and sails... Oh,
cur^ tree, badst thou but wit or sense, To measure bow I

prize Aeneas' love.

O. A wooden vessel ; barrel, cask, 'the wood'. Sc,

1513 Ace. Ld Hi^h Treas. Scot. IV. 487 Item to hir in aile,

full to seywart xxiiij la-^t and a barrell, . . ilk barrel! contenand

xij galtonis price of the galloune xx d ; summa of the last

with the tree . . xiij Ii. viij &. 153a Ibid. VI, 156, xij i barrellis

of atllt ilk barrell contenand v gallotus.. . Item, for xij treis

to put the samyn intlll, for ilk tree xviij d. 1656 Tucker
Ref. Revenues Scot. (Mann. CI.) 10 The Scots use noe cer-

taine vessells, but such as by a generall terme they call

Trees,, .some holding more or lesse gallons the tree. 431814

Ramsay Scoti. ^ Scotsmen in iHth C. viii. (1888) II. 78 The
scourging a nine-gallon tree . . cotislsied in drawing the spigot

of a baiTcl of ale, and never quitting it . . till it was drunk out.

d. The framework of a saddle : == Saddlb-tbee,

q. V. for earlier qaols.

1535 Stewart Cron, Scot. (Rolls) III. ^00 Ane hors he
fancfr. Without saidill, curpall, tre, or brydilL 1501 Greene
Art Conny Catch. 11. (1592) 5 His sadle is made without

any tree. 1665 -Sir T. Herbf.kt Trav. (1677) 314 Saddles of

the bettersortareusually of Velvet;,, the trees are curiously

^nted. 1737 Bracken Farriery Intpr. (1756) 1- 328 If the

Saddle be too narrow in the Tree. 186s (fatal, Internat.

Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4721 Elliptical spring-seat saddle, and
tree showing action of spring.

e. A block upon which a boot is shaped or

stretched : = boot-tree (liooT sb.'"^ 8V
1541 Knaresbor<mgh Wills (Surtees) I. 35, ij paire of

hoytte treys. 1596 Nashe Saffrtrn Walden 17 Rayse thy
oonceipt on the trees, or. .new corke it at the heeles, before

it should thus walke liare-foote. 1766 [see boot-tree. Boor
tb^ 8J. 1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots Nov., As I was
polishing on the trees a pair of boots. 1891 Kipling Light
that Fttiled w'xW, As Dick.. busied himself among the for-

mer's boots ar>d trees.

6. Something resembling a tree with its branches.

a. A diagram or table of a family, indicating its

original ancestor as the root, and the various

branches of descendants ; in full, family or genea-

logical tree. Alsoyf^. a family, race, stock, {b)

Porpkyrian tree {Logic) : see Porphyhian.
1*97 R, Glouc (Rolls) 7255 po smot uerst Jjis tre a^cn to

is kunde more [i.e. natural root), a 1300 Cursor M. 1625

(Cott.) Bot first a tre, . . I sal sctte hire [v. r. here] of adam
kin. 1693 .Stepnky in Z>r>'(i'r«'j Juvenal viil 11 Vain are

their Hopc«. who fancy to inherit By Trees of Pedigrees, or

Fame, or Merit. i76a-7X H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd,
Paint. (1786) V. 305 Two genealogic trees. x8»5 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. n. Doubts ^ F.v,X more honourable tree does

not flourish in the archives of heraldry than ours. 1858

M. Arnold Merope 865 So dies the last shoot ofour royal tree 1

b. Any structure or figure, natural or artificial,

of branched form,
^u. (a) (tr. arbor in med.L. phrases). An arborescent mass

qT crystals forming from a solution, as of silver (Diana's

Vol. X.
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tree), of lead (Saturn's tree\ etc. (/') Applied lo the spinal

nervous system, consisting of the spinal cord and the nerves

branching out from it. (c) .\ branched respiratory organ in

Holothnrians. (rf) A worked design of tree-like fotm. (tf)

Math. A figure or diagram consisting of branching lines,

1706- [see Diana 2]. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med.
XXX. 396 A certain portion of the extreme branches of the
nervous tree. 1S44 Lead-tree {see Lead j^.t 12]. 1857
Cavley Math. Papers (1890) III. 242 On the Theory of the
analytical Forms called Trees. 1865-8 Watts Diet. Chem.
III. 478 By the electro-chemical action of zinc in a solution

of acetate of lead, it is deposited in an arborescent form,

known under the name oi Saturn's Tree. 1870 Rolleston
Anim. Life Introd. 145 In the Holothurioidea these coeca
take a great development, and are known as the * lungs ' or
' respiratory trees '. Ibid, 149 The left respiratory tree.

1879 Unif. Reg. in Naiy List July (1882) 497/1 Tree of

trimming braid at top of back.

7. Phrases. At the top of the tree^ in the highest

position : see Top sb.'^ 14. Up a tree {collog. , ong.

C/,S,), debarred from escape, like a hunted animal

driven to take refuge in a tree ; entrapped ; in an
awkward position, in a difficulty or *fix'. One
cannot see the woodfor the trees : see Wood sb,

lJ^^{YooTB.Cozenersl.{l•J^Z) 16 Master Moses is an absolute

Proteus ; in every elegance, at the top of the tree, 178a-
[see Top sb.^ 14J. iSaj J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 103 If

I didn't—I'm up a tree—that's a fact. 1839 Thackeray
Major GaJiagan v, I had her in my power—up a tree, as the
Americans say. 1857 Hughrs Tom Brmvn i. vii, 'What a
pull ', said he, 'that it's lie-in-bed, for I shall be as lame as

a tree, 1 think *,

b. Phraseswith of Tree ofBttddha, or ofwisdom
= Bo-TREE. Tre^ of chastity = Agnus castus

{Treas. Bot.) ; also called chaste-tree (Chaste a, 9).

Tree ofDiana : see Diana 2, and cf. 6 b {a) above.

Tree of heaven « Ailanto. Tiee of Jesse : see

Jesse. Tree of knowledge^ (a) loosely used as =
next ; (b) a 6gurative or symbolic expression for

knowledge in general, comprising all its * branches '.

Tree of the knowledge of good and evil -. see Gen,

ii, 9, etc Tree ofliberty ^ a tree (or a pole) planted

in celebration of a revolution or \ictory securing

liberty (chiefJy in reference to the French Revolu-

tion) ; alsoyf^. Tree of life, (a) a tree symbolic of

life or immortality, esp. tnat in the narrative of the

garden of Eden (Gen. ii. 9, etc.) ; also fig* ; {b) a

shrub of the genus Thuya; = Arbob vit* i ;

{c) Anat. = Arbob vit^ a. Tree of mercy, in

mediaeval legend, the allegorical tree which yielded

the oil of mercy, nnd was at length to bear Christ

for the healing of mankind. Tree of Paradise, the

plantain {Musa paradisicua). TVee of Porphyry
{Logic) : = PoBPHYBiAN tree. Tree of the uni-

verse, the mythical ash-tree or Yggdrasil oi Scandi-

navian mythology. Tree of wisdom « tree of

Buddha.
c iSao Philos. Recreat. 1 31 A curious Chemical Experiment,

called the Tree of 'Diana. Note, This is the mod«rn silver

tree. 1849 [see Diana 2j. 1845 Tree of *heaven (see Ai-

LANTol. 1808 Daily News 31 May 5/3 Some handsome
specimens of tropical trees—the tree of heaven and the tulip

tree. 153s CovEKDALE Gcn, ii. 9 The tre of life in the

myddest of the garden, and the tre of 'knowlege of good
and cuell. 1848 Ix>well Fablefor Critics 766 Their backs
he salutes With the whole tree of knowledge torn up by
the roots. 1765 Universal Mag. XXXVII. 376/2 (Amer.)
Known by the name of the Tree of 'Liberty ever since the

memorable 14th of August. i8r? Carlvlk Fr. Rev. II. i.

xii, A Tree of Liberty sixty feet high ; and Phrygian Cap on
it, of size enormous. 1890 Lecky Nist. Eng. xxvii. VII.

307 Trees of liberty had been planted in Antrim, and bon-

fires lit in consequence of French victories. 138a Wvcuf
Gen. ii. 9 The tree of "Hjf in the mydle of paradys. 1590
Davies immort. Saul xxxi. vii.(i7i4) 109 But Truth, which
is eternal, feeds the Mind ; The Tree of Life, which will not

let her die. 171J J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 423
American Tree of Life. 1760 J. Lee Introd, Bot. App. 317
Tree of Life, Thuya. 1913 R. C. Maclagan Our Ancestors

viii. 12J There was another locality for the Tree of Life.

C-1375 Canticum de Creatione 620 in Horstmann Altengl.

Leg. (1878) 133 And to l>e tre of *mercy blyf Where out

renne^ oyle of lyf His angel wil doun sende. Ibid. 605 To
haue mercy on Adam, . . And hem senden his angel fro hy To
^euen hem of ^e tre of mercv Oyle, to helen hiin wyth.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 63 The tree of *Paradise saith

Cartfane, is of short life, for the second yeare his bodie

drieth vp and waxeth barraine : It beareth fruit like a cluster

of Grapes, but in bignesse of an Apple. 1910 Encycl. Brit,

IV. 739/1 The sacred Bo tree or tree of "wisdom.

8, cUtrib. or as adj. (in sense 2). Made or formed

of ' tree *, wooden : = Treen a. i. Obs, exc. dial.

C1375 Cursor M, 123B9 (Fairf.) Tree \v.rr. treen, trein)

beddis coude he make. Ibid. 21048 Of tree wandis golde he

wroV- «40*-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 217, j stane-

trogh et J tre Irogh. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. iv. (1520)

37/1 In olde tyme the consecracyon . . was made in tree

vesselL tS^-8 Burgh Rec, Edinh. (1882) IV. 515 To caus

mak ane pair of trey buits. 1599 Lane. Wills (Chetham

Soc.) III. 10 All other tree vessell whatsoever. 1640 R.

Bailue Canterb. Self-Convict. 77 Their very tree-shoone,

1750 in Cloud of Witnesses (1778) App. 361 A cripple with

a tree leg. x88i Leicester Gloss. s,v., A * tree leg' is a

wooden leg,

9. attrib, and Comb. a. General attrib. ( = * of a

tree or trees'), as tree-avenue, -hark, -belt, -bole,

-bough, -branch, -foliage, -foot, -fruit, -group, -life,

-lore, -nursery, -root, -seed, -shadow, -soul, -stem,

-stump, -trtmk, -twig, etc. b. Objective and obj.

TBBB.

gen., as tree-enchanter, -fancier, -feller, 'lopper^

-planter ; tree-boring, -chopping, -climbing, -daub-

i^ii f^i^i^gt -growing, 'haunting, -inhabiting,

'lopping, -loving, -planting, -smearing sbs. and
adjs. c. Instrnmental, as tree-bordered, -clad,

-covered, -crowned, -dotted, -fringed, -garnished^

-girt, -lined, -planted, -set, -shaded, -skirted, etc.

adjs. d. Locative, as tree-dweller', tree-divelling,

-feeding, -living, e. Similative, etc.,as/r^^-^/-i:fl/,

-like adjs.

1910 Haddon Races ofMan 74 Men still wear the *tree-

bark loincloth and the women a tree-bark wrapper. 1836-
48 B. D, Wal5h Aristoph., Clouds i. iv, Fly to the tops cf
the *tree-clad mountains I 1804 Pop. Sci. Monthly June 69
Such is the name of the *tree.dweUer. 1908 Sir H.
Johnston Grenfell ^ Congo 11. xxL 507 These*tree.dwelling
Pygmies. 1865 Kingsley Hereto, xxx, SwafFham, Quy, and
Waterbeach, and the rest of the *tree.embowered hamlets
which fringed the fen. 1788 Cowper Mrs. Throckmorton's
Bullfinch xi,The "tree-enciianter Orpheus. 1853 Zoologist
II. 4035 Instances of *iree-feeding species. 1849 J. Forbes
Physic. Holiday i. They, .indulge in farming, gardening,
* tree-felling. 1855 Kingsley Heroes ni. (1868) 32 Round
the *tree-foot was coiled the dragon. 1704 J. Pitts Acc.
Mohammetatis 66 They have but little *rree-Fruit. z6ok
Weever Mirr. Alart. E vij, *Tree-garnisht Cambriaes
loftie mountaines. x8ia W. Tennant Anster F. ii. xxxiv,

All the *tree-glrt country-seais. 1904 Spencer & Gillen
North. Tribes Central Australia xvii. 527 A visit to

the *iree grave. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xi. xxxvil, With
dreadfull homes of iron tought *tree-great. 1871 Darwin
Desc. Man il xvi. (1890) 489 *Tree-haunting birds. 1898
Stiga-Bk. Viking Club Jan. 122 The *tree-life of Western
Greenland. 1630 R. Johnson^s Kingd. ff Commiv. 7 The
hollow truncks of most "tree-like canes being full of water.

i77<S Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 316 Stem tree-like.

1844 Mrs. Browning Lost BozverxCx^ K\\\.1\^ wood.. As it

climbetb . . Sideway from the *tree-locked valley. 1580
Fleming Vir^. Bucol. <5- Georg. 3 The *treelopper..Shafl
chaunt and sing. 1885-^ R. Bridges Eros ^ Psyche^ Aug,
xiv. The great hill-haunting and *tree-loving Pan. 1903
A. R. Wallace Life 11. 153 'l"he gardens, the greenhouses,

the *tree.nursery. 1864 H. Woodward in Intell. Observer
V. 181 Piece of a Vase ornamented with a *tree pattern.

1815 CoBBEiT Rur. Rides (1885) II. 227 Experienced *tree-

planters, c 144a Alphabet of Tales 488 He sett hym down
at a *tre-rute in ^ son to comfurth hym. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. 1 1 1 . i v. 385 Like to a *tree-set garden. 1854 H,
MiLLER.S'cA. SfSchm, xxiii. (1858) 499 A *tree-skirted glade.

1871 Kingsley At Last xi, We were aware, between the

"tree-stems, of agreen mistygulf. 1857 V. Moore Handbk.
Brit, Ferns (ed. 3) 56 A decaying mossy *tree.stump.

189^ H. NiSBET Bush Girl's Rom. 200 There.. sat the chief

.. with his back against a *tree-trunk. 1914 Munro Pre-
hist, Britain viii. 185 Only two or three, .tree-trunk coffins

have been found in Britain.

10. Special Combs, a. in names of plants, usually

denoting species or varieties that grow to the

stature or m the form of a tree, sometimes those

that grow on trees; as tree amaranthus, cabbage,

camation,CnhA.^DYS'&,crane''s-billifuchsia, Hotssb-

LEEK, Mallow, melon. Mignonette, Onion, pea.

Peony, Poppy, Primrose, rhododendron, Tomato,
Violet, Willow, Wormwood; tree aloe. Aloe
dichotoina\ tree azalea^ Azalea i^Rhodockndron^

arborescens ; tree-beard, {a) Tillandsia usneoides ;

{/}) the lichen Usnea barbata ; tree cactus, a tall-

growing cactus, as the saguaro ; tree clover,

Melilotus alba ; tree cotton, Gossypium arboreum
;

tree cranberry = C\\\^^Y.uv.Y-tree \ tree ger-

mander, Teucritttn fruticans (Miller Plant-n,);

tree golden-rod = Golden-rod/?'^^; tree-hair:

see quots. ; tree heath, Erica arborea ; tree lily,

{a) a plant of the genus Vellozia (N.O. Amaryl-
lidacem), comprising arborescent species found in

Brazil and S. Africa, with lily-like flowers ; (p)

a name for the genus Dracsena (N.O. Liliacese);

tree lotus, the nettle-tree, Cellis australis; =
LoTE-TREE a ; tree lungwort, {a) a lichen, Sticta

pulmonaria, = Lungwort 5 ;
(b) a. boraginaceous

plant, Mertensia virginica (cf. Lungwort 3 b)

;

tree lupine, Lupinus arboreus of California;

tree medick : see quot. ; tree nettle >= Nettle-

tree 2 ; tree onion : see Onion 2 ; tree orchid,

orchis, an orchid growing on trees, as those of the

genus Epidendrum ; tree poke, Phytolcuca dioica
;

tree purslane = PuR3LANE-^/r£ {p) ; tree sorrel,

Rumex Lunaria ; tree-tobacco : see quot. (See

also Tree-crekpeu 2, -fern, -moss, -trefoil.)

1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist. 115 India pink, migno-
netle,..*tree-amaranthus. 1884 M[LLER Plant-n., Azalea
arborescenSy Smooth Azalea, *Tree Azajea. 1861 Bentley
Man. Bot. 675 Tillandsia usneoides is commonly called

*Tree-beard or Old Man's Beard, from the.. mass of dark
coloured fibres, wliicli hang from the trees in South America.
xSaa Glover's Hist. Derlfy I. 199 The ten-thousand-headed
cabbage, or *tree cibbage. 1884 De CandolWs Orig. Cultiv,

Plants ^06 Upper Egypt,, .where we know the *tree-cotton

to be wild. 1868 B. J. Lossing Hudson 35 Here and there

among the rocks.. the *tree«cranberry appeared, xtiz J.
Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVII, 420 Hermans round-leaved
Cape *Tree Cranes-bill. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cciii.

532 0f *Tree Germander. x866 Treas. Bot. 1161 *Tree-fiair,

a name sometimes given to the dark wiry pendulous en-
tangled masses of a lichen, Cornicularia j'ubata,, .uc^
uncommon on trees in sub-alpine woods. Ibid. 1197 The
species [of Usned\ . . are often called Tree Moss or Tree Hair.

1777 HuNTSR in Phil, Trans. LXVIll. 40 The erica or*

40



TBEE.

hena or 'Tree-heath, a native of Spain and Portugal. 1907

CtHtl. Mai;, July 98/2 The big tree-heaths begin about

0500 ft. 1891 Cent. Diet. s. V. Vellozta, •Tree-Illy. IS97

Gerabdk Herbal 111. clix. 1377 Lichen arborum, "Tree

Lungwoort. 1881 Cariien 3 June 381/1 The *Tree Lupine.

.

bears a profusion of yellow flowers. 1884 Millkr Ptant-u.,

Medicngo ariitrea, Moon.Trefoil, "Tiee.Medick. 190S

Daily Grafhic 16 Jan. 4/4 The mummy-apple, a delicate

•tree-melon. 1884 Leisure Hour Feb. 84/1 rhe "tree-pea,

a shrub bearing pods very simil.-ir to fhose familiar to us all

184X J. AlTON Domcst. Econ. (1857) 2S7 The laburnums,..

the dwarf almond on the verge of the walks, and the "tree-

peony. i88a Garden -ii July 73/3 The "tree Purslane, .isa

loose, ramblins plant. 1848 tr. Hoffiiteister's Trav. Ceylon,

etc., IV. 181 A forest of magnificent "Tree-Rhododendrons.

J7S3 Chambers Cycl Supp. s.v. Sorrel, The roundish-le.-ived

*tree-sorreL 1895 Daily Neius 28 Aug. 5/4 A very undesir-

able weed from the Argentine is spreading in the Canary
Islands. This is the Treetobacco. . . 1 1 is a troublesome pest

in New South Wales and Victoria, where it is regarded as

poisonous to cattle and horses.

b. in names of animals living in or on or fre-

quenting trees, as tree-ant,- bee, -beetle, -boa, -chafer,

-CDCKOO, -falcon, -kangaroo, -leech, -linnet (Sc.

-Untie), -monkey, -partridge, -pipit, -shrike,

-slug; -SQCIRREL, -SWALLOW, -SWIFT, -WASP ; tree-

asp, a venomous serpent of the genus Dendraspis

;

tree-bear {U.S. local), a name for the racoon;

tree-bug, any one of various hemipterous insects

which feed upon the juices of trees and shrubs

;

tree-butterfly, a butterfly that lives among trees,

as those of the S. African genus Charaxes ; tree-

cat, (fl) a viverrine animal of the genus J'ara-

doxurus, a palm-cat ; {p) = tree-fox ; tree-crab,

a species of land-crab, Birgus latro, also called

palm-crab (see Palm sb.'^ 7); tree-crloket, a

cricket of the genns CEcanthus; tree-crow, (a)

any one of various Oriental birds intermediate

between crows and jays, as the genera Crypsirhina,

Dendrocitta, etc. ;
\b) wattled tree-cro-io, a crow of

the sub-family Glaucopinm, a wattle-crow; tree-

dove, any one of numerous arboreal species ofpigeon

of India, Australia, etc., belonging or allied to the

genvs Afacropygia; tree-duck, a duck of the genus

Dendrocygna or an allied genus ; tree-flnoh =
Tree sparrow a ; tree-fish : see quot. ; tree-fly, a

fly ofthe family Xylophagidiv ; tree-fox : see quot.

;

tree-hoopoe, a bird of the genus Irrisor, a wood-
hoopoe ; tree-hopper, any one of various homo-
pterous insects which live on trees ; sometimes spec.

the cicada ; tree-laxk >= tree-pipit ; tree-lizard,

a lizard of the group Dendrosaura ; tree-lobster

= tree-crab ; tree-louse, an aphis, a plant-louse

;

tree-martin, (d) an Australian bird, Petrochelidon

nigricans (Morris Austral Eng.) ; {b) a S. Ameri-

can bird, Progne tapera; tree-mouse, (a) any

species of mouse of arboreal habits ; (b) see quot.

1 897 ; tree-oyster, an oyster found upon the roots

of the mangrove; tree-pie, a tree-crow of the

genus Dendrocitta, found in India, China, and
neighbouring countries ; tree-pigeon, any one of

various arboreal pigeons inhabiting Asia, Africa,

and Australia ; tree-poroupine, any porcupine

of the subfamily Sphingurinx, inhabiting America
and the West Indies, living in trees, and having

prehensile tails ; tree-rat, an arboreal rodent, as

those of the West Indian genera Capromys and

Plagiodon ; tree-serpent, tree-snake, any snake

of arboreal habits, as those of the families Dendro-
pkidx and Dipsadidse (both non-venomous) ; tree-

shrew, an insectivorous animal of the genns

Tupaia, a squirrel-shrew ; tree-tiger, a name for

the leopard (Cent. Did.) ; tree-warbler, a bird of

the genus Hypolais (sometimes reckoned as a sub-

genus of Sylvia). (See also Tree-ceeeper i,

-FROG, -GOOSE, -SPABEOW, -TOAD, -WORM.)

1899 F. V, KiRBY sport E, C. Africa xv. 163 A colony of
those terrible insects, the red "tree-ants. 1891 Cent, Diet.,

"Tree-bear. 1902 IVestm, Caz, 31 May 2/1 Joe produced
from the recesses of his loose blouse a baby tree-bear and a
handful of gum leaves. x6g%Phil. yrrt«j.XVII.6i2He ad.
mires the. .Contrivance of the Honeycomb, and particularly

the "Tree-Bee. 1747 Baker ibid. XLIV. 578 The "Tree-
r>eetle, or blind Beetle, vulgarly in Norfolk called the Dor.
1842 LouoOM Suburban tlort. 108 Besides the above-
mentioned Ichneumonidee, ants, field or *tree bugs, and
many sorts of spiders, contribute .. to the extirpation of
various insects. 1869 R. Trimen in Tlie Cafie ^ its People
(ed. R. Noble) 99 One of these "tree.butterflies, massive of
thorax and broad and rigid of wing. 1885 Hornadav
2 Vrs. in Jungle vii. 70 It proved to be a*t-ee-cat {Para,
doxurus niusan^a). 1894 Lvdekker A*(y«/ A'rt/. Hist. I.

457 The palm-civets, tree-cats, or toddy.cats, as they are
indifferently called. 1704 Petiver Gazophyt. 11. xix, The
great Brown-*Tree-Chaner. 1816 Kirbv & Sp. Entottwl,
xxiii. (1818) 11. 321 The less savage but equally destructive

iree-chafers {Melolonthx). 1859 Ru'EEY & Dana Amer.
Cycl. VI. 63/1 They form the genus a-c^zz/MMf, and are called

"tree or climbing crickets. 1879 E. P. Wright Anim. Life
246 Of the "Tree Crows we can only mention—The Benteot
{Crypsirhina varia) of Java. 187a CouES N. Amer, Birds
45 The crural feathers are . . sometimes long and flowing, as
tn..our *tree<uckoos. 1824 .Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool.

XII. II. 98 "Tree Duck., inhabits the West India islands and

314

the adjacent continent.. .It is said to make a whistling.,

noise, and to build its nest in trees. 1668 Charleton
Ononiast, 66 Falco Arl>ornrius,..i\\Q *tree- Falcon. 1783
I^ATHAM Synopsis Birds III. 252 *Tree Kiiich . .is observed

always to build on trees, and not in buildings like the House
Sparrow. x888 Goode Amer. Fishes 263 Sebnstichthys

serriceps^. .known as the * *Tree-fish ', an appellation origi-

nating with the Portuguese..and without obvious applica-

tion. X904 P, Fountain GU North-West x. 104 The *tree-

fox, or tree-cat, of the trappers, .is Mustcla penuanti, often

called the fish-marten. iBj^CasscWs Bk. Birds III. 15 The
*Tree Hoopoes {Irrisor) inhabit the forests of Africa...

[They] pass their lives exclusively upon trees. 1836-9 Todd's

Cycl. Anat. II. 868/2 The..*tree-hoppers. .approach to the

Terebrantia. 1850 Gosse Rivers 0/ Bible (1878) 286

Probably tree-boppers, cicadae, are meant. 1900 Pollok &
Thom Sports Burma II. 40 The *tree-leeches, so plentiful

in forests.. in Lower Burma, are a sad drawback to the

pleasures of sport iZ^Zooio^ist II. 508 ChafBnch, ' *Tree-

lintie". X797 Monthly Mag: III. 454/2 Bonnet.. applied

himself, .to collecting .. his experiments and observations

concerning the *tree-louse and the worm. 1893 Outing
(U. S.) XXII. 109/2 Swarms of *tree-monkeys congregate

in chattering throngs. 1897 Blanchan Bird Neighbors 84

While-breasted Nuthatch (Sittacaro/inensis)... CaWed also

*Tree-mouse. 1904 Q. Rezi. Oct. 472 The tree-mice and the

veldt-rats. 1767 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LVII. -132 The*Tree
Oyster, and the Slipper Barnicle. 1901 Daily Chron.

28 Sept. 5/2 Proposal for increasing and improving the culti-

vation of tree-oysters. i895LvDEKKER/i^(yrt/Art^///i/. IV.

413 The common "tree-partridge {A\rboricola\ torqueolus)

ranging to an elevation of fourteen thousand feet, 1871

KiNGSLEY At Last V, The *Tree Porcupine, or Coendou,.

.

climbs trees after leaves, and swingsabout like themonkeys.
1885 HoRNADAY 2 Yrs. in Jungle xv. 171 Two *tree-rats

{Mus ru/escens) used to come into my hut from the jungle.

1731 Medley Kolbcn's Cape G. Hope II. 163 The "Tree-

Serpent is so call'd on account of her being seen mostly in

trees. 1893 Lydekker Royal Nat. Hist. I. 312 With the

*tree-shrews, or tupaia.s, we come to the first family of the

true Insectivores. x866-8 Owen / 'ertcbr. Anim, (L.), Some
nocturnal *tree-snakes have a prolonged snout. i88x See-

noHM Brit. Mus. Caial. Birds V. 78 The Icterine *Tree.

Warbler breeds in Central and Northern Europe, from the

Atlantic to the Ural Mountains, extending northwards as

far as the Arctic circle.

e. Other Special Combs. : tree-agate, a variety

of agate with dendritic or tree-like markings (cf,

Mo^^-agale) ; tree-bridge, f {a) a wooden bridge

{pbs.)
;

{b) a bridge formed by a fallen tree ; tree-

burial, the custom, among some tribes, of dispos-

ing ofdead bodies by placing them in hollow trunks^

or among the branches, of trees ; tree-calf {Book-

binding) : see quots. ; tree-claim ( U.S.), a 'claim

'

or piece of land allotted with the proviso that it

shall become the property of the occtipier after a

fixed term on condition of his planting a certain

proportion of it with trees ; tree-climber, a person

or animal that climbs a tree or trees ; spec, {a) «
Tree-creeper i

;
{b) ^ fish, the Anabas or climb-

ing perch ; tree-dipper {local), the common tree-

creeper {Certhia familiaris) ; tree-coflan, a pre-

historic coffin made ofa hollow tree-trunk; •}* tree-

cop {phs.) = Tree-top; tree-coupling, in a

vehicle, a piece connecting a 'single-tree' or

swingletree and a double-tree ; f tree-crop {obs^

s= Tree-top; tree-cult, -cultus = tree-worship-,

tree-deity = iree-god\ tree-digger : see quot,

;

tree-drum, a drum made from the trunk of a tree ;

tree-god, a divinity supposed to inhabit a tree, or

a tree that is an object of worship; so tree-

goddess; + tree-honey {obs^, a sweet juice or

gum exuding from certain trees; tree-house, a

house built in a tree (as by the natives of New
Guinea) for security against enemies ; tree-iron

:

see quot.; f tree-jobber {obs^ [Jobber i], a

woodpecker; tree-legged a, {obs. or dial.)^

wooden-legged ; tree-lifter : see quot. ; tree-line,

the line or level on a mountain above which no
trees grow (cf. snow-line) ; tree-maker, a maker
of saddle-trees ; tree-man, one of a race of men
living in trees; tree-marble, -marbling {Book-

binding), marbling or staining in a tree-like

branching pattern (cf. tree-calf) ; tree-marking,

a tree-like or branched marking on the body of a

person struck by lightning; tree-milk, a milky

juice used for food, obtained from a tree or tree-

like plant, as those called Cow-trek, or the Cow-
PLANT of Ceylon ; tree-nymph, a nymph supposed

to inhabit a tree; tree-oil = Tung-o//; tree-

protector, a contrivance for protecting the bark of

a tree from injury by destructive insects, etc.

(Knight Diet, Mcch, 1877) ; tree-pruner, an

implement for pruning trees ; tree-remover, nn

apparatus for transplanting trees (Knight, iS77)»

tree-rune, one of a set of runes or alphabetic

characters of branched or tree-like form; tree-

scraper, an implement for scraping moss, dead

bark, etc. from trees (Knight, 1877); tree-spirit,

a spirit believed to inhabit a tree (cf. tree-god^ tree-

nymph); f tree-stone, a precious stone having

tree-like markings (cf. tree-agate); f tree-turned

a, {obs.), turned or changed into a tree ; tree-

village, a village consisting of tree-houses ; tree-

TREE.

•wax, any kind of wax produced from a tree, as

Chinese wax, Japan wax ; tree-wool, a woolly

substance obtained from a tree, as pine-wool (Pine

sb:^ 7); t tree-work {obs.), work in wood, car-

pentry ; so t tree-worker, a carpenter ; tree-

worship, worship rendered to trees or to the spirits

supposed to inhabit them ; so tree-worshipper,
tree-worshipping.
1596 Dalrymile tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. (S.T.S.) I. 276

Thay. .casting doune the *trie brig,, .erected a fayre stane

brig. 1839-52 Bailey Festus xxvi. 446 To dare the broken
tree-bridge across the stream. 1901 Proc. Zool. Soc. 2 Apr.

309 In the States of Patalung and Singgora. .the Siamese
practisea form of •tree-burial. 1879 Cassette's Techn. Educ.
IV. 80 A third style of ornamentation is called "tree calf,

1805 Zaeiinsdorf Bookbifiding 28 Tree Calf.— Bright brown
caff stained with acids in conventional imitation of the

branches of a tree. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle Notclus 44, I filed

on the north-west quarter of 10 as a * homestead , and the

north-east quarter as a ' *lree-claim '. 1879 Jeffekies Wild
Life in S. Co. 175 If you sit down on the elm butt, .and

watch quietly, before long the little *tree-cllmber will come.

1885 C. F. YioiAm^ Marvels Anim, Life 36 'Ihe tree-climber

{Anabas scandens) one of which he had.. captured. 1885

SvvAiNSON Prov. Names Birds [sy Tree Creeper.. *Tree

clipper (Oxon). 1877 Greenwell Brit. Barrows 32 note,

Stowborough, Dorsetshire, where a body was discovered in

1767, in a *tree-coffin. 1:1425 St. Christina x. in Anglia
VIlI. 123/21 She was constreyned to flee into *tree-coppys

or touris, or in to oj^ere summe hygh )jinges. 187^ Knight
Diet. Mech.^ * Tree-coupling, a piece uniting a smgle to a
double tree. 14.. Childh. Jesus 644 in \\ox%\.m.Altengi.

Leg. (1878) 120 Alle ^e chyldron..In to l>e *tre-croppe hem
toke. 1560 RoLLAND Seven Sages 66 The bird was sair

feirit..That the tre crop he suld gar turne dounwart. 1905
Clodo Animism xiv. 7^ In such customs and beliefs.. are

the materials ofthe manifold *tree-cults. 1871 Tylor Prim.
Culture XV. II. 202 The whole *tree-cultus of the world must
by no means be thrown indiscriminately into the one cate-

gory, i^ii Encycl. Brit, XXVII. 237/1 The powers of the

*tree-deities. 1877 Knight Diet. Meclt.,
*
'J'ree^digger, a

kind of double plow employed in nurseries for cutting off the

roots of trees which have been planted in rows. 1849
CupPLES Green Hand xvii, 1 could make out the hollow
booming of the African 'tree-drum. 1905 W. E. Geil
y'ankee in Pigmy Land v. 66 Their *tree-god, hideous and
ridiculous, xpii S. A. Cooke in Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 237/2
note, An African tree-god with priests and ' wives '. 1895
A. J. Evans in Folk-Lore Mar. 21 A *Tree-Goddess akm
to the Dryads of old. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 848 It seemeth
that there was, in old time, *Tree-Honey, as well as Bee-

Honey. X90X iVide World Mag. VI, 518/1 A New Guinea
*tree-house. 1908 Daily Chron. 19 Mar. 6/6_ A large store

of ammunition in the shape of heavy stones is kept in the

tree-houses, and is dropped with skill and discrimination

upon the heads of. .raiders. 187;? Knight Did. Meek.,
*Tree'irons, the irons connecting single to double trees, or

the latter to the tongue of the vehicle. Also the hooks or

clips by which the traces are attached. 1601 Holland Pliny
X. xxix, There be no wood-pecks or *tree-jobbers. 183a

Ballantine in Whistlebinkie (1890) I. 177 Ilk *tree-legged

man, ilk club-taed laddie. 1844 G. Greenwood {title) The
* Tree-lifter ; or, a new method of transplanting Forest Trees.

1905 Westvi. Gaz. 2 Sept. 2/3 Now we are high up, above
the *tree-line. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 103 In making
saddles.. the trees of them are occasionally leaded by a
*tree-maker. 1904 Edin. Rev. Apr. 348 The horrible little

*tree-men discovered by Stanley. 1885 C. G. W. Lock
Workshop Receipts Ser, iv. 266/1 Marbling on leather is

produced by small drops of colouring liquids, drawn, .into

veins, and spread into fantastic forms resembling foUage-r-

hence often called '*tree-marble ', 1900 Lancet 27 Oct,

1199/2 There was numbness in both legs and 'tree-marking

on the left breast. 1831 Keightlev Mytlwl. Gr. <$• It. i.

xvi. 206 The *Tree-nymphs (Hamadryades), who were bom
and died with the trees. 190X Trans. Vorksh. Dial. Soc.

May 82 An inscription in the cryptic characters, sometimes
called * *tree-runes '. 1871 Tvlor Prim, Cult. I, xi. 430
The belief in "tree-spirits, and the practice of tree-worship.

1807 Daily News 1 May 8/1 Our Jack-in-the-Green was
originally the human embodiment of the tree spirit. 1698

J. Fryer Acc. E. India ff P. 215 'Tree-stones. Stones with

the lively Representation or Form of a Tree thereon. 1605
Sylvester Urania Ix, That sacred *Tree-turn'd Lady..
From whose pure locks your still-green Laurels grow, 190X

Field 27 Apr. 572/2 Another 'tree village,., where I saw
three houses erected on one tree, 1857 Miller Elem. CKem,
(1S62) III, 267 The 'tree wax of Japan consists of pure
palmitin. 1870 Rock Text. Fabr. 1. (1876) 5 Embroidered
with gold and •tree-wool, c 1205 Lay. 22899 l^h con of

'treo-wrekes [=:-werkes: 1 1275 treo-workes] wunder feole

craftes. 138a Wyclif Isa. xliv. 12 The crafti man 'tree

werkere, i860 E. S. Poole in Smith's Diet. Bible I, 95/2
(Arabia), The stone-worship, *tree-worship, &c., of various

tribes. 1840 Thori'E Anc. Last's II, 249 We forbid.. "tree

worshipings [OE. treowwur}?unga].

Tree, v* [f« prec, sb.]

1 1. intr. with it : To grow into a tree, attain the

size of a tree. Obs, y-are"^.

1650 VvLLKR Pisgah It, X. 210 Authors have affirmed that

hyssope doth tree it in Judca.

h. intr. To take a tree-like or branching form,

as a deposit from a solution under the influence of

an electric current.

1884 Science 17 Oct. 392/1 It will not prevent treeing.,

which is one of the most serious defects of the Faure
battery.

2, trans. To drive into or up a tree ; to cause to

take refuge in a tree, as a hunted animal, or a man
pursued by a wild beast. (In quot. 1854 refl, = 3,)

Ki%o fig. to put into a difficulty or *fix' (cf, up
a tree, prec. 7),

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crciv^ Tree the Martem, Dis-

lodge him. 1834 (S. Smith] Lett. J. Dmvning xxxii. (1835)

220 It wasn't long afore he iree'd a rakoon. 1854 Thokeau



TREE-CREEPER.
lyalden xii. {1863) 250 Some small squirrel which has treed

itself for security. 1859 H. Kincsley G. Hmnlyn v, It's

no use, . . you are treed, and you can't help yotuself. If 1 give
information you swing.

b. Fox-huntittg : see quot.

1781 P. Beckford/^k«//«^ (1803) 214 In some countries .

.

they have a method of treemg him. iNoie\ The intention

of it is, to make the hounds more eager, and to let in the tail

hounds. The fox is thrown across the branch ofa tree, and
the hounds are suffered to bay at him for some minutes
before he is thrown amongst them.

3. intr. To climb up or perch upon a tree; esp.

to take refuge in a tree from a hunter or pursuer.
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, A Mariem Treeth,

I^dgeth. 1834 J. Hall Kentucky II. igi The raccoon..
when the tree fell.. was completely surrounded by his

enemies, who took care to prevent him from again *treeing'.

1866 Reader 3 Nov, 908 In America everything seems to

'tree' or perch— quail, grouse, snipes, and, lastly, foxes.

190a P. Fountain Mts, <^ Forests S, Attter, v. 129 Then
the hunter must tree for bis life.

4. trans. To plant with trees. (Mostly in pa,

pple, ; cf. Treed i.)

189Z * Annie Thomas ' That Affair II. ix. 144 A secluded
spot, well treed and shrubbed in.

6, Technical senses, a. To furnish with an
(axle-)tree. b. To stretch or shape upon a treci

as a boot or saddle : see prec. 5 e, d. 0. To fit (a

spade, pick, etc.) with a wooden handle, d. To
provide with supporting timbers or beams, as the

roof of a coal-mine.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. lix. 250 The edges of new wheels
wear off much faster than the edges of old ones ; and if treed
a small matter wider, or narrower, the impediment is greatly
encreased. 1856 Chamb. Jrul. V. 26/2 A Wellington boot
beautifully' treed 'and polished. i86f Strauss Eti^. Work-
shops 94 The holes for the nails and nvets are then punched
out, and the tool [a shovel] is finally treed up. 1887 P.
M*=Neill Blaivearie 76 To warn the men to have their
wall-faces all cleared up, and their roofs well treed.

Hence Tree'ing vbl. sb.

1884 [see I bj. 1885 Nf.whall in Harpet^s Mag. Jan.
286/2 Wax finishes are so generally used for men's shoes that
'treeing' and 'dressing' with gum and blacking .. are
important. 190a Daily Chron, 28 luly 3/3 The American
grouse differs essentially., from the British variety. All the
different kinds frequently perch on trees; tn fact., this bj^it
of ' treeing ' is characteristic of the breed.

Treeangle, obs. form of Teiangle.

Tree'-cree:per.
1. A name for various birds which creep on the

trunks and branches of trees; esp. the common
Etiropean Certkiafamiliaris^ or other species of the
family Certhiidx ; also, a bird of the South
American family Dendrocolaptidx, Cf. Creeper 3.

1814 sporting Mag. XLIV. 184 A tree-creeper, one of our
smallest birds. 1B15 Kirbv ^ Sp. Entomol. ix.(i8iS) I. 200
In America, the tree-creeper is furnished with a box at the
end of a long pole to entice it to build in gardens, which it

is . , particularly useful in clearing from noxious insects.

1869 G. RoopKR Flood, Field -V F, (1874) 208 The pretty
lady-like tree-creeper ran lilce a mouse up the tree. 1871
Darwih Desc. Matt 11. xvi. 206 An Australian tree-creeper
{Climacteris erythrops).

2. A plant that creeps or climbs upon trees (cf.

Ckeepeu 4) ; spec, the African rubber-plant,
LatidoipkiaJiorida.
1887 Moloney Forestry W. A/r. 94 The plant that pro-

duces it [india-rubber) is the gtant tree-creeper {Lattdolphia
flcnda ?), covering the highest trees and growing principally
on those near rivers or streams.

Treed (trjd), ///. a. [f. Tree sb. or v, + -ed.]

1. Planted or covered with trees ; wooded.
i860 All Year Rouml No. 43. 403 Treed slopes high above

the sea, Z909 Blackw. Mag. Ma; -

enclosure.

the sea, Z909 Blmkvj. Mag. May 677/1 A Utue treed

189a I. rt. Hadley in Pall Mall G. 5 Oct. 2/1 A copy of
..' Self-ii ' " '

' "

2. Driven to take refuge in a tree, as a hunted
aoitnat, or a man pursued by wild beasts.
1891 Tablet 25 Apr. 660 Like a tree'd squirreL 1894 Times

30 Mar, 14/1 He was alone and treed on a bitter cold night,
with tbelions,. regularly patrolling theenvirons. i^OMOutiug
(U. S.) June 298/1 Old nunters throw the light of a torch
upon a treed raccoon.

3. Decorated with a tree-like pattern : treed calf
^ Iree-cajf {'Vi\¥.z sb. 10 c).

J. H. liADLEY in Pall A.

[-ma<ie Men' in treed calf.

Tree-fern. A fcm with an upright stem,
growing to the size and form of a tree ; as those of
the genera Cyalhea and Alsophila^ found in tropical
regions, and in Australia and New Zealand,
1B46 T. L. Stokes Discov. Australia I. viii. 251 The tree-

fern., forms a canopy that perfectly excludes the piercing
rays of even an Australiiin sun. 1871 Kincsley At Last
xi. Calling a halt.. to look at some fresh curiosity; now a
tree-fern, now a climbing fern. 1886 A. Winciiell l^alks
Geol. Fidd 150 Much of the coal-vegetatioii was of the
iialtire uf fcriis,—some of them tree-ferns.

Tree-frog. Any frog of arboreal habits ; often
loosely used for tree-toad.

1738 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XL. 348, 71. Rana viridis
arhorea. The green Tree Frog. These Frogs are always
found sticking to the under Sides of L.eaves of Trees, and
other Plants. x8o» Bingley Anim. Biog. (1813) H. 389
liylx,ox 7>«-7^r(ifj,. .are generally smallerthan Frogs, and
more elegant in all their proportions. 1849 Cupples Green
Hand XV, At times the tree-frogs broke out in a loud click-
ing chirrup, i860 Oosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 28 Then there
come, .sounds like the snoring of an oppressed sleeper,, .or
..the groaning, .of a ship's timbers in a heavy gale...These
ve produced by great tree-frogs.

815

Treefal (trf-ful), sb. rare. [f. Tbee sK->r

-FUL 2.] A quantity or number that fills or crowds
a tree (in quot. 1910, a Christmas tree).

1837 Blackw. Mag. XLI. 418 All awoke, .to the sound of
a falling fountain, and a treeful of birds. 1910 Daily News
28 Dec. 6 A treeful of toys.

Treefal (trrfiil), a. rare, [f. Tree sb. +
-FUL I.] Full of trees; abounding in trees.

185s Bailey Mystic, Spir. Leg. 83 Woods And treeful
tracts. 1889 HissEY Tour in Phaeton 205 A level, green,
and treeful country.

Tree'-gOOSe. Obs. exc. Hist. A name for the

barnacle-goose, formerly believed to be produced
from a tree, in the form of the barnacle (cirriped) :

see Barnacle sb:^ i,

1597 Gerarde HerhcU in, clxvii. 1391 Foules whom we
call Barnakles,..and in Lancashire tree Geese. 1622 Dray-
ton Poly-olb. xxvii. 304 Those,. trees .. send from their
stocky bough,A 5»ftand sappy Gum, from which those Tree-
geese grow, Call'd Barnacles by vs. 1655 H. More Antid,
Ath. App. xiii. § 5 He also adds a story of another sort of
Tree-geese which he gathered in their shells from an old
rotten tree upon the shore of our English Coast. 1768 Pen-
NAST Zoo I. II. 452 These are the birds that., were believed
to be generated out of wood, or rather a species of shell.

,

often found sticking to the bottoms of ships,., and were
called Tree-geese. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 312/2,

Treehood (tr/hud). rare. [f. Tree sb,^ after

manhood^ etc.] The state of a (full-grown) tree.

1847 H. ^\.\ujR9. First Impr. ix. 154 The saplings .. have
expanded into the dignity of full-grown treeho<xL Ibid.
xvi. 292 Solid mid-aged treehood.

Treeify (trjifai), v. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. +
-(i)fy.] trans. To make or change into a tree.

1848 LiowELL Fablefor Critics 31 Daphne—before she was
happily treeified.

Treeiness (trrines). rare. [f. TREEY-h-NESs.]
The state or quality of being * treey *.

1904 Acadcviy 27 Feb. 228/2 The suggestion of the leafage
would give a sense of roundness and what one may call
* tree-iness *.

Treeless (trHes), a. [f. Tree j^. -i- -less.]

Destitute of trees; containing no trees.

1814 WoRDSw. Excurs. 11. 337 A quiet treeless nook. 1841
Civil Eng. ^ Arch. yml. IV. 266/2 Another hundred years
may see the United States a treeless country. 1873 J.
Geikie Gt. Ice A^e xxiv. 322 A bare and treeless state must
have preceded the age of forests.

Hence Treelessness.
1869 Lai>y Barker Station Life N. Zealand iv. (1B74) 25

The utter treelessness of the vast Canterbury Plains. 1884
Macm. Mag. Nov. 18/2 A diminished rainfall warned the
planters that treelessness means rainlessness.

Treelet (trrlet). rare. [f. as prec + -let.] A
little tree ; a young tree, a sapling.

1874 W. Cory Lett. <5- Jmls. (1897) 372 A dozen dead
treelets.

So Tree-ling [-lino 1].

1847 Man in Moon Feb. 103 These same treelings have an
odd notion of coming out strong tl>e first fmc day in spring.

1883 O. VV. Holmes in $2*'^ Cincinnati School Rep. 99, I

should delight in sending you a trceling.

Tree*-mOSS £t> Any moss or moss-Uke plant

that grows on trees ; applied esp. to certain licnens.

b. A moss-like plant of branched form like a
miniature tree, as club-moss {Lycopodium).
i6ci Florio, ^/wjfT^, . . greene tree mosse. i68x Grew

Musxum II. III. iv. 235 The Creeping Tree Mosse of America.
i7<S6 J. Bartrah Jml. 27 Jan., m Stork Ace, E. Florida 54
We eix:amped..on a bea of long tree-moss, to preserve us
from the. .damp ground. 1866 Treas, Boi. 1197 The species
(of Usned\. .are often called Tree Moss or 'i'ree Hair. 1884
MiLLEK Plant-n., Tree, or Beard, Moss, a name applied to
various Lichens of the genera C/snca, Ramalina, Cornicu-
laria. Sec ', also to Lycopodium Selago. 1897-8 Britton &
Bkown Amer. Flora Index, Tree Moss [=Tbe Fir Club-
moss, Lycopodium Selago ; The Cypress Spurge, Euphorbia
Cypnrissias].

Treen (tr/eti, tr/h), a. Obs. c\c, dml. Forms:
I treowen, triweu, trywen, 4-6 trene, treyn,
4-7 trein, treene, 5 tren, trenne, 6 treine,

treyne, (treing, tryen, 7 tryne), 4- treen. [OE.
tri<yioen^ etc., £. /n*bw, Tube + -bn * : cf. Goth.
triweins wooden.]
1. Made of * tree * (Tuee sb. 2) ; wooden.
cxcfXiSax. Leechd. II. iSoietrifulaontreowenummortere,

c zooo /Elfric Voc. in Wr.-\Viilcker 125 Cotumus, triwen
.sceo. a 1300 Cursor M. i2389{Cott.) For plogh and haru..
Treen beddcs for to make. 1375 Bakuour Bruce x. 361 Of
hcmpyn rapis ledderis ma, With treyn steppis bundin. i4aa
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv.ijy Ettynge of a tren dysshe.

1533 Bellknden Li-:y v. xviii. (S.T.S.) II. 210 pe way t>at

ledis fra \>e trene brifi oure tiber. 1563-^3 Foxe A. <V M.
259/2 Some go on Irtcn shoes or Pattins, some bare-footed.

1749 Ann, cf Banff {^^w Spald. CI.) I. 129 By 2 dales

( = de.ils] for mending Trcen-niare [Mare' 2b) for the

soldiers, I^t. 14J. i88iB At/wtueum 14 July 68 A treen paten
of ancient date.

1 2. Of or belonging to a tree or trees ; in quot.

1670, obtained or made from trees. Obs. rare.

1340-70 Alex. ^ Dind. 351 Wif> trene bowus [h. frondi-
bus aroorum\ we ben on pe body keuered. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VIII. 237 A book also greet as a psawter,

wi^ trene leves, i-wrele in Grew, Hebrew, and Latyn, 1545
Records of Elgin (New Spald. CI.) I. 85 The trein corcc

[cross) anent the Gray freris vynd. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iL

39 .So left her, where she now is turnd to treen mould. 1670
LvEt.vN Sylva xvi. § 7. (ed. z) ^5 That a large Tract of tne
World almost altogether subsist on these Treen Liquors;
E^cially, that of the Date.

Treen, treene, obs, or dial. pi. of Tbek.

TREE-TREFOIL.

Treenail, trenail (tri-n^l, tre*n'l), sb.

Forms : 3-5 treuayl(e, 6 treenale, 7 trey naile,
treenaile, tre-naile, tree-nell, 8 treenel, trenel,
7- treenail, trenail ; ^. 7-9 trennel, trunnel,
(7-8 truuel, 8 trundle), 9 trennail. [f. Tree sb.

+ Nail sb.

Some confusion seems to have existed between this word
and Trundle (small wheel or roller); cf. the trun^ forms,
and trundles in sense ' cylindrical pins or staves forming
teeth of lantern-wheel '.j

A cylindrical pin of hard wood used in fastening
timbers together, esp. in shipbuilding and other
work where the materials are exposed to the action
of water.
1295 Exch. Accts. Bundle 5- No. 21 (P.R.O.) [Accts. of

building a galley at Lyme.] In loco ij. operariorum per ij.

septimanas qui perforaverunt Galeam et imposuerunt tre-

nayl..iiij. sol. In iij, miliariis de trenayl emjptis vj. soL et.

ix.den. 1495 ^(^val Ace. Hen. K//(i896)i64 CdiTre navies
xij**. [1561-3 in Rogers Agric. ^ Prices (1882) III. 414/2-4
Tree nails, 6;«. 30 inch @C2/6. ., 15?// 16 inch@c 1/4. ..6c
24 inch (§* 2/..I 1571 It^ills ^ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 1. 361, iij

hoiindrethe treenales viij''. 16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. ii. 4 The other parts of those plankes are made fast

with goodTree-nailes and Trunnions of well seasoned timber.
1691 T. H[al£] Acc. New Invent. 118 Trenails. 1861 Smiles
Engineers II. 39 note. Holes being bored through every
piece of stone, one course was further bound to another by
oak trenails. x86a M. Hopkins Hawaii 98 The English
seamen seizing some wooden treenails, struck the natives

with them. 1864 Daily Tel. 30 July, The line was opened
in 1854, and the chairs were then secured to the sleepers by
Ransome's trenails.

0. c 1635 Capt. N. Bothleb Dial. SeaServices (1685), Tren-
nels. i6ot T. H[ale1 Acc. New Invent, 22 The fastening
of our Plank we perform with wooden Trunnels. 1711 W,
Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 39 The Plank.. fasten'd to

the Timbers., with Trennels or Pins of Wood. 1769 Nat.
Hist, in Ann. Reg. 100 note. Great square logs of pine, laid

one upon another, and pinned together with oak trunels.

X776 G. Semple Building in IVatergs These Belts are to be
. . pinned with Oak Trundles of about i Inch Diameter. x8a8
Cunningham A^ 6". f^rt/fj-67 Cargoes consisting of wool, skins,

..trennails, and bides.

b. altrtb.

1407 Naval Acc. Hen. VII{iZ<£) 313, ij lode of Trenayle
wode. 1863 P. Barry Dockyard Econ, no Seventeenth in

order stand the trenaiUhouses. For the year the expenditure
in these houses was^4,4ii i\s. lo'id. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., Tree-nail ivedge, a cross is cut in the tree-nail

end, and wedges driven in, caulked.

Hence Tree'nail v., trans, to fasten or secure

(timbers) with treenails. (Chiefly in^. ppte.)

16x7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 14 All the plankes
to be treenailed to the bcames. 1633 T. James ^o)'. 76 She
was ready to be boulted and trenneld. 1793 Smeaton Edy-
stone L. | 38 The balks, in all their intersections with each
other, trenailed together. xBy^ Centl. Mag. CIV. 1. 34/2 Tho
timber head of a vessel,, .built chiefly of oak timber, with
some elm atxl fir, clinker built, and trunnelled.

Treescape (trrsk^'p). rare. [f. Tree sb.f

after landscape : see Scape sb.'^^ A landscai^e or

scene consisting of or abounding in trees ; a paint-

ing or drawing of such.

1885 * G. Stables' Cruise ^Wanderer* xi. (1S86) 105

The treescapes, the wood and water peeps, are fine just

before you reach Darlington. 1896 J. Batuber ^ Co.'s

Catal.May 30/1 Treescape, Etching by F. K Weirotter,

with stream and figures.

Treesiup (tr/fip). rare. [f. as prec. + -aHip.]

The condition of being a tree ; existence as a tree.

X791 CowpEK Yardle^ Oak 61 Through all the stages.. Of
tr^hip— first a seed ling,..Then twig; then sapling [etc.^

1849 H' Miller Footpr. Creat. xiv. (1874) 246.

iiee' Spa^rrOW. Name for two distinct birds.

a. Passer montanuSy a species of sparrow, widely

distributed in Europe and Asia, and found locally

in Britain, b. Spizella monticola^ a bird (not of

the sparrow family) common in N. America.
1770 Pennant Zool, IV. 17 Tree Sparrow. Mountain

Sparrow. Common near Lincoln,.. conversant among trees,

but does not frequent bouses. 1831 A Wilson Amer.
Omitlwi.W. 252 Fringilla Arborca. Tree sparrow. The
tree sparrow is six inches and a half long, and nine and a
half in extent 1889 Science-Gossip (U.S.) XXV. 145 As I

neared a clump of cedars . . a host of tree sparrows fluttered

about me.. .These lively birds come to us from Canada in

October and sta^ until ApriL 1897 Times 5 Jan. 5/4 The
tree sparrow . . is, in these islands, an exceedingly local . . bird.

Treet, treel^, treetee, treetise, obs. ff.

Thbat, Tueaty, Treatise.

TreO'-toad. Any toad of arboreal habits, esp.

those of the family ^//(/a', found chiefly in tropical

America : often erroneously called tree-frogs.

1778 J. Carver Trav. (1794) 253 Among the reptiles of
North America there is a s^xrcies of the toad, termed the
tree toad, which is nearly of the same shape as the common
sort, but smaller and with longer claws. 1855 Kingslky
\Ve$tw. Ho xxi, When the sun went down, tree-toads

came out.

Tree*-top, tree top. The top of a tree ; the

uppermost brandies of a tree.

1530 Palsgr. 233/1 Housetopne or treetoppe. 1620 Middi.r-
ton Chaste Maid iii. iii, Percn at tree-top, And shake the
golden fruit into hir lap. 1796 Mother Goose's Melody 15
Hush-a-by, baby On the tree top, When the wind blows the
cradle will rock. 182X Clare VilLMlnstr., etc. (1823) I. 73
The sun each tree top mounted o'er. 1904 R. Bridges
Demcter 318 As the light clouds fly O'er the tree-tops high.

Tree>tre*foil. Forms : 6 tretrifoly, 6-7 -ie,

7 tree-trifolie, tre-trifoly, (trettifollio) ; 8-9
40-2
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tree trefoil. The shrub Mcdicago arborea^ also

called tree-medick (Tres sb, loa); the ^vtictos,

cytistis of the ancients.

Not ihe genus Cytisus (L.) of botanists, nor the ' Cytisus

'

of florists {Genista racemosa).

1551 Elyot, Cytisus, an herbe which is good to geue
to cattell agaynst the rotte, some call it tretrifolie. 1601

Holland Pliny xvi. xxiv. I. 471 The Elme, and the Tree-tri-

folie, are full of small and little brauiiches. 1657 S. Purchas
Pol. Flying-Ins. i. xv. 94 Tre-trifoly with yellow knops.
1861 Miss Pratt Fimver, PI. II. 92 The Moon Trefoil, or

Tree Trefoil {Medicago arbotxit),

Treeward (trrw^ad), a. twtue-wd. [f. Trek
sb, + -WARD.J Towsuxi a tree or trees. So Tre©*-

wards adv,
1854 TaiCs Mag:. XXI. 307 Birds are winging Treewards.

1869 RoutU'Jge's Ev. Boys Ann. 584, I took care to be on
the treeward side of the amputation.

Treewe, obs. form of True.

t Tree'-worm, Obs. [f. Tree sb. + Worm sb^

The teredo or ship-worm,
1308 [see Teredo iJ. 1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvm,

cxvL (Bodl. MS-), A ful tender tre worme bat hatte teredo

. .& is fulle nasche in kinde & ^itte he |?orleJ> moste harde
treen. 1483 Cath. AngL 393/1 A Tre worme, teredo,

Treeyvt"*i),«. ^af^- [f. as prec. + -y.] Abound-
ing ill trees ; well wooded.
1853 Clough Poenis, etc. (1869) I, 179 A sort of wide,

tolerably rich, and treey upper valley. 1883 Standard
28 Dec. 5 There still linger treey tracks as wild as that
* savage wood '.

II Trefa, trifa (tr^-fa, trai-fa), Jewish RitttaL

Also trephah, tripha(h, (tryfer). [repr. Heb.
nDlC), Rabbin. HDno, /V^7>4.M, lit. * that which

is torn ', flesh of an animal torn (or pounced upon

fatally) by a wild beast (Lev. xvii. 15) ; f. P|"1t3

tdraf to tear, rend. In later use the word passed

into the extended sense now used.] Flesh meat for-

bidden to be eaten by Jews because the animal has

not been slaughtered in the manner prescribed by
the Law. Also trefa meat. Opposed to Kosher.
xSji Mavhew Land. Labour II. 120 Not being particular

about eating 'tr>*fer,'— that is, meat which has been killed

by a Christian. 1868 Standard 15 Dec 6 The defendant
.. pleaded .. that meat killed and sold by a person not so

licensed, was not 'kosher ' meat, but * trefa *, and . .unlawful

to be eaten by Jews. 1893 Zangwill Ckiliir. Ghetto I. 173
We decided that the fowl was triphaand could not be eaten.

X906 Jeivisk Encycl. XII. 109s. v. Tere/ak, ' Terefah ' in a
broader sense includes also a regularly but unskilfully killed

animal, in contradistinction to Nebelak. 191X Daily Netvs
II Feb. 4 The Shechita Board notifies theJewish public that

the meat killed and sold underthesupervisionof the second
rabbi is trifa—prohibited to be eaten by Jews,

Trefallow, Trefe, var. Tuifallow, Treap.
Trefele, obs. f. Trifle. Trefet, -ett, obs. ff.

Trivet. Treffle,;Treffoyle : see Trbple, Tre-
foil. Trefine, obs. form of Trephine.

Trefle (tre'Pl). Also 6 trayfle, 9 treflle. [a.

F. tr^Jle (i6th c treffle, 1314 iresjle, in Hatz.-

Darm.) :—pop.L. *irifolum for cLL. trifoliu?n.']

tL = Trefoil I. Obs,

1510 Stanbridge Vocab. (W. de W.) D ij b, Tri/olium,

trefle grasse.- 1^7 Andrew Brunswyie's Distyll. Waters
Kj, Trayfles, Tnfolium in latyn.

2. Mil. A mine having three chambers : see quots.

1756 Manningham Compl. Treat. Mines 104-5 [contains

full description and figures]. 1853 Stocqueler MUit,EncycL^
Trefle {Trefoil)^ a term used in mining, from the similarity

of the figure to trefoil. The simple trefle has only two
lodgments; the double trefle, four; and the triple one, six.

1877 Knight Did. Mech.f Trejle {Fortificatton\ a mine
with three chambers, like a trefoil.

3. A figure or arrangement like that of a triple

leaf: « Trefoil 3.

1877 CouES & Allen A''. Amer. Rod. 151 Anterior lower
molar of 5 to 8 prisms, of which the anterior forms an irre-

gular treffle. 1889 Pall Mall G. 3 Jan. 4/1 The placing of
the Maxim gun underneath the orchestra,.. pointing across

the ballroom. . . Around it was a trefle of harness and
carbines.

n Trefl6, treflee (treflr, -r), a. Her. Also 9
trefflee. [F. tr^Jli having the form of a trefoil.]

Adorned with trefoils : either along one edge, as

a bend treflS., or at the end of each arm, as a cross

trefli (in the latter case = Botone). So Tre'fled,

tre-ffled a. {Cent. Did. 1891).
1715 Coats New Diet. Her.^ Trefle^, a Cross Trecfle, is

that whose Arms end in three Semicircles each representing

the Trefoil or three-leav'd Grass. 1864 Eoutell Hist. ^ Pop.
Her, xix. § 5 (ed. 3) 314 A bend treflee vert. i88a Cussans
Handbk. Her. viii. 130 Trefli^ ensigned with Trefoils. The
Arms of Saxony, borne by the Prince of Wales, afford an
example of a Bend irejli. xSga Jrnl. Cork Hist. Soc, May
85 The special pattern of the cross is trefflee or trefoil.

Tren>il (trrfoil, tre'foil), sb. {a.) Forms: a.

5-7 trifolie. 5 tryfolye, 5-6 -foly, 6 -folly, 6-7

(9 arcA.) tri'foly. 0. 5 treyfoyle, (iij.foUl), 6
treifoile ; traif-, trefC-, (terf-, treef-), tryfoyle ;

6-7 tri-, tre-, -foil(e, -foyl(e, 7 trey-, (tree-)

foile, 5- trefoil. 7. 5 trey-, trayfole, (6 -folde),

6-7 trifole, 7 trifol, tre-fole. See also Trefle,

[The a-forms appear to be directly ad. L. tri/o-

iiuTHj f. tri- three + folium leaf, whence Sp. tri-

folio^ It, trifoglio\ the )3-forms, from AF. trifoil

{c 1265 in Wr.-Wiilcker 556/33) : cf. late OF. tre-

feuily -feul {\sfii c. in Godef), Pr, trefucil. The
Fr. form trifle represents a late L. *trifoium : cf.

the 7-forms.]

1. A plant of the genus Tri/olium, having triple

or trifoliate leaves; a clover: commonly applied

to species or varieties other (esp. smaller) than

those cultivated under the name of * clover
'

; often

to the yellow-flowered T. minuSf and also to the

similar Medicago lupulina,
a. a 1450 Stockh. Med. AfS, n. 666 in Anglia XVIII. 323

Of trifolie ^if \>o\i take t>e jows. 156a Turner Herbal n. 5

Ye lefe [of Feiiegreke] is lyke vnto trifoly. 1657 S. Pukchas
Pol. Flying-Ins. \. xv. 94 Another kinde ofTrifoly with long

red blossomes. 1840 Browning Sordello iii. 2 Braid moon-
fern now with mystic trifoly.

^. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 92 Pe leuys be liche trey-

foyles. c \\^o Pallad, on Husb, i. 701 For wonte of gresse,

on trefoil let hem byte. 155a Huloet, Trifoyle herbe, tri-

folium. 1577 B. GooGE Iferesbach's Husb, i. 45 The best

hearbe for Pasture or Meddowe, is the Trefoyle or Clauer.

x6oi Chester Love's Mart. (1878)82 Sweete trefoile, Weed-
wind, the wholesome Wormewood.. Stone hearts tongue.

Blessed thistle, and Sea Trifoly. 1610 Guillim Heraldry in.

X. (1660) 146 The Treefoile is accounted the Husbandmans
Almanack, because when it shutteth in the leaves it fore-

telleth raine, 1765 Museutn Rust. IV. 120 Those useful

grasses, the clovers and trefoils, 1815 Elphinstone Acc.

Caubul (1842) I. 387 They first soil them [horses] with tre-

foil, and then give them lucerne. 183a Withering's Brit.

Plants (ed. 7) III. B54 «^/^,[St. Patrick] plucking a Trefoil,

and thereby illustrating the mystery of the Trinity in Unity,

Ibid.^ Hence originated the custom of wearing the Sham-
rock, (a bunch of Trefoil) on the anniversary of that Saint

[Patrick].

y. [c 1420 Trayfole: sees.] 1580 LvLV j5"wM7/m (Arb.) 37^

As salfe . . as sleeping in the grasse Trifole, where .. no serpent

. . dare venture. 1670 Evelyn Sylva (ed. 2) 3 The Tre-fole

or Clover.

fb. gen. Any plant with trifoliate leaves, as

wood-sorrel. Obs. rare"^^.

£1435 tr. A'derne's Treat. Fistula 68 Panis cuculi alle-

luya, I. wodsour, is a treyfole growyng vnder buschez..a

ful sour herbe.

C. With defining words, applied to particular

species of Trifolium, or to plants of other genera

having triple leaves, or otherwise resembling trefoil.

Bird's-foot trefoil, a book-name iox Lotus corniculatus
and other species. Bitumen or bituminous trefoil.

Psoralen bituminosa, a S. European evergreen shruK Bog
trefoil, Menyanthes trifoliata. Hare*s-foot trefoil,

Tri/olium arvense. Honeysuckle trefoil, a former

name for the white and red clovers {.Tri/olium rcpeus and
T.pratense). Hop trefoil: see Hop j/'.i 4b. Meadow
trefoil. Purple trefoil, T, pratense^ also the wild T.

medium, t sea trefoil (trifoly). a name given by
Turner to Astragalus Glaux. ShruD trefoil, the same as

Trke-trefoil; formerly also identified with Cytisus^ and
by some applied to Yellow Jasmine; also to the Shrubby
Trefoil of N. America. Shrubby trefoil, in Gerarde,

app. the same as prec. ; now the N. American hop-tree,

Ptelea tri/oUata% sometimes vaguely applied to other

shrubby plants with trifoliate leaves. +Sour trefoil, an
old name for wood-sorrel. Strawberry-bearing or

Strawberry-headed trefoil, the strawberry clover,

Tri/olium /ra^i/crum. Sweet trefoil: see quot. 1884.

Thorny trefoil, a thorny shrub of the genus Fagonia,
esp. F. cretica. Water trefoil, Menyanthes trifoliata.

White trefoil, white or Dutch clover. Yellow trefoil,

any yellow-flowered species of Tri/oiiuvi^tis T, procumbens%
also Medicago lupzdina. Zigzag trefoil, Tri/olium me-
dium. See also Bean-trefgil, Heart /., Marsh /., Melilot
t,t MiLK-^, MooN-^., Snail /., Tick /., Tree-trefoh,.

1760 J. Lee Introd, Bot, App. 330 "Bird's foot Trefoil,

Lotus. 1833 [see Bird's-foot 2]. 1658 Rowland Mou/ct's

Theat, Ins. 1063 Take seed of *bituminous_Trifoly. 1884
Miller Plant-n.^ Psoralea biiuminosay Bitumen Trefoil.

Ibid.^ Menyanthes /r^//a/«,. .* Bog-Trefoil,.. Marsh Tre-
foil, Water Trefoil. 1867 Babington Man. Brit. Bot. (ed. 6)

85 T[ri/olium'\ arc^M^e . . *Hare's-foot Trefoil. 1763
Museum Rnst, I. 27 The sweet white-flowered, or *honey-
suckle, trefoil. 1796 [see Honeysuckle 8]. 1707 Mortimer
Husb, (1721) I. 41 The Yellow *Hop Trefoil. 1855- [see

Hop sb.^ 4b]. 1578 Lvte Dodoens iv. xxxvi, 495 *Medow
Trefoyle, or Common Trefoyle. 1785 Martyn Rousseau s

Bot. XXV. (1794) 367 *Purple Trefoil. Honeysuckle Trefoil,

or Red Clover. 1548 TvrhkrNames ofHerbes 40 Glaux.

.

may be called in englishe *sea Trifoly. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal lu. xiv. 1128 Of the *shrub Trefoile,. .most do call

it Cytisus, but we had rather name it Tri/olium /ruticans.

1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1466 Shrub Trefoile or the

ordinary yellow lasmine. 1771 J. R, Forster Flora Amer,
Septentr. 6 Ptelea trifoliata. Shrub trefoil. Virginia.^ 1597
Gerarde Herbal iii. xi. 1122 The first kinde of Cytisus or

"Shrubbie Trefoile. ibid. xiv. ii2g. xB66 Trcas. Bot. ^-^6

Pitelea] tri/oliata, the Shrubby Trefoil of North America,

is frequently grown in shrubberies. 1B84 Sargent ReP.
Forests N. Amer. -ix Hop tree. Shrubby Trefoil. Wafer
Ash. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. xliii. 503 This herbe is called .

.

in English Wood-sorel, . . *Sower Trifoly. 1796 Withering
Brit. Plants{&^. 3) II. ^-xo OxalisA cetosella. .Wood Sorrel

..Sour Trefoil. 1796H.HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat.

(1799) 1. 10 One species . , bears . . it's seeds aggregated jnto the

form of a strawberry, from which it derives the botanic name
of tri/olium /ragi/erumy the *strawberry-bearing trefoil.

1884 Miller Plant-n., Melilotus ccerulea, "Sweet Trefoil.

iy6o J. Lee /ntrod. AV^. App. 330 *Thorny Trefoil, of Candia,

Fagonia. i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Marsh Trc/oil, * Water
Trefoil, common names for the Menyantltes tri/oliata, or

buckbean. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxv. (1794) 367
*White Trefoil, commonly called Dutch clover, has a creeping

' perennial stem... The *Yellow Trefoil, cultivated under this

name, or that of Nonesuch. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. ly.

191 Some fromamidst the daisies gleaned The yellow trefoil.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) HI. 651 *2igzag

Trefoil, .. 7V. medium. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 211/1

[T. medium} can be recognised by its zigzag stem, from
which . . it is sometimes called Zigzag Trefoil.

f'2. A set or rosette of three leaves; the first

three leaves of a young plant. Obs. rare^^,
cx^^Piillad.on Husb. iii. 623 To make hem [mustard and

colewort] hoor as frost . . Let grounden glas go syfie on hem
aboute. When theyr trefoyi or quaterfoyl is owte.

3. An ornamental figure representing or resem-
bling a trifoliate leaf; spec, in Arch, an ornament
with an opening divided by cusps so as to present

or suggest the figure of a three-lobed leaf, (Cf.

CiNQUEFOIL, QUATHEFOIL.)
14x8 E. E. Wills (18S2) 36 Wroght wit mapil leues and

fret of .iij.foill. c 1420 Anturs 0/ Arth. 510 (Thorr>ton

MS.) Trayfolede with trayfoles, and trewluffes by-twene.

1536 in Antig. Sarisb. (1771) 198 Four Basons,, .with Tri-

foils within pounced and chased in the midst with a Falcon
of Gold, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIIf 207 A cote of
greate riches, in braides of golde laied lose on Russet Veluet
and set with Traifoyles, full of pearle and stone. 1551
Sir J. Williams ^cc(jw/itf (Abbotsf. CI.) 76 Another paier

of candelstickes chased withe trayfoldes. 1842-7G Gwilt
Encycl. Archit. Gloss., Tre/oil, in Gothic architecture, an
ornament consisting of three cusps in a circle. 1863S1R G. G.
Scott Glean, Westm. Abb. (ed. 2) 38 The tracery is not
only in circles, but in quatrefoils and trefoils.

D. Her. A bearing conventionally representing

a clover-leaf with its stalk ; resembling a small

cross with rounded leaves or lobes in place of the

three upper arms.
1561 Leigh Armorie 172 b, He bearethe Or, a TrefFoyle,

doble, slepped vert i6aa Peacham Compl. Gentt. xvi.

(1634) 206 Hee beareth Argent : a Cheveron Azure between
3 Treyfoiles Vert. The Tre'yfoile is the Herald of the
Spring and the first grasse that appeareth ; hereupon it was
the Embleme of Hope, c i8a8 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss.,

Tre/oil, or Three-leaved Grass. This bearing often occurs
in coat-armour.

4, fig, A set of three closely united.

1826 Scott Mai. Malagr.i. 48 One leafofthe holy Trefoil

—one distinct and component part of the United Kingdoms.
1827 Carlvle Germ, Rom. IV. 47 Among the children..

Wilhelm noticed Felix; the other two were the Angels of

last night. The friendly trefoil came running towards him.

6. as ad/. Three-leaved ; consisting of three leaf-

lets or lobes ; having the figure of a trefoil or

clover leaf ; furnished with such figures.

175a H. Walpole Lett. (1845) II. 440 A beautiful tomb, all

in our trefoil taste. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxv.

(1794) 350 They are ternate, trefoil, or three-leaved. 1874
Parker Got/i. Archit. i.iv. 151 Small trefoil arches .. between
the corbels.

6. attrib. and Comb,, as trefoil head
^
juice, leaf,

seed; trefoil-headed, -like, -purpled adjs.; trefoil-

wise adv. ; trefoil btirnet, trefoil green, moths
of which the larvae feed on trefoil.

1825 Owen & Blakeway Hist. Shrewsbury II. 88 Six

narrow pointed arches, .. decorated with *trefoil beads.

1874 Parkkr Goth. Archit. i. iv. 134 A window of two
*trefoil-headed openings. 1619 Sir A. Gorges^ tr. Bacon's

De Sap. I'et. 30 The Goate, .doth greedily aspire To haue
the *trifol iuyce passe downe her throate. 1758 Mrs.
Delany in Li/e ^ Corr. (1861) III. 504 The receipt for

tooth-ache is, * Little *trefoil leaves, primrose leaves and
yarrow pounded '. 1911 Encycl, Brit. XX. 399/2 T'^e wood-
sorrel, a small stemless plant with radical *trefoiI-like leaves.

1783 J. Scott Elegy hi, The fragrant "trefoil-purpled field.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. 79 *Trefoilseed, 2d. per pound.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl, s. v. Mistletoe, Its flowers grow
by three and three, *trefoil-wise. 1889 <J. jfrni. GeoL Soc.

Feb. 64 Groups of three globulites massed trefoilwise.

Trefoiled (tr^-foild, tre*-), a. [f. prec. + -ED 2.]

1. (Chiefly Arch.) Ornamented with a trefoil or

trefoils; formed as a trefoil (sense 3).

'C1430 [see prec. 3I. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc.ff Art
I. 154 The [window] heads being arched, are trefoiled or

cinquefoiled. 1849 RusKrN Sev. Lamps iv. § 27. 117

The wall in the trefoiled lights is cur\'ed. 1874 Parkkr
Goth. Archit. i. iv. 144 [Early English] Doorways are

generally pointed or trefoiled.

2. Composed of, or having leaves composed of,

three leaflets, trifoliate ; transf three-lobed.

1854 S. Thomson Wild Fl. \\\, (ed. 4) 200 Trefoiled plants.

1892 M. Stokes Six Months in Apennines 19 Bursting from

its trefoiled shell.

Trefo'liated, /fz. ///^. or a., bad formation for

Tbifoliated (after Trefoil) : = prec.

1835 R. '^xuA^ Archit. Mid. Ages v. 47 A quatrefoil, each

of whose foils is trefoliated with an entire trefoil. 1900

Daily News 17 Mar. 4/6 On each section of the trefoliated

leaves a blood*red spot was distinctly visible.

tTre*foot. Obs. Also6treifoote, 7 trifoote,

treefot. [f. L. tres, or OF. treis three + Foot.

Cf. OE. trefet, Tbivet.] A three-footed object ; a

tripod; a trivet.

1559 \V. BayAND tr. Monianus' Comm. Weale vn. i. 133 b,

Thalcs. .vnto whonie. .his. .countreie men gaue the Golden
treifoote whiche the Fisshermen had drawne vp. 1630 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 11. Aaj, Euery man is not

borne to make a Monument for the Cuckoo; to send a
Trifoote home alone. 1634 T. Johnson tr. Parey's Chirurg.

xxvii. iL ( 1678) 664 A Kettle, set upon a Treefot. 1651 French
Distill, i. 3 A Kettle, or a Pot set upon a Trefoot.

[Trefte, misreading of treste : see Tbess z*.]

Trefues, obs. f. treves : see Tbeve, Tbuce,

Treg, variant of Trig v.^, to fill full, cram.

t Tre'gar. Obs. In 7 treager, -s. [Corruption

of Treguier, name of a place in Brittany. Cf.

Dowlas, Lockram, Poldavy.] A linen fabric

made at Treguier ; a kind of lockram,
1643 Rates 0/Merchandizes T2 [Rates Inwards) Loclce-

rams ,. Treager, grest and narrow or common dowlasse, the



TKEGET.
piece containing io6 ells ^s.oo.oa 1674 Jeake AritU.
(1696) 65 In I Piece of Lockrain called Treagers, 106 Ells,

iTat C. VilSG Brit. Mcrch, I, 290 Thred Bruges, 22 Dozen.
Trtjgar, 306 Pieces. Verdigrcise, 327 lib.

Tregedie, obs. form of Tk^vgedy.

+ Trege"fc, sl>. Obs. Also Sc. 4 tryget, 6 tra-
get, trigit, (?troget). [a. OF. iresgiel, tnget
(lalhc. iu Godef.) enchantment, magic, vbl. sb. of
tresgettr: see Tregetoub.] Jugglery; trickery,

deceit.

111300 Cursor M. 8675 (Cott.) Sco..stal mi liuand child
a.wai ; Bot i kneu wel be light o dai O \>\% treget \v. r.

tresun] SCO had me don. c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints x. \.Matlwu)
98 i>at gere fele men wene J^t |?ai Throw tryget are goddis
verray. CX400 Rom, Rose 6267 Sith they cowde not per-
ccyve His treget, and his cruelte. Ibid. 6825 By my treget
I g.adre & threste The gret tresour into my cheste. 1513
I)ouGi.AS Mtuis IV. Prol. 247 Of thi trigittis \,ed. 1553 trage.
lis] quhat toung can tell the trible?

b. altrib. or as atlj. Juggling, deceitful.

1519 HoBMAM Vulg. 280 b, A luglcr with his treget \iir,

trogetj cistis deceueth mens syght,

t Treget, ». Obs, rare, [a. OF. ire{s)geter

:

see next!] intr. To practise juggling tricks. Hence
+ Tregetting vbl. si.

c 1440 Promp, Para, soi/i TTegenyn,fresltffior,fancra-
cio. Ibid. 501/2 Tregettynge, niimatus^ prestigiitm.

Tre'getoor. arch. Also 4 tregetowr, -ettur,
trigettur, tri-, trygetoure, 4-5 tregetoure,
-itoup, -e, trigetour, 4-6 tregettour, 5 -etur,
-ettowre, (trageotour), 6 try-, tragetour,
treageter, trogeter, -ettar. \ii,OY.tre{s)geUo{u)r
(i2thc. in Godef.) a juggler, mountebank, .tgent-n.

o( tre{s)geter lo cast across or to and fro :—L. type
*tra{ns)jectare, i. Trass- + Jactare to throw, cast

:

see Tbaject. Cf. It. iragettatore juggler; and,
for sense, Cast sb. 24, Caster i.] One who works
magic or plays tricks by sleight of h.ind ; a con-
jurer ; a juggler ; hence, a trickster, a deceiver.
a xyn Cursor M. 12247 (ColtJ A tregelur [v. rr. trigettur,

trcgu-, tregettour] i hope he be. Or elles godds self es he.
1340 Hampole Pr, Consc. 4213 Als negremanciens and tre-
gettours, Wiches and false enchauntours. c 1380 Antccrist
in Todd 3 Treat. Wycli/ 128 Wi|) tregetours & tomhlcrs,
f\\i gestours & japeres. cijio Treat, GalauHt 106 in
Kurniv. Ballads I. 449 For trygetours .St tryflours that
tauemes haunte. 1533 tr. Erasmus' Com. Crede 65 b. These
persons do make Chrtste a iuglere or a trogeter and a woir-
derfull deceiiier. 1609 HotXANO Amm, Marcetl. xxill. v.

223 A dauncing Tregetour..wa5 acting aiid counterfeiting
ccrtaine gestures that were commonly and usually taken up.
1819 .Scott h'Oiilwe xliii. The sewer thought 1 was dressed
to bear a part _in the tregetour's mummery. 1843 LvTroN
Last Bar. 1. ii. The more sombre yr^^*"/"*"*. .promised to
cut off and refix the head of a sad-faced little boy.

tTre'getry. Obs. Also tregetrie, -re, tre-
gettrio, -rye. [a. OF. tre{s)geterie (Godef.)
enchantment, magic : see [irec. and -eby, -by.]
Juggling ; deception, trickery.
c 1380 WvcLiF .^f/. li'ks. III. 410 Elles mot M putt Ire.

gettr^e and falsenes in Crist, c 1400 Destr, Trey 1634 Soche
soteltie bai soght to solas horn with; The tables, the top,
tregetre also. 14. . Beryn 2774 The wii:he been so perfite
of Ny^ramance, And of J^ arte of apparence, and of
tregetrie.

Trehala (trflia-la). Also tricala. [ad. Turk-
ish iJlij tiqalah, native name.] The substance

of the cocoons of a coleopterous insect, Larinus
niaculatus, found in Asia Minor; also called
Irehala-manna, Turkish or .Syrian viatiiia.
i86« Watts Cmelins HandU. Clum. XV. 300 When

pulverised trehala manna is treated with boiling alcohol,
trehalose sometimes crystallises from the extract on coolitig.
t868 —^ Diet. Chem, V, 878 Trehala or tricala, a sub.
stance imported from Persia, and consisting of the hollow
cocootis of a coleopterous insect {Larinus macutattts). 'I'lie

larva of this insect eats the branches of Echinops persica^
for the sake of the sugar, starch, and gum contained in
them, and afterwards voids these substances to form its

cocoon. .. Trehala_ has a sweetish taste, swells up in water,
and is converted into a thick mucilaginous i)a.ste.

Hence Trehalose (trfhal^s, triTialJ"s), Clttiii.,

a white crystalline sugar, CuHjjOh.jHjO, ob-
tained by lierlhelot in 1857 f™™ trehala.
1861 MiLLEii Elem. CItem, (ed. 2) III. 73 The most im-

portant of these (varieties] is the common sugar, furnished
by the_ sugar cane, .. related to which are some others of
.small importance, viz. trehalose, mclezitose, and mclitose.
1S6S-8 Watts Diet, Clum, III. 1068 Mycose or trehalose.
CiaHj-jOii. .. TIerthelot .. obtained from trehala.manna..a
sugar which he called trehalose, and at first regarded as
different from mycose; but on further examination be was
led to infer that the two are identical.

Trei, treie: see Tray, Try. Treid, obs. f.

tried, pa. t. and pple. of Try v. Treifolle, olis. f.

TuEFoiL. Treigntalle, obs. f. Tbental. Treil,
v.Tr. TitAir, sh.'i Obs,

Treillage (tr^-lwl.^,
||
tr^'ya.?)- Also 7 treil-

liage, 8 treilage. [a. F. treillage (16th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.1, f. Ireille, Trail sb,'^ + -age, -age.]
1. Lattice-work ; a framework upon which vines

or ornamental plants are trained ; a trellis.

x6o8 W. King tr. Sorbiere's Joum, Land. 28 At Sl James's
Park there were no Pavillions nor decoration of 'IVeilliage
and Flowers. 17I« Addison Sped, No. 477 p i There are
as many kinds of Gardening as of Poetry :. .Contrivers of
Howers and Grotto's, Treillages and Ctscades, are Romance
Writers. 183a Gkeviixe Mem, Cto. IV xt Apr. (1875) 1.

817

335 A walk under a treillage of vines. 1907 lidin. Rev.
Jan. 151 The garden is laid out with treillage and grass plot.

b. attrib,

1803 Repton Landscape Card, (1805)104 Advantage m.iy be
t.iken of treillage ornaments to admit light. 183s Eraser's
M"g- XII. 524 Several vines trained over treillage-work.

2. A lattice or grill in a room.
1836 T. Hook G. Cumey (new ed.) 35, I was placed in the

manager's box, allotted the seat of honour behind the
treillage.

Hence Treillaged a., trellised.
x8io Shelley Zastrozzi iv. Their treillaged ornaments

were silvered by the clear moonlight.
Treille (triH). [a. F. treille (tr^'y', trey') trellis,

lattice :—L. trichila trellis for a vine : see Trail
J*. 2] a. Her. = Trellis sb,'^ i d.
1780 Edmondso>» Heraldry II.GIoss., Trillise^ or Treille,

a lattice.^ It differs from a fret in.. that the pieces which
compose it are not interlaced . . but lie strait upon the under,
most pieces, fixed with nails. 1889 Elvin Diet, Her,,
Treille, or Trillise.

b. Lace-making. See quot.
1881 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlewk, 500/a Treille,

one of the names by which the Reseau Grounds of Pillow
and Needle Laces are distinguished from the Toile or
pattern. The value of many laces is decided by the thick-
ness or fineness of the thread used in the Treille, and the
niunber of Twists given to the Bobbins when making it.

II Treillis (tr^V. trcy«). Also (3 Anglo-L.
treyliz), 8 trellis. [mod.F. treillis. Orig. the
same word as Trellis, OF. Ireliz, L. *triluium, f.

trillx, -licem, the original sense of which it closely
preserves. See Trellis.] A stont or coarse kind
of cloth ; in later use, buckram, sacking (' toile

grossiire pour sacs, vetements de travail', Hatz.-
Darm. ; see also Littr^ s. v. senses 5, 6). See also
Trailye,
\c 1350 Faringdon Compotus (MS. Barl. 40(2] If. 6), Vna

ulna canabi ValeL .ij. den. ob...Vna ulna buretell' Valet
vnum den. . . Vna ulna treyliz Valet .iij. den.] 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Trellis, . . also Cloth, otherwise call'd Buckram.
1714 Er. Bk. 0/Rates 80 I'reillis of Germany, per Piece of
to Ells. 1858 SiMMoNDS Diet, TraeU, Treillis, a kind of
coarse quilled linen, imported into France.

tTrei-lje, var. of Trailye Sc. a kind of cloth.
Cf. also '1 RElLLia. This is perh. the meaning of

j

treiljeis in the following quot, which Ruddimaii
referred to F. grilles currycombs, L. strigulx,

\
strigiles scrapers.

! 1513 Douglas ^neis xil. ii. 92 Th.-ir (stedb) lokrand
manis and thar crestis hie Dressys wyth tretl^eis and camis
hoiiestiye.

i Train, -e, treing, obs. ff. Treen a. Treinke,
var. Think sb> Obs. OPreip, obs. Sc. f. Trip.
Treisehe, var. Trkmche Obs. Treison, obs. f.

Treason. Treist, var. Traist Obs, ; obs, Sc. f.

Trest. Treit, obs. Sc. f. Treat. Treitcheoure,
var. Treacher Obs. Treitour, -tre, obs. (f.

Traitor. Trei trippe, v.-tr. Trey-trjp Obs,
Treittie, obs. Sc. f. Treaty.
Trek (trek), sb. S, Africa, [a. Cape Du. trek
= Du. trek draw, pull, tug, march, f. Irekken,
Trek z/.]

L In travelling by ox-wagon, a stage of a
journey between one stopping-place and the next

;

hence, a journey or exfwdition made in this way

;

also, journeying or travel by ox-wagon.
(Cf. trek-tow occurring in 1834.)
1849 E. K Napier E.ecurs. S. Africa II. i First day's

' trek ' in lower Albany. 1863 W. C. Baliiwin A/r, Hunting
vii. 233, i joined Swartz-.aiid went with him to Letloche,
about fourteen days' trek. 1906 Har/vr's Mag, June 30/2
Distances in Africa are not reckoned by miles, but by treks
or days.

b. An organized migration or expedition by
ox-wagon.
1800 Times (weekly ed.) 28 Feb. 17/3 The proclamation

of President Kruger forbidding the formation of a * trele
'

lo enter Mashonaland. 1901 Scotsman 8 Mar. 6/2 There
had been a Boer trek into German South-west Africa, but
it was only on a smitU scale. 1901 Daily Citron. 30 May 3/2
The men above-mentioned, or their sons,.. led the great
trek of 1836-9.

o. trans/, anAjig.

189s J. G. M\Li.Ms Breatit /r. Veldt v. 102 A big troop of
guinea-fowls.. following each other iu their afternoon trek
lo the water. Ibid. vi. 123 From the sun-parched wilderness
of Africa to art criticism is a big trek. 190a Coknism
Xaturalist^ Thames 67 The first [birds] to Ijegiu the * trek

'

down the river are the early broods of water-wagtails.

2. attrib. and Comb., as Irek-cattle, -ox; trek-
chain, trek-rope = Tuek-tow.
1900 Daily News 6 Apr. 3/1 The local supply of *trek

c.tttle . . from the farms of the I'oers, 1850 Cumming Hunter's
Li/e S. A/r. (ed. 2) I. 220, I purchased.. several excellent
lionses ancf *trek-oxen. 1906 Harper's Mag. June 29/1 The
northernmost limit of the trek-ox in Africa. 1883 Comh,
Mitg. Mar. 293 The oxen loosened from the *trek rope.

Trek (trek), V, S. Africa, [a. Du. trekk-en to

draw, pull, tug, tow, march, travel ; MDu., MLG.,
MHG. trecken, OWFris. trekka; orig. an inten-

sive derivative of MDu., MLG. treken, MHG.
trcchen, OHG. trechan to draw.]
1. intr. To make a journey by ox-wagon ; hence,

to travel, migrate ; also, to go, proceed ; to go
away, depart (jlang). Also //«/«/. of wild animals.

TRELLIS.
850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. A/r. (1902) 12/2

i.b
elephants] turned their faces to the north-east, and

trekked or migrated from their ancestral jungles to lands
unknown. Ibid, n/2 At dawn of day, we inspanned, and

w r' o ^^"' ^^^ hours in a north-easterly course. 1863
W. C. Baldwin A/r. Hunting vi. 154 The wagons had been
quietly treking along over an immense open country. i8gt
Spectator 25 Apr. 583/2 A large body of them [Boers]-five
thousand, it is s.lid — therefore resolved to ' trek ' into
Mashonaland and establish a Republic upon the great
plateau. 1895 J. G. Millais Breath /r. Veldt n,^^ The
springbuck . . were beginning to trek Kickwards and forw,Trds
uneasily. loia Standard 2a ie'gi. 7/1 He [the King) met
the whole of the Third Division, who were trekking to their
rest camps from their overnight bivouac.

b. trans. To cover (ground, a distance) by
' trekking '.

1890 SiK F. Young Winter TourS, Afiica 1 18 The ground
which I have myself treked.

2. trans. To draw or drag (a vehicle) : said of
oxen and other beasts of draught. Also absol.
1863 W. C. Baldwin A/r. Hunting vi. 152 My oxen could

not possibly trek my wagon through the heavy sands in
their present condition. Ibid, viii. 309 We ultimately got
the ox tied up to the wagon-wheel,.. inspanned him next
morning, and he treks well. 1893 H. M. Doughtv Wherry
in Wendish L, 53 A farm horse, .which trekked us for four
or five miles.

Hence Tre-kking vbl, sb. and ///. a,; also
Tre'kker, one who 'treks'.
1830 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Li/e S, A/r. (1902) 28/2
We . . came upon an immense, compact herd of several
thousand 'trekking' springboks, 1858 Simmonds Diet,
Trade, Trekking, a colonial term in the Cape colony, for
departing or leaving to settle in another country. 1891
Times 13 May 5/3 The committee of trekkers are having a
copy taken, .of the original documentary treaty. 1901
Scotsman 7 Mar., Heavy rains made trekking almost im-
possible. 190s Times 4 Sept. 6/1 A score of trekkers [of
the British Association] started in the morning in mule
wagons for Kiinberley.

II Trekschnit, treck- (tre-kskoit,
|| -sx^at).

Forms: a, 7 draggescutte
; 7-9 track-, 7-8

-sooute, 8 -skuit, 8 (9) -sooot, 8-9 -s(c)huyt,
(8 trachtsooot, tract-scout); &. 8-9 treok-, 8
-schuyte, -soiiit, -sooit, -scute, -sooot, 8-9
-Bohuit, 9 -schuyt, -shwytt, -shut, 8 treksohuyt,
9 treksohuit. (Cf. forms of Schuit, Scout sb.'i.

Shout sb,^) [Du. trekschtiit, formerly -schttyt, f.

trek sb. or trek- vb.-stem oitrekken to draw, pull,

tug -H schuit, MDu. schUte = MLG., LG. schiXte

boat, barge :-OTeut. *skm, ME. schme, ON.
skuta ; see Schuit and Shout sby'\ A canal- or
river-boat drawn by horses, carrying passengers and
goods, as in common use in Holland ; a track-boat.
1696 Caldwell Papers (Maitl. CI.) I. 174, 13 June. I went

to Bru.velles in a Draggescutte. Ibid. i-j6 July ist. I went
in the Trackscoute fra yr" to IJruges. 1711 Addison Sped.
No._i30 r 4 As the Trekschuyt, or H.tckney-boat, whicli
carries Passengers from Leydeii to Anisterdani, was jjutling
off [etc.].

_ 1737 G. Smith Curious Relat. I. i. 99 We took
our Lodgings at the first Inn . . where the Treck-scutes landed.
1756 Mrs. Caldkkwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitl. CI.) 131
There is no track-scoot goes from Helvest. 1769 De Foe's
TourGt. Brit. III. 278 We should then travel with as much
Safety, Cerlainty, and Dispatch, .^s in the Trachtscoots in

Holland and Flanders. 1769 Falconer Did. Marine (1789),
Trad'SCout, a vessel employed to carry goods or passengers
up and down the rivers or canals. 177a Tour Holland, etc.

26 On Monday evening we went in the treckschuyte to
Leyden. 1783 Wesi.ev yrnl. 16 June, We set out in a irack-
skuit for the Hague. 1796 Morse Amer, Geog, II. 335
Covered halts, called treck.scuits, which are dragged along
the canals by horses. 1816 Southky Poet's I'ilgr, i. 26
Beside the busy wharf the Trekschuit rides, 1846 Thackeray
Cornhilt to Cairo xv. Harmlessly as if we had been in a
Dutch tracksclinyt. 1893 .Stevenson Catrioua xxii, 262, I .

.

arranged . . to send on my chests by track-scoot to an address
I had in Leyden. 190a IVestm. Gaz, 17 Nov. 3/2 It is a
change from the teaiing of motorcars to note the slow pro-
gress of the trekschuit,

II Trek-'fcO'W (tre-ktw). i'. Africa, [Cape Du.,

f. Du. trek sb. or vb.-stem (see Trek) h touw rope,

cord, tow.] The central cliain or cable of twisted

hide attached to a wagon-pole, to which the yokes
of the oxen are fastened.

1834 Pkingle A/r. Sk. ii. 141 A strong central trace
(trektow), formed of twisted thongs of biiilo<-k's or buffalo's

liide. 1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Li/e S. A/r. (ed. 2) I.

24 The waggon is steered by a pole, called the dissel-boom,
to the end of which is_ fastened the trektow, a stout rope
formed of raw buffalo-hide.

Trelapse, -er, variant of Trilapse, -er.

Trele, obs. form of Trail sb,'^

Treles, -ez, obs. forms of Trellis.

t Trellis, iii.l Obs, ; see Treillis.

Trellis (tre-lis), sb,'^ Forms: 5-6 trelis, -ys,
-es(e, 5 -ez, tril(l)es, 5-6 traylles, 6 treliss, '

-ies, trallace, traylles, trellesse, 7 trellize,
treillis, 7-9 trellice, 8 trollies, 6- trellis. /"/.

6-6 trelis, -iz ; 6 trelesez, treyl(le)sy s, trellisses,

7 -izes
; 9 -ises. /3. Sc. 5 terlys, 6 trolies, traleis,

tarlies, traylles, treylles, treiljeis, (trailzeys),
tirleise, -lis, tyrleis, 6-7 tirleis, -lies, 7 tirlaoe,

8 -lass, -less. [ME. a. OF. treliz, -is, fem. trelice

(orig. adj.) :—late pop.L. *trilui-us, f. L. triltx,

licem (m Isidore nom. triltcis) = Gr. t/k'^tos,

having three threads in the warp, f, L. tri- three



TRELLIS.

+ iiHum a thread of the warp ; said of strong

woven fabrics (cf. Treillis). OF. had also a

rarer form tresliz^ showing an early confusion of

the prefix with OF. ires- :—L, trans- : so Pr. tres-

liizj It. tralicciOy med.L, irans-y trds-, trdlidum^

a stout woven fabric. The application of the word
to things woven of iron wire, gold, withes, etc.

app, brought the sense into contact with OF. treiikt

Pr. treilkiy trelha^ med.L. trelia^ trilHa^ etc. (see

Trail j^.2), and resulted in the later F. form
treillis and the later signification 'lattice, grille*.

Some of the i6th c. Scottish forms are difficult to

distinguish from the pi. oitreil^^ Tbailye.]

1. A structure of light bars of wood or metal

crossing each other at intervals and fastened where

they cross, with open square spaces between ; used

as a screen in window openings or the like

;

a window, gate, screen, etc. so constructed ; a

lattice ; a grating. Now rare.

a 1400-50 Treles (implied in Trellis v. i]. 1433 Trelys

[see tretlis-windmv in 3I, c \(^ Promp. Parv. 501/2 Trelys,

of a wyndow. or oJ>er lyke (or grate..), cancellus, 1450-1
Durkatn Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 240 Et in ij Trelisemp. pro
fenestra cove, vij d. 1498-9 Ibid. loi Pro iij fenistris voc.

treicz pro Scaccario Cellerarii et le Sethynghous. 1513-14
Ibid. 663 Pro ij trelesez ad ustrinum, vj d. 1531-a Durhavi
HoHsefu Bk. (Surtees) 74 Et Roberto Kyrver pro factura

!e treylsys Bd. '53*"3 Ibid. 163 Pro factura le treyllesys.

1535 CovKRDALE Juog. V. 28 His mother. .Cried piteously

thorow the trallace. — Prov, vii. 6 Out of the wyndowe
of my house I loked thorow the trelies. 1549 Aberdeen Regr^
(1844) I. 271 Conuikit..forthe strublanceof DuncaneFreser
and ryving of his tirleise of his vyndok. 1553-4 Burgh Rec.
Edinb. (1871) II. 285 Payit for ane tyrleis of irne to the
portell of the counsal hous dure. 1582-8 Hist. Jatues VI
(1825I 46 Upoun the wyndo thairof, he. .cuttit a small hole

of the blak cloth that coverit the traleis. 1634 Sir T,
Herbert Trav. 49 The Windowes [at Gombroon J . . in stead

ofGlasse vse wooden trellizes or casements. 1641 R. Baillie
Lett. (Bann. CI.) I. -^16 {Trial 0/ Strafford) At the back
of the throne, there was two roomes on the two sydes ; in

the one did Duke de Vanden . . and other French nobles
sitt ; in the other, the King, the Queen [etc.] ; the tirlies, that

made them to be secret, the King brake doun with his own
hands ; so they satt in the eye of all, 1768 Sterne Sent.

Jourti. (1775) II. 86 {Passport, Hotel Paris) The bird.,

attempting his deliverance, and thrusting his head through
the trelUs, pressed his breast against it, as if impatient. 18S6
Sheldon FlauberCs Salammbd 21 Darting, .glances through
the golden trellisses into the silent apartments.

j* b. An enclosure of lattice-work, a grating.

c 1500 Melusine lii. 329 Whan they that were in the traylles

of yron herd it. 1555-6 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1871) II. 364
Item, coft vij jestis to be ane tirleis to the deid banis at the

south kirk dur. Ibid., Item to Hennislie to cast the deid
banis in the west tirleis iij s. 1593 Rites 0/ Durham
(Surtees 1903) 37 Y® highte of ye said trellesse was striken

full of iron pikes, .to thentent y* none should clyme ouer it.

C, Short for trellis-door or -gate : see 3. Sc,

? c 1800 State^ Eraser of Fraserfield 194 (Jam.) At or
near the westmost pole—there is a tirlass, at which a single

person may enter.

d. Her. The figure of a trellis used as a charge.
In trellis^ with the pieces of which the charge is composed

crossing and nailed at the joints, not interlacing.

1823 Scott Quentin D, xxxiii. Sable, a muslon passant
Or, oppressed with a trellis gules, cloue of the second. i88a
CussANS Her. viL (ed. 3) 120 Portcullis r An iron gate formed
of bars armed at the base, and bolted in trellis, 1889 [see

Trellised 2 b].

2. A similar framework used as a support upon
which fruit-trees or climbing plants are trained.

1513 Douglas Aineis xii, Prol. 100 The wyne grapis 5ing
Endlang the treil^eis [ed. 1553 trailzeysl dyd on twystis
hing. 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v. Pomegranate^ He
must .. take Care to plash all the llraiiches.. against a Trellis

made on purpose. 1766 Compl. Farmer s. v,, Some persons
..erect trellises against their walls, extending from the inside

of one pier to the nearest inside of the next. 1818 Shelley
I^t. to Mrs. Shelley 20 Aug., 'ITie vines are. .trailed on low
trellisses of reeds. 1850 Beck's Florist Feb. 59, 1 always fix

the trellis on the pot at the time of potting.

yig, 1861 S. Wilberforce Let. in Li/e (1B81) II. xiii. 454
The earthly love becomes the trellice, up which the heavenly
love creeps. 1804 H. 'D^vmwo^o Ascent Man 193 Language
formed tne trellis on which Mind climbed upward.

3. attrib. and Comb.y as ircllis-border^ -door^

-franu^ -gate^ -gratitig, -hut^ -lace, 'pattern ;

trellis-covered, -shaded^ -woven adjs. ; trellis-

window, a window furnished with a trellis; see

also quot. 1913. See also Tbellis-work.
1897 Daily News 12 Apr. 7/7 A pair of beakers, with

baskets and sprays of flowers in "trellis borders. 1867 Lady
Herbert Cradle L, \. 14 The ladies. .were conducted by
black eunuchs through *trellis.covered walks. 1756 Mrs.
Calderwood in Coltness Collect, (Maill. CI.) 319 They's
chapells 1 . .and a fine dressed-up Virgin in every one of
them, and a •tirless door to let her be seen ! 1897 R. N.
Bain tr. ydkafs Pretty Michal xxxxx. 251 At the stroke of
two, she was already in the shop below, the trc'Iis-door of
which, leading to the street, was closed. i'j66Compi, Farmer
s,v. Trellis, For peach, nectarine, and apricot trees. .the
squares of the *trel!is frame should not exceed three or four
inches. 1697 in Mem, Alloa (1874) 66 To put on a *tirlace

gate, with lock and key thereto- 1825Jamikson (1882), Tirless-

yett, a turnstile. 1876 B. Champneys in WilHs & Clark
Cambridge (1886) III. 238 *Trellis gratings fitted with
adjustable valves. i8a5 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 289 This
saint lived in a *trellis hut. 1874 H. H. Cole Catal.
Ind. Art S. Kens, Mus. 173 Bracelet. "Trellis pattern of
plain and green glass beads. 14M Searcliers Verdicts in

Surtees Misc. (1888) 16 The ^trelys wyndowe at the somer

818

hall. /ZX651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 11 So
Bothwellhauche shott at him with a hacqucbutt, through a
tirleis window, 19x3 Edkn Afic. Glass 51 The branches of

the tree or vine seemed to run in and out of a trellis, a cir-

cumstance which has given name to such windows—trellis

windows. 1751 G. West Education xvii. Labyrinths involv'd

and "trellice-woven bow'rs.

Trellis (tre*lis), V, Forms : see prec. [Almost
always in pa. pple. trellised (tre'list), f. prec. + -ed.

Cf. F. treillisi (14th c. in Godef. Compl,).^

1. trans. To furnish with a trellis or with lattice-

work ; to enclose in a trellis or grating.

a 1400^50 A lexander 3343 pe thrid [step] of a Topas a-tyred

8: trelest & grauen. CX470 Henry VVallace xi. 197 A fell

Iyoun..With in a barrace,.,TerIyst in yrn. 1593 Rites 0/
Durham (Surtees 1903) 37 Aboue y^ said dor, it was like-

waies trellessed almoste to y* hight of y*' valt aboue. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 61 Windowes trelUzed very curiously.

1816 Galt Life B, West 9a Near a pile of ruins fringed and
trellissed with ivy. 1883 'Vernon Lee 'in Ma^. Art Nov.

3/1 Two villages, with.. paved lanes trellised with grapes.

fig. 1873 E. Brennan Witch of Nemi etc. 224 Some love

that trelliseth the heart.

2. intr. To make a trellis, rare.

CI520 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 202 Will'mo Caruer
trelyssyng et carvyng per j diem, td.

3. trans. To train (a plant) upon a trellis ; to

support on or as on a trelUs. P)X%ofig,
1818 Shelley Jml. 26 Mar., The vines . . are trellissed upon

. .stakes. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iv. § 34. 125 Theliving
flowers.. which.. the French and Italian peasantry often

trellis with exquisite taste about their casements. 1873 E.
Brennan Witch ofNemi 5 A virgin round the summers of

whose years Love trellissed joys to warp consuming fears.

Trellised (tre*list), ///. a. [f. Tbellts sb:^ or

V. + -ED.]

1. Furnished with a trellis or trellis-work ; formed
of trellis-work ; trained upon a trellis.

147a Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 94 Pro iiij Trillest-

wyndous empt. pro coquina. 1513 Douglas Mncis iii. lii.

10 The full monc.In throw the tirlist wyndo schane by
nycht. 1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Trellised^ crosse-barred,

latticed^ grated, with wood. 1814 Southev Roderick xvi.

a8 Their trelliced vines. 1844 Lever T. Burke xxvii. The
trellised walls covered with honeysuckles and wild roses.

1889 S, Langdon Appeal to Serpent \\. 42 Assisting the

tendrils of a beautiful passion-flower to grasp the next
highest bar of a trellised arch.

2. Shaped or arranged like a trellis ; having a

pattern or markings resembling a trellis.

1664 Power Exp, Philos, i. 5 The Common Fly. .The like

foraminulous perforations or trelliced eyes are in all Flyes.

i8a3 J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol, 40 Ramifications.. dis-

posed in a trellised form. i8a8 Tvtler Hist. Scot. (1864)

I. 320 [The armour of David earl of Huntingdon] is of the

species called by the contemporary Norman writers the
* trellissed ',and consists of a cloth coat, or vest,, .intersected

by broad straps of leather, laid on so as to cross each other,

but to leave intervening squares of the cloth, in the middle
of which is around knob or stud of steel. i835H5 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. I, 712/1 These stHx, ridges and furrows, may
cross one another, and the shell is then trellised. a 1873
Lytton Ken, Chillingly 11. ix, Its.,trellised [wall.]paper,

b. I/er. — Latticed 2 c.

1889 Elvin Diet. Her., Treille or Ttillise^ a Lattice, or
Trellis, a pattern resembling fretty, but always nailed at

each intersection ; also termed Trellised cloud. 1894 in

Parker's Gloss. Her, 586.

Trellising (tre'lisiq), vbL sb, [f. Trellis v.

+ -ing1,]

1, The action of Trellis v. ; the making of, or

furnishing with, a trellis.

^474-S Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 95 Operantibus circa

le trilessyng et facturam..fenestrarum.

2. concr. Trellis-work, a trellis.

i860 All Year Round No. 41. ^^i A gallery, latticed like

a dairy window, behind which birdcage trellising women
were admitted. 19x3 Mrs. Wharton Custom of Country
I. ix, Under the leafless trellising of a wistaria arbour.

Tre'llis-work. [f. Trellis sb'^ + Work sbl\

Wood or metal work consisting of light cross-bars
;

= Trellis sb,'^ i. Also, anything resembling this

in structure or pattern. Also attrib.

171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening "^^ Cabinets of
Trellis-work altogether plain. 1739 Gray Let. to West
21 Nov., Trellis-works covered with vines. 1814 Wordsw,
White Doe iv. 49 Shades Of tre!lis-work in long arcades.

1822-^ Good's Study Med, (ed. 4) IV. 99 The corpus
spongiosum as well as the corpora cavernosa [pf the

penis] are divided into cells or trellis-work by an infinite

number of fine membranous plates. x878_ Stubus Const.

Hist, III. xviii. 214 The two kings met, with a grating of
trellis-work between them, on the bridge of Pecquigny.
1898 Wcstitt. Gaz. 10 Mar. 3/2 A very charming blouse., is

that with a trellis-work. 1898 Daily Ne^vs 5 Sept. 5/1 The
tomb.. was whitewashed all over and surrounded by a
trelliswork fence. 1908 [Miss Fowler] Bct^v. Trent J^
Ancholme 10 A Clematis Montana, surrounding the trellis-

work frame.

Trematode (trcmatiJud), a. and sb. Zool. [ad,

mod.L. Trematdda neut, pi., a. Gr. TprjfiaTwdrjs

having holes, perforated, f. rpyjtxa hole, orifice.]

A. adj. Belonging to the class or order Trema-
toda or Trematoidea of parasitic worms, found

in the bodies of various animals, having a flattish or

cylindrical form, with skin often perforated by pores,

and usually furnished with adhesive suckers; the

flukes (Fluke sbX 2) are typical examples.
InCuvier's classification the Trematoda constituted the

second family of i>arenchymatous entozoa, containing besides

the flukes some anim^ not now reckoned as trematodes.

TREMBLE.
1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II, 121/1 The Trematode Order

. . includes only two species infesting the human body. 1864
Readers Dec. 712/1 He had discovered upon the angel-fish

{Sguatina angelus) a trematode worm of very singular

organization, which will constitute a new genus. i8<^ J.
Hogg Microsc. w. iii. 567 One of the most remarkable of the

Trematode helminths is Hilharzia haematobia of Cobbold.
1876 Beneden's Anim. Parasites Introd., Cestode and tre-

matode worms.

B. sb. A trematode worm.
1876 tr. Wagfter's Gen. Pathol. 120 Trematodes are para-

sitic solitary flat-worms with inarticulate leaf-shaped bodies,

1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 663 Sections of a minute
adult trematode, 1905 Q. Rev. Apr. 488 The pearls in our
fresh water mussel were formed by the larvae of a fluke
(a trematode).

So Tre'matoid a. and sb.

i88a OciLviE (Annandale), Trematode, Trematoid, a.

1891 Cent. Diet., Trematoid, a. and «.

t Tre'iublable, a. Obs, rare. [f. Tremble v.

+ -ABLE ; cf. OF. tremblable (Godef.).] Fitted to

cause trembling or fear ; a. Demanding reverential

fear ; b. Causing dread or horror ; dreadful.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 318 That the Canon of the
Masse.. be spoken softlye, to the intente those tremblable
misteries maye retaine theyr auncient dignities. 1609 G.
Benson Serm., etc. 72 Which is tremblable and monstrous,
there be some, who, when God smites them, they fly vnto a
witch or an Inchauntresse, and call for succour. 1651 R.
WiTTiE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err.n. vi. 93 In this Country
the Consumption is an evill so ordinary and tremblable.

Tremble (tre*mb*l), sb* Forms: see the verb.

[f. Tkemble V.I

1. An act or the action of trembling ; a fit or

state of trembling ; a tremor ; a vibration.

1609 Bible (Douay) 2 Esdras xv. 37 They shal shake, .and
tremble shal take them. 1677 Phil. Trans. XII. 836
(According to him) Sound may oe caused by the tremble of
solid bodies without the presence of gross Air, 1719, i76o-7a
[.see bj. 177s Ash, Tremble (s. colloquial, from the verb), a
tremor. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxvii, A terrible tremble
crept over her whole frame, 1884 T. Woolner Silenus 1.

II. 21 Sitting beside the reeds He saw a tremble shivering

thro' their leaves. 1894 * Ian Maclaren * Bonnie Brier
Bush^ Cunning Sp. Drumtochty (1895) 185 He micbt gie a
bit trimmil

b. In coUoq. phrases {all) in, all of a tremble,

on or upon the tremble, trembling, esp. with
agitation or excitement.

1719 Miss Howe in Lett. Ctess Suffolk (1824) I. 39 Mama
has invited me to stay here, . . which put me in such a tremble
that I am hardly recovered. i76o-7« H. Brooke Fool 0/
gual. (1809) II. 151, I am already all of a tremble. 1800

AMB Let. to Manning, 1 am still on the tremble, for I do
not know where we could go. 1818 Coleridge in Lit. Renu
(1836) I. 206 Why should I be in such a tremble all the
while he talked? 1830 Chron. in Ann, Reg, 35/2 He
seemed all of a totter and tremble.

o. Tremulousness or unsteadiness (of the voice)

caused by emotion.
iy79 Mirror No. 54 P 13 There is a melting tremble in her

voice, which.. is inimitably beautiful and aiTecting. 1848
Dickens Dombey xxxiii, A deep impassioned earnestness.,

that made the very tremble in her voice a part of her firmness.

2. //. The trembles : Any disease or condition

characterized by an involuntary shaking, as ague
or palsy (esp. in sheep) ; the tremor due to mer-
curialism, delirium tremens, etc. ; the * shakes * ; in

N. Amer., milk-sickness (Milk sb, 10).

zSia J. Walker Ess. Nat. Hist. 525 Ovis in pascuis

montosis morbo obnoxia est, hactenus insanabili, . . the
Trembles. 1848 A. S. Taylor Poisons xxxiii. 561 The disease

produced by the use of the flesh or milk of animals fed in

these districts, is known under the name of milk-sickness, or

trembles, i860 Maynk Expos. Lex., Trembles^ a popular

term for the disorder mercurial tremor.
^ 1864 Hawthorns

S. Felton (1883) 321 A hardness of hearing, and a dimness
of sight, and the trembles, 1865 Dickens ^/w/. Fr. iv, viii.

What are popularly called 'the trembles' being in full force

upon him. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. V, g/i The
flesh of an animal suflering from trembles .. would also

produce the disease [milk-sidenessJ.

3. The American aspen, Populus tremuloides.

1749 in Rep. Comm. Ho. Cotnm. II. 246/2 (Hudson's Bay
Co.) The lieavers chiefest Food is, the Poplar or Tremble.

1770 J. R. FoRSTER tr. Kalm's Trav. N, Amer. (1772) II.

356 They likewise make use of those which grow on the

asp-tree or tremble.

f Tremble, rt. Obs. rare~^, [ad. L. tremulus,

after next.] Trembling.
1568 Turner Herbal iii. 81 To be geuen. .vnto them that

baue the palsey, or any num or tremble member.

Tremble (tre*mb'l), v. Forms: a. 4-5 tremle,

-el, -yl, (4 trenle, *SV. tromal), 5 -ylle, -ul,

trymmel, 5-6 Sc. tri-, trymle, 6 Sc. trimm-,
trymm-, -le, -yll, etc., trumle, 9 Sc, trimmil

;

^. 4-6 trem-, (trim-, trym), -bel, -byl, etc., (6

trumbill), 4- tremble, [a. F, trembler {nth c,

in Godef. Compl.) :—pop. and med.L. tremtiidre

(Du Cange), by which the early trcmel^ -le, -yl

form may have been influenced, f. L, trcmul-us

tremulous, f. trem^re to tremble, quake, shake. Cf
Prov. tremblar, Sp. tcmblar. It. tremolare.']

1. intr. Of persons (less commonly of animals),

or of the body or a limb : To shake involuntarily

as with fear or other emotion, cold, or weakness;

to quake, quiver, shiver.

1303 R. Brunne Haiuil. Syntie 9390 Hys herle began to

tremle and coide. 13 . Si. Cristofer 629 in Uorsun,
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AHengl, Leg. (1881) 461 For ferde he tremlide ylka bone.

<-i»75 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi, (Magdalena) 877 He tremaland,

as he mocht. Ibid, xxxiii. {iieorge) 257 Fast tremeland.

14x1-30 LvDG. Chrou. Troy 11 1. 5425, 1 . . t>at . . Fele inyn bond
bo)>e tremble and quake. 1413 Filgr. S<nvle (Caxton 1483)

I. XV. II, I tremble as doth a lecfvpon a tree, c 1475 Kauf
Coil^ear 458 'I'rewlie that tenefull [a tiger] was trimlaiid

than. 15x4 Uarclav Cyt. 9f Uplotidyshm. (Percy Soa) 6 We
tremble naked, and dye almost for colde. X598 Sylvester
Du Barias il i. m. Furies 204 At every word ihey trimbldd

then for aw. a 1668 Davenant Shge 11. i, I tremble like a
tender Lamb, In a cold Winter night, i68x Flavel Aletk,

Grace ix. 102 The bird that has been delivered out of the

tallons of the hawk, trembles afterward at the noise of his

bells. X797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian 1, He trembled with
anxiety. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 51, I felt Leslie's

hand tremble on my arm. a 1850 Rossetti Dante <5- Circ.

I, (1874) 04 Gives me full oft a fear that trembleth ; So that

I call on Death. Ibid. 167 Ah I Ballad, unto thy dear offices

I do commend my soul, thus trembling.

b. Jig. and rhet. To be affected with dread or

apprehension, or with any feeling that is accom-
panied by trembling. Const, ai^/or, to do something.
c x^oo Apoi. Loli. $$ W[h]ois t)e formarand original cause..

of ^ts |>us gret iuel, I drede ungly to sey, tremel and quake.
1552 LvNDESW Monarche 6018, I Irimyll tyll heir tell The
terribyll Turmentyng of hell. 1569 W1V5ET Last Blast
Wks. (S. T.S.) I. 40 We exhorte 5ow..to feir and trimble at
the feirfuU exempiis of deid. 17x7 Lady M, W. Montagu
Let. to Ctess Bristol \ Apr., The Grand Signior, with all

his absolute power, trembles at a janissary's frown. X766
Gray Kingsgnte 6 Earl Goodwin trembled for his neighbour-
ing sand. 1778 CowpKR/Zywrt, ' IVhat various hindrances
we meet* iii, Satan trembles when he sees The weakest
saint upon his knees. 1815 Shelley Daemon 382 While
human tongues Tremble to speak. 19x1 Maret Anthropol.
iL 43 llien man presumably killed game.. on top of the
WeJden dome, how many years ago one trembles to think.

2. Of things: To be agitated or afiected with
vibratory motion ; to shake, quake, quiver.

c X374 Chaucer Boeth. i. met. \. 1 (Camb. MS.) The slake
skyn iremblythofmynemptydbody. cxj;j^Cursor M. 24413
(Fairf.)peerJ»be-gan to tremble& quake. i/^Qaxto^ Fal^/es
oj" /Esop IV. xiv, Whan the toune is taken. .the Country
aboute. .ou^t to tremble and shake. X555 Eoen Decades 322
The poynt ofthe needle styll respectedtne northe. .sauynge
that it sumwhat trembeled and declyned a lyttle. 1607
Drvden yEntid X. 418 They run their ships aground : the
vessels knock,, .and tremble with the shock. 1827 Carlyle
Misc.t Richter (1869) 20 Then began the Aeolian Harp of
the Creation to tremble and to sound. 1908 [Miss Fowler]
Betvj. Trent ff Ancholme 39 A little Harebell trembling in

the breeze.

b. Said of the tremulous or vibratory motion or

effect of light, sound, speech, etc.

<: lAoo [see Trembling voL sb.\ 04^ Partonope 5790
Wyth voys tremelyng. 4zi6a8, x6i4 [see rREHBLiNc///. a. J.

1708 Pope Ode St. Cecilia 17 In oroken air, trembling, the
wild music floats. Ibid, 114 Vet ev'n in death.. Eurj'dice
still trembled on his tongue, X737 — Imit. Hor, n. vl 189
Tell how the Moon-beam trembnng falls. xSax Shellev
Epipsych. 548 Where the pebble-raven shore. .Trembles and
sparkles as with ecstasy. x84a Tennyson Viswn ofSin xj
Low voluptuous music winding trembled.

C./g.
1819 Shelley Fragrn., Questions 8 A dream, Part of

which comes true, and part Beats and trembles in the heart.
a 1863 Buckle Civi/iz. ii86g) III. iii. lai The liberties of
Scotland,. were trembling in the balance.

+ 3. trans. To regard with trembling or dread;
to tremble at. (Cf. L. trgm/re,) Obs. rare.

i^b Wyclif Isa. Ixvi. 2 To whom.. shall I beholde, but to
my poreleC [Vulg. PauPerculitm] and contrit in spirit, and
tremblende [trementem] my wrdis? 1450-1530 Myrr. our
Ladye 185 Thy mother, whome the companyes of helles

tremel and drede. 1565 T. Stapleton P'ortr. Faith 104
'lliat whiche. .the deuil, aboue al thinges, trembleth,

4. To cause to tremble or shake.
159X Spenser ^i*'g- Gnat 616 Either Scipion..To whom

the ruin*d walls of Carthage vow'd. Trembling their forces,

sound their praises lowd. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,
Hen. K, xxv, The Palsey of the common Earth, Trembles
my Quill. 1651 W. Durham Maran-atha (1652) 11 It was
much that a prisoner should so soon tremble his Judge. 1746
Tansur Nexv Mus. Gram. 23 A Shake, or Trilloe,,.is to
shake, tremble, or warble your Voice, or Instrument. 1818
Keats Endynt. 1. 468 Thou art a.s a dove Trembling its closed
eyes. 1850 Mrs. Browning Woman's SltartconUngs ii,She
trembles her fan.

5. intr. To pass tremulously. Chiefly /^v/.
1730-46 Thomson Autumn 151 Soon as the morning

trembles o'er the sky And unperceived unfolds the
spreading day. 17^ 0}LeRiix:B Eolian Harp 46 Organic
Harps..That tremble into thought, ^xSitT. Dwight ^rav.
Neiv Eng. etc. {182 ii 11. 413 With a snail-like progress.. we
trembled through this part of our way. x84a Tennyson
Talking Oak 161 A teardrop trembled from its source. X864
Lowell Fireside Trav, 295 On the di.il of lime the shadow
ha.snot yet trembled over the line that marks the beginning
of the first century.

6. trans. Tremble otii ; To utter tremulously or
falteringly.

x868 Adah I.Menken Infelicia 35 And trembling out
prayers and waiting to die.

Hence Tre*mbled///. «., made to tremble.
x8(9 Keats Ode to Psyche 11 The whispering roof Of

leaves and trembled blossoms.

Tremblement (tre*mb'lmcnt). [a. F, tremhle-

vient (i5tli 0. in Godef,), f. trembler to Trkmule ;

see -MKNT.]

1. The action or condition of trembling (//'/. and

fiS-)\ vibration, agitation; also, an instance of
this, a tremor.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles \\. iv. 147 It is., vapors within the

bowels of the earth, raised up by subterraneous fires that
cause Earthquakesand Tremblements. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Lost Bower iv, The wood.. Thrills in leafy tremblement.
X867 Jean Ingelow Christ's Resurrect, xvii. The waiting
world doth quake with mortal tremblement.

2. A cause of trembling; a terror, rare.
X677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 131 Some read it thus,

' Ephraim was a tremblement to him that heard him
',

i. e. so long as he kept close to God he was formidable to al

his enemies. X89S Daily Ne^vs 27 May 8/3 Italian villains,

pirate marquises, ' and almost every possible tremblement '—

fierce wars and faithful loves—do moralise his song.

Trembler (trembbi), [f. Tremble v, + -er 1

:

cf. F. trembleur.'\ One who or that which trembles.

1, One who trembles, esp. with fear; a timorous
or terrified person.

i5S» HuLOET, Trembler, tremulus^u a x66o Hammond
Serf/i. Matt. xi. 30 Wks. 1684 IV. 479 Those base submis-
sions, that the covetous Mammonist or cowardly trembler
drudges under. 1770 Goldsm. Des, I'ill. 199 Well had the
boding tremblers learned to trace The day's disasters in his

morning face. X878 Seeley Stein II. 531 A frightened
trembler and maker of obeisances.

+ 2. A name given to those whose devotional

exercises were accompanied by trembling, quaking,

or shaking ; spec, a Quaker. Obs, or Hist.
[1678 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers xi. § 8 (1736) 559 Some-

times the Power of God will break forth \. .every individual
will be strongly exercised, as in a Day of Battle ; and there-
by Trembling and a Motion of Body will be uf)on most, if

not upon all:.. And from this, the name of Quakers, i. e.

Tremblers, was first Reproachfully cast upon us.] 1689 R.
Ware Foxes <S-

Firebratids iii. 198 These Sectaries, .be as
follows: 1 Independents. .17 Quakers, or Tremblers. X706
E, Ward Hud. Rediv. xv. 21 Of these quaint primitive
Dissemblers, In old queen Bess's Days call'd Tremblers.
A174X Chalkley Wks.{,\^(:^) loi, I was one called a Quaker,
or Trembler. xSao tr. Trav, Cosmo III (1821) 447 The sect

of the Tremblers or Quakers was begun by James Naylor.

3. transf. Applied to a. a fish which gives an
electric shock, as the electric eel of Africa ; b, a
bird or other animal which keeps up a shaking
motion of the tail or body.
x83« Lyell Princ. Geol. II. 106 The trembler, or Silurus

electricus (belongs] to the rivers of Africa. 1867 Sclater
& Salvim Exotic Orttithol, PI. x, Cinclocerthiaruficanda^
(Red-tailed Trembler). X91X Webster, Trembler^ any of
certain West Indian birds of the genera Cinclocerthia and
RhantphocincluSf of the family Mimid^e.

4. Electr, A vibrating spring blade which alter-

nately makes and breaks the circuit in an induction

coil.

X877 TeZe^. fml. 15 Nov. a8o/i M. Trouv^, Paris, has
made some improvements in the contact-breaker or trembler
of induction coils. Ibid.^ Vibrating stem of the trembler.

1903 Motor. Ann. 80 Troubles .. caused through the petrol,

float-jet, or tremblers not having been understood hy the
motorist. 1907 Daily News 10 Apr. 6 Next the trembler in

the coil stuck, and the engine stopped.

6. cUtrib. (in sense 4), as trembler-bladey -coil\

trembler-bell, an electric bell rung by a hammer
attached to a trembler ; also called trembling bell,

1884 in JmL Franklin Inst. (1886)CXXI. Supp. 69 Audible
signals are given.. on board the locomotive by a trembler
belL X905 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy {nf:w ed.) 254
There are many forms of these trembler bells, but the prin-

ciple in all is alike. 1904 in IVestm. Gaz. 28 May 5/3 The
•trembler blade which governs the spark, and is m its turn
controlled b>; the movement of the motor. X908 Ibid. 6 Feb.

4/2 The ignition Is effected by high-tension magneto and
accumulator with *trembler-coil and self-starting switch.

II
Trembleuse (trahbl^z), a, or sb. attrib, [F.,

fem. of trembleur tremhleT; cf. Littr6, * TreftthleusCy

tasse retenue dans sa soucoupe par une sorte de
galerie'J In tremblettse cup^ a cup having a
saucer with a * well *, into which it fits so as to be
kept from falling off.

X883 Daily News 26 June 3/1 Sale of. . china . . a gros bleu
trembleuse cup and saucer, exotic birds, 05/. 1893 A uction
Catal. Porcelain Cassiobury Park 5 Oltl Sevres Porcelain.

20. A Trembleuse Cup, Cover and Saucer. x8o4 Times
16 June 7/6 A trembleuse cup and saucer, with fandscape
and trophies in medallions on white and gold ground.

Trembling (trcmblir)), vbl. sb, [f. Tkemble
V. + -ING 1.] The action of the verb Tremblb in

various senses; in quot. 1902, spec, ague in sheep
(see.TRKMBLE sb. 2).

X303 R. Brunnk Handl, Synne 4912 5yf he leme gylerye
FaTs wurde and feynt trenlyng \v.r. tremlynge], x^a
WvcLiP Eph. vi. 5 Seruauntis, obeysche 5e to fleishly lordis

with drede and tremblyng, in symplenesseof 5oure herte, as

to Crist, c 1400 Song Roland 54 Trymlinge of tal>ers And
tymbring soft. £'1440 Promp. Parv. 501/2 Tremelynge, or

qwakynge, tremor. X5a6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 153O
112 b, Transformynge our gesture or countenaunce, as in

tremblynge. X647 H. }<\ovi¥. SongofSonl \i, App. iv, All my
spirits move witn pleasant trembeling. 1693 Luttbell
Brit/Rel. (1857) III. 25 A sliip from Jamaica brings that

the earth there had some tremblings a^ain. x8ao-xo Cole-
RirxiK y^?7V«(/(i865) 2 At the sound of the word trembling
came upon me. X903 N. Munro in Blackvj. Mag. Nov.
602/2 Sneep had been lost by the trembling.

D. altrib.yiss> trembling fit \ f trembling-stop,

a tremolo organ-stop.

1659 Leak Watenvks. 34 The Systemes and Measures of

the Organ Pipes,, .also of the manner of the Registers, ..

the Trembling stop, &c. 1856 Kane Arci, Explor. I. xvi,

191 Men., were seized with trcmbting-fits and short breath.

Tre*mbling, //>/. a. [f. as prec.+-iNG2.]

That trembles, in various senses of the verb.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4914 (Ashm. MS.) pe testre trased

full of trones with trimballand wingis. x5a6 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 257 With tremblynge herte and holy fere,

thynkyng hym selfe vnworthy to touche that moost holy
body, f x6x4 Sir W. Mure Dido tV Aineas i. 269 A con-
trare blast Doth force his saile against the trembling mast,
fz 1628 Sir J. Beaumont Bosxuorth F, 66 Which like a
twinkling Star, with trembling Light Sends radiant Lustre
through the darksome Air. X634 SirT. Herbert Trav. 207
The

^
lookers on incessantly warble out soft trembling

Musique. X797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xi, It was delivered
in . . low and trembling accents. 1877 Froude Short Stud,
(1883) IV. 1. X. 122 [He] let in the trembling wretches who
had been shut out.

b. transf. Characterized or accompanied by
trembling.
c X430 LvDC. Min. Poems, Pater Nosier, Atwyxe dred

and tremblyng reuerence Astoned I am. 16x3 Shaks.
Hen. VII!, i, 11, 95 Sixt part of each ? A trembling con-
tribution. 1794 Blake Son^s Expcr., Little Boy Lost lo
In trembling zeal he seized his hair. x8x8 Scott Br, Lamm.
XXXV, To the butler's trembling entreaties,.he at first re-

turned no answer.

c. In specific applications : trembling aixies
or exies (cf. Access 10), the ague {Sc); trem-
bling beef, some dish of boiled h^tf {^obs.)\ cf.

trembling-piece ; trembling bog, bog-land formed
over water or soft mud, which shakes at every

tread, a quaking bog; so trembling prairie, in

Louisiana, U.S.A. ; trembling-chair : see quot.

;

trembling eel, the gymnotus ; trembling-grass,
quaking-grass {Briza media) ; trembling-ill, the

ague in sheep {Sc.) ; trembling palsy, paralysis

characterized by trembling of the extremities or the

head {Syd, Soc, Lex., 1899); trembling-piece
[F. pi^ce tremblante\ a joint of beef so interlarded

with fat as to quiver; trembling-poplar, the

Aspen, Populus tremula^ also t!ie N. American
P. iremuloides.
i8o8-x8 Jamieson, Trembling Fevers^ the ague, Ang.

*Trembling Aixes \ed. xBas Exies]. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm.
xi, The cookmaid in the trembling exies. 1806 A. Hunter
Culina (ed. 3) ,238 *TrembIing Beef. Take a brisket of
beef, and boil it gently [etc.J. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg.
HI. 653 He lives on standing Lakes, and 'trembling Bogs.
X899 Syd. Soc. Lex., * Trembling chair, &. vibrating chair

used in the treatment of paralysis. X807 Joyce Sci. Dia-
logites xvi. (1846) yyi ^^Electricity) In Kirmin's 'Natural
riistory of Surinam is some account of the *trembling
eel. 1853 G. Johnston Bot, E. Bord. 216 Briza media,
*Trembling-grass : Quaking-grass, 1833 Wilson Fr. ^ Eng.
Diet. s. V. Tremblant, *Trembling-piece. x86i Miss Pratt
Flower. PI, V. 120 (Aspen, or * Trembling Poplar).. is a
middle>sized tree.

Tremblingly (trcmbligli"), adv, [f. prec. +
-LY 2.j In a trembling manner ; tremulously

;

with trembling ; so as to tremble.
1551 Huloet, Tremblyngly, trepidanier. 1581 A Hall

Iliad X. 183 He stoode so tremblingly. That one full wel
might heare his teeth togither so to shake. 1617 Collins
De/. Bp. Ely 1. i, 95 Tremblingly we referre them to the

heauenly censure. X77X Mme. D'Ardlav Early Diary

3 ^uly, That..agonizmg sensibility which is tremblingly
alive to each emotion of sorrow. 1863 W. Phillu'S Speeches
viii. 217 Tremblingly anxious to save Garrison's life.

Tre'mblingTiess. rare^^. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The state of trembling ; tremulousness.
Z737 Bailey vol. 11, Tremulousness^ tremblingness.

Trembly (tre-mbli), a. colloq. [f. Tremble z*.

or sb» + -Y 1.] Full of trembling ; tremulous.
X848 Lowell Fable/or Critics (1865) 223 A single ane-

mone trembly and rathe. 1848 Dickens Dombey 1, So
trembly and shaky from head to foot. 1879 ^' ^' Holmes
Archbishop <y Gil Bias 21 Is your voice a little trembly?

tTre'iaebund,(7. Se. Obs. {a6,L,tremebundus
trembling, f. trem^re to tremble.] Inclined to

tremble ; timorous, timid.

c X560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxvi. 56 Thay [women).

.

ar of nature tremebund,

t Tremefa'Ction. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. tremc-

faction-em^ n. of action f. tremefaccre to cause to

tremble.] Shaking, trembling. So f Tremefact-
ijn^ppl. a,, that shakes or trembles.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillcmeau's F'r. Chirurg. 28/2 The Chy-
rurgiane must, without anye tremefactione, vse the same
(lancet]. 1599 — tr. Gabclhouer's Bk. Pliysicke 197/2 The
braynes of a ffare..will pra;vent the tremefactione both of

handcs and feete. Ibid. 207/2 Croockede, and tremefactinge
loynctes.

Tremefy (trcmifoi), v. rare^^, [ad. L. treme-

factfre (see prec), with -FY, prop. repr. L. -ficdre\

cf. satisfy^ trans. To cause to tremble.
183a J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 424 A nod that

treincfies Olympus.
Tremel, obs. form of Tkkmble.

II
Tremella (trrmcla). Bot. [mod.L. (Dille-

nius i74i)> dim. from tremzilns, -ula shaking,

shivering.] A genus of amorphous hymenomy-
cetous fungi consisting of tremulous gelatinous sub-

stance, typical of the N.O. 'Jremellaceie or Tremel-
lineXy most species of wiiich grow on decayed
wood, but a few on the ground.
Tremella Auricula is known as Earth-jelly, T. nlbida as

Fairy liullet. T. mesenterica is conspicuous 111 dead hedges
in winter from its orange tint.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. Table i, Tremella, Cryptogamia,
Alga;. X778 LicriTFOOT Flora Scot. II. 901 Tremella pur*
pnrea. . . Lin\e red-knobb'd Tremella. X786 Thompson in

PAH, Trans, LXXYll. 124 Any thing resembling tremella.



TRBMELLACEOUS.
or that kind of green matter, or water moss, which forms
upon the bottom and sides of the vessel.

Hence Tremellaceons (tremel^'Jas) a. Bot.,

pertaining to the TremeUacex or Treniellinem

;

Tremelllform a. Bot., of the form of the thallus

ill TremeUa (Webster, 191 1); Treme'llin Chem.
[cf. K. /n'w^/////^ (l.ittre)], (see quot. 1868); Tre--

melline a. Bot., pertaining to the genus TremeUa
or N.O. Trenullinex {Fi/ni's Stand. Diet., 1895)

;

TremelUneous a. Bot. = tremellaccous ; Trc-
melloid a. Bot., resembling TremeUa in form

or substance ; Tremellose a. Bot., shaking, like

TremeUa, tremulous.
i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., 'Tremellin. 1868 Watts Diet.

Chem. V. 878 Tr\iintllii] tiiesenterica was found by Brandes

to contain, in the dry state,.. 5 pts. of a peculiar crystal-

ILsable resinous Ixxly, called tremellin. x86o Mavne Expos.
Lex., Tremelloides,. .applied to a lichen, the membranous,
delicate, and almost transparent expansions of which re-

semble those of the TremeUa : *tremelloid. 1874 Cooke
Fungi 72 Anomalous as it may at first sight appear to in-

clude these tremelloid forms Wllh the dust-like fungi. 1887

W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 333 Caltoria luteo-rubclta.

..Somewhat tremelloid. Ihiii, 22 Leotia tubriea. . .C^XG-

garious, somewhat Cffispitose, "tremellose. Ibid. 420 Tre.

vtellose, shaking like jelly, of a jelly-like consistence.

\ Treme-nd, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. tremend-us :

see next.] = Tremendous.
1581 Marbeck Bk. Notes 346 Earthquakes, Thunderings

and Lightenings, be tokens and tastes of Gods most tre-

me[n]d and dreadfuU power. 1650 Trapp Coiitnt. Dettt.x. 8

That sacred and tremend function of the ministery.

Tremendous (tri'me-ndas), a. Also 7-8

tremenduous. [f. L. iremend-us 'that is to be

trembled at, fearful, dreadful, frightful, terrible',

gerundive of tremlre to tremble, tremble at : see

-ons. The by-form in -uous was shaped after adjs.

from L. adjs. in -uus, as conspicuous^

1. Such as to excite trembling, or awe ; awful

;

' dreadful ; horrible ; astonishingly terrible' (J.).

1632 LiTHGOw Trav. x. 460 Hee, after many tremenduous
thrcatnings, commanded the Scriuan to drawvp a Warrant.

1657-83 EvELVN Hist. Retig. viii. (1850) II. 17 Not bias,

pheming the tremendous nameofGod. x66i Hi.ovi'iiT Glossogr.

(ed.2), y^wffWifiJrtj. ..greatly to befeared. 1689 T. Plunket
Clmr. Gd. Commander 44 But the tremenduos Tetragram.

maton Will not, not always be a looker on. 1742 Young
Nt. Th. IV. g Biack-bodin§ man Receives, not suffers death's

tremenduous blow. 1796 J. Moser Hermit 0/Caucasus I.

166 Rocks, torrents, and all the variety of tremenduous
scenery. 1803 Jane Porter Thadtteus \x. The air., was
rendered livid and tremendous by long spires of fire. 1871

Macduff Mem. Patmos xi. 147 The Day, the Great day..

of His wrath. . . Now, to what does this tremendous descrip-

tion refer?

b. absol. That which is tremendous, nonce-use.

1742 Young Nt. Th. v. 691 What heart of flesh Would
trifle with tremendous? dare extremes? Yawn o'er the fate

of infinite?

2. Hyperbolically, or as a mere intensive : Such

as to excite wonder on account of its magnitude or

violence ; astounding ; extraordinarily great ; im-

mense. (Cf. the similar use of awful, frightful,

terrible, etc.) eolloq.

1812 Southey Ess. (1832) 1. 1 11 During the last forty years,

a tremendous change has been going on. 1843 Ford Handbk,
Spain I. 16 They.. drive at a tremendous pace. 1866 G.
Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. vi, A tremendous splash

reached my ears from the pond. 1882 Flover Unexpl.

Baluchistan gi He. .evidently determined to smother his

feelings in a tremendous dinner.

b. Extraordinary in respect ofsome quality indi-

cated in context, slang.

1831 Ch. Patronage Reporter Jan. 26 Owing. .latterly to

the tremendous state of the weather. 1847 Helps Friends

inC. I. vii. 117 Over-managing people. .are tremendous to

live with. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt ii. This young Debarry
is a tremendous fellow at the classics.

Tremendously (tr/me-ndasli), adv. [f. prec.

¥ -LY ^.] In a tremendous manner or degree

;

dreadfully; hence eolloq. as a hyperbolical intensive

:

Exceedingly, extremely, excessively, very greatly.

1680 Baxter Cath. Commun. (1684) 36 And Peter oft, and

once tremendously.. rebuk't by Christ. 1731 Bailey, 7"r«-

menJously, dreadingly. 1776 Pennant Zool. (ed. 4) I. 177

White Owl : This species . . will often scream most tre-

mendously. 1817 SouTHEV Ess. (1832) II. 43 The game was
of the same kind, though the stake differed tremendously in

magnitude. 1863 W. C. Baldwin A/r. HtmlingiK. 394 If

he should have gone, I shall have some tremendously hard

work for nothing. i<>04 Yorks. Post 9 Sept. 4/3 How tre-

mendously costly a thing naval ' supremacy ' has become.

TremeudoasneSS (tr/me-ndasnes). [f. as

prec + -NESS.] The quality of being trcmendoiis.

1727 Bailey vol. n, 7'r^7ff^«(/(7Mj«fJf, .. tremendous Quality,

Worthiness to be feared or dre.aded. 1851 H. Melville
Whale xli. The pre-eminent tremendousness of the great

Sperm Whale. 1894 Chicago Advntue 3 May, It is good .

.

to recognize the tremendousness of death. 1906 tqth Cent.

June 974 j'Eschylus overpowers us with his tremendousness.

II
Tremie (tr^imj). Engin. [F. trhnie, OF.

tremuie, -uye (mill-)hopper {c 1300 in Godef.

Compl.) = It. tramoggia :—L. trimodia a three-

peck measure, f. tri- three + piodius peck.] A
movable tulje, widening at its upper end into

a hopper, for depositing concrete under water.

190S Engineering Rec. (N. Y.) 14 Jan. 53 Up to a height of

6 ft. below low water level, the concrete was deposited under

water by means of a tremie. i9«i Min. Proc Inst. Civ,

820

Engin. CLXXXV. 9 The deposition of concrete.,by means
of tremies operated from scows.

II
Tremia (trrmis). A'om, Antiq. [L,, f. trcs

tlirec, jifter semis half an as.] A Roman gold coin of

tlie later emperors, tlie third part of an as aureus.

X706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tremissis, or Golden Triens,

a Roman Gold Coin worth five Shillings Sterling. _1756

Nugent l\lontesquicits Spir. Laws (1758) II. xxii. ii. 72

The sou of two treinises [ F. deux tremisses] answered to an
ox of twelve months.

Tremie, obs. form of Tremble.
llTremoctO'pus. Zool. [mod.L.,f.Gr.Tp^/.iahole,

pore -I- Octopus.] A subgenus of Octopus having

two large aquiferous pores on the back of the head.

x8si Woodward Mollusca i. 65 Between the br.anchia; are

two rows of brown or violet spots, like the pigment cells of

the tremoctopus. X878 Hell Ccgenbaur^s Comp. Anat. 327
Sometimes over a few of the arms only (4 in Tremoctopus),
or over them all.

Tremogram (tre'miHgrrem). [f. Or. Tpl/ifiv

to tremble, quiver -^-GKAM.] a. A tracing record-

ing involuntary muscular motion, b. An irregu-

larity characterizing a person's handwriting: see

quot. 1 907. So Tre'mograpli [-ghaph] , an instru-

ment for recording involuntary muscular tremor.

1899 .S>^/. Soc. Lex., Tremogram, the tr.-icing of tremor

made by means of the Tremograph. 1904 G. S. Hall Ado-
lescence I. iii. 145 The tremograph, a thimble attached to a
pivoted lever moving freely in all directions, showed that

children could not hold the index-finger still for half a

minute. 1907 P. Frazer in ^rnl. Franklin Inst. Apr. 268

The curious marginal irregularities which accompany and
seem to a certain degree to characterize the handwriting of

each writer, which I have called * tremograms '.

II
Tremolando (tremala-ndo). Mus. Also

tremulando. [It., pr. pple. oltreinolare to shake,

quaver, warble (Florio).] a. adj. (or attrib.)

Tremulous, shaking, b. adv. In a tremulous or

quivering manner ; with a tremolo ; used to indicate

that a note or passage is to be thus rendered,

c. ellift. as sb. = Tremolo i, 2.

1852 SeideL Organ 24 Another absurd. .contrivance isthe

tremulando, a register which, .was to indicate the .sobbing,

sigliing, and trembling of men. x8j4 J. Schubert Mus.
Hand'blc. (ed. 4), Tremolant, a stop in german organs pro-

ducing a tremolando efi'ect. X876-98 Stainer & Barrett
Diet. Mus. Terms, Tremolando, . . (i) A chord or note played

or bowed with great rapidity so as to produce aquivering
effect. (2) Vibration of the voice in singing, arising from

nervousness or a bad production ; or used for the purpose

of producing a special effect. Ibid., Tremolant,..^ fan-

wheel by rotating in front of the wind chest causes a tremo-

lando. X887 A thenxum 26 Nov. 720/1 The violins accom-
pany tremolando in descending thirds,

Tremolant (tre-miJlant). [a. G. tremulant, ad.

It. tremolante, Tremulant.] = Tremolo 2.

i8S4 [see prec.]. 1876-98 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus.
Terms, Tremolant, or Tremulant, an organ and harmonium
stop which causes the air as it proceeds to the pipes or reeds

to pass through a valve having a moveable top. . .The up and
down movement ofthe top of tlie valve givesa vibratorymove-

ment to the air which similarly affects the sound produced.

Tremolite (tre-m^bit). Min. [Named 1796,

f. Tremola, in Switzerland, where found -f -ite 1.]

A white or grey (sometimes transparent) variety of

Amphibolb, composed of magnesia and lime, with

little or no iron, occurring in fibrous masses or

thin-bladed crystals. Also caWeA grammatite.
X799 KiRWAN Geol. Ess. 219 Not far from St. Gothard, it is

found mixed with tremolite, and stratified. 1807 T. Thom-
son Chem. (ed. 3) 1 1 . 476 Tremolite ..isacompoundofsilica

and lime, or perhaps rather carbonate of lime. 1834-5 J-

Phillips Geol. in Encycl Metrop. VI. 563/1 That \.sc.

marble] of Glen Tilt, characterized by its accompanying
tremolites, lies in a quartzose mica slate. 1849 Dana Geol.

xvii. (1850) 631 Acicular crystals of white hornblende or

tremolite.

Hence Tremoli'tio a., of the nature of, or con-

taining tremolite, as tremolitic marble.

1879 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 70 Granular Limestone .

.

Varieties.— a. Statuary M.arble ! . . Tremolitic ; contains

bladed crystallizations of. .tremolite.

II Tremolo {\.te-raS\6). Mus. In 8 tremola
;

also 9 tremulo. [It. tremolo adj. trembling,

shaking, quavering :—L. treviul-us Tremulous.]

1. A tremulous or vibrating effect produced on

certain musical instruments or in the human voice

in singing, esp. to express intensity of emotion

:

cf. Vibrato.
[1724 Short Explic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bis., Tremola, to

Tremble, a particular Grace in Musick.] i8ox Busby Diet.

Mus., Tremolo, Tremolante, or Tremcnte, a word inti-

mating that the notes are to be drawn out with a tremulous

motion. X865 Miss Bradl>on5':> yasperxvW, The trickling

arpeggios and treble tremulos of a modern nocturne were

alCsufficieiit. 1884 H. C. Deacon in Grove Diet. Mus. IV.

166/2 "The instrument.-il tremolo is more nearly allied to the

vocal vibrato. Indeed, what is c.illed 'vibrato ' on bowed
instruments is what would be * tremolo * in vocal music.

attrib. X896 Godc-y's Mag. Feb. 195/1 Some cheap melo-

dramatic stuflT with tremolo shudders in the orchestra.

b. traiisf. anAfig.
1877 LocKHART Mine is Thine xviii. Her back still turned

and a tremolo in her voice. 1897 Daily News 23 Nov. 6/2

He (a writer] executes so many tremolos and elaborate

modulations on his theme.

2. A mechanical contrivance in an organ by

which snch an effect is produced; a tremulant.

Also tremolo stop.

TREMULANT.
X867 Aug. J. E. Wii-son Vashti xi. The. .overwhelming

pathos of the tones affected Dr. Grey much as the tremolo

stop in some organ-overture in a dimly-lighted cathedral.

X869 M, J. Matthews in ling. Mcch. 31 Dec. 385/3 A sixth

is the ' tremolo', the least valuable of the lot.

Tremor {Ue-mfi, trrni()J). Also 4-9 -our, 5

•oure. [MK. tremour, a. OK. tremor, -our fear,

terror (13th c. in Godcf.), .ilso a trembling or

quivering (i 5th c.) :—L. tremor, -orcm, f. trem^re to

tremble. In 1 7th c. reintroduced in L. form tremor.]

f 1. Terror. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 255 Swich a tremor [w.r. trem&ur)

fele a-boute his herte That of i>e feer his body sholde quake,

1490 Caxton Eneydos xv. 60 To solace and dysporte thy

self euermore wyth the ihondrc and weddryni^es, fur to

gyue unto vs tremoure and feere. Ibid. xxil. 81 Horrible

dremes & cruel, comen to-fore her in hir mynde that tor-

mente her in tremoure merueyllous.

2. Involuntary agitation of the body or limbs,

resulting from physical infirmity or from fear or

other strong emotion ; trembling ; see quot. 1866.

[i6xx Shaks. Wint. T. I. ii. no, I haue Tremor Cordis

on me: my heart daunces.) x6is Ckooke Body of Man
401 The disease called Tremor, or the shaking palsie. 1762-

71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 154 His

lips are contracted by tremor. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 428

An approach to syncope, accompanied with more or less of

universal tremor, .ind spasmodic twitchings, are said to have

occurred. x866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 815 Tremor,

that is, alternate contraction and relaxation of muscles in

r.apid succession, is a symptom of certain lesions of the

nervous centres.

b. With a and //. An instance of this ; a fit of

trembling.
1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Tremour, a trembling. X73X

Arbuthnot /l//;;««/i v. (1735) 146 By its styptick and .stimu-

lating Quality it [tea] affects the Nerves . . occasioning

Tremors, 18x3 J. Thomson/.cc/. /«/?(!«/. 97 A tremor of the

hands is often lessened or removed, for a while, by a dram,

or some strong wine. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 305 To
a tremor of age their gray infirmity rocking.

C. fig. A nervous thrill caused tjy emotion or

excitement ; also, a state of tremulous agitation or

excitement.
J754 Richardson Crandison IV. vii. 51 He ceased speak,

ing. I W.TS in tremors. x8x4 Scott Ld. 0/Isles VI. ii. The
tremors that unbidden rise. X838 Dickens Nich. Nick.

xxviii. He went about all day in a tremor of delight. 1866

G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xii, [She] drew herself up
very haughtily, .to hide her tremor.

3. A tremulous or vibratory movement caused by

some external impulse; a vibration, shaking,

quivering. Earth-tremor, an earthquake.

X63S Hevwood Hierarch. IX. 570 One of these Tremors
lasted forty dayes. When six and twenty tow'rs and castles

fell. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Tremor, quaking, trembling,

shaking, great fear, also an earthquake. 1728 Pemberton
Netvton's Philos. 270 Motion consequent upon the tremors

of the air, excited by the vibrations of sonorous bodies. X830

LvELL Princ. Geol. I. 324 All countries are liable to slight

tremors, .when some great crisis of subterranean movement
agitates an adjoining volcanic region. 1853 KfiUKGrinnelt

Exp. xxix. (1856) 250 The peculiar tremor of a cotton-

factory. 1878 Huxley Physiagr. 187 Waves or tremors

may be propagated in all directions through the solid

ground.

4. A tremble or quaver in the voice ; a tremulous

sound or note.

1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian ii. The tremor of his voice .

.

heightened its eloquence. X838 LvnoN Calderon ii, There

seemed a touch of true feeling in the tremour of his rich

sweet voice. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxi.

There was a tremor in the old lady's voice more of disap-

pointment and hurt than of anger.

5. attrib., as tremor disk, the telescopic image

of a star, as apparently enlarged by the vibration

of the telescope and of the atmosphere ; tremor
storm, a prolonged series of earth-tremors.

1889 Milne in Nature 3t Oct. 658/1 At certain seasons

tremor storms are very marked. X90S H. F. Newall in

Aihenxnm 29 Apr. 534/1 On the general design of spectro-

graphs for eq^uatorlals of large aperture, considered from

the point of view of ' tremor discs .

Hence Tre-morfta a. dial., Tre-morous a. rare,

full of tremor ; tremulous.

X90X ' Zack ' Tales Dunstable Weir 39 ' I'll not go nigh the

maid ', Martin cried, sort of tremorful. 1907 F. Thompson
New Poems, Orient Ode 28 The tremorous nurse of joy.

Tremorless (tre-m^iles), a. [f. Tremoe-h

-less.] Without tremor or excitement ; un-

trembling, unshaken. Also^^.
1869 Contcmp. Ti IT'. XI. 43 A suicide, whose words, written

just before he committed the act, prove his lucid and tremor-

less sanity. 1882 Eraser's Mag. XXV. 415 An albatross

blown along by its outstretched tremorless wings. 1898 R.

Primrose in Brit. IVeekly 6 Oct. 4x1/1 Brave men. .with

tremorless souls the worst can face.

Hence Treinorlessly adv., without tremor;

without a ripple.

1890 Clark Russell Ocean Trag. III. xxxii. 187 The sea

. . tremorlessly circling the island.

t Tremp, »• Obs. rare. [a. F. tremp-er ; see

Tramp v.'i\ trans. To mix, temper.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. x. vii, She gaf byin a dranke,

tremped wt herbes & wyne.

Trempe, var. Tramp sb."^, temper. Obs.

Trem.nlant (tre*mi?51ant),a. and sb. Also erron.

-ent. [ad. tremulant-em, pr. pple. of late L. tremu-

Idre to Tremble ; in B. 2 repr. It. tremolante in

same sense.]



TREMUIiATE.

A. (uij. Tremulous ; trembling.

1837 Caklvle Fr. RexK I. v. ii, Hapless De Bre'z^ ; doomed
to survive long ages, in men's memory, in this faint way,

with tremulent white rod. i8&i Pall Mall G. 8 July ^/a

The Queen of the Opera can sing clean and firm, and with

a touch of tremulant emotion, only just when and where it is

wanted. 1899 AUbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 516 The muscular

contractions which execute willed movements are themselves

found . . to be often slightly tremulant.

B. sb. Mus, X. = Tremulo 2.

i86x Caial. Intemat. Exhib.^'^Brit. II. No. 3411, 9.

Tremulant to swell. 1876 Hiles Catcch. Organ iii. (1878)

20 A Tremulant is a contrivance that gives to the tone of

any department of an Organ to which It may be applied, a
waving, or undulating effect. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 26 Mar.
8/1 The largest organ in the world is being built..for the

St. Louis Exhibition of 1904.. .There are to be ninety-nine

mechanical appliances, thirty-six couplers, five tremulants,

and forty-eight adjustable pistons.

2. = Tremolo i.

1884 Pall Mall G. 30 Apr. 4/1 We strongly recommend
Mesdames Durand and Laterner to subdue the tremulant in

their voices.

Tremulate (tre*mi;?ltfit), v. rare. [f. late L.

trcmuldre to tremble (Quicherat Addenda) : see

-ATE3 5, 6.]

L inlr. To tremble, vibrate ; to palpitate, quiver.

1749 Abp. Rhys Tour S^ain <$• Port. (1760) 9a Tender
Limbs, that tremulate and wanton in the air. 1768 [W.
DonalosonI Li/e Sir B. Sapskult I. xiv, 137 His heart
fluttered 1 and the whole man was tremulating with affection I

1813 T. Busby Lucretius II. iv. Comm. 34 The auditory
nerve tremutates, and the brain is agitated.

2. trans. To cause to tremble or vibrate.

1764 Grainger Sugar Cane in. 305 The faint breeze oft

flags on listless wings. Nor tremulates the cocos airiest arch.

1813 T. Busby Lucretius I. iii. Comm. 8 No musician is

provided.. to tremulate the strings. Ibid, II. vu Comm. 8

(The windsl tremulate whatever substances they encounter.

Hence Tre-mulated, Tre*mulating///. aiijs.

1813 T. Busby Lucretius 1. 11. 467 Those colours which.

.

Impress the tremulating nerves of slight. Ibid, II. iv. Comm.
27 Certain pulsations communicated to the air, by the tremu<
l^ing organs of the voice. Hid, 28 Substituting for his

philosophy of vocal atoms, that of a tremulated medium.

Tremulatioil (tremiiUl^'Jbn). [n. of action f.

Trbuulatb : see -ation.] The rxtion or condition

of trembling; an instance of thi ., a trembling.
^

i6sx WiTTiE Primrose^s Pop. Err. III. xlit. 173 Hence do
palsies, tremulalions, and other evils arise. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. Iviii. 219, I have often taken notice of the tremu* 1

lation of the Trees and Bushes. 1718 Entertainer No. 9. 67 ,

Before most violent Eruptions of^ Mount Etna,.. they feel <

Convulsions and Tremulations in the Earth thereabout. s88o

H. A. A. NicHOLLsin Nature 19 Feb. 373/2 The resistance to

the volcanic force was too small to cause much tremulation.

Tremulous (tre*mi//l3s), a, [f. L. tremul-us

trembling, qnivering, shaking (f. trem-^re to

tremble, shake) + -ous.]

1. Of persons, their limbs, etc. : Characterized

or affected by trembling or quivering from nervous

agitation or weakness, of mental or physical origin

;

hence, fearful, timoroas.
x6ii Speko Hist. Gt, Brit. ix. viii. (ife^) 569 The Montes

(being] very tremulous to enter matter of new tntrications.

1667 Decay Ckr. Pieiy^ xi. 310 The tender tremulous
Christian, tis easie to discern now much he must be dis-

tracted and amaz'd by them. 1714 R. Fiddes Pract. Disc.

I. 310, I shall appear to be of an a)>ject and tremulous spirit.

1764 CowpEH Task II. 729 His voice unstrung Grew tremu>
lous. 1897 R. HiCHiCNS Londoners (1902) loi She gained
the purple drawing-room on rather tremulous feet.

b. Said of writing, a line, or the like, done by
a tremulons hand ; hence, finely wavy.

2. Of things: Characterized by trembling or

vibration ; vibratory ; easily caused to vibrate or

tremble.
|

1616 CiUPMAM Homer's Hyttins, To Mother of Gods 4
That doth with Cymball sounds, delight her life; and tre-

j

molous diuisions of the Fife. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. \. 21
j

In my long Telescope 1 can some days see a tremulons
Motion and Agitation of rowling fumes, and strong Atoms '

in the air. 1774 Golosm, Nat, Hist. (1776) VI. 265 A
tremulous motion which this animal [torpedo] is found to

possess. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art^ II. 497 Gela-
tine, or jelly,., has a soft tremulous consistence, i860

Fahrar Orr^. Z-awf. i. 6 The tremulous ripple on the surface

of the sea.

b. Ready to vibrate in response to some influ-

ence ; alsoy?jf. tremblingly sensitive or responsive,

1794 G. Adams Nat. ^ Exp, Philos, IV. xlix. 349 Columns
of marble or porphyry are tremulous to thunder explosions,

and to certain tones of an organ. 1867 II. Macmillan Bible

Teach, i. (1870) 3 He is tremulous., to all the influences of
the hour and scene,

1 3. Affecting the organs of taste with a trembling

or quivering sensation. Ohs, rare.

1675 Grew Disc, Tasts Plants i. | 15 Tasts are either

Still, as usually ; or may be called Tremulous, as the Heat
produced hy Pyrethrum. 1707 Curios, in Husb. ^ Gard.

39 Grew. .finds in Plants sixteen sorts of Tastes... 16. Tre-

mulous, as the Root of wild Pellitory.

4. Characterized by use of the tremolo in singing.

{iiome-use.^

1884 Pall Mall G. 26 July 4/1 He quivered and shook
himself all to pieces with the tremulous fever now so fashion-

able. 1887 Daily News 25 July 4/8 The tremulous vocalists

one after the other faite<l to win popular favour.

TremulOTlsly (trcmi/JlasU), adv, [f, prec. +
-ly2,] In a tremulous manner; tremblingly.

X730-6 Bailey (foHo), Tremulously^ with trembling,

VOL.X.

821

tremblingly. 1757 W. Wilkie Epigon. v. 127 Their lofty
spires. .O'er the pale ashes tremulously glow. 1811 Shelley
Let. in Dowden Life (1886) I. iv. 167 Once I was tremu-
lously alive to tones and scenes. 1886 Manch. Exam.
9 J^n* 5/1 The great Protestant and industrial interests stand
tremulously on the watch.

Trern'olouaness (tre*mi;nasnes). [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.j The state or quality of being tremulous,
1727 Bailey vol. II, Tremulousness, tremblingness. 1755

Johnson, Trill^ quaver; tremulousness of musick. 1817

J. Evans Excurs. IVindsor^ etc. 74 His whole manner
evidently^ marked by a nervous tremulousness, 1857 H.
Spencer in Eraser's Mag. Oct. 401/2 This tremulousness of
voice is very effectively used by some vocalists.

Tremyl, -ylle, obs. forms of Tremble.
Tren. Trenail : see Tree, Tbeen, Treenail.
Trench. (tren'J), sb. Also 4-7 trenche, (6

trenshe, Sc, treinch, trinch, -e, tryn8ch(e,
trinsch(e, 7 trintch). See also Tranche, [a.

OF. trencke (ia88 in Godef.), later OF. and
mod.F. tranche^ an act of cutting, a cut, a gash;
a ditch or trench ; a slice, etc., verbal sb. from OF.
trenchier^ F. trancker to cut, Trench v. See also

Tranche. Many of the Eng. senses, wanting or
obs. in mod.F., are supplied by tranchie,^

1 1. A path or track cut through a wood or forest

;

an alley ; a hollow walk. Obs,
c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.*s T. %Z\ And in a trench [v. r, trenche]

forth in the park gooth she. c \^ao Lvdg. Thebes i. in
Chaucer's Wks. (1561)358/2 As thei rengen the trenches by
and byThci heard a noise. 1575 Turberv. yeneriegB By
this word Trench is vnderstoode euery small way, not so
commonly vsed...So is there also a difference betweene a
Trench and a path. For trenches as I say, be wayes and
walkes in a woode or Forest.

2. A long and narrow hollow cut out of the ground,

a cutting ; a ditch, fosse ; a deep furrow, Alsoy^.
X489CAXTON FaytesofA. \. ix. 23 To lepen ouer trenchis

or dyches. 1553 Eden Treat. Netve Ind. (Arb.) 13 They
moued neare vnto the trenche or ditche of the castell. 1677
Yarranton Eng. Imprffv. 192 The River Dee must be
carried in a large Cut or Trench through the lands, .as far

as Flint Castle, and then dropt by a large Cut, into the Deep
Water below the Brewhouse. 1788 Miss Burney Cecilia
VII. vi, How deep a trench of real misery do you sink, in order
to raise this pile of fancied happiness ! 1842 Tennysom
Audley Court 41 Be shot for sixpence in a battle-field, And
shovell'd up into some bloody trench. 191X J. Ward Roman
Era in Brit. viir. 140 A single trench disclosed broken
pottery and charcoal.

3. Mil, An excavation of this kind, the earth

from which is thrown up in front as a parapet,

serving either to cover or to oppose the advance of
a besieging force. Chiefly in plural, a. More
particularly applied to the ditch or excavation.
c 1500 Three Kings Sons 42 That iher might be made grete

trenches, that ther might be grete nombre of people hid
theryn. 1513 Dolclas ^neis xi. xvii. 104 Thai..delvys
trynschis all the wallts abowt. a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen, K,
74 b, They without made mynes, cast trenches and shot
gunnes dayly at the walles. 1623 Massinger Bondnioft if.

I, There are trenches too. . In which to stand all night to the
knees in water In gallants breeds the tooth-ache. 1879
Casselts Techn. Educ, if. 103/2 When this excavation is

behind the mound it is called a trench.

b. //. Including both the excavation and the

mound or embankment: see quot. l8a8. To
mount, relieve the trenches; see quot. 1706. To
open trenches : see Open v. 4 b, quot. 1853.
1585 T. Washington ir. Nicholay's V'oy. r. xvii. 20 [They]

did in the meanespace diligently aduaunce their trenches and
approaches for planting of their ordinance. 1607 Shaks.
Cor, 1. vi. 12, I saw our party to their Trenches driuen.
a i<^4 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xiti. % 23 Cromwell knew them
too well to fear them.. when there were no Trenches.. to

keep him from them. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s. v.,

Trenches are Works, .either cut into the Ground, .or else

raised above it when rocky, with Bavins, Wooli-packs, Bags
or Baskets filled with EUirth, Ibid.y To Mount the Trenches,

is to go upon Duty in them. To Relid'e the Tretrches,is to

relieve those that have been upon Duty there. 1777 Watson
Philip II (iS-ig) 95 By the advice of Dragut he resolved to

extend his trenches and batteries, on the side next to the
town. i8a8 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. a) 397
Trenche;. A general term for all the approaches at a siege.

1848 LvTTON Harold vn. iii, On the other side ofthe trenches

were marching against them their own countrymen.

f O. Sometimes more particularly applied to the

rampart, mound, or embankment. Obs,

15^ Bellenden Cron, Scot. (1821) I. 160 To bring treisto

fill trie fowseis, . .otheris maid sindry instrumentis to breke

down thair trinschls. 1560 Daus tr. S/eidane's Comm. 259
To bring y» pionners to cast down their trenches. 1617
MoRVSON Itin. n. 169 It was resolued that the ditches..

should bee deepned, and the trenches highthned. 1678

tr. Gaya's Art of War \\. \\\ A Trench, a casting up of

Earth by w.iy of Parapet, with a Ditch or Foss on the side

of the Enemy. 1693 in Mac/arlatie^s Geog. Collect. (S.H.S.)

II. 21 8 Ane ruinous t our surrounded with ane trintch of stone

and earth. 1726 Leoni Alberti's Archit. II. loo/i Severus

threw up a trench a hundred and twenty two miles long.

d. fig. or transf,
1601 R. Johnson Kingd, ^ Connmo. (1603) 23 The sea,

which to the inhabitants is a deep trench against hof^tile

inuasions. 1677 Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 299 A soul that is

within the trenches of present peace. 17*3 Mandeville
Fab. Bees (172$) I. 66 Seducers, .don't make their Attaclvs

at Noon-day, but cut their Trenches at Night.

4. trans/. Something resembling a trench, a. A
cut, scar, furrow, or deep wrinkle in the face.

1588 Shaks. Tit, A,y, il 23 Witnesse these Trenches made

TRENCH.
by griefe and care. 1823 Scott Quentin D. vii, ' Thou name
ladies' love, with such a trench in thy visage !

' said Guthrie.
1830 Godwin Clondesley II. xii. 185 Without trench or
wrinkle, in his honest countenance.

b. Anat. and Zool. A cavity, pit, fossa.

161S Crooke Body ofMan 392 That cauity which is com-
monly called.. the Trench or Spoone of the heart. 1631
WiDDOWES Nat. Philos. 62 From the trench of the veynes
hang downeward white, narrow veynes. 1634 T. Johnson
tr. Parey*s Chirurg. in. i. (1678) 54 The trench of the heart
which . . the Latines [called] scrobiculus cordis. 1846 Dana
Zooph, (1848) 257 Bottom of trenchconvoluto-porous. Ibid,
Gloss., Trench[^os&z), a meandering cell in the Meandrine
Corals.

1 5. A slice. Cf. Tranche. Ohs. rare.

1558 Warde tr. Alexis* Seer. (1559) 70 Takc.sixe Lemons
cut in trenches.

1 6. A trencher. Obs. rare.

(Perh. only in pi, trenches for trenchers.)
160X in Collect. A rchieol. (1863) II. 105 Pottes and cruses

XXX.. Trenches viij dossen,

1 7. = Tkenchkfil, tranchefil (in both senses).

a. x6n CoTGB., Trenchefle,,, the trench, or trenching of
aCrossebow string; that part thereof whereinto the neb of
the arrow entreth.

b. 160J TorSELi. Fourf. Beasts (,t6$S)2Si The Indians were
wont to use no bridles, .but only.. puttingalonground trench
through his (the horse's] mouth, to the edge whereof they
fasten the rains, wherewithall they guide the beast. 16x4
Markham Cheap Husb. i. ii. (1668) 16 Now and then draw-
ing the trench to and fro in his Mouth. 1639 T. de Gray
Compl. Horsem. 345 Tye it to his snaffle, trench, or bit,

cx/ao W. Gibson Farrier's Dispens. ix. iii. (1734) 201.

1 8. A griping or colic in the horse ; also, a kind
of worm infesting the horse. [= F. tranchie ; cf.

Cotgr., * Trencht'e

.

., a fretting, wringing, or griping

in the bellie .
.

; the wormes, or bellie-ache.'] Obs.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. Ixxiv. 246 It cureth the trenches or
gryping payne in the small of the bellie or bowels. 15B7
Mascall Govt. Cattle^ Horses {i$g6) 133.

9. aitrib. and Comb., as trench-cutting, 'digger,

'digging, 'fightings -guard, -lines, -work ; trench-

encircledj -like adjs. ; trench-brace, an extensible

screw-brace or strut used to prevent the caving in

of the side walls or to support the sheet-piling of a
trench; trench-cart Afil.y a narrow hand-cnrt on
which ammunition can be carried through the

trenches; trenoh-cavalier Mil., a high parapet

constructed by the besiegers upon the glacis to

command and enfilade the covered way of the

fortress ; trench-drain, trench-elm : see quots.

;

trench-kitchen Mil.y a field-kitchen whore the

fire is made in a small trench; trenchxnan, a
labourer who opens trenches for pipe-laying

;

f trench-master, an officer in charge of the con-

struction of trenches ; trench-planting : see quot,

1905; fiveuch-nev^Q^nt, c{, trench-master. See

also Trench-plough,
1877 Knight -Diet. Mech.., *Trench-cart. 1834-47 J. S.

Macaulay Field Fortif (1851) 234 A retnrnisthen made to

the trench, and the whole of the end of each is converted
into a *trench cavalier, 1853 Stocquelkr Milit. Encycl,
254/a At the angle of the glacis, high breastworks, called

trench cavaliers, are formed, to allow a plunging fire, .to be
directed into the covered-way, 1876 ' Ouida ' Winter City
vi, Palestrina often saw its lord.. plan *trench-cutlings to

arrest the winter-swollen brooks. 1770 Langhorne Pluta-'-ch

(1851) II. 1045/3 Making excursions to harass the *trench-

diggers. 1846 y, Baxter's Libr. P^-aci. Agric.(td, ^) I. 153,
I have often had fine crops (of carrots] upon poor soils by
*trench-digging the land to the depth of twenty inches.

x8o5 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 923 *Trench Drain.

—

A deep ditch, or drain, which meets the trenches for the

purpose of taking the water away speedily after the irriga-

tion is performed. 1676 M. Cook F'orest-trees xi. 50 The
best sort [ofElm] is that which . . shoots with a shoot not much
less than a Sallow when it is lopped : it is called by some
the 'Trench-Elm, by others the Marsh-Elm. 1881 W. Cory
Lett. ^ jmls. (1B97) 468 A few bits of *trench-fighting.

1903 O. Causton in Cornh, Mag. Feb. 202 The long white
"trench-graves on the summit move one more, perhaps, than

any others in South Africa. 1849 J^s. Gkant Kirkaldy of
Gr, xxviii. He drove the *trench-guards down the Lawn-
market in disorder. 1900 Westm. Gaz, 19 Jan. 2/1 The
•trench kitchen is more generally used in South Africa.

1908 Blackxv. Mag. Apr. 502/1 A treble tierof *trench lines.

1577-87 HoLiNSHED Chron. III. 1133/2 Edward Chamber-
leine esquier capteine of the pioners, sir Richard Leigh
"trenchm.-ister. 1617 Moryson Itin. n. 148 Captain Josias

Bodley, Trench- Master. 1830 Planting 35 (Libr. Usef.

Knowl.) Slit-planting,, holing or pitting, .•trench-planting

. . furrow-planting. 1905 Terms Forestry (U.S. Dep. Agric,
Bulletin Ixi.), Tretuh planting,^ method of planting on dry
ground, in which the seeds or young trees are set in

trenches. Syii. : pit planting. 1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake
II. iii. 73 He would make me *Trench-Sergeant. . . In this

Duly I was to attend in the Trenches twice a Day, , . to have
under my Command a Detachment of thirty unarmed Men
..to gather the Pick.axes, Shovels, Wheel-Barrows, etc,

that should be left or scattered by the Workmen.^ 1884 Mil,
Engineering {ed. 3) I. ii. 29 Fig. i.. represents this arrange-
ment in a parallel executed by common *trench-work, and
Fig. 2 in one constructed by flying trench-work.

Trencll (tren'J), V. Forms : see the sb. [a.

OF. trenchier (nth c. in Godef. Compl.), F,

trancher to cut, hew, slice, etc. =» Prov. trencar,

trinquar, Catal. trencar^ Sp., Pg. trincar ; cf. It.

irinciare. These Romanic forms are held to re-

present a popular I.. *lrincdre, altered from L,

truncdre to cnt or lop off, f. truncus the trunk of

a tree: cf. Truncheon, Our sense i is directly
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TRENCH.

from OF. Senses 3-5 are either immediately from

Trench 5^. or largely influenced by it Senses

6-8 are not in French ; they prob. arose as figures

from the action of extending military trenches so

as to reach or touch the place besieged,]

I. To cut, make a cutting.

1. trans. To cut ; to divide by cutting, slice, cut

in pieces; to sever by cutting, cut off; to cut into,

make a cut in ; to cut one^s way. Also absoh

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 104 b/2 'Jhomas is as moche to saye

as. .double or trenchyd and heuen. 1485 — Chas. Gt. 11. x.

63 [He] gaf hyin a stroke vpon his helnie so sharply that he

trenched moo than vc maylles. ci5«o Barclay Mirr.

G<t Mannen (1570) Bj, Though the toth (of a serpent]

trencheth,thetaylebearethpoyson. iSJ3l3ouGLASy^Mm vi.

iv. 32 Enee hym self, .to the. Proserpyne, A 5eld kow all to

trynschit. c is»o Barclay jugurth (1557) 9 'A'o hringe vnto

him the heed of Hiempsal trenched from the body. 1725
Pope Ody&s. x. 615 Draw thy falchion, and on every side

Irench the black earth a cubit long and wide. 1856 Bryant
TvjoGravcs 43 Trench the strong hard mould with the spade.

1867 Froude Short Stud. (ed. 2) 167 They are trenching their

way thro' the weak place in the Pentateuch.

t b. To cut or carve in or into a surface. Obs.

1591 SiiAKS. Tiifo Cent. m. W, 7 This weake impresse of

Loue, is as a figure Trenched in ice. 1665 J. Webb Stone-

Heng (1725) 148 Inscriptions cut or trencht in one of the

Stones. — 150Those . . had Epigraphs trencht into the Craggs.

t c. To make (a cut, gash, or wound) in or into

something. Ob%. rare.

iS9a Shaks, Ven. ff Ad, 1052 The wide wound, that the

boare had trencht In his soft flanke. 1610 Fletcher Faith/.

Sheph. IV. ii, The wound by cruel knife Trencht into him.

2. To cut or make a cutting through a ridge or

raised surface. The object of the vb. may be {a) the

cutting made, (^) the ridge or surface cut through.

1601 R. Johnson Kingd. ^ Commw. (1603) 50 For the ease

of pilgrims . . iournieng between Cair and Mecha, she began
to trench a water course alongst the way. 1865 Geikie
Seen.

»S-
Geol. Scot. ix. 238 The ridge is deeply trenched with

gullies and narrow glens. Ibid. x. 285 If then the chain of

the Sidlaws once ran unbroken to the south-west . . how could

the Tay trench it? 1881 Geikie in Nature 3 Nov. i/i In

the general denudation of the country, deep valleys have
been trenched through it.

b. y5Jf. (with the surface cut or furrowed as obj\)

i6a4 Quarles yob xi. 50 Thy Hand hath trencht my
cheekes with water-furrowes. 1787 Burns To Haggis iii,

His knife see rustic Labour dight,.. Trenching your gushing
entrails bright, Like ony ditch. 1840 R. H. Hohne Gregory
V'll, IV. i. Oft have I marked a deep awe trench his face.

x868 Nettleship Browning iii. 95 A mouth ., trenched on
either side by early pronounced lines.

O. Naut. To trench the ballast : see quots.

1617 Capt. Smith Seaman*s Gram. vii. 33 To finde a leake,

they trench the Ballast, that is, to diuide it. 1867 Smyth
Sailors IVord-dk.f Trench the ballast, to divide the ballast

in a ship's hold to get at a leak, or to trim and stow it.

d. To trench beaver; to cut their dam, so as to

catch the beavers.

(Cf. 1830 Gardens Hf Menag. Zoot. Soc.\. 167 When the
sheet of water they inhabit is merely kept up by a dam, they
are . . taken up by letting off the water, and leaving their huts
completely dry.)

18U-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 80 A young Chipe-
wyan had separated from the rest of his band for the purpose
of trenching beaver.

II. From Trench sb, ; to do something to, with,

or by a trench.

3. To cut a trench or trenches in (the ground).
1530 Palsgr. 761/2, I trench the grounde, y> trencfu,.

They have trenched a large myle and more. 1541 Act 33
Hen. VIII c 35 The place.. so broken dygged or trencheci.

1870 N. F. Hele Aldeburgh iv. 25 We trenched the tumu*
lus in a radiate manner, from the centre towards the circum-
ference. 187a G. DowKER in Archaeol. CantianaVlH. 8

We subsequently trenched the surface of the platform.

b. Spec, in A^c. and Hort, To make a series of

trenches in digging or ploughing (a piece ofground),

so as to bring the lower soil to the surface. To trench

upi to lay (land) in trenches and ridges alternately

(cf. Ridge v. 2) ; To trench doivn^ to bury (soil

or weeds) in trenching. Also absol.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 83 Thy garden plot lateHe well

trenched and muckt. 1649 in Arch^eologia X. 432 A musk-
milion ground trenched, manured, and very well ordered.

1763 Mills Pract. Husb. IV. 68 This may.. be prevented
by. .trenching the ground up in ridges. 1793 Trans. Soc.

Arts (ed. 2) V. 11, I trenched up the whole to the depth of
eighteen inches. 17^ Nicol Scotch Forcing Gard, (ed. 2)

302 Trench three spits deep, by which the bottom and top
are reversed, and the middle remains in the middle. X799

J. Robertson Agric. Perth App. 491 Many farmers were
wont to trench down the low moss, and to cover it furrow
deep, with clay taken out of the trench. Mod, The garden
ought to be trenched.

c. intr. or absoL To dig a trench or trenches.

1786 in J. Lloyd Old S. IVales Iron Works (1906) 34 Free
power. .to bore, dig, delve, and trench in, upon, or under
the said.. Parcel of land. 1833 Ht. Martineau Tale of
Tyne 1, Walter was..busy trenching in his garden. x88t
Garden 30 Dec. 577/1 Trench deeply. .and as early in the
winter as possible. Ibid.fWhen trenching., use halfdecayed
manure,

+ d. intr. Of a torrent : To cut its way. Obs,
1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. u. i, As all the floods

(Down trenching from small groves and greater woods) I'he
vast insatiate Sea doth still devoure.

4- trans. To furnish with, set, or place in a

trench, f a. To divert (a river) by means of

a trench. Obs. rare~K
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1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. /K, 111. i, 113 A little Charge will

trench him [the Trent] here, And on this North side wiime
this (iape 01 Land, And then he runnes straight and euen.

b. To set or plant in a trench,

1678 R. L'Estrange Senfca's Mor., F.pist, ix. (1696) 515
This would not have been, .if you had Trenched them and
Water'd tliem. Mod. Celery is usually trenched.

C. To bury in a trench.

1870 Standard 14 Dec, They detail squads of their soldiers

to trench their fallen comrades,

d. To drain (land) by means of open trenches or

ditches ; to ditch.

18x1 T. Davis Agric. Jl^'ilts App. 261 Trenching or Gut'
tering Land, draining it with open drains. 1875 [implied in

Trencher^ 2].

5. Mil. To surround or fortify with a trench

;

to cast a trench about^ around {pi. post, army, town,

etc.) ; to entrench ; also, to confine by means
of a trench {rare., "iohs.).

a 1548 Hali. Chron.t Hen. V6$ b, The Frenchmen diched,
trenched and paled their lodgynges for feare of after clappes.

Ibid., Hen. vl 165 b, The place which they had trenched,

dytched, and fortefied with ordenaunce. Ibid,, Edw. IV
220b, The duke of Somerset,. trenched his campe rounde
about of suche an altitude, and so strongly. 1667 Milton
/*. L, I. 677 Bands Of Pioners with Spade and Pickaxe
arm'd Forerun the Royal Camp, to trench a Field, Or cast

a Rampart. i7is-ao Pope Iliad xx. 175 A mound Of earth

congested, walrd, and trench'd around. 1817 Keble Chr.
v., lotli Sund. Trin. v, Now foes shall trench thee round,
And lay thee even with earth. 1899 (see trenched below].

b. Jig. To entrench,
x6oi ?Marston Pasguil ^ Kath. 1. 113 Trench your selfe

within the peoples loue. 1624 Gee Foot out of Snare 46
Trenching themselues in the Mines of their Labyrinths at

home, or masking in their gold and siluer abroad. 1624
Massinger Renegado 11. iv, A hermit in a desert, trenched
with prayers. 1759 Mason Caractacus 52, I spy'd their

helms 'Mid brakes and boughs trench'd in the heath below.

1838 Chalmers IVks. XII. 81 One who . . was . . trenched
among what he thought the speculations of orthodoxy.

t C. intr. To cast trenches, in siege works ; in

quot. 1623, to make one's way by trenching {Jig.)<

To trench at : to lay siege to by means of trenches.
1582-^ Hist. yas. VI (1804) 231 The pyoneris hade

trinchett in thecastetl hill of Edinburgh, and erectit a braid
.sconce to hyde thame. 1623 B. Jonson Time Vind. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 636/1 The boy with buttons, and the basket-wench,
To vent their wares into my works do trench ! 174a Young
Nt. Th. VI. 21 Like pow'rful armies trenching at a town, By
slow, and silent, but resistless sap.

III. t6. ijttr. To trench to {unto) : To extend

in effect to; to extend so as to affect or touch,

(Cf. Touch v. 20.) Obs.
x6xa Bacon Ess., Judicature (Arb.) 458 The thing deduced

to ludgement, may bee vieum et tuuvi, when the reason and
consequence thereof may trench to point of estate, a 1625
Sir H. Finch Law {1636) 83 In law it is said the demise of
the King, and a gift unto the King, without saying more,
trencheth to his successors. 1628 Coke On Litt. 209 b, Be-
cause the money at the beginning trenched to the Feoffee in

manner as a dutie. 1633 T. Nash Quaternio 234 If a man
shall suborne two witnesses to depose a thing which trenchelh
to the life of a third person.

t b. intr. To extend or stretch (to a distance or

in some direction) ; to trend, Obs, rare.

1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton viii. (1840) 133 The land
trenched away to the west. 1775 Romans Florida App. 12

The shore is pretty bold too, except at the two ends, where
the bars of said two rivers trench off a great way. Ibid. 19
From Hob<5 inlet we find the coast trenching about S zo E
or nearly S S E for about 3^ leagues.

7. t a* To trench into {unto) : To ' cut ' into, to

enter into so as to affect or concern intimately. Obs.
1621 Elsiug DebatesHo. Z<3ra^(Caniden)59This trencheth

deeper unto us then we all conceave. A delinquent is

brought before us, and, before yt was determined, resumed
into the Kinges hands. 1622 Misselden Free Trade (ed. 2)

131 It. .is a matter that trencheth into the Supreme power
and dignity of the King, and is peculiar to Him alone. 1641
W. Hakewil Libertie ofSubject 91 A thing which trencheth
as deepely into the privat interest of the Subject as the
laying of Impositions.

b. To trench on or tipon : To encroachor infringe

(however slightly) on or upon a region which is the

domain of another, f To trench too near^ too nighy

~ to come dangerously near infringing upon {obs.).

1622 Mabbe tr. Alemans Guzman d'Alf. 11. 15 The King
. . being desirous to know, if any man of worth had presumed
so farre to trench vpon wnat he had done. 1627 E. F. Hist.
Edw. II (1680) 59 Nor may you trench too near your
Soveraigns actions. 1629 N. Carpenter ^c/»7f>^/ff/ii. (1640)

78 [It] seems to me to trench too farre on Gods Prerogative.

1647 N, Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xl. pB They would not
allow their secular affairs to trench too nigh that days devo-
tion. 164^ G. Daniel Trinarch.^ Rich. II ccc, But least my
running Tent may Trench vpon Another's feild, I fixe my
Pole downe here. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 553 This
scheme, .may seem to trench on the liberty of individuals.

1865 Merivale Rom, Emp. VIII. Ixiv. 116 He trenches a
little on the night,.. but no one finds the time long. 1866
Mrs. H. Wood St. Martin's Eve xiii, Though I squandered
my own property, I have not trenched on yours.

C. in vaguer use, To come in thought, speech,

or action close upon (something) ; to border closely

upon^ to verge upon ; to approach towards ; hence,

to have a bearing upon or reference to (some-

thing).

1635 Hevlin Sabbath i. (1636) i<p Some.. have trenched
too neere upon the Rabbins, in binding men to nice and
scrupulous observances, a 1639 W, Whatelev Prototypes

\\\. xxxix. (1640) 24 He did trench a little too neare upon an

TRENCHANTLY.
untruth. 1643 Baker Chron.^ Hen. VI 5 Knowing how far

they trenched upon the Dukes destruction, and her own.
1691 Case of Exiter Coll, Pref. A ij b, Insignificant sugges-
tions that trench nothing at all on the merits of the Cause.

1746 Fielding True Patriot No. 23 They hold them [other
persons and things] of no consequence,, .unless they trench
somewhat towards theirownorderor calling. 1S41 D'Israeli
Amen. Lit. (1B67) 355 Some unlucky jest, trenching on trea-

son, flew from the lips of the unguarded jester. 1876 C. M.
Davies Unorth. Loud. 20 The opinions of this school-
where they trench most closely on orthodoxy.

fd. trans. To trench or encroach upon. Obs.
1626 B. JONSoN Staple of N. v. vi, Who did? I? I tcench

the liberty o' the subiects V

Hence Tre'nched, Tre'nching ppl. adjs,

1589 Pottenham Eng. Poesieu. xi. (Arb.) 107 With sharpe
Trenching blade of bright Steele. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,
I. i. 7 No more shall trenching Warre channell her fields.

1605 — Macb, HI. iv. 27 Safe in a ditch he bides. With twenty
trenched gashes on his head. 1763 Mills Pract. Husb. I V.

322 Whatever.. might afterward press down the trenched
earth. 1899 Daily News 14 Dec. 5/5 The Highlanders formed
up to renew the attack on the trenched kopje.

Trenchancy (tren*Jansi). [f. next : see

-AN'CY.] The quality of being trenchant, 'sharp*,

or* cutting*; incisiveness ; causticity,

1866 Loudon Rev. 24 Nov. 568 Expected, .to accept bitter-

ness and passion for satire and trenchancy. 1877 Morlev
Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 390 Trenchancy whether in speaker or

writer is a most efieclive tone for a large public. 289a

Stevenson Across the Plains 203 With the same trenchancy
of contrast.

Trenchant (tre-n*Jant), a, {sb.) Also 4-5
trenchaunt, (5 -aunte), -ande, (5 ^c. trensand,
6 trenchand, 7 trencheant, trinchante) ; see

also TitANCHANT. [a. OF. trenchant (mod.F.

tranchant)y pr. pple. of f irenchier^ trancher to

cut: see Trench v. and -ant.]

1. Cutting, adapted for cutting ; having a keen
edge, sharp ; t sharp-pointed {obs.). arch. smApoet.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4414 Nemny on J>e

heued he smot ; Hit was trenchaunt, ouer fer hit hot. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 537 Ich hem wolde wel conquere wii> my
swerd trenchaunt. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 47 This monstre
. .hadde ij homes trenchant on his forhede. C1470 Henry
Wallace iv, 662 The trensand blaid to-persyt euirydeill.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 8 b, Jason smote another Centaure in

the nekke with a trenchaunt arowe. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i.

1 7 He . . with his trenchand blade her boldly kept From turn-

ing backe. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. 1. 359 The trenchant Blade,

Toledo trusty, For want of fighting was grown rusty, a 1774
GoLDSM. Suri'. Exp. Philos. (1776) I. 236 The thin or
trenchant end [of the wedge] is applied to the timber to be
cleft, and the thick end struck upon by an hammer. 1830
Tennvson ^ Clear-headedfriend' ii, Nor mari>T-flames, nor
trenchant swords Can do away that ancient lie.

b. Zool. Ofa tooth, bill, etc. : Having a cutting

edge ; sectorial.

1831 M>^MuBTRiE Cuviers Anim. Kingd. II. 136 In a
fourth tribe [of fishes], the teeth are trenchant. It comprises
two genera, Boopsand. Oblada. 1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anat.
I. 312/2 Trenchant bills which are. .flattened horizontally.

1881 MivART Cat 29 The lower molar, .having a more com-
pletely trenchant form than any other tooth.

C. transf.y or vafig. or allusive use,

1603 H0LI.AND PlutarcJis Mor, 30 Whose blood .. now
Trenchant Mars hath shed. 180Q W. Irving Knickerb. vi.

viii. (1849) 369 Pursuing its trenchant course, it severed off

a deep coat pocket. 1851 Gladstone Glean. VI. lix. 39
Must it not be dangerous to place weapons so keen and
trenchant in the hands of raw recruits? 1865 Trav. by
* Umbra ' 10 Carve the impalpable and viewless air with thy
trenchant paper knife. 18^1 Fkeeman Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. v.

117 The biographer of Edward [III], Mr. Longman, cannot
wield the trenchant weapons of Lord Brougham.

%. Jig. esp. of language: Incisive; vigorous and
clear ; effective, energetic.

^ X3»S [implied in Trenchantly]. 1663 Butler Hud. \.

III. 882 Their Swords Were sharp and trencheant, not their

Words, 1824 Miss Mitfoku Village Ser. i. (1863) 208 Some
trenchant repartee, that cuts ofi'lhe poor answer's head like

a razor. 184J —in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. ix. 159 The
most trenchant and violent writer of the ' Times *. 1877
Owen IVellesley's Desp. p. xxxvi, For all tliese evils..

Wellesley devised prompt and trenchant remedies, most un-
palatable to his employers.

3. trans/, and Jig. Sharply defined or outlined

;

clear-cut ; distinct.

1849 RusKiN Sev. Lamps iii. § 14. 78 The use of the dark
mass characterises, generally, a trenchant style of design.

1852 Dana Crust, n. 745 This subtribe has trenchant limits.

1873 H. Rogers Grig. Bible ii. 78 The line of demarcation

is seemingly most sharp and trenchant.

Ii 4. erron. Capable of being cut.

1824 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Blakesmoorin H—shire, "Whtit

herald shall go about to strip me of an idea ? Is it trenchant

to their swords?

t B. sb. One who or that which cuts or severs
;

a cutter, a divider. Obs. rare~^.
ai66o Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) I. 133 A

turne-coate of lawfull confederacie, a trinchante of holy

union, a scandall and reproofe of all Christian pietie.

fb. Esquire trenchant y an esquire carver; cf.

Esquire sb.^ i c and 5, quot. 1797. Obs.

1563 Randolph in Calr. Scott. Pap. II. 3 A longe yonge
man.. one of her graces esquire trenchantes. [Cf. 161

1

Cotgr., Trenchant^ Escuyer,.. valet trenchant, a Caruer.]

Trenchantly Ure-n*Jantli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2,] In a trenchant manner ; * cuttuigly *, in-

cisively ; sharply and effectively ; definitely ; so as

to go to the root of a matter.

a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. 520 If. 61 b, Him bi-houez to seggen



THENCHANTNESS. 823 TRENCHER-FBIEND.
Irenchauntliche (?at he is bastard. 1870 R. B. Rrough
Marsion Lynch xiii. 116 He is trenchantly severe on better

painters than himself. 1873 Hamerton Intell. Life vu. iii.

(1875) 241 The educations ofthe two sexes were so trenchantly

separated that neither had access to the knowledge of tht;

other. 1877 Le Conte EUm. Geot. \\\. (1879) 161 Groups of

species confined within certain areas differing from other

groups, sometimes overlapping them, sometimes trenchantly

separated. 1896 \V. C. Sidgwick in Times 11 Dec. 10/6,

I hope the ' roughness of my methods ' only means that 1

dealt trenchantly with his theorifts.

So Tre'ncliantziess, the quality ofbeingtrenchant.
1893 Temple Bar ^[a^. Oct. 289 She.. says so, with a

trenchantness which brings up a little cloud of disappointed
surprise.

t Trencliefil, tranchefil. Obs. rare, [a, F.

traitchefil (Cotgr. trenckefiie), f. tranche^ imper. of

tramker to cut + fil thread.]

1. In a double-stringed cross-bow, the part by
which the two strings were united and into which

the neb or tip of the bolt was set in shooting ; the

material of which this was made. Cf. Tbench
sb. 7 and quot. 161 1 there.

1369-1372 Exch. Ace. K. R. Bundle 178 ^fo. 16 m. 4
(P. R. O.) Patricio Byker artillario Regis.. Ixiiij lb. fili pro
cordis balistarum lij lb. trussyngthred Ij. lb. di. trenchcfyU,

2. Part of a bridle : according to Cotgrave, * a

snaffle, or the mouth of a snaffle, or watering Bit *,

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Bitt (with Horsemen) in general
signifies the whole Machine of a Bridle, as the Bit-mouth,
the Branches, the Curb, the sevil Holes, the Trancheftl, and
the Cross^hains. 1753 Chambers Cic/.6«//., Tranchefiie^

in the manege, the cross chain of a bridle that runs along
the bit-mouth, from one branch to the other.

f Tre-nchepain. Obs. rare~^^ [f. F. tratiche

vb. imperative, cut ¥pain bread.] A bread-catter

;

an attendant who cut the bread at table.

a 1400 Sir Perc. 513 Bot thanne spak syr Gawayne, Was
the kynges irenchepayne.

Trencher^ (tre"n*Jai). Forms: 4-5 trenche-
our, -chour, 4 -chur, 4-6 -ohor, 5 -chowre,
trenschowre, -shoure, ?4, 5- trencher, (6 Sc.

trunsch(e;our, -owr, -zour), 7 trentcher. [a.

AY.irenckour = ONK. tnncheor (1206 inGodef.),

tren-y trancheur, = OF, tranchotioir (14th c in

Littrc), tretuheoir (Cotgr.), mod.F. tranchoir, f.

\trenchury trancher to cut, Trench z;., with suffix

-<?«>, representing L. -atorium. Godef. exemplifies

the word in senses corresp. to both our branches I.

and II.l

I. fl. A cutting or slicing instrument ; a knife.

c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron. (iSio) t66 Fulle brol^ely & brim
he kept vp a trencheour, & ka^t it at Statin, . . Hts nese &
his ine he carfe at misauentoure. c 1400 Songs Costume
(Percy Soc.) 50 My l^isetard hath a trencher kene, Fayras
rasour scharp and schene. r 1410 Master 0/ Game (MS.
Digby 183} xxxiii. With a sharpe trenshoure kut as thyk as

he canne ^ flei>sh a doune to ^ necke bone, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 501/2 Trenchowrc, knyfe. 1553 Ace. LH. High Treas.
Scotl, X. 204 For ane cais to put sylver trunscheouris in of

my lord govcrnou res.

II. 2. A flat piece of wood, square or circular, on
which meat was served and cut up; a plate or platier

of wood, mettl, or earthenware, arch, and Ilist.

c 1308 Song Tim^s in Poi. Songs (Camden) 204 A row^
bare trenchur, other a crust. 1360-70 Durhafu Ace. Rolls
(Surtees) 175 In j pare de Trcnchours pro priore, xij s. i^^
in Exch. Rolls Scotl. XII. 673, xxiiij peter dischis, xxiiij

sawts)aris, xij trunzouriat 1529 Reg. Afag. Sig, Scot. (1883)

177 A half galloun^ a quart.. a dische, a salsar and a
tninscheour, extending to ij stanis of puder. 1547 Bk.
Marchauntes bij, Tbei mak them ki&se a trenchor or a
small platter of gold, siluer, or lead : which thei name the

platine. 1573-80 Baret Alv, T 357 A Trencher lo eate

meate on,. .A broad trencher .. A round trencher. i6a4
Capt. Smith Virginia in, ii. 48 They imagined the world
to be flat and round, like a trencher. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5),

Trencher^ a S(|uare, thin Plate of Wood, for People lo cut

their Meat upon. 1801 Mak. Eugewokth Angelina'ii, The
first dinner which she ate on wooden trenchers delighted her.

i8k Lyon Chron. EinchampUead 90 A very ancient oak
table which had round places st.oop^ out in it to receive a
trencher or wooden basin for each person who dined at it.

1 3. A slice of bread used instead of a plate or

platter. Obs.
c 1380 WycLiP .Tifrw. Sel.Wks. 1. 115 SichewhelpisshuMen

ete trenchouis of lordis. 139a Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden)
218 In pane pro trenchors, v due. di. c 1430 T-wo Cookery-
bks. 41 Take wbyte Brede, & kytte to trenchours. 1490
Caxton ^/M'>'*^j xxxiv. 121 They sette hemselfe atte dyner,
& made trenchers of brede for to putte theyr mete vpon.
iji3_ Douglas /Eneissw. iii. 26 Ne spair thai nochtatlast..
1 heir fatale four nukit trunschowris for to eit.

4. A trencher and that which it bears ; a supply
of food ; cf. Table 6 c. arch.
1576 Fleming Panopl, Epist. 238 What benefites are ob-

teiiied, by the swcate of other mennes labours, and also by
the fatte crumbes of other niennes trenchers. i6xa Dekkek
///'/ be not good Wks. 1873 HI. 280 Waite on the Priors
Trencher soberly. 1659 W. Brough Schism 535 These new
rabbis.. are chaplains extraordinary to the trencher. 1667
L. Stucley Gospel-Glass xxii. (1670) 224 We have.. brought
our Children to live upon others trenchers. iSao W. Irving
Sketch Bk., Spectre Bridegroom, Even the poor relations

paused for a moment from the indefatigable labours of the
trencher.

b. In proverbial phrases, chiefly of obvious
meaning. To lick Ihe trencher^ to toady ; to play
the parasite. Trim as a trencher : see quot. 1543-
IS4S Udall Erasm. Apophth. \\. 246 b, Fillyng vp as tryrame

as a trencher y« space that stood voide. 1589 PirrjENHAM
Eng, Poesie 111. xxv. (Arb.) 307 To speake faire to a mans
face, and foule behinde his backe, to set him at his trencher
and yet sit on his skirts. 1602 [see Lick v. i b]. 1649 Br.
Hall Cases Consc. in. iii. (1654) 189 Carve you for your
selfe and looke to your owne trencher. 169a Washington
tr. Milton s De/. Pop. viii. M.'s Wks. 1851 Vlll. 185 You
were there a few years ago, and began to lick a Cardinal's

Trencher. 185a Thackeray Esmond ii. xv. He will be at

Roncq time enough to lick my Lord Duke's trenchers at

supper.

5. transf, A flat board, circular or otherwise.

^
<:i5ii ist Eng. Bk, Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 28/1 That Lande

is so full of sande yat they muste goo vpon brode trenchers

that they falle not & synke. 1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp.
I, xli. (1682) 144 In the midst of the fixed Trencher (as we
call a piece of solid wood shap'd like a Milstone). 17x0 ].

Clarke Rohault's Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 61 Water in a Pail is

made to ascend up a Trunk, such as they shoot with, open
at both Ends, and one End fixed in a Hole in a Trencher
which exactly fits the whole Superficies ; upon depressing
the Trencher, the Water is forced up. 1835 Scott Talism,
vi, At the barriers, when swords are blunted at point and
edge, and spears are tipped with trenchers of wood, instead

of steel pikes.

b. Applied to a butcher's ' tray *.

1903 F. Markham Recoil. Town Boy ll'estminster ^j The
butcher had his long trencher in which he carried his meat
about.

6. s/^c. = Tbencher-cap.
i8ji^[imp\ledin trencherless: see below], 1848 Thackeray

Bk. Snobs xiv, [The Master of a College'sJ crawler would
have no objection to carry his trencher. i86a Mrs. H. Wood
Channiitgs i, The boys began to file out, putting on their

trenchers, as they clattered down the steps. 1906 Daily
Chron. 26 Sept. 5/6 The girl students.. in their led gowns
and trenchers adorned with a red tassel.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., z.% trencher-

basket ^ -food, -hottse^ -room, -side ; in sense 4, or in

allusion to presence or entertainment at the table

of a patron, as trencher-anaUct , -arty -attendant,

-bttffbon, -companion^ 'Critic, -fttry, 'hero, •'knight,

-IcUfOnrer^ -law, -mcUe, -philosopher, -poetry,

-rascal, -saint, -schoolmaster, -service, -slave,

-sqttire, -waiter, b. objective, etc., as trencher-

carrier, 'ticker (see 4 b), -maker, -making, -scraper,

-shifter-, also trencher-like adj. O. Special Combs.

:

trencher-beard, a beard resembling a trencher,

i. e. large, flat, and square or round ; f trencher-

bread, bread made of unbolted flour for use as

trenchers (sense 3) ; trencher-coat, in gilding : see

quotation ; trencher-fed a., of fox-hounds : kept

and fed by the several owners or members of the

hunt, as distinguished from a pack that is kept in

the hunt kennels; f trencher-fee, scraps of food

given in alms ; f trencher-knife, a pantry knife for

cutting bread into * trenchers
' ; + trencher-loaf, cf.

trencher'bread', trencher-plate, a plate shaped
like or used as a trencher ; spec, in Ceramics, a flat

earthenware plate with a narrow rim ; also {collec-

tive') plate or precious metal of which trenchers

were made ; f trencher-salt, -salt-cellar, a small

salt-cellar placed near a guest's trencher at table;

trenoher-time, dinner-time, meal-time. See also

Trencher-cap, -chaplain, etc.

A 1643 W. Cartwricht Ordinary in. v, No gleanings,

James? No "trencher-analects? <x 1661 'S\o\MVitct yuvenOrl

(1673) 64 No man to rarer 'trencher-art aspir'd. 159a Nashe
Four Lett. Confut, Wks. (Grosart) II. 224 Your "trencher

j

attendant . . intends to tickle vp a Treatise ofthe barly kurnell,
|

which you set in your garden. 1630 Maltion, Essex, Docu-
\

ments Bundle 317 No. 22, i *trentcher basket 6*/. a 1668
T>K\'t.ti\KT News /r. Plymo7ith Wks. (1673) 3 Her Parent
With a soure brow, and *Trencher Beard, c 1460 J . Russell
Bk. Nurture 56 "Trencher bred iiij. dayes (oidl is con-
venyent & agreable. 1596 Nashe Sajjfron Walden Wks.
(Grosart) III. 143 He was to make a lourney to London
..to haue his blue coate (being destitute of euer another
trencher-carrier) credit him vp, though it were thrid bare.

1847-78 Halliwell, * Trencher-cloak, a kind of cloak worn
formerly by servants and apprentices. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts

613 Coat of assiette ; •trencner coat. This is the composi-
tion on which the gold is to be laid. 1816 Scott Old Mort.
iii[i|, The ci-devant laird, once his patron, but now glad to

be his "trencher-companion. 1598 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. iv.

23 -Neuer haue I Salerne rimes profest To be some Ladies
•trencher<riticke guest. 1887 A. E. Pease (title) The
Cleveland Hounds as a *Trencher*Fed Pack. 189a Daily
Tel. 27 Aug., The oldest pack of regular, as distinguished

from trencher-fed foxhounds. 1641 Brome yo%>. Crew 111.

Wks. 1873 III. 396 Dainty "Trencher- Fees, from a Gentle,

man's house ; Such as the Serving-men themselves, some-
times. Would have been glad of. 164a H. More Sot^ 0/
Soul I. II. Ixxx, Our mind cannot attend our "trencher*food.

1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. Wk.^. 1851 HI. 145 A work. .like

that which flows at wast from . . the "trencher fury of a riming

parasite. 1607 G. Wilkins Miseries EnforcedMart. v. I iv,

You knaue Slaue—'trencher-groome. Who is your maister?

179a WoLCOTTlP. Pindar) Churchwarden iv. Wks. 1812 HI.
1 1 1 The "Trencher Heroes hate Ail Obstacles that ktep them
from the plate. 1691 Case 0/Exeter Coll, 18 A little Room
in the CoIIedge, called the "Trencher-house. i39a-3 Earl
Derby's Exp. (Camden) 195 Clerico pnnetrie per manus
eiusdem, pro j "trenchurknyfr per ipsum empto. 1459
Paston Lett. I. 488 Item, j. trencher knyfe. 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. V. ii. 464 Some mumblenewes, some "trencher-

knight. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 506 This "Trencher-

labourer will not drink with that Divine. 1597-8 Bp. Hall
Sat. IV. iv. 21 When splenish morsels cram the gaping

Maw, Withouten diets care, or 'trencher-law. x8ia W.
Tennant Anster F. iv. i, A "trencher-licker in Apollo's

court. X7a7 Bradley's Fam, Diet. s. v. Blowingof Flower,
To shade it. .with a "Trencher-like Board, or some other
Device, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. N^irtitre 197, viij. louys bred
with iij. or iiij. "trenchere lovis. i§88 in Lyon Chron.
Finchampstead {iSgs) 212 James Red inge of Fynchamsted
in the County of Barkes *'lrenchermaker. 1733 W. Ellls
Chiliern ^ Vale Farm. 98 The Trencher-maker is..
cautious of getting the Sap out of this Wood. 1815 Scott
Guy M, vii, The art of "trencher-making, of manufacturing
horn-spoons, and the whole mystery of the tinker. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. ii. § 2 These "trencher-mates.. frame
to themselues a way more pleasant. 1605 Bacon Adv,
Learn, i. iii. § 9 Those 'Trencher Philosophers, which, in
the later age of the Roniane State, were vsually in the
houses of great persons. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong,
Vne Assiette ^ trencheoir, a "trencher plate. 1625 in Rymer
/^(TfiV^-flE {1726) XVIII. 239/1 Sixe Trencher Plates of Goulde
with Armes. 1641 in Rushw./Z^/i^ Coll. \\\. (1692) 1. 281 For
the relieving the present Necessity of Money, a Proportion of
Plate should be melted for Coyn ; and that the same shall be
Trencher-Plate, and Dish-Plate. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. i. i.

13 Such hunger-starven "trencher-poetrie. 1610 B. Jonson
Alch. I. i. Away, you "trencher-raskall. 1691 Case 0/Exeter
Coll. 8 And then she went to the "Trencher Room. 1649 G.
Daniel Trinarch., Hen, V, lix. These *Trencher-S*»; full-

paunch't Boetians. 1614 Tomkis Albumazar v, i, Kjb,
Alb. Shall I haue nothing? Ron. No, not a siluer spoone.
Fur. Nor couer of a "Trencher-salt. 1625 in Rymer Fcedera
(1726) XVI II. 238/2 A Trencher Salte of Golde in Forme
of a Castle. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1614/4 Two Silver

"Trencher-Saltsellers, being marked within side S. W. E.
1609 Sir E. Hoby Let. to T. H[iggons] 23 The multiplicitie

of Schools, needlesse Lecturers, and "trencher Schoole-
masters. 1650 Weldon Crt. Jas, / (1651)34 He had starved,

had not a "Trencher-scraper, sometime his servant..
releived him with scraps. 1594 Nashe Un/ort. Trait.V^V^,
(Grosart) V, 27 My state, you are not ignorant, depends on
"trencher seruice. 1829 Scott Ho, Asien 11. ii, Here's much
to do about an old crazy "trencher-shifter, 1571 Goldino
Calvin on Ps. To Rdr. 9 There bee also certein "trencher-

slaves, of whom David complaineth. ifix7 MoRVsON ///«.

ill. 1 13 The English were neuer more idle,..neuer more base

. .trencher slaues, then in that age, wherein great men keept
open houses for all commers. 1706 J. Dunton Life ^ Err.
(1818) II. xiii. 485 Thou ait a "Trencher-snake, a swallow-
guest. z6i8 Shirley Witty Fair Onei. iii, How now, my
officious *trencher-s(iuire ? 169a R. L'Estrange Fables
xxxiv, Trencher-Squires, that spend their time in Hopping
from One Great man's Table to Anothers. 1846 Landok
Exam. Shaks. Wks. II, 280/1 Did he discourse at all at

"trencher-time? 1638 Ford Lady's Trialn. ii, In your girl's

da;^s, you fell, forsooth, In love, and married..A "trencher-
waiter.

Hence Tre'ncherfol, as much as a trencher will

hold ; Tre'ncliexless a,, without a trencher (in

quot. a trencher-cap).
1660 Pepys Diary 16 Feb., We went to the Sun Taverne

in expectation of a dinner, where we had sent us only
"trencnerfulls of meat. 1883 Gilmour Mongols xxi. 266 A
trencherful of hard sour masses of mateiial. 1834 Blackw,
Mag. XXXVI. 779 Pozzlethwayte was.. cravat-less, hat-less,

*trencher-less, and, alas ! wig-less.

Trencher ^ (tre-n'Joi), [f. Trench v, -i- -er i.]

One who trenches.

+ 1. One who carves ; a carver. Obs, rare,

a i6a5 Fletcher Noble Gent, iii. i, I was not born, I take
it, for a trencher, Nor to espouse my mistress' dairy-maid.

2. One who cuts or digs trendies; one who
trenches ground.
1871 Blackie Four Phases X. 83 The trencher of the moral

soil, not the planter of the seed. 1875 W. Alexander Sk.
Life among A in Folk 188 A 'tramp' to save the sole of his

boot while operating as trencher or drainer. 1875 tr. Comte
de Paris'' Civ. War Amer. I. 397 All these works were
executed by the soldiers, who showed themselves excellent

trenchers.

Tre'ncher-cap. [f. Trencher i -f Cap sb.^l

A popular name lor the academic or college cap,
' in shape thought to resemble an inverted trencher

with a basin upon it' (Farmer and Henley); a
* mortar-board'. Also transf. one who wears a

college cap, a collegian : cf. Catercap,
1721 Amherst Terrx FH. xxxv. (1754) 186 Neither do I

find that these trencher-caps are more polite to their own
dear countrymen, than they are to foreigners. 1796 Grose's

Diet. Vuig, Tongne (ed. 3), Trencher Cap, the square cap
worn by the collegians, at the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge. i8ix Chron, in Ann, Reg. 74/1 His Royal
H ighness . . was covered, during the whole time of his sittmg

.
.
, ny a trencher cap, with a gold tassel. 1861 Hughes Totn

Brown at Oxf. i, I walked about iwo inches taller in my
trencher cap after it.

tTre'llcher-cb.a:plaill. Obs, A chaplain

who eats at a patron's table; a dotnestic chaplain.

contemptuous.
1589 Hay any fVork 37, I doe disdaine to deale with a

contemptible trencher chaplaine. 16x0 Boys Expos. Domtn.
Ep., etc. Wks. (1630) 511 It is the fashion of parasites and
trencher-Chaplaines to flatter, or at the least humour great
men at their table. 1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke Wks.
(Grosart) IV. 15 It savors of the Hquorishness of a trencher- -

chaplain, little concerned in the * cura animarum *.

+ Tre'nclier-fly. Obs, [f. Trencher i + Fly
sb^, as a creature that infests the table,] A parasite.

1590 Greene Never too Late Wks. (Grosart) VI 1 1, 165 Fed
vppon with Trencher flies, eaten aliue with flatterers. 1603
H. Crosse Vertues Comm-w. (1878) 39 He shall not want
trencher>flieS| clawbackes, and Sycophants. 1693 K.
L'Estrange /(i/Y<?i No. 337. 1.204 To try, which of 'em were
Friends, and which, only Trencner- Flies, and Spungers.

Tre'XLClxer-frieud, tObs, i A parasite; a
toady.

1590 Greene Never too Late Wks. (Grosart) VIII. 130
Flattering Gnatos, that only are time pleasers and trencher
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friends. 1607 Shaks. Timon iii. vi. 106 You Fooles of
Fortune, Trencher-friends, Time Flyes, Cap and knee-
Slaues. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseot. Gen. (1693) 647 A
Trencher friend ; nmictts mensx. 1763 C. Johnston Rez>erie
II. 243 Hegathered all his old pot-companions and trencher-
friends about him, and fel! to carousing as usual.

t Tre'ncliering. Obs, rare. [f. Trench ekI
+ -iNG 1.]

1. vbl, sb. Devotion to the trencher ; eating

;

feasting.

1594 Harjngton Nm^ Ant. (1804) I. 170 Some men who
love gametng,..some men who love wine, and some who
love trenchennge.

2. Trenchers collectively.

1610 Shaks. Temp. n. li. 187 No more dams I'le make for

fish,. .Nor scrape trenchering, nor wash dish.

Tre'iicher-inaii. [f. as prec. + Man sbX\

+ 1. A cook or caterer. Obs. rare.
a 1586 SiONKv A rcadia 1. iv. (1912) 29 He had alreadie bene

more fed to his Hking, then hee could bee by the skilfuUest

trencher-men of Media.

2. A feeder; an eater ; usually qualified, as ^(Jf/,

Uout^ valiant^ etc., one who plays a good knife

and fork ; one who has a hearty appetite.

1590 Greene Never too Late \Vks. (Grosart) VIII. i(>9

Mullidor tried himselfe so tall a trencher man, that his

mother perceiued by his drift he would not die for loue.

1596 Shaks. Much Ado i. i. 51 He's a very valiant Trencher-
man, hee hath an excellent stomacke. 1663 Davenant Siege
II. i, You Are a rare Trencher-man. 1694 Motteux Rabelais
V. ProL, Dry and hungry Souls, Pot and Trenchermen.
1805 Sporting Mag. XXVI, 53 One or two distinguished
trencher-men. 1880 R. S. Watson Vis. Wazan xii. 226
As much as would serve a valiant trencher-man in Kngland
for half a week.

3. One wlio frequents a patron*s table ; a parasite,

dependent, hanger-on.
1590 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Ep. Ded., A dismall world for

trenchermen, when theyr maisters bond shal not be so good
as theirs. 1643 Wither Campo Musm 40 By these virtues,

from a trencher-man A Princes Minion, riseth, now and
than. 1S49 Thackeray Pendennis xx, Everybody knew old
Pen, regular old treni:her-man at Gaunt House, notorious
old bore, regular old fogey.

So Trencher-woman.
1891 T. Hardy Tess xxxiv, To be sure, 'a was always a

good trencher-woman, as hei face showed.

Tre'iicliftil. [f. Trench sb. + -fdl.] As
many or as much as a trench holds or will hold,
X900 Blackw. Mag. July 125/2 The Commandant of the

trenchful of Boers. 1901 * Linesman ' IVords Eyeiuitness
vil (1902) 151 Behind them again the advanced guard of a
trenchful of curious private soldiers.

.

TrencMng (tre'n'Jig), vbL sb» [f. Tbench v.

+ -ing1.] The action of the verb Trench, in its

various senses.

"543-4 .^<^' 35 ^'«- K^//, c. 10 Any digging trenching
or breakinge of suche Grounde. 163a Sanderson Serm.
(1657) I. 372 Sufficient to acquit., the Constitutions from that
trenching upon Christian liberty, wherewith they are
charged. 17^ J. Robkrtson Agric, Perth 278 The trench-
ing of land in the open fields.. is not so expensive as is

generally supiJosed. 1899 ^estin. Gaz, ao Nov. 7/3 Com-
mandant Cronje had marked each step of bis advance on the
town by elaborate trenching.

b. attrib. and Conib.^ as trencking-fork, -knife,

-plough J 'Spade, -system, -tool\ trenching-plane,
a grooving-plane.
1875 EncycL Brit. I. 335/2 To have those patches of

ground .. which are missed in ploughing, gone over with the
*trenching-fork. c 1510 Kalender of Sheplu E v, A great
bochery, where as Yreful men and women were thorowe
pcrsyd with ""trenchyng knyues. 1859 F. S. Cooper Iron-
numgers* Catal. 134 "Trenching Plane. 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric, (i68i) 231 The *Trenching-Plough or Coulter b
a certain Instrument used in Meadow or Pasture-ground, to
cut out the sides of Trenches, Carriages or Drains. 1733 W.
Ellis Chiliern 9f Vale Famt. 326 The Trenching Plough, is

either a Wheel or Foot-plough. 1904 Daily News 18 Aug.
8/1 Parties of soldiers .. were going about the field with
•trenching spades burying the dead. 1780 A. Young Tour
Irel. I. 17 Great quantities ofpotatoes planted in the ^trench-
ing way.

Trfre'xichilet. rare. [f. Trench sb, + -let.] A
small or miniature trench.
I787 W, Marshall Norfolk II. 362 The trenchtets were

shoveled, and the banks smoothed. 1793 — IV, England
(1796) II. 348 By running parallel trenchlets along the face
of the slope.

[Trenchman, app. a misreading of tretuhman,
var. Tkuchman, an interpreter, Dragoman,
i6m Lithgow Trav.x. 460, I pleaded for a Trench-man,

(it] oeing against their Law, to accuse or condemne a
Stranger, without a sufficient Interpreter. 1666 Despaut.
Gram, histit. viL(Jani.), Interpres^2i.n interpreter or Trench-
man. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVt/rd-bk., Trugman . . also
CiiUcd tre/tch-Mo/t. 1879 Boddam-Whetham Roraima 147
A strong active young fellow.. acted as our trenchman.]

t Tre'nohment. Obs. rare. [f. Trench ».

+

-MKNT, or aphetic for entrenchment.^ A work
formed by trenching ; an entrenchment.
1604 E. Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend 214 The trench-

ments being finislied, the besieged resolucd to bandoii the
olde rampere. 1700 Rycaut Hist. Turks III. 117 So many
Trerichriients, Ketrt;nchiiients, and Palisadoes. .that it was
almost impossible for the linemy to advance ten Paces.

Trencliiuore (tre-n'Jmo^j), sb. Hist. Also 6
-mouT, -moore, 7 -moor. [Origin uncertain.

Perhaps a place- or family-name.] An old English
country dance, of a lively or boisterous nature ; also,

the air to which it was danced.

824

j
I55X-* in Fcuillcrat Revels Edw. V/ {igi4i) 79 Thre gar-

I

mentes of sarsenett. .for them that dauiised trenchcmore.
1579 GossON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 33 Paris led the shaking
of sheetes with Domitia, and Mnester [led] the Trenchmour,
with Messalina. 1597 Dklonev Gentle Craft (1012) 154
Like one dancing the trench more he stampt up and downe
the yard, holding his hips in his hands. 1611 Barkev Ram

I Alley in. i, lie make him daunce a trenchmoor to my sword.
!

'ti6s4 Selden Table 'P., King of En^L (1689) 28 In King
Charles's time, there has been nothmg but Trench-more
[tnispr, Fr— 1 and the Cushion Dance, omnium gatherum^
tolly, pKjlly, hoite come toite. 1776 Sir J. Hawkins Hist.

.
Mus. IV. IV. i.392 In the.. Rehearsal, the Earth, Sun, and

;

Moon are made to dance the Hey to the tune of Trenchmore.

t b. quasi-rtfj?^. In a frisky, lively, or boisterous

I manner. Obs.

j

XS77 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. in Holinshed II. 16/1 They
I

beeset a diuine as well, as for. .an ape to strike trenchmoore

I

in a paire of buskins and a doublet. 1605 Lond. Prodigal
i

I. ii, r faith and thy tongue trips trenchmore. 1636 W.
\
Sampson Vmv.Breaker 11. i. Dijb, We had a Wedding

I to day, and the young fry tickle trench-more.

i Hence Trencliziiore v. nonce-wd., intr. to

;
dance the trenchmore.
1398 Mabston Pygmal. it 145 He doth curtsie, and.,

Trenchmore with Apes, play musick to an Owle.

Trench-plough, -plow (tren*Jiplau), V. [f.

Trench sb. or v. + Plough v.'\ trans, and intr.

To plough to the depth of two furrows, bringing
the lower soil to the surface; to turn a second
furrow-slice on the top of the first, by following in

the same furrow with a plough set much deeper.
*73'-3 Tui-L HorseJioeing Husb. xix. 274We Trench-plow

where the I_^nd will allow it. 1764 Museum Rust. III.
;

xciv. 378 When I trench-plough a field, 1 go as deep with
the second plough as four good horses and strong cattle can
well draw, 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm I. 664, I trench-
ploughed a field of 25 acres.

Hence Tre'nch-plough sb., a plough designed
or adjusted for trench-ploughing; Tre'nch-
plonghlng vbi. sb., the action of the verb.

1763 Museum Rust. I. 343 If. .the land had a trench-
ploughing, it would be of great advantage. 1805 R. W,
Dickson Tract. Agric* I. 11 The Trench-Plough, which is

so contrived as to turn up the ground to a great depth. 1844
Stephens^^. Famt 1, 499 A conduit., was built and
covered with land stones obtained from the field by trench-
ploughing.

Trend (trend), sb. [f. next.]

1. A rounded bend or circuit of a stream, dial.
f i63o_RisDON Surv. Devon § 253 (1810) 261 In the trend

of Totiridge, . . stands Meeth. a 1874 Madox-Brown Dwale
Bluth I. iv. (1876) I. 8;? We'd dew best ter palch along ter
tlr trend i' th' holler hinder.

2. Wool (partly cleaned) wound in tops for spin-

ning : cf. next, 2 b. dial.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Trend, clean wool.

3. Naut. a. That part of the shank of an anchor
where it thickens towards the crown.
1794 Rigging <5- Seamanship I. 79 Several parts of the

anchor are governed by the size of the trend, which is

marked on the shank at the same distance from the inside

of the throat as the arm measures, .to the extremity of the
bill, 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVerd-bk,, Trend of an Anchor,
the lower end of the shank, where it thickens towards the

arms, usually at one-third from the crown.

b. The angle between the direction of the

anchor-cable and that of the ship's keel.

1879 in Webster SuppL

4. The way something trends or bends away

;

the general direction which a stream or current,

a coast, mountain-range, valley, stratum, etc. tends

to take.

1777 Harm Subsecivm 438 (E.D.D.). 1803 W. Taylor in

Ann, Rev, I. 438 Tracing the course of streams, or the trend
of coasts. 1854 MuRCHisoN Siluria xii. 305 The trend and
character of the marine currents. 187a C. King Mountain.
Sierra Nev. i. 2 Numerous ridges.. having a general north-

east trend. 1876 A. H. Green Pkys. GeoL (1877) 316 As we
recede, .along the trend of a belt of shale.

^' fig' The general course, tendency, or drift (of

action, thought, etc.).

1884 Chr. Cotmftw. 12 tune 823/2 The trend of the thought
and action of the churches is.. towards the consecration of
every department of life. X913 Lady Burghclere Life
yas., 1st Dk. Ormonde I. xii. 377 The general trend of
affairs in Munster.

Trend, v. Also 7 treand, trent, 8-9 dial.

trind. Pa. t. and pple. trended ; also 4 pa. t,

trent, trend(e, pa. pple, trent, i-, y-trent, 6 pa,

pple. trend. [ME. trenden, OE. trendan (rare)

:—OTeut. *trand-jan, f, ablaut series *trend:

I

*trand : *trund, which appears also in OE. trinde

I round lump, ball, OFris. trind^ truftd, NFris. trind,

\ MLG. trint, trent, trunt adjs. round, MLG. trent

! ring, circumference, boundary, Du. trent circum-

, ference, omtrent around, about ; also Da., Sw. trind

\
round. Ulterior relations obscure : cf. Ealk and

I Torp. See also Trendlk, Trindle, Tkundlb.]

fl. intr. To turn round, revolve, rotate, roll;

to turn or roll oneself about ; 2X^0fig. Obs.

a 1000 MS. Cott. Faust. A. x.'va Anglia I. 285 Se seppel

na;fre Jjebs feorr ne trenddeS, he cyo, hwanon he com.
' \c 1000 \\\ Napier O. E. Glosses 5 Teretes, i. rotundos,
' bintrendende \v.r. sintredendej, sinhwyrfende.] 13.. Guy
;
Warw. (A.) 314 He went and trent \Caius MS. He wende,

I

he trende] his bed opon, So man J^at is wo bigon. 1308 Isee

I Trending vbl. sb. 1]. 14., Beryn 2038 The trowtn woll

TRENDING.
I be previd, how so men evir trend. 1654 Vm.vaine Epit.

Ess. I. 32 The whol frame doth round in her orb trend.

t 2. trans. To cause (a thing) to turn round ; to

turn or roll (anything) ; to twist, plait, curl
; fig. to

revolve in one's mind. Obs. (exc as in b).

c 1315 Shoreham vii, 78 A my^t.fat halt vp ^er^ and
sterren brygte Aboute itrent C1374 Chaucer Boeth. in.

met. xi. 79 (Camb. MS.) Lat hym roHen and trenden with-
Inne hym self the Lyht of his inward syhte. c 1380 Sir
b'erumb. 5881 Wy|> e^ene graye, and browes bent, And
^ealwe traces, & fayre y-trent. 1594 \Villobie^z//j(i {i88o>

87 The Spindle that you see me driue, Hath fyld the spill

so often trend. x6x3-x6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iii. Not
farre beneath i'th valley as she trends Her siluer streame.

j

b. To wind (wool, partly cleaned) into tops for
' spinning, dial. (Cf. Tbendle sb. 5.)

1777 [see trended]. 1794 Young's Aun. Agric. XXVI. 454
Herefordshire is the only county that I know which con-

,
tinues the practice of trinding (or winding the wool in tops,
ready sorted in some degree for fine drapers), i8z8 Webster,
Trend, v. t,, in rural economy, to free wool from its filth.

{Local.)

j
t3. intr. To make a circuit, travel around or

i about the edge of a region or piece of land ; to

skirt, coast {about, along). Obs.

1580 in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I. 437 You shall trend about
the very Northerne and most Easterly point of all Asia.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 137 The maine Desarts: which all

this while we had trented along, and now were to passe
through. x6aa R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea {1847) 179 Trending
about the cape, wee haled in east north-east, to fetch the bay
of Atacames.

t b. More vaguely : To turn or direct one's

course. Obs.
x6x8 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1906) 11 Their pro-

visions trend from Mosambique to the Mulluccas. 1647
[see Trending vbl. sb. 2 b]. 1846 Landor Imag. Conv.
Wks. I. 87/1 The religion of blood, like the beasts of prey,
will continue to trend northward.

t c. trans. To coast along, skirt ; to make the

circuit of, to round (a point of land). Obs,
1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 206 We trended the said land

abouto. or io.leagues, hoping 10 finde some good harborough.
x6oa Carew Cornivall 11. 98 b. From thence trending PenTee
poynt, you discouer Kings Sand and Causam Bay.

4. intr. To turn off in a specified direction ; to

tend to take a direction or course expressed by the

context; to nm, stretch, incline, bend (in some
direction), as a river, current, coast-line, mountain-
range, territory, stratum, etc
1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 104 The riuer of.. Volga.. issueth

from the North part of Bulgaria..and so trending along
Southward disimboqueth Into a certain lake. x6xo Holland
Camden's Brit. i. 766 The shore treandeth out more and
more. 1635 Voy. Foxe 4- Jatnes to N. W. (Hakl. Soc.) II.

354, I see the land trent to the Southward. 1779 Forrest
Voy. N. Guinea 194 From the island of Ebus, the coast
trends to the northward. x86o Maury Phys. Geog. Sea u.

$ 116 In its course to the north, the Gulf Stream gradually
trends more and more to the eastward. 1876 Green Stray
Stud. 390 Their path lay along the coast trending round to
the west. 1892 Stevenson Across tlie Plaim 233 The rail-

road trended to the right.

b. fig. To turn in some direction, to have a
general tendency (as a discussion, events, etc.).

1863 G. A Lawrence Border f^ Bast. xiii. 243 In which
direction do the sympathies and interests of the Border
Slates actually trend? 1886 Dowdkn Shelley I. iv. 164 The
discussion, .trended away from theology in the direction
of politics. 1901 B. Meakin Land of Moors xx. 407 The
Land of the Moors, which, as things trend to-day, must in
time form part of her [France's] colony.

C. trans, in causal sense : To turn or bend the

course of in a particular direction, rare.

1840 Ciznl Eng. ^- Arch, yrni. III. lop/i Laying the
several courses perpendicular to the face of the arch, .and
trending them to the abutments in an angle dependent on
the given obliquity.

Hence Tre'nded {dial, triaded) ppl. a. {spec, of

wool : see 2 b), Tre'nding^S^. a, ; alsu Tre'uder
{dial.)., one employed u\ winding (cleaned) wool.
1777 Horx Subsecivae 438 (E.D.D.) Trinded wool, wool

winded and fastned together with the 'rind of a tree '. 1794
[see Trending vbhsb. i b]. 1805 Luccock Nat. Wool 300
From the trended 6eece of Herefordshire about one tenth
of its weight is taken of coarse and inferior locks. x8a8
Webster, Trender, one whose business is to free wool from
its filth. {Local.) 1856 J. Martineau Ess., etc. (1891) I V, 44
No treaty.. can trace a boinidary.line any more than a

i mountain-chain or trending coast can keep out the Almighty
' Maker of them both.

t Trende, a. Obs. rare^^. Perhaps 'rounded,
circular '.

c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 940 O Thow, rede Marz Armypo*
tenle. That in the trende baye base made \>y trone.

Trending (trcndig), vbl, sb. Also 8 trinding.
[f. Trend v. + -ing 1.] The action of Thend v.

1 1. Turning round, revolution, rotation. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R, ix. i. (Tollem. MS.),
Meuynge ha|> cause firste and principally of trendynge

I1535 trendlynge] aboute of heuen. Il>id, xi. x, Of his longe
trendynge [1535 trendlynge] aboute comel»his roundnesse.

b. The winding of wool in a top : see Tkeni> v.

2 b. dial.

1794 Voung^s Ann. Agric. XXVI. 455 [I] send you, by
Drew, a trinded top of wool. -with the locks left out of il

at trinding.

2. The fact or manner of turning, bending away,

1

or taking a general (specified) direction, as a coast-

I

line, etc
;
general direction, trend.
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1600 Hakluyt yi>y. III. A ij. For the space of fiue thousand

leagues. . considering the trending ofthe land. 1697 Dryden
^H€id VII. 200 The Coasts and Trendings of the Crooked

Shore. 1770 Cook Voy. round World III. i. (1773) 484.This

point, .may be known by the trending of the coast, which is

north on the one side, and south-west on the other. 18*3

ScoRESBY Jml. W/iaU Fish. 472 Trending differs from

bearing, inasmuch as it is . . the direction of a coast or line of

ice in regard to itself; whereas the bearing usually refers to

the direction of an object, in regard to the place of an

observer. 1863 Kinglake Crimea II. xvi. 222 The trending

away of the hills leaves a hollow or recess.

t b. The action of continuing a course. Olis.

1647 G. TooKE Belides 30 As a streame descending From
his faire heads to sea, becomes in trending More puissant.

Trendle (tre-nd'l), sb. Forms: 1-5 trendel,

4-6 -il, 5 -ill, -yl, -uU, (trenlo), 5-6 trendell(e,

-yll, 7 -al, 4- trendle. [OE. tretuUl circle, ring,

coronet, disk, orb, circus, = MLG. trendel round

disk, MHG. trendel, trindel ball, circle, whence

(ace. to Falk and Torp) OSw. trindhel circle, Sw.

dial, trinntl; :-OTeut. *treitdilo--, i. root of Tbxnd
V. See also Tbindle, Trundle.]

1 1. A circle, a ring, a coronet ; a circular disk,

orb ; a ball, globe. Obs.

a 900 O. E. CkroH. an. 806 An wunderlic trendel [mira-

bilis iorana] wearS ateowed abutan Sare sunnan. a 1000

j^^s. Afanual AstroH. in Sax. Leechd. III. 242 £)aes

monan trendel is symle ^ehal. c 1000 .^lfric Horn. (Th.)

II. 606 Seo lichamlice edwist, l>a;t is bscre sunnan trendel

ciosa Byrhtfertk's Hartdboc in Aitglia VIII. 333 Brevis

(virgula) (i e. "] ys anes trundles dael (ms licgende. 138B

Wyclif Isa. xxix. 3, Y schal cumpasse as a round trendil

[13B2 a bal ; Vutg. spba:ram] in thi cumpasse,..and Y schal

sette engyiies in to thi bisegyng.

2. Awheel: = Tbindlej*. i, Tbukdlk j*. 1,2.

Obs. exc. dial.

13x4 Ace. Exch., K. R. Bd. 165 No. i. m. 4 (P.R.O.) Pro
xxviij snekkes cum xxviij stapulis ad tenendum trendies

iigni pro springaldis tendendis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 453 Hir
Ene as a trenduU turned full rounde. First on hir fader, for

fcare l»ai she hade. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 502/1 Trendyl,

troctca. 1538 Elvot, Spirae. thynges whyche doo tourne

and wynde in dyuers cerUes fyke a trendell. . . Also a cake

made Uke a trendelL 1570 Le\-ins Manip. 126/26 A
Trendil, rota. 1887 Suppl. to Jamieson^ Trendle^ trindU^

Irenle, trinlc, truiile, the wheel of a barrow, also the

wooden portion of the wheel ; a small wooden wheel such

as is used for a trundle-bed.

1 3. A suspended hoop or wheel on which tapers

were fixed, forming a chandelier, used in churches

on certain occasions before the Reformation. Obs.

14J3 Will HodesoU (Somerset Ho.), Lego ad mantenendum
le trcudil ibidem. 145s in Berks., Bucks. <V Oxon. A rchxol.

Jml. Oct. C1903) 78 At yo makyng of y« Estfer] tapur & y"

trenduU we spcndyd iiij.d. 1476 Croscottthe Ckurchw. Ace.

(Som. Rec. Soc.) 57 Item for a rope for the Trendell .. ix*.

151x1-3 in Kerry Hist. St. Lawrence, Reading (i88j) 53 It.

payed to John Turner for makyng of the Trendyll ij s.. .for

corde to the same Trendyll, vj d. .. for tymbcr to make t>e

trendyll whele . .for a bolte and a swevyll to the trendyll, ij d.

15x4 Churchw. Ace. St. GiUs, Reading 11 For makyng of

the trendell xviij**.

4. A vessel of flat rounded form; a round or

oval tub used for various purposes; a circular

trough or tray used by bakers, dial.

1493 YattoH Ckurchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 1 10 Tbes be

pcTselles that longyth to the Cherche howse. .ix barellys.

.

xxj trendyllys..ij trowjs, 1516 Ibid. 135 Payd for hopyng a
uendelle of y" churche. .iij"!. 1669 Worlidge Sysl. A^'c.

(1681J 323 A Trendle, a flat Vessel, by some called a Kiver.

1847--78 HALUWElXjT'nfH^/^c.abrewer'scooler. West. 1874

T. Haeoy Farfr. Madding Crowd II. iii. 39 A clock with

a face as big as a baking-trendle.

5. A bundle of (partly cleaned) wool ' trended' or

wound up (see Trend v. 2 b). dial.

1805 LuccocK AW. M^<w/2o8 Sworn winders.. are engaged
to strip off the coarse part of the fleece and to wind up only
the better kind of wool ; to tie about half a dozen fleeces

together, and to ticket the weight of each bundle, or as it is

there called treadle.

6. Applied to various round or rounded objects

(the identity of which cannot always be ascertained).

14.. K(V. in Wr.-Wiilcker 571/19 Catantrum, st trendell.

/bid. 586/2Q Ciraeutum, a trendel. e 1468 Medulla Gram.
{MS. Hart. 1738, If. 39/2), Insubulus, a wcbsters trendyl.

{/nsubnti is rendered web-beaitias in Wr.-\ytilcker 188/4.]

S54a Udall Erasm. .Apoph. 29 A maiden . . did . . cast vp and
receiue agaiu one after another twelf trendies or roundles.

1766 Compl. Farmer, Trendle, any thing that turns round.

iffl7 Suppl. to Jantieson, Trendle, ..a. wooden roller on
which a heavy block is moved along.

t Trendle, v. Obs. Forms : see prec. ; also 3
treondlin. [f. prec. Cf.alsoTBlNDLE.TBDNDLE.]
L trans. To cause to roll or revolve ; to roll

:

^ Trundle v. i a.

\a 1000 Boeth, Metr. v. 17 Atrendlod of Saem torre.] 138a

Wyclip Judg. vii. 13 Y saw? a sweuen, and it seemed to me,

a'; a loof of Darlich..to be trendlid and into the tentis of

Madyan to goo doun. c 1^0 Liber Cocorum (1862) 45
Take white pese, . . Put hoin in pot . . Trendel horn in platere

and pyke horn clene. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 502/1 Trendelyii

a rownd thynge {A. trendlyn as with a rownde thyngei,

irocUo,volvo. IS5» Huloet, Trendle a ball, /r(7//«rtf/i7aw/.

1570 Levins Manip. 65/29 To Trendle, rotare.

2. intr. To roll, revolve : = Trundle v. i b.

a 1335 Leg. Kath. 2361, & te riche lefdLs Letten teares

treondlin. a 1350 Oivl ^ Night. 135 peyh appel Irendli from

^e treo, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5954 Sclie turnes & trendeles

as doth a bah c 1450 Guy IVarw. (C.) 3712 He smote the

sowdan with hys sworde, That the hedde trendyld on l>c

botde. i^a^rnitai JiartA. He P, R, ix.i. {W.deVI.)

y ij/i A thynge that trenlyth [Bodl. MS. trendejr] rounde
abowte chaungyth not place towchynge all the hole. 1598
YoNG Diana 300 A certaine thing like a round ball, .that
ran trendling m the meadow before vs.

Hence fTre-ndling vbl. sb. andppl. a.

149s Trevisa's Barth. Dc P. R. ix. L (W. de W.) yij/i
Some meuynge that is chaungynge of place is trenlynge
{Bodl. MS. trendinge] and rounde wynded abowte. ^1577
Gascoigne Floxvcrs, Fruites of Warre xliv, A tickell

treasure, like a trendlynge ball.

fTre'ndled, a. Obs. [f. prec. -h -EDl.] Rounded.
c 1320 Bestiary 737 Panter is an wilde der. ..He is blac.

.

Mi5 wite spottes sapen [shapen] al Wit [whitej and trendled
als a wel [wheel].

Trendle tayle: see Trundle-, Trendyl, -yll,

Trendyll bed, obs. ff. Trendle, Trundle-bed.
Trene, obs. f. Threne, Treen ; var. Trine v?
Trenefald, var. Theinfald Obs., threefold.

Trenel, Trenite, obs. ff. Treenail, Trinity.
Trenke, var. Tbink j4.i Obs., kind of net.

t Trenket, Obs. Also 5-6 trynket. [a. OF.
(Picard) trenquet, OF.irenchel, f. trenqtier, trencher

to cut : see Tbknch v.'\ A knife ; spec, a shoe-

maker's knife.

c X440 Promp. Parv. 502/1 Trenket, sowtarys knj'fe, tuixo-

riutn. X483 Cath. Angl. y^lx A Trenket, atisorium. X486
Bk. St. Albans fvij, A Trynket of Corueseris [= Shoe-
makers]. 1530 Palsgr. 283/1 Trynket a cordwayners toole.

*S47 Salesburv IVelsli Diet,, Tranket kyllelt krydd, Tren-
ket. (Cf. x6ix CoTGR., Trenchct de cordoitannier, a Shoe-
makers cutting-knife.)

Trenlaoe, Trenle : see Tranlace, Trendle.
Trenne, Trennel : see Tree, Treen, Treenail.
Trenah-man, error for treush-inan, Truchman.

t Trent. Obs. [a. F. trente thirty, or ? abbrevia-

tion of trental.'] = Tbental.
X389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 8 On Jie morwe to seie a trent of

masses atte same ffreres.

Trent, obs. f., also pa. t. and pple., of Trend v.

Trental (tre-ntal). Also 4-5 (9 J/ist.) tren-

tale, 4-6 -aUe, 5 -ayl, -el, -oUe, (trintal), 5-7
trentall, (6 treigntalle). [ad. med.(eccl.)L. tren-

tale (i 3th c. in Du Cange), f. pop. L. *trenta, *lrinta

(:—L. trigintd, whence F. trente thirty) -(• -dl-is,

-die, -AL. So OF. treniel (i 3th c. in Godef.).]

1. A set of thirty requiem masses, said on the

same day or on different days ; also, the payment
made for this. arch, and Hist.

13.- Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxiv. heading, pe
Pope trental. Ibid. If. 303 Here bygunnet J)e guldene
trental )»t ou^te be loued swyl>e wel. [Cf xxxiv. 126 Let
sei Jwos Masses hi 50ure hestes Wi|>-Inne l?e vtaues of ^e
flestes.) c X386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 16 Trentals seyde he,

deliueren fro penaunce Hir freendes soules. c 1430 Anturs
0/ Arth. 218 Were thritty trentales done, By-twene vnder

and none. \^ Paston Lett. III. ^(n Every weke folowing

unto my monthes mynde oon trentall, and iij. trentalles at

my monthes mynde. 1530 Lvndesay Test. Papyngo 605

With gret blys, bury we sail ^our bonis, Syne trentalls

twenty trattylfall at onis. 1531 Wilts fs Inv. N. C. (Surtees

1908) r27 Three treigntalles of masse. X593 Bell Motives
Romish Faith (1605) 24 For which Masses, Dirigcs, and
Trentals, huge summes of money are giuen daily. X694

MoTTEUx Raietais (1737) V. 321 Obits, Trentals, anil

Services for the Dead. 18x3 Scott Hokeby v. xxvii, Let

mass be said, and trentals read. i88x Bkidgett Hist.

Holy Eucharist II. xL 150 St. Gregory's Trentiil .. con-

sisted of ten different masses three times repeated. . . Accord-

ing to . .others they were said in thirty consecutive days, and
even by thirty priests in one day.

t b. transf. A set or series of thirty. Obs. rare.

X508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 319 Thow says for

thame few psaltris, psalmis, or creidis, Bot gcris me tell

thair trentalis of misdeidis. xs86 P. Wyot Diary Oct. in

Chanter Sk. Lit. Hist. Barnstaple (1866) 92 On S'. Luke's

day this yere there was a trental of sermons at Pylton.

t o. loosely. An elegy or dirge. Obs.

XC48 Herrick Hesper., Dirge upon Death of B. Stuart,

Soft silence let us have, While we this Trentall sing about

thy grave. Ibid., To Julia, Deare Julia, thou sh,ilt have

A trentall sung by virgins o re thy grave.

2. Used as= Month's mind, the commemoration

service on the thirtieth day after bnrial. arch.

1659 H. L'Esteange Alliance Di-: Off. 302 The thirtielh

[day] (called therefore, .in old English the Months-mind, in

after times the Trental). x8«o Keade Cloister fr II. ci. The
convent will keep his trentak, but will feast, not fast.

3. attrib. and Comb.
X47X in Sonurset Medieval Wills (1901) 222 Item, to

Sir John Ceme to say a trentall mass for me, 2s. 6d. IS9'

Trout. Raigne K. John (i6ii) 60 The arch prowd titled

Priest of Italy,. . Is busied now with trentall obsequies, . . To
ease their soules in painefull purgatorie.

II Trente. Also 7-8 trante. [F. /r««/« (trant)

:—Com. Romanic *trinta, *trenta, for L. trigintd

thirty.]

fl. Cards. ?A combination of cards counting

thirty, or the score gained by them. Obs.

fl<A Mrs. Centlivbe Basset-Table iv, I have lostaTrante

and Leva, my ill fortune has not forsook me yet.

2. Trente et qnarante (F. traiitdkarant), in 7

erron. trante a oonrante [F. = thirty and forty],

another name for the game of rouge-et-noir (in

which thirty and forty are respectively winning and

losing numbers).
1671 Lady Mary Bertie in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comiii.

App. V. 22 Wee play sometimes at trante a courante. 1764

II. WALfOLE Let. to Earl Hertford 25 Nov., Hazard,

Quinse, and Trente-et-Quarante. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair Ixiii, A room for irente-et-gnarante and roulette.

1893 F. Wicks Veiled Handx\m, He would have one look
at the trente et quarante table.

Trentillment, obs. var. Trinklement.
Treutiue (tre'ntain), a. [f. Trent (see def.) (

-INK 1.] Belonging to Trent, a city of the Tyrol

;

spec, pertaining to the Council of Trent (1542-52,
1562-3): = Thidentine. So fTxe'utiBh a. in

same sense ; + Txe'ntist, an adherent of the doc-

trines of the Conncil of Trent.
1601 Bp. W. Barlow Defence 148 The Trentish Conuenticle

confesseth, that it was no sacrament in the olde testament.
Ibid. 149 Neither was it, say the Trentisles, a sacrament
before Christes resurrection. X675 J. Smith Chr. Relig.
Appeal I. 52 The Trentish Anathema would fall heavy upon
me. X836 C. Boiler Vind. Bk. Rom. Cath. Ch. 108 The
decree of the Trentine doctors which declared the at-

tendances of Catholics at the Protestant services to be
unlawful. 185X Gallenga Italy 149 Bands of armed
peasants from the Trentine valleys had come to Milan.

Trenton (tre-ntan). Geol. A name given

{attrib. , or ellipt. as sb^ to a limestone formation

exemplified at Trenton Falls, New York, and
hence to the group or series of Lower Silurian

rocks to which it belongs.
X854 MuRCHisoN Siluria xvi. 413 From the 'Potsdam

sandstone '.. up to the slates and arenaceous schists over

lying the Trenton limestone, the group so composed repre-

sents the Lower Silurian. 1873 Dawson Earth ^ Man
iv. 59 The Trenton. 1885 Lyell Elem. Geol. (ed. 4) 445
The Hudson River Group, and the Trenton Limestone,

agree palxontolo^ically with the Caradoc or Bala Group.

Trenyte, -tie, obs. forms of Trinity.

Treo, obs. form of Tree.

f Treouse, v. Obs. [OE. treowsian, trywsian,

early ME. treosi-en, tr{e)ousi-en, f. treoiv troth,

faith.] a. rejl. and intr. To pledge oneself, give

assurance, engage. (Only OE.) b. trans. To
prove to be true. c. intr. To rely on.

agal Lams of K. jElfred c. 19 Gyf he hine trywsian

wylle..3aet he mot. tz xooo O. E. Chron. an. 972, Him
comon ongean .vL cyningas and ealle wiS [hine] Irywsodon

[w. r. jetreowsodon) Sat hi woldon (etc.). ciaos Lav. 8315

And t)U hit null ileuen . . Ich hit wulle trousien. — 8489 pas

weord ich wulle ]>e treosien purh mine tirfulne god. —
9308 pe king him treousede on. For he wes swa a:ht mon.

Treoupe, obs. form of 'Truth.

Treowe, Treowthe, obs. ff. True, Truth.

Trepan (tr/pae-n), sb.^ Forms : 5-7 trepane,

5-6 trapane, 6 trappan(e, 7-8 trapan, 6- trepan,

[a. F. trlpan (also ^ trapan) a borer, surgical

crown-saw (14th c), ad. med.L. trepanum (Du
Cange) a crown-saw, ad. Gr. Tpinavov a borer.]

1. A surgical instrument in the form of a crown-

saw, for cutting out small pieces of bone, esp. from

the skull.

c X400 Lanfraiic's Cirurg. 127 pis schal be {>e foorme of a

trepane with l»e whiche ]>e brayn scolle schal be trepaned

wif. IS35 tr. Jerome ofBrvnswiek's Surg, xxxiv. H j/2 If

the bone be stronge, bore ther throughe many holes with the

trappane. 1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat, v. ix. 393, 1 began

to work with the Trep.in, which I much prefer before a Tre-

phine, it being an Instrument which doth its work lightly,

and cutteth the Bone equally, a 1715 Burnet Own Time
an. 1660(1766) 1. 146 The operation of the trepan and the cure

was counted one of the greatest performances of surgery at

that time. X846 Bbittan tr. Malgai^ne's Man. Oper. Surg.

166 The trepan is applied to the cranium, sternum, and to the

tibia, in cases of sequestrum. The scapula has also been

trepanned, the os coccyx, the infeiior maxilla, &c.

1 2. A military engine formerly used in sieges

:

? for boring holes in walls. Obs.

1584 Hudson Du Bartas' Jmiith lii. 107 And there th'

Inginers haue the Trepan drest. And reared vp the Ramme
for battry best. 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Decay

994 There-under (safe) the Ram with yron horn,.. The

boistrous Trepane, and steel Pickax play Their parts apace,

not idle night nor day. x6io W. Folkingham Art of

Survey \. xiii. 45 Engines. .Militarie; as Baltering-Rams,..

Trepanes.

3. A boring instrument for sinking shafts. (Usually

treated as F., trypan.)

1877 Knight Diet. Meeh., Trepan..^. (French.) A work,

man's name for the steel at the foot of a boring rod. 1903

Illiistr. Lond. News to Oct. 528 The great boring instru-

ment or trepan, rises and falls with a regular motion. 1903

Daily Chron. 22 Oct. 3/5 An 18 ft. shaft has reached a depth

of nearly i,iooft., the small tre'pan having gone much
further down.

4. attrib., as trepan hole, a hole made in a bone

by a trepan ; trepan saw, a saw of the form of a

trepan, a crown-saw.
X839 Ure Diet. Arts 148 ^ is a pulley... It has the crown

or trepan saw a fixed to it. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.Wl.
239 A piece of metal tubing.. is screwed into the trepan

hole.

Trepan, trapan (tre-, Iraps-n), sb.'^ Obs. or

arch. Also 7-S trapan, (trappan). [A word of

obscure and low origin, prob. originally a term

of thieves' or rogues' sUtng. According to the

known evidence, originally applied to a person in

sense i below (quots. 1641, 1653). Thence arose

the verb describing the action of such persons.

Trepan v.^, found in various constructions 1656-62.

Hence, finally, a second use of the sb. as a name
of the action, 1665, sense 2 here. The earlier
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spelling of the sb. was irapan, probably formed in

some way from Trap sb.^ or z/.l The change to

trepattj seen first in the vb., may have been due to

association with Tuepan ^'.l (a mnch earlier and
well known word), of which Trepan vJ^ may have
been supposed to be some sort of fig. application.
No F. trapan or trapaner in this sense is recognized by

Littrd, Hatz.-Darm., Cotgrave, Godefroy. Nor is there any
reason to connect trapan with OProv. irapon *sorte dc
piege *, nor with It. irapanare = Trepan c.*]

1. A person who entraps or decoys others into

actions or positions which may be to his advantage
and to their ruin or loss. Also applied to an
animal (quot. l6S6).
1641 T. Jordan ll'alks of Islington n. ii. (1657) D ij b, If

we had known you had been a Trapan, you should ne'r have
been admitted into our company. 1653 (title) The Total
Rout, or a Brief Discovery Of a Pack ofKnaves and Drabs,
intituled Pimps, Panders, Hectors, Trapans, Nappers,
Mobs, and Spanners. 1686 J. Dunton Lett./r. Nevj-Eng.
(1867) 35 In colour he [alligator] is of a dark brown, which
makes him the more imperceptable when he lies as a Trapan
in the Waters, ^i 1734 North Exam. i. ii. (1740) iig He
was a Rogue, and a manifest Trapan of the Earl's. 1855
Macaui^y Hist, Eng. xvii. IV. 32 Old associates who had
once thought him a man of. .spotless honour, ..hinted their

suspicions that he had been from the beginning a spy and a
trepan.

2. [f. Trepan z;.^] The action of entrapping; a
stratagem, trick ; a trap or snare.
\fA<^Surv. Aff. Netlurl. 131 So the Muscovite likely, upon

a Trepan upon him, to be none of their mildest Foes, hath
Engrossed the Comerce of the Caspian Sea. c 1668 Roxb.
Ball. (i8gi) VII. 380 Beware of Trappans : Maids, look to

your Hits. 1671 South Serm., IVorldly ll^isdom (1715) 341
There being a Snare, and a Trapan almost in every Word
we hear. 16S4 Earl Roscom. Ess. Transl. Verse 16 But
what a thoughtless Animal is Man, (How very Active in his

own Trepan !) 1823 Scott Peveril xlii, Aware, by experi-

ence, how many trepans, as they were then termed, were
used betwixt two contending factions.

Trepa'U, v^ Forms: see Tbepan j^.l [f.

Tkepan j^.i, or F. tripatur (14th c. in transl. of

Lanfranc),] trans. To operate upon with a trepan ;

to saw through with a trepan, as a bone of the skull.

Also absol.

c X400 Lan/rancs Cinng. 127 [see Trepan sb.^ 1]. Ibid.

133 panne I stoppe Jw bijk mannes eeris, |7at he mowe not
heere J?e soun of t>e yren ))3X trepanij?. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 10 b/i We trepane or open the
scuUe. 1666-7 Pepvs Diary 28 Jan., Prince Rupert is .

.

so bad, that he do now yield to be trepanned. 1751 Affect.
Narr. 0/ Imager 145 The poor Surgeon. .could. .trapan a
broken Scull. 1846 [see Trepan sb.^ i]. x89() Allbutt'sSyst.
Med. VII. 240 If the skull be trepanned during the condition
of acute cerebral compression, the pulsation may be visibly

increased.

b. In brush-making : see trepanning, quot. 1877,
trepanned^ quot. 1891.

Hence Trepanned (-3e*nd) ///.«., Trepa'nning
vbl. sb. and ///. a, : trepanning-elevator, see

quot. 1877, and cf. Elevator 3.

c 1400 Lan/ranc*s Cirurg. 127 pis manere trepanynge
suffiseb to )?ee. xw A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg.
14 b/2 The edges of the trepannede perforatione beinge verjx
sharpe. 1759 Adam Smith Mor. Sent. \. ii. iii. 72 A trophy.

.

of saws for cutting the bones, of trepanning instruments.

.

would be absurd. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Trepanning.
{Britsh'making.) The tufts or bristles are drawn into the
holes in the stock by means of wire inserted through holes
in the edge, which are then plugged. Jbidy Trepanning,
elevator^ a lever for raising the portion of bone detached by
the trephine. 1891 Cent. Diet., Trepanned brush, a drawn
brush having the holes for the bristles drilled partially
through the stock to meet lateral holes drilled from the edge
or end. The tufts of bristles are drawn into these holes by
strong silk or thread passing through the laterals.

Trepan, trapan (tre-, trapae-n), Z/.2 Obs. or

arch. Also 7 trappan, trepane. [f. Trepan,
trapan sb.'^y q. v.] trans. To catch in a trap

;

to entrap, ensnare, beguile.

1656 Blount Glossogr., To Trepan^ or rather trappan
(from the ItaL Tra^pareox trappolare, \, to entrap, ensnare,
or catch in a gin) in the modern acception of the word, it

signifies to cheat or entrap [etc.}. 1658 Slingsby Diary
(1836) 431, I see that I am trepan'd by these two fellows.

1664 Butler Hud. \\, iii. 617 Some by the Nose with fumes
trappan 'em. As Dunstan did the Devil's Grandamm
[— Grannam]. 1745 De Foe's Elng. Tradesman (1841) II.

xxxvi. 87 To He upon the catch to trepan his neighbour.
1827 Scott Surg. Dau. vi, That be should have trepanned
the friend who had reposed his whole confidence in him.
1894 Crockett Raiders 38 Fellows who would .. trepan a
lass from the Cumberland shore, or slit the throat of a
Dumfries burgher.

b. To lure, inveigle {into or to a place, course of

action, etc., to do something, etc.).

ai66x Fuller IVorthies (1662) n. 3 Some Setters tra-

panned him.. to hear Masse, 1678 Dhvden Litnberham i.

I, Hast thou trepan'd me into a Tabernacle of the Godly 'i

1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 227 These Men trapan
that sort of People to go a Voyage that commonly proves
their Destruction. « 1715 Burnet Own Time(\j(^) II. 18

To make use of him to trepan a man to his ruin. 1829
Scott Rob Roy Introd., James Mohr Drummond was secretly
applied to totrepan Stewart to the sea-coast, and bring him
over to Britain. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. III. iii. vii. § 7.

353 Pallavicino having oeen trepanned into the power of the
Pope, lost his head at Avignon.

C. To do (any one) out of (a thing) by craft or

guile ; to cheat or beguile out of\ to swindle.
z66a J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy^ A mbass. 163 Ten of those

Rogues had trapann'd him out of 500. Crowns. 1723 ^^- f^E
Voy. round IVorld (1840) 12 The Spanish Captain, .greatly

enraged., at being, .trepanned out of his ship. 183a Austin
Jiirispr, (1879) II. XXXVI. 629 Trepanned out of their interests

by that ridiculous juggling.

Hence Trepanned (-se*nd) ///. a. ; Trepa'n-
ning vbl, sb. TinAppl. a. ; whence Trepa'nningly
adv., by cheating or strategy (Bailey, 1731).
1670 Walton Lives, Hooker 222 A slander which thb Age

calls Trepanning. \fAzm Lofid. Gnz. No. 1714/5 That. .In-
sinuating and Trapaning Association. 1701 Grew Cosvi.

Sacra i8g Some may think of Jael, that., she was no better

than a Trapanning Hussy. 1702 C. Mather Magiu Chr.
m. I!. V. {1852) 384 Pursevants employed for the trepanning
and entrapping of them, 1824 Galt Rothelan I. ii. xii. 259
The fate of the trapanned page. 1826 W. E. Andri^ws
Exam. Fox's Cat. Protestant Saints 94 Trepanning ques-

tions about the power of the pope and the queen in spirituals

were put to him.

Trepanation (trepan^-Jan). [f. Trepan v.^ +
-ATION ; cf. ¥. trepanation (14th c. in tr. of Lan-
franc).] The operation of trepanning

;
perforation

of a bone, esp. of the skull, by a trepan.

^1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 1-26 & J>ese, in as myche as
touchinge trepanacioun, worchi^ best. 1597 A. M. tr, Guille-

nteau's Fr. Chirurg. 56 b/2 Opinione of Avicenna touchinge
trepanatione. 1882 Athenmum 16 Dec. 817/2 Numerous
cases of surgical and posthumous trepanation.

II Trepang (trzpteij). Also 8 tripam, 9 tri-

pang, trepong. [Malay tripang (Yule), The
early form tripam was app. from Fr.] A marine
animal, an echinoderm {Holotkuria edulis), called

also sea'Cucumber , sea-sitig^ sea-swatlow, or biche-

de-mer, eaten as a luxury by the Chinese.

1783 JusTAMOND tr. RaynaCs Hist. Indies I. 277 [Celebes]
furnishes. .tripam, a species of mushroom, which increases

in value in proportion to the roundness of it's form, and the
blackness of it's colour. 1793 J. 'Yv.w^ Rocfwn's Voy. Mada-
gascar, etc. 390 The tripam is a little spungy plant without
root, and like a mushroom. . . It grows m great profusion in

the island of Celebes. 180a Capt. Elmoee in Naval Chron,
VIII. 380 Sea swallow (called beach de mar by the Portu-
guese, and trepong by the Malays). 1836 Penny Cycl. V.

188/2 The tripang swala, or sea-slug. 1879 Wright ./1«/;/^

Life 572 So far as we know, but one species is used for food.

This, the Trepang of the Chinese {Holothuria edulis), is

found in the Indian Ocean.
b. attrib. and Comb.^ as trepang-Jisher, -fishery.

1846 J. L. Stokes Discov, Australia I. vii, 211 These
lighter coloured people are Malays, captured from the
Trepang fishers. 1878 P. L. Simmonds Coinmerc. Prod. Sea
1. IX. 105 The trepang fishery of the Pacific and Eastern
Seas. 1904 Howitt Native Tribes S. E. Australia i. 26
The trepang fishers, .are the Bugis, a Malayan people, who
form the principal nation of the Island of Celebes.

f Trepanize, v- Obs. rare. [f. Tbkpan v\ +
-izE,] = Trepan z;.i

1601 Holland Pliny xvn. xxvii. 1. 545 Even their bones
also use to be trepanized and bored through as well as ours.

1684 Contetnpt. St. Man i. v. (1693) 47 Some have been cured
by tripanizing the Scull, or drawing Bones from it.

Trepa'nned,///. a.^ and ^ : seeTrepan v^ and^.

Trepauner^ (tr/ppcnai). [f. Trepan t/.i +
-erI.] One who operates with a trepan.

1727 in Bailey vol. II. 1775 in Ash ; and in later Diets.

Trepa'nner 2. arch. Also 7-8 tra-. [f. Tre-
pan v^^ + -ER 1.] One who trepans ; an entrapper,

decoy, swindler,
i65^H) in Burton's Diary {182B) IV. 157 There came several

trepanners from Whitehall, it pleased God to keep us up-
right, a 1709 Atkyns Part. ^ Pol. Tracts (1734) 339 This
Trapanning proves.. that the 'IVapanner did bearaSpight
and Malice against the Person trapanned. 1818 Scott Rob
Roy xxxiv^ The turmoils which the political trepanner..is

. putting into motion.

Trepanning, vbl. sb.^ and '^,ppi. fl.^ and 2 : see

Trepan v.^ and ^,

Trepas. -pase, -passe, obs, ff. Trespass.
See esp. Trespass Zf.

Trepeget,-eiette,trepget,obs. ff. Trebuchet.
Trepett, var. Tmppet Obs.

Trephine (trrfai'n, -frn), sb. Forms: 7 tra-

flne, trafin, trefine, traphine, 8- trephine.

[Orig. tra/ine^ according to the inventor f. L. trt's

fines three ends (see qnot. 1628), app. formed with

reference to trapan^ Trepan sb}- (to which the

later form trephine shows a nearer approach).

F. trephine is from Fng,] An improved form of

trepan, with a transverse handle, and a removable
or adjustable sharp steel centre-pin which is fixed

upon the bone to steady the movement in operating.

x6a8 WooDALL Viaticum Wks.(i639) 313 TheTrafine..an
Instrument of my owne composing, ..although it may he
said to be a derivative or Epitomy of or from the Trapan .

.

I thought fit to put the name of a Trafine upon it (a tribus

finibus) from the three ends thereof. 1656 Ridgley Pract.
Physic 172 Raise it withaTrepan, oraTrefine. 1767G00CH
Treat. Wounds I. 304 That kind of trepan, called the tre-

phine, is now in general use, ..it is more commodious than
the other. 1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1873) 1. 1. iv.

70 When by means of a trephine, the depressed (jortion of

Done is cut out, the brain.. at once resumes its duties.

transf. 1854 Badham Halieut. 441 The patient may plunge
and writhe, but the oiieration of trephine goes on, and soon

..does the lamprey push his tongue through the bony
plates of the skull, and draw it back, with a sample of

brains adhering.

b. attrib.
J

as trephine hole^ openings saw (cf.

Trkpan sb^- 4).

1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Trephine-sa-M, a crown-saw; a
cylindrical saw with a serrated end, to make a circular kerf
by the rotation of the saw. 1878 T. Brvant Pract. Surg.
\. 220 The trephine opening was filled in by a tough mem-
brane. 1891 W. H. White in Jrnl. Physiol. XII. 247 The
same sized trephine hole was made in the skull.

Trephi'Ue (see prec), V. [f, prec] trans.

To operate upon with a trephine. Also absol.

1804 Abernethv Surg. Obs. 174 Which opinions would
induce us to trephine in cases of slight depression [of bone
in fractured skuH]. i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. xxvi, He
was trephined at Greenwich Hospital. 1892 ' G. Travers '

Mona Maclean (1893) III. 102 A fractured skull came lu.

.

and I waited to see them trephine. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VJ. 293 The sinus is then exposed by trephining the
mastoid.

Hence Trephined (-ai'nd, -rnd) ppl. rt., Tre-
phi'ningf vbl. sb. (also attrib.') ; also TrepMna*-
tlon, the operation of trephining.
1863 Catal, Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3552 Tre-

phining Instruments. 1874 Roosa Dis. Ear 425 Many
cases of trephination of the mastoid. 1886 Athenaeum
24 Apr. 557/2 A skull . . which exhibits a remarkable instance
01 post-mortem trephining. 1891 Ibid. 19 Sept. 390/3
Amulets from portions of the trephined skulls.

Trepid (tre*pid), a. rare. [ad. L. trepid-us

scared, alarmed.] Trembling; agitated; fearful.

1650 W. Brough Sacr. Princ. (1659) 4^1 Trembling, and
chilness and confusioti in the powers of action.. a stupid,

trepid, troubled motion. 167S tr. Machiavelli's Prince vL
(Rtldg.) 39 The defence is so trepid and faint, i76o-7a H.
Brooke Foot of Qual. (rSog) Iv. 25 [HeJ presented his

trepid hand to conduct the fair .. to her carriage, 1859
Thackeray Virgin. Ixx, The poor little trepid creature,

panting and helpless under the great eyes.

Hence Tre'pidly adv.y Trepidness.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Trepidness^ Trepidity, Fearfulness.

Z911 Daily News 13 Nov, 4 With a show of boldness, but
really trepidty and distrustfully.

Tre'pidantf «. rare. [ad. L. trepidant-em, pr.

pple. of trepidare to Trepidate.] Trepidating,

trembling with fear or agitation.

i8<;)a Black ^ White 2 July 2/2 In either party are many
trepidant hopes and fears. 1907 F. Thompson Set. Poems
50 Its keys are at the cincture hung of God, Its gates are
trepidant to His nod.

Hence Tre'pidancy, the quality of trepidating.

184s PoE Tales, Fall of llo. Usher, Futile struggles to

overcome an habitual trepidancy.

tTre-pidat, -ate, a. Obs. rare, [ad. L.

trepiddt-usj pa. pple. of trepidare : see next.]

Agitated, disturbed. (Cf. TbepU)Ation 3.)

1605 S. Dove Confut. Atheism 19 The celestial! spheres
in continual! volubihtye . . their diurnall or daylye course from
the East to the West, their retrograde and vyolent motion
from the West to the East, their trepidat motion from the
South to the North.

Trepidate (tre-pid^a), v. rare, [f. ppl. stem
of L. trepidare to hurry, bnstle, be agitated or

alarmed. Cf. OF. trepidcr (14th c. in Godef.).]

intr. To tremble with fear or agitation; also

simply, +To shake, be agitated {obs.).

i6a3 CocKERAM, Trepidate, to tremble for feare. 1653 R, G,
tr. Bacon's Hist. Winds 364 Let the eighteenth Motion be
the Motion of Trepidation, to which (as is understood by
Astronomers) we give no great credit,,. In which bodies being
not altogether well placed . . doe trepidate or agitate continu-

ally, a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. {i^t,^) II. 126 Vanity..'
insinuates among our pores,, .trepidates through the nerves,

. . and runs throughout the wliole constitution. 1854 Eraser's
Mag. L. 355 A thing which causes our mind to trepidate

with quaking fear.

Hence Tre'pidating///. a,

a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 620 A calm and steady
alertness, .never anxious nor trepidating. 1866 J. B. Rose
tr. Oz'id's Met. 202 The flush of pain And pantmg breath,

and trepidating vein.

Trepidation (trepidt'i'Jsn), [ad. L. trepidd-

tidn-em^ n, of action fr. trepidare : see prec. Cf.

F. trepidation (15th c.),]

1. Tremulous agitation ; confused hurry or alarm
;

confusion ; flurry
;
perturbation.

1607-12 Bacon Ess., Of Seditions ^ Troub. (Arb.) 414
There vseth to be more trepidacion in Courtes vponn the
breaking out of troubles then were fitt. a 1639 Wotton
Election Dk. Venice'm Reli</. {1651) 176 The successof that

great day, in such trepidation of the State made every man
meritorious. 1780 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrall g JuDe, They
did their work at leisure, .without trepidation, as men law-

fully employed. 1796 Mme. D'Ar&lay Cofnilla I. 323 Miss
Marg!and..in equal trepidation from anger and from fear.

1879 M, Arnold Mixed Ess., Geo. Sand 318, I found a
large party assembled. I entered with some trepidation.

2. Tremulous, vibratory, or reciprocating move-
ment ; vibration ; oscillation, rocking ; an instance

of this; also, involuntary trembling of the limbs,

as in paralytic affections ; tremor.
1605 Uacon Adv. Leant, n. li. § 8 Massiue bodies. .haue

certaine trepidations and wauerings, before they fixe and
settle. 1696 J. Edwards Dcmonstr. Exist, «5- Pravid.God
1. p. xii, Earth-quakes and trepidations of the earth. 1750
Johnson Rambler No. i f 13 My impatience.. will not
suffer me toattend any longer the trepidations of the balance,

1822-34 Good's Study Mtd. (ed. 4) III. 227 A considerable
degree of trepidation reached occasionally to her finger's

end. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 240 The
trepidation of the body struck perpetually generate* a new
sound. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.y Trepidation, a rhythmic move-
ment of the foot in certain forms of paraplegia and in

epilepsy.

3. Astron. A libration of the eighth (or ninth)
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sphere, added to the system of Ptolemy by the
Arab astronomer Thabet ben Korrah, ^950, in

order to account for certain phenomena, esp. pre-

cession, really due to motion of the earth's axis.

a i63i_ Donne Valedici. Poems (1633) 193 Moving of th'
earth brings harmes and feares, Men reckon what it did and
meantj But trepidation of the spheares, Though greater
farre, is innocent. 1653 [see Trf.pidate 7'.]. 1667 Miltom
P. L. III. 483 They pass the Planets seven, and pass the fixt.

And that Crystalline Sphear whbse ballancc weighs The
Trepidation talkt, and th.it first niov'd. 1670 Eachard CoHi.
Cler^ ^2 Up presently to the primum-inobile, and the
trepidation of the firmament, 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 532/2
Thabet ben Korrah .. about A.n. 950. .revived an old notion
..{not_ mentioned by Ptolemy, but by Theon [A.D.385]) ofa
vari.-ition in the position of the ecliptic, which has been
called a trt-pidation.

Trepidatory (trcpi-datari), a. [f. as prec. +
OKY -.] Of, pertaining to, or characterized by
trepidation or tremor.
1881 G. F. RoDWELL in Ktwuttedge 16 Dec. 130/a The most

severe shock lasted for 70 seconds, and combined oscillatory,
trepidatory, and rotatory movement, 1890 \V. O'Brien
When 7vt ivt-re Boys 191 * You are joking ', he said, in the
trepidatory tone of one who had just heard the last Trumpet
was about to sound.

Trepidity (trepi-dfti). [f. L. trepid-us Tbepid
+ -lTy.] Agitation, alarm, fearfulness.
17J1 Bailkv, TrefiJity, trembling, fearfulness. 1807 W.

Tayixir in Ann. Kcv, V. 193 Pecuniary cowardice is far
viler than anim.il trepidity. 1898 Westm. Cat. 7 Sept. 7/1
It was with some trepidity that.. one looked out of the
window.

Tres, obs. i. trees, pi. of Trbk ; obs. f. Tress.

t Tres-, a. F. Irh (trf) adv. ' very ' :-L. trans
beyond ; formerly in occisional Eng. use prefixed

to adjs,, properly French (or identical in form with
French), as treschristien [ = mod.F. chr^tien Chris-
tian], tresgrand (very great), tresnobU, trespuissant

,

tres-royal; sometimes to English adjs., as tres-

sacred, tres-splendent. Hence rarely in derived sb.,

as trespiiissance.

1571 Satir. Poems Reform. xxxviiL 19 Thy style was
*Treschristien, maist Cristen King, 1605 Broughton
Corrupt, Handt. Retig. 104 The trespas is doubtles "tres-
grand, 1587 Fleming Contn. Hotlnshett III, 1977/1 Of this
•tresnoble and 'trespuissant monarch, I find these few
verses, 1577-87 Holinsh«d Chron. I. 181/1 The *tres.

puissance of Cnute, the amplenesse of his dominions. 1647
Ward Simp, Cobler 57 *Tres-Royall Sir, I once againe
beseech you, 160a W, Watson Decacordon (1602) 49 The
same 'tres-sacred bodie, ,was both dead and buried, 1648
Petit, East. Assoc, 12 To behold , , our "'I'les-splendent
Crown carried into a desolate Wardrope,

Tresaiel, tresay-le. Ohs. exc. Hist.
Forms : 5-6 tresaill, 6 tresaioul, 7-8 tresaile, S

tresail, 6-9 tresayle, [AF., formed after Besaiel
;

cf, F. trisaieul (i6th c. in Godef. Compl,), (. tri-,

Tki- + <!;«</ grandfather, Aiel.] A grandfather's
grandfather ; a great-great-grandfather.
1401 Ordin. Yarmouth in H. Swinden Gt. Yartii. (1772)

13s King Henry tresaill of our sovereigne lord the kyng that
DOW is. 1550 J, CoK« Eng. I, Fr. Heralds 5 35, (1877) 66
His [Charlmayne'sJ tresaioul, named Pepyn, 1607 Cowell
interp>r. , Cosenage .,, is a writ, that lyeth where the tresaile
(that is, tritaztus, the father of the besaile, or of the great
grandfather) is seysed in his demesn as of fee, at the day
of his death, of certaine lands or tenements, and dyeth : and
then a straunger entreth and abateth. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. III. X, 186 If it mounts one degree higher, to the
tresayle or grandfather's grandfather,,, the writ is called a
writ of cosinage, or de consangvineo.

b. Writ of tresayle : see quot.
I77> Jacob's Law Diet. (ed. 9), Tresayle, the name of a

writ, to Ije sued, on ouster, by abatement, on the death of the
grandfather's grandfather j now obsolete. 1848 in Whaeton
Law Lex.

\ Tresance. Obs. Also 5 -auns, -aunce, 5-6
-awnce, -en8(e, 6 treasanoe. [ad. med,L. tre-,

trisantia, of uncertain meaning, but app. the
covered passage round a cloister : see Du Cange, ed.

1887. Etymology obscure : perh./r«- = L.//-a/«-.]
[

1. A passage in or through a house; a corridor.
S4a8 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1B69) 6 The seide parlore

and the tresance lattizid, gh-uid, and selyd. (1419-30 in
Hope Windsor Castle (1913) 395 i'ro factura ostii de la i

tresaunt in capella.) c 1440 /'row/. /*arp. 502/1 Tresawnce,
in a bowse.., transilus. £1475 Craihouse Reg. (1889) 58
The tresense fro the chawmbur dore to the halle dore. 1519
Hodman Vulg, 291 b, I mette hym in a trcsawnce : where
one of the bothe muste go backe. 157^ Twvne Phisicie agst.
Fort. I. cxviii. 148 His other Gallerie and large Treasance.
(1851 Turner Dom. Archil. I. v. 233 (Roll of 35 Hen. Ill)
Wainscote also the tresance [tresancid\ between the hall
and the aforesaid bed-< hamber.)
2. ? A window ; ? ,1 lattice or screen.

|

ijio Stanbrioge yocai. (\V, de W,) B j b, Transcenna, a ;

tresens, [1525 est fenestra in summitate domus,) 1530
Palsgr, 282/2 Tresens drawen over an estates chambre, ciel.

t Tresche. Obs. Also treisohe, treche, [a.

OF. tresie, tresche a dance, merry gathering ( 1 2th c.

in Godef.); cf. It. tresca 'a kind of Antike or
merrie dance ' (Florio) ;

' a country-dance

'

(Uaretti).] A dance, revel, merry-making.
Tresche 0/giants, a popular name of prehistoric stone,

circles. Q\, Carol sb, 4.

ciago S. Eng. Leg. 1. B8/65 Huy sounguen ofte .. and
treches \v,r. treschesj huy gonne lede. iJ97 R, Glouc.
(Rolls) 1221 Pe kinges neueu & |>e eries neueu of kent , , I n
J»at noble tresche [f, rr, treischc ; companye ; reuel] strif I

827

bigonne arere. Ibid. 3062 pat was (« treche of geans, vor a
qnointe wore it is Of stones al wi|> art ym.id, In t>e world
such non is. .pus was stonhcng uerst ym.id, )>at men al day
ysep. Ibid, 7067 Roberd \>\s noble due as he wende ouer-
lond A wel vair maide as him iiojte in a tresche \,v, rr, one
treche ; a strete] he vond,

Trese, obs. f, trees, pi. of Tree.
t Tresemayns. Obs, [= OF. treis {trots) sc-

maiiies three weeks.] The space of three weeks.
IS4S in Leadam CrI. 0/Requests (Selden) i68 The tenauntes

. .shall hrjmge afor theym at Westminster the tresemayns of
Ester next commyng all suche auncient Courte RoUes and
Recordes.

II Tresette (|| trirse'tti;, tr«e-t). Also trisette,
triasett, tresset. [Ital. tresette, f. tre three, settc

seven, F. tre-sept.'] An Italian card-game for four
persons, played with a pack of 40 cards (the 8, 9,
and 10 of each suit being excluded), in which the 3
and 7 are the winning cards.

1785 C'tess Rosenberg Ess, II. log A priest who used to
come every day to make up my father's party at trisette.

1858 Miss Brichtwell Li/e Linnxus 172 Slostly played at
the Swedish game of trissett. 190s tr, Ct. Kietmansegge'

s

Diary 57 We were home by dinner-time, and spent that
evening,, at Richmond, playing a game of tresset amongst
ourselves, 1903 RevienvofRev. Aug. 250/2 He liked,, to sit
down. ,to a four-cornered card game of tresette.

tTresget. Obs. rare-^. [a. OF. tresgiet,

tresget act of throwing across, darting (12th c. in

Godefroy), n. of action fr. tre(/)geter : cf. Theget.]
Casting of darts.

13. . A". Alls. 7383 (Bodl. MS.) Wel hij flatten on !« pieyn
WiJ> tresget [v. r. target] wij) reremeyn.

t Tresgresaor. Obs. rare—^ Altered form of

L. trans-, as inTransqkessob, with ¥. tres-

trespass.

iS^ Compl. Scot. xiv. 118 Ane tresgressor that hed com-
mittit cryme.

II TresillO (tr«j-Ua). [Sp., factitious dim. of
//-ff three.] A Spanish card-game ; = Ombre.
i8a9 W, Irving in Ufe>, Lett. (186,^)11.403 The countess

comes up to the .Mhambra with a little party to play at
Tresillo. 1878 H. H. Gibbs Ombre 4 The game [Ombre] is

now played in Spain under the name of Tresillo, meaning
a threesome game.
Tresle, obs. form of Trestle,

tTresmonutain, a. Obs. rare-^. [a. OF.
tresmontaine polestar (13th c in Godef.), with
tres- = tras; trans- : see Tra-, Tbansmontane,]
= TBANSMOlfTANK 2 ; cf. TRAMONTANE B. I.

<ri430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhodt iv, xxiii, (1869) 189 Summe
j drawe to )>e pitee of |je ryal magestee of^god,,, summe
oojjere to ],e sterre tresmountayne.

Tresnoble: see Tbes-. Treson, Tresor,
-our, obs, ff. Treason, Treasure.

Trespass (tre-spas), sb. Forms : 3-7 trespas,

(4-5 trispas, trispase), 4-6 trespace, 4-7 tres-
passe, (5 truspas, tre8paa8,6 tresspas, treaspas),
7- trespass, /3. 4 trepas, -pase, pi. -pasis.

[ME. trespas, a. OF. trespas passing across,

passage, transgression of an order or law, offence,

vbl. sb. fr. trespasser, mod.F. tripasser to pass
away, die : see Trespass v. The legal applica-
tion of the words seems specially English,]

1. A transgression ; a breach of law or duty ; an
offence, sin, wrong ; a fault.

cii^S. Eng.Leg,\,2z/i$i He[St.Dun5tan].,for-3afhem
[his servant,sj heore trespas, , And a-soylede hem of heore
sunnes. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 171 pei did a foule
trespas, it was vnsemly J>ing. 138a Wvcuf Matt. vL 14
?if jce shulen for^eue to men hersynnys, and ^oure beuenly
fadir shal forjeue to 30U pure trespassis. a i^sCursorM,
822 (Trin.) Furst shulde he hie dere J»at trespace [rime
^race]. c 1440 Alphabet o/Tales 502 In ))at mene while.

,

it [a soul] mot bafedone suche penance for |>e truspas at it

had done, at it mot hafe bene delyverd fro payn. 1536 Tin-
dale Matt. vi. 12 [see Trespass v, 3 b]. Ibid. 14 And [= ifl ye
wyll not forgeve men there trespa.ses, no more .shall youre
father forgeve your treaspases, x6ii Shaks. IVint. T. i, ii,

265 Be plainer with me, let me know my Trespas, 1687 A.
LovELL tr, Thevenofs Trav. 11, 179, I lookt upon it as a
'frespass against human prudence, to run the hazard a second
time of being hindered to go into the Indies, 1768 Black-
stone Oww/. III. xii. 208 'Trespass, in it's largest and most
extensive sense, signifies any transgression or otfence against
the law of nature, of society, or of the country^ in which
we live. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. v, My head.. is at your
imperial command, prompt to pay for the unbecoming tres-

pass of my tongue.

2. Imio. In a wide sense. Any violation or trans-

gression of the law; spec, one not amounting to

treason, felony, or misprision of either.

c lago Beket 462 in S, Eng. Leg. I. 119 It nas neuere lawe
ne ri^t, double dom to take For o trespas. c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 50 Edrik was hanged on \>k toure, for his

trispas. 14SI Coventry Leet Bit. 24 Noo Osteler bake no
maner of bred in hur bouses, nodur mannys bred ne horse-
bred, to sell, up the payne of vj s. viij d, at every trespas,

1418 Surtees Misc. (1888) 5 His trespas of forgeyng and
utteryng of fals Osmunds and castyng of fals tyn. 1472-5
Rolls 0/ Parlt. VI. 157/1 Trespasses doon with force

and armes ayenst your peas. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 49
Sometimes a man is accused of felonye, and yet he proueth
his offence to he but a trespace. 1651 G. W. tr. Coivels Inst.

\

211 The word Trespasse..comprehends every violation of
the Law. But our discreet Lawyers call only private crimes
'trespasses, and make distinctions even amongst these.

1895 P0LI.0CK & Maitland Hist. Eng. Law n. viii, S 3, II,

510 Trespass {transgressio) is the most general term that

TRESPASS.
there is; it wiil cover all or almost all wrongful acts and
defaults. Every felony, says Bracton, is a trespass, though
every trespa.ss is not a felony. In a narrower sense therefore
trespass is used [in 13th c] as a contrast \.ofelony,
^. t im8 111 Pol. Songs (Camden) 197 Of feloni hi ne taketh

hede, Al thilk trepas is a-ga
3, Law. spec. Any actionable wrong committed

against the person or property of another ; also
short for action of trespass, a. Trespass to person,
13 . . Cursor M. 29391 (Cott. Galba) Of him t>at dose a light

trispase To prest or clerk vnwitandly. z^^Cavcntry Leet-
Bk. 203 In satisfaccion of the trespas doon to hym the tyme
pat he was beeton. --'- ^ "'

the Person may b
z8a2 Hammond I _ ^ t^^^
among the people at a market, it lights'near B who thmws
it from him, C does the same, and it strikes D and puts out
his eye: D has trespass wV^ ar/w/j against A. 1876 Pol-
lock LecuiingCasesdone into Eng. 17 And now 'gainst Shep-
herd, for loss of eye, Question is, whether trespass will lie.

b. Trespass to goods*
1590 Swinburne Testaments 183 If the testator make

diuerse executors, and do bequeath to the one of them the
residue of his goodes;..if the other executor enter there-
unto, hee is subiect to an action of trespasse. 1768 Black-
stone Comm. III. 257 He may bring an action of trespass
for taking away his goods. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 11. ix. 523
Another remedy for the unlawful taking of goods is by
action of trespass, to recover damages for the loss of goods.
1909 HoLDSWORTH Hist, Eng. Laxo III. 271 The place of
^peal was taken by the semi-criminal action of trespass
de bonis asportatis. 1913 Laws Eng. (ed. Halsbury)
XXVII. 865 The gist of an action of trespass is an unlaw-
ful taking or removing or damaging ofa personal chattel.

C, Trespass to land. A wrongful entry upon the
lands of another, with damage (however incon-
siderable) to his real property.
c I4SS Forest Lawis c. 21 in Acts Pari. Scot. (1844) I. 692

Of trespas in forest of Baron,
\\\'i%-\ Rolls 0/ Parlt, VI.

43/2 Noo persone nor persones, whichliave taken any. .pro-
fittes of any of the premisses, or have entred and doon
trespas.] 1768 Blackstonk Comm. III. xii. 209 In the
limited and confined sense.. it signifies no more than an
entry on another man's ground without a lawful authority,
and doing some damage, however inconsiderable, to his real
property. . , Every unwarrantable entry on another's soil the
law entitles a trespass by breaking his close. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. a) IV. 319 If a person grants a piece of ground
in the middle of Jus estate ; he at the same time impliedly
grants a way to it, and the grantee may pass over the land
of the grantor, .without being guilty ofa trespass.

d. Trespass on the case^ a form of action now
obsolete in which the damage complained of is a
result not immediate, but consequential of an un-
lawful act. So called from the L. name of the writs

{previa de transgressione super casiitti) under whicli
it was brought ; also the name of the writ itself.

i4»9 Rolls 0/Parlt. IV. 346/1 Speciall actions of dette or
trespasse uppon her cas. 1641 Termes de la Ley-z^l If not
that it bee a trespasse upon the case, and then the words
V'i et armis are left out, and in lieu thereof the writ shal say
in the end thereof, Contrapacem. 1768 (see Case sb.^ 6 ej.

i87«i PosTE Gaius in. Comm. (ed. 2) 473 What was done by
the introduction of the action of Trespass on the Case, was
exactlyanalogous to what the praetors did. 1888 F. Pollock
in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 454 In the 16th century, a special
form of ' trespass on the case ' became, under the name of
assumpsit^ the common and normal method of enforcing
contracts not made by deed, and remained so till the middle
of the present century.

4. A passing beyond some limit. Now generally
associated with TJtE3PASS v. 4. rare.
16. . Jolly Pinderof Wakefield ii. in Child Balladsd^m

III. 131 There is neither knight or squire .. Dare make
a trespasse to the town of Wakefield. 1681 tr. Belon's Myst.
Physick 46 Some small Trespasses beyond the Rules of
Physick. 1708 Charlotte Smith Yng. Philos. I, 49 He
was frequently involved in scrapes for harmless frolics and
trespasses out of bounds,

6. An encroachment, intrusion on or upon : cf.

Trespass v. 5.

1769 GoLDSH. Hist. Rome (1786) II, 23 Mankind are ever
most offended at any trespass on ceremony. 179^ Jeffeb-
SON Writ. (1853) IV. 287, 1 know the extent of this trespass

on your tranquillity, 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 575 Would not a
publication of this kind be a species of trespass on the board
of health, lately instituted in Ireland? 1830 Gladstone in

Morley Li/e (1905) I. App, 639 One trespass more I must
make on your patience.

6. attrib, and Conib.y as trespass act, -doard {Board
sb. 2 b), -Jinej money, -offering (cf. Sin-ofperinq)

;

trespass-chiding adj.

906 F. S. Oliver A. Hamilton II. iii. 121 By this victory
he smashed the *Trespass Act. 1908 Nation 21 Nov. 299/1
'I'hese writers have a disregard of all *trespass-boards. 1847
Tennvson Princ. v, 36 Boys that slink From ferule and the
*trespass-chiding eye. 1611 Bible 2 Kings xii. 16 The
*trespasse money, and sinne money was not brought into
the house of the Lord. 1535 Covkkdalk Lev. v. 15 Yf a
soule trespace.. he shal brynge his *trespaceofreringe vnto
the Lorde. 1845 Kitto Cycl Bibl. Lit. s. v. Adultery^
Bringing a trespass offering (a ram) to the door of the taber-
nacle, to be offered in his behalf by the priest.

Tre'Spass, v. Forms : 4-6 trespas, -pace,
-passe, (4-5 trispas, 6 treaspas), 6- trespass.
^. 4-6 trepasse, 6 -pase. [f. '1 kespass sb. ; or a.

OF, irespasserto pass beyond or across, mod.F. tri^'

passer to pass away, die, Pr. tras-y tres-^ trapassar^
S[i.traspasar, It. trapassare, med.L. transpassare to

pass beyond, f. L. trans beyond (F. tr^s) + passare,
etc. to Pass. (The chief sense in Eng, attaches
itself rather to the Eng. sb, than to the Fr. verb.)]



TRESPASS.

L itttr. To commit a transgression or offence ; to

Uansgress, ofTend ; to sin. M^ojig.
1303 R. Brunni Hand!. Synne 4250 He.. pat may, and

w)-! nat, here hys messe, . . he trespasyl> more yn J)e lay.

13.. .Vfjc^« .Vd^. (\V.) 3921, I trispast namare than did he.

138a WycLiF Scl. IVks. III. 514 Summe prelatis ))at tres.

paceden. 1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls) V. 153 He had

i-trespassed. c 1430 Srr Tryam. 1062 Yf he had tiespaste

oght. 1591 .Spenser firg. Cnat 365 Not vnto him that

neuer hath trespast, But punishment is due to the offender.

1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i.\, Father Schedsni would

lie the last among us so to trespass. 180S Wordsw. IVag-

goner I. 112, 1 trespassed lately worse than ever.

R c 1400 Lan/raiics Cirurg. 98 (Add. MS.) 5it (>at f>e

blode trepasse \.Ashm. MS. trespace] onlye In qualytc,

amende hym.
b. Const, against {\lo, unto, for).

1303 R. Brunne Hatidl. Synne 1217 pou hast trespast

apertly A^ns ^>-s comaundment so hy. ?rt 1366 Chaucer
Kom. Rose 1036 Who so durste to hir trespace, Or til hir

folk, in werk or dede. c 1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat.

U^ycli/ (iSsi) 135 He preied for^yveness of his Fadre for

hemM trespassedd for hym. c 1386 Chaucer Afelii. rgti

Ye haue mysborn yow and trespassed vn-to me. 1436 Paston

Lett. I. 26, I have nought trespa.ssed ageyn noon of these

•ij- »5»3 FiTZHERB. Hiisb. § i63 To forgyue them that haue

trespaced to the. 1770 Burke Pres. Discont. Wks. II. 341

He trespasses against his duty who sleeps upon his watch.

1845 M. Pattison Eis. (1889) I. 22 He would not.. trespass

against the law and the canons.

t2. trans, with the matter of the trespass as

object : To do (something wrong) ; to commit. Obs.

'375 Barbour Bruce xi. 553 For he thoucht that he suld

amend That he trespassit had. 14.. Eng. Fragm. Med.
Servke-Bks. 8 To forjeue alle maner of men and women
bat l>ey haue trespased to the. Ibid. 9 Alle J>e sennes that

I haue trespased ajens the wilful passioun of oure lord. 1542

Udall Erasm. Apoph. 229 b. The offense euen of it self was
hainous & besides that, trespaced in the emperours owne
doughter. 1591 Spenser Virg. Cnat 448 The faults which

life hath trespassed. 1631 May tr. Barclay's Mirr. Mindcs
I. 25 It begins to censure with much rigour, the trespassed

errours of the same.

1 3. a. To transgress, violate (a law, etc.) Obs.

[So in OFr.]
1483 Caxton G. de la Tour d vij b, She had trespaced

his commaundement a 1536 Tindale Pathway Wks. (1573)

385/2 To punish vs if we trespasse the law and good order.

1613 Daniel Hist. Eng. i. (1650) 223, I must not so much
trespasse Vertue, as to overpasse one memorable particular.

^. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxxxiii. 323 These lordes

and knightes . . durst nat trepase the popes commaundement.

tb. To offend against, wrong, violate (a

person). Obs.

14*7 in 10th Ref. Hist. MSB. Comm. App. v. 294 If ony
man shal trespasse or ly by ony nurishe or apprentise. 1523

Ld, Berners Froiss. I. cclxxx. 420 They had greatly

trespassed the prince, wherof than they repented them, but

than they coulde not remedy it. xsa6 Tindale Matt. vi.

12 And forgeve vs oure treaspases, even as we forgeve them
which treaspas vs. 1556 J. Hevwood Spider ^ F. xix, 7 At
the least thou hast trespassed me.

4. Law. intr. To commit a trespass (see Tres-

pass sb. 2) ; spec, to enter unlawfully on the land of

another, or on that which is the property or right

of another. Const, on, upon.
<ri455 Forest Laivis c. 21 in Acts Pari. Scot. (1844) I. 692

Item gif a fre man hapyn to trespas [orig. detinguat] in pe

forest of ony baroun to quham pe king be fre charter has

granted a forest . . All J>at is fundin with him trespassand in l>e

forest. 1590, 1651 [implied in Trespasser 2; cf. also senses).

a 17x8 Prior Epitaph 20 Each Virtue kept it's proper Bound,
Nor Trespass'd on the other's Ground. 1755 Johnson,
Trespass, 2. to enter unlawfully on another's ground. 1843
Prescott Mexico (1850) I. vi. 160 The lad answered, ' Itwas
the king's wood, and he would punish him with death if he

trespassed there.* 1B44 in Ashbee Last Rec. Cotswold Com-
i.nn. (1904) 37 Pd, Wm. Hands for. .preventing Cattle from
Tres,:assing on the Corn 4 weeks. 4 s. 1838 Lvtton What
will he do ill. viii, 1 trust we are not tresjiassing. 1880

Chambers' Eneycl.lX. 535/1 If he is . . trespassing with intent

to catch or kill game, he may in some cases be apprehended
and given into custody. . . If. . A.'s cattle trespass on B's land,

B can impound them.
/ig. 1818 Keats Endymion iv. 870 No pearl Will trespass

down these cheeks.

5. intr. Jig. with on or upon: To make an im-

proper or uninvited inroad on (a person's time,

attention, patience, etc.) ; to intrude on or upon the

rights or domain of; to encroach on, infringe.

i6s» Urquhaet yewel 27^, I am afraid that I have tres-

passed a little upon the patience of the Reader. 1663 Fla-
gellum or O. Cromwell (ed. 2) 5 Herein he trespassed upon
that respect and lenity due and usual to Children of his

Birth and quality. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier US40) 231

We made bold.. to trespass upon the country for a few
horses. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 53 Fearing that I have already
trespassed on the limits of your Journal, a x88z A. Barratt
Phys. Metempiric (1883) 206 Science ison those occasions

trespassing on Metempiric, and is talking about things of

which it cannot possibly know anything.

t6. intr. (in form trepass.) To pass beyond
this life ; to die. Also trans, in to trepass this life.

Trepassed, deceased. (The only sense in which
this vb. is preserved in mod.F.) Obs. rare.

14.. [implied in Trespassement]. 15x3 Ld. Berners
Froiss. I. XX. 29 As soone as I am trepassed out of this

worlde. Ibid., Soone after thys, noble Robert de Bruse,

Kyng of Scotland, trepassed out of this vncertayne worlde.

Ibid, ccxxix. 305 iio gyue ayde and helpe, and to recomforte

Tiis cosyn, the wyfe of therle Charles trepassed. a 1533 —
Huon vii. 17 It is .vii, yere syns he trepasyd thys lyfe.

Hence Tre'spassed, Tre'spassing///. adjs,

»8}i Trespassed [see sense 2]. X73X-3 Tull Horse-Hoeing
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Hush. tCxx. 577 A very good Crop (except part of it, which
i)ciiit; eaten by tlie trespassing Sheep. .was somewhat
lilighted). 1788 D. Gilson Serni. Pract. Subj. xiv. (1807)265
One trespassing Egyptian might ihrust him away. 1824

G. C. Renouard Ctylon in Encycl. Metro/>. (1845) XVI.
445/2 As all trespassing beasts are forfeited, the poor natives

who live in the neighbourhood of plantations, are often

deterred from rearing cattle.

t Tre'Spassable, a. Obs. rare. Also 5 tre-

passable. [f. as Trespass v. + -able ; in sense i

a. OK. ircspassabk that may be crossed (12th c.).]

1. That may be passed through or crossed.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xvii. 182 All the parties of see &
of lond han hereappositees habitables or trepassables.

2. Subject or liable to an action of trespass.

x68i TiEGGE Parson'sCounsei/^r{ed. 3) i6g The Parson may
have an Action of Trespas against any body that shall do
any Trespassable act in the Church, or Church-yard.

Trespassage. rare, [f. Tkespass v. + -age.]

A trespassing, a trespass.

1874 W. Uruce Hehre-wOdes"]^ Is there any God like the

Lord above Who passeth over trespassage?

t Tre'Spassantf «• Obs, rare, [a, AF. ires-

passant
^

pr. pple. of trespasser: see Trespass v.

and -ANT.] That trespasses,

1^7 Harrison England u. xi. (1877J i. 226, I would wish
the partie trespassant, to be made bond or slaues vnto those
that receiued the iniurie.

tXrespa'SSement. Obs. rare. [a. OF. tres-

passement (12th c. in Godef.), F. tr^passement : see

Trespass v. and -ment.] A passing away (from

life) ; departure, decease.

14.. in Wars Eng. in France (i8€4) II, 523 Incontynent
aftir his [Henry Vs] trespaseraent . . Tohne, due of Bedforde
..was made regente. 1^75 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 41 Frome
the second yere of his reigne..into the day of his trespasse-

ment the space of .vij. yere.

Trespasser (tre'spassj). Forms: 4-5 tres-

pasour, 4-6 -passour, -cure, 5 -pasor, -owre,

-passor, 5-6 -pacer, 6 -passar, 6- trespasser.

[ME. a. AF. trespassonr ^ OF. irespasseor, agent-n.

of trespasser to Trespass.] One who trespasses.

1, A transgressor, a law-breaker ; a wrong-doer,

sinner, offender.

[1292 Britton I, xxi. § II Touz trespassours encountre la

forme de nos estatuz,] 136a Langu P. PI. A, i. 94 And take
trespassours and tei^en hem faste. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 117 Of |>e whiche statut Jie firste trespasour was
(?e erle, 1450-1530 Myrr. mir Ladye 75 And forgyue vs

oure trespasses, as we forgyue oure trespassoures. 153S
CovERDALE Josh. vii. headings The trespacer is stoned vnto
death. 1648 Petit. East. Assoc. 26 We see no reason, why
..our Trespassers be our Judges. 1742 J. Glas Lord's
Supper V. VI. 234 The Trespasser humbles himself to confess

his Fault.

2. Laiv. One who commits a trespass ; esp. one

who trespasses on the lands of another.

c 14SS Forest Lawis c. 22 in Acts Pari. Scot, (1844) I. 602
Item gif ony wylde best he fundyn dede or wondyt and pe
trespassour be nocht fundyn, at J?e next mut h^r aw to be
inquisicioun made. 1590 Swinburne Testaments lyj Who-
soeuer as a meere trespasser, entereth into the goods of
the testator. 1651 G. W. tr. Ccnvel's Inst. 231 The party
following them [stray beasts], and endeavouring to keep
them from committing Damages, is no^ Trespasser. 1700
TvRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 1108 Concerning Irespassers in

Parks. 1837 Dickens Pickiv.yXxy Remind me to have a board
done about trespassers, and spring guns, and all that sort of

thing, to keep the common people out. 1895 Pollock &
Maitland Hist. Eng. Law If. 166 The man who has
bought or hired goods from a trespasser, how has he broken
the king's peace and why should he be sent to gaol ?

Jig. 1702 North Lei. 6 Dec, m Lives {iZga) III. App. 247
If I am too much a trespasser on your better time.

1 3. Kket. lit. * That which oversteps or passes

beyond*; hyperbaton, Obs, rare~K
1589 PuTTENHAM Eng. Poesie III. xii. (Arb.) i3o To all

their speaches which wrought by disorder the Greekes
gaue a general name {/fiperdaton) as much to say as the

(trespasser).

Trespassing (tre'spasig), vbt. sb. [f. Tres-
pass V, + -iNG 1.] The action of the verb Trespass.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter^ c. 4 Doand trispasyngis i hatid

[Vttig. facientes preuaricaciones odiuij. 1388 Wvclif Rom,
IV. 15 Where is no lawe, there is no trespas, nethir is tres-

passyng. 1561 T, Norton Calvin's /fist. iii. 266 They
winking at their own trespassings. 1852 Chr. Rossetti
Poems (igo4) 148/2, 1, .weep for my trespassing. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 7 Oct. 4/2 Trespassing, in English law . . is distinctly

not a criminal offence; the trespa.sser cannot be * given inio

custody ', as the notice-boards have it.

Tre'Spassory, a. [f. Trespass sb. + -0Kr^.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a trespass.

1888 Pollock & Wright Possession in Comm. Lata 131

Possession originally obtained by consent cannot become
trespassory,

fTrespeTce, v, Obs. rare~^. [a, OF. tres-

percier (12th c. in Godef.), f. tres :—L. trans^

Trans- + percier to Pierce.] trans. To pierce

through, transpierce.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour K iij, A suerde shold trespe.ce

her sowle and her herte.

Trespuissanoe, -ant : see Tres-.

Tress (tres), sb. Forms : //. 3 tresaene, 4-

tresses, (5 -is, trissis) ; sing. 4-6 tresse, (6 Sc,

tres), 6- tress. See also Trace sb,^ [a, F,

tresu, in OF. tresce a plait or braid of hair (i 2th c. in

Littr^, etc.) =Pr. tressa^ treza, It. treccia^ beside the

vb. F. tressery OF. trecier. It. trecciare ' to plaite, to

TRESS.

tie . . vp in tresses, as womens haires are ' (Florio).

In Sc. and some Eng. dialects this appears also in

the forms trais{s and trace', see Trace i^.'i, v,"^

The OF., Pr., and It. sbs. point to a late L. or

Romanic tricia, trecia^ which appears in med.L.

:

see Du Cange,
For the derivation, DJez favours a form *trichea (or '^trlcJiia)

f, Gr. Tpi'xa threefold, taking the primary sense to be 'a triple

plait '. Hatz.-Darm. take ircsse as vbl. sb, from the vb.

tresser.\

1. A plait or braid of the hair of the head,

usually of a woman : of. Trace sbJ^ i.

13.. SeuynSag. (W.) 478 With both honden here yaulew
here Out of the tresses sche hit lere. c 1386 Chaucer JCnt.'s

T. igi Hir yelow heer was broyded in a tresse Bihynde hir

bak, ayerde longe I gesse. a 1400-50 Alexaftder:i45o Hire
hede vn-helid was on ht^e & hitd all in trissis. c 1440
Promp. Parv, 502/1 Tresse, of heere, trica. 1530 Palscr.
2S2/2 Tresse of heer, tresse. 1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ.

Conv. III. (1586) 136 b, Certain women, whereof one had her
tresses crossed in such sort vpon her head, that they made
the tikenesse of two hearts bound together. 15^ Spenser
F. Q. II. ix. ig Her yellow golden heare Was tnmly woven
and in tresses wrought. 16x3 R. Cawdrev Table Aiph.
(ed. 3), TresseSt lockes of bayre broyded vp. 1717 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady Rich i Apr., Iheir beautiful

hair [was] divided into many tresses, hanging on their

shoulders. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. I. 11. 92 Their
black hair.. was bound in tresses around their heads. 171)3

Earl Macartney Jml. Emb. China 4 Aug., [Their hairj

is platted in a tress, and falls down the back.

D. (By extension) A long lock of hair (esp.

that of a woman), without any sense of its being

plaited or braided; mostly in pi. tresses. (The
usual current sense.)

CX290 S. Eng. Leg, I. 325/82 Heo drovj of hire tressene

and caste a-wei. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1. 230 A
queynt array As she had ben an hunteresse With wynde
blowynge vpon hir tresse. C1450 Merlin xviii. 298 She
was all discheuelee in her heer, and Taurus hir heilde be
the tresses and drough hir after his horse. 1595 Weever
Epigr. IV. xxii. (1599) E vj, Rose-checkt Adoniswith his

amber tresses. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5>, Tresses^ said of the

Hair, when it hangs down in dishevell'd Locks. 1717 Pope
Sappho to Phaon 85 Nor braids of gold the varittl tresses

bind, That fly disorder'd with the wanton wind. 1824 W.
Irving T, Trav. I. i. vi. 75 Her long dishevelled tresses

hanging to the ground. 1871 R. Ellis Catuilus\x\\. 47 What
shall a weak tress do, when powers so mighty resist not ?

C. i?ansf. andyfg-. (and in fig. context). Applied

to long leafy shoots or tendrils, rays of the sun, etc.

1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. i, In Aquary, Cinthia the clere

Rynsid hir tressis. 15^ Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv.

Handicrafts 139 Somtimes the Plane, somtimes the Vine
they shear. Choosing their fairest tresses, c i6ao Z. Boyd
Zion's Flowers (1855) 145 My sonnes..will by the tresses

snatch The fittest time. 1641 J. Tbappe Theol. Theol.

V. 205 The radiant tresses of the sun. 1810 T. L. Peacock
Genius 0/ Thames 65 The weeping willow droops to lave

Its leafy tresses in the wave. 1875 Tristram Moab ii. 29
Luxuriant tresses of maiden-hair fern.

d. {Our) Lady's tresses : see Lady's traces.

t2. A flat plait or braid (of interwoven threads,

fibres, hairs, rushes, straw, etc.) Cf. Trace sb,^

2, 3. Obs,

1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (\V. de W. 1495) i. xxxvi. sSb/a
Saynt Anthonye made a tresse for to make a lytyll basket.

154a Inv. Roy. Wardrobe (1815) 82 Ane cott of variand

taffatie with ane small waiting ires of gold [cf. 1539, p. 32

trais of gold]. 1550 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IX._^5S
Item, xvj elnis tressis put on the saittis of the saidis chiris.

+ 3. Her, = Tressure 2. Cf. Trace sb^ 10.

Obs. rare.

1577 Holinshed Chron. I. Hist. Scot, 358/2 They heare

in their armes the Lion and Lillyes, wyth the tresse in

fourme and fashion as the King of Scotlande heareth hys.

4. attrib. and Comb,, as tress-lifting, -like, -shorti,

'topped a.^1%.

1819 Keats Lamia i. 207 Down through *tress.lifting

waves the Nereids fair Wind into Thetis* bower. 1647 R.
Stapylton Juvenal xv. 277 Th'orphane. .Whose *tresse-like

haire, and eyes still dropping pearle. 1845 Kitto CycL Bibl.

Lit. s. V. Babylony It bears spreading and ever-green

branches, . . adorned with long tress-like tendrils. x866 J. B.

Rose tr. Ovid^s Met. viii. 234 And matrons Eveninan,
* tresses-shorn. 1871 Browning -5a/a«f/. 1323 Past the pines
*Tress-topped.

Hence Tre'ssftil a., full of or fully furnished

with tresses; Trc'ssless «., having no tresses;

Tre'sslet, a little tress.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11, iv. in. Magnif. 734 Pharo's

faire daughter.. Was queintly dressing of her •Tress-full

head Which round about her to the ground did spread. 1865

Cahlyle Frcdk. Gt. xx. iii. (1873) IX. 51 The Bernburg
Officers, tragically "tressless in their hats. 1882 J. Walker
Scotch Poems 136 A glossy *tresslet of her lint-white hair.

TresSy z'. Now rare exc. in pa, pple. Also 4
tresce. [ME. a. F. tresser, OF. trecier ( 1 2th c. in

I.ittr^) = Pr. tressary trezar^ It. trecciare to arrange

in a tress, braid, plait
;
goes with Tress sb.

The OF. form trecier indicates a late L. type *tncidre, f.

tricia, trecia (or *trichia) : see Tress sb.\

1. trans. To arrange (hair) in tresses.

? (1 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 569 And with a riche golde

treasour Her hedde was tressed queintly. 1390 Gower
Con/. III. 255 And hou hir yelwe her was iresced And hire

atire so wel adresced. c 1440 Promp. Partu 502/1 Tressyn
heere, trico. 1623 tr. Favine's Theat. Hon.^ w. \\. 78 The
Sicambrians were observed by their yellow haire, tressed and
knit in cordons. 1827 Roberts Voy, Centr. Amer. 29 The
hair was worn long and tressed behind with a cord. 1867

Morn. Star ig Sept., Neither sex wears any covering on the
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head, preferring to tre<;s..that with which nature has pro-

vided them.

b. To arrange or dispose (threads, etc) in braids.

z86s [see tressin^ below]. 1904 IFestm. Gaz. 24 May 1/3

The tiny finders threw the bobbins swiftly from side to side,

moved the pins on the pricked paper pattern, tressed the lace

that had to be finished before eventide.

2. intr. Of the hair : To fall in tresses ; to admit

of being arranged in tresses.

1867 Mom. Star ig Sept., The hair of the Abyssinians is

..sutnciently long to tress well.

Hence Tre'ssing vbl. sb.

cx^S '^^' M^tify 0/ Oignies i, i. in Anglia. VIII. 135/34
Tressynge & tiftynge of here. 1862 Catal. Intemat.
Exhib,, Brit. II. No. 4542, Skilful tressing, and most
careful workmanship and finish, in which the exhibitor

endeavoured not to be surpassed by any of his fellow

competitors.

Tress, obs. form of Trace j^.2, Trest sh^

-tress, ending of feminines of agent-nouns in

-ter, ~tor^ etc., usually short for -ier-ess, -tor-ess :

as in actresSy auditress, huntress, mistress, seams^

tress, songstress^ traitress, vintress\ see -E8S^,

Tres-sa'cred, most sacred : see Tres-.

II
Tresseau (tresf)). [Fr. :—OF. tressel^ deriv.

of tresse Tress.] Applied to a vine, of which

the grapes grow in a much elongated cluster.

Also aitrib,

vfii% Mills Pract. Husb. IV. 381 If some plants of the

tresseau, whose fruit never ripens easily, are mixed with the

pineaus, it is.. because our forefathers..judged it necessary

to add these tresseaus. Ibid. 3S2 A reasonable proportion of

the tresseau grape should always be planted with the others

in sandy soils.

Tressed (trest, poet, tre-sed), ppU a. and a,

[f. TrB83 sd. and v. + -ed.]

L Of the hair : Arranged in tresses ; braided.

c 1386 Chauceb lJ^//i's Prol. 344 Ye wommen shul appa-
raille yow..noght in tressed \v.rr. trussede, tressede] heer
and gay perree. 1500-30 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 77 Hir goldin

tressit hairis redomyt. 1579 Spenser Sfu'Ph. Cat, Apr. 12 He
plongd in payne his tressed locks dootb teare. i6ia tr.

BenTeniitos Passenger lu 573 In two fairc eyes, or in the

tressed lockes.

2. Having or furnished with tresses ; often as the

second element in a parasynthetic compound, as

gold-tressed.

13.. K. Alis. 5393 (Bodl. MS.), Hij weren .. tressed in \te

nekkes as a woman. i4it'SO Lvdg. Chron. Troy iv, 2645
Firy Titan, gold-tressed in his spere. x6ox Weever Mirr.
Mart. Cviij, A Comet . . Bearded, or trest, or stretching forth

his taile. 16*3-4 Milton Parafihr. Ps. cxxxx'i. 30 He,,
caus'd the Golden-tressed Sun All the day long his cours to

run. X758 Poetry in Ann. Reg* 413 The silver tre^ed
Summer's gone. 1830 Tennyson Recoil. Arab. Nts. xiii, A
brow of pearl Tressed with redolent ebony.

Tressel, -il, etc. : see Trestu;.
Tressilate (tresiUit), v. rare, [ad. F. treS'

saillir to thrill, trembl j, f. tres- :—L. Tbans- +
saiiiir to jump.] intn To start with sudden
agitation, as with a thrill of surprise, joy, etc,

1889 D. C. Murray Danger. Catspanv xiv, The ladies

tressilated deliciously. The crime began to take an air of
romance.

Treason, -oun, -un, obs. forms of Treason.
Tre8-splendent,a.,'most' or 'very illustrious':

see Tres-.

Tressnre (trc's'ai, tre'Juj). Forms : a. 4-6
tresaour, (5 -owre, tresour, -©wyr, treasour,

trissoure, 7 tresseur) ; $. 5 tressur, trussure, 6
treasure, 5- treasure; 7. 5 trechoure. [ME.
tressour represents OF. tresseor, -eour, also tressoir,

tressoer{i^thc.):~L.*tricidtoriumi see-oCB; ME.
tressure =» OF, tressure, ^eure (I2-I3th c) : see

-UBK ; f, F. iresse Tress.]

+ L A ribbon or band worn round the head ; a

net with which a woman's tresses are conBned ; a
head-dress ; also, app., the arrangement of her

hair in tresses, her chevelure. Obs.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvii. 105 The ryche ledies in

hnere hour, That wcreden gold on huere tressour. St..
Crow. tr Gr, Knt, 17^9 t>e hazer stones Trased aboute hir
tressour, be twenty in clusteres. ?a 1366 [see Tress v. i].

c x^o Metr. Life St, A'a/A. (Halliw.) 11 Maxent..bad anon
hys turmentours Do hange hur be hur tresourys. c 1425
Voe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 656/17 Hoc tricatorium^ tressure.

C1475 Pict. Voc. ibid. 792/18 Hec tricatura, a tresewyr.

1483 Cath, Angl. y^iji A Tressowre, trica, tricatura,
laid. 394/1 A 'Irissoure of A woman hedde, cincinKUs,.,

iricat tricatura, cincinfiaculus.

2. Her, A diminutive of the orle (Oble i a), con-

sisting of a narrow band of one-quarter the width of

the bordure ; usually borne counterfleury, or double
and fleury counterfleury, as in the arms of Scotland.

Formerly also called trace (Trace sb.'^ 10), tract

(Tbact sb.^ 6 (a)).

a 1440 Sir Degrez'. 6^$ Hure botenus was toore, Aname-
lede with azoure ; \yith topyes and trechoure Overtrasyd.
/bid. 1031 He beres in cheefof azour, Engrelyd with asatur,
With doubule tressour. 1571 Bossewell Armorie 11. 41 b.

Without mention madcof anye iracte, or Tressour Counter-
florie. 159a V'l'iRLKY Armorie, Ld. Chaudos 77 Two Ermin
Lions pas'unt crowned gold, With Scottish treasure. x6tx
CoTGR., 'frescJuur, a Tracke, or Tresseur (in Blason). 1704

J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Tressure, a term in Heraldry for

an Orle when it is flowered ; and if there be two of them, it

is called a double Tressure. 1707 £. Chahberi.ayne St, Gt.

Vol. X.

Brit, n. ii, (ed. 22) 90 In the second place, Or, within a
Double Tressure, Counter-flower'd Lys, Gules, a Lyon
Rampant of the Second, for the Royal Arms of Scotland.
1808 Scott Marm, iv. vii, The double tressure might you
see, First by Achaius borne. 1857 J- Patersom Hist, Re-
gality Musselburgh 180 Three crescents within a double
tressure,

3. Nttmism. An ornamental enclosure, circular

or of several arches, containing the type or distinc-

tive device, found on many gold and silver coins of
former centuries.

174s M. FoLKES Eiig, Siher Coins 16 He.. omitted the
double tressure surrounding the head upon the former
groats. 1817 RuDiSG Annals Coinage III. 40a In a double
tressure often arches with trefoils in the outer angles, the
English Lion [etc.]. 1841 Hawkins Silver Coins {i8j6) 206
Edward III. 1327 to 1377.. .The Groats were struck at
London or York : the type has the bust of the king, front
face, within a double tressure of nine arches. 1898 G. B.
Rawlings Brit. Coinage 39 Gold florin of Edw. IIL-.^^f.
A short ornate beaded cross, enclosed by a tressure of four
arches, with a lion in each angle.

Hence Tressnred a., provided with (in quot.

loosely, borne upon) a tressure.

1805 Scott Last Minsir. iv. viii, The tressured fleur-de-

luce he [ThirlestaneJ claims To wreathe his shield.

Tressy (tre-si), a. [f. Tress sb. + -T.] Re-
sembling, characterized by, or adorned with tresses.

X614 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue in. 230 Like two
Popplars which .. their tressie Tops doe hide Amid the
Clouds. 1795 Coleridge Z«£^/: 10 Pendent boughs of tressy
yew. A 1845 Hood Ruth iv, Her hat, with shady brim,
Made her tressy forehead dim.

t Trest, sb.'^ Obs, Forms: 4-5 treste, 4-6
trest. [A parallel form to Traist sb., Trtst sb..

Trust sb. It may in some instances be a variant

oi traist (which is probable at least for the 16th c.

Scotch use) ; but is viewed by Morsbach as a
variant oftrist.] Confidence, assurance, trust.

ax3oo Floriz ^ Bl. 408 Al mi trest is t»e upon. X4aa
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. xl. 198 losue . . by the grete
treste that he had in god, comanded the Sone and the
mone.

^ 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxiv, 48 To hing, As
tratouris sould, for schuitting vnder tresu a 1600 AIont-
GOiiEKiK Misc, Poems xxx. 23 Sen he took me vnder trest.

Trest (trest), j*.2 Now only Sc. and dial
Forms : a. 4-6 treste, 6 Sc, treist, 5- trest. /3. 5
Sc, trast, 6 Sc. traist. 7. 5 tryste, 5-6 tryst, 6

trist. 6. 6 triss, 6-9 tress, [a, OF, treste, var.

oitraste, orig. trastre, trestre (i 2-1 3th c. inGodef.)

:—L. transtrum, *trdstrum 'cross-beam, transom
;

cf. obs. It. trasto, pi. trasti the benches of a galley,

transoms (Florio), which has also lost the second r.]

ol. » Trestle i.

13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3874 The kinges dener wele was
grayd; Thai set tresles and hordes on layd. 13.. E. E.
A Hit. P. B. 832 pe trestes tylt to l>e wo^e & t>e table boJ>e.

143a Test. Ebor. (Stirtees) II. 23, j met bord w* j pare
trystes. 1:1470 Henry /(^aZ/oi-^ x. 40 That.. Past our the
hryg J Wallace gert wrychtis call, Hewyt trastis : wndyd
the passage all. 1501 Dol'clas Pal. Hon. in. Ixx, Traists,

formis, ana benkis, war poleist plane. 1565 in Hay Fleming
Reform. Scotl. (igio) 610 Ane aikin burd standand on
treistis. 1627 ^\ks Lucanx, 133 High tresses golden tables

bore. 1665 J. Fraser Polickron, (S.H.S.) 197 The tresis

and supporters of the oaken table. iSag Scott Betrothed
xiv, When the boards and tresses on which the viands had
been served were withdrawn. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc.

Mining Terms, 7r«f, a trestle; the fulcrum for the lever

used in boring.

fb. A rest used with a harquebus or other

fire-arm: -Trestle 4 a. Obs.

1513 Ace. Ld, High Treas. Scot. IV. 537, ij cartis with
gwn'itainis,..the cran with the traisiis for the gwn. 15x5
lbid,W, 15 Fourgret eschin treis to mak trestis for hacbuschis.

15^3-4 Ibid. VIII. 248 For fraucht of thre boittis witht the

said artal^e, having tressis, . . and other necessaris convenient
thairfore.

2. A tripod; a three-legged stool : = Tbestlb 2,

Now dial.j and variously used.

1483 Cath. Angl. 393/2 A Tryste (A. A Tristylle), tripos,

tristula, 1513 Douglas yEneis ill. vi, 11 God Apollois

divinationis, Vnder his trestis and burdisat Delphosschene.

'547-64 Bauldwin Mot. Philos. (Palfr.) 10 Certaine fishers

found a golden treste or triuet, on which was written
' sapient! , that is, Giue this to a wise man. a 1800 Pegge
Suppl. Grose, Trest, a strong large stool Lane. x88a

Lane. Gloss., Trest, a strong bench ; a butcher's block [cf.

sense \\

+ Trest, a. Obs. [A parallel form to Tbaist a.^

Tbist (z.l : cf. Trest sb^ and next.]

1. Firm, strong: = Traist a. i.

c 1470 Golagros ff Gaw. 526 He. .Tumit to ane hie toure,

that tight wes full trest.

2. Confident, sure : = Traist a, 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17319 pou mai be ful trest to spede.

3. Trusty, faithful : = Traist a, 3.

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ix. 28 Ane constant hairt

bayth trest & trew. 1566 Inv. Roy. Wardrobe (1815) 177

Service done . . be our trest cousing Johnne now erle of Mar.

1584 Hudson Du Bartas Judith v. 134 So shall you finde

me,.. as faithful!, secret, trest, and trew.

Hence f Tre'stly adv, Obs., confidently.

a 1568 in Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. CI.) 213 Thair is nocht

faithfulnes fundin in to this erdi Now is nocht thre may
trestly trow in the ferd.

t Trest, V. Obs. Forms: 3 trestefn, 5-0

trest ; also 4 pa. t, treste. [A parallel form to

Tbaist v., Tbist v.j Trust v.

Morsbach considers it a phonetic variant of trist. But in

the northern and Sc. examples it may be merely a variant
spelling oi traist, perh. under English influence.]

1. refl. To commit oneself securely, to trust {in,

of, oil) : cf, Traist v. i.

axz%Q Prov, yElfred 505 in O. E, Misc, 132 On him Jm
maist J>e tresten. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. xl.

198 That neuer he shold hym treste of ihe helpe of his god.

.

I'his kynge Ezechie hym trested in god.

2. intr. To trust {of, to, or with inf.) : = Tbaist
V, 2.

C127S Lav. 17941 For sealde he aswint pat to him seolue
treste|>. 13 . . Sir Beues (A.) 3520 Meche a [ = he] treste to
Arondel. c 1400 Apol, Loll, 66 Wan ^-e man tresti^ of l>is

absolucoun, weninghimsiker..& mendij> not. 1405 in Roy.
f<c Hist. Lett. Hen. /^' (Rolls) 159 Treste ^e nought to no
Leutenaunt. c 1425 XI Pains of Hell 347 in O. E. Misc.
221 Y pray 50U seris trest wele hereto, c x«;6o A. Scott
Poems (S.T.S.) xxii. 17 Ay tresting for to speid.

b. trans, with simple obj. {torig, dative), or
clause : = Tbaist v. 2 b,

c 1275 Lav. 2351 Ac he nam one hired man J'at wel he treste

con. 1500-20 Dunbar /*(7^w« xiii. n Is na m.in thair that
trestis ane vther. ct<fio A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxx. 8
Trest weill this taill is trew. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.
xvii. 183 He may, I trest, set vs at rest.

Trest, obs. form of Tryst.

Trestle Ctre*s*l), sb. Forms : a. 4-5 trestele,

4-6 -el, -eU(e, -ill(e, 5 -iel, -ul, 5-6 -yll(e,

6 -il, -yl, 4- trestle
; 4-6 tresselle, 6-S -ell,

7 -il, -al, (tresle), 5-9 tressel, 7-9 tressie;

(6 Sc. traiale, 7 threstle, 8 trassel). &. 5-6
try8tell(e, 6 -el, trlstell, -il, -ill(e, tristle,

trys(8)elle, trisselle. 7. 5 trostyle, 6 -ell,

trustyll, 7-8 trussell, 7-9 -el, (8 trusle), 8-9
trussle, 9 trustle. [ME. irestel^ a. OF. trestel

(i2th c. in H.itz,-Darm., mod.F. treteau) a tran-

som, beam :—pop.L. *transtellum, dim. of trans-

trtvn beam : see -LE 2 and cf. Trest sb.^ Pop.L.
*transtellum would normally have given OF.
trastel, but cf. treste, Trest sb.'^ from transtrum.']

1. A support for something;, consisting of a short

horizontal beam or bar with diverging legs, nsually

two at each end ; esp. one of a pair or set used to

support a board so as to form a table.

13. . Coer de L, 102 They sette tresteles, & layde a borde.
c 1400 Brut clxxxvii. ao6 I>is Pieis of Gauaston . . went into

J»e Kyngus tresorie..and toke he table of golde, wif> )pQ

tresteles of J>e same, and meny ol^ere riche gewelles. 1495
Naval Ace, Hen. VlliiZgt) 196 Mete tables in theCaptayns
Caban and..Trystelles for the same. 1522 in Archseologia
XXV. 457 A tabill & the trostells. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss.

II. clvii. [cliti.] 434 These burgesses sette downe the lytter

on two trestels, 1543 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 15
Payde for makynge of the trj'selle . . ij d. 1572 in Feuillerat

Revels Q. Eliz. (i9o8)_ 165 Tables and tressells. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury iv. xli. (Roxb.) 502/1 Then was the Body
..set on a Tressell between two crosses, and couered with
a large purple veluett pall. 1703 T. N. City ^ C. Purchaser

3 Horses, orTrussels,..to lay the Poles. .on whilst they are

boring. 1743 in H. S. Wyndham Ann, Cov. Card, Theatre
(1906) II. 312 A Mountebank's stage and tressells. 179a .\.

Young Trav. France 217 In Italian inns.. the bedstead is

usually four forms, like trussels, set together, a 1800
Pegge Suppl. Grose, Trussell, a stand for a barrel. Kent.
1806-7 J. Herhsford Miseries Hum. Life xviit. 195
The proverbial obstinacy of the pig rather increases than
diminishes when he is laid on the tressel for execution. 1838
Dickens 0. Twist v, An unfinished coffin on black tressels.

x86i Wright Ess. Arch&ol. II. xiv. 41 The Anglo-Saxon
table was formed merely by placing a board upon trestles

at the time of eating.

f 2. A three-legged stool or seat ; a tripod. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 503/1 Trostyle, tristellus, Kylw. et

Dice, tripos, Comm. 1552 Huloet, Trestle, /rr)*«j-, .. whych
hath thre fete, 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 151

These be the answers, of the Holy see, these be yo Oracles

of the Appstolike trestle. Margin, Apollo among y«

Heathen gaue . . Prophecies at a threefooted boord or trestle.

1570 Levins Manip. 126/28 A Tristil, tripes. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Trestle {tripus), a three footed-stool, or any
thing with three feet, a trevet. 1658 in Phillips.

b. A three-legged frame or stand for a support

;

a tripod. Now dial.

1700 Rov in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 165 We made shift, by
the help of a long beam, and a moveable trestle by way of

fulcrum for it to rest upon, to get the instrument up to the

top of its own proper scaffold. 179S Ibid. LXXXV. 455
The plank and bar were supported on five of the tressels,

or tripods, belonging to the Royal Society, 1828 Craven
Gloss., Tressel, a frame to support a scaffold, made of three

feet.

3. Her, A low stool or bench used as a bearing :

usually represented with three legs.

x6zo GuiLLiM Heraldry iv. ix. {1611)213 He beareth gides,

a fesse Humet, or, betweene three trestles argent.. .This
charge.. is of some.. taken, .for a Table. 1894 Parker*s
Gloss. Her., Tressel, a three-legged frame to support a table,

borne chiefly by branches of one family.

4. In various specific uses, t a. A support or rest

for a harquebus or other early fire-arm (see Rest
sb^ n a) : « Trest sb^^ i b. Obs. b. A frame-

work consisting of upright (or more or less inclined)

pieces with diagonal braces, used to support a

bridge or other elevated structure. C, d. See quots.

e. One of the timber props or shores used to support

a ship while being built, f £ A stand or frame for

candles or tapers burning in religious worship. Obs,

g. = Trestle-tree {Century Diet.).

a, 1497 Naval Ace. Hen, VII (1896) 95 Trestelles for
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TRESTLE.

hakbusscs. b. 1796 Morse Aiiier. Gcog. I. 438 [A bridge]

160 feet long and 22 feet wide, supported by two wooden

trussels, and two stone pillars. 1811 Wellington in Gurw.

Disp. (i8!8) VIII. 351 A certain quantity of timber for the

construction of a pile engine and of a Trustle. x86i Smiles

Engituers II. 183 The centres spanning the whole width of

ihe arch were composed of eight ribs each, formed in one

piece, resting upon the same number of solid wedges, sup-

ported by inclined tressels placed upon longitudinal bcirers,

firmly fixed to the offsets of the piers and abutments. 1900

•Jrnl. Sch. Geof. (U. S.) Apr. 135 There is not a difficult

grade oran emb.inkraent or trestle ofany importance between

New York and Buffalo. c. 1823 Nichouson /'raf^. /.«;//.

iv. 231 Trussels, four-legged stools for ripping and cross-

cutting timber upon. i88» Young Ev. Man Own Meclu § 517

A trestle, or sawing.stooL d. 1839 Ubk /);W. /)»-<i,etc. 378

The horse or trestle consists of a strong wooden frame. .

.

Upon the middle of this.. two uprights and a strong cross

beam, for supporting the thick plank upon which the skins

are worked. 1875 Ure's Did. Arts III. 93 A high trussel

b frequently used, across which the leather is thrown, after

undergoing any of the processes. e. x86o Longf. Way.
tide Inn i. BuiM. Long Serl-ent xvi. Then they l.-tunched

her from the tressels, I n the ship-yard by the se.-i. f. 1523

Wilt R. i'mj/^r (Somerset Ho.), ij s to make a Trisell to

brenne at Masse. 1546 Ludlow Chiirchw. Ace. (Camden)

26 Payde for a trisselle and holy candelles.

5. transf. aaijig. : esp. (//.) applied to the legs.

l6to B. JoNSON Alch. IV. iii. He lookes in that deepe ruffe,

like a head in a platter Seru'd in by a short cloake vpon

two tressils. c 1620 T. Robinson iitary Magd. 232 Or
rather cast a duejeuoted glaunce Vpon the marble tressels

vnder plac't ; But then her douelike feete thcmselues

aduance. Hid. 1471 Happy wert thou to touch y' tressells

bare Of thy beloued, heau'nly paramour. 1649 G. Daniel

Trinarch., Hen. IV, ccxciii. The Bishop w" his Colleague

Arundel, Were the first Tressells vnto Hcnrie's Throne.

i(!SO B. Discolliminium 16, I must not cut off her ..legs. .,

and set her upon Tressels.

6. altrih. and Comb.: trestle-bed, a portable

or movable bed supported upon trestles, as used in

a hospital tent, etc. ; trestle-board, a board laid

upon trestles to form a table j trestle-bridge, a

bridge supported upon trestles or trestlework (see

4 b) ; t trestle-oaudle : cf. 4f; trestle -post :
of.

4 b ; trestle-table, a table made of a movable

board or boards laid upon trestles; trestlework,

a framework composed of a series of trestles (of

wood or iron) fastened together, for supporting

a bridge or viaduct, esp. on a railway.

1870 Disraeli Lothair Ix, Princesses.. might be seen by

the 'tressel beds. 1836 C. W. Moore (title) New Masonic

•Trestle-Board, adapted to the work and lectures as prac-

tised in the Lodges.. of Knights Templars in the United

States of America. 1867 Brande& Cox Diet. Sc, etc., s. v..

Two or more (trestles) are used for carrying a bridge, called

a "trestle bridge. 1889 G. Findlav £ng. Railway 62 A
temporary trestle bridge was erected. 1559 Ludlow
Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 90 For ij li. . . of "tryssille candelle.

1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln. 74 He has.. conducted the

water to a very large wheel, innroughs, upon *trussle.posts

20 feet high. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Treslle-table. 190s Mnciii.

Mag. Nov. 4 A small white bell-tent,.. at its door a long

trestle-table was set out with a bench on either side. x86x

W. H. Russell in Times 10 July, The road led to a cypress

swamp, over which the engines bustled.. at a perilous rate

along a high "trestlework.

Hence Tre'stle v. trans., to place upon trestles

;

Trestled (tre-s'ld) a., provided with or supported

upon trestles ; Tre-stXewise adv., in the manner

of a trestle (in quot., ? upon trestles) ; Tre'Stllng,

a structure of trestles, trestlework.

X879 Daily News 7 Apr. 3/3 Having disembarked and
' *tressled ' their boats, the two crews returned to Putney.

1885 B. Harte Maruja v. The black *tresselled bed, 1434

E. E. Wills (1B82) 102 A litil label peyiited 'trestelwise.

1887 N. York Tribune 20 May (Cent.), "Trestling.

Trestle-tree. Naiit. Forms: see Tbestle.

[f. Tbestlr sb. + Tree sb. 3 a.] pi. Two strong

pieces of timber fixed horizontally fore-and-aft on

opposite sides of a mast-head, to support the cross-

trees, the top, and the fid of the mast above.

a 1625 Nomenclator Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301) TresseU

trees, are ioyned to the Cross-trees and doe lie Crosse eaeh

other, and serue to the same vse, theie differ onlie that the

Tressel trees ar those w^^ goe Long-ships, the other thwart

ships. i6j6 Capt. Smith Aceid. Yng. Seamen 12 The
trussell trees or crosse trees. X804 A. Duncan Mariner's

Chron, Pref. 16 Certain timbers fixed upon the hounds and
cheeks of the masts, and called the trestle trees, and cross.

trees, c x86o H. Stuart Seaman's Cateeh. 76 The trus.sle-

trees.. are usually made ofoak. X9X1 E. Gossk Poems, Skips

on Sea iii. Less steadfast^ o'er the trackless wave I strayed.

And follow still their vanishing trestle-trees.

Tresun, obs. form of Treason.

Tret (tret), J*. Comm. Obs.e\c. Hisl. [Known
1

1 500 ; origin and history obscure.

Generally conjectured either to be identical with OF. and
AF. tret, variant oi trait act of drawing, draught, etc. (see

Trait), or to represent OF. traite 'a draught. -a transporta-

tion, vent outward, shipping ouer; and an Imposition vpon
commodities exported, or so transported ' (Cotgr.) : cf. It.

iratta ' permission or priuilege to transport from out any
country any; merchandice . . also that custome that is paid for

things carried out ' (Florio) : see also med.L. iroila in

Du Cange. These senses of the Fr., It., and med.L. words

do not satisfactorily explain the commercial use of tret in

Eng.; but it is possible that the term may have originated

in connexion with a single class of commcxiilies or of trans-

actions, and have been extended by 1670 to others. See

Du Cange s, v. traeta : also Skeat s. v., and E. Weekley in

Tram. Philol. Soe. June 1909. Cf. also Cloff, Draft 1,

Ukaucht 13 ]

380

An allowance of 4 lb. in 104 lb. ( •= A) °" g'xx's

sold by weight after the deduction for tare.

The reason or ground of the allowance was apparently

forgotten already in the 17th c, and has been variously given

since : see quots.

a xsoo in A molde's Chron. 47/2 Your said .suppliant shukie

be rehated for the tare of euery of the said xij bales iiijll.

and for the cloff of euery off the said xij bales ij II.

Som. Ixxij 11. and for the tret of y« same peper cxxxvij II.

1670 Blount La7v Diet. s. v. Tare and Tret, The other [Tret]

is a con.sideration allowed in the weight for w.ist, in empty-

ing .tnd reselling the Goods. 1674 Lond. Gas. No. 892/4,

59 Bails .It fifteen pence, and 17 Sacks at sixteen pence a

pound, with Tret and Tare as Custom. X674 Jeake Aritlu

(1^6) 82 There is an Overweight allowed by Merchants

called Tret, which is 4 lb. upon every Hundred of 112 lb.

X678 Phillips (ed. 4), Tret, a certain allowance that is made
by Merchants, before a Commodity is garbled from its

refuse [1706 ed. Kersey adds] .is Dust, Moats, &c., which
is always 4 in every 104 Pounds. 17XX Steele Sficct.

No. 136 r 7 There is my little Merchant,, .there's my Man
for Loss xni Gain, there's Tare and TreL a 1850 J. Gray
Introd. Arith. (ed. 100) 58 What is the value of 12 bales of

pepper . . tare 3 lb. per bale, allowing also tret and cloff? 2882

BiTiiELL Countiug-ho. Diet., Tret, an allowance m.ide for

wear, damage, or deterioration in goods during transit from

one place to another.

fTret, «. Obs. rare— '^. [App. a shortened form

of Tretis.] = Tketis. (Cf. Tbety a.)

CX470 Henry Wallace ix. 1928 Braid breyst and heych,

with sturdy crag and gret ; His lyppys round, his noys was
squar and tret {ed. 1570 treit].

Tret, Tretabill, -ble, Tretar, obs. ff. Treat,

Treatable, Tbeateis. Tretcherer, -ous, -ye

:

see Tbeacheb, -ous, -y. Trete, obs. f. Tbeat,
Tbeaty. Treteable, obs. f. Teeatable.

Tretee, Tretes, -esse, obs. if. Tbeaty, Trea-
tise. Treteroua, obs. f. Tbaitoeous. Tretioe,

-is(e, Tretie, obs. ff. Tbeatise, Treaty.

t Tretis, a. Obs. Forms : 4 tretys, 5 tretis,

-ise, -ez, traytioe, -yse. [a. OV. traitis, tretis

slender, graceful, well-built (12th c. in Godef.)

:—pop.L. type *tracttcms drawn-out, slender, f.

tract-US, f 71.. pple.of /rtj/ztVetodraw : see-iTioual.]

Well-proportioned, neat, graceful, handsome.
7/XX366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 932 That other bowe was..

Tretys and long, of good fasoun. e X380 Sir ]''crumb. 5883

Hure vysage was fair & tretys. cx38fi Chaucer I'rol. 152

Hire nose tretys [lleng-jurt tretez, Camb. tretis], hir even

greye as glas. 2490 Caxton Encydos t^xw. 112 Herforehed

brod and highe ynonghe, the browes traytice and broun.

/^V/., The necke (of Dydo]..longe ynoughc.and traytyse

on the backe syde.

Tretour, (-owre), -ourous, obs. ff. Traitor,

Traitorous. Tretrifolie, -y, trettifolUe, obs.

ff. Tree-trefoil. Tre-trip, var. Trey-tbip Obs.

Trett(e, Tretty, obs. ff. Treat, Treaty.

Trettle, obs. f. Trattle sb.'^

t Tre'ty, a. Obs. rare-'-. = Tretis a.

c X4S0 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7362 He had a lange trety

face.

Trety, -ye, obs. ff. Treaty. Tretys, obs. f.

Treatise ; var. Tretis Obs.

Treu, obs. f. Tbee, Trow, True. Treuage,
Treuandise, Treuant, Treuce, Treuoh-
maii : see Trewage jTruandise, Truant, Teuce,
Teuchman. Treuges, treuis, Treugth, obs.

ff. Truce, Truth. Tretikour, obs. Sc. f.

Trucker. Treuliche, -ly, obs. ff. Tbttly.

Treumph, obs. Sc. f. Triumph.

t Treiint, v. Obs. rare. [Etymol. obscure : has

some likeness to Teanont.] intr. ? To depart.

?ax40o Mortc Arth. 1976 Trussene fulle traystely, and
treunt there-aftyre. Ibid. 2017 This traytour has treunt this

tresone to wyrche ! He has the cete forsett appone sere

halfez. Ibid. 3900 Than the traytoure treuntede the Tyse-

d.-iy thar-aftyre, Trynnys in with a trayne tresone to wirke.

Treus, obs. pi. of Tbee ; obs. f. Tbuce.

Treush-man, obs. f. Truchman. Treut,
treuth(e, treuj>(e, obs. ff. Tbuth. Treuwes,
treux, treuys, obs. ff. Tbuce.

t Trevally l. Obs. or dial. Forms : 7 trevall,

(travaillar), travalley, 7-8 travally, 7, 9 dial.

trevally. [jierh. a corruption of Reveille.]

1. A signal made by beating the drum ; also

attrib., trevally-heat. Also transf.

164s R. Symonds Diary Civ. War (Camden) 224 When the

trevall w.is beate, and they lett downe their bridge for their

scouts. X675 Crowne Country Wit 11. i, Beat a Travalley

on the drums of their ears. X685 B. Ringkose Bueaniers

Atncr. II. IV. 10 We heard. .a small arm discharged, and

after that a drum beating a Travailler. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury ill. xix. (Roxb.) 154/2 The seuerall Beates or

points of warre are these.. 14 A Revally, or Trevally, and
ruvalley. 1608 Fryer Ace, E. India ^ P. J44 The next

Morning I.. Landed presently after Tr.wally-Beat. 1798

O'Keekfe Highland Reel I. ii. Your rattan would be the

drumstick of the corps, to beat the travally on my back—
row-dy-dow I

2. A disturbance, a noisy ' to-do '.

X819 St. Patrick I. 162 (JanL) Gin ye could airt me tae

ane o' them [runnigates], we wad let you see a fine trevallie.

1866 Kennedy /n'iA Celts 19 (E.D.D.) There was such a

thravallyruz.. about it. li&i Cumberland Gloss., Trevally,

disturbance, quarrelling.

II Treva'lly ^. Also -valley, -valll, -valla,

travalley, -vale. [Supposed to be an alteration

TREWAGE.
of Cavally.] A name applied in Australasia to

several sea-fishes, mostly of the family Carangidm

or Horse-Mackerels.
Six species of Caranx, Neftonemus, and Teuthis, 10

which the name is applied, are enumerated by Morris

A ustral English.

1883 E. P. Ramsay Food-Fishes N. S. Ifa&j 20 The while

trevally, Caran.v georgianus,. .on the New South Wales

coast. .seldom. .weighing over li to 2 lbs., is found on the

shores of Queensland of a much greater size. 1883 Fisluries

Exhib.Catal.KtA.t^\'&i, The Collection also contains., the..

'Trevalley'. x886 Sherrin Fishes of Nao Zeal. 9^ Dr.

Hector says :
' The trevalli is the arara of the Maoris, or

the trevalli or cavalli of the fishermen. . .The fi.sh known as

trevalli in the Dunedin district is a different fish. X890

Victorian Statutes, Fisheries Act, .Schedule 2, Travale.

Trevass, obs. form of Tbaveese, Tbavis sb.

t Trevat (tre-vat). Obs. Also travat, trivet,

\-csve:XXe {Cent. Did. 1891). [Deriv.ition unascer-

tained.] An instrument with a sharp blade for-

merly used for cutting the loops which form the

pile of velvet, Wilton carpets, etc., when hand-

woven.
x83x G. R. Porter Silk Manuf. 279 Running a sharp

instrument called a trevat along the groove of the wire. X844

G. DoDD Textile Manuf. vi. 203 A cutting instrument

called a trevat. .severing the pile-threads. X864 Q. Rev.

July 31 These rows of loops are afterwards cut through by
an instrument now called a ' trevat ', and thus the peculiar

surface of velvet is given. X877 Knight Diet. Meeh., Trivet.

1888 Eneyel. Brit. XXIV. 467/1 Along this groove a cutting

knife called a trivet is run to cut the loops. x^x4 (Apr. 21)

Lct.fr.Tomkinson !; Adam, Kidderminster, The word, as

we understand it here, is spelt ' Travat ', and [the specimen]

is so labelled in the Museum : but the knife has been out of

use so many years that only men who are 80 years of age or

thereabouts remember anything of it.

t Treve. Obs. rare. Also 5 trieue (for trleve),

6 trefue (.for trefve). [a. F. treve, OF. also

trive (i2th c. in Godef. Compl.), trieve (CI275),

also truive, trtteve, tnu ; = Pr. treva, treg{u)a,

Sp., It. tregua, med.L. tregua, treuga, treugua.

Com. Rcananic type *treuwa (Darmesteter), from

Germanic. In OF. often, in Eng. always, in pi.

treves (cf. unes triuwes, Froissart). Ultimately

the same word as Trdce (ME. trewes pi. oltrewe),

q. V. for its further etymology.] = Truce.
1406 Rolls Parll. V. 417 Come for to trete Pees or Trieues.

X410 in I'roc. Privy Council (1834) I. 325 That ferme pees

other longe and goode trieues . . may be accordede and
stablisshede. iSJj (Dec. 18) Sampson & Jerningham Let.

to Wolsey (MS. Cott. Vesp. C. II. 228: See SI. Papers

Henry VIII, VI. 211), The Frence men requiryd treves for

V or vi monethia, .The I.ord Chauncelier enteryd in to the

communication off a peace or treves. . .Iff the King our

niastre might know thEmperour determinid to a peace or

treves... He nevyr wold enclyne or gyue hering to owthir

peace or treves. 1550 Nicolls Thucyd. 132 b, The Beotians

made trefues for tenne dayes onely. Ibid. 134 b, Wyllynge

to compryse the..Corinthyans in the trefues of tenne dayes.

+ Trevee-r, v. Obs. rare. [? ad. F. trevirer for

chavirer to capsize, upset, f. tre- - TRANS- -t- virer

to whirl, roll.] trans. ? To upset.

1636-7 Admir. Crt. Exam. 115. 24 Jan., Six butts of the

articulate shipp's ladinge. .were by reason the said shipps

giveing waie in foule weather treveered, and one of them
was quite out and the other aboute one third out.

Treveiss, obs. form of Traverse v., Travis.

Treverse, obs. f. Teaverse a. Trevertine,

var. Travertine. Treves, -es8(e, obs. ff. Tra-

verse, Tbavis. Trevat, obs. f. Trivet. Tre-

vlce : see Travis 1. Trevis, -iss, obs. ff. Tea-

verse, Travis. Trevit, obs. f. Trivet.

tTrew, V. Sc. Obs. \i. trew, obs. sing, of

trewes, "Truce.] tratis. To protect by a truce.

c X4a5 WvNTOuf) Cron. vil. viii. 1654 pe lordis of Northum-
byrlande Askyt trewis at ))e KyngcTyl ]>e fest of \k

Trynyte He grantyde thaim trewit for to be.

Trew, obs. f. Tree, Trow v.. Truce, True.

t Trewage, tru'age. Obs. Forms: 3-6

truage, treuage, 4 truwage, 4-5 trowage, 4-6

trewage, 4-7 trouage, 5 triwage, trywage.

[a. OF. treuage (1 2th c. in Godef.) tribute, f. OF.
trctid, treu (Roland, nth c.) :-L. tribiit-um

Tribute + -age.] Tribute.

c 1275 Lay. 7189 Romleode Com to J>issere J>eode, And
setten truage in hisse lond [<:i205 and sette jeld a i>isse

londe]. Ibid. 25044 Nou axe|> ]>orh cunde truage of bis

londe. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 7 Grete treuage pel

toke of |?is lond here, e 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov.

Lordsh. 57 perfoie trowages and )>e kynges rentys encresys.

c X440 Generydcs \-jip. Defende your lande that it pay noo
trewage. 1525 Ld. Blrners Froiss. 11. xl. 125 When
he hath wonne a countrey..he desyreth nothynge but

truage. 1530 Palsgr. 283/1 Truage, trybute, /roMri^ff. 1593
Nashe Chrisfs T. (1613) 104 Our God..asketh no other

treuage at our bandes for giuing, but asking and thanks-

giuing. x66i Morgan Sph. Gentry II. viii. 102 At Rome
hastily will 1 be: not to give you Truage but to have
Truage of you.

b. Toll, custom ;
payment for some privilege.

e X380 Sir Ferumb. 1731 ' je mote furst ', qua^ J>e Sarazyn,
' syHje 5e Jjyder fondej^. For ]>e truwage make fyn \>slX to

]>is brigge longe]> '. X4.. Cov. Corp. Christi PI. i. 524 Nor
also aleond stranger thro3 my realme pas, But thefy] for there

truage do pay inarkis fyve. 1596 Warner .4lb. Eng, x.

Ix, For their Charters did they offer.. to undergo all

Truage, "I'axe and Charge. i6s7 Howell Londinop. 49
WooU Key, where was used to be the Trouage of Woolls.
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H Misused for ' homage '.

1592 Nashe p. Pcnilesse (ed. 2) 31 As he should stoop to

doo him truage, he might seaze vpoii his throat and
stifle him.

Hence +Trewager Ohs., one subject to tribute,

a tributary. {C(. homager.)
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 45 pe folk wild not suffre

to be treuwageres.

Trewaill, Trewbut(e, Trewcht, obs. Sc. ff.

Travail, Tbibute, Truth. Trewand, -ant,

-andise, etc., obs. ff. Truant, Tbuandisb Obs.

Trewroe, obs. form of Truce.

tTrewe. Obs. rare. [a. OF. ireu, older iri'ud

(Roland, nth c.) : see Trewage.] Tribute.

Bring to Irexve, to subject to tribute, make tributary.

c 1330 R. Brunnk Chron. l^ace (Rolls) 4600 Al my con-

?ueste preise y nought, Hot JTe Bretons to trewe be brought,

^irf. 11921 To aske hym trewe, hit is for nought.

Trewe, Trewell, obs. ff. Iruce, True, Trowel.
tTrewe-rne. Obs. [prob. from a place or

personal name.] A wagon or truck of some kind.

I«67 in Pettus Foilinx Rfg^. xxv. (1670) 38 One great

Trewerne with Iron wheels to carry out deads belonging

to the Addils.

Trewes, trewioe, -is, obs. ff^ Truce.

TreweOi(e, trewht, obs. ff. Truth. Trewit,
obs. f. Trivet. Trewker, obs. Sc. f. Trucker.
Trewllche, -lie, obs. ff. Truly. Trewmph,
obs. .Sc. f. Triumph.

Trews (traz), sb. pi. Also 6 trewis, (8-9

truis). [ad. Irish triiis, Gael, triubhas, sb. sing.,

ad. Eng. Tbousb (singular, with pi. trouses), but

from the final (sound of) s tre.ited as a plural,

with no singular in use : cf. draivers, breeches.']

Close-fitting trousers, or breeches combined with

stockings, formerly worn by Irishmen and Scottish

Highlanders, and still by certain Scottish regiments.

a JS6S MoNTGOMERIE Aftsc. FtKws liv. 3 Smolr cunary
;

takin trewis breikles M'=Brad}an. (1581 A. Trollops Let.
i

ij Sept. in Cat. SI. Papers, Irel. 1574-85. 3'8 They had ech

of them a hatt, a lelher jerken, a payre of hosen, which they
;

called trowcs, and a payre of broges.) a 1653 Z. Boyd Zion s '

Flowers (1855) Introd. 19 Content to weare the Irish trews.

I7»8 Ramsay Teat. Misc., Highland Laddie ii, I'd take

young Donald without trews. With bonnet blew, and belted

plaidy. (1746 Act 19-20 Geo. //, c. 39 ( 17 The Plaid,

Philibeg, or little Kilt, Trowse, Shoulder Belts, or whatso-

ever of what peculiarly belongs to the Highland Garb.]

X771 Vv.iiri\Ki Tour Scot, in ifOg (1794) 210 The truis were
worn by the gentry, and were breeches and stockings^ made
of one piece. V^^VVA^ On Battle ofSherijffmuirvA^ViaA ,

you seen the philibegs. And skyrin tartan trews, man. xSoS

Scott Marm. v. v, The chequer'd trews, and belted plaid.

1834 Planch4 Brit. Costume 338. i860 Knight Pof. Hist.

Eng, VI. viii. 134 note. Prince Charles Edward is;p>ainted

as wearing the truis, the breeches and stockings in one
piece, or hose pantaloon. 19H C. F. Atkinson in Encycl.

Brit. XXVII. 585/x Highland regiments wear tartan kift..;

Lowland regiments (also Scottish Rifles, Highland light
Infantry, and all mounted officers) tartan trews.

Hence Trewsman, one who wears trews ; a
Highlander.
1819 Scott Leg. Montrose iv, We have a wheen canny

Irewsmen here.

Trewrs, trewse, trewyce, -ya, obs. ff. Truce.

TrewJ)(e, trew^the, obs. forms of Truth.

Trey (tr^), sb. Forms : 4-7 treye, 6-9 tray,

7 trye, 5- trey. [a. OF. and AF. treis, trei, F.

Irois, dial, tray = Prov. treis, nom. trei, Sp. trcs.

It. trt :—L. tres three.]

1. The three at dice or cards, a. Dice. Ths.\.

side of the die that is marked with three pips or

spots ; a throw which turns up this side.

^1386 Chaocek Pard. T. 325 Seuene is my chaunce, and
thyn is cynk and treye \Corfius, Lansd. fyue and l>rej.

c 1450 Bk. 0/ Brome 17 5owt cast wosse sysse and dohyll

trey. isH Shaks. L. L. L.v. ii. 232 Qu. Hony, and Milke,

and Suger : there is three. Ber. Nay then two treves, .

.

Methegline, Wort, and Malmsey ; well runne dice : There's

halfe a dozen sweets. 1668 Drydfn F.vening^s Love in. i.

Two sixes and a trey wins it. 1771 Foote JVaioi 11. Wks.

1799 II. 301 Tray, ace, or two deuces. 1910 Nation 1 Jan.

566/1 There's luck under the deuce but none under the
|

tray.

D. Cariis. That card of any suit which is marked
with three spots, rare.

1660 Cotton Contpt. Gamester x\. (ed. 2) 93 The best Putt-

Cards are first the Trey, next the Ueuce. 1816 SlNCKR Hist.
Cards 195 The trey presents us with the separation of a lover

and his mistress. 1896 J. K. Bangs House.boat on Styx v,

1 do not know a trey of diamonds from a silver salver.

fo. In proverbial phrase ere you can say

trey-ace (see 3), of which treis, trayse appears to be

a contracted form. Obs.

1390 (JowER Conf. I. 142 Al sodeinliche, as who seith treis,

Wher that he stod in his Palei-s, He tok him fro the mennes
sihte. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8917 A man schuld not so

sone say ' trayse ', As he fel ded & held his payse. a 1553
Udall Royster D. 111. iii. (Arb.) 48 Byddethem high apace.

Af. Mery. I wyll be here with them ere ye can say trey ace.

2. slang. The number three, in various con-

nexions ; a set of three ; a threepenny piece.

x8g6 VizETELLY tr. Zola's Rome 372 Stake their luck on a
cardinal, just as they nurse a 'trey 'in the lottery. 1897
Marshall Pomes yt (Farmer) And the magistrate .. left but
very little doubt That the moons she'd have to do would be
a tray. 1907 Daily Chron. 26 July 4/7 One easily sees why
it [threepence! is a ' tray '.

3. Comb, trey-ace, a throw that turns up trey

with one die and ace witli the other; so trey-
deuce ; trey-point = sense I ; f trey-table, a

dicing-table
; t trey-trace, (?).

'* ISS3 '' Trey ace [see i c]. 1725 Ld. Stanhope in C'tess

Suffolk's Lett. (1S24) I. 186 Wishing you all imaginable
success at Trey-ace, Commerce, or whatever else may be
the prevailing diversion. 1680 Cotton Contpl, Gamester
xxxiii. Hazzard (ed. 2) 122 Five [has] but two chances.
Trey Ace and two Deuces, or *Trey Deuce and Quater
Ace. 1657 C. Beck Utiiv. Char. L vij b, \ *tray pomt on
a die. 1646 Evelyn Mem. {1857) I. 249 There is also a
bowling-place, a tavern, and a *trey-table. 157s R. B,
A^piits Iff Virg. Bj, With hey tricke, how trowle, trey

trip, and "trey trace.

Trey, tray, v. [app. f. Tbey j/l] app. To
divide or deal (a pack of cards) into three heaps in

order to separate the suits (in the order of which
new cards are or were packed), before shuffling in

the usual way.
(This is the explanation given by the majority of those

who answered a query as to this word in the Pall Mail
G'isette o( 5 Jim. 1914. Twoofthese, Mr. R. H. Macaulay,
M.A., and Mr. C. B Lacey, both resident in India in i838,

remember the word as there used in this sense. Several
other explanations were suggested, e.g. that tray was for

F. trier to pick out.)

1888 Times 15 Feb. 8/2 Two new packs were opened, and
were ' irayed ' and shuffled in the usual way. Dr. Sanders
had one of the packs cut to him, and proceeded to deal.

He turned up the Knave of Clubs, and on sorting bis hand
found that he had the other 12 trumps.

Trey, obs. Sc. f. Tree. Trey, treye : see Tray.
Treybochet, obs. f. Trebuchet. Treyfoile,

-fole, -foyle, obs. ff. Trefoil.

t Treygobe*t. Obs. [Evidently, trey go bet =
three go better : cf. hey-go-bet (Hey 3) ; but origin

unknown.] Name of an old game at dice.

z4j6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 11623 Pleye at the cbes, pley
at tne tablys, At treygobet & tregetrye, In karyyng S: in

logolory. c 1554 Interlude o/Yauth C iij, Syr I can teache

you to play at the dice..The Treygobet and the hasarde
also. 1587 M. Grove Pelops ff Hipp. (1878) 117 On bench
with clownes whole peny vp, at trey gobet to play.

Treylle, var. Trail sb.^ Obs. Treylles,
treylsys; see Trellis. Treyn, treyne: see

Train, Tbeen a. , Trine 0.2, 3. Trey-sail, obs. f.

Trysail. Treyae, obs. f. Trace sb.'^ Treyson,
-oun, obs. ff. Treason. Treyst (y-treyst),

pa. pple. of Traise v. Obs. to betray; var.

Thaist Obs. Treyte, Treyter, obs. f. Treat
sb., Theater. Treytori, -ory, var. Tbaitory.

t Trey-trip. Obs. Also 6-7 trea-, 7 tray-,

trei-, tre-, tra-. [app. {. Trey ji. -h Trip v. (?).] A
game at dice, or with dice, in which success prob-

ably depended on the casting of a trey or three.

1564-7S Bulleyn Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 94 He is plaiyng

at the trea trippe with our hoste sonne. 1575 [see trey-

trace. Trey j*. 3). 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 38 Because
the gamesters.. wan all hismonie at trey trip. i6oain5iV^.
Cecil's Corr. x. (1766) 127 There is great danger of being

taken sleepers at tray-trip, if the King sweep suddenly. 1617

MachiaTielts Dogge Bj b, But leaning Cardcs, lett's goe to

dice awhile, To Passage, Treitrippe, Hazarde or Mum-
chaunce. . .And trippe without a Treye makes had I wist To
sitte and mourne among the sleepers ranke. 1636 Dave-
NANT Wits Wks. (t67 j) 195 My Watch are playing above at

Trea-trip For some Suffolk Cheese. 1639^ Mayne City
Match II. iv, Find himself business at tre.trip i'th'halL x66o

Tatiiam Rump iv. i, It seems he plays better at tratrip with

thee then thy husband Ireton did.

Treyumphe, obs. f. Triumph. Treyvette,
obs. f. Trivet. Trezerer, obs. f. Treasurer.

Tri- (trai, occas. tri), prefix, a. L. tri- and Gr.

Tpi-, combining form of tres, rptis three, rpis thrice.

The i, etymologically short in Greek and Latin, was in

Latin sometimes lengthened, esp. in numerals (trlcent, tri.

gintii, clc). In Eng. it is now usually long and diphthoiigal

loi), except in derivatives before two consonants, as triple,

triptych, also in trilogy, trimeter. In scientific books tri.

is often represented by the numeral, z&3'bracteate, 3-carbon.

I. Forming adjs. (and derived sbs. and advbs.)

with the senses

:

1. Having, characterized by, or consisting of

{rarely, belonging or relating to) three (of the

things denoted by the second element).

a. In comb, with adjs. derived from sbs. (usu-

ally L. or Gr.), or less commonly with the sb.

without adjectival termination. Triacno'dal

Geom., having three acnodes or conjugate points

(see Conjugate a. 6 a). Tri-aot, Trla'otinal,

Tria'Ctine Zool. [Gr. Amis, ixTtv- ray], having

three rays : said of a sponge-spicule. Trialate

(traii^-l/t), AW. //ist. [L. dla wing], three-winged

ICenl. Diet. 1891). Trla-nnnlato Zool. \l^

annuhis ring], having or consisting of three rings.

Trianthous Bot. [Gr. afflos flower], having three

flowers. TrlaTOtio (see quot.). Triarcaated

[L. arcu-s bow. Arch], three-arched. Tria-real,

comprising or divided into three areas. Tria'xon,

-o'nian, -onid [Gr. of(W axis], of sponge-spicules :

having three axes ; = Triaxial. Tribasllar

Anat., designating a bone formed by union of three

bones at the base of the skull. Triblastic Zool.

[Gr. p\aaris germ], having three layers (epiblast,

mesoblast, hypoblast) in the blastoderm of the

embryo. Trlbracteate Bot. ,hnv'mg three bracts;

so Tribra'cteolate, having three bracteoles or

minute bracts. Trlca'riuate, -ated Nat. Hist.

[L. carina keel], having three keels or ridges.

Tricarpe'llary, Trica rpellate Bot., consisting

of or having three carpels. Trica'rpelllte [ad.

mod.L. Tricarpellites^, a fossil tricarpellary nut-

like fruit, found in the London Clay. Trica'rpons
Bot. [Gr. Kapnos fruit], ' bearing three fruits or

three carpels' {Syd.Soc. Lex. 1899). Trican'dal,
Trioaa'date [L. cauda tail], having three tails or

tail-like processes, as the retrahens amis or tri-

caudalis muscle, or the hind margin of the posterior

wings in some Lepidoptera. Trice'Uular, having

or consisting of three cells. Trlce'ntxal, having

three centres ; so f Triceutrelty, the fact or

attribute of having three centres. Tricephallo,
Trlce'phalons [Gr. TpiK(<pa\os, f. xeipaKri head],

liaving three heads, three-headed. Trlcoln'mnar,
having three columns ; arranged in or occupying

three columns of print. Trioomijferous (trai-

k(7jnidj;er3s) [late L. tricortiiger, f. cornu horn

:

see -GEROUs], Tricomnte, TrlcoTunted, three-

homed ; having three horn-like processes. Tri-
coryphean (-k^^rifjan) [Gr. Kopv^rj peak], having

three peaks. Trlcostate [Costate], three-ribbed.

Trlcotyle'donous Bot., having three cotyledons.

Tricmno'dal Geom., havingthree crunodes. Tri-

cm-ral [L. cries, criir- leg], three-legged ; con-

sisting of three branches radiating from a common
centre. Tridla'metral, having three diameters.

Tridl-gltate, («) Zool. having three digits (fingers

or toes); (*) Bot. digitate with three leaflets,

ternate ; so Tridigltal, Txidl'^tated.
{Continued on next page.')

1873 Salmon Higher Plane Curves 245 The quartic is a
^triacnodal curve composed of a trigonoid figure within the

triangle and of the three vertices as acnodes. 1886 Lenden-
FELD m Proc. Zool. Soc. ^60 The calcareous triaxon spicules

have only three rays—"tnact. {ims Proc. Zool. Soc. 21 Dec
563 Triactina, with three rays.] 1891 Cent. Diet., "Tri-

actinal. 1887 Sollas in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 416 (Fig. 12)

c, triod (triaxon *triactine). 1901 Proc. Zool. Soc. 5 Mar.

197 The sixth [segment) is 'triannulate. 1891 Cent. Diet.,

•Trianthous. 1883 A. R. Wallace in Nature 22 Mar. 482^2
Heilprin.. seeks to show that the Neoarctic and Pala:arclic

should form one region, for which he proposes. .' *Triarctic

Region ', or the region of the three northern continents.

i8m
J.

Parkinson OhU. Oryctol. 264 A series of "triarcuated,

imbricating, transverse slips. 1897 Allbutt'sSyst. Med.W.
142 CJresswell, under the names ' "triareal ' and * pentareal *,

has described certain peculiarities of the tongue. x8S6

•Triaxon [see triactl 1887 Amer. Nat. Oct. 938 A "tri-

axonian star with five or six rays. 1911 Encycl. Brit.

XXV. 729/1 Sponges with a skeleton composed of siliceous

spicules,'. . either *triaxonid and hexactinellid in form, or

derivable from the triaxonid. .type, 1878 Bartlev tr. Topi,

nards Anthrop. v. 173 Cretinism, according to [Virchow]

is due to the synostosis of the *tri.basilar bone—that is to

say, of the spheno.basiIar suture, and the suture of the body
of the anterior sphenoid and the posterior sphenoid. 1890

H. M. Stanley Darkest Africa II. xxL 22 »Tri-bladed and
four-bladed knives were shown to me. 1901 Science 6 Dec.

891/2 A possible basis for a division of the ' "triblastic

'

animals into two parallel but independent series. *70
'MoOKY.tL Stud. Flora -io^ Flowers, .in,i- or more-flowered

'S-bracteate spikelets. liid. 321 Flowers.. minutely *3-brac-

teolate. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I. 258 Along the

*tri-breakered sea-shore. 1897 Proc. Zool. Soc. a Feb. 198

Dorsal scales very strongly *tricarinate. i8oa Shaw Gen.

Zool. III. 54 •Tricarinatcd Tortoise. 187a Oliver Elem.

Bot. II. 253 A •tricarpellary pistil. 1900 B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms, •Tricarpellate. [1859 P**"^ Handbk.
Geol. Terms,'' Tricarpetlites .

.

, fossil nut.hke fruits from the

London clay, so called from their consisting of three carpels

or seed-cells.) l88j Ogilvie, Tricarpellile. 1891 Cent.

Diet., "Tricarpous. i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Tricandalis,

having three tails; three-tailed : •tricaudal. 18^1 Cent.

Diet., "Tricaudate. Ibid., 'Tricellular. 1900 m B. D.

Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms. 164a H. More SongofSaulu.
lii. II. vi. The second way that makes the soul 'tricentrall.

Ibid. L viii, The "Tricentreity Of humane souls. 1913 19/A

Cent. Aug. 284 The dual monarchy is not only bicephalic.

.

but..*tricephalic. 1891 C<r«/. /J/cA, "Tricephalous. 1907

Daily News 13 Mar. 2 The "Tri-Church Conference of the

Congregational, United Brethren, and Methodist Protestant

Churches of the United States. 1863 Pall MallG. 15 June

9 The "tricolumnar 'Historicus' favours the Times at his

usual length with a letter. 189a Athcnxum 4 June 725/1

Fifty-six pages of index, mostly tricolumnar. 1819 Keats
Let. to G. fi Georgiana Keats 13 Mar., The black badger

with *tri-cornered hat. 1903 Bradford A ntig. July 348

Tricornered bits of wood. 1727 Bailey vol. II, 'Tricornige.

rous.., bearing or having three Horns. 1891 Cent. Diet, ciles

Westwood for *Tricornute. 1816 G. S. Faueh Orig. Pagan
Idol. II. 502 The Mount of Olives! which he adopted as

the local ^tricoryphcan Meru or Ida of his apostasy. 1861

Bentlev Man. Bot. (1870) 146 If a ribbed le.->f has 3 ribs.,

it is -said to be 3.ribbed or *tricostate. 1828 Brande in

Lancet 14 June 323/1 Containing three [cotyledons], *tri*

cotyled[onlous. 1873 Salmon Higher Plane Curves 245 If

the ellipse cuts each side in two real points, then the quartic

is 'tricrunodal. 1873 Hooker tr. Le Maoui's Bot. 915 The
"tricruralmacrospores are marked on one hemisphere with a *tricrural

line. 1891 C««/. Z>/c<., *Tridiametral,..*Tridigitate. 1881

Tridigital (see Bidigitate). 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Tervis, Tridigitate,.. ihuce digitate, ternate. x8ix Shaw
Gen. Zool. VIII. 105 *Tridigitated Kingfisher, .is a native of

New HoUaodi. .the legs and feet red, with three toes only.

42-
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Tri- prefix. X L {Continuedfront preceding

P«g^-)
Trldynamons (trsidiiiamas) JBot. [after Didtna-

MOUs,TETRADVNAMons],havingsixstamensofwhich

three are longer than the others. Tri-eleme"ntary,

composed of three elements. Trifa'seiated Zool.

[L. fascia band], having or marked with three

bands. Trifau'cian [L. trifattx (Vergil /En.

vi. 417), i. fauces throat], having three throats.

Trifilar (trsifai'lli) [L. filum thread], consist-

ing of three threads, f Trlfl'stulary [L. fistula

pipe], having three pipes or tubes. Trlflagellate

(traifloe-daelA) Biol., having three flagella, as an

infusorian. Triflo-ral, TrlfiOTOUS Bot. [L.

flos, flor- flower], bearing three flowers (on one

stem); three-flowered. Trifo'veolate, -ated

Eiitoni., having three foveolse or shallow pits.

Triga-stric Anat. [after Digastric], having three

bellies, as a muscle. Trigrene-rio Gram. [Gene-
Eic], of three genders. Trlglandular Bot.

[mod.L. glandula (Glandule), dim. of glans

acorn], 'having three nuts or nntlets in one invo-

lucre' (CetU. Diet. 1 89 1). Trijru-ttnlate Nat.

Hist. [Guttolate], having three spots like small

drops. Trlhemeral (traihe'meral) [Gr. rpiiififpos,

f. ^/iipa day], lasting three days. Trihllate (trai-

hailf it) Bot. [Hilum] : see quot. Triliyposta-tio,

existing in three ' hypostases ' or ' persons ' : see

Hypostasis 5 {i). Tri'jngfate, Tri-juerous Bot.

\L.jugiim yoke; cf. trijugus triple], having three

pairs of leaflets: said of a pinnate leaf. Trl-

la-biate Nat. Hist. [L. labi-um lip], three-lipped.

TrilameUar, Trila-mellated, Trlla-mlnar,

Trilamiuate Nat. Hist. [Lamella, Lamina],

having or consisting of three layers. Trilo'pho-

dont a, Zool, [Gr. Ao^oj ridge + o5oi!s, liSovr-

tooth], having molar teeth with three transverse

ridges, as the genus Trilophodon of mastodons.

Triloplious (tri-l<;fss) [Gr. Adc/>os crest], having

three rays forked, as a sponge-spicule. Tri-

lu'mlnar, Txilnminons [L. lumen light], 'hav-

ing three lights' (Bailey, 1727). Trima-stltfate

Biol. [Gr. /uiirri^, -17- whip] = trifiagellate. Tri-

me-mbral, 'having, or consisting of, three

members' (Webster, 1864). Trimuscnlar, fur-

nished with three muscles. Trinoctlal (trainpkjkl)

[L. nox, nod- night], belonging to or lasting three

nights. Trlnu-cleate Biol., having three nuclei.

Trio'cular [L. ociilus eye], having three eyes.

Triope-Tcnlate Nat. Hist., having three opercula

(see Operculum). Triortho-gonal Geom. [Or-
thogonal], pertaining to or consisting of three

systems of lines or surfaces, each intersecting the

other two at right angles. Triovulate Bot.,

having three ovules. Tripa'leolate Bot. : see

quot. Tripa-pillated Zool., having three papillje.

Trlpa-sclial [Paschal] , including three passovers.

Triphasic (trsif^i'zik), having or exhibiting three

phases. Trlpliyle'tic [Gr. <pvK{TiK-6s, f. ipvKhrjs

tribesman, <^u\ij tribe] : see quot. Trlpo-lar,

having or characterized by three poles. Tri-

prostho-mexous Comp. Anat. [f. prosthomere,

i. Gr. vpoaSfy forwards + /i«/)oj p.irt], consisting of

three prosthomeres, i. e. somites which, with their

parapodia, have passed forwards from the thorax.

Triprostyle (traiprfi-stail) [Prostyle], of an

ancient temple : having a portico with three pillars

in front (also said of the portico). TTipn-nctal

[med.L. tiipunctalis (Wyclif), L. punct-um point

:

cf. Punotal], occupying three points in space.

Tripn-nctate [L. punct-um point], marked with

three points or dots. Tripu'pillate Entom. [cf.

Pupillate], having three 'pupils' or included spots,

as an ocellated spot on an insect's wing. Trlpyra'-

midal Cryst., characterized by three types of

pyramid : applied to a class of the hexiigonal system.

Txiqnadra-ntal Geom., formed by three quadrants,

as a spherical triangle. Trireotangfnlar, hav-

ing three right angles, as a sjiherical triangle

(Worcester, i860). Trirliombolxe'dral Cryst.,

characterized by three types of rhombohedron : ap-

plied to a class of the hexagonal system. Trlscep-
tral (traise'ptral), having, or pertaining to, three

sceptres. Trise'nsoTy, pertaining to or affecting

three of the senses. Trise-palous Bot. , having or

consisting of three sepals. Trlso'ptate, having

three septa or partitions. Trlse'rial (whence
TriseTially adv.), Trise'rlate, arranged in three

series or rows. Trlse'tose Entom., bearing three

setK or bristles {Cent. Diet. 1891). Trlsl'nnate,

Trlsi'naated, having three sinuses or inward

curves, as the margin of an insect's wing. Tri-
spermons Bot. [Gr. ciiiffia seed], containing

three seeds. Trispi'nose, Trispl'nons Nat.

Hist., having three spines. Trisplanchnic (trsi-

splae'qknik) Anat. [Gr. airA<47X''<'' v'^cera], applied

to the sympathetic nerve, as having connexions

with the viscera of the three great cavities (cranial,

thoracic, abdominal) of the body. Trisporio
(traispp'rik), Trlspoxons (trsispo'ras) Bot., hav-

ing or consisting of three spores. Trlstaohyous
(traistje-kias) Bot. [Gr. ordx"' ear of corn, spike],

having three spikes. Tristigma'tic, Tristi'g-

matose Bot., having three stigmas. Triatylons
Bot., having three styles. Triverbal [L. verb-uin

word], consisting of three words. TrlveTbial
[f. L. iria verba three words] : see quot. Tri-
veTtebral Anat., consisting of three vertebrte

united. Trivirgate Zool. [L. virga twig, rod,

stripe], marked with three streaks or stripes. Tri-

voluminous, consisting of three volumes; com-
posing a work in three volumes. Txizo'mal Geom.
[Gr. IS/^a girdle], applied to a curve haWng an

equation of the form V U + V V + V^^' = o • ^^•

PoLYZOMB, and tctrazomal s. v. Tetra-.

b. With Eng. sbs. (without adj. ending) ; chiefly

nonce-wds. instead of the usual formations in

three- : as tri-church, -letter, -parly, -phase.

C. Occas. with sb. + -EU 't' (instead of the tisual

three- , , ed) : as tri-bladed, -brcakercd, -cornered,

-faced, -legged, -membered, -pointed, -sceptred,

-shaped, -zoned.

1866 Odling Anim. Chein. 25 Comparing *tri-elementary

bodies of this kind with tri-elementary mineral substances.

1835 BuRNES Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2) II. 162 The great

*trifaced idol of Elephanta. X777 Pennant Zoot. (ed. 4)

IV. 75 Tellina..*Trifa.sciated, with a very brittle shell.

x8o2 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 542 Trifasciated Snake. 1716
M. Davies Athen. Brit. II. To Rdr. 41 Those revivmg
Hydra's and Triceptick or *TrifaucJan Cerberus's have been
often and are still daily bafll'd and defeated. 1903 Nature
5 Feb. 334/1 An inertia table.. in which an aluminium ring

was supported by a *trifdar suspension. 1646 Sir T. Browne
l^seud. Ep. HI. xii. 132 Nor will the solitude of the Phsenix

allow this denomination, for many there are of that species,

and whose *trifistulary bill and crany we have beheld our
selves. i89iC«'(/. i'/cA,*Triflagellate..*Trifoveolate. i8«o

Worcester, *Trifloral. 1771 J. R. Forster /'Yfr/r /^w/er.

Septentr. 25 Ranunculus abortivus. .*triflQrous.
_
x86i Hagen

Synopsis Neuroptera N.Anter. 193 Each side with a fuscous,

*trifoveolated stripe. 1676 I'hil. Trans. X.I. 770 He makes
an ingenious supposition of a *trigastrick muscle. 1880

Earle Phitol, Eng. Tongue § 420 The old adjective had .

.

even a double set of *trigeneric inflections. X887W. Phillips

Brit. Disconiyceles 27 Sporidia 8, narrowly fusiform, bi. or

*tri-guttulate. X840 G. S. Faber Prim. Doctr. Kcgen.lu vi.

i^o You were thrice plunged into the Water,, .symbolically

exhibiting the *trihemeral continuance of Christ in the

sepulchre. 1866 Treas. Bot., *Tri/tilate, having three

apertures, as some -sorts of pollen grains. x86a Neale
Hymns East. Ck. 32 Three co-eternal, co-enthroiied, . .*Tri.

hypostatic Essence. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 417/2
Pinnate leaves are unijugate, with a single pair of leaflets,

bijugate, with two pairs, *trijugate, with three pairs [etc.].

X819 I^antologia, *Trijugous tca/,..d. pinnate leaf with

three pairs of leaflets. x8^6-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's

Zool, I. 192 Body anteriorly obtuse,.. Mouth *trilabiate.

X900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Trilamellar. xSaa

J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 186 One [tooth of the shell].

.

slightly *trilamellated. x88a Sladen in ^rnt.^ Linn. Soc.

XVI. 243 The spinelets are.. regularly *trilaniinate. X844

TuppER Crocte o/G. ii, A ricketty triangular and *trilegged

table. 190a Westin. Gaz. 6 Aug. 6/1 A new telegraphic

code has been invented, .known as Baldrey's *Tri-Letter

Code. . . Every word in any language is represented by three

letters only. 1909 Cent. Diet. Supp., *Trilophous. X891

Cent. Diet., *Trimastigate. i6a6 Prvnne Perpet. Regen.

Man's Est. 331 A threefold and *trimembred objection.

1875 C. C. Blake Zool. 108 The larynx is *trimuscular. 1623

CocKERAM, *Trinoctiat, belonging to three nights. l88o

MuiRHEAD Gains Digest 623 j1/(X«wj, .. avoidance of it by
trinoctial interruption. X887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes

254 Sporidia.. *3.nucleate or pseudo-septate. 1844 Tupper
Heart iv. Men . . being neither naturally monocular nor

*triocular. X900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Tri-

operculate. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Triovulate. 1866 Treas. Bot.

1172 "T'?-/)*^/*-*?//!/^, consisting ofthree pales or paleae, as the

flower of a bamboo. 1891 Cent. Diet, cites H. Allen for

•Tripapillated. 1907 Daily Ckron. 11 Mar. 4/4 The great

danger ahead of Australia is. .her "tri-party system, of

government, which places parties in office that do not com-
mand the confidence of the country. 1883 Schaff Hist.

Ctir. Cliureh (ed. 2) 1. 1 16. 130 Three theories [of the length

of Christ's public ministry!, .. designated as thebipaschal,

*tripaschal, and quadripaschal schemes, according to the

number of Passovers. X900 Engineering Mag. XlX, 778/2

The Central Station of the ' *Tri-Phase ' Company at

Asnieres, Seine. .which will furnish tri-phase currents to

Paris. 190X Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. 1 1 1. 105 In the frog's

he.lrt the variation shown by the capillary electrometer is

diphasic. For the human heart the later work seems to

show a "triphasic current, xooo B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Terms, * THphyletie, . . usetl of hybrids containing the

blended strains of three species. 160J
Sylvester Du Bartas

11. iii. m.Lawe 487 'Gainst the *tri.pointed wrathfull vio.

lence Of the drad dart. x86s Mansfield .Sa/^J 33 The
general idea of a *tripolar compound, the simplest form of

which is supposed to be water. i8s(4 Bateson Far/<j//on

xvi. 430 "Tripolar division of nucleus in embryonic tissue of

"Trout. looa E. R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XXV. 700

Arthropoda—Hexapotla. Head shown by its early develop-

ment to be *triprosthomerous, 1841 Civil Eng, 9f Arch.

Jrnl. IV. 118/2 Only the portico part of the temple (a

Corinthian hexastyle, *triprostyle)advanced into theenclosed

area in front. X897 Dziewicki Wyclifs De Logica III,

[
Introd. 23 If the Equator consist of "tripunctal atoms, it

I cannot be a circle. 184X Penny Cycl, XX. 74/2. 187a

i Nicholson PcUxont. 491 Oval or elliptical *tnpunctate
areoles. x8a6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 287 An
ocellus is called bipupillate, "tripupillate, etc., when there
are two, three, etc of these spots. X896 C. W. Crockett
Elem. Plane ^ Sph. Trigon. 126 A *triquadrantal triangle

has three sides each equal to a quadrant, llfid., A *tri-

rectangular triangle is also triquadrantal. a 1886 Ferguson
Ogham Inscript. (1887) 153 This symbol in a bi-sceptral

form traverses the crescent ; in a *tri-sceptral form, the
other emblem, xt^ J. Barlow Conspir. Kings 78 The *tri.

sceptred prince, of Austrian mould. ..Theresa's son._ xSos
Edin. Kev. Jan. jo8 A ' "trisensory hallucination ', 'visual

,

'auditory', and 'tactile'. X903 F. W. H. Mvers Human
Personality I. 254. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 286 "Tri-

seiialous calyx. 1874 Cooke Fungi 27 The spores, .at first

unilocular, but afterwards "triseptate. x86o Worcester,
*Triserial, *Triseriate (Bot.), in three rows, one below
another. Gray. 1866 Treas. Bot. iiji Triserial, in Ihree

rows. 1891 Cent. Diet., * Triseriatly, in three series ; so as

to be triserial. X613 Heywood Silver Age l«. Wks. 1B74

III. 156 The triple-headed dogge..Hels *tri-shap't porter.

1891 Cent. Diet., *Trisinuate. 1849 Johnston inProc. Berw.
Nat. Club II. No. 7. 366 The frontal margin "tristnuated.

X760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 11. (1765) 159 Rhamnus, with a
"trispermous Fruit. 1819 G. Samouelle Entomol. Com-
pend. 93 Interior antennae with the first joint of the peduncle
*trispinose. xSaS Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 162 Thorax
granulated, carinated, 'trispinous. i8a6 Kirby & Sp.

Entomol. IV. xxxvii. 4 Called the great sympathetic, the

intercostal, or "trisplanchnic nerves. 1857 DcNGLlsoN Med.
Lex., Trisplanclmic AVrfff. .. Great sympathetic. Inter-

costal, Ganglionic or vertebral nerve. x866 Treas. Bot.

117,^ "Trisporic. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Trisporous. Ibid.,

*Tristachyous. /^/(/., "Tristigmatic. .*Tristipmatose. X900

B. D. JacksonC/(?«. Bot. Terms, Tristigniatic. 189X Cent.

Diet., "Tristylous. 1900 in B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Terms. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India 1. 11. vi- 279 The *tri-

verbal phrase, and the triliteial syllable. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. III. xxvi. 424 In the Roman calendar there were in

the whole year but twenty eight judicial or *triverbial days
allowed to the praetor for hearing causes ^note. Otherwise
called dies/asti, in guibus licebatpraetorifmi tria verba,

do, dico, addiedV 1871 Huxley ^«a/. Vertebr. Anim. viii.

341 The last cervical and the anterior dorsal vertebra [in

Glyptodo'i] are ankylosed together into a single * •tri.verte-

bral' bone. 196-^ Ibis ]nn. is Acc{ipiter] nisoides . .c\Q^\y
resembles the preceding one, A. nisus, but is smaller, with

"trivirgate throat, X857 Reade Course of Ti-ue Love 19X

Paper is not absolutely valueless, whatever the *trivolumi,

nous may think. 189a Athenxum 31 Dec. 9i-»/2 In tri-volu.

minous fiction. 1867 Cayley Malh. Papers VI. 485 On the

"Trizomal Curve and the Tetrazomal Curve. 1840 R- HoRNE
Gregory VII, v. iv. (ed. 2) xoo ''I'ri-zoned Jove's star.set

eternity.

2. Triply ; three times ; in three ways, direc-

tions, etc. Tricurvate, ' curved in three direc-

tions, as a sponge-spicule ' {Funk's Stand. Diet.).

Prie'qnal, constituting three that are equal. Trl-

gonen'tic a. [Gr. yovtiuv to generate], producing

three broods in a year, as certain insects (cf,

tnvoltine in 4 b); so Trigoneu'tism. Tri-

larcenoas, three times convicted of larceny.

Trlqna-drifid Bot. [Quadripid], having three

lobes each deeply divided into four segments.

Triqui-nate Bot. [Quinate], having three lobes

each divided into five. Txi'sonant [L- sonant-em

sounding], sounding in three ways ; in quot. loosely,

comprising three classes of vocal sounds. Tri-

square (trai-skwe'j), ' three-square ; having three

equally wide plane faces' {Cent. Dict.Suppl. 1909).

Trita'ctlo Geom. [L. tact-, ppl. stem of tanglre to

touch : cf. Tactic a.'^], having or involving three

coincident points of contact. Also Thiternate.

b. spec, in Cryst. denoting forms havmg three

ranges of facets, the number in each range being

expressed by the second element : as tri-dodeca-

he-dral (i2),tri-hexahe'dral (6),tri-ootahedral

(8) ; also tri-rhomboi'dal, having eighteen faces

occupying the positions of those of three different

rhomboids.
x8os-x7 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 205 *Tri.dode.

cahedral red silver-ore.. a six-sided prism, acuminated on

the extremities with three planes, and truncated on all the

edges. 1839 Bailev Festus v. (1848) 44 Injustice, hate, un-

charitableness, *Triequal reign round earth, a Trinity of

Hell. 1805-17 R. Jameson Cliar. Min. 204 *Trihexahedral,

..when [the crystal's] surface consists of three.. ranges of

planes, disposed six and six above each other. ..Tri-hexa-

bedral nitrate of potash . .; a six-sided prism, acuminated on

both extremities with six planes. x8a3 Syd. Smith Botany
Bay Wks. (1850) 369 The man of three juries, who has

three times appeared at the Bailey, *trilarcenous. 1805-17

R. Jameson Char. Min. 205 *Tri-octahedral sulphat of

lead, -.a four-sided pyramid, .. the edges of the common
base truncated, the angles on it very deeply bevelled, the

bevelling planes set on the lateral edges, and the bevelling

edges again deeply truncated, so that the crystal.. consists

of three rows of planes, of which each row contains eight

planes. X833 Hooker J. E. Smith's Eng. Flora V. 1. 113

The upper leaves.. are *tri-quadrifid. X891 Cent. Diet.,

*Triquinate. 1805-17 R. Jameson Cttar. Min. 202 *Tri-

rhomboidal! this, in the Werncrian Crystallography, is

a double six-sided pyramid, with alternately broad and

narrow lateral planes,, .and. -acuminated on the extremities

with three planes, which are set on the smaller lateral planes.

Example, Tri-rhomboidal calcareous-spar. 1876 Douse
Grimm's L, xlvii. 97 The priority of any one of the known
*tri-sonant systems over the others is untenable.

3. In combination with an adj. (usu. in -ly) de-

rived from a sb. denoting a period of time : Com-



TEI-.

prising three —, lasting tliree —, occurring or

appearing every three (days, etc.); also {loosely)

occurring three times (a day, etc.) ; those in -ly are

also used as advbs. = every three (days, etc.) or

three times a (day, etc): as tridaily; triho'ral

[L. hora hour]. See also Trimonthly, -weekly ;

Tbiannlal, -diurnal, etc
1887 Science IX. 79 The system of *tridaily [meteoro-

logicaljobservations. s86o Worc«steb cites Ld. Ellksmere
for *Trihoral.

H. 4. Forming sbs., with the senses : a. Some-
thing consisting of or equivalent to three (of the

things denoted by the second element) ; a triple—

.

II
Triacha'niTun (irreg. -akenium) Bot. [niod.L.

:

.see Achene], a fruit composed of three achenes.

Tri'aster Biol. [Gr. a<iTr\p star : cf. Diaster], a

figure bearing some resemblance to three conjoined

stars, resulting from a tripolar division of a nucleus.

+ Tricnbe Malh. Obs., the third power of a cul)e,

a ninth power, f TrlcUapa'son Mtis. Obs. [Dia-
pason i], .in interval of three octaves, a twenty-
second, t Trlfluctaation Obs^\Ju.Jlucius wave]

:

see quot. Trihemio'bol [Gr, ifi.mu.w&6Kiov\, an
ancient Greek coin of the value of i^ obols. Trl-
jn'nctlon, a junction or union of three, f Trl-
ml'lUon, the third power of a million ; also (quot.

1707) a thousand thousand millions, i.e. a billion

(= Tbillion in both senses: cf^ etymology of

Billiok). Trimilllonai're [after millionairt],

a person possessed of three millions of money
(pounds, dollars, francs, etc.). Tri-pair Math. , a
set of three pairs, t Trlpa'palty [Papalty],

a period during which there were three rival popes,

t Triqua'drate A/a/A. Obs. [Quadrate si.^ i b],

the third power of a square, a sixth power.

Tristlipu (trsi'stim) Ceom. [Gr. ariyiui prick,

point], a system of three points with the straight

lines connecting them {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
b. Something having, or related in some way to,

three (of the things denoted or indicated by the

second element). Triceplial (traise-fal) [Gr. rpi-

W^oAoi adj., f. KfifxiX^ head : see tricephalic in

I. I a], a three-headed figure or image of a deity.

II
Trio'rohis [mod.L., f. Gr. opx't testicle ; cf.

Tfiipxv\- s^ quot. 1857. Trl'plane, an aero-

plane with three supporting planes; also atlrib.

Triqnate'mlon Math., an expression of the form

91 + <"1i + f'h > wlJce y, , ^j , ^3 , are quaternions,

and lu and n are commutative with quaternions.

Triaacramentarian, one who recognizes three

and only three sacraments. Trlvo'ltiiie [Ital.

volta turn, time], a silkworm of a breed which
yields three cocoons in a year.

c. Something (denoted by the second element)
having three of some characteristic part, or re-

lated to three things. Trl-car (-machine, -mo-
bile, -motor-oar), a motor-car with three wheels

;

a motor tricycle with a seat for a person or a
carrier for luggage in front. Trlce'ptor Phys.
Chem. [L. -ceptar = captor taker], an intermediary
body having three haptophorous groups. Trl-
ooa'star, a combination of a three-speed gear with
a ' coaster' brake on a cycle. tTri-pltira-Uty, a
plurality in which three benefices are held at once.

Trlpyramld Cryst., a triangular pyramid, as a
form in certain calcareous spars. Tri-scUsm
{nonee-Tvd.), schism of three parties. Tri-spear
(twtue-wd.), a trident
1883 Ogilvie, 'Triachenium, triakenium. 1900 6. D,

Jackson Gloss, Sot. Terms, Triactuenium. 1894 Bateson
Variation I. xvi. 431 note, A case of the presence of
*tria5tcrs intwo bilaterally symmetrical tracts of the blasto.
derm of Loligo. 1909 J. W. Jenkinson Experim. Embryo.
logy 30 Triaster, a tripolar figure with three spindles. 1904
Sat. Rev. 20 Feb. 228/1 The development of the *tri.car is

especially important. Itiit., There is a great future for the
useful tri.car. Z906 JVestnt. Gaz. 31 Aug. 4/2 Experience
is going to show that the final form of the tri-car for delivery
purposes will be of a very different pattern. 1888 Ril?s
flihberi Lect. i. 81 note. The wide distribution of the *tri-

cephal has induced M. Mowat to declare for the improbable
hypothesis, that it was . . but the Roman Janus . . naturalized
in Gaul. 1901 Vauchan & Now Cellular Toxins (ed. 4)
132 The intermediary body [usually an] 'amboceptor',.,
may be a 'Iriceptor, quadriceptor, etc. 1908 Daily Chron.
21 Nov. 9^4 He niade use of the Sturmey.Archer *Tri.
coaster, which is the three-speed gear in association with
a foot-acted brake. 1674 Jkake Arith. (1696) 273 Some
to shorten, .the long Names of. .Higher Powers.. call.

.

^* a Bicube, <t** a "Tricube &c x8ii BusBV Diet.
Mus. (ed. }i, "Tri-Diapason. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. VII. xvii. 377 Tpixv^ta. .13 a concurrence of three waves
in one, whence arose the proverb, TpiKvfj.ia kokSiv, or a
"Irifluctuation of evils. 1887 B. V. Head Hist. Nuniorum
336 There are also *trihemioboIs . . of later style, for the
Pegasus on the obverse has pointed wings. iSSj Athenaeum
29 Jan. 164/2 To have the "trijunction of Tibet, India,
and Burma focussed within the four corners of a map. 1707
Curios, in Husb. * Card. 155 These ten Thousand Willows
..will produceeacaof them likewise a hundred more. Thus
we have a Million; then a hundred Millions: next come
the Teus of Bioullions ; then the 'TrimilUons. t8a6 [see

333

Trillion]. 1848 Taifs Hag. XV. 646 A *tri-millionalre
buys it for a deer-forest. 1905 IVeslm. Gaz. 28 Dec. 7/3
Returning home in a 'tri.motor-car. i6soH. MoREOterf.
in Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 92 If you have not a sleight
of Art to Metamorphize your selves into 'Triorchises.
1857 DcNGLisoN Med. Lex., Triorchis, one who has three
testicles. 1878 Cavley Math. Papers X. 450 We have
thus, .a system of. .63 hexpairs; and selecting at pleasure
any three pairs out of the same hexpair, we have a system
of (63X20 = )i26o 'tripairs. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.
Eng. II. xvii. (1739) 89 During the •Tripapalty much
money had been levied . . to serve for the recovery of
the Popedom to one of an English interest. ipo8 Times
3 Oct. 6/3 Experiments with a "triplane machine. 1909
Wcstm. Gaz. 4 Mar. 4/2 In machines of the biplane and
triplane types. 14^5 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 230/2 That mony
a Parsonchave pluralite, and somme *tripluraUte. [1753
CaM&ZE^sCycl.Siipp.,*Tripyrainides,. .the nameofagenus
of spars. . . The bodies of this genus are spars, composed of
single pyraniids, each of three sides, .. affixed by their bases
to some solid body.] 1828 Webster, Tripyramid. 1674
Jeake Arith. (1696,) 273 Some, .call 5s a Biquadrate, XSS a
"Triquadrate. 1902 G. Combebiac cited mCent. Diet. Supp,
for "Triquaternion. 1787-41 Ch.-vmbers Cycl., *Trisetcra-
mentarians,..3i sect. .who admit of three sacraments, and
no more. ..There have been several trisacramentartans
ajnong the protestants, who allowed of baptism, the eucha-
rist, and absolution, as sacraments. 1896 J. H. WvuEl/ist.
Eng. Hen. /F, III. 388 Insteadof schism, *tri.schism, which
threatened to become centi-schism. 1887 Morris Odyss. v.

292 His hand the 'tri-spear grasping.

III. 5. In Chemical nomenclature, in the names
of compounds and derivatives, with general sense
' three ',

' three times '.

a. Prefixed to names of compounds of elements,
radicals, or groups, names of salts, etc., to signify

three atoms, groups, or equivalents of these ele-

ments or radicals in combination with another
element or radical ; e. g. tribromide, a compound
of 3 atoms of bromine with another element or
radical, as tribromide of boron; trisulphate, a
compound of three SO4 groups with a metal or
radical (or in earlier nomenclature of three SO,
groups with a basic oxide). So trichloride,
-cyanide, -fluoride, -hydride, -iodide, -oxide,
-sulphide {-stilpliuret) ; triacetate, -carbonate,
-chlorate, -cyanate, -hydrate, -phosphate,
-thionate, etc Also in names of some organic
compounds, referring to their composition, as Tri-
AMIDE, Triaminb, and the compotmd ethers or

esters of glycerin with acids, as TKIACETIIf, tri-

butyrin, -palmitin, -stearin, etc. See also Tri-
SILICATE.
In early nomenclature, tri. or tris. prefixed to the name

of a salt meant 3 molecules not of the acid, but of the
base: thus 3PbO.C4H508 was called tris. ox tri.acetate
0/teatt\ similarly BjC) was called /n'(?.r/r/tf^any element B.
x8j6 Henry Elem. CAtfw.I.sgi Tri-phosphateof lime. X850
Daubeny Atomic Tluory{fid. 2) 112 When the number of
proportionals of base is 2, the prefix di or dis is adopted ;

when 3, tris
',
when four, tetrcikis. . . /r/jilicate of iron, 3 of

base to 1 of silicic acid, i860 Scoffern Orr's Circle of
Sciences, Chem. (new ed.) 467 The most important is the
tris or triacetate [of lead]. 1856 Fownes Chem. (ed. 6) 607
Three compounds of stearic acid with glycerin . . which
M. Berthelot distinguishes as monosteartn, bistearin, and
tristearin. x86»-7a Watts Diet. Chem, I, 895 The metals
which form trichlorides are antimony, arsenic, bismuth, ^old,
molybdenum, thallium, vanadium, and probably indium.
x866 KoscoE Elem. Chem. xvL 142 Arsenic unites with
chlorine^ bromine, and iodine, to form arsenic trichloride,

tribromide^and triiodide. Ibid. xxiv. 207 Metallic antimony
occturs native, but its chief ore is the trisulplude.

b. Prefixed to adjs., or to sbs. used attrib., in

the names or descriptions of acids, alcohols, coin-

poimd ethers or esters, oicidcs, salts, etc ; e. g.
trisodic or trisodium, (a salt) containing 3 atoms
of sodium ; triethylic or tricthyl (a compound)
containing 3 ethyl groups. So Irihydric or tri-

hydrogen, tricalcic or tricalciiim, triargentic or

tri-silver, tricarbon, trichloric, Irimethylic or

trimethyl, triplumbic, trithionic, triacetic, etc
1866 Odling Anim. Chem. 108 We meet with still less

oxidised tricarbon molecules. X869 RoscoE Elem. Chem. xv.

154 The three atoms of hydrogen in trihydrogen phosphate
may be replaced by three different metals. X873 Watts
EiTwnes' Chem. 340 A trisodic orthophosphate, sometimes
called subphosphate. Ibid. 451 Triplumuic tetroxide, or
Red lead. x88S MuiR & Morley Watts' Diet. Chem. I. 99
Alcohols are classed as monohydric, dihydric, trihydric. .ac*

cording to the number of hydroxyl.groups which theycontain.

C. Prefixed to the names of elements or radicals,

or their combining forms (as azo-, brotno-, chloro-,

hydro-, hydroxy-, iodo-, nilro-, oxy-, sulpho-, thio- :

see these) entering into the name of a compound, to

signify that three atoms or groups of the element or

radical are present, or are substituted for hydrogen,

in the substance designated by the rest of the name :

as tribromobe'nzene, CjHjBrj, in which three of

the hydrogen atoms of benzene, C^H,, are replaced

by three bromine atoms ; so Irimethylbenzene,

CfH,{CH,)3; trie tAyUarbinol,C(C,Hs)30n ; tri-

me'thylamine, N(CH3)5 ; Irichlorhydrin, C3U5CI3

;

so tribromhydrin, etc Combinations of this kind

are formed when wanted, and are unlimited in

number : only a few are mentioned in this work

:

see Tribrom-, Triculob-, etc.

THIAD.

d. In verbs and their pples. derived from sbs. as
in a, as tribrominated, triohlorinated, in which
three hydrogen atoms have been replaced by atoms
of bromine or chlorine ; trihydrated, containing
three molecules of water.
1837 Miller Elem. Chem. III. 47 Triohlorinated Dutch

Liquid. x868 Trihydrated : see Trihvdrate.
IV. 6. Forming verbs (and derivatives), as

Tri-falixjw, Trisect, Tkisection, q. v.

Triable (trai-ab'l), a.l [a. AF. triable, f. as
Try v. -i- -able.] That may be tried,

1. Law. Capable of being tried in a court of
law ; liable to judicial trial. Also transf. a. Of
a cause or offence.
X4a9 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 346/1 What issue triable be

enquest..happethe to be taken., that hit be tried be enquest
of the corps of the saide Shire. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 2X
Plees

. . triable by any Jury or Inquest. 1600 Tate in Gutch
Coll. Cur. I. 8, 1 hold all appeals triable in the King's Bench
lawfull._ 1770 Burke Prcs. Discont. Wks. II. 339 A direct
simple issue, .triable by plain men. 1865 Nichols Brition
II. 161 note, A writ of right, triable by battle or great assise.

b. Of a person.

rSS4 St. Trials, Sir N. Throchmorton Ujjo) I. 76/1 The
Partie triable, .shall finde himselfe in much worse case, than
before when those cruell Lawes stoode in force. 1577-87
HoLiNSHED Chron. H 1. 1 1 13/2 The principal] and accessaries
in felonie and murther be triable and punishable by the com-
mon law. 1697 tr. CtessDA unoy's 'I rav. (1 706) 243 All that
belong to the Inquisition being not subject to or trjjable by
any other Jurisdiction. X7S7 J. LiND Lett. Navy li. 99 All
persons are triable by court martials. 1883 Sat. Rev. 10 Feb.
170/2 Englishmen are now triable for all kinds of misde-
meanours and crimes . . in the High Court at Allahabad.

2. That may be ascertained, tested, or proved.
x6xa Sturtevant Metallica (1854) 27 A triable Inuention

is an inuention whose worth and goodnesse cannpt certainly
appeare before trialls and experiments. 1626 Donne Serm.
xxi. (1640) 202 The matter is matter of faith . . considerable,
and triable by reason. x66o Boyle New E.rp. Phys. Meek.
L 28 In our above-mentioned first Experiment, and.. others
tryable in our Engine. X706 Baynard in Sir J. Floyer Hot ^
Cold Bath. II. 210 She had tried all things triable.

Hence Tri ableuess. 1847 in WEBStER.

t Tri-able, 0.2 Obs. nonce- wd. [f. Tbi- -^ -able. ]
Divisible into three.

X647 Ward Simp. Cobler 55 Whatsoever is duable or triable,

is fryable,

Triacad {Am. Greek Histoiy) : see Tbiakad.
Triacantlioid (trsiiaksenjioid), a. and sb.

Ichth. [f. mod.L. Triacanthus, generic name (f.

Gr. T/)i-, Tri- ^ ajcav&a. spine) -i- -OID.] a. adj.

Belonging to or having the characters of the family
Triacanthidx, of plectognath fishes, typified by the

genus Triacanthus. b. sb. A fish of this family.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Triaoetio : see Tri- 5 b and Acetic.

Triacetin (tr3i|0e-sftin). Chem. [f. Tri- 5 a 4-

Acet(io (• -IN 1 (the termination of the compound
ethers of glycerin : see Acetin).] Glyceryl tri-

acetate, C3H5(OCjH30)3, the compound ether or
ester of glycerin or glycerol, C3H5(OH)3, and
acetic acid, CjH^Oa, the three H atoms of the

OH groups in glycerol being replaced by three

acetyl groups, C3H3O ; also called acetic tri-

glyceride; a colourless liquid boilingat 358-259°C.

;

it is found in the oil of the seeds of the spindle-tree.

X858 Fownes Elem. Chem. (ed, 7) 504 Berthelot has
pointed out three classes of compounds which glycerin is

capable of forming. . . With acetic acid, for instance, it forms
three combinations.. monacetin, diacetin, and triacetin.

Triachsenium, Triaonodal ! see Tbi- 4 a, i.

Triacle, obs. form of Treacle.

TriaCOatad (traiiak^i-ntsed). [ad. Gr. t/xo-

Atoi'Tdj, -aS-, f. TfK&Kovra, thirty.] The number
thirty, or a set of thirty. So TriacontaiSteTid
(-etT»"rid) [ad. Gr. TptaxovTafTrjpis, -iS-, f. rpio-

KovToerris adj. of or for thirty years], a period of

thirty years, or a festival recurring every thirty

years; Triaoontaliedral (-h»"-dral, -he'dral) a.

[Gr. (Spa base, side], contained by thirty faces,

esp. by thirty rhombs, as a crystal ; Trlaco'ntarchy
(triak-) Anc. Gr. Hist. [ad. Gr. TpiaxofTapxla, f.

dpx7 rule], the rule of the Thirty at Athens (see

Thirty A. i c) ; Triaconter (traiiakp-ntsi) [ad.

Gr. TpioKovTqprjs], an ancient Greek galley with

thirty oars.

161X Bp. Mountagu Diatribse 258 Their Ogdoades, Duo-
decads, '*Triacontads,..and all the iEones, blasphemous
speculations. X839 Eraser's Mag. XX. 202 The ''Trlacon-

taetertd of the pillar of Rosetta—the grand period of the
Panegyres, or festivals of the gods, wnich returned each '

thirty years. Ibid. 328^ The great triacontacterid or
panegyry of the resurrection. ^ X80S-17 R. Jameson Char.
Min. (ed. 3) 201 A Crystal is said to be . . "Triaconta-
bedral when its surface consists of thirty rhombs. xSsa
Grote Greece n. Ixxii. IX. 259 Isokrates, who speaks with
indignant horror of these Dekarchies, . . denounces those
features which they had in common with the "Triakontarchy
at Athens. 1859 Rawlinson Herodotus iv. cxlviii. HI. 124
Theras. .took ship, and sailed, with three "tri.iconters, tojoin
the descendants of Membliarus. Note, Triaconters were
vessels of 30 oars, 15 on each side.

Triact, -actinal, -aotine : see Tri- i.

Triad (trai-Sd). Also 6-7 -ade. [f. L. triad-,



TRIAD. 334 TEIAL.

stem of triaSi a. Gr. rpwy, rpmS-, a group of three.

C£ F. iriade (1564 in HaU.-Darm.).]
1. A group or set of three (persons, things,

words, attributes, etc.); three collectively or in

connexion.
1546 St. Papers lUn, V/l/.XL 341 Two ihynges I noted

in ihEmperour, diligent herynge of me, and good wordys;
yf deadis shal nowe folowe accordingely, the triade shall be

perfecte. 1614 T. Adams DhelCs Banket 28 Sometimes
they daunce in Triades, by threes, a 1774 TucKfiR Lt»Nat,
(1834) II. 228 Descend, celestial Graces, sacred Triad.^ i86j

Merivale Rom. Emp. VI. liiu 128 The triad of matricides,

Nero, Orestes, Alcmaeon. x8^ J. T. Fowler Durham Cath,

49 Three triads of Lancet windows.

b. The number three (in Pythagorean philo-

sophy).
x66o Stanley Hist, PkUos. vs.. (1701)381/1 The Triad is

the first number, actuallj^ odd, and the first perfect number,

and middle, and proportion. 187S Jowktt Plaioifi^.. 2) I.

485 The triad or number three is uneven.

2. Specific uses, a. Applied to the Trinity, [repr.

Gr. Tfnas trinity, used by Theophilus of Antioch

and Clement of Alexandria, a 200.]
x66x Bp. G. Rust Origcn Sf Opin. ig There is nothing in

that blessed Triad he describes which can be called Creature.

1711 BaileVj Triad, .\.\i^ Trinity. 1806 T. Maurice Fall
of Mogul I. li, Divine, ineffable, eternal triad I 1009 H. B.

SwETE Holy Spirit in N. T. 11. i. 124 [What] He [Jesus] had
taught concerning these Three Persons by presenting Them
as at once a Triad and a Unity.

b. A group of three associated or correlated

deities, beings, or powers.
a 1746 HoLDSwoRTH Rcut, Virgil (1768) 83 Virgil, .means

the great Triad of deities first received all over the East, 1813
Prichard Phys. Hist. Man vii. g 6. 394 We see the attri-

butes of the three persons of the Triad, united in one figure,

which represents the supreme Deity, holding conjoined the

characters of Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer. 1907
Ilungworth Doctr. Trinity y\\, 130 The many artificially

arranged triads,.. like that of Brahma, Siva, and Vishnu in

India.

c. In Welsh literature : A form of composition

characterized by an arrangement of subjects or

statements in groups of three.

[x6xx Speed Hist. Gt. Brit., vi. liv. § 12, 189 The Booke
Triades mentioned by the Author of the Reformed History
of Great Britaine.] 185* Miss YoNGECa««(7i(i877) I.xxxii.

274 Instructions were still oral, and for convenience of

memory were drawn up in triads, or verses of three. x868

Skene Four Anc, Bks. IVaUs I. 28 As early as the date of

the Black Book of Caermarthen some of the Welsh tradi-

tions appear under the foim of short triads, and that MS.
contains a fragment of what were probably the earlie.st—the

Triads of the Horses.

d. Mus. A chord of three notes, consisting of a

given note with the third and fifth above it ; e. g.

a common chord (without the octave).

The third may be major or ?«/«tfr,_the fifth perfect

^

augmented.^ or diminished ; hence the triad is described by
these adjs. accordingly.
xBox in Busby Diet, Mus.^ x88x Broadhouse Mus,

v4ctfitf//« XV. 320There are within the octave only three triads

or chords of three notes which are consonant, X889 Prout
Harmony viii. § 181 A chord., containing a major third and
an augmented fifth, .is called an augmented tnad.

e. Chem, A trivalent element or radical, i.e.

one which combines with three atoms of hydrogen

or other monovalent element or radical.

1865 Reader 1 Apr. 3^2/2 The family of triatomic atoms or

triads, consisting of nitrogen and its analogues, gold and
boron. 1865-8 Watts Diet. Chem. III. 96^ There are four

triad metals properly so called, namely, aluminium, thallium,

indium, and gold. 1868 Fownes Elem. Cltem. (ed. 10) 253
Each element is connected with others by a number of

lines, or connecting bonds, corresponding to its degree of
equivalence; a monad being connected.. by only one such
bond, a triad by three.

f. Biol, (a) A group of three cells, e. g, spores.

{d) A tertiary unit of organization consisting of an
aggregate of dyads; cf. Dyad 3 b. Also aUnd,j
as triad-deme : see Deme sb,^ 2.

1876 tr. SchUtzenbergers Fertnent. 52 The two spores

connected together have only one plane surface, the triads

have two. X883 [see Deme w.* 2].

g. Pros, A group of three lines having different

rhythms. 1885 [see Dyad 2 c].

h. Math, (a) A set of three things, esp. in Geom,
of three points, {b) In Quaternions, An indeter-

minate product of three vectors.

1850 Cayley Math. Papers I. 481 Forming with seven
letters.. a system of seven triads containing every possible

duad. 1885 Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj. Geom. 37 If the

triad ABC be projected from 6" upon fj (giving A\B^C\)t
and the triad A'&C be projected from S upon s-z (giving

AiBqCi); then the triads A\,BiCi and ^aZ^jCa will be in

perspective.

i. Cryst. Triad axis^ an axis of trigonal sym-
metry. X909 in Cent. Diet. Supp,

3. Triad Society [tr. Chinese San lU Ilui, lit.

* three imite society ', i. e, * triple union society
',

according to Giles meaning * the union of Heaven,
Earth, and Man ']. A secret Chinese society, formed
in the reign of Yung Cheng, 1723-36, with the

alleged purpose of ousting the Manchu dynasty

;

now having a large membership in Southern

China and various foreign countries. Hence Triads
•= members of the Triad Society.

lisx W, MiLN£ Ace. Triad Society in Trans. Royal

Asiatic Soc. (1827) I. 240 The name . . seems . . to be the
(

San hdhivuy^ i.e. 'The Society of the Three united, or the
'JViad Society'. 1836 Sir J. Davis Chinese xi. II. 15 The
San-ltdJtoey, or Triad Society. . .The name seems to imply
that when Heaven, Earth, and Man combine to favour
them, they shall succeed in subverting the present Tartar
dynasty. X848 S. W. Williams Middle Kingd. I. viii. 395
'J he English government of Hongkong, enacted in 1845,
that any Chinese living in that colony who was ascertained

to belong to the Triad Society, should be declared guilty of
felony, be imprisoned for three years, and after branding
expelled the colony. 1900 Daily Netvs 13 Nov, 9/3 The
programme of the Triads. X907 Daily Chron. 28 May 1/7 A
rebellion has broken out in Kwantung. About 30,000 persons,

headed by the Triad Secret Society, have risen.

Triaaelphous (tr3i,ade'lf3s), a. Bot, [f. Tui-

+ Gr. d5c\(/)oy brother + -CDS, after Diadelphous.]
Of stamens: United by the filaments into three

bundles. Of a plant: Having the stamens so united.

1830 LiNDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 87 Stamens [of the Pea
tribe].. either distinct or monadelphous, or diadelphous;
very seldom triadelphous. i8o6Henslow Wild Floweri 18

In the St. John's worts, they [the filaments] are grouped into

clusters, .of three or five. These are therefore triadelphous

and peiitadelphous.

Triadic (traiise-dik), a. (sb.) [f. Triad + -10.]

Of, pertaining to, or constituting a triad ; consist-

ing of triads.

1788 T. Taylor Proclus 1. 123 We shall find a line [to be]

monadic ; but a superficies dyadic, and a solid body triadic.

X839 Bailev Festus viii. (1848) 95 Nature's great Triadic
prmciple, inallthingsseen. \%'efl(l,K\ix.\Math. PapersX. ^%x

On the triadic arrangements of seven and fifteen things,

b. Triadic canon {Gr. Ck.)'. a hymn (Canon 1

7 b) in honour of the Trinity.

x86a Neale Hymns East. CK 160 It would be impossible

without wearying the reader, to translate the whole of the

Triadic Canons.

c. Chem, That is a triad ; trivalent.

x88a in Ogilvie (Annandale).

d. Anc, Pros, (a) Containing three different

metres or rhythms, {])) Composed of groups of

systems, each of which contains three unlike

systems. xSgx in Cent. Diet..

e. Of or belonging to the Welsh Triads.

1849 T. Stephens Lit. Kymry ^^-^ The Triadic form is

frequently seen in the poems of Aneurin, and Llywarch Heiu
X906 C. Squire jl/y//w/. Anc. Brit. y. 32 We learn, .that the
battle of Camlan was one of the ' Three Frivolous Battles

of Britain ', . . and that the usual * Three ' aloneescaped from
it, though Arthur himself is, in spite of the triadic conven-
tion, added as a fourth.

!B, sb. Math. In Quaternions, A sum of products

of three vectors.

So Tria'dical a., = triadic \ Tria'dically adv.^

according to triads, in the manner of a triad (in

quot. i860, in sense a c: cf. e above).
X837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) ^* ^^3 '^he intel-

lectual gods produce all things triadically. x86o J, T.

Thomas Brit. Antig, 21^ The gallant Cymro triadically

repeated.. several englynion. _ 1890 Dublin Rev. Jan. 60
note^ A transcript of an old Triadical commentary.

Triadism (trai'adiz^m), [f. as prec. + -I8M.]

Method, system, or principle of triads ; arrange-

ment in groups of three ; threefold constitution,

X846 T. W. Jenkyn Baxter's Wks. Pref, Ess. 50 The
method which Baxter adopted for systematizing the doctrines

of Theology may be called Triadism, [Cf. Trichotomize.]

1909 A. R. CoLQUHOON in ^. Rev. Apr. 672 The suggestion
that triadism should supersede dualism as the basis of the

[Habsburg] monarchy supposes the erection of a third (i. e.

a Slav) State.

Triadist (trsi^adist). Welsh Lit. [f. as prec.

+ -1ST,] A composer of triads (see Tkiad 2 c),

1868 T. Nicholas Pedigree Eng. People 197 note^ Caer-
Llton, as the seat of Kin^ Arthur, obtains from the Triadist

pre-eminence even superior to the two Municipia, London
and York.

TriSBlie (troiif-n, trai'm), Zool, [ad. Gr. Tpituca

trident.] A kind of sponge-spicule.
Variously described as ' a rhabdus having at one end three

prongs or "cladi " diverging at equal angles ', and 'a tetraxon

spicule with I long and 3 equal shorter tangential rays'.

1887 SoLLAS in EncycL Brit. XXII. 417/1 (Sponges) A
particular case of the cladose rhabdus,.,of the most fre-

quent occurrence, is the tri^ene.

Hence Triwnostrongyle (tr3iirn(?istrp'nd,5il) [Gr.

OTpoyyvKos rounded], a tricene in which the main
arm is blunt at the end; Xrieenostyle (-stall)

[Gr. ffTuAoy pillar, Style], one in vk'hich it is

sharp; Tri»'notyle (-tail) [Gr. tvKij cushion],

one in which it is blunt and rounded.
X909 in Cent. Diet. SuPp.

Triag^e (trai'ed,:;). [a. F. triage (14th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), n. of action f. trier to pick, cull

:

see Tky v. and -age.] The action of assorting

according to quality. Also attrib. ; hence concr.

(see quots.)

X727-41 Chambers Cycl, s, v. Wool, Each fleece consists of
wool of divers qualities, and degrees of fineness, which the

dealers therein take care to separate... If the triage, or

separation be well made, in 15 bales there will be [etc.].

1815 Gentl. Mag. XCV. i, 216/1 These [pickers] sort the

[Coffee] berries intothreeclasses; 'best quality ', 'middling',

and the third of all the bad broken berries., is called
* triage coffee '. 1880 Spons' EncycL Manuf. I. 705 The
broken beans [of coffee], or ' triage*, must also be separated

by hand from the dust, x88o Daily News 28 Oct. 3/8

Coflfee.— ..Costa Rica ;. .Triage 59*. 6d,

Triagonal (traiiie'g^nal), a. [Erroneous forma-

tion for Tbigonal, after tetragonal, pentagoftal,

etc.; cf. Trialogue,] Triangular.
1822 Scott Pirate xv. KO/^,They change ranks, and place

themselves in a tria>;onal figure. 1879 Proc. (J. S. Nat.
Museum II. 270 Ostracionts with triagonal, tetragonal, or
pentagonal carapaces.

Triakad, triacad (traiakaed). Am, Gr. Hist.

[ad. Gr. Tptd«as, -a5-, the number thirty (also as

below) : cf. Teiacontad,] * At Athens, a political

division of the <pv\7\ containing thirty families; at

Sparta, either 30 families
(^ ofan oba) , or 10 fanfilies

(j^j of an oba) ' (Liddell and Scott). Cf. Obe.
X846GROTE Greece lu viii. II. 602 Herodotus tells us that

Lycurgus established the military subdivisions peculiar to

Sparta—the Enomoiies, the Triftkads, and the Syssitia. 1868
Smith Smaller Diet. Grk. ^ Kom. Antig. (ed. 7) 389/1.

Triakis- (trai'akis), repr. Gr. Tp(d«(s Ihrice;

used in combinotion in Geom. and Cryst. in Tria-
ldS|i cosahe'dron, TriakiSiOxtahe'dron, Tri a-

kiS]te:trahe'droii (pi. in all cases -hedra), names
of solids derived respectively from the icosahedron,

octahedron, and tetrahedron by erecting a tri-

angular pyramid on each face, thus multiplying

the original number of faces by three. (In Geom.

specially applied to those forms in which the

pyramids are of such altitude as to make all the

solid angles regular.) Hence in derived adjs., as

Tri:akis 1 ctalie'drid.

1878 GuRNEY Crystallogr. 80 The form.. called the tria-

kisoctahedron, X89S Storv-Maskelvne Crystallogr.^ vii.

§ 174. 199 The triakisoctahedron or octahednd pyramidion
. .the more acute the pyramidion the more nearly it approxi-

mates in aspect to a rhomb-dodecahedron. Ibid. § 187. 220

Triakisoctanedrid forms met with in combination.
_

Ibid,

§ 189, 224 Thetriakistetrahedra..(tetrahedrid pyramidia).

Triakontarchy : see Tbiacontabcht.

Trial (trai-al), j^.i Also 6 Sc. trial, 6-7 Sc
tryel(l, 6-7 tri-, tryall, 7-8 (9 dial:) tryal. [ «
AF. trial^ triel, f. trier to Tby, instanced in i6th c,

but prob. eariier: see -AL. Cf. Du Cange s, v.

triallum.] The action or fact of trying or being

tried, in various senses of Tey v.

(The senses are here arranged not according to the chro-

nological order of the quotations cited, but in accordance

with the sense-developtnent seen in Tky v. and Triabi^)

1. Law, The examination and determination of

a cause by a judicial tribunal ; determination of the

guilt or innocence of an accused person by a court.

Hence to bring (a person or cause) to trieU; to put (a

person) on his trial, to stand (one's) trial, etc. ; also trial by

t/u country, byjury, by proviso, etc. : see these words.

a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commtv. Eng. (1633) 189 The clarke

asketh him how he will be tried and telleth him he must say,

by God and the countrie, for these be the words formall of

his triall after inditement. X65X Hobbes Leviath. lu xxvi.

146 In the ordinary triallsof Right, Twelve men of the com*
inon People, are the Judges. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull
App. iii. So Jack resolved ; but he had done more wisely to

have put himself upon the trial of his country. 1838 Thirl-
WALi. Greece IV, 73 He was brought to trial .. Theramenes,
lately his intimate friend, became his accuser. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 10 July 5/1 In this case the parties were first put

upon their trial. X9XX Act i cy 2 Geo. K, c 6 § 9 {i) Any
sheriff or his lawful deputy before whom a writ of inquiry

or a writ of trial is executed,

b. The determination of a person's guilt or

innocence, or the righteousness of his cause, by a

combat between the accuser and accused (Jrial by

battle^ by (^single) combat, by ivager of battle, by

the sword) ;
* a combat decisive of the merits of a

cause ' (Schmidt) ; see also triall^ Ordeal. These

methods of trial are now abolished ; but expres-

sions originally referring to them are still in fig.

use. Thus, war is often spoken of as a * trial by

battle ' with God for judge.

XS93 Shaks. RicJu II, I. i. 81 He answer thee in any faire

degree, Or Chiualrous designe of knightly triall. 1595 -^

John II. L 286 Those soules That to their euerlasting resi-

dence. Before the dew of euening fall, shall fieete In dread*

full tnall of our kingdomes King. Ibid. 342 England thou

hast not sau'd one drop of blood In this hot triall more then

we of France. x6oo — A.V. L. i. ii. 199 Let your faire eies,

and gentle wishes go with mee to my triall. 16x7 [see Com-
bat sb. ij. 164X [see Battle sb. 2]. X738 Glover Leonidas

III. 564 By single combat were the tryal vain. 1819 Act 59
Geo. Ill, c 46 Whereas.. the Trial by Battel in any Suit, is

a Mode of Trial unfit to be used ; and it is expedient that

the same should be wholly abolished, .be it. -enacted. That
..in any Writ of Right now depending, or which may here-

after be . .commenced, the Tenant shall not be received to wage
Battel, nor shall Issue be joined nor Trial be had by Battel.

x868 G.VK\iA% Autobiog. Recoil. ¥11.(1870) an. 1S18. 133.

2. The action of testing or putting to the proof

the fitness, truth, strength, or other quality of

anything ; test, probation,

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W, de W. 1531) 108 The tryall of our

fayth, & examinacyon or proue of our hope. 1548 Udall,
etc., Erasm. Par. Mark viii. 53 b, Nowe maketh he a triall

howe much his disciples haue profited ghostly. x6oo J.

PoRY tr. Leo's Africa ix. 339 The most certaine triall of

these horses is when they can ouertake the beast called Lant
or the Ostrich in a race. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies iv. vL 221 The triall of mettall by fire. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth i. (1723) 23 They answer all

Chymical Tryals in like Manner as the Sea-Shells do. X903

Motor. Ann. 145 The Automobile Club. .held a series 01

practical and official brake trials in Welbeck Park.
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b. The fact or condition of being tried by
suffering or temptation ; probation, t In quot.

^1550, temptation (ods.), (Cf. 9.)
cisso Chekk Mai/, xxvi. 41 Can ie not watch oon hour

with me, watch ajid prai y* ie enter not into trial. 1644
Milton Areop. (Arb.) 45 That which purifies us is triatl.

17SS VouNG Centaur'x. Wks. 1757 IV. 108 Is not this stretch-
ing out our boldness even beyond the day of tryal? 1871
Macduff Mem. Patmos\\.-j\ The hour of trial—the testing
hour of suffering arrived.

1 3. Inquiry or investigation in order to ascertain

something; examination, elucidation. To take

{get) trialy to make inquiry. Sc, Obs.

«S5777» Diurnal Occur. (Bann. CI.) 72 Ane conventioun
(xdanit to convene in SanctandroJs for taking tr>-ell of the
matter aboue writtin. 1575 in Maiti. CI. Misc, 1. 126 To be
diligent for gaining of tryall of the deid barne that wes
casstn furth in Foresteris wynd. 0x657 S>>* ^' Mure
Ps, cxxxix. 3 My pathes, ray lying doun thou eyest, And
narrow tryall takes.

4. Action, method, or treatment adopted in order
to ascertain the result ; investigation by means of
experience ; experiment. Kuk of trial and error :

see Position 3.

1570 Levins Manip. 13/14 A Tr>-all, experimtntum, 1608
Bacon Comment. Sol. Wks. 1868 IV. 63 A collection of
phainomcna^ of surgery, destilIation<t, mtnerall tryalls. X7a6
IJKiHiAlberSis Archil. II. ic6/i In what season it is best
to make these tryaU has not been, .declared. x8o6 Hutton
Course Math. L 256 They may be all readily solved by the
following easy rule of Double Position, sometimes called
Trial-and-Error. z8i3 Woodhouse Astron, xxxix. 387
Astronomers have sought, by the indirect methods of trial

and conjecture, to avoid them. 1907 V'ermy Mettt. I. 536
He will have some alders set in the wet places, .for a trial,

t b. The result ascertained by testing ; effect

;

efficacy. (Cf. Proof sb. 7.) Obs. rare.

XSS9 Mobwyng Evonym, 30 They giue it to dnnke against
the nttes of the falling sycknes with maruellous tryall.

1 6. trans/. Evidence, proof, Obs.
153a Fhi^h L et. Wks. ( 1 573) 8 1 / 1 What can be more triall of

a uythfuU hart, then to aduenture not onely to ayde and
succour by the meanes of other, ..but also personally to
visite the poore oppressed ? 1577 Harbison Englandw. vi.

(1877) I. J53. I will not saie..if I should, I could easilie

bring my triall. a 1586 Satir. Poems Re/arm. xxxvi. 86
Thow..gave gud tryell of thy lyttll treuth. ai^jo Spald-
ing Troub. Ckas, /(1851) II. 33 Thir newis turned to nothing,
for there wes no tryel found that sic materis were trew.

6, A testing of qualifications, attainments, or
progress; examination.
spec, the examination prescribed by Presbyteries for the

licensing of preachers or the ordination of ministers ; also,

in Scotland, the public probation of a Lord of Session ; (//.)
at Eton College, Harrow, and other schools, the termmal
examination \ at Oxford and Cambridge, short for trial
eights (see 13).

167a Mem. y. Eraser in Sel. Biog. (Wodrow Soc) 11. 309
After trial of m^ gifts and conversation by several exercises
and pieces of trial, .they agreed to trust me in the name of
Christ with the dispensation of the Gospel. 1706 Act 6
Ann€ c. II. Art. xix, No writer to the signet [shalljbe capable
to be admitted a lord of the session unless he undergo a
private and publick tryal on the civil law. 1708 J. Chamber-
lavne St. Gt. A'r/V. (1710)425 ihe Mannerof Admission into
thb Society [sc. the Faculty of Advocates] is. .sometimes,
the' rarely, by a Trial in tne Scots Law. 1710 T. Halv-
BUBTON Mem. ii. (1824) 238, 1 underwent the other parts of
my private trials and on May i, 1700 was ordained at Ceres.
1815 Scott Guy M, xix, He went to stand trial for his
license asapreacher. 1847 in Hz^re Story vi^ Li/e{\Z<^)l.
223 We are busy at our Trial, which we do with our masters
in form. 1849 Harper E. Enkine L 11 Mr. Erskine was
after the usual trink licensed by the Presbytery of Kirkcaldy.
1905 Vachell The Hillxx, If we put our backs—and heads
—into Trials, we can easily get a remove. 1908 G. D, Law
in Boston Ace. Life 84 note. The trials of a probationer
about to be ordained were similar to those of a divinity stu-
dent applying for licence. 1908 Westm. Gaz, 7 Oct. la/i
The ceremony., which every Scottish judge has to 'pass',
is called his ' trials '.

+ 7, The fact of undergoing or experiencing

;

expNerience. To have (or make) trial of to ex-
perience. Obs.
x6oo J. PoBY tr. Leo^s Africa v. 957 Whereof I my selfe

haue had often trialL i63f Weever Anc. Eun. Mon. 51a
Henries command was a Xaw ; of which Cromwell had a
triall. 1656 Eakl Monu. tr. Boccalini's Advts./r. Parnass.
I, xxiii. U674) a6 T^-rants, by whom they made trial of the
most deplorable miseries. 1657 — tr. Parutas I'ol. Disc,
72 Even Augustus himself made trial of many Insurrections
in Spain, Germany, and in the Kastern parts. 1687 A.
LovELL U.Thevenoi's Trav. 1. 178 We had a tryal then of
these Panniers and for my part I was much at my ease.

8. An attempt to do something ; an endeavour,
effort. (In quot, 1614, an attempt to gain.)
1614 Raleigh Hist. li^orld\. iii. J u { He] went to a greater

enterprise; euen to fight in tryall of the Empire. 1638 Sir
T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 72 Ecbar is poysoned ;.. after
foureteene dayes violent torment and Irialls to expcU the
poyson, yeelds up his chost. 17J0 Swift Fates Clergymen
Wks. 1755 II. II. 24 But this I confess is a trial too dan-
ferous often to engage in. 1703 Smeaton Edystone L. §98,
proposed to make a trial for landing if the weather should

suit. 1853 Lynch Self-lmprov. L 6 If you take away trial,

you get nd of failure, but of success too. x86o Tyndall
Gleu, I. xviii. 128 Hesaid he would make the trial.

9. That which puts one to the test ; esp. a painful
test of one*s endurance, patience, or faith ; hence,
affliction, trouble, misfortune. (Cf. 2 b.)

1754 KicHABDsoN Grandison (1781) III. i. 9 How would
such a creature.,have behaved under such tryals? 1831
Scott Cast, Dang, xiv. Trials by which the most generous
affections may be soured. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick. iv.All

S85

people have their trials. 1865— Mut Fr. i. iv, Lavinia has
not known the trial that Bella has known. 1885 ' Mrs.
Alexakder 'At Bay ix, Her life has been a very trj-ing one.
. .

I trust Its trials will soon be over.

10. Soinething that serves as a sample or proof
of a manufacture or material, or of the skill of a
maker or operator, the progress of an operation,
etc ; spec, in Potteiy manuf. a piece of clay or the
like by which the progress of the firing process may
be judged ; a trial-piece.
iSoS R. WiFFlN etc., in Ca//. Smilh's IVkt. (Arb.) 128

Capt. N. being dispatched with the tryals of pitch, tarre,
glasse, frankincense, and sope ashes, with that [ = whatj
clapbord and wainscot could bee provided. 1609 ? N. PowELt.
Md. 154 Wee. .produced a triall of glasse; made a well.

.

re-couered our Church [etc.]. i8«s J. Nicholson Opcrat
Mechanic 469 In different parts of the oven . . rings of
Egyptian black clay are placed, as trials, by which an ex-
perienced firenian can tell how much longer the process
must be carried on. 1870 J. Roskell in Eng. Mech. 18 Feb.
548/3 If the Copper is intended for rolling purposes, then a
targe sample termed a trial is taken.

t b. See quot. Obs. rare.
i6i« CoTGR., Languette^ . . the tryall, or cocke of a batlance.

c. .Short for trial-hall, trial-gallop.
1884 lUusir. Lend. News i Nov. 410/3 Three guineas for

a'lose* (besidesfourguineasforeveryprivate 'trial'). 1897
' TivoLi (Bleakley) ShoH Innings vi. That was a trial 1

he explained. ' It was the second ball ! cried Tuckett,
11. A sieve or sifting screen. Now dial.

i8as J. NiCHoi.soN Opcrat. Mechanic 446 The spout .

.

receives the bark from the stones, and conveys it into the
tryal . . which tryal is wired, to shift or dress the bark as it

descends from the stones. 1885 Clieshire Gloss., Trial, a
coarse sieve in a winnowing machine.
12. Phrases. On trial (sense 3), on the basis or

condition of being tried, as to take a person or
thing on trial, to take subject to the condition of
being satisfactory when tried. To be on (Jits,

her, or its) trial (2, 6), to be in a state of proba-
tion until it is seen how he or it will succeed or
work. See also to put a person on his trial; to

bring to trial; to stand {one's) trial in sense I.

1741 Wesley IVis. (1872) I. 301 The others were put
upon trial again. 1889 Jessopp Coming (^ Friars in. 133
During the thirteenth century they (the monks] were, so to
speak, upon their trial. 1004 H. Paul Hisl. Eng. I. 409
Spciking at the Trinity House on the 9th of June (1855],
Prince Albert decLired that Constitutional government was
on its trialj and urged the duty of placing more confidence
in the Ministers of the Crown. (But Pr. Albert's words, as
zivenin fliustr. Lond, Nnvs 16 June, 1855, and other news-
papers, were 'Gentlemen, our Constitutional Government
13 undergoing a heavy trial' (etc. J. See also Th. Martin
Li/e 0/ Fr. Consort (1874-9).) Mod. I will take the maid
for a month on triaL You may have the dust-extractor
three days on trbl.

13. attrib. and Comb. Of or pertaining to trial

;

made, done, nse<l, or taken for or as a trial : as
trialanimal, -chord, -correction, day, -examination,
•feat, -fire, -ground, heat (Heat sb. 10), -hole,

-hour, -impression, lot, marriage, match (Cricket),
number, -ordeal, -pan, parlour, plot, race, stone,

time, -working, -yard; also //., as trials ccip, man,
secretary ; also trial balance, in book-keeping by
double entry, an addition of the whole of the entries

on each side of the ledger, when the sum of the
debits ought to balance the sum of the credits;
trial bar, ' a cuboid used by turners for testing the
inclination of planes' {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909);
trial bit, an adjustable bit for measuring a horse's

mouth (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877); trial-book, a
book in which a cashier enters sums paid and re-

ceived so as at any time to take out a trial balance
of cash in hand; trial case = trial sight; trial

cock (see quot.) ; trial court, a court before which
trials take place in the first instance ; distinguished

from an appeal court ; trial eight, Boat-racing,
an eight-oared boat's provisional crew, from among
whom some members of the final eight may be
chosen; trial glasses (//.), a set of graduated
glasses for ascertaining the requirements of defec-

tive vision; trial-jar (see quot.) ; trial judge,
t. Justice : cf. trial court ; trial jury, a petty jury,

distinguished from a grand jury (Webster, 191 1)

;

trial lawyer, a lawyer practising in a trial court

;

trial-list, the register of causes or prisoners to

be tried; the calendar (CasselCs Encycl. Diet,

1888) ; trial-piece, something made or taken as

a specimen; spec, a coin or the like struck as a
test of the die, or as a specimen of the design;
trial plate, in assaying coin (see quot.) ; trial

proof, a jiroof taken from a plate during the

process of engraving to show its state; trial

sight (see quot.) ; trial (spectacle) frame, an
adjustable frame with revolving graduated fittings

to hold trial glasses (q. v.) ; trial square, a try-

scjuare (Knight />«'</. Mech. 1877); trial-trip, a
trip taken to test the speed and other qualities of

a vessel, etc.

\^^ Brit. Med. Jml.-i'j May 1 141 The dosewhich the "trial

animals stood will set up serious symptoms in the infected

ones. 1890 /"////tfi" II July 13/5 Witnessdrew hisattentionto

TRIALISM.
the figures in the cashier's *trial-book, and asked how he ac^
counted for them, loox Daily Chron. 23 Nov. 9/5 A ' "Trials

'

cap IS eagerly sought after, and the inclusion of • Old Blues

'

robs other men of their chance. 1889 Brinsmead Hist.
Pianoforte 187 The "trial-chord, when struck, should pro-
duce a rapid beat orseriesof undulations of sound. 1825 J.Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 167 'Trial or gauge cocks.,
to ascertain the height of the water in the boiler. 1867-77
G.F.Chambers Astron. i. xi. 129 Applying this. .to the
eclipses m the form of a "trial-correction. 1907 Westm,
Gaz. 4 Apr. s/x The new law permits the Government to
appealfromcertainjudgments ofthe*trial Court. X593SHAKS,
•^Hetu F/, HI. i. 114 That Doyt that ere I wrested from the
Kmg..Be brought against me at my •Tryall day. 1878
Stubbs i^tfc/. Med. gf Mod. Hist. (1886) 157 [The Crusades]
were the *trialfeat of the young world. 1598 Shaks.
Merry IV. v. v. 88 With ^Triall-fire touch me his finger end.
189X Cent. Diet., "Trial glasses. 1895 Arnold ^ Son^
Catal. Surg-. Instrum. 125 Spectacle Frame, plain, for
Trial Glasses. 1878 Ure Diet. Arts IV. 323 The Mont
Cenis tunnel formed the greatest *trial.ground ever brought
to the attention of inventors and makers of either rock-
drills or air-compressors. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 29 May 9/4
Arrangements have been made for aeroplane flights.. at
Wembley, where an excellent stretch of suitable trial-ground
exists.^ 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets, etc. 212 He turned
from side to side, apjiarently looking for a digger's "trial-

hole that would suit his purpose. 1907 Sir W. M. Ramsay
in Expositor Sept. 203 The terms of our firman permitted.

.

B79 H. I'HiLLiPS Aaau. Diotes corns 1 1 here are
also leaden *trial-impressions of the dies. 1877 Knight

,

-^jV/. Mech., *Trial-jar, a tall glass vessel used for con-
i taining liquids to be tested by the hydrometer. i9oiB
Westm. Gaz. 11 June 2/1 They.. gave orders for "trial lots
[of softwire-rodsj. i8ot Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 485/1 The
result is a lot of fast *lrial-machines, all of one general
family. 1905 Dai/y Chron. i July 6/4 Both crews are
awarded tneirdistinctive medals^ and every member may
wear the ' Trials ' cap—the white flannel cap with the
crossed oars. The ' *Trials ' man is out of the ruck. 1833
Nyben }'ng. Cricketer's 7'«/(7>- 58 The whole country round
would flock to see one of their "trial matches, x^ F. J.
Britten Watch ^ Clockm. 273 The Greenwich method of
arriving at t he "trial number. 1874 Raymond Statist, Mities

^ Mining^ S°o Inasmuch as the samples ofore were not large
in quantity, they commenced making small "trial-pans,

X55S llRADFORoZtfA in Foxe A. ^ M.Usjo) 183^/2 You are in
the schole-house and "triall parlour of tne Lord. X663 Inscr.
Simon's Petit, Crown, Thomas Simon most humbly prays
your Majesty to compare this his "tryall piece with the
Dutch [etc.]. 18^ [h. Hawkins) Anglo-French Coinage
64, I cannot consider this as current money, neither does
it exactly come under the description of a trial piece,

1859 Edin. Rev. CIX. 377 Cicero attempted to make
words, and his tiial-pieces were very neat. .struck of good
metal.^ X904 Westm. Gaz. ii July 10/2 Some interesting
trial-pieces.. executed in true fresco on a suitable ground
before beginning to paint on the wall. 1883 Encycl. Brit.
XVI. iSy^i Pieces cut from "trial plates ofstandard fine-
ness,., being assayed against the coins under examination.
1906 Westm. Gaz, 20 Aug. 3/1 The county [Gloucestersh.]
happens to be one which affords a great variety of experi.
ment owing to the variety of its soils. ..Hence the advent
of the 'trial plots, 1891 Cent, jC/W., "Trial proof. 1900
Westm. Gaz, 8 Nov, 1/3 These rare mezzotints are all in
trial proof state. 1903 Dally Chron. 3 Aug. 3/3 The prints
exist m a far less ' restricted ' number than he imagines, and
are not by any means chiefly trial-proofs. X847 Illustr,
Lond. News 10 July 23/2 The first day is to be occupied
with the "trial races. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Supp.,
* Trial Sight (Optical), an oculist's case of trial lenses, etc,
for testing sight. Ibid. 903/2 A "trial spectacle frame, with
double grooves to each eye, graduated to i8o°...Used for
finding the axis of imperfett vision in astigmatism or cylin-
drical cornea. 1877 W. R. Cooper EgyPt. Obelisks xxiu
(1878) 126 A "trial stone for every idle dreek or ignorant
tourist to cut his initials upon, c 184X Arnold in Stanley Life
(1845) II. X. 300 The first seventy years of the eighteenth
century,. .the abused 'trial time of modern Europe. x86o
PusKV Min, Proph. 79 It was a long trial-time, in which
they were taught entire dependance upon (^od. 1858
SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, * Trial-trip, an experimental trip.

190a Eliz. L. Banks Newspaper Girl 211, I wouldn't let

any reporter take the trial trip, anyway. 1905 A. R.
Wallace Life II. 182 The house being used for prospecting
purposes and "trial-workings.

t Trial, sb:^ Obs, rare. In 5 tryall. [App. an
ignorant combination of TBi--f-AL.] A group or
set of three, a triad. (In the second quot, con-
fusedly used for each one of the three.)

? a X500 Chester PI. i. 7, 1 am the tryall of the trynitie that
neuer shall be twynninge. Ibid, 17 These three tryalls in a
Troiie and true 'I'rynitie Be grounded in my godhead,
exalted by my exellence.

Tri'al, a. Gram. [f. L. tri-^ stem of tr^s^ tria

three + -al, after dual.] Applied to a * number ' or
inflected form denoting three, in some languages of
New Guinea and Polynesia ; = Tkinal a, 3.
x886 J. Inglis In New Hebrides ix. 09 There are four

numbers in the personal pronouns [used by the Aneityu-
mese], the singular, the dual, the trial, and the plural; as
/, we t7vo, we three, and we all. X911 Bible in World ]u\y
206/2 The Kiwai language is one of the most diflicult in

New Guinea. ..The verb .. distinguishes singular, dual,
trial (3) and plural number both in the subject and object.

Trialate: see Tri- i.

Trialisui (tr3i*aliz*m)<

dualism.^

1, The doctrine of the threefold constitution of
man, as body, soul, and spirit, or other three
separate essences. X89X in Cent. Diet,

2. A union of three states or countries.
X908 Westm. Gaz. 16 Jan. 2/r The substitution o( a

Trialism, consisting of Austria, Hungary, and Bohemia, .

.

[f. as prec, + -ism, after
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for the present Dualism, 1911 Q. Rct>. July 260 There has
been revived in Austria the idea of ' trialism ', that is to say,

the amalgamation of all the Servo-Croatian countries of the

Monarchy into a unit, which, with the German States and
Hungary, would form a kind of federal empire^

TnaJity (traiiae'liti). rare, [f. as prec, after

duality
y
plurality I\

1 1. The holding of three benefices at once. Obs.

a 15*9 Skelton CoU Clouie 564 Of tryalytes, And of tot

quottes, They commune lykesottes. 1536 j4t/ 28 Hen. I'll/,

c. 16 § 4 Pluralities, unions, trialities, appropriacions..Anu
other buUes, breves, and faculties. 1587 HKRYasoa England
n. ii. (1877) I. 63 So plentifullie gat he by his perquisits, as

elections, procurations, appeales, preuentions, pluralities,

tot quots, trialities [etc.]. 1637 Bastwick Litany 11.9 The
Pope selleth nonresidences, pfuralilyes, trialityes, totquots,

the Prelats doe the same.

2. The condition or quality of being threefold.

x87a DoRAN Mem, Gt. Tozuns xiil, (1878) 294 Dr. Wigan
..not only wrote on the Duality of the Mind, but on the

Triality (if we may coin a word), the threefold excellence, of

the IJnghion atmosphere.

Trialo^e (trai'aVg). [Erroneous formation

on supposed analogy of dialogue^ the first syllable

of this being mistaken for the prefix Di- 2 ^ two.

Cf. med.L. trialogus (Wyclif).] A dialogue or

colloouy between three persons.

153J More Con/uL Tindale \Vks. 431/2 As though it wer
a dyalogue, or rather a tryalogue betwene himself, the
messenger and me. x6ox Wood /4M. Oxon. I. 21 Trialogue
between Tho. Bilney, Hugh Latimer, and W. Repps. X7ax

D'Urfey Titto Queefts Brentford \. 1, This Epilogue.. is a
Trialogue, and to be perform 'd between Sol, Rain, and
Boreas. 1900 G. W. E. Russell Conf. Bks. Sf Men 150 A
trialogue, called 'A contention between a wife, a widow,
and a maid '.

Triamide (tral'amaid). Chem. [f. Tri- 5 a +

Amiiie.] a compound in which the three acid

hydroxyls (OH) of a tribasic acid are replaced by
three amidogen groups (NH^) : the hydrogen of

the amidogen groups may be replaced by metals

or by one or more monovalent radicals ; e. g.

citramide, CsH4(OH)(CO . NH2)3, the triamide of

citric acid, C5H4(OH)(CO.OH)3; cyanuramide
or melamine, C3N3(NH5)3, the triamide of cyanuric

acid, C3N3(OH)s. For the earlier view of the

structure of triamides, see quot. 1863-72.
x86i Miller Eiem. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 427 As an instance

of a secondary triamide, phenylcitramide may be given.

1863-71 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 173 Primary Triamides.-^
They represent 3 molecules of ammonia, in which 3 atoms
of hydrogen are replaced by a triatomic acid-radicle :—
Phosphamide..N^(POr'. He- \B66 0ui.\iiG Anim.Chem.
i9C,N,(H2N), Cyanuric triamide.

Triamine (trsi-amain). Chem. [f. Tri- 5a +
Amine.] A carbon compound containing three

amidogen or amino-groups (NHj), but excluding

the amides, in which the amidogen may be viewed

as replacing acid hydroxyl groups ; the hydrogen
of the amidogen groups may be replaced by one or

more monovalent radicals: see also quot. 1868.
x868 FowNES Eiem, Chem. (ed. 10) 882 Triamines. These

are bases derived from.. three molecules of ammonia..
N3H9, by substitution of..trivalent alcohol-radicals for a
part or the whole of the hydrogen. A portion ofthe hydrogen
may at the same time be replaced by univalent alcohol-
radicals. 1887 Tidy Mod. Chem. (ed. 2) 758 Aniline red is

a salt of base rosaniline, C20H18N3. This.. is a triamine.

Trian (trai'an), a. Her, [app, f. L. tres, tria

three + -an.] In trian aspect : see quot. : c£ Three-
QUARTEBED b.

c 1828 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Trian-as^eci, show-
ing three-fourth parts of the body, as an eagle, &c in a
Irian-aspect ; it is what painters term three-quartered.

llTnandria (tr3i,3e*ndria). Bot. [mod.L.
(Linnjeus 1735), f. mod.L. triandr-tts^ f. Gr, t^us

three + Ai'^p, d>'5p- man, male, taken as = stamen :

see -ANDROUS.] The third class in the Linnsean

Sexual System, comprising plants having herma-
phrodite flowers with three stamens not cohering

;

also an order in some classes, comprising plants

with three stamens. So Tria-nder (rare), a tri-

androus plant ; Trla'ndriau, Tria'ndrlons, and
(usually) Tria'ndrous ad/s., having three stamens

;

belonging to the class (or order) Triandria.
xSaS Webster, *Triander. 1748 Linn^us Hortus U^sa-

liensis Classis iii. 13 "Triandria. '7^ J- Lee Introd. Bot,
\\. xxiii. (1788) 139 Of the twentieth Class, Gynandria.,
Order II, Triandria, comprehending such Plants as have
three Stamina. 1828 Webster, *Triandrian. 1786 Aber<
CROMBiE Gard. Assist., Arran^em. 35 Willow tree.. Com-
mon white leaved. .. *Triandrious, white barked. 1830
LiNDLEV Nat. Syst.Bot. 261 [Irideae] differ from Amaryl-
lide£..in being •triandrous. 1870 Hooker Sttui. Flora
430 HierochIoe...Holy Grass. .upper flower 2-sexual 2-

androus; 2 lower male, 3-androus.

Triangle (trai-jeqgU, tr3i,se'ijg'i), sh. Also 5
tri-, tryangyl, 5-7 tryangle, 6 triangil, try-

anghel, 6-7 triangill
; 5-6 treangle, 6 tree-

angle, treangell. [a. K, triangle (13th c. in

Godef. CompL), or ad. its source, L. triangulum,

sb, neut. from triangulus adj. three-cornered, f.

/n-, Tri- + angulus Angle.]

1. Geom,jGic. A figure (usually, a plane rectilineal

figure) having three angles and three sides.

In ?nod. Geom, a triangle is regarded as a system of three

points not collinear, together with the three straight lines

joining them ; or as a system of three straight lines each
intersecting the two others at different points,
Ct7Cular triangle, a plane triangle formed by three inter-

secting circular arcs. Spherical triangle, a triangle
formed by three arcs upon the surface of a sphere: see
Spherical. Triangle offerees, the theorem in statics that
if three forces in one plane, acting at one point, be in equi-
librium, three straight lines in that plane parallel to their
directions will form a triangle whose sides are proportional
to their magnitudes.
X398 Thevisa Barih. DeP. R. xvn. cviii. (Tollem. MS.),

Some [nuts] ben distinguid in Jje cop as it were with J>e

schap of a triangle [orig. per formam Irianguli]. c 1400
Lanfranc^s Cinirg. 258 pe nose is maad of .ij. boones in (^e

mailer of a triangle in pis maner. A A. 1551 Recorde Pathw.
Knowl. I. Defin., A triangle is nothinge els to say, but a
figure of three corners. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidanes Comm.
451 Betwyxt Caleis, Arde and Grauelyn, Townes. .set as it

were a treangle. 1646 Sir V, Urowne Pseud. Ep. 25 In
every triangle, two sides which soever be taken are greater
then the side remaining. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <5- F, xvii. II.

3 The figure of the imperial city [Constantinople] may be
represented under that of an unequal triangle. 1885
Leudksdorf Cremona's Proj. Geom. 145 A series of
theorems.. relating to the inscribed pentagon, quadrangle,
and triangle.. a series of correlative theorems relating to

the circumscribed pentagon, quadrilateral, and triangle.

b. A figure of this form used symbolically (e.g.

an equilateral triangle as a symbol of the Trinity),

or in magic or necromancy. In Her. a figure of

this form as a bearing ; in triangle, said of three

or more bearings arranged in the form of a triangle.

1584 R. Scot Disco%>. Witchcr. xv. ii. (1886) 322 He is a
Her, except he be brought into a triangle, and there he
speaketh divinelie. 1766 Pokny Heraldry (1787) 175 Azure,
three Trouts fretty in Triangle Argent. x8io Southey
Kehama xix. viii, The sacred Triangle . , Holding the
Emblem which no tongue may tell, c 1828 Berry Encycl.
Her. I. Gloss., Triangle, this sometimes occurs as a bearing
in coat-armour. See Cross of Triangles, or twelve triangles

in cross. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist. ^ Pop. xix. § 5. (ed. 3)

311 A nail in every point thereof, in triangle. 2894 Parker's
Gloss. Her. s. v., Charges may be described ss fretted in

triangle, e. g. in the arms of Troutbeck (under Salmon). .

.

The insignia of the Isle of Man are sometimes blazoned as

flexed in triangle.

c. fig. A group or set of three, a triad.

x6xi T. Williamson tr. Goulart's IVise Vieillard 120 In
this sacred triangle is included the renouncing of ourselues.

1659 Whiting {title) Old Jacob's Altar, newly repaired ; or,

the Saints Triangle of Dangers, Deliverances, and Duties.

ISJ07 Daily Chron. 5 Dec. 3/4 Mrs. Dudeney's novel.. deals
with the eternal triangle, which, in this case, consists of two
men and one woman.

2. Something having the form of a triangle ; any
three-cornered body, object, or space.

a x6i8 Sylvester Mem. Mortaliiie n. Ix, Th' Earth cannot
fill thy heart's unequall Angles, Thy heart's a Triangle, the

earth's a Round. 1788 GibuonD^c/. ^ F.\. (1846) V. 2 The
Arabian peninsula may be conceived as a triangle ofspacious

;
but irregular dimensions, 1791 Newte Tonr Eng, Sf Scot.

j
120 The present fort, which is a triangle, has two bastions.

1843 Carlyle Past fy Pr. 11. i. In what wig and black tri-

'. angle dost thou walk abroad? 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr tr.

i Ranke's Hist. Servia \. isThe Servians.. in the first half

I
of the 14th century.. formed the strongest power of the

i
Illyrian triangle. 1895 R. W. Chambers King in Yellow,
Demoiselle D'Ys 1, A long wavering triangle of water-fowl

j
drifted southward over our heads,

;
Spec, *natural objects.

D. Palmistry. A triangular figure made by three

of the lines of the hand : see quot. 1653.
<:i46oMetham Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 86 A tryangyl that ys off

one length, evyn on allepartys. .betokynnythbodyly strengh
and bold off herte. Ibid., The fyrste lyne ys the fyrst parte
off the tryangyl, and yt gothe aboute the hylle of the

thombe. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 58 This "Triangle is

made in the hand by three Lines, that of Life, the middle
natural Line, and that of the Head.

C. Astron, The constellation Triangulum, north

of Aries, characteiized by three stars in the posi-

tions of the angular points of an isosceles triangle.

Also, Triangulum mimts, the Lesser Triangle, a constel-

lation immediately south of this, introduced by Hevelius in

1690, but now disused ; Triangulum australe, the Southern
Triangle, a modern constellation near the South Pole.

1551 Recorde Cast. Kno^vl. (1556) 26^ By hir [Andromeda's]
lefte foot is ther a small constellation.. commonly called

the Triangle. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3)

334 The Altar and the Southern Triangle, which He along
the Milky Way in looking towards the pole.

d. Anat, Applied, with defining words, to the

triangular areas bounded by certain muscles : as
Triangles ofthe neck, anterior (subdivided into the sub-

maxillary triangle and the superior and inferior carotid

triangle^ and posterior (subdivided into the occipital and
subclaviait triangles) ; Triangle of Petit, above the crest

of the ilium ; Scarpa's tr., in the upper part of the thigh.

1846 Brittan tr. Malgai^e's Man. Oper, Surg. 147 The
inferior triangle of the popliteal space is bounded on each
side by the heads of the gastrocnemius. 1876 Clin. Soc.

Trans. IX, 41, I removed all the enlarged glands in front

of the sterno-mastoid, and thus cleared the anterior triangle

of the neck. 1897 Allbuit's Syst. Med. IV. 418 [An abscess]

may open superficially in the loin through the triangle of
Petit.

e. Entom. A triangular marking or space on an

insect*s wing.
183a [see 4]. 1891 Cetit. Diet., Triangle. . .In entom. a

large three-sided cell found in the wings of many dragon-

flies., often called the discoidal triangle, to distinguish it

from the internal triangle^ which adjoins it on the inner side,

and the anal triangle, which lies close to the anal border of

the wing.

f. A species of box-fish of triangular form, as

Ostracion trigonum.

**artificial objects,

g. A small ornament or piece of jewellery of a
triangular form.
15*8 Will of \V, Mores (Somerset Ho.), A triangill of

siluer and gilte. 1529 Will ofLeigh (ibid.), My corsse
gurdell wt tne Treeaiigte of flowres of silver and golde. 1531
Hec. St. Mary at Hill ^Z A demysent [girdle] with., a pen-
dantte a treangell of selver and gelt. 163a J. Hayward tr.

Biondis Eromena 120 This lewell. .a triangle of three rich
diamonds, each angle.. enriched with a great pearly.

fh. Eccl, A stand or frame on which copes
were hung up. Obs.
xS^z'm Archxol. Cant. (1872) VIII. 124 Item a treangle

for copys, a presse [Editor's Note, a crane or stand for

hanging copes]. 1538 in Archxologia XLllI. 226, ij cbestes
and the try-angle for the same ornaments to be hengyd. 1849
Rock Ch. ofF''aihers II. vi. 43 [A doubtful statement].

1 1. (More fully triangle virginal), an early kind
of keyboard stringed instrument. Obs.
[1661 Pepys Diary 14 Tune, I sent to my house by my

Lord's order hisshipp and triangle virginall.] 1662-3 tbid.

18 Mar., This day my trj'angle which was put in tune yester-

day, did please me very well.

J. A musical instrument of percussion, consisting

of a steel rod bent into a triangular form, but open
at one comer; it is struck with a small straight

steel rod. Also transf. = Tkiangler.
z8ox in Busby Diet. Mus. 1811 Lady Granville Lett, (1894)

I. 21 We play upon the. .guitar, triangle, and castagnettes.

1878 F. HuEFFER in Grove Diet. Mus. 1. 28/1 He is said to
have accepted the appointment of supernumerary triangle

at the Gymnase. 1913 Tinus 14 May 8/5 The only per-

cussion (even the usual drums are excluded) consists of
triangle and cymbals.

k. Name for a kind of large tripod composed of

three poles or spars joined at the top, bearing a

pulley for hoisting heavy weights, or for weighing

:

see also quot. 1867.
1699 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (ed. 0) 63 If the Tree be too

ponderous to be lifted perpendicumr by the Hand alone, by
applying a Triangle and Pully..draw out the 'I'ree. 1707
Mortimer Husb. (i;r2i) I- 187 Set up three Poles (like unto
a Triangle wherewith they usually weigh heavy Ware)
spreading at the liottom. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVordbk.,
Triangle, ..B. machine formed by spars for lifting weights,
water-casks, &c. Also, a stage hung round a mast, to scrape,

paint, or grease it. 1873 in 5M Rep. Dep. K^r. Irel. 26 The
Records were lowered through the aperture in the centre of
the floor by means of a rope, supported by a triangle raised

over the opening.

1. Mil, (Usually //.) A tripod, orig. formed of

three halberds stuck in the ground and joined at the

top, to which soldiers were formerly bound to be
flogged ; a structure resembling this.

[1796 Grose Diet. Vul^. T, s. v. Halbert, Soldiers of the
infantry, when flogged, being commonly tied to three halberts,

set up in a triangle, with a fourth fastened across them.j
1847 in Webster. 1853 Stocqueler Milit. Encycl., Tri-
angles, a w*ooden instrument consisting of three poles so
fastened at top that they may spread at bottom in a tri-

angular form.. .An iron bar, breast high, goes across one
side of the triangle. The triangles were used in some regi-

ments for. .inflicting military punishments. 1871 O. Law<
RENCE Anteros i. (1872) 11 He was unsparing both of his

tongue and of the lash—the triangles were an honoured
institution in those days. 1897 P. Warung Tales Old
Regime 29 Already, at Molong [Australia], there is one
military-post and a triangles, and at Wellington Valley
there is another military-post and another triangles.

m. Pottery, A triangular piece of baked ware,

with points projecting from the angles, placed

between pieces of biscuit ware to prevent their

adhering to each other when baking.

1877 in Knight Diet. Mech,

n. Angling. A set of three hooks fastened to-

gether so that their barbs are at the angular points

of a triangle.

1867 F. Francis Angling vi. (1880) 116, 1 had used a single

flight of small brazed triangles. 1904 Gallichan Fishing
Spain 145 The flying triangles are to blame. It is not often

that one loses a fish hooked on the tail triangle.

O. A drawing-instrument in the form of a right-

angled triangle of wood, vulcanite, etc ; a set

square.

1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Triangle. . . A three-cornered
straight-edge, .. for drawing parallel, perpendicular, or
diagonal lines. It has one right angle, the two others wing
each of 45°, or one of 30** and the other of 60**.

3. Collectors* name for certain moths. See also 4.
1832 Rennie Conspect, Butterfl. ff Moths 1$ The Triangle

{Gr\aphiphora\ Triangulum, Ochsenheimer) appears the
end of July, Ibid. 164 The Triangle [f\seudotamia\ trigo-

nana^ Stephens). Near London.

4. Comb., as tiiangle-marked adj. ; triangle

moth, Limacodes asellus\ triangle-ways adv.

{rare) — Tbianglewise.
1689 Lond. Gaz, No. 2485/4, 16 silver Trencher-Plates;..

marked with a Cypher triangle-ways. 1831 Rennie CoH'
sped. Butterfl. ^ Moths 228 'Ihe Triangle-marked Purple
{G[racillaria] purpurea, Haworth), Wings.. purple, with
a three-cornered central halfband.. .The Triangle-marked
Red iG. stigmatella, Stephens), , . The Triangle Marked Buff
(G. ochracea, Haworth).

Obs.t Triangle, a.

Tm- + angulus corner.]

three-cornered, triangular.

form of a triangle, triangularly.

[ad. L. triatigitlus, f.

Having three angles;

Also quasi-Oi/f. In the
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1474 Caxtoh Chesse 136 In one of the corners was made a
tour treangie as a shclde. 1525 tr. Jerome 0/ Bruns-wick's

Surg. B ij/i The bony part lof the nose] hath .ij. tryangle

boms, a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 201 b, Three hilles,

not in equal distaunce, . .but liyng in maner although not

fully triangle. 1660 Bi.oome ^rrA//. Aj. CwZ/a, are drops
sometime round, sometime in Triangle fashion. x66x [see

Triangle sb. 2 i]. 1803 Shaw Gen. ZooL IV. 11. 444 'Iri-

angle Sparus [a fishj. Mentioned by Cepede from Com-
merson : native of the Indian seas.

Comb, 165s Mrq. Worcester C^/. /nv. § 69 A little tri-

angle scrued Key. Ibid, § 71 A Key perfectly square,, .no

heavier then the triangle-scrued Key.

Triangle, v. rare, [f. Triangle sb.]

1 1. inir. ? To lie or extend in the form of a tri-

angle. Oh.
159s Aberdeen Regr. (1848) II. 129 The said wmquhill

M' Androis yard dylc ascendis south eist ..triwi^ling throw
an[d] athort the hedis of the yardis of the said vmquhill

Badie.

2. trans. To flog at the triangles {sb. 2 1).

1870 L. WiNGFiELD Lords 0/ Sirogue III. iv. no His
benchman had been well triangled .. to extort evidence

against his master.

Triangled (trai-aegg'ld, tr3i,3e*qg*ld), a.

Forms : sec Thiangle jd. ; also 5 triangulit, 6-7
-Hied. [f. as prec. + -ED ; cf. L. iriangulat-us^

f 1. Three-cornered, triangular, Obs,

X4S6 Bk. St. Albans, Her. e v, Euery body triangulit is

moore of lengthe then of brede and naamly conyt. a 1505
in Kingsford Chron. Land. (1905) 250 A Cupbourde of 6
stages height, beyng Tryangled. 1570 Billingslev Euclid
XI. def. X. 314 If the base of a Pyramis be a triangle, then

is it called a triangled Pyramis. 1613 Zouch Do^ye 24 Tri-

angl'd Sicily. x688 R. Holme Armoury 111.393/2 There
are Round, .Square, Triangled,.. many cornered, ., Pies,

fb. Arith. « Triangular 2 b. Obs.rare^K
1603 Holland Plularch's Mor. 796 It [the number of nine]

standeth of two triangled ounibers, to wit, a senarie and a
teraarie.

2. Arranged in a triangle ; situated at the angular

points of a triangle. ? Obs.

x6io GuiLLiM Heraldry in. xxiii. (1611) 167 Fishes are

borne . . Imbowed, extended, endorsed . . fretted and tri-

anguled. 163a Lithgow Trav. iv. 135 In one of these tri-

angled points, .standeth the Pallace of the Great Turke.

3. Her. Divided into triangles by crossing lines.

c i8»8 Berry Encycl, Her. I. Gloss., Triangled :Lnd Tri.

angit'e, formed into triangles, as indentings point in point.

Triangler (traixqtjl-u). [f. as prec. + -ek1.]

A performer on the triangle in a musical band.
1840 AViu Monthly Mag. LX. 79 Mr, Gamut not knowing

where to find another professional triangler. a t868 M. J.
HiGGiNs Ess. (1875) 251 His grandson, who had lately be^
elevated to the post of triangler in the band of the Duke
of York's school.

tTri*anglewi:se,a^^. Obs. [f. TRixNOLBjii.

or a. + -WISE.] In the manner or form of a tri-

angle ; triangularly.

15J3 FiTZHERB. Husb. § 4 Somme plowes haue a bende of
yron tryanglewise, sette there as the plough eare shulde be.

1597 A. M. tr. GuilUmeau's Fr. Chtrur^. i8b/i When as

we cutte the skinne, we must doe it triangle wyse. 1670
Narborough '^ml, in Ace. Sev. Late Vcy. i. (1694) 63 They
lie Triangle-wisc one of another.

t Tria'nglify, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. +
-[i]fv.] trans. To make into or arrange in a tri-

anj^le or triangles,

1580 Fleming Virg. Geor^. ill. 40 Vnder Septentrio (or

Charles waine, seuen stars trianglifiae).

App. an erroneous rendering of septent suhj'ecta irioni

(Verg. Georg. iii. 381), irioni being daL of trio plough-ox :

see Sektenthion,

Triangular (traijse-ijgi^laj), a. (sb.) Also
6-7 -er, -are, (7 triangler). [ad. late L, tri-

angitldr-is : see Tbianglb and -arI. Cf. OF,
triang{u)tier (13th c. in Godef.).]

1. Having, or arranged in, the form of a triangle

;

contained by three sides and angles ; three-

cornered, three-sided,

1541 R. CofLANU Guydon's Quest. Ckirurg. E iv, The bony
substaunce (of the nosej hath two trianguler bones wherwith
the brydjije is reysed vp. 1590 Spenser F. Q. il ix. 22 The
frame thereof seemd partly circulare, And part triangulare.

1644 Evelyn Diary 3 Feb., A triangular brick building.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants {1796) II. 375 Populus...
Leaves nearly triangular, toothed and angular. i8a5 Scorr
Talism. i. His triangular shield suspended round his neck.

b. Situated at the angular points of a triangle.

(In quots. quasi-fTrtfe.) ? Obs.
x6s3 Drayton Poly-olb. xxiL 1152 Three., hils that stand

Trianguler. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 74, 3 or 4
quarter Stakes set triangular or quadrangular.

C. Having three edges, as a prism or pyramid
;

three-edged, trihedral, triquetrous.

1644 DiGBV Nat, Bodies xxix. { i. 257 Those..cunning in

Optikes..by refractions .. make all sortes of colours out of
pure light: as we see. .in. .triangular gla-^scs, or prismes.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 384 Other strange Fish
we had.. some were globous, others triangular. 1717-41
Chambers Cycl. s. v. Pyramid, The pyramid is said to l>e

triangular, quadrangular, &c. as the base is triangular,
quadrangular, &c. 1807 Hutton Course Math. 11. 262 To
find the Number of Italls in a Triangular Pile. 185a Mrs,
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vi, The small, sharp, triangular
beech*nuts lay scattered thickly on the ground. 1873 E.
Sk)n IVorkshop Receipts Ser. L 330/2 Triangular glovcis*

needles for sewing up skins.

d. Contained by triangles, as a solid figure ; of
which the faces are triangles, rare.

1805-17 R- Jameson Char, Min, (ed. 3) 144 Triangular

VOL.X.

Dodecahedron.. consists of two six-sided pyramids, joined
base to base.

2. Pertaining or relating to a triangle : as tH-
angtilar compasses, a kind of compasses with three

legs, used for taking off triangles ; triangttlar co-

ordinates {Geom.)j a kind of trilinear co-ordinates.

Triangular qnadrant : see quot. 1706.
1701 MoxoN Math. Insir, 21 TrianguLar Compasses, con-

taining 3 Legs or Feet, to take off at once any Triangle
used on Maps, Globes, etc. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Triangular Quadrant, is a Sector with a loose Piece to

make it an Equilateral Triangle ; having the Calendar
graduated on it, with the Sun's Place, Declination, &c. It

IS an In^t^ument of great Use in the Arts of Dialling, Navi-
gation, and Surveying. 1807 T. Young Led, Nat. Philos.^

etc. I. X. 102 Triangular compasses are sometimes used for

laying down a triangle equal to a given triangle.

b. Arith. Triangular numbers (also ellipt, as

sb. pi. triangulars)y the first series of Polygonal
numbers (i, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, etc.), obtiined by
continued summation of the natural numbers i, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, etc. : see quot. 1837.
1706 W, Jones Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 165 In a Rank

ofTriangulars their Sums are called Triangularsor Figurates
of the 3d Order. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet. I. 468/2 'Ihe

triangular numbers 1,3,6, 10, 15, &c. 1806— Course Math.
(1810) I. 214 The sides or faces in either the triangular or

square piles, are called arithmetical triangles; and the
numbers.. in these, are called triangular numbers. 1837
Babbage Bridgew. Treat. 37 They are called triangular

numbers because a number of points corresponding to any
term can always be placed in the form ofa triangle.

3. Jig, Relating to or taking place between three

persons or parties, three-sided ; also, constituting

a triad or set of three, threefold, triple.

i8ia Jefferson IVrit. (1830) IV. 375 The triangular war
must he an idea of the Anglomen and malcontents. x8i6
T. I* Peacock Headlong Hall xv, Avarice, luxury, and
disease constitute the triangular harmony of the life of man.
1871 W. White Jrnls. (1898) 244 We had an interesting

triangular talk. Mod. In these elections there will be
several triangular contests.

4. Comb. : a. parasynthetic, as triangular-bodied,

-headedf -leaved^ -pointed^ -spotted-, niso triangular-

wise adv. b. Bot. in combination with other adjs.

of form, as triangular-cordate ^ -crenate^ -dentate,

'hastate^ -ovatej -rhomboid^ -subulate.

1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 189 Placing another Row
at the Ends where the forked Sticks meet Triangular-wise.

1731 Miller Card. Diet. s. v. W/(«,The upright triangular-

Icav'd viscous Aloe. 1768 Parsons in Phil. Trans. LVIII.
IQ4 The triangular-headed Cameleons. 1804 Shaw Gen.
Zool. V,^2o Triangular-bodied,unarmed Trunk-Fish. 1823-5
Sir J. E. Smith Eng. Flora (1828) II. 9 Mercury Goose-
foot. Leaves triangutar-arrow-shaped, entire. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 264 Scrophularia nodosa .. leaves ovate or tri-

angular-cordate. 1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 99
Margin triangular-dentate.

Triangularity (trai.aefjgiwlae-riti). [f. as

prec. + -ity; cf. med-L. irianguldritds (Duns
Scotus, 01308: prob. older).] The quality of

being triangular ; triangular form,
a 1688 CuDWORTH Immut. Mor. (1731) 14 Things are White

by Whiteness, and Black by Blackness, Triangular by Tri-

angularity, and Round by Rotundity, a 1751 Bolincbrokr
Ess., Hum. Knowl. v. Wks, 1754 III. 436 We say, for in-

stance, not only that certain figures are triangular, but we
discourse of triangularity. 1788 T. Taylor Proclus Comm.
I. 48 Its triangularity would be essential, supposing every
species of triangles but the isosceles extinct. 1805 R. P.

Knight d^A 7iw/< i. iii. (ed. 2) 38 It partook.. of the qualities

of the immutable idea of triangularity.

Triangularly, adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2

]

In a triangular way ; in the form or manner of a

triangle.

x6o4 T. Wright Passions v. 221^ The heart, .of man tri-

angularly respecteth the blessed Trinitie, every corner a Per-

son, and the soUde substance your common Essence. 16x0

NoRDEN spec. Brit., Cormv. (1728) 70, 3 whyte stones sett

tri.ingulerlyaspillers8upportingeanotherstone. z68i Grkw
Museum 111. 1. v. 307 A Spar with Crystals Triangularly

pointed. 170a W. J. Bru^n s Voy. Levant xxxiv. 134 This
Town is Triangularly built.

y>» Jig. As three parties to a transaction (cf.

Triangular 3).
189s Sat, Rez'. 31 Dec. 758/2 The Rus<;ian refusal to nego-

tiate 'triangularly ' with England and China.

t Tria'ngnlary, a. Obs. [f. as Thianoulab :

see -ARY 2.] = Triangular i.

t6sa Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman dAtf. w. 191 A kinde

of triangulary sayle. 1653 Uhquhart tr. Rabelais i. xliy.

197 Lifting up in the upp«r part of the seal the two tri-

angularie bones called sincipital.

Triangulate (trsijfe-ijgijJia), a. (sb.) [ad.

med.L. trianguldt-us triangular (Albertus Magnus,

a 1 255), f. L. triangul-um Triangle : see -ate 2

;

but possibly pa. pple. of med.L. *triangul&re vb.]

1. Having three angles, triangular; in later use

only in Nat. I/ist.y applied to parts or structures of

triangular form.
1611 HopTON speculum Topogr. 11. ii. 187 Be It round,

square, triangulate, or muUiangulaie. 1819 G. Samohellk
Rntomol. Compend, 166 Antenna; wilh the three last joints

forming an oblong triangulate mass. 185a Dana Crust. 1.

307 A few species have a somewhat triangulate and sub-

rostrate form.

2. Made up or composed of triangles. (In later

use in Nat. /list.) f Also as sb, a figure made up

of triangles (obs,).

1610 HopTON Baculnm Ceodait. vi. xiv, 135 The sides of a
tryangulate are more by 2, then the tryangles wliereof he is

made. 161 1 — Speculum Topogr. 1. ii. 7 Of Triangulates.
A Triangul.ite i;; a mixt figure composed of Triangles, and
may be rcsolued into the same againe. 1766C0W///. Farmer
s. V. Surveying, Right-lined figures, .are either triangles or
triangulate, that is, such as arecompounded of, and resolvable
into triangles.

3. Nat. Hist. Marked with triangles ; having
triangular markings.
1891 Cent. Diet. s. v., A triangulate bar is generally formed

of triangles with their bases together..; it is a form of
ornamentation common on the wi.igs of Lepidoptera.

Hence Tria-ngTilately adv.^ in a triangulate

manner; triantjulariy ; so as to form triangles.

i8sa Dana Crust, i. 428 Carpus triangulately dilated at
inner margin. 1891 Cent, Diet. s.v., A margin or surface
marked triangulately with black.

Triangulate (traiiicqgiiJUit), v, [f. L. tri-

angul-um + -ate :i, or f. ppl. stem of med.L. *//*/-

anguldre : cf. also F, trianguler.]

1. trans. Surveying {^ho trans/., as in Astron.),

To measure and map out (a region or territory) by
tracing a series or network of triangles from a base-

line and measuring their sides and angles ; to de-

termine (e. g. a distance or altitude) in this way.
Also absol,

iB^^Herscuel Astron,\v. 157 We may, as upon the earth,

triangulate, by measuring . . their [the stars'] angular distances
from each other, 1855 F, Galton in Cambr. Ess.^ 93 A
running survey of a new country is best made by triangu-

lating as much as is practicable. 1891 Cent. Diet. s. v., To
triangulate the height of a mountain.

Jig. i860 O. W, HoLMRS Elsie K xix, A sagacious person,

..who has triangulated a race, that is taken three or more
observations from the several standing-places of three dif-

ferent generations.

b. gen. or allusively. To mark out into triangles.

1853 ^ANE Grinnell Exp. xxvi. (1856) 212 The entire plain

is triangulated with ice-barricades. 1879 J. Timbs in

Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 343/2 The system of wires.,

stretching across the sky-line of great thoroughfares, and
visibly triangulating the metropolis in every direction.

2. To divide or convert into triangles.

1864 Webster, Triangulate. . 2. To make triangular, xoox

C. W. Brown in Cycl. Tour. CI. Gaz. July 298/2 A plan

which completely triangulates the four-sided figiure of the

frame and converts it into two distinct triangles.

ilence Tria'ngulating vbl. sb. and ppl, a.

x86i W11.SON & Geikib Mem. E. Forbes x. 280 He was
ready and eager to avail himself of a triangulating cruise

with Lieutenant Spratt. Ibid. 290 Messrs.Sprattani.' Forbes
proceeded to make the triangulating observations.

Triangulated (traiioe-ggijI^UUed),///.^. and a,

[f. as prec. adj. or vb. + -ed,]

1, a. = Triangulate a. i. b. Formed into a
triangle. C. Converted or divided into triangles;

composed of triangles.

1610 HopTON Baculum Geodrnt. 11. t, 18 If right lined,

whether a Tryangle or Tryangulated ? 175a J. Hill Hist.

Anim. 286 The triangulated Ostracion. 1897 IVestfft. Gaz.
6 Dec g/i A [bicycle] frame, .worthy of attention is that

known as the ' triangulated ', designed by Mr. C. W, Brown
for ladies* machines.

2. Measured or mapped out by means of tri-

angles, as in surveying. (In quot._;?^,)

1894 Thin^erW. 344 There may be a vast terra incognita

lying back of the triangulated regions of consciousness.

Triangulation (traiiDaggizil^i-Jan). [ad.

med.L. trianguldtion-em (Abelard, 01142), n, of

action from *trianguldre to Trianodlatb. So F.

triangulation (1835 i*i ^^^^* Acad.),] The action

or process of triangulating.

L The tracing and measurement of a series or

network of triangles in order to survey and map out

a territory or region.

1818 Blackw, Mag. in. 463 The English triangulation,

begun by General Roy. 1826 T. Drummond in Phil. Trans.
CXVI. II. 334 Slieve Snaghtj the highest hill of Innishowen,

. .forms an important point in the triangulation, which con-

nects the North of Ireland with the western islands of Scot-

land. 1863 A. C. Ramsay Phys. Geog. xxxi. (1878) 550 The
triangulation of Scotland for the Ordnance Survey. 1864 T.

Hunt tr. Vogt's Led. Man Index, Triangulation of the skull.

2. Division of a rectilinear figuie into triangles,

1891 Cent, Diet.., Triangulation, t. A making triangular;

formation into triangles.

Triang^nlatO* (tr3i|3ei)gijn^''tz?), used as com-
bining form of med. or mod.L. trianguldtus, Tri-

angulate a.f in terms of Nat. /list, denoting a

combination of this with another form, as tri-

angulato-e'xcavatey -o'vate, -subo'vate adjs.

1849 Dana Geol. App. i. (1850)714 Very broad triangulato-

ovate, 185a — Crust, i. 630 This segment is deeply tri-

angulato-excavate posteriorly.

Tria'ngulator. [a. mod.L. trianguldtor (Pon-
tanus, a 1500), agent-n. from *trianguldre to Tri-
angulate.] One who triangulates. \B^\\xi Cent. Did,

Triangulo- (traiiECggi^Sb), used as combining

form of L. triangulum Triangle, in trian^ulo-

pyramidal, triangulo-triangular adjs.^ applied

to certain series of figurate numbers : see quots.,

and cf. Pyramidal 4, Triangular 2 b.

[1646 F. ViETA opera 294 In prima adfectione per unitatis

crementum, in secunda per numerostriangulos, in tertia per

numeros pyramidales, in quarta per numeros triangulo-tri-

angulos, in quinta per numeros triangulo-pyramidales.] 1715
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Pkii. Trails. XXIX. 183 A series of Fractions..whose
Numerator is a given Number and Denominators are tri-

angular or pyramidal or triangulo-triangular Numbers, &c.
17^ HuTTON Math. Tables 7 The several orders of figurate

numbers, which he [Vieta] calls triangular, pyramidal, tri-

angulo-triangular, triangulo-pyramid^.

Tria'nguloid, a. rare* [f. L. trian^l-um
Tbiangle + -oiD.] Resembling a triangle ; of

somewhat triangular form.
x8. , H. Spencer (O.), A trianguloid space.

+ Triannual (traijae'niwiSl), a. Obs^ rare. [f.

Tri- 3 + Annual.] Occurring every three years;

lasting for three years ; = Triennial.
X640 Par. Ace. St. Bartk. by Exchange in Archaeologia

XLV. 78 Pd. the ringers for joy of the tryannual Parliament,
o. 2. 6. X656 Earl Monu. tr. Boccalini's Advts. fr. Far.
nass. I. Ixix. 133 He was deputed a Triannual President of
the Isle of Negrapont.

II b. Occurring thrice a year,

xooi Daily Chron. 8 June 5/2 The ladies, .we learn ..will

ho(d 'tri-annual invitation meetings '...That, we suppose,
means an invitation once in four months,

Triannulate: see Tui- i,

Triaiitelope(tr3i|3e*ntn(jup). Australia. Also
triantulope. Popular corruption of Tarantula,
applied to a large spider of the genus Voconia.
X846 C P. HoDGSOti Jiemin. A ns/ralia 1^3 The tarantulas,

or ' triantelopes ' as the men call them, are_ large, ugly
spiders. X909 Daily Chron. 13 Apr. 4/7 What is a ' triante-

lope '? ..Originally it was the children's .. way of saying
tarantula, but people generally came to adopt it.

Trianthous : see Tui- i.

Tria'psaly «. [f- Tui- + L. aps-isj apsid-em

Apse + -al.] Having three apses. Also Tri-
a'psidal.
1849 Freeman Archtt. i. viii, 191 A vestige of the triapsal

termmation of the basilicas. X875 ^ Venice (i88i) 131 i'he

arrangement of the triapsidal basilica. 1883 Mag. ofArt
June 338/2 It is triapsal, the transepts as well as the choir

ending in a semi-circle. 1898 J. T. Fowler Durluun
Cathedr. 22 The original triapsidal east end.

Triarch (trai'aik), sb. [f. Tri- + -arch in

tetrarch : cf. Gr, rpiapxos chief ruler, and next.]

L The ruler of one of three divisions of a country

or territory.

1886 J. Bury in yml. Hellenic Stud. VII. 314 These three

lords were called the terzieri {tierciers) of Negroponte,
Hopf calls them Dreiherm^ and we may call them triarchs.

Ibid. 321 William laid claim . . to the north of Euboia, calling

himself a triarch.

2. In Fourier's social organization : A ruler of

the third (ascending) rank.

184B Tait's Mag. XV. 706 There will be duarchs for four

phalanx, triarchs for 12, tetrarchs for 48, and so on until the
douzarch reigns over a million.

Hence Tri'archate, rare^^ [d. patriarchately an
association of three rulers.

x88i Hartshorne Glance -zothC. 15 Then, the triarchatej

is it not snrprising? Pope, Patriarch, and Primate of
Canterbury I Roman, Greek,and Anglican, united at last 1

Triarcb. (trai-aik), a. Bot. [f. Tri- + Gr. dpx'?

beginning, origin.] Arising from three points of

origin, as the woody tissue of a root : cf. Diarch.
X884 Bower & Scott De Barfs Phaner, 354 As a rule the

xylem.plates are diarch in Lupinus varius, . . triarch in Pisum
sativum,.. tetrarch in Phaseolus. Ibid, 363 Triarch and
tetrarch bundles sometimes occur in thick roots of species
which are usualljr diarch. 1893 [see Tetrarch a.\.

t Tri*arch.ist. Obs. rare~^, [f, TRi- + Gr.

&pxh beginning + -1ST.] One who maintains the

existence of three original principles of being,
X678 CuDwoRTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. § 13. 216 Plutarch was

both a Triarchist and a Dithebt,—an assertor of Three
Principles, but of Two Gods.

Tnarcliy (trai'aiki). [f. Tri- + Gr. -apx*«
government, or ad. Gr. rpiapxia triumvirate.]

1. The government or jurisdiction of a triarch ; one
of three divisions of a country ruled by triarchs.

x6oi HoLLAND/*//«y v. xviii. I.ioi There lye betweene and
about these citties, certaine Royalties called Triarchies, con-
taining every one of them as much as an whole countrey.

2. Government by three rulers or powers jointly

;

three persons associated in government, a trium-

virate. Cf, Tetrarchy 2.

1656 Blount Glossogr,, Triarchie {triarchid), a govern-
ment, where three are in like authority. 1658 in Phillips.

1859 Mom. Star 28 Apr. 4/3 The Emperor of the French .

.

proposed to the Queen that the pentarchy of the five Powers
should be_ put an end to, and a triarchy of France, England,
and Russia, be established in its stead. i6qzNaiion{'t^.\.)
20 Oct. 305/3 He proposed to establish a .sort of triarchy,

which was to consist of the Emperor of Austria and the
King of Prussia, -and a sovereign to be chosen periodically

by and from the heads of the smaller principalities,

3. A group of three districts or divisions of a
coimtry each imder its own ruler.

x66o Howell Parly Beasts 143 [I'he rational soul] dividing
her Empire into a Triarchy, ..governs by three Viceroys,
the three Faculties. 1799 S. Turner Anglo-Sax. 1. 11. x.

155 The island, though nominally under an hexarchy, was
ast verging into a triarchy. xSiSS Voice (N. Y.) 27 Dec,
Three ambitious little kingdoms.. Greece, Servia and Bul-

garia. This triarchy cannot long endure ; one must take
the lead, with the prospect of absorbing the others.

Triarctic to Tnareal : see Tri- i.

tTria'rian, a. {sb.) Obs, [f. h. tridrz-t (see

Tbiaky) +-AN.] Consisting of triarii (see Thi-

aby) ; also allusively, b. j^, (//.) The Iriani.

fa

X64S View ofPrint. Book int. Olservat. 39 The Triarian
legion, in which they put their last and chiefest strength.
X658 Phillips, Triarians. 1663 Cowley Ode Resior. Clias. II
xi, Let our weak Days lead up the Van ; Let the brave
Second and Triarian-lJand, Firm against all impression
stand.

_
17x5 ^L YiKw^s Atfun. Brit. I. 65 His best Veteran

and Triarian, Regular Troops.

Tri:arti'cnlate, '2. [f. Tri- i + L. artiadus
joint + -ATE -.] Three-jointed.
x8a6 KiRBV & Sp. Entomol. IIL 518 Flies.. with triarti-

culate antennae. 1875 C. C. Blakr Zool. 296 The Colo-
poda. .—The feet are very short, . .indistinctly triarticulate.

tTri'ary. Obs. PLtriaries. [ad. L. //-w/7-r,

sb. pi. (see below), f. ires^ tri- three.] //. (also

collect, sing.) The triarii^ or soldiers of the third

line in the ancient Roman army. Also_^. or

allusively.

1533 Bellenden Livy iv. ix. (S.T.S.) IL 79 Seand J>e

Inemyis sett ernistlie to wyn l>e tentis, he Ischit on J>are

richt hand with ane feirss company of triaris. 1589 Ive
Du Bellay's Instr. IVarres 76 Naming. . the Souldiers of the
fyrst haXlaW^ Hastaries; those of the second Princes, and
those of the third Triaries. X663 Cowley Ess. in Verse Sf

Prose, Danger Procrast., If I should draw upon you all my
forces out of Seneca and Plutarch upon this subject, I should
overwhelm you, but I leave those as Triary for your next
charge, 1679 V. Alsop MeL Inguir. 11. viii. 368 Ibis is the
last retreat of these Gentlemen ; hither they retire as to
their Triary and strong reserves,

Trias (trai'a-s). [a. late L. trias^ a. Gr, rpids the

number three: see Triad, In 2, a, Ger. Trias.]

1, The number three; a set of three, a triad.

1610 Bolton Elem. Armories 182 One is onely best : next
to that the Trias, Ternio, or number three, and so the rest

of the Odde to Fifteen. 1635 Hevwood Hierarch. 11. 68
Sometimes, what's proper vnto Man alone, Is giuen to this

Trias, three in One : As, when we attribute vnto him Wings.
1738 H. Herbert tr. Fleitry's Eccl. Hist. L 250 This is the
first time that we meet in the ancients with the word Trias^
or Trinity in this sense. 1864 Daily Tel. 9 Sept., A people
with whom drinking, smoking, and spitting are the Trias
of social bliss.

2. Geol. Name for the series of strata lying

immediately beneath the Jurassic and above the

Permian ; so called because divisible, where typi-

cally developed (as in Germany), into three groups
{Keuper^ Musckelkalk, and Bunter Sandstein)

;

represented in Britain by the Upper New Red
Sandstone and associated formations.

1841 MuRCHisoN, etc. in Proc. Geol. Soc. Lond. (184a) III,

403 The Trias of German geologists. X842 Sedgwick in

Hudson's Guide Lakes (1843) 204 In France and Germany
the series of rocks, .admits ofa triple division (called 'Trias ,

or the * Triassic system ')• 1876 Pace Adv. Text-Bk. Geol.
xvi. 289 The reason for regarding the Trias as mesozoic. 1912
Return Brit. Museum 169 A slab of Rhynchocephalian and
other footprints from the Trias of Storeton, Cheshire.

attrib. and Comb. 1855 J, Phillips Man. Geol. 248 Bands
of red and blue trias-like sandstones and clays, 1867 W.W.
Smyth Coal <V Coal-mining 240 Reaching coal beneath the
Permian and Trias formations.

Triassic (traiise'sik), a. Geol. [f. Trias + -ic]

Of or belonging to the Trias ; Triassic system —
Tkias 2.

184X Sir P, G. Egerton in Proe. Geol. Soc. Lond (1842)

III. {title ofpa/>er) A Notice on the Occurrence of Triassic

Fishes in British Strata. 1868 Lvell Princ. Geol. (ed. 10)

II. III. xlix. 592 A long narrow island.,composed partly of
granite and partly of triassic sandstone. X889 Science-Gossip

XXV. 122/2 The Triassic and Permian formations show a
time of 'great physical disturbance, ..volcanic eruptions

discharging vast beds, .of lava and layers of volcanic ash '.

Triaster : see Tri- 4 a.

Triatic (traiise-tik), a. Nant. [Origin obscure

;

app. f. Tri- three.] In triatic stay : see quots.

X84X Dana Seaman s Man., Triatic Stay, a rope secured
at each end to the heads of the fore and main masts, with
thimbles spliced into its bight, to hook the stay tackles to.

1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord'bA. [as in Dana, with this addi-

tion] This term applies also to the jumper-stay, extending
ill schooners from the mainmast-head to the foremast-head,
clearing the end of the fore gaff. 1895 Punk's Stand.
Diet. S.V., Triatic stay (Naut.), a device consisting of two
pendants attached respectively to the foremast-head and
mainmast-head, and having thimbles spliced to the other

ends, to which the third part, or span, is attached, as are

also the stay-tackles; used principally for hoisting boats in

and out of a vessel.

Triatomic (troiiatp-mik), a. Chem* [f. Tri-

-fAT0M + -ic.] a. Having three atoms in the

molecule. + b. = Trivalent. Obs. c. Containing

three hydroxyl groups (OH) ; = Trihydric a.l

i86a Miller Elem, Ghent, (ed. 2) III. 53 To the triatomic

group [of elements] belong nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic,

antimony, bismuth, and gold. x863-7a Watts Diet. Chem.
I. 464 To classify them [primary hydrides and chlorides] in

four principal groups, thus : Monatomic, Diatomic, Tria.

tomic, Tetratomic. 1873 Ibid. VI. 237 Nitrogen, which com-
bines with 3 atoms of hydrogen, is triatomic, triadic, or tri-

valent. i88« RoscoE Elem. Chem. xxxv, 320 The possible

number of derivatives of the triatomic alcohols is much
larger than that of either of the preceding classes. x8^
Times 18 Aug. 10/3 No doubt the passage of. .the diatomic
form of the substance to the triatomic form.. takes place

with evolution of heat. X903 Edin. Rev. Oct. 393 It [radium]

can ozonise oxygen—that is, condense it by rendering its

molecules tri-atomic.

Tria'xal, a. [f. Tri- i + L. axis Axis -(- -al.]

Ilavinc: three axes: said in Geom. of co-ordinates

;

in Zool. of sponge-spicnles. Also (more regularly)

Txia-zial a.

x886 Proc. Zool. Soc. 21 Dec. 581 A regular triaxial net-
work is formed. X891 Cent. Diet. s.v., Triaxal cotirdinates.

X896 1)k. Argyll Philos. Belief wo The intercalation of
triaxial spiculae, at the proper intervals or interspaces.

Triaxon, Triaxonian : see Titi- i.

Triazine (traiioe-zain). Chem. [f. Tin- 5a +
Az(oTE-f -INE^.] A general term, invented by
Widman (1888), for compounds the molecules of

which contain a cyclic group consisting of three

carbon and three nitrogen atoms.
These may be arranged in three ways : (i) the consecutive

or vicinal form, also called osotriazine ; (2) the ufisym-
metrical ; (3) the symmetrical, also called cyanidine : thus

()<n:S>c. w<?;c>. (3)n<^;JJ>c
1894 yrnl. Chem, Soc. LXVI. I. 57 New Triazole and Tri-

azine Derivatives. 1900 Smith Richter's Or^. Chejn. I].

604 Alkyl- and phenyl-derivatives of symmetrical tria2ine or
cyanidine are obtained.

Triazo- (traiiaczi)). Chem. [f. Tbi- 5 c + Azo-.]

A formative of the names of compounds containing

three atoms of nitrogen arranged in a ring, thus

yN /N— N"; • , as triazobenzene, C^^Ci%. It has

also been used somewhat differently, as in triazo-

acetic acid, N
/^}^[ggJ j ;

^«\cH(CO,H).

Also attrib. as in triazo compowuls, derivatives, etc.

x8^ yrnl. C/um. Soc. LXX. i. 338 Ethylic diazoacetate
..wiih concentrated alkali, triazoacetic acid. 1901 li'id.

LXXX. 1. 104 Preparation of Azoimides (Triazo-conipounds)
. .p-7"r:'aZ(7(5ro«/(j3c«2e«trforms crystals melting at 20^. 19x0
Dksch & Lai'Worth in Chem. Soc. Ann. Reps. VII. 124 Sub-
stances containing the triazo-group, Ns,

Triazole (iraiiDe-a?"!). Chem. Also -ol. [f.

Tbi- 5a + Az(oTE + -o/« (= oleum oil).]

a. A general term for compounds the molecules
of which contain a cyclic group consisting of three

nitrogen and two carbon atoms. The ring may be

/C . N /C . C
arranged in two ways, N^ ' .^ and N<^ '

.j^^.

b. A compound having the formula CjHjN,
and containing a triazole ring with two double

bindings. Plve isomers are possible, and are vari-

ously named ; e. g. triazole, osotriazole, isotriazole.

z888 MuiK & MoRLEY Watts^ Diet. Chem. I. 423 TriazoL

A name given to the hypothetical CjHjNs. 1894 [see

Triazine). 1900 Smith Richter's Ore. Chem. (ed. 3) II.

512 Triazole, C2H3N3, melting at 121" andboiiing at 260%
is obtained from formamide and formhydrazide.

Tribade (tri-bad, ||triba-d). [a. F. iribade

(i6th c.), or ad. its source L. tribas, -ad-, Gr.

Tpi/3ds, Tpi/3o5-, f. TpWfiv to rub.] A woman who
practises unnatural vice with other women. Also
attrib.

1601 B. JoNSoN Forest x. Prxlmfium, Light Venus . . with
thy tribade trine, invent new sports. 1890 H. H. Elus
Criminal iii. § 7. 106 Such emblems are common among
pederasts and trjbades.

Hence Tri badism, Tri-bady.
x8zi-X9 IVoods and Pirie v. Gordon {.Index Catal. Libr.

Surgeon^ienerats Office U.S.A. XIV. 752I, Lady C. G...
who had charged them with the practice of tribadism. 1864
tr. Caspar's Forensic Med. (N. Syd. Soc.) II I. 335 Tribadism-
Even m the Old Testament there is distinct allusion to this

form of sexual aberration. 188a Payne lOOi Nights II. 156.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Tribady.

Tribal (trsi-bal), a. [f. L. trib-iis Tribe -h -al :

hence mod.F. tribal (Littr^).] Of or pertaining to

a tribe or tribes ; characteristic ofa tribe.

163a LiTHGOW Trav. VI. 206 They are.. of colour Tauny,
boasting much of their triball Antiquity. 1740 Warburton
Div. Legal, v. iii. P40 Even the tribal Sceptre was established

long after the death of Jacob. 1849 Stephens Bk. Farm
(18^1) III. 409 The white face has been well described as the
' tribal badge ' of the Hereford [ox). 1906 Petrie Relig.

Anc. Egypt. viiL 58 Of these some are probably tribal go(&

Hence Trlbally (trai'bali) adv., as a tribe; in

the manner of, or in relation to a tribe.

1890 Science 27 June 383/2 It is probable that Professor
Putnam is not justified in concluding that the people of the

two sections were tribally identical. 1908 F. Spence Chr.
Reunion vii. 109 note. The election (federally or tribally) of
the elders of the Ecclesia by its members.

Tribalism (trsi-baliz'm). [f. Tribal + -I8M.]

The condition of existing as a separate tribe or

tribes ; tribal system, organization, or relations.

x886 Edin. Rev. Apr. 443 No national life, much less

civilisation, was possible under the system of Celtic tribal-

ism. 1893 GoLDw. Smith Ess. 176 National churches have
lapsed into something very like tribalism in this respect [about
war]. 1898 IVet'kly Reg. 29 Oct. 561 Those who have set

the maxims of Christ above those of narrow tribalism.

So Trl'ballst rare, a tribesman.
1888 in CassclCs Encycl. Did.
Tribasic (traib^-sik), a. Chem. [f. Gr. t/x-,

Tri- -h 0aa-K base + -ic] Having three bases.

1. Of an acid : Having the property of exchang-
ing three atoms of hydrogen for three of potassium
or sodium, and thus'forming a salt ; e. g. phos-

phoric acid, H3PO4, which reacts with sodium
hydroxide, NaOH, forming trisodium phosphate,
NajPO^ . Of a salt : Containing three molecules
of the basic oxide; e. g. tribasic lead acetate.

In the first half of the igtb c., the acid oxide was con-
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sidered to be the acid itself (not as now when acid means the

compound of this oxide with water), and tribasic acid was
applied to an oxide which united with three equivalents of
base to form a salt : hence the name.

1837 Graham in rhiL i'rans. 62 A new nomenclature of

these salts.. I ofFtr fur consideration. .Tribasic phosphate
of water. .(3 HO, PO.^i. Tribasic phosphate of water and
soda. .(NaO, 2 HO, POO. i'ribasic phosphate of soda and
water..(2NaO, HO, PO.-,). Tribasic phosphate of soda,.

(sNaO, PO5). 1849 D. Campbell Inorg.Chem. 317 Salts

which are isomorphous with the salts of tribasic phosphoric

acid. i86a Miller Elem, Cium, (ed. 2) III. 255 The. .syn-

ihetic experiments of Berthelot . . have shown that the

ordinary varieties of natural fats and oils, are the tribasic

ethers of the triatoniic alcohol glycerin. 1875 Ure's Did,
Arts (ed. 7) III. 863 Phosphates 0/ Soda.^S\^\iQ principal

are the normal tribasic phosphate, the well-known rhombic
phosphate [etc.]. 1899 Cagnky Jaksch*s Clin, Diagn. vii.

(ed. 4) 378 Being a tribasic acid, it forms three classes of

salts—acid, neutral, and basic.

1 2. Of an element : = Triatomic b. Obs.

i86a Miller Eiem. Chem, (ed. 2) III. 52 Triatomic oo:

Tribasic elements, each atom of which is in combination
equivalent to H3 or three atoms of hydrogen. x88o Clemin-
SHAW Wurtz' Atom. Th£. 204 Nitrogen has been repre-

sented as a tribasic element derived from the type of three
condensed molecules of hydrogen.

Trlbasilar: see Tri- i,

Tribbill, tribble, obs. var. Tbeblb.
Tribbler: see Tribler.

Tribe (traib), sb. Forms : o. 3 (//.) tribuz,

4-6 tribu. (//. -us), 5 trybu-8. i3. 4-6 trybe,

(7 Sc. tryb), 4- tribe. [In earliest form, ME.
tribit^ a. OF. tribu^ Sp., Pg. tribu^ It. tribh, iribo^

a. L. tribus (w-stem) ; but as the OF. has not been

found in the sing, before 14th c. the ME. tribuz

of 1250 may directly represent L. tribus pi. The
later tribe may have been f. L. tribus on the usual

pattern of derivatives from L. sbs. in -us.

L. tribus is usually explained from tri- three and the

verbal root M«, hu^fn to be. It is thought by some to be

cognate with Welsh trefxo'^n or inhabited place.

The earliest known application of tribus was to the three

divisions of the early people of Rome (attributed by some to

the separate Latin, Sabine, and Etruscan elements); thence

it was tran^iferred to render the <jreek <fruA^, and so to the

Greek application of the latter to the tribes of Israel.^ ThU,
from its oiblical use, was the earliest use in Englisb, the

original Roman use not appearing till the i6th c]

1. A group of persons forming a ccmmtmity and

claiming descent from a common ancestor; spec.

each of the twelve divisions of the people of Israel,

claiming descent from the twelve sons of Jacob.
Ten Tribes, the tribes of Israel which revolted from tlie

House of David, leaving only Judah and Benjamin to the

kingdom of Judah. Their history after their deportation

by Shal maneser is lost, and the^ are often referred to as the

Lost Tribes^ whose identification in remote regions has
been a matter of frequent speculation.

a. c laso Gen. ^ Ex. 3813 Etoj he wencn Sal god sal taken

Of fto -xiL tribuz summe mo. f 1449 Pecock Repr. ir. vL
(Rolls) 173 In her tribu or kinred..as in the hous of Miche.
..The 'Inbu of Dan. 1481 Caxton Godeffroy clxxi. 253
Whan the .x lygnages or trybus departed fro ihe heyer of
Salamon And helde them to leroboam. 1596 l^iigr, Perf,
(W.de W. 1531) 24b, Shall syt in trones..&c ludge the xii

tribus of Israel. 1531 Elvot Gov, l ii, Wherfore ix partes

of them which they called Ttibus forsoke hym, and elected

Hieroboaz . . to be theyr kynge.

^. ciTfio WvcuF l^tis. (i83o) 365 pe trybe or k>*nrede of
Icuy. 1390 GowER Con/. III. 279 Of whom..The tribes

[v.r. tribus] tuelve of Irahel Engendred were. 1480 Caxton
ChroH, Eng, iii. (1520) 2ob/2 The dukes were euer of the

trybe of luda. 1535 Coverualk l^s. Ixxvii. 67 He refused

thie tabernacle of loseph, and chose not the trybe of Ephraim.
1671 Milton .Samson 1540 An Ebrew, as I guess, and of our
Tribe. 1715-JO Pope ///'/^ii. 431 In tribes and nations todivide

thy train. 18x9 Scott /z/awZ/Of" xxxvi, Where dwelt a Jewish
Rabbi of his tribe. 1866 Smith's SmaiUr Diet. Bibleixf^-j)

487/1 Samaria retained its dignity as the capital of the ten

tribes.. .In b.c. 721, Samaria was taken,.. and the kingdom
of the ten tril)es was put an end to, ibid. 487/a Since the
deportation of the ten tribes by Shalmaneser, 1910 Encycl.
Brit. I. 315/1 A circumstance which led Bemier to speculate

^n the Kashmiris representing the lost tribes of Israel.

b. A particular race of recognized ancestry ; a
family,

c 1400 Maundev. (1830) viiL 67 With his wyf Eue. .he gatt

Seth ; of whichc tril>e, pat is to seye, kynrede, Ihesu Crist

was born. 16x7 Sir R. Winwood Let. 29 July, in 10th Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i. 102 The howse of Austria for

many yeares together interchangebly hath maried in their

owne trybe. 1613 Cockeram, 7*r/A-, a kindred. 1667 Mil*
TOM P. L. XII. 23 And dwell Long time in peace by Families
and Tribes Under paternal rule. 1719 Watts Hymn^ ' Jesus
shall reign' vii, In Him the tribes of Adam boast More
blessings than their father lost. 1838 LvrroN Alice 1. vi, To
what tribe of Camerons do you belong ?

2. Roman Hist. One of the traditional three

political divisions or patrician orders of ancient

Rome in early times (see quot. 1842); later, one
of the 30 political divisions of the Roman people
instituted by Servius Tullius, and in B. c. 341 in-

creased to 35.

1533 Bellf.nden Livyx. xvii. (S.T.S.) I.96 pc toun ofrome
wasaividit..in sindri partis, and eueryane of ^xt partis war
callit tribis, be thirllage of tribute )>at |?ai aucht to pay tol>e

ktng..{^r tribus pertcnit na thing to b« distribucioun and
nowmer of centuries. 1560 Dals tr. Sleidane's Comm, 41a
Thcmperor..abrogateth all the tribes, and restoreth the
same state of the common weale. 1600 Holland Liiy i.

xliil 31 b, Having divided thecitieinto foure Wards,accord-

i&g to tho quarters and bils; tboM parts which were in-

I

habited, he [Servius Tullius] called Tribes, of the word
'l"ribute_(as I suppose). 1611 B. Jonson Catiline ii. i, I ha'
been writing all this night., unto all the tribes And centuries
for their voices, to help Catiline In his election. 1842
Smith's Diet, Grk. <? Rom. Antiq. 994/1 The three ancient
Romulian tribes, the Ramnes, Titles, and Luceres, . . to
which the patricians alone belonged, must be distinguished
from the thirty plebeian tribes of Servius Tullius. 1902
W. M. Ramsay in Expositor Jan, 25 Citizenship necessarily
implied membership of one of the tribes of which the city
was composed.

b. Grecian Hist. Rendering the Greek t^OA?;.

1697 Potter Antig. Greece i, ix. (1837) 57 Cecrops..
divided them [the Athenians] into, four (jivKai^ or tribes;

each tribe he subdivided into three parts. 1843 Sf/iith's

Diet. Gri\ ^ Rom. Antiq. 990/2 In the earliest times of
Greek history mention is made of people being divided into
tribes and clans, /biii. 991/2 Of the Dorian race there
were originally three tribes, /bid, 993/1 [At Athens] the
Tribes or Phyiae were divided . . each into three iftparpiai (a

term equivalent to fraternities), /bid. 993/2 Solon . . abolished
the old tribes, and created ten new ones, according to a
geographical division of Attica.

c. /risk Hist. Tribes of Galway : the families or
communities of persons having the same snmame.
1834 Encycl. Brit, (ed, 7) X. 306/1 After. . 1270, it [Galway]

became the residence of a number of enterprising settlers..

.

Of these settlers, the principal families, fourteen in number,
are still known by the name of the Tribes of Galway. ..

These families became so closely connected by inter-

marriages, that dispensations are frequently requisite for the
canonical legality of marriages among them at present.

1898 Westm. Gaz, 10 Oct. 2/1 A day at least must be given
to Galway—the * City of the Tribes '.

d. A division of some other nation or people.
1693 Tate ywiienat xv. 194 [Teach] stragling Moun-

tainers, for publick Good, To Rank in Tribes, and quit the
savage Wood, 1784 Cowper 'Task v. 222 When man was
multiplied and spread abroad In tribes and clans. 1788
Gibbon Decl.ffF. xHL (i86p) II. 554 The nation was divided
into two powerful and hostile tribes.

f e. A division of territory allotted to a family

or company. Obs. rare.

1643 Baker ChroH.tJas. / 158 Now they began to divide the

Country [BermudasJ into Tribes and the Tribes into Shares.

3. A race of people ; now applied esp. to a
primary aggregate of people in a primitive or bar-

barous condition, under a headman or chief,

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. \, iiL iii For suffrance is the badge
of all our Tribe. 1604 — 0th. in. iii. 175 Good Heauen, the
Sonlesof all my Tribe defend From lealousie, /bid. v. ii.

349 Of one, whose hand (Like the base Indean) threw a
Pearle away Richer then all his Tribe. 174s ? Randall
/fymn, ' B^/told, the mountain ofthe Lord iv, Him shall

the tribes of earth otwy. Him all the hosts of heaven, i8«3
'. Marshall Const. Opin. (1839) 273 Territory , . occupied
y numerous and warlike tribes of Indians, 183S Thirlwall

GrceceX.'w. 113 The lonians were a Hellenic tribe, who took
forcible possession of Attica and a part of Peloponnesus. 1836
W, Irving Astoria I. xiii. 214 Engaged in trading expedi-
tions, .among the tribes of the Missouri 1875 M.MHF./fist,
inst. iii. 65 The triLes themselves, and all subdivisions of
them, are conceived by the men who compose them as
descended from a single male ancestor, ibid. 69 In some
cases the Tribe can hardly be otherwise described than as
the group of men subject to some one chieftain.

4. A class of persons ; a fraternity, set, lot.

Now often contemptuous,
c 1600 Shaks, Sonn, cvii. He Hue in this poore rime. While

he insults ore dull and speachlesse tribes, a 1684 Earl
RoscoM. Prol, to Die. York at Edin, 2 Folly and vice

are easy to describe, The common subjects of our scribbling

tribe. XTia Addison Spect, No. 529 P 6 There is another
Tribe of Persons who are Retainers to the Learned World. .

,

I mean the Players or Actors of both .Sexes. 171JJ Swift
To i'ng. Clergym, Wks. 1755 II. "• 4 Professors, .in most
arts and sciences are generally the worst qualified to explain
their meanings to those, who are not of their tribe. X796
BuRKB Reg. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 218 ITie tribe of vulgar
politicians are the lowest of our species, 1843 Ruskin
Arrows o/Chace(t^Zo) I. "8 pr. Waagen is a most favourable
specimen of the tril>e of critics. 1850 J. H. Newman /?/^c.
Anglic, I. xii. (1891) I. 388 Perish sooner a whole tribe of
Cranmers, Ridleys, Latimers, and Jewels I

b. Tribe of Ben^ a name applied to themselves

by literary associates and disciples of Ben Jonson
in his later life. (* Sealed* appears to refer to Rev. vii. 3-8.)

a 163^ B. Jonson Underwoods Ixv. i^title) An epistle,

answering to one that asked to be sealed of the Tribe of
Ben. /bid. 78 Now stand, and then. Sir, you are Sealed of
the Tribe of Ben. 1911 Sir A. W. Ward in Encycl. Brit,

XV..505/1 At the festive meetings where he ruled the roast

among the younger authors whose pride it was to be ' sealed

of the tribe of Ben '.

6. a. Nat. Hist. A group in the classification of

plants, animals, etc., usually forming a subdivision

of an order, and containing a number of genera

;

sometimes used as superior and sometimesas inferior

to a family ; also, loosely, any group or series of

animals.
1640 Parkinson (title) Thealrum Bolanicum : the Theater

of Plants. ."Distributed into sundry Classes or Tribes, for

the more easie knowledge of the many Herbes [etc.]. 1667

Milton P.L. xr, 279 O flours.. Who now shall reare ye to

the Sun, or ranke Your Tribes? 1678 Grew idea Philos.

Hist. Plants % 2 We commonly ^^.y^Centauriian Maj'us

and Minus, Chelidonium Najus ami ;T/m7/.r, ..which yet

are distinct Species, and of very different Tribes.
^ 1766

Compl. Farmer s.-^. Vegetable., Vegetables,^ according to

the analyses made of them by chemistry, are distinguishable

into two grand tribes, the acid and the alkaline. 1774
GoLDSM, Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 256 This tribe of the cat

kind with spotted skins and a long tail. xSm _Ht.

Martineau Li/e in IVilds v, A tribe of birds whose nabit is

to uoite in flocks. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. ix. § i. (ed,6) 336

Tribe\iz& been for a generation or two. .established in both
kingdoms, as a grade inferior to order and superior to genus.

b. A class, group, Icind, or sort of things.
1731 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i. 269 'I'he slimy

tribe of Snails and Worms. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 87 The
whole tribe of chronical diseases. 1776 G, Campbkli. P/tilos,
Rhet. I. v. (1801) I. 114 Under it I include these three tribes:
experience, analogy and testimony. 1822-34 Goods Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 446 The same tribe of medicines will
generally be found useful in the third variety. 1844
Stephens A'^. Fann II. 678 It is. .a member of the harrow
tribe of implements.

6. A number or company of persons or animals

;

a * troop' ; in//., large numbers, 'flocks*.
X711 Pope Temp. Fame 356 Then came the smallest tribe

I yet had seen, Plain was their dress, and modest was their
mien. 1820 Scorksby Acc. Arctic Reg. II, 209 The same
tribe of whales were seen in the latitude of 78**. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Brooke Farm i. There were tribes of cfuldren
in most of the cottages. 1909 Blachw. Mag, Feb. 160/2, I

could fancy her. . writing lengthy epistles to a tribe of nieces.

7, attrib. and Comb,, as tribe-book^ -chief -chief-

tainship, -guest, -iand^ -league, -man, -mark,
-namey -territory ; tribe-invited^ -like adjs.

1893 P. White Hist. Clare 12 He must have used, .the
*tribe-books then in existence. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom,
EntS. xii. (1889) 189 The first barbarian kings had been
*tribe chiefs, ibid, Supp.^ Ch. 424 The German kingdom..
was then passing from primitive *tribe*chiefiainship into a
feudal monarchy. 1746 P. Francis tr. Horace^ Ep. 1. xiii. 17 A
*Tribe-invited Guest Carries his Cap and Slippers to a Feast.

1872 E, W. Robertson Hist. Ess., Rome 248 The *tribe.

land, in early times, was probably divided into local districts

corresponding with the Centuries of the tribe. 1899 Baring-
Gould Bk. IVest II. 102 The old tribeland or principality of
Gallewick was reduced in the Middle Ages to a Manor. 1864
Brvce Holy Rom. Emp. viii. (i88g) 116 The five or six great
tribes or *tribe-leagues which composed the German nation.

1859 R. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 90
If he suspect that it belongs to a fellow *tribeman. 1884 W.
Wright Empire Hittites 129 The scratchy *tribe-marks of
the Bedawin. 1886 Conder Syrian Stone-Lore ix. (i8g6)

323 note, The *tribe-names of Arabia may be best explained
by the early linguistic condition in which the abstract and
the comparative were unknown. 1876 tr. /Ceil ^ Delitzsc/t's

Esekiel 11. 384 Every * tribe-territory shall stretch from the
Jordan to the Mediterranean.

b. Combinations with Iribe^s, as Tribesman,
q, V. ; tribesfolk, tribespeople, tribeswoman.
x888 Doughty Arabia Deserta I. viii. 222 There is no

Beduwy so impious that will chide and bite at such, his own
*tribesfolk. i888 in Jml. Anthrop. tust. Aug. (1889) 90 He
sent me a list of a number of the *tribespeople. 1853 H ickib
tr. Aristoph. (1S72) II. 404, 1 come with water to rescue my
fellow *tribes-women being on fire. 1899 W. Caijton in

Expositor Feb. 130 There were tribeswomen who were
hospitable enough to welcome the young mother.

Tribe, v. rare. [f. prec. sb. Cf. to class, to

group."] trans. To classify in tribes; also, to

group or place in the same tribe with.
1696 Bp. Nicolson Eng. Hist. Libr, \. 19 Our Fowl, Fish,

and Quadrupeds are well Trih'd by Mr. Willugbby and
Mr. Ray. 1838 [see ^rf^tfrf below]. 185a Meanderiugs 0/
Memory I. 104 Her nature may with thine be tribed.

Hence Tribed (traibd) ppl. a., divided into tribes,

1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 65 Trib'd Decapolis Ye need
not seek.

Tri'beless, a, [f, Tbibe sb.+ -lkss.] Belong-
ing to no tribe.

18x9 Shelley i^rometh. Unb. in. iv, Man Equal, un-
classed, tribeless, and nationless. 1875 Postk Gaiusi. Comm,
(ed. 2) 126 The tribeless man (aerarius) forfeited his vote
and became incapable of military service.

Tribelet (trarblet), [f, as prec. + -let,] A
small tribe.

1855 Bailey Spir, Leg. in Mystic, etc. 69 The hill Altaic
named thealmighty god, By Tchudic tribelets of the ageof
mounds. 1873 Dixon Two Queens II. vii. iv. 25 An Irish

tribelet, who had swept across the land. i8f)9 Olive
ScHRKiNRR in /'"ortn. Rev. July i They were split up into

endless tribelets.

Tribesbip (tr3i-b,Jip), [f. as prec. + -ship,]

The condition or position of being a tribe; the

members of a tribe collectively, or their territory.

Free tribeship^ sceptre t,, the position of being a free

tribe or tlie ' sceptre-tribe ',

178a J. Brown Comp. Vie^v IVat, ^ Rev. Relig. rv. i. 291
The Sceptre Tribeship, or power of Supreme Government
..is now long ago departed. 1640 J. Wilson Our /srael-

itish Origin vi. (1865) 69 The greater part of the tribeship of

Judah lay South of Jerusalem. i86a W. Barnes in Maun, •

ikag. Mar. 412/1 Trial by Jury seems .. to have been
practised by the Celtic people .. in their times of free

tribeship.

Tribesman (trsi'bzmEcn). [f, tribis, genitive

of Tribe sb. + Man sb^- (Cf, clansman^] a. A
man belonging to a tribe; a member of a tribe.

Chiefly pi-, b. With possessive, a man of one's

own tribe, a fellow-tribesman.

1798 SotTTHEY Rose 28 For her Her tribes-men sigh'd in

vain. 1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristoph. II. 117 Why spare
onrstones, my fellow tribesmen ? x^-^Standard\^o. 18465.

5/2 To make a meal o(T the grasshopper with the tribesmen
of the Sierra Nevada. 1893 Eliza R. Sutherland in

Barrows Pari. Relig. I. 635 An animal dying of itself may
not be eaten by a tribesman, but might be sold to a stranger,

190S Times 13 Sept. 3/3 A patrol. .has been fired on by
lebetekentzy tribesmen.

Tribill, trible, var, TbibitI/, Tbibulb.
Tribit, obs. form of Tbibute.
Tri-bladed, -blastic; see Tbi- i c, a.
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+ Tribler, tribbler, app. obs. for *irebier, a

treble-singer.

1539 a^'Uls <S-
Imf. N. C. (Surtees 1908) 162 To Robte

Beliyngar xij d. To everye on of the Tribulars xx d.

1546 Vorks. Chantry Sum. (Surtees) II. 361. vj choresta-

nez, vj tribblers, one orgayne player. Ibid.t The vj triblers

for iher yerlie stipend lij' vj*.

Triblet (tri-blet). Also 8 tribotaet, 9 treb-

lett, tribolet. [« F. triboukt in the sense

* wooden cylinder nsed by goldsmiths for rounding

articles' (Littr^); of uncertain origin : see Littrd.]

A cylindrical rod or mandrel used for forging nuts,

rings, tubes, etc., or for drawing lead-pipe. Also

atirib, : triblet tubes, thin tubes which slide one

upon the other, as in a telescope.

x6ii CoTGR., Triboulet, a Triblet; the toole whereon
Goldsmiths and Clockmakers put Rings, and little wheeles,

when they file, or otherwise worke, them. 17^ Ainsworth
Lat, Diet. I, A triblet, or triboulet (goldsmith's tool for

making rings). 1778 NAiRNsin Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 854
In the uppermost room stood a large iron triblet, of about

three feet in height. 1853 Urk Diet. Arts}. 724 A mandril,

,,which consists of a long rod of iron, having a short steel

treblett on Its end. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v.. The nut

having been cut from the bar, the hole is punched and en-

larged by the triblet. 1893 Model Steam Engine 95 Triblet

drawn tube (L e., tube made by drawing a steel mandrel
through the inside as well as drawing the outside through
a hole).

Tribochet, obs. form of Tbebuchet.
Triboluminescence (tri:b(7|li?7mine'sens). [f.

Gr. T/M^os rubbing + Luminescenck.] The quality

of emitting light under friction or violent pressure.

1889 Philos, Mag, Sept. 151 According to the mode of

excitation I distinguish Photo-,Electro-,Chemi-, and Tribo-

luminescence, 1899 Nature 27 Apr. 6i8/i_The name tribo-

luminescence has been applied by E. Wiedemann to an
emission of light not due to rise of temperature which occurs

on crushing certain substances. Ibid. 6i<)fi Crystals of

saccharin which, when freshly preparedj flash brilliantly on
crushing,.. after a few weeks* preservation show no appre-

ciable triboluminescence.

Hence Tribolumine 'scent a., exhibiting tribo-

luminescence.
1904 W. G. Levison in Science 27 May 827/2 A zinc-blende

from Utah.. was the most intense tribo-luminescent sub.

stance.. yet investigated.

Tribometer (traibpmftsi), [ad. F. tribo-

vi^lrey f. as prec. -*• -metre^ -meter.] An instrument

for estimating sliding friction.

a 1774 GoLDSM. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776) I. 293 He
IMuschenbrookl calls it a Tribometre, a name compounded
ungrammatically enough, but it meansameasurer of friction.

1870 C. Draper in Eng. Meclu 28 Jan. 478/3 This apparatus

[a loaded beam of wood] is called a tribometer. 1877
Knight Diet. Mech., Tribometer^ an apparatus resembling

a sled, used in estimating the friction of rubbing surfaces.

Tribophosphorescent (tri;b(7,ff?sfore*sent), a.

[f. as prec. + Phosphorescent.] = Tribolumine-
SCENT. So Tribopho'sphorO|SCope, an instru-

ment for examining triboluminescence.

i()04 W. G. Levison in Science 27 May 826/1 Note on a
Tribophosphoroscope, and the Duration and Spectrum of
Tribophosphorescent Light.

Tribowne, obs. Sc. form of Tiubune sb."^

Tribrach^ (trai-brtek, tri-b-). Prosody. In 6

tribracohus, 8 tribrachus, 8-9 -ys ; 7 tribrack.

[ad. L. tribrachySj a. Gr. rpi^paxw, f. Tri- +
hpaxv^ short. Cf. F. iribraque (Littr^).] A
metrical foot consisting of three short syllables.

1589 PuTTENHAM Eng, Poesic n. xiii. (Arb.) 133 For your
foote tribracchus of all three short, ye haue very few tnssil-

lables. i6oat T. Campion Art Eng. Poesle iv. 11 We may
vse a Spondee or lambick and sometime a Tribrack or

Dactile. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tribrachus^ or Tri-

brachys^ (Gr.) a Foot in Greek and Latin Verse, consisting

ofthree short Syllables ; as Popnlus. 1837 Tate Crk. Metres
in Tkeat. Grks. (ed. 2) 436 Of al! the resolved feet, the

Tribrach in Trochaic verse with its ictus on the first syllable

..is most readily recognised by the ear as equivalent to the

Trochee. 1885 Goodell in Trans, Ainer. J'hilol. Assoc.

XVI. 88 The plain tribrach is frequent in every one's reading.

Hence TribracMc (traibrcekik) a», consisting of

three short syllables ; also, composed of tribrachs.

1866 Blackie Horner^ Iliad L 401 If the range of pure
tribrachic measure, or of tribrachs intermingled with
trochees, appears much wider in our song-books than in

volumes of {xjetry written to be read.
* Tribrach 2 (trai-bnek). [f. Tri- + Gr. Ppaxiojv

arm.] A figure or object having three arms or

branches ; spec, a prehistoric flint implement of this

form. So Tribrachial (traibr^i'kial) rt., having
three arms or branches.

1873 A. Way in Archasol. Jrnl. XXX. 28 The implement
..is of a form that may be designated tribrachiat, having
three branches radiating from the centre. Ibid. 31 The
unique tribrachial implement. Ibid., The flint tribrach was
presented .. by the late Dr. Martin in "853, with other

objects from Ventnor. 1897 Sir
J.

Evans Anc. Stone
Itttpiein. Gt. Brit. iv. 78 A smgular mstrument chipped out

of flint, like three celts conjoined . .
, so as to form a sort of

tribrach.

Tribracteate, etc. : see Tri- i.

Tribrom-, tribromo- (tr3itbrJu*m((7). Ckem.
[f. Till- 5 c + 13uom(o-.] a formative signifying

that three atoms of bromine are substituted for

hydrogen in the substance designated by the rest

of the name ; e. g. tribromobenzene : see Tbi- 5 c

340

i8s» Anderson in Q. Jrnl. Chem. Soc. IV. 117 The yellow

precipitate thus obtained is the hydrobromate of tribromo-

codeine. 1900 Smith Richter's Org-. Chfm.ll.g2 Aniline,

acted upon by.. bromine, yields. .Tribromaniline.

Tribromhydrin (traiibwumihai-drin). C/iem.

[f. Tbi- 5 a + brotnhydr^ic + -IN 1 (tennination of the

compound ethers of glycerin : see Acetin).]

Glyceryl tribromide, CjHsBrj, a haloid ester or

compound ether of glycerin or glycerol, C3H5(OH)3,
in which the three OH groups are replaced by

bromine atoms.
i8<i Miller Elmt. Chem. (1869) III. 326 Glycerin forms

with hydrobromic acfd compounds analogous to those

which It yields with hydrochloric acid, such as tttono-

iromhydrin {CsHvBrOa), dibromhydriit (CsHoBraO), and
Mbroiiihydrin (CsHsBrj). 1899 Smith Richters Org.

Ckem. I. 474 Tribromhydrin fuses at 16°, and boils at 220''.

Tribromide : see Tbi- 5 a and Bromide.

Triliual (tri-bi«al), a. [f. L. tribu-s Tbibe +
-AL : cf. gradu-al, manu-al. (L. had in this sense

tribuariusS\ Of, belonging or pertaining to a

tribe ; tribal.

1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. x. 207 The first tribuall defection

to idolatry Dan was guilty of. a i66i — Worthies^ Leicester.

(1662) II. 126 The Tribual Lisping of the Ephramites. 1817

G. S. Faber Eight Dissert. (1845) I. 229 We are apt to fancy,

that this extraordinary people have no tribual distinctions

among themselves. 1821-34 Good's Study Med, (ed. 4) IV,

268 It would.. have been a much greater improvement, .to

have employed hydrops as a generic, instead of hydropes as

a tribual or family name. x88i Bentham in Jrnl, Linn.

Soc. XVII I. 287 Observations on the most important tribual

and subtribua! characters.

Hence Tri-bnally adv., by tribes, tribally.

1817 G. S. Faber Eight Dissert. (1845) II. 181 Here,

apparently, they were first tribually planted, when Nimrod
and bis bafiled Cuthim migrated from Babel to Ashur.

t Tri'bul, V. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Forms : 4-6

trible, tribul(e, 6 tribuU, -bill, -bil. [a. OF.
triboler, -bouler, -buler, etc. (12th c. in Godef.),

ad. L. trlbuldre to press, oppress, afflict : see

Tribulation.] trans. To bring tribulation upon

;

to distress, harass, afflict.

a 1325 Prose Psalter xxxviii[i). g Man for-so^e in likenes

passei^ ; ac in vayn he h'ys tribled \v. r. sturblyd]. 1375 Bar-

bour BrHce IV. 58 It wes gret |)ite for to heir Folk till be

tribulit on bis maneir. 1456-70 in Acts Parlt. Scotl. (1875)

XII. 20/2 Part of ewyl myndit personis.-wrangis and Iri-

bulis ws and our pwr tenentis. 1563 WinJet WJis. _(S.T.S.)

II. 28 Men of corruptit mynd, . . tribuland t hair wit about
quajstions and stryfe of wordis. 157^ Earl .'^hgvle Let. in

Alunim. Irvine (1B90) I. 60 Quhatsomevir persone_ or per-

sonis . . sail attempt to tribull, molest, harme or injure the

foirsaidis provest, baillzies [etc.].

Hence fTri'bular Sc. Obs., one who distresses

or afflicts
; f Tri'liianess Sc. Obs. = Tbibulk

;

t Tribulous a. Sc. Obs., full of tribulation.

1574 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 395 The saidis declarit

tratouris, . . and *tribularis of the commoun Weill, c 1375 .'ic.

Leg. Saints xxiv. {Alexis) 327, & neuir for ony *triDulnes

Spak he II. .mare ore les. 1563 WinJet Four Scoir Thre
Quest. To Rdr., Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 51 That quhilk the Pro.

phete spak . . apperb in thir our *tribulus dayis almaist

fuUelie complete.

Tribulage (tri'bl/ned.^). /o^a/. 'Now ffist. [ad.

med.L. Iribulag-ium (trultl-), i. tribulum\.\\Teshwg-

sledge (in metl.L. app. some other crushing-

machine) : see -age.] A species of poll-tax for-

merly levied on each tin-miner in some of the

stannaries : see qnots. Cf. Tbibulaby.
(1296-7 Ministers' Accts. 24-5 Ed-w. / {Bailijff^s Accts.

Edmund 0/ Cornw.) (P.R.O.), Perquisita slagnariorutn.

Idem reddit compotum de cxj solidisvij denariis de niinutis

amerciamentis Nigre More hoc anno et de vj solidis de
Trublagio hoc anno. 1338 — 12 Ed'M. Ill 816/11 De
X solidis iij denariis de qiiadam consuetudine vocata Tribu-

iagium videlicet de quolibct homine operante cum Iribula,

ol)olura.] 1537 Let. Hen. VllI in Rymer Foedera (1712)

XIV. 581/1 Concedimus eidem Johanni Greynfeld Tnbu.
Iagium nostrum, sive consnetudinem vocatam le Tribulage,

infra Hundreda nostra de Penwyth et Kerr. 1906 0. R.

Lewis in Victoria County Jiiit., Cornwall 1. 537/1 Tribu-

lage, a poll tax levied in Biackmore at the rate of id., and
in Penwith and Kerrier at J</...for each labouring tinner.

/iid. 538 fio/e, The Civil War brought with it ihe final

extinction of tribulage, dublet, and the fine of tin. 1908 —
Stannaries v. 140 The tax known as ' tribulage ', or "shovel

money*, which represents the only attemi^t at a capitation

tax in the Cornish stannaries, was paid in two stannaries

only, Penwith and Kerrier, and, after 1342^ Biackmore.

/did. 141 The record of tribulage payments is neces-sarily

incomplete from the fact that the duty was collected and
paid to the receiver by the head bailiff, and often included

in their accounts with the perquisites of the stannary courts.

i* Tri'blllaiice. Obs. rare. [a. OF. tribul-

ance (01 300 in Godef.) , f. tribuler, ad . L. trlbuldre :

see Tbibdlation and -ance.] Tribulation.

1560 RoLLAND Crt. Venus 11, 531 Greit tribulaiice, or

famine accidentaill.

Tribular (tri'biSlaj), a. rare~°. [f. L. tri-

bfil-is one of the same tribe with another + -ab.]

Tribal.
x86^ in Webster : whence in later Diets.

Tnblilar : see Tbiblbb.
fTri'bulary. Obs. rare-'^. [f. as Tbibulage
+ -aby.] = Tbibulage.
1467-8 Rolls 0/Parlt. V. 610/2 Thofficeof Baillyf of cure

Stannarie of Penwith and Kerye . . logeder mth alie j>e tribu-

larye within oure said Stannarie commyng.

TBIBUNAL.

t Tri'bnlate, ppl. a- Obs. rare. In 6 Sc.

tribulat. [ad. L. tribulat-us, pa. pple. of trl-

buldre : see next.] Tribulated. (Const es.pa. pple.)

1560 RoLLAND Crt. Venus in. 32 [QJuhen he on sey be
storme was tribulat.

Tribnlate (tn-h\ti\eil) , v. [i. L. tribulat-, ppl.

stem oltrlbuldre ; orperh. from Tribulation, q. v.]

trans. To afflict ; to oppress ; to trouble greatly.

^1637 N. FeRrar 110 Consid. (1638) 122 If such a one be

needy, tribulated, and afllicted, it is because it so pleaseth

God. 1829 Landor /mag. Conv., Cdl. Albani fr Picture-

Dealers Wks. 1846 II. 7/2 ITie Pontifical Chancery and the

Ruota Criminale would never tribulate gallant men in this

guise. 1845 CARLVLECrOTnOT<'//lx.(i87i) IV. i360therwise

tribulated by subaltern authorities. 1885 S. Cox Expositions

I. xxiii. 306 ' He will tribulate them that tribulate you ', says

St. Paul to the Thessalonians.

Tri'bulated, tpl- ". [f. L. tribuldt-us pa.

pple. of trlbuldre (see next) + -ED '.] Subjected to

tribulation, afflicted.

1681 Dewsbury Cen. Epist. 6, I dearly beseech you.,

that >ou Watch over the Tender and 'I'ribulated ones.

a 171S Nelson T. A Kempis' Chr. Exerc. in. xvi. 140 The
Comforter of the afllicted and Tribulated. 1858 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. v. ii. (1872) II. 67 Friedrich's Sister, Father,

Mother, were tribulated, almost heartbroken.

Tribulation (tribi/^liijan). arch. Also 4-6

try-, -oion, etc. [a. OF. tribulacion (12th c. in

Godef. CorttpL), ad. Chr.L. trlbuldtion-em (Itala

a 200, etc.), n. of action from L. trlbuldre to press,

oppress, afflict, f. trlbul-um a threshing-sledge,

app. f. tri-, var. stem of ter-ere, trlvi, trltum to

mb, grind -( -buluin, forming names of instruments.]

1. A condition of great affliction, oppression, or

misery ; ' persecution ; distress ; vexation ; dis-

turbance of life ' (J.).
1:1330 R. Beunne Chron. (1810) 206 He lyued in wo &

strife, & in tribulacioun. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 988

Myn herte is now in tribulacion. J38a Wyclif I\rfatt. xxiv.

21 Thanne scbal be greet tribulacioun. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
viii. 22 (Harl. MS.) To ^is Cite is a |>orny wey and a sharp,

scit. penaunce and tribulacion in er|?e. 1534 More Comf.
agst. Trib. I. Wks. 1158/1 Tribulacion iseuery such thing as

troublethand greueth a man either in bodye or mynde. 1667

Milton /'. /-. xi. 63Tri'd in sharp tribulation, and refin'd By
Faiih and faithful works. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Tribulation,

Aflliction, Misery; generally sl>oken ofthat which a Christian

takes in good part, as being inflicted by the hand of God.
1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 141 The sufferers, .are sustained in

their tribulation by the proud consciousness that they are

assisting to uphold a great national principle.

b. With a and//. An affliction.

a\*2$ Ancr, R. 402 None wateres, bet be0(5 worldliche

teniptaciuns ne tribuk-iciuns . . ne muwen peosluueacwenchen.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1906) 75 Many tribulacions and
euylls. 1516 I'i/gr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 11 b, V" paynes,

aduersitees, tribulacyons. .& all other labours & besynesscs

of this worlde. 1667 Milton P. L. III. 336 The just shall

. .after all thir tribulations long See golden days.

t c. One who or that which causes trouble. (In

quot., app. a cant name for a gang of disturbers.)

1613 Shaks. Hen. VII/, v. iv. 65 These are the youths

that thunder at a Playhouse.. that no Audience but the

tribulation of Tower Hill, or the Limbes of Limebouse, their

de.are Brothers, are able to endure.

•t-2. The condition of being held in pawn or

pledge. Obs. slang.

1663 Drvden Wild Gallant i. H, Sirrah, Boy, fetch my
Suit with the Gold Lace at Sleeves from Tribulation. 1764

Lo^tj Life (ed. 3) 15 Pawnbrokers, .busy in altering the

Dates of (Tloaths under Tribulation.

t Tribnle. Sc. Obs. Also trible, -ill, -11. [f.

as Teibul v.\ Tribulation, distress, affliction.

1513 Douglas /Eneis iv. J'rol. 247 Of thi trigittis quhat

toung can tell the trible ti'.r.tribilll? is^Compl.Scot. ix.

75 Affliclione ande Iribil. 1563 WinJet Four Scoir Thre
Quest. To Rdr., Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 49 Thai suffer in this lyfe

. .that be diners tribulis thai mot enter, .in the lyfe eternall.

Ibid. 63 For na trible of tyme nor tyrannie of man.

Tribuloid (tribi«21oid), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.
Tribulus + -oiD.] (See quot.)

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Tribuloid ((T5o^,

resemblance), like the fruit of Tribulus, beset with sharp

bristles, echinate (Heinig).

II Tribnna (trjb(7'na). Obs. [It. and med.L.

tribuna, i. L. tribiinus Tribune sb.^'\ An octa-

gonal saloon in the Galleria degU Uffizi at

Florence containing many famous paintings and

statues.

1644 Evelyn Diary 20 Nov., The quire, roofe and paintings

in the Tribuna are excellent. ly^S-nlr.Keysler's 7'rav.Uy6o)

11.19 That admirable chamber called la Tribuna, or VOcto-
gone, which name it derives from its octangular figure. . .On
entering the tribuna, the eye is immediately struck with six

marble statues standing in the center, among which is that

famous statue, called the Venus de Medicis.

Tribunal (trai-, tribi»«'nal), sb. (a.) Also 6

try-, 6-7 -all. [ad. L. tributidl, -die sb. neut., a tri-

bunal, judgement seat, f. tribun-us Tbibuke sby :

see -AL. Cf. F. tribunal (13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),

perh. the immediate source ; also Sp., Pg. /r»ii»«a/,

It. tribunale. By Spenser stressed tribuna'lss in French.]

1. Originally, A raised semicircular or square

platform in a Roman basilica, on which the seats of

the magistrates were placed ; a dais ; a raised throne

or chair of state; a judgement seat (alsoyf^.).

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 212 We all shall stande
before the tribuuall of god. 1590 Spenser F, Q. ui. v. 53



TRIBUNALLED. 841 TRIBUTARY.
And crowne your heades with heavenly coronall, Such as the

Angels weare before Gods tribunall.
_ 1643 in loM Rep.

Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 429 Making 2 Tribunalles or

seates for the judges at the last assizes. 1702 Echard Eccl.

Hist. (1710) 612 They will be both read in the day of Judg-
ment, before the Tribunal of Jesus Christ. 1833 Cruse
Euseiius V. i. 170 Those around the tribunal cried out

against him.

2. A court of justice; a judicial assembly.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. ix. 53 Painted faircwith picturals

Of Magistrates, of courts, of tribuoals. 1610 Holland Caw-
deH*s Brit. (1637) 177 The Tribunals, or Courts of Justice in

England. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 326 When thou..shalt.

.

from thee send The. .Arch-Angels to proclaime Thy dread
Tribunal. 1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks, 1730 1.

82, I am forced to appeal to your impartial tribunal. 1835
Alisos Hist. £iir(3*^(i847)IV.xiv. i37 0nthe 14th October

(17^3] the Queen was brought before the Revolutionary
Tribunal. 1867 Freeman Nonn. Cong. 1. vi. 574 The judge-

ment of a competent tribunal is always worth something.

b. fig. Place of judgement or decision
;
judicial

authority.

163s QuARLES Embl. II. xiii. 49 Go up, my soul, into

the tribunal of thy conscience. 1734 tr. Rollings Anc,
Hist. (1S27) I. 153 The field of battle is a tribunal without
partiality and cabal. 18x7 Bentham Part. Reform Introd.

222 By the tribunal of public opinion it ought to be taken
as and for confessional evidence. 1875 Whitnev Life Lang.
viii. 150 Our recognition of the community as final tribunal

which decides whether anything shall be hinguage or not.

t3. = Tribune sb.^ i, 2. Obs.

1644 Evelyn Diary 7 Nov., [In Rome] the .. Churches of
St. Cosmo and Damiano,. .a pretty odd fabriq, with a Tri-

bunal, or Tholus within, wrought all of ^losatc. Ibid.

12 Nov., The tribunal of the high altar is of exquisite worke.
1694 Ibid. 5 Oct., Placing columns on pilasters at the East
tribunal [of St. Paul's). 1731 J. Richardson Statues,
etc. Italy 319 The Tribunal, or Mezzo Cupola of Domini-
chino. 1797 Encycl. Srit. {eii. 2) VII. 300/2 The..Venusof
Medici.. stands in a room called the Tribimal [Tribunal

B. allrid, or as ad/.

1. Pertaining to, of the nature of, or authorized

by a tribunal.

1554-5 Bradford Let. 16 Feb. in Coverdale Lett, Martyrs
(1^64) 471 A thing wherof I doute not to answer. .before the
tribunal seat of lesus Christ. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 11,

1020 Or Rhamnusia in hir sait Tribunal!. 1610 Htstrio-nt.
VL 91 Affliction is the perfect way That leads to loves
tribunall dignity. 1645 Milton Tetroih. Wks. 1851 IV, 216
A law to suffer a kind of trilmnall adultery. 1708 Prior
Alice 37 When we meet at God's tribunal throne.

1 2. Of or pertaining to a tribune. Obs. rare,

1577 Hanher Anc. Eccl, Hist. (1663) 21 A sign being
given from the tribunal seat 1577-B7 Holinshed t'hron. I.

34/1 Narcisus went vp vnto the tribunall throne of Plautius,

to declare the cause of his comming. 1670 Narr. Long
Pari, in .Somers Tracts (1748) I. 32 Persons.. of a tribunal
Spirit and Temper.
Hence Triba'nailed a., having or seated on a

tribunal ; f Tribnnalship = Tkibcnk.siiip.

1654 R. Coorington tr. lusttne xin. 213 The chief Tri.

bunalship of the Camp w.is given to Seleuchus. 1851
MciHticrings of Memory I. 32 Tribunalled judge, he
weds the weaker cause, Holds sternly up as he lays down
the laws.

tTribunary, a. Obs. rare. [f. Tribune j^.i

+ -ARY. Cf. OF. tribtmaire (14th c. in Godef.).]

Of or i>ertaininjj to tribunes ; tribunitian, tribunitial.

i6ia \V. Shutk Fou^asses Venice L 8 Now the Tribunarie
Gouemm^iit. .shall be rightly termed Infancie.

Tribunate (tribi«nA). [ad. L. trihiinat-tts^ I.

tribuHus Tkibune sb.^ ; see -atk 1. Cf. F. tribunal.'}

1. The office of tribune; tribuneship; government
by tribunes.

1546 Langlev Pol. Verr. De iMvent. 11. iii. 38 b, During
that (jfTice [dictatorship] all other magistrates were abrogated
cxctrpt the Tribunate or Prouostship of the commons. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 877 The Tribunate was an em-
peachment, inhibition, and restraint of a magistracie, rather
than a magistracie it setfe. 1746 Melmoth tr. Pliny's Lett,
viL xxii. {174S) II. 410, I so strongly pressed you to confer
the Tribunate upon my friend. 1869 Skelev Led. ^ Ess. '\\.

35 The great Roman Revolution which began with the
tribunate of Gracchus and ended with the battle of Actium.

2. freneh Hist. A representative body of legis-

lators established under the constitution of the
year 8 of the Revolutionary calendar (1800-1).
[1804 Ann. Rif. I!. 85/2 Our author was present at a

sitting of the trihunat, in the Palais Royal.] 1827 Scon
Napoleon xv, A Tribunate of one hundred deputies. 1861
M. Aknold Pop. Ednc, France 136 Both in the Tribunate
and in the Legislative Body his measure encountered
strenuous resistance. 1905 Edin. Rn<. July 90 Benjamin
Constant and nineteen others were turned out of the Tri-
bunate, attrib, )8o2 in Sfiirit Pub. Jmls. VI. 394 [Bona-
parte] planted the hedges with lcgislatix<e and tribunate
sbrul^, and apparently gave them a good root in the earth.

Tribune (tri*bi«n, tr^i*-), sb}- Also 4 Sc.

tribone, -owne, trybone, 5 -biin(e, 7-8 tribun.
[ad. L. tribumtSj lit. * head of a tribe % f. tribtt-s

Tkiue; cf. F. tribun (13th c in Ilatz.-Darm.).]

1. A title designating one of several officers in the

Roman adrainistralion ; spec. a. Tribune of the

people (L. tribiinus plebis)^ one of two (later five,

then ten) officers appointed to protect the interests

and rights of the plebeians from the patricians.

b. Alilitary tribune (L. tribftnus mTlitdris)^ one
of six officers of a legion, each being in command
for two months of the year.

C137S Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentius) 171 pane was
Jiarc a mychtty tribowne. Ibid, xxxiil iSjtorge) 22 Quhare

he wes mad . . a trybone. & ])u sal wit, a trtbone is_ he |»at

[of] )>e Ihred-part of a cyte or of a cunctre kepare is; & a
tribone is als 1-wise }>at trybut gadris to J>e king. .& he his

tribune als, J>u kene, to quham ansueris a thousand men.
1387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 273 After consuls, tribunes
plebis and dictaiores rulede the comounte anon to lulius
Cesar his tyme. 1456 Sir G. Have Lazv Arms (S.T.S.) 45
Ane othir maner of officiaris . . callit trybunys. 1533 Bellkn-
DEN Lh'y IV. iii. (S.T.S.) II. 61 The gere iij^^x. fra ^ first

fundatioun of rome was \>& first tyme t>an ony tribunis mili-

tare war create with power consulare. 1678 R, L'Estrange
Seneca's Mor. \. xv. (1696) 77 He that is a Tribune, would be a
Praetor. 1741 Middleton Cicero I. Pref. 36 A new order of

Magistrates, of their own body, called Tribuns. 1838-42
Arnold Hist. Rome I. viii. 139 The tribune's power of
protection enabled him to interpose in defence of the
unfortunate, 1879 Froude Cxsar iv. 37 He forced his way
steadily upwards., to the rank of military tribune.

2. trans/, and fig. An officer holding some posi-

tion analogous to that of a Roman tribune ; a judge

;

a protector of the rights of the people ; a popular

leader, a demagogue.
1587 Harrison England ir. v. C1877) i. log The cheefe or

high tribune of the excheker is of custome called lord cheefe
baron, a 1660 ContemP. Hist, Irel. (Ir. Archasol. Soc.) II.

147 Himself alone with his fewe Conatian tribunes.. will

disannull all this. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour, Italy III. 78
Venice was originally a democratical state, under consuls

and tribunes... The Tribunes were succeeded by the Doges.
1853 Macaulay Biogr., Atterbury (i860) 13 By the body
of the clergy he was regarded as the ablest and most intrepid

Tribune that had ever defended their rights. 1882 W. Cory
Mod. Eng. Hist. II. 283 Mr. Cobbett..took his seat on the

Treasury Bench. To have a tribune of the people sitting

between Ministers. .would be a hindrance to business.

Hence f Tribn-nian a. Obs. rare^ of or pertain-

ing to a tribime.

a X693 Urquhart's Rabelais ill. x.xxix. 328, 1 give out Sen-
tence in his favour, unto whom hath befallen the best Chance
by Dice ; Judiciary, Tribunian, Pretorial, what comes first.

Tribune (tribi/m, trsi*-), sb,'^ Also 7 tribun.

[a. F. tribune (1409 in Godef. Compl.)y ad. It. and
med.L. tribUna (914 in Du Cange), taking the

place of L. iribiindie Tbibunal.]
1. = Tkibuna.
1645 Evelyn Diar^ 27 Feb., The edifice without is Gotiq,

but very glorious within, especialy the rooTe. and one tri-

bune well painted, a 1668 I.assels Vtpf. Italy {\(>yo) II.

J03 There are divers other pictures in that vaulted Tribun
in Mosaick worke. 1843 Penny Cyct. XXVI. 249/2 The
apartment of the Imperial Gallery at Florence, which is

called the Tribune (Tribuna).

2. The semicircular or polygonal apse of a

basilica or basilican church, usually domed or

vaulted.
a 1771 GrayA rchit. Gotliica. Wks. 1843 V. 332 The difference

between the body and ailes of the choir at Peterborough,
with the east side of tlie transept, and the semicircular tri*

bune which finishes the same choir. 1794 W. Hutchinson
Hist. Cttmbcrld. 1. 155 ?w/^,Warwick church, remarkable for

its tribune or rounded east end. 1841 W. Spalding Italy -V

//. Isl. III. 157 The length of the church, from the principal

entrance to the end of the tribune, is 6oi feet. ^ 1874 Pakker
Goth. Archit. Gloss. 32^ Tribune, the semicircular space
at one end of the Basilica, for the judges. In Churches
copied from the Basilicas it was retained as the apse.

o. A raised platform or dais; a rostrum; a pulpit;

the tlirone or stall of a bishop.

1761-71 H. Walpolb Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III.

61 A large inscription over the tribune at the end of the hall.

1790 BuRKB Fr. Ret'. 46 Any of the discoursers in our pul-

pits, or on your tribune;. .Dr. Price, or. .the Abbd Slijeyes.

1843-76 GwivT Archit. Ciloss. s. v. Apsis, The bishop's throne
being raised by steps above the ordinary stalls.. was some-
times called exhcdra, and in later times tribune. 1850 W,
lBViNG;'AiA<>/«^/xiv.([853)87 A pulpit or tribune, .to which
he ascended by three steps. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxiv,

Mr. I.yon was seated on theschooltribuneor dais at his parti-

cular round tabic. x88s Woodrow Wilson Congress. Govt, iu

127 Meml>crs (of the French Chamber of Deputies! do not

speak from their seats, .but from the* tribune |.. a box-like

stand... resembling those narrow, quaintly-fashioned pulpits

..still to be seen in some of the oldest of our American
churches.

4. A raised and seated area or gallery, esp. in a

church ; also applied to stands at continental race

meetings (F. tribune),

1865 Pall Mall G. 13 June 5 Last year.. it was easy to

move alxjut from the saddling-ring to the tribunes, to get

places ill the latter to sit down, and to promenade in front

of the tribunes, with plenty of elbow-room. 1865 Times
I Aug. 7/4 There were not more than 45 or 50 ladies in the
• tribunes'—the low galleries on the side of the hall are so

called. 1870 Disraeli Lotlmir Ixvi, The church was
crowded ; not a chair or tribune vacant. 1883 Mag. Art
June 338/2 The unfamiliar storey is known as a tribune, and
runs immediately above the nave at the point usually occu-

pied by the triforium. It isaloft>;gallery. iiqfi Wincluster

iVord-Bk., Tribunes, large pews in ante-chapel reserved for

ladies. (Obs.) 1904 Princes.s Radziwill Recoil, ix. 160,

1

never left the tribune from which ladies were allowed to hear

the debates.

Tri'bane, z'. [f. Tribune sb.'^l t a. trans. To
regulate or control by tribunal authority. Obs.

rare"^, b. intr. To play the tribune {Funk's

Standard Diet. 1895).
1647 Ward Simp. Cobler (1843)52 These Essentiallsj must

not be Ephorized or Tribuned by . .a few mens discretion.

Tribuneship (tri-bi«njip, trai--). [f. Tkibune
j^.l + -SHIP.] The office of a Roman or other

tribune ; the term of this office. Also iransf.

154X Paynel Catiline li. 74 b, The senate decreed, that

Mctellus shuld leaue vp bis trybuneshyp and Cesar his pre-

torshyp.
^ 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. Z^J^ This Tribune-

ship having taken originally the first beginning from the
common people, is great and mighty in regard that it is

popular. 1636 E. Daches tr. Machiamts Disc. Livy I. xiii.

72 The accustomed Religion help'd well . . for the restitution
of the Tribunsliip to the Nobility. 1756 Ward in Phil.
Trans. XLIX. 699 The year 50, which answers to the
ninth tribuneship of Claudius. 1842 W. C. Taylor Anc.
Hist. XV. § 6 (ed. 3) 440 Becoming a candidate for the tri-

buneship,. .[he] was elected without much opposition. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 41 The crimes which had dis-
graced the stormy tribuneship of Shaftesbury.

Tribunitial, -icial (tribiwnijal), a. [f. L.
tribunici-us + -al. Cf. OF. tribunicial Ci4th c. in

Godef.).] Of or pertaining to a Roman tribune;
tribunitian. Also transf.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann, in. xii. (1622) 81 Tiberius
..sent letters to the Senate, requesting the Tribuniciall
authority for Drusus. 1621 Jas. I Anszu. to Petit. Comm.
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 46 If you would give as good
ear to them, as you do to some Tribunitial Orators among
you. 1783 Blair Lcct. Rhet. (1813) I. xiii. 295 Those
terrible tribunitial harangues, by which he inflamed.. the
citizens of Rome. 1858 Bushnell Nat. ^ Supernal, xii.

(1864) 380 Reason maybe allowed to have a tribunitial veto
against it. 1885 G. Salmon in Academy 5 Dec. 368/1 The
tribunicial power was conferred on Trajan in the month of
October,

Tribtuiitian, -ician (tribiwni-Jan), a. [f.

as prec+-AN. Cf. F. tribunicien (i4lh c. in

Hatz.-Darm,).] Of, belonging or pertaining to a
Roman tribune, or the office of tribune.

1533 Bellenden Li-iy in. iv. (S.T.S.) I. 255 pis auctorite
tribuniciane was devisit to J>e vniuersall profTitt and sup-
porte of t>e ciete. 1598 Grenewky 'Tacitus' Ann. vi. iv.

(1622) 126 By a Tribunitian law it was brought vnto halfeone
in the hundred ; and in the end Vsury was wholly forbidden.
X730 A. Gordon Maffei's Amphitk. 342 The Tribunitian
Viatores had places. 1843 Dk Quincev Pagan Cracks
Wks. 1858 VIII. 180 The very same reason which had
obliged Augustus not to suppress.. the tribunitian office.

1891 Farrah Darkn. ^ Dawn Ix, He would exercise his

ancient^ tribuntcian privilege, and veto a decree of con-
demnation.

b. transf. and fig. Having the power of veto

like the Roman tribunes; popularly appointed;
demagogic; factious.

1637 Heylin Answ. to Burton 80 Mass. Prinne is of a
factious Tribunitian spirit. 1^83 Town iV Country Mag. 19
He must, .exercise a tribunitian power of. .preventing ihe
exhibition of what the nominal physician prescribes. 1846
Landor To y. Forster Wks. 1 1. 675 Steadfast Cromwell's tri-

bunitian throne. 1854 Milman Lat. Chr. vii. i. (1864) IV.
21 The tribunitian fury of ecclesiastical demagogues. 1888
PallMall G. 20 ]a.vi. 2/2 'I'he association would be, .a great
associated tribune of the people, with more than tribunitian

powers.

+ Tribuni'tlous, a. Obs. rare, [f, as prec. +
-oua.] Factious or violent, after the manner attri-

buted to the Roman tribunes; = Tribunitian b.

s6oo Holland Livy xxxiv. ii. 853 Yours will the blame
bee, if yee have brought women now to raise and stirre up
tribunitious seditions. 1625 Bacon Ess., Counscli (Arb.) 87
Let them not come in Multitudes, or in a Tribunitious
Manner.

Tribu'nitive, a, rare, [irreg. f. L. tribiinus

Tribune sb,^, by false analogy with such words as

unitive^ punitive, etc.] Of or pertaining to a tri-

bune or popular champion.
18^ Goluw. Smith in Oxford Ess.^10 Whatever demo-

cratic or Iribunitive spirit it might have .
.

, would not be cor-

rupted by evil communications with hereditary despotisms.

Tributable (tri-bi«tab'l), a, [f. Tribute 5b.+
-ABLE.] Liable to pay tribute; subject to tribute.

1830 W, Taylor Hist, Surv. Germ. Poetry II. 126 He
ought not be waited on for nothing, To whom so many heads
are tributable.

Tributary (tri'biwtari), a. and sb, [ad. L.

iribtitdri-us : see next and -aby l. Cf. K. tributaire

(i2th c. in Godef. Compl.),^

A. adj. 1. Paying tribute ; subject to imposts.
138a WvcLiF 1 Mate. xiii. 39 ^if eny other thing was tribu-

tarye [gloss] or bounden to tribute, in Jerusalem, nowe be
it not tributarie. 142a tr. Secrcta Secret.^ Priv. Priv. xxxiii.

185 Al.. by-came lyeges and Subiectes tributaries by grete

othis for ham and hare kyngedoines and tordsbuppes. 1494
Fabvan Chron. 11. xlviii. 31 At those dayes a great parte of

y« worlde was irybutar^ to Rome. 1570-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826) p. xii, These therefore were] by lulius

Caesar subdued to the Romane Empire, and their countrie

made a tributarie Province. 1665 Drvden Ind. Emp. 1. ii,

This Charles is some poor Tributary Lord._ 1786 Burke W.
Hastings lu. iiL xxviii. Wks. XI. 460 As far independent as a
tributary prince could be. 1845 Stocquei.ek Har.dbk. Brit.

I/idia (1^54) ^ Many states, hitherto independent, were com-
pelled to become tributary to the Company.

c 141a HoccLKVE De Reg. Princ. 89 pat fretynge aduer-
sarie Myn hertte] made to hym tributarie. 1577 Hellowes
Gueuara's Chron. lyi Traiane did vse to say, that Rome
was more tributarie then any pl-ice of the world : for that
they could not eate, but if it were giuen them from other
kingdomes. 1796 IJurnky Mem. Metastasio II. 218 Pro-
ductions., for which they used to be tributary to the industry
of other nations.

2. transf, 2,xv\ fig. Furnishing subsidiary supplies

or aid; subsidiary, auxiliary, contributory; also

said of a stream or river which flows into another.
x6xi Shaks. Cymb. iv, ii, 37 Th'emijerious Seas breeds

Monsters J fur the Dish, Poore Tributary Kiuers, as sweet
Fish. 1764 Goldsm. yVflz/. 49 For me your tributary stores

coiubiue. x86o Xynoall Glac. \. vii. 57, 1 climbed up among



TRIBUTE.

the tributary glaciers. iQjS Huxley Pkyshgr. ^^ With
reference therefore to the rivers tributary to the Thames.
1899 Allimit's Syst. Med, VI. 651 The neuralgia may affect

ttie whole of the tributary nerves of the plexus.

3. Paid or offered as tribute ; of the nature of

tribute ; contributory.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 159 Loe at this Tombe my tribu-

tane teares, I render. x63a Lithgow Trav, \\. 55 They pay
a j-early tributary pension vnto the great Turke. x;;?!

Poetry m Ann. Ke£'. 206 Immortal fame Shall grace with
tributary praise thy name. 1780 Cowker Table Talk iia

Many a dunce, whose fingers itch to write, Adds, as he can,

his tributary mite. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles i. t, Each
minstrel's tributary lay Paid homage to the festal day.

4. Of which one bears the cost ; expensive.

x63a LiTH&ow Trav* i. 9 The chargeable expences of a
tributary ioumey. Ibid, in. 114 This tributary, tedious,

and sumptuous peregrination.

B. SO, (Absolute use of the adj. So in Fr.)

1. One who pays tribute, Alsoy%*.
[ciyjs Sc. Leg. Saints xii. {Mathias) 123 With trybvtaris

he fled t>ane to J>e towne of lerusaleme.] 1433-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) I. 27s For Sicambri were tributaryes to thempyre of

Rome vnto the tymeofValentinian. 153s CovEROALE/Afate
1.4 He..subdued y«londes and people with their prynces,so

that they became tributaries vnto him. 1612 Davies W<A>
Ireland^ etc. (1787) 10 The Irish Lords did only promise to

become tributaries to King Henry the Second. And such as

pay only tribute, .are not properly subjects but sovereigns,

a i;ro4 T. Bkown Atsop^s St, Conform, Wks. 1711 IV. 119
Living a constant Tributary to those Vermin the Bailiffs.

x866 Rogers Agric, ^ Prices I. xx. 509 A tributary and
vassal to the English monarch.

2. transf. i\x\A Jig. One who or that which fur-

nishes subsidiary supplies or aid, a. spec. A stream

contributing its flow to a larger stream or lake ; an
affluent, feeder.

{Not in Todd 1818, Webster 1828, or Craig 1849.)

1836 W, Irving Astoria HI. 261 A fortified post and port

..commanding the trade of that river and its tributaries.

1846 M"^CuLLOCH Ace. Brit, Empire (1854) 1, 35 The Medway
can hardly be called a tributary of the Thames ; but . .it falls

into the aestuary of the latter. 1866 M. Arnold Thyrsis xi.

What sedged brooks are Thames 's tributaries. 1897 Makv
KiNGSLEV IV, Africa 354 Two new rivers, .both of which he
surmised were tributaries of the Congo.

b. Of Other things.

1859 CoRNWALLis Panorama New World \. \yj At the

foot of this terraced hill was the necropolis, and near it its

tributary, the Bendigo Hospital. 1859 Geo. Eliot A.Bede
ii, The lower sphere might be said, at a rough guess, to be

thirteen times larger than the upper, which naturally per-

formed the function of a mere satellite and tributary. 1870
Kmerson Soc. <V Solit.t Bks. Wks. (Bohn) III. 84 The great

metropolitan English speech, the sea which receives tribu-

taries from every region under heaven.

Hence Tri'bntarily adv,, Tri'bntariness.
1727 Bailey Vol. II, TribittarinesSy the Condition or State

of those that pay Tribute. 1847 Webster, Tributarily^
adv. in a tributary manner.

Tribute (tri'biwt), sb. Also 4 trebute, tri-

buyt, -nit, -it, 4-6 tribut, trybut, -e, 5 Sc. trew-
but, -e. [ad. L. tributum^ neut. of tributiis^ pa.

pple. of tribu-^re to assign, give, pay. Cf. F,

tribiU (15th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), and the semi-

popular and inherited OF. forms trebiis (14th c. in

Godef. Compl.) and tri'u : see Tbew.]
L A tax or impost paid by one prince or state to

another in acknowledgement of submission or as

the price of peace, security, and protection ; rent or

homage paid in money or an equivalent by a sub-

ject to his sovereign or a vassal to his lord.

1340-70 Alex. <5- Dind. 710 pei,. taken of 30U tribit t>at

traie is to paie, Of ^oure offringus alle ofte in \>q jere-

7^1400 Morte Arik. 114 With-owttyne more trouflj-ng the
Irebute we aske. That Julius Cesar wane wyth his jentiile

knyghttes I 1490 Caxton Encydos i^yiyix. ii/TheyofAthenes
muste sende eueri yere for a trybute to the kynge Mynos
of Crete.. seuen men and seuen wymen. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleideute^s Comtn. 41 b, Germany is muche impouerished
with warres.. and with tributes. 1610 Shaks. T'cw/.i.iL 113

He , . Confederates , . with King of Naples To giue him
Annuall tribute, doe him homage. 1781 Gibbon Decl.ff F.
xvii. (1869) 1. 470 A large portion of the tribute was paid in

money. i843/'f«MyCj'tY. XXVII. 503/2 Edgar.. liberat[ed]

the Welsh from the payment of the tax of gold and silver on
condition of an annual tribute of three hundred wolves.

187a Freeman Gr». SketchyXx. § 14 (1874)225 The successes

of the Turks were largely owing to their taking a tribute of
children from their Christian subjects.

b. Hence contextually. The obligation or neces-

sity of paying this ; the condition of being tributary,

as to lay a tribute on. Underj + on tribute : under
obligation to pay tribute {sXsoJig. : cf. 2).

1377 Lancu p. pi. B. XIX. 37 Wonyeth ^ere none But vnder
tribut & taillage as tykes & cherles. c 1470 Henry Wallace
V. 589 Still scho duelt on trewbute in the toune, And pur-

chest had king Eduuardis protectioune. 1535 Coverdale
Prov, xii. 24 A diligent hande .<;hal beare rule, but the ydle
shal be vnder tribute. 1609 Bible (Douay) ibid.^ The hand
..which is slothful, shal serve under tributes. i66j Bp.

Hopkins Serm, \ Pet. ii. 13 (1685) 4 If a fay": did only lay

a tribute upon our eyes. 1793 R. Hall ApoL Freed. Press
Vf, 50 His inrperial fancy h^ laid all nature under tribute.

2. irans/.Tixi^Jig, Something paid or contributed

as by a subordinate to a superior ; an offering or gift

rendered as a duty, or as an acknowledgement of

affection or esteem.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxvil 145 h|

The euils , . wherof by the tribute of death, they were de-

liuered. x6<^ Sir T, Herbert Trav. (1677) 39 His Father
..having paid Nature her last Tribute. .the year before.

342

167X Milton P. R. in. 258 From his side two rivers flow'd,

..Then meeting joyn'd thir tribute to the Sea. 1750 Gray
Elegy 80 Some frail memorial . . Implores the passing tribute

of a sigh. 1806 Med, Jml. XV. 318 The committee, -also

declare, that they cannot conclude their report, without re-

turning a just tribute of acknowledgement to the illustrious

author of this discovery, Dr. Tenner. 1850 Syd, S>nitlCs

Wks. I. 8/1 notCy I cannot read the name of Malthus with-

out adding my tribute of affection for the memory of one of
the best men that ever lived, i860 Hook Lines Alps. I.

vi. 323 To the merits of Grimbaid no higher tribute could
have been paid.

3. In Mining (originally in the tin-mining of

Cornwall ; now in general use), a. The propor-

tion of the value of the ore raised, paid by the

miners to the owners or lessors of the land or their

representatives, b. The proportion of ore raised

or its value, paid to the miners by the owners of

the mine or land, in payment of their labour, c.

Hence, to work on tribute y or on the tribute

system^ to work on the plan of paying or receiv-

ing certain proportions of the produce, d. Work
performed in excavating and dressing the ore, as

distinguished from iut-work^ which consists in

sinking shafts, driving of adits, and similar pre-

paratory operations.
_a. 1778 Prvce ^m. Cor//K<5. 330/1 Tributey[ca\\e6.\a.Cope
[in] North of England, a consideration or share of the pro-

duceof aMine either in money or kind,. paid by the Takers
or Tributors to the original Adventurers or owners, for the
liberty granted to the Takers of enjoying the Mine, or a part
thereof, called a Pitch, for a limited time. 1886 iV. Zealand
Herald i June 6/7 Tributes were let to several parties,

whose contributions to the companyduring the year amounted
to ;Ci53 19s* 6d« The receipts showed calls to be £iS7Z 4^i
tributers^i53"i9S. 6d., sundries (such as crushing, interest,

and overdraft) ;^47 qs. 6d. : total, ;^i774 13s. 1911 C. Iio\ i>

in United Empire July 393 The Tributor is a small gold-
miner . . paying tribute on his holding.
b. x8ja Babbagk Econ. Manuf. xxvi. (ed. 3) 252 Tribute^

which IS payment for raising and dressing the ore, by means
of a certain part of its value when rendered merchantable.

'85s J- 1^ Leifchii.d Cornwall Mines x^-i The ores so raised
are sold every week, and the miner immediately receives his

tribute or per centage for which he agreed to work. 1865
R. Hunt I'op. Rom. W. Eng. Ser. 1. (1871) 90 The induce-
ments of very high ' tribute were held out to the miners.

C 1869 R. M. Ballantvne Deep Down xxviii. 359 When a
man workson 'tribute' he receives so many shillings for every
twenty shillings' worth ofore that he raises during the month.
1875 Melbourne Spectator 12 June 63/2 The company
pleaded that the mme was let on tribute. 1877 Raymond
Statist. Mines ^ MiningZ^ The Wyoming and Pittsburgh
are worked on tribute. 1885 Money Market Rev. 29 Aug.
(Cassell), Some twelve men are now working old dump, con-
centrating on tribute.

d. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 246/1 The dead work is denomi-
nated ' tutwork ', and the raising of ores ' tribute *. ibtd.^

The mode of payment adopted in tutwork and tribute is

entirely different : in the former case . . the miner . . is paid at
so much per fathom..; in the latter case., the miner receives

a certain percentage on the actual value [of the ore], being
paid at the rate of so many shillings in the pound upon that
value.

4. attrib. and Comb,^ as tribute-bribe^ -coin,

'gatherer y -offer^-paycry-payment^ -piece
.,
-quittattcey

-river, -roll\ in sense 3, as tribute-man ^ -pitch

(Pitch sb^^ 12), system^ -taker^ work\ tribute-

bearing, -paying adjs. ; tribute-children, children

surrendered as tribute. See also Tbibutk-monky.
Ax66i HoLVDAY Juvenal {;Lt-j'^ 21 Yet in his life Paid

*tribute-bribes to his own conscious wife. 1603 Knolles
Hist. ^Kr^j (1638) 332 Far the greatest part ofthese *tribute
children, taken from their Christian parents, .. bee caused
to be dispersed into euery city and country of his dominion
in Asia, 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd, Sf Com/tnv. 510 margin.
The lenio^iaus, or tribute-children. 158a N. T. (Rhem.)
Matt. xxii. 19 Shew me the "tribute coine. And they offred

him a penie. xsja Huloet, *Trybute gatherer, telo. 1649
Milton Eikon. iv. They had stoned his tribute-gatherer.

1839 Dk la Beche Rep. Geol. Corttiv., etc. xv. 503 It seems
they worked in different parties.. like the *tribute-men of
the mines, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xvii, Fair streames
. .let the *tribute-offer ofmy teares unto you, procure your
stay a while with me, 1532 Huloet, *Trybute payer, sti-

Pendarius, . .iributarius, 1598 Hakluvt Voy. 1. 60 From
what countrey soeuer tribute payers, or ambassadours come
vnto him. x86o J. Cairns Mem, J. Brozu/t vi. 186 The true
Christian doctrine of civil obedience and "tribute paying.

1592 Kyd Sp, Tra^. i. iii, Is our embassadour disjiatcht for

Spaine?. .And "tribute paiment gone along with him? i6io
Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) loi Whether these "tribute-
pieces were coined by the Romans . . I may not easily affirme.

1778 Pkyce Min. Cornub. 189 A "Tribute-Pitch consists of
a few fathoms in length on the course of the Lode [in a
Copper Mine). 1865 R. Hunt Pop. Rom, W. Eng. Ser. i.

(1871) 105 She was promised no end of good luck. .and Jan
the best luck in tribute-pitches. 1819 Shellev Prometh.
Unb. III. iii, Indus and its "tribute rivers, 1605 Sylvester
Du Bartas ii. iii. iv. Captaines 119 A thousand Streamlings
that ne'er saw the Sun, With "tribute silver to his service

run. 187a R. B. Smyth Mining Statist, 83 There does not
appear any very good reason why prospecting ventures
should not, as a rule, be established on the "tribute system.
tSS^Encycl.Brit. XVI, 449/2 Thetbird method is that which
is known as the tribute system. The miner working on tri-

bute, .gives the mining company all the ore he extracts at a
certain proportion of its value, after he has paid all the cost

of breaking it, hoisting it to the surface, and dressing it.

X778 pRYCE fl^in. Cornub. 189 A "Tribute-Taker, as well as
every other Miner in a Bal, obliges himself and partners to

lend a hand gratis at the capstan whenever required, 1874

J. H. Collins Metal Mining 127 What are the advantages
and disadvantages of the different forms of * tut work ' as
compared with ' "tribute work'?

TRICALCIUM.

Tribute (tri-bi«t), v. [f. prec. sb.]

tl. intr. To yield tribute; trans, to pay as

tribute. Obs, rare.

c 1440 Ballad, on Husb. iv. 555 But hem I sette in wel
pastyned londe, And they tributed with felicite. 1570 Levins
Manip. 196/26 To Tribute, tribuere. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 302 Amorous Trifler, that spendeih. .his After-
noones in discourse with Paint, or Lust, tributing most
precious Minutes, to the Scepter of a Fanne.

2. Mining, trans, and intr. To work on tribute.

Hence Tri'buted///. a. ; Tri'buting vbL sb. and
///. a.

1855 J. R. Leifchild Cornwall Mines 143 TributSig. .is

a business requiring keen judgment and close application.
Ibid, 152 Dolcoath miners, ..tut-working and tributing, to
send up copper for coinage, for tea-urns, for tea-kettles, and
for trinkets. 1909 Westm, Gaz. 29 Dec. 10/4 All the
tributing parties, owing to their being unable to earn a living,

threw up their contracts, xpia Times 19 Dec. 19/1 From all

of the tributed properties they were receiving revenue,

Tri'bTlte-ino:iie3r. Money paid in tribute.

1526 TiNDALE Matt. xxii. 19 Let me se the tribute money.
And they toke hym a peny. 1706 Arbuthnot Sertn. Misc
Wks. 1751 II. 185 Let down your Nets; and you may fetch

your Tribute-Money out of your Fishes. 18x4 Scott Wav.
XV, Paying the arrears of tribute money. z88x W. W.
Newton Childr. Serm, xii. 67 The tribute numey was about
one shilling and threepence,

Tributer: see Tuibutob.

Tributor, tributer (tri-bitttaj). Also (5 -ir),

5-6 -our, 6 tribitour. [f. Tribute v, (or?j^.)

-t- -OR, -OUR (after agent-nouns from L. or F.), and
-ER 1 (on English analogies). Cf. rare late L. tri"

tutor one who gives.]

fl. One who pays iribnte. Also^^. Obs.
1483 Catk, Angl. 393/2 A Trlbutir, tributarius, 1534

Whitinton Tnllyes Offices iii. {1540) 152 That the cytes
that Lucius Scylla made fre..shulde be tributers agayne.
1547 lioORDE Introd. Knoivl. xxiv. (1870) 181, 1 am a Vene-
sien. . For part of my possession, I am come tributor to the

Turke. 1588 Pakke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 60 The
prouince of Santon 3. millions and 700. thousand tributers.

1596 FiTZ-GEFFRAY.S'/ry''. />rrt<&£(i88i) 7ol"he mighty Silver-

river.. His tributorie sandes to him reveal'd ; Norsdained
it to be a tribitour, Vnto the Oceans mightie Emperour,
a X648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 435.

1 2. A giver, bestower. Obs. rare—^,
4x548 Hall Ckron., Hen. y 50 b, Almightie God geuer
& tributor of this glorious victory.

3. Mining, A miner who works * on tribute '

:

see Tribute sb, 3 c.

1778 Pryce A/in, Cornub. 1B8 The Tributor. .has several

persons concerned with him. Ibid, 330/1 [see TRiBirrE sb,

3aJ- 1855 J. R. Leifchild Cornwall Mines 147 The ore
sold for /i82:2:2, and, as the tribute was 7^. td. in the
pound, the share for the tributers was ^^68 : 5 :

9. "873 Mel*
bourne Spectator 29 May 46/1 A fight between the few
Europeans employed on the works and the Chinese tributers.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. zi8/i Capitalists, landowners^ in-

ventors, Cornish tributers.. are all brought under the stimu-
lating influence of self-interest. 1886, 191X [see Tribute sb,

3 a]. 1903 Daily Record i Oct. 4 The concessions by the late

Boer Government.. have got into hands so grasping that
their excessive terms to tributors for water-rights and power
have kept a large area of these fields fallow,

Tributorian (tribiwtos'rian), a, rare. [f. late

L. tributori-us Tributory -i- -an,] Of or pertain-

ing to tribute or payment,
x88o MuiRHEAD Caius IV. § 72 There is the tributori&n

action against a father or owner, whose son or slave has with
his father's or owner's knowledge invested his pccnliutn in

merchandise.

t TributOTiOUS, a. rare. [f. as prec, + -ous.]

1727 Bailey vol. II, Tributorious, pertaining to Dis-
tribution.

t Tri'butOry, a. and sb. Obs, [ad. (jarid.) L,

tributorius of or concerning payment, f. tributor^

agent-n. from tribu-he to bestow, give, pay : cf.

contribtttory. Superseded by the nominal deriva-

tive Tributary,]
A. adj. Paying tribute ; = Tributary a, i.

cx^6o FoRTEScUE Abs. fif Lim. Mon. iii. (1885) 115 The
peple.. sought helpe of the Romayns, to whom thai hade be
tributori. 1S30 Palsgr. 283/1 Trybutorie,/r/45«^<zj'rr. 1585
T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 111. xiii. 95 [They] are
not tributorie in any gabels or money taxes, 1596 [see

Tributor \\. 1615 G, Sandys Trav. 319 My father. .that

rich country tributory made.

B. sb, = Tributary sb. i,

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. vii. 37 They
became tributories vntoo the prince of the Turkes. [But cf.

I. ix. 12 A newe Kyng, vnto whom they.-rendred them
selues as his tributaries.]

Tributyrin (tr3i,bi77-tirin). Chem. [f. TBi-5a
4- Butyrin.] Glycerol tributyrate, C^r^ifitj the

compound ether or ester ofglycerin and butyric acid

;

cf. Triacetin: a colourless oily liquid, boiling at

285'' C, the characteristic constituent of butter-fat.

»8SS Q' JrnL CJtem. Soc VII. 282. 1863-71 Watts Diet.

Chem. 1.697 Tributyrin . . is a neutral, oily liquid^ with an
odour analogous to that of [monobutyrin and dibutyrin^
and a pungent taste, with irritating aftertaste.

Tricalcic (tr9i,kae-lsik), also Tricalcium,
a.Chem, [f, Tri- 5b -H Calcic, Calcium.] Apphed
to a salt containing three atoms of calcium ; e. g.

tricalcic ox tricatcium phosphate^ Ca3(PO^)2, a salt

of calcium and orthophosphoric acid, H3PO1.
1871 Valentin Pract. Chem. 147 Hydric disodic phos-

phate gives a bulky white precipitate of tricalcic phosphate,

1876 Habley Royle's Mat. Med. 6x The ashes of bones..
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consist chiefly of tricalcic phosphate. 1911 Jml, Chent. Soe.

C II. 396 Action of a solution of Sodium hydroxide on Tri-

calcium phosphate.

Tricapsular (tr3ik£E*psiiJlai), a. Nat. Hist.

[f. Tri- + 1^ capstila Capsule + -ab.] Having three

capsules.

1694 Phil Trans. XVIII. 278 Tricapsular Seed-vessels.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 11. xxix. (1765) 145 In Aconitum
some are tricapsular, and others quinquecapsular.

Tri-car to Tricaudate: see Tbi- 4 c, t a.

Tricarbon (tr3i*ka:jb^n), a. Chem. [f. Tbt-

5 b + Carbon.] Containing or derived from three

atoms of carbon, as the tricarbon series of hydro-

carbons.
1866 [see Tbi- 5 b]. 1866 Roscob EUm, Chem, xxviL 239

Whilst CH4 is the type of the mono-carbtin series, CaHu
Is that ofthe di-carbon series, and similarly, CsHs that of the

tri-carbon series. Jbid, xxx. 273 Tricarbon Series : Propyl
alcohol CsHsO.
Tricchery, -ori, obs. forms of Treachery.

t Trice, si.^ Obs. rare. Also 5 tryys, -st,

-8te. [a. MDu. trtse, trijs, Du. irijs windlass,

pulley, hoisting-block = AILG. trisse^ trttse tackle,

hoisting-rope (whence also Da. tridsCy trisse, Sw.
trissa sheave, pulley, Ger. frieze crane, pulley).

Cf. Trice z^.] A pulley or windlass.

1357-^ El^ Sacr. Rolls (1907) II. 178 In j trice empt. de
r>oinino Priorc 6* S*". £1440 rromp. Fan>. 503/1 Tr>'yste,

wyndas [v. rr, tryys, tryyst], machina^ carchesia. i46z~3
Norwich Sacr. Roll (ilS.t, Pro le trice ad trahendum
plumbum, xx d. Infuneethawuseris pro le trice, iij s. ix d.

Trice (trois), sb^^ Forms: 5-6 tryse, 6 tryce,

6-7 triae, 6- trice. [Found first in phrase at a
trice, app. originally *at one pull or lug, at one
effort ', trice bi-ing app. verbal sb. from Trice v. ;

soon passing into the sense * at once, immediately,

in a moment, instantly*, whence in later use the

simple sb. comes to be equal to ' instant, moment *.

Cf, the sense-development of Fr. \h un cotip^ (J

coupf + tout d un coup, tout dtun coup, orig. * at a
stroke*, hence 'at once, immediately, instantly*.
The later phrase zh a trice recalls the Sp. en un tris

in-;tantly, orig, ' in a crack ' (Crack sb. 2), from iris the
noise made by cracking or breaking of glass ; but the Eng.
phrase *at a trice' appears too early for Spanish influence.
Rather are the English, French, and Spanish phrases
parallels expressing suddenness of action.]

"L \a,. At a trice, lit, at a single pluck or pull

;

hence, in an instant ; instantly, forthwith ; without
delay. Obs,
f 1440 ipomydon 392 The howndis..Pluckid downe dere

all at a tryse. a 1530 Heywood Love (1534) B iv, At dore
were this trull was, I was at a tryce. 1540 Palsgr. Aco-
lastus N j b, Open the dores at ones, or at a tryce. 1603
Harsnet Pop. impost. 59 They made sure to have a Devil
readie at a trice. 11635 Naunton Fragnt. Reg. (Arb.) 49
True it is, He had gotten the Queens care at a trice.

fb. IVilk a trice in same sense. Obs.
1515 Barclay Egloges \\\. (i 570) B vjh Sometime thy bed.

felowe L& colder then is yse, To him then he draweth thy
cloathes with a trice, a 1566 R. Edwardks Damon !f Pithias
(1571) Hj, Now Pithias kneele downe, ..And with a trise

thy head from thy shoulders I wyll conuay. 1577 North-
BROOKE Dicing (iZ^^) 129 The game gotten by this pbye at
dyce, when all is gotten with a trice ouer the thumbe, with-
out anye trafiuke or loane. i6»S Gmnahio*s Sp. Inquis.
140 Immediatly after this confession thus by them m.'ide,

they broke their necks with a trice.

O. In a trice {fort a trice) in same sense.
1508 Skeltom P. Sparowe 1 131 To tell you what conccyte

I had than in a tryce, The matter were to nyse, 1553 BtcoN
Reliques o/Rome{\s^-^ 266 The AungelU..mayeas a man
would say in a trise go downe vnto them. 1577-87 Houn-
siiEU Chron. II.31/1 SudJenlie. inatriceitskippeth to the
top of the rocke. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. \. 238 On a trice, .

.

Euen in a dreame, were we diuided from them. 1699 Ld.
Tarbut in Pepys' Diary^ etc (1879) VI. 195 In a trice, from
words they came to blows.

^ 178s Cowper Gilpin xxx, In a
trice the turnpike-men Their gates wide open threw. 1847C Brontk y. Eyre xxj 111 make you decent in a trice. 187a
Black Adv. Phaeton ix, A fire is lit in a trice.

t2. One single attempt or act; the time taken
for this; an instant or moment; a very brief

period. Obs,

*S79. ToMSON Ca/rnn's Serm, Tim. 899/a Wee shall
manieile howe the deuUl coulde so deceiue vs at the flrst

trice. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc, (159") 5 .Stand by a trice,

but looke you dei>art not the court. 1997-8 lip. Hall Sat,
IV. viL 57 The whiles^ the Hkerous priest spits euery trice.

160^ Shaks. Lear \. L 219 That she. .should in this trice
of time Commit a thing so monstrous, a x6z8 Raleigh
Advice o/Son (1651) 8 Nothing would be so much esteemed
as a short trice of time, which now by days, and moneths,
and years, is most lavishly misspent. x6<J8 Wilkins Real
Char. 186 By Time.. Instant, Moment, Trice, Nick.

+ Trice, sb,^ Obs. Origin and meaning obscure.
(Various! jj conjectured to be a variant or erroneous form of

Trace sb.^ in sense ' way, course (of action) ', or of Trist,
Tryst.)
c 1460 G. Ashby Dicta Philos. 508 A kynge sholde not sett
hym selfe in myche price, Ner his coimseil haue of hym
gouernance, Ne ofte use huntyng, keping wele his trice,

Ner take any newe way by ignorance. [/,. Decet regem
non multum appreciare seipsum, nee gubernari suo consilio,
nee vti frequenter venacione, nee incedere senuta quam
ignorat]

Trice (trais), V. Also 4-7 tryce, trise, 5-6
tryse ; S-9 erron, trace, [a, M Du. trfsen^ Du.
trijsen to hoist = MLG, trtssen, tritscn^ whence

also Da. trisse^ Ger. triezen to hoist. Ulterior

history obscure.]

f 1. trans. To pull ; to pluck, snatch, draw with
a sudden action ; rarely, to carry off (as plunder).

To trice one out of a thing, to do one out of it by
sudden force. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 535 By god out of his sete I

wol nym trice [v.rr. tryce, trise]. X42i'a Hoccvevk Dial.
208 in Afin. Poems 117 Whan that deathe shall men from
hence trice. 1446 Lydg. Nightingale Poems i. 336 Deth wyll
you trise, ye wot not how ne whenne. c 1450 Lovelich Grail
xiii. 20 In the tyme Of the chas, Alle Tholomes harneis
Itrised was. 1500-25 in Thorns* Aiucd. (Camden) 31 Sir
William . . makes no more adoe but trices him up, and throwes
him into the Thames. 1540 Palsgk. Acolastus Argt. Cj,
After he was left naked and triced away from al his goodes,
or bereued of al that euer he had. 1600 W. Watson Deca-
cordon (1602) 103 Vntill they might get him triced out of
their way. 16x1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, ix. viii. § 38 Thus to
be triced out of that which so vehemently.. he tooke care
to see effected. 1618 Bolton Florus (1636) 106 Wee never-
thelesse had tryced him out of most of her Townes and
Countries.

2. To pull or haul with a rope; spec, {Naut.)
usually with up, to haul or hoist up and secure
with a rope or lashing, to lash up.
?dcx4oo Morte Arth. 833 They trisene vpe I>aire saJllez,

And rowes ouer the ryche see, 1579-80 North Plutarch
(1676) 401 They threw him down a Rope from the wall,
which he tyed about his middle, and so was triced up by it.

x62a R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea{\Z^i) 105 We cast a snare
about his neck and so tryced him into the ship, 1627 Capt.
Smith Seaman's Gram, iv, 18 Ropes fast triced together
with handspikes. Ibid. v. 22 Bunt lines is. .a small rope.,
to trice or draw vp the Bunt of the saile. x688 R. Holme
Armoury iii, xv. (Roxb.) 34/a They trise vp the anchor
from the Hawse to the top of the fore-castle. 1836 Marryat
Midsh. Eas^ x. 28 All the wet sails were also spread on the
booms or triced up in the rigging. 1907 Macm, Mag, Feb,
316 Aft there, two of you,..and trice the ladder up.

Hence Tricing vbl, sb.\ also attrib, 0.% tricing-

batten, -line, -rope ; see quots.
1^04 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 397, liij trasys ij trysyng

rapts. 1627 Capt. Smith Seatnan's (}rani. i. viii. 36 For
slinging the yards, lx>using or trising. X769 Falconer Diet.
Marine {1776), Tracing-Line (ed. 1815 'Tricing-Line\..&
small cord., used to hoist up any object to a higher station...
Suchaiethetracing-linesof the awnings,and thoseofthe yard
tackles. 1804 A. B. in Nazal Chron. XII. 381 [He] cut one
of the tricing lines of the netting. X836 E. Howard R.
Reefer xlv. My triclng-up to the truck. CX850 Rudim,
iVrti'/]f. (Weale) 156 Tricing battens,.. lo which the sailors
trice-up the middle of their hammocks out of the headway.
1909 A themettm 30 Mar. 339/2 The tricing.up of a refractory
midshipman to the mast-head.

-triC6« suffix, a. F. -trice, ad. L. -trix, -trtce-m,

or It. -trice; in Latin forming feminines to agent-
nouns in -tor. In Eng. formerly used in many
words, as in corruplrice, directrice, genetrice,

imperatrice, mediatrice, oratrice, salvatrice, vic-

irice, also (from deserter) desertrice. Modem Eng,
prefers the form -tkix from the L. nominative, esp,

in legal and learned words ; but, in others, generally

substitutes the compound suffix -tkeS3.

Tricellular : see Tbi- i a.

Tricenary (traisrnari), a. and sb. Also 5
erron, trioenn-. [ad, L. trtcindri-us of, pertain-

ing to, or consisting of thirty, f. triccnt thirty each.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to thirty ; containing,

or lasting, thirty days. ? Obs,

1655 Stanley llist. Philos, ni. (1701) 75/2 After Solon's
time, the Civil year.. consisted of Months,.. alternately of
twenty nine, and thirty days, at Athens, though divers
places of Greece, .did not for a long time after part with
their tricenary Months. X67X H, M. tr, Erasm, Colloq. 389
Tricenary and yearly Masses.

B. sb, R, C. Ch, [med,L. tricendriunif Du
Cange.] A series of masses said on thirty con-
secutive days : cf, Tbental.
XA8a Monk 0/Evesham (Arb.)^4 That sche schulde orden

to be seyde for me. v, tricennarijs of messys. X91X A. M.
Buchanan ir, Contempt, Li/exxx. loi Numerous anniversary
Masses are said, and the suffrages for the dead are increased
by tricenaries, during which Masses are offered on thirty
consecutive days.

So Tricexia*rioua a. (rare^°) = tricenary adj.

(In V>me mod. Diets, misspelt tx*icennarious, and con-
fused in form and sense with Tricennial.)
1656 Blount Gloisogr., THcenarious, of or belonging to

thirty. (1836 Smart, Tricennial, belonging to the number
thiity; Tricennarious is less used. x88a Ogilvie (Annan-
dale), Tncennariaus,tx'vx\\DA3ii.\ belonging to the term of
thirty years.]

txrioe'nnal. Obs. [ad, med.(Anglo-)L. trt-

cenndle, in form neuter of L. iruennalis of or

belonging to thirty years, f. triciSs thirty times -H

amius year, but app, erroneously used for a tri-

cenary or trental.] = Tbicenauy B. *

1537 tr. Latimer's 2nd Serm. be/. Convoc, Eij, Your
forefathers sawe somwhat whiche made this constitution,

against the venalitie and sale of Masses, that vnder peine of
suspending, no priest shuld sell his sayinge of tricennals, or
annals. [1707 Fi.kktwood Chron. Tree. (174?) 109 Tricen-
nalia were called Trentals from Trigintalia, and in English,

a months-mind, because the service la-sled a month or 30
day;, in which they said so many masses.)

Tricennialf '^. rare"^, [i, L. tricenni-nm

period of thirty years (f. tricies thirty times -f- annus
year) -(- -al.] Of or belonging to tliirty )'ears.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Tricennial, of thirty or thrice ten
years. X73X Bailey, Tricennial, belonging to the Term of
30 Years. X864 Webstek, Tricennial, of, pertaining to, or
consisting of, thirty years; occurring once in every thirty
years.

Tricentenary (traise-nt/hari, -sentrnari), a,

and sb, [f. Tbi- + Centenary : cf. L. treccntenX

three hundred each.] = Tebcektenary.
1846 Worcester, Tricentenary, a period or space of three

hundred ^ears. Et\lectic\ Rev[ie2v]. 1882 Ogilvie (Annan-
dale), Tricentenary, n. i. That which consists of or compre-
hends three hundred ; the space of three hundred years.
2. The commemoration of any event which occurred three
hundred years before, as the 1 irth of a great man ; as,

Shakspere's tricentenary. Called also Tercentenary. Tri-
centenary, a., relating to or consisting of three hundred;
relating to three hundred years; as, a tricentenary cele-

bration. Called also Tercentenary,

So Tricenteua'xian, a person 300 years old.
X889 Acadent^ 20 July 34/3 Perhaps the interior of the

Antarctic continent may yield a crop of tricentenarians,

since, according to Herodotus, the most wonderful things
are generally found at the extremities of the earth.

Tricentennial (traisente-nial), a, and sb,

rare. [f. Tbi- + L. cenienni-um a space of a
hundred years + -AL : cf. prec] «= Tercentennial.
188J-3 Schaff^s Encycl. Relig. Kmrwi. II. 1051/2 The

great national Luther tri-centennial of 1817. 1893 Cycl.
Re?'. Current Hist. (U. S.) III. 311 The tricentennial exer-
cises were held in the exposition building.

Tricentralto Trieephalous : see Tri- i a, 4 b.

Triceps (trai-seps), a, and sb, [a. L. triceps,

tricipit-em three-headed, f. Tri- -f- -^^/-j, -cipit-,

deriv. form of cap-ut head, Cf. F, triceps (i 6th c.) .]

A. adj. Three-headed (in quot, 1 577 loosely,

consisting of three heads) ; spec, of a muscle

:

Having three heads or points of origin (see B).
X577 Grange Golden Aphrod., etc. Rijb, The Triceps

head of Cerberus. X804 Abernethv Surg. Obs. 99 An
agitation of fluid was felt beneath the triceps muscle in the
inside of the arm, x88i Mivart Cat 96 A rough process or
' tuberosity ', into which the triceps muscle is inserted,

B. sb. A triceps muscle ; spec, that of the thigh

{triceps extensor cruris, t. femoralis) and that of

the upper arm {t. extensor cubiti, t. humeralis').
X704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Tn'ceps, is a Muscle of the

Thigh, so called from its three Heads or Beginnings. X846
BRiTTANtr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper.Surg. 211 The brachial
[artery].. between the biceps and the internal portion of the
triceps. x86o O. W Holmes Elsie V. iii, (1887) 33 The
triceps, .furnishes the cal/oi the upper arm.

Hence f Trlccptio a. {tionce-wd.) [irreg. for

Tkicipital], three-headed.
X7x6 M. Davies Athen. Brit. II. To Rdr. 41 Those.,

Tnceptick or Trifaucian Cerberus's.

Tnceptor : see Tri- 4 c.

II TriceratopS (traise'rat^ps). FalsROnt.

[mod.L., f, Gr. rpiKipar-oi three-horned *- w\p face]

A genus of gigantic predentate dinosaurs of the

family Ceratopsidx, having a strong nasal horn,

besides two large pointed horns above the eyes

;

found in the Laramie beds of the United States.

X89J Pall MallG. 22 Mar. 7/1 In the same neighbourhood
also has been discovered recently another reptilian monster
called the triceratops, which had an enormous bony frill

aroLind the back of its neck, .measuring six feet across, .

.

The animal, though tremendously massive, was only thirty

feet long. X910 Spectator 21 May B38/2 The oddest is the
gigantic triceratops, the three-horned herbivorous dinosaur.

Tricesail, variant of Trysail.
Trieh, variant of Theche v. Obs., to cheat.

TrichsBsthesia to Trichauxis : see Tricho- 1.

tTri'cliard. Obs. [a. OF. trichart, mod.
Norm. dial, trichard, i. trickier, trechier, Treche z^.]

A deceiver, a cheat.

a X3a7 Pol. Songs (Camden) 69 Richard, thah thou be ever
trichard, trichen shall thou never more.

Triclxechine (tri-kekain), a, and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Trichech-us ( Artedi 1 705-35 ; f. Gr. Q^i^,

stem Tpix- hair + tx'^^^ to ^^ve ; applied to the

manatee * quia solus inter pisces fere hirsutus est ')

;

name (now disused) ofa genus including the manatee
and walais : see -ine l.] a. adj. Belonging to or

having the characters of the family Tricheckidse or

walruses, b. sb. An animal of this family, a
walrus. So Trichecliodont (trike*ki?d^nt) [Gr.

ohovs, hZovT- tooth] a., characterized by molar
teeth like those of the manatee, with cusps con-

fluent into two or more transverse crests ; sb. an
animal having such molar teeth ; Tri'chechoid a.

and sb. ^ trichechine.

[x84a Brands Diet. Sci., etc., Trichechus.] 1887 Cope Orig.
Fittest vii. 249 Many of tlie Tapirodonts have the Triche-
codont type of mandibular teeth. Ibid, 255 Trichecodonts.
—The Aiastodons and Elephants form a most complete series

between this form and the Bunodonts. x888 Cassell's
Encycl. Did.. Trichecliine. 1891 Cent. Diet., Trichechoid.

Tricherie, -erous, obs. ff. Treachery, -erou8.

Tricbi (trinji). colloq. or slang. Also trichy.
Short for Trichinopoli (cigar),

X877 R, F. Burton Sind Revisited I. i. 7 We smoked,
generally Manilla cheroots, now supplanted by foul Dindi-
gals and fetid * Trichies '. 1886 Yule & Bunnell Hobson-
Jobson, Trichies or Tritchies, the familiar name of the
cheroots made at Trichinopoly ; long, and rudely made, with
a straw inserted at the end for the mouth. 1889 Blackw,
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Mitg. Aug. 238, 1 had smoked a trichy whilst Wily watching

the fleecy clouds.

il Trichiasis (triki,?i-sis, trikai-asis). Path.

[I-ate L., a. Gr. t/ux'oC'S (Galen), f. rpixiav to be

hairy.] a. Introversion of the eye-lashes; also,

growth of an extra row of eye-lashes bencalli the

normal ones. b. A disease in which small fila-

raentoas bodies are passed in the urine : = Piu-

MICTION. O. A disease of the breasts in suckling

women, in which the nipples crack into fine fissures.

iMi LoVELL Hisl. Aiiim. H Min. 340 The trichiasi,s, when
haires grow under the natural, and prick the eye. 1693 tr.

Btancar<ts Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Trichiasis,. .\\xlX'j Urnie,

such as by reason of pituitous Humours Hairs seem to

swim in. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trichiasis, or In-
chosis, a growing of much Hair: Also a fault 111 the Eye.

lids when there is a double row of Hairs. 1839-^7 Todifs

Cycl. A tiai. III. 82/2 One of the operations for trichiasis is

to extirpate the roots of the eye-la.shes. 1857 Dunglison

Med. Lex., Trichiasis. . .I'his name has been given.. i. To

a disease of the kidneys or bladder, in which filamentous

substances, resembling hairs, are passed in the urine. .. 2. To
a painful swelling of the breasts, in child-bed women, when
the milk is excreted with difliculty. 1878 T. Bryant fract.

Surg. I. 312 The hair bulbs may become displaced, causing

the eyelashes to lie misdirected
—

' trichiasis *,

II
Trichidium (triki-di^m). Bot. PI. -la.

[mod.L., £. Gr. Bfi^, rpix- hair : cf. ANTnEMDlUM.]
A simple or branched hair-like body which supports

the spores in certain fungi, as Geasler,

1842 Brande Diet. Sci., etc., Trichidium, a netted fila;

mentous organ, .in which the spores of some kinds of fungi

are included. 1866 Treas. Sol., Trichidium, a hair which

bears the spores of such fungals as Geasiruni.

II Trichina (tri-kina, trikai-na). Zool. PI. -86.

Also in anglicized form (or from Fr.) triohine.

[mod.L. Trichina (whence F. trichine), f. Gr. rpi-

yXvo% adj. ' of hair ', f. fipi'f, t/xx- hair.] A genus of

minute parasitic nematoid worms ; esp. the species

7". spiralis, which infests man and various animals,

the adult inhabiting the intestinal tract, and the

larvse migrating to and becoming encysted in the

muscular tissue, causing Trichinosis.

183s Trans. Zool. Soc. 1. 323, I have seen in., the diseased

muscle, groups of minute oblong vesicles .. these may. .be

germsofthe Trichina. iB^ CorLAsa Diet. Pract. Mea. III.

1399 The Trichina having found a resting place, a cyst

closely adhering to the tissues is formed round it. 1875 tr.

vttn Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. III. 651 To exterminate the rat

is to exterminate trichina;.

aitrib. 1857 tr. Kuchenmeister*s Aninl. fjr f^e.?- Parasites

(Syd. Soc) I. 35r The spot to which it reached during the

Irichina.life. (1865 Even. Standard 12 Dec 5/2 The trichine

disease continues its ravages at Hadersleben.) jSgy A i//>utt's

Syst. Med. II. 1051 Examination of the rats of different

countries proves the extreme liability of this rodent to

trichina infection. 1901 Mem. ^ Lett. Sir J. Paget iii. 58

Epidemics of this trichina-fever.

Hence TrixMnal a., of or pertaining to the

trichina (in quot. 1857 spec, the larva); Tri-

cU'natons a. erroneous formation for Trichinous ;

II
TricMnlasis (trikinsi'asis) [mod.L. : cf. eU-

phantiasis'] = Trichinosis ; Tri'oMnid, a worm
of the family Trichinidse ; TrlcMnlferous (tri-

kini-feras) a. [-febous], containing or conveying

trichinae ; Txieliliilze (tri-kinaiz) v. , trans, to infect

with trichinae (hence Tri:chiniza'tion, Tri--

chinized ///. a.); TricMnoid (tri-kinoid) a., re-

sembling or allied to Trichina.

1857 tr. Kachenmeister s Anim. S/ Veg, Parasites (Syd.

Soc) I. 346 It is almost impossible to determine during the

•Trichinal existence, to which of the two sexes the mature
animal would belong. 1885 A. W. Blyth in Leisure Hour
Jan. 25/2 This ham.. was discovered to be swarming with.

.

trichinal cysts. 1870 Nicholson Man. Zool. xxvi. I. 152 If

..a portion of *trichinatous muscle be_ eaten by a warm-
blooded vertebrate, and so introduced into the alimentary

canal, an immediate development of young Trichinae is the

result. 1854-67 C. A. Harris Diet. Med. Tertninol. s.v.

Trichina, The disease.. called *Trichiuiasis or Trichina

disease. 1871 Sir T. Watson Led. Priiic. ^ Pract. Physic

(ed. 5) II. 636 Within a month after the dinner 20 of these

persons had died of, and more than 80 were then suffering

from, 'trichiniasis'. i8«9 E. A. Parkes Priut. Hygiene
(ed. 3) IQ5 The eating of raw *trichiniferous pork is the chief

cau.se of the propagation of the entozoon to man. 1864 N.
Syd. Soc. Vear-ik. Med. 175 Experiments with picro-nitrate

of potash on *trichinised rabbits. x866 Standard 19 Feb.,

The cat and the dog were both tricbinised experimentally.

Trichinopoli (tritjinp'p^li). Also -poly.

Name of a district and cityin theMadras presidency

;

used atirib., as Trichinopoli cigar, work ; also

absol. = T. cigar (colloq. abbreviated to Tbichi).
1863 Reliquary Oct. 68 It [an Irish brooch] has also an

attached silver chain, of that peculiar construction known
as Trichinopoly-work. 18S7 Doyle Stud. Scarlet l. iii, He
. .smoked a Trichinopoly cigar. Ibid. I. iv. Such an ash as
is only made by a Trichinopoly.

Tnohinoscope (tri-kino-, trikai'ntTsk^up). [f.

Trichi.va -t- -SCOPE.] An instrument for examining
meat in order to detect the presence of trichinse

(Cent. Did. 1891).

Trichinosis (trikinffu-sis). Path. [mod.L., f.

Tbichin-a -v -0SI8.1 A disease caused by the

introduction of trichinae into the alimentary canal,

and the migration of their embryos or larvae into

the muscular tissue; characterized by digestive

814

disturbance, slight fever, swelling, pain, and lame-

ness in the muscles, etc. Also attrib.

1866 Daily Tel. i8 Jan. 5/2 Learned profes.sors have

declared thatalarge proportion of the flesh of swine sold in

the markets of Berlin . . is poisoned by a dreadful distemper

called trichinosis—by myriads of trichin,T;. Ibid., A con-

gress of savants and medical men to confer on the great

trichinosis question. 1890 li. A. Whitklecgf. Hygiene ff

Public Health ix. 211 Trichinosis in man is generally due

to the consumption of the imperfectly cooked flesh of a pig

suffering from the disease.

Hence Trichinosed (tri'kinJuzd) ///. a., infected

with trichinosis, or with trichinse; Trichlnotio

(-^•tik) a., pertaining or relating to trichinosis.

1881 Daily Nenvs 3 Feb., The rejection by Italy and

Germany of whole cargoes of American trichinosed bacon

has glutted with it the French market. 1889 Lancet 4 May
901/2 The very long duration of the disease is a .slight

argument also against the trichinotic view.

Trichinous (tn-kinas), a. [f. Thichina-h

-ous.] Infested with trichinae; aftected with, or

of the nature of, trichinosis.

1857 tr. Kfichenmeister's Anim. ^ Veg. Parasites (Syd.

Soc.) 1. 353 In pigeons fed with trichinous mole's flesh, Herbs!

found many free Trichina;. j866 Reader jo Feb. 154/3

The town of Hadersleben in the Hartz was the scene of a
terrible outbreak of a trichinous disease, resulting in the

death of some eighty people.

Trichite (tri-kait, lav-),sb. [f. Gr. flpi^, rpiX"

hair-f -ITE 1 ; mMin.,a.Ga.irichit{7Axke\, 1867).]

1. Min. A name for very minute dark-coloured

hair-like bodies occurring in the substance of some

vitreous rocks.

1868 Dana Min.iti. s) 80s The name Trichite. .isapplied

by Zirkel . . to microscopic capillary forms, often curved, bent,

or zigzag, ..opaque and black or reddish-brown, of unde-

termined nature, which he detected in some .. glassy.,

volcanic rocks. 1879 RtrrLEV Study Rocks x. 162 Trichites

..are minute elongated bodies resembling small hairs or

fibres.

2. Zool. A name for extremely fine siliceous fibres

found in certain sponge-spicules, or for such spicules

themselves: see quot. 1887. Aho attrib.

1887 SoLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 413/1 {Sponges) A
curious group of flesh spicules are the trichites. In this

group silica., forms within the scleroblast a sheaf of im-

measurably fine fibrillEe or trichites. . .The trichite sheaf may
be regarded asafibrillated spicule. 18^ Casselfs Nat. Hist.

VI. 322 In other forms, the trichites grow radiately outward

.., and becoming thickened with age, produce a trichite-

stellate, or, if they are very numerous, a trichite-globate or

globate spicule.

3. Bot. (See quot.)

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 275 Trichite, a

needle-shaped crystal of amylose in starch grains, stated to

form the latter by aggregation (A. Meyer).

Hence Trioliltic (-i"tik) a., pertaining to or of

the nature of a trichite, or containing trichites.

187^ RoTLEY Stud, Rocks X. 170 Minute granules and
trichitic bodies.

tTri'Chite, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec]

Ch.iracterized by very fine fracture, so as to re-

semble or suggest hairs or fine filaments.

1764 Platt in Phil. Trans. LIV. 41 The shells of the tri-

chite kind. Ibid., note. The more debased sort breaks in a

hairy trichite manner.

Trichitirid(trikijyuaTid). Ichthyol. [f.mod.L.

Trichiilridx pi. (see -id 3), f. TrichiHrus
,
properly

Trichurus, generic name, f. Gr. flpi'f, TfX- h^'^ +
ovpa tail.] A fish of the family Trichiuridse (the

hair-tails), typified by the genus Trichiurus,

characterized by a ribbon-like body and a long

filament at the end of the tail. Also Trichiare.

So TricMjUTiform, TricMiiiToid adjs., having

the form of the fishes of this genus or family.

[1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. 111. i. 294 Trichurus.]

1819 Pantologia, Trichiurus, Trichiure...!. T, lepturus,

Silver-trichiure. 1854 BADHAM/^dZ/Vw/. 407. j86^At/ienxum
20 May 63B/I A new form of Trichinroid Fishes. 1891

Ccm/. />/c/., Trichiuriform. 189s Funk's Standard Did.,
Trichiurid.

Trichlor-, trichloro- (tr3i|klo»-ro). Chem.
[f. TBI- 5 c -t- Chlob(o-.] a formative analogous to

Tbibrom(o-, expressing the substitution of three

atoms of chlorine for hydrogen, as in trichloro-

benzene, C5H3CI3 ; so tnchloracetic acid,

CClj.COjH, etc.

1845 HoFMANN in Mem, Bt Proc. Chem. Soc. II. 286 Tri.

chloraniline..Ci2HlC!3N.. procured. .by the direct action

of chlorine on aniline or the chlorinated base. i876_Harlev
Royle's Mat. Med, 339 The aldehyde thus formed is imme.
diately attacked by the chlorine and converted into hydro,
chloric acid and trichloraldehyde or chloral. 1912 Thorpe
Did. Appl. C/tem. II. 44 Chloroform, Trichtoromdhane
CHCI3. .was discovered by Liebig in 1831.

TriohloTate, Trichlo-ride : see Tri- 5 a.

Trichlorhydrin (traiiklo-iJihai-drin). Chem.
[f. Tbi- 5 a -f chlorhydr{ic -H -IN 1 (termination of the

compound ethers of glycerin : see Triacetin).]

Glyceryl trichloride, CsHjClsjahaloid ester orcom-
pound ether of glycerin or glycerol, C5H5(OH)3 , in

which the three OH groups are replaced by chlorine

atoms.
1863 Miller Elem. Cliem. III. 2B1 Trichlorhydrin .. is

a neutral liquid, insoluble in water.

Tricho- 1 (triko, trsikfl), before a vowel trich-
(trik, trsik), ad, Gr, t/«xo-, t/«x-, combining stem

TBICHO-.

of flpi'f hair, in many terms of botany, zoology, etc.

II
TrichsBSthe-sla Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. aiaerjait

feeling], a form of paresthesia consisting in a sensa-

tion as of a hair on the skin. ||
Triohajigia

(-a;-nd.2,ia) sb.pt. [f. Gr. dyyttov vessel], the cajiil-

lary blood-vessels; hence ||
Tricha nffiecta'sla,

•e-ctasis Path. [f. Gr. (uraTis extension], dilatation

of the capillaries. 11 Trichatropliia Path, [.see

Atroi'IIy], atrophy of theliair-bulbs, causing Ijrittlc-

ness of the hair. || Trichanxis [f. Gr. av(ri,

ai(r]ati increase], excessive growth of liair.

II
Trichobacteria, («) the filamentous or thread-

like b;icteria ; (/') bacteria which possess flagella

(Dorland Med. Diet. 1900-13). Tri-choblast

Pot. [Gr. ^AaffTO! germ, taken as = cell], name for

certain special cells or idioblasts resembling hairs.

II
Trichobranchia (-brae-ijkia) Zoot. [Bbanchia],

(in pi. -8b), name for the gills, set with filaments,

of certain decapod crustaceans; hence Trlclio-

bra-nchlal a., jiertaining to or of the nature of

such gills; Triclio'bra-nclilate a., having or

characterized by such gills. Triclioca'rpous a.

Bot. [Gr. Kapnus fruit], having hairy fruit (Cent.

Diet. 1891). II
Trichocephalus (•se-falz's) Zool.

[mod.L. (Goeze, 1782), f.Gr./cfifaXij head], a genus

of parasitic nematoid worms, having the head

filamentous ; hence Trlohoce-plialld, a worm of

the family Trichocephalidae, typified by this genus

;

Trichoce'plialoid a., resembling or akin to the

genus Trichocephalus. \\ Trichocla'sia, -o-clasi«

[Gr. KA:ao-is fracture], brittleness of the hair.

II
Trichocrypto"sls[Gr.K/)t/TrTosconcealed], disease

of the hair-follicles. Trixhocyst (-sist) Zool.

[Cyst : named by AUman 1855], one of a nuiiiber

of minute rod-like bodies, each containing a coiled

protrusible filament, found in the cuticle of many
Infusoria, resembling the thread-cells of cce-

lenterates; hence Trlchocystio a. (Cent. Diet.

1891). II
Trichodeotes (-de'kt/z) [Gr. Sfxriys

receiver, beggar], a genus of insects parasitic on

quadrupeds ; T. lotus is the dog-louse ; T. sphitro-

cephalus, the red-headed sheep-louse. Tricho-

do'ntid Ichthyol, a fish of the family Tricho-

dontidse [mod.L., f. Trichodon (Tilesius, 181 1), f.

Gr. oSoiJr, tibovT- tooth], a sand-fish ; so Tricho-

do utoid a., akin to the sand-fishes. Tri'cliogeii

(-dgen) [-gen], a hypodermal cell, in insects

and other arthropods, from which a hair arises.

TrichofTenons a., producing, or promoting the

growth of, hair. Trichoglo-ssine a., Ornith.

[Gr. yXwaaa tongue], belonging to the subfamily

Trichoglosslnx orbrush-tongued parakeets, of which

Trichoglossus Sivainsonii (Swainson's lory) is a

well-known Australian example. Tri'chogyne

(-dgain) Bot. [Gr. fwii woman], a hair-like process

forming the receptive part of the female reproduc-

tive organ or procarp in certain algje and fungi

;

hence Trichogynial (-dginial), Trichogynio
(-dgi'nik) adjs. Triohomonad (-mf;-naed) Zool.

[Monad 4], an infusorian of the genus Trichomonas,

characterized by several flagella and hair-like pro-

cesses; some species are parasitic in man and

other animals. Trichomycterine, -mycteroid
adjs., Ichthyol. [Gr. nvxT-qp nostril], belonging re-

spectively to the subfamily Trichomycterinx and

the family Trichomycteridse (or Pygidiidx) of

fishes (cat-fishes), found in S. American rivers

(Cent. Diet.) ; also as sbs. Trichono'tid Ichthyol.

[Gr. vunoi back ; from the long hair-like dorsal

ray of the species Trichonoius setigerus'\, a fish of

the family Trichonotidie ; so Trlchono'toid a, and

sb. Trichopa'tliic a, [Gr. jrdflos suffering], relat-

ing to diseases of the hair ; so Trichopathy
[-PATHY], treatment of diseases of the hair.

Trichophocine (-fou'sain) a,, Zool. [Gr. <j>aiiri

seal], belonging to the subfamily Trichophocinie or

hair-seals (Cent. Did.). Trl-chophore (-fo»j)

[Gr. -ipapos bearing], (a) Bot. (see quot. i860:

^obs.); (b) Bot. the structure which bears the

trichogyne in florideous alg:e ;
(c) Zool. one of

several projections of the integument in certain

annelids, from which spring bundles of setae or

bristles; TrichophoTic (-fp-rik) a., pertaining to or

of the nature of a trichopliore ; Triohophorous
a., bearing hairs or hair-like bodies; of the nature

of a trichophore. Tricho-pter Entom. [Gr.

vTfpov wing], a member of the group Trichoptera

of neuropterous insects, characterized by specially

hairy wings; a c.tddis-fly ; soTricho'pterano. —
trichopterous ; sb. = trichopter ; Tricho 'pterist,

one who studies the Trichoptera ; Trichopterous
a., belonging to or having the characters of the

Trichoptera, hairy-winged. Trichoptery^d
(-pte'ridgid) Entom. [Gr. trripvi wing], si. a
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member of the family Tnckopterygidm of clavicom

beetles, having the wings fringed with hairs, and

comprising the smallest beetles known ; a. belong-

ing to or having the characters of this family ; so

TricliopteTyg'oid a. Trichoptile (trik-(?*ptil)

Ornith. [Gr. tttiAoi' down], a hair-like prolonga-

tion of the sheath of a growing feather, forming

part of the downy covering of the young of

certain birds; hence Tricho-ptilar a»y pertaining

to or of the nature of a trichoptile.
||
Trichor-

rhco'a [Gr. -/Soia flowing], falling off of the hair.

II
Trichoschisis (-p'skisis) [Gr. axiai% splitting],

splitting of the hair. Trichoso'matons a., Zool,

[Gr, <7w/ia body], belonging to the division Tricho-

soniata of flagellate Infusoria^ ||
Tri chospo-

ra'nglTun, pi. -ia (also anglicized tricho'spo-

range) Bot.^ Thuret's term for the multilocular

sporangium of certain fucoid algse, which appears

to consist of jointed hairs (distinguished from
OosPOBANQlUM) ; hencc Trichospora'n^ial a,

Tri'chospoTe Bot.^ a spore or conidium borne

upon a fdamentons stalk, in certain fungi. Tricho-
stcmatons a., Zool. [Gr, arofia mouth], belong-

ing to the order Trichostomata of /Vt^/iJCiJa, having

the mouth and pharynx provided with vibratile

membranes and cilia, by the movements of which
particles of food are drawn in. Trichotha-lllc (?.,

Bot. (see quots.).

1^ Nature 7 Aug. 360/r On a new form of tactile sensi-

bitily, *trichesthesia, by MM. N. Vaschide and P. Rousseau.

1857 I^UNGLisoN Aled, Ztf-r., 'Trichangia . . "Trichangiectasia.

1890 Billings Nat. Med. Dict.^ *Trichangiectasis..*Tn-
chatrophia..*Trichauxis. 1883 VrNKS Sachs' Bot. 85 These
cells, .present the appearance, when the petiole is broken
across., of tough, slender hairs projecting out of the tissue.

For idioblasts of this kind I (Sachs] propose the term •'I'ri-

choblast, in order to express their resemblance to many epi-

dermal trichomes, 1878 Fr<>c, Zooi. Sac. 4 June 776 They .

,

may be called * •trichobranchije ', in contradistinction to the
lamellar gills or ' phyllobranchiae ', which are met with in a
large number of other Crustacea. 1891 Cent. Dict^ *Tricho-
branchial. 1878 Proc. Zool. Soc. 4 June 777 Among the
'trichobranchiale Podophthalmia, the Euphausida: possess

no other than podobranchiae. 1880 E. K. LANKii:srER in

Nature 12 Feb. 355/2 Crayfishes, .diflfcr from prawns.. in

being * trichobranchiate ' in place of ' phyllobranchiate '. 1819
t'atitologia^ *Trichocephalus, a genus of the class vermes.

1846 Proc. Amer, Phil. Soc. IV. 232 He had found the trico-

cephalus in the human ccccum after death. 189^ Allbutt's

Syst. Med. II. 1048 Found in association with a high
degree of trichocephalus infection. 1895 Funk's Standard
Dict-t *Trichoclasia. ."Trichoclasis. 1890 liiiLiNCS Nat.
Med, Diet., • Tricho-crj-ptoses. 1900-13 Dorland Med.
Diet., Trichocryptosis. 1859 ]. R. Greknr Man. Amm.
Kingd.t Protozoa 66 In the cortical layer of Hursaria, certain

peculiar fusiform bodiesor ' •trichocysts ' have been detected,

and from these Prof. Allman states that he has observed
the emission of minute filaments (resembling] the tirticating

organs of the fresh-water polype. 1880 Kent Infusoria I.

249 A sheaf-shaped fascicle of rod-like trichocysts. 1876
tr. Benedens Anitn. Parasites 71 The •irichodectes of the

dog has lately attracted the especial notice of naturalists.

18^ Packard Text-bk. Entomol. 188 Each of these pores

communicates with a hair-forming hypodermal cell, called

by Graber a *trickogen. 1853 E. Wilson Healthy Skin
{fiA. 4) Index, •Trichogenous remedies. 1879 A. R. Wallace
Australas. iti. 59 The *Trichogtossid£e, or brush-tongued
Ivories. 1875 Bennett & Dver Sachs' Bot. 212 The term
*Tricbogyne is given to a long thin hatr-lilce hyaline sac,

which serves as a receptive organ, and springs from a struc-

ture, .called the Trichophore. The latter is a body usually
consisting of several cells, 1877 Huxlev Anat. Inv. Antm.
Introd. 29 The protoplasmic body of the trichogyne, which
unites with the spermatozooids, does not undergo division

itself, 188a ViNKS Sachs' Bot. 238. 1^00 B. D. Jackson
Glots. Bot, Terms, *Trichogynial, relating to a trichogyne.

1891 Cent, Diet., 'Trichogynic. i86i Hulmk tr. Moquin-
Tandon 11. vii. 407 The ^Trichomonads .. form irregular

masses with the particles of thickened mucus. 1889 J. M.
Duncan Clin. Lect. Dis. iVom. xxii. (ed. 4) 179 At one time
it was supposed that the discovery of trichomonads, or a
Icptotbrix, or a vibrio, would decide whether it was venereal
or not. 1891 Cent, Diet., •Trichopalhic. 1900-13 in Dor-
land Med. Diet, i860 Mavne Expos. Lex., * Trichope^hy,
a term proposed .. for the system of treating diseased affec-

tions of the hair. Ibid., Trichofihorus. ..Name by Nees von
Esenbeck for the filamentous base of mushrooms, when the

filaments, by their agglutination, form a kind of membrane :

a *lrtchophore. 1875 (see trichogyne]. 1877 Huxlkv Anat.
Inv. Anim, v. 229 Stiff hair.like appendages,.developed
within diverticula of the integument, or tnchophores, in

which their basA always remain enclosed. x88a Vines
Sachs' Bot. 238 In the true Floridea:..a lateral row of cells

bears at its apex a closed hair-like prolongation, the tri-

chogyne, and IS hence termed the Trichophore. 1891 Cent.
Dict.^ •Trichophoric 189a Jnd. Linn. Soc., Bot. XXIX.
74 Not unfrequently this trichophoric apparatus consists

of three cells—two basal trichoptioric cells and the tricho-

gyne. 1864 Webstrr, "Tricliopter. i8s6 Kirby & Sp.
Entomol, IV. xlvii. 379 'I'he existence .. of the collar in

the 'Trichoplera. 1835 Kirbv Hob. ^ !nst. Anim. II. xx.
318 The Trickoptera (Caseworm- flies) have four hairy
membranous wings. 184a Bkanoe Diet. Sci,, Art, etc.,

•Trichopterans. 1897 Naturalist 115 Neuropterists and
*tricbopteri.sts have commenced., as Tepidop terists. 1816
Kirbv& Sp. Entomol. (1818) ll.xxi. lifXPhryganea grandis
..is a "irichopterous insect. 1^96 Ibid. IV. xlvii. 775 There
is no tendency in the saw-flies towards a Trichopterous
type. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Trichopterygid, 1895 Punk's
Standard Diet., "Trichopterygoid. 1900/*// Oct. 665 The
actual feather-sheath makes its appearance, pushing before

U iu 'trtchoptilar appendage^ which has now become
Vol. X.

abraded. Ibid. 654, 1 shall term these thread-like structures
"trichoptiles. i860 Mavne Expos. Lex., *Trichorrhoea,

1857 Dunglison Med. Lex., *Trichoschisis. 1891 Cent.
Diet., *Trichosporange. 1900 in B. D. Jackson Gloss, Bot,
Terms, 1887 Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. XXXH. 501 The
•trichosporangial form (of fruit oK Ectocarpus\ is well known.
1857 Bekkelev Cryptog. Bot. § 67. 88 The two organs called

Oosporangia and *Trichosporangia by Thuret. 1909 Cent,
Diet. Suppi,, *Trichostomatous. 1890 Athenseum 29 Nov.
743/1 The formation of the ptantlets by 'trichothalHc gem-
mation from the tufts of.. hairs, .on the old thallus of
P[unctaria] plantaginea and P. lati/olia, 1900 B. D,
Jackson Gloss, Bot. Terms, 'Tric/io/hallic . .v/h^n the shoot
ends in one or more multicellular hairs or tufts of such.

TricllO-2 (trik(7, traikf?), combining form repr.

Gr. T/«'xa, T/Mxv in three, triply: used in a few
more or less technical words. These are modem,
formed on the analogy of Gr. compounds in 5ixo-i

D1CH0-, (Gr, compoimds in rpixo- are only from

Bpi^f rpix- hair : see prec) Trichocladose
(trikp'klad<3as) a. Zoo!, [Gr. /eXiSos shoot], having

triple or trifurcate cladi or secondary rays, as a
sponge-spicule. TrichotrlsBiie (-traiif'n) ZooLy

in sponge-spicules, a triiene of which each of the

three c/cuii is trifurcate. See also Trichotomic, etc.

i887SoLLAsin Encycl, Brit.'^Wl, 416 (Fig. 13) {Sponges)

P, amphitriaene (this is trichocladose). Ibid. 433/2 Canal
system diplodat Spicules trichotriaenes.

Trichodal (trik(T'»dal), a. Zool, [f. Gr. Tpi-

XiuSt;? hair-like (f. ^fw'^, rpiX' hair; see -odk) +
-AL.] Extremely thin : applied to a sponge-spicule.

x888 SoLLAS in Challenger Rep. XXV. p. Iviii, Both the

rhabdus and the style may.. be .. immeasurably thin (tri-

chodal, Tpix«i5)7«, hair-like).

Triciioid (tri-koid), c. rare, [ad, Gr. t/)*-

X0€i5^s (applied by Galen to the capillary blood-

vessels), f. &p(£, T/Mx- hair + ttbm form : see -did.]

Resembling hair or a hair; hairlike ; capillary.

1854-67 C. A. Harris Diet. Med, Terminal., Tridwid,
resembling a hair.

TrichO'lOgy. [f- Gr. ^p/^, rpLX- hair: see

-OLoo.Y.] The study of the structure, functions,

and diseases of the hair. Hence Tricholo'tflcal

a.
,
pertaining to or engaged in trichology ; Tricho'-

lo^st, one who is versed in trichology.

i860 Mavne Expos. Lex., Trichology, term for the doctrine

of the hair. 1887 Standard 38 Oct. 5/3 The Elements of

Trichological Science. Ihid., The Trichologists study the

physiology and the diseases of the hair. 1895 J, J. Raven
Hist. Suffolk 253 .Something may be discoverable by cranio-

logy, trichology, odontology. 1913 Daily Ncivs 4 Oct. g The
study of the hair is becoming a science with a national insti.

tute of its own— the National Institute of Trichologists.

I)
Trichoma (trik^*ma). PI. tricho'mata,

[raod.L., a. Gr. Tpixw/ia a growth of hair, f. rptxow
to cover with hair.]

1. Polk, A disease of the hair: -= Plica i.

1799 Hooper Med. Did., Trichdma, a disease of the hair.

See Plica polonica, 1857 Dunglison Med. Lex., Tri-
chotna, Capillamentum, Plica.

2. Bot, Each of the filaments composing the

thallus in algoe of the order Nostockitua?,

1866 Treas, Bot., Triehoma^ the filamentous thallus of

algals, as Conferoa, 1879 W. G. Farlow Marine Algae

(i83i) II In. .the Nostochinea, the cells are. .attached to

one another in the form of filaments, to which the name of

trichomata is given.

Hence (from sense i) Trlcho-maphyte (-fait)

[Gr. tpvTOv plant], a cryptogamic growth formerly

supposed to cause trichoma; Trioho'inatose a,j

affected with trichoma.

1857 in Dunglison Med, Lex,

II Tricliomaues (trlkp-maniz). Bot. [L.

(Pliny), a. Gr. rpixoftavf^ a kind of fern (cf, Tfuxo-

fiavia a mania or passion for long hair).] A genus

of ferns, having filamentous outgrowths from the

margins of the fronds; the bristle-ferns.

156a Turner Herbal 11. 157 b, Trichomanes (that is our
English Maydens heare). 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Trichomanes, the Herb Maiden-hair or Goldilocks. 1757
Parsons in Phil. Trans. L. 401 We see the leaves of ferns

of several kinds, polypodium, tricomanes, and other capillary

plants. 1885 Laijv Brassev The Trades 234 Such ferns as

trichqpianes, hymenophyllums, and many others growing
in the greatest luxuriance.

Hence Trioho'sxianoid a., resembling or akin to

the ferns of this genus.

1900 in B. D. Jackson Glass. Bot. Terms,

Xridioxne (tri-, trailwim). Bot, [ad. Gr.

Tpt'xw^ia (see Trichoma); cf, Caulome,] The
general name for any outgrowth of the epidermis

or superficial tissue of a plant, as hairs, scales,

prickles, etc,

1875 Bennett & Dvrr tr. Sachs' Bot. 129 We may term

all append.-iges of other parts which originate as outgrowths

of epidermis-cells, whatever their form and function, Hairs

(Trichomes). Thus the so-called palea: and sporangia of

Ferns are trichomes. 1876 Encycl, Brit, IV. 90/1 Hairs,

scales, prickles, &c.,..alt have been embraced under the

general name trichome.

Tricliophyte (tri-k^fait). Chiefly in mod,L.

form Trichophyton, [f. Gr. tfp*£i 7P'X- l^air

\-ipvT6v plant.] A genus of minute fungi, para-

sitic on the skin ; esp. the species Trichophyton

! tonsurans^ which produces ringworm.

1863 H. Macmillan in Macw, Mag, Oct. 463/t Another
variety of tric[hJophyton or hair-plant which luxuriates on
the beard. 1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 70 The trichophyton,
giving rise to three affections, tinea circinata, tinea tonsu-
rans, and tinea sycosis. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases
xxxvii. 579 Itching rings, or segments of rings, of tricho<
phyton infection. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 779
Conglomerative pustular perifolliculitis.. due to one of the
trichophyton fungi. Ibid. 855 Sabouraud thinks it probable
that the trichophytes, or some of them, may exist inde<
pendently as saprophytes.

Hence Triohophytlc (-fi'tik) a., of or pertaining
to a trichophyte; Trichophytosis: see quot,

1890.
1890 Billings Med, Diet., Trichophytosis, disease of the

skin produced by the tric[h]ophyton fungus. 18^ Allbutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 854^ It is rare to find the same species of
large-spored fungus in any two cases of trichophytic ring-
worm, /bid. 863 Lesions of trichophytic appearance. Ibid.,

Lesions having the circinate form..characteristic of tricho-

phytosis.

Trichor, -our,-ory : seeTreacheb,Teeachehy.

Txricliord (trai-k^Jd), sd. and a. [ad. Gr. rpi^

XopSos three-stringed, f. rpi-, Tri- three -t- x^pSiJ

string. Chord.] a. sd, A musical instrument of

three strings; a three-stringed lyre or lute. b.
adj. Having three strings to each note : applied to

a pianoforte in which most of the keys have three

strings each.

1776 Burnev Hist. Mus, I. 211 Though so ancient and
honourable an origin has been assigned to the Dichord and
Trichord. 1866 Mrs. Riddell Race/or IVealth xxiii, One
of CoUard's Repetition Trichord grand pianos.

II
Trichosis (trikvu-sis). Path, [med. or mod.L.

,

a. Gr. rpixo^is growth of hair (f. rpixovy * to cover

with hair *, in pass. * to be hairy ').] a. = Trichi-

asis a. b. •= Trichoma i.

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Trichosis^ the same
with Trichiasis. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trichiasis, or
Tricltosis, a growing of much Hair. 1890 Uillings Med.
Diet., Trichosis, disease of the hair, plica,

Tricliotoiuic (trik^?-, tr3iki?t(7*mik), a. [f. Gr.

rpixo. triply + -ropL-o^ cut + -IC, after DICHOTOMIC,]
= Trichotomous.
1873 Wagner tr. Teuffets Hist. Rom. Lit. I. 442 A certain

fondness of trichotomic composition. 1880 Athenaeum
25 Dec. 851/3 To construct, .the whole sum of human know-
ledge on the plan of a trichotomic system of self-division.

1882-3 Schaffs Encycl. Relig. Kno7vl. III. 2394/1 The
trichotomic view [of human nature] is found in the New
Testament.

Trichotomlsm (tri-, traikpMomiz'm). [f, as

prec. + -ism ; cf. Dichotomism.] A trichotomous

system; trichotomy,
19XS W. Gbmuzi. DiamondSutra 17 note, In later ages..

trichotomism was taught as to the nature of all Buddhas.

Triohotomist 1 (tri-, tr3ik(7-t6mist). nonce-wd.

[f, Gr, *TpixoT6fioi adj. hair-cutting (implied in

TptxoTOfitTv to cut the hair) + -ist.] A hair-cutter.

187s R. F. Burton Gorilla L. (1876) I. 205 Whatever
absurdity in hair may be demanded by the trichotomists

and pbilopogons of Europe, I can at once supply it to any
extent from Africa.

Triehotomiz6 (tri-, tr3ik^*t6m3iz), v, [f. as

next + -izE: cf. Dichotomize.] trans. To divide

into three parts; to arrange or classify in three

divisions, or in groups of three. Also adsoi. Hence
Tricho'tomist ^, one who trichotomizes or practises

trichotomy.
1651 Fuller's Abel Rediv., Colet (1867) I. 121 The latter

[sayings, etc.] he intended to trichotomize, or reduce unto
ternaries. «68i Baxter Councels Yn^. Men Catal. «],
Shewing that Trinity in Unity is imprinted on the whofe
Creation, and that Tricbotomising is the just distribution

in Naturals and Morals. 1846 T. W. Jenkyn Baxter's
iVks. Pref. Ess. 50,

Trichotomons (tri-, tr3ik(?*t6m3s), a, [f. Gr,

Tpi'xa triply + -TOfi^oi cut + -ous ; cf, Dichotomous.]
1, Bot. Dividing into three branches ; so branched

that each successive axis divides'into three.

1800 Misc. Tr. in Asiatic Ann. Reg. 273/3 Peduncles
axillary, . . trichotomous. x8o6 Galpine Brit, Bot. § 29 Aira.

..Culm almost naked: pan[icle] spreading trichotomous.

x88o S. YosiNO in Sir E. J. Reed fa^an II. 44 note, Its

stem and branches are trichotomous.

2. Making three divisions, classes, or categories

;

involving or of the nature of trichotomy.

1855 N. LiNULEV Introd. Jurisprudence App. 85 The
passages cited , ,are all against the tnchotomousand in favour
of the dichotomous division of culpa, 1899 Robertson in

Expositor May 351 A trichotomous psychology.

Hence Trlcho'tomoTuily adv.

1830 LiNDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 204 Flowers in regular
cymes, branched hi- or trichotomously, 1853 Royle Mat,
Med. (ed. 2) 444 Panicles short, trichotomously divided.

Trichotomy (tri-, traik^lomi), [f, Gr. rpixa
triply + -To>«a cutting: after Dichotomy,] Divi-

sion into three; arrangement or classification in

three divisions, classes, or categories.
16x0 Healev67, Aug. Citieo/Godyaz This Trichotomy

or triple division doth not contradict the other Dichotomy.

*73f }• KiBKBV tr. Barrow's Math, Lect. viii. 119 His
[Aristotle's] trichotomy.. into Hypotheses, Definitions, and
Axioms. X836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaih. xli. (1870) U.
416 It remained .. for Kant to establish., the decisive tricho-

tomy of the mental powers. 1868 Contemp. Ret; VII. 598
Popular theology is rather founded on the dichotomy of man

44
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into body and soul, than on the Christian trichotomy of

Ixxiy, soul, and spirit.

Txicliroic (traikr^u-ik), a. [f. Gr. Tpixpo-of,

rpixpovs three-coloured + -ic : cf. DicHBOia] Hav-

ing or showing three colours; sfec, of crystals,

exhibiting three different colours when viewed in

three different directions.

1881 S. P. Thompson in Nitturt 15 Sept. 465/3 Di- or tri-

chroic absorption is a general property of all coloured

crj-stals other than those of the cubical SN-stem. 1888

RuTLKV Rxk-Forming Mm. 100 Such crystals are said to

be trichroic.

Tricliroism (trsi-kroiiz'm). [f. as prec. +
-I3M. Cf. F. trichroisme.'] The property of being

trichroic : spec. a. Cryst. : see prec.

1847 Webster cites Dana. i8«o in Maynk Exios. Lex.

186S-8 Watts Diet. Chcm. III. 670 Some biaxial crystals

exhibit trichroism; thus certain Brazilian topazes of a

yellowish rose tint in the direction of the medianline, are

violet when viewed along the complementary line, and
yellowish white perpendicular to the plane of the axes.

1881 S. P. Thompson in Nature is Sept. 465/2 Crystals in

which the electric conductivity differs in three different

directions will exhibit trichroism,

b. Nat. Hist. The occurrence of three different

colorations in three varieties of a species, as in

certain birds and insects.

1899 Sharp in Camhr. Nat. Hist.Vl. vi. 351 Hleliconius]

erato exhibits the very rare condition of trichroism, the

hind wings being either red, blue, or green.

Trichromatic (troiikromce-tik), a. [f. Gr. rpi-.

Till- + xP'^/'OTi/cos Chkomatio ; Gr. has Tfixpoi-

/loTos.] Having, showing, or pertaining to three

colours; trichroic: spec. a. Optics. Having or

relating to the three fiuidamental colour-sensations

(red, green, violet) of normal vision, b. Applied

to lithographic printing in three colours; also

to a photographic process by which the natural

colours are reproduced by super-position or com-
bination of photographs taken in three difterent-

coloured lights.

1891 in Cent. Did. (in sense a]. 1896 C. G. Zander Photo-

trichromatic Printing Pref., Trichromatic printing does

not make the headway it deserves. Ibid. 36 The Young.
Helmholtz theory of trichromatic vision. 1900 Westm. Gaz.

14 Nov. 2/1 'A Handbook of Photography in Colours*..

by Messrs. Thomas Bolas, Alexander Tallent, and Edgar
Senior. The curious will find every phase of trichromatic

photographyexpounded. 1^/04^ Daily News zj Aug. 5 Tri-

chromatic Toy-liooks. . . I noticed the other day that a large

toy-book.. was done entirely by the three-coloiu- process

—

literally three printings in all.

So Triohro'inatlsm, the quality of being tri-

chromatic ; spec, (a) = Trichkoism b
; (6) com-

bination of three different colours, as in painting or

colour-photography ; Trlohro-matist, one who
uses (only) three different colours or pigments.

1854 Blackw. Mag. LXXVI. 330 With the unsparing use

of these three unmitig.ited colours only . . decorators . . should

style themselves Trichromatists [not Polychromatists].

1^ Funk's Stand. Dict.^ Trichromatism.

Tricliroiuic (traikrou'mik), a, [f. Gr. rpi-,

Tbi- -h xpwMa colour + -IC : cf. Dichromic] Three-

coloured, three-colour ; = Trichromatic.
In quot, -1900 applied to abnormal vision in which only

three different colours are perceived.

1881 Le Conte Sight 63 Herschel regarded normal vision

as trichromic. 1897 Daily Ne^us 6 Jan. 3/3 IJy the method
of trichromic photography.. the colours of natural objects

were shown. 1900 Edridge-Green in Lancet 4 Aug. 323/1
A person whose colour vision is trichromic may see a
spectrum of the same length as the normal-sighted, but he
sees only three colours—red, green, and violet.

Triclironous (trsi-kronas), a. Anc. Pros. [f.

Gr. rpixpov-os, of three times or measures (f. rpi-,

Tri- + xp^^o^ time) -H -ons.] Containing or consist-

ing of tliree times or mom ; having the duration of

three short syllables : = Trisemio.

1889 Cent, Diet. s. v. Dichronous, A dichronous long (that

is, an ordinary long.-equal to two shorts, distinguished from

a trichronous or other protracted long).

Triohur, variant of Treacher Obs.

Tricipital (traisi-pital), a. rare'", [f. L.

triceps, -cipit-cm + -al.] = Tbiceps A.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

TricircTilar(tr3is5'jki(i!laj), a. Craw. [f. Tri-

I, 3 -f Circular.] a. Referred to three fixed

circles : said of a system of co-ordinates, b. Pass-

ing three times through each of the circular points

at infinity : said of a curve.

1876 Caylev Math. Papers IX. 562 The sextic is a tricir-

cular sextic having the three points A, B, C for foci.

Trick (trik), .fi. Forms: 5-6 trik,//. trikkes,

6-7 tricke, 6- trick, (7 trike). [In sense 1, a.

OK. iriqiie, Picard and Norman form of iriche de-

ceit, treachery, cheating, Norm. dial, trique trick

(Moisy), going with, and prob. verbal sb. from,

trikier, Norm.-Picard form of trickier, trechier,

trecier to deceive, cheat, mod.F. tricher = Prov.

trichar, triquar, It. triccare to cheat; cf. also

Tbechk v., riiEAOHEB, ctc. I?oth sb. and vb. have

in Eng. had developments of signification unknown
to F. triche and tricher.

The origin of the Romanic word isdisputcd. It was held

by Diez to be of German origin ; be compared Du. tnk

846

'drawing, puU , which has also the sense 'trick, cunning .

But most Romanic scholars refer it to a late I* or Com. Rom.
*triccare^ alteration of trjcare^ trlcarJ, *to trifle, play

tricks ', f. irlcag * trifles, toys ', also ' subterfuges, quirks, wiles,

tricks' : see Storm in Romania V. 172, Ulrich in Zeitschr,

f,Kotn.Pkil, IX. 566.]

I. 1. A crafty or fraudulent device of a mean
or base kind ; an artifice to deceive or cheat ; a

stratagem, ruse, wile ; esp. in phrase to play [sho7v)

one a tHck, to put a trick or tricks ttpon : see Play
V. 9, Put z/.i 23 d, and cf, sense 3.

c 141a HoccLEvE De Reg. Princ. 2286 Ofsuche vnknyghtly
trikkes he nat roghte. 1560 Rolland Seven Sa^, 82 Quha
can excuse ., Sic ane fals trik sa trymlie playit to him?
X570 Levins Manip. 120/23 A Trick,y^/«wf. 1588 Greene
Pandosto (1607) 4 Vnder the shape of a friend to shew him
the tricke of a foe. i6ia in Foster Eng. Factories Ind.

(1908) II. 138 [Watching their opportunity] to put a tricke

uppon us. X649 Jer. Tavu)R Gt. Exemp. 11. Ad Sect. xii.

54 Let every man..deale with justice, noblenesse, and
sincerity., without trickes and stratagems. 1707 J.Steveks
tr. Qncvedo^s Com. Wks. (1709) 350 Such.. Sayings..As for

Instance, . . do not put Tricks upon Travellers, c 1740 Carey
God save Vu King ii, Frustrate their knavish tricks ! 1^90
Burke Fr. Rev. 150 Ashamed, as of a silly deceitful trick,

1843 Tennyson Lady Clare 73 Play me no tricks. 1867

Freeman Nonn, Conq. I. v, 347 He was again at his old

tricks \0. E. Ckron. an. 1003 his ealdan wrenceas]. 1888

Bbycr Amer,Commio.\\,W\\u 404 Public opinion, deterring

even bad men from the tricks to which they are prone.

b. Without article : Trickery, fraud, rare.

1833 NvREN Yng, Cricketer's Tutor 78 His word was not

always to be depended on. .he would now and then shuffle,

and resort to trick.

O. An illusory or deceptive appearance ; a sem-

blance, sham, larch, or Obs.

159a KvD Sp, Trag. 111. xii, Art thou not sometimes mad ?

Is there no trickes that comes before thine eies? x^Si

CowpER Conversation 7B2 And all her love of God . . A trick

upon the canvass, i>ainted flame. 1856 Whittier Panorama
Z07 In this poor trick of paint You see the semblance, in-

complete and faint, Of the two-fronted Future.

2. A freakish or mischievous act ; a roguish

prank ; a frolic ; a piece of roguery or foolery ; a

hoax, practical joke.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. i. ii. 80 Or I shall breake that

merrie sconce of yours That stands on tricks, when I am
vndispos'd. 1605 Tryall Chev. v. ii. in BuUen O- PI. III.

346 That's a tricke . . to mocke an Ape. 1687 A. I^vell tr,

Thevenot's Trav. \. 61 These Buffoons are always playing

some foolish Tricks amongst themselves to make him laugh,

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla III. 252 If any one plays

their tricks upon me, they shall pay for their fun. 1846

Mrs. Carlyi.e Lett. (1883) I. 367 Fortune has played me
such a cruel trick this day. 1888 Pall Mall G. 10 Oct. 4/1

If they were more numerous they could afl^ord to play tricks.

b, A capricious, foolish, or stupid act ; a thing

done without full thought or consideration. Usually

conicviptnous or depreciative.

1591 SnAKS. Two Gent. iv. iv. 43 Did'st thou euer see me
doe such a tricke ? 1598 — Merry W. u. ii. 117 That were

a tricke indeed I 1603 — Meas.for M, \\. xu 121 Proud
man, Drest in a little briefe authoritie.. Plaies such phan-
tastique tricks before high heauen As makes the Angels
weepe. 1693 Congreve Old Bach. iv. v, I hope you don't

mean to forsake it ; that will be but a kind of a mongrel
cur's trick. 18*9 Cari.yle Misc. (1857) II. 115 It were but

a fool's trick to die for conscience.

3. A clever or adroit expedient, device, or con-

trivance; a 'dexterous artifice' (J.); a * dodge'.

1573 Tusser Ilusb. (1878) 123 Gather the lowest, and
leauing the top, Shall teach thee a trick, for to double thy
crop. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. iu 466 Som Dick That.,
knowes the trick To make my I^dy laugh. x6i8 Bolton
Florus (1636) 76 There also, the Carthaginians vented
anotlier new trick of their trade. 1638 Junius Paint.
Ancients 307 This was a meere tricke of the Painter. 1752
Hume Ess. \ Tri-at. {1777)1. 107 {Eloquence) 'J'he moderns.

.

reject with disdain all those rhetorical tricks. 1815 Jane
Austen Emma xvi, Making, .a trick of what ought to be
simple, x^^ Boston (Mas&) ymt.^i Nov. 7/3 The novelist

. .knows the tricks of his trade.

4. The art, knack, or faculty of doing something
skilfully or successfully. ? arck,

i6n Shaks. Cymb. in. iii. 86 Nature prompts them In

simple and lowe things, to Prince it, much Beyond the

tricke of others. 1667 Pepys Diary 5 Apr., Several tliat

had got ground.. for charity, to build sheds on, had got the

trick presently to sell that for 60/. which did not cost them
20/. 1825 ScoTT Talism. xxvii. Thou art even matchless at

the trick of the sword. 1897 Kipling Captains Courageous
ii, 'J'het was right smart fer a passenger. There's more trick

to it in a sea-way.

5. A feat of dexterity or skill, intended to surprise

or amuse ; a piece of jugglery or legerdemain.
1606 Shaks. Tr. ^ Cr. v, ii. 24 A iugling tricke, to be

secretly open. 1697 IJryden v^««VDed., Ess. (ed. Ker) II,

201 Like Merry-Andrew on the low rope, copying lubberly

the same tricks which his master is so dexterously perform-

ing on the high. 1738 Swiit Pol. Conversat. 56 You have
more Tricks than a Dancing Bear. 1848 Thackeray Lett.

28 fuly. The wizard .. asked them..if they didn't like a trick

he naci just performed.

6. concr. +a. Something devised or contrived;

a clever contrivance or invention, Obs. rare.

a 15^8 Hall Ckron., Ifen. V 48 b, Sence that tyme, they

haue imagined caltrappes, harowes and other newe trickes.

160X B. JoNsoN^p. 7l/rt«/«A/j//M;«, (Qa)ii. iii,Thisbrasse

varnish being washt ofi",and three or foure other tricks [./^£>/.

patches] sublated.

b. A trifling ornament or toy ; a trinket, bauble,

knick-knack ; hence//,, small nnd trifling articles

;

'traps', personal belongings or effects {JJ»S.\

TRICK,

a 1553 C. Bansley Treatise xviii. (Percy Soc.) 6 Take hede
. . Least youre wives raymente, and galante trickes doo
make youre thryfte full bare. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr, iv.

iii. 67 A knacke, a toy, a tricke, a babies cap. 1599Hakluyt
Voy. II. I. 64 The women of this countrey weare aboue an
hundreth tricks and trifles about them. 1821 ^cotv Kenilw.
xvii. These court tricks, and gambols.. are the tricks and
trinkets that bring fair fortunes to farthings. 1877 C
Hallock Sportsman's Gaz. 640 Camp ' tricks ' should be
kept in their places, not thrown helterskelter, or left lying

where last used. 1894 Mary J. Jaques Texan Ranch Life
xxvi. 258 There was no need to pack our * tricks ' for England,
we were assured, since we should never return to Texas; to

say nothing about sailing, a 1904 A, Adams Log Cowboy
xiii, After I get a shave, .and buy what few tricks I need.

11. 7. A particular habit, way, or mode of act-

ing; a characteristic quality, trait, practice, or

custom. (Usually, a bad or unpleasant habit.)

1576 Fleming Panopi. Epist. 244 It is not my propertie

to be enuious against other (which is a tricke incident to a
great number). 1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586)

129 A maide of ripe yeeres, who is hardlie brought to. .leaue

her olde ill tricks, if she haue taken anie. 1596 Shaks.
1 Hen. IV, V. ii. 1 1 The Foxe, Who ne're so tame, so cherisht,

and iock'd vp, Will haue a wilde tricke of his Ancestors.

1650 Fuller Pisgah n. xu. 251 The lazy trick of the wild

Irish.. who to save pains, burn the straw, so to part the

grain from it. 1688 Penton Guard. Instr. (1S97) 23 The
danger in great Schools of. . learning ill Tricks. 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 8 F 5 My Valet de Chambre knows my Univer-
sity-Trick of reading there [in Bed]. 1754 Earl Chatham
Lett. Nephew v. (1804) 35 The trick of laughing frivolously

is by all means to be avoided. 1791 Sir J. Reynolds in

Boswell Johnson an. 1739 (1848) 42/1 Those motions or

tricks of Dr. Johnson are improperly called convulsions.

X884 CasselVs Fatn. Mag, Mar. 220/2 The Wey . .has a trick

of overflowing its banks.

8. a. A habit or fashion of dress. Also fig.

arch.

1543 Becom Nosegav E iij. Some tyme we foUowe the

fasshyon of the Frenche men. Another time we wil haue
a tricke of the Spanyyardes. 1564-78 Bulleyn Dint, agst.

Pest. (1888) 17 Fine knottes vppon his girdle after Frances

trickes. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822) III. 147 He
threw himself at her feet in all the trick of woe. 1874 R. W.
Buchanan Poet. Wks. Ill, 150 In the very trick of woe he
clad His features.

b, A characteristic expression (of the face or

voice) ; a peculiar feature ; a distinguishing trait

159S Shaks. John 1. 1 85 He hath a tricke of Cordelions

face. 1605 — Lear iv. vi. 108 The tricke of thatvoyce, I do
well remember : Is't not the king? 1847 Lytton Lvcretia
II. iv, He detected, .even the trick of his walk. 1881 Besant
& Rice Chapl, of Fleet 11. i, An old-fashioned bearing and
trick of speech.

Ci The mode of working a piece of mechanism,

etc. ; the system upon which a thing is constnicied.

1663BP. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xx. (1687) 203 Ifyou will have
so much patience, I will discover to you the trick of it^ and
shew you by what mechanical powers this tiveless Engme.

.

is stirred. 1819 Shelley Cenci v. iv. 6 He frowned, as if to

frown had been the trick Of his machinery. 1888 I. Pavn
Myst. Mirbridge xxi. No one who did not know the trick

of it could have opened yonder safe.

9. Naiit. The lime allotted to a man on duty at

the helm ; a spell ; a turn ; esp. in to take or stand

one's trick {at the wheels etc.). Also trans/.

1669 Sturmy Mariner s Mag, iv. i. 138 Seamen when their

trike or turn have been out, and the Log hove. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) s.v. Spell, The spells.. to

steer the ship; which.. is generally called the trick. 1835
Makryat yac. Faithf. xviii. His duty is to take his trick

at the wheel. 189a M. Gibbs in Science 19 Aug. 99 "The

male [robin], who shares the duties of sitting, when going

to take his trick, almost invariably flies. .in the same path.

1912 [see trick-duty in 13].

III. 10, Her. A sketch in pen and ink of a

cont of arms; in tricky sketched in pen and ink.

(Perhaps a different word: see Thick z/.)

157a Bossewell Armorie 11. 30 b, The tricke of this cote

I toke, as I found it paynted on a Table, in a parishe churche

of Nottingham. i6xo Bolton Elem. Annorics^j Drawing
the blacke lines, which giue the shape,, .lastly they some-
time call it a Trick. X79a Gcntl. Mag. Jan. 21/1 A large

manuscript collection of arms in trick, done in the reign of

Elizabeth. 1890 Dillon in Archxologia LII. 130 The flags

are only shown in trick with the heraldic tinctures noted.

1908 Let. ofRichmond HeraldofA rms (MS.), Not a paint-

ing of the Coat of Arms^ but a trick, i.e. a pen and ink

sketch with all the heraldic colours marked on it.

rV. 11. Card-playing. The cards (usually four)

playe<l, and won or * taken' in one roimd, collec-

tively; hence to take a or the trick. Odd trick-,

see Oj>d a. i.

In quots. 1599, 1602, a hand of cards {obs.)\ in otlier early

quots, with a play upon other senses.

1599 Massinger, ctc Old Laiu iiL i. Here's a trick of dis-

carded cards, of us ! x6oa Heywood Woman Kilfd Wks.
1874 II. 123 Many a deale I haue lost, the more's your
shame. You haue sern'd me a bad tricke. 1607 Tourneur
Rev, Trag. iii.iv, Wee'll get thee out by a trick. ..You know
a trick is commonly foure Cardes. 1611 Cotgr., Mornijfe,

..a tricke at Cards. i6aa Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman
d'Alf. I. 1 Leauing. .to others. .to play out that tricke of

Cards for niee. a 1658 Cleveland Smcctymnuus 21 A
Murnival of Knaves Pack'd in a Trick. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury iii. xvi. (Roxb.) 73/2 A Trick, is as many cards as

is won at one laying downe either at the game of Whisk
or Picket. 1778 C. Jones Hoyle's Games Impr. 51 (Whist)

The Odds then is 2 to i in Favour of B's winning of a Trick.

1837 Dickens Pickw. vi, Impossible to have made another

trick, a 1839 Praed Poe?ns (1864) II. 63 Well—four by
honours, and the trick I

V. Phrases and Combinations.

12. PIi rases, a. A trick worth two of tkat^ a
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much better plan or expedient (cf. 3). b. To do the

/nV^, to accomplish one's purpose, do what is wanted.

a. 1596 Shaks. I Hen. IV^ 11. i. 41 Nay soft I pray ye, I

know a trick worth two of that. 1654 H. L'Estkange
Ckas. /(1655) 65 Old Sir John Savil found a trick worth

two of that, he had a project would bring in double that

mony. 1773 Graves Spir. Quixote 111. xy, 1 was thunder-

struck . .
; but she said, * she knew a trick worth two of that *.

»^ Thackeray NevKomes i, Best be oflF to bed, my boy—
hoTho ! No, na We know a trick worth two of that. * We
won't go home till morning, till daylight does appear.'

b. 181J J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Do the Trick. 1823

Egan Groses Diet. Vul^, 7% Do the trick, to accomplish
any robljery, or other business successfully ;. .a man who has

imprudently involved himself in some ^reat misfortune, from
which there is Utile ho[)e of extrication, is declared by his

friends.. to have done the trick for himself. 187a Punch
9 Nov. 196/1 Pall of whitewash and box o' paints will do
the trick, 189s G. MEKF.DiXH Amazing Marriage xv, I've

brought him safe ; . . He'll do the trick today,

13. attrib, and Cotnb, (chiefly in sense 5) : Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of a trick or tricks,

as tHck change
J
-cyclings -dealer, folly -riding (so

trick-ride vb.), -shower (Shower ^^^.2), -work^

'writing ; in senses 9 and 1 1, trick-duty (sec quot.),

-making, -takings skilled in or trained to perform

tricks (sense 5), as trick-animal^ -cyclist, -dog^

-donkeyt -horse, -pony ; made or used for perform-

ing tricks, as trick-bag, -chair, -cycle, -dagger^

-property, -staircase, -sword, -wig; also trick-

doctor, ? a negro sorcerer ; trick-line Theatr,, a
strong fine line used in pantomime transformations

;

so trick-scene, a transformation scene.

1884 IVortd 3 Dec 16/2 The original stud from which the

renowned breed of *tnck-animals, pink-eyed and piebald,

has sprung. 1910 /Nation 22 Jan. 665/1 A hocus-pocus loaf

out of a conjuror's *trick'bag. 1904 Daily Chron. 23 Aug.
V2 It is of a piece with. .the murder of Ithocles in an
'engine *, otherwise *trick<hair, 18^ lyestrn. Gas. 8 Jan,

2/3 Quick changes—' 'trick changes ' is perhaps more tecnni-

cat a term—were accomplished with remarkable ingenuity.

1901 IVide IVoriii Mag. VIII. 140/1 An open space here

afforded room for a little figure-skating, or rather *trick*

cycling. 1903 Daily Chron. 20 May 8/3 A young •trick-

cyclist. .met with a fatal accident to-day while practising
looping the loop. 1889 P. A. Uruce Plant. Negro 116 Tlie

*trick doctor.. employs the arts of the Obeah pr.ictitioners

..with the arts of the MyaL 1886 C. Scott Shee^-Farming
204 A welt-trained and experienced collie excels in sagacity
all others of the dog family. His was not the intelligence of
the •trick dog. iMx Chequered Career 120 If you don't

pay us our accoutiLs we will colhir your "trick-donkey, ipia
Boston Trafiscript 34 July 7/3 Company reduces the time
for those who do "trick duty [refers to telephone exchange;
a night trick is 7 hours' duty between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.^
x86i Windsor Express 5 Oct., The well-known American
Circus . . 45 *trick and ring horses. 1908 Westm. Gas. 4 Jan,
X4/1 All aces are valuable as honours in a ' trump ' game, as
well as in their "trick-making capacity. 1908 Daily Chron.
31 Dec. 4/4 Special masks for the grotesques and * 'trick

'

properties will often break into a couple of hundred pounds.
1887 BicycL News 10 SepL 371/a Probably Maltby will be
matched against Temple.. to *trick-ride. 188^ Cyclist 19
Au^ 1088/3 He entertained the spectators with a "trick-

riding performance. 1677 Descr. Diamond Mines in Misc,
Cnr, (170S) III. 255 Light Women-Dancers, and "Trick-
Shewers. 1899 Daily Newsq Jan. 6/6 The Ring.. rolls

head over heels down a * "trick staircase. 190X A. Dunn
Bridge 52 A sequence of cards equal for "trick-taking pur-
portes, such as king, queen, knave. x888 Fall Mall G.
I Sept. 3/1 A "trick wig, with the hanging hair..on a spring
piece that allows this fringe to turn over back or down over
the forehead. 1876 'Ouida* IVinter City vi, The little

Meissonier pictures were clever, if they were mere "trick-

work and told no story, 1894 iVestm, Gaz, 5 July B/i
Article-writing is to a great extent "trick-writing. To
* catch on 'they must dogmatise in pointed commonplace.

Trick (trik), V. [In branch I not found till late

in the i6th c; app. f. Tbick sb, (The date of

api^earance is too late to refer it directly to Nonnan-
Picard F. trikier, triquer.) Branches II and III

are a little earlier, and may perh. be of different

origin ; the last is especially diOicult to connect
with the primary sense of the verb. Cf. sense 10
of the sb.]

I. 1. trans. To deceive by a trick ; to cheat.
(In quot 1630 with word-play on /r;V^and /rwwj* at cards.)
X595, 1606 (see Tricking vbl. sfi. i. Thicker i). 1630 H,

JoNSON New Inn 1. 1, When she I Fortune) is pleas 'd to trick

or tromp mankind, -Some may Ije coats, as in the cards; but,

then. Some must l>e knaves. 1706 E. Wakd Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 94 However he tricks liis Captain in other
Tilings, his Plate and Dishes are every Day forth coming.
1803 Mar. Eugkworth Moral T. (1816) I. xiii. 104 To trick

a ganger was thought an excellent joke. 1859 Thackeray
Esmond i. vii. He was often tricked about horses, which he
pretended to know better than any jockey. 1884 W. C.
Smith KUdrostan i. iL 335 "Tis plain 1 have been tricked
and overreached.

b. To cheat out of; lo deprive of by trickery.

1698 Fkyer Acc. E. India <$• /'. Contents p. vii, Syddy
Jore trick'd out of his Life by IJullul Caun, 17J7 Gay Begg.
Op, I. ii. She tricks us of our money. 1^8 linvcE Amer.
Commtu. HI. Ixxx!. 66 His bcHcf that he who makes the
wealth of the country is tricked out of his proper share In its

prosperity.

O. To beguile into ; to induce into by trickery.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 68 The Tide-
waiter, voluntarily trick'd into a Game at All fours. i8ox
CHAHU)rTK Smith Lett. SoUl. Wand. II. 240 Her contempt
of one who could so basely contrive to trick her into his
power. 1874 Gkesn Short /list. Ix. § 3. 625 To trick them
into approval of a war with Uoltaud.

d. absot, or intr. To practise trickery, to cheat.
AX700 Dryden To Mr. Granville 23 Thus they jog on,

still tricking, never thriving. 170X Penn in Pentisylv.Hist.
Soc. Mem. IX, 73 If in the least he tricks, use him accord-
ingly, 1909 Nation 2 Oct. 11/2 To the ignorant and super-
stitious everything tricks and deludes,

2. To get or efiect by trickery or cheating, rare,

i66a in Vcrney Mem, (1907) II. 178 London is a Theife
will trick your purse as well as mine. 1895 G. S, Stkeet
Introd. to Congreves Comedies 25 I'he trick, .of a tricked

marriage is common in Congreve.

3. intr. To play tricks with ; to trifle with*
x88x Stevenson ^irg. Puerisqite, etc. (1895) i62_We may

trick with the word life . .until we are weary of tricking. 1913
Daily News 23 Sept. 5 The fireman was 'tricking' with
girls on the platform.

-|-4, trans. To sophisticate or adulterate (wine,

etc). Obs, rare.

1504 Plat 'Jexvell-ho. in. 66 This makes the Vintners to

tricke or compasse all their natural! wine^^, if they bee a little

hard, with liastarde to make them sweeter. x66a [see

Tricking vbL sb, i\,

II. 6. trans. To dress, array, attire; to deck,

prank ; to adorn (usually with the notion ofartifice).

Const, with, in. Also intr. with it, AXsofig.
la 1500 Myl'^er o/Abyngton 457 in Hazl. E. /'. /'.III. 117

The wenche she was full proper and nyce, . . For she coulde
tricke it point device, a 1553 C. Bansley yrca/. xii, (Percy
Soc.) ^ Sponge up youre vysage, olde bounsynge trotte,

and tncke it wyth the beste, Tyll you tricke and trotte youre
selfe, to the devyls trounsynge neste, a X59X Greene George-
a-Greene Wks. (Rtldg.) ifybii Some peasants trick'd in yeo»
man's weeds, x63a Milton Penseroso 123 Till civil-suited

Morn appeer. Not trickt and frounc't. . But Cherchef 't in a
comly Cloud. X7S9 Mason Caractacin Poems 1830 II. 138
His clemency, ..trick'd and varnish'd by your glossing pen-
men. 1873 Bkowning Red Cott, Ni.-cap in. 408 The late

death chamber, tricked with trappings still. X890 R. Bridges
Shorter Poems 11. i What musical array Tricks her sweet
syllables,

b. Often strengthened with up, off, out.

CX533 Latimer Zi"/. in Foxe/J. ^A/. (1563) 1316/1 Apoore
purgatory. So poore y* it should not be able to fede so
fatte, and tricke vp so many idell and slouthful lubbers.
c 15^ Greene Fr. Bacon x, 38, I cannot rrick it up with
poesies. x63a Bacon Hen, VII -z-j That the King, .to blinde
the eyes of simple men had tricked up a Boy in the likenesse
of Exiward Plantagcnet. XTay Gay Begg. Op. iii. v, To trick

out young Ladies, upon tneir going into Keeping. x8ai
Examiner 19/2 She was well tutored and tricked off for

the occasion. xSaa Scorr Fatn. Lett. 18 Feb., I must trick

out my dwellings with something fantastical. 1878 £.
Jenkins Haverhhlme 153 Tricking out tables to look like

altars.

o. iransf To dress up, to prepare (food), rare.

x8a4 W. Irving T, Trav, I. 10 A slight repast had there-

fore been tricked up from the residue of dinner.

+ 6. To arrange, adjust, trim. Often in phrase

to trick and trim. Cf. Trig v.^ Obs,
x5Sa Elyot s. v. Cacsaries, Kepexacaesaries,v^.h^^s%\\^Xy/\^

or thrise kerned and tricked. X570 Levins Manip. 120/33 fo
tricl^ or trim, concinnare, X579-80 North Plutarch (1676)

624 Being not of authority, .to take the stern in hand, and
§overn the ship, he took himself to tricking the sails. 1639

. Du Verger tr. Catnus' Admir. Events 206 He consumed
so much time.. in tricking and trimming his head. 1^70
M. Bruce Elegy \X\\^ On the green furze,.The linnet sits,

and tricks his cfossy plumes, x8io Southey Kehamn vitr.

ii, No human hand hath trick'd that mane From which he
[the steed] shakes the morning dew.

III, 7. To sketch or draw in outline; to de-
lineate or trace the outline of {pbs^ ; spec, in Her.,
to draw (a coat of arms) in outline, the tinctures

being denoted by initial letters (<?, a, J, etc.) or by
sif^ns. Also with out*
(In many pas:>ages incorrectly used or confused with sense 5.)

X545 Elyot, Adumbrcf^va^^o suppose that itsignifieth,

to trycke a thynge, or drawe it grossely, as paynters doo at
the begynnyng. 1563 Leigh Armorie (15^7) xo6 This cote
I had in the Monasterie of Saint Katherins besides the
Towne of Kone, which for the rarenes therof I tricked.

X59^ Cahew Iluarte's Exam. Wits viii. (1596) in The boy
. .with his pen can tricke a horse to the life, 1657 Wood
Life 14 Aug. (O. H.S.) I. 223 He.. tricked out with his pen
the ichnography of the church and cloyster and buildings
adjoyning. 1859 Symonds' Diary (Camden) Introd. 14 The
. .shields of arms recorded in the MS. are.. 'tricked ', ..thus

necessitating a description of the bearings. 1908 H. Hall
Formula Bk, 1. 123 The feature of these instruments

fChancery Warrants] . . being the technical description of the
arms which are usually tricked on the original,

1* Trick, a. and adv. Obs, [In use from c 1530
to 1630, very common from ^1550 to 1600.

Origin obscure : it does not seem to be connected in

sense with Thick sb. or v. On the other hand its

two senses correspond closely to senses 3 and 3 of

Trig a. The latter was at that time only northern ;

midlaiul and southern si>eakersmay have associated

it with the known sb, and vb. trick, and adopted it in

this form. Often allittratively coupled with irim^
A., adj, 1. Smart, adroit, clever, nimble, 'neat*.

rare. Cf. Trig a. 2.

(Quot. 1545 may belong to sense 2.)

"54* [implied in Thickly adz'.] 1545 Ascham Toxoph.
(Arb.) 28 Two bowes.. whereof the one is quicke of cast,

tricke and trimme both for pleasure and profyte : the other

is a lugge slowe of cast, fotowing the string. laiWiSchole
Ho. Women 100 in Hazl. E.P.P, IV, 109 So trick a way
they haue to kisse With open mouth and rowling eyes. X5.

.

Six Ballads %v. Burdens (I*ercy Soc.) 8 Say-well in wordes
Ls proper and trycke, 1589 Warner /1/A ^w^. vi.xxx.(i6i2)

147 'Irimmest fidling on the trickest kit. 1593 Lotx;s

Phillls, etc. (Hunter. CI.) 71 Sweet chaines of honny speech,
Deliuered by a trick Herculean tongue Able to tice all eares,

2. Trim, neat, handsome, in form or feature

;

smart, 'fine', ornate in dress. Cf, Trio a, 3, 3b.
ti53o Rkdforde Play Wit Sf Sc. (1848) i See That all

• thynges be cleane and trycke abowteye. 1S33J. Heywood
Play 0/ Weather Plays (1905) 123 As dearly my youth I
might have sold As the trickest and fairest of you all.

a X548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 70 A tricke waggon, on the
which sat a ladie richely appareled. ax553 C. Bansley
Treat, xxiv, (Percy Soc.) 7 Lustye wylfull wyll wyll..
cause the tryckeste of you all, to synge a carefuU songe.
1570 Levins Manip. i2o/4oTTick, nitidus,concinnus. x^i
A. Hall Iliad ii. 39 Bryseis his tricke and gallant trull,

01586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1629) 390 A neighbour mine..
That maried had a tricke and bonny lasse. 1630 W. Freake
Doctrif$es yesuils,^^ Gay Gownes. .wherewith hee can make
her both tricke and trimme.

B. adv. 1. Cleverly, 'neatly', 'finely*.

1564-78 BuLLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 94 He plalcth
tricke vpon the Gitteme. 1584 Peele Arratgnm. Paris 1.

i. But tell me, wench [Flora], hast done't so trick indeed?
[i.e. deck'd the earth with parti-colour'd flowersJ.

2. Neatly, smartly, elegantly, * trigly '.

XS94 Greene & Ijodoe. Looking-Glasse G.'s Wks. (Rtldg.)
122/2 Unless you coy it trick and trim. x6xs Brathwait
Strappado (1878) 190 A sumptuous graue. Which garnisht
is without full tricke and trim, a 1658 Cleveland il/y^//*?-

Gz-iw^ 50 Her gamesome Hair..in wild Rings ran trick about
the air.

Tricked (trikt), ///. a. Also 7 trickt. [f.

Thick z;. + -eu1.] a. Done or made by trickery,

b. Artfully decked or adorned ; dressed up.
X549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Jas. 35 Not in subtill

reasonynges. .or tricked fyne termes of elo<iuence. a xdxg
Fletcher, etc. Knt. Malta \. i, Thou trickt up toy. 1837
Lytton F.. Maltrcev. \\\, iii, Affected, tricked-out, well-

dressed children, x868 Swinburne Blake 69 A special
colour or savour which redeems the offences of a tricked
and tinselled style. 1869 Blackmore Lortta D. xxi. This
pretty youth, so tricked and slender, seemed nothing but a
doll to me. X895 [see Tkick v. 2J.

Trickeri (tri-ksj). [f. Trick z/, + -er1.]

1. One who plays tricks or practises trickery ; a

cheat, deceiver, trickster ; also, one who plays

a trick or prank.
X56J J. Heywood Prov. ^ Epigr. (1867) 107 This tricke..

Brought to this tricker nother muse nor mase, xt^Choice,
Chance, etc. (1881) 7 I,eaue tricks to trickers, a 173^ North
Zre't'j(i826) II, 418 All the various species of politicians and
trickerst ax8^ H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) IL 135 These
trickers unwittingly speak truth.

1 2. One who tricks out, decks, or artfully adorns.
a X553 C Bansley Treat, xxx. (Percy Soc.) 8 A wanton

tricker .. Wyth a double fardyngale and a caped cassoc,

moche lyke a players gowne. XS67 Triall Treas. (1850)

24 She hath an amiable face ; A tricker, a trimmer, in faith

that she is, The goddess of wealth, prosperttie and bliss.

x6oo Kemp Nine Dales Wond. i. Ahj, Caualiero Kemp.,
onely tricker of your Trill-HIIes, and best bel-sbangles
betweene Sion and mount Surrey.

3. One who tricks a coat of arms.
X586 Ferne Bias. Genlrie To Gentl. Inner Temple, I did

alwaies abhor the nude title and bare skill of a Blazoner,
things common to each painter and tricker of armes. x688
R. floLME Armoury i. 2/2 Every Painter, Tricker, or a
mecr Blazoner of Arms, will not serve to make., an absolute
Herauld.

f 4. Some tool used by burglars. Obs, rare.

1592 Greene Art Conny catch, 11. Diij, He [the curberj
bath his trickers, which are engines of Iron so cunningly
wrought, that he wil cut a barre of Iron in two with them.

Tri'cker ^, early and diaL form of TuiggeuI.
Hence Tricker-firelock, a hand fire-arm of the

middle of the 17th c., discharged by pulling a

trigger; Tricker-locfc, name in the 17th c. for a

gun-lock furnished with a trigger, whether a match
tricker-lock, or a wheel tricker-lock.

X629 Schedule in Meyrick./^«//tf«/^rw(7Kr(i824) III. 100

For a match tricker-lock compleat . . i j. For a handle or

guard of a tricker,. vi^/. For furnishing and setting of a
tricker lock in place of a feare lock, with a handle, tricker,

and tricker pynnes. \\s, \\d. 1824 Mevkick ibid. 83 The
tricker-lock, I conceive, to be that furnished with a hair<

trigger, as it is now called, 1855 Jml. Brit. Archxol, Assoc.

XI. 255 Mr. G. Wright exhibited.. a fine example of the

lock of a Tricker firelock,, .exhumed, .from the battle-field

of Worcester [1651]. The rising piece above the pan is fur-

rowed, to facilitate the production of the sparks from the

pyrites or flint.

Trickery (tri-kDri). [f. Thick sb. + -eky.] The
practice of tricks; deceitful conduct or practice;

deception, artifice; imposture.
1800 Parr SpitalSer^n. Wks. 1828 II. ^94 Good sense with-

out the trickeries ofart, good language without the trappings
of rhetoric. 1824 Miss Mitfoku in L'Kstrange Life (1870)

II, ix, 174 He has a great deal of real sensibility, mixed
with some trickery. xSag T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man 0/
Many F'r, (Colburn) 91 Versed in all the exi>eriinental

trickeries of science. i88x Jowett Thucyd. I. 118 We rely

not upon management or trickery, but upon our own hearts
and hands.

Tri'ckful, a, rare. [f. TuicK sb. + -ful.] Full

of tricks; tricky. Hence Tri*okfully Ort'z'.

*775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. xlviii. (1783) II. 17, 1 was
. .as thoughtless, and as trickful as the best, or rather—the
worst of them, c %TjiQ Mrs, Larpent in igth Cent. Aug.
(1913) 312, Mrs. Siddons.. acted well, Keinble stiflly, trick-

fully, yet in one sense sensibly !

fTrrckity, v, Obs. rare, [f. Tkick v. or

ThickY a. : see -FY (cf. beautify, prettify).']

trans. To trick, deck, adorn : = Tkick v. 5.

44 -a
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1678 E. Cooke Naled Breasts ^ Shoulders 56 They

could better imploy their time, than in so adorning and
trickifying their Bodies.

Trickily (iri-kili), adv, [f. Tbicky a. + -ly 2
]

In a tricky manner.
189s Trcas, Relig. Thoughts (N. V.) Oct 459/1 Actually

enforcing laws trickily made to be evaded. 1899 H. M . Grey
Moorish Captivity iii. 34 The current twirled very trickily
through the narrow channel between the reefs.

Tnckiness (tri-kines). [f. as prec. + -NKS3.]
The quality of being tricky ; deceitfulness ; also
intricacy, complexity.
i7»3 Caldwell Papers (Maitl. CI.) 1. 250 Allowing a child's

prevaricating, and laughing at its little trickiness and
cunning. x868 Mom. ^tar 19 June, A good deal of tricki-

ness in the matter of petitions has lately been discovered.
1885 Spectator Z Aug. \o\\l\ Even the brilliance of his
literary expression is beginning to be suspected of tricki-

ness. 18^ Baring-Gould Kitt^ Alone III. 56 Her simple
mind.. with no trickiness or dissimulation in it.

Trickmg (trikig), vbl. sb. [f. Trick v.+
-ING 1.] The action of TuiCK v.

1. The action of cheating, deceiving, or beguiling
;

trickery, deceit ; in quot. 1662, f the sophistication

of wine {obs.),

1595 Enquiry Trifie^wi/e (1881) 145 Your valorous assaults
against The Tricking of the Tripe-wife. x66a Charletom
Myst, l^intners (1675) 203 The Transmutation or Sophisti-
cation <A Wines, which they^ call Trickings or Compassings.
1799 ^y. Gilpin Serm. I. ix, [The world] will shew you,
that tricking, and deceitof various kinds, are veryconsistent
with Christianity. x8io W. Wilson Hist, Dissent. Ch. III.
46 The disingenuous arts of craft and tricking.

2. Dressing up, decking out, ornamentation (in

quot. 1598 cotur,),

1549 CovERDALE, etc Erosftt. Par, Eph. Prol. C ij, Men
fynely broughie vp in trickynge of termes and tounges.
1^98 Shaks. Merry W. iv. iv, 79 Go get vs properties And
tricking for our Fayries. 1695 Bp. J. Sage Article Wks.
1844 I. 371 So much needless ostentattoni so much odd
external tricking about it.

3. Sketching or drawing in outline; spec. Her,
the delineation of armorial bearings in black and
white : see Trick v, 7,
156a Leigh Artnorie ad fin., The olde order in trickyng

of all maner of Armes, is to vse one letter for one word. O.
Or. Yelowe {etc. J, 1864 Land. ^ Middlesex Archxol. Soc.
Trans. II. 58 The authority for this engraving is a trick-
ing in a volume at the College of Arms.

Tri-cking, ///. (2. [f. as prec, -i- -ino 2.] That
tricks; cheating, deceiving ; using trickery.
1697 Drvden Vireilf Life (1721) I. 71 The Craft and

Tricking part of Life, with which Homer abounds. 1790
BuRKK Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 302 The degenerate fondness for
tricking short-cuts, and little fallacious facilities. x8iS
Scott Guy M. xlvii, All the world knows him to be sordid,
mean, tricking, and I suspect him to be worse.

Hence Tri*ckingly adv.^ so as to cheat, artfully.
i8« Eraser's Mag. VII. 244 The small portion of notice

whiS you condescend to bestow on Mr. Lytton Bulwer in
the Magazine of this month, so trickingly put to the well-
known ritomella of * Whiston and Ditton '.

Trickish (tri-kij), a, [f. Trick sb, + -ishI.]

1. Characterized by or given to tricks or trickery

;

rather tricky, crafty, or cunning.
1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II. 391 The little trickish Arts

of Dissimulation, 1760 J. Adams Diary 18 Dec, His
habitual trickish, lying, cheating disposition, 1879
McCarthy Own Times U. xviii. 19 The somewhat cunning
and trickish agitation which O'Connell had set going.

2. = Tricky a ; Ticklish a, 5.
1900 C Lee Cynthia v. 72 Terr'ble trickish work, X907

Black Cat June 24 It was trickish work handling a canoe
among those pounding logs and frequent dead-heads*
Hence Tri'olcislily adv.^ Tri-oklsliness.
1788 V. Knox lfr«/^r£'7'f«,xxxiv.(i7oo)I.29i That odium,

which . . has branded the whole tribe with charges ofduplicity
..and trickishness. 1824 Exatniner^j/x Religion, trickishly
wedded to Priestcraft 1897 Sarah Grand Beth Bk. xxii,
It was another instance of the trickishness of her memory.
Trickle (tri-k*l), sb.^ [f. Trickle v:\ A fall-

ing or flowing drop; a tear; a small quantity of
liquid ; a small fitful stream.
1580 H01.LVDAND Treas. Fr. Tong^ Pleur^ a teare, a trickle.

So i6tx in CoTCRAVE. 1730-6 Uailey (folio), Trickle^ a drop.
xSss Browning Anotlter H^ay of^ Love iii, Delicious as
trickles Of wine poured at mass-time. 1857 Mrs. Gatty
Parab.fr. Nat. Ser. ii. (1868) 12 The waterfall . . was reduced
to a mberable trickle.^ 1897 ' A. Hope ' Phroso ix, Vlacho's
blood be^an to curl in a meandering trickle from beneath
the curtain.

fis- '853 C. Bronte Villette viii, No flow, only a hesitating
trickle of language. 189$ Baring-Gould AWw«'v, But it

[money) comes in in trickles and goes out in floods. 1897
Mary Kingslev XV. Africa 637 It will only serve to bring
down the little trickle of native trade.

Tri-ckle, sb.^ Variant of triddle, Treddle.
Cf. also dial, tricklings in En^. Dial, Diet,
1598 Florio, Ceuarelle, the trickles or dung of sheepe,

foates, rats or conies. 1639 O. Wood Alph. Bk, Secrets 23
heepes trickles.

t Tri-ckle, a. Obs, rare, [f. Trick sb. or v, -f

-LE I (as in brittle) ^ but apparently influenced by
Tickle a.] Tricky, treacherous; ticklish; re-

quiring caution ; «= Tricky a. 2.

157J Spenser Skeph. Cal. July 14 In humble dales is foot-
ing fast, The trode is not so trickle \v.r. tickle]. 1594
WiLix>BiE Avisa (1880) 136 Such trickle trades procure a
suddaine fall.

Hence + Tri'ckleness. Obs. rare"^,
ai6i8 J. Davi«s iVittef Pilgr. (Grosart) 45/2 O Xime,,

That neuer mou'st, but dost my Sences moue To mind thy
flight, and this lifes trickelnesse.

Trickle (tri-k'l), v, Korms : 4-6 trekel, (4 Sc.

trygle, 4-5 trikle, trekil, 6 .SV. trigle, -il), 5
trikel, -il, trekyl, -11, 5-6 trickil, -el, -ell, 6
tryckel, (triccle, trycle, 7 truckle), 6- trickle :

see also Trinkle v.^ [History doubtful. In the
first Chaucer passage (sense i ) one MS. out ofseven,
the Lansdowne, has strikie^ which is taken by Prof.

Skeat as the original form (the initial s being lost

after a prec. word in -j, e. g. teres)^ and this as a
freq. or dim, of ME. striken to strike (the read-
ing of two of the Chaucer MSS.) occurring twice
elsewhere in sense *flow* (*ase strem that striketh

stille ', * striked a stream ut of J)3et stanene {jruh '),

OK. sirican to strike, also to go, move, run. As
to form and sense, this is possible ; but no other

ME. examples of strikle are known, so that the

evidence is scanty.
(Cf. however MHG. strichcn to strike, also to move,

travel, wander, and Ger. streichen, said of a ship as ' das
Schifl"streicht durch die Wellen *.)]

1. inlr, a. Originally said of tears : To flow or
fall in successive drops,
c 137s Sc, Leg, Saints xxii. {Laurentius) 278 pane laurcnce

hanais one hym lad With t[r)ygland terys. c 1386 Chaucer
Prioress* T. -ziz Hise salte teeris trikled \v.rr. trekelede,
stryked, striked, strikled] doun as reyn. — Sompn. T,
156 With many a teare triklyng[7'. rr, trynkelynge, trillyngj

on my cheke. a 1400-50 Alexander 4974 J?ar trekild doun
of \>A teres of iemmes {gemsl, Uoyland out of l^e barke
bawme & mirre, 2513 Douglas ALueis iv. vi. (^ (ed. 1553)
Be al thirteris trigilland[^rf.5'/«a//tringling] ouer my face.

Ibid. VI. xi. 14 The teristrigling \cd. Small thringling] ouer
his chekis ran. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke vii. 74 The
fete of lesus beeyng well washed with teres tryclyng down
from hir yies. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. i. (1593) 12 The
bitter teares did trickle downe their cheeke. 170a Pope
Sappho 200 And silent^ tears fall trickling from my eyes.

1843 Lever J. Hinton xi, Tears of. .joy trickled slowly down
her cheeks.

b. Of other liquids ; rarely of powders or granu-

lated substances. Also, to flow in a very scanty

and halting stream.
xjafi Pilgr. Perf. (W.de W, 1531) 249 b, Yssued out blode

& water., lyke droppes tricclyng downe to the grounde.
1610 HolijVND Camden's Brit. (1637) 583 From bis spring
heads Trent tricklethdowne. \(A^\^kr^ HuntingofRomisft
Fox V. 87 The Blood.. ran thrS the crevises of the Crown
of Thorns, and truckled down the Face of this Image. 1725
De Foe Voy. round W^<?rA/(i84c) 261 The hill or gullet where
the water trickled down from the rocks. i86i5 G. Mac-
donald Ann. Q. Neighb. iii, The flour was trickling down
out of two wooilen spouts. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur,
(1894) X. 241 A small glacier trickles into the desolate valley.

C. transf, andyff.
i6a8 [see Trickling vbl. j/;.] 1728 Pope Dune. 111. 201

Fluent nonsense trickles from his tongue. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. 7 F 4 The rivulets of intelligence which are con-
tinually trickling. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. § What
can be more wonderful than to see a man's thoughts trickling

from the end of his pen at the rate of nearly a word a
second I 190Z Scotsman 1 1 Mar. 9/1 Then another thousand
rupees came trickling in.

2. inlr. To emit falling or flowing drops; to drip

or run (zvilA tears, blood, etc.) ; to shed tears.

c 1400 Destr, Troy 8058 Yf the ton ee with teres trickell

on hir chekes. x^% Stanyhurst ^ncis i. (Arb.) 32 Fast
he stood : and trickling dyd speake. 1611 Bible Lam. iii.

49 Mine eye trickleth downe and ceaseth not. 1865
Dickens Mut, Fr. iii. ix, His hand was trickling down
with blood.

3. trans. To emit or give forth in successive drops

or a tliin fitful stream ; also, to cause to trickle ; to

pour drop by drop, or in a fitful stream.
i6oa Marston Antonio's Rev. v. v. The vaines. .Trickling

fresh goare about my fist. 1671 Woodhkad St, Teresa i.

xxii. 147 We behold him. .trickling blood. X746-7 Hervey
Medit, (1818) 186 Ye gushing Fountains, that trickle potable
silver through the matted grass. 1854 Dickens Hard T,
\i. i, The mills..oozed and trickled it [oil]. 1863 Reade
Hard Cash xxi, With adroit and tender hands they ..

trickled stimulants down her throat. 1878 T. L. Cuvler
Pointed Papers 144 He knows every wound that trickles

its silent drops from the bleeding spirit.

b. Jig. with ^or out : To let go one by one.
1657 Reeve Gods Plea 26 Thus doth the voluptuous man

measure out his time, trickle out his hours. 1907 Blackw.
Mag. July 36/2 The company commanders begin to trickle

off their men.

Tri'cklet, [f. Trickle j*. +-let (or -et),]

A small or minute trickle ; a minute streamlet.
1880 Daily Tel. 28 Oct., Merely the result of tricklets of

perspiration, x886 Ruskin Proeterita \, ix. 292 A tricklet

here at the bottom of a crag. 1888 R. L. Stevenson in
Scribner's Mag, Oct. 511/1 A tricklet of a stream divides
them.

Trickling (tri-kliq), vbl, sb, [f. Thickle V, +
-ING 1.] The action of the verb Tkickle ; also

concr. that which trickles.

1618 Gaulk Pract. The. (1629) 34 The slow tricklings of
his Mercie;..the full streame of outward blessings. 1814
Byron Lara 11. xvii. The tides (of blood]. .In feebler, not
less fatal tricklings flow. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 134
Shale, .wet with tricklings from the rock overhead.

Trixkling, ///. a, [f. as prec. + -ing2.]

That trickles : sec the verb.
c 137^ [see Trickle v. i a]. 1515 Douglas yEneis xiii. Iv.

23 With habundans of mony tngland teir Wetand thar

brestis. 1557 in Totteli's Misc. (Arb.) 215 Not euery

tricklyng teare doth argue inward paine. c 1586 C*tess
Pembroke Ps, lxxviii. vii, The trickling springs to such
huge rivers grew. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) iSi
Rivers, .which after a long trickling race, .disembogue them-
selves into the Caspian. 1791 Cowper Iliad iv. 170 Stained
with thy trickling blood. 1848 Edmeston Sacr,Poetry {1^68)
202 Dry the trickling tear.

t Tri'ckly , a. i Obs. rare. [f. Tbick a, + -lt 1

:

qL goodly, sickly^ weakly,'] Smart-looking, showy.
1573 TusSER HusIk (1878) 164 Though trickly to see to,

be gallant to wiue, Yet comely and wise is the huswife to
thriue.

Trickly (tri'kli), a.2 rare, [f. Trickle sk or
V, + -Y.] Characterized by trickling.
1876 Miss Broughton Joan 11. x, Her boots no long*

rattle, nor do cold and trickly rills race down the nape of
her neck. 1910 Westm. Gaz. 12 Mar. 15/2 The heron is

ever on the look-out to use his long neck for a quick blow
and trickly gulp.

tTri'ckly, adv. Obs, [f. Trick a. +-l¥2.]
a. Cleverly, b. Neatly, smartly, trigly, finely,

15^ Udall Erasm. ApopK 108 Feactely & trickely repre-
sentmg..a certain lasciuious playe. 1581 A. Hall Iliad
III. 58 The place was trickly decked vp. 1592 Greene
Groat's IK, Wit (1617) 21 The olde womans daughter was
trickly atlyred. 1599 Minsheu, Limadamente, exquisitly,
trickly._ x6o8 H. Clapham Errour Left Hand 103 In
shadowie plots, the Vipers, Monkscowie groes, Which with
his yellowe flower full trickly shoes.

tTrixk-madam. Obs, [a. Y.triqite-niadame

(1545 in Hatz.-Darm.), of uncertain origin.] An
old name of one or moie si»ecies of Stoiiecrop, for-

merly used in salads; called also Prick-madam
and Trip-madam.
ALCording to Lyte, Prick-madam was the plant now called
Sednm rejlexum, and Wild Prick-madam, S, album ; ac-
cording to Littre, trique madame in France is * Torpin
blanc ', or 'trique blanche', 7.SWmw album; according to
Eugene Holland I'lore pofulaire VI. 108*110, trique-
madame is in France applied indiscriminately to Seduni
acre and S. album, but it is doubtful if the name was ever
applied in England to the former (Biting Stonecrop or Wall
Pepper).
x6oo SuRFLET Countrie Farme ii. xvi. 223 Tricke-madam

doth nothing feare the cold. Ibid, 11. Ix. 397 Steepe the
seedes for a certaine time in the iuice of trick-madame,
i6s»9 Evelyn Acetaria 70 Trick-madame. .is cooling and
moist. 17*5 Bradley's Fam, Diet. s. v. Sallet, The Cimes
and Tops of Trick-Madam, when young and tender, drest
as Purslain, is a frequent Ingredient in our cold Sallet.

Trickment (tri-kment), rare, [f. Trick v, +
-MENT.l Decoration, adornment.
In earliest use app. heraldic ornament; cf. Hatchment.
a 1619 Fletcher, etc. Knt. of Malta iv. ii, A new tomb,

new trickments too. a 1619 — Mad Lo^'er v. iv, No tombe
shall hold thee But these two armes, no Trickments but my
teares. a iZ^'^StOiiTH^^'m Eraser's Mag. (1S68) LXXVIII.
106 Other poets,.. forced their verses with far-fetched con-
ceits and tawdry trickments of art.

t Trixkness. Obs,\rare. [f. Trick a, -^ -ness.]

The condition or quality of being 'trick '; neat-

ness, smartness, or trigness of attire.

1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 593 He saw some as proud,
and glad of their tricknesse, as lonas was of his shadow.
Triokology (trik^^-lodsi). nonce-wd. [f. Thick

j<5. -f -OLOGY.] The science of trickery. Hence
Tricko'logist, a trickster.

1723 {title) Trickology, or a Letter of Advice to a Student
of Medicine, Ibid, 4 Trickology, which a Greek would name
Technology, a Part by far more witty and lucrative than all

the other five. Ibid. 20 A serious Sense of Religion, .shall

never make a good Trickologist.

Tricksioal, Trieksily : see under Tricksy a,

Tricksiuess (tri-ksines). [f. Tricksy a. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being tricksy.

1. Artful smartness of apparel, rare,

a 1553 C. Banslev Treat, xix. (Percy S.)6 Loke well, ye
men, to your wives trycksynes, whyche is to shamefull wj-de.

2. Playfulness, sprightliness ; mischievousness.
1846 D. Jerrold ChroH. Clovernook Wks. 1S64 IV, 439

The tricksiness of an extravagantspirit. 1871 G. Meredith
H, Richmond IL 21 Pride in their physical prowess, their

dexterity, ingenuity, and tricksiness, and their purity of
blood. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan, Der. 1, vii, There was none
of the latent fun and tricksiness which had always pierced

in her greeting of Rex.
3. Deceptiveness, trickiness,

1888 J. T. Walker Reason. Chr, 2 The Judge points out
..its tricksiness and capacity for self deception.

t Tri'Cksing, ///. a, Obs. rare, [as if f.

?Lyh.*lricks + -ing^ ; cf. Tricksy z/. and Tricking.]
Tricking, cheating, treacherous,
x68i Cotton IVond. Peak (ed. 4) 45 Some of which hang-

ing tablets [stones], as he still Made further progress up the
Iricksing hill, He found so loose, they threatned as he went
To sweep him off and be his Monument.

Tricksome (tri-ks^m), a, [f. Trick sb. or v.

+ -SOME.]

1. Given to playing tricks ; = Tricky a, i,

1648 Church-lands not to be sold 48 The Pope had made .

,

the necessity,.. that he might fleece the Clergy; which that

just Councel well weighing, .. made him finde some other
tricksom way, to salve his necessity, 1761 Antiq. in Ann.
Reg. \6<)l-2 The Dracs, supposed to be malicious or at least

tricksomedemons. i8ji Ne^v Monthly Mag. III. 555/2 Mr,
Kemble was often artificial; but all his art was employed
oil those passages where Mr. Kean is merely tricksome.

1858 Lytton What will he dot x-y,! have been a trick-

some shifty vagrant.

2. Playful, sportive, frolicsome.

1815 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed, 2} I, ii. 17 Some ladies., their
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flowing shawls, .and tricksome gait, bade our young gentle,

men prepare their compliments in a new language. 1834

Examiner 107/2 A tricksome youth full of mischievous

merriment. 183a L. Hunt Foetus, To y. If. 27 My trick-

some Puck. 1870 F. Jacox Rec. Recluse I. xii. 249 [He] has

pictured Handel with, .his deHcacies and tricksome graces.

b. Of music.
1820 L. Hunt Indicator No. 60 (1822) II. 60 The most

tricksome harmonies and accompaniments of Mozart and
Beethoven, iSaa Examiner 2tibji The situations are often

too serious, and the devotion too Solemn, to allow of trick-

some passages.

Trickster (tri*kst3j). [f. Trick sb. or v. +
-STEU.] One who practises trickery ; a rogue,

cheat, knave.
17H Medley No. 39 The other . . was such a Lubbard Trick-

ster, so awkward at Mischief, that he deserv'd only to be
laugh'd at. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 260 Tho' I have
won the Game, I hope, Sirs, I am no Trickster. 1844
Disraeli Coningsby ix. vi, The Whigs were known to be
feeble; they were looked upon as tricksters. 1879 McCarthy
Oivn Times \l. xviii. 2 Diplomatists, .commissioned to act

as tricksters. 1879 Dixon {{^indsorll. xvi. 171 The woman
whom he knew to be a trickster.

a/iri6, 1B89 Voice {S. Y.) 7 Mar., The bad faith so fre-

quently shown by trickster party leadership.

Hence Tri'okstering, the action of a trickster

(also allrib.) ; Trickstress, a female trickster.

i8ai ScoTT Kenihv. xxxvi, I like not this lady's tampering
and "trickstering with this same Edmund Tressilian. 1883
Times 12 July 10 Due to p-^litical trickstering directed
against Mr. Bradlaugh. 1889 J. J. Thomas Froudacity jy
Since the trickstering days of (lovernor Irving. 1870 E. H.
Pember Trag. Lesbos viii. 119 Nay, young 'tnckstress, nay

!

Tricksy (triksi), a. Also 6-7 tricksie, -sey,

trickesie, trixsie, trixy. [app. f. tricks, pi. of

Tkick sb. + -T, with the natural meaning * given to,

distinguished by, or abounding in tricks'.]

1. Artfully trimmed or decked; spruce, smart, fine.

155J Latimer Sertn., JohH xv. t2 (1572) 153 Let them eo
as tncksie as they wil in this world, yet for all that they be
foule and fllthy inough before God. iJ77 Kendall Flo^vers
Epigr, 19 b, Thou wandrest trixsie trimsie fine, with crispt

and curled heare. 1589 Fleming Vitg. Georg. iii. 51 When
he is new become againe, Hauing cast off his skin, and
tricksie trim with youth afresh. 1598 Florio, Immarza'
panato, become or made fine, . . sweete, or daintie, . . trickesie,

and trim as a marchpane. 1631 Celestina vii. 88 To see
every thing so trimmc and tricksie about you. ai8ao J. R.
Drake Ctdprit Fay iv. (1835) 12 Their little minim forms
arrayed In the tricksy pomp of fairy pride ! 1852 D. G.
Mitchell Dream Life 150 The tricksy panoply that he
has wrought out of the mettle of hts classics.

2. Full of or given to tricks or pranks
; playful,

sportive ; mischievous, capricious, whimsical.
1596 Shaks. MercA. K hi. v. 7^, I doc know A many

fooles..Garnisht tike him, that for a tricksie word I>efie the
matter. 1598 Marston Sco. Vilianie 11. ProL, Tricksey
tales of .'.peaking Cornish dawes. 1604 Dekker Honest
iy^k,\. x'u Wks. 1873 11. 63 [Stage-direction] Enter Candido
like a Premise. IVi/e. Why how now mnd>man, what in
your tricksi-coats? 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 226 Ariel. Sir,
all this seruice Haue I iXonc. . . Frospero. My trick.sey Spirit.

1831 Cari-YLK Sart. Res. 1. iv, A rich, idiomatic diction,

picturesque allusions, fiery poetic emphasis, or quaint tricksy
turns. 1871 R. Klus Catullus ii. 5 My lady.. Bends her
splendour awhile to tricksy frolic 1895 Crockf.tt Lot-e
idylls (1901) 125 The tricksy maid clapped her hands and
laughed merrily.

3. Full of tricks or deception; tricky, crafty,

cunning, cheating.

1766 Goldsm. yic. W. xxyi, I still continued tricksy and
cunning, and was poor, without the consolation of being
honest. 180(^10 Coleridge Friend (cd. 3) \. 25 The tricksy
humilities of the ambitious cajididates for the favorable
suflrapes of the judicious public 1856 R. A. Valtchan
J^x//«(i86o)I.24i Willoughbyhad to tell of the escapades
of^lricksy trout.

4. That is apt to play tricks upon one ; that
needs cautious handling : = Tkicky a, 2, Ticklish.
183s WiLus Pencillings L xxL 146 The second and third

stories are ornamented with tricksy-looking iron balconies.
iSSxMorn.Starsi May, Kidderminster is a tricksy borough.
Its people have a knack of taking their own way. 1900 II.

S-jtcliff Sliameless Waynt 1, A lass is tricksy handling
ut sich times.

Hence Trickslcal a., inclined to be tricksy or to
play tricks ; TrlcksUy adv.^ in a tricksy or spor-
tive manner.
1866 Alger SoUL Ifai, 9f Mem in. 163 The heathen

deities,.. that once tricksily danced over the classic land-
scapes. 1889 Pall Mall G, 38 May 3 Imagination is, in-
deed, a tricksical jade.

t Tri-ckay, v. Obs. rare. In 6 trixie. [C prec.]

trans. To make * tricksy ' or spruce.
1598 Florio, Nim/arsi, to trim, to smug, to trixie, to decke

or spruce himselfe vp as a nimphe.
Trick-track: see Tbic-trac.

Tricky (tri-ki), a. [f. Thick sb, + -y.] Char-
acterized by or full of tricks.

1. Given to the practice of crafly or deceitful
tricks ; characterized by trickery.

1786 Burns ToAuld Mare v, Tho' yc was trickle, slee, an*
funnie. Ye ne'er was donsie. 181a Walkfr in 1*. Graham
Agric. Surv. Stirling 401 A minister, .paid in kind from
the small tricky heritors, who are imposing upon him grain
of the worst quality. 1831-54 Ld. Cockburn 7?7»/. ii. (1874)
113 As Lord President he was tricky, 1868 E, Edwards
Ralegh I. iL 27 Very characteristic. of the tricky and
tortuous policy of Elizabeth's government.

b. Skilled in jjerforming clever tricks or dodges.
1887 Daily News ig May 3/3 It had gained many prices,

and was what he might call a tricky dog. 1890 L. C D'Oylk
Notches 63, I used to be what they call a ' tricky hunter.

1901 Essex Weekly News 29 Mar, 8/3 His partner., was the
trickiest forward on the field.

2. Having the deceptive character of a trick ;

containing unexpected difliculties; needing cautious

action or handling ; risky, catchy, ticklish, colloq.

1887 Saiwsbury Hist. Elizab. Lit. iv. (1890) ni One of
the tricky things called echo sonnets. 1887 Vpool Daily
Post 14 Feb. 5/7 Accompanying certain recitations with
music, which at first appeared a rather tricky experiment.
x8^i Kipling Light that Failed i. Revolvers are tricky

things for young hands to deal with.

Triclad (trai-klced, tri'klad), a. and sb. ZooL
[ad. mod.L. Triciada, neut. pi., f. Tri- + Gr. kKoZos

branch.] a. otij. Belonging to the division Tri-

clada or Triciadida of turbellarian worms, having

a main intestine with three branches, b. sb. A
worm of this division. (Cf. Polyclad.)
x888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 579 Bundles of

dorso-ventral muscle-nbres, &c in Nemertca and Triclad
Turbellaria, Ibid, 672 Transverse fission has been observed
in the Triclads Planaria sudtentaculata.,and Polyccelis

comuta. 1909 J. W. Jenkinson Experim. EmbryoL 273
The reunion of separated blastomeres in Triclads,

f Tri-clasit^. Min, Obs, [ad. Ger. triclasit

(Hausmann 1808), L Gr. Tp<-, Titi- + KXaa-i<i

breaking, fracture + -ite1.] Obsolete synonym of

Fahlukite.
1835 AVwry^^ Brit. (ed. 7) XII. 37/1 Triclasite. Specific

Gravity 2-61 to 2-66. 1850 Ansted Elem. Geol.., Min, etc.

§ 401 Fahlunile, Tnklasile, Hydrous silicate of alumina with

magnesia, oxide of iron, and oxide of manganese. x868
Dana Min. (ed. 5) 485 The name triclasite alludes to three
cleavages, and is therefore bad, as they are not cleavages
of the species, but in part of the original iolite,

Tricla'vian, [f. Tbi- + L. cldvtis nail + -ian.]

One who holds that only three nails were used at

the crucifixion of Christ. Hence Triclavianism.
1838 G. S. Faber Inquiry 398 The author of the Noble

I>esson, whom I suppose to have been a Triclavian, mentions
the five wounds.

_
Ibid. 397 Pope Innocent III finally and

infallibly determined, that four nails were used, and that
the Roman soldier pierced the right side of Christ ; a
decision, which of course stamped the brand of heresy upon
Triclavianism.

Triclinate (tr^i*-, triklin^a), a, Cryst, [f.

Tbi- + L. dlnat-tts inclined,] = Tbiclinic.
1837 Dana Min, 40 On examining the figure of anorthite .

.

we . . nave no room for a duubt, that this cr^'stal is triclinate.

i84f) — Geol. App. n. (iSsot 732 Cleavage oblique, probably
indiciiin^ triclinate crystallization.

t Tricline. Obs. Ako 5 -yno. [ad. L. tri"

clUtium : see below : cf. OF. tricHn^ 14th c, tri-

ditie, 15th c] = Triclinium.
£1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 391 And half as high thyn

chamber & tricline (r.n .clyne] Thou make^ as hit is mesure
long by lyne. 1493 Ryman Poems xii. 9 in Archiv Stud,
w;/.'.V/*r. LXXXIX.i8iOfloureofalIvirginitie..Otriclyne
of the trinitie.

Tricliuial (trsikli-nial), a, [f. Tbiclini-um
+ -AL.] Pertaining to a triclinium. So TricU'ni-
arolL [ad. L. triclmiarckeSj Gr. *TpiK\ivtdpxfjs : cf.

Abchitriclink], the president of a feast ; f Tri-
cll'XLlary a. [ad. L. tric/fniaris^ = tridiniai,

1874 I. Taylor Etruscan Researches iii. 47 The couches
on which the corpses repose have a *triclinial arrangement,
1656 Hlount Glossogr., "Tricliniarck (tricliniarches), the
master of the dining chamber or room, the huicher. i89a
Harper^s Mag. Dec. 131/1 TTiere is no need thus to punish
your tricliniarch. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. vi. 243
From this *Tricliniary di.sposure, we may illustrate that
obscure expression of Seneca. 1695 j, Edwards Perfect,
Script. 133 This was their posture, .on their tricliniary beds.

Triclmic (traikli'nik), a, Cryst, [f. Gr. rp*-,

Tbi- + «A.iV-«(K to incline, lean, slope + -ic.] Ap-
plied to that system of crystalline forms in which
the three axes are unequal and obliquely inclined

(also called aitorthic, tetarioprismatic^ or doubly

oblique) ; belonging to this system.
18^ Dana Min, Introd. (ed. 4) 29 In the Triclinic System,

the three axes are unequal, and all the intersections are
oblique. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chcm, (1871) 367 Copper
sulphate, .crystallizes in large blue crystals belonging to the
triclinic system. 1897 Geikib Anc. I'olcafwes Gt. Brit. I.

37 The bottom of the flow was thickly crowded with triclinic

felspars and augites.

II Triclinium (traiklini^m, triikbi'ni^m),

Roman Anliq. PI, -ia. [L. triclinium^ a. Gr.

TpiK\moyf dim. of rpiKKTvos, as sb, a dining-room

with three couches, f. xKiyrj couch, bed.] A
couch, rtmning round three sides of a table, on
which to recline at meals ; a table-couch ; also, a
room for eating in ; a dining-room,
1646 Sir T. liRowNE Pseud, Ep. vii. xviii. 381 Fishponds,

Gardens, Tricliniums, 1797 S. Lvsons Rom. Antiq. Wood-
Chester 17 These [apartments! occupy the situation assigned

by Vitruvius for the triclinia of the spring and autumn.

1848 Mrs, Jameson Sacr. <) Leg. Art (1850) 106 In the

Triclinium of the old palace of the Lateran,

TrxolinO|he*dric, a. Cryst. [f. as Triclinic

+ Gr. iZpa base.] = Tkiclinic. So Triclino-

he'dral a,

1837 Dana Min. 15 Oblique Rhomljoidal Prism... It..

forms the class Triclinata., .Note, TricHnohedral of Nau-
mann. 1882 Ogilvie (Annandale), TricHnohedric

Tricoaster: see Tbi- 4 c.

Tricoccoas (traik^^'kas), a, Bot, [f. Tbi- +

[

C0CC-US + -0U3.] Of a fruit: Composed of three

;

cocci or carpels; also of a plant, having a fruit of
i this kind. Also Txico*ccose a,

\
1697 Phil, Trans. XIX. 396 Tricoccos Shrubs called

:
Widdow-Wayles, 1703 J. Petivkk ibid, XXIII. 1458 The

:
Berry is perfectly tricoccose. 1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 124

I Atncoccous, rough seed-vessel, 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot.
vii. (1858) 114 The fruit of this order is tricoccous; that is, it

consists of 3 carpyels.

TricoHc (Iraik^u-lik), a. Gr. Pros, [f. Gr.
TpiKQjKos (f. Tpi-, Tui- + KwXov Umb, clause) + -ic]
Consisting of three cola : see Colon 2 i. So Trl-
co'lon, a period consisting ot three cola.

1706 PniLLiPS (ed. Kersey), Tricolo>i,..3. Stanza, or Staff
of three Verses. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tricolic.

Tricolorous (troika-bras), a, [f. late L. Iri-

co/orj 'or-em (see next) + -ous.] = next, A.
1891 in Cefd. Diet,

Tricolour, tricolor (troi-k^loj), a, and sb,

[ad, late L. tricolor^ -drem adj. (Priscian ^500),
and F. tricolore adj. (often in phr, drapeau tricolore :

see A. 2, B. 2),]

A. adj. Having three colours ; three-coloured,

1. Nat. Hist, (in form tricolor).
i866 Treas. Bot., Tricolor, consisting of three colours,

1900 in B. D, Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

2. Of a flag, cockade, etc. ; esp. of the national

flags of France, Italy, and Mexico: see B. 2.

x8isSouTHEvin Q. A'tt'. J[uly 482(tr. A^rt/»£?/^(7«)Teardown

those colours which the nation has proscribed; mount the tri-

colour cockade. 183J tr. Sismondi s Ital. Rep. xvi, 362 The
French general Baraguai d'HtlUers entered the city. .and
planted.. the tricolour banner on St. Mark. x86o W. G.
Clark in Vac. Tour, 56 [They] made haste to take all the
tricolor flags from their windows. x886 Pall Alall G. 3 J u\y
8/3 Many.. supporters had also donned tricolour rosettes.

B. sb. (Not SO used in French.)

1. Gardening'- (in form tricolor). Short for /Ima-

ranlus tricolor j a species of amaranth from China,

cultivated for its brightly coloured leaves, com-
pounded of green, yellow, and red.

1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist, 239 Fine balsams, cocks-

combs, tricolors, etc.

2, A tricolour flag, cockade, etc. ; esp. the na-

tional flag of France adopted at the Revolution,

consisting of equal vertical stripes of blue, white,

and red,

1798 Scott IVar-song \n\j If ever breath of Hritish gale
Shall fan the tri-color [rime shorej. 1819 Byron On the
Star of ^ the Legion of Honour* iv, A rambow..Of three

bright colours. Note^ The tri-colour. 183a Marbvat N.
Forster xH, The French tricolour hardly had time to blow
clear. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev, I. v. v. Red and Blue,

our old Paris colours : these, once based on a ground of

constitutional White, are the famed Tricolor,—which (if

Prophecy err not) ' will go round the world ', 1847 Dis-
raeli Tancred iv. ii, The flag of England has beaten even
the tricolour. 1855 W. Mokkis in Mackail Life (1899)

I. 83 The Russian tricolour, horizontal stripes of blue, red,

and white. 1870 Daily Netvs i Dec, An unpretending
house, .has a sentry at the gate, and a North German trico-

lour displayed above the garden wall.

Tricoloured, -colored (Iraikplaad), a.

(Often with hyphen.) [f. Tri- + Coloured, after

prec, simulating a parasynthetic compound, as

three-coloured.} = prec. A.
179s St. Papers in Ann. Reg, 2^4/2 That trj-coloured

standard [of 1789, when the red and blue of Paris were added
to the white of the French King]. 1797 S. & Ht. Lee
Ccuiterb. 7'., Frenchm. T. (1799) I. 234 Kach wore a tri-

coloured ribbond in his hat. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson 98
The tri-colored cockade.. caught his eye. 1840 Macaulay
Ess., Rattke (1887) 592 The tricolourcd flag floated on the
top of the Castle of St. Angelo.

Tricolumnax: see Tki- i.

II Tricou (tr(koh). Cards. [F. tricon : origin

unknown
;

perh, jocularly f. L. tri- tliree + con-t

Con-, together.] In certain card games, as Com-
merce : see quots.

1798 Sporting Mag. XII. 142 The tricon is three tens,

three nines, three fours, or any three cards of the same rank,

1850 liohn's Hand'Bk. Games 329 At this game [Com-
merce] are three parts ; ist, That which takes place of all

others, called the tricon, or three cards of the same denomina-
tion, similar to pair-royul at Cribbage,

Triconodont (tr9iik^un(Wpnt), a, Zool. [f.

Tri- + Gr. kwvoj cone + bhovr- tooth : cf. Conodont,]
Having molar teeth with three conical cusps, as

the extinct genus Trtconodon or family Tricono-

dontidsd of mammals (supposed to be marsupials);

also said of such teeth. So Trlconodo ntld, an
animal of this family; Triconodo'utoid a., be-

longing to or having the characters of this family;

sb.~triconodonlid\ Triccnodonty, the condition

of being triconodont,
1881 Q. 7ml, Geog. Soc. XXXVII. 378 The fourth pre-

molar of Triacanthodon approaches the triconodont or true

molar type. 189S P'unk's Standard Dict,^ Triconodont id,

Triconodontoid. 185(7 ^ "ler. Nat. Dec. 998 The triconodont
crown, .was predominant in the Lower Jurassic period. Ibid.

999 Both the 'haplodont ' and ' triconodont ' crowns are seen
to-day among the Cetacea, 1809 Proc. Zool. Soc, 2 May 571
The famous theory of the gradual complication, of tricono-
donty and trituberculy, is an untenable hypothesis.

Trixonsona-ntal, a. [f. T»i- + Conso-
nantal.] Consisting of or containing three conso-

nants; said chiedy of the radical words of the
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Semitic languages. Hence Triconsonantalism,
triconsonamal iorniation. So Triconsona'utic n.

1863 Sjnilh's Bible Diet. III. 153^/1 It is more than pro-
bable that the triconsonantal has been evolved out of a
biconsonantal root. Ibid., The bisyllabism [of the Hebrew
verb] is in reality triconsonantalism, the vowels not forming
any part of the essence of ibe root. «86p Farrar Fatn.
Speech iiL (1S73) ^^ ^ '^^ ^'^^ ^^ *^^ Semitic verb is always
triliteral, or rather triconsonantic.

Tricom (traikf^an), a. and sb. Also (as or

after Fr.) tricorne. [ad. K, triconie or L. tri-

cornis three-homed, f. tri-^ Titi- + L. cornu horn.]

A. adj. Three-horned ; having three horns or

hom-like projections; spec, applied to a cocked
hat with the brim turned up on three sides.

1844 HoBLVN Diet. Med. Terms, Tricorne, . .a term applied
to each lateral ventricle of the brain, from its three-horned
shape. 1864 M. J. HiCGiNS Ess. (1875) 2ox With their tri-

corn hats they looked very much like Knaves of Spades.
1883 A. Wallis in N. 9f Q. 6th Ser. VIII. 363/1 A white
bob-wig surmounted by a tricorne hat completes the ordinary
costume of a gendeman living in the second Georgian period.

t^ftaDaiiy Graphic LXXX. 13/1 An ermine tricorne bat.

B. sb.

1. An (imaginary) creature with three horns.
1760 Itiipostors Detcctfd in. viii. II. 78 These creatures

were distinguished,.by a lump on their heads, . .supported
by three small protuberances ; from whence they were called

'Jri-coms. 1813 [see BicornJ. 189S F. EX Hulmk Nat.
Hist. Lore 4- Leg. 147 What can have.. suggested the idea
of such a very unpleasant tricom, it is impossible to say.

2. A tricorn hat : see A.
1876 G. Meredith Beauch. Career ii, A shocking bad, bald,

brown-rubbed old tricorne. 1903 J. Conrad & Hueffer
Romance v. i. He wore a large and shadowy tricorn.

So +Trico'rnons a. {pbs. rare"^)^ three-homed.
1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Tri-cornered, -comigerous, -cornute, etc.

:

see Tri- i c, i.

Tricorporal (traik^jporal), a, [f. Tbi- + L.

corpus^ corpoT' body + -al : cf. corporaL'\ Having
three bodies; three-bodied. So Trico'rporate,
Trico'rporated adjs. in same sense, spec, in Her, :

see quots. ; also Trioo'rporons a. (rare~°).
1730-6 Bailev (folio), * Tricorporal^ that hath three bodies.

s8a3 T. Taylor Apuleius in. 59 Coequal to the destruction

of the tricorporal Geryon, or the three-headed Cerberus.
173X Bailey vol. II, *TricorPorate, Tricorporous, that hath
three bodies. cx8a8 Berry Encycl. Her. 1, Gloss., Tri-
corporate is said when the bodies of three beasts are repre-
sented issuing from the dexter, sinister, and base points of
the escocheon, and meeting conjoined to one head in the
centre point. 1572 BossEWELL/^rwwm ii. 42 "Tricorporated.
x6xo GuiLLiM Heraldry in. xv. (1611) 141 A Tricorporated
Lion issuing out of the three corners of the Escocheon all

meeting vnderone head. X737 Bailev vo\.ll,* Trico?porous.

Tricoryphean, -costate : see Tbi- i.

Trixosane, tri-ixosane. CAem, [f. Gr.

Tpia three + uKoai twenty + -anb.] A hydrocarbon
belonging to the paraffin series, containing 23 atoms
of carbon.
X894 Mum & MoRLEY IVaits* Diet. Chem. IV. 793 w-Tri-

icosane C23H48 (melting point 48'^C.)...Obtained also by
fractional distillation of paraffin oil from brown coal. . . Glit-

tering plates. 1902 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXXII, 1. 734
Pennsylvania Petroleum, .furnished a small proportion of a
solid tricosane, C23H4S, which melts at 45°.

+ Tricot 1. Obs. rare~^. [Allied to OF. tricotage

chicanery, trickery (Godef, Compl.)y tricotement

chicane {c 1400 in Godef.), tricoterie * cousenage,

cheating, trecherie, deceit, in the following of a suit,

etc.* (Cotgr.), which imply a vb. *tricoler to cozen,

cheat, and perh. a sb. *tricot \ but these do not

appear in this sense, unless they are fig. uses of

tficoter to knit, tricot knitting.] Trickery, fraud.

c:x430 Pilgr. LyfMatUiodewx, xxvi. (1869) 150 The oother
hand, .is cleped., tricot, .and disceyuaunce.

11 Tricot^ (tr/k<7). [F. tricot knitting, knitted

work, f. tricoter to knit; of uncertain origin.]

Knitting; knitted work or fabric; a woollen

fabric, knitted by hand, or by machinery in imita-

tion of hand-knitting ; also, name of a woollen

fabric (see quol. 1904"). Also short ioi tricot-stitch,

1872 Browning Fifine'm, The human beauty. .Tricot fines

down if fat, padding plumps up if lean. i88a Caulfeild &
Sawakd Diet. Needlework \'z%l-2 Make a Foundation chain
. .and work a row of Tricot. 1893 A. Zimmern tr. Bliimner's
Hottu Li/e Anc. Grks. xii. 440 The costume and the tricots,

as well as the grotesque masks, are worthy of notice. 1898
Daily Ne^vs $ Mar. 6/4 A mourning walking dress in woollen
tricot. 1904 Woollen Drapers Terms in Tailor <V Cutter

4 Aug. 480^1 Tricots^ a woollen fabric, with diagonals
running straight across the piece, and something like cassi-

mere handle.

b. attrib.y as tricot-stitch^ tncot-work,
x88o B'ham IVeekly Post 2 Oct 1/5, 1 have an inter-

minable piece of trico work in hand, which has been my
resource for several years. 1882 Caulfeild & 3awahd Diet.

Needlework i:8/i Tricot stitch. ..The easiest of crochet
stitches, but only suitable for straight work ; it is usually
worked with Berlin or fleecy wool, and a wooden hook, and
is suitable forcouvrepieds, counterpanes, muflfatees, mufllcrs,

and other warm articles.

tTricotee, sb. Obs. Also 7 trick-a-tee, 8

tricotez. [a. F. tricotets, also tricot^e (Lamonnoye
in Littr^), f. tricoter to dance in a lively manner :

origin uncertain.] A lively kind of old dance.

Hence f Tricotee v, (with it\ to dance this. Obs,

1659 Lady Alimony 1. ii, A iij b, A Monkey dancing his
'I'rick-a-tee on a Rope. 1664 Cotton Scarron. iv. (1741) 120
Poor Dido, .t ho' oppressed with Woe and Care, cut Capers,
and Tricotee 'd it barefoot. 1667 Flecknoe Damoiselles a
la Mode IV. ii. 80 The dancing Bears shall dance the Trico-
tees with him for a wager, a 170X Sedlev Grumbler \\. i,

Will you have a minuet, Sir?.. What then? (here he names
half a dozen dances) The trocanny, tricotez, rigadon?

Trieotyledonous : see Tin- i.

Tricquet, variant of Tbiquet Obs,

Tricrotic (troikr^-tik), a. Physiol, [f. Tri-,

after Diceotic ; cf. Gr. TpUpoTos rowed with triple

stroke, as a trireme.] Of the pulse or a sphygmo-
graphic tracing : Having or showin^^ three undula-
tions for each beat of the heart. Tricrotic wave,
the third of such undulations. So Tri'erotism,
tricrotic condition ; Tri'crotous a. = tricrotic.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. PatJwl, fed. 6) 630 The pulse of
aged persons is tricrotic. 1877 Roderts Handbk. Med.
(ed. 3) II. 21 This form of pulsation is sometimes called tri-

crotous. X890 Billings, Tricrotic "wave^ the third curve of
the sphygmogram. 189X Cent. Diet., Tricrotism. 1913
DoRLAND Med, Diet. S.V. Pulse, Tricrotic pulse, one that

is marked by three aljnormally distinct sphygmographic
waves to the pulse-beat.

Tricrunodal, -crural : see Tri- i.

Tric-trac (tii'kitrte'k). Also 7- trick-track,

[a. F. tric-trac^ •\ trique-trac (i6th c. in Littr^
;

cf. also jeux de triqtietactz^ Godef. Comply ; so

called from the clicking sound made by the pieces

in playing the game : F. tric-tracy an echoic word
(15th c), applied to various clicking noises.] An
old variety of backgammon : = Tick-tack 2.

[1653 Urquhart Rabelais ii. vii. 41 The trictrac of the

knocking Friars.J X687 Sedlev Bellamira iv, i, I lost three

sets at back-gammon, and a tout at trick-track. X690 R.
Davies Jrnl. (Camden) 78, I taught them to play grand
tric-trac. X788 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 1071/1 One of the kinds

of trictrac used in Europe. 1852 Thackeray Esmond i. iv,

He loved to play at cards and tnc-trac with _him.^ 1897
DowDEN Fr. Lit. V. i. 336 The destiny of nations is satirically

viewed as a vulgar game of trick-track.

attrib, x8oo Mar. Eugeworth ^^//wf/a xxx. There's Mrs.
Delacour leading Miss Portman off" into the trictrac cabinet.

1819 Lamb Let. to Miss Wordsivorth 25 Nov., In the trick-

track board, where the hits are figured.

Tricube, Tricurvate: see Tbi- 4 a, 2.

Tricuspid (traikospid), a. {sb.) fad. L. tri-

cuspiSt 'Cuspid-etn three-pointed, f. tri-^ Tri- -f-

cuspis point : cf. F. tricuspide (Littr^).] Having
three cusps or points, a. Tricuspid valve or

valves {Anat.) : the valve consisting of three

triangular segments (or, as otherwise regarded, the

set of three triangular valves) which guards the

opening from the right auricle into the right

ventricle of the heart. Also absot. or as sb. ; hence

attrib.
J
as tricuspid murmurj obstruction^ openings

regurgitation y etc.

1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2097 We did also observe two
Ventricles with the tricuspid [and] sigmoid-valves. 1834 J,
Forbes Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 547 In hypertrophy of

the right ventricle . . the thickening . . is always a little greater

in the vicinity ofthe tricuspid valves. 187a Hvximv Physiol,

ii. 36 On the right side there are .. three of these broad
pointed membranes, whence the whole apparatus is called

the tricuspid valve. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3)

II. 10 Said to accompany tricuspid obstruction. Ibid. 43
Tricuspid Regurgitation. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 786
Valvular incompetence.. at the tricuspid opening. Ibid,^q
We may notice occasionally, .a tricuspid systolic murmur.

b. Of various structures, as a tooth, leaf, etc. :

also absol. or as sb. a tricuspid tooth.

X849 Florist 212 There is something very striking, .about

their tricuspid petals, and quaint, lively markings. 1856
Woodward Mollusca iii. 449 The central teeth are,. tri-

cuspid in Loligo. x88x T. Anderson Scot, in Early Chr. T.

lit. 130 In the West Highland crosses they are .. terminated

by a peculiar conventional, tricuspid leaf.

So Tricu'spidal, Tricuspidate, Tricuspid-
ated adjs. in same sense.

1822-3^ Goods Study Med.i^d. 4) I. 520 The *tricuspidal

valve, with the. .sigmoid valve of the pulmonary artery.,

never exhibit bony deposits. 1852 Salmon Higlur Plane
Cwrz'^jvi, (1879) 253 The quartic is tricuspidal. 1752 J.Hill
Hist. Anim. 11 The Brachionus. with. .a *tricuspidate tail.

i88i Baker in yml, Linn. Soc. XVIU. 280 Stigma capitate,

obscurely tricuspidate. 1822 J. Pakkinson Outl. Ojyctol.

197 An inequivalved ., shell ; *tricuspida_ted at the base.

Ibid. 275 Teeth of cartilaginous fishes .. triangular, conical,

single pointed, tricuspidated, tridentated.

Tricu'ssate, a. Bot. [irreg.f. Decussate, with

substitution of Tin- for de-^ (See quot.)

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Tricussaie, used

for whorls of three leaves each, the leaves of each whorl

alternating with those above and below,

Trieyanate, Tricyanide: see Tin- 5 a.

Tricycle (troi-sikT), sb. [a. F. tricycle^ used

in sense i in 1827 ; in sense 2 in Diet. Acad. 1S78
;

f. Tiu- + Gr. Kvickos circle, wheel : cf. Bicycle.]

tl. A three-wheeled coach or omnibus drawn by

two horses, formerly used in Paris. Obs.

i8a8 Chron.'m Ann. Keg. 185/1 Tricycles.—Christmas-day

was rendered memorable to the Parisians by the starting of

this new species of carriage. . . The tricycle is a kind of

coach, mounted on three wheels ; it is drawn by two horses

only.

2. A velocipede with three wheels (now usually

one in front and one on each side behind), driven

by treadles actuated by the feet, or {motor tricycle)

by a small motor attached.
1868 London Society Nov. 411 The tricycle, or three-

wheeled Velocipede, is easier to guide and safer to use than
the bicycle. x88x Philad. Record No. 3459. 2 M. Trouve
riding at ease through the streets of Paris upon a tricycle

driven by slored-up electricity. 1896 Motor tricycle (see

Motor A. 5]. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 325 As far lack
as 1883 or 1884 the whole of Europe had been covered by
women on tricycles.

attrib. and Comb. 1885 Graphic 21 Feb. i86/i An Englisli-

man . . tricycle-riding the country. 1896 Daily Neivs 28 May
3/2 Infantry bring up a tricycle Maxim gun. ^

Hence Tricycle v., intr. to ride a tricycle

(whence Tri'cycling vbl. sb. and ///, a.) ; Tri'-

cycler, Tricyclist, one who rides a tricycle;

Trlcy'cnlar a. [irreg. after vehicular \ cf. I3l-

cycdlar], pertaining to tricycles.

1883 Sat. Rev. 28 July 107/2 The modern heroine .. rides,

boats, "tricycles, and plays lawn-tennis. 1902 igth Cent. Nov.
764, I was tricycling homeward one evening. x88x Daily
News 18 July 5/5 Some member of Parliament should take
the matter up, so as to relieve the steam *tricyclers from the
restriction. 1888 J. & E. R. Pennell Sent. Journ. 180 A
meeting of tricyclers was not an everyday occurrence in

their town. 1882 Standard 15 May 2/8 *TricycUng divi-

sions of bicycle clubs. 1882 Richardson in Gd. Words 177
Mr. Browning called my attention to *tricycling as a health-

ful recreation. 1878 Prospectus Bicycle Touring Club, Any
amateur Bicyclist or *TricycHst—lady or gentleman—is

eligible for election to the Bicycle Touring Club, 1887
Times 9 Apr. 5/5 The tricyclists were formed into the main
column. 1870 Belgravia Feb. 444 The latest contrivance
in that way comes more under the *tricycular head.

Tricyclic (traisi-klik, -sai'klik), a. [f. Gr. Tpt-,

Tri- + kvkKos circle + -10.]

1. /Jot. Arranged in three whorls.
1900 in B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

2. Chem* Of a carbon compound : Having three

rings or closed chains of atoms in its structural

formula ; e. g. phenanthrene. (Ger. tricyklisch.)

1891 yrnl. Chem. Soc. LX. 1258 The two best known tri-

cyclic compounds, anthracene and phenanthrene.

llTridaCUa (trai-, trid?c-kna). Zool. [mod.L.
(Da Costa 1776), f. Gr. rpidoKv-o^ eaten at three

bites, f. rpi-f TRl- + 5a/ci'-<(j' to bite.] A genus of

bivalve molluscs, including the Tridacna gigas

or Giant Clam, the largest bivalve shell known.
Also attrib.

X776 Da Costa Conchol. 294 .\ Tridacna, the Bason Conch
or Clamp, i860 Wbaxall Life in Sea xiv. 299 The giant
Tridacna, which is five feet broad, forms entire submarine
banks. X904.f4/A£«^KW 24 Sept. 419/1 In graves at Kubiana
were found rings of tridacna shell and_ other objects of the

same material carved in a fretwork design.

So t Tridacnan a. Obs. rare-*^.

1623 CocKERAM, Tridacnan^ any thing that is so big that

must be cut in three pieces, or morsels, ere it can be eat.

Tridactyl (traidce'ktil), a. Also -yle. [ad.

Gr. TpihcLKTvX-oSj f. Tpt-, Titl- + 5a«TuAos finger,

digit.] Having three fingers or toes.

1813 Shaw Gen, Zool. VIII. 104 'IVidactyle Kingfisher.

1822 J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctot. 321 The feet of this animal
were tridactyle. 1877 Le Contk Elem, Geol. i. (1879) 431
Only three functional toes on the hind foot, which therefore

formed a tridactyl track, i^xa Return Brit. Museum 179
A tridactyl Reptilian foot-print.

Tridactylous, a. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

1. = prec.

1828 in Webster. 1851 Mantell Petrifact, L § 3- 65 The
foot-tracks are, for the most part, tridactylous (three-toed).

X856-8 W. Clark Van der Hocven's Zool. II. 379 Feet tri-

dactylous, palmate, with hallux none.

t 2. Chem. Applied to a compound of an atom of

one element with 3 atoms of another, as SO3. Oi>s,

1865 Mansfield Salts 483 The simple molecule Sn.. .does

not imitate the molecule Sb. in forming tridactylous com-
pounds either with O. or with H.

Tridaily : see Tei- 3.

Triddil, Triddle : see Treadle, Tbkddlb.

Ii
Tride (Ii trzd, traid), a. ? Obs. [F. tride * terme

de manege, vif, serre' (Littre), a. Eng. tread in

sense * gait, pace '.] (See quots.)

X727 Bailey vol. II, Tride {with Horsemen), shortand
swift. Tride-pace, is a going of short and thick Motions,

tho' united and uneasy. Tride-career, a fast Gallop that

has its Times and Motions short and nimble. To work
Tride. .upon Volts, is to mark his Time with his Haunches
short and ready. [Also in later Diets, and Cyclopaedias.]

Tride, obs. f. tried^ pa. t. and pple. of Try v.

TridecaJie (trard^'k^n), Chem, [f. Gr. rpia

three + hUa ten + -ane.] A colourless liquid

hydrocarbon of the pnrafhn series, containing 13

atoms of carbon ; its meltmg point is — 6°C. and

boiling point 234° C.
1894 MuiR & Morlev Waits Diet. CJtcm. IV. 793 Tri-

decane, C13H23. 1902 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXXXII. i. 733
Hydrocarbons in Pennsylvania Petroleum, . . Tridecane [etc).

So Tridecyl (trai'drsil) [-yl], the radical

(CjsHaY) contained in tridecane. Hence Tride-

cylic a. in tridecylic acid, Ci3H2g02 ; also called

Tridecoic or Tridecatoic cuid.

i863 Watts Diet. C/iem.V. 880 Tridecyl. 1880 Jrtd. Chem.
Soc. XXXVIIl. 34 Tridecylic, Pentadecoic, [etc.] Acids..

The discovery of tridecoic and pentadecoic acids makes the

list of fatty acids complete as far as stearic acid. 19x3

Thorpe Diet. App. Chem. (ed. 2) V. 529 Tridecatoic or Tri.

decylic Acid . . crystallises iu thia plates ; m, p. 40-5°.



TRIDECENNARY. 851 TRIEDLT.

f-Tri|dece*nnary,rt. Obs.rare-^. [An irregular

formation from L. tredecim thirteen.] Intended to

mean : Of or pertaining to the number thirteen.

(By the form, it ought to mean * Of thirteen years '.)

1783 Robertson Hist. Amer, (ed. 4) III. 385 Computed..
first "by what he calls a trjdecennary progression of days
from one to thirteen,, .and then b^ a septenary progression

of days from one to seven, making in all twenty.

Tri deoila'teral, a, rare, [irreg. f. L. tre-

decim thirteen + Later.\l.] Thirteen-sided.
i88a Vines Sacks' Boi. 205 Ihe shoot itself may be said

to be tri-, quadri-, quinqm-, octo-, trideci -lateral, &c.

Tridecile, Tridel : see Tredecile, Treddle.

Trident (trai-dent), sb. (a.) [ad. L. tridens^

iridcni-enij f. tri- three + dens, dent-em tooth. Cf.

F. trident (i3-i4th c. in Godef. CompL).]
1. An instrument or weapon with three prongs.

a. esp. A three-pronged fish-spear or sceptre as the

attribute of the sea-god Poseidon or Neptune, also

figured as borne by Britannia.

*S99 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 18 In the swing of his

trident he constituted two lord admirals ouer the whole navy
of England. 1607 Shaks. CtTr. in. i. 256 He would not
flatter Neptune for his Trident, Or loue, for 's power to

Thunder. »6ia Dekker Land. Triumph. Wks. 1873 III.

241 In his hand he holds a siluer Trident, or Three-forked
N!ace. 1697 Dryden JEneid \. 208 The God himself with
ready trident stand-S And opes the deep, and spreads
the moving sands. 1849 James Woodman vii, Some ser-

rated at the edges like Neptune's trident. x8o8 Rawlings
Brit. Coinage 113 In 1797 we have the first English regal
copper penny... Hritannia seated to right, the union shield

at her side, a palm branch in her right hand and a trident

in her left.

b. A three-pronged spear used by the retiarius

in ancient Roman gladiatorial combats.
1693 Stepney in Dryden Juvenal viii. (1697) 209 As

Retiarius he Attacks his Foe ; First waves hii? Trident
ready for the throw. Next casts his Net. 1891 Farrar Darkn,
ff Damn xxxix, He flung down net and dagger and trident,

and, retreating to the barrier, stood there with folded arms.

C. fig. or in fig. context.

1638 K. Baker tr. Bat&ncs Lett. (vol. II.) 902 The Syllo-
gl-^me, which by (he saying of a Grecian is the Trident and
Mace of Philosophic, is in your Writings all painted and
perfumed. 1698 Congrkve Birth 0/ Muse 109 To Worlds
remote, she {Britannia] wide extends her Reign, And wields
the Trident of the stormy Main. 1804 A. Duncan {title)

The British Trident ; or, Register of Naval Actions. i8ia
Wellkslky Part. Deb, 30 Nov., To concede the points.,
would be to throw into her hands the trident of the main.

2. transf. Applied to something resembling a
trident in shape or configuration, as a three-pronged
fork, a piece of land with three promontories.
X730 Swift Let. to Gay 10 Nov., Tell her Grace, that the

ill management of forks is not to be help'd when they are
only bidentiaL.ber Grace liath cost me thirty pounds to
provide Tridents for fear of oficnding her. 1869 Tozer
i/ighi. Turkey I. 101 The two other peninsulas, which form
the trident of Chalcidice.

3. Geom. Name of a plane cubic curve of a form
suggesting a three-pronged weapon ; also trident

eurve. Also called Cartesian parabola (Para-
bola b).

1710 J. Harris Lex, Techn. II, Trident is a Name given
by Sir Is. Newton to that kind of Parabola, by which
D'Cartes constructed Equations of six Dimensions. 1795
HuTTON Math. Vict. II. 191 Cartesian Parabola ..

xy = aj^-^bx*-^cx+d ..h«At\% Newton's 66th species of
lines of the 3d order, and called by him a Trident, 1864
Cavlev Math. Papers V. 364 The Trident Curve.
4. attrib. and Comb.^ as trident bearer^ -swayer^

tooth -y
trident-armed, -bearing, -shaped adjs.

1866 J. CoNiNGTON ^ncid I. 226 He, 'trident-armed, each
dull weight heaves. 1749 G. West Odes Pindar i. Anti-
str. V, Invocating oft the name Of the *Tridcnt-bearing
God. Strait the *Trident-bearer came. 1871 Kingslev At
Last xiv, A curious "trident -shaped stand, .on the horns of
which garbnds of flowers are hung as offerings. 1904 C.
I.ANiER Sonn. in Daily Chron. 21 Apr. 3/2 'Trident-swayer
of emotion's trembling sea ! 1901 G. Meredith tr. Iliad,
Reading 0/Life 128 I he God drives deep his "trident teeth.

B. as adj. Having three prongs or forks; tri-

dental. Khxifig.
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 34 Neptune .. with his tri-

dent mace. 1648 Karl Westmoreland Otia Sacra UZjc))

?7 A Trident nuschief that doth wound, Requires a Treble
'atience to afford Relief. 1864 (see 3 aljovej. 1910 Ex-

ftmtor Aug. 139 He is represented. .hurling the Uident
li.;htiiing and with a huge club.

Tridental (trolde-ntal), a.l [f. as prec. + -AL.]

tl. Hearing a trident Obs. rare,

>«3S QuARLEs Euibl. I. ii. iv, The wliite-mouth'd W.iter now
tisurpcs the Shore, And scorncs the pow'r of her trydcntall
Guide.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a trident

;

three-pronged, trifurcate.

1648 Gage West hut vii. 20 Catching one with a tridentall
iron Fork, vj^x Cow per Iliad v. 458 The bold Son of
Amphytrion with tridental shaft Her bosom pierced. 1843
R. H. Hornk Orion in. iii, j66 Now had Poseidon with tri-

dental spear Torn up the smitten sea, tS^a Graphic 28 May
637/3 Ihese picturesque tridental bays have contributed
backgrounds to many of the artist's pictures.

Tride-ntal, ^.2 rare~^. « Tkidkntink, Hence
Tride'ntally adv., in accordance with the Tri-
dentine decrees.

184* G. S. Faber ProT. Lett. (1844) II. 49 A very possible
adv.incc, from the fourth century, to the yet more fully in*
itructed, because tridentally instructed, suteenth.

Tridentate (traidcntA), a, Bot. and Zool.

[f. TRI- + L. dentdt-us tootlied : see -ate 2 2.]

Having three teeth or tooth-like processes ; three-

pronged, three-pointed.
1760 J. Lee Introd, Bot. \i. xxii, (1765) 124 Corolla, .either

..tridentate; or quinquedentate. 185a Dana Crust. 1.662
The only species .. have the front of the carapax deeply tri-

dentate, 1856-8 W. Clark yan der Hoevens Zool. I. 313
Tarsi with tridentate claws.

So t Tridentated a. Obs. in same sense.

*7S* J- Hill IHst, Anim. 35 The grey Fly.. with triden-

tated marks on the abdomen. 1822 T. Parkinson Outl.
Oryctol. 27s Numerous teeth of cartilaginous fishes.. tri-

angular, . .tricuspidated, tridentated.

Trideutea, a, [f. as Trident + -ed.]

1. (traide'nted). Three-tootbed, three-pronged
;

= Tridentate.
x630 QuARLES JoHok Sect. vi. F tj, Neptune . . Held his tri-

dented Mace vpon the South. 1816 Encycl. Perthensis V.
639/2 The pappus [is] monophyllous and tridented.

2. (trai'dented). Having or furnished with a
trident.

1624 QuARLEs Sion's Elegies iii. 13 Tridented Neptune.
1866 J. IJ. Rose tr. Ovids Met, viii. 236 Unto Neptune tri-

dented I prayed.

t Tride'ntifer. Obs. rare, [a. L. tridentifery

f, as Trident + 3/^ bearing.] He who bears a
trident ; the wielder of the trident ; Neptune.
1600 ToUHNEL'R Trans/. Metamorph. xl, Is that great gift

Tridentifer presents, To make faire passage for his foule
intents 7

So Tridenti*feroTis a,^ trident-bearing.
1656 in Blount Glossogr, 1727 in Bailey vol II,

Tridentiue (tri-dentain, traide-ntain), a, and
sb. [ad. med.L. Tridentin-us^ f, Tridenium the
city of Trent.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the
city of Trent in Tyrol, or to the Council of the
Roman Catholic Church held there (1545-63).
1561 Bari-ow in H. N. Birt Eliz. Reltg. Settlement x.

(1908) 424 Thomas Stapleton and Edward GoddeshaIfe..as
it is bruited were the last summer at Tridentine Council.
avjw Ken Hyvtnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 134 The Faith
Nicene he spake exact, But when to that the Tridentine he
tack'd, This a new Gospel is. 1849 Sir J. Stephen Eccl.
Biogr, (1850) I, 475 The most promising quarrel which had
arisen in the Church since the close of the Tridentine
Council 1901 Bp. Gore Body 0/ Christ iv. §4 (1907) 257
When they [^Protestants] rejected the Tridentine doctrine
of the Melchtzedekian priesthood.

B. sb. One who accepts and conforms to the
decrees of the Council of Trent; an orthodox
Roman Catholic.
a 1836 R, H. Froodk Rem. (1838) I. 434 (In answer to the

statement that] the Romanists were Schismatics in England-
but Catholics abroad, ( Froude replied) No, theyare wretched
Tridentines every where, a 1882 Dublin Rev. (Ogilvie), An-
glicans have styled Catholics of the present day Tridentines,

So Tri'dentlze v. rare, intr, to conform to the
Tridentine decrees.

i8j6 G. S. Faber Diffic^ Romanism (1853) no [It] is evi-
dent to common sense, and will readily be admitted by the
tridentLsing Romanist.

Tri derl-vative. Chem, rare, [Tei- 5 c]
A derivative containing three substituted atoms of
radicals ofthe same kind ; a tri-substilution product.
1875 yrnl. Chem. Soc. XXVIII. 567 Contributions to our

knowledge of the Connection between the Bi- and Tri-
derivatives of Benzene. 1891 Cent, Diet. s. v., Trichloracetic
acid is a triderivative of acetic acid.

Tridge, dial, and obs. form of Trddge v.

Trldiametral, -diapason, -digital, etc.

:

see Till- I, 4 a.

Tri-dimensional (trsiidime-nj^nal), a. [f.

Tbi- I a + Dimensional.] Having or exhibiting
three dimensions, as a solid body. Hence Trl-
dlmensiona-lity, the condition or quality of being
of three dimensions (in quot. 1894 loosely used).
X87S Cavlev in Phil. Trans. CLXV. 678 Theorem C, in

the particular case of 'tridimensional space. 1894 Nation
(N. Y.) 23 Aug. 145/1 The tridimensional graphs of WisH-
cenus. 1906 Athenxum 19 May 612/3 An ingenious series
of star charts, .which when looked at through red and green
spectacles exhibit the stars as appearing in tri-dimensional
space. X89A Nation (N.Y.) 13 Sept, 192/2 There are three
fundamental color-sensations..; but there is nothing corre-
spondtng to this * tri-dimensionality in the vibrations them-
selves. 1901 TiTCHENER Exper. Psycliol, I. ix. 1^8 The
two figures will approach each other, and at last will over-
lap...At the moment of complete overlapping, the cone
stands out with an almost startling tridimensional ity.

Tridlng : see Tbithino.

Tridiumal (trDi|d3i,ii-Jnal), a, [f, Tri- 3 +
DiUENAL.] a. Comprising three days. b. Oc-
curring three times a day,
a. i8a8 J. Sterling Ess., etc. (1848) II. 45 Various minor

periods,.. monthly, weekly, tridiurnal, and daily. b. 1884
Athenxum 10 May 602/1 He .. commenced to make tri-

diurnal meteorological observations and to issue a daily
weather reiwirt.

Tri-dodecahedral : see Tbi- a b.

II
Tri-domi-nium. [In form mod.L., f. Tri- + L,

dominium lordship, rule, Dominion.] The joint

rule of three powers or states : applied to that of

Gt Britain, Germany, and United States in Samoa.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 1 Mar. 2/3 Herr von IJiilow. . is reported

to have said with regard to Samoa that the Tri-dominium
had failed, ipoo Kdin. Rer'. Apr. 409 The break up of the
unworkabletndominium.. has been satisfactory to all parties.

Tridraclim (trsi-drasm). Gr, Antiq. [ad.
(ir. TpiSpaxftov, f. rpt-, Tri- + Spaxfirj Drachm.J A
silver coin of ancient Greece, of the value of three
drachms : see Drachm i.

1771 Raper in Phil, Trans. LXI. 469 Their larger Coins
above the Drachm were, the Didrachm, the Tridrachm, and
the Tetradrachm. 1817 Robinson Archaeol. Grxca v. xxvi.
(ed. 2) 550, 3 drtachmas] or tridrachm, i/iii 1842 Smith's
Diet. Grk. <5- Rom. Antiq. s.v. Drachma, Among those
[silver coins] now preserved, the tetradrachm is commonly
found; but we possess no specimens of the tridrachm, and
only a few of the didrachm.

Tridnan (tr3i-di«|an), a. Also 7 -ane. [ad. L.
triduan-uSy f, tridmun ; see below and -an.]
Lasting for three days (in quot, 1600 trans/,)

;

also, occurring every third day.

»S97 I- K'NG On Jonas (1618) 299 The triduan rest of
Christ in the graue, must bee vnderstood by the figure
synecdoche, a part put for the whole. 1600 W. Watson
Decacordon{.\(io-2) ^^To raise a triduane Lazarus from death
to life againe. 1658 Phillips, Triduan, (Lat.) continuing
three dayes. 1735 Johnson, Triduan^ i. Lasting three days.
2, Happening every third day.

llTridnO (trrd//^). R.C.Ch, [It. and Sp.
triduo :—L. tridttum : see below.] A three days'
prayer or festal celebration.
X848 Manning Jml. in Life (1895) L xix. 402 Then was

sung the Veni Creator (a triduo for the Roman State at
this time). 1869 Life of Marg. M. Hallahan (1870) 473We are meditating a great Triduo to our Holy Mother.
187X Echo 28 Feb., The Cardinal Vicar is at present occu-
pied in getting up triduos for the tercentenary of the Battle
of I^panto.

II Tridunm (trai'diwipm). [L. trldmwi, prop,
neut of *triduns adj. (sc. spatiuvi)^ i, tri-, Tri- +
dies day.] a. A period of three days; esp. in

A'.C.C-4. the last three days ofLent. b. = Triduo.
1883 ScHAFF Hist. Church II. xi. Ixxi. 525 The mysterious

triduum between the crucifixion and the resurrection. 1885
Pall Mall G. 7 Nov. 7/2 Yesterday there commenced at the
Church of the Servite Fat hers., a Triduum to celebrate an
event of interest in the early history of our Royal family.
X910 Universe 3 June o/i_A solemn Triduum in honour of
the feast of Corpus Cbristi was preached in St. Mary's
Cathedral, Edinburgh.

Tridymite (tri'dimait). Alin. [ad. Ger, tri'

dymit (vom Rath 1866), f. Gr. rpidvfios three-

fold, f. rpt-j Tri- 4- -8u^-os, as in Sibvfios twin;
named in allusion to its compound forms consist-

ing of three individual crystals.] A crystallized

form of silica, occurring in small hexagonal tables,

found in tracliyte and other itrneous rocks.
1868 Dana Mtn. (ed. 5) 805 Tridymite occurs in small

hexagonal tables, colorless and transparent, which are
usually compound, and mostly of three individuals, 1888
RuTLRv Rock-FomUng Min, 130 Tridymite is essentially a
volcanic mineral.

Tridynamous : see Tri- i.

Trie, Trielie. eariy forms of Tbt et,^ Teylt.
Trie, obs, form of Tree, Try v.

Tried (traid), ///. o. [f. Try v, + -ed i.]

1, Separated from the dross or refuse ; of metals

:

purified, refined ; of fat: rendered, clarified; of an
egg-yolk : separated from the white ; of flour, etc.

:

sifted, bolted, fine. Mostly Obs,
Tried out, said of a whale the blubber of which has been

cut off, melted down, and run into casks.

\%.. K. Alls. 828 (Bodl. MS.) Richerede Itricdgolde, 13..
Coerde L, 6342 Tryyd sylvyr and tresore fyn. 1382 Wyclip
Ex. xvL 31 The taast of it as of tryed floure with hony,
f 1430 Tvjo Cookery-bks. 51 Take fayre y-tryid ijolkys Raw,
& Sugre, an pouder Gyngere. i6ii Cotgr., Argerite, the
(Siluer-coloured) foame of tried lead. 1627 Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. xv. 75 Legs of Mutton.. with tried sewet
or butter. 1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horsem, 304 Take, .of
old tryed hogs grease one pound,

+ 2, Chosen, select, choice; excellent. Obs,
13.. E.E. Allit.P. B. 1 317 He trussed hem in histresorye

In a tryed place, X36J Langl. P. PI. A. 1, 126 Treut>e is

tresour triedest on eor|^. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1840 Fro
Priam, full prist, . . That in Troy truly is a triet kyng. Ibid.
10842 A tryet ost Of grekes-.wcre geJrit, 1581 A. Hall
Iliad V. 97 Dame luno of the tryed horsse in hand doth
take the raynes.

t b. As sb. Distinguished one. Obs,
c 1400 Destr. Troy 13791 To the toumbe of J)at tried truly

ho yode.

3. Proved or tested by experience or examination.
C1413 HoccLEVE DeReg. Princ, 2097 Deth hath but smal

consideracioun Vnto t>e vertuous,. . No more. .Than to a
vicious maistir losel tried, c 1440 Promp, Parv. fp^f^
Try-yd, ..Probatus, examifuttus. 1508 Kennedie Flyting
IV. Dunbar 513 Cankrit Caym, tryit trowane, Tutiuillus.

1SJB3 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 100 Choose foorth cer-
teinc persons of a tried conuersation. 1604 G[iumstonb]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 11. vii. 95 It is approoved by many
tryed experiences. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier {1840) 277
He [was] an old tried soldier. 1760 R. Hkown Compl. Far-
mer M. 17 My design is.. to promote tried experiments.
1841 W. Spalding //rt/j/ III. 82 Public men of tried abilities.

Hence f Tri-edly adv. Obs., in a tried manner

;

choicely; experienced ly.
f 1400 Destr. Troy 3054 Hir tethe |>at tryetly were set,

Alse qwyte & qwem as any qwallc bon. Ibid. 10583 j>ai tild
vp a toure, triedly wroght. 14. . Langlands P. PI. ii. Prol.
14, I seigh a toure on a toft trielich [MS. O. triedliche]
ymaked. 1549 Coverdalk, etc. Erasm. Par. i Peter iv. 12
That thing.. whyche wente long ago before in the triedly
proued prophetes. 1557 Toiteifs Misc. (Arb.) 141 So triedly
did he treadc.That fortune found no place to geue him
once a check.



TRIENNAL.

Triedral, obs. variant of Trihedral.
Tri-elementary : sec Tri- i.

t Triie'linal, a- and si. Obs. rare. Also 4
tori-, tryenal(e, -ennal(e, -el, trinel. [ad.

med.L. iricnnal-e (sc. officiuiit), neuter aitiiennalis

of three years : cf. F. tricnnal (l6th c.).]

A. adj. = Triennial. rare~°,
1611 CoTGR., Tritnnal, triennall, of three ycares.

B. sb. A dispensation or indulgence for three

years. (In 14th c. a disyllable = trinal.)

136a Langl. p. n. A. VIII. 157 [11 diuinede hat Dowel
Indulgence passede, Bienals and Trienals and Busschopes

lettres. IHd. i66 Bote trustene to Trienals [B. vii. 170

triennales ; C. X. 330 triennels) treuly me t>inkc)) Is not so

syker for )k souTe series, as do-wel. c 1380 Wyclif Set.

Wis. 111. 400 Bigg>nge of beneficis, of indulgensis and

trineis, pardouns, and veyne privilegies.

Triennial (trsiic-nial), a. and sb. Also 7

tryenniall, triennuall, 8 trienial. [f. L. trien-

tit-s of three years, trienni-uni a space of three

years (f. iri-, Tri- + annus year) -I- -AL. Cf. prec]

A. adj. 1. Existing or lasting for three years,

three-years' ; changed every three years.

Tricxniat Act (Eng. Hist), an act of 1640, limiting the

duration of parliament to three years ; also the name given

to an act of 1694, following an earlier one of Charles II, pro-

viding against any longer intermissions of parliament than

three years. Cf. sense 2.

1640 Jmls. Ha. Comm. II. 83 Amendments, .to the Bill

of Triennial Parliaments. 1643 PRVNNE.S'tr'. PcnverofPari.
II. 25 The Admiratls Patents (which anciently were . . but

annuall or Triennuall at most), c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650)

1. 70 My friends, whom I so much long to see after this

triennial separation. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3756/9 When,
ever the Dissolution of this Present .. Parliament sh.lU

happen, either by Virtue of the Trienial Act, or Prerogative

Royal. 1807 HoRSLEV Serin. (1812) II. 316 We, in the

writings of the evangelists have a complete summary of his

(Christ's] triennial preaching. 1863 H. Cox /«s///. I. vi. 35
The Triennial Act of William III limited the duration of

Parliament to three years at the furthest.

2. Recurring every three years.

i64> Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 77 If these Lights grow
dim, there is a Trienniall Snuffer for them. 1663^ Blair
Autobiog. V. (1848)77 Primate U,sher's triennial visitation.

1781 T. Wakton Hist. Kiddington 8 To the bishop for Pro-

curations, on account of his triennial visitation. iBai Miss
MiTFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. vL 140 We have been
very gay., with our triennial theatricals. 187* Yeats Growth
Comm. 182 There was a triennial change of officers.

B. sb. 1. A period of three years ; a triennium.

i66i Sir H. Vane's Politics 13 During our Principality,

which breathed out many Triennials. i&9« Min, Nat. Count:,

Congr. Ch. (U. S.) 143 No other triennial in the history of

the society has a tithe of the work in the way of. . printed

appeals.

2. An event recurring every three years ; spec.

the visitation of his diocese by a bishop every

three years.

1640 Archdeaconry^ of Essex Minutes 29 July (MS.) We
were this day inhibited for the Bp's. of London's tryen-

niall, by Gilson. 1724 Bp. Downes in Nicolson's Epist.

Corr. 576 The expence of the Triennial may leave your
pocket empty.

Hence Trieimla'lity [cf. F, triennalile], the

condition of being triennial.

1806 W. Taylor in Ann, Rev, IV. 2^0 The parliament.,

produced fewer great men during its tnenniality, than since

the prolongation. 1817 Bentham Pari, Reform Introd,

(1818) 283 Moderate reform insists at stopping at the stage

indicated by the word trienniality.

Triennially (tr3i,e'niali),a(/w. [f. Triennial

a, -I- -LT ^.] Every three years ; once in three years.

1689 in 6th Coll, Papers rel. Prcs. Juncture 25 The Parlia-

ment to be chosen Triennially, and to meet Annually. 1727
Bailey vol. II, Triennially. 1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev,

IV. 714 It appears that the tithe ought to be levied trienni-

ally. iKi Cliamb, Jml, No. 914. 419/t The gorgeous

festival given.. triennially at the Crystal Palace.

) Trie-nniated, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. irienni-iim

(see below) -I- -ATE + -ED.] Made triennial. (In

quot., as the second element of a compound.)
i66i Sir H. Vane's Politics 8 By obliging sundry eminent

Chieftans of our long-trienniated Assembly.

II
Triennium (trsiicnz^m). [L., prop, neuter

of *trienniits adj. (sc. spatium), I. tri-, Tbi- +
ann-us year.] A space or period of three years.

li^j Butist^^ Church ofFuturev. 115 The first theological

examination follows upon the academical triennium. 1876

Bourne Life Locke I.ii. §2 Headopted the less usual course

of shortening his triennium by two terms. 1894 Nation
(N. V.) 14 June 444/« Just home from his triennium in

Germany.

II
Triens (trai-enz). PI. trientes (traiie'ntfz).

[L., = third part.] The third part of anything

;

spec, in Kom. Antiq. a copjier coin worth one-

third of the as; also in later times, a gold coin,

one-third of the aureus : cf. next.

1601 Holland /'//«)' xxxiv. xiii. II.5i3'rhr Servilij..have

among them a certaine peece of brasse coine called a Triens

(/. the third part of a Romane Asse) which they doe keepe and

feed with silver and gold. . .1 will set down*.. the verie words

of old Messala : The house (quoth he) of the Servilij hath a

certaine sacred Trient. 1693 tr. Blancarcts Phys, Diet,

(ed. 2), Triens, the third part of a physical Pound. 1706

Philups (ed. Kersey), Triens (Lat.), the third part of the

Roman Pound, or Coin call'd As, weighing four Ounces

:

Or the third of any entire Thing divisible into twelve Parts.

t Trient. Ohs, [.id. L. triens, trient-cm third

part.] a. The ancient Roman copper coin called
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triens ; see prec. b. An angle of 120°, compris- I

ing one-third of the circumference of a circle ; in

Astrol, = Trine B. 2 (also adj, = Thine A. 2).

1563 Hyll Art Garden, (1593) 24 When they are asunder
120 degrees, which is called a triangle, Trygon, or Trient
aspect. x6oi [see Triens). 1657 Tomlinson Renous Disp,
160* Three ounces..or at most a trient, that is four ounces.

1657 Physical Diet,, Trient, a third part 1673 Wallis in

Rigaud Corr, Sci, Men (1841) II. 570 If the angle Iw more
than a trient, and less than two trients_, whose subtendant
. . I suppose to be the chord of a trient increased by one of

the arches.

tTrie-ntal, a, and sh. Obs, rare, [ad. L.

trientdlis, f. triens, trient-cm ; see TrKnt and -al.]

A. adj. Pertaining to or constituting a third

part (e. g. g of a foot in length, of a pound
in weight, etc.).

1656 Blount Glossogr., Triental {trientalis), of or being
four inches broad or ounces in weight. 1891 Cent. Diet,,

Triental, a. of the value of a triens; of or pertaining to the

triens, or third part.

B. sb. An ancient Roman drinking-vessel con-

taining one-third of a sextarius.

X656 Blount Glossogr,, Triental (Lat,), a vessel containing

the third part oi Sextarius, half our Pint. 1789 Madan tr.

Persius iii. (179s) 91 But a trembling comes on whilst at his

wine, and the warm triental He shakes out of his hands.

Triequal : see Tri- 2.

Trier (troi-si). Forms : 4-5 triour, 5 tryouro,
6 trior, tryar, 7 triax, 6- trier, tryer ; in senses

2 and 4, also 6-8 triour, 7 tryor, 8-9 trior, [f.

Try z). + -EiiI; in the early form triour, a. AF.
*lriour (-our) in legal use. Cf. F. trietir,']

1. One who examines and determines a cause or

question; one who examines judicially ; a judge.

f 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 250 |>e triours alle l>at

caste, & put l>er saw lille on. 1472 Co^tentry Leet Bk. 382

These persons folowyng be ordeyned & chosen to be triours

within bis Cite to determyn variances betwixt parties with-

in t>is Cite as touchyng metes & bondes & Gutters & such

oJ>er. rt 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. \yks. 172^ II. 693 The
almighty powers, whom I invoke as triers of mine innocency,

and witnesses of my well-meaning. 1645 Ordinance in Neal
Hist, Purit, (1736) III. 293 That certain persons be ap-

pointed Triers . . to determine the validity of Elections.

1659-60 Free Parl.-Letany\\\, From Vow-breakers & King-

tryers—Libera nos, Domine 1 1809 Jefferson IVritings

(1830) IV. 128 The testimony. .is the more grateful, as pro-

ceeding from eye-witnesse-s and observers, from triers of the

vicinage. 1821 Scott Kenilvj. xi. To get old Gaffer Pinnie-

winks, the trier of witches,. .to comprehend Wayland Smith.

1821-30 Ld. Cockburn Mem. ii. (1874) loi A dexterous and
practical trier of ordinary cases. 1885 Dixon Hist. Ch, Eng,

III. 377 The bishop himself w.is to be the chief trier.

2. pi. Two persons appointed by a court of law

to determine whether a challenge made to the

panel of jurors, or to any of them, is well founded.

[ari'jn Rolls of Parlt. II. 400/1 Sur quele chose furent

esleuz Triours par la Court, qe disoient qe le_ Vi.scounte

fust eidaunt et bien voillant a la partie du dit Evesqe.]

iSii in W. H. Turner Sel. Rec. Oxford (1880) 4 He com-
mawnded the ij tryarse in the King's name to tell Hullys

parte owt of the dore [of the gildhallj. c 1570 Pride f; Loivl.

(1841) 18 Ye shall have triers two or three, That shall judge

of their [jurymen's] indifferencie. 1665 Ever Tiyals per
Pais ix. 128 When any challenge is made to the Polls, two

tryors shall be appointed by the Court, and if they try one

indifferent, and he be sworn, then he and the two tryors shall

try another. 1768 BlackstoneCwkm. III. xxiii. 363. 1863

H. Cox Instit. II. iiL 354 Two triers .appointed by the Court.

3. Hist, pi. A committee appointed by the

King to determine to which court petitions should

be referred, and if necessary, to report them to the

parliament. The practice was disused in 1 886.

[1332 Rolls ofParlt, 1 1. 68/1. 1485 Ibid, VI. 268/1 Et sount

assignez Triours des Petitiones de Gascoigne, et d'autres

Terres et Paiis de par dela, et des Isles [names follow].]
_

1844 T. E. May Treat, ParL xix. 301 Receivers and triers

of petitions were appointed. .. The triers were committees

of prelates, peers, and judges [etc.]. - . By them the petitions

were examined.. .The functions of receivers and triers of

petitions have long since given way to the immediate

authority of Parliament at large. 1878 Stubbs Const. Hist.

§ 757 III. XX. 452 As soon as the opening^ speech of the

chancellor was ended, the names of the receivers and triers

of petitions were read by the clerk of the crown. The re.

ceivers were clerks or masters in chancery ; the triers were

selected by the king from the list of the lords spiritual, the

lords temporal, and the justices. [1886 Jmls. Ho. Lords

CXVIII. 19/2 Les 'I'riours des Petitions, etc. as in 1485.)

4. //. Members of the House of Lords sitting as a

jury at the tri.il of a peer for treason or felony.

In full, lords triers,

1539 Act 31 Hen. VIll, c. 10. I 9 Peres that shalbe

called hereaftertobetrioursofsuche treasons. 1596 Warner
Alb, Eng. X. Ivi. (1612) 246 These Noble Tryers, iustly then

examining the Cause. 1676 C. Hatton in Hatton Corr.

(Camden) 134 Ther were 31 Lords tryers present. 1794

Burke Rep. Lords' Jmls. Wks. i842'II. 607 A course of pre-

cedents, in a legal court, composed of a peer for judge, and

peers for triers. 1831 Mackintosh Hist, Eng. II. vii. 198

Queen Anne and her brother Rochford were tried . . before the

duke of Norfolk,, .assisted by twenty-six 'lords triers', who
in some degree performed the functions of jurors in this

tribunal. 1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng, vi. II. 39 The high

steward was sole judge of the law ; and the lords triers

formed merely a jury to pronounce on the question of fact.

Jeffreys was appointed high steward. 1855 Ibid, xviii. IV.

158 The Lords insisted that every peer should be entitled to

be a Trier. The Commons were with difficulty induced to

consent that the number of Triers should never be less than

thirty six.

TRIERABCH.

5. Church Hist. One of a body of commissioners

api^ointed in 1654 'for the approbation of all

public preachers and lecturers Ijefore their admis-

sion to benefices '. Also trans/,

i6ssC/arfe/'.t/.(Camden) III.53 HisHighnesse. .left Mr.
Cordwell, the minister, to bee concluded by the Tryers of

London. 1657 [see Ejector 1). 1664 Butler Hud. II. IL

813 And do they not as Triers sit To judge what Officers are

fit? a 1691 Baxter in Relig. (1696) 72. 1691 Wood Ath.

Oxon, I. 861 Afterwards he enjoyed two livings successively

without examination by the Tryers. 1808 W. Wiuson Hist,

Dissent, Ch, I. 471 The Commissioners were in all thirty,

eight, .and were commonly known by the name of Tryers.

iMa Vaughan Nonconformity 186 The number of ministers

ejected by the Triers was considerable.

6. An umpire in sports or games. Now dial.

1607 Markham Car>al, HI. (1617) 79 These Tryers are

certaine indilferent Gentlemen, chosen by both the parties

that make the match, who are to see that there be faire

play, and that the Articles be fully performed on both
parties. 1747 J. Relph Poems 16 At spworts, if I was trier.

1826 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 321 A trier, or stickler as he is

conimonlycalled, is an umpire. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset
Word'bk., Trier, ih^ umpire at a wrestling, cudgel-playing,

or any other match.

7. One who or that which tests or proves some-

thing ; a prover ; a tester or test.

a 1483 Lil^er Niger Edw, IV in Househ. Ord, (1790) 75
This seyde sergeaunt, or the yoman tryoure, or the groome
tryoure, ..dayly tobe redye in the halL 1538 Y.ViOl,Spec-

iatores, Ijeholders, triers of money, a 1541 Wyatt Poet,

Wks. (1861) 169 Of good and bad the tryers are these twain.

1552 Huloet, Tryers, comprobatores. 1607 Shaks. Cor. IV.

i. 4 You were vs d To say, Extreamities was ihe trier of

spirits. 1610 Bp. Carleton Jnrisd. Pref, When it was
examined by vnskilfull and deceitfull triars,. .taking vpon
them to be triars of truth. 1712 Budgell Sped. Na 307

p 7 'fhere should be certain Triersor Examiners, .to inspect

the Geniusof every particular Boy. rj6aCaiitions toOf/icers

ofArmy 162 There was formerly in the Army, particularly

111 (^ueen Ann's Time, a Sett of Officers in most Corps, who
were called Provers, or Tryers ; these upon a young Officer's

joining the Regiment,, .without any Cause picked a Quarrel

with him : when, if the young Man acquitted himself with

Honour, and esca^ied with Life, he pas^ the Rest of his

Time quietly enough. 1796 Capt. Bowen in Naval Chron.

XXIII. 368, I ordered one gun to be fired, as a trier of her

intention. 1817-18 Cobbett Resid. U. S. (1S22) 98 They
are the best of triers. Whatever they prefer is sure to be

the richest thing within their reach- 1869 Spurgfj^n Treas,

Dav, Vs.. Ixxiii. 21 God is frequently called.. the Trier of

the hearts and reins.

8. One who (or that which) tries out or separates

(metal, honey, grain, oil, etc.) from impurities.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss, I. ccccii. 699 They set but lytell

by the manassyng of a Sonne of a tryer of bony, a 1637 B.

JoNsoN Eupheme's Mind vii. Disdaining any tryer, 'lis got

where it can try the fire. 1725 Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 262

The Triers, that open them [whales] when dead, ..never

observed any (jrass. Fish, or any other Sort of Food in the

right or Whalebone Whale. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Trier,

a corn-screen.

+ 0. One who finds out or tries to find out by

search or examination. Obs,

1547-64 Bauldwin Mar, Phitos, (Palfr.) 65 Law is the

finder& trier out of truth. 1563 Foxe y4.
.J-

.3/. 1297/1 Mayster
Thomas Bilney. .a trier out of Sathans subtleties.

b. spec. (See quot.)

1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Youle, Youle, York, E. Rid.

. . Here are a sort of people, called triers, who with a long

piece of iron search into the soft boggy ground hereabouts

for subterraneous trees.

10. One who tries or attempts to do something

;

in Cricket slang, a player who perseveres in trying

to win.
1891 in Cent, Diet, 1897 Daily News 28 July ii/s He

trusted they would remember that even when the eleven

did badly they were always tryers. 1903 Daily Chron,

24 Vth, 3/2 Mr. Bernard Capes may be described, in the

language of the cricket-field, as ' a great try-er '.

11. a. Something devised to try or test quality.

b. Something that is trying or diiScult, or that

tries one's patience or mettle.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 238/1 Though the common
powcler-triers may show powder to be better than it really

IS, they can never make it appear to be worse than it is.

1893 Field II Feb. 187/2 The district being a trier, many
and various were the mishaps. 1901 U. S. Dept. Agric.,

y'ear-bk. ^yj These samples are drawn by means of a
* trier ', or clover.seed sampler, which is thrust through the

bag, allowing the seed to run out at the open end of the trier.

12. Trier on, one who ' tries on ' garments in

order to test the fit ; spec, an assistant to a clothier

or dressmaker who helps customers to try on gar-

ments, or who displays their style by wearing them

(= Model sb. 11 b).

1895 Blackzv. Mag. Apr. 557 The girl bethought hei^elf of

the ' tryer-on '

\cf, above ' a young woman, discharging in

perfection her function of wearing clothes so skilfully .is to

tempt buyers with them ']. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 12 Jan. 5/3
The ' tryers-on'..had spent nearly four hours in hard work.

Trierarch. (traieriik). Gr, Hist. Also 7

-arok, 9 -arc. [ad. L. tricrarch-us, or its Gr.

source rpiT^papx"', •opX'7', f- '''P'VPI^ trireme +

-apxos ruling, ruler. Cf. F. trierarque (Oresme,

14th c).] a. The commander of a trireme, b.

A citizen who, singly or in conjunction with others,

was charged with the duty of fitting out a trireme

or galley for the public service.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Trierarck.., the mr. of a Ship or

Galley. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece \. xxvL (1715) 158 The



TEIEBARCHAL.

Trierarchs, and Overseers of the Navy. 1734 tr. Rollin's

Anc. Hist. xiil. vii. (1827) V. 290 The. .Trierarchs.. were
appointed to fit out the galleys in time of war,

Trierarchal (trsi-craikal), a. [f. as prec. +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to a trierarch or trierarchs.

So Triera-rchic, -ioal adjs. [Gr. Tpii/papx'«oO'

i8j7 Wheelwrfght tr. AristppJiaw^s II. r27 The city had
been full of martial tumult and trierarchal clamour. 1853

Grots Greece 11. Ixx.wii. XI. 381 Demosthenes belonged to

a trierarchic family. 1866 Felton./1«c. >, Mod.Gr. I. 11.

xii. 502 The fitting out of war-ships, called the trierarchic

liturgy. 1891 Aihenxttm 25 July 128/1 The law of Peri-

ander in 357 B.C. ..placing 1,200 citizens in the trierarchical

symmories.

Trierarcliy (trai-erajki). [ad. Gr. Tpirjpapxta,

{. Tptripapxos Tkierarch.] The position or office

of a trierarch ; the equipment and maintenance of

a trireme or other vessel, as a public service or

' liturgy
' ; the system by which a fleet was thus

maintained. b. 'The trierarchs collectively'

(Ogilvie, i88j).
i8j7 BuLWER /)//i<;»T II. 462 Extraordinary liturgies—such

asthe Trierarchyorequipmentof shipswhichentailedalso the

obligation of personal service on those by whom the triremes

were fitted out. 1839 Thirlwau, Greece VI. xlv._ 51 The
citizens who were liable to the charges of the trierarchy.

1850 Grotk Greece 11. Iv. VII. 47 A-s a rich young man,
also, choregy and trierarchy became incumbent upon him,

1869 A. W. Ward tr. Curtius' Hist. Greece II. in. iiL 477
The trierarchy, i.e. the obligation incumbent upon the

citizens to make the ships belonging to the state ready for

sea, to hire crews, etc

Triet, obs. form of Tried,

TrieteriC (traiirte-rik), a. and sb. Andq. [ad.

Gr. rptfTrjpiKot, Li. trittlricus, f, Tpicn^pU a festival

celebrated every third, i. e. alternate, year, f, rpi-

three 4- «Toj year.]

A. tu/J. Taking place every alternate year, as

the festivals of Bacchus and other divinities.

1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Trieterick . . , that is every third

year. 1847 Leitch tr. C. O. MitUers Anc. Art i 390 The
Maenads at the trieteric festival on Mount Parnassus
thought they descried the satyrs and beard their music.

185J GsoTE Greece 11. Ixxv. IX. 477 note^ 'Ilie Isthmian
games were trieteric, that is celebrated in every alternate

year. loix Atlwixum 15 Apr. 493/3 Dr, Farnell has..

a

theory of ' trieteric ' agricultural ntes.

B, sb, (also //.) A festival, esp. of Bacchus,

celebrated every alternate year.

1^93 R. D, Hypnerotomtuhia 90b, As in the daunce called

Thiasus. in the trieteric [/r. -ie ; orig. TrietericiJ of Bacchus.
x6s7 Mav Lucatt v. 86 To whome in mixed sacrifice The
Theban wiues at Delpbos solemnize Their trieterickes.

So t TriiBte'rical, Tri|ete'ricanm^°.r. Obs. = A,
1646 J. Grecorv Xates ^ Oh. xxi. 106 The trietericall

sports, . . that is the mysteries of Bacchus. 1775 Ash 5»///,,
Trietericall, belonging to the trieterica.

Triethyl (tr3i,e>il). Chem. [f. TBI- 5 4-

Ethyl.] a. A formative denoting the presence of

three ethyl groups, C,Hj, in a compound, as tri-

e-thylbi'smuthine, ^(CjHj^j, triethyl phos-
phine, PCCjIIj),; see also Triethylamine below,

b, $pec. denoting the substitution of three ethyl

groups for three hydrogen atoms in the substance

designated by the rest of the name ; e. g. trie^thyl-

be'nzene, CjHjCCjHj),, in which three ethyl

groups take the place of three H atoms in benzene,

C,H, ; so triethylmethane, CH(CjH5)j from
methane, CH, ; trie thyloa-rbinol, C(C,H5),0H

;

triethylu-rea, CONH(CjHi)N(CjH5)j. Also
used attrib., as triethyl phosphate, (C3H5),P04,
Hence Trlethyllo a. = triethyl attrib.

1858 FowNES Elem. Chem. (ed. 7) 615 Triethylstibine
SbAej. 1873 — Chem. 587 Triethylic borate is formed by
the action of boron trichloride on alcohol. 1868 Watts
Diet. Chem. V. 880 Triethylglyccrin or Triethylin. .is a
liquid having a pleasant ethereal odour. 1889 Muir &
Morlev Watts* Dict._ Chem. II. 506 Tri.ethyl-phosphine.
..Colourless mobile liquid. Its odour is very penetrating
but not disagreeable.

Hence Triethylamine (trDiieJjilamain), the

tertiary amine of ethyl, N(CjH5)j, in which the

three hydrogen atoms of ammonia, NH,, are re-

placed by three ethyl groups ; formerly also called

Triethyl ammonia and Triethylia.

i8i^ pAUBENY .Atom. The. viii. (ed. 3) 242 Triethylamine,
consisting of 3 atoms of ethyle replacing 3 of hydrogen.
1857 Miller Elem. Chem. III. 2u Trieihylia..ui also a
sofuble, volatile, and powerful base. 1858 Fownes EUm.
Chem.iiA. 7) 595 Triethylamine, Triethyl-ammonia. ..is a
colourless, powerfully-alkaline liquid, boiling at 91° C.
Trieuea, -eux, -ewis, obs. fT, Tbeve, TiincE.
Trlexootoedron, var. Tri-hexoctahedeon.
Tri-faced : see Tbi- i c.

Trifacial (traif^i-Jal), a. Anat. [f, TBI- 4-

Facial.] a name for the fifth pair of cranial

nerves (also called Tbigeminal), which divide into
three branches supplying the face and some adja-

cent parts. Also transf, pertaining to or affecting

the trifacial nerves.

1840 G. Ki.Lis Anat. 82 Branches of. .the first, second, or
third divisions of the fifth or trifacial nerve. 1844 E. WiL-
OM Anat. Vaiie M. (ed. 2) 407 The Trifacial Nerve is ana-
logous to the spinal nerves in its origin by two roots. 1863
J, Dean Gray Siibst, Medulla Obt. etc. 11. i, I have not been
able to discover any connection between these columns and
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the trifacial or auditory roots. 1899 AllButt's Syst. Med.
VI. 662 A carious tooth may set up a trifacial neuralgia.

t Tri'fa-llow, v. Obs. Also 8 try-, tre- ; see

also Thry-fallow. [app. altered from the earlier

three-, thry-fallow^ after Twifallow, or tinder

the influence of Tbi- prefix as in tri-weekly,

triennial^ etc] trans. To plough (land) a third

time in the course of its lying fallow. Also absol.

['S73» i64>: see Thry-fallow]. x6io W. Folkingham
Art of Survey I. \\, 4^3 Orders and seasons for fallowing,
twifallowing, trifallowing and seed-furre. i68i Wqrlidge
Diet. Rust. s.v, Fallow^ Thus may you fallow, twifallow,

and trifallow; that is once, twice, or thrice plough it before
the seed-time. 1707 Mortimer llusb. (1721) I. 53 About the
latter end of July or beginning of August, is the time of
Try-fallowing, or last plowing before they sow their Rye or
Wheat. 1766 Complete Farmer^ To Trefallow^ to plough
land the third time before sowing.

Trifajrions (trsifea-rias), a. rare. [f. L. iri-

fari-us (compared by some with Gr. TpKpdatos in

same sense) + -ous.]

1. Of three sorts ; facing three ways,
1656 Blount Giosso^r., Trifareous (trifarius), of three

manner of wayes. itiSoo Bp. Milner in Husenbelh Life
{1862) 39 No longer prate on huge Briareus, On monstrous
triple Dodied Geryon ; For I have seen a real trifarious

Protesting—Catholic—Presbyterian

!

2. Bot. Arranged in three rows.

1846 Worcester, Trifarious.^. .in three rows. 1857 Berke<
LEY Cryptog. Bot. § 565 Leaves trifarious, the third row
smaller than the others.

Trifasciated, -faucian: see Tbi- i.

fTriferoUS, a. Obs, rare. [f. L. trifer (f.

Tbi- + -fer bearing) + -ous.] Thrice-bearing; bear-

ing fruit or flowers thrice a year.

1656 Blount Giossogr.y Triferous \trifer\ that brings
forth fruit thrice a year. ai68a Sir T. Browne Tracts 70
Some are biferous and triferous which bear twice or thrice

in the year.

Triiet, obs. form of Tbivet.
fTriff-trafif. Obs, In 6 tryfetrafe. [app.

a reduplicated form of Tbafpe baggage : cf.

trisk-trashy redupl. from trash. But it may also

be associated with ^ff-yoff.\ Trumpery, trash,

rubbish; = Riff-raff i 3.

x^T Bk. Marckauntes bj b, Of brotherhodes, inuentions,

tradicions, deceptions, lawes and wythout nombre of such
tryfetrafe, wheroy they can menielously well drawe money
to them.

Trifid (trai-fid), a. [ad. L. trifid-us, f. iri-j

Tm- + fol-, stem oifindire to split,]

Split or divided into three by deep clefts or

notches ; three-cleft ; esp. in Bot. and Zool.

1753 Chambers C^f/.^S*////. s.v. Leajj. 1760 J. Lek /ntrod.

Bot. II. ix. (1765) 93 Such as have Tritid CoroTlx. 1769 Pen-
NANT Brit. Zool. III. 320 The tail is naturally bifid, but in

many is trifid. 187a Mivart Elem. Anat. \\. 50 In the
Howling Monkeys we find a trifid spine. 1895 Pop. Scu
Monthly Sept. 692 As far back as 1800 Pliny Moody had
observed trind markings upon sandstones.

b. gen» Divided into three parts, or of the nature

of such division ; tripartite, rare.

1871 Earle Philol. Eng, Tongue vlii. 417 In that chapter
the third section assumed a trifid form. 190a Sat. Rev,
6 Dec. 7ii/t The old trifid division of mammals.
Trinlar to Triflagellate : see Tbi- i.

Trifle (trai-fl), sb. Forms: a. 3-5 truflo, (3-4
truyflo), 4 trufel, truffle, (trewful), 4-5 truful,

5 -fuUe, trufPulle, triifflUe. )3. 4 trofle, troai,

4-5 trofel, (5 trowfxa). 7. 4 tryffel, 4-5 trifll(e,

-ful, (4 tryuol, trefle, 4-5 -felo), 4-6tryfel, -fyl,

-fle, 4-7 (8 iV.) triffle, 5 tryfil, trifelle, triffol,

5-6 tryfeU(e, 6 -fiUe, -full(e, -fyll(e, (tryefull),

trifill, -fuUe, triffelle, trifflll(e, 7 triffel, tryfifel,

-l6, 4- trifle. [ME, trufley etc., a. OF. trujle

(13th c. in Godef.), trettjie, truffle (1370), parallel

forms oi tntfCy trttffe, * moquerie, tromperie* (1265
in Godef.), = It, truffa, 'a cozening, cheating,

conicatching ' (Florio), Pr,, obs. Sp. and Pg. iru/a,

*a gibe, a iesting or ieering' (Minsheu); of un-

certain origin. The phonology of the word in

English presents difficulties j but trujle^ with «,

would give later ifyfle^ triffle ; and u sometimes
varied dialectally with o^ as in the ME, l^ofel. The
short I indicated by ff in tryffel^ triffol^ triffle^

appears from the 14th to the i8th c. ; but irijle

with single_/is ambiguous, and does not show when
trifle became trifle.

For the ulterior etymology, Diez was inclined to identify

F. truffe^ trufle with tru_ffe, Pr. iru/a (Liltre), a Truffle,
a subterranean edible fungus. But it is app. only in F, (and
Prov.) that the two words have the same form, and no con-

nexion of sense has been ascertained: see Truffle.]

f L A false or idle tale, told {a) to deceive, cheat,

or befool,
(J))

to divert or amuse ; a lying story, a

fable, a fiction; a jest or joke; a foolish, trivial,

or nonsensical saying. Obs.

The shades of sense cannot always be distinguished,

o. a xaas Ancr. R. 106 peos ant o3re trufies het he bitru-

flej monie men mide. 1897 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8613 Wanne
me scde him of suche wondres. .to trufle \v.rr. trifle, tryflfeil

he it wende. 1340 Ayenb. 58 pe bourdes and Jjc trufles uol

of uelJ>eandofTeazinges. 1390 Gower Co'if- III. 344 Mi
Sone, unto the troutne wende . . And lete all othre truffles

of uelJ>eandofTeazinges. 1390 Gower Co>if. III. 344 Mi
Sone, unto the troutne wende . . And lete all othre truffles

\,v.rr. trifles, trifiles] be. 1393 Langl. i\ PL C. xxi. 151

TRIPLE.

Hit is trufle {v.rr. tryfle, triful, trewful] J>at t»ou tellest.

C1440 York Myst. v. 125 Alias ! >at 1.. trowed Jfe trufuls

Jjat pou me saide. Ibid. xxxi. 300 But telle vs nowe some
truffiUis betwene vstwoo, 148300//*. Angl. 395/2 TruffilUs,
nuge, gerra.
p. 13. . Cursor M. 253 (Cott.) To wast pair liif, in trofel

and truandis. Ibid. 27623 (Cott. Galba) (Jf pride cumes..
sang of trofils [Cott. truful] or lesing. 1340 Hampole Pr.
CoHSC. 183 Many has lykyng trofels to here, c 1400 Rule
St. Benet 1735 Tales of trofils |?ai sal non tel.

y. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5031 pys yche tale ys
no tryfyl, For hyt ys wryte yn ]>e bybyl. 13. . Ga7v. ^ Gr.
Knt. 108 Talkkande bifore )?e hy5e table of trifles ful hende.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvin. 147 It is but a trufle [v.rr.
tryrule,_truyfie] \>^t Jjow tellest. c 1380 Wyclif IVks. (1880)

442 lapis Si. gabbingis or obere tryuoUs. c 1440 Generydes
<l564 These are butt trifFolys and deJayes. 14.. l^oc.

in Wr.Wulcker 617/42 Trufa^ a trefele. ^1440 Promp.
Parv. 502/2 Tryfle, irufa, c 1518 Skelton Magnyf. 1142,
1 am yet as full of game As euer I was, and as full of tryfyls
\ri»te nyfyls]. 15^ Udall, etc. Erasm, Par. Matt, xv.

67 The Pnariseis teache and obserue supersticiously these
folyshtryfles.^ 1681 W. Robertson /'ArdjW.Gtfw. (1693) 1258
Nifles and trifles; vain talesofRobin Hood; anilesfabulge.

2. Hence, A matter of little value or importance
;

* a thing of no moment ' (J.) ; a trivial, paltry, or

insignificant affair.

c 1290 S.Eng. Leg, I, 412/345 pare-fore mot ech holi man
..tuyrne is herte to some truyfle. 1340 Ayenb. 142 per
tretep he of his great© quereles hueruore alle ojjre niedes
him Mngb trufles. c 1380 Wvclif^V/. IVks. II. 185 Worldli
goodis, fame of J>e world, and oJ?er trifilis. 1513 More
Rich. Ill (1883) 48 Leneth mi lord thi master so muche to
such trifles? 1585 Reg. Prizy Council Scot. IV. 32 The
materis..wer bot triffiUis in respect of uthiris of greitar

importance. 1604 Shaks. 0th. \\\. iii. 322 Trifles light as
ayre. Are to the iealious, confirmations strong As proofes
of holy Writ. 1706 E. Ward IVooden World Diss. (1708) 33
He's a mighty exact Man about Trifles. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. 23 p 7 There is scarcely any man without some
favourite trifle which he values above greater attainments.

1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke Fann ix. 1 lo Some trifles went
wrong in the cottage. 1882 Pebody Eng. Journalism xxii.

176 A Society journal, dealing., with the trifles of the day.

b. Without article, rare.

1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 219 The advantage ofvirtue
over vice and trifle does not lie in the very act, but in the
consequences. Ibid. 620 As well in matters of trifle as of
moment.

+ O. transf. A worthless person ; a trifler. Obs.
c 147s Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 806/21 IIic nugigerulust

a trifelle. a 1613 Fletcher Love's Cure in. iv, Syav. Pray
wear these trifles. Clara.,,Mou are a trifle, wear your self,

sir, out. 1675 Traherne Chr. Ethics 392 You will look as
like a trifle, a knave, or a fool, as one of them ; and be as
very a mad man. a 1716 South Serm. (1744) XI. 18 It

shews him to be a fop, a trifle and a mere picture.

3. concr. A small article of little intrinsic value

;

a toy, trinket, bauble, knick-knack.
'375 W^'V/ ofEliz. Lister (Somerset Ho.), A goun et vnum

triffle s^elf egged, a 1400-50 Alexander 1894 pe trufils |7at

5e to me sent, pe herne.pan, be hand-ball, l>e hatt made of
twiggis. 1530 Palsgr. 283/1 Tryfell, a knacke, friuolle.

1630 R. Johnson^s Kingd. <V Commiv. 196 Divers sorts of
Linnen-cloth, with innumerable other small trifles. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe i. 44 To purchase, .for Trifles, such as Beads,
Toys, Knives, Scissars, Hatchets, Bits of Glass, and the

like J not only Gold Dust,. .Elejjhants Teeth, &c. but Ne-
groes. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitl.

CL) 148 If you buy a triffle.. then they are very civil!, xpia
Daily Graphic 31 Dec. 13/2 These elegant trifles [hat-pins]

are made in a variety of graceful designs.

4. A literary work, piece of music, etc., light or

trivial in style ; a slight or facetious composition
;

a bagatelle. Often used in meiosis.

X579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 106 If Lucilla reade this trifle,

shee will straight proclaime Euphues for a traytour. 1665
Boyle Occas. Refl.y Disc. Occas. Medit. (1848) i The Trifles

of this kind, your Commands make me trouble you with.

a 1704 T. Brown jst Sat. Persius 66 Read his trifles,

ancl scarce in one line You'll find him guilty of the least

design. 1751 Earl of Orrery Remarks Swift vi. (1752)

47 Poems to Stella, and trifles to Dr. Sheridan, fill up a
great i>art of that period. 1837 Keith Bot. Lex. 2 Ana-
creon, in one of his little trifles in honour of drinking, makes
the very trees of the forest drink. 1884 W. C. Smith Kit-

drostan 47 A little song—A trifle.. Which I had writ for

Mairi once to sing.

5. A small sum of money, or a sum treated as

of no moment ; a slight * consideration ',

c 1505 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.)

39 The Captaine praesentinge him with a trifle from our
Generall, hee [etc.]. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 116 Giving a
trifle for oile, about midnight we departed. 1746 Francis
(r. Hor, Sat. 11. iii. 214 ' What will it cost ? Nay, hold !'—
* A very trifle.'

—
' Sir, I will be told.'—* Three pence.' 1762-

71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) 11. 157 Some
not suiting the places, were brought back, and sold for a
trifle after the death of my father. x8i8 Scott Let. 30 Apr.
in Lockhart Life (1837) IV. iv, 138, 1 could bet a trifle the
doors, &c. will arrive the very day I set out.

b. An insignificant quantity or amount.
X7aa De Foe Plague (1884) 132 Here is fifty thousand..,

within a Trifle, igii Beveridge North Uist v, 63 Nor can
it ever have afforded more than a mere trifle of arable soil.

c. A trifle (advb.) : To a trifling or slight ex-

tent ; in a small degree, a little ; somewhat, rather.

1859 Reade Love me Little xi. The bank itself was small
and grave and a trifle dingy, i860 G. Meredith .£". Harring-
ton xi, The chairman welcomed them a trifle snubbingly.
1887 Jessopp Arcady vii. 214 Jehu is a trifle below middle
height. ^ 189a speaker 3 Sept. 291/2 We may inquire, per-
haps, if it be not a trifle arrogant.

6. t a. A dish composed of cream boiled with
various ingredients* Obs. b. A light confection of
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TRIFLE. 354 TRIFLINGLY.

sponge-cake or the like, flavoured with wine or

spirit, and served with custard and whippyed cream.
1598 Florio, MaittigUa, a kinde of clouted creame called

a foole or a trifle in English. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
III. 8=v/i Triffel, is Cream boiled with Sugar, Mace and
Cinnamon. 1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 571 To make a
Trifle. Boil a quart of cream, ..sweeten it,, .put to it two
spoonfuls of rennet; let it stand till it comes like cheese.

1781 CowPER Let. iS Feb., There is some froth, and here and
there a bit of sweetmeat, which seems to entitle it justly to

the name of a certain dish the ladies call a trifle. 1836-g
Dickens Sk.Boz, BioomsSutyChristening^'Dxcr&'wex^iov.'X's,

and tongue, and trifle, and sweets, and lobster salad. x86o

O. W. Holmes lilsie V. vii. (i8c)i) no That most wonderful
object of domestic art called trifle,., with its charming con-

fusion of cream and cake and almonds and jam and jelly

and wine and cinnamon and froth.

7. Name for a kind of pewter of medium hard-

ness; in//, also, articles made of this.

X610-1X [implied in 'J'rifler 3]. 1612-13 in Welch Hist.
Pnvtcrers' Co.{jgo2) II.61 Att w=''tyme was Syzedbythem
theis seuerall parcells of TryiTles as followe vizt : Great duble
bells w*^ peper boxes & baules...The greate beak'".. Middle
beake'"..Smale beaked. .The great beere bowle...The large

wrought Cupps..(etc.J. 1668-9 Ihid. 140 It is.. agreed.,
that, .every person that taketh Hollow-ware of any work-
man & returneth not him for the same ( plate mettle and

I London Trifles, shall pay unto such workman for want of
plate mettle after the rate of 3» 6* per Cent and deliver him
good London Trifles. 1839 Ure Diet. A rlsgs"^ The English
tradesmen distinguish three sorts, which they call plate,

trifle, and ley pewter j the first and hardest being used for

plates and dishes; the second for beer-pots; and the third

for larger wine measures. 1875 Knight J)ict, Meek. iSyj/t

To regulate the quality. .a button of pure tin weighing
182 grains was employed; a simil.ir button of plate-pewter
would weigh 183^ grains; of trifle, 185 J grains; and of ley,

198^ grains.

8. a. attrib. or as adj. Trifling.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 170 This is no trumpery tale,

nor trifle toy.

b. Comb, y as trifle-bearer, -dishy 'monger, -wor-

ship ; trifle-pewter = sense 7 I trifle-ring, * a
ring having some hidden mechanism or play of

parts, as a gimmel-ring, puzzle-ring, or one com-
posed of three or more hoops working on pivots

*

{Cent. Diet.).

xs6i Withers tr. Calvin's Treat. Relics A ij, Cei taine

*t rifle bearers, who., did exercise a most vilainous and filthy

kynd of cariyng hyther, and thether reliques of martyrs.

i8<i9 Imng IVafui. India 107 The soup.. was served up in a
*trifle-dish which had formed part of a dessert service be-

longing to the 9th Lancers. 18x9 Hermit in Lofuion II

L

81 These selfish * trifle-mongers. X875 Knight Diet. Mech.
%6-jt/i The *trifle-pewter has, tin 83; antimony 17; with a
good deal of lead occasionally, a i860 J. A. Alexanukr
Gosp. Jesus Christ xv. (1861) 203 The exchange of spiritual

life for. .factitious morals and a senseless ^trifle-worship.

Hence {nonce-wds.) Trifledom, the realm of

trifles ; Triflet (trsi'flet), a small trifle (in sense 4).
1895 Daily News 8 Nov. 3/2 A skit upon the Haymarket

piece, .described, .as 'A TrilbyTriflet *. 1903 IVesim, Gaz,
82 Sept. 2/3 Twin synonyms of frolic mild,.. Are ye from
Trifledom exiled?

Trifle (traifl), v.^ Forms: (.^ bitrufle(n),

4 treoflen, trufly, trofel, -le, trofiille, 5 trufylle,

tryfulle, trefele, troufle, tryfle, trifel, -ful, 5-6
tryfle. 6 tryffel, tryfell, -fyll, -ful, trifyll, (7
triffle), 6- trifle. [ME. a. OF. trttffle-r, truiffie-r,

parallel form of tmffer, trufer^ trupher ( 1
3th c. in

Godef.) to make sport of, deceive, jeer or laugh at,

= It. truffare * to cozen, to cheate, to conieoatch
*

(Florio) : cf. trtiffe^ i^^fl^i truffle mockery, cheat-

ing: see Trifle j^.]

fL trans. To cheat, delude, befool; to mock.
Trifle out, to dismiss with mockery. Obs. rare.

[Cf. a 1225 Bitrufle: see Trifle sb, 1 a. ^ 1290 S, Eng,
Leg. \. 412/323 Wei bi*trufleth he l^at folk.] a X450 Mvrc
Festial i<)^ Synion Magvs..trifuld J>e pepuU to holde hym
an holy man. X523 Ld. Bernebs Froiss. LCC.Z37 Than the
comons of the cite oeganne to saye, howedothe our bysshop
tiyfle and mocke vs. X533 Tindale Supper Lord E ij b, To
tryful out y^ trouth wyth tauntes and mockes, as More doth.

f 2. intr. To say what is untrue, to jest in order

to cheat, mock, amuse, or make sport. Obs.

c 1305 St. Dunstan 74 in E, E. P. (1862) 36 Treoflinge heo
smot her and ^r. X340 Ayenb. 214 Na^t uor to iangli, uor
to Ihe^^e, ne uorto trufly. c 1430 CJiev. Assigne 48 He was
trewe of his feyth & loth for to tryfulle. c X440 Promp.
Parv. 502/2 Tryflon, or iapyn (K. trifelyn,. ./•. tryfilyn),

trufoy ludifico. 1483 Cath, AngL.yj^fx To Trufylle, nu-
gari^..neniariy tru/are, 1538 Elvot, /«r///<7, ,, to tryfle.

X551 Robinson tr. Mare's Utep. 1. (1895) 98 'I'he vyle bonde-
men skoff"ynge and tryfelynge amonge them selfes. 1573-
80 Baret Alv. T 366 To trifle, to do, or speake a thing vn-
meete for the purpose, inePto. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11, L 112,

1 feare he did but trifle, And meant to wracke thee,

b. Trifle with : To treat with a lack of serious-

ness or respect ; to * play * or dally with.

1523 Ld. Berkbrs Froiss. \. ccccix. 712 Sirs, methynke the
frenchmen do but tryfell with me, and with the countre of
Flaunders. 1530 Palscr. 562/1, I gest, I bourde or tryfyll

with one,yV bourde. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv, vi. 34 Why I do
trifle thus with his dispaire, Is done to cure it. 1670 Cotton
Mspernon l in. 133 At last the Duke nettled to see himself
so pursu'd, and trifled witlial by his Enemy, commanded
[ctcl xtC^ Junius Lett. xxxv. {1820) 168 This is not a time
to trifle with your fortune. 1794 Mrs. Radclifie Myst.
Udolpho xii, I let him see that 1 was not to be trifled with.

1852 Mrs. Smvthies Bride Elect xliii, He shall not trifle

with your affections. 1869 Frbrman Norm. Couq. III. xii.

953 Trifling with what ought to be soleuui engagements.

1 0. So trifle it. Obs.
15153 FoxE A. ff M. ii^/i Bradford desired my lord

Chauncelor not to trifle it, saying that he wondred his
honoure woulde make solemne oths (made to God) trifles

in that sorte. X657 J. Skrgeant Schism Dispach't 577 You
have broke the Unity of tlie former church (and not of the
court onely, as you trifle it) which you were in.

3, intr. To toy, play {with a material object) ; to

handle or finger a thing idly ; to fiddle, fidget with,

^
c 1460 J. RvssELL Bk. Nurture 287 Put not youre hands

in youre hosen..nor pikynge, nor trifelynge ne shrukkynge.
1530 Palsgr. 549/1, I fydell, I tryfle with my handes, _/£

/retiUe mes mayns. 1618 M. Baret Horsemanship 1. 75
If when he standeth..he coueteth to goe backe, or trifle

with his body or feete, then [etc.]. 1715 VofE. zndEp, Miss
Blount 17 O'er cold coff"ee trifle with the spoon. 1842
Trnnvson Will Waterpr. xx'ix, Silent gentlemen, That
trifle with the cruet. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr, 1. ii, He
trifles quite ferociously with his dessert-knife.

b. trans. To play with. rare.
X817 Keats Endym. iv. 210 Young Bacchus stood, Trifling

his ivy-dart.

4. intr. To dally, loiter ; to spend time idly or

frivolously ; to waste time.
?« 1400 Morie Arth. 2932, 1 red thowe trette of a trewe,

and trofle no lengere. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
114 b, He trifleth and dalieth thus with doubtfull wordes.
X638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed, a) 133 Let us now triffle no
longer, but view the City. 16.. Evelyn Diaiy 21 Oct. an.

1632 Whiles I was now trifling at home I saw London. 17SX
Johnson Rambler No. 153 f 5 While I was thus trifling in

uncertainty, X856 Olmsted Slave States 91 They must
have * trifled ' a great deal, or they would have accomplished
more than they had.

t 6. trans. To pass or spend (time) frivolously

or idly ; to waste (time). Ol>s. exc. as in b,

1586 J. Hooker Hist.Irel. in Holinshed II. 157/2 Hestill
lingered and trifled the time and came not. X596 Shaks,
Merck, y. IV. i. 298 We trifle time, I pray thee pursue
sentence. x6xx Hevwood Gold. Age iv. i. Wks. 1874 III.

66 Wee haue trifled the night till bed-time. 1697 Congreve
Mourn. Bride 11. vii, I haue not leisure to reflect, or know,
Or trifle time in thinking. 1742 R. Blair Grave 572 Fain
would he trifle time with idle talk.

b. esp. with away^ f off, to fritter away idly.

f V^\i\\forth, outy to defer or put off idly,

1532 Hervet Xenopkon's Househ. 59 b, His worke men and
laborers.. trifyll away the day. Ibid., His folke. .trifle forth

the time. X609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 305 He a long
while trifled out the time. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. iii. 179
Come Lords, we trifle time away. 1657 J. Watts Diaper
Sprittkled 86 Trifle away paper with needless repetitions.

177^ Trinket 172 Une ajfaire de ea-ttr^ is at best a silly

business, yet mighty necessary to trifle ofl" that trifle, life.

1B18 Scott Hrt. Midi. vi[il. Why do you trifle away time in

making a gallows?—that dyester*s pole is good enough for

the homicide.

t6. To make a trifle of; to render trivial or

insignificant. Obs. rare~^.
X605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iv, 4 This sore Night Hath trifled

former knowings.

7. intr. To act (or speak) in an idle or frivolous

way, esp. in serious circumstances.
X736 Butler Anal. 11. v. Wks. 1874 I. 207 A person rashly

trifling upon a precipice. 1779 Mirror 'i^o.ba One of the
most important lessons to be learned in life, is that of being
able to trifle upon occasion, 1815 Scott Guy M. xviii, I can-
not help trifling, Matilda, though my heart is sad enough.
1867 Aug. J. E. Wilson Vashti xxviii, *0h, Salome I you
have trifled.' * No, sir. Take that back. I never stoop to

trifling; and the curse of my life has been my almost fatal

earnestness of purpose '.

8. trans. To utter or pass in a trifling manner.
X822 Lamb Elia Ser. i. Old Actors^ She used him for her

sport. .to trifle a leisure sentence or two with. X825 C. M.
Wf.stmacott Fng. Spy I, 226 Trifles a little badinage.

^vv^QyV!^ dial, [Kng.Dial. Diet, suggests deriv.

from OE. tHfuliany tribuliany getrifuliany ad. L.
tribtttdre to thresh, bruise, poimd, grind, f. iribulurn

threshing-sledge ; this seems probable, though no
examples are known between the nth and 17th c,
and the sense is not exactly identical.] trans. To
beat or trample down (standing corn or grass).

[c 1000 iELFRic Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 114/26 Pilurus^ net
pistor, se J>e pilaj>, «e/tribula}>.] ^ xooo Sax, Lecckd, II.

150/3 Eft withier rinde gebaern to ahsan do eced to trifula

swi^. Ibid. 186/10 Menge eall togaidere & trifolige. c 1050
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 423/2^ In tritura^ in trifelunge.

x6^x Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 54 A mower. .may mowe
(with as much ease) amongst ranke barley as other, if it

stande streight, and bee not trifled, neytherwith the winde,
nor with cattle-feete, 1846 Brockett N. C. Words (ed. 3),

Trifled-eorn, corn that has fallen down, in single ears, mixed
with standing corn. 1893-4 Norihumbld. Gloss., Triced,
beaten down with wind or rain ; applied to grass or grain.

Trifler (trai'flsj). Forms: (4 troiiiard),

triffler(e, -our, triflere, 4-6 trifeler, 4-7 tryfler,

5 trufeler, truffllere, tryfflare, tryfelare, -fulere,

-fuller, (-pheler), trifulere, 6 tryfelar, -fuUar,

6-7 triffel(l)er, tryf(f)eler, 6- trifler. [a. OF.
tnfleory -eoury -enry nom. trtifflere (beside trufcory

trufft'ur,t\.c.y:i\\ r 3th c.) liar, cheat, trifler, agent-n.

from truffery truffteri see Tuifle v.^ and -er-.

Also with othersufiixes: see-ER^.] Onewhotrifles.

1, A teller of feigned or idle stories, one not to

be believed or taken seriously ; a jester, a joker ; a

nonsensical speaker ; a worthless fellow.

X38a WvcLiF IVisd, iL 16 As triflcres [1388 trifileris, «/rt>y.

tri^leris ; that is, men of no vertu ; L. nugai'es] wee ben
eymed of hym. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 475 Telle More of J»ise

iryflcrs hou trecliurly l>ei libbe^? Ibid-j^i Y mijt lymcn

\>o troiflardes to toilen \vi\> J>e cr|>e, Tylyen & trewliche
lyven & her fiech tempren 1 X399 Langu Ridi. Redeles iii,

118 t>e tale of a trifilour. ^1420 ?Lvdg. Assembly 0/ Gods
685 Tregetours, tryphelers, feyners of tales, c 1425 Voc. in

Wr.-WiUcker 651/11 Hie nugator^ trifulere. c 1^^ Promp.
Parv. 502/2 Tryfelare.., tru/ator, nugax. 1483 Catk.
Angl.y^^jx A Trufeler (v4. Trufftlere), gerro,. .nugi/er,nugi,
gerulus. 15x9 HoRMAN Ktt/^. 77 Thys felowe is a tryfullar,

Teude, ofnotruste, or reputacion. ai533LD. Berners C(7/(/,

Bk. M.Aurel. (1546) Iiv, Gamners and trifelers, and such
otlier iuglers. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist, 399 Then
Poggius the babbler, the trifler, the railer.

2. One who is not serious or earnest in what he
does; one who wastes his time on trivialities; a
frivolous i^erson.

1607-12 Bacon Ess.^ Beauty (Arb.) 210 A man cannot tell

whetner Appelles or Albert Durere were the more trifler.

1710 Palmer Proverbs 244 Many a one will prove but a
trifler in Latin or Greek, who in his mother-tongue might

' have appear'd to advantage. 1756 Johnson in W. Payne
Game of Draughts Ded., Triflers may find or make any
thing a trifle. 1781 Cowper ChaHty 355 The solemn trifler

with his boasted skill. x8i8 Scott Br. Lavim. xxxiii. At
present, I have no leisure for the disputes of triflers. 1833
Macaulav Ess.y War Succession Spain (1887) 280 Harley,
we believe, was a solemn trifler,-r-St. John a brilliant knave.
1872 MoRLEV Voltaire \, (1886) 4 Erudition figures him as
shallow and a trifler.

3. One who woiks in the kind of pewter called
' trifle' (see Trifle sb. 7).
x6xo-ix in Welch Hist. Pe^vterers* Co. (1902) II. 56 It

was ordered . . that , . the tryflers shall have for ther ware as
they do delyver to the company, .mettall and money and
vppon the complaynt of any of those tryflers w**" ar not so
payed it is ordered that they shall have x </. a pound for

ther mettall and also to be fynd. x6x2-i3 Ibid. 61 A meete-
inge. .of certen tryffeleres for the Syzeinge of wares. X614-

xs Il'id. 68 TriflTelers.

t Triflery. Obs, rare^^. In 4 triphilrie.

[a. AF. *truflerie — OF, tniferie ( 1 3th c), f, truffery

trttfler'. see Trifle v^ and -ry.] False, feigned,

vain, or idle speech or action.

13.. Cursor M. 101 31 (Gott.) pis bok es of na triphilrie

[Cott. ribodi ; P'airf. iapery ; 'Prin. iaperie], Bot of godd aDd
vr leudy.

Trifling (trsi-fliq), vbl. sb. [f. Trifle v^ +
-ING 1.] The action of the verb Trifle

;
jesting

or frivolous talk ; fooling ; idle, foolish, or frivo-

lous conduct or practice ; frivolous delay or waste
of time; falso concr, {pi.) trumpery (quot.

^1540).
X382 Wyclif Il'isd. IV. 12 Forsothe priue desceyuyng of

trifling [L./aseinatio nugacitaiis] derkneth goode thingus.
la 1400 Morte Artk. 114 With-owttyne more trouflynge the
trebute we aske. f^i^Jo (see Trifle z'.^ 3]. 1530 Palscr.
283/1 'J'ryflynges, ^loiiyn^cs, /redaines. <ri54o Hevwood
Four P. P. A iv b, Euery pedler In euery Irifull must be
a medler Specially in womens triflynges, Those vse we
chieflye aboue all thynges. X586 J. Hooker Hist, IreL
in Holinshed II. 163/1 He returned his answer by a letter

..vsing therein nothing but triflings and delaies. a 1694
TiLLOTSON 5'^r;//. {1742) III. 345 What a frivolous conten-
tion, what a trifling in serious matters. X768 Chesterp.
Let. to Godson 15 Sept,, Wit if you have any, and. .agreable
trifling or badinage. 1840 Kingslev Lett. (1878) 1. 50 You
are not bigoted by the solemn trifling of the schools. 1873
M. Arnold Lit. ^ Dogma (1876) p. xi, All other religious

discussion is idle trifling. 1885 Manch. Exam. 4 May 5/3
Speeches . . marked by a good deal of brilliant trifling.

Tri'fling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

fl. Cheating, befooling, false, feigning. Obs.
ia X400 Morte Arth. 1683 5e do bott trayne vs to daye

wyth trofelande wordez I 1547 Bk. Marckantes e vj, Was
there no suche folysh fayned triflyng deceite in England,
a 1548 Hall Chron.y Hen. IV 17 The kyng gaue many
friuolus and trifelyng aunswers. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane $
Comm. 37 b, So tnfelyngc & wicked a doctrine should haue
bene dispised of all men.
2. Behaving idly or frivolously; not serious;

frivolous ; foolish.

153S Coverdale I Tim. v. 13 Not onely are they ydell
but also tryflinge & busybodies speakynge thinges which
are not comly. X659 Gentl, Calling (i6g6) 92 Shall more
and baser be sought out, every the triflingest and vilest

Entertainment ? 1703 Rowe Ulyss, iv. i, Oh trifling, idle

Talker. 1709 Steele Taller No. log r 4 The trifling Way
the Women have in spending their Time, and gratifying
only their Eyes and Ears. 1885 Athenseum 23 May 661 /i

The perverse intrusion of trifling thoughts at agonizing
moments.

3. Of little moment or value ; paltry, trumpery

;

insignificant, petty.

XS38 Starkev England i, iii. 94 Delycate w>-nys, fj-ne

clothj's, ..and a thousand such tiyfelyng thyngys. X645
Evelyn Diary 25 Jan., The worke of 10 years study for a
trifling reward. 1659 Gentl, Calling (1660) 139 [One] that
for every the triflingest injury expects.. to be avenged
seventy and seven fold. 17*2 De Fok Plague (1754) 8 Those
were trifling Things to what followed immediately after.

X814 Rep. Comm. Publ. Rcc. Irel. (1815) 75 To receive some
irifling sum by way of Fee. 1869 Frkeman Norm. Cong.
III. xi. 66 The danger.. was comparatively trifling.

Tri'flingly, adv, [f. prec. + -ly 2.j In a
trilling manner or degree.
X547-64 Bauldwin Mor, Philos, (Palfr.) X26 See that thou

swearest not.. falsely & vntruely, or vainely & triflingly.

x6oi Dkacon & Walker Answ. to Darcl 123 You deale too
triflinglie with your ignorant Reader. 1759 Goldsm. Pol.
Learn, ii, When philosophy became abstruse, or triflingly

minute. X763 Wilkes Corr. (1805) L 173 However triflingly

this aff"air may have been talked of, it is, in reality, of very
serious and general consequence, iS6^ G. Meredith Rhoda
F'Umiug vi, He had winced triflingly at one or two
expressions.



TRIPLIN-GNESS.

Tri-flingness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality of being trifling; triviality, pettiness.

isSi Sidney Afol. Poctrie (Arb.) 71 The triflingnes of this
discourse, is much too much enlarged. 175a Carte Hist,
Eng. HI. 507 Ross and his colleagues shewed the Iritling-

ness of this excuse. iSsx y, Siirit/ts 6V/. Disc. Pref. 10 A
profitable companion ; nothing of vanity and triflingness in
nim. x9ta tgt/i Cent, Nov. 1023 The triflingness of free
n^ro agricuUur.il labour.

Trifloral, Triflorous : see Tri- i.

tTrtflous, a. Olis. rare. Also 6 tryfelous,
triflelous. [app. f. Trifle sb. + -ous : cf. OF.
trufous (13th c).] Trifling ; insignificant, trivial

;

frivolons.

1S09 Bp. Fisher Fun. Serm. Ctcss Richnumd Wks.
(E. E. T. S.) I. 291 Trj'felous thynges that were lylell to be
regarded. 153s— Ways Perfect Rdig.X'nxi. 384 How light,

& nowe triflelous a thing it is. i66j J. Chandler Van Hcl-
mtmt's Oriat. 43 It is a Childish and triflous thing. Ibid.
340 These races of vapours out of the Stomack, are triflous.

Trifluctuation : see Tki- 4.

Trifluor-, TrifluoTO-. Chcm. [f.TRi-5 +
FnjoR(o-.] A formative .analogous toTBlCHLOR(o-,
expressing the substitution of 3 atoms of fluorine

for hydrogen, as in trifiiwromethane oxjliioroform,
CHFj, from methane, CII, ; so trifltwrcthylene,

CF,: CHF, from ethylene, CH, : CH,.
1890 Jml. Clum. Soc. LXXVI. i. 197 Trifluorotoluene

(CeHs. CF3) is not decomposed at high temperatures, and
not attacked by water, alkalis.

Triflu-oride, Chem. : see Tri- 5 a and Fluoridk.
iSjo Daubeny Atom. The. x. (ed. 2) 338 The gaseous tri.

fluoride of boron, which contains no hydrogen. x88o
RoscoE & ScHORLEMMER Chcttu II. ii. 3x9 Antimony
Tririuonde, SbFj, is obtained as a dense snow.white mass,
by distilling antimony with mercury fluoride.

Trifoil, -fol(e : see Trefoil.
Trifold (trai-fould), a. rare. [f. TKI- + -POLD;

cf. UlFOLD.] Threefold, triple.

1579 LvLY Eufthiies (Arb.) 142 Ther is amongst men a
trilold kinde of life, Actiue..SpecuIatiue..,The third is. .a
Icwde Ijfe, and idle and vaine life. 1867 I. It, Rose tr.

VirgiCs j-Eneid 228 The trifold janitor Of btygian Orcus.
ijoo G. H. KiscsLEY Sfort /, Trav. 416 The trifold aflec-
llon existing between the three.

Trifoliate (traif^li/t), a. [f. Tri- + U/olial-
tis leaved : cf. trifolium Trefoil.] Three-leaved

;

esp. in Bot. consisting of three leaflets, as a com-
potmd leaf; also of a plant, having such leaves;
trans/, having the form of such a leaf.

17S3 Chambers Cjrcl. Snpp. 8.v. Leaf. 1756 Ellis in
rkU. Trans. XLIX. 867 The pinnated one called by the
gardeners the poison ash, did not strike so deep a black as
the other two trifoliate ones. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. v.

(1858) 56 Leaves stalked, trifoliate ; leaflets toothetL 1897
Ailbutt's .Syst. Med. III. 148 The pelvic brim [in some cases
of osteomalacia] assumes a trifoliate form.

Also Trlfo-liated a., a. Bot. =» prec. ; b. Arch.
Having or consisting of trefoils : see Trefoil j4. 3.
1698 J. Petiver in Phil. Tram. XX. 315 'ITle Leaves of

this are many limes only trifoliated. 1733 Miller Gard.
Diet. (ed. 2) S.V, Leaves, A Trifoliated Leaf, is a digitated
Leaf, consisting of three Fingers, as the Trefoil. 1850
Inkersley Styles Archit. France yx) The Clerestory win-
dow-arch w.iy. . is divided into three pointed trifolbted
lights. i8«3 Walbran Afem. Fmrntaiiit Abbey (SurteesJ
147 A trifoUated canopy.

Tirtfolie, vari.int ollrifoly : see Trefoil.
Trifoliolate (traif^-liJlA), a. Bot. [f. Tri-
f meA.V..foliolum leaflet, dim. of L. folium leaf

:

see -ATE '!.] Consisting of three leaflets, or having
leaves of this form ; trifoliate. (Abbrev. }-fo!iolate7)
i8a< in Webster. 1868 Lossing Hudson ^i The bright

trifoliolate oxalis, or wood-sorrel. 1870 HoOlCEa Stud,
Flora 242 Leaves alternate 3-foliolate.

II Trifolium (trifJ«lipm, trai-). Bot, [L. tri-

folium (I'liny), f. tri-, Tm- + folium leaf. Cf.
Trefoil.] A large genus of leguminotis plants,

with trifoliate leaves, and flowers mostly in close
heads; including many valuable fodder-plants,
known as clovers or trefoils : spec, in recent agri-

cultural use, applied to the species T. incamatum.
[cxooo .^LFRic Voc. in Wr..wfdcker 133/22 Tri/clium

geaces sure, uet ^rilefe. c x6js Names 0/ Plants ibid.
556A3 Tri/olinm, (F.J trifoil, (Eng.) wite clouere.J 1541
R. CoeLAfta Galyen's Terap. 2 Fiij, Verbascum soden, and
leaucs of trifolium. 1596 Lodge Marg. Amer, 23 The
fortunate husband, well trained to ywike and plough,
learned of trifolium who lifteth up her leaves against
tempest. |88< Manch, Exam. 16 June 5/1 .\ large quantity
of trifolium.. has grown with immense rapidity.
attrib. X900 IVestm, Gaa. 15 Mar. lo/i Several varieties

of the great trifaiium family lay claim to the honour of
being the true * -St. Patrick's Cross *,

Trifoly, Trifoote : see Trefoil, Trefo<3T.

Triforial (trai(o>rial), a, [f. next -)- -AL.] Of,
ixirtaining to, or constituting a triforium.
1848 H. Webb Cont. Ecclesiol. 45 Each of these arches is I

situated below a blank triforial arcade of two arches. 1854
J. L. Petit Archit. Stud. France 37 The triforial arches <jf

Amiens and Evreux, x86i I!ekesf. Hope Eng. Cat/tedr,
jptA C. vi. 217 Previously to its reappearance in Germany,
the triforial gallery had made good its position elsewhere.

II Triforium (tr9ifo»-ri^m). Arci, PI. -ia.
rmcd.(Anglo-)L., found first in Gervase of Canter-
bury, <: 1185 ; then, from him, in Battely's ed. of
Somner Antiquities ofCanterbury, 1 703. In these.

355

referring only to Canterbury Cathedral ; in current
English use, and in reference to cathedrals generally,
only since iSoo. Mentioned by VioIlet-le-Duc,
Diet, (fArchitecture i868, as introduced into archi-
tectural nomenclature by the English archaeologists.
Etymology unknown : sec Note below.] A gallery
or arcade in the wall over the arches at the sides
of the nave and choir, and sometimes of the tran-
septs, in some large churches. Originally applied
to that in Canterbury Cathedral ; in the nineteentli
century extended as a general term.
[CX185 Gervasb (of Canterbur>') Trcut. de ComBust. et

Repiir, Cant. £"<:(:/._ Wk.s. (Rolls) I. 13 Hie niurus chorum
circuiens in circinadone il!a pilariorum in capite ecclesise in
unum conveniebat. Supra quern murum via erat qua; tri-
forium appellatur, et fenesirae superiores.J 1703 N. Hattely
Somner's Antiq. Canterb. ir. i. iv. 16 The former Quire had
but one Triforium, now there are two round the Quire, and
one in each side Isle of the Quire. Hid.^ A multitude of
Marble Pillars, .placed about the double Triforium, one
above the other. 1726 J. Dart Hist. Canterb. Cath. 8.

1774 GosTLiNG IValk Canterbury 150 Above these large
windows is a walk which Mr. Battely calls a triforium. 1815
J. Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art 1. 155 Another. . distinction of
these arches, in large buildings, is the absence ofthe triforium
or gallery. 1833 Dallaway Disc. Archit, Eng., etc. 95 Above
them[pointedarches]are the triforia.continu^ through every
part. 1848 Builder 8 July 328/2 A discourse was . .delivered
by Prof. Willis, on the triforium of ancient churches.. .The
only ancient work in which such a term could be found..
was a history of Canterbury (by Gervase), in which it

occurred in three places. . . He[Willis] verily believed that the
modern term was a clumsy latinization of * thoroughfarium *.

x868 A. K. H. Boyd Less. Mid. Age 368 The nave [at
Norwich), of fourteen bays, vaulted in stone, and with the
heavy round arches of the triforium as large as those below,
makes the choir, of four bays, ending in a pentagon, seem
small in comparison. 1874 Parker G*»M, Archit. Gloss. 329
Triforium^ or Blind-story., the middlestory ofalarge church,
over the pier-arches and under the clere-slory windows.
attrib. 1835 ^- ^"-1-13 Archit. Mid. Ages viL 87,^is the

clerestory stnng, and gg the triforium string. Ibid. ix. 137
Hi>te^ The clerestory wall is recessed back over the triforium
gallery. 1835 Whewell German Churches iiZ4,-2) 103The.se
mtermediate vaulting shafts spring from the triforium
tableL [Xote.\ The running tablet or cornice below the
Uifonum. 1905 Bond Got/t. Archit, 519 The term triforium
..b often tised, not of the arcade, but of the space at the
back of the arcade. So that it means sometimes the tri-

forium arcade, sometimes the triforium chamber.
[Note. On the face of it, triforium looks like a normal L.

torn\aA\on{ctiHcenHiumfirier0uum,tri/iniufn^tri/urcium)
from /rr- three or thrice \-fores 'a door of two leaves*
= ' something consisting of or containing three doors'.
Hence it_ has been explained as referring to a gallery or
arcade with triple openings, as found at Amiens and in some
other cithedrals; but this is not the case in Canterbury
cathedral, to which alone the term was applied down to
1800, so that the explanation is not consbtent with the facts.
Others have suggested formation from L. ftrare to bore,
pierce, with tri- for F. tres, L. trans. Various other con-
Jeclures have been offered (see e. g. N. ^ Q. series 2, vol. I V.
269. 320, 371, 481, 522 ; y. 57, etc.) ; but none of them are
satisfactory. The word itself may have been erroneously
formed or mbapplied by Gervase : see also med.L. trt'
forinm in the sense ' border, ornamental bordering ' in Du
Cange.]

Triform (tr3i'f(?im), a, [ad. L. triformis, f.

tn--\-forffta Form: cf, F. trifomte (15th c, in

Godef.), perh. the source in quot c 1450,]
1. Having a triple form; combining three different

forms; formed or composed in three parts.
<:i45o Mirour Saluacioun 68^ This temple of Salomon

had on it pynacles thre Be whilk the triforme Auricle of
marye takened may be. 1660 Stanley Hist. Pfulos. ix.

I

(1701) 379/2 Something which hath beginning, middle and
end. To such a form and nature they attributed the num-
ber Three, saying, That whatsoever hath a middle is triform.
1678CUDWORTH Intelt. Syst. i. v. 673 Centaurs^ and Scyllas,
and ChinueraSj. .mixtly boviform and homlniform, biform
and triform animals. 1805-17 R. Jameson Char, Min. (ed. 3)
20a A crystal b said to be . . Bi-form, tri-form, when it con-
tains a combination of two or three remarkable forms.

2. Existing or appearing in three different forms.
i6j3 Cockeram, Trift^rme, hauin^ three formes or fashions.

1667 Milton P, L. 111. 730 The neighbouring Moon. .With
borrowd light her countenance triform Hence fillsand empties.
1678CUDWORTH Intcll.Syst. I. iv. § 17. 304 Damascius.. tells

us . . that Orpheus introduced rpt^op^frot' etw, a Triform Deity.
1684 T. BuBNET Th, Earth i. 164 This epistle, .taught that
the b^i^vens and the earth had chang'd their form, and
would do so again . . ; so as the same world would be triform
in success of time. i74Jtr. Algarotti on *Ntnvion's Theory'
II. 161 Her triform Goddess we before admired. 1847
Leitch tr. C. O, Mailer's Anc. Art 5 206 In the representa-
tion of the tri-form Hecate. 1867-77G. ^.CnKMhKva Astrofi,
I. xii. 136, I [Galileo] have observed the most distant planet
[Saturn] to he tri-form. 1879 H. W. Warren Kecr. Asiron,
viii. 169 Huyghens . . solved the problem of the triform
appearance of Saturn.

o. erron» Triangidar,
i6ai J. Taylor (Water P.) Superbise Flagellutn Wks. 34/2

That heights, depths, bredths, triforme, square, oval, round.
And rules Geomctricall in beards are found.

So Tri'fonued (-ff7imd), Trifo'rmo'as adjs, in

same senses; TrifoTmity {rare"'*) [late L. trt-

formitds (Claudian)], the quality of being triform,

1644 I^iCBY Nat. Bodies xxili. §8. 212 That which is most
watry, b fittest to fabricate the body .. of the *triformed
plant, a i66a Heylin /.aK*^(i668) 368 Governed by a Try-
formed Presbytery of Pastors, Elders, and Deacons, a 173))
Jarvis Qui.x, I. IV, xliii. (1885) 242 O thou triformed lumi-

nary, bring me sweet tidings of her I 1826 G. S. Faber Orig.

Pagan Idol. I. 413 She [Sphinx] was likewise triformed,

TBIQ.

blending together in one figure a lion, a virgin, and a bird.
1727 Bailey vol. II, "Tri/aniiity, the having three Forms
or Shapes. 1841 Wilkinson xMann. Enpt. Ser. 11. I. xii. 232
The idea enlertained by the Pagan Egyptians of a ' *tri-
formousDeity ',..who assumed different names according
to the triad under which he was represented.
Trifo-rmol. [f. Tri- i.'rformialdehyde) (see
tOBM-) + -OL.] A commercial name of paraform-
aldehyde (see Para- 2), used as an antiseptic.
1907 Wood U.S.A. Dispens. 1604 Paraformaldehyde,

Tri/ormol . . may be considered as a polymerized formal-
dehyde.

Triforoid (trai-foroid), a, {sb,) Zool. [f.

mod.L. Triforis (f. Tri- + /or»V door, opening)

+

-OID.] Belonging to or having the characters of
the family Triforidx of gastropods, typified by the
genus Triforis. b. sb, A gastropod of this family.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Trifoveolate, -foveolated: see Tri- i.

Trifurcate (S-^AIv-iVSK), a. [f. L. trifurc-us
three-forl<ed, f. tri-, Tw.-+furca Fork + -ate 2.

Cf. mod.F. trifurqii^ {lAiUe), trifourche {CoigT.),
also F. trifnrcation (Bonnet).] Divided into three
branches lilce the prongs of a fork; three-forked,
three-pronged, trichotomous. Also fig. So Trl-
ftiTcal a. (rare-') ; Tri'faroate v., intr. to divide
or branch into three ; Trl'fnrcated a, ^= trifurcate
adj. ; also, having some part, as a fin, trifurcated,

as the trifurcated blenny or hake ; Trifaxca'tion,
division into three branches, or the point at which
this takes place

; f Trifarcons a, Obs. rare—"
= trifurcate adj.

1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. Suppl. Diss. Drama 3
Whether he took himself to be affronted .. and consequently
that he deserv'd such 'Trifurcal Repartees. 1811-31 Ben-
THAM Logic App., Wks. 1843 VIII. 201/2 Instead of bifur-
cate, two-pronged, suppose the plan of division, for example,
•trifurcate, three-pronged. 1866 R. M. Ferci;son Electr,
(1870)97 Occasionally when darting i)etween the clouds and
the earth, it breaks up near the latter into two or three
forks, and [lightning] is then called bifurcate or trifurcate.

1887 SoLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/1 {Sponges) The
arms of a trixne may bifurcate, .or they may "trifurcate.

189^ GeoL Mag. Oct. 438 The primary ribs of the Australian
fossil., trifurcate more regularly- «7«7 Bailev vol. II,*7'r/-
ywrcrt/tf^, . . three-forked. 1769 Pennant Zool. III. 131 A
very singular trifurcated spine. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl. A Hat.
II. 933/2 The antenna on one side, .was trifurcated. 1884
M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat ^ Nose II. 224 In two cases
there was *trifurcationof the trachea. 1656 Uxxnim Glossogr,,
* Trifiircous, . . three-forked.

Trig (trig), sb,^ [Goes with Trio n.l; the vb.

being app. the source of the sb.]

L A wedge or block placed under a wheel or cask
to prevent it from rolling ; hence in a mine, a bar
used as a brake for the wheel of a tram ; also U.S.,
a brake-shoe, a skid ; in extended use applied
to any material, as hay or gravel, laid on a slide to

check the motion of a sledge going over it. In
quot. 1647 y%-. Cf. Trigokb2.
Its fig. use in quot. 1647 points to an earlier literal use

:

see also Trig v.^

1647 R* Stai'Vlton yuveiial xvi. 62 Nor is his suite in
danger to be stopt, Or with the trigges of long demurrers
propt. 1830 Seba Smith Major J, Downing (i860) 72 IVe
seen the wheels chocked with a little trig not bigger thanacat's
head. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Trig, a wedge or block
to prop up a caslcj or to stop a wheel. 1883 Gresley Gloss.
Coal Mining, Trig, a sprag used for stopping or putting the
brake on trams, wagons, &c. 1886 }. Barrowman Sc,
Mining Terms 68 Trig, a piece of wood laid in front ofa
waggon wheel to stop its motion.

1 2. Thieved slang. See quot. Obs. (perh. a dif-

ferent word, or ? belonging to Tnio sb.'^)

181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Trig, a bit of stick, paper,
&c, placed by thieves in the keyhole of. .the door of a
house, which they suspect to be uninhabited ; if the trig

remains unmoved the following day, it is a proof that no
person sleeps in the house. This.. is called trigging the jigger.

Trig, sb.'^ Also 7 trigg. Now dial, and in work-
men's speech. [Goes with Tbig zi.-, of obscure

origin.] A line traced, cut, or marked out on the

ground, as a boundary or centre line, a guide for a
cutting, etc. ; the line or score at which a player at

bowls, quoits, curling, etc. stands, or from which
runners start in a race ; hence to foot or toe the

trig; also dial, a shallow trench, gutter, or small

ditch, a narrow path or track {Eng, Vial, Diet.).

1648 Davenant Long Vac. in Lond. 98 Now Alderman
in field does stand. With foot on Trig, a Quoit in hand. 1688
R. Holme Armoury ill. xvi. (Roxb.) 70/r The Trigg is the
place or mark on which the players are to set one foot, or
foot the Trigg, when they deliuer their Bowles. 1796 Grose's
Diet. Vulg. T. (ed. 3), Trig, the point at which schoolboys
stand to shoot their marbles at taw ; also the spot whence
bowlers deliver the bowl. 1843 Civil Eng. ^ Arch, 'jfrnl,

VI. 22/1 He is also.. to preserve the centre or trig line,

especially in curves. iZay^ Northumbld. Gloss., Trig,\h^
starting line in a race^ which may be either a stretched cord,
a stick, a post, or an imaginary boundary. 1895 E. Anglia
Gloss., Trig, (2) The mark from which a ball is delivered.

Trig, f3.3 dial, or colloj, [f. Trio zi.a] A trot,

a hurried w.ilk ; a tramp on loot, a trip.

1884 Holland Cheshire Gloss. (E.D.S.) s.v.. He's alius

uppo th* trig (always in a hurry). 1888 Blacktv. Mag. Sept.

392 The goings on of himself and his comrade on the * great
trig * in the wilds of the Scotch Highlands. attrib. Ibid.

15-2
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396 Nothing remained but to declare the ' trig ' field season

at an end.

Trig (trig), a, (j^.*) Forms: a-7 trigg, 6

{Sc.) tryg, 7 trigge, 5- trig. [a. ON. tryggr

faithful, trusty, trustworthy, secure (Norw., Sw.

tryggr Da. iiyg secure, safe, sure) ; « Gothic
triggivs true, faithful : see True. Orig. northern

Eng. and Sc. ; in general literary use in i^th c]
(The sense development between 1200 and 1500 is not very

clear, and the order of senses given is mainly chronological

;

?:rhaps sense ^ ought to stand before 3. Cf. the note to

RIM «., which IS to a great extent applicable also to Trig.)

I. I. True, faithful ; trustworthy, trusty. Now
only north, dial*
CX300 Ormin 6177 J>in laferrd birrb J^e buhsumm beon &

hold & trigg & trowwe. x8i8 T. Thompson Canny AVty-

cassel in Midford, etc ColL Songs (1819) 8 For Geordy aw'd
dee,—for my loyalty's trig. 1829 Brockett N, C. IVcrds,

Trig, true, faithful. iBg^-^ JVori/turnd. Gloss.f Trig, neat,

spruce, true, reliable.

H. t2. Active, nimble,brisk, sprightly, alert, Sc.

c x^jo Henryson Mor. Fab. vii. (Lion f^ Mouse) i, Ane trip

of myis..Richt taiE and trig, all dansand in ane gyis. 1513
Douglas j^neis xii. Prol. 184 Litill lammis Full tait and
trig socht bleland to thar dammis, 1724 Ramsay Eagle ^
Robin 23 A tunefull Robin trig and ^ung.

5. Trim or tight in person, shape, or appearance ;

of a place, Neat, tidy, in good order. Chiefly Sc»

and diaL
1513 Douglas Mneis ix. x. 89 The beste sal be full tydy,

tryg, and wj-cht. 1697 R* Pkirce Bath Metn, 1. iy. 71
Her.. Foot and Leg [were] as shapely, strong, and trigge.

Ibid. vi. 107, I, by chance, met her trigg and lusty, in the
Market-Street. 18x6 Scott Anttg, xxiv. And it's like some
o' them will be sent back to fling the earth into the hole,

and mak a' things trig again. 1821 Galt Ayrsh, Legatees

Xt The wonted ornaments of every trig change-house kitchen.

i8»4 Scott 6"^./ic«««'jxxviii, A damsel so trig and neat that

some said she was too handsome for the service ofa bachelor

divine, 1837 R. Nicoll Poejns (1843) 126 My Sandie was
the triggest lad That ever made a lassie glad. 1889
Scribners Mag. Aug. 168/iBait isadirtysuhstituteforthe
trig fly.

D. Trim or neat in dress ; smartly-dressed

;

spruce, smart, well-dressed.

1715 Ramsay Gentle Skeph. i. ii, Few gang trigger to the
kirk or fair. iSai Clark VUl. Minstr., etc. II. 96 Trig as
new pins, and light's the day was long. 1825 Brockett
A'". C. IVords, Trigt neat, trimj or rather tricked out, or
what is called fine. 1873 Howells Chance Acquaint, iv. The
trig corporal, with the little visorless cap worn so jauntily.

1884 Century Mag. XXVIII. 541 The stylish gait and air

of the trig little body who wore them. 1893 'J. S. Winter
'

Aunt Johnnie II. 181 She really looked very smart and
trig and jaunty.

4. In good physical condition ; strong, sound,

well; also, firm, steady; in quot. a 1722, advb,

1704 Locke Let. to ChurchUlzj June, in Fox Bourne Li/e
(1876) II. 546, I hope. .that I may congratulate your safe

return, strong and trig as you were before, a 1722 Lisle
Husb. (1757) 270 A man will keep so much the greater awe
over [oxen when ploughing],and will make themgo trig. 1847-
78 Halliwell, Trig^ (5) well in health. West. (6) sound and
firm. Dorset. 1858 Brit, Q. Rev. LVI. 548 Those noble
[Greek and Roman] youths..sitting on the bare backs of
their chargers, and guiding them with their hands;.. they
do not sit badly considering they have not the advantages
..of pig's skin and stirrups to keep them square and trig.

1S90 Amelia E. Barr Olivia xvii. 351, I wish I was in mid-
ocean all trig and tight. Then I would enjoy such a passion
of wind.

6. Prim, precise, exact ; in depreciative use : Cut
and dried, smug. rare.

1703 J. Pearson Political Diet, 38 Trig and demure, the
[girl] comes back. 183a J, P. Kennedy Swallow B. viii, A
certain trig and quaint appearance given by his tight dark,
colored small-clothes. 1868 TucKERMANC(?//i'<"/(jr 74 A trig

nurse, with Saxon ringlets, dragging a petulant ui chin. 1872
H. W. Beecher in Chr. World Pulpit II. 341 Our system
of trig and prig theology. 1876 Blackie Songs Relig. «5-

•^i/^ 137 A fittle man, smooth, and close-shaven, very trig,

and smug.

6. Full, distended, stuffed to the utmost, ' tight ',

twrth, dial,

x8ii Willan W. Riding Gloss. (E.D.S.), Trig,..{viX[, dis-

tended. 1825 Brockett liT. C. Words, 7W^a., full. 1905
in Eng. Dial. Did. from Cumbld., Yorksh., Lincolnsh,
Ibid, (N. Lincoln), ' Thoo mon't shuv no moore i'to that bag,

it's oher trig noo ',

f B. sb.^ A trim, spruce fellow ; a dandy, a
coxcomb. Obs,
x6xo B. JoNsoN A Ick. IV. vii, You are a Pimpe, and a Trig,

And an Amadis de Gaule, or a Don Quixote.

Hence Tri'gly adv.^ Tri-gness.
X728 Ramsay Lure 40 What fowl is that,. .that stands sae

trigly on your hand? 1821 Galt Ann, Parish ii. 29 The
lassies, who had been at Nanse Banks's school, were always
well spoken of. .for. .the trignessof their houses, when they
were, .married. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. ii. (1856) 18 Their
spars had no man-of-war trigness. 1896 J. Tweeddale Moff
i. 14 Fields were subdivided by trigly cut hedges.

Trig, v,"^ Inflected trigged, -ing. [Etymo-
logy uncertain : perhaps ad. ON. tryggja^ ODa,
trygge to make firm or secure, from tryggr firm,

sure, true.

This derivation fairly suits the sense; the difficulty being
that to trig (in this sense) is not a northern or Sc. word, but
is at home in dialects south of the Thames, which makes a
Norse origin unlikely.]

L trans. To make firm or fast ; to prevent from
moving ; esp, to apply a wedge, block, or the like,

to (a wheel) in order to stop or retard its motion.

356

1591 Percivall Sp. Dict.^ Calzar, to shoa Calceare^ to

trig a wheele \moa. Sp. Diet., calzar, to shoe.. to stop a
wheel], 1651 Cabtwright Poems (Nares), Times wheels
are trlg'd, and brib'd to make a stand, a 1661 Holyday
yuvenal (1673) 155 With free Chariot, fat Damasippus
hurries ; he, (He ! even the consul) triggs the wheel, 1726
Diet, Rust. (ed. 3) s. v. Trigger, An Iron to Trig or Stay a
Wheel. 1802 in Spirit Pttb. jmls. VI. 235 Our friend

Haterius should be trigged like a cart-wheel on an inclined

plane. 1830 SebaSmith Major J. Downing (1B60) 72 They
make pesky bad work, trigging the wheels of Government.
1845 S. JuDD Margaret iii. (1871) 397, I stand ready to trig

the wheels in all the steep places.

2. To support or shore up with a wedge ; to

wedge up ; to prop. Often with up.
1711 W. Sutherland Skipbuild. Assist, 26 Shores, which

ought to be placed on Timber Foundations, called Sholes,

and well nog d or trig'd. 1883 Baring-Gould J, Herring
xiv. She made him raise the hearthstone, and trig it up witn
a piece of granite. 1899 — Bk. West xvii, To prevent the

springs being broken . . the axle-trees had been ' trigged up

'

below with blocks of wood.

1 3. Tliieves" slang. See Trig sh?- 2. Obs.

Hence Tri'gging vbh sb.

1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 148 The wheels being
oiled with delight, run nimbly, and have often need of

trigging. i68a — /var vi. 78 Our thoughts run nimbly.,
like oyled wheels, and have need of trigging.

Trig, v:^ dial. Inflected trigged, -ing.

[Goes with Trig sb^ : origin of both obscure.

(As Du. trekker has become in Eng. trigger, it is conceiv-

able that Du. trekken* to draw a line' might become trig ;

but nothing corroborative of such an origin has been found.))

trans. To make a score on (tlie ground) for a

player at bowls, quoits, etc., to stand at; also, to

mark out (ground) with a line or shallow trench.

Trig ottt^ to mark out or trace, as a boundary line.

Also absol.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trig,..\.o set a mark to stand
at, in playing at Nine-pins.

_ 1727 Bailey vol. II, Trigged,
having a Mark set to stand in playing at Nine Pins. 1843
(implied in Triggers], 1881 Miss Jackson i'Artr^j/t. Word-
bk.. Trig,.. io make shallow furrows, or trigs, as between
seed-beds for onions, carrots, etc.

—
' I trigged the ground

afore I put the seed in '. 1893 H. Pease Borderland Stud.

36 Gravely he consulted with his ' marrow ' (male) who
* trigged' for him.., carefully noted the indicated line,

a 1905 MS. Gloss. (Warwick) in Ef^. Dial. Diet. s.y. Trig
v.l, Plots of ground let for building are trigged out, i.e. the

boundaries are marked by cutting a small trench in them.

Z914 H. F. Rutter (M. Inst. C. E.) in Let., I have been
asked scores of times by a ganger [over navvies] ' Could you
come and trig out the centre line for us, Sir V
Trig, v.^ Now dial. Also 6 trigge, 7 trigg;

infl. trigg-. [Origin unknown.] intr. To trot ; to

walk quickly or briskly ; to trip ; also to trig it
;

spec, {slang) see quot. 1796; also trans, or with

advb. ace, as in to trig the country^ to tramp

;

to trig (a distance).

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuff \<i Away to the landes ende
they trigge. 1647 Tbapp Coinm. 2 'J'hess, \. 3 How oft are

we sitting down on earth,.. till affliction call to us, as the

angel to Elijah, * Up, thou hast a great way to go ', and
then we trigg. a 1652 A. Wilson Inconstant Lady 11. i,

Hee triggs it to Romilia's. a 1680 T. Goodwin Blessed

State xii. Wks. 1703 V. iii. 83 His Servant . .(who must
presently, without more ado, trig and Foot it after his

Master). 1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. ^ Com. 66 She
..Trig'd away Hand in Hand with the Gentleman. 1796
Groses Diet. Vulg. T. (ed. 3), To trigit, to play truant, a 1823
FoRBV Voc, E, Anglia, Trig, to trot gently; or trip as a
child does after its nurse. 'They trigged off together . 1871
Hartley Yorksh. Ditties Ser. 11. 72 Mony a mile he had to

trig One sweltin* summer day. 1891 B. Gregory in West,

Meth. I^tag. 56 A travelling tailor, having ' trigged the
country ' in search of work as far as ' Newrak '.

Trig, ^'.^ liovf dial. Infl. trigg-. [f. Trig a.

3, 6 ; with both senses cf. Tight z/.^]

I. L trans. To make trig or trim, to trim, to

make tidy or neat; now often, to dress smartly or

finely. Trig outy to dress or deck out. Chiefly

Sc. and north, dial. Hence Tri'gging vbl. sb.^ the

action of the verb ; concr. finery.

1696 Song, * This is no my ain House '
i, Sin' ho claimed

my daddy s place I downa bide the triggin^ o't. 1724
Ramsay ' This is no my ain house '

i, Mine ain house I'll

like to guide, And please me with the trigging o't. X7«
RiTSON A". Garland (i8og) 71 He rigg'd and trigg'd, and rid

away. 1877 R. W. Thom Jock o' Knowe 54 Beauty . . shines

divine when seen 'J'rigged oot in love and charity. 1896
Kipling Seven Seas, Rhyme Three Sealers 62 He has
rigged and trigged her with paint and spar. 1897 W.Beatty
Secretar xxx. 243 (Fifeshire) She had gotten me into her

room to see that I was trigged out as I should be.

II. 2. trans. To fill full, to stuff, cram. (Cf.

to fill 'tight'.)

1660 H. More Myst, Godl. iv. HI. 105 By how much more
a mans skin is full treg'd with flesh, blood and natuinl

Spirits. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 15 May, O Molly 1

the sarvants at Bath. .lite the candle at both ends._ Here's
nothing but ginketting, and wasting, and thieving, and
tricking, and trigging. 1790 Grose Provinc. Gloss, (ed. 2)

Supp., Trig thy kite, fill thy belly. 1825 Brockett A''. C.

Words, Trig, to fill, tostuff. \^z'& Craven Gloss.s.y., 'He's
trigg'd his hamper;' that is, he has filled his belly. 1905 in

E. Dial. Diet, from Cumbld., Westmld., Durham, Yorksh.

Trigamist (tri-gamist). [f. as Tkigamy +
-1ST.] fOne who has been married three times

(fibs.') ; now, one who has three wives or husbands

at the same time. Cf. Bigamist, Also attrib.

1636 Blount Glossogr., Trigamist, , , he that hath had
three wives. 1854 Taii's Mag. XXl. 316 We could have

TBIGENIC.

spared . . the memorials of the trigamist Doctor. 18^ DaUy
Tel, 28 Nov. 7/2 Collis being already a bigamist or trigamist.

1899 RouwAY Guiana Wilds 266 The Church would not
permit me to baptize a trigamist, and the chief would not

part with either of his wives.

Trigamoug (irrgamas), a. [f. Gr. rpiyan-os

thrice married (f. rpt- + 70/^05 wedding) + -ODS.]

1. Characterized by, involving, or living in

trigamy.
i8a« Fall Mall G. 25 Jan. 4 'The Man with Three Wives'

never lives in the trigamous state. 1900 P. F. Willert in

Eug. Hist. Rev. July 590 Bigamous and trigamous
marriages. 1908 Daily Chron. 22 Jan. 5/5 All three com-
bine to avenge the treachery of the trigamous husband,

2. Bot. Having male, female, and hermaphrodite

flowers in the same head. (Cf. PoLyGAMOUS 5.)

1844 Brande Diet. Sc, etc., 7'r/]fa7«(?tfj,. .containing three

sorts of flowers in the same flower.head ; that is to say,

males, females, and hermaphrodites. X900 in B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Trigamy (tri-gami). [ad. late L. trigamia,

a. Gr. (eccl.) rpiyaiiia, f. rpiyaiiios : see prec. So
F. irigamie (Littri).]

1. Eccl. Law. Marringe for the third time after

the death of former wives or husbands. ? Obs.

1615 G. Sandvs Trav. 82 For them [priests] it is lawfull

to marry : but bigamy is forbidden them, and trigamy
detested in the Laity. 1717-41 Chambers Cycl., Trigamy,
a third marriage f or the state of a person who_ lias been
married three times. ..In the ancient church, trigamy was
only allowed to such as had no children by their former

marriages.

2. The state of having three wives or husbands

at the same time ; the crime of contracting a third

marriage while two previous spouses are alive.

a 1634 Coke On Litt. in. xxviu (1648) 88 The difference

between Bygamy, or Trigamy, &c. and Polygamy. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trigamy, (Gr.) the having three

Husbands or three Wives at once. 1884 Chr. IVorld itOcU
795/5 A woman ^o years of age was charged with trigamy,

all three husbands being still alive.

Trigastric: see Tbi- i.

Trigeminal (trsiidae-minal), a. (si.) Anat.

[I. L. trigeiitin-us bom three at a birth (see below)

+ -AL.] A name for the fifth pair of cranial nerves,

from their dividing into three branches : also called

Trifacial. Also absol. as sb.

1830 R. Knox BiclarcCs Anat. 349 The nerves of the

arteries belong either to the sympathetic nerves, or to the

spinal and trigeminal nerves. 1872 HvKi^zs Physiol, xi. 264

Each nerve of the fifth pair is very large., and, having three

chief divisions, is often called trigeminal. 1899 Allhutt*s

Syst. Med. VI. 744 Such pain follows the distribution of

peripheral branches of the trigeminal.

b. Pertaining to, occurring in, or affecting the

trigeminal nerve.

1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. (1880) 22 In cases of

intercostal and trigeminal neuralgia. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. VII. 354 The trigeminal anaesthesia affects either the

whole of the region . . or only that supplied by special

divisions.

Trige'minouis, a. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

1. (See quots.) rare.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Trtgemiuous (trigeminus), three-

fold, three at a birth. 1658 Phillii-s, Trigeminous, (Lat.)

three brought forth at a birth ; also treble, or threefold.

2. Anat. = TeiGEMINAL. 1891 in Cent. Dicti

3. Bot. = trijugate (see Tbi- i).

1900 in B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

II Trigeminus (traiidje-min^s). Anat. [L.

trigeminus born three at a birth, f. TBI- + L.

gemin-us born at the same birth.]

fl. A former name for the complexns muscle

(COMPLBXUS 2). Obs.

[1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Complexus, a. Muscle of

the Head, serving to move it backwards. It is also called

i'rigemtnum, because it hath plainly a three-fold beginning,

and seems to be compounded of 3 Muscles.] 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), Trigeminus or Trigeminum.

2. The trigeminal nerve. Also attrib.

187s tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. II. 574 Neuralgia in

the branches of the trigeminus nerve. 1899 A llbutt's^ Syst.

Med. VII. 354 Tactile sensibility may be impaired in the

region of the trigeminus on the side of the lesion.

[t Trigen, app. an error of some kind for triger,

TuiGGEB^, appearing first in 1659; whence in

Phillips New World of Words 167S, and in many
subsequent Dictionaries.

1659 HooLE tr. Comenius' Visible IVorld Ixxxv. 175 He..
stoppeth the wheel with a trigen [sti^amine] in a steep

descent. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), THgen, a kind of Pole
whereby a Coach or Waggon is stopped from going too fast

down a Hill. 1688 R. Holme ^rwonry in. 339/2. 1847-78
Halliwell, Trigen, a skidpan for a wheel.]

Trigeneric : see Tei- i .

Trigenic (trsiid^enik), a. Chem. [app. f.

Tbi- 5 b -h Gr. 7«i'os kind -h -ic : the acid was so

named by Liebig and Wohler, 1846, regarding it

as the product of three kinds of substances, cyanic

acid, aldehyde, and ammonia.] In trigenic acid,

NH:2(CO.NH):CH.CH3, also called ethyli-

dene (or ethidene) biuret, as being biuret.

Nil : 2(00. NHj), in which two atoms of H are

replaced by ethylidene, CH.CH3; it crystallizes

in small prisms, slightly soluble in water.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 8S3. i88a Jml. Chem. Set.

XLII. 16S.
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Trigentale, -all, obs. forms of Trigintal.
•) Triger, corruption of chigger, Chigoe.
178a P. H. Bruce Mem. 426 Trigers..get through the

soles of peoples feet and lodge between the skin and the flesh.

Trigesimal (traijdjesimal), a. rare. [f. L.

trtgesim-us thirtieth + -AL.] fa- Thirtieth. Obs,

b. loosely. Consisting of thirty (i.e. in quot., days).

1637 Saltonstall Eusebiits* Constaniine 141 The trigesi*

mallyeare of hisraigne. lij^ Frttstf's Mag, K\i%. 202I1 The
upper part may originally nave been a crescent, implying
monthly. ..The figure thus connects itself with the monthly
trigesimal period.

Trigetour, -ettur, var. Tbegetour Ods.

Trigger 1 (tri-gar). Forms: a, 7-8 (9 dial.)

tricker, (7 tryoker) ; 0, 8 triger, 7- trigger.

[In form tricker, ad. Du. trekker a trigger, l.

trekken to pull : see Trek. The form trigger

occurs in 1660, but tiicker remained the usual form
down to ^1750, and is still in dialect use from
Scotland to the English Midlands.]

1. A movable catch or lever the pulling or press-

ing of which rele.ises a detent or spring, and sets

some force or mechanism in action, e. g. springs a
trap.

ifai Markham Prev. Hunger 39 Hard by this loope [of

the net] shall there be fastened, .a little broad thin tr^'cker,

made sharpe and equall at both ends. Ibiil, 40 The loope
and the tricker. 173s FltiL Trans. XXXIX. 84 That
Tricker has a Pin. 1764 Museum Rust. III. Ixv. 298 The
triggers to throw the rake behind the roots. 1853 ^"^ ^>
Douglas Milit. Brittges vL (ed. 3) 301 The ram was worked
by hand-ropes (fig. 8) attached to the fall, which is a much
quicker way than by the trigger and drop. 1885 C. G. W.
Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. IV. 428/2 (Photography) A
trigger Is provided for releasing the shutter. 1913 E. T.
RtrrHVEN-MuRRAV Let. 30 Dec., If the tram-car strikes any-
thing on the track, the gate is pushed backwards and re-

leases a 'trigger' (in this case a catch sustaining the tray),

which allows the tray to fall so that it glides along on the
road and scoops up the obstruction.

2. Spec. A small steel catch which, on being
'drawn', 'pulled', or pressed by the finger, re-

leases the hammer of a gnn-lock. Hence to pull
trigger, to fire a gun {at, on).
a. i6u F. Markham Bk, War i, ix. 35 Let the Cocks and

Trickers be nimble to goe and come. 1660 BovLE AV^f A'x^.
Pkys. Mfck. xiv. 89 We took a Pistol.., and..ty'd to the
Tricker one end of a string. Iliid. 100 The Trigger was
puird. 1759 Adam ^tA\THMor.Sent. 11. iii. (1781) i6t Each of
them draws the tricker of a gun. l8a8 MoiR Mansie Wauch
xii, It was an act of desperation to draw the tricker.

fi. 1660 [see o). 1688 Capt. i. S. .Art 0/ War 17 Your
musquet l)eing levelled breast high with your fingers upon
the trigger. 1753 Hanwav Trav. (\-jf>-i) II. i. xi. 58 We
coukl not pull the trigers of their muskets. x868 Rep. to
Govt. U. S. Munitions War 24 The trigger is pulled, h is

drawn down and the spring, rele.ised, darts the needle
through the guideinto tne cartridge, ihe blunt end of the
needle sharply striking the fulminate and thus igniting the
charge. 1888 ' R. Boldrewood ' Robbery underA rnts xlix,
Not once or twice,, you've pulled trigger on me,

b. A lever or snib in a cross-bow the pulling
or pressing of which releases the string.

1681 Grew Musxum I, v, iii, 113 Just as when a Cross-
Bow Is let off by pulling down the Tricker. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 111. xvi. (Roxb.) 77/1 The siring is. .lett fly by a
Tricker or button. 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 12 It re-
mained thus until the lrig;ger of the cros.s-bow suggested a
contrivance to convey, with eaual certainty ana greater
rapidity, the burning match to the pan.

3. \nfig- and allusive uses. In the drawing ofa
trigger, in a moment, instantaneously. Quick on
the trigger, quick to act in response to a suggestion,
to take advantage of a situation, or the like.

1706 Farquhar Recruit. Officer i. i, This is the cap of
honour, it dubs a man a gentleman in the drawing of a
tricker. 1871 Tvkdall Fragm. Sc. (1879) II. ii. 12 Prayer
is the trigger which liberates the Divine power. 1905 Daily
Ckron. 16 Feb. 4,'5 A born musical leader, fertile in ideas,
quick on the trigger.

4. cUtrib. and Comb,, as trigger-ccUck, -detent,

guard (Guard sb. 16 d), -jig (Jig sb. 6), -line,

•plate, -pull, -pulling, -string, -touch; trigger
area, Phys, and Path., a sensitive area of the body,
irritation of which causes some special effect in

another part (so trigger point) ; trigger-block, a
piece of mechanism in a steam-engine, which auto-
matically allows the steam-valve to close when a
certain speed is attained ; trigger finger, (a) the
forefinger of the right hand, with which the trigger

of a fire-arm is pulled
; (*) Path, an affection of a

finger (see quot. 1890); trigger-fish, a fish of the
genus Batistes ; so called because the large first ray
of the dorsal fin is depressed by depression of the
second, like the hammer of a gun-lock bythe trigger;
trigger-hair, Zool, a fine hair or filament at the
mouth of a thread-cell in some coelenterates, which
operates like a trigger in emission of the stinging-
hair ; trigger-plant, a plant of the genus Candollea
(formerly Stylidium), characterized by the two
stamens being united with the style into a highly
irritable column ; trigger point, Phys, and Path.
(cf. trigger area above). See also tricker-Jirelock,

tricker-lock (Trick Kit-).

1891 Cent. Diet., 'Trigger area. 1900 Doriamd Mtd,

857

Did. (1913), Trigger area, an area stimulation or irritation

of which may cause physiologic or pathologic changes in
another area. 1893 D. K. Clark Stca/u Engine III. 58 A
square *trigger-block .. slides vertically through.. the catch-
block, i86x Fairbairn Iron 123 The movement of the
roller causes the shoulder of the rod P to get under
the point of the '"trigger-catch tt ; the valve is by these
means kept closed till the whole force of the blow is struck.
x868 Rep. to Got't. U. S. Munitions War 24 The small lock-
tube is drawn back, pulling with it. .the needle-bolt, till the
shoulder a is caught behind the trigger-catch. i88x
Greener Gun ^70 The *trigger-comb arrangement is very
ingenious, and is such that the barrels may be fired simul-
taneously or in quick succession, by adjusting a small screw.
x868 Rep, to Gozt. U. S. Munitions War 24 The needle-
bolt, and with it the needle, is held back by the shoulders,
catching against the * trigger-detent /:. 1829 W. H. Max-
well Stories of Waterloo I. 223 Removing Mr. Clinch's
* trigger-finger. 1890 Billings Med. Diet., Triggerfinger,
sudden arrest of the movement of extension (or, less fre-

quently, of flexion) of one of the fingers, until a special
effort is made, when the movement is completed with a
snap or jerk. 1882 Ogilvie, *Trigger-fish. 1884 Longin,
Mag, Mar, 529 Trigger-fish and trunk-fish. 1908 Westtn.
Gas, 3 Oct. 6/1 It penetrates into the body of the oyster in
the expectation of its host being broken up and eaten by the
trigger-fish. 1859 Musketry Instr. 38 To see that every man
holds his rifle firmly with the left hand ; . . that the fingers of
the right hand are behind the *trigger guard. 1868 Rep, to

Govt. U. S. Munitions 0/ War 51 The breech-block, .works
vertically in the shoe, being depressed or elevated by a hinged
lever, fitting with a catch, over the trigger-guard, 1795 R.
DoDD Rip. Hartlepool 16 The seaman, standing with the
^trieger-lme in his hand, at a sufficient distance from the
guns recoil. 1884, Miller Plant-n., *Trigger-plant,
Stylidium grantini/oliutn and other species. x86o Alt
y'ear Round No. 71. 500 The stock is divided into.. lock-
side, head, small, trigger-guard, *trigger-plate, trigger [etc. J.

x8^i Cent. Diet., "Trigger point. 1900 in Dorland Med,
Diet. (1013). 189s Greener Breech-Loader 187 Gentlemen
..should state exactly what weight the *trigger pulls are
desired.

_ 1906 Sub Target Rijle 13 For practice in ^trigger-

pulling it is of great advantage. 1892 Plioto^, Ann. II.

885 The exposure is made by pneumatic or "trigger release.

Hence Trl'^^ferless «., without a trigger.

18.. ? Browning il/i«m^Krtfiv. (in The Sil^l^\x^y Sch.)
I Apr. 1893), Arquebuses and pistols triggerless.

Xrigffer ^ (tri-gsi), [f. Trig v> + -er i.]

1. A device or appliance to retard or stop the

motion of a vehicle descending a slope. Now dial.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Estornij'a de carro, the trigger
of a cart, suffiamen. x6n Cotgr., Enrayer vne roue, to
stay, or hola a wheele backe with a Trigger. Enrayoir. . a
Tngger, the staffe thats put before a cart-wheele, to keepe
it from ouer-throwing, or ouer-hastie going, 1631 Anchoran
Comenius' Gate Tongues && To the wheeles are put triggers

[L. stifflatnina^ F. les enrayoirs], 1648 Hexham Dutch
Diet., Radt'Sperre.., that which is put into the Wheele,
lest the Cart be overthrowne, or a Trigger \ed. 1678 triger]. .

.

Rede, qfle Wagen-span, the Trigger of a Wheele to stay it.

ai66x HoLYDAY 7wzr«a/ (1673) 282 The souldier.. has not
his estate worn-out with such delay, like a waggon-wheell
with the trigger that stops it. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol.
Gen. xi4f>li A Trigger to stay a Cart wheel up hill, sujffiamen.
x888 Elworthv W.Som. Word-bk., 7'mx'^r,anythingused
to trig or block. ' Here I thick gurt stone 11 do vor a trigger.*

fig. a x66x HoLVDAV Jui'enal xvi. (1673) 279 Their means
ne're, without fruit, Are gaul'd with the long tngger ofa suit.

b. See quot.
X893 Wilts. Gloss., Trigger, the rod let down to ' trig up

'

the shafts of a cart.

2. Ship-building, A support holding the dog-shore
in position ; also transj. the dog-shore itself,

x8to in Smyth Sailor's Worti-bk, X877 Knight Diet.
Meek., Trigger...K piece of wood placed under a dog-shore
to hold it up until the time for launching. 1896 Strand
Mag. XII, yi^fi This obstacle, known variously as the
* trigger', ' dagger *, or * dog-shore *^ is usually a short length
of tu^-wood interposed—in a sloping direction, and in such
a way as to promptly yield to a smart downward blow^
between fixed projections on the side of the standing ways
and of the sliding ways. 1899 Daily News 16 Jan. 7/3 The
last blocks had oeen knocked away and the Oceanic was
held in place only by a trigger ' on each side. These huge
triggers of cast steel, .work in hydraulic pistons, and fit into
slots of the sliding ways. X900 Engineering Mag, XIX. 681
From these triggers, dog shores, bearing only about one-
quarter of an inch outside of the fulcrum, extend up against
the keel.

Tri*gger3. [f. Trio v,'^ or sb,'^^-^^^I\ a.

See quot. 1843. b. = Trig j6.2

X843 Hardy in Proc. Beno. Kat, Club II. No. 11. 56 Two
men, named triggers, must see that when the race for the

succec'ding cast of the bowl has concluded, the straw is

exactly between the feet of the party whose turn it is to dis-

miss the bowU 1891 H. Johnston Kiltnallie xix. II. no
(Curling) The second, third, and fourth players, on each side,

fooled the trigi;er, and sent their stones hurtling along the
asyet unpolished ice towards the goal

Trigide, Trigil, obs. ff. Taagedy, Trickle.

Trigintal (traiidji-ntal). Now only Hist.

Also 5-6 -gen-, [ad. med.L. trlgintdle, f. L. tri-

gintd thirty: see -al.] = Trental, A\so attrib.

X49X Cartular, S. Nicholai Aberdon, (New Spald. CI.) I.

257 Ve Songe mess with note onye morne yereftire at Sanct
nicholess alter, and trigental of saidis messis in ye oulk
foUouinge. XS30 in N, ^ Q. ^th Ser. VI, 414/1 An hole

trigintall of masses to be saide m the churche where I shalbe

buryed. 1726 Avliffe Parergon 190 Trentals or Trigintals

were also a number of Masses, to the Tale of Thirty,., insti-

tuted (as pretended by St. Gregory). 1898 A. t. Leach
Bererlcy Act Bk. I. p. Ixxx, The annuals, trigintals.. with
legacies and Lenten tithes are worth 20 marks,

Triginte-nnial, a. rarc—^, [f, L. trigintd

thirty + -enni-um (f, ann-us year) + -AL.] Taking

place once in thirty years.

TRIGLYPHICAL.
1894 Vale Neivs (New Haven, Conn.) 29 June, About

twenty-five members of the class were present at their tri-

gintennial reunion.

Trigintise'xtuple. rarcK [f. L. trigintd
\^\x\.y -^^sextuplex^ f, sextus sixth, as in ditplexy

triplex, etc.] The product obtained by multiplying
a given quantity by 36.
1690LEVBOURN Curs. MatJu 349 If any Root be Multiplied

by6 the Product shall be the Root of the Trigintisextuple.
Trig^t, variant of Treget, Obs.

11 Trigla (tri-gla). Ichth, [mod.L. tHgla (Linn.

1758), a. Gr. rpi'^KT}^ -\a, the red mullet, whence
also It. triglia (trrl'a).] A genus of fishes, family
Triglidse, the gurnards ; any species of this genus.
*7S" J- Hill Hist. Anim. 265 The red Smoothheaded

Trigla, without any beards. The King of the Mullets.
Ibid. 267 The red 'Irigla. .The Red Gurnard. The French
call it Marrude. 1854 Bushnan in Circ. Sc, (1865) I. 294/2
The trigla utters a grunting sound when it is taken out of
the water.

Triglandular : see Tri- i.

Trigle, obs. Sc. form of Trickle.
Trip^locbid (traigUu-kid), a, rare, [f. Gr.

TptyAcyxt"?, -tv- (f. T/X-, Tri- -H 7A.£ox'y> 'iKaiyiv point
of an arrow) -f- -id 2.] Having three points ; tri-

cuspid. Also Trlfflo'chin a.

X760 J. Lee Introd, Bot. in. xviii. (1765) 213 Trtglockid,
three pointed. X836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. 1. 581/1 This
valve, .receives the name of the..triglochin valve.

Trigloid (tri-gloid), a, and sb. Ichth. [f. Gr.
Tpiy\ri Trigla + -oiD.] a. adj\ Belonging or akin
to the group Trigloidea or family Triglidm of fishes,

typified by the genus Trigla. b. sb. A fish of
this group or family. Also Tri'gUd.
x888 Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum XI. 577 He especially

instanced the Triglids and Dactylopterids as two groups
which exhibit great diversities. Ibid. 588 The Trigloid,
Cottoid, Gobioid, and Lophioid families. . . To even still

greater a decree are the Agonoids, the Trigloids, and Dacty-
lopteroids divergent.

Triglot (trai-glfrt), a, and sb, [f. Gr. rpi-,

Tri- -f 7AwTTa tongue, after polyglot!\ a. adj. Of
a book or writing : In three languages, b. sb, A
book, esp. a Bible, in three languages,
X881-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 1864 A

Samaritan Pentateuch Triglot, .. Hebrew .. Samaritan ..

Arabic. 1890 {title) The Triglot Bible. Comprising the
Hol^ Scriptures of the Old and New Testament in the
Original Tongues, the Septuagint, the Syriac (of the New
Testament) and the Vulgate Versions, in parallel columns.
X90X H. Browne (titW) Triglot Dictionary of Scriptural
Representative Words in Hebrew, Greek, and English.

Tiigly : see under Trio a.

Triglyceride (trgiigUseraid). Chem. [f.

Tri- 5 (irregularly used) -f Glyceride.] A com-
pound in which three acid radicals are united by
oxygen to glyceryl ; i. e. they replace the three H
atoms of the OH groups in glycerin or glycerol,

C3H5(OH)3 ; e. g. stearin is called the triglyceride

of stearic acid.

x86o Debus in Q. jfrnl, Chem. Soc. XII. 243. 1895
Lewkowitsch Benedikt's Oils, Fats, Wajtres 46 Glycerol
. .deporting itself like a trihydric base, is able to combine
with three radicles of fatty acids... The resulting com-
pounds are called 'triglycerides',^ 19x3 Thorpe Diet. App,
Chem. (ed. 2) I, 577 The glycerides of butter fat contain
butyric, caproic, caprylic, capric, lauric, myristic, palmitic,

stearic, and oleic acids, as triglycerides.

Trigljrplx (trai-glif). Arch. Also erron, 7-9
tryglyph, 7 triglife, -iphe, 8-9 trigliph. For-

merly ia L. form triglyphus, pi. -i. [ad. L.

triglyphus (Vitr.), a, Gr. Tpiy\v(p-os thrice-

grooved, f, Tpi-y Tri- -* yXv^ carving. So F. tri'

glyphe (1545 in Hatz.-Darm.).] A member or

ornament in the Doric order, consisting of a block

or tablet with three vertical grooves or glyphs

(strictly, two whole grooves, and a half-groove on
each side), repeated at regular intervals along the

frieze, usually one over each column, and one or

two (see DiTRiGLYPH 2) between every two columns.
X563 Shute Archit. Ciijb, The Canalicoli, standing

vpright within the Triglyphi.-.Bitwixte the .2. Triglyphos,

you shall set Methopa. 1624 Wotton Archit. in Relig,

(1651) 230 A sober garnishment, .of Triglyphs and Metopes
alwayes in the Frize. 1704 }, Harris Lex. Techn, I, Tri-
glyph . . is a Member ofthe Frize of the Dorick Order. X797
Holcroft tr. Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) III. xc. 528 A triglyph

. .was nine feet and a half high. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract.
Build. 467 The architrave and trlgliph, representing the
beams and joists [of a primitive building]. 1871 B. Tavi.gr
Faust (1875) II. I. vii. 76 The pillared shaft, the triglyph
even rings, I think, indeed, the whole bright temple sings.

Hence Tri*gl3rphal a, = triglyphic (a) ; Tri'-

glyphed (-glift) a., furnished or adorned with
triglyphs; in quot. 1880 as pa, pple., ? carved in

the manner of a triglyph ; Trigly'phic, Trigly-
pUcal {rare~°) ad/s., (a) pertaining to or of the

nature of a triglyph; {b) 'containing three sets of

characters or sculptures * (Webster, citing Gliddon).
1890 MARQUANDin Amer. Jrnl. Archxol. VI. 54 The

Egyptian scotia..is replaced in the Greek entablature by
the^ 'triglyphal frieze. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 217/3 The
plain capital composed of merely an echinus and abacus,
and a ^trielyphed frieze, enable us to pronounce at once
that the order is the Doric. X849 Freeman Archit. 11. ii. no



TEIGOir.

Some Sicilian examples exliibit the tiij-lyphed fiieze, i88o

F. W, Pebcival in Academy ^ Sept, 173 The hair., repre-

sented in long parallel (resses distinctly triglyphed in the

rock. 1847 Webster, ^Tnglyphic, *Triglyphkal. 1866

Rl'skin Crcnvn Wild Olwe App. (1898) 219 They attack

Brandenburg, under its Triglypnic protector.

Trigness : see under Trig a.

Trigon (trai-g^n). Also 7 trygon, 7-8 tri-

gone, [ad. L, trigdn-unty ad. Gr. Tpiyoiv-ov

triangle, neuter of Tpiyojtosj f. rpt-, Tri- + -yofvos

-angled, -cornered.]

1. A figure having three angles and three sides

;

a triangle.

1:600 Fairfax Tasso 11. li, Let Ismen with his squares and
trigons war. 01628 Sir J. Beaumont Bosworth A 346
When the Cranes direct their Flight on high, ..they in a

Trigon fiy, 1694 Motteux A'aMnts iv. Prol. (1737) 78 An
equilateral Trigone. x8o6 Hutton Course Math. 1. 272 An
Equilateral Triangle is also a Regular Figure of three sides

..being also called a Trigon. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil.

Man. (1862) 333 Trigon.. Heptagon.. Octagon.

2. AsiroL a. A set of three signs of the zodiac,

distant 1 20° from each other, as if at the angles of

an equilateral triangle; — Triplicity 3. (Also

Jig. or allusively^ b. The aspect of two planets

distant J20° from each other; = Trine sb, 2,

1563 [see Trient]. 1589 Warner Alb, Eng,y\, xxx'i. (1612)

158 She Euen at the fine Trigon shall your chiefe Ascendant
be. 1593 G. Harvey Piercers Super. 100 His zeale to

God, and the Church, was an aery Triplicity : and his deuo-
tion to his Prince, and the State, a fiery Trigon. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. /F, 11. iv. 288. a 1633 Austin MedU. (1635)

7 If the Astronomers hold there was a great Trigon of
Constellations at his [Christ's] Birth: I am sure here is

a great Trigon of Trigons, at his Conception. 1644 Lilly
Eng. Proph. Merlin (litle-p.) The beginning, and end of
the Watry Trygon : An entrance of the fiery Triplicity.

1664 Butler Hud. 11. iil 905 Some. .Affirtn the Trigons
chopp'd and chang'd, The wat'ry with the fiery rang'd,

170^ HEARNE /?«<:/. Hist. (1714) L 23 Saturn and Jupiter.

.

having run through all the four Trigons, meet again, accord-
ing to Kepler, at the end of 800 Years. 1819 Jas. Wilson
CompL Diet. Astro/, s. v. Triplicity^ The first trigon is

composed of Ti vCt and T| and is therefore called the fiery

triplicity.

0. t a. A triangular instrument used in survey-

ing; also, one used in dialling. Obs.
1500 J. Blagrave Bacnlum Familliare (title-p.) A Booke

of the making and vse of a StafTe, newly inuented by the
Author, called the Familiar Staffe,.. which, .staffe.. readily
performeth all the seuerall vses of the Crosse staffe, the Quad-
rate, the Circle, the Quadranle, the Gunners Quadrante, the
Trigon,[etc.]. 1704 J. Harris /-r.r. Techn. Ls. v., In Dyaling
there is sometimes used an Instrument of aTriangular Form,
which is called, a Trigon.

t b. A triangular fort. Obs,
1688 R. Holme Artnoury iil xvi. (Roxb.) 98/1 A Trigon,

a figure of a fort with three corners.

c. An ancient lyre or harp of triangular form.
I7a7-4i Chambers Cycl. s. v., The trigon was a kind

of triangular lyre, invented by Ibycus. 1776 Hawkins
Hist. Mus.l.n. ix. 247 The Trigon. .was., struck either with
a quillf or beaten with little rods. 1879 Stainer Music of
Bible II Attempts to shew that the kinnor was a trigon, or
three-cornered harp.

4. Zool. A bivalve of the genus Trigonia.
x8« Kirby Hab. f( Inst. Anim, I. viii. 263 The Trigons,

nearly related to the cockle, are mostly fossils.

6. Name of an ancient game at ball (Gr. rpiyajv^

L. trigon (* lusum trigonem', Ilor. Sal. i. vi. 126)).
184a W. Smith Diet. Gr. ^ Rom, Antig. "jtif-z The most

favourite game at ball seems to have been the trigon or pHa
trig^ifftalis,.. p\a.yf:d at by three persons, who stood in tlie

form of a triangle.

6. Comp. Anat, The triangle formed by the three

cus|>s of the upper molars in primitive mammals.
1897 H. F. Osborn in Amer. Nat. Dec. 1002 Our studies

among the Mesozoic mammals have left no doubt that the
upper and lower triangles, or ' trigon ' and * trigonid *, were
derived from the reptilian protocone by the addition of
lateral cusps. . . The * trigon ' was essentially a cutting
apparatus, so perfect that many mammals retained it with,
out further evolution.

Trigonal (tri-gonal), a. {sb,) [ad. L. (rigo-

fmi-isy f. trigon-um : see prec. and -al.]

1. Of, pertaining or relating to, a trigon or tri-

angle ; of the form of a triangle, having three

angles, triangular. (In q. I57o= Tkiangular 2 b.)

Trigonal co-ordinates iGeom.), a system of co-ordinates
related in a particular way to trilinear co-ordinates, invented
by S. I-.evi in 1876.

1570 Billingsley Euelidwi. def. x. 186, 6 in diuers respectes
is a lineall number. .and also a trigonall or trianguler
numlier.^ 1571 Digces Pantom, iv. def. viii. TJ b. When
any equiangle triangle.. is. .described within a circle. .[its]

sides are called the trigonal. .Cordes of that circle. 184^
Freeman Archtt. w. v. 170 A fine lofty pile, with, .three tri-

gonal apses. 1891 Cent, Diet, s. v.,A linear equation in trigonal
coordinates of the first class represents a cubic [curve].

b. Geom. and Cryst, Applied to a solid figure

with triangular faces, or having some other relation

to a triangle. Also, Having a relation to three

angles : as trigonal quoiny a solid angle contained

by three plane angles; trigonal symmetry ^ the

symmetry of a figure or body which coincides

with its original position after rotation about an
axis through an angle of 1 20" or 240°.

1878 GuRNKV Crystallogr, 38 If three symmetral planes
and no more intersect in the same straight line, it is called

an axis of trigonal symmetry. 1891 Cent. Diet. s. v. TriS'

358

octahedron. The trigonal tiisoctahedron has each face an
isosceles triangle. 1895 Storv-Maskelyne Crystallogr. iv.

§ 79. 98 A plane figure may. .Ije symmetrical with regard to

a point within it as a pole of symmetry.. .Where n = 2, or
— 3. 4, or 6, the symmetry may be defined as \)€\v\%diagonal^

trigonal, tetragonal, or hexagonal. Ibid. vii. § 180. 2H
The trigonal dodecahedron,.. a tetrahedron with a three-

faced pyramid on each of its faces. Ibid. % 257. 302 The
trigonal trapezohedron. .has trapezoids for its faces, which
meet in two trigonal quoins.

2. Triangular in section, triquetrous : now esp* in

ZooL and Bot,

IS71 DiGGES Pantom, iv. xi. Y iij b, The solide of Tetrae-
dron may . . be parted into 4 equal Trigonal Pyramides.
a 1728 WooDWARn Nat, Hist. Fossils (1729) \. 158 Spaf of a
yellow Hue, shot into numerous trigonal pointed Shoots.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v. Leaf, Trigonal Leaf, one
much like the triquetrous, only that.. the several faces are

each hollowed in form ofchannels. Ibid.^ Lilium, the lilly .

.

'I'he pistil.. finally becomes an oblong and trigonal fruit.

1854 Woodward Mollusca ir. 225 Shell impunctate, oblong,

or trigonal. 1895 W. M. Macphfkson Monymusk v. 76 A
plain roundheaded door with a trigonal hood.

3, Astrol. Relating to, or of the nature of, a

trigon (in either sense) : see prec. 2.

1603 Sir C. Heydon Jttd. Astrol. xxl 470 All trigonall

asjjects doe accord. 163s Swan Spec. M. v. § 2 (1643) ^"^S
'^^^

Trigonall revolution . .of the Planets [cf. Trigon 2 quot, 1704].

+ 4. Of or pertaining to a trigon (Trigon 3 a).

Also as sb. short iot trigonal instrutneni. Obs, rare,

1593 Fale Dialling-yi Your Diall being made, and the Stile

placed therein : take your Trigonall Instrument, and set it

upon the Stile, so that the whole Diameter thereofmay stand

flaine upon the edge or upper part, the centre A, of your
nstrument. ..Then fasten a thread at the uppermost end of

your Trigonall in every line of the signes so y* you may
direct downeward by the centre A, to the plat of your Diall

:

and. .then moving the Trigonall on the right hand, so that

the thread may be stretched on the left hand, make there

likewise a prick upon the plat,

B. sb. 1. See A. 4.

2. Anat. = Thigone, Trigonum 2 {Cent. Did.),

Hence Tri'jfonally adv. {rare~^)j triangularly

{Cent. Did. 1891).

Trigonate (tri*g6n^t), a, Zool, [f. as prec. +
-ATE 2Tj = prec. adj. I and 2.

181s Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool.lX, 1.226 Female with-

out the white trigonate spot beneath the chin. 1828 Stark
Elem. Nat. Hist. H. 203 A{inmothed\ Caroliniensis,. .hacV
with three trigonate tut>ercles.

Trigone (trigJu*n, trai-g^un). Anat* [a. F.

trigone (tr?'go*n), ad. L. trigon-um Trigon.] The
triangular area at the base of the urinary bladder,

between the openings of the ureters and urethra.

1835-6 Todd's Cyd. Anat. I. aSs/iThe posterior part of

the trigone is thinner than the anterior. 1876 Gross Dis.

Bladder 137 The usual seat of villous tumor is the trigone.

1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxxii. 503 In the trigone of

the bladder, there arcpatchesof inflammatory thickening.

Trigone, obs. form of Trigon.

Trigonel (tri*g6nel). rare^^, [ad. F. trigo-

nelky or mod.L. Trigdnella (Linnaeus, 1737), dim.

of L, trigona^ fern, of trigon-us adj., a. Gr. rpi-

yoavos (see Trigon) ; so called from the triangular

appearance of the flowers.] A plant of the genus

Trigonella^ N.O. Legutninosx,
1884 De Candolle's Orig. Cultivated PI, 112 Trigonel, or

Y^xwx^x^i^—Trigonellafxnuin-grsecum.

Hence Trig-one'lline Ckem, [f. mod.L. Trigo-

nell-a + -INE 5], an alkaloid occurring in the seeds

of fenugreek, in hempseed, and in peas, and pre-

pared artificially from nicotinic acid.

1886 Jrnl. CJwm, Soe. L. 85, Jahn*s Trigonelline^

CrHTNOa + HaO, crystallises in colourless, flat prisms, of

feeble saline taste ; it is readily soluble in water.

Trigonellite (trigone'bit). Palxont. [ad.

mod.L. Trigdnellitl'S (given as a generic name), f.

mod.t^ Trigdnella : see prec. and -ite 12 a.] A
fossil of triangular form and shelly consistence,

found in the Kimmeridge clay ; * probably the

operculum of a cephalopod ' (Lyell).

(1748 T. Hill Hist. Fossils 646 That kind [of Cockle] call'd

by authors Trigonella.. .This kind, .approaches to a tri.

angular figure.) 1831 Murchison in Phillips Man. Geol.

(1855) 301 Hard, compact, not oolitic, containing brachy-

phyllum, ferns, and trigonelHtes. 1851 Woodward Mollusca
I. 80 They were descrilxid in 1811, by Parkinson, who called

them trigonelHtes. 1885 Lyell Elem. Geol. xx. (1885) 295.

Trigoneutic, -goneutism : see Tri- 2.

II
Trigonia (traig^n'nia). Conch, [mod.L.

generic name, f. as Trigon + -ia i.] A genus of

bivalve molluscs having a shell of triangular form.

1837 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XV. 343/1 'l]he trigonia now
forms along with castalia, the small family of Trigonees.

1851 Woodward Mollusca i. 11 The cockle and trigonia

have the foot bent, enabling them to make short leaps. 1883

Fisheries Exhtb. Catal. (ed. 4) 176 Collection of Trigonias

. .exhibited by Dr. J. C. Cox, F.L.S. of Sydney.

Hence Trigonlacean (tr<^ig(7uni|^'j!an), a. adj,

belonging to the group Trigoniacea of bivalve

molluscs, typified by the genus Trigonia ; b. sb.

a mollusc of this group. In recent Diets.

Trigouic (traigf^'nik), a, rare. [ad. Gr, rpi-

yojviKos triangular, f. Tpiyojvos : see Trigon and
-ic] Of or pertaining to a trigon or triangle.

Trigonic co-ordinates [Geom.), a system of co-ordinates

invented by W. Walton in 1868, determining a point in a

TBIGONOMETRICAL.
plane by the angles subtended at the point by the iides of

a fixed triangle.

1788 T. Taylor Proclus I. 54 The soul from material
triangles or circles, forms in herself the trigonic, or circular

species.

So t Trigo-nical a, rare^ = Trigonal 3.

1644 Lilly Merliiius Augl. To Rdr. Aj b, The Govern-
ment of the World by the seven Planetary Angels under the
severall Trygonicall Revolutions of Saturne and lupiter.

Trigonid (tri'gonid). Comp. Afiat, [f. Trigon
-f -ID (arbitrarily used).] The triangle of cusps of

the lower molar teeth in primitive mammals.
1897 [see Trigon 6]. ^

Trigono- (tri'gon^?, trig^u'n<?), combining form
repr. Gr. rpiftavo-s adj. three-cornered, triangular,

neut. T/)/7a;i'0f as sb. a triangle; used in several

scientific terms, Trig'ouoce'phale, -ce-phalous
ad/s.f Zool. [Gr. KnpaX-q head], having a triangular

head, as a serpent of the genus Trigonocephalus
;

so Triffonocepha'Uc a. Anthrop.^ having a mal-
formation of the skull, caused by premature closing

of the medio-frontal suture, in which the sides are

flat and converge to an apex in front; Triffono-

ce'phaly, the condition of being trigonocephalic.

Tricronocerons (-pseras) «., Zool. [Gr. nkpa.'i horn],

having horns of triangular section. Trigono-
cu'neate a. [L. cune-ns wedge], triangularly wedge-
shaped. TriffO'iiodont a., Comp. Anat. [Gr.

oSot/y, obovj- tooth], having the primitive cusps of

the molar teeth arranged in a triangle. Trigfo'no-

type, Geom. [Gr. Tiliroy figure, image, Type], name
for a trigonal trapezohedron {Cent. Did. 1891).
1865 Morn. Star 13 Mar., A *trigonocephale black serpent,

brought over in 1842, is alive. 1878 BARTLEvtr. Topinards
Anthrop. v. 176 * Trigonocephalic, skull triangular at the

top anteriorly, supposed to be owing to the medio-frontal
synostosis. Ibid. Index, *Trigonocephaly. 1904 Duck-
worth Morp/wl. ^ Anthropol, x. 253 A skull which viewed
from above presents a peaked or rostrated appearance and
has been described as triangular or trigonocephalic. 1848
Smart, *Trigonocerous, having three-angled horns,—applied
to a species of fossil stag. 1864 in Webster. x8«s

J. Parkinson Oiitl. Oryctol. 22^ *Trigono-cuneate, rather

smooth on the upper part, longitudinally sulcated. x8$)7

H. F. OsBORN in Amer. Nat. Dec 1002 ' "Trigonodont ' is

most appropriate because the first step in molar morphology
is to identify the primitive triangle.

Trigonoid (trigonoid), a. and sb, Geom. [ad.

Gr. Tpi7a)i'o€t577s of triangular form : see Trigon
and -oiD.] a. adj. Resembling a triangle; ap-

proximately triangular. b, sb. A plane figure

contained by three circular arcs of equal radius

meeting at angles; a species of curvilinear tri-

angle. So Trigronoi'dal a., {a) A^at. Hist. =
trigonoid Ol^}.

;
{b) Geom. Mike a trigonoid' {Cent.

Did, 1 891).
1822 J. Parkinson OutL Oryctol. 217 Subcordated, trigo.

noidal. 1873 Salmon HigJurPlane Curves 245 The quartic

is a triacnodal curve composed of a trigonoid figure within
the triangle and of the three vertices as acnodes.

Trigouometer ^ (.trigonf^'mftaa). [f. Trigon-
ometry, on analogy oi chronometer ^ thermometer',

see -METER.] A name given to various trigono-

metrical instruments.

1767 J. Ferguson Tables^ Tracts {ly-ji) ^ Mr. Mungo
Murray. .contrivedavery useful instrument..which he calls

The Armiliary Trigonometer. 1796 Hutton Math. Dict.^

Armillary Trigonometer, an instrument, .consisting of five

semicircles . . so divided and graduated, as to serve for expe-
ditiously resolving many problems in astronomy, dialling,

and spherical trigonometry. \Z^ Amer. yml, ScXlV. 270
A trigonometer. .which may be conveniently carried in the

pocket. iS6o\n Abridg/ri.Speciy. Patents Opticalf^^ic Instr.

(1875) 345 An improved mathematical or [blotting instrument
[denominated by the inventor] a protracting trigonometer,

TrigonO'meter 2. [f. Trigonometry, on
analogy of geometerj and the like.] A person

versed in trigonometry; spec, one engaged in a

trigonometrical survey,

a 1852 Macciluvrav S'at. Hist. Dee Side ^ Braemar
(1855) 92 We arrived at the centre of the broad top. .sealing

ourselves on the base of the pyramidal cairn of the Trigono-

meters. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 10 Nov. 12/2 Kabru is. .higher

than Aconcagua— its height is, ..according to the trigono-

meters, above 24,000 ft.

Trigonometric (tri;g6n(7,menrik), a. [f.

Trigonometry + -10 : perh. through F. trigono-

viStriqne (1762 in Did, Acad^^ = next.

x8xi Pinkerton Pctral. I. 184 The mountains, on which
their trigonometric operations had conducted them. 1862

C. P. Smyth Three Cities in Russia II. 186 The trigono-

metric operations require the observer , . to be for long
periods under canvass.

Trigonometrical (tri^gonoimenrikal), a. [f.

Trigonometry or mod.L. trigonomdria + -JC +
-AL ; after geometrical., etc] Of, pertaining to,

or performed by trigonometry.
Trigonometricalfunctions, those functions of an angle, or

of an abstract quantity, used in trigonometry, viz. the sine,

tangent, secant, etc.: see Trigonometry. ^
Trigonometrical

survey, a survey of a country or region performed by
triangulation and trigonometrical calculation.

x666 [implied in Trigonometricallv]. 1690 Leybourh
Curs. Math. 552 To find the Altitude, .by Trigonometrical
Calculation. 1706 W. Jones Syn, Palmar. Matheseos 278
Any three.. being given, the other three may be found by
Trigonometrical Calculation. 1758 Murdoch in Phil. Trans.
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L. 543A table ofthe trigonometrical analogies. i8oi Capt, W.
Madge (titU) Account of the Operations carried on for

accomplishing a Trigonometrical Survey of England and
Wales, 1797- 1807 Hutton Course Math. (1811) H. 3 A
Trigonometrical Canon is a table showing the length of the

sine, tangent, and secant, to every degree and minute of the

quadrant, with respect to the radius, which is expressed by
unity or i. i860 Tvndall Glac. i. xt. 60 A pj-ramid of

stones used as a trigonometrical station by Professor Forbes.

Tri:gononie'trically,a^z'. [f. prec. + -ly 2.]

In a trigonometrical manner ; by means, or by the

method, of trigonometry.
1666 Collins in Rigaud C(n^, Sci. Men (1841) I. 115

Problems that seem easy trigonometrically, but not so ana-
lytically. X751 J. Stuart in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 3S2
An exact Map of all the Province of Attica trigono-

metrically surveyed. 1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in

yml, Geog. Soc. XXIX. 8 Such as cannot be ascended
should be measured trigonometrically.

Trigonometrician (trigonf^metri'jan). [f.

TuiGONOMETiiic : see-iciAN.] = Trigonometer^.
So Trigonometrist.
1884 Manch. Exam, 4 Oct. 5/4 The base-Une of the trigo-

nometrist admits of fresh refinements in precision. 1900
Aihenxum 18 Aug. 223/3 The autobiographer became a
trigonometrician, and astronomer at large.

TrigOnonxetry (trig6n(?*metri). [ad. mod.L.
trigononutria (B. Pitiscus 1595), f. Gr. TfHfwvo-v

triangle + -fitrpia measurement. So Fr. trigono- '

vUtrie (1629 in Hatz.-Darm.).] That branch of

mathematics which deals with the measurement of

the sides and angles of triangles, particularly with

certain functions of their angles or of angles in

general (the Sine, Cosine, Tangent, Cotangent,
Skcant, and Cosecant), and hence with these

functions as applied to abstract quantities ; thus

including the theory of triangles, of angles, and of

(elementary) singly periodic functions.

Trigonometry comprises //a«^ trigonometry, which treats

of plane triangles and angles, and tpfuricat trigonometry^
which treats of spherical ones,. I.e. those described on the
stuface ofa sphere.

[1595 B. Pitiscus (title) Tri^onometria : sive DeSolvtione
Triangvlorvm Tractalus breuis & perspicuus.] 1614 {title)

Trigonometry: or The Doctrine of Triangles. First written
in Latine, by IJ. Pitiscus.., and now Translated into

English, by Ra. Handson. 1631 R. Norwood (title) Trigo-
nometrie. Or, The IXx:trine of Triangles : Divided into Two
Kookes : The first shewing the mensuration oi Right lined

Triangles : The second of Sphericall. 1738 Gentl. Mag.
Jan. 13/1 A few Calculations by Trigonometry. 1816
Plavfair Nat. Phil. II. 13 Itoften happens. .that the stars

must be observed when they are not on the meridian, and
their positions, .must then he derived from spherical irigo<

nometry. 1854 Kingsley Alexandria i. 31 1* or the purpose
ofworking out this theory he [ Hipparchusl required a science
oftrigonometry plane and spherical : and this he accordingly
seems to have invented.

, II Trig^Onon {Xngoa^npn). Antiq. [a. Gr. rp*-

'^wfov triangle, a musical instrument of this form.]
- Tbigon 3 c.

^ 17*7-41 CiiAMBKRS Cych^ TrigoHf irigoHon., . . a musical
instrument, u^ed among the ancients. 1847 Leitch tr.

C. O. Mailer's An£. Art $ 425. 505 A concert of female
players on the flute, the cithern and the trigonon. 1864
Encel Mus. Ahc, Nat. igs The trigonon ought.. more
properly to be classed with the l>Te than with the harp.

Trigonous (tri'gonas), a. Nat, Hist. [f. Gr.
TpiycuV'Oi (see Tbigon) + -0C8.] = Tbigonal 2.

[1760-88 J. Lee Introd. Boi. Gloss., Trigonus cauHs, a
tbree.sided sulk.J x8sz \V. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer.
I. 114 Capsule truncate, trigonous. i8a8 Stark Elem. Nat,
fitst. I. 959 Dendrocolaptes^ . . Bill depressed and trigonous
at the base. 1870 Hooker Stud, Flora 245 Convolvulus
arvensts.. seeds 4, obtusely 3-gonous.

II Trigonxun (trig^o*n/?m). [L., ad. Gr. rpi-

•^divov triangle : see Tbigon.]
1. Antiq, A musical instrument : « Tbigon 3 c.

1717-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Music^ Of stringed instru-

ments we hear of the lyra or cithara, the psalterium, tri-

gonum, sambuca (etcj. 1801 Busby Diet. Mui.^ Trigonmn^
or Triangular Har^, an instrument suppo^d to have been
of Phrygian invention. Jhid., From Sophocles we learn,

that a certain musician . . was so admirable a performer on
the Trigonum, . .that [etc.].

2. Anat. «= Tbigone.
S879 St. George's Hasp. Re, . IX. 332 The walls of the

bladder were slightly hypertrophiedt and there was a small
ulcer on the left half of the trigonum.

tTrigony (tri*g6ni). Obs. rare~^. [ad. Gr.
rpiyovia third generation, f. Tp<-, Tbi- + yvv-ost

yovrf offspring, family, generation,] Threefold
generation or production.
s66o Howell Parly Beasts 140 Man is that great Amphy-

bium in whom lye Three distinct Souls by way of trigony.

Trigranx (trai-gnem). [f. Gr, t/w-, Tbi- +
ypaynxay -ar-j line, letter, or ypafifirj stroke, line.]

a. An inscription of three letters ; also, = Tbi-
OBAPH (Webster 1864). b. A figure or character

formed of three strokes, c. Geom., etc. A set of

three lines ; spec, the figure formed by three straight

lines in one plane not intersecting in the same
point ; also more generally, any figure composed
of three elements.
1606B1RMIE Kirk'liuriall {\S-^ii 17 Inscryvingtheir tombes

mth a trigram of D. M. S. i8oz J. Hacer Babylon, Itucr,

54 What connexion is there between the first trigram, or
three united strokes, to represent heaven, and. .the second
Ingram, . . three broken ones, to represent the earth ? i88s

359

Athenafum 2 Sept. 297/1 The hexagrams. -are composed
each of a double trigram. ..The trigrams cotisist of three
lines one above the other. 1897-3 Ann. Rep. Bur. Aitter.
Ethtwl. 842 The swastika itself merely represents two super-
posed trigrams.

So Tri^rammatic, Tritrra-mmlc adjs., con-
sisting of three letters ( = Tbilitebal) or sets of
letters ; Trigrra'mmatism = Teiliteealism.
1834 Eiicycl. Brit. (ed. 7) VIII. 560/1 The trilingual, or

rather trigrammalic stone of Rosetta. 1839 Donaldson
New Cratytus § 70 (1850) 107 Their apparent [Semitic]
trigrammatism, their etymological disintegration, and the
tertiary condition in which their oldest remains are found,
must be referred to the constant intermixtures, re-unions
[etc.]. 1846 Worcester, Trigrammic^ containing three
letters. Tkomson, 1847 Webster, Trigrammatic, con-
taining three sets of characters or letters. GUddon.
Trigraph (trsi-graf). [f. Gr. rpi-, TRI--I-

ypatpif writing, drawing.] A combination of three

letters denoting a simple sound, as eau in F. beau,

sch in Ger. schaf. 1836 in Smart ; hence in later Diets.

Trigraphy (tri-grafi). Ceom. [f. after HoMO-
GB.vPHY : see Tbi-.] A group of three sets of

points or lines having a relation analogous to that

of hotnography between two (see Homogbaphy i ) ;

that branch of geometry wliich deals with such
relations. Hence Trigfrapliio (traigrae-fik) a., per-

taining to trigraphy.

189s J. W. Russell in Proc. Loud. Matli. Soc. XXVI.
446 {title) Applications of Trigraphy. . . Trigraphic ranges. .

.

A trigraphy projects into a homographic trigraphy. Ibid.

448 Given the trigraphic relation, to construct the vague
?oints.

_
Ibid. 450 Trigraphic Pencils. Ibid. 452 Trigraphic

Voperties of a Quadric Surface.

Trigiittulate : see Tbi- i.

||Trig3mia (traiid^i-nia). Bot. fmod.L. (Lin-
naeus), f. Tki- + Gr. 71*17 woman, taken as =
female organ, pistil.] An order in many classes of
the Linnsean System, comprising plants having
three pistils. Hence Tri-|ryn, a plant of the

order Trigynia ; Tri^y-nlan, Tri^ynions adjs.,

of or belonging to the order Tngyma ; Trigynous
(tri'd.^inas) a,, having three pistils.

[1748 L1NN.CU3 Hortus Upsalicnsis 23 Trigynia.] 1760 J.
Lke Introd. Bot. 11. viii. (1765)92 Trigynia^ comprehending
such Plants as have three Styles. 1775 Ash, Trigynous,
having three pistils. x8o6 Gali'Ink Brit. Bot. 64 Hypericum.
. . Fl(owers] trigynous. x8a8 Webster, Trigyn. .Trigynian.
1846 Worcester cites Lindlev for Trigyn. 1860 Mavne
F.xfios, Lex., Trigynius,a, utn...Bot...tx\symo\ls.

Triliedral (trsihj'-drSl, -hedral), a. {sb.) Geom.,

Cryst., Nat. Hut., etc. Also triedral. [f. Gr.

Tpi-, Tbi- + Ufa base + -al.] Of a solid figure or

body : Having three sides or faces (in addition to

the base or ends) ; bounded laterally by three sur-

faces ; triangular in section. 7rihcdral angle or

quoin, a solid angle formed by three surfaces

meeting at a point.

1789 A. Crawford in Med. Commun. II. 355 Obtuse tri*

hedral pyramids. x8ij Sir H, Davy Chem. Pkitos. 125
Thus 6 particles may compose an ocloedron or triedral

prism. 1839-4^ TodiVs Cycl. Anat, III. 267/2 The inferior

molars are. .divided into two triedral portions. X878GURNEV
Crystatlogr, 85 The trihedral quoins of the rhombic dode-
cahedron. ^

1880 Huxley Crayjish iii. 116 Each of these
joints is trihedral, the outer face being convex ; the inner,

flat ; and the upper concave.

B. sb. Geom. A trihedral figure; the figure

determined by three planes meeting at a point

{Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909). Also Trihe'dron.
1838 WiBSTER, Trihedron, a fi;^ure having three equal

sides. x86o Worcester cites Davies.

Trthemeral, -hemiobol : see Tri- i, 4 a.

TrilieminiOr (tr3ih»mi:m3j). Anc. Pros. Usu-
ally in Lat. form trihemi-meris (also ta^iie-).

[ad. mod.L. trihemimeris , ad. Gr. type ^rpitDu-

lifprfs consisting of three halves, f. rpi- + ^/u- half

-h /it'p-o» part : cf. Hephthemimeb, Pentheuiheb.]
A group or catalectic colon of three half-feet ; esp.

as constituting the first part of a hexameter, pre-

ceding the caesura. Hence Trlhemi'meral a.,

applied to a caesura occurring in the middle of the

second foot.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Trietnimeris, is a Branch
of the Cssura of a Latine Verse, when after the first Foot
of the Verse there remains an odd Syllable, which helps to

make the next Foot. 1871 Public Sch. Lat. Gram. (1876)

529 ^he next best form is obtained by uniting with the
nephthemimeral cxsura the trihemimeral, in the middle of
the second foot. Ibid. 550 In both verses the rhythm is

helped by the trihemimeris.

Trihemitoae (traihcmitoan). Mus. ? Obs.

[ad. Gr. rpiTjittTovtov, f. rpi-, Tri- + fifUTdvtov

Heuitone.] An interval of three semitones, or a

tone and a semitone ; a minor third ; esp. that

used in the ancient Greek (Pythagorean ) scale.

X694 W. Holder Harmony (1731) 61, 1 would. .call the

greater Third (as the Greeks do) Ditone,..and the Third
linor, Trilumitone.., as consisting of three half-Tones, (or

rather of a Tone and halfa Tone). 1746 Phil. Trans. XLIV,
268 The Trihemitone of the Ancients falls short of the third

Minor by a Comnix 17S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v.

Interval, Trihemitone of the Greek Scale, or deficient

third Minor, 32/27,..Third Minor, 6/5,. .Trihemitone Major,

4006/3375.

Tri-hexahedraJ : sec Tbi- 2 b.

TBILAPSE.

t Tri-hexoctahe-dron. Geom. Obs. In 8
triexooto-. [f. Tbi- a -^HEX0(r^AHEDB0N.] A
solid figure having 18 ( = 3 times 6) square and 8
triangular faces.

176^ KiRBY Perspective made Easy (ed. 3) 45.
Trihilate : see Tbi- i.

Trihydrate (trai.hai-dr^). Chem. [f. Tei-
5 a + Hydbate.] A compound containing three
molecules of water combined with an element or
radical or with another compound ; also, a com-
pound containing three hydroxy] groups, OH,
united to an element or radical ; e. g. bismuth
trihydrate, which may be regarded as BijOj, sHjO
or as Bi(OH)3. So Trihydxated a., combined
with three molecules of water.
1854 Scoffern in Orrs Circ. Sc, Chem. 374 A crj'stallized

trihydrate of phosphoric acid results. 1868 Watts Vict.
Chem. IV. 83 Nitrates..Copper also forms a trihydrated
salt, Cu"N20'. 3 H'O. 1873 — Pownes' Chem. (ed 11) 391
The trihydrate is the ordinary gelatinous precipitate obtained
by treating solutions of aluminium salts. 1888 Muir &
Morlev Watts' Diet. Chem. I. 145 Aluminium. .Trihydrate.
..Occurs native, in hexagonal fibrous crystals, as ^'(5<^jiV^,

and hydrargyllite.

Trihydric (traiihai-drik), ay Chem. [f. Tri- 5
+ Gr. vhwp water + -ic] Containing three hy-
droxyl groups, OH ; tlius glycerin or glycerol,

CjH5(OH)3, is a trihydric alcohol; pyrogallic
acid or pyrogallol, C,Hj(OH)j, is a trihydric

phenol.
x866 Frankland Lect. Notes 269 Relations of Glycerin to

the Trihydric Acids, Glyceric Acid,..and Tartronic Acid.
x88i Frankland & Japp Lect. Notes (ed. 3) II. 105 Tri.
hydric Alcohols. Glycerin, .series. These alcohols contain
three semimolecules of hydroxyl. 1900 Smith Richter's
Org. Chem. (ed. 3) II. X40 The phenols, like the alcohols,
are distinguished as mono-, di-, and trihydric, according to
the number of hydroxyl groups which have entered.

Trihydrlo, a.a Chem. = Tbihtdrogen (which
is now preferred).

x866 RoscoE Elem. Clum. xv. 136 The three atoms of
hydrogen in trihydric \ed. i869trihydrogen] phosphate may
be replaced by three different metals. X887 Tidy Modern
Chem. (ed. z) 163.

Trihydro- (traiihal-dro). Chem. [f. Tri- 5 -f

Gr. iS/w-, combining form of uSajp water; see

Hydbo-.] a formative denoting that the com-
pound contains the elements of three molecules of
water, HjO, united to the substance designated by
the rest of the name; e.g. irihydrostrychnine,

CjiHjgNjOj, which differs from strychnine,

CaiH^NjOj, by sHjO.
X879 Jml. Chem. Soc. XXXVI. 387 Another basic sub-

stance was obtained, irihydrostrychnine.

Trihydrogen, a. Chem. [Tri- 5 b.] Contain-
ing 3 atomsof hydrogen in combination, aslrihydro-

gen phosphate, HjPO;,. X869 [see Trihydric a.'\

Trihypostatic to Tryunction : see Tri- 1,4.
Tri-icosane : see Tbicosane.

Tri-iod-, tri-iodo-. [Tbi- 5 c.] A forma-
tive analogous to Tbibrom(o-, Trichlob(o-, ex-

pressing the substitution of three atoms of iodine

for hydrogen, as in tri-iodobenzene, CjHjIj, tri-

iodomcthane, etc.

Tri-i'odide : see Tbi- 5 a and Iodide.

tTrike, f. Obs. rare— ^. [Derivation obscure.

Some conjecture that it is the primitive of trikel,

Tbicklb v., and meant ' to flow down ': cf. Trill
v.^ 3 ; others that it may be for strike^ intr. To
hang down, descend, fall in a flowing manner.
a X3X0 in Wright Lyric P. (Percy Soc) 35 Hire gurdel

of bete gold is al, Umben hire middel smal, that triketh to
the to.

Tril, obs. form of Trill.

tTrllabe. Obs. rare-". [According to Mayne,
' f. Gr. rpfis three + Kafi-ta> to lay hold on '. Cf.

Astrolabe.] A surgical instrument with three ex-

pansible prongs : see quot.
i860 Mayne Expos. Le.v., Trilabe, name of an instru-

ment for extracting foreign bodies of sufficiently moderate
size from the bladder through the urethra, having three
branches capable of being expanded in the bladder, and
then closed on the object to be withdrawn.

Trilabiate to Trilaminate : see Tri- i.

tTrilapse, trelapse, a. and sb. Sc. Obs.

[f. L. tri-, Tri- + laps-us pa. pple. fallen, sb. a
EiU.] A. adj. That has fallen for the third time
into a sin or offence ; also said of the offence.

X593 in Maitl. CI. Misc. I. 56 James Pirrhie trilaps in
adultery, i^'j Ibid. 12B Hellen Allan ., confessis .. that
the samin fault is trelaps in hir persone. x6oo PresM't.
Rec. Stirling- in Ferguson Alex. Hume (1899) 282 The
penalties paid by adulterers and trelaps fornicaturs to be
devoted to the reparatione of ye brig of Tullibody. 1651
Humble Kirk-sess. Rec. in Maitl. CI. Misc. 1. 440 Declaring
her to the session to be trilapse in fornication.

B. sb. A third lapse or fall (into a sin or offence).
1651 in Maitl. CI. Misc. I. 441 Isobell .Spence entred in

sackcloth, .to give satisfaction for her trilapse in [ = into]
fornication. 1725 Presbyt. Rec. in Cramond Ann. Banff
(1893) II. 82 George Barclay had openly confessed his tre.

lapse. 1776 in J. Mill Diary (1889) 133 'I'his being a relap.se

to the woman aiul a trelapse to the man.
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Hence t*rfl»'P"«'^ ^*'°') '^'"' ^^^' »''"« "'1°"*

who lapses or falls a third time.

1649 Rk. Dingwall Pn-si. CS. H. S.) 148 Trelapsers in

fornication be brought before the Presbyterie.

Trilaroenous : see Tri- 2.

fTrilater, a. Ois. rare. [ad. L. irilater-us:

see next.] = next.

1570 BiixlNGSLKY Euclid xvi. xxix. 453 To proue that an

octohedron geuen^ is tredecuple sesquialter to a tnlater

equilater p>Tamis inscribed in it.

Trilateral (trailsteral), a. and sb. [f. L.

trilater-us three-sided + -AL. Cf. F. trilateral.']

A. adj. Contained by three sides ; three-sided.

j66o Barrow Euclid \. Def. xx, Three sided or Trilateral

figures are such as are contained under three right lines.

1788 T. Taylor Proclus I. 173 Euclid appears to me to

have made a separate division into angles and sides, from

considering this alone, that every triangle is not also tri.

lateral. i8»8 Hnttou's Course Math. II. 136 The quadri.

lateral space EAA'E' is double the trilateral space AA'F.

187s Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome xviii. (1877) 102 Two
powers now remained to struggle for the dominion of the

trilateral island [Sicily].

B. sb. A three-sided fignre ; a triangle.

17M Compl. Farmer s. v. Surveying, Triangles are figures

comprehended under three right lines, and . . might be better

called trilaterals. 1870 Observer p Oct., From the canal,

round the trilateral of St, Denis, to the Seine about

Argenteuil, the Prussian Guards, .have their stations. 1885

Leudksdobf Cremona's Proj. Geom. 31 It follows that the

triangles (trilaterals) bed, b'tfd are also in perspective.

Hence Trilatera-llty, Trila-teralness, the

quality of being trilateral ; Trila-terally adv., in

a trilateral form, triangularly.

1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xi. (1866) I. 208 [A] triangle

Jis distinguished] from every other class of mathematical

figures, by the single character of *trilaterality. 1847 Web-
ster, 'Trilateralt^f. 1717 Bailey vol. II, ''Trilateralness,

the having three Sides.

Trilemma (trsile-ma). [formed afterDilemma :

see TBI-.] A situation, or (in Logic) a syllogism,

of the nature of a Dilemma, but involving three

alternatives instead of two.
167* P. Henry Diaries * Lett. y6 Feb. (1882) 550 Wee

are put hereby to a Trilemma either to turn flat Inde-

pendents, or to strike in with y^ conformists, or to sit down
m former silence. 1690 C. Nesse O. cj- N. Test. I. 37s

Joseph . . prudently answers the . . trilemma, the . . three-

omed argument. I7»s Watts Logic ill. ii. §6 This sort of

argument may be. .composed of three, .members, and may
be called a Trilemma. niS6o Sears (Worcester),We stand in

a trilemma, and we mu.;t adopt one of three sets of conclu-

sions. 1887 Fowler Deductive Logic v. (ed. 9) 120 We may
form a Trilemma, Tetralemma, &c., by increasing the num.
ber of antecedents or consequents or both.

Triles,obs.f. Trellis. Trl-letter: see Tri- ib.

Trilineal (traili-njal), a. (sb.) Geom. [f. Tri-

+ post-cl.L. linedlis Lineal.] = next. Also as

sb. a trilineal figure.

1715 tr, Gregory's AstroH. I. (1726) I. 45 The infinitely

small trilineal Figures. 1807 Hutton CourseMatA.il. 115

To each add the trilineal lAE. 1891 Pail Mallp. 20 Oct.

6/t Dr. Barrett..addressed the students,. , he said, 'Never
mind about trilineal co-ordinates, go in for music.'

Trilinear (traili'nj'aj), a. Geom. [f. Tri- -i- L.

linearis Linear, f. llnea line.] Of, contained by,

or having some relation to, three lines (including

curved as well as straight lines).

Trilinear co-ordinates, a system of co-ordinates deter-

mining a point in a plane by its distances, measured in three

fixed directions, from three fixed straight lines forming a
triangle.

171S tr. Gregory's Astron. in. (1726) I. 379 The trilinear

Figure ALS\.% to the whole Ellipse, as the trilinear Figure

AGS to the whole Circle. 1807 Hutton Course Math. II.

US The Sector or Trilinear Space contained by an Arc of

the Curve and two Radii. 1896 Yale Univ. Grad. Course

Instr. 70 A course in analytical geometry. .. It includes

the use of determinants and trilinear coordinates.

Trililieate (traili-nzVt), a. Zool. [f. Tri- -f L.

lineal-US streaked, striped, f. linea Line : see

-ATE 2 2.] Marked with three lines or streaks.

So Trlli-neated a.

i8oa Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 543 Trilineated Snake, .marked
throughout the whole length by three black lines or narrow

stripes.. Native of Africa. 1803 Ibid. IV. 472 Trilineated

Sparus. -with the body marked on each side by three longi-

tudinal spotted brown lines. 1891 Cent. Diet., Trilineate.

TrUingraal (traili-ijgwal), a. [f. TKl--fL.

lingua tongue, after lingual; cf. L. trilinguis in

same sense.] Speaking or using, written or ex-

pressed in, or relating to three languages.

1834 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) VIII. 560/1 The trilingual, or

rather trigrammatic stone of Rosetta- 1851 Lavard Pop.

Ace. Discozi. Nineveh Inlrod. 13 What are called the Tri-

lingual inscriptions of Persia. 1904 Morley in 19M Cent.

Oct, 578 Whatever we may think of. . the trilingual heresy

[that worship could be offered only in three languages).

\gir] Athenxum 7 Dec. 719/1 The literature of England up
to the end of the fourteenth century is trilingual, English,

Latin, or .^nglo-Norman.

Trili'IlgTiar, a. rare, [f- as prec- -l- -ar.] a.

Having, or uttered with, three tongues; three-

tongued. b. = prec.

1814 New MonthlyMag. XI. 424 We have no three-headed

dog chained at the gate of Tartarus to stanle the visitants

by his tri-linguar latrations. 1830 Maunder Diet., Tri-

lingnar, consisting of three languages.

Triliteral (traili-teral), a- (sb.) [f. TRi--t-L.

Kttera letter -f -al, ] Consisting of three letters.

860

1751 Weslbv Wks. (\iTi) XIV. 150 A [Hebrew] Root is

usually triliteral, like bjD \patal\. 1869 Farrah Fam.

Speech iii, (1873) 88 The root of the Semitic verb is always

triliteral, or rather triconsonantic. 1884 H. D- Traill in

Macm. Mag. Oct. 444/1 Ignoramus, .may annoy him even
more than the triliteral Saxon, .'ass'.

B. sb. A triliteral word or root.

1828 Webster, Triliteral, sb., a word consisting of three

letters. 1859 Pauli ATialecta Hebraica v. 41 Consonants
were added to the original bi-literal words, and thus tri-

literals arose. 1896 W. H. Ward in Hilprecht^K. Res. in

Bible Lands 180 The proper names of persons and cities

resist the attempt to reduce them to Semitic triliterals or

to Aryan roots.

Hence Trili'terallsm, the use of triliteral roots,

as in Semitic languages ; Trilitera'lity (cf. F.

trilitUraliti), Trlli'teralness, triliteral character;

Trili'texally adv.
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 484 May not this habit.,

account for the Hebrew triliteraiism? 1874 Savce Corn-

par. Philol. ii. 77 The Semitic languages. .entirely. .built

upon the principle of triliteraiism. 187S Whitney Life
Lang. xii. 248 The triliterality of the roots and their inflec-

tion by internal change. 1902 Griffith in Encycl. Brit.

XXVII. 728/1 The triliterality of Old Egyptian.

Trilith (trai-li])). Oiig. (and still often) in Gr.

form trilithon (trai-lifjin). [ad. Gr. Tpi\t0ov,

neut, of Tpi\i$os adj,, of three stones, f, rpt-, Tri- +
XiSos stone; so mod,F. IrilitAe.'] A prehistoric

structure or monument consisting of three large

stones, two upright and one resting upon them as

a lintel.

a. 1740 W. Stukeley Stonehenge iv. 22 This adytum. .\%

in truth compos'd of certain compages of stones, which I

shall call trilithons, because made, each of two upright

stones, with an impost at top. 1881 T. Hardy What Shep.

herd Saw in Changed Man, etc. (1913) 190 A Druidical

trilithon, consisting of three oblong stones in the form of

a doorway, 1904 Windle Rem. Prehist. Age Brit. 185

An ellipse of hewn sarsen trilithons, with mortise and tenon

connections-

p. 1851 D.WiLS0N/'rfA..4««,(i863)I.iii.93 Atrilithorcom.
plete cromlech, consisting only of three stones. 1852 Wright
Celt, Rom. Sf Saxon ii. 59 Stones, .arranged in what the

French archaeologists term triliths. 1867 Pearson Hist.

Eng. I. 78 Circles of monoliths or triliths, sometimes sur.

rounding what seems an altar.

to. (in form trilithon) repr. Gr. rplKiSov applied

to the Jupiter temple at Balbec, in the wall of which

there are three gigantic stones lying end to end.

1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art § 269. 262 Of the

trilithon at Balbec there are to be seen stones as much as

60 feet in length. 1881 Athenxnm 6 Aug. 174/2 She [Mrs.

G. Sumner] attributes the trilithon temple of Baalbek ..

to those mysterious Phoenician builders. -

Hence Trilithio (traili'fik) a. (erron, trilitho'-

nio), pertaining to or of the nature of a trilith,

1834 Gentl. Mag. Feb, 17^ Having what may almost be

called the unique trilithonic construction, 187a Latham
Eng. Diet., Trilithic.

t Trill, Ji5.1 Obs. rare. Also 6 tryle. Origin and

meaning uncertain,

1558 Cat. Anc. Ree. Dublin (1889) 470 Wheare the bouchers

of this cittie and ther servaunts dothe contynuallie cut trills

out of every hyde, . . every person may laufully seise and
take.. all and every suche tryle as shalbe founde. 1654 in

W. M. Myddelton Chirk Castle Ace. (1908) 47 For makeinge
trills and pullies for the weaver's loome.

Trill (tril), sb:^ Also 8 tril, [Goes with

Trill »,3 ; ad. It. trillo, beside Iriglio, ' a quaver

or warble in singing ' (Florio) ; so F, f Iril, trille.']

1, Mus. a. A tremulous utterance of a note or

notes, as a ' grace ' or ornament : = Tremolo or

Vibrato, b. A rapid alternation of two notes a

degree apart ; a shake.

1649 Lovelace Poems 120 Far lesse be't iEmulation To
passe me, or in trill or Tone Like the thin throat ofPhilomel.

1662 Playfobd Skill Mus. I. xi. (1674) 47 The Trill, .is upon
one Note only. 1710 Steele Taller No. 222 F 10, I. .have

attributed many of his [a vocal musician's] Trills and
(juavers to the Coldness of the Weather, 1785 Burns
Cotter's Sat. Night xiii. The sweetest far of Scotia's holy

lays : Compar'd with these, Italian trills are tame. 1801

Ranken Hist. France I. 488 The beats, the trills, the

shakes, and accents of the Italians, 1886 Appleton's Ann.
Cycl. XI, 87 This even and continuous roll (of the canary-

notes] is as perfect as the trill of any instrument,

2, transf. A tremulous high-pitched sound or

succession of notes, esp, in the singing of birds.

a 1704 T. Brown Praise Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 37
The Drunkard's voice is hoarse and manly, not like the

squeaking trils of an Eunuch. 174s Warton In^ipt.
HermitageW, Within my limits lone and still The blackbird

pipes in artless trill. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iii. xii. There

was quite a fresh trill in his voice, 1884 Mrs, C. Praed
Z^row, "There was the trill and full chirrup of the chaffinch,

3, Phonetics. The pronunciation of a consonant,

esp. r, with vibration of the tongue or other part

of the vocal organs; a consonant so pronounced.

1848 A. J, Ellis Essentials Phonetics 50 There may be

three trills belonging to this group. Ibid. 51 Persons who
are unable to execute the trill, 1867 A, M. Bell Visible

Speech 55 The sign of 'trill',, denotes a vibration of the

uvula;.. oi the point of the tongue -...ot the lips. 1877

Sweet Handhk. Phonetics § 102 Trills are a special variety

of unstopped consonants. 1889 A, J, Ellis Early Eng.
Pronunc. 643 Uvular trill,

Trill,jZ',3 dial. [Variantof ThbilljM.ThillI,]
The shaft of a cart or wagon. Also attrib.

t688 R. Holme Armoury 111, 339/2 The Trills, or Sides of

TBILL.

the Cart, which the horse is to stand between. Ibid. 340/1

The Trill Horse, that next the Cart, and beareth the sides

up with a Back band lying on the Trill Sadie. 1726 Diet.

Rust. (ed. 3) s.v. Cart, I'he Trill-Hooks and Back-band,

which holds the Sides of the Cart up to the Horse. 1766
Covipi. Farmer s.v. Spiky-roller^ Let the trills be placed
just on the middle of each frame. [1905 En^. Dial. Dict,^

Thrill^ recorded from South Cheshire, but now 'less com-
monly used than formerly '. Also Thrill-bars^ Thrill-

gears*. Thrill-horse, OT Thriller,t\i&s\\^h-hor?.&.\ [Randle
Holme, with whom the Dictionary entries begin, was a
native of Chester,]

t Trill, sbA Obs. [Cf. Drill sbA, a furrow.]

A hot-air channel in a green-house, etc. ; a flue.

1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 191 One part of it may
have Trils made under the Floor to convey warmth from the

Stoves made on the back side of the House, the better to

preserve it from Cold or Dampness.

Trill (tril), v^ Now dial, or arch. Forms:
4-6 tril(le, tryl(le, 6 tryll, 6- triU. [ME. trille :

cf. Sw. and Norw. trilla^ Da. irilde, trille, to roll,

trundle, wheel ; also EFris. irullen^ trilllen to roll,

turn round. See also Tibl z'.'i]

1. trans. To turn (a thing) round, to cause to

revolve or rotate; = TiEL v.^ i. a. To twirl,

twiddle, whirl, spin.

To trill the bones (slang) : to throw the dice with a

spinning motion ; cf. * whirl the bones ', Bone sb. 5 a.

c 1386 Chaucer Sgr.'s T. 308 But whan yow list to f>'den

any where Ye mooten trille [v.r. trylle] a pyn stant in his

[the brazen horse's] ere. Ibid. 313 And whan ye come
ther as yow list abyde, Bidde hym descende, and trille

{v. rr. tryl, -le, tril] another pyn. 1530 Palsgr. 762/1, I

tryll a whirlygyg rounde about e, y.? pirouette.. -X tryll, yV
jecte. 1547 Salesburv Welsh Did., Troi whirligwgan,
tryll a whyrlygyg. C1550 R. Wever Lusty jfuventus

Diij, I wyll trill the bones while I haue one grote. 1570

Levins Manip. 123/43 To Tril, circmnuertere. x6i6 J.

Lane Cont. Sqr.'*s T. iv. 417 So taught her how to trill the

pinn in th'eare, Which th'horse, at wiUes quicke call, heard

anie wheare. 1873 Williams & Jones Somerset. Gloss.,

Trill, to twirl. 1885 Burton Arab. Nts, (1887) III. 141

Thereupon the Prince trilled the pin-

b. To roll, bowl, trundle (a ball, a hoop, etc.)

;

to move (a thing) on wheels or castors. Also_/f^.

i4o8CLiFTONtr. Vegetius^DeReMilit. iv.xvii.(MS.Digby

233, If. 220 b/2) pese toures mot haue crafty whelus Imaad to

trille hem lijtliche to )?e walles. c 1440 Promp. Par^i. 502/2

Tryllyn, or iroUyn, volvo, Cath. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph,
42 b, Ens . . had trilled along the table a golden apple, c 1572

Gascoigne Fruites iVarre Ixvii, As fortune trilles the ball.

1642 Howell For. Tiav. (Arb.) 29 As wise as he, who
carried the coach-wheele upon his back, when he might
have trilled it before him all along. 1650 — drag's Rev.
Naples I. gr The huge concourse of people.. which were so

thick, that one might have triU'd a bal upon their heads.

1673-4 Allestree Let. 7 Jan. in Fox Bourne Locke (1876)

1. VI. 321, I had acknowledged the receipt of yours.. long

since, had I not been trilled on in a constant expectation of

being [etc.]. 1905 in Eng. Dial. Dict,f.\.y (E. Kent) '{"here

now, let me see how nicely you can trill your hoop.

1 2. intr. Of a wheel, ball, etc. : To revolve,*

spin, roll, trundle. Obs.

1531 Elvot Gov. i. xxvii, If it [tennis-ball] trille fast on
the grounde. 1681 Rvcaut tr. Gracian'sCriiick 142 Some-
times it [the ball] was tossed so high, that it was out of

sight, anon so low . . it bounded and trilled on the ground.

Hence TrrUing vbl. sb.

c 14x0 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xviii. (1908) 112 As we mowe
see alday many men and wommen berynge bedes With
trillynge on the fyngres and waggynge the lippes, hot the

sin caste to vanytees.

Trill, z*.^ arch. Forms : 4-6 trylle, 4-7 trille,

(?5 tryle), 6-7 tril, 6- trill. [Perh. a distinct

sense-development of prec. But cf. the synonymous
Drill v.^ \ also Ger. trillen * to flow whirling or

rolling*, cited by Grimm from a 17th c. writer,

and taken by him as a form of drillen to turn.]

1. intr. Of tears, water, a stream : To roll, to

flow in a slender stream, the particles of water

being in constant revolution, with a more continuous

motion than is expressed by trickle ; to purl.

(Sometimes (as inquot. 161 3) including the notion

of musical sound, as in Trill v,^")

13.. St. Erkenwolde yi2. in Horstm. AltengL Leg. (1S81)

273 Teres trilled adoun & one be toumbe lightene. c 1386

Chaucer Sompn. T. 156 (Harl. MS.) With many a teere

trilling {v.rr. triklyng, trynkelynge] on my cheeke. a 1541

Wyatt PoemSy Conipar. Love to Stream, From these hie

hilles as when a spring doth fall, It triUeth downe with still

and suttle course, 1613 VV. Browne Brit. Past. i. v, Two
springs arise and delicately trill In gentle chidings through

an humble dale. 1667 Drvden & Davenant Tempest 11. iv,

A cold sweat trills down o'er all my limbs. 1769 De Foe*s

Tour Gt. Brit. I. 230 Water, which trills through Marble
Troughs, one below another. 1815 Scott Guy AL xxii, A
little dell, through which trilled a small rivulet.

b. intr. To flow or run with thrilling effect.

(Peril, meant for Thrill v.^ 4b.)

1740 Somerville Hobbinol i. 71 What Extasies of Joy
Trdl'd through thy Veins, when.. they strok'd thy grizly

Beard.

2. trans. To cause to flow in this way. + Trill

offy to drain off, drink up {obs.).

C148S E. E. Misc. (Warton CI.) 65 One truth let ever thi

long tryle. 1589 Nashe Almoudfor Parrat 12 b, A boule

of Beerc.you tooke..from before him, and trilled it oil

without anie more bones. 1591 Sylvester Dh Barias 1. v.

825 The other [Pelican].. Tears her own bowells, trilleth-

out her blood To heal her young. 1649 G. Daniel Tritt-

arch. To Rdr. 55 The Puinpe of Witt, .trills a Coppie, that

the Spunges may Lick vp what he hath Squeez'd. 1867



TRILL.

Aua J. E. Wilson Vaskti xxv, When I have trilled a fortune

into that abhorred vacuum, my pocket, I shall go down to

the Tigris, and catch the mate to Tobias* fish.

f 3. intr. To fall or hang down in a flowing

manner; to stream, trail. Obs.

a 1400 Sir Beues(^.) 1665 Hys heere tryllyd doun too hys
flfoote. C1440 Brui 462 A bawdrik of gold aboute his neck,

trillyng doun behynde bym. 1609 Bp. W. Harlow Afisiv.

Nameless Cath. n His Picture drawn with two ropes about
his neck, and his bowels (like an other ludas) trilling downe
his body.

Hence Tri'lling vbl. sb, and///, a.

1567 TuRBERv. Pyndaras Ansio, to TymeUs Epit., etc. 27
Not shed my trilling teares vpon thy moisted face ? 158*
Stanvhurst .'^«^w 1 1. (Arb.) 43 Tears with trilling shal bayne
my phisnomye deepelye, 1637 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. 11. li,

Twa trilland Brooks, each {from his Spring) doth meet.

1665 HooKK MicrogT. xx. 129 The droppings or trillings of
Lapidef^cent waters in Vaults under ground. 1713 Steele
Guard. No. 50 P 2 The trilling of rivulets.

Trill, v,'-^ [Appears c 1667, ad. It. irillare, in

Florio 161 1 also trigliare (not in 1598), ' to quaver

or warble in singing ', cognate with triglio^ trilh :

see Trill sbJ^ (It. trillare is nsually referred to

a German source : of. Trill z*.*)]

1. intr. To sing with vibratory effect ; to sing a
trill or shake, to * shake'; of a voice, etc : To
soimd with tremulous vibration.
1666-7 Pepvs Diary 7 Feb., My wife . . proud that she shall

come to trill, and.. I think she will. 1667 Ibid. 7 Sept.,

I did tell him of my intention to learn to trill. x8^x
D'IsRAELi Amen. Lit. (1867) 402 This consonance trills in
the simple carol of the African women. 1856 Capern Poents
(ed. 2) 54 And music trilled o'er moor and mead. 1884 St.

Jatties' Gaz. 29 May 6/2 At least four nightingales..
trilling in whole-hearted chorus.

2. trans. To utter or sing (a note, tune, etc.)

with tremulous vibration of sound.
a 1701 Sedlev Poet. Pieces Wks. 1722 II. 15 The Nightin-

gale her mournful Story trills In yonder Hawthorn Shade.
i7«7-46 Thomson Sumtuer 746 The sober suited songstress
trilfs her lay. i8zo Scorr Lady 0/ L. iv. xxiv, So blithely
he trilled the lowland lay. 1840 Dickens Old C. Sltop xv.
The lark trilled out her happy song, i860 Gosse Rom. Nat.
Hist. 28 Like that charming bird-voice, it was beautifully
trilled or shaken. i86a Miss Hraddon Lady Audley ix,

Sitting down to the piano to trill out a ballad.

b. To cause (an instrument or the voice) to

vibrate with a tremulous sound,
184B Dickens Dombey iii, The man who trilled the little

bell of the Dutch clock as he went along. 1848 A.
J.

Ellis
Essentials Pltonetics 49 The tongue assumes precisely the
same position as for j, but the tip is now trilled.

3. To pronounce (a consonant, esp. r) with a
vibration of the tongue (or other vocal organ) and
the corresponding auditory effect ; - Roll v.'^ 4 c.

XS48 A. J. Ellis Essentials Phonetics 95 To show that
the r is. .trilled. 1873 J- ^ ^- ^^"RRAV Dial. S. Co. ScotL
120 R is in Scotch . . in alt positions trilled sharply with the
point of the tongue. 188^ Pronunc. Latin (Camb, Philol.

Soc.) 5 Trilled *r ' as in French {or Scotch): more strongly
trilled than in English ' Opera ',

* herring '.

Hence Trilled (trild) ///. a.y Tri'lling vbl. sb.

a.nd/>p/, a. ; whence Tri-Uingly Oi/v., in a trilling

manner, with trilling ; also Trl'Uer, one who trills.

a 1700 Drvdfn (Todd), Am I call'd upon the grave debate,
To judge of trilling notes and tripping feet ? 1745) Fielding
Tom Jones v. x, 'I'he sweet trilling of a murmuring stream.
X753 Scfts Ma^. XV, 40 /a Ye ringels, catch the trilling

sound. 1848 A. J. Ellis Essentials Phonetics 68 Veer-ing^
cardng (etc.] lose their trilled.. r. 1854 Bushnam in Circ.
Sc. {C1865) I. 292/2 Its song is composed of several strains,

each consisting of trilling and warbling notes variously
modulated. 1^3 T. L. K. Oliphawt Sin*rces Stand. Eng.
333 A triller of Italian trills must be known as a vocalist.

1887 Trilled [sec sense 3I. 1887 Eng. Illiistr. Mag. Sept.

779 As many finches, singing trillin^ly. x888 Sweet Eng.
Sounds 25 We have, lastl)*, the trilling of open consonants
[especially English and German r], 1894 Outing (U. S.)

XXIV. ^y:ifi^ I had failed to sul^sist on the manna of the
Covenanters or a high'trilled Te Deum.
fTriU, v.^ Obs, rare, [Etymology obscure.

Cf. MDu. triiletty drilUn to move to and fro,

vibrate, vacillate, Du. trillen to shiver, shake,
EFris. triUen to shake or rock from side to side.]

trans. To rock (a cradle).
c 14x5 Fest. o/Ch. viiL in Holy /?(W^(E.E.T.S.) App. 213

5it myjt J>e mylde may among Her cradel trille to and fro,

And syng, Osye, ihi song 1

Trill: see Tirl v.'^ (senses i b, 3).

tTrilla-do. Obs, rare, [f. Trill j3.2 + -ado.]

A trilling or trill in music.
1711 D'Urfev OJ»er£Uy etc., Pref., Equal with the buzzing

and squeaking Tnlladoes of the Italian.

Triiles, obs. form of Trellis.
TrUlet (tri-let). [f. Tunx j-5.2+-lkt (?-et).]

A little or tiny trill ; in quot._/S^.

1878 Lanier To mocking-bird i TriUets of humor,—
shrewdest whistle-wit,

Trillibub (tri-libpb). Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

6 trylly-, trylybubbe, 7 trilla-, 6-9 trillibub ; 6
trully-, truUibub(be, 7- trtillibub. Cf. Tbol-
LIBOBB, -BAGS. [Origin obscure.] Chiefly (now
always) //. : Entrails, the inwards of an animal.
Often in the alliterative collocation tribes and triilibubs.

i5i<) HoRMAM I'uig. 155 b. Let vs haue trypis, chetter-
lyngts, and tryllybubbys ynough [auHcoctia ad satietatem].

1S4* BoORDK Dyctaty xvii. (1870) 276 All the inwardes of
beestes and offowles, as the . . trypes, and trylybubbes. 1599
Masmmger, etc Old Law m. ti, I hope my guts will boldi
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and that*s e'en all A gentleman can look for of such trilli-

bubs. 178s Grose Did. Vulg. T"., Tripes and trullibubs^
the entrails, also a jeering appellation for a fat man, 1823
Moor Suffolk IVordst Truliibubs, a low coarse term among
butchersTor the entrails generallyof animals. 1883 //<»/«^iA.

Gloss., Truliibubs, the intestines.

b. Applied to a person or animal. (See also

Eng, Dial. Diet, s, v. trolly-bags.)
x6oo Dekker Gentle Craft iv. Run wife, bid your maids,

your truliibubs, make reacfy my fine mens breakfasts. 1614
B, JoNSON Bart. Fair i. iii, There cannot bean ancient
Tripe or Trillibub i' the Towne, but thou art straight nosing
it. 1785 [see above].

fo. In alliterative coUocation tricks and irilli-

btibs. In quot. 1633, trilly bubkins is a nonce
diminutive. Obs,
163a Brome iViwW/rt I. ii. Such Curies, such Purles, such

Tricks and Trilly bubkins As Mayds would turne no Mayds
almost to see *hem ! 1637 Shirley Hyde Park 111. ii, I for.

give thee, and forget thy tricks And trillabubs. ..Wenches
must have their ways.

+ Trillil, «^^'. Obs. Also tri-, trylill, trill-

lill. [A kind of onomatopoeic prolongation of

Trill v,'^'\ With the sound of flowing liquid.

Hence + Trillil v,, to drink with a trilling sound.
a 159a Greene Jas. IV, Wks. (Rtldg.) 202 O Sir the wine

runs trillill down his throat. 1599 Naske Lenten Stuffe 40
Whereas in wodden Mazers, and Agathocles earthen stuflfe,

they trillild it off before. 1600 Look About You ix. Cij b,

We'll drinke tryliti, Ifaith. 1609 Dekker Ravens Aim.
B ij b, Amongst gentlemen that haue full pursses and those
that crie trilill, let the world slide. 1635 Heywoou Philo-
cotk, 55 He that cryes trill-lill boyes, is a Rhetoritian,

Trilling(tri-Ui]), sb. [ = Da., i^w.trillingj Norw.
trinnling^ Dii. drieling^ Ger. dnlling triplet, f.

Tbi- + -ling.] One of a set of three, a. One of
three children born at the same birth ; a triplet.

b. Min. A crystal composed of three individuals.

1846 Worcester, Trilling, one of three children born at
the same birth. For. Q. Rev. 1864 in Webster (citing

Wright). ZS96 Chester Did. Min., Tridymite,.A. rpt-

Jlufxo^, ' triplet ', because often found in trillings.

Trilling, vbl, sb. and ///. a, : see Trill v^-^.

Trillion (tri-lyan). [ = F. trillion (N. Chuquet,
c 1484), It. trillioney from the stem of million with
substitution oi tri-: cf. billion.'] The third power
of a million ; a million billions, i. e. millions of

millions. (In France and local U.S., a thousand
* billions', i. e. an English billion : see Billion.)
The terms billion, trillion, quadrillion, etc., up to

nonillion, are explained by N. Chuquet, in his Triparty de
la Science des Nombres {If. 2 r) printed in Bullettino dt
Bibliografia e di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche XIII.

593 (Roma 1880); al>o in the Arismeiique of Et. de la

Roche, 1520. Both of these early writers explain billion^

trillion, etc. as successive powers of a million, the trillion

being the third power of a million, * a million of millions of
millions ', as always used in England. According to Littr^,

it was only in the middle of the 17th c. that the erroneous
custom was established of dividing series of figures above a
million into groups of three, and calling a thousand millions

a billion, and a million millions a trillion, an entire perver-

sion of the nomenclature of Chuquet and De la Roche, an
error unfortunately followed by some in the United States.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xvi. § 6 [see Billion]. 1696
jEAKE^rt'M. 14 Others, .call., the nineteenth place Trillion.

X706 W. Jones Syn, Palmar, Matheseos 8 Then the 3d.

Point from Units stands under Trillions, i8os in Spirit
Pub. Jmls, VI, 337 He wished also to purchase the words
billions, trillions, and quadrillions, in order to make his con-
stituents comprehend the immensity of tbetr burdens, and
the profundity of his arithmetic^ 1806 Hutton Course
Math. (1810) I. 5 Millions of millions, or bi-millions, con-
tracted to billions, millions of millions of millions, or tri-

millions, contracted to trillions. 1867 Denison Astron,
without Math. 326 You will find the tons in.. the earth [to

be] 5842 with 18 cyphers after it or 5842 trillions of tons.

Hence Trlllionadre (trilyaneau) [after million-

aire], one possessing property worth a trillion of

pounds, dollars, or other standard coin.

1873 M. Collins Miranda I. 194 The trilUonaire might
turn patriot and pay the National Debt without feeling it.

1886 Tinsley's Mag. Oct. 523 A few trillionatres and strug-

gling persons of that description.

Trilliontll (tri*ly3n|)), a, and sb, [f. prec. +
-TH.] a. adj. The ordinal adjective corresponding

to * trillion', h, sb. One part out of a trillion,

\Zifi. Eraser's Mag. XXXVII. 647 The millionth of a
grain is a common dose; and a trillionth, octiUionth. even a
a«cilUonth, very usual ones. 1851 Ruskin Sheep/olds 16

The seven-millionth or trillionth of its collective evidence.

II Trillium (tri-liom). Bot. [mod.L. (Linnaeus,

1753), in allusion to the triple leaves.] A genus

(chiefly North American) of perennial endogenous

herbs (N.O. Trilliacem, formerly referred to Smila-

cex) bearing a whorl of tiiree thin short-stalked or

stalkless leaves at the summit of a simple stem,

with a solitary flower in the middle. In America
also called wake-robin. Also, a plant of this genus.

1760 T. Lbe Introd. Bot. (1788) 300 Trillium, Herb True-
love of Canada. 1846 Penny CycL, Supp,, Trillium, 1873
'Susan Coolidge' What Katy Did at Sch. vii. Each walk
..ended in some delightful discovery, tr!lliums,_ dog-tooth
violets, apple-trees in blossom, or wild strawberries turning

red. 1885 Gattv yuliana H. Ewing ixi. ^8 Trilliums are

amongst the North American plants which have lately

become fashionable. 1904 VKKRKKGard, Asia 162 Tangles
of bamboo, illuminated by the snowy stars of trillium.

II Trillo (tri-b). [It. (Florio, 1611), f. trillarey

Tbill v.'^I A shake or quaver' Tbill sb,^

TRILOGIST.
1651 Stanley PiJ^w 201 Nightingales their trillo practise

heFe. 1636 Blount Glossogr., Trillo,.. an excellent grace
in singing; being an uniform trembling or shaking of the
same Note. 1661 Pepvs Z>/ary 30 June, Myself humming
to myself the trillo, and found by use that it do come upon
me. 1721 D'Urfev T7vo Queeus Brentford iv. i, The
Relish and Story in*t shall vie with all tlie Opera Trillo's in
Europe. 1815 Hist. y. Decastro I. 232 A trillo from Old
Comical threw her into convulsions.

b. transf. 2Ln<\Jig.

x6^a W. DE Britaine Interest Eng. in Dutch War 25 My
Genius never prompted me to the least Trillo of Grandeur.
1713 Addison Guard. No. 124 f 8 To dream On mossy
pillows, by the trilloes Of a gentle purling stream.

Trill-trill, sb. and v. Reduplication of Trill
sb.'^ and w.3, representing a repeated or continued
trill or trilling. So also Trill-rill int,

X849 CuppLES Green Hand xv. You heard a low, half-
smothered, small sound, deeper down, as it were, fill up the
break with its throbt-ing and trill-trilling, as if just^jw^ land-
cricket ora grasshopper did it. 1859 Cornwallis New World
1. 160 The trill trill of many a gaudy plumaged tenant of
the woods. 1903 Academy 21 Feb. 186/2, I heard the
thrush to-day.. 'Trill-rill 1

' he kept on trilling.

Tri'lobal, a. rare~^, [f. mod.L. trilob-us three-

lobed -t- -AL,] = next.

1884 Athenseum 5 July 21/1 Trilobal are the windows,
each lobe, .counterchanged of three, like the Tresham shield.

Trilobate (trDi-kb^it, trailJu-b/t), a. Nat. Hist.

[f. Till- + mod.L. lobattts : see Lobate.] Having
or consisting of three lobes, three-lobed.

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot, xviii. 260 A trilobate capsule,
of three valves and three cells. 1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. IV.
487 Trilobate Labrus (a fish] size of a Carp, .native of the
African seas. _x8o6 Galpine Brit. Bot. 61 Alchemilla. ..

L[eavesl flat, trilobate, incised. 1877 Coues Fur Anim. \x.

274 The exterior pair [of incisors] are.. obscurely trilobate.

So Tri'loba^ted a. = trilobate ; Triloba-tion,
trilobate condition ; TriIo*be v., trans, to divide

into three lobes ; Trllobed (-iJu'bd) a, == trilobate.

177s Ash, *Trilobatedf having three lobes. 1890 Amer,
yrnl. Archseol. VI. 594 Pointed windows.. trilobated or
with elaborate^ tracery. ^1872 Nicholson Palaeont. 161 In
some cases . . this *trilobation is only obscurely marked. i8a(5

K1RBV& Sp. Entomol. xxx. III. 114 (The head] is *trilobed,
each lateral lobe being divided into three smaller ones. xSya
NicHOLSOM Palaiont. 160 Order Trilobita.—Crustaceans in
which the body is usually more or less distinctly trilobed.

Trilobite (trsi-l^jbait, tri--). Palmont, [ad.

mod.L. Trilobiles (Walch, 1771), f. Gr. rpt-, Tri-
+ \oi3-os lobe (of the ear, etc.) -f -itk l.] A member
of a large group of extinct arthropodous animals,

characterized by a three-lobed body ; allied to the

extinct Eurypterids and the existing King-crabs
(Zm«/«j), and like them of doubtful affinity, hav-

ing been usually classed as crustaceans, sometimes
as arachnids; their remains are found abundantly
in Palaeozoic rocks, esp. the Silurian.

183a J. Green Monop-, Trilobites N. Amer. 14 The fossil

remains of the trilobite family, 1833 Lvell Princ. Geol,
III. 19s A limestone, containing trilobites and other fossils

of our mountain and transition limestones. 1843 H. Miller
O. R. Sandst. ix. (ed. 2) 209 The Trilobite has a wide geo-
logical range, extending from the upper Cambrian rocks to
the upper Coal Measures. 1S60 All Year Round '^o. 5a 563
A creature called a Trilobite, very much like an immense
woodlouse. 1873 Dawson Earth ^ Man iii. 44 The body
was composed of numerous segments, each divided trans-

versely into three lobes, whence they have received the name
ofTrilobites. aitrib, 1854 Murchison Siluria ix. 194 The
trilobite-flags of Builth.

Hence Trllobitio (-i'tik) a„ pertaining to, of the

nature of, or containing trilobites.

1839 Civil En^. ^ Arch, yml, II. 148/2 Until we come
to trilobitic schist. 1872 W. S. Svmonds Rec. Rocks iii. 51

The absence of the trilobitic genus, Olenus, from the Mene-
vian group. 1875 Croll Climate ^ T. xviii. 294 Those
strange trilobitic-looking fishes of that era.

t Tri'lobous, a. Obs. rare. [f. mod.L. trilob-tis

three-lobed + -OUS.] = Trilobate.
X7« Chambers Cycl. Su^p. s. v. Leaf^ Trilobous Leaf, one

divided into three lobes.

Trilocnlar (tr3ilp*ki/?laj), a, Nat. Hist. [f.

Thi- + L. locul-us small receptacle, dim. of locus

place + -arI.] Having three cells or compartments,

as the capsule of a plant, or the heart of a reptile.

Also Triloculate a, {Cent. Diet, 1891).
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Capsule,, .sometimes contains

only one cell or cavity, sometimes more {..called unilocular%
..bilocular, trilocular. 1785 Martvn Rousseau's Bot, xvi.

(1704) 185 IpomEeahas.Ta trilocular capsule. X845L1NDLEY
Sen. Bot. i. ( 1 858) 16 [The pisti 1 ] is either bilocular, triloculare

multilocular, or othcr-whe. i86x HvLMZtr. Moquin-Tandon
II. II. 54 Amphibia... Their heart, trilocular or bilocular.

Tnlogical (trsi-, trilp'd^ikai), fl.l [f. Trilogy
+ -ICAL. J Of or pertaining to a trilogy. So Trl-
lo'glo a. ; Triloglst (tri'lod5ist), the author of

a trilogy.

1866 Felton Anc. ^ Mod. Gr. I. i. xi. 201 The trilogical

form appears to have been an enlargement of the original

tragic outline. 1889 Haigh Attic Theatre 2a In it the tri-

logic form of composition is brought to the highest perfec-

tion. \^\%Daily News 8 Aug. 7/1 Mr. Onions is the first of
the English trilogists to consummate his undertaking.

Tri-logical (trsiiV'd^ikal), a.^^ rare, [f. Tei- i

+ Logical.] Relating to or dealing with three

subjects of discourse.

1836-^ Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xli. (1870) II. 416 Kant
. .was the philosopher to whom we owe this tri-logical classi-

fication [of mental phenomena into knowledge, feelings, will].



TRILOGUB.

Trilogne (trai'Vg). [f. Tri- + Gr. \6yos word,
discourse.] A group of three words or sayings

(cf. next, 3), as &g Welsh triads.

1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I. 383 These trilogues or
triads . . are easily retained in the memory.

Trilogy (tri-lod^i). [ad. Gr. TptXoyia (see

def. 1), L Tpi-f Tv.i- + \6yos discourse : see -logy.

Cf. F. trihsie.l

1. Gr, Antiq^ A series of three tragedies (origin-

ally connected in subject), performed at Athens at

the festival of Dionysus.
1836 Thiblwall Greece III. xvHi, 73 A trilogy, which

comprised three distinct tragedies. 184s Brande Diet. Sc*
etc., s. v., All the plays of ^'Eschylus, and the Henry VI of
Shakspeare, are examples of a trilogy. 1850 Grots Greece
II. Ixvii. (1862) VI. 25 To three serious dramas or a trilogy..

the tragic poet added a fourth or satyrical drama.

2. Any series or group of three related dramatic

or other literary works.
1661 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Trilogies . .xt. speaking or

writing in three parts. i8jo T. Mitchell Aristoph, I.

p. cxxvi, That immortal Trilogy of Plato, which has been
embalmed by the tears of all ages. 1B4S Trench Parables
xxii. (1877) 376 These parables are thus a trilogy. X875
JowKTT Plato (ed. 2) III. 679 The other great Platonic
trilogy of the Sophist, Statesman, Philosopher. 1877
DowDEN Shaks, Prim. vi. go The trilogy consisting of I and
H Henry IV and Henry V.

3. trans/, and Jig, A group of three related

utterances, sayings, subjects, etc.

1835 T. Mitchell Aristoph.t Acham. 249 note. What
Theophrastus evidently intended for a trilogy of characters,

..each rising above the other in want of shame and an
absence of decency. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. III. i. v, Thus
they three, in wondrous trilogy, or triple soliloquy. 1879
Farrar St. Paul I. 581 note. His fundamental trilogy of
Christian virtues—faith, hope, love.

Trilophodont to Triltinilnous : see Tbi- t.

Trim (trim), sb. Also 6-7 trymj trimme, 7-8
trimm. [f. Trim v,"]

I. Nautical senses.

1. The state of being trimmed or prepared for

sailing ; esp. the condition of being * fully rigged

and ready to sail * (Onions Shaks, Gloss.),

1S90 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. i. 90 The ship is in her trim, the
merrie winde Blowes faire from land, c X595 Capt. Wvatt
R. Dudl^^s Voy. IV. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 50 Our good shipp
beinge putt in her best trym..Captaine Jobson caused the
collers .. to be advanced in the topps, poope and shrowdes
of our shipp, x6a8DiGBY Voy. Medit. (Camden) 36, 1 found
my shipi)e to be in perfe-t good trimme.

_ 18^4 BurnandMy
Time xxix. 270 Their yacht, .was kept in trim all the year
round. 1878 Bksant & Rice Celia's Arb. xii, Don't let the
boy think the vessel has got out of trim after all these years.

2. a. The most advantageous set of a ship in the

water on her fore and aft line ; also with qualiBca-

tion, as good^ better^ best, bad trim, b. Adjust-

ment of the sails with reference to the direction of

the wind and the ship's course, c. The condition

of being properly balanced, d. The difference

between the draught forward and the draught aft

(cf. Trim v, 13).
1614 Gorges L-ucan iil 1 1 1 Of any ship to find the trimme,

In wrought seas how she best might swimme. 16^4 Petty
Disc. Dupl. Proportion 28 Different Velocities, arising from
the different Trim of the same Ship,., the best Trim being
that which makes least resistance. 1704 J. Harris Lex.
Techn. I, Trimm ofa ShiPy is her best Posture, Proportion
of Ballast, and hanging of her Masts, &c for Sailing;.. to
find the best way of making any Ship to Sail swiftly, is

called finding her Trim. 1748 Anson's Voy. Introd. 10 The
discovery of her most eligible position in the water (usually

stiled her Trim). 1764 Reid Inquiry vi. § 22 A ship requires

a different trim for every variation of the direction and
strength of the wind.

176J)
Falconer Diet. MaHne (1780),

Out of Trim^ the state of a ship when she is not properly
balanced for the purposes of navigation. 1793^ Smeaton
Edysione L. § 170 They must,, always be in sailing trim.

1839 Ciml Eng. ^ A rch. Jml. I L 323/1 To preserve the trim
of the ship, by keeping the centre ofgravity in its proper posi-

tion. 01845 Hood Pain in Pleas. -Boat 5 Bill, shift them
bags of ballast aft—she's rather out of trim I 1867 Smvth
Sailor's Word-bk., Trim, the set of a ship on the water,
whether by the head or the stern, or on an even keel. It is

by the dispasition of the ballast, cargo, masts, and other
weight which she carries, that a vessel is best adapted for

navigation.. . Tritnofthehold, the arrangement of the cargo,
&c., by which a vessel carries sail well [etc.J.

e. In vague non-technical use, The general

appearance or look of a ship : cf, 3.

1757 Gray Bard 73 In gallant trim the gilded Vessel goes.

1837 DiSRAEU Venetia vi. ii, I cannot exactly make out its

trim ; it scarcely seems a merchant vessel.

II. General senses.

3. Adornment, array ; equipment, outfit ; dress :

usually in reference to style or appearance ; hence
sometimes nearly = guise, aspect.

1596 Shaks, 1 Hen, IV, iv. i. 113 They come like Sacrifices
in their trimme. 1613 Massinger Bondman 1. i, Td court
Beliona in her horrid trim As if she were a mistress. 01646
ViscT. Falkland Marr. Night \. (1664) B ij b, A brave and
Courtly Girle : has trim and dazle enough of white and red,
to attract the eye. 1798 Wordsw. Idiot Boy xviii, She sees
him in his travelling trim. 1818 Scorr Br. Lamm, xxxii,
Bucklaw, in bridegroom trim. 1838-^9 Kr. A. Kemble Resid,
in Georgia {1868) 58 The Sunday trim of the poor people.

fis,- **37 Heylin Antid. Lincoln. Pref. Aj b, One that
conjectured of the house by the trimme or dresse, would
thinke it very richly furnished. 1646 G. Daniel Poems
Wks. (Grosart) I. 38 The Earth doth now begin To flourish,

in her Sweet and glorious Trimme. 1650 T. Vaughan
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Anihroposophia 65, I would not have Thee look here for
the Paint, and Trim of Retorick. 1784 Cowper Task iii.

j57_ Nature in her cultivated trim Dressed to his taste,
inviting him abroad.

t b. The trim : the prevailing mode ; the
fashion. Obs, rare,

1603 Daniel Def. Ryme Fv, Being now the trym, and
fashion of the times, to sute a man otherwise cannot but giue
a touch of singularity. 1628 Ford Lovers Mel. i. iii, Not
like a lady of the trim. 1638 — Fancies iv. i, Is't possible?
why, you are turned a mistress, A mistress of the trim.

t C, with a and pi. A piece of personal adorn-
ment, an ornament ; a style of dress or array

;

alsoy^. Obs.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 328 For her Purple

Gowns, or for other such pretty fine trimsof Gold, as women
use to wear. 1647 Ward Simp, Cobler (1843) 25 If I see a
trimme, far trimmer than she that weares it. 1675 Penn
Eng. Pres. Interest i. Civil Affairs . . may be peaceably trans-
acted under the different Liveries, or Trims of Religion.

d. The act of trimming or condition of being
trimmed (cf. Teim v. 9).
1608 Rowlands Humors Looking Glasse 4 Many antique

faces passe, From Barbers chaire vnto his glasse, There to
beholde their kinde of trim. Mod, colloq. The barber will
give you a trim.

+ e. = Trimming vhl, sb, 2 a. Obs.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. {1677) 143 The gold.. that

was laid, .upon the trim of Vests, was. .in as perfect lustre

as if it had been but newly done.

f. The dressings of a house ; * the visible wood-
work, as the base-boards, door and window-casings,
etc.* {Cent. Diet.). U.S.
1884 N. York Even. Post 14 Apr. (Cent. D.), No wood

having been used in construction except for floors, doors,
and trim. 1885 Howells Silas Lapliam (1891) II. 54 The
trim of the doors and windows was in light green and the
panels in salmon.

4, Condition, state, or order, esp, for work or

action of any kind : usually qualified by an adj.

(Now the chief general sense.)

X628 Feltham Resolves\\. [i. ] xlv. 132 Ifwe looke vpon him,
in another trimme of the minde : how smooth bee is. 1666 G.
Alsop Maryland Ded., I am so my self, and the world, as
far as I can perceive, is not much out of the same trim. 1749
Smollett Gil Bias xi. xiv, They had almost dined, and
consequently were in a trim for disputing. 178a Cowper
Gilpin 162 The Calender, amazed to see His neighbour in
such trim. X803 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 476,
I am in good marching trim. 1856 Kane Arct. Hxpl. II,

i.p, I can hardly keep my charts.. in any thing like decent
trim. x88a Roxburgh in Jean L. Watson R. S. Candlish ii.

25 Matters were at length in trim for my settlement. x8qx
Field 7 Mar. 344/2 With the excellent present trim of the
water, and fish feeding, anglers should take advantage of
the few days left.

b. Hence in {\the) trimj into {to) trim, in or
into proper condition or order,

x8a7 Scott Napoleon Ixv, Soldiers whose hearts were in

the trim. x8s8 — F. M. Perth iii, One of your hermits
that, .brings himself to trim by fasting and penance. X879
KuSKiN Hortus Inclusus IvL (1887) 68 [Myl eyes, head, feet,

and fingers, all fairly in trim.^ 1886 HuxLEvinZr/i^" Lett.
(iQoo) II. viii. 129, I will give him a dose of that remedy
when once I get into trim. X890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col,
/?</^?««r(i89i)i79Thebarque was empty and the whaling
gear in trim.

5. (orig. Jig. from 2.) The nature, character, or
manner of a person or thing ; his or its * way '.

X706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss, (1708) 31 Those that
knew his Trim, us'd to load him well with Ale and Salmon.
X77XT. HvLL Sir W, Harrington (1797) III. 53 Our brother
. .never is ten minutes in the company of a woman without
finding what he calls the trim of her. 1787 Beckford Itaty
(1834) II' 23 That I allow; but such, you know, is my trim
and I cannot help it. 1818 Scott Hrt, Midi, xxxviitij, His
wife knows his trim^ and I have not the least doubt that the
matter is quite certain. ^ 1834 R, Stuart Hist. Steam Engine
206 The water which is heated under a great pressure, .is

forced into [that] in the common boiler, and heats it to any
degree suited to the nature or trim of the engine.

Trim, a, {adv.) Forms : 6- trim. ; also 6 .SV:.

trume, trvme; trym, trymme, tryme; 6-7
trimme, 7 trimm, trimn. [History obscure.

OE. had an adj. trum, * firm, stable, strong, sound,
robust ' (not known in the cognate langs.) ; whence
also in prehistoric time the vb. *intni-jan, OE.
trymman. Trim v. No example of imm is known
after OE. times, but the negatives untmm infirm

and ««/rww«^j.r^ infirmity survived to c 1200-12 25.

Afterwards, like Tkim v,., the adj. disappears till

after 1500. The modem adj. trim does not answer
in form, nor directly in sense, to trum ; but in both
it goes with the verb. It would appear therefore

to be a deriv. of the verb (or, if both came down
in ME., to have been conformed to the verb).]
In many early quotations it is difficult or impossible to

infer the exact shade of meaning intended. Cf. Trig a,

1. In good condition or order; well prepared,

furnished, or equipped ; fit, competent, proper,

suitable; hence, sound, good, excellent, fine,

beautiful. (Often a vague term of approval.)
1503-13 [implied in Trimly adv. i\. ^ 1530 H. Rhodes

Bk. Nurture 504 Better is it to beate a prowde man then
for to rebuke him, For he thinkes in his owne conceyte he is

wyse and very trim. x«;67 Drant Horace, Art Poetry A iv,

For the sage ryghte seriouse wordes be trim. 1577 Holin-
SHED Chron. II. 992/2, xl great carreuelles, and thirtene
trymme Barques throughly furnished and appoynted with
good mariners and men ofwarre. x^^Leg.Bp.St.Androis

TBIM.

879 Ane burges man . . Having a trvme schop in the toun.
axsSsPoLWART Flytingw. Montgomerie 551 (Harl. MS.)
The blaired bucke and bystour, . Hes right trume [v. r. trim]
teathe, somwhat sett in a thrawe. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A.\.
\. 96 Twas trim sport for them that had the doing of it. 1590
Spenser F. Q. in. i. 36 Fragrant violets, and Paunces trim.
Ibid. 40 Sweet Urdes . . Ay caroling of love and jollity, That
wonder was to heare their trim consort. 1636 James Itey
Lane. (Chetham Soc.) 6 Gilbert Stone, being for y« time a
trimme man of his penne. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 1032 The
vessel rides, . . In all her tackle trim to quit the shore. 1817
BvKON Beppo xcvi. The ship was trim.

fb. (V)Firm. (But perh. sense i.) Obs,
X54^ Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Jets. \. 28 It tateth no

rote in a briery place, ne in marice, nether in the sande . . but
it requireth a pure, a trymme, and a substaunciall grounde.
X56S W. Allen in Fulke Confut, Purg. (1577) 449 Doe you
not see here a trimme faith and a substantiall ?

2. Neatly or smartly made, prepared, or arranged

;

elegantly or finely arrayed, dressed, or * got up *

;

having a neat, spruce, or tidy appearance or effect.

a. Of things : chiefly in sense * neat, properly
made and properly kept ' ; f formerly sometimes
of dress, smart, pretty, beautiful.
c isai J. Clerk to Wolsey in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. ni. I.

258, ij bokys.-coverd with clothe off gold.. the porteur,
fasciolunj and tryme deckyng of the said bokis. 1542 Udall
Erasm. APoph. 246 b, Fillyng vp as trymme as a trencher
y8 space that stood voide. X567 Gude

.J-
Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 37

Ze [= ge] set on schone vpone his feit, The quhilk are trim
and wounder meit. 1574 tr. Marlorafs Apocalips 37 This
place of Paradise was better furnished and trimmer than
other places. X67S Hobbes Odyssey 232, I him gave a
purple double vest, A sword, and coat edged with fringes
trim. 1717 Berkelev Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 537 Laurel
hedges, but not so trim as ours. X740 Somerville Hobbiftol
I. 150 See with what Pomp The gaudy Bands advance in
trim Array. X77X Pennant TourScotl. in 176Q, 31 The gar.
dens are. .trim to the highest degree. X789 Mme. D'Arblay
Diary ^x Aug., Captain Molloy s large boat., was very trim
and neat, and had all its rowers new dressed. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge xxiii, Mr. Chester, .completely attired, .in the
trimmest fashion of the day. x8^ IAackui^kv Hist. Eng. ii,

I. aoi The large and stately mansions, the trim villas. x886
RusKiN Prwterita I. v. j68 The houses on each side with
trim stone pathways up to them.

to. Of persons (rarely animals): Neat, 'trig*,

comely; neatly, smartly, or f finely dressed or
adorned.
1548 Udall, etc, Erasm. Par. Matt, vii, 50 The swyne is

not the trymmer for the preciouse stones. 1552 Huloet,
Trymme, hellulus, a, urn ; loke in trycke,. .Trymme wenche
gorgiously d^ck^d^phnleratafcemina. 1650 BvL^-EKAftthro-
pomet. 155 These paintings, .whereby the said women think
themselves more trim and beautiful. x68x W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. 1247/1 A very trim woman, cultissima
fcemina, 1877 Mar. M. Grant Sun-tnaidu, He was rested
from his long journey, trim, brushed, and polished. 1888
Anna K. Green Behind Closed Doors iv, A trim and quiet
girl came tripping to the door.

+ 0. * Tight (?), elegantly-shaped, well-made,
handsome, good-looking. Obs.
X568 T. Howell Netue Sonets (1879) 146 So streight, so

square, so trym was he, So fayre of forme, so wyse, so sage.

XS78 Lvte Dodoens 11. i, 148 lupiter. .turned her into a
trim heaffer, 1600 J. Poby tr. Leo's Africa vin. 304 In the
day-time he shall see none but trim and beautifull women.
i6Js^^oiAE.Sparagus Gard.n. ii, I warrant you, is he a trim
youth? X64Q G. Daniel Trinarck., RicA, II Ixxv'iu, The
Trimmest feflowes of this Regiment Envie'd the Gentry.

f 3. In ironical use : cf. ' fine *, ' nice *, * pretty *,

in similar use. Obs,

XS69 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van, Artes 14b, They.,
haue spoken of nothingebut trimme trifles, 1573 G. Harvey
Letter-Bk. (Camden) 9 Here was stuf gud plenti to furnish
up a trim tragedi. 158X J. Bell HaddorCs Answ. Osor. 66
Hath hee not made a trimme speake agaynst us? ^3x586
Sidney Arcadia (1622) 370 A trim purchase you haue made
of your owne shame. 161 1 Beaum. & Fl. Maid's Trag. 11.

ii, And there's Another of 'em, a trim cheating souldier, lie
maul that Rascal. X634 Heywood & Brome Witches Lane
in. Wks. 1874 IV. 217 O you are a trim mother are you not ?

i68oOTWAvCrf. Marius iv.i,Newsquotha?TrimNews truly.

4. In parasynthetic combinations.
X873 B. Harte Fiddletown, etc, D. Vardcn 87 Trim-

bodiced, bright-eyed, roguish-lipped. 1840 Dickens OldC,
S/wP XV, Then came the trim-hedged fields on either hand.
B. adv. fl, = Tbimly i. Obs.

c x^ffi J. Redford Mor. Play Wit and Sc. (Shaks. Soc.)

37 His toong servth him now trym. X549-63 Sternhold &
H. Ps, XXXV. 26 Let not their hartes rejoyce and cry. There,
there, this geare goeth trim, 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 11
He plainly taught how good from naught may trim be tride.

< 1613 M iDDLETON No Wit like Woman's v. i, Now the bells

they go trim, they go trim.

2, — Trimly 2.

xsa9 Supplic. to King (E.E.T.S.) 49 Tryme decked horses,
to ryde.,lyke a lorde. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vi. 2 A litle

Gondelay, bedecked trim With boughes and arbours woven
cunningly. XS94, 16x5 Trick and trim fsee Trick adv. 2].

174a Collins Ode Manners 17 Like a bride, so trim array 'd.

3. Comb., 2^'^ trim-cut, -dressed, -kept, etc., adjs.

1813 ScoTT Trierm. 11. v, Sick of flower and trim-
dress d tree, Long for rough glades, and forest free. x86x
Thackeray Four Georges i. (1862) 23 The trim-cut forest

vistas. 1873 Miss Bkoughton Nancy III. 9 The little

trim-swept drive. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men in Boat
77 The trim-kept villas on the other side.

Trim (trim), z*. Intl. trimmed, -ing. Forms:
(i trymman, trymian, treman), 6 trymme,
tryme, (treme), trym, 6-7 trimme, 6- trim, (7
trime). [The existing senses of this verb begin
early in the i6th c. Before 1550 the word had
become exceedingly common in nearly all its chief
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senses. OE. had a verb trymman or trymian
i—*irumjan to make finn or strong, strengthen,

confirm, set (a force) in array, settle, arrange, etc.,

f, OK, trum adj. firm, strong, sound, steadfast,

stable, etc. So far as the form is concerned,
trymman^ trymian would naturally become trym^
trim by 1500; the sense 'make fit, make ready,

prepare, fit out* might also arise out of the OE.
The difficulty is that not one certain example of the
verb in any sense is known during the Middle
English period, and that it comes upon the scene in

the i6th c, like a new word, quickly laid hold of
to supply many needs. But as no other source is

known, it is generally held that trim is identical

with the OE. trymman^ and that the verb (perh.

along with Trim a.), must have been preserved in

spoken use, or in some dialect, for four centuries,

without appearing in the extant literature.

OE. had also the compounds zetrymman to confirm,
strengthen, encourage, also intr. (for red.) to grow strong,
gain or recover strength, and betrymian to beset with a
force, besiege, environ, with 3 examples as late as c 1225
(see BiTRUMj; Genesis ^ Exodus, C1250, has also two
instances of a vb. trimen to * be pregnant, conceive ', or
perhaps to 'give birth"; but none ofthese show any approach
to the modern senses. The OE. senses and that in Gen. ^ Ex.
are here prefixed as possibly bearing upon the later bbtory.j

I. (Only OE.) fl. tram. To make firm or
strong ; to strengthen, confirm ; to give as security

;

to arm or array (a force) ; to settle, arrange ; to
encourage, comfort, exhort.
a 800 Cxdtnon's Gen. 276 (Gr.) pact he west and norrS

wyrcean ongunne, trymede ^etimbro. a 800 O. E. Chron.
an. 430 (>aet he hiera ;^cleafan trymede, C840 in Kemble
Cod, Dipt. 11.5 Ic Berhtwulf. .Jasmine gesaldnisse trymme
and fcestna in Cristes rode tacne. ^893 K. itLFRED Oros,
IV. X. § 2 paM on mer^^en Hannibal ^efor to J^iere byrij, &
beforan 3scm S^ate hb folc ^etrj-mede, ^ mon haett Col-
Una... Ac hie hie butan ^m scale angean Hannibal try-

medon. ^897 — Gregory's Past, C, xv. 88 Ne j;e 3one
weall ne trymedon ymb hiera hus on dzm dae^e ^ htm
niddearf w£C:i. c ^/yi Lindisf. Gosp. John v. 31 /^if ic cySnisse
ic trymmo \p£rhibeo\ of mea 971 BUckt. Horn. 91 Men
^ehyrajj myccle stefne on heofenum swylce l>air man fjTde
trymme & samni^e. a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) ciii. 15 Hlaf
tryme3 heortan mannes. 10, . O. E. Chron. an. 1052 Hi.

.

Seraeddon bxt man tremede gislas on aesSer healfe.

[fb. (Early ME.) intr. To become pregnant,

conceive ; ? to bring forth, Obs. (Perhaps does not
belong to this word.)
f IS50 Gen. 9f Ex. 1024 Bi 3an sal sarra sel3e timen, Dat

5lh}e sal of a sune trimen. Ibid. 1198 ^hc wurd wi3 child,

on elde wac, Atid trimede and clepede it ysaac.]

H. (Mod.Eng.) t2. To put into proper con-
dition for some purpose or use ; to prepare, make
ready ; to dress ; to get (land) into condition for

cropping, to till ; to cultivate (a tree). Obs,
1517 ToRKiNGTON Ptlgr. (1884) 55 The bestys that we rode

vpon, (werej ryght weke and ryght simple, and evyll trymcd
to Jorney with.

_ 1513 Lu. Bkrneks Froiss. I. fix. 80 He
raysed an engyn in y- Castell, the which was not very great,
but he trymmcd it to a poynt \prig. lattrempa bien et

apointl. 1578 Lyte Dod'Hns vi. xxvil 692 In Brabant, -the
Corriers and Leather dressers .. do trimme and dresse
Leather like Spanishe skinncs. 1593 Shaks. Rich, II, in, iv.

56 He had not so trim'd And irest his Land, as we this

Garden. 1645 in W. M. Williams Ann. Founders* Co.
(1867) 98 Thomas Embry .. did trim and make up Brass
Works for persons not free of the Company, vj*^ Dk Foe
Vo^. roujui World (1840) 71 Casks.. which their coopers
assisted us to trim, season and fit up.

3. To fit out (a ship, etc.) for sea. arch, spec,

t To caulk, clean, and dress a ship's bottom : see

quot. 171 1 {obs.),

1:15x3 E. Howard in Ellis Ori^, Lett. Ser, 111. I. 147
Ther be redy..a c. shippes of warrcthcy be very well
trymmed and will not fauf to comme owte and fight with us.

i5»5-6 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser, 11. I. 221 Our..Sovereyn
Lorde shall within fcwe yerj's loose his seyd Shypps. .except
they be new kalkyd and trynimyd. 154a Lam. <y Piteous
Treat, in Harl. Misc. (Maih.) \. 235 Seuen galleyes stronge
and well trymmed. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nichoiay's
Voy. t viii, The Arsenal,, .into which are hayled vppe and
trymmed the gatlies and other vessek, 16x3 Shaks.
Hen. Vlll, I. ii. So As rau'nous Fishes doe a Vcssell follow
That is new trini'd. 1711 W. Sutherland SkipbuHd. Assist.

165 To trim a Ship; to load and equip her, and put her into
a condition for Sailing ; also to calk, clean, and dress a Ship,
and do any small matter in repairing her. 1850 Blackie
ACschylus \\. 258 Xerxes .. Trimmed vain fleets for thy
undoing,

+ 4. To put (something broken, worn, or decayed)
into good condition or working order ; to repair,

restore, put right. Obs,
cisjo Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 204 Will'mo Caruer

tremyng dorythcs & lokes & alias, 154S Udall, etc. Erasnu
Par, Mark 1. 14 Who were also trymmyng and mcndyng
theyr nettes. xis69 Sparke .S/> J. Hawkins' 2nd Voy.
(Hakl. Soc.) II He trimmed the maine mast of the lesus,
which in the storme aforesaid was sprong. a 1618 Pkeston
Breastpt. Love (1631) 114 Your soules need to be trimmed
every morning as well as the body. 1633 Munday Stotv's
Surv. 905 The repairing and trimming ofthis Church , . was
in the yeere of our Lord God 1600. a 1687 Petty Treat,
Naval Phitos. \. ii, AH the forementioned Incurvations are
to be trimmed and repaired by reconciled lines.

6, spec. To put (a lamp, fire, etc.) into proper
order for burning, by removing any deposit or ash,

and adding fresh fuel ; also, to cleanse or cut level

363

(a wick) ; by extension, to renew the burned-out
carbons or electrodes of (an arc lamp). Also /?^,

"557 N. T. (Genev.) Matt. xxv. 7 Then all those virgins
arose, & trymmed their lampes [So Rhem. (1582) & 1611

;

WvcLiF(i382)anoumeden, (1388) araieden ; Tindale(i526),
Coverdale (1535), Great (1539), Bishops' (1568) prepared],
a 1701 Maundrell Joum. Jerus, (1732) 71 The dayly em.
ployment of these Recluses is to trim the lamps. 1764
GoLDSM. Trav, 14 Where cheerful guests retire To pause
from toil, and trim their evening fire. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Myst. Udolpho xxvi, He stopped for a moment to trim the
torch. 1819 WiFFEN Aonian Hours (1820) 134 Vesper has
trimmed up his lamp for the night 1902 Sloane Stand.
Elcctr. Diet, App., Trimming, the renewal of the carbons
in an arc lamp.

1 6. To provide or furnish with what is necessary
for the purpose in view ; to equip, supply. Obs,
1523 WoLSEV in St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 188, 50,000

souldeours largely and plenteously furnished eskipped and
trymmed. 155a HuLOET, Trymme a gardeyn wyth beddes.
"S5*-3 in Feuillerat/?«/.f/i£'^zy,K/(igi4)93CupidshaIbe
a letell boy howe mvst be tremmed with a bow and arrows
blinfelde. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Luke xxii. 12 Then he shal
shewe you a great hie chamber trimmed [1611 furnished].
1630 J. LevettCViA ^f« (1634)20 Do you not usually dresse
and trim your hives with some hony, or other sweet liquor,
before you put any swarm into them ? 1667 Pepys Diary
20 July, And.. is married to him that is new come, and
hath new trimmed the house.

7. To array, dress (const, in or with something)
;

to make comely, adorn, dress up (also with out^.
f 1516-ax Dk. Buckhm. to Wolsey in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. in. I. 216 He dowtid that I was not soo well trymmed
as I wolde desir to be. 1515 Ld. Berners Froiss. 1 1, ccxlvii.
[ccxiiii.] 759 AH the armorers in London were sette a worke
to trymme men in their harnesse for the iustes, 1557 N,T.
(Genev.) Rev. xxi. 2 That holy citie. .prepared as a bryde
trymmed for her housbande. 1604 T. Wright Passions v.

§1. 151 Salomon.. exhortelh vs. .not tolooke vpon a woman
trimmed and decked vp. 1697 Dkvden Virg. Georg. in. 734
The Victim Ox.. Trim'd with white Ribbons, and with
Garlands drest. 1756 W. _Dodd Fasting (ed, 2) 10 To be
deck'd and trimm'd out.. in the pride of dress. 1903 N.
Munro in Blackw. Mag. Jan. 81/1 She hastened to trim
herself before the moon revealed her.

8. Spec. To decorate (a hat, garment, etc) with
ribbons,laces,feathers,flowers,braids,embroideries,

or the like, so as to give it a finished appearance
;

also, of a thing, to form the trimming of. Also7^.
1547 in Feuilterat Kegels Edward VI (1914) 11, vj Black

vellett Cappes . . trymyd with damaske golde & Syluer.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 59 And who reades
Plutarchs eyther historic or (philosophy, shall finde, hee
trymmeth both theyr garments, with gards of Poesie. 1793
Mme. D'Arblav Let. Alay, Miss Kitty trimmed up her best
cap, and tried [it] on, 1796 Jane Austen Pride ff Prej. xxix,
When I have bought some prettier-coloured satin to trim it

with fresh. 1859 Habits Gd. Soc, iv. (new ed.) 184 Her
dress was white, trimmed down on either side with single
roses. 2850 W. CoixiNs Q. 0/ Hearts iit, Trimmed with
white braid.

9. To dress (the hair or beard) ; to clip (the hair),

or to clip the hair of (a person); sometimes, to

shave (a person) ; also, to dub (a cock).

1530 Palscr. 762/2, I trymme, as a man dothe his beare
or his busshe. . . Trymme my busshe, barber, for I jntende to
go amongest Ladyes to day. 2503 Lylv Midas iii. ii.

How sir will you be trimmed ? wil you haue your beard
like a spade, or a bodkin? 1607 Notiinghatn Rec, IV,
283 We present the barbr..for triming men in serves tyme
vppon the Sabott Daye. x6xi Bible 3 Sam. xix. 24 And
Mephibo5.beth,.bad neither dressed his feete, nor trimmed
his oeard [Coverdale (1535) combde. Great (1539) shauen,
Geneva (1560', Bishops' (1568) dressed], nor washed his
clothes, a 1625 in Strutt Sports <$ Past. (i8ot) in. vii, § 20
A dunghill cock, neatly cut and trimmed for the battle.

1651 in Verney Mem. (1907) I, 485 The Razors and Sizars
hee Trimmed withall. 1748 Smollett Rod, Rand.\yCvty I

sent for another barber and suffered myself to be trimmed.
1856 R. W. Procter Barber's Shop xxi. (1883) 203 The era
of the flying barbers, when shops were few, and gentlefolk
were trimmed at home. fig. 1600 Dr. Dodypoll v. ii. in

Bullen O. PI, 1 1 1. 1 58 The Marchant I perceive hath trimde
you. Doctor, And comb'd you smoothhe*

10. fig. To beat, thrash, trounce ; also, to repri-

mand, reprove, upbraid, scold (cf. ' to give one a

dressing *).

App. at first an ironical use of sense 2, but afterwards often

with allusion to 8| 9 or other sense : cf. the colloq. phr. to

trim one'sJacket, and the ironical use of Dress v. g, Array
V. ici Withquots. a 1518, 1638, cf. Trim-tram sb.

a 1518 Skelton Magnyf. 2234 Tushe 1 these maters. .are

but soppys in ale % Your trymynge and tramynge by me
must be tangyd. £^1550 R, Wever Lusty Juventus Dj,
Tell me .. who it was, And I wyl trim the knaue, by the
blessed masse. 1638 Ford Fancies iii. iii. Sec, My razor

shall be my weapon, my razor. Spa. Why, has not come
to the honour of a beard yet ; he needs no shaving. Sec,

I will trim him and tram him. 2718 Smollett Rod,
Random iii. None of your jaw, you swao, . . else I shall trim

your lac'd jacket for you, i8sa Scorr Nigel xxxiii, Some
that remember..how I trimmed them about the story of
hearkening behind the arras. 288a Mrs. Raven's Tempt.
I. 233 Mrs. Raven stood trimming Worsfold and his wife

about harbouring the woman.
li. To cut off the excrescences or irregularities

of; to reduce to a regular shape by doing this.

Also with the part removed as object. In quot.

1879 absol. Also with up. Also Jig,

2594 Carew Huarte's Exam. IVits ix . ( 1 596) 1 20 _A wodden
chest knobby and nothing trimmed on the outside. 2664
Evelyn Kal. Hort,, Feb. 60 Trim up your Palisade

Hedges, and Espaliers. 1762 Churchill Apol. Poems 1763
I, 72 See tortur'd Reason how they pare and trim And like

Procrustes, stretch or lop the limb. 1879 Browning Ivatt

TBIM.
Ivan. 36 His axe now trimmed and toyed With branch and
twig. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 187/2 The farmer has..
no inclination.. to trim the roadside hedges. 2892 Laiwur
Commission Gloss.., Trimming castings^ the operation of
trimming off with chisel and file the 'runners', i.e. rough
edges of metal castings. 1893 J. A, Hodges Elem. Photogr.
{1907) 105 The manner in which it [a print] has been
trimmed and mounted,

b, trans/. See quots.

189s Funk's Standard Did., To trim the sliore, to follow
the shore-outline : said of fish, 2902 Blachiv. Mag, Nov.
692/2 They (migrating birds] always ' trim 'the shore—that
is pass close over the headlands.

12. Carpentry, To bring (a piece of timber, etc.)
to the required shape ; spec, to trim in, to fit or
frame (one piece) to or into another ; cf. Trimmer
4, trimming-joist (Trimming vbl, sb. 7).
2679 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. ix. 153 This Newel serves

also for a Post to Trim the Stair-Case too. 2703 T. N.
City ^ C, Purchaser 268 When Workmen fit a piece into
other Work, they say they trim in a piece. 2833 Loudom
Encycl. Archit. § 83 The whole properly trimmed (framed
round, leaving a clear opening,) to the chimney shafts.
2842-76 GwiLT Encycl. Archit.Gloss. s. v., A piece of work-
manship fitted between others previously executed, which
is then said to be trimmed in between them.
13. JVaut. To distribute the load of (a ship or

boat) so that she floats on an even keel ; in quot.

1580, to steady, as with cargo or ballast.
To be trimmediso much) by the head(ox stern), to be built

or laden so as to draw (so much) more water at the bows
than at the stern {or the reverse),

2580 H. Smith in Hakluyt Voy. (1598) 1. 448 With all hands
she did lighten her sterne, and trimme her head. 1627 Capt.
Smith Seaman's Gram.\\. 27 Trim the Boat is to keepeher
straight. 2668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. i. ix. 18
That so the Body may be equally as it were poised, and
ballanced, or trimmed, as the Watermen speak of their
boats.

^ c 2720 Prior Bibo ^ Charon 5 Trim the boat, and
sit quiet, stern Charon replied. 2800 Local Act 39 Hf
^oGeo. HI, c. X § 42 The Lighter trimmed so as to make
the same swim at equal Marks at the Stem and Stern
thereof. 2820 Scoresbv Acc. Arctic Reg. \l. 475 For the
purpose of trimming the ship more by the stern.

D. intr, (for reft, or pass.) of a ship or boat
2862 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, ii, While he had been

sitiingquiet and merely paddling, ..the boat had trimmed
well enough. 2889 Welch Naval Archit. \. 7 When the
excess draft is aft, . . the vessel is said to trim by the stern.

c. trans/. To adjust (the balance) so as to
equalize it.

2827 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. L 338 How easily the
balance among those powers might have been trimmed.
284oTHiRLWA_LLGr««VlI. Uii. 23 The only way ti secure
the Macedonian ascendancy.., was to trim the balance of
power. 2864 CoBDEN Speeches (1878) 492, I wanted to trim
the scales to prevent there being an undue preponderance
in favour of the other side.

14. A^aut. To adjust (the sails or yards) with
reference to the direction of the wind and the
course ot the ship, so as to obtain the greatest
advantage. Const, to.

To trim by or on a wind, to set the sails so as to sail as
nearly as possible against the direction of the wind : see Bv
A. 9, B. 2 d. To trim/ull or sharp : see Full A. 11, Sharp
adv. 2.

2624 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 24 Nor had we a Mariner
nor any had skill to trim the sayles. 2627 — Seaman's
Gram. ix. 42 All your Sheats, Brases, and Tackes are
trimmed by a winde. 2667 Dryden & Davenant Tempest
I. i, Trim her right before the wind. 2660 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag, I. ii. 17 Thus have you all the Sails trimm'd sharp,
full, and by a Wind. 2697 Land. Gaz. No. 3315/1, 1 crouded
Sail to I^eeward to him, trimming my Sails on a Wind tho'

1 went before it. 2748 Anson's Voy. iii. v. 342 That'.which
was the stern of the proa, now becomes the head, and she is

trimmed on the other tack. 2836 H. Rogers J. Ho%ve i.

(1863) 8 The., dexterous pilot., will trim his sails to every
variation of wind. 2899 F. T. Bullen Log Sea-wai/^2^ A
little south-easterly breeze sprang up, to which we trimmed
the yards.

b. absol, or intr. AXsofig,
2697 Dampibr Voy. (1729) I. 145 Next Morning we again

trimm'd sharp, and made the best of our way to the Lobos
de la Mar, 270G E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 21

If the Wind and Tide of Affairs prove too violent, he then
certainly trims about. 2833 R. MuDiE Brit. Birds (1841) I,

210 The kite feels the first action of the revolving air as if

it were a breeze, trims to it, and is borne upward in a spiral.

2857 C. Gribble in Merc. Marine Mag, (1858) V. 9
Trimmed on the starboard tack, and made all possible sail.

o. trans/, and fig. To turn, adjust, adapt.
2779 CowrKR Pineapple ff Bee 22 Having wasted half the

day, He trimmed his flight another way. 2822 Scott
Keniliu. xxxiv, He could scarce have missed shipwreck,
knowing,. so little how to trim his sails to a court gale.

2847 Emerson Poemsi^Zi^i) 187 As the bird trims her to the
gale, I trim myself to the storm of time. \2^ Allbutt's
Syst, Aled, V. 958 We must trim our treatment according to
the phases and peculiarities of the individual.

15. To stow or arrange (coal or cargo) in the

hold of a ship, or carry it to the hatches when dis-

charging ; also to shift (coal) in a ship's hold, etc.

;

also, to arrange (coal) as it is loaded on a truck.

Cf. coal-trimmer (Coal sb, 16).

2797 Bailey & Culley Agric. Northumberld. 7 Trimming
2s. 6d. keelman's beer is. 4d. per chaldron. 2828 Joplin
Views Currency 14 Corn can be warehoused at Hull, and
trimmed and turned for about 2 s. per quarter per annum.
2838 Civil Eng. ffArch, Jrnl. I. 397/1 The coals cannot be
trimmed in the ships so fast. 2884 Manch. Guard. 24 Jan,
5/1 The cargo was properly stowed and trimmed. 2886 J.
Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 68 To Trim, to arrange by
hand the coals on a truck while being loaded.
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TBIMACHY.

16. inir. (also with it). To modify one's attitude

in order to stand well with opposite parties ; to move
cautiously, or ' balance ' between two alternative

interests, positions, opinions, etc. ; also, to accom-

modate oneself to the mood of the times.

i68s South Serm. (1697) I. 456 Gross, fulsome juggling

with their Duty, and a kind ofTrimining it between God and
the Devil. 1687 Drvden Hind f, P. III. 666 [Non-resistance]

A passive term which.. trims betwixt a rebell and a king.

<i 1700 H. E. Did. Cant. Crew, To Trim, to hold fair with

both sides. I7«6 Earl Makch in Jesse Selwyn * Contemp.

(1843! II. 67 Lord Mansfield trimmed in his usual manner,

and avoided declaring his opinion, 1888 BuRCON Lives 12

Cd. Men II. ix. 217 Nothing knew he. .of a disposition to

trim with the times.

tb. trans. Trim axuay: To waste (time) in

indecision. Obs. rare.

1687 Dryden Hind IfP.m. 501 He who heard what every

fool could say Would never fix his thoughts, but trim his

lime away.

c. trans. To modify according to expediency.

1885 Daily Tel. 6 Nov. (Cassell), Lord Hartington is not

the sort of statesman to trim his opinions according to the

expediency of conciliating or not conciliating.

Hence Trimmed (trimd) fpl. a.\ in sense 8

often as the second element in an instrumental

combination, as bltu-, ermine-, flower-, gold-,

lace-trimmed, etc. : see also these words.

c IS3» Du Wes Inirod. Fr. in Pahgr. 922 A goodly lady

meke, trymmed, dame gaillarde, benigne, cointe. 16^9 in

Verney Mem. (1907) I. 448 A paire of French trimed

gloves. 1892 Pkotogr. Ann. II. 57 To mark the mount at

each corner of the tnmmed print.

Trimaohy (tri-maki, trai'-). rare. [f. Gr. rpi-,

Tbi- + -juxyia, iJiaxri fight, battle, combat.] a. A
series of three battles, b. ' A contest among three

'

{Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
1887 F. M. Crawford Saracinesca i, Count Bismarck had

only just brought to a successful termination the first part

of his trimachy ; Sadowa and Sedan were yet unfought.
^

Trimacular (trsimBe'kijJlli), a. Nat. Hist.

[f. Tri- +L. macula spot + -ARl.] Having or

marked with three spots. So Trima'colate
[mod.L. trimaculdt-us'], Trima'cnlated adjs.

1769 Pennant Zool. III. 206 The Trimaculated Wrasse..

.

On each side of the lower part of the back fin were two large

spots, and between the fin and the tail another. 1888

Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Trimacular.

Trimastigate, -membral, etc. : see Tbi- i a, c.

Trimble, obs. form of Tremble.

t Tri-mboat. Obs. In 6 tryme-. [First ele-

ment uncertain.] Some kind of fishing-boat used

in the i6th c. on the Thames. So Trimnet
(trimmenet), and app. Trymle boat : see quot.

1558 Act I Eliz. c. 17 § 1 No person, .withe any maner of

..TroUnett Trimmenet Trymebote Stalbote Weblyster..or

. .any Heling Nelt or Trymle Bote, .shall take and kyll any
'ong Broode Spawne or Frye of Eeles Salmon Pyke or

"•yckerelL

Triuielic (traimclik), a. Gr. Antiq. [f. Gr.

TpifufXrp (f. rpi-, Tbi- -I- /icAos song, melody) -H -ic]

Consisting of three melodies in different modes.
1850 Mure Lit. Greece III. 44 The celebrated trimelic or

tripartite nome, ..consisting of three parts or strophes, each

in one of the three chief, .modes. .Dorian, Phrygian, and
Lydian. '

Trimelli'tlc, a. Chem. [f. Tri- 5 + Mbllitic]
In trimellitic acid, a colourless compound,
C,Hj(COOH)3, unsymmetrical benzene-tricarb-

oxylic acid, obtained by the oxidation of colo-

phony by means of nitric acid. So named in 1870,

by Baeyer, who prepared it from mellitic acid.

18M Watts Diet. Chem. VI. 813 Trimellitic Acid.. is

moderately soluble in water.., and crystallises .. by slow
evaporation in nodular groups of indistinct crystals.

t Triinenstre, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. trimenstris,

erron. form of trimestris : see Trimester.] Ripen-

ing in three months.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.x. 260 Trymenstre seed in heruest

forto sowe In londis cold is best.

So Trims'nstruous, Trime'nsualoi^j. (ra?-«~°)

[f. Tri- + Menstbuous, etc.] : see quots.

1656 Blount Ghssogr., Tritnenstmous, of three moneths
age. 1658 in Phillips. 1891 Cent. Diet., Trimensual,
happening every three months.

TrimerOUS (tri-meros, trai'-), a. [f. mod.L. tri-

mer-us (ad. Gr. rpi/iepijs, f. rpi-, TEI- + ^f/)os part)

-H-ous.] Having, consisting of, or characterized

by three parts : spec. a. Bot. Having the parts of

the flower, or the leaves, in series or whorls of

three, b. Entom. Consisting of three segments or

joints, as the tarsi in certain insects (see trimeran

below) ; ofan insect, having such tarsi ( = trimeran)

.

i8ii KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 685 Trimerous
insects are those whose tarsi consist of on^y three joints.

Ibid. IV. xlvii. ^yi Tiirsi mostly trimerous, rarely dimerous.

184s LiNDLEV Sch. Bot. viii, (1858) 129 note, Trimerous
means that they (parts of a flower] are a power of 3. 1857

Henprev Bot. 226 Schizandraceae . .csXyx. and corolla 3-

merous. 1869 Student II. 12 Polymerous leaves may be

dimerous, trimerous, etc. according to their number of meri-

phylls. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs'' Bot. 570 Among
the dimerous and trimerous flowers of the orders Polycarpa:

and Crucifloree.

So Trlmeraa (trimSran) Entom., adj. belonging

to the division Trimera of beetles, or of hymeno-

?

864

pterons insects, characterized by trimerous tarsi

;

sb. an insect of either of these divisions ; Trlmere
(traimisj) Zool., a division of the third order in

the supporting reticular skeleton of extinct siliceous

sponges ; Trimerite (trimerait) Min., a rare sili-

cate of glucinum, manganese, and calcium, occur-

ring in pinkish pseudo-hexagonal crystals, shown
by their optical properties to be combinations of

tliree triclinic individuals {Cent. Diet. 1891).
1842 Brande Did. Sci., etc., ^Trimerans, Trimera,. .the

name of a section of Coleopterous insects, including those

which have each tarsus composed of three articulations.

X909 Cent. Did. Suppl., *Trimere. 1896 Chester Diet.

Names Min, 274 *Trimerite, Silicate of glucinum, mangan-
ese, and calcium, found in brilliant pinkish crystals.

Trimesic(troime'sik),a. Chem. [f.Tsi-s-l-MES-

(iTyLENE-h-ic] \a trimesic acid, Cgri3(C0jH),,
symmetrical benzene-tricarboxylic acid. (So

named by Fittig, 1867, when he obtained it from

raesitylenic acid, and found it to be tribasic.)

1889 RoscoE & ScHORLEMMERCAtfw. V. 138 Trimcsic acid

. .crystallizes in hard, transparent, thick prisms, which melt
above 300°.

Trimester (trsime-stsi). [ad. F. trimestre

sb. (Cotgr., 1611), ad. L. trimestris adj., f. Tri--(-

me/tsis month.] A period or term of three months.
i8ai S. Weston {title) A Trimester in France and Swisser-

land; or, a three months' journey, .from Calais to Basle.

189s Current Hist. (U. S.) V. 573 The cause of the insur-

gents seems to have made good progress in the third tri-

mester of the revolt. 1907 IVestm. Gaz, 6 Feb. 12/1 His two
trimesters at Bonn University barely sufficed for him to

attend a score of lectures.

So t Trimestre a. Obs. rare~° = next.

2633 CoCKERAM, Tri?uesire, of three moneths.

Trimestrial (traime-strial), a. {sb.) [f. L.

trimestris (sec piec.) -^ -al.] Consisting of or con-

taining tliree months ; occurring or appearing every

three months, b. as sb. A quarterly publication.

1693 J. Beaumont On Burnet's Th. Earth 11. 96 By
otliers it's made Trimestrial, and by others to consist of Six

Months. 1824 Medwin Convers. Byron I. 171 People who
read nothing but these trimestrials. 1855 Tail's Mag. XXII.
630 The complaint of a trimestrial contemporary. 1865

Maffei Brigand Li/e I. Si He levied a regular trimestrial

tax upon all cattle-dealers.

Also (less correctly) Trime"stral a.

1824 Bp. Blomfield in Mem. (1863) I. iv. loi, I have been
busier for the last three months than ever I was before for

any trimestral portion of my life. 1829 Gen. P. Thompson
Exerc. (1842) I. 52 The fiend is up again and doing,_till

Vishnu array himself in trimestral or monthly incarnation,

to return him to his deep. [Referring to the Quarterly
Nevicw.] i88x Mrs. Lynn Linton Ji/y Love iM,Thtir tri-

mestral visit, .had to be paid.

Trimetallic (traim/tse'lik), a. [after Bi-

metallic: see Tbi-.] Pertaining to or using three

metals as currency. So Trime'tallism, the use

of a triple standard of currency.

1887 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 812 The metal coinage system

of the world is not..' mono-metallic', nor 'bi-metallic ', but
' trimetallic '. 1897 Westm, Gaz. 8 Oct. 2/3 Here is a corre-

spondent in the Times, .who asks, ' Why not Trimetallism?*

Trime:tapho-spliate. Chem. [Tbi- 5 a.]

A triple polymer of a metaphosphate, sodium
mono-metaphosphate being NaPOj.
1894 MuiR & MoRLEY Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 107.

Trimeter (tri-mftDr, trai--), sb. and a. Pros.

Also 6 trymeter, 8 trimetre. [ad. L. trimetrus

adj. and sb., a. Gr. Tpiiierpos adj., £ rpi-, Tbi--(-

/xirpov measure (see Metre sb.'^ 4).]

A. sb. A verse of three measures; i. e.introchaics,

iambics, or anapjestics, of three dipodies (= six

feet) ; in other rhythms, of three feet ; esp. the

iambic trimeter, the usual verse of the dialogue in

ancient Greek plays.

1567 Drant Horace, Art Poetry A viij, The foote of
Syllabs shorte and long Iambus hath to name.. and try-

meter the verse (which of the same Consists) is cawld. a i6yj

B. Jonson Horace, Art Poetrie 381 This foot yet, in the

famous trimeters Of Accius and Ennius, rare appeares.

1789 T. Twining Aristotle's Treat. Poetry (1812) II. 445
The hexameter is but one third longer than the Iambic tri-

meter ; their respective times being 24, and 18.
_ 1850 Brown-

ing Christmeu Eve xv'm. Or Turklike brandishing a scimetar

O'er anapiEsts in comic-trimeter. . 1859 Sat. Rev. 20 Aug.
225/2 Mr. Whyte and. .Mr. Thomas. .have translated the

Inferno into English trimeters.

B. adj. Of averse : Consisting of three measures.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trimetrum,

.

. a Trimeter Verse

of three Measures, an lambick ofsix Feet. 1886 C. A. Briggs

Messianic Proplu v. 143 Psalm xviii.,is of eight strophes,

of fourteen trimeter lines each.

Trimethyl (traime-t)il). Chem. [f. Tri- s -i-

Methyl.] a. A formative denoting the presence

of three methyl groups, CHj, in a compound, as

trimethyl-arsine, As(CH3)3, trimethyl-phos-

phine, P(CH3)3 : see also Trimethylamine below.

b. spec, denoting the substitution of 3 methyl

groups for 3 hydrogen atoms, in the substance

designated by the rest of the name; e.g. tri-

methylbenzene, C|;H3(CHs)3 , in which 3 methyl

groups have taken tlie place of 3 H atoms in benzene,

CjHj ; so trimethyl-methaue, CU(CH3)j, from

methane, C Hj, trimethyl-earbinol, C(CHs)s.OH,

TBIMMEfi.

etc. Also used attrib. as trimethyl phosphate,
(CH3)j.P04. Hence Trimethylio a. = tri-

methyl attrib.

1866 RoscOE Elem. Chem. xxxi. a8i Trimethylarsine is a
colourless liquid. x868 Watts Did. Chem. IV. 608 Tri-

methylphosphine is a transparent, colourless, mobile liquid,

heavier than water, having a strong refracting power, and
an indescribably nauseous odour. 1873Watts /"(^ww'C/ww.
(ed. 11) 767 Trimethyl.benzene is susceptible of three iso-

meric modifications.

Also Trimethylamine, the tertiary amine of

methyl, N(CH3)3, in which all the 3 hydrogen
atoms of ammonia, NH3, are replaced by 3 methyl
groups; a volatile liquid with a iienetrating fishy

odour ; formerly also called Trimethyl ammonia

and Trimethylia. Trime'thylene, CH2<r i

a colourless gas ; triinethylene-diamine, a poison-

ous ptomaine.
1857 Miller Elem. Chem. III. 210 Trimethylia. . .Th\s

alkali.. is found in considerable quantity in the roe of

herrings. 1866 Odlinc Anim. Chem. 87 Trimethylamine
(CH3)3N, a frequent constituent of stale brine in which
herrings and other fish have been pickled. 187* Garkod &
Baxter Mat. Med. (1880) 408 The Hydrochlorate of Tri-

methylamine is a stable compound^ in long needle-shaped

crj'stals, very deliquescent, soluble in water and in alcohol

Trimetric (traime-trik), a. [f. Tri- + Gr.

nirpov measure (or, in sense 2, f. as Trimeter) + -ic]

1. Cryst. Applied to that system of forms having

three unequal axes mutually at right angles : =
Orthorhombic.
1837 Dana Min. 15 Classis Trimetrica, or the Trimetric

Sy-stem. 1873 Watts Fozvnes' Chem. (ed. 11) 281 The bases

of these monoclinic forms are identical in form with those of

the trimetric system.

2. Pros. Consisting of three measures.

1889 Amcr. Jrnl. Fhilal. July 224 "The theory that the

hexameter is a combination of two trimeters.. is old and
familiar ; . .a tetrameter (tetrapody) is assumed as the original

verse, which became a trimeter (trimetric colon) as a result

of. .the combination.

Trime"trical, a. [f. as prec. -i- -al.] a. Pros.

— prec. 2. rare—", b. Trimetrical Classic, a

loose expression for the ' three-character classic ',

a Chinese elementary school-book written in lines

of verse, each line consisting of three characters.

1828 Webster, Trimeter, Trimetrical, consisting of three

poetical measures. 1900 A H. Smitii^ in Westm. Gaz.
28 June 3/3 He was .set the usual task in the Trimetrical

Classic. 1908 China's Millions Mar. 40/1 For a nation to

pass within the life-time of a generation from the Trimetrical

Classic to the study of John Stuart Mill.

TrimilUon, -millionaire : see Tbi- 4 a.

Trimle, obs. or dial, form of Tremble.
Trimly, a. rare. [f. Trim a. + -ly 1.] Having

a trim character.

1858 Mrs. Gore Heckington I. xiii. 274 Estates and man-
sions [so] left., are now., of rare occurrence in our trimly

island.

Trimly (tri -mli), a(fo. [f. Trim a. + -ly 2.] In

a trim manner. "

f 1. Effectively, thoroughly, soundly, properly;

cleverly, featly, neatly, nicely ; finely, well. Obs.

1503-13 Dunbar Poems liii. 200 Quhen I saw hir sa trimlye

dance, Hir guitl conwoy and countenance. 1556 Olde
Antichrist 171 Being trymlye furnished in false wyles and
lies. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 489 Little showers.

.

which . . make the Earth bring forth all things very trimly.

1600 Fairfax Tetsso vi. xcvii, This formpst hazard had she

trimly past. 1623 Lisle .El/ric on O. >! N. Test. Pref. 11

Harke ye.. how trimly this sounds in English. 1679

C. Nesse Antid. agst. Popery 133 Scaliger truly and trimly

told the Jesuits.

2. So as to be neat, elegant, or smart in appear-

ance or effect ; neatly ; finely, smartly.

1523 [Coverdale] Old Cod /, New (1534) Pj, They shall

haue trymly garnyshed & decked the aulters with many
ymages. i545Ely'ot, Ca«(^iV/fc'«fj^/^Kj,trynimelyapparayled.

. . CoHcinne, properly, honestly, trymly. 1588 Parke tr. Men-
doza's Hist. China 331 The women (with] their haire trimly

kembed and dressed. 1645 Milton Cfj/iii^. Wks. 1S51 IV. 348

The stuff, though very cours and thredbare, garnisht and
trimly fac't with the commendation of a Licencer. c 1738
SoMEBVlLLE 'To A. Ramsay 6^ In all her richest head.geer

trimly clad. 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyssey vii. 107 All

manner of garden beds, planted trimly.

f Tri'mmage. Obs. rare~'. [f. Trim v. + -age.]

= Trimming vbl. sb. 2.

1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2892/4 A Copper colourM Coat with

black Trimmage.
Trimmenet : see under Tbimboat.

Trimmer (tri-mar). [f. Tbim v. + -eb '.]

1 1. app. A canopy. Obs. rare.

1518-19 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 303 As towchyng the taber-

nacles, trymmers, is that^a wourkman shall se them &. he to

shew his best advice in it. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII

73 Vnder ye trimmer, anticke images of gold. 1559 Dunmow
Churchw. Ace. If. 42 b (MS.), For making ii yrons and
iiii staples for the trymmer over the rood, ii**.

2. One who trims ; one who repairs, adjusts,

makes neat or smart, etc. ; spec. a. a tailor's,

dressmaker's, or milliner's assistant ; b. a finisher

in coach-making ; c. see quots. iSSi, 1S91. Often

as second element, as m hat-trimmer, etc.

1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions n. viiL 167 The
yndians are..greate deckers and trimmers of them selues.



TBIMMEB.
1580 HoLLYBAND Treos. Fr. Tongy Racousireur^ a minder
or trimmer of things. 1591 Percivall Sp. Did., Afeytador^
a barber, a trimmer, a decker, tonsor^ fucatary omator.
1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard 115 That
man a trimmerof a garden of pleasure. 165a N. Culverwell
Treat, i. xi. (1661) 88 He calls God., the Painter, and
Trimmer of the Soul, 1850 Kingsley Cheap Clothes 17 If

to the trimmer we return an answer that is considered
' saucy ', we are fined td. or \s. 1879 Melbourne A rgits

34 Dec. 2/1 Trimmers [coachmaking] get from £2 los. to

£^ los. per week. xB8i Guide li^'oKesier Porcelain U'ks. 8

The trimmer, .removes any superfluous glaze. 1891 Labour
Covtmission Gloss., Trimmers, skilled workmen engaged in

shaping and pressing hosiery goods. 1902 Sloank Stand.
Electr. Diet. App. s. v. Trimntin^y The work of a lamp
trimmer frequently includes cleaning the feed rod of the
upper carbon with a cloth so as to ensure smooth action
of the clutch.

3. One who or that which cuts, clips, pnmes, etc.

;

spec, f a barber {pbs^ ; also, an implement or

machine for trimming edges in industrial processes.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus, ir. (1882) 50 What say you of
the barbers and trimmers of men ? 1653 Urquhaw Rahelnis
I. Iv, At the going out of the halls., were the perfumers and
trimmers, through whose hands the gallants past. 1751
Smollett -P^r. Pic. (1779) II. xL 37 Peregrine mentioned
this assassination to his own trimmer. 1810 SportingMag.
XXXV. 263 The defendant's witnesses .. described as crop-
pers, dockers, nickers and trimmers [of horses]. 1876
Spurgeon Comitunting 4 Calvin . . was no trimmer and
pruner of texts. 1883 R. Halimke Workshop Receipts
Ser. II. gq/2 Trimmers' paste requires to be smooth, . . and
poss«Gsea of great adhesive qualities. 1889 Anthony's
Pkotogr, Bull, i I. 364 With . . the straight-edge to guide the
knife <k- trimmer, cut first one side and then. . the three others.

4. Arch, A short beam framed across an open-
ing (as a stair-well or hearth) to carry the ends of

those joists which cannot be extended across the

opening; also, a btick-trimmer (Brick sb.^ 10).

Also attribt

1654 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters'' Co. (1887) 316, 2 foote

9 inches from the backe oif the Chimney to the Trimmer
pecce or binding Joysl. 1737 Salmon s Country Build,
Estimator (gA. 2) 63 Remem&r to measure the Trimmers
that support the Hearths taking the Length by the Girt of
the Arching of them. 1833 LovDoti Emycl. A rc/iit* % 234
Four-inch brick trimmer arches to be turned where required.

5. One who trims between opposing parties in

politics, etc. ; hence, one who inclines to each of

two opposite sides as interest dictates.

Ap[)lied orig. in this sense to Lord Halifax and those
associated with him (1680-90), but by him accepted in the
sense ' one who keeps even the ship of state ' ; beiKe ' one
who changes sides to balance parties '(J.).

i68s Drvden Dk. Guise EpH. 33, 38 We Trimmers are for

holding all things even.—Yes—just like him that hung
'twixt Hell and Heaven.. .You Trimmers shou'd.to poize it,

haag on t'other. 1683 Character ofa Trimmer 2 A Trim-
mer, one neither Whigg nor Tory, is a Hater of Anti^cbrtst,

an Abominator of Enthusiasm. 1685 Evelyn Mem. 7 May,
Thosewhom (bywayofhateful distinction) they call'dWhiggs
and Trimmers, x-^o^ Faction Displ, xiv, The Patriot's Soul
disdains the Trimmer's Art. 1739 Wesley Wks. (1873) 1.

1B3 Nor is it possible for all the trimmers between God and
the world to elude the consequence. 1809 W. Irvinq
Knickerb. v. i, (i345>) 262 He who wavers in seeking to do
what is right gets stigmatized as a trimmer. x888 T. Hardy
Wessex T. (18S9) 201 One of the trimmers who went to
church and chapel both.

6. One who or that which trims or trounces (see

Tkim v. 10); a stiff competitor, fighter, etc.; a
slasher ; a stiff letter, article, bout, run, blow, throw
of the ball, etc. colloq,

XTT^ Foote Bankrupt iif. Wks. 1799 II. 126 Pep. Don't
you think the public^ would bear one skirmish more..? I

nave a trimmer here in my hand. Plasi. To which I have
as tart a retort. 1804 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VI.
163, I shall write the Dey of Algiers a trimmer. 1816 Scott
Antiq. xi, I will shew you his last epistle, and the scroll of
mv answer—egad, it is a trimmer I 18*7 Sporting Mag,
XXl. i4t Amongst the young hounds I noticed some trim-
mers. i8s8 Ibid. XXlf, 117 We found in Man Wood, and
killed him [the fox] after a trimmer of fifty minutes. i88a
Daily Tel. 17 May, Mr. H. was clean bowled bya trimmer
from Barnes.

7. One whose business is to stow the cargo or
coal in loading a ship, or to shift it from one place

to another in the hold ; also, a mechanical contri-

vance for doing this ; also, one who arranges the

coal in loading trucks.
1836 Sir G. Head Home Tour 331 These men called

trimmers, whose business it is to level the cargo as it comes
tumbling below. 1890 ScL Anter, 7 June 360/1 The coal
handling plant .. may be resolved mto three parts: The
elevators..; the trimmers, which take the coal from the ele*

vators and deposit it upon the heaps; and finally the
retoaders. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., 'Trimmers,
men on board ship whose duty is to go into the coal bunkers
of a vessel and to jplace the coals within reach of the fire-

man.. .When a ship is loading grain in bulk, the trimmers
move the grain from the point under the hatchway to the
ends of the ship.

1 8. //. Ropes and yards for trimming the sails

of a ship: see Trim 7/. 14. Obs.rare~^.
1630 tr, Camden's Hist. Eliz. iv. 33 Their Masts and

Trimmers ouerthrowne, their Cables cut.

9. Angling, {a) A float of cork, wood, etc., to

which a line, with baited hook, is attached; used
on lakes and ponds for taking pike ; (b) a peg sur-

mounted by a reel on which the line b wotmd,
driven into the bank of a stream for the same
purpose ; a bank-runner.

365

^79&"*8iS [implied in trimmer-angling, -fishing', see b.J.

1840 BuviNE Encycl. Rur. Sport § 3638 The bank trimmer
is much inuseon the lakes of England, the lochs of Scotland,
[etc.]. 1845 Lubbock Fauna Norfolk ii. 00 He launched.his
fleet of trimmers, pike finding a ready sale at his own door.
1854 L. Lloyd Scandinav. Adv. I, 189 Trimmers, or night-
lines, were also much used in my vicinity. 1873 G. C.
Davies Mount. ^ Mere iii. 18 The trimmers are baited
with dead roach, and, luckily for the pike and the fair

sportsman the eels get the largest share of the bait.

b. attrib. and Coptb.yQ.strifnmer-a7iglingj -baitj

-corkj -fishingy -hook, -line,

1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. 264 An approved Method of
Trolling, and Trimmer-fishing. X815 T. K. Salter^ «^/^rV
Guide (title-p.), Trolling, Bottom and Float-Fishing, Fly.
Fishing, and Trimmer-Angling. 1840 Blaine Encycl. Rur.
Sport § 3638 A large hooked arrow armed with strong twine
might be shot over the trimmer line. ..The cord [should
be wound] on round the groove in the flat trimmer cork.
Ibid. § 3639 Let the trimmer-hook be sufficiently large. 1863
Atkinson Stanton Grange (1864) 194 The trimmer-bait had
been taken by a nice half-pound trout. 1867 F. Francis
Angling iv. (1880) 133 note. It is trimmer-fishing in disguise.

Hence Tri*mmering vbl. sb., trimmer-fishing.
1870 Observer 9 Oct., Trimmering, trolling, live bait

fishing, spinning, fly fishing, attrib. 1888 Fenn Dick o'

Fens X. heading, A trimmering expedition.

Trimmill, obs. or dial, form of Tremble.
Trimming (tri-mig), vb/. sb, [f. Trim v.+

-INO 1.] The action of the verb Trim.
1. Making trim, putting in order, equipment,

preparation ; repairing, putting right ; spec, Naut.
the fitting out, repairing, or cleaning the bottom of
a ship : see Trim v. 2-6.

1519-20 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 304 Paid for Trymmyng of
the courten of our ladys tabernacle. . . Paid to a carpenter for
Trymmyng of the peyse of the pyx. 1583 T. Washington
tr. Nicholafi Voy. 11. vi, 36 The trimming and gathering of
the mastick. CX595 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley''s Voy. W.
Ind, (Hakl. Soc.) 30 Such things which wee weare to have
from the carvelts for the speedie dispatchinge ofouradmeratls
trimminge. a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts ii. (1704)

254/3 Upon the return of the clean Squadron to Sea, whilst
the other Squadron is in Trimming.

b. Adornment, decoration, dressing up
J
making

neat or smart; also cutting, clipping, "shearing

{iii. and Jig.)\ \spec. cutting of the hair {pbs^,
ai'^ACaiisto^ Mel.k.'\\y b. What trimyngwhatpayntyng,

to malce fayrnes. 1554-5 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914)
176 Counterfet pearTe for the trymynge & garnishing of the
womens hedpeces and fruntes of their visars. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Abus. II. (1882) 50 They (the barbers] haue inuented
such strange fashions and monstrous maners of cuttings,

trimmings, shauings. 1638 Archdeaconry Essex Min, M.

3 b (MS.) Edwardus Geary presentatus for trymeing of men
on theSaboalhday in tyme of divine service. i65>3 Vestry
Bks. (Surtees) 258 For the Beadle's blew cote triming and
making, 19 s. 6 d. n 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cretv, Trimming,
Cheating People of their Money. 1713 Mandeville Fab.
Bees <i733) I. 320 To have them all whole and tight in the
same Cloaths and Trimming must add to the comliness of
the sight. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-fanning 171 Trimming
is the modelling or clipping from time to time of the already
rough shorn sheep.

Q. pi. Pieces cut off in trimming something;
parings, cuttings, scraps.

180^ R. W. Dickson Tract, Agric. I, 116 Where there are
coppices of young wood,.. fences..may be formed at very
small expence by the trimmings from them. 1846 Sover
Cookery 27 The trimmings of any description of game . . may
be used for making the above sauce. 1857 Miller Elem.
Chem, III. 667 The strongest glue . . from the ears and refuse

trimmings of thick hides in general. 1881 Daily Tel. 23 Feb.,

The scraps and trimmings of joints,,, good meat, true meat,
often cut from the primest parts of the animal, ij^xa Daily
News 31 Mar, 4 The bodger's fire of beech trimmings.

2. concr. Adornment, array ; €sp, a. Any orna-

mental addition to the bare fabric of a dress, etc.

K\%ofig, Chiefly//.
In quot. 162^= the trappings of the sacrificial victim.

Cf. quot. 1697 in Trim v. 7.

i6j5 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents iv. v. 255 Must this

pompe, this attire, this beauty, be the trimmings to offer mee
a Sacrifice to Sicilies infernall gods ? a 1654 Si^lden Table-

T., Retig. (Arb.) joa Every Man has a Doublet :^ So every
Man has his Religion: We differ about Trimming. 1684
Contempl. St. Man ii. v. (1699) 178 What Fool is so sottish

as to bestow precious Trimming upon a Penitential Gar-
ment ? a 1713 Ellwood A utobiog. (1765) 24 Those unneces-
sary Trimmings of Lace^ Ribbands, and useless Buttons.

1850 H. Rogers Ess. II. iv. 205 Discourses, .garnished with
a trimming of French terms and phrases. 19^ Temple Bar
Mag. Jan. 33 Tunics, .of darker grey with 'trimmings '.

b. pi. Accessories, usual accompaniments ; e, g.

to the bare fabric of a house, to a joint of meat, etc.

161B T. BoDLEV Will in Macray A nn. Bodleian (1880) 407
There shelues, deskes, seates, and other needeful trimings.

i<te8 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in. 47 The leg of mutton
and trimmings had been paid for over and over. 1837
Dickens Pick-w, xxxvii, A boiled leg of mutton with the

usual trimmings. 1858 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II.

Ixx. II Style, which is only the trimmings of the dish. 1884
St. James' Gaz. 29 Apr. 4/2 Agricultural and mechanical
implements, house trimmings, locks, latches, and hinges.

3. A beating, a drubbing ; a sharp censure.

a 1518 [see Trim v. 10]. ^ 1675 V. Alsop Anti-Sozzo Pref.,

They.. would doubtless interpose, and bestow a deserved
Trimming upon the Book, and make it doe Penance in its

own sheets. 1763 Ld, Halifax Let. 24 Sept., in loM Rep.
Hist, MSS. Comm. App. i. 360 That superficial pert

Gentleman has got a thorough trimming from the Duke.
1787 Mrs. Trimmer 7w(7 .Far;w^«(i788) 21 It was a cruel

trick and he deserves a good trimming for it. 1823 Pvne
Wine ^ Walnuts {1824) I. xviii, 215 Ho expected another
triauaiDg on the usual topic, his vanity.

TRIMNESS.

4. jVaui. The adjustment of a ship's balance, load,
sails, etc. as in Trim v. 13, 14.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman s Gram. viii. 34 The Master

is to see the cunning of the ship, and trimming of the sailes.
Ibid. xi. 54 The trimming of a ship doth much amend or
impaire her sailing...To finde her trim, that is, how she
will sail best,

5. The action of balancing or poising ; the stow-
ing or arrangement of cargo or coal in the hold
of a ship in such a way as to keep her trim,
cx796T.TwiNiNG_7'raz;.^w^r. (1894)96 The wagon.. was

so often depressed in the soft ground and old ruts on one
side, that the passengers were obliged to press towards
the other. Without this perpetual trimming we should
certainly have been overturned. 1893 Times 10 July 13/6
The apparatus . . has a working capacity of 100 tons per hour,
and by it all trimming of the cargo is obviated. 19x1 Act t

4" 2 Geo. V, c. 41 § I Work done. .in connection with the
stowing or discharging of cargoes . . or the trimming of coal
on board that ship.

6. Jig, Balancing between opinions or parties so

as to remain in favour with both sides : see Trim
V. 16.

1696 C. Leslie Snake in Grass (1697) 223 Having them-
selves serv'd all turns, that ever happen 'd in their time,..
they had the Face to upbraid others for their Changing and
Trimming. 1760 Law Spir. Prayer 11. gi Management,
prudence, or an artful trimming betwixt God and mammon,
are here all in vain. 1827 Scott Jrnl. 11 Dec, An attempt
to govern par bascule—by trimming betwixt the opposite
parties. i88a A. Bain Jos. Mill iv. 194 The opposition
was founded on Brougham's trimming to the Church,

7. attrib. and Comb,^ as trimming-blade^ 'hook,

'tool', in sense 2a, trimming-makery -manufacturer,
-merchant, -shop, b. Special combs, (in some of

which trimming ra^y be the tpl. a.), as trimming-
basin, a barber's basin ; trimming-board, a

board on which paper is trimmed ; trimming-can :

see quot, ; trimming-joist, a joist into which the

end of a trimmer (sense 4) is fitted ; trimming-
machine : seequot. ; trimming-piece = trimming-
joist ; trimming-room, -shear : see quots, ; trim-
ming spout, a jointed spout delivering grain, sand,

or the like from an elevator into a ship or truck, so

as to distribute it over the available space {Cent.

Diet,, Suppi. 1909); trimming-tank, a water-

tank in the bow or stem of a ship which is filled

or emptied as the trim of the ship demands,
1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1820/-^ K Silver "Trimming-Bason and

a Pot, two Silver Candle-sticks. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commis.
sioner Agric, (1869) 255 Figure 8 represents the *trimming
hook, and Figure 9 the ^trimming blade. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade^ * Trimming-can, a small tin vessel with a
spout, for pouring oil into a table-lamp. 1667 Pbimatt City

^ C. Build. 81 Binding-Joysts with their *Trimming-Joysts.
1679 MoxoN Meek. Exerc, viii, 137 These Joysts, Trimmers
and Trimming Joysts, are all to be pinned into their respec-

tive Mortesses. 18^77 Knight Diet. Mech., *Trimming-
fHochine^ i. a species of lathe for trimming the edges of
stamped hollow-ware, such as sheet-metal pans. . . 2. (^<v/-

tnaking), a machine for trimming the edge of uppers. 1819
Lond. Post Off. Direct. 84 Crooks' & Co. •Trimming-
makers, 98 Wood-street. 1^6 C. K. Paul tr. Huysman s

En Route 11. vi. 262 The religious trimming-makers could
trim these watered and plain silks with silver and gold.

1833 Loudon Encycl, Archit. § 234 The trimmer arch, iv, is

shown abutting against the "trimming piece. x88i Guide
Worcester Porcelain Wks. 27 The ware.. is then taken..

into the 'trimming room, where any superfluous glaze is

taken off. 1877 Knight Diet. Meek., * Trimming-shear^ a
machine for trimming wool borders on. .mats. 1854 M. T.
MoRRALL Hist, Needle Making{tA. 2) 22 Which soon brought
them [needles] into demand in the *trimming shops of

London, 1903O. A'^z;. July 119 The *triramingtanks. .assist

in keeping the boat on an even keel.

Tri*iumilX£f, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing2.]

That trims, in various senses of the verb ; making
trim,adoming,decorating; clipping, paring; colloq.

or slangj * stunning ',
* rattling ', excellent.

1559 MoRWVNG Evonym. 187 Wewill referreamongste the

triinmyng waters also, those waters wherwith whelkes and
litle Pushes or Biles in the face,are made hoale. 1778 Earl
Carlisle in Jesse Selwyn ij- Contemp. (1844) IIL 341 Such
trimming gales as would make such a landsman as you
stare. i8a^ Sporting Mag. XV. 340, I did not minute this

run, but. .It must have l^en a trimming one. i8s8 Ibid.

XXL 297 Lord Cleveland's hounds have, .had a trimming
day in their Bedale country. 1896 Daily Neivs 31 Jan. 5/5
Expert dressmakers, forewomen, embroiderers,and trimming-

women have been recruited for her wardrobe workroom.

b. Following a neutral or middle course between

opposed principles or parties, esp. when this is done
to stand in favour with both.

1683 TritnmerCatechisedt You follow. . the Old Trimming
Jews.. who sometimes worship God, and sometimes Baal.

1685 Wood Life 23 Apr. (O.H.S.) IIL 141 It was [a] luke-

warm, trimming*sermon. 1686 W. Hopkins tr. Ratramnus
Dissert, ii. (1688) 32 He now passeth at best but for a
Trimming CathoHck, with F. Cellotand his Friends. ^1780
Sir J. Harris in Bancroft Hist. U.S. (1876) VI, xlix. 359 An
ambiguous and trimming answer was given. 1793 G. KosK
in Ld. AucklancCs Corr. (1862) III, 165 The politics of his

paper were very trimming.

Hence Tri'mming'ly ado.
1718 Free-thinker No. 118 p 3 He will neither philoso.

phize Trimmingly. .nor reason Intemperately. 1789 A. C.
BowKR Diaries ^ Corr. (1903) 97 The next day I had the
gout trimmingly [cf. quots. 1778-182B above].

Trimmle, obs. or dial, form of Tremble.
TrimneSS (tri-mnes). [f. Tbim a. + -NESS.]



TRIMODA NEOteSSITAS.

The quality or condition of being trim ; neatness,

smartness, spruceness, fineness,

iSSa HiLOET, Trymnes, /(?///;W, ei. 1565 Cooper The-
saurus, Cotiuneudatnr . . verborjan splctuiore et copla . .

commended . . for trimnes & plentie of woordes. 1S76
Fleming Pan^t. Epist. 240 In turning them [his verses] in

a foreigne tonge, much of their worthinesse and trimnesse is

diminUhe<l. 1580 Hollyband Trcoi. Fr. Tong, Mignon-
tictij trimmenesse, ueatenesse, finenesse. i?"?, Bailev
vol. II, Trhnness, Neatness, Gayness, Spruceness in Dress.

1830 L. Hunt Indicator No. 61 (1822) II. 63 To shew the

trimness of her anckies. 1886 J. R. Kees Diversions Bk.-

wonn i. 8 The very wilderness., makes the trimness of other

gardens appear paUry and forbidding.

Trimnet : see under Tkimboat.
llTri-modanece'ssitas. OldEng. Hist. Usu-

ally erroii. trinoda n. [Late L., = trititoda, fem.

oitrimodus adj. * of three kinds', (Isidore Orig.

II. xvii, Ve trimodo duendigenere)^ f. Tri- + modus
mode, manner, necessitas necessity, exigency, need,

obligation.
The phrase occurs only once, viz. in an OE, Charter

attributed to K. Csdwalla of Wessex, 685-88, but actually

in a MS. of about 975. Thence erroneously cited in 1614

by Selden as trinoda necessitas, whence in other 17th c.

legal antiquaries and dictionaries, and thence in 19th c.

historians and legal writers, and usually taken to mean
three-knotted (torn L, nddus knot. See article by W. H.
Stevenson in Eng. Hist, Rev. Oct. 1914; alsoG. J. Turner
in EncycL Brit. (ed. 11) XXVil. 287/1.)

A collective appellation for the three great obliga-

tions upon land-holders in Anglo-Saxon times, of

maintaining bridges and fortresses, and rendering

military service, in OE. brycgbdi, burkbdt, ^M^fyrd.
(There was no collective OE. term for the three.)

c 975 Charter of Cxdualla an. 680 in Kemble Cod. Dipl.

I. 24 Ego ca^dualla rex.. banc donationis meae cartulani
|

scribere lussi, et absque trimoda necessitate totiuschristianj !

populi, id est arcis munitione, p^ontis emendatione, exercitii

congestionej liberam p>erstrinxL 1614 Selden _
Titles 0/

Honor n. viii. 301 Those three ; repairing of Bridges, Tax !

for Warre, and Castle gard, or repairing them : as of what ;

no land should or could be discharged. They are called by
j

a speciatl name Trinoda Necessitas in a Patent by K. Cetf-
\

walla to Wilfrid first Bishop of Selesey. 1691 Blount Laiv '

Diet. (ed. 2), Trinoda necessitas, i. Expeditio, Pontis, &
Arcis reparatio. 1701 CoweWs Interpr.^ Trinoda Neccs-

j

sitas, a threefold nece-sary Tax or Imposition, to which all

Lands were subjected in Saxon Times. 1874 Stubbs Const.
\

Hist. I. V. 95 The duty of ' burh-bot ', which formed part of
\

the trinoda necessitas, and was incumbent on every owner
of land, threw the burden of repairing the fortifications on
the land-owning townsmen of the particular burk. 1876
DiGBV Real Prop. i. 13 The trinoda necessitas^ to which all

lands were subject.

t Trimo'dial, a. Obs. rare"^. [f. L. irimodia

or trimodium, a measure of three modii or pecks,

f. Tri- + modius peck + -al.]

1656 ^LODViT Glossogr.y Trimodial, pGitalmng to a measure
of three bushels.

Trimontane ({rslmp'atein)^ a. nonce-wd, [f.

Tri- + L. montdtius ; see Montane, and of, L.

Trimoniium^ place-name.] Having, or having
some relation to, three mountains or hills; in

quots., belonging to Boston in Massachusetts. So
Trimou'ntaiu a. in same sense; sb. (in //,) a set

or group of three hills.

1837 Hawthorne Twice-told T (1851) 11. L 8 From this

station,.. Gage may have beheld Ms disastrous victory on
Bunker Hill, (unless one of the tri-mouiitains intervened).

1840 — Biog. Sk., Mrs. Hutchinson (1879) 169 The dusk has
settled, .upon.. the Trimountain peninsula. 1885 E. C.
Stedman in Century Mag.KXlX. 511 It has required

some independence.. for a trimontane [i. e. Bostonian] poet
to be a progressive and speculative thinker.

Trimo'ntllly, a. [Tri- 3.] a. Occnrring

every three months, b. Lasting or extending over

three months.
1869 J. D. Burns Mem. ^ Rem. vi. 104 Our trimonthly

Communion. 1870 Comh. Mag. July 66 The trimonthly
homes of country squires. 1879 Daily Nevjs i Dec. 6/5
Annual as opposed to bi-monthly or tri-montbly budgets.

Trimoric (traimprik), a. Pros, [f, Tbi- +
Mora ^ 3 + -ic,] Containing three tnornd ; having
the length of three short syllables.

1901 P. Giles Man. Contpar. Philol. § 271 (ed. 2) 230 In
the difference of accentuation between oiKot and oTkoi we
have probably traces of the difference between original

dimoric and trimoric diphthongs. Final diphthongs when
diinoric allow of the circumflex on a foregoing long syllable

;

when trimoric they do not.

Trimorpllic (traim^ufik), a. [mod. f. Gr.

Tpifiopi})~os (f. rpi-j Tri- + fJiop<J>^ form) + -ic]

Having, or existing in, three forms : spec. a. Bot,

Having flowers with pistils and stamens of three

different relative lengths. b. Zoci. Exhibiting

three different forms (colorations, etc.) in different

individuals of a species, or of a colony of polyps.

O. Cryst. Of a substance : Occurring in crystals of

three fundamentally different forms with the same
chemical composition.
x866 Darwin Orig. Spec. iv. (ed. 4) 111 The reciprocally

dimorphic and trimorphic plants. 1870 Nicholson Man.
Zool. ig When two such distinct forms exist the species is

said to be ' dimorphic ', and when three are present it is

called trimorphic. 1870 Hooker Stud. J'lora 147 Lythrum
Salicarla.. Flowers trimorphic in respect of length of style

and filaments in 3 sets of individuals. x888 Rolleston &
Jackson Anim, Life 338 The worker bee is a dimorphic

366

female ; the soldiers and workers among the Termites are

trimorphic with the fully-formed male and female.

So Trl'morph, Cryst. a trimorphic substance, or

each of its three different forms ; Trimcrphism,
trimorphic condition, occurrence in three different

forms (of a plant, animal, or crystalline substance)

;

Trimo'rphous a. = trimorphic.
i860 Worcester, *Triuiorphism, the property of crystal-

lizing in three different forms. Dana. i86a Darwin in

Life 9f Z,c//. (1887)111. 301 If I can only prove., it [Lythrum]
is a grand case of trimorphism, with three different pollens

and three stigmas. 1866 — Orig. Spec. ii. (ed. 4) 50 There
are, however, other cases, namely of dimorphism and tri-

morphism,. .which certain animals of either sex, and certain

hermaphrodite plants, habitually present. Thus . . the

females of certain species of butterflies, .appear under two
or even three conspicuously distinct forms. 1875 Lubbock
Wild Flowers iii. 77 Of the foreign species of Oxalis some are

dimorphous, some *trimorphous. 1878 Gurnev Crystallogr.

83 Titanium dioxide is trimorphous, for it not only crystal-

lises as Anatase and Rutile, but also as Brookite. 1909
Cent. Diet, Suppl., Trimorph.

Trimountain : see Trimontane.
Trimsie: see Tricksy a. i (quot. 1577).

Trim-tram (tri-m|tr£e*m), sb. {aJ) Obs. exc.

dial. Also 9 <//a/. trin tran. [Inl. app. f. Trima.,
with varied reduplication; in II.andIII.,app. whim-
sical applications of I. ; but perh. distinct words.]

I. ifZi,flim-flam ^jitn-jam^ whim-wham^
1 1. app. A personal ornament of little value ; a

pretty toy or trifle ; a gew-gaw. Obs.

1533 Skelton Garl. Laurel 130 A trym tram for an horse

myll it were a nyse thyng. a 1529 — El. Rummyn§ 76
After the Sarasyns gyse, With a whym wham, Knyt with a
trym tram, Vpon her brayne pan. 1548 Patten Exped.
Scotl. Pref. c iv, From y fondnes of his trimtrams and
gugaws. 1560 Becon Jewel of Joy\iV5. IL ig b, Afrenche
hode wyth an edge of golde^ besydes pearles and precious

stons and suche other trime trames. 1667 F. Vernon
Oxonium 24 [Undergraduates] making Trimtrams with
Rushes and flowers.

1 2. An absurd or silly device or practice j an

absurdity ; a piece of nonsense. Obs,

1533 More Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1114/2, I haue as

you se so wel auoyded his ginnes and his grinnes & all his

trimtrams. c 1550 R. Wever Lusty Juventus in Hazl.

Dodsley IL 66 Holy kneeling,holy censings. And a hundred
trim-trams mo. 1568 W. ¥vvffoou Enimie Idlenesses Bvij,

Whether that sorcerers do vse to ryde vpon a Byzom,
and practise such other like trim trams. 158" Stanvhurst
Janets II. (Arb.) 46 But loa, to what purpose do I chat such
ianglerye trim trams ? 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 16. 2/2, I have
some Thoughts with an old Trim Tram To venture on the

Marriage Whim Wham.
3. In riming jingles ; sometimes referring to

similarity or equal treatment of two of different

position. Now dial, (Cf. gi^-gaff-)
1583 Melbancke Philotimus D iij b, Trim tram, neither

good for God nor man. a x6a7 Middleton & Rowley Span,
Gipsy IV. iii. Trim, tram, hang master, hang man 1 1681 T.
Flatman Heraclitus Ridefts No. 19 (1713) L 131 Well,

Trim tramj like Master like Man. i76o-6a Smollett 5/VZ,.
Greaves xni, They thought you as great a nincompoop as
your squire—trim tram, like masterj like man. 1877 T. Gib-
son Leg-i^Xc. Westmoreld.^^o Trin tran, sike like master
sike like man, A lazy life brings scant or scan.

1 4. attrib. or as adj.

161S Sir E. Hobv Curry-combe v, 223 Wee dare not say
the Master and man might bee trim-tram and confederate.

163J Brome North. Lasse 1. v. What a Trim-tram trick is

this ? the Master and the man both brain-cras'd. 176a
hRiDGES Burlcsgue Horner {IJ-J2) 411 (Farmer) He's telhng
some long trim-iram story.

II.
-f"

5. A shrimp-net having a triangular

wooden frame resting on the ground in front of the

beam {Funk's Statid. Diet.), attrib. Trim-tram
man, one who uses this net in shrimping. Obs.

1^90 Cal. St. Paperst Dom.fxp. Regulations for hooks.,
whitebait, shrimp leaps and trim trams. 1746 R. Griffiths
Ess, Conserv. T/iatnes Index 277 Draggermen (or Trim-
trammen).

III. 6. A lich-gate ; also a gate which opens

in a V-shaped enclosure, a kissing-gate. dial,

X84S Church Builder Apr. 45 ttote^ In.. parts of Devon-
shire and Cornwall Lichgates are called Tnm-trams. 1B93
IVilts. Gloss.t Trim-tram^ a gate which swings in a
V'sliaped enclosure of post and rail, so as to prevent cattle

from passing through.

Trxmuscxilar : see Tri- i.

Trill (trin). [perh. f. Trine sb.^ conformed to

Twin.] //. Three children or young born at one

birth : = TiUNE sb. 3. Also sing, one of such ;

also attrib. or as adj. Cf. Thrin sb.

1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 098 The teeming matron is

near her time, and from her bulk you may back her for

trins, 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm (1840) I. 5^7/2 In a small

flock of 50 Leicester ewes, 48 of them had twins, and 2 trins.

1875 FuRNiVALL in Loveliek's Grail i. 291 note, Trins

are always born : two males and one female. 1887 — in

y. Lane's Cont. Sgr's T. p. viii. note^ Spenser.. made the

fay-born trin brethren, Priamond, Dyamond, and Triamond,
fight Camballo. .to see which of them could win Canace.

b. trans/. (^Min.) A compoimd crystal of three

individuals, a trilling,

x868 Dana Min. (ed. 5)805 Tridymite,..\n allusion to its

compound forms of three individuals, or trins, from rpi'Su/xov.

Triuacrian (train^krian), a, [f. L, Trtnacria

Sicily, a. Gr. Tptya/cpta, taken as f. Tpi-, Tri- 4- aKpa

\ point, cape ; but orig. ©plycut'njf f. Opiva^ trident.]

j

Of Sicily, Sicilian; hence, three-pointed.

TRINDLE.

1640 Howell Dodoncts Gr, (1645) 49 The Trinacriat
Vesper.'^, and liartholomean Massacre, were nothing to this.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 661 Vex'd Scylla bathing in the Sea
that parts Calabria from the hoarce Trinacrian shore. 1871
RusKiN Fors Clav. x. (1896) I. 201 Only the Trinacrian legj

of [the Isle ofj Man.
So Trinacrite (tri'nakrait) Min., a brown variety

of Palagonite. (Now considered as a rock.)

1854 Dana Min. (ed. 4) 11. 166 Trinacrite.. is dull brown
and cleavable or micaceous, and is mixed with . . Sidero-

silicite. 1868 Watts Diet. C/iem. V. 240 Siderosilicite, a
mineral forming, together with trinacrite, a brown mass on
the tufa., at Cape Passaro, the southernmost point of Sicily.

Trinal (trai'nal), a. Also 6-7 trinall, 7
trienall. [ad, late L. trtndl-is (Adamnan), f, L.

trin-tts, pi. trim three each, threefold : see -al.]

1, Composed or consisting of three parts ; three-

fold ; triple ; trine.

1590 Spf.nser F. Q. I. xiL 35» Singing before th' eternal!

Majesty, In their trinall triplicitieson bye. 162a P. Hannay
Sonn. XX, O Trinall-one, one God and Persons three.

1620 Milton Ode Nativity 11 Wherwith he wont at Heav'ns
high Councel-Table, To sit the midst of Trinal Unity.
rti843 Southey in Fraser's Mag. (i868) LXXVIII. 118

Tercets, or the trinal verse of Dante. 1871 Fraser Life
Berkeley x. 396 The relations which contribute to form
distance, and trinal extension. 1907 F. Harrison /^A//(7j.

Common Sense p. xxviii, The synthesis is necessarily dual,

or often trinal, in idea.

f 2. Astrol. = Trine a. 2. Obs. rare^^.
1561 Eden Arte Nauig. 11. vii. 33 Trinall aspecte, is when

betwene the pianettes shal be foure signes, which are .120.

degrees.

3. Gram, Applied to a 'number* or inflected

form expressing three. Also absol. as sb.

1853 Proc, Philol. Soc. (1854) IV, 60 A trinal as well as a
singular, a dual, and a plural number. x88i Trans. Victoria

Inst. 26 The form of the plural in some languages shows
that it was originally a trinal.

Hence Trinality, the quality of being trinal.

1864 Shedd Hist. Chr. Doetr. iii. i. (1869) 243 Some of the
theologies of pagan antiquity contain intimations of trinality

in the Divine Being.

Triuary (trai'nari), a. and sb. rare, [ad, late

L. trtndri-us of three kinds (Isidore Orig. ill. vi) :

cf. L. ternarius Ternary.]
A. adj. Consisting or composed of a set of

three; threefold; triple; ternary.

1474 Caxton Chesse \v. il (1883) 166 For the trynary

nombre conteynethiii parties whiche make a perfect nombre.
i88a G. Allen in Nature 17 Aug. 574 The inner palea

exhibits rudiments oftwo sepals, . . making up, with the outer

patea, a single trinary whorl. 1884 Mary Boole in Athen.
seum 23 Aug. 238/1 Ascribing to the Eternal a dividedness

projected from the trinary nature of the human faculties,

t B. sb. A set or group of three ; a triad ; a trio.

1596 Fitz-Geffray Sir F. Drake (1881) 22 The gracefull

Graces faire tripHcitie, Of moderne Poets rarest trinane.

1654 ViLVAiN Epit. Ess. IV. Ixxx. 83 In England a Trinary
of Peers Renound for riches was in divers yeers.

Trinch, Trinchet: see Trench, Trinket sb.'^

Trinck, Trinckam, Trinckle, etc : see

Trink, Tbinkum, Tkinkle, etc.

Trincoinalee'. Name of a harbour on the

north-east coast of Ceylon: attrib. in Trincomalee
wood : see quots.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 448/1 The Trincomalee-wood
used at Madras for m.-iking the Massoola boats is the

produce of Berrya Amiiionilla. 1S66 Treas. Bot. 138 The
tree {Berrya Ammonilla] is a native of the Philippine

Islands and Ceylon, . .and is considered the best wood in

the island for making oil casks. ..It is exported in large

quantities under the name of Trincomalee wood.

Trincum, Trind: see Trinkum, Trend v.

Triudle (tri-ndU), sb. Forms: 4-6 trindel,

(5 -ylle, 6 -al, -ell, -ill(e ; 4 tryndall, 5 -yl, -el,

5-6 -elle, -yll, -ylle. 6 -ell, -ull, tryndle, trynle,

tryneyll, 7-9 Sc. trinle, 9 Sc. trinuel, trinnle),

6- trindle; also 8-9 Sc. trintle. [Early ME.
trindelf a parallel form to Tbendle, corresp. to

MHG. trindelyUom *trc/tdilo- ; see also the various

trind' forms mider Trend v., and cf. Thua'DLE v.'\

1. A wheel; esp. a 'trundle' or lantern-wheel in

a mill ; also, the wheel of a wheelbarrow :
—

Tbexdle sb, 3, Trundle sb. i, 2, Obs. exc. dial.

c 1343 Durham Aec. Rolls (Surtees) 543 In j pari de Trin-

delis. (1391 Mem. Ripo/i (Surtees) 111. 106 In tryndallo

pro j porta infra cymiierium,3rf. J 14.. AVw. in Wr.-Wulcker
696/13 Hec troclia, a trindylle. 1455-6 Durham Ace.

Rolls (Surtees) 241 Pro j pare de le tryndylles empto pro

molendino de Milburn. 1531 Lett. ^ Papers Hen. Vlll^

V. 180 For working of the tryndyll of the myll at Hampnes
Castell. 1587 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Cheiham Soc) 41 For

a pere of myllne trynles, ij"" x"". 1594 Ibid. S9 For makinge
of a whelebarrowe trindle iiij*. 1786 Burns The Inventory

33 Ae auld wheelbarrow . . I made a poker o' the spin'le. An'
my auld mother brunt the trin'le. 1855 E. Waugh Sk. Lane.
Li/e (1857) 65 Hc.order't th' wheelbarrow wi' spon-new
trindle t' lie fotcht.

t b. A spindle : cf. Trendle sb. 5. Obs.

1483 Cath, Angl. 393/3 A Tryndelle of A webster, insubu-

lus (A. infusillus)y troclea, /^/rf.4i2/2 AWeffer tryndylle,

insubulus, troclea,

t 2. A roll or coil (?) of wax taper, used for light

in medieval churches. (Its nature is disputed:

see quots. 1796 and 1S52.) Obs. exc. Hist.

(App. .something different from Trendle j^ 3.)

1537 in Reliquary Jan. (1893) 40 1 tm' ij new tryneylls ofwaxe
lytyUe wasted. 1547 £ow. VI. It^umct, % aS Also, that they
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shall take awaie, vtterly exttncte, and destroye^ all shrines, .

.

candelstickes, trj'ndilles or roUes of waxe, pictures, paint-

ynges [etc.]. 1559 Q. V-uz. Injujtci. § 23 Trindals, and Relies

of wax. [x796Pegge^«(?«)'w.(i8oo)42 Trindillesox trindals

..may mean cakes of wax, which being round are therefore

called trztuiles, or trundles. 185a Rock Ch. 0/ Fathers
III. ix. 237 In some.. instances it is likely that these long

strings of wax taper were. .coiled up. .into folds, so as to

form what we are to understand by trindUs or rolls of wax.]

t3. Something of rounded form, as a pellet of

sheep's or goat's dung. Obs.

1607 TopSELL Four/. Beasts (1658) 203 The same Physitian

prescribeth Goats trindles to be drunk In Wine against the

Jaundise. z66o Howell Farly Beasts 123 The very trindles

drunck in wine are good against the Jaundise.

b. See quot. 1825. dial.

16. . in Daily Ncivs 27 Dec. (1911) 3/a To make a Hag-
gisse Puddinge. Take a Calfe Trindle, a quart of Creame,
halfe a dozin Egges, a Manshett, a pound of Cunrans, with

Cinamon, Ginger, Nuttmegge, Mace, and Cloves, and Suger,

and a little Rose water. 1815 Jamieson, Trinnet^ calfsguts.

4. Bookbinding. Each of several flat pieces of

thin wood or metal, shaped something like toy

horse-shoe magnets, by which (in pairs) the

stitched, glued, and rounded back of a book is

held flat while the front edge is ploughed.
On ihfi withdrawal of the trindles, the back resumes its

convex form and the front edge becomes concave.

i8f8 A rt Bk.-biiiding 16 Put the trindles between the back
of the book and paste-boards. 1885 C. G. W, Lock Work-
shop Receipts .Ser. iv. 239/2 A piece of thin millboard or
* trindle ' is put between the hind board and the book.

Tri'ndle. » Obs. or diaL Forms : see prec
[A parallel form to Tbendle. Form history not

clear. The OE. tryndyl- seems to imply deriva-

tion from the gradp trund- : see Trend v.]

+ 1. trans. To Hjake round, to round, (OnlyOE.)
c 1000 ^LFHic Vot:, in Wr.-Wiilcker 152/5 Circumtectutti,

tryndyled reaf.

i. trans. To cause (a wheel, etc.) to revolve ; to

cause (a ball, hoop, cask, etc) to roll along a

surface ; to trundle.

159s Barnfielo Cynthia x, A golden Ball was trindled

from aboue. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 27a He hath
other things to uo than to play with me and to trindle an
apple with me. 180&-18 in Jamieson, Trintle, trinle^ v. a,

3. intr. To revolve or turn round (as a wheel,

spindle, etc.); to roll (as a ball, hoop, cylinder,

etc.) along a surface.

c 1400 } 'waine ^ Gaw. 3259 Sir Ywain . . strake his nek-bane
flight in sonder, . . His hevid trindeld on the sand. 1530
Palsgr. 762/2, I ir>'ndell, as a boule or a stone dothe, je
roulU. 1815 ScoTT Guy M. xlviii. If we were ance out o' this

trindling kist o' a thing. 1894 Black Hig^kl. Cousins I. 35
Your ball strikes the face of the hill and..comes quietly

trintle, trintle, trintling down the slope.

Trindle- bed, -tail: see Tkundlk-bkd, -tail.

Trine (train), a. and sb. Also 4-7 tryne. [a.

F. trin^ trine (i 3lh c. in Littr^) :—L. trin-us three-

fold, f. triSy tria three.]

A. adj. X. Threefold; triple.

Trine compass^ threefold space, i. e. heaven, earth, and sea.

£1386 Chaucer Sec. Nuns T. 4$ The eterneel loue and
pees That of the tryne compas lord and gyde is. c 1450 Ccn/»

Afyst. ix. (1S41) 88 Recomendyng me to that Godhyd that

is tryne in trone, a 1530 Bellendkn in Bannatyne Poems
(Hunter. CI.) 8/153 Tbow Godheid trine, rignana in vnitic.

1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Trine^ trinus, of three years old, or
pertaining to the number three. 1675 Baxter ta/^. Theot.

I. L 40 By his Trine influx of Power, Wisdom, and Goodness,
a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks, 1721 1, 948 To teach
the Faith of Godhead Trine. 1735 Berkeley Reasons § 17

The trine dimensions of a cube generated by motion.
^
x868

Gladstone Juv. Mundi viii. (1870) ^z2^ He [Zeus] is the

governor of the air..j the eldest of the trine brotherhood.

b. Trim immersion (also trin~imnursion)y the

immersion of a person three times in baptism, in

the name of the three Persons of the Trinity. So
trine affusian^ aspersiott.

1637 Gillespie Eiig. Pop. Cerem. w. ix. 37 When the
AmansabuswlTrin-immersioninBaptismc. /^i/.,TheCere-
monyof Trin-immersion. 1657 J. Watts Dipper Sprinkled

54 She hath given over her old way of the Tnne.immersion,
and i^ upon the new path of Trine-aspersion. 1884 G. T.
Stokes in Contemp. Rci'. Apr. 600 If immersion cannot be
used, trine affusion may suffice, accompanied by fasting.

2. Astrol. Denoting the * aspect' of two heavenly

bodies which are a third part of the zodiac, i.e. i ao
,

distant from each other. Also, Connected with or

relating to a trine aspect. Also Jig. Favourable,

benign: cf. quots. 1581, 1614 in B. 3.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. vi. in Ashm, Tkeat. Chent, Brit,

(1653) too Cause them to looke with a Trine aspect. 1594
Blunobvil Exercj iv. xHv. (1636) 502 You shall find the
Moone to be in a trine aspect with the Sunne. i6o< Drayton
flfan in Moon 459 How the Signes in their Triplicities, Be
simpathizing in their Trine consents. 1609 C. Butler Fem.
Man. V. (1623) Lj, If hir Princely Grace Vouchsafe with
Trine Aspect reply to make. 1790 Sibly Occult Sc. (1793)
1. 143 A trine aspect, A.

B. sb. 1. A group of three ; a triad.

1551 Lyndesay Monarch^ 5681 Gregor, Ambrose, and
Augustyne, With Confessoris, ane tryumphand tryne. 1591
Sylvester Du Bartas i. ii. 383 Rightly may we call those
Trines (Fire, Aire and Water) but Heav'n's Concubines.
ctSi^ Sir W, Murk Dido ^ Mnem in. 391 O furycs ! O
Vindictive tryne. a^^\\ Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks.
1731 I. 40 Believe, repent, and love, this easy Trine. 1874
A. J. Ellis in /'/r/V, Trans. XXIII. 16 A ^M^Tt/^n;..consists

of 12 tones, forming four trines of major Thirds arranged in

three quaternions of Fifths.

867

b. Spec. The Trinity; in first quot. = Trinity ib.
a 1568 Bannatyne Poems (Hunter. CI.) 79/7 Off a will,

substance, and equalite,..To be laud in tryne and vnite.

1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. i. v. Thou by whose hand the
sacred Trine did bring Us out of bonds, a 17x1 Ken
Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 68 O holy, holy, holy
Trine, Me for thyself refine, x&w Keble Chr. V., Trin.
Sunday^ Eternal One, Almighty Trine 1

2. Astrol. A trine aspect. Phr. in trine.

1581 N. WooDEs Conflict Consc. 11. i. B iij. Now mur-
thering Mars.. With amiable tryne, apply to my beame.
xdx^'Vcmv.x^ Albumazarw iii, Coniunctions, And fortunate
aspects of Trine and Sextile. 1761 Brit, Mag. II. 465 The
planets, with their conjunctions, oppositions, signs, circles,

cycles, trines, and trigons. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct.
Sc. (1857) 1, 176 When she was nearly in trine, and in sextile

with the sun.

3. //. Three children (or young) at a birth;

triplets.

x6a8-9 Faversham Par. Reg. (MS.), Samuel! . . Elizabeth .

.

Marie . .Trines ofJohn Juyce [and] Susan, I'jc/S All Saints,
Canterb. Par, Reg. (MS.), Jane and Mary 2 of ye trines of
Wm Plummer [buried]. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 6iq
The two lambs which constituted the trines were.. taken
away to relieve the ewes. 1867 J. Campbell Balmerino
IV. v. 32^ He.. baptized in the parish three times trines.

+ Ihnne, vX Obs, Also 4-5 tryne, 5 trien.

[Aphetic f. ME. atrine-n^ etrim-n, Atbinb :—OE.
BthHnan to touch, f. mt- At- + hrinan to touch.]

trans. To touch,
fxioo Trin. Coll. Hom.^i Whu shal J?at wurSe, siSSen

wapman me ne trineS? 1340-70 Alex. ^ Dind. 132 Sent
was a vois sone fro heuene,J>at non trinde ^e tres. 1393
Langu p. pi. C. XXI. 87 For alle hij were vnhardy pat
houede )>er oj^er stode, To touche hym ot>er to tryne \v. rr.

trien, trine, trinen, turne] hym oJ>er to take hym doun and
graue hym. ct^ao St, Alexius (Trinity) 429 Ac by ne
dorste hem tryne [Laud o\xtT him trine}.

t Trine, v.^ Obs. Also 4-6 tryne, 5 treyne,

trene
;
pa. t. 4 tron(e, 5 treyned, trynyd. [Of

Scand. origin : cf. OSwed. trina (pret. trdn) to go,

step, march, Da. triney older trene (pret. tren)!\

intr. To go, march, step. (Chiefly in allit. verse.)

X3.. E. E. Allit. P. C. loi Then he tron on \>q tres & bay

I

her tramme ruchen. 7a 1400 Morte Arth. 1757 With

I

trompes thay trine, and trappede stedes. Ibid. 4189 Than
j

the traytoure. .Trynnys in with a trayne tresone to wirke.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4888 He. .Gas him vp be degreces to

j
^ grete lawe, Trenes to l>e topward J>at touched to l>e

! cloudis. J560 Holland Crt. Venus i. 189 [The twa] did

I tryne with diueris countenance.

I
b. trans, with cognate obj.

X3.. E. E. Allit. P. K\\\% To-warde J« J>rone J>ay trone

a tras. Ibid. B. 976 Trynande ay a hy^e trot (>at tome neuer
dorsten. a 1400 PistiU Susan 225 But jit we trinet [v. r,

trynydl a trot, J>at traytor to take. ?ax400 Morte Arih.

4055 The trays of the traytoure he trynys fuUe euenne;.

C. apparently preserved in Rogues* Cant.
i6sa YhKTCH^R Beggar's Bush iii. iii, //^g*. . . Let the Quire

Cuffin: And Herman Beck strine, and trine to the Ruffin.

Clause. Now interpret this unto him. Hig... Let the Con-
stable, lustice, and Divell go hang. 1815 Scott Guy M.
xxviii, No wonder that you scour the cramp-ring, and trine

to the cheat sae often. x8i6 — Woodst. xxxvi, We trine

to the nubbing cheat to-morrow.

d, (Perh. arising from a shortening of the phrase

trim to the cheats — go to the gallows, be hanged).

To hang {intr. and trans.).

XS67 Harmam Caveat n Their end is..hanglnge, whiche
they call trininge in their language. Ibid. 85, I towre [see]

the strummel [straw] trine [hang] vpon thy nabchet [cap].

Ibid. 86 Tryning on the chates.-hange on the gallowes.

x6oBDekker Lanthome^ Candle-light H ij b, [ From thence]

to be Tryn'de on the Chates. x6io Rowlands Martin
Mark-allK ij, If you will make a word for thepallous,you
must put thereto this word Tre^ning, which signifies

hanging ; and so Treyning Cheate is as much to say, hang-

ing things, or the Callous. ax700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crezu,

Trine, to Hang ; also Tyburn. Ibid. s. v, /Kdy>, Let her

trine for a Make,, .let her hang for a Half-penny.

Trine, v.^ r^^^- [f- 'I'bink a, or sb."]

1. trans. To put or join in a trine aspect.

a X700 DavDEM Pal. ^ A rcite in. 389 By fortune he [Saturn]

was now to Venus trined, And with stern Mars in Capricorn

was join'd. X840 VtRO'wsiiiG Sordello iv. 603 'Tis done I and
now deter Who may the Tuscan—once Jove trined for her—
From Friedrich's path I

2. To make a trine or triad of.

1834 Tait's Mag. I. 658/1 The Isthmian nenu of each
Eternity, Trining the has-been, being, and to-be.

+ Tri'Uehood. Obs. rare~^. In 5 tryne-hode.

[f, Tbink a. + -HOOD.] Threefold state ; Trinity.

X47X Ripley Comp. Alch. Pref. i. in Ashm. Theat. Chem,
Brit. (1652) 121 O Tryne hode in Delta

t Tri'nely, adv. Obs, rare^^. [f. Tbink a. +
-LY ^.] Triply, in a threefold manner.
x6o6 SvLVESTKR Du Bartas 11. iv. u. Magnif. 1341 The

Greater World hath but one Sun to shine. The lesser but one

oule, both but one God, In Essence One, in Person

Trinely-odde.

Truiexrvate (trDinaiv/t), a. Nat. Hist. [f.

Tbi- + L. nervus Nebve -f -ate 2
; cf. mod.L. tri-

nervis.] Having three nerves or veins. Also Trl-

ne'xve, Trlne'rved adj's.j three-nerved.

x8xx A. T. Thomson Lomi. Disp. 11. (1818) 45 Thin, cor-

date .. trinerved leaves. X819 PantologiOf Trinerve lea/^ .

,

having three nerves or unbranched vessels meeting in the

base of the leaf. Ibid., Trincrvate, x866 Treas. Bot.,

Trinerved^ trinervis, having three ribs, all proceeding from

the l>ase. x8ox Cent. Diet., Trincrvate.. Trinerve.

Trlnfauld, var, Thbinfald Obs.., threefold.

yying (trii)). Ornith, rare. [ad. mod.L.

TRINITARIAN.

tringa (Linn.), generic name, formed app. after

Gr. Tpvyyas, name of some bird.] Any species ot

bird of the genus Tringa (which name is more
frequent in use), commonly called Sandpipers. So
Tri'ngine «., of or pertaining to the genus Tringa

\

Tri'ugroid «., resembling the genus Tringa.
[1674 Rav Words, Water Foivl 90 Tringa major.] X751

J. HiLL Hist. Anim. 476 The red-legged Tringa. 1757
[see coot-footed %, v. Coot sb> 5]. X7S7 Phil. Trans. L. 255
This bird is like in shape to most others of the tringa or
snipe kind, xytjfi Morse Amer. Geog. I. 212 Red coot
footed Tring, Tringa Rufa. Spotted Tring, Tringa macu-
lata. Little Trings of the sea shore. Sand Birds. 18x6 J.
BiGELow in A^. Eng. Jml. Med. ^ Surg. V. 338 A species
ofjplover or of tringa.

Tringham : see Tbinkum.
Tringle (tri'i)g*l). [a. F. tringle (i6th c), in

Cotgr, tringlCy trangle^ * a Cnrtaine-rod ; and more
generally, a peece of round yron, or wire, , . vsed
for [various purposes] ; also, a flat sticke, or lath-

like peece of wood*. In OF. tingle beam (1328
in Godef.) : cf. mod.Du. tengel flat lath.

Hatz.-Darm. derive the OF. from the Du. word; but as
the latter is app. only modDu., and not mentioned even by
Kitian (see Franck, Van Wijk), it may be from the Fr. word.l

a. Arch. (See quot. 1696.) b, A curtain-rod,

or any long slender rod. Cf. Tkangle.
1696 Phillips (ed, 5), Tringle, a little square Member,

which is directly upon every Triglyph, under the Platband
of the Architrave ; from whence hang down the Pendant
Drops of the Dorick Order [1706 (ed. Kersey), awV/j] ACur-
tain*Rod, a Lath that reaches from one Bed-post to another,

1704 in J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. 1881 W. E. Dickson
Organ-Build, xil. 151 A long rod or tringle of wood, connect-
ing all these arms by pin^ passing through them and itself.

Tringle, variant of Trinkle z^.i, to trickle.

||Tringlette(tr^gle"t). [F. (legoinFuretlere),

dim. ol tringle'. see above,] A pointed stick used

to open the caraes or grooved leaden bars which
hold the panes in fretwork or diamond-paned
windows (Knight Diet. Meek. 1877). (In Fr. also,

the piece of glass in such a pane, Littr^.)

Tringum-Trangum : see Trinkum.
llTrinidado (trinida'di»). Obs. or arch. [Sp.

adj. from Trinidad (= Trinity) an island of the

West Indies.] A kind of tobacco from Trinidad.
X599 BuTTES Dyets drie Dinner Ep. Ded. Aaj b, Here is

a Pipe of right Trinidado for him, x6oo Rowlands Lett.

Humours Blood ii. 8 To drinke a pipe of Trinedado. X889
Doyle MicaJi Clarke 180 A pipe of Trinidado is all I rtquire.

+ Trin-inime'r8ion: see Trine a. i b.

Trinitarian (trinite^Tian), a, and sb. [f.

1 6th c. L, trinitari-us (f. trinitds Trinity) + -an.
TrinitaHus sb. occurs in Servetus, ^nd lei. to Calvin

^1553, also in Prince N. Radzivil Let. to Calvin 1564
(Calvin Wks. 1879 XX, 332). Cf. F. irinitaire, Trinitarv.]

A. adj. (In senses i, 2, 4 with capital T.)

1. Ch. Hist. Belonging to the order of the Holy
Trinity : see B. i.

1628 L. Owen Unmask. Monks 24 Of the Trinitarian

Friars. In the time of. . Pope Innocentius the third, the Friers

who are called Trinitarians, began to shew themselues to

the world. X715 Loftd. Gaz. No. 6355/1 Father Navajas, a
Trinitarian Fryar. x88s Cath. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v,.. At the
dissolution there were eleven Trinitarian houses in Eng-
land, five in Scotland, and one. .in Ireland.

2. TheoL Relating to the Trinity ; holding the

doctrine of the Trinity (opp. to Unitarian^.
In early use, Trinitarian heretic, one holding heretical

views as to the Trinity ; cf. B. 2 b.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Trinitarian hereticks, otherwise

iV«y ^ r/a«j are those that deny the blessed Trinity, and
all distinction of the Divine persons, X77S Ash, Trinitarian^

belonging to the Trinity, acknowledging the Trinity. 1836-9
Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. iv. ii. § 28. 37^ We do not find much
of importance written on the Trinitarian controversy. 1899
A. E. Burn Inirod. Creeds ii. § 6, 22 An unbroken tradi-

tional use of the Trinitarian [baptismal] formula.

3. Forming a trinity ; consisting of or involving

three in one ; triple, threefold.

i8xa Reflector II. 159 Our polygraphs, our trinitarian

writing-desks. 1889 B. Jones in Co-operative News 22 June
6^4 The fund would not be there, if it were not for this

trinitarian combination of effort [of labourer, capitalist,

consumerj. 1910 Daily News 30 Dec. 4 France, Russia,

and England do not constitute a trinitarian group or three-

fold entity in foreign affairs.

4. Belonging to Trinity College (in Cambridge,
Oxford, or Dublin), nonce-use.

a 1876 M. Collins Pen Sketches (1879) I. 50 Concerning
Cam wrote our pleasant Trinitarian poet [Jas. Payn].

B. sK (With capital T.)

1. A member of the religions order pf the Holy
Trinity, founded in 1198 to redeem Christian

captives from Mohammedans: = Mathurin.
All the churches and houses of the order were dedicated

to the Holy Trinity.

X628 [see A. i]. 1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Trinitarians^ a
religious order. See Mathnrins. Ibid., Mathurins, Friers

so called, being of the order of the Holy Trinity, whose
principal institute is to redeem poor Christian Captives from
the slavery of the Turk. x688R. Holme A rmo/tfy iii. 179/2
The Trinitarians, or Monks of the Order of the Trinity,

begun Anno 1211. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 11 Sept. 3/1 Down
Mark-lane and through Crutched Friars, where the famous
Trinitarians of old had their monastery.

2. Theol. One who holds the doctrine of the

Trinity of the Godhead ; a believer in the Trinity.
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h

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s. v., The Orthodox that believe

the Triniiy are also call'd Trinitarians by the Sociiuans.

1708 SwiFf Afio/. Chr. Misc. 1731 I. ii.>9 They make a
Difference betwixt nominal and real Trinitarians. 1850
Robertson Ser$n. Ser. iii. iv. (1872) 45 There are. .Trini-

tarians who are practically Tri*theists, worshipping three

Gods.

+ b. In earlier use, 'applied particularly to

certain sectaries whose opinion as to the Trinity

was not orthodox ' (Littr^) = Trinitarian heretic

in A. 2 ; including Antitrinitarians or Unitarians.

1565 Harding Con/ut. A^ot. 133 There are many other
sectes..to wJtie, Osiandrines, Adiaphoristes, Antinoinians,

Newe Maniches,.. Trinitarians. 1658 Philliis, Trinita.
rians, a sort of Hereticks that deny the Mystery of tlie

Trinity [1706 (ed. Kersey) a^<ts] and all distinction of the

Divine Persons,

3, A member of Trinity College (Cambridge,
Oxford, or Dublin), fionce-use.

185a C. A Bristed5 Vrs, Eng. Univ. (ed. 2) 48 The out-

cries of the Trinitarians waxed more and more boisterous,

1899 Literature 28 Jfan. 89 Trinity College^ Oxford., .The
story of each period is supplemented by a list of the most
notable amongst contemporary Trinitarians.

Hence Trlnita'rianism, the doctrine of Trinita-

rians; Trinitarian belief; Trinita'riauize v.

trans, to make Trinitarian.

1775 Ash, Trinitarianisin , .tX\\^ doctrine of a Trinity of
persons in the Godhead. ^1817 Merivaie*s Reports III.

157 A sect of Protestant Dissenters called Unitarians, pro-
fessing themselves to be opposed to Trinitarianism. 1833
Arnold Let, 9 Mar., in Stanley Life ^ Corr. (1845) I. vi.

358 If we could get rid of the Atnanasian Creed, and of
some other instances of. .the technical language of Trini.

tarianism, many Unitarians would have a stumbling-block
removed. 185s De Morgan in Graves Life Sir iV. R.
Hantilton (1880) HI. 404 In your versification of the
Te Deum you Trinitarianize it.

+ Tri*llitary. Obs. [ad. i6thc.L. /r/'wi/in'-My:

see TniNiTAKiAN, Cf. F. trinitaire (Calvin,

1560).] = Thinitarian B, I, 2, 2 b.

i<j6« Norton tr. Calvin's Inst. 1. xiii. 39 The name of the
Tnnitie was so hatefull, yea so detestable to Seruetto, that
he sayde, that all the Trinitaries, as he called them, were
vtterly godlesse. 1581 Allen Apol. 20 These present
Protestants, Anabaptists, Puritans, Trinitaries, and other
wolues of what heare so euer, ..daily decay and discouer
their owne malice and folly. 1693 tr. Emilianne's Hist.
Monast. Ord. 135 Of the Order of the Mathurines, or
Trinitaries.

Trinitrate (traiinsi'tr/t). Chem, [f. TRi-5-t-

NiTRATE.] A compound formed from three mole-
cules of nitric acid, HNO3, by the replacement of

the three hydrogen atoms by a trivalent element or

radical ; e. g. bismuth trinitrate^ Bi"'(N03)3

!

glyceryl trinitrate^ CaHs'^'CNOa^g, ( = Trinttkin).
1868 Watts Diet. Chem. IV. 83 The [hydrated] trinitrates

of aluminium and bismuth ..evolve unaltered nitric acid.

s88o RoscOE & ScHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. II. ii. 338 Bis-

muth Trinitrate, .is obtained in large transparent triclinic

prisms, 191s Thorpe Diet. A^l. Chem. (ed. 2) II. 773 The
most important is glyceryl trinitrate, or nitroglycerm.

Trini'tride. Cheni. [f. Tri- 5 + Nitr(ogen +
-IDE.] A compound formed from hydrazoic acid

or azoimide, HN3, by replacement of the hydrogen
by a metal ; as sodium trinitride^ NaNg,
1911 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. C. ii, 693 Corrosion of some metals in

Sodium Trinitride Solution.

Trini'trin. Chem. [f. Tri- 5 + Nitr(ic + -inI

(see Acetin).] The compound ether or ester ofgly-

cerol or glycerin with nitric acid, C3H5(O.N02)s,
also called glyceryl trinitrate or more commonly
and less correctly nitroglycerin \ an oily liquid

discovered in 1847, which when struck explodes

violently ; largely used in making dynamite and
other explosives.

1866 RoscoE Elem. Chem. xxxvi. 316 If the nitric acid
employed.. be concentrated, a new compound called Triui-

trine or Trinitrogl^cerine, is formed, 1898 Atibutt's Syst.

Med, V. 996 Trinitrine should be prescribed if any sign of
intolerance of the iodides be noticed.

Triuitro- (triJin^i'tr^?), before a vowel trinitr-.

Chem. [f Tri- 5 + Nitro-.] a. A formative denot-

ing that three nitro-groups, NO2, have replaced

three hydrogen atoms in the substance designated

by the rest of the name, the nitrogen atoms being

directly joined to carbon atoms ; e. g, trinitro-

phenol or picric acid, C6Ha(N02)3(OH), in which
three H atoms ofphenol have been replaced by three

NO2 groups, the N atoms directly joined to three C
atoms. Sotrinitrocre8ol,C6H(CH3X0H)(NO2')3,
from cresol ; trinitronaphthalene, CioHj(N02)3
from naphthalene, Ci^Hg, etc. Also attrib.^ as

tri-nitro carbolic cuid.

1851 Q. Jrnl. Chem. Soc. III. 75 A third compound is

formed, in which 3 eq. of hydrogen are repWced by hypo-
nitric acid : this is Trinitranisot. 1869 Koscoe Elem.
Chem. xxxix. 381 Tri-nitro-phenol [1866, xxxix, 336 tri-nitro

carbolicacid] or picric acid, is abright yellow crystalline body.

b. In earlier nomenclature, trinitro' included

cases in which the nitrogen atoms of the NO2
groups were attached by oxygen atoms to the

carbon atoms of the substance designated by
the rest of the name ; such compounds are now
called Tbinitbates ; e. g. trini troglycerin,
C,H5(0 . NOa), (also Tbinitbin), now called gly-

ceryl trinitrate. So trini:tro-ce"lluloso or gun-
cotton, a powerful explosive, considered to be

\Q(^Yi-jOi{0 . NOa)^}^, derived from cellulose,

{CgHioOrJ^, by replacement of OH groups by
O.NO2 groups of nitric acid, HO.NOg, the

molecule being some unknown multiple of the

formula. (See also quot. 1910.)
1864 Mills in ^rnl. Cfum. Soc. XVII. 158, I prepared

trinitro-glycerin for this purpose. x866 [see TrinitkinJ.

187s H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 589 The true explosive
gun-cotton, that which is alone adapted for gunnery, is tri-

nitrocellulose. 1897 Daily News 9 Feb. 7/4 Mr. Maxim.,
took the two most powerful smokeless explosives, nitro-

glycerine and tri-nitro-cellulose. He mixetl them by dis-

solving them in something which would dissolve both. 1910
Walker & Mott Holleman's Org. Chem. ^(ed._3) 293 In
the nitration of cellulose the final product is trinitro-oxy-

cellnloscthe formation of the trinitro-compound is accom-
panied by oxidation of the cellulose.. .(Ca4H4o02i)a!.

Trinity (tri-niti). Forms : 3-6 trinite, -yte,

(4 trinte, 4-6 trynite, -yte, 5 trynete), 4 trini-,

tryni-, 5 trynytee; 4-5 trenite, (4 -ete, 4-6
-yte, 6 -eti, -etee, -ytie) ; 4-6 trynitie, 6 triniti,

6-7 trinitie, 6- trinity. Also ^, 5 ternyte, 6

ternitie. [a. OF. trinite (in nth c. trinitiet^

-itet), also irinetei, trenite^ temite ( = Pr., Sp, tri-

nidady Pg, trindade, It. trinitd) :—L. irinitdt-em

(nom. trtnitds) *a triad, a trio', in Christian use

from Tertullian (195-220), f. trinus: see Trine.
Also in other langs. from L., e.g. Ir, trionnoidy

Gael, trionaidj Welsh irindod\ Ger. trinitdt.

L. trtnitds in Christian use rendered Gr, Tpias, used in this

sense by Theophilus of Antioch, fl. 180, and by Clement of
Alexandria, c 150-212. After Tertullian {Adv. Prax. xxv.)

L. trtnitds is used by Cyprian, Hilary, Marius Victorinus,

Priscillian, Jerome, Augustine, and others.]

1. The state of being threefold, threefoldness,

threeness. a. in non-theological sense.
^ci^^Lucidarie\i.{\<y)q)6 Nyne ordres ofaungels.. Whi

nyne of angels? For \>e trynyte l>atis in hem inpe nombre
of nyne, J>at is l?ries ^re. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. ni.

iv. (1872) 52 It is a trinity—a division in the mind of God.

b, spec, in theological use : applied to the exist-

ence of one God in three persons. (In early use esp,

ill phr. * God in trinity', i. e. in threeness.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 2708 Toward him com childir thre,

Liknes o god in trinite. cx-^zo R. Brunne Medit. \ Alle
my^ty god yn trynyte, Now & euer wyj? vs be. CZ400
Vtvaine 4- Gaw. 2205 Thorgh grace of god in trenyte, I sal

the wreke of tham al thre. c 1450 Merlin i. 8 Belevest thow
not in the fadir, sone, and holy goste, and that these thre

persones be oon god in trynite? 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk, Com.
Prayer^ AtJianasian Creed, So that, .the vnitie in tnnitie,

and the trinitie in vnitie, is to be wurshipped. 1673 Milton
True Relig. Wks. 1851 V. 410 For terms of Trinity, Tri-

unity, Co-essentiality, Tripersonality, and the like, they
reject them as Scholastic Notions, not to be found in

Scripture. X719 Watehland Vind. Christ's Div. xxii. 336
As toThose who take Trinity and Tritheism for Synonymous
Terms, They may go on to value Themselves upon it. 1^7
Sandav Life Christ in Rec. Research v. ix. 232 The doctrine

of the Trinity is essentially a doctrine of Trinity in Unity.
The basal truth is that God is one.

2. The three 'persons* or modes of being of the

Godhead as conceived in orthodox Christian belief;

the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as constituting

one God; the triune God. (Now always with

capital T; often the Holy Trinity^ the Blessed

Trinity^
(There is possibly an instance of an early form trinetet =
ONF. trinitetf in Layamon 29533; but both MSB. are de-

fective, one reading merely des novie, and the other . . . nete

his name (the rest being burnt).)

aizzs Aucr. R. 26 5ette me ham, holi J>rumnesse Trinite,

Vpe wurSschipe of l>e. a 1300 Cursor M, 129 (Giitt.) pat es,

l>e haly trinite, pat all has wroght wit his beute. X390G0WEK
Con/. III. 87 The hihe almyhti Trinite, Which is o god in

unite, c 1430 Lvdc. Merita Missx 46 in Lay Polks Afass
Bk. App. v. 149 Wershipe Ewyr the Ternyte. 15x6 in Acts
Parlt. Scotl. (i8;?5) XII. ^7/1 5oure hienes. .quhais grace .

.

the trinite have in his blissit keping. 1587 Golding Dc
Momay xxxiv. (1592) 552 The Kingdome whose king is the

Trinitie, whose Lawe is Charitie, and whose measure is

eternitie. 1677 GALiiCr/. Gentiles II.iii. 48, Ishal not denic

but that these blind heathens, .might have some, .imperfect

traditions concerning a Trinitie. 1827 Heber Hymn, ' Holy^
holy, holy* i, God in three Persons, blessed Trinity I 1849
R. I. WiLBERFORCE Doctr. Holy Bapt. (1850) 18 It was the

Second, not the Third Person of the Ever-blessed Trinity

who became the Incarnate Mediator.

b. A symbolical figure representing the three

persons of the Godhead.
1496-^ Rec. St. Mary at Hill 33 Item, a gylt Table of the

Trynete, for to sett on the high Aulter. xSo3~4 H'id- 252
Payd to the glassyng of t>e gret vynddow vythe pe Trenyte

in the southe yell [ = aisle]. \c i8a8 Berry Encycl. Her.^ I.

Gloss., Trinity, the heraldic device for the representation

thereof is composed of roundles and lines.]

o. ellipt. The festival of the Holy Trinity;

Trinity Sunday (see 6),

[iaiS-30 S. Osmundi Consuet. xxi. 4 in Reg. S. Osmund
(Rolls) 1. 38 Festum Sanctae Trinitatis.] c 1290 Si. Brendan
229 in S, Eng. Leg. 1. 225 po com atte trinite J>is gode man.
13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 705 It was at l>e holy trinite, perl

dubbed sir Gij l>e fre. 1624 Laud Diary 6 June, Second
Sunday after Trinity, I preached at Westminster.

3. Any combination or set of three (persons, beings,

things, principles, etc.) forming a unity, or closely

coimected ; a triad, trio.

1542 Si. Papers Hen. Vltl, IX. 251 We might ones be
joyned to gidre in a ternitie, as the Pope thKmpereur and
the King of Portugal be. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Starre
v,Then with our trinitie of light, MoiioTi, and heat, let's take
our flight. 1694 F. JJkagge Disc. Parables iii, 84 The lust

of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life ;, .that
Trinity which the generality of men adore, aiyit Ken
Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I, 268 Thus coalesce in

sacred Lays, A Trinity, Love, Joy, and Praise. 1883 W.
BiNNS in Chr. Globe 13 Sept. 823/2 Siva, the destroying
deity of the Indian trinity. 1906 Pktrik Relig. Auc. Egypt
xii. 79 The formal theology of the schools which grouped
gods together in trinities or enneads.

4. In full, Herb Trinity (med.L. herba Tnnita-
tis) : an old name for a. the hcart's-ease or pansy,

Viola tricolor, from the three colours of the flower

;

b. Anemone Hepaticay from the three-lobed leaf.

1597 Gerarde Herbal \, ccxcix. 703 Harts ease is named
..of others Herba Trinitatis or Herbe Trinitie, by reason
of the triple colour of the flowers. Hud. ii, ccclxxxvii. 1032
Noble Liuerwoort is called Hepatica trifolia,. .and Herbe
Trinitie. a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Creiv, Hearts-ease,. .an
Herb called by some the Trinity, . .or Pansies. "864 H. ^
Q. 3rd Ser. V. 60/2 The well known name of Herb Trinity
given to the Anemone hepatica.

5. Colloquial abbreviation for Trinity College.

1757 Grav Let. 17 Apr., The Duke of Bedford is now here
ICambridge] to settle his son at Trinity. ^1765 — Satire
II The Master of Trinity To him bears affinity,

6. attrib. Dedicated to or connected with the

worship of the Holy Trinity, as Trinity aisle,

altar, guildy light \ bearing a figure or symbol of

the Trinity, as Trinity ring, windoiv ; occurring

(blossoming, etc.) about the season of Trinity

Sunday (see below), as Trinity fair, honeystukky
tide\ belonging to or connected with the Trinity

House (see below), as Trinity Brethren (sb. pi.).

Corporation, due, high-water mark, man, piloty

standard, waterman, yacht \ also t Trinity grass,

an old name for some species of trefoil ; Trinity-

herb = herb trinity (see 4 a); Trinity House,
shortened title of a guild or fraternity originally

established at Deptford, incorporated in the reign

of Henry VIH, having the official regulation of

liritish shipping; Trinity Monday [rare^, the

day after Trinity Sunday; Trinity Sunday, the

Sunday next after Whit-Sunday, observed as a
festival in honour of the Trinity ; Trinity term,
the fourth of the terms or sessions of the High
Court of Justice in England : see Term sb. 5

;

since 1873 called officially Trinity Sittings, and
now beginning on the Tuesday following Trinity

Sunday ; also one of the university terms, which
at Oxford is continuous with Easier term, the two

,
being reckoned for most purposes as one.

i 1579 in Cranage Churclies Shropsh. (1912) II. 945 Towards
the reparations of the wjiidoo In the "triniti ylle[= aisle].

1536 in Luton Trinity Guild {igo6) 214 Item payd to the

paynter for makynge of a border for the* trenyte awler..6j.

i860 CooTE Admiralty Practice 59 The Court will direct

the attendance of the 'Trinity Brethren to be written for.

Ibid., The Court is assisted by two elder Brethren of the

^Trinity Corporation at the hearing of every suit for colli-

sions. 1783 xnLaie Meas. Siiip-Oivners in Coal-Trade (1786)

63 *Trinity dues per Cocket. 1507 in Charters ^c. Edinb.
(1871) 191 Thair said *Trinite faires yeirlte to begin on the
Monninday next eftir Trinitie Sonday. 1545 Elvot, Lago-
pus, an herbe of the kynd of irefoyles called *trinitie grasse.

1657 C. Beck Univ. CAar. Lviij, Trinity grass or hare-foot.

1423 Coventry Leet Bk. 47 The brethren and systren of the
*Trinyte guylde of Couentre. 1566 Act 8 Eliz. a 13 § i The.

.

Mayster Wardens and Assistauntes of the *Trinytie Howse
. .shall, .set up suche. .Beakons, Markes and Signes for the

Sea.. as to them shall seeme moost meete, a 1642 Sir W.
MoNSON Naval Tracts in. (1704) 339/1 A Master is to be
chosen by the Trinity-House. 1534 in Luton Trinity Guild
{1906) 208 Item payd forxij Ii. wex fory« *trenytie lyght..6j'.

1698-9 Act n lym. ///,c. 21 §2 Every Person, .who.. shall

be employed in. .navigating any Lighter ..on the River
Thames (^Trinity Man Fisherman Ballast Man. .excepted).

1771 Order Bk. B. Junior Bursar Trinity Coll. Oxford
39 (MS.) May 27 . . *Trinity Monday. Ordered that a general

Court be held at Wroxton, Oct. 29. 1B19 J. H. Newman
Lett. (1891) I. 37. 1867 Freeman in Stephens Life (1895)

I. vi. 386 So we shall anyhow meet on Trinity Monday,
a 1903 ' Merriman ' Last Hope x. The tottering headstones

of certain master mariners and *Trinity-pilots. 1877 W.
Jones Finger-ring 487 A rare and curious ' *Trinity ' ring,

turned out of one piece of ivory. 1837 Civil Eng. ^ Arch.
Jrnl. I. 33/1, 16 feet under the high-water of *Trinity

standard. 14*6-7 Rec. St. Maryat Hitlt$ pe monday after

*rrenite sonday. 1911 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 11) XXVII. 286
From Trinity Sunday onwards all Sundays until the close

of the ecclesiastical year are reckoned as 'after Trinity*.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIH, c. 21 § 2 The full terme of the said

•Trinitie Terme shall.. begynne.. the Fryeday next after

Corpus Christ! day. 1669 tsee Hii>ry]. 1899 Oxford
Uniz'. Cat., May 20, Oxford Trinity or Act Term begins.

May 30, Trinity Law Term begins. 1511 Pilton Church-w.

Ace. (Som. Rec, Soc.) 61 Item for ij tapers agenst "trinyte

tide,.xx'*. X841 L, J. Bernavs tr. Couards Serm. Ch.
Hist. xii. 154 During the coming Trinity tide. 1714 Lond.
Gaz. No. 6249/9 Thomas Measant,. .*Trinity-Waterman.
1525-6 ^^c..SV.A/arv«/^/V/ 332 For mendyng of the *trynite

wyndowe of the Sowthe side of the church. 1825 Honk
Every-day Bk. 1. 726 The *Trinity.yacht . .lay off St.George's.

Hence Triiiityhood {nonce-wd,), the condition

or character of being a trinity.

1886 Trinitas Trinitaium xxvii. 26^ We have seen the

Majesty of the Divine Trinityhood vindicated, in the triumph

of the Second Adam over Satan.
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Trlniunity, variant of Trinonitt,

t Trint, sh. i Ohs. Also (4 pL treinekys), 4-6
trynk, treinke, 5 trenke, (trimke, trymke), 5-6

trjmke, (6 trungke), 7 trinck(e, trinke, [Ori-

gin obscure. Known in AF. (or English in AF.
context) from 14th c, and in use till 17th c. ; bnt

almost confined to legal enactments. It has been

compared as to form with It, irinca a cable, Sp.

trima rope, cord, trincas lashings (Diez), but evi-

dence of connexion with these is wanting.]

A kind of fixed fishing-net formerly used in the

Thames and other rivers, conccniing which ordi-

nances were made from 14th c. onward.
1311 LibtT HoT^ City of London If. 221b (MS.) Item

J^lia un autre manere de Keys qe um apele Treinekys la

argesce de i pouz et di. 1344 Letter Bk. F. London
Reeds. If. Sob, Compertuin est. .quod predicta retia vocata
Treinkes non sunt largitatis in Mallio..nisi dtmidii polWcis

ad plus. Ideo consideratum est quod comburantur. 1376
RolU of rarlt. II. 331/2 Qe touz les Trynks par entre

Loundres & la miere soient oustez. 1423 Act 3 Hen, K/, c
12 5 I Salvez a chescun son droit & title en les Weres Kydelx
& Trymkes avantdjtz. Ibid, c 19 § i Item ordeignez est &
estabtiz qe la stacion des Reis & engines appellez Trynkes
et de toutz autres maneres reis qe sont. .fichez & attachez.

.

soit toutoutrement defenduz. . , Purveux toutfoitz qe Lien lise

as possessours des ditz Trynkes.. peschier ovec eux..les en-
traihantz et conveiantz par main come autres peschours [cf.

Trinker, quot. c i^SsJ. 1485 Letter.Bk. L. Land. If. 208 b^

I'haC the Nettcs called Trenkes be of the largenes of 11

Inches in the Masshe in the fore part and an Inche & half

large . . in . . the later part. 1556 Chron. Gr. friars (Camden)
lo'lTiisyereli^osl alle the kydellesand trungkes thorowgh-
out the Tenise from the towne of Stanes..unto the waiter

of Medevey..by the mayer &commonaUe of London were
dystrowyd and brent 1630 Lex Londinensis (i63o) 211

That no Trinckerman or other Fisherman shall buy any
Trincke.. until he be allowed and thouglit fit by the Lord
Major of London., and seventeen Trinks allowed, and no
more. [1688 R. Holmk Armoury \\\, xxti. (Roxb.) 278/1
A Trink, was of old a Kind of Nett to fish wUhalLJ

b. Short for trink-boat : see d.

15^7 Admir. Crt. Lib. 27(2) No. 131 Proprietaril duanim
navtcularum vocatarum ij Trynkes,

c. A fisherman who uses a trink ; a trinkennan.

1630 Lex Londinensis (1680) 210 That no Trincke shall

Stand in any Byrth more than isallowed him to stand. Ibid*

ai2 That each Trincke shall every dark and foggy night

hang forth out of his said Trinck-lioat one Lanthorn. Ilnd.^

That every Trincke shall at all times and seasons take up..
fais Anchor at the time of his leaving off from fishing.

d. attrib. and Comb, : trink-boat, a fishing-boat

with a trink; trink-oable, a cable used with a

trink ; trink-man = Tbinkerman; trink-net =-

trink.

1630 *Trinck-boat (see c above]. 1630 Lex Londinensis
(1680) 212 That every *Trincke Cable be no more then
twenty lathom long at the most. 1689 in Str>'pe Stow's
Sttrv. (1754) II. V. xxvii. 480/2 All "Trinke-Men shall

ytarty, at the Guildhall-Chappel, present themselves before

the Lord-Mayor or Water-Hailiff. 1584 Order Conserv.
Thames in Strype Stow's Surv. (1754) I. i. ix. 42/2 No
Fishermen, Garthmen..or Tynkermen, shall. .make any..
Stalker Nets, •Trynck Nets, Purse Nets, Casting Nets [etc]

except they be 3 Inches in the Mash.

t Trink, sb:^ Obs, rare *. [? Nasalized form of

Thick sb. 8 a.] Style of adornment; fashion.

1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 36 Hiz Vard smugly shauen

;

and yet hiz shyrt after the nu trink, with ruffs fayr starched,
sleeked, and glistering like a payr of nu shooz.

Trink, sb.i Sc. and iiia/. Also 7 trinck.

[pcrh. a. Norm. (Picard) trenque^ irencque, northern

form of OF. irerufu^ tranche Tkench.J A trench,

channel, watercourse (natural or artificial).

150* Aberdeen Regr. (1848} 1 1. 1^ That na channell, stanes,

sand, nor any uther thing becassin in the trink of the watter,

or within the fluid merk, out of schippis, craris, or bottis.

1603 Ibid. 239 That the haill trinck of the water salbe drawn
doun the South syd of the Lochfeild croft, .andeist sydofthe
said loch in the auld trinck to be cassin deper and wyder, and
that the water trinck on the south-vest syd of the said locht .

.

salbe stoppit and condamniL iSia J. Henderson Agric,
Surv. Caithn. zoo The lower end in an oblong trink in the
earth or floor. 18x5 Jamiesoh, Trink, trenk, app. synon.
with Eng. trettch. 1859-99 i" P-*^- Dial* Diet.

t Trinker. Obs* [f. Trink sb.^ 4- -er i.] a.
= TBiNKJi^.i b, = Trinkerman, Also in comb,

t trinker-boat - trink-boat (see Trink sby d).

C1485 tr. Act 2 Hen. VI, c. 19 (MS. Harl. 4999, If. 185 b),

That the stacioun of nettis and engynes cald 'l'r>'nkers and
al other maner nettis whiche bien . . ncched and attached . . be
ai vtterly defended... Purveied alwey that it be liefu! to the
possessours of the saide Tr>*nkers. .to fissbe with hem., in

drawyng and conveiyng hi bande as other fisshers don (cf,

Trink sb.^ quot. 1423I. 1615 E. S. Britain^s Buss in Arb.
Garmr III. 650 Those pernicious Trinkermen, who with
trinker-boats destroy the river of Thames, by killing the
fry and small fish there.

So Tri-nkin^t the action of fishing with a trinlc.

1689 in Strype Stoiv's Sun\ (1754) II. v. xxvii. 480/1 That
no Person, .use or practice Trincking, Stow-boating, Trawl-
ing, or Catching of Fish, or Bait, on the Lord's.Day.. upon
Forfeiture of 20J.

TrinkermanCtri-gkajmsen). PI. -men. Also
erron. 6-7 tynker-, 7-8 tin(c)kerman. See also

TiNKLERMAN. [f. TrINKER: cf. FI8HEKMAN.] A
man who fishes with a trink (see Trink sbA) ; the

title of a class of fishermen on the Thames.
1538 City 0/London Reeds. Jrnl. 14 If. iii (MS.) Fyrst yt

ys agreed that the Trynkermen shal begynne to occupye
thcyre occupacion at Saynt James day. 154a Lett. & Pap.

VOL.X.

Hen. VIIT, XVII. 15 Considerations why the trynker men
cannot save small brood and fry of fish. 1584 Tynkermen
[see trink-net, Trink sb.^ d]. 1615 (see Trinker-3^«/]. I'jza

Str\pf.Sto7v^s Sun\ (1754) L i. vil. 34/1 Whereas there are
a certain Company of Fishermen, called Trinkermen (or

Tynkermen) frequenting the River of Thames, eastward.
x868 in Windsor Express 22 Aug., The old fishermen—

' trinkermen * as they are termed— in the tidal way are
praying devoutly for a continuance of rain.

fTri-nkery, sb* or a. Obs. rare~^, [?f. Trinket
sb.^ Perh. error or misprint for trinketry or

trinkety.] ? Adornment; in quot. attrib. or adj.

Serving for adornment, ornamental.
igSj Stanyhuhst Janets iv. (Arb.) 09 As yet in her pinck-

ing not pranckt with trinckerye trlnckeis.

Trinket (tri'qket), sb.^ Also 6 tryn-, trin-

kett(e, 7 trinckett. [Origin uncertain ; has the

form of a diminutive in -et.

From the similarity of form, it has been suggested that

this is the same word as Trenket or irynket, a small knife,

spec, a shoemaker's knife. But to such a transition of sense

the general sense-history of the word from 1533 offers no
confirmation. Another suggestion, supported by other words
with trink- for trick-, is that this may be in some way
related to Trick sb. or v. ; cf. esp. Trick fA 6 b ; but here
also evidence is wanting, Godefroy has a single instance of
OF. iryncle, 1474, evidently denoting a piece of jewellery:

cf. sense 2.)

1 1. Any small article forming part of an outfit

;

usually pU the tools, implements, or tackle of an
occupation ; paraphernalia, accoutrements, * traps *.

a 1536 Cetlisto * Mel. Avj, I haue-.sene her trynkettes

For payntyng thynges inumerable Squalmys & balmys.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm^ 114 b, A conjuror .. had
all his trynkettes and furniture concerning suche matters
in a redinesse. 1573 Tusser Husb, (1878) 36 Husbandlie
furniture (in the stable]..A line to fetch litter, and halters

for hed, With crotchis and pinnes, to hang trinkets ther-

on. And stable fast chained, that nothing be gon. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 49 Cheese, fagots, poLs,

pannes, candles, and a thousand other trinkets besides.

Z598 Hakluvt Voy. I. 62 The poorer sort of common
souldiers haue euery man bis leather bag or sachell well

sowen together, wherin he packs vp all his trinkets. 1606

S. Gardiner Bk. Angling 48 Sundrie and many are the

trinkeu that belong to fishing. 1633 Drvden Juvenats
.Sa/. VI. 212 Pack up with all your Tnnkets.and away. 1787
W. Taylor Poems 67, I* se gie her..A rock an' reel, pot,

pan, an* wheel, An' mony mae usefu' trinkets.

tb. Applied to articles of food : A sweet, a dainty

trifle. Obs.

1587 IVills * Inv. N. C. (Surtecs) II. 158, xij lbs of
synnamount comffettcs 20/-. For bankctinges disshes, as

socatte and sewgar trinkettes^ 10/-. i8u Scott Nigel
xxiii, Let Tim send the ale . . with a bit of diet-loaf, or some
such trinket.

2. A small ornament or fancy article, usually an

article of jewellery for personal adornment.
a 1533 Ld. ^K.KtiK9%Gold. Bk. M. Aurel, Let. v. (1535) Ff ij,

But Iwold wyt . . what goodly trinkettes ye hope to were in

the straytnes of the Sepulchre. 1577 Harrison England ii.

vii. (1877) 1. 168 To receiue some other trinket newlie deuised

by the fickle headed tailors. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy.w. vii. 37 b, They were many chaines, tablets,

and other trynkets of gold. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland 89
The weight of the trinkets they [Lapp women] carry about
them doth commonly weigh twenty pound. 1711^ Gay Fan 1.

1 1 5 Each trinket that adorns the modern dame, \ irst to these

little artists ow*d its frame. X7J6 Swift Gulliver 11. iv.

Trinkets, ofwhich the girl was very fond, as children at her

age usually are. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 396
The tortoise-shell of which such a variety of beautiful

trinkets are made. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng^, iv. I. 473
Half as much as he proposed to expend in covering his wife

with trinkets. 1863 K.[NCLake Crimea (1876) I. i. 14 Down
to the giving of trinkets and ribbons, he was not forgetful

1 3. fig. Applied esp. to the decorations of wor-

ship, and to religious rites, ceremonies, beliefs, etc

which the speaker thinks vain or trivial. Obs.

1538 London in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden)

224, I have pullyd down the image of your lady, .with all

trynkettes abowt the same, as schrowdes, candels, images of

wexe, crowches, and brochys. 1549 Coverdalk, etc. Erasm.
Par. Cot i. 1 lewishnes and supersticious Philosopliie..

supersticiously also honouryng the Sunne, the Moone, and
starres, with suche other smal trinkettes of this worlde.

a 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1625) 50 Then they invented purga-

tory, masses, prayers for the dead, and then alt their Trinkets.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist 11. ii. 5 20 The Administration of

that Sacrament was not loaded with those Superstitious

Ceremonies . . of Crossing, Spittle, Oyl, Cream, Salt, and such
like Trinkets.

4. attrib. and Comb., ti% trinket-box, -casej -maker.

1809 Malkim Gil Bias ix. L (Rtldg.) 300 A goldsmith's

dauKhter ! exclaimed I. .Can you think of tying me up to

a trinket-maker ? i8a5 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Sutherl.

I. 142 Repeating the question about Grace's trinket-box.

1841 Mrs. Mozlev Lost Brooch II. xv. 109 The trinket case

was on the toilette table, and open. 1906 W. Churchill

Ld. R. Churchill 1 1 . xvi. 250 The place-hunters and trinket-

seekers who surrounded them.

tTri*nket,J'^.- Oi^J. Also 6 trankett. [Origin

j

and history obscure.

! App. a local word of Cheshire and Lancashire; possibly

a particular use of prcc. ; but according to Ray 1691 from

\fv\^\\ tranked. Owen Pugh ;i832; has this word as V?-a«c<r</

an earthen vessel or cup, such a cup with a handle, as is in

common use'; but no etymology of the word is known in

Welsh, and it may have been borrowed from a neighbour-

ing Eng. dialect.]

A small drinking vessel ; a cup, mug; a porrmger.

1541-a Will W. Davenport (Bramhall, nr. Stockport) in

Lane. ^ Chesh. ^F/V/f (Chetham Soc. 1857) 1. 80 In ykechen
. .xy pottcngers, xy salsersi xv trankettis, iij potthookis. x6bx

Gii.i. Logon. Angl. (ed. 2) 37 Trinkets, instrumenta doH-
ariorum quibus vinum ab uno vase exhauritur in aliud. 1691
Rav N. C. Words (E.D.S.), Counterfeits ami Trinkets,
porringers and saucers. Chesh. Ibid., 7W«>tf/, a porringer.
Chesh. from Welsh tranked. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crezv^
Trinkets, Porringers, c 1705 De Foe True Relat. Appar.
Mrs. Veal Wks. 1840 V. 348 I'll warrant you, this mad fellow
. . has broke all your trinkets. But, says Mrs. Bargrave, I'll

get something to drink (tea) in, for all that.

t Tri-nket, sb:-^ Obs. Also 6-7 -ette, trin-
quet, 7 trinchet, [Identical with (and prob. a.)

F. trinqttet (i5-i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) a fore-

mast, also its sail; in Cotgr. 161 1, * properly the

top or top-gallant on any mast
' ; in mod.F.

dictionaries * the foremast in a lateen-rigged vesser.

According to Hatz.-Darm., ad. It. irinchetio *a
small saile called a trinket * (Florio), * the fore-sail

*

(Baretti) ; = Sp. trinquete * the foremast, the fore

saile ' (Percival) ; Cat, triqucte^ Pg. traquete (Jal).

Cf. also F. irinquette (i5-i6th c), 'a triangular

sail, a kind of lateen sail* (Littre), a fore-stay sail,

a storm-jib; so Sp, trinquetilla. If the original

application was to a sail, the meaning may have
been a three-cornered sail, from L. triquetrus ; but

Jal takes the name as primarily designating a
mast. See Diez, Littr^, Jal.] A kind of sail

;

esp. the triangular sail before the mast, in a lateen-

rigged vessel.

In Holland's Livy it represents L. dolon, which Isidore

(xix. iil 3) defines as ' minimum velum et ad proram defixum '.

1555 Eden Decades 195 They..sayle with twoo sayles as
with the master sayle and thetrtnkette. 1596THOMAS Lat.
Diet. (1606), Dolo, a small saile in a ship called a Trinket.

1600 Holland Livy xxxvr. xliv. 943 b, Hee set up the
trinkets [L. dolones\ or small sailes, meaning to make way
into the deepe. 1648 Hexham Dutch Diet., Focke, ofte

Focke-zeyl, a small saile at the prow of a ship, called a
Trinket. 1658 Earl Monm. tr. Paruta's Wars Cyprus 63
That they might keep company, they used only the Trinchet.
Ibid, i^i The Turkish gallies sayled. . with their Trinchet-

sayl onely, very close together. 1697 Potter Anti^. Greece
III. xvi. (1715) 134 AdAwi', the Trinket, or small Sail in the
Fore-deck.

b. See quots., and cf. Cotgr. cited in etymology
above. (Perh. an error.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Trinquei . . is properljf the top or
top-sallant on any mast, the highest saile of a ship. So 1707
in G/ossoi^riiphia Anglicana Nova.

Trinket, sb."^ heal. [dim. of Trink ^^.3 : see

-ET.] A small or narrow channel or watercourse.
1880 Antrim J^ Dorvn Gloss., Trinket, a small artificial

water-course. 1888 H. C. Hart in N. ^ Q. 7th Ser. VI. 372/a
Trinket.. \s used about Dublin and also in the northern
counties, with the sense of * a little stream or watercourse by
the roadside *. loo* Blackiv. Mag. Sept. 362/1 A smack
drew through the fine mist in the Firth (of Forth], and sailing

up the trinket, landed Provost Trail on the east pier-head.

tTri-nket, v.^ Chiefly Sc Obs, Also 9
trinquet. [Origin unknown (unless connected

with Tbinket sb.'^ 3, or Trick sb. or v.). Cf. also

Trinkle 7/.3] intr. To have clandestine com-
munications or underhand dealingsw/M; to intrigue

with ; to act in an underhand way, prevaricate.

1647 [see triuketing \h\. sb. below]. 1651 Mr. Love'sCase

37 Was there any such Article, .by which he stood in Con-
science bound to trinket with the declared and professed

Enemies of the State? 1676 Fountainhall in M. P.

Brown Suppl. Diet. Decis. (1826) III. 67 If the witness be
found lying and trinketing in tbir, it vilifies and derogates

much from the weight and faith of his testimony, a 1734
North Exam. i. ii. § 63 (1740) 63 Had the Popish Lords..

not trtnketed with the Enemies of that [the Crown) and
themselves. xSzo Scott Ivanhoe xxxviii, Tampering and
trinketing with hellish cures. x8ax — Kenilw. xxxvi, A
woman, who trinkets and traffics with my worst foes I

Hence fTrl* nketer l, one who has underhand deal-

ings; a secret trafficker; an intriguer; fTri'nket-
ing" vbl. sb.y underhand dealing or trafficking.

1651 Mr. Love's Case ^o Mr. [Chr.] Love with the rest of

his fellow *Trinketers,divided their thou^htsand endeavors

between doing of mischief., and the keeping themselves out

of danger. x8ai Scott Kenilw. ix. If he becomes thus a
trinketer with Satan. X646 K. Batllie Lett, i Dec (1841)

II. 412 The King, all his lyfe, hes loved *trinkelting

naturally and is thought to be much in that action now
with all parties, 1647 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 149 Some
talk confidently of fresh trinketting with the Kin^. (Z1716

South Serm. (1717) VL 126 By theirTricks and Trinketting,

between Party and Party. i_8a7 Scorr Surg. Dau, i, To
abhor all trafficking or trinketing with Papists.

Tri'nket, v-^ rare. [f. Trinket sb.^l trans.

To deck out with trinkets.

1863 Sala Capt. Dangerous III. viii. 265 The Girls for

sale are apparelled in a sumptuous manner, bathed, per-

fumed, and trinketed out.

tTri'nketer^, Obs. [f.TRiNKETj^.i + -ERii.]

One who attaches importance to trinkets : in quots.

used contemptuously in reference to Romish re-

ligious observances, etc. : see Trinket sb.^ 3.

X583 Melbancke Philotimus C iij, These two deludinge
trinketters. X65C) Hevlin Certamen Epist. 321 Neither of

which (..necessity nor essentiallity) hath hitherto been
ascrilied to the Cross in Baptism, by any of the greatest

Trinketers in the Church of Rome.
So t Trl'ttketing" a. nonce-wd., having to do

with trinkets, toys, or trivial rites and ceremonies.
1679 Bp. Croft Let. Popish Idol. 23 Silly Women . . pleased

with Toys, which makes the weaker Sex much incline to

the trinketting Ceremonies of the Papists.

47



TRIITKETET.

Trinketry (tri-qketri). [f. Tbinkkt siA +
-BY, after /Vk'^/O'.] Trinkets collectively ; articles

of personal decoration or of ornament viewed as

trinkets or toys. Also y?f.
1810 SoUTHEV Kehanta xiii. xiii, Ear-drop, nor chain, nor

arm, nor ankle-ring, Nor trinketry on front, or neck, or breast.

1839-4° W. Irving Wol/ert's R. (1855) 205 In those da^s

there were no country stores in those parts, with their

artificial finery and trinketry, 189a Critic 33 Jan. 47/2

Plain, entirely accurate, not unmusical prose, unencumbered

with the trickery and trinketry required by verse. 1911

F. N. Streatfeild Remin. xiiL 147 A General, with much
trinketry on his manly bosom.

Tri-nkety, a. colloq. rare. [f. Trinket sb.^ -^

-Y.] Of the nature of a trinket or thing of little

importance ; trivial, paltry.

1817 Scott Lei. to Miss J. Baillie 36 Sept., in Lockhart

Life, A series of little trinketty sort of business, and occu-

pation, and idleness, have succeeded to each other.

fTrinkilo. Obs.rare. App. perversion ofTrinkbt

shy, simulating a Sp. or It. form.

1631 Brathwait Wkimzies,Char. Pcdter 13B It is a prety

thing to observe how hee carries his trinkilo's about him.

Trinking : see under Trinkeb.

Trinkle (tri-qk'l), v.'^ Sc. and dial. Also 5-6

tryiikel, 6 -kle ; ;3. 6 tringle, thringle. [app. a

nasalized modification of Trickle o.l]

1. intr. To trickle, to flow or fall drop by drop.

Alsoyff. Hence Tri-nkling ///. a.

14.. Chaucer's Somptu T. i56(Camb. MS. Gg. 4. 27) With
manye a tere trynkelynge \v.rr, trilling, triklyng] on myn
cheke. 1513 Douglas Aineis ix. v. 58 VVith teris trynkeland

our his chefcis and face, a x6oo Montcomerie Sonn. Iv. 10

My trinkling teirs, the presents I propyne. 1687 Macfar-
ijineCm^.Co//«A (S.H.S.) III. 145 Burns, .are seentrinkling

down the green Hills. 1794 Burns 'O Molly's meek' ^^
Her yellow hair.. Comes trinkling down her swan-white

neck. 1828 Criaten Gloss., Trinkle, to trickle. 1832 Mother-
WKLL Jeanie Morrison ix, Tears trinkled doun your cheek.

/5. 1S13 Douglas jEneis vi. xi. i.j The teris thringling

[ed. 1553 trigline] furth our his chekis ran. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 55B So mony teir come tringland fra

his ene.

2. trans. To cause to trickle ; to shed (tears).

a i6os MoNTGOMERiE Clurric ^ Sloe (revision) iv, Quhairon
Apollos parainouris Had trinklit mony a teir.

Hence Tri-nklo s6. Sc. = Trickle sb. 1.

1887 yamieson's Diet., Suppl., Trinkle, a drop, series of

drops, falling or fallen, as from a leaking vessel or a spout

:

a continuous dropping, or a slender thread of falling liquid

;

. . a trinkle of blood. 1905 in E7tg. Dial. Did.

Tri-nkle.z'.^ </««/. [Altered f. Tingle, Tinkle.]

1. intr. To tingle, thrill.

1644 R. Baillie Lett. 2 Apr. (Bann. CI.) II. 154 The maine
chance is in the North, for which our hearts are trinckling.

2. To tinkle, make a tinkling sound.
1817 Coleridge in Hone's Every.day Bk. II. 115 The

noises give an impulse to the icy trees, and the woods all

round the lake trinkle. 1892 Field 28 May 805/2 The
pilot, .watched her [a yacht] trinkling through the water.

f Xri'Ilkle,».3 Obs. Also 7 -okle, 8 -cle. [app.

orig. an alteration (erroneous or intentional) of

Trinket i/.l] intr. To treat secretly or in an
underhand way, intrigue {with) ; = Trinket v?-

1672 Marvell Rek. Transp. I. 310 Others.. have made it

their business to trinkle with the Members of Parliament,

for obstructing it. 1677 Sec. Packet Advices to Men of
Shaftesb, 28 No Temporal Lordships must look to thrive by
trinkling with them, unless they will truckle to *em too.

1683 Temple Metn. Wks. 1731 1. 394 They were suspected to

have trinkled at least with Holland about raising Seditions,

and perhaps Insurrections in England. 1688 \'o.r Cleripro

Rege To Rdr., Let her [the Church] then take heed how she

Irinckles with the Crown, and be afraid of bringing down
the Royal Thunder upon her own Head.

b. trans. ? To provoke, incite.

1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne III. 180 We have need to be
trinckled and tickled by some such niping incitation as this.

X70S Hickeringill Priest'cr. n. Wks. 1716 III. 91 Can you
blame them therefore, by all Arts, to trinkle^ a Popishly-

affected Prince.. or some silly well-meaning Bigot, to draw
his Weapon? Ibid. ill. 180 That such Wretches, .would

trincle the Tackers, and Priest-ridden Bigots, to endeavour
to exclude all other English-Men from their Liberties.

Tri'nklemeixt. Now dial. Also 6 trentill-,

trintlment. [Irregularly f. Trinket sb)- or OF.
tryncle trinket, jewel (1474 in Godef.).] Adorn-

ment; in //. 'trinkets, knick-knacks' (E.D.D.,

Lancash.).
1582-3 Wills ft Inv. N. C. (Surtees) II. 61 Trentillment

of houshold jo/- One siluer cupp 40/-. 1586 Ibid, 129
Wooden vessell.tubbes, and other trintlmentes of howsholde,
10/-. In the Seller. Tubbes, with other trintlmentes 10/-.

rtl675 LiGHTFOOT ReJH. (1700) 24s You see all the Trinkle-

ments of Popery, and the Pope and Friars hanging on.

? 1857 J. T. Staton B. Shuttle 8 (E.D.D.) Owd-fashunt, un
valuable trinklaments.

Trinklet (tri-qklet). rare. Also 6 trincklet.

[app. an alteration of Trinket rf.l, after diminu-

tives in -let ; cf. p'glel.'\

)• 1. ? A woman decked out with ' trinkets ' or

finery. Obs. rare~^.
c 1550 Pryde 9f Abuse Worn. 52 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 234

Oure trotte, our trotte, our lustye trotte, . . Is nowe become
a trickynge one. And a wanton trincklet agayne.

2. = Trinket sby 2, 3.

1897 J. Kensit in Westm. Gaz. is Jan. 7/3 His lordship

is now reintroducing the trinklets of Rome, by the wearing
of a mitre upon his head. 1898 Westm. Gaz, 29 Nov. 5/2 A
jewel robbery..thegreater part of the jewels and trinklets..

870

being taken. 1909 Nation 6 Mar. S62 Ornaments of show,

Trinklets and mirrors—these can go Outside.

Trinkum (tri-qkym). Now dial, or colloq.

Also 7 trinckam, trinkom, 8-9 -cum, 9 -krum.
[app. a humorous alteration of trinket, with latin-

ized ending.] A trinket.

1667 Cotton Scarron. iv. 125 Scarce had she thusdispos'd

her trinckums. When up the Stairs, behold the Queen comes.

1699 I. Dunton Life f, Err. (1818) II. xvii. 537 Good store

of holy water, .and of several other consecrated trinckams.

1774 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 224 Very fine ladies with very

fine incomes. Which they finely lay out on fine toys and
fine trincums. 1819 Scott Let. to J. Richardson 22 Aug., in

Lockhart, He had a world of trinkums to get, for you know
there goes as much to the man-millinery of a young officer

of hussars as to that of an heiress on her bridal day. 189a

Sarah Hewf.tt/Vcj. Sp. Devon. 136, 1 put a vew trinkrums

about a 'undered yers old in a smal box.

Also reduplicated, Tri-nkum-trankum (also

tringum-trangum, tringham trangham) slang

and dial. ; also attrib.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant, Crew, Triugum-Trangum, a
Whim, or Maggot. 1702 Steele Funeral 11. ii. Come, come,

this is not one of your Tringham Trangham witty things,

that your poor poets write. 1718 Motteux Quix. 1. 111. vi.

(1749) 154 Toralva.. comes after him bare-foot .. with a pil-

grim's staff in her hand, and a wallet at her back wherein.

.

she carry'd apiece of a looking-glass, .. a broken pot with

paint, and I don't know what other trinkums trankums to

prink herself up. 1821 Galt Ann. Parish xii, Trinkum-
trankum flowers and feathers. 1842 Blackw. Mag. LI. 23

Cheap gun shops, trinkum-trankum shops.

Trinootial: see Tri- i.

Trinodal (traiin^u-dal), a. [f. Tri- -l-L. nod-us

knot. Node + -At.; cf. L. trinodis.'] a. Having

three knots, rare—", b. Bol. Having three nodes

(Node sb. 2 b), as a stem. c. Geom, Having

three nodes (Node sb. 7), as a curve.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Trinodal. ., that hath three knots,

three-knotted. i8«6 Treas. Bot. 1172 Trinodal, having

three nodes only. 1873 Salmon Higher Plane Curves vi.

(1879) 255 The other will be a trinodal quartic.

So Trinode (trai-noud), Geom. a combination of

three nodes at one point of a curve ; Trino'dine a.

= trinodal a.

1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Fasti I. 612 Alcides grappled

him: and broke With club trinodine, ..The caitilTs head.

1891 Cent. Diet,, Trinode.

Trinoda neoessitas : see Trimoda n.

Trinomial (trainou'mial), a. and sb. [Formed
with Tri- after Binomial, q. v.]

A. adj. 1. Math. Consisting of three terms, as

an algebraical expression.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Trinomial-Root, in Mathe-
maticks, is a Root consisting of three parts connected

together by the Sign + ; as a -t^
/> -K;. See Binomial. 1743

Emerson Fluxions i. 83 The Fluents of the Trinomial or

compound Binomial Fluxions, c 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 483/2

The. .multiplier will be trinomial.

2. Nat. Hist. Consisting of three terms, the first

being that of the genus, the second that of the

species, the third that of the subspecies or variety,

instead of the two former only ; involving or

characterized by three terms, as a system of nomen-
clature. (Cf. Binomial A. 2.)

1865 Darwin Lett. (1903) 1. 474, I have sometimes . . specu-

lated on what nomenclature would come to, and concluded

that it would be trinomial. 1884 Nature 10 July 257/1
More than ten years ago . . Dr. Coues, in his ' Key to the North
American Birds *, first began to adopt the trinomial nomen.
clature which is now so generally accepted by American
ornithologists.

B. sb. 1. Math. An expression consisting of

three terms connected by + or —

.

1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 294 If three Quantities be con-

joyned, and but three, they are sometime called Trinomials.

1706 W. Jones Syn. Palmar. Mnthescos 171 To raise any
Trinomial . .to any given Power, c 1865 Cire. Sc. I. 473/1

The square of a binomial consists of three terms ; that is, it

is a trinomial.

2. Mil. Hist, The name of a subspecies or variety

when composed of three terms (the names of the

genus, S]3ecies, and subspecies or variety).

1884 Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. 19 Mar. 166 According
to recent lists all names are to be trinomials, either through
duplication or addition.

Hence Trino-mialism, the trinomial system of

nomenclature, or the use of trinomial names (see

A. 2) ; Trlno'inlalist, one who uses or advocates

this system ; Trinomia-lity, the quality or char-

acter of being trinomial ; Trino-mially adv., in a

trinomial manner ; by the use of trinomial names.
1884 Academy 5 July i3/3_ Dr. Coues. .showed how useful

' *triiiomialism ' was in describing species which over the vast

extent of North America varied to an extent hardly realised

in the Old World. 1898 Nature 30 June 196/2 Mr. lilanford

has not yet brought himself to accept the principle of tri-

nomialism for birds. 1884 Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.

19 Mar. 168 Some •trinomialists discl.iim responsibility for

the repetition or duplication. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Tri-

nomiality. 1884 Nature 10 July 257/2 There has been, .a

consensus of opinion . . that they [the Yellow Wagtails)

ouaht to be treated *trinomially.

TrinOminal (trainj^minal), a, rare, [f. Tri-

-I- L. nomimlis Nominal.] Having three names
;

in Nat. Hist. = Trinomial A. 2.

1674 Blount Glossogr., Triuominal {trinominalis), that

hath three names. 1691 W. Nicholls .4>«7t/. Naked Gospel

TRIOBOL.

00 No farther distant from Socinianism, than a Trinomlnal
Deity is different from him that is personally one, without
such nominal Distinction, x88a Ogilvie (Annandale), Tri'
nominal^ a., same as Trinomial.

t Tri'liomy ^- Math. Obs.rare. [formed with

Tri- after Binomy.] = Trinomial B. i.

1571 DiGGES Pantom. iv. xxi. Cc iij b, By reduction of the
former Trinomye to a Binomye.

Trinomy^ (tri-nomi). rare. [f, TRI- + Gr.

-vofjLia, -NOMY.] A threefold law, rule, or arrange-

ment.
1838 Fraser^s Mag. XVIII. 556 Its greatest pivoj consists

in the fundamental trinomy of understanding, discerning,

and contempering.

Trinquet, var. Trinket j^.3 and v^ Obs.

Trinsch, obs. Sc. form of Trench.
Trintch, Trinte, obs. ff. Trench, Trinity.
Trintle, Sc. and dial, variant of Trindle.
Trintlment, obs. form of Trinklement.
Trinucleate : see Tri- i.

Trinu'lldilie. I^om. Antiq. rare~^. [ad. L.

trinufidin-uSj f. Tri- + nundina : see Nundine.]
A period including three successive nundines, i. e.

seventeen days.

1891 Farbar Darkn. ff Dawn xix, Onesimus was doomed
to the scourge, as well as to a trinundine of solitude on
bread and water.

tTrinu-ne, trin-xine, a. Obs. Also 7

trine une, triniune. [f. L. trin-us (or its pi.

trim) three each, Trine + iinus one.] Three in

one: = Triune. So + Trinn-ned ///. a., com-
bined as three in one

; f Trinn'nioii, + Tzinu*-
nionhood, t Trinu'nlty (also triniunity), stale

of being triune, trinity in unity.

xfiao T. Granger Div. Logikeji That we are bound to

worship the *trin-vne God with faith. x68x
J.

Scott Chr.
Life I, (1684) 10 The Mysterious Trin-un-Divinity. x6io
W. FoLKiNCHAM Art of Surrey i. iii. 5 Opall Paderas,

with their "Trineuned luster. 1603 J. T>k\\vs, Microcosmot
207 But that same onely-wise "Trin-vnion Workes Miracles,

wherein all wonder lies. i6ia — Mitse's Sncr. (Grosart)

32/2 Who (were it possible) art more compleate in Good-
nesse, then thine owne 'Trin-vnionhood ! 1650 F. Chevnf.ll
(//V/^)The Divine *Trinunity of the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. 1673 Milton True Relig. 7 As forterms of Trinity,

Triniunity, Coessentiality, Tripersonality, and the like, they
reject them as Scholastic Notions, not 10 be found in Scrip.

tare. 1694 R. Burthogge Reason ^ Nat. Spirits 279 He
makes the same application of it to the Divine Trin-unity

that Laurentius Valla doth.

Trio (tr/'i?, Xx^vo). [a. F. trio {a 1600 in Hatz.-

Darm., according to whom) a. It. trio^ f. tre three,

'formed in imitation oi dtio\'\

1. Mus. A composition for three voices or instru-

ments ; also, a company of three performers singing

or playing such a composition.

1714 Short Explic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bks., Tria, or

Trio, Musick in Three Parts is so called, either for Voices
or Instruments, or both together. 1727-41 Chambers Cyd.,
TriOt in music; a part of a concert wherein three persons

sing ; or more properly a musical composition consisting of

three parts. 1775 Mme. D'Arblav Early Diary (1889) II.

134 It seemed to be a sort of trio between an old woman, a
young woman, and a young man. 1824 Bvron yuan xvi.

xlv, Oh ! the long evenings of duets and trios 1 1885 ' Mrs.
Alexander ' At Bay iii. Mademoiselle Antoinette and Klsie,

assisted by the singing-master, were performing a trio.

b. Name for a second or subordinate division of

a minuet or other dance movement, or of a scherzo

or march ; commonly in a different key and style

from the main division, which is repeated after it.

Supposed to be so called because originally written for

three instruments or in three parts.

1840 Encyd. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 387/1 The term trio is

also applied to a movement in Jth time, which often follows

the minuet in a piece of instrumental music. 1889 F.

CoRDER in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 172/2 How the second
minuet acquired the name of Trio is not guite clear. Bach
only calls it so in the few instances in which it is written in

three parts—as opposed to the minuet in two. Ibid, ip/'i

By the time of Haydn the term Trio is firmly established,

and even in his earliest works.. there arc two minuets, each
with a trio.

2. A group or set of three : a. of persons.

[1763 Mrs. IJrookk Lady y. A/andeville (iBto) 55 Fore-

seeing we should be a very awkward party to-day d trio, I

sent.. to ask three or four very agreeable girls.. to come
and ramble all day with us in the woods.] 1789 H. Walpolk
Let. to Mrs. //. More 22 Apr., The lady flowers and their

lovers enter in pairs or trios. 1836 W. Irving Astoria xliv.

III. 38 The trio of Kentucky hunters, Robinson, Rezner,

and HoKick. 1904 Vemey Mew. II. 59 Chatting with this

trio of charming cousins.

b. of things or animals; in quot. 1777 a stanza

of three lines ; in Cricket, three runs.

1777 tr. Chestcrjields Lett. 1. xxxv. Misc. Wks. II. no,
1 will tell you very frankly, I could as soon get off fifty

thousand of his trios as fifty. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II.

xiii. 132 [Walrus] surging in loving irios from crack to crack.

1873 Earle Philot. Eng. Tongtie (ed. 2) § 109 The general

adoption of this trio of vowel-sounds as the basis of phono-

logy. x88a Daily Tel. 24 June, At 237 Studd resumed in

place of Ramsny, but was almost at once driven by Giffen

for a trio.

c. Cards. At piquet, a combination of three

aces, kings, queens, or knaves in one hand.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Triobol (,tr.ii-i?b^l, trsii^u'b^l). Also in L. form

triobolus. [ad. Or. rpiw&oKoy, f. rpc-, Tbi- +



TBIOBOLAB.

60o\ut Obol.] An ancient Greek coin of the

value of three obols, or half a drachma.
(1693 tr. Blaitcarifs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Trioboloit, half a

Dram.J 1837 Wheelwright tr. ArisUfth. II. 100 She bates
her tongue for my triobolus. 1842 Smith's Diet. Crk. ^
Kom, Antiq. s. v. Drachtna^ Specimens of the tetrobolus,
triobolus, diobolus. .are stil! found. 1887 B. V. Head Hist,
Nwnorum 316 Tetradrachms, Drachms, and Triobois.

tTriO'bolar, a. Obs. Also 6-7 triobular.

[ad. mcd.L. triobular-is (Du Csnge) , f. L. triobol-us

:

see prec. and -ar.] lit. Worth three obols ; in use

alwaysyf^f., of little or no worth, vile, paltry, mean,
contemptible. (Cf. twopenny-halfpenny^
1585 T. Washington tr. Nichclay s Voy. Ep. Ded.,

Common men, (I meane not triobular mates) men I say, of
base descent and linage. 1593 Abp. Bancroft Daun^,
Posit. II. iii. 48 Railing pamphlets ; many of them but tri-

obolar chartals. 1647 MAVNE.S"fr;«. agst. False Proph, 11

It may pass currant amongst the Balladmongers for a tri-

obolar Ballad.

Also + Trio'bolary (also -ulary) a. in same sense.

1644 Featlev Lcvites Seonrge 7 Libelled in all the
triobulary pasqutls printed the first and second weeke of
October. 1653 Gauden Hierasp. 504 There are many such
whining people, penurious protestants, triobolary Christians.

1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser, ft Com. 48 Seeing their

Qualities ridicul'd by every Triobolary Poet.

Tri-octahedral, -oovilar: see Tri- 3 b, i.

Trioctile (tr3i,(>-ktil, -tail). Astral, [f. TBI- +
L. oeto eiglit, after qtiartile, sextile.^ An aspect of

two planets distant from each other three-eighths

of the whole circle, i.e. 135 degrees; the sesqui-

quadrate.
1737-41 Chambers Cyct. s. v. Asptet, To the five ancient

aspects, the modern writers have added several more ; as
decile, containing the tenth part of a circle i tridecile, .

.

biquintilc,..semisextlle,. .quincunx .., to the astrological
physicians we owe octile, containing one eighth; and
trioctile, containing three eighths. 1795 Hutton Math*
Diet., Trioetiltt. .vihich some call the sesquiqvadnuu.

Triod (tr3i"(«l). Zool. [ad. Gr. rpioSoi a place

where three ways meet, f. t/h-, Tri- + 080s way.]

Name for a simple triradiate sponge-spicnle, con-

sisting of three rays inclined at angles of I30°.

1887 S<jLi.AS in Fruyci. Brit. XXII. 416/2 Fig. ia..f,

triod (tri.ixon tri.ictine).

Triodontoid (,trai|Od(>"Dtoid), a. {sb.') Ichtk.

[f. mod.L. Triodon, -ont- (f. Gr. rpi-, TBI- +
iioif tooth ; so called from the divided upper jaw
and undivided lower jaw, suggesting three teeth)

+ -oiD.] Resembling or allied to the genns
Triodon of plectognath fishes, b. sb. A fish of this

genus or family. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

II TrioBcia (trsi, rjla). Bot. [mod.L. (Linnaeus),

t. Gr. rpi-, Tri- + or«o» house: cf. Ditzcu,
Mo.NCKCiA.] The third order in the Linnsean class

Polygamia, comprising plants having male, female,

and hermaphrodite flowers on different individuals.

Hence TrlODOlona (-<'J'3s) a., Txl|Oi'ooas a., be-
longing to this order, or having the flowers thus

distributed (whence TxloBdonsly adv.^ ; TrlOB-
elsm (-I'siz'm), tricecious character or condition.
1760 J. l.EE Introd. Bot. II. xxvi. (1765) 138 'Trioeeia,

compretiending such Plants as have the Polygamy on three
distinct Plants, i860 Mavne Expos. Lex., TritxciuSy Bot.
. . *tricecious. 1866 Treas. Bot., Tricecious^ Trioicus, having
male flowers on one individual, female on another, and
hermaphrodite on a third. 1891 Cent. Dict.^ *Trioeciously
. . "Trioicous.

Triole (traiwl, trf-^l). Mtu, rare. [dim. of

Tkkj : cf. F. triolet Triolet.] = Triplet 2 c.

1880 S. Lanier Sc, Eng. Verse iii. (1909) 116 In the first

bar a process exactly reversing that., described for the ttiole

is used with singular effect, A triole ^^ «.. indicates

that the three notes ^\ are Co be played in the time of

two u'si but we may reverse this and indicate that two

^'s are to occupy the time of three ^'s.

Triolein (trai|Jii'l«|in). Chem. [f. Tki- 5 +
Olein.] One of the glycerides of oleic acid, or

oleates of glyceryl : see quota.

«*S> Q. "JmL Chem. Soc. VII. 282 Berthelot .. prepared
..Triolein.. .It is identical with natural olein. i8(^ Watts
Diet. Chem. IV. 195 Triolein is liquid at 100°. In contact
with the air it gradually turns acid. 1873— Fownes' Clum.
(ed. 1 1) 626 Oleic acid forms^ three glycerides, viz. mono.
lein..; diolein..; and triolein (C5H5)(Ci8H3302)3, which
are produced by beating oleic acid and glycerin together.

Triolet {trsi^ylet, trf-). [a. F. triolet (1538 in

Godef., used in senses i and 3), dim. of trio ; but
see Hatz.-Darm for a different origin.]

1. Verse. A stanza of eight lines, constrticted on
two rimes, in which the first line is repeated as the
fourth and seventh, and the second as the eighth.
i6st P. Carev {titled Trivial Poems, and Triolets. Writ-

ten in obedience to Mrs. Tomkin's commands, 1836 F.
Mahony Father Prout (i860) 208 To his fostering care the
poetry of France isindebted for. . the triolet. 1878 Dowden
Stud, Lit. 394 This writer excels in .sonnets, and that in
triolets. x88o F. Hueffer in Macm. Mag. Nov. ^51 Such
a poem as the following triolet, by Mr. Robert Bridges, is

perfect of its kind, ' When first we met we did not guess'
(etcj.

+ 2. Cards. Term for one-third of the stakes at

the game of Beast. Obs.

371

1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester xxiv. (ed. 2) 108 He that
hath three of any sort, that is, three fours, three fives, three
sixes, and so forth, takes up the Triolet,

1)3. Miis. = Triplet 2 c. far^-". (Properly Fr,)
1888 in Cassctrs Encycl. Diet.

Triology(tr3i|p-16d3i), [f. Tri- + -ology. (Not
on Greek analogies.)]

1. =^ Trilogy.
1837 For. Q. Rev. XIX. 447 Three tragedies thus formed

together a_ Triology. 18^ Wesim. Gaz. 14 Apr. 3^1
Mr. Meredith's ' Napoleon ', the second instalment of his
triology on France, . . appears in the current number of
Cosmopolis. iqoo Dundee Advertiser ig Nov. 2 Mr. Fenton
treats t he Epistles to the Romans, Corinthians, and Hebrews
as a ' Triology ' designed to show ' the Christian Faith in its

Intellectual, Social, and Spiritual aspects'.

2. A doctrine or system of three or a triad.

1894 Thinker V. 346 The monotheistic idea of All- Father
soon gave place to that of a triology.

Trional (trsi'onsel). Pharm. [f. Tri- 5 + end-
ing of Sulph)onal, because it contains three

ethyl groups.] Trade-name of the synthetic nar-

cotic drug diethylsnlphonemethylethylmethane,

CH3(C2H5)C(SOjCjH,;)2, resembling sulphonal.
1889 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LVI. 1233 Trional.. crystallises in

lustrous tables, melts at 76°, and dissolves in 320 parts of
cold water. 1896 AltbutVs Syst. Med. I. 225 By the sub-
stitution in Sulphonal of a molecule of ethyl (CsHs) for a
molecule of methyl, trional is formed. 1913 Thorpe Diet.
App. Chem. (ed. 2) V. 530 Trional . . is employed in medicine
for the same purpose as sulphonal and tetronal.

II TrioneS (tr3i|<;iin/z), sb. pi. Also 7 in angli-

cized form trions, [L. triones ploughing-oxen,
also as here,] A name for the seven principal stars

in Ursa Major, also called Charles's IVain.

*S94 Greene & Lodge Looking Glass G.'s Wks. (Rtldg.)

134/1 The fair Triones with their glimmering light Smil'd
at the foot of clear Bootes* wain. 1615 Crooke Body of
Man 340 There are seauen wonders of the world, ..seauen
greater and lesser Triones in heauen. 1654 Vilvain Epit.
Ess, VI. 51 The Heav'ns sevn Trions show, 1795 Hutton
Math. Diet., rno»^i, .. Charles's Wain.

Trionychoid (tr9i|(;-nikoid), a. {sb.') Zoof.

[ad. mocLL, Trionychoidea, neut. pi,, f, Trionyx,
generic name : see -did.] Belonging to the sub-

order Trionychoidea of Chelonia, typified by the

genus Trionyx of soft-shelled turtles, b. sb. A
turtle of this suborder.
1886 GUnther in Encycl. Brit. XX. 469/t A distinct Tri-

onycoidgenus. 1889 Nicholson & Lydekker Palxont. II.

liii. 1117 The marked resemblance of the palate and the
general aspect of the Trionychoid skull to that of existing

Pleurodira-

Trionym (trai'taim). [f, Gr, rpiiiwu-os having
three names, f. rpi-, Tri- + oyofta name.] A name
consisting of three terms; a trinomial name in

botany or zoology; = Trinomial B, 2, So
Trlonymal (troi|(>-nimaI) a. — Tbinohial A, 3,

Trinominal,
1656 Blount Gtossogr., Trionimal.., that hath three

names. [169X Tomlinson in Ray iV. C, Words s. v. Brock,
The animal is trionymus, badger, brock, or gray.\ 1884
CoUES in Auk Oct. 321 Trionym, an onym consisting of
three terms. 1884 J. A. Allen ibid. 352 Even a trinomial (or

trionymal) system . . fails to meet the requirements ofthe case.

Trionyx (irsi" luniks, tr3i|tfu-niks), Zool, [mod,
L, trionyx, I. Gr. t/m-, Tri- + ovuf nail ; cf, Gr,

Tpiitvvx-oi having three nails.] Name of a genus of

chelonian reptiles, so called because only three of

the five toes have nails. There are several species,

including T. triunguis, sinensis,ferox, the Nilotic,

Chinese, and American Trionyx,

183s KiRBV Half.
«J.

Inst. Anim. II. xxii. 433 The Trionyx,
also, a kind of tortoise, devours them [the young crocodiles]

as soon as hatched. 1878 Bell Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat.
427 These are wanting in Trionyx. 1896 List Anim. Zool.

Soc. 570 Trionyx muticus. Unarmed Trionyx ; Hah. North
America.

Trloperoulate to Triovulate : see Tri- 1,4 b.

Trior, tricur : see Trier,

Triose (traivos), Chem. [f, TBI- 5 + -03E 2,]

a. Group name of the sngars containing three

atoms of carbon, CjHjOj ; the two possible cases

are aldotriose, CH,OII ,CHOH . CHO, and keto-

triose, CH,OH ,CO. CH,OH. b. It has also

been used as a group name and as a termination

for the trisaccharides, i, e. those sugars which break

up on hydrolysis into three simple sugars,

1894 MuiR & MoRLEY Wntts' Diet. Chtm. IV. 531 [Sugars]

are designated according to the number of carDon atoms
they contain : thus, pentose containing Cs , . . Triose CaHeOa,
glycerose. 1894 M'Gowan Bernthseris Org. Clum. (ed. 2)

317 Sugars of the above (cane sugar) group are termed
' Jtioses ', e. g. milk sugar is lacto.biose. Similarly raffinose

is a ' -triose , Mele-triose. 1895 Athenxum 26 Jan, 12^/t

(A paper) ' Presence of a Triose in Starch Transformation

Products ' [w.xs read). ^

Trioxide (troi|(7ks3id), Chem. [f. Tri- s +
Oxide.] A compound of three atoms of oxygen

with an element or radical ; e, g. sulphur trioxide,

SO, ; nitrogen trioxide, NjOj

.

1868 FowNES F.lem. Chem. (ed. 10) 134 A series of oxides

containing quantities of oxygen in the proportion of the

numbers i, 2, 3, united with a constant quantity of another

element, are distinguished as monoxide, dioxide, and tri-

oxide respectively. 191 1 Roscoe & Schorlemmek Treat,

TRIP.

Chem, (ed. 1) I. 723 Boron Trioxide, B203,..is obtained
when boron burns in the air, or in oxygen.
Trioxy- (trai|(;-ksi). Chem, [f, Tri- 5 +

Oxv-i'.] A formative denoting the presence of
three atoms of oxygen in a compound ; most
commonly used as a substitute for trihydroxy-,
denoting that three hydroxyl groups, OH, have
replaced three hydrogen atoms in the compound
designated by the rest of the name.
Thus pyrogallol. CoHalOH),, is one of the three trioxy-

benzenes, being derived from benzene, CoHe, by the re-
placement of three hydrogen atoms by three OH groups,
1863 Fowncs' Chem. (ed. 9) 494 Trioxethylenamine.

1880 Miller Elem, Client. III. 552 Trioxynaphthiilene

:

CipH5(OH)3, is formed in a similar manner. 1900 Smith
Richters Org, Chem, (ed. 3) II. 230 Trioxybenzoic acids,
(HO)3CgH2C02H . Three of the six possible isomerides
are known.

Trip (trip), sb,^ Also 5 tryp, 5-7 trippe,
6 tryppe, 7-8 tripp. [f. Trip z;.]

(The order of the senses here is not chronological,

but follows that of the verb.)

I. 1, The action or an act of tripping or moving
lightly and quickly ; a light lively movement of

the feet ; tripping gait or tread ; the sound of this.

i€oo in Bodenham Eng. Helicon O iij, More fine in trip,

then foote of running Roe. 1694 Dryden Lcrve Triumph,
IV. i. Yonder comes Dalinda ; I know her by her trip. X747
R. Forbes Z^o« in Mourfiing (1BQ5) I. 117 Some.. used to

take a dance in the cabin . . they could not prevail with her to

take a trip. X814 Scott Wav, xxxvii. He sometimes could
distinctly hear the trip of a light female step. 187X B. Tay-
lor Faust (1875) I. xxii. 200 How each his legs in nimble
trip. Lifts up and makes a clearance.

•f b, spec, A kind of step in dancing, Obs,

1599 B. JoNsoN Cynthia's Rev. 11. iv. Both the swimme
and the trip are properly mine, euery body will aifirme it,

that has any iudgement in dancing.

+ 0, yf^,app. Astep^tJjfarrfjaccomplishingsome-

thing. Obs. rare.
1683 BuNVAN Holy War6 The King. .takes them in the

very nick and first tripp that they made towards their

design, convicts them of the treason [etc.].

2, fig. In the trip of a minute, in the movement
or passage of a minute, in a minute's space.

I7»8 Vanbr. & CiB. Prov. Husb. iv. i. 59 They'll whip it

up, in the Trip of a Minute. 1899 Literature^ 25 Nov.
515/1 Mr. Zangwill's [prologue] has caught the ' trip ' of the

old fashioned prologue.

3. A short voyage or journey; a 'run'. Ap-
parently originally a sailor's term, but very soon

extended to a journey on land. a. A short voyage

or run of a ship, between two points, or to a point

and back again ; each of a series of short runs

made by a ship or boat ; hence also, a short voyage

in a ship.

1691 T. Y\\i..i.^\ Ace. New Invent. i2[A vessel pronounced]
not to be fit for her being adventured to Sea.. for more
than a small tripp. Ibid, i^ Making a Tripp for England.
X743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 106 After three or

four Trips return'd, and anchor'd where we came from.

X754 Richardson Grandison IV. Ivi, It will be what
mariners call a trip to England. X7«9 Cook Voy. round
World n. i. (1773) 293 The little boat was obliged to make
three trips before we could all get over to the rest of the

party, 1773 Life N, Frowde 81 We were one Voyage to

Dantzic and Hamburgh, another to Copenhagen and Stock-

holm, . . During all these Trips, my Polly and I wrote to each

other. x8s» Mrs. Stowe Uncle TomsC, xxxi. The good
steamer Pirate, which lay at the levee, ready for a trip up
the Red River. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk,, Trip, an
outward bound passage or short voyage, particularly in the

coasting trade. X879 Froude_ Caesar xvL 270 Two trips

were required to transport the increased numbers.

b, A short journey or run on land ; esp. each of a

series of journeys or runs over a particular route,

(The meaning in quot. c 1440 is doubtful.)

[^1440 York Myst. xviii. 133 An aungelL.bad me flee

Withhym and Jje On-to Egipte. And sertis I dred me soie

To m.ike my smale trippe.) X699 Damimer Voy. II. iii. yiil.

94, I pass'd the Isthmus twice, and was 23 days in the liist

Trip that I made over it. X706 E. Ward Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 53 If ever he make a Trip by Land, it's a

Wonder. x8s6 Kane Arct. Expl, II. xvi. 169 'I'he food

I could bring from the vessel by occasional trips with my

. .is paid by ' trip , and anxious to get his trips done.

C. A short journey (by sea or land) for pleasure

or health, an excursion (more iaWy pleasure trip);

in later use often a|)plied to such a journey what-

ever its length. Also applied to a passage by rail

provided at a fare lower than the usual ; a cheap

trip, an excursion ; occas. short for ' party of

trippers ' or ' trip-train ',

This arose imperceptibly out of a or b, and it is not easy

to fix its first use.

<;i749 Lady Luxborough Letb. to Shenstone (1775) '59 '
you would take a trip to this little Retreat at this melancholy

season. X774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (iTib^ I. 152 A passage

over the Alps, or a journey across the Pyrenees, appear

pretty trips or excursions, in the comparison. x8xa Religion-

ism 25 Lectureship Will meet th'expences of a country trip.

x86l Thornbury Turner (lib-i) I. 18 Later trips to Margate

made him love Kent and the sea. x88o Sat. Rev. 2 Oct. .)2}/b

On inquiring . . what it all means, he is told that ' a trip is 111

IVom some large manufacturing town, and his peace is gone,

for that day at least. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 29 Aug. 14/1

[They] hurry off on flying trips to Kerry or Connemara.
47-2



TRIP.

+ d. An account or description of a joarney. Obs,

X711 Swift Lett. Eng. Tongue Wks. 1755 II. 1. 189 Those
monstrous productions, which under the name of trips,

spies, amusements, and other conceited appellations, have
over-run us for some years past.

e. Each run or voyage of a fishing vessel ; also

{U.S.) the catch or take of fish during a single

run ; the proceeds of a trip in fish. 1891 in Ceftt. Diet.

£ Alining. A train of cars run in and out of a

mine as a single unit. 1909 in Cent, Diet, Suppl.

4. Naui. A single board or reach in lacking ; a

tack. Also transf. a run on land.

1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. ^ Com. 34, 1 Tack'd about,

and made a Trip over Moor-fields. 1768 Constit, Heater-

men's Co. Ixi, If any Tilt-Boat-Master .. shall .. turn to

Windward in any of the said Boats except one Trip in each
particular Reach. i7aaCAPT.0GLEin/.c«(/. G(W. No. 6091/3
The wind took me a-head and I made two Trips. 1867
Smyth Saiior's IVord-bk.^ Trip..aXso denotes a single board
in plying to windward.

IL o. * A stroke or catch by which the wrestler

supplants his antagonist* (J.) ; a sudden catching

of a person's foot with one's own so as to cause

him to lose his balance and stumble or fall.

i4xs-ao LvDG. Chron. Troy i\. 1867 Sodeynly to make
hym doun to falle, And with a trip, ^rowe hym on t>e bake,

I5y> Palsgr. 283/1 Tryppe in wrastlyng, crochet^ jamhct.
ihui. 762/2, I gyve one a tryppe, or caste my foote byfore
hym to gyve hym a fall. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 776
The Groom, .stript for Wrestling, smears his Limbs with
Oyl, And watches with a Trip his Foe to foil. 1760-72 H.
Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1809) III. 20 [He] gave a slight trip

to his . - assailant, who instantly fell. 1835 Scorr Betrothed
xxxii, I knew the old De Lacy's back-trip as well as thou.

b. fig.
CX430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 75 Til deej? l?ee caste with a

trippe of dissaite. x6ox Shaks. Twel. N. v. i. 170 Or will

not else thy craft so quickely grow, That thine owne trip

shall be thine ouerthrow? i66o Winstanlkv Eng. Worth.
Pref. 3 The trips that Writers cunningly give one another.
1884SHARMAN Hist. S%vearing\\\. 39 Socrates, .held at ajust
appreciation the trips and saities of Athenian manhood.

C. In coursing: see quots.

1856 'Stonehenge' Brit, Sports (ed. 2) i. iii, viii. § 2 A
Trip or Jerk occurs when a dog in attempting to kill his

hare, lays hold of her but loses her again j these score half-

a-pomt. 1890 A. R, Starr in Upland Shooting 466 The
trip is an unsuccessful effort to hold a rabbitj although
the greyhound may touch him, or even tumble him.

6. A stumble or mis-step caused by striking one*s

foot against an object so as to lose one*s equi-

librium, f To hang on the trip^ to hang on the

point of falling or toppling over [pbs^,
i68x Cotton JVond. Peak (ed. 4) 42 Jutting Stones that,

by the Earth left bare. Hang on the trip, suspended in the
air. 1687 A. LovELi- tr. Tkevenot's Trav. iii. 45 Elephants
. . are the surest footed of all Beasts of Carriage, . . it is very
rare to see them make a^ trip. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 231

F 2 The poor Animal being now almost tired, made a second
Trip. 1846 y, Baxters Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) 1. 419
If the [horse's] toe dig into the ground before the foot is

firmly placed, a trifle will cause a trip and a fall. 1884
Martineau in Mem. Anna Sivawivick Iii, (1903) 147 A
bruise which I got through a trip-up and fall upon some
rough rocks.

\i.fig. Cf. TRiPZf. 8 b, c.

1584 LvLY Campaspe i. ii. It is a signe by the trip of your
tongue, .that you haue done that to day, which I naue not
done these three dayes. (Psyilus) What is that? {Manes)
Dined. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.^ Hen, IV \% The Pulse
of Nature neuer glues one trip.

c. Mil. A contrivance for tripping an enemy.
x^^Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. xi. 14/2 Trip for Checking

Infantry and Cavalry.. formed by laying the bands singly
on the ground three or four feet apart, edge-wise and
buttoned.

7. A mistake, blunder; a fault; a slip, lapse;

a false step ; a slip of the tongue, f To take or

have in a trip (also "^to take trip)^ to catch
tripping, to detect in an error {obs.).

(In some cases take in a trip seems to have been mis-
understood to mean 'take in a trap'.)

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark x. 63 Y^ other desired
more to take him in a trip, then to be healed : to proue him,
rather then tolearne. 1551 Robinson tr. More's [/top. i.ii8<^5)

91 [To] fynde some hole o^n to set a snare in, wherewith
to take the contrarie parte in a trippe. 1579 Fulke Refut.
Rastel 725 He is taken tardie in his owne trip. 1594 J.
Dickenson Arisbas (1878) 69 Thus fell Loue into a trip:

Thus she galde him with a quip. 1604 N. X).3rd Pt. Three
Convers. Eng 214 Sutcliffe, being taken trip by E. O. ..

beateth htmselfe vp and downe pittifuUy. 1638 Milton
Vacation Exerc. 3 And mad'st imperfect words with
childish tripps, Half unpronounc't, slide through my infant*

lipps. 1773 J. Berkidge Wks, (1864) 130 A trip in one
point would have spoiled all. X84X 6p. Wilberforce in
Croker Papers (1884) 23 July, An occasional trip in the
performance was what threw you out.

III. S. Mech. A contrivance that trips (see

Trip ». 14) ; a projecting part of some mechanism
which comes into momentary contact with another
part so as to catise or check some movement. (Cf.

Trip-hammer.)
X906 Westm. Gaz. 6 Mar. lo/i To protect trains in foggy

weather, when the arms and lights of signals are obscured,
the automatic train-stop has been installed. . .A little arm is

raised to a vertical t>ositton and strikes a trip on the front
motor-car of the passing train. By this operation current is

cut off. 1907 Daily Chron. 8 Aug. 2/3 In dismounting the
pedal is again held against the trip, and by it the rider
swings himself comfortably out of the saddle to drop on his

foot as the cycle is still moving along.
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IV. 9. attrib. and Comb, (in some cases perh.

from the vb.-stem) ; in sense 3, as trip-card^

-committee^ -fund^ -mileage, -taking ; in sense 8,

describing an appliance for catching, releasing, or

actuating some part, or a machine operated by

such a device, as trip-coil^ -cord, -ciU-offj -die^

•lever, -motion ^ -piece., -pin., -wagon, -wheel; also

trip-catch, a catch which holds the trip or re-

leasing device until it is tripped; f trip-coat, ?a

turn-coat ; trip-dial, in a cyclometer, a dial on

which the mileage of each trip is registered ; trip-

engine, a steam-engine having a trip valve-gear

{Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909) ; trip-gear, short for trip

valve-gear {Cent. Diet, 1891); trip-hook, some

instrument of torture (perh. an error ;_
cf. Gadgb

sb.) ; trip-line, in Lufnbering, a light line attached

to the dog-hook, or to a cable, by which these are

recovered or returned ; trip money : see quot.

;

trip-rate, the rate of payment by the trip : see trip-

system ; trip-shaft: see quot. ; trip-sill: see quot.;

trip-slip, a strip of paper in which a car con-

ductor registers the number of fares taken on each

trip {U.S,) ; trip system, a system of payment of

men in charge of a train, omnibus, or the like by

the trip or journey ; t trip-taker, one who * takes

another in a trip ', a fault-finder ; trip-train, a

mineral train which is intended to make a certain

number of trips, out and home, in the day ; also,

an excursion train ; trip valve-gear, a valve-gear

in which the steam is cut off by the tripping of a

lever which holds open the steam-valve. See also

Trip-hammer.
1897 OutingiV. S.) XXX. 492/2 Road-rides are scheduled

on cards distributed among the members. These *trip-

cards are a commendable feature. 1880 Tolhauskn tr.

Uhland's Corliss-Engines 193 The edge of a *trip-catch

fastened on the eccentric strap, will approximately move on
an elliptical path, and trip up against a steel catch-plate

fastened on the extremity of the inlet valve-spindle.

a 1619 Fletchkr Mad Lover \. i, Twenty of your *trip.

coats turn their tippets, 1903 Trans. Amcr. Inst, Elect.

Engin. 657 (Cent. Supp.) *Trip-coil. 1884 Knight Diet.

Meeh. Sapp.,* Trip Cut OJ^, an arrangement to disconnect

one portion of the valve motion from the other, so as to

allow the cut-off valve to close with great rapidity. 1907

Daily Chron. 27 Mar, 9/5 For all-round purposes a double

cyclometer with '*trip ' dial is preferable. 1884 Pall Mall
G, II Sept. 4/1 At the mills and workshops, .weekly pay-

ments are received towards the *trip fund... The tickets

are supplied .. a fortnight beforehand, the trip committee
being responsible for the issue and the payment of those

actually used. 1846 Browning Soul's Trag. 1. 333 The
glowing *triphook, thumbscrew and the gadge. 1904 Set.

Amer. Suppl. 23 July 23880 On this stem is fixed a *trip

lever, C, which holds B against A by the spring, D. 1905
U. S. Dept. Agric., Logging ierrfiSf * Trip-line, a light rope

attached to a dog hook, used to free the latter when
employed in breaking a jam...^«. throw line. Ibid., Haiti
back^ a light wire rope, .used to return the cable. Syn... ir\p

line. 1909 Westm. Gaz, 17 June 4/2 The Jones Speedometer
..registers up to sixty miles an hour, and is fitted with
season and *trip mileage. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss.

s. v. Money, * Trip money, a term used on canals to mean a
payment in addition to tonnage; a bonus given in addition

to wages. 1907 Daily Chron. 27 Mar. 9/6 The * Little

*Trip Motion'. 1908 Ibid. 6 June 8/3 The trip motion.,

consists of a catch which holds the cranks and pedals at a
certain position, 1901 Westm. Gaz. 25 Nov. 8/3 Their
grievance is that *trip rates paid them are inadequate, and
do not admit of a fair wage. 1864 Webster, *Trip-i/taft,

(Steam eng.), a supplementary rock-shaft, worked by hand,

for starting an engine. 1905 U.S. Dept. Agric., Logging
terms, *Tripsill, a timber placed across the bottom of the

sluiceway in a splash dam, against which rest the planks by
which the dam is closed. 1^4 Labour Commission Gloss.

s. v., The *trip system on railways is the equivalent of the

piece-work system in productive industries, 1556 Robinson
tr. More's Utopia (Arb.) 35 margin, *Triptakers. 1897
Daily Ne^vs 31 May 2/7 The second and fourth weeks in

June being very largely given up to *trip-taking and re-

joicing. 1894 Labour Couunission Gloss. Si.\. Trip System,
The men working a *trip train are paid a full week's wages.

1907 Daily News 28 June 6 He had come by a trip i rain to

Skegness. 1903 Electr. Rev. 8 Aug. 197 Engines with Corliss

*trip-valve gear driven by separate eccentrics. 1874 Ray-
mond.V/a/w^ Mines ^ Mining 405 From these the chargers

can take the ore in quantities to suit. A *trip-wagon,

holding one charge, is generally used. 1877 Ibid. 429 A fan

B, to give the puffs of air; a *trip-wheel, lever, and spring

to operate the fan.

Trip, sb.'^ Also 4 tryppe, .s tripe, 5-6 trippe,

6 Sc. trype, 7 tripp, [Etymology obscure : perh.

related to troop."]

1 1. A troop or company of men. Obs. rare.

(App. in contemptuous use.)

c 1330 R. Mnvt^nE. Chron. (1810) 203 Me lx)uht kyng Philip

inouK was disconfite, Whan he &. alle his trip [orig.

tut sun hoste] for nouht fled so tite. <z 1578 Lindesav
(Pitscoltie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 157 Think not it wilbe

ane trype [v.r. troupj of men of weir of France that will..

conqueis this realme.

2. a. A small flock (of goats, sheep, hares, etc.).

Obs. exc. local.

1305 [implied in tripherd], a 1400 .Sir Perc. 186 Scho.

.

witn hir tukc a tryppe of gayte. With mylke of thame for

to bayte To hir lyvcs fode. c 1410 Master of Game (MS.
Digby 182) V, pat men calle a trippe of tame swyne, and of
wyldc swyne it is called a soundre. c 1470 in Hors, Shepe,

4- G. etc. (Caxton 1479, Koxb. repr.) 31 A Trippe of gete. A

TBIP.

Trippe of hares, e 1470 Henrvson Mot, Fab. iv.xix. Ibid.

V. (Pari. Beasts) xxxvi, Ane trip of lambis dansing on ane
dyke. Ibid.vn.iLion^ Mouse)'\, Kncxt'ip oi my\^ . .Richt tait

and trig, all dansand in ane gyis. 1513 \}ouc,i.as /"Enfis ill,

iv. 24 Trippis eik of gait, but ony keipar, In the rank gersis

pasturing on raw. 1556 Withals Diet. (1568) 14 b/2 A flocke

or trippe of goates. 157S Turberv. Venerie 235 H untesmen
vse to save an Heard of harts and hindes, buckes and does:

and a Trippe of Gotes and Geates. 1584 in hive Crt Rolls

Gt. Cressingham, Norfolk (ed. Chandler 1885) 80 A certeyn

trippe of sheep. 1674 Ray S. <5- E. C. Words 77 A Trip of

sheep i.e. a few sheep, Norf. 1807 Vancouver Agric,

Dei'on (1813) loi They are generally owners of trips or

small flocks of sheep, depastured upon Exmoor. a 1905 in

Eng. Dial. Diet. (Norfolk), I ha' got a trip of sheep,

b. A small flock of wild-fowl.

1805 Mackintosh Z>r/^r/(^ .(4 w^-Z^r 294 Trip of dotterel.

i8a6 Cou Hawker /J/ary (1893) I. 291 Afinetripof wigeon,

1859 Folkard Wild-E'oivler liii. 276 Trip after trip [of wild-

fowl] passes over his head in rapid succession. _ 1893 Daily
News 28 Feb. 5/4 Wild ducks . . are seen hurrying across the

lawn with large * trips' of young ones.

3. Comb, ftripherd, a goatherd, or shepherd.

1305 Compotus of Bolton Abbey In Whitaker Hist. Craven

(1805) 330 In pane pro triphyrdes sarculant* metent', 1317

Ibid. 338 Pro Tripherds.

t Trip, sb:^ Obs. In 4-5 also trippe, trype,

trep. [Derivation uncertain,]

a. ? A piece of rind of cheese, b. E. Anglian

dial. : see quots. a 1825, 1849.
c 1386 Chaucer Sowpn, T. 39 Yif hym a bussbel whete

Malt or Reye A goddes kechyl or a trype [v.rr. trip, -pe,

trep] of chese. i8z3 Moor Suffolk Words s, v., ' Is that a
cream cheese?' ' No, it is only a trip.' a 18*5 Fokbv Voc.

E. Anglia, Trip., s., a small cheese, made in summer, to be

eaten in its soit and curdy state, or it soon becomes dry,

tough, and uneatable, 1849 Ravnbird Agric. Suffolk 501

7Vr>.. differs from cream-cheeses as having no cream in,

and being thicker,

tTrip, sb,^ Obs. rare, [Cf. Thrip (a 1700).]

Threepence.
1600 T. Hill Art Vulvar Arith. 111. x. 261b, The same

Vingtin is woorth our trip or English 3d,

Trip (trip), V. Also 4 trep, 4-6 tryp(pe, 4-7
trippo, 5 Sc. treip, 6 trype, 6-8 tripe, 8 tripp,

9 dial, thrip. [a. OF. treper^ triper^ tripper (i 2th c
in Godef.) to strike (the ground) with the foot in

sign of joy or of impatience, to leap, dance, also to

trample or strike with the feet ; in Cotgr. ' to hop,

skip, trip, or foot it up and downe ; also to stampe,

trample on, tread imder foot '; = Pr. trepar to hop,

spring (Diez) ; of Lower Frankish origin ; cf. MDu.
trippen (Kilian, Du, trippelen) to skip, trip, hop,

LG. trippen.^ trippeln., Fris. tripje\ in ablaut rela-

tion with Du, trcippen, G. trappen, trappeln, in OE,
ireppan to tread, trample : cf. G, treppe step.]

I, To tread or step lightly or nimbly.

1. intr. To move lightly and nimbly on the feet

;

to skip, caper; to dance; fof a horse: to caper,

prance {obs. rare~^). arch.

<:i386 Chaucer Miller's T. 142 In twenty manere koude
he trippe [v. r. trip] and daunce After the scole of Oxen-
ford[e] tho. — Sgr.'s T. 304 This hors anoon bigan to

trippe \v. r. tryppe] and daunce. 1:1430 PUgr. Lyf Man-
hode IV. ix. (18^) 180, j carolle, j tripi>e, j daunce, c 1560

A. Scott Poems (S. T, S.) v. 9 Now in May to madynis
fawis With tymmer wechtis to trip in ringis. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W, v. v.p; About htm (Fairies) sing a scornfull rime,

And as you trip, still pinch him to your time. 1610 —
Temp. IV. i. 46 Each one tripping on his Toe, Will be here

with mop, and mowe. c 1633 Milton Arcades<^ Nymphs
and Shepherds dance no more,. Trip no more in twilight

ranks. 1796 R. P. Knight in Ne^v Ann, Reg., Poetry 152

No fairies now, or dapper elves are seen, By Fancy's eye,

light-tripping o'er the green. 1849 James Woodman ii, He
found the young sisters, .tripping in the green wood with

the fairies of nights.

b. ifitr. with it.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 115 If [she have) no cunning to

daunce, request her to trippe it, if no skill in musicke, profer

hir the Lute. 163a Milton VAllegro 33 Com, and trip it

as ye go On the light fantastick toe. 171a Arbuthnot John
Bull IV. viii. The Family tripped it about, and capered like

hail-.stones bounding from a marble floor. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Brooke Fann ix. 112 The young folks tripped

it away on the grass.

t c. transf. Of the heart : To beat excitedly. Obs.

c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode ii. cvi. (1869) 115 Myn herte

hoppeth for ioye, and lepeth and trippeth.

fd. trans. To step or tread on. Obs. rare,

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 241 Garyn his gode stede hym fette,

pat was in spaygne ibo3l ;
pe erid lep vp wyt> oute lette, His

styrop trepede he no5t,

a. trans, a. To perform (a dance) with a light

lively step. rare.

1627 Drayton Nymphtdia xli, Eu'ry Mayde. .The Home-
pype neatly tripping. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blattc's Trao.

406 They dance and trip Moresco Sarabrands to them again.

i8ia Lady Nairne Caller Herrin in R. Ford Harp Ptrth-

shire (1893) 112 He can trip the spring fu' tightly.

b. To tread lij^htly and nimbly, dnnce upon,

1749 Shenstone Irregular Ode 72 The sportive graces

trip the green. 1808 A. Sharpe in R. Ford Harp Perth-
shire (1803)93 Ghosts of the slain trip Corunna's lone shore.

1887 P. M'Neill Blawearie 43 Nannie had been a short

time at the dance, and had tripped the floor with both the

joiner and the blacksmith.

3. intr. To go, walk, skip, or run with a light

and lively motion ; to move with a quick light

tread ; also with ?V, and in phr, "^to trip and go.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 3713 Alle irompede they uippe one



TRIP.

trappede stedys. C1470 Henryson Mtfr. Fob. v. (Pari.
\

Btasti) xi. The lark, the maueU. .treipand fra tre to ire.

IS76 Fleming Panopl. Epist, 405 That you should in

stormy weather, and durlie wayes,..come tripping to mee

in your silcken steppers. 1S79 Gosso^j Sck. Abuse (Arb.)

25 Trype and goe, for I dare not tarry. 1588 Shaks.

L,L.L.\w. ii. 144 Trip and goe, my sweete, deliuer this

Paper into the hand of the King. 171a Tickell SpecL

No 410 P 1, 1 dismissed my Coach at the Gate, and tripped

it down to my Counsel's Chambers, 1870 Rock Text. Fabr.

I. 240 Hares tripping within a park. 1883 S. C. Hall
Retrospect II. 173 She. .tripped before us up the stairs to

the drawing-room.

b. iransf. andy?^,
x66a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx in. L § 18 Wee see, .with

what facility the mind.. trips over mountains, crosseth the

ocean. <J 1774 Tucker Lt, Nat. (1834) II. iz6 Vanity.,

mingles among our vital juices, trip« along the tongue,

dances upon the eyes. 1854 Alford in Life (1873) 237 So
many notes tripped backwards and forwards between us.

1SB4 W. C. Smith KiUrostan 86 There's a nice breeze

tripping on the Loch.

C. Angling. See quots.

1867 F. FstAticis Aftg/in^i (1883) 8 The line [is] plumbed,
so that the float shall carry the hook just off the bottom,

now and then perhaps touching it, or ' tripping '. /^/V/. ii.

(1880) 66 The right depth.. for the worm to trip or drag
slowly over the bottom.

d. qimsi-lra/ts. — Rdn v. 37 a.

1850 Blackie /Eschylus II. 64 Far liefer would I lackey

this bare rock Than trip the messages of Father Jove.

4. trans. To cause to trip or go nimbly ; to send

forth trippingly.

1598 E. GiLPiK Skial. (1878) 20 Come trip the dice, haue
at your box (Madame) He cast at all. 1616^1 Holydav
Persius (1673) 294 His dainty palate tripping forth his

words, loot 'Zack' Dunstadle IP^eir 191 When her zot

under the big6g tree, thripping her lace-bobbins in and out.

5. t'ntr. To make a trip or short excursion. Also

l0 trip it,

1664 ETHRKEDGzCifmrcal Peveng-e Prol., If you shou'd, we
and our Comedies Must trip to Norwich, or for Ireland go.

X699 J. DuKTON Lt/e 4- Frr. (1818) II. 613 The gentleman
who tripped lately to Ireland. 1767 H. Walpole Let. to G.
Montagu 31 July, I shall trip to Paris in about a fortnight.

1878 M. C. Jackson Chaperon s Caret I. xiii. 177 Persuaded
Mr. Kirkc to trip it to Brighton for the good of his health.

iSj^ Besant in filustr. Lond. Ncuts Summer No. i The
trippers have not yet begun to trip.

H. To strike with the foot so as to cause

stumbling (and derived senses).

(App, an Englbh development of sense.)

6. trans. To cause to stumble or fall by suddenly

arresting or catching the foot ; * to throw by strik-

ing the feet from tlie ground by a sudden motion ;

to strike the feet from under the body* (J.). Also
with up, fdifwn. Often with the heels, foot, etc.,

as object, esp. in the phrase to trip up on^s keels,

c ua$ Cttst. Persev, 3426 in Macro Plays 179 He wende
(>at he schulde a levyd ay, tyl dethe trypte hym on his

daunce. 1530 Palsch. 762/2 Why dyd you tryppe him as
he was ronnyng? xj^s Gbeene Art Conny Catch, iii. 33
The other following tnpt vp his heeles. X59> Shaks. Ven.

•V Ad. Til The eartli, in love with thee, thy footing trips.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv 9^ Ste. lie not be strucken, my
Lord. Kent. Nor tript neither, you base Fout-ball plaier.

Ibid. II. ii. 32, 126. i6a7 Dhavtom Nymphidia Ivii, A
Stump doth trip him in his pace, Downe comes poore Hob
vpon his face, a 1653 Gouge Comm. Hebr. xi. 20 (1655)

in. 84 The verb..stgi)ilieth to supplant, or to trip down,
which is oft done with the heel. 1711 Addison Sped,
No. 43 P I The right adjusting of her Train, lest it should
chance to trip up her Heels. 1786 Mme. D'AHBt.AV Diary
13 Aug., I have come on prodigiously, .in the power and
skill of walking backwards, without tripping up my own
heels. 1818 ScoTT F. M. Perth iv. Henry Smith, parry-
ing the blow... tripping him at the same time, gave him a
severe fall. 1884 Browning Ferishtah^ Sliah Abbas 144
What lay on floor to trip your foot ?

b. fig, or '\vifig. context.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 122 b, The Frenchmen ..

determined to trippe and deceiue them by their accustomed
seruaunt, called master Treawn. 1551 Bp. Gardiner Expiic.
TransHOstatttiation 109 b. There was neuer man tryppyd
hiinselfe more hansomely to take a fall, then this auclour
doth. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. /K, v. ii. 87 To trip the course
of Law, and blunt the Sword That guards the peace. 1653
Hoixroft Procopius 11. 29 The former fight, wherein not
our cowardise, but some cross fortune tript us. a 1774
Tucker /,/. Nat. (1834) II. 118 The freethinker., loves to
pick boles.. to trip up an adversary at unawares. 187a
Blackie Lays Highl. 62 Hasty winter. .Came, and tripped
the summer s heels.

fc. intr. To trip at: to attempt to trip or
overthrow. Ohs. rare.

1633 Hevwood Eng. Trav. v. Wks. 1874 IV. 87 Though
their riots tript at my estate. They haue not quite ore-
tbrowne it.

+ d. trans. To trip off: to throw off. Obs.rare,
X674 N Fairfax Bulk 4- Selv. 173 At the very timeof my

writing this. Half, .should be fairly tript off.

e. In coursing : see quot., and of. Trip sty 5 c.

1859 Stonf.hbngs Brit. Sports (ed. 4) 1. m. viii. 5 2 A trip-

ping or jerking the hare Jo be reckoned one point... It has
been said, when a hare is tripped or jerked that the dog
ought to have held her.

7. To overthrow by catching in a fault or blunder

;

to detect in an inconsistency or inaccuracy.,

«^7 N. T. (Genev.) John xv. 20 note. To be diligent to
espie fautes to tnppc one in. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel.

in Holinshed II. 105/1 Being tnpt by the councell in his
tale, was committed to the Fleet. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v.

33 Tbuc her Women Can trip me, if I crre. a 1625

873

Fletcher Noble Gent. in. 1, He must . . Be a belter States*

man than your->etr that can Trip me in anything.

8. intr. To strike the foot against something,

so as to hop, stagger, or fall ; to stumble <rvet

an obstacle ; to make a false step.

c 1^0 Protnp, Parv. 503/1 Tryppyn,or stoomelyn,(r^j;*//<J.

1530 Palsgr. 762/2 My horse stombled nat, he dyd but
tryppe a lytell. 1579 G. Harvey Let. to Spenser Wks.
(Grosart) I. 23 A good horse that trippeth not once in a
iourney. 1637 Hevwood Dial. Wks. 1874 VI. zgi Run not
so fast, lest thou shouldst trip perhaps. ^1760 I. H. Browne
Design ^ Beauty Poems (1768) 100 Tumblers trip but

to conceal their art. 1833 Marrvat P. Simple xvii, I

tripped over my sword, and nearly fell on my nose, 1867
Tboli.ope Chron. Barset II. xlix. 61 He would have tripped

at the upward step at the cathedral door had she not been
with him. Jig. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii, (1887) 150
Neither will I touch the other two, vnles I fortune to trip

vpon them by chaunce. a 17x6 Soirrn Serm. (1744) XI. 167
They may sometimes out of infirmity trip into a perjury, a
murder or an adultery.

b. Said of the tongue : To stumble in articula-

tion ; to falter in speaking.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 163 b, To saye his

seruyce with stoppynge & tryppynge of tonge. 1598
Dravtom Heroic. Ep. ii. 9 With the earnest Haste, my
Tongue oft trips. 1690 Locke Hum. Und, iii. x. § 33
Drinking . . till his Tongue trips, and his Eyes look red, and
his Feet fail him. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Trip^ to

stumble with the Feet, or falter with the Tongue.

o. Horology. Of an escape-wheel : To fail to

release itself from the pallet ; see also quot, 1850
S.V. Tripping vbl.sb, 3.

i85o-79[seeTRippiNGZ'W. j<5.2]. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch
ff Clockm. 89 Gravity escapements were rather regarded
with suspicion as having a tendency to trip.

9. intr. To fall into an error ; to make a mistake

or false step ; to commit a fault, inconsistency, or

inaccuracy.
1509 BARCI.AY Skyp 0/ Folys (1570) aq Thy finger lay

before thy lips, For a wise mans tonge without aduisement
trips. 1^)84 IJ. R. tr. Herodotus i. 37 b, Least he were taken
vp for tnping and conuicted of a lye. i7»6 Swift Gulliver
IV. xi, After many endeavours to catch me tripping in some
part of my story (etc.^ 1864 Tennyson Grandmother vii,

Jenny bad tript in her time. 187J Tyndali. Fragm. Sc.

(1879) II. viL 93 How I rejoiced when 1 found an author
tripping.

m, flO. NauL intr. To tack. Obs, rare,

1687 A. LovKLL tr. Tlievenot's Trav. 11. 188 Thus did we
trip to and again In that Streight, the wind continually
shifting and turning.

11. NatU. trans. To loose (an anchor) from its

bed and raise it clear of the bottom by the cable or

a buoy rope. Also intr, for pass.

1748 Ansoii*s Voy. 11. i. 113 We ,. set the sails, which
fortunately tripped the anchor. 1797 S. James Narr. Voy.
Arabia,Ktc. 16 We tripped our small bower. 1825 H. H.
Cascoigne Nov. Fame 50 A greater force each steady shouU
dcr plys, The Anchor Trips, and from the mud does rise.

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxv, Everything was sheeted
home and hoisted up, the anchor tripped and cat*headed,

and the ship under headway. 188s Nares Seamanship
(ed. 6) 199 Sail must be made before tripping the anchor.

1903 Union Ma^. Oct. 447/1 The usual plan is to take jn

the chain till it is straight up and down and then to trip

the anchor by paying the boat off.

12. trans. To tilt ; spec. Naitt. to give (a yard)

the necessary cant in sending it down ; also, to lift

(an upper mast) in order that it may be lowered.
1840 R. H, Dana Be/ Mast xxiii, [The royal yards] were

all tripped and lowered together. '841^

—

Seaman's Man.^
Tripping Li/u, a line used for tripping a topgallant or

royal yard in sending it down. 1886 Encycl. Brit, XXI.
821/1 {Shipbuilding) The chain then draws the bolt, and
in falling trips the cradle from under the bottom.

13. intr. To tilt or tip up; of the floors of a
ship, to be strained or twisted out of their hori-

zontal position.

1869 Sir E. J. RcKO Skipbuild. ii. 23 The floors are com-
paratively free to trip, by the keelson riding along the
keel. 1874 Thearle Naval A rchit, 72 The hogging str^ns
peculiar to long, narrow ships tend to produce a tripping

of the floors; or an alteration in the form of the space.,
enclosed by ket^l, keelson, and floors. x888 Elwortiiy /K
Somerset IVord-bk., Tr/p, v. i. to move on a pivot or fulcrurn.

A paving stone not evenly bedded when stepped upon is

apt to log— this is to trip.

14. trans. To release (a catch, lever, or the like)

by contact with a projection ; to operate (a mecha-
nism) in this way. Cf. Tbip sb.^ 8.

1897 Daily News 4 Nov. 6/4 An automatic parachute
wxis to spread itself to make the descent and trip' the

camera as it gracefully came to earth.

Tripair, -paleolate: see Tri- 4 a, i.

Tripal, trypal (trai-pal), a. and sb. [f. Tripb
sb,^ + -AL.]

t A. ad/. Of or pertaining to the tripes or en-

trails. Obs. rare.

1709 [W. King) Use/ Transact. Philos, Mar.-Apr. 47
Microscopical Observations on the Membranes of the Intes-

tines, and other Trypal Vessels.

B. sb. A tall, lanky, or slovenly person. Sc.

1809 Skinser Poems, Christmas Baling 4 But a lang

trypall there was Snap, Cam' on him wi' a bend. 1871 W,
Alkxandkr Johnny Gibb x. {dial.), Mair smeddum..northe
like o' that gawkie trypal.

TripaliilitilX{trai|pae*lmitin). Chem, [f.TBi-5

+ PALMITIN: cf. Triacetin.] a crystalline sub-

stance, also ctiUei]palmitin or g/yceryltripalmitale,

CjUg^CijUjiOa),, occurring in palm-uil and in

TRIPARTITE.

many animal and vegetable fats and oib, and pre-

pared synthetically by lierthelot.

»855 Q- Jrnl. Chem. Soc, VII. 283 Natural margarin and
painmin. . as well as the artificial compounds identical with
them, appear indeed to be tiimargarin and tripalmitin.

19x3 Thorpe Diet. App. Chem. (ed. 2) IV. 78 By heating
palmitic acid with glycerol, the mono-, di-, and tri- palmi-
tins are prepared.

Tripam, -pang, obs. forms of Trepano.

t Trip,and-go, trip-go, sb, pkr. Obs, [See
Trip v. 3.] The action of tripping and going;
one who trips and goes, or who uses this expression.

1531 More Con/ut. Tindate Wks. 685/2 1Water] receiueth
shortly the steppes of euery man, yea and of euery woman
to, but she gete her on a pace, with trip and go quikly and
walke wonderous light. 1601 Chettle & Munday Death
Earl Huntington v. i. Kj, Should any of these no for-

sooths, These pray awayes, these trip and goes, these tit.s,

Deny mee. 1611 in Coryat*s Crudities Panegyr. Verses
h ij. So nimble Tom, the traueller Trip-goe.

Tripapalty, -papillated: see Tri- 4 a, i.

Tripart (trsi-pajt), a, rare, [f. Tri- + Part

sb.l ^ Tripartite a.; threefold; in quot. 1592,

taking place between three parties, three-sided.

iSc» Wyrley Armorie 137 Which tripart coinbate was so

noblie fought As sick prince tooke pleasure it t'l>ehould,

1630 GooDALL Tryall Trav. Ded., To the Thrice Noble And
Illustrious Lady : . . Elizabeth. .These tripart tryallsof trauell

are consecrated by Baptist Goodall. _ 1791 Cowper Iliad

XV. 230 By distribution tripart we received Each his peculiar

honours.

t Tri"part, v, Obs. Also 6 try-, [f. Tri- +
Part v.f trans. To divide into three parts.

Chiefly in pa. t. and pple. triparted^ Sc. -it : cf. next.

15*8 Lyndesay Dreme 202 The Patrimonie and rent..

guhilkis suld haue bene trypartit in to thre. 1567 Gude ^
odlie B. (S.T.S.) 210 Quhy war 5e sa vnnaturall, As. .Tn-

partit and deuydit him? x6ax Quables Esther Div. Poems
(1717) 134 He That's born, may challenge but one part of

three Triparted thus.

So Tripartlble a. [f. Tri- + L. parfibilis divi-

sible], separable into three parts or pieces,

i860 Worcester cites Gray.

Tripa'rted, ///. a, [f. OF. triparti or L.

tripartilus : see -ed.] = Tripartite a.

14x4 in Calr. Pat. Rolls VI. 29 Ihe mair and the alder-

men, .be thise presents triparted. .make and ordeyne thise

constitutiouns and restreynts. £1456 Pecock Bk. 0/Faith
(1900) 208 In the stories clepid Ecclesiastik Storie and Tri-

partid Stori. 1514 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 1^6 Vnto twoo
parties of thes Indentourz triparted,.. the seid Maister &
brethein hath putt ye common seal. 1586 Fkrne Blaz.

Gentrie 175 As they [crosses] are to be seen bipartcd, or

diuided into 2 parts, so also may they be borne in Armes,
triparted ouerthe whole feeld. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
III. 270/2 Some blazon this.. triparted, if it end in three

points. 1866 Treas. Bot. }\T2 Triparted, Tripartite, ps^iicd

to the base in three divisions.

Hence Tripa'rtedly adv.

1569 Peg. Pritpf Council Scot. II. 5 That the articles of

this treaty may be accorded tripartedlie.

Tripartient (trail paMjient), a. and sb. rare. [f.

Tri- + L, partienteni dividing.] See quot.

1706 pHiLUPs(ed. Kersey), Tripartient, any Number that

divides- another into three equal Parts, without any Re-

mainder. Hence 171X in Bailey ; and in later Diets.

Tripartite (traijpautsit, tri-pajtait), a, {sb.)

Also 5 trypartite, -tyte, 5-6 tripertite, -tyte.

[ad. h. triparttt-us, f. tri- three +partituSj pa.pple.

ofpartiri to divide.]

1. Divided into or composed of three parts or

kinds; threefold, triple.

c 1430 Lydg. Assembly o/" Gods 1031 Freewyll, Vertew &
Vyce, as trypartyte [rimes lyght, wyght]. I43»-S** t""-

Higden (Rolls) II. 161 Of the tripartite langage of Saxones,

. . tTie weste men of Englonde sownde and acorde more with

the men of the este..then the men of the northe with men
of the sowthe. Ibid. III. 275 Oon Socrates Cassiodorus

commendethe in his story tripartite. iS9» Warner Alb.

Eng. VIII. xliii. (1612)206 Of Brittish race and many, and of

Saxon Princes some, Whose blood by Normaine mixture

now is tripartite become. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell.

56 Hee divided the nights according to a tripartite or three,

fold function. For sleepe, for affaires of State, and for his

booke. X647 Cleveland Poems, Stnectymnnus 44 Like to

an Ignis/atuus, whose flame Though sometimes tripartite,

joynes in the same. 174S J- Mason Self Knmvl. 1. 11. (1853)

14 Man is. .a tripartite Person; or a compound Creature

made up of three distinct Parts, viz. the Body, which is the

earthy or mortal Part of him, the Soul, which is the animal

or sensitive Part ; and the Spirit or Mind, which is the

rational and immortal Part. 1848 Gallenga Italy I. iv. iii.

468 Though still nominally tripartite, Italy, for all commer>

cial and intellectual purposes, was one. 1861 O'Curry Led.

MS. Afaterials 347 The Tripartite Life of St. Pat:ick. 1900

iVestm.Gaz.i^ Feb. lo/i The folding bicvclc... This detach-

able machine is known as the ' Tripartite , because it is made
to disconnect into three separate parts.

b. Involving, or of the nature of, division into

three parts.

1576 Fleming tr. Caius' Dogs (1880) 2, 1 wyll expresse

and declare in due order, the grand and gencrall kinde of

English Dogges, .. making a tripartite diuision. 1596
Harington [title) An Anatomic of the Metamorphosed
Aiax. Wherein by a tripertite method is plainly, openly and
demonstratiuely declared letc.]. 1785 Bvrkk Nabob 0/A rcot

Wks. 1842 I. 331 They prevailed on him to propose a tri*

partite division of that vast country. 1856 Merivale AVw.
Emp, (1865) IV. xxxix. 370 The tripartite division of the

eartti's surface is a tradition of unknown antiquity. 1882-3

Schaff^s Encycl, Relig. Knowl. I. 724 A tripartite divisioa

into philosophical, historical and practical iheoiogy.
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2. Made in three corresponding parts or copies,

as an Indentubk (q. v.) drawn up between three

persons or parties, each of whom preserves one of

the copies,
144a in Proc. Kings Coutic. Irel. (Rolls) 275 He was

bounde by endenture tripartite to kepe the peas, a 1483
Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 74 One indenture try-

partite; the one to remayne with these Butlers purveyours
..the other parte, with the clerke of buttillary..the thirde
parte to remayne in the countyng-house. 159a West \st Pi.
Symbol. § 47 D, These deedes indented are not only bypar-
titc.but also may be made tripartite, that is of three parts.

1643 IUker Chrtn., Hen. 11^36 They [Earls of North-
umberland and Worcester, and Henry Hotspur] agreed
upon a Tripartite Indenture under their hands and seales,

to divide the Kingdome into three parts, a 1743 Somer-
VI1.LE Sweet-Scented Miser 62 By precedents a Dond can
write, Or an indenture tripartite.

3. Engaged in or concluded between three parties.

1497 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 50 The tripartite Warre
. .determyned ayenst the said Turk, and how the Hungaries,
Boj-ams, and the Polans., shall make werre by land [etc.].

1577-87 HoLiNSHED Chron, III. 862/1 The articles of the
league tripartite, agreed betwixt the emperour, the king of
England, and the French king. 1663 Manley Grotius Low
C. li^arres 666 George Count Solmes, Ernestus of Nassau,
..and Vere General of the English, . .Govern'd the Army
by a Tripartite Command. 1775 L. Shaw Hist. Moray iii,

(1882)402 A parsonage .. the patronage whereof was once
tripartite between the King, Marshal, and DufTus. 1857
Gen. P.Thompson ^»///4 /a I.xxiv. 88 The tripartite treaty
which virtually exists among three of the leading powers
of the world.

4. Her. a. Applied to the field when divided
into three parts of different tinctures : = Tierce.
b. Applied to a cross or saltire when each of its

members consists of three narrow bands with spaces
between. Also Triparted, f Tripartited.
1796 Stedman Surinam II. xix. 79 The arms fofSurinam]

are tripartite, which I apprehend to be some of those of the
house of Somelsdyke, the West India company, and the
town of Amsterdam.
5. Consisting of three parts or divisions, as a
member or organ of an animal or plant.

a. Zoo/, and AmU.
1658 KovfLKHDMou/et's Theat. Ins. 936 A black bill or

beak, hardish, tripartite. 1668 Ct;LPKFPER& Cole ^arMf?/.
Anai. IV. iv. 163 It is inserted into the three Intervalsof the
four upper Ribs, being tripartite, xgxi J. W. Jenkinson
Sea Urchin 270 These larvae had a mouth and a typically
tri-partite gut,

b. Boi. : spec, of a leaf, etc, Divided into three

segments nearly to the base. (Abbrev. j-partite.)

1753 Chambers Cycl, Supp. s. v. Leaf^ Tripartite Leaf.
1862 Darwin Fertit. Orchids ii. 90 Thestigniatic surface is

differently shaped, being more plainly tripartite. 1870
Hooker Stud, Flora 256 Solanum Dulcamara . . leaves
ovate or cordate, sometimes 3-partite.

6. Math. Involving three sets of variables.

1869 Cayley Math. Papers VI, 464 The quantlc is uni-
partite, bipartite, tripartite', &c., according as the number
of sets is one, two, three, &c.

B. sb. t a. A tripartite indenture (see 2). Obs,

b. A book, document, or treatise in three parts.
i^ Coventry Leet Bk. 445 The people.. in Hasil-wode,

..throwen don thornes, ffirs, fern, brome; diggen turves, &
such other ; where be the tripartite they owe nothyng to
haue there but comien of pasture to their bestes cominable.
1657 R. MossoM {title) The Preacher's Tripartite, in Three
Books. 1788 Gibbon Decl. 4- F. xliv. (1836) 757 The tri-

partite [triperttta] of Aelius Paetus..was preserved as the
oldest work of jurisprudence. i86x O'Curhy Lect. MS.
Materials 350 Father Colgan's deductions from the text of
the Tripartite [cf. quot 1861 in sense i above].

t Tripartite, "v. Obs. rare, [f, as prec] iratts.

To divide into three parts, or among three i)ersons,

1:1470 Harding Chron, xv. i. {MS. Ashm, 34^ If. 13 b),

Whanne he [Brutus] had the He alle Trypartytede \v.r.
(MS.) tripertited ; ed. 1543 tripcrtyed] He callede the Chyef
logres aftir locryne. 1633 Gerard Descr. Somerset (1900)

103 Reginald Prouse whose son's daughters, m.irried to the
Earls of March Mortimer, to the Lord Zouche, and to the
Earl of Pembrooke Hastings, tripartited these lands. X64X

J. Jackson True Evang. T. 111. 165 The Text at the first was
tripartited, and two of those parts are already handled.

Ub. enon. To divide (in general),

1653 T. Brooks Precious Remedies (1658) 275 margin^
The Counsellor saith, A States-man should be thus tripar-

tited, his will to God, his love to his Master, his heart to his
Countrey, his secret to his friend, his time to businesse.

t Tripartited, ///.a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ED 1.]

Dividea into or composed of three parts; made
between three parties : = Tkipartite a.

1436 Anc. Deed A, 10383 (P.R.O.) in Catalogue IV. 547
This endenture triparlitit beres wittenes that [etc.]. i486
Bk. St. Albans, Heraldry C vij b, Off a cros tripartitid

florishid. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen, K 68 b, A truce tri-

pertited betwene the .iu kynges and the duke and their
countre^s was determined. i6ia Dkayton Poly-olb. xv. 257
111 Britaine here we find, our Severne, and our Tweed, The
tripartited ile doe generally divide. 1650 T. Bayly Herba
Parietis 3 So many tripartited walls, with benches for to
sit upon.

Tripartitely (see Tripaetite a.), adv, [f.

Tripartite a. + -ly2,] in a tripartite manner;
in or into three parts,

1656 W. D, tr. Comenius" Gate Lai. Unl % 584 The Body
fiS divided] tripartitely into head, trunk, joynts or Limbs.
1752 J. Hill///j/. Anim. 561 The Dasypus, with the cover-
ing tripartitely divided. The African Armadilla.

Tripartition (traipaJti-Jsn). [f, L. tripar-

tUus: see TRiPARTiXi!: a, and -now.] Division into

three parts; partition among three ; t./^r/V^ divi-

sion by three {obs.).

X65J Si'AHKE Prim. Devot. (1663) 293 St. Augustine giveth
another and very proper tripartition. 1691 tr. Efnilianiic's
Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 103 He divided the vast Reve-
nues of his Abby into three parts... Almost all the Abbots
of France, Germany and Italy. .made a Tripartition of the
Revenues of their Abbics. 1853 Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav.
III. xxxii. 309 The tripartition of the Cordilleras, and.,
the spreading of their branches. 1908 J. Massie in Daily
Chron. 14 May 4/j It is the principle of this Bill—its tripar-

tition of Irish University education—that I do not like.

t Tripa'rtitory, £Z. Obs, rare-'^. [f. as prec.

+ -0RY2.] Composed of three ingredients: = Tri-
partite a. I.

x6§x Biggs New Disp. f 246 The other three, in this tri-

partitory [tfrro;/. /r('«/f(/ -atory] secretion shall even then
be worse naughty packs then the solitary bloud,

t TripaTty, v, Obs. rare, = Tripartite v.

"543 [see quot. c 1470 s. v. Tripartite z/.].

Triparty a., Tripasehal: see Tri- i b, a.

Tripe 1 (trsip). Also 5 .SV. trip, 5-6 trippe,
6 tryppe, 5-S trype. [a. OF. tripe^ trippe en-

trails of an animal (13th c. in Hatz.-L)arm.),

mod.F, tripe (whence Sp., Pg. tripa): ulterior

source uncertain,]

1. The first or second stomach of a ruminant,

esp. of the ox, prepared as food ; formerly including

also the entrails of swine and fish.

Plain tripe is the first stomach, paunch, or Tumeu, honey-
comb tripe the second, or reticulum.

a. With a and //. as an individual thing.

Now rare. (Usually plural.)

a 1300 Sat. People Kildare xviii. in E. E, P. (1862) 155
Hail be 5e hokesters dun bi )?e lake wi)>..tripis and kine
fete and schepen heuedes. 14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker
741/30, 31 Hoc strututn, Hec tripa, a tripe. CZ483 Caxton
Dialogues 26/27 We shall breke our fast with trippes. Of
the lyver, of the lonehe. 1533 Elvot Cast. Helthe (1541)
22 The inwarde of beastes, as trypes and chytterlynges.

1556 WiTHAi^ Diet, (1568) 48b/2 Omasum, is one of the
foure partes of a beastes mawe very fatte, calde a tripe.

1655 MouFET & Bennet HealiJts Impr. (1746J 201 The
Taste of Tripes did seem so delicate to the Romans, that
they often killed Oxen for the Tripes sake. 1767 Sterne
Tr. Sliandy IX, xxi, 'I'm loaded with tripes', says the
second. 1880 R, Owen in Sanctorale Catholicmn Mar. 133
Then the priest, bearing

_
tripes hot from the spit, ap.

proached as if to give to Pionius,

b. collect, sing, as the name of this substance.

13.. K. Alis, 1574 (Bodl. MS.), Ribaudes feste|j also wij>

tripe, c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. i. 18 Trype of Turbut or of
Codelynge. Take ]?e Mawes of Turbut, Haddok, or
Codelyng, & pyke hem dene [etc.]. i68a Drvden Abs. ^
Achit. II. 473 To what would he on quail and pheasant
swell That ev'n on tripe and carrion could rebel? 1771
GoLDSM. Haunch of Venison 82 At the bottom [of the table]

was tripe, in a swinging tureen. 1840 Dickens i>a>'«. Rudge
xxxi, A steaming supper of boiled tripe and onions.

2. The intestines, bowels, guts, as members of

the body ; hence, the paunch or belly including

them, arch, or low. Commonly mpl.
^1470 Henrvson Orpheus <5- Eurydice 298 Ane grysly

grype,. .with his bill his baly thro[w] can bore, Baith maw,
mydred, hart, lever, & tripe [z*.m trype, trip], Heruggitowt.
a 1529 Skelton Ph, Sparowe 307 Of Inde the gredy grypes
Myghttereoutall thy trypes 1 C164S Howell Lett. (1650)
II. Iv, 71 The Turke when he halh his tripe full of pelaw, or
of Mutonand Rice, will go to natures cellar. 1774 J. Collier
Mus. Trav. (1785) 82 Dead cats, rotten puppies, the tripe of
a dead horse. 1806-7 J* Beresford Miseries Hum. Life
(1826) XX. 250 Poor Margery's tripes Are the martyrs of

gripes.

D. Applied opprobriously or contemptuously to

a person ; also bag of tripe,

1^5 Eng. Tripc-ivije (1881) 150 Saist thou me so, thou
Tripe, thou hated scorne ? 1614 B. Jonson Bart. Fair iv. v,

Alice. Thou Sow of Smithfield, thou. Ursula. Thou tripe

of TurnebuU, 1614, 1785 Tripe or Trillibub [see Trillibub].
1823 Cobbett Weekly Reg, 349 Any great, bloated, squeak-
ing, ba^ of tripe. 1825 Jamieson s. v. Trypat, A tall, meagre
person is denominated 'a long tripe o' a fallow *,

3. transf. andy?^. (in various applications).

1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle \i. i, (1677) 11 You Dog,..
Udsbores, I'le beat thee into a Tripe, a 1704 T. Brown
Contin. Quaker's Serm. Wks. 1709 III.ii. 4 Sowseus there-

fore, in the Powdering-Tub of thy Mercy, that we may be
Tripes fit for the Heavenly Table. 1893 Spectator 24 Dec.

930/2 This book., very vulgar., it is a dish of literary and
artistic ' tripe-and-onions '. 189s Crocki:tt in Comh. Mag.
Oct. 341 He swore that he could make a song.. that would
be worth a shopful of such ' tripe '.

4. atti'ib. ^xi^ Co7nb,^2& tripe-broth^ frittery soup \

tripe-gut ; tripe-cart^ -house^ ^shop ; tripe-dealer^

-dresser., -monger^ -seller^ -selling; tripe-iike,

'visaged ad}?,. ; tripe-cheeks, a person with coarse

blowzy cheeks ; tripe-elub, a society which meets
to eat tripe ; tripe-man, one who prepares and
sells tripe as a business; tripe-stone A/in., see

quot. 1816 ; ftrlpe-wife sb., a fcmnle tripe-drcsser;

lience t tripe-wife v., trans, to make into, or like,

a tripe-wife ; tripe-woman = tripe-wife.

1747 tr. Astruc's P'tTers 308 Physicians j)rescril)e on this

occasion anodyne lenient clysters of *tnpe-broth. Z9XS
Dollar Mag. Dec 182 Neither of us had seen a *tripe-cart

before. 1599 Porter Angry IVom. Abingd. H iij b. What
needst thou to care, whipper-Ienny, *Tripe-cheekes. 1710
{title) The Swan *Tripe-Club : A Satyr on the High-Flyers.

x868 Daily News 19 June, The tripes of bullocks are

purcliased wholc;>alc by the *tripe-dtcssei s, 1906 Break'

fast Menu S. Y. ^Argonaut' 9 July, *Tripe Fritters.

1659 TonKiANo, Bottaccio, the Rreatest *tripe-gut in an
ox. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Aled. 11. 941 InHamniaiion of
the stomach and bowels accompanied by pt:culiar 'tripe-
like wrinklings of the mucous membrane. 1621 Bp, Moun-
TAGU Diatribae 114 Cleon the Currier, and Agoracritus the
*Trijje-man. 1851 Mayhew Land. Labour II. 7/2 These
portions [of the bullock] form what is styled the tripe-
man's portion. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribae 540 He.,
vseih KoiAia? belly, or, Inwards of a Beast, as speaking
vnto him, whom hee maketh a *Tripe-monger, 1S97
A. M. tr. Guillemeaus Fr. Chirurg. 54b/2 A •Tripe-
seller, .had his membrane Dura mater cleft asunder. x62Z
Bp. Mountagu Diatribae 540 Hee.. saith, For not Tithing
thy Tripes, intending.. that "Tripe-selling was his raising
trade. 1829 Marrvat F. Mildmay xx. My mother keeps a
*tripe-shop. a 173s Arbuthnot Harmony in Uproar
Misc. \yks. 1751 II. 34 To invite you to eat a *Tripe.soup
and Fricassey of Sheep's Trotters. x8i6 Cleaveland Min.
122 Concreted sulphate of barytes.. .These stalactites.. from
some resemblance to the intestines, have received the name
of *tripe stone. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. /K, v. iv. 9 Thou
damn'd *Tripe-visag'd Rascall. 1580 Hollyband Treas.
F'r. Tong, Tripiere, a *trype wife. 1595 Eng. Tripe-wife
(1881) 146, I haue heard him that trickt the Tripe-wifc
sweare, till her husband abused him. a 1652 Brome City
Wit IV. ii. Was not thy mother a notorious Tripe-wife?
1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 26 When I consider how women
..haue *tripe-wifed themselves with their cladments. 1598
Flohio, Trippara, a *tripe-woman.

Hence f Triped (trsipt) a. Obs, rare, made into

or dressed as tripe.

1597 Bk. Cookerie B ij b, Triped mutton. Take a paunche
of a Sheepe faire scowred [etc. J.

+ Tripe ''^- Obs. Forms : 5-6 trype, 6 tryp, trip,

(7 trape), 7-8 tripe, [a. OF. tripe (1374 in Godef.
Compl. ; cf, also triperie 1275), * ^toffe de lainc ou
de fil travaillee comme le velours * ; according to
Littre, so called from its resemblance to the in-

terior of the paunch of ruminants.] Kw imitation
velvet of wool or thread ; * mock-velvet ', velveteen,

fustian. Also tripe of velvet (F. tripe de velours)^

and tripe velvet', hence also f Triped (trypit,
tript) a. applied to velvet.
c 1430 Brut 459 Clothed in scarlet, with furred hodes, and

round standynge cappes of Trype. 1542-3 Ace. Ld, High
Treas. Scot. VIII. 176 Ane elne trype velvet, price xiiij j.

1565 in Hay Fleming Reform. Scott. (1910) 609 Twastuillis
coverit with trypit wellwott. 1598 Florio, Trippa, a kinde
of tripe veluet that they make womens saddles with, called
fustian of Naples. x6i2 /nv. in A. M^Kay Hist. Kilmar-
nock{\ZZd) 308 Four cuschownis of tripe veluet. 1656 ^r^i <^

Ordin. Pari. c. 20 Rates (Scobell) 467 Fustians called..
Naples Fustians, Trape, or Velure plain, [cf. 1660 Act
12 Chas. II, c 4 {Schedule 0/ Rates) Naples fustians tript.)

X714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 80 Tripes of Velvet, per Piece of
zo Ells 03 10.

Tripedal (tri-prdal, trai-pedal, traiprdal), a.

rare. [ad. L. tripeddl-iSy f. tri-^ TRi-+peSy ped-
foot: see -al.] fa. Having a length or extent

of three feet. Obs. rare" °, b. Having three feet,

three-footed. So f Tripeda'neons a. [f. L. tri-

peddne-us + •o\]s] = sense a. Obs. rare~°.
1623 Cockeram, Tripednll, three foot long. 1636 Blount

Glossogr., Tripedanious, Tripedal. .that is three foot long.

1658 in Phillips. 1856 Chamb. Jrnl. 29 Mar. 202/2 The
" baked 'tato " man, with his brjghtly-pohshed. .tripedal or
quadrupedal apparatus. 1878 Miss J. J. Young Ceram.
Art (i 879) 1

1 3 The Japanese dragon is a tripedal representa*
live of the species.

II Tripe de roche (tr/p d^ roj). [F., * rock
tripe', from the appearance of the thallus.] A
name originally given in Canada to various edible

lichens of the genera Gyrophora and Umbilicariay
which afford a slightly nutritious but bitter and
purgative food. Also called rock tripe.

1809 A. Henry Trav. 221, 1 found a very high rock, and
this covered with a lichen, which the Chipeways call waac,
and the Canadians, tripe de roche. x86x H. Macmillan
Footn.fr. Page Nat. 99 A bitter and nauseous lichen, to
which the name of Tripe de Roc/ie (Gyrophora) has been
given, as if in mockery.

Tripela : see Tbu-oli (polishing powder).
Tripe*nnate, «. Bot. rare—°. [f. Tbi- + Pbn-

NATF.] = TRU'INNATE.
1828 in Webster, 1900 in E. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Terms.

Tripeptide (traipe-ptaid). Chem. [Named by
Fischer, 1902, f. Titi- 5 + Pept(onb + -ide,] A
compound containing the residues of three amino-
acids united by the joining of NH in one resi-

due to CO in another ; e. g. alanyl-glycyl-glycine,

NH2.CH(CHs).CO-NH.CH3.CO-NH.CH2.
CO . OH, is a tripeptide formed from alanine,

NH2.CH(Cn3). COOH, and two glycine mole-
cules, NHa.CHa.CO.OH.
1903 7rni. ChejH. Soc, LXXXIV. i. 799 The ethyl ester is

very easily formed when the tripeptide is acted on by
alcoholic hydrochloric acid. 1908 Plimmer Chem. Const.
Proteins II. 23 Carbetho.\yl-glycyl-glycyI-leucine ester.,
was the first known representative of a tripeptide.

Tri-personal (trsiipousanal), a. Thcol. [f.

Tri- + I., persona Pekson + -al.] Consisting
of or existing in three persons: said of the God-
head (see Person sb, 7 a) ; also, relating to the
three persons of the Godhead.
164X Milton Reform, 11. Wks. 1851 III. 68 Thou..one

Tti-persouall GcKniead, looke upon this thy poore and



TRIPBRSONALISM.

ftlmost spent, and expiring Church. 1859 G. Bush S-wcden-

ttorg's Doctr. (1875) 25 Those who oppose the tripersonal

scheme [of the Trinity] will be accused of rejecting a Trinity

in any sense whatever. 1871 H. Macmillan True Vine

UL (1872) 83 In our creation as body, soul, and spirit, God
exhibited the tripersonal aspect of His nature.

Hence Tripcrsonalism, the doctrine or theory

of three persons in the Godhead ; TripeTsonalist,

one who holds this doctrine ; Tripersona'lity,

the condition of being trlpereonal, existence in

three persons; Tripe rsonally adv.^ in a tri-

personal manner, in three persons.

1886 N. F. '^iKSXAVi Process. rA. 6"/.^w^/. i. 14 Jesus, .did

not speak the truth, if the popular doctrine of *tripersonalism

be true. 1846 Worcester cites Clissold for *rripersona-

Ust 1855 Smeolev, etc. Occult Sciences log The modern
Jews, in opposition to the tripersonalists, consider the whole
as attributes. 1673 Milton 7V»^ i?^//;?". 7 *TripersonaUty

(see TrinunityJ. 1836 Carlyon Early Years 290 The Tn-
personality of the Deity is the very corner-stone of our

religion. 1901 Moberly Atonement Sf Personality 154 The
Three Persons are neither Three Gods, nor Three parts of

God. Rather they are God Threefoldly, God *Tri-personally.

Tripertite. obs. form of Tripartite.

Tripery (trai-pari). [a. OF. triperie (13.. in

Cotlef. Comply, f. tripe Tbipe i
: see -ery.] a, A

place where tripe is prepared or sold. fb. In

contempt, Action pertaining to the tripes or entrails

{pbs, rare).

161X CoTGJU, Triperie^ a Triperie; a market, street, or

shop wherein tripes are vsually sold. 1651 Biggs New
Disp. P 150 To speake of that piece of Tripery, of washing

the Guts with a Clyster. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. [from

Cotgr.]. 1854 Q. Rev. Sept. 282 Slaughter-houses, triperies,

bone-boiling houses, gut-scraperies.

Tripet, obs. form of Tbippet.

Tripetalous (trsipe-tabs), a. Bot, [f. Tbi-

-H L. petalum Petal + -ous.] Havings or consist-

ing of, three petals. Also f Tripe'talose a, Obs,

So Tripe 'taloidy Tripetaloi'deoua adjs. (of a

six-parted perianth) having three of the segments

petaloid.

[1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 118/1 Tripetala, or Tetra-

Petaioy Flowers which consist of 3 or 4 leaver] 1830 Lind-

LEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 283 The *tripetaIoid flower and poly-

spermous fruit of Xyris. x866 Treas. Bot, 1 173 Tripeialoid.

consisting of six parts, of which three resemble petals, and
three are green and small. 1830 Lindc.kv Nat. Syst. Bot.

954 These water*plants are readily distinguished from all

other monocotyledons by their *tripetaloideous flowers.

S698 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX. 333 The Flowers [are]

"tripetalose. 170^ J. Harris Lex. Techn. s. v. Petala^

Plantsare distinguished into Monopetalous,. ."Tripetalous,

and Pentapetalous. cvjxx Petiver Gasophyl. vm. Ixxi, A
blew flowred tripetalous Plant, with Lilly Leaves. x8oo
HoRDisj'^a?'. Villat^e 136 Fair tripetalous depending flowers.

Tripgette, -go : see Tbebuchet, Tbip-and-go.

Tri'p-lia:m]]ier. [f.TBipj^.iorz/. + Hammeb.]
A massive machine-hammer operated by a tripping

device, as a wheel with projecting teeth, a cam, or

the like, by which it is raised and then allowed to

drop ; a tilt-hammer. Also fig.

[1809 (Oct. 14), A trip hammer was patented by the United
States to John Smith, Gtse^o County, New York.] 1824
Debates in Congress 18 Feb. {1856) 1572 Our committee on
manufactures, while it keeps in motion its wheels and trip-

hammers, has kindly condescended to superintend our

rloughs and sheep-folds. 1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal
. 128 A blast furnace, forge, trip-hammer, shop, and mills.

1848 Lowell Fable for Critics 893 When the heart in his

breast like a trip-hammer l>eats. i^ Emkrson Lett. 5-

Soc, Aims, Elogue'iceV/k^. (Bohn) III. 190 What character,

what infinite variety, belong to the voice ! sometimes it b
a flute, sometimes a triphammer.
attrib. a 1864 Gesner Coo/, Petrol, etc (1865) 321 To

bore the well with an au^er, instead of a trip-hammer
motion. 1883 H. Tuttle m Harper's Mag. Nov. 825/a

Chisels acting on the trip-hammer principle. 1896 Kipling
Seven Seas, M'Andrew's Hymn 45 Oh for a man to weld
it then, in one trip-hammer strain.

Tripliane (tr^i'f/in). Alin. [a. F. iriphane

(Ilaiiy, iSoi), f. Gr. rpitpavrj^ appearing threefold ;

so called from exhibiting three lustrous cleavages

(Littr^ Suppl.).'] A synonym of Spodomene.
1816 Clravei^ni) Mm. 251 note, Spodimiene. J.'uneson.

Triphane, Hauy. 1819 Gentl. Mag. May 448/2 IViphane
has been recently found by Dr. MacCull(x:h in the granite

of Glen Elg. jSj^ Ansted F.lem. Ceol., Min., etc. § ^15
Spodumene or Triphane, another fels[>athic mineral, with
a yet larger proportion of silicate of lithia in the place of
silicat'! of potash,

Triphase, -phasic: see Tkt- i b, a.

Triplien-, triplieno-. C^f/t. [f. Tbi- $ +
PHBN-, I'HENo-.] A formative of names of com-
pounds containing three radical groups formed
from the benzene or phene group, Cglie, by loss of

hydrogen atoms; e.g. tripke'nazinet

1890 yml. Chem. Soc. LVI IL 49 1 The dye . . regarded by the

author astriphenodioxazine. 189a Muir & ^IoRLEv iVatts

Diet. Chcm. III. 830 'Iriphenazine iJihydricIe CisHi^N^.

Triphe'llin. Vharm, [app. f. Thi- 5 (refer-

ring to the three carbon atoms in propionyl)

+ PnEN(ETmiN -f -IN ^.] Propionylphenetidin,

CHjCHaCO.NII.CgH^.OCaHg, i.e. phenetidin,

NHa. C4H4. OC2H5, in which one of the hydrogen

atoms of the amino-group, NH,, is replaced by

875

propionyl, CHjCHjCO ; a synthetic drug with

antipyretic and antinenralpic properties.

\Z^ Merck's Ann. Rep. 155 Triphenin.. White crystalline

flakes, freely dissolving in alcohol .. melting point of
120-121° C. 1911 May Chent. Synth. Drugs 74 Para-pro-

pionyl-phenetidine {Triphenin) is similar lophenacetin.

Triphe'Xiyl-. Chem. [f. Tri- 5 + Phenyl.]

A prefix denoting that three phenyl groups,

C5H5, are substituted for three hydrogen atoms in

the substance designated by the rest of the name

;

e. g. triphenylacetic acid, CCCjHj), . COjH, from

acetic acid, CH3 . COjH. So Triphenylmethane,
CH(C8H3)3, from methane, CH4 ; Triphenyl-
methyl-, CCCsHj) — , from methyl, CH,. But this

term may also indicate the presence of three phenyl

groups and one methyl group, (€5115)3(0113)

;

Trlphenylcarblnol, C(OH)(C5H5)3, from car-

binol, CHjOH ; Triphenylamlne, formerly tri-

phenylia, N(C5Hj)3, from ammonia, NH3 ; Tri-

plieiiylrosaiiiliiie, C(OH){C5H4 . NH(C5H5)}j
{C5H,(CH3).NH(CcH5)}, from rosaniline,

C(OH){C,H4 . NHj},{CeH3(CH,) . NH,} ; the

hydrochloric acid derivative of this is a blue dye-

stuff. So also Triphe'nylated a., containing three

phenyl groups.
1858 FowNES Eiem. Ckem. (ed. 7) 601 Triphenylamine.

186a Miller Etem. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 444 Triphenylia.

187X yrnl. Chem. Soc. XXIV. 143 An alcoholic solution

of triphenylgtianidine absorbs large quantities of cyanogen.
1880 Friswell in yml. Soc. Arts 445 The hydrochloride
of triphenylrosaniline. 1893 Thorpe Did. App. Chem. III.

874 Triphenylro^^anilines. The triphenylated derivatives o(

ordinary rosaniline maybe subdivided into two classes;

crystalUne and uncrystallisable blues. 1894 Muir & Morley
Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. a Tri-phenyl-beiuene C^Hig Le.
CsHsPhs.
Triphilrio : see Triflery.

Triphony (tri-fd^ni). Mus. [ad. med.L. tri-

phonia (see below), f. Gr. rpi- three + <founi voice.]

In early mediaeval music, Diaphony for three

voices. (In quot. 1 827 gen. A sound of three

together.)
18*7 Carlylk Germ. Rom. II. 278 Then resounded ^a

louder triphony of clear crystal bells. [1889 Rockstro in

Grove Diet. Mus. App. s. v. Diaphonia, When a third Part

was added, by doubhng the Organum in the Octave above,

the form of composition was called Triphoni.'L] 1899^ Specta-

tor 20 May 723 A service with the chants sung in unison, the
organ accompanying with triaphony [sic].

TripIltllOIlg (tri-f}>j7r|). Also 7 triphthong©,
tripthong, 8 triphthongue. [f. TBI-, after

Diphthong; cf. F. triphtongtu (1550 in Godef.

Compl.).'] A combination of three vowel sounds

in one syllable; also loosely applied to a com-
bination of three vowel characters, more correctly

called Trigraph. (Cf. Diphthong.)
1599 MiNSHEU Span. Gram. (1623) 9 A triphthong is a

sounding of three vowels into one syllable with one breath

together, and that after five sorts, a 1637 ,2* JoNSON Eng.
Gram. 1. v, The Tripthong is of a complexion, rather to be

fear'd than lov'd. x668 Wilkins Real Char. 371 A common
Assertion .. That no one syllable can consist of three Vowels,

and consequently that there can be no Tripthongs. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Triphthongue. 1711 J. Greenwood
Eng. Gram. 244 A Triphthong is, when three Vowels meet
together in one Syllable : as eau in Beauty : but this we
pronounce Buty. 1889 Pitman Mait. Fhouogr, (new ed.)

I 41 The double vowels heard in the words i«, owl, ay,

^<y,and the triphthong wl, are represented by small angular

marks.

Hence Trlphthongal (trifhp'rjgal) a., pertaining

to or of the nature of a triphthong.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. ^03, 7 vocal Notes or Vowels,.,

struck, as one may say, in diphthongal or triphthongal

Chords with each other.

Triphyletlc : see Tbi- i a.

Triphylite (tri-fibit). Min. [f. Gr. rpi- three

VipvKrj tribe t-iteI, because it contains thiee

bases.] A compound phosphate of iron, man-
ganese, and lithium, occurring in greenish-grey or

bluish crystals. Orig. called Triphyliixe (tri'filin)

[ad. Ger. triphylin (Fuchs, 1834)].
1836 •^. D. f, T. Thomsons Rec. Gen. Sci. III. 476 Tri-

phyTline .
.
, from its consisting of three phosphates.^ It is

described by Fuchs as being crystalline, cleaving in four

directions : one of the cleavages is vertical to the others.

i8co Triphylline [see TripliteJ. x868 Dana Mitt. (ed. 5) 542
Triphylite and triplite, like other minerals containing pro-

toxyd of manganese, undergo easy alteration by oxydation

and hydration.

Tnphylions (traifi'bs), a. Hot. [f. Gr. rpi-

ipvW-os (1. Tpt; Tki- + (pvWov leaf) + -ou.s.] Hav-
ing or consisting of three leaves ; spec, of a calyx

or corolla, triscpalous or tripetalous.

17^ J. Lek Introd. Bot. u. xxxii. (1765) 156 Ranunculus,

with a triphyllous Calyx and polypetalous. 176a EnRETin
Phil. Trans. LI II. 82 At the base of this broad petal is situ-

ated an irregular unequalKliv'ded triphyllous periantheum.

1866 Treiis. Hot. 1 173 Triphyilojis, having the leaves in a
whorl of three ; also, having only three leaves.

Tri'plxysite. [f. Tki- + Gr. ipiaK n.iture +

-ITE I I a : see MuNOPHYSITE.] See quot.

1874 J. H. liLUNT Diet. Sects (1886) 509/2 Triphysites,

those divines who.. A. n. 684, 688.. declared a belief not only

in Christ's distinct Divineand Human natures, but also in a

third nature resulting from the union of the two.

TRIPLE.

t Tripilons, a. Obs. rarc^. [f. L. iri- three

+ pil'Us hair + -ous.] Having three (anal) hairs.

167J Phil. Trans. VI. 2255 Some of them [insects] had
stings and were tripilous, and others not.

Tripinnate (tr^ipi-n^it), a. Bot, [f. TRI- +
PlNNATE.] Of a leaf: Triply pinnate; having
leaflets pinnately arranged on tertiary petioles

similarly arranged : see Pinnate a, I a, and cf.

BiPiNNATE. (Abbrev. ^pinnate.)
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. vL (1765) 188 Tripinnate^ox

Tripiicato-Pinnate, when a Petiole bears many FolioJes,

each of which are Bipinnale. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora
170 Daucus Carota ; leaves 3-pinnate. 1880 Gray Struct.
Bot, iii. § 4 (ed. 6) 104 Tripinnate or Thrice Pinnate leaves

of a regular sort are rare.

So Tripinnated a, in same sense ; Tripi*n-
nately adv.^ in a tripinnate manner ; Triplnnati-
fld (-se'tifid), Trlpinna'tisect adJs,, triply pinna-

tifid, or pinnatisect; tripinnately divided half-way,

or quite, to the base.

1B4S LiNDLEY Sck. Bot. iv. (1858) 26 b^ A [nemone'] Pulsatilla
(Pasque Flower). Leaves tripinnatifid with linear acute
segments. 1847 W. E. Steele Field Bot. 95 A[donis\
autiuiinalis . .\ leaves 3-pinnatifid. 1857 Henfrev Elem.
Bot, § 94 Where tripinnatisect leaves have filiform seg-

ments, the term dissected is usually employed. 1876 Harley
Royle*s Mat. Med. 583 Leaves tripinnated, with fine capil-

lary segments like those of fennel. 1891 Cent. Dict.^ Tri-

pinnately.

tTri'pla. Mus. Obs. [a. L. iripla, fem. of

tripltis : see Triple a.] Triple proportion between
one note and another ; triple time or rhythm. Also
altrib.

1549 Compl, Scot, vi. 37 There vas mony smal birdis..

singand . . in accordis of mesure of diapason prolations, tripla

ande dyatesseron. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 29 Tripla..

is that which diminisheth the value of the notes to one third

part : for three briefes are set for one. 1659 C. Simpson
Division-Violist 1. S OfTripIa's. Sometimes the Grounds
themselves are Tripla-Time ; consisting (usually) either of
three Semibreves, or three Minims, or three Crochets tea
Measure. 17*8 R. North Mem. Music (1846) 104 For songs
he approved onely the soft vein, such as might be called a
step tripla.

t Tri'plage, a. Obs. rare. [app. f. Triple +
-AGE (irregularly used).] Triple, threefold.

1526 in Dillon Customs of Pale (1892) 85 Upon paine of

xaS markes to the kinge, and amendes to the partie grevid
by triplage damage. Ibid,, Hy triplage freholdurs dammage.

tXriplar, a- Obs. Also -are, -er. [ad. late L.

tripldrts, f. tHplus TRIPLE.] = Triple a. \ cf.

Tripla.
ci^yo Henryson Orpheus ^ Eurydice 227 (Bann. MS.)

Thair leirit he tonis proportionat, As duplare, triplare \v. r.

triplar, -er] and emetricus.

Triplasian (trsipl^'sian, -Jan), a. rare. [f.

Gr. rpni\aai-o$ three times as much or as many,
threefold + -an.] Threefold, triple. So Triplaslc
(traiplse'zik) a. in same sense; Tri'plasy (see

quot. 1900).
1678 CuDWOBTH Intell. Syst. 1, iv. 288 The Persian Magi

to this very day, celebrate a Festival Solemnity in honour
of the Triplasian (that is, the Three-fold or Triplicated)

Mithras. Ibid. 290 The Persian Trinity (or Triplasian
Deity). 1816 G. S. Fabkr Orig. Pagan Idol. II. 415 The
triplasian Mithras. 1864 J. Hadley Ess. v. (1873) 98 Besid'5

these three ratios of arsis and thesis, . . Aristoxenus mentions
two others ; the triplasic, in which the two parts of the foot

are as 3 to i [etc.]. i^ H. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Tertns,

Triplasy.., the division of an organ into three analogous
structures (Fermond).

tTri'plate, ppi. a. and sb. Obs. [ad. med.I..

iripidi-uSj pa. pple. of triplare to triple (Johannes
de Janua, (I1286).] a. ///. a. Multiplied by
three; triplicated, triple, b. sb. The product of

a number multiplied by three. So f Triplated
///, «., triple, threefold

; f Tripla'tion, multiplica-

tion by three, tripling.

c 1430 Art ofNotnbryng 17 Thow most trebille the digit,

and tliat triplat is to be .put vnder the -s-lrd.] next figure

towarde the right honde. Ibid. 18 After-waide..settyng
away alle that is ouer the hede of the triplat nonibre. Ibid.,

Notner me shalle not cesse of the fyndynge of that digit,

neither of his triplacioun,..tille it come to the first figure.

1486 Hk. St. Albans, Her. E vij, Off tractis triplatit and
quatriplatit othyrwyle. . . He berith golde a trace triplatit of

Situer. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. i, xli, Fresche ladyis sang
in voice virgineall.. Pronortionis fine with sound celestiall,

Duplat, triplat, djatesserial [etc.]. 1542 RecordeO. Aries
(1575) 167 rriplation is multiplying by 3. 157*1 H. Baker
iVell'spring Sci. (1617) 76 Example of Triplation. If you
will triple S/5, you must diuide '/,i by '/3[eic.].

Triple (tri'p'l), sb. Forms : see next. [sb.

use of Triple a. ; cf. OF. iHp/e in sense 5 below
(f 1450 in Godef. Compl.).']

1. A triple quantity, sum, or number; thrice as

much or many ; the product of a number multiplied

by three.

c 1423 tr- Arderne's Treat. Fistula 30 Of alle i>ise herbes,
..takeeuen porcion, out take of wodebynde, of whichcbe
taken l>e tri|jleor quadriple. 1557 RECOwiiE IVhetst. N lij b,

Multiplie that triple, by the same quotiente. And set it

doune vnder the first triple. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 195
Triple the Root, and multiply this triple by the Root. 2789
T. Taylor Proilus II, 16 Not only the doubles, but also the
triples, and all multiples of the same quantity, 1830 H.
Angelo Remin. 1. 327 To add more than triple to his
income.

t b. A set or series of three ; a triad. Obs. rare.
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t6s3 R. G, tr. BacofCs Hist. Winds 003 This triple of
Principles hath been introduced by the Cbymists. 1654
Whitl-OCK Zootomia 464 The Sins or Judgments of others
may make this Triple of Petitions out of that unparallel'd

Pateme.
2. In technical and elliptical uses. fa. Mus,

Triple measure or rhythm. Obs, b. A triple star.

C. A magic lantern having three optical tubes cora-

bine<i in one.

1597 MoRLEY Introd, Mus. 9 Where it comprehendeth
three semibriefes, as in a triple. 1890 C. A. Young Urano-
grapky S 32, II Monocerotis, a fine triple. 1893 Photogr.
Ann. II. 531 Optical lanterns. Single lanterns. liiunials

and triples.

3. Beil-ringing. A peal rung on seven bells with

the tenor, i. e. the eighth, behind ; the bells inter-

changing each time in three sets of two.
1708 in Genii. Ma^. Apr. (1825) 298/2 A full and compleat

peafof grandsire tripples, consisting of 5040 changes. x87a
Ellacombe Ch. Bells Devon^ etc. ill. 238 A peal of * London
Union Triples '. 1903 IVestm, Gaz. 23 Oct. 12/2 A boy of
fourteen, .took part in ringing 1,260 changes, which con-
stitutes a quarter-peal of Grandsire Triples.

f4. = Treble sb. 7 b, Obs. rar£~^,
a 1553 Udall Royster D. (Arb.) 88 The Peale of belles

rong by the parish Clerk, and Roister Doisters foure men.
The first Bell a Triple.

1 5. = Treble sb. 4. Obs, rare—^,
j6oo Fairfax Tasstt xvin. xxiv, The btunaine voices sung

a triple hie.

Triple (tri*p'l), «. (adv.) Forms: 6 tryple,

(treeple), 7 tripill, 7-8 (9 ^.i*.) tripple, 6- triple.

[a. F. triple (16th c. in Uodef. CompL\ or ad. L.

iripluSy a. Gr, rpiirXovs^ = L. triplex threefold.]

1. Consisting of three members, things, or sets

combined; threefold; = Trebles, i.

1551-3 in Feuillerat Rez»els Edw. ^'7(1914) 78 One sute
of tryple aparrell of whighte satten. 1587 Harrison Eng'
land i\\. viii. in Holinshed I. 233/1 The triple tillage of
an acre dooth cost 13 shillings foure pence before the saffron

be set. 1589 PuTTENHAM Ettg, Poesie 11. i. (Arb.) 78 The
Philosopher gathers a triple proportion,, .the Arithmeticall,
the Geometricall, and the Musical], ^ 1620 T. Robinson
M. Magd, 1 132 There stood ye Monarche of this tripple Isle.

1697 Ubvden j^netdw. 563 The triple porter of the Stygian
sound, Grim Cerberus. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants {.i-jq6)

II. 266 A triple thorn beneath the buds. 1847 Grote Greece
II. xxiii. III. 536 The trireme or war-ship with a triple

bank of oars. 1874 H. H. Cole Catal. Ind, Art S. Kens,
Mus. 1 27 Triple rows of chains.

2. Having three applications or relations ; exist-

ing or occurring in three ways or characters; of

three kinds ; = Treble a. 1 b.

1567 Golding Ovid*s Met. vii. (1603) 79 b, By triple

Hecats holy Rites. 1587 T. Norton^'s Calvin's Inst. iv. xii.

% 15. 414 margin, (There is] a triple vse of fasting. 1651
Wo^UMS Le^fiatk. 11. xxxi. 187 From hence there ariseth a
triple Word of God, . . to which Correspondeth a triple

Hearing. 1675 Baxter Cath, Theol. 11. viii. 173 The Sun
..whose triple Influx Motion, Light, and Heat, affecteth

all things. x86o Motley Netherl, (1868) I. i. 10 Their choice
was triple.

3. Three times as much or many ; of three times

the measure or amount ; multiplied by three.

1550 Crowley Last Trump. 955 If any man do the desyre
Him lo defend in doinge wronge, Though he woulde geue
the triple hire, Yet geue none eare unto his songe. 1557
RECORDE'JfV«/j/. E iij, For .9. is triple to .3: and .12. is

triple to .4. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World u. (1634) 478 Great
conquests are won to repay the chargesofWarre with triple

interest. 1756 C Lucas Ess. Waters I. 169 The quantity
should not be less than triple the weight of the solids con-
sumed. 1793SMEATON Edystone L. 195 The detached figure

. . shews a part of the top of the wall . . to a triple scale. x8o6
Hutton Course Math. 1.^44 Each pyramid is the third

part of the prism, or the prism is triple of the pyramid.

•|'4. That is one of three; third. Obs. rare.
1601 Shaks. AlCs Well v. i. Ill One [receipt] which. .He

bad me store vp, as a triple eye, Safer then mine owne two.
x6o6 — Ant. (j- CI. i. i. 12 You shall see in him (The triple

Pillar of the world) transform'd Into a Strumpets Foole.

6. Special collocations.

Triple alliance, an alliance of three states or powers, esp.

that of England, Sweden, and the Netherlands in 1668, of
France, Great Britain, and the Netherlands in 1717, and of
Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy in 1883; also/ra«j^
Triple hob major, app. an error for treble bob major : see
Bob sb.^ Triple change {Bell-ringing), one in which three
pairs of bells change places. Triple counterpoint, three-
part counterpoint in which the parts may be interchanged
without breaking the rules. Triple crown, a threefold

crown; spec, (a) the papal tiara; also, a heraldic bearing
representing this = Tiara 2b; (b) in horse-racing, the win-
ning of the three races known as the ' Two Thousand
Guineas *, the ' Derby ', and the ' St. Leger ' (also attrib,).

Triple entente (Fr.), an understanding as to political action
between three powers. Triple first, at Cambridge Uni-
versity, a first class in three triposes; also, one who obtains
this. yWy»/^ //c^«r (^KJ.), a fugue having three subjects.
Triple gown : see quoL t Triple grass, the genus Tri-
folium. Triple hat, the papal tiara, t Triple Lady's
traces, a species of orchid with three tuber?. Triple line,

plane, point {Geom.), a line, plane, or point formed by the
coincidence of three lines, planes, or points. Triple phos-
phate (Chem.), phosphate of ammonium and magnesium.
Triple pit {Mining), a shaft divided into three compart-
ments lengthwise : see quot. Triple plane : see triple line.
7V/)*/^/*/a^,in baseball, playin which three men are put out.
Triple point {Ceom.), a point common to three branches of
a curve, or at which the curve has three tangents : see triple

line. ^Triple progression {Mus.) ; see quot. t Triple pro-
portion : - triple ratio. Triple quartan (ague), a quartan
ague in which the paroxysms occur in setsof three. Triple
ratiOt the ratio of three to one. TripU rime {rhyntf) : see

Rhyme sh. 3 c (but in quot 1873 == Tcrza rima). Triple
rhythm (Afus.), a threefold rhythm consisting of one heavy
and two light accents or beats. Triple salt {Chem.), a salt

containing three different bases. Triple screw, a screw
having three consecutive threads of the same pitch {Cent.

Diet. 1891). Triple star^ a treble star (see Treble a. 3).

Triple suspension (Afus.) : see quot. Triple tail, a fish,

Lobotes snrinamensiSf in which the dorsal and anal fins are
extended so as to resemble tails. Triple tertian {ague) :

cf. triple ouartan. Triple time {Mus.), a rhythm of three

beats in tne bar ; also compound triple time (see Compound
a. 2 f). Triple unite see Unite. Also Triple tree.
1668 Temple Lett. xv. (1609) 56 Monsieur de Witt : Who,

he said, htndred them from being received into the "Triple*

Alliance. 1715 Addison Drummer \. L (1722) 39 But here
comes the Triple-AUiance [three Rogues^ 17^ Monthly
Rev. XXX. 528 This design., gave rise to the Triple alliance

..to support the treaty of Utrecht. i868 G. Duff Pol.

Surv. 18 A triple commercial and political alliance between
France, Belgium, and Holland. 1906 Westvi, Gaz. 26 Oct.

2/3 The alleged renewal of the Triple Alliance between
Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy, 1809 W. Irving
Knickerb, (1861) 42 The bells.. rang a *triple bobmajor on
the joyful occasion, a 1845 Barham Ingol. Leg., Wedding-
day 94 The blithe ' College Youths ' . . Accustomed, for

years, to pull bell-ropes for wagers, Rang faster than ever

;

their ' triple-bob-majors '. X87J Ellacomde Ch, Bells Devon
iii. 232 After 1677. .Stedman.. appears to have introduced
the method of double and *triple changes. 1869 Ouseley
Counterp. xvii. 134 *Triple and quadruple counterpoints.,
consist of three or four melodies so interwoven that any of
them may become a correct bass to the others. 1876
Stainer& Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Triple counterpoint,
a counterpoint in three parts, so contrived that each part

will serve for bass, middle, or upper part as required. 1555
Eden Decades 226 A ""triple crowne much lyke the popes.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. K/, i. iii. 66. 1624 Bruell Lett. iv. ^8
In one scutchion with the crosse Keyes and triple crown in

the crest. 1780, x8<>4 [see Tiara sb. 2 b]. a 1854 H. Reed
Lect. Eng. Hist. viii. (1855) 272 The triple crown of the
papacy. 1897 Daily News 7 Sept. 5/1 What the sporting
prophets love to call the ' triple crown ',

. . the Two Thousand,
the Derby, and the St. Leger. 1901 Daily Chron. 20 July
9/1 The triple-crown winner stood a sound 6 to 4 on chance.
X914 Times 5 Aug. 7/4 First came the Franco-Russian
Alliance, and later on the Anglo-French, and the Anglo-
Russian agreements, which paved the way for the diplo-

matic group known as the *Triple Entente. 1876 Stainer
& Bakrett Diet. Mus, Terms s. v. fugue. Fugues have
been divided. .By number of subjects; as a double fugue,
having two subjects ; a *triple fugue, three subjects, &c.

1834 Tail's Mag. I, 720/2 The double or *triple gowns
(the Judges with the double and triple salaries), 1562
BuLLEYN Bulwark, Bk, Simples (1579) 32 Tri/olium,
called the three leaued grasse. \margin\ *Triple grasse.

1840 Carlvle Heroes iv. (1858) 285 You with your tiaras,

*lriple-hats,, .stand on Devil's Lie, and are not so strong I

x6ii, 1785 "Triple Ladies traces [see Lady*s traces]. 1857
G. Bird's Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 276 The *triple phosphate
which is precipitated artificially from urine . . is a neutral salt.

x8^ Cagney tr. Jaksch's Clin, Diagn, vii. (ed. 4) 388 It

[urine] deposits on standing a more or less abundant deposit
of fat-laden and swollen leucocytes and triple-phosphate
crystals. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts g-jo A shaft is to be divided
into three compartments, one for the engine pumps, and
two for raising coals, ..which is denominated a *triple pit.

1896 Knowles & Morton Baseball 103 * Triple plapf, a play
in which the ball is handled quickly enough to retire three

men. 1873 B. Williamson Di^ Calc. (ed. 2) xiv. § 209 If

the lowest terms in the equation of a curve be of the third

degree, the origin is a*triple point. i8ox Busby Diet. Mus.^
*'J'riple Progression, an expression in old music, implying
a series of perfect fifths. 1557 Recorde Whetst. Cj, Pro-
portion . . Doble, *Triple, Quadriple. a X696 Scarburch
Euclid (1705) 180, 12 ^compared to 4 is Multiple Proportion,
and named triple. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur, \\. v. 79, I

went to a Canon who lay sicke of a *triple Quartane ague.
1727-38, 1866 "Triple rhyme [see Rhyme sb. \q\ 1872
Lowell Dante Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 158 In the form of
the verse (triple rhyme) we may find an emblem of the
Trinity. x8oo tr. Lagrange's Ckem. I. 248 When the
quantity of ammonia corresponds with that of the nitrate of
magnesia necessary to form a *triple salt, the precipitation

is then checked. 1868 Watts Diet. Client. V. 886 Triple
salts, aname sometimes applied to salts containing three
different bases, such as microcosmic salt. 1831 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 7) IV. 47/1 M. Struve has also taken notice of 52
*lriple stars. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms
s. V. Suspension, Two suspended notes form a double
suspension ; three a *triple suspension, and so on. 1803
Shaw Gen. Zool. IV. 80 The tail . . appears as if composed of
three distinct parts,, .hence thenameof Triurus, or *Triple-

1'ail, applied to this fish by Commerson. x888 Goode
Amer. Fishes 148 The ' Flasher' or' Triple-tail '. .is spoken
of by various authors as the ' Black Triple-tail '. 1822-34
Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 607 The fifth species [of ague]
consisting of double tertians, ^triple tertians, unequal
tertians, duplicate tertians. i66a Playford Skill Mus. \.

viii. (1674) 28 Pricks of Perfection are used for perfecting
Notes, and are only used in the *Triple-Time. X749 J.
Mason Numbers in Poet. Comp. 74 If. .we banish our slow
Tunes, and sing only Triple-Time Tunes to pure Iambic
Measure. X889 F. Taylor in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 174/1
When a bar of triple time consists of two notes only the
accent is always on the longer note.

B. adv. To three times the amount or extent

;

in a threefold manner; triply; thrice. See also C. 2,

i6o6-2&)7 [see C. 2]. 1641 in Cochran-Patrick Rec. Coin-
age Scotf. (1876) I. Introd. 31 Coining of the Stirling coper
monie ..could not have been done the ordinare way for

triple more charges. X643 R. Baillie Lett. (V Jrnls, (1841)

II. 71 Triple more already than ever was taught in Scot-

land. X692 Bentley Boyle Lect. iii. 85 If we had double or

triple as many.
C. Combinations.

1. The adjective in combination, a. Parasynthetic

combs., as triple-arched, -barbed, -bodied^ -coloured^

'Crested, ^crowned, -edged, -formed, -gemmed,

'hatted^ -lived, -nerved^ -piled^ -rayed, -ribbed,

-strandedf -throated^ -towered^ -turreted; trfple-

awned« in triple-awned grass, = three-awned
(Three B, III. 2), Also Triple-headed.
1906 Daily News 4 Sept 6 The construction of the •triple-

aisled nave [of Strasshurg Cathedral]. 1819 Keats Ez'e
St, Agnes xxiv, A casement high and *triple-arch*d there
was. X848 Buckley Iliad 204 Wounding him on the
shoulder with a * triple-barbed arrow. 1905 Daily Chron,
22 Sept. 1/7 He is now in a cell *triple-ljarred and double.
locked. 1840 Browning Sordello i, 201 The 'triple-bearded
Teuton come to life ! 1583 Melbanckr Philotimus Ddj,
The *triple-bodied Pluto, 1728 Pope Dune. n. 248 At some
sick miser's *triple-bolted gate. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.
XIV. X. (1864) IX. 358 The *lriple-chorded harmony of faith,

holiness^ and charity. 1660 F. Bkooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav.
140 * Triple-coloured tortoises. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 897.
1717 Fenton Odyss. xi. Poems 126 To drag to light the
*triple-crested Dog That guards Hell's massy Portal X679
Bkdlok Popish Plot Ep. Aj b, Their *Tripple Crown'd Idol
at Rome. ijy6 D\ Costa Conchology 21 A 'triple-edged spear
or sword. i6o6Svl\estek Du Bartas n.iv. it. Magnificence
921 A greatCornaline, Where some rare Artist. .Hath deeply
cut Time's *triple-formed Front. X840 Carlyle Heroes iv.

(18^8) 286 A black spectral Nightmare and ^triple-hatted
Chimera. 170^10 Steele TatlerHo. 118 ri Todeal with
them as Evander did with his ^triple-lived Adversary. x8xx
WiLLUENOW Bot. (new ed.) § 42 A leaf is said to be. .*Triple-

nerved.., when out of the side of the middle rib above the
base there arises a nerve running towards the point. 1851
Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. \. 830 On *triple-pilra

Throne-velvets sit at ease to bless the poor. 1847 Ld.
Lindsay Chr. Art I, 124 Our Saviour is represented, .dis-

tinguished by the *triple-rayed nimbus. X847 W. E. Steele
PieldBot.^f Root-leaves crowded, .petals rounded, •triple-

ribbed. 1629 Ford Lover's Mel. iv. ii, The dog, whose
* triple-throated noise Hath rous'd a lion from his uncouth
den, x6ix Cotcr., Fourchiera trois dents, a *triple-toothed

forke. c i8a8 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss, s. v. Triple^

*Triple-towered gate, double-leaved, a X550 in Banng-
Gould & Twigge West. Armory (1898) 3 BamestapTe
Towne: Arg: a *triple turreted tower gul : betweene 3
ogresses.

b. in combination with sbs,, forming adjectives

or attributive phrases, as triple-compartment

t

-cylinder, -expansion (see Expansion 7), -hearth^

-line, -lock, -rcuk, -shift, -wick', triple-screw,

having three screw-propellers.
i88a Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 293 The main

working shaft, which is 'tripple compartment. 1877 Knight
Diet. Mech., * 1 riple-cylinder engine, a steam-engine
employing three cylinders. 1886 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept.

X3/4 These steamers. .are provided with ''triple expansion
engines. X893 J. A. Hodges Elent. Photogr. (1907) 17 The
' *triple-exiension ' type [of camera]. 1877 Raymond Statist,

Mines A Mining 339 The Bennett Mill carries ten stamps,
six *tiiple-hearth reverberatory roasting-furnaces [etcli

X889 Rider Haggard K. Solomon's Mines 220 The Greys
filed oflF in a *triple-line formation. 1895 Dail^ Newt
14 Mar. s/s The ticket will be dropped m a *tnple-lock

box. x89a Photogr. Ann. II. 545 Large size (patent) "triple-

rack telescopic front tubes. 1901 Daily Mail 30 Oct. 5/3
A series of six *triple>screw 14,865 ton battleships. x89a
Photogr. /4«». II. Advt^*Triple Wick Lamps, .. Four Wick
Lamps.
2. The adverb in combination, a. with pa. pples.

or adjs., as triple-compound, -compoutided, -dyed,

-endowed^ -refined, -roomed, -turned, -twined,

1897 Daily News 14 June 6/6 Two sets of *tripleK:om-

pound engines, each self-contained. 1775 Adair Amer,
Ind. 69 A double, or *triple-compound^ [word]. x6o6
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 11. Magnificence 729 Tiieir

long strong sarcels, richly *triple-di'd Gold-Azure-Crinmn,
X824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i. (1863) 130 A •triple-

refined taste. 1610 Healey^/. Aug, Citie o/God x\. xxvi.

566 The arke. .had roomes aboue those vpper roomes, and
so was called '"triple-roomed, being three stories high. x6o6

Shaks. Ant. 4- CL iv. xii. 13 *Triple-ium'd Whore, 'tis

thou Hast sold me to this Nouice. X804 J. Collins Scrip-

scrap, xi, Bath deems a *triple-twin'd Laurel thy Due.

b. with pres. pples., as triple-barking, -flashing,

'733 Swift On Poetry 214 To Cerberus they give a sop,

His triple-barking mouth to stop. 1003 Daily Chron.
27 Feb. 7/7 A light vessel, say one showing a ten-mile

range '"triple-flashing red Ught.

Hence {nonce-wds.) f Tri-plefold adv., triply,

threefold ; "f Triplewise adv., in a triple manner.
1570 FoxE A. 4- M. (ed. 2) 36/1 To these is gyuen pardon

from the Pope, double and triplefold more, then to any
other good worke of charitie. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe
Dido V. i, Ganges .. Whose wealthy streams may wait upoD
her [Troy's] towers, And triple-wise entrench her round
about.

Triple (tri'p'l), v. Forms: see Triple a.;

also 5 threpil, -el, tryple. [ad. med.L. tripldre

(see Tkii'late)
; cf. F. tritler (1484 in Godef.

Compl.), Prov. triplar.^

1, trans. To make three times as great or as

many as before ; to multiply by three ; to make
threefold ; to treble.

1375 (MS. 1487) Barbour Brt/ce xviti. 30 And said, that

he suld fecht that day, Thouch Tryplit or quadrupHt [Edin.
MS. (1489) tribill and quatribitl] war thai, a 1400-50
Alexander 1476 pe bischop. .Comandis to ilka creaiour to

crie l>ur^ ]« stretis, To thre dais on a thrawe be threpild

[v.r. threpelytt] togedire. 154a Recorde Gr. Artes {isi$)

115 To double the remayner of poundes, and triple the

remayner of shillings. X564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. \.

297 1 hair abone impresonment to be tripled. x6ao in Foster
Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 208 Private traders.. who con-
fesse they triple their principall between that place and
Bantam. 1655 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 23 His High-
nesse. .tripled the guards, and scoured the cittyand 4 miles
round with horse, a 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Philos.

(1776) L 128 The body goes on with the double impression,

and receives also'a new one which triples it. S795 Hist, in
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Ann. Reg.ij/i She was determined to double and even triple

her army. i8ao Lamb Elia Ser. i. Two Races 0/ (Men, He
will return them [books]., with usury ; enriched with annota-
tions, tripling their value. 1858 Buckle C/V/V/a. (1864) II. i.

119 The export of foreign commodities was tripled.

b. To fold in three thicknesses. rare~°.
>S73'8o Barrt Alv. T 376 Triple^ to., fold a thing three

times.

e. spec, in Mech. To alter (a steam-engine) from
single or double expansion to fhe triple-expansion

type ; also, to fit (a vessel, etc.) with triple-expan-

sion engines.
1891 [see Tripling vhl, sb. i b].

2. To amount to three times as many as. rare~^,
1589 in Haklu>[t Voy. {1599) II. 11. 145 Their losse I can

assure you did triple ours, as well in quality as in quantity.

3. intr. To grow to three times the former
number or amount.
"799 W. Taylor in Monthly Rer. XXVIII. 526 Our

author hesitates whether wages have not tripled. 1805 Svd.
Smith in Lady Holland Mem. (185^) II. 15, 1, .was pleasing
myself with the notion., that your income was tripling and
quadrupling in value. 1839 Times 11 June, Within the
Ia.st twenty years it [crime] has tripled.

Tripled (trip'ld), ppL a. [f. prec. + -ED^.]
Made triple or threefold ; multiplied by three.

1583 Stubbes Anai, Ahus, 11. (1882) 98 This tripled com-
mandement, . . Feede my sheepe, feede my sheepe, feede my
sheepe. i6ax Middleton Sun in Wr/WWks, (liullen) VII.

?49 Behold yon Fountain with the tripled crown. 1698
)rvden Ep. to Motieux 35 Time, action, place, are so pre-

served by thee That even Corneille mi^ht with envy see The
alliance of his tripled Unity. 1790 R. Mrrrv Laurel of
Liberty (ed. 2) 30 They force its tripled walls.

II Triplegia (tr3iph--d3ia). raih, [raod.L., f.

Gr. Tpt- three + wAt^t) stroke; of. Hemiplegia.]
X899 Alibutt's Syst. Med. VI. 894 Hemiplegia.. when

added to the paraplegia of spinal origin, makes upaclinical
picture of a triplegia. 1900-13 Doriand Med. Dict.^
Triplegia^ - • 1 hemiplegia with pa^aly^is of one limb on the
opposite side.

Triple headed, <'- Having three heads;
three-i leaded,

1581 .'V. Hall ///Wv. 87 luno.. stricken so did stand By
triple headed sheering shafte, ysent by Herculs hand.
1605 Drayton Pastorals iv. 30 Such monster-tamers. .;\s

haue tyde vp the triple-headed hound, a 1658 Cleveland
Wks. (1677) 94 The I'ripleheaded Turn-key of Heaven with
the Triplehcaded Porter of Hell. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind.
39 Proserpine and Cerberus were triple-head^. 1847 ^'^'

Lindsay Chr. Art I. 84 The iriiilc-headed, b.it-wingeJ,
horneil and hoofed monster of the later middle ages.

TriplenesS (tri-p*lnus). rare. [f. Triple a.

+ -NE.ss.] The quality or condition of being
triple ; triplicity.

e f88x HoBT in Expositor June (1907) 489 When there is

tripieness and at the same lime not mere coordination but
progression.

Triplet (tri-plet). Also 8 tripUt. [f. Triple,
after Doublet; cf. K. irip/et (Littn^).]

1. A set of three ; thrte persons or things com-
binefl or united.

"733 Swift Legion Club 1S3 Such a triplet could you tell

Where to find on this side hell? 18*4 L. Murray Eng.
Gram, (ed. 5) I. 444 A very frequent succe^ion of words
and phrases, in couplets, or triplets, is also a great blemish
in composition. i8<i Airy Presid. Addr, Brit. Assoc. 43
Observing stations should be selected . . in triplets : the three
stations ofeach triplet having relation to the north boundary,
the centre, and the south boundary of the shadow. The
Russian Government has. . actually equipped six triplets.

2. In various specific uses. a. Ihree successive

lines of verse, esp. when riming together and of
the same length.
1656 Earl Monm. ir. BoccalinPs Advts.fr. Parnass. u.

xiv. (1674) 153 Berni, the Head of those Italian Poets, who
have.. written facetious things in Triplets. 1697 [see 3),

1751 Karl Orrery Remarks Swi/i (1753) 188 One of his
strictest rules in poetry was toavoid triplets. 1800 Malune
Life Dryden 525 He sent a second messenger to the book-
seller, with a very satirical triplet. i86a Borrow Wild
Wales lix. (191 1) 311 He was a poet by nature, having a
muse wonderfully glib at making triplets and (quartets.

b. pi. Three children at a birth ; stng. one of
three at a birth.

1787 Garthshore in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 351 [Of]
triplets, or three born at once, we find comparatively, .few
instances in. .any. .country, i860 Tanner Signs Pregnancy
(1862) no The presence of three distinct [uterine] double
sounds, not isochronous, warrants the diagnosis of triplets.

1905 Daily News 25 Jan. 9 His mother said she. .had two
other boys the same age ..The troublesome triplet was
remanded.

Q. Mtis. A group of three notes to be played in

the time of two of the same time-value,
1801 in Busby Diet. Mus. 1848 Rimbault Plana 23

When three notes of one sort are joined together, and have
the figure 3 placed over or under them, they are called a
Triplet,, .and are to be performed in the time of two only
of the same kind. 186a Ernst Pauer Programme 8 Mar.,
With triplets continually increasing in rapidity.
trans/ z86o RusKiN Unto this Last iv. $ 82 Triplets of

birds and murmur and chirp of insects.

d. Arch. A window of three lights.

1849 Freeman A rchit. ir. i. vii. 180 The genuine triplet with
the higher central light seems hardly to be found in Italy.
tWA Daily !\'ezvs 22 July, A window in the Abbey Church,
consisting of a triplet of lancets at the west end of the nave.

e. A combination of three plano-convex lenses
in a microscope, etc. ; also, a microscope having
three lenses.

Vol. X.

1837 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XV. 36 Sir David Brewster has
made triplets in which two of the lenses are fluids and the
third a solid. 1867 [see 3].

f. A counterfeit jewel: see quot., and cf.

Doublet sb. 5.

1877 Five y'rs.' Penal Servitude iv. 274 A triplet is made
as follows :—Two colourless topazes are prepared for the
back and the front. Between these is neatly placed a piece
of blue glass, and the three are stuck together with Venice
turpentine.

g. A tandem bicycle for three riders.

1894 Daily Nevjs 3 Sept. 3/3 On a triplet, [they] started
to create a record for their type of machine, and succeeded
..in riding the fastest mile ever ridden at Herne-hill,

h, Geom, A system of three families of surfaces

such that one of each family passes through each
point of space. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

i. NaiU. Three links between ihe cable and the
anchor-ring. 1892 in Cent. Diet.

3. attrih. Triplet lily, the American genus Tri-
teleiay N.O. LUiaie^, having the parts of the flower
regularly arranged in threes.

1697 Drvden j^mid Ded. fj, I frequently make use
of Trifjlet Rhymes. 1867

J.
Hogg Microsc. i. i. 13 The

first triplet achromatic object-glass. 1874 H. H. Cole
Catal. Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. App. 2S7 This bas-relief
represents a god with several triplet heads and a great
number of hands. 1884 Millkr Plant.n^ Triteleia, Triplet-
Lily. 189a Photogr. Ann, II. 548 Microscope and micro-
polariscope, fitted with Mr. Hughes's patent 510. tripletcon-
densers. 1900 Daily Newsix Apr. 6/3 New amateur triplet
records were established .. from two miles up to 28 miles.

Triple tree. Cant, Now Hist, or arch,
[TuEB sb. 4 b.] A gallows (in reference to its three
parts),

a 1634 Randolph Heyfor Honesty iv. i, This is a Rascal
deserves to ride up Holborn, And take a pilgrimage to the
triple-tree, To dance in Hemp Derricks Caranto. 1707 J.
Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. IVks. (1709) 181 Being come to
the 1 ripple Tree, he. set his Foot on the Ladder. x86a Sala
Ship Chandler \. 5 Busy as was the triple tree. ., they could
not hang all the rogues they convicted.

Triplex (trai--, tri-pleks), a. {sb,) [a. L. tri-

pleXy -piic- threefold, f. tri- three +///V- to fold.]

Triple, threefold. Also absol. as ib,

x6oi Shaks. Twel, TV. v. i. 41 The triplex . . is a good
tripping measure, or the belles of S. Hennet, .. may put
you in minde, one, two, three. ["654 r>. Cawdrev \title)

Diatribe Triplex : or A threefold Exercitation Concerning
I. Superstition. 2. Will-worship. %. Christmas Festivall.l
i<^ Hammond {title) An account of Mr. Cawdry's Triplex
Diatribe. 1656 S. Holland Zara (1719)71 So that now
there is like to be a trouble in Triplex. 1911 \V. Tkmple
Nat, Personality viii. 112 We are not so compelled to speak
of three centres of consciou.sness in the Deity; rather we
should speak of a triplex consciousness.

Hence Trlple'xity == Tbiplicity,
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Tripley, obs. form of Triply v.

Tripli- (tripli), short for tripjici-y combining
form of L, triplex Tbiplb, occurring in a few rare

adjs, (chiefly Bot,)^ as tripUco'stato = tricostate

(Tbi- I a) ; trrpliform = Trifobm i ; tripli-

nerved — Tbinervatk,
x866 Treas. Bot. 1173 Triple-ner%ted, Triplinert'ed, Tripli-

ner7ns, the same as Triple-ribbed. 1869 Inman Symbolism
Introd. 12 One symbol wastripliform, the other single. 1B79
Webstkr Suppl., Tripljcostate.

Triplica'nd. Sc. Law. [ad. L. tripHcand-,

gerund, stem of triplicare to Triplicate.] The
tripling of the feu-duty for one year ; a triple feu-

duty so paid. Cf. DuPLiCAND.
1898 Mem. yas. E. Fyfs 39 The superior rubbed his hands

over an annual duty of j^ 30 an acre, with a tripHcand every
twenty-first year.

Triplicate (tri-plik^), a. and sh. [ad. L.
triplicat-us^ pa. pple. of triplicare (rare) to triple.]

A. adj. Threefold, triple; forming three exactly

corresponding copies ; consisting of or related to

three corresponding parts.
t43*-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) T. 239 A triplicate honor was

jiflTen to a kynge . . hauenge victory, in his commenge to the
cite of Rome. 1513 Act 4 Hen. K///, c. 19 § 10 One parte
of the field Writyng triplicate to be indented shall remayne

,
with the seid Commissioners. 15*8 in Burnet Hist. Ref.
(1679) I. Records IL iv. 25 Certain Expeditions Tiiplicat; the

I

one unto the Prothonotar Gambora, the othtr unto Gregory
j

de Cassali, and the third unto me. 1756 Gentl. Mag.
Oct. 461/1 It was always customary to make double and
triplicate bills of loading. _ i86a Beveridgk Hist. India 1 1 1.

vin. iii. 333 The conclusion of a triplicate treaty by the
British government, the Maharajah, and Shah Shujah-ul-
Moolk. 190a W. M. AlexASDER Demonic Possession JV.T.

1 iii. 61 There are. .duplicate or triplicate narratives of these
i three cases.

1
b. Triplicate proportion^ ratio : the proportion

or ratio of cubes (third powers) in relation to that

I

of the radical quantities.

: 1660 Barrow Euclid v. Def. x. When 4 magnitudes A, B, C,D
,

are proportional, the first A shall have a triplicate ratio to

I the fourth D of what it had to the second B. 1674 Petty
! Disc. Du6l. Proportion 44 I ike pieces of Timber, that are

in cubical or triplicate proportion of their Sides, are strong

j

but according to duplicate proportion, or the Squares of their
respective Sides. 1718 Quincy Compl, Disp, 45 The Gravity

I of Bodies decreases in a Triplicate, but their Surface in a
Duplicate Proportion of their Diameters. 1806 Hutton
Course Math. (1810) I. 314 The Ratio of the First [quantity]

I

to the Third, will be duplicate or the Square of the Ratio of

I the First and Second : and the Ratio of the First and Fourth

will be triplicate or the cube of that of the First and Second-,
and so on.

c. Triplicate quartan {ague) = triple qtiartan
(Triple a, 5).
X822-34 Gooifs Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 613 Quartanus tripli-

catus. Triplicate quartan.

d. In combination, as triplicate-tcrnate {Bot.)
-.. Triternate.
1847 i" Webster, 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms^

Tripticate-temate, triternate (Crozier).

B. sb. 1. One of three things exactly alike, esp,

one of three copies of a document
; //. three things

exactly alike.

1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) 11. 23
note, There are three portraits of himself,, .and three tripli-

cates of his mistress. 1801 Wellington in Gurw. Desp.
(1837) I. 284, I have the honor to enclose the triplicate of a
letter to the Governor of Bombay. 1835 Batman in
Cornwallis Neiy ji'orld (1859) I. 410, I busied myself in

drawing up triplicates of the deeds of the land I had
purchased. 1859 1 ennent Ceylon II. vir. v. 200 Not only
a duplicate, but a triplicate of the desecrated relic were
regarded with undiminished adoration both in Pegu and
Ceylon.

b. /« triplicate : in three exactly corresponding

copies or transcripts. Also transf.
tSio Wellington m Gurw. Disp. (1838) VI. 170 Desire

Captain Eliott to send his account of lie txpenditure in

Triplicate, i860 Hook Lives Alps. 1 1, vii. 412 The consti-

tutions were written in triplicate. 1894 Times 1 Aug. 6/2
Many of the trains, .were run in duplicate and triplicate.

1 2, Triplicate ratio ; third power, cube. Obs.

rare.

1767MUBDOCH in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 28Theaccelerative
force of A. .will be incre.^sed in the triplicate of that ratio.

Triplicate (tri*plik^lt), v. [f. L. tiiplicat-,

ppl. stem oi triplicare (see prec), f. triplex^ triple.]

1. trans. To multiply by three ; to increase three-

fold ; to triple.

1623 CocKERAM, Triplicate, to triple, or doe a ihing three
times. 165a Bknlowes Theoph. x. Ixi, Could'st tliou

engross Caihaiahs Gems And more than triplicate Romes
triple diadems. 1717 B. Taylor in Phil. Tratis. XXX. 614
'I'his Formula will also triplicate the number of true Figures
in Z. 1871 Daily Ne^vs 19 Jan., They have thus triplicated

the defences of a tract they had judged to be exposed.

2. To make or provide in triplicate; to make
the triplicate of; to repeat a second time.

1639 Gentilis Servi/a^s Itiquis. {1676) 851 They might.,
reply, and triplicate the same request with greater instance.

1653 U. Sanders Physiogn. 249 Such a person usually
reiterates and iripllcatts his words, to little purpose. 1879
G. Meredith Egoist xy.\\\,V^^ are in danger of duplicating
[wedding-presents] and triplicating and quadruplicating.

Hence Tri*pUcatingf ///. a.

1906 Hibl'irt Jrnl. Apr. 598 Htgtl's argument was a kind
of trinity: i.e. it moved in a triplicating way,— thesis; anti-

thesis and synthesis.

Tri"plicated,///.df. [f. prec. + -ed '.] Made
threefold; triple. Triplicatedproportion^ triplicate

proportion.

163s WiNCATE AoYapiPfiOTfx»''a 69 Having three numbers
given, to finde a fourth in a triplicated Proportion. 1678
(see TuiPLAsrAN], 1753 Chambers CycL Sufp. s. v. Bridge,
The piers being only thirteen feet thick, yet serving to sup-

port an immense weight of a triplicattd arcade. 1831 C. L.

Smith tr. Tasso xi. vii, The flaming quire Of Heaven in

triplicated order dighted.

Triplication (triplik^i'|pn). [a. F. iriplicO'

Hon (Godef.), or ad. L. triplicStion-em^n. of action

from triplicare to Triplicate.]

1. The action or process of making threefold, or

multiplying by three ; also, the result of this.

1610 Hraley St. Aug. CitieofGodx\-x.. ii. (1620) 708 These
twelue sects are produced by the triplication of these foure.

1674 Jeake Artth. (1696) 24 Triplication, .is to add the

given number to the double of the sair.e, 1798 W.
Palgrave Let. in Parr's IVhs. {182B) VIII. 103 The tripli-

cation of the assessed taxes. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 23 Mar.

S13/3 A duplication or triplication of teachers of theology

entered into my ideal of the school.

2. a. Civil and Canon Law. The plaintiff's

reply to the defendant's duplication, corresponding

to the surrejoinder at common law. b. In Common
Law sometimes applied (after Britton) to the re-

joinder,

[1*93 Britton m. xiv. 5 6 Et si le pleyntif die, qe il fust

seisi par acun feifement, a peo sott re.spoundu par triplica-

cioun, cum desus est dit.] a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw.
Eng. {1609) 67 Where the law is not doubtful, according to

the matter conteyned in the declaration, answer, replication,

rejoynder, or triplication, the Judge out of hand decideth
it 1651 G. W. tr. Cowers Inst. 243 Our Lawyers call a
Duplication, as well in the Chancery, as in other Courts a
Rejoinder, and a Triplication a Sur-rejoinder. 1726 Ayli ffe
ParergoH 251 There are also Triplications, which the
Plaintiff objects to the Defendants Duplication. 1865
Nichols Britton II. 116 Nevertheless in some cases the
plaintiff may have a validreplication.. But the tenant may
answer by way of triplication, that [etc]. 1880 Muirhead
Gaius IV. § 128 If this, .for any reason be really inequitable
to the pursuer, still another clause is necessary on the other
side for his relief, which is called a triplication. 1895
Pollock & Maitland Hist, En^. Law II. \x. § 4. 613 The
exception may be met by a replication, the replication by a
triplication and so on ad infinitum,
transf. 1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II.

112 For any my briefe Triplication, he will prouide a Quad-
ruplication at large. i6az [see Duplication 3b). 1640
Roberts Clavis BibL 344 Eliphas his Triplication, or third
Opposition against JoU
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TRIPLICATIVB.

Triplicative (triplik^itiv), a. [f. L. tripUcat-,

ppl. stem of tripHcare to Tbiplicate + -IVE.]

Having the quality of tripling.

1839-sa Bailey Fcstus (ed. 5) 509 The esoteric truths

which nature veiled, Of the one triphcative essence.

TriplicatO- vtr'P'ik^to), combining form repr.

L. tnplicdtus Triplicate, rarely used in & few

botanical terms instead of the simple iri-, as

triplioato-pinnate a. = Tbipinnate, triplioato-

teruate a. - Tbiteenate.
[i7S3 Chambers Cjd. SuM. s. v. Lea/, Tripltcalo-terna-

tHm.\ 1760 J. Lek liitrod. Bot. in. vi. (1765) 188 Tri-

ternalc, or Triplicato-Tertinte; when a Petiole hears

three Folioles that are e.ach of them liilcrnate. 1866 Vrcai.

Bot. H7i TriflicaUfinnate, the same as Tripinnate.

Triplicature (tri-plik^itiuj). [f. L. tripUcat-,

ppl. stem of iriplkdre to Triplicatk, after Du-
PLiCATURE : see -uee.] Triplication.

1801 in Cent. Did.

t TripU-oitate, v. Obs. [f. late L. triplicildt-,

Tbiplicity + -ATE 3.] tram. To triple.

1657 TbMLiNSON Renon's Disp. 720 Efficacious in curing

the Dropsie, if the quantity of Cypress be triplicitated.

Triplicity (tripli-siti). [ad. late L. triplici-

tat-em, f. L. triplex, -icem : see Triplex and -ity.

Cf. F. tripliciti (I4-I5th c. in Hatz.-Daim.).]

1. The quality or condition of being triple;

threefold character or existence ; tripleness, three-

foldness.

IS5S Eden Decades 1 One god whom we honour in tri-

plicitie of person. 1624 Hevwood Gunaik, vi. 26S To this

three-fold age, I compare the triplicitic of the Muses. 1690

Burnet Th. Earth 111. 10 This triplicity of the heavens and
the earth is the first, obvious, plain sence of the apostle's

discourse. 170S Hearne Collect. 12 Dec. (O.H.S.) I. 126

The Triplicity of the Crownes. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog.

I. ii. 45 He was clergyman, physician, and lawyer, at

once. How this singular triplicity came to take place, 1

cannot say.

2. A combination or group of three things, beings,

or attributes; three things collectively; a triad,

trio, triplet.

iSSe S. R. (titles The Choise of Change : Containing the

Triphcilie of Diuinitie, Philosophic, and Poetrie. 1590

Spenser /*.(?. i. xii. 39 Many an Angels voice Singing before

th'eternall majesty. In their trinall triplicities on hye. 1607

TopSELL Four/. Beasts (1658) 451 The Panther.. is joyned
with the Lion and the Wolf, to make up the triplicity of

ravening Beasts. x66o Waterhouse Arms ff Arm. 143

Solomon, Marcus Antoninus, and our late King James, a
triplicity of unparalleld Majesties. 1899 F. M. Crawford
Via Crucis vi. 71 A most perfect triplicity of beauty, grace

and elastic strength.

fb. A multiple by three; three times the

amount. Obs. rare~^.
1646 Sir T. Browne PseuJ. Ep. iv. xii. 218 Affirming.,

what receiveth motion in the seventh, to be perfected in the

Triplicities ; that is, the time of conformation, .from motion

unto the birth [is] treble.

3. spec, in Astral. A combination of three of the

twelve signs of the zodiac, each sign being distant

120° or the third part of a circle from the other

two : = Trigon 2 a.

Each of the four triplicities is named after one of the
' elements *, of whose qualities it is supposed to partake

;

thus airy t. ~ Gemini, Libra, Aquarius; earthy t. =_Taurus,

Virgo, Capricornus j fiery t. = Aries, Leo, Sagittarius

;

watery t. ~ Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. viii. ix. (Bodl. MS.) If. 80/1

pese bowses be|> icleped |?e howses of triplicite and somme
of exaltacioun, for |jilke signes t?at accordei> in one kinde

make|> triplicite and have .0. name, c J53a Du Wes Introd.

Fr, in Palser. 1054 The .sayd xii signes.. ben devided by
foure triplicites. 1584 R. Scot Discav. IViicAcr. xnuvn.
(1886) 243 In Aries, Leo, and Sagittarie is a certain tripli-

citie. 1650 R. Gell Serm, 8 Aug. 45 Talk not to them of

fiery, aiery, watry, earthly triplicities. 1813 Scott Guy M.
iii, I will calculate his nativity according to the rule of the

'Triplicities*, as recommended by Pythagoras, Hippocrates,

Diocles, and Avicenna. 1855 Smedley, etc. Occult Sciences

307 The Four Triplicities is another distribution of the

twelve signs into groups of three,

f b. Jj^f. or allusively. Obs.

*573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 140 So many
influences and triplicityes of loove. x^^'j Husbandman*

s

Plea agst. Tithes 70 The fiery triplicitie. .of Bishops,

Priests, and Deacons. z68o Hon. Cavalier 15 The Pope,

the Fanatick, and the Turk, that Fiery Triplicity of the

World.

Triplicostate, -form, -nerved : see Tripli-.

Tripling (tri'plig), vbl. sb. [f. Triple v. +
-ING K\
1. The action of the verb Triple.
1603 Florio Montaignt C1634) 94 It is a great..wonder

for a man to double himselfe ; and those that talke of
tripling, know not, nor cannot reach unto the height of it.

X630 Delamain GramnteloHa *«j. The doubling, tripling

[etc.] of Circles. 1853 Sir W. R. Hamilton Led. Quater-
nions ii. 53 Two successive acts, of nesatively doubling^ and
negatively tripling, compound themselves into the single

act of positively sextupling.

b. spec. See Triple v. i c.

1891 Times 26 Oct. 4/3 There is a fair amount of tripling

of engines in old vessels ordered.

2. concr. a. pi. Three children at a birth ; triplets.

1858 Lewes Sea-side Stud. 246 This multiplication of
individuals from one egg, this production of twins, or

triptings, is a constant fact.

b. Min. A compound crystal made up of three

independent individuals ; a trilling, trin.

878

i89g Storv-Maskelvne Cryslallogr. 5 157 Such cry.stals

are triple, quadruple, &c. hemitropes (or triplings, four-

lings, &.C.).

Triplite (tri-pbit). Min. [ad. Ger. triplit

(H.insmaiin, 181,^), f. Gr. r^iir^oCs threeiold, in

reference to its three cleavages: see -ite>.] A
phosphate of iron and manganese (often containing

fluorine), of a brown or blackish colour, with

cleavage in three directions mutually at right angles.

1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min. etc. § 447 Hureaulite,
Heterozile, and Triphylline, or Triplite, are phosphates of
manganese and iron. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 543.

Triple- (triple), before a vowel tripl-, com-
bining form repr. Gr. rpiTtXcios, rpiirXoCs threefold,

triple ; occurring in a few rare scientific terms.

(Cf. Tripli-.) TriploWastic (-blje-stik) a., Biol.

[Gr. /SAao-rcs germ], having three germinal layers

(epiblast, mesoblast, and hypoblast : cf. Blasto-

derm) in the embryo ; belonging to the division

Triploblastica, a synonym of C(elomata, including

the majority of animals ; cf. diploblastic s. v. D1PL0-.

Triplo.canlescent (-kjle-sent), -cauloos (-kg-bs)

adjs., Bot. [L. caulis stem], having a tertiary

system of axes or stem-branches. ||
Triplo'pia,

anglicized triplopy, Path. [Gr. eui^ eye : cf. Di-

plopia], an affection of the eyes in which objects

are seen triple.

1888 CasseWs Encycl. Did., •Triploblastic. 1890 Billings

Med. Did., Triploblastic, having three germ-layers. 1900

B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Triplo-caulescent..

when a plant has a third (tertiary) system of axes. * Triplo-

f««/o«j .. possessing ternary axes (Pax). x86o Mavne
Expos. Lex., *Triplo^ia, a term for.. disordered vision in

which objects are tripled. 1903 F. W. H. Myers Hum.
Personality I. 479 Cases, where ciliary spasm, .led_ to.,

triplopia. 1863 Atkinson tr. Ganofs Physics vii. vi. 463
A singlt eye may also be afi*ected with *triplopy, but in this

case the third image is exceedingly weak.

TUploid (tri'ploid). Surg. rare. 1 Obs. [ad.

mod.C. triploides, i. Gr. TpnrA(i-os : see prec. and

-did.] (See quot.)
[1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Triploides.] 1750 Mem. R.

Acad. Surg. Paris I. 162-3 The instruments hitherto used

to raise the bones of the cranium depressed on the dura
mater are.. the triploid. ..This instrument has three feet or

branches like a tripod.

Triploidite (tri-ploidait). Min. [f. Tbipl(ite

+ -oiD + -ITE 1.] A hydrous phosphate of iron and
manganese, allied to Triplite.
1878 A mer. Jml Sc. f; A rts Ser. III. May 398 Triploidite .

.

occurs in crystalline aggregates whose structure is parallel-

fibrous to columnar.

Triplu-mbic, a. Chem. [f. Tri- 5 + L.

plumb-um lead 4- -ic] Containing three atoms of

lead ; e. g. triplumbic tetro.xide, Pb304

.

i8«6-8 'WKTisDict. Chem. IV. 566 Triplumbic phosphate,
PbSpzO^ is obtained as a white, earthy, amorphous pre-

cipitate. 1SK>S Newth Inorg. Chem. (ed. 11) 648 Triplumbic
Tetroxide..is obtained when lead carbonate, or monoxide,
is subjected to prolonged heating in contact with air.

Triply (tripbi-), sb. Sc. Law. Obs. exc. Hist.

[ad. OF. triplique {treplicque, 1392-3 in Godef.

Compl.) ; cf. also Reply, Duply, Quadbuply.]

A third reply; a pursuer's reply to a defender's

rejoinder ; a surrejoinder. Also allusively.

1531 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i. 71 Notwith-
standing the rights, replies and triplies produced on the part

of John Kynross, not proved. 1643 Baillie Lett., to IV.

Spang y Dec. (1841) II. 109 When, upon every proposition

by itself, and on everie text of Scripture . . the replyes, and
duplies, and triplies, are heard. 1S78 Sir G. Mackenzie
Crim. Laws Scot. 11. xxiii. § 9 (1699) 253 After they have
ended. His Majesties Advocat speaks, but there are no
Duplys, or Triplys used, a 1693, 1760, i8zo, 1881 [see Duply].

1695, 176a [see QuadruplyJ.

So Triply V. [cf. OF. tripliquer{ 1 3 10 in Godef.)],

to make a triply or reply to a defender's rejoinder

{trans, and intr.).

1504 in Charters ^c. 0/ Stirling (1884) 68 Till obiect, ex-

cept, and aganesay, to repley, dupley, tripley, and ciuad-

rupley. l66a justiciary Records (S. H. S. 1905) 44 Triplied

by Birnie. He oppones the answers. 1678 Sir G. Mac-
kenzie Crim. Laws Scot. I. xxiv. § 4 (1699) 123 To which
it was triplyed, that the Act of Parliament, discharging

Usurary Wadsets doth not discharge Tacks. 1766 State of
Proc., Dk. Roxburgh v. Pringte 7 Duplied for the De-
fender.. Triplied for the Pursuer, That as. .this Question

must go to Proof [etc.].

Triply (tri-pli), adv. [f. Triple a. + -LY2.]

In a triple degree or manner; three times.

1660 R. Coke Power * Subj. 191 If he will purge himself

he may do it triply. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey 11. ii, His
large library table, once triply covered with official com-
munications. 1885 Miss Braddon Wyllard's Weird III.

xxxi. 210 She had heard her husband proclaim himself triply

an assassin.

Comb. 1785 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. xxxii. (1794) 490

The common Fern . . has superdecompound, or triplypinqjite

fronds. 1819 Pantologia, Triply-ternate, triternate. 1865

Mrs. L. L. Clarke Common Seaweeds iii. 67 Fan-like,

rose-coloured varieties, or triply-branched. 1899 Rodway
Guiana IVilds 27 A triply-armed clump of palms.

Tri'p-madain. Herb. Also 7-8 tripe-

madam(e. [a. F. tripe-madame, according to

Hatz.-Darm. an alteration of the earlier trique-

madame, Trick-madam. Taken from De I^
Quintinye by Evelyn, and thence in later her-

TRIPODAL.

balists and horticulturists. The earliest Eng. form

was Pbick-madam.] = Trick-madam.
1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Gard.\\. vi. 202 'IVijie-

Madam is one of our Sallet-Furnitures; it is used chiefly

in the Spring when it is tender. 1707 Mortimer Hush.
(1721) II. 177 'l"rip Madam is propagated of Seeds, Cuttings,

or Slips; 'tis used in Salads in Spring. X879 Prior Brit.

Plants, Trip Madam.. ^ plant used as a treacle or vermi-
fuge, Sedum rejlexum.

Tripod (tr3i'p()d), sb. and a. Also 7 trypod,
7-8 tripode. [ad. L. Iripus, tripod-, a. Gr. jf'i-

nom, -noS- adj., three-footed, also as sb., f. t/)i-

three -f TTotJs, iro5- foot.]

A. sb. 1. Gr. and Kotn. Antiq. A three-legged

vessel ; a pot or cauldron resting on three legs ; a

similar ornamental vessel, often presented as a prize,

or as a votive offering (see also 2).

[1370 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) II. 130 Item unum tripod

fern.] C1611 Chai'man /^/W xviii. 308 He gaue command
to his neare souldiers. To put a Tripod to the fire, to cleanse

the festred gore From off" the person. i697Dryden^««V/
v. 14^ Within the circle, arms and tripods he. Ingots of gold

and silver heap'd on high. X791 Cowper Iliad vill. 333 A
tripod, or a chariot with its steeds. 1834 Lytton Pompeii
11. ix, In the centre.. was a small altar on which stood a tri-

pod of bronze. 1853 Humphreys Coin-Coll. Man. iv. (1876)

35 The principal type of the coinage of Crotona is the tripod.

2. spec. A vessel of this kind at the shrine of

Apollo at Delphi, on which the priestess seated

herself to deliver oracles. Hence allusively, the

Delphic oracle ; any oracle or oracular seat.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1356, I will not be affraid

to afhrme that this reason properly is the Tripode or three

footed table as one would say, and Oracle of trueth. c 1645

Howell Lett. (1802) 11. 637 Pythagoras, whom the Tripod
[— oracle of Apollo] pronounc'd the wisest Man. 175KJ

Burke Fr. Rev. 99 Dr. Price, in whom the fumes of his

oracular tripod were not entirely evaporated. 1839 Thirl-
WALL Greece xiiii. V. 271 He compelled the prophetess^ by
threats to mount the tripod, and pronounce a declaration.

1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. i. 4 He [the comparative philo-

logist] is ready to take his seat on the tripod.

3. A seat, table, or other similar structure with

three legs ; esp. a three-legged stool.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Tripode itripodium), a three

footed stool, any thing that hath three feet. 1710 Addison
Whig Exam. No. i f 3 Three legs is a joint-stool, called in

the Sphinx's country a tripode. 1798 Bloomheld Parmer's
Boy, Spring 193 A friendly tripod forms their humble Seat.

1870 Emerson Soc. ^ Solit. Wks. (Bohn) III. 2 Kach must
stand on his glass tripod, if he would keep his electricity.

1887 J. Nicholson Beacons E. Vorksh. 13 note, The brand-

rith is literally an iron tripod.

4. A three-legged support of any kind ; esf. a

frame or stand with three (diverging) legs, usually

hinged at the top, for supporting a camera, com-

pass, or other apparatus.

1823 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 185 A sort of tripod,

having a flat ring of brass for its upper, and another for its

lower part. 1893 J. A. Hodges Elem. Phctogr. (190^) 15

Cameras. . intended to be used whilst supported on a tripod,

and designated ' stand-cameras '.

5. Tripod of life, vital tripod (fig.) : see quot.

1834 J. Forbes Laennec's Vis. Chest (ed. 4) i The heart,

lungs, and brain constitute, according to the happy expres-

sion of Bordeu, the tripod of life. 1857 DuNGLisoN Med.
Lex., Tripod, Vital. 1871 Huxley Physiol i. 19.

6. Anat. and Zool. a. A bone or other stmcture

with three processes ; a tripodal bone, etc. b. A
sponge-spicule with three equal rays (Cent. Diet.

Suppl. 1909).
1888 Rollestom & Jackson Anim. Life B83 Plectellaria,

without shell,, .or with an incomplete one, either a_ba.sal

tripod without ring,.. or a sagittal ring usually without

tripod. 1891 Cent. Diet. s. v.. The premaxillary bone of

birds is a tripod.

7. attrib. and Comb. , as tripod-head, -leg, -top ;

tripod-covering, •mounted adjs.

1614 Gorges Lucan v. 173 Pythons Trypodcouering hide.

1872 C. King Mountain. Sierra Nev. xii. 257 Playfully

drumming the frail crest with our tripod legs. 18S9

Anthony's Phologr. Bull. II. 160 A few duplicate screws

for camera and tripod head.. will be of much use. 1893

Photogr. A nn. 40 1 here is no tripod-top screw to lose. 1900

IVestm. Gaz. 25 May 4/2 A tripiod-mounted gun.

B. adj.

1. Having or resting npon three feet or legs;

three-footed, three-legged ; of the form of a tripod.

Tripod race (quot. 1870), a Three-legged race.

1715-20 Pope /Had kxiu. 50 'i'h' attending heralds,.. With
kindled flames the tripod-vase surround. 1779 Forrest

Voy. N. Guinea 373, I found many Badjoo boats,.. all of

them having the tripod mast. 1794 Mrs. Radclikfe Myst.

Udolpho xxvi, A tripod lamp that stood on the stairs. 1833

T. Hook Parson's Dau. 1. iv, A cedar bagatelle board. .on

silver tripod stand. 1870 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. July
Suppl. 92 Tripod race. 1877 Knight Did. Mech., Tripod

jack, a screw-jack supported on three legs, connected to a

common base-plate.

2. ? Uttered as from the tripod, oracular; or

? Three feet long {fig. : cf. Sesquipedalian A. i).

1798 Edgeworth Pract. Ednc. (1811) 11. 29 He may be

taught with much care and cost to spe.-ik tripod sentences.

1834 Mar. Edgeworth Helen vii. Some pages of 'The
Rambler '.. I liked not at all ; its tripod sentences tired my ear.

Tripodal (tri-pAlal), a. [f. L. tripod-, Tkipod

+ -ALJ Of the form of, or pertaining to, a tripod
;

three-footed, three-legged (in quot. 1843, per-

formed on three legs, i. e. with a staff to support

one's steps : cf. Gr. r/MiroSas oSoi/s, .^.sch. Agarn.
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80) ; Anai. having three rays or processes, as a

bone. So, in same sense, Tripodial (tripJu'dial),

Tripo'dlan; Tripodic (tr3i|i(?'dik) (applied to a

method of walking in some insects in which two
legs on one side and one on the other move to-

gether), Tripo'dical (in quot. 1643^^. oracular,

authoritative: cf. prec. A. 3).

1774 T. West Antiq. Funiess (1805) 10 The *tripodal

copper vessel. 1843 G. Wilson Letf in Life vii. (i860) 306
Yesterday I made a iripodal journey round the garden.
187a CouES N. Auter. Birds 23 'I'his is a three-prcMiged or
tripodal bone. 1845 Birch in Classicai Museum III. 418
Immediately before him is a *tripodial vessel or caldron.

1797 Encycl. Brit. {ed. 3) X. 252^2 The "tripodian lyre of
Pythagora'i, 1801 Busby Diet. Mus. (i8ii), TriSodian, a
stringed instrument, said to have been invented by Pytha-
goras the Zacynthian, which, on account of the difficulty of
Its performance, continued in use but for a short time. It

resembled in form the Delphic Tripod, whence it had
its name. X891 H. H. Dixon in Nature 8 Jan. 223/2,
I hav^observed this '*tripodic' walk in earwigs, water
scorpions, aphides, and some beetles. 1643 Howell Twelve
Treat. (1661) 249 Judges, .whose judgement in points of

I^w shold be onely •tnpodicall and sterling. 1656 Blount
Giossogr.y Tripodicaly that hath three feet, three footed.

1850 Ecclesiologist X. 179 A sort of tripodical shallow
vessel.

Tripody (tri-p^Jdi). Pros. [f. Tbi-, after Di-
PODY.T A group or verse of three feet.

1883 JEBB Oedipus Tyrannus p. Ixx, This verse forms a.

.

sentence of three dactyls, a dactylic tripody. 1891 Harper's
Mag. Mar. 570/2 I'here are hundreds of [folk-songs] in

Hungarian music consisting of dipodies, tetrapodies, tri-

podies, pentapodies, and hexapodies.

Tri-pointed, -polar: see Tbi- i c, a.

Tripoli (tri-p^li). Also 7 -ie, 7-8 -y, (8
tripela). [ = F. tripoli ( 1 6th c. in GodeC Compl.),

i. Tripoliy a region in North Africa, or town of the

same name in Syria, where found.] A fine earth

used as a polishing-powder, consisting mainly of

decomposed siliceous matter, esp. that formed of
the shells of diatoms ; called also infusorial earth

or rotten-stone.

1601 Holland PUny xxxv, vi. 1 1. 530 TripoUe or goldsmiths
earth. 1665 Hooke Microgr. Pref., With a little Tripoly,
rub them tilt they come to be very smooth. 1777 G. Forsteb
PVy. round li^orld 1 1, 355 A sort of tripoly, which is called
rotien-stone by some miners. fj^^Encycl. Brit, (ed. 3)

VII. 608/2 The common tripela, or Tripoli, used to polish
glass and stones. x8^ Lyell Princ. Geot, I. 214 That ad-
mixture of clay and silica, called tripoli. 1869 tr. Pouchet's
Universe (1871) 21 .Some tripolls of a red colour are em-
ployed in house-painting.

b. attrib.

x6^ Plot Ox/ordsh. 78 That very lasting brightness.,
receiv'd from the Gold-smiths Tnpoli-stone. 18x5

J.
Nicholson Operat. Mechanic tss To polish Varnish.—This
is effected with pumice-stone and 'I'ripoli earth. 1839 G.
Roberts Diet. G^ot.^ Tripoli po-.vder... used for polishing
fo!tsils, &c It is itself the remains of fossil insects. x868
Dana Min. (ed. 5) 199 Tripolite. .(£) Tripoli slate (Polish-

ing slate. .)t a slaty or thin laminated variety, fragile.

Hence Tri'poline a., of or pertaining to tripoli

;

Trl*polit6 Min.j an infusorial variety of opal-

silica, constituting one of the kinds of tripoli

;

Trlpolith [Gr. }<iBo% stone], trade name for a kind
of cement : see auot.

1759 Da Costa in Phil. Trans. LI. 193 The layers of
fossil wood in this mountain, having been saturated with
the Tripoline particles,, .thereby composed a stone. 1868
Dana Min. (ed. 5) 199 Infusorial Elarth, or Earthy Tripo-
lite, a very fme-grained earth looking often like an earthy
chalk, or a claj;. x88a Athenaeum 30 Sept. 438/1 The new
binding material ' tripoltth ',..is composed of sulphate of
lime (gypsum), coke powder, and precipitated oxide of iron.

Txipios (trai-pf^). See also Tbipus, [app.
irrcg. alteration of L. tripus Teipod, after Greek
words in -of.]

fl. A three-legged vessel, seat, or frame: =
Tuipoi) A. I, 3, 4. Obs.
i6si Burton Anat. Mel. To Rdr. (1628) 41 Thales sent the

golden Tripos, .to Bios, Bias to Solon, &c 1697 W. Derham
in Phil. Trans. XX. 4 For which purpose a Tripos may be
best, whose Legs open and shut by Joynts at the Top.
'745 I^< ^- Baker ibid. XLIIL 540 A most curious antique
Inpos of Metal. i8»7 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 27 'l*hey
were made of thin lamins of gold—something like the
triposes of the ancient Peruvians,

fb. spec. «= Tbipod 2, Obs.
i^ Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 22 Posting" from Arcadia

to the Tripos where Pithia sate. 1606 Makston Parasit. \.

ii. B j,What, in the name of prophesie ? . . Speake, thou three
legd Trip-js, is thyshippe of Poolesa flote^et ? [perb. sense 2.]

ifrj^ Drydkm Trail. 4- Cress. Pref., The inspiration was still

upon him, he was ever tearing it upon the tripos. 1756 J.
Kennrdv Curios. Wilton Ho. (1786) 10 The two Gnllins
and the Tripos are the Symbols of Aik>T1o. 1780 J. Ducnfe
Disc. (1790) I. XV. 285 Whatsoever the thrice-great Hermes
delivered as oracles from his sacred tripos,

2. CambriilgeUniversity. Formerly: a. A bache-
lor of arts appointed to dispute, in a humorous or
satirical style, with the candidates for degrees at

'Commencement* (corresponding to the Terb.t?
PiLius at Oxford) : so called from the three-legged

stool on which he sat. b. A set of humorous
verses, originally composed by the * Tripos *, and
(till 1894) published at Commencement after his

office was abolished (in full, tripos verses', see e).

O. The list of caadidates qualified for the honour

degree in mathematics, originally printed on the

back of the paper containing these verses (in full,

tripos list : see e).

1659-60 Pepys Diary 26 Feb., Mr. Nicholas, of Queen's
College [Cambr.], who I knew in my time to be Tripos with
great applause. 1665 J. Buck in Peacock Stai. Cambr. (1841J
App. B, p. Ixx, The Senior Proctor calleth up the Tripos,
and exhorteth him to be witty, but modest withall. Ibid.

p. Ixxi, The Bedels also are to deliver the Tripos's Verses
to the V.C, Noblemen, D" etc 1696 Phillips (ed. j),
/"r/^itJj, ..the Name which is given at Cambridge, to him
that is called the Terrae Filius at Oxford. 1797 Cambr.
Univ. Cat. 157 A List of those who have received Honors,
on commencing Bachelors of Arts ; copied from the Tri-

poses. 1841 Peacock Stat. Cambr. App. A. p. x. note^ He
was called the baclulor of the stool^ or tripos, which gave ,

the name to the day: he was generally selected for his skill

and readiness in disputation, and was allowed . . considerable
license of language. 1831 Coll. Life t. Jos. /, 89 Thos
annual verses which still bear the name of tripos.

d. Hence, in current use : orig. The final

honours examination for the B.A. degree in mathe-
matics, consisting of two parts (formerly first and
second tripos^ now the Mathematical Tripos^ Parts

1. and II.); lateTy extended to the subsequently

founded final honours examinations in other sub-

jects {Classical Tripos^ Theological Tripos^ etc.J.

184s Cambr. Univ. Cat. 27 First Tripos Day. On the
Day after Ash-Wednesday, at one o'clock, the bell rings for

the first Tripos...The second Tripos is on the Thursday
after Midlent Sunday. 1865 Reader 4 Mar. 245/2 The
Mathematical and Classical Triposes. 187S in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 234 The Oriental Triposes
attract a fair number of Candidates. 1905 Edin, Rev. Oct.

440 Not only had three new Triposes been established,

e. attrib.^ as tripos candidate; tripos day, (a)

either of the two days on which the * Tripos ' dis-

puted ; {b) a day on which a tripos (examination)

is held ; tripos list, the list of successful candi-

dates in a tripos ; tripos paper, f (a) a paper
containing the tripos list {obs.) ; (b) any one of the

papers of questions set in a tripos (examination)

;

tripos speech, the humorous or satirical speech

delivered by the 'Tripos*; tripos verses (see

b above).

190^ Expositor Mar, 219 He develops into a "Tripos
candidate. 1842 *Tripos day [see 2d]. 1847 Webster s.v.

Tripos'paper^ Tripos day, *tripos examination. 1901 Q.
RezK Apr. 598 His ordinary '*tripos ' lectures kept strictly

to business, 1841 Peacock Stat. Cambr. 71 note^ The
earliest *Tripos list which appears in the Cambridge
Cedendar'vk for the year 1753. 1818 Macauuvvih Life ff Lett.

Z, Macaulay xi. (1900) 343 Desirous to return loaded with
medals or distinguished on the *tripos-paper. 1876 L.
Stephen Eng, Th. tSth C. II. xii. vi. 360 He seems to
have been suspended from his degree for a *tripos speech,
1838 Gunning Ceremonies Cambr. 84 notef First Tripos.
The Writers of the *Tripos Verses.

Tripot, erron. spelling of Try-pot.

Trippant (tri*pant), a. J/eK [a. OF, trippanf,

pres. pple. oitripper to Trip,] = Tripping///, a. 3,

1658 in Prestwich Respublica (1785) 192 A bucke trippant
Gules, attired Or. CX838 Bksry Encycl. Her. I. (ifoss.,

Trippant y or Tripping, a term used to express a buck, ante*
lope, hart, hind, &c when represented with the right foot

lifted up, and the other three feet, as it were, upon the
ground, as if trotting. 1898 Tit-Bits 25 June 512/a Crest,

a stag trippant ; arms, a chevron between three roundles,

Trippe, obs. form of Tripe l.

Tripper (tri'paj). [f. Trip f. + -er1.] One
who or that which trips,

L One who dances; one who moves with light,

sprightly steps ; in quot, a 1847 trans/, applied

to a shoe or slipper.

cxT^ WvcLiF Wks. (1880) 346 A daunsere, a trippere on
tapitis, 1576 Gascoigne Griefofyoye iv. Wks. (Roxb.) II.

299 Dancyng delights are like a whyrlyng wheele..Thes
tryppers strive to tnrowe theire braynes awaye As wheeles
voyde water. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart)

V. 106 [The ostrich] outstrippeth the nimblest trippers of

his feathered condition in footrnanshippe. 1691 Dryden
King Arthur iv. i. Ye Sylvan trippers of the green, a 1847
Illiza Cook IVhcn I wore red sht^es i, What were Cinde-
rella's slippers To my pair of fairy trippers?

2. One who or that which causes to stumble.

Also tripper-up; spec, in slang: see quots. 1887,

1904.'

160S Camden Rem. (1657) 76 A tripper, orsupplanter. i860

C A. Collins Eye-witness vi, 81 He has either been tripped

up, or has stumbled. .The tripper up. .will, .come in for

certain remarks which are the reverse of complimentary.

1887 Daily Ckron. 18 Nov. (Farmer), A witness at the East
End inquest yesterday alluded to 'trippers up '.. .'A man who
trips you up and robs you '. 1904 Sweenev Scotland Yard
xiL 313 Women known as trippers up, who preyed ondrunken
seamen. 1905 W. E. Geil Yankee in Pigmy Land iv. 44
Roots were encountered. They were regular trippers.

3. One wlio or that which stumbles {lit. andy?j».).

1806 W. Tavlor in Ann. Rev. IV. 560 A sipper is a
tripper. 1856 Titan Mag. Nov. 415/1 Our [church] service

Is spoit'd by.. The trippers—the clippers—the impudent
skippers. 1903 Union Mag. Nov. 513/1 Dr. Yoimg's camel

was a ' tripper ' and it stumbled and threw the Doctor over

its head.

4. One who goes on a trip, or short journey or

voyage for pleasure ; an excursionist, colloq.

Cheap tripper^ one who travels by a cheap trip.

1813 Drakards Paper 3 Oct. in Ashton Mod. Street Ballads
(1888) 80 Trippers to the seaside for a week. 1851 Eliza

Cook's Jml. 19 July 177 The Tripper is the growth of rail-

ways and monster trains. 187a Hartlky Yorkshire Ditties
Ser. 11. 140 A lot of cheap trippers 'at's just com'd for a day.
1899 KiTCHiN in Ruskin in Oxford etc. (1904) 154 The
modern tripper leaves only desolation and dirty paper
behind him.

b. attrib. and Comb,
X904 Daily Chron. 17 Sept. 3/1 These pictures were

painted in tripper haunts. 1907 H. Wyndham Plare of
Footlights xii, PuU us down to the island. The tripper
element won't be so conspicuous there. 1909 Westm, Gaz,
7 Aug. 4/3 The tripper- thronged part of the island.

5. A street railroad conductor or other employee
who is paid by the trip or journey, U.S,
189X in Cent. Diet.

6. Mech. A contrivance for tripping ; atrip.

^
iZjo Eng. Mech. 14 Jan.43o/iToeachrodatripperorpalIet

is affixed. 1893 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Dec. 717 As soon as
the sheaf has attained the required size it automatically
raises a tripper, 1908 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 59/2 The tripper
works tne air-delay valve.

Trippet ^ (tri-pet). Korms : 4-5 tripet, try-

pet, 5 trepett, 6 tryppyt, 7 trippett, 9 -it, 8-
trippet. [In sense i a. OF, tripot, -pout {a 1350
in Godef.). But in 2-4 associated with or formed
from Trip z;., sby\

fL An evil scheme; a malicious trick or plot. Obs.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 2911 Ne schal

nought Brenne bede me trypet \Petyt MS. treget]. a 1400
Leg. Rood viii. 41 Fouled is my fayre fruit, pat neuer dude
tripet ne truit. Ibid. 480 Truyt and tripet to belle shal
sterue,

1 2. An act of tripping up, a trip. Obs.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas w. ii. (MS. Bodl. 263) 306 To his

pride I [Fortune] gaff a gret tripet. c 1450 Mankind wi, in

Macro Plays 5 Take yow here a trepett I a 1550 Image
Hypocr. 1. 456 in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 420/1 In your holy
arines, ..Devoutly to cljpe it, To caste her with a tryppyt.
X714 Parkvns Inn-play (ed. 2) 42 The Hanging Trippet is

when you put your Toe behind your Adversary's Heel, on
the same side, with a design to hook bis Leg up forwards,
and throw him on his Back.

3, The piece of wood pointed at the ends used
in tip-cat ; the * cat ' ; also the game itself. Also
attrib.

f as trippet-stick. north, dial.

c 1440 Promp, Parv. 503/1 Trypet, iripula, tri/a. x6s4
N. Riding Rec. (1885) III. 11. 199 Fr. Milnes ordered to be
whipped for that he. .did on Easter day last in the time of
afternoon service play in the Churchyard at Aislaby at
a game called Trippett. x8s5 Brockett N. C. IVords.
Trippit and Coit^ a game similar to spell and ore. . . Called
Trippit and Rack in parts of North. The trippit is a small
piece of wood obtusely pointed. x8a8 Craven Gloss.

^

Trippetf the 'cat' or piece of wood in the game of tip-cat...

The player with his bat, called a trippet stick, strikes it

smartly at the end, which causes it to rise in a rotatory
motion, high enough to strike it before it fal!s.^ 1873
Harland & Wilkinson Lane. Leg. 152 Trippet. This game
is played in the fields . . It is still practised by the colliers. .

.

The trippet is about two inches long, and is made of holly.

b. The trap used in trap-ball; the game of

trap-ball,

xSas Brockett JT, C. Words.
4. Mech. See quot. and cf. Trip sb.^ 8.

X877 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Trippet (Machinery), a pro-

jection intended to strike some object at regularly recurrent
intervals.

Trippet 2 (tri'pet). Now north, dial. Also 6
-ett, tripett, 7-9 tripot. [Cf. OF. trepied^ tripii,

tripier {i2i\i c. in Godef. Compl.), and Trivkt.]
A trivet.

X563 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 169 A gyrdle, a brandrett,

a speitt, and a trippett. XS70 Levins Manip. ZtI\2 A
Trippet, tripus^ odis^ hie. 1581 Inv. in Trans. Cumb. ^
West. Arch. Soc. X. 40 Item. Spitt and tripett. 1677 Gale
Crt. Gentiles II. in. 60 Which Machine was called from its

three Pillars, Tripos, as it were of three feet, much of the

same forme with the usual Tripet. i8ao SnELLEvZ/yw/w to

Mercury x. 7 Her household stuff and state. Perennial pot,

trippet, and brazen pan. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Tripet,

an iron grating placed on the top of (and across) the kitchen
fire for pans to rest on ; a tiivet.

Tripping (tri-piq), vbl. sb. [f. Trip zf. + -ing ^.J

1. Ine action of the verb Trip in transitive senses.

XS9X Percivall Sp. Dici.f Traspie, tripping^ supplantatio.

x6ot Breton {title) No Whippinge, nor Trippinge : but a
kinde friendly Snippiiige. 1760-71 H. Brooke Eool of
Qmil. (i8og) I. 163 '1 he mysteries of bruising, of wrestling,

and of tripping. x86a CataL Intemat, Exhib. \\. xii. 26

Martin's patent anchor.. easy tripping and fishing, great

lightness. x88o Times 12 Nov. 4/4 It was only lately that

Rugby school abandoned the 'hacking' and 'tripping'

which made football dreaded by anxious mothers.

2. The action of the verb Trip in intransitive

senses. Also tripping up\ in quot, 1857 spec, the

curvature of a boat's keel,

x^9^ Nashk Terrors Night Wks. (Grosart) III. 273 Their
daintie feete in their tender birdlike trippings, enameld (as

it were) the dustie ground. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mar.
1072 Answcres and oracles as touching . . the tripping and
stumbling of the foot. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 14 [The^]
are very glad when they can discover the trippings of their

Adversaries. 1733 S. Knight in liibl. Topo^. Z.*r:V. {1790)
III. 167 It is very easy to discover his trippings. i8a8

Carlvle Misc., Goethe's Hvlena (1857) 1. 145 Fine warblings
and trippings on the light fantastic toe, 1840 Hood Up Rhine
36 Tripping up the Rhine, instead of taking iny place at

Woodlands. 1850 Denison Clock
(J-

Watch-ni. 77 1 ne hook
at the end of the slope will not catch the tooth as it ought to

do, and two or three teeth will slip past at once : ibis is called

tripping. i857ColquhounC<'«/A Oarsman'sGuide-^i. Shear
is the rising ofthe gunwale of a Doat towards head and stern;

gamber is the same on the keel ; otherwise called tripping

up. 1879 CasselVs Techn. Educ, IV. 371/1 This error
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caHed * tripping *, is also produced if there is much space
between the detent and the wheel. .189^ Forum (N. Y.)

Oct. 158 Slips, hesitations, and tripping in speech, which,

once made, could never be recalled.

3. atirib. and Comb.^ as tripping-block ; tripping-

line (A^rtKA), a light line ior tilting the yards (see

Tbipw. 1 2) ; also, a line for manipulating a drogue

;

tripping string, a line set by burglars to trip

possible pursuers.
i6ao Shelton Quix. ir, iv. 26 What doe I know, whether

..the Deuill hath set any tripping-blocke before me, where
I may stumble and fall ? 1841 R. H. Uana Seaman's Man.^
Tripping liney a line used for tripping a top.^alIant or royal

yard in sending it down. i88a Narks Seamanship (ed. 6)

260 Drogjues-.are towed. .mouth foremost by a stout rope,

a small Tine termed a tripping-line, being fastened to the

apex. 189X Daily Nczvs 31 Dec. 4/7 The doors, .having

first been securely fastened ..and tripping strings having

been stretched across the pathways and lawn.

Tri'pping,///. a. [f. as prcc. + -ing 2.] That
trips, in various senses.

1. Moving quickly and lightly ; light-footed

;

nimble. A\?>oJig.

1567 Drant Horace^ Epist. xiv. E v, Thou hast no trippinge

trull to mince it with the now That thou mighst foote it

vnto her. 1568 Satir. Poems Refomu xlvi. 56 Thir tripand

tyddis may tyne ws aw. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. it. Introd.

Verses 1S5 When little Tripping Maidens follow God, And
leave old doting Sinners to his Rod. 1708 Prior Turtle ff

Sparro7v 37 The tripping Fauns and Fairies came. 1807
Scott Let. to Southey i Oct. In Lockhart Li/e^ A tripping

Alexandrine stanza, 1851 D. Terroi.u St. Giles i. 2 A quick,

tripping footstep sounds in the deserted street. 1880 Ld.
Acton Lett, to Gladstone {1904) 6 You will find his con-

versation, easy and tripping as it is, very inferior to his

writings.

2. Stumbling, erring, sinning.

1577 tr. Bidlirtger's Decades (1592) 20 The Lord begin-

neth. .with the bridle to checke the mouth of his tripphig

Church. 1580 HoLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, C/ier-aux qui
brunclunt, stumbling or tripping lades, 1646 Gataker
Mistake Removed 31 The tiipping toung sometimes tels

truth. X703 RowE Fair Penit. Epil., The tripping Dame
cou'd find no Favour. 1903 <i. Matheson Repr. Men Bible

Ser. II. 287 Where the trippmg are trodden down, where the
weak are weeded out by the strong.

3. Her, Of a buck, stag, etc. : Walking, and
looking toward the dexter side, with three paws on
the ground and one fore-paw raised ; the same as

passant of other animals. Tripping-counter ~
COUNTEB-TRIPPANT.
iS6a Leigh Armorie 90b, An Vnicorne trippyng, Sable.

i6io GuiLLiM Heraldry 111. xiv. (1611) 131 He bearelh
Azure, three Buckes tripping. <ri8a8 Berry lincycl. Her.
\. Gloss., Tripping-countert or counter-trippant, is when
two bucks, &c. are borne trippant contraryways, as if

passing each other out of the field. 1864 Boutell Her.
Hist. ^ Pop. X, 62 Stags,.. when in easy motion, they are

tripping. 1870 Rock Text. Fabr. \. 40 Two giraffes, with
one leg raised—may be better described as tripping.

4. In names of mechanical appliances that trip

or are tripped (cf. Trip v, 14") ; as tripping-coil,

'levery -relay {Cent. Dict.y SuppL 1909) ; tripping-

valve : see quot.

1877 Knight Diet. Meck.^ Tripping-valve^ one moved
recurrently by the contact of some other part of the
machinery.

Hence Tri'pplngness.
18*7 Examiner jz^/j. Too much of trippingness in the

walk. 1890 Fanny Murfree Felicia xi, The basso could not

forgive the soprano for the trippingness of her execution.

Trippingly (tri*pigli), adv. [f, prec. + -ly 2.]

In a tripping manner.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. V. i. 402 This Ditty after me, sing

and dance it trippinglie. x6oa — Ham. 111. ii. 2 Speake
the Speech I pray you.. trippingly on the Tongue. 1819
Blackvj. Mag. IV. 719 Her songs came trippingly off the
tongue, 1858 Capern Ball. ^ Songs 89 Down the hill,

towards the miU, Turned the maiden trippingly.

Trippist (tri-pist). colloq. rare, [f. Trip sb. +
-1ST.] = Tripper 4.

175)1 Gentl. Mag. Dec, 1129A Allowing that this Tourist,

or Trippist, has told the truth. x886 Modern Society
16 Jan. 117 (Farmer) With returning appetite came the
desire to the convivial ocean trippists to set sail again for

the Mediterranean. 1895 B'ham Inst. Mag. Oct. 202 A
testimonial illuminated on parchment by one of the lady
trippists.

Tripple (tri-p*!), sb. S, Africa, [f. Tbipple
».2] A horse's gait, resembling the amble,
1880 GiLLMORB On Duty 296 A slow tripple~a pace

similar to what is designated * racking ' in North America,
1887 RinER Haggard Jess (1899) 4 He put the tired nag
into a sort of * tripple ' or ambling canter much affected by
S. African horses. 1901 Field g Mar. 322/1 This *tripple* is

between a fast walk and slow trot.

Tri'pple, v.^ Obs. exc. dial. [freq. of Trip v.

+ -LE 3.J itilr. To trip, move lightly ; to dance,

skip.
c 1630 RisDON Surv. Devon § 308 (1810) .?t5 Where, fear-

less of the hunt, the deer securely stood, And trippUng
freely, walk'd a burgess of the wood. 1851 W, Anderson
Rhymes (1867) 4a (E.D.D.) He trippled, he danced, an' he
Bung.

Tri'pple, ©.^ S. Africa, [a. Du. irippelen, f.

trippen to trip, skip,] intr. To go at a tripple,

1899 G. H. Russell Under the Sjambok iv. 49 They

I
Boers], .getting into their saddles, slowly trippled away (a
ind of run, neither gallop, canter, or trot). X903 JLongm.
Mag. Dec. 151 That easy hand canter usual in such tree
State horses as do not tripple.
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Hence Tri'ppling vbl. sb. and ///, a.; also

Tri'ppler, a horse that tripples.

1901 Fieldg Mar. 322/1 I'he Boer never rides his horse at
the trot, but at a quick walk or canter, and a step peculiar
to the country and called ' trippUiig ', or, as we should
style it, ambling. 1^5 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 526/1 He could
still hear the tripphng patter of the other rider. 1909 R.
CuLLUM Compact xi. 132 Can't I even persuade you to ride

my ' tripler '?

Triprosthomerous, -prostyle : see Tin- i a.

t Trip-skin. dial. Obs. [Cf. Trip sb:-''\ See
quots.
(11825 FoRBY Voc. E. Anglia s. v. Rock, Wool.. is spun

..by l>eing drawn out and formed into yarn by the finger

and thumb, and pressed by the hand on the trip-skin. Ibid.,

Trip-skin . .\. A piece of leather, worn on the right hand
side of the petticoat, by spinners with the rock, on which
the spindle plays, and the yarn is pressed by the hand of the

spinner. 2. The skinny part of roasted meat which before
the wliole can be dressed, becomes tough and dry, like a
trip [cheese) overkept.

Tripsome (tri*psi;in), a. [f. Trip j^.1 or v. -»-

-SOME/I Characterized by tripping; nimble. Hence
Tri^psomely adv.
1819 Blackw. Mag, V. 401 The shortene3 notes more

tripsomely tipped over than in the modern airs. 1846 Mrs.
Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 52 He beholds the tripsome feet of
Lady Clementina flit by him. 1847 — Castles in Air xvi.

An elf-like pigmy, .walking tripsonicly by my side. 1890
Sat. Rev. 13 Dec. 68S/2 Spriglitly style and tripsome metre.

Tript, variant of triped (see Tripe 2).

TripterOUS (tri-pter^s), a. Bot, rare~°» [f,

Tri- three + Gr. tmpov wing, after Dipterous.]
Having three wings, or wing-like expansions,
1866 Treas. Bot., Tripterous, three-winged. 1900 in B. D.

Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Triptote (tri*pt^ut), sb. and a. Gram, Also
7-8 triptot. [ad. L. triptota (pi.) nouns that

have only three case-endings, a. Gr. TpiwTojTa, pi,

neuter of TpiwTOJTo-s with three case-endings, f.

rpi-, Tri- -h TTTcwroy falling (tttwctcs case). Cf. F,

triptote.'\ a. sb. A noun (or other word) used in

three cases only. b. adj. Having only three cases,
x6ia Brinsley Pos. Parts (1669) 102 Q. What words do

you call Triptots? A. Such as have but three cases in the
singular number. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Triptote {trip-

toton), a Noun having but three cases. 1658 in Phillips.
1751 Wesley lyks. (1872) XIV. 40 TriptoLs, which have
three Cases ; as, opis, opem, ope, 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
651/1 The nominative of the so-called 'triptote ' nouns has,

as in classical Arabic, the termination u.

Triptych (tri-ptik). Also triptic. [f. Tri-
after Uiptyoh ; cf. Gr. rpi-mvxo^ consisting of

three layers, and It. triptica, F. triptyqtie {\J\\.\.\€)^

1, a. Antiq. Aset of three writing-tablets hinged

or tied together, b. A card made to fold in three

divisions. Also attrib,

1731 Gale in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 161 The Diptychs
and Triptychs that were covered with Wax, served only for

common Occurrences. 1885 E. M. Thompson in Encycl.
Brit. XVIII. 154/1 These triptychs then were lihelli of three
tablets of wood, cleft from one piece and fastened together,

like the leaves of a book, by strings passed through two
holes pierced near the edge. Mod. Advt., Confirmation
Triptych. A smalUfolding Triptych Certificate Card.

2. A picture or carving (or set of three such) in

three compartments side by side, the lateral ones

being usually subordinate, and hinged so as to fold

over the central one ; chiefly used as an altar-piece.

[1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. * Leg. Art (1850) 227 In a
tabernacle or triptica by Niccolo Frumenti, the central com-
partment represents the raising of Lazarus.] 1849 Curzom
yisits Monast. 366 The most valuable reliquary of St. Laura
is a kind of triptic. 185a Mrs. Jameson Leg. Madonna
Inirod. (1857) 53 A Triptych is an altar-piece in three parts.

x^^Churck Times 14 Aug. 15^ There is no ea.'it window,
but above the altar is an exquisite triptych.

So in Fr. form
i|
Triptyque (tr/pt/k), applied to

a threefold card used as an international passport

by associations of motorists,

1908 IVestm. Gaz. 21 Jan. 4/2 The triptyque, or special

card which opens the doors to half-a-dozen countries, and
relieves its holder of much bewildering formula when
touring abroad. 1909 Daily Chron. 9 July 8/3 The adop-
tion of the triptyque, or international passport, for balloons
and aeroplanes such as is now in use for motor-cars.

Tripudiary (trsipiw-diari), a, rare. [f. L.

tripudi-urn : see Tripudiatb v, and -ary 3.]

1. Rom. Antiq, Denoting a species of divination

(called tripudium) from the behaviour of birds,

esp. of the sacred chickens, when fed.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. i, iv. 16 The conclusions
of Southsayers in their Auguriall, and Tripudiary divina-

tions, collecting presages from voice or food of birds. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Tripudiary divination was by bread re-

bounding on the ground, when it was cast unto birds, or

chickens.

2. Of or pertaining to dancing, {affected.) '

X819 H. Busk Vestriad in. 396 Which from my data,

dicta, and decrees, At once the art tripudiary frees.

So Tripu'dial a. [cf. med.L. tripudidlis (1237
in Du Cange), OF. tripudial (13th c. in Godef.)]

in sense 2 above,
1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. II. 138 Theatrical Decora-

tions of Musical, Comical, and Tripudial Interludes.

Tripudiate (tr3ipi«-di,^it), v. Now rare and

affected, [f. L. tripudial-^ ppl. stem of tripudidre

(coUat form tripoddre)^ f. tripudium a beating the

TRIQUETROUS,

ground with tlie feet, a leaping or dancing, a
religious dance (prob. f. tri- ihrte+pod- (cf. Gr,

iro5-, foot). Cf. UF. tripudier (14th c in Godef.).]

1. intr. To dance, skip, or leap for joy, or with

excitement ; to exult.

i6»3 CoCKKRAM, Tripudiate, to daunce. a 1641 Bp.

Montagu Acts ty Mon. iii. (1642) 205 Such.. could not

but jubilate, tripudiate, feele extraordinary motions and
aflections of joy. a 1670 Hacket Cent. Serm. (1675) 589
The Earth did rejoice and tripudiate when tbe Saviour came
forth alive out of the belly of the Grave, 1891 Sat. Rev.
8Aug. 158/1 He., will., tripudiate upon the platfor^i because
his party have made a long legislative score.

2. To trample, stamp, or jump {on or upon) in

contempt or triumph.
1888 Sat. Rev.

<r,
May 924/1 On poor Colonel Slade..he

tripudiates with all the chivalry of the * varray perfit gentil

knight' of controversy that he is. 1891 Ibid. 7 Nov.
520/1 He tripudiates a little, .on the unfortunate Mediaeval

and Modern Languages Tripos. 1895 Fakrak Gathering
Clouds I. 131 The people tore down the image, tripudiaied

on its shattered fragments.

So Trlpu'diant a, [ad. L. tripudidnt-emj pres.

pple. of tripudidre'. see above], dancing; fg.
exultant, triumphant; Tripudia'tion [ad. late L.

tripudidtidn-emy n. of action f. tripiididi-e\ the

action of dancing or leaping, esp. in token of joy

or excitement ; exultation; Tripudist (tri'pi/Jdist),

one given to 'tripudiating'.

a i6z6 W. ScLATKR Exp. 4th ch. Rom. (1650) E p. Ded., A
kinde of *tripudiant joy, and exultation of spirit. x668 H.
More Di?'. Dial. iii. xxxvi. (1713) 283 How transported are

my Spirits, how triumphant and tripudiant ! 1870 Sat. Rev,
z6 Keb. 275/1 Fast young peeresses and .. tripudiant

matrons, 1613 Cockeram ii. Dancing, *Tripudiation.

1629 H. Burton Truth's Triumph 295 After a goodly
flourish and triuniphall tripudiation, as if the field were

already won. 1709 J. Johnson Clergym. I'ade M. 11. 110

The word implies tripudiation, or immodest dancing. x88^

Sat. Rev. 12 Dec. 769/2 Therest of his speech was mere tri-

pudiation. 1833 l-)oi;cF. Dance ofDeath \. 6 These riotous

and irreverent *tripudists and caperers appear to have
possessed themselves of the churchyards to exhibit their

dancing fooleries.

Tripunctal to Tripupillate : see Tri- i.

II TxipUS. Obs. rare. [1,. tripUs, a, Gr. Tpinovs

Tripod.] a. =TuiP0S2a. b. = Tripod A. i.

1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 37 Wits, .who never, .were at

all inspir'd from a Tripus's, Terra:-fibus's, or Prevaricator's

speech. 1697 Bentley Phal. (1699)458 Gelon..made a
Golden Tripus of xvi 'I'alents, and sent it to Delphi a Donary
to Apollo.

Tripylsean, -ean (tripilran), a. and sb. Zool.

[f, mod.L. Tripylxa^ neut. pi. (f. Gr. rpt-, Tri- +

•nvkTi gate) + -an.] a. adj. IJelonging to the divi-

sion Tripylsea of radiolarians, characterized by

having three openings into the central capsule.

b. sb. A radiolarian of this division.

x888 RoLLESTON & Jackson Anim. Life 879 {Radiolaria)

Some tripylean Phaeodaria, i. e. those with three apertures

to the central capsiUe. 190Z CasselCs Encycl. Diet., Supp.^

Tripylrean a. and s,

Tripyramid to Triquatemion : see Titi-

4 a-c, 2, I a.

t Triouet, sb. and a, Obs. rare. Also 6 tric-

quet. [f. L. triquetrus : see Triquetrous.], a.

sb. A triangle ; in quot., a set of verses arranged in

the form of a triangle, b. Oiij. Triangular.

1589 PuTTENHAM Eng. Poesic II. xi. (Arb.) 105-6. Ibid.

107-8 Of the Triangle or Triquet. . .A certatne great Sultan

of Persia called Kibuska, entertaynes in loue the Lady
Selamour, sent her this triquet reue[r]st pitiously bemoning
his estate. . . To which Selamour to make the match egall, .

.

answered in a standing Triquet. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

Trignet {triquetrus), having three comers, triangular.

Ii Triquetra (traikwctra, -kwrtra). [L., fem.

of triquetrus : see Walde.] fa- A triangle.

Obs, b. An ornament of triangular shape, formed

of three interlaced arcs or lolaes. Also attrib.

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 48 A coate-armor, wberin
something would be borne resemblant somewhat to the

signes of that art [heraldry], as Circles, Spheres, Triquetras,

Pyramides, &c. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Triquetra, a
Triangle, or three-cornered Figure. 1845 Petrie Round
Towers Irel. 11. lii. 323 That curious triangular figure,

known among medallists by the name of triquetra.. formed
by the ingenious interlacing of a single cord or line. 1887

} .K. Ai.\.%^ Early Chr. Symbolism \ii The foot [of the Irish

Cross] is finished off. . with a triangular point and a triquetra

knot.

Triquetral (trsikwe-tral, -kwr-tral), a. [f. L.

triquetr-us (see below) + -al.] ^ Triquetrous.
Triquetral bones, small bones of irregular triangular form,

sometimes found in the sutures of the skull ; also called

Wormian bones.

1646 PRYNNE Laud 124 Plate for the Chappell...A tri*

quetrall Censor. 1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 420 Triquetral

Trunk-fish. 1861 Hagen Synopsis Neuroptera N. Amcr.
159 Abdomen triquetral.

Trique'tric, a. rare-^^. [f. Triquete-a + -ic]
* Perlaining to the triquetra' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

Triquetrous (tralkwe-tras), a. [f. L. tri-

quetrus three-cornered, triangular + -ous.] Three-

sided, triangular; in Aat, Hist, of triangular

cross-section, three-edged, trihedral, triangularly

prismatic or pyramidal.
1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iL 40 The Uthosirota or

figured pavements of the ancients, which consisted not all

uf square stones, but were divided into triquetrous segments.
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«7Sa J. Hill Hist. Anim. 27 The grey wooil Spider, with

a triquelrous body. l8a6 Kirby & Sf. EntontoL III.

xxxiii. 432 Almost universally they [the mandibles of insects]

incline to a triquetrous or three-sided figure. 1870 Hooker
Stud. I-'lom 291 Lamiiim, Dead-nettle, .nutlets j-quetrous.

187a Oliver EUm. Bot. App. 309 Fruits ovoid, acutely

triquetrous.

Hence Triquetrously adv.

1884 in Stormonth Diet.

Triquinate : see Tbi- 2.

Triradial(trair^'dial),a. ' [f. Tm- + L. >W/W
ray : see Radial and -al.] = next. Hence Tri-

radlally adv.
a 1886 Ferguson Oghtim luscrtpt, (1087) 123 They are

tri-radial groups corresponding to the., symbol of the

Trinity. 1891 Cent. Diet., Triradially.

Triradiate (troir^i-di,<.n), a. (i*.) [f. as prec.

:

see Raixatb a. and -ate^ 2.] Having or con-

sisting of three rays ; radiating in three directions

from a central point ; three-rayed, trifiircate.

1846 Patterson Zoot. 60 Three beautiful little semicircular

homy saws, arranged in a triradiate manner, .so that their

edges meet in the centre. 1874 CooKB Fun^ 36 The tri-

radiate spores of ^Vsterosporium. l8;;S Huxley in Kncycl.

Brit. I. 754/2 E.ich pterygoid . . is a triradiate bone, with aa
anterior, an inner, and a posterior, or outer, ray.

B. sb. A triradiate sponge-spicule.

1887 SoLLAS in Encyd.Brit. XXII. 417/t (StotigisS The
shorter paired rays being termed basal, ana the whole
spicule a sagittal triradiate. 191X .\. Dendy in Ertcycl. Brit.

XXV. 722/1 The triradiates and quadriradiatcs. .are not

simple spicules, but spicule-systems formed of three or four

rays each originating independently from itsownsclerobList.

So Trlradiated (-«itod), a. = triraJiate; Tri-

ra'diately adv., in a triradiate manner (Cent. Diet.

I S91) ; Triradia-tlon, radiation in thre? directions

;

also, a triradiate figure or structure.

I78<S /VuV. Trcvis. LXXVI. 160 The cavity .. is divided

into..chambers or compartments by solid transverse septa,

which communicate with each other by a triradiated aper-

ture, c 1900 liuck^s llitndbk. Med. Se. \ I. 177 The call(«al

eminence .
.
, the htppocamp, and the occipital eminence form

an irregular triradiation.

Triractangular: see Tbi- i.

Trireme (trsir/m), sb. and a. Also 7 try-

reme. [ad. L. trirlmis, f. tri- three + rimus oar

;

cf. F. tririnu (c 1352 in Godef Compl.).'\

A. sb. An ancient galley (originally Greek,

afterwards also Roman) with three ranks of oars

one above another, used chiefly as a ship of war.
b6oi Holland Pliny vii. Ivi. I. 190 Aminocles the Corin-

thian built the first Trireme with three rowes of ores to

a side. 1656 Blount Glossfygr.. Trireme {tririmis), a Galley
wheri:in every oarc had three men to it, or a Galley that

hath three cares on every side. x66a J. Bargrave Pupe
Alex, yil (1867) 118 They having then no such ships as we
have now, their byremcs and tryremes being but pittiful

boats. 1776 Burnby Hist. Mas. 1. 185 In the triremes, or

vessels of three banks of oars, there was always a tibieen. or

flute-player. z868 Smith's Diet. Gr. fr Rom. Antiq. (ed. 7)

262/1 Triremes, .were.. divided into two classes: the one
consisting of real men-of-war, . .and the other of transports.

B. adj. Having three ranks of oars.

1697 Potter Antiq. Greece ill. xiv. (i;ji5) 124 Trireme,
quadrireme, and quinquereme Gallies, which exceeded one
another by a Bank of Oars. 1830 Thirlwall Greece VII.
IvL 165 A fleet was to be equipp^ of forty trireme galleys.

Trirhombohedral, -rhomboidal : see Tw-
I a, 3 b.

Tris- (tris), prefix, repr. Gr. t/m's thrice (which
occurs as prefix, Tpta-, in numerous Gr. compounds,
chiefly adjs.) : used in Eng. in a few technical

words of various kinds, and in Chemistry.

1. See Tbisaoion, Tbisdiapason, Tbismeoist,

Tbisoctahkdbon, Tbistktbahedbos.

2. CAem. t a. Used in the early part of the 19th

century, after T. Thomson {first Princ. Chem.

(1825) I. p. xx), prefixed to the modified name of

the chlorous element or of the acid, denoting that

three atoms or molecules, not of this element or

acid, but of the other component, are present in

the compound named ; e. g. trisphosphuret of
copper, a compound of one atom of phosphorus

and three atoms of copper ; Irisacetaie of Uoti, a

compound of one molecule of acetic acid and three

molecules of lead oxide. (Cf. Tbi- 5 a, noie.) Obs.

1836 [see TbisnitrateJ. 1848 R. D. Thomson Schaol
Clum. 39 Greek numerals denote an increase in the base, .as

B3O is a Disoxiite, or Dinoxidi, while BO is a trisoxidi.

The same nomenclature is applied to the acids.

b. Now used prefixed to the names of complex
radicals or compounds, signifying that the whole
complex is present thrice over, and not merely
the single element or radical immediately follow-

ing the prefix ; e. g. trisbenzene-azophenol, CjHj
(N :NC|5H5)jOH, a compound containing three

N : NC5H5 groups substituted in phenol, C,H,OH ;

tristhio-dimethyl-benzaldehyde, {CjH3(CHj)j

.

CH.S}, , in which the whole group is present thrice.

1907 yrnl. Chem. Soe. XCII. I. 800 Trisbenzeneazoresor-
cinol, CeH(OH)j(N,Ph)3.

Trisaccliaride (traiisae-karoid). Chem. [U

Tbi- 5 + L. saccharum sugar + -ide. (Not f. Tbi-

+ Saocuabiue. )] A carbohydrate which on hy-
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drolysis reacts with 2H2O, yielding three molecules
of monosaccharides (sugars having the general
formula C„H3„0„) ; e.g. raffinose, CigHa-Pij,
which yields dextrose, fructose, and galactose

;

gciitianose, C'lgHj^Ou, which yields fructose and
two molecules of dextrose.

1910 Armstrong Siinpte Carboliydrates /^ Glucosides 49
The best-known trisaccharide is raffinose, which is often
found, .in tlie sugar beet.

Trisacramentarian : see Titi- 4 b.

II Trisagion (trisaj-gi^jn, -J^-gi(?n). Also 4-9 in

Lat. form trisagium ; also 9 trishagiou ; also in

masc. form trisagloa. [a. Gr. (ro) Tpiaaytov, the

eucharistic hymn, neut. of rptaayios thrice holy, f.

Tpis thrice -i- 07105 holy.] An ancient hymn, used

especially in the Oriental Churches, beginning with

a threefold invocation of God as holy. Also loosely

applied to the ' angelic hymn ' called Ter-sanctus
or Sanctus, q. v.

1387 Trevisa /^r^(/t^« (Rolls) V. ii He ordeyned l>at trisa-

gium, l>at is, * S.inctus, sanctus, sanctus,' scbulde be songe at

masse. 1635 Pagitt C/iristiano^. 99 The Trisagion being
solemnly sung, the Copt Priest beginneth the Conse-
cration. 1654-^ Trai'P Comiit. Isa. vi. i The prophet
Isaiah, .heareth the /rz5rt^/<?« of the blessed angels. 1710
Wheatley Bk. Com. Prayer vi, § 19 Of the Trisagium.
aiTxz Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 483 O may I

with Seraphick Heat T'risagions white I live repeat. 1885
Notes on Angels 56 In the 'JVis-Hagion or Ter Sanctus of
the Communion Office, 1894 F, Watson Bk. Genesis true
Hist. V. 89 He [Isaiah] hears the Seraphim chanting the
Trisagion,

Triaceptral, -sceptred, -schism: see Tbi-
I a, c, 4 c.

t Trisdiapason. Mus. Obs. [I. Tbis- +
Diapason, alter Disuiapason,] An interval of

three octaves, a twenty-seconti ; a note three

octaves above or below a given note. (Cf. tri-

diapasoii. Tin- 4 a.)

1(^7 Plot Ox/ordsh, 293 And so will strike an under
trisdiapason, or a 22< 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tris-

Diapason, or Triple-Diapason, .s. Chord, otherwise call'd

a Triple Eighth.

Trise, obs, form of Tbice sb^^ and v.

Trisect (trai-sekt), a. Bot. rare. [f. Tbi--)-

L. sect-US cut, as in palinatisect
,
pinnatisect^ Of

a leaf: Divided into three lobes quite to the base,

but not articulated so as to form separate leaflets.

1899 Heinig Gloss. Bot. Terms, Sect, completely divided
from margin to midrib into distinct parts, in comp. as trisect.

Trisect (traise-kt), v. [f. Tbi- -^ L. sect-, ppl.

stem of secire to cut, after Bisect.] trans. To
divide into three equal parts (esp. in Geom.) ; some-
times gen. to divide into three parts.

X695 Alinghah Geom. Epit, 44 Trisect any side.. in the
points^ and ^. a X696 Scarbuhgh Euclid (.tjos) SS From
hence 'tis manifest, how to trisect a Right angle, X786
Phil. Trans. LXXVI, 16 Mr. Graham.. perceived.,how
very much more easy a given line was to bisect than to

trisect or guinquesect. xSas De Quincey Confess. 146
Could not I have reduced it a drop a day, or by adding
water, have bisected or trisected a drop? X876 A. J. Evans
Throueh Bosnia iL 48 We found the dwelling-houses tri-

sected into a sleeping-room, a kitchen, and a store-room.

Hence Trise-cted ///, a, (in Bot. = TaiSECT o.)

;

Triseoting vbl. sb.

X694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 70 So the halving, trisecting,

quartering, &c. is performed by extracting the Square Root,
the Cubick, Biquadratick Roots, &c. of the Terms. X809
Cavendish ibid. XCIX. 227 In trisecting, the greatest

error we are liable to does not exceed that of bisection in a
greater proportion than that of 4 to 3. X828 Webster,
Trisected, divided into three equal parts. 1866 Treas. Bot.
1x74 Trisected, cut deeply into three parts.

Trisectiou (traise-kjan^ [n. of action f. Tbi-

SKCT v., after L. sectioiiem StCTiON ; see -HON,
and cf. F. trisection (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The
action of trisecting ; division into three equal parts

;

rarely ifen. division into three.

X664 Power Exp. Philos. iii. 187 The Trisection of an
Angle. X786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 16 The division of the

arc of 90. .required trisections and quinquesections. x8^
Di (Juincey Pagan Oracles Wks. 1858 VIII. 193 Into this

trisection I shall decompose the coarse unity of the question

presented by Van Dale. l88j Leudesdorf Cremona's
Proj. Ceom. 295 The point Q is one of the points of tri-

section of the arc.

Trisector (traisektaj), [f, Tbisect v. ¥ -OB.]

One who or that which trisects ; spec, in quot. 1872,

one who attempts the trisection of an angle,

ii6± Athenaeum 27 Aug, 276/3 The trisector of an angle,

x87a De Morgan Budget ofPara*loxes 71 He is sometimes
ranked with the trisectors.

.So Trlse'otory a., having the property of tri-

secting : applied to certain cturves used in the tri-

section of an angle {Cent. Diet. 1891) ; Trlse'otrlx

[see -TBix], a line that trisects ; spec, a curve used

in the trisection of an angle {ibid., Suppl. 1909).

Triseme (trai'sim), a. and sb. Aru. Pros, [ad,

Gr, Tpiariiioi, f. t/)i-, Tbi- + a^na sign.] a. adj.

= trisemic (see below), b. sb. A trisemic foot.

So Trisemic (trais^mik) a., containing, consisting

of, or equivalent to three morse or short syllables,

x88s GooDELL in Trans. Amer. Philol. Assoc. XVI, 88

This metre is logaoedic, Irisemes and cyclic dactyls, as well

TRISOCTAHEDRON.
as tribrachs and inverted trochees, being substituted freely
for pure trochees. X894 Gildeksleeve Lat. Gram. (ed. 3)
459 Syncope and Protraction (triseme long),

Triseasory to Tri-shaped : see Tbi- i a, c.

Trisette, variant of Tuksette.
t Trish-trash. Obs. [A reduplicated form of
Trash sb\; cf. Mish-masu.] Trash, rubbish,
worthless stuff.

xS4a-S Brinklow ia»K«<. 14 b, All the trishtrashe that
Antichrist hath solde vs. 1383 Goldeng Calvin on Deut.
cix. 669 That a man shall seeme a wolfe vnto vs, or ihat
such trishtrash shall get the vpper hand of vs. x6o2 Hmu
to Clioose Good Wife il i. C iv b, He that minds Irish trash.

_
Trisilicate (trai,si-lika). Chem. and Min. [f.

Tbi- + Silicate.] A compound of one or more
basic oxides with silicon dioxide or silira, SiOj:
a. in early nomenclature denoting a compound of
silicon dioxide with three equivalents of the base
(see note s. v. Tri- 5 a) ; thus trisilicate of iron
denoted a compound of three equivalents of iron

oxide and one of silicon dioxide, then called silicic

acid ; b. now used for compounds derived from
hypothetical trisilicic acids, formed of three mole-
cules of silicon dioxide (SiOj) with varying numbers
of water molecules ; e, g, 3 SiOj , 2 HjCi ; 3 SiOj

.

5 HjO, o. In Mineralogy, denoting a silicate in

which the oxygen in the silicon dioxide bears to

the oxygen in the basic oxides the ratio 3:1, So
Trisilicic (troi|sili'sik) a. : see b,

xSso Daubeny Atom. T/u. (ed. 2) H2 Trisilicate of iron

[denotes] 3 of base to 1 of silicic acid, 1868 Watts Diet.

Chem. V, 243 Silicates are sometimes distinguished by
names which express directly the oxygen-ratio in the base
and acid, .1:3 Trisilicates, Ibid. 251 Bohemian glass-

tubing consists of potassio-calcic trisilicate,

2 (K=0 . 3 SiO») 3 (Ca"0. 3 Si02).

Z903 MiERS Mineralogy 208 Albite, Na-20 . AljOs . 6 SiOa
or Na.MSiaOjt... According to [its] oxygen ratio, therefore
..Albite isa trisilicate. 1905 Newth Inorg. Chem. (ed. 11)

637 By the partial withdrawal of water from three mole-
cules of silicic acid a number of hypothetical trisilicic acids
may be derived... Felspar, or orihoclase, is a trisilicate,

I

Al2K2(Si30f()2. 19X1 ROSCOE&SCIIORLEMMER 7>^rt!^. C//tV«,

(ed. 4) 1. 920 Derivatives of trisilicic acid, H4Si308[3 Si(0H)4
—4Ha01.
Trislnuate, -ed : see Tbi- i a.

I Tnskele (tri-skn). Also in quasi-Gr. form
triskellon (triskedi^n), erron. tri'skelos. [f. Gr.

Tpi-, Tbi- + (T«fXos leg ; cf, Tpi(rK«Aij$ three-legged,]

A symbolic figure consisting of three legs or lines

radiating from a common centre.

x8s^ BlRCll Anc. Pottery (1858) I, 164 On some other
' Sicilian tiles the potter had placed the triskelos, or three

[ legs, as an emblem of the country, 1880 B, Vi^h^ Guide

I

Coins <v Medals Brit. Mus. 23 The Triskelion is supposed
by some to be a symbol of the sun, X885 Atfienxum

! 27 June 826/2 Panels, on which were sculptured designs
such as the 'sunsnake', the swastika, and the triskele, [19x4
Brit. Mus. Return wo The rare staters., bear respectively
a triskeles of human legs . . a wheel . . and a crescent,]

Trismegiat (trismigist), anglicized form of L.
trismegistus, Gr, TpiaftiyiaTos ' thrice-greatest ' (cf,

F. IrisniJgiste), title of the Egyptian Hermes (see

Hermes 3) : in quots. used allusively. So Tris-

;

megi'stian, Trismegi-stio, -ical adj's., belonging

I

or ascribed to, following, or having the character

I of Hermes Trismegistus.

x6s7 H. Pinnell Philos. Kef A viij. He that listed him-

I

selfe a true Chymist, had faire hopes to become a great
Trismegist, X678CUDWORTH /H/(r//. ^yi/. i. iv. 307, Aeurepoi/

0<by, as the Hermaick or Trismegistick Writers call il, The
j

Second God. Ibid. 323 Books, called Hermetical and
Trismegistical. 1694 Motteux Raielais v. xlvi. Is this all

that the Trismegistian Bottle's Word means ? 1913 igth Cent.

I

Jan. 1^8 The extant tractates and fragments of this Trisme-
! gistic literature.

i

II Trismus (trizmos). Path. [mod.L., ad,

Gr. rpiajuis = Tpiynos a scream, also a grinding,

rasping.] Tetanus or tonic spasm of the muscles

of the neck and lower jaw, causing the jaw to close

rigidly ; lock-jaw. (Rarely extended to tetanus in

general,)
x69^ tr. BlancariTs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Trismus, the

grinding of the Teeth, or a Convulsion of a Muscle of the

Temples, whereby the Teeth gnash whether one will or no,

1704 in J. Harris Lex. Techn. 1. x8o6 Med. Jrnl. XV. 44
This man had a slight cut in the palm of one of his hands.

.

which was healed several days prior to his seizure with
trismus. X897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. \y.. "JT Th^m
is trismus of the hands and feet.

tTrlsni'trate, Chem. Obs. [f, Tbis--hNi-
tbate.] Old name for a nitrate supposed to con-

tain three equivalents of basic oxide and one
equivalent of nitric anhydride (then called nitric

acid). Cf, Tris- 2 a.

X836 Pharm. A'. Coll. Physic. 2x7 Trisnitrate of Bismuth
was formerly employed as a cosmetic under the name of

magistery of Bismuth., represented to possess anti-spasmodic
powers. x8so Daubeny Atom. The. iii. (ed. 2) 112 Trisni-

trate of alumina [denotes] i of acid to 3 of the earth, X876
Harlev KoyU's Mat. Med. 252 Trisnitrate of bismuth.

Trisoctaliedron (tri:Si;;ktah«"drjJn, -he'dr^n).

Geom. and Cryst. [f. Tris- -e Ootauedron.] A
solid figure having 24 faces, every three of which
correspond to one face of an octahedron : either

with triangular faces (= triaiisoctahedron), or with
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trapezoidal faces (= deltohalron^ icosiUtrahedrony

or trapezoh€droii\ Hence Trl:soctalie*dral «.,

jiertaining to or having the form of a trisoctahedron.

1847 Webster (citing Dana), Trlsoctahedron. 1891 Cent.

Dut.t Trisoctahedral.

Trisonant : see Tri- 2,

Trispast (tri-spsest). rare. [ad. L. trispastos

(Vitruvius), a. Gr. Tpiavaaros a(ij.» f. Tp*-, Tri- +
ffwd-€tv to draw, pull.] An (ancient) apparatus

witli three pulleys for hoisting heavy weights.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trispast (Gr.), an Engine that

consists of three Pullej-s. 1819 in Pantologia ; and in later

Diets.

Tri- Spear to Trisquare: see Tbi- 4 c, i a, 2.

Trispective (trai|Spe'ktiv). Geom. [f, after

Peksi'ECTIVe : see Tei-.] A relation, analogous to

perspective (Perspective sb, 3 c) between three

trigraphic ranges of points: see Trigbaphy.
189s J. W. Russell in Proc. Land. Math. Soc, XXVI.

450 Three ranges situated as above may be said to be in

trispective, O being the centre of trispective.

Trias. Trisselle, Trissett: see Tbest,
Trestle, Tresette.

+ Trist, shy Obs. Also 3-5 triste, 4-5 tryst(e,

(5 thrist). [App. etymologically related to Traist,
Trust ; but the nature of the relation is not clear

;

see further under Trust sb^ Confidence, faith;

confident expectation, hope : ~ Trust sb. i, 2.

ciMO Trin. Coll. Horn. 75 Trist to longe Hf letteS l»e

mannes shrifte. 1303 R. Bkunke HandL Synne 7228 Of
swych, here wombes are here Cryst ; pat ys here loue, J>at

ys here tryst, CZ330 — Chron. (1810) 103 My triste is

laid on |>e duke Rooerd. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus i. 98
(154) Thei hadde a relyk hight Palladion That was hire tryst

\v. rr. trist, trost] a bouen euerichon. £^1380 Wyclif Sel.

IVAs, III. 431 Siche signes drawen fro love of Crist bo ^>at

setten so meche trist in hem. 1388 — Matt. ix. 22 Jhesus
turnede, and say hir, and seide, Dou^tir, haue thou trist

(1382 trust]. C-1400 Apol, Loll. 30 He ha)> no tryst of
preching..be ha]> only pe name of prest. x^f^Pilgr.So^vle
(Caxton) II. xliii. (1859) 49 Thylke also, that vppon the
tryste of mercy haue leyn in theyr lustes to theyr lyues
ende. c 1440 York iMyst. xviii. 13 All my triste, lord, is in

\>e. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 393/2 Triste, fiducia ex bona con-
sciencia est, confidencia temeritatis est, «$• cetera,

t Trist, J^2 Obs. Forms : 4 tryste, 4-5 tryst,

triste, 5 treat, treste, tryyst. [a, OF. triste

(1 2th c, in Godef.) ; cf. Tristre : in med.L. trista,

tristra. Derivation obscure ; perh, the same word
as prec] An appointed station in hunting.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron, Wace (Rolls) 858 To venerye he

gaf ms tent ; An herde of hertes sone t>ey met, At a triste

\v.r. at triste] to schete, Brutus was set, 14.. Voc. in
Wr.-Wulcker 613/22 Statuncttlay a tryst. C1440 Promp.
Parv. 503/1 Tryyst, merke, livtes, C. F. meta. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xviii. xxi. 764 They..coude wel kylle a
dere bothe at the stalke & at the trest. [1607 Cowell
Interpr., TritiSy alias Tristis, is an immunitte from that
attendance, in the forest, whereby euery man dwelling in

the forest, is tyed to be readie^ houlding of a Greyhound,
when the Lord of the Forest is disposed to chace. 1799
sporting Mag. XIII. 321 The diversion named the Traist
or Trista, 1882 J. F. S. Gordon Hist, Moray iii. v. 102
He.. sounded with his horn the death-note of many a deer
in the trystas which he held with bis nobles tn the royal
forests.]

b. gen,_ A station assigned; appointed place,

rendezvous, Cf, Tryst sb, 4.
C1330 R. Brunne C/rr(j«. (1810) 157 Acres t>an is his [K,

Richard's] triste, opon (^e Sarazin feendes, To venge Jhesu
Criste t»iderward he wendes. Ibid. 179 pe Inglis at |>er

triste bifor J?am bare alle doun, & R. als him liste J^e way
had redy roun.

Trist, sb:A\ see Trist a.2

t Trist, a> Obs, Also 4 tryst, tryste, 5
triste. [Goes with Tbist sby\
1, Confident, sure : = Trust a. i.

*34*>-70 (implied in Tristly]. c 1400 Yvjoinc <5- Gaw,
3888 Of him ye myght be trist inogh.

2. Trusty, trustworthy, faithful : = Trust a, 2.

fri330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 1108 Anacletus
grauiited wel, 5yf Brutus wold be tryst as stel pat his
lyf he wolde hym saue. Ibid. 3564 pe walles he reisede
trist & trewe. ^ 2400 Destr. Troy 12634 To trye out the
truthe with his trist bond, On what buerne so was bold ]>e

batell to take. 1^40 Registr. Aberdon. (Maitl. CI.) I. 416
Letter from J»e King praying his trist consalour J>e bischop
and weilbelouit clarkis of Abirdene to consent.

Trist, a.^ {sb.^) {obs, or arch.) ; in ordinary use

now only as Fr.
|| triste (tr/st). Also 5 tryst,

tryste. [a. F. triste (10th c. in Godef. Covtpl.)
= Prov. tristf triste, Sp., Pg. triste^ It. tristo, ad.
L. tristis sad, sorrowful, gloomy.]
1. Feeling or expressing sorrow; sad, sorrowful,

melancholy.
c 1430 Lydg. Thebes 1956 Whan Tydeus haddc told his

tale, Ethiocles, trist and wonder pale, his coiiceyt first in
maner hath refreyned, 1474 Caxton Chcsse v. v. (1883) 71
Hyt apperteyneth not to a prynce that ony man shold
departe sorowfull or tryste fro hym. 1513 Douglas Mneis
XI. vi. 2 Thyr messingeris, all trist and wobegon, Returnit
haymwartis into thar maist neid. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xni.
xxix, A bitter sorrow by the hart him bit,. .sad, silent,

trist. Alone he would all day in darknes sit. 170a Van-
BBUGH False Friend i. i, I staid in Flanders, very trist for
your loss, 1775 Miss Burney Early Diary {\Zi()) II. 112
The Russian nobleman .. had a most triste^ foreign coun<
tenance. i8ao W. Irving Li/e ^ Lett. (1864) II. 18 The
populace have a more triste and grave appearance. 1851

Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <S- F'lg- II. 410 His hitherto cheer-

ful countenance [was] triste and worn.

b. Characterized by or causing sorrow ; sad,

doleful, lamentable.
ri4So St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6741 Efiirward fell tyme

triste. 1SX3 Douglas yEneis x. v. 142 The cometc stern

5ianguynoIent, Wyth hys red cuUour trist and violent. 1667
Waterhouse Fire Lond, 83 Not more trist to other
parts of the World and to this nation in general, then to Me
in particular. 1768 Earl Carlisle in Jesse Selwyn <V Con-
temp. (1843) II. 285 It is a triste reflection. 1888 'P.

Gushing ' Blacksmith^ o^ l^oe II. xi. 267 What a trist fate,

elenge, sombre, and pitiful \

2. Devoid of interest or liveliness; dull, depress-

ing, dismal, dreary. (Only in form triste, as Fr.)

71756 H. Walpole Lett. Aug. (1846) III. 239 The great
apartment is vast and triste, the whole leanly furnished.

1803 Emily Clark Banks of Douro II. 135 To live con-
stantly at my house will be a situation too triste for you.

1835 Court Mag. VI. 188/2 A family going to Bath. .with-

out introductions to the ilite of the town, will pass a most
triste and deplorable winter. 1894 Mrs. H. Ward Mar*
cella III. 158 Life was often triste and dull in the great
house,

fB. sb.^ Sadness, sorrow, nffliction. Obs. rare.
a 15x0 Douglas K. Hart 11. 380 That is ane sing [= sign]

befoir ane hevie trist

!

Hence Tri'steness, dullness, dreariness, rare.
x866 Mark Lemon IVait /or the End xxxiv. 442 The

mirthfulness of the guests, .was in pleasing contrast to the
tristeness of the morning gathering.

t Trist, v. Obs. Forms : 3-5 triste, 4-6 trist,

tryst(e, (6-7 Sc. thrist). Pa. t. 4 tristide, 5
tristed ; usually contr. 3-5 triste, 5 trist, tryst.

[Goes with Trist sbJ^ : cf. Traist v.. Trust z;.]

1. intr. To have confidence ; to confide, rely

(in, OHy upon, to) : = Trust v. i.

a 1250 Owl ^ Night. 760 Ich kan wit & song manteine Ne
triste ich to non ober maine. C1330 R. Brunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 1697 He triste to mykelon his myght. c 1374
Chaucer Troylus v. 1709 O Pandarusthat in dremes for to
triste Me blamed hast, c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 347
Whoso faylil» in fei|> he is fal^ to god, & tristi^ not to hijs

treuthe. 138a — Mark vi. 50 He spak with hem, and seide
to hem, Triste je, I am j nyle je drede. ? a X400 A rthur 428
Arthour. .tryst on god, & was wel payd, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode i, v. (1869) 3 Seint Peeter, in whom he wel triste,

and certeyn wel mihte triste in him. c 1475 Songs ^ Carols
(Percy Soc.) 11 Few be trew to tryst upon.

2. trans. To have confidence in, rely on: —
Trust v. 2.

axz'jz Lttue Ron 56 in O. E. Misc. 9^ Nis he neuer
treowe ifunde. t>at him tristej? he is amed. 1390 Gower
Conf. II. 257 He tok to him suche as he triste In secre.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas i. x. (MS. Bodl. 263) 48/2 As a
brother sholde his brother triste. a 1500 Childe o/Bristow
154 in Hazl. E.P.P. I. 116 Frendship, sone.is ylle to triste.

3. To expect confidently, hope : = Trust v. 3.

(Const, with clause, or intr. with of.)
ciaoo Trin. Coll. Hom.sij Ich triste Jjat he nele neng

bi mine wrihte. tx 1400-50 AL^xander 1344 Of |>e takyng
of tire tristed (jai no lenger. 1433 Rolls ofParltW , ^i^l^
He takith hym nowe so nygh, tristyng yat it shall lyke the
K^:,'&:„

To believe : = Trust v. 4. (With simple
obj. or clause.)
>34o-7o Alisaunder 489 Sir, I tolde you trouth, trist yee

no noof«r. c 1380 Wyclif IVks. (1880) 33 pey. .dysceyuen
..lordis & ladies. .& maken hem to triste ^at it b almes
to distroye trewe men. ta 1400 Arthur 545 per ys no man
wel nye, y tryste, pat can be waar of hadde wyste.

5. To give credit to (a person for goods) ; to

supply (goods to a person) on credit : = Trust
V, 7. Sc,

x^l Leg. Bp. St. Androis 1046 Ye wald doc weill gif ye
wald thrist me.. .Ye salbe payit.. .Your tristene sail not be
for nought 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Burrow Lawes cxxx.
136 Browsters, Flashers, and Baikers sail lenne (and thrist)

to their neighbours aill, flesh, and bread, sa long as they
buy fra them.

Trist, obs. f, Trest, Tryst. Tristachyous

:

see Tri- i a. Triste : see Tuist a.'^ Tristearin

:

see Tri- 5 a. Tristell, obs. f. Trestle.

t Tristen, v. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. Trist v. +
-EN 5.] = Trist v. Hence f Tristening vbl. sb.

(Cf. Trusten.)
1382 Wyclif 2 Cor. i. 15 And in this tristnynge [1388

tristyng, F«/^. confidential I wolde firste come to 30U. 1388— Eph. iii, 12 [see Trusten].
Tristene, Sc. f. tristing vbl. sb. : see Trist v. 5.

Tristesse. Also 4 tristesce, 5 trystesse,
(tristresse), 6 tristes. Now only as F. (trzste's).

[ME. a. OF. tristesce., -tece, -trece (12th c. in

Godef. Compl,), F. tristesse, - Prov. tristicia,

tristessa^ Sp., Pg. tristeza. It. tristezza :—L, tristitia

sadness, f. tristis sad,] Sadness, grief, melancholy.
1390 Gower C(?«7C II. 115 He withinne his thought con-

ceiveth Tristesce, and so himself deceiveth. c 1435 Lydg.
Dance Macabre x, Mine old ioyes been turned into tristesse.

1485 Caxton Paris ^ K n He ledde hys lyf in grete trys-

tesse and sorowe. c 1489 — Blanchardyn iv. 20 p« palays
and the cyte were tounied from loye vnto tristresse. 1547
HoopicR Declar. Christ v. Eiijb, ^Z'-^.-signifithe ether
affliction, rebellion, sorow, tristes, trauel, or peyne. 1797
Scott Fam. Lett. (1894) 1. 6 If it will help to banish
Tristessey let me again assure you that every thought of
my heart shall be directed to insure your happiness. 1856
Emerson En^. Traitsxvi. 162 Nature. .too much by half for

man in the picture, and so giving a certain tristesse.

Tristetraliedron(tri:S|tetrahf-dr^n,-he*dr/n).

Geom. and Cryst. [f. Tris- f Tetrahedron.] A
solid figure having 1 2 faces, every three of which
correspond to one face of a tetrahedron ; either

with triangular faces (= trinAistetrahedron), or
with trapezoidal faces, (Cf. Trisoctahedron.)
In recent Diets,

+ Tri-stful, a.l Obs. rare-\ In 5 trysteftill,
[f. Trist sb.^ + -rUL i .] Trustworthy : = Trust-
ful a. I.

C1440 York Myst. XXV. 514 Hayll ! talker trystefuU of
trew tales !

Tristful (tristmi), a.2 arch. Also 5 t^to-
fulL [f. Trist a.2 + -FUL i,] Full of sadness;
sad, sorrowful ; dreary, dismal : cf. Tri.st a.^

1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. n. (W. de W. 1495} 180 b/i
Entryng in his hermytage he founde hym trystefuU and
sore to the deth. c 1500 Melusine 305 That message was the
cause of the trystefuU doleur of the depariyng of his wyf.
1602 SuAKS. Hnm. III. iv. so This solidity and compound
masse, With tristfull visage as .tgainst the doome, Is
thought-sickeat the act. 1748 Richardson Clarissa{iZi\)
VIII. Iv. 251 How will thy tristful visage be illuminated by
it ! 1880 Browning Dram, Idylls Ser. n. Pietro ofAbano
xxi, 'I'hen did Peter's tristful visage lighten somewhat.
Hence Tri'stfoUy adv.

1847 in Webster- x88o W. Watson Princess Quest (1892)

31 The day, begun TristfuUy, trailed an ever wearier wing.

Tristich (tri-stik). J'ros. [f. Tri-, after Di-
stich ; cf. Gr. TpiffTix'ta a union of three verses, f,

TpiffTtxos three-rowed, f. rpi- three + (tWxos row.]

A group of three lines of verse; a stanza of three

lines.

1813 T. Busby tr. Lucretius II. vi. Comm. p. ix. Much of
the thought contained in the subjoined tristich of Ovid, is

evidently derived from the original of this. 1864 Pusev
Led. Daniel \\. 316, Ps. x..has 3 tristichs (verses divided
into 3). 1886 C. A. Briggs Messianic Proph. 111. ii. 82 note^

In the third part, a tristich, the three sons appear.

Hence TristicMc (tristi'kik) a., characterized by
tristichs.

i88a-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. Knowl, III. 1055 A closed

train of thought which is unrolled after the distichJc and
tristichic ground-form of the rhythmical period.

Tristichous (tri'stikas), a. Hot. [f. Gr, Tpl-

arix-os (see prec.) + -ous.] Arranged in, or char-

acterized by, three rows or ranks.
1857 Henfrey Elem. Bot. § 62 The tristichous or three-

ranked arrangement, which is common among the Mono-
cotyledons. 1887 Jrnl. EdiiC. Dec. 520 The quincuncial or
tristichous arrangement could be.. indicated by fractions.

t Tristi'fical, a, Obs. rare-**, [f. L. tristijic-us

adj., saddening (f. tristis sad + -ficuSy -fic) + -al.]

x6s6 Blount Glossogr., Tristifical..^ that makes sad or
heavy.

Tristigm to Tristigmatose : see Tri- 4 a, i a.

Tristil, -ill(e, obs. forms of Trestle.

fTri'stily, a^2^-* Obs, Forms: see TristYa.l
[f. TristY a.i + -ly ^.]

1. Trustfully; confidently, boldly; securely: :-

Trdstily I.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks, (1880) 42 Goo ^ei [friars] ti istiliche for

almes, and hem nedit> not to be a-schamyd. 1382 — Acts
ix, 27 Barnabas.. telde.. how in Damask he [Paul] dide
tristily in the name of Jhesu. 1388 — Pr(n>. iii. 23 Thanne
thou schalt go tristili in thi wei&, and thi foot schal not
snapere. c 1410 LovE Bonavent. Mirr. (1907) 149 The
euerelastynge lyf in heuene, that thei tristily hopen to haue
by his gracious byheste,

2. Faithfully, truly : = Trustily 2.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4864 per to ban
hated, & fomen ben, pat syl^en ban loueii to-gedre wel,

Tristiloker J>an ony stel. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. 1181 pis

is nedful to aUe \>7sX tristyly lyuj'S. a 1400 Pistiil of Sttsan

340 (Cotton MS.) Telle me tristili iother MSS. treuwely,

trewly, trwly], er J^ow Jjy lyfe tyne, c 1400 Destr. Troy
8739 A tabernacle triet & tristyly wroght.

3. Certainly, surely : = Trustily 3.

?a 1366 Chaucer Rom, Rose 1166 (Glasgow MS.) If she
hadde an enemy, I trowe that she coude tristely [?'. r.

craftily] Make hym fuUe soone hir frend to be. 1393
Langl. p. PL C. IV, 498 He [lat seche}? sapience fynde he
shal l^at folueb Tristilich a teneful tixt.

tTri'Stily, adv.'^ Obs. rare. In 5 trystily,

[f. Tristy ff.2 + -ly 2.] Sadly, sorrowfully.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4408 Elfride lay wakand
all'ane, He thoght trystily and made his mane.

tTri'stiness. Obs, [f. Tristy a.^ + 'Ness.]

Trustiness, faithfulness,

1408 Clifton tr. Vegctius De re vtilit. (MS. Digby 233)
If. 185 b/i Whel^er he haue good tristinesse in knyghthod.

t Tristi'tiate, v. Obs. rare~^. [f. L. tristitia

sadness + -ate ^.] trans. To affect with sadness,

to sadden. So t Tristi'tious a. Obs. rare"^, full

of sadness, sorrowful.
i6a8 Feltham Resolves 11. [i.l xli. 122 Nor is there any

whom Calamity doth so much tristitiate, as that hee neuer
sees the flashes of some warming ioy. 1694 Motteux
Raltelais V. 248 Their plaisant Notes tristitious Thoughts
confound.

t Tri-stive, a, Obs. rare~K [f. Trist a.2 +
-IVK.] Sad, doleful, mournful.
1578 T. Proctor Gorg. Gallery P iv, Though death hath

shapte his most untimely end Yet for his prayse my tristive

tunes I send.

Tristle, obs. form of Trestle.

tTri'stly, adv. Obs. [f. Trist a.i + .LY2.]

Confidently ; securely ; boldly : = Trustly adv. 1

.

1340-70 Alex. 4" Dind. 513 pat J>ou mihte trystli trye Jw
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treweste lawe. a 1400-50 Alexander 1632 He me thrett to

be tra [= thra» throj, vS: for no thyng turne, Bot tyre me titely

|iarto & tristly to wend. 1408 Clifton tr, Vegetius De re

tni'/itari [MS. Digby233)lf. 183 b/2 Nomandredet>tofulfiUe
in dede hat he tristly troweJ> he hath wel lerned.

Tristnynge : see Tbisten.

tTristour. Ods, rare-^, [a. OF, iristur,

•ieur^ -tor (12th c. in Godef.), f. triste sad ; « t«

type *trisidr-em : cf. F. hauieitr,'\ Sadness, grief.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2373 pe Amiral hem tolde with tris-

tour by him how it is y-went.

tTristre. Obs. Also 4 trystor, -ere, -er, 5
-yre, tristur. [a. OF. tristre (12th c. in Godef.),

phonetic variant of triste^ Tkist sbJ^ (In OF.
tristre appears later than triste ; but in ME. tristre

is the earlier. "^3 ^ Tkist sb.'^

A ixaS Ancr. A'. 332 Tristre is ^er me sit mid J« grea*

hundes forte kepen ^e hearde, o3er tillen Jw nettes ajean
ham. 13. . Gaiv. <V Gr. Knt. 1146 A hundreth of hunteres,

as I hai herde telle, of ^e best; To trystors vewters 5od.

c 1410 Master 0/ Game (MS. Dij;by 182) xv, t>e baytyng of

he bull and huntyng of he wilde boore,..with grehoundes
at he tri.'^tre. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 208, 1 stande at

my tristur, when othere men shones. 1483 Cath. Angl,

393 '2 Trystyre, staciuncula (A.)-

t Tristsum, a. Sc, Obs. rare-K [f. Trist a.2

+ -SOME.] Sad, woeful, lamentable.
1^67 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 75 I wat it wald male ony

haitl nairt sair For to reuoluemy tristsum tragidie.

+ Tri'Sty, a.^ Obs. Also 4 tristi, trysti, 4-5
trysty. [I. Trist a.i + -y i.]

1. Trustful, confident : =» Trusty a i.

c x^<f S^ec. Gy Warxv. 477 Put al hi" hope in godalmiht.
And tnsti hope to him hou baue. 138a Wyclip Prot. Bible
iiL 4 This, .snulde make men trysty in Goddis help.

2. Trustworthy, faithful : = Trusty a. 2.

13 . . E. E. Aim. P. U. 763 If ten trysty in loune be tan In

hi werkkez, Wylt h^u mese hy mode & menddyng abyde?
C1375 Cursor M. 13365 (Fairf.) pe bridegome dide hi^^^
cafle His maste tristt [Cott, speciaUest] frendis alle. c 1450
St. Cutkbert (Surtees) 7806 pai were tristy, and a bote bryng
To lede hein bis body. 1483 Cntk, Angl. 393/2 Tristy, vbi
trewe {A.).

b. Ofthings: Reliable; secure: = Trusty a. a b.

13.. Cast. Love (Halliw.) 690 On trysti \p.r. trust!}

rocne heo stondeth fast. 1340-70 Alisaunder 952 Till hee
had take h« toune h^t tnsty was holde. c 1350 Will.
Palerne 1117 Bohe pani^es prestIya>parayldebem..Of alle

tristy a-tir hat to batayle longed.

t Tri'Sty, a^ Obs. Also 5 trysty. [f. Trist
a^l + _y 1.] Sad, sorrowful ; in quot. 14 . ., dark or
doll-coloured ( = Sad a. 8).

\c 1400 Lydc Msop*s Fab. in. 88 The sheepe condempned,
tristy and pale of hewe. 14.. Epiph. in Tundtile's Vis.

(1843) 114 Ne forred with armyn nor with trysty gray.
t a 1600 in Ashm. Tfuat. Ckem. (1652) 264 The King was
tristy and heavy ofcheere.

TristyI0U8 : see Tri- i a.

TriflU-bstituted, a, Chem. [Tri- 5 c] Con-
taining three substituted atoms or radicals. So
Triaubatitu 'tion.
1904 yrnl. Phys. Chem. Apr. 298 Trisubstituted acids are

less associated than disubstituted acids, and these latter
less than monosubstituted acids. Mod. Trichloracetic acid
is a trisubstitution product.

llTrisul (tris«-l), trisula (tris«-la). fSkr.
tri^ula^ (. tri- three + *ptla spit, spear-head.J A
three-pointed figure or ornament, used as an emblem
of the Hindu god Siva, and also as a Buddhist
symbol.
1871 Alabastkr Wheel 0/Law 249 On the great toe is the

Trisul. 1876 J, Fergusson Hist. Indian Arch. i. iv. 97
The trisul or trident emblem which crowns the gateways
may, .represent Buddha himself, xo/^ Protestant Observer
Aug. 1/7/3 The trisul appears on a farge medal of the Great
Exhibition, 1851, with two fishes (Pisces) under Victoria
and .\Ibert.

tTri'Sulc, tri'snlk, a. {sb.) Obs. [ad. L.
trisuic-Hs three-cleft, f. tri-, Tri- + jm/^wj furrow.

Cf. F. trisukeitrisulquty i6th c. in Godef. Comp/.).']

Three-cleft, three-forked, trifurcate: esp. as an
epithet of the lightning or thunderbolt, after L,
trisulcum fulnun (Varro), Jovis telum trisukum
(Ovid J, etc.

1609 Hkvwood Rape Lucrece 1. ii, That hand That flings
ihetrisulke thunder. x6ti — Gold, Age v. i, Jupiter. .Who
thunder and the trisulke lightning beares. 1650 Bulwek
Anthropomet. xiv. 142 The Tongue of man is not double,
or trisuike,or bisulke.asinsomecreaturts, x6s3Urquhart
Rabelais \\. xxxii, Jupiter confound me with his trisutk
lightning if I lie 1 1656 \^\ja\}tnGlossogr.^ Trisulk i.trisulcus\
having three edges,or three furrows. 1658 in Phii-ups.
B. ellipt, as sb. A thunderbolt.

1637 Hevwood Dial. iv. Wks. 1874 VI. 160 Hand once
a^aitie thy Trisulk, and retire To Oeta, and there kindle't
With new (ire. 1638 SirT. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 239 They
.. never.. looke upon him, least the fulgor of his aspect
might pcradventure prove no lesse formidable than the
Tnsutk of lupiter. 1&46 Sir T. Brownk Pseud. Efi. u. vi.

100 If we consider the threefold effect of Jupitcrs Trbulk,
to burn-, discusse and terebrate.

Trisulcate (trais^-lka), a. [f. as pre^. +
-ATB-.J 1. = prec. adj.

1710 DTJrfey Pills III. 322 Him. that hurls the Bolt
trisulcate. 1866 J. B. Rose ir. Ovitts Met. 61 By whose
right hand arc hurled The flames trisulcate.

2. a. Bot. Marked with three furrows or grooves,
three-furrowed.

888

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1900 in B, D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.
Tertns,

b. Zool. Divided into three digits, as a foot

;

tridactylous. (Cf. Bisulcate.) 1891 in Cent. Diet.

So Trisnlcated a. rare = 2 a above.
1703 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1428 The Fruit

whole is about the bigness of a midling Nut, smooth,
blackish and trisulcated.

Trisulph-, trisnlplio- (traisolf, traisclfi;).

Chem. [t. TBI- 5 + Sulph(uhic.] A formative of
the names of carbon compounds containing three

SOj groups, or three SOj . OH groups, and deriva-

tives of the latter. (Tbisulphone, and Trisul-
PHONic, with Trisulphonate, now also express
these meanings.)
1867 Griess in jfml. Clum. Soc. XX. loi Trisulphodi-

phenylenic Acid. .its composition may also be expressed in
two different ways, viz. Ci2H6.SjH40ii,or CnHj . SsHoOia
i87S Watts Diet. Chtm. VII. im N'HHSO'K)" Tri-
sulphammonale of potassium.. .ON'(SO'K)' Trisulphoxy.
azate of potassium.

Trisolphate (traisclfa). Chem. [f. Tbi- 5
+ SLLrHATE.] A compound formed from three
molecules of sulphuric acid, HjSO,, by replace-
ment of the hydrogen by a metal or radical, and
thus containing three SO, groups ; e. g. aluminium
trisulphate, AljCSO,),; glyceryl and hydrogen
trisulphaie, (C3H5)"'H5(S04)3.
1880 RoscoE & Schorlemmer Treat. Chem. II. ii. 312

Antimony Trisulphate, Sba(SOi)s, . . crystallizes . . in long
glistening silky needles,

TrisulpMde (trsiso-lfaid). Chem. [f. Tbi- s
+ Sulphide.] A compound of an element or
radical with three atoms of sulphur ; e. g. boron
Irisulphide, BjSj; arsenic trisulphide, AsjSj;
potassium trisulphide, K3S3.
1866 RoscoB Elem. Chem. xxiv. 207 Metallic antimony

occurs native, but its chief ore is the trisulphide. x888 MutR
6 MoBLEV Watts' Diet. Chem. I. 516 Bismuth Trisulphide,
Bi.jSs, occurs native as bismuth glance, 1905 Jml. Chem.
Soc. LXXXVUI, n. 245 Golden-yellow leaflets of arsenic
trisulphide are formed.

Trisnlphone (trsisc-lfeun). Chem. [f. Tbi- 5
-kSl'Lphqke.] a compound in which carbon
radicals are linked to other carbon radicals by the
intervention of three SO.j groups, the sulphur atoms
being directly joined to the carbon atoms ; e. g, tri-

ethylsulphonemethylmeihane,C{Cli,XS02.C.,i\^'h;
trisulphone acetone,

(CH,)jC: {SO,-C(CH3)J, :S0,.
So Trlsnlphonio (traisolffnik) a., in trisulphonic
acid, amide, chloride, etc., compounds of three
SO, . OH, SO, . NHj, SO, . CI, etc., groups with a
trivalent element or radical, the sulphur being
directly joined to the element or carbon of the

radical ; e.g.amine-trisulphonic aeid,'!>({SO.t. OH),;
benzene-trisulphonic acul, C8H,(SO,.OH)j; ben-
zene-irisulphonic chloride, CjH5(SOaCl)3 ; Trlsal-
phonate, a salt of a trisulphonic acid.

1874 Schorlemmer Carbon Comp. 199 A series of sulphonic
acids, .substitution products of marsh gas,.. the third is

methenyttrisulphonic acid, CH(S03H)3. 1879 Watts
Diet. Chem. VIII. I. 259 Benzenetrisulphonic acid,
C«H'(S0'H)' + 3H'0, crystallises in long flat deliquescent
needles. 1886 Jml. Chem. Soc. L. 623 Benzenetrisulphonic
chloride melts at 184°; the amide melts at 306°, 189a Ibid.
LXII, 614 Attempts to prejjare a tetrasulphone by the
action of sodium on haloid trisulphones and of phenylthio.
chloride on trisiiiphonates [gave] negative results.

Trisyllabic (tr3i-,trisilas"bik),a. erron. triss-.

[a. F. Irissyllabique (i6th c. in Godef. Comply, f.

L trisyllab-us, a. Gr. rptimWaffos of three syllables,

f. Tpi- three + truAAaflij syllable : see -10. For
spelling cf. note s. v. Disyllabic] Consisting of
or involving three syllables. So Trisylla-bical a.

in same sense; Trlsylla-blcally ailv., as or in

three syllables ; Trisy-Uabism, trisyllabic char-
acter ; Trlsy-Uabize v., trans, to make trisyllabic.

a 1637 B, JoNsos /i»i^. Gram. t. vii, All nouns *trisyllabic
(are accented) in the first [syllable], 1861 Palev jKschytus
(ed, i) Persians ^67 note, Trisyllabic form of the more Attic
^<T<Tta. . 188a F. r. Palgrave in Spenser's IVks. (Grosart)
IV. p. xxx. In some the. .trissyllabic rhyme is used, 1656
Blount Glossogr., * Trisyltabicat {trisyllabicus), that hath
three syllables. 1658 in Phillips. x8oi Chenevix in Phil.
Trans. XCI. 195 tiote. In trisytlabical nouns, the first or
second syllable is usually accented. 1858 De Quincey Mro.
Wellesley Wks. 1858 VIII. 20 ncte. The Annesley family
..do not pronounce their name *trisyllabical(y .. viz.,

Ann-es-ley, but as if Anns (in the possessive case) -ley.

1884 £. EiNENKEL St. Kath. p, xxxii, The older forms, .are

not very remote from genuine *trisyllabism. 1866 Pall
Malt G. 12 Apr. 9 The Marquis finds it convenient to
"trisyllabize that plebeian appellation.

Trisyllable (trsi-, trisi-lab'l), sb. (a.) erron.

7 tress-, 6- triss-. [f, Tri- + Syllable : cf. Gr.

TpiavWa0os of three syllables, F. trissyllabe ( 1 6th c.

in Godef. Comp/.), Sp. trisilabo.'i A word, or a
metrical foot, of three syllables. In quot. 1718,
trisyllabic or ' triple ' rime (nonce-use).

1580 PuTTENHAM Enff. Poesie II. iii. (Arb.) 82 To euery
bissillable they allowed two times, and to a trissillable three
times, and to euery polisillable mor«, according to his

quantitie. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Cast over Water
Wks. 11. 158 When atiessillaUe a verse doth end, 'Tis harsh.
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'tis paltry, and it doth offend. 1718 Swift To Sheridan 31
But now I find my Muse but ill able. To hold out longer
in Trissyllable. (11771 Gray Corr. etc, (1843) 303 As to
trissyllables, as their accent is very rarely on the last, they
cannot properly be any rhymes at all. 187s Poste Gains
Pref. (ed. 2) 6 The word ' Gaius ' is a trisyllable in the classical
period, 1887 Cook Sievers' O. E. Gram. 133 [Theyl some-
times take u after the manner of the trisyllables.

B. as adj. = Trisyllabic, (In quot. 181 7
1,

having trisyllabic or ' triple ' rimes.)
1766 Bp. Lowth Larger Con/ut. Bp. Hare 36 [Bentley]

gives examples of trissyllable feet, namely, Bacchiac
and Cretic feet, in English Verse. 1817 Coleridge Biog.
Lit. 3r An innocent amusement from the riddles, conun-
drums, trisyllable lines, &c., &c,, of Swift. Ibid. 178
Double and trisyllable rhymes, indeed, form a lower species
of wit,

Trit- : see Tbito-, Tritaotio : see Tbi- 2.

Tritagonist (trsits-gonist). [ad. Gr. rptr-
07011/1(7x175 an actor who plays the third part, f.

TpiTos third + a.-ia>viarii^ combatant, actor.] The
third, actor in a Greek tragedy,
189a Athenaeum 28 June 841/3 Creon, although said to be

the tritagonist, entered by the central door. 1907 A. E,
Haigh Attic Theatre 283 The tritagonist took what in
modern times would be called the ' heavy ' parts.

Tritaph (trai-tof). Archseol. [f. Gr. rpi-, Tbi-
-f Taipo% tomb : cf. cenotaph^ A group of three
cists or chambers in a prehistoric tomb.
1904 WiNDLE Rem. Preh. Age Eng. viii. 181 This circle.

,

consists of six symmetrically arranged sets of cysts, each a
tritaph, i. e. two tangential and one radial.

t Tri'tarchy. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. TpiV-os third

+ -apx'a government.] Rule or government by
three persons : irregularly used for Tbiabchy 2,

1647 M, Hudson Div. Right Govt. 11. iv, 96 Intestine and
bloody di-ssentions, .created by the Tritarchieof Simon, lohn,
and Eleazer.

Tritoherie, obs. form of Tbbacheby.
II Trite (tri't»), sb. Anc. Gr. Mus. [a, Gr.

TpiTij, fern, of Tpiros third (sc. xopSv string),]

Name of the third string or note (counting from
the highest) in each of the higher tetrachords.
1603 Holland Plutarch Explan. Words, Trite Diezeiig-

menon. The third of disjuncts, a string or note in the scale
of musicke C sot /a vt. Trite liy/>erbotxon, A treble
string ; the third of Exceeding or treble j F /a ut. Trite
Synemmenon, or Syzeugijtenon.^ The third of the Con-
juncts, a string or note in musicke, B fa. B mi in rule,

17;;6 Burney Hist. Mus. (1789) I. i. 16 Trite, the third
string from the top of the two last tetrachords. tSoi in
Busby Diet. Mus.

Trite (trait), a. [ad. L. trlttis, pa. pple. of
terHre to rub.]

1. Worn out by constant use or repetition ; de-
void of freshness or novelty ; hackneyed, common-
place, stale.

01548 Hall Chron., Hen. K4ob, Accordyng to the trite

adage: He must liberally spende that will plentefully
gayne. 1607 Puritan in. v, 162, I would not haue my
Arte vulgar, trite, and common. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia
384 A Saying not triter than truer. I76a-7i H, Walpole
l^ertue''s Anecd. Paint. (1786) V, 133 It is a trite observa-
tion, that gunpowder was discovered by a monk. 18x8
ScOTT Br. Lamm, xviii, An art of building up a character
for wisdom upon a very trite style of commonplace elo-

quence. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. (1855) I, i. vii, § 32. 407
The story told by Erasmus of Colet is also a little too trite

for repetition, 1885 Athenaeum 28 Mar, 401 The theme of
Death can no more wear trite than the theme of Love,

2. Well worn ; worn out by rubbing ; frayed

;

of a road or path, well-trod, beaten, frequented.
XS90 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. i, iii, If my behaviours

had beene of a cheape or customary garbe ; my accent, or
phrases, vulgar; my garments trite. zttft'^iavAt Glossogr.,
Trite, worne, over-worne, old, threedbare, much used,
common, b68s Sir T, Browne Chr. Mor. 1. § 25 Unexpected
Emergences, whereby we pass not our days in the trite

road of affairs afifording no Novity. 1855 Fraser's Mag.
LI. 272 Specimens of the bronze coinage of the later empire

;

..mostly trite and faceless. x86x G. F. Berkeley 5/^r/jw,
W. Prairies vii, 98 The woods were, .unbroken save by the
straight trite line of hasty locomotion.

Tritely (trai'tli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In

a trite or commonplace manner.
x6ox Wood Ath.^ Oxon. (L.), Other things are mentioned

by Baleus and Pitseus very tritely, and with little satis-

faction to the reader, 1870 Pall Mall G. 5 Dec. 10 Keep-
ing Older among the band— ' order ', as he tritely observed,
' being necessary everywhere '.

Tritencephalon : see Tbito-.

Triteness (traitnes). [f. Tbite a. -I- -NESS.]
The quality of being trite ; commonplaceness.
X7J7 Bailey vol. II, T'^rVfmrjf, worn ness, the being much

worn. X755 Johnson, Triteness, stalcness; commonness,
1780 Mirror No, 80 There is one class of writers to whom
the charge of triteness does,. very little apply. 1791-1823
D'lsRAF.Ll Cur. Lit. (1858) III. 63 note. Triteness and trivi-

ality are fatal to a proverb, 1910 Scott. Hist. Rev. Oct, 17
Telling his story with the triteness and circumspection of a
lawyer,

Triteruate (traitsMn/t), a. Bot. [f. Tri- 2

+ Teunate a.] Thrice temate : see quots.

(Abbrev. },-lernate.) Hence Trite'mately adv.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in, vi, (J788) 202 Triternate, or

Triplicato-Ternate ; when a Petiole bears three Foliolcs that
are each of them ternate. 1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848)
II. 360 Triternate, when the common petiole divides into
three .secondary jietioles, which are e.tch suMivided into
three tertiary petioles, each of which be.ars three leaflets.

1856 A, Gray Man, Bot. (1660) 20 A large triiernately
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compound leaf. 1870 Uookf.k S/utf, Flora 168 Peucedanum
officinale ; leaves 3-ternately pinnate.

Tritheism (tr3i-))/|iz*ni)- [f- Tri- + Theism;

cf. Or. rpiQiia (f. rpi-^ Tri- + 0<os God), F. tri-

ihSisnie ^1727 in Littr^).] Belief in three Gods;

esp. an interpretation of the doctrine of the Trinity

according to which the three Persons are three

distinct Gods. (Cf. next)
1678 CuDwoRTH iHteU. Syst, r. iv. 604 This Trinity is no

other than a kind of Trithei-;m, and that ofgods independent

and coKJrdinate toa 1719 Waterland Vind. Christ's Div.

Contents, This Assertion, . .that there is no Medium between

Tritheism and Sabellianism. 1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng.
xvii. IV. SI In his zeal against Socminns and Sabellians, he

[Sherlock] used expressions which might be construed into

Tritheism. 1910 Sanday Christolosies i. 12 The doctrine

of the Trinity is not Tritheism.

Tritheist (tr3i-|j2|ist). [f. TRr- + THEisT: cf.

F. iriihHste (Littr^).] A believer in three Gods

;

esp. one who holds that the three Persons of the

Trinity are three distinct Gods.
^

Chiefly in controversial usej applied spec, to a sect of

Monophysites in the sixth century who denied the consub-

stantiality of the three Persons of the Trinity.

1608 WiLLET Hexapla Exod. 323 They which hold not

the distinction of three persons onely, but the diuision also

of the substance, as the Tritheists. 1715 IVodrovj Cory.

(1843) II. 17 Roell is not thought Arian or Socinianin the

great point of the Deity of Christ, but rather a Tritheist.

1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. iii. iv. (1872) 45 There are in

almost every congregation.. Trinitarians who are practically

Tri-theists, worshipping three gods. 1903 H. L. Goudge
I Cor, Introd. 30 S. Paul certainly is no Tritheist ; the Son
and the Spirit never obscure the Father for a moment.

Hence TrithCii-stic, Tritheii'stical adjs., of,

pertaining to, or believing tritheism.

1698 South Serm. III. Ded. Aivb, Reprinting exploded

Tritheistick Notions. 1708 H. Dodweli. A^a/. Mart. Hum.
Sou/s4i Our Adversaries will appear to be the Triiheistical

Gobarus's, as to this Particular of the Heresies then con-

demned in the Tritheists. 1822 Jefferson IVrit. (1830) IV.

354 Missionaries. .from the trithcistical school of Andover.

1827 Arnold in Li/e r^- Corr. (1844) I. ii. 50 The tritheistic

notions of the Trinity.

TritHeite (tr3i*]>ii3it). Also 6-8 -it. [ad. Gr.

Tpi0(tTr]s, late L. iritheita (Isidore), f. t/«- three

+

Bim god; cf. F. trithHte.'\ = Tritheist.
1585-7 T. Rogers 3g Art, v. (1633) 24 The Tritheites;

which affirme the holy Ghost to be inferiourvntothe Father.

1597 Hooker Ecct. Poh v. xlii. § 13 The bl.isphemies of

Arrians, Samosatenians, Tritheits, Eutychians, and Mace-
donians. 1691 VV, NiCHOLLS Answ. Naked Gospel 98
Gregorius Paulus,..was first a Tritheite, and afterwards

an Unitarian. 1723 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, lyth C, I. vi. v.

252 He [Servetus] crudely affirms, that they who distinguish

three Persons in the Godhead, are Tritheites who admit of

three Gods. attrib. 1708 H. Dodwell Nat. Mori. Hum.
Souls 42 The Author of the Tritheit Heresy, Johannes
Phiioponus. 1887 C. J. Ball in Dict,^ Chr. Biog. IV. 319/1
An approach to the Tritheite standpoint.

Tritheocracy (tr3i|)/|^'krasi). nonce-wd. [f.

Tbi- + Theocracy.] Rule or government by three

Gods; a group of three Divine beings exercising

joint rule.

1850 BusiiNELL God in Christ 115 Father, Son and Holy
Ghost are, in their view, socially united only and preside.,

as a kind of celestial tritheocracy over the world.

Trit^ing (trai-Sirj), thrithing (Kai-Sii)).

Forms : 3 triting, 3-4, 8-9 trithing, 7 -e, 8 trid-

iDg; 4 thrythyng, 7-8 thrithing : see also

Riding sb. [Late OE. *pri6ingy ^priding, ad. ON.
Pridjutig-r * thirding', third part. The form thrilh-

ing was still known to the 17th c. legal writers;

but trithing is also found in early times, and in

modem legal and historical works. The form
*pridingox*tkriding\os\. its initial after ^a^/, west,

and itorlhj as in 13th c. Northredyng, now North
Riding.']

L - Riding sb. Now only Hist. Also in contb,

Trithing-reeve — trithinger : see below.
\a 1150 Law Edw.Conf, c. 51 Erant etiam alie potestates

super wapentagiis, guas trehingas uocabant, scilicet super

terciam partem prouincie. Et qui super ipsafn dominabantur,

uocabantur Jtrehinggrefes \v. r. trehingreues], ad quos de«

ferebantur cause gue non poterant diffiniri in wapentagiis.]

c 1290 Fleta II. 1x1. § 23 Sciendum [est] quod aliae potestates

erant super wapentakia, quae tritinga dicehantur, eo quod
erat tertia pars provincise; qui vero super eos dominabantur,

trithingreves vtxrabantur, quibus differebantur causa; qua;

non wapentakiis poterint diffmiri in Schiram. 1295-6

Trithing [see Riding sb. 1]. 1313-14 E^re ofKent (1910) I.

32 De wapentagiis & Trithingis positis ad firmam. 1333
York Memo. Bk. (Surtees) I. 144 Artificiariorum in tribus

trithingis infra comitatum Ebor. 1593 Norden Spec. Brit.y

ATsex I. 7 Yorkeshire . . is diuided into Rydings, which may
be also called Sril^ingas, all which parts conteine in them
certain hundreds in euerie of which was conteined ten teo-

|>unges, of us called Tithings, conteining ten men, whereof
it was also called tienmentale, a colledge c; corporation of

ten men. 1701 CowelPs Interpr.y Thrithing-Reve ^ the

third part of a County, or three or more Hundreds or

Wapentachs, were called a Triding or Trithing; such sort

of Portions are the Laths in Kent, the Rapes in Sussex,

and the Ridings in Yorkshire. And those who govem'd
these Triihings, were thereupon called Trithing-Reves^

before whom were brought all Causes that could not be
determined in the Wapentakes, or Hundreds. 1747 Carte
Hist. Eng. I. 309 Some mention another subdivision of

counties into three portions called thence trithings (cor-

ruptly ridings). 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. Introd. iv. 116

Where a county is divided into three of these intermediate

884

jurisdictions, they are called trithings, which wereantiently

governed by a tnthing-reeve, 1874 Stuubs Const. Hist. I.

V. 100 Hote^ In the trithing he sees the threefold division of

the land allotted to the Norse odallers.

2. Division into three parts, tripartition. rare~^.

X87JJ Haigh in Yorks. Arch. Jrnl. V. 205 The distinct

trithing of two of the divisions [in a dial] is evidence of
knowledge of the cotnplete Hindu system.

Hence tTrl-tMnifer, tliri-tliinger, thegovernor

of a trithing.

'3'4~'S ^olh 0/Parlt. 1. 291/2 Viscountes, Thrythyngers,
& auires Haillifs [de Counte de Nicole].

TritMo- (tr3i()3i,o). Chem. [f. Tri- 5 + Thio-.]

Prefix denoting that three atoms of sulphur have

been substituted for three atoms of oxygen in the

substance designated by the rest of the name ; e. g.

trithiocarbonic acid, H^CSj , derived from carbonic

acid, HjCOj ; trithiocarbonate, a salt of this acid.

In many cases, however, tri- refers to the whole
substance and not to the sulphur alone; e.g. tri-

ihio-acetaldehyde, (CHjCHS),, a compound of

three molecules of thio-acetaldehyde, CH3CHS.
1894 MuiR & MoRLF.v Walls' Diet. Chem. IV. 692 Tri-

Thio-Citric Ether C3H50(CO. SEDj .. Oil, smelling like

mercaptan. 1899 Smith Richter's Org. Chem. (ed. 3) I. 203
Trithiu-formaldehyde (CH2S)3, melts at 216^. 1910 Wai.ker
& MoTT Holteman's Org. Chem. (ed. 3) 348 Carbon
disulphide. .With alkali-metal or alkaline.eartli-metal sul-

phides it yields trithiocarbonates.

Tritnionic (traijiaii^i-nik), a. Chem. [f. Tiil-

5H-Gr. Biiov sulphur + -ic] In trithionic acid,

HjSjOj, an acid containing three iitoms of sulphur

in the molecule, discovered by Langlois in 1842

{Ann. Chim. I'hys. IV. 77), known only in aqueous
solution, which is inodorous, sour, and bitter, and
in its salts, the Trithi'onates.
1844 Clicm, Gaz. 11.66 Berzelius. .separates the acids of

sulphur into monothionic acids (sulphuric and sulphurous
acids), dithionic acids, .trithionic acid (Langlois' sulphated
hyposulphuric acid). \Zefi Ibid. VI. 369 Trithionic Acid is

obtained dissolved in water when the solution of the tri-

thionate of potash is decomposed with the fluosilicate of
potash. 1913 Thorpe Did. Appl. Chem. (ed. 2) V. 308 Tri-

thionic acid.. on attempting to concentrate [the solution!,

even in vacuo, it decomposes into sulphur, sulphur dioxide,

and sulphuric acid.

Tritical (tri'tikal), a. [f. Trite o., with play

on critical.'] Of a trite or commonplace character.

1709 Swift {title) A Tritical Essay upon the faculties of
the mind. 176a [see Tritically]. 1841 D'Israei.i Ww/f«.

Lit. (1867) 285 To sermonise with a te<lious homily or a
tritical declamation. 1869 Contemp. Rev. X. 125 To have
every book of the Bible dealt with . . with the same tendency
to ' tritical ' reflections.

Hence Tritica-lity, Tri-tioally adv., Tri'tical-

ness ! so Tri'tioism (after criticism ; cf. also

witticism).

1835 Carlylk in Corr. CarlyU ^ Emerson 13 May (1883)

I. 71 Our Ex.Chancellor has been promulgating "triticalities

..against the Aristocracy. 1762 Sierne Tr. Shandy Vl.
xi, 'Tis all tritical, and most «tritically put together. rijH
Pope, etc. Mem. M. Scridlerusv\\,A *lriticalnessor Medi-
ocrity in the Thought. i8z^ Scott Redgauntlct Let. xii,

Weary, flat, and stale *triticism.

t Tiiti-cean, a. Obs. rare~''. [f. L. tritice-ns

wheaten (f. trlticum wheat) -H -AN.] (See quot.)

1656 Bi-OUNT Glossogr., Triticean {triticetts), wheaten, of
wheat. 1658 in Phillips.

Triticeons (triti-Jas, -ws), a. [f. as prec. ^
-oua.] Resembling a grain of wheat. Triticeons

cartilage or nodule (mod.L. cartilage triticea).

Anal., each of two small cartilaginous nodules one

on each side of the larynx.

[1B90 Billings Med. Diet. s.v. Cartita^o, Ciartilagol

triticea, a small cartilaginous nodule found in lateral thyro-

hyoid ligament on each side.] 1891 Cent. Diet, s. v., Triti-

ceous nodule. Jdid., Triticetts, the triticeous cartilage of

the larynx.

Triticin (tri-tisin). Chem. [f. L. tritic-um

wheat (in mod.Bot.L. a generic name, including

couch-grass) -)- -IN 1.]

fl. Name given to the gluten of wheat by
Hermbstaedt {Erdmann's Jrnl. Techn. Chem.

(1831) XII. II); also applied to a substance

obtained from potato starch (see quot. 1838). Obs.

\ 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 652 (In preparing

; amidin, or the soluble part of starch from potato starch]

;

The triticin is retained by the cloth, i860 Mayne Expos.

L., Triticin, term by Heimbsta;dt for the gluten of wheat,

2. A carbohydrale, CijHjjG^ or (C8H,|)(D5)„,

obtained from the roots of couch-grass, Triticum

j

repens, and so named by Miiller {Arch. Pharm.

]

(1873) II. 508) ; it is a tasteless hygroscopic

[

powder, very soluble in water, and Isevorotatory

;

I

when boiled with dilute acids it changes into

iDevulose.

1874 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XXVII. 171 The quantity of triticin

present in the dried roots of couch-grass varies from 3-5 to

7-8 per cent. 1888 Ibid. LIV. 246 From Dracaena austrotis

the author has obtained a carbohydrate, 6 CCH10O5 + H2O,
which very closely resembles triticin. 1890 Ibid. LVIII.

227 Triticin;. from the root of Draccuna rubra, melts at

140°. .Triticin, from Triticum repens, melts at 160°.

TritiCOid (tritikoid), a. Hot. [f. as prec. -h

-OID.] Resembling the wheat-plant.

1858 Jrul. R. Agric. Soc. XIX. I. 103 Henslow has also

found a triticoid form of ^gilops squarrosa.

TBITON.

Tritish (trai-tij), a. rare-^. [(. Trite a.+
-isill.] Somewhat trite. .So Tritism (troi-tiz'm),

trite or commonplace character.

1779 T. Twining in Recreat. t^ .Stud. {iBZ-z} 60 The notes.,
.seem now and then to be triiish. 1785 Rottiatt iiSfz) 137
A solid truth in the observation of Horace which its tritism

does not destroy.

Trito- (trito, trsito), before a vowel trit-, com-
bining form repr. Gr. rphos third, occurring in

several technical, mostly scientific, terms (usually

corresponding to terms in Proto-, and Deutero-
or Deuto-). 1. Generally.

II
Tritencephalon (-ense'faVn) [mod.L., f. Gr.

iyK(tl)a\os brain], the third of tlie three primary
cereljral vesicles of the embryo ; also, the hindmost
segment of the brain of an insect. Trl'toceze
(-si»j) [Gr. Kfpas horn], that tine of a deer's antler

which is third in order of development {Cent. Diet.

1891). II
Trltocerebmm (-se'ri'bri'm), erron. -on

[mod.L., f. L. cerebrum brain], = tritencephalon ;

hence Trltoce'rebral a., pertaining to or constitut-

ing a tritocerebrum. Trl'tocone, the posterior

external cusp of a premolar tooth. Trito-Isal'ah
[after I)EUTKR0-/ra?'a/i], a later author to whom a

third section of tlie book of Isaiah is attributed by
some critics. Tritome'sal a. [Gr. iiiau^ middle],

applied to a series of cells in the wings of hymeno-
pterous insects, now usually called the submedian
second discoidal and first apical cells. Trito-

to'xin ; see quot. 1904 s. v. prototoxin (Proto- 2 b).

Tritove-rtebra, in Carus's nomenclature (1828),

applied to the bones of the limbs reckoned as the

third set of vertebra; ; hence Tritove rtebral a.,

pertaining to or of the n.ature of a tritoveitebra.

Trlto'vum, a third stnge of an ovum, succeeding

the deutovum. Tzitozooid (-zJuoid), a tertiary

zooid, produced from a deuterozooid.

1910 Eiicyct. Brit. XIII. 425/2 This anterior or 'brain
'

mass consists of three lobes (the prot-, deut-, and "trit-

encephalon of Viallanes). Ibid. 4i8/2.An ' intercalary^ * or

"tritocerebral segment h.is been demonstrated.. in various

insect embryos. 1898 Packard Textdik. Etitom. 231
Viallanes first, .divided the brain of adult insects into three

regions or segments ; i. e. the * protocerebron ', 'deutocere-

bron ', and * "tritocerebron '. Ibid. 237 The cesophageal
lobes (Tritocerebrum). 1896 Proc. Zoot. Soc. 5 May 563
(/^?v;;/tf/fl«) Theantero-external cusp (protocone of Scolt)

..develops first, the anlero-internal or deuterocone second,

and the tetartocone third, the *tritocone being wanting.

1908 Athenatuni 7 Nov. 565/2 A "Trito-Isaiah besides a
Deutero-Isaiah. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomot. III. xxxv.

632 The medial areolets. .form three distinct series; these

may be called the protomesal, deuteromesal, and "trilomesaL
£-1860 S. Kneeland, Jr. in Amer. Cycl. XIII. 424 iCent.

Diet.) [Carus] makes what he calls proto-, deuto-, and
"trito-vertebra;. 1902 CasselCs Encycl. Diet., Supp., *Tri-

tovertebral. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 385 In

the Acarus of the Mouse, Claparede observed that the

deutovum stage is followed by a *trilovum. 1861 J. R.
Greene i\lan. Anim. Kingd., Content. 7^ The medusoids
budded by .S'arsia are, proKibly, "tritozorids.

1 2. In Chemistry, formerly used, after T. Thomson
{Syst. Chem. (1S04) I. 103), in naming the third

oxide, sulphuret, iodide, etc. in a series in ascend-

ing order (cf. Proto- 3 a, Dedto- i). Obs.

1806-1850 [see Tritoxide]. 1825 T. Tho.mson First Princ.

Chem. II. 481 Tritosulphuiet of potassium.

II
Tritoma (trittoa, incorrectly traitJu'ma).

Bot. [motl.L., f. Gr. rptTOiios thrice-cut, f rpt-

three + -to/jlos cut ; from the capsule splitting into

three valves.] A genus of liliaceous plants (also

called Kniphofia), natives of South Africa, with

spikes of scarlet or yellow flowers ; several species

in cultivation are popularly called flame-flower or

red-hot poker.
1883 Garden 13 May 325/2 Tritomas. .produce a grand

effect in autumn. 1900 Btackiu. Mag. Apr, 574/2 The tri-

tomas, blazing up red-hot.

Triton (trai-tcn). Also 6-7 tryton. [a. L.

Triton, Gr. Tphaiv, in sense i.]

1. Gr. and kom. Myth. Proper name of a sea-

deity, son of Poseidon and Amphitrite, or of

Neptune and Salacia, or otherwise of Nereus ; also,

one of a race of inferior sea-deities, or im.iginary

sea-monsters, of semi-human form.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Wilchcr. vli. xv. (1886) 122 They
have so fraied us with bull beggers, spirits, witches,, .tritons,

centaurs, dwarfes, giants, imps [etc.]. 1593 Peele Order oJ
Garter Wks. (Rtldg.) 585/2 A trump more shrill than

Triton's is at sea. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Triton, a god of

the sea, also a weathercock. 1661 J. Childrey Brit.

Baconica 102 A Triton or Man-fish was taken on the shore

of Portugal, a 1764 Lloyd Chit-Chat Poet. Wks. 1774 I.

193 Tritons which in the ocean dwell, And only rise to blow

their shell. 1806 Woedsw. Sonnet ' The luorld is loo much
ivith us'. So might I.. hear old Triton blow his wreathed

horn. 1887 Bowen Virg. Mneid v. 824 Tritons swift on the

deep with the hosts of Phorcus parade.

attrib. iSoi Eliz. Scot Alonzo f; Cora 146 He prays the

Triton-trainTostill the blustring winds, andsmooth the main.

b. A figure of a Triton in painting, sculpture,

etc. i
in Her. represented as a bearded man with

the hind quarters of a fish, and usually holding a

trident and a shell-trumpet (cf. Merman).
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1601 Holland /'//«y IX. V. I. 336 A certain sea goblin, called

Triton, sounding a shell like a Trumpet or Cornet:, .in forme
and shape like those that are commonly painted for Tritons,

171a Richardson Statuts, /^^c. Italy 116 Upon the Decks
of the Ships there are Tritons. 1849 Clough Amours de
V<y. III. ii, It looked at me there from the face of a Triton in

marble,

C. Jig. and allusively : esp. applied to a seaman,

waterman, or person connected in some way with

the sea ; in quot. 1 900 to a laige ship. Triton of
or among the minnows (and similar phrases) : see

Minnow 1 b.

1589 Nashe Anat. Absurd. Epistle, My tongue is too to
base a Tryton to eternise her praise, 1607 [see Minnow i bj.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 12 Neptune sweld with
rage in such impatience, that the Tritons (Marriners) grew
agast. a 1704 T. Brown M^alk round Lond., Thames
Wks. 1709 III, III. 57 From their Lowzy Benches up started

such a noizy multitude of old grizly Tritons. 1817
Coleridge /.ay .SVrw, 387 The wretched ambition of figuring
as the triton of the minnows, 1900 Q. Rev, Ian. 80 These
vessels [Atlantic liners] are the Tritons of the Sea. 1908
Nation 26 Dec, 497/2 On his own side he is a Triton among
the minnows.

2. Zool. a. A genus of marine gastropods with

trumpet-shaped shells; an animal, or shell, of this

genus or of the family Tritonidx, Also called

Tritons shell.

s^7 Pennant Zool. IV. 61 Lepas. Acorn. Its animal the
Triton. Theshellmultivalve. x^i^YiMiAtHah.^ Inst.Anim.
I. ix. 297 Others which live by prey, as the strombs, the
helmet-shells, and the triton^ 184a Penny Cycl, XXII. 53/2
Triton vnriegatus, the marine trumpet or Triton's shell.

1861 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instit, i860, 185
The Fersonm^ or Mask-shells, are Tritons with a broad thin
inner lip and curiously twisted mouth.

b. An extensive genus (now divided) of newts ;

an animal of this genus or group.
iZj^Emycl, Brit, (ed. 7)XIX. 160/3 Genus Triton, Z.tf«r.

Aquatic salamanders. . . Commonly called newts. . . The
crrested triton.. .The spotted triton. 1861 1\vi.mkU. Moquin-
Tandon 11. v. ii, 288 Triton, or Aquatic Salamander. 1909
Conttmp. Rez'. Apr. 446 The lost le^ of a lizard, or the
amputated leg of a triton, can be readily regenerated.

Hence {twnce-ivds.) Trl'toness, a female Triton
;

Trltoiilc a. , ofor pertaining to a Triton or Tritons

;

Tri'tonize v., intr. to play the Triton (see i c

above); Trl-toaly adv.^ like or in the manner of
a Triton.

1614 Gorges Lucan ix. 377 To her selfe the name she
chose Of *Trytonesse. 1836 Foreign Q. Rev. XVU. 161
To conjure up fairy scenes and *lritonic festivals. 1841
Blacktv. Mag. XLIX. 486 There alone is that petty vanity
of *tritonizing among ihe minnows properly rebuked. 1599
HjlSHk Lenten Stuffs Wks. (Grosart) V. 220 Mercurial!.,
hath, .noysed the name of our Ilande and of Yarmouth so
•Tritonly. 1888 G. Meredith Hard IVeather 16 Is the
land ship? we are rolled, we drive Tritonly.

Tritone (trai-t^un). Mus. [ad. med.L. tritonus^

ad. Gr. Tpirovos, f. rpi-^ Tbi- + t6vos Tonk.] An
interval consisting of three whole tones ; an aug-
mented fourth. (Also formerly in Latin form.)
160^ DouLAND Ornitk. Microl, 20 A Tritone doth exceed

the Consonance of a Diatessaron. 1730 Treat. Harmony 7
The I>eapsofthe False Relations, viz. of a Tritonus and of
a Semidiapente are. .forbidden. J775STEBLK in PhiL Trans,
LXV, 76 Tritones, or sharp fourths, above the upper
minims, 1789 Burnev Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) III. vii. 344 The
Tritonus. .consisting of three tones without the intervention
of a semitone, is extremely difficult to sing. 1854 Ckerubinfs
Counterpoint n It now remains to be demonstrated how
and why the Tritone is a false relation in harmony.

Tritonioid (tr3it^-ni,oid), a. Zool. [f. mod.L.
Tritonia^ generic name + -did.] Resembling or
allied to the genus Tritonia^ belonging to the
family Tritoniidx of opisthobranchiate gastropods,
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tritonoid (trsi-t^noid), a. Zool. [f. mod.L.
Triton, generic name + -oil).] Resembling or
allied to the genus Triton (Triton 2 a) ; belong-
ing to the family Tritonidx of tzenioglossate

gastropods. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Tritonous (trai-t^nss), a. rare-^. [f, Tbi--i-

Gr. Toi'-oy Tone -- -ous ; cf. monotonous^ Consist-
ing of three tones or notes,

1847 GossB Birds Jamaica 194 The Flycatcher .. is

pertinacious in its tritonous call,

Tritor (traitf^j). Zool. [a. L. tritor a rubber,
grinder, f. terfre, trit- to rub, grind.] A specially
hard and white ridge or prominence on the teeth
of some fishes, as those of the genus Chimxra.
1889 Nicholson & Lvdekker Paixont. xlviii. 950 One or

more triturating ridges, or prominences, differing in appear-
ance from the rest of the tooth, which may be conveniently
termed tritors. 1897 Parker & Haswell Zool. II. 178
Each.. tooth has its surface slightly raised into a rounded
elevation .

. , known as a tritor.

tTri'tory. Ohs.rare. [ad. med.L. /r/7<?rj-«w,

f. L. trit-, ppl, stem of terire to rub, thresh : see
-OBT 1. Cf. Mlfric's Vocab. (Wr.-Wiilcker 107/a),
*TrJtdrium, Jwrscel', Thrkshel, a threshing-in-
strument, a flail, which separates the grain from
the straw and chaff] A vessel for separating
liquids of different densities.

1660 tr, Paracelsus' Archidoxis I. x. 143 The Pure [Spirit]
will Swim at top. Separate it by a Tritory, or Separating
Glass. (1693 tr. Hlancards Pkys. Diet. (ed. 2), Tritorium,
the same wi t h In/und^lum. 1758 Elaboratory laid Open

885

Introd. 30 TrifflrtHMts, or separating funnels, i860 Mayne
Expos. Lex. ^ Tritoriufn, term for a mortar; also a glass
for separating oil from water in distillation ; formerly used
the same as Infundibulttm^ according to Ruland and
Johnson, and Paracelsus.)

t Tritoxide (trait-, tritp-ksaid). Chem. Obs.
[f. Tbit(o- + Oxide.] The third of the series of
oxides of a metal or radical, containing the next
higher proportion of oxygen to the deutoxide.
(Now expressed by trioxide or other term indicating

the actual proportion : cf. Protoxide.Dedtoxide.)
Sometimes improperly used to denote a compound
containing three proportions of oxygen (= Tbi-
oxidk).
1806 G. Adams' Nat. * Exf. Philos. I. App. 538 Mini-

um, the tritoxide of lead. xSia Sir H. Davy Chern.
Philos, 569 The dark brown oxide [of manganese] . . must be
a tritoxide or an oxide containing three proportions of
oxygene. 1850 Daubeny Atont^ The. xL (ed. 2) 371 In
certain states of disease, a peculiar compound, called by
Mulder the tritoxide of proteine, makes its appearance.

t Tri-trace. Obs. Cant. [app. f. Tby v. +
Trace v., with allusion to trey-trace (Tret sb. 3).]
In troll hazard of tritrcue, name of an ' order of
knaves ' : see Troll v. 15 b.

+ Tri-ttle. Obs. Also 6 tryttlo. [Phonetic
variant of Tbattle ji5.2] A pellet of sheep's or
goat's dung : = Trattle sb."^, Trbddle.
15J6 Crete Herball ccxxx. (152^) N iv b, Gottes tryttles or

tordes. x6a4 Gee Foot out of Snare 35 To gild^ouer and
make acceptable any Pils, though being nothing else but
sheeps trittles.

Trittle-trattle, int. and sb. Sc. rare. In 6
trlttyll trattyll, -ill, -iL [Reduplication of
Trattle j*.i, idle talk. Cf. Tittle-tattle.]

A. int. An exclamation expressing contempt.
lUO Lyndesay Complaynt 245 Now trittyll, trattyll,

troTylow, . . thow dois hot mow. 1J35
— Satyre 4366 Dii.

Better bring hir to the Leitcbes heir. Fol. Trittill trattill !

Scho may nocht steir.

B. sb. (in //.) a. Foolish or idle talk ; non-
sense, b. Trifles, gewgaws, knick-kaacks.
1563 WINJET lyts. (S.T.S.) II. 82/15 That thow be nocht

temerouslie sclanderit, .be euery wane manis trittil trattilis.

1896 Crockett Grey Man ii. 13 At the fair.. buying of
tnttle.trattles at the lucky.booths.

Trlt-trot, [Reduplication of Trot.] A word
imitating the sound of trotting.

c 1840 May^le Song. All round the maypole, trit.trit trot.

Our fine ma>-pole shall never be forgot. I9ta Couch Poison
IslandxW, 75 There come wafted to our ears. .the trit-trot

of hoofs approaching.

Tritnoercolate (traitiuba-jkijSlA), a. Comp.
Anat. [f. Tki- + L. tiibercul-um tubercle + -ate 2.]

Having three tubercles, as a tooth ; relating to or

characterized by such teeth. Also Trltnlie'ronlaT
a. So TrltubeTcollBin, TritnTie'rcnly, the

condition of being tritubercular, or the presence of
tritubercnlar teeth ; Trltube-rcnllst, one who
holds that the molar teeth ofmammals are modifica-

tions of tritubercular teeth.

i88^ Cope in Proc.A mer. Philos. Soc. (i 884) 324 The type of
superior molar tooth . . was triangular or *tritubercular. 1890
Nature 20 Mar. 466/a The tritubercular molar consiijts of
three cusps, cones, or tubercles, arranged in a triangle, and so
disposed that those of the upper jaw alternate with those of
the lower. 1835-6 Todifs Cycl. Anat. I. 563/1 Molars, .with
•tri-tuberculatetransverseridges. t9oaSat.kev.6'Dec.7ii/a
The.. fossil Theromorpha with multituberculate teeth,.,
those with trituberculate teeth. 1890 Nature 20 Mar. 466/2
It aopears probable.. that ' *trituberculism ', as this type of
tootn.structure may be conveniently termed, was developed
from a simple conclike tooth during the Mesozoic period.
1891 Flower & Lyoekker Mammals il 32 We also find
trituberculism differentiating into a secodont and a bunodont
series. 1896 Proc. Zool. Soc. 5 May 590 There is no
evidence to show that this type of upper molar arose in the
way suggested by 'trituberculists. 1888 H. F. Osborn in
Amer. Nat, 1068 The almost universal predominance of
•trituberculy in the early geological periods. 190a Sat. Rev.
6 Dec. 711/2 Mr. Beddard .. gives. .the rival theories of
trituberculy and multituberculy.

Triturable (tri'tiurab'l), a. rare—^. [= F.
triturable (i6th c. in Godef. Comfl.), i. triturer

or l^te L. irttiirare to Triturate: see -able.]
Capable of being triturated.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseua. Ep. 11. 1. 53 CrystalL.is..
triturable, and reduceable into powder, by contrition.

Tritnral (tritiural), a. rare-^. [f. L. tritiira

Thiture + -AL.] Adapted for trituration.

«Joi Proc. Zool. Soc. 5 Mar 172 The armoured Chelonian.
..Theroof of the mouth between this tritural border is

raised into a dome with the concavity downwards.
Triturate (tritiur^it), v. [f. late L. tritiirdt-,

ppl. stem of triturdre to thresh, f. L. tritiira

Thiture. Cf. F. triturer (i6th c.).] trans. To
reduce to fine particles or powder by rubbing,
bruising, pounding, crushing, or grinding ; to com-
minute, pulverize ; also, to mix (solids, or a solid

and a liquid) in this way. a. Pharm., Geol, etc.

[i6s3 CoCKERAU II, To thresh come, triturate.] 1755
Johnson, T'r/Vttra^/iT.. (from triturate). 1771 T. Percival
Ess. (1777) I. 60 The mixture was well triturated in

a marble mortar.
_ 1796 Kirwan Elem, Min, (ed. 2) II.

224 Sometimes brittle, sometimes tough according to the
proportion of Mercury principally when triturated. i8s6
Henry Etem.Chem, 11. 99 Triturate in a mortar, and put

TBITYLIO.
rtie mixture . . into a phial. i8«i Dana Man. Geol. § 51. 49Rock made from shells, .triturated into a calcareous earth
by the sea.

b. Phys. said of the action of the molar teeth,
the gizzard, etc. upon the food.
l8aa \i<x triturating below]. 1835-6 ToMs Cycl. Anat.

1. 311/J It [the food] is triturated .. by the mandibles
certainly [in Parrots]. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2)
269 By the act of mastication.. the food is triturated and
mingled with the salivary .secretion. 1881 Darwin Veg.
Mould 18 Worms swallow many little stones, . . it is probable
that they serve, like mill-stones, to triturate their food.

O.fig.
1848 Landor Imng. Conv. Ser. v. Thiers f, Lamartine,

At first we were tickled, at last we were triturated. 1881
Scribner sMag. Aug. 542 The raw ingredients of our national
adniixture are supplied quite as rapidly as the whirl and stir
of Ihe popular system can triturate and commingle them.
Hence Tri-turated, Tri-turating ///. adjs.

1777 Cook Voy. Pacific 11. viii. (1784) I. 331 Where the
shore IS low, the soil is commonly sandy, or rather composed
of "triturated coral. 1791 Cowpee Iliad 11. 508 The tritu-
rated barley grain First duly sprinkling. 1839 Darwin
Voy. Nat. xix. (1832)439 Gorges., through which the whole
vast amount of triturated matter must have been carried
away. 189S P. Manson Trap. Diseases xxxv. 547 Three or
four ten- to thirty-grain doses of well triturated thymol in
cachets. i8u J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 312 In this
[fossil elephant's] tooth . . there are onlj; thirteen plates, nine
..of which are seen on the "triturating surface. 1835-^
Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 318/2 The triturating action of the
gizzard, i860 Maury Phys. Ceog. Sea (Low) § 41 The
abrading, triturating power ofwater.

Trituration (tritiur^-fan). [ad. late L. tn-
tHrdtion-em, n. of action from tritHrdrt to Tri-
turate ; cf. F. trituration (14th c. in Godef.
Compl.).'\ The action or process of triturating

;

reduction to fine particles or powder by friction

;

comminution, pulverization, a. Pharm., Geo!., etc.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. vii. 197 A pumice-stone

powdered is lighter then one entire, . .for.. abatement can
hardly be avoyded in the Trituration. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.
Waters I. 46 Earths, .are. .reduced to the utmost tenuity
by trituration or grinding. 1833 Lvell Princ. Geol. III. 2
Disputing., whether sand andpebbles were the result of
aqueous trituration. 187a Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 318
By the continual trituration of the runner, the ore is re-
duced and amalgamation effected.

b. Phys. : see Triturate v. b.
1731 Bailey voL II, Trituration, (in Physick) the action

of tne stomach on the food. 1740 Chevne Regimen 73
Blood Globules, by their Rotundity, Volubility, and Elasti.
city, resist Trituration, that is, Digestion. 1801 Paley Nat.
Thiol, xvi. (1817) 140 Without the trituration of ihegizzardi
a chicken would have starved upon a heap of corn.

o. trans/. A mass produced, or medicine pre-
pared, by trituration.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Trituration...^ A'preparation
directed by the U. S. P(harmacopoeia]. . . T. c/elaterin, ela-
terin 10, saccharum lactis go ; triturate (U. S. P.). 1898 P.
Manson Trop. Diseases vui. 153 He injected bouillon con-
taining a trituration of one of these flies into a guinea-pig.

A./ig.
1831 I. Tavlor Saturday Even. 344 The royal Image and

Superscription by the trituration and corrosion it undergoes
in the common world becomes continually less and less dis-
tinct. 1856 Merivale^oot. Emp. (1865) IV. xl. 528 Wealthy
nobles.. whose means were in process of trituration under
the pressure of the imperial imposts. 190Q Ediu. Rev. July
314 This trituration of the people has produced a multitude
of dialects.

Tritnrator (tri-tiur«itaj). [a. late L. trim-
rdtor, agent-n. from tritHrare to Triturate.]
One who or that which triturates ; an instrument
or apparatus for triturating, esp. for grinding drugs.
1864 Reader 17 Dec. 770/2 Hammers or triturators. 1893

E. A. Butler Household Insects 137 The giz2ard ..

appears to act more as a strainer than as a triturator.

Tri-turature. rare. [f. late L. tritiirdt- (see

Triturate) + -ure.] = Trituration.
18^ Worcester, Triturature, a wearing by rubbing or

friction. Smith.

tTriture (tri-tiiij), sb. Obs, [ad. L. tritiira

a rubbing, a threshing, f. trit-, ppl. stem of terire

to rub; cf. F. triture (1610 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L Friction or galling (of a yoke). rare~^.
1607 J. Carpenter Plaine Mans Plough 221 The oxe

accustomed to the yoke or triture.. dooth often.. returne to
the yoke againe.

2. Pounding or grinding ; comminution ; tritura-

tion.

165;; Tomlinson Renni's Disp. 57 Humectation, Infection
or Triture are wont to be reduced to Infusion. 1718 Quincy
Compl. Disp. 12 The continual Triture has the same Effects
upon it, as repeated Sublimation. 1767 Percival in Phil.
TroHS. LVII. 226 The powder and the water were well
incorporated by triture. 1790 Wedgwood ibid. LXXX. 308
To try whether this tedious process of solution could be
expedited by triture or calcination, some of the mineral was
ruobed in a mortar.

Hence t Triture v., Obs., trans, to triturate.

1773CLEGG in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 49 Four penny-weights
of each of the astringents., were tritured in plain water.

+ Trityl (trainil). Chem. Obs. [ad. F. trityU
(Chancel, 1853), so called as being the third of the
series of alcohol radicals of the form CnHj„^.i

:

see Trito- and -yl, and cf. Tetrvl, Pentyl,
Hextl, etc.] The radical CjH7,now called Pro-
pyl. Hence f Trltylene = Propylene, + Tri-
tyllc a. — Propylio, etc.

«8S4 Q. yml. Chem. Soc. VI. 287 Propionic Alcohol.. to
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which the author (Chancel] gives the name Hydrate of
Trityl. 1856 Fownes EUtn. Clunu (ed. 6) 474 'IrityU

alcohol, or hydrated oxide of trityl. We prefer the name
propylic alcohol. 1857 Miller Elem* Chem. III. 27 Tri-

tylic or Propylic Alcohol CfiHgOu. Ibid. 28 Propylic

(Tritylic) Ether.. CaHtO. Ibid. 190 Trityhtu, Propylene.
..RejTiolds obtained this gas mixed with marsh gas. 1868

Watts DicU Chem. V. 887 Trityl (better known as Propyl).

Ibid. 888 One of the earliest . . recognitions of the trityl-

group is to be found in Chancel's note ..(1853), which
describes a trityl-alcohoL Ibid. 8qi Tritylamine, or Pro-

pylamine. . . Bright, colourless, highly refracting, very mobile
liquid. Ibid. 892 Tritylene, or Propylene, CsHe-

Tritylodontoid (tr3i:til(>d(?'ntoid), a, and sb,

Pahvont. [f. mod.L. Tritylodon, -ont- (f. Gr. t/«-,

Tri- + t»;Xos knob + iSow, o5orr- tooth) + -OID.]

a. adj. Resembling the genus Tritylodon^ or be-

longing to the family Tritylodontidmy of extinct

monotreme mammals, found in the Triassic and

Jurassic formations, and characterized by trituber-

cular molar teeth, b. sb. A member of this

family. In recent Diets,

Trium-fe'inlnate. fionce-wd. [f. L. irium^

gen, pi. of tres three -k-fimina female, woman +
-atbI, after Triumvirate.] A group of three

women associated in government.
1873 M. CoLUNS Miranda I. 75 These three formed a

trium-feminate, and governed despotically that corner of the
quarterdeck,

TrilUUpll (trai'omf), sb. Forms: 4-7 tri-

umphe, tryumphe, (5 treyumphe, trihumphe,
triumphee, 6 triump, tryhumphe, tryoumffe,
Sc, trywmph, trieumph, treumph(e, trewmph),
6-7 tryumph, 6- triumph. [ME. a. OF, tri-

nmphe (12th c), F. triomphe^ = Prov. triomfe^ Sp.

iriunfo^ Pg. tritimpho^ It. trionfoj ad. L. triumph-us
(older form triumpus) ; cf. Gr. 0piafi0os hymn to

Bacchus.]

1. J^om, Hist, The entrance of a victorious com-
mander with his army and spoils in solemn pro-

cession into Rome, permission for which was
granted by the senate in honour of an important
achievement in war. Also trans/.

[1:893 K.i^LFRED Oros. 11. iv. §2 Heora an consul., forsoc
jHjne triumphan [L. iriumphuvi\, t)e him mon onjean brohte.)

c\yj\ Chaucer Anel. 4- Arc. 43 With his tryumphe and
laurer corovned thus. -Let I this noble prince Theseus To-
warde Athenes in his wey ryding. 1398 Trevisa Earth.
De P. R. xvn. xlviii. (Tollem. MS.), The lauri tre is

propirly halowed to triumphes, worshipe of victoures.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc) 25 Where is Julius,

proudest in his empire, With his triumphes moost imperiallr

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, III. iv. 99 What was I borne to this

:

that my sad looke, Should grace the Triumph of great
Bullingbrooke ? i6oo Holland Lizyiu. Ixiii. 131 This was
the first time that ever any triumph was granted by the
voices of the people, without the authoritie and assent of
the Senatours. 1703 Rowe Ulyss. i. i, Where is the Tri-

umph shall go forth to meet him? 1838-42 Arnold Hist.
Rome III. xlvi. 321 Marcellus was anxious to obtain a
triumph for hb conquest of Syracuse.

t b. trans/, in the * philosopher's game *, Obs,
c\6oo MS. Sioane 451 If. i In it men fight and striue

together by the art of comptynge . . whether may (the

enimies kinge beinge taken) erect a triumphe in his aduer-
saries campe. Ibid, 1 b, You may make your triumphe, as
well of your enimies men taken as of your owne vntaken.
180X Strutt sports ^ Past. iv. ii. (1876) 415 It is. .certain

that the great object of each player is to take the king from
his opponent, because he wbosucceeds may make his triumph
and erect his trophy.

2. trans/ The action or fact of triumphing;

victory, conquest, or the glory of this; also, a signal

success or achievement. Also^^,
c 1400 Sojvdone Bah. 913 Of the treyumphe he bare the

flour In dispite of Mahounde. f 14x9 Hoccleve De Reg,
Princ. 3213 He . . hadde of folkes dethes suche pitee, That .

.

Al his tryumphe was to hym but peyne. 1548-9 (Mar.)

Bk. Com. Prayer^ Visitation of Sick^ That thou mayest
haue perfit victory and triumph against the deuil, sinne, and
death. 1567 Gude Sf Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 59 For vs he sched
his precious blude, With greit tryumph vpon the rude. 163a
LiTHGOw Tra-v. in. no Like a naked table wherein nothing
is painted : euen so is Thebes and her past tryumphs defac'd.

173s Pope Ep. Lady 225 Wisdom's triumph is well-lim'd
Retreat, a 183s Sir D. Sandford Rise 4- Progr. Lit. (1847)

40 Of that airy and extravagant spirit,, .the Attic comedy,
in its first estate, was at once the triumph and the type,

1853 ]. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1873) II. 1. iv. igi It was
the triumph of civilization over brute force.

fb. trans/ The subject of triumph. Obs.rare.
1671 Milton Samson 426 Our Foes Found soon occasion

thereby to make thee Thir Captive, and thir triumph.

t3. Pomp, as of the procession described in i

;

splendour; glory; magnificence.
X404 Fabvan ChroH. Ixix. 47 After whiche victory ., the

saytf Constantyne . , was receyued of the Senate with moost
triumphe. 1560 Holland Seven Sages 6 With all triumph
hir funerall seruice Was dewUe done. 1671 "Iilton Samson
1312 This day to Dagon is a solemn Feast, With Sacrifices,

Triumph, Pomp, and Games. 1718 Free-thinker No. 68
P9 This Ceremony is not performed.. with the usual Pomp
and Triumph.

1 4, A public festivity or joyful celebration ; a
spectacle or pageant ; esp, a tournament, Obs,
ijos Arnolds C^nm. (1811) p. xH, At the same triumphe

the Kinge made Ivii Knightis. 1568 Grafton Chron. If.

682 When publique playes or open triumphes should be
shewed, or set forth abrode in the stretes. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. //, V. ii. 53 What newes from Oxford 7 Hold those

lusts & Triumphs? 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd, 9f Commiv.
ago Many Chambers full of Masking garments, and other

abiliments for triumphs and pastimes both for Land and
Water. x66o F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 276 The
River Nile . .advances moderately, not doing any dammage:
and when it comes they make a generall triumph, a lyzi

Prior Ode oh Coronation iv, His Peoples blessings greater

than his own, And he that gives the Triumph triumphs least

.

1815 Houe Every-day Bk. I. 1446 The printed descriptionsof

these processions [Lord Mayor's show] are usually entitled

'Triumphs'. [1903 Edin. Rev. Apr. 459 Every event

in life was made a pretext for fetes, processions, and
'triumphs '.]

5. The exultation of victory or success ; elation

;

joy ; rapturous delight.

158a N. LiCHEFiELD tr. Castanhed(Cs Conq. E. Ind. 1.

xxviii. 71 "That the rest of the Fleete shoulde weye their

Ankors, the which . . they did begin with great diligence and
triumph that the Marriners made. 1604 R. Cawdrev Table
Aiph.y Triumph, ^XQdX ioy outwardly shewed. 1667 Milton
/*, L. viL 180 Great triumph and rejoycing was in Heav'n
When such was heard declar'd the Almightie's will. 1761

Grav Fatal Sisters 54 Songs of joy and triumph sing !

1891 E. Peacock N. Brendan II. 57 There was triumph on
his countenance.

b. In trittmpkj triumphant, rejoicing in victory

or success; triumphantly. {Ong./g, from i.)

^593 Shaks. 3 Hen. F/, iii. iii. 18 Let thy dauntlesse minde
still ride in triumph, Ouer all mischance. 1667 Milton/'. L.
X. 537 To see In Triumph issuing forth thir glorious Chief.

i6<K7 Dryoen Virg. Georg. in. 15, I, first of Romans shall

in Triumph come From conquer d Greece, and bring her
Trophies home. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. xix. Hail to

the chief who in triumph advances !

C. To ride triumph, to ride at full tilt. ? Obs.

1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy IV. xvi, To have so many
jarring elements breaking loose, and riding triumph in

every corner of a gentleman's house.

1 6. a. A trumpet blast of victory, b. //. Shouts

of triumph or exultation. Obs.

1566 Stapleton Ret. Untr. yewel Epistle, It is to blowe
the Triumphe before the Victory. 1602 Marston Ant. <^

Mel. I. Wks. 1856 1. 10 Hark how Piero's triumphs beat the

ayre. 1704 J. Trai-p Abra-Mule v. i, The loud Triumphs
of the shouting Soldiers.

1 7. A triumphal arch. Also trans/ Obs, rare.

1644 Evelyn Diary 7 Nov., The people were now generally

busye in erecting temporary triumphs and arches with
statues and flattering inscriptions.

^ 1656 Earl Monm, tr.

Boccalim s Advts.fr. Parnass. i. Ixxix. (1674) 107 Triumphs,
Trophies, Statues, and such like things, which are so
familiarly seen built in your Streets. 1658 Hist. Christina

Q. Swedla3id 319 The triumphs or statues of Sugar with

which they had adorned the table.

t8. Cards, a. = Trump j^.2 i. Obs,
Terrestrial triumph = Taroc, Tarot.
1529 Latimer jst Semt. Card in Foxe A. tf M, (1563)

1300/2 The game that wee wyll playe at, shall bee called

the triumphe.. .Lette therefore cuery Christian manne and
woman playe at these cardes, that they tnaye haue and
obteynethe triumph

;
you must marke also that the triumphe

muste apply to fetche home vnto hym all the other cardes,

whatsoeuer sute they bee of 1598 Flokio, Germiniy..a.

kinde of playing-cards which we call terrestiiall triumphs.

[1606 Shaks. Ant. <5- CI. iv, xiv. 20 Shee..has Packt Cards
with Caesars, and false plaid my Glory Vnto an Enemies
triumph.]

f b. An obsolete card-game ; = Trump sb."^ i b.

15*9 [see 8a]. 1534 Interlude Youth Civ, At the cardes

I can tbeche you to play, At the triump [ed. 1361 triumph],

and one and thyrtye. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam, limits

viii. (1596) 112 Playing at Cent, and at Triumph. X626 tr.

Boccalinis New-found Politicke iii. xiii. {heading\ A
Poetaster for playing at Cards, and deuising the Game called

Triumph or Trump, is brought before Apollo.

9. attrib, and Comb., as triumph-bough j -day,

-hour., -paihj-robe, -salute, -songf-tearj-tune^-wise
;

triumph-decking 2L^].\ also ftriumph-church, the

Church triumphant ; triumph-gate, the gate

through which a triumphing general entered Rome
;

in quot, trans/
a 1637 B. JoNsoN Sad Sheph. 1. ii, [Why should not] each

of us cut down a *triumph-bough ? c i6ao In Farr S. P.
yas. I (1847) 318 Shyne bright in the "Triumph Church,
faire soule, That in the Militant has shyn'd so longe. 1503
Shaks. Rich. II, v. ii. 66 For gay apparell gainst the
*triumph day. 1827 Pollok Course T. x. 109 Great triumph-
day of God's Incarnate Son. 1646 Sir R. Fanshaw tr.

Guarino's Faithf. Sheph. iv. iv. 165 Ye *triumph.decking
Lawrell boughs. Empale my glorious and victorious brows.
x88o G. Meredith Tragic Can. (18811 143 This handsome,
undaunted, *triumph-fiashing man, 1848 Eliza Cook Old
Palace i, Its *triumph-gates were flinging wide. 1892 R. F.

Towndrow Garden, etc. 65 The elms are clad in *triumph-
robes of gold, 1844 Regul. ^ Ord. Army yj The forts and
batteries from which "'J'riumph Salutes are usually fired.

1561 Daus tr, Builinger on Apoc. (1573) 154 b, The voyces
of the glade and ioyfull sort, singing true and eternall

•triumph-songes in heauen. c 1586 Sidney Ps. lxvi. i, All

lands . . With "triumph tunes Gods honor sound, 1563
Golding Ovid's Met. iv. (1593) 95 In *triumph-wise ac-

complishing her best.

Tritimpll (trai'^mf), v. Forms : see prec. sb,

[a. OF. trtumpher {I'^'Cci c), F. triompker, = Prov.

triom/ar, Sp. triun/ar, Pg. triumphar, It. trion/are,

ad, L. triumphdrey f. triumphus Triumph.]
1. intr. To celebrate a Roman triumph.

1330 Palsgr. 762/2, 1 tryumphe for a conquest or a victorye

gotten. ..It was a marvaylouse syght to se the Romaynes
tryumphe, whan they had the vyctorie of their ennemyes.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 194 Would'st thou haue laugh'd, had
I come Coffin'd home, That weep'st to see me triumph ?

a 1656 UssHRR A nn. vi. (1658) 675 Upon the Ides ofDecember,
Q. Pedius Triumphed for Spain. 1764 Gibbon Misc, IVks,

(1814) IV. 375 He triumphed for his victories over the great
Mitbridales. 1846 Keightlev Notes Virg,,Bucol. x. 26
The custom of the Roman generals, when triumphing and
attired as Jupiter, to have their faces tinged with tninium.

2. To be victorious ; to prevail ; to gain the
mastery. Const, over, t against, f on, t of, t in,

1508 JJunbar Poems vii. 2 Renownit, ryall, right reuerend
and serene Lord, hie trywmphing in wirschip and valoure.
a 1520 — Poems xxxvii. 39 He deit irlumphand, he raiss
and wan the feild. X54&-Q (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer^
Private Baptism, To triumph againste hym [the devil], the
worlde, and the fleshe. 1590 Spenser F. Q. m. x. 56
[Bunduca].. Triumphed oft against her enemis ; And yet,
though overcome,., Shee triumphed on death. 1593 Shaks.
Lucr, 77 Those two armies that would let him go
Rather then triumph in so false a foe. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. (1637) 39 Nations twice triumphed of. 1667
Milton /'. L. xii. 452 He shall ascend wiih victory,
triumphing through the aire Over his foes and thine, c 1708
Lady M. W. Montagu Lett-, to Miss A. WortUy 27 Aug.
(1887) I. 37 Destiny triumphs over all your efforts. 1838
Thiri.wall G?-^£« II. xyi. 342 After praying them to
remember his good will, if the cause of Greece triumphed,
he rode away.

t b. trans. To cause to triumph. Ohs. rare.
ax57i Jewel (9« Thess. (1611) 143 God. .hath triuni|)hed

the name of his Christ. 1583 N. T. (Rhem.) 2 Cor. ii. 14
Thankes be to God, who alwaies triumpbeth vs in Christ
lesus.

fc. To triumph over ; to conquer. Obs.
1603 B. Jonson Se^anus \. i, We, that, ..were born Free,

equal lords of the triumphed world. And knew no masters,
but affections. i626Massingrr Rom. Actor 11. i, Two and
thirty legions, that awe All nations of the triumphed world.

1667^ Milton P. L. x. 572 So oft they fell Into the same
illusion, not as Man Whom they triumph 'd once lapst,

+ 3. intr. To be in a state of pomp or magni-
ficence. Cf. prec 3. Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 388 b/2 Thou shall trj'umphe as
a queue in my royame. 1538 Stakkev England i. iv. 131
Yongur bretherne go a beggyng, where as the eldur hath
tryumphyd and lyuyd in plesure. 1553 ResPublica v. v. 1472
Making these newe Ladies of hir werie, We shoulde
thrihumphe & reigne. 1568 [see Tbiumi'HING vbl. sb.\.

4. * To rejoice for victory
' ; to be elated at an-

other's defeat, discomfiture, or the like; * to insult

upon an advantage gained *

(J.) ; hence, to rejoice,

exult, be elated or glad ; to glory.

1535 Coverdale Ps. xii[i]. z How longe shal myne enemie
triumphe ouer me ? Ibid. xciii[i]. 3 How longe shal the
vngodly tryumphe? 1565 Jewel Repl. Harding {161 1) 371
S. Paul triumphed of that thing that in the world was so
deepely despised. 157a tr. Buchanan's Detection Oj, Quhen
rage.. shall ragingly triumph vpon the goods and blude of
poore subiectis. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. vi. 8 France,
triumph in thy glorious Prophetesse. 1594— Rich. Ill, in.

iv. gi Triumphing at mine enemies. 1617 Moryson Itin.

I. 74 They.. triumph of diuers Citizens borne heere. 1746
Francis tr. Hor., Sat. 11. iii. 48 Good sir, don't triumph
in your own disease. 1825 .Scott Betrothed viii, The laugh
and the song.. which triumphed by anticipation over their
surrender.

fig. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 12 To praise the cleare vnmatched
red and white. Which triumpht in that skie of his delight.
Ibid. 1388 In great commaunders, Grace, and Maiestie You
might behold triumphing in their faces, 1593 — Rich. II,

in. ii. 77 The blood of twentie thousand men Did triumph
in my face.

•j-S. intr. Cards. To trump, Obs.rare.
1563 [see Triumphing/^/. a.\. 1626 B. Jonson Fortunate

Isles Wks. 650/1 The four knaves entertain'd for the gUards
Of the kings and the queens that triumph in the cards.

Hence Tri*umphed///. a,

1603, 1626 [see sense 2 c].

Tnumphable (trai-zJmfab'l), a. rare. [f. prec.

+ -ABLE.] That may be triumphed in or over,
1768 Woman of Honor I, 157 No ,. very triumphable

success.

Triumjphal (tr3i,»-mfal), a. (sb,) [ad. L.
triumphalis, i. triumphus Triumph, or a. OF.
triumphal {irion/al, 12th c. in Godef. CompL), F.
iriomphal'. see -al,]

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of atriumph
;

celebrating or commemorating atriumph or victory.
Triumphal arch (iarc), an arch (sometimes threefold)

erected, first by the Roman emperors and also in modem
times, in commemoration of a victory; also a temporary
structure of this kind. Triumphal chaplct, garland,
wreath, the laurel wreath worn by the victor at a Roman
triumph. Triumphal images, the laurel-wreathed statues
which a triumphing general might bequeath to his descen-
dants. Triumpfial ornaments, the insignia of triumphing
generals, consuls, etc, ; also, the privileges or distinctions
estowed on them.
1430-40 LvDG. Bochas iv. i. (MS. Bodl. 363) 211/2 The

tryuinphal [crowns] maked wer of gold Offred m tryumphes
to worthi Emperours. 1463 Ashby Prisoner's Reft. 209
Thou may be in heuyn menyall Seruaunt thorough thy
tryumphall victory Bymekenes and werkes merytory. 1495
Trevisa'

s^
Barth. De P. R. xvn. xlviii. (W. de W.) P \\fi

The lauri tree .. is properly halowed to triumphal worship
of Conquerours. 1539 Tonstall Sertn. Palm Sund. (1823)

15 The Crosse is now euery where amongest Christen men
erected.. as an arche triumphal ageinst the deuyll. X54a
Udall Erasm. Apoph. 254 b, The garlande triumphal [was
made) of golde. 1550 Sir T. Hoby Trav. (1902) 36 A verie

bewtifull triumphall arke of the Emperor Nerva. 1591
Savile Tacitus, AgtHcola (1622) 200 That all the honours
of triumphall ornaments, image triumphall, .. should be
awarded vnto him in Senat. 1601 Holland Pliny xxii.
iii. II. 115 The Chaplet Triumphall, which they ware
who entred with triumph into Rome, 1681 Lond, Gaz.
No. 1631 /i A Triumphal Arch was Erected near the first

Gate, 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Triumphal Crown,..
a Crown at first made of Laurel, and afterwatds of Gold,



TBIUMPHANCY.
which the Cities usually sent to the Victorious General,

to wear on the Day of his Triumphal Entry. 1776 Gibbon

DecL ft F. xL (1846) I. 323 The triumphal car of Aurelian

..was drawn., either by four stags or by four elephants.

xSjsT. Mitchell Acham. Aristoph. 1099 note^ A triumphal

ode in honour of Hercules. 1884 Pall Mall G. z8 Aug. i/i

The Prime Minister has arrived at Midlothian after a tri-

uinphal progress,

f 2. Victorious, triumphant. Obs,

1513 Douglas yEneis viir. iv, 47 Wyth proud spul^e

arryving triumphall. 1618 BoltoA Florus (1636) 31 He
returned home to his Oxen, a tryumphall husbandman.

B. sb. fl. An ode of triumph or victory; a

p^an, Obs. rare.

1589 Peele Eclogue Wks. (Rtldg.) 561/3 Man, if

triumphals here be in request, Then let them chant them
that can chant them best. 1589 Puttenham Eug. Poesie L

xxiii. (Arb.) 61 Our Triumphals written in honour of her

Maiesties long peace.

1 2. A token of triumph. Obs. rare~^,

167X Milton P. R.iv, 578 The Fiend . . to his crew. . brought

Joyless triumphals of his hop't success, Ruin, and despera-

tion, and dismay.

t3. A triumphal car or chariot. Obs. rare'^,

1633 Shirley Triumph Petice Introd., Thefour triumphals,

or majjnificent chariots, in which were mounted the Grand
Masquers.

t4. A triumphal celebration; a triumph. Obs.

i^ Sylvester Tri. Faith i, A sacred Virgin's stately

Triumphals. 167S G. R. tr. Le Gratufs Man xvithout

Passion 37 As he makes her to assist at her Triumphals, he

will have her the constant companion of her Labours.

Triiunpliaiicy (traiiP-mfansi). [f. Trium-
riiANT: see -ancyJ The state or quality of being

triumphant.
159a Wyrley Armorie 153 Which Hector like with great

triumpliancie Had conquerd kings through magnanimitie.

X651 Sparke /'^iw. Dez'ot, (1663)287 His triumphancy, .

.

his translation from earth to heaven. i;70i^ Bkverley Apoc.
Quest. 17 Constantines Victorious Triumphancy over

Paganism. xSga Pater Wks. (1901) VIII. 51 In all the

triumphancy of his later days at Rome.
Tnumphand. So. form of Triumphing ppl. a.

Triumphant (tr3i,irrafant), a. {sb.) [ad. L.

triiimphdnt-etn^ pres, pple. of triumphdre to

Triumph, or a. F. f triumphant, triompkant

(15th c.) : see -ant.]

1. Celebrating a triumph or victory ; of, pertain-

ing to, of the nature of, or befitting a triumph;

triumphal. Now rare,

1531 Elyot Gov. hi. xxi, They wold hauc set his image in

triumphant apparaile within the capitole. a 1548 Hall
Chron^ Hen. VIU 48 b, An arche triumphante, whiche
shalbe made at the place where the iustcs shalbe. 1591
SiiAKS. I Heru K/, l i. 32 Like Captiues bound to a
Triumphant Carre, 1651 H. L*Estrange Smect^mnuo-
mastix 6 Let us. .chant that triumphant Ode which. .the

Children of Israel sung upon the overthrow ofthe Egyptians
in the red sea. 1719 De Foe Critsoe (1840) L xiv. 246 The
triumphant feast, .after a victory. 1876 Freeman Hist.Sk,

50 That long procession of triumphant virgins, .bearing their

gifts to their Lord on the knees of His Mother.

2. That has achieved victory or success ; conquer-

ing; ' victorious ;
graced with conquest' (J.)

Church Triumphant', see Church 4b.

1494 Fabyan Chron. 442 Kyng Edwarde .. gaue to

the sayde Scottys batayll, and of them bad tryumphaunte
victorye. 1526 Pilgr. Per/, in. Uv. (W. de W. 1531) 251 b,

Let vs gyue praysynges to god for the chirche triumphant.

ii[75-8sAbp. Sandys ^^rw. xiv, (Parker Soc.) 283 He is that

triumphant prince, which hath most victoriously vanquished
and thrown under foot our enemies. 1683 Brit. Spec. 134
Whilst in all other Provinces. .Cruelty and Slaughter were
Triumphant, the Christians here began to repair their

demoli.shed Churches. 170^ Heahne Duct. Hist. (»7i^ ?•

401 The Spartan State which became afterwards so Tri-

umphant in Greece. 1819 Byron Mtxzeppa i. 1, The power
and glory of the war.. Had pass'd to the triumphant Czar.

1878 Browning La Saisiaz 267 There is no reconciling..

Goodness with triumphant evil.

fb. trans/. Oi or gained by conquest. Obs,

rare"*.
c x6oo Shaks. SoHJt. cli, My soule doth tell my body that

he may Triumph in loue, flesh.. doth point out thee As his

triumphant prize.

1 3. Splendid
; glorious ; magnificent ; noble

;

notable. Obs.

1494 in Lett. Rich. HI * Hen, VII (Rolls) L 304 A
tryliumphant sight 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 419^ King
Heurie maried lane Duches of Briteyne..and with all

triumphant pompe conueyed her through the Citie of

London to Westminster. 159a Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. v, iii. 83

lie burie thee in a triumphant graue. 1606 — Ant. ff Ci.

iL ii. 190 She's a most triumphant Lady, if report be square

to her. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Triumphant, Victorious,

Magnificent, Pompous, Superb.

4, Rejoicing or exulting for or as for victory;

triumphing ; exultant,

1594 Shaks. Rich, HI, in. ti. 84 Thinke you, but that I

know our state secure, I would be so triumphant as I am?
1604 R. Cawdrey Taole Alph., Triumphant^ reioycing for

the conquest. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxi.

The cavaliero thought.. he was to be called to no account,

but was to go off triumphant. 1827 Lytton Pelham Ix,

The papers.. were filled with the most triumphant abuse
and ridicule of the Whigs. 1907 Verney Mem, 1. 206 The
triumphant cries of an immense multitude.

t B. sb. [cf. obs. F. triumphant (Godef. Cofnpl.).'\

One who triumphs ; a victor, conqueror. Obs.

iS6a J. Shute CambinCs Turk. Wars 18 b, Tlie number
of the triumphantes was in maner infinite, thei had no desyre
but to robbe. z6a9 J. M. tr, Fonseca's Devout Contempl. 242

Saint Chrysostoiue reports of the Roman Triumphantes, That

887

some entred Rome in Chariots drawne with pyde Horses.

1696 AuBKEY Misc. (1721) 185 It hath been observed, That
after Triumphs, the Triumphants have been sick in Spirit.

l8ia SoUTHEY Omniana I. 227 Triumphant generals in

Rome wore Rouge. ..Our fair ever-blushing triumphants
have secured to themselves the charm of picturesque cheeks.

Triumpliailtly (traiicmfantli), adv. [f. prec.

-I--ly2.] In a triumphant manner; victoriously;

exultantly; 'withinsolentexultation' (J.); f magni-

ficently.

0x548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. VIIT 194 He would be so

triumphantly installed without makyn§ the kyng priuye,

159s Shaks. John 11. i. 309 The dancing banners of the

French, Who are at hand triumphantly displayed To enter

Conquerors, 1675 Trahernf. Chr. Ethics 438 A man, that

sees and knows the glory of hb high and heavenly estate,

does all things triumphantly, 1791 Boswell yohnson
21 Mar. an. 1785, While he went on talking triumphantly,

1 was fixed in admiration. 1853 Macaulay Hist. Eng: xv.

III. 504 Walker's accusers.. brought calumnious accusa-

tions which were triumphantly refuted.

+ Triumphate, a. Obs. rare~^. [ad, L, tri-

ujnphatus, pa. pple. of triumphare to Tbiumph.]
Triumphed over, conquered.

1471 Ripley Comp, Atch. v. li. in Ashm. Theatr. Clum.
Brit. (1652) 16-3 My doctryne therefore remember wyttyly.

And passe forth toward the Syxth Gate, For thys the Fyfthe

ys tri'urnphate;

Triomplxator (trai'omtitoj). [a. L. trium-

phdtor one who triumphs, a conqueror, ageiit-n. f.

triumphare to Tbiumph. Cf. OF. iriomphateur

(14th c.).] A conqueror; spec, a Roman general

who was granted a triumph ; hence transf.

x6ix Speed Hist. Gt, Brit. ix. vi. § 61 The most noble

King of England, and Triumphator of Ireland. 1876 T. S.

Egan tr. Heine's Atta Troll etc. 80 Vict'ry is at last

decided, And the day, the triumphator Treads . . On the

necks of all the mountains.

So t Trin-mphatrioe, Obs. rare [cf. F. Iriompha-

Irice (1769 in Littre)], a female who triumphs.
X430-40 Lyug. Bochas IV. Prol. vi. (MS. Bodl. 263) 207/2

Dilligence, cheef triumphatrice Of slogardie, necligence &
sloutbe.

Triumpher (trai-ymfai), [f. Tbiomph II.+

-erI.] One who triumphs.

1. One who celebrated a Roman triumph,

15^ Udall Erasm. Apoph. 305 Of whom [Cicero] Plinius

..saieth..[Thoul diddest as worthyly deserue to haue the

earlande of a triumpherforthytoung,as euerhad any other

before for the swearde. l66x Morgan.S/»//, Gentry 111. iv. 34
The Triumpher made his entrance in his Royall Chariot and
was met by the Senators in their robes- 1737 L. Clarke
Hist. Bible (1740) I. ix. 609 On entering the capitol he did

not, as other Triumphcrs used to do, put any of his captives

to death,

2, A victor, conqueror,

XS40 CovERDALl Fruit/. Less. v. (1503) Ooj, The glorious

triumpher ascending vp to heauen with great victorie. X603

H. Crosse Vertues Comiirw. (1878) 17 An Antidote against

pride, and a valiant tryumpher ouer flaming desires,

X760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822) III, 313 A vain ambition

of triumphing over the triumpher. X848 W. H. Kelly tr.

L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I, Introd. 17 In that uninterrupted

succession of calamities . . what are all these^ famous
triumphers, . , all these haughty distributers of empires ?

Triumpherate, -ery, obs. erron. ff. Tbiumvi-

BATE, Triumviry (by confusion with triumph).

Triumphing (trai-omfiij), vbl. sb. [f. Triumph
V. + -ING

1
J The action of the verb Tbiumph,

xs68 Grafton CArtfM. II. 355 There was great triumphyng
and iustyng the space of .xv. dayes. x6»3 in Foster Eng".

Factories Ind. (1908) II, 240 In Goa ther hath bine great

triumfinge and much rejoysinge att this newes. 1777 Brand
Pop. Anlig. App. 402 The antient Hoc.tide. an old Saxon
Word, importing the Time of Scorning or Triumphing.

c 1850 Neale Hymns East. Ch. (1866) i44Trhou . . Hast made
them [heaven and e.irth] one by. .Thy triumphing.

Tri-umpMng, ///. a. [f, as prec. -h -ing 2.]

That triumphs, in various senses ; triumphant.

XS0O-3O DuNiiAR Poems Ixxxvi. 19 Tryumphand tempUl

of the Trinite. Hid. IxxxviL 9 O bye trivmphing peradiss

of joy, 1563 FoxE A. 4- M. 12(^7/2 For y chief (as their

triumphing card) he [Latimer] limited the hart. 1618 G.

Strode Anat. Mortalitie 214 The blessed and triumphing

Church in heauen. 1660 Charac, Italy 6 Her streets.. did

shine with triumphing Caesars and Consuls in their trophaeal

Chariots. I7»i De Foe Mem. Cavalier 11. 293 With a

triumphing Enemy at our Heels. 1868 Lynch Rivulet cxu i,

With Udoring homage.. And spirit triumphing.

Hence Tri-nmphingly adv., triumphantly (now

rare or Obs.).

X5S3 Lyndesay Monarche 3937 He rose.. On the thrid

day, tryumphandlye. 1645 Bp. ^hu. Remedy Discontent

xviL 97 The good soul . . can triumphingly say, O Death,

where is thy sting ? 1680 C. Nesse Church Hist. 72 Free-

grace., rides triumphingly over all the incapacities.

t Triu'mpllO'as, «. Obs. rare, [f, L, triumph-us

Triumph + -0U8.] = Tbiumphant. Hence fTrl-
n'mphonsly adv.
1:1468 in Archxoloria (1846) XXXI. 337 The Duke

adressid hym, horssid and armid, tryhumphoslye accom-

panyd w' lordis unto the felde. 1501 Douglas Pal. 0/
Hon. Verses to Jas. IV, i, Triumphous laud with palme of

victorie. 154* Primer Hen. VIII 145 Jesus, a King most

merveilous. Noble, excellent, & triumphous.

tTri-umphress. Obs. rare, [f, Triumpher -h

-ESS.] A female triumpher,

c 1780 MoNSEY in JeafTreson Bk. Doctors (i860) II. iv. 84

Kill the Triumphress, and avenge my wrong.

Triumvir (traiiO-mvaa), Also 7 -ver. PI.

-virs, or in L. form -viri (-viroi). [a. L.

TBIUMVIEY.

triumvir, usually in pi. triumviri (also trSsviri),

back-formation from trium virorum, gen, pi, of

tres viri three men.] Rom. Hist. One of three

magistrates or public officers forming a committee
charged with one of the departments of the ad-
ministration ; also, a member of the coalition of
Pompey, Caesar, and Crassus, B.C. 60 (first trium-
virate), or of the administration of Caesar, Antony,
and Lepidus, B.C. 43 (second triumvirate),

1S79-80 North Plutarch (1595) 940 M. Anthony the Tri-
umuir. x6oo Holland Livy^ vl. xxi. 232 Ihey created
certaine Quinqueviri for the division of the Pomptine lands

:

and Triumviri for the planting of a colonie at Nepet,
X697 Dbvden JEneid Notes 626 Virgil had . . describ'd the
Miseries which Rome had undergone betwixt the Triumvirs
and the Common-wealth-Party. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist.
(1714) I. 378 Three Men called 'Triumviri were yearly
appointed to be Judges what Lands were Public and what
Private. 1814 Uyron Corsair 11. xv, Yet be the soft tri-

umvir's fault forgiven. 1847 Tennyson Princ. vli. 116 By
axe and eagle sat, With all their foreheads drawn in Roman
scowls.. The fierce triumvirs.

b. transf. awAJig. pi. Three persons (or things)

associated in power or authority ; cf, Tkiumvibate

2, 3 ; spec, in the French Revolution : see quot.

1895.
x6x9 PuRCHAS Microcosmus v. 34 Those Triumviri, the

Liver, Heart, and Braine.
_
1788 Gentt. Mag. Jan. 16/2

Those triumviri in the republick of letters, Lijjsius, Casaubon,
Scaliger. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. III. vi. vii, Saint-Just is

standing motionless, ..Coutbon ejaculating, 'Triumvir ?'..

Robespierre is struggling to speak. 1894 C?.^^*r7^_July_g8

Keble, Newman and Pusey have been called its Triumvirs.

1895 Edin. Rev. Oct. 388 The Triumvirs, as they were called,

^that is, Robespierre, Couthon, and St. Just.

Hence Trin-mTirsIiip, triumvirate.

1597 Beard Theatre Gods Judgem. (1612) 411 In the
beginningofhistriumuirship. l^'joEchoi Nov., The narrow
escape we have had from another Reign of Terror, under the

triumvirshipof. .MM. Flourens, Pyat, and Blanqui.

t Triu'mviracy. Obs. rare. [f. as Trium-
virate : see -acy.] = Triumvirate.
X67B R. L'Estrange Seneca's Mor. (1776) 260 In the

triumviracy he made use of his sword.

Triumviral (traiicmviial), a. [ad. L. trium-

viral-is, I. triumvir, Triumvir.] Of or pertain-

ing to a triumvir or a triumvirate,

1579 TwYNE Phisicke agst. Fort. i. xlii. 60 b. He was
thought to haue condemned certayne in the Triumuiral

Eroscription. a 1671 Ld. Fairfax Mem. (1690) 82 The army
ad three Generals, Lesly, Manchester and Fairfax . .This

Triumviral Government. l86a Merivalk Rom. Emp.
III. xxxi. 448 The triumviral commission which gave him
the government of one third part of the empire.

Triam.virate (tr3i|»'mvir<?'t). Also 6-7 -virat,

7 -verat, erron. triumpherate, [ad, L, trium-

viral-us, f, triumvir. Triumvir : see -ate i,]

1, Rom. Hist. The position, office, or function of

the triumviri, or of a triumvir ; an association of

three magistrates for joint administration ; see

Triumvib.
160X Holland Pliny xxxv. xi. H, 546 A pretie jest,, re-

ported.. as touching Lepidus: It happened during the time

of his Triumvirat 1606 Shaks. ^"/. <• £V. in. vi. 28 He frets

That Lepidusof the Triumpherate, should be depos'd, 17x8

kowE tr. Lucan I. X82 The fierce Triumvirate combin'd in

peace. X84X W, Spalding Italy f, It. Isl. I. 89 Cajsar's

..weaker rivals.., Antony and Lepidus, who had formed

with him the Second Triumvirate.

2, By extension : Any association of three joint

rulers or powers.

XS84 Leycesters Comnvw. (1641) 86» What doe you thinke

. .of this new Triumvirat so lately concluded about Arbella?

cifieo Denham On Fletcher's Wks. 30 When Jonson,

Shakespear, and thyself, . . swayed in the triumvirate of wiu

X74X-I K, Walpole Lett, to Marini.i&n) I. 64 A triumvirate

who hate one another more than any body they could

proscribe. i86x Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 526 He wishes Germany
to be ruled by a triumvirate of Ministers.

Jig. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. i. S 19 There is in

our Soul a kind of Triumvirate, or triple Government of

three Competitors. X649 Milton Eikon. xxii. Wks. (1847)

323/2 That violent and lawless triumvirate within him, under

the falsified names of his reason, honour, and conscience.

1898 C. Martvn in Voice (N.V.) 9 June 6/4 The third

member in his triumvirate of powers was a robust conscience,

3, Less exactly, A group or set of three persons

{rarely things) thought of together, but not neces-

sarily associated in fact ; a trio ; esp. three persons

of authority or distinction in any sphere,

X654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 145 June the 14. a

Triumvirate of Libellers, Mr. Prin,..pr. Bastwick,..and

Mr. Burton.. received a severe censure in the Star-chamber.

17^ Richardson Clarissa Wks. 1883 VIII. 197 How I

cursed the censoriousness of this plaguy triumvirate 1 A
parson, a milliner, and a mantua-maker 1 X873 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 2 The great triumvirate of Italian

poetry, good sense, and culture. X898 W. Graham Lost

Links 117 The triumvirate of the young century [Byron,

Shelley, Keats],

4, attrib. or as adj.

xs86 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. 659 Brutus and
Cassias.. slew Ca:sar: wherupon.. the triumvirate war was
opened against them. X624 Capt. Smith Virginiav. 181 A
petition . . vnto the triumuerat Gouernors. 1849 Morning
Chron. 3 Feb., A triumvirate leadership . . Mr. Herries, Lord
Granby, and Mr. Disraeli.

t Triu'mviry. Obs. Also «>ri;«. triumphery.

[y for L. triumviri, pi. of Tbiumvib.] = Trium-
virate,

4y-3
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1588 Sh.aks. L.L.L. IV. iii. 53 Loh. Am I the first y« haue

been periur'd so? Bcr> I could put thee in comfort, not by

two that I know, Thou makest the triuraphery. 1656 Earl
MoNM. tr. BKcalints Acbits. fr. Pamass. 222 The City

pretor .. accusing the Triumviry of having exceeded the

bounds of their authority.

Trianal (tr3i,yK-nai), a. poet. rare. [f. as

next + -AL.] = next.

a\^\\ Ken Hymnarium Poet Wks. 1721 11. 64 In the

same Hymn the mystic four Triunal God adore. 1855

Bailey Mystic 13 The true, triunal God.

Triune (traiyj/n, oaas. traiyw'n), a. (sd.) [f.

Tri- + L. a««j one.] Three in one ; constituting

a trinity in unity, s. of the Godhead ; also of

heathen deities.

i«35 QuARLES EiiiSl. V. viii. 31 The Son and heir to

heavii's Tri-une Jehove. a 1711 Ken Hymtis Festhi. Poet.

Wks. 1721 I. 270 We firmly God Triune believe. 183a I.

Taylor Saturday Even, (lin) ^ti'^^h'^o^o^I of human
Salration has . . signalised the distinction of the Trmne
Nature. 1904 Budge Jrrf /f 4th Egy/it. Rooms Brit. Mus.
82 A figure of.. a singing woman of Amen.Ra, adoring the

triune form of the sun-god.

b. gen. (often with allusion to a.).

1705 Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 75 Humility, fear,

and love are the triune qualities of a true Christian. 1867

GoLDw. Smith Three Eug. Stntesmtn (1882) 8 The triune

despotism of the Privy Council, the Star-Chamber, the Court

of High Commission. 1874 U Morris Ode Fair Spring
Morning 55 Youth, dawn, springtide, triune miracle 1

O. Being three at a birth ; 'trin'. rare-'.
>77i Stanlwpe (Durham) Par. Register Baptisms 21 Dec.

(MS.). Thomas, William, and George, triune sons of Thomas
Thistlewaite.

B. sb. A being that is three in one ; a group of

three things united ; a trinity in unity.

160S TmMt.Quersit. 11. ii. 108 It hath pleased the omnipo-

tent Creator to. .showe himself a Unitrine or Triune, a 1711

Ken Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 363 The great Triune in

Counsel far above. l86« R. S. Candlish ist Ep. John xlvi.

516 The 'three in one' unitedly, 'the Triune'. 1879 G.

Meredith Egoist I. v. 67 She had money and health and
beauty, the triune of perfect starriness.

Trion^nlin (traiio qgi^Jlin), a. and sb. Entom,
[f. Tri- + L. ungula claw + -in 2.] a. adj. Having
three claws on each leg, as the larvae of the Meloidm

or blister-beetles in their first stage, b. sb. A tri-

ungulin larva.

i^i Cent. Diet., Triungulin, «. 1899 Camhr. Nat. Hist.

VI. 270 The eg^s of the blister-beetle-. giving rise to little

larvae of the kind called triungulin, because each leg is

terminated by three tarsal spines or claws. Ibid. 301 The
young triungulins.

Tii-u-nial, a. {sb.) [f. Tni-, after Bi-uniai,.]

Applied to a magic lantern having three optical

tubes combined in one : also ellipt. as sb.

X891 Daity News 3 Dec. 5/5 A lecturer, .who was provided
..with what was described as 'a magnificent triunial',

Triunity (traiiy^i-niti). [f. Tbiune -h -itt, or

f. TBI- + Unity.]

1. The state or attribute of being three in one.

a. of the Godhead : cf. Trinity i b.

1653 H. More Conjecl. CahbaL (1713) 157 The Praeexist-

ence of the Soul, and the Triunity in the Godhead, which
Pythagoras tauglit. 1673 (see Trinity i b]. 111711 Ken
Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 271 Weguess from Man's
co-eval Three, At God's ador'd Triunity. 1815 Coleridge
Aids Refl. (1848) I, 134 The Scriptural .. idea of God will,

in its development, be found to involve the idea of the

Triunity,

b. gen. : cf. Trinity i a.

i8i6 Coleridge Lay Serm. 340 There exists in the human
being - . no mean symbol of Tri-unity, in reason, religion, and
the will. X894 Illingwobth Personality iii. (1895) ^\ The
family. -its abstract triunity being .. personally realised in

father, mother, and child.

2. Three in one ; a set or group of three con-

stituting a unity, a. The Godhead conceived as

three 'persons': = Trinity 2.

X62X T. Bedford Sin imto Death ig Nor is it possible to

offend any one person of this Tri-vnitie, hut the iniurie doth
redound to them alL a 183^ Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1839)

IV. 2IO Instead of one Tri-unity we might have a mille-

unity. . . Sherlock , . had not the clear idea of the Trinity.

b. gen. = Trinity 3.

1646 Unhappy Game Scotch ^ Eng. 8 Then were it a Tri-

unity, and not a Bi-unity.

So Tri|Unifica tlon, the action of making to be

three in one ; Triu'uion = triunity ; Triunita'-

riau, a believer in the triunity of the Godhead :

= Trinitarian B. 2.

X892 Nation (N. Y.) 20 Oct. 305/3 To secure, .the *triuni-

fication of Germany. 1650 T. Vaughan Anima Magic'a

To the Author, And fix the roving thoughts in one Insepe-

rate Triunion. 1819 G. S. Faber Dispensations (1823) I.

188 Jewish commentators.. cannot be said to have any of

(what the Socinians would call) the prejudices of the *Triuni-

tarians. 1859 I'D- Acton Lett. (1909) 103 The triunion repre-

senting Germany in that triumvirate would also, .be presi-

dent of the new Germanic confederation.

Trivage, dial, corruption of Travis 2.

Trival, obs. erron. form of Trivial.

Trivalent (trsivalent, tri-v-), a. Chem. [f.

Tbi- -h L. valent-em, pr. pple. of valire to be worth.]

Having the combining power of three atoms of

hydrogen or other univalent element ; combining

with three atoms of a univalent element or radical.

1868 Fownes Eiem. Chem. (ed. 10) 251 Trivalent elements

ot Triads. <87« Tildsh Chem. Pkilos. 143 The group POi

is trivalent, and so it holds together the two atoms of sodium
and one atom ofhydrogen in one molecule. x88o Cleminshaw
Wurtz Atom. The. 260 The ammonia type [represented] ihe
combination of a trivalent atom with three univalent atoms.
1888 MuiR & Morlev Watts' Diet. Clum. I. 524 The atom
of B [Boron] is trivalent in gaseous molecules.

Hence Trivaleuce (trsi'valens, triv-), the quality

of being trivalent.

iSSS A thenxnm 21 July 102/2 The trivalence of the metals
of the aluminium group.

Trivalve (traivoelv), sd. and a. Nat. Hist.

[f. Tbi- -h Valve, after bivalve^ a. sb. A shell

having three valves, b. adj. Having three valves.

Also Tri-valved, f Triva'lvons, Trivalvular
adjs.

\T1^ I^A Costa Conchotogy 278 These Shells are *trivalves,

and have two large valves, with a small valve placed between
them, near to the hinge. 1891 Cent. Diet., Trivalve, a. and n.

X856 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 190 Head *tri-

vaTved. x68i Grew Musaeum 11. l iv. 198 *Trivalvous, i.e.

composed of three Sides or Plates joyned together by the
length of the Shell. 1693 Sir T. P. Blount Nat. Hist. 60
Bauhinus Pictures it [the Ginger plant].. with a trivalvous

Cod. 1785 Martvn Rousseau^s Bot. xx. (1794) 278 Purslain
has . a capsule of one cell .

.
; in some species it opens hori-

zontally, in others it is *trivalvular.

Trivant, dial. var. Truant. Hence {nonce-wds.)

Trivanting a., playing the truant ; -f Trivantly
a. or adv. ? idle or idly.

1631 Burton Anat. Mel. l. ii. in. xv. 181 These men.,
cannot distinguish betwixt a true Schollar, and . . him that

by reason of a voluble tongue, and some triuantly [ed. 1624
dads Polyanthean] helps, steales and gleanesa few notes from
other mens haruests. 1624 Ibid. Democr. to Rdr. (ed. 2) 8 A
trifler, a triuant, thou art an idle fellow. 1851-85 Trivant,
trivent in Eng. Dial. Diet, from Chesh., Leic, Northants.,
and (Jxf [1863 Sala Capt. Dangerous I. iv. go Those trifling

and trivanting gentlewomen that pull dise.-ises on to their

pates with drums and routs, and late hours.]

Trwariant (traive^'riant), a. Physical Chem.
[f. Tri- 5 -v Variant a.] Applied to a system

having three degrees of freedom or variable factors

;

e.g. one in which the temperature, pressure, and
concentration of the components can be varied inde-

pendently without destroying the nature of the

system,
xgoa Trevor in Jml. Phys.Chem. VI. 136, 1 would there-

fore suggest., that when the variance is successively zero, one,

two, three. .the system be said to be in an Invariant, Uni-
variant,Bivariant,Trivariant. -state. [Cf. 1904 A. Findlay
Phase Rule and its Applications.}

tTrive, V. Obs., nonce-abbreviation of Contrive.

1573 TussER H7isb. (1878) 137 Teach timelie to trauerse

the thing that thou triue. ntarg. Trine for contriue.

Trivector (traivektaj). Geom. [f. Tbi- +•

Vector.] A set of three vectors, i. e. radii

vectores (see Radius 3 e) from the same point.

1869 Cayley Math. Papers VII. 400 We should have the

focus and three points on the orbit ; or (what is the same
thing) three radius vectors from the focus, say a ' trivector'.

Trivorbal to Trivertebral : see Tbi- i.

Trlvess, Sc. dial, form of Travis z.

Trivet (tri'vet). Forms : ?i trefet, 5 trevid,

treued, trefot, -ett, 5-6 trevette, 5-9 trevet, 6

trevyt, treyvette,trivette, tryvette, 6-7 trevett,

tryvet, trivett, 7 trifet, 7-9 trevit, (9 dial, trew-
it), 6- trivet. [ Trefet occurs in a 1 2th c. copy of

a loth c. document (see below), otherwise it is not

known till the 15th c ; it appears to be this word,

and to represent L. triped-em, nom. tripes three-

footed, f. tri- three ^-pes, ped- foot ; cf. OF. trepied,

tripU, trespieds, Tbippet 2.

II. . Rec. Gifts o/Adeluuold {(}63-S4) in Birch Cart. Sax.
III. 367, vi bidenfate & ii cuflas & pry trojas & lead & trefet

& ix winterstellas & i fedelsswin]

1. A three-footed stand or support: = Tripod

A. 3, 4. Now rare exc. as in b.

iSa6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 37 b. And by sayenge

of theyr pater noster make a treuet go rounde about the

hous. IS94 Plat Jemell-ho. 11. 23 A large Balneo, wherein

you may place sixe or eight glasse bodies.. each of them
fastened to a leaden trivet, y' they may stand steady in the

water. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. n. ii. 5 14 (1712) 47 Who
perceiving that his Iron Trevet..had three Feet and could

stand expected also that it should walk. 178a Beck-

FOKD Italy, f)C, (1834) I. V. 347 [They] shifted their trivets

from cow to cow. 1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta II. 146

Abdullah made a trivet of reeds, and balancing thereupon

his long matchlock. -he fired.

b. Spec. A stand for a pot, kettle, or other

vessel placed over a fire for cooking or heating

something : orig. and properly standing on three

feet ; now often with one or two vertical projections

by which it may be secured on the top bar of a

grate.

1418 Maldon, Essex, Court Rolls Bundle 10 No. 3 Dis-

trictus est per i trevet, i patell. de eneo. c X483 Caxton
Dialogues 8/5 'The ladle of the pot about the fyre; Treuet

for to sette it on. 1561 Hollvbush Horn. Apoth. 36 Put the

same into a newe pot, set it by the fyre vpon a treuet. 1683

Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xi. P 23 This Caldron is

set upon a good strong Iron Trevet. 1755 Hales in Phil.

Trans. XLIX. 342 In Devonshire, they set the pans of milk

on trivets, making fires under them, to give the milk..

a

scalding. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xii. He sat over the fire

with a saveloy and a small loaf in his left hand.. and a

pewter pot on the trivet. 1875 M. Collins Sweet ff Twenty

I. xviii, A defiant kettle sang upon a triveu

c. fler. A bearing representing the three-footed

stand used in cooking, usually as viewed from
above, the three feet being shown around the edge.
a 1550 in Baring-Gould^ Twigge's West. Armory (1898) 3

Arg : a trivet sab. x688 R. Holme Armoury in. xiv.

(Roxb.) 7/2 He beareth Argent, a three square Trevett,
sable.

t d. //- dialectal (trewets, truets) : see quot.
1674 Ray 5. ft E. C. Words 77 Trewets or Truets, Pat-

tens for Women, Su^.
e. Applied allusively to prehistoric stone struc-

tures. (See also quot. 1892 in 4.)

1596 ScENSER State IreL Wks. (Globe) 643/1 These . . greate
stones, .which some vaynlye term the old (iyaunts Trivetts.

1 2. A three-footed vessel, as a pot, tauldron,

etc. ; chiefly Antiq. - Tripod A. i. Obs.
'547"^ Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 10 Certaine fishers

found a golden tresle or triuet. x6xa North's Plutarch
1231 Pausanias . . otfered a triuet of gold vnto the temple
of Delphes. 1676 Hobbes Iliad ix. 118 Seven fire new
Trevets.

t b. = Tripod A. 2. Obs.

15^7-87 Holinshed Ckron. III. 1238/1 Who suppose
euerie blast of their mouth to come foorth of Trophonius
den, and that they spake from the triuet. a 1641 Bp,

MouNTAGU Acts ^ Mon. iiL (1642) 205 Shee [Cumana Sibylla]

composed her selfe upon a golden Trifet, and-, uttered what
by Inspiration was suggested to her.

3. Phr. As right as a trivet, thoroughly or per-

fectly right (in reference to a trivet's always stand-

ing firm on its three feet).

1835 Hood Dead Robbery x, ' I'm right ', thought Bunce,
' as any trivet '. 1837 Dickf.ns Pickw. 1,

' I hope you are

well, sir '.
• Right as a trivet, sir ', replied Bob Sawyer.

t868 Helps Reatmah ii. (1876) 24 All goes as right as a

trivet.

4. attrib. Three-footed ; having three feet, legs,

or supports: = Tbipou B. i.

1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks (Roxb.) 45 To Tomas
pewterer for . . a trefet vesel iiij.d. 1700 Drvden Ovufs Met,
vill. Baucis 84 The Trivet-Table of a Foot was lame. 189a

H. Owen in O^vens Descr, Pembrokeshire 254 note, fThey
call the stone Gromlegh . ."Xhere are other stones.. in the

Countrey adioyneinge as Legh y tribedd neere Ricord-

stone..] ''Ihe trivet (or tripod) stone ',. .so called because

of its three supporters.

Hence Tri'vetwlse adv., in the manner of a

trivet.

1850 R. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
418 "The fireplaces are three stones or clods, placed trivet-

wise upon the ground.

Trivet, variant of Tbevat.

Trivial (tri-vial), a. {sb.). [ad. L. trividlis, in

sense 5 below, f. trivium (see Thivium) ; cf. F.

trivial {l6th c. in Godef. Co/upl.).]

I. 1. Belonging to the Trivium of medijeval

university studies.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 333 Schchade noble

auditors and disciples, to whom sche redde the arte trivialle

[L, trivium legeret]. 1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) Cvj/i If

they haue smellcd theartestriuiall, They count them Poetes

bye and heroicall. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. i. 173 Hath.

.

thrise rehearsed them in his triviall floare. 1807-8 Syd. Smith

Plymle/s Lett. x. Wks. 1859 II. 178/2 The Protestants may
likewise retain their trivial and grammar schools. 1004_Krr

Dark Ages 27 Plato does not allow the medieval classifica-

tion of Dialectic as a Trivial Art along with Grammarand
Rhetoric-

1 2. Threefold, triple. Obs. rare-'.

Cf. late L. use of trividlis (Arnobius).

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 25 Giraldus of W.iles, which

describede Topographie of Irlonde, Itinerary of Wales, and

the Lyfe of Kinge Henry the Secunde, under a triuialle dis-

tinccion (L. suh tripiici distiiictioneV

1 3. Placed where three roads meet. Obs. rare- '.

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 129 Their other sacred Triuiall

Statues.

4. Zool. Belonging to the Trivium of an echmo-

derm. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

II. 5. Such as may be met with anywhere;

common, commonplace, ordinary, everyday, fami-

liar, trite. Now rare (passing into 6).

1589 Nashe Pre/. Greene's Meimphon (.\rb.) 9 A few of

our triviall translators. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie o/God
viii. V. 291 It is triuiall in the Schooles; 'Nothing is m the

vnderstanding that was not first in the sense '. 1665 Glanvill

Scepsis Sci. i. 8 The most ordinary and trivial Phainomena

in nature. 1704 F. Fuller i1/trf. (,>/;m. (1711) 37 Explain

the manner of this by a trivial Observation. l8»7 Keble
Chr. v., Morning xiv, The trivial round, the common task.

1895 MacEwen Li/e Dr. Cairns 161 This.. is now the

trivial definition and ground principle,

6. Ofsmall account, little esteemed, paltry, poor ;

trifling, inconsiderable, unimportant, slight.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen VI, in. i. 241 We haue but triuiall

argument, More then mistrust, that shewes him worthy

death. 1655 Fuller CIt. Hist. 11. i. 8 5 To demurre to the

Truth of his so frequent Miracles, being so Redundant in

working them on Triviall Occasion.-;. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev.

94 They.. are re.ldy..to abandon for a very trivial interest

what they find of very trivial value. 1869 Freeman Norm.

Conf. III. xii. 251 The offence.. could.. be passed by as

altogether trivial.

7. A'at. Hist. Applied to names of animals and

plants : a. to a Latin name added to the generic

name to distinguish the species : = Specific A. 5

;

b. to a name in common as distinct from scientific

use : Popular, vernacular, vulgar.

a. I7S9 B. Stilungfl. Misc. Tracts (1762) Pref. 16 In
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the last edition of his SysUma nalurx he [Linnseus] has

mentioned above 1500 species of insects, has.. given them
classical, generical, and trivial or specifical names. 181S
Ki»BY & SP. Entomol. (1843) I. 181 Scofytus dtstructor,

whose trivial name well characterises the . . severity of its

ravages. i9o« C. D. Sherborn Index Anvnalium p. vii,

All trivial names are entered as if they were masculine,

e,g. nigra will be found under niger,

b. 181S Burrow EUm. Conchct. 193 The following List

of English Trivial Names will be found useful to purchasers

of shells, as dealer* most frequently adopt them.
_
Itiit 194

Trivial Names. Linnxan Name. Lepas. English Name.
Acorn Shell. 1901 Sfeclator 17 Aug. J16/1 The trivial

name for the whole family of terns . . is ' sea-swallow '.

III. 8. Comb., as trivial-minded adj. (whence

trivicU-mimiediusi).
187a Geo. Eliot in Cross Zi/«( 1885) III. 161 We should.,

have patience with their trivial-mmdedness. 1^05 A. R.

Wallace My Life II. 383 Even in the most trivial-minded

[I] was able to find some common ground of interest.

B. sb.

+ 1. =t Tbiviomi (inqnot. ^ra/w/!). Obs,rare-'^,

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 5 The triuialle [L. trivium\ of

the vertues theologicalle and quadriuialle of the cardinalle

vertues.

2. pL The three subjects of study constituting the

Trividm. Now only Hist,

1481, ISM [see QuADRiviAL A. 2, B. 2J. 1630 Hales ^^/^.

Rem. (1673) 282 In the Trivials and Quadrivials, as old

Clerks were wont to name them. ^ ifiox Wood Aik, Oxon.
II. 181 Peter Heylyn. .profiting in Trivials to a miracle,

especially in Poetry. 1716, 1886 [see Quadrivial B. a].

3. A trivial matter ; a triviality, trifle. Usually;^/.

1715 M. Davies Athtru Brit. I. 2M Tts scarce worth dis*

puting . . about such trivials. 1886 Tupper My Life as
Aut^r 334 Take these twelve as samples of many more
such trivials,

4. Math, *A coefficient or other quantity not

containing the quantities of the set considered*

{Cent. Diet, 1891).

TriTialism (tri*vializ'm), rare. [f. prec. +
-ISM.] Trivial character, triviality ; something of

trivial character, a triviality.

1830 H. N. CoLEBiuGK Grk. Poe/sUSji) 6 It will be a
matter of wonder.. that such trivialisms.. could ever pass

for genuine poetry, i88a Ogilvik cites Carlyle,

iSrivialist (tri'vialist). rare. [See -IST.]

1. A student of * trivials* : see Tbivtal B. 2.

I7i6 M, Davies Atken. Brit. III. 3 Fitter for Veterans
and Criticks in Closets and Libraries, than for Tyrontsts and
Trivialists in Schools.

2. One who pursues or deals in trivialities.

i8a9CARLVi.E Misc. (1840) II. 173 Voltaire, .was, therefore,

..no Philosopher, but a highly accomplished Trivialist.

Triviality (trivise'Uti). [f. L, type *triviali-

tat-em, f, trivialis Tbivial ; cf. F. trivialiti

(Cotgr. 161 1), It. triuialith (Florio 1598), Sp.

triviaiidadj Pg. trivialidade : see -ity.]

L The quality of being trivial; commonplace or

trifling character.

1598 Florio, Triuialitil, homeltnes,^ trtuiality. 1817
Coleridge Biog. Lit. 106 My severest critics have not pre-

tended to have found in my compositions triviality. i86a

Borrow Wild tt^a/es Ixxxix. III. 228 The loss of the house
was a matter of triviality compared with that of the library.

1874 I* Stephkm Hours in Library (1892) II. ii. 39 The
genuine excellence which underlay thesuperfidal triviality

of Crabbe's verses.

2. With a, or (commonly) in //. : Something
trivial ; a trivia! matter, affair, characteristic, re-

mark, etc. ; a trifle.

t6n CoTGR., Trivialitezj Triuialittes; triuiall, sleight,

common, homelie, ordinarie matters, c 1664 Barrow in

Rigaud Corr. Sci. MckUZ^i) II. 37, I., find little but repeti-

tions and trivialities. 1831 Caklylk Sort. Res. i. xi. (1858)

45 A.. Letter, full of compliments,. .dining repartees, and
other ephemeral trivialities. 1843 — Past J^ Pr. i". _vi,

The Practical lal>our of England is not a chimerical Trivi-

ality. 1877 Black Green Past, v. Archery meetings and
croquet parties and such trivialities.

Trivialize (tri-viaUiz), v, [f. Tbivial + -ize
;

cf. mod.K. trivialiser (Littre).] trans. To make
trivial ; to render commonplace or trifling.

1846 Landor fmag. Conv., Southey ^ Landor Wks. II.

168/1 Milton has ennobled it [the sonnet] in our tongue, and
hastrivialised it in that [Italian]. 1895 W, Plait Women\i,^
Trivialising marriage into the enjoyment of a mere instinct.

Trivially (triviali), adv, [f. as prec. + -ly '*.]

In a trivial manner.

L Commonly, ordinarily, familiarly; in a com-
monplace or trite way. Now rare or Obs,

i6a5 Bacon Ess-^Greatn, Kingd. (Arb.) 473 Neither is Money
the Sinew<?s of Warre (as it is triuially said). 1647 Trapp
Comm. Matt. xi. 17 He is the best preacher, saith Luther,
that delivereth himself vulgarly, plainly, trivially, a 1661
Holvdav ^U7fertat [1672) 2" He thinks it more unhappiness
..to die with a divided carcase, then with a whole one:.,
the whole body being not usually so trivially exposed to

scorn, as the head, when divided from the body. 1818
SoirrHEV in (?. Rev. XVIII. 9 Leah and Rachel were, .used
almost as trivially for examples i>y poets as by theologians.

2. In a trifling, slight, or paltry way ; in the way
of trifling, frivolously.

**^J( J- H. Motion to Pari. Adv. Learn. 26 Thetr youth
so trivially spent. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 207 P z Minds
which are not trivially disposed. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut.
Br€aJtf.-t. viii. (1883) 161 You speak trivially, but not
unwisely.

Tri*vialnes8. Nov/ rare, [f. as prec. + •ness.]

- Tbivialiiy I.

a 1687 H. More App. Def. Philos. Cabbala xi. § i As for the
pretended Trivialness of the Fifth and Sixth Cays work,
173a Stackhouse Hist. Bible (1767) IV. vi. v. 212 The vast
distance of the place and trivialness of the errand. 1855
MtLMAN Lat. Chr. xiv. ii. (1864) IX. 77 In the puerility and
trivialness of their wonders they even surpass the Western
Hagiologies.

Tri-vi'ded, ///. a. nonce-wd, [f. Tri-, after

divided^ Divided into three. So Tri-vi*sion
[after divisioti]^ division into three.

1896 J. H. Wylie Hist. Eng. Hen. IV, III. 388 Instead
of di-vision they had tri-vision. 1900 — in Athenaeum
4 Aug. 146/2 Instead of three Popes and a tri-vided faith.

tTri*vious,a. Obs^rare. [(. L, trivium {see

Trivium) + -ous.] = Trivial a, 5, 6.

1583 Melbanckb Pkilotinius M j b, Intricate endles
triuious toylings. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 2x9
Upon as sleight and tnvious reasons.

Trlvirgate: see Tri- i.

Triviss, Sc. dial, varinnt of Travis 2,

II Trivium (tri-vii'm). [L. (f. tri-, TRl- + z//a

way), a place where three ways meet; in med.L.
in sense i below.]

L In the Middle Ages, the lower division of the

seven liberal arts, comprising grammar, rhetoric,

and logic. (Cf. Quadbivium.)
180^ Ranken Hist. France III. iv. 308 They included all

learning in the seven liberal arts ; of which grammar,
rhetoric, and dialectics, formed what they called Trivium.

1837 Hallam Hist^ Lit, L i. i. § 3. 3 The trivium and
q^uadrivium, a course of seven sciences, introduced in the
sixth century. 1886 S. S. Laurie Rise Universities 64 The
..instruction given by Gerbert at Rheims about 1000 a. d.

seems to have been simply a full and extended trivium.

2. Zool, The three anterior ambulacra of an
echinoderm. (Cf. BlviUM.)
1870 RoLLESTON Anim. Life 142 To divide the five rays

lin Asterias\ intoa ' bivium ', between which the madreporic
tubercle lies, and a ' trivium ', the two lateral arms of which
lie on either side of the arm which is op^site to that
tubercle. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. ix. 570 In the
fossil genus, Dysaster, this separation of the ambulacra into
trivium and bivium exists naturally.

Trivoltine, Trivoluminoua : set Tri- 4 b, i a.

Triwe, obs. form of Tkue.
Tri-weekly (tr^iiwrkli), a. and adv. [Tri- 3.]

A. adj, a. Occurring every three weeks, or lasting

for three weeks, b. Usually, Occurring, appearing,

or operating three times every week.
183a (May 17) W. T. Barry in Amer. State Papers{\Z%^

XV, 348 The line of stages connecting Philadelphia and
Delaware with the Eastern shore of Maryland and Virginia,

has been increased from a bi-weekly, to a tri-weekly line.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 14/2 Semi- or tri-weekly news-
papers. 1895 R. H. Sherard in Bookman Oct. 16/2 The
tri'Weekly supp)lementof ZaZ.(T«/^r//tf. 1903 Daily Chron,
15 Jan., The tri-weekly expresses running across Siberia.

B. adv, a. Every three weeks, b. Three times

a week.
1884 G. P, Keese in Harper^s Mag. July 300/1 A line of

..coaches has been established, leaving tn-weekly. 1901
Daily News 13 Jan. 5/3 In conseauence of military restric-

tions., the advertisement sheet wnich has been appearing
every week will be issued tri-weekly.

Triwes, triws, obs. forms of Truce.
-trix, suffixj ending of X^tin feminine agent-

nouns (with stems in -tric-^ ace. -tricem^ whence
Fr, -trice : see -trice), corresponding to masculines

in -tor^ as adjfitrix female helper, belldtrix female

warrior, imperatrix female commander, empress,

inventrix female discoverer, vinatrix huntress, etc.

;

sometimes u.sed adjectively, as victrix victorious,

ultrix avenging. Several of these nouns were
adopted in Kng., from ancient or mediaeval Latin,

in the 15th c and later, as Administratrix, Con-
BOLATBIX, CbEATBIX, EXECUTRIX, MeDIATBIX,
Perskcutbix, Testatrix, etc. ; and others formed
on the analogy of them, as Inhebitbix, Narra-
TRix, Perpetratrix, etc. In Geometry, words in

'trix denote straight lines {linea being understood),

as B18ECTBIX, Directrix ; more rarely curves or

surfaces, as Indicatrix, Tractbix, The suffix

has occasionally been loosely used to form nonce-

feminines to agent-nouns in -ter^^% Paintrix instead

of the regular paitUress. The commoner suffix in

Eng, is -TRES.S : see also -trice.

Trixie, trlxsie, trixy, obs. ff. Tbicksy.
Trizomal: see Tki- i.

Tro, troa, obs. ff. Tkow v. Troad, obs. pa.

pple. of Tread v, ; obs. f. Tbod sb. Troak, obs.

f. Truck. Troan, var. Tbon ; dial. f. Truant.

Troat (trJut), V, Venery. Also 7 troyte, trout,

throat
; 9 erron. froat. [Cf. OF. trout (Godef.),

also truly an interjection for urging on hunting dogs,

nsses, sheep. Cf. also Rout z/.3 to bellow.] intr.

To cry or bellow : said of a buck at rutting time

;

cf. Bell v,^ 2, Bellow v. 2, Groan v, 2, Hence
Troating vbi. sb. and ppl, a.

1611 CoTGR. s. V. Rfer^ In tearmes of hunting we say, that

. . the fallow troytes or croynes. Ibid.^ Rere^ to bellow as a
Stag, to trout as a Buck. 1650 Fuller Visgah iil. ix.

338 Here, .the throating Bucks [are said] to lodge, a 1700

B. E. Diet, Cant. Creiu s. v. Bu£k, A Buck Growneth or

Troateth, makes a Noise at Rutting time. 17*7 Bradley's

Fam. Diet. s. v. Buck-huntings He groans and treats, as a
Hart belleth. 1847-78 Halliwell, Troat^ to bellow, said o(
the buck. 1900 Sporting Phraseology in Shooting Times
15 Dec. 15/1 Froating or troating^ call of buck.

b. Said of a swnn.
1839 G. Darley Nepenthe \. (1897) 20 And [the swan]

treats for joy, too proud for song.

Troath, obs. f. Troth. Trobel, -bil, -ble,
-bul(l, -byll, obs. ff. Trouble.
fTrobellion, obs. var. Tourbillion, whirlwind.
C1450 Merlin xx. 324 Merlin by crafte made soche a

trobellion a-rise that ther lefte nother tente ne pavilon
stondinge,

Trobelows, -lys, obs. forms of Troublous.
Trocar (trJu*kaj). Also 8 trochart, (trois-

quarts, -quart), 8-9 trocart, trochar. [ad. F.
troquarty trois-quarts (1694), trocart (1762), f.

trois three + carrtf side, face of an instrument; so
called from its triangular form.] A surgical instru-

ment consisting of a perforator or stylet enclosed

in a melal tube or cannula, used for withdrawing
fluid from a cavity, as in dropsy, etc.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trochar^ a Cane, or Pipe made
of Silver, or Steel, with a sharp-pointed End, us'd in tapping
those that are troubled with the Dropsy. 1739 Huxham in

Phil. Trans. XLI. 644 A very small hollow Needle with
Perforations, as in that used by some instead of the Trocar.

1744 Warrick ibid, XLIII. j6 My Apparatus was a large
Trois-quarts, made on purpose, and dipped in Oil; an In-

jector[etc.]. 1751 Ibid. XLVIl. xl. 268 The common tro-

carts did not seem proper. 1758 J. S. Le Drans Observ,
Surg.{\-]7\) ai6 He perforated it with the Troisguart. 1861
Hulme tr. A/oquin- Tandon \\. vl iv. 304 The Ticks plunge
their beaks into the skin in the same way as one may thrust

in a trochar. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder 32 If abscesses

point, they must be opened with the knife, or trocar.

attrib. 1863-76 Curling Dis. Rectum 101 A sharp trocar-

needle can be passed through the canula. 1^5 Rolleston
Dis, Liver K^\ There was.. fibrinous peritonitis around the

site of the trocar punctures.

fTrooh, obs. Sc. form of Through /r^.
XS73 TvRiE Refut. in Cath. Tractates (S. T. S.) 29 To

expose thame self troch sic wane subterfugis.

Troch, Sc. form of Trough ; var. of Troche.

11 Trocha (tr^-tja). Mil, [Sp,] A strategic line

of defences, as trenches, blockhouses, etc. ; a milit-

ary cordon.
1896 Daily News 9 Dec. 7/5 The Spanish force,.. near

Punta Brava [Cuba], on the western side of the trocha. 1898
Ibid. 13 Apr. 3/1 These trocfaas have at every corner and at

frequent intervals along the sides what are called forts, but
which are really small blockhouses. 1908 R. T. Hill in

Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 306/1 A corps of 20,000 men was sta-

tioned on this trocha or military cordon.

Trochaic (trok^'ik), a. and sb. Pros. [a. F.

trochaique (^1550 in Godef. Compl.)^ or ad. L,

trochaic-US
J

ad, Gr, rpoxaifcos, f. rpoxdtos : see

Trochee.]
A. adj, 1. Of a verse, rhythm, etc. : Consisting

of, characterized by, or based on trochees.

1589 PuTTENHAM Efig. Pocsic iL xiii. (Arb.) 136 Verses

where the sharpe accent falles vpon the first and tnird, and
so make the verse wholly Trochaicke. 1776 Burnky Hist.

Mus. (1789) I. vi. 73 The dialogue admitted, occasionally,

Trochaic verses. 1835 T. Mitchell Acham, Aristoph.

190 notCj In the structure of the comic trochaic tetrameter

catalectic, the nice points of tragic verse are freely neglected,

2. Of a foot, etc. : Of the nature of a trochee

;

consisting of a long (or an accented) followed by
a short (or an unaccented) syllable.

Trochaic spondee^ a spondee having the accent or ictus

upon the first syllable.

17S6-8S J. Warton Ess. Pope II. 313 An intermixture of

those different feet (iambic and trochaic narticularly) into

which our language naturally falls. 18*7 Tate Grk. Metres
in Theatre of Greeks (ed. 2) A26 In the two following lines

will be found specimens of..tne Trochaic Spondee in all its

places. 1888 H. W. Chandler Elem. Grk. Accentuation
I. i. (ed. 2) 3 A word with a trochaic ending and accented

penultimate must be properispome.

B. sb. A trochaic verse or foot.

1693 Dryden yuvenal Ded. (1697) 44 One Poem consisted

only of Hexameters; and another was entirely of lambiques;
a third of rrochaique.s. 1756-82 J. Warton Ess. Pope {ed. 4)

I. ii. 55 He conjures the powers below in beautiful trochaics.

18*7 Tate Grk, Metres in Theatre of Greeks (ed. 2) 427
This nicety of structure in the long Trochaic of Tragedy.

Also Trocha *ical a. {rare); hence Trochaic-

a'llty, trochaic character.

'755 Johnson, Trocfiaical, consisting of trochees. 1910
Sat. Rev. 18 June 791/1 A trochee of quite excessive

trochaicality.

Trochal (trf?-kal, trJwkal), a, [f. Gr. rpox^
wheel + -AL.]

1. Zoo/. Resembling a wheel ; rotiform : as the

trochal apparatus^ diskj or organ of the Rotifera,

an organ of locomotion consisting of two rings of

cilia surrounding the mouth, b. Having a trochal

apparatus, as a rotifer : = Trochate {Cent, Dict^,
1841-71 T. R. Tones Anim. Kingd. (cd. 4) 482 The space

between the two layers of the trochal disk. 1888 Rollestom
& Jackson Anim. Life 632 Class Rotifera. Unisegmental
Vermes with a retractile trochal apparatus at the anterior

end of the body. 1899 Syd. Sac. Lex., Trochal organ, the
characteristic oral organ of the Rotifera.

2. Revolving like a wheel or top. rare"^".
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Trochalopod(tr^'kaI^Pf7d,tr£jkae'l(Jfpf?d),j^, (a,)

Enlom, £f. mod.L. Trochalopod-a^xi'^MX, pi., f. Gr.



TROCHALOPODOUS.

TpoxaA.<5j adj. running, rolling + irovs^ voS- foot.]

A member of the Trockalopoday a group of hetero-

pterous insects in which the posterior coxae have a
rotary motion, b. adj. Belonging to the Trochalo-

podfu Also Trochalopodons (trf^kal^'pi^das) a.

1870 Ann. ff Mag. Nat. Hist. Sept. 233 The coxae of
trocnalopodous Heteroptera are round. 1909 Cent, Diet.
Suppi-t 'i'rochalopod.

Trocliaxiter (tr^jk-ce-ntai). Anat. and ZooL
[a. F. trochatiier (Pare, i6th c), a. Gr. rpoxai^p
(in sense i), f, r^kx^iv to run.]

1. A protuberance or process in the upper part of
the thigh-bone, serving for the attachment of
certain muscles; usually, as in man, two in number,
the great trochanter (/, major) for the external

rotator muscles, and the lesser trochanter {t. minor)
for the ilio-psoas muscle,
x6is CviOQVi'e: Body ojMan 997 The great Trochanter.. the

lesser Trochanter. Ihese two processes are ioyned together
by a line which buncheth out behind. 1741 SIonro Anat.
Bones (ed. 3) 279 The_ Muscles inserted into these two Pro-
cesses being the principal Instruments of the rotatory
Motion of the Thigh, have occasioned the Name of Tro-
chanters to the Processes. x88i Mivart Cat 282 Ketween
the great trochanter and the tuberosity of the ischium.

2. Entom. The second joint of an insect's leg,

next to the coxa (Coxa 2); sometimes consisting

of two joints (cf. Trochantin b).
1816 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. xxii. (1818) II. 286 These legs

..vary in larvae of the different orders; but they seem in
most to have joints answering to the hip (coxa) ; troclianter;
thigh {Jemur)', shank i.iibia)\ foot (tarsus)^ of perfect
insects x86i Hulme tr. Maquin-Tandon ii. vi. i, 310 Each
limb [of the Sarcoptus Scabiei] consists of a hip, trochanter,
small trochanter, thigh, leg, and tarsus.

Hence Trocliauteriau (-tls'rian) {rare^°) [F.

trochant^rienlj Trochanteric (-te'rik) adjs,t per-

taining to a trochanter; trochantericfossa = digital

fossa (see Digital A. 2).

1843 E. Wilson /I «a/. VadeM. (1851) 254 The trochanteric
fossa of the femur. 1857 Dunglison Med. Lex.^ Tro^
cJtanterian, 1890 Humphry Old Age 16 Liability to frac-
ture., especially remarkable in the trochanteric part and
neck of the thigh-bone.

Trochantin (trd^ksentin). Anat. and ZooL [a.

F. trochantin^ f. trochanter (see above).] a. The
lesser trochanter: see Trochanter i. rare~°. b.
Entom. The proximal joint of the trochanter (Tro-
cuANTEB 2) when two-jointed. Hence Trochanti'-
niau fl. [F. trocnantinien\ pertaining to the
trochantin.

(1857 Dunglison Med. Lex. s. v. 7V(»<:^«/^r, Chaussier,
by the word trochanter, means the larger process; the
smaller he calls trochantin.] Ibid., Trodiantinian. 1898
Packard Text-hk. Eniomol, g^ The coxa usually has a
jwsterior subdivision or projection, the trochantine; some-
times, as in Mantispa, the trochantine is obsolete.

Trochar, -art, variants of Trocar.
Trochate (tr^u-k^it), a. Zool. rare, [f. as

Tbochal + -ATE 2.] a. Furnished with a trochal

apparatus, as a rotifer, b. = Trochal i.

1801 in Cent. Diet.

t Troche, J^.l Venery, Obs, Also 7 trooh, in

Diets, erron. torch, [a. OF. troche (15th c. in

Godef.) cluster, mass, also in sense 2 below; in

Twety Art de Venerie (« 1327) in sense i, with
which cf. OF. trocheure\\^\^Q.Axi Godef. Compl.')^

F. trochure, Cf. also Tboched, Troching.]
1. A cluster of three or more tines at the summit

of a deer's horn ; distinguished from ^.fourche («. e,

fork) of two tines.

f 14x0 Master 0/Game (M^. Digbyi82)xxxiii, And Jjenne
be lorde shulde take vppe (?e hertes heede by |>e reght syde
bttwene (>e sureale and Jjc fourche or troche. 1586 Ferne
Bias, Genirie 194 As a perfect wood-man.. to name the
Sommeites, troches, or tynes, of the homes. 1623 Cockhram
L s. V. Pollard, Torch, 1651 Davenant Gondibert 11. xxxiv,
His [a stag's) spacious Beame.. From Antlar to his Troch
had all allow'd.

2. An ornamental button consisting of or set with
three or more jewels in a bunch.
X434 in Rymer Fcedera (1710) X. 593/2 Withynne which

Tablet ar_ xl Troches, iche Troche conteynyng iv Peerles.

1576 in Nichols Progr, Q. Eliz. (1823) II. 2 A border con-
taming vii buttons or troches of gold, in every of them iii

sinalerubyes, andviii buttonsortrochesof golde, in every of
them iv inene perle. 1625 in Rymer Fcedera (1726) XVI II.

238/1 A Cupp of Goulde with a Cover, .garnished with..
one and twentie Troches of Pearles, three Pearles in every
Troche,

Hence f Troche v. Obs., intr. to develop a
troche or troches.
x4X3-aa Venery de Twety in Reh Ant. I. 151 Now wyl

we speke of the hert,. .Whan an hert hath . . forched on the
one syde, and troched on that other syde, than is he an hert
of .X. and of the more. And whan,, that he hath troched
on boothe parlies of the bed, he is of xij. and of that lasse.

f 1450 in TtvicCsAri 0/ Hunting ^tc (1908) 108 When he
trocnithe on that one side of v & on the other side of vj he
is of xvj de greynders.

Troche (tr^uj, tr<?«it/, trJ-k), j<J.2 Pharm. Forms

:

//. 6 troschies, (trocis), 7 trosches, trotches,
7-8 trochies, 7- troches; si^tg. 7 trosche, 7-
troch, troche. [An altered form of Tuochisk,
originating in the plural troschieSy trochies, taken
as trosches^ troches^ implying a sing, troschie^

890

iroehity in vulgar and commercial use often pro-

nounced and sometimes written trochee (trJu-k«),

like Trochee. The spellings trosch^ troche simu-
late French, and the pronunciation (trJu-k?) is

conformed to that of L. trochiscns.'\ A flat round
tablet or lozenge, made of some medicinal sub-

stance powdered, worked into a paste with mucilage
or the like, and dried ; = Troohisk,
o. 1597 Gerarde Herbal n. ccxcvi. 6g6 Troschies, or little

flat cakes. 17x4 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 68 The Trochies made
of the Gall., a Cordial Sudorifick.

j3. 1601 Holland Pliny xx. xviii. II. 68 There bee cer-

taine ordinarie trosches made of Poppie seed beaten into
pouder, which with milke are., vsedby way of a liniment to
Dring sicke patients to sleepe. 1639 T. dk Gray Compl.
Horsem. 234 Make of it little cakes or trotches, as broad as a
groat. 1656 RiDGLEV Pract. Physick 260 Troches of Capers,
of Harts-tongue. 1681 Grew Musaeum in. i. v. 207 A little

round, Hat, and blackish Stone, resembling a Medicinal
Troch.^ 1769 Pennant Ztf£»/. III. 22 The medicine was.,
given in form of a powder or troche. x8ii A. T.Thomson
Lond. Disp. (1818) 709 Trochisci. Troches. .are littlecakes
or tablets composed of powders combined with sugar and
mucilage. [1857 Dunglison Med. Lex., Trockiscus.., a
troch or round table . . ; a solid medicine, prepared of powders,
incorporated by means of mucilage, crumb of bread, juices
of plants, &C.1 187s H. C. Wood Therap, (1879) 19 Troches,
or lozenges, are gummy pellets or disks, so made as to dis-
solve slowly in the mouth.

Trocheanxeter (tipk^iscmi'taj). [app. erron.

f. Gr. rpox^s wheel (cf, rpoxio. wheel-track) +
-METER.] = TrECHOMETER,
1857 Livingstone Trav. iii. 59 Our trocheame[te]r showed

that we had made but twenty-five miles. JVote. This is an
instrument which, when fastened on the waggon-wheel,
records the number of revolutions made. 1903 J. G. C.
Anderson Journ. Pontus vii. 47 An accident happtened to
mytrocheameter.sothat I am unable to give the exact length
of this section of the road.

t TrO'Ched, a. Vemry. Obs. \d.d.OV. troche

(14th c. in Godef,), as if f. Troche ji5.i+-ED^.]

liaving a 'troche', as a deer's horn; also said of
the deer,

C1410 Master o/Game (MS. Digby 182) xxiv, If he be
troched^ of iii. he is an herte of xii. X4X3-ja Venery de
Tivety in Pel. Ant. I. 151 Whan he is troched on boothe
sydes of .vi, than bhe of .xxiij.atte fulle, 16x1 Cotgk. s. v.

Troche,
^
Teste de cerf trochee., Troched, or whose top is

diuided into three or foure small branches.

b. Also (by analogy) said of a tower furnished

with pinnacles or battlements, rare,
X3., E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1383 With koynt carneles aboue,

coruen ful clene, Troched toures bitwene twenty sperelen|>e.

13.. Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 795^ A better barbican V^t burne
bTusched vpon neuer; And innermore he be-helde pat halle
ful hy^e, Towre telded bytwene trochet ful J?ik,

Trochee (trt^u'kf). Pros. Also in Gr.-Lat.
form 6 trocheus, 6-7 (9) trocheeus. [ad. L.
trochs&uSf ad. Gr. TpfixaToSj prop. adj. {sc. irovs

foot) running, tripping, f. rpoxos a running, course,

f. Tpix^iv to run; cf. F. trochie (1572 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] A metrical foot consisting of a long
followed by a short syllable ; in accentual verse,

of an accented followed by an unaccented syllable.

Also called Choree.
xsSo Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. xiii. (Arb.) 133 For your

Trocheus of a long and short ye haue these words rndnir,
brdken, taken, bodii, member, and a great many moe. X603
Holland Plutarch s Mor. 1259 A Trochaeus was put in
stead of a Pason. 1603 Daniel De/, Rhyme Gj b, If we
shold say the state of China, which neuer hard of Ana-
pesticjues,Trochies,& tribracques, were grosse, barbarous,and
ynciuile. ax77x Gray Corr. etc. (1843) 240 The measure..
is Dimeter- Iambic, but admits of a Trochee, Spondee,
Amphibrachys, Anapaest, &c. in almost every place. 1803
Coleridge Afet. Feet \, Trochee trips from long to short,

tb. = Tribrach. Obs. rare~^,

1S86 W.^ Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 69 A foole of 3
siUables..is either simple or myxt. The simple is eyther
Molosstts, that is of three long, . . or Trocfiseus^ that is of 3
short.

Trochee, trochies : see Troche sb.^

Tro'che(e)ize, v. [f. Trochee + -ize,] trans.

To turn into a trochee, to make trochaic.
a 183^ Coleridge Notes Sf Lect. (1849) I. 319 A dtbrach.

.

trocheized . . by the arsis or first accent damping, though
not extinguishing, the second. 1907 Omond En^. Metrists
ii. 83 An Italian priest said to him, 'You dactyhze and tro-

cheeize every thing .

Trochid (tr^-kid). Zool. [f. mod.L. Trochidse,

i. Trochusy generic name : see Tbochus and -id =*.]

A mollusc of the family Trochidm ; a top-shell.

x86x P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instit. i860,

215 The shells are not pearly as in the Trocbids. ibid. 216
A conical Trochid.

Trochiferous (tr^ki-feras), a. Zool. rare-^.
[f. Gr. Tpox(5s wheel (see Trochus) + -[iJferous.]

IJearing a wheel-like or trochal organ, as a rotifer

;

rotiferous.

1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex. X909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Trochifona (trf7-kif(Tim), a. Zool. [f. Trochus
+ -[i]form.] Having the form of a trochus or

top-shell ; top-shaped ; — Trochoid a. 2.

i8aa J. Parkinson Outl. QryctoL 250 The single trochi-

form shell, Trochus Anglicanus of Lister. 1875 C. C.
Blake Zool.-zsi The shell is ear-shaped, spiral, or trochiform,

tTro'Chil. Ohs. Also 7 -yle. [ad. L, tro-

chilus.^ = TiiocHiLusi I.

TROCHISCUS.
x6o4 Drayton Owle 411 For the base Trochyle thinketh it

no payne, To scowre vile Carion for a savoury gayne. x6^
Sir T, Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 323 He [the crocodile] opens
his chaps to let the little Trochil pick his teeth, which give
it feeding.

Trochile, anglicized form of Trochilus^.
TrOChiliC (tr(7ki-lik), a. and sb. rare, "i Obs,

[f. Gr. Tpoxi^osj taken in sense of rpo^oy wheel +
-ic] a. ad/. Of or j:)ertaining to rotary motion

;

relating to wheels, b. sb. The science or art of
rotary motion. Also trochilics.

^
X570 jyE.E Math. Pre/, civ h, Bycause the frute hereof, .is

in Wheles, it hath the name of Trochilike : as a man would
say, Whele Art. 1605 Camden Rem. 138 By Arte Trochi-
lick.

_
1641 WiLKiNS Math. Magick IL xiv. (16^8) 265 Some

principles in Trochilicks, or the art of wheel-instruments.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xviii. 260 Horologies
composed by Trochilick or the artifice of wheeles. 1648
Petty Advice to Hartlib 6 Making Watches and other
Trochilick motions, 1696 in Phili.ii'S (ed. 5).

TrOChilidine (tr^jki-lidain), a. Omith. [f.

mod.L. Trochilidm (f. Trochilus : see next) +
•INE^.] Belonging to or characteristic of the

family Trochilidx or Iiumming-birds. So Troclii'-

lidist, one who studies the Trochilidw.
1861 Gould Trochilidse ill. PI. 142 The name of Floresi

will also always be held in high regard among Trochilidists
for the fine collections of Humming-Birds obtained by him.
x88x Newton in Encycl. Brit. XII. 358/1 note, 'Trochili-
dists' in giving their measurements do not take these extra-

ordinary developments into account. 1885 Proc. Zool. Soc.
I Dec. 887 The characters presented in the Trochilidine
skeleton.

II Trochilus ^ (trp-kilzJs). Omith. Also erron.

7-9 troculus, 8 trochulus. [L, trochilus^ a. Gr.

TpQx^Kos, f. Tp€X^i^ to run.]

1. A small Egyptian bird (not certainly identified)

said by the ancients to pick the teeth of the croco-

dile. Also allusively (in quot. 1856 attrib,).

X579 LvLY Enphues (Arb.) 44 The birde Trochilus lyueth
by the mouth of the Crocodile and is not .spoyled. 1596
\.o-oQE Marg. Amer. (Hunter. CI.) 48 Whytheswanne hateth
the sparrow, the eagle the Trochilus^ the asse the bee (etc.].

161S G.Sandys Tra:v. n. 100A little bird called Troculus,^Q'Ctx

ftede her selfe by the picking of his teeth, a 1658 Cleveland
Char. Conntry'Cojiim.-Man Wks. (1687) 74 So the poor
Souldiers live like Trochilus, by picking the Teeth of this

sacred Crocodile. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II.

IX. iii. 134 This troculus service—the picking the teeth of
the gorged ecclesiastical crocodile. 1910 Thompson tr.

Aristotle's Hist. Anim. 612 When the crocodile yawns, the
trochilus flies into his mouth and cleans his teeth.

2. An alleged name for some species of wren, or

other small European bird.

[X678 Ray Willughby's Omithol. ii. xi. 227 The golden-
crown'd Wren : Regulus cristatus. . .The Trochilus of PHny
and Aristotle.) X706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trochilus, the
fin-footed Runner; a Bird so call'd because it always runs;
a Wren.
3. A Linnsean genus of American birds, origin-

ally including all the then known humming-birds;
now greatly restricted.

In first quot. app. used for some other small bird.

_x67a Josselvn Ne%u Eng. Rarities 7 The Troculus, a small
bird, black and white, no bigger than a Swallow. 175a J.
Hill Hist. Aniuu 502 The gold and purple Trochilus. The
yellow Humming-bird. 1796 Stehman Surinam II. xxv. 319
The trochulus, or humming-birds, were so thick among the
tamarind-trees, that they resembled a swarm of bees.

II TrO'CldlnS ^. Arch, Also 7- 8 anglicized as

trochile (tr^^'kail). [L., app. the same word as

prec. : cf. Gr. rpoxi^ia the sheaf of a pulley.] A
concave moulding ; — Scotia, Casement i : esp.

in classical architecture.

XS63 Shute Arckit. D iij, The nethermost Trochilus or
Scotia. 1664 Evelyn tr. Frearfs Archit, 125 Trochile is

that cavity appearing next to the Torus. X789 P. Smyth tr.

Aldrick's Archit. (1818) 117 At Tivoli, the ends of the
channels and the cavity of the trochile or casement are not
round but square. 18^-76 Gwilt A rchit. Gloss., Trochilus^
..an annular moulding whose section is concave like the
edge of a pulley.. more commonly called a scotia. 1845
Parker Gloss. Archit. 330 Scotia, or Trochilus, a hollow
moulding constantly used in the bases of columns, &c., in
classical architecture.

Trochin i^trJu'kin), Atrnt. rare~°. [a. F.

/r<7r^/K(Chaussier),app.arbitrarilyf,TiiocHANTER;

cf. Tkochantin.] (See quot.) Hence Trochinlan
a. [F. trochinien\.

1857 DuNGUsoN Med. Lex., Trochin.. .Chaussierhas given
this name to the smaller of the tuberosities at the upper
extremity of the os humeri; because it gives attachment to
one of the rotator muscles of the arm,—the subscapularis,
Trochinian, that which belongs or relates to the trochin.

t Troxhing. Venery. Obs, [f. Troche ^ +
-ING^.] A * troche', or troches collectively; a
branching into a troche,

c 14x0 Master 0/ Game (MS. Digby 182) ii, If ^er be thre

or .iiiL or mo, it is ycleped trochynge. Ibid, xxiv, pe tro-

chynge. .hye andgret. 1660 HowELL/'ar/>'^^V(U^iiv.62
Such branch'd horns, such spilters \sic\ ancT trochings on
their heads, as that goodly Stage bears. X678 Phillips (ed.

4), 7>(7c/i/«^j.. .the small little tranches on the top of the
I)eershead, divided into three or four.

t Troclii'SCate, "v. Obs. [f. L. trochisc-us (see

next) + -ATE 3.] trans. To make into * trochisks',

1657 ToMLiNsoN Renon's Disp, 580 [Pills] of . . choyce
Rhabarb, Agarick trochiscated. i66a H. Stubbe Ind. Nectar
vi. 112 Haifa dram of Rhubarb trochi>^cated.

11 Troclii-scufl, yv. -isoi. [U] »== next.



TROCHISK.

tTrOChisk(trJakisk). Obs, Forms: strocis,

6 -cysce, -cyske, -cisque, 6-7 -ciake, -chiske,

-chisce, -chisque, -chis, 7 -cisk, -chiac(k,

-chisch, -chisq, 7-8 trochisk, {erron. 5 -ciste, 6

-chist, 7~8 -chiste) ; also, in L. form trochiscus.

[a. F. (rochisque \trocisqne^ trocisse, 1425 in Godef.

Compl.) = It. trochisco^ Ger. trochisk \ ad. L. tro-

chiscus^ a. Gr. rpayiOKo^ small wheel, small globe,

pill, lozenge, dim. of rpox^^ wheel.] A medicated

tablet or disk; a (round or ovate) pastille or

lozenge ; =« Troche sb.'^

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 211 pou schalt purge him with

trocis de turbit, or wil? ano^r medicyn t>at purgij> fleiime,

ct^i tT.Arti^rm's Trca/. Fistu/a {KK.T.S,) gi When.,
it IS coId..enforme ^rof trocistes. 1525 tr. Jerotfie of
Brunswick's Surg. F j b/2 Therof make a trocysce. 1541 R.
CoPLANn Guydon's Fornml. U ij b, Trociskes . . be put to

powdre, and with swete wyne incorporate, and be made to

trociskes, 1543 Raynold Byrth Mankynde R ij, Temper the

hole masse into litell roundels or trociskes. 1576 ISakkr

Je^vell ofHealth loo Let Trochistes or lytic flat balles be
made therof. i6ia Woodall 6'«?s^. Mate Wks. (1653)64X10-
chisks of Minium. .mundifie sordid ulcers. \ft%t^ij\\x.Sacr.

Philos. i. i7Poysons. .rightly used, .may behelpt;full..: as it

appeares in the trocisks of the vipers flesh. 1658 Rowland
Moufet's Theat. /us. 1056 The Dose is one Trochis, with one
ounce of wine. 1665 G. Harvey AtivLe agst, Piague 21

Perfume your sheets.. by burning the said Trochisces in a
warming pan. 174.8 tr. Vegetius* Distctnfi. Horses 136 Give
him . . one Trocliisk a Day dissolved in Water.

TrOCb.ite (trp-k^it, trJu'k^it). PaisEont, Now
rare or Obs. [ad. niod.L. trochltes^ f. Gr, rpoxh^

wheel : see -ite l.] A name for the detached

wheel like joints of encrinites: = Entrochite,
Entrochos.
1676 IJeaumomt in Phit, Trans. XI. 726 One Trochite..

has round inlets or sockets. 1815 W. Phillips Oittl. Mtn,
ff Geol. (18(8) 141 Transition Limestone, .contains petrifac-

tions of marine animals, as corallites, encrinites, penta-

crinites, entrochites, and trochites. 1853 Tii. Ross Hum-
boldt's Trav. in. xxxiL 391 A heap of turbinites and
trochites.

Hence TrocMtio (tri)ki'tik) a. (rar£~°)t of the

nature of or pertaining to a trochite or trochites.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Trochiter (up'kit^i). Atmt. rare—°. [a, F.

trockiter (Chaussier). altered from Tbochanter.]
(See quot.) Hence TrochiteTian a. [F. trochite-

ricn\
1857 DuNGLisoN j1/tf//. Lex.y Trockiter..^ the larger of the

two tuberosities at the upper extremity of the os humeri; so

called because it aflFoids insertion to rotator muscles.—
Chaussier. Trochiterian^ in the language of Chaussier,

means any thing belonging or relating to the trochiter.

II Trochlea (.tr^-kl/a). Anat, [L. trochlea :

of. Gr. T/)ox(X*a, -x^kia, -x<ikia sheaf of a pulley.]

A pulley-like structure or arrangement of parts,

with a smooth surface upon which some other

part, as a bone or tendon, slides

;

s/ec. (a) the surface of the inner condyle of the humerus
&t the elbow-joint, with which the ulna articulates ; (*) the

cartilaginous loop through which the superior oblique muscle
of the eye passes ; (c) the oriflce of the metathorax in

hymenopterous insects, through which the tendon of the

abdomen passes.

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Did. (ed, 2), Troehha^ the same
that Bathfttis. i8a6 Kirbv & Sfence Entonwl. xxxvi. III.

701 Here the upper orilice In the trunk is the pulley

{Jtrochlea)y the tendon is the rope (funiculus), and the

abdomen is the weight to be lifted. 1854 Owen Skel. ^
Teeth (1855) 64 The distal end of the tibia forms a transverse

pulley or trochlea. 1857 ^^^oixsos Med. Lex.^ Trochlea^

a pulley ;.. for example, the articular surface at the lower

extremity of the os humeri ; so called from its forming a kind
of pulley on which the ulna moves....Also, the cartilaginous

pulley over which the tendon of the trochlearis muscle
parses, at the upper and inner part of the orbit.

Troclllear (tr^*khaj), a, [ad. mod.L. iro*

chUdr-is^ f, trochlea : see prec and -ar.]

1. Anal, Belonging to or connected with a

trochlea, as a muscle, nerve, etc. ; forming a

trochlea, pulley-like, as a surface of a bone, etc.

Trochlear fossa, i. spinet parts of the frontal bone con-
nected with the trochlea of^e eye. T. tnuscle^ the superior
oblique muscle of the eye. 7; ncrve^ each of the fourth
pair of cranial nerves, the motor nerves for the trochlear

muscles. T, nucleus^ a nucleus in the brain from which the
trochlear nerve arises.

x^WT. Willis' Rem. Med. /K-ti. Vocab., Trochlear muscle^
a muscle made almost like a windlaa or pully. x8o8 Barclay
Muscular Motions 304 I n many cases . . the particular direc-

tion in which several muscles act. .is regulated by trochlear
ligaments or pulleys. 1870 N. F. Hklk Aldeburgh iv. 29 A
tro':hlear end of a humerus. 1875 Sir W. Turner in Encycl.
Brit. I. 840/2 The patella moves up and down the trochlear
surface of the femur.

2. Bot. Pulley-shaped ; circular and contracted

in the middle like the wheel of a pulley, as the

embryo of Commelynacex,
1839 LiNDLEY Nat. S^st. Bot. 255 It (Spiderwortl has

scarcely any affinity with Palms, except in its trochlear
embryo.

So Troclile,ariform (-se'rifprn) (z., Bot, [f.

mod.L. trochlcdri-s + -YOiiH ; irreg, for *trochlei-

/orm, f. Trochlea + -form] - sense 2 above

;

||Trochle,arl8 (-e^Tis), Anat. [mod.L. (see above),

sc. musculus or ttervus]^ the trochlear muscle,

also the trochlear nerve : TroxhlOiary a., Anat.

881

(rare) = sense I above; Troxhleiate a., Bo/. =
sense 2 above {Cassell's Encycl. Diet. 1888).

1895 Fitnk^s Stand. Diet., *Trochleariform. 1693 tr.

BlancartCs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), *TrochUaris^ the upper, or
greater oblique Muscle ofthe Eye. Z843 Penny Cyel. XXII.
78/2 The pulley of the trochlearis muscle of the eye. 1890
Billings Meii. Diet., Trochlearis.. .2. Trochle.ir nerve. l8a8
Webstkr, * Tri'chieary, pertaiuing to the trochlea ; as, tiie

troclileary muscle, ..the trochleary nerve. ../'arr.

TrOCho- (.l^ko), before a vowel troch.- (trpk),

combining form repr. Gr. rpoxus wheel, disk
;

occurring in several scientific words. Trocheido-
scope (-ai-d^skuiip) [after Kaleidoscope], a rotat-

ing disk with coloured sectors, for showing com-
binations of colours {CasseU's Encycl. Diet. 1888).

TTOChelmintli (trp-kelniin);) [Gr. fA.^vs, (K)uv9-

worm], a rotifer. Tro'choblast [Gr. G\aaT6s

germ], one of the embryonic cells giving rise

to the prototroch in the trochophore larva of

marine annelids. Trocliocepha-lic (-s/'fas lik) a.

[Gr. KftpaKi) head], having a round form of skull

due to premature union of the parietal and frontal

bones ; so Trochoceplialy (-se-fali), the condition

of being trochocephalic. Trochoceracone (-se'ra-

k^un) [Gr. Klpas horn, kSivos cone], a nantiloid

shell with loose flattened coils, as those of the

fossil genus Trochoceras ; so Trochoceran (trok^"-

seran) a., having the form or character of such a

shell (Cent. Diet. Supply. Tro:chocoelomate
(-sH^i'm^) a., belonging to the Trochoca-lomata,a.

proposed division of Metazoa, containing animals

having radiated coelomes ( = Radiatd). Tro-
chcmeter [-meter] = Tkechometer (Worcester

1 846). Tro'chophore (-fou) [Gr. -(popm bearing],

Tro'chosphere (-sfi»j), a larval form constituting

a stage in the development of most molluscs and
of certain worms, esp. marine annelids, character-

ized by a spheroidal body with a ring of cilia
;

also attrib. ; hence Trochospherlo (-sfeTik),

-Bphe-rical adjs., pertaining to or having the form

of a trochosphere. Trochozoon (-2»i""pn) [Gr,

fyoy animal], one of the Trochozoa, a collective

name for those molluscs, annelids, etc. which pass

through a trochosphere larval stage, or for such

larviE ; also for a hypothetical ancestral group of

animals from which these are assumed to be

derived.

1904 Amer, Nat. July-Aug. 500 Cells.. identical in origin

with the 'primary *trochoblasts ' of the annelids. z8^8
Bartlev tr. TofiinardU Anthrofi, v. 176 *'l'rochocephalic,

very round skull. Ibid. Index 547/1 *TrochocephaIy.

1884 HvATT in Proc. Boston Soc.Nai. Hist. 5 Mar. 113 We
can readily transform a protocoelomate into a "trochocoelo-

mate by destroying the horizontal parts of the partitions

between the ampullae. 189a J. A. Thomson Outlines Zoot.

xi. 183 By far the most important larval form among Anne-
lids b that known as the Trochosphere or "Trochophore.
zgooj. "W.]%sviliiSOH Exfierim.Embryol.ii-^ Eight instead

of the usual four macromeres were found in the Trochophore
larva. 1883 E. R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 648/1
[In the Limpet the] Dibhtstula. .acquires a ciliated band, and
becomes a nearly spherical 'Trochosphere. 1888 Rolleston
& Jackson Anim. Li/e 454 The MoUusca with the exception

of Cephalopoda pass through a typical larval development,
in two stages—a Trochosphere and a Veliger stage. 1899
Syd. Soe. Lex.^ •Trochospberic. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Tro-
cnospherical. 1890 Nature 22 May 9^/1 The author's con-
clusions are, that the Balanoglosstis . .a&5 originated froni a
"trocbozoon which acquired some features in common with
worms.

Trochoid (tr^-koid, trou'koid), sb. and a. [ad.

Gr. T/)oxo<iJ!ijs round like a wheel, f. rpoxor wheel

+ fthm form: see -oid; cf. F. troehoide (1658 in

Hatz.-Darm.).] A. sb.

1. Ceom. A curve traced by a point on or con-

nected with a rolling circle ; orig. = Cycloid i :

now usually restricted to the curtate and prolate

cycloids, traced respectively by points within and
without the circle ; also extended to curves similarly

generated by a circle rolling upon another circle,

either • inside it (Hypotbochoid) or outside it

(Epitrochoid).
X704 J. Harris Lex, Techn. I. s. v., A Curve Line, .called

a Cycloid or Trochoid. 1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild,

Assist. 59 The Cycloids or Trochoids. 1867 Denison
Astron. without Math. 86 notCj That curve is called a
trochoid, but when the tracing point is on the circumference

it becomes a cycloid. x88i C. W. Bourne in Eng;. Mech.
No. 874. 377/1 The bar AB is jointed to a bar BC, so that

while AB revolves round A as centre, BC can also revolve

round B as centre, then a curve will be described by the

point C, . . Every such curve is comprised under the name
'trochoid '.

2. Zool. A gastropod of the family Trochidm ; a

top-shell.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 317/2 Mollusca... Class III.

Gastropoda... Order 6. Pectinibranchiata. Family of Tro-

choids.

3. Anat. A trochoid articulation, a pivot-joint.

x86o in Worcester ; hence in later Diets. (Cf. quot. 1857

in B. 3.1

B. adj.

1. Geom. = Tbochoidal i. rare—".
>a8< OoiLviE (Annandale), Trochoid, a, i. Trochoidal.

TBOD.

2. Conch. Top-shaped, conical with flat base, as

the shells of the genus Troehus or family Trochidx ;

Zool. belonging to the family Trochidx.
1859 J. R. Greene Man. Auim. Kingd., Protozoa 16 It

. . the spiral p-isses obliquely round an axis, the shell assumes
a more or less pyramidal form, and is termed ' trochoid '.

1861 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instil, i860,

213 The.. African group Collonia have small Trochoid
shells.

3. Anal. Applied to a pivot-joint, in which one
bone turns upon another with a rotary motion.
1857 Dunglison Med. Lex., Trochoid.., an articulation,

in which one bone turns upon another, like a wheel upon its

axle. 1^60 Mk^hz Expos. Lex., Trochoides, ..xes&mhWn^
awheel : trochoid. Anat. Applied to a movable connexion
of bones in which one bone rotates upon another, as the first

cervical vertebra upon the odontoid process of the second.

Trochoidal (trokoidal), a. [f. prec. + -al.]

1. Geom. Having the form or nature of a trochoid ;

pertaining or relating to trochoids: see prec. A. i.

1799 Young in Phil. Trans. XC. 137 A similar chord bent

into a trochoidal curve. x86x W. Froude Rolling 0/ Ships
(1862) 23 The wave would be more accurately represented

by some member of the cycloidal or trochoidal family than

by the curve of sines.

2. Conch. = Trochoid B. 2. rare-".

1891 in Cent. Diet.

3. Atiat. = Trochoid B. i. rare.

x88a Ogilvie (Annandale) s. v. Trochoid, A trochoidal

articulation.

Hence Trochoi'dally adv., in a trochoidal

manner or course.

185s De Morgan in Graves Li/e Sir W. R. Hamilton
(1889) III. 519 A book.. showing that the earth moves tro-

choidally if the sun has motion.

II
Troclms (tro^-USs, tr^-kos). PI. trochi

(-kei), also trochUBOS. [L., a. Gr. rpoxos, f.

rpix"" to run.]

1. Gr. and A'oni. Antiq. A wheel or hoop, used

in athletic exercises or as a plaything.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Troehus, a Wheel, a Top for

Children to play with. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. HistX^jtt,) I.

Pref. 88 The exercises of leaping, throwing the dart, and

that of the troehus or wheel. 1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailers
Anc. Art § 351. (1850) 427 Ganymede with troehus,

t2. = Troche 2. Obs. rare-K
1748 tr. Ve^etius' Distemp. Horses 85 Three Trochus's

or Cakes of Stnopcr.

3. Zool. a. A genus of gastropod molluscs,

having a top-shaped or conical shell ; the type of

the family Trochidx. or top-shells.

17S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Troehus, . .a genus of shells.

1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 33 The trunk of the

Troehus is fleshy, muscular, supple, and hollow. 1851

Woodward Mollusca (1856) 12 The trochi and purpurae are

found at low-water, amongst the sea-weed. 1859 H.
KingsleyC Hamlynxy-Yxi. (1894) 325 They fell to gathering

shells. . .Trochuses, as big as one's fist.

attrib. and Comb. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. IV. 22 Snails

of the troehus kind. 1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 168

Trochus-shaped rotulites.

b. The internal ring of cilia in the trochal organ

of a rotifer.

1888 R0LLE.STON & Jackson Anim. Life 632_The trochal

apparatus, .appears to consist typically of an internal prae-

oral ring of long cilia, the troehus, and an external ring of

finer cilia, the cingulum.

Trook, Trocker, Sc. ff. Truck, Truckeb.
Troole, obs. form of Tbucklb.
Trooo (trJu'ko). [app. altered from It. truceo

'a billiard-boord, also the play at billiards'

(Florio, 161 1) ; or Sp. trtuo the game of Trucks,

q. v.] See quot.

[1598 Florio, Trtt^rctf, a kinde of play with balles vpon a
table called billiards ; but properly a kinde of game vsed in

England with casting little bowles at a boord with thirteene

holes in it.] x88a Ogilvie (Annandale), Troco, ^.n old

English game revived, formerly known as * lawn-billiards

'

..played on a lawn with wooden balls and a cue ending in

a spoon-shaped iron projection. [But app. never so called

in English. See Trucks.]

Troctolite (trj^kt^ibit). Min. Also trok-.

[ad. Ger. troktolit (Von Lasaulx, 1875), f. Gr.

T^«Tij! a kind of sea-fish (taken as = trout) -)-

Xi9os stone : see -LITE.] (See quot. 1892.)

1883 Science \. 342/2 The term ' troktolite ' is the equi-

valent of the more common ' forellenstein '. 1898 Chambers'

Encycl. X. 301 7Voc/oi'iV<? (trout-stone), a variety of Gabbro,

composed almost entirely of white felspar, .and dark olivine.

Trocvtlus, erron. form of TrochilusI.

Trod (tr^), sb. Now dial. Forms : i- trod
;

6 troad, trood, trodd, -e, 6-7 trode. [OE. trod

neut. (also trodu fem., ace. trode) •= ON. tro6 tread-

ing, trampling, OHG. trota winepress (cf. mod.

Norw. dial, trod fem. foot-board, step), f. ON.
trota, Goth, trudan to tread, ablaut variants of

WGer. tredan to tread.]

tl. Tread, footprint, track, trace. Obs.

BeowulJ (Z.) 843 Seega aene^um [jara be tir.leases trode

sceawode, hu he.. on we?; banon. .feorh-lastas ba;r. 946-

961 Laws 0/ Edgar 1. e. 5 Gyf him hundred bedrife trod on
o8er hundred, a IM5 Ancr. R. 380 (MS. Titus) pe dunes

underuo^ \tt trodes {v. r. treden] of him suluen. c 14x0

Chron. Vilod. 513 pey nyste neuer where he was ago, Ne
of his trodus no sygne f>er nasse. 1551 Sir R. Bowes in

Eng. Border Hen. y/// (iB^r) 11. 18 They may lawfuUye

followe there [stolen] goodes either w*"* a sleuthe bounde the

trodd thereof, or ellse by suche other meanes as they best
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can devise. 1563 in Bp. W. Nicholson Lfg. Aftrrchf/trum

(1705) 127 Providing the Parlies Krioved to follow their

lawful Trode with Hound and Horn, with Hue and Crj' *"*i

all other accustomed manner of fresh Pursuit.

b. Hot-trod: see Hot a. 12.

2. A trodden way; a footpath, path, way. dial.

J570 Levins Manip. 155/32 A Trod, i>ath, cailist is, hxc.
a 1575 PiLKiNGTON Exftos. Nth. iv. 13 (1585) 60 God and the
world cannot be friends : and that maketh so few Courtiers

to tread this trodde. 1578 Paradise Dainty Demises Aiij,

And takes us from the trod, which guides to eii[d]Iesse gayne
And sets us in the way that leades to lasting payne. 1596
Spknskr /^ Q. vt. x. 5 He chaunst to come, far from all

peoples troacT 164* H. More Song of Soul iv. xxvii, Thus
in the middle trod I safely went, and fairly well have row'd.

1678 PHti.uPS (ed. 4\ Trade, (old word) signifying a path.

1825 Brockett N, C. Words, Trod, a foot pain through a
field. 1897 speaker 4 Sept, 260/2 The lane and * trod * must
have saved me the mile or more.

3. The tread of a wheel (Tread sb, 10 b). diaL
*797 CuBR Coal Viewer 20 The rim [of the corf wheel] is

ij inches broad on the trod or face. 18*5 J. Nicholson
OPerat. Mechanic 645 Making the wheels and spokes of
cast iron, with hoops, tyres, or trods, of malleable iron.

4. Comb.
J
as ftrod-gate, f trod-way, trodden

way or track.

/1 1400-50 Alexander 2988 Alexander..Ay trottis him to

J>e trod-gate [DuSHk MS* troyde-gate] as him l>e torche
wyssis. 1661 J. Childrev Brii. Baconica 164 The Coals
grow so near the surface., that the Cart wheels turn them
up in the trod-ways.

Trod (tr/7d), ///. a. [Shortened from Trodden.]
= Trodden : chiefly as second element ; also with
adv., as trod-down.
1631 Milton VAllegro 131 Then to the welUtrod stage

anon. 1638 W. Lisle Heliodorus x. 177 To see their trod-
downe ftllowes hurt. 1897 H. N, Howard Footsteps
Proserpine 48 Mingled with elf-trod moss.

TlPOd, V. Obs. or dial. [f. Trod sb^ a. trans.

To follow the footprints or track of; to track,

trace, b. intr. {^,S.) To pursue a path.
<i laas Ancr. R.^ 232 Betere is J>e l>et troddetS wel &

ofsechefS wel ut bis owune feblesce l^en he |>et mete3 hu
heih is l>e heouene. 1619 Sir J. Sempil Sacrilege Handled
App. 49 To trode Tithes then vp as neare as may be, euen
to Adam, from the Law, iSas Jamieson s. v., To ' trod a
thief. X909 A*! York Obsen>er 2 Sept. 316/1 Trodding to
Self-Support. The Home Mission Committee of Bu^alo
Presbytery has set itself earnestly to the task of bringing its

dependent churches to self-support.

Trod (trpd), pa. t. and pple. of Tread v. ; obs.

pa. pple. of Trow v.

Trodden (tr^-d'n), ppl. a, [Late ME. troden,

taking the place of OE. and ME. treden^ pa. pple.

of Tread ; imitating such pa. pples. as holpen,

stolen^ from help^ steah'\ That has been walked,
stepped, or trampled upon (alsoyff.) : see senses of
Tread v. Also in comb., as Down-trodden.
154s Elvot, Pressatus, oppressed, charged, troden downe,

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. lii. 10 The troden gras, In which the
tract of peoples footing was, 1700 Drvden Ovid's Met., Acis,
Polyphemus, etc. 94 More revengeful than a trodden snake.
1760-72 H.Brooke Foolo/Qual. (1809) L p. x, I was as
a trodden worm, and turned, a 1849 J. C. Mangan Poems
(1859) 421 There's hope, too, for his trodden thralls.

D. Of a path, etc. : Formed or marked by
treading; beaten.

1576 FcEMiNG Panopl. Epist. 226 tnargin, Pouertie the
troden path to vertuous conuersation. 1615 W. Lawson
Country House-w. Card. (1626) 19 To walke in the plaine
trodden path. 1870 Morris Earthly Par, IIL iv. 34 Now
by trodden way and wild Goes Heimir long,

Trode, arch. pa. t. and pple. of Tread »,

+ Trod-uet. Obs. Also 6 trodenette. [Origin

uncertain.] Some kind of fishing-net.

X5J3 FiTZHERB. Surv. 10 b, In some rinnyng waters, the
lordes tenauntes baue lybertie by custome to fysshe with
shouenettes, trodenettes, small pytches, and suche other.

1562-77 Leigh Sum. (1596) Fiv, Fishing, with. .casting
nets..trod-nets, and such like.

Troe, obs. form of Trow.
Trofe, TroflTe, obs. forms of Trough, Turf.
Trofel, -fil, -fle, obs. forms of Triflb.

Trbgerite (trif'garait). Min, [Named (1871)
after R. Troger of Neustadtel, Saxony : see -ite l.]

A hydrous arseniate of uranium, occurring in thin

lemon-yellow tabular crystals.
187a Dana Min. App, i. 16.

Troget, -eter,-ettar,var,TRFGET, Tregetoue.
Troghe, Troght, obs. ft. Trough, Troth.
Troglodyte (tr^rg-, tr^u-gl^^it), sb. (a.) Also

6-8 -ite. [ad. L. IrJg/odyla, ad. Gr. TpcoyXo^vrrjij

f. rpwykrj hole + bv€iv to get or go into.]

1. One of various races or tribes of men (chiefly

ancient or prehistoric) inhabiting caves or dens
(natural or artificial) ; a cave-dweller, cave-man.
1555 W. Watreman Fardle 0/Facions i. "t, 93 The Tro-

glodites myne them selues caues in the grounde, wherin to
dwell. 16x4 Raleigh Hist. World x. (1634) 52 Which
Regions.. (I mean that of Niger, and that of Prester John
and the Troglodytes). 1642 Howell For, Trot'. (Aib.) 51
They were Troglxlttcs, and had no dwelling but in the
hollowes of the rocks 1842 W. C. Tavlor Anc. Hist. xii.

§ 4 (ed. 3) 336 Some . . Cappadocians were and continue to be
Troglodytes, or dwellers in caves. 1851 D. Wilson Prek.
Ann. (1863) I. ix. 251 The Troglodytes of post-pliocene ages.

2. Applied to various species of animals, fa.
Some kind qf deer or other horned quadruped. Obs.

b. A bird ofthe genus Troglodytts\ a wren, rare""^,

C. An anthropoid ape of the genus Troglodytes^ as

a gorilla or chimpanzee.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim.^ Min. Introd., The homes, in

the stagge are ramous, . . the Phrygian have moveable
homes, the Troglodyte direct to the earth, [1706 Phillips,
Troglodytes or Passer Troglodytes, a little Bird call'd a
Wren.] 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vji. i. 491 The
Troglodyte of Bontius, the Drill of Purchas, and the Pigmy
of Tyson, have all received this general name—oran-outang.

d- Applied allusively to an animal or plant.

1817 KiRBV & Sp. Entomol. (i8i8) IL xxi. 265 The cater-

pillar of another moth {Noctua subterranea, F.) . . remains, a
true Troglodyte,, .in its cell under ground. 184s Loncp.
To a Child g()'l'\\G cavernous, .homes Of wandering., tribes

of ants . . These hapless Troglodytes. 1856 Grindon Lije iii.

(1875) 29 That sullen troglodyte, the Lathraea, of the woods.

3. fig. A person who lives in seclusion ; one un-

acquainted with the affairs of the world ; a ' hermit'.

Also, a dweller in a hovel or slum ; a j^erson of a

degraded type like the prehistoric or savage cave-

dwellers.

1854 H. Rogers Ess. IL i. 11 Somewouldmakehim..such
a very Troglodyte in metaphysics that he was not properly
acquainted even with such writers as Descartes or Holibes.

1879 G. Macdonald in Graphic Christmas No. 5 The girl

who had been from her very birth a troglodyte, stood in the
glory of a southern night. 1905 Saf. Westm. Rev. 25 Feb.

3 A belief worthy only oftroglodytes inaccessible to Imperial
. . thought.

4, attrib, or adj. That is a troglodyte, cave-

dwelling; of or belonging to a troglodyte or

troglodytes.

1704 Swift T. Tub x. (1709) 119 Hear the words of the
famous Troglodyte Philosopher. 1785 Latham Gen, Synopsis
V. 229 Troglodyte Rail. . . These inhabit New Zealand. 1817
Buckingham Trai*. Mesopot. I. 58 Large caves, and smaller

frottoes ;. .any other Troglodyte habitations. 1873 H-
pEtiCER Stud. Sociol, VL 1 19 Aboriginal man, of troglodyte

or kindred habits.

Hence (or from the L. or Gr.) Trc^lodytal a.,

pertaining to or characteristic of a troglodyte

;

+ Tro'sflodytan = troglodyte (sense i) ; Tro'fflo-

dytish a.f resembling or characteristic of a troglo-

dyte ; Trcgrlodytiism, the condition of a troglo-

dyte, the habit of dwelling in caves,

1845 S. JuDD Margaret ii. i. (1871) 160 Coming up from
iheir dark *troglodytal abodes. 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts (1658) 225 People of Arabia called Erembi^ which
some call Ichthyophagans, and * Troglodytans. x8iS6 Sat.
Rev. 3 Mar. 256/2 The most perfect type of *troglodytish
women does not care even for theology or religion. 1867
Chambers* Encych IX. 557/1 Perhaps we shall not be far

wrong if we regard *Troglodytism as the primitive state of
all. .mankind.

Troglodytic (tr^g-, tr^ugMi-tik), a. Also 6

-it-, [ad. L. trogiodytic-us, a. Gr. TpojyKoBtrrtKdSf

f. TpuryKo^vTTjs ; see prec. and -ic]

1. Inhabited or frequented by troglodytes
;
per-

taining to or characteristic of a troglodyte.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay^s Voy. iv. xi. 122 b, The
part of this Arabia borderingvpon Ethyopia by the auncients
called Trogloditick. 1665 Sir T. Herbert TraxK (1677) 36
Upon the i'Ethiopick or Trogloditick shoar. 1841 W.
Spalding Haly Sf It. Isl. I. 313 In the deep rocky valley

of Ispica, are cliffs cut out into numerous habitations. . . This
curious Troglodytic city, still occupied by a few peasants.

1874 WiTHROW Catacomis ofRome (1877) 152 So habituated
did he become to this troglodytic existence.

2. Having the habits of a troglodyte; cave-

dwelling,
1676 Evelvn in Aubrey's Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719) I. Pref.

8 In the sandy Banks about Atbury.do breed the Troglodytic
Martines, who make their Boroughs in the Karth. 1833-4

J. Phillips Geol. in EncycL Metrop. (1845) VL 698/2 Nfany
parts of the Mediterranean shores were anciently possessed

by Troglodytic nations. 1894 Windle Tyson's Philol. Ess.

Pygmies Introd. i. 21 These tribes..are said to be pigmy in

stature, troglodytic, and still in the Stone Age.

3. Resembling a troglodyte ; of a degraded type

like the cave-dwellers; also^^. not interested in or

conversant with affairs.

187X J. A. SvMONDs in Life (1895) II. 77 Uttering.. these
little bat squeaks of a Troglodytic creature. 1886 Steven-
son Dr. Jekyll ii. (ed, z) 25 God bless me, the man seems
hardly human ! Something troglodytic . . ? 1910 Blackw.
Mag. Feb. 169/2 A respectable troglodytic peer.

So Troglody-tical a.

1841 T. A. Trollope Western France I. ix. 164 The whole
[calcareous bank], .is hollowed out into a vast number of.

.

troglodytical habitations.

Troglodytid(tri?gV'ditid). Ornith. [f. mod.L.
lyoglodyiidx^ f. IroglodyteSy generic name : see

Troglodyte and -id 3.] A bird of the family

Tivglodylidse^ including wrens, mocking-birds, etc.

So Troglodytine (tr^glp ditain) a.y belonging to

the subfamily Troglodytmm\ Tro^lodytoid (tri»-

glpditoid) a.y akin to the Troglodyiidiv.

1890 Field 12 Apr. 517/3 Other families may be ultimately

added to this Troglodytine group. 1895 Funk's Stand,
Diet., Trogiodytid. .Troglodytoid.

TrOgOn (tr^u*gi(?n). Ornith. [mod.L., Gr. t/xIi-

7a)c, pr. ]>ple. oi rp'jiyuv to gnaw.] A bird of the

genus Trogon or family Trogonidm, widely dis-

tributed in tropical and subtropical regions, esp. in

the New World, and characterized by soft plumage
of varied and usually brilliant colouring.
179a Shaw Mus. Lever. 177 The Leverian Trogon. ..Vio-

laceous Trogon with a gloss of green-gold; wings black;
abdomen white. 1838 J. Gould Uiile) A Monograph of the
Trogonidse, or Family of Trogons. 1879 E. P. Wright
Anim. Life 277 The Golden Trogon (Trogon resplendens)
has the greater portion of its plumage apparently composed
of burnished gold. 1907 Spectator 23 Mar. 452/1 In the
Miocene period, .among the birds of French forests were
trogons and parrots. 1910 Q. Rev. July 137 The beautiful
Central American Quezal, or King of the Trogons, ranges
. . from greenish bronze, through golden green, green, indigo,

to purple and then into grey-black.

Hence Trogonid (tr^Jg^u'nid), a bird of the family

Trogonidfe ; Trog'onine (tr^o'gonain), Tragonold
(IrJugonoid) adjs.^ belonging to or having the

characters of the Trogonidx.
1890 H. Seebohm in Jbis Jan. 31 In the Picine arrange*

ment, whether typical or Trogonine, the front plantar does
not lead to the second toe. xSqx Cent. Dict.^ Trogonoid.
1895 Funk's Stand, Dici.^ Trogonid.

Trogositid (trJug^isai'tid), sb. and a. Entom.
[ad. mod.L. Trogositidx^i. TVj^i^j"/"/^, name of the

typical genus, f. Gr, xfKjyuv to gnaw + aiTo$ grain.]

a. sb. A clavicom beetle of the family Trogositidse.

b. adj. Belonging to the Trogositidae. vSo Tro-
ETOSltoid (tr^ag(7S3i*toid) a.y allied to the Tro-

gosilidx. 1895 in Funk's Stand. Did.

Troiati(e, -en : see Trojan.
Troic (tr^a'ik), a. [ad, Gr. TpatKds, f. Tpws,
name of the mythical founder of Troy.] Pertaining

or relating to ancient Troy ; Trojan.
1831 Keightlev Mytkol. Anc. Greece (1854) 440 Contains

much Troic matter. 1878 Gladstone Homer ii. 32 The
Troic expedition.

Troich, obs. Sc. f. Trough. Troie, obs. f. Troy.

II Troika (troi-ka). [Russ. TpofiKa.] A Rus-
sian vehicle drawn by three horses abreast.
184a tr. Kohl's Russia xxv. 202 One of his (Orlowsky's)

best, and best-known pictures is his ' Courier '. A Russian
troika is carried on at full speed by three wild horses. 1904
Daily Record ^ Mail 22 Apr. 4, I crossed the Baikal in a
troika, a basket sleigh on wooden runners, drawn by three
horses abreast.

t Troil, V. Obs. rare. [a. OF. troiUier^ truit-

liery treuiller (f 1 250 in Godef.), ad. MHG./r;V7/^«.]
trans. To dupe, beguile, deceive.

1393 Langu p. pi. C. XXI. 321 Thus with treison and with
trecnerie l>ow troiledest hem boJ>e.

Troilite (tr^u*ilait). Min. [f. the name of

Dominico Troili, who described a meteorite con-
taining this mineral which fell in 1766 (Dana):
see -ITE 1.] A sulphide of iron found in meteorites.
1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 57. 1903 Daily Chron. 12 Sept.

3/x Troilite.. is one of the dozen or so minerals found in

meteorites that are not found on our earth.

Troillebastone, variant of Trailbaston.
Trois, troiss : see Troy (weight), Truss.
Trois point (trwa point). [F. trois three +
Point j^.i B. 3 g.] The third point from the outer

end in either table of a backgammon-board. V

1745 HoYLE Backgammon viii. § 7. 50, 5 Men upon his
Adversary's Ace Point, and 3 Men upon his Adversary's
Trois Pomt. 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod. Hoyle^ Back'
gammon 143 You must then endeavour to secure your
adversary's cinque, quatre, or trois point.

Trois-quartfs : see Trocar,

II
Trois-tempa (trwatan). [Short for F. valst h

trois temps waltz in triple time,] The ordinary

form of waltz, as distinguished from the more
rapid Deux-temps. Also troistemps waltz.
1859 Habits of Gd. Society v. (new ed.) 200, I was at a

public ball at Caen., and was amused to find xhe trois-temps
danced with a peculiar shuffle, by way of compromise
between conscience and pleasure, /bid.^ They..daiH:ed a
polka, a gal top and a trois-temps waltz.

Troite, obs. form of Trodt.
Trojan (irJu'd^an"), a. and sb. Also 4 Troien,

4-5 Troiane, 4-6 Troyan, 4-7 Troian, 5 Tro-
ienne, 6 Troyane, -en(e. [Formerly Troyan^
Troian (troian); ad. L. Troidmis, f. Troja Troy.
The spelling Troian app. stood originally for Troyan;

later it prob. represents Trojan.^

A. adj. Of or pertaining to ancient Troy or its

inhabitants.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. B25 Antigone. .Gan on a troyan
lay to syngin clere. 1412-20 I.vdg. Chron. Troy 11. 8591 For
Achilles J?ou^t it dide hym good With his swerde 'Jroyan
blood to schede. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxv. 91 The
troienne folke is alle. .descended of the forsworne laomedon.

1574 R. Bristow Motives (1599) 7b, The 'iroian horse.

1581 A. Hall Iliad v. 92 Through all the campTroyene So
honord ..as he Kinc Priams sonne had bene. 1649 Ocu.by
tr. yirgifs Georgicks 1. (1684)72 Long since enough we with
our Blood did pay What might the Trojan Perjury defray.

a 1721 Prior Pallas ^ Venus i The Trojan Swain had judg d
the great Dispute. 183^ Thirlwall Greece I. 149 We.. pass

..out of the mythical circle., into that of the Trojan war.

B. sb. 1. An inhabitant or native of Troy. (In

qnot. I QIC used allusively.)

\c 893 K. i^LFRED Oros. I. viii. § 4 Ymb ealra )>atz. Troiana
jewiii toasecjenncl c irjo R. BRUNNECAr^w. /f'o^^ (Rolls)

158 Of manyon he reknes &sayes, both of Troiens 8: ofGregeis.

£-1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 933 Dido, The hors..Thour
which that many troyan [v. r. many a troian] muste stenie.

1503 Hawes ExamP. Virt. vii, To the Troyans story lette

hym resort. 1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Shepk. Col. July
147 Paris, who thereupon with a sorte of lustye Troyanes, stole

her [ Helena], c x6ao T. Robinson MaryMagd. 122 Thousand
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Hellens faire, . . And as many Troians braue. 183s Thirl.
WALL Greece I, 33 ThePelasgians. ,in the Trojan war. .side
with the Trojans a.i^ainst the Greeks. 1910 M. G. Kyle
Fundamentals 31 The Hittites have in one respect been
the Trojans of Bible History.

2. colloq. a. A merry or roystering fellow ; a
boon companion ; a person of dissolute life ; also

(in later use only) as a vague term of commendation
or familiarity; a good fellow (often with the
alliterative epithet true or trusty). Cf. Greek sb. 5.
(1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 681 Fellow Hector.. Vnlesse

you play the honest Troyan, the poore Wench is cast away.)
1600 Kemp Nine Dales Woiid. C ij, He was a kinde good
fellow, a true Troyan. 1663 Butler Hud. I. i. 620 1 nere
they say right, and like true Trojans. 1761 Bp. Forbes Jrnl.
(1886) 2o8, 1 was most hospitably entertained by that honest
old Trojan Mr. Sutherland. 1817 Scorr Surg. Dau. v, None
are so scrupulous as 1 am about making promises. I am as
trusty as a Trojan for that. 18S8 F. CowPER Captain 0/
Wight (1889) 84 Eustace, my Trojan, don't you call me a
goose again.

b. A brave or plucky fellow ; a person of great
energy or endurance : usu. in phr. like a Trojan.
[1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 255 5if we wil mene \a.t.

bey (the people of Ilium] beel> stronge we clepeb hem
Troians.) 1846 Nkwman in Ward Li/e (191JI 1. lii. 114
Working like a Trojan. i88a Jamieson, Trojan, a name
applied to a person of uncommon size, strength, daring, or
endurance. 1897 G. .\llen Type-writer Girt xvii. 179, I

worked hard at that gown. . . Dear little Elsie helped me with
it like a Trojan.

3. Entom. A name given by Linnaeus to certain

species of butterflies, chiefly tropical, distinguished
by crimson spots on the wings from allied species
called Greeks,
i83« T. Brown Bk. Butterflies f, M. (1834) I. 143 The

Imperial Trojan. Papitio Priamus. 1863 Bates S'at.
AiHazon iii. (1864) 62 Those species of Papilio.so con-
spicuous in their velvety black, green, and rosccoloured
hues, which Linnaeus, .called ' Trojans '.

Hence Tro^anry (norue-wJ."), body or company
of Trojans. See also Troyanlsh, Trotish.
i6«7 Cotton Scarrcm. iv. 135 Dido . . Ran . . to spie. What

was becopie o' th' Trojanry.

+ Troke, trake, v. Obs. (cxc. dial.^ Forms

:

I truoian, 2-3 trake, 3 trukie, 3-4 troke, 5
truoho, (8 dial, truck). [OE. trucian, ulterior

origin unascertained.]

1. intr. To fail ; to be wanting or lacking.
c looo vElfric Horn. (Th.) II. 42 Ne trucaS heora nan ana

Surh unmihte. c 1J05 I.AY. 16416 t>a iseh Hjengest |)Kt his
help trukede [c IJ75 trokede). a 11x5 Ancr. R. 68 Bute ^f
|>e like hridde, oSer stu[n]de trukie. c 1150 Gen. t Ex. 105
Til domes.dai ne sat it troken. a 1800 Pecgk Suppt. Grose
s. v., .\ cow is said to truck when her milk fails. North.

b. with dative of person.
c liss O. E. Chron. an. 1090, He under;;eat ^ajt his

/^esworene men him Irucedon. a SS35 Ancr. R. 230 3if
bileaue him trukede. a 1140 Lofsoug'm Colt. Horn. 213 Bi.
hold, hcie lonerd, hu monnes help truked me.

o. To fail or be unable to do something. rare~^.
a 1400-50 Atexaiider 198S Loo here a gloue full of graynes

.. And bou truches (Ok*/. M.'i. And yf |>ou thynkcsj |>aim
to tell [L. quod si/aiere non valebis\ JjOD [etc).

2. trans. To deceive, beguile.
c 1175 Laittb. Horn. 35 Heo us truket ^nne we lest wcneS,

« l«5 Juliatta 7 Ah ha truste upon him ^at ne truked na
mon. 13.. .SiV&iwf (A.)3268 (ul welhim )>ou;te. .)^t him
trokede a gret gile. For he was in ^e castel be-loke.

Hence tTroking (truking) vhl. sb., failure,

lack; deceit; also f Troke (truke) sb. {rare''),
failure, want, lack.

CI 175 Lamb. Horn. 79 Jerusalem bitacneS grilles sih^ie,
and ierico trukinge of libte. axaz^Anir. R. i2pisnisbute
a Irukunge & a fals gile. c 1150 Gen. >r Ex. 3508 Help 9e
nedful Sat he ne be dead, for truke of 3in helpe.

Troke, Troker, Sc. ft. Truck, Tkucker 1.

Trokel, -ell, -ill, obs. forms of Tbucki.e.

t Troker, traker. Sc. Obs. Forms: 5-6
truker, 6 trukour, treokour, truikotir, -er,

trouker, truoour, 7 trewker. [f. Troke v. +
-ER 1.] A deceiver, cheat ; a rascal, rogue.
c 1470 Henryson .\for. Fab. ix. (Wot//, Fox) xxii, Staf or

sting yone truker for to strike. 1530 Lyndesay Test,
Papyiigo looi Agane our wyll, those trcukourb bene intrusit.

153s Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 511 With diligence and
bissie cuir iha woik. And mony trucour in the tyme tha
tuik. ij6o RoLLANo .^cuen Sages 78 The treuth now 30
haue spyit Of that Truikour. a 1578 Linuesay (I'itscottie)
C/iron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 221 Thir fallis trukeris quhilk cause
jour grace to beleif ewill on my handis. a 1585 Polwart
Ftyting w. Montgomerie 225 Thy doytit dytings soone denie,
I rouker, or I thy trumperie trie.

b. altrib. or as adj.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vrit. (S.T.S.) II. 58Mony at this tyme mony trukour tragidies in the cuntrie
stirel vp. 1650 Dalgety Aess. Rec. in W. Ross Past. IVk. in
Covenant. Times ix. (1877) 172 William Skinstone . . did
sclandour him in calling him a trewker lowne.
Troktolite, variant of Troctolite.
Troll (trJul), ji.l Also 6 trowell, 7 trole,

troul, trowie, 7-9 trowl. [app. f. Troll v.;
but in some uses the derivation is uncertain.]

1. The act of trolling ; a going or moving round

;

routine or repetition.

1705 RowE Biter \. i. Make up the Troll of the Sentence,
as merrily conceited Persons are us'd to do. 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev. 274 The troll of their categorical table might have
informed them that there was something else,. besides sub-
stance and quantity.
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' 2. A song the parts of which are sung in sncces-
sion ; a round, a catch.
i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk., Little Britain (1865) 306 The

famous old drinking trowl from Gammer Gurton's Needle.
i8s« KsK^Arct. Expt. I. xix. 233 It is sad.. to miss.. the
joyous troll of his ballads.

1 3. A little wheel ; spec, an angler's reel or
winch on a fishing-rod. Obs.
(Cf. OF. irueil (Godef. Compt.), F. treuil windlass,

winch. ]

1570 Levins Manip. 57/15 A Trowell, rotula. i66a
Venables Experienced Angler iv. 47 With your troul
wind up your line till you think you have it almost streight.
1670-1 Act 11 f, 23 Chas. 11, c. 25 § 6 If any person, .shall
..use any.. Nett.. Angle, Haire Noose, Troll or Speare.
4. Angling, a. The method of trolling in fishing

for pike, etc. : see Troll v. 13.
1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. xli. % 7 (1689) 312 It's

not so good for the Trowl as snap. 168S R. Holme
Armoury u. 324/2 Trowl, a fishing for a Pike: and this
is by_walking, and the line to run on a winch, that it may
be winded up, or let out at pleasure. 1794 Sporting Mag.
III. 247 Both at trowl and snap, cut away one of the fins.

1847 T. Brown Mod. Farriery 902 At both troll and snap
some persons have two or more swivels to their line.

b. A lure used in trolling, as a troUing-spoon
(see Trolling vbl. sb. 4).
OftiComh. Mag. Apr. 410 The many artificial trolls which

have been ..invented for salmon and trout-angling.

5. A kind of low cart : = Trolley fi5. i. local.
1663 (implied in trtill/ul: see below]. 1810 Hull Imprm:

Act 56 Any cart waggon sledge troll dray. 1870 Murray's
Haiidik. E. Counties 224/2 They (the 'rows 'of Yarmouth]
are traversed by..a sort of horse-wheelbarrow, called
' trolls ' or ' trolly.carts '. i88a Buckland JVo/« /i Jottings
192 When the trawlers [at Yarmouth] come in laden with
fish they transfer them to very large tK)ats..and thence
into trolls, which are backed into the water.

6. attrib. and Comb. : troll-line = trawl-line
(see Trawl sb. 4); troll-plate (see quot.).
1888 Earu. in Goode Amer. Fishes 195 The smack fisher,

men of Charleston catch a few on 'troll-linesduring. .spring
and earlysummer. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., *Troll.plate
(Machinery), a rotating disk employed to effect the simul-
taneous convergence or divergence of a num'oer of objects

;

such as screw-dies in a stock, or the jaws of a universal
chuck.

Hence Tro-llfnl, as much as fills a troll (sense ,s).
iM^ P. Henry Diaries^ Lett. (1882) 143 August i. Hay

carry d in out of ye great meadow, three trolefuls.

Troll (tr^"l), sb:^ Also trold, troUe. See
also Titow sb.* [a. ONorse and Swed. troll, Da.
trold (whence Da. trylla, trylde, Sw. trolla to
charm, bewitch, ON. troUddnir witchcraft).
(Adopted in English from Scandinavian in the middle of the

19th c. ; but in Shetland and Orkney, where the form is

now Trow (in 1616 troll), it has survived from the Norse
dialect formerly spoken there.)]

In Scandinavian mythology, One of a race ofsuper-
natural beings formerly conceived as giants, now,
in Denmark and Sweden, as dwarfs or imps, sup-
posed to inhabit caves or subterranean dwellings

;

see quotations, and cf. Trow sb,'^

1616 Dittay Sheriff Court Shetland a Oct. (Jam. s. v.
Trow), The said Catherine for airt and pairt of witchcraft
and torcerie, in banting and seeing the Trollis ryse out of
the kyrk yeard of Hildiswick.
1851 Borrow Lavengra xxx. (191 1) 188 A laidly Trold has

dragged it there. 1856 Ehersoh Eh^. Traits, Ability Wks.
(Bonn) II. 34 "The Scandinavian fancied himself surrounded
by Trolls—a kind of goblin men, with vast power of work
and skilful production. 1865 Baring-Goulo Werewolves
iv, 40 In the Hrolfs Saga Kraka, we meet with a troll in
a boar's shape, to whom divine honours are paid. 1865
Whittier Tent on Beach, Kalluiidborg Church 14 But the
sly Dwarf said, ' No work is wrought By Trolls of the Hills,
O man, for naught.' 1867 Brands & Cox Diet. Sc, etc. s. v.,

These Trolls are superior to man in strength and staturr;, but
far beneath him in mind. i8£o Tozer Highl. Turkey II.

273 A boy's escape from a Troll or an enchanted horse.

b. attrib. That is a troll, as troll-maiden,
-wife, -woman; belonging to or inhabited by
trolls, as troll-garden, -land, -marsh ; also troll-
bull, a supernatural being in the form of a bull

;

troll-drum, a drum used in Lappish magical rites

;

trollman, a magician or wizard.
i9o» Folk-Lore June 185 On 'Old Holy Kings' Night

'

black Iroll-bulls come up from the sea and visit the byres.
1894 Jmt. Hellenic .Stud. XIV. 270 In Lapland, .designs of
this character ornamented the •troll-drums of the magicians
till within a recent period. 1864 Kingslev Rom. I, Teut.
i. (1875) I Fancy to yourself a great *Troll-garden. 1886

J. Corbett FallofAsgard I. 65 This is no "Troll-land, but
a fair place that 1 hor has kept for you. Ibid. 36 They had
wanted to drive herawayfor a *troll-maiden. 1865 Baring.
Gould Werewolves viii, 108 Property ., imparted to them by
the *Trollmen. 1886 J. Corbett Fall ofAsgard 1. 59 Over
the lake.. and over the *Troll marsh to the valley. i8sx
Thorpe Northern Mythol. I. iii Hedin met in the forest a
*Troll-wife riding on a wolf, with a rein formed of serpents.
1863 H. Makryat Year in Sweden II. 390 Herve Ulf, on
his way to matin-song, was accosted by a "Trolle woman.

Troll (trJul), V, arch, and dial. Forms : 4-5
trolle, 6 trol, 6-7 trole, 6- troll; 5-9 trowl,
6-7 trowie, troule, 6-8 troul; 5-9 trtill, (5
trulle) ; 8-9 Sc. trow. [A word or series of words
of uncertain origin, and of which all the senses do
not go closely together. It is generally derived
from OF. troller, a hunting term, ' to quest, to go
in quest of game, without purpose', of which

TBOLL.
Godefroy has one instance. This survives in mod.
French (see Littre). Godefroy has also one example
of trailer, in Littri trSler ' to lead or walk in all
directions indiscriminately, to' run here and there,
to run about, ramble'. These may well be the
same word, and trSler is by many referred to Ger.
trollen 'to roll', though the senses are not the
same. Both senses are found in English, but the
word has also other senses not found in German
or French.]

I. 1 1. intr. To move or walk about or to and
fro

; to ramble, saunter, stroll, ' roll '. Obs,
>377 Langl. p. pi. B. xviii. 296 And bus hath he trolled

Iv.r. tollid] forth bis two & thretty wynter. [1561: see
15 b.] 1691 tr. Emilianne's Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3)
107 Another sort of Pilgrims .. who spend their time in
trouling from one place of Devotion to another.

2. trans. To move (a ball, bowl, round body)
by or as by rolling ; to roll, bowl, trundle ; to turn
over and over, or round and round ; to roll (the
eyes) ; to throw (dice) ; spec, to trundle (a bowl) at
the game of bowls (also absol.); also, to knock
down by bowling.
ciAas St. Eliz. o/Spalbeci in Anglia VIII. M7/12 Sche

myghte not bolde hir heed vpon a pillow, .but. .trolUd it

hyderwarde and (lydcrwarde. c 1430 Two Cookery.bks. 95
Put all in a treen Imll, and trull \ii. r. twille] hit to.gidre with
thi honde. 1373 [see Troll-madam]. 1S99 Porter A ngry
Worn. .Abingd. (Percy Soc.) 8 Let them trowie the bowles
vppoii the greene; He trowie the bowles in the buttery.
i6j8 Le Grys Barclay's Argents -jj Shee trowled her angry
eyes on euery side. 1647 Fanshaw Civ. Wars Rome Poems
301 The forbidden Dice to trowie. 1665 T. A. Excell. Roy.
//a«rf 9 Taking a few Pease out of his Pocket,.. he troll'd
them along the Floor. 1699 J. Dunton Life ^ Err. (1818)
II. 594 The Duke was then flinging the (irst bowl. Next
trowled the Bishop. i8ai Galt Ann. Parish xlv. The
sinner .. who loves to troll his iniquity like a sweet morsel
under his tongue. i8u Scott Nigel xxi. As I was wont
to trowl down the ninepins in the skittle-ground. X84X
Thackeray Drum i. iii. My Grandsire was trolling the
[drum-Jsticks.

3. intr. To roll ; also, to turn round and round

;

to spin, whirl.

1581 MuLCASTER Positions xix. (1887) 80 Children when
they had their whirling gigges vnder the deuotion of their
scourges, caused them to troule about the broad streates.
i6»6 Breton Fantasticks, EasterDay (1857) 330 The Lovers
eyes doe troule like Tennis balls. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. I. i8 Mites, .trolling to and fro with this mealy
dust.. sticking to them. 1730 Swift Death fr Daphne 88
How plea.sant on the Banks of Styx, To troll it in a Coach
and Six ! 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi. I, This is Lady—Lady—
these tamn'd Southern names rin out o' my head like a
stane trawling down hill. 185s Singleton Virgil I. 80
Waggons. .That lazy trolL

II. 4. intr. To move nimbly, as the tongue in

speaking ; to wag. Also said of a person. Obs. or
arch.
a 1616 Be/iVMotrrEx-alelaiion ofAle xxxiv. Fill him but

a boule, it will make his tongue troule. 1638 Ford Fatuies
III. iii. His tongue trouls like a mill-clack. i8a8 Blackw.
Mag. XXIV. 166 See how she trolls with the tongue.

b. trans. To move (the tongue) volubly. ? Obs.
1667 Milton P. L. xi. 620 To sing, to dance. To dress, and

troule the Tongue, and roule the Eye, 1747 [? Upton] New
Canto Spencer's F. Q. xviii. 12 How they troul the Tongue
and roll the Eye.

f 5. fig. trans. To turn over in one's mind ; to

revolve, ponder, contemplate. Obs. rare~^.
1685 F. Spehce tr. Varillas' Ho. Medicis 107 His Holiness

..had trolled in his understanding so black a crime.

in. t 8' trans. To cause to pass from one to

another, hand roimd among the company present

;

esp. in phrase to troll the bowl. Hence troll-the-

bowl as sb., a tippler, caronser. Obs.

157s Song in Gammer Gurton 11. Bjb, Then dooth she
trowie, to mee the bowle. 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd.
Bijb, Where be.. these trowie the bowles, these greene
men ? 1600 Dekker Gentle Craft (1862) 4 Trowl the bowl,
the jolly nut-brown bowl.

+ 7. intr. Of the vessel or its contents : To move
or pass round the company; to circulate, be
passed round. Obs.
i6ao MiDDLETON Chosic Maid lii. iL 77 Now the cups

troll alx>ut To wet the gossips' whistles. 1651 Miller of
Mansf. 9 Nappie Ale. .in a browne Bole Which did about
the Board merrily trowie. x8o8 Scorr Marm. vi. Introd.

65 The wassel round, in good brown bowls, Garnish 'd with
ribbons, blithely trowls.

1 8. intr. To come in abundantly like a flowing

stream ; to ' roll ' in. Obs.
iS7« Gascoigne Steele Gl. (Arb.) 68 He that can winke at

any foule abuse As long as gaines come trouling in therwith.
a z6a7_ MiDDLETON & Rowley Spanish Gypsy i. (1653) Cij,
This little Ape gets money by the sack full, ft troules upon
her. 1S30 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jacke-a-Lent Wks. 1. 117/1
Thepide-coat Mackrell, Pilchard, Sprat, and Soale, To serve
great Jacke-a-Lent amaine doe trole. 1689 Hickeringill
Ceremony-Monger Concl. iii. Wks. 1716 II. 482 The Council
of Sardica..saw this Develish Mischief coming trowling
into the Church.

t 9. trans. To cause to roll or flow (in). Obs.
IS73 TussER Husb. lix. (1878) 137 That trustily thriftines

trowleth to thee. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871)40 To
trowl in cash througliout all nations.

IV. 10. trans. To sing (something) in the
manner of a round or catch ; to sing in a full,
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TROLLDOM.

rolling voice ; to chant merrily or jovially. Cf.

Roll v.'^ 4 b. Const, forth^ out,

Perh. originally Jig. from 6 = to sing in succession, as a
round or catch (each line being as it were passed on to the

next singer).

15^5, 1586 [see Trolling vhl. sb, 2J. 1610 Shaks, Temp.
in. li. 126 Will yon troule the Catch You taught me but

whileare? 167a Shadwell Miser i, If thou wert just now
trolling out Hopkins and Sternhold. 1813 Scott Rokeby
III. xxviii, But, hark ! our merry-men so gaj; Troll forth

another roundelay. 1863 Geo. Eliot Roniola ix, He could

touch the lute and troll a gay song.

b. intr. To sing in this way ; to carol, warble,

1879 Stevenson Trm>. Cepemtes 132 He trolled with ample
lungs. 1881 — Virg. Puerisque 281 Pan, the god of Nature,

. .trolling on his pipe until he charmed the hearts of upland

ploughmen.

11. intr. Of bells : To give forth a recurring

cadence of full, mellow tones ; of a song : to sound

or be uttered in a full, rolling, or jovial voice;

trans/, of a tune : to be present in or recur con-

stantly to the mind, to * run in one's head'.

1607 [see Trolling///. a.\ 1678 Dryden Kind Keener
III. i, I have had.. a Tune irouling in my Head. 168a H.
Alorich upon Christ Church Beits Ox/.^ O the bonny
Christ Church Bells . . they . . trowle so merrily, merrily.

1813 [see Trolling///, a,\ x8{>o Barrib My Lady Nicotine

XXX. 239 He strolled away, an air from ' The Grand Duchess

'

lightly trolling from his lips.

12. trans. To utter nimbly or rapidly ; to recite

in a full rolling voice. Also intr. of speech.

i6as B. JoNSON Stapte of N, iv. iv, If he runne To his

ludiciall Astrologie, And trowle the Trine, the Quartile and
the Sextile. 1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. I. 185 The
old Ones Discourse trouls all upon Virtue. 1850 L. Hunt
Autobiog. III. xix. 50 They speak well out, trolling the

words clearly over the tongue. 1874 'Qlkcv.xkHotx Hetten.

292 Greek trimeters may be trolled off from the British

tongue, as glibly as any hexameters.

V. 13. Angling, intr. To angle with a running

line (Jortg. with the line running on a * troll ' or

winch) ; also {trans.) to fish (water) in this way;
spec. a. to fish for pike by working a dead bait

(usually on a gorge hook) by a sink-and-draw

motion; b. {trans, and intr.\ to angle with a

spinning bait : = Spik z;. i 2 a, b ; c. in 17.S. and

Sc. use (perh. through association with trait or

trawl) J to trail a baited line behind a boat, Aho/g.
In quot. 1606 perh. confused with Trawl.
i6o6 S. Gardiner BJk. Angling 28 Consider how God by

his Preachers trowleth for thee. 1651-7 [see Trolling
vbl. sb. 3I. 1675 Crowne Country ll^it v. Here have I been
angling and trowling for my Father-in-law, and have had
him at my hook all day. i68a Nobbes Compl. Trailer (i 822)

226 In some places, they troll without a rod, or playing
the bait, as I have seen them throw a line out of a boat,

and so let it draw after them as they row. 1711 Gay
Rural sports i. 264 Nor drain I ponds the golden carp
to take, Nor trowle for pikes, dispeoi^lers of the lake. 1764
Goldsm. Trav. 187 The peasant.. With patient angle trolls

the finny deep. 18x4-24 Col._ Hawker /7W/r. Yng, Sportsrn.

173 Trolling, or spinning a minnow, is the other most general

mode of trout fishing. 1831 Eficycl.Brit. (ed. 7) III. 1-^4/2

Troilingy in the more limited sense of the word, signifies

catching fish with the gorge-hook, which is composed of two,

or what is called a double eel-hook. 1864 Webster, Troll,

..to angle, .with a hook drawn along the surface ofthe water,

i88z Harpef^s Nfag, Nov. 83T, I troll a cast of flies. 1891
Lang Angling Sk. 5 Trolling a minnow from a boat in Loch
Leven—probably the lowest possible form of angling.

tl4. _/%". trans. To draw on as with a moving
bait ; to entice, allure. Obs.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. ti. (1593) 33 They troll me downe
to lower waies. 1638 Ford Lady s Trial v. i, I foster a
decoy here, And she trowls on her ragged customer. 1684

T. Goodman H^inter-even. Confer, i, (1705) 21 The hopes
he is fed withal trowls him on.

VI. f 15. Phrases, a. Hawking, (?)

a 1529 Skelton Ware the Hauke 116 With troll, cytrace

(?trytracei, and trouy, They ranged, hankin bouy. 1575
R. B. Appins <5- Virginia B j, With heytricke, how trowle,

trey trip, and trey trace Trowle hazard in a vengeance.

tb. Troll and troll by. Troll hazard, Troll

with, as sbs,, names for various * orders of knaves *

:

see quot, and cf. sense i, Obs. Cant.

1561 AwDELAY Frat. Vacab. (E.E.T.S.) 12 Troll and Trol
by, is he that setteth naught by no man nor no man by him.

Troll with is he that no man shall know the seruaunt from
y* Maister. . . Troll hazard of trace is he that goeth behynde
his Maister as far as he may see hym... Troll hazard of

tritrace, is he that goeth gaping after his Master,

Troll, obs. form of Trowel.
Trolldom (tr^^i'ldam). [= Sw. irolldom\~~

ONorse trollddmr : see Troll sb.'^^ and -DOM.] The
practice of trolls, witchcraft.

X89X Atkinson MoorlandPar. 76 note^ The entire category
of ' trolldom' or witchcraft.

TroUeite (trp-h'iait). Min. [ad. Sw, troUeit

(Blomstrand, 1 867), named after the Swedish

chemist TroUe-Wachtmeister : see -itrI.] A hy-

drous aluminium phosphate, occurring in pale green

compact masses. x868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 577.

TroUer (trJu-bi), Forms: see Tboll v. [f.

Tkoll v. + -BR 1.]

L One who trolls catches, songs, etc. : see Troll
V. 10.

dci734 North Lives (1826) II. 205 He was a great troller

of songs. i8»4 Miss Mitfobd Village Ser. i. (1863) 113 A
troller of profane catches.

SU4

2. Angling. One who trolls for pike, etc. : sec

Troll v. 1 3.

1651-7 T. Barker Art of Angling {1659) 30 The best

Trouler for a Pike within this Realm of England. i68a
NoiiBES [title) The Compleat Troller, or the Art ofTrolling.
i8»o T. F. Salter {iitie) The troller's guide; a practical

treatise on the art of trolling or fishing for jack and pike.

1894 Field I Dec. 838/2 The trollers killed ten.

b. A trolling-rod.

1688 [see trolling-rod s, v. Trolling vbl. sb. 4].

Trolley, trolly (trpli), sh. Also trawley.

[? f. Troll v. ; cf. tony, rolley, rulley.']

1. Locally applied to a low cart of various kinds,

e. g. a costermonger's cart ; at Yarmouth, a narrow
cart or sledge adapted for the * rows ' or narrow
alleys (Row sb.^ 4 c). Cf. Troll sb.^ 5 and
trolley-tart in 4 below.
.1823 Moor Suffolk Words s. v., Sich raads ! Wegot rarely

jounced i' the trolly. 1870 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. 4 The
prisoner was leading his horse in a trolly along Fairfield-

road. Bow.
2. A low truck without sides or ends, esp, one

with flanged wheels for running on a railway, or a

track of rails in a factory, etc. Cf. Bogtr i.

1858 SiMMONDS Did. Trade, Trolley, a kind of railway
vehicle. 1861 Smiles Engineers II. 201 The goods in the
London Docks are hauled in trollies, waggons or hand-
barrows from ship to ship. i86a Mrs. H, Wood Mrs. Ilallib,

xix, I'll send in a trolley of coal. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss, s. v., The two-wheeled trolly is used in a rolling-mill

to wheel the puddle-balls to the squeezer. 1881 H. W.
Nicholson From Sivord to Share xxv. 182 The train., was
made up of some dozen sideless trucks, or trawleys, 1885
La7u Times 16 May 47/1 A porter. . put all the luggage on a
trolley.,and wheeled the trolley on to the platform.

3. A grooved metallic pulley which travels along,

and receives current from, an overhead electric wire,

the current being then conveyed by a trolley-pole or

other conductor to a motor, usually that of a car

on a street railroad ; also called trolley-wheel (see

4). Also applied to any pulley running along an
overhead track, as in a trolley-scale (see 4).
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1902 Sloane Stand. Elecir. Diet. s. v.,

Trolleys are principally used on electric railroads. 1909
Cent. Did, Suppl. s. v. Abattoir scales, The me.it, suspended
from hooks attached to a trolley traveling on a telpherage
system or overhead track, is run upon a short section of
track which forms the weighing-platform of the scales. .

.

Another form of scale employs a trolley for weighing
materials in transit, with a scale-beam attached directly to

the trolley and traveling with it. Called a trolley-scale.

b. Short for trolley-car: see 4. U.S.
1891 Month LXXIII. 24, I jumped off the trolley. 1908

Daily Chron. 20 Jan. 4/4 To go anywhere in Boston you
must take a tram, .(they call it a trolley).

4. attrib. and Comb., as trolley-journey^ -load,

system \ trolley-bar = trolley-pole ; trolley-car

{Cl.S.), an electric car driven by means of a trolley

(see 3) ; trolley-cart {local), a Yarmouth trolley

(see i) ; trolley coal, coal conveyed on trolleys or

street trucks for sale ; trolley-ear, trolley-hanger,

a contrivance for supporting and insulating a
trolley-wire ; trolley-frog (see quot.); trolley-

harp, trolley-head, the holder at the end of a
trolley-pole which supports the trolley-wheel

;

troUey-hook, a hook used for replacing a trolley-

wheel when it slips off the wire {Funk's Stand.

Diet. 1895); trolley-line, a line of electric cars

run by means of trolleys {ibid.) ; troUeyman, a

man employed to drive a trolley or a trolley-car

;

trolley-pole, a hinged pole on an electric car,

supporting the trolley (see 3), and conveying the

current from the overhead wire ; trolley-rail, a

rail conveying current to the motors on an electric

railway ; trolley-road, an electric tram-line worked
on the trolley system {U.S.)\ trolley-scale, a

scale for weighing meat or other commodities, in

which the scale-beam is attached to a trolley

travelling on an overhead track, as in a market or

warehouse; trolley-wheel = sense 3 ; trolley-wire,

an overhead electric wire supplying current to the

trolleys of electric cars.

1891 Pall Mall G. 30 Oct. 6/2 On the top of the car is a
' "trolley bar '. 1895 Pop. Set. Monthly Apr. 758 The lazy

barges will perhaps rival in bustle the *troIIey car on land.

i86p Daily Tel. 25 Aug., Yarmouth ingenuity . .hit upon the
notion of the '*trolIy cart '..a sledge, about 12 ft. long, but
not much more than a yard in breadth, mounted upon wheels
less than 3 ft. high. 1890 Daily Nezvs 18 Mar. 4/6 They
further increased the price of house coal by 2s. a ton, and
"trolly coal by is. 6d. per ton, 1898 Houston Diet. Electr.,
* Trolley Ear, a metal piece supported by an insulator to

which the trolley wire is fastened, *Trolley Frog, the

device to which the trolley wire is attached, employed for

causing a car to deviate from one line to another. Ibid.

s. v. Hanger, A "trolley hanger on a straight trolley line.

1904 Electr. World Sf Engin. 18 June 1167 *Trolley-harp.

1896 A. Morrison Child of the Jago 190 To start., on a
"trolley-journey. 1898 Daily News 22 Oct. 3/5 A "trolley-

load of foreign silks, velvets, and fancy woollen goods. 1897
/bid. 23 Feb. 7/4 The number on strike at Sunderland is iii,

including 51 *trolleymen. 1900 /bid. n June 3/2 The strike

of street trolley (electric tramcar) men [at St. Louis], 1895
Funk's Stand. Did.j *Trol ley-pole, 1897 Daily News
19 July 8/4 The electricity is transmitted to the motors on
the car by means of trolley poles, or ' fishing rods', which
..glide along the wire as the car runs. 1897 Trans. Amer,

TROLLING.
Tnsi. Elecir. Engin, 355 "Troliey-rail. 1895 Information
6 July 3/2 This electric railroad is practically a very heavy
and substantially built "trolley road. The trolley wire.. is

hung from very heavy poles. 1909 "Trolley-scale [see 3],

1892 Daily Nezvs 4 Oct. 5/1 An intra-mural elevated railway

is being constructed., .its cars will be moved by electric

traction on the ' "trolley ' system. 1891 Pall MallG. 30 Oct.

6/2 A small grooved '"trolley wheel ..runs against the

under side of the overhead wire, 1895 "Trolley wire [see

troltiy rooii].

Hence Trolley v., trans, to convey by trolley;

intr, to travel by trolley ; Tro-lleyftil, as much
or many as a trolley will hold ; Tro-Ueyize v.

trans, to adapt to the trolley system, as a tram-

line (a.?.).
i88a W. E. Baxter Winter in India viii. 84 Mr. Prestage

..had arranged that we should be ' "tiollied ' down the

mountains instead of going in the train. 1900 Dail^ Neivs
21 M.ir. 5/4 These two officers trollied along the line.. till

they got close toSpringfontein Station. 1900 Ibid. 21 May
4/1 A procession of three hundred young men dragging a
*trolleyful of ladies. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Apr. 751 Every
species of tramway.. becomes "troUeyized.

Troll flower. Also 6 trol flower, [tr. Ger.

trollblnme (whence app. mod.L. generic name
Trollitts, C. Gesner c 1555, and F. trolle) ; app. f.

stem of troll-en to roll, in reference to the globular

shape of the flower. (Dr. Prior's statement in quot.

1879-appears to be erroneous.)] A book-name for

tlic Globe-flower {Trollitts ettropsens),

1578 LvTK Dodoens iii. Ixxii. 418 Byside these kindes of

Ranunculus is yet another strange kinde.,, the whiche is

called Troll flowers. Ibid. 419 The Trol flowers grow upon
the mountaynes of Switserlande. 1879 Prior Pop. Names
Brit. Plants (t:d. 3), Troll-Jlower, the globe-flower, from
Sw. /rt?//. .a malignant supernatural being, a name, .given

to this plant on account of its acrid poisonous qualities.

Tro'Ulbags, -bobs, dial Also trolle-, trolly-,

-bags, -bods. [Variant of Trilubub.] Entrails,

intestines : generally with tripes.

1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Emycl. s. v. Raens, And
when he fins a sheep fa'en aval, Her trolly-bags he can un-

ravel. A 1825 FoRBV Voc. E. Anglia, Trollibags s., the

intestines. 1828 Craven Gloss., Troltibobs . .is generally pre-

ceded by tripes; as * tripes and trollilwbs*, intestines. 1876

Whitby Gloss., Trollebods, a roll or complication of entrails,

xZ-jt MidVorks. Gloss., Trollybods . .eniiaih.

Trolling (trJu-liq), vbl. sb. Also 5-9 trow-
ling, 6-8 trouling. [f. Troll z^. + -ing1.] The
action of the verb Troll in its various senses.

I. 1. Rolling, revolution.

c 1440 Fromp. Parv. 503/1 Trollynge, or rollynge, volucio.

1613 Day Dyall v. (1614) ^8 Concerning the Heavens they

perceived such aeqtiabilitie of motion, such turning and
trolling of them.

fb. 'Rolling* or 'streaming* in; abundant

influx. Obs,

1614 T. Adams in Spurgeon Trent. Daz'. Ps. xiv. i Extor-

tion batters iu the usurer's affections by the trolling in of

his moneys.

II. 2. Singing in the manner of a round, or

in a jovial style ; in qiiots. applied contemptuously

to antiphonal singing.

1575 Brieff Disc. Troubles Franckford (1846) 206 The
trollinge and descantinge of the Psalmes. 1586 in Neal
Hist. Purit. (1732) I. 480 The service of God is grievpusly

abused by, . ringing and trowling of psalms from one side of

the Choir to another,

III. 3. Angling. The action or practice of fish-

ing by the methods described s. v. Troll v. 13.
^

liut in trollingdine (quot 18S8 in 4), app. confused with

trawling', cf. Trawling, Trawl-net, I'rollnet.

1651-7 T. Barker Art of Angling {1Z20) 22 The manner
of his trouling was with a hasell rod. 1682 [see Troller 2).

1725 T. Taylor in Portlami Papers VI. (Hist. MSS,
Comm.) 88 The late Duke.. took great delight in that kind
of fishing for them [pike] which is termed 'trowling'. 1787
Best Angling (ed. 2) 43 The walking bait is that which the

fisher attends to himself, and is called trowling. i860

G. H. K. Vac. Tour. 167 If you., will go and spin a butter-

fish for lythe,..you will there first discover what sport

trolling can be. x888 Goode Amer. Fishes ^-3. In trolling

from a boat at least 300 feet of line should be used. 1910

H. T. Sheringham in Encycl. Brit. U. 28/2 The use of the

drop-minnow, which is trolling on a lesser scale.

4. attrib. (in sense 3), zs,trolling-bait, -fly^ -hook,

-line, -rod, -spoon, -tackle.

189X Cent. Diet., *Trolling-bait. 1898 Blackm. Mag.
Nov, 630/1 Many reaches of the Tay are fished by *trolHng-

fly. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Trolling-hook. 1701 Co^oetfs

Interpr. s. v. Trawlermau, To trowle or trawle with a
*Trowling-line for Pikes. 1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 187

They live at sea and are caught by the use of trolling-lines.

x688 R. Holme Armoury in. 103/1 A *Trowling Rod, or a

Trowler, hath a ring at the end of the Rod for the Line to

run through, when it runs oiTa Reele. 1844 J. T. Hewlett
Parsons <^ W. xi, I . . bought a short, strong trolling-rod.

1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 382 The Florida bass are taken

with the hand-line and *trolling-spoon. 1910 H. T. Shering-

ham in Encycl. Brit. II. 28/2 {Angling), The traditional

form of *trolling-tackle was such that the bait had to be

swallowed by the pike before the hook would take hold.

Tro'lling,///. a. [f. Troll v. + -ing i*.] That

trolls, in various senses of the vb. ; rolling.

1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 73 A wood ful fit to forge the

trolling wheeles Of chariots. 1607 Lingua v. ix. L j b, The
pleasing changes that a well tun'd Corde Of trowling bells

will make. 1659 Woon Life (O. H. S.) 1. 287 His voice was
a bass,.. very strong and exceeding trouling, but he wanted
skill. 1813 T. Busby Lucretius II. v. 1792 Relieved by
many a trolling song.



TROLL-MADAM.

+ TrO'll-madam. Obs. Forms : 6 troule in

madaine, trol iu madam, trowe znaddam,
trolemadame, 7 trol-madame, troll-my-dame,
troll-medam, trou-madara, 8 troU-madame,
8-9 trou-madame. [app. an alteialion of K.

trou-madame (f. iron hole) by association with

Troll v,'\ A game played by ladies, resembling

bagatelle: see quot. 1572. = Hole sb. 10 a.

1571 J. Jones Bathes Buckstone 12'The Ladyes, Gentle
Women, Wyues and Maydes maychaue in the ende of a
Bencbe eleuen holes made, intoo the which to trowle pum-
metes or Bowles of leade . . or also of Copper, Tynne, Woode
..the pastyme Troule in Madame is termed, margiu, Trol
in Madam. 1573 in Gage Hengyave (1822) 199 A frame of
wood upon w^a they play w*^ pellets, called trowe maddam.
1606 Holland Stteton. Annot. 18 The game of young
Gentlewomen called of some Trol-Madame. i6zx Shaks.
Wint. T. IV. iii, 93 A fellow {Ar) that I haue knowne to goe
about with TroIl-m>*dames. \666T/iirti Advice to a Fainter
19 He plays with Danger, and his Bullets trouls, As 'twere

at Trou-Madam through all the holes. X689 Land. Gaz.
No. 2503/4 If any Persons have occasion for Tables, and
Table-men,..and Troll-Madams, they may be furnished.

1774 H. Walpole Let. to Ctess Upper Ossory 30 July, I

would not for the world have a table of trou-madame with-
out a king and a queen. 1819 Blackxv. Mag. IV. 564 A
harmless quiet kind of Sport, like shuttlecock, or trou-

madame. or nine-pins.

+ Tro'llnet. Obs, rare-~^, A kmd ofnet declared

illegal in the Act cited.

It bdotibtful whetherit is connected with Trawl, Trawler,
Trawl-net, or Trail p., since it seems to relate to fi.shing

ioT river fish which are not caught with drag-nets or by
trawliny; ; but cf. traivler-ntan. (Trawler 3).

1558 Act X Eliz. c. 17 8 1 No Person. .withe any..CreIe,
Rawe, Fagnett, Trollnett ..shall takcSpawne or Frye of
Eeles, Salmon, Pyke or PyckerelL

t Trollo'll, V, Obs. rare~K [Reduplicated form
of Tkoll Zf.] ifUr. (with tV). To sing in a rollick-

ing style, to troll.

a 1734 North Examen i. ii. ( 130 (1740) lox They got
drunV and troUoU'd it bravely.

Trollop (trpUp)

,

sb» Also 7 trolops, diaL 7-9
trallop, 9 trollops, trallops. [? Connected with
TuoLL V. ; for the termination cf. gallop, wallop^
L An untidy or slovenly woman ; a slattern, slut;

also, sometimes, a morally loose woman, a trull.

In quot. 1615 trofis/. of hounds.
1615 Wither Sheph. Hunt. Eel. 11, Such wlde-mouth'd

Trollops that 'twould doe you good To heare their loud-
\otfft fcchoes teare the Wood. x6si Bkathwait Nat.
Etnbassiey etc (1877) 196 The Parsons wife, a lusty Trolops.
a x6a6 Middleton Mayor ofQueenborougk iv. i. 4 To greet
thy grace, thy queen, and her fair trollops. 168a in East
Anglian Sept. (1904) 327 Many rayIcing opprobrious
Speeches and Invectives against the said Elizabeth, catling
her Tripe and Trallop. 174a Fiblding Jos. Andrews i.

viii, That impudent trollop, who is with child by you.
1846 L). Jerrold Mrs, Caudle's Curtain Led. xxxxi. But for

that trollop . . her quarter's up on Tuesday, and go she shalL
1887JESSOPP Arcadyv'n. 210 The husband of a dirty trollop
who can neither cook nor sew.

2. Anything draggling, or hanging loosely and
untidily. Sc,

187a Wedgwood Diet. Eng. Etym. (ed. 2), Trollop, a large
piece of rag, especially wet rag. i88a Jamii^sun, Trollop,
a large, unseemly, straggling mass of anything.

Hence Tro'llop v. {JSc,\ itUr. {a) to hang loosely

and untidily, to draggle ; {b) to act or dress like a
trollop, to be slovenly; tTrollopee', name for a
loose dress worn by women in the i8th century;

Tro 'Hoping, TroUopish, Tro'Uopy ad/s., like

or characteristic of a trollop, ungainly, slovenly.

1871 Weix;wood Did. Eng. Etym. (ed. 2) s. v., Banff*,
*trollop, to hang in a wet state ; *The bairn cam in wee'ts
frockic a' troltoptn' aboot its leggies '. 188s Jamiesos, To
Troll, Trollop, . . to walk, work, or dress in a slovenly
manlier. 1756 Connoisseur No. 134 f 7 A burgess's daughter
..whoappcaredina "Trolloppce orSlammerkin, with treble
rufiles to the cuffs. 176a .Songs Costume (Percy Soc) 240
With your flounces and furbelows, sacks, trollopees. 1733
Duchess of (^urensberry Let. to Sivi/l 10 Nov., I did not
cut and curl my hair like a sheep's head, or wear one of their

"troUoping sacks. 1773 ^oi-c>sm. stoops to Cong. i. ii. The
daughter, a tall trapesing, trolloping^ talkative May-pole.
1876 Miss Broucuton Joan iv, With such a trolloping
length of uncurled curls down their backs. 1864 Webster,
*Trollopish. 1748 Richardson C/ar/ix^(t8ii) VIII. xli. 157
Their gowns, made to cover straddling hoops, hanging
•trollopy, and tangling about their heels. 1864 M iss YoNCK
Trialll. 133 In the front ., stood a trollopy-looking girU

Trolly (tipli). Also 7-8 troUy-lolly. [Cf.

Flemish Iralj'e, Irctalje^ trellis, lattice, raesh, net-

work (De Bo). Kant (q. 1882) is Flem. for *edge,
border, lace, point ',] Name of a kind of lace

:

see quots. Also atlrib.

a X700 B, E. Diet. Cant. Cre^v, Trolly-lolly, coarse l.ace
once much in fashion, now worn only by the meaner sort,
1756Mks.Dew£s in Mrs. Delany's Life /^ Corr. (1861) III.

434 She is.. dressed much better than 1 ever saw her. I
fancy her friend Mrs. Egcrton has vamped her up with a
trolly hood. 1883 Caulfkild & Saward Diet. Needleivork
501 Trolly Laces, .are Pillow Laces, made in Normandy, in
Flanders, and in Buckinghamshire, and Devonshire,, .their
ground, .is an imitation of the Antwerp Trolly Net or Point
ae Paris Ground, and is made with twists, wliile the pattern
is outlined with a thick thread like that used in the old
Flemish Laces, and known as TroUc Kant. 1891 Cent.
Did. s. V. Trolley, Honiton laco made with a trolley ground.
J189S Funk's Stand. Diet. s. v. Trolley, T[rolley\-t/ireadt
eoe of the threads outliniag the pattern of trolley-lace.

89&

Trolly, variant of Trollet.
Trolly-lolly (trp-li,l()-li), int. [Cf. Trolloll.]
A refrain of a song, expressing careless gaiety or
jollity. Also in nonce (threatening) use as vb.
trans, (quot. 1723). So fTrolylow (also as an
expression of contempt), Trololay Sc. (in con-
junction with Hogmanay). Also t Trolly trolly
(? iyit. or a.), expressing contempt.
136a Langl. p. PI. A. VII. 109 penne seten summe and

songen atte ale, And holpen him to nerien wijj * Hey I trolly-
lolly !

' [1377 K. VI. 118 ' how ! trolli-lolli !
' 1393 C. ix. 123

'hoy 1 troly I lolly !']. t$tg Lyndesay Complnyntm Now
trittyll, trattyll, trolylow, . . thowdois hot mow. c 1530 Hick,
scoriur 690, 1 was not gladde, perde 1 but now ; Hey, trollj',

lolly I Let us se who can descaunt on this same. 1567
Trialt Treas. (1850) 5 Hey howe, troly lowe; hey dery,
dery. a 1693 Urqukart's Rabelais ni. xxxvi. 298 Wishy,
washy

j_
Trolly, trolly, iw Case of Edward Collins 11

She said to her I'll trolly-lolly you. 179a Caledonian
Mercury 2 Jan. (Jam. s. v. Hogmanay), Tiie cry of Hog.
manay Trololay, is of usage immemorial in this country.

Trolops : see Trollop.

II Trombash (trp-mbEeJ). Also triim-. [Na-
tive name in the Soudan.] A kind of boomerang
used by the Soudanese. A\&oJig.
1867 Baker Nile Tribui. xx. (1872) 346 A curious weapon,

the trombash, used by these people. 1876 C. C. Long
Central A/rica^xXi. 237 Central Afric.i is a deadly pestiferous
country, in spite of the ' trumbash ' to the contrary by
travellers. 1884 A. Grkgohy in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 382 They
use many weapons, lances and sickle-bladed knives and
trumbashes, a kind of boomerang with mischievous.looking
iron prongs and points.

t TrO"inbe. Obs. rare. Also trompe, trumbe.
[ad. It. troinba a hand-grenade, tromba di fuoco
'a kind of casting wild-lier' (Floiio, 1598); cf.

obs. F. trombe a hollow humming-top.
With trompe cf. Trump s6.^ hollow tube, trumpet, etc]
a. A hollow tube filled with explosives; a hand-

grenade, b. A mortar for firing rockets.
1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldionrs xxix. 39 b, Trombes

or trunkes of fyre. /bid., Putte in the trumbe a handfuU
of serpentine poulder vnmixte. 1588 Lucar tr. Tartaglia's
Collotj. Arte Shooting App. 85 How you may make a Trunke
or Trombe which will shoote fireworkes. 1591 Garrarits
Art Warre-HT^ For preparations against the assault you
must not be destitute of all sorts ofarteficial fire, as Trompes,
Granades, Bullets,

Trombe, variant of Tbompk ^, blast apparatus.

Trombidiid (tr^^mbi-diiid), a. and sb. Zool.

[ad. mod.L. Trombidiidx, f. Trombidium, the
typical genus : see -id 3.] a. adj. Of or pertain-

ing to the Trombidiid^, a family of mites, b. sb.

A mite of this family. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Trombollte, variant of Throhbolite.
1850 Ansted Elem. GeoL, Min. etc 6 506 Trombolite and

Pelocronitc are varieties [of i'hosphori'Calcite).

Trombone (trpmlwun, trpmbou-n), sb. [ad.

It. trombone 'a bace or great sackbnt, a great
trump' (Florio, 1598), also, a blunderbuss, aug-
mentative of tromba trumpet. Cf. V. trombon
(16th c. inGodef.).]

1. Mtts. A large load-toned brass instrument of
the truini«t kind, consisting of a long tube bent
twice upon itself, and ending in a bell mouth ; the
U-shaped bend nearer the mouth-piece is of double
telescoping tubes, sliding upon one another, so that
the length of the sounding tube may be adjusted to
produce the desired note.

1 1 is also made with valves and pbtons instead of the slide
{^alve.trombone).

17M Short Explic. For. Wds. Mus. Bks., Trombone, a
very Large or Ba'S Trumpet, though more properly a Sack-
but. 1813 Examiner 10 May 303/2 Every violin, bassoon,
and trombone. 1856 Mrs. L. Clarke tr, Berlioz' Instru-
ment. 151 There are four kinds of trombones, each of which
bears the name of the human voice to which it bears the
nearest resemblance in quality of tone and compass. 1881
Bkoadhouse Atits. Acoustics 234 The Trumpet..and the
Trombone its natural bass. 1889 W. H. Stone in Grove
Diet. Mus. IV. 176 In a.a 1520 there was a well-known
Posaunenmacher named Hans Menschel, who made slide
Trombones as good as, or perhaps better, than those of the
present time. 1893 Symonds Li/e Miclut Angela (1899) II.
xi. 65 A sense-deafening solo on a tromixine.
attrib. 1886 Academy 16 Oct. 267/1 Why. . are Handel's

trombone parts persistently ignored ? 1893 B. Abbotsforo
But vii. 40 The 'if [man] with the trombone voice. 1906
Kropotkin Mem. Revolutionist (1908) I. viii. 47 Behind
each one of us a violinist or a trombone player stands. xoo8
IVestm. Gaz. 23 July 4/2 It does not concern them whether
the (motor.engine] cylinders are as big as beer-barrels, or
the stroke as elongated as a trombone-slide.

b. One who plays this instrument.
1848 Dickens Domley xxxi. An artful trombone lurks

and dodges round the corner.

C. A reed-slop in the organ of similar tone.
1S37 Stranger's Guide York (ed. 6) 78 Trombone .. Wood

open diapason.

Ii2. (tr(»mbJ-nir),pl. troiaboni(-n»). = Blunder-
buss I.

1754 RtCHARDSON Grandison (ed. 7) III. 258, I beat down
his Trombone, a kind of Blunderbuss, just as he presented
it at me. 1794 Mrs. Radclifpe Myst. Udolpho-Kv.ii\, When
we came up, we fired our tromboni_, but missed. 1797 —

.

Italian xxi. He fired his trombone in the air, when every
rock reverberated the sound.

_ 1843 hoKROVJ Bible in Spain
xxxiii. He then discharged bis trombone just over my head.

TRON.

Hence Trombonist, = i b; Trombony a.

colloq.j pertaining to or characterized by the trom-
bone.
1891 Cent. Diet., *Trombonist. 1897 Weekly Sun 19 Se|)t,

3/4 A trombonist in our tontine band. 1908 Times 8 July
7 /z Herr Steidl . . showed us how a trombonist and a clarinet-
ist ought to be educated. 1899 A. Layard Musical Bogiys
44 The *Trombony Bogey is terribly thin. 1913 Daily News
6 Sept. 6 The Prelude to Act III of Lohengrin '. .is a trom*
boney piece of music.

Trombone, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To move to and fro as in playing the
trombone {huviorous).

1879 Harlan Eyesight vi. 70 The age. .when we commence
to

\
trombone our newspaper ' in search of the receding near

point of distinct vision. 18^3 W. H. Hudson Idle Days
Patagonia xi, The redskin.. is never observed to trombone
his newspaper.

2. intr. To play the trombone ; also transj. to

make a sound like a trombone.
x888 H. Drummono Tropical A/nca \. 18 The hippopotami
..tromboning at us within pistof-shot kept us awake.
Trome, variant of Trume.
Trommel (trp*mel, A). Mining. U.S. [a.

G. trommel Drum.] A rotating cylindrical sieve

or buddle used for washing and sizing ores.

1877 in Knight Did. Meek. 1886 tr. Cation's Led. Mining
xxiii. III. 27 A trommel is a barrel in the form of a cylinder
or of a truncated cone, horizontal or slightly inclined.

Trom.ometer {Uomg-mh^i). [f. Gr. rpofxos

trembling + -METER.] An instrument for measur-
ing or detecting faint earth-tremors. Hence
Tromometric (tr^m^me'trik), Tromome'trical
adjs,j of or pertaining to the tromometer or its

use ; Tromoiuetry (tr(7mp*metri), the measuring of

earth-tremors, the scientific use of the tromometer.
1B78 Nature la Sept. 533/1 The instruments, particularly

the tromometer, were continually agitated. 1883 J. Milne
in Trans. Seismol. Soc. Japan VII. 1. 13 As to tne cause of

tromometric movements we have a field for speculation.

1887 G. H. Darwin in Fortn, Rev. Feb. 271 The 'normal
tromometer' of 13ertelli..is a simple pendulum,, .with an
arrangement for observing the dance of the pendulum-bob
with a microscope. 1895 Funk's Stand. Did., Tromometry.
1898 Nature 1 Dec 104/2 The subject to which he [Rossi]
devoted the greatest attention was perhaps tromometry, in

connection with which he devised many instruments. 1901
Daily Record 9f Mail 21 July 7 'Tromometric 'observations
(states * Science Siftings ') have been made at the observatory
near the summit of Mount Etna.

Tromp, obs. form of Trump; var. Trompe.
tTro-mpant,d'. Obs.rare-'^, \^.Yarompant

^

pres. pple. oi tromper : see Trump z/.2] Cheating,

deceiving, dishonest.

1605 Loud. Prodigal Vi. it, Him,,Who makes a trompant
life his daily sport.

Trompat, -er(e, obs. forms of Trumpet, -ek.

t Trompe ^> Obs* rare~\ [a. OF, trompe
(Godef.), i. iromper to deceive: cf. Trump z*.^]

Deceit, deception.

2547 Bk. Marchaunies a vlj, lieholde here the trompe the
paynied glosse of theyr malycyousnes.

!1 Trompe ^ (trohp). Also trombe, tromp.
[F. trompe, trombe^ An apparatus for producing
a blast, in which water falling in a pipe carries air

into a receiver, where it is compressed, and thence

led to the blast-pipe; a water blowing-engine.

Also attrib,

i8s8 Webster, Tromp, a blowing machine formed of a
hollow tree, used in furnaces. 1839 Ure Did. A rts 82-^ The
trompe, or water-blowing engine. Ibid. S25 The ordinary
height of the tiompe apparatus is about 26 or 27 feet to the
upper level of the water cistern. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss., Trombe or Trompe, ( Fr.), an apparatus for producing
an air-blast by means of a failing stream of water, which
mechanically carries air down with it, to be subsequently
separated and compressed in a reservoir or drum below. 1894
BowKKR in Harper's Mag. Jan. 418 About the middle of the

seventeenth century the tromp was introduced.

Trompe, obs. f. Trump ; var. Trombe Obs,

Tromper, Tromperie, -ery, Trompet,
-ette, obs. ff. Trumper, Tkumpery, Trumpet.

llTrompiUe (||tronp/'y, tr^mprl). rare-",

[F., f. trompe, Tbompe -; cf. F. trompillon.'] Each
of the holes or tubes by which air is admitted to

the water-pipe of a trompe.
i8a8 Webster, Trompil, au aperture in a tromp. 1891

Cent. Did., Trompille.

Trompour, -e, obs. ff. or var. Trumper.

Tron (trpn), trOne (trJn), sb, Sc. and mrth,
dial. Also 6 tronne, throne, troyne, 7, 9 troan,

[ME. a. OF. trone (Godef.) :—L. trutina^ a. Gr.
rpVTdvr) balance, pair of scales.]

1. (Chiefly .SV.) A weighing machine; a pair of

scales or other machine for weighing merchandise

;

a public weighing apparatus in a city or (burgh)

town ; also called * the king*s trone*. Now P/ist.

[c 1290 Elda II. xii. § 15 Quod fideliter colligant-.ulnas,

tronas, stateras, et pondera cujuslibet generis, tarn pro pane
quam pro aliis rebus venalibus provisa et habita. 13165 Stat.

David II, c 39 mActs Parlt. Scot. (1844) I. Ty^fr ExtitU
ordinatum, quod sit trona ad lanas ponderandas in burgis

Regiis, per singulos portus Regni.] 1477 in Charters ^c.

Edinb. (1871) 141 Sic like gudis that suld be weyit to be
vsit at the Ouer Bow, and a trone set thare. a 1500 in

Amolde's Chron, (1811) lot The marchaunt may make his

50-3
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wolle to be weyen at the kyngis trone yf he will. i«09
|

Skens Reg. Maj; Stat. David IIjA (see J365 above) Ihe i

Chalmerlane sail cause . . mat ane Trone for weying of woll
;

in all the Kings burghis. 174a in J. Paterson Hisl. Ke^ality
\

Mussetburgk (1857) 82 Repair the cross and the trone ni the
^

town of Musselburgh. 18*4 G. Chalmers Cn/«iw;a III. vi.

viii. 654 The trone for weighing goods being established

at the bottom of the tower, the Church obtained the
;

name of the Trone Church. a 1850 J. Gray Artthm.

(ed. 100) 12 The Tron Pound kept at Edinburgh is equal to

0622-67 Troy Grains ; it varies, however, in different places

and for different purposes. 1886 Masson EdM. Sk. ig Max-

kets. .each having its own ' tron ' or weighing apparatus.

b. The post of this was used as a pillory, or

place of public exposure and punishment of

offenders.
. , , ^ .

1449 Sc. Acli Jos. ir, c 9 (1814) II. 36/t And fra l>at

[beggars] haf no' to lefe aponne |>at |)ar ens be nalyt to t>e

trone or to ane vthir tre and cuttit of and bannyst (^ cuntre.

ISIS Burgh Rtc. Edinb. (1869) I. 156 He was admgeit to be

had to the Uone and thairstrikkin throw the hand and ban 1st

this towne. 1650 Acts Sederunt 6 Feb (1790) 69 They ordain

the said John Rob to be sett upon the Trone with a paper

upon his head, bearing thir words; (This John Rob is sett

heir for being an false informer of witnesses), and ordaines

his lugg to be nailed to the Trone be the spaice of ane hour.

1731 Gent/. Mag. Mar. 133/2 He shall h.-ive his Lugs tacked

to the muckle Trone with a Nail of twal a Penny.

o. Contextually, The place where the tron was

setup; a market-place, market ; inquot. \S2i Jig.

1500-ia Dunbar Poems Ixxxii. 24 At your hie Croce,

quhair gold and silk Sould be, thair is hot crudis and milk i

And at ijour Trone hot cokill and wilk. a 1571 Knox Hist.

Re/. Wks. 1846 I. i2t The Englismen seing no resistance,

hurlled . . cannounes up the calsay to the Butter-throne, x^^s

ViKKS\y Gentle Sheph. I. ii, I'll.. win the vogue at market,

tron, or fair. For halesome, clean, cheap, and sulTicient ware.

1821 GALT/J>l«./'<ir;V>xxxvii,Irville.. is an abundant trone

for widows and other single women. 1891 H. Hahburtoh
OcUl Idylls 65 At the very Irons in touns It [snowj's knee-

deep lyin.

d. Short for tron weight : see 3.

l8oi Ranken Hist. France 1. 1, v. 429, 1200 bundles ofhay,

of 4 pounds weight each. .is.. 327 stone Trone on the Scotch

acre.

2. (//.) north, dial. A weighing-machine ; a pair

of scales, a steelyard or spring balance.

i8«s Brockett N. C. li^ords, Trones, a steel yard. 1863

Mrs. Toogood Yorksh. Dial. (MS.), Go and borrow the

trones to weigh the hay.

3. attrib. Tronman (trone-man) : see quot.

1808-25 ; tron(e-pound, the pound of tron

weight^ varying locally from 21 to 28 ounces

avoirdupois ; so tron(e-8toue (see quots.) ; tron(e

weight, the standard of weight used at the tron.

i8oS-as Jamieson, *Trone-men, the name given to those

who carry off the soot sweeped from chimneys, because they

had their station at the Trone, Edinburgh. i8jS Smeaton
Ramsay vii. 182 Tronmen with their bags of soot. 1683

Repr. Advantages Manuf. Woolten-cloath 4 Wooll (not

worth 8sh. Scotsthe*Trone.pound). iS^sReg.PrivyCouncil
.Scot. I. 375 Fourtie thowsand *troyne stane wecht. 179s

HuTTON Math. Diet., Trone-Stone, in Scotland, according to

Sir John Skene, contains i9i pounds. i88a Ogilvie (Annan-

dale) -S.V. Trone, The later tron stone, .contained r6 tron

pounds, the tron pound being equivalent to 1-3747 lbs.

avoirdupois. ii93Ref. Mng. Sig. Scot. 815/1 Cum potestate

crucem foralem cum lie trone et "trone-wechtis habendi. 1618

Sc. Acts Jas. VHiixS) IV. 587/2 That Weght called of old

the Trone weght to be allvtterlie abolisched. 1799 J.

Robertson Agric. Perth 346 Cheese, .sold by tron weight,

having twenty-one ounces to the lb. 1811 Sir J. Sinclair

Syst. Husb. Scot. I. 58, 150 to 200 stone of hay, trone weight,

is carried by each two-horse cart, to . . Perth and Dundee.

Hence Tron (trone) v., trans, to weigh at the

tron,

1609 Skene Reg. Mnj. i. 152 Tronars sould be challenged,

that they keip not their ofl&ce in troning. .of wooll, hot they

trone the samine to some men, and not to others. x86x Riley
Liber Aldus 124 That no foreign merchant or other shall

sell or buy any wares that ought to be weighed or troned,

except by our own beam or tron.

Tron, obs. f. Throne ;
pa. t. of Trine v.^ Oh.

Trona (trou-na). A/!«. [a. Swed. i/-c«<i (1773),

app. from Arabic ^J^JO iron, apocopate form of

j^jiij natrUn, Natron, ad. Gr. v'lTfov soda

(Dozy).] Native hydrous sodium carbonate, found

in various places in N. Africa and America.

1799 KiRwAN Geol. Ess, 497 The trona was not deprived of

its water of crystallization. 1850 .Ansted Elem. Geol., Min.
etc § 371 Trona, Urao, Hydrous sesqui-carbonate of soda.

1866 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. (1878) 51 Trona.

.

forms a crust on the ground on mountain slopes . . in Peru.

Tronage (troanedg). [a. AF. tronnge, f. OF.
trone Teon : see -age.] The weighing of mer-

chandise at the tron ; a charge or toll upon goods

so weighed ; the right of levying such charge.

(laoo Rot. Chart. (1837) 35/2 Teneant predictam feriam.,

cum stallagio et theloneo, pesagio et tronagio, et cum omni-

bus aliis libertatibus. 1390 Rolls 0/ Parlt. I. 47/2 Merca.
tores . . conqueruntur quod per deceptionem tronagii, &
suptilitatem manuum ponderantium, decipiuntur de Catallis

suis. 1347-6 Ibid, II. 213/1 Les ditz Citeinz ount este quitz

de tronage, pesage des leins, & de merces.]

a I3»s MS. Ravjl. B.sio If. 20 b, pe lord king grauntez bat

..of. .tollage,tronage, passage, pontage, .lith fram nou forth

ward assise of nouele disseisine. a 1500 in Arnolde'sChron.
(1811) 100 To tronage perteinen thoos thingis that shalbe

weyen by the trone of T, kyngis. 1603 Stow Surv. 564 It

(London] auayleth the prince in Tronage \ed. 1598 Tonnage),

Poundage and other her customes, much more then all the

rest of the realme. 1607 Cowell Interfr,, Tronage . .a a

396

kindoftone..taken(asUseemeth)forweying. 1766 Entick
London (1776) I. 334 The tronage, that is to say, the weigh-

ing of lead, i860 Ail Year Round No. 76. 614 Here, was
formerly kept the royal steelyard, or beam, for the tronage

of imports.

Hence Tro'nager =» Tronrr.
1885 H. Hall Hist. Cusiom-Iievenue EngA\. vi. 123 The

sacks..and the bales .. were successively weighed at tlie

* beam ' by a special officer, the ' tronager or * tronour '.

Troncheon, -ion, -on, -oun, Troncke,
Trondle, obs. ff. Tuuncheon, Trunk, Trundle.

Trone j see Tron.
Trone, obs. f. Throne; pa. t. of Trtnk z/.s Obs.

TrO'Xier. Sc, and fwrtk. dial. Obs. cxc. Jlist,

Forms: 5 tronner, 5-7 tronar, 7 -our, 8 -or. [ad.

med.L. trotuirhis, f. trona Tron.] An official

who had charge of the weighing of merchandise at

the tron.

[136s 'Stat. David If, c. 39 in Acts Parlt. Scot. (1844) I.

139/1 Etsit in quolibet locotronarius.] cx^^filterCamerar,
c. 15 \x\ Acts Parlt, Scot. (184^) I. App. iv.698/3 OfTronaris.

At )rai keip nocht J^ar office m assayande woll bot sum ^ai

a-ssay ande o|>er sum (^ai spar for mede inscath to t>e kin^.

1507 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 219 Tronarisand uther ofiici-

aris. i&)Q [see Cocket sb.^ i b, Tron z'.]. 1789 Brand Hist.

NcwccLstte II. 150 note. The office of tronor and poisor of

Newcastle upon Tyne. 1885 [see Tronager],

fTro-ngle, v. Obs. 7-are—'*-. [Echoic] In

vbl. sb. Trongling, a ringing or tingling in the

ears.

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xi. ii. (ToUem. MS.) In eeren

wynde makej* also whistelynge and tronglynge [Bodl. MS.
trongelinge] and ryngynge [orig. sibitum et tmnitum].

Tronion, obs. form of Trunnion.

Ii Tronk (tr^gk). [Cape Dutch, ad. Pg. ironco

trunk, stock (of a tree), the stocks, by extension
* prison'. (Unknown in Du. of Holland.)] A prison.

1693 Gov. Rec. Fort St. George., Madras, The justices..

committed him to the Custody of the Talliars in the Trunke,
;

but on the 21 September last, he made his escape by break- I

ing through the Prison wall. 1B63 Lady Duff Gordon Lett.
!

fr. Egypt, etc. (1S75) 259 He. .informed me he had just been
j

in the Tronk. 1897 Daily News 31 Mar. 6/4 Discomfort in.
,

fltcted by the Boers on their prisoners in the tronk at Pre-

toria. 190S Blac/av. Mag. Sept. 389/1 You shall be caught.

You shall go to tronk.

Tronk, tronke, obs. forms of Trunk.
Tronsoun, obs. form of Truncheon.
Troo, obs. or Sc. form of Trow v.

Troocheman, obs. f. Truchman, interpreter.

Trood, obs. f. Trod {sb,, and pa. t. of Tread z/.).

Trookyll, obs. form of Truckle.

Troolie (trzi*li). Also 8 troelie, 9 troely, (in

Diets.) trooly. [Corruption of Tupi tururi.'\ A
name for the immense entire leaf of the bussu-palm

{Manicaria sacd/era), often thirty feet in length

and four or five in breadth, used in the lower

Amazon region for thatching. Also, the tree itself.

Also attrib., as troolie leaf, palm, tree; troolie

hut, a hut thatched with troolies.

1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 13 Troelies are a leaf near

thirty feet in length, serving for the thatch of houses, /bid.

103 Troolies are, perhaps, the largest leaves.. hitherto dis-

covered. 1825 Waterton IVand. S. Anter, i. {1903) 12 The
troely, one leaf of which will defend thee from both sun and
rain [Note (1903) The Troolie palm]. /Hd. (1882) 30 The
low and swampy parts near creeks where the troely tree

grows. 1847 ^I- J' Biggins Ess, (1875) 227 An Indian.,

barn, open at the sides, and thatched thickly with troolie

leaves at the top. 1899 Rodway Guiana IVilds 20 Lying on
the bed in the troolie hut.

Trooly, Troone, obs. ff. Truly, Throne.
Troop (tr«p), sb. Forms : 6 trowp, (troppe),

6-7 troup, trowpe,troope,6-8 troupe, (7 trope),
6- troop, [a. OF. trope (13th c), F, troupe

(i6th c), = Prov. trop, Sp., Pg. tropa, It, truppa,

prob. :—late L. tropptis 'flock*, of which the

ulterior origin is uncertain.]

1. a. A body of soldiers.

1545 LisLK in St. Papers Hen. VIII, 1. 829 Your enymyes
. .assemblyd more and more in gret troupes. 1598 Barret
Theor. Warres in. i. 42 Your Musketiers being deuided
into sundrie troupes, of 30, 40 or 50 in a troupe.

^
x6io

Holland Camden^s Brit. (1637) 527 Amid the thickest

troupes of his enemies in the battaile of Agincourt. 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe jT/yj/. f/(/i?//A£»xv, The travellers frequently
distinguished troops of soldiers moving at a distance. 1838
Lytton Leilau. ii.In this troop, .rode manyof the best blood
of Spain. x8<a Thackeray Esmondin. vii, Esmond perfectly

well remembered seeing the old lady sitting up in the bed .

.

that morning when the troop of guard came to fetch her.

b. A numt)er of persons (or things) collected

together ; a party, company, band.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. x. ix. (1886) 150, 1 marvell

a^aine, that no bodie else heareth nor seeth this troope of

minstrels. x6oi ?Marston Pasquil ^ Kaih, 11. 95 The
glooming morne. .hath, .forc'dtbesacred troupes ofsparkling

stars into their priuate Tents. 16x5 G. Sandys Trav. 42

Liuing in wandring troupes according to the Scythian
Nomades. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 130 f i We saw at a
little Distance.. a Troop of Gipsies. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Manck. Strike \. i The children dispersed in troops.

C, Of animals: A herd, flock, swarm.
1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle (1596) 237 Fold for sheepe...
Make your pennes . .in some drie ground, and make also par-

titions thereinto to receiue small troups of forty or moe. 1604

E. G(bimstohe] D'Acosta'sHist. In<iiesw.xxx\\\. 299 In Peru
there is such store of pastures and feedings, as. .every man

TEOOP.

feedes his troupes where he pleaseth. 1719 De ¥ov. Crusoe
(1840) I. XX. 358 We perceived two or three troops of wolves.
i8ta Cary Dante, Parad. xxxi. 6 A troop of Ijees. 1847
Tennyson Princ. iv. 150 As flies A troop ^f snowy doves
athwart the dusk.

d. Used to indicate a great number; a *lot';

esp. in pi, ' flocks *, * swarms *,

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 81 A huge infectious troope Of
pale distemperatures, and foes to life. 1596 Dalrvmple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. (S-T.S.) II. 193 Our folkis, in hope to
obteine the hous, in troupis rinis to, lx)t agane ardung doune.
1605 Shaks. Macb, v. iiu 25 That which should accompany
Old-Age, As Honor, Loue, Obedience, Troopes of Friends.
X658 iVhole Duty Man xvii. § 18 We find this sin of self,

love set by the Apostle in the head of a whole troop of sins.

X794 Ld. Auckland Corr. (1862) HI. 198 Lady Auckland
and the troop are all in perfect health. i88x Bk5ANT& Rice
Chapl, ofFleet 11. i. (1883) 120 There is no time, for a woman,
like the time when she . . is courted by a troop of lovers.

+ e. A company of jDcrformers : «= Troupe,
X779 Sheridan Critic \. \, Your first inquiry would be,

whether they had brought a theatrical troop with them. X83S
T. Mitchell Acharn, Aristoph. 1043 note. This prize-feast

is . . a frequent source of encouragement to his orchestral

troop.

2. //. Armed forces collectively. Alsoyf^.

1598 Harret Theor. Warres 136 Fraunceand Flanders, too

full of his pencionary troupes. 1605 Shaks. Lenri\.\. 16 Our
troopes set forth to morrow. 1671 Lady M. Bfrtie in 12/A

Rep. Hist. MSS. Conim. App. v. 22 My brother Peregrine

and all the troopes are to show in Hide Parke beefore the

Prince of Orange. 1732 Lkdiard Sethos U. viii. 143 Cer-

tain sums of money to raise troops. 1835 T. Mitchell
Acharn. Aristoph. Introd. p. xvii, It was a war of native and
self-paid troops against troops foreign and purchased. 1854
CoBDEN .S)*a'c/i« (1878) 319 The courage displayed by our
troops.

3. Mil. spec, A subdivision of a cavalry regiment

commanded by a cajitain, corresponding to a com-

pany of foot and a battery of artillery.

X590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons Ded. 5 b, Souldiors..

disordering tbemselues vpon euery light occasion both in

battallion, squadron and troupe. 1641 Evelyn /^/arj- 12 Sept,
Here were now 16 companies and 9 tropes of horse. X703

Marlborough Lett, ff Disp. (1845) I- ii? Lord Raby's regi-

ment of dragoons.. is of eiglit troops. 183a Regul. Instr,

Cavalry m.^s Troop—The half of a Squadron. Troops are

called Right and Left in each Squadron.

b. The command of a troop.

1813 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) XI. 187 Just at

this moment there is a troop vacant for purchase in the regi-

ment of Life Guards. x8^ Thackeray Fitz-B, Pap. Pref.

(1887) 14 His papa would have purchased him a troop—nay,
alieutenant-colonelcy—someday, but for his fatal excesses.

4. Mil, A signal on the drum for troops to

assemble in readiness for marching j the assembly,

(Cf. quot. 1667 in Troop v. i.)

1688 R. HowA^ Armoury \u.x\x. (Roxb.) 153/2 The drumer
is to beat all maner of beats, as a Call, a Troope, a March*
a Preparative. X706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s. v.. The Troop,
which is the second beat of the Drum,.. for the Men to

repair to their Colours. 1803 Instruct. Infantiy (ed. 3) 13
The Music plays the Troop. 1845 %.]vi^Xi Margaret \.x\\\,

Tony's beat of the troop was the signal for the soldiers to

assemble.

5. attrib. and Comb.: in sense 2, as troop-boat,

column, -ship, -steamer, ^traffic, -train, -transport',

in sense 3, as troop-gelding, -leader (cf. Leader ^ 6),

•leading, -orderly, sergeant {'juajor), -stable \ also

troop-lined, -thronged &6p. ; troop-bird {U.S.), a

troopial(Worcester 1 860, citing Gray) ; troop-boot
{(7.S.), a cavalry boot; troop-fowl {local U.S.),

a scaup-duck; troop-horse, (a) a cavalry horse

;

f {b) collectively, horsemen for a troop.

x8i6 in Century Ma^. LIX. 623/1 He had taken ten gun-
boatsfrom the NeapoIit.ins, and several *troop-boats. 1885 E.
Custer Boots <5- Saddles x. 107 The general .. wore "troop-

boots reaching to his knees. 170a Ecmd, Gaz. No. 3790/8 A
bright-bay *Troop-Gelding 15 bands and half high. 1640
Bk. War Comtn. Coz-enanters i The Committie ordaines,

that, the *troupe horss to be leviat furth of the Stewartrie

for the service of the publict. x8s6 Lever Martins o/Cro'
M. xxxvi, The sound of troop-horses passaging to and fro.

.

now interrupted the colloquy. xZ^z Regul. Instr. Cavalry u.

29 The "Troop Leaders are to be on the pivot flank. tSSgPali
Mall G. 3 July 4/3 The procession followed the *troop-lined

route. X896 Westm. Gaz.jo Mar. 5 '3 He was •troop-orderly

that day. x688 R. Holme Ary/zoury in. xviii.(Roxb.)i34/i

The *Troup, or Holster pistall, this is longer then the fore said

[girdle pistol] by as much againe. 1838 Jas. Grakt Sh. Lond.
92 The Troopers . . being allowed . . to call for as much tobacco,

technically termed ' *Troop-sand ', as they could consume at

the sitting. 1853 Stocqueler Milit. Encycl. s. v. Serjeant-
Alajor, A *Troop Serjeant-major receives 3s. (p>er day].

1889 W, S. Gilbert Foggerty's Faity etc. (1892) 108 Hewas
now troop-sergeant, and one of the smartest men in the

squadron. x86a Thackeray Philipxvi, I certainly did sufl^er

most cruelly on board that horrible *troop-ship. 1855 Whytb
Melville Gen. Bouncexx, Their task consisted of lounging

I
about a *troop-stable, attired in undress uniform, to watch
the men cleaning and 'doing up* their respective horses.

i86a Catal. Internat. Exhib. II. xii. 13 Model of Govern-
ment *troop steamer for the Lower Indus. 1893 Gosse
Questions at Issue 270 The breaking-out of cholera in a
*troop-train.

Troop (tr«p), V, [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To gather in a company; to come to-

gether ; to flock, assemble.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Agglomero,.. to prease or gather

thicke to gether, as souldiours doe : to trowpe. 1588 Shaks.
Tit. A. 11. i. 113 Therewill the louely Roman Ladies troope.

X604 E, G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxxiii.

300 These wilde kine have so multiplied.. that they troupe
together in the fields and woods by thousands. X667 M ilton
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P. L. VII. 297 As Armies at the call OfTrumpet . . Troop to thir

Standard. 1795 Burke Let. to ti '. Elliot Wks. 1842 1 1. 244
Multitudes, h.irdly thought to be in existence, would appear,
and troop about him, 1799-1805 Worusw, Preludi: v. z6o
She left us destitute, and, as we might, Trooping together.

f 2. a. trans. To gather or assemble (iodividuals)

into a troop or company. Also refl. To associate

or consort with a number of others, to go in

company. Obs.

CIS90 Greene Fr. Bacon yiL 3 The king .. trooped with
all the western kings That lie alongst the Dantzic seas by
east. Ibid. xii. 16, 1 came not, troop d with all this warlike
train. 151)0— Ort, ^«?-. Wks. (Rtldg.) 91/2, 1 vow.. To troop
niyselfwithsuchacrewof men Asletc.}. i6ao [G. Hryix;es]
Horx Subs. 410 Amongst some of them hee should iroope
himselfe.

b. intr. To associate with.
593 Shaks. Rottt. ff Jul. r. V. 50 So shewes a Snowy Doue

trooping with Crowes, As yonder Lady ore her fellowes
showes. 1605 — Lear i. i. 134 All the large effects That
troope with Maiesty. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trau. 195 The
descendants ofSabme pigeons, .trooping with noisy rooks
and daws. 1880 Kinge.ake Crimea VL ix. 299 He would
troop with the accusing throng.

3. intr. To walk, go, pass ; colloq. (with off^

away, etc.) to go away, ' be off', * pack \ Cf.

March v.'^ 2.

1590 Shaks. Afids. U. lit. ii. 382 And yonder shines Auroras
harbinger; At wh'ise approach Ghosts wandring here and
there, Troope home to Church.yards. 1700 T. Brown
Amusem. Ser. ^ Com. 32, I thought 'twas lime to troop
off to an Eating- House. 1708 Mrs. Centlivhe /imte Body
IV, ii, Get out ofmy house,—go troop. 178a Eliz. Bixjwkr
Geo. Bateman I. 147 Pack up your cloaths, Miss Pert, for
. . you shall troop from hence to-morrow, i860 G. M rredith
Evan Harrington xlv, The place is ours till we troop,

4. intr. To march in rank ; to walk or pass in

order. Alsoyl^. Now somewhat colloq.

iwa WvRLEY Arntorie 148 Nowclose to troupe^ then qo<xJIy
to oeraine. 159S Barret Theor, IVarres iii. ii. 70 Sundry
small troup^, trouping round about the hattell. 1635
Bakujffe Afit. Disci^. Ixx'm. (1643) »99 Those files which
formerly gaire fire in the meane time trooping backe. 168s
H. Alorich U/an Christ Church Bells Ox/.^ Y*" verger
troops Iwfore y* Deane. 1698 Frykr Acc. E. India <V /*. 130
My Indians..trouped by three or four wretched Towns,
i8m W. Irving Sketch Bk. L 63 (R. van It^inkle) He was
generally seen trooping like a colt, at his mother's heels.
1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect W. 40 The days .. trooped
forward as peacefully as . . the soft white clouds, 1893
Nation (N. Y.) 22 June 453/2 As the spring months troop
by, they bring a succession of fruits.

b, trans. To cause to march in a troop.
i87» T. Cooper Li/e 238 At six we were trooped off.

6. intr. To come or go in great numbers; to
pass in flocks or troops ; to flock (/«, out^ etc).
1610 Bolton Elem, Armories ^x The restofproofcs which

troup-vp close to their quarter, . . who can but embrace ? 16*9
VL11.10H Christ's Nativity, Hymn xxvl,l'hc fl >ckingshadows
pale Troop to th' infernall jail. 1784 Couter 7'ash v. 61 Now
from the roost .

.
Come trooping at the house-wife'swell-known

call The feather "d tribes domestic. 186a Mrs. H. Wood
Mrs. Hallib. \, xiv, All the children trooped in at once. 1910
A. M. Fairrairs Stud. Relig, ff Theol. II. vin. iii. 519 The
address delivered, the Jews trooped out of the synagogue.
6. trans. {Mil.) To troop the colour (or colours') :

to ijerform that portion of the ceremonial known
as Mounting of the Guard in which the colour is

received. Also absoL

^
The first Standing Order on the subject (but not contain,

ing the word) is dated May 1755 ; but the appellation may
date back to Marlborough s time, as it is known that there
were Campaign orders on the subject of Mounting of the
Guard which do not appear to have been preserved. See
* General Regulations, Orders, and Warrants, 1717-1766',
MS. in the War Office Library, in which the ceremonial
is fully described.
t8o3 Instruct, tn/antty (ed. 3) 1 1 To Troop or send for the

Colours. 1816 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 8/1 After the trooping
of the colours had taken place the detachment, .received the
Eagles. 1861 G, F. Berkeley Sportsm. IV. Prairies xiv.
233 In mouniingguard they *troop'asmuchas wedo. 1893
Timers 5 June 6/1 The ceremony called trooping the colour
which dates back to the times of Marlborough. i&>4 /bid.
I June lo/i First the colour was trooped, and then followed
a march past in column.

7. To transport (troops).
i88a 1894 [see Trooping v&t. sb. b.].

Trooper (trw-poj). [f. Troop sb. + -eb ^.]

1. A soldier in a troop of cavalry ; a horse soldier.
The term was used in connexion with the Covenanting

Army which invaded England in 1640. It was used in the
English Army in 1660. In the first establishment of Horse
Regiments after the Restoration, the strength of a troop of
horse was 1 Captain, i Lieutenant, and 60 Troopers.
1640 Bk. War Comm. Corenanters i That ilk trouper

h.ive for the twa pairt of the 40 dayes lone appoyntit be the
Committie of Estaites xviij libs. 1694 Luttrell Brie/Ret.
(1857) III. 296 [They] were all mounted on gr.iy and white
horses, and new clothed, and are more like troopers than
dragoons. 1703 Marlborough Lett. ^ Disp. (1845) I. 164
The troopers might embark with the two regiments of foot.

1844 H. H. Wilson j9rrV./W/a 1. 199 Theescort.. consisted
of but two companies of native infantry and <^ixteen troopers.
^•j Field Exerc. fn/antry 331 Two or more troopers should
be with each support, to carry intelligence.

b. In various colloq. and slang phrases, esp. to

swear like a trooper,

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. T. s. v., You will die the death of
a trooper's horse, that is with your shoes on, a jocular
method of telling any or\e. he will be hanged. \ZioSporting
Mag. XXXVI. 122 The fellow, .swore like a trooper. i8ia
Lady Granville Lett. 13 Sept. (1894) I. 41 Willum Lamb
laughs and eats Uke ^trooper. 184a S. Lover Hatidy Andy
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xii, Jack was heard below, swearing like a trooper. 1854
Badham Halieut, 443 A friend of his, 'eques fortissimus ', i.e.

one who lied like a trooper. 1884 Svmonds S/iais. Prcdcccis.

I

iv. 160 Juventus.. swears like a trooper.

2. A horse ridden by a trooper ; a troop-horse

;

I

a cavalry horse.

j

1640 Sir J. Lessley in Antiq. Rep. (i3oq) IV. 436 The
tag'dtail'd trooper thatstands in the staw. 1791 'G.Gamhado'
Ann. Horsein. iv. (1809) 84 Instead of his capering like a
Trooper, he hangs down his head and tail. 1855 Whyte
Mklvili.e Gen. Bounce xx. How he gave it you.. about
riding that old trooper instead of your own charger 1 1901
Field 9 Feb. 163/3 These expenses take too much off tiie

price paid for a trooper.

3. In Australia : A mounted policeman.
1858 McCoMBiE Hist. Victoria viii. 100 A violent effort

[was] made by the troopers on duty to disperse an assemblage
which occupied the space of ground in front of the hustings.
1864 J. Rogers Ne^u Rushw.ii. A trooper spies him snoring
in the street.

4. A troop-ship.
187a 'Aliph Ckeem (Yeldham) Lays 0/ Ind i\Z-j6) 204

The gallant trooper 'Crocodile ' is getting under weigh. 1880
World 1 3 Oct., Of those in the Euphrates, one of the 1 niperial
troopers, four were down simultaneously with sunstroke.
l89« N bwnham-Davis Three Men H a God 79 The l.ist hired
trooperof the se.-ison was going home in the early spring,
taking in her a draft of the regiment.

t5. Cant. A half-crown. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Trooper, a half Crown.

Troopial, tronpial (tr«-pial). Omith. [,id.

K. troupiale (lirisson 1760), f. troupe troop, from
its living in flocks.] A name given to various
species of birds of the American family Icteridie

;

esp. the icteric oriole. Also allrib.

(181S Waterton IVand. S. Amer. (1882) 26 You hear the
pretty songster called Troupiale pour forih avariety ofsweet
and plaintive notes.) 1815 ISonaparte Ainer. Omith. 1. 27
Yejlow-headed Troopial. Ibid. 28 Red-winged Troopial.
Ibid. 31 .\li the species of Troopial are peculiar to America.
1863 Dates Nat. Amazon vii. (1864) i63 Flocks of a hand-
some bird belonging to the Icteridx or troupiai family. 189a
W. H. Hudson Nat. La Plata 283 A scarlet-breasted
troupiai of La Plata. 189s Newton Vict. Birds, Troopial.

Trooping (trK-pig), vbl. sb. [f. TliOOP v.+
•INO '.] The action of the verb Tkoop.
iSo^lIoweirs.St. Trials 1. 142/2 Not foranyassemblingsor

troopmgs by them formerly made within the kingdom ofEng-
land, but [etc.]. l8l6 [see Troop p. 6J. iV^iManch. Exam.
8 June 4/7 The chief event . . was the trooping of the colours
on the Horse Guards Parade. 1888 Stevenson 5/fif>&Wrrf77v
167 The great trooping of black clouds, and the cold squalls
that followed one another. 1893 L. Killeen Soldiers at
Sea 32Whcn the trooping is over for the year, the troopships
lie idle in Portsmouth Harbour. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. 2 Dec.
12/1 l"he completion ofa dream of ' trooping ', by means of
which the South-Wcslern moves our sailors and soldiers to
and from the coast in any part of England without detrain-
ing for other lines.

b. attrik
1647 Catdivell Pap. (Maitl. CI.) I. 110 Quhat they de-

pursed, .for trouping horses furnishit be them, quartering of
troupers, and monethlie mantinance. 1696 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3147/4 A T'rooping Saddle trimmed with blue. 1883
Pall Hall G. 24 June 8/1 The preparation of the Serapis
and Crocodile for the Indian trooping season can be sus-
pended if found necessary, and they can be employed as
supplementary transports. 1894 Scott. Leader 17 May 5
The Admiralty has chartered two P. & O. steamers. . to begin
the trooping service in September.

Troo-piug, ppl. a. [-INO 2.] That troops.
isSj Stanvhurst ^neis m. (Arb.) 83 Heere., fields of

Safent with trouping clustered armye Lyctius Idomeneus
dooth keepe. ifsS-46 Thomson Spring 135 The little

trooping birds. 1813 Chalmers Serm. 1. 1. 24 His people
..come in trooping multitudes around him. 1843 J-
Martineau Chr. Life (1867) 464 Whose trooping images the
dawning light does not disperse.

t TrOO'pmeal, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Troop sb.

+ -MEAL.] by troops, in a troop or troops.
1600 Holland Lity v. xxx. 200 The Nobles old and young,

came troup-meale. .into the halL C1611 Chapman /Had
XVII, 634 So troope-meale Troy pursu'd a while.

Troo'pwise, adv. rare. [f. Troop sb. + -wise.]
By or in troops.
i8ao \V. TooKE tr. Lucian I. 560 note. Wolves are

frequently seen going troopwise.

Troose, var. Trol'se, trews, trousers.

Troostite (trK-stait). [Named after Prof. G.
Trooftt of Nashville, Tennessee : see -iteI.]

1. Mill. A variety of Willemite, with admixture
of iron and manganese, occurring in reddish hexa-
gonal crystals.

1835 C. U. Shepard Treat. Min. II. 247 Troostite . . is

found at Sterling (N. J.) .issociated with Franklinite.
1850 Ansted F.lem. Geol., Min. etc. § 448 Troostite, or
Troolite, is a variety [of Ui-silicate of Manganese] containing
iron. 1868 Dana Min. fed. 5) 262 Willemite.. Silicate of
Zinc...The crystals of..New Jer.sey are often quite large,

and pass under the name of troostite.

2. Metallurgy. A transitional constituent ofsteel

:

cf. Mauten.sitb, Pearlitb 2, .Sorbite 2.

Vjp* Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 572/2 Austenite, troostite,

sorbite, and other constituents [of iron] have also been
described.

Hence Troostitic (-i'tik) a., pertaining to or

consisting of troostite {Cent. Did. Sttppl. 1901}).

Trooze, variant of Trouse, trews, trousers.

fTropsB-an, a. Obs. rare—^. [f. L. tropx-us

adj. (Pliny) + -an : cf. Gr. rpoiraia ' (sc. irvoij) an
alternating wind, one which blows back from sea

TBOPB.
to land' (L. & .Sc), f. rpoirot turning.] Blowing
from sea to land

; tropiean zvinds, sea-breezes.
1686 Plot Stafibrdsk. 44 The frequent rains brought by

the Xropa:an winds from the Irish Seas.

Tropseolaceons (tropiiol^r-Jag), a. Bot. \i.

mod.L. Trop:voldce-!K (f. Trop.»;olum) -h -ous : see
-ACEOUS.] Belonging to the Natural Order Tro-
pxolacex, typified by the genus Tropseolum; re-
garded by some as a division of Geraniacex.
1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppl.

Tropseolin (tropf-Jlin). Also -ine. [f. nexl
-h -IN 1, -INK 5; from the resemblance of the colour
to that of the flowers of some species of Tropxoltim^
Any one of several orange dyes, of complex com-
position, belonging to the class of sulphonic acids.
1880 Friswell in yml. Soc. Arts 446 This body has been

used as a dye, under the name of Tropajoline O. x88i Watts
Diet. Cliem. VIII. 1857 Diazinsulphonic Acids. .Sulphoxy-
benzenephenols. ..Some of them are dye-stuffs, known in
commerce as tropax)Iine, chrysoTdine, roccelline, &c. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 522 Watery solution of tropEcolin.

II Tropseolum {iro^rdXSm). Bot. PI. -a (and
in Eng. form -ums). [mod.L. (LinnKus, 1737),
f. Gr. Tpvuatov trophy; so called from the resem-
blance of the leaf to a shield and the flower to a
helmet.] A South American genus of herbs (N.O.
Tropftolacese or Geraniacere), mostly of trailing or
climbing habit, with irregular spurred flowers, usu-
ally deep orange or yellow; several species are
cultivated as ornamental plants, and are commonly
called Indian Cress, and (erroneously) Nasturtium.
1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxxi. (1794) 481 T'he nectary

is found on the calyx in Tropxolum. 1815 J. Scott Vis. Parts
(ed. 2) App. 287 The hedges are interlaced with twining Tro-
pxola. PassionJlowers, and Convolvuli. i8ti6 Treas. Bot.
1178/1 The Tropajolums are remarkable for possessing an
acrid taste, similar to that which exists among the Crvcifcrx.
1901 J. Black's Carp. ^ Build., Home Handier. 45 Passion
flowers, convolvuluses, and tropseolums running up and
around the window.

II Tropsenm (trupr-om). Also 6 tropheum,
7-9 tropheeum, 9 tropSBon. [L. tropaeum,
trophn'um, ad. Gr. rpoiraioi' trophy.] = Teophy.
(Now only Antiq., in lit. sense.)

1549 Cornel. Scot. xvii. i.^q This last tryumphe of laure
tre vas callit tropheum, quhllksingnifeisaneioyful victoree.
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 307 They, .enacted
in their Chapter house, that.. Saint Cuthbertes feast (as
a Tropheum of their victorie) shoulde be holden double,
both in their Church and Kitchen. 1847 Leitch tr. C. O.
Miiller^s Anc. Art % 200 (18^0) 189 Below, a tropajon is

erected by Roman legionaries and auxiliaries. 1901
Atkemeum 5 Jan. 24/2 (The] massive foundations, .are too
deep and strong for anything but a very large tower or
trophaeum.

Tropal (tr^u'pal), a. Geom. [f. L. trop-us

Trope -t- -al.] Pertaining to or constituting a
trope : see Trope 8.

1875 Cayley Math. Papers IX. 519 The quartic surface
has also four tropes (planes which touch the surface along a
conic). ..The conic of cont.-ict or tropal conic in each plan
being the intersection of the plane with the before.mentioned
quatlric surface. Ibid. 520 Ordinary tropal planes each
touching llie surface in a proper conic.

II Troparion (trffpseri^in, -ea-ripn). PI. -ia.

[a. Gr. Tpoirapiov, dim. of rpoiros Trope (sense 5).]
In the Greek Church : A short hymn, or a stanza

of a hymn ; also, = Troper.
1850 UmM.E Hist. Eastern Clt. I. 832 notch, A Canon, in

the usual services, consists of nine odes; each ode is divided
into an uncertain number of troparia, generally three, four,
or five, Troparion is the generic term for all the short
hymns of which the services of the Greek Church almost
entirely consist. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus.
7Vrw/j (1898), Troparion, an office-book of the Greek Church
containing the sequences or chants sung after the lessons.

Tropary, tropery (tr^u-psri;. Ecd. [ad.

med.L. troparium, troperium, f. L. tropus Trope
(sense 5).] = Troper.
14. . Nom. in Wr.-WGlcker 719/34 ///£"/r(7/£7r/wj,a tropery.

1715 J. Lewis Li/e Pecocke{\i\t^ 158 It was usual to swear
on the tropery or t[r]oper,a book ofsequences. \^zChurck
g. Rer, 276 A very considerable number of the Service

ooks in use, .in Anglo-Saxon timessurvive... They consist

of Sacramentaries or Missals, Troparies, Passionals [etc.].

TropO (trtfiip). Also 6 troope, 7 trop. [ad. L.
tropus a figure of speech, ad. Gr. rpoiros a turn, f.

Tpi-iruv to turn; cf. F. trope (1554 in Godef.

Compl.'). Sometimes app. repr. Gr. rpomj (cf. 3).]

1. Rhet. A figure of speech which consists in the

use of a word or phrase in a sense other than that

which is proper to it ; also, in casual use, a figure

of speech; figurative language.
1533 TlttDM.ESuppL'r 0/ LordQv, If yebesoswornetothe

litteral sense in this matter, that ye will not in these wordes of
Christe, Thys is my bodye, &c. , admitte in so playne a speache
anye troope. 1573 Tusser Husb. xxviii. (1878) 68 Christmas
is onely a figure or trope, a 1638 M ede IVks. (1672) 349 That
usual Trope of Scripture, by a part, or that which is more
notable or obvious in any kind or rank of things, to imply
the rest. 1693 Dryden Juvenal {1697) p. liii. Where the
Trope is far fetch'd, and hard, 'tis fit for nothing but to
puzzle the Understanding. 1779 Sheridan Critic i. i. Your
occasional tropes and flowers suit the general coarseness of
your stile, as tambour sprigs would a ground of linsey-
wolsey. 1783 Hlair Led. Rhetoric xiv. I. 275 Tropes.,
consist in a word's being employed to signifysomething that
is different from its original and primitive meaning ; so that if
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you alter the word, you destroy the Figure. 1837 Macaulay
Ilss., 5a^<»« (1887)428 Irony is one of the four primary tropes,

1876 Gladstone Homeric Synchr. 262 Totreatas a poetical

trope this idea of kings as god-born or god-reared. 1888

Brvce Amer.C. III. cxi. 597 [American] rhetoric is Rhodian
rather than Attic, overloaded wiih tropes and figures.

attrib. X799 Han. More Fern, Educ. (ed. 4) I. x. 221 By
thb negligence in the just application of words, we shall be.

.

much misled by these trope and figure ladies.

t2. In Gregorian Music, A short distinctive

cadence at the close of a melody. Obs,

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1358 To let passe therefore

the five positures of the Tetrachords, as also the first five

tones, tropes, changes, notes or harmonies. 1605 Bacon
A(k}. Learn, n. v. § 3 Is not the trope of music, to avoid or

slide from the close or cadence, common with the trope of

rhetoric of deceiving expectation ? i6a6 — Sylva % 113.

t3. [ = Gr. T/win;.] The * turning * of the sun at

the tropic ; also =* Tropic A. 2. Ohs. rare.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 258 The Sun has. .its

annual Tropes and Vicissitudes, what they call Solstices,

whereby it is nearer to or remoter from us. 1735 H. Brooke
Univ. Beauty iv. 169 Now 'thwart the trope, or zone

an tart ic steer.

t4. Logic. — Mood j^.2 i. Obs. rare.

1656 Stanley /fist, Pkilos. viii. (1701) 315/1 Of Moods or

Tropes there are two kinds, one of Indemonstrable^,, .the

other of Demonstrables,

6. In the Western Church, A phrase, sentence,

or verse introduced as an embellishment into some
part of the text of the mass or of the breviary office

that is sung by the choir.

(Tropes were discontinued at the revision of the missal

under Pope Pius V in the i6ih cent.)

1846 Maskell Man. R/'t. I. p. xxxvii, The Tropes, .were

..sung either before or after the Introit and Hymns in the

service of the Mass. 1853 Rock CA. ^/aM^rr IV, xi. 21 A.,
practice., had., grown up. .in the north and western quarters

of Christendom., ofweaving certain pious sentences, called by
the Romans ' festive praises , by the Franks ' tropes ', between
the words of the psalm in the introit at mass.^ 1894 \V. H.
Frere Winchester Trover p. ix, 'Trope '..is the regular

word to describe additions to the Introit, Offertory and
Communion, and is also more rarely found in connection

with the Ite missa est or Benedicamus at the close of Mass.

6. In the Moravian Church, One of the three

divisions forming the * Unity of the Brethren *,

[1780 B. La Trobk tr. Cranzs Hist. Brethren 355 In..

1749.. the administration of the Reformed tropus in the

Unity of the Brethren was tendered to^ and accepted by, the

Bishop of Sodor and Man, Thomas Wilson.l 1809 Bogue &
Bennet Hist. Dissenters (1833) II. i. 64 The three different

classes of persons who compose the Unity, bear among the
brethren the name of trop.:s or iropuses.

7. In Greek Philosophy : see quots.

1866 Ferrier Grk. Philos. I. xv. 467 Of these tropes or
Sceptical arguments Sextus enumerates ten. 1910 R. D.
Hicks Stoic <V Epicurean 376 iEnesidemus undertook to

arrange the whole material at the disposal of the Sceptic in

his contention against the dogmatic position under ten heads
or tropes. The word trope properly denotes procedure ; the

ten tropes were intended to contain the means of refuting

dogmatism in all possible forms, and to provide directions

for stating every line of available argument which could
lead to negative conclusions and paralyse assent.

8. Geom. The reciprocal of anode on a curve or

surface; in different cases, a multiple tangent or

tangent plane, or a plane or developable surface

touching the given surface in a particular way.
1869 Cavley Math. Papers VI. 330 Using ' trope ' as the

reciprocal term to node. 1875 [see Trohal).

Tropee, obs. form of Tkopuy.
Tropeic (tr(7prik), a. Ichth. [f. Gr. rpoms

keel + -ic] Applied to the ventral fold in certain

sharks. 1895 in Puna's Stan(f, Diet.

Tropeine (tr^'i'pz,3in). Chem. [Arbitrarily

alterea from Tropine.] Generic name for the

esters or compound ethers of tropine.

1883 Science I. 401/2 A series of derivatives, called by the

author tropeines, results from the action of various organic
acids with hydrochloric acid upon tropine. 1895 in Funk's
Stand. Di.t.

tTropel. Obs. rare. Also (//.) 5 troplys, 7
trowples. [n. OK. tropele (rti2oo in Godef.),

dim. f. OF. trope Tboop: see -Kl2.] A small

troop or company.
1375 Barbour Bruce xiii. 275 Thai scallt in tropcllis \v.rr,

troplys, trowples] ser. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5577 Paris

come thenne with his tropel, With alle his knyghtes hardi

and fel.

Troper (tr(?a*pai). EccL (now only Hist>^

Also 5 tropere, tropoure, tropure, 8 tropar.

[OE. tropere, ad. med.L. tropermm (see Tropary) ;

cf. OF. tropier^ troper (12th c. in Godef.).] A
book containing tropes (Tbope 5) ; also, a book
containing sequences ; a secjuencer.

rtX073 Charter Bp. Leofric in Thorpe Charters 430,
II. fulle sangbec .. & i. tropere & n. saueras. (11400-50
Alexander 1568 With tablis & t[r]opoures. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 9369 The Bible ne no Missale,. .ThoGrael ne the
Tropere. 1 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 755/3 tioc trO'

Partum^ tropere. 01746 Lewis in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 169
A Tropery, or book of Sequences. It was called in English
a TJrJoper. 1894 \V, H. Frerr Winchester Troper p- vi.

The Tropcrs practically represent the sum total of musical
advance between the ninth and the twelfth century.

Tropery: see Thopabt.

t Troph.8D'al,a. Obs. [f. L. trophx-um ThophY
+ -AL.] Pertaining to or adorned with trophies.

1646 J. Gregory Notts 4- Obs. (1650J 163 He stiled bimseU

thus AugustusCsesar Octavianus Trophaeall. 1660 Charac.
Italy 6 Her streets of old did shine with triumphing Cffisars

and Consuls in their trophseal Chariots.

Trophaeum : see TuopyKUM.
Tro£|hal (tr^u-fai),^. ZdoL [f. Troph-i + -al.]

Pertaining to or forming the trophi.
xgoa D. Sharp in Encycl, Brit. XXIX. 500/1 The appen-

dages of the posterior three, or trophal, segments become
the parts of the mouth.

Trophe, -ee, obs. forms of Trophy.
Trophesy (trf^-f^si). Path, [irreg. f. Gr. Tpixpri

nourishment, with ending app. after dropsy, palsy.

^

* Defective nutrition due to disorder of the trophic
nerves* (Dorland Med. Diet. 1900-13). Hence
Trophesial (tr<7f/Jial, -zial) «., pertaining to

trophesy; in quot, 1899, pertaining to nutrition:
= Trophic.
1883 E. C._Mann Psychol. IMed. 349 (Cent. Diet.) Excessive

thought, with mental anxiety, ..is much more exhausting,
and therefore more commonly followed by trophesies. 1891
Cent, Diet. J Trophesial. 189^ Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.
408 A morbid cerebral condition impairing psychical and
trophesial function. Ibid, 409 The trophesial function of the
cortex.

II Trophi (trJu-fai), sb. pi. Zool. [mod.L., pi.

of troplius, a. Gr. Tpo(p6s feeder, f. rpi<p€tv to

nourish.] A collective name for the mouth-parts
in insects, as organs for seizing and preparing the

food. Also applied to the parts of the pharynx in

rotifers, having a similar function.
1826 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. xxxiJi. III. 355 Trophi. the

different instruments or organs contained in the mouth, or
closing it, and employed in manducation or deglutition.
They include the Labru/Ht Labium^ Maitdibutai, Maxilla!,
Lingua^ and PJiarynx. 1833 Lvell Princ. Geol. III. 277
The antennae, tarsi and trophi are generally very obscure or
distorted, 1888 Kolleston & Jackson Aniin. Life 633
Class Rotifera. . .The mouth leads into an oesophagus,
followed . . usually directly by a muscular pharynx or mastax
containing the chitinous jaw-apparatus or ' trophi ',. .The
shape of the ' trophi ' is variable.

TroplliC (trp-fik), a. (sb.) Biol. [ad. Gr. rpo-

tpiK6st f- Tpo<pri nourishment : see -IC. Cf. ¥. trO'

phique.'] Of or pertaining to nutrition ; spec, of

certain nerves and nerve-centres, Concerned with
or regulating the nutrition of the tissues.

1873 A. Flint Physiol. Man, Nervous Syst. ii. 80 Centres
attaclied to the sensory system of nerves, which have, as far

as we know, a purely trophic influence over the nerves.

187s H. C Wood Therap. (1879) 5^9 Nerves which preside
over nutrition,—the so-called trophic nerves. 1894 Lancet
3 Nov. 1030 The large amount of wasting of the muscles.

.

might suggest the possibility of a trophic lesion. 1899
AUhutt's Syst. Med. VII. 124 Another affection of the lower
limbs, possibly trophic, ..is rupture of the tendo Achillis.

B. sb. Something that promotes nutrition,

1893 E. S. D'OuiARDi Med. Electricity 5+ The second class

is composed of trophies, or nutrients, /'. e,, promoters of
nutrition.

So Tro'pbical a. (^rare) — trophic adj. ; hence
Tro'phically adv.., in relation to nutrition.

1857 DuNGiJSON Med. Lex., Trophical Ncj-ves^ the organic
nerves, or nerves of the sympathetic system. 1900 Lancet
23 June 1779/2 This. .implies continuity of the protoi^lasm
of one neurone with another, but trophicallyand genetically
the two are independent.

Trophied (trtJufid), a. Also 8 trophy*d. [f.

TuoPHY sb. or V. + -Ei>.]

1. Adorned with a trophy or trophies. Also^^f^'".

1632 Drayton Poly-olb. xxx. 159 From whose stone-
trophied head, it [the echo] on to Wendrosse went. 17x8
RowE tr. Lucan viii. 1122 The Name tliat wont the trophy 'd

Arch to grace. 1798 S- Rogers Epist. Friend 200 'I'hro'

trophied tombs of heroes and of kings. 1844 H. G. Robinson
Odes Horace \. xii, The peaceful reign Of Numa, or the
proudly trophied state Of Tarcjuin. 1905 Capt. Glaskuku
liijle Ind. Jungle -^Z-j That mighty head shall be accorded
thu post of honour on already welUtrophied walls.

2. Formed into or constituting a trophy.
a 1843 SouTHEY Comm.-pl. Bk. IV. 55/1 The trophied

armour damp gleaming to the central fire. 1887 Daily Ncivs
16 May 5/7 The Exchange was.. tastefully decorated, each
window.. having its trophied flags and shield.

Trophilegic (tr^lile'dgik), a. BioL [irreg. f.

Gr. TpocpT} nourishment + L. legere to gather, to

collect + -IC. (Perhaps suggested by Xu.frugtl^gtts

fruit-gathering.)] Collecting nutriment.

1898 Nature 3 Nov. 15/1 The trophilegic action of the
fronds [of ferns], in connection with which certain arrange-
ments have been observed, destined to facilitate the passage
of water to the roots.

Trophism (tr^'fiz'm). Phys, [f. Gr. rpo^i;

nourishment + -iSM.] The process of nutrition of

the tissues; * direct trophic influence* (Dorland
Med. Did. 1900-1.^).
1878 A. Hamilton Nem. Dis. 444 Various depraved con-

ditions of sensibility, motility, and trophism may follow.

Tropho- (trffi?), combining form repr. Gr.

Tpotp-fj nourishment, f. rpiipnv to nourish : entering

into various technical terms, chiefly of bioloj^y and
allied sciences. Tro'phoMast [-BLASr], a layer

of cells external to the embryo, having the function

of supplying it with nourishment ; also applied by
some to the morbid growth in cancer, as held to

Ije an abnormal development of the same tissue

;

hence Trophobla-stic a. , relating to or consisting

of trophoblast, Trophoca'lyx [Cai.yx], a cup-

shaped body from which the placenta is developed
in certain mammalsj as bats and moles. Tro*-
phocyte (-salt) [-cvteJ, each of a set of cells

forming one of the constituents of the fatty tissue

in adult insects. Trophodisc, -disk, a disk-

shaped body from which the placenta is develoijcd

in certain mammals, as rabbits.
||
Tropliolecithtis

(-le-sij)ys) [mod.L., f. Gr. KUiOos yolk], the nutri-

tive yolk of an ovum ; hence Trophole'cithal a.

Tropho-logry [-logyJ, that department of physio-
logy which deals with nutrition. (| Trophone'ma
(pi. -ne'mata) [mod.L., f. Gr. vrffxa thread], each
of the glandular villi of the uterus in certain vivi-

parous fishes, which supply.nutriment to the em-
bryos.

11 Tro'pliouenrosis (-Ju'sis), pi. -oses
(-^a-sfz) [Neurosis], any one of a class of func-

tional disorders due to derangement of the trophic

action of the nerves ; hence Trophonenrotio
(-p'tik) 17., pertaining to or of the nature of tro-

phoneurosis. Trophopathy [Gr. -Tra&tta suffer-

ing], any derangement of nutrition, esp. of a tissue.

Tro'phophore (-foaj) [ad, Gr. t/w^o^o^os bringing

nourishment], any one of the wandering amoeboid
nutritive cells in a si)onge which give rise to gem-
mules or embryos. Trophophoric (-ff^rik) a. [f.

as prcc. +-IC], having the function of supplying

provisions. TrophophorouB (-(?*f6r3s) a. [f. as

prec. + -ous], i:>ertaining to or of the nature of a

trophophore. Trcphoplasm (-plaez'm), Nagelfs
term for that portion of the protoplasm of a germ
or cell which is supposed to furnish nutriment to

the idioplasm ; hence Trophopla'sxxiic a., pertain-

ing to or of the nature of trophoplasm. Tro-pho-
plast, Meyer*s term for a specialized granule of

jjrotoplasm in a vegetable cell : — Plastid 2.

Tro phopo'llexx [cttrcphosperm below], a proposed

name for the partition of the loculus of an anther.

Tro'phosome (-?^um) [Gr. awpLa body], the nggre-

gate ofnutritivezooids of ahydrozoan (distinguished

from gonosome) \ hence Trophoso'iual a. Tro*-
phosperm [ad, F. trophosperme (Richard, (21819),

f. Gr. antpfia seed], a proposed name for the

placenta of a seed-vessel. Tro'phosphere, a
spherical body (consisting of the trophoblast and
the trophospougia) from which the placenta is

developed in certain mammals, as hedgehogs.

II
Trophospongla(-sji^*nd3ia) [mod.L. (Hubrecht),

f. Gr. GTToyytd sponge], a compact layer of cells

between the trophoblast and the decidual tissue;

lience Trophospo*xi£rial, -ian ad/s. ||
Tropiio-

ta'xis [mod.L, : cf. Taxis 6], — tropholropism*

Trophotro'pio (?., pertaining to or exhibiting

trophotropism. Tropho'tropisxu [Gr. -t/wttos

turning: after hciiotropism, etc.], reaction of an
organism or cell to the stimultis of a source or

supply of food by movement towards or away from
it {positive or negative t.). Trophozoite (-zju-ait)

[Gr. (i^oy animal : cf. -jteI 3], a sporozoon (cndo-

parasilic protozoon) in its growing stage, when it

is absorbing nutriment from its host. Tropho-
zooid (-z^u'oid), a nutritive zooid of any colonial

organism, as a hydrozoan.

z88^ HuBRECHT in Q. yml. Microsc. Set. Dec. 299 This
striking difference between somatic mesoblast and *lropho-
blast becomes still more accentuated in the next develop-
mental phases, /bid. ^8$ If we agree. , to designate the outer
layer alone as trophoblast, the outer layer plus a thin layer
of somatic mesoblast without blood>vesseIs as diplotropho-
blast [etc.]. 1907 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 41 1 A cancer is ' irre-

sponsible trophoblast*. 1889 Hubkecht (as above) 301
Mesoblastic warts, ridges, and outgrowths being soon
surrounded on three sides by the 'trophoblastic proliferation.

1907 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 410 The trophoblastic theory of
cancer. 1889 Hubbecht (as above) 359 The *trophocalyx
(as this specialized region may conveniently be called, both
in the bat and the mole, per analogiam with the trophosphere
of the hedgehog and the trophodisc of the rabbit). 1904
Jrnl. Roy. Microsc. Soc. Oct. 527 Imaginal Adipose Tissue
in Muscidfe.— Ch. Perez has made a study of this tissue^

which consists of two kinds of elements—*trophocytes and
oenocytes. 1889 Hubrecht (as above) 323 Corresponding
regions of the rabbit might be indicated by the name of

'trophodisc, that of the bat and mole of trophocalyx. 1891
Cent. Diet., *Tropholecithal. iZ'j^ix. HaeckeVs Ez-ol. Man
I. viii. 216 The nutritive yoXkiz'itcllus nutritiviis, or ^t?-oplW'

lecithits) . .is a mere appendage of the true egg<ell, and
contains hoarded food-substance,, .so that it forms a sort of

storehouse for the embryo in the course of its evolution.

1890 IUluugs Med. Dict.t * 7 rophology, scicnct: o( nutrhioxu

1891 Proe. Roy. Soc. 19 Mar. 36^ We propose to term the
villiform structures of the uterine mucous membrane in

Selachians, which essentially secrete nutriment, ^trop/ia^

ncniata. Ibid. 365 Transverse sections of a trophonema
shew [etc.]. 1857 DuNGLfsON Med, Lex.y * Trophoneuroses^
morbid conditions of the process of nutrition, owing to

modified nervous influence. 1876 tr. Wag7ier*sGen.Patlwl.
i<ii. Many forms of disease rarely occurring, but.. highly
characteristicand very evident to the senses, tropho-neuroses.

1896 Allbutt^s Syst. Med. 1. 17^ Facial henii-atrophy and
scleroderma from their distriljution would suggest a tropho-
neurosis. 1891 Cent. Diet., 'Trophoneurotic. 1897 Allbutt's

Syst. Medt U. 47 The so-called ' varieties ' or * forms ' of



TBOPHONIAN.
leprosy.. (2) the smooth (also called 'aniesthetic', *non-
tulwrculated ', ' tropho-neurottc ', etc.). 1890 Lancet 8 Mar.

535 The belief of the writers that 'trophopa[hy..has more
to tlo with the cause of the so-called incurable diseases than

the profession gives credit to. 1890 Uillisgs iSled. Dict.y

7'r(7/*/x<v*aM/«,disordersof nutrition. 1891 Cent. Dict.f* Vro-

phophore, *Trophophorous. 1892 Ld. Lvtton A7«^ L^oPf^y

1. 67 note^ Official ranks, civil, military, and *tropliophoric,

1893 tr. iViismann*s Germ-Fiasm \. i. 38, I shall., call the

vitiil substance of the cell the ' formative plxsm ' or morpho-
plasni (N.^geli's"trophopIasm'), incoiUrast to the idioplasm,

[1899 AUlmtVsSyst. Med. VI. 718 ffhe axis cylinder] is a
prolongation of the achromatic amorphous substance, called

also trophoplasma.l 1903 Bot. (im. May 340 Everything
seems to point to the ooplasm as "trophoplasmic in character.

1885 GoODALR Physiol, Bot. (1892) 287 General 'lenn..

"Trophoplast. Special Terms . .anaplast, autoplast, chromo-
plast. 1889 Science 22 Nov. 355/1 The nucleus and other

granules (the trophoplasts) within the cell. . . Each protoplast

possesses the organs necessary for continuous transmission ;

the nucleus for new nuclei, the trophoplasts for new granules

of all kinds. 1832 LtNtJLEV Introd. Bot, i. ii. 126 That
part of the anther ..which is called., the *trophopollen by
furpin. 1870 Nicholson Man. Zool. 26 The individual

Campanulana consists of a series of nutritive zooids, collec-

tively called the ' *trophosome *. 1888 Rollkston ^ J ackson
A niw. Life 245 The Sea-fir . . forms a fixed colony or hydrO'

soma. . . The hydrosome consists of a number of hydranths
or nutritive zooids collectively forming the trophosome and
connected to one another by a branching canosarc. 1819
LiNDLEV tr. Richard's Obsero, Fniits <V Seeds 6, 1 substitute

the name of *Trophcsperin for that of Placentiit which
botanists have given tp the internal part of the pericarp, on
which the seeds are immediately attached. 1889 Hl'bkecht
(as above) 322 These two together [the trophoblast and the
trophuspongial, forming in Erinaceus a sphere which is shut
off from the uterus lumen by the fusion of the lips of the

decidua reflexa, should be indicated by the nameof *tropho-

sphere. Ibid.^ It is to this cell-mass of which wc have just

traced the maternal origin, that I propose to give the name
of*trophospongia, /^/V/. 326 The topography of the 'tropho-

spongian region. 1897 C Ii. Davenport Exper. MorphoL
\. % 3. 39 ChemotaxLs is, therefore, in some cases, a response
to the stimulus afforded by substances which can be
employed by the organism as food ; under which circum-
stances it cait be called * 'Trophotaxis '. 1891 Cent. Dict.^
• rrophotro[)ic 1887 Garssey & Balfour tr. De Bary's

Funffi, etc. ix. 449 •frophotropism.—Vegetating plasmodia
spread out on surfaces which yield little or no nutriment
move towards bodies which contain nutrient substances as

soon as they are offered to them.
_ 1906 Lancet 27 Oct.

1 161/2 The problem of digestion is intimately related to..
' trophotropism ', both positive and negative. 1900-13
DoRLAMD Med. Diet. (ed. 7), •Trophozoite, 1909 Cent. Diet.

Supf>{.^ Trophozoite. 18S8 W. .A. Herdman in EncycL Brit,

XXIII. 615/2 Nutritive forms (*trophozooids) which remain
permanently attached to the nurse, and serve to provide it

with food.

Trophonian (twfi?a*nian), a, [f. L. Trophs-

niitSy Gr. Tpotpun'tos, proper name Jsee below) +
-AN.] Pertaining to Trophonius, the mythical

builder of the original temple of Apollo at Delphi,

who after his death was worshipped as a god, and
had an oracle in a cave in Bceotia, which was said

to affect those who entered with such awe that ihey

never smiled again : hence allusively.

»7oa in Morse Amer, Geog. (1794) I. 398 Two young ladies

..who had heroism enough to make the trophonian {mispr,
trophimium] tour with us. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace t,

Wks. VIII. 109 'i"here is ^eat danger that they who enter
smiling into this Trophonian cave, will come out of it sad
and serious conspirators. 1896 CIosse in Contemi. Rev.
Jan. 87 His face had the solemn Trophonian pallor, the
look of the man who has seen death tn the cave.

Trophy (trJu-fi), sb. Forms : 6-7 trophe, -eo,

"«y> -®i ^ •®6)> 7 -c*» "i®» "yo* (tropee, -see),

7- trophy. See also TBOP.fiUM. [a. F. troplUt

(15th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. post-cl.L, trophivuTu^

clX. tropmvn^ ad. Gr. r/xiirmoi', neut. of Tpoirar<w,

f. Tpoir^ turning, putting to flight, defeat]

L Gr. and Kom, Antiq. A structure erected

(originally on the field of battle, later in any public

place) as a memorial of a victory in war, consisting

of arms or other spoils taken from the enemy,
hung upon a tree, pillar, etc. and dedicated to

some divinity. Hence applied to similar monu-
ments or memorials in later times.

iSSo I* N1C1101.S Thiicydidet i. 36 The Athenians dyd
make and set vp their Trophe or signe of victorye, pre-
lending tu haue had the better. 163B Junius Paint,
Ancients 145 Religion. .hindering the Ktiodians to deface
this monument, because dedicated tropxes might not be
removed. 1697 Dkyurn ^^neid vii. 254 Around the posts
hung helmets, darts, and spears, And captive chariot.s, axes,
shields, and bar.s, And broken beaks of ships, the trophies of
their wars, xtoo Prior Cannen Seculare 369 Let every
Sacred Pillar Dear Trophies of Arms, and Monuments of
War. 1776G1BBON DecLSfF. iL(i788)l. 45 Alexander erected
the Macedonian trophies on the banks of the Hyphasis.
a 1854 H. Reed Lect. Eng. Hist. iv. (1855) 146 The banners
of the ships of Spain hung out as trophies from the battle-

ments of the Cathedral of St. Paul i88x Jowett Thucyd.
I. 159 The Athenians, .raised a trophy on the place from
which they had just sailed out to their victory.

b. transf. A painted or carved figure of such a
memorial ; by extension, an ornamental or symbolic
gronp of any objects, or a representation of such
a group in decorative art.

1634 Sir T. Hrkbrrt T'r/ip. 64 The Trophies of his Ormus
Victory.. painted in Gold .. wiierein are set downe .. the
assaults and massacres of the Ormusians. 1688 Lond. Caz.
No. 2365/4 A Steel Sword, the Hilt cut with Tropliies, the
Trophies black, the Ground uilaid with Gold. 17x6

899

Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Ctcss Mar 14 Sept., Near
the Empress was a gilded trophy wreathed with flowers.

1753 CHAMBKB.S CycL Snpp.^ Trophy, in architecture, an
ornament which represents the trunk of a tree, charged .

.

with arms or military weapons. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs
x.\vi, His gorget, sash, and sabre of the Horse Marines,
with his boot-hooks underneath in a trophy.

2. a. transf. Anything taken in war, or in hunt-
ing, etc. ; a spoil, prize : esp. if kept or displayed
as a memorial. Alsoyf^''.

1513 Douglas Mneis xi. iv. 75 For all the Tuscane menje
..Greyt trophe and rich spul^e hyddir bringis. 1399 B.
JONSou Cynthia's Rev. i, ii. That tropha;e of selfe-loue,

and spoile of nature. x6ia Dkavton J'o/y-o/b. iv. 317 For a
Trophy brought the Giants coat away. Made of the beards of
Kings. 1681 Fi-AVEL Right. Man^s Re/, x. 244 They are..
not left as a prey and trophy to their enemy. 1788 Gibbon
l>ecl, ^ F. Ixiii. (1846) III. 580 A defeat and a wound were
the only trophies of his expedition. 1810 Scott Lady o/L.
I. xxvii, All around, the walls to grace, Hung trophies of the
fight or chase, i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) xiv.

§ 5S6 It was upon this plateau that lirooke's sounding
apparatus brought up its first trophies from the bottom of
the sea. 189s J. G. Mellais Breath fr. V'eldt (1899) 322
Sable antelope, the heads of which are, to my thinking, the
finest trophies that .'Vfrica produces.

b. Jig, Anything serving as a token or evidence
of victory, valour, power, skill, etc. ; a monument,
memorial.
1569 Spenser Vis. Betlay xi, She raisde a Trophee ouer

all the woilde. 1644 Milton Areo^. (Arb.)3i Whereof this
whole Discourse.. will be a certaine testimony, if not a
Trophey. i66s Secretary Nichoijvs Let. 18 Nov. in
Remenibrancia (London, Town Clerk's Office), The ofiicers

of the Trained Hands of the City had been put to great
expense and charges in providing themselves with trophies
and other necessaries. 1675 Traherme Chr. Ethics 397
Hands, hearts, and souls, our victorie.*:, And spoils, and
trophies, our own joyes I 1750 Gray Eteg^ 38 If Mem'ry
o'er their Tomb no Trophies raise. 1847 Emerson Pcems^
Ode to Beauty 89 The leafy dell, the city mart. Equal trophies
of thine art, 1871 AIacduff Mem. Patmos xxi. 292 The
triumphs and trophies of intellect.

3. attrib. and Comb., as trophy-badge, -bearer^

decoration (see i h)jjiag, -hunter, -hunting, -work
;

trophy-cress = trophywort; trophy-?ock, * a lock
of hair cut from the head of a slain enemy, used to

adorn a weapon or shield* {Cent. Diet. 1891);
trophy-money, trophy-tax, a tax formerly levied

in each county, now only in the City of London, for

incidental expenses connected with the militia : see

quot. 1737-41, and cf. quot. 1661 in 2b; trophy-
wort, a book-name for the genus TROPiBOLUM,
1891 Westermarck Hist. Human Marr. (1894) 172 Many

ornaments arc really nothing but *trophy-badges. 1614 1.
White Martyrd. St. G^tfr^tf Ciij b. Thou.. the.. name dost
eaine Of "Trophee-bearer. 18SS CasselCs Encycl. Dict.^
* Trophy-cressf the genus Tropaiolum. 1S91 Cent, Diet. s.v.

Decoration^ * Trophy decoration, decoration by means of
groups of arms, musical instruments, scrolls, tools ofpainting
and sculpture, and the like, or what ma^ by extension be called
trophies, especially in llali.in decorative art. 1663 Butler
Hud. I. II. H2I The Squire in State. .bore The *Trophee-
Fiddle and the Case. 1898 G. M ekedith Odes Fr. Hist. 78
To clasp his *trophy flag, and call him Saint. 1900 ll^estfn.

Gaz, 16 Apr. 3/3 He interweaves, .many Uttle tncicfents that
would escape the notice of the mere *trophy-hunter. 1899
W. H. FuRNEss Foik Lore Borneo i5_That savage love of
*trophy-hunting which seems inborn in mankind. 1664 in
T. Croft Exccrpta Ant, (1797) 31 Item, paid for *Trophye
Rioney, 3/. 8*. &/. I7a7-4i Chamiiers C^cl.y Trophy money,
a duty paid annually.. towards providing harness, drums,
colours, etc, for the militia. 1706 Entick London IV. 29
In 1683 a suit was commenced with the college, .for trophy-
money. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 337/1 The occasional
sailor has no chance in the *trophy races. 1901 Daily
Chron, 34 July 5/2 The * *Trophy Tax', or, to give it its

full designation, the Trophy Tax Militia Rate.. is ^uliar
to the City of London, and is a relic of the old tram-band
system. xt^A New Viciu Lond. II. 491/2 Aneat white marble
monument, enricht with "Trophy work, an Urn, Cherub and
Palm branches. 1866 Treas, Bot., *Trophywort, Tropaeolum,

Hence Tro'phylesB a.^ without a trophy.
1897 tgth Cent. Alay 703 The disappointment at returning

trophyless.

TrO'phy, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans, (chiefly /aw.)
+ a. To transform into a trophy. Obs.rare"^. b.

To bestow a trophy upon, celebrate with a trophy.

o. To adorn with a trophy or trophies ; also Jig*

(See also Trophied.)
1509 B. JoNsoM Cynthia's Rev, v. xi, And so, swolne

NioDe..was trophieed into stone, 1631 Hevwood :2nd Ft.
Fair Maid o/lv. i. 1, If it prove as 1 have fasliiond it, I

shall be trophide ever. 163s — \st Pt. Iron Age iv. Wks,
1874 HI. 328 You beare your selfe moreequallthenyouought.
With one so trophy'd. x8o6 Moore Epist. ix. 159 Heroes,
trophied high In ancient fame. 1816 iJVRON Ch, Har, \\\,

xvii, Is the spot mark'd with no colossal bust? Nor column
trophied for triumphal show? 1835 Camcbell Poems,
Stanzas Spanish Patriots i. Looking on your graves, though
trophied not. As holier hallow'd ground than priests could
make the spot ! 1847 R. W. Hamilton Dis<j. Sabbath ii.

{1848) 55 The Sabbath of the old covenant, .descends to us
trophied with holy illustrations.

Tropic (trp-pik), sb. and a.^ Forms : 4 tropik,

6 -ycque(-we), -yk(e, 6-7 -ike, -ique, -icke, 6-8

-ick, 7- tropic, [ad. L. tropicus, a. Gr. rponiKos

pertaining to the * turning ' of the sun at the solstice,

tropical (hence as sb. (sc. kvk\os circle) the tropic) ;

also, of the nature of a trope, figurative, f. ipovii

turning. Cf, V. tropique (16th c.).] A. sb.

I. 1. Astr. fa. Kach of the two solstitial points,

TROPIC.

the most northerly and southerly points of the
ecliptic, nt which the sun reaches his greatest

distance north or south of the equator, and 'turns*
or begins to move towards it again ; also {loosely)^

each of the two signs (Cancer and Capricorn) at

the beginning of which these points occur. Obs.
In quot. 1662 erroneously extended to include the equi-

noctial points.

C1391 Chaucer Astrol. i. § 17 This signe of cancre is

cleped the tropik of Somer, of tropos, \>ax is to seyn Agayn-
ward, for thanne by-gymieth the Sonne to passe fro vs-ward.
1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser^s Shefih. Cal. Nov. 15 The sonne
draweih low., toward liisTiopickor reiurne. 1615 G. Sani>vs
Trav. 9S The Sunne performing his course in the winter
Tropick. i66a Stanlev Hist. Chaldaic Philos. (1701) 17/2
In Aries is the Spring Tropick, in Capricorn the Winter, in

Cancer the Summer, in Libra the Autumnal.
b. Kach of two circles of the celestial sphere

(/r(7//V ^Cancer and /r(?/?V^CAi'RicoKN), parallel

to the equinoctial or celestial equator, and distant

about 23^28' north and south of it, touching the

ecliptic at the solstitial points

1503 Kalender of Shcph. i ij, The other two [circles] ar
nainyt tropycqwes, the oon of sonimer the other of wynter.

XS5S Eden Decades 183 The soonne.,remaynyi)ge continu-
ally betwene the two tropykes of Cancer and Capricorne.
1561 — tr. Cortez' Arte Kauig. i. xv. 16 The Estiuall or
sommer Tropyke. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 112
Other by the Dogs, do understand the two Tropicks, which
are (as it were) the two porters of the Sun for the South and
North. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Dei. i. vi.(i635) 144 The
Tropicks are Parallels bounding the Suns greatest declina-

tion. i6j8 Waller On CrojniveUs Death 21 Under the

Tropick is our Language spoke. 1837 Whewull Hist,
Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 114 Where the sun's path touches the
tropics. 1868 LocKVKR Eleni. Astron. iii. (1879) 65 At 23^°
on either side of the equator are the Tropics.

C. Jig, Turning-point ; limit, boundary. (In

quot. 1635 Otherwise used : cf. 2 c.)

163S QuARLES Embl, HI. vii, (1718) 155 Our equinoctial
heaitscan never lie Secure, beneath the tropicks of that eye,

a 1639 Wotton Charac. Kings Eng. in Reliq. (1651) 166

States have their Conversions and Periods as well as Naturall
liodies, and we were come to our Tropique. 1670 Eachard
Cont. Clergy 54 It was a zodiacal mercy !,.for Christ keeps
within the tropicks ; He goes not out of the pale of the

church. 1844 N. Paterson Manse Garden 63 I-*t rest and
fatigue be your tropics and you will travel with unabated
vigour over the undulating line of your ecliptic.

2. Geog. Kach of two parallels of latitude on the

earth's surface (corresponding to the celestial

circles, i b, and called likewise tropic of Cancer

and tropic of Capricorn)^ distant about 23^28'

north and south of the equator, being the boundaries

of the torrid zone.

1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 252 From the

Tropickes to both the Poles. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies 11. iv. 87 In Regions which He without the Tro-
picks. 4:164s Howell Lett. (168B) III. 409 Our late Navi.
gators . . who use to cross the Equator and Ti opiques so often.

1711 Addison spect. Na 170 f 13 It is a Misfortune for a
Woman to be born between the Tropicks. a 1780 Watson
Philip III{i%-\q) 175 Countries., on this side of the northern

tropic 1878 Huxley Physiogr, xx. 356 The boundaries of

these zones are called tropics.

b. //. With defart, : The region between (and

about) these parallels ; the torrid zone and parts

immediately adjacent.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 145 The Mississippi;

whose rapid current traverses a succession of latitudes. . in a

few days..almost from the frozen regions to the tropics.

i8<4 Emerson Lett, ^ Soc. Aims, Resources Wks. (Bohn)
IIT7203 The tropics are one vast garden. x88o Haughton
Phys. Geog. iii. 130 The warm waters of the tropics are

carried, bodily, into the temperate zone.

Comb. 1887 Daily Ne%vs 7 Nov. 3/1 That pulmonary
disease.. generally.. fatal to the tropic-born anthropoids.

c. Jig. in allusion to the excessive heat or

luxuriant growth of the tropics.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T.\. 38 The sixt Persecu-

tion, .did so scorch within the Tropicks of the Church, that

many thousands suffered. 1893 N. K Ne^v-Church Mes-
senger 19 Apr. 244 Mastodon-affections., swarming through

the tropics of his soul.

II. 1 3. //. [tr. L. tropicT (Athanasius, etc.).]

Name for a sect who interpreted Scripture, or

certain passages of Scripture, metaphorically. (Cf.

Tbopist.) Obs.

1585-7 T. Rogers 3g Art. v. (1633) 23 Some affirme the

holy Ghost to be but a meere creature, as did Arius,..the

Tropickes, [etc.].

1 4. //. Tropical or metaphorical uses of words

;

tropes. Obs.

1697 tr. Bureersdicius his Logic 1. xxvi. 104 The Change
of the Word, from its proper Signification, as in the Tropicks.

B. adj,

I. 1. Astr. Connected with the sun's 'turning

back* towards the equator at the solstices; per-

taining to the tropics, or to either tropic (in sense

A. I a or b): = Tropical i. Tropic circle or

line = A, i b; tropic point = A. la. Now rare

or Obs,

1551 Recorde Cast, Knffiul. (1556) 34 These other two
cyrcles.. are called the twoo Tropiice circles after thegreeke
deriuation. i6i6 Marlowe's Faust, vi. Wks. (Rtldg.) 117^3
He views the clouds, the planets, and the stars. The tropic

Zones. 1667 MiLroN P. L. x. 675 Som say the Sun Was
bid turn Keines from th' Equinoctial Rode .. \Sf> to the

Tropic Crab. 1667 Drvoen Sir Martin Mar-alt v. i, I have
seen your hui 1 icanos and your calentures, and your ecliptics



TROPIC.

and your tropic lines. 1701 Slattley's Hist. Philos. Biog. b j,

Stanley, .thinks his Gnomon did only note the Tropick and
Equinoctial Points.

+ b. fig. or allusively. Of or pertaining to turn-

ing (in quot., in allusion iojas. i. 17). Obs.

1677 G.\LE Crt GeniiUs II. iv. 258 It casts various .shadows
and causeth varietie of Seasons,, .such is the anoorKiaafna or
tropic shadow of the sun. But now the immutable God
admits no such tropic shadows or variations.

2. Geog. Belonging to the tropics (in sense A. 2

or 2 b) : = Tbopical 2.

X799 WoRDSw. Kuih v'li, No dolphin ever was so gay Upon
the tropic sea. 1806 Maurice Falto/Mognt it. iv. 53 Relent,
less as the tropic whirlwind's rage. 1855 Kingsley Westw.
Ho I XXV, The rapid tropic vegetation has reclaimed its old
domains. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Boi, 832 The vital

conditions of all plants growing at a great elevation and
in Arctic countries must be different from those growing in

the lowlands of the Tropic and Temperate zones.

b. fig. = Tropical 2 c.

[x8oa WoRDsw. .SV?««., ^ We had a/entaU Passenger ' 10 Yet
still her [a negro's] eyes retained their tropic fire.] 1887 Dail^
^ews 2g Jane 5/2 Spring completely lost its way.. and it

was winter,.. till this tropic time came upon us unawares.

3. a. Tropio bird, any bird of tlie family Phae-
thonlidsB, comprising sea-birds resembling terns,

widely found in tropical regions, and characterized

by webbed feet, rapid flight, and varied coloration.
i68i Grbw Miisaeum 1. iv. iii. 74 The Tropick Bird. So

called because said never to be seen but between the Tropicks.
1756 P. Brownh Jamaica 482 The Tropic Bird.. breeds on
the most desolate rocks and lonely places and is seldom seen
near any inhabited shores. 1815 Watekton Wand. S.
Amer. 11. (1903) 64 Sometimes.. the tropic bird comes ne.ir

enough to let you have a fair view of the long feathers in his
tail. 18^ Newton Did. Birds 990 The Yellow-billed
Tropic-birdj P[haethon] Jlavirostris. Ibid. 991 The Red-
tailed Tropic-bird, P. rubricauda ox phoenicttrus.

b. Tropio crow : see quot.
1781 Latham Synapsis Birds I. 1. 384 Tropic I1809 Sfiaw,

Tropical] Crow. Length twelve inches and a half. . From
O-wy-hee. .in the South Seas,

o. Tropio grape, the gulf-weed : = Sea-
GRAPB 6.

1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things Sea.side ii. in The Sea-
grape is an olive-green weed, with long slender leaves, and
berries about as large as a pea, from which it derived its

name of Tropic Grape. 185a Th. Ross HumbotdCs Trav.
I. iii. 129 To the north of the Cape Verd Islands we met
with great masses of floating seaweeds. They were the
tropic grape {Focus natans\ which grows.. only from the
equator to the fortieth degree of north and south latitude.

H. 4. Biol. [Properly the second element of
Geotbopic, Heliotkopio, etc. used as an inclusive

or generic term (cf. Thopism).] Pertaining to,

consisting in, or exhibiting tropism.

_ 1903 T. H. Morgan Evol. f/ Adapt, xi. 399 Another
instinct, that appears to be due to a tropic respon.se, is the
definite time of day at which some marine animals deposit
their eggs.

TrO'pic, a.2 Chetn. [Arbitrarily formed from
Atropic : cf. Tropins.] In tropic acid, an acid

forming a constituent of atropine.
i88i Watts Diet. Chem. VIII. 2062 Tropic acid,

C»H'«0" = pH'(OH). CH(C«H''). CO'H. This acid, one
of the proximate constituents of atropine, has lately been
prepared synthetically from atropic acid. 1883 Nature
2 Feb. 315/1 By decomposing atropine he obtained tropic
acid and -tropine, and by recombining these products he
again formed atropine.

Tropical (tr/j-pikal), a. [f. as Tropic a^ + -al.

Cf. mod.F. tropical.^

1. Asir. Pertaining or relating to the tropics, or
either tropic (in sense A. 1 a or b). Chiefly in

tropical year, the interval between two successive

passages of the sun through the same ' tropic ' or
solstitial point (or, equivalently, through the same
equinoctial point) ; the natural year of the seasons,

as reckoned from one (winter or summer) solstice

or (vernal or autumnal) equinox to the next. So
tropical month, the time taken by the moon in

passing from either tropic (or either equinoctial

point) to the same again.

1517 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 252 The quantitie
of the earth vnder the Equinoctiall to both the "Tropicall
lines. XS94 Blundevil Exerc. 111. i. xxxviii. (1636) 353 The
Astronomicall yeere is either Tropicall or Syderall. i6i5a
Stanley Hist. Chaltiaic Philos. (1701) 17/2 Tropical [signs]
are those to which when the Sun cometh he turneth back.
;7iS tr. Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. 408 The Tropical Year
is that space of time wherein the same Seasons of the Year
return again. 1812 Woodhouse Astron. xxxi. 305 The
tropical revolution of the Moon, or the revolution with
respect to the equinoxes. 1B34 JVat. Philos. III. Astron. i,

^i/i (Usef. Knowj. Soc.) The year from equinox to equinox
IS called the equinoctial year, or sometimes the tropical
year. 1868 Lockyer Eiem. Astron. v. (1870) 203 The tropi-
cal month is the revolution of the moon with respect to the
moveable equinox.

2. Geog. Pertaining to, occurring ir., or inhabit-
ing the tropics ; belonging to the torrid zone.
1698 Froger Voy. 3 At three o'clock in the morning we

passed the tropick of Cancer;.. and in the afternoon per-
formed the ceremonies of Tropical baptism or cluckings,
which are commonly us'd by mariners in those places. 1690
Dampies Voy. II. I. ii. 33 Many reasons .. beside the acci-
dental onesfrom the make ofthe particular Countries,Tropical
Winds, or the like, a 1700 Salmon (J, ), The pineapple is one
of the tropical fruits. 11788 Gibbon Decl. ff F. 1. (1846) V. 2
The face of the desert . . is scorched by the direct and intense
rays of a tropical sun. 1851 Cakpemibk Man, Phys. (ed. x)

400

67 The highest temperature which the soil usually possesses

in tropical climate.s, is about 126". i86a Dana Man. Geol.

615 Coral formations are most abundant in the tropical

Pacific. 1880 Haughton Fhys. Geog, vi. 272 The second
and third of the sub-orders are confined to the tropical forests

of South America.

b. Path. Applied to diseases to which one is

liable in tropical regions.

1828 Webster, Tropical, 2. Incident to the tropics; as,

tropical diseases, 1843 R. J. Graves S^st. Clin. Med. xi.

118 [Salivation] has been also very extensivelyrecommended
by army and navy surgeons, in the treatment of tropical

fevers. 1803 A. Davidson Hygiene <t Dis. IVar/n Climales
xvii. 613 Tropical Liver. 1905 Daily Chron. g Oct. 5/3
The notorious disease known in Germany as * tropencholer ',

or tropical frenzy.

C. Jig. Like the climate or growth of the tropics

;

very hot, ardent, or luxuriant.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 383/1 Home he came, after an absence
of fifty years, in a hissmg hot fit of tropical rage. 1850
S. DoBEtx Roman vi. Poet. Wks. (1875) 85 My fierce and
tropical fancy, Hot with swift pulses. 1880 ' Ouida ' Moths
I. 174 We Russians have a passion for tropical houses.

Mod. The heat was perfectly tropical.

3. Zooi. (transf. from i or 2.) Used to describe

the position of certain spines in the skeleton of

some radiolarians : see quot,
1888 RoLLESTON & Jackson Anit/i. Life 874 note^ Imagine

a globe with an axis of rotation, and five circles inscribed on
it, an equatorial, two tropical and two polar. The twenty
spines he four in each of these circles, the equatorial and
polar spines in the same meridian lines, ..the tropical in

meridian lines exactly intermediate.

4. Pertaining to, involving, or of the nature of a
trope or tropes; metaphorical, figurative.

1567 MArLET (7r. i^iJr^j/ 97To.'iende ouerOwles to Athens.
In Tropicall sense, ment of such as bestow largely vpon
them that haue no neede. 1620 T. Granger Div. Logike ig
Whether the words bee plaine, and proper, or tropicall, and
figuratiue. 1646 Sir T, Browne Pseud. Ep. m. iii. in A strict

and literall acception of a loose and tropical! expression.

1725 WArrs Logic i. iv. § 7 They are used in a figurative or
tropical Sense, when they are made to signify some things,

which only bear either a Reference or a Resemblance to the
primary Ideasof them. 1819 G.S. Faber Dispensations ii2,2-^

II. II. V. 190 The great sheet let down from heaven was as
perfect a tropical hieroglyphic as any invented by the
ingenuity of Moses. i86a H. Spencer First Princ. xv.{i875)

349 These [writings] had been partially differentiated into

the kuriological or imitative, and the tropical or symbolic.

5. Math. ? Relating to the number of values of a
function corresponding to one value of the variable.

1887 Cayi-ev Math. Papers XII. 433 We wish to know
whether » is a monotroplc function of z. It will not be so
ifwe have a tropical point,, .such that [etc.].

Tropicalian (tr/7pik.?i'lian), a. Zoogcog. [f.

mod.L. Tropicalia (f. Gr. rpomKos tropic + d\s sea)

+ -AN.] Belonging to the marine region called

Tropicalia^ comprising the seas between the iso-

crymes of 68^^ Fahr. on each side of the equator.
x888 Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington II. 34 (Cass, Supp.)

Generic and specific modifications of the Arctalian and
Tropicalian realms.

Tropicalize (trfj-pikalsiz), V. [f. Tropical >
-IZE.] trans. To make tropical ; to give a tropi-

cal character to. Hence Trcpicalized //*/. a.

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 125 Vegetation not unlike
a patch of British fern suddenly transferred to a temperature
of about fifty degrees above what it is accustomed to,—and
thus, as it were ' troplcalised '. 1888 Harper s Mag, Sept,

616 The architecture is a tropicalized Swiss style*

Tropically (tr^-pikali), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY 2.]" In a tropical manner.

1. In the way of a trope ; metaphorically, figura-

tively.

1564 J.
Rastell Confut. y&welVs Sertn, 140 The body of

Christ is, onlye figuratiuelye, . . tropicallie, imaginatiuelie, in

the Sacrament. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 247 King, What
do you call the Play ? Ham. The Mouse-trap : Marry how ?

Tropically. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep, iii. iii. in
Spanish Mares, whose swiftnesse [is] tropically expressed
from their generation by the wind, a 1703 Burkitt On
N. T. Gal. V. 24 The work of mortification (called here
tropically, a crucifixion). 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. v. ix.

(1849) 302 It is tropically observed by honest old Socrates,

that heaven infuses into some men., a portion of intellectual
gold. 1879 R. T. Smith Si. Basil gi There are multitudes
of expressions applied in Scripture to God, which we agree
are to be tropically taken.

2. In a way characteristic of the tropics; with
tropical heat, luxuriance, or violence.

1852 Hawthorne Blitfiedale Rom. xvii. (1885) 173 The
sunshine lay tropically there. 1886 Pall Mall G. 10 June
9/1 The rain, .continues, although not quite so tropically.

1896 Academy 11 July 27/1 Hume's tropically coloured
account of what, .he called ' the Irish rebellion '.

TropicopOlitau (tr^pik^ipf?-litan), a, Nat.
Hist, [f. Tropic, after Cosmopolitan,] Belong-

ing to or inhabiting the whole of the tropics, or

tropical regions generally.
1878 P. L. ScLATER in iqth Cent. Dec. 1050 ' Tropicopolitan

'

form-s, by which I mean tropical forms that are found in the
tropics of both hemispheres. 1879 A. R. Wallace ziJii/. Feb.

254 The tropical land..which afforded the passage of the
tropicopolitan forms from one continent to the other. 1895
C. Dixon in Fortn. Ret'. Apr. 652 We have many tropi-

copolitan families that are confined absolutely to the great
equatorial zone round the entire earth.

Tropidial (tr^jpi'dial), a. Zooi. [f. Gr, rpoms,
Tpoirid- keel + -lAL.] Pertaining to the tropis or

keel of a C-shaped sponge-spicule.

TROPO-.

1887 SoLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 418/1 [Sponges) Tiie
pterocymba is subject to considerable modifications:, .the
pteres may be lamellar or ungual ; additional lamellae (tropi-
dial pteres) may be produced by a lateral outgrowth of the
keel.

Tropidine (trp-pidain). Cheni. [Arbitrary
formation from Tkomne.] A colourless oily
alkaloid obtained from tropine by the action of
acids. So Txopl'lidine, a liquid hydrocarbon,
C7HJ, obtained by the dry distillation of tropine
with quicklime (Webster, 1911).
1883 Science 11 May 401/2 When distilled with soda-lime,

tropine is decomposed, giving methylamine and tropilidine
(CtHs) ; and, when treated with fuming hydrochloric acid,
a volatile base, tropidine (CxHisN), is formed. 1890 Bil-
lings Alcd. Diet., Tropidine, CsHigN, a liquid basic
substance obtained from tropine by heating with strong
hydrochloric acid in a sealed tube.

Tropidosternal (tr(7:pidi)|St3-jnal),a. Ornith.
[f. mod.L. Tropidosternl pi. (f. Gr. rpuTiis, -iS-

keel + aripvov, L. sternum breast-bone) + -al.] Be-
longing to the division Tropidosternl (^— Carinatse)

of birds ; having a keeled breast-bone.
In recent Diets.

Tropilidine : see Tropidine.

Tropine (tr^n •pain). Chem. [Arbitrarily formed
from Atropine.] An alkaloid forming a consti-

tuent of atropine.
1881 Watts Diet. Chem. VIII. 2062 Tropine, C8H'=NO.

This base, which Kraut obtained, together with atropic

acid, by the action of baryta-water on atropine, may also be
extracted . . from the residues of the preparation of atropine.

Troping (tnJu-piij). [f. Tbope + -inqI.] a.

Figurative or metaphorical speech or conversation.

b. The composition or use of tropes (sense 5).

1678 Dbyden Kind Keeper v. i, Will you leave your
Troping, and let me pass ? 1907 J. M. Manly in Mod. Phitol.
IV. 593 It was an age of troping. Tropes— that is, insertions

in the authorized liturgy—were composed by the hundreds,
and of all conceivable varieties.

II Tropis (trffu-pis). Zool. PI. tropidea {Uf-
pidft). [mod.L., a. Gr. T/miris keel.] The ' keel

'

or middle part of a cyinba or C-shaped sponge-

spicule, between the prone or ' prows '.

1887 SoLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/2 (Sponges) A
truly C-shaped spicule. . .The back of the ' C ' is the keel or
tropis; the points are the prows ox prorse.

Tropism (tr^-piz'm). Biol. [The second ele-

ment of Heliotropism, Geotkopism, etc., used as

an inclusive or generic term.] The turning of an
organism, or a part of one, in a particular direction

(either in the way of growth, bending, or locomo-
tion) in response to some special external stimulus,

as that of light (^phoiotropism, heliotropism), heat

{thermotropism), gravity {geotropism), etc.

1899 C. B. Davenport Morphology 11. 480 All cases of true
tropism are cases of response to stimuli; such are chemotro-
pisni, hydrotropism, thigmotropism, traumatropism, rheotro-

pism, geotropism, eleclrotropism, photolropism and thermo-
tropism. 1909 J. VV. Jenkinson Ejtperijii. Entbryol. 273
The outgrowth and anastomoses of nerves, glands, ducts,

the concrescence of layers may be tropisms of various sorts.

Tropist (tr^u'pist). rare-", [f. as Trope (-

-1ST ; cf. F. tropiste (Calvin, 1560).] a. A member
of a sect who interpreted Scripture or some passage

of Scripture in the way of trope or metaphor : see

Tropic sb. 3. b. One who deals in tropes or

metaphors.
17J7-41 Chambers Cycl., Tropists, or Tropici, the name

of a .sect. ..The reason of the name tropist was that they
explained the scripture altogether by tropes and figures of
speech. . . The Romanists also give the appellation tropists to

those of the reformed religion, in regard of their construing
the words of the eucharist figuratively. 1775 Ash, Tropist,
one who deals in tropes, one who explains the scriptures by
tropes and figures.

Tropistic (tropi-stik), a. Biol. [f. Tropism :

see -iSTic] Pertaining to or constituting tropism.

Hence Tropi-stically adv. [see -ically], in the

way of tropism.
1910 F. Keeble Ptant'Anttn, iL 41 We may use the term

tropistic to describe the reactions of both fixed and free

organisms to directive stimuli, ibid. 52 Responding tro-

pistically to unilateral light.

Trople, variant of Tropel Obs.

Trope-, combining foim repr. Gr. rpoiros turn-

ing, etc. (see Trope), occurring in a few modem
technical terms. Tropometer (tiopp'mitsji)

[-meter], an instrument for measuring the angle

of turning or torsion of some part of the body, as

the eye-ball or a long bone. Tropophil (lip'poHl),

Tropophllons (troppfilas) ad/s. [Gr. -<pt\os lov-

ing], applied to a plant adapted to a climate which
is alternately moist and dry (or cold, the physio-

logical effect of cold being similar to that of dry-

ness) ; so Tropophyte (Irp-pohit) [Gr. (pvrov

plant], a tropophilous plant ; whence Tropophytio
(-fi'tik) a, Tropostereosoope (tr^puiste'r/bsktw p),
a stereoscope with an arrangement for rotating the

figures so as to bring them into some required

position, in experiments on vision.

1881 Athenaeum 11 June 787/1 The *tropometer, an
instrument for measuring the angle of torsion of the humerus.
190a I. B. Balfour in Encycl. Brit. XXV. 4^9/2 Parasitism



TROPOLOGETICALLY.
..occurs in..*lropophiI woods of temperate regions, and
alpine slopes. 1900 R D. Jackson Ghss. Bot. Terms, * Tro-
/<7/////j«j,. .loving change of condition, as Tropophytes.

1903 tr. Schhnper's Fiant-Geog. i. i. 21 The vegetation of
districts with climates alternately damp and dry or cold, is

alternately ofa hygrophilous and of a xerophilous character

:

it is therefore tropophilous. igoo B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.
Terms, * Trofophyte. 1903 tr. .Sckimf'er's Plant-Geog. 1. i. 3
It appears .. necessary to place in a third category all plants
whose conditions of life are, according to the season of the
year, alternately those of hygrophytes or of xerophytes. Ail

such plants, including . . the great ?najority of the plants
composing the Central European flora, should be termed
tropophytes. Ihid., There are hygrophytic, xerophytic, and
•tropophytic climates. 1901 Titchener Exper. Psychol.
I. II. 272 Ludwig*s *tropostereoscope. .is..a refined form of
the lube stereoscope.

tTro:pologe-tically, (Zi/k. Obs.rare-'^. [Ex-
tended form of Tropolooicaixy, after apologetic-

ally. '\
= Tbopolooically, Tropically i.

i6sj Uhquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 292, I could have
enlarged this discourse.. tropologetically, by metonymical,
ironical, metaphorical and synecdochical instruments of
elocution.

Tropologic (trcpoV-d^ik), a. [ad. late L.
tropologicits (Jerome, a 400), = late Gr. Tponokoyi-
icvs (^1160), f. Tpdjros trope; see -LOGIC. Cf. F.
tropologiqtu (Godef. Compl.).'] = next (in either

sense).

c 1380 Wycuf Sel. Wks. 1 1. 277 pe Jiridde witt is tropo-
logitc, hat bilokene|» witt of vertues. 1388 — Gen. Frot.
Bks. Proph. 226 Moral ether tropologik [vndurstondyng of
scripture] techith what we owen to do to fle vices, and kcpe
vertues. 1677PALE 6W. Gentiles II. 111. 153 These mystic
Divines glorie in their Tropologic, Anagogic and Allegoric
explication of Scripture; Neither is there any so plain,
literal, or historic, but they have some tropologic or mystic
sense for it. 1884 Expositor Jan. 45 The three traditional
divisions of the mystic sense into allegoric, tropologic or
moral, and anagogic or spiritual.

Tropoloffical (tr^poV-djikal), a. [f. as prec.

+ -AL.J Belonging to or involving tropology.

1. Metaphorical, figurative : = Tropical 4.
15SS Eden Decades 44 mar/^n. Here nedeth sum tropo-

logicall interpretour. i6ai Burton Anal. Mel. in. iv. i. iii.

(1628) 607 Tropological, allegorical expositions, to salve all
appearances. i86a Neale H^mns East. Ch. 24 The ingenu-
ity of some tropological applications.

2. Applied to a secondary sense or interpretation

of Scripture, relating or applied to conduct or
morals.
1518 TiNDALE OieJ. Chr. Man 129 They devide y« scrip-

ture in to iiij senses, y« literall, tropologicall, allegoricaU,
ana?ogicatL 1607 R. Qarew] tr. Estienn^s World 0/
Womters 255 To reduce all they haue to say, to certaine
Allesoricalf, Anagogicall, and Tropologicall senses. 1734
Waterland Doctr. Trinity vii. J 6. 438 Such a kind of
Exercise I take many of those Allegorical Comments
(Those especially of the Tropological kind) to have been.
i88a-3 Sckaff's Encycl. Relig. Knmil. I. 784 The moral, or
tropological [sense of Scripture] teaches wnat to do.

Tropolo'gically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY «.] In
a tropological manner (in either sense of the adj.).
IS49CHAL0NER Erasm. Praise Folly H ivh, Moralisyng

the same bothe .\llegorically, Tropologically, and Anegogl-
cally. 1678 CcDWORTH /«/^//. .S>j/. i.iv.g32. 513 Thiswas
the General opinion concerning the Greekish Fables, that
some of them were Physically, and some Tropologically
Allegorical. 1730 Watkrlanu Script, yind. Pref. 18 The
Law about the babbath . . may be .supposed

. . tropologically
to denote the Rest of the Soul and lU Cessation from Sin.
1888 ScHAFF Hist. Chr. Ch. VI. i. xxxii. 139 Jerusalem
means .allegorically the good, tropologically virtue, ana-
gogically reward.

|

TropolOgi«e(trop()-l<5d33iz),z'. rar*-'. [f. as '

Tropology + -izE.] tram. To convert by a trope
or metaphor ; to use in a tropological sense. 1

i6?8 CuDwoRTH Intell. .Syst. 1. iv. { 33. 520 If Athena
or Minerva be tropologized into Prudence, then let the
Pagans show what subst.intial essence it hath, or that it

really subsists according to their tropology.

Tropology (trop() lodji). [ad. late L. trofo-
logia (.Jerome, a 400), a. late Gr. TpoiroK<r)ia (Justin
Martyr, a 160), f. rpowos trope : see -logy. Cf. F.
tropologic (a 1 300 in Godef. Compl.).']

1. ' A s|)eaking by tropes ' (Blount, 1656) ; the
use of metaphor in speech or writing ; figurative
discourse.

ISJJ) HonMAN yulg. 08 b, The (iguris of construction and
locucion : and specially allygoris : and tropologies: &
anagogies. 1613 Purchas /'i/jiri'"nge (161 4) 88 Those, that
by Allegories and Tropologies peruert and obscure the
Historie of their Gods. 1678 (see Tropologize). 1873 F .

Hall Mod. Eng. vi. 170 But, whether due to tropology, or to
whatever other cause, multivocals, as conducing to brevity
and expressiveness, are unwisely condemned, or deprecated,
except where they entail ambiguity.

2. A mtjral discourse ; a secondary sense or
interpretation of Scripture relating to morals (cf.

Tropological 3).

1583 FuiKE Defence 47, I can not, following both the
storie, and the tropologic or doctrine of maners, com-
prehend both briefly. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tro-
pology,..n Moral Discourse tending to the Reformation of
Manners. 1896 I.ina Eckbnstein IVomofi under Monast.
113 The four-square pattern of ecclesiastical usage, namely
according to the letter, allegory, tropology and anagogy.
3. A treatise on tropes or figures of speech.
a 1867 JiR. Taylor Serm. Wks. 1831 IV. 160 Vocabularies,

tropclogies, and expositions of words and phrases. 1768 J
Brown (////«), Sacred Tropology.
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TroiMsmeter to Tropostereoseope : see

Tropo-.
tTroque(tr^ak). Ohs.rare. \_2.&.\..trochu5,vi.

Gr. rpoxiis : see Troche -, Trochos.] A hoop

:

= Trochus I.

'743 Francis tr. [{or.. Odes iii. xxiv. 58 More skill'd in..
The whirling troque, or law forbidden dice. 1746 — Art
Poetry 515 The bounding liall, round Quoit, or whirling
1 roque.

Tros, tross, trosse : see Truss. Trossers

:

see Troosers. Treat, Trosty, obs. ff. Trust,
Trusty. Trostell, -yle, obs. ff. Trestle.
Trot (tr/>t), sb^ Also 3-7 trott, 5-6 tpotte,

S-7 trote. [a. F. trot (12th c. in Godef. Compl.'),
verbal sb. of trotter to Teot.]

I. L A gait of a quadruped, originally of a
horse, between walking and running, in which the
legs move in diagonal pairs almost together, so
that in a slow trot there is always one foot at least
on the ground, but in a fast trot one pair leaves the
ground before the other reaches it, all four feet

being thus momentarily off the ground at once

;

hence applied to a similar gait of a man (or other
biped), between a walk and a run.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15872 (Cott.) His [Christ's] hend l>ai

band and ledd him forth, A-trott and noght \k pas [2 MSS.
a-pas, a pas]. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 976 Trynande ay a
hy^ trot l>at torne neuer dorsten. citS6 Chaucer Can.
Yeom. Prol. «; T. 21 His hat heeng at his bak doun by a
laas For he hadde riden moore than trot [v.rr. trote, trotte]or
paas. ci4as Cast. Fersev. 3100 in Macro Plays 169 Now
dagge we hens a dogge trot, a 1547 Surrey ^neid iv. 957
Redouble gan her nurse Her steppes, forth on an aged
womans trot. 1590 Barwick Disc. Weafons qh. They
retired a soft trote: their enemies, .made after them with
more speed. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trar: (ed. 2) 35 Our
Chariot drawn by 2 Buflblls who by practise are nimble
in their trot. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II.
Index S.V., A good Trot may be juclged of by the Ear.
17SS Johnson, Trot, the jolting high pace of a horse. 1780
Mirror No. 92 A smart young man .. passed by in his
carriage at a brisk trot. 1818 Scavy Rob Roy\, His (a fox's]
drooping brush, his soiled appearance, and jaded trot, pro-
cLiimed his fate impending. 1835 Alison Hist. Europe
(1841/-50) V. xxviii. § 43. 124 The pontoons arrived at a quick
trot, from Dietikon. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain I. 52 Their
pace is the peculiar ^paso Castellano ', which is something
more than a walk and less than a trot.

t b. An action of trotting ; a journey or expedi-
tion on horseback. Ois,
a 1670 Spalding Troui. Chas. I (\%^iil I. 186 The barronis

..rydis fra TurrelT to New Abirdein,..Thay plunder the
laird of Kermok... The covenanteris, heiring of this trot of
Turref . . Iiegan to hyde thair goodis. 1676 Cotton A ngler
II. ii. 22 He make as bold with your meat ; for the Trot has
got me a good stomach.

c. The sound of a horse, etc, trotting.
1858 Capern Ball. I( Songs (1859) 138 The lime-team's

trot. And milkmaid's carol.. Are the chief sounds. 188a
'Ouida' In Maremma I. 6 The trot of the chargers and the
clash of the steel had passed into silence.

A. transf. a.aA fig. On the trot, coxAumaWy moy-
ing without intervals for rest ; on the go.
a 161S Fletcher & Mass. Custom 0/ Country iv. iv. Nor

am I able to endure it longer, . . I am at my trot already.
1S46 Jenkvn Remora 28 Shall we go a dull Asses trot
heavenward? 1697 Dryden Virg. Ded. (1721) I. 20 The
Virtuoso's Saddle, which will be sure to amble, when the
World is upon the hardest Trott. i8ai W. Irving Braceb.
Halt (1823) 1. xiv, 103 One of those who eat and growl, and
keep the waiter on the trot. 180a G. Meredith Poet. Wks.
(1912) 454 Away on the trot of thy servitude start.

2. A trotling-race. rare.

1891 Auckland Star r Oct. 8/6 Spring Meeting.. .Handi.
cap Maiden Trot, of 40S0VS ; second horse to receive ssovs
from slakes.. Selling Trot... Pony Trot Handicap. 1893
Scott. Leader 12 June r Grand Handicap Trot— First, / 10 j

Second, ;£3; Third, ;£ 2.

3. ^ Irish trot (obs.), Turkey trot, names of
dances. Also f shake a trot (.Sc. obs.).
iS^Compl. Scot, vi. 66 In the fyrst, thai dancit al cristyn

mennis dance, the northt of Scotland, huntis vp, . . schaik a
trot. 165a News/r. Lowe-Countr. 7 The Scottish Jigg, the
Irish Trot.

4. A toddling child ; also, a small or young
animal, collog. Hence Tro'tUe, a little toddling
child.

i8s4 Thackeray Newcomes x, Ethel romped with the
little children—the rosy little trots—and took them on her
knees, and told them a thousand stories. 1805 Skelton
Table- Talk iv. 72 Black, hairy little trots . . with their big bills

and their big feet. 1905 Contemp. Rev. July 62 A practising
school is maintained, partly of grave little trots from outside
and partly of little boarders.

5. US. A literal translation of a text used by
students; a 'crib'. Cf. Horse sb. 13, Pont sb. 3.

{College slang.) 1891 in Cent. Diet.

II. 6. fishing. (Perhaps a different word : cf.

That.) A long-line lightly anchored or buoyed,
with baited hooks hung by short lines or snoods
a few feet apart ; a trawl-line ; also called a trot-

line ; also, each of the short lines attached to this.

1858 (see trot-line in ^]. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. to
Floating Trots and Spillers. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 18 Jan.
6/2 A * trot ' is a line some twenty yards long. 1886 R. C.
Leslie Sea-painter's Log x. rgg Much longer lines than the
trots just described are used for flounders.

III. 7. attrib. and Comb, trot-line = sense 6

;

trot- rope, a rope securely pegged down at each end,

TROT.
on which runs a sliding ring to which a horse is
tethered, enabling him to graze a strip the length
of the rope {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
1858 in A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus, Ohio (1892) I. 146

father went down to the river to examine a trotline.

Trot (trpt), j/5.2 Forms : a. 4 trato, 4-6 trat,
tratte

; 3. 6 trott, trotte, trote, (8 trout), 6-
trot. [AF. trote occurs twice in Gower's French
Mirour de rOmme, 11. 8713 and 17900 (' la viele
trote q'est jolie '), but the ME. instances have all
trat{e, tratte, and the word has not been found in
Continental French either as trote or tratte, so that
the derivation is uncertain. It can hardly be con-
nected with Trot sb.^, or with OF. handetiot,
Bawdstbot.] An old woman; usually disparaging

;

an old beldame, a hag.
»-/'35o ^Vill. /'«''«•"« 4769 pa' bo tvotrattesjjat William

wold haue traysted. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1370 pan ful doun
>>at olde trate in-to l>e s-alte see. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi.
394 Gett out of thise wonys I ye trattys, all at onys. 1513
Douci-AS Mneis iv. xi. 114 Thus said Dido ; and the tother,
with that, Hichit on furth with slaw pase lyke ane trat. 1570
Levins Manip. 37/14 A tratte, aims.
P. 1530 Palsgk. 642/1 Se yonder olde trot howe she

mumblelh, auisez ceste vielle [etc.]. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr.
I. II. 79 Marrie him to a Puppet or an Aglet babie, or an old
trot with ne're a tooth in her head. 1398 Drayton Heroic.
Ep.wa. 105 And call me. Beldam, Gib, Witch, Night-mare,
Trot, With all despight that may a Woman spot. i6s4
Whitlock Zootomia 78 An old Trot (that boasted of her
Giftishnesse in Waterology). 1719 D'Urfey Pills V. 74 You
are . . A fulsome Trot and good lor nought, a 1845 Hood
Forget-me-nots ii. Some strange, neglectful, gossiping old
l>ot. 1906 E. V. Lucas Listener's Lure (1910) 282 Miss
Graham got an old trot after a good deal of messing about
Trot (trpt), V. Forms : see Trot sb\ ; also 5

tret [ME. a. OF. troter ( i ath c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
F. trotter (Prov., Sp., Pg. trotar. It. trottare) to
Trot. A med.L. deriv. trottare appears c 1 150 in
Thesaurus of Thomas.]

I. 1. intr. Of a horse, and occasionally other
quadrupeds: To go at the gait called the trot
(see Trot sb> i). Also said of a man.
To trot alt (see All C. 4), altogether (Altogether B. 2),

high (High adv. rb), large (Large B. 6), rough (Rough
adv. 1), short (Short C. 4) ; to trot out, to trot with ex-
tended action (opposed to trot short).
136a Langl. p. pi. a. II. 135 Fauuel fette for)) Poles of Jie

beste. And sette. .fals on a sysoures backe l)at softly trotted.
c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 294 No man fynden shal Noon in
this world, that trotteth [v. r. U'etiu. MS.) trete))] h<-ol in
al Ne man ne beest.

_
c 1410 Master of Game (MS. Digby

182) iv, Somtyme Jiei [roe-deer] trotteth and goth a paas
14.. Beryn 939 As hors bat evir trottid..It were hard to
make hym aftir to ambill well, c 14S0 Merlin 279 A Cur-
roure trottynge on foote. 1553 T. Wilson R/iet. 61 Trotte
sire and trotte damme, how should the fole amble ? c 1566
Merie Tales of Skelton in S.'s Wks. (1843) I. p. Ix, Hee was
a litell olde fellowe, and woulde lye as fast as a horse woulde
trotte. 1633 Marmion A ntiquary 1, You'll hardly find . . beast
that trots sound of all four : There will be some defect. 1674
Lond. Gaz. No. B82/4 A light gray Mare about fourteen
hands high, five years old, trots altogether. 1675 Ibid.
No. 959/4 A Brown Bay Nag,.. Trots all. 1676 Ibid.
Na rio;/4 Gray Mare,, .trots rough. 1677 tbid. No. 1222/4
A Sorrel Chesnut Gelding . . , paces little, but trotteth high.
1706 Trot out [see Short C. 4]. t8s6 Miss Mulock J.
flalifax ii, He took me on his back . . and fairly trotted with
me down the garden-walk. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede i. i.

Gyp with his basket, trotting at his master's heels. 1883 H.
Craig in Harper's Mag. Aug. 346/1 She trotted a mife in
the unparalleled time of 2. loi. 1897 Daily Ckron. 23 Aug,
8/2, I trotted down the wicket very slowly.

b. transf. Of a rider, etc., or of a vehicle.
c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 838 Amble, or trotte [». r.

trote], or pees, or go sit doun. Thou lettest oure disport.
ai4Sa Le Morte Arth. 3339 Arthur with knyghtis fully
xiiij..With helme, sheld. And hauberke shene : Ryght so
they trotteti vppon |)e grownde. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, m.
yii. 86, I will trot to morrow a mile, c i68j Claverhousb
in 15M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. viii. 270 The smith
at MenegafT, ..after whom the forces has troted so often.
1688 R. Holme Armoury iii. xix. (Roxb.) 186/2 Words of
command about wheelings of Horsmen. ..Trot large, and
wheele to the left. 1807 Cfabbe Par. Reg. l. 487 Who
trots to market on a steed so fine. 1833 Regul. Instr.
Cavalry i. 66 ' Trot Out'— Increase gramially to the trot

of manoeuvre, 8J miles per hour. When steady, ' Trot
Short'—Collect the horses to, the school pace again, 1833
T. Hook Parson's Dan. 1. iii. At Windsor,. a royal coach
may be often seen trotting about the town. 1913 Times
14 May 6/2 The Brigade was an imposing picture as it

trotted past the King.

C. transf. andyf^.
c 1430 Fitgr. LyfManhode in. xl. (i86g) 157 Alwey j muste

make the chyn trotte, and the throte gaape. 1600 Shaks.
A.Y. L. \\\. ii. 331 Time. .trots hard with a yong maid,
between the contract of her marriage, and the day it is

solemnizd. 161a Dekker If it be not good Wks. 1873 III,

275 Vncle write that. Oct. Fast as my pen can trot. 1671
R. MacWard True Nonconf. ^Ti Your ioftie Pindarick,.
doth trote more rudely, and lamely, then our hobling meeter.
a 1758 Ramsay Generous Gentt. iii. She lean'd upon a flow'i y
brae,. By which a hurnie trotted. 185a Thackeray Esmond
II. xi. We college poets trot.. on very easy nags. 1893
Saltus Madam Sapphira 31 A woman is never led astray.
She trots, or gallops or bolts astray, but never is she led.

t d. In the alliterative phrases trot and tremble,

tremble and trot. Obs. rare.

,
c 1425 Cast. Fersev. 459 in Macro Flays gr Now I sytte

in my semly sale ; I trotte & tremle in my trew trone.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) III. 555 A I how 1 tremyl and
trott for jese tydynges 1
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TBOT.

2. itJir, To go or move quickly ; to go briskly or

busily ; to bustle ; to run. Also rej!,^ and with it.

Now coUoq.y implying short, quick motion in a

limited area, ct Toddle v. 2 b.

Also trans, in io trot one's iemts^ at Durham University,
to keep one's terms as a day-student : cf. Trotter 2.

c 1416 HoccLEVE Balade to Henry V 8 The scantnesse
[of gold] Wole arte vs three to trotte vn-lo Newgate, c 1440
York Myst. xxviii. 204 Do trottes on for that traytoure
apas. 1530 Palsgr. 763/1, I have doone naught sythe syxe
of the clocke in the niornyng but trotte aboute from place
to place, a 1553 C. Bansi.ey Treat, xii. (Percy Soc.) 5
Sponge up your vysage, olde bounsynge trotte, and tricke

it wyth the beste, Tyll you tricke and trotte youre selfe to

the devyls trounsynge neste. 1581 T. Howell Denises
E ij b, Wante makes the olde wyfe trot, c 1645 Howell
I^ett, (1753) 126 Som..find the Table ready laid; but som
Must for their commons trot. 01704 T. Urown Ahop's
State ofConform. Wks. 1711 IV. 116 If you'd have me trot

it to the East'Indies, . . 'tis no sooner said, than done. 1774
C. Keith Farmer's Hal Ix, Now la^es round the ingie
trot, To make the brose. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. n.
Man of Many Fr. (Colburn) 125, 1 will trot myself off for

the moment, and be back immediately. 1863 Mrs. C.
Clarke Shaks. Char, xvi, 402 She. .will keep her husband
trotting. 1883 Durham Univ. Jrnl. 17 Dec. 141 'To trot

one's terms ' was, we believe originally, a Dublin phrase.

+ 3. trans, a. To trot upon (something) {rare).

b. To make, describe, or execute by trotting ; to

go through at a trot. o. To follow, traverse (a

path) as if by trotting (rare). Obs.
IS99 Shaks. Hen. K, 111. vii. 16 My horse..boundes from

the Earth. .he trots the ayre. x6oa Marston Antonio's
Rev. III. i, Wks. 1856 I. 104 The black jades of swart night
trot foggy rings Bout heavens browe. i6ia Two Noble K.
V, iv. 68 On this horse is Arcite Trotting the stones of
Athens. 1633 Ford *Tis Pitjf i. ii, I have seen an ass and
a mule trot the Spanish pavin with a better grace. 1638
Sir T. Herbert Tra^. 58 He. .was. .compeU'd to trot the
knotty path of inevitable destinie.

4. trans. To cause to trot ; to lead or ride at the
trot. Also^^.
X59a Wabner Alb. Eng. viii. xxxviiu {1612) 189 Whether

that he trots, or turnes, or bounds Jus barded Steede.
a i6a8 G. Carleton Life B. Gilpin (1636) 66 He commanded
William Airy..totrott the horses upanddowne. 1684 R. H.
School Recreai. 21 Trot him about in your hand a good
while ; Then offer to mount. 1884 Daily Chron. 25 Oct,
(CasselPs) The whips trotted the pack to Gravel-hill. 1886
Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. 315/1 The public, .is being trotted up and
down in front of Home Rule in the belief that, like a ner.
vous horse, it can be familiarized with the alarming object.

b. To trot out : To lead out and show off the

paces of (a horse) ; Iience fig, to bring forward (a

person, an opinion, etc.) for or as for inspection or

approval ; to exhibit, show off. colloq.

183B LvTTON Alice viL iii, His guest, to be shown off..

and trotted out before all the rest of the company. X841
Sir G. Stephen Adv. Search Horse (ed. 6) p. xxiv, A little

cross-bred, vicious beast., was ' trotted out 'before a circle

of ladies and gentlemen, to be admired. Ibid. iL 46 He is

trotted out, admired, and purchased. 1848 Thackeray Bk.
Snobs XXV, She began to trot out scraps of French. 1884
Mattch. Exam. 20 Aug. 5/1 The fine old historical common-
places were trotted out.

C. To draw out (a person) in conversation so

that he appears ridiculous ; to make game of, make
a butt of. Chiefly with otit.

1818 Blackiv, Mag. III. 527 MenJppus, accordingly, would
(ain trot Dr. Chalmers. x8^ Thackeray Van. Fair xxxiv,
You want to trot me out, but it's no go. x888 Burgon
Lives 12 Gd. Men II. x. 298 [He] trotted out his neighbour
to bis heart's content.

d. To conduct or escort (a person) to or round
a place. To trot out (a woman), to walk out with,

as a lover, slang,

1888 *
J. S. Winter ' Bootless Ckildr. xiv^ I've trotted 'em

out, all sorts of girls—but I never could.. tie myself to any
one of 'em. 1898 ' Merrimam ' Rodents Comer vi. 60 Per-
haps you'll trot us round the works. 190a Dailpf Chron.
23 Aug. 6/7 He gave religious instruction, .in his school,
and on saints* days * trotted ' the children to church.

e. To jog (a child) on one*s knee; to *give a
ride ' to.

1853 Hawthorne Tanglewood Tales (Chandos) 193 He
had trotted him on his knee when a baby. 1887 Aug. J. E.
Wilson At Mercy of Tiberius 79, 1 trotted her on my knee.

H. 6. intr. To fish witn a trot-line. (Perhaps

a different word : cf. Trot sb?- 6.) dial,

1864 Daily Tel. 18 May, They are trawlers, trotters,

dredgers, and shrimpers, and their fathers have trawled,
trotted, dredged, and shrimped ever since Earl Godwin.
1884 St, James's Gaz. 18 Jan. 6/2 The eel-spearer. .digging
himself a good supply of bait, goes ' trotting ' for flounders.

Trot-cosy, -cosey, -cozy. Sc, [app. f. Trot
V. + Cosy a.] A kind of cloak with a hood, worn
when travelling in cold weather.
1814 Scott Wav. xxix, At length the tall ungainly figure

and ungracious visage of Ebenezer presented themselves.
The upper part of his form ,. was shrouded in a large great-
coat, belted over his under habiliments, and crested with a
huge cowl of the same stuff, which, when tirawn over the
heaid and hat, completely overshadowed both, and being
buttoned beneath the chin, was called a trot-cozy. 1818 —
Rob Roy xxvi, He roared to Mattie to 'air his trot-cosey,

to have his jackboots greased . .and to see that his beast be
corned, and a' his riding gear in order.* 1867 A. Dawson
Rambling Recoil. (1868) 31 Mr. More,.—trotcosey envelop-
ing his head.

+ Troterale, -nale. Obs, rare. Also troto-
oale, trotyuale. [Derivation unascertained. The
word occurs 4 times in K, Brunne HandlingSymu^

403

and once in Map's Body Ct* Sonl\ no OF. equiva-
,

lents. In Piers Plowman 15. xvili. 142, C. xxi.

146, waltroty walterot appears to have the same
elements in reversed order : see Skeat^s Notes, p. 407

,

where the word is discussed, and conjectures put

forth, but with little success.] Idle tale-telling,

vain talk. '

a 1300 Body ^ Soul m Map's Poems (Camden) 337 A! ye
maden troteuale [printed trotenale], that I haved seid bi-

forn. 1303 R. Brunnk Handl. Synne 48 Yn gamys, & festys,

& at |>e ale, Loue men to lestene troteuale [t/. rr. trotouale,

to telle trotyualej. Ibid. 8080 penket> on hys tale, And
^

take)> hyt for no troteuale I Ibid. 5970. Ibid, 9244.

Troth (tr^'ij), tr()|)), sb. arch. Forms: a. 3-5 1

trowpe, 3 iprm.) trowwJ>a, 3-5 trou])e, 4-5 '

trowp, trowthe, 4-6 trouthe, 4-6 {Sc. 4-)
,

trowth, trouth, 5 trou)?, (trowith, -yth, 5-6
trougth, 6 trowgthe, trough). (Also 4 troutht,

trout, trogh.t, 4-6 trought(e, 6 trowht, trouht;

4 throwth, throut, 5 throuth, throughte.)

^. 5 trothe, 6-7 troath, 6- troth. 7. 4 trawpe,

trauj)(e, 5 trauthe, trawethe, 5-6 trawth(e.
[Early ME. trowpCy troupe, for OE. triowp,

Tbuth, app. due lo the shifting of eo to eS, with

subsequent loss of the unaccented e, Cf. Tiiow ^'.,

and the development of ME. and mod. four from
;

OK.fiowerj and of MK.fourtiy xaxA.forty from OE.
f^oweriig. Trowth, troth were thus originally

phonetic variants of OE. tr^owp. Truth, which
hardly survived the 1 6th c. except as midland and
northern dialect forms, and in special archaic

locutions as * to plight one's troth ',
* wedded

troth*, 'by' or 'upon my troth', and in some
combinations, as trothless, troth-plighted. Cf. also

Betroth. Trawlhe, trauth are specially northern

forms in which aw, au take the place of ow, ou.

They are cited in the English Dialect Dictionary

from Yorkshire.]

I. 1. Faithfulness, good faith, loyalty ; honesty

:

= Truth sb. i, 4. lObs.
a. CH75 Pater Noster 42 in Lamb. Horn. 57 Mid al l>is

haue t>" charite and so3feste leaue and trow3e lef, a 1*75
Prov. Alfred 506 in 0. E. Misc. 132 On him )>\i maist pe
tresten, 5if is trow|>e de^h. f 1325 Spec. Gy ll-'ariv. 1033
To serue hym [Christ] and hys moder dere In trow|>e, loue,

and in charite. 1340-70 Alex. <S-
Dind. 910 For-l>y vs ken-

net> our kinde to a-corde in trowt)e. 1448 Hen. VI IVill \\\

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 379 His high trought
and feruent zele. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. iv. (1883) 48 He
knewe well the trouth of his felawe. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. yi 164 Many thynges. .declared the duke of Yorkes
trought and innocencye in this case.

p. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 766 The Lord Hastings, whose
troth towarde the king no man doubted. 1620 J. Wilkin-
son Courts Leet 139, I shall sweare that I will bee true

liege man and true faith and troth beare to our soveraigne
lord the king. 1664 Butler Hud, n. ii. 227 These thinking
they're obliged to Troth In Swearing, will not take an Oath.
x866 Neale Sequences Sf Hymns 130 Wedded troth remains
as firm, and wedded love as pure. 1905 C Whitley in

Disraeli's Dentinck Introd, 15 His. .followers lacked either

troth or cordiality.

b. By (rarely upon) viy troth, as a form of
asseveration. See also Teuth i b.

a. cxyj^ Chaucer Troylus \, loox If bat I sholdeof any
Grek han roujje, It shulde be youre seluen, by my trou|>e.

14. , Beryn 116 Kit, how likith the? Be my trowith, wondir
wele. c 15x8 Skelton Ma^nyf. 1669 Ye, by my trouthe, I

shall waraunt you. 1564 in Child-Marriages 64 Bie my
faith and trouth, I will marry the.

iS. XSS5 in Foxe A. 4- M. (1576) 1604/2 No, by my troth

my Lord, we can do no good. 1599 Shaks. Much ^^11. iii.

103 By my troth my Lord, I cannot tell what to thinke of it.

X704 Swift Bat t. Bks. Misc.(i7ii) 236 By my Troth, said the
Bee, the Comparison will amount to a very good Jest. 1820
Combe Consol, 11. (Chandos) 158 Nay, if you swear. Sir, by
my troth, The Echo will repeat the oath, a 1839 Pbaed
Everyday Char., Quince 45 Old Quince averred, upon his

troth, They were tne ugliest beasts in Devon.
y. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 63 On hade bo5t hym a bor? he

sayde by his trawj^e. cz^oo Dfstr. Troy 1749 And now is

tyme, by my trauthe, to take it on bond.

2. One*s faith as pledged or plighted in a solemn
agreement or undertaking; one's plighted word;
the act of pledging one*s faith, a promise, covenant.

Chiefly in phr. io plight one^s troth, to pledge one's

faith ; to make a solemn promise or engagement

;

spec, to engage oneself to marry, = Truth 2.

a. a 1225 Ancr. R. 54 perefter of J>en ilke weren trouSen
tobrokene. Ibid. 310 Pepigimus cum morte fcdus . .wq
habbe5 trou3e ipluht deaSe. 1303 R, Bkunne HandL
SynneZ-^tcr-x TrouJ^e J>at men alle day breke,..fals troupes,

and fykyl,..are 5yuemechyl. <:i386 Chaucer Frankl. T.

746 Ye shul youre trouthe holden. c 1430-40 Anturs of
Arth. 465 (Thornton MS.) Here my trouthe 1 30W plyghte,

I salle feghte withe ^one knyghte. a 1440 Sir Eglam. 246
'5ys'i seyde the erle, 'here myn honde !* Hys trowthe to
hym he strake. 15^3-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 12 The..
Frenche King nothing regarding his honor, othe, trouthe,

promyse, and fidelitie. 1552 Huloet, Plyght fayeth and
trougth in matrimonye. sponso. 1564 in Child'Marriages
20J Therapon they plightid their trouthes together, and
kissed together, and after dronk, and made mery.

^. C1420 Anturs of Arth. xxxvi. (Ireland MS.), I wille

countur with the kny5te,..llier.to my trothe y the ply5te.

1515 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 36 Item, to David
Cameroun for to pas to the day of troth, and erandis to the

Lord Dakkir, to his expensls, xlijs, 1578 T. N. tr. Con^,

TROTH.

W. India 7 She demaunded him as hir husband by faith

and troth of hand. x6oo Holland Livy xxi. vii. 397 They
observed their troth and ioyaltie with their allies. 17*4
Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 149 Give me back my
maiden.vow And give me back my troth. 1848 Lvtton
Harold \\. i, GryfTyth will never keep troth with the English.
X872 Yeats Ttchn. Hist. Covim. 188 Betrothal rings, set

with pearls and gems, were worn by maidens who had
plighted their troth.

V. c 1375 Cursor M. 3240 (Fairf.) Of V\ trau> I make >e
free. C1400 Destr. Troy 1749 And now [is] tyme, by my
trauthe, to take it on bond. Ibid. loiio Vntrew of his
trawth trust neuer after. CX420 AT^m: Arth. xxx, Ther-to
grawuntus the kny3te, And truly his trauthe pli3te. ''

+ 3. a. Faith, trust, confidence. (Cf. Truth 3 a.)

a. cxsoo Obmin 4015 He wass Drihhtin swil>e lef J>urrh
trowwJ>ess rihhtwisuesse. Ibid. 16857 Ha;J>enn trowwjje on
ha;i>enn Godd. a X300 Cursor M. 2387 (Cott.) Abram )^t o
trouth was tru. 13. . Ibid. 18678 (Gott.) pair mistrovth..Es
slrinthing of vr troght today, a X400 Religious Pieces fr.
Thornton MS. (.1867) 10 pe firste vertu es trouthe whare-
thurghe we trow anely in Godd.. .Trouthe es begynnynge
of all gude dedis. £'1425 Wvntoun Cron. vi. xviii. 2205
Makbeth aye In fantown fretis had gret fay. And trowth
had in swylk fantasy,

y. CX375 Cursor M. 2525 (Fairf.) Abraham )?at was in

traujje strange.

tb. Belief; spec, a form of religious belief, a
creed. (Cf. Truth 3 b.) Obs.
ri200 Ormin 1347 5iff h^tt tu willt..Wil>l> fulle trowwl>e

lefenn Al t«ct tatt wass bitacnedd tser. ihid. 6953 Forr|>i

|>att te55 l>att time 5et unndcrrstodenn Httleswhatt Off all \>e

rihhte troww^e. a 1340 Hampole Psalter i. 6 tais ciisten

men, jjat has \>c tiouth of ihu crist withou^ luf & goed
werkes. X340 — Pr. Consc. 4228 pal lyved ni fals trowthe.
c 137S Lay Folks Mass BK: (MS. B.) 414 l?is is \>o trouthe
of holy kirk. CX400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 154 If all l>ai

be of diuerse lawes and diuerse trowyngs, \)m hafe sum
gude poyntes of cure trowth. 1481 Caxton Myrr. in. xiL

159 In this only veryte, he [Plato] preuyd the right trouthe,
ffor he preued his power, his wisedom, and his goodnes..
that is the fader, the sone, and the holy goste.

II. 1 4. Truth, in various senses : see Truth
5-13.
a. c X300 Cursor M, 22789 (Edin.) Of \\s trowj* hard es

trowjje to find. xj.. Ibid. 18710 (Cott.) He badd..his
disciplis. .Oueral Jus werld his trouth to teche. ^1386
Chaucer Alan of Law's T. 532 He wolde enquere Depper
in this, a trouthe for to lere. 1387 Trevisa liigden (Rolls)

III. 221 God .. is cause of al l)iiig..and li^tof soo^^nesse, and
of trow^ \v.rr. trouthe, <ruthe], and welle of grace. X3go
GowEB Conf. III. 151 Hou so that the cause wende, The
trouthe is schameles ^e ende. c X400 Apol. Loll. 13 In two
maner of ^ing, is [a man] seid iust ; first sj-mpH, or after trow}).

. . In ^ secound maner. .onli in name. 14. . in Babees Bk.
(1868) 332 Deame J>ee best in euery doute 'I'yl ^e trouthe be
tryedoute. i^ztr. SecrettrSecret.,Priv.Priv.2ii He sholde
bene solhefaste in worde and dedd, and lowe throuth abowe
al thynge, and hate lesynge. 143(5 Pol. Pof7fis {Rolls) II.

204 Go furthe, libelle, . . And pray my lordes the to take in

grace.., if that not variaunce Thow haste fro troughte.
X470-85 Malory Arthur \. \\\. 38 Telle me the trouthe...

Syre saide she I shalle telle you the trouthe.. .That is

trouthe. .as ye say. a xS33 Ld. Berners //KtfMcxxxix.521,
1 shall neuer haue ioye..tyll I maye knowe the trought.
X545 Plnmpton Corr. (Camden) 250 Send forth your excuse
. . with a letter of the trough of your sicknes. 1593 Q. Euz.
Boethius v. pr. i. 103 Aristotle, .hath defynd it [chance] in

a neere reason to breefenes & trouth.

p. XS38 Starkev England i. ii. 30 Thys ys of trothe. 1553
T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 173 Whe»i per^te iudgement is

j

wantyng, the trothe can not be knowne. x6oo Holland
1 Livy XXIV. xxx. 529 They reported other newes besides, as

i

well lies as troths. X663 Cowlev Country Mouse 56 Plainly,

I
the troth to tell, the Sun was set.

V, 13. . E, E. Allit. P. A. 404 For al is traw^e l>at he con
dresse. And he may do no pynk bot ry5t. Ibid. B. 1490
Hit [the sacred candlestick] watz. .wont, .in temple of pe
trau^ trwly to stonde. ci^ao Sir Amadace (Camden)
xxix, Butte the trauthe fulle litulle thay wote. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) III. 221 The philosophres knowenge the
trawthe of God profite moche to the cognicion of trawthe.

1504 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) p. Ixiv, All that ys afore
' rehersed..we wylL.yf nede be^ depely depose afore the
kynge and hys counsell, that yt is matter of trawthe

b. In troth (arch.), ^of{a) troth (obs.): truly,

verily, indeed : = in truth, of{a) truth (Truth 13).
a. a X380 Pistill of Susan 187 Heo was in trouJ>e, as we

trowe, tristi and trewe. £^1475 Partenay 1568 Many mer-
ueles of trought cam ther ryght. 1508 Fisher Penit. Ps.
xxxviii. "Wks. (1876) 60 This of a trouth is a grete mysery
wherof. .Dauyd maketh his complaynte. 1546 J. Hevwood
Prov. <V Epigr. (1867) 50 But of trough I thought, better to
haue then wishe. X789 Burns To Dr. Blacklock ii, I lip-

pen'd to the chiel in trouth.

p. a 1566 R.EDWARDEsZ?a/7««<5-/'zM/aj(i57i)Bj,Tellme
of troth. Is not that great Wisdom as the world goth ? 1607
Shaks. Cor. 1. iii. 118 In troth I thinke she would. x66o R.
Coke Power ^ Subj. 205 Divers sums of money (which in

troath were the oblations and offerings). i7a7 Gay Begg.
Op. I. viii, A mighty likely speech in troth. 1756 Foote
Eng. fr. Paris i. Wks. 1799 I. 98 In gude troth, not a
mighty booty.

y. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 365 The faders of whom
were not knowen in trawthe.

C. Also ellipt. or as z«/. = Truth 13 c. arch.
a. lyitf Ramsay To Arbuckle 48 And trouth I think

they're in the right on't. X728 — A Character iv. And
trowth the picture I have drawn Is very like. 1786 Burns
Brigs ofAyr 129 Fine Architecture, trowth, I needs must
say t o t.

/3. 1603 Shaks. Meets,for M. hi. ii. 60 Troth sir, shee hath
eaten vp all her beefe, and she is her selfe in the tub.

a X627 MiDDLETON, etc Widow 11. i, Troth, and I would
have my will then,_ if I were as you. 1741 Richardson
Pamela (1824) I. xxiii. 34 Troth, sir, said he, . . I never knew
her peer. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. i, * Troth ', answered

,
Master Heyford [etc^



TROTH. 408 TROTTOm.
HI. 5. atirib. and Comb.^ as troth-breaker,

-breaking, -keeping, -kiss, ring^ troth-contracted^

-like, -telling adjs.

1648 Herrick Hes/>er.t To His Mistresse ii, Promise, and
keep your vowes, Or vow ye never ; Loves doctrine dis-

allowes *Troth.breakers ever. 13. . Cursor M. 26234 (Cott.)

Fals wijtnes and *trouth breking. 1464 Paston Lett, II.

159 Master Constantyn sewyd hym for feyth and trowth

brekyng. 1633 Kurd Broken H. 11. iii, Intercourse of •troth-

contracted ioves. 160S Vebstegan Dec. Intell. viii. (1628)

253 A mouth of 'troth-keeping or loyallie. 1844 Mrs,
Browning Lay Brawn Rosary \\. 64, I was betrothed that

day; 1 wore a *troth.kiss on my lips, I could not give away.

1544 Betham Precepts War \\. xl. Kviij, Such other

thynges are to be feyned, whyche appere *trouthlyke. 1856

Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh ix. 100, I had sooner cut My
hand off (though 't were, .promised a duke's *troth-ring).

1673 Wycherley Genti. Dancing-Afaster iv. i, The •troth-

telling Trojan gentlewoman of old was ne'er believed till

the town was taken.

Troth., V, Obs. or arch. [f. Tboth sb. or aphetic

f. Betroth v.] trans. To plight one's troth to;

to engage in a contract, esp. of marriage : = Be-

TKOTH I, 2, 4a. Hence Tro'thed ///. a.j Tro*th-

ing vbl. sb. and///, a. (See also Truth v. 2.)

i4aa tr. Secreta Secret., Prixu Priv. igo A gentill-man of

the contrey had hyr trouthid.^ 1365 Cooper Thesaurus,
Coemptio,. .a solemnitie of the ciuilllawe where the woman
and man commyng together at a trothyng, as it were, bye
one the other. 1567 Drant Horace^ Epistles w. ii. H iv,

Too Orators,. th' one was to the other, In mutuall prayse
for both their gaynes a faste ytrothed brother. 1599 Shaks.
Muck Ado III. i. 38 So saies the Prince, and my new trothed

Lord. 1605 Tryatt Chev. 11. i. in Bullen O. PL III. 288, I

scorncto give answere to such a trothing question. 1893
F. Thompson Love in Dian's Lap 1. Poems 4, I reach back
through the days A troihed hand to the dead.

TrO'thfol,^. arch. rare. [f. Troth j^. + -ful,]

Full of * troth ' or loyalty, faithful, trusty ; trust-

worthy, truthfuL

aijBo Minor Poemsfr. Verncn J/.S". xxviii. 9 Heil trewe,

trou^eful and tretable. 1861 Lytton & Fane Tannkduser
13 Trothful men. .Aver be was the fairest-favour'd knight.

TrothlesS (tr^J)les), a, [f. as prec. + -less.]

1. Destitute of * troth* or loyalty ; faithless, per-

fidious, disloyal, arch,
a. c xaoo Ormin i83 He shall turrnenn ^urrb hi^ spell pe

trowwt>ela;se leode. 1513 D0UGI.AS ^neis iv. viL 8 Thow
trouthles wycht.

p. 1567 Drant Horace^ Art Poetry Aiv, Let Ino still be

sad, Ixie*trothIesse, lo wandring. 1594 Lodge IVounds
Civil War iii. \. Diij b, The trustfull man that builds on
trolhles vowes. 1647 Trait Comm. Matt. viii. 32 (Drunken-
ness] making the understanding ignorant, the strong stagger-

ing, the trusty trothless. i8l^ Swinburne Locrifie i. 1. 68

No coward indeed, but faithless, trothless.

+ 2. Destitute of truth; false, mendacious; in-

credible, untrustworthy. Obs.

a. 1390 GowBR Con/. III. 151 Bot what thing that b
troutheles, It mai noght wel be schameles.

j3. 159a Greene Groat''s W. Wit (1874) 13 Trothlesse

toungs of men. i6o« Deacon & Walker Answ. DarelSo
To traucrse the trueth of their trothlesse tales. Ihiit. 75 Will

you leaue the law, and the testimonies, and trot after a blind

and a trothlesse lad for the reuelalion of these bidden
truthes?

Obs. rare~^. In 5 trou))ly.

Faithfully, loyally.

tTro-thly, adv,

[f. as prec. +-ly!^.]
c lAas Cursor M. 19950 (Trin.) Noon wol he awey cast Pat

trou|>ly \v. r. traistili) wol him loue & last.

Troth-pligllt (tri?a-J),pUit), j^. arch. Forms:
see Troth, Truth, Plight sby, v^ [f. Troth sb,

+ Plight sb.^\ The act of plighting troth, or

troth plighted ; a solemn promise or engagement,

esp. of marriage ; betrothal.

{13.. Cursor M. 23^85 (Cott.) Broken..my Irouth plight.]

1513 Douglas Mmis x. x\\. 82 A Greik,..That fugityve

..Had left hys spowsat trewth plycht oncompleit. 1570
FoxE A. + M. (cd. 2) 265/a That all debtes, that were
owyng through trouth plyght, should not be pledid in spirit-

ual! but in temporall court. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. u iL

278 A Name As ranke as any Flax-Wench, that puts to

Before her troth-piight. 1818 Scott Br, Lamm. xix.[xx],The
lovers going through an emblematic ceremony of their troth-

plight,. .They broke betwixt them the thin broad-piece of

gold. 1881 SwiSBURNK Mary Stuart i. i. 52 To set again

the seal on our past oaths And bind their trotbpHght faster

than it is With one more witness.

attrid. 1550 A'eg. Gitd Corp. C/tr. York (1872) 228 nate^ A
trouih-pliKlite ryni^e. a x65» Brome Queenes Bxch. ti. i,

A vt;ry trutliplight ([ualm.

TrO"th.-pllght, /". //'V. and ppl. a. arch. [f.

as prec. -yplight, pa. pple. of Plight vy\ Engaged
by a * troth ^ or covenant, esp. of marriage ; be-

trothei:!, affianced.

c 1330 R. BdUNNR ChroH, {1810) 153 Whan t>ei were
troutn plight, & purueied l>e sposage. 1393 LANCiu P. PI.

C. VII. 208 Ichserued symme at l»e style, And was hisprentys
yplyght {v. r. trut>cpUthl. 1491 Caxton Vitas /*atr.{\V.dc

W. 1495) I. xlviii. 93 b/a Thedoughter of a noble Romayne ;

whyche some tyme was fyaunced and trouthplyght in

maryage to a nobU man of Rome.
_ 1513 Douglas /Eneis

X. xii. 87 The purpour brycht, Quhilk of his trewth plycht

lufe he bair in sing. 1599 Shaks. //^». K, 11. i. 21 He is

marryed to Nell Quickly, and certainly she did you wrong,
for you were troth-pHght to her. 1633 Heywood Bng.
Trav. in. Wks. 1874 IV. 57 Shee a Prostitute? Nay, and to

him my troaih plight, and my Friend. 1887 Swinburne
Locrine i. ii. 33, I thai was trothplight servant to thy sire.

1896 MoHRis I'oems by the Way (1898) 119 There arc troth-

p'.ight maids unwed.

Troth-pli'ghtf v. arch. \U aa prec. + PuuHT

vy\ trans. To plight one's troth to ; to engage,
or engage oneself to, in order to marriage ; to be-

troth, affiance : = Troth v. fin quot. 1470-85,
to plight one*s troth, engage {to do something).
[1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 8363 ^yf 1k)u a womman

troujTe plyght.] f 1440 Promp. Parv. 504/1 Trutheplytyn
(A'., S. truplytyn, P. trouthpUtyn), affido, C. F. 1470-85
Malory Arthur \\\. xxii. 247 And thenne they trouth-plyte

eche other to loue, and neuer to faylle whyies their lyfe

lastetb. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vit. 676 Fraunceys, ., whose
doughter . . Maximylian had before trouth plyted for his

lawfull wyfe, x6ox Munday Downfall Robt, Earl 0/
Huntington I. ii. A iv b, Marian, daughter to Lord Lacy,
Is troth-plighted to wastfull Huntington. x8as Scott Be-
trothed xxix, Not married, perhaps, but engaged—troth-

Elighted. 1878 Susan Phillips On Seaboard 75 Hand in

and, Troth-plighted, we two heard the midnight chime.

So t Tro'th-pli^ffhtinfif, the action of plighting

troth, engagement, betrothal : = Troth-plight ji^.

c X440 Jacob's Well 52 P0W5 non othe be made, ne trewthe
ply^tyng, ne no fieschly knowyng, ne no wytnes be Iwre.

c \^TJ Caxton Jason 127 The fyansialles and trouthpHghting
of iason and Creusa. 1530 Palscr. 283/1 Trouth plyghtyng,

JianceailUs.

Tro-tlet. nonce-wd. [f. Trot j^.I + -let.] A
diminutive trot.

xSto Stevenson Trav. Cevennes 38 A prick, and she broke
fortti into a gallant little trotlet that devoured the miles.

Trottee (tr^^tr). nonce-wd. [f. Trot z^. + 'EE.]

One who is trotted out (see Trot v. 4 c).

x8i8 Blackiv. Mag. III. 527 There is something about the
Doctor that all at once converts the trotter into the trottee.

18x9 LocKHART Peter's Lett. Ixxi. III. 246, I had the good
sense. .to perceive the danger of the practice,. .and. .nope
never to fill the roll either of Trotter or Trottee.

Trotter (trf>-t3i). [f. Trot v. + -erI; cf.

med.h.trotdrius (Du Cange), OF. trotter (Godef.).'}

1. A horse (or other quadruped) which trots

;

spec, a horse especially bred and trained to the trot.

1381-a [see 6J. i39x-a Earl Derby's ExPed, (Camden) 143
Pro duobus equis trotters cum duabus sellis per ipsum
emptis. 1453 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) III. 137, j equi basii,

trotter, x\ 150J Greene Maiden's Dream Wks. (Rtldg.)

279/1 His stable full of coursers. ., Trotters whose manag'd
looks would some affright. 1679 Lond. Gas, No. 1412/4 A
black brown Gelding about 15 hands,. .aTrotter only. 1776
Pennsylv. Even. Post 26 Mar. 154/2 A Dark Brown Coloured
Horse.. a natural trotter. x8ia Sporting Mag. XXXIX.
31 A trotter constantly habituated to that pace. 1858 O.W.
Holmes Aut. Breah/.-t. ii, Compare the racer with the

trotter. 1890 W. P. Lett in Big Game N. Amer. 88 The
Caribou is the champion trotter of America. X898 Doyle
Trag, Korosko v, 110 Most of them [camels] were beautiful

creatures, true Arabian trotters.

b. A trotting-cart, a sulky.

iQoa Times 4 Apr. 9/6 He would come up in the morning
in nis ' trotter ',

2. One who moves or goes about briskly and
constantly; see Trot v. 2,

spec, {Univ. slang) a tailor's assistant who goes round for

orders; also, a tailor's, dressmaker's, or milliner's girl

messenger ; at Dublin Uni7'ersity, one who goes to Dublin
for B degree, without residence (cf. term-trotter, at Oxford

:

see Term so. 17); at Durham University^ a day-student
(cf. Trot v. 2).

156* J. Heywood Prov. ^ Epigr. (1867) 140 Neede makth
tbolde wyfe trot : is she a trotter now 7 1580 Hollvband
Treas. Pr, Tong, Gaste-pav^, a trotter vpon the pauements,
a walker by the streets. 1605 Tryall Chev. n. 1. in Bullen

O. PI. III. 288 And this trotter is my ryval and loves Tho-
masin. 1765 Footk Commissary i. Wks. 1709 II. 17 That
eternal trotter after all the little draggle-tail a girls of town.

x86o Slang Diet., Trotter^A tailor's man who goes round for

orders, university, 188^ Durhafn Univ. Jrnl. 17 Dec, 1^1

We suspect that the ingenious inventor of the name * trotter
'

was well aware that the name had a ridiculous sound. 1897
Daily News 23 Feb. 3/1 She was a Trotter.. she trotted to

and fro between the East and the West, with patterns to

match—silks, stuffs, and so on.

3. Usually//. The feet of a quadruped, esp. those

of sheep and pigs as used for food ; also humor-
ously^ tne feet of a human being.
(Quot. c 1358 doubtfully belongs here.)

[ci3S8 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1903) 742 Item in duro
pisce frisc v^o. Item in trotters vuj<*.l xsaj Skelton
Why not to Court 908 The chefe of your fayre Myght
stand nowe by potters, And suche as sell trottt:rs. c 1550
Lacy Wyl Buck's Test. (Halliw.) 58 For to make the

Trotters of the Bucke. Take the foure fete, and skalde

them(etc.J..and that ben the trotters. i6oa C:abew Corn-
wall I. 24 Not the dammes Foale, but the dames Trotters,

be trusted vnto. 1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. ^ Commw. 174

He steales the sheepe ; and gives the Trotters for Gods
sake. ax650 Anc. Poems, etc (Percy Soc.) 164 Two calves'

feet, and a bull's trotter. X7SS Gentl. Mag. XXV. Pref.,

Finding out that some bald pated drone of a monk laid up
his useless trotters in the corner of his Abbey, about 500

years ago. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 309 They will fasten

the paws and trotters of panthers, bears, and buffalos, to

their feet and hands. 1851 MAVHEwZtfwrt'. Labour 1. 158/2

For supper there is a sandwich, a meat pudding, or a 'trot-

ter '. 187J Mary Jewry Every-day Cookery 72/2 Perfectly

cleanse and blanch the trotters.

4. See quot.

X864 Daily Tel. i8 May, 'The., trotters '—fishermen who
..trot for whelks to sell as bait to the North Sea cod-

smacks.

5. One who trots another out in conversation : see

Trot Z/. 4 C 1818-19 [see Trottke].

6. attrib. and Comb,, as trotter-bone, -girl (see

sense 2), ^-saddle, -stall; trotter-boiler, one

whose business is to treat the hoofs of animals by

boiling; trotter-cases, sb. pi. boots or shoes
{slang) ; trotter-pie : see quot. ; trotter skirt (see

also Trotteur), a short, neat walking skirt.

1883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts Ser. ii. 301/1 Some
[glue-making materials] that come from tlie *trotter-boilers
. .have been limed already. X799 G. Smith Laboratory II.

407 Take *trotier-bones ; calcnie and beat them to a fine
powder, wherewith rub the spots on both sides. 1869 Daily
News -2^ Aug., The original floor. .was laid with 'trotter
bones

',
..closely packed and driven into the ground to the

depth of from three to four inches. xSax Hood Sent. Journ.
wks. 1862 I. 34 A young gentleman in very tight *trotter-
cases,. .his feet gave evident signs of suffering. X838 Dickens
O, Twist xyiii, * Japanning his trotter-cases ' . . rendered into
plain English signifieth, cleaning his boots. 1903 Westm.
Gaz. 10 Aug._ lo/i The streets of Soho are unusually quiet

;

the ' trotter girl, with her bundle of coats or trousers, is almost
a curiosity, a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais m. xviii. 151 We
were.. eating a Bushel of *Trotter-pies \prig, goudiveaulx
(see Cotgr.)} X38x-a Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 593 Pro
reparacione j "trottersadlll. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 5/3
A. .gown.. for roller skating or merely for walking [with]

a "trotter skirt. XS9S En^. Tripe-ivi/e (18B1) 148 Since I

trotted from my *trotter stall, And figd about from neates
feete neatly drest : I finde no pleasure nor content at all.

Hence Tro'tteress {nonce-wd.) y a female trotter

(in globe-trotteress \ cf globe-trotter s. v. Globk
sb. 10 b).

x89a Marianne North Recoil. Happy Life (ed. 2) II. 213
Lady A. joined our three pairs of hands and blessed us—
'Three globe trotteresses all at once 1

'

(I Trotteur (trotor), fem. trotteuse (troto-z).

[Fr.] — Trotter: see trotter skirt (prec. 6).
X904 Daily Chron. 6 Feb. 9/1 The short trotteuse costume

is quite out of place at a wedding. Ibid. 20 Feb. 8/5 The
trotteuse skirt . . is being more and more worn. 1909 Westm.
Gaz. 29 May 15/2 Seaside dresses .. are short, and the

pleated trotteur skirt can scarcely be improved upon. 1910
ibid. 15 Apr. 5/3 The black and white check 'trotteur '.

Trotting (trp-tiij), vbl. sb. [f. Trot v. + -ing ^.]

The action of the verb Trot in various senses

;

spec, in U.S.y a trotting-race.

14.. Beryn 2402 Yeur rennyng & yeur trotting, in-to an
esy pase 1 shall turn. X470-85 Malory Arthur hi. xiii.

116 A lytel afore mydny^t they herd the trottynge of an
hors. X58X MuLCASTER Positions xxiv. (1887) 98 Trotting

. . shaketh the bodie to violently. X646 Sib T. Browne
Pseud. Ep, IV. vi. 193 Animalls . . move Per latera,..ox

per diametrum, . . lifting the foot before, and the crosse

foot behinde, which is succussation or trotting. X787 ' G.
Gambado' Acad. Horsew. Title-p., Instructions for Walk-
ing, Trotting, Cantering, Galloping. X873 H. E. P. Spof-

FORD Pilot's Wife in Casqttet Lit. IV. 13/2 She and
the nurse made such a racket.., with their shsbr.hing

and trotting and patting and stirring and sipping. x882

Standard 26 Sept. 2/2 At Lynn and other parts of the

Wash they [whelks] are caught by a mode of fishing

designated ' trotting '. Green crabs are threaded together

and let down into the water,and the whelk,.. while sucking

the meat out of the crabs, is easily drawn to the surface.

1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius v, 'Do you have much
raong in America ?

' .

,
' Yes. Trotting, Ag'd nags in sulkies.

See how fast they can go a mile,'

b. attrib.
t
:i-itrotting-match, -race^ -sulky^ -term

(see Trot v. i)y -track y -turf.

X840 Bt.AiNE Encycl. Rur. Sports % 1046 Formerly it was
a maxim in trotting races, that weight did not form a con-

siderable object, ibid, § 1049 The distances of this trotting

match were [etc.]. 1863 'Ouida' Held in Bondage (1870)

41 The certainty that Vane Steven's roan filly would lose the

trottin^-match. 1883 Durltam Univ. Jmi. 17 Dec 141

I'm gomglokeep a trotting term. x888 Lighthall Vng.
Seigneur 74 The horse-trader's trotting-sulky was standing

at the door. 1893 Outing (U.S.) May 98/1 The perfect

trotting track of the present time is built [etc.]. Ibid, 99/1
This early heroine of the trotting turf.

TrO'tting, ppl- a, [f. as i)rec. -t- -iNG ^.] That

trots, in various senses.

Trotting butcher, a butcher who goes his rounds on horse-

back, 1 rotting seconds hand, in a watch, a hand which
registers the seconds on the minute-divisions of the dial,

pausing on each.

C14J5 Eng. Conq, Irel. 88 Vnnetlie he [Henry III) wold

ryde any amblynge hors, bot myche trottynge hors, for to

trauaylle hys body the more. X480 in Cely Papers (1900) 55,

I whowlde awise yow brynge hower auU yowr trottyng hors.

xsa3 FiTZHERB. Husb. S 77 The .ix. propertyes of a foxe,. .the

.vii. to be shorte-troitynge. 1579 J. Jones Preserv. Bodie <^

Soule I. XV. 28 Blinde bittels, flattering fellowes, trotting

trulles, and wilful murtherers. 1660 Blount Boscobel 23

The valiant Earl of Cleveland (who being above 60 years of

age had marched 21 dayes together upon a trotting horse).

X725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. i. ii. Prol., A trotting buriiie

wimpling through the ground. X842 Mrs. F. Trollope Kw//

to Italy I. i. 2 Inference-s, .deduced by trotting travellers from

the aspect of the scenes through which they passed. x8si

Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 175/2 The trotting butcher is..

not likely to be succeeded by any in the .same line, or.,

•ride 'of business. x888 Bryce Amer. Commw. III. 528

note. The trotting horse is driven, not ridden. X900 Jeweller's

Catal., The Nurse's Watch, with long trotting seconds hand

for taking the beats of the pulse.

Trottle: see Thattle sb.'^

llTrottoir (trotwar). [F. (16th c), f. trotter

to Trot -f- -oiry L, -orium.] A paved footway

on each side of a street ; a pavement. Also attrib.

1804 Edinb. Rev. Jan. 337 A neat troitoir of flat stones

runs before the doors. x8a8 H. Best italy as it is 83 Milan

is well paved, though ttiere are no trottoirs, or foot passen-

gers' pavements. x83a Mrs. F. Trollopi-: Dom. Mann.
Amer, xxx. (1839) 293 The trottoir paving, in most of the

streets, is extremely good, being of large flag stones, very

^uperior to the bricks of Philadelphia. X864 G. Musgbave
Ten Days Fr. Parsonage \. i. 22 Water-carts .. irrigating .

.

the splashed.. pedestrians on the trottoir.
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I^KOTTOIRED. 404 TROUBLE.

Hence Trottoired a., furnished with a trottoir.

1858 Mayhkw Upper Rhine iv. (i860) iSsThe streets. .are

mostly broad and trottoired.

Trou, Trouage, Trouant : see Tbow, Tbbw-
AGE, Truant.
Troubadour (tr«*badu9j). [a. F. troubadour

(i6th c. in Godef. Compl.)^ ad. Prov. trobador

(= Cat. trobador^ Sp,, Pg. travador, It. trovatore\

agent-n. f. Prov, trobar^ Sp,, Pg. trovar^ It. trovare^

F. trouver to find, invent, compose in verse; cf.

TBOUvfeRE.
The origin of the verb itself is questioned. As it exists

in most of the Romanic langs., it is generally hekl to be
late popular L. Diez explained it as formed by metathesis
from L. turbare to disturb, through the sense ' turn up \
Cf. for the form F. troubler, O F. trubier, from late L. *tur.

buiare: see Etymol. IVdrterbuck ed. 4, s.v. ; cf. also the

Neapol. conirovare from L. conturbare. Another conjecture

in Du Cange would take the Romanic forms from med.L.
iropKSy Trope sb. 5, a verse or versicle, whence *tropdre.

Both of these, and other conjectures, present difficulties.]

One of a class of lyric poets, living in southern

France, eastern Spain, and northern Italy, from the

nth to the 13th centuries, who sang in Proven9al

(Jattgue d*oc)j chiefly of chivalry and gallantry,

sometimes including wandering minstrels and
jongleurs.

1727-41 Chambers O*^/. s.v., The poesy of the troubadours
consisted in sonnets, pastorals, songs [etc.]. 1767 Percy
Rel. Anc. Eng. Poetry (ed. 2) I. p. xxvii, The Troubadours
of Provence, .are supposed to have led the way to the poets
of Italy, France, and Spain. 1801 Strutt Sports ^ Fast.
III. iii. 162 The troubadours brought with them into the north
a new species of language called the Roman Language. . . It

evidently originated from the Latin, and was the parent of the
French tongue. 1833 Longf. Outre-Mer Prose Wks. 1886
I. 94 The lyre of the Troubadour seems to have responded
to the impulse of momentary feelings only,— to the touch of
local and transitory circumstances. 1884 Tennyson .^t'c^c^

Prol., I am a Troubadour, you know, and won the violet at

Toulouse.

b. transf. One who composes or sings verses or

ballads ; also, a composer or writer in support of

some cause or interest.

i8a6 ]. M. Sherer Rejl. Ramble Ger^nany Introd. 24 At
the inn here I found a young German troubadour. He sung
ballads for me, accompanying himself on the guitar. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop ti. He's quite a Troubadour, you
know. i86z Goldw. Smith Inaug, Led. 32 Novels and
poems by the troubadours of the landed interest. 1869 B.
Taylor Byeways ofEurope I. 227 The Majorcans still have
their troubadours, who are hired by languishing lovers to
improvise strains.

O. atlrib.

iBS^ Chambers' Encycl. IX. 560/2 The extent of territory
on which the troubadour poetry was cultivated— viz. . . France
south of the Loire ; Catalonia, Valencia, and Aragon in

Spain ; and part of Upper Italy. 1887 Miss R. H. Busk
Folk-Songs Italy 122 The influence of the troubadour songs
of Provence is scarcely felt beyond the region of Piedmont
in the songs of the people. 189S Lady Mary Lovd tr.

l/zanne's Fashion in Paris ill. 55 Towards the close of the
[First] Empire, when troubadour fashions came in. 190a
Chaytor Troubadours Dante Introd. 19 Tlie great feature of
the troubadour love-poetry is the glorification of the married
woman.
Hence Troa-badourish a., pertaining to, or hav-

ing the character or style of a troubadour, or of the

poetry of the troubadours (whence Trou'badour-
ialilyadv.) ; Troa'badourism, the cliaracter, prin-

ciples, or style of the troubadours; Troubadonr-
1st, one who writes in the style or studies the

productions of the troubadours (in quot. aUribS).

184^ Eraser's Mag. XL. 448 ' Effeminate and *trouba-
dounsh', I thought. 1864 Pearson in Spectator 245/2
Blondel . . maintained the honours of his troubadourish name
by a patriotic Latin poem * Complanctus Bonorum Galli-

corum'. 1905 Daily Chron. 17 May 3/3 The troubadourish,
unworldly, exquisite passionaleness of it all. 1880 G.
Meredith Tragic Com. xiii. (1892) 184 The pleading was
not done *troubadourishly, in soft flute-notes. 1898 Lady
Mary Loyd tr, Uzanue's Fashion in Paris Introd. 7 The
stiff lines and starched manners of a sham "Troubadourism.
1901 Daily Chron. 18 Dec. 3/6 Tiptoft, whose.. career.. is

entirely lacking in *troubadourist qualities, good or bad.

t Trou'blable, a* Obs. rai-cK [f. Trouble
2;. + -ABLE.] Troublesome, grievous.
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv, met. iL 92 (Camb. MS.)

Trowblable \Add. MS. troublable] Ire |»at arayseth in hym
the floodes of trwblynges tormentith . . hyr thowht.

tTron'blance. Obs» Also 5 turbulaunce,
turblaunoe, 6trublauce, 7 trubellance. [a, OF.
trublance^ troblance (13th c. in Godef.), f. trubicr,

trobler to Trouble. With the earlier examples
cf. the ^-forms of Trouble ; turbulaunce is con-
formed to L. turbitUntia.'] The action of troubling

or state of being troubled ; disturbance ; trouble,
sorrow, pain. (In later use only Sc.^
C1400 LovK Bonavent. Mirr, (1907)287 With grete ioye..

of the blessed presence of her iorde; but, .with grete drede
and turbulaunce of his aweie passynge. c 1425 Orolog.
Sapient, iv. in Anglia X, 353/44 The periles of turblaunoe
of pisnoyous worlde, 15.. Aberdeen Regr. (Jam.), Con-
wickit for the trublance of him in wordis, caliand him koff-
caryll one the oppin gait. 1627 Dutnl'arton Burgh Hec.
in J. Irving Hist. Dumbartonshire (i860) 475 The sd R'
M'Cawlay,.to pay unlaw, and find caution for trubellance
in lyme coming. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Stormed iv.

(1827) 127 The tipsy sutors. .wi' their iron grapples, grippit
His flesh, and unto troublance nippit, Gamn' nim scream.

Trouble (trp-b'l), sb. Forms: 3-7 truble,

(3 trubuU), 4-6 treble, -el(l, -il(l, -yll, -ul,

trowble, (5 thruble, trobbyll), 5-6 trubel,

trubble, troubel(l,trowbel, (-ill, -yll, -iil(l), 4-
trouble. /3. 4-6 ttirble, -el, -ill, 5 torble, -el,

tourbel. [ME. a. OF. truble, turble (12th c),

torble, tourble, troble (13th c), F. trouble (i6th c),

f. tourbler, troubler to Trouble.]
1. Disturbance of mind or feelings; worry, vexa-

tion; affliction; grief; perplexity; distress.

Now often also in lighter use, expressing any degree, how-
ever slight, of embarrassment or * oother , or a condition of
suffering some inconvenience or discomfort
c 1330 tiali Meid. 29 Codes spuses J?at ise swote else wi3ute
swucn trubuil, c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 14
Out of the lond he put awey alle trobelle. And made of newe
cure joies to be dobelle. 1509 Fisher Fiin. Servt. Ctess
Richmond Wks. (1876) 299 The greuaunce trouble and vexa-

cyon of the good persone hath gretter cause of pyte . . than of

the euyll persone. 1535 Coverdale Ps. lxxxv[i]. 7 In the

tyme of my trouble 1 call vpon the. x6ii Bible Job v. 7

Man is borne vnto trouble {earlier w. labour, travail], as the
sparkes flie vpward. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 96 The trouble

of thy thoughts . . in sleep. X719 Dk Foe Crusoe 11.

vi, In trouble to be troubled Is to have your trouble

doubled. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxiii. Her head was so
carried with pain of body and trouble of mind. 1910 Stage
Year Bk. 23 I'here are two services [of electricity] installed,

to prevent trouble in case of a breakdown on the mains.
Mod. 'Ihe family were in great trouble on account of the

death of the eldest son.

b. With a and //. An instance of this ; a
misfortune, calamity; a distressing or vexatious

circumstance, occurrence, or experience.

1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) Cv/2 Graunt me a Huing
sufficient. .And voyde of troubles. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm, 208 The Ambassadors were m a pecke of troubles.

a 159Z H, Smith Serm. (i637> 244 Troubles come in an
hundred wayes. i6oa Shaks. Nam. 111. i. 59 To take Armes
against a Sea of troubles. i6ia Bkinsley Lud. Lit. iii.

(1627) 20 The trouble is this: that when as my children doe
first enter into Latine, many of them will forget to reade
English. 1861 Palev yEschylus (ed. 2) Choeph. 683 twte.

At the very time when his troubles seemed at an end. 1863
Reade Hard Cash 1. 5 She was determined to share his

every trouble.

C. trans/. A thing or person that gives trouble

;

an occasion or cause of affliction or distress.

1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. iv. Ixxvi. 228 The Germans.,
were.. a kinde of vnprofitable troubles of a campe. x6io
Shaks. Temp. i. ii. 152 Alack, what trouble Was I then to

you? 161X Bible Isa, i. 14 Your appointed Feasts.. are a
trouble vnto me, 1 am weary to beare them. 1709 Pope
Ess, Crit. 502 Then most our trouble still when most
adniir'd. 1859 Tennyson Geraint ^ Enidi6ig The useful

trouble of the rain.

f d. Harm, injury, offence. Obs.

1463 AsHBY Prisoner's ReJl. 255 Seyntes. .That suffred

trowbyll with out resystence. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 281

The Fleminges did the French men great trouble.

2. Public disturbance, disorder, or confusion

;

with a and pL an instance of this, a disturbance, an
agitation.

I1378 Rolls of Parlt. III. 43/1 Le RoJalme en diverses

parties est mys en grant troboill.] £1400 A^ol. Loll. 87
Mansleyng, |>eft, . .corrupcoun,. .troubytl], penury. ^1435
Chron. London (Kingsford 1905) 85 'i'o eschew Rebellion,
dysobeyssaunce and Trouble. <: 1460 Fortescue Abs. 9t

Lim, Mon. xvii.(i885) 153 Wheroff hath comyn..mony gret

trowbels and debates, 1550 Latimer Last Serm. bef, Edw.
VI, 105 It maketh troble and rebellion in the realme. 1651
lIoBBES Leviath. 11. xxx. 184 It is a hard matter to know
who expecteth benefit from publique troubles. 1760-78 H.
Brooke Fool of Qual, i, [Then] the troubles happened:
and Cromwell assumed the regency. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 105 They were to be allowed to exer-

cise any profession which they had exercised before the
troubles.

^. ^1440 Provip. Parv. 497/1 Torble, or torblynge. ., iur-

hacio. 1463 Plunipton Corr, (Camden) p. Ixix, When any
turble or enterprise was like to fall hurt or scaythe to the
Kings people,

3. Pains or exertion, esp. in accomplishing or

attempting something; care, toil, labour. Thr.

to put to {the) trouble^ to take {the) trouble.

jSyy B. Gooce tr. Heresbach's Husb. 35 b, Lupines. .This
pulse requireth least trouble. x66a J. Davtes tr. Olearius^
Voy. Avtbass. 248 That trouble we had been atj put us all

in a sweat. 1729 Law Serious C. iii. (1732) 31 If it costs me
no pains or trouble. 1840 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange
Ufe{iZio) III. vii, 108 To be quit of the trouble and ex-

pense of the garden. 1836 Titan Mag. Dec. 525/1 He. .did

not care to put himself to the least trouble. 1866 Dk. Ar.
GHxx. Reign Z-aTw vii.(i87i) 366 Wherever we take the trouble

to trace any. .phenomenon through the sequences of cause
and effect. 1912 Oxford Mag. 14 Nov. 78/r To save them-
selves the trouble of thinking.

4. a. A disease, disorder, ailment ; a morbid
affection.

1726 H^odrow Corr. (1843) III. 267 Riding, .agrees much
with my trouble which 1 am not altoaether free of. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 882 Perityphlitis due to trouble in

the caecum. 1899 Ibid VIII. 16 Writer's cramp and like

troubles.

b. A woman*s travail, (Also of an animal.)

dial, or euphein.
a 1825 FoRBY Voc. E. A nglia s. v., She is now in her trouble.

1877 H- Smakt Bound to IVin i, Calvert came, .and told me
Veturia [the mare] was getting very close upon her trouble.

1889 M. Gray Annesley 111. i. 95 He rode over the bleak
downs to help Daniel Pink's wife in her trouble. 1896 A.
LiLBURN Borderer xxix. 219 Come now, my canny woman,
you must try and drink this, or you'll never win through

your trouble. 1901 M. E. Francis Pastorals Dorset 162
When I'm over my trouble I'll come to see you.

5. In various other special applications, euphem-
istic, colloquial, dialectal, or vulgar. a. Un-
pleasant relations with the authorities, esp. such

as involve arrest, summons before a magistrate,

imprisonment, or punishment; e.g. to bring one-

self into trouble, to get into trouble ; to be in
trouble^ to be in jail {slang).

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 115 Lest they should both
offend the Mayor, and bring themselues in trouble, a 1562
Cavendish IVolsey [iZg^,) 266 This gentilman..whoiiaihe
byn late in troble in the Tower of London. 1837 }. D.
Lang New S. Wales II. 34 His wife very soon got into

trouble, as it is technically termed in the colony ; i.e. into the

commission of some crime or misdemeanour, which issues in

..flagellation, or imprisonment, or transportation, or death
by the law. 1899 Mary Johnston Old Dominion vii, My
friend has been in trouble.. He will not make the worse
conspirator for that Mod. Take care what you say, or

you'll get into trouble.

b. Said of the condition of an nnmarried woman
with child.

1891 T. Hardy Tess xxxi. On no account do you say a
word of your Bygone Trouble to him., .Many a woman

—

some of the Highest in the Land—have had a Trouble in

their time. 1891 Daily News z6 Jan. 7/2 She said she con-

sented to come to London to be married to the prisoner as
she believed she was in trouble.

O. U.S. coiloq. or slang. Public festivity; inter-

ruption or disturbance of ordinary work.
1884 C. T. Buckland Sh. Social Life India iii. 66 A day

of rest comes in between each day of pleasure, or ' trouble'

as the Yankees more rightly call it. 1897 Flandbau Har-
vard Episodes 313 That particular quarter.. was not.. the

most decorous on Class Day. There is alwa>'s more or less,

what is technically known as ' trouble '. .on Class Day aftei-

noon.

6. Mining. A dislocation in a stratum ; a fault

(usually small).
1672 Sinclair Misc. Obs. Hydrostaticks (1683) 267 That

alteration . . was not occasioned by any Gae, or trouble. Ibid,

2^6 Gae's, and Dykes . , being the occasion of so much
Trouble, in the working of Coal, . . the Coal-hewers call them
ordinarily by that name Trouble. 1789 Brand H/st. Ne7u-
castle II. 680 note. Troubles [are] dikes of the smallest

degree ;..strata are generally altered by a trouble, from their

regular site to a different position. 1859 R. Hunt Guide
Mus. Pract. Geol. (ed. 2) 228 The effects of these movements
will be visible in faults, troubles, dykes, throws, or heaves
(as in different localities they are named).

7. attrib. and Comb., as trouble-bearer, -cup,

-hunter, -maker; trouble-free, -giving, -haunted,

-proof, -saving, 'tost^ -void adjs. (See also

Trouble v. 6.)

IS59 Mirr. Mag., Mortimers xiv, Seldome ioye continuetb
trouble voyde. i6o8 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. \\\. Schism
506 Art not thou hee that sow'sl the Isaacian Plain With
Trouble-Tares? 1648 Herbick Hesper., Content, notCates
7 A little pipkin.. Set on my table, trouble-free. 1807
WoRDSw. White Doe vii. 151 AH now was trouble-haunted

ground. 1850 Struthebs Poet. Wks. II. 244 Quaff'd it

must be, life s trouble-cup. 1850 'J'ennvson In Mem. Ixv, I

lull a fancy trouble-tost. 1878 A. Paul Random Writ. 202

We think ourselves giants and trouble-prouf until it [illness]

overtakes us. 1893 Westtn. Gaz, 3 Feb. 1/3 A most trouble-

giving class. 1909 Daily Chron. 14 Apr. 7/5 A laugh is the

best trouble bearer.

Hence f Trou'blefal a., full of trouble, trouble-

some {obs^ ; Trou'bleless «., free from trouble.

1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl. 71 To what end, .haue they
breathed out so loude, boisterous, and troublefull blasts ?

1838 Mary Howitt Birds ^ Flowers, Birds ii, In a trouble-

less delight

!

tTr0U"ble, «. Obs, Forms: 4-5 trouble, -el,

-ele, trowble, (4 turble), 5 trobil, trobille,

trowbul, Sc. trubill. [a, Y. trouble (in I2ih c.

truble, ttirble, troble^ 1 3th c. iourble, troble, trouble),

according to Halz.-Darm. :—late pop.L. *turlmlum,
for cl.L. turbidum, whence troubler to Trouble.
A genuine adjectival form, but perh. sometimes
standing in Eng. for troubU, Troubly.]
L Of water, wine, etc.. Troubled, turbid, muddy,

thick ; of air, etc., Misty, murky, cloudy, not clear;

in quot. c 1400 1, dim, dusky,
01327 On Dreams \n Rel. Ant. I. 263 Water thikke ant

trouble. c:z4oo Rom. Rose 7116 As moche as. .The sunne
sourmounteth the mone, That troubler is, and chaungeth
sone. C1400 Maundev. (1839) ^i"- ^^8 f>ere is a welle that

iiij. sithes in the ^eer chaungeth his colour : somtyme grene,

somtyme reed, somtyme cleer, & somtyme trouble [Roxb.
trublee]. Ibid. xiv. 157 The gode dyamandes . . ben of

trouble colour, C14S0 Merlin 236 Thei loked towarde
Lanneriur, and saugh the eyr trouble, and thikke of duste.

Z48a Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 24 Whenne it betokenethe

battayle it rennys foule and trouble watere [cf quot, 1605

s. V. Troubly 1].

2, Disturbed, distressed, confused; marked by
disturbance or confusion ; troublous, restless,

unquiet.
CX374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. iv. 107 (Camb. MS.) Alle

thingys semen to be confus and trowble [Add. MS. trouble]

to vs men. c 1386 — Clerk's T. 409 With stierne face and
with fui trouble cheere. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv.

xvii. (1S69) 1S4 pe anguishe J>at so harde presseth troubel

herte.

3, Turbulent, tempestuous, stormy, violent.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. i. Met. vii. lo (Ciamb. MS.) The
trowTile \Add. MS. trouble] wynde bat hyht Auster. C1470
Hsnry Wallace vii. 182 Trubbilt weddyr makis scfaippis to
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droune. 1509 Payt%e Evyll Murr. 95 Like perilous Caribeis

of the trouble see.

Hence Trou'bleness, troubledness, turbidity,

£1380 \VvcL[F 5(*?-;/r. Sel. Wks. II. 333 pe wynd of GoUdis

lawe shulde be cleer, ffor turblenes in t>is wynde mut nedis

turble mennis lif. 14.. Feryn 1417 Of hertis trobilnes I had
nevir knowlech, but of al gladiies. 148a Monk 0/Evesham
(Arb.) 73 They sofryd greuys and varyante trowbulnes of

the eyre.

Trouble (tro'b'l), v. Forms : see Tbouble sb.

[MK. a. OF. trubler, iroblery torbUr, tourbkr,

titrbUr (ii-i4th c), K. troubUr :—late L. *turbu'

idre, f. *turbuliis = cl.L. turbidus Tukbuj.]

I. 1. trans. To disturb, agitate, ruffle (water,

air, etc.) ; esp. to stir up (water) so as to make it

thick or muddy; to make (wine) thick by stirrinji

up the lees ; to make turbid, dim, or cloudy.

Now rare or arch,

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4310 He sal trobel |w se when he
wille, And pees it and make it be stille. 138a >yYCUF Euk.
xxxii. 2 Thou . . trublbt to gldre watris with thi feeL X4aa

tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Priz>. 250 Tho that haue eyen dLs-

colourid and trowbelid. 1534 Tindale John v. 4 For an
angell went doune. .and troubled the water, a 1550 in Z7««-
bt^'s PacmsiS.T.S.) 315 He irublit all the air. 1570 Gossos
ScA. ASuse(Aih.) 56 The fishe Sepia can trouble the water.

1596 Shaks. Tatft. Shr. v. ii, 141 Like a fountaine troubled,

Muddie, ill seeming, thicke. 1660 Dryden Astr, Red. 272
As those lees, that trouble it, refine The agitated soul of

generous wine. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint.^ 231 In the

application of paint,.. to avoid unnecessarily mixing, or, as

it IS called, 'troubling', ' saddening ', or 'tormenting' the
tints, 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 170 Its [the sea's] surface

is ordinarily more or less troubled with waves.

tb. intr. for pass. Of water, to grow turbid ;

of the sun or sky, to grow dark, cloudy, or stormy

;

of a storm, to rage. KXsafig. Obs,

1390 GowER Co'if. VIII. 3009* But hou so that it trowble
in their [ = the air]. The Sonne b evere briht and feir. c 1400
Maundev. (1830) V. 52 Put a drope of bawme in clere water
. .& stere it wet; . . And ^if ^at the bawme be fyn . . the water
schall neuert trouble, cx^oo Destr. Troy 7619 A thondir
with a thicke Rayn thrubUt in \>e skewes. 1568 Gkaftoh
ChroH. 11.835 '^he British affayres..began now again to

flow out and to trouble.

2. trans. To disturb, derange ; to interfere with,

interrupt; to hinder, mar. Obs, or arch.

0330 R. Brunne CkroH. IKoc^ (Rolls) 4764 (Petyt MS.)
pe festc was turbled & mirth aweye. c 1470 Henry l^allace
vrii. 1462 Your fredom we sail trowbill na ma. 1338 Knox
First Blast (Arb.) 13 By her babling she troubled the hole

assemblie. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 129 Trouble not the
peace. 164a Jer. Taylor Episc, (1647) 195 Lucius.. troubled
the affayre by his interposing. 1713^ Addison Guardian
No. 99 P 4 Such who .. might .. trouble and pervert the

course of justice. 183a Tennyson Lotos-Eaters 1x9 And
we should come like ghosts to trouble joy.

II. 3> To put into a state of (mental) agitation

or disquiet ; to disturb, distress, grieve, perplex.
a laas Ancr. R. 263 pu nouhst nout sturicn ne trublen

^ine heorte, 1340 Ayenb. 104 WyJ?.oute him to trobli, wy|>-

oute him to chongi, wyl»-oute him remue ine none manerc
138a WycuF yohn xii. 27 Now my soule is troublid. c 1440
(Tetterydtrs 54 Sore trobelyd in his mynde. i5a6 Tindale
JokfL xiv. I Lett nott youre hertes be trubled. 1538 Stakkey
England 1. i. 20 Let thys dyuersyte of sectys..no thyng
trowbul vs at al. 1657 North s Plutarch, Add, Z/r'« (1676)

8 Orators who do break their brains to utter good things,

and never trouble their heads in the least to do them. S7x5
De Foe Fatn. Instruct, i. iii. (1841) I. 57 Husband, I oe-

lieve something troubles thee. 1866 G. Macimnald Ahh.
Q.Neighb. xxiii.(i878j 417, I was troubled in my own mind.
1875 JowETT Plato {ed. 2) IV. 135 No such perplexity could
ever trouble a modern metaphysician.
3. 5x380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks. II. 328 And berfore Petre

biddi)> Crtsten men, Be not turblicl bi l^er manas. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2850 Turbyld in spirit he cbaungcd
his mode.

+ b. intr, for pass. To be disturbed or agitated

;

to be in or get into an unsettled state. Obs. rare^^,
1618 Bolton Florus iv. iii. (1636)295 In the change of the

government of the Romans, . . the world troubled throughout,
and the whole body of the Empire was turmoiled with all

sorts of perils.

4. trans. To do harm or hiut to; to injure; to

molest, oppress.

137S Barbour Bruce 1. 479 And swa trowblyt the folk saw
he, That he tharoff had gret pitte. c 1475 Rau/Coil^ar
136 Fur sa troublit with stormis was I neuer stad. X5a6
TiNOALE Matt. xxvi. 10 Why trouble ye the woman ? 1567
Gude ff Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 107 The fleand dartb, . . To trubill

the, sail haif na inycht. 1667 Milton P. L. xii. 209 God
looking forth will trouble all bis Host .And craze thir Chariot
wheels. 1711 in Nairne Peerage Evid, (1874) 143 From all

citing conveening judging fyning or otherwayes molesting
and troubling the saids heritors tennents possessors and
occupiers. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 246 Swans.. Whom,
swooping from the region of the skies, Jove's bird was
troubling. X9ia Tinus 19 Oct. 5/4 No individual.. shall be
proceeded against or trouoled in his person or property.
absol. c 1570 R. Robinson Gold. Mirr. (Chetham Soc.)

Introd. 7 Stormes that troubleth sore. x6ix Bibls Job'm.
17 There the wicked cease from troubling.

b. Of disease or ailment : To cause bodily de-

rangement, pain, or inconvenience to; to afflict;

sometimes in weakened sense, to afifect. (Often in

pass, with with'y 3X%oJig.)
€ X400 tr. Secreta Secret.f Gov. Lordsh. 72 py stomak shal

fillc hym with euyl humours.., and ^t shall trobbyl \y
brayn with euyll fumosyle. [hid. 80 Wyn bat ys takyn
abundanly. .lettys ^ vnderstondynge, ..troblys Jtc brayn.
1508 Dunbar Poems iv. 2, 1 . Am trublit now with gret seik-

nea. a 1348 Hall Chron.^ lUn, /K, 3a b. His pauge so sore

trobeled him that he lay as though al bis vitall sprites had
bene from him departed. 1395 Shaks. yohn v. iii. 3 This
Feauer that hath troubled me so long, Lyes heauie on me.
1604— 0th. iiL iii. 414 Being troubled with a raging tooth,

I could not sleepe. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. 84 He said, That
Mercy was a pretty Lass ; but troubled with ill Conditions.

1731 Johnson Rambler No. 153 1 19 All whom I intreat to

sing are troubled with colds. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VlTl. 842 For many years he has had an ulcer,. which
troubles him.

5. To distress with something disagreeable and
unwelcome ; to vex, annoy ; to tease, plague,

worry, pester, bother. +Also «w/r. with with (obs.).

1513 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 213 If they may find any
hole or colur therin, they will troble with me for the same.

1538 AuDLKY in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 247
Thus 1 trobill you with my sutes. 1360 Uaus tr. Sleidane's
Comtn. 23 b, [He] besecheth him and his adherentes to

trouble the church no more. 1590 Shaks. Com, Err. iii. i.

62 Your towne is troubled with unruly boles. i6xt — \Vint.

T, 11, i. I Take the Boy to you : he so troubles me, Tis past

enduring. 1794 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I- 44o, I

made.. thirteen scaling ladders, .. for I think the Troops
will be troubled in getting up the wall, 'because the earth
is too loose, 1883 *Mr& Alexander' Valerie's Fate ii,

'He would trouble me no more.* *Does he really trouble

you, Valerie ?
'

' Yes, really. I am frightened and nervous
when I go out.'

b, ih. lighter sense: To put to inconvenience,

incommode : often used hyperbolically by way of

courtesy : * to give occasion of labour to : a word
of civility or slight regard ' (J.). Usu. const, with :

also with in/, (esp, in a formula of polite or quasi-

polite request), to give (one) the trouble io do
something (cf. c, d).

1516 Q. Margaret in Mrs. Wood Lett. Illustr. Ladies
(1846) 1. 221, I pray you send me word, for 1 will trouble

you no more with my sending. i6ia BrinsleyXm/. Lit.

iii. (1627) 12 It seemeth to mee .. unreasonable .. that the
Grammar Schooles should bee troubled with teaching A.B.C.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. u 14 He will not be troubled
with small Fractions.. which breedeth no great error. 1708
Arbuthnot in Lett, Eminent Persons (1813) I. 180, I shall

trouble you to give my services to my friends at Oxford,
xyxx Steele spect. Na 142 pii, I will not trouble you
with more Letters at this time. 1875 Jowetf Plato (ed. 2)

I. 294 Let me trouble you with one more question. Alod.

May I trouble you to pass the mustard? I'll trouble you to

wipe your feet the next time you come into the house.

C. With for : To pester with requests, ask im-

portunately, importune ; hence (usually) in lighter

use, in a formula of polite request : to give (one)

the trouble of passing or handing something.
15x6 Q. Margaret in Mrs. Wood Lett. Illustr. Ladies

(1846) I. 221, I shall trouble you no more for no money.
X7SS Johnson, To Trouble. ..q. (In low language.) To sue
for a debt. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. vi, The new pupil

who ^troubled ' Mr. Pecksniff for the loaf. X894 H. Nisbet
Bush GirCs Rom. 30 I'll trouble you, Shafton, for another
of those good cigars.

d. rejl. To take the trouble, take pains, exert

oneself (Jo do something).
xsoo-ao Dunbar Poems xx. 6 Trubill nevir thy self,,.

Vthiris to rewill, that will not rewlit be. i6ai T, William*
SON tr. Gouiarfs IVise Vieillard ^g Pilots.., without much
troubling themselues, or stirring from their places, sit

quietly at the sterne, and holding the Rudder,.. doe cond
and carry their Ships.. to their vnlading port. 1843 R.
Monckton Milnes in Li/e (1891) I. viii. 357 He had never
troubled himself.. tounderhtandthequestion, 1833 Macau-
lav Hist Eng. xv. III. 581 The officer never troubles him-
self to ascertain whether the arms are in good order.

e. intr. for reft. — prec. sense, mod. colloq,

1880 McCarthy Own Times III. xl. 206 He would have
allowed reform to go its way for him, and never troubled.

1S84 W. C, SuiTH Kildrostan 50 Do not trouble to bring
back the boat.

III. 6. The verb-stem in comb., prefixed to sbs.,

forming sbs. with sense 'one who or that which
troubles, disturbs, or mars the peace or enjoyment

of; as •\troubie-belly (gutwort, GlobulariaAiypum) ,

troubie-cupy trouble-feast (also attrib.), trouble-

kousey troubie-mirthf trouble-rest, trouble-state,

trouble-tomb y trouble-town, trouble-world. ( Mostly

rare or Obs^
x668 WiLKiNs Real Char. 112 Guttwort, *Trouble-belly.

a x6io Healky Tkeophrastus[\62(>)7o Then heraileson the
Fidler as a "trouble'Cup. 1603 Florio Montaigne in. ix.

(1632) 56a This *trouble-feast reason. 1630 Lennard tr.

Charron's Wisd. (1658) 52 A little trouble -feast, a tedious
and importunate parasite, 1691 tr. Emilianne's Frauds
Rom, Monks (ed. 3) 226 The olcf Fryer was a Turba Festa,

a meer Trouble-Feast to talk so at random. x6o8 Dod &
Cleaver Expos. Prov. xi—xii, 100 This unthrifty *trouble-

bouse. X643, 1690 [see trouble-town], 1874 T, Hardy Far
fr. Madding Crowd xxxv, 'Tis well to say * Friend ' out-

wardly, though you say * Troublehouse * within. X598 Syl-

vester Du Bartas 11. i. iii. Furies -^2% Th' other Furie.

.

Foule, "trouble-rest. 1604 Daniel Civ. IVars iv. xxiv,

Those faire bayts these *Trouble-States still vse. x8aa

Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Detached Th. Bks., They covered [Shake-
speare's effigy] over with a coat of white paint...! think

I see them.. these sapient *trouble-tonibs. 1619 J. Dyke
Countcrpoison 23 What breedeth these *trouble-townes but

couetousnesse? 1643 Trapp Cotnm. Gen, xxxiv, 30 Many
such trouble-houses and trouble-towns there are abroad.

1690 C. Nesse O. ^ iV. Test. I. 319 Branding his sons with

the bkick name of trouble-houses, and trouble-towns. 1663

Flagellum or O. Cromwell Pref., *Trouble-worlds. 1691

Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 101 John Liibourne [was] naturally

a great trouble-world.

Troubled (tro-b'ld), ///. a, [f. prec. + -KDl.]

1. Physically agitated; of the sea, sky, etc.,

stormy; ot water, wine, etc., stirred up so as to
diffuse the sediment, made thick or muddy, turbid.
Troubled waters [Jig. ), a state of agitation or disquiet.
1388 Wyclif yosh. xiii. 2 The troblid flood that moistith

EgipU 1381 J. Walker in Confer, iv. (1584) Ffiij, It is

troubled water when we mingle our workes and righteous-
nes with Gods. x6ki Bible Isa. Ivii. 20 The wicked are like
the troubled sea, when it cannot rest, whose waters cast vp
myre and dirt. 163a Lithgow Trav, 1. 12 The Riuer Tyber
[is] of a troubled and muddy colour, 1796 Kirwan Elem.
Min. (ed. 2) 1. 334 Jargon. . . Heated to redness, and quenched
in water, it becomes rifty, and troubled. 1833 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. XX. IV. 535 The sky was dark and troubled.
1864 G. Musgrave Ten Days Fr. Parsonage II. iii. 98 An
inadvertent inquiry would have brought us into troubled
waters.

2. Disturbed ; disquieted ; disordered ; agitated
;

afflicted. Also absol.

a i3a3 Prose Psalter 1. 18 (li. 17] Trubled gost is sacrifice

to God. C1450 Capcrave Life St. Aug. xv. 21 Augustine
with a troubled mynde be-gau to loke up-on his (elaw
Alipius, and.. cried: What suffir we? 1533 Coverdale
2 Esdras xv. 8 The innocent blonde of the troubled crieth
vnto me. x6ii Beaum. & Fl. Philaster m, i, Medicine for

a troubled mind. 1631 Hobbks Leviath. 11. xxiii. 126 Some
private partie of a troubled State. i7a8 Eliza Heyvvood
tr. Mme de Gomez's Belle A. (1734) II. 31 Philosophy could
give his troubled Thoughts but little ease, 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Fug. vi, II. 127 The historian of tliis troubled reign.

1883 ' Mrs. Alexander' At Bay vii, I wandered about the
old scenes like a troubled ghost. 1894 Hall Caine Mattx-
man in. xxi, She slept a troubled sleep.

Tronbledly (tnp-b'ldli), adv, rare. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2.] In a troubled or agitated manner ; in

quot. 1624, in a disorderly way, confusedly {obs^.

1399 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 23 So troubledly bemudded
with griefe and care. x6a4 Bp. Hall Art Divine Medit.
xvi, Our Meditation must proceed in due order ; not trou-

bledly, not preposterously. 1630 Lennard ir. Charron's Wisd.
Pref. A ij a, He that carieth nimselfe troubledly, disquietly,

malcontent, fearing death, is not wise. 1891 H. C. Hallioay
Someone must suffer II. ii. 51 He answered troubledly.

Troubledness (tr»*b'ldnes). rare, [f. as

prec. + -NESS.] The quality or condition of being

troubled, disturbed, or disquieted ; also, turbidity.

c X530 yudic. Urines 11. xii. 40 b. That same thycknes &
trublydnes. 1631 Celesiina xx. 151 With so great impor-
tunity, and troublednesse of minde. a 1681 Wharton
Causes Earthquakes Wks. (1683) 323 Putrefaction and
Troubledness of the Waters of Pits and Wells.

t Troa'blement. Obs. rare. [a. F. trouble-

ment, f. troubkr to Trouble : see -ment.] The
act of troubling or condition of being troubled.

1484 Caxton Chivalry 84 Ire is in courage troublcment
and remembraunce of wyclced wil. c 1357 Abp. Parker Ps.
xviii. L iv, They did preuent with troublement, the day of

my great stresse.

Troubler (tr^'blaj). Forms : see Trouble sb,

:

also 4 -ere, 5-6 -ar(e. [ME. a. OF. trobleor, F.

troubleur (13th c), tourbleur (15th c,), f, trobler,

etc. : see Trouble z/.] One who or that which
troubles (in any sense) ; a disturber ; an oppressor.
138a WvcLip Isa. xix. 20 They shul crien to the Lord fro

the face of the trublere, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 497/1 Torbe-
lare, or he |>at makythe debate, turbator. 1^7-64 Bauld-
wiN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 140 Conscience.. is. .an inward
troubler or tormentor. 1394 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 221

The troubler of the poore Worlds peace. x6z^ Middleton
Game at Chess i. i, Yon troubler of all Christian waters.

1710 Hume Sacred Success. (1716) 108 That troubler of the

Church. X869 Tkollope I/e knew, *:tc, xxv, 195 That
pernicious troubler of the peace of families.

Troublesome {twh'Uvm), a. Forms : see

Trouble sb. [f. Trouble sb, + -some 1.] Full of,

characterized by, or causing trouble,

"t-l. Full of disturbance or tumult; disturbed,

disorderly, unsettled, troublous. Obs.
a X548 Hall Chron., Hen, IV, 19 His painfull and busi

wanderyng, his troblesome and vncertaine abidyng. XS53
in Hakfuyt V(^. (1509) II. m There arose in the ship such
a troublesome dLsturbance, that all the ship was in an vprore

with weapons. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 98 The state

of Christendom was troublesome. X687 Aldworth in Magd.
Coll, ^ yas. //(O.H.S.) 63 In troublesome times,

f b. Causing or inclined to cause disturbance;

turbulent. Obs,
155a Huloet, Troublesome, or full of troubtynge, or who

troubleth muche, vexabundus. X591 Savile Tacitus, Hist.

I. Ixvii. 37 His froward and troublesome disposition. 1687

H, Kolden in Magd. Coll. ^ yas. II (O.H.S.) 124 The
Crowd . . was very troublesome.

f o. Characterized by physical disturbance or

agitation ; stormy. Obs,

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comtn. Pref. 2 b, In so many
troublesome stormes, and tempestes full of pea»-il, 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 697 It is a troublesome
Kiver and dangerous even in Summer time. x6a3 Lisle
^Ifric on O. <y N. Test. Pref., A troublesome and tempes-
tuous sea.

2. FuUoftrouble, affliction, or distress; troubled,

sorrowful, arch.
iS3a Bk. Com. Prayer, Public Baptism Infants, That

they, .maye so passe the waues of thys troublesome world,
that [etc.], 1373-8J Abp. Sandys Serm. (Parker Soc.) 321

Heretics, by whom it [marriage] hath been not only mialiked
as troublesome, but utterly condemned as unclean. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World iv. vi. §4, 281 So many Darts.. as
tooke away his. .hopes, together with his troublesome life.

'734 Arbuthnot Let. to Swft 4 Oct., I am going out of
this troublesome world, 1833 LvNCH Self-Improv, 11. 43
Christianity is. .plainly designed for a troublesome world.

fb. Troubled in mind, having trouble, rare"^^.
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1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. (S.T.S.) I. 289

For the cleir cloudis to the dulfuU was pleisant, and to the

trublesum happie.

3. Giving trouble; causing annoyance ; vexatious,

distressing, worrying, bothering.

J573 G. Harvey Leiter-bk. (Camden) 4, I hope you wil

baue me excusid thouh I be trubblesum to your waihtier

afFaiers. 1598 Smaks Merry IK i. i. 325 He rather be vn-

mannerly, then troublesome. i6oiV^.G[mMsroKK]p'Acosfas
Hist. Indies 11. xiii, 112 Why are not the nightes in summer
at Peru, as hotte and troublesome as in Spaine? i66a J.
Davifs tr. Otearius' Voy. Ambass. 97 This small mony ..is

troublesome in the telling and handling 1747 Wesley Print.

Physic (1762) 84 If the Cough be very troublesome. 1839
TiiiRLWALL Greece xlv. VI. 33 If the barbarians were
troublesome neighbours.

4. Involving labour or effort ; toilsome, laborious,

difficult; tiresome, wearisome, oppressive. Now
rare.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 243 An office of exceeding
great authoritie, and niaruellous troublesome. 1600 J. Pory
ix* Leo's Africa\. 236 Their streetes either descend or ascend,

which is verie troublesome to them that haue anybusines in

the towne. 163a Lithgow Trtw. vi. 253 Leaning our trouble-

some way. 1780 Mirror No. 97 P 30 When 1 first got the

multiplication-table by heart, .it was a plaguy troublesome
job. 1836-41 Bbandk Ckem. (ed. 5) 485 Phosphorus may be
purified oy careful distillation, but the process is troublesome
and dangerous.

t b. Painstaking, laborious. Obs, rare.

1818 Moore Mem. (1853) II. 245 A most learned and
troublesome practician.

Troublesomely (tr»'b'ls»mli), adv, [f. prec.

+ -LY ^.] In a troublesome manner.

+ 1. In a disturbed or disorderly manner; con-

fusedly. Obs.

1561 T. Norton Calvin^s Inst. iv. 25 They were wonte. .to

be present at the election.. that nothyng should be irouble-

somly done, a 1699 R. Gilpin in Spurgeon yr^oj. Dav.
Ps. cxix. 32 When the mind is so distracted., it acts trouble,

somely.

2. So as to cause trouble ; annoyingly, distress-

ingly, vexatiously ; oppressively ; tiresomcly,

1591 Pekcivai.l Sp. Diet., Mohstamcntc^ troublesomely.

1641 Milton Reform. 1. Wks. 1851 III. 4 [Peter] falling

troublesomly upon the.. alwise, and unexaminable intention

of Christ. 1663 lioYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Phihs. \\. v. xviii.

273 Wonderful cures.. by the long use of this Decoction,
notwithstanding its. . troublesomely heating^ Quality.

_ 1689
StiADWELL Bury F. 1, More troublesomly ill-bred with his

formality, than a high-shoo'd peasant with his roughness.

1870 W. Chambers Winter Mentone iv. 54 Troublesomely
cold and wet weather,

+ b. In a condition of trouble or distress. Obs,
i6a5 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis i. x x. 56 The night

being troublesomely spent betweene hope and feare.

Troublesomeuess (tr^-b'lsomnes). [f. as

prec + -NESS.] The quality or condition of being

troublesome.

f 1. Disturbed or unsettled state ; confusion, dis-

orderliness. Obs,

1561 T. Norton Calvitis Inst, i, xv. (1634) 79 As though
Reason also did not dissent from it selfe. .. But .. that
troublesomenesse proceedeth of the corruption of nature.

i6ss Fuller Ck. Hist. m. iv. § 27 The troublesomiiess of
the times. 171510 Black //zj/. Brec/ti/i {iQ6-j) 126 Taking
into, .consideration the troublesomeness of the times.

f b. Disposition to cause disturbance; turbu-

lence. Obs,

1591 TuRNBULL Exp. yas. 167 b, Prosperous estate . . which
by brauling, contention and troublesomnes is hindered. 1657
in Eng. Hist, Rev. Oct. (1910) 727 Filled with passion and
troublesomness of spirit.

t c. Physically disturbed or agitated state. Obs,

1648 Hexham ii. s. v. Zee, The troublesomenes.se, or the
swelling of the Sea. i65aH5a Heylin Cosmogr, iv. (1682) 149
Exposed . . to the troublesomeness of sudden tempests. 1658
Rowland Mou/et's Theat, Ins. 953 By the troublesomenesse
of the air they are dispersed hither and thither.

+ 2. Trouble, affliction, distress, Obs,
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. ir. x. (1634) 202 He suffered

much troublesomenesse by his childrens wives. 1604 T.
Wright Passions 11. Pref. 47 Troublesomenesse or disquiet-

ncsse of the soule. a 1639 W. WHATEt.EY Prototypes 11.

xxvi. (1640) 44 To inflict disquietment and troublesomenesse
upon men in their labour.

3. The quality of giving trouble ; vexatiousness,

annoying character ; toilsomeness ; oppressiveness.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xii. 74 Oflfended with
this importunitie and troublesumnes. i6o8 D, T[uvii,] Ess.
Pol. ^ Mor. 79 The troublesomnesse of labor. 1630 J. Tay-
lor (Water P.) Heaven's Blessing Wks. iii. 116/1 For the
auoyding of the troublesomenesse of Boats and Wherries.
1764 Harmer Observ. i. i. 6 Even grammarians derive.,
summer from a root which points out the troublesomeness of
its heats. 1787 W, Marshall iVij?/^;/^ I. 375 Many farmers
..dislike the noise and troublesomeness of these animals.
1881 Miss Braddon Asph. \. 5 With the air of a sinner who
gloried in her troublesomeness.

Troubling (trybliij), vbl. sb, [f. Trouble v.

+ -ING 1.] The action of the verb Trouble, or an
instance of this (in various senses).

c i^liAM?OLE Prase Tr. 17 Afantasiecaused oftrubblyng
of pe brayne. ^1374 [see Tkoublable]. ci^oo Love
Bonavent. Mirr.(igoy) 92 With moche noyse and turblynge
prayer wil not weleand deuoutlybeseide. £:i4oo Maundev.
(Roxb.) vii, 23 per es na trubling of \>e aer thurgh raynes.
£-1440 yacob's IVellgj pefeend-.Touythdyscord & trubelyng
of pes. 1530 Pai,sgr. 283/1 Troublyng of ones mynde, dis-

traction. 16x1 Bible John v. 4 Whosoeuer then first after
the troubling of the water stepped in, was made whole. 1617
Moryson Itin, I. 2o3, 1 thinke they would not haue denied
vs wine, . .yet to aaoide troubling of them, my selfe and my

brother carried some flaggons of rich wine. 184a Parnell
Chem. Anal. (1845) 44 A faint troubling in strong solutions.

1878 F. Ferguson Life Christ xviii. 174 'the medicinal
properties.. would be Intensified at the tiineof the periodical
natural troublings.

Xrou'bling, ///. a, [f. as prec. + -ing i^.]

That troubles ; causing trouble.

a 13J5 Prose Psalter li[i]. 4 pou louedest alle trubland
wordes. 155a Huloet, Troublynge, angens. 0x684
Leighton Cowm. i Peter v. 7 Wks. (i868) 291 Ihe troubling
cares of men. x8sx Lynch Sabbath Medit. in Lett, to

Scattered (1872) 157 A third troubling thought. 1871
HowELLS IVcdd. Joum. (1892) 66 They disposed of their

troubling bags and packages.

tTroU'blish, a, Obs. rare, [f. Trouble
a, + -ishI.] Somewhat * troubled* or turbid.

f 1530 Judic. Urines 11. iii. 18 Whye it is thyckysshe and
trublysshe, is bycause that the humours . . are all distempred.

Troublous (tr»bbs), a. Now only literary

or arch. Forms : see Trouble sb. ; also 5 -ose,

-ows, (-68, -ys, 5-6 -is), 6 -us. [a. OF. irotibleus,

-etix, torbleus ( 1 2th c. in Godef.), i. trouble

Trouble : see -ous.]

1 1. Of water or other liquid : Troubled, turbid,

thick, muddy. Obs.

1495 Trevisa's Barth, De P.R. xviii. xxxix. (W. de W.)
ccvj/2 The horse .. hath lykynge.,to drynke trowblous
[MS. troubly) and thycke water. 1527 Andrew Brunswyke's
Distyll. Waters Bij, Other lyquor..which ye wyl puryfye
from all trowblous and vnclere substaunces. 1544 Phaer
Pestilence (1553) L viij, Thick wyne and troubleous.

2. Characterized by trouble, agitation, or dis-

turbance; disordered, disturbed, unsettled, confused.
CX449 Pecock Repr, in. vii. (Rolls) 318 Like troubelose

tyme was in lerusalem. 1555 Bale in Strype Eccl. Mem.
(1721) in. App. xxxix. 107 The state of our Church. .is

troublous at this present. 167S Traherne Chr, Ethics 363
That troublous times are the seasons of honour, and that a
warlike-field is the seed-plot of great and heroical actions.

1840 Carlyle Heroes iv. (1858) 274 There are long

troublous periods, before matters come to a settlement.

1878 Browning La Saisiaz 599 The millions ..live their

calm or troublous day,

b. Of persons or their attributes : Causing dis-

turbance ; turbulent, disorderly ; restless, unquiet.

1450-X530 [implied in Troublousness]. c X485 Digby Myst.
(1882) m. 1611 Thow froward Kyng, trobelows and wood.
1550 Latimkb Last Serm. be/. Edw. VI, (1562) 115 They.

.

accused hym . . that he was a sedicious fellow,_and a troublous

preacher. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. I. u. vi. 501 Troublous
and adventurous spirits, men of broken fortunes . , and
boundless desires.

o. Of the sea, wind, etc. : Tempestuous, stormy,

violent.

1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 123 Here was noon passage.,
the wynd was .so contrary and the see soo trublys. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VIIl, 48 The wynde was troblous and
the wether foule. x6io Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 305
The sea is . . rough, and troublous. X74a Collins Ode
Evening 46 Winter yelling thro' the troublous air. 1855
Singleton Virgil I, 364 He hunts the storms, and swims
through troublous clouds.

3. Causing trouble or grief; painful, grievous;

vexatious, troublesome.
1463 AsHBY Prisoner s Rejl. 250 With hys trowbelous hurt.

1465 Marg. Paston in /*, Lett. W. 211 I..trost..that ye
shall overcome your enemys and your trobelows maters.

1535 CovERDALE Ezek. xiv. zi, I sende my foure troublous

plages vpon lerusalem : the swearde, honger, perlous beestes

ana pestilence. 1651 Biggs Neiv Disp. Fz73 A difficulty of

breathing, troublous to life. 1747 Upton Nevj Canto
Spenser's F. Q. xxii, Bowers, that exclude the troublous

Light x88o McCarthy Own Times IV. Ii, 79 Mr.Walpole
took on himself the management of the Home Office, little

knowing what a troublous business he had brought upon his

shoulders.

tb. Expressing or indicating trouble or grief;

sad, sorrowful. Obs. rare.

1535 CovERDALE 2 Kings viii. II The man of God loked
earnestly, & made a troublous countenaunce, & wepte. 1590
Marlowe 2nd Pt, Tamburl. iv. i, As when an herd of lusty

Cimbrian bulls,. Fill all the air with troublous bellowing.

Hence Trou'Monsly adv, ; Trou'lJlousness.
1538 Elyot, Fluctuation, *troublously, doubtfully. 1548

Udall Erasm. Par. I^uke xii. 106 To bee troubleously

vexed with the care of suche thynges is a poynte . .of mys-
trustfulnesse towardes god. 1573-80 Baret Alv. S 635
The sea riseth vp troublouslie with great sourges, vnda
exxstuat vortictbus, Virg. 1897 F. Thompson New Poems
6 I'heir orbs are troublously Over-gloomed. i4SO'*Sy
Myrr. our Ladye 45 When goddes seruantes ar besy..in

hysseruyce: they with theyre vanyte & *troubelousnes

pulle downe theyre myndes. iS'JT St. Aug. Manual (Long-
man) 37 Let the troubleousnesse of the flesh cease. 1846

H. W. ToRRENS Rem, Milit. Hist. 179 His worst troublous-

ness had something quiescent in it.

t Troubly, a. Obs. Forms : 4 trubH, -byly,

4-5 troubli, trobli, -bly, trublee, 4-6 trowbly,
trubly, 4-7 troubly, 5 trow-, trobely. [t.

Trouble sb. + -y l or -lt l : cf. cloudy^ muddy,

1

1. = Trouble a. i.

c 1380 Wyclip Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 14 pese fisheris of God
shulden waishe J>ere nettis in ))is ryuer, for Cristis prechours

shulden..not medle wi|? mannis lawc, J^at is trobly water.

c 1400 Trublee [see Trouble a. i]. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Priv. Priv. iii) Tho that bene Pale and trowbely y-colurid.

1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret, xlv. 28 The eyre wexith trobely.

c "530 Judic. Urines 11. i. n b, Rubens <S-
subrubeus color

with a thycke and a trowbly bodye, sheweth grete dys-

turblynge of the humours, tbid. vii. 28 Trubly. 1605 Stow
Annals -joj When it betokeneth battaile, [it] runneth foule,

and troubly water; and when it betokeneth dearth or

pestilence, it runneth cleare [cf. Trouble a, i, q. 1483].

2. « Trouble a. 2.

ciy^o Hampole Prose Tr. 31 pe trubylyere \nX \>q\x base
bene owtwarde with actyfe werkes, the mare brynnande
desyre t»ou sail hafe to Godd. c 1412 HoccLI!^'E De Reg,
Princ. 2 The restles bisynesse Which that this troubly world
hath ay on hotide. 1421 — Compi. 302 This trouMy lyfe

hathe all to longe enduryd. 14 . . in Hist. Coll. Citizen Land.
(Camden) 188 He .. passyde owte of ibys wreccbyde and
false trobely worlde.

3. = Trocblb a. 3.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xin. xxii. (BodL MS.),
Whanne t>e see is aboue troublye and to hi'ie bi windes and
stormes. ?£i4oo Lydg. jEsop's Fab. ii. 44 pou..Sekest
occasion by trobly violence Ayenst me. 1430-40 — Bochas
IX. xxiiL (^IS. Bodl. 263) If. 427/2 Who may the furies of

fortune appese Hir troubli wawes to make hem calm and
pleyne? 1513 Douglas ^neis iv. v. 133 He chasis the

windis away, And trubly cluddis dividis in a tliraw.

Hence f Trou'bliness, troubled or disturbed con-

dition ; turbidity.

(riS30 Judic. Urines 11. iii. 18 Vrync.with a trublynes..

sheweth a wombe fluxe.

Trouoh.nian, obs. form of Truchman.
Troucht, obs. Sc. form of Trough.
Troucit, obs. Sc. i, trussed

y
pa. pple. of Truss v.

l)Troa-de-lonp (tr«dplj/). Mil, [F., lit.

* wolf-hole, wolf-pit'.] In field fortification, a

conical pit with a pointed stake fixed vertically in

the centre, rows of which are dug before a work to

hinder an enemy's approach. Usually pi, trons-

de-lonp {ixu^Au),
1789 Rees Chambers* Cycl., Trous-de-loup,..&XG round

holes, about six feet deep, and pointed at the bottom, with
a stake placed in the middle. They are frequently dug
round a redoubt. 1828 ), M. Si'Eabwan Brit. Gunner {td. 3)

400 Trous-de-loup. . . Diameter of the base, 4 feet 6 inches.

Depth, 6 feet. Picket, 6 feet long. 1863 Catal. Intemat.
Exhib. 11. XI. 14 This kind of obstacle would, on service, be
found to occasion much more confusion than crows-feet,

trous-de-loup, &c.

Troue, Trouel, obs. forms of Trow, Trowel.

Trough (tr^f), sb. Forms: 1-2 troj, (troh),

4 trowj, trou5, 4-6 trowe, 4-7 (8-9 dial.^ trow,

5-6 trogh, troghe, Sc. trouch (also 9 Sc.

dial.), 5-7 troughe, trowgh, trowghe, (5 troj,

troue, trowh, trowegh, 6 trouthe, troh, trogh,

troght, Sc. troch (also 9 Sc, dial.)j trowch,
-t, truch, troioh, troucht, troycht, troyt, 7

traught), 5- trough; (i. 6 troffe, troofe, 7 trof,

trofe, trouff; 7. 5 throwhe, 6 throuh, Sc.

throoh, -t, 7 through. [Com. Teutonic: OE.
tro^y OFris. tro^, OS. tro^ (MLG., LG., EFris.

tro^, MDu. troch{-gh\ Du. trog), OHG., MHG.
troc {trog)j Ger. frog, ON. trog (Sw. trag, Da.
trugj Norw. dial, trog^ trugh {traiigjtrau) :—OTeut.

*trui<fy Indo-Eur. *drt4ko-y deriv. of dru. Tree,

wood, timber
;
primary meanmg * wooden vessel '.]

1. A narrow open box-like vessel, of V-shaped or

curved section, made of wood, stone, metal, or

earthenware, and often a fixture, to contain liquid
;

esp. a drinking-vessel for domestic animals ; also,

a tank or vat used for washing, kneading, brewing,

tanning, fulling, and various other purposes. (Often

with prefix, as drinking-^ hog-, horse-j kneading-,

pig'y water-trough, etc. : see the first element.)

a. c 7x5 Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 425 Canthera,tTOZ. «8oo
Erfurt Gloss. 1140 Aibeus{v), genus vasis, tro?;. ^950
Lindisf. Gosp.John xiii. 5 SoStSa sende )>atu£eter in tro?;and

ongann ge3oa foet 3ara&e?,na. cioooSnx. Leechd.ll. 68 Do
on troh hate stanas. /bid. 326 ^ecnuaealle wel, leje on hatne

Stan on tro^e, jeot hwon waeteres on. 11.. Rcc. Gifts oj

Adeluuold {963-84) in Birch Cart. Sax. III. 367, vi biden-

fate & ii cuflas & pry troikas & lead & trefet. c 1315 Gloss.

W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 155 De un rastuer, a douw-
ribbe, le auge, a trow. 1382 Wvclif Gen. xxiv. 20 She,

heldynge out the water pot into the water trowis,..^ue to

alle the camelis. C1386 Chaucek Reeve's T. 123 Thanne
wil I be byiietbe. .And se how |jat the Mele falles doun In

to the trough tr. rr. trogh, trow, troughe]. c 1410 Master
ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xxxiii, pe trowegh fillede with

clene water. f:z46o Registr. Aberdon, (Maitl. CI.) II. 85

In brasina vnum plumbum cum cuppa que dicitur Masfate

vel caldarium. et algeam que dicitur le trovch. 1485 Naval
Ace. Hen, Vll (1896) 51 Moldyng trowghes [for leaden

shot], a 1500 Kyng -V Hermit 486 in Hazl. E. P. P. 1. 32 lill

two trowys he gan him lede : Off venyson there was many
brede. 150a Arnolde Chron. (18 11) 1S8 Take iij. C. weight

orchell drye grounde and doo it in a trouthe. 1535 Aberdeen

Regr. XV. (Jam.), Ane troycht & tua aiking buyrdis. 1536

Ahstr. Protocols To7vn Clerks Glasgoiv (1897) IV- 87 Ane
lyme trowcht 1546 Inv. Ch. Goods {%^xt\^ts No. 97) 132

One stone troght. ? <i 1550 F'reiris oJ Berwyk 210 in

Dunhars Poems (S.T.S.) 292 Hyd 50U . . Into ^one troich. .

.

It held a boll of meill quhen that webuke. 1583 in Wadlcy
Bristol Wills (1886) 234 My howse w^n I [a tanner] nowe
dwell in w'^- vates and trowes. 163a in E. B. Jupp Car-

penters' Co. (184B) 301 All manner of traughts for Bakers.

1710-11 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 25 Mar., We have let

Guiscard be buried at last, after shewing^ him pickled in a

trough this fortnight for two pence apiece. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi Journ. France I. 245 The old original trough at the

corner of the road. 1815 J. Smith FanorainaSci.^ Art II.

534 In troughs of water mixed with fuller's earth. 1859 G.
Mekfdith Juggling Jerry x, You shan't beg from the

troughs and tubs.

^' IS45 Jove Exp. Dan. iv. 56 The vnthrifty sone .. at

last was compelled to come to the boggis troffe for hunger.

1574 N. Daniel in Grosart Spenser's Wks. 1. 422 A pulpitt,

many swyues troofe better. x6»» Inv, in Essex Rev, (1907)



TROD-GH.

XVI. ao6 A payer of Quarnes, a kneedinge trof, and shellves

25. i6a6 /hd. (1906) XV. 67 One knedinge trofe. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury in. xx. (Roxb.) 246/2 A Tallow Trough,
and of some termed a Trouff, it is to let the Tallow in work-
ing drop or run into it.

y. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 503/2 Throwhe, vessel (/T., ^.

trow, F. trough), aiveus. a 1539 Cartular. Abb. He Rievalle
(Surtees) 340 The Bruehouse vi kelynge throuhs of lede,

ii coper vesselles. 1560 Aberdeen Kegr. (1844) 329 Lawaris
and throchtis of brass, a 1660 Conteiiip. Hist. Irel. (Ir.

Archaiol. Soc) I. 254 Some, .burned the through, broke the
kievve, demolished the house.

b. A small vessel of similar shape used in

chemistry, photography, microscopy, etc.

1819 Pantologia s.v., In [operations with] gasses absorbable
by water the trough must be filled., with mercury. i8a6
Pneumatic trough [see Pneumatic 2]. 1817 Faraday Chem.
Manip. i. 20 The mercurial trough. 1831 Urewster Nat.
Magic iv. {1833) 79 A trough having tuo of its sides parallel,

and made of plate glass. X853 W. Oregoky Inorg. Chem.
(ed. 3) 68 Closing the tube with the finger, and inverting it,

with the open end under water in a basin or trough.

c. Jig. In contempt, A person who is a mere
receptacle for liquor ; a toper.
1613 Fletcher, etc. Captain iv. iii, This drunken trowgh

has killed him. 1899 Luhsden Edinb, Poems ^ Songs 131
A thae trochs are drucken slochs.

2. In spec, uses : a. An oblong vessel containing

the water in which a grindstone runs ; also trans/.

the stone itself, or the place where it stands; a
workman*s compartment in a grindery.

1725 T. Thomas in Portland Papers VI. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) 144 Most of their wheels and troughs (as they call

those places where these grindstones are). 1743 in H. .S.

Wyndham Ann. Cov. Gard. Theatre {i(^) II. 312 A grind-
stone handle and trough. 1839 S. Roberts Tom ^ Char/es
in Yorkshire Tales 130 The building itself is generally the
property of one person, but he lets off, to different grinders,
what are denominated the Troughs, or the parts in which
each grinding-stone is fixed. 1884 W, H. Rideing in

Harper's Mag. June 79/1 The lower part of the stones
touches a long vessel containing water, and by a technical
peculiarity each stone is called a 'trough'. iZqz Labour
Commission Gioss. s-v., It is customary to speak ofthe trough
not only as the actual vessel.. but as.. the portion of the
room containing the trough. In this sense, .focal.

b. An oblong box with divisions serving as the
cells of a voltaic battery ; also short for trough-
battery.

x8o6 Med. yrni, XV. 150 Having constructed a very
powerful Galvanic trough, I have tried its effects . . with very
satisfactory results. Jbid. 153 My trough contains about
1280 square inches of metallic surface ; at first I did not use
above four or five pair of plates. 1815 I. Smith Panorama
Set. ^ Art 11. 277 This apparatus, .combines the principle of
the battery with glasses and that of the common trough.
x866 R. .M. Ferguson Electr. % 7^ The inner surface of
the trough is coated with an insulatmg substance.

C. Mining, (a) An oblong tink in which ores
are washed ; a rocker or buddle

; {b) A passage
cut through a wall or pillar of coal : = Thiblino
vbl. sb.^ 2 (Cent. Diet. Sttppl. 1909).
X877 KKrCHT Z>;W, J/irM., /"ri^w^A. ., a frame, vat, buddle,

or rocker in which ores or slimes are washed and sorted.

d. See quot.

1877 Knight />/W. Mech-^ Trough,.. the tray or vat con-
taining the metallic solution used in electro-plating.

e. Typog. A metal-lined box in which stonea,

inking-rollers, and forms are washed.
189Z m Cent, Diet, 189a Labour Commission Gloss, s.v.,

A trough in the printinj; industry is a box, lined with lead,
with pieces of wood laid across for stones to rest on; the
water runs off from the stone into the trough.

3. t A small primitive boat ; sometimes app, a
canoe hollowed out of a solid block of wood ipbs,') ;

also locally applied to various kinds of boats or
barges : see Trow sb?
c 893 K. >EurxEo Oros. 11. v. 5 6 He eft wacs biddende anes

!)tlestrosesaetanumcarman men. x53S-a Act 23 Hetu VIII

^

c 13 9 I Their troughes barges botes and other vcssells
passing.. on the said River of Severnc. 1555 R. Tomson
in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 454 A great caue or ditch of
water . .where come euery morning at the break of the day
twentie or thirtie (!Ianoas, or troughes ofthe Indians. 1570
LEviNS.Va«/>. 217/24 A Trough, bote,//«/fr. 1574 R. Eden
tr, Taisner^s De Natura Magnetis Ded., If none had pro-
ceeded further then the inuentions of our predecessors, we .

.

had yet haue sayted in troughes or in boates. 1633 'i'.

Stafford /'ac. llib. iii.xviL (1810)658 Noboalsnor troughs
to passe them over into Connaght. 1869 Pall Mall G.
21 Sept. 6 In Weymouth Bay . . Four fishermen went out in a
boat known as a * trough , a little flat-bottomed craft, to
fish for herrings.

4. A Stone tomb or cofifin. Cf. Through sb,^ 2,

Now iiia/.

1404 Fabyan Chrou. vi.ccxiii. 230 In case that ye may kepe
my body from tourment,..laye it in a troughc of stone, and

*hyll it with lede close and iuste [cf. quot. c 1400 s.v, Tiiroucii
*a' 2/3]. i6to Holland Camden"s Brit. (1637) 486 A little

trough or coffin, very cunningly and finely wrought of
Marble, a 168a Sir J'. Browne Tracts ix. 155 In one of the
Mounts.. there were found three Troughs containing broken
Bones. 1876 Mid-Yorks. Gloss., Trough.., a co^n, of old
shape ; a stone cistern.

•fb. App. confused with Thbouoh j^.^ 3, a flat

grave-stone. Obs.
1501 Bury IVills (Clamdcn) 83 Also I wyll that the taber.

nacle of Seynt Tamys . . and the troues of the auter ther by,
be well and suffyciently peyntyd. 1588 Knaresborough With
(Surteeii) I. 163 My bodye to be buryed in Fuiston churcbe
yeard under my grandfather trough.

5. A channel, pipe, or trunk for conveying water

;

a conduit; a gutter fixed under the eaves of a

I

building; Sc, {pi.) the channel conducting the
I water to a mill-wheel. Now diat, (usually trow).
1 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R, xvii. cxxi. (Tollem. MS.),
I Trowes and condites made of pine tre, and leyde deep
under erj>e durej> many Jeres. 1554 Burgh Rec. Edinb.
(1871) II. 309 The beitting and mending of the fyve Com-
moun Mylnis, making of thair haill watter wallis, scheitts and
trouchtis. 15^ W. Watreman Fardle Facions Pref. 10 By
conduicte of pipes and troughes, and such other conueyance.

^

1678 PHiLLrps (ed. 4), Trough,.. & hollow thing made of

j

Boards, and lying open for the Conveyance of Water. 179a
A. Young Trav. France 137 All the houses at Nancy have

I

tin eave troughs and pipes. 1808-18 Jamieson, Tro^v,
I the wooden spout in which water is carried to a mill-wheel.

1825 Ibid.t Trows s. pL, properly.. the troughs which con-
duct the water to the mill-wheel. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss., Trow, a wooden channel for air or water. 1901
Lawson Remin. Dollar Acad. 112 He washed himself, .in
the small lade or 'trows' which conveyed the water from the
bum at the bleaching*green.

6. A hollow or valley resembling a trough ; the
bed or channel of a stream, or the depressed tract

through which it flows; spec, in Geol. a basin-
shaped depression, a syncline (longer than broad).
1513 Douglas yEneis ix. i. 76 Lyke as sum tyme Ganges,

the flude Indane,..In hys deip trowch now flowis esely.
1719 Hamilton Fp. to Ramsay 24 July xvii, Mony a lang
andweary wimple, Like trough of Clyde. 1796W. Marshall
IV. England II. 175 Mountain heights.. partially severed
by deep rich Vallies or 'Troughs*—as they are called. x8ig
LocKHART Peter's Lett. Ixxiv. III. 299 The whole valley, or
strath, ortrough ofthe Clyde. 1854 Murchison Siluriavm.
155 These schists and limestones are overlain in the con.
liguous troughs by other rocks. i86a W. Cory Lett. 8f Jmls.
(1897) 78 The long troughs of woodland where the deer and
the streamlets wander. 1883 Good IVords \\x\y ^-i^fi It is

therefore a question how far the ocean troughs may have the
antiquity assigned to them.

b. Trotigh ofthe sea, the hollow on the surface
between two waves. Also^;^.
a 16*5 NomenclatorNavalisi\i2^T\. MS. 2301), F* Trotvgh

0/ tfu iVrt..when wee lay a Shipp vnder the Sea, (..her
broadeside to the Sea) wee sale shee lies in ye Trowgh of the
Sea. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. in. 64 The ship by the mistake
ofhim that con'd, broched to, and lay in the trough of the
Sea. Z763-9 Falconer ShiMvr. n. 890 Still in the yawning
trough the vessel reels, Ingulfd beneath two fluctuating hills.

1856 Mrs. STOWEZ>«</xvii, Tom., never is himself; always
up on a wave, or down in the trough. x886 Froudk Oceana
ii. 21 The engines stopped, the ship lay rolling in the trough
of the sea broadside on to the waves.

O. Meteorol. A line or elongated region of lower
barometric pressure between two regions of higher.
x88i W. Marriott in Standard 26 Dec. 7/4 At right

angles to the path of a cyclone there is always a line running
through the centre, called the trough, where the barometer
reading is the lowest. 1887 R. Abe^rcromby Weather iL
(1888) 30 If we look at the barometer-trace at any one place,
the 'ups' and 'downs' suggest the analogy of waves, so
that the lowest part of a trace may be called a ' trough '.

190^ IVestm. Gat, 10 May 6/3 A long trough of low baro-
metric pressure now lies over the southern parts of our
islands.

7. attrib, and Comb., as trough fornix frame^
-meat, plate (sense 2 b), -sailing (see sense 3),
'Stone ; trough-like^ -shaped adjs. ; also trough
battery, a voltaic battery consisting of a number
of cells in a trough (sense 2 b) ; trough-closet

:

see quot. ; trough core, Geol. : see quot. ; trough-
current, the current produced by a moving vessel

;

trough fault, Geol, : see quot. ; trough flooring,
steel troughing riveted together to form the floor

of a bridge ; trough girder, an iron girder shaped
like a trough ; trough gutter, a box-like channel
for drainage; a rain-water pipe of this form;
trough-Joint, trough limb, Geol, : see quots.

;

trough mercury, the mercury used in a pneumatic
trough ; trough roof, U.S. : see quot. ; trough
shell, a mollusc of the family Mactridm.
1841 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 665/a A valuable modifica-

tion of the ' couronne des tosses ', called the *trough battery.
1878 G. Prescott Sp. Telephone 360 A trough battery of
six cells. 1870 Corfield Treatm. Sewage 121 What are
called •trough-closets have been erected in Liverpool.
.. A long trough is placed below and behind the seats
of a series of closets. 1911 Encycl. Brit. X. 598 The
innermost strata tn a fold constitute the * core *, arch-core,
or -trough core. 1843 Mech. Mag. XXXVIII. 70/1 The
•trouch.current can only act against the front of the screw
and the bevelled or slanting sides of the recess. 1883
Greslev Gloss. Coal Mining, * Trough fault, a wedge-
shaped fault, or, more correctly, a mass of rock, coal, &c.,
let down in between two faults. 191X Encycl, Btii, IV. 538
The *trough flooring, 3/8 in. thick and 6 in. deep, is

rivetted to the longitudinals. 1876 Preece & Sivewright
Telegraphy 244 In the "trough form of battery this [short

circuit] ts caused by leakage. i8a7 Faraday C^^w. Manip.
XV. (1S42) 318 A flap fixed to this end of the *trough frame,
which.. may be used when there is occasiotu 1883 Specif.
Alnivick ff Cornhill Railw. 48 The superstructure is to

consist of two wrought-iron *trough girders carrying the
rails. 1856 Brees Gloss, Terms, * Trough gutter, a sort of
sunk or enclosed gutter, about 8 or 10 inches wide, and
adopted with advantage m exposed situations. The wooden
trunks employed as gutters for sheds and common buildings

. .are also known by this name. 1865 Page Handbk. Geol.

Terms (ed. 2), * Trough-joint, the fissure or joint which fre- .

quently accompanies the abrupt bending of strata passing
through the middle of the curvature. 1839 De la Beche
Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. iii. 43 These rocks rested in a
"trough-like cavity extending east and west. 1869 Tozer
Highl. Turkey II. 109 A trough-like depression between two

j

ridges. 1911 EncycL Brit, X. 598 In a fold of this kind we
I
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have an arch limb ', a middle limb, and a floor or ' •trough
limb . 1844 H. SlEniENS Bk. Farm II. 71 The whole have
hay or *trough-meat

. . on wet or stormy nights. 1827
Faraijay Chem. Manif. xx. (1842) 554 These chemical
cleansings of the "trough mercury are intended to destroy the
disposition which exists in impure mercury to form filmsupon
Its surface. lb!,/, xvii. (1842) 457 The wires are soldered to
phites equal in size to those of the troughs,, .though they
may not touch the *lrough plates. 190S U. S. Deft Agric
Bureau Forestry Bulletin Ixi, 'Trough roo/,a. roof on a
logging camp or barn, made of small logs split lengthwise,
hollowed into troughs and laid from ridge pole to eaves
1855 J. D. Maclaren in Mem. vii. (1861) 134, 1 could almost
resume the bathing and ihe "trough-sailing. 1871 Nesbitt
Catal. Slade Coll. Glass 77 A "trough-shaped spout. 1867
LoVELL Edible Mollusks 152 Alactra solUta, Linnaius.
Trough shell. 1470-1 Durham Ace. A'o& (Surtees) 643 Pro

1
nova factura unius le "Troughstane pro aqueductu in
gardino. 1587 Wills tf Inv. N. C. (.Surtees) II. 157 In the

J

brewhowsse. One brew lead..j maskefatte and a trogh-

I

stone. 1854 MUECHISON Siluria xiii. 329 Yellow sandstones
..extensively used as., trough -stones.

Hence Tron-ghfal, as mucli as a trongh will
hold ; Tron-yhster, one who feeds at a trough, a
pig; Tron-gliwise adv., as or like a trough;
Tronghjr (tr()-fi) a., ch.iracterized by troughs.
1877 Honourable Miss Ferrard I. v. 128 A "troughful of

buttermilk. 1891 Daily News 30 Oct. 5/6 Wheaten flour,
which 1 distributed among them by trougbfulls. 1893 G,
Meredith Ode to Comic Spirit iq The poor smoke Struck
from a pufT-ball, or the "troughster's grunt. 1551 Rohinson
tr. More's Utitp. i. (1895) 3r 'I'he shyppes that they founde
fyrste were made playne, flatte, and |jro.ade in the botome,
*trQUghewyse. 1877 Ueer Prophet 0/Nineveh I. iv, 58 She
plunges heavy in the "troughy seas.

Trong^h (tr()f), v. [f. prec sb.]

1. trans, fa. To furnish with a trough or
troughs for irrigation or drainage, dial. Obs. b.
Geol. To form into a trough or into the shape of a
trough, c. To treat in some way in a trough ; to
stain, gauge, or mould in a trough.
1668 Demise o/CoalMine (ArnclifTe Hall MSS.), To carry

a sough or Watergate through the demised ground, .and to
leave the same trowed and scoured. 1839 Murchison .y//«r.
Syst, I. xxix. 388 This spur reposes conformably on the Old
Red Sandstone.. being troughed between the latter and the
ridge of Old Red Sandstone to the South of it. 1872 W. S.
Symonds Rec. Rocks viii. 277 The Pilton rocks are rolled
and troughed to a great extent about Ashford. 1881
Greener Gun 234 The same method oftroughing is required
to brown them a dark brown. 1887 Daily News 20 May
3/2 Sword-bayonets, .in .store were re-tested, ..being sprung
round a curved block 24 inches high, , , troughed and gauged.
190s Daily Chron. 25 July 4/4 Cottages which have unusual
features..—concrete trouglied between upright timbers.

2. intr. To feed at or as at a trough; to feed

swinishly,

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VIII. i63 What miry
wallowers the generality of men of our class are in them-
selves, and constantly trough and sty with.

fS. Mining. Of a vein: To dip. Obs. rare.

1747 HoosoN Miner's Diet. R ij, When Veins or Pipes
take a chop up higher than ordinary into their proper Lids,
whethersoever the Lids be Stone, Mixt.beds, &c., this is

opposite to Troughing or Choping down.
Jlence Troughed (tr^ft) ///. a., Troughing

(tr^-fiq) vbl. sb. and pfl. a.

1897 Daily News 31 Dec. 2/r A rather lumbering looking
* troughing • machine automatically scours the edges with
emery until the embryo sword-bayonet will just fit in fiat

into a gauge or 'trough'. 1898 G. Meuedith Odes Fr,
Hist. I Napoleon vi. Heap over heap (of horses and men]
Right through the troughed black lines turned to bunches
or shreds, or a fog.

Trough, obs. form of Tboth.
Trongliiiiff (tr()-fii)), sb. [f. Tbouoh sb.^

-INO 1 I g.] Troughs collectively
;

provision of

troughs ; a set or system of troughs.
i8»5 ]. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 85 The openings in

the bottom of the troughing should be of iron. 1904 Daily
Chron. -^i Dec. 6/7 On the walls of the tunnels 153 miles of
troughing have been fixed to carry the cables.

Trought(e, obs. form of Troth, Trout.
Trougth, obs. form of Troth.
Trotiker, Troukle, obs. ff. TutrcKEB, Tbdcklk.
Troul, obs. form of Trawl, Troll, 'Prull.

Trou-madam : see Troll-madam.
Troump, -ar,-ate,-erle,-etter, obs. if.TBDMP,

Trumpeb, Trumpet, Trumpery, Trumpeter.
Trounce (trouns), v.^ Also 6-7 trounse, 7

trownse, -oe. [Of obscure origin ; usually com-
pared with OF. troncer, tronchcr, Cotgr. ironcir,

tronchir to cut, cut off a piece from, retrench, f.

trance, tranche stump or stock of wood (14th c.

in Godef.) : cf. tronc Trunk, and ironcon Teun-
CHEON. But the OF. and Eng. vbs. do not agree

in sense. See also Eng. Dial. Diet.']

fl. trans. To trouble, afflict, distress; to dis-

comfit, harass. Obs.
1551 Bible yud^. iv. 15 But the Lorde trounsed[i6ii

discomfited] Sisara and all his charettes, and all hys hoste
with the edge of y** swerde, before IJarak. 1553 Respublica
III. iii. 652 Lorde these Christe whan he was I-pounst &
I-pilate, Was ner zo I-trounst as we [ignoram people] have
been of yeares Late. 1570 Foxe^. .5- M. (ed. 2) 408/2 If

any do speake against them, he is miserablye tossed &
trounsed for his labour. 1646 Trapp Comm. John il j6
The churchwarden of Ipswich was much trounced and
troubled in the High-commission. 1655 Gurnall Chr.
in Arm. 1. in Joseph's mistresse first tries to draw him to
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gratifie her last ! that string breaking, she hath another to

trounce him and charge him.

tb. inir. Obs. rare-'.

i^ Rare Triumphs Love t/ Fortune iv. (Roxb.) 119 Oh,

terrible tormentes that trounce in my toe !

2. To beat, thrash, belabour, cudgel ; to beat by

way of punishment, to flog.

1568 Hist. Jacob ^ Esau 11. ii. Cij, There was neuer

none trounced as 1 shal trounce that elf. x6ai Molle
Camerar. Liv. Libr. II. iv. 85 He tug'd and irownst his

aduersarie. 1748 Smollett Rod. Kami. xxii. (1804) 149

Flattered with the hopes of seeing a bailiff trounced. i8»o

Gentl. Mag. XC 1. 412 The common provincial phrase

of '
I'll trounce you ', meaning to beat or bruise with a sliclc

or fists. 1887 Besant The IVorid -went, etc. xxi. 169 One
after another, they were tied up. .and soundly trounced.

3. To inflict chastisement upon ; to punish ; also,

to get the belter of, defeat.

1657 Howell Londinop. 40 How Rich, the first trounced

her for murthuring the Jews, a 1704 T. Brown Comin.-

Place-Bk. Wks. 1709 HI. II. 136 The Gods Neptune and

Apollo trounc'd Laomedon for cheating 'em of their Hire.

1833 Marryat p. SiiiipU Ixiv, We will set to and trounce

that scoundrel of an uncle. 1850 J. R. Gkeen Lett. i. (1901)

a8 You honour a man. .by condescending to an encounter,

even though you trounce him. 1878 Browning Poets

Croisic xlv, Who chides, .the unchildcd monarch shall be

trounced For irreligion.

b. To punish by legal action or process ; to in-

dict, to sue at law. Now dial.

1638 Ford Fancies iv. i, The court shall trounce thee. 1678

Butler Hud. in. iii. 683, I would so trounce her, and her

Purse, I'd make her kneel for better or worse. 1681 Dryden
Spanish Fryar iv. i, I'll trounce you for offering to corrupt

my Honesty, d 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cre^u, Trounc'd, .

.

Cast in Law. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Trounce^ to sue at law.

X755 Johnson, Trounce, to punish by an indictment or

information. 1818 Moore Fudge Fain. Paris vi. 206 Who
shall describe.. Thy candour, when it falls to thee To help

in trouncing for a libel? 1830 De Quincev Bentley Wks.

1857 VII. 98 He ' trounced ' Colbatcn, who was sentenced

to pay IS. 6d., together with 2J. 6d. arrears, and £-20 costs.

1888 Elworthv ly. Somerset ll^ord-bt., Trounce, to sum.
mon before a magistrate ; to sue at law,

4. To assail or attack with rebuke or abuse ; to

censure ; to scold severely.

1607 R. Qarew] tr. Estienne's World of Wonders 2 These
learned Latin authors haue been trounced by these danger-

ously conceited and proud presumptuous censurers. 1673

Marvell Reh. Transp. II. Wks. 1776 II. 261 Had not

Mr. Killigrew foreseen that they must . . fall to dirt of them-

selves, he would ere this .. have trounced the author, 1865

Star 6 Jan., He deals chiefly with the best.named folly and
trounces it most severely. 1894 Besant Equal Woman 127

He very finely trounced the Public for daring to like these

favourites.

Hence Trounced (trounst) ppl. adj.

1898 Blackw. Mag. Oct 469/1 The howling of trounced

sailors.

Trounce, v."^, a dialectal or quasi- dialectal

variant of traunce, Tuanck v!^; also trans, in

causal sense. Hence Trouncing ///. a.

1566 Drant Horace, Sat. vi. D vj, In cytie, I must set

vppon my golde bespangled mule. In deeper way, a troun-

singe steede, whome vneth ought can rule. 1824 Scott
Redgauntlet ch. xi. They behoved to trounce us away to

be tried at Carlisle. 1824 Mactacgart Callovid. Encycl.

166 T'he Prince of Darkness trounces through the world in

the form of a black dog. iBSjCharityOrganis. Rev. Nov.

4x6 The young woman refused to pay, and trounced off

to a . . hospital.

Tronucer (trau-nssj). [f. TRonNCE v> ¥ -erI.]

One who trounces; spec, an odd man (see Odd A.

8d); t on a man-of-war : see qnot. 1867 (pbs.).

<:i63o Dr. Triplet in Aubrey Brief Lives (1898) I. 264

When this well truss't Irounser Into the school doth enter.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Trouncer, an old word for

a waister. \,lbid., Waisters . .had little else of duty but

hoisting and swabbing the decks.) 1896 Booth in Westm.
Caz. 26 Mar. 2/1 Brewhouse men, cellar men, yardmen,

coopers, filings-makers, draymen, and trouncers. X898 A.

Lang in Longm. Mag. Nov. 92 My friend and constant

trouncer '..has been pitching into me.

Trounchon, obs. form of Truncheon.
Trounehman, obs. corrupt f. Trhchman.

Tronucing (trau-nsiq), vbl. sb. [f. Troonce
zi.l + -ING 1.] The action of Trounce n.l

; a beat-

ing, thrashing ; alsoy^. Also allrib.

<"SS3 C. Banslev Treat, xii. (Percy Soc.) 5 Tyll you
tricke and trotte youre selfe, to the devyls trounsynge neste.

c 1580 Jefferie Bugbears Epil. in Archiv Stud. Neu, Spr.

(1897), With rowsynges, with bownsynges, with trowns-

ynges. X803 R. Anderson Cumberld. Ball.t^ In a passion

I flew. And gave her a trouncin. X867 Routledge's Ev. Boy's

Ann. Aug. 3 Cheltenham gave Marylebone a fine trouncing.

Troune, Trounson, Troup, -e, obs. ff. Throne,
Trdncheon, Troop.

II
Troupe (tr«p). [F. (i6th c), = OF. trope

(13th c): see Troop sb!] A company,band, troop

;

esp. a company of players, dancers, or the like.

i8»s N, v. Evening Post 6 Dec. 2 The whole troupe were

equally excellent. 1847 W. Irving in Life 4- Lett. (1864)

IV. 32, 1 have attended the opera, .the troupe fisj very fair.

1906 E. V. Lucas Listener's Lure (1910) i8j A troupe of

jumping dogs.

Troupial, var. Troopial. Trous.obs. f. Truss.

Trou8-de-loup, pi. of Trou-de-loup.

Troase (trous), sb.^ Now dial. Forms: I

trus, 3-4 trous, 6-7 trousse, trowse, 5- trouse.

[OE. trus, perh. a. Olcel. tros rubbish, fallen

leaves and twigs, ON. and Norw, tros, Sw. trh,

408

perh. in ablaut relation with tros twig, sprout : see

Tbash sb.^ ; but the ON. word is applied only to

twigs, etc. used for burning.] Brushwood, cuttings

from hedges or copses; = TiiAaH sb,'^ \.

97S Charter Bp. Oswald in Kemble Cod. Dipt. III.

169 Daet mylenstall and vi. aicras Saerto, and vi. foSra truses

aelce scare on liloccanlea. xa^^Anc. Deed A. 9277 (P.K.O.),

Dederunt.-dicto Hainundo.., trous de alnetis et spinis ad
claudendum schidstauid yord. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.

xxxix. no For hope of ys thornes 10 dutten is doren, He
mot inyd is twy-byl other trous make. 1458 Anc. Deed A.

7587 {P.R.O.), To take a!s moche wode & troiise vpone be

seici ionde growyng as is sufficiaunt for closure of alle pe
seid londes. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 126 Lay thy small

trouse or thornes, that thou hedgeste withal, ouer thy quicke-

settes, 1573 Nottingham Rec. IV. 149 Feliyng of trouse.

.

in the nere Coppy. 1600 Holland Livy vi. x. 223 They
provided themselves out of the fields of a number of faggots,

of brushwood, and such like trousse, and so. .filled up the

ditches close to the wals. 1610 Nottingham Rec. IV. 301

To fetch any trowse or tinsell out of the .same woodes. 1691

Blount's Law Did. (ed. 2), Tinet, . .Trouse, brushwood and
Thorns to make and repair Hedges. 1881 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. IVord-bk. s.v., 'That rough trouse ool be rar' stuff

fur breastin' the 'edge to keep the ship [/. e. sheep] out.'

Hence + Trouse v. Obs.y to cut brushwood (cf.

Trash v.'^) ; f Trou-sing vbl, sb. (in quot. attrib.\

1511 Nottingham Rec. IV. 454 A trowsyng ax. 1787

Grose Provinc. doss, s.v., Trousing a hedge or faggot

;

trimming off the superfluous branches, Warw.

Trouse (tr/7z, trouz), sb.'^ Now Hist, and arch.

[App. taken in i6th c. from Irish (and Sc. Gaelic)

triubkasy recorded ci^oo (see quot.), orig. pro-,

nounced trJv&s or triwds^ in mod, Irish pronunc,

triiis (see Trews). (The quot. of 1306, from its

early date and late form, is doubtful, and may not

belong to this word.) The i6thand 17th c. quots.

here and under Trews refer to it as worn by the

Celts. Jt has been held to be derived from OF.
trousse Tuusa, etc. q.v,, but a careful examination

of OF. literature by M. Antoine Thomas sliows no

trace oi trousse in the sense assumed, which appears,

later than in English, in Miege's Z^zV/. 1679. The
thing is said by Littr^ to have been worn (? in

17th c.) by young pages and by certain novices, and

to survive in certain expressions, as il avait quitte

ies trousseSj and etre aux trousses de Vemtemi,
As to the ulterior history, Prof. Bergin of Dublin thinks

well of the suggestion in Holder Alt-celt. Sprnchsck. II.

1974, that the Celtic triubhas represents OF. /rciJwj * sorte

de chaussure ou de chausse' (13th c., Godef.), from late L.

tubrdcds ' tubrucos vocatos quod tibias braccasque levant

'

(Isidore Orig. xix. xxii. 30), ' Tubraci quod a braccis ad
tibias usque perveniant ', which appears, later as tribraci.

Miege F. Diet. (1679) has * Trousses^ sorte de chaussesy

trunk-breeches '.]

1, Originally, A close-fitting article of attire for

the buttocks and thighs (divided below so as to

form a separate covering for each thigh), to the

lower extremities of which stockings (when worn)

were attached ; spec. = Trews. In later use

drawers, or knee-breeches,

a. sing, 6 trowes, trwse, 7 trous, trouze, 7-8

trowze, 8 trowse, 6- trouse.

[1306 Pleas 0/ Cro7vn {/reDs^S £dw. /, m. 10 d, Vnum
crannoc. .vnus arcus cum sagittis..vna spartha (unum par)

[so app.; MS. faint] s[o]tularium cum trues .. precii vnius

denarii et oboli, <:i5oo in W. Stokes Irish GlosseSy Tract
on L. Declen. (i860) 12 Hee brace gl. tribus\

1578 in Sharp Cov. Myst. 37 Pd. for a trwse for Judas ijs.

viijd, 1581 Trowes [see Trews]. iSynConceitSyCliiiches^^xc.

(i860) 8 A jellous wife was like an Irish trouze, alwayes
close to a mans tayle. 1633 Spenser's State Irel. 48 The
leather quilted lacke . . for any occasion of suddaine service,

,.to cover his trouse \Add. MS. thinn breeche] on horse-

backe. 1676 Wiseman Chirnrg. Treat, i. xviii. 85 The
Trowze bemg made, I saw it laced on.. .The lower part of

the Trowze was tacked to a Cotton Stocking he put on that

Le§. <:»730 Burt Lett. N. Scotl. xxij.(i8i8) 11. 84 Few
besides gentlemen wear the trowze, that is, the breeches and
stockings all of one piece. 1746 Trowse [see Tkews]. 1775
F. Gregor tr, Fortescue De Landibus xxxv. 125 Nor do
they [French common people] wear any Trowse, but from

the Knees upwards; their Legs being exposed and naked.

1813 Jas. Grant Orig. Gael (1814) 213 Strabo describes the

clotbing of the Gauls as consisting of. .a sort of breeches,

which covered the inferior members of the body, similar to

the triumhas or trouse of the Gael. 1853 Meanderings
0/ Mem. I. 86 The belted blouse Of velvet black, and
closely-fitting trouse.

&. pL 6-7 trouzes, 7 trousses, trooaes,

troosses, troozes, truzes, trusses, 7-S trowzes,

7-9 trowses, 8 truses, 6- trouses.
1581 Derrick Image Irel. 11. E iij b, His skirtes be verie

shorte, with pleates set thicke about. And Irishe trouzes

more to put, iheir straunge protractours out. 1586 D. Row-
LAND Lazarillo n. (1672) T iv, A Gentleman-Usher with

handsom Trouses, a neat Doublet, a good Cloak, and a
comely bonnet. 1601 Holland Pliuy\n. xliii. I. 177 In his

youth he was a poore souldier, and served as a footman

in his single trousses and grieves. i6ia R. Daborne Chr.

turned Turke 1409 S'hart, a French slop, these are none of

the lewes trouses. 162a Relat. Eng. Plantation in Arber
Story Pilgrim Fathers (1897)453 They had most of them
lone hosen up to their groins, close made; and above their

groins to their waist, another leather. They were altogether

like the Irish trouses, j6asB. Jonson Staple ofN. i. 1, Hee
walks in his Gowne, wastcoate, and trouses. Expecting his

Taylor. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 146 Their [Persians']

breaches are like Irish troozes, hose and stockings sowed

TROUSEBS.

I

together, x^ijxLond. Caz. No. 807/4 A Cook,.. in a sad
coloured Stufi Coat and Trowses. 1741 in Scott. Hist. Rev.

I Apr, (1905) 303 The prisoner was going to the field in

I

truses, Contrary to orders. 1747 Cakte Hist. Fng. \. 20 The
1 inhabitants of those provinces, who wore Braccse, trowses

i

striped and of various colours serving for both hose and
breeches. 1834 Planch t Hrit. Costume 234 The close hose,
fitting exactly to the limbs, in fact, the Norman cbausses,

\ were., revived [Henry VIII] under the. .name of trouses.

]

t2. (//.) = Trousers 2. Obs.

I

1679 V. Alsop Melius Inquir. i. i. 60 The Papists .. mali-
! ciously reproach the Scripture . . when they call it . . a Leaden
j

Dagger, a pair of Seamans Trowzes, a movable Dyal. 1705
;
Elstob in Hearne's Collect. 30 Nov. (O.H.S.) I. 1O7 His
trowzes w*k with loops emboss'd he tyes. 1820 Ace, Coro-
nation Geo. 11^, The King's Trowses.

3. Comb.y as trouse-like a. or adv.
1650 HuLWER Antkropomet. Pref., Their colour'd thighs

Trous-Iike being died black.

Hence fTroused a. Obs. rare~\ wearing the

trouse (cf. killed^ plaided).
i6ia Drayton Poly-olb. xviii. 638 The trowzed Irish led by

their uiiiust Tyrone.

Trouser to Trouser-wearer : see Trousers,

TrOUSexring (trau-zarii)). [f. Trouser(8 +
-ING 1 I g.] Cloth suitable for making trousers

;

a species of this. Chiefly//.
i8iB3 Daily News 24 Sept. 2/6 Worsted coatings and

trouserings, fancy twills, diagonals, and other fabrics suit-

able for the leading markets. 1899 O. Seaman In Cap ^
Bells (1900) 46 We sit in sable Trouserings and Boots.

Trousers (trau'zaiz), sb. pi. Forms : 7-8

trosaers, trowzers, 7- trowsers, trousers, 8

trouzers. See also Strosser. [An extended

form of Trouse sb.'^j cf, other words indicating a
pair, as tweezers

;
perh. directly after Draavers.]

1 1. = Trouse sb.^ i. Trews. Obs,

[1599: see Strosser.] 1613 Ylkich¥.k Coxcomb n.m, I'le

haue you flead and trossers made of thy skin to tumble in.

1633 T. Stafford Pac, Hib. i. xviii. (1B21) 191 Cloathed in a
simple mantle, and torne trowsers. 1676 Wiskman Chirurg,
Treat, i. xviii. 85 By laced Stockings and Trowzers the
Swellings in his Legs and Thighs went off. 175a C. Stewart
in Scots Mag. (1753) 293/1 Stewart had on blue and white
trowsers. 1776 (jIbbon Decl. ^ F. xi. I. 315 The emperor
Tetricus . . as well as his son, whom he had created Augustus,
was dressed in Gallic trowsers, a saflTron tunic, and a robe of
purple. 1778 Ld. Carlisle Let. 21 June in 15M Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. vi. 345 The gnats in this p.^rt of the

river [Delaware] are as large as sparrows; I have armed
myself against them by wearing trousers, which is the con-

stant dress of this country. 1789 M. Madan Persius (1795)
80 note:^ The bracca was a peculiar dress of the Medes, which
like trowzers, reached from the loins to the ankles. 1834
pLANCHfe Brit. Costume 8 They wore close trousers, which
they called braes ', these trousers, an article of apparel by
which all barbaric nations seem to have been distingui-Jied

from the Romans, being made of their chequered cloth, called

breach and brycan, and by the Irish, breacan.

2. A loose-fitting garment of cloth worn by men,
covering the loins and legs to the ankles ; some-

times said to have been worn over close-fitting

breeches or pantaloons, (Also a pair oftrousers^

Cf. Trouse sb,^ 2, Pantaloon 3 c.

In early use esp. worn by sailors, later by soldiers, and
gradually becoming common ixQitx about 1820. Now dis-

tinguished from breeches chiefly by covering the whole leg,

and by not being shaped so as to fit tightly: cf. Breech..

1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1661 '4 John Clarke, a stout Man, .

.

in.. a pair of Buck skin Leather Breeches, .(sometimes

wearing Trousers over his Breeches) rid away on a Grey
Gelding. 1718 OzELL tr. Tournefort's Voy, Levant I. Life

9 All he could afford himself was a Thrum-cap, Linen Trow-
zers, and a Pair of Wooden Shoes. 1731 Gentl. Mag. Nov.

474/2 Instead of Breeches, he proposes that the Ladies should

wear Trowsers, which will be particularly convenient for those

who have not handsome Legs. 1748 J. Parry Tr^te Anti-
Pamela 216 notfy Trowzers are commonly worn by those

that ride Post down into the North, and are very warm ; at

the same Time, they keep the Coat, Breeches, &c., very clean,

by being wore over them. x'jtliAnsotis Voy. i.iii. 29 Orellana

and his companions, .having prepared their weapons, and
thrown off their trouzers and the more cumbrous part of their

dress, came all together on the quarter-deck. 1768 Wales
in Phil. Trans. LX. 108 Breeches made of seal, or deer
skin, much in the form of our seamens short trousers. 177a

Cook Voy. S. Pole i. ii.(i777) I. 20, 1., gave to each man the

fearnought jacket and trowsers allowed them by the Ad-
miralty. 1786 Gentl.Mag. Sept. 814/iTwenty-five boys belong-
ing to the Marine Society, in new jackets and trowsers. 1814

Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838J XI. 504, I beg leave to

recommend that 20,000 shirts, 20,000 pairs of socks or stockings

and 6,000 pairs of trousers should be sent out to Tarragona.

1869 E. A. PARKES/*rac^. Hygiene (ed. 3) 41^ Shortly before

or during the Peninsular war trousers were introduced.

b. 'ihe loose bag-like drawers or pantaloons

worn by both sexes in Mohammedan countries.

177s R. Chandler Trav. Asia M.^ xix. 66 Their ladies

wear. .large trowsers or breeches, which reach to the ancle.

1810 E. 13. Clarke Trav. Russia (iB^g) 62/1 The dress of

a Cossack girl is elegant ; a silk tunic, with trousers fastened

by a girdle of solid silver [etc.]. 1815 Ei.phinstone Acc.

Caul'ul (1842) II. 57 The Murwuts. .are tall, fair men, and
wear a pair of loose trowsers, something thrown over their

shoulders, and a handkerchief tied round their heads. 1882

Flover Unexpl. Baluchistan 256 He had the ordinary

white calico trowsers. 1913 D. Br.w Li/e-Hist. Brahuilu
31 A girl should be put into trousers as soon as she is two,

or at the most four.

o. White frilled or trimmed drawers reaching

to the ankles (or nearly so), worn by women and

girls, and young boys, about the second quarter of

the 19th c ;
pantalettes.



TROUSERS.

iSai Shblley 15 Aug. in Ingpen Li/e (1909) 11. xix. goo
She was prettily dressed in white muslin, and an apron of
black silk, with trousers. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xiv,

Her little girls..wore little white trousers with frills round
the ancles. 1844 Ladies' Hand-bk. Haberdtishery 56 Ladies*
Wearing Apparel... Trowsers with Worked Bottoms. 1859
GEa Eliot A, Bede xii, His hearty affection for the Rector
dated from the age of frocks and trousers, 1873 J. Ashby«
Stebrv Skuitiecock Papers 95 Girls, .in short frocks, frilled

trousers, and broad blue sashes.

3. In sing, form trouser, in various senses.

(See also attrib. and combinations in 4.)
[1600 : see Stbosseil] 170a Addison Dial. Medals \. Wks.

1766 III. 17 Of the old British Trowser. 1823 Scott
Quentin D. Introd., All the rest was mustache, pelisse, and
calico trowser. 1885 Stevenson Dynamiter i. a, I have
scarcely a decent irouser in my wardrobe.

b. A single leg of a pair of trousers (in quots.

iransf.^.

1893 Mary Cholmondel^y Diana Tempest v, A little

palm near had its one slender leg draped in an impromptu
Turkish trouser, made out of an amber handkerchief. 1899— Red Pottage xx^ One melancholy Scotch fir embarrassed
by its trouser of ivy.

4. attrib, and Comb, (more usually in sing, form
trouser)^ as irouser-brace (Brack sb.'^ 9 b), -bution,

-finisher, -hem, -knee^ -/<f, -linings -makings
-pockety -wearer \ irouser-wearing adj.; also

trouser-band, the waistband of a pair of trousers

;

t trouser breeches, = sense i ; trouser-preas, a
contrivance for pressing the legs of trousers

so as to produce a crease; trouser-presser,
a workman engaged in ironing trousers; also =
irouser-press ; trouser- stockings, ? waterproof
overalls or leggings used by fishermen ; trouser-
strap, a strap passing beneath the instep and
attached at each end to the bottom of the
trouser-leg ; trouser-stretcher, a device for stretch-

ing trousers so as to take out any * bagginess '.

189a Zancwll Childr. Ghetto I. 221 His blue bandana.,
tied round his 'trouser-band. 1896 A. Morrison Chiid of
the yago 126 He gave a hitch to his trousers-band. 1875
Bkotord SaHor's Packet Sk. viiu (ed. 2) 286 The shoulder-
strings ., cross behind like "trouser-braces. jy6x-^x H.
Walpole yertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) II. i James .. hated
novelties. He.. hunted in the most cumbrous and incon-
venient of all dresses, a ruff and "trowser breeches. 1898
Daily Nems 22 Nov. 7/3 Stanley once characterised the
Heligoland Treaty as follows: ' England received in ex-
change for a "trouser-button a new suit of clothes '. 1887 W.
Westall Her Ttvo ^fillions li, She was a "trousers finisher.

1896 Mrs. Caffym Quaker Grandmother ^'^x John., flicked
an atom of fluff off his 'trouser-knee. 1849 Cupples Green
HandxvCu (1856) i3oOneof his long •trowser-legs. 1901G.
Douglas House vj. Green ,S"A«//<rrj 239 They stopped—their
trouser-legs flapping behind them. 1909 Eliz. L. Banks
Myst. Fr» Farrington 37 A strip of his 'trousers-lining,
1906 Daily News 8 Mar. 6 Her work of *trousers-making
yields her a good deal less than a penny an hour. 1856 Gea
Eliot Ess. (1884) 106 His hands stuck in his 'trouser.
pockets, 1898 W. W. Jacobs Sea Urchins^ Money-changers
U9^) 323 The fare .rose slowly and felt in his trousers-
pocket. 1905 H. A, Vachell The Hill iii. 49 He possessed
a 'trouser-press. 1887 Pail MallG. 4 Nov. 8/1 They had
beard Altman, the "trousers-presser, say, * Now, gentlemen,
Tm going to lalk sedition '. 1906 Daily Chron. 25 Apr. 8/a
The crease, .savours of the automatic trousers-pressers, .

.

rather than of the hot iron of the tailor. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. 45 The •Trouser-Stockings . . and Cork Jackets
are indispensable adjuncts. 1841 Civil Eng. <V Arch. Jml.
IV, 176/2 Improved apparatus to be attached to trowsers,
commonlycalIed*trow-.er-straps. i860 E. Falkensr Daeda-
lus, Mod. A rt ii. 203 German hobnailed boots and leather
trouser-straps. 1897 Mary Kincsley li^, Africa SQoXenia,
who is the one and only *trouser wearer in our band, spends
fifty per cent, of the ni^ht on one leg struggling to get the
other in or out of these garments. cx83o Hugh Ik>URNE
/>/. in M^ (?. pihscr. IX. 489/a That 'trousers*wearing,
beer-drinking Clowes will never get to heaven.

Hence Trou'ser v, slangs trans, to pnt (money,
etc.) into the trouscr-pocket, to pocket ; Trou'sar-
dom, the realm of trousers ; the wearing of trousers;

Tron*Bered (-3jd) a. , wearing or dressed in

trousers; also^^. ; Trou'serettes, girls' * knicker-
bockers*; Troase'rian a. nonce- wd., of or per-
taining to trousers ; Troa'serless a., without
trousers ; wearing or having no trousers.
C1890 G. H. KiNGSLKY Sport ^ Trav. vi. (1900) 183 The

sheriff 'trousered the dollars I 189a Labour Commission
Gloss, &v.. To trouser is to put money into one's pocket,
that is. to earn ; a slang expression used by cabmen. i88s
Pall Mall G. 27 Oct 3 The regeneration of feminine attire
will never be compassed by the way of •trouserdom. 1789 M.
Maoan Persius (1795) 81 The 'trowzcr'd Medes. 18*5
CoBBETT Rur. Rides {ii8s) I. 319 The tarred, and trowserecf
and blue and>buff crew whose very vicinage I ..detest, 1878
Stevenson Inlami Voy. 49 My pipe, .was .. pretty well
' trousered ', as they call it (cf. I* r. culotter un pipe\. 18^
L. DouGALL Question ofFaith ijjThe roadside elms, trow-
sered to (he ground with brush of branches. 1874 J. Ashbv.
Sterry Tifty Trav. 284 Troublesome Twelve in. . the frilllest
of frilled 'Trouserettes. 1896 Godey's Mag. Apr. 387/3
Bloomers, very short tunics, or trouserettes. ?e iSao L. Hunt
Secret Existing Fashions Ess. (1887) 976 Round comes the
kindly "trouserian veil, ..the legs retreat. .into retirement.
1857 m Ld.Dufferin Lett. High Lai. vii. 134 Before I knew
where I was, I found myself sitting on a chair, in my shirt,
•trowserless.

Trouss, ol>s. f. Truss. Troussage, var. Tbus-
8AGE Obs. Trousae, obs. f. Trdce, Truss.
llTroasseaa {Xxuw). Also 3 trusseau. [F.

(13th c), dim. f. /«wjj^ Truss sb. ; cf. Tbusselu]
Vol. X.

400

L + a. A bundle ; cf. Trussell i. Obs. b. A
bunch of keys. rare, (perhaps only as Fr.)
a xias Ancr, R. i68 Noble men & gentile ne bereS nout

packes, ne ne uareS nout itrussed mid trusseaus [v.r. trusses],
ne mid purses. . . Trusseaus, & purses^ baggen, & packes
beoft alle eorf^liche weolen, & worldhche renten. 1847
De Quincey Sp. Mil. Nun § 5 There lay the total keys, in
one massive trousseau, of that monastic fortress, impreg-
nable even to armies from without.

2. A bride's outfit of clothes, house-linen, etc.

Also attrib.

[1817 Lady Morgan France i. {1818) I. 27 An armoire..
held the bridal wardrobe, or rustic trousseau.} 1833 T.
Hook IVidow <5- Marquess iv, The trousseau is ready, and
the day fixed. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell North ^ ^. i, I have
spared no expense m her trousseau. 18S0 ' Ouida * Moths
III. 2Q3 Claire has got the coffer for her doll's trousseau.
1896 Westm. Gaz. 28 Mar. 3/2, 1 have just seen some of the
trousseau gowns of a much-talked-of April bride-elect.

Troust, abbrev. f. *trouest, irowest: see Trow v.

Trout (trout), sb.^ Forms : 1-3 truht, 3 troit,

4 trou5t(e, trouhte, tro^te, 4-5 trote, 4-6
trute, trowte, 4-7 troute, 5 trow5t(e, trowyt,
troughto, trouth(e, troyte, (tryotht), 6-7 trowt,
trougfht, (7 trowet, troot), 6- trout. [OE. truht,
ad. late L. trnctus^ tmcta, truta, trtiita, etc, = Gr.
rpwKTTjs girawer, nlso the name of a sea-fish, f. Tpai-

yftv to gnaw ; the forms troit, troute ^ etc. correspond
to OF. troite, troute, etc., F, iruite (13th c.).]

1. A well-known freshwater fish of the genus
Salmo, esp. S.fario, the common trout, inhabiting
most rivers and lakes of the temperate or colder
parts of the northern hemisphere ; it is distinguished
by numerous spots of red and black on its sides
and head, and is greatly valued as a sporting fish

and on account of its edible quality. See also 3,

t Whole or sound as a trout : cf. soundasa roachi^OACH
J^.» I bX Obs,
c 1050 Suppl, Mlfric*s Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 180/37 Tructa,

truht. awoo Ags. F^j^r. ibid. 319/15 7'nw/a, truht. 1*90
in Archgtologia XV. 354 Pro uno paner. gurnardi..pro iiij

troites. 4x1300 Cursor M. 1188^ (Cott.) Bi J»at \k>\i t?ar-of
cum vte pou sal be hale sum am trute {v. r. troute). 1375
Barbour Bruce 11. 577 Gynny.s, to tak geddis & salmonys,
Trowtis, elys and als menovnys. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 423 Perche and trou^tis. £-i4so Liber Cocorum
(1862) 50 Trow^tes.. Wele so|>un and hakked. ax^tp Fys-
shynge tvyth an angle {1883) 22 For ^ Trowte. The trowyt
ys adeyntet fyche and a fre bylyng. cxjiS Skelton Magnyf.
1624, I am forthwith as hole as a troute. 1535 Ld. Berners
Froiss. \\, cxiii. 325 Pastyes of samonde, troutes, and elys,

wraped in towels. 1589 [? Lyly| Pappe w. Hatchet 3, I . . will
giue them line enough like a trowte. a 1616 Beaum. & Fu
Scornf Lady \\\. ii, Leave off your tickling of young heirs
like Trouts,

_ 1635 Swan Spec. M. (1670) 347 When we speak
of one who is sound indeed, we say that be is sound as a
Trout. /H677 Halk Prim. Orig. Man. n. vii. 200 River-
Fish, as Trouts. .will alter their figure, some for the better
and some for the worse, being put into Ponds. 17*7-46
Thomson Summer 253 They sportive wheel, or sailing down
the stream Are snatched immediate by the quick>eyed
trout, 173s SoMERviiXE Chase iv. 371 The crimsoii-spotted
Trout, the River's Pride, And Beauty of the Stream. 1790
ScoTT Let. to W. Clerk 3 Sept. in Lockhart, Two miles
from an excellent water for trouts. 1839 Douglas in Proc.
Berxv. Nat. Club I, 185 The trouts were scarcely covered
in the small pools, i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist, 6 The
streams, .where the trout displays his speckled side as ho
leaps from pool to pool. 1885 Good Words 255/2 He may
guddle trouts in a stream.

b. eoUective sing, (in sporting use taking the
place of the pi.).

x6oa Carew Cornwall 11. 105 b, The pond will moreouer
keepe Shote, Scale, Trought, and Sammon, in seasonable
plight, but not in their wonted reddish graine. 1609 in
Craven Gloss, (1828), 33 pearch and troot from Mawater for
my Ld. Judge. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum. France 1. 41 The
trout. .there have been over praised. 1849 Jamks Woodman
ii, She was exceedingly fond of trout. 1875 W. McIlwraith
Guide Wigtownshire 34 Pike and trout are to be had in
the lochs.

2. Used as a name of various fish (chiefly Salmo-
nidse) resembling the trout in appearance or habits.

Now local.

1604 E. G[RiMST0Ne] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies ni. xv. 164,
I have not seene any Besugues there, nor trowts. 1854
Bauham Halieut. 313 Of salars caught in the Ribble, those
of the first year are called smolts ; those of the second year,
sprods ; those of the third, trouts. 1884 Mathrr in Century
Mag. Apr. 908/t The name of 'trout* is also applied ..

to a salt-water fish called 'squeteague '. 1891 G. H. Kings-
ley sport 9t Trav. (1900) 456 Char, known to the natives
[of Colorado! hy the name of trout. 1897 Outing (U. S.)

XXX. 217/2 In the South, he [the black bass] is commonly
called ' trout '.

3. With defining prefix, as the name of various

species of the genus Salmo (or of the allied genus
Salvelimts'), and occasionally of other genera.
Bastard trout {U.S.), a squeteague or weak-fish, Cy-

noscion nothus; brook \.TO\xt, Salmo fario; In U.S., S.
/bntinalis, or S. irideus, the rainbow trout ; brown trout,
S.fario \ Dolly Varden trout ( U. S.\ Satvelinus Malma ;

grey trout, Salmo trutta % in U. S. the sfjueteague ; lake
trout, S.ferox (the great lake trout); m I/. S., (a) S.
confiitis (the North American lake trout), inhabiting the
deepest waters of the great lakes; {b) — next ; Mackinaw
or Namaycusb trout, S. Namaycush, of Lake Huron
and I-.ake Superior ; rainbow trout, S. irideus, a Cali-
fornian specie^, now introduced in British trout-streams;
red'bellied trout, the char, S. satvelinus; also .S". or
Fario erythrogasier, of the lakes of New Vnrk State and
Pennsylvania ; red-spotted trout, S.foiUinalis or S. sal-

TROUT.
velinus : rock trout, Chirus consteliatus (Rock sb^ 9 d)

;

tskegger trout = Skecger ; speckled trout, S. fonii.
nalis\ white trout, (a) a variety of 6".y!»w; (^i) the weak-
fish {Cynoscion nothus). See also Bull-trout, Salmon-
trout, Sea-trout.

x66r LovELL Hist. Anim. ^ Min. 228 Both the Salmon
and gray trouts are very pleasant, and good for sound per-
sons, but in agues they are not comparable to the Perch.
x668 Charleton Onomast. 163 Trutta Lacustris, the Lake-
Trout. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes II. 31 The Grey Trout.
Ibid. 60 The Great Lake Trout of Loch Awe. .was shortly
noticed by Pennant.. as a native of UUswater Lake in
Cumberland, and of Lough Neagh in Ireland. Ibid. 74
This species has been called a Red-belUed Trout. i86x Act
24 ff 25 Vict. c. 109 § 4 All migratory fish of the genus sal-
mon,., that is to say, salmon.. harvest cock, sea trout, white
trout, sewin, buntling [etc.]. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner
Agric. (1869) 323 It is. .rank folly to allow so great a deli-
cacy as the speckled brook trout {Salmo /ontinalis) to be-
come extinct. Ibid. 330 The commission has.. bred salmon,
trout, lake trout {Salmo toma), and land-locked salmon {S.
Gloveri), x88x CasselCs Nat, Hist. V. 115 The Grey Trout
{Salmo Cambricus). 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 204
Brook Trout, Lake Trout, . . Rainbow Trout, Rangeley
Trout. X884 GooDE, etc. Nat. Hist, Aquatic Anim. 468
According to the latest system.. the second group [of the
old genus Salmo\ includes the Chars, or Red-spotted Trout,
and the gray-spotted species known as Salmon Trout, or
Lake Trout. These are assigned to the genus Salvelinus,
Ibid. $04, The Dolly Varden Trout—Salvelinus Malma,..
known in the mountains as ' Lake Trout ',

' Bull Trout *,

•Speckled Trout \ and 'Red-Spotted Trout*. 1884 Sf.
James's Gaz. 23 Feb. 5/3 Like mice in a house, the little

brook-trout are often almost under your feet. 1888 Goode
Amer. Fishes i2oTheSilverSqueteague,C>«Mt:/<?M«<»/Aww/,
called at Charleston the * Bastard Trout ', The * White
Trout*, .is caught with hook and line.

t4. slang, originally in the alliterative phrase
true or trusty trout, a confidential friend or servant

;

so humble trout. Obs.
c i66x Roxb. Ball, (1883) IV. 518, I was a trusty trout In

all that I went about. x68a Neio News fr. Bedlam 30
They are all very honest Fellows, true Trouts. 1688
SiiAUWELL Sqr. Aisatia \, i, Your humble Trout, good
noble squire.

5. attrib. and Comb., as trout-angler, -angling,
•brook,farm, -hole, -hook, -line, -net, ova, -preserve,

-rod, -spawn, •spear, -stream, •worm ; objective

and obj. gen., as trout-breeder, -catcher, -fisher,

-fishing, -pirate, -rearing, -tickler; also trout-

coloured, 'famous, 'haunted adjs. ; trout like adj.
X538 Elyot, Fuscina..a troute speare, an yele speare.

»55S [see Eel-spear], iggx Svlvkster Vu Barlas 1.

VI. 653 Kennet, whose Trout-famous Drift., by Hunger-
ford doth hasten. 1653 ^' Sanders Physiogn. 35 A green-
ish eye, a trout-nose, a great mouth. 1653 Walton Angler
V. 126, I shall tel you a little more of Trout fishing before I

speak of the Salmon. Ibid. 128 In Hamp-shire. .they use
to catch Trouts in the night by the light of a Torch or
straw, which when they have discovered, they strike with a
Trout spear. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 140 [These] maybe
stiled the Trout-kind. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Trout-coloured
(spoken of Horses) is White speckled with Spots of Black,
Bay, or Sorrel, particularly about the Head and Neck.
'79? A. Young Agric, Lincoln, 4 A narrow vale, through
which runs a trout stream. 1807 W. Irving Salmag. xi.

2 July (1855) 115 Trout-fishing was my uncle's favourite
sport. X839 T. C. HoFLAND Brit. Angler's Man. ii.

(1841) II He [the peacock red worm] is a good trout-
worm. x84S j. Coulter Adv. Pacifc vii. 78 They can
be caught with small trout hooks, carefully baited, x868
Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (i86g) 327, I hatched
about five hundred thousand trout last season, and sold
about five hundred thousand impregnated trout spawn.
Ibid, 328 A fountain capable of filling constantly a two-inch
pipe will sustain a trout preserve which may prove a source
of pleasure and profit. Ibid. 337 Experimental and initia-

tory practice in trout-rearing is becoming common upon
Long Island. 1883 W. E. Norris No New Thing I, i. 9
His gun, and a trout-rod, and some other things. 1884
Jefferies Life of Fields 199 The swan is a well-known
trout-pirate. 1887 Hissey Holiday on Road j By the side
of a trout-haunted stream. 1894 V-VV/rf 9 June 833/3 fine
trout given our society by Mr. A., the trout breeder. X897
Outing (U. S.) XXX. 324/2 In this place one can. .trace..

the trout-brook to its source. 1904 Gallichan Fishing
Spain 185 The Portuguese peasant lads are expert trout-

ticklers, 1904 Pilot Apr. 330/1 It is clear, .that the really

desirable requies senectae will be afforded by a trout farm.
X906 Westm. Gaz. 28 Apr. 14/3 The appearance of the may-
fly., is e.igerly looked forward to every year by the trout-

angler. 1910 H. T. SiiERiNGHAH in Encycl. Brit. II. 28/3
{Angling) Grayling injure a trout stream by devouring
trout-ova and trout-food.

b. Special Combs. : trout-fly, {a) the may-fly

;

{b) an artificial fly for trout-fishing ; trout-louse,

a fish-louse parasitic on the trout, also called sug;
trout-perch, the black bass {local, U.S.) ; also, a
trout-like fish {Percopsis guttatus) of the rivers and
Great Lakes of U.S., having the mouth and scales

like those of a perch ; trout-spoon, a small

spoon-bait for trout-fishing {Cent. Did, 1891)

;

trout-stone, Min. {G./orellenstein) = Troctol\tjs.

'744-50 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. III. 11. xiii. 84 The
Caddis or *Troiit Fly,, .certainly the best natural Baits of
all others for taking Trouts. 1787 BEST^«^//«jf (ed.2) 109
They [salmon] will rise at anything gaudy, and where they
are plenty, at Trout flies. x88S Goode Amer. Fishes 46^
The young fish rise freely to trout.flies in rapid water.
X910 H. T. Sheringham in Encycl. Brit. II. 28/2 Grayling
will take most small trout-flies. 1653 Walton Angler \\u

90 In winter.. man^ of them have sticking on them Sugs,
or *Trout lice, which is a kind of worm. 1883 Century
Mag. July 376/2 A description of a Carolina bass was sent
to Lac^pede under the lo<^ name of trout, or *trout-perch,
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TROUT.

who accottiingly named it salmoides, meaning trout-like.

189s *Trout.stone [see Troctolite].

Hence Trou-ted a. [cf. F. porcelaine iruMe], see

qnot. ; Trou-tfal a., full of or abounding in trout

;

Troutless a., without tront, devoid of trout

(whence Trou-tlessness) ; Trou'ty, a troutlet.

1783 JuSTAMOND tr. RaynoTs Hist. Indies III. 153 'i'li«

•trouted china, which no doubt is called so from the re.

semblance it bears to the scales of a trout, a 1661 Fuixer

Worlhics, Hants. (1662) 11. i Clear and fresh rivulets of

•troutful water. 1891 Atkinson Moorland Par. 197 Our
troutful little stream of the Esk. 1865 Kingsley in Life /,

Lett. (1879) II. 180, I catch a trout now and then, .so I am
not left *lroutless. 1904 Gallichan Fishing Spain 15 He
maintains that the Bidasoa will be troutless in two years.

1879 Daily Ne-MS 25 Nov. s/a Dynamite, disease, pwUution

of rivers, have destroyed their thousands since Thomas
Stoddart wrote a sad song on the *troutlessness of Yarrow.

1848 Fraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 73 My wilfulness that

bright day ..was rewarded with a few •trouties.

t Trout, sb? dial. Obs. Also 5 trowtt. [Of

uncertain origin.] //. (See quot. 1691.) So

f Trout V. Obs., to curdle, coagulate.

1483 Cath. Angl. 395/1 To Trowtt, coagulare. Trowttis,

coagulum. 1683 G. Meriton Yorks. Dialogue 402 (E.D.S.)

He give urn some Trouts, reach me hither th' bowl. 1691

Ray N. C. Words 77 Trouts, Curds taken off the Whey
when it is boiled: a Rustick word. In some places they

tall them Trotters.

Trout, obs. form of Tboat v.. Troth.

Trouter (trau-tsi). [f. Tkoot rf.i + -erI.]

One who fishes for tront ; a trout-fisher.

1830 HowiTT Seasons (1837) 122 Cloudy weather, a little

windy, especially from the South, is in high favour with the

trouter. 1854 Fraser's Mag. L. 397 However well a trouter

may get on by keeping to the banks of his river, the salmon

fisher can rarely be successful by fishing from dry land.

1887 Macm. Mag. June 107/1 Your dry-fly man is inclined

to look upon the great mass of trouters . . with something akin

to complacent and patronizing compassion.

Trouthe, obs. form of Troth, Trough.
Trou-tlness. [f. Troctt a. + -ness.] The

condition or quality of being ' trouty
' ; speckled-

ness, spottiness.

1895 R. Graham Notes Menteith v. 72 A. .much patched

coat of various shades of troutiness and stages of decay.

Trouting (trau-tii)). [f. Trout .ti.i + -inq i.]

Fishing for tront, trout-fishing.

a 1768 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 11. ix. % 13 Depriving him
of the pleasure of trouting. i8a7 Scott Surg. Dau. v,

The game was plenty, and the trouting in the brook such
as had been represented by advertisement.

b. aitrib.

1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 558 Venny or Finny j a small

rivulet of Angus-shire, ..is a fine trouting-stream. 1833

J. Rennie Alph. Ai!gling64 A trouting-rod is usually made
from twelve to fifteen feet. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.

(ed. 4) 176 Salmon Lines, Deep Sea Lines, Trouting Lines.

1896 IVestm. Gaz. 16 Sept. 3/3 The one good trouting loch

in Scotland is Loch Leven.

o. ss, pres. pple. (chiefly after ^).
a 1845 Hood To I. Walton 65 Sham flies to go trolling and

trouting. 1866 Alger Solii. Nat. ^ Man m. 181 The
loneliness of Izaak Walton trouting in a secluded glen. 1899

Q. Rev. Jan. 83 At Villeneuve he goes trouting in the dark
with the servant of the inn.

Troutlet (trautlet). [f. as prec. + -LET.] A
little or tiny trout. Also attrib.

X829 Hood Eugene Aram i. There were some that ran and
some that leapt. Like troutlets in a pool. 1879 Senior
Trav. (f Trout Antipodes (i88o) 121 By the 15th of June
three thousand young salmon anti fifty troutlet immigrants
were swimming about, strong, contented, and merry. x88x

G. Allen Vignettes jr. Nat,, Mountain Tarn 175 If ever

a young Llyn Gwemant troutlet. .leaps the cascades.

Troutling (trau-tlii)). [f. as prec. + -linq1.]

= prec.

a 1739 Jarvis Quix. i. \. ii, If there be many troutlings, .

.

they will supply the place of one trout. 1856 ' Stonehenge
'

Brit. Sports i. v. iiL §r3 In using the Spinning-Tackle with
the parr-tail or troutling as a bait, it is spun exactly as for

trout. 1889 H. C. Pennell Fishing 100 The catching and
eating of half a dozen troutlings,

Trouty, sb. : see after Tkout sb.'^

Trouty (tran-ti), a. [f. Trout sb.'i -^ -y.] Full

of, abounding in, or containing trout.

X676 Cotton Walton's Angler 11. ii. 17 Little inconsider-

able Rivers, as Awber, Eroways, and the like, scarce worth
naming, but Trouty too. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX._965
Heavens I among the gravel what a trouty congregation 1

1883 Stevenson Across the Plains i. (1892) 74 Every trouty

pool along that mountain river.

b. Speckled like a trout.

x8o5 [implied in Troutiness].

II Trouvaille (tr«va''y'). [Fr., f. trouver to

find.] A lucky find ; a windfall.

[1753 Lady Luxborough Lett, to Shenstone 12 Dec, I.,

should else have stolen a word from the French and have
said une trouvaille.] 184a Thackeray Pro/ess. Filz-Boodle

iTheplebs have robbed us of that tradeamong others, nor,

confess, do I much grudge them their trouvaille. 1848
— yon. Fair xi. My dear, you are a perfect trouvaille.

x88x Blackw. Mag. Apr. 523 The trouvaille proved to be the
first edition of Shakspere.

II Trouvdre (trav^-r, -e*r), trOUVeUT (travor).

[OF. travere, -eur, truveur (12th c. in Godef.), F.

trouvire, trouveiir (= Prov. trobaire), f. trouver;

cf. Tbodbadoub.] One of a school of poets who
flourished in Northern France from the 1 1 th to the

r4th c., whose works are chiefly epic in character.

410

They produced the chansons de gesie, fabliaux^ etc,

Cf. Tkoubadour.
179SS00THEV yoano/Arciv. 17s Meantime the Trouveur

struck the harp ; he sung Of Lancelot Du Lake. 1833

LoNGF. OuireMer Prose Wks. 1886 L 94 The great mass of

the poetry of the Trouveres is of a narrative or epic char-

acter. 1M7 LowEi-L Old Eng, Dram.{iBg2) 7 One French
Miracle Play of the thirteenth century, by the trouvcre

Rutebeuf. 1889 Dovle Micah Clarke 208 A king of bards

and trouveurs.

Trouwe, Trouzed, obs. ff. Trow z'., Troused.

Trove: see Treasube-trove. Also short for

treasure-trovey in sense * a valuable find '.

1888 Kipling Plain Tales xiii. 94 The value of her trove

struck her, and she cast about for the best method of using it.

190X — Kitn i. II Delighted as a child at each new trove,

X909 G. W. Young IVind ^ Hill Ded., A kingdom. .More
rich than childhood's fairy trove.

Trove, obs. Sc. and north, form of Turf.

Trover (tri^u'vaj). Law, [subst. use of OF,
trover (nth c), F. trottver pres. inf., to find.]

The act of finding and assuming possession of any

personal property ; hence (in full, action oftrover),

an action at law to recover the valne of personal

property illegally converted by another to his

own use.

Originally the action was brought for damages against one
who had found and refused to give up the goods of the

plaintiff on demand; this refusal constituted 'conversion*

(Conversion 7) ; hence the action was called trover and
conversion. Later, the finding became a legal fiction, and
it is now only necessary to prove the ownership and deten-

tion of the goods.

1504 West 2nd Ft. Symbol.^ Chancerie § 148 They came
;

to the handes and possession of your poore suppliant . . by
'

way of trover. x6i5, 17"*) 176S [see Conversion 7]. 1678
Butler Hud, m. iii. 648 Whether I should . . bring my
Action of Conversion And Trover for my Goods? 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xii. iv, Some perhaps would have
given nothing [for the pocket-book] and left the Fellow to

his Action of Trover. 1848 Arnould Mar. Insur. i. iv.

(1866) 195 The policy, when effected, becomes in law the

property of the assured, who may maintain trover for it.

1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 323 In this sense the

author of a dictionary might bring an action of trover

against every other author who used his words.

fTrO'Vy, ?«A Obs. [?a. OF, /r(77/t\pa. pple. of

trover^ F. trouver to find.] ? A call in hawking.
a 1529 Skelton Ware the Hauke 116 With troll, cytrace,

and trouy, They ranged, hankin bouy.

+ Trow (tr^u), sb.^ Obs, rare. [f. Trow v, (cf.

Norse, Sw., Dan, tro)^

1. Belief; faith, trust.

c X300 Cursor M. 22722 (Edin.) Pai l>at war in dred and
dout, par-of wit trow \v. rr. troath, troujw] he broht J>aim

out. tJi883 G. Stephens Bitgge's Stitd. N. Mythol. 149
Teaching of the new trow by help of the old.l

2. Fancy, supposition,

14.. Beryn 38 For they that loven so passyngly, such
trowes l>ey have echone. a xsi^Calisto ^ Melib. A iv, Her
lyttyll handis in meane maner this is no trow.

3. Faith as pledged, covenant : = Tro^h sb, 2.

1515 Ace. Ld. High Treas, Scot. V. 40 For keeping the

day of trow. 1634 Malory's Arthur ix. viii. (1816) I. 375
Then sir Plenorius yielded him and his tower, and al! his

prisoners at his will ; and then sir Launcelot received him,

and took his trow [1470-85 trouthe].

Trow (triTu, locally trou, trau), sb,^ local. [Dial,

variant of Trough.] A name for various kinds of

boats or barges : spec. a. Formerly, on the Severn,

a large flat-bottomed sailing barge ; b, in the south

of Scotland and north of England, a double canoe

or boat used in spearing salmon by torch-light

(also //. const, as sing.) : see quot, 1825 i^obs.) ;

O. on the south coast of England, a small flat-

bottomed boat used in herring-fishing, d. attrib.

^

as trow-Jisher, -lock ; also Trowman.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10218 Arthur.,

gadered botes, chalans, & trowes. 1479 Office Mayor of
Bristol in Eng. Gilds (1870) 424 Such as bryngeth whete
to towne, as wele in trowys, as otherwyse, by lande and by
watir. 1778 Wesley Wks. (1872) XL 144 Are there fewer

trows or barges employed on rivers and canals? i8aS
Jamieson, T'rtJWf, . . used in Roxb. and other southern shires,

to denote two pieces of wood, each formed like the half or

section of an ellipsis, fenced with upright boards, so as to

prevent the entrance of water. These twoare conjoined,.

.

An interstice is left between the two sections, so that the

water is seen distinctly through iu This sort of vessel.. is

used, .in night-fishing on rivers for salmon. 1835 * Stephen
Oliver' Kambles Northumb. 15.^ 'The trows'. .used in

spearing salmon in parts of the river where they cannot
be taken with a net. The trows consist of., two narrow
boats, . . connected at the top by a piece of flat board. //'/(/,

155 Some of the old trow-fishers here are of opinion [etc.].

1838 SiMMS Public Wks. Gt. Brit. ii. 14 The trow-lock [in

the Gloucester and Berkeley canal] is eighty-one feet

six inches long. 1875 Bristol Times 17 June (E.D.D.),

The Fanny was a ketch-rigged (two-masted) trow, of

120 tons.., and was used for trading purposes. 1888

Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v., On the south coast

about Sidmouth a small fi.shing-boat is a trow. 1899 Daily
News 13 Feb. 7/3 The trow' Flower of the Severn*,, .moored
in the river, was carried away by the tide and wrecked.

tTrOW, sb.^ Obs. rare. Also trew. [a. OF.
trend

J
treUy trou^ etc. (Roland, nth c.) :—L.

tribUt-um Tribute.] = Tbewage, toll.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1732 5e mote furst . . t>e tniwage make
fyn pat to l^is brigge longeJ>..do tell me wat is pe trow.
Ibid, 4471 Tel me, sire,.. Of |>ys passage what ys ^^e trow?
Ibid, <{477 My trew ^ay sayde )>ay wolde pay.

TROW.

Trow (trou), sb,^ Orkney and Sketl, [= Swed.
troll: see Troll sb.'^'\ = Tholl sb.'^

\ftap Orkney Witch Trial in Abbots/ord CI. Misc. I. 167
5e ansuered hir againe, that it was but the Trow that haid
gripped her. 1643 ibid. 173 Knoweing that the said Thomas
was lying seik in nis hous, 3e said that it was the sea trow
or spirit that was lying vpoun him. 170X Brand Descr.
Orkney etc. (1703) 115 Uhey tell us that several such Crea>
tures do appear to Fishers at Sea, particularly such as they
call Sea-Trowes. z8aa Scott Pirate v, Other [magicians]
dealt with spirits of a different and less odious class—the
ancient dwarfs, called, in Zetland, Trows, or Drows, the
modern fairies, and so forth. 1868 D. Gorrie Summ. ^
Wint. Orkneys v, 168 The trows, or drows.. .resembled the
daoine shitk of the Highlanders, in the malevolent feelings
which they., entertained towards mankind. 1883 R. M.
Fercusson Rambling Sk. Far North xvii, 121 It was an
unlucky moment when a fisherman cast his eyes on a sea-
trow ; panic and fear seized him.

Trow (trJu), V, arch. Forms: a. i trtiwian,
4truu,4-5tpu, 4-6 (8-9 6V:.) true. ^. i tr6owan,
tr^owian, 3 treowe, 3-6 (9 Sc.) trew, 4 "i Sc,

treu. 7. 3-5 trowen, (3 {Orm.) trowwenn, 4
trouwe), 3-6 (8 Sc.) trou, 4-7 trowe, (4 Sc.

throw, throu), 5 troue, 5-7 tro, (8 tro*), 5, 9
Sc, troo, 6-7 troe, troa, 4- trow, 5. {north,

dial.) 4 trau, (tray), 4-5 traue, trawe, traw, (5
traywe). Pa. t. and pple. trow^ed (trJud) ; also

pa. t, 3-5 -ede, 4-6 ^SV. -it, etc.
; 4 troud, 4-6

trowd, 6 troude ; pa, pple. 4 troud, troude, trod,
trawet, 5 trawt; (4 (?) trowen). [OE, had
more than one type : (i) OE. trtiwian, f. triiwa

sb. 'faith, belief^ = OS. trtion (MLG. truwe),

OHG, trt2{u)c'n (MHG. trtien, truuen, Ger.

trau€tt)y ON. triia (Sw, and Norw. tro), Goth.

trauan, OTeut. *lrllwian^ from base tru-y orig,

'strong, firm, sure'; (2) OE. treowan, tr^owian,

from triowe * faith, belief*, with the ablaut grade
*triu{w) ; cf. OS, tre{u)wa, OWFris, trouwa
(MLG., MDu., Du. trouwen to believe, trust,

espouse). Of the two OE. forms, trtiwian was
the earlier and more usual ; but its place was
mainly taken in ME. by trowen^ with its variants

traue, traw, from treow{i)an. In some of the

ME. forms, trtiwian and tr4ow{i)an appear to

run together.]

1 1. trans, (orig. inir, with dcU. ; cf. 2). To
trust, have confidence in, believe (a person or thing).
o. C897 K. j'Elfred Gregory's Past. C. ix. 58 SwiSe ea'Se

mses on smyltre sae un^elaired scipstiora ^enoh ryhte stieran,

ac se gelaereda him ne truwa3 on Seere hreon sse & on Sasm
miclan stormum, 13. . Cursor M. 4366 (Cott,) And for he
es traist o mi Jeute Of all his god he trues me. 1728 Ram-
say Fables xii. 12 His colours green, If ane may true bis
ain twa een.

j3. Beffivulf (Z.) 1 166 gehwylc hiora his ferhj^e treowde,
|>aBt he hffifdemod micel. c888 K, v^lfred Boeth. xxxvii.

§ 2 Yrna3 ealle endemes Sa 3e hiora aerninge trewad.
a zooo Cmdmon's Gen. 2318 Ic eow treowige ?,if je J>aet

tacen ?;ega3. c 1175 12th c. Horn. 136 5yf he l?a bote deb.

,

& on Gode trywi^e. i37§ Barbour Bruce 11. 326 He that
will trew His fa. It sallhim sum tyme rew.

y. c 1J50 Gen. ^ Ex. 1092 Loth hem wamede,. ,0c he ne
troweden him, f 1275 Lav. 3413 Wan hii l>e troueI> ^Ire

best. 13.. Cursor M, 5212 (Gott.) J>is es l>e soth, trou
\Coit. tru] 3e me. c 1400 Maundev, (1839) xx. 221 And
all be it that sum men wil not trow me, but holden it for

fable, 1500-10 Dunbar Poems xxxii. 40 The silly thing
trowd him, allace ! The lame gaif creddence to the tod,

c 1600 MoNTGOMERiE Cherrie ^ Slae 842 Suld not 1 trow
my ain twa een ? a 1829 Parcy Reedyi\x\\. in Child Ballads
VII, {1890) 26/2 The three false Halls of Girsonsfield,

They'll never be trusted or trowed again.
6. 13.. Cursor M,^\^x (Cott.) If J>at Jkju noght traues me,
..come l)i-self andse. c 1460 Towneley Myst. iii. 45 To those
that wille hym trawe.

f b. rejl. To trust oneself to a person. Obs. rare,
a. cgs/o Lindis/. Gosp. John ii, 24 Se hselend ne lefde veiae

trugude hine seolfne him vet flaem, fore3on he uiste alle.

y. 1388 Wyclif ibid., But Jhesus trowide not hym silf to
hem, for he knewe alle men.

•1*2. intr. with prep. To believe in or on; to

have confidence in ; to trust to, Obs. or rare arch,
a. c 1000 i^LFRic Saints' Lives xxv. 446 Da burhware..

truwodon to J>am wealle. c 1300 Cursor M. 19S83 (Edia)
Truis tu in god?

/3. c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxvii[i]. 8 God j-s on Dryhten ^eome
to )>enceanne, ^onne on mannan wese mod to treowianne.

y. c laog Lay. 2351 He nom his enne hired mon pe he wel
trowede on. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3855
Trowe til vs & oure consayl ! 1340-70 A lex. ^- Dind. 829 5if

alle J>e lorus . . Ben trewe to be trowen on & trysty to leue.

1375 Barbour 5r«« i. 490 Gyffthat5e will trow tome, C1385
Chaucer L. G. W, 1707 {Lucrece) It is no nede To trowyn
on the word but on the dede. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov.
Lordsh. vi. 52 A trew discret man. .to whom he may trowe
to ordeyne ^^ besynesse of his godys. c 1449 Pecock Repr.
I, xviii, (Rolls) 102 Thei wolen not trowe to his teching.

c 1460 To7vneley Myst. xx. 434 Bot trow in god, that you
has wroght. ^1470 Henry Wallace 11. 235 In Inglismen,

allace, quhi suld we trow ? 15*2 World <V Child C vij, The
xij. artycles of the fayth That mankynde must on trowe.

155a Abp. Hamilton Caieck. (18S4) 14 We suld trow in the
Sonne ofGod. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. Ill, iv. 369 Vague
tales, wherein I was well fain to trow.

fi. 13.. Cursor M. 13671 (CotL) Traus [Fairf, trawes]

l>ou in godd sun or nai ?

f b. trans. To believe in (a doctrine, etc.). Obs,

1340-70 Alex. ^ Dind. 841 Hit seme|>,.|>at ge no giuen
of no gome no none godus trowe. CX3B0WVCUP Whs,{iZ8o)



TBOW.
433 Oon article of bileucis 10 trowe hooly chirche. CX400
MAWNDEV.CRoxb.) XV. 66 pe Sarzenes trowes |>e incarnacioun.
1513 Douglas ^Heis vi. Prol. 81 We trow a God, regnand
in personis thre.

3. trans. To believe (a statement, etc) ; to give
credence to, accept as true or trustworthy.
a. a 1300 Cunor M. 14708 (Cott.) Qua wil noght tru [Gitt.

trou. Fair/, traw, Trin. trowej (jat I tell.

P. c 1J50 Gen, 9f Ex. 2037 Pvtifar trewiS hise wiwes tale.

V. c laoo Ormin Ded. 134,1 wollde blit>eli3 patt all Enng.
lisshe lede ..shollde itt trowwenn.' 1413 Pilgr, SoivU
(Caxton) I. iii. (1859) 4 Such thynges wold I nought haue
trowyd, yf I had nought seen it my self. 1450-80 tr. Secreta
Secret, xvi. 14 Trowe not lightly alle that that men wille
telle the. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 272 We
may nocht trow ane wourd he sayis. 1605 Shaks. Lear i.

iv. 135 Speake lesse then thou knowest, . . Learne more then
thou trowest. 1816 Scorr Axtiq. xxi, I hae garr'd him
trow mony a queer tale, a 1818 Macneill Poems (1844) 102
She troud ilka word that the fause loon did say. 1876
Morris Sigttrd 11. 79 Men trowed his every word.
8. 13.. .£. £. Aim. P. B. 6«2 Sari lajez. Not trawande \k

tale.

t b. with obj. and compl. To believe or suppose
(a thing or person) to be (so and so) ; also with
compl. inf. [to be . ., or to do something). Obs.
Y-.1H7S Prav. yEl/reJ 164 in O. E. Misc. 113 For wanne

he IS lif aire beste trowen, penne sal he letin lif his ojene.
C1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. xxix.63 Yf (lenedys
of a woman, drawe to |>e to here l>at (>ow trowys trewe, and
(wt t>ou demys good, c 1460 Play Sacram. 559, 1 trowe
best we mak a crye. ijSl .\. Hall /liad iv.6g'Vho[X Aga-
memnon trowes Vs dastards and faint hearted folke. 1596
Dauvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vm. (S.T.S.) II. 59 The
cbanceller trowit a] to be trew.
S. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 282, I trawed my perle don out

of dawez. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 11. 121 Of whom
somme men trawe that cite to have taken name.

+ o. Phr. To Irow (in passive sense) : to be be-
lieved or thought (so and so). Also at trow (At
/«/• 39). inquot. a 1 340, worthy of belief, credible.

13. . Cursor M. i-jizb (Cott.) And es he for a fule to trou
{Fair/, trawl 31340 HAMraLE/'ja//?r xcii. 7 Testimonia
sua credibilia /acta sunt nimis...^ biddyngis ere mykil
made at trow. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iL 34 How much it

doth over-flowe. Or laile thereof, so much a more then iust
to trowe,

4. with obj. cl. To believe, think, be of opinion,
suppose, imagine; sometimes, to believe con-
fidently, feel sure, be assured, f Trow you what
..(?)' what do yon think . .

?

'

a. c looo Ml/ric's Past. Ep. iii. in Thorpe An. Loan 11.
364 Ic Iruwjse beah \^l sum wurSe abrird l>urh God.
a 1818 Macmeill Poems (1844) 96, I pree'd it aft as ye may
tniel

y. ciaoaORMiH6946pe^)munndenn trowwenn |>att te child
Josajpess sune waire. 136a Langl. P. Pt. A. 1. 133 pis I
trouwe beo treu^e! a 1400 Pryitur (1891) 83 Trowest (kju
au;t that a deed man schal lyue aien? 14.. Cov. Corp.
Christi PL I. 883, I tro there wolbe a carefull syght.
£1470 Henry Wallace n. 391, 1 trowthowbesum spy. 1516
T1NUA1.E Luke xvii, 9 Doelh he thanke that servaunt be
cause he did that which was commaunded vnlo hym ? I
trowe not. 1533 Bellenden Livy in. v. (S.T.S.) 256 pe
hevynnisapperitbirnandj Theerde trymblit. .; men trowis
ane kow .•ipak. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 279 Trow you
what he call'd me '( 1590 Spenser F. Q. h v. 13 And hence,
forth by this daics cnsample trow, That hasty wroth, and
hccdiesse hazardry, Doe breede repentaunce late, and lasting
infamy. 1613 Shaks. Hen. Vlll, i. i. 184 As I troa Which
I doe well s (5r I am sure [etc.]. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(WodrowSoc.) 451, I used.. to.. cast up the whyte of my
eyes, so that any bodie wold have trowed that I was blind.
1786 Burns ^ Dream ii. The poets . . Wad gar you trow yo
ne'er do wrang. 1818 Scorr Rob Roy iv, I trow he's
a dealer in caltle. 187a Thirlwall Rem. (1878) III. 254Can anything be more clearly proved..? I trow not.
8. I- 1400 Destr. Troy 3351 Ne trawes not, tru lady, bat I

lake wolde '1 hy ladyship to lo&se.

b. Parenthetically or at the end of a sentence
(often merely expletive), as / trow (in assertions)
= ' I suppose ', ' I ween '

; f also rarely in
questions (where the sense is not clear).

.
^- }\ • Cursor .1/. 371 (Cott.) parfor scaples was it [11 tru

\Fair/. traw].

y- ('4R3 J«- I Kingis Q. xi, Bot now, how trowe 5e ? suich
a fantasye i ell me to mynd.) c 1491 Chast. Goddts Chyld. 35rhvse wordes I trowe shall suflysc. 1549 Latimer Ploughcrs
(Arb.) 20 Who trowe you is a faythefull seruante ? 1577
NoRTHBRooKEZ?/,-/K^(i843)7iNomanissofoolishe,Itrowc
so to doe. 1598 Shaks. Merry )K l iv. 140 Who's there, I

",95' ««7« Marvell Gen. CounciU Wks. (Grosart) IV. 138
l)ld not this Historian, trow you, deserve [etc.] 7 1678 HuNVAN
,-^-y.'l* "",' \

'ro. you will put some difference between
Little-faith and the Kings Champion. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (i3ii) IV. xxxv. 224 What is become of Lord M I
trow, that he writes not to me? 1798 Coleridge Ane. Mar.
i"'-;'/', o *;• r.'*

strange, I trow I 185a H. Rogers Eel.Faith (1853) 433 A sceptic is not to be startled by paradoxes,

to. Also simply trow (ellipt. for / trow or
trow you). Obs,

"SS3 Re^Mdica iv. ii. 998 Was not he drownde, trowe,
bst yeare? 1601 B. Jonson F.v. Man in Hum. (Qo.) iv. i
I IV, Where are these villaines troe ? ,6ao Shelton Quix.

tAatt»sr I. Wki 1874 V. 14 How came you by Ihem trot
honestly? .74, Richardson Pamela I. 57 Whal could youhave done to him, tro ?

'

t6. intr. or absol. To believe; to hold a belief-
to have or exercise faith. Obs.

'

a c 1300 Cursor M. ,9530 (Edin.) Simon IMagus] lete ab
|>o3 he truwid, And baptizid him.
y. c uoo Ormin 2820 A tn full xAn, wurrhenn am Forr

(alt tu mihhtesjt Irowwenn. C13J0 R. Brunnr Ckran
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WTKf (Rolls) 7358 He asked )>enne how l>ey (rowd, & what
tier Codes name hight. c 1440 York Myst. xxi. 162 What
man ^at trowis and baptised be. 1573 Tyrie Re/ut. in
Cat/t. Tractates (S.T.S.) 12 Befoir a thousand yeiris..wes
thair peple of God that trowit as thai do.

1 6. trans. To expect, hope. Usually with in/.

;

less commonly with obj. cl. ; rarely with simple obj.
y. 1340-70 Alisaunder 919 pei trowed no tresoun untruly

too haue. c 1470 Henry li-'allace ix, 1266 Era Fyff was tynt,
the war thai trowyt to speid. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x.
xu. 432 Shewe me the Knyght, & I trowe I shalle here hym
doune. 1575 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 301 She.. was sore
sike.., so that none of hir frendes trowed hir life, f 1600
MoNTOOMERiE.S'oiiH. xxviii. II Vhair sho [an ass] troude hir
maister suld hir treit. They battound hir.

+ 7. To prove to be true ; to vouch for ; to verify

;

to ascertain. Obs. rare,

fi. a 901 Laws 0/ Al/rtd c. 33 gif he hine treowan [z/. r.
treowian] wiUe.

y. c 1330 R. Brunne ChroH. (1810) 258 pe letter forth bei
nam, to trowe |>er sayng. Ibid. 339 Blissed be \,o\x God,, . pi
word IS wele trod, I say it, hi William. 1603 Philotus iii.

Fust try the treuth, then may je trow, Gif I mynd to desaue.
Trow: see Throw ».!, Tree, Troll, Trough.
tTrowable, a. Obs. [f. Trow zi. + -able.]

That can be ' trowed ' or believed ; credible.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xcii. 7 pi wilnessyngis ere made

trowabile ful mykil. c 144a Alphaiet 0/ Tales 154 It is not
trowable at he (lat I hafe luffid so lang, att I sulde not be
luffid of hym agayn. x5« Bellenden Lizy iv. viii. (S.T.S.)
75 It IS als nocht trowabiT>at sicejcempil suld be Inlroducit
be ane patriciane.

Trowage, variant of Trewage Obs.
Trowan, -ande, -ane. -ant, obs. ff. Truant.
Trowandise, -yse. etc., var. Truandise Obs.
Trowch, obs. Sc. form of Tbough.
Trowe, var. Throw sb.^ Obs.; obs.f.TBOw, Tbuk.
Trowean, obs. form of Truant.
t Trowed, ///. «. Obs. [f. Trow j/. +-bd1.]

Believed to be such ; supposed, reputed.
C1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xv. (1908) 100 Joseph.. his

trowed fader.

Trowel (trau-el), sb. Forms: 4-5 trowelle,
4-7 true!, 5 trowyUe, 7 trowel, 5-8 trowell, 6
truell, 6-7 trewell, 8 trouel, 5- trowel; also

4 truUe, 5 troll(e, 7 trtill, trule. [ME. truel, a.

OF. truele (13th c), F. truelle (14th c), ad. vulgar
or late L. Irtulla (1163 in Du Cange), for cl.L.
trulla, dim. of trtta stirring-spoon, skimmer, ladle,
whence the monosyllabic form.]
L A tool consisting of a flat (or, less commonly,

rounded) plate of metal or wood, of various shapes,
attached to a short handle ; used by masons, brick-
layers, plasterers, and others for spreading, mould-
ing, or smoothing mortar, cement, and the like.
To lay it on with a trowel, to express a thing coarsely or

bluntly ; now spec, to flatter excessively or grossly.

..}VA Pif' Roll 18 Ed7u. tit, m. 45 (P.R.O.) In . . iiii. hamers,
Ulj. frowellis, vj hirdellis pro lymeputtes..xxx. jadlis pro
cemento fundendo. 138a Wyclif Amos vii. 7 Loo ! the
Lord stondynge on a wall teerid, or morterd, and in
the hond of hym a Iruel \v.r. trulle] of masoun. 13^
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. II. iv. (Harl. MS. 614) If. 8b/i
Aungels..ben seen to haue trollis & hangynge plometis
and mesuris & towles & werke men. c 1440 Pallad.
OH Hush. \. 415 The parget of thy wough be strong &
bryght ; The trcwel first ful ofte hit most distreyne. 1533
Elyot Cast. Heltht Pref. (1539) '. ' 'ol<e my penne in the
stede of a truell. c 1570 Pride ^ LowL (1841) 32 A Brick,
layer,..A trewell at his eyrdle weared he. i<oo Shaks.
A.y.L. I. ii. 112 Well said, that was laid on with a trowell.
l«93 Evelyn De la Qntnt. Compl. Card. II. no The said
Gum must be kept hot,.. to be apply'd with a kind of
Wooden Trule. 1719 Free-thinker No. 118 p 8 Mr. Thorn,
hill [cannot) paint the Cupolo of Paul's with a Trowel. 1836
Thirlwall Greece III. xxii. 237 They supplied the place
both of hods and trowels with their hands. 1887 Ruskin
Prxlerita 1 1, x. 362 The instrument I finally decided to be
the most diflicult of management was the trowel.

b. A culmary ladle or slice of this shape. Cf.
trowel-slicer in 2.

1773 Land. ChroH. 7 Sept. 248/3 Fish and pudding
trowells. 1855 H. Clarke Diet., Fish-trowel.

c. A tool of this kind used in gardening, having
a hollow, icoop-like, semi-cylindrical blade.
'75* ,C. Marshall Garden, iv. (1813) 52 Plants.. are best

put in by a small spade or trowel 1846 ]. Baxter Libr.
Pract.Agric (ed.4)l[, 119 The compound is firmly pressed
into the moulds with a gardener's troweL 1855 Delamer
Kitch, Card. (1861) 16 "The English trowel is excellent for
many purposes : but besides it, it will be found convenient
to have one or two long, narrow ones.

d. An elastic flat steel instrument used in spread-
ing the paint in the manufacture of oilcloth.
1881 [implied in TrowbllerI.
e. See quot.

189a Greener Breech Loader 180 A properly-made trowel
will load millions of cartridges before the holes become so
worn that it has to be di-scarded. The author uses this
counting trowel in loading all his cartridges.

2. attrib. and Comb., as trowel-handling, -plant-
ing, -slicer (cf. I b) ; trowel-shaped adj. ; trowel-
bayonet, a bayonet resembling a mason's trowel,
which may \x used as a light entrenchment tool, or
when detached from the rifle, as a hatchet (Knight
Dicl.Mech. 1877) ; trowel-beak, a bird.a Sumatran
broadbill, Corydon sumatranus {Cent. Diet. 1891);
trowel-gauge, an instrument for setting the nippers

TBOWING.
on a cotton-combing machine ; trowel-man, one
who uses a trowel ; spec, a mason, bricklayer, or
the like ; alsoy?^.
190a Thornley Cotton Combing Mach. 151 In setting the

nippers great assistance is rendered by the use of a *trowel
P"8e- '887 RusKlN Frxterita II. x. 362 note, A piece of
trowel-handling as subtle as spreading the mortar under a

brick. 163a B. Jonson Magn. Lady 11. vii, A hard-handed,
and stiff Ignorance, worthy a 'Trewel, or a Hammer-man.
1737 ialmon s Country builder's Estimator (ed. 2) 69 A
Trowel-man and Labourer.. can perform one Rod of rough
Work in five Days 1756 Monitor No. 73 II. 203 It has
been the general defect of English politicians to proceed
without a plan ; ignorant trowel-men in the service of the
state. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci.^ Art II. 657, 7. Fur-
row planting. .. 8. Dibbling. .. 9. *Trowel planting. 1776
Withering Brit. Plants (1796) III. 573 [CocAlearia danicd]
All the leaves "trowel-shaped. 1897 Mary Kingslev IV.
A/rica^s^ Broad, trowel-shaped, almost triangular daggers.
i8«a Calal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6504A very large
bread knife, and *trowel slicer.

Hence Trowelful, as much as can be taken up
on a trowel (alsoy%.).
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, s. v. TruelUe, A trowell

full of plaster or morter. i8ox Ld. Minto Let. in Edin.
Rev. Apr. (1896) 405 Cramming Nelson with trowelfuls of
flattery. 1843 L". Cockdurn Circuit 'Journeys (1883) 184
Not one trowelful of lime.

Trowel (trau-Cl), V. [f. prec. sb.]

1. Irans. To spread, smooth, or dress (a surface)
with or as with a trowel ; to form or mould with a
trowel ; in quot. c 1670, to coat thickly with.
c 1670 Ld. Orrery in Daily Chron. 12 June (1903) 3/3 The

Women are never old, for the Wrinkles are well filled up by
Paint, . . the Women trowel themselves with red. 1703
Hlom^i Mech. .fij-cn:. 249 They finish the Plastering.. either
by Trowelling and brishing it over with fair Water, or else
by laj'in§ a thin Coat of fine stuff.. and.. Trowelling and
brishing It. 1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. VIII. iv. iii. 99 They
[wasps] stick their load of paste on that part where they
make their walls and partitions; they tread it close with
their feet, and trowel it with their trunks. 184a Civil Eng.
jr Arch. Jrnl. V. 337/2 After being properly trowelled, it is

jointed to imitate stone.

2. To put, place, or move (something) with or as
with a trowel ; to lay on with a trowel, i. e. thickly

or clumsily; often yf^. of flattery or laudation.
177a Nugent tr. Hist. Friar Gerund I. 502 The good

gentleman trowels on himself the plaister of praise without
reserve. 179a Coleridge Lett., to G. Coleridge 24 If ever
hog's lard is pleasing it is when our superiors trowel it on.
1841 Thackeray Menf, Pictures 1 1 1 The skies are trowelled
on ; the light-vapouring distances are as thick as plum-
pudding. 2898 Hollingshead Gaiety Chron. i. 45 Mortar
and cement were trowelled into their proper places.

Hence Trowelled ///. a. ; trowelled stucco,

stucco ofthe best description intended to be painted

;

Trowelling vbl. sb. ; also Trow'eller, one who
uses a trowel.
i8a3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 375 "Trowelled-stucco is

a very neat kind of work, much used in dining-rooms, vesti-

bules, stair-cases, &c 1913 Daily Nejos 31 Mar. 6 The roof
..has a fall of 5 in. in 13 ft. and was simply left with a
trowelled finish. 16x1 Cough., Truelleur, a, *Troweller ; a
Plaisterer, or any one that workes with a Trowell. i88x
Instr. Census Clerks (iSg^) 80 Floor Cloth, Oil Cloth Manu-
facture. . . Oil Skin Maker, Dealer. Silk Oiler. Trowler. 1630
A*. Johnson's Kingd. .%- Commzu. 598 Their Painting is meere
steyning or "trowelling in respect of ours,

Trowell, obs. form of Troll sb.^

Trowe maddam, var. Troll-madam Obs.

Trowent, -tyze : see Truant, Tbuandise.

t Trower. Obs. rare—^. In 4 truer(e, traw-
ere. [f. Trow v. -t- -er 1.] A believer.
c 1300 Cursor M. 21092 (Edin.) Thomas. .Pat he ne mojte

no^te tru wi|> here, Wi^ eie he was made lele truer [v. rr
truere, trawerej,

Trowes, obs. pi. o( Tree ; obs. f. Truce.
Trowet, Trowht, obs. forms of Trout, Troth.
Trowie (troui), a. Orkney and Slietl. [i. Trow

sb.^ *- -IE, -y.] Of or pertaining to the ' trows ' or

trolls; elfin; also, influenced by a 'trow'. So
Trowist {iwHce-wd.), a person credited with ac-

quaintance with ' trows ' and power to avert their

influence.

1793 Stlttist, Acc.Scotl. VII. 396 Sponges are found upon
the snore in great plenty, shaped like a man's hand, and
called by thepeopleTrowie Gloves. 1895 Jamieson, Trowie
adj., sickly,^ dr<t«.., Shall we view this as signifying 'under
the malign influence of the Trow, or daemon ' ? 1840 N^
Statist. Ace. Scot. (1845) XV. 142 (Shetland) When a cow
or .sheep happens to turn sick or die, it is firmly believed .

.

that the real animal has been taken away and something of
a trowie breed substituted in its place. 1895 J. J. Haldane
Burgess Shetland Folklore 99 He at once sent for an old
woman who was celebrated as a ' trowist '. Ibid. loi He.

.

found lying on the ground and half-hidden among the
heather, a beautifully-wrought ' trowie ' dart or arrow.

Trowing (trou-ir)), vbl. sb. Obs. or arch. [f.

Tkow v. + -INQ 1.] The action of the verb Trow
;

belief; faith, creed; opinion, notion, idea. + To
trowing, to be believed, worthy of belief (cf. to

trow, 'Trow v. 3 c).

a 1300 Cursor M. 25088 (Cott.) To haf wit santes com-
muning: pis es a pointe of vr truing {GOtt. truyng, Fair/.
trowing). 1303 R. Brunne llandl.Symie 498 For whan [jou
trowyst yn a fals )>yng pe deuyl hyt shewy^ for bat trowyng.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls! III. 401 Neclanabus seide |ns
sawe, and was a wicche, and |ierfore it is nevere (je bettre to
trowynge. Ibid. V. 89 So scib martilogie, jjat is more to
trowynge [L. crtdtndum\ |jan cronicles of auctours |)at be*>
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noujt i-knowe. Ibid. VI. 195 It is nou^t to trowynge (L.

opinandum\ J»at l>is lohii is lohn the Ermyte. CJ400

Maundev. (RoxU) xxxiv. 154 pai be of diuerse lawes and

diueree trowyngs. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. i, (Rolls) 5 Thre
trowtngis or opinions ben causis. .of manic, errouris. 1491

Caxton Vitas Pair. i. c. (W. de W. 1495) 131 1>/2 By the

thj-nges passed he had some trowynge of those that were

to come, c 1570 in Redforde/^/oy IKi/ <V Sc, (Shaks. Soc.) 57
Ever in trowmg and never in knowinge.

So t Trowing" ///. a. Obs.^ believing ; in first

quot. as sb. one who believes.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18719 (Cott.) pe truand [Fair/, trawande]

and ^e baptist bath pai sal be saue. c 1400 ApoL Loll. 61

Crist is end of >e lawe to ri^tfuines to ilk man trowing.

x^ Cath, Angl. 394/2 Trowinge, credulus.

Trowith, obs. f. Troth. Trowkle, obs. f.

Trockle. Trowl, obs. f. Tbawl, Tboll, Tuull.

Trowlesworthite (tr^a*lz,w»jl)3it). Min. [f.

the name of Trowlesworthy Tor, Devonshire,

where found: see -ite^.] An altered granite in

which fluorite, orthoclase, and tourmaline have

taken the place of the original quartz, feldspar,

and mica.
1884^ BoNNEY in Q. Jrtil. Geol Soc. XL. 7 A rock-specimen

exhibited by Mr. R. N. Worth, . . and by him named Trowles-

worthite. It consisted chiefly of reddish orthoclase, purple

fluor, and black schorl, in intimate association with quartz,

and was found., as a loose block on Trowlesworthy Tor.

Trowling. Orkney SivASheti, [f. Trow j*.*

+

-LING 1.] A young or infant * trow or troll.

1840 N'ew Staiist. Ace. Scot. (1845) XV. 142 {Shetland)

Females newly confined must.. be watclied..lest they be

carried off to perform the office of wet-nurse to some trowling

ofgentle blooKi.

Trowly, obs. Sc. form of Truly.

TrOwman (tr^u-msen). local, [f. Trow sb,'^ +
Man j^.l] The master or captain of a trow: see

Trow sb:^ a
1439 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 345/2 The owners, .and the saide

trowmen. 1505 Sel. Cos. Cri. Star Chamber (Selden Soc.

)

I. 220 During which xl yeris I occupyed vppon the seide

Ryuer asa Trowman, 1641 J. Taylor (Water P.) Last Vo^,

B vij, Usually much abused by Trow-men. 1752 Deed in

Miss Jackson ShroPsh. Word-bk. s.v., This Indenture made
. . Between John Rogers of the Town of Shrewsbury . . Trow-
man and [etc.].

Trowa, Trownsclown, Trowple, Trowse,
Trowth: see Throne, Truncheon, Tropel,
Trouse, Truss, Troth.

Troy ^ (troi). The name of an ancient city in

Asia Minor, besiegod and taken by the Greeks;

in comb. Troy-bane^ -jousting \ Troy-fair, Troy-
town (also simply f Troy), j^^. a scene of disorder

or confusion (now dial.).

aisao Vox Populi 522 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 286 And
Pauper he above satte In the seate of Habrahams lappe.

And was taken from thys Troye, To lyve allwaye with God
in ioye. 1606 Holland Sueton. 130 He represented besides,

many Cirq-games, .. interposing .. the Troie-justing and
Tumament. 16^ Benlowes Theoph. i. xii, Does Troy-
bane Hellen. .with Angels share? 1678 Otway Friendship
in F* V. i, And for the Cittern, if ever Troy Town were a
Tune, he raaster'd it upon that Instrument.

_ 1870 N. <V Q.
4th Ser. VI. 300/1 Troy Fair. I heard this phrase lately

employed, .to describe a time of household confusion. Ibid,

401 In this part of Devonshire a room with its furniture dis-

arranged is said to be * like Troy Town '. 1880 IV, Cornwall
Gloss., Troy town, amaze; a labyrinth of streets. *I lost my
way; 'twas a regular Troy town ,

Troy 2 (troi). Forms: 4-6 troye, 5 troie, 5-

troy ; also Sc. 5-7 trois, 6 troisa, troyis, (troce).

[The received opinion is that it took its name
from a weight used at the fair of Troyes in France,

which is favoured by the Scottish forms, trots,

trotsSf troyis,'] Troy weight {^ weight of Troy)^

also elUpt. Troy : The standard system of weights

used for the precious metals and precious stones

;

formerly also for bread. Also attrib., troy ounce,

pound, etc. (also ounce troy, pound troy, etc.).

Cf. Tower pound.
The pound troy contains 5760 grains, and b divided into

12 ounces. Cf. Avoirdupois.

1390-1 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 100 Pro j chargeour,

iij diocis, et j sawcere, ponderis xx marc, de troye. 14*^ Rolls

cf Parlt, IV. 256/2 Silver is bought atte pris of xxxii s. the

pound of troie. 1458 Agnes Paston in P. Lett. I. 422 To do
make me vj. sponys, of viij. ounce of troy wyght. 1488-91

Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 168 The cunning of fifty tua

Trois pundis and ane halue vnce of brokln siluer. 154a

Kecoroe Or. Artes (1575) 202 Of Ounces after Troye rate

..12 doe make i pounde. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I. 413 That thair be cunyeit ane penny of silver, .of wecht
ane unce, troce wecht, 1573 Aberdeen Rcgr. (1848) II. 10

A troiss pund of brass, pryce v. s. 158a Reg. Privy Council
Scot. III. 481 Quhilk [penny] suld wey ane quarter unce
troyis wecht. 1641 in R. VV. Cochran-Patrick Rec, Coinage
Scotl. (1876) I. Introd. 32 The once trois of bullione. 1688 R,
HoLMK A mtoufy lU. 259/2 [By] Troy Weight, .are Weighed
. . Bread, and all manner of Corn and Grain. 1825 J.
Nicholson Operat. Mecltanic 759 Take an exact troy ounce
of the ore. 1868 Rogkrs Pol, Econ. iii. (1876) 29 In the

rough, it maj; be said that the cost of producing a pound
Troy of gold is fifteen-and-a-half times as great as that of
producing a pound Troy of silver..

b. fig. in allusion to the pound troy being less

than the pound avoirdupois.

1599 Massinger, etc. Old Law iv. i. There was Cressid

was Troy weight, and Nell was avoirdupois. 1647 Ward
Simp. Cobler (1843) 38 Heads.., who will weigh Rules by
Troyweight, and not by the old Habei-du-pois. 18.. J.

412

Pakker in W. Adamson Life i, (1902) 4 No namby-pamby
speaker, weighing words in troy scales and mincing syllables

as if afraid of them. 1906 Dail^ Chron, 21 Dec. 9/2 Years
and years of troy-weight legislation have left unrectified the
avoirdupois anomaly.

"t Troyaii(e, -eii(e : see Trojan. Hence

t Troyanish (troi-) a, and sb, — Trojan. So
f Troyisli a. Obs.

C893 K. .(Elfred Oros. i. x. § 4 Pentesilia, sio on I>2em
"Troianiscan gefeohte meere ?;ewear3. c 1205 Lay. 416 t>at

Troynisce folc. Ibid. 809 IherUen hit 'I'roynisce [c 1275
Troynisse]. £^1384 Chaucer Ho. Fame 1.201 Iuno..That
hast y-hated al thy lyfe Alle the Troianysshe \v. r. Troy-
anyssh] bloode. X4i3-'Z0 LvDcCAn^w. Troywx. 219 On Troy-
anyschegrounde. 11900 tr. Bxdas Eccl. Hist. iv. xvi. (1890)

307 ?;elice \>y *troiscan waele. ctzoS Lav. 410 Ah he heWe
muchele strengjje of meren his cunne, of J^an Troyscen
monnen.
Troycht, obs. Sc. f. Trough. Troylebaston,
van Trailbaston. Troyne, obs. f. Throne,
Tron, trone. Troyte, obs. f. Troat, Trout sb,^

;

obs. Sc. f. Trough.
Tru, obs. form of Trow v., Truce, True.
Truage, variant of Tkewage Obs,

Truan, obs. form of Truant.
Truancy (trwansi). Also truantcy. [f.

Truant + -cv.] The action, or an act, of playing

truant ; truant conduct or practice.

1784 Mme. D'ARBLAYZ>/art'24 Apr., I had many flattering

reproaches for my late truancy from these parties. 1858
Carlvle Fredk, Gt. \i\. m. (1872} II. 270 Suggesting to him
idle truantcies or worse. 1905 W. 13. Boulton Life Gains-
borough 12 The boy, .brought back . . a collection of sketches

as the result of the day's truancy.

fTruandal. Obs. rare. [OF. truandaille, f.

truand, assemblage of beggars.] pi. Beggars

;

camp-followers.
1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. 1. xvH. 7 b/2 They are all a

horsbacke, without it be the truandals [orig. la truandail\
and laggers of y« oost, who folow after a foote.

t Trnandise. Obs. Forms : 3 truw-, 4
treu-, trowandise, -is, truandis, 4-5 -ise, 5
trewaundise, trowandyse, -aundyse, -antyse,

-entyze, truaundise, trwandyse, -aundise, 5-6
trewandise, -yse, 6 truantisse. [a. OF. trn-

andise (13th c. in Godef.), f. truand Truant (q. v.)

+ 'ise, suffix :—L. -itia ; see -ISK 2.]

1. Fraudulent begging ; vagabondage ; roguery,

knavery.
a xaa^ A ncr. R, 330 Mid iseli truwandise heo hut [= hides]

euer hire god, & scheawecS for3 hire pouerte. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 3954 Which ban assailed hym to shende, And with her
trowandyse toblynde. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMankodeiu.xx'm.
(1869) 148 Whan I make hem thus to here the dish of tre-

waundise. 1547 Bk. Marchaunies cvijb, Thus can these

fyne marchants by wyls [= wiles] and trewandise fructifie

at the expence of other.

2. Idle or loitering ways or habits ; idleness.

a 1300 Cursor M. 253 poo . . pat won . . es to wast pair liif in

trofcT and truandis \Gdtt. trowandis, Trin. trewandise!
c 1400 Rom. Rose6664 Seynt poule. .bade thappostles forto

wirche And wynnen her lyflode in that wise And hem
defended truaundise. CX440 Jacob's Well 104 Whanne|>ou
..in tyme of lernyng, jeuyst J^e to trowaundyse.

Truant (tr^i'ant), sb, (a,) Forms : a, 3-
truant, 4 -ont, (//. -ons), truan, 4-5 truaunt,

5 truwaunt(e, (trwaunt), truaund, 6 -ande,

(-ent), 6-7 truand. y3. 4-i5 trewaunt, 5 -aund(e,
5-6 -ante, 6 -ande, (trewnt), 6-7 trewaut, -and,

7 treuant. 7. 4-5 trowaunt, 5 -ande, (-awnt,

-ent, -eau, trovwont, trownt), 5-6 trowan(e,
6 -ant, trouant. 5. dial. 8-9 troant, 9 troan,

trawn, trown. See also Tbivant. [ME. a, OF.
truant, F, truand adj. (12th c. in Godef.), (now
only) as sb, = Prov. truan, Sp. truhan, Pg. truao;

prob. from a Celtic source (Thumeysen) : cf.

Welsh truan wretched, a wretch, Gael, truaghan
wretched, trudanach vagabond.]

fl. One who begs without justification; a sturdy

beggar ; a vagabond ; an idle rogue or knave.

(Often a mere term of abuse.) Obs.

c 1290 S, Eng. Leg. I. 60/240 Manie heolden him [St.

Francisl a truant. 1340^^*://^. 174 pe truont..t'et ssewel>

hare pouerte and hare ziknesse. .uor to habbe t>e elmesse.

c X4S5 tr. A rdeme's Treat. Fistula 100 Ribaldez and trowans
..l>at felawshypel? l>am by l>e waiez to pilgriinez, Jjat t>ai

may robbe l>am of l>air siluer. CX489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon xxii. 490 Now shall I be a goode trewaunt, for I can
well aske brede whan me nedeth. 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de
W. 1531)224!), Obey your, .rulers, although they be trew-

antes, that is to saye.. though they.. be not so good and
verttious as they sholde be. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. ii.

18 Hang him truant, there's no true drop of bloud in him to

be truly toucht with loue. 1636 Blount Glossogr,, Truand
(Fr.), a common beggar, a lazie rascal, a vagabond j a knave,
a scowndrel. [1893 J. C. Beckwith tr. Hugo's Notre Dame
II. vi. I. 147 Such law as you mete to the Truands (vaga-

bonds and outlaws), the Truands mete to you.)

2. A lazy, idle person ; esp, a boy who absents

himself from school without leave ; hence_/5]f., one
who wanders from an appointed place or neglects

his duty or business.

f 1449 Pecock Repr. II. xli. (Rolls) 219 Truauntis in the
scole of God. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. F 61 b, 1 am not
so loiteryng a truand as to forgette so good a lesson. 1391
Shaks. i Hen, VI, ix. iv. 7. 1596 — i Hen. fV, v. i. 94, I

baue a Truant beene to Cbiualry. X697 Drydkn Vir^.

TRTJANTISM.

Georg. IV. 160 When the Swarms, .loath their empty Hives,
and idly stray,.. take A timely Care to bring the Truants
back. 1770 GoLDSM. Des. Vill. 198 'I'he village master.. A
man severe he was, .. I knew him well, an'i every truant
knew, 1836 Kane Arct. Expl. I.xxix. 398 One of our dogs,
a truant from Morton's team.

b. l*hr. To play truant ; also formerly f to play
the truant, -s (obs.). Const. //-(??«, to.

1560 Nice Wanton A ij, Be ye not ashamed the treauandes to
play? 1398 Shaks. Merry W. v. i. 27 Since I ptuckt Geese,

Claide Trewant, and whipt Top, I knew not what 'twas to
e beaten, till lately, 164a Rogers Naaman 93 That so they
may shun this sharpeSchoolemaster by playing thet/ewants.
1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I. viii. 129, I was scarcely
breeched when I used to play the truant. 1^7 Bowen Virg,
j-Eneid v. 845 Rest those brows, let weaned eyes play
truant to toil.

B. adj. 1. That is a truant, or plays truant;

idle, lazy, loitering, esp. of a boy, staying from
school without leave ; hence, wandering, straying.
a 1350 Hye Way to Spyttel Ho. 43 in HazL E. P. P. IV,

24 'these trewant beggers begging fro place to place. 1361
AwDELAY Frat. Vacab, (1869) 13 A Trewand knaue that

faineth himselfe sicke when he should woorke. 1613 A.
Stafford Hea:u. Dogge 59 To behold an austere. . Philosopher
. .quake at the name of death, even as a treuant boy does
at the name of his Tutor. 1784 Cowpek Task 1. J14 E'er

since, a truant boy, I passed my bounds. 1791 E. Darwin
Bot, Gard. i. 54 Down the steep slopes He led. .The willing

pathway, and the truant rill. 1793 (ed. 1) Wordsw. Descr.

Sketches 49 Through her truant pathway's native charms.
1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 11. vii. 259 This freak of fancy
made me more truant from my studies than ever. 1869
TozER Highi. Turkey I. 318 We recovered the truant saddle.

b. Characterized or marked by truancy or idle-

ness ; befitting a truant or idler.

x6oa Shaks. Ham. i. ii. 169 But what in faith make you
from Wittemberge? Hor. A truant disposition, good my
Lord. 1649 iAiLTon Eikon.\\\. 152 Wee are not. .to distrust

God in the removal of that Truant help to our Devotion,
which by him was never appointed. 1803 Scott Let. to G.
Ellis 25 May in Lockliart, My truant days spent in London
having thrown me a little behind.

1 2. Trivial, trite ; idle, vain. Obs. rare,

atS7» Knox Hist. Ref. in. Wks. 1848 II. 141 We should
nott wonder alljeit that the auld trowane verse be trew,

Patrem sequitur sua proles. 168a Oldham 8th Sat. Boileau
Imit. 49 So fam'd for many a truant jest On wiving.

C. Comb., ^^ truant-like d.^y\ truant-inspector,

a school attendance officer ; truant-school, an
industrial school to which truant or other children

may be sent by order of a magistrate.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus M j, A trewantlike barrister.

1628 Ford Lover's Mel. 1. i, If my experience hath not,

truant-like, Mispent the time. .For bettering ray mind. iB8a
Standard 31 Aug. 2/4 Truant Schools have.. been doing
good work in checking truancy. 1891 E. KiNGLAKE/4iM/ra-
lian at II. 22 Attendance officers, called truant inspectors,

go and examine the books of the state schools periodically,

and then visit the parents of those children who have not
fulfilled the required conditions.

Hence Truantness (truanness), truancy.

1483 Cath. Angl. 394/2 Trowannes, trutannitas, 1658

J. Jones tr. OviiVs Ibis 52 Boys will excuse the fault of

Treuantness by the sin of lying.

TrU'ant, v, Forms : see the sb. [ME. f.

prec. : cf. obs. F. irttander (latli c. in Godef.

Compl.), f. truand Truant.]

f 1. intr. To play the vagabond or rogue. Obs.

£1400 Rom. Rose 6721 Somme maner crafte . . Thurgh
which without truaundyng He may . . haue his lyuyng.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode in. xxiii. (1869) 148 Wei thei

kunne glooven maungepayn whan thei wolen trewande ther-

with, c X440 Promp. Parv. 503/2 Trovwonton {S, trownton,

P. trowantyn), truiannizo, Cath,

2. intr. To idle, play truant (esp. from school) ;

to wander, stray. Also with it.

1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 279 What made the Gods so
often to trewant from Heauen? 1637 Heywood DieU.
Wks. 1874 VI. 285, I must. .truly study man, (A booke in

which I yet have truanted). 1642 Fuller Holy ^ Prof. St.
I. ix. 24 He will not truant it now in the afternoon. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) V. L 6 Her good angel is gone
a journey : is truanting at least. 1879 M. Pattison Milton
xii. 143 He returned with concentrated ardour to woo the
muse, from whom he had so long truanted.

1 3. trans. To waste or idle away (time) ; to

spend in truanting. Obs,

1597 1st Pt, Return fr, Parnass. ni. i. 1115 In trewant-
inge there time, wastlnge whole years. 1638 Ford Fancies
III. lit, I dare not be the author Of truanting the time. X708
OzEix tr. Boileau's Lutrin in. 120 A heedless Troop of

wanton Boys.. In idle Pastime truanting the Day.
b. To play truant from. dial.

1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy xii. 95 Kit Kennedy,.. Ye
troaued the schule yesterday.

Hence Truanting />//. a,

1634 Rainbow Labour {it'i^)^^^ 't has given the truanting
world a desired pLay-day.

Tru'anting, vbi. sb. [f. Truant v. + -ing i.]

The action of the verb Truant ; an instance of this.

r 1400 [see Truant v. 1], 153a More Confut. Tindale
Wks. S74/2 With three strypes for hys tarying and trew-

aunting by the way. 1630 Lennard tr. Charron's Wisii. m.
xiv. § 12 {1670) 443 To save themselves from the rigour of

the punishment, they have recourse to.. false excuses,..

flights, truantings. 1884 Hunter & Wh^te My Ducats \\.

(1885) 2S6 The sense of truanting gave a. .spice of excite-

ment to his reflections.

TruantisBI (tr«'antiz*m). [f. Tbuant jd.

+

-ISM.] The jiractice of a truant ; truancy.
i8ia J. J, Henry Camp. agst. Quebec 13 His own educa-

tion, though made by his tniantisms. .ao incorrect one. 1875



TBUANTLY.
G. VxvisoN S/uiis.Lect.{iS&S)zi7 He .. neglected his studies

with that persistent truantism some great men have been

guilty of.

Truantly (tra-antll), a. and aiiv. Now rare.

[f. as prec. + -LV 1, -ly 2.]

A. ad/. Having the qualities of a trnant ; char-

acteristic of or befitting a truant.

1579 TwvNE PhUicke agst. Fort. i. cv. 131 b,_You, like wil-

ful and truently children, can neuer learne wisedome with-

out whipping. 1651 Jer. Taylor S<rm. for Year i. Ep.
Ded. 5 'I'he Spirit of a man is truantfy, and trifling. 16^
C. Ne.>;se O. ft ^. 'fest. 1. 125 For his truantly tricks [he] is

turned down into the lowest form.

B. adv. After the manner of a truant.

xSaa Scott Nigel xxviii, Idle and truantly disposed.

Truantness : see after Tkuant a.

Tmailtry(tr?<antri). Forms: 5 trewaundrie,
trwandrye, truantrye, 6 trewantrie, 7- tru-

antry. [a. F. truanderie (13th c. in Godef.

Compl.), f. Iruand Tkuant : see -RV.]

+ 1. Fraudulent begging ; knavery, roguery. Obs.

1416 LvDG, De Cuil. Filer. 17818 Thys dyssh that I holde
in myn hond, (In tfrencne callyd 'Coquynerye' And in

ynglyssh 'Trwandrye'). c 1430 Filgr. Ly/ Mankode iii.

xxii. (i86g) r47 This hand heere is cleped coquinerie; Trew.
aundrie hi name j cleyme it,

2. Idleness, truancy ; the practice, or an act, of

playing truant.

1481 Caxton Reynard iv. (Arb.) 8 Yf the scolers were not
beten..and reprised of their truantrye, they shold neuer
Icrne. 1581 Mulcastkr Positions xl. (1887) 225 In the

maisters house.. children may. .be lesse subiect to loytering

and trew-intrie, 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne I. 301 An un-
derstanding Tutor, who . . knew discreetly to connive at this

and other truantries. 1811 L. M. Hawkins Ctess fr Gertr.

I. 166 Her frequent -.truantries from the place where she
ought to have been, 1887 Stevenson Mem. ^ Portraits ii.

37 Infinite yawnings during lecture and tinquenchable gusto
in the delights of iruantry.

Tm'aatship. ran. [f. Truant s6. + -ship.]

Truancy, b. with possessive, as a mock title.

a 1568 AschaM SchoUm, l. <.Arb.) 27 If the childe haue done
his diligence, and vsed no trewandship. X59a Nasiie Four
z:<«.Co»i/;</. Wks. (Grosart) 11.264, 1

Trewantship the true vsc of words.

t Tmb. Obs. or dial. Also 8-9 trubbe. [app.

short for truffle, OF. truffe (Sp.,Pg. trufa), or for

L. /liber.']

1. A truffle.

x668 WiLKiNs Rea/ Char. 11. iv. S 3. 70 Imperfect Herbs.

,

Without a Stem,.. growing, .in the ground, being esculent,
..Trul«, Trufle. 1673 Ray yottrn. Law C. (1738) I. 346 A
kind of subterraneous musheroom, which our herbarists
English Trubs, or after the French name Trufles. 1693
Robinson in Phil. Trans.W II. 825 Ludovicus Romanus.

.

affirms. That Thirty Camels Load of th«se Truffles or Trubs
. .have been, .sold at Damascus in two or three days. 17S7-*

41 Chambers Cycl. s v. Tru/fles^ P.radley calls them under-
ground edible mushrooms, or Spanish trubbes. i8fio Mavne
Expos. Lex.^ T'rN^j, ..common name for the Lycoperdon
tuber. 1866 Treas. Bat., Trubs, or Trubbes, truffles.

2. ' A little squat woman ' (Phillips 1706) ; also,

'a slut, sloven; a wanton; an opprobrious term'

iEng. Dial. Diet.). Also Trn-bkin, Tru-b-taU.
i6a5 PuBCHAs Pilgrims ix. xvi. §3. 1623 The Dogges..

satiate with the Womans flesh.., who was a short fat trub-

kin. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trub or Trub-tail, a little

squat Woman. 1746 Exmoor Scolding 104 (E,D.S.) Andra
wou'd ha' had a "Trub in thx
Trublaneo, Truble, etc., obs. ff. Trouplanoe,
Trouble, etc.

+ Trable. Obs. rare. [a. F. trubU kind of net

(13th c. in Littrt!).] A small net for catching fish

in ponds and stews.
1600 Surflet Countrie Farme iv. xiii. 646 Taking. .little

fish with the shouenet, small net, called a truble and line.

Ibid. xvL 650 i'he gudgeon is taken with a hooke or the
Uttle net called a truble.

Truce (tras), sb. Forms: a. sing. 4 truwo,
4-5 trewe, 5 tru, 5-6 trew, 5-7 true. &. pi. 3
triwes, triws, 4 treua, treuwes, Sc. trowis, 4-6
trewes, trues, 5 trewys, triew(i)B, trietix,

tryew(e)s, trowes, truwes, -ys, trwes, trwyg,
trux, 5-6 trews, treux, 5 (5-7 Sc.) trewls, 6

treuis, -ys ; treuges. 7. 5 trewysse, truyse,

5-6 trewse, truxe, 5-7 truse, 6 trewice, -yoe,

treuoe, trewce, trwce, trusse, 7 trousse, 5-
truoe. [ME. trewe and Iriewe, mostly in pi. form
trewes and triewes :—OE. tritmt sb. masc. (fem. pi.

Iriwd), ' truth or fidelity to a promise, good faith,

assurance of faith or truth, promise, engagement,
covenant, league', = OEFris. trluwe, OWFris.
and MDn. trouwe (Du. Irouw), OS. treuwa,
Irluwa, OHG. triuwa (MHO. triutoe, Ger. treue)

:—WGer. *trewwa, Goth, triggwa 'covenant'

(whence late L. and Romanic tregua, treuga, F.
trive) ; also, in ablaut form, OE. triiwa sb. masc.
and pi. -an ; = ON. triia, trii, Norw. trii, Sw.
iraa : see True a. Already in OE. the pi. tr^va
was often used in the sense of the sing. ; this

became still more frequent with the ME. pi.

trewes, Iriues, triwes, trues, and finally this, as

trews, trewse, truse, truce, became the received

sing. (app. in reference to the pledges or engage-

ments given by both parties), with a new pi. trusts.
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trticesy when required. Cf. cherries^ pease. See
also irh'e from Ktench, ami the rare treuges after

MLat. treugas^

1. A suspension of hostilities for a specified period
between armies at war (formerly also between
combatants in a private feud or quarrel) ; a tem-
porary peace or cessation from arms ; an armistice

;

also, an agreement or treaty effecting this.

To \ take, fi:ty, catt («) truce, to make, call for a truce.
Flag tjf truce-, see Flag sb} i b.

a. r 1330 R. Urunne Chron. (iBio) 193 If l>ou pes wille

5erne,. .& trewe for seuen ^ere, I consent ^jertille. Ibid. 275
For pre days trewe l>e Inglis him hete. C1374 Chaucer
Troytus iv. 1284-6 (1312-4) It is now a truwe. .And er \>at

truwe is don I shal ben here, c 1400 Destr. Troy 7874
Then takyn was the true. Ibid. 8372 For a trew to be takon
of a tyme short. 1494 Fabvan Chron, vi, clxxxt. 179 To
requyre a trewe or trewse for .iii. monethes. 1S7S Church-
yard Chippt's (1817) 91 But ere the heate, of tliis great skir-

mishe grew, The Dowager, with trumpet tooke a trew.

&, 01225 ^ncr. R. 286 He,.breke3 t>e triws, & awreke3
him of l>e, o3erof himseoluen. 1297 R.G[,ouc. (Rolls) 10005
He ,. triwes nom of saladin. C1330 R. Urunne Chron.
IVace (Rolls) 7843 porow trist of trues . . |>ey sette a day of
ParlemenL c xyjsCursor Af. 26768 (Fairf ) As trewe-s Jjat is

tane. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 413 Whan Hector
was i-buried, were trewes i-take for a 5ere. — VIII. 337
Trewes [?'. r. truwes] were i-take bytwene J^e kynges. 144^
Rollso/Parlt. V.44/2 Ayenst |>efourmeoftrieux.. betwixt.

.

England and Scotland had and concludyd. 1^83 in Rymer
Foedera (1711) XII. 174/1 By thies Presentis is made.,
as-sured Treux and Abstinence of Werre for oon hool Yere.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 306 b/i The Crysten men tooke
triews for thrc dayes. 1496 Act 12 Hen. Vlly c. 13 § 15
After the seid perfite peas be had and concluded, or such
abstynence of Warre, Trux and Peax for a tyme be had and
made. 1524 Carew MSS, (1867) I. 25 The patched and in-

honorable treuges, which by inforcement of pure necessity
be tolerated. 1596 Dalrvmplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i.

(S.T.S.) I. 75 Trues ar bund, manages ar maid with sum of
the Inhabitouris.

V, 14. . in l^ars Eng, in France (1864) II. 526 The tyme
that the last truxe was take betwene Herre the VI. . .and his

aduersarie of Fraunce, _cz44o Generydes 5882 To graunt
them truse for ij moncthis day, c 1440 Promp, Parv. 503/2
Truwys, or truce of pees. 1483 CuM. Angl, 393/1 Trewysse,
inducie. 1494 Trewse [see «]. 1538 Cromwell in Mernman
Life ff Lett. (1902) II. 124 To offer therfor a longer treux.

1552 HuLOET, Trewice, fuedus^..indMciae. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm, 41 V* eyther a suer peace, or els a
long treuce may be taken. 1613 Pubchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 634 They obserue three dayes in a week truce, when
euery man may travell or barter safely. 162X in Foster
Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 306 Truse taken betwene the
Mogul! and them, a 1780 Watson Philip III {xZ^Cf) 145 To
put a period to the miseries attendant upon war, by a peace
or truce. 1875 Stuobs Const. Hist. II. xiv. 148 A truce

which in the following November became a permanent peace.

b. Loosely or vaguely : Cessation or absence of

hostilities (without limitation of time)
;
peace.

1377 Langl. p. pi. B. xvni. 416 Trewes, quod treuth ..

Clippe we in couenaunt, & vch of vs cusse other. 1456 Sir
G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 164 Nocht brekand gudefaith,

and, namely, fra trewis be ^evin our, and diffiaunce maid.

«S35 Coverdalr i Mace. \i. 49 The kynge toke truce with
them that were in Bethsura. 1578 T. Norton Calvin's Inst,

Table RRRRvj/i, I will put my couenaunt betwene me
and thee: and betwene thy seede after thee.. by an euer-

lasting truce. 1598 Svlvkstkr Dh Bartas 11. ii. i. Ark yjj
Behold the peacefuU Dove Brings in her beak the Peace-
branch, beading weal And truce with God.

f c. A document recording the terms of a truce.

Sc, Obs. rare,

1502 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot, II. 350 To illumyn the
trewb and the conjunct infcftment.

t d. Sc, Law. A suspension of judicial proceed-

ings ; a stay. Obs.
x6oo Skene Reg. Maj. 11. 1x2 And therfore this time is

called inducim deliberatorix, because, .the pley ceases, and
stayes : and trewis are taken betwixt the parties.

te. Day of tnice f a court held by the Wardens
of the Marches (of England and Scotland), or the

day appointed for this, on which a truce was ob-

served. Also called truce-day (see 4).
1486-7 PlnuiptonCorr. (Camden) 56 Ve prepared yourselfe

to nave ridden with me to this day of trewe. 1564 Re^,
Privy Council Scot. I. 282 Accustumat to serve and await
upoun the wardane at all dayis of trew. 1863 S. S. Tones
Northumberland 162 The days of Trews, or Warden Courts,
had to be held frequently.

f. lyuce of Goiij a suspension of hostilities be-

tween armies, or of private feuds, ordered by the

Church during certain days and seasons in mediseval

times. Hence allusively.

(a 867 in Mansi Concilia XV. 448 Pax vero ilia quam tre.

guam Dei dicimus, fideliter observetur.] 1727-41 Chambers
Q-c/., Truce o/Cod, Treuga Dei, is a phrase famous in the

histories of the xi"" century, when the disorders and licences

of private wars.. obliged the bishops of France to forbid

sucn violences within certain times, under canonical pains.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxxiv, The Church of Rome . . had
decided that during the holy season of Easter . . the sword of

war should he sheathed, and angry monarchs should respect

the season termed the Truce of God. 18^ Lowell Study
IVintl. I. 3o It was Sunday, and I gave him the benefit of

its gracious truce of God.

2. Figurative and allusive uses (from i ).

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comtn. 140 b, He would now take

occasion to breake that treuce of Religion. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. 11. ii. 147 Keepe then faire league and truce with

thy true bed. x&J6 — Tr. ff Cr. 11. ii. 75 The Seas and
Windes (old Wranglers) tooke a Truce. 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Etig. I. Ixiv. (1739) 137 The King foresaw the

storm, and thought it safest &ist to cry truce with the people.

TBUCHMAlSr.

ax7xi Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 52 But
jealous Fears no Truce with Tyrants iimke. X849 Macaulav
Hist. Eng, ii. 1. 150 Between the bigoted followers of Laud
and the bigoted followers of Calvin there could be neither
peace nor truce.

fb. Kings truce : a cry for the discontinuance
of a game. Ods,
1608 Day Hi/?h. out of Br, iv. ii!, Hort. What haue I

catchd you ? Pa, Kisse her and let her goe. Host. Kings
truce till I breath a little.

3. tience, Respite or intermission (more loosely,
freedom or liberty) from something irksome, pain-
ful, or oppressive.

1567 Drant Horace, Epistles To Rdr.,To take truce with
myne other studyes, . . and to become a sillye translator
rythmical. 1598 J. D[ckenson Greene in Cone. {1878) 160
Till death gaue truce to hir distresses, 1667 Milton A L.
II. 526 Where he may.. find Truce to his restless thoughts.
X713 Swift Imit. Hor. i. vii. 130 Truce, good my lord, I

beg a truce,. .Your raillery Is misapply'd, 1859-69 Heavv-
sege Saul (ed. 3) 337 Let us dry these unavailing tears, And,
with such truce to sorrow as we may, Wend each.. his.,
several road.

b. In interjectional phrase {a) Irtue with, now
usually {a) truce lo, enough of, have done with.
1700 CoNGREVE IVay 0/ World 11. v, Truce with your Simi-

litudes : For I am as sick of 'em —. 1757 Mrs. Griffith
Lett. Henry and Frances {i-j(>y) II. 150 But a truce with the
subject, for I am determined to never mention it more. 1786
tr. Beck/ortCs Vathek (1868) 90, I am going on aflfairs of
emergency, a truce therefore to parade 1 X835 Lytton
Rienziu. i, A truce to this light conversation. X846 Brown-
ing Souts Trag, \. 142 Truce with toying for this once I

1878 — La Saisiaz 249 Truce to such old sad contention.

4. attrib. and Comb, a. attrib., as truce-day

{^true-day ~ day of truce), -ftag^-notej -place {true-

place), b. objective, as truce-bearer^ -breaker^

-makerf -laker \ truce-breaking, -haling^ -making,
-taking sbs. and adjs.

1853 HicKiE tr. Aristoph. (1887) I. 11 This "truce-bearer

would not so easily have escaped. 1534 T!Ndalk2 Tim. iii.

3 Vnkinde, •truce-breakers, stubborn. 1625 K. Long tr.

Barclay's Argents I. XX. 61 The Herald., rehearses a long
prayer, contayning many curses against Truce*breakers.

1592 TiMME Ten Eng, Lepers vii. I j, A wilful *trucebreak-
ing and perjurie. 1719 Free-thinker No. no r i An unjust.

Truce-breaking Prince. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinsheet
III. 1413/2 Slaine..by aScot.,asthey met vpona*truedaie.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. 403 In a tumult upon a
True-day in the midle marches. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta

(1890) 376 A little tufted white feather, .like a "truce-flag

between the blood of noble and vassal. X591 Sylvester
Du Bartas i. ii. 251 •Truce-hating Twins. 1552 Huloet,
*Trewice maker, symmachus. X523 Ld. BERNERs/^rtnVj. I.

clxii, 197 Without any peaceor "trewse makynge. 1810
Scott Lady 0/L.\i.x\\, Clarion and trumpet.. Rung forth

a *truce-note. 1674 livovnr Glossogr.y'*\ True-placet i.e. z.

place of Parleyand (i^onference in Northumberland, antlently
so called. X483 Cath. Angl. 393/1 "Trews taker. 1533
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 138 For keping of gude
reule during the "trewis taking. 1581 Marbeck Bk of
Notes 471 This tranquilitie of the sea. .as a trewes taking in

the Winter, called the Halcions daies.

Truce (tr«s), v. Also 6 truse. Now rare*

[f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To make a truce.

X569 Stocker tr. Diod. Sic, HI. v. log Who after that

victorie, trused with the Aretians, 173X Fielding Mod,
Husb. II. xi. If you please, my lord, to truce with your
proposals. 1893 E. L. Wakeman in Columbus (Ohio) Dis-

patch 25 May, The factions had attacked each other, re-

treated, parleyed, blarneyed, scorned, truced,

2. trans. To bring to an end by or as by means
of a truce ; to put an end to.

x6i8 Middleton Peacemaker Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 326
Spain, .betwixt whom and England the ocean ran with
blood.., nor ever truced her crimson effusion. 1706 T.
Baker Titnbr, Walks 11. i. We may truce the debate.

Tmceless (tr«*sles), a. [f. Truce sb, + -less.]

That is without truce ; unceasing in hostility

;

also fig,
X63X Fuller David's Sin v, With truceless war each

other doth oppose. X747 B. Sowden Death Gardiner in

Doddridge L^e Col. Gardiner App. ii. 198 Dissolv'd in

truceless grief she lay. 1852 Ld. Cockburn Jejfrey I. 202

His whole session was one keen and truceless conflict. x886

E. King in Ftau&ert's Salammbd p. xv, The truceless war be-

tween the Carthaginians and those barbarian mercenaries.

Truceman, obs. variant of Truckman.
Truch, obs. Sc. form of Trough ; obs. f. Trush.
Truche, variant of Troke v. Obs., to fail.

Tmchman (tr^t/man). Forms : 5 tourche-

man, (6 trooche-, truce-, trowdi-, trounoh-,

trush.-, treush-man, Sc. trwcheman, trunsohe-),

6-7 truche-, trouch(e)-, (trunch-), treuch-, 7
trudgemau, 6- truohman. [ad, med.L. turche-

mannus, F. trucheman (Cotgr. 1611), truchement

= It, turcimanfio, Sp. trujaman, ad. Arab. (jU^-P

turjaman (also tarjumdn, tarjaman), interpreter,

the same word which through Or, and med.L.
appears as Dragoman. The Arabic letter yVw
which is now generally j was orig. g, like Heb.
gimel, the early form of the word being largu-

man, f. targama to translate : cf. Tabgum.] A^
interpreter.

1*85 Caxton Paris ff V, (1868) 77 Thenne sayd parys
vnderstondeth he mouryshe and they sayd nay but.. yf he
wold speke to hym they should find tourchemen ynough.
1525 ]J>. Berners /Vo/Jf. U.dxxt.[clxvii.] 503 They.. toke
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a tnichman that coulde speke Italyan, and commanded
h>Tn to go to the crysten host. 1575 Gascoigne Flowers^

Maske Visct, Mountacute Wks, 1907 I. 85 He may your

Trounchman bee, Your herald and ambassador. 1577
Stanvhurst Descr. Ircl. in HoUnshed (1808) VI. 4 If a
traveller of the Irish had.. spoken Irishj ihe^ would com-
mand him. .to. .speake English, or els bring his trouchman
with him. 1578 m Feuillerat Rcveis Q. Eiiz. (1908) 287

Torche bearers with the troocheman. x6i3 Purchas /*iV-

grintage v, xvii, (1614) 543 Suborning his Trudge*man. .to

poyson or murder him by the way. 1679 Blount Anc,
Tenures 17 Beneath Whittington in Shropshire, one Wrenoc
..held Laiids by the service of being Latimer, that is,

Trucheman or Interpreter, between the English and the

Welshmen. x888 Doughty Arabia Deserta I. 175 Their

truch-man in entering Moses' valley had paid out presents

to the Howeytat sheykhs.

1585 Jas. I Vraitie 124 Poets..Dame Naturs trunchmen,

heauens interprets trewe. 1637 Suckung Aglaura 11. i,

Our soules . . will not need that duller truch-man Flesh.

a X649 Drumm. of Hawth. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 126

Formed.. to be the interpreter and trunchman of His crea-

tion. ai68o Butler Rem. (1759) II. 405 He is a Truch-
Man. that interprets between learned Writers and gentle

Readers.

Hence f Trn'clunanry Obs.^ the office or function

of an interpreter; so f Tmch sprite nonce-wd.^

a spirit acting as interpreter or messenger;

t Tru'chwoman Obs, [cf. Mus5ulwomaii\y a female

interpreter.

1573 in Feuillerat Revels Q. EUz. (1908) 217 For the

Tronchwoman's Heade and for vii Hatbandes for the men
Maskers. xsSa Stanvhurst ^neis iv. (Arb.) 107 Latelye

toe mee posted from loue thee iruch sprit, or herrald Of
Gods. 1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Religjo Sioki 97 To teach
that sensual croud, by the trunchmanrie of sense.

Tracidation (tr/Jsid^'Jan). rare. [ad. L.

trudddtidn-em., n. of action f. truciddre to cut to

pieces, kill cruelly, slaughter.] A cruel killing or

murdering ; in use humorous : slaughter,

i6a3 CocKERAM, Trucidation^ a cruell murder. [Whence
in subsequent diets.] 1883 Stevenson LetL (1901) I. 267,

I loathe the snails : but from loathing to actual butchery,
trucidation of multitudes, there is still a step that I hesitate

to take.

Tmck (tryk), sby Also 6-7 trucke, 8-9 Sc,

troke, trock. [a. F. troquCf firog, troc (i6th c),

AF, trtike (1364), f. iroquer: see Truck vy\
1. The action or practice of trucking ; trading by

exchange of commodities ; barter. Often in truck

{fort f^/)t fy truck/or,
[1364 Vintner's Co. Charter in Pat. Roll ^8 Edw. III^

m. 44 (P.R.O.) Si mettent pris sur les vins par Truke ou par
cschaunges.] 1553 in Hakluyt Voy. (1598) I, 228 No com-
mutation or trucke to be made by any of the petie mar-
chants, without the assent abouesaid. XS^S? Hawkins Let.

to EUz. 16 Sept. (St. Pap. Dom. XLIV. 7, P.R.O.) To.. sell

them Inegroes] in the West Indyes in trvcke ofgolde
peirels and Esmeraldes. x6j5 Purchas Pilgrims x. i. 1674
The Moores gave them in trucke for them againe black
Moores. 1667 in Magens Insurances {ij$5) n.437 If.. any
..shall buy, or get to themselves byTruck, or any other way,
such Ship or Goods. 1747 Gentl, Mag, Apr. 173/2 Their
trade is managed by truck, or bartering one commodity for

another. x86t Sat. Rev. 14 Dec. 609 The mind has organs
and functions.. ranging beyond the things of avoirdupois
and truck.

b. trdnsf. ^vAJig.
1741 tr. D^Argens* Chinese Lett, xxxix, 300 There's a

Place at Moscow for the Truck and Barter of Images, and
the Money given is in Proportion to the Size of the Figure,

1784 CowPER Task II. 741 Precedence went in truck, And he
was competent whose purse was so. 1796 Mrs. M.
Robinson Angelina II. 128 My girl has money, my Lord
has a title ;

—
'tis a sort of truck, Sir Clifford.

O. with a and //. (a) A traffic, trade, {b) An
act of trading ; a bargain or deal.

1638 Diary Citizen Exeter (ed. Brushfield, 1901) 16 For
30 yards Canvas, .for w«^ I set nothing bec[ausel taken in

a truck. 164a Tasman yml, in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1.

(1694) 134 They indeavoured to begin a Truck or Mer-
chandize with the yacht. 1678 R. L'Estrange Seneca's
Mor. (1702) 47 This for That, is rather a Truck than a Benefit.

1749 Chesterf. Lett. 14 Nov., Utility, .established a truck
of the little agrimens and pleasures of Ufe. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour \. 417/1 There's Paddy in the truck too; he
makes a good thing.

2. The payment of wages otherwise than in

money; the system or practice of such payment,
the truck system (see 5); in quots. 1879, 191 1,

goods supplied in lieu of wages.
1743 /r. Act 17 Geo, 11^ c. 8 § 6 In case any person or

Eersons .. shall pay any such artificer, workman, servant or
ibourer. .their wages, or other priceagreed on, or any part

thereof, either in goods or by way of truck, or in any other
manner than in ready money. 1766 Museum Rust. VI.
420 The workmen alledged, that the clothiers . . had . . obliged
them to take goods in truck, at exorbitant prices. 18^
Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 12/2 Wages are largely paid in

truck, in defiance of the law. 1886 Act 49 St 50 Vict. c. 40
5 I The provisions of the Acts relating to truck. lozi Daily
Ne^vs 13 Oct. 3 She pays 2S. gd. as well as a small amount
of ' truck ', worth a few pence, for getting the whole of her
washing done by a washerwoman.
3. ' Traffic', intercourse, communication, dealings,
a i6»5 Fletcher Chances 11. i, Hark ye Frederick, What

truck betwixt my infant — ? 1790 Morison Poems xo6 Nor
does our blinded master see The trocks between the Clerk
and she. 1809 T. Skinner Ep. to Capt. R. B. xv, Ve and I

have had a trock This forty year. x866 N. ^ Q. 3rd Sen IX.
400/1 [In Suffolk] A man who has left ofT courting .1 girl,

ays that he has ' no more truck along o' bar '. 1894 Bladew,

Afag. June ;j^48 Vou would think he is a Christian to see the
troke there is between that beast and my man.

b. pi. Small matters of business or work ; odd
jobs, errands, chores. Sc. dial.

1808-18 Jamieson s.v. Troke^ Trogues^ or trockics^ pi.

Small pieces of business that require a good deal of stirring.

1894' Ian Maclaren ' Bonnie Brier Bus/i^ Lachlan Campbell
iii, A'U come for ye as sune as a' get.. ma little trokes
feenished.

•|* 4. Commodities for barter. Obs,

1555 Eden Decades ^Zi The Tartars .. bringe none other
wares then truckes or droues ofswj'fte runnynge horses and
clokes made of whytefeltes. i6ai m Foster Eng. Factories
Ind. (1906) 233 The[y) would not geve ss. a pece nether in

money nor truck. 1688 Clavton in Phil. Trans. XVII.
792 They must carry all sort of Truck that trade thither,

having one Commodity to pass off another. 1770 Sir J.
Banks Jrnl. (1896) 332 The boat with some truck was sent
ashore.. in hopes of purchasing some trifling refreshment
for.the sick.

b. Small articles of a miscellaneous character

;

sundries; stuff; chiefly in depreciative use: odds
and ends; things of little value; trash, rubbish.

(Rarely//.) K\%ofig.
1785 Shirrefs Poems {1790) 250 Scales, compasses, and

ither trocks. 179a in Hist. Broughton Place U. P. C/t. (1872)

20 Your Priests wear bands an' pouther'd hair. An' sick vain
troke, 1834 J. Hall Kentucky I. 221 Several bouncing
girls., were clearing away the truck of the eveningmeal.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxx, Spent all his time in the

bush and along the beach, picking up flowers and shells, and
such truck. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb i, Is their

trock a' in noo, I won'er? 1890 L. C. D'Ovle Notches 67
What cooking utensils and other 'truck' we thought we
needed. 1897 Kipling Captains Courageous 1, 1 can't smoke
the truck the steward sells.

O. U.S* Market-garden produce; hence as a
general term for culinary vegetables.

1784 Marylayid Jml. 14 Dec, Advt. (Thornton), A large

Room,. for his Customers to lodge in, and 'deposit their

Market-truck. 1821 J. Flint Lett. Amer. 264 Truck..
Culinary vegetables. 1870 S. Lanier Nine fr. Eight 2, I

was drivin' my two-mule waggin, With a lot of truck for

sale. 1885 Blackw. Mag. Sept 330/1 He is laying out the

back land m truck or early vegetables. 1902 Ibid. Apr. 498/1
* Truck ' means briefly such things as can be grown for the

Northern markets—cucumbers, cabbages, sweet potatoes,

strawberries, tomatoes, &c.

6. attrib. and Comb,\ in sense 2, as truck actj

laWy principle^ system ; in sense 4 c, truck-farm^

'farmer, farming, -garden, -gardener, -gardening,

-patch, 'produce ; also truck-economy : see quot.

;

truck-house, in North America, a store-liouse for

trading with Indians; also, any storage building

{Funk's Stand. Diet, i S95) ; truck-knight, -man

:

see quots. ; truck-master, {a) one who is in charge

of a truck-house; {b) an employer who uses the

truck system ; truck-shop, a shop at which
vouchers given instead of wages may be exchanged

for goods, a tommy-shop ; truck-store -= prec.

;

also, a greengrocery shop {local U.S.).

1889 R. T. Ely Introd. Pol, Econ. 1. vii. 50 *Truck.economy
is the term used to denote the period which precedes the

use of money. 1866 N. ^ Q, 3rd Ser. IX. 323/1 A truck

farden, a "truck farm, is a market-garden or farm. 1877 A.
)ouAi Better Times (1884) 7 The *truck-farmers from

Virginia down to Florida.^ 1885 Blackw. Mag, Sept. 331/1
The river-bluffs are admirably suited for *truck-farming.

1891 N. Y, Weekly Witness 22 Apr. 2/2 A distinction is made
between truck-farming and what is known as market,
gardening... Truck-farming is defined as the production of
green vegetables on tracts remote from market. 1866 *Truck
garden [see truck/arm"]. 1868 LossiNG Hudson 394 Numer-
ous 'truck' gardens, from which the city draws vegetable

supplies, i^ L. H. Bailey {title) The Horticulturist's

Rule-Book. A Compendium of Useful Information for Fruit-

Growers, *Truck-Gardeners, Florists, and Others. 1890 /Jos.

toniMass.) Jrnl. 12 Apr. 2/4 During their twoyears' residence
they have done all of their own work and *truck-gardening.

X731 Massachusetts Stat. 9 Nov., The Indians.. have their

dependance on this government for supplies, .several •truck-

houses having beenerected. . for that purpose. 1753 Douglass
Brit, Settlem. N.Amer. 228 Sgme place of Strength, Security,

or Retreat for our Indian traders under the name of a Trad-
ing or Truck-House. 1625 F. Markham Bk. Hon. 11. vlii.

§ 2 Dunghill or *Truck-Knights, whose Honors haue no
other assent or scale to rise by, but onely their wealth and
purchase trucking and bargaining with gold or other mer-
chandise. X914 Daily Nezvs 24 Mar. 6 For practical pur-

poses the present *Truck Laws are a dead letter. 1864
Webster, *7>v<r-twa«, i. One who does business in the way
of barter and exchange. j6^ Massachusetts Stat. 13 June,
That all trade with the said Eastern Indians be managed and
carried on at the charge of and with the public stock..by
suitable *truck masters. 1767 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass.
II. iii. 318 The charge of trading houses, tnickmasters,

garrisons, and a vessel employed in transporting goods.

1906 Daily Chron. 22 June 5/2 The wool was given out, and
the payment in tea or groceries for the manufactured article

w^ made from the shop of a truck master. 1829 T. Flint
G, Mason iii. 33 A garden, or, as the people call it, a *truck
patch, was also prepared. 1837 Svd. Smith zndLet. Arckd.
Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 285/1 Recommending the *tnick
principle to the Bishops, and offering to paythem In hassocks,

cassocks, aprons, shovel-hats (etcl. 1890 L. C. D'Ovle
Notches 145 The proximity of the camp would ensure them
a ready market fer all ' *truck ' produce. 1845 Disraeli
Sybil III. i. The Butty generally keeps a Tommy or *Truck
shop and pays the wages of his labourers in goods. 1886
Appleton*5 Ann.Cycl. B4/1 In Lie'ge.. employers compelled
the labourers to purchase supplies from their *Truck stores,

at prices from 50 to 90 per cent, above, .retail rates. 1830
CoBBETT Rur, Rides (1835I II. 352 In the iron country .the

*truck or tommy system generally prevails. 1869 Adatn

Smith*s IV. N. l x. ii. I. 150 7iotef The truck system.. is

now uniformly illegal. 1740 Douglass Disc. Curr. Brit,
Plant. Amer. 4 All Commerce naturally is a *Truck Trade
exchanging Commodities which we can spare (or their
Value) for Goods we are in want of. 1794 Gaz, US.A,
(Pbilad.) 6 Jan. (Thornton), It is a truck trade that is

proposed.

Truck (tryk), j3.2 Also 7 trucke. [app. deriv.

of L. irochus = Gr. Tpoxo^ : see Trochus, or short

for Truckle, a. AF. trokle :-L. trochkaJ]

1. A small solid wooden wheel or roller; spec.

Natit. one of those on which the carriages of chips'

guns were formerly mounted.
16x1 Florio,_ Rigoloy a little wheele vsed vnder sleds.

Gunners call it a trucke. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. xiv. 65 If for Sea she [gun carriage] haue Trucks,
which are round intier peeces of wood like wheeles. 1727
A. Hamilton Ne^v Ace. E. Ind. I. xxii. 269 Those Priests

had erected a Scaflfold on two Axle-trees, that had Trucks
fitted for them like the Carriage of Ship Guns, i860 All
Year Round No. 67. 404 At another of the guns, a shot
came in and took on the truck (or, as a shore-going person
would say, ' the wheel '). 1883 [implied in truck gun, 4].

2. Naut. A circular or square cap of wood fixed

on the head of a mast or fiag-staff, usually with

small holes or sheaves for halliards.

x6s6 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Seavien 13 The maine top

gallant sayle yeard, the trucke or flagge staffe. 1627 —
Seaman*s Gram. iv. 1 8 The Trucke is a square peece ofwood
at the top wherein you put the Flag-staffe. 1697 Dampier
Voy, (1729) I. 414 At our Main-top-mast head, on the very
top of the truck of the Spindle. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 429
What surprise he declar'd at the Boy on the truck I 1840
R. H. Dana Be/. Mast vm. 18 We painted her, both inside

and out, from the truck to the water's edge. 1899 F. T.
Bullen Log Sea-waif 192 The second mate . . ordered

me to go up and reeve the signal halliards in the mizzen
truck.

b. One of the small wooden blocks through

which the rope of a parrel is threaded to prevent

its being frayed against the mast. O. See quot.

e 1635. d. A similar block lashed to the shrouds to

form a puide or fair-leader for running rigging.

ai625 Nomctwlator Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301) s.v.. Those
little round thlnges of Wood which belong to the Parrells^

are called Trucks. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram, v,

20 Parrels are little round Balls called Trucks, and little

peeces of wood called ribs, and ropes, c 163S Capt. N.
Boteler Dial. Sea Services iv. (1685) 236 When the Main-
capstan is not able to purchase in the Cable.. they use to

take a Hawser, and open a Strond thereof, and so put in

Nippers, (which are small Ropes with a small Truck at one
end) and with them they bind fast this Hawser to the Cable,

1688 R. Holme ^r>/wK?'^iii.xv.(Roxb.) 42/1 The Trucks are

the little round things of wood made with holes through, to

turne vpon a rope as aforesaid. 1711 W. Sutherland Ship-

build, Assist. 135 Trucks for Shrouds—42.

3. A wheeled vehicle for carrying heavy weights

;

variously applied, a. A strong flat open trolley

for carrying blocks of stone or the like ; a lorry.

b. A light two-wheeled hand-propelled vehicle ; a

hand-cart. C. An open railway wagon, d. A
bogie truck ; = Bogie 2. e. A low barrow of

various types, with one to four wheels; as that

used on railway platforms for moving luggage,

etc. f. A small barrow, with two stout low

wheels and a projecting plate or lip in front, uSed

for moving sacks or other heavy packages.

1774 Htdl Dock Act 46 Any truck or cart, sledge waggon,
dray. 1815 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 47/2 A bakers boy was
wheeling his truck of bread along the road. 1838 N. Wood
Railroads 209 Truck for the conveyance of general mer-

chandise. 1843 Proc. Inst. Civil Eng. 99 A ' bogie ' engine,

having a four-wheeled truck to support one end of the

boiler. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. ix, There were more
trucks near Todgers's than you would suppose a whole city

could ever need. x866 R. M. Ballantyne Shj/t. Winds
xxiv. (1881)274 Porters are hurrying to and fro with luggage

on trucks. 1888 F. HvMKMuie. Midas i. v, Another truck

was waiting to take it to the main shaft, from whence it

went up to the puddlers.

4. attrib. and Comb., as truck-barrow, -boy,

construction, -driver, -horse, -load, -man, -porter,

•proprietor, -wagon ^ -wheel', truck-like ad],; truck-

bolster, the cross-beam of a bogie truck on which

the weight of the carriage rests {Cent. Vict. 1891)

;

truck-gun, a gun mounted on trucks (see sense i )

;

truck-jack : see quot. ; truck-light, in the U.S.

Navy, a mast-head signalling light; truck-

windlass, a windlass moimted on a truck {Funk^s

Stand. Diet. 1895).
1849 Craig, * l^ruck-barro^v, in Ropemaking, a sort of

barrow with three wheels, used to take hauls of yarn from

the yarn-house. 1900 EngineeringMag.XW. 705 Citings
keep coming in until there is a perfect wilderness of them
piled about, through which the *truck-boy winds his tortuous

way. X90X Daily News 16 Jan. 6/5 Colossal expenditure on
track improvements, *truck construction, and increased

power of locomotives. 1907 Ibid. 17 Apr. 4 AH sorts and con-

ditions of people,.. business men, *truck drivers, workgirls,

policemen. Army men, everybody. 1883 Ibid. 31 Aug. 6/6

One of the old class of corvettes with *truck guns. 1894 S.

FisKK Holiday Stories (igoo) 21 What does it cost to keepa
*truck-horse? 1877 Knight Diet. Mech.^ *Truck-jack^ a
lifting-jack suspended from a truck-axle to lift logs or other

objects so that they may be loaded on to a sled or other low-

bodied vehicle. 18.. Army ^- Navy Keg. (U.S.A.) XXIV.
277 (Cent. Supp.) *Truck-light. 189S Daily News S Apr.

6/4 The third-class passenger for a long lime had to be con-

tent with a *truck-like carriage, with low sides, and seldom
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roofed. i86> Sat. R^: i8 Feb. 157 The great London firms
have sent off many railway *truck-loads of their publica-
tions. 1787 M. Cutler in Ltyi, etc. (1888) 1. 306 By them.

.

licensing retailers, taverns, carters, *truckmen, . . are regu-
lated. 1854 Emerson Let/. + Six. Aims, Eloguence Wks.
(Bohn) III. ip2 Ought not the scholar to be able to convey
his meaning in terms as. .strong as the porter or truckman
uses to convey his? looi Scotsman 11 Apr. 8/1 The truck,
man . .delivered the gold from the Assay office to the steam-
ship. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 351/2 At Baddeck our
camping outfit was packed upon a *tffUck-wagon. 1835 J.
Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 423 The motion given to the
•truck-wheels of the spinning-machine. 1909 Daily Chron.
25 Sept. 7/6 Lad wanted for *truck work.
Hence Tru-okftU, as much as fills or loads a truck.

_ 1893 Columbus (Ohio) Disfatch 12 Oct., Cigars are pouring
in by the truckful and the cigarettes are innumerable. 1900
Daily Nc-.vs i Aug. 6/6 The truckful of sick and wounded
left at Bloemfontein Station.

Truck (tr»k), vX Forms : 3 trukie, 5 trukke,
6-7 truoke, (7 truoque, 8 Sc. troak), 8-9 Sc.
troke, trook, 9 Sc. troquo, 6- truck. [ME.
trukie, a. F. troquer to truck, shop, barter, e.xchange
(Cotgr.), Norm.in-Picard form of OF. *trocher, in
med.I,. trocare (1257 in Cartulary, Hatz.-Darm.),
B>. has also verbal sb. troc, itnq barter, Pg.
troca = Sp., Pg. trocar. It. tntccare {VXono, 1598) :

of unknown origin : see suggestions in Diez.
In 13th c, and in Promp, I'arv., but rare before 1580].
L trans. To give in exchange for something

else ; to exchange (one thing) for another j also,
to exchange (a thing) with a person (also absol.).
a ia>5 Ancr. R. ^a& Vndeore he makeS God, & to unwurS

mid alle, (>« for cni worldliche luue his luue trukie. c 1130
Ha/i Mcid. 5 And trukie for a mon of lam l>e heuenliche
lauerd. i^ Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 11. Babylon 485
Trade, .with hardy luck Doth words for words barter, ex-
change and truck. 1614 B. JoNSON Bart. Fairn. vi, S'blood,
how braue is he? in a garded coate ? you were best trucke
with him. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 105 To truck the
Laline for any other vulgar I-anguage, is but an ill barter.
1698 FAaguiiAR /.OT'f*.«^«/« Li, What, slighted 1 despised!
my honourable love trucked for a whore f 1706 E. Ward
WooJin World Diss. (1708) 23 Let him truck Jackets with
any of his Barge-men. 1819 Keats K. Stephent. iii. 11, I
would not truck this brilliant day To rule in Pylos with
a Nestor's beard. 1817 Barhington Pers. Si. II. 305 Revo-
lutions have been effected . . dynasties annihilated, and kings
trucked, with as little confusion as the exchanging a gig
horse.

2. To exchange (commodities) for profit; to
barter. Const, y&r a thing, with a person.
«M40 Promp. Para. 503/2 Trukkon, roryn, or chaungyn,

camtio, canipso. 1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China
329They . . brought with them many curious thinges . . to truck
for other thinges. 1650 Fuller Pisgah u. ii. 80 They kejpt
swine to truck and barter with other nations. C1660 D.
North in R. North Z./r'«(i826) II. 306 The seamen trucked
some tobacco with them for their capeaks, or furred caps.
1774 />*//. Trans. LXIV. 380 For blanketing, fire-arms, .and
ammunition, they truck the greatest part of their furs. 1817-
18 CoBBETT Rtsid. U. S. (1822) 40 My own stock being gone,
I have trucked turnips for apples. 1884 St. yames' Caz.
19 Dec 4/1 When the smacksmen have no money he [the
skipper) will tempt them to 'truck 'the stores of their vessel.

fig. 1:1645 Howell Lett. (1650) III. 3 Since we are both
agred to truck Intelligence [etc.). a 1774 Fergussok Butter-
fly in Street 41 How cou'd you troke the mavis' note For
penny pies all piping hot '? 1896 J. Lumsden Poems 171A the news the country offered Crinch for crinch they

trockit thrang.

t b. To acquire by barter. Obs. rare.
ISS3 S. Cabot Ordinances in Hakluyt Voy. '1589) 261 All

wares and commodities trucked, bought or giuen to the com.
panie. 1600 Hakluvt Voy. III. 326 Fiue or sixe pounds
weight of siluer which he had trucked and tiafiiqued with
Induins. 1631 J. Rous Diary (Camden) 67 Fish, either
bought or trucked at Norwich.

o. To dispose of to a person by barter. ? Obs.
i68« Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 187 Nicho. Skull hath sould

and trucked to and with y Indians severall quantities of
Liquors. I7SS T. Prince Ann. New Eng. 11. li. (1826) 317
That no person give, sell, truck or send any Indian corn
to any English out of this jurisdiction. 1819 Wiffen
Aonian Hours (1820) 47 No selfish ministers,, .for place,
Iruck to a crown their dignity of mind.

t d. To deal or traffic in (a commodity), rare.
171S Bentley Senn. x. 358 The very Sins of the Living,

the Wages of Damnation, were negotiated and truck "d by
the wicked Politic of Popery.

+ e. To carry about for sale ; to hawk, pcd<lle.
1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon iv. ix. 157 We shewed him.,

•be Cotton Yam which we had trucked about the Country.
3. To barter away (what should be sacred or

precious)/orsomething unworthy; =Barterz/. 2b.
i«49 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. y, cccxxviii. The Painted

Apple, for his part In Paradice; France truck't, for a faire
face. 1706 De Foe Jure Div. v. 9 Liberty's too often
truck d for Gold, a 1716 W. Rki!vf.s .Serm. (1720) 160 He
will not.. truck his religion for preferment. 1781 Cowpfr
Expost 374 Having trucked thy soul, brought home the
fee. .IBM J. .Sterling Ess., etc. (1848) I. 124 Many of. . the
Spaniards.. were willing to truck the independence of their
country for the political benefits promi.sed by the invaders.

D. To truck away
: to dispose of by barter.

1651 Sanderson Serm, Ad Aulam i. (1660) II 6 For the
ol.taimng whereof they truck away their precious souls.
1657 R. LiGoN Barbadoes (1673) ,,9 His men.. (for some
Commodities useful to themselves) had truckt away the
greatest part of his Bisket. 1796 Burke Re^ic. Pea^t iv.
Wks. IX. .10 Some of our Kings have, .trucked away, for
foreign gold, the interests and glory of their crown.
4. inlr. To trade by exchange of commodities

;

to barter. Comt. for a thing with a person.

415

IS94 [see Trucking vH. sb.']. 1599 Hakldvt Voy. II. 227
Neither would tliey take money for their fruite but would
trucke for olde shirtes or pieces of olde iinnen breeches.
1613 Lisle .cBl/ric on O. 4- N. Test. To Rdr. 3 Wee Hue
here as on the great Bursse and Exchange of the World,
trucquing and trading as it were by the Merchant Waters
thereof. 1697 Dampier l-'oy. (1729) I. 41 Spaniards who
lived there to truck with the Indians for gold. 1797 S.
James Narr. Voy. 162 He would either sell them to him, or
truck with him for any thing. 1854 R. G. Latham Native
Races Russian Emp. 181 Chinese, .tobacco, for which they
truck with the Russians.

5. intr. fig. or in fig. context : To bargain or
deal/iir a commodity, with a person ; to negotiate

;

also to have dealings in, to trade ; esp. of dealings
of an underhand or improper character : to traffic.

1615 Jackson Creed iv. IIL vii. § 6 A city which is above,
whose commodities cannot be purchased with gold or silver
..much less may we truck for them with our unclean
worldly delights. 1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I.
122 He hath most unworthily trucked and chaffered in the
meanest of them. ^1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 500
[She] trucked with the army.. and brought it over to her
husband as her dowry. 1664 in Howell State Trials
(1816) VI. 607 Here is Wild commits a robbery, you come
and truck with Wild, and agree with him that Mr. Tryon
shall let him go. 01774 Fergusson Election Poems (1845)
43 Ye louns ! that troke in doctors' stuff. 1814 Scott St.
Rouaris xxxi. She must go on troking wi' the old carrier,
as if there was no post-house in the neighbourhood. 1904
Daily Ne^vs^ Dec. 11 Private communities have no busi-
ness to ' truck with ' the State.

b. In weakened sense: To have dealings or
intercourse w»V^, to have to do with, be on familiar
terms

; f spec, of sexual intercourse. Now dial.
i6ij F. Markham Bk. Warw. iv. 54 If he haue..the vn-

derstanding of other Languages he is an inestimable luell,
for so he shall be able to trucke with strangers for the benefit
of his Company. 1614 Massinger Pari. Lave n. i. Truck
with old ladies That nature hath given o'er, a 1658 Cleve-
land ^lixt Assembly 86 If they two truck together, 'twill
not be A Child-birth, but a Goal-delivery, a 1704 T. Brown
Sat. Quack 95 Wrinkled witches, when they truck with
helL 1719 Hamilton Ep. to Ramsay 24 July v. To troke
with thee I'd best forbear 't. 1787 W. Tavlor Poems 132
Me . . wuss me hae never Enbowr see. Nor wi'sic Ladytrockit.
181S Scott Cu^ M. xi. He held ower muckle troking and
communing wi that Meg Merrilies, wha was the maist noto-
rious witch in a' Galloway. 189J-4 Northumbld. Gloss.,
Troke, to Iruck, to negotiate with, to be on familiar terms.

6. intr. To walk about on petty business ; to
potter. Sc.

1864 GiLFiLLAN fml. in Watson .£^9(1892) 384, I troked
about Edinburgh for a day or two. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb xxxix, Tak' a girse parkie or twa, an' trock
aboot amo' nowte beasts. 189s Stevenson & L. Osbourne
Wrecker vi. Going troking across a continent on a wild
goose chase. 1894 Traikings and trokings [see traiking
s.v. Traik v.].

7. trans. To pay (an employee) otherwise than
in money ; to pay or deal with on the truck system
(with the implication of profiting by the transac-
tion). Also intr.

187X A. S. Harvey in Gd. Words 610 A large proportion
of the trade is in the hands of middlemen, called ' foggers

',

—those who truck being known as ' pettifoggers ',—each of
whom employs a certain number of nailmakcrs. /bid. 614
He., works on,., trucked by the same merchant from boy-
hood to manhood, from manhood to old age. /bid. 615 The
very paupers used to be ' trucked ', the inspectors, .gave the
paupers their relief in kind. 1879 Escott England I. 265,
25,000 hands are employed, and, speaking roughly, about
14,000 are trucked.

If 8. intr. = Truckle v. 2 a. Ois. rare.
iS6i Surv. Aff: Ncthert. i74Their Towns.. ready to sub-

mit to any new Masters, rather than Truck under Amster-
dam. 1674 Staveley Rom. Horseleach Ep. Ded., Amster.
dam supplanted Antwerp,—Flanders trucked under Holland.
Hence Tru'oking///. a., that trucks or barters.

_ 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. ii. (1869) 1. 16 This same truck-
ing disposition .. originally gives occasion to the division of
labour. 1871 A. S. Harvey in Cd. Words 61 1 In the hosiery
trade the trucking middlemen undersell the cash.paying
masters.

Tmck, v.'i [f. Truck sb.^
1. trans. To put on or into a tmck ; to convey
by means of a truck or trucks.

1809 [see trucking below]. 1864 Pall Mall G. 4 Sept.
10/2 At stations where cattle are trucked, special accommo-
d.-'tion for trucking them quietly and carefully,, .ought to
be provided. 1865 /bid. 29 Sept. 7/2 A farmer in Perthshire,
having lost one or two animals from the plague, immediately
trucked off the rest to London for the Monday morning^
market. 1884 West. Mom. News 6 Aug. 1/2 Lots can be
trucked . . to any part of the West of England.
2. intr. To drive or take charge of a truck, to

act as a truck-driver. U.S. colloq.

1907 Black Cat June 3, I been truckin' fer you, or rather
fer your father and uncle, eighteen years, and that's the first

time any one's ever accused me of droppin' anything.
Hence Trucking vbl. sb.

X809 R. Langford /ntrod. Trade 73 Wharfage and Ship-
ping Marking ;{;i 161. ^d., Trucking..;^! lor. 1891 Echo
TO Mar. 3/2 On the quays.. the snow is a foot deep, and
trucking from the sheds to the ship has been delayed. 1900
Dundee Advertiser 24 Nov. 7 Miners.. have struck work
owing to a difference with the management regarding the
trucking of coal.

t Truck, j-.s Obs. rare—^. [Cf. It. truccare
' to trudge, to skud, or pack away (Florio, 1598).]
intr. To trudge, tramp.
1631 Bkathwait Whimzii'S, IVine-soaker 102 If befall

into a gravell-pit hee taxeth the citie for her governement,

TRUCKLE.
for leaving her cellar doores so wide open at that time a
night. \ et on hee trucks, if he can mount the pit.

Truck, var. Trug '^ Obs. ; dial. var. Troke v.

+ Trackage l. Obs. rare. In 7 truooage. ff
Truck ».i -t -agk.] The action of trucking; ex-
change, barter.

i«4i MiLTON Reform. 11. 15 If such Divine ministeries as
these must.. not passe to and fro.. without the truccage of
perishing Come. "

Tmckage ^ (tro-ked^). [f. Truck j^.2 or ».2
-I- -AGE.] Conveyance by truck or trucks, or the
cost of this ; also, supply of trucks collectively (cf.
Tonnage sb. 5).
1846 Worcester, Truckage,. .expense of conveying by

trucks. 1883 JoNcAS Fisheries Canada 28( Fish. Exhib. Publ.)
The erection and repairs of buildings, tin and iron work
boat-building, fuel-cutting, truckage, and other expenditure!
1901 Daily Chron. ii Nov. 5/6 Unless a further amount
of truckage can be allotted immediately, the inhabitants
will have to go extremely short.

Trucker l (trc-kaj). [f. Truck zi.i and ji.l +
-EE 1. Cf. F. troqtuur (1 7th c.).]

1. One who trucks or barters; a barterer, bar-
gainer ; Sc. an itinerant dealer, a pedlar

; t also, as
a terra of reproach : a haggler, huckster, trafficker
{obs.).

1598 Florio, Barattiere, . .?l trucker, a marter, an ex.
changer. 1612 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 239
This silly foole was a kinde of trucker of commodities. 163a
Massinger City Mculam in. i, I know them—swaggering,
suburbian roarers. Sixpenny truckers. 1660 J. Lloyd Prim.
Episc. 31 T^e sacrilegious truckers, which would have the
reverend Clergy live upon their leavings and scraps. £"1790
in Ramsay Scot, in iSth C. (1888) II. xi. 323 note. Every
year there came a set oi troguers or trockhers {han^rer^, Fr.
troquer) from Ireland with horse-loads of linen, which they
b.irtered for the miner's old clothes. 1803 Joanna Baillie
Ethzvatd u. i. iii. Come on, base trokers of your country 's

blood. 1816 Scott Antiq. iii. Brokers and trokers, those
miscellaneous dealers in things rare and curious.

2. U.S. One who grows ' truck ' or garden pro-
duce for market ; a truck-gardener or truck-farmer.
1868 Norfolk (Virginia) Jrnl., The truckers in this neigh-

borhood. i88a Philad. Even. Stari May, Norfolk truckers
are picking their strawberries. 189a Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.
to Apr. 2/4 Southern vegetables are looking very well and
the truckers are hopeful.

3. attrib. , as truckerfashion ; also f truoker-
cloth, ? cloth for trucking ; cf. trucking-cloth.
1536 Somerset Medieval Wills (Som. Rec. Soc.) 34 To my

brother Edward a Trucker cloth. 1543 /bid. 75 To lohn
Burges my prentice, a trucker cloth. i88i A. Watt in Mod.
Scott. Poets III. 137 In true troker fashion, she ca'd at ilk
dwellin'.

Tru-cker^. [f.THDOKJ,5.2^-ERl.] A labourer
who uses a truck.
1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Railw. 640 No sooner is the

train marshalled in its dock . . than the * truckers' bring
forward the goods to be loaded. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 30 May
5/3 Two wagonettes, in each of which thirty dock labourers
had been driven from the East End at the expense of a
lucky ' trucker '.

Trucking (tro-kiij), vbl. sb.'^ [(. Truck z/.i +
-INQ 1.] The action of Truck v.i ; exchanging,
bartering, trafficking, bargaining ; dealings, inter-

course ; also spec, the giving or receiving ptiyment
of wages in kind,

'594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xiii. {1616) 216 Manie
..by trafficking and trucking, within few dayes haue lost
their principal]. 1614 Massinger Renegado 11. vi. Pray
you, help me to some trucking With your last she-customer.
1661 Colet's Sertn. Conf. 4. Ref. II. 27 Unloose your
selves from the worldly bondage, from trucking with the
world. 170S Vanbbugh Confed. 11. i. You like your
neighbour s [wife] better. . . What a pity it is the law clon't
allow trucking. 1755 Ramsay To fas. Clerk 11 To fend
by troaking, buying, selling. z8i8 Scon Rob Roy xxvi.
He was here about some Jacobitical papistical troking in
seventeen hundred and seven. 1830 (Jobbett Rur. Rides
(1885) II. 354 The workman. .if he will have liquor,. .must
get it by trucking with the goods that he has got at the
tommy shop, a 1867 Sir A. Alison Autobiog. (1S83) I. ii.

30 Our.. interchange of little purchases or troking as we
called it.

b. U.S. The cultivation of ' truck ' or vegetables.
1897 Philad. Jrnl. Fine Arts June, About one half [of

the grounds] is used for trucking and pasture purposes.

c. attrib. in sense ' used for truck or barter ', as

\ trucking-cloth, -house, stuff.

1675 in Hubbard Narrative i. (1865) 78 He or they.. shall
receive for their Pains, forty "Trucking-cloth Coats. i«a
Rec. Crt. Assistants Mass. Bay (1904) II. 23 There shalbe
a "trucking bowse.. in euery plantacion whither the Indians
may resorte to trade. 1648 B. Plantagenet Descr. Ne^o
Albion 23 To reduce all their trading to five Ports or Palli.
sadoed trucking houses. 1755 T. Prince Ann. New Etig.
II. ii. (1826) 395 There shall be a trucking house in every
plantation. 1614 Good News fr. Ne^u Eng. in Arber
Pilgrim FathersUSgj) 533 We were worn out of all manner
of *trucking stuff, not having [therefore] any means left 10
help ourselves by trade.

Trucking vbl sb.^, see under Truck z).2

Truckle (trwk'l), .t*. Forms: 5 trokel, -ill,

trookyll, trokle, //. trokleys, 5-6 trokell,
trocle, 6 troukle, -de, trowkle, trucklll, 7
truckel, trnkle, trickle (also 9 dial.), 6- truckle.
[ = AF. trocle, trokle, ad. L. trochlea = Gr. rpoxiAia,
TooxiXf'a, etc., sheaf of a pulley: see Trochlea.]
1. A small wheel with a groove in its circum-
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ference round which a cord passes; a pulley, a

sheave.

1417 in For. Ace. 8 Hen, V, D/a, j apparatlle ix pullifs

yj Trokles. /lu'd. G/i Eiusdem Nauis j apparatu ix PuUifs
vj Trocles

J
securi. 14., JlfS. Digby 23^ If. 221/2 panne

drawe (>ei & wynde}? vp !« lasse toure with ropes & iroke-

lus. 154s Elvot, ArtemoH,^ troukle wherby ropes dooe
runne. It maye also be taken for any instrument that hath
troucles. 159X R. D. Hypnerotomttchta 8 With what Cranes,
winding beames, Trocles, round pullies, Capres, a 1693
Urquhart's Rahilais ill. xvi. 132 A Truckle for a Pully.

X76« Sterne TV. Shandy III. xx, A truckle for a pully.

X904 Anstbuther Thomson Remin. II. v. 135 They hoisted
bim and then let the truckle go with a run.

2. A small roller or wheel placed under or

attached to a heavy object to facilitate moving it

;

a castor on a piece of furniture. Now dial.

X459 [see Truckle-bedJ. 1519 Horman Vjulg. 244 b, This
house may be remoued with trocles,& slyddis. 16x7 Hieron
Wks. (1619-20) H. 351 Thou which canst not goe alone,
maist be allowed to goe by truckles, or as thou art led by
anothers hand. 1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion ix. 14 He
showed them a great round chair very ancient, which had
truckles under it to move withall. 1706 Phillips (ed. Ker-
sey), Truckle, a little running Wheel. 1837 Penny Mag, VI.

338 [A wooden horse] placed on a stand made moveable by
truckles. x888 Elwobthv W. Somerset Wordhk., TruckiCy
,,2. a caster. 'The very chairs 'ad a-got truckles to 'em '.

3. Short for Truckle-bed.
X637 Heywood Royall King in. vii, A close roome, with a

standing bed in 't, and a truckle too. X664 Butler Hud. 11.

ii. 40 With knocking loud and hauling, He rous'd the Squire,
in Truckle lolling. 1707 Prior Sat. Poets 76 No Friend.,
but trusting Landlady, Who stows you on hard Truckle,
Garret high. X826 Scott ll^oodsi. xx\, His. .attendant.,
deposited himselfon his truckle. 1851 W. Anderson /^Ay/ww
(1867) 143 {E.D.D.) A wee truckle filled wi' fusionless strae.

4. A low-wheeled car ; a truck. Chiefly in Irish

use.

X689 IrisA Proci. 14 Sept., [Not] to..meddle with any of
their horses, carts, truckels, or other their tacklings. xMx
R. Paltock p. lyUkins (1884) 1. 118, I no sooner unloaaed
but down went I again with my cart, or truckle rather, to
the lake, and brought from thence on it my other chest
x8o7 P. Gass yrni. 240 Our waggons and truckles to trans-
port the baggage and canoes. xS^ Antrim <V Do2un doss.,
Truckle^ a small car, in common use before the introduc-
tion of the present farm-carts.

5. A small barrel-shaped cheese. diaL
a X813 [see truckle-cheese in 6]. X850 Jt^I. R. Agric. Soc.

XI. H. 705 Besides these cheeses, some small ones are made,
called ' truckles '. 1891 Catal. Ox/. Agric. Show 45 The
best lot of Cheese not less than \ cwt. (Truckles excepted).
X90X Scotsman 9 Oct. 10/2 For cheddar truckles.

6. attHb. and Comb., ti.% truckle-car^ -cheese ( = 5),
•wheel. See also Truckle-bed.
X748 Mrs. Dklanv Life ff Corr. (1861) II. 491 *Truckle.

car iwhat they [Irish] make use of for carrying goods) drawn
by one horse and the wheels not three foot lugh. a 18x3 in
Ellis Broitets Pop. Antig. 1. 55 A piece of *Truckle Cheese.
xSox Catal. Ox/. Agric. Shoiu 45 The best lot of 3 Loaf or
other Truckle Cheese (not Stilton). 1533 Lett. <5- Pap.
Hen. VII/, VI. 503, 4 carpenters . . making of *truckill whelis.
X706 Phil, Trans. XXV. 2253 Near the one End. .let a little

Truckle-wheel, .be fastened to the Rular by a Pin.

Tru'cMe, v. Also 8 Sc, trockle. [f. truckle

in TuUCKtE-BED.]
1 1. intr. To sleep in a truckle-bed. Const, under

{beneath) the person occupying the high bed, or
the high bed itself. Also_/?^. Obs.
1613 Beaum. & Fl. Coxcomb \. vi, I'll truckle here, boy:

give me another pillow. 1655 R. Boreman Mirr. Mercy
«J Judgm. 21 Who had the custody of him at the house of
master Foster, Keeper of the Prison, and truckled under
himevery night. x6s7 Howell Londinop. 399 [St. Paul's)
having a large Church, .truckling, as one may say, under
her Chancel 1658 E. Phillips Card. Tulips 51 The Knight
keeps to his Lady in the high bed, and never truckles.
X674N. Fairfax .ff«/>&<5'6'^/&. 21 Suchakindofsomewhatkin,
as truckles beneath the very tinyness of an half nothing.

2. fig. f a. To take a subordinate or inferior

position; to be subservient, to submit, to give

precedence. Const, under, to. Obs.
X667 Pepys Diary 2 Sept., He will never, .truckle under

any body or any faction, but do just as his own reason and
judgment directs. 1671 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosarl) II.

395 We truckle to France in all things, to the prejudice of
our honour. x68i Evelyn Let, to Pef-ys $ Dec, in Mem.
(1819) II.2t6 Unlesseit be, that wedesigne to truckle under
France, a 1704 T. Brown Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 92
Publick good is made to truckle to private gain. X738 tr.

Guazzo'sArt Conversation 66 Where Sense imperious bears
the Sway, Reason must truckle and obey.

b. To submit from an unworthy motive ; to

yield meanly or obsequiously ; to act with servility.

Const, down, to a person, _/i7r an object.

x68o C. Nesse Church-Hist. 285 His sordid spirit truckles
and crouches. ai7is Earl Halifax Man 0/ Hon. Poems
(1779) 226 Those that meanly truckle to your power. X789
Parr Tracts Warburton, etc. 184 He was.. too proud to

truckle to a Superior. 1809 — Char. Fox\4V%. 1828 IV.
HI Ambition.. which.. truckles for office bv the barter of
principle. x84a Thackeray Miss Tickleioby ix. These
nobles, .were the first to truckle down to him when became
to assert.. his right. X858 Frovde Hist. Eng. ill.xiv. 223
The short years which might have been his, had he . . denied
his faith and truckled to the time. 1885 R. L. & F. Steven-
son Dynamiter i, Doubtful i>eople of all sorts and con-
ditions begging and truckling for your notice.

O. To submit or give way timidly ; in quot.

1840, to quail, cower, be daunted.
X837 Campbell Hybrias i, With these I make., all around

me truckle. i84oI)iCKENsi?am. /f»<^<f xxiii, Hugh truckled

before the hidden meaning of these words, a X845 Hood
Jack Hall xii, To my commands The strongest truckles.

fS. trans. To cause to truckle. Obs. rare' ^.

1687 Good Advice g They, .compell men to truckle their

tender Consciences to the Grandure and Dominion of their
Doctors.

1 4. Intr. and trans. To move on truckles or
castors ; = Trundle v. 3 a, b. Obs.
x6s6[see Truckling///. a.]. x796MME.D'ARDLAvCrtw«7/a

ill. xiii. Tables with two legs, and chairs without bottoms,
were truckled from the middle to one end of the room.

^5. intr. To traffic, deal. = Truck v.^ 5, 5 b.

Const, with, rare,

1806 Fellowes tr. Milton's 2nd De/ence (1848) 293 Those
money-changers. . do not merely truckle with doves, but with
the Dove itself, with the Spirit of the Most High. 1909
Q. Rev. July 284 He declined to truckle with any practices
tending, as he thought, towards Rome.
Truckle, obs. form of Trickle v.

Tru'ckle-bed. [Truckle sb. a.] A low bed
running on truckles or castors, usually pushed be-

neath a higher 'standing' bed when not in use; a
trundle-bed. So Trnckle l)ed8tead.

X4S9 Stai.Magd. Coll. Ox/, xlv, Sint duo lecti pnncipales.
et duo lecti rotales, Trookyll beddys vulgariter nuncupati.
XS3X in Rec. St, Mary at Hill i,^ Item, an oide lytell couer-
yng for a lytell Trokell bed. X597 Bp. Hall Sat. 11. vi. 5
First that He lie vpon the Truckle-bed, Whiles his yong
maister lieth ore his hed. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. iv. v. 6
There's his Chamber, his House, his Castle, nis standing-
bed and truckle-bed. X662 Pepys Diary i May, To bed all

alone, and my Will in the truckle bed. X7S5 Smollett
Quix. (1803) IV". 273 Sancho slept that night in a truckle-
bed, in the apartment of Don Quixote. 1807 Sik R. C.
HoAKE Tour Irel. 302 Numbers [of peasantsj..have not a
bedstead, nor even what is called a truckle bed frame, x83x
Cablvle Sart. Res. i. iii. Wretchedness cowers into truckle-
beds, or shivers hunger-stricken into its lair of straw. 1895
Rider Haggard Heart 0/ Worldvxx, A few chairs, a rough
washing-stand, and two truckle bedsteads of American make.

Truckler (tr»kbj). [f. Truckle z/. + -eb1.]

One who truckles (in sense 2 b of the verb).
i8a7 Scott Napoleon Introd., Wks. 1870 IX. 31 These

trucklers to fortune. X848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. iii, iii,

The wonder Of timid trucklers. \Znx Geo. Eliot Middlem.
xliv, I should be a base truckler if I allowed any considera-
tion of personal comfort to hinder me.

Truckling (tix;*klii)), vbl. sb. [f. Truckle v.

+ -iNG 1.] The action of the verb Truckle ; mean
submission.
c x66s Mrs. Hutchinson Menu Col. Hutchinson (1846) 475,

I am free from any truckling with them. 1820 L. Hunt
Indicator No. 55 (1822) II. 22 He had a grudge against
Milton for what he called his trncklings about Pande-
monium, X848 Thackeray lik. Snobs iii, The hal)it of
truckling and cringing. 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Mm I.

ii. 140 The base truckling of an ungodly age, ever ready to
surrender what is unpopular.

Tru'ckling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

That truckles; fthat is subordinate or inferior

{obs.) ; meanly submissive, servile.

1656 (see standing-stooly Standing vbl. sb. 11]. x66s
Temple Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks, 1731 II. 6 Their last

Resourse, which is the Protection of France, ..or else a
perfect truckling Peace with England. 170X Swift Con^
tests Nobles ff Com. Athens ^ Rome ii, A small truckling
state, of no name or reputation. 1738 Ramsav Epist.
to Burchet v, The like of you.. Should gar the trock.
ling rogues look blue. X796 Burke Regie. Peace \. Wks.
VIII. 87 In small truckling states a timely compromise with
power has often been the means . . of drawling out their puny
existence. i8a3 Scott Peveril xvVi, Unworthy or truckling
compliance with tenets which my heart disowns. 1868
Farrar Silence ^ V. iii. (1875) 64 Our beloved English
Church..may, even yet, be unable to escape, .the Nemesis
..due to the sluggish impotence and truckling worldliness of
her i8th Century.

Hence Tmckling'ly adv., in a truckling manner.
1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 605 He would joyfully, thankfully,

trucKlingly accept it. 1857 Tait's Mag. XXIV, 30, I could
conceive women, .unhappy; but not meanly, timidly, truck-
lingly miserable.

Trucks (tr»ks), Obs. txc. Hist. Also {7 errofi.)

7-8 truck, [ad. It, trucco (see below), Sp. troco.']

An early form of billiards, in which an upright
mark called the king was placed near one end of

the table. Cf. Troll-madam and Trunk sb, 16.
[Cf. X598 Florio, TVwcar^, ..to play at billiards. Trucco,

a kinde of play with balles vpon a table called billiards, but
properly a kinde of game vsed in England with casting little

bowles at a boord with thirteene holes in it.]

x(S7X Skinner Etymol., Truck, Biliers or Biliards. X674
Cotton {.title) The Compleat Gamester: or, Instructions
how to play at Billiards, Trucks, Bowls, and Chess. x688
R. Holme Artnoury in. 263/1 Truck, is an Italian Game,
and is not very unlike Billiards, the Table, .hath 3 holes at
each end, besides the corner holes. 1736 Ainswoktu Lat.
Diet., Truck (the play), Indus tudicularis. 1801 Sthutt
sports ^ Past. iv. i. § 16 1 he Italian method of playing,
known in England by the name of Trucks,..had its king
at one end of the table.

Truckster (tr»-kst3j). rare» [f. Truck v.^ +
-8TER.] A base trafficker ; cf. Truck v.^ 3.

x868 TucKHRMAN CollectorZ^ Many a poet. .has degene-
rated into a hack, a truckster, and a mercenary penman.

Truculeuce (tr«-k-, tr»*kii7lens). [ad. L.
truculentia savageness, ferocity, f. truculentus
Truculent: scc-knce.] The condition or quality

of being truculent ; fierceness, savageness.
X7a7 Bailev vol. II, Tmculence, Truculentness, cruelty,

savageness, sternness. 1877 D. M. Wallace Russia vi, 83
The entire absence of obsequiousness or truculcnce in his

manner. X890 Gladstone .S)J. Ho. Cotnm. 28 Nov., He
sometimes accompanies the temperance of language with a
truculence of action.

TrUCUlency (tr«-k-, trw-ki^nensi). [f. as prec.

:

see -ENCV.] = prec.

X569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries 11 1 The
truculencie of the Beare. 163^3 Brathwait Eng. Genilem.
(1641) 88 It was Saint Augustine's prayer unto God that he
would root out of him all. .truculencie. 1855 Milman Lat.
Chr. XIV. iv. (1864) IX. 188 They have more of Juvenal. .of
his pitilessness, of his bitterness, it may be said of his
truculency, than of Catullus. X864CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvii.

V. IV. 556 Friedrich's First Campaign .. will by ao means
check the*Austrian truculencies.

Truculent (tr«'k-, tro-kiiSlent), a. [ad. L.

truculentus^ f. trux {truc-em) fierce, savage ; cf.

obs. F. truculent (Cotgr. 161 1).]

1. Characterized by or exhibiting ferocity or

cruelty ; fierce, cruel, savage, barbarous.
c x^4o tr. Pol, Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 105 Havinge

attained libertie, [ Britain] entered into moste truculent warrs.
X607 TopSEi.L Four/. Beasts (1658) 10 His aspect and
countenance was fierce, truculent, and fearful ibid. 254
Many Horses by their seed and stones are made very fierce,

truculent, and unruly. X670 Baxter Cure Ch.-Div, 4 It is

the character of a truculent people.. that they regard not
the person of the old. 172a Woli.aston Relig. Nat. vi. 141
Convulsed and agonizing under the knife of some truculent
villain. 1889 Jessopp Coming0/Friars i. 4 The truculent
ruffianism tliat pretended to be animated by the crusading
spirit.

b. Of speech or writing : Violent; rude; scath-

ing ; savage ; harsh.
1850 Marsden Early Purit. (1853) 204 Pamphlets.,

scarcely less truculent or less contemptuous of the Christian
virtues. x868 Milman St. Paul's xvii. 416 Ihe broader and
more truculent satire of Ulrich Hutten. 1873 Morley
yoltaire iii. (ed. 2) 120 Voltaire is never either gross or
truculent.

t c. transf. Of a disease: Destructive; deadly.

Obs. rare.

16650, Harvkv Advice agst. Plague x, More or lesstrucu*
lent Plagues

H 2. (In catachrestic use, associated with Truck
sbAy v.^f Truckle v.) Mean, base, mercenary.
x8a5 Bentham Ration. Rew. 62 A truculent exchange not

only of truth, but of sincerity, for money. X884 J. T.
Davidson Talks Yng. Men viii. The mean dastard [Ahab]
sent back the truculent reply :

' My lord, O king, according
to thy saying, I am thine, and all that I have '.

3. Comb., as truculent-looking.
xSaS Scott F, M. Perth xvii, This ungainly and truculent-

looking savage. x866 Howells I'enet. Li/e viii, That tru-

culent-looking craft,

80 f Tmcnle'ntal a. Obs. rare~^.

1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super, **»j, A glorious, and
braiiing Knight, That would be deem'd a truculentai wight.

Tru'Culently (see the adj.), adv. [f Trucu-
lent + -ly2.] In a truculent manner; savagely,

1654 ViLVAiN Epit. Ess. I. 86 Most truculently butchered.

X837 CARLVLEyi/m". Ess., Diam. Neckl. xiv. (1872) V. 186 How
fares it with his Kminence.-at times truculently stamping?
1868 M. E. G. Duff Pol. Surv. 179 Often beaten, .from the
firm land, he always returnedagain, truculently fought again.

So Tru'culentness {rare"^) = Truculencb.
X7Jr7 [see Truculence).

t Tru'ddle, obs. form of Treadle.
1667 in Pettus Fodinse Reg. (1670) 37 One large pew

Wheel, that carrieth three Pair of bellows, with Swords,
Beams, Truddles.

Trudge (trz>d3), z^.l Also 6 tredge, 6-7 (8-9
dial.^ tridge, 7 trug. [Of obscure origin. Skeat

suggests F. trucher to beg from laziness (in Oudin,
i6th c), but this does not agree in sense.]

1. intr. To walk laboriously, wearily, or without

spirit, but steadily and persistently; * to jog on;
to march heavily on '

(J.). Sometimes merely an
undignified equivalent of ' walk ',

* go on foot '.

X547 Bk. Marchauntes ej b, If the belles r>'nge in any
place.. for an obit, than oure gentyl gallants trudge apace.

c X550 in Strype Mem. Cranmer (1694) App. xlix. 138
Some of their carcases standith on the gates, And their

heads., on London bridge, Therefore, ye Traytors, beware
your pates, For yf ye be founde, the same way must \*e

tridge. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 21 Good husband he
trudgeth, to bring in the gaines, Good huswife she drudgeth,
refusing no paines. x62a Mabbe fr. Aleman's Guzman
<CAl/. 1. 219, L.trugg'd along with my sore legge. X685
Evelyn Mrs, Godolphin (1BS8) 122 Wherever a certaine Lady
foes,— I must trudge. 1709-10 Steele Taller No. 137 P 3,

was the other Day trudging along Fleet street on Foot.

179S WoLCOTT (P. Pindar) Royal I'lsit Exeter 11. xi, Now
tridg'd to aldermen and mayV, 'Squire Rolle. 1856 R- A.
Vaughan Mystics (1Z60) II. xi. i. 216 From house to house he
trudges in the snow, visiting poor widows, x88o L. Oliphant
Gilcad i. 18 We were perpetually meeting them trudging
behind their loaded mules,

b. Also with it.

X649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, clxxxv, The Ragged
Squad.. will trudge it out And Combat all the world, if

Harrie lead. 1787 Minor iv. i. 203 So my mentor and I

trudged it on foot to Oxford. x8o6 Surr Winter in Lond,
I. 194 Give me your arm, we'll trudge it.

o. spec. To go away, be off, depart.

»547-<H Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 77 The cowardly
..souldier-.betaketh him to his feete, & trudgeth away.
156* Jack J'lggler {iZt^) 50 Be tredging, or in faith you
bere me a souse. X573 Xe^o Custom i. ii, Hence out of my
sight, away, packing, trudge. 1623-34 Fletcher & Mass.
Laz'er^s Progr. i. ii, 'Tis time for me to trudge. 1824 Scott
Let. to La. Montapt 14 Apr., in Lockhart, A dog of a
banker has bought his house,., and I fear he must trudge.



TBUDGE.

1573 TussER Hush, (1S78) 177 If pennie for all thing be
suffred to trudge, Trust long, not to pennie, to haue him thy

drudge. 157S K.- I^- Appius <5- Virg. B iij b, By beuty of

Virginia, my wisdome all is trudged. 1683 Kknnett tr.

Eravn. on Folly 54 Trudging after learning. 1763
Jefferson Cot'r. VVks. 1059 I. 185 All things here appear to

me to trudge on in one and the same round. 1856 J.
Richardson Recoil, I. iv. 86 [The other masters at Eton]
trudged leisurely on in the beaten crack of school literature.

2. trans, a. To perform (a •journey) or travel

over (a distance) by trudging ; to tramp ; to trudge

along or over.

1635 Ykc\tt Christtanogr. 190 They.. are constrained to

trii(!ge no small joumeyes, to begge their wages. 1884
Rkownin'g Fcrishtak^ Two Camels 37, I shall trudge The
distance. x886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar iii. iii, Drayton
..trudged the fl^jor uneasily.

b. To trudge with (a burden) ; to drag about.

1883 W. H. Bishop in Harper's Mag, Mar, 504/2 A few
old men trudge about their bake-ovens and water jars and
strings of dried squash.

3. The vb.-slem used advb. : cf. Trvmp vA 7.

1904 Max Pembertos Rett Morn xx, Trudge, trudge,

trudge upon the muddy path she went.

Hence Tru'dging vdi. sff, and ///. a. ; also

Tru'dfifer, one who trudges.

a 1849 H. CoLERtDGH Pocvis (1850) II. 37QDear,.To weary
•trudKcr by the long black lake. 1896 Blackzv. Mag. Feb.
924 The steadiest irudger along life's road. 1570 Marr.
Wit^ Science\, iii, Such •trudging and such loyle . . was neutr
seene. 1653 Milton //i>^//«^i Wks. 1851 V. 369 To save them
the trudging of many miles thither. 1738 AIorcan Algiers
I. Prcf. 15 My Trudgings have been so misguided, by an
Ignis Fatuus. i8a8 P. Cunningham N. S. li^ales (ed. 3) II.

107 After three hard weeks of toilsome trudging over rugged
hills. 1584 R. Scot Discov, Witchcr. xiv.viii. (1886) 310
He set forward on his journey a good trudging px';e. 17x6
Gav Trivia I. 118 The griping Broker.. laughs at Honesty,
and trudging Wits. 1848 Dickbns Dombey xviii, His
trudging wife . . loiters to see the company come out.

Trudge, v.-\ see Tbudgkn.
Trudgfc ^trpdj), sb. [f. Tbudge i/.l]

1. A person who trudges ; a trudger.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rami, xxx, Nor would he be a tennis-

ball, nor a shuttle-cock, nor a trudge, nor a scullion. 1775
Iekvll Corr. (i8<)4) 22 Miss would have felt the absence of
her fellow-trudge in clambering stilesand scrambling through
hedges.

2. An act of trudging; a laborious or wearisome
walk ; a ' tramp*.
1835 J. Brown Lett. (1907) 32 You say nothing of your

body and how it fared in your darkness trudge. 1871 L.
SrEFiiRN Playgr. Eur. iv, iii. 257 We reaciied the mule
track, and a steady trudge along it led us back.

+ 3. (Meaning uncertain : ? error for thrutch.)

1579 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 137 One thing said twice (as we
say commonly) deserveth a trudge.

t Trudge, rt. 0^j,rar^-\ [f. asprec] ?That
trudges fas in service or attendance upon one).
x6oa F. HzMsoAnat. 14 Those old Suresbies and Trudge

blew-coats, Antimony and Mercury Precipitate.

Trudge-man, obs. variant of Truchman.
Trudgen (tr^-d^an). Also erron. trudgeon.

[f. proper name Trudgen : see below.] In full

trudgen stroke : applied to a kind of hand-over-

hand or double over-arm breast-stroke in swim-
ming : 80 trudgen swimmer. Hence Tmd^ v.y

intr. to swim with this stroke ; whence Tru'dfifer.
18^3 li^esim. Gaz. 3 Oct. 5/2 Thompson adopted the old-

bshioned * trudgeon stroke in his spurt. 1903 J. A. Jarvis
Siviwming vi. 35 The best trudgen swimmers use a similar,

though shorter leg kick, to that made when swimming over
arm. Ibid.y I am firmly convinced that the present records
at all distances will be wiped out, and fresh ones put in their

place by 'trudgers*. 1904 Ralph Thomas Swimming 40
Hand-over-hand or Indian stroke. In this each hana (or

arm) Ls alternately raised above the surface of the water,

thrust forward and brought sharply back under water to the
loins. There are many varieties, one of which is called the
trudgen. Ibid. 418 note, John Trudgen. .in 1863,. went to
Buenos Ayres. . . While there he learnt ' to trudge ' from the
natives. 1905 N. 4- Q. loth Ser. IV. 205/1 The trudgeon-
Mroke.. appears to date from 1868, when it was popularized
bya Mr. Irudgen.

Trudgeon (trz^'dg^n), rare"^. [App, nonce-
wd. f. Tkudge z;.1] ? One who trudges ; a
toddling child.

1814 W. Irving in Life 4- Lett. (186^) I. ^08 To take
holiday and go to the country with his wije and little

tmdgeons.
Trudger ^ 2^ see after TauDGE vA, Trudgen.
True (tr«), a. {sd.j Oiiv.). Forms: a. i (se)-

triewe), x-3tr6owe, i-4tr^^^e, 3 treouwe, 3-4
triwe, 3-7 trewe^ trew, 4-7 treu, 5 treewe,
triew(e. &. 3 {Orm.) trowwe, 5 trowe, 5-6
trow

; 5 traw. 7. 3-5 truwe, 4-5 trwe, 4-7 tru,

6 trw, 5- true. [OE. (strict WS. {ie)triewe, com-
monly) triowe (ME. also trtiwe^ = OS. {gi)triiui,

OEFris. triuwe, OWFris. trouwe, (MDu. {gke)-

tr&wtt {ghe)trouwe^ Du. getrouw\ OHG. {ga)-

(riuwuj (Ger. treu)y ON. tryggr^ Goth, triggws
;

deriv. of OE. sb. tr^ow :—WGer. *trewwia f., lit.

'having or characterized by good faith \ deriv. of

8b, OE. triowy tr^w, OHG. triuwa^ Goth.
triggwa faith, good faith, covenant : see Truce.]
1. Of persons : Steadfast in adherence to a com-
mander or friend, to a principle or cause, to one*s
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promises, faith, etc. ; firm in allegiance ; faithful,

loyal, constant, trusty. Somewhat arch,
a 1000 Si. GutAlac i26g (Gr.) Se wuldorma5o..spraec..to

his treowum ^esi^e. cjzos Lay. 8851 Mildeliche spa;c jius

pe treowe cniht Androgens, c iiso Hymn Virg. 2 in Trin.
Coll. Horn. App. 257 pu ert leuedi swuj^e treowe.. pi loue
is euer iliche neowe. 1303 R. Hrunne Handl. Synne 2320
May y J?an trust to ))y sawe pat l>ou be now my trew felawe ?

i388\Vvcr.iF Luke xvi. 10 He that is trewe in the leeste
thing, is trewe also in the more. X450--80 tr. Secreta Secret.

ig Kepe wel thi feithand tlii word euermorc.gret worshipe
vnto hem l?at so trewe are founden in here feith. 1476
Surtees Misc. (i838) 35 To all trewe Christen men. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon xcv. 307 Ye haue done as a trew
subjet ought to do to his lorde. 1646 Hamilton Papers
(Camden) iig Your Grace's humblest truest seruant, R.
Moray. iSzx Shelley Bridal Song i, Never smiled the
inconstant moon On a pair so true. 1847 Tennyson Princess
IV. 80 Bright and fierce and fickle is the South, And dark
and true and tender is the North,

b. trans/, of personal attributes or actions.

Somewhat arch. ; often passing into sense 2 or 5.
a 800 [see True-love i]. c laoo Ormin Introd. 69 Trieg
& trowwe zx\\>\> & frit>J>. c 1275 Passion our Lord 45 in

0. E, Misc. 38 AUe men he tauhte to holde treowe luue
Erest to god almyhti. 13.. Cursor M. 4422 (GiJtt.) Ille

es t>e quit )>\ treu seruis. 1454 Cat. Anc, Rec, Dublin (i88g)

281 That they shall do trewe execucion. C1560 A. Scott
Poems (S.T.S.) ix. 14 Ane trewar hairt may no man haif.

1667 Milton P. L. in. 104 What proof could they have
givn..Of true allegiance? 183a Tennyson Miller's Dau.
ai6 Round my true heart thine arms entwine.

c. Const, to (in early use with simple dative).
Beozvul/{Z.) 1165 ^5-hwylc o3rum trywe, ciioo Ormin

6177 pin laferrd birrj> l>e buhsumm beon & hold & trigg &
trowwe. c 1350 IVill. Paleme 596 And be tristy and trew
to 50W for euer-more. £'1400 Trtvisa's Higden (Rolls) V.

447 (MS. y) panne doo as ^u hast byhote, and be truwe
[v. r. trewe] to hym ^at so ha)> \>e i-holpe. a 1450 Knt. de
la Tour (1906) 97, V haue founde you.. not true vnto me.
1583 Melbancke Philotimus Eej, I will bee as true to

thee as the begger to his dishe. i6oa Shaks. Ham. i. iii. 78
This aboue all; to thine owne selfe be true :.. Thou canst
not then be false to any man. 1678 Wanley Wond, Lit.
Worlds, ii. §82. \T3.I^ A Prince more just and true to his

word, a xi%\ Prior Song * Stilly Dorinda ' iv, 'To my vows
I have been true. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng, ii. I. 258
Hyde had been true to his Tory opinions. 1855 Ibid. xi.

III. I True .. to the cause of civil freedom.

^. _fig. of things : Reliable; constant; fsure,
secure {obs.),

c IS05 [see Truly 1 bj. *^_i330 R. Brunne Chron. (i8id) 73
pe pes to 5eme & g>'ue with lawes trewe als stele, ^1425
Cursor M. 59 (Trin.) For whenne l>ou wenest hit trewest
\v. r. tru\"stj to be, pou shalt from hit or hit from J>e. a 1733
Barton Booth Song, ' Sweet are the charms of her I love

ii, True as the Needle to the Pole, Or as the Dial to the
Sun. 1791 CowpER Hiad vi. 60 Steel Of truest temper. 1873
Dora Greenwell Liber Hum, C1875) 209 To the rock the
root adheres, In every fibre true,

2. In more general sense : Honest, honourable,

upright, virtuous, trustworthy {arch.) ; free from
deceit, sincere, truthful (cf. 3d); of actions, feel-

ings, etc, sincere, unfeigned (now passing into or

merged in 5). See also Trueman.
a xoia Laws ofEthtlred in. c. 9 Buton he habbe twegra

trywra manna jewitnesse. ^ laoo Vices ^ Virt. 45 Be trewe
mann and halt tin god. <z ms Ancr, R. 2 peos riwle is

cherittf of schir heorte and cleane inwit, and trewe bileaue.

i»97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 859 Men triwest [v, r. trewest] we
{v,r, me] se)> And best me mai to hom truste ^at of lest

wordes bcj>. c 1380 Wvclif Eng. Wks. (1880) 321 As lif of
atrew plow man. .is betere preyere to god J>en preyere of
any ordre bat god louet? lesse. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W,
464 {Batade) A trewe man . . Hath nat to parte with a theuys
dede. 1446 Lydc. Tivo Night. Poems ii. dgTriewemeanyng
rooted so withynne, Fer from the conceyte of any maner
synne. c 1460 Kortescue Abs. ff Lim. Mon. xiii. (1885) 141,

iij. or iiij. theves-.haue sett apon vj. or vij. trewe men, and
robbed hem all. 14&4 Caxton Fables ofA Ifonce ii, He is.

.

reputed, .for a good man and trewe. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado
1. i. 27 There are no faces truer, then those that are so
wash'd, how much better is it to weepe at ioy, then to ioy

at weeping ? x6ii Bible Gen. xlii. 11 We are true men : thy
seruants are no spies, c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido ^ /Eneas
I. 715 Her waxen heart, touch't with a trew remorse. 1710
Addison Tatler No. 250 P 8 Good Men and true for a Petty
Jury. 1847 Helps Friends in C. I. 8 A true man does not
think what his hearers are feeling, but what he is saying.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr, 111. v, Your own father has not a truer
interest in you.

3. Of a statement or belief : Consistent with fact

;

agreeing with the reality ; representing the thing

as it is.

fi305 Lay. ^443 Belin ihaerde sugge purh summe sae?

treowe Of his brewer wifSinge. 1382 Wvclif John xxi. 24
SVe witen, for {1388 that] his witnessing is trewe. 1393
Lancu p. pi. C. 1. 100 AI |?e world wot wel hit my^te nat be
trywe. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xvii. 3^6 * Syr,

wyte that chartemagne is come wyth his oost '. .

.

' Is it true ?

'

said mawgis. a 15*9 Skelton Dk. Albany 4 These tidinges

newe Whiche be as trewe As the gospefl. a 1^84 Mont-
GOMERiE Cherrie ^ Sloe 1018, L.Thocht all thair tales was
trew. 1608 ^\\AXT Hexapla Exod. 839 The truer opinion.

1710 Bingham Ckr. Antiq. xx. vii. § 10 The fact was too

true, and the charge too well-grounded, to be denied of

them all in general. 1759 Johnson Rasselas xlvii, The
same proposition cannot be at once true and false. 1858
Lardnbr Handbk. Nat. Phil., etc. 16 This will be true,

however shallow the vessel, .and however narrow the tube.

b. Often in phr. it is true (also inverted, true

it is)t introducing a statement ; also ellipt. or inter-

jectionally, true, introducing or in reply to a state-

ment ; usually in concessive sense : = truly, wrily,

certainly, doubtless.

TRUE.
1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 13 True it is, that

we haue now taken in hand a very long piece of worke. 1604
Shaks. 0th. i. iii. 79 That I haue tane away this old mans
Daughter, It is most true: true I haue married her. 1611
Bible Dan. iii. 24 They answered and said vnto the king

:

True, O king. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier {^iZ^q) 173 It is
true, we were all but young in the War. 1784 Cowper Task
III. 210 True; 1 am no proficient, I confess, In arts like
yours. 1859 RusKiN Two Paths 1. § i It is true that the
art which carves and colours the front of a Swiss cottage is

not of any very exalted kind ; yet [etc.).

c. Come true: to be verified or realized in actual
experience; to be fulfilled. Hold true-, see Hold
V. 23 c.

1819 Shelley Questions 7 To patch up fragments of a
dream, Part of which comes true. 1875 Morris ^neidvm.
580 While yet my fear is unfulfilled, and hope may yet como
true. 1879 M. J. Guest Lect. Hist. Eng. xxi. 206 His
prophecy had come true.

d, trans/. Speaking truly, telling the truth
;

trustworthy in statement ; veracious, truth ful. (Not
always distinguishable from 2,) A\so/g.
01300 Cursor M. 6599 (Colt.) All er yee tru, ^>is es your

saghes, Es nan of yow )>at Jjis calf knaues. C1440 Promp.
/'arz'. 50^2 Truwe mann, or woman, i/tfra.r. c\^boTowneLy
Myst. vii. 77 That thay be traw of thare tong, And here no
fals witnes. iSiSTindale Matt. xxii. 16 Master, we knowe
that thou arte true, and that thou leachest the waye of god
trueli. i6n Bible Prov. xiv. 25 A true witnesse deliuereth
soules : but a deceitfull witnesse speaketh lyes. 1634 M ilton
Comas 170 This way the nd!le was, if mine ear be true.

1697 Drvden Virg. Past. u. 33 If the Glass he true, With
Daphnis I may vie. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixxxv. 5 O
true in word, and tried in deed.

4. Agreeing with a standard, pattern, or rule;

exact, accurate, precise ; correct, right.

C1550 Cheke Matt. X. 5 {1843) 46 An Apostol, if ye wold
have y» trutorn of y" naam is as much to sai as a frosent.

1570 Dee Math. Pref. a iv b, Of the Variacion ofthe Compas,
from true North. 1583 Stubbes Annt. Abus, n. (1882) 77
Such as can scarcely read true English. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. III. XXXV. 217 The truest Translation is the first.

1674 Ray Collect, Words, Smelting Silver 114 Where the
furnace is come to a true temper of heat, a 17SI Prior
Protogenes ^ Apelles 54 Apelles drew A Circle regularly
true. 178a CowpER Gilpin 72 He.. hung a bottle on each
side To make his balance true. X823 Imison Sc. 9f Art \,

98 Clocks and watches.. so regulated as to measure true
equal time. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xcvi. 8 One indeed
I knew . .Who touch*d a jarring lyre at first, But ever strove

to make it true.

b. In more general sense : Of the right kind,

such as it should be, proper. (Cf. 5.)

1340-70 /i /(T-r. <S- Dind. 513 pat J>ou miht trystli trye t>e

treweste lawe...pat t>ou miht-.^fe beste lawe kenne. 143S
Coventry Leet Bk. 182 Yif the cardwiredrawer weie.,dis-

seyued withe ontrewe wire . . then wold he sey vnto the

smyihier .
.' Sir, amende your honde, or, in feithe, I wille no

more bye of you'. And then the smythier, lest he lost his

Custemers, wolde make true goode. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn.
Ixii, Me thitikes no face so gratious is.., No shape so true.

1677 Yarranton Eng. Iwprov. 51 The Land in this Mannor
is sound, rich, dry, and good, and that is the true Land to

bear Flax, rt 1770 Jortin Sertn. (1771) II. i. 12 To place
things in their true order. 1511 H. Wace Proph. Je^v. i^

Chr. V. 92 Facts thus placed in their true bearings.

c. That is rightly or lawfully such ; rightful,

legitimate.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5411 How Thelaphus tide to be treu

kyng* 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. K/, i. ii. 23 An Oath is of no
moment, being not tooke Before a true and lawfull Magis
trate. 1681 Drvden Abs. 4- Achit. 921 The true successor

from the court removed. 1790 I^uhke Fr. Rev, 322 By the

laws of nature the occupant and subduer of the soil is the

true proprietor.

d. Accurately placed, fitted, or shaped ; exact

in position or form, as an instrument, a part of

mechanism, or the like.

1474 Coventry Leet Bk. 400 That his weyghtes be sised &
sealed and true heme. 1531 Recobde Pathw. Kno%vl. i.

xxiv. More easyly.. may you.. make any suche line with a
true ruler. 1664 Butler Hud, 11. iiL 1019 I'll make them
serve for perpendiculars As true as e'er were us'd by brick-

layers. 1726 Leoni tr. Alberti's Archit. I. 38/2 We must
use a Square Rule.. of a very large Size, that our strait

Lines may be the truer. 1875 Carpentry ff Join. 43 A strip

required to be cut and planed up perfectly true and even on
its sides and ends. 1897 Pemberton Compl. Cyclist 87 A
wheel which will remain perfectly true.

e. Trite to: consistent with, exactly agreeing

with, * faithful to' (cf. i c).

a 1735 Arbuthnot (J.), A translation nicely true to the

original. 18^ Dickens Old C. Shop i, Be true to your time

in the morning. 1883 Morfill Slavonic Lit. i. 15 The
dialects of a language are truer to its spirit than its literary

form. 1SB5 Athenseum 23 May 661/3 The incident is very

true to life and graphically described.

f. Conformable to reality, natural : = true to

nature,
1870 Huxley Lay Serm. i. i That truest of fictions, *The

History of the Plague Year*. 1894 S. G.Green in Sunday
at H. June 537, I do not object to fiction provided it be true.

g. Remaining constant to type ; not subject to

variation. (Cf. C. 3 b.)

1839 Darwin V<^, Nat. viiL (1873) 146 This breed is very
true. 1859 — Orig. Spec iv. (i860) 84 Can we wonder, then,

that Nature's productions should be far ' truer ' in character

than man's productions?

li. Of the wind : Steady, constant, uniform in

direction and force.

i8g^ Dundee Advertiser 11 July 6/1 The Britannia was
now 400 yards ahead. ..The wind was continuing true.

5. Real, genuine ; rightly answering to the de-
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TBUE.

scription ; properly so called ; not counterfeit,

spurious, or iniaginary ; also, conforming or ap-
proaching to the ideal character of such.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvi. xlvii. (Bod!. MS.)
If. 176/a Siones..^>at bene fal.s..seme moste lichcto ham
|>at bene trew. [^1440 Promp. Parti. 503/2 Trvwe, in be-

ievynge, catholicns.\ c 1470 Henrv Wallace \. 22 His for-

bearis..Of halelynage, and trew lyne of Scotland. 1526 Tin-
dale I John \\. 8 The darknes is past, and the true lyght
nowe shyneth. 1S35C0VEROALE i Johnw. 20 This is the true

God, and eucrlastinge life. 156a A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) i. 21

Cans his irew Kirk be had in reuerence. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie i. xii. (Arb.) 43 Vntrue praise neuer giueth any
true reputation. 1680 Oi way Orphan 1. i, The World has
not A truer Soldier, or a better Subject. 1697 Drydkn
Virg. Georg, iv. 598 He turns agen To his true Shape, 1781
CowpEH Truth 176 True Piety is cheerful as the day. iSaS
Scott F. M. Perth ii, The best armourer that ever made
sword, and the true-;t soldier that ever drew one. 1849
Macaulav Hist, Eng. vi. II. 16 It was thought that the
flocks, .would soon return to the true fold. 1854 Moseley
Asiron, xx. (1874) 03 About the equinox the time of true

noon precedes the tmie of mean noon. 1891 Farrar Darkn.
4* Dawn liii, You may yet find the true criminals.

b. In scientific use : Conformable to tlie type,

or to the accepted idea or character of the genus,
class, or kind ; properly or strictly so called,

1578 Lyte Dodoens 111. IxviiL 40S True Maydenheare,
Ladies heare, Venus heare. 1704 F. Fuller Med. Gymtu
(1711) 201 The true skin, and all its innumerable Glands.
1741 Monro Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 222 The Ribs are commonly
divided into True and False. The True Costas are the seven
superior of each Side. 1809 Alfd. Jrnl. XXI. 274 In all

cases of true hydrophobia. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 415/1
The LattiansSy or true Shrikes. 1855 Phillips Man. GeoL
513 Masses of true granite. 1899 Alldutt'sSyst. Med. VIII.
825 True nerve tumours are exceedingly rare.

C. True bill (in Law), a bill of indictment found
by a Grand Jury to be supported by sufficient

evidence to justify the hearing of a case : see Bill
sb,^ 4. Hence allusively, a true statement or
charge {Jrue being loosely taken in sense 3).
1591 Lambarde Eiren. iv. v. 484 An Enditement in their

[Jurors'] finding of a Bill of accusation to be true. 1659
Ternies de laLey 135 b, Indictment.M a Bill. .exhibited
by way of accusation.. and preferred unto Jurors, and by
their verdict found presented to be true before a Judge.
1769 P.LACKSTONE Cfl;«/«. IV. xxiii. 305 If they [the grand
jury] are satisfied of the truth of the accusation, they then
endorse upon it, 'a true bill '; aniiently, ^bUla vera*. The
indictment is then said to be found. t8o9MALKiN Gil Blasw.
vi. (Rtldg.) 321 Him they taxed with the plotted massacre,
and the bill was a true one. 1852 Smedley L, Aruudel Hi,

A true bill, by all that's unlucky !

B. sb. (absol. use of the adj.)

fl. A faithful, loyal, or trusty person; a 'true
man '. Obs.
I3. . Gaw. <y Gr. Kni. 2354 7>we mon[ = must] trwe restore.

e 1400 Desir. Troy 11976 A ! traytor vntrew, how toke ^ou on
honde J>at trew to be-tray? <ri47o Golagros Sf Gaw. 356
Thus with trety ye cast yon trew vndre tyld.

fb. Spec. Nickname for a member of the
Protestant or Whig party in the I7tli c. : cf. Inte
blue (see Blue sb. 8). Obs.

rt 1734 North Exam. 11. v. § 68. (1740) 357^ Most of the
eminent Fanatics in England, with all their Trues and
True-blues.

2. Tke true : That which is true ; truth, reality.

x8x2 Cr_^bbe Tales xl. 388 If sleep one moment closed the
dismal view, Fancy her terrors built upon the true. 1874
Geo. Eliot Coll. Break/. P. 13 Yearning for that True
Which has no qualities.

3. Accurate position or adjustment (in phr. ottt of
the true) : cf. sense 4 d above, antl TuuTH sb. 6.

1890 \V. J. Gordon Foundry 51 The bottom member would
be out of the true as it expanded unequally.

C. adv.

1. Faithfully
; f honestly; f confidently : =

TUULY I, I b, 2.

1303 R. Brunne Ilattdl. Synne 1912 pere ys no solas vndyr
heuene..pat shuld a man so mocheglew As a gode womman
t>at louep trew, 13.. [see H. i], ^1425 Cursor M. 4913
(Trin.) pmg ]>at we truly bou^t And so is oure trewe geten
Hng. ^1470 Henry Wallace \. 86 Ressawide he was and
trastyt werray trew. c 1555, 1633 [see true-dealings true*
weaning^ in D. 2].

2. In accordance with fact; truthfully; rightly:
= Thuly 3.

^
a 1300 Cursor M. 18420 (Cott.), I bight l>e tru ]>at )jou ]>is

ilk dai sal be.. in paradis wit me. 1:1450 Merlin i. 7 The
?ode woman that spake with me seyde full trewe. 1526
'iNDALE John xix. 35 He knoweth that he sayth true. 1638
Baker tr, Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 142 Tell mee true, Did
you not [eta]? 1711 Addison Sped. No. 58 P 13 If he tells

me true. 1883 Athenseum 17 Feb, 217/1 If report speak
true,

3. Exactly, accurately, correctly : = Truly 4.
1530 Palsgr. 698/2 Siiuf vostre gretce, or saulue piastre

grat:e, for I fynde bothe, but saulue is trewer written. 1660
Uloqme Archil. Ac, Sima being made true Square. 1687
A. LovELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 35 They shoot at a mark
very true with a Bow and Arrow. 1765 Wksi.ev M ks.

(1872) XIV, 335, 1 want the people called Methodists to sinj;

true the tunes, .in common use. 1835 Sir J. Ross Narr.
and Voy. viii. 119 The wind had continued true north. 1850
JjVnch Theo. Trin. xii. 232 Thy love in ours is imaged true
As skies in water clear.

b. In agreement with the ancestral type ; with-
out variation : in phr. to breed true. (Cf. A. 4g,)
1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. \. (i860) 19 Every race that

hreeds true. 1868 — Anim. ^ PI. I. vii. 242 The Spanish
breed has K»ng been known to breed true.
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4. Really, genuinely ; authentically. (Cf, Tbu-
LY 5.)

<zi586, 1847 [see true-felt^ true.hcroict in D. 2]. 1895
Daily Ncivs 17 Dec. 5/1 Miss Rushton does not say what
paper or letter is true signed.

D. Combinations.
L The adj. in comb. : a. parasynthetic, as true-

blooded, -breasted, -eyed, -paced, -sottled, -spirited,

-stamped (havint^ the true stamp, genuine), -toned,

-t07tgued a.(\]%. : see also True-hearted; b, with
other adjs., as true-like, -seeming; c. with sbs.

:

true-metal a., like that of genuine metal
; f true-

stitch, a kind of embroidery exactly alike on both
sides {obs.) ; true-tongue, one having a true tongue,
a truthful person, trath-teller; ttrue--wit (tru-
witt), a genuinely witty person, a real 'wit ' {obs.).

1818 CoBBETT Pol. Beg. XXXIII. 598 They are more
^true-blooded. 1605 jst Ft. lerouimo i. iii, U my *true
brested father. 1883 Mrs. I'lunkett in Harper's Mag.
Jan. 240/2 Some *true-eyed artist. 1588 Fraunce Lawiers
Log,^ I. il 5 Plato . .ascribeth truth to God and Gods children,
leaving nothing but *truelike to mortall men. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. I. vi. 166 Heisone The*truest manner'd. 1868 J. H.
Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. 1. 449 This is the *true.metai ring of
the Book of Common Prayer. 1648 Herrick Hcsper.,
Fare-well to Sack 35 Before they sing Their *true-pac'd
numbers. 1590 Spenser F.Q. i. i. 38 The falsest twoo, And
fittest for to forge *trtie-seeming lyes. 1824 Miss AIitford
Village Ser. i. (1863) 222 The equally apocryphal but still

truer-seeming History of the Plague. 1854 Grace Green-
WOOD Haps <V Mishaps 37 A *true-souled old man. 1684
Otwav Atheist i. i, A dozen. .Jolly,* true spirited.. Friends.
1678 Drvden All/or Love i. 1, The. .rugged Virtue Of an
old *true-stampt Roman, 1598 B. Ionson Case is Altered
II. iii, What, *true-stitch, sister ! both your sides alike ! 1664
F. Hawkins Youtlis Behav. 11. 7 True-Stitch, Sattin stitch,

Queen-stitch [etc.]. 1907 Daily Chron. 21 Nov. 5/3 Her..
E flat rang out clear and perfect Hkea "true-toned bell. 1377
Langl. p. pi. B. mi. 320 Thanne worth *trewe-tonge a tidy
man ^at tened me neuere. c 1369 Chaucer Dcthe Blaunche
927 Of eloquence was neuer tounde So swete a sownynge
facounde, Ne *trewer tonged. 1651 Charleton Ephes. tj-

Cimm. Matrons 11. (1668) 60 Transformed from an Ideot, a
Bartholmew-Cokes, a Clown, to a Bon Esprit, a Virtuoso, a
*Truwitt.

2. The adv. in comb,: a. with ppl. adjs., as /r//^-

begotten^ -dealings -derived^ -devoted, -disposing,

-divining, -felt, -made, -meaning., -meant, -ringing,

-run, -speaking, -spelling, -strung', see also True-
born, -BRED ; b. with other adjs,, as true-heroic,

-noble, -sweet, -sublime.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V, w. ii. 36 O heauens, this is my *true
begotten Father. 1708 Mrs. Centlivbe Busie Bodyi. i, He
..scarce believes there's a true-begotten child in the city.

c 1555 Habpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 94 Like an
honest *true-dealing man. 1594 Shak.s. Rich. Ill, iii. vii,

200 To draw forth your Noble Ancestrie.. Vnto a Lineall
*true deriued course. 1591 — Two Gent. \\. vii. 9 A *true.
denoted Pilgrime is not weary To measure Kingdomes with
his feeble steps. 1594 — Rich. 111, iv. iv. 55 O vpright, iust,

and *true-disposing God. 1588 — Tit. A. 11. iii. 214 To
proue thou hast a *true diuining heart, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia i. (1622) 40 Such tokens of *true-felt sorrow. 1847
Tennyson Princess Concl., Why Not make her *true-heroic
—true-sublime? 1598 Dkayton Heroic. Ep.^0. Tudor to
Q. Cath. 44 By Frances conquest, and by Englands oth,
You are the *true made dowager of both. 1633 T. Adams
Exp. 2 Peter ii. 18 A thief lighting into *true.meaning
company. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M.^ i. iv. 55 Of an infinite

distance From his *true meant designe. 1601 Chester
Love's Mart., Poet. Ess. Title-p., The *true.noble Knight.
1907 Daily Chron. 23 Feb. 3/2 These *true-ringing, rough-
hewn epistles. 1893 Bailey's Mag. Oct. 273/1 Was the
race a *true-run one? 1370-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 29a The opinion of any one *true speaking man. 1604
Middletdn Father Ihiblmnfs T. Wks (BuUen) VIII. 53
A *true-spelling printer. 1598 Sylvester /^w^'ar/aj 11. i. in.

Furies IS This mighty World did seem an Instrument *True-
strung, well-tun 'd. 1593-4 — Profit Imprisontn. 766 That
this world's fained sweet. .Should be preferr'd before these
seeming -sowrs, that make us Taste many *true.sweet sweets.
c x6oo Shaks, Sonn. Ixxxii, Thy *true telling friend. 182X
Clare Vill. Minstr. (1823) I. 26 *True-thought legends.

True, V. [f. True «.]

fl. trans. To i)rove true, verify, Obs. rare"^.
1647 Ward Simp. Cobler^iZ^^) 81 Easiliertold than tryed

or trued.

2. To make true, as a piece of mechanism or the
like

; to place, adjust, or shape accurately ; to give

the precise required form or position to ; to make
accurately or perfectlystraight, level, round, smooth,
sharp, etc, as required. Often with up.
1841 Civil Eng. \ Arch. Jml. IV. 234/1 An apparatus

for * truing up ' the wheels of carriages and engines on rail-

ways. 187s Knight Diet. Mech., Marble-finishing Machine,
one for truing and molding the edges of marl)le slabs for

mantels, tables, etc. x88i Greener Gun 267 'I'he common
Itairels are done at half the cost of the best.. by grinding
them without turning and trueiiig them in the lathe. 188S
Hasluck Model Engin. ilandybk. (1900) 84 The next thing
is to true up the valve-face on the cylinder.

Hence Tru'ing vbl. sb. (also attrib.).

1851-4T0MLINSON Cycl. Arts (1867) II. 40/1 The trueingof
the lenses, .being completed, the polishing is next proceeded
with. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Truing-tool, a device for

truing the face of a grindstone, or any other surface. 1897
Pemberton Compl. Cyclist iii. 82 [The ' jointless ' rim] takes
even less trueing th.in a good wood rim.

fTrue, variant of Trewe Obs., tribute,

^1330 R. Krunnk Chron. IVace (Rolls) 5605 pe true to
Rome gyue he [Arviiagus] nolde, For he dedeyned of hem
to hulde.

TRUE-LOVE.
True, obs. form of Trow v., Tbuce.
True blue : see Blde a. i e, 6 b, sb. 8.

True'-bom, a. Bom of a true pr pure stock

;

legitimately born; having the sterling qualities
associated with such descent.
rS9i Shaks. i Hen. VI, ii. iv. 27 Let him that is a true-

Lome Gentleman . . From off this 13ryer pluck a white Rose
with me. 1593 — Rich. Jl, i. iii. 309 Though banish'd, yet
a true-borne Englishman. 1645 Fuli-ER Gd. Th. in Bad T.
(1841) 54 He will acknowledge us to be no bastards, but his
trueborn children. 1701 De Foe {title) The true-Burn
Englishman. 1812 BvRON Ch. Har. 11. Ixxxiii, If Greece
one true-born patriot still ca[i boast.

^

True'-bred, a. a. Bred ofa true or pure stock

;

of the true breed ; thoroughbred, b. Having or
manifesting true breeding or education.
1596 .Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. ii. 206, I know them to bee as

true bred Cowards as euer turn'd backe. 1690 Dkvden Don
Sebast. I. i, He is a substantial true-bred beast. 1809
Jefferson IVri/.USjo) IV. 126 True-bred shepberd'sdogs.
1886 C. Scott Sheef-Fariuing 183 In a true-bred sheep the
staple of the wool is of an equal length and texture on all
parts of the body. 1911 W. P. Kkr Eng. Lit., Mediaeval
viii. 210 He writes of it in true-bred language.

t True -fast, a. Obs. [OE. Ir^oufmsl, f. iriowe,
Tkuk +fa!st, K.vsT a.] Faithful. Hence t True-
fastness Ot's., faithfulness.

<:9S0 Lindis/.Cosf. Matt. xxv. 21 Wei Se lagodSexn and
trewufaist. n 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) ex. 5 [cxi. 7) Wairun his
beboduealletreowfseste. CI175 Laiiib. Horn. 8g pa weren
(>er igedered wi3inne ()ere buruh of ierusalemtrowfeste men
of elchere i?eode. Ibid. 99 pe halie gast . .onlihte ure mod
-.mid gode dedan and trewfestnesse. 153* Thynne's
Chaucer, Lydgate's Ball, our Lady 78 O trustie turtle
truefastest \MSS. trewestj of all true.

t Trne'ftll, a. Obs. rare. In 4 treuful, 4-5
trnful. [f. Tbue -I- -FUL.] Full of truth or loyalty,
faithful. Hence t True-fnlly adv. Obs., faithfully.
13.. Cursor M. 20628 (Cott.) All..|)at t>e seruis treufulli

[z/.r. trufully]. 1435 Misyn Fire of Love n. iii. 74 Truful
lufe in mynde is risyn.

t True 'bead. Obs. rare. In 3 trewehede,
(trywede), 4 trewhede, 5 trowhede. [f. OE.
trcowe, True -^ -hede, -head.] Faithfulness, hdelity.

.
i"97 R- Glouc (Rolls) 7370 He wolde )>at alle men iseye

is trewehede \v. r. trywedej. 1:1375 Cursor M. 97 (Faiit)
Of hir godenes and hir trew hede.

Tme-bearted (tr!7-ha'Jted), a. Having a true
heart ; faithful, loyal ; honest, sincere.

1471 Marg. Paston m p. Lett. III. 30 Remembyr ho[w]
keynd and true hartyd he hath ben to us to hys powre. 1535
CovEKDALE Ps. xcvii. II A ioyfull gladnesse for soch as be
true herted. 1608 Chafman Byron's Consp. 11. i. To be
reputed a true harted subject. 1760-71 H. Brooke Fool
o/Qiial. (1809) III. 21 His downright and true-hearted
kindness to me, 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eiig. xviii. IV. 196
The son of one of the bravest and most trueliearted of
Scottish patriots.

Hence Tme^-hea'rteduess.
1608 HiHRON IVks. I. 694 Encrease.. loyalty and true-

heartednesse in bis subiects. 1858 Lady Morgan A utobiog.
(1859) 222 «tf/tf. The same nobleness of soul, ..the same single-
mintiedness, the same true-heartedness, were always present
tin Ary-SchefTer],

Truel, obs. form of Trowel.
Tme-love (tra-lcv). Forms: i trgowlufu,
4-5 trulofe, 4-6 trewelove, trewlove, 5 treu-
lofe, trew-luf, -lufe, //. -luffes, treue loue, 6
tru-, treiilove, 6-8 truelove, 6- true love, 7-
truelove. [f. OE. triowe, True + liifu, Love.]
1. Faithful love. Usually as two words (see

True a. i b), exc. atln'b. (see 5).
a 800 Cynewulf Chriit 538 Wses see Ireow lufu, hat xt

heortan. 1813 Scott Trierm. 11. xvii. To plead their right,
and true-love plight.

2. A faithful lover ; one whose love is pledged ; a
sweetheart, beloved.
<;i38s Chaucer L. G. W. 2542 (.Phillis) This is he.. That

was his trewe loue In thought & dede. c 1460 Quia amore
langueo 17 in Pol. Rel. ^ L. Po€ins{ii6&) 151, 1 am Ireulove
that fals was neuer, Mysistur, mannys soule, I loued hyr
thus, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia Poems (Grosart) II. 128 My
true-love hath my heart, and I haue bis. ?i6.. Friar 0/
Orders Gray, I pray thee, tell to me If ever at yon holy
shrine My true love thou didst see. ?17.. Song,' H'ata,
ivala, w>* the bank ' (Jam.), I leant my back unto an aik, 1

thought it was a trusty tree ; But first it liow'd, and syne it

brak. And sae did my true-love to me. 1871 Palgrave Lyr.
Foettis 73 My one true-love, My only.

1 3. An ornament or figure symbolic of true love

;

a True-love knot. Obs.
13.. Gaw.

<s-
Gr. Kni. 6»2 Tortors & trulofez entayled so

|)yk. <;i4io Anturs of Arth. 354 (Thornton MS.) His
mantylle-.Trofelyte and tniuei-ste wythe trewloues in trete.

1509 iVill (MS. Prerog. Crt. Canterb.), Another standing
Cupc gilt and enameled w^ blew Tnilovys in the botom.
oiSSO Image Hypocr. 1. 404 in Skdton's Wks. (1843) II.

4n;/i Gay gloves .. Wroughte with true loves. 1575
LanehamZ<'/. (18711 38 Hisnapkin, edqedwithablu lace, &
m-trked with a trulooue,a hart, and A.D. for Damian.
4. A name for the Herli Paris {/'arts quadrifolia),

the whorl of four leaves witli the single (lower or
berry in the midst suggesting the figure of a true-

love knot. Also f herb triie-lave, true-loveJltnocr,

t true-love grass, four-leaved clover. Also, f the
North American genus Trillitim (obs.').

13- . Test. Christi 126 (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's ^roWv
LXXIX. 428 A fbure-leued gras..Whon l>eose four leues
tojeder ben set A trcwe-loue men clepcn bit. c \jlSlS



TRUE-LOVE KNOT.
Chaucer Miller's T. 3692 Vnder his tonge a trewe loue

he beer For iher-by wende he to beii gracious, c 1400
fCmare 125 Portrayed J>ey wer wyth trewe-loue- flour. 1448
Boston Lett. IV. 17 Fioweris of sylver on the bukkelis

made of iiij. lyke a trewlove. 1578 Lytp: Dodoens
I. V. 10 The seede [of HouiKl's-tongueJ is flat and rout^h,

three or foiire together like to a trueloue, or foure le;iued

grasse. 1597 Gerakde Herbal 11. Lxxxv. § 6. 329 One Beirie

is also called herbe Trueloue, and hert>e Paris. a 1674
THerrick luiirie Kings Diet ^ The outside of his doublet
was Made of the foure-leaued trueloue grass. 1760 Lee
Introd. Hot. Tab. i, TrilHuui, Herh Truelove of Canada.
1838 Mary Howitt Birds ^ FL, Summer Woods iv, There
grows the four-leaved plant, ' true love ', I n some dusk wood-
land spot.

5. attrib. (nsnally in sense l ; in quot. c 1430, in

sense 3). See also sense 4, nnd next.

CX430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 173 Of trewloue werk wroght
ful wele. 1593 Shaks.^/cA. //, v. i. 10 And wash him fresh

againe with true-Ioue Teares, t6oa — Ifam. iv. v. 39 Which
bewept to the graue did go, With tiue-loue showres. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxv, 'A sincere weel-wisher of mine,
sir '.

.

.

' O, I understand, * . .
—'a true- love afl'air ',

True-love knot, true lover's knot.
Also t true-love's knot {obs.). A kind of knot,

of a complicated and ornamental form (usually

either a double-looped bow, or a knot formed of

two loops intert\yined), u^ed as a symbol of true

love; a fij^ure of this. AlsoylT^. or allusively.

a. 1495 IFill J. A\'f*rrj( Somerset Ho.), Treueloueknottes.
1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent.u. vii. 46 He knit it vp in silken
strings. With twentie od-conceited truc-loue knots. 1643
Wither C*(jw//*t' Musx 74 A Peace, that by a true-love-knot,

shall knit Three Nations, .into One. 1877 W. Jones ^/«^fr-
ring 414 True-love knots were common [on rings].

^. 1530 Palscr. 283/1 Treweloves knotte, neu damours.
1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. i. (1877) 74 Sleeues. .tyed with
true-Ioues knottes (for so they call them). i66a Hibbert
Body Div. II. 145 The Lords brother, tyed unto him with a
true-toves-knot. 1664 Butler Hud, 11. i. 566 I'll carve
your name on Barks of Trees, With Truedoves knots, and
Flourishes.

Y. X615 Bbathwait {iitU) Loves Labyrinth : or The true-

Louers knot. 1679 Logan Treat. Hon. 11. 177 Or, on a
Cheveron. Gulcs, a true Lovers Knot of the first. 1865
DiCKEN's Mut. Fr. \. x, Splendid cake, covered with Cupids,
silver.and true-lover's knots. 1906 /.Wy 12 July 82/1 Pretty
but simple hair ornaments are true-lovers' knots of sequined
gauce, very siifily wired.

Truely, obs. form of Teuly.

tTmeman. Obs, Forms : see True a. [The
phr. true man written as one word; cf. oldmatij

Old max i.] A faithful or trusty man ; an honest
man (as distinguished froma thief or other criminal).
iao7 R, Glouc. (Rolls) 72^4 Ac J>e gode trywemen of (le

lond wolde abl>e ymad kin< . . edgar aj>eling. 1303 R.
Brusnb Handl. Synne 1337 |>ys fals men . . f>at, for nate, a
trewman wyl endyte, And a ^fe for syluer quyte. ^1400
Destr. Troy 11157 Wacchemen forto wale, waccheslo kepe.
Of trewmen in towres, for treason of other. 1583 Melbancke
Pfulotimus Y ij. Thou art like a Thiefe, that thinkes euerye
Tree a tmeman. 1647 A. Ross Myst. Poet. xiii. (1675) 316
Thieves.. use to stand nearer the Altar of Occasion, than
True-men many times do.

Trueness (tr«nes). Forms: see True a.

[OEl. trd{p)wn€Sy f. triowe^ True + -ne83.]

I. 1 1. Trust, confidence ; object of trust.

Only OE,
cSSS K. >Elfred Boeth. xHL (189c)) 149 Drihten aelmihtt;;a

God, . . \i\x eart min sceoppend, & min alesend,. . mtn trewnes,
& min tohopa.

t2. = TRircE ji. I. Obs. rare,

a 1400 Sieee 0/ Troy 1058 in Archiv tuu. Spr. LXXn.34
peo folk of Grece on heore side Beden Trcowenes \v. r.

tmce] for to abyde.

II, The quality of being true ; truth (in various
senses).

3, Faithfukess, loyalty : « Truth i .

c lago Beket 4S7 in .S". Eng, Leg. \. lao Wei (>ov wost ))at

ech of us. .Trewenesse we pe sworen ase ri^t was. 1*97 R.
Gt-ouc (Rolls) 738 Ac god ^Hju^te ^ut on hire vor hire
triwenesse \p. rr. trewnesse, trewene-^se, trunesse]. 1583
GoLoiNG Calvin onDcut. viit. 46 God shall.. continue faith-
full and his trewnesse shall be knowen. i6ia Bacon Ess.^
Faction (Arb.) 83 The euen carriai^e betweene two factions,
proceedeth not alwaies of moderation, but of a truenes^e to
a tnans selfe, with end to make vse of t>oth. 1909 P. C.
Simpson Life Rainy w. i 11 A shrewd, hardheaded race., with
..not only trueness but deep tendernes.s of heart.

4. Conformity with fact or reality ; verity : =
Thi'TH 5.

1587 GoLDiNC De Mornay xxxiv. (1592) 550, I hope I haue
now shewed the iruenesse and sulistantialnesse of the
Christian Religion, and the vanitie & wickedness of al other
Religions. 1861 H. Bonar Gods Way of Peace viii. (186B)

91 The trueness of the Father's testimony.

6. Conformity to a standard ; accuracy, exactitude:
= Truth 6.

1594 Blundkvil Exerc. v. {16^16) 592 There were no way
..to be compared vnto it, neither for the truenesse, east*
nesse, nor readinesse of working thereby. 1805 Luccock
NeU. Wool 176 A far more valuable quality . , which the wool-
grower should observe, .called the trueness of the hair.

6. Genuineness; reality, actunlity : = Truth 7.
1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage ix. xv. (1614)9:2 They make this
..one of the Markes of the truenesse and Catholicisme of
their Church. i6aa Mabbb tr. Aleman's Guzman ttAlf 11.

(1623) 198 'Ihat seeing the truenesse of the stampe, she
might be the sooner molded to eniertainc the motioti. 1833
Chalmkhs Const. Man (1835) L 11. i. 151 The objective true-
ness of the things which are perceived.

Truepenny (trw-peni). arch, A trusty person,

419

I

an honest fellow (compared to a coin of genuine
metal) ; as (uij. true, genuine. coUoq.

I 1589 Hay any Work A ij b, You haue shewed reuerende
I Martin to be truepenie in deede. 1595 Knq. Tri/fc-ivi/h

(1881) 152 Mother Messingham, the old true peny for

:
trimming of a Tripe. 160a Suaks. Ham. i. v. 150 Art thou

j

there truepenny? a 1825 Vot^MS I'oc. E. Anglia, True-
\
penny, s. Generally, ' Old I'rue.peiiny ',

. . hearty old fellow ;

j
:>taunch and trusty: true to his purpose or pletlge.

I
attrib. 1906 // cstiii. Caz. 26 Alay 4/ 2, I >end you away to

Spain With a catch in your ears from London, a truepenny
pavement strain.

Truer (tii/aj). [f. True v. + -er l.] An in-

strument for truing a piece of mechanism or the

like.

1877 Knight Diet. Meek. s. v. Truing-tool, A grindstone*
truer, for keeping the face in good shape.

Truer, compar. of True a. ; var. Trower Obs.

Trues, obs. form of Truce.

t Trneship. Obs. Forms : see True a. and
-SHIP. [f. True + -ship.] Faithfulness, fidelity.

exxjs Lamb. Horn. 107 5if l»e aide \n^ butan treuscipe.
a 1235 Ancr. R. 8 Edmodnesse, v'v: holemodnesse, treowe-
schipe, & holding of i>e tene olde hesten. a 1250 O^vt ff

Night. 1 344, & mayde may luue cheose pat hire Irevschipe
ne forleose.

t True-table, app. an error for trey-table : see

Trey sb. 3.

1646 Evelyn Diary (1827) I. 384 There is also, .a tavern,
and a true-table.

Trueth, Trufel, obs. forms of Truth, Tbifm.
tTmff, J*.l Obs. Forms: 4, 8 Sc. truf, 5-7

truffe, (6 Sc. pi. trufis), 7-8 truff. [a. F. trtiffe

a truffle (1370 in Godef. CompL), in OF. also

figuratively triife a cozening, cheating, etc. (i 265
in Godef.) in which sense it is first recorded in

English : see Truffle.]

1. An idle tale or jest. Cf. Trifle sb. i.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg, 272 b/i In the same errour Austyn
fylle..and was broughte to byleue the truffes and tapes.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 440 The Scottis in despyte of y'
Englysh men, . . and also to thejT more derysyon made
dyuerse truffys, roundys, & songys. 1513 DouGijis /Eneis
VIII. Prol. 170 Than wol I tene at I tuk to sic trufis \ed. 1553
truffuris] tent. i6n Speed Hist. Gt, Brit. ix. xii. § 29
Playing vpon the English with Truffes and Rounds.
2. A truffle, rare.

1633 Hart Diet Diseased I. xiii. 47 Those roots, com.
monly called Puffes, or Truffes. l66g Fhit. Trans. IV. 1013
Other odd things in Nature, as TruflTs, Mushroms, 1672
EvEi-VN Fr. Gard. 260 Concerning Morilles and Truffs.

Truff, ji.2 Local name for the bull-trout, Salmo
eriox. Also sea-tniff,
\%iZ Sporting Mag. II. 158 What some call * truffs', others

.sea-trout. 1865 Couch Brit. lushes IV. 211 Sea Trout.
Grey Trout. Bull Trout. Sea Truff. Pugtrout. 1880 in

Elworthy W. Somerset IVord-ii. (1888) s.v., They've
aH;atcht a little truff, nort else.

t Tmff, V. Obs. Forms : see Truff sb.'>- [ad.

OF. truffer, trufer to mock, deride, gibe at

(13th c.) ; cf. med.L. trufare, truphare to mock,
\i.truffare to cozen,cheat (Florio) ; see Trupbane.]
1. trans. To deceive, befool. Hence Tru'fllng

vbl. sb.

^ *375 ^^e. Leg. Saints L 242 Sa cuth he deile with trufinge.

1657 C. Beck Univ. Char. L viij b. To truffe, v. gird.

2. intr. To trifle with.
1485 Caxton Clias. Gt. II. II. x. 119 Ye haue seen how he

truffed wyth me.

3. trans. Sc. To obtain by deceit ; to steal, pilfer.

17J0 A. Pennecuik Helicon (ed. 2)66 I've truf'd you a
Ladies Shirt from the Hedge. 1721 Ramsay Lucky Spence
vi, Be sure to truff his pocket-booK.

Hence f Tru'ffer [cf. OF. trufeor, trtiffour (cii'jo

in Godef.)], one who ' tmffs ' ; so t Truffery [a.

OF. tni/(/)erie (1:1230 in Godef.)], a mockery,
trillc, thing of no importance.
c 1450 Afirour Satuacioun 2225 The first two causes pilat

helde hot a truferye. 150 Truffuris [see Truff si>.^ i, quot.
i5>3l- «7»8 Ramsay Faofes xvii. 8 The hand of this young
foolish truffer.

Truff, Sc. form of Tubf.
Truflaile, obs. form of Trifle.

Truffle (tro-f'l, tru-f'l). Also 7-8 trufle,

treuffle, 8 troufle. [app. a derivative of Fr. trii/e,

truffe (1370 in Halz.-Darm.), Comask. treiifol,

Genev. trtifola, in same sense ; of unsettled etymo-
logy. According to Uiez and Hatz.-Darm., prob.

repr. L. tiiber., supposed to have been altered at

an early date to *ttlfer-, whence *tiifre, triife, tuff'e.

The change of gender has been accounted for by
supposing the neuter pi. tubera to have been treated

as a fern. sing. (cf. Bible, Arms) ; according to

Graff tubera appears as a fcm. sing, in some Ger.

glossaries of the 9th c. A form without r is found
in Swiss Romand and Langnedoc tufelle, ttifeda.

Cf. also the Eng. contraction Trub.
But this derivation is by no means certain: a longer form

appears in It. tartuffo, Milanese turtujfel, Ven. tartuf,
tartu/ola, Pieniont tarti/la, Rheto-Rumansch tartu/e,

Languedoc tartijle, Berrjf tartrujle. I'hese mean ' po-
tato , and have been explained by Miege as = terrae tnlier;

whence Ger. kartojfel, dial, tartoj/el, Icel. tartufiur pi.

potatoes. See the word in Diez, Scheler, and Littr^.j

Any one ofvarious underground fungi of the family

TRUG.
Tteberacem\ spec, an edible fungus of the genus
Tuber, a native of Central and Southern Europe,
esteemed as a delicacy ; esp. T. n-stivum or ciba-
rium, tlie Common (English) Truffle, and T.
melanosponim^ the French Truffle, which have a
black, waity exterior, and vary in size between
that of a walnut and that of a large potato, which
they more or less resemble in shape.
1591 Spakry tr. Cattan's Geomajicie H ij, The Topas and

the IVuiTlc haue power of Chastity, and to subdue the flesh.
1644 Evelyn Diary 30 Sept., Here we supped.., having
amongst other dainties, a dish of trufles, an earth nut found
by an hogg train'd to it. 1691 Ray Creation w. (1692)99 By
tying a Cord to the hind-leg of a Pig, and driving him before
them.. observing where he stops and begins to root,. .they
are sure to find a Trufle. 1726 Abbuthnot H cannot rain,
etc. 10 A Dog is an Ass to him [Peter the Wild lioy] for
finding Troufles. 174a Pope Dune. iv. 558 Thy Truffles,
Perigord! thy Hams, Bayonne I i&i\7 Thackeray Mrs. Per-
h'ns's Ball p 17 Such a quantity of goose-liver and truffles.

i866 Treas. Bot. s.v., Applied generally, the name Truffle
(or Tiubs) comprises all the Fungi which belong to the
natural orders Hypogxi and Ttibcracei.

fig, 1897 Literature 20 Nov. 155/1 A thin, ancient-looking
octavo,, .rooted up with other literary truffles.

b. attrib. and Comb., as truffle-bed, -grower^
-hunter, -kunlingy etc. ; truj/lclike, -stuffed adjs.

;

truffle-beetle, a beetle whose subterranean larvae

feed on the truffle ; truffle-dog, -pig, a dog or pig
trained to discover truffles; also y?^. ; truffle-

worm, the larva of an insect infesting the truffle:

see qnots.
1726 Bradley Gardening App. 38 No Herb or plant is

ever seen to grow upon a Trufflery or *Truffle bed. 1885
F. Whywper in Girl's Own Paper ];\\\, 169/1 A trained hog,
when it has discovered a truffle bed, is immovable. 1899
Sharp m Cambr. Nat. Hist. VI. v. 222 The larvae of the
group Anisotomides are believed to be chiefly subterranean
in habits; that q{ A. cinnamovtea feeds on the truffle, and
the beetle is known as the *truffle-beetle. 1874 Lisle Carb
Jud. Gvjynuel. iv. 114 Asa*truffle-dog noses out tlie dainty
objects of his search. 1899 Hale Lowell .V J'rie/ids xiv. 254
The reader is not necessarily an authority in language. He
is a scout or truffle-dog who brings the resultof his explora-
tion to the authorities. 1898 Gard. Mag. 3 Sept. 572/2 The
Agricultural Society of the Department of the Lot awards
prizes at its shows to *truffle growers, a 1793 G. White
Obserzi. I'eg. in Selbome, etc. (1837)487 A *truffle-hunter
called on us, having in his pocket several large truffles

found in this neighbourhood. 1885 F. Whympek in GirlU
Own Paper Jan. i6g/i In Upper Provence a hog trained to
"truffle-hunting is worth the equivalent of eight pounds ster-

ling. 1898 P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases xxxvii. 573 Moulded
into *lruffle-Uke masses. 1841 Thackeray Mem. Gorman-
d/sing\W\is. 1900 XIII. 589 Fat *truffle-stuff"ed partridges,

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., *Truj^e-worms,. .a species of
fly-worm which is found in Truffles. 1888 CasseWs Encycl,
Diet. S.V., A species of Leiodes deposits its ova in it,

which in the pupa state feed upon the substance of the
truffle ; in this state they are called truffle-worms.

Hence Truffled (trz^'f 'Id) a., cooked, garnished,

or stuffed with truffles
; f Tru'fflery, a truffle-bed

;

Truffle'sque a, {nonce-wd.) , resembling that of
truffles ; Tru'ffling vbl. sb., gathering truffles.

1837 M. Donovan />(>/«. Econ. II. 131 The liver and thighs
of geese, . . made into pies, and properly truffled, . . are
reckoned a most delicate article. 1902 Elinor Glvn Re^.
Ambrosine n. viii, Truffled partridge in aspic. 1726 *Truf-
flery [see trtiffle-bed above]. 1841 Thackeray Mem, Gor-
wandising y^ks. igoo XIII. 583 A *trufflesque odour was
left in the room. /bid. 588 Some faint trufflesque savour.

1859 Times 14 Feb.5/5 Many of these, .people [poor labourers
in Wiltshire] live by 'truffling and poaching, in the absence
of farmer's employment.

Truffle, trufle, tniful, obs. forms of Tkiple.
Tmgl (trpg). /oca/. Also 6-8 trugg. [? Dia-

lectal variant of Trough.]
1. An old local measure for wheat, equal to two-

thirds of a bushel. Also a/lrib., trug-corn, trug-

wheat : see quots.

[c 1350 in Blount Law Dict.iiCjdis.v., TresTrugge frumenti
vel avenae faciunt 2 Bushels infra Prebendam de Hunderton
in Ecclesia Heref.] 1670 MlovstLa7v Diet. s.v.. At Lempster
at this day the Vicar has Trug Corn allow*d him for Officia-

ting at some Chappels of ease. 1676 Colss Diet., Trug,
three trugs make two bushels. 1866 A^.<5- Q-srd Ser. X. 415/3
There is in the parish of Leominster, a payment of the
nature of tithe, which is known as trug-wheat.

2. A shallow wooden tray or pan to hold milk

;

also a tray or hod for mortar ; also {iiort/iern dia/.)y

a wooden coal-box.

1580, 1630 [implied in Trugger]. 1600 in W. F. Shaw
Mem. Eastry (1870) 226 Item in the inylke house. .two
dowsin of bowles and Truggs. 1630 Will W. Buncker (C.
C. Canterb. MS.), Two milke trugges [and] two milk boules.

1674 Ray S. ff E. C. Words 77 A Trug, a tray for milk or
the like. Suss. Dial. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Trugg,
(Country-Word) a Milk-Tray or such like Vessel, a Hod to
carry Moriar in. 1847-78 Halliwell, Ash-tfvig, a coal-
scuttle. North. 1878-81 Cumberld.Gloss., Trug,Si wooden
coal-box.

3. A shallow oblong basket made of wooden
strips with a handle from side to side, chiefly used
for carrying fruit, vegetables, and the like ; also
trug-basJcet.

i86a M. A. IxjWER in Athenxum 30 Aug. 281 A trug-
basket, . . a vessel . . almost peculiar to the county of Sussex.
Some such trugs were sent to the Great Exhibition of 1851.
1882 Ibid. 26 Aug. 371/2 A Sussex trug. .is a flat baslcet,

not of wicker, but of flakes of sallow, braced with ash and
furnished with a handle of the latter wood. 1909 Spectator
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TBUQ.

lo July 49/1 She descends with a huge wooden tnig half

filled with maize.

Trug^. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7 trugge, 7

truok. [? ad. It. trucca ' a fustian or rogish word

for a trail, a whore, or a wench ' (Klorio)
;
perh.

cognate with Trock i*.l] A prostitute ; a truU.

1591 Greene Upsl. Courtier G j. You Tom tapster .

.

haue your trugges to draw men on to villanie, l6ao tr.

Boccaccio's Decant. VI. x. iS b. One of the Hostesses Female

attendants, a gross fat Trugge. 1631 Hbathwait IVhimzus

139 Would you have a true survey of his famdy. .? you shall

finde them subsist of three heads : himselfe, his truck, and

her raisset. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Trug, a dirty

Puzzel, an ord'nary sorry Woman. 1883 Hamfsh. Gloss.,

Trug, a trull, low female companion,

t b. A catamite. Obs. rare.

C1608 Hkaley Disc, new IVorld ill. vii. § 2. 194 Euery

other house keepes sale Trugges or Ganymedes. a 1630 J.

TAVixm (Water P.) Bcmd Wks. 11. 53/2 A cursed Catalogue

of those veneriall caterpillars . . with the number of trugs

which each of them kept

Hence t Trugging-house, t tru-gging-place,

a brothel.

1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage Wks. (Grosart) X. 37 The
whoore house, a Trugging place. 1592 — Blacke Bkes.

Messenger Wks. (ed. Huth) XI. 12 This olde Letcher, .had

a haunt into Petticote Lane to a Trugging house there.

Trug, obs. form of Truixjk.

t Tm-gger. Obs. [f. Trug l (sense 2) + -er 1.]

A maker oi trugs.

1580 Keg. St. Alphage, Cantcrb. (MS.), Sonne of John
Harman, trugger. 1630 Canterb. Marriage Licences (MS.),

Giles Reinold's of Great Chart, trugger.

f Tragma'llion. Obs. Also trugmullion.

[f. Trug^; cf. tatterdemalion, rampallion, etc.]

= Thdg 2.

I7IS tr. Ctess D'Aniwys ]Vlcs. 414, I, cry'd the Charming
King, I Marry such a Trugmullion as this 1 1719 D'Urfey
Pills V. 308 Tarpaulins, Trugmallions, Lords, Ladys.

Truiff, obs. Sc. form of Turf.
Truikour, obs. Sc. form of Truokeb.
Truing: see Trued. Truis, variant ofTrews.
Tru-isll, a. rare. [f. True a. + -ish l.] Some-

what true.

i6S9 Gauden Tears Ch. 11. xvi. 198 Something that seems

truish and newish. 1S69 Mrs. Oliphant Hist. ,Si. Reign
Geo. lUiijg) I. 140 It was truish sentiment in its way.

Truism (trj<-iz'm). Also 8 trueism. [f. True
a. + -ISM.] A self-evident truth, esp. one of slight

importance ; a statement so obviously true as not

to require discussion.

1708 Swift Remarks Bk. viL Wks. 1841 II. 190/2 The title

of this chapter [is] a truism. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett.

Henry ff Frances {1767) I. 135, 1 have. .often illustrated the

latter part of this tmeism. 1817 Maltiius I'opiil. III.

App. 338 Truisms.. of the same kind as the assertion__that

man cannot live without food. 1880 L. Stephen /"o/ts ii. 25

Maxims, some of which strike us as palpable truisms.

b. (without article) Truistic statement.

1811 Shellev Let. to Eliz. Hitchener m Jan., You.. tell

me. truism when you egotize at all. x86i Max Muller
Chips (1880) I. xiii. 312 The fear of truism in our modern
writers.

Hence Tmismatio a. {rare~'') = next.

i860 Worcester cites Edinb. Rev.

Truistic (trwii'stik), a. [f. Truism : see

-iSTic] Having the character of a truism ; trivially

self-evident. (Inquot. 1885, Dealing in or uttering

truisms.)

1844 F. D. Maurice in W. Ward W. G. IVard /i- Oxford
Movent. (1889) 321 Merely truistic statements. 188s fall
Mall G. 30 May 2/1 It is the fashion nowadays to be truistic.

1902 Athenseuin 11 Jan. 52/3 To a trained psychologist this

statement looks truistic and commonplace.

So Tmi'stical a., in same sense.

i8s8 Brit. Q. Rev. LVI. 444 While some are true, not to

say truistical, others are as utterly false. 1906 Hibbert

Jrnl. July 788 Quite obvious.. in fact, almost suspiciously

truistical.

t Truit, truyt. Obs. rare. [?] ? Wrong, injury.

a 1400 Leg. Rood viii. 41 Fouled is my fayre fruit, pat

neuer dude tripet ne truit. Ibid. 480 Rihtful schul ryse to

riche restyng, Truyt and tripet to helle shal sterue.

Truke, var. Troke. Trule, obs. f. Trowel.

t Trule. Sc. Obs. [Cf. Troll v. to roll, trundle.]

A game app. played with balls or bowls.

cisoS Dunbar Poems xiv. 22 Sa mony lordis, so mony
naturall fulis^ That better accordis to play thame at the

trulis, Nor seiss the dulis that commonis dots sustene.

Trull (.tr»l). Also 6 trowle, 6-7 trails, trul,

7 troul. [= Ger. Irulle, Swiss Irolle, Swabian

trull.}

L A low prostitute or concubine ; a drab,

strumpet, trollop.

15x9 Interi. Four Elements (Percy Soc.) 46, 1 shall apoynt
you a trull of trust. Not a feyrer in this towne 1 1591 Greene
Disc. Coosnage {i5g2) isThese common truls,.walke abroad
..as stales to draw men into hell. 1633 Chapman & Shir-
ley Ball II. i. Have you as much left. .as will Keep you
and this old troul a fortnight longer ? 1737 Swift Proposal
Badges to Beggars Wks. 1761 III. 337 He and his trull, and
his htter of brats. 1871 MoRLEY Crit. Misc. 255 Coarse
orgies with the trulls of Wapping.
attrib. 1898 G. Egerton Fantasias 144 Singing a song of

the truU forces of nature.

) 2. A girl, lass, wench, Obs.

1560 Ingelend Disob. Ckild (Percy Soc.) 26 This mynion
here, this myncing trull. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 85 Sow
pease (good trull) the Moone past full a x6oo J. Wootton

420

yi^e^e in Eng. Helicon G v j, Heard to each Swaine, seen to
i

each Trull,
j

Trull, TruJle, obs. ff. Troll v.y Trowel.
Trullibub, variant of Trillibub.

fTruUiza-tion, Obs. rare^"^, Also-iss-. [ad.

L. ti-ulHssation-em (n. of action f. trtdlissare to

plaster, f. trulla Trowel), F. t trtillization^ irulli-

sation (1691 in Hatz.-Darm.).] (See quots.)

i6§6 Blount Glossogr.^ Trtdlissation \trvUisatio\ a par-

getting or plaistering with mortar or loam. 1727-41

Chambers Cycl.y Trullization, in the ancient architecture,

the art of laying on strata or layers of mortar, gypsum, or

the like, with the trowel.

i^TM-ny. Obs. rare. [f. Trull + -y.] A trull.

1711 E. Ward Qin.x. I. 32 Poor Tinker-like, without a

TruUy, Must beat the dusty Road but dully.

Truly (lr;7'li), adv. {sb,) Forms : i tr^owlice,

3 treo-, treou-, trouliche, 3-6 treu-, trew-, etc.,

-lich(e, -ly, etc. (see True a, and -ly 2), 5 treoly,

5-6 trulye, 5-8 truely, 6-7 trulie, (7 trooly),

4- truly. [OE. iriowlicey ME. treulich^ etc., f.

triow^ treu^ True : see -lt 2.] In a true manner
(in various senses of the adj.).

1. Faithfully, loyally, constantly, with steadfast

allegiance, arch.
aiooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) xi. 6 [xii, 5] Ic do swySe treowHce

ymb by. c 1205 Lay. 20000 Alie heo sworen |jene aS,

Trouliche [CIZ75 Treultche] bat heo wolden Mid ArSure
balden, 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2070 Conan.,bihet him
to serui triweliche, a 1300 Cursor M. 81 (Cott.) Qua truly

[v.rr. treuli, trewely] loues bis lemman, pis es ^>e loue bes

neuer gan. 13 . . Ibid. 1062 (Gott.) Rightwis [Abel] was, and
goddes freind, And treuH gaf he him his tend. C1380
Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 152 Hit were better |>at lewid men
diden to lordes \ns offts. .for better and lighter and treuHer

schulde hit be done, c 1400 Brut ccxli. 350 Alie l>e co-

naunies..schulde be trewly kept. 1563 W1N5ET Fmtr Scoir

Thre Quest. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 121 The haill Kirk of God,
professmg trewlie Christ lesus. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. v.

no, 1852 M. Arnold Second Best 24 An impulse. .To the

words, * Hope, Light, Persistence ', Strongly sets and truly

burns.

t b. With steadfast faith or assurance ; con-

fidently. In quot. ^1275, ?so as to be safe or

tTOStworthy; securely (cf. True a. i d), Obs.

c: 1275 Lay. 11898 And wel he makede his castles TreuHche
tc 1205 Treowe] and faste. c 1325 S^ec. Gy Wam.v. 208 f>u

shalt . .bileue also And treuliche in |>m herte do, pat god had
neuere biginning Ne neuere shal haue ending. ci37S'l>V.

Leg. Saints i. {Petrus) i^%s Gyf he liffis.bemaspek, and ga,

..And gyf he na may, trew is trewly pat 3e se is all fantassy.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV 202 b, Trustynge truely that

all thynges were at a good poynt.

t2. Honestly, honourably, uprightly. Obs.

136a Langl. /*. PI. A. 1. jss, 156 Bote ;eliuen trewely and
eke loue ^e pore, And such good as God sent Treweliche

parten. 1453 Dunfermlifie Regr. (Bann. CI.) 340 To gife

and to pay lelly and treuly but fraude or gille a huiidreth

pundis. 1530 Palsgr. 35B, I holde with them that deale

trewly. 1558 in Foxe A. \ M. (1570) 2249/2, I am a poore

woman and do Hue by my hands, gettyng a peny truly.

3. In accordance with the fact ; truthfully ; cor-

rectly (in reference to a statement).

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne ^tii Trewely to swere hys

ot^e. £:x4oo Yzvaine ^ Gaw, 329 By that well hinges a
bacyne . . With a cheyne, trewly to tell, a 1548 Hall Chron.,

Hen, VIH 228 b, The people thus instructed (or as I may
trulier speake) deceiued. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado i. i. 180

Tell me truely how thou lik'st her. Ibid. iv. i. 76 Bid her

answer truly. 1607 — Cor. v. iv. 27. a 1718 Penn Truth
Rescued n. Wks. 1726 L 494 [Words] truUest apply'd to

Himself. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xvii, An elegy that may
truly be called tragical. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed, 2) L 88

Unable to decide which of you speaks truly.

4. In accordance with a rule or standard ; exactly,

accurately, precisely, correctly.

137s in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 138/2 Fro Moysesto
Dauid kyng Fjnie hondred & two [years],..To kounten \\\\.

ti'ewely. i486 Bk. St. Albans^ Her. ev, Trulier they shal

be blasit on this wyse. 1535 Jove Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 20

Correcking a false Copie. .that thei mought be the trwelyer

firinted agen. ifigfiWuiSTON Th. Earth ii. (1722) 131 The
ittle Planets about Jupiter move in Orbits truly Circular.

1787 Best Angling {cd. 2) 10 A long rod is.. of more use.,

provided it is truly made. 187S Knight Diet. Mech. 593/2
To make the spindle run truly.

b. Rightly, justly, duly; as it ought to be,

properly; often in phrase well and truly.

1417 York Memo. Bk. (Surtees) L 182 Sufficiant recorde

that he es wele and lely and tieuly partyd fra thiens whare
he come fra. 1531 Tindale Exp. i John \\. (153?) 29 Wyl ye

therfore worship saintes truely? 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's

Hist. .Scot. v[L (S.T.S.) IL 47 Quhen he saw [them], .as tha

war worthie, treulie tormented, a 1647 Habington Surz'.

Wore, in Wares. Hist. Soc. Proc. 111. 535 After whose
death it [some land] returned truely to the monastery. 1849
RusKiN Sev. Lamps Introd. 4 Every action.. is capable^ of

apeculiar dignity, .which we sometimes express by saying

that it is truly done (as a line or tone is true).

C. Rightfully, legitimately. Obs. or merged in 5.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v. ii. 26 To giue Obedience, where 'tis

truly ow'd. i6ix — Wint. T. in. ii. 135 His innocent Babe
truly begotten.

a. In accordance with nature, naturally.

1600 Shaks. A. Y, L, in. iv. 55 If you will see a pageant

truely plaid. 1884 Church Bacon ix, 219 A sketch so truly

and forcihiy drawn.

e. Without cross-breeding; purely; also, with-

out variation from the ancestral type.

1854 Poultry Chron. IL 63 Very fine truly-bred birds. 1859
Darwin C?^^. -S/ifc, i. (1866) 17 The greyhound, bloodhound,
[etc.] propagate their kind truly.

TRUMP.

5. Genuinely, really, actually, in fact, in reality

;

sincerely, unfeignedly.
£1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 5 Men Jra,t trewly dispisen

synne. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv. 76, I doe as truely

suffer, As ere I did commit. i68a Nobris Hierocles 35 So
may we learn lo know what we ourselves truly are. 1711
SiEELE Spect. No, 79 r 9 A Mind truly virtuous, 1857
Miller Eleni. Clievi. (1862) III. 236 The view that they
were truly alcohol radicles. 1874 5Iotley Barneveld II.

xviii. 276 Nothing could be more truly respectable. 1908
Miss Fowler Betiv. Trent <5- Anc/iolme 231 She truly

believed, .that he [her donkey] Uked the thistles best.

b. Used to emphasize a statement (sometimes as

a mere expletive) : Indeed, forsooth, verily.

c 1205 Lay. 20720 Ar3ur [etc.] J>ene wude al bileien, .Treo
uppen o3er TreoHche faste. c 1300 Cursor M. 23952 (Edin.)

Of hir trewlik es al mi tale, a 1400-50 Alexander 2094
' Bot treuly, ser ', quod j^e duke, 'gret tresore me thinke At
Alexander l>e athtU '. C1470 Henry Wallace iii. 268 Ane
awfull chyftane trewly he is ane. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. i.

i. 322 Truely I will not goe first : truely-la : I will not doe
you that wrong. 1641 Brome ^ov. Creiv iii. Wks. 1873 III.

399 Never in our lives trooly, 1781 Cowper T?-utk 521

Charge not a God with such outrageous wrong. Truly, not L
182s ScoTT Kemhv. xli. 'Is he dead?' 'Ay, truly is he*.

1869 RusKiN Q. ofAir iii. § 146 A wide freedom, truly I

t O. Hence as quasi-j-/^. in phr. by {upon) my
tritly^ in {good) truly ^ used as a kind of oath or

asseveration. (In quot. 1594, ?a person who uses

* truly ' as an asseveration.) colloq. Obs.

1580 G. Harvey Tivo Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 42 By my
truely, I was neuer so scared in my lyfe. 1594 Nashe
Un/ort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 86 Hec.was one of those

trecherous brother Trulies. 1604 Webster ^^estw. Hoeii.

i, Have you a new pen for me, master ? for, by my truly,

my old one is stark naught. 167a Wycherley Love in Wood
1. 1, Patience,.. 'tis a necessary virtue for a widow withouta
jointure, in truly. 1697 Vanbrugh Relapse v. v, Why, in

good truly, as a body may say, he is but a slam. 1795 Jemima
I, no Part, repeated RosJiia, yes, by my truly must we.

d. In phr. yours truly ^ the most formal of the

phrases used in subscribing a letter ; hence" humor-
ously = * myself,
[1638 Baker tr. Balzac*s Lett, (vol, II.) 15 And with this

I solemnly assure you that I truely am Sir Y'* &€.] 1788

Burns Let. to R.Brotvn 24 Feb., Believe me to be. My dear

Sir, yours most truly, R. B. 1817 Scott Let. to Miss J.
Baillie 26 Sept., in Lockhart^ Yours truly, W. S. 1849
Thackeray Pendennis iii, Give the young one a glass,.,and
score it up to yours truly. 1850 De Morgan Let. to Sir J.
Herschel 26 Mar. in Mem. vii. (1882) 209 Yours very truly,

A. De Morgan.

I

Trumbash, var. Trombash. Trumbe, var.

Trombe Obs,; obs, Sc. f. Trump. Trumbill,
trumle, obs. forms of Tremble.

t TrtLi]ie« troine, sb. Obs, Forms : i tnima;

!
3-4 triune, trome, (4 trun; cf. Sheltron i).

I
[OE. trilma, app. a derivative of the adj. trum

! firm, strong, able to resist (neither Iruma nor

Irum appears outside English.)
Notwithstanding a suspicious likeness in form and sense

to L. turjna ' troop, squadron, crowd, throng ', the OE.
derivatives of iruma (e.g. getruma^ antruma, trymman,
to Trim, etc.) show it to be a native word.]

A body of persons, esp. of troops, etc. in battle

array ; a troop ; a company, band ; a crowd,

multitude. Cf. Thrum sb,"^

C893 K. jElfred Oros, v. xiL § 5 He hzefde eahta &
eahiatis coortana, |>aet we nu truman hata5. c 1205 Lay.

26968 Rom-leoden rssden to . . Breken Bruttene trume.

c \zyallaliMcid. 21 pat eadi truraeofschimerindemeldenes.

c 1300 Havelok 8 Hauelok was a ful god gome, He was ful

god in euerie trome. £1380 Sir Feruvtb. 2372 pe Ameral
pyderward haj) him nome, To |j' feldeward |>an ful ri^t ; &
wan he sawe t>at huge trome, His herte anon gan ly^te. Ibid.

5432 Wanne hire hostes were to-gadre y-come, panne was
ther an huge trome, iij hundred Jiousent & mo.

tTnuuei trome, v. Obs. rare~K [f. prec]

? intr. To assemble in a troop.

? a 1400 Morte A rth. 3592 Nowe bownes the bolde kynge .

.

Gers trome and trus.se, and trynes forth aft>Te.

[Trummelett, misreading for Trammelet.]

Trump (tr^mp), sb}- Also 3-6 trompe, 6

(8-9 arch.) tromp, 4-5 trotunpe, 4-7 trumpe,

(5 trommpe, trumppe) ; /3. 6 Sc. trmn, trumine,
trumb(e. [ME, a. F, trompe (i 2-1 3th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.) = Vxoy.ti-omba^ trompa, IL troinba\

ulterior derivation uncertain.]

1. = Trumpet j^. i. arch. tluA poet,

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8166 Of trompes & of tabors J>e

sarazinsmade ^re So gret noyse. ^1300 Cursor M. 150H
(Cott.) Wit harp and pipe, and horn and trump. 1303 R.
Brunne Handl. Synne 4770 As Dauyd seyj> yn )pe sautere,

. . Wurschepe God, yn troumpes, andsautre. c 1375 Sc. Leg.

Saints xiv. {Lncas) 78 pat \te angel his trumpe sal blav, And
ger l>ame ryse J^at lyis law. 138a Wyclif i Cor. xv. 52 In

the laste trumpe; forsoth the trumpe schal synge. —
I Thess. iv. 15 In the voys of arcbaungel, and in the trumpe
of God. c 1440 A Iphal'ct of Tales 306 He sett bis trompe to

his mouthe ^^ began to blaw. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) 214 b. The day of the sounde of the claryon & trumpe

of god, 162a Drayton Poly-olb. xix. 141 With their crooked

trumps his Tritons Neptune sent, 1748 Thomson Cast.

Indol, I. xxviii, Withouten tromp was proclamation made.

180S Scott Last Minstr, vi. xxxi, When louder yet, and
yet more dread, Swells the high trump that wakes the dead !

183s Lytton Rienzi v. iii, Like a king in his pwmp. To the

blast of the tromp, And the roar of the mighty drum.
^. 15. . Aberdeen Regr. (Jam.), To play vpoune the trum

nychtly, to convene the waich at ewin. 1549 A cc. Ld. High
Treas* Scot. IX. 281 Foure Duchemen quha with thair



THUMP.
trambis playit before Ladye Barbara. Ib^ 383 For ane
trumme . . to convene hers and pyoiiaris.

b. =» Jews' haup, Jews' tbump. Now Sc, and
north. Ireland. Tongue of the trump : see Tongue
sb, 14 c.

'549 Comph Scot. vi. 65 Thethrid (shepherd] playit on ane
tnimp. 1670 Narborough yrfit. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i.

(169+) 63, I gave them a Hatchet and Knives, and Beads,
and Toys, Trumps etc. 1774 [see Jews' harp]. 1830 Scott
DcmonoL 314 She played on a Jews harp called in Scotland
a trump.

c. Trump marifu ~ trumpet marine : seeTBUM-
PET sb. 2 b.

1667 Pepvs Diary 24 Oct.j We in to see.. one Monsieur
Prin play on the tmmp-marine, which he do beyond belief.

1863 Thornbury True as Steel \l. 164 Some blew hideous
discord from the square-mouthed trump marine (a sort of
bassoon). [An error.]

d. trans/, ia reference to a sound like that of a
trumpet.
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. iv. \\. (1861) 117 Wjlhelmus

Kieft.. availed himselfof that musical organ or trump which
nature has implanted in the midst of a man's face. 1895
J. G. MiLLAis Breath Jr. Veldt (1899) 26 At sunset their

[cranes'] hoarse trumps may be heard as they wing their

flight to some solitary spot.

e. slang or vulgar. The act of breaking wind
audibly. 1903 in Farmer & Henley Slang.

t 2. transf. One who plays a trump, a trumpeter.
13.. Sir /ieues (A.) 3793 ffe trompes gonne here hemes

blowe. M73-4 ^ec. La. High Treas.Scot. I. 14 Gevin to

James sadillare for a sadill to the Kingis trompis.

t3. transf. A hollow tube or pipe; spec, {a) the

convoluted windpipe of the crane; (^) the trtmk
ofan elephant ; the proboscis ofan insect. Obs.rare.
f 1440 Pallad. on Husb, ix. 179 To ha made Trumpis of

cley bi potters, c 1460 J, Russell Bk, Nurture 431 'ITie

Crane.. of hyre trompe m J>e brest loke |>at ye beware [in

carving]. 1648 Hexham :i, Rotel ofte russet, the Trumpe
or Snout ofan Elephant. 1750 PniL Tratts. XLVI. 545
So that it [the Bee] does not suck, but laps or licks with its

rough Fang or Tromp, like a Dog.

4. fig. One who or that which proclaims, cele-

brates, or summons loudly like a trumpet ; esp. in

trump offame and the like (cf. quot c 1384 in

Tbumpz'.i a), arch, and poet,

1531 Elyot Gov. in. x'lx, Howe moche worthyar had he
JCato] bene to haue hadde Homere, the trumpe of his fame
immortall, than Achilles. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Matt. iv. 33 The trumpe of the voyce of the gospell. 1575
R. B. Appius ^ Virg. ProL, Who doth desire the tmmp of
fame, to sound vnto the Skies. 1630 Quarles Funeral
Elegies xiii. When the latest breath of fame Shall want her
Trumpe, to glorifie a name. X74i-a Gray Agrippina 122
Say we sound The trump of liberty. x8a7 Keble Chr. }',

tst Sun, Adv. i, Awake—again the Gospel-trump is blown.

5. Comb.f as trump-like adj., trump-maker.
1609 Reg,^ ^f<^' Sig, Scot. K-jfi Confectoris instrumen-

torum lusorialium He trumpmaker. ci^w Chapman Iliad
II. 419 A breast of brasse, a voyce Infract and trumplike.

Trump (trrmp), j^.2 Also 6 troumpe, 6-7
tromp(e, trumpe. [Corruption of Tbiumpu sb.^

in lenses 8, 8 b.]

1. A playing-card of that suit which for the time
being ranks above the other three, so that any one
such card can ' take * any card of another suit

;

spec, the card, usually that last turned up by the
dealer, determining this suit ; also, //. (formerly

also in sing.), the suit thus determined.
1539 Latimer ist Serm. on Card in Foxe A. ^ M. (1563)

1302/2 Heartes is trumpe, — 2nd Sertn. ibid, ryab/i Cast
thy tromp vnto them both, and gather themall three together.

1575 Gamm. Gurton \u i*. B iv, Tliero is 5 trumps beside
the Queene. 1607 Hkywood IVom. Kild iv. Kindn. Wks.
1874 II. 123 Anne. Wh.ai'3 trumpes? Wend. Harts. 16^
Earl Monk. tr. BoccalinVs Advts.fr, Parnass. i. ii. (1674)

4 Every tbe least Trump did take all the best Coat-Cards.
1779 VVarner in Jesse Sehvyn ^ Cmtemp. (1844) IV, 254,
I won the first trick and led a trump. 1849 Hannay {title)

Hearts are Trumps. 1885 Proctor IVhist vii. 88 With good
f>latn cards and five trumps you need never hesitate to
cad trumps.

+ b. An obsolete card-game, known also as ruff.

15M Latimer ist Serm. on Card in Foxe A. ^ M. (1563)
1303/1 There be many one that breaketh this carde,..and
playeth there with oftentimes at tlie bUnde trompe, wherhy
they be no winners but great losers. 1575 Gamm. Gurton
11. ii. H iv, We be fast set at trumpe, man, hard by the fyre.

1598 Florio, 7r/(;«/^,..aKo a trump at cards, or the pby
called trump or ruif. 1688 R, Holme Armoury iii. xvi.
(Roxb.) 72/1 Ruffe and Honors, and Whisk, which are
generally amongst the Vulgar Termed Trump. 1798 Sport-
ing Mag. XII. 209 Laws of the game of Trumps, [1807
Douce illustr. Sftaks. II. 96 The old card game of trump
..bore a very strong resemblance to our modern whist.]

C. An act of trumping; the taking of a trick
with a trump card,
1853 Lvttoh My Navel i. xii. Parson..mixes all the cards

Kgethcr again, and., groans,.. 'The cruelest trump!'
2. fig. and vafig. context. To tttm up trumps, to

turn out well or successfully {^mod. colloq.).

XS95 Locrine iv. ii, She-.snatcht vp a fagot stick. .and
came furiously marching towards me, .. thundering out..
Thou drunken knaue, where hast thou bin so long?.. and so
shee began to play knaues trumps. z6ax Burton Anat, Afel.
lit. iii. X. ii. (1651) 602 They turned up trumjie, before the
Cards were shuffled. 1641 Mollis in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 11 1.

(1693) I. 346 To be honest when every body else is honest,
when Honesty is in fashion, and is Trump, as I may say, is

nothing so meritorious, a 1734 North Exain. in. vi. §63
(i74(^) 470 Xhe same Card waa going to be Trump in the
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factious Game against King Charles IL i86a W. W. Col-
LiNS No Nojiie IV. viii. Instances, .of short courtships and
speedy marriages, which have turned up trumps—1 beg your
pardon—which have turned out well, after all.

+ b. y?^. An obstruction, a hindrance: in phr.

(Jo casf) a trump in (one's) way. Obs.
X5a9 Latimer jst Serm. on Card in Fo.\e A. ^ M. (1563)

1302/2 We wil fyrst cast a trumpe in thcyr way, and play
with them at cardes who shall haue the better. ^ 1548
Hall Chron.^ Edw. V 2 Euery one of tliese castes had been
a troumpe in the duke of Gloucesters waye. 1577-87 Holin-
SHED Chron. III. 855/2 He thought good first to send him
some whither out of the waie, least he might cast a trumpe
in his waie.

C. Toput (one) to (+ upon) his trump or trumps :

To oblige a card-player to play out his trumps

;

fig. *to i^ut to the last expedient' (J.).
1559 Mirr. Mag., yack Cade xx. Ere he took me, I put

him to his trumpes. 1584 Lvly Campaspe iii. iv, Doeth not
your beauty put the painter to his trump? x68i Dryden
span. Friar iv. i, We are now put upon ouir last trump.
1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I. 526 The Wind. .oft put us to

our trumps to manage the Ship, 1751 R. Paltock P. Wil-
kins xiv. (1883) 46/2 The strangeness of her dress put me
to my trumps, to conceive either what it was, or how it was
put on, 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. 1. 1, ii. 9 Whether such
an unexpected accession of company.. would not put the
housekeeper to her trumps to accommodate them. 15(07 W.
James Pragmatistn iv. 14a A bit of danger or hardship puts
us agreeably to our trumps.

3. coUoij. as a term of hearty commendation : A
person of surpassing excellence ; a first-rate fellow

;

a ' brick *.

[176a T, Brydges Burlesque Homer \. (1797) 37 But I, in

spite of all his frumps. Shall make him know I m king of
trumps.] 18x9 SportingMag. IV. 236 The Irish trump again
got the throw. 1819 Chron, in Ann. Reg. 65/1 Girls of dis-

solute character, .called out. .'Good bye, Tom ! God bless

you, my trump 1' X837 Dickens Pickw. xli. You're a trump.
x^rj'Y^oi.iXi^v.Chron.Barset I.xv. 127 Nobody knows better
than you what a trump I got in my wife. 1894 DuMaubier
Trilby II. 257 Taffy, wliat a regular downright old trump
you are 1

4. attrib, and Comb., as trump card {til&o fig.),
lead, suit; trump-like adj.; trump signal, at

Whist, a call for trumps : see Call v, .13 d {Funk's
Stand. Diet., 1895).
xSaa Byron ^k^w viii, xxv, *The best Intentions', .form

all mankind's •lrump<ard. X876 A Campbell-Walker
Correct Car(/(i88o) 65 After the dealer has taken the trump
card into his hand. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Oct. 9/3
The trump card which the Radicals played was the general
remission of taxes. 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod. Hoyle 25
*Trump leads, without strength in trumps can only be justi-

fied [etc.]. X836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz, Makinga Night o/it,

A certain *trump-ltke punctuality in turning up just in the
very nick of time. x86x Macm, Mag. Dec. 130 No trump is

turned up, tbe *trump £uit being determined in another
way.^ x8^ * Cavendish* Whist (1879) 10 Any one may
inquire what the trump suit is, at any time.

Hence Tra*mples8 a. {ncmce-wd.)y having or

containing no trumps.
X899 A Mainwaring Cut Cavendish 51 ' Chicane 'i i.e. a

trumpless hand, counts twice the value of the trump suit.

tTni21ip,J^.3 Sc. Obs. rare. [(?) Back-forma-
tion from Trumpery.] A thing of small value, a
trifle

; //. goods of small value, trumpery.
X513 Douglas .^«tf/>v. xii. 47 From distructioun deliuer.,

Thir sobir trumpis, and mene grayth of Troianis. Ibid. viii.

Prol. 107 Ten tendis ar a trump, hot gif he tak ma, Ane
kinrik of paroch kyrkis cuppillit with commendis.

Trump (trymp), z;.i Forms: see Trump sb,'^ ;

also 4 Sc. trwmp. [ME. a, OF, tromper (12th c.

in Godef.), f. trompe. Trump j^.1]

1. intr. To blow or sound a trumpet : = Trum-
pet V. I. Also with up> ? Obs, or arch.

13.. Coerde L. 3892 They trumpyd, and her baners dis-

laye. 13.. Cursor M. 21307 (Cott.) An..ringes.., dinnes
i to|>er, trumpes ^ thrid. X37S Barbour Bruce viii. 203
e left his amonystyng, And gert trumpe to Jjc assemble.

Ibid. XII. 491 He gert trwmp vp to the assemble. X377
Langl. p. pi. B. XIII. 230, I can noither tahre ne trompe, ne
telle none gestes. c 1470 Harding Chron. ccxxx. (MS.
Lansd. 204 If. 219 h), The kynge .. trumped vp and home
he rode in by. 15x3 Douglas /Eneis xi. viii. 17 Tharfor
trump vp, blaw furth thyne eloquens. X535 Coverdale
2 Chron. xiii. 15 The prestes tromped with the trompettes.

b. To give forth a trumpet- like sound ; spec, to

break wind audibly {slang oz vulgar).
cxAa^WvNTOUN CroH. VI. ii. 176 In puhlik placis ay fra

(}ataay Scho was behynde t>an trumpandc ay; Sa wes scho
schamyt in ilk steid. igsa Huloet, Trump or let a crackke,

or fart, crepo, 1598 Florio, Trombeggiare, . . to snort, to

trump or bray as an asse. xtxq D|Urfey Pills I. 35 She
who doth Trump, Through deiect in her rump. X798 R.
Cumberland Aristoph. Clouds ii, I too.. under sufferance

trump against your thunder:. .my fiights..Have pinch'd

and cholick'd my poor bowels so. az845 [see trumping
below).

2. trans. To proclaim, celebrate, or extol by, or

as by, the sound of a trumpet : = Trumpet v. 2 b.

Now rare or Obs.

c X384 Chaucer H. Fame iii. 539 Take forth thy trumpe,

. . That is cleped sklaundre . . For thou shalt trumpe alle the

contrarie Of that they ban don wel or fayre. 1422 tr. Secreta
Secret., Priv. Priv. 163 The trues [= truce] weryn trumped
vp for that day. 1548UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 52 Tiiat

the fathers glorye may be. . troumped ahrode by the sonne.

x686 F. Spence tr. Varillas* Ho. Medicis 231 This infirmity

..trumpt him up the aversion of such people as knew not

otherwise his merit. 1847 L, Hunt Men, Women, ^ B. II.

i. 4 See also how Pope, and Swift, and others, trumped up
Lord BoUoghroke for a philosopher 1

TEUMP,

% 3, intr. To march or go (as at the sound of a
trumpet). Cf. quots. 1375, c 1470 in sense i. Obs.
15x3 Douglas JEneis xi. ix. 4 Eneas all his ost and haill

army Hes rasyt, trumping to the town in by. Ibid, xiii. 99
Bot this Orsilochus fled hyr in the feyld, And gan to trump
with raony a turnyng went.

Hence Tru'mping vbl, sb. and ppl. a.
13. . K. Alis. 924 (Bodl. MS.), per was trumpyng & tabour-

yng. X398 Tkevisa Earth. De P. R. ix. xxvii. (Bodl. MS.)
If. 97 b. By trumpinge ^>e peple was icleped to |>is feste >at
hatte neomenia. x63x P. Fletcher Sicelides in. iv. F ij b.
Thou bluebeard Neptune, and thou trumphing \_sic\ Triton.
a 184s Hood Schoolboy Joys <y Griefs, Six small Boys

;Who ever and anon declare their joys, With trumping
horns, and juvenile huzzas.

t Trump, V.2 Obs, Also 4 Sc. trwmp, 6
trumpe, 6-7 tromp(e. [a. F, tromper (14th c),
of uncertain origin

;
perh. the same word as prec.

:

see Littr^.] trans. To deceive, cheat.
In quot, 1629, perh. identified with Thump v.^

1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 712 Than sail we all be at our
will. And thai sail let thametrwrnpitft/.r. trumpyt] 111. 1513
Douglas ^neis i. vi. 82 That fals man,.. With wanhope
trumpit the lele luwair. X584 J. Carmichael Lett, in Wod-
ro^v Soc. Misc. (1844) 415 To half bcin trompit with fair

words. 1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. E iij, They very
wrongfully tromped the heires of Edward the third, of their

enioying this Crowne of France. 1629 B. Jonson New Inn
1. i, When she [Fortune] is pleas'd to trick or tromp mankind.

Tnunp, v."^ [f. Trump j^.2

Appears first in figurative senses (2-3); in some early quots.

it may have been confused with Trump v."^; but the sense-
development is not quite clear.]

I. 1, Cards, a. trans. To put a tmmp upon
;

to take with a trump.
X598 Florio, Trionfare,..X.Q trump at cards. 1680 Cotton

Gamester xi. 87 A Card that is trumped by the follower, if

the next player hath none of the former suit he must trump
it again. 1778 C. Jones HoyWs Games hnpr. 58 If your
Partner forces you to trump a Card early in the Deal. X837
Dickens Pickiu. vi. Miller ought to have trumped the dia-

mond. i86a ' Cavendish ' Whist (iSyg) 70 You may some-
times discontinue a suit if you suspect it will be trumped.

b. absol. or intr. To play a trump ; to take a

trick with a trump. Trump out, to play out one's

trumps.
x68o Cotton Gamester x, 82 You ought to have a special

eye to what Cards are play'd out, that you may know . . how
to trump securely. X746 Hoyle Whist (ed. 6) 15 Do not
trump ouL Ibid. 79 If your Partner calls.., you are to

trump to him. x86a ' Cavendish ' Whist (1879) 108 It is an
advantage to tnmip when you are weak.

2. fig. or in fig. context : in quot. 1586, ?to *put

to one's trumps ', to nonplus ; now usually, to

beat, to * cap ',

xs86 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 190 If you be not trumped, in

the hlazonne of this coate, I care not to what I put you.

a x$i3 Harington Epigr. iv. xii, An odious play, and yet

in Court oft seen, A sawcy Knave, to trump both King and
Queene. x68x Dryden Princess of Cleves ProL 35 But
since they're at renouncing, 'tis our parts, To trump their

diamonds, as they trump our hearts. ^ x86o^ Thackeray
Level iii, I trumped her old-world stories.. with the latest

. .intelligence, x88o S. Walpole Hist. Eng. III. 296 The
Liberals set themselves to trump his [Peel's] best cards.

II. 1 3* Trump in (one's) way (cf. Trump j<5.2

2 b) : a. trans. To cast in one's way as a hindrance

or obstruction ; in quot 1553, to allege against one

(cf. 5 b). Obs,

1553 Bale Gardiner's De vera Ohed. Hjb, And that,

that IS fondly layed to the husbandes charge after he is

divorced, because he perfourmed not his promyse, that he
ought not to haue made : shall that . . be . . earnestly tromped
in my waye ? 1583 Golding Calvin on Dcut. vi. 34 To
ouercome all that euer the deuill trumpeth in our way, 1607

ScJiol. Disc. agst. Aniichr. i. iv, 178 Sathan is suffered to

trompe hinderances in their way.

t b, intr. To get in one's way ; to obstruct or

impede one. Obs.

XS70 FoxK A.Sf M. (ed. 2) ii<(,6/2 But here now commeth
Syr Thomas More trumpyng in our way. 1650 Weldon
Crt. fas. I 53 For all their setting their Cards.. to their

owne advantages.., there was one Knave in the Packe
would cousen their designes, and Trump in their way.

t4. To impose or thrust (something) upon a

person. Obs.

1694 Leslie Short Meth. w. Deists (169^) 3 Authors have
been Trump'd upon us, Interpolated and Corrupted, a 1704

T. Brown Dial. Dead, Reas. Oaths Wks. 1711 IV. 96
There are abundance of ill-affected Men . . that have trumped
that unlucky Card upon the Dr. a X7X6 South Serm. (1737)

VI. 104 A sort of odd ill-natur'd Men, whom neither

Hopes nor Fears.. can prevail upon to have any. .forlorn..

Kinswomen of any Lord or Grandee., trump'd upon them.

t b, intr. ? To impose upon, Obs, rare.

rti7x6 South Ser^n. {iT^i) IV. 384 Fit for nothing but

to be trumped and trampled upon, to be led by the Nose.

6. Trump up (trans.), fa- ''To put (one) off

with. Obs. rare~^.
X634 Massinger Very Woman 11. iii, Hang honesty

!

Trump me not up with ' honesty ' 1

t D. To bring up, bring forward, allege. Obs.

1697 T. Smith in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 252 When the

Ben^icttne Monks were so busy to trump up old charters

of exemption and priveleges. a 1704 T. Brown Laconics

Wks. i7nIV. 14 The Cavaliers, .us'd to trump up the 12th

of the Romans upon the Parliament ; the Parliament trump'd

it upon the Army. X710 Palmer Proverbs 333 Necessity is

trump'd up for a plea, xji* Addison Spect. No. 507 ? 2 To
husband a He, and trump it up in some extraordinary emer-

gency. X771 Town <V Country Mag. 128 B[olland] trumped
up an imaginary debt against him*



TRUMPED. 422 TRUMPET.

o. To get tip or devise in an unscrapulous way;
to forge, fabricate, invent.

1695 W. W. Colkttdis New Li. Chirurg, Put out 64 His
Pouder being. .dis:^raced, he was obliged to trump up
another Medicine to supply its Defect, 1736 C. D'Anvkrs
Cfaftsman No. 3 ( 1 727) 22 They . . forewarn us to beware of
impostures trumpt up in imitation of their approved reme.
dies, a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II, 338 Their very
existence is mere hypothesis, trumped up to serve a turn.

1794 Godwin Cat. Willuitns 277 If. .those servants could
trump up such accusations. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. vii.

P 16 You have trumped up a cock-and-bull story. 1885
HoWELLS Silas Lap/tarn viii, She had not . , courage to con-
fess, .why she had come, but trumped up an excuse.

Hence Trumped (tr»mpt) ///. a. (only in

tnimped-iip, in sense 5 c).

x8oo Coleridge Jt^allenst. 11. iii, A trumped up Spanish
story. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 302 Three hundred
..youths were thrown into prison., on a trumped-up cliarge.

Trumper ^ (try-mp^j). Forms : 4 trompor,
-er, trumpour, 4-5 tronipour(e, 5 trumpowre,
5- tmmper. [a. OF. irompcofy -pettr^ -pour^

trtimpeur^ etc. (13th c), f. iromper^ Thump v.^'\

fl. A trumpeter, Obs,
13.. K.Alis. 3426 For the noise of the taboures, And the

trumpours \BodL I\IS. trumpes] and jangelours, C1330
A7«^ 0/ Tats 499 Tronipors gunne heore hemes blowe.
<T 1440 Sir Degrev. 661 'I'rompers tromped to the mete.
X4. . Nom, in Wr.-Wiilcker 693/7 Hec iulncina^ a trumper.
Ibid. 696/30 Hie tul'ict'Uy a trumper. 1483 Cath, Angl.
Z9Sh A Trumper, hucdnator.

2. slang or vulgar, (Cf. Trump sh."^ i e, v^ i b.)
1836-48 B. D. Walsh Arisioph., Clouds 313.

t Tru'mper 2. Obs, Forms : 5 trompour, -er,

-eur, 6 trumpour, -ir, troumpar, 6- trumper,
[a. F. trompezir (13-14111 c. in Godef. CompL), f.

troffiper, Trump v.'-^I A deceiver, impostor, cheat.

(In quot. 1456 app. a trifler: cf. Tuumpeuy.)
ai45o Knt. de la Tour (1906) 33 He nis not so trewe a

knight as we wende, for he is but a tromper and a iaper,
X456 Sir G. Have Law A rins (S.T.S.) 287 For syk maner of
tromperyis, a prince sulde nocht juge na thole bataill to be.
Bot he suld..punys sik trompouris, that.. gage bataill for
sik fule causis. 1560 Holland Seven Sag. 37 Fy Trumpour
that did sic ane deid. 1571 in Calderwood I/ist. A'i?-^
(Wodrow Soc.) Ill, 104 The most vile carion,..the greatest
trumper in all Europ. 1603 Philotus 1, How durst thow
trumper be sa bald To tant or tell, that he was aid?

Trumpery (trr-mpari), sb. (a:.) Forms : 5-6
trompery(e, (6 tromperey, troumperie, trum-
prie), 6-7 tromp-, trumperie, 6- trumpery, [a,

'^.tromperie (14th c. in Godef. Compl.\ ttromper
Trump v.'^ : see -ery i.]

+ 1. Deceit, fraud, imposture, trickery. Obs.
1456 Sm G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 226 Sa that thare

benatrompery. a 1578 Lindesav (Pitscottie) CJu-on.Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 141 They concordit alltogitber in trumperie and
fallsit. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. in. 78 Their Ethics
were but false or., imperfect ideas of Vertues.. their politics
were but carnal and so false reasons of State, .and therefore
stiled in the Scripture tromperie, deceit, and lies. 1847
Disraeli Tancred 11. iv, Irish Papists denouncing the whole
movement as fraud and trumpery.
pi. X481 Caxton Godfffroy clxiii. 241 His fayr wordes full

of trompeiyes and deceytes. 1598 Dallington MetJu Trav.
Hjb, He left none of his trumperies and double dealings
vnreuealed._ 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. xii. 362
He rynnes into corners, exercising minor trumperies, and
acting his deceits in Witches, Magicians, Diviners. 1687
R. L Estrange Brie/Hist. Times 1. 140 How was the Jus-
tice of the Nation, Abus'd, and Impos'dupon by the Trum-
peries of Confederacy,

2. * Something of less value than it seems';
hence, * something of no value; trifles' (J,);
worthless stuff, trash, rubbish. (Usually collective

sing. ; also, now rarely, //.) a. Applied to
material objects (see also c, d, e).

1531 Test. Ebor, (Surtees) V. 324 A tub, a hogeshed w*
other trumperie, viij d. 1611 Shaks. Wini. T. iv. iv. 608,
I haue sold all my Tromperie : not a counterfeit Stone, not
a Ribbon, Glasse, Pomander, Browch..to keepe my Pack
from fasting. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Jotirn, France, etc, II.

353 A heap of trumpery fit to furnish out the shop of a West-
minster pawnbroker. 1807 W. Irving Salma^. vi. (1824) 90
An abundance of trumpery and rubbish, with which the
house IS encumbered, ..every room, and closet, and corner,
is crammed with three-legged chairs, clocks without hands,
swords without scabbards [etc.].

;*/. a x6i8 Raleigh Invent. Shipping ^\ Silver, Cut works,
Cambricks, and a world of other trumperyes. 1848
Thackeray^ Van. Fair xliv, Drawers and cupboards
crammed with the dirty relics and congregated trumperies
of a couple of generations of Lady Crawleys.

I). Applied to abstract things, as beliefs, prac-
tices, discourse, writing, etc. : Nonsense, * rubbish '.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Anns (S.T.S.) 287 For gif fuHs.

.

be sa daft that thai wage bataill for lytill, evyn as to say.,
that he dauncis or syngis better na hedois, or for syk maner
of tromperyis. 1578 Lvte Dodoens in. Ix. 401 The blacke
spottes growing on the backside of the leaues (of ' male fern *

:

cf-FERN-SEED].. some do gather thinking to workc wonders.
but to say the trueth, it is nothing els but trumperie and
superstition. 1693 Drvden Juvenal vi. igi With all their
Trumperr of Charms. 1726 De Foe Hist. Devil i. ii. (1B40)
33 All the metaphysical trumpery of the schools, 1&46
D. Jerrold Mrs, Caudle*s Curt. Lect. viii, I'd put an end to
free-masonry and .ill such trumpery.

O. Applied contemptuously to religious practices,

ceremonies, ornaments, etc. regarded as idle or
superstitious. (Cf. Teinket j^.i 3.) Now rare or
merged in general sense.

X543-5 Brinklow Lament. 15 b, Pardons, and other of their

troiiiperye, hath bene bought and solde. 1566 in Peacock
Eng. Clu Furniture {\2i^) 95 Banner clothes, crosse clothes,

with the rest of the trash as vestments albes and such lik

tromperie—wear defacid..by the said churchwardens. 1667
Milton P. L. in. 475 Embryos, and Idiots, Eremits and
Friers White, Black and Grey, with all thir trumperie.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 12 This City is famed for

..reliques of saints, and such like holy trumpery. 1824
SouTHEY Bk.o/Ch. (1841) 267 St. Francis, St. Dominic, and
their fellows, must dislodge with all their trumpery.
//. 1548 Luther's Art. Faith Pref. Av, Our juglynge

tromperies. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims ix. vii. § 1. 1487 Wearied
with the trumperies of the Religion of Mahumet. 1704 J.
Pitts Acc. Mohavunetans vi. (1738) 55 They blame the
Papists for having so many Trumperies in their Churches.

d. Showy but unsubstantial apparel ; worthless

fmery.
1610 Shaks. Temp, iv, i. 186 The trumpery in my house,

goe bring it hither For stale to catch these theeues. i8ox
Mar. Edgeworth Out ofDcbt\\\^*^\oM have brought me to

the gallows, and all for this trumpery ', cried he, snatching
her gaudy hat from her head. 1851 C. Bronte in Mrs.
Gaskell Life (1857) 364 It would be no shame for a person of
my means to wear a cheaper thing ; . . if you . . call it

' trumpeiy ' so nmch the worse.

e. Gardening. Weeds or refuse, such as hinder

the growth of valuable plants. Obs. exc. dial.

i66g WoRLiDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 214 Broom, Furze,
Heath, and other suchlike trumpery, that delight only in

barren Lands. 1707 Mortimf.r Hush. (1721) II. 387 Finish
your last Weeding, and cleanse your Garden of Trumpery.
1758 R. Brown Compi. Fanner 11. (1760) 30 It occasions its

running to May-weed, and other trumpery. 1888 in El-
WORTHY ]V. Somerset XVord-bk.

f. Applied to a person, esp. a woman: cf. Trash
sb.'^ 4. ? Obs. exc. dial.

1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. iii. 195 For Want of Company,
welcome Trumpery, 1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xxi. Out, I say

;

..tramp, thou infamous strumpet. ..What I you trumpery,
to come and take up an honest house without cross or com
to bless yourself with ! 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C.
xviii, Get out wid ye, ye trumpery— I won't have ye round !

B. attrib. or ailj. Of little or no value ; trifling,

paltry, insignificant ; worthless, rubbishy, trashy.

1576 Fleming Cains' Dogs {i.%%<S) 16 A Hare. .was scene.,
playing with his former feete vppon a tabbaret. ..This is no
trumpery tale, nor trifling toye. 1748 H.Walpole Lett.

(1845) II. 229 Mr. Ashurst.. has built a trumpery new house.
1781 — Let. to IV. Mason 14 Apr., Dr. Johnson's 'Life of
Pope '..is a most trumpery performance. 1810 Scott Let.

to Miss y. Baillie 23 Nov., in Lockhart, I hope you will set

some value upon this little trumpery brooch, because it is.

.

a Scotch harp, and set with lona stones. 1865 M. Arnold
Ess. Crit. viiL (1875) 323 The accents of a trumpery rhetori-

cian, 1869 Trollope He knew, etc xvi. It seems atrumpery
quarrel,—as to who should beg each other's pardon first.

Hence Trn'mpexlness.
1868 A. K. H. Boyd Less. Mid. Age 271 How these things

impress the lover of Gothic who dwells in a country of
churches of inexpressible trumperiness and shabbiness !

Trumpet (tr»'mpet), sb. Also 4-6 trompette,
-et, trumpette, 5 trompett, troumpotte, 6-7
trumpett; ^.r. 5trompat,trouinpat(e,truinpate,
5-6 trumpat, 6 -ait, [a. F. trompette (14th c),

dim. f, trompey Trump ^?.l]

1. A musical wind-instrument (or one of a class

of such) of bright, powerful, and penetrating tone,

used from ancient times, especially for military or

other signals, and in modern times also in the

orchestra ; it consists of a cylindrical or conical

tube, usually of metal (anciently also of horn or

wood), straight or curved (or bent upon itselQ, with

a cup-shaped mouthpiece and a flaring bell.

The natural tones of the instrument are the series of
harmonics produced by varying force of breath ; in modern
forms of it additional tones are obtained by means of slides,

crooks, valves, or keys.

13.. Goer de L. 303 Trumpettes began for to blowe,
Knyghtes justed in arowe. imo Gower Conf. \\\. 217 Ech
of hem ek a trompette Bar in his other bond, c 1470 Henry
IVallace viii. 1021 Thai within, .defyit Wallace, And trum-
pattis blew with mony werlik soun. 1533 Gau Richt Vay
(S.T.S.) 71 Our lord sal thane command ane archangel to

blaw the trumpait of God. 1535 Coverdale Ezek. xxxiii. 4
Yff" a man now heare the noyse off the trompet & will

not be warned. 1606 Shaks. Tr. ^ Cr. i. iii. 213. 1638
Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 135 In another [mosque]
sleeps Sandant-Emyr-amahow..; with many moe, who are

like to sleep till the Trumpet raise them. 1788 Gibbon Decl.

ff F. xli. (1869) 1 1. 506 The general's trumpet gave the signal
of departure. X844 THiRLWALLGrtrccir VIII. Ixiv. 317 Before
the games began, after silence had been bidden by the sound
of the trumpet, proclamation was made by a herald. 1889
W. H. Stone in Grove Diet, Mus. IV. 181 The simple or
Field Trumpet is merely a tube twice bent on itself, ending
in a bell...The modern orchestral or slide Trumpet, .is twice
turned or curved, thus forming three lengths. Ibid. 182 It

[the tempering of the notes] is quite impossible on the Valve
Trumpet.

f b. Distinguished from trump, as being smaller.

c 1407 LvDG. Reson ^ Sens. 55B9 And for folkys that lyst

daunce Ther wer trumpes and trumpetes. £'1440 Protnp.
Parv. 504/1 Trumpet, or a lytylle trumpe, that clepythe to

mete, or men togedur, sistrum.

C. Feast of trumpets^ a Jewish festival observed

at the beginning of the month Tisri, blowing of

trumpets being a prominent part of the solemnities.

1560 Bible (Genev.J Num. xxix. {heading) i The feast of
trumpets. 1611 Ibid., The offering at the feast of Trumpets.
1903 W. Bright Age ofFathers II. xxxiii. 192 Chrysostoni
was.. indignant at the numbers that flocked to the festi-

vals of * Trumpets ' or * Tabernacles '.

2. Something of the nature of or resembling a
trumpet, a. A reed-stop on the organ, of power*
ful tone resembling that of a trumpet.

1659 Leak IVaterivks. 31 To make Organs, or Trumpets
of Organs, to Sound. 1660 Specif. Organ m Grove Diet.
Mus. II. 591 Great Organ, lostops.. . 10. Trumpet. . . Eccho
Organ. 4 stops... 19. Trumpet. 1688 in £. J. Hopkins
Organ (1870) 453 Trumpett, of mettle. 1776 Hawkins Hist.
Mus. IV, I. X. 149 Of the stops ofan organ, the most usual are
the.. Trumpet [etc.l- 1876 Hilks Catech. Organx. (1878)70
Trumpet, Trombay a striking reed slop of clear, penetrating
tone.

b. Trumpet maritte, viafine trumps [tr. Ital.

tromba marina ^ V. tj'ompctte marine'jy a large

obsolete musical instrument of the viol kind, played

with a bow, and having a single thick string pass-

ing over a bridge fastened at one end only, the

other vibrating against the body, and producing a
tone like that of a trumpet.
1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 961/4 A Rare Concert of four

Trumpets Marine, never heard of before in England. 17^^
tr. Molicre's Le Bourg. Gent. 11. i, The Trumpet-Marine is

an Instrument that pleases me, and is very harmonious. 1838
G. V. Graham J/kj. Comp. App. 78 In Europe, in the Ixst

century, the only remnant of the most ancient monochoFd
was the troniba-marina (trumpet-marine).

C. A conical tube with a wide mouth, used for

increasing the force and carrying power of the

voice: = Speaking-thumpet. d. A similar ap-

paratus for conveying sound to the ear of a partially

deaf person: = Eak-tbumpet, Hearing-trumpet.
1696 Phillips (ed. 5), A Speaking Trumpet^ a Trumpet

about Eight Foot, and sometimes Six Foot long, streight

and very wide at the end... It carries the Voice so as to be
distinctly heard above a Mile. 1774 Goldsm. Petal. \^t

When theyjudged without skill, he was still hard of hearing;
When they talked of their Raphaels, Corregios, and stuff.

He shifted his trumpet, and only took snuff. 1849 Cupples
Green Hand xiv, ' Stand by to let go the larboard anchor I

'

I sang out through the trumpet. 1883 S. C. Hall Retro.
sped II. 46 So deaf that a trumpet was constantly at

her ear.

3. fig. A means or agent (real or imaginary)

wliich proclaims, celebrates, or gives warning of

something. To blow one's ozvn trttmpet^ to sound
one's own praises, boast, brag.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 35 Whan it was knowe.

,

And be the trumpet of fame aboute blowe._ 1513 Douglas
jEneis 1. Prol. 346 Venerable Chaucer, principal! poet but
peir, Hevinlie trumpat, horleige and reguleir. 1560 Daus
tr. Sleidaue'^s Comm. 264 The decree of Wormes was the
trompet of this warre. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 59, I

will, .sound the trumpetof mine ownemerites. 1644 Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 68 Why. .was this Nation chos'n, .that out of

her. .should be. .sounded forth the first tidings and trumpet
of Reformation to all Europ ? 1783 Wolcott (P. Pindar)

Odes to R.A.'s vi, Sound their own praise from their own
penny trumpet. 1803-6 Wordsw. Ode Intim. Imrnort. 25
The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep. 1901
Eliz. L. Banks Nervspaper Girl 22 It was with a great

flourish of newspaper trumpets that I started off.

4. transf. One who blows or plays on a trumpet

;

a trumpeter.
1390-x Earl Derby*s Exp. (Camden) 1 14 Dati a le Trumpet

de dono domini ibidem, xxiiij s. viij d. a 1450 Le Mcrte
Arth. 2723 The trompettis vppon the walUs went. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 225 b, The Duke of Brunswicke
sendeth a trompet to Duke Moris, and desyreth a communi-
cation. 1617 MoRYSON Hin. i. 106 Our guard of horse left

vs, and their trumpet asked of euery man a gift in curtesie.

1752 J. LouTHiAN Fontt of Process (ed. 2} 233 The Judges
..set out.. for their respective Districts, attended with a
Macer of Court and two Trumpets. 1855 Motley Dutch
Rep, 1. ii. (1864) I. 178 Nevers sent a trumpet, after the

battle, to the Duke of Savoy, for the purpose of negotiating

concerning the prisoners.

b. fig.
= Trumpeter 2. Cf. 3 above.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. Praise Folly A ij, What . . maie be
. .better fittyng, than dame Foly to praise hir selfe, and be
hir owne trumpet? 1577 F. de L'islc's Leg. Gviij, Munkes
and such other trumpets of sedition. 1593 Shaks. John 1.

i. 27 So hence ; be thou the trumpet of our wrath. 1709
Steele Tatter No, 52 r 4 He must in some Measure be
the Trumpet of his Fame.

5. A sound like that of a trumpet ; the loud

cry of certain animals, esp. the elephant ; the shrill

hum of the gnat or mosquito.
1850 R. G. CuMMiNc Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902) 86/2

He [the elephant] charged with a terrific trumpet. 185*
MuNDY OurAntipodes (1857) 195 The shrill scream of the

heron, and the rough trumpet of the pelican. 2896 J. H.
Skrinr in Speaker 25 July 98/2 The steed.. neighed his

trumpet. 19x1 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 707/1 Suddenly there

comes the well-known trumpet of the crane.

6. Something shaped like a trumpet.
* natural. a. = trumpet-shell (see 7) ; also

called Se.\-trumpet (i).

1668 Charleton Onomast, 180 Bucciuum.. the Trumpet.
17x3 Petiver Aguat. Anim.Amboinx Tab. vii, Buccinum
Amboin. rarum, nubulis castanets : Nrbis, Brown Amboina
Trumpet. 1895 Edin. Rev. Oct. 355 Cuttles and squids.,

crown-melons and fighting trumpets,

b. Applied to a plant having trumpet-shaped

flowers; in quot. 1705 ^.'g'^. = trumpet-daffodil

(see 7). Also pi. a name for a species of pitcher-

plant, Sarracenia flava (cf. trumpet-leaf in 7).

Also gen. a tnimpet-shaped blossom or part of a

blossom (as tlie tubular corona of a daffodil).

1705 tr. Co^vleys Plants Wks. 1711 HI. 344 Then a gay
Flow'r for Shape the Trumpet nam'd. 1883 Mrs. G. L,



TKUMPET. 423 TRUMPETED.
Banks Forbidden to Marry v. The white and rosy trumpets

of the bindweed. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Trumpef:, Sarra-

cenia fleeva. 1904 Daily Chron. 8 Mar. 8/5 The White
Queen [narcissus], a novelty with white perianth and
trumpet of pale chrome.

** artificial, c. A funnel-shaped conductor in

a spinning-machine, etc. ; also called truinpet-moiUh \

(see 7). d. The flaring mouth of an automatic !

coupling on a railway car. e. (See quot. 1877 2.) j

1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Trumpet... j,. {Spinning.) a. \

The funnel which leads a sliver to the cylinders of a drawing-
;

machine, or which collects a number of combined rovings, i

and leads them to condensing cylinders, b. A funnel-shaped
conductor used in many forms of thread-macbines [etc.]. . . 5.

(kailway.) The flaring mouth of a railway-car draw-head
which directs the entering coupling-link. 1877 G. F.

Maclear St. Mark xii. (1879) 1^9 This treasury*, according

to the Rabbis, consisted of thirteen brazen chests, called
' trumpets ', because the mouths. . were wide at the top and
narrow below.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., n^^tntvipet-

blarty -blast, -bray, -clang, -clangor, -flourish,

music, -note, -peal, signal, -sound, stop (= sense

3 a), tone, -voice, -zvord. b. Objective, as trumpet-

b/oTvingad'j, and sb. ; instrumental, !is trumpet-hung
adj. (cf. 6 b)

;
parasynthetic and similative, as

trumpet-floweredy -loud, -toned, -voiced adjs. ; also

trumpet-like adj. c. Special Combs. : trumpet
animalcule, an infusorian of the genus Stentor or

family StcntoridsR, so called from its shape ; trum-
pet-ash = trumpet-creeper (Cent. Diet. 1891);
trumpet-banner, a small banner attached to a
trumpet, formerly used by heralds ; trumpet-bird
= TRUMPETKR5b; trumpet-call, acall orsummons
sounded on a trumpet ; aXsoflg. ; trumpet-cheek,
a cheek inflated or distended as in blowing a
trumpet ; trumpet-conch = trumpet-skcU (Cent.

Diet. 1891) ; trumpet creeper, a climbing shrub
of the genus Tecoma (N.O. Bignoniacex)^ esp. the
common trumpet-flower, T. radicans (formerly
Bigfionia radicans), of the Southern U.S., with
scarlet trumpet-shaped flowers ; trumpet daffodil,

a variety of daffodil with conspicuous ' trumpet * or

tubular corona (cf. 6 b) ; trumpet-flsh, name for

various fishes with long tubular snout, esp. the
bellows-fish or sea-snipe {Centriscus scolopax) and
the tobacco-pipe fish {Fistularia) ; trumpet-
flower, name for various plants with large or showy
trumpet-shaped flowers, esp. of the genera Tecoma
(see trumpet creeper above) and Bignania, also

species of Catalpa, Brunfetsia, Datura, Solandra,
etc. ; trumpet-fly (see qnot.) ; trumpet-gall» a
small trumpet-shaped gall found on grape-vines

in U.S. (C<?«/. Diet.) ; trumpet-gourd, a trumpet-
shaped variety of the common gourd {Lagenaria
vulgaris) ; trumpet - grass = trumpet - weed;
trumpet-guide = sense 6 c {Cent. Diet. Snppl.

1909) ; trumpet honeysuckle (see Honeysuckle
3); trumpet hypha (pi. -hyphas), Bot, (see quot.);

trumpet-jasmine = trumpet-creeper {Q^ni. Diet.)
;

trumpet-keck (see Keck sb.)\ truqipet lamp,
* miner's term for a Mueseler or Belgian safety-lamp

*

(Gresley Gloss, CoalA/iningiSS^); trumpet-leaf,
name for species of pitcher-plant {Sarraeenia) with
leaves resembling trumpets rather than pitchers;
trumpet-lily, the white arum-lily (see Abum b)

;

also some species of Lilium ; trumpet-major, the
chief trumpeter of a band or regiment ; trumpet
milkweed = trumpet-weed {c) ; trumpet-mouth,
the * mouth' or expanded end of a trumpet, or
something resembling this (in quot. 1835 = sense
6 c) ; trumpet-mouthed a., (a) « trnmpet-
tongued, -voiced; ip) having a wide ojwning like

the mouth of a trumpet ; trumpet narcissus (cf.

trumpet daffodil a.ho\t) \ trumpet-pipe, {a) name
for a particular pattern of musket; {b) a pipe of
the trumpet-stop on an organ ; trumpet reed, a
West Indian species of reed, Arundo oceidentalis

\

trumpet-seaweed = trumpet-weed {d)\ trtunpet-
shaped a., of the shape of a trumpet; in A'a/.

Hist, tubular with one end dilated; trumpet-
shell, a shell of the genus Triton or family Trito-
nidm (see Triton 3 a), or any other shell which
can be blown like a trumpet ; trumpet-tongued
(-tzn)d) a., * having a tongue vociferous as a trumpet

'

(J.), loud-voiced; so triunpct-tongue v., trans.

to proclaim loudly; trumpet-tree, a West Indian
and South American tree {Cecropia peitata, N.O.
Artocarpacex\ with hollow stem and branches
which are used for wind-instruments ; tpumpet-
vlne - trumpet-creeper; trumpet-weed, (a) a
large S. African seaweed, Ecklonia buccinalis =
SKA-TnuMPET 3; {b) a N. American species of
hemp-agrimony, Eupatorium purpureum, with
hollow stems which children blow through like

trumpets ; {e) a N. American sp. of lettuce, Leutuea
eafuulensis ; trumpet-wood == trumpet-tree.

1891 Cent. Did., *Trumpet.animalcule. 1895 L. Wright
Pop. Handbk. Microscope viit. 154 The largest animals ot

this type are the Stentors or Trumpet-Animalcules. 1503
Ace. Gt. Wardrobe in Calr. Doc. ret, Scott. IV. 441 Item,
vij "trumpetbaners pro v trumpetters et Jj shakbotters. 1586
Fernr Blaz. Gentrie 161 The.. French king, for want of a
Hereald.,was constrained to subbornate a vadelict, or
common seruing man, with a trumpet banner, .in steede of
a better cote-armour of Fraunce. 1896 Newton Diet. Birds
992 Messrs. Sclater and Salvin in their Novienclator, .admit
6 species of *Trumpet-birds. 1865 Kingsley Herew. xv,

The streets.. rang with clank, and tramp, and *trumpet-
blare. 1837 CARLYLE.Fr. Rev. I. iv. ii, As it [the edict]

sounds out . . accompanied with*trumpet- blast. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul I. 582 Their faith had been as a trumpet-blast
tlirou^hall the Mediterranean coasts. i%$6 Mem.F. Perthes
1 1. XXIV. 362 The *trumpet-blowing angels. 1859 Tennvson
Vivien 416 Such a song, such fire for fame, Such trumpet-
blowing in it. 1815 Scott Waterloo vii, Cannon-roar and
*trumpet-bray. 1808 — Marm, i. xii. Loudly flourish'd the
*trumpet-call. 1909 Blackw, Mag. Mar. 402/1 His name
was stiU a trumpet-call. 1693 Dryden Juvenal iii. 64 The
Minstrels of a Country Show.. By *Trumpet-Cheeks and
Bloated Faces known. 1808 Scott Marm. v. xxv, And
voice of Scotland's law was sent In glorious *trumpet clang.

1597 Shaks. 3 Hen. IV, v. v. 42 There roar'd the Sea: and
*Trumpet Clangour sounds. 1857 A.. Gray First Less,

Bot. (1866) 34 By these rootlets .. the *Trumpet Creeper, the
Ivy [etc.] fasten themselves firmly to walls. 1895 Outing
(U.S.) XXVII. 220/1 Trumpet creepers, yellow as gold, and
starry blue passion flowers. 1895 Daily News 25 Apr. 5/a
The great white and yellow *trumpet daffodils. 1668
WiLKiNS Real Char. \yj *Trumpet-fish. 1683-4 Robinson
in Pkil. Trails. XXIX. 479 The Scolopax or Trombetta,
call'd by our Seamen the Bellows or Trumpet-Fish. 1871
KiNGSLEY At Last vi, The good people of Trinidad believe

that the fish which makes this noise is the trumpet-fish, or
Fistularia. xBxx Scott Vis. Don Roderick Ivi, Thrills the
loud fife, the "trumpet-flourish pours. 1844 Regul. ^ Ord.
Army -if^ Trumpets sounding twice the Trumpet-flourish.

1731 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 175 Bignonia
Fraxini /oliis, coccineo flore ntinore. The "Trumpet-
Flower. i8xs Neiv Bot. Card. i. 93 The Trumpet Flower,
or Scarlet Jasmine. 1847 Longf. Ev. ii. ii. 80 The trumpet-
flower and the grape-vine Hung their ladder of ropes aloft.

1857 Henfrey Etem. Bot. 353 The *Trumpet-flowered
climbers form striking features of American forests. 175a

J. Hill Hist. Anim. 31 The blackish CElstrus, with a yellow
breast...We call it the grey fly from it's colour, or the
•trumpet fly from the noise it makes in the heats of summer.
X884 De Candolle's Orig. Cultiv. PI. 245 The pilgrim's

gourd, , . the long-necked gourd, the *trumpet gourd, and the
calabaish. 1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things of Sea-side 11.

119 Thunherg, .calls it \sc, the Sea-trumpet] the "Trumpet-
grass. 17S3 "Trumpet honey-suckle [see Honeysuckle 2].

xSSs Garden 3 June 383/1 The North American Trumpet
Honeysuckle, .one seldom sees outside a greenhouse. 1870
Mrs. Whitney We Girls xi. Its., spleiidid vista of "trumpet-
hung btgnonia vines. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms,
^Trumpd'hypluie, tubes in Laminarieae having swollen
portions with transverse septa (F. Oliver). X884 Miller
Plant-n., * Trumpet-lea/, the genus Sarracenia, 1814
Anne Plumptre tr. Lan^tdorjff^s Voy.^ Trav. II. 104 Anas
Gtacialis. ,, The harmonious *trumpet-like noise of this bird
distinguishes it from every other sjwcies of duck. i8as Green
Ho. Comp. I. 57 Tube-shaped or long trumpet-like flowers,

x86a Shirley Nugse Crit. i. 89 The shrill trumpet-like call

of the wild swan. X878 F, Ferguson Li/e Christ 465 The
thirteen trumpet-like boxes in which the gifts of the people
were received. 1857 Henfrey Elem, Bot, 397 Rickardia
africana is the while-spathed ' 'Trumpet-lily ' of our con-
servatories. 1884 Miller Pla*tt-n.^ Lilium eximium,
Transparent Trumpet 'L\\y...[L.'\ longijlorum^ Common
Trumpet Lily. Ibid.y Ricnardia{Calla)xthiopica,'L\\y-o{-
the-Nile, Trumpet Lily, While Arum-Lily, xfe? G. W.
Thornburv Songs Cavaliers ^ Roundh. 56 Blow the
organ "trumpet-loud. X85S Hyde Clarke, *7'rttw/f/-w/a;'i?r,

head trumpeter. 1902 Westm, Gaz. 26 May 8/2 There
died at Shrewsbury yesterday Trumpet-Major Thomas
Monks, who sounded the ' C"harge ' for the Heavy Brigade at
Balaclava. 1835 Ure Pkilos. yl/a«»</^i53A copper funnel, or
•trumpet mouth, for conducting the sliver delivered by the
second rollers. X839 Civil Eng, ^ Arch. Jml. II. 231/2
The smoke pipe, .having a wide, or trumpet mouth. X899 R.
MuNRO Prehist. Scott, vi. 203 Its present mode ofattachment
to the trumpet-mouth is evidently modern. X767A. Young
Farmer's Lett. ii. 43 These are facts which speak "trumpet
mouthed in favour of this . . measure. 1895 Daily Ne^vs
31 May 5/2 What Mr. Burns described as a trumpet-
mouthed approach to the Houses of Parliament and West-
minster Abbey. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxiii[i]. What had
bis memory to do with the degeneracy of the "trumpet music?
X904 Daily Chron. 8 Mar. 8/5 Weardale Perfection, an
exquisite "trumpet narcissus. X813 Scott Trierm. iii, x, A
wild and lonely *trumpet note. X887 J. Hutchison Led.
Philippiani i. 7 It is not a trumpet-note of defiance like the
Epbtle to the Gatatians. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath, etc.

(i3o8) 56 The battle's *trumpet-peal. 1&14 Regul. ff Ord.
Army gg For lon^-fore or *trumpet.pipe. 1855 E. J.
Hopkins Organ xxii. 123 The tubes of the Trumpet-pipes
are usually , . of tin or metal, . . occasionally . . of zinc or wood.
x866 Treas. Bot. 963 "Trumpet [Reed], Arundo oceidentalis,

X884 Miller /*/««/•«., Ecklonia buccinalis^ Cape "Trumpet-
Sea-weed, Horn-plant. 1767 Ellis in Phil, Trans. LVII.
420 The figure oioiie of the *trumpet-shaped suckers highly
magnified. x86i Bentlky Man. Hoi, 446 Perennial bogsy
plants, with pitcher or trumpet-shaped leaves. 1887 Rider
Haggard Jess i, Long trumpet-shaped flowers, 1753
Chamurks Cycl. Supp., "Trumpet-Shell, Buccinum. 1890
H. Dhummond in Li/e xv. (i8gg) 3B6 The great trumpet-
shell, now rare [in Tongoa, New Hebrides]. 1864 Engel
Mus. Anc. Nat. 98 "Trumpet signals are better fitted for

transmitting orders to a great distance, than verbal messages
through a speaking-trumpet. 1718 RowKtr. Lucnn 224 At
once the warriors shouts and "Trumpet-sounds surprise.

1833 Scott Quentin D. xxi. Summoned together, by war-
cry and trump*l-sound, to assist in repelling a desperate

sally. 1795 Mason Ch. Mus. i. 64 Instead of using either

the "Trumpet stop or the full or^an, he will modulate on..
the more delicate and softer series of Pipes. 1876 Hilhs
Catech. Organ x. (1878J 71 TromPette Harmoniijue, a

Trumpet stop, .made to overblow, tJy a strong and copious
wind ; they sound the octave, or the super octave above the
usual note. 1841 T. H. White Fragm, Italy ff Rhineland
9 Well may thev dread to waken its [the Bible's] "trumpet
tones ! 1854 J- S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. i. 25 Those
"trumpet-toned proclamations which.. electrified Europe.
1880 BuuTON Reign Q. Anne I. i. 27 Friends can confide
their thoughts, .to each other without their being "trumpet-
tongued by.. unscrupulous parasites. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
I, vii. ig His Vertues Will pleade like Angels, "Trumpet-
tonguM against The deepe damnation of his taking off. X77S

J. Adams in F^arn. Lett. (1876) 52 It will plead.. with more
irresistible persuasion than angels trumpet-tongued. x86o
Pusey Min. Proph. 453 That Day of the Lord.. shall,
trumpet-tongued, proclaim the holiness and justice of
Almighty God. 1756 P, Browne Jamaicawx The "Trumpet-
Tree. ..The trunk and branches are hollow,.. stopped from
space to space with membranous septa;. . . The smaller
branches, .serve for wind instruments. X871 Kingsley At
Last y, A tall stick, thirty feet high, with a flat top of
gigantic curly horse-chestnut leaves, which is a Trumpet,
tree. X7X7 Petiveriana in. 255 Scarlet *Trumpet-Vine.
Makes a fine Arbour. x8i8 Byron Ch. Har. iv. xcviii, Yet
Freedom! yet .. Thy "trumpet-voice, though, .dying, The
loudest still the tempest leaves behind. \^z Athenxum
4 Jan. 6/2 Howel Harris, the "trumpet-voiced revivalist.

1856 Gray Man. Bot, (i860) 186 Eupatorium purpuroMut
(. ."Trumpet-Weed), x866 Treas. Bot. 1179 Trumpet-iveed,
the name of a seaweed, Ecklonia buccinalis,. .\try common
..at the Cape of Good Hope. ..The stem of this seaweed,
says Dr. Harvey, which is noUow in the upper portion, is

when dried, .used, .as a siphon, and by the native herds-
men is formed into a trumpet for collecting the cattle in the
evening... The name is also applied in America to Eu^a'
torium purpureum. x888 Eggleston Graysons xx, Shaded
by the broad-leaved horse and trumpet weeds in the fence-

row. X836 Loudon Encycl. Plants 826 Cecropia. From
Kexpayw, to cry out, asort of translation of the English word
"trumpet-wood. This tree has the trunk and branches hollow
every where. . .The leaves are large, peltate. 1827 G. Dakley
Sylvia 117 The wild reed breathes no "trumpet-word.

Hence Tru'mpetless «., without a trumpet, with-

out trumpetiDg; Tru'mpetry, trumijets collect-

ively ; trumpeting ; Tru'mpety a. {colloq.\ having
the tone or style of a trumpet, blaring.

aijii Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 IL 321 It was im-
possible the Beast to rein, While 'trumpetless the Pagans did
remain, i860 Thackeray Rojind. Papers v, Cornhill . .has
witnessed every ninth of November.. a prodigious annual
pageant, chariot, progress, and flourish of "trumpetry. 1884
Sat. Rev. 14 June 778/1 The blare of modern trumpetry.

182a Examiner 810/2 The music ..was altogether too

clanging and "trumpetty—the word is a good word. 1896
Pall Mall G, 8 Jan. 1/3 A good stirring military song with
an inspiriting trumpety air.

Tru'mpet, v, [f. Trumpet sb. ; cf. F. trompeter

(14th c. in Godef. Compl.).']

1. intr. To blow or sound a trumpet.

1330 Palsgr. 763/1, I trompet, I blowe or sownde in a
trumpet, y^ sotme vne trompette. 1535 Covkrdale 2 Chron.
v. 13 As yf one dyd trompet and synge. 1672 Villikrs (Dk.

l&uzV\yxi.)Reiiearsal\\. i. (Arb.) 91 It [the Play]shall Drum,
Trumpet, Shout and Battel, I gad, with any the most war-
like Tra^osdy we have. 1863 l}\cKv.ss Somebody's L7iggiige

ii, Practising soldiers trumpeted and bugled.
_ 1913 Sir H.

Johnston Pioneers Australia iv. 135 The seamen ..

trumpeted back, .in reply.

b. To emit a sound like that of a trumpet;

used esp. in reference to the cry of an elephant

when enraged or excited ; also, to the musical

piping of a mosquito or gnat whea about to bite.

X828 Capt. Mundy Pen <V Pencil Sk. (1832) I. ii. 112 My
elephant suddenly raised his trunk and trumpeted several

times. x86o Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 258 He. .drives off the

alarmed animal trumpeting shrilly with rage and pain. 1872
Darwin Etnotions vi. 168 The keeper ordered the old and
the young elephant to trumpet. 1900 Pilot 22 Sept. 357/2
Anopheles, a mosquito that does not trumpet.

2. trans, a. To sound on a trumpet ; to utter

with a sound like that of a trumpet.
X729 Young Merchant 11. ix, She trumpets shrill her dread

command. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 84 An old. .black cock,

who could never utter the least sound without trumpeting a

prolonged y7«rt/f. 1875 BucklandZ,^',*."''''^'- 355 ^le seems to

have trumpeted the order. 1886 F. Harrison Choice Bks.

ii. 29 A passage of Homer, rolling along in the hexameter or

trumpeted out by Pope.

b. Jig. To announce or publish as by sound of

trumpet ; to proclaim, celebrate, or extol loudly

;

to noise abroad. Also •w\\\\forth.

1604 Shaks. t?//;.i. iii. 251 That I loue the Moore,.. My.,
.storme of Fortunes, May trumpet to the world. 1608 — /'tfr,

I. i. 145 He must not liue to trumpet foorth my infamie.

1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. iv. i. (1832) 14 Commenius, the

fame of whose worth hath been trumpetted as far as

more than three languages could carry it. 1756 H. Walpole
Lett, to Mann 23 Feb., They trumpeted the story all over

the town. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. ix, This
I state not to trumpet my own praises. 1856 Dove Logic
Chr, Faith ill. iii. 148 Atheism may trumpet forth her

astounding discovery.

0. To summon or denounce formally (cf, F.

trompeter^ and HouN v. 5), or to drive away, by
sound of trumpet.
1680 Sir R. Southwell in Cat. Ormonde MSS. IV. 579 The

Duchess of Soissons is trumpetted, which is the manner of

citation tiged in like cases. . . And if she appear not at the third

trumpetting, her crimes and sentences will be pronounced.

X795 HuRKE Regie. Peoi-e iv. Wks. IX. 52 They drununed
and trumpeted the wretches out of their Hall.

Trumpeted (tr»*mpeted), ///. fl, and a. [f.

Trumpet v. and sb, + -ei:).]

1. 1. Sounded on a trumpet
; Jig. celebrated as

with a trumpet, greatly extolled or boasted of.



TKUMPETEB.
i6n CoTGR., Trompeit^i trumpetted, or noised abroad

;

published, or proclaymed with sound of Trumpets. 1775
Mme, D'ArblAY Early Diary, Let. to Crisp 19 Nov.,
Giving., his opinion in disfavour of so trumpeted a character.

1804 Larwood No Gun Boats 34 A complete Destruction of

this trumpeted Flotilla. 1908 Atkenxum 29 Aug. 236/1

Some of the most trumpeted names are.. authors of no.,

consequence.

II. [f, the sb.] 2. Furnished with a trumpet (or

something likened to one).
184X L. Hunt Seer (1864) 4 The gnat,. .airy, trumpeted,

and plumed.

3. Formed like a trumpet ; made with one end

expanded ; funnel-shaped.
1889 Pkzlos, Ma^. Aug. 95 Their [the wires'] ends were

passed into two small trumpeted holes in a stout brass

plate.

Trumpeter (tr»'mpet3j). Forms; 5-6 Sc,

trumpatour(e, 6 trompetor, -etter, -atere,

troumpetor, trumpeter, -ettor, -etour, -ettour,

-ytar, -yter, -itour, 6-7 -etter, 6- trumpeter.

[f. Trumpet sb. or z/. + -ek1, or a. F. trompcteur

(PalsgT. 1530), f. irompeter to Trumpet.]
1. One who sounds or plays upon a trumpet

;

spec* a soldier in a cavalry regiment who gives

signals with a trumpet ; also, one who has a similar

function in a war-ship {^obs^\ in quot. 1673, a

herald.

1497 Ace. Ld, High Treas. Scot. (1877) I. 326 For their

Pasche reward.. to Thome Pringil and nis brodir trumpa-
touris, xxviij s. 1533 Ibid. (1905) VI, 95 To Juliane and the

laif of the trumpatouris in Dunbar. iSSS Eden Decades
117 The gouernour commaunded the trumpitour to blowe a
retraite. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xv, (1887) 70 Trumpet-
ters, and those that play vpon winde instruments. 1627

Capt. Smith Seainan^s Gram, viii, 35 The Trumpeter is . . to

attend the Captaines command, and to sound either at his

going a shore, or comming aboord, at the entertainment of

strangers, also when you hale a ship, when you charge,

boord, or enter. 1673 Temple Let. to Dk. Florence Wks.
1731 II. 291 A Trumpeter arrived from Holland, bringing
full and entire Powers to the Ambassador of Spain, to treat

here of a Peace. 1855 Macau lay Hist. Eng, xvi. III. 680
A trumpeter was sent to summon the place. Ibid. xxi. IV.

654 Keyes..had formerly been trumpeter of the corps.

2. fig. One who gives the signal for, proclaims,

or extols something as by sound of trumpet.
iS8x J. Hamilton in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 84 Thir seditius

trumpeters brocht hir maiestie in disdane of the peple. 1599
Broughtoj^s Let. Aij, A clamorous trumpetor of his owne
praises. 1793 "QnKVi^ Policy ofAllies\lVs.V\\. 198 Sub-
ordinate instruments and trumpeters of sedition, 1796
Grose Diet. Vulgar T. s. v.. His trumpeter is dead, he is

therefore forced to sound his own trumpet. 1869 Freeman
Norm. Cong. (1875) III. xi. 33 Osbert, Prior of Westminster,
the special trumpeter of Eadward's renown.

3. Trumpeter s muscle^ f also simply trumpeter
(obs.) = Buccinator.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan 754 Muscles., common to the

Cheekes and the Lippes are foure, two on either side called

Qttadraius and Buccinator, the square muscle and the
Trumpeter. 1758 J. S. Le Dran s Observ. Surg. Diet.

(1771) B bij b, Buccinator, thcMuscleof the Cheek, called

the Trumpeter's Muscle. 187S Sir W. Turner in Encycl.
Brit, I. 837/2 The buccinator.. compresses the cheeks, and
drives the air out of the cavity of the mouth as in playing a
wind instrument ; hence the name, 'trumpeter's muscle '.

4. Applied to a. a braying ass {ku?norous) ; b.

a broken-winded horse : cf. Roarer ^ 2.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 133 We joggd leasurely

on upon our Portugall Trumpetters,.. sometimes biaying
out. 1783 Grose Diet, Vulgar T. s. v., The King of Spain's
trumpeter, a braying ass. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II.

227 There are many degrees of broken wind, which receive

appellations according to the noise emitted by the horse;

and on this account he is called a. .trumpeter.

6. Name given to various birds, from their loud

note suggesting the sound of a trumpet, a. A
variety of domestic pigeon, b. Any species of the

South American genus Psophia or family Psophiidx,

allied to the Cranes, f c. * An obsolete name in

Tasmania for the black Crow-Shrike, Streperafuli-

ginosa * (Morris Austral Eng.\ d. = trumpeter-

swan : see 7. e. (See quot. 1897.)
a. 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v. Pigeon, Many sorts of

pigeons, such as.. Owls, Spots, Trumpeters. X859 Darwin
Orig. spec. i. (i860) 21 The trumpeter and laugher, as their

names express, utter a very different coo from the other

breeds.

t). 1747 tr. De la Condamine's Trav. S. Amer, 87 The
bird called Trompetero by the Spaniards.. is the same with
the Agami.. the noise it occasionally makes, .has earned it

the title of trumpeter. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 317/2
Trumpeter ..^ the vulgar name for Psophia crepitans. 1879
E. P. Wright .(4 «/;«. Life 326 The Trumpeters,or Psophiiaae,

are. .found only in the Great Amazon Valley.

C. 1B27 Hellyer in Btschoff Van Diemen's L. {1832) 177
We., occasionally heard the trumpeter or black magpie.
d. %8gi Cent. Diet. ^ T'rwwr/^/'fr.. .5. The trumpeter-swan.

1899 Daily JVews 4 May S/2 The cry of the Trumpeter, .is

.far-reaching and sonorous, and like the i.ote of a horn.

e. 1897 Month Apr. 417 The Canada goose, sometimes
called, from its note, the ' trumpeter*.

6. a. = trumpet-fish (see Trumpet sb, 7). ? Obs.

b. Any species of the genus Latris^ comprising

large food-fishes of Australia, Tasmania, and New
Zealand : so called from the sound they utter when
taken out of water.

1756 P. Bfowne Jamaica 441 The Trumpeter or Trumpet
Fish.. is frequent in the harbours of Jamaica. 1834 Van
DiemetCs Land Ann. 30 The most admired fish of the

424

Island may be considered the Trumpeter. 1883 E. P.

Ramsay Food Fishes N. S. Wales 13 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.)

Among the best are the trumpeters (Lairis), of which there

are several species. . .The Hobart trumpeter (Z.. hecateid).

.

in a smoked and dried state forms an article of export from
Tasmania to the other colonies. 1883 Poy. Comjn. Fisheries
Tasmania 35 (Morris) The bastard trumpeter [Latris

ForsteH). .Scarcely inferior to the real trumpeter.

7. attrib.j esp. in names of certain birds and
fishes (cf. 5, 6) : trumpeter hornbill, an African

bird of the genus Bycanistes ; trumpeter perch,

a small Australian food-fish, Therapon cuvieri;

trumpeter swan, a large N. American species of

swan, Cygnus {Olor) buccinator \ trumpeter
whiting, an Australian fish, Sillago bassensis.

1809 F. V. YA.Vi^\ Sport E. C. Africa viii. 95 In the vicinity

of this Kraal the great *trumpeter hornbill abounds, his

hideous cries resounding through the dense forest. Ibid,

xiii. 142, I.. missed two shots., at a couple of lesser

trumpeter hornbills {Bycanistes buccinator). 1669 Drvden
Tyrannic Love iv. 1, A *trumpeter-hornet to battle sounds
loud. 1883 E. P. Ramsay F'oodFishes N. S. Wales 13 (Fish.

Exhib. Publ.) The *trumpeter perch {Therapon^ cnvieri),

was formerly very numerous in Port Jackson... It is a small,

delicious fish, and prettily striped. iS^z Penny Cycl. XXIII.
375/1 The *trumpeter swan, Cygnus Buccinator. 1874 J. W,
Long A mcr. Wildfowl xxii. 227 The iygnus buccinator, or

trumpeter swan, the Inrgest of its kind, and most common to

the valley of the Mississippi. 1882 Tenison-Woods Fish
N.S. Wales 65 The *trnm'^eteT whiting {Sillago bassensis) .

,

the most common species m Brisbane.

Trumpeting (tr»'mpetig), vbt. sb, [f. Trum-
pet V. + -iNG 1.]

1. The action of the verb Trumpet, a. Blowing
of a trumpet or trumpets ; utterance of a sound
like that of a trampet.

153S Coverdale 1 Esdr. v. 66 Then came the enemies . . to

knowe what that trompettynge and noyse of shawmes might
be. 1848 B. Webb Continental Ecclesiol. 277 There wasa
great deal too much trumpeting and kettle-drumming in

the orchestra. 1850 R. G. Gumming Hunters Life S, Afr,
(1902)00/1 Crash came a second charge of elephants, .accom-
panied by a trumpeting which caused our ears to tingle,

1861 J. Lamont Seahorses v. 74 The sonorous bellowing
and trumpeting of a vast number of walruses. 1881 Miss
YoNGE Lads ^ Lasses Langley iii. The door.. had.. a trick

of squeaking and trumpeting.

b. The action of proclaiming as by sound of

trumpet.
1878 Bayne Purit. Rev, xi. 487 The Lords Spiritual,. for

all their trumpeting of the duty of passive obedience, re-

minded Charles of the limitations of his prerogative when
he tried to show mercy to the Presbyterians. 1885 Pall
Mall G. 7 May 3/2 There was a great deal of party trumpet-
ing on both sides.

2. Mining, A channel or passage-way made in

a shaft by a partition of brickwork, boarding, etc.,

for ventilation or other purpose.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts^g&5 There is a simple mode of con-

ducting air from the pTt liattom to the forehead of the mine,
by cutting a ragglipj or trumpeting, as it is termed, in the
side of the gallery.

So Tru'mpetinff ppl. a. (in various senses : see

the vb.l.

rZ^g Cdvvles Greeji Hatid xvx. Lifting his trunk, .with^a
sharp trumpeting scream. 1852 Thackeray Esmond u, m.
The Princess Anne.. was proclaimed by trumpeting heralds

..from Westminster to Ludgate Hill. 1859 Tennyson
Elaine 138 The tiny-trumpeting gnat can break our dream.
1880 G. Mkrkdith Tragic Com. (iSSi) 12 His publication

of a trumpeting book fell appallingly flat.

Trumpetless to Trumpetry: see after

Trumpet sb.

t TrumpettieT. Obs. [f. Trumpet + -ier,

-EER.] = Trumpeter.
1609 Holland Amm. Mareell. 6 Having .. heard the

trumpettiers and cornettiers sound.

Truncage (trw-qked^). Hist, [ad. med.L.
truncdgium^ f. L. truncus Trunk : see -age.]

The furnishing of a trunk of a tree for the king's

hearth, as a condition of the tenure of certain lands,

e. g. at Bamburgh.
[I2I2 Exch. K. R., Knights' Fees 2/2 m. 5 (P.R.O.)

Thomas de Bedinhale . . cariabit truncas ad castellum de
Banburg. 1235 Ibid. 2/20 m. 4 Thomas de Bedenhal..facit
truncagium castello de Bamburg' annuatim.] 1893 Bateson
Hist. Northumb. \. 36 {BamburgJi) The truncage due to

the castle from the several townships had by that time been
commuted for the annual sum of ;^4. zqs. ^\d.

Truncal (trcgkal), a. Also trunkal, [f. L.

trzmc-ns Trunk + -al.] Pertaining to, or of the

nature of, a trmik ; situated in or affecting the trunk.

1847 Webster, Tnmcal, pertaining to the trunk or body.

i860 A. Phelps Still Hour xi. 67 A Christian's life, so con-

ducted, must languish, as a tree does whose fibrous roots are

stripped off, leaving only its truncal roots.. for its nourish-

ment. 187s H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 651 Internal trunkal

inflammations, such as pneumonia and pleurisy.

Truncate (tr»*qk^!t), a, [ad. L. truncdt-us,

pn. pple. oi truncdre : see Truncate z*.]

fl. Cut short, mutilated. Obs, (exc. as in 2).

1579-83 [implied in Truncately].

2. In scientific and technical use : = Trun-
cated 2.

1716 E. Hallev in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 408 Like trun-

cate Cones or Cylinders. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot.

xxi. 305 The Tulip Tree.. is rem.arkable for the shape of its

leaves, having the middle lobe of the three truncate, or cut

transversely at the end. 1826 Kirbv & Si'. Entomol. IV.

xlvi, 333 Elytra. .Truncate...When they are shorter than

TRUNCATED.
the abdomen and transverse at the end. 1839 Darwin Voy,
Nat. i. (1879) 2 Successive steps of tableland, interspersed
with some truncate conical hills [i.e. kopjes]. 1872 CoUES
N. Amer. Birds 38 A rectrix broad to the very tip, and
there cut squarely off, is truncate.

b. In combination with another adj. of form, as

truncate-turbinate ; = Truncato-.
1887 W. Phillh-s Brit. Discomycetes 354 Cups substipi-

tate, truncate-turljinate.

Truncate (tr^-jjke't), v. [f. L. tnmcot-, ppl.

stem of truncdre, f. truncus Trunk.] trans. To
shorten or diminish by cutting off a part^ to cut

short; to maim, mutilate. Alsoy%-.
i486, 1572 [implied in Truncated i]. 1727 BailevvoI. II,

T7-unciite, to cut shorter, to maim. 1755 Johnson Did,
Pref. r 70 Theexamples are too often injudiciously truncated.
1852 W. R. Williams Relig. Progr. hi. (1854) 53 It wrongs
man by truncating his nature ofconscienre and immortality.
1911 Athenxum 16 Sept. 318/2 He., never wrote short
stories, only truncated long ones.

b. In scientific and technical use : spec, in Cryst,

to * cut off ' or replace (an edge or solid anj^de) by
a plane face, esp. so as to make equal angles with
the adjacent faces. Chiefly in pa, pple. : see

Truncated 2.

1^58 Reid tr. Maequer's Chem. I. 97 Pyramids..some ol

which . . are obtuse as if truncated. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol.

X. 393 If this gulf were, .choked up,., so that new explosions
..should truncate the cone once more. 1883 Encycl. Brit.
XVI. 348/1 Tlie faces of one hexagonal prism would trun-

cate the lateral edges of the rhombohedron, while the faces

of the other., would truncate its lateral solid angles.

Hence Tru'ncating///. «., that truncates; spec,

said of a plane that replaces an edge or solid angle.

1805-17 R. Jamfson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 118 These new
planes are named Truncating Planes, and the edges which
they form with the other planes Truncating Edges. 1882

RusKiN Bible of Ajniens \\\. 95 These two truncating and
guarding rivers.

Truncated (tr»-rjk£ited), ///. a. [f. L. trun-

cdt-us
f
pa. pple. of truncdre (see prec.) + -EDl 2,

or f. prec. +-ed1.] Cut short (actually or ap-

parently) ; having a part cut off, or of such a form
as if a part were cut off.

1. Her, Of a cross or tree : Having the arms or

boughs cut off, so as not to extend to the boundaries

of the shield ; couped. ? Obs,
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Cvjb, A cros truncatid. And

hit is calde trunkatid for hit is made of ij treys the boys
[= boughs] cut a Way. 1572 I'ossewkll Artnorie n. 95 b,

These trees are truncated, that is to saie, ye boughes cut of

from the body, and laide in the forme of a Saltier. The endes
whereof may not touch the Angles of the shield.

2. In modem scientific and technical use. (Const.

as adj. preceding the noun, or as pa. pple. follow-

ing the noun.) a. Geom.^ etc. Of a figure:

Having one end cut off by a transverse line or

plane; esp. of a cone or pyramid : Having the

vertex cut off by a plane section, esp. one parallel

to the base : thus truncated cone or pyramid ~
Frustum of a cone or pyramid.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Truncated Pyroinid or
Co}ie, is one whose top is cut off by a Plane parallel to its

Ease; and therefore the Figure of the truncated top must
always be similar to the Base. 1827 Faraday Chem. Alftnip.

ii. (1842) 26 Weights, .constructed in sets, each weight.,
having the form of a truncated cone. 1831 R. Knox
CloqueVs Anat. 581 The Cartilages of the apertures of the

Nose .. represent an ellipse truncated posteriorly. 1840
Lardner Geom. 68 A trapezium is a truncated triangle.

Ibid. 166 A ligure formed by the section ofa prism by a plane

not parallel to its base is called a truncated prism. 1868
LocKYER Guilleinin's Heanens (ed. 3) 73 The southern horn
of the crescent was truncated.

b. Cryst. and Solid Geom. Of an edge or solid

angle : Cut off or replaced by a plane face, esp.

one equally inclined to the adjacent faces ; also

said of a solid figure having its edges or angles

thus cut off.

1796 KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 128 [Fluor] the angles
or edges rarely truncated or bevilled. 1823 H. J. Brooke
Inirod. Crystallogr. 24 When an edge, or solid angle, is

replaced by one plane, it is said to be truncated. When an
edge is replaced by two planes, which respectively incline

on the adjacent primary planes at . equal angles, it is

bevilled. 1863 GEa Y^iaoi Romola xxvi, The wide doorwaj*,

standing at the truncated angle of a great block, .of houses.

187S Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 51 The separate crystal-

loids are thin plates, single regular rhombs, often with
truncated angles, 1891 Cent. Diet. s.y. Truncates., Trun-
cated cube, cuboctahedron, dodecahedron [etc.].

c. N'at. Hist, Appearing as if the tip or end

were cut off transversely ; terminating in a flat or

broad ^^^^ or surface instead of a point.

1752 J. Hill Hist. Anim. 3 The Enchelis, with the head
small, and the tail truncated. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.
s. v. Leaf, TruncatedLeaf, that whose summit or point seems
to have been cut off, or is terminated by a strait Hne in a
transverse direction. 1816 Stephen's in Shaw Gen. Zool. IX.
II. 236 Quills dusky black; the points.. truncated. 1835 J.

Duncan Beetles (Nat. Libr.) 184 The elytra are short and
truncated at the extremity. 1899 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. VIH.
774 These truncated hairs are of.. importance for diagnosis.

d. So in Architecture^ Geology, etc.

1723 Chambers tr. Le Clerc's Treat. Archil, I. 114 Pedi-
ments, .supported hyan Entablature truncated in the middle.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Roof, Sometimes it is trun-
cated ; that is, instead of terminatmg in a ridge or angle, it

is cut square off at a certain heighth. 1829 Scott Anne of
G, xi, A truncated column of marble, having its base



TEITNCATELY.
sculptured with hieroglyphical imagery. 1830 Lvell Princ.
Geol.{\Zj2) I. II. xxiii. 588 The summit of the loftiest peak
is truncated. 1869 Bouti!i.l Arms !, Ann. ii. (1874) 11 In
some [Assyrian] examples, the raised upper crest-like part of
the helm is seen to have been bent backwards and truncated.

3. Maimed, mutilateii ; &\ioJig.
1731 Bailey. Truncated^ cut shorter, maimed, mangled.

I79l-l8a3 p'IsEAELl Cur. Lit. (1858) III. l8i All the
Italian editions continued to be reprinted in the same trun.
cated condition. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Edvc. v. (ed. 2)

gj The truncated frame of man is without power of locomo-
tion or external action. 1890 J. Stalker Imago Chrisii v.

(i8gi) ro4 It is a truncated and most imperfect friendship
when this region is closed.

Tmncately (tr»-ijk«itli), adv. [f. Teuncatb
a. + -LY ''.] In a truncate manner or form ; in

quots., in a mutilated form, with omission of some-
thing essential.

•579 FuLKE Heskins' Pari. 62 Augustines wordes, not
truncately and by peece meale rehearsed nor altered. 1583— Defence Answ. to Pref. 62 The doctors you quote with-
out iudgment fraudulently, falsly, truncately, and otherwise
abusiuely.

Tmncation (trwjk-^-Jjn). [ad. late L. trim-
cation-em, n. of action f. L. truncare to Tbdncatb

;

cf. OF. Ironcatrion (1495 in Godef.).]
1. The action of truncating; cutting short ; maim-

ing, mutilation. Wiojig,
IS79 FuLKK Heskins' Pari. 262 The alteration, falsifica-

tion, and truncation of Tertullians wordes. 1611 Corca.,
TroHcation, a truncation, trunking, mutilation, cutting oft
l6n Prysne Huntley's Brez'iate 48 Decreeing judgment
of death, or truncation of members. ai68a Sir T. Brownb
Tracts xiii- (1684) 204 Singular inhumanities in Tortures..
The living truncation of the Turks. 1779-81 JoHNSos L. P.,
Ciywley Wks. 11.69 In the Davideis are some. .verses left

imperfect, .in imitation o( Virgil, whom he supposes not to
have intended to complete them; that this opinion Is erro-
neous, may be probably concluded, because this truncation
IS imitated by no subsequent Roman Poet [etcj. 1903
F. W. H. Myers Hum. Personality II. 301 If it [death]
be. .a sheer truncation of moral progress.

2. In scientific and technical use: The process
of truncating, or condition of being truncated

;

diminution by or as by cutting off an end or point,

so that the object terminates in a straight edge or
plane surface instead; spec, in Crysl. replacement
of an edge or solid angle by a plane face, esp. one
equally inclined to the adjacent faces.

1796 KiRWAX Elem. Miti. (ed. 2) II. 203 White Lead Ore
. . Occurs . . crystalized in . . prisms, or pyramids, with or with-
out truncations, 1803 H. J. Brooke Introd. Crystallogr.
86 The rhomboid being converted into a six-sided prism by
the truncation of all its solid angles, or of its terminal solid
angles and its lateral edges, jl^ Kane Grinnetl Exp. xlv.
(18561 416 The truncation of the muzzle. .set their faces in
almost perfect and human-like ovaL 1861 W. Polk in
Macm. AfOff. 111. 184/2 The corresponding facet .. formed
by the truncation of the lower, .pyramid, is. .called the collet.

1874 Lyell Eltm.Geol. xxviii. 495 Similar, .catastrophes
have caused . . the truncation . . of some large cones in Java.

b. trans/. The place or part where something is

truncated.

180S-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 117 When we
observe on a fundamental figure, in place of an edge or
angle, a small plane, such a plane is denominated a Trunca-
tion. 1853 Phillips Rivers Yorksh. iv. 135 The ' High
Peak '..is at the truncation of an interior range of hills. x'Syj
Hazlitt ."iuppl. Coi'iage European Cont. 29 Thb Portu-
guese piece has under the truncation of the bust the luune of
W. Wyon as the engraver.

Tmncato- (trinjk^i-to), combining form of L.
truncatus Tudnoate, used with other adjs. of form
in sense ' truncately '.

185a Dana Crust. 1 1. 698 Abdomen . . broad truncato-rolund
at apex. 1891 Cent. Diet., Truncatosinuate, in entom.,
truncate, with a sinus or slight inward curve on the edge of
the truiicalion.

Tranoator(tr»'i)k?it3j). rare. [sL.h.iruncStor,
agent-n. f. truncare to Truncate : see -on,] One
who truncates ; a mutilator.
1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 184 Heskins, the impudent

faKitir;!, truncator,
. . peruertcr,. .of Augustine.

Trancatnre (tr» qkatiiii). Now rare. [f.

Truncatk v. + -ORE.] = Truncation 2.

i8a8 SrARK Elem. Mai. Hist. II. 56 Shell oval, oblong, or
turreted;. .columella smooth, straight, without truncature
or widening at the base. iSu Kelly & Tomlinson tr.
Aragos Astron. 75 One horn of^ its [Mercury's) cre.scent is
U-uncated: and it is this truncature that has enabled us to
determine the period of its rotation. 1866 Coniemp. Rev.
July 452 Crj'stals are characterized by the truncatures of
their angles, and the bevelment of their edges,

+ Tmnch, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. F. tranche fem.
:—pop.L. "truiua for trtiiicus stump of a tree,
Trunk Ci4th c. in Godef.).]
1. = Truncheon sb. 3.

1590 L. Lloyd Diall Dales Oct. 14 Tipstaves, .with silver
tranches and staves to go before .

.
, and to keep the people

in order.

2. A post, stake.
i6n W. Bradford Relat. New Eng. 12 Little truncbes

knockt into the ground, and small stickes laid over, on which
they hung their Pots.

Trniich (tronj), a. Now dial. [app. shortened
f.TBUNCiiKONa.; cf. L./>-»<«(-»f maimed, mutilated.]
Short and thick. Also in comb, trtinch-made. Ci.
Truncheon a.

1683 Land. Gaz. No. 1842/8 Lost.., a Black Gelding,.,
a thick tmnch Horse, a 1815 Forby Voc E. Anglia,
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Trunch, trunchmade,
. .short and thick, compact and squab

in figure.

Also Trunched (trfnjt), Tru-ncliy adjs. in same
sense ( U.S.). rare. ? Obs.
1787 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) I. 267, I saw a short,

•trunched old man, in a plain Quaker dress. 1778 Mary-
laud Jmt. 21 July Advt. (Thornton), A thick, 'trunchy
fellow. 1789 Ibid. 21 Apr., A trunchy well-set bright-bay
horse. '

Tnmclieon (trs-njan), sb. Forms : 4 tron-
soun, trounsoun, trunsoun, -ioune, Sc. trwn-
sown, 5 trounson

; 4-5 trouohoun, -eouu, -en,
4-7 tronchon, 5-7 tronoheon, 6-7 tronohion,
(5 trounchen, tronohown, -yn, trenehoune, 6
tronehone, trenshon, 7 trouncheon) ; Sc. 4-5
trunsohoun, 5 trunscyoune, 6 trownseiown,
trunsoheon, -e ; 6-8 trunohion, 6- trvincheon,
(5-6 tnmchoun, -on, -en, -in, -yn, -yne). [ME.
a. OF. triittftm, tronchon, F. trotifon a piece cut
or broken off, a stump (nth c. in Godef.), f. late
L. type *truncion-em, f. L. truncus Trunk.]
1. A piece broken or cut off, a fragment. Also

fig. Obs. or arch.
13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 819 Of the adder he fond mani

tronsoun. ai4So Le Morte Arth. 3071 One hytte hym
vpon the olde wounde With a tronchon of an ore. 1570
Levins Manip. 164/29 A Trenshon, fragmentum. 1587
Mascall Govt. Cattle, Oxen ^l(,1^) 18 Small trunchions of
coleworts sod in sallet oyle and., brine. 1611 Cotcr.,
Tronfonneur,. .3. cutter of things into truncheons or lumpes.
1881 Stevenson New Arab. Nts. II. i. 7 A huge truncheon
of wreck half buried in the sands. 189a — Across the Plains
240 [They] set before him truncheons of tales upon their
lighted theatre.

b. spec. A fragment of a spear or lance ; a piece
broken off from a spear. Obs. or arch.
13.. Sir Beues (A.) 827 On a tronsoun [v.rr, tronchen,

tronchyn, tronchon, trunchynlof isspere pat heued astikede
for to here. 13 . . A". Alls. 2149 (Bodl. MS.) pe spere tobrast
on two transoun. Ibid. 3740 A gentyl kni?th . . Had on hym
many wounde And a trunchoun in his flaunche. £-1400
Maundev. (1839) xxii. 238 pei breken here speres so radely
bat the tronchouns fleu in spsotes and peces all aboute the

,

halle. 1470-85 Malory .,4rMKr'i.xxii.69He smoteGryflet '•

..and brake the spere that the troncheon stack in his body.
1SJ6 Spenser F. Q. iv. iiL 12 Therewith asunder in the
midst it brast. And in his hand nought but the troncheon
left. 1697 Dryden jEntid xi. r6 His brazen buckler on the
left was seen : Truncheons of shiver'd lances hung between.
i8j5 Scott Talism. xxviii. Sir Kenneth's lance . . had '

wounded him deepm the bosom, . .leaving the truncheon of
the lance fixed in his wound.

e. The sliaft of a spear. Obs. or arch.
13.. K. Alls. 2154 Alisaundre..him mette with speris

egge J Through brunny and scheld, to the akedoun, He to-
barst atwo his tronchon. 13. . Guy ]Var-iv. (A.) 3093 purch
he bodi he bar a trounsoun. x6oo Holland Livy xxxv. v.

891 Their captaines .. laying about with their truncheons
(L, Aastile] upon the l>acks of them that so trembled for
feare, .. forced them againe into their ranks. 1805 Scott
Last Minstr. 1. xix, A fancied moss-trooper, the fioy The
truncheon of a spear bestrode.

2. A short thick staff; a club, a cudgel. Obs. or
arch. exc. as in 3.

13.. Sir Beues (A.) 1^28 At \k prisoun dure Beues fond
A tronsoun, (lat he tok in Ls bond. 14.. Stocth. Med. MS.
II. 709 in Anglia XVIII. 324 He beryth his seede, Lik a
trwnsown or a pestell. c xgoo Lancelot 2890 O gret trown-
seiown In til his bond. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. x. 52
Thy legge a sticke compared with this Truncheon, c 1618
MoRvsoN Itin. IV. (1303) 449 A Castle of wood.. which the
Senatours Armed with tronchions did assault and take.
168a N. O. tr. Boileau's Lutrin iii. 113 A Trancheon strong
Confirms his staggering steps. 1715 Pope Odyss. xi. 707
Stem beasts in trains that by his truncheon fell. 1756 Mrs.
Delany in Life 4- Corr. (i86i) III. 451 You walk with your
stick as with a tmncheon, whilst we poor invalids make use
of ours as a walking-staff.

3. A staff carried as a symbol of office, command,
or authority ; a marshal's baton ; most freq. in

modern usage, a short staff or club with which a
police constatjle is armed.
1573 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 203 A Trunchin

for tlie dictator. 1603 Shaks. Meas. /(tr M. 11. ii. 61 Not
the Kings Crowne ; nor the deputed sword. The Marshalls
Trancheon, nor the ludges Robe Become them with one
halfe so good a grace As mercie does. 1728 Morgan Algiers
I. iii. 43 An express Embassy, attended with an Ivory
Truncheon and a Triumphal Kobe. 1843 Lytton Last Bar.
VII. iii. You are come, .to take the command of the troops. .,
and into your hands, I resign this truncheon. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 412 For his religion fSchomberg) had
resigned a splendid income, had laid down the truncheon of
a Marshal of France, x88o M*^Carthy Own Times IV. Ii.

82 Stones were thrown on the one side and tmncheons used
on the other.

fb. fig. Cf. Trunk sb. i b, quot. 1586. Obs.
1601 ?Marston Pasquil^ Kaih. IV. 115 For such a one

to yoke her free sweet youth Vnto a Lowne,..A giltien
Trunchion, fie ! 'tis slauish vile.

4. -t" a. The stem or stock of a tree. Obs. rare.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. i. vL (Rolls) a8 Tho bowis grewen out

ofstockis or tronchons, and the tronchons or schaftis grewen
out of the roote.

b. A length cut from a plant, esp. one used for

grafting or planting ; a stout cutting. Now rare.
157a Mascai.l Plant, ff Graff. (1592) 17 An other way to

set Mulberies.., cut.. great Mulberie bowes or stockes,
asunder in y bodie (with a saw) in troncheons a foot long
or more,, .make a. .furrow in good earth well and deepe, so
that ye may couer. .your troncheons. 1664 Evelyn Sylva 1.

xviii. (1729) 86 (Aiders) are propagated of Tranchions, .the

TRUNCUS.
I

'Trunchions being set as big as the Small of one's Leg. 1715
;

Bradley s Earn. Diet. s.v. Lime tree, The Truncheons
make far better Coal for Gun-Powder, than that of Alder
It self. Ihd. s.v. Sallow, When you Graft Sallow, take
a tmncheon as big as your Wrist, of two Foot and an half
long. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 127 Neither wild truncheons
on the olive graft.

t 5. An intestinal worm, short and thick in form,
parasitic in horses. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 504/1 Trunchon, wyrme, lumhric-us.

1530 Palsgr. 283/2 Trunchon a worme. 1565 Blundevii.
Horsemanships, xcvi. (1580) 43 In a Horses gutsdobreede
three kinds of wormes:..The third be short and thicke,
like the end of a mans little finger, and therefore be called
Troncheons. c 1720 W. Gibson Farrier's Guide 11. xxxix.
(1738) 142 Several Kinds ol Vermin bred in the bodies of
Horses, which go under the Denomination of Bots, Worms
and Trunchions. 1748 tr. Vegetius' Diitempers Horses 84
Another Drench for Worms, Botts and Truncheons.
+ 8. ' The solid part of a horse's tail, towards the

croup
' (Littr^ s. V. Tronfon). Obs. rare-K

1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horsem. 24 The hams dry, and
streight, the trunchion small, long, well set on, and well
couched.

117. Erroneously used for Truncheoue, Tren-
cherI 2 or 3. Obs.
1548 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IX. 167 For serving of

his gracis tabill upoun tuelf sylver trunscheones. 1739 ' R.
Bull ' tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 131 Trojans their Tables
ate, eat thou thy Truncheon.
8. attnb.a.ni Comb.,?&truncheon-bearer, -fashion,

officer, -sceptre ; truneheon-snake (see quot.
)

;

truncheon-wise adv., in the manner or form of a
truncheon.

1896 IVestm. Gaz. 18 Feb. 5/2 Yesterday was a busy . . day
for "truncheon-bearers all over London. 191a S. R. Driver
in Expositor Jan. 35 Out of Machir came down truncheon-
bearers. 1750 K. Pococke Trav. (1888) 71 A sceptre.. in
the *truncheon fashion, having a round head guarded with
points. 1708 Mem. Kight Villanous John Hall 11 Out
jump Four *Trunchion Officers. 1814 .Sporting Mag. X LI V.
147 Brandishing his 'truncheon-sceptre. 1736 Mortimer
m Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 254 Vipera fusca: The brown
Viper in Virginia: In Carolina it is called the *Tiuncheon-
Snake. 157a Mascall /Va»^^ G'ra^(i592) 43 Certaine..
trees . . which in cutting the great branches therof "truncheon
wise, doe renew againe.

Hence Tm'ncheoner, Trn-ncheonlst {nonce-
uids.), one who bears a truncheon.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. iv. 54, 1.. hit that Woman, who

cryed out Clubbes, when I might see from farre, some forty
Truncheoners [(F/J-j. (ed. Johnson, 1765) truncheoneers] draw
to her succour. 1854 Tait's Mag. XXI. 372 Circumscribed
. . byi84 B and his co-truncheonists.

t Trancheon, a. Obs. rare—^. [?attrib. use
of Truncheon sb.'] — Tkunch a.
1611 CoTGR., Retroussf, thicke and short, druggellie,

trunchion.

Tru'nclieon, v. Forms : see Truncheon sb.

[a. F. troKfonner (lath c. in Godef.), f. tronfon,
Truncheon sb.]

fl. trans. To reduce to 'truncheons' or frag-

ments ; to break in pieces ; to shatter. A\%ofig.
C1477 Caxton Jason 16 Thus began the bataylle..with

speris that sone were tronchoned. Ibid. 35 b, She fill doune
. . alle thurghe smyten and tronchoned with amerouse
sorowe. c 1500 Melusine xxxvi. 286 The Saudan valyauntly
smote geffray, & tronchoned hys spere vpon his shild.

t b. Spec. To carve (an eel) : the proper term
for this. Cf. Tranch v. Obs.
i486 Bk. St. Albans Fvijb, An Ele trounsoned. 1787

Best Angling (ed. 2) 169 Trounclun an eel, cut him up.
1853 Badham Halieut. 343 He gobbets trout, truncheons
eef, fins chub, tusks barbel [etc.].

2, I'o beat with a truncheon, to baton.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 154 If captaines were of my

minde, they would trunchion you out, for taking their names
vpon you. 1839 Mom. Herald 20 July, They are occa-
sionally truncheoned by the police.

Hence Tru-noheoning vbl. sb.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 15 h. Whan hit cam to the tronchon-
ing of their speris.

Tmncheoned (tru-njand), a. [f. Truncheon
sb. -^ -ED ^.] Furnished or armed with a truncheon.
1761 GoLDSM. at. IV. cix. The brickdust man took up as

much room as the truncheoned hero. i8si Blackw. Mag.
X. 6g8 Truncheoned and uniformed as becomes a man of
his military habits. 1839 Morn. Herald ri July, The
truncheoned police of the metropolis. 1883 Hall Caine
Cobwebs Crit. vii. 202 A city-marshal broke his leg.. while
walking truncheoned from the Mansion House.
[Truneheoneer, a suggested reading for iruTt-

cheoner (see after Truncheon i(5.).]

t Trtincheour, obs. form of Trencher 1.

1511-11 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 321 To Johne
Aitkyne, goldsmitht,.. to mak foure gret truncheouris ..

threttein small truncheouris and five saltfattis.

t Tm-nchfiddle. Obs. rare-K [? f. Trunch 3.

-I- Fiddle sb., or ?for *trunMddle: cf. next and
trunk-wame i^wisYi sb. \'i)!\ (?)

1589 Hay any Work 6 He might freely .. florish with his
2. hand sword. O tis a sweete tmnchfiddle.

t Tru-noh-hole. Obs. rare- '. ? = trunk-hole

:

see Trunk sb, 18, and cf. sense 10 e.

1683 R. D. state of Turkey 153 The. .crew, .clapt an iron
spike into the trunch hole of the prow.
Trunehman, obs. corrupt f. Teuchman.
Trunchy : see after Trunch a.

II
Truncus (tr»'i)kfc). [L. : see Trunk.] a.

Anat. The trunk or main stem of a vessel or
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nerve, b. Zool. The trunk or body of an animal,

without the head, limbs, and tail ; in Entom. the

thorax. O. Bot. The trunk or stem of a tree.

1693 tr. Blancards Pfiys. Diet. (ed. 2), Truncus, in

genera!.. that part of the great Artery and Vena Cava,
which descends from the Heart .. more especially., those

Branches which are sent from the great Trunk to the

Viscereu 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Truncus, (Lat.) the

Stem or Stock of a Tree without the Boughs; a Body with-

out a Head. 1875 Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol (1883)

177 As the truncus becomes more and more distended, the

longitudinal valve . . tends more and more completely to shut

off the openings of the pulmonary arteries.

Trundle (tr»'nd'l), sb. Also 6-7 trundel(l), 7

trondle, 8-9 Sc, truntle, 9 dial, trunnel, -nle.

[A parallel form to Trendlb, Trindle sb:\

I. Something that trundles or is trundled.

1. A small wheel, roller, or revolving disk ; esp,

a small but massive wheel adapted for supporting

a heavy weight, as the wheel of a castor.

1564, 160J [see Trundle-bed p]. 1668 Wilkins RealChar.
257 Wheel, Truckle, Trundle. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag:
II. vi. 68 Points, Halfs, and Quarters, which is on the two
Trundles. 1833 J. Holland Manuf, MetalW, 16 Theyare
submitted to the buff, which is a trundle of wood covered

with thick soft leather, and made to revolve rapidly._

b. Organ building. In the draw-stop action, A
roller with two arms by the rotation of which a

slider is drawn or replaced.

1876-^ Stainer & Barrett Did. Mus. Terms 342 When
the stop is pulled out, the arms aa draw the trace b from

right to left, the end of the trundle c being attached to the

trace is moved in a similar direction, whilst the other end of

the trundle d moves in an opposite direction, and draws out

the slider. i88x W. E. Dickson Organ-BitUd. x. 130 The
connection of these horizontal draw-bars with the vertical

levers will be effected by squares or bell-cranks of a form
known as 'trundles*.

2. A device consisting of two disks turning on

an axle, and connected by a series of parallel staves

cylindrically arranged, which engage with the teeth

of a cog-wheel ; a lantern-wheel. In early use, each

of such disks (= /rw«(//i5-^eff^((7) : see 7). Also,

each of the staves of this device.

i6xx Cotgr., Lanteme h pagnons, a paire of trundles, or

trundle heads; that which is turned about by the cog
wheele of a Mill, x66o R. D'acres Art IVaier-drawing i-i,

Great wooden wheels with Coggs in them, working Trundles
with round staves in them. 1764 J. Ferguson Lect. iii. 35
A winch six inches long, fixt on the axis of a trundle of

8 slaves or rounds. it8ox Bournon in Phil. Trans. XCI.
186 They form a kind of indented cylinders, which have
some resemblance to the trundle of a mill. x82<) Nat. Philos.

I. Mechanics 11. vii. 30 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.) The cylindrical

teeth or bars of the lantern are called trundles or spindles.

x86x Smiles Engineers II. 125 He employed cast iron

pinions, instead of the wooden trundles formerly used.

3. A low truck or carriage on small wheels. ? Obs.

1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 22 [In replanting a tree] You
may weigh up, and place the whole weighty Clod upon a

Trundle to be convey'd, and Replanted where you please.

X766 CompL Farmer, Trundle, a sort of carriage with low
wheels, for carrying heavy and cumbersome loads.^

4. An embroiderer's quill of gold thread; in Her.,

a charge representing this.

c j8a8 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Trundles, quills of

gold thrpad used by embroiderers, and borne by them in the

Arms of their Company. 1894 Parker's Gloss. Her. 225

Embroiderers' Broaches, Trundles, and Quill. . . The Trundle
represents a quill of gold thread, two of which are repre-

sented in the arms of the London company.

IL An act of trundling {Jit. oxfig.\
5. An act of tmndling or rolling; an impulse

that causes something to roll.

1893 Q. Couch Delect. Ducky 95 They. .gave the stone

a trundle.

6. fig. A going along or away ; a course ; de-

parture: in phr, to run or take one's trundle, to

take one's course, dial.

1625 V. Alsop Anti-Sozzo 388, I resolved he should run
his Trundle. i8ax Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 41 So take your
trundle now, and good luck may ye see I Ibid. H. Q7 Ye're

each at once as free To take your trundle as ye us a to be.

III. 7. attrib, and Comb, (in some cases perh.

directly from the vb.) : trundle-head, (a) each of

the disks of a trundle (sense 2) ; (J>) = sense 2

;

{€) Naut. (see quot. 1867) ; trundle-shot, a shot

consisting of a bar of iron with sharpened ends and

a ball of lead attached near each end so as to cause

it to turn in its flight ; trundle-wheel = sense 2,

See also Trundle-bed, -tail ; also trunnel-head,

-hole s. v, Tkunnel.
i6xx *Trundle heads [see 2]. 1766^ Compi. Farmer s.v.

Madder, The trundle-head, thirteen inches semi-diameter,

furnished with eighteen rounds, each a foot long, and two
inches diameter ; the ends of this trundle-head are two inches

and a half thick. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Trundle-
head, the lower drum-head of a capstern, vhen it is doul»le,

and worked on one shaft both on an upper and lower deck.

i<^7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram, xiv. 67 *Trundle shot i.i

..a bolt of iron sixleene or eighteene inches in length ; at

both ends sharpe pointed, and about a handfull from each
end a round broad bowle of lead. 1807 Joyce Set. Dial.

xvii. (1846) 47 A small *trundle wheel made to work in the

cogs. 1839 Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jrnl. 11,357/2 A part of an
ancient trundle wheel was found a few days ago in ChaU
merston Moss.

TrU'lldlCf 2;, Forms : see prec. [A parallel

form to Tekndlb^ Teindle v. ; cf. OF. Irondeler

to fall rolling (Godef.), *to trundle as a ball'

(Cotgr. 161 1).]

I. 1. a. trans. To cause to roll along upon a

surface, as a ball, hoop, or other globular or

circular object; to roll, bowl. K\soJig.
1598 Florio, Carrucolare, to trundle or rowle. x6oi Hol-

land /*/;«y vni. vii. I. 196 One Elephant did wonders :, .hee
caught from them their targuets and bucklers perforce, flung
them aloft into the aire, which as they fell, turned round, as if

they had beene trundeled by art. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Pennilesse Pilgr. Wks. l 122/2 There did we trundle down
health after health. 1698 Vanbrugh ySsop iii. i, I could
tell my mother's pedigree before I could speak plain ; which,
to show you. .the strength of my memory, 1*11 trundle you
down in an instant, 1760-78 H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1S09)

HI. 92 Various exercises.., such as wrestling. .,and tossing

or trundling leaden balls. 1798 Coleridge Fears in Solit.

114 Terms which we trundle smoothly o'er our tongues,

x824 Miss Mitford Village Sen i. (1863) 100 George Hearn,
tbe little post.boy, trundling his hoop at full speed. 183a
CoBBETT Rur. Rides (1885) II. 380 Sitting round a dirty

board, with potatoes trundled out upon it, as the Irish do.

1901 R, Anderson Hist, Kilsyth vt. 50 [He] trundled an
orange across the floor.

b. intr. To move along on a surface by revolv-

ing; to roll. Also^;?^.

X639 B. JoNSON New Inn \\. i, To be cropp'd .. Close to

his head to trundle on his pillow, a x66x Fuller Worthies,
Comw. (1662) I. 201 His Round-Table,, .the tale whereof
hath Trundled so smoothly along for many ages. X711
Addison Spect. No. 253 r xo A Description in Homer's
Odyssey, where Sisyphus is represented lifting his Stone up
the Hill, .it is heaved up by several Spondees, .and at last

trundles down in a continual Line of Dactyls. 1840 Dickens
Bam. Rudge v. Occasionally a hat or wig. .came spinning
and trundling past him.

c. Cricket, {trans, or absol.) To bowl, colloq.

The ball was originally trundled along the ground.
i88a [see Trundler b, trundling below].

2. trans. To cause to rotate ; to twirl, spin,

whirl (something held in the hand) ; spec, to twirl

(a mop) so as to free it from water. Cf, Roll z^.2 5.

a X7s6 [see trundled below]. 1787 Colman Prose on Sev.
Occas. Ill, 277 While Footmen, women grown ..Shall darn
old hose, sweep rooms, and trundle mops. 1864 Sir F. Pal-
crave Norm.

<S- Eng. IV. 60 Instead of trundling the theo-
dolite they yoked the oxen. X883 H. J. Powell Glass-
making 65 The English workman attains the same result

by trundling the glass during reheating,

b. intr, {or pass.
178a [see trundling below],

3. intr. To move or run on a wheel or wheels.

(Cf. Kohhv.'^ lie.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury rir. xiv. (Roxb.) i6/a Such are

termed Truckle beds, because they trundle under other beds.

X768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 59 To see the wheelbarrow
trundle. 1834 Blackw. Mag. IV, 05 The night coaches and
mails were now trundling in. iwa J. Hawthorne Fort.
Fooli. xiv, Numbers of fine carriages., trundle up,

b. t?'ans. To draw or push along on a wheel or

wheels, as a wheelbarrow, vehicle, etc.

xSas ScoTT Let. 7 June, A light barouche, .which two
horses will trundle along like a bowl. i86a Sala Seven
Sons II. iii. 80 [He] was trundling a wheelbarrow full of
sand. 1886 H. F. Lester Under two Fiz Trees 128 If
nurse . . was requested . . to trundle the perambulator.

4. trajis. To conveyinawhceled vehicle, towheel.
1773 GoLDSM, stoops to Cong. 11. adJin., I'll clap a pair of

horses to your chaise that shall trundle you off in a twink-
ling. 1843 J. Wilson Chr, North (1857) 1. 142 The children
are all trundled away out of the cottage, 1847-8 H. Mil-
ler First Impr. ix. 156 As many bricks as an Irish labourer
would trundle in a wheel-barrow. 1869 Dickens Lett. (1880)

11. 413 The Bath chairs trundling the dowagers about the
streets.

b. intr. To go in a wheeled vehicle (in quot.

1909, on a bicycle or tricycle),

X840 Dickens Bam. Ritdge xxii, Mr. Tappertit trundled
off with the chaise. 1909 Spectator 31 July 164/2 On my
trusty ' Rover ' 1 trundle down the brae.

5. Jig, {intr.) To go, walk, or nin easily or

rapidly ; to go away, * be off * ; also, to walk un-

steadily or with a rolling gait.

x68o V. Alsop MischiefImpos. iv, 27 Some may come [to

their own Parish-church] out of custom, because they have
used to trundle thither down the hill. 1700 Congreve Way
0/ World I. ii, Bet. They are gone, sir, in great anger.

Feb, Enough, let 'em trundle, a 1754 Fielding Fathers iv,

i, The next morning down trundled her and I to Dirty Park.
X820 Lady Granville Lett. 22 Aug., She.. trundled out of

the House. 1878 C. King Mountain. Sierra Nev. x. 220
Sarah Jane rolled, I might almost say, trundled in.

b. trans. To carry or send off, turn out, dismiss.

X794 Wolcott(P. Pindar) Dinah 09 Wks. 1816 III. 315 Off
were the couple trundled—man ana maid. 18x8 Scott Br.
Lamm, xxi, The women.. always contrived to trundle me
out of favour before the honeymoon was over.

II. [back-formation from trundle-bed.']

t6. intr. Tooccupy a trundle-bed ; = Truckle
V. I. Obs. rare'~^.

c i6a6 Dick 0/ Devon, iv. i. in BuHen O, PI. II. 61 You and
your brother Manuell lay in the high Bed, and I trondling
underneath.

Hence Trundled (tryndUd) ///. a., Tru'ndling
vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

a 1637 B. JoNSON Horace, Art Poetrie 568 Who's unskil-

ful at the coit, or ball, Or trundling wheele. 1674 N. Fair-

fax Bulk »f Selv. 68 As a Coacli may be so tickly set. .as to

give it self a trundling, a 1756 Mrs. Haywood New Present

(1771) 256 The house-maid then, with a trundled mop, dries

the floor very neatly. 1782 Cowper Gilpin 139 Just like unto

a trundling mop, 1803 R. Couper Tottrificatious xvi, II.

121 The extremity of this avenue was crossed by afinelittle

clear trundling rivulet. x88a Daily Tel. 19 May, Making a
slashing drive to the off for 4 from the same trundling.

xpo8 Chron. Lond. Mission. Soc. Mar. 47/2 Trundling carts
threw up clouds of choking dust
Trundle, obs. form of Treenail.

Tru'lldle-bed. Forms: a. 6 trendyll-,

trindle-, tryndle-, trindell-; /3. 6 tmndell-,
6- trundle-; cf. Trendle, Trindle, Trundle,
[Trundle sb. i.] = Tkuckle-bed.

a. X542 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., For makyng
a trendyll bed iiij**. X560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Cofnm. 232
He slept quietly in the trindle bed. X599 Nottingham Rec.
IV. 250, j. trindle bedd ; one mattrice.

p. 1564 Knaresborough Wills (Surtees) I. 96, j trundell
bedd. i6oa 2nd Pi. Return fr. Parnass. n. vi. 979 When
I was in Cambridge, and lay in a Trundlebed vnder my
Tutor, X667 Pei'YS Diary 9 Oct., My wife and I in the high
bed in our chamber, and Willct in the trundle-bed. X727
Dudley in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 68, I thought at first my
Servants.. were haling along a Trundle-bed. xSsa Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. iv. Aunt Chloe..had been basy in

pulling out a rude box of a trundle-bed.

So t Tm-ndle t)e'dstead Obs.

X590 in Archaeologia XL. 326 Itm. a trundell bedsted and
a boulster. 1686 in Essex Rev. (1906) XV. 173 One trundle
beadsted.

Trundler (tr^-ndbi). [f. Trundle h. + -eb ^.]

One who or that which trundles.

1648-60 Hexham Dutch Diet., Een Roller, a Roler, or a
Trundler. 1879 Sala Paris herself again (1880) I. xviii.

326 A friendly trundler of a Bath-chair .. came to my
assistance.

b. Cricket. A bowler. (See Trundle v. i c.)

colloq.

x88a Daily Tel. 27 May, Each trundler sent up five overs

for one single run. 1895 Westm. Gaz. i Mar. 5/2 The two
greatest Australian batsmen were seen playing the balls of

England's two most famous trundlers,

Tmudle-tail. Obs. or arch. Forms : 5
tryndel-, 6-8 trundle-, 6-9 trindle-, 7 trondle-,

trendle-.

L A dog with a curly tail ; a low-bred dog, a
cur. Also attrib,

X486 Bk. St. Albans Fivb, Myddyng dogges. Tryndel-

tayles, and Prikherid curris. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stujffe 29

A trundle-taile tike or shaugh or two. i6oa 2nd Pt. Return
fr. Parnass. 11. v. 872 All kinde of dogges.. trindle tailes,

prick.eard curres, small Ladies puppies._ 1605 Shaks. Lear
III, vi. 73 Hound or Spaniell, . . Or Bobtaile tight, or Trondle
taile. a 1639 Webster Appius .5- I'irg. in. iv, Amongst curs

a trendle tale. 1820 Scott Monast. xxiv. The very brutes

are degenerated, .our hounds are turnspits and trindle-tails.

b. Applied contemptuously to a person.

1614 B. JoNSON Bart. Fair 11. v. Doe you sneere, you
dogs-head, you Trendle tayle ! xe^a Rowley Womatt Never
Vexedn. i. 18 How now my fine Trundletayles; My wodden
Cosmographers. X706 Phillips (ed. Kersey)j Trundle-tail,

a Wench that runs Asking up and down with a draggled
Tail.

2. (as two words) A curly tail (of a dog).

a i6as Fletcher Lovers Cure \\\. iii. Like a poor cur, clap.

ping his trindle tail Betwixt his legs. 165X Ogilbv MsoP
(1665) 205 Rough with a trundle Tail, a Prick-ear'd Cur.

Trunel, obs. form of Teeenail,
Trunes(8e, trtmlsse, obs. ff. Tbueness.
Trunlon, variant of Trunnion.
Tinmk (trOT)k), sb. Forms : 5-7 tronk, tronke,

troncke, (7 tronck), 5-7 trunke, 6 trounk,

trounke, (tronque, troonke, trouncke), 6-7

truncke, 6-8 trunck, 6- trunk, [a. F. tronc

(i 2th c), ad. L. tmncttm^ acc, of truncus main stem

or stock of a tree, the human body, a piece cut or

broken off, etc. In branch III app, associated with

Trump sb.\ F, trompe. With IV cf. Tbdnk-hose.]

L The main part of something as distinguished

from its appendages.

1. The main stem of a tree, as distinct from the

roots and branches ; the bole or stock.

1490 Caxton Eneydos iv. 17 Eneas, .hewe the troncke of

a tree oute of the whiche yssued bloode. x6oS Camden Rem,
161 A golden truncke of a tree. X615 W. Lawson Country
Houseiv. Card. {1626) 14 Cut away all his twigs.. burying

his trunck in the crust of the earth. 1697 Dbyden Virg.

Georg. in. 580 With Trunks of Elms and Oaks the Hearth
they load, 1787 Wintek Syst. Husb. 103 The roots of trees

grow in proportion to their trunks and branches. 187a

Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 21 These were formed from a

single trunk of oak.

b. fig. or in fig. context.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 140 In siead of a

louing and contented husband, to glue her a withered old

Truncke. Ibid. 11. 97 For his stature, a dwarffe; for his

person, a tiunke; for his qualities, a dog. 1603 Shaks.

Meas. for M. iii. i. 72 You consenting too't, Would barke

your honor from that trunke you beare. And leaue you
naked. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xv. (1687) 117 His

endowments were divine ;. .yet blocks and trunks are wont
now to lift up themselves higher in their own conceit _than

he could be tempted to do. 1839 H. Rogers Aw. H. iii. 140

While the trunk of the language remains the same, the twigs

and frailer branches are torn away by the storm. X876 C. M.
Davies Unorth. Lond. 81 Different offshoots which had
from time to time separated themselves from the main trunk

of Presbyterianism.

o. trans/. The shaft of a column ; also, the

dado or die of a pedestal.

X563 Shute Archit. C ij b, Scapus,, .being the troncke or

body of the pillor. 1664 Evelyn tr. Frearfs Archit. 124

(The Pedestal) is likewise called Truncus the Trunk.. nlso
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Abacus, Dado, Zocco, etc. 1727-41 in Chambers Cyc/.

184S-76 in GwiLT Encycl, Archit. Gloss.

2. The human body, or that of an animal, with-

out the head, or esp. without the head and limbs,

or considered apart from these; in EiUom. the

thorax. Also transf. andyff.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. clxiji. 156 There was heddys,

armys, leggys, and trunkys of dede mennys bodyes, lyinge as

thycke as flowres growe in tyme of May. Ibid, vn. 495
His hed stryken of, & the trunke oPhis body hanged by
chaynes vpon y* common gybet of Parys. 1541 R. Copland
Gaiyen's Terap, 2 G ij, In dluidjng y« troiike which is

betwene the necke & ihe legges, is two great capacytees.

1593 Shaks. 2 //£n. F/, IV. X. 90 There (will I] cut off thy
most viigracioiis head ;..Leauing thy trunke for Crowes to

feed vpon. x6io Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 336 His
head smitten off", and the Iruncke of his body throwen into

the fire. 17x1 Addison Spcct. No. 229 P i The Trunk of a
Statue which has lost the Arms, Legs, and Head. 1715
RowE Lady Jane Gray v. ad fin. ^ Blasted be the hand
That struck my Guilford ! Oh, his bleeding trunk Shall

live in these distracted eyes for ever! 1804 Abernethy
Sur^. Obs. 26 The front, or back part of the trunk of the

body. x8a6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xxviii. III. 48 The
second portion of the body is the Trunk, which is interposed

between the head and abdomen. 1837 Emerson Address,
Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 175 The state of society is

one in which the members have suffered amputation from
the trunk, 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 7 In the trunk [of

the RatJ we observe that the spines of the dorsal vertebrae

..point backwards. 1913 Tvnes 9 Aug, 4/1 A tendency
to hairlessness on the trunlc and limbs.

fb. Her. The head of a beast cut off immedi-
ately behind the horns or ears, i. e. caboched ; cf.

Trl'NKED///. ay 2. Obs. rare~K
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. b v, Tronkys be calde in armys

any bestys hede or neck Ykyttchagikli[ — jaggedlyja sender.

1 3. A dead body, a corpse ; also, the body con-

sidered apart from the soul or life. Obs.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 152 Vnckle draw you neere, To
shed obsequious teares vpon this Trunke. 160^ — Lear i.

i. 180 If on the tenth day following, Thy banisht trunke be
found in our Dominions. i6n B. Jonson Catiline v. vi,

Hb troops Couer'd that earth, they had fought on, with
their trunkes. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 8^ P3 This poor
meagre Trunk of mine is a very ill Habitation for Love.

4. Anat, The main body or line of a blood-

vessel, nerve, or similar structure, as distinct from

its branches ; also transf. the main line of a river,

railway, telegraph or telephone, road or canal

system ; see trunk-drainage^ -glacier, 'litte, etc. in

18. AlsoyTf.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan Gf::/^ The lesser Trunke crcepeth

along the inside of the Legge . . and in his progresse
spririkleth diucrs surcles into the skine. 1707 Flover
Physic. Pulse- Watch 352 The Arteries join'd on each side

in the same Original Trunk. 1817 J. Bradbury Trav. Anier,

246 Small rivers that fall immediately into the great trunk
of the Mississippi. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd.
(ed. 4) 156 The ovigerous canals. .uniting on each side of
the body into two principal trunks. 1843 R. J, Gravks
Syst. Clin. Med. xxx. 396 Not only the nervous filaments.

.

may be affected, but also the main trunk of the nerve. 1876
Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xxviii, Like the main trunk of an
exorbitant egoism.

b. //. Iq Stock Exchange language, short for

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, or its stock.

189a Pall Mall G, 9 Feb. 5/3 Trunks have risen, partly in

sympathy with American, and also on a much belter traffic

than was expected. 1898 Wesim. Gaz. i Dec. 8/» A bull

account in Trunks is always followed by a bad revenue
statement.

1 5. The scale of a map or plan ; see Scale
sb.^ g. Obs. rare.

1561 Eden Arte Nauig. xxx. '\\. 58 This the Marynets call

the truncke or scale of leaques. 1574 V>Q\2V.rk2. Regimentfor
Sea xviii. (1577) 47 b, As you may see in measuring it by the
Irunkeofyourcarde there. 1594 BujNDEviL^-rrrc.vn. xxviii.

' (1636) 693 To know the distance of places, . . there is wont to

be set downe in the Mariners Card, a scale, otherwise called

by the Mariners a Trunk.

II. A chest, box, case, etc. (supposed to have
been orig. made out of a tree-trunk).

f 6. A chest, coffer, box, Obs, in gen. sense.

146s Mann. ^ Hottseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 150 Item, payd ffor

a new tronke ffor my lord whych was delyvared to WiUyam
off Wardrope X. s, 1494 Fabyan Chron.cxxxx. 113 He or*

deyned a cheste, or trunke uf clene syluer, to thentent yt all

suche iuellys and ryche gyftes .. shuld therein be keptc.

1591 Greene ^r/ Conny Catch, xxx. (1592) 34 At the beds
feete stood a hansome truncke, wherein was very good
linnen. a 1648 Lo. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 190 Having
the copies of all my dispatches in a great trunk in my House
in London. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Tnci'cnot's Trav. 1. 62 So
curious and elaborate a Work might deserve a better Fate,

than to lye moulding in the bottom of a Trunk. 170s
Addison Dial. Medals iL (1726) 51 The little trunk she
holds in her left hand is the acerra . ., in which the frank*
incense was preserv'd. 17*6 Shrlvocke k'oy. round li^orld

Pref. 17 Nochests, boxes, or trunks, which shall be found in

the ship when taken, shall be open'd.

7. A box, usually lined with paper or linen, and
with a rounded top, for carrying clothes and other

personal necessaries when travelling; originally

covered with leather, now often of canvas, painted
metal, etc. Cf. Portmanteau i.

1609 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 181 To the porter,

for the carridge of the gentlewomens truncke. .xv*. 1664-3
Pepys Diary 8 Jan., We were forced to send for a smith, to
break open her trunk. 1709 Steele & Addison Tatler
No. 93 r 3 He had got his Trunk and his Books all packed up
to be transported into Foreign Parts. 1773 Golusm. Stoops to

Conq. II. i, I like to see their horses and tiimks taken care

of. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. viii, Away I

went.. with a couple of bran new suits from Von Stiltz's in
my trunk. 1859 W. CouumsQ. ofHearts iii, Ring the bell,

and have your trunks packed.

8. A perforated floating box in which live fish

are kept.

c Z440 Promp, Parv. 504/1 Trunke, for kepynge of fysche,
^rgusfium. 1450-x Abingdon Rolls (Camden) 130 In
factura j tronke pro piscibus custodiendis. 1540 in Set.

Pleas Crt. Admiralty (,18^4) I. 99 He toke the tronke in his

hands and haliyd it up to the land and there put forth alle

the fysh that was in the tronke into a basket. 1674 tr.

Scheffey^s Lapland 70 Fishes also, of which they have so
great draughts, that they are forced to keep them in trunks
and ponds. X766 Blackstone Comm. II. xxv. 393 If the
pheasants escape from the mew, or the fishes from the trunk,

. .they becomey^ra^«a/Kra£ again. 1898 J. K. Fowler /?f<r.

Old Times 108 In the midst was a large shallow pond... in

which was kept an eel trunk, consisting of a strong iron-

bound box about four feet long and two feet wide and deep,
perforated with holes, and a Hd fastened with lock and key.
. .In this trunk or box were kept live eels, the trunk having
a strong iron chain attached to it. .; this enabled the trunk
to be hauled up a sloping bank.

b. An open box or case (containing from 80 to

90 lb.) in which fresh fish are sold wholesale.
1883 S. Plimsoll in igth Cent. July 147 The box, which is

called by many names, as ' van *,
' machine ', ' tank ',

' trunk
',

&c. 1883 Daily Nevjs 27 July 7/1 Soles and such fish are
sold in open boxes, without any covering whatever, called

trunks. X909 Times 12 Aug. 11/6 Two trunks of plaice made
the remarkably high price of ;^3 \qs. per trunk.

c. A net or trap for lobster-catching, dial,

. '835 * S. Oliver * Rambles NorthumbLl. v. 210 For catch-
ing lobsters the fishermen of Holy Island mostly use small
hoop-nets, called by them trunks. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk,, Trunk, . . an iron hoop with a bag, used to catch
crabs and lobsters.

9. Mining, A long shallow trough in which lead

or tin ore is dressed.

1653 Manlove Lead Mines 373 (E.D.S.) The miner's

Tearms..Fleaks, Knockings, Coestid, Trunks and Sparks of
oar. 1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Comiu. etc. xy. 579 The
trunk was a pit ten feet long, three wide, and nine inches
deep. 1839 Urb Diet. Arts 1344 The rough is washed in

buddies.. the slimes in trunks. 1851 Tapping Manlove's
Lead Mines Gloss, s. v., The trunks are agitated with
water, and thereby the metals separated from the base
minerals.

10. A box-like passage for light, air, water, or

solid objects, usually made of boards; a shaft,

conduit ; a chute. Now chiefly techn,

i6zo North Plutarch 11 17 He was newly come from
Trophonius truncke or hole. 163a in E. B, Jupp Car-
penters' Co. (1887) 301 Truncks for bringing in of light into

mens bowses . . truncks for Jackewaights or conveyance
of water. 1642 C. Vsrnon Consid. Exch. 43 Which Bill

they.. put. -downe through a Trunke made for that purpose,
into the Chamberlaines Court. 1747 Hooson Miner's
Diet. Hj, As to.. having the Trunks in the Roof of the

Drift, that never does well. 1759 Smraton in Phil. Trans.
LI. 126 A trunk, for bringing the water upon the wheel, was
fixed. x86t R. Willis in Willis & Clark Cambridge {1886)

III. 173 An opening or horizontal trunk through the rising

seats, oy which the solar ray may be directed upon the

Lecture-table. x886 Act A,q 4-50 Vici. c 38 § 6 Any bridge,

waggon-way, or trunk for conveying minerals or other

product from any mine or quarry. x888 Elworthy W.
Somerset Word-bk.^ Trunk, .a wtxnlen tube much used in

corn mills to convey grain or flour to or from the mills. Any
wooden tube.

b. Spec, A chute through which coal is emptied
from the wagons into lighters, etc. dial,

1725 T. Thomas in Portlaml Papers VI. (Hist MSS.
Comm.) 104 Those [steathes] that are covered with limber

work are called trunks. 1893-^ NorthumbUi. Gloss., Trunk-
staith, a coal-spoutat a shipping place. In former times a
coal-staith was called a * dyke *, or trunk if a shoot or spout

was used.

O, Organ-building. Short for wind-trunk.
1851 Seidel Organ ^4 The principal canal . . into which

the wind passes from the bellows, is called the trunk.

d. In a steam-engine, A tubular piston-rod large

enough to allow of the lateral movement of the

connecting-rod when jointed directly to the piston.

1859 RANKiNE^/^awi £«^/«tf (1861) 481 In large engines

there are sometimes more tnan one piston rod and stuffing-

box, and sometimes a tubular piston rod called a trunk.

e. Naut, A water-tight shaft passing through

the decks of a vessel, for loading, coaling, etc.

i86j Catal. Internat. Exkib. II. xii. 2/1 The lower deck
..is made of iron, water-tight, and fitted with water-tight

trunks, to communicate with the upper deck, so that access

can be had at all times distinct from the other decks. 1877
W. H. White Man, Naval Archit. i. 29 Where openings
have to be made in a watertight deck or platform, either

watertight covers must be fitted to the openings or water.

tight trunks, carried to a sufficient height above the load-

line, must be built around them,

r. See quot.

1877 Knight Diet. Meck.^Trunk 5 (Hatting), the conduit,

tube, or guiding-box which guides the air-currents and
directs the fur fibers from the picker to the cone, in hat-body

forming machines.

g. Salt-making. A box-like cover placed over an

evnporating-pan.

188s C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 155 In

..Cheshire., the evaporating-pans are at times employed
quite open and exposed to the sky, but nowadays they are

mostly surrounded with sheds,, .furnished with ventilating

openings in the roof. . . On the Continent, all except the fine

and butter-salt pans are generally covered in with wooden
trunks, flat on top with sides converging upwards, thus

forming an elongated truncated cone about 5 ft. high over

the pan.

h. The water-tight case in which the centre-
board of a sailing-boat works.
1894 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Aug. 7/2 The centre board had not

been lost, but had been jammed in the trunk and was held
fast. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 228/2 The centerboard
trunk is made long so that the board may be dropped at any
desired point forward or aft.

III. A pipe or tube.

+ 11. A cylindrical case to contain or discharge
explosives or combustibles ; the barrel of a mortar,
the case of a rocker, etc. Obs.
iS^ Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 177, ij dosanof tronques

for wild fyer. 1581 Styward Mart, Dtscipl. i. 12 To haue
such gouernours as are. .skilfuU. .in the making of trunkes,
bawles, arrowes, and all other sortes of wilde fire. 1634 1 . LJ

Myst. Nat. ff Art n Fire-works. .as Crackers, Trunks, etc.
rti66o Contemp, Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archieol. Soc.) I. 61 None
could passe the same without eminent danger of fallinge
under the fumie reactie of that murtheringe troncke. Ibid.
102 Within the truncke some wilde fire in maner and forme
of a bombe and granados. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 7
The cases, or trunks, of rockets.

1 12, A pipe used as a speaking-tube or ear-
trumpet. Obs.

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries i. (1550) 70 The roode spake
these wordes, or else a knaue monke behynde hym in a
truncke through the wall. 1589 Puttenham Eng, Poesie
III. xxv. (Arb.) 311 Not to heare but by a trunke put to his
eare. 1631 Shirley Traitor iii. i, Ha I are there no trunks
toconvey secret voices? 1680 C. Nessk Church-Hist. 75
Which . . did but pass through him as a trunk through whicli
a man speaks. 1704 Swift Battle of Bks. Misc. (1711) 245
They whisper to each other thro a large hollow Trunk.
flS. A hollow tube fiom which a dart or pellet

is shot by blowing ; a blow-gun, a pea-shooter.
1553 Eden Treat. Nave Ind. (Arb.) 20 They . .blowe them

[arrows] oute of a trunke as we doe pellets of claye. a 1652
Brome Ncvj Acad, iv, i, All my. . tops, gigs, balls, cat and
catsticks, pot guns, key guns, trunks, tillers, and all. 1755
B. Martin Misc. Corr. Oct. 170 Two youths, .in the gallery
of Covent-garden Play-house .. shooting Peas thro' a Tin
Trunk in the Faces of the Audience. i^iSt^hit Sports ^
Past. IV. iv. § I A substitute for the gun,, .a long hollow tube
called a trunk.

tl4. More ixxWy perspective trunk: A telescope;
cf. trunk-glass

J
-spectacle in 18,

1610 I_. Heydon in Camden's Lett. (1691) 130 With one of
our ordinary Trunks I have told eleven stars in the Pleiades.
i6ao B. Jonson Ne^v IVorldin Moon Wks. (Rtldg.) 615/1
From the Moon !..0h, by a trunk! I know it, a thing no
bigger than a fiute-case : a neighbour of mine, a spectacle-
maker, has drawn the moon through it at the bore of a
whistle. i6ao Wotton Let. to Bacon in Reliq, (1651) 414
A long perspective-trunke with the convexe glasse fitttd to
the said hole [in a camera obscura], and the concave taken
out at the other end.

15. The elongated proboscis of the elephant

;

also transf, the prolonged flexible snout of the

tapir, etc.

c 1565 R. Baker in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 150 The Elephant
. .With water fils his troonke right hie, and blowes it on the
rest. 1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 816 There was another
strange creature in Nicaragua, .like a blacke Hogge, with
,.a short truncke or snowt like an Elephant. 1687 A.
LovELL tr. Thevenot s Traz*. in. 45 An Elephant .. his
Governour can make him do what he pleases with his

Trunck. 1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist.{\T)(>) IV. 273 Two tame
elephants.. that caress the indignant animal with their

trunks, c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 685 The trunks, ears,

and other parts of these elephants, were painted red and
other colours.

b. slang. The human nose.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Trunk, a Nose. 1783

Grose Diet, Vulg. T., Trunk, a nose [in various phrases].

X901 Lawson Remin. Dollar Acad. 87 The deep bass
rumbling sound, which was emitted from his trunk.

fo. The long pointed bill of the heron. Obs.

rare'~^,

157s TuRBERV. Falconrie 160 A live hearon uppon the
upper part of whose bill or truncke you must convey the

joynt of a reed or cane.

d. The proboscis of some molluscs; also the

proboscis of various insects. Now rare or Obs.

i66x Lovell Hist. Anim. ^ Min. Introd., The Alollusca,

..some have acetabula, and two long trunks, which they
use as anchors in storms. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. i. 2 At
his [the flea's] snout is fixed a Proboscis, or hollow trunk or

probe. 1692 Benti-ey Boyle Led. 125 Insects, which wound
the tender buds with a long hollow trunk, and deposit an
egg in the hole. 1805 Prisc. Wakefield Do7n. Rccreat. i.

(i&>6) 5 There is as great a variety in the trunks of insects

as in their antennae.

1 16. //. Also small trunks : an old game : =
Troll-madam ; cf. Teucks. Obs.

1607 Christmas Prince ii. (1816) 45 Why say you not that

Munday will bee drunke, Keepes all vnruly wakes, and
ptayesat trunkes? 161 1 Cotgb., Trou Madame, the Game
called Trunkes, or the Hole. i6ai Burton Anat. Mel, 11. ii.

IV, The ordinary recreations which we haue in Winter, .are

Cardes, Tables, . . the Philosophers game, small truncks [etc. J,

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. iv. 196 Billiards, Kettle-pins,

Noddy-boards, Tables, Truncks, Shovell-boards, Fox and
Geese, or the like. 1706 Phillips (ed. Keisey), Trunks, a
kind of Play otherwise call'd Troll-Madame and Pigeon-
holes. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Nine-holes, ot

Trunks, a game played with a long piece of wood or bridge
I with nine arches cut in it. ..Each player has two flattened

I

balls, whicli he aims to bowl edge-ways under the arches

;

j

he scores the number marked over the arch he bowls through.

IV. 17. //. t a. = TiiuNK-HosK. Obs.
1583 Rates if Custome Ho. F j, 'I'runcks the dosen xii. s.

1610 B. Jonson Alch. iii. iii, Sixe great slopps, Bigger then
three Dutch hoighs, besides round trunkes. 165a in Vermy
Mem. (1907) 1. 490 There are Page^ in trunks that ride behind

6i-2
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the coches . . doalh trunks billited or garded with velvet.

167a Land. Caz. No. 656/4 His Trunks and Stockings are of

grey Worsted.

b. Short breeches of silk or other thin material

;

in theatrical use, often worn over tights ; in quot.

1896 applied to ordinary breeches or knicker-

bockers.

181S Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1463 Theatrical ' trunks ', or

short breeches. 1837 Dickens Piciw. xv, The appearance

of Mr. Snodgrass in blue satin trunks and cloak, white silk

tights and shoes, and Grecian helmet. 1874 R. Buchanan
Kitty KemHe 86 A slim fairy prince in trunks and tights.

i8j)S Crockett Grey Man xvi, David had donned the

trunks and laid by the bairn's kilts. 1906 N. Munro m
Blackw. Mag. Dec. 802/1 A right smart Alick in short

trunks.

c U.S. Short tight-fitting drawers worn by

swimmers and athletes.

1883 Pall Mall G. 26 July 7/1 Captain Webb attempted

his perilous feat of swimming the Niagara Rapids.. .He
wore a pair of silk trunks. 1889 Gunter That Frenchman
xi, Black.velvet trunks cover his [the wrestler's] hips and
thighs. 1891 Daily News 30 May 5/5 The men are

together in front of Harvard boathouse in caps, * sweaters ',

trunks, and canvas shoes. 1894 Ralph in Harper's Mag.
Aug. 341 Nude bathing will not be permitted. . .The use of

tights or ' trunks ' will not be allowed.

V. 18. attrib. and Comb., as, in senses I and 2,

trunk-armour, -bark, -bone, -diameter, -muscle,

•rib, -root, -scar; in senses 4 and 4b, trunk-

dealer, -drainage, exchange, -glacier, -jack (Jack
ii.l 15 d), -line, -market (Market sb. id), -road,

-sewer, -sheath, stream, -telegraph, -telephone,

-traffic, -train, -wire; in senses 6 and 7, trunk-

boot (Boot sb.'i 4c), -huddle (see quot.), -castor,

-check, -lid, -liner, -lock, -mail (Mail sb.''-), -shop
;

in sense 10 (c and d), trunk-hole, -piston,

-plunger; in sense 15, trunk-bearer; trunk-nosed

adj. ; also trunk-alarm, an alarum which sounds

when the trunk-lid is lifted (Knight Diet. Mech.

1877); trunk-back = trunk-turtle{U.S.) ; trunk-

band, Organ-building, a shallow box in the hori-

zontal bellows to which the wind-trunk is attached

;

also called trunk-lining; f trunk-board, a plat-

form for a trunk or trunks at the back of a carriage

;

trunk-brace, a support or stay for a trunk-lid, to

prevent it from falling again when raised (Knight) ;

trunk-oabin, a ship's cabin partly above and

partly below the upper deck; cf. sense 10 e and

trunk-deck {Cent. Diet. 1S91) ; trunk-call, a call

from one telephone exchange to another ; trunk-

case, that part of a chrysalis case which covers

the thorax ; trunk-deck, the top of a hatchway

trunk projecting above the deck, or a row of these

joined so as to form a kind of raised deck {Cent.

Diet. Suppl. 1909) ; trunk dial, a clock having a

long case to accommodate the pendulum ; trunk-

engine, an engine having a tubular piston-rod

;

see sense lod
; f trunk-glass = sense 14 ; trunk-

leg, -limb, in Crustaceans, a leg attaclied to the

thorax ; trunk-light, a skylight placed over a

trunk or shaft {Cassell's Encycl. Diet. 1 888) ; trunk-

lining, (a) = trunk-band; {b) material for lining

trunks: cf. Trunk-maker; trunk-machine, a

tube or shaft for the conveyance of cotton from one

machine to another during the preparatory processes

{Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909); trunk main, a large pipe

for the conveyance of water, etc. under pressure,

as distinguished from the reticulation of smaller

mains fed therefrom ; f trunk-manna : see quot.

;

trunk-nail, a short nail with broad convex brass

head used for ornamenting trunks and coffins

(Knight) ; trunk-nose, the sea-elephantor elephant-

seal {funk's Stand. Diet. 1895); trunk-rod, a

fishing-rod composed of short joints for convenience

in packing ( d.S.) ; t trunk-saddle, ? a packsaddle

adapted for carrying a trunk or chest ; f trunk
sleeve, a full, puffed sleeve ; cf. sense 1 7 a ; so trunk
slops (Si.op ii.l 4) ; t trunk-spectacle = sense 14

;

trunk-staithe, a wharf at which coal is loaded

into vessels by a trunk or shoot ; trunk-stay =
trunk-brace (Knight) ; trunk-turtle, the Leathery

Turtle or Leather-back, Dermalochelys {Sphargis)

coriacea, of warm seas, having a flexible leathery

carapace with osseous deposits and several longi-

tudinal ridges ; trunk-valve, in a steam-engine, a

D slide-valve long enough to cover direct steam-

ports when placed near the end of the cylinder

{Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909) ; + trunk-vame, a fiddle

{died.) ; trunk-way : see quot ; trunk-weed, ? a

species of sea-weed ; f trunk-work, secret or

clandestine action, as by means of a trunk. See

also Trunk-fish, -maker.
1854 Owen Skel. », Teeth m art's Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat.

165 In these colossal armadillos.. the *trunk-armour was in

one immovable piece, covering the back and sides, and was

not divided by bands. 1883 S. Garman Rept. «r Batrach.

N. Avier. Introd. 6 San Turtles are numerous off the coasts

of Florida. ' *Trunk-backs ' or ' Leather-backs ', Sphargis,

are the largest. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mns. Terms,

428

Organ Construction, On it [the middle board] rests a strong

ridge called the *trunk-band or lining, to which the wind
trunks can be at any point joined. 1881 W. E. Dickson
Organ-Build, vi. 73 A shallow box, say 4 inches deep, upon
the middle board, of the same size as the top lK>ard. "This

is called a trunk-band, and is introduced to allow of fixing

the wind-trunks. i88o C. R. Makkham Peritv. Bark 37 It

XCinehona Condaminea] once yielded great quantities of

thick *trunk bark, but.. is now almost exterminated. Ibid,

81 From the trunk-bark of a plant of this species [Cinchona
Catisaya]. .h»i obtained .. 5 per cent, of alkaloids. x86i

P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Inst, i860, 174 'I'he

shell of the *Trunk.bearers may almost always be known
by a notch or canal at the base. 1819 B. H, Latrobk
yr«/. (1905) 224 A girl of thirteen or fourteen years old sat

up on the *trunk board behind. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 23 Sept.

7/3 A second skull.. but no trace of *trunk bones can be

found. X794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) II. 54 The car-

riage. . ; an iron coach-box on a square *trunk-boot, raised

on neat, carved blocks. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts 751 The *trunk

buddle is. .composed of two parts; ofacistern or box_ into

which a stream of water flows, and of a large tank with a
smooth level bottom. 1910 Times 19 Aug. 4/6 The tele-

phone is still open, but . . a message into the country usually

mvolves a *trunk call. x8a6 Kirbv & Sp. EntomoL III.

xxxi. 250 The *Trunk-case, divided intothe thorax, crupper
surface, extending from the head to the dorsal segments of

the abdomen. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech,, "Trunk-caster.

1906 M. Nicholson House o/jooo Candles iii, I gave him
my * trunk-checks. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 3 Mar. 9/1 "Trunk
dealers received another disappointment in the traffic,

which showed a decrease. 1884 F. J. Britten IVatch ff

Clockm. 274 Generally "trunk dials have half seconds pendu-

lunis. 1909 Chamb, Jml. Sept. 561/2 The Rajah-tree.,

with a "trunk-diameter of six or eight feet. 1864 C. S.

Read in W. White Norfolk 67 Some better system of "trunk

drainage -should be at once adopted. 1864 Webster,
""Trunk-engine. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-hk., Trunk-
engine, a direct-acting steam-engine, in which the end of the

connecting-rod is attached to the bottom of a hollow trunk,

passing steam-tight through the cylinder cover. i^oR Daily

Chron. 9 Dec. 1/4 Telephonists employed in 'trunk ex-

changes. i860 Tvndall Glac, I. xiv. 99 The medial moraine

of the "trunk glacier. 1875 IFond. Phys. IVorld 1. ii. 55 To
coalesce in one great trunk-glacier. 1613 M. RwlkyMagn.
Bodies 28 A thing worthy of better observation from the

*Truncke-gIasse. 1881 W. E. Dickson Organ-Build, v. 60

In one of these cheeks a "trunk.hole may have to be cut for

the entrance of the wind. 1902 Encycl, Brit. XXX. 479/2

Of the corresponding pairs of appendages, .three.. may be

all maxillipeds or may help to swell the number of "trunk-

legs. 1858 SiMMONDS Did. Trade, '"Trunk-line, the main
line of a railway, separate from the branch lines or feeders.

1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Sept. 236 The trunk lines already in exis.

tence are substantially all that the country requires. 1888

B. F. C. Costelloe Ck. Cath. 19 Great trunk lines of

liturgical tradition. 1905 Daily Chron. 4 Oct. 9/7 "Trunk
Liner wanted ; must be used to glue work. 1876 "Trunk-

lining [see ti-unk-band], xgv] Times 29 Mar. 6/2 Second,

hand booksellers..know more about books, have a sounder

judgment as to what is literature and what is trunk.lining.

1677 MoxoN Mech, Exerc. ii. 21 Chest Locks, "Trunk Locks,

Pad-locks, &c. 1771 Smollett Humph, CI, 17 Apr., "Tell

Gwyllini that she forgot to pack up my flannels and wide

shoes in the "trunk mail. 1820 Scorr Monast. xv, I hope,

a'gad, they have not forgotten my trunk.mails of apparel.

1663 BovLE Use/, Exp. Nat. Philos, 11. iv. loi The Cala-

brians..by Incisions obtain from the common Ash Tree,.

a

sweet juice, so like to the Manna, .that the Natives call it

in their Language, Manna del corpo, or "Trunk-manna.

1901 Westm. Gaz, 3 Apr. 9/1 A "Trunk market wit. 1907

Ibid. 25 Mar. 9/3 Just come into the Trunk market for a

second. 1884 Birmingham Daily Post 23 Feb. 2/4 "Trunk-

moulding machine, 32 in. long, with dies complete. x87a

Humphry Myology 32 Where the fibres diverge from the

"trunk-muscle. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 59 Rarely

the spasm [of tetany] begins in the trunk muscles. 1900

Kipling in Daily News 9 Mar. 6/2 The temple wherein the
' tun-bellied ',

' "trunk-nosed ' god Ganesha (the divine

Elephant) receives his worshippers. 1888 Hasluck Model
Ettfin. Handybk. (1900) 108 The feed-pump . . is on the

"trunk principle. 1883 Nicholson ;I/<im. Zool. (ed 4) 495

The anterior "trunk-ribs [of the Dinosauria] were double-

headed. i8«i Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xlvi, Engle-

bourn was situated on no "trunk road. 1869 E. A. Parkes

Pract, Hygiene (ed. 3) 398 In India, on some of the trunk

roads there are regular halting grounds. 1890 R. S.

Ferguson Hist. Cumbcrld. x. 149 The trunk-road itselfpasses

Waverton. 1893 Oa//«^ (U.S.) XXII. 121/2 "Trunk rods

made to pack in sm.ill space often have six or seven [joints].

1671 Grew Anat. Plants iii. App. § i "Trunk-Roots are of

two kinds:. .those that vegetate by a direct descent^.lhe

other sort.. shoot forth at right Angles with the Trunk.

1569 in Richmond Wills (Surtees) 219 In his owen stable.

.

iiij hackney sadles . . one "trouncke sadle. 1857 Gosse

Omphalos xii. 364 The Palm and the Tree-fern show, in

then- "trunk-scars, evidences of organs which have com-

pletely died away and disappeared. 1809 Daily Ncus
6 Dec. 6/6 We cannot possibly deal with local floodings..

unless you give us the necessary additional "trunk sewers.

1893 A. S. EccLES Sciatica 15 The nerves of the "trunk-

sheath have been stimulated by the cold impression. 1596

Shaks. Tam. Shr. iv. iii. 142 A loose bodied gowne.
.
With

a small compast cape . . a "trunke sleeue. 1603 Florio

Montaigne 11. xii. (1632) 301 They make trunk-sleeves of

wyre and whale-bone bodies. i6o« Marston Parasit, IV.

F iij b, A simple, country Ladie, wore gold "buttons, trunck

sleeues, and flaggon bracelets. «59» Nashe P. Pentlesse

(ed. 2) 6 b, A paire of "trunke slops, sagging down like a

Shoemakers wallet. 1613 M. Ridley Magn. Bodies i Ihe

foureattendersvpon lupiter, lately discouered by the "trunke

si>ectacle. 1615 N. Carpenter Geog Del. I. iv. (1635) 79

Many [stars] haue lately beene discouered, by reason of the

Trunk-spectacle lately found out. 1789 Brand Hist, Neio-

castle 1 1. 256 note. When the waggons are emptied into a keel

or vessel by a spout, it is called a "trunk stalth. i860

Tyndall Glac. I. xxi. 149 All the glaciers, .are suddenly

turned aside where they meet the great "trunk stre.am. Ibid.

II. X. 287 The width of the trunk stream is a little better than

one-third of that of its tributaries. \goi Daily Chron.

7 Oct. 7/1 An underground "trunk telegraph line to Scotland.

TEITNKED.

1909 Westm. Gaz. 17 Apr. 9/4 Sunday duty by females in

the "trunk telephone department should be aboli-shed. 1899
Ibid. 31 Aug. 4/5 It is no light task to make up a "trunk
train in such satisfactory proportions. 1697 Dampier Voy.
round World (1699) 103 There are 4 sorts of Sea-turtle, viz.

the "Trunk-turtle, the Loggerhead, the Hawks-bill and the

Green-turtle. 173s Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXIX.
117 Testudo Arcuata ; The Trunk-Tunle. 1817 Roberts
Voy,Centr, Amer, 94 A trunk-turtle, a species of immense
size and exceedingly fat. 16.. Poems, Ballads, etc (Percy
Soc.) 196, 1 pray who's this we've met with here, That tickles

his "trunk weam?..If he'll play,. .We'll dance you Jumping
Joan. ai8as Forby Voc. E. Anglia, * Trunk-way, a waitit

course through an arch of masonry, turned over''a ditch

before a gate. The name arose no doubt, from the trunks of

trees used for the same purpose in ancient and simpler times.

1730 Cakt. W. Wriglesworth AIS. Log-bk. 0/ the ^ I.yell'

5 May, At 6 this morning Saw a hunch of "Trunk Weeds.
1897 Daily News 20 Jan. 10/4 The Postmaster.General..
states that . .efficient working of the "trunk wires is engaging
his earnest attention. l6zi Shaks. Wint. T, 111. iii. 75 This
has beene some staire-worke, some "Trunke-worke, some
behinde-doore worke.

Hence Tru'nkie Sc, a little trunk (sense 7).

I7a8 Ramsay Bob 0/Dunblane i, Gang to the ground of

ye r trunkies. Busk ye braw.

t Triinlc, vS Obs. [ad. L. truncdre : see

Tkukcate f.] trans. To cut a part off from ; to

cut short, truncate ; to lop, clip, ijrune.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 86 Ek summe her aged vynes
wole repare, And trunke hem of al hie abouen grounde.

(Zl55o-ci8a8 [see Trunked ///. a.' 2]. 1586 Ferne Blaz.

Gentn'e 11. 38 His coate-armor rased, his Sheeld reuersed, his

Speare truncked, his spurres hewed from his heeles. 1611

[see Tkunking z>bl. sb.'], 1688 R. Houae Armoury in. xxiL

(Roxb.) 274/1 Terines used by Tobacconists...Trunk it, is

to make it in Order for the boxes.

Trunk (trogk), z/.^ [f. Trunk sb."]

1. trans. To shut up as in a trunk ; to imprison.

rare.

1608 Middleton Fam. Lcn>e 11. iv, I thought thou had'st

been cabin'd in thy ship, Not trunk'd within my cruel

guardian's house.

2. Mining. To dress (lead or tin ore) by agitat-

ing it in water ; cf. Trunk sb. 9.

1758 BoBLASE Nat. Hist. Cormv. 204 What runs off to the

hindermost part of the pit . . and . . is slimy. . must be trunked,

huddled, and tozed, as the slimy tin. 1778 Pryce Min.
Cornub. 238 In order to clear the earthy sordes from the

slime or loobs, it may be trunked. 1839 De la Beche Rep.

Geol. Cormu., etc. xv. 579 In 1778 we find that the slime and

tails, after having been allowed to dry, were trunked and
framed. 1881 [see Trunking vbl. sb.^].

3. To cover or enclose as with a casing ; see quots.

1838 Civil Eng. 4- Arch, Jml. I. 383/2 The road.way is

then to be floorMi or trunked over with five courses of dry

heathy sods. 1883 [see Trunking vbl, sb.'' b].

4. Of an elephant : To pick up, pull, or pluck

with the trunk, nonce-use.

1901 N. /^ Q. 9th Ser. VII. 165/1 The elephants went

p.ast a garden with cabbages in it, and did not they trunk

them up !

Trunkal, variant of Truncal.

Tru'iik-breexhes, sb, pi. Now only Hist.

— Tbunk-hosk.
i66a Bacshaw in Ace. Baxter's Suspension 43 The Trunk-

Breeches, and Wooden Daggers of our Ancestors. 1691 T.

H(ale] Acc, New Insent. p. xlvi. To make the. writing of

Politicks.. grow as much out of Fashion as the garb of

Trunk-breeches. 173S BvROM jfrnl. * Lit, Rem. (1855) I.

11.621 John. .brought my trunk-breeches, which had been

forgotten. 17SS Smollett ()«;.r. (1803) IV. 108, 1 have, ever

since 1 was born, longed to see father in laced trunk,

breeches. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. \\. v. (1849) 341 These

were short fat men, wearing exceeding large trunk-breeches.

1850 N, t, Q, ist Ser. I. 489/1.

Trunked (trogkt), ///. a.i [f. Trunk z/.i ^r

-edI.]

tl. Cut short, truncated; lopped; mutilated.

Obs. exc. as in 2.

1551-3 in Feuillerat Revels Edw, VI (1914) 79 A payre of

sieves trunked. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glusse 36

They be named Colures, or trunckid circles, i^ J. Hooker
Hist, Irel. in Holinshed 11. 24/r By reason they had beene

so long couered, ..buried vnder the sands, they stood as

trunked and polled trees. 1590 Spenser F. Q, ii. v. 4 The
sh.-irpe Steele., from the he.-id the body sundredquigbt.. .The

truncked beast fast bleeding did him fowly dight. 1594

? Greene Selimus Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 249 My blood,

Streaming in riuers from my tronked armes.

2. Her. {a) Having the extremities cut off

smoothly : = Couped. (b) Of the head of a

beast : Cut off close behind the horns ; = Caboched.

a 1550 in Baring-Gould & Twigge W. Armmy (1898) 4 A
fesse trunked betweene 3 escalops sab. 1610 Bolton Elem.

Armories iii Of that maim'd, or truncked kinde, are this,

and the like. 1610 Guh.lim Heraldry 111. iv. 95 Argent ;
two

Billets Raguled, and Truncked, placed Saltirewaies. Ibid.

xiv 128 These horned beasts.. haue also their heads borne

Trunked [tv/. 1 638 adds Which of some Arniotists is blazoned

Cabossed], 1766-84 Pornv Heraldry (ed. 4) Gloss., Trunked

.., is applied to Trees, &c. that are couped or cut oB

smooth, c 1818 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss, s. v. Trunk,

When the tree is borne couped of all its branches, and

separated from its roots, it is then termed trunked. 'bid,,

Trunked,,, Xi likewise used in the same sense as cabossed,

or caioshed, that is, showing only the head or face of a

beast.

Trunked (trpqkt, poet, tro-qked), a. and ///. a.»

[In branch I, f. Trunk sb.-^-KD^^; in branch II, i

Trunk v.- (sense 2) + -edI.]

I. 1. Having a trunk, as a tree ; usually in com-
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pounds, as siraigkt-irunkedf etc., for which see the

first element.
1640 Howell DodoneCs Gr. 48 Strong and well trunked

Trees of all sorts. 185a Meanderings of Mem. I. 132 The
trunked forest's deep Where graces dance. 1905 Holman-
HuNT Pr£-Rti/>ha£litisfn 11. 74 The trees were mightily
trunked and limbed.

b. Her. Having the trunk of a tincture different

from the rest of the tree.

1678 Phillits (ed. 4), Trunked, m Heraldry Trees growing
on a Stock, are said to be Trunked. ^1828 Berkv Encycl.
Her. I. Gloss., Trnnked'xs. .said of a tree, the main stem of
which U borne of a different tincture from the branches,

2. Havin*j a trunk or proboscis; proboscidiferous.

a 1794 Sir W. Jones Tnles {iZoj) 182 In vain their high-

priz'd tusks they gnash 'd ; Their trunked heads my G^a
mash'd. 1899 Heazc.ev & Pbestage Disc. Guinea (Hakl.
Soc) II. 337 The Proboscidians, or trunked Pachyderms.
1913 A. G, Thacker tr. Bnttel-Reepens Man 4 Fore*
ruHturs ii. 15 Great trunked mammals, precursors of our
modern elephants.

3. Wearing trunks (Tkunk sb. 17 a). rare,

1904 M. Hewlett Queen^s Quair i. vi, The Queen and
her maids braved it as saucy young men, trunked, puffed,

pointed, trussed and doubleted.

IL 4. Mining. Washed in a trunk (see Trunk
sb. 9, 7//- 2),

i8s8 HENwooDin Trans. R.Geol. Soc. Cornwall {i%^2) IV.
1 58 The operator . . spreads on the jagging board from two to
three quarts of the trunked slime.

TrU'uk-fish. Any fish of the genus Ostracion

or family Osiracioniidm, inhabiting tropical seas,

and havint* the body of angular cross-section and
covered witli bony hexagonal plates ; a coffer-fish.

1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 420 Triquetral Trunk-fish. i8«
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XII. 220/2 The horned trunk-fisn,

Ostracion cornutus, a native, like most of the genus, of the
Indian and American seas. 1851 Gosse Hat. Ilist.y Fishes
288 The Trunk-fishes . . have the body angular, four or three-

sided, covered with angular plates of solid bone soldered
together, and forming a sort ofinflexible box, with openings
for the mouth, the fins, the tail, and the gill-aperture. 1876
GooDE Fishes Bermudas 23 '1 he locomotion of the trunk-
fishes is vt.-ry peculiar.

Tmnkfiil (tr^-ijkful). [f. Trunk j^. +-ful.]
As much or as many as a trunk will hold.

1707 Hearne Collect. 25 Oct. (O.H.S.) II. 65 A whole
trunkful of papers. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 370 A
trunkful ofdresses fresh from Worth's. 1897 Mary Kingsley
W. Africa xiL 259 Some [elephants] drew up trunkfuls of
water and syringed themselves and each other.

Tru'nk-hose. Now only HisL [f. Trunk
{sb. or 7;. ') + ilosE.

The sense of 'trunk' here, as in the \z.Xxx trunk-breeches^

and the earlier Trunk sb. 17, appears to be uncertain.
Various suggestions have been made, e. g. that trunk refers

to the trunk of the body, or that it b Trunk sb, 13, *a hol-

low tube or pipe ' ; or that it b = truncate or truncated^ as
being, as it were, cut short. Early explanations have not been
found : the term may have been of vulgar origin.)

Full bag-like breeches covering the hips and npi>er

thighs, and sometimes stuffed with wool or the

like, worn in the i6th and early 17th c.

1637 Hevwood Royall King Epil. 9 Those Trunke-hose.
which now the age doth scorn. Were all in fashion, and
with frequence worne. 1694 Ld. Molesworth Acc.
Denmark 162 In the habit of the North-Holland Boors,
with great Trunk-hose, short Doublets. 1735 Byrom yml.
^ Lit. Rem. (1855) I. 11. 616 Put on my boots and coat and
trunk-hijse. 1907 ^erney Mem, I. 53 His . . trunk hose slashed
and lined with dull red.

b. altrib.^ in sense ' wearing trunk-hose' ; hence,

old-fashioned, out-of-date.

a 1643 W.Cartw RIGHT Ori/zViary 11. L (1651) 24 The trunck-
hose justices will try all means To bind you to the Peace,

1647 J. Herkenhead Pref t 'erses in Beaumont ^ Fletcher's
Wks, e i b, You Two thought fit To weare just Robes, and
leave off Trunk-hose-Wit.
Hence f Tmiik-hosed a., wearing trunk-hose.
x6ai P'letchkr Wild Goose Chase v. v, I would the trunk,

hos'd woman would go with me, 1631 Brathwait IVhimzies,
Metalt.man 61 A Metall-man . . that walking trunk-hos'd
gobttn.

t Tru'iikiiigf, vbl. sby Obs, [f. Trunk vy -(-

-INO
1
J The action of Trunk v^ ; tnmcation.

1611 CoTGR., TroncatioH^ a truncation, trunking, mutila-
tion, cutting off.

Trunkiiig, vhl. sb,'^ [f Trunk 7'.2 + -iNai.]

The action of Trunk v,'^\ a. in sense 2; also

allrib.

1838 Civil Eng, <V Arch. Jml. I. 409/2 The engine was
working..a trunking machine. 1839 De la Beciie Rep.
Geol. Cormv., etc. xv. 579 The trunkuig by machinery, .was
introduced at St. Ives, according to Mr, Henwood, about
the year 1825. x8^ Ube Diet. Arts 1245 The portion B is

to be washed again in the trunking-box. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss., Truuking (Cornw.), separating slimes by
means of a trunk, x^ C. G. VV. Lock IVorkslioP Receipts
Ser. HI. 53/1 A revolving ' trunking ' apparatus.

b. in sense 3 ; also cottar.

1838 Civil Eng. ,\ Arch. Jrnl. I. 383/2 Perfect drainage
and good trunking,.. if these are not attained, roads con-
structed on bog will lose their shape, become ruinous, and
soon go to decay. Ibid., Upon this trunking is to be laid

a soling, 1883 Science II. 99/1 A 'trunking' or wooden
covering is then placed over them to protect them from snow
and the feet of any one walking about the yard.

Truuklesa (tryqkles), a. [f. Trunk sb. +
-LKss.] Having no trunk ; esp. without a body, or

severed from the body, as a head.

1631 Wkever Anc. Fun. Mon. 279 Their trunklesse faces.

x68a J. Banks Anna BulUn v. i. 78 The Trunkleas Head

witli darting Eyes beheld her. 1820 Examiner No. 630.
290/1 The exhibition of their trunkless heads. 1897 Daily
News 18 Feb. 2/2 The woolly elephant is trunkless. 1897
Naturalist 243 A generation .. that lops its oaks into trunk-
less brush-wood.

Tni*llk-iua:ker. One whose business is the

making of trunks (Trunk sb, 7) ; often with allu-

sion to tlie use of the sheets of unsaleable books
for trunk-linings.

a 1704 T. Brown Laconics Wks. 1711 IV. 2 The True-born
Englishman had dy'd silently among the Grocers and
Trunk-makers, if the Libeller had not help'd off the Poet,
a 1734 North Exam. m. vii. § 38 (1740) 5^ The Trunk.
maker, who pretended to be the right Heir Male of the
noble Family of the Piercies. 1764 G. Williams in Jesse
Sehtyn -V Contemp. (1843) ^' S^^i 1 hear he has been a
pamphleteer, though as yet only to the benefit of the trunk-
maker and pastrycook. 1845 J. Coulter Adv. Pacific xiv.

211 The hitting ofthestickisso very rapid, that it resembles
nothing that I know of more accurately than a trunk-maker
driving in his nails. 1890 Globe i July 7/2 'All round
St. Paul's, not foi^etting the Irunkmaker's daughter '. By
the trunkmaker was understood, in the latter part of the last

and the former part of the present century, the depository
for unsaleable books.

Tm'Xinelf dial, form of Trundle sb. Also in

comb, trunnel-head, a circular plate or disk at the

head of a coke-oven or in a furnace ; trunnel-hole,

the aperture or throat of a puddling furnace ia which
this disk works.
1868 JoYNSON Metals 16 The opening at the top of the

furnace, called the throat or trunnel-hole. 18.. Amer.
Manuf LXII. 626 (Cent. Suppl.) The trunnel-head, or ring,

is a much more important part of a coke oven than most
people imagine.

Trunnel, -ell, variants of Treenail.

Tmnnidll (trc'nyan). Chiefly in //. Also 7-9
trunion, 8 tronion. [ad. F. trognon core of fruit,

stump, trunk of a tree (14th c. in Godef. Compl.)',

of uncertain origin.]

1. Each of a pair of opposite gudgeons on the

sides of a cannon, upon which it is pivoted upon
its carriage. (Disused in large modem guns.)

a i6as NomenclatorNavalis (Harl, MS, 2301), Trunnions
are those knobbs which come from the side of the Ordnance
and doe beare them vpp vpon the Cheekes of the Carriages.

1690 J. Mackenzie Siege London-Derry 17/1 The rest at-

tending the Lord Kingston till they had broke the Trun-
nions, and nailed the heavier Guns. 1781 Justamond Priv.

Life Lewis Xy, III. 389 They broke off the trunnions of
the canon. 1794 Nelson in Nicolas Z>/j/. (1845) I. 4301116
Agamemnon's two twenty-four pounders are both ruined:
one split up to the rings; the other with the trunnion
knocked so much off, that it is useless for shot. 1890 W, J,
Gordon P'oundty 26 One of the strangest of the very latest

developments of modern gunnery is the abolition of the

trunnions.

b, E^ch of any similar pair of opposite pins or

pivots on which anything is supported ; spec, in the

oscillating steam-engine, a hollow gudgeon on each

side of the cylinder, upon which it is pivoted, and

through which the steam passes into and oat of the

cylinder ; also, a single projecting pivot,

i7»7 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v. Ckimneyt They fit two
Trunnions or Knobs to the Middle of this Swipe. 1831 J.
Holland ManujT. Metal I. 88 The centre of the pivots or

trunnions on which it [the large metal helve] works. 1833
Ibid. II. ais The bar-handle acting.. upon a fulcrum or

mouth-piece of solid iron, the top of which works against a
trunnion under the middle of the press head. 1867 J. Hogg
Microsc. I. ii. 82 The tripod-stand gives a firm support to the

trunnions. 1873 W. S. Mavo NeverAgain xxii, This vessel

I shall hang on trunnions^ and keep in constant revolution

while the glass is in a liquid state. 189S Model Steam
Engine 2\ In a real engine, the centres on which the cylin-

ders oscillate are called trunnions.

t o. transf. A pin or peg of wood ; a treenail.

Obs. rare,

i6a7 Capt. Smith Seaman*s Gram. ii. 4Those plankes are

made fast with good Treenailes and Trunnions of well

seasoned timber.

2. allrib. and Comb., as trtmnion-hole^ -joint,

-lathe, -piece, -pin ; trunnion-band, the band on

which the trunnions are fixed ; trunnion-box, a

metal case fi.xed over the trunnion to prevent the

gun leaving the carriage; trunnion-carriage, the

top carriage of a mortar (Webster, 191 1) ; trun-

nion-ohain, a chain for slinging a cannon by the

trunnions (ibid.) ; trunnion-cradle, branching

arms in certain gun-carriages, in the extremities of

winch the trunnions play (ibid.) ; trunnion-ledge,

-level, a small ledge on the trunnion of a heavy

gun, parallel with the axis, as a guide to the

elevation or depression of the piece {Cent. Diet.

Suppl, 1 909) ; trunnion-plate, an iron plate on

the cheek of a wooden gun-carriage, on which the

trunnion plays ; also, a strengthening shoulder re-

inforcing the trunnion {Cent. Did, 1891); trun-

nion-ring, the raised band or moulding encircling

a cannon a little in front of the trunnions; trun-

nion-rule, an instrument for determining the

distance from the trunnions to the base-ring {Cent,

Diet. Suppl,); trunnion-sight, a front sight

placed on the trunnion-band ; trunnion-square,

an instrument for determining whether the trunnions

are perpendicular to the axis of the gun ; trunnion-

valve, a steam-valve situated in or attached to the

trunnion of an oscillating cylinder.
i8ia Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) IX. 131 It is

recommended by the officers of the artillery that they should
be fitted with strong iron *trunnion boxes, to secure the
guns.__ 1795 Burke Let. to Ld. Auckland Wks. IX.
p. xxii, Tliose planks of tough and hardy oak, that ustd for

years to brave the buffets of the Bay of Biscay, are now
turned, with their warped grain and empty * trunnion-holes,
into very wretched pales. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artill.
Man. Plate (1862) 112 Trunnion hole. 1876 Routledge
Discov. 14 The *trunnion joints are easily packed, so that

no leakage takes place. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., *Trun-
nion.iai/ie, a macnine-tool for turning off the trunnions of
ordnance or oscillating steam-cylinders. 1859 F. A.
Griffiths Artill. Man. (1862) igo The *trunnioii piece is

made from a solid forging, and after being bored and turned,
is shrunk in its place on the gun. 1888 Hasluck Model
Engin, Handybk. (1900) 27 The upper hole, .takes the trun-

nion or pin on which the cylinder oscillates. Fig. 13 shows
this *trunnion pin. 1644 Nye Gj4nnery {1670) 42 The Base-
ring, the *Trunnion-ring, or Rings. 1868 Rep. to Govt.

U.S. Munitions War 81 The Whitworth gun.. is manu-
factured of one material (except the trunnion-ring).

Hence Tru'nnioned a., provided with trunnions

(Webster, 1864) ; Tru'nuionless a., having no
trunnions.

1890 W. J. Gordon Fojindry z6 A trunnionless gun has a
curious crippled look about it.

fTninnion, (?) perversion of Trin-union or

Tbi-union, used as an asseveration or oath.

1577 Misogonus iv. ii, Gods trunnion, Alison, go thy wayes
and fatch me hether my gose spitt.

Trunseh(e)our, -owr, obs. Sc. ff. Trencher.
Truntle, Truont : see Trundle, Truant.

t Truphane. Sc. Obs. [app. ad. OF. lrttj{f)ani

deceiver, f. truf{f)er, trupher to mock : see

Trufp z/., truf{f)e, Trufp j^.i Or it might
directly represent a med.L. *tritf{/)anits, f. med.L,
trttf{f)a, trupka fraud, cheatery (Du Cange) : cf.

pagdnus^ A deceiver, an impostor.
?ax5oo Colkelbie Sow 145 (Bann. MS.) A tyrant, a tor-

mentour, A truphane, and a tratlour.

fTrupt, int, Obs, An exclamation expressing

contempt. Cf. Tprot.
C1380 Sir Ferumb, 1872 5ea, trupt . . y set no^t by I?y

sawes.

Trus, obs. form of Truss,

tTrusatile (tr«'satil, -tail), a, Obs, rare,

[ad, L. trusdtil-is, f. trusdt-, ppl. stem of trusdre

to push strongly, freq. of trud-^re : see -atile, and
cf. versatile^ That may be pushed ; worked or

driven by pushing.
I7i5tr. Pancirollus' Reru/n Mem. II. xxii. 399 Mills, or

Versatile, or Trusatile Engines..which were turn'd about
either by Men or Beasts.

Tnise, Trush, obs. forms of Truce, Truss,
Trush (tri?!). local. Also 7 thruch, 8 truch,

thnrse, truss, trouss. [A local form of turse.

Truss sb^ A round cushion made of matted flags,

for kneeling on in church.
x6ai in Archxol. Cant. (1902) XXV. 18 She abused Sibil

Martin in taking of her trush from her that she sat upon.

1695 Kennett Paroch. Antiq. Gloss., Basse^..\S\^ round
matted cushion of flags used for kneeling [upon] in churches
.., in Kent a trush. 1699 Churchw, Acc, Holy Cross,

Canterb., Paid for a Thruch for y» Minister, 00. 01.06, 1^09
Ibid., Pd. for twelve Thurses, 00. og .00. 1734 Ibid., Paide
Tha Strouts Bill for truches, o. 12. o. x7io-ai Overseers'

Acc. Holy Crossy Canterb.y Pd Goody Arnefl for 4 Trusses
for har to Chilidren.. 00.03.09, 1887 Kent Gloss. s.v.. In

the old Churchwardens' Accounts for the parish of Eastry
the entry frequently occurs * To mending the trushes ;

and the word is still occasionally used.

+ Trush-trash. Obs. rare~^, [A reduplication

of Trash j^.l; cf. Riff-raff.] = Trish-trash,
iS8j Stanvhurst ^neis iv. (Arb.) 118, I purpose.. toe

put in fyre brands this Troian pedlerye trush trash.

Tmsion (tr«-53n). Now rare or Obs. [ad.

med.L. trusidn-enij n. of action f. trud?re to push,

thrust. In sense i app. short for intrusion.']

1. Law, Illegal entry ; = Intrusion 2.

a 160^ Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1809) 340 It was agreed,

that his wife should not be endowed, because that her
husband had not entred by the King, but rather by tmsion.

2. The action of pushing or thrusting.

1656 tr, Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839) 214 Pulsion;. .when
the motions of the movent and moved body begin both
together. .may be called trusion or thrusting and vection.

1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. 1. v. § 5. 888 As Engines and
Machines move, by Trusion or Pulsion. 17*9 Desaguliers
in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 132 If.. the Point of Trusion be
taken at C,

Trusle, obs. form of Trestle.

TmiSS (trps), sb. Forms: 3-8 trusse, (4-6

trosse, trus, 5 truse, Sc, troiss), 9 (in sense 5)
tross, 7- truss. &. Sc, 5 turss, 5-7 turs, 7

turse, tirrs. [a. F. trousse^ OF. also lorse,

trusscy lourse (i2-i5th c. in Godef.), Prov. trossa,

Sp. troxa, Pg. trouxa \ according to Scheler and
Hatz.-Darm. vbl. sb. from trousser to Truss.]
1. A collection of things bound together, or

packed in a receptacle ; a bimdle, pack ; + in quot.

1577-87 collect, baggage. Now chiefly technical,

iz..Aner,R. 168 (MS. C.) Noble men & gentile.. neuareS
nout itruBsed mid trusses [Cott, Nero trusseaus], ne mid
partes, 1390 Ooweh Cert/. III. 194 The paien rod upon an



TEUSS.

assCf And of his catell more and lasse With him a riche 1

trusse he ladde. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4004 Undir his heed no
]

pilowe was, But in the slede a trusse of gras. 147a Rental
Bk. Cupar-An^s (1879) !. 162 A turs of fresche ale

fodder. 156a BuLLEYN Bulwark, Dial. Soames Sf Chtr.

46 Knede it with a little Beane meale, and roule theim vp !

into a trosse. 1577-87 Hounshed CArtwx. (1807) II. 342
j

They spoiled the carriage and trusse of the said barons. x6m ;

Mai-Vnes Atu. Law-Merck. 199 Commodities .. packt vp in

BundeR Trusses, Cases, Colters or Packes. 171a Tickell

S/cct No. 410 p 2 She, .devoured a Trusse of Sallet.

yjjg-. 1531 Elvot Gov. i. xiv, Lemed men. .whiche. ,haue..

perused the great fardelles and trusses of the moste barba-

rouse autours, stuffed with innumerable gloses. 1878 Villari
\

Machiavelli {\Zg%) I. t The Commune was merely a truss

of minor associations, badly bound together.

b. spec. A bundle of hay or straw; in technical

iise, of a definite weight, varying at different times

and places : see below.
The truss ofhay is usually a compact mass of hay, approxi-

mately cubical, cut from the stack, and tied ; now generally,

in England, of old hay, 56 lbs. ; of new hay, 60 lbs. ; a truss

o/siraWf 36 lbs.

1483 in Acta Audit. (1839) r23*/2 Thre bundreth tures of

hay. 1561 in Reg, i^tag. Sig. Scot, ts^ 401/1, zo laid of

cane peitis, ane turs of stray. 1608-9 Shuttleworths' Ace.
(Chetham Soc.) 180 Towe trusses of haye, ij". 1609 Ibid.y

A trusse of strawe, v^. x688 R. Holme Ar?nour^ in. 73/1
A Truss of Hay, as much as can be tied together m an Hay
Rope, for a Man to carry on his shoulder. 1727-^1 Chambers
Cycl. S.V., A truss of hay is to contain fifty-six pounds,..
thirty-six trusses make a load. In June and August the
truss is to weigh sixty pounds. 1&46 y. Baxter's Libr.

Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) it. 63 Result.—On the acre sown with
nitrate, 7 sacks i bushel of wheat, 50 trusses of straw. On
the acre without manure, 6 sacks, 40 trusses of straw, i86a

Miss Bkaddon Lady Audley x, A waggon laden with
trusses of hay. 1866 Rogers Agric. ^ Prices I. ii. 16 The
hay was, as at present, cut into trusses.

t c. Applied to a person, in contempt or ridicule.

Obs. rare.

1585 LupTON Thous, Notable Tk. (1675) 270 A Truss, a
Rawbon, a .Skeleton, a Doudy slut,.. blinded by besotting

lusti he admires all.

2, Naut. A tackle by which the centre of the

yard was hauled back and secured to the mast;

in mod. use extended to an iron fitting, consisting

of a ring encircling the mast, with a goose-neck by
which the yard is secured. Cf. truss-parre/f -rcpe,

•tackle in 8, (The earliest use.)

1296 Ace. Exck. K. R. 5/20 m. 5 In vna Corda, et vnum
par de Trusses Inuentis m domo lohannis de Pytingtone.

1336-7 Ace. Exch. K. R. 19/31 m. 4 (P.R.O.) In diuersis

cordis de Russhewale cum schiuis et Trussis pro vno rakke
inde faciendo. Ibid* m. 5 In iiijo^ poleyns emptis ad
eandem [galeam] pro trusses, .xvj.d. 1420 in For. Ace.

3 Hen. VI, ¥/2 dorso.y hauser pro Prialle ropes j. hauser
pro trusses. 1581 N. Lichefield tr, Castankeda's Cotiq. E.
Ind. 71 Other some vering the trusses, a 1625 Nomenclator
Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301), Trusses are Roapes which are
made faste to the Parrell of the yardes and are vsed to two
vses, one to bind fast the yarde to the Mast when shee
rowles either a hull or at an Anchor; the other is to hale

downe the Yards in a Storme, or Gust. 1704 J. Harris
Lex. Teehn, I, Trusses . .\i^QX\% to the Main-yard, Fore-
yard and Missen. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef, Mast xxvj, Run-
ning trusses on the yards. 1841 — Seaman's A/an. iv. 23
Lower yards are rigged now with iron trusses and quarter-

blocks. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., Th^ trusses or

parrels of the lower yards serve to bind them to their masts,

and are bowsed taut wlien the yards are trimmed, in order
to arrest motion and friction. But the introduction of an
iron goose-neck, centering and securing the yard well free

of the mast, very much supersedes the use of trusses.

f 3. a. A close-fitting body-garment or jacket

formerly worn by men and women ; cf. trussing-

bolster^ trussing-coat, s. v. Trussing vbl. sb. 3. Obs,

1563 FoxE A. ff M. lyjT/^ Mayster Ridley. .sayd to his

brother : it wer best for me to go in my trusse styll. No
(quod his brother), it wyll put you to more payne : and the
trusse wil dooc a poore manne good. 1585 Higins Junius'
Nomenclator 164/2 Strophium^ a womans breast trusse or

stomacher. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur, xxvi. Iviii, She still

did weare A slender trusse beneath her womans weed. 1612

Dkayton Poly^olb. xii. 269 Puts off his Palmer's weede vnto
his trusse, which bore The staines of ancient Armes.

t b. //. Close-fitting breeches or drawers, cover-

ing the buttocks and tops of the thighs : « Tkouse^.
1592 Nashe p. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 31 We. .of the

vesture of saluation make some of vs Babies and Apes coates,

others straight trusses and Diuells breeches. 1598 Florio,
Cotigie, leather hosen, or trusses such as our elders were
woont to weare. 1631 Shirley Schoole Complement i. i.

C iij, Gasp. Canst be close ? Gor, As . . a paire of Trusses to

an Irish mans buttockes.

4. A surgical appliance serving for support in

cases of rupture, etc., now usually consisting of a
pad with a belt or spring to produce equable

pressure on the part,

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. (1586) 118 Let the spunge
be bounde upon a trusse, made by a good artificer, 1552
HuLOET, Trusse for a wrestler, or diseased body, strigil.

1580 HoLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong, Vne Trousseure, . , a
trusse as such as be broken do vse. 1601 Holland Pliny
XXVII. vii. II. 277 If wormewood be wome in a trusse to the
bottome of the telly, it allayeth the swelling in the share.

1696 Lvnd. Gaz. No. %i'2-}l^ He., wears a Truss, being
bursten. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder 99 Compression of the
perineum with a spring truss.

5. Gardening. A compact cluster or head of

flowers growing upon one stalk.

x688 R, Holme Armoury 11. 70/2 These Auricula's.. bear

a great Truss of many flowers. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. v.

(i860) 145, I have recently observed, lu some garden pelar-

430

goniums, that the central flower of the truss often loses the

patches of darker colour in the two upper petals. 1885 H. O.
Forbes Nat. IVatui. E* ArchiS. 108 A snrubby species of

Cassia bearing large trosses of bright golden flowers.

6. Building, etc. A framework of tin.ber or iron,

or both, so constmcted as to form a firm support

for a superincumbent weight, as that of a roof or

bridge.

i6s4 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters' Co. (i88t) 316 When any
Chimney, .shalbe sett vpon a trusse of timoer That it be sett

two foote 6 inches from the vpside of the trusse to the

vpside of the floore. 1751 Labelve Westm, Br. 87 The
Wooden Trusses, or rather Arches under its Roof. 1840

Ciuil En^. ft Arch. Jml. III. 125/1 These bridges are

built on piers far apart and formed of a truss . . of continuous
trellis work.

ta. Arch. A projection from the face of a wall,

often serving to support a cornice, etc. ; a kind of

large corbel or modillion.

1519 HoRMAN Vul^-. 241 Make me a trusse (podium, sug.

gestum, vetpulpitum) standynge out vpon gargellys that I

may .se about. i8ia Rickman Archit. (1862) 11 A truss is a

modillion enlarged, and placed flat against a wall, often used

to support the cornice of doors and windows, /^/"rf.,A Con-
sole is an ornament like a truss carved on a key-stone.

o. Ship-building, (a) See quot. 1823. (*) See

quot. c i860; also called truss-piece (see 8).

i8»3 Crabb Technol. Diet., Truss is also the name ofshort

pieces of carved work fitted under the taffrail, in the same
manner as the terms, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech.

70 The trusses are diagonal shores crossing each other, and
resting against the abutments. 2874 Thearle Naval
Archit, 34 Besides these plate riders, a complementary set of

diagonal wood internal frames, termed trusses, are fitted

between the thick strakes or clamps under the orlop deck
beams and the binding strake over the floor heads,

t7. Name of some game. Cf. Tbuss-a-fail.

Obs. rare~^.
i6»7 W. Hawkins Apollo Shrovings. iv, The wanes.,

play at trusse and at leapfrogge on one anothers backe.

8. attrih. and Comb. Of, pertaining to or constitut-

ing a truss, in sense 2, as truss-line, -pendant, -pulley

,

-rope, -tackle (see quots.) ; in sense 6, as truss

centre, frame, framing, girder, post, rib ; furnished

with or supported by a truss or trusses, as truss-

bridge, -roof; also truss-maker; truss-bound,

-galled adjs. ; truss-band Naut., one of two iron

bands by which an iron trass (sense a) is fastened

to the yard ; trviss-beam, a beam forming part of

a truss ; also a beam, or iron frame used as a

beam, strengthened with a tie-rod or struts, so as

to form a truss ; f truss-bed, ? = trussing bed

(see Trussing vbl. sb. 3) ; truss-block, a block

between a beam and a tie-rod in a trass, serving to

keep them apart {Cent. Vict. 1891) ; truss-bolt,

a bolt or iron rod forming part of a truss (see

quot.); truss-hoop, (a) Naut. (see quot. 1867);

(*) Coopering = trussing-hoop (see Trussing vbl.

sb. 3); truss-parrel Naut., a parrel encircling a

mast, forming part of or connected with a truss

(sense 2) ; truss-partition (see quots.) ; truss-

pieoe (see quot.) ; truss-plank, ' in a railway

passenger-car, a wide piece of timber fastened on

the inside of the car to the posts of the frame

directly above the sills' {Cent. Diet.) ; truss-rod,

a tie-rod forming part of a truss; truss-work,

work consisting of trusses.

1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl. (lettering of figure s.v. Truss), a,

truss: b, b, *truss-bands ; c, truss-parrel. 1877 Knight
Diet. Mech., * Truss-beam, an iron frame serving as a beam,

girder, or summer; a wooden beam or frame with a tie.rod

to strengthen it against deflection. 1541 Test. Ebor.

(Surtees) VI. 142 Towe *tnisbeddes of the best. i8as J.

Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 563 Either with one king-bolt

in the middle, or with a *truss-bolt at one-third of the length

from each end. 1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric.

16 Jan. an. 1776, To hinder the r.its from harbouring in

*truss-bonnd straw, and gnawing the bands. 1840 CVz^rV

Exg. ft Arch. Jrnl. III. 125/2 Wood for small *truss

bridges. 1735 J. Price Stone Br. Thames 7 A fram'd "Truss

Center. 1874 Thearle Naval Archit. 34 These "truss

frames are the same thickness as the binding sirakes, and

are placed at an angle of 45 degrees in an opposite direction

to the plate riders. i8as J. Nicholson OJierat. Mechanical
A large timber, .. which is supported at Its ends in the side

w.ills, and has a *truss-framing applied to the back of it, like

the framing of a roof. 1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1410/4 A Cart

Gelding 'truss-gall'd on the sides. 182S J- Nicholson

Operat. Mechanic 569 When the flooring is to be very stiff

and firm, it is necessary to introduce 'truss girders. 1867

Smvth Sailor's iVard-bk., ''Truss-hoops, (or) clasp.hoo[)s

for masts or spars, .are open iron hoops, so made that their

ends, being let into each other, may be well fastened by

means of iron wedges or forelock keys. 1877 Knight
Diet. Mech., Truss-hoop, one placed around a barrel to

strain the staves into position. 1^07 Ace. Exch. K. K.

44/n (i) in. 5 dorso, ij Bowelynes, ij Stetynges debiles, ij

"Truslynes debiles. 1776 Court ft City Reg. J67/1 "Truss-

maker, Alexander Reid. 1824 Watt Bibl. Brit., Sheldrake,

Timothy. . Truss-maker to the East India Company, and

the Westminster Hospital. 1411 Ace. Exch. K. R. 44/17

m. 2 (P.R.O.) Vn Bowespret, vn R.ikke, vn "trusp[ar]aille

..vn Canone de Ferre. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. Vlt

(1896) 39 Maine perells..J, I'russ perells..]. 1823 P.

Nicholson Pract. Build. 595 * Truss-partition, one with a

truss, generally consisting of a quadrangular frame, two

braces, and two queen-posts, with a straining piece between

the queen-posts, opposite the top of the braces. 1856 S. C.

Bkees Gloa. Terms, Truss-partition, a partition in which

TE.XTSS.

trussing is employed as well as the regular quartering. 1867
Smyth Sailor's IVord-b^., * Truss-pendant, that part of a
rope-truss into which the truss-lackle blocks are seized.
*Truss-pieeestthe fiUings in between the frame compartments
of the riders, in diagonal trussing. 18*3 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 231 * Truss-post, any of the posts of a trussed
roof. 1357 in Pipe Roll 32 Ediv. ///, m. 34/2, j. wynding-
rope, j. 5erderope, ij, *trusspoIiues. 1417 in For, Aee,
8 Hen, V, G/i, j. slynge, iiij Trusse Polleys, j henge pulley.

1735 J. Price Stone Br. Thames 7, 7 Pair of these *Truss
Rids. 1873 J. Richards Wood-Working Factories 8 The
*truss rods are generally in the way of the belts, . . in nearly
all cases it is both better and cheaper to provide strength in

the girders without trussing them. 1842-76 (jssx'lt En<yel,
Archit. Gloss., *Truss Roof, a roof formed of a tiebeam,
principal rafters, king post or queen post, and other neces-

sary timbers to carry the purlins and common rafters, etc
133(5 Exch, Ace. 19/31 m. 4 (P.R.O.) Et in xx. petris cordi

de canabo. .pro duobus ^Trusscropes inde faciendis. 1417
in For. Ace, 8 Hen. V, G/i De..ij. Prialle ropes debilibus

j. Trusse rope. 1569 in Richmond IVills (Surtees) 226 Two -

pare of trusse roips. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., * Truss-
tackle, a gun-tackle purchase applied to the ends of the truss-

pendants, to bowse them taut home to the mast. 1884
Harper's Mag. Nov. 826/2 A triple-arch roof supported by
iron *truss-work.

t Truss, a. Obs. [attrib. use of prec. sb. in

simiktive sense ; cf. Trussed i b.] Of a thick

rounded form, like a bundle or parcel ; neatly and
compactly framed ; tight, compact ; in quot,

a 1722, shrunken, shrivelled.

1674 Lond. Gaz. No. 909/4 A truss well underlaid Horse.

1699 Dampier Voy. 11. 11. 62 The Tigre-Cat is about the

bigness of a Bull-Dog, with short Legs, and a truss Body.

1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4608/4 A truss well set Lad, about
16 years of Age. a xyzz Lisle Husb. (1752) 265, 1 . .observed

the cod (of the ox] to be truss. 18*5 Cobbett Rur. Rides

(1830) 1. 85 A pretty, little, oldish, smart, truss, nice cockney-
looking gentleman.

Truss (trps), V. Forms: 3-7 truss©, (3-6

trosse, 4-5 tro8(e), 4-5 trus, (truae, 5 trush,

trusehe), 6 trousse, trowse, 6- truss, fi. Sc,

4-6 turss, 5 twrss, 6 turs, turse. Pa. t. and

pple. trussed (tr»st) ; also 5-7 trust, 6 truste

;

0. Sc, 4-6 tursit, 5 -id, -ed, 6 turst. [ad. F.

trousser^ in OF. also trusser {Chanson Koland,

nth c), trosserj torser, iourser * to trusse, tucke,

packe up, to bind or gird up or in* (Cotgr.) ^ Pr.

trossar (and med.L. trossare)^ OSp. trossar, Sp.

troxar^ Pg, trouxar (Diez), of disputed etymology;

referred by Diez to the late L, ppl. stem tort- or

tors- of L. torquere to twist. But the sense in the

mod. langs. presents difficulties, and other deriva-

tions have been conjectured ; see Diez, Littri,

Scheler, Hatz.-Darm.]

1. trans. To tie in a bundle, or stow away closely

in a receptacle ; to bundle, pack. Also with up.

(With the stuff, or the bundle or receptacle, as obj.)

Now rare or Obs,

C1300 Havelok 2017 He wolden.. trusse al J»at he mthten

fynde..in arke or in kiste. 13.. Gaw. ^ Gr. Knt. ii29pay
. . TyfTen her takles, tru-';sen her males. 1375 Bakbour Bruce
xvii. 859 He gert turss his geir. e 1386 Chaucer Prol. 681

But hood..wered he noon, For it was trussed vp in his

walet. a 1450 Songs \ Carols (Warton CI.) 43 Powre and
XX good arwys trusyd in a ihrunune. a 1450 Brut 435 The
Frensshe men. .trussid hir packe and went herwey. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huonii. 173 They shall gyue me bothe gownes
and mantelles, so that thou shalt haue mychc a do to truss

them in my male. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Acts xxi. 15 We
trussed vp our fardeles [1611 tooke vp our cariages] and
went vp to lerusalem. 1623 Bingham Xemphon 69 They
trus-sed vp their baggage, and .. marched forth. 1785 De
Foe Voy. round World (1840) 119 A bundle of plants, such

as he had trussed up together. 1861 Our Eng. Hotne 105

Officers.. whose duty it was to.. truss the beds in sacks or

hides.

b. fig. (See also Tbi ssed i b.)

c 1394 p. PI. Crede 618 Of l>at blissinge. .pet may trussen

her part in a terre powje ! c 1425 Cast. Perscv. 1637 in

Macro Plays 125 pat curteys qwene. .in here was trussyd

J>e trinite. 1500-zo Dunbar Poems xiii. 38 Sum in his

toung his kyndnes tursis. 1579 E. K. in Spenser's SJieph.

Cal. Ded., What in most English wryters vseth to be loose,

..in this Authour is well grounded, finely framed, and
strongly trussed vp together. 1664 Owen Vind. Animatl,

Fiat Lux i, Trussing up such a fardel of trifles and quibbles,

f C. To charge or burden with a bmidle or pack,

or a number of such ; to load (a pack-hoi-se, etc.)

;

to lade (a ship). Obs,

a 1225 Ancr. R. 166 Noble men & gentile ne bereS nout

packes, ne ne uareft nout itrussed mid trusseaus. 13..

K. Alls. B50 (Bodl. MS.) pe . .knijttes. .trusseden her somers

And lepen vpon her destrers. e 1400 Destr. Troy 12313

Tho shippes to shilde o \tc shyre whaghes,. .And tyrn horn

to takle, & trusse for the sea. a 1533 Lo. Berners Huan
cxxx. 47S They..trussyd & newe wyttelyd theyr shyppes.

1570 Levins Manip. 193/28 To Trusse, sarcinare.

d. Naut, To furl (a sail). Also absoh (? Obs>^

a 1400 Morte Arih. 3655The marynerse . .Of theire termys

they talke, how thay ware tydd, Towyne trvsseile one trete,

trvssene vpe sailes. c 1400 [see Trussing vbl. sb. i\. c 151S

Cocke Lorcll's B. (Percy Soc.) 12 Some wounde at y*

capstayne,..some dyde trusse and ihrynge. 1594 Greene
& Lodge Looking Gl. G.*s Wks. (Rtldg.) 134 Our topsails up,

we truss our spritsails in. 1867 S.mvth Sailors Word-bk.y

5rrt/7j, ropes., fastened to the outermost leech of the sail,

in different places, to truss it close up as occasion requires.

Ibid., Truss w/, to, to brail up asail suddenly ; to toss up a bunt,

t e. trans, and intr. To become shrunken and

compact ; cf. Tiiuss a., Thussed i b. Obs. rare.
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»55i HtTLOET, Trusse vp as a cow or like best doth of

milke, subducere lac. Ibid.^ Trused vp as a bitchy or cow is

of mitke, sviductus. Trussed vp,tobe, oi vaiXch^y st^ducor.

1653 [see Trussed///, a. i bj.

fa. To pack up and carry away; to convey or

take with one in a pack ; to carry off. (In later

use only Sc) Obs.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 4911 Ne haue we wit us trussed noght,

Bot thing l>at we ha lele boght. ci^oo Maundev, (Roxb.)

viii. 30 patn behoues also trusse t>aire vitailles with )>am

thurgh |>e forsaid desertes. 1433 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv.

Priv* 162 Hare golde, Syluyr, armure, and lowell with ham
thay tursid. iS3S Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 342 Tha
left na gude that tha mycht turs awa. 1567 Gude ^- Godlie B.

(S.T.S.) 195 Preistis, keip no gold. .Nor jit twa coittis with
30w turs.

1 3. intr. or absol. To pack np one*s clothes, etc.

in readiness for a journey ; *= Pack v^ 2 c. Also

fig. Obs.

>»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9978 Vaste he [King Philip] let

trossi, to france uor to drawe. C137S Cursor M. 21115

(Fairf.) pai bad him trusse & make him boun. X470-85

Malory Arthur xx. xviii. 829 They trussed and payd alle

that wold aske hem, and holy an honderd knyghtes de-

parted with sir launcelot, i69<^-7 Evelyn Let. to Bohun
iS Jan., And so you have the history of a very old man. ..

I . .am now every day trussing up to be gon.

1 4. intr. To take oneself off, be off, go away,
depart : = Pack v\ 10 b ; sometimes simply to go.

136* I.ANGL. P. PI. A. II. 194 Ly^ere- .nas nou^wher wel-

come.. Bote ouur al i-hunted and bote to trusse. ^1440
Kor>t ^fy//. xxiii. 151 A ! lord, late vs no forther trus. <:z5i8

Skelton Magny/. 1774 As for all other, let them trusse and
packe. 1591 Babington Notes oh Gen. xii. § 10 She trusseth

vp and away with him whither God should appoint. x7«
Rahsay Ricky <5- Sandy 73 Let us truse and hame o'er bend.

+ b. refl. in same sense : = Pack v. 10 a. Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1143 And l>en he trussys hym to tyre

6 J>ar hys tentes settes. c 1400 Sovjdone Bab. 1707 Trusse
the forth eke. c 1440 Partonope 3692 Therto eche man trusse

hym home.

f o, trans. To ' send packing *, drive off, put to

flight. Obs. rare.

CX475 Partenay 2154 The Brehaignons went out thaim
Faste trussing [t. destruisant). 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. IX. (S.r.S.)II. 183 Al scotis-.suld be turssed
away to Scotland.

5. trans. To make fast to something with or as

with a cord, band, or the like ; to buid, tie, fasten
;

+ also, to put on, gird on (clothing, etc): of. 6.

Now rare.

a lUSA ncr. R. 322 Ich chuUe . . trussen al hi schendfulnesse

o J>ine owune necke. 13.. K. Alts. 5477 (Bodl. MS.) pe
kyng..dooJ>on a Borel ofasquyer, ..Andtrusse^a male hym
bihynde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5293 Tcutra the true kyng
was trust on a litter. 1575 R. B. Appius ^ Virg. E ij b,

Goe trusse him to a tree. 1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angells
ii3They would, .let him trusse on theirarmour. 1698 Frykr
Ace. E. India ^ P. 20 Only a Clout.. trust with a String
about their Waists. iStiScOTT Ro^cdyv. xxxvi, Round his

left arm his mantle truss d, Received and foiled three lances'

thrust.

b. spec. To tie the * points ' or laces with which
the hose were fastened to the doublet (With the

hose, the points, or the person as obj.) Cf. 6,

Obs. exc. //ist.

CK460
J.

Russell Bk. Nurture 8gS Strike his hosyn vppe<
warde his legge . . fen trusse ye them vp strayte. c 1530 H.
Rhodes ^'^. Nurture in Baiees Bk. (1868) 70 Helptoaraye
him, trusse his poyntes, stryke vp his Hosen. 1598 li. Jonson
Ev. Man in Hum. 1. iii, Stefih. Helpe to trusse me.. .He
dos so vexe me—. Bray. You'll be worse vex'd, when you are
truss'd.. .Best keepe vn-brac'd. 1631 Massinger Maid 0/
Hon, I. if In the time of trussing a point, he can undo Or
make a man. iSas Scorr Nigel xvii, Let me have the
honour of trussing youu Now, observe, I have left several

of the points untied of set purpose. 1856 Doban Knights
^ Days ix. 139 Guy trussed his points, pulled up his bc^
6. To confine or enclose (the body, or some part

of it) by something fastened closely round ; to bind
or tie up ; to gird ; to fasten up (the hair) with

ribbon, pins, combs, etc. ; to adjust and draw close

the garments of (a person) ; hence contemptuously
in reference to dress. Also with up. (Cf. 5 b.)

7 Obs.

1340 [see Tbussing vil, sb. i). c 1440 Promp. Parv. y^fi
Trussyn, and byndyn, as menn done soore \ymy^ fascio.
1560 Bible (Gencv.) Jer. \. 17 Trusse vp thy loynes. 1610 0.
Fletcher Christ's Vict. i. Ixv, Now she would sighing sii,

. .in sack cloth trust. 171J Budgell Spect. No. 277 f 7 How
ridiculously .. we have all been tru'^sed up.., and how
infinitely the French Dress excels ours. 1736 Ainswobth
*Lat. Diet. (1783) I, To truss up the hair of one's head,
caesariem,veicomam,in nodum collidere. 1833 J. Hollanh
Manuf. Metal II. 32 The combs xised by the lower class of
females for trussing their hair.

t b. To insert closely, to tuck. Obs,
1513 Lo. Berners Froiss. I. xvii. 18 Bitwene the saddyll

and ine pannell, they trusse a brode plate of metall. a 1550
in Archxologia IV. 313 To trusse the endcs of the said
sheete under every end of the bolster. 16^ Guillim
Heraldry \\\. xx. (ed. 3)231 Fowles having long shankesdoc
(in their flight) stretch forth their legges. .; but such as arc
short legged doe trusse their feet to the middest of their
bodies. 1651 tr. De-las-Coveras' Don Fenise 114 This
woman, .trussing up her garment turned her legs into wings
and fled.

7. To fasten up on a gallows or cross, to hang as

a criminal; to 'string up ', (Chiefly witliw/.) arch,
1536 Remedy Sedition B iij b. He was forthwith truste vppe.

1600 Holland Livy xxvin. xxxvii. 696 He commanded them
to be roundly trussed up and crucihed \cruci affigi\, 161S

BoLTOH Florus ni. xix. (1636) 234 He bound the remaynes of
those strong theeves in chaines . . and trussed them on
gallowses, a xyz\ Prior Vicar of Bray fy Sir T. Moor
426 To be_ trussed up.. as a Traytor. 1818 Scott Hrt,
Midi, xxiii, If they must truss me, I will repent of nothing
so much.. as of the injury 1 have done my Lily. 1883
Stevenson Fam. Stud. Men^ Bks.^ Villon (1905) 162 How
or when he died, whether decently in bed or trussed up to a
gallows, remains a riddle.

fb. intr. for pass. To be hanged: cf. to hang.
x59a Arden of Fez'ersham rii. vi, If thou beest tainted.

.

And come in question, surely, thou wilt trusse. 1601 F.

Godwin Bps. ofEng. 275 The halter was.. about theyoong
mans necke and he euen ready to trusse.

8. To fasten the wings or legs of (a fowl or other

animal) to the body with skewers or otherwise, in

preparation for cooking.
\c 1450 T'wo Cookery-hks. 81 Take a kydde. .fle him, and

l^de him, and trusse his legges in J»e sides, and roste him.]

1704 Swift Batt. Bks. Misc. (1711) 266 As when a skilful

Cook has truss'd a Brace ofWoodcocks. 1796 Mrs. Glasse
Cookery v. 90 Take a fat pig, . . slit and truss him up like a
lamb. 1846 7, Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 221 The
Higgler's method of Killing, Picking, and Trussing Fowls.

b. transf.

1899 Allbutt's Svst. Med. VIII. 9 The patient must..
make the shoulder blades meet by trussing back the elbows.

9 Of a bird of prey : To seize or clutch (the

prey) in its talons ; spec, to seize (the quarry) in the

air and carry it off. arch, (and //er*) Also^^.
1567 Golding Oz'itrs Met. vi. (1593) '4*^ when the scare-

full erne With hooked talents trussing up a hare among the
feme, Hatli laid her in his nest. 1575 Turberv. Falconrie
50 If sheestrikehir orstoupe hiror trusse hir then suffer hir

to kill it. 1590 Spenser F. Q, i. xi. 19 As hagard hauke.

.

His wearie pounces all in vame doth spend To trusse the
pray too heavy for his flight. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,
Hen. IV ccxxxiv, A young Eagle.. rather Chus'd..at
Armed Cranes to flye; Or trusse a farr-seen Swan. 1667
Dryden Maiden Queen 111. i. So—at last he has truss'd his
Quarry. 174* Somerville Field Sports 210 The vigorous
hawk . . Truss'd in mid-air bears down her captive prey.

1864 Boutell Her. Hist, f^ Pop. xvii. § 2 (ed. 3) 274 A
cormorant trussing a fish all ppr._ 1867 J. B. Rose tr.

VirgiVs j^iteid 266 So stoops the bird of Jove . . To truss the
snowy swan or dusky hare. 1B83 Harting Perf Bk. Kepinge
Sparhaivkes Gloss. 49 Truss, to clutch the quarry in the
atr instead of striking it to the ground, 1910 Radcliffk
in Encycl. Brit. X. 143/1 A hawk is said to ' truss ' a bird
when she catches it in the air, and comes to the ground with
it in her talons.

trans/. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xiv. vi. 649 The lyon
took his lytel whelp and trussed hym, and bare hym there he
came fro. 1855 Browning Fra LippoZZ The wind doubled
me up, and down I went. Old Aunt Lapaccia trussed me
with one hand.

10. To tighten np (a bell) on its stock after it has
worked loose. ? Obs,
1468-1540 [see Trussing Zfbl. sb. i). 1545 Churckw. Ace.

St. Ditnsian's, Canterb., For yerone [iron] worke to trowse
the bellys xij d. i6aa-3 in Swayne Sarum Churckw. Ace.
(1896) 175 For oewe Trussinge the 234 and 5 bells, 5 s.

IL To compress the staves of (a cask) into the

required shape and position by means of a trussing-

hoop (see TuussiNo vbl, sb, 3),

153s Coverdalk yer. xlviii. 12, I shall sende hir trussers

to trusse her vp, to prepare and season hir vessels. x688 R.
Holme Armoury iii. 108/1 Trussing a Barrel, is putting it

together from Boards or Staves within a Hoop. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 83 Apparatus for heating casks
before being iru^ed.

12. Jiuildingj eic. a. Truss over: see quot. ? O/'J.

1703 T. N. City 4- C. Purcltaser 109 Instead of Arching,
they truss-over, or over-span, as they phrase it, i.e. they lay
the end of one Brick about half way over the end ofanother,
and so, till both sides meet within half a Bricks length, and
then a bonding Brick at the top finishes the Arch. Ibid.

193 A kind of Bench, ..upon which they lay the largest

Stones, and so truss them over,, .after the manner of Clamps
for Bricks.

b. To support or strengthen with a Truss {sb. 6).

1833 [see Trussing vbl. sb. iJ. 1847 Smeaton Builders
Man. rj It is not necessary to truss all the rafters in a roof.

1889 Dnily Nnvs 15 July 6/3 This new safety ladder, se-

curely trussed on springs and wheels.

t Truss-a-faol. Obs, rare-~^, App. the name
of some game. Cf. Truss sb. 7.

rt 1658 Cleveland Motlel New Relig, 9 Or do the luncto
leap at truss-a-fail ?

tTru'SSage. Obs, Also 6 troussage, (tro-

sachej. [a. OF. troussage (14th c. in Godef.), f.

F. trousserto Truss : see -age.] Articles * trussed

'

or packed up, collectively; baggage; spec, booty
carried off. Also attrib.

c 1500 Melusine xxu 132 Who that myght flee, flcdd

toward theire folke that lede theyre proye, oxen, kyn & shep,
swynes & othre troussage [orig. troussages]. 1527 Ace.
R. Gibson in Lett. ^ Pap. Hen. VIII i 45 If. 23 (P.R.O.i,

For trosache kasis. a 1548 Hall C/iron., Hen. VIII 119 b.

The Frenchmen were readye to depart with trussages and
cariagcs.

Trusse, obs. form of Truce, Truss.

Trussed (trpst),///. a. [f. Truss t/. + -ed^.]

1. Packed, tied up, etc. (see the vb.) ; in quot.

1904, with* points*trussed (Truss «;. 5 b), ^Trussed
bed, bedstead: cf. trussing bed, etc (Trussing
vbl. sb. 3).

^1440 Proiitp, Parv. 504/1 Trussyd, of fardel,.
.
_/&rrfif//rt-

tusysarcinatus. Trussyd vp,andbowndyn,. .y5Mc/a/«J. 1530
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 297 A trust bed with a fedder beid.

? »537 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 279 A truste bedsted for

my Lord to cary to the Court, vij s. ts$» Hulort, Trussed,

suj^arcinatus. . .Trussed, beaten, layed, or stopped hard
together, stipatus, 1578 Lvte Dodoens v. Ixxx. 650 Clusters
of many berries . . thicke set and trussed togither. 1890
Doyle White Company iii, His robe was much too long and
loose.. so that even with trussed-up skirts he could make
little progress. 1904 M. Hewlett Queen's Quair i. vi, The
Queen and her maids braved it as saucy young men, trunked,
puffed, pointed, trussed and doubleted.

b. fig. Knit together, compactly framed or
formed. (Usually const, as pa, pple., often with
ivell or other adv.) ? Obs,
1548 Elvot, Compactilis, that is well compacted and

trussed togither, shorte and rounde. 1676 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1080/4 A hay Nag,.. short necked, well trussed. 1693
Ibid. No. 2916/4 She has lately had Puppies, and is not yet
fully Truss'd.

c. Cookery, Of a fowl, etc. : see Truss v, 8.

Also in Her. : see quot. c 1828.
1828 Scott F. M. Perth viii, ' It's all here ', said the little

man, expanding his breast like a trussed fowl, c 1828 Berrv
Encycl, Her. I. Gloss., Trussed, Close, or Complicated, are
terms unnecessarily introduced into blazon when birds are
borne with their wings closed to the body ; which is ever
implied when the contrary is not expressed. 1900 M Rs. Glyn
Visits Eliz. (1906) 59 He does look like a trussed pigeon,

2. Buildings etc. Furnished, supported, or

strengthened with a truss or trusses.

1840 H. Spencer Autobiog. (1004) ' xi. 164 Experiments
on trussed beams. 1853 Sir H. Douglas MiUt. Bridges
vii, (ed. 3) 307 On trussed and suspension bridges. 1873
Medley Autumn Tour U.S. <5- Canada ix. 146 Trussed
girders are preferred [in bridge-building].

Trussel, -ell, obs. forms of Trestle.

t Tmssell. Obs. Also 5 trusselle, 5-9 trus-

sel ; Sc. 6 tursall, 6-7 tursell. [a. OF. troussel^

earlier torsely tonrsei, mod.F. trousseaUy dim. of

troussCf vbl. sb. of trousser : see Truss.]
1. A bundle, package ; in quot. a 1400, a furled

sail. Cf. Trousseau.
7^1400 [see Truss v, i d]. 1426 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr.

2755 And at the gate for tose Trussellys, ffardellys, in that
place. Or any marchaunt in may passe, He mvste vntnisse
hem & vnbynde. c 1460 Towneley Myst. W, 170 Lay downe
tfai trussell apon this hill.

2. The puncheon for making the impress on the

upper side of the coin; cf. Pile sb.^ i.

[1300 : see Pile sb.^ i.] 1473 Chancery Enrolments^ Dur-
ham 3/49 m, 6 (P.R.O.) We. .haue. .licencid oure welbe-
louyd William Omorighe..to make graue and prynte ij

dosene Trussellys and j dosene Standerdys for penys and
iiij Standerdys and viij Trussellys for half penys. 1484
Chance^', IVnrr. Ser. i. File 1531. No. 5767 (P.R.O.) Re-
ceptis..tribus standardis et novem trussellis ruptis..'.ria

standarda et novem trussellos de novo fieri . . faciatis.

1562-3—1605 [see Pile sb.* i. Puncheon' 3]. x6ii Cotgr.,
Trousseau, a Trussell ; the vpper yron.or mould, thats vsed
in the stamping of coyne. 18x7 Ruding Ann. Coinage I.

67, III. 24. 1876 Cochran-Patrick Rec. Coinage Scotl. I.

Introd. 49 The * flan * being placed on the 'pile ', the ' trus-

sell ' was applied to the upper side of it by means of a
twisted wand, or by the hand, and the moneyer then struck
the end of the puncheon with the hammer until the impres-
sion was produced on the ' flan '.

Trusser (tr»*sDj). [f. Truss z;. + -er1.]

+ 1. A receptacle or appliance in or with which
something is * trussed

'
; a bundle, package ; a

bandage. Obs,
1519 HoRMAN Vulg. ^o The hounche or botche .. can

vnneth be bounde vp with a trussar. a 1548 Hall Chron.y
Hen. VIII 17 Byndyng of males and fardelles, trussyng of
coffers and trussers.

2. One who or that which trusses, in various

senses ; see the verb, spec, a. One who trusses a

cask. 1535 [see Truss v. iiJ.

b. A person employed in, or a machine for,

trussing hay or straw.
1889 Engineer LXVII. 292 Hay and straw trussers, 1890

Univ. Exhib. Guide June 29/2 The Straw Trusser. .was
shown at work attached to the Steam Thrashing Machine.
189a T. B. F, Eminson Epidemic Pneumonia at Scotter 49
The trussers. .were engaged trussing the hay for sale.

O. A person employed in trussing poultry, etc.

1903 Daily Chron, 16 Sept. 8/6 Poultry.—Wanted a trusser

for best-class work. 1906 Daily Nnvs 14 Dec. 7 The
removal of this favourite bone by the trusser.

3. A plant that produces trusses of blossom :

usually with qualifying adj. expressing the quality

of tlie trusses.

1843 Florisfs Jml. (1846) IV. 153 The flowers are extra-
sized, and it is a very fine trusser. 1882 Garden 11 Mar.
160/3 This.. red ground Polyanthus.. is a noble trusser.

tXru'Ssery. Obs, rare~^. [f. Truss sb.+
-ERV.] Things ' trussed * or packed, baggage.
A 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIJI 65 A great numbre of

rascal & pedlers, & I uellcrs.. brought ouer..diuerse mer-
chandise vncustomed, alt vnder the coloure of the trussery
of the Ambassadours.

Trussing (tr^-siq), vbl, sb. [f. Truss v. +
-iNG 1.]

L The action of the verb Truss, in various senses.

1340 Ayenb. 176 Yno^ Jjeris of ydelnesse aboute hire heaued,
to kembe, to wesse, ine trossinge. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4651
Al! turnyt t>aire tacle with trussyng of sailes. 1468-9 in

Swayne Sarum Churckw. Ace, (i8g6) 11 Pro le trussyng
matjne campane ad thascumxd. 1540 Churchxv. Ace. St.
Giles, Reading 59 For trussing of the greate bell. 1615
Latham Falconry {\ty^ Explan, Words, Trussing is when
a Hawke raiseth a fowle aloft, and so descendeth downe
with it to the ground. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 75 Let
your loins be girded.. .There must be a holy girding and
trussing up for heaven. 1694 R. L'Estbange Fables cbcxvti.
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(1714) 190 The Trussing up of Thieves is the Security of 1

Honest Men. 1813 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 124 To I

frame limbers, so that their external surfaces shall keep this
I

position.is the businessof trussing. 185a Mks.Stowe Uncle
\

TonCs C. iv, Not a chicken, or turkey, or duck.. but looked
\

grave when they saw her approaching,.. she was always
meditating on trussing, stuffing, and roasting.

2. concr. The timber or other material forming

a truss (Trdss sb. 6) ; a work or structare consist-

ing of trusses.

1840 Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jml. III. 43/1 A plan of the

trussed foot-bridge, .exhibiting the trussing and cast iron

frames. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 48 A platform of

temporary girders . . strengthened by supplementary trussing.

O 3. aitrili. Adapted or used for 'trussing', pack-

ing, or tying up {obs. exc. Bist.)^ as tnt-ssing chest,

coffer y
gear^ mail, -needle, point, -thread; adapted

for being * trussed' or packed up for travelling

{pbs, exc. Hist,), as trussing bed, bedstead, chalice
;

tised for trussing (in various senses of the verb),

as (sense i d) trussing-rope^ (sense 10) -key, -nail,

(sense 11) -hoop, •machine, (sense 12 b) -bar, -bolt,

'piece, -roii; alsoftrussing-bolster: seequot.^and

cf. Truss x^. 3a ;
ttrussing-coat, a padded jacket

worn under armour.

1843 Penny CycU XXV. 318/2 So long as it [the beam]
retains this curvature the weight laid upon it must eventu-

ally press upon the *trussing-bars. 1308 Will John of
Gaunt in Armitage Smith Life (1904)426 Lits faitz pur men
corps, appelles en Engleterre *trussyng beddes. 1483 Marg.
Paston in P, LeiU III. 286 A litel white bedde..for a
trussyng bedde. 1573 in Whitaker Hist. Craven (1812) 327
One trussing bedd for the field. i86x Our Eng. Home 105

Portable beds were often called * trussing ' beds. 1534 Inv.

iVardr. Kath. Arragon in Camden Misc. (1855) 34 A lytiUe

*trussinge bedsteede . . withe two lether cases to trusse it in.

19x0 E. R. SuFFLiNG Eng. Ch. Brasses no *Trussing-Bol-

ster, a padded belt for equalising and taking the weight of

the heavy cuirass. 1843 Penny CycL XXV. 319/2 Through
these eyes were passed vertical bars or *trussing'bolts.

1440 in Peacock Eng. C/t. Eurniiure {1B66) 182 My*trushing
challis and my highest guilt chalis. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VHI
c 14 Item for a *trussyng cheste ii. s. a 1562 Cavendish
iVolsey (1893) 257 Syttyng uppon a trussyng chest. 1884

Leisure Hour Apr. 233/1 Large trunks, used for general

packing . . were called trussing-chests. 1493 Will of IV.

Oseney (Somerset Ho.), A *trussing coat. 1387 Tkevisa
Higden (Rolls) VII. 385 His malys..his bouges and his

*trussynge cofres. 1435 in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees)
368J

ij trussyng coffers 3s.. .unum magnum trussyng mayleprecii
2S. 1466 Mann. <5- Honseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 367, I payd fore

viij. heles [— ells] of kaiias for *trosenge gere, xx.d. x$88

R. Holme Armoury ni. 108/1 ^Trussing Hoop, is a large

strong Hoop.. first put about the Barrel staves to draw
them to their compass. 1621-2 in Swayne Sarum
Ckurchiv. Ace. (1896) 172, ix *trussinge keyes. 1877
Knight Diet. Mech., '*Trussing-niackine,onG for drawing
the truss-hoops upon casks. 1W3 Fisheries Exhib. Caial.

83 Trussing machine and accumulator. 1485 *Trussyng
mayle (see trussing cojffer above]. 1621-2 in Swayne
Sarum Chitrchw. Ace. (1896) 172 One Hundred of *Trus-

singe nayles lod. 1846 Soyer Cookery 149 To try when
done run a *trussing needle into them. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Builder $<)s ''Trussing-pieces, such timbers in a roof

as are in a state of compression. 15^ Elyot, Strigmentunt
..it male be vsed for a 'trussyng pointe. iZ^-^ Penny Cycl.

XXV. 319/1 A formula for calculating the size of the iron

"trussing-rods. 1420 in For. Ace. 3 Hen. VI, G/2 dorso,

j haunser pro *trussynge rope. 1369-^2 Exch. Ace. K. R.
Bundle 1.78 No. 16 m. 4 (P.R.O.), lxiiij_ lb. fiH pro cordis

balistarum, lij lb. *tru'^syngthred, Ij lb. di. trenchefyll.

tTru*ssure. Obs, [a. OF. trussetire (Cotgr.

troussnre, -cure), med.L. *trossatnra, f. trossare

to Truss : see -uke.] ? = Truss sb. 2.

13^5 Ace. Exch. K. R. 5/8 m. 13 (P. R. O.) In j ancora
et .J. Cable emptis de Hugone Kelinge. Et xxij, s. in Trus.
surs, Girdelinges [etc.] emptis de eodem.

Trust (tr2?st), sb. Forms: a. 3-6 truste, 3-
trust; 0. 4-7 trost, 5 troste. See also Traistj^.,

Trest sb?-, Trist sb.^ [Early ME. trostie, truste,

ad. ON. traiist sb. nent. : see Trust a,'\

1. Confidence in or reliance on some quality or

attribute of a person or thing, or the truth of a

statement. Const, in {\of, on, upon, to, unto).

a. 47 1225 Ancr. R. 274 Me haue3 truste to Codes helpe
(>et euer is neih bute ^if bileaue trukie. a 1240 Ureisun in

Cott. Horn. 187 As mi trust is |>er to hit beo mi lechunge.

13.. Gny Warw. (A.) 7242 He a lappe rent out anon
Of his brini, l>at alle his trust was on. 1484 Caxton
Fables ofAuian \, He is wel a fole thatsetteth his hope and
truste in a woman. 1503 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 275
Don Fernando of Aragon bathe no confidens nor trust

unto the Kynge of Romaynes. 1605 Stow Ann, 671
Astaffeof reede, of the which there is no trust. x6ix Shaks.
Wint. T. IV. tv. 607 Ha, ha, what a Foole Honestie is I and
Trust (his sworne brother) a very simple Gentleman. «729
Butler Serm. Wks, 1874 II. 189 To see and know and feel

that our trust was not vain. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xiii,

The honour and trust which were about to be reposed in

him. x86o Tvndall Glac. 1. xix. 134 We had.. to get round
overhanging ledges, where our main trust was in our feet,

^. 1382 Wyclif Pr(n>. iii. 5 Haue trost in the Lord, of
ai thin herte. — Isa. xxxL i Hauende trost [1388 trist]

vpon foure horsid carres. ^ 1440 Promp, Parv. 503/1
Xroste, confidencia, fiducia. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Cam-
den) 228 The trost reposid in me hi your Lordshipe.

b. Take on or upon trust (t receive, take up in

trust, take up upon trust), to accept or give credit

to without investigation or evidence.

1641 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 4 Being constrayned to
take upp all my intelligence concerning Parliament affaires

upon trust.. from others. C164S Howell Z^^/, (1650) I. 67
£y-witDesses of those things which other receive but in trust.

432

f6td.ll. The VoieVxi b, ScriblingPamphletors. .thrust Lame
things upon the world, t'ane up in trust. 1662 Stillingfl.

Orig. Sacrm i. iv. § 5 The story was taken upon trust by
Herodotus, PHny, and many others. 1797 Godwin Enquirer
L vi. 36 Active spirits, .take, .little upon trust. \Z%\ Exam-
iner 353/1 That numerous body who take things on trust.

1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 98 Take what is set before him
on trust.

C. transf. with possessive : That in which one's

confidence is put ; an object of trust.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de VV. 1531) 8 b, Let hym be all your
trust. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Ps. xl. 4 Blessed is the man,
that maketh the Lord his trust. 1866 Bryant Death
Abraham Lincoln i, The sword of power, a nation's trust.

2. Confident expectation of soinelhing; hope.
[c 1200 : see Trist sb.^ c 1400 Destr. Troy 8689 pal had

no hope of |?ere heale..all hor trust Jjan was tynt. 1523
Ld. Bkrners Froiss. 1. xviii. 22 They were all the weeke,
without heryng of any worde of the scottis, vpon trust they
shulde repasse agayn..the same way. a 1548 HMA.Chron.,
Hen. IV 2% This prince was sent thither, in trust of saue-

gard, in hope of refuge, and in request of aide and comfort
against his euill willers. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 46 His trust

was with th' Eternal to be deem'd Equal in strength. 1864

J. Martineau Ess., Addr., etc. (1891) IV. 563 The trusts

of eighteen centuries and the sighs and hopes of more.

3. Confidence in the ability and intention of a

buyer to pay at a future time for goods supplied

without present payment ; = Credit sb, 9 a.

Chiefly in phrases on, upon, f of trust.

ip73 TussER Ilusb. (1878) 134 At first hand he buieth that
paietn all doune . , At third hand he biiieth that buieth of trust.

1649 Bp- Hall Cases Conse, (1650) 26 Those who are able

to pay downe ready money , , know to expect a better penny-
worth, then those that ninne upon trust. i68x in New Mills
Cloth Manuf. (S.H.S.) Introd. 85 Cloath will be .. delivered

out to the merchants and after 12 moneths trust they will be

flaying [etc.]. 1758 Joeinson Idler No. 26 P 8 My master
Ived on trust at an ale-house. 1829 Cobbett Adv. Yng.
Man ii. 63 The man therefore who purchases on trust not
only pays for the trust, but he also pays his due share of
what the tradesman loses by trust.

fig. 1821 Byron Sardan. 11. i. 596, I am content To be
beloved on trust for what I feel. 1865 Ruskin Sesame '\. § i,

I had even intended to ask your attention for a little while
on trust, .until [etc.].

4. The quality of being trustworthy ; fidelity,

reliability ; loyalty, trustiness. Now rare,

1470-85 Malory Arthur xxi. v. 850 Comfort thyself, .and
doo as wel as thou mayst, for in me is no truste for to truste

in. c 1489 Caxton Sottnes ofAymon vii. 166 There ys noo
truste in hym And therfore I wyll kepe me from hym. 1590
Marlowe Edtu. II, in. ii, Our friend Levune, faithful and
full of trust. 1592 Shaks. Rom. (^ Jul. iii. ii. 85 There's no
trust, no faith, no honestie in men, i6ao May Heir in.

(1622) D iv. Well I beleeue thee wench, and will reward
Th^ trust in this. 16^5 Prior Ode Queens Death iv, Fair
Albion shall, with faithful Trust, Her holy Queen's sad
Reliques guard. 1821 Byron Mar. Fal. lu i, You have
done well.—I thank you for that trust.

5. a. The condition of having confidence reposed

in one, or of being entrusted with something ; esp.

in the phrases in trust, to one's trust, Ufuier trust,

a 1548 Hall Ckron., Edw. V 11, I dare putte no persone
earthely in truste with his kepyng, but my selfe onely. 1577
Hanmer Anc. Eccl, Hist., Socrates i. xxvi, He putteth the
priest, .in trust with his testament. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj.
II. 131 Murther. .of our Soveraine Lords lieges, quhere the
persone slaine is vnder the trust, credit, assurance, and
power of the slayer, is treason and lese majestic. [Margin]
Slauchter vnder trust. x6xi Bible i TItess. ii. 4 As we wtre
allowed of God to bee put in trust with the Gospel. — i Tim.
vi. 20 O Timothie, keepe that which is committed to thy
trust. 1675 tr. Camden's Hist. EHz. 11. (1688) 174 Such
Letters I should never have committed to Barker's Trust.

1817 W. Selwyn Laiv Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 821 A devisee
or executor in trust, who has acted, may be examined as a
witness in support of the will. x8i8 Scott Br. Lamm,
xvii. The celebrated case of Sir Coolie Condiddle of Con-
diddle, who was tried for theft under trust.

b. The obligation or responsibility imposed on
one in whom confidence is placed or authority is

vested, or who has given an undertaking of fidelity.

*53S Coverdale Micah vii. 20 Thou shalt kepe thy trust

with lacob, and thy mercy for Abraham, Uke as thou hast
sworne vnto oure fathers longe agoo. a 1548 Hall Chron.^
Rich. /// 27 The man. .beynge hindered and kepte vnder
by sir Richarde Ratcliffe and sir Willyam Catesbye, which
..kept him by secrete driftes out ofal secrete trust. ^ti66x

Fuller Worthies (1840) I. 402 His youth spent in some
military employments of good trust. 1770 Junius Lett.
xxxvii. (1820) 182 Until parliament itself betrays its trust,

by contributing to establish new principles of government,
1784 J. Brown Hist. Brit. Ch. (1820) II. vi. 289 Bringing
them into places of power and trust. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng, vii. II. 236 Grave apprehensions that, if Roman Catho-
lics were made capable of public trust, great evils would
ensue. 1907 Verney Mem. I. 72 A breach of trust.

C. The condition of that which is entrusted to

some one. Only in phrase in (f on) trust,

1425 W, Paston in P. Lett. I. 20The whiche procuracie and
appelle I shal sende to yowr persone, . . with moneye onward,
on trust. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 2 To knights of great
emprise The charge of Justice given was in trust, That they
might execute her iudgements wise. 1608 Shaks. Per. i. tii.

13 His sealed Commission, left in trust with mee. 1664 But-
ler Hud. [I.I. 507 To makeover In trust your fortune to your
Lover. 1827 Jarman J. J. PoweWs Deinses (ed. 3) II. 17
A gift to a college, in trust for another charitable object.

1858 O. W. Holmes A-ut. Breakf-t, ii. (1891) 49 Put not
your trust in money, but put your money in trust.

d. (with//.) A duty or office, also a thing or

person, entrusted to one.

1643 Chas. I Treaty at Oxford VIVs. 1662 II. 282 Tho'^e
Trusts which the Law of the Land hath settled in the

TRUST.

Crown alone. 1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. iiL 32 It was not
fit two such great Trusts, as Marshal and General should
both be managed by one Person. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 71 f 14 The few moments remaining are to be con-
sidered as the last trust of heaven. 1822-34 Good's .Study
Med, (ed. 4) II. 463 The digestive powers, or some of them,
do not perform their trust as they should do. 1844 G. N.
Briggs in Massachusetts Acts 363 Public offices are public
trusts, created for the benefit of the whole people, and not
for the benefit of those who may fill them. 1898 .Sophia M.
Palmer in Ld. Selborne Mem. I. p. v. {Notice) These Me-
morials are a Trust.

6. La7u. The confidence reposed in a person in

whom the legal ownership of property is vested

to hold or use for the benefit of another ; hence, an
estate committed to the charge of trustees ; also

transf. a trustee; a body of persons appointed as

trustees; in quot. 171 2, the position or relation of

a trustee.

1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 57/1 The seid Feflees haue no title

ner interest tnerynne, but only upon trust, and to his use,

to execute his will. 1455 Ibid, 295/1 Londcs or Tene-
mentes of which we were enfeoffed by them of trust, in which
we had never title, .but onely by the feoffement made by us
in trust. 1544 tr. Littleton'*s Tenures (1574) 96 b, If a manne
enfeoffe another in hys lande vppon truste. 1628 Coke Oh
Litt. 272 b. An Vse is a Trust or Confidence reposed in some
other. X712 Steele Sped. No. 402 f 3, I am in a Trust
relating to this Lady's Fortune. 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett
Beggar Girl (1813) II. 96 Both Air. Frazer and doctor
Cameron were trusts to a will made a few years back. xSzS
Hood Kilmansegg, Marriage, It tipp'd the post-boy and
paid the trust. 1873 Iron 3 May 493/1 The trustees of the
Submarine Cables Trust.

7. Commerce, a. See quot.

1882-93 I^'thellC(W«^/«^-/w. Z)/c/. s. v.j The 'Trusts' in-

stituted in the City.., such as the 'Foreign and Colonial
Securities Trust ' [etc.] ; in all these instances, a certain

capital is subscribed, .which is placed in the hands ot

trustees to be invested,

b. A body of producers or traders in some class

of business, organized to reduce or defeat competi-

tion, lessen expenses, and control production and
distribution for their common advantage; spec,

such a combination of commercial or industrial

companies, with a central governing body of

trustees which holds a majority or the whole of

the stock of each of the combining firms, thus

having a controlling vote in the conduct and
operation of each. Cf. trust-certificate in 8 b.

X887 Pall MallG. 2 Nov. 6/1 A high customs tariff offers

a special temptation to indulge in corners, pools, and trusts.

Ibid.i6 Nov. 12/j A distillers' ' trust ' has been formed.. in

order to regulate the production and price of spirits, and
, another large section of the trade have combined to curtail

the production. x888 Brvce Amer. Contmiv. III. 415 Those
anomalous giants called Trusts,—groups of individuals and
corporations concerned in one branch of trade or manufac-
ture, which are placed under the irresponsible management
of a small knot of persons, who, through their command of

all the main producing or distributing agencies, intend and
expect to dominate the market, a 1890 in G. B. Shaw
Fabian Ess, Socialism §4 A trust is defined.. as a combi-
nation to destroy competition and to restrain trade. 1894
W. T. Stead IfChrist came to Chicago 191 The Gas Trust
is as arbitrary as any Persian satrap in its dealings with the
citizens.

8. attrib. and Comb., as trust-betrayer, -breaker*,

trust-breaking, 'winning adjs. ; also in sense 6,

trtist-beneficiaryj -estate, -fund, -gift, -nwney,

-right ; in sense 7 b, trust-maker, -regulation,

-share; trust-bolstering, -controlled, -ridden adjs.

1675 Cotton Scoffer Scofi 28 And Uke a treacherous
Trust-breaker, Lewdly embezzel'd your Exchequer. 1766
Blackstome Comm. II. xx. 337 They now consider a trust-

estate., as equivalent to the legal ownership. X776 Adam
Smith W.N. \\. iii.(i869)I.34i The. .allotment, .of this fund
, , is not always guarded by any . . trust.rigbt or deed of mort-
main. 1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 114
The hypocritical and trust-breaking humanity ofjudges. 1827
Jarman J. J. Po^vell's Demises {gA. 3) II. 99 He gave several

pecuniary legacies out of his said trust monies and personal
estate. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 11. x, Plunderers, forgers, and
trust-betrayers of many sorts. 1872 Tai.mage Serm. 291
The heroes of this country are fast getting to be those who
have most skill in swallowing' trust-funds '. i88oMuiriiead
Gaius Digest 495 A requt-st to heir, legatee, or even a trust-

beneficiary, to give effect to the truster's wishes. Ibid, 11.

§ 271 A legacy cannot be charged upon a legatee, but a
trust-gift may. 1881 M. A. Lewis 'Jivo Pretty G. II. 201

All the more trust-winning, solid qualities. 1892 Daily
Neivs 21 Dec. 7/3 Trust shares received a smart shock.
Banks are reported unwilling lenders on some tnxst secu-

rities. X896 S. Plimsoll in IVest/n. Gas. 3 June (1898) 7/1,
I would rather than see oiu: English shopkeepers and
manufacturers dragged .. to a similar position, see those
trust-makers one and all hanging from lamp-posts. X90X
Sir C. FuRNKSs Ibid. 22 Feb. 6/2 An object-lesson.. as to
the trust- bolstering effect of the tariff. Z90X Spectator
20 July 77/2 The Trustmakers are seeking monopoly. 1902
Daily Chron. 26 Apr. 5/1 Weep as you think of these

Trust-ridden isles ! 1902 Westm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 1/3 The
striking fact is that President Roosevelt should have thrown
himself into the Anti-Trust or Trust-regulation movement.
Ibid. 5 Nov. 5/i The whole of the share capital will stand

in the names of five voting trustees. . . These voting trustees

will issue voting trust share certificates which will be nego-
tiable and will entitle the holders of them to all dividends
declared upon the shares, but all voting powers upon the
shares are reserved to the voting tru.Ntees. \^/cAIbid. 5 Nov,
3/1 All 'articles entering into competition with Trust-
controlled products '.

b. Special combs. : trust certificate (in full

trust-share certificate), a negotiable certificate

^ For correction please see supplementary
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issued by the controlling board of a trust (sense 7 b),

which entitles the holder to all dividends declared

upon the surrendered shares which it represents,

but gives him no voting power ; trust company,
a company formed (originally in ^.^S",) for the

purpose of exercising the functions of a trustee,

with which other financial activities were later

combined ; trust deed, a deed of conveyance by
which a trust (sense 6) is created, and its condi-

tions set out ; trust-investment, the investment

of trust-money ; a security sanctioned by law as

one in which tnistees may invest trust-money

;

f trust-man, a trustee ; trust-manager, under the

Education Act of 1902, one of the four managers

of a voluntary elementary school appointed by the

trustees; + trust-road, a road administered by a

turnpike trust ; trust-stock, a high-class stock in

which trust-funds are or may legally be invested;

trustee-stock.

1891 Cent. Diet. s. v. Trust, *Trust certificate. 1904
Q. R^v. Jan. 187 The original stock-holders received trust-

certificates. 1834 Congress Debates 14 Jan. 2392 In New
York, a *trust company, incorporated only two or three

years since, has now three or four millions in deposite.

X913 Ti'wMg Aug. 17/6 The movements in trust companies'
stocks were in the upward direction, 1846 Worcester
(citing Milliard), "Trust-deed, i860 .\- McKay Hist,
Kilmarnock (ed. 4) 321 Then follows a digest of the trust-

deed. 1897 li^estm. Gaz. 7 Oct. 7/3 The stock is a "trust

investment stock. 1867 R. S. Hawker Footer, in Far
Comw. (1903) 151 Twenty acres of woodland copse.. were
bought and conveyed hy . . Dame Thomasine Gull, to feoffees

and *trust-men. 190a IVesim. Gaz. 17 July 6/2 A board of
management consisting of a number of "trust managers not
exceeding four appointed as provided by this Act, and.,
two appointed [etc.]. 1831 Galt Ann. Parish x, The toll

or "trust-road was set a-gotng. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards
Handy-Bk. Profi. Law xxi. iSS One trustee sold the *trust-

stock and gave the money to his co-trustee . . to invest. 1898
Daily Ne^vs zZ May lo/i A few trust stocks have improved,

t trust, a, Obs. Also 3-5 trost, 5 truste.

See also Traist a., Trest a., Tbist a.i [Early

ME. trust (« or tf), app. :—OE. *trust (« or it)

(not recorded, evidently not WSax.), simple grade
of which ON. traustr * strong, firm, secure, trusty ',

is an ablaut grade {trust, treust^ traust) ; thence

ME. ^rwj/and trost ; the rare trist was app. assimi-

lated to Trist v."]

1. Confident, safe, secure, sure,

ciaoo [implied in Trustly i]. is.. Ancr. R. 66 To sum
gostltche monne \>aX ^e beoa strustt uppen [MS. Titus^ l>at

[e arn trust on), a 14*5 Cursor M. 2573 (Tria) Be trust in

>is tmt I t>e hi^t. Ibid. 11161 Be truste & in no deewrynes.

2. Faithful, trusty; reliable, sound.
f 1440 yacofs Well 212 )tf tx>u selle a crokyd bors for

a clene, a ruynous hows for trust hows.
&. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 60 His sonnes bo^c tille

him war trost als stele. ?i3.. Adultery loa in Herrig's
Archiv LXXIX. 420 Sche was. .bothe trost & trewe. 1389
in F.ng. Gilds {lZ^o) 46 An Aldirman..; and foure skeuaynes,
trost men and trewe. £1425 Cast. Persev. i^-j-j in Macro
Plays 91 If he wyl be trost & trye, he schal be kyng.

Tniat(tri;st),v. Also 3-5trusten, (5 trtiaty),

5-6 trust©, 5- trust; ^. 4-5 tro8to(n, (4 trosti).

Pa. t. and pple. trusted, ^f trust). See also

Traist »., Trest v.^ Trist v, [I'jirly ME. ad.

ON. treysta^ assimilated in ME. to Trust, trost^ a,

and sb, Cf. Sw, trosl comfort, trosia to comfort,

console, Norw, tr^te sig til to confide in; OS.
trdslan^ MLG. trdsten^ Du. troosien^ OHG. trdsten,

Gcr. trosten (with the sense to comfort (cf. 'L.fortis

strong), cheer, encourage) : see Thust a.]

L intr. To have faith or confidence ; to place

reliance ; to confide. Const, itty to (t^, *"', upon),
a IBB5 Let^. Kath. 503 peo \{fi\ ham makte() . .& alle He] on
ham trusted \v.r. trusten]. ata4o Lo/son^xnCott. lloin.

213 peo hwile Set ich truste uppo mon ^u..lettest me al

iwurden wi5 (>eo t>et ich] truste u|it>on. 1297 K. G1.011C.

(Ku)ls) 9606 So muche he truste on him, h^t in is warde he
let do Henri is eldoste sone. a 1435 Cursor M. 4962 ('I'rin.)

In ot>erehelpc me truste I nou^t. a\yM Sir Beues (V-^\\%qx\\

3270 Moche he trusted in Arundel. 1560 Ann. Parker Let, to

up. Grindal 18 Nov., Trusting of your lordship's good dili-

gence herein. 1638 Hamilton Patters (Camden) 9, 1 trust

in God to keipe them a sunder. i<w6 H. Phillips /*« re//.

Patt. {1676) 3 Though the man. .have the repute of an
honest man, yet trust not too much up<}n that. 1706 E.
Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 50 He trusts much more
to the Sun, for his Guide, than to the Creator of it. 1791
Charlottk Smith Celesttna (ed. 3) HI. 32 She trusted on
the long tried, the long assured tenderness of her lover.

z86o Tynimll GliU. i. xvi. 112 Each h.id to trust to himself.

p. «;»330 R.BHUNNKC/»r/7«. (1810) 45 BUjKily tille Inglond
wild he com.. If he myght on t>am troste. C1394 /*. PI.
Crede 350 pei ben certayne men & syker on to trosten.

c 1440 Promp. Paro. 503/1 Troston, confido.

2. tratis. To have faith or confidence in ; to rely

or depend npon.
ri374 Chauckr Anel. ^ Arc.gz She him trustith aboue

eclie creature. 1491 Act 7 lien. F//, c. 23 Preamble, Ye
may send John Aleyne of Pole whom ye trust and y alsa

1560 Daus tT.Sletdane's Covim, 165 h, He woulde not re.

toume to his Prince, for that he tritsted hym no more. 157a
Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiv, 2^ For Lorcfis and Lairdes ar
nathcrJustNor^itthecommounistobetrust. 1687 A. Ixjvrll

tr, Tke7>enot's Trav. I. 74 He desired the command of a
Ship, but they would not trust him so much. 1756 C Smart
tr, Horace, Sat. 11. iv. (1826) II. 133 The mushrooms, that

Vol. X.

1.1

grow m meadows, are of the best kind : all others are dan-
gerously trusted. 1817 Scott His:hl. Widow iv, He has
trusted me, and I will trust him. 1874 Kuskin Fors Clav.
xxxvii. 17, 1 cannot trust other people, without perpetual
looking after them.
^. 138a WvcLiF /sa. xxxvi. 4 What is this trist, that thou

trostest ? c 1394 P. PI. Crede 237 For sich a certeyn man
syker wold y trosten. C1400 Apol. LolL 45 If ^ei lofid &
trostid Him aboue )>e wark of >er hondis.

b. Imperative, used sarcastically or ironically to

express one's assurance that a person will or will

not do something, colloq. (Cf. Catch v. 40.)
1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine 67 If a woman is in

danger from the rain, whose umbrella.. is at her service?
The Frenchman's? Trust him! 1903 R. Bagot Donna
Diatia vi, Trust a religious old maid for scenting out love 1

3. To have faith or confidence that something
desired is, or will be, the case ; also const, with
in/in. ovfor ; to hope.
148s Cely Papers (Camden) 124 Howr mother and whe ar

in good heyll, thankyd be God, and so we truste that ;e be.

c iSoo Ne^ Not-br. Mayd xxxix, Trustying to shewe .

,

'that

men have an yll use,, women to blame, 1518 Hen. VIII
in State Papers I. i, I trust the Quene my Wyfe be with
chylde. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. Hi. i. 371, I trust it

will grow to a most prosperous perfection, a 164S Ld. Her-
bert Hen. VIII (1683) 466 We should not trust to obtain
at their [Saints'] hands that which is to be had only of God.
1781 Burke Corr. (1844) II. 445, I trust that these things are
wholly repugnant to my nature, and inconsistent with my
principles. 1857 T. Moore Handbk. Brit. Ferns (ed. 3)
Pref., The author . . trusts for a continuance of similar com-
munications. 1880 Swinburne Stud. Shaks. 307 He trusted

to establish the secret history and import of each.

&, 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 53 Oure godes [we] ban
dispent ,,; no catelle kepende,—trostende, as children,

withe ^iftes to ben amendyd. 145Z Capgrave Lije St.

Gilbert 90 Trostand for J>is obediens to receyue sumtyme
^ mor mede.

t b. with simple object : To hope for, look for.

Obs. rare^K
15*3 La Bernebs Froiss. I. cxlvi. 174 We truste in hym

somoche gentytnesse, that by the grace of god his purpose
shall chaung.

4. To give credence to, believe (a statement) ; to

rely npon the veracity or evidence of (a person, etc.).

7^1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 649 So faire it was, that,

trusteth wel. It semede a place espirituel. 1586 A. Day
Eng, Secretary 11. (1625) 26 Trust me I am vnused to these

deuices. 163a Lithgow Trav. ni. 85 Trust me, I told.. at

one time, and within my sight, some 67. Villages. 1697
Dryoen Virg. Georg, in. 601 *Twas thus with Fleeces
milky white (if we May trust Report.) Pan God of Arcady
Did bribe thee Cynthia, a 1806 Bp. Horsley Serm. (1816)

III. xlii. 262 Every man implicitly trusts his bodily senses

concerning external objects placed at a convenient distance.

187X FkEEMAM Norm. Cong. IV. xviii. 286 If the tale is to

be trusted, the ford must be looked for in the hilly country.

^. 1399 Langu Rich, Redeles 1. loa Ffor trostiJ> rith

treuly..AlI bat ^ey moued,.Was to be sure of hem-self,

c M40 Generydes 1624 Troste me wele it goo not as ye wene.

o. To commit the safety of (something) with con-

fidence to a place, etc. , to or with a person ; to entrust

;

to place or allow (a person or thing) to be in a place

or condition, or to do some action, with expectation

of safety, or without fear of the consequences.

1340 Ayenb. 341 panne l>e angel zayde to lot , .
* ne trost J>e

na3t ine t»e stede Jwt Jwu best yiete ', c 1440 York Myst.
xxxii. 32a As touchyng t?is money . .Tite truste it tille oure

tresorie. 1596 Seiaks. Merch. V. 1. i. 43 My ventures are

not in one bottome trusted. 1617 Morvson Itin. in. i

Neither would I aduise Angelica., to trust her self alone..

to the protection of wandering Knights. 166^? Milton P. L.
XII. 133 Not wandring poor, but trusting all his wealth With
God. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. xi. 254 The Spani.trds never

trust the silver without an armed force to protect it. 1781

GiBBOM Decl. ff F. xxii. (1869) I. 626 He trusted the event

to valour and to fortune. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxv. The
Jewish maiden will rather trust her soul with God, than her

honour to the Templar ! 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert vi, Afraid

to trust herself to a retort, Uhe] walked out of the room.

6. To invest with a charge ; to confide or entrust

something to the care or disposal of.

1548 Udai.l, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xxiv. q6 The mayster

hauynge a tryall of his tnistines, wyll be boltfe to truste hym
with greater thynges. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 316^ I

will rather trust a Fleming with my butter,, ,then my wife

with her selfe. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. n. xix. 98 To keep

those that had trusted him with the Government (etc.]. 1718

Free-thinker tio. 16 f 4 They should never trust him with a
Lighted Candle again. 1780 J. Moore Zeluco (1797) H.
Ixviii. 189 She was still afraid to trust her voice with words.

i8z8 Scott F. M. Perth vii. Let us meet at the East Port

;

..if it is your pleasure,. to trust us with the matter. 1884

Church Bacon ix. 225 English seemed to him too homely to

express the hopes of the world, too unstable to be trusted

with them.

7. To give (a person) credit/pr goods supplied

;

+ to supply with goods on credit {obs.) ; also, +to

supply (goods) to a person on credit {obs.) : see

Credit sb, 9 a.

1530 Palsgr. 763/2, I truste a dettoure.-No man wyll

trust me, except I have redye money. 1541 Act 33 Hen.

V/ff, c. 15 Slraungers. .vsed to credite and truste the pore

inhabitauntes ..which ,. had not redy monty to pay in

hand. 1648 Cromwell Lett. 25 Nov., Without money the

stubborn townspeople will not trust them for the worth of a

penny. 1678 in Kountainhall Decis. (1759) '• 7 The prices

of such -.goods as were trusted by him. a 1687 Petty Pol.

Arith. (1690) 113 Any Tradesman of good Reputation

worth 500/, will be trusted with alx>ve 1000/. worth of Com-
modities. 1775 Pennsylvania Even. Post 13 July 301/2 All

persons are forbid to trust my Wife Sarah, as I will pay no

debts of her contracting after this date

b. absol. or intr.

1718 Free-thinker Na 152 P5 My Dealing being in the
Retail Way, I trusted little. 1818 Scott Br, Lamm, xii.

The brewster's wife—she had trusted long, and the bill was
aye scored up.

fS. trans. To place (a person) in trust with
property; to make a trustee of. Obs. rare"^,
1670 Act 23 Chas. //, c, 12 § 2 All such persons that are or

shall be enfeoffed or trusted with any such Lands shall lett

them to farme [etc].

Hence Tru'sted ///. a. ; whence Tru'stedly
adv. {rare),

1450 W. LoMNER in Four C. Eng, Lett. (1880) 3 The
queche spynner he sente with certyn letters to certyn of
his trustid men. 1784 Cowper Task in, 650 Ere he gives
The beds the trusted treasure of their seeds, 1816 Southey
Lay Laureate Ixxviii, Shall she not then diffuse the word
of Heaven Through all the regions of her trusted reign ?

1856 Rltskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xi. §9 The gateless path
turns trustedly aside. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 467
Within the circle of his own most trusted friends.

Trust, obs. f. trussed, pa. t. and pple. of Truss v.

Trustable(tr»-stab'l),a. (In7-ible.) [f. Trust
V. + -ABLE.] T'hat may be trusted, trustworthy.

1606 Sir G. Goosecappe i. ii. in BuUen O. PL III. 14 We
might have tickled the vanity out an howre longer, if my
watch be trustible. 1884 Edna Lyall We Two viii, Al
least one trustable, sympathetic person had been with her
mother at the last. Jbid.y Jesus Christ,, is the most per-

fectly loveable and trustable Being I know. 1900 A. Black
Evening <V Morn. iii. 83 They are trusting all tbat men have
found to be trustable.

Trustee {UvsiV), sb. Also 7 Sc. trustie, [f.

Trust v. + -ee ^.j

1. One who is trusted, or to whom something is

entrusted ; a person in whom confidence is put,

rare. Obs., or merged in 3.

1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal xiW. 249 It was the custome,
when any person trustmg would put his trustee to his oath, to

bring him into the temple, and to make him sweare. 165a

T. Wbight tr. Camus' Nat. Parado.v i. 9 It was to change
her child, in case shec were brought to bed of a girle,

Cleorite (her Trustee) took the business upon her. 1671 (R.
MacWabd] True Nonconf, 132 Suppose., the exact fidelity

of the one trustie, to be notourly known. 1824 Bentham
Bk. Fallacies Wks. 1843 II. 413 In every public trust, the

legislator should, for the purpose of prevention, suppose the

trustee disposed to break the trust in every imaginable way
in which it would be possible for him to reap, .any personal
advantage.

2. Law. spec. One to whom property is entrusted

to be administered for the benefit of another; often

loosely, one of a number of persons appointed to

manage the affairs of an institution ; also a member
of the controlling body of a trust (Trust sb. 7 b).

1653 W. Kmazse.\ AstroL Resioredvj. xiv. 331 Scribes and
Secretaries shall suffer detriment, and . . Trustees [etc.].

k686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 386 The fourscore Pounds
have bin since converted to other uses, through the Covetous-

ness of the Trustees. 1695-6 Act 7^8 WilL III, c. 30 § 40
One Annuity, .payable out of the Profittes. .unto the most
Noble Barbara Dutchesse of Cleveland or to her Trustees.

X78J Priestley C'fVTw//. Chr. II. x. 243 A clergyman could

not. .be. .trustee toachild. 1818 CvimsE.Digest{ii.A. z) VI. 333
Sir K. Worsley being seised in fee of the premises in ques-

tion, devised them to trustees, upon trust that they should

stand seised thereof to the use of his grandson. 1846

Mcculloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II, 53 By these Acts

the administration of all matters relating to the roads is

vested in trustees. X891 E. Peacock N. Brendon I. 295, I

am trustee for her property. 190a J'abian Neivs XII. ^S/a

Any attempt of a trustee of a corporation or trust to make a
secret profit out of his position, .should be punished.

b. In U.S. by extension, One in whose hands

the property of a debtor is attached in a trustee

process (see 4 and quots.).

[Cf. 1758 Stat. Massachusetts (1814) 614 Be it,. enacted,

that where no goods or effects of such absent or absconding

person in the hands of his attorney, factor, agent or trustee,

..can be come at so as to be attached [etc.]. 1794 Stat.

Massachusetts c. 65 § i The goods, effects and credits of

the principal, in the hands and possession of his trustee or

trustees,.. shall stand bound and be held to satisfy such

judgment as the plaintiff shall recover against the principal.]

1811 W. C. White Compend. Laws Massachusetts 1268

In this state there is a proce.>;s given by statute, .whereby a
creditor may attach any property or credits of his debtor in

the hands of a third person. This third person is called in

the Knglish law, the^'ar;«,f/fi(r : in our law he is called the

trustee. 1864 in Webster.

3. trans/. One who is held responsible for the

preservation and administration of anything.

165s Jer. Taylor Unum Necess. ix. § 4. 620 The Trustees

and Stewards of the mysteries of God. 168s Dbvukn Medal
Ep. Whigs T 2 You are not the trustees of the public liberty,

1746-7 Hervev Medit. (1767} I. jo These dumb Monitors.,

had received a Charge to preserve their Names, and were

the remaining Trustees of their Memory. 1897 T. Y. Bayard
in Daily News 3 Mar. 10/4^ The recognised trustees of the

world's advancement and civilization.

4. attrib. and Comb., as trustee investor, meeting;

also trustee bank (in full trustee savings bauk)

:

see Savings bank; so trustee banker; trustee

investment : see trustee stock ; trustee process,

in U.S.J a judicial process by which the goods,

effects, and credits (but not the real estate) of a

debtor may be attached while in the hands of a third

person; in Knj^. Law c^WtHi foreign attachment;

trustee security, trustee stock = trust-stock

(Tkust sb. 8 b).
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1898 Wesim. Gas, 9 Nov. lo/i At that time (1861) there

were 638 "trustee banks in existence. 1903 /h'^i. 11 Mar. 5/1
As for the great "trustee bankers, they are not in the least

affected. 1895 Daily News 30 Dec. 2/a ' A gilt-edge secu-
rity ' or * quite a *trustee investment '. 1906 IVestm. Gaz.
17 Sept. 3/2 Neither of these advantages affects the private

or •trustee investor. i8k> Scott Monast. Introd. Ep., The
laird.. had to attend "trustee meeting, and lieutenancy
meetings,..and what not. x8zi W, C. White Compend.
Laws Massackusetts 1268 In what cases, and against whom,
a "trustee proce^ will He. x8.. Laws Massachuseiis
(Bartlett), The suit may be commenced by the process of
foreign attachment, or trustee process, i860 in liARTLETx
DicU Amer. s. v. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 18 Nov. 8/1 The new
capital required will be raised jointly..and will bea *trustee
security. 1901 Ibiei. ag Aug. 7/1 The failure of the issue,,

to be classed as a "Trustee stock.

Hence Trtistee'ism {nanre'Wd.)^ the system of

vesting (church) patronage in tnistees.

1889 A. H. Drvsdale Hist. Preshyt. Eng, 511 The evils of
both family patronage and trusteeism. zfi^ 7a^/f/3oNov.
878 A system of lay trusteeism.

Trustee (trz^str), v, [f. prec. sb.l

1. a. trans. To place (a person or his property)

in the hands of a trustee or trustees, b. intr. To
act as a trustee, nonce-uses,
1818 Blackw. Mag. III. 518 In my younger days,country

gentlemen . . made a shift to continue in the management of
their own affairs . . ; but now the prevailing fashion, or rather
passion is to get Trusteed with all possible expedition.

1909 Ibid. Sept, 413/a Trusteeing is an unprofitable
business.

2. U.S. a. To appoint (a person) trustee in the

trustee process (see prec. 4), in order to restrain a
debtor from collecting moneys due to him. b. To
attach (effects of a debtor) in the hands of a third

person.
1883 HowELLS Woman's Reason I. ix. 164 You don*t say

you never was trusteed before? Ibid. 165 When they sent
in their bill,. . I didn't believe they'd really go so far as to

trustee me. Ibid., I presume they'll be trusteein' all of you.
I shall have to pay it now. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 14 June 7/1
Yesterday his options were hastily closed, and his cash
wheat trusteed.

Hence Trusteed pj)l, a, (in quot. adsot.)^

Trustee'ing v/d. sb,

\ZxZ Blackw. Mag. III. 518 The trusteed, .secures all the

fleasure, as well as the profit,, .entirely to himself. 1883
lowELLS Woman's Reason I. ix. 166 Do you think she

liked your coming out about that trusteeing?

Trusteeship (tr^strjip). [f. Tuustee sb.+
-SHIP.] The office or function of a trustee ; also,

a body of trustees.

1730-6 Bailev (folio). Trustee-ship^ the office of a trustee.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV. vji. 36 To settle and
give up my trusteeship is one of the principal motives of my
leaving these parts, 1831 Disraeli Vnp Duke iii. vii, 1
have just had a note from Challoncr, preliminary, I suppose,
to my trusteeship. 1883 H. P. Spofford in Harper's Mag.
Aug. 459/2 He gave his wife the trusteeship of his diet. 1885
Sir J. Pearson in Law Times Rep, LI. 902/1 The will con-
tained a direction that any vacancy in the trusteeship should
be filled up within a year. XQia Times 19 Dec. 16/3 Director-
ates and voting trusteeships of various large banks, financial

institutions, and corporations.

+ Trusten, v. Obs. exc. dial, [irreg. f, Teust
V. + -EN 6.] = Trust v» (Cf. Tristen.)
13. . Metr. Hom. (Vernon MS.) in ^^txti^s. Archiv LVII.

a88 TrustneJ? not in ^or wyues Ne in ^our children. 13.

.

ProPr. Sanct. ibid, LXXXI. ^12/164 Tresur of seluer and
of golde, He may not passe to neuene |>en, Whil he trustnej?

vppon hem. 1381 Wvclip Eph. \\\. 12 In whom we han
trust and ny^comynge, in trustnynge [1388 tristenyng] by
the feith of him. i86x Geo. "Eaaot Silas M. xvi, All as we've
got to do is to trusten. 1895 [T. Pinnock] T. Brown's
Black Country Ann. (E.D.D.), If he trespasses on my
ground, he knows what he's got to trusten to.

Truster (trwstaj). Also technically 7 -or. [f.

Trust z*. + -eb1.] One %vho trusts, confides, or
relies ; one who believes or credits ; one who gives

credit, a creditor,

1537 Orig. ^ Sprynge Sectes a2 Onely they y* be earnest
trusters & beleuers in God are Christen men. i6oa Shaks.
Ham. I. ii. 172 Nor shall you doe mine eare that violence.

To make it truster of your owne report Against your selfe.

1607 — Timon iv. i. 10 Bankrupts, -out with your Kniues,
And cut your Trusters throates. 1649 W. Hall Power of
Kings 5 It is against Reason.. that such Trustees or
Stewards should derive no Power from the People their

Trustors. x8oo A. Swanston Serm. Sf Led. I. 181 The
trusters have been put to the severest trials. 1870 Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. xf. 3 Through grace [they] shall receive
faith and become trusters in Jehovah.

b. Sc. Law. spec. One who puts property in

trust ; correlative to Trustee 3.

167s in W. M. Morison Diet. Decis, {1807) 16173. *74»
Ibid. 16201 Where a trust does not arise from any deed or
disposition of the truster, but from the voluntary interposi-
tion of the trustee [etc.l, 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot.
joio Where the truster had conveyed his whole estate,
heritable and moveable, to trustees, . . it was held [etc.]. 1885
Law Rep. 10 App. Cas. 452 The truster had a very large
amount of personalty in Scotland.

Trustful (trc-stful), a. [f. Trust sb, + -ruL i.]

f L Trustworthy, trusty, faithful. Obs,
1580 Sidney Ps. vn. i, O Lord, my God, Thou art my

trustful! stay. 158a Stanyhurst Mneis i. (Arb.) 40 His
gyde was trustful Achates. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 4- Selv.

189 The same most trustful witness that tells us when the
world began [etc.].

2. Full of or exercising trust ; trusting, confiding.

1832 [implied in Trustfulness]. 1834 Lytton Pompeii
Dl. IV, They went in their trustful thoughts far down the

stream of time. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cix, The child
would twine A trustful hand, unask'd, in thine. 1897 Mary
Kingsley W. Africa xiv. 311, 1 am not of a trustful
disposition.

Hence Tru'stftiUy adv.^ in a trustful manner.
1846 Worcester cites Monthly Rev. 1856 R. A. Vauchan

Mystics (i860) I. VI. v. 314 note. Sorrow and joy, pain and
pleasure, are trustfully accepted as alike coming from the
hand of Love.

Trustfulness (tr»-stfulnes). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being trustful or confiding.
x83a Lytton Eugene A. iii. iii, There was a remarkable

trustfulness in Madeline's disposition. 1864 Dickens Lett.

(1880) II. 213 Trustfulness is at the bottom of all social

institutions. 1896 Dk. Argyll Philos. Belief^11 Areason-
able trustfulness in our fellow-men is. .recognized as a virtue.

Trustible, obs. form of Tuustable,
Trustify (tro'stifai), v. Commercial slang, [f.

Trust sb, + -[i]fy.] trans. To make into a trust

;

to form a trust of or in (a business) : see Trust
sh. 7 b. Only in pa.pple. Zind. ppL a. Tru'stified.

So Tnistifica'tion, the formation of a trust.

xgoa Daily Chron. 7 Jan. 3/1 Great American manufac-
turing concerns not yet trustified. 1903 Fabian NewsX.ll.
38/2 A somewhat novel danger in the trustification of
industry. 190a R. Donald in Westm. Gaz. 12 June 1/3
Investors and speculators in the trustified interests. 1902
Daily Record ^ Mail 22 Feb. 4 More than half the capital,

means of production, and distribution in the United States,
are ' trustified ' in one form or another.

Trustihood (tr»-stihud). [f. Trusty a. +
-hood; cf. hardihood.'\ The quality or condition
of being trusty, trustiness.

i8«3 Blackw. Mag. XIII. 37 AH are types of spotless
purity, of maiden modesty, and trustyhood.

Trustily (tr»-stili), adv. Also 5 trostili,

-yly. [f. Trusty a, + -ly 2.] In a trusty manner.
1 1. With trust or confidence ; trustfully, con-

fidently, hopefully, boldly. Obs.
cx3^ Will. Paleme 3904 pan turned J>ei titli a^en &

trustili gon fi;t. 138a Wyclif i Sam. xii. 11 He delyuerde
50w fro the hoond of 5oure enemyes bi enuyroun ; and ^e han
dwellid trustily. ^1450 Lovelich Grail 1. 537 Trostily I

beleve forsothe That God for my gilte nys not wrothe. 1485
Caxton Chas. Gt. in. i. vi. 212 He shold come to hym
peasybly & trustyly, with a fewe peple. 1573 Tussrr
Husb. {1878) 17 To learne how foe to pacifie, But trust him
not too trustilie. 1579 T. Jones Preserv. Bodiei^ Soule Ep.
Ded. 4 Faith by the Charitie doth trustily water,

2. With fidelity or loyalty; faithfully.

c 1423 Cast. Persev. 635 in Macro Plays 96 Serue hym at
honde Bothe nyth & day. Ftf/;/^/(«. Trostyly, lord, redy.

1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Deut. Pref. 7 All such as behaue
not themselues trustilie towards their neighbours.

163J)Horn ^ Rob. Gate Lang, Unl. Ivi. § 607 [Trustees] who, if

they deale trustily. ., make inventories. 1823 Scott Quentin
D. xii, He would have borne a letter trustily enough.
•|-3. Truly, assuredly, certainly. Obs.
a 1425^ Langland's P. PI. C. iv. 498 (MS. F.) Triislilich

[v.r. tristilich] a teonful text. <: 1450 Lovelich Grail WW.
262 For the I schal don More,..Trustylich, Symew, As I

the Seye.

Trustiness (tri?-stines). [f. as prec. + -ness,]

The quality of being trusty.

1 1. Trustfulness, faith, confidence. Obs.

^1557 Abp. Parker Ps. xxxiii. 79 Extend O Lord thy
genllenesse, As we in thee have trustinesse. 1685 Baxter
Paraphr, N. T„ Gal. v. 23 The Fruits of the Spirit, .are
Love to God and Men, . .Trustiness and trusting God.
2, Fidelity, faithfulness, loyalty, trustworthiness.
1530 Palsgr. 283/2 Trustynesse, fealte. 154a Udall

Erasm. Apoph. 329 b, Not so muche as any one poincte of
diligence. .or yet of trustynesse. 159a tr. Junius on Rev.
XV. 12 The girdle of gold was a sign of sincerity and trusti-

nes in taking in charge tlie commandments of God. 1652
LovEDAY ix.Calprcnede's Cassandra i. 41 Two servants, of
whose trustinesse I was well assured. 1822 Scott Nigel
vlii, Her character for trustiness remained, .unimpeached.
1868 G. Stkphens R7inic Mon. I. 259 Prof. Bugge was con-
vinced of the intelligence and trustiness of the finder.

Trusting (tr»*stig), vbi. sb. [f. Trust v. +
-iNai.] The action of the verb Trust.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 288 Trustynge settyth a mannys herte

faste in goodnes. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 8 So
moche trustynge in the cerimonyes of theyr lawe. 1S73
TussER /^Kj3. (1878) 106 III huswife.. Through trusting of
others hath this for hir fees. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 301
There should be..a trusting to Him, an expecting saluation
by His meanes. ax^jx Gray Dante 17 Betray'd By trust,

ing, and by Treachery slain. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 22
There is no safe trusting to the bank.

Tru'Stiug, ppL a, [f. as prec. + -ikg 2.] That
trusts : see the verb,
f 1450 [implied in Trustingly]. 1545 Elyot, Fretus^ of

fruor^ trustyng, 1693 Humours Town 27 Believing Vint-
ners, Tailors, Sempstresses, and the rest of the trusting Shop-
keepers. 1707 Prior Sat. Poets 75 You've no Eriend left,

but trusting Landlady. 1790 Han. More Relig. Fash.
World (1791) 108 Unsuspecting goodness, and trusting
honesty. x8i6 Byron Parisina v, She must lay her con-
scious head A husband's trusting heart beside. x866 G.
Macix)nald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxviii. He was of a kindly,
gentle, trusting nature.

Hence Tru'stinffly adv.^ in a trusting manner;
Trn'stingness, the quality of being trusting or

trustful ; trustfulness.

<:z45o tr. De Imitatione in. viii, 75 He..lasse *trustingly
thynkyth or felyth of me |>an it behouet^. 1849 Eraser's
Mag. "X-h. 64$ Most firmly an<l trustingly do I believe. 1883
Con. F. Woolson For the Major iv. The person one loves
becomes., trustingly dependent like a. .child, upon one's..

care. 1820 L. Hunt Indicator No. 49 (1822} I. 386 Clear.
,

ness of blood, freshness of perception, and *trustingness of
heart. 1853 Thackeray Esmond 111. viii, Sure there is no
botmd to the trustingness of women.
Trustle, variant of Trestle.

Trustless (trp-stles), a. [f. Trust sb, + -less.]

1. Not to be trusted or relied upon ; unfaithful,

unreliable, treacherous, untrustworthy.
CX530 H. Rhodes Bk, Nurture 711 in Babees Bk. (1868)

loi To catche ech trustlesse traytor, see thou faythfull doe
remayne. 1578 T. Proctor Gorg. Gallery B ij, A sternles

ship amidst the trusties Seaes. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11.

xii. (1632) 320 A trusties and not to be beleeved voice. 1688-9
Lady R. Russell Lett. (1819) II. 18 An unkind and ^rust-
less world it has been to us. 1797 Anna Seward Z^//. (181 i)

IV. 356 A melancholy instance of the trustless flattery of
youth and prosperity. 1828 E. Irving Last Days 81 Every
juvenile delinquent, .. every trustless servant. 1858 H.
Si'ENCER Ess. 1. 308 We are constantly obliged to act out
our inferences, trustless as they may be.

2. Having no trust or confidence ; unbelieving,

distrustful.

1598 YoNG Diana 114, 1 was. .so trusties and misconceiuing
of my selfe, that I thought [etc.], 1619 StR J. Sempill
Sacrilege Handled 81 'Irusiles Thomas must first put his

finger in his side, and then beleeue. 1838 Eliza Cook
Lines written at Midnight x, I've learned to look With
trustless eye on all and each. 1882 J. Walker yaunt to

Auld Reekie, etc 27 This trustless mammon-serving age.

Hence Tru'stlessness, untrustworthy character,

faithlessness ; distrustfulness.

1825 Ld. Cockburn Mem. (1856) 324 Disclosing the trust-

lessness oftown Councils, .in their protected abuse of power.

1909 R. Law Tests Life ix. 178 The s.in and folly, the
trustlessness and ingratitude of his children.

+ Tru'Stly, adv. Obs, [f. Trust a, + -ly 2.]

1. = TUUSTILY I.

c xaoo Trin. Coll. Hom. g On swilch liflode we mu^en
trustliche abiden ure louerd ihesu cristes tocume. c 1220
Bestiary 634 in O. E. Misc. 20 A tre he [the elephant] sekeS
..and lene3 him trostUke cSer-bi. 1382 Wyclif Isa. xiv. 30
And pore men trostly [Vulg. fiducialiter\ shul resten,

a 1400 Hylton Scala Perf. ("W. de W. 1494) i. xliv, A-ske

only salvacion bi vertue of this precious passion mekely and
trustly, and wythoute dowte thou shal haue it, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 503/1 Trostly, or sekyrly, confidenter.

2. Certainly, surely ; = Tkustily 3.

c:x32o R. IJrunne Medit, 1107 Bee|> of gode cumfort, for

triistly y say, We shullen hym se. 1426 J^ydg, De Guil,
Pilgr. 14831 And trustly..I am hys doubter.

Trustor: see Tkustkr.

Trustworthy (tr»'st|Wi?aSi), a. [f. Trust
sb, + WoiiTHY rt.] Worthy of trust or confidence

;

reliable.

x8o8 [implied in Trustworthiness]. 1829 Lytton Dez'erenx
VI, iii, Anse!mo..was a trustworthy man. 1855 Macaulay
Hist.'Eng. xiv. III. 442 The most trustworthy comment on
the text of the Gospels and Epistles is to be found in the
practice of the primitive Christians. 1874 Ruskin Fors
Clav. IV. xliii. 139 Whatever is set down in Fors for you is

assuredly true, . .—trustworthy to the uttermost,—however
strange. 1889 Gretton Memory's Harkb, 313 Because he
trusted them, they proved themselves trustworthy.

Hence Tm'stwo^rtMly adv,^ Tm-stworthl-
ness.
1851-9 Mallet in Man, Set. Enq. 355 Alterations of level

may be *trustworthiIy evidenced by changes of depth or
run of water. 1870 Daily A'cws 14 I )ec., I am trustwurthily

informed that [etc.]. 1893 W, C. Wilkinson in Barrows
Pari. Relig. II, 1247 The religion that can trustworthily

offer to save. 1808 Edrn. Rev. July 478 The cardinal

virtue .. of historic composition,—*trustworthiness. 1879
CasselPs Tcchn. Educ. IV, 309/2 The trustworthiness of

mild steel. 1885 Clodd Myths f^^ Dr.\. vii. 115 Criticism

is testing without fear or favour the trustworthiness of re-

cords of the past.

Trusty (trz^sti), a, (sb,) Also 3-5 trusti, 5-7
-ie, 6 -ye ; 5 trosty, [f. Trust a. + -y 1.]

1. Characterized by trust ; having faith, con-

fidence, or assurance ; trustful, confident. Now
rare,

ax»»s Ancr, R. 334 ^if ^u ert to trust!, & boldest God to

nescbe uorto awreken sunne. ^ i'3o Hali Meid. 45 Ne
beo |>u nawC tu trusti ane to pi meidenhad. a 1425
Cursor M. 3272 (Trin.) Lord . . graunte me , . Trusti to be
of my preyere, f 1460 Metham Wks, (E.E.T.S.) 90 Yf
sqwyche lynys . . pase ihorw the tryangyl or by the tryangj*!,

yt sygnyfyith a trosty persone and a louyng. 1541 Wvait Let.
Wks. (i86i) p. xxiv, If in these matters I have presumed
to be trusty more than I was trusted, surely the zeal of the

King's service drove me to it. x6i6 R, C, Times' Whistle^
etc. (E.E.T.S.) lis He wilbe. .Apt to deceive even his most
trusty friend. 1908 Times 28 July 4/1 A very intimate and
trusty friendship sprang up between them.

2. Characterized by faithfulness or reliability

;

that may be trusted or relied upon ; trustworthy.

In letters of the sovereign to subjects, Our trusty and
well-beloved takes the place of L. dilecto et fideli nostra^

before the names of the addressees. Privy Councillors are

addressed as Right trusty and well-beloved.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv, (Percy Soc.) 47 Trusti kyng
ant trewe in trone. 143a Ld. Scrope in Plnmpton Corr.

(Camden) p. xxxvi. Trusty & wellbeloved, I greet you wel.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 503/1 Trosty, sekyr, fidus^ fidelis.

i5ii-xa Act 3 Hen. VIII, c, 23 § 3 Billes signed.. with
the hande of the Kinges trusty servaunt John Heron,

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 111. (1586) 114 The Horse
..the trustiest beast that we vse in our seruice. 1615 W.
Lawson Country Housew, Card. (1626) 17 Euery Gardiner

is not trusty to sell you good fruit. 1674 [see Right
adv. 9 c]. 1726 Swift Gulliver 1. vii, A trusty servant.

1803 in Naime Peerage Evid. (1874) 113 Our right trusty

and welbeloved George baron Keith. 1838 Thirlwall
Greece II. xvi. 365 He. .sent a trusty messenger to Xerxes,

to claim the merit of this service. 1877 J. D. Chambers



TBITT.

Drv. W&rship 230 It should be carried to the mill by a
trusty person.

b. trans/, and^^. of things.

15^ Spenser F, Q. vi, vii. 25 His trustle sword, the servant

of hi* might. 1697 Dryden /Kneid vii. 886 The neij^hing

steeds are to the chariots tied, I'he trusty weapon sits on
ev'ry side. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (170S) 73
One of the most trusty Timbers of the Common- wealth.

178J CowpER Gilpin 63 My leathern belt. .In which I bear

my trusty sword. 1890 R. Hridges Elf^f, Poems (1912) 239
Her trusty window open wide.

B. sb. One who (or that which) is trusty ; a
trustworthy person ; spec, in If.S.y a well-conducted

convict to whom special privileges are granted.

1573 TussER Husb. (i8y8) 62 Get trustie to tend them
[cattle], not lubberiie squire. iMd, 124 Reape corne by the

day, . . IJy preat is the cheaper, if trustie were reaper. 1756
Tolder\-y///j/. 2 C??^/:rtHjII. 140Why gentlemen, [answered
the landlord], your old trusty there, parts with his money,and
cries for it a^ain. 1889 Century Alag. Jan. 448/1 The
' trusties ' are often domesticated up«>n ranches near the town.

1892 Pall Mall G. 15 Nov. 2/3 Martin left his camp in

charge of various captains—generally assisted by ' trusties ,

that is, well-behaved convicts, who were found to be the
cruellest taskmasters.

b, local Irish, A great coat.
1804 Mar. Edgeworth Limerick Glomes vii, ' There was a

sort of a frieze trusty '. ' A trusty I
* said Mr. Hill, * what

is that, pray? ^ ' A big coat, sure, plase your honour '. 18^7-8

J. Keegan Leg. <V Poems (1907) 4 He thrust his hands into

the ample pockets of his ' trusty ', which was closely buttoned
round his waist. {846 Ibid, 365 He opened his white frieze

trusty.

+ Trut, hit. Obs, An ejaculation of contempt.
c 1330 R. Brunnb Ckrofu (1810) 317 A foule herlote him

slowe, trut for his renoun. c 1440 Provtp. Parz\ 505/ 1 Trut,
or ptro», skornefuUe word (5"., /J., thprut), vath.

Tmtll U^"^)> ^f'- Forms: a, i triewj),

treowj), trywp, 3 treothe, 2-3 treou)>e, 2-4

trewpe, 2-5 treuthe, 3 treowthe, treope, (tre-

weiUe), 3-5 treuj>e, 4 treuj), (tryuj)e, trewepe,
-ethe, trewht, Sc, treutht, trewcht, 4-5 Sc.

trewtht), 4-6 trewth(e, 4-7 treuth, 5 trewj?,

(treut, truyt, preuth, treweth, 6 trewith, -ythe,

troeuth, treugth). ^. 3-4 truj>e, 4 truj), 4-7
truthe, (5 truwpe, trwth), 6-7 trueth, 4- truth.

rOE. triewpy tr^owp^ trywPy ME. irewpe., treupie^

f. OE. tritwe adj., True: see -thI. Cf. OHG.
triuwida^ ON. tryggfi.

The j3-forms perh. show a difTerent ablaut ^ade, w beside
fW, eo, whence OE. trthva^ trua^ faith, good faith (see

Tkuce), trtiwian to Trow, trust, confide, and ON. tnir
true ; but, as trap does not appear before the 13th c, when
M and eu {e-iv) in other words had phonetically fallen together,

it is possible that ME. truthe really comes from OE.
ire<nupe. See also Troth. ]

I. The quality of being true (and allied senses).

1. The character of being, or disposition to be,

true to a person, principle, cause, etc, ; faithfulness,

fidelity, loyalty, constancy, steadfast allegiance.

(See also Troth i.) Now rare or arch*
a. C893 K. i^LFRKD Oros. v. il 56 paer dydon J>eah Ro-

mane lytla triewt>a, ctooo ^^Elfric On Old Test. (Gr.) 1

Heora semynd ^urhwunaft . . for .. heora trywfte wi3 god,
£ijoo Vices^ Virtues 103 For 3are gode trew3e 3e du him
here, c 1S90 S, Eng. Leg. 1. 98/203 Bi |>e treu)?e ^at i schal
to Mahon. c\yjf> Chaucer Compl. Damoursy On bir...

Which hath on me no mercy ne no rewthe That love hir

best, but sleeth me for my trewthe. c 1470 Henry Wallace
III. 274, I knaw he will do mekill for his kyne \ Gentryss and
trewtht ay restis him within, c 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S.T.S.) xxvi, 33 Thay wald bo rewit, and hes no rcwth ;.

,

Tbay wald be trowit, and faes no trewtb.

p. 1530 Palscr. 283/2 Truthe, uerite, loialte. isM
Grafton Chron. II. 739 The king had alwaycs known nis

truth and fidetitie towarde the crowne of Y raunce. 16x1
Shaks. Cymb. v. v. loj Briefely dye their ioyes, That place
them on the truth of Oyrles, and lioyes. 1719 Free-thinker
No. 137. p6 Lucius, .preserving still his 'Iruih to Marcia.
x8oo Coleridge Chrislabet 11. 78 Alas 1 they had been
friends in youth ; But whispering tongues can poison truth.

i860 KusKiN Mod. Paint. V. ix. xii. 345 Truth to himself;
that is to say, the resolution to do his duty by his art.

f b. By my trutk, as an asseveration. (Cf,

Tboth I b.) Obs.

13 . . Guy Warw. (Aj 405 Bi mi trewjw y schal t>e swcre,
Scnal y mi fader J>e tiding here. X563 in ChiId-Marriages
59 [He] promysed, hie his faith and treuth, that [etc.]. 1605
Camdkn Rem. :i22 By my trueth, wife (quoth he) [etc.l.

1 2. One's faith or loyalty as pledged in a promise
or agreement ; a solemn engagement or promise, a
covenant : = Troth 2. Obs..

a. c 1000 >Elfric Exod. vi. 5 Ic ;;emund« minra treow|»a be
ic Abrahame behet. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 Hi hadden
him manied maked & athcs suoren, ac hi nan treuthe ne
heolden, alle he waron forsworen & here treothes for-

loren. ciaos Lay. 10631 Heo sworen..& treo3en hco
plihten \c 1275 treu^e him plihte]. 1197 R. Glouc. (Roils)

3584 pis luj>er saxons abbeb gret dedeyn Vor to holde me
treube. a 1330 Otuel%\\ Selpe me gode.., EiJ>er oJ»er his
trewj>e plivc, Vppon morwen for to fi^te. c 1400 Laud
TroyBk.2,j7 My trewthe. I. layd, To do al as thow hast
sayd. 1460 Capcrave Chron. (Rolls) 182 He cursed the
Kyng of Scottis for brekyng of his treuth, whech he had
mad to the EngHsch Kyng. «x57a Ksox //ist. Ref. Wks.
1846 I. 183 To the end, that under treuth the! mycht eyther
gett the Castell betrayed, or elles some principall men .

.

tackin at unwarres.
p. c 1450 Mktham Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 42/1114T0 serue yow

be-ffore alle odyr my trwth I plyght, ?i6.. Young Beichan
xiii. in Child Ballads 11. (188^) 470 111 give thee the truth of
my right hand, The truth of it 1 11 freely gie.

435

fb, spec, in reference to marriage; also, in

quot. a 1300, betrothal. Obs.
a. c 1S75 l.AV. 2251 Locrin was on foreward Hire habbe

to wife And he hire hafde treouj7e i-plij't.

p. a 1300 A". Horn 674 Mucbel was l>e ru^e pat w.^s at

JjaretruJ^e. c\\i),QGesta Rom.yXx.yj {\iz.\\. MS.) The maide
saide, she wold consent ; and |jer they pli^t hire truthe.

t3. a. Faith, trust, confidence. (Cf. Troth

3 a.) Obs.
a, a 1300 Cursor M. 14072 (Cott.) pi mikel treuth Has be

saued. 1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 223 (Cambr. MS.) He wes
fuIe,..That gaf treuth [A"^/«, A/6', throuth ; ed, 1620 traist]

to that Creature.

p, 13.. Cursor M. 21406 Thoru bair stedfast truth in

dright. 1677 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 552 Vou
shall not repent any truth you repose in me.

tb. Belief; a formula of belief, a creed, (Cf.

Troth 3 b.) Obs.

X3.. Cursor M. 4246 (Gott.) Putyfar . . held ioseph in

mensk and lare Al >ou Jrair treuthes sundri ware. 1456 Sir

G. Have Law Anns (S.T.S.) 8 The hard hertis, and un-

trewe treuth of the pagans. 1500-aa Dunbar Poeius^ ix. 57
The Articulis of Trewth,—in God to trow, . .And in his haly

blissit Sone, Jesu.

4, Disposition to speak or act truly or without

deceit ; truthfulness, veracity, sincerity ; formerly

sometimes in wider sense : Honesty, uprightness,

righteousness, virtue, integrity.

o. 13.. C«rj<7rAf. 13891 (Cott.) pat neuer leigh.neneuer
sale, For wijt and treuth he has ai hale. 1377 Langu
P. PL B. XII. 284 Trewth \>at trespassed neuere ne trans-

uersed a5eines his lawe, But lyueih as his lawe techeth.

c 1400 NoH'Cycle Myst. Plays, Pride of Li/e 330 Dred of

God is al ago And treut is go to ground. Ibid. 334 And
truyt isdonof dau. xsoo-2oDuNUAR/WwJxn. 3orredome
returnis in wrechitness. And trewth returnis in dowbilness.

1535 Coverdale Ps. cxviii. [cxix.J 30, 1 hauc chosen the waye
of treuth. a 1657 Sir W, Mure Sonn. i. 12 Extold by
treuth of thy most loyall word.
p. 13. . Cursor M. 9661 (Cott.) Dom l>an com foluand in hi,

And luged J>am in sothfast truth. 1568 Grafton Chron.
1 1. 775 [They] lacked eyther wit or truth. 159a Shaks. Ven,

^ Ad.804 Loue is all truth, lust full of forged lies. 1596
— Merck, y. IV. i. 214 Malice beares downe truth. x6xi

BiBLB Ps. H. 6 Thou desirest trueth in the inward parts.

x68o Burnet Rochester (1692) 55 Truth is a Rational

Natures acting in conformity to itself in all things. X7S0
Gray Elegy ^ The struggling pangs of conscious truth to

hide. x8oa Mar. Eixjeworth Moral T. (1816) I. iii. 16 Do
you doubt my truth? 185* Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom*s C.

XX, ' La, there an't any such thing as truth in that limb ',

said Rosa, looking indignantly at Topsy.

H. 6. Conformity with fact ; agreement with

reality; accuracy, correctness, verity (of statement

or thoufjht).
o. xjTo LEViNS^/ii«;jtf.96/5Trewth,om/<w. Vntruth, ^rrcn
p. X596 Dalrvmplb tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) U.

42a Tba declair the truth of the Catholick relitjioune. x6oo
Shaks. A. V. L. v. iv. 124 If there be truth m sight, you
are my daughter. i6s8 Pbvnne Cens. Cozens 65, 1 haue here

sufficiently euidenced the trueth of this Assertion. X7x8

VMott Solomon Pref., In this case Probability must attone

for the want of Truth, a 18x9
J.

Young Led, Intell.

Pkilos. xxxviii. (1835) 38a Truth is the agreement of our
ideas and words with the nature of things. 1849 James
Woodman vii. There is some truth in what you say.

b. Agreement with the thing represented, in art

or literature ; accuracy of delineation or representa-

tion ; the quality of being * true to life'. Also, in

Arch,y absence of deceit, pretence, or counterfeit,

e. g. of imitation of stone m paint or plaster,

1838 DuppA Tretv. Italy, etc. 105 The interior of the two
houses of Pansa and Sallust. .restored., with great apparent
truth. X840C. O. Mailer's Hist. Lit. Greece xi. §7. 135
These pictures.. had a striking truth. 1890 C. H. Moors
Gothic Archil, viii. 286 In truth and skill of modelling even
the sculptures of Chartres and St. Denis .. surpass these of
Wells.

6. Agreement with a standard or rule ; accuracy,

correctness ; spec, accuracy of position or adjust-

ment ; often in phrase oui of truth.

X669STURMV Mariner's Mag. v. L 2 This Instrument will

come to the Truth, as well as a Needle of greater charge.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 43 To make them [ploughs] . . go true

depends much upon the truth of the Iron-work. x8«S J,
'HicHQUsoHOpcrat. Mechanic 590 Otherwise the door, when
put together, will be out of truth. 1854 Poultry Chron. I.

609 The best fowls.. as to truth of feather, condition, and
general character. x86a Cntal. Internal. Ejehib., Brit. II.

No. 5831^ The friction .. allows the wheels to rotate with
perfect truth and freedom.

7. Genuineness, realitjr, actual existence.

1599 Seiaks. Hen, F, iv. iii. 14 Thou art fram'd of thefirme
truth of valour. 1603— Meas./or M. 111, i. 166 She (hauing
the truth of honour in her). 184a Tennyson Morte D'Arthur
291 On to dawn, when dreams Begin to feel the truth and
slir of day. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lost Bower xlvii, The
golden-hearted daisies Witnessed . . To the truth of things, .

.

And I woke to Nature's real.

III. Something that is true.

8. True statement or account ; that which is in

accordance with the fact : chiefly in phr. to say^

speak^ or tell the truth (also arch» without ihe)^ to

speak truly, to report the matter as it really is

(see also Say v.^ ii, Speax v. 33, Tell v. 18).

Cf. sense 11, from which this is not always distin-

guishable,
Prov. Tell {say, speak) the truth and shame the devil ;

see Shame v. 4d.
o. X36a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 133 pis I trouwe beo treu|je ! hose

con teche |?e betere, Loke pou suffre him to seye. f 1400
Destr, Troy 23^8 Yf ye wilne for to witte how hit worthe

TRUTH.
shulde, I shall telle you the trewthe. c 1440 Jacobus Wellxyi
perfore, levyih ^oure lesyiiges, & spekyth trewthe.

p. 1548 Patfen E.xped. Scott. Pref. av. An Epigram.., the
whiche I had, or rather (to saie truth and shame the deuel,
for out it wool) I stale, .from a frende of myne. 1576 Gas-
coiGNE I'hilomcne xcviii, Truth is truth, and muste betolde.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 137 The truth you .speake doth
lacke some gentlenesse, And time to speake it in. 1610
HoLU^ND Camden's Brit. (1637) 632 A man to say truth
well skilled in antiquities. 1735-8 Bolingbroke Patties
Ded. 18 Truth may sometimes offend, 1823 Byron "Juan
XIV. ci, Truth is always strange ; Stranger than fiction. 1869
Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 42 Tell us the truth as much as you
like, . . but tell it in a friendly way.

b. loosely. Mental apprehension of truth (in

sense 10); knowledge.
X644 Milton Educ. Wks. (1847) 98/1 Assertions, the

knowledge and the use of which cannot but be a great
furtherance .. to tlie enlargement of truth. 1843 Lowkll
Glance behind Curtain Poems (1844) 176 Men. . Made wiser
by the steady growth of truth.

9. True religious belief or doctrine; orthodoxy.

Often with the, denoting a parlicidar form of belief

or teaching held by the speaker to be the true one

;

esp. in Quaker language. Cf. also sense 10.

o. «^i375 Sc. Leg. Saints \, [Petrus) 607 Twa knychltis.

.

pe quhdk petir..Conuertit... And fra thay ^e treutht had
lane [etc.]. is6» WinJet Cert, Tract, iii. Wks. (S.T.S.) I,

85, I can espy na thing thairin abhoriing fra the treuth.

1567 Gude ^- Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 8 Heir him that preiche

the word of treuth.

p. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 205 pere is no verrey

martirdom hot it be by meynteninge of trul^e \v.r. truwjie].

1556 Olde Antichrist 9 b, Fauourersof the gospelles truthe.

1655 Milton Sonn. Massacher Piemont 3 Them who kept
thy truth so pure of old When all our Fathers worship't

Slocks and Stones. x66a in Extr. S. P. rel. Friends n. (1911)

144 It is ordered that there be a Collectione this month for

the seruis of the truth. 1710 O. Sansom Acc. Life 40 The
Friend was declaring the Truth, when the Priest. .came In.

1795 MacKnight Epist. (1820) III. 147 The inspired writers

often call'd the Gospel Revelation, The Truth. i8{;3 A.
BiRRELL Res Judicatae 134 The Church became a Living
Witness to the Truth.

b. Conduct in accordance with the divine

standard ; spirituality of life and behaviour. (Cf.

sense 4.)
a. X38a Wyclif John ilL 21 He that doth treuthe, cometh to

the hjt, that his workis be schewid, for thei ben don in God.
— I John i. 6 If we shulen seie, for [1388 that] we ban
felauschip with him, and we wandren in derknessis, we li5en,

and we don not treuthe. — 2 John 4, I ioyede ful miche,
for I foond of thi sones goynge in treuthe, as we receyueden
maundement of the fadir.

p. xsa6 Tindale John iii. 21 He that doth the trueth

[1534 Tindale, Geneva^ doth tiulh; Cranmer, x6xi trueth]

commeth to the light.

10. That which is true, real, or actual (in a

general or abstract sense) ; reality ; spec, in religious

use, spiritual reality as the subject of revelation or

object of faith (often not distinguishable from 9),
a. <r 1380 WvcLiF .y^rw. Sel.Wks. I. 13 Crist is a comer

stoon, and groundi]> al treujje. 138a — John viii. 32 5^
schulen knowe the treuthe, and the treuthe schal del^uere

5ou[i388 make you frej. Ibid. xiv. 6, I am weye, treuthe,

andlyf. 1458 in Parker Dom. Archil. III. 44 Now God
geve us grace to folowe treuthe even That we may have a
place in the biysse of heven. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Cojum. 31 The trewth, will, and commaundement of the

beauenly father must be accomplished.

^. 1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Pkilos. (Palfr.) 145 Forasmuch
as God is the trueth, & that truth is God, hee that de-

partetb fiom the one departeth from the other.
_
X646 Sir T.

Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. v. 18 In knowledge there is no slender

difficulty,.. truth.. wise men say doth lye in a well. 1785
Reid Intell. Powers 277 The light of truth ..fills my
mind. 18x9 Keats Ode Grecian Urn 49 Beauty is truth,

truth beauty. 1855 Brewster Netvton II. xxiv. 340
Truth has no greater enemy than its unwise defenders.

1895 H. R. Reynolds in Expositor Jan. 75 God's thought

is our most conclusive definition of truth. X895 Vern. Lek
in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 346 Truth is perceived by flashes.

b. Personified ; spec, each of the two goddesses

of truth in ancient Egyptian mythology,
o. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 12 pis Tour & Vis Toft . . treu^e

is J»er-inne,..he is Fader of Fei, \>3X formed ow alle.

/3. X553 Bale Gardiner's De vera Obed, Hj b, I., am com-
pelledto take my wyfe 'I'ruthe to me. 1644 Milton Areop,

(Arb.) 74 So Truth be in the field, we do injuriously by
licencing and prohibiting to misdoubt her strength. Let
her and Falshood grapple. 1858 Wilkinson in Rawlinson
Herodotus n. Iviii. 11, lot note. The sacred beetle of the sun,

overshadowed by the wings of two figures of the goddess

Thmei, or 'Truth'. 1910 Mrs. H. M. Tirard^/&. ofDead
v. 1 25 The weighing of the soul takes place in the great hall

of the two truths in the Heliopolis of the nether-world. The
two goddesses of truth at the eastern and western ends of

the hall.

11. The fact or facts; the actual state of the

case; the matter or circumstance as it really is.

(Cf. sense 8.)
o. c x«o Mankind ^z'^ in Macro Plays 31 The prowerbe

seyth ' pe trewth tryith Jie sylfe '.

^. 1340-70 Alex. <f Dind. 275 Of J^at \>q\x senteste,sire king,

to say >e truthe Of al J)e lore of our lif..haue vs exkused,

For we ne konne |je nouht kenne our costomus alle. c X537

De Benese Mcasurynge Lande X iv, They make the square

therof muche lesse than the truthe. x6o6 Shaks. Ant, ^Cl.
IV. xiv. 126 She sent you word she was dead: But fearing

since how it might worke, hath sent Me to proclaime the

truth. X69X T. H(ale] Acc. Neiv Invent. 52 The said Com-
missioners are to report to this Board the 'i'ruih of the Fact,

1748 Hartley Observ. Man i. ii. 202 We judge the Distances
to be less than the Truth. X908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert xxvii,

362 If he does not know, he more than suspects the truth,
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TRUTH.

b. The real thing, as distinguishetl from an

imitation; the genuine article; the reality corre-

sponding to a type or symbol, the antitype. Now
rare or Obs.

1531 Ace. Ld. High Treas, Scot. VI. 20 Item, for romaney
huge to lyne the samyn goune,all muh..xiij li. ixs, a 1653

Gouge Comm. Hib, ix. 23 (1655) 390 His body was the truth

of the Tabernacle :.. H is mediation the truth of the incense:

..He the truth of most ty[>es. 1774 Goiusm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) V. 270 [The iiarrot'sj voice .. is more like a man's than

that of any other [bird] ; the raven is too hoarse, and the jay

and magpie too shrill, to resemble the truth.

O. ? Actual property or nature {of somctliing).

rare*

1551 Bk, Com. Prayer. Comtuunion Rubric {adJin.), It

is against the truthe of (Jhristes true naturall body, to be in

mo places then in one, at one tyme.

la. with a and //. A true statement or proposi-

tion ; a point of true belief, a true doctrine ; a fixed

or established principle ; a verified fact ; a reality,

a. (71380 Wyc[.if IVks. (1880) 94 Prelatis constreynen men
of symple vnderstondyng. .to assente to here dampnacion
of treupcs of goddis lawe.

p. C1380 WvcLiF Wks. (1880) 293 pe creature hat tellih hem
a tru^e in name of god. i6i3_Jackson Creed i. 42 Soine

notable truth, whose beleefe did concerne vs. 1615 G.
Sandys Trav, 60 The truths of religion are many times

above reason, but never against it, 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. IV. xii. 210 That women are menstruant, .ind men
pubescent, at the year of twice seven, is accounted a punc-
tual truth. 1758 S. Haywabd Serin, i. 3 This is not a fancy,

. .but is a truth built upon divine testimony. 1838 O. W.
Holmes Aui. Breakf.-t, iii, Leave your friend to learn un.

pleasant truths from his enemies. 1876 G. Macdonald T.

IVi/iff/a.'d xu'i. Something at the root of all facts—namely,
truths, or eternal laws of being.

IV. 13. Phrases. (See also 6, 8.) Intruth.ofa
truth (arch.), ^ of truth ^ ffor a truth (obs.) : in

fact, as a fact ; truly, verily, really, indeed : mostly

used to strengthen or emphasize a statement,
a. 14.. fFAj'/frt«V^^a^K«i9i in^.^. /*.(i862)i43Hyt
was a bowse of nunes in trewthe, . . But not welle gouernede,
and J»a-t was rowthe. ai548 Hall C/zr(;«., Ediv. IV 226

And for a treugth at thys season there was mortal warre
betwene king Lewes and the duke of Borgoyne. c 1560 A.
Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ii. 2 The grit Debait and Turnament
Off trewth no toung can tell.

p. 1526 TiNDALE Matt. xiv. 33 Of a truth thou arte the

Sonne of God. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb, i. § 67 They did
in truth desire it. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic i. iii. (1840) 84
These people pretend to blame him, whereas in truth they
ought only to blame themselves. 1795 Burke Coiy. (1844)

IV. 327 In truth, all these distempers pass my skill. 1873
*Ouida' Pascaret I. 57 Of a truth I loved you. 1884 Pae
Eustace 6 It was in truth a scene of great beauty.

fb. Of {a) truth (predicatively) : True ; actually

or really so, Obs. rare,

C1566 J. Aldav tr. Boaystuau's Theat World I j b. It is

of a truth, that the Priests of the Heathen, .were chosen
[etc.], 1590 Webbe Trav. Epist. (Arb.) 13_ In this booke
there is nothing mentioned . .but that which is of truth : and
what mine own Eies haue perfectly scene,

C. ellipt. or as int. Truth I either as an expres-

sion of assent (cf. True a. 3 b), or as intensive

( = in truth), Cf. Troth sb. 4 c. arch.

1534 Tindale Matt. xv. 27 She answered and sayde:
truthe Lorde : neverthclesse the whelpes eate of the

crommes, 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 69 Truth said he, my
predecessors .. were much both better and greater than I.

1854 Tennyson Geraint ^ Enid-zZ<j Arms? truth I I know not.

V. 14. Combinations, a. ^\\x\\i,y^% truth-breach,

'goldj 'iightj -worlds -worship, b. instrumental,

as truth'dictated^ -filled, -led, -shod, -tried, -writ.

o. objective and obj. gen., as truth-finder, -httnter,

-lover, -seeker, -speaker, -teller, -unraveller ; truth-

bearing, -bringing, -denying, -desiring, -loving^

'painting, -passing, -perplexing, -revealing, -say-

ing, -seeking, -speaking, -telling, etc., sbs. and adjs.

See also Tkuthlike.
1847 Cdi_ Wiseman Ess., Unreality Anglican Belief{\%%-^

II. 394 Such vivid, *truth-bearing phrase. 1597 Beard
Theatre God's Judgem, (1612) 279 A grieuous crime of dis-

loyaltie and *truth-breach. 1895 Church PascalSerm. xlx',

319 Imagination is at once the most misleading and the

most *truth-bringing of mental powers. 1895 Sayce Ef^ypt

0/ Hebr. ff Herod. 94 Ameni the *truth-declaring name.
1850 O. WiNSLOw Inner Life iv. 1 19 *Truth-denying, . .soul-

destroying error. 1871 K. K. Burr Ad Fidem vi. 92 A
truth-desiring spirit. 1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842)

1.2^8 The noxious and 'truth-destroying practice of oath-

taking, a 1770 Chatterton On Mr. Alcock Poet. Wks.
(1886) 107 In *truth-dictated lays, a 1847 Eliza Cook
Poems II. Pref. 7 Many a brave, *truth-rilled mind. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vr. i, The *truth.finder, and the gold-
finder, 1839 Bailky Festus xix. (1848) 211 Some grains of
*truth-gold. 1892 A, Bikkell Res yudicatx {jSgj) 157 The
anxious *truth-hunter. 1839 Bailey Festus vi. (1848) 6i
*Truth-Ied in Time's darkest hour._ 1853 Reade C/ir.

yoknstone vi. We'll fight for nature-light, *truth-light, and
sun-light. 1852 Tennyson Ode Death Wellington 189
"Truth-lover was our English Duke. 1856 N. Brit. Rev.
XXVI. 16 Reasonable and "truth-loving men, x6i3 Selden
Itlustr. Drayton's Poiy-olb. \. i6 ^Truth-passing reports of
Poetical! Bards- 1735-6 Thomson Liberty v. 610 *Truth*
perplexing metaphysick wits. 1600 Fairfax Tasso v. Ixvi,

Ere "truth-reuealing time,. Bewraid her act. 1895 Jas.
KiDO Moral. ^ Relig. x. 426 Truth-revealing teaching.

1552 HuLOET, *Trought sayinge, or spckinge, or tellyng,

ueridicentia, ueriloqucntia. 1864 Bowen Logic vii, (1870)

225 The inductive *truth-seeker. 1853 Robertson Serm.
Ser. III. xvi. 207 He is responsible .. for the way in which he
arrived at them [opinionsl—whether in a slothful and stlfish,

or in an honest and ^truth-seeking manner, 1876 Blackie

436

Songs Relig. ^ Life 130 A "truth shod Chiistian brother-

hood. 155a HuLOKT, •Trought spcker, ueridicus. 1711 Pope
Let. to Jas.Craggs 19 July, Their Method of Revenge on the

Truth-Speaker is to attack his Reputation. 135* 'Truth-
speaking {sb:) [see truth-saying]. 1856 S. J. Rigaud Serm.
hispir. Script, i. 20 According to that general law of truth-

.speaking, wnich exacts not that a statement should be ver-

bally correct, but that it should convey a true impression.

155a HuLOET, *Trought speking, or sayingc, ueridicus.

187a Tennyson Garetk <5f Lyn. 415 Bounteous, merciful,

Truth-speaking, brave. 1553 Hulokt, *Trought teller,

and trought spekcr, 1:1586 C'tkss Pembroke Ps. ci. v,

For iruth-tellers I will search the land. 1852 Tennyson
Ode Death Wellington 188 Truth-teller was our England's
Alfred named. 1552 *Truth-teliing (j*^.) [see truth-saying],

1803 Mary Charlton Wife ^ Mistress IV. 278 His
system of truth-telling. 1847 Helcs Friends in C, i.

i. 8 Truth-telling in its highest sense requires a well-

balanced mind. 1756 C. Smart tr. Horace, Sat. i. iv. (1826)

II. 43 When "truth-telling Bacchus opens the secrets of his

heart. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert viii, Impressions. -con-

firmed by the truth-telling light of day. 1784 Cowi-kr Task
III. 56 The calm of Hruth-tried love. 1850 BusHNKLLG"£7rf/«

Christ 59 Whosoever. .would h.^ve the *truth-world over-

hang him as an empyrean of stars. 1879 Geo. Eliot Tkeo.

Sucfi iii. 55 I'his sort of *truth-worship.

Trnth, v, [f. prec, sb., in various independent

senses.]

+ 1. trans. To believe, trust. Obs.

?(» 1300 Prayer to Virgin 24 in 0. E. Misc. 196 Wi! ich

neuer eft more Lauedi for l)ine sake treuj^en feondes lore.

+ 2. a. intr. To plight one*s troth ; to enter into

an engagement of marriage, b. trans. To betroth,

affiance : = Troth v, Obs.

c 1315 Shoreham I. 1660 ^yf an o\er treul?el> sel^e Wyjj
word of bat hys nouhe. c 1330 Arth. ^ Merl. (Kolbing) 8639
per treul»ed Arthour Gwenore, his quen. c 141a Hoccleve
De Reg. Princ. 3690 She truthede was to Indibal,

t 3. trans. To name or call truly ; to describe

with truth as, Obs. non^e-use.

1658 Ford Fancies 11. ii, The ancients Who chatted of the

golden age, feign'd trifles. Had they dreamt this, they

would have truth 'd it heav'n.

1 4. intr. with it : To speak or deal truly (nonce-

rendering of Gr. a\T}9iviLV in Eph. iv. 15). Obs.

1648 T. Hill Serm. Truth ^ Love 21 Truthing it in love,

which were an admirable motto for saints. 1656 S. Winter
Serm, Ep. Ded., I have without gall., managed this contro-

versie, truthing it in love.

5. trans. To bring to 'truth* (Truth sb. 6),

adjust accurately : = Tkue v, 2.

x88i J. W. Warman in Eng. Mechanic No. 874_. 368/1 It

permits of the removal of such Rails for any truthing which
they may require.

Hence Tru'thing vbl. sb., fa. the action of

plighting troth, contract of marriage {obs.)\ b,

(see sense 5).

c 1315 Shoreham 1, 1665 Bote 3ef l>cr fol^ede Iiat treuj^yng

A ferst flesch ymone. Ibid. 1759 And gef J?er hys condicioun

Yset atter treul>ynge.

t Tru-thable, a. Obs. rare~^. [f. Truth sb. +
-ABLE.] = True a. 4 ; correct,

a 1593 Nasiie in G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 180 Truthable
and eligible English.

Truthful (tr«-])fvil), a, [f. Truth sb. + -ful.]

1. Of statements, etc. : Full of truth ; sincere,

(Now only as transf from a.)

1596 R. L[inche] Diella xiii. My truthfull pleadings will

not cause you rue. Mod. A perfectly honest and truthful

statement.

2. Of persons (or their attributes) : Disposed to

tell, or habitually telling, the truth ; free from de-

ceitfulness ; veracious, (In quot. 1 7S7, Telling the

truth, correct in statement,) Alsoy?^. Giving true

information, not deceptive (cf. 3).

1787 Berington Aheill. Pref. 16, 1 profess to be as accurate

as I can, and as truthful as the character of my records will

allow. 1816 Scott Antiq. xx, What my poverty takes awa
fr.ie the weight o' my counsel, grey hairs .ind a truthfu'

heart should add it twenty times, i860 W. G. Ward Nat.
(y Grace i. 109 He h.is given us faculties, which are truth-

ful and not mendacious. 1865 Max Mullkr Chips (i88o) I.

i. 16 In order to discover truth, we must be truthful our-

selves. 1866 Reade G. Gaunt (ed. 2) III. 39 Before he got

into this mess he was a singularly truthful person ; but nuw
a lie was nothing to him.

3. Of ideas, artistic representation, etc. : Charac-

terized by truth ; corresponding with fact or reality;

true, accurate, exact.

1859 [implitid in Truthfulness]. 1868 E. Edwards
Ralegh I. x, 163 For a long period, the truthful knowledge
of what Spaniards had really achieved was slight. 1871

Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann., Suppt. June 9 A beautifully

executed and truthful portrait, 1885 Swinburne Misc.

(1886) 294 There is none left.. whose bright and sweet
invention is so fruitful, so truthful, or so delightful as

Mrs. Molfsworth's,

Truthfully (tr»*Jjmii), adv, [f. prec. + -ly 2.]

In a truthful manner; with truth, truly.

1846 in Worcester. 1871 H. Ainswortii Tower Hill \\\.

xix, One question more, ., By answering it truthfully, thou
may'st escape the rack. 1893 Swinburne Stud, Prose <V

Poetry{\%()i^ 226 What has been said ofLamb's or ofLander's
. .briefest., notes may as truthfully be said of Hugo's.

Truthfulness (tr«'])fulnes). [f. as prec.+
-NESS.] The quality of being truthful.

1. Disposition to tell the truth ; veracity.

1843 MiALLin Noncon/. III. i Soundness of principles, and
. . truthfulness of spirit, a 1873 Wilberforce Ch, .$ Empires
(1874) no Any., writer ..who .. commands belief by his

accuracy and truthfulness.

TRUTINATE.

2. Accuracy in representing the reality ; freedom

from pretence or coimterfeit, as in a work of art or

literature.

185^ Geo, Eliot A. Bede xvii. It is for this rare, precious

(luality of iruthfulness that I delight in many Dutch paint-

intjs. 1874 Grken Short Hist, vi. § 5. 324 No words could

Ramt with so terrible a truthfulness the spirit of the New
lonarchy. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. 0/ To-day xlii. (cd. 3)

362 English work, and especially as applied to furniture,

used to have a character for truthfulness, simplicity, solidity,

and comfort.

+ Tru'thhead. Obs. In 4 treuth-hede,
treuthede, truthhede, trouth-hedd, 5 trew})e-

hede, trouphede. [f. Tbuth, Tkoth + -ueau.]
Faithfulness, loyalty.

a 1300 Cursor M. 97 (Cott.) Of hir godnes and liir treuth-

ede [v.rr. trouth-hedd, trou^hedej. Ibid. 442^ For J?i leute

and \n truthhede [v.r. treuth-hede]. 14.. R. Gloucester

s

Chron. (Rolls) 7370 Uor he wolde ^t alle men schulde se
his trewl>ehede \Cott. MS. trewehtdej.

Tru-thify, v. noncewd. [1. Truth + -(i)fy.]

intr. To act according to truth ; to deal truly.

(Cf. Tbuth v. 4.)

1647 Trapp Comm, Eph. iv. 15 Speaking the truth, or,

Doing the truth, as the Vulgar hath it, Truthifying, or
following the truth, as one rendereth it. 1689 M. Svlvester
Sertn. Heb. x. 24-5 (i6qo) 334 b. This is indeed . . to truthifie

in Love, if I may mafce an English Word to express the
valor of the Greek Word, aAT)Sevoi'T«s iv aya.7rr].

Trutljiness : see Truthy,
Truthless (tr« JjUs), a. Forms : see Tbdth.

[f. Truth sb, + -less.] Destitute of tiuth (in

various senses).

1 1. Lacking faith ; distrustful. (In quot. app,

aifsol. as sb.) Obs. rare~\
c X200 Trin, Colt. Horn. 73 Ten Jiing..leten men of here

scrifte, , . shamfestnesse, drede, ortrowe, trewdeleas [app.

gloss on ' ortrowe '1

2. Faithless, unfaithful, perfidious. Obs. or arch,

1567 Satir, Poems Reform. \v. 84 Off Tygeris quholpis,.

.

Ane treuthles troup hes drewin me to this end. ax6oo
F'lodden F. n. (1664) 15 And turn such truthless guest to

teen.

3. Untruthful, mendacious; making false state-

ments, * false*.

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 41 My iruethles toung my
honoure defylit. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 251 He prooved
a truthlesse Prophet. 1888 Gd. Words Oct. 682 The truth-

less look, the shuflling gait, The mind that darkly schemes.

4. Having no truth in it, as a statement, etc

;

void of truth ; untrue, false.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. 9 These opinions are
altogether truthlesse. i66o Trial Regie, (1679) 235, I hope
..that what I have said., is not Truthless but of Weight.
1850 Tait's Mag. XVII. 715/1 Senseless 'and truthless

clamour. 191X Contemp, Rev. Nov, 666 Idolaters of truth-

less imaginations.

Hence Trn thlessness.
1854 Tail's Mag, XXI. 494 Representatives of the wit and

truthlessness of our age. 1900 Moklev Cromwell 11. v, 184
The letters disclosed his truthlessness.

Truthlike (tr«'J)l3ik>, a. [f. as prec. + -like.]

Like or resembling truth or the truth
; f likely to

be true, probable (quot. 1657).
1567 Drant Horace, A rt Poetry A iv, If thon feyne, feyne

then the things as truthlyke as you maye. 1570 Foxk A.^
M. (ed. 2) 124/1 They seme more legendlike, tlien'tnith-

like. 1657 Earl Monm. tr. Paruia's Pol. Disc. 78 To
seek out the truest, or at least, the most truthlike causes

thereof. 1894 J.
'1'. Fowler Adamnan Introd. 25 It..

mentions certain incidents in a remarkably naive and truth-

like manner.

Hence Tru'tlilikeiiess, likeness to truth, veri-

similitude.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1622) 241 He knew, .how few
there be that can discerne betweene trueth and truthlike.

nesse, betweene shewes and substance. 1865 W. Kay Crisis

Hupfeldiana 81 The results may have j^uch simplicity, truth-

likeness, .tnd internal coitcinnity as may make us accept
them. 1904 Wcstm. Gaz, 29 Aug. 3/1 The actor regards the
part as farcical, for he pushes it . . beyond truth-likeness.

t TrU'thly, adv. Obs. rare-'^, [irreg. i. as prec,

+ -LT '^.] In accordance with truth ; honestly,

without deceit.

'493 -^cia Dom. Cone. (1830) 313 Aithir of J>e sadis partiis

has subscriuit l^is write with Var avne handb, .. leilie or
trewthelie, but fraud or gile.

Truth-plight : see Troth-I'LIght.

Truthsman i^tr^Jsman). ncncc-wd. [f. trut/i's,

gen. of Truth sb. + SIan sb.^'\ A man of truth; a
man characterized by or devoted to truth.

1844 Miai.l Ethics iVi'wctfw/C (1847) 54 He statids before the
world, .as a truthsman.

Truthy (tr«J)i), a. rare or dial. [f. as prec. +
-v.] Characterized by truth ; truthful, true. Hence
Tru'thiness, truthfulness, faithfulness.

c 1800 J. H. Colls Theodore i. You. .are afraid Fheodore
your sweetheart shouldn't prove truthy. 1824 J. J. Gurney
in Uraithwaite Mem, (1854) 1. 242 Everyone who knows her

is aware of htr truthiness. 1848 Eraser's Mae. XXXVII.
404 Descriptions of country life and truthy toucnes of native

manners. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <J-
Eng, I. 601

Regiiio was truthy and honest.

t Tru'tinate, v. Obs. [f. I« trutindt-, ppl.

stem oitrutindre, f. trutina = Gr. TpvTaytj balance,

pair of scales : see -ate ^.] trans. To weigh in

the balances; also fig. to weigh mentally, consider,

estimate, So t Tru'tiaat© ///. a. [ad. L. trU'
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TBUTINATION.
tinatus, pa. pple.], weighed ; jig. considered, esti-

mated (usually const, as pple.)
; f Trntination,

the action of weighing
; fig. consideration, estima-

tion ; t Trutine [ad. L. irutina = Gr. Tf\iravT)\,

a balance; fig. in trutine ofHermes (see quots.).
1518 St. Pftfc-rs Hen. Fill, VII. 123 Howe to discerne

enserche and *trutynale the true from the false. 1638
Whiting Albino ^ Bcltawa 10 Madam, sayes he, be pleas*d
to trulinate, And wisely wti^h your servants graceful! voyce.
1657 ToMLTNSON Rciiou's Dii/: 136 T» be trulinated by just
weight and measure. 1538 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VII. 124
So weighty a cause well 'trntinate and expended. .by the
jugement of. .the most excellent clerks and doctours. 1570
FoxeW. <V ^/. (ed. 2) 1 127/2 Humaine fragilitie suflfeieth not
all thinges to bee pondered, tiulinate, and weyed in in>t

balaunce. 1610 \V. Folkingh.^m Art 0/ Survey I. L i The
view and trutinate intimation of a subiect, from Center to
Circumference. 1633 B. C. Puritntiism I. 22 The lesser
sinne, and the greatest are alike, .in Gods iust *triitin.ation

and weighing of them. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv.

vii. 196 In regard of the stale or decision of trutination.

1647 Lilly Ckr. Astral, xcviii. 501 The first way., of
rectifying a Nativity, .was by the *Trutine or Scrutiny
of Hermes. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Trutine of Hermes,
an artificial method of rectifying a Nativity, by finding
out the Day of Conception, and the place of the Moon
at that time. 1819 Jas. Wilson Conipl. Diet. Astral,
Rectifcatian, the method of bringing a nativity to its true
time. . . Beside the animoder of Ptolemy, we have the trutine
of Hermes, the methods of Argol, Morin, Kepler, &c., &c.

TruttaceOUS (trpti^Jas), a. Ichth. [f. mod.L.
truttaceus (W'illughby (11672), f. late L. trutta
Trout : see -aceols.] Relatetl to the trout.

.»7!B Cha.mbers Cyel. Siippl., Salma, the salmon... It is

distinguished from other hsh of the truttaceous kind by
these characters. Ibid, i.y.. The truttaceous fishes aie
divided into two tribes.

Truttle, variant of TRATTtE j*.2

Truu, obs. f. Trow v. Truwage, var. Trew-
AGB Obs. Truwandise, -aund, -aunt: see
Truandise, Truant. Truwe, truwes, -ys,
obs. ff. TKfcE. Truwitt : see true-wit s. v. True
D. I. Trux, tmxe, obs. ff. Truce. Truys,
-yse, Truyt, obs. ff. Truce, Truth. Trsv, obs.
f. True. Trwandrye, Trwandyse, Trwaunt,
see Tkuaktrv, Truandise, Truant. Trwce,
obs. f. Truce. Trwoheman, obs. So. f. Truck-
man, dragoman. Trwe, Trwes, trwya, obs.
ff. True, Truck.
Try (U3i), sb. [f. Trt ».]
I. An act of trying, etc

1 1. Naut. In phrase At try, a-try (see A-tbt),
the position of a vessel lying-to in a storm ; see
Tby v. 1 7. Oh.
a. issfi W. TowRSON in Hakluyt K<y. (1589) 98 All the

night (wee) laye at trie with much raine and foule weather.
01618 Raleich Raj^al Naxy 12 We are forced to lye at
trye with ounmaine Course and Missen. \6x^ Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. ix. 40 A stoime let .s lie at Trie with our
maine course, that is, to hale the tacke al>oord, the sheat
close aft, the holing set vp, and the helme tied close abooid.
1694 MoTTELX Kaielais v. xviii. 80 Let us go and lye at Trie
with our main Course.
S. 1558-89 A. Jenkinsoh I'ay. ^ Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) I. 96

There arose another great storme. .and we lay a trie, being
driucR fane into the sea. 1611-1867 (see A.trv). 1676
Wood Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late I 'ay. i. (1694) 173 We lay a
try under a Main.sail. 1719 Capt W. Wkiclesworth MS.
LaeM. of the' LyeW 22 Dec, At 5 Reefed our Courses,
furled the Fore Sail, brought to, and by a try under Main
Sail,

1 2. A trial, a test. Obs. rare.
1607 Shaks. TimoH v. i. 11 Then this breaking of his,

Ha's beene but a Try for his Friends?

3. Joittery. The condition of being ' tried ' to a
perfect level ; cf. Tbt v. 8.

1678 MoxoN Mech, Exerc. iv. 65 If your work be hollow in
the middle, you must Plain both the Bearing sides thinner,
till tkey come to a Try with the middle.

4. An attempt, endeavour, effort. Chiefly colloq.
183J Froude in Rem. (1838) I. 322 Versification is out of
my line, else 1 should have had a try at it. 1848 AIrs.
Gaskell M. Bartan xxvii. Don't give it up. . let's have a try
for him. 189a Pall Mall C. 30 July2/a The Emperor.,
succeeded at the first try.

b. Hughy Football. The right of attempting to
kick a goal, obt.iined by carrying the ball behind
the goal-line and touching it on the ground. Cf.
touch down (Touch- 2).

184s ffa/M Footh. Ruxly School 85 Try at goal. . .The
ball when punted must be within, when caught without, lite
line of goal. 1880 Times 12 Nov. 4/5 The elTorls of a
worsted side .. to gain the goal or the ' try ' which is required
to make the match a tie. 1893 /iid. 18 Dec. 10 3 The
North were victors by two goals and two uies to three tries.

II. An instrument for trying.

+ 5. A sieve or sifting screen. Ois.
c 147s t'ict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 808/14 Panduesator cum

suts imflcmentis...Hec /alanga, a try. 1603 Holland
Plutarch s Mar. 86 They will not passe thorough the holes
of the sieve, ruddle, or trie, if they be narrow. 1644 G.
Plattes in l/arllib's Legacy (1655) 201 Minfiling Corn
with great Beans, exceeding hard dryed on a Kiln, which
may be separated easily with a wire Trie. 1804 Duncumb
Hist. Hereford. Gloss., Try, a wire screen for cleansing
wheat from the chaff.

+ 6. = TrysaiIi. Obs. rart'^.
1663-6 .4dm. Crt. Exam, 22 Mar. 66 A maine course

or try.

t Try, trie, a. Obs, Forms : 3-5 trie, 4 trl,
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trije, 4-6 trye, 5, 7 try. [ME. trie, etc., prob.

I

a. OK. tri^, p.n. pple. of trier to pick out, cull,

' select (see Try v.), or OF. trie sb. choice, ' elite
',

used attrib.]

1. Choice, excellent, good; = Tried;*//, a. 2.

a\v>o Sat. People KiMare xiv. in E. E. P. (1862) 155
WorV hit wer (>at he wer king pat ditid l>is trie jniig. C131S
Shoreham i. 1575 By.tuixe gud and holy folk Loue hys wel
trye and ryche. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. i. 135 Tieuthe is

tresore be triest \v. rr. Iriesle, tryest, tri^cst] on er)>e. C1425
Cast. Penev. 536 in Macro Plays 93 He schal be serwaunt
good & try. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 26 Those hands of
gold,..lhose feete of silver trye.

2. Joinery. Quite true, correctly wrought: cf.

Try sb. 3, V. 8.

1678 MoxoN Mech. E.xerc. vi. 101 If they can see light be-
tween the edge of the Rule and their Work : If they cannot
they conclude their Work is Try, and well wi ought.

Hence f Tryly, triely adv. Obs., choicely,

excellently, finely.

c 1350 H'ill. Palerne 1228 Triliche was he a-tired in ful

tristy armes. Ibid. 3198 Tvo bajjes weie boun by a litel

while, & a-tired tiyli to trusty trewe lordes. 1377 Langu
P. PI. B. Prol. 14, I seigh a toure on a toft tiielich ymaked.

Try (trai), v. Forms : 4-6 tri, 4-7 trie, trye,

(4 treye, trei), 5- try. Pa. t. and pple. tried
(traid) ; also 4 {pa. t.) triced, {fa. pple.) trijede,
i-trijed, -et, ytried, ytryed, 5 y-tryid; ^-5
treid, tryyd, 4-6 tryede, 4-7 tryde, 4-9 tryed,

5 (tryude), triet, tryet (also 6 Sc.), 5-6 tryid,
6-7 tride, tryd, Sc. tryit, 7 tri'd, 7-8 try'd.
[a. OFr. trie-r (12th c., Benoit Dues de Norm. ir.

1
1
5 1 8 Le tort del dreit Trier e conoistre e sevrer

(to sift and know and sever the wrong from the
right) = Pr., Cat. triar, also med.L. triare (from
Prov. or Fr.) to silt or pick out. The legal use
appears to have been developed in Anglo-French,
where it is known c 1 280 ; there is no trace of this

nse in continental French. The origin of the Fr.
and Prov. word is unknown.
The conjecture of Frisch, mentioned by Diez and by Skeat,

that it represents a late L. *tritare to grind out, thresh out,
freq. of terere, is incompatible with the Provenijal form.
Another conjecture is that it was a transposed foim of tirer
' to draw, extract *, in a specific sense ; but evidence is

wanting.]

1. trans. To separate (one thing) from another
or others; to set apart ; to distinguish. Often with
out. Obs. or arch.
c 1330 R, Brunne ChroH. Wace (Rolls) 13260 pey turnde

ageyn. And tryde J>e Bretons fro ilk Romeyn. 1413 26 Pol.
Poems xiL 6g Til trouJ?e be fro treson tryed, Shal neuere be
pes in regyon. C151S Cocke Lorells B. 13 With this man
was a lusty company, For all raskytlers fro them they dyde
trye. a 1548 Hall C.4rtf«., //«i. F// 54 b. He [Henry VII)
espyed and tried oute suche as he knewe. . to beare no good
wylL.towarde his person. \^ Warner Alb, Ertg, vii,

xxxvii. {1612) 180 For what is it but reason that humaine
from brutish tries? (1847 Bushnei.l Chr. Nurt. 1. i. {1861)
II Human children still living a mixed life, tiying out the
good and evil of the world.]

t b. To pick out, choose, select ; pa. pple.

(quot. 1340-70), selected, choice (cf. Tried 2).

[129a Britton II. xxvii. § 5 Face le viscounte trier xii. pro-
deshommes.] 1340-70 Alisaunder 1233 For too keepe in
that kith cumlich & riche All his tresour ytryed. CX440
Pallad. on Husb. iv. 727 The kiyn also this tyme hit is to
trie; Do chese hem that be chested huge & hie. £rx44o
Prorrtp, Parv. 502/2 Tryin {v.r. tryyii], eligo, pn-eligo, 1481
Civentry Leet Bk. 484 See that the scid persones so be

t= t>yl you to be tried oute & chosen.

+ 2. To separate the good part of a thing from
the rest, esp. by sifting or straining ; hence, to sift

or strain. Usually with out, Obs.
1381 (see Tried i). c 1410 ? Lvdo. Assembly ofGods 2071

Try out the come dene from the chafiT. c 1430 Two
Cookery.bks. 11 Take jolkys of ejToun y-tryid fro jJe whyte.
i^. . NobU Bk. Cookry (Napier 1882) 90 Put it to gedur
with a crust of bred and try it through a strener. 1548
Udall Erasm. Par. Pref. 10 The boulter tryeth out the
branne. 1581 W. Stafford Exam. Compl. ii. (1876) 51
What neede they.. to trie ^out the sandes of the ryuers of
Tagus in Spaine, Pactolus in Asia, and Ganges in India, to
gel.. small sparkes of gold. 1657 C. Beck Univ. Char.
L viij. To trye, or fine from the dreggs. 1790 W. Marshall
Midi Co. (1796) II. Gloss. (E.D.S.), Try, v. to skreen.

+ b. gen. To take or get out, to extract ; also,

in extended sense. To put into, insert. Obs. rare.
r^440 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 165 Impcdymentis, rootis out

thou trie. Ibid. 263 Aysell and wyne eke oute of hem men
trie, As oute of peres. Ibid. 111. 639 Wild asperages rootes
many trie Into erthe ytilde. Ibid. xii. 94 The lK)ones..in

askes moolde Thay mynge, and it thai into skeppes trie.

f 3. spec. To separate (metal) from the ore or

dross by melting ; to refine, purify by fire ; also,

to remove (the dross or impurity) from metal by
fire. Usually with out. Msofig. Obs.

13, . [see Tried i). 1524 in Acts Parlt. Scotl. (18^5) XII.
41/1 pe gold ^ais furth of l?esammyn [realm] in greit quan*
lite becans it is tryit to ane hieare price and valoure in vl^ir

realmis. 1535 Covekdale Zech. xiiL 9, I . .will dense them,
as the syluer is clensed : Yte and trye them, like as golde
is tryed. 1539 Bible (Great) Ps. xxvi. 2 Examen me, o
Loio, & prone me : trie out my reynes and my hert. 1545
Elvot, Chalciles, a stone, .wherof brasse is tried. 1555 Inv.
Ch. Goods (Surtees No. 97) 152 So moche refuse and bag-
gaige tried out, by meane of the melting of the said plate.

1572 Pat. Roll 14 Eliz. xii. m. 22 (P.R.O.) Thomas Smyth
,.natb. .founde out and put in vse a newe and certene arte

TRY.
to trye out and make of yron verye true perfytt and good
copper. 1596 Shaks. Mcrch. V. ii. ix. 63 The ficr se:iuen
times tried this, Seauen limes tried that iud[g]ement is,

'J'hat did neuer choo.se amis. 1686 W. Harris tr. Lcmery's
Course C/iym. Inirod. (ed. 3) 44 Coppels are porous vessels
made in form of a cup to be used for the trying and purify-
ing of Gold and Silver.

4. To extract (oil) from blubber or fat by heat

;

to melt down (blubber, etc.), to obtain the oil ; to
render; also, to extract (wax) from a honey-comb.
Usually with out.

1582 in W. H. Turner Setecf. Rec, Oxford {1880) 423 No
chaundeler shall.. trie or melt any tallowe wt^iin the walks.
1610 Barrough Mcth. P/iysick m. Ixii. (1639) 198 Oile tiied
out of wool! in sheeps flanks or necks. 1630 J. Levett
Ortt Bees {16^4) 51 After what manner doe you deale wiih
your Combes to try out the waxe. 1852 Mundv Our Anti-
podes viii. {1855) ^95 A dead whale was. .'tried out * by some
speculating fisherman. 1867 Smyth Sailor's H'ord-Ok., To
try doiufiy to boil out the oil from blubber at sea in whalers.
1883 Sir a. Shea Ne%vJound. Fisheries 10 (Fish, Exhib.
Publ.) The fat is then cut up, . .and tried out by steam.

b. inlr, lox pass. U.S. A,
189X Ce7it,Dici. s. v, , Grease tries out of a ham in cooking i

. . the pei spii atlon is trying out of him.

fS. To ascertain, find out (something doubtful,

obscure, or secret) by search or examination ; to
sift out. Usually to try out, Obs,
[Cf. c 1300-25 N. B020N Contes Moral. (i88g) 9 La cause

(of the attraction of the loadstone] ne peut estre tri^e.]

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 56 Yef we wil the sothe treye, Gon we
til dom of our Leuedye. 1430-40 Lydg. Bockas i.viii. (MS.
Eodl. 263) If. 36/1 But folke that list off daunger hem dis-

charge. .Til the trouthe be tiied out in deed. 1567 6"a^/r.

Foevis Reform, iii. 92 Tresoun to try sho was that tyme
maist stout But sho is slak to try this tresoun out. 1584
CoGAN Haven Health (1636) 9 By this meanes doth Galen
tiie out the time most fit for exercise. 1675 tr. Camdens
Hist. Eliz. I. (1688) 129 They all agreed on this, that Liding.
ton.. should first try the Queens mind. 01761 Law Covtf
Weary Pil^r. (1809) 52 This therefore may serve as a touch-
stone wheiby every one may try the truth of his btate.

fb. With material object. Obs. rare^^>
1S39 Pollard, etc. in St. Papers Hen. VIII (1830) L 619
We have dayly fownde and trj-ede oute bothe money and
plate, hyde and muryde up m walls, vauttis and other
secreite placis.

C. To ascertain the truth or right of (a matter,

a quarrel, etc.) by test or endeavour ; with out, to
thrash or fight out; to determine. Now rare.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 163 b, To trye ye mater w»

dynte of swearde. 1345 Elvot, Disceptare armts^ to trye
by battayle. 1654 R. Codrington tr. Justine xi. 298 He
was enforced by them to try it out in battel with them.
1703 Pope Thevats 490 The rushing winds ..With 'jqual
rage their airy quarrel try, And win by turns the Kingdoms
of the sky. 1857 Trollope Batchester T. xxiii, Mr. Arabin
said that he would try the question out with Mrs. Bold.

0. Law. To examine and determine (a cause or

question) judicially; to determine the guilt or
otherwise of (an accused person) by consideration

of the evidence ; to sit in judgement on ; to judge.
Also fig. t Also intr. with of (quot. c 1 330).
(Prol). the earliest sense recorded in English.)

a. To try a cause or question.
[129a Brijton I. v. § 8 Et si n'l eynt mle asez, si soint les

chalengs tiiez. Et si leschalengs soint trovez verrays [etc.].]

a 1300 Cursor M. §686 (Cott.) Al J>at l-ai striue a-mang J>am
thre, Thoru pes it agh at tried be. C1330 R. Bkunne
Citron. (1810) 313 The wisest of ^e clergie, with erles &
barouns 'J'ogider went to tiie of t>er peticions. 1467 in
Eug. Gilds (1870) 401 To trye it by xij. men afiur the
lawe in suche case provided, 1562 Aberdeen Kirk
Sess. Rec. (Spald. CI.) 4 To trye, discusse, and examyn all

faltis and onencis..off the haill inhabitantis off tlie burgh.
a 1631 Donne Poenis (1650) 103 This will be tryed to morrow,
175s W. Duncan Cicero's Sel. Orations x. (1816) 307 He.,
may desire to know what crime it is that is trying. 1770 C.
Jenner Placid Man vi. iv, Whilst the. .cause had been
trying at Mrs, Stapleton's fire-side fete], 1815 Scott Guy
M. xxxiii, It was tried in the Inner-house afore (he Feifteen,

1892 Sir a. Kekewich in Law Tivies Rep. LXVII. 139/1,
I nave to try the case before me according to those cases,

1895 Daily News 4 Nov. 4/6 Mr. justice Mathew, who
tried the action,.. had granted the injunction,

b. To try a person.

1538 Elyot, Interrogari legibus, to be tried by examina-
tion, that they had offended against the lawis. 1603 Shaks.^

Meas.forM. ir. i. 21 The Iuiy..Mayin the sworne-twelue
haue a thiefe, or two Guiltier then him ihey try, 1674 in

Verney Mem. (i<,o7) II. 317 Tudg Tomer's son, who was
tryed for his life last November for killing a man. 1797
Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xvi, You must be tried befoie you
are condemned, 1849 Cupi'LES Green Hand ix, A gang
o' Spanish pirates I saw tried for their lives. 1875 Jowktt
Plato (ed. 2) V. 450 Let him who dares to smite an elder be
tried for assault.

7. To test the strength, goodness, value, truth, or
other quality of; to put to the proof, test, prove.
13.. E, E. A Hit. P. A. 311 To leue no tale be true to

try^e, Bot J^at hys one skyl may dem. 1362 Langl. P. PI,
A. I. 183 Whan alle tresouris arn tri^ede [83 I-tri^cd] treul^e
is J>e beste. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Priv. 188 No
word Sholde out-Passe, but yf hit were triet wyth reyson.
a 1536 Tindale Expos. Matt. vi. (1550) 63 b, Excepte a man be
proued and tried it cannot be knowen..that he is righteous,
1602 Shaks. Haiu. \. iii. 62 The friends thou hast, and their
adoption tride, Grapple them to thy Soule, with hoopes of
Steele. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man of Many Fr.
(Colburn) 157 Jumping and bumping himself about in Colonel
Arden's new carriage in order to try the springs. 1881
Froude Short Stud. (1883) IV. 11. v, 230 He. . had determined
to try every fact, .by the strict rules of inductive science.

b. To examine (a person) for the purpose o£



TBY.

testing his qualifications : cf. Trial sb^ 6, Trier 5.

Obs. or Hist.

1636 in J. HuUoch Pynours (1887) 70 In cais any persone.

.

desyr to be admittit a laborar at the Shoir. .they must first

be tryit be the waiter Baillie. \f>^Clarke Fafers (Camden)
III. 15 Those that sitteat Whiiehall to try Ministers.

•j* c. To try out : 10 reject after trial ; in quot., to

dismiss (a challenged juryman) : cf. Trier 2.

"S4*-3 ^<:f 34 5' 3S ^<^«' '^//-A c. 26 § 46 If. .the residue

of the saide lurye make defaulte or be tryed out,

d. To try a door^ window y etc., to ascertain

by attempting to open it whether it is fastened or

locked.

1844 Dickens Chimes 1.2 The night-wind, .trying, with its

unseen hand, the windows and the doors; and seeking out

some crevice by which to enter. i88oGunter That French-
man iv, Maurice.. closes the door behind him, trying it to

be sure the sprint; lock has worked.

8. Joinery, To bring (a piece of timber) to a

l»erfectly flat surface by repeatedly testing it and
planing off the projecting parts ; to plane with the

trying-plane ; also to try up ; also, to test the

straightness of (a planed surface) or the corre-

spondence of (adjoining surfaces); also intr. (of a

surface) to prove accurate or straight when tested.

1503 Fale Dialling 2 Prepare a piece of very good wootl,

try It perfectly on both sides to an equall thicknesse, 1678

MoxoN Mcch. Exerc, iv. 60 To lay Boards.. fiat against,

whites they are Trying or Plaining. Ibid,\. 78 Try it again,

as before, and if you find it Try all the way, you may., go
over it again. 1679 Ibid. ix. 156 Try one side flat, . .and both
the edges straight. 1683 Ibid., P/intingx. fa All its Sides

are tryed square to one another. 1776 G. SEMVLKJiniltling in

lVater8$ After your Work is tried up or even put together.

1828 Adcock Builders' Pocket-Bk, 52 Swedish deals ._., if

tried up square at night they will be crooked in the morning.

9. Try on : to test the fit or style of (a garment)

by putting it on. Also adso/,

1693 CoNGREVE Old Bach, IV. viii, The daughters only tore

two pair of kid-leather gloves, with trying 'em on. 1804

Mar. Edceworth Pa^. T., The Will ii, Miss Barton was
trying on her dress. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiii, He .

.

tried a new coat in Pall Mall. 1883 Harper's^ Mag. Feb.

446/1 She must go at once and 'try on 1 It is a special

order,

10. To subject to a severe test or strain ; to strain

the endurance or patience of, put to straits, afflict.

1539 Bible (Great) Hebr.xu 36 Other were tried w* mock-
ynges & scourgynges, moreouer, w* bondes & presonment.
[Cf 3.] iS4sAscHAM 7Vjr<7/A.(Arb.)i56 Asydewyndetryeth
an archer and good gere verye muche. 1701 R, Nelson in

Pepys* Diary^ etc. (1879) VI. 257 If the Providence of God
thinks fit to try you with the want of both. 1824 Byron
yuan XVI. 1, Her temper had been tried So much. 18*5
B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) I.vii. 248 She has been
tried in life more hardly than anybody whose, .history I ever

yet heard. x8m Macaulay in Trevelyan Li/eff Lett, (1876)

II. XV. 470 'Ihis malady tries me severely. 1905 Elin.
Glvn Viciss. Evangeline 142 You look very pafe, child—
the journey has tried you probably.

11. To test the effect or operation of; to use,

apply, or practise tentatively or by way of experi-

ment ; to experiment with. Try an experiment

:

to make an experiment ; to do something in order

to see what Afill come of it, or whether it produces

the expected result
To try conclusions, try a fall, try tnasteriesx see the sbs.

1545 Pripter Hen. VIII (1546) 126 Try not the lawe with
thy seruaunt 1573 Tusser H-usb. (1878) 24 He that of wil-

fufnes trieth the law, Shall striue for a coxcome, and thrJue

as a daw. 1625 Bacon Ess., Innovations (Arb.) 527 It is

good also, not to try Experiments in States. 1676 Lady
Chaworth in 12th Re^. Hist, MSS. Comm. App. v. 29

Lady Portsmouth continues sicke, and some say she will

try the French ayre, others the Bath watters. 170X in Lett.

Lit, Men (Camden) 302, I wish you would try Smith and
Walford for Cowper's Anatomy, and the Philosophical

Transactions, xyoa Eng. Theophra^t. 170 Those that will

be trying masteries with their superiors. 1863 W. C. Bald-
WIN Afr. Hunting vii. 246, I have tried fishing to-day, as I

dare not fire a shot for fear of frightening the elephants.

187s J EVONS Aftf«<y (1878) 246 The United States govern-

ment tried a similar experiment.

b. To experiment upon {with something) ; to

test the effect of something upon.
xi^Oytiv%K\nGentl.Mag. LIV.i.413/1 By. .trying him

with a variety of herbs [I] restored him to perfect health.

o. absoL or intr. To make experiment ; f in

quot. ? to practise,

X573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 60 Dank ling forgot will quickly

rot. Here learne and trie to turne it and dne.

d. 71? try {one's) hand, to attempt to do some-

thing for the first time; to test one's ability or

aptitude at something.
171X SHAFTEsa Charac. i. i. (1737) 1. 156 Who will willingly

be the first to try our Hand. X768 Tucker Lt. Nat.^ (1834)

I. 384 Why should I be debarred the liberty of trying my
hand as well as another? 1809 W. Irving Knickerb.^ v. iii.

(1849) 271 He determined to try his hand at negotiation.

189*5 N. York Weekly IVitness 30 Dec. 13/1 He prayed to

be permitted to try his hand at spellbinding.

12. To endeavour to ascertain by experiment or

effort ; to attempt to find out ; sometimes nearly

= sense 11. a. with simple obj. {Msu&liy/ortunej

luckf or the like.)

«S73 [see Fortune sb. 3 c). x6op R. Johnson Kingd, <5*

Commw. (1603) 59 If he had but rhirtie thousand good foot©*

men..he coufd willingly haue found in his hart to trie his

fortune with this enemie. 1741 S. Spep:u in Bttccleuch

MSS. (Hbt. MSS. Comm.) I. 398 We shall go to Jamaica,
..and try our luck once more. 1838 De Mokgan Ess,
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Probabilities i. 21 They think they are trying their luck,

as the phrase is. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. vii. II. 202

He tried the elTecis of frowns and menaces. 1883 'Mrs.
Alexander*/^/ Bay x, I have not yet been accepted. I have
not even tried my chance. 1902 A. E. W. Mason Four
Feathers viii, If he tried his luck with Miss Eustace.

b. with indirect interrogative clause (^^w, if,

tvkat, whether, etc.).

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 17 He trie how you can Sol,

Fa, and sing it. ^1643 Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 20

Many ships scattering themselves to try whether they could

obtain a prize. 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xii. 208 Try how
the Centers are pitcht, by Treading the Treddle lightly

down. aiToo in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. {1911) IX. 341 To
trie what effects her Maiestys example might have on others.

1819 in Shelley Mem. (1850) 126 Let you and I try if we
cannot be as punctual atid businesslike as the best of them.

13. To show or find to be so by test or experience

;

to prove, demonstrate. (With simple obj., obj,

cl., inf., or obj. and compl.) Now rare or Obs.

c 1412 [see Tried 3J. c 1500 in I. S. Leadam Star Chamb,
,

Cases (1903) loi He wold not take con peny of him Except

his right were tryed good. rtifiSS Udall Royster D. \. 1.

(Arb.) 79 She may hir selfe discharge and trie hir honestie.

1589 Whipfor APePs. 2, Sometimes his choppes doowalke in

poynts too hie. Wherein the Ape himselfe a Woodcocke tries.

iS9« Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul, iv. iii. 29 He hath still beene tried

a holy man. 164a Declar. Lords^ Comm. 2 Sept. sFasting

and Prayer having bin often tryed to be very effectuall.

189a J. Kent Racing Life Ld. (r. Cavendish Bentinck 47
L<Hxr George Cavendish tried Godolphin to be a good horse.

tl4. To have experience of; to undergo, go
through. Obs,

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 84 The quiet life which I haue
tryed being a mayden. 1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. Pref,, That
treatise tryed the common fortune of all bookes ; some
slighted, .others condemned it, 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 860

Never more Mean I to trie what rash untri'd 1 sought, The
paine of absence from thy sight. 1738 Gray Propertius 11.

V. 39 Or if, alas ! it be my Fate to try Another Love.

lo. To test one's ability to deal with (something)

;

to attempt to do, perform, or accomplish (an ac-

tion) ; to venture upon, to essay. To try over^ to

go through (a performance, etc.) experimentally.

ciy.S Shoreham i. 1290 Nou ich habbe of be ferste yteld,

pat ofer wyl ich trye. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvii. i

Nixt that a turnament wes tryid That lang befoir in hell

wes cryid. 1607 Walkington C?//. G/^w 83 b, This little

barke .
.
, which neuer tryed the foming maine beforne. 1638

Junius Paint, Ancients 12 All kind of worke seemeth to be

hard before we doe try it. 1812 J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 11.

489 The boat hath left the lonesome rock And tries the wave
again. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. i. 176 Fancy a
parody of Shakespeare. ..You might as well try it with the

Venus of Melos. Mod. I should like to try it over first.

b. Try it on (with play on sense 9) : to attempt

an imposition ; to endeavour to outwit or get the

better of some one (usu. const. witK) ; spec, in

Thieves Cant^ to live by thieving, slang,

1811 Lex. Balatr., Try on, to endeavour. To live by
thieving. Coves who try it on; professed thieves. 1812

6>or//«^A/a^. XXXIX, 284 Witnessagreed to try it on again

although he considered himself in danger. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxxiv, No jokes, old boy : no trying it on me.

1903 Farmer & Henley Slang s.v.. To try it on, to seek to

outwit, get the better of, fleece, cheat. . . 7'o try it on a dog=
to experiment at another's expense or risk. 19x2 Oxf <5*

Camb. Rev.'Nov, 14 If he tries it on, the audience., is ready

to convince him of his mistake.

16. intr. To make an effort, endeavour, attempt.

(With in/., or absol.)

1638 [implied in Trial j3.' 8). 1(^7 Dryden FiV^. Ceorg.

HI. 355 To repair his Strength he tries : Hardnlng his Limbs
with painful Exercise. 1738 Gray Propertius iiu 23 While
to retain the envious l^wn she tries. 1847 Marrvat
Childr. N. Forest iv, You will have to try and try again.

1895 Pall MallG, 7 Oct. 1/3 England. .has tried her best

to head him off the path down which he seems determined to

rush. x8 . . Pop. Melody, If at first you don't succeed, Try,

try, try again.

b. Followed by and and a co-ordinated verb

(instead of to with inf.) expressing the action

attempted. coUoq, Cf. And B. 10.

x686 J. SIehgeant] Hist Monast. ConventgTYiey tryand
express their love to God by their thankfulness to him. 180a

H. Martin Helen ofGlenross II. 143 Frances retired, to try

and procure a little rest. 1819, 1878 [see And V>, 10]. 1853

in Coleridge Mem. Keble (1869) II. 425, I have something

to write to you on that matter, which I shall try and put on
another piece of paper, 1883 L. Oliphant Altiora Peio I.

251 He had good reason to think that Sark was likely to try

and back out.

c. Const, with preposition. Tryfor, to attempt

to obtain or find (an object), or to reach (a place).

Try at, to make an attempt upon, endeavour to

get at ; to attempt to do or accomplish.

1534 in I. S. Leadam Set. Cos. Crt. Requests (Selden Soc)

43 Your sayd humble subgett is a very powre man and nott

able to trye for his sayd Hberticby the ordre of the comen
lawe. 1653 Caldwell Papers {l,\aXi\.C\.) I. 108 Quhen he
went to search and try for the lard's hors yt was stollen.

X763 [see For Prep. 12]. 1794 Charlotte Smith Wand.
Wanvick 195 Xaviera . . seemed, by an effort ofresolution, to

try at conquering her confusion. 1816 Tuckey Narr,
Exped. R. Zaire i. (1818) 10 The sea being much discoloured,

we tried for soundings, but did not get bottom with

120 fathoms of line. 1913 Illusir. Lond. Neivs 16 Aug.
266/2 On three occasions he made some show of trying for

a degree, and between times attended as few lectures as he

could.

d. intr, and trans. To search a place in order

to find something, esp. game, or its scent, colloq.

iBxo Sporting Mag, XXXVI. 233 He bid the other defen-

TRY.

dants try across the Six Acres. 1821 Clare V^ill. Minstr. I.

125 Bees in every peep did try. 18*7 G. A. McCall Lett,

fr. F'rontiers (1868) 178 The Colonel had directed Maximo
to bring, .all. .appliances for hunting the green turtle; and
the latter.. was thus early in motion lo 'try' after turtle,

1909 Toilers of Deep Oct. 246/1 Frequently they ' try a
piece ', as fishing parlance has it.

e. intr. Try back: to go back {lit. ox Jig.) so

as to cover ground afresh where something has
previously been missed; to *hark back*.
1816 Knox & Jeub Corr. II. 273 At college, I was obliged

to try back in mathematics. 'Ihrough daily life, I am
obliged to try back in minor morals. 1857 Hughes To7n
Brown i. vii. They tried back slowly and sorrowfully, and
found the lane. 1863 Whvte Melville Gladiators 253
Like a hound . . now trying back with untiring perseverance.

1874 R. Tyrwhitt Sketch. Club 3 To get people to see
when their work won't do, and to try back and attempt
simpler things,

f. trans. To attempt or solicit (a woman) ; to

endeavour to seduce ; also of a stallion, to attempt

to cover (a mare),
1713 Lady M. W. Montagu Lady's Resolve, In part she

is to olame that has been try'd ; He comes too near, that

comes to be deny'd. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 212
The horse took as much pains to try the mare as any
stallion.

1 17. Naut, intr. Of a vessel : To lie to. (See

quot. 1867.) Also, to try a-hull, Obs,
The meaning in first quot. is doubtful.

[1333 J. Heywood Play Wether^igo^) 572 The see. .Where
shyppes by meane of wynd try from port to porte.] 1556 in

Hakluyt Voy. (1598) I, 277 When the barke had way, we cut

the hawser, and so gate the sea to our friend, and tryed out
al that day with our maine corse. x6io Shaks. Terfip. 1. 1.

37 Downe with the top-Mast : yare, lower, lower, bring her
to Try with Maine-course. 1725 H. de Saumarez in Phil,

Trans. XXXlll. 42 J We had hard Gales.. and a distracted

Sea, insomuch that we try'd under a double reefd Main-
sail, great Part of the Time. 1773 Life N. Fro^vde 122 We
were obliged.. to ly too, and let the Ship drive with the

Tempest, and at length, to try a Hull. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Try, or Lie-to in a Gale, is by a judicious balance

of canvas, to keep a ship's bow to the sea, and.. prevent
her rolling to windward in the trough of a sea.

Try-, the verb-stem in combination,

1. with sbs., forming sbs. denoting appliances,

etc, for trying (in various senses of the verb)

:

try-cock, *a gauge-cock* (Webster 1864); try-

gun, a model gun with an adjustable stock (see

quot.); try-house, a building for 'trying* or ex-

tracting oil from blubber, etc. ; try-pit, a testing

pit for trying new engines ; try-plane, a trying-plane

(Knight Diet, Mech, 1877); try-pot, a pot for

'trying* oil from blubber; try rule (see quot.);

try-square, a carpenter*s square for laying off

short perpendiculars ; try-stick, a stick used in

fitting leather work ; try-works, the apparatus used

for * trying * oil from blubber. See also 'iRYSArL.

i8ga Greener Breech-Loader 95 The * *try gun '
. . permits

of the stock being altered to any length, bend, cast-off", and
shape of the butt, and is of use in fitting a sportsman who
needs a gun of special build. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Try-house.

1895 Century Mag, Aug. 575/1 To come up the crooked
road.. past the try-house. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas,

M Andre^vs" Hymn 44 Mill, forge, an' *try-pit taught them
[ship's engines] that. 1836 Uncle Philip's Convers. Whale
Fishery 267 [They] cut the blubber, before it is thrown into

the *try-pots. 1875 Temple & Sheldon Hist. Norihfieldy

Mass, 150 In those days, no frames were set out by the

square rule, but by what they called the *try rule,, .i.e. the

sills, posts and beams were framed and tried, and the braces

were laid on to mark their bevels and length. 1877 Knight
Diet. Meek., *Try.sgiuire. .consists of a thin blade of steel

..let into a wooden piece.. and securely fastened at right

angles. 1901 J. Black's Illustr. Carp. ^^ Build., Home
Handier. 19 The transverse lines. .drawn with the pencil.,

can afterwards be corrected with the try square. x888 Farr
& Thrupp Coach Trimming x\\, 3p He should neatly join on
the back and side pieces, making use of *try.sticks..to

seciu-e their right appliance, c 1825 Choyce Log of Jack
Tirr (i8gi) 108 A riative trying to steal a brass cock from
the *try-works. 1898 F. T. Bullen Cruise ^Cachalot* \\

Her deck was flush fore and aft, the only obstructions being

the brick-built 'try-works ' in the waist.

2. with advbs., forming sbs. derived from adver

bial combinations of the verb : try-on (Try v, 15 b,

9), (fl) {slang) an attempt, esp, an attempt at im-

position or deceit ; also trans/, the subject of an
attempt

;
{b) the act of trying on a garment ; try-

out {U.S. slang or colloq.) , a selective trial.

1874 Siliad 57 The flagitious claims—Call them, or
damages, ' *tries-on ', or shames. 1885 La7u Times Rep.
LI 1 1. 479/2 This was a try-on, on the part of the solicitors

which ought not to be allowed, ipos Daily News 28 Oct. 6

Garments must be cut to fit without successive try-ons.

1906 Tyer VI. 171 One girl represented the Athena Club in

1 the debaters* "tryout, and won a place as an intercollegiate

debater.

Tryable, Tryacle, obs. ff. Triable, Treacle.

I

Tryangle, -gyl, obs. ff. Triangle. Tryb,
i
trybe, obs. ff. Tribe. Tryce, obs. f. Trice.

\ Trycherye, Trychor, -our: see Treachery,
Treacher. Tryde, obs. f. tried: see Try v.

' Trydle, obs. f. Treadle. Trye, var. Tray sb.^

;

obs. f. Trey, Try. TryefuU, Tryen, Tryer,

j

TryewB, obs. flf. Trifle, Treen, Trier, Truce.

! Tryfetrafe: see Triff-tuaff. Tryfoly,

j

-foyle, obs. ff. Trefoil. Tryget, -our, var.

1 Tbeget, -our Obs,



TBYGON.

II TrygOn (troi-gpn). [L. ttygdn (Pliny), a. Gr.
Tpvydiy a dove, also the fish.] A fish with a sharp

spine in its tail, a sting-ray.

[1706 PiiiLLire (ed. Kersey), Trygon, the Turtle-Dove.]

1749 G. West tr. Odes ofPindar {1753) I. 258 And by my
Dart the Lord of Ithaca, Not by the pois'nous Trygon's
Boneexpir'd. 1774 GoLDSM.iVrt/. Hist.Vl. 260 Circe armed
her son with a spear headed with the spine of the trygon.

Trygon, Tryhumphe, obs. ff. Thigon,
TmuMrii.

Trying (trainq"), vhl. sb, [f. Try v, + -ing l.]

The action of the verb Try, in various senses.

C1440 Promp. Pan}, 502/2 Tryynge, eleccio^ predeccio,
examinacio. 1447 Ordinaunce 0/ Exchequer 35 c. 62 (6>

A iij, To the mayster for lalxiure of redynge endosynge and
tryenge of peticyons and fynes. 1535 Coverdale EccIhs.
xvi, 22 The trj'enge out of men is in the fulfillynge. 1630
R. Johnson's Kingd. ^ Comvnv. 216 They know not the
use of trj'ing of ^lettaIs. 1669 Stuhmv Mariner's Mag. \.

\\. 17 It IS better spooning before the Sea, than trying or
hulling. 1819 Sporting Mag. V. 123 All the frolic, fun,..

gammon, and trj'ing-it-on are depicted. 1898 F. T. Bi;llen
Cruise * Cachalot * 05 l*he whole work of cutting in and
trying out was got through without a single accident.

b. a//rj(5., as trying-plane, a long heavy plane

used after the jack-plane for the accurate squaring

of timber; trying-pot, a pot for * trying* out oil

;

trying-square = try-square (see Try- i).

1579 [see Square sb. 2]. i8ij J. Smith Panorama Sc. ^
Art I. log The irj'ing-plane is made use of to produce a
higher degree of regularity and smoothness. i8a3 P. Nichol-
son /'rrt^/. 5w/Vi/. 244 The Trying-Plane. .is used to regu-
late and smooth, to a higher degree, the surface of a piece

of stuff that has already been reduced to its intended form
by means of the jack-plane. i88a F. M. Crawford Mr.
Isaacs iii, The only way to arrive at any conclusion is by a
sort of trying-on process. 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels Anim,
Life 177 The trying-pots were taken to a small inlet.

Trying (troi-ig), ///. a, [f. Tet 2;. + -ing 2.]

That tries. L That tests severely ; that is a trial;

hard to bear or endure ; severe, distressing, painful

;

that tries one*s endurance or patience.

1718 HicKES & Nei_son y. Kettleweil n. xv. (j8 For the
Security of the Church.. in such a Trj'ing Time. 1798
Monthly Mag. Mar. 183 Sudden vicissitudes of temperature
must be exceedingly trying to delicate constitutions. 1825
Hone Exiery-day Bk. \. 652 The month of May is. .a

'trying' month, to persons. .ailing. 1907 J. H. Pattersom
Mait-Eaiers of Tsavo xvi. 175 She was so..exhausted by
her trying march . . that she was scarcely able to speak.

2. Attempting, endeavouring, striving, rare.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod.^ etc. O iij, This got I say
my trying tongue, whicne tolde hyr many a lye. 1836
Mrs. Browning PoeCs Vmx) iv. iv, The old eyes searching
. .The young ones, .To read their look if sound forsook The
trying, trembling breath. 1841 (implied in tryingly\

Hence Tryingly adv.., in a trying manner or

degree ; in the way of attempt or endeavour {rare) ;

distressingly, painfully; Try*ingiies8, trying or

distressing quality or character.

1841 Tait's Mag. VIII. 109 The small hand put out so
Iryingly.

^ 1859 Cobnwallis l^ew H'orld I. 359 The
climate.. is.. at limes rather trylngly warm. iB^sMy ^'ife's

Niece 11. xi. An attitude which showed so freelyand tryingly
the lines of her figure. 1897 Mabv Kincslkv W, Africa
XXV. 569 To walk through, give me kokos for good alUround
Iryingne&s, particularly when they are wet«

Tryist, obs. form of TitYST.

fTrylle, v. Obs. rare-'^. [app. = MDu.,
early mod.Dn. drilien^ trtUen to tremble, shiver

(Plantijn, Kilian). Cf.TRnxv.-*] ;'»//-. To tremble.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 78 As Dornyst syluer J>e lef

otislydez, f^at (>ike con trylle on vcha tyncie.

il Tryma (trai-ma). Bot, [mod.L. (Necker),

ad, Gr, rpvfta or rpvfirj hole, f. rpvuv to rub down,
wear out.] A fruit resembling a drupe, but formed
from an originally compound ovary, and having an
ultimately dehiscent fleshy or fibrous exocarp, as

the walnut and coco-nut ; a kind of drupaceous nut.

1857 Henprey EUm. Dot. % 280. 1861 Bentlky Man. Bot.
321 rhe Tryma. .differs but little from the ordinary drupe,
except in being formed from an originally compound ovary,

1900 Jackson Gloss. Bot. TermSt Tryma. .^ Necker's term
for a drupaceous nut with dehiscent exocarp, as the walnut.

Trymble, tryin(m)le, etc., obs. ff. Tuemble.
Trymebote, trymle bote : see Tbimboat.
Tryndall, -dell, -die, etc., obs. ff. Tbindle,
Tryndle bed, -tayle, obs, ff. Tbundle-bed,
-TAIL. Tryne, obs. f. Traix, Treen, Trine.
Trynitee, -tie, Trynle, Trynsch, Trynter,
obs. ff. Trinity, Trinole, Trench, Thrinter.
Tryor, Tryoumffe. obs. ff. Tbieb, T«iumph.
Tryp, var. Trii'e2 obs.., velvet.

Trypan (tri*pan). [Short for Trypanosoma.]
In trypan red [rendering Ger. trypanrot\ a drug
used in cases of trypanosomiasis.
1905 Brit. Med. Jml. 27 May 11 40 The treatment of

trypan red in various trypanosomic diseases. 1907 Daily
Ne^vs 31 Aug. 4 According to ' The Hospital *, the correct
name fur trypan red, which is now used in cases of trypano-
somiasis, is *sodium-orthO'benzidine-mono-sulphoacid'diazo-
b-2-naphthylamine>3.6'Sulphoacid ' I

Trypano, lytic, a. [f. TbypanoCsoma) ^ Gr.
Xirriffos loosing, dissolving.] Tending to, or con-
nected with the destruction of trypanosomcs.
1907 Nature 31 Oct. 680/1 The causes of trypanolytic

aises and relapsesi
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II Trypanosoma (tri:pan(7,s^u-ma). Zool.

[mod.L. f. Gr. rpviravov borer + ffw/xa body,] A
genus of flagellate infusorial protozoa, species of
which are parasitic in the blood of man and other
animals, causing specific diseases, such as sleeping-

sickness ; an infusorian of this genus. Hence
Trypanoso-macide [L. -«t/a, -cide 1], a sub-
stance having the property of destroying try-

panosomcs ; Trypauosomal (-sJu*mal), -somatic
(-s^mai'tik), -somatous (-sju-matas) adj's.y of,

pertaining to, or caused by trypanosomcs;
|| Try:-

pano,soiiiato*sis [mod.L. : see -oais] = trypano-
soviiasis; Trypauoisome (-sJum) [a. F. trypanO'
some (Gruby, 1843)], an infiisorian of the genus
Trypanosoma

\ [{ Trypanosomiasis (-SfJmai'asis),

pi. -aaes (-asiz) [mod.L,, after elephantiasis
.^
etc.

;

but the etymological pronunciation would be
-ij^i'sis], a disease produced by infection with try-

panosomcs ; Tr7panosom.io (-sJumik) a, = try-

pandsomal (in quot. 1906, infected with trypano-
somcs).

[1843 Ghuby in Comptcs Rendus XVII. 1134 {title) Re-
cherches et observations sur une nouvelle espece d'heniato-
zosiix^i* Trypeuiosoma sanguinis. Les travaux des physio-
logistes modernes ont fait connaitre I'existence de parasites
vivants dans le sang des animaux. Ibid. 1135 Je propose de
nommer cet h^matozoaire TryPanosonie.'\ 1880 Kent In-
fusoria 1. 218 Tr^'Panosoma.

.

. Occurring in the blood ofAm-
phibia, and within the intestinal viscera of domestic poultry.

1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases v. 102 [Sir DavidJ Bruce's
notable work on the tsetse fly as a medium in diffusing the try-

panosoma of* fly disease *. 1903 Daily Chron. 20 Nov. 5/2
A fly had been found to convey the newly-discovered blood-
parasite of tropical countries, called the trypanosoma. 1903
Times 7 Nov, 12/r The search for what must, we suppose,
be styled a *trypanosomacide. 1904 Brit. Med. Jml.
17 Sept. 644 Prowazek.. finds similar "trypanosomal forms
which also assume resting forms. 1908 Lancet 2 May x-iZ^Jz

Trypauosomal infection. 1^)04 Science 22 July 112/2 The
cultivation of the organisms causing *trypanosomatic
diseases. 1903 Lancet 4 Apr. 945/a [The chimpanzee]
suffers from ankylostomiasis, filari.asis, and •t-ypanosoma*
losis. 1891 Cent. Dict.^ *Trypanosomatous. 1903 Daily
Record i^ Mail \(> Apr. 5 Although we found the parasite
in none of the natives. ,we did find a ^trypanasome in each
oftwo horses belonging to the commandant. 1908 A thenxum
21 Nov. 651/3 Prof. E. A. Minchin exhibited a series of
drawings of trypanosomes obtained from British freshwater
fishes, i^oa Westm.Gaz. 21 Aug. 5/2 An.. expedition to
West Africa . . left . . to-day. . . They go to French Senegal, .

.

into the interior to investigate the tropical disease known as
*trypanosomiasis. 191a Nature 21 Nov. 338/2 The progress
. .of our knowledge with regard to the trypanosomiases of
animals and human beings in Africa. 1905 Brit. Med.
Jml. 27 May 1 140 The heavy loss among horses and cattle

. .from various *tryp.'^nosomic diseases. Ibid, [see ThypanJ.
1906 Jml. Med. Research July 125 This water is then inocu-
lated with the otherwise sterile trypanosomic blood.

Tirypet, obs. f. TRirPETl, Trypit : see Tripe 2.

TrypOgrapll (tri'i>5grof). [f. Gr, rpCjra hole,

rpvaav to perforate + -GliAi'H.] A kind of print-

ing done by means of a pajier stencil made by
writing with a stylus on jiaper placed over a finely

roughened steel surface so as to produce minute
perforations. So Trypoffra'phic a.j of the nature

of, pertaining to, or made by such printing.

1883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 191/2 This
kind of printing is called ' trypograpb '. . . Calico receives the
trypographic impression admirably.

Tryppe, obs, form of Trip, Tripe \
Tryppgette, obs, form of Trebuchbt.

Trypsin (tri*psin). Physiol. Chem, [app. for

*tripstnj f. Gr, rpl^pis rubbing (because first ob-

tained by rubbing down the pancreas with glycerin)

+ -in1.] The chief digestive ferment of the pan-

creatic juice, which converts proteins into peptones.

Hence Tr7p8i*nogen (-d.:53n) [-gen i], a granular

substance occurring in the pancreas, from which
trypsin is formed ; Trypsogen [abbrev. of prec],

(a) = irypsinogen ; {bi) a drug prepared from
trypsin and other ferments with gold and arsenic

bromides, used in diabetes, etc. (Dorland).
1876 Foster Ph^s. 11. i. (1879) 233 The digestive powers of

the [pancreatic] juice, .depend, .on the presence of a fer-

ment, to which the name *trypsin has oeen given. 1907
Westm. Gaz, 12 Dec 12/2 The new treatment of cancer

by the pancreatic ferments, trypsin and amylopsin .

,

suggested by Dr. Beard. 1890 Billings Med. Diet.,

*Trypsinogen. tqoo Lancet 27 Oct. 1187/1 The fact

observed by Heidenhain of the continuous formation and
storing up trypsinogen in the pancreas, and its subsequent

transformation into trypsin during the culmen of gastric

digestion, proved that the former substance .. enjoyed

an origin quite independent of all influence outside

the pancreas. 1907 H. W. Bettmann in Med, Record

3 Aug. 171 The intestinal juice contains two other ferments

.., enterokinase, and erepsin. The former activates the

pancreatic juice by transforming trypsinogen into trypsin.

1883 Science I. 372/1 The absence of oxygen from the blood

ha*^ led to a reconversion of trypsin into *trypsogen.

Tryptic (tri-ptik), a. [f. Trypsin, ^h^^pepsin,

peptic.\ Pertaining to or of the nature of trypsin.

So Tryptogen (tri'ptixl.^en), -g-ene {-A^ln) [-GEN

i], a producer of trypsin; Tryptone (tri'ptiJQn)

{jiiitT peptone']^ a peptone formed by the action of

trypsin upon a protein ; Txy*ptop2iau (-faen) ^Gr.

TRYST.

(paivctv to appear], a nitrogenous substance fonned
by decomposition of peptones in tryptic digestion.
1888 RoLLKSTON & Jackson Anim. Life 196 Common

Starfish... The cells in the caeca form enterochlorophyll,
and 'tryptic, peptic, and diastatic ferments. 1901 Athetixum
7 Dec. 778/3 It seems probable .. that proteolytic digestion
in plants is always tryptic. 1900 Lancet 27 Oct. 1187/1
The hypothesis of SchiflF as to the manner in which the
spleen acts as a *tryptogene. 1890 Billings Med. Diet.,
*lryptone. 1901 AthcTuenm 7 Dec. 778/3 Among these
final products of tryptic digestion there is a substance
termed *tryptophan, which has the property of giving a pink
or violet colour on the addition of chlorine-water. 1902
Daii;y Chron. 22 Nov. 6/6 Decomposing the proteid mole-
cule into non.proteid nitrogenous substances, such as leucin
and tryptophane.

Trysail (trai-s^l, trai-s'l). Naut. Also 9 trey-,
tray-, trice-, tri-. [f. Try sb. + Sail.] A small
fore-and-aft sail, set with a gaff, and sometimes
with a boom, on the fore- or mainmast, or on a
small supplementary mast abaft either of these.

Also attrib.j as trysail gaff^ mast, mizen, sheet.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marineii-jBg)M m iv, When the sloops
of war are rigged as snows, they are furnished with a horse,
which answers the purpose of the try- sail-mast, the fore part
of the sail being attached by rings to the said horse. 1794 Rig.
^ing^ Seamanship 1. 83 A trysail, used instead of a mizen,.,
IS extended towards the stern, and . . fastened by hoops round
a small mast, called a trysail mast, fixed near the aft-side of
the main-mast in a block of wood in the quarter deck. 1810

J. H. MooRK Pract. Navigator 290 'J'rey-sail. A small
sail used by brigs and cutters in blowing weather. 183a J,
Guy Pocket Cyd. 402 A small mast, reaching up into the
maintop, to which a tricesail mizen is attached. 1840 R. H.
Dana Bef. Mast iv. 16 We.. hauled up the mainsail and
trysail. Ibid. ix. 22 Trysail gaff [see Gaff sb.^ 2]. 1850 L.
Hunt Autobiog. II, xvii. 259 We saw her..lying.to under
trysails.

Tryschor, variant of Treacher Obs,

Trysselle, obs. form of Trestle.
liTrySSil, trysil. Also trysle, try8el(l,

trissle. [Said to be native name among the

Arawak Indians,] Name in Uritish Guiana for

a timl>er-tree, Pentaelethrafilamentosa.
i86a List Contrib. fr. Brit. Guiana to Lond. Exhib.^

Arrara, or Tryssil (Pentaciethra filamentosa, Benth.).
Used for furniture and staves. 1878 Woods Brit. Guiana
collectedby M. M'Turkfor local i^- Paris Intcrnat.Ejxhib.
I Kooroo-balli or Trysit, from the Moraballi Creek, Esse-
quebo Kiver,.is a dark close-grained wood suitable for

making furniture. i88i Rep. Crinvn Snr^ieyor Brit.
Guianafor iSSo 24 Trysell. A beautiful light brown wood,
close-grained and hard, xoia C. W. Anderson Forests
Brit. Guiana 23 Trysil or Koro.ba][L

Tryst (troist), sb. Chiefly Sc. before 19th c.

Also 4-5 triste, 4-9 trist, (6 treste, tryist), 6-9
tryste. [Originally the same word as triste,

Trist sb."^ (in which the i was in ME. long or
short). The sense seems to be generalized from
that of ' appointed station in hunting *

: cf. Trist
sb.'^ and the OF, and med.L. words there men-
tioned. The sense sometimes corresponds to some
extent with that of Truce.]
1. A mutual appointment, agreement, engage-

ment, covenant. Now rare or Obs. exc. as in 2.

C137S Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi, {Nycholas) 2:36 paisailyt..
Quhare-to Jjare tryst wes mad(e], And J^are pe quhet deli-

ueryt hale, x^jo Satir. Poems Reform, xix. 90 Hudge is

||our fais..With Ithand trystis contractand vp hew bandis
To bring 5ow_ to schame and confusioun. 1635 Jackson
Creed viii. xii. § 9 A captaine.. being surprised by the
subtilty of his enemy, whom hee had trusted too farre upon
a tryste of parly, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (1851)

II. 205 Johne Forbes of Leslie brak tryst appointit to haue
sailed the samen. 1715 Pennecuik Tweeddale App. ^6
Thus clos'd our Trist, all was Miscarried, And Bonnie
Maggie's still Unmarried. 1871 Waddell Ps. tn Scottis
Ixxiv. 20 Hae min' o' the tryst ye made.

2. spec. An appointment or engagement to meet
at a specified' time and place. Chiefly in phrases,

as to makey f set tryst \ to hold, keep tryst ; to

break, f crack tryst ; to bide tryst, to wait at the

appointed place for the person with whom the

appointment is made. AlsoJig.
Only Sc. till 19th c.

1375 Baruour Bt^cc vm. 235 The kyng..rlcht toward the

bouss is gane Quhar he set trist to mete his men. c 1470
Henry Wallace vi. 865 In Ruglen kyrk the tryst than haiff

thai set. 1500-10 Dunbar Poems Ixxxiii. 13 5e keipit tryst

so winder weill. 1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, V. 561 Yar is

ane trist be twin ye Lord of Loichenwer and Herell of
Cassellis on Frydye nest to cum in Glasquhow. 1629 Z.

BovD Last Battell 1257 The Salmons., in their season

returne to the place where they were spawned :. .and for no
rubs in the way will they be moued to cracke their tryst.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxi, ' You walk late, sir ', said I. .
.' I

bide tryste ', was the reply. 1853 C. Brontk VUlette xii.

To keep tryste with the rising moon. 1878 Susan Phillips
On Seaboard -zx4 She stood, .keeping her tryst at the stile.

x88i W. R. Smith Old Test. Jtzu. Ch. 232 The place where
Jehovah has promised to hold tryst with His people.

3. An appointed meeting or assembly : = Ren-
dezvous 5. In quot. \(i%i fig. *a [divinely ap-

pointed] concurrence of circumstances or events'

(Jam.) : cf. Tryst v. 4, 5.

c 14JS Wvntoun Cron. ix. xvi. 1670 In Marche a day of
trew was set. .Schir Dauid Lorde de Lyndissay Was at l>at

tryst ^^at ilka day. 1456 Sir O. Have Laiv Arms (S.T.S.)

j8r Ane IngUs lord..cummys till a tryst to lordis of
J'raunce. 15*4 St. Papers lien. K///, IV, 279 The saide



TBYST.

Erie, .hath appointed trestes and metingges with thErle of
;

Angwisshe and his frendes. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.)

xxxiv. 75 5e trane J>anie to ane trysL x68x R. Fleming
Fulfi-lling Script. I. (1726) 148 Acknowledging a divine hand
..where all did thus meet together in a solemn tr>st to ac-

complish that peoples ruin. ?ai7oo Lord's Marie i. in

Cromek Rem. Nithsdale Song (1810) 6 An' she has put on

her net-silk hose, An' awa to the tryste has gane, 1859 G,
Meredith R. I^^verei xx'i, Their tryst in the wood.

f b. An appointed journey, Ods, rare,

1768 Ross Hclenorc i. 65 Gin we reach na' our tryst's end
gin night.

4. An appointed place of meeting : = Rendez-
vous 2.

137S Barbour Bruce vii. 230 And syne, .richt toward his

trist is gane. c X450 Holland Howlat 307 Thai.-Walis
wyslie the wayis,..QuhilI thai approche to the Pape..At
the forsaid trist quhar the trete tellis, 1844 Mrs. Bkowning
Brown Rosary i. v, ' Now where is Onora? '. / At the tryst

with her lover '.

5. An appointed time; in quot. 1864, an ap-

pointed period or term. rare. ? Obs.

c 1470 Hbnry Wailace iv. 731 At the set trist he entrit in

the toune. 18x7 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 164 The time

agrewl on . .for playing it [i. e. a curling-match] is called the

tryst. 1864 Sir F. Palgrave iVi?r/«. ^ Eng. IV.620 In the

year iioo, the end of Robert's tryste, when the term would
be concluded.

6. An appointed gathering for buying and selling

;

a market or fair, esp. for cattle, Sc, and north, Eng.
X776 NiMMO Hist. Stirling, iii. (1817) 62 The two great

annual markets for black cattle,called the Trysts of Falkirk.

?a 1800 Thomas the Rhymer i. xviiL in Scott Minstr. Scot.

Bord.^ I neither dought to buy nor sell, At fair or trj'st where
i may be. x8o8 Scott in Lockhart Life i, The master and
servant set off to purchase a stock of sheep at Whitsun-
Tryste, a fair held . . near Wooler in Northumberland. 1884

Q. Victoria More Leaves 46 We met many droves of cattle

on the road, as it was the day for the tryst at Castleion.

7. atirib.y as tryst-place, a trysting-place

;

tryst-stone, * a stone anciently erected for mark-

ing out a rendezvous* Qam.) ; tryst-word, a pass-

word or watchword.
179s Statist. Ace. Scot. XVI. 512 The tryst-stanes are

commonly on high ground. They are placed perpendicularly

in rows, not unfrequently in a circular direction. 1851 Mrs.
Browning Casa Gnidi ll^indows i. 6i8 Thy favourite stone's

elected right As tryst-place for thy Tuscans. 1896 R. Reid
in A''. York Scot, American Oct, The tryst-word seemed
' Kirkbride *.

Tryst (trsist), v, Orig. and chiefly Sc. [f.

Thyst j^.]

I. intr. To make an agreement to do something,

with a person ; esp. to fix or arrange time and

place of meeting with some one.
c X375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodera) 334 Scho kepyt be

trist..And with hyr brocht J>e man in hy, Quhare scho
tristit priuely. ^1475 ^a/^ CwVj^a^ 797 To the Montane
he maid hem full boun, Quhair he had trystit to meit

Schir RoUand. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot,

I. XX. § 3 (1699) 108 Whosoever intercommuns with Thieves

..or Trysts with them any manner of way. 1725 Ramsay
Gentle Sheph. v. i, As she had trysted, I met wi'er this

night. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy xxxiii, Kit . . had
trysted with the * Orra Man ' to meet him at the smiddy.

^. trans. To engage (a person) to meet one at a

given place and time; to appoint or agree to meet.
In quot 1643, loosely used as = meet.

1643 Declar. Com.^ Reb. Irel. 60 It was my good fortune

..to trist a Barke come from the Isle ofMan. 1766 A. Nicol
Poems 43 He trysted me one evening fair. Among the groves

to take the air. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xiii, lam trysted

with your cousin Charlie; I have passed my word,

b. With advb. extension : To invite or entice to

a place, or to a distance.

a 1800 in Kinloch Anc. Scott. Ballads (1827) 157, 1 trysted

her Unto yon shade o' broom. 1894 Latto Tarn. Bodkin
xxiii, Trystin' me awa on that eventfu' pilgrimage.

O. To engage (a person) to do something; to

appoint, agree upon, arrange, fix (a task). Only

in pa. pple,

1897 [see trysted below]. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy
viii. He was trysted to give what help he could to the herd.

,

in lambing time.

3. To appoint, fix (a time, occurrence, etc.).

1586 Reg. Priiy Council Scot. IV. 63 Upoun the XI day
of Marche,.as the day tryistit and appomtit be the said

Williame Ker. 1716 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 120 Had not

God tristed the flight of the rebels just at that time.

b. To bespeak; to arrange for, or order in

advance ; to engage.
>8a5 Jamieson s. v., ' I trystit my furniture to be hame * on

such a day. 1894 Latto Tam. Bodkin xxiv, I had trystit

a chaise an' pair frae the Fleein' Horse.

4, To visit with good or evil; of an experience :

to come upon, befall ; * used in relation to a divine

ordination' (Jam.).
X645 R. Baillik Lett. (1841) II. 314 That this should have

trysted the enemie at that tyme and place.. is evidentUe

God's hand, a 1&79 Somerville Mem. Somervilles (1815)

II. 351 Untill Divyne Justice trysted then, with some crosse

dispensations x^i R. Fleming Fulfilling Script. Ep. to

Rdr. (1726) 6 The most eminent and honourable service^ of

the church doth usually tryst her in a low and suffering

condition. i8z6 Scott OldMort. xl[i], Sair she's been trysted

wi' misfortunes.

f b. To fix Upon. Obs. rare—^,
1700 Sir a. Balfour Lett. 254 They go at the Rate of an

Ordinary Horse trot, & as they go will trist the stones to

step upon, which lye confusedly here and there, as exactly

as if they were a paire of stairs.

j" 5. intr. To coincide in time with ; to fell

440

together, concur. Also trans, in causal sense

(quot. 1 681). Obs.
1676 W. Row Cotttn. Blair's Autobiog. ix. (1848) 134 His

stroke trysttng with the public burden. x68i R. Fleming
FuljitlingScript, I. (1726) 148 What a marvelous concurrence

of providence . . was in this judgment, the besieging of Jeru-

salem by the Romans, trysted with the very time of the

passover [etc]. 1730 T. Boston Mem. iv. (1899) 39 That
discouragement and the spring-season trysting together,

there was a notable breach made in my health.

6. intr. To keep tryst ; to meet at the appointed

time and place.

a 1842 Cunningham in Casguet e/Lil. (1886) V. 303 There
flows the stream I've trysted through, when it was wild in

flood. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 7 Dec. 1 1/2 When the Cottesmore

trysted at Somerby on Saturday.

1 7. intr. To treat or negotiate with. Obs.

1637 Rutherford Let. to Lady Kilcoiujuliairi tM%.,\oa
came to this life about a necessary and weighty business, to

tryst with Christ anent your precious soul. 1637-50 [see

Tmswuc vbl.sb. il. 1639 Ld. Wariston Diary (S.H.S.)

351 We trysted on a! day with the Commissioner, bot could

settle nothing, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Ciias. /{1850) 1. 176

Thay raisit ane army and cam to Innervrie, guhilk he could

not resist, nor whome fra he could onnawayis flie, be sea or

land, [and he] wes forsit to tryst and give his band, no doubt

to thair contentment

Hence Trysted, Trysting///. adjs.

X793 Burns Mary Morison i, It is the wish'd, the trysted

hour1 1878 T. Hardv Return 0/Native i. ix, The conversa-

tion of the trysting pair could not be overheard. 1897
Crockett Laifs Lme xxix, That his shepherd.. is shirking

his trysted labour.

Tryst(e, obs. f. Trest ; var. Trist Obs.

Trystel, -ell(e, obs. forms of Trestle.

tTrystell. Obs. rare. [f. Tryst sb."] =
Tryst sb. ; trystell-tree, a tree where a tryst is

arranged (of. Trysty).
c 1300 Gest Robyn Hode iv. 274 in Child Bait. HI. 69/2

Welcome be thou, gentyll knyght, Under my trystell-tre.

Tryster (trsi-stai). [f. Tryst v. -h -erI.]

One who trysts, a. ' A person who convenes

others, . . fixing the time and place of meeting'

(Jam.), b. One who appoints to meet another.

C. One who attends a tryst or appointed meeting.

165s R. BaillieZ^W. (1842) III. 279 We had drawne up ane

overture, ..according to the Asseinblie's late overture for

union, and by the hands of the trysters. .sent it into their

meeting. 1810 Cromek Rem. Nitlisdale Song Introd. 21

The old cottars (the trysters of other years) are mostly dead

in good old age. 1878 T. Hardv Return 0/ Native I. ix.

The expected trysters did not appear.

Tryster, -ere, variants of Tristre Obs.

Trysting (tralstii)), vbl. sb. [f. Tryst f.]

1. The action of the verb Tryst, q. v. ; a tryst.

Under trysting = under tryst or agreement.

1633 W. Struther True Ha'pfiness 79 Since he keepeth

both time and place of trysting, let us not be so ingrate as

not to meet with him. 163^-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow
Soc.) 514 After some trysting, and intermedial parleying.

1640 R. Baillie Lett. (1841) J. 276 A declaration.. that our
trysting there [in London] was no submission to the Inglish

Parliament, a 1670 Spalding Truub.Clias. I (1851) II. 337
The committee of Estaites. .directit him.. to hold the Mar-
ques wnder trysting whill thay sould raiss wp forces to go
vpone him. 185a Mrs. Carlvle in Lett. It Mem. (1903)

I. 42, I was fatigued enough by the journey home; still

more by the trysting that awaited me here.

2. attrib., as trysting day, ground, place, stile,

thorn, tree, etc.

184a Macaulay Horatius i, By the Nine Gods he swore

it, And named a *trysting day. 1838 J. P. Kennedy Rob
o/Boivt XX, The customary. .*trysting ground for personal

combats. 1898 Max Muller Auld Lang Syne 195 [In] the

Thirty Years' War we find Anhalt the constant trysting

ground of the two parties. 1633 W. Struther True Hapfn-
ness 115 Wee come to the Sanctu.Trie, .the Lords *trysting

place, a 1665 W. Guthrie C/tr. Gt. Interest 11. viii. (1724)

223 A fit Trysting.place for God and Men to meet into.

1805 ScOTT Eve St. JoliH xliii, At our trysting place,

for a certain space, I must wander to and fro. 1867

Freeman Norm. Conq. I. v. 426 Those who had horses

seem to have reached the same trysting-place by land.

1858 Capern Ball. If Songs (1859) 100 Meet me.. by the

*trysting stile. 1793 Burns Soldier's Return iii, I pass'd

the mill and •trysting thorn, Where Nancy aft I courted.

180a Scorr Reiver's IVedding 50 When he came to False-

hope glen, Beneath the •trysting.tree. 1806 Citron, in Ann.
Reg. USoS) ^^5/2 A hurricane,. destroyed the famous elm
tree, which had existed for ages, on the banks of theTeviot,

and was known by the name of the Trysting Tree. 187a

Holland Marb. Proph. 4s, I await her in the dewy gloom
Of the old trysting tree.

Trystor, variant of Teisteb Obs.

t Trysty, a. Obs. rare. [f. Tryst sb. + -v.]

Of or pertaining to a tryst : only in trysty tree =
trysting tree : see Trysting vbl. sb. 2,

IS.. Adam Bel 380 in Hazl. E. P.P. II. 154 Whan they

came to Inglys wode. Under theyr trysty tre. Ibid. 392.

Trysty, var. Tristy Obs. TiTrton, Tryumph,
-wmpli, obs. ff. Triton, Triumph, Tryujje,

Tryvette, Trywage, Trywede: see Truth,

Trivet, Trewage, Truehkad. Tryys, -st,

•ste, var. Trice sb)- Obs.

Tsabalsm, Tsabian, var. Sabaism, Sabian.

Tsaing : see Tsine.

llTsamba (tsoe-mba). [Tibetan.] An article

of food made from barley-meal, extensively used

in Tibet and adjacent parts.

TSETSE.

1858 SiMMONDs Diet. Trade, Tsamba, a Tartar [properly
Tibetan] name for the meal of barley. 1891 W. W. Rock.
HILL Land oy Lamas iii. 129 They cultivate the soil suffi-

ciently to raise what barley is needed to make tsamba. 1908
Ailunxum 13 June 721/3 The native food, .in the Tibetan
districts tsamba (barley meal mixed with yak butter).. was
plain and uninviting. 1909 Bible in tlt£ World Sept. 268/2
After tea and tsamba I retired to the roof.

Tsar (tsar) [Kuss. ii,api>], the now prevalent

spelling of Czar, q. v. for etymology and history.

(Also Tzar.) Hence Tsarate, Tsa'Tdom, Tsare-
vltch, Tsare-vna, Tsaritsa, etc. : see Czabate,
CzARDOM, etc So Tsarist (tsa-rist), an adherent

or maintainer of Tsarism; Tsarlet (tsaulet), a
petty Tsar.
a 1670 [S. Collins] Pres. St. Russia (1671) 55 By the Grace

ofGod We the Great Lord *Tzar, and GreatDukeAlexei,[etc.]
. . Tzar of Cazan, Tzar of Astrachan, Tsar of Siberia [etc.].

l8o>-3 tr. Pallas' Trav. (1812) 1. 229 Heraclius, the Tzar
of Georgia. 1810 E. D. Clarke Trav. Russia, etc. (1839)

29/1 The connection which subsisted between the tsars of

Muscovy and the emperors of Constantinople. 1890-93
[see Czar]. 1863 *Tsarate [see Czarate]. 1877 D. M.
Wallace Russia xviL 270 When the Grand Princes of

Moscow brought the other principalities under their power,
and formed them into the *Tsardom of Muscovy. 190X

Fortn. Rev. June 1034 Some, .doubt as to the future of the

Tzardom. 1906 Kropotkin Mem. Revolutionist (1908) II.

ix. 143 The *Tsarevich. .began to scold the officer. 1890
*Tsarevna [see Czabevna]. 1799 W. Tooke View Russian
Emp. I. JO He caused to be inserted in all the "tzarian titles,

the words: of all .. Russia. 1905 Daily Chron. 21 Aug. 5/6
The ideal of Tsarian authority. 1895 Blnckiu. Mag. Feb,

312/1 The trial of those accused of *Tsaricide. x89_t

*Tsarina [see Czarina]. 1904 Longm. Mag. Oct. 204 If his

*Tsarish Grace should.. find himself in danger. x88a C.

Hamlin in Chicago Advance 9 Mar., That cold-hearted

cruelty which *Tsarism has engendered. x9oa Daily Chron.

4 June 8/2 Tolstoy's last pamphlet, .is hostile to Socialism,

and favourable to Tsarism. 1907 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 202

The tide of *Tsarist Power has passed over the steppes.

1833 R. Pinkerton Russia 300 The Tzar, .performed a pil-

grimage .. accompanied by his *J"zaritza. 1890 Tsaritsa

[see Czaritza]. 1880 Fortn. Rev. XLVI. 285 i his frightful

regime of innumerable "Tsarlets. 1905 Dillon in Contemp.
Rev. Aug. 280 'I'hey are sharers of autocratic absolutism,

provincial tsarlets.

II Tsatlee (tsse-t|U). [Cantonese, corresp. to

Pekinese Ch'iLi 'seven miles': named after a

locality in the Chekiang province, where it is pro-

duced.] A very superior kind of white native-

reeled raw silk, produced for the foreign market.
1848 S. W. Williams Middle Kingd. xv. II. 123 The raw

silk is an article of sale; the sorts usually known in the

Canton market are tsatle, taysaam, and Canton raw silk.

X858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Tsat-tie, Tseh-li, a species of

China silk obtained in Nankin and the Northern paru of

the empire, superior to the Canton kinds. 1913 Times

27 June 24 The silk of China comjirises, white, yellow, and
wild silk. Of these raw white silk (the tsatlee of the

European market) is the most important.

Tsch-, German spelling of Ch- (= tj).

II
Tachaike, app. a form of Caique.

1790 Naval Chron. IV. 4S2 One chebec, . .one tschailce,..

were destroyed.

Tsclieffldnite (tje-fkinait). Min. Also

tschev-, and (after Ger. spelling) tsohewkinite.

[See quot. 1868 and -ITE 1.] A rare mineral, a sili-

cate containing titanium, iron, and the metals of the

cerium group, occurring in velvet-black masses.

1850 Ansted Elem. Geot., Min. etc. 443 Tschewkinite,

silicate and titanate of cerium, lanthanum, and didymium,
with oxide of iron. x8«8 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 387-8 Tscheff-

kmuc. .Tschewiinil. G. Rose, Reis. Ur.Tl, ii. 1839... From
the Ilmen Mountains in the Urals ; only a few specimens

have been found. , . Named after the Russian general,

Tschevkin [Tshefkin].

Tschermigite (tja-imigsit). Min. [See

def. and -ite l!] A name for ammonia alum (see

Alum 2), esp. as occurring native in brown coal at

Tschermig in ]5ohemia.

1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 651-2 Tschermigile. Ammonia
Alum. This salt is manufactured from the waste of gas

works, and used extensively in place of potash alum.

II
TseMbouque, variant of Chibouk.

184s E. FitzGerald Le/t. (1889) I. 150 Now the bores are

those who have smoked tschibouques with a Peshaw

!

II
Tsoboadar, obs. variant of Chobdar.

X687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 25 The Tschoadar,

who carries his Yagmourluk or Cloak for rain,

II
Tserln, var. Uzeken, dseren.

1893 Lvdekker Horns ^ Hoofs iv. x82 The tserin [niispr.

tseain], or Mongolian gazelle {Gazetta [or Procapra] gut-

turosa) of the desert regions of portions of Mongolia,

Tsessabi, -ebe, -eby, variants of Sa.ssaby,

II Tsetse (tse-ts«). Also tzetse, tzetze, {enon.

tse). [Sechwana (i. e. Ikchuana language) tsetse^

A dipterous insect {Glossina morsitans, of the

family Tabanidx), abundant in parts of tropical and

southern Africa ; its bite is often fatal to horses and

other domestic animals. Also applied to other

s|)ecies of Glossina. More fully isetse-fly.

1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II. 396 [Gordon

Cumming'sJ horses were killed either by lions or horse sick,

ness, and the fly called 'tzetse'. All his oxen were killed

by this insect. 1850 R. G. Cumminc Hunters Life .S". Afr.

(1902) 139/2 Four [horses] that arc bitten with ' tsetse ', and

must die in a week or two. x86s — Last Jrnls. i. (1873) '5

The people. .say there are no tsetse flies. 1889 I.. V, Shfl.

don i". Africa 94 The Tse fly stings their horses. (189S
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J. Brown Scauana Dict.^ Tsetse,^ fly destructive to cattle.]

1898 [see Trypanosoma]. 1904 Brit. Med. JmL 20 Aug.
368 Sleeping sickne::^ is conveyed, at least in Uganda, by
that species of tsetse fly we know as Glossina palpalis.

Tahekh (tjex), variant of Czech, Bohemian.

f Tsia, variant of tcha^ Chia Obs.^ tea.

1661 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 183 A little Pot for

Tsia or The..; another greater Tsia Pot. 171a tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I. 85 The, or Tsia, is a very little Leaf, which
is brought dry'd from China.

^
Hence Tsio'logy {tionce-wd^y a scientific dis-

sertation on tea.

i8«7 {itiie) Tsiology: Discourse on Tea, Tea Making,
History of East India Co., &c.

Tsigane, etc. : see Tzigane.

Tsine (tsain). Also tsaing (saiq). [translit.

Burmese saingj\ A species of wild ox (Bos son-

dakus) found in Burma and the Malay archipelago

;

also called banteng,
1898 Zoologist Jan. i Tsine are certainly kittle cattle, 1900

PoLLOK & Thom sports Burma iii. 102 During my long

residence in Lower Burma..! killed but five tsine. Ibid.^

Tsaing or Tsine. Ibid. ^42 There were numerous signs of
Bos sondaicusy the banting or tsine, as well as gaur about.

1903 Sat. Rev, 18 Apr. 48:/: The gaur, the gayal, the tsine

or banting . . might be acclimatised.

T square : see T 3 b.

Tu, obs. f. TnoM pers. pron., To prep. ^ Two.
Tua. Tuaine, obs. Sc. ff. Two, Twain,
Tuae, Sc. dial, form of Tway, two.

Tualy, obs. form of Towel.

II Tnan (t«-an). Also touan. Native name in

Australia for the Flying Squirrel or Flying Pha-
langer (genus Belideus),

1846 G. H. Haydon Five V. Expcr. Australia- Felix iii,

57 The flying squirrel, or tuan, is much sought after for its

fine fur. 1859 H. Kincsley G. Hamlyn xxxi. The Touan, the

little grey flying squirrel, only begins to fly about at night,

II Txiailt (t/Vafi), a. Obs. rare. [Fr., = killing,

pres. pple, oittur to slay, kill.] Of language or

words : Cutting, biting, keen, trenchant.

167a ViLLiEKs (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsed iv. x. (Arb.) 99
Ay, I gad, but is not that tuant now, ha? is it not tuantl
16^ Marvkll ReA. Transp. i. 17 To say Mr. Bayesis
more civil than to say Villain and Caitiff, though these in-

deed are more tuant. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 13.

1673 HiCKERiNGiLL Greg. F. Greyh. 142 This harangue tuant
and clean, i^ Phillips (ed. Kersey) s. v., A Tuant ^est,

i.e. a tart, biting Jest.

Tuam, Tuart : see Tew-ibon, Tooabt,

il Tuatara (t7Jata*ra). Also (erron.) tu&ter&y

-tura. [Maori, f. /«a on the hack + lara spine

(Webster, 191 1).] A large lizard, Sphenodon
punctatufii or Haiteria punctata^ dark bronze

green in colour with white or yellowish specks,

and having a dorsal row of yellow spines, formerly

common in New Zealand : see quot. 191 1.

[iSao Gram. ^ Voc. N. Zealand 218 (Morris) THa tdra,

a species of lizard.] 1890 Catal. JV. Zealand Exhib. (ibid.),

'llie Tuatara is the largest existing New Zealand reptile.

It . . is placed . . in a separate order kRkyucocephalina\ 1911
C. DE TFiiEBRvin United Empire Mar. 183 One of the pecu-
liar animals from which scientists have estimated the pro-

bable age of New Zealand is the tuatara, a small lizard

about a foot in length and of a dark bronze colour. It is

extinct on the mainland but is still to be found on the shores

of the outlying islands. 1914 Chamh. yrnl. Nov. Ty>/:i

The extraordinary characteristic ofthe tuatara is its capacity

for perfect rest, and its apparent power of existing without
food or water.

II Tuath (t«*ah), Irish Hist. [Ir. ttlaih people,

cogn.ite with OE. p^od^ Goth, pitida, OTeut.
*peudd, Indo-Enr. *teuld; ME. Thede, q. v.] A
* tribe ' or ' people * in Ireland ; hence, the territory

or district of a tribe, in which sense written in

16th c. iogkey ToiTGHE, q. V.

1873 W. K. Sullivam in 0*Currys Anc. Irish I, Introd. 79
The term Tmith was.. applied to the people occupying
a district which had a complete political and legal adminis-
tration, a chief or Rig, and could bring into the field a
battalion of seven hundred men. The word was also applied
however to a larger division, consisting of three or four, or
even more Tuatlis, called a Mdr Tuat/i, or great Tuaih^.

.

a<isociated together for certain legal and legislative pur-
poses. 1877 W, F. Skene Celtic Scotl. \\. 11. x. 460 Before
letters were introduced, .each tuath, or tribe, had probably
its own variety of the common speech. 1898 J. Heron
Celtic Ch. 14 A group of families from a common ancestry
made a sept; a still larger group was called a clann..;

while a tribe or tuath consisted of several ofsuch clanns, septs,

and families, ibid. 16 Ihere were in Ireland one hundred
and eighty four tuaths or tribal territories.

Tuay, obs. Sc. form of Tway, two,
Tuayl, obs. form of Towel.
Tub (t»b\ sb. Forms: 4-7 tubbe, 5-6 tobbe,

5-7 tob, 6 toubbe, tube, toob (also 9 dial.), 6-7
tubb, 6- tub. [Com. West Ger. : ME, tubbe =
MDu., MLG. lubbe, tobbe, T)u. and MFl. tobbe,

Flem, tubbe («), tibbe,¥n&.j LG., and EFris. tubbe.'\

1. An open wooden vessel, wide in proportion to

its height, usually formed of staves and hoops, of

cylindrical or slightly concave form, with a flat

bottom.
Often with defining word indicating its special use, as

alms-tub, bath-t., Imtter-t., kneading-t., ivash-t., etc. : see

these words. Also loosely applied to a butt, barrel, or cask.

c 1386 Chaucer Millers T. 435 He gooth and geteth hym
Vol. X.

a knedyng trogh, And after that a tubbe and a Icymelyn.

\y^^-1 Earl Derby's Exp. {Ca.md^n) 224 Pro vasis ligneis..

VIZ. tubbes, trowes, boketes et basketes. 1481-90 Howard
Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 228 Item, for a lok for the almes tobbe,

ij. d. 1496 Nottingham Rec. III. 296 For v. tobys. 1509-
10 Rec. Si. Mary at Hill 260 Paid to a Coper for hopyng
of the Tobbys and J>e Barelles that longith to the Chirche
xvj d. 1526 Dunmow Ckurchiv. Ace. If. 5 b (MS.) Payde
for a toob and ii. bokks to fett waiter, vii^. 1531 Lett, iy

pap. lieu, P'llly V. 180 For morter toubbis, cowlis, water
buckettes,,,etc. 1557 in Lane. <y Chesh. Wills (1884) 64,

iiij Tubbs to salte fleshe in. 1561 Hollvbush Horn. Apoth.
3 b, Bath his fete in a depe tob. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878)

58 Take tub for a season, take sack for a shift. 1645 Br.
Hall Remedy Discontent. xvL 86 Here doe I see a Cynick
housed in his Tub, scorning all wealth and state. 1829
LvTTON Devereux m. iv, Diogenes in his tub. 1838 Dickens
Nich. Nick, ii, A distorted fir-tree, planted.. in a tub.

fig' 1^% Humours 7'(7w«2Coop'dup..likeaCinic, in thy
Tub of a Study.

t b. A sweating-tub formerly used in the treat-

ment of venereal disease ; hence, the use of this

;

see quots. and cf. tub-fast in 10; also called

{mother) Cornelius* tub, and tiWu^Xvtly powdering-
tub. Obs,

1594 Nashe Un/art, Trav. ly Mother Cornelius tub why
it was like hell, he that came into it, neuer came out of it

'599 tsee Powdering-tub 2]. 1603SHAKS. ;T/t'<M.^r^/, in,

ii. 6q Luc. How doth. .thy Mistris? Procures she still?

Ha? Clo. Troth sir, shee hath eaten vp all her beefe, and
she is her selfe in the tub. z6o8 Armin Nest Ninn. E iv b,

Where they should study in priuate with Diogenes in his

Cell, they are with Cornelius in his tub. 1676 Wiseman
Chirurg. Treat, viii, ii. 13 Tub and Chair were the old way
of sweating, hut [etc.]. 1688 R. Hoi.^iE. A r?noury in. 421/2
He beareth Argent, a Doctors Tub, (otherwise called a
Cleansing Tub), Sable; Hooped, Or.

C. Gold-mining. A puddling tub.

1859, '869 [see Puddling vbl.sb. 4, Puddle ». 6], 1864
Rogers Nexv Rush 11. 47 Miners' tubs and cradles, left to

chance. On the resistless torrent's surface dance. 1884 T,
Bracken Lays of Maori 154 The music of the puddling
mill, the cradle, and the tub.

d. Used as a measure of capacity, varying with

the commodity it contained : see quots.

1706 Phillips (ed, Kerseyi, T'k^ 0/ Tea^ the Quantity of
about 60 Pounds : of Camphire from 56 to 85 Pounds ; of
Vermilion from 3 to 4 Hundred Weight. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Treuie s, v., The tub of butter must contain at least

84 lbs. ; the tub of camphor is 130 Dutch lbs.

e. A small cask or keg of spirit, containing

about four gallons. (A smugglers' term.)

1835 Marrvat Three Cutters ii, I made three seizures,

besides sweeping up those thirty-seven tubs. 1869 R. M.
'^KV.'LKHTWtv.Deep DcnvnvAv. 180 They do say that the boats-

men [coast-guards] are informed about the toobs. 1884

J. C. Egerton Sussex Folk ^ (Kayj v. 65 This cottage, .has

. . been as full of tubs from top to bottom as ever it could hold.

£ vulgar colloq. Applied to a corpulent person.

1897 Flandrau Harvard Episodes 316 With a moon-faced
tab ufa woman I'd never seen before,., hanging on to me.

2. A bathing-tub, bath-tub (of any shape) ; colloq,

or jocularly, a bath ; hence, the action or practice

of taking a bath, esp. on rising.

['5^ Plat Jewell-ho. \\\. 94 The room would be close

whcrin you place your bathing tub.] 1849 bJ*ti/e^ Fork 11

They., nave an hereditary aversion for the Saturday tub.

1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, iii, A great splashing in

an inner rooili stopped.. and Dry^dale's voice shouted out
that he was in his tub. 1865 'C. Bf.de' Rook*s Gard., etc.

251 It must have been prior to the date of the institution of
the tub. 1893 A, Lang .S7. Andretvs L 15 nofe^ George
Wisliart astonished his contemporaries by taking cold tubs,

3. Applied to a slow clumsy ship, esp. one
which is too broad in proportion to its length;

often humorous or contemptuous \ also, a short,

broad boat ; spec, a stout roomy boat used for

rowing practice, as distinguished from a racing-

boat; cf, tub-gig, tub-pair (see 10), Tub v.,^.

a 1618 Raleigh Invent. Shipping 9 In C^sars time, the
French Briitains. .had very untoward Tubs in which they
made Warre against him. 1675 Hobbes Odyssey {it-j-j) 54
And now my child at sea is in a tub. 1809 W. Irving
Knickerb. 11, iv. (1861) 52 Here the rapid tide, .seizing on the
gallant tub. ., hurried it forward with a velocity unparalleled
in a Dutch boat, navigated by Dutchmen. 1827 Blackw,
Mag. XXI. 398 One was four feet broader, another was as
much shorter than the Victory, and they were incompari'ion
all Tubs. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk III. 4 No
lighter^boat, except the little tubs used for rowing off from
tne beach, could be obtained. 1853 ' C. Bedk' I 'erdant
Green x, He next day., made bis first essay in a ' tub *. xooi

D. B. Hall & Lo. A. Osborne Sunshine ff Sur/'w^ His
old tub of a vessel . . was known from one end of the Pacific

to the other.

4. Applied contemptuously or jocularly to a
pulpit, esp. of a nonconformist preacher : cf. TuB-
PREACHKBj -THUMPEIt.

1643 Owen Duty 0/Pastors <^ People viii, Must a master
of a family cease praying in his family,.. for fear of being
counted a preacher in a tub? 1680 Drvden Prol. to Uni-
versity 0/ Oxford 13 Jack Presbyter shall here erect his

throne, Knock out a tub with preaching once a day. 1710

Hearnr Collect, (O.H.S.) II. 351 A huge Bonfire was made,
and the Tub in w^" he used to hold forth was placM on y
top of the Pile. 1728 Vow. Dune. w. 2 A gorgeous seat, that

far out-shone Henley's gilt tub, or Fleckno's Irish throne.

iSox Spectator 5 Dec. 804/2 Let the pulpit speak, and the

tub too—there will still be too much sleep.

5. Coal-mining. ' Originally a mining bucket,

now specially applied to the open-topped box of

wood or iron, mounted on wheels, in which coal is

brought from the face to the surface. It has sup-

planted the old 'corf, which was a basket carried
on a tram. The tram and tub are now, in most
cases, a single structure * (Heslop Norihumb.
Gloss. 1894). Cf. Corp 2, Tuam sb.'^ a.

1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. ^ Durh.
54 Tub, an open-topped box of wood or iron, attached to a
tram, and used in conveying coals from the working places
to the surface. 1859 R. Hunt Guide Mus. Praet. Geol.
(ed. 2) 222 Cages [in coal mines] are attached to the wire
rope, and these move in guides in the pit. The tub (8 cwt.)
is placed in those [cages], and when drawn to the surface
placed in the teaming croiiles. 1893 Athenseum 2t Oct.
551/3 The old-fashioned 'tub' in the cut 'A Coal Mine'
will hardly be recognized by the present generation of pit-
men .

. , who, though they still use the word, no longer know
the thing, which has been replaced by small trucks which
run on rajls into the cage. 1894 Heslop (as above), The
tub, containing twenty-four pecks [is] three feet in length,
thirty inches in width, and twenty-six in depth.

b. The lining of a pit-shaft.

1839 [implied in tub-plank in 10]. 1855 Qrr's Circ, Sc,
Inorg. Nat. 'zy] In all cases, the foundation of a permanent
tub should rest on a water-tight stratum, i860 Whale Diet.
Terms (ed. 2), Tub, a cast-iron cylinder put in the shaft
instead of bricking. 187^ Knight Diet. Mech., Tnb,..^
casing of wood or of cast-iron sections, .lining a shaft.

6. fa. On the early railways vulgarly applied
to an open truck or a seatless carriage. Obs.
1886 H. S. Brown Auiobiog. vii. (1887) 30 We called it a

' stand up ' and it also went by the name of ' a tub ', 1890
N. ^ Q. 7th Ser, IX. 470/2 At the time when the railway
between Nottingham and Grantham was opened forty years
ago, carriages of the lowest class, . . third or fourth, were
something like [what] cattle-trucks are now, and were known
colloquially as ' tubs '.

f D. A covered carriage or conveyance, Obs.

C. ? = tub'gig {a) (see 10}.

1889 John Bull 2 Mar. 142/2 Tubs we ca* the covered
carriages, tubs wasn't known in these parts. 1911 F,
Harrison Auiobiog. Mem. II. xxlv. 73 It was the age of
' tubs ' and they often took Jane Brice, my mother and
Kllinor Abraham, .as sitters.

7. Naut. See quot.
1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Tubs, Topsail-halliard,

circular framed racks in which the topsail-halliards are
coiled clear for running,

8. A local name of the gurnard, esp, the sapphirine

gurnard, Trigla hirundo. Also tub-fish (see 10).

Couch takes this as a contraction of Cornish tubbot, -ut.

160a Carew Cornwall 32 Of flat [fish there are] Brets,

Turbets, Dories,, .Tub, Breame &c. 1836 Yarrell Brit.
Fishes I. 42 From West bay to the Land's End, where the
Gurnards are called Tubs, Tubfish and, in reference to

colour, Red Tubs. 1861 Act 24 ^ 25 I'ict. c. 109 {4 All
migratory fish of the genus salmon, . . salmon, . . buntling,
guiiiiad, tubs, yellow fin, sprod, herling, . . or .. any other
localname. 1863 l\ep. Sea Fisheries Comm. (1865) II. 404/2
A tub., is a large specimen of the gurnet. ..Hake and tubs
are the most we catch.

9. In proverbial phrases: f B., A tale of a tub^

an apocryphal tale; a *cock and bull' stury. Obs.

b. {To throw out) a tub to the whalej to create a
diversion, esp, in order to escape a threatened

danger. C. Every tub t?iust (or let every tub)

stand on its own bottom : cf. Bottom sb. 1 1 b.

a, 153a More Con/ut, Tindale Wks. 371/2 Consider the

pfaces & his wurdcs together, & ye shal find al his pioces«;e

therin a fayre tale of a Tub. Ibid, [see '1 alk sb. 5 b], 1562

J. Heywood Prov. ^ I pigr, (1867) 144 A tale of a tub, thy
tales taste all of ale. 1631 Lenton Charac, Kixb, Oft-times

hee goes but to the next 'I auerne, and then very di-creetly

brings her homea tale ofa Tubbe, 1709 O.Y>\Vif.s Eng, Prov.
4- Rejl. (ed. 2) 57 If one taiks ef Chalk, another will talk of
Cheese still, or tell a Tale of a Tub. 1724 [see Tale sb. 5 b].

b. 1704 Swift '/', Tub Author's Pref. 14 Sea-men have a
Custom when they meet a Whale, to fling him out an empty
Tub,..todivert him from laying violent Hands upun the Ship.

..It was decreed, that in order to prevent these Leviathans
from tossing and sporting with the Commonwealth (which of

it self is too apt to fluctuate) they should be diverted, .by a
Tale of a Tub. 1728-31 Lett.fr. Fog's yrnl. (1732) II. 73 It

has been common to throwout^^ometliing to divert and amuse
the People, such as a Plot, a Conspiracy, or an Enquiry about
Nothing, .. wliich Method of Proceeding, by a very apt
RIetaphor, is calPd Throwing out the Tub. 1748 RK;iiARDSON
CIarissa {i%io) III. vii, 54. 1768 Earl Malmesburv /?/«?-/«

^Corr. I, 23 Weilnd it a mere tub to amuse the whale. 1826

J, DoVLE Ess. Cath. Claims 248 Some tub for a whale of
prejudice to knash its teetli against. 1912 Nation 29 June
465/2 He throws a tub to the High Church whale.

C. 1730-6 Bailev (folio) s. v.. Every i ub mu^t stand upon
it's own Bottom. 1772 Graves Spir. Quix. (1820) I. J7I.

1885 ' H. CoNWAV * /-a///. Affair xxix, I think it's better to

let every tub stand on its own bottom.

10. atlrib. and Comb,, as tub-bath, -boat, 'tar

(Ear sb}- 8), -eight (Eight B, 2 b), -end, -hoop (in

quot. transf.), -kennel, -^ifiy -plank, -plant, -pulpit,

-timber, -washing; objective, ti'A tub-buyer, -carrier,

-filler, -maker ; in sense 4, as tub-lecture, -meeter,

-minister, -orator', also tub-bellied, -brained,

-coopering, -keeping, -like, -shaped adjs. ; also tub-
butter, butter packed in tubs for keeping or

export ; tub-camphotf, camphor imported in tubs

(from Japan) ; tub-cart « ^«//-^/^ (a) ; tub-chair,
a deep semicircular chair resembling a tub; tub-
dress, a dress of washing material: cf. tubfrock

\

tub-drubber-=TuB-THUMPER; tub-engine, a!con-

trivance for raising water by means of a chain of

tubs or the like; tub-fake (Fake sb.'^), the coiled

tow-line in the line-tub of a whale-boat {Cent. Diet,

1 89 1 cites J, W. Collins); f tub-fast, abstinence

56
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during treatment in the sweating-tub : cf. lb;
tub-fish = sense 8 ; tub-frock = tub-dress ; tub-
gardening, cultivation of plants or trees in tubs

;

tub-gig, (a) a deep low-hung gig with rounded
corners and seats facing inwards ; a governess car

;

{b) = tub-pair \ tub-gin = tub-engine \ f tub-
hunter, a parasite, a sponger ; tub-loader, Coal-

mining', see quot. ; tub-oar, the oar next the line-

tub in a whale-boat ; so tub-oarsman, one who
attends to the running of the line when in use

{Cent. Diet. 189 1) ; tub-pair, a pair-oared practice

boat {College slang) ; tub-plot, cf. Meal-tub Plot

(Meal sb?- 3 b) ; tub-race, a race in which the

competitors use tubs instead of boats ; tub-saw, a
cylindrical saw ; tub-size v. trans, to size (paper)

in a tub or vat ; to haud-size, as distinguislied from
engine-size \ tub-skirt, tub -suit : cf, tub-dress \

tub-sugar, sugar packed in chests and covered
with fine clay {Cent. Diet. 1891); f tub-tail, a
farthingale or hooped skirt ; one who wears this

{contemptuous^ ; tub-trimmer, ? a cooper ; in

quot.yf^. ; tub-wheel, {a) the wheel of a colliery

*tub'; (^) a horizontal water-wheel with spiral

floats ; = Danaide
; {c) a rotating drum in which

hides are washed {Funk^s Stand, Did. 1895);
tub-woman, a woman who carries a tub or tubs

;

also a woman suggesting a tub in figure. See also

Tubman, Tub-preacher, Tub-thumper, etc.

1896 AlWutfs Syst. Med. I. 850 Each patient receives a
*tub-bath of twenty minutes at 70** every third hour. 1846
y. Baxter^s Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) 11. 263 Before the
South-down sheep were improved, they were very flat on
the ribs, and *tub-beUied. 1883 Brit. Q. Rev. July 108
Crossing the narrow water-way m one of the heavy *tub-
boats of the country. 1634 W. Wood Ne^v Eng, Prosp. To
Rdr., Many a *tub-brain'd Cynicke, who because any thing
..is too large for the straite hoopes of his apprehension, he
peremptorily concludes it is a lye. 1829 S. Shaw Hist.
Sta^ordsk. Potteries iv. 105 The common people of the
district at the present day, call Irish * Tub Butter, Pot Butter.
x88o Spans' Encycl. Mantif. 574 Japanese camphor, .is also
known as* Dutch [, or **tub' camphor,.. from its being im-
ported to Europe in tubs covered with matting, each placed
within a second tub. 1899 Baring-Gould Bk, of West II.

275 The **tub-carriers', who conveyed the kegs on their
backs. 1906 Daily Chron. 26 Sept. 4/4 Three little girls.

.

clambering and pushing their way into the *tub-cart. 1839
Mrs. Carlyle Lett.^ to Mrs. Welsh 7 Apr. (1903) 1. 76 Car-
lyle in his grey plaid suit, and his *tub-chair. 1847 — Lett.
(1883) II. 20 In a tub-chair—a little live bundle of flannel
shawls. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xii. The devil's in the ped.
ling *tub-coopering carle 1 1909 Philad. Public Ledger
24 June 5/1 (Ad7't.) Women's and Misses' Stylish *Tub
Dresses. 0x704 T. Brown Wks. (1730) IV. 199 Faith and
Reason.., as has been judiciously observ'd by the fam'd
*Tub-drubber of Covent Garden, can never be brought to
set their Horses together. 1533 MS. Ratvl. D. 776 If. 170
For ij *Tubb Eares of woode sett on the same tubbe. 1901
Daily News 22 Feb, 5/1 The boats used in these novice
races are clinker built. . .They are outrigged, but have fixed
seats. At Oxford and Cambridge they are generically
known as '*tub^ eights. 154a Richmond Wills (Surtees)
30 Two trowes, and a bowtyn ton, and a *tube ende. x'joz

T, Savery Miner's Frietui 55 Your *TuI>Engines, or Chain-
Pumps, may draw forth the Water. 1607 Shaks. Ttmon iv.

iii. 85 Bring downe Kose-cheekt youth to the*Tubfast, and
the Diet. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 176 A man,
designated '*tub-filler ', with a ladle of copper, was em-
ployed in filling a hogshead with chopped blubber. 1668
WiLKiNS Real Char. n. v. § 3. 136 *Tub-fish, Piper. 1769
Pennant Zool. III. 233 The Red Gurnard.. agrees in its

general appearance with the tub fish. 1888 Goode Amer.
Fishes 304 The Tub-fish, T[rigla\ hirundo^ is of frequent
occurrence on the west coast of Scotland. 1900 Wcstm. Gaz.
I Feb, 5/2 What we have for some time now called '"tub
frocks' are certainly the best for the South. 1904 Daily
News g Aug. 5 A most fascinating article, entitled ' •Tub-
Gardening . 1836 Sir G. Head Home Tour 433, 1 pursued
my journey to Whitehaven, in a covered car, or * *tub-gig ',

for which vehicle the title of the ' conveyance ' is generally
applied. 1884 Froude Carlyle^ Life in Lond. xi. I. 316
The brothers went in a steamer from Liverpool to Bangor,
and thence to Llanberis, again in a ' tub-gig ', or Welsh car.

x888 WooDGATE Boating 72 Lessons in a tub-gig are the
best remedies for this fault. 1703 T. Savery Miner's Friend
21 As easily learn'd as their driving of a Horse in a *Tub-
Gin. /did. 57 My Engine, .will clear an old work, .as readily
as your Tub-Gms or Chain-Pumps. 1892 Pall Mall G.
24 Oct. 2/3 Hoops, or (as they were called in Queen Anne's
time, when they reached their maximum proportions) •tub-
hoops. 1600 Dr. Dodypoll III. i. in Bullen O. PL III. 125
You are a sweet smell-feast, Doctor ; that I see. He [have]
no such *tub-hunters use my house, 1900 Speaker 10 Feb.
506/1 The *tub-keeping philosopher .. with the Psalmist
crying ' AH men are liars '. 1908 Rhys Davids Early Bud-
dhism L 7 When he [DiogenesJ lived, like a dog, in his *tub-
kennel. 1709 O. Dykes Eng. Prov. ^ R^^. (ed. 2) 56 From
a Pulpit-Harangue, to a *Tub-Lecture of extemporary Zeal.
1857 RusKiN Pol. Econ. Art I 2 People who. .lived in tubs,
and used gravely to maintain the superiority of *tub-life to
town-life. 1867 Morn. Star 12 Apr., The miserable /owz/e-j
d incendies that do duty in their own streets (Paris), .these
weak "tublike structures. 1895 W. Wright Palmyra ^
Zenobia xxix. 371 The tublike turban of the Druzes. 1891
Labour Commission Gloss., * Tub Loaders, men who hew at
night-time and on other occasions, while the pit is not draw-
ing coals, and fill the empty tubs left in the pit. 1719
D'Urfey Pills I. 153 The Tories, and the *Tub-meeters,
That roosted near Leadcnball. i66x Gauden Hooker's
Eccl. Pol. Ded. 4 Those club-masters and *tub-ministers,
who sought.. to overthrow the ancient and goodly fabric of
this church and kingdom. 1849 Bronte Shirley viii, ' The
Kev. Mos«s Barraclough : t' *tub orator '...'Ah !' said the

Rector. .' He'sa tailor by trade \ zZjoDaily News 11 Feb.,

The president .. had Messrs. Moss, Burgass, Payne, Baker,
Mirehouse, and Lewis out in **tub' pairs, a mode of im-
provement which has been generally found very beneficial

to the individual members of the crew. 1839 Ure Diet.

A rts 973 The upper ends of the first set of *tub-i)lanks being
cut square and level all round, the second spiking crib, .is

fixed. 180X Jefferson Writ. (1830) III. 455 The poor arts

of *tub-plots, &c, were repeated till the designs of the party
became suspected, a 1791 Wesley Wks. (1872) VIII. 532
Let there be no. .*tub-pulpit, but a square projection, with
a long seat behind. X903 Siu W. J. Fahrar in Mem. Abp.
Temple (1906) I. vi. 86, 1 don't think Temple joined in the

attempted *tub-race. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.y Cylin-

drical Sa7u ..'i-i variously called a *tub-saw, drum-saw,
barrel-saw. x888 F. G. Lee in Archseologia LI. 363 A cir-

cular *tub-shaped font. x88o J. DxiUBW. Prnci . Pape^-maker

55 *Tub-sizingy preparation of the gelatine. 1887 Harper's
Mag. June 124/2 If paper is to be 'tub-sized' as well as
* engine-sized ',an animal size, .is mixed with dissolved alum
and placed in a tub or vat, through which the web of paper is

run after leaving the first set of driers. 1909 Philad. Public
Ledger 24 J[une 7/7 (Advt,) '*Tub' Skirts.. Nice quality
linen in white, tan & blue. 1595 Gosson Quip/es l/pst.

Gentlew. 161 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 257 Therefore *tub-

tailes all may rue, That they came from so vile a crue. X59X
Knaresb. Wills {Surtees) 1. 173 All the *tubbe tymber thatt I

have hewene. X589 Hay any Work Title-p., An vnskilfull

and a deceytfull *tubtrimmer. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-Farm-
i^S 133 "Tub-washing is sometimes more convenient for

small flocks. x8si Greenwell Coal-trade Terms North-
umb. (5" Durh. 7 The small diameter of the *tub wheels.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tub-wheel, a peculiar kind of
wheel to a water-mill. 1660 Okie's Lament. 33 A Fat *Tub-
woman was my Goddesse great of War. 17*7 Capt. S.

Brunt Voy. to Cackl. 34 They carried two Pails a-piece
with a Yoke, like our Tub-women.

Tub (tZ7b), z/. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To batlie or wash in a tub or bath.

eolloq.

1610 B. JoNSON Alch. IV. iii, In your bathada You shall

be sok'd, and strok'd, and tub'd, and rub'd. X883 G. H,
BouGHTON in Harper's Mag. Apr. 700/1 She was ' tubbing'
the two babies,

b, intr. To wash oneself in a tub or bath ; to

take a tub or bath, esp. on rising, eolloq,

1867 Pall Mall G. No. 708, \-j2-2f-2 Gentlemen who didn't

tub of a morning. 1885 C. H. Eden G. Donnington ii. It

was necessary.. to tub and dress by the feeble flame of a
single candle.

2. traits. To line (a pit-shaft) with a water-tight

casing of timber, masonry, or iron; to dam back

(water) in a shaft or tunnel in this way ; to shut off

(watery strata or seams) from the shaft with tubbing.
x8xa J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1857) I. 94 The low-

main coal is kept perfectly dry by tubbing the watery seams
with a circular casing of oak wood. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts
972 When several fathoms of the strata must be tubbed, in

<y:dcr to stop up the water-flow. 1862 Chamb. yrnl. 5 Apr.
217/1 The shaft. .is built round with brick at the top and
bottom, while the rest of the way is * tubbed' with long
planks placed perpendicularly round the sides. 1865
Jevons Coal-Question (i866) 68 When this flood of water..
had been 'tubbed back'. x88i Sands Sk. Tranent'x. 17 The
Coal Company offered to ' tub ' or line the faulty pit with iron

plates. 1884 tr. Lotze's I^ogics\\\. 359 Men who are tub-
bing a well with masonry.

3. To put or pack in a tub ; to plant in a tub.

i8a8 T. Hook Hum. Wks., Fashionable Parties {iZ-j2) 22-2

Drawing rooms at ninety-six, and half-a-score sickly orange-
trees tubbed on the top of a staircase. X889 Daily News
ag June 6/3 As soon as the grower finds it won't pay him
to send all his strawberries to market for table use, he
begins to pick them and tub them, and sell them by the ton
to the jam maker.

b. To soak (bricks) in a tub before setting or

laying them.
1913 Daily News 31 Mar. 6 The walls., were built in

cement mortar and the bricks properly tubbed,

4. trans, and intr. To coach (oarsmen) in a
' tub* ; to practise rowing in a * tub ' (Tub sb, 3).
Hoboing slang.

x883 Society 18 Nov. 7/2 'Tubbing' vigorously, with the
. . intention of putting on a boat for the Lent races. 1883 in

Standard 17 Jan. 3/7 An hour and a half was then spent in

tubbing the men. tSSy Daily News 28 Jan. 3/6 Proceedings
commenced . . by Mr. Orde tubbing the [men] in the gig pair.

Hence Tubbed (t»bd)///. a.

x88a Sala Amer. Revis. (1885) 250 Our pickled or ' tubbed

'

pork. 1890 J. Hatton By Order 0/ Czar in. iii, A court-
yard . .gay with tubbed laurel and tented tables.

II
Tubal (ti«-ba). [L. and It. tuba.']

1. (//. tub80.) The straight bronze war-trumpet
of the ancient Romans.
1882 Athenxuni 8 Apr. 452/1 Two other musicians blow

long straight trumpets, exactly like the Roman tuba. X890
E, B. Custer Following Guidon Pref. 9 The tuba.. was a
kind ofstraight bronze clarion, about thirty-nine inches long.

2. Mus. {pi. tubas.) A bass wind-instrument of

the sax-horn family ; a sax-tuba or bombardon

;

cf Sax-horn ; also, one who plays this instrument.
185a Crystal Palace 2S5/1 The Sa.x-horns in alto, soprano,

tenor, tuba, bass, &c. x838 Pall Mall G. 10 Dec. 4/2 Three
trombones and a tuba have.. a free run for their money.
iSSg /bid. 13 July 3/1 In ' Otello ' Verdi.. has written im-
portant parts for piccolo, cor anglais, bass clarinet, a third
bassoon, two cornets, and a tuba. 1889 W. H. Stone in
Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 184/1 Tubasare made in many keys, in
F in Germany, in ED and Bt) in this country. 1909 Punch
20 JAn. 38/2 A .. nonagenarian with a voice like a bass tuba.

b. An 8-foot high-pressure reed-stop in an ort^rjxn.

1876 Hiles Catech. Organ x. (1878) 72 Tuba, Tuba Mira-
bilis, Ophicleide—a Trumpet stop (striking reed) of large
scale and on a high pressure of wind. 1889 Sir J. Stainer

in Grove Did. Mus. IV. 184/1 The Tuba Is not solely used
as a Solo stop. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 15/3 The organ
..soared and swelled.., a crash of trumpet and tuba that
left a vibrant humming in the air.

II Tuba ^ (t«-ba). Also tooba. [Arab, (in

Koran xiii. 28) ».5ftt> ttibah^ supposed to be a, Ara-

maic tuba beatitude, Heb. n^lD tobah. Some com-
mentators suppose a tree to be meant, the opinion
cited by Sale, and adopted in the quots.] A
naythical tree growing in the Mohammedan para-
dise : see quots. Also tuba-tree.
1817 Moore Lalla R., Paradise ^ Peri 622 }^\y i^st is

nowof the Tooba Tree, Whose scent is the breath of Eternity !

X833 A Ckichton Hist. Arabia I. vii. 317 The Tooba, or
tree of happiness, so large that the fleetest horse could not
gallop in a hundred years from one end of its shadow to the
other. 187s Emerson Lett. ^ Soc. Aims viii. 206 In (a
Persian] poem the soul is figured as the Phoenix alighting
on Tuba, the tree of Life. 1894 W. R. Thayer Poetns 26
The odors of blooming tuba-trees Thro' the gardens steal.

II Tuba 3 (t«ba*, iu'hs). [Malay ^^ tUba.']

1. In the Malay archipelago, the Philippines, etc.,

the name of species of Dalbergia from the roots of

which an intoxicating juice is extracted ; also, the
juice itself, wliich is used as a fish-poison. Also
applied to the berry of Anamirta Cocculus (known
as cocculus indicus), and to the fruits oi Jatropha
Curcas and Croton Tigliunty used for the same
purpose. Also attrib,

[1894 Dennys Diet. Malaya 416 Tuba, the name of a
creeping plant (dalbergia) the root of which.. is used to
stupefy fish for the purpose of capture.] 1895 Swettenham
Malay Sk. 225 The water is poisoned with the juice of tha
tuba root 1898 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 414/1 This is how we
fished with the tuba six years ago. 1899 W. H. Furness
Folk Lore Borneo 27 The people go Tuba fishing, poisoning
the stream with the juice of the Tuba root.

2, The fermented sap of the unopened flower-

buds of various palms, esp. the coco-nut and
Palmyra palms ; palm-wine ; also, the alcoholic
liquor distilled from this ; arrack.
X902 W. E. Safford in Amer. Anthropologist 728 He

climbed a coconut-tree, .and brought in a bamboo joint full

of tuba, delicious as cider just beginning to turn sharp.
X913 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 560 Long tumblers of pink tuba.

Tubage (ti77*bed2). [= F. tubage (Littre,

1874), ^* ^"^^ Tube : see -age.]

1. Surg. The introduction of a tube into a cavity

or canal ; esp, intubation of the larynx.
x88o M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat <V Nose 1, 181, I must

here briefly refer to the subject of catheterism and ' tubage'
of the larynx. 1886 in Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. {1897)
IX. 29 [In 1886 O'Dwyer predicted] that at no distant (^y
tracheotomy would be entirely superseded by 'tubage of the
larynx '. 1896 [see Intubation],

b. Ordnance, The insertion of an inner tube or
lining in the bore of a cannon ; also, the process

of shrinking an outer tube on an inner bore.
X882 Rep. ofChiefof U, S. Ordnance 244 (Cent. D.) The

present short steel tube has been the result of the essays in
the tubage of guns.

2. Tubes collectively ; tubing ; a system of tubes

;

in quot., in a tubular boiler.

X896 Daily Ne^vs 20 Apr. 5/1 When the fires are at work,
the slender tubage heaves and throbs, and through it scurries
the river of steam-generating water.

Tubal (tiw'bal), a. [f. L. tub-us Tube + -al,]

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a tube

;

consisting of tubes ; tubular, rare.

1735-6 H. Brooke Univ. Beauty iv. 126 Its wanton floods
the tubal system lave. X899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 46 In
the early tubal form of the heart, the auricles are placed
below, .the ventricles.

2. Anat. and Fath. Pertaining to, occurring in,

or affecting the Fallopian tube, as tubal dropsy,

pregnancy, the bronchial tubes, as tubal cough,

respif'ation, or the renal tubules, as tubal nephritis,
%Z*z-2AGoods StudyMed. (ed. 4) IV. 181 Eccyesis Tubalis,

Tubal Exfetation, X857 Bullock Cazeaux' Midivif. 244
Having been once deposited in the tubal canal, the ovule
traverses its whole length, and falls into the uterine cavity.

Ibid. 246 Tubal Pregnancy .. is the most frequent o£ all the
varieties of extra-uterine pregnancy. 1857 Dunglison
Med. Lex. s.v. Murmur, Respiratory, The respiration, per-

ceived over the trachea and bronchia in health, is called
tracheal or bronchial or tubal. . .according to the situation

in which it is heard, i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Tubal
Cough, see Bronchial Cough. X873 T. H. Green Introd.
Pathol, (ed. 2) 276 Tubal nephritis,. is one of those morbid
processes which constitute Bright's disease. 1890 Bilungs
Med. Diet. s. v., T{iibal\ dropsy, hydrosalpinx.

Tnbar (ti77*baj), a. [f. as prec. + -ab1: cf. F.

lubaire.] Of the form of a tube ; tubular.

1887 Soi.LAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 418/1 Articulate and
inarticulate tubar skeletons of calcisponges.

Tnbate {iifrhe^t), a. Bot, rare, [ad, mod.L.
tubalus, f. L. tubus Tdbe : see -ate ^.] Formed
into a tube; having a tube or tubes; tubal, tabular,

1866 in Treas. Bot.

Tubbal (tybal\ Also tubble. [? dial. var. of

TwTBiLL.] Local name of the common mattock,

or of a special form (see quot. 1902^; in Cornwall,

a miner's tool of similar form ( = Tubber -).

1847-78 Halliwell, Tubble, a mattock. Devon. 1880
W. Cornwall Gloss., Tubbal, a miner's tool. 1903 ReP.
Proz'iftc. Aug. (E.D.D.), Tuhbal, usually a heavy mattock, '
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with a small axe-head, used for grubbing or rooting. Also
a very common name for the common mattock.

Tubberl l^tcbai). [f. Tub sb, or z;. + -EB^.]

a. One who makes tubs, a cooper, b. One who
lives in a tub, a cynic like Diogenes, o, A rowing
man who is 'coached' in a * tub' {nonce-use), d.

One who tubs : see Tub v. i b.

xSaj Brochett A^. C. IVords^ Tuhber^ a cooper, a maker
of tubs. 1883 Ahttondbury -V Huddersfidd Gloss. ^ Tubber^
a cooper. 189X Blackw. Mag. Mar. ^374 A concession to

Diogenes and other tubbers. 1804 Sporting Life 28 Feb.
6/2 Shortly after four o'clock tubbing practice was begun..

.

Lewis and Keirison were the third set of tubbers taken out.

Tu-bber^. local. [Cf. Tubbal, Twibill.] A
tool nsed in Cornish mines : = Beele 2,

1671 Phil. Trofts. VI. 2104 The Instruments commonly
used in Mines, that serve for ripping the Loads...A Beele or
Cornish Tubber (Le. double points) of 81. or 10 1. weight,
sharped at both ends, well steeled and holed in the middle.
I7S3 Chambers C^cl. Supp., Tubber-Men are the people
who work with this tool, . .called in other places beel-men.

Tu'bbiness. [f. Tubby + -ness.] Tubby
quality or condition.
1881 Daily ^ews ag Dec. 6/4 Fishing smacks. ..Stoutly

built. .and somewhat inclined to tubbiness. 1906 I^. G.
WELr^ Days o/Comet (1907) 130 Its long skirts accentuated
the tubbiness of his body, the shortness of his legs. 1910
Sat. Rev. 18 June 785/2 Arpeggio passages .. opulent and
satisfying without any suspicion of tubbiness.

Tubbing (twbir)), vbL sh. [f. Tub v, (or sb^
+ -iNG 1.] The action of Tub v.

1. a. t Treatment in the sweating-tub : see Tub
sb. I b. b. Washing or bathing in a tub or bath.

1657 G. Starkey Nature*! Explic. To Rdr. 9 Salivation
in the Lues or Tubbing is a dotage, a 1845 Hood Black
yobxni^ In spite of all ihetubbing, rubbing, scrubbing. .The
blacks.. were as black as ever I 1894 ^o\sz Exeter Coll.

(O.H.S.) p. clxii, The quite modem institution of tubbing in

the mornings.

2. The lining of a pit-shaft or tunnel with a

watertight casing : see Tub v. 2 ; concr, the casing

of timber, masonry, or metal sections used for this.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 969 The pit . . must , , be sunk
through the quicksand by means of tubbing, i^i Grken-
WELL Coal-trade Terms Northumb, <V Durk. 55 At present,
tubbing is put in in metal segments. 1855 Orr's Circ,
Sc, Imrrg. Nat. 237 There are severid kinds of stopping
out water, or tubbing, as it is called... Stone tubbm^,..
Plank tubbing,. .Solid wood tubbihg,..and Metal tubbnig.
i86a Smiles Engineers III. 297 The skilful casing of the
shaft with segments of cast-iron—a process called ' tubbing '.

b. attnb.y as tubbing-dtal^ -plate ^ •wedge.

1839 Ukk Diet. Artsgjj The tubbing deals, .must now be
fixed. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Terms Coal Mining, Tubbing
plates^ cast-iron segments forming portion of a ring of
%.v^^\Ty%. . .Tubbing wedges^ small wooden wedges of pitch
pine.. hammered in between the joints of tubbing plates..,

thus stopping back every drop of water from the shaft. 1886

J. Barrowman Sc. Afinin^ Terms tZ Tubbing-deals, den\s
put behind tubbing in a shaft.

3. Rowing in a ' tub *
; training for a boat-race in

a * tub ' : see Tub sb. 3, v. 4,

1884 Pall Mall G. 11 ^an. 10/2 Operations on the Cam
commenced yesterday with 'tubbing', xofi^ Daily Nervs
23 Mar. 1 1/2 The Dark Blues did some tubbing work first.

Tnbbisb, (t^'hij"), a. [f. Tub sb. + -isH V]

Somewhat tubby; resembling a tub,

1565 GoLDiNG OxntTs Met. iv. (1593)91 Of tubbish timbrels

..a hoarse and jarring sound. 1785 Wolcott (F. Pindar)
Odes Roy. Acad. iv. 11 Men whose heads are rather tub-

bish, Or, drum-like, better form'd for sound than sense.

1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz, Charac. vii, He was a short, round,
large-faced, tubbish sort of man.
Tubble : sec Tubbal.

II Tubboe {^vhd) . Also tubba. [? native word
in W. Africa.] Each of the excrescences or sores

in framboesia; also in//. - Kbambocsia, Yaws.
1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 387 The infectious matter.,

produces subcutaneous sores, which are called Tubboes.
18U-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4} II. 432 When the tumours
point from the soles of the feet, they cannot prtss through
the thickness of the slcin, and hence form imperfectly, and
produce highly elevated calluses, which arc called tubba or
crab.yaws. 1898 Sir P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxvii. 438
'Tubboes', 'tubba', 'crabs', 'crappox', 'crabes' are ex-

pressions applied to the painful manifestations on the soles

of the feet [in yawsl. Forms of chronic dermatitis on hands
and feet are ' dartres ',

* tubboe ', ' crabs ', dry ' tubboes '.

Tubby (t»-bi), a. [f. Tub sb. +-v.] Kesem-
bling or suggesting a tub.

1. Tub-shaped, tub-like ; of rounded outline,

and stout or broad in proportion to the length ; of

a person, corpulent.

1835 Anster tr. Faustus 11. v. (1887) 269 Come, short-
horned, thick Devils, tubby, stubby. 1859 Sala Tw. round
C/(7c^(i86i) 14 They are mostly square and squat in rigging,
and somewhat tubby in build. 1885 Pall Mall G. 9 June
2/2 In 1690.. he [Stradivariusl began to improve his model,
bringing it flatter, tlie great secret of the true violin as op-
posed to the old tubby model. 1891 Kipling Plain TaUs
/r. Hills vii. 54 Fat Captains and tubby Majors. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 21 Mar. 4/2 Driving a tubby [motor] car.

2. Sounding like a tub when struck; dull or
wooden in sound. (Said of stringed instruments.)
1806-7 } Bewesforu Miseries Hum. Life (ed. 3) xvi. 90

Thedeacl, lumpish, tubby tones of the fourth and fifth strings
of the guittar. 1883 Haweis My Musical Life (1884) I. 95
He [the vioHnl goes * tubby ' (a term used tu express a dull
vibration).

Tube (ti«b), sb. [a. F. tube (1460 in Godcf.
Compl.)^ ad. L. tub-us.'\ I, Artificial.

1. A hollow body, usually cylindrical, and long
in proportion to its diameter, of wood, metal, glass,

or other material, used to convey or contain a liquid

or fluid, or for other purposes ; a pipe.
A more recent and more generic term than pipe, in which the
form of the thing is chieflyconsidered,and thus used in refer-

ence to many things to which//^« is not appIit;d,/*//)fbeingaii

older term retained for tubes used for the passage of liquids,

smoke, air, or gas, while tube is applied to most recent
inventions; but the distinction is often arbitrary, depending
on the custom of the workshops.
1658 Phillips, Tube,..Any long pipe through which water

or otlier liquid substance is conveyed. 1660 Boyle New Exp.
Phys. Meek. i. 33 The Mercury in the [barometric] Tube fell

down lower, about three inches, at the top of the Mountain
then at the bottom. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. iv. § 3 When
the Sucker in a Pump is drawn, the space it filled in the Tube
is certainly the same, whether any other body follows the

motion of the Sucker or no. 1837 Goring & Pritchabd
Microgr. 206 [In] a solar microscope . . B, liie tube containing

the condensing lens. X846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 288 Lateral

pressure on the sides of the tube of the gun. x86t N. A.
Woods Pr. Wales in Canada ^ U.S. i22The whole Tube
[of a tubular bridge] was first actually built in England and
sent out piece meal.

b. = Tubing, material of a tubular form.
i8a3 J. Badcock Dotn, Amusem. 78 Some feet or yards..

of that more pliable composition tube, employed by the

makers of beer engines. 1^3 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr.

(1907) 87 A piece of india rubber lube.

2. In Specific applications usually indicated by
context, a. A glass or other tube used in chem-
istry; esp. « Tkst-tube, Tube of safety — safety-

tube (Safety io),

1800 tr. Lagrange's Ckem. I. 60 Melt the phosphorus in

boiling water, and apply to it one of the ends of the tube,

while you hold the other in your mouth. 1807 T. Thomson
Chem. (ed. 3) II. 207 A tube of safety is a tube open at its

upper end, and having its lower end plunged in water. 1827
Kakadav CA^w/. Maitip. i. (1842) at Glass tubes of various

sizes closed at one end. Ibid. xiv. 307 The best tubes are

those made of Bohemian potash glass, and used by Liebig

in hb analyses of organic bodies.

b. A tubular surgical instrument ; a cannula

;

an intubation-tube,

180^ Med, Jml. IX. 7 The tube is to be passed downwards
until It again reaches the substance to be extracttd. 1857
DuNULisoN Med. Lex., Tubcy GistpJuigeal, stomach tube.,

.

Rectal tube, defecation tube, 1877 Knight Diet. Mech.
s. v., (Surgical tubes) a. An esophageal tiibe^ capable of

being passed into the stomach, b. An elastic gum tube

passed /i-raww/w into the colon. ..f. A tracheal tube. 190a

Brit. Med. JrnL 3 July, Owing to the depth of tlie wound
two drainage tubes were introduced at the time of

operation.

C A fire-tube or water-tnbe in a steam-boiler

;

a boiler-tul>e.

X833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 32 In a long waggon-
shaped boiler the tubes, .should be made flat and broad

enough to reach from side to side. 1003 Daily Chron,

7 Jan. 7/a In the fire-tube or cylindrical boiler the fire and
smoke went through the tubes, and in the water-tube the fire

was outside the tubes and the water passed through them.

d. A small collapsible cylinder of tin or lead

used to hold semi-liquid substances, as oil-colours.

Z841 Rand Patent Specif. No. 886^ Their contents may
easily be squeezed out by collapsing the said tubes or casts.

1877 Knight Diet. Mech. 2643/1 Collapsible tin tubes for

artists' colors. x88i [see tube-colour in 12 bj.

e. In wool or worsted spinning: kS. tube yarn \\\

12 b, and Tube v. 2.

1884 \i 'est. Morn. News 5 Sept. 7/^ The foreign yarn

trade keeps pretty brisk, particularly in lustre wefts, and
similar yams on the tube.

f. (See quol.)

1877 Knight Diet. Mech.^ TK^tf, .. 4. the barrel of a chain-

pump.

3. An optical instrument of tubular form, esp. a

telescope : more fully optic tube. Now arch,

1651 (see Optic A. i\. 1668 Pepys Diaty 4 Dec, Wrote a
letter at the Board, by the help of a tube, to Lord Brounckcr.

1668-Q Ibid. 14 Mar., My eyes being very bad, and . . I

forced to find a way louse by turns with my tube, one after

another, a 1718 Pkior Solomon iii, 470 Of his fair Deeds a

distant View I took ; But tuiii'd the Tube upon his Faults

to look. 1781 CowpER Cfiarity ^87 Some grave optician .

.

finds that though his tubes assist the siyht. They cannot

give it. 1807 J. Barlow CWtt/«i5. vii. 386 On the tall decks,

their curious chiefs explore. With optic tube, our camp-
encumber d shore. 1867 G. Gilfillan Night iv. 1 16 To the

silent tube in Herschel s hand A hiuidred suns spring up.

t4. Applied to a tobacco-pipe. poet. Obs. rare.

1736 I. H. Browne Pipe of Tobacco Poems (176S) 117

Little tube of mighty pow'r, Charmer of an idle hour. 1784

Cowi'KK I'ask V. 55 With pressure of his thumb To adjust

the fragrant charge of a short tube. That fumes beneath his

nose.

1 5. A cannon ; also a rifle or hand-frun. poet.

176a Falconer Ode Dk. ofYork 138 The ships their horrid

tubes display. Tier over tier. i8oz Sporting Mag. XVI I.

148 With curious skill the deathful tube is made. 1816

BvRON Siege of Cor. iii, To point the tube, the lance to

wield.

b. A small pipe introduced through the vent,

formerly used in firing cannon ; a friction-tube,

quill-tube, or priming-tube.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 230/2 Firing it [gunpowder]

with tubes, introduced at a vent bored through the button

and breech of the gun, of different lengths, so as to reach

the dilTerent parts of the powder. 1828 Webstkk, Tube^ in

artillery, an instrument of tin, used in quick firing. 1867

SuvTH Sailors Word-bk.^ Tubes, for guns, a kind of portable

priming, for insertion into the vent,—of various patterns.

C. The inner cylinder of a built-up gun, upon
which the outer case is shrunk. Cf. Tubage i b.

1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

6. a. A musical wind-instrument, a pipe. poet.
rare. b. The main cylinder of a wind-instrument
{Cent. Vict. 1891).
iSao Keats Hyperion i. 206 Solemn tubes, Blown by the

serious Zephyrs, gave of sweet And wandering sounds, slow-
breatbed melodies.

7. a. A pneumatic dispatch -tube.
i860 Once a li-'eek 28 July 130/2 Written messages are

sucked through tubes. ..We hear a whistle; this is 10 give
notice that a despatch is about to be put into the tube at
Mincing Lane, two-thirds of a mile distant. 1861, 1874 [see
Dispatch sb. 12]. 1866, 1894 [implied in tuhe-joumey, tube*
room : see 12]. 1905 Daily Chron. zy May 4/3 From White-
ley's 6,194 parcels were dispatched in five hours, of whicli
78 per cent, could have been sent by tube.

b. Tlie cylindrical tunnel in which an under-
ground electric railway runs; also short ioi tube-
railway, colloq.

Twopenny Tube, the Central London Railway, opened in
1900 : see Twopenny.
1900 H. D. Browne in Londoner 30 June {heading), The

Twopenny Tube. 1900 Punch 4 July 7/1. igoi Lancet
2 Nov. 1209/2 A good portion of the air must be driven back-
wards and forwards unchanged in the tube. 1902 If-'cst/n.

Gaz. 24 Oct. 2/3 When the phrase ' the twopenny tube ' came
into existence.. a similar electric 'tube ' liad been in regular
running for close upon ten years. 1905 Rider Haggard in

Gardener's Year May 165 The first part of my journey..
was by Tube.

8. Physics. A tubular figure conceived as being

formed by lines of force or action passing through

every point of a closed curve ; as tube offlow (see

Flow sb.'^ i b), tube offeree^ tube of induction.
J878 W. K. Clifford Dynamic 109 If we take a small

closed curve, and draw lines of flow through all points on it,

the tubular surface traced out by these lines is called a tube
of flow. x88i [see Flow 5^.' 1 b]. 1885 Watson & Burbury
Math. The. Electr. ff Ma^n. I. 104 The portions of any
surfaces in an electric field intercepted by the same tube of

force are called corresponding surfaces,, .the algebraic sum
of the electricities included m the tube in its passage from
any one surface to any other, i^a Sloane Stand. Electr.

Diet., Tubes of Force, aggregations of lines of force, either

electrostatic or magneiic. They generally have a truncated,

conical or pyramidal shape and are not hollow. Every
cross-section contains the same number of lines,

n. Natural.

9. Anal, and Zool. A hollow cylindrical vessel

or organ in the animal body ; a canal, duct, pas-

sage, or pipe, as in the circulatory, alimentary,

respiratory, reproductive, or excretory systems;

often preceded by a defining word, as alimentary^

bronchial. Eustachian, Fallopian, intestinal tube,

etc. : see these words.
(cf. 1598FLOHIO, Tw^Cj-.the pipe wherethrough the marrow

of the backe bone runneth. i6ii Cutgr., l ube, a Conduit-

pipe; also, the hollow of the back-bone, or the pipe tliruugh

which the niairow thereof doth runne.J 1661 Blount
Glossogr, (ed. 2). 1696 Phillips {ed. 5), Fallopian Tubes,

two slender Passages proceeding from the Womb. 1741,

1755 Eustachian tube (see Eustachian]. 1809 Med. Jml.
XXI. 400 The oesophagus, .that animated tube. 1826 Kibby
& Sp. Entomol. IV. xli. 128 Connected by a slender tube

with each mandible in spiders is a vessel with spiral folds,

which seems properly to belong to this head.^ 1831 J.

Davies Mail. Mat. Med. 374 Its passage in the intestinal

tube is attended with the same phenomena. 1904 Brit.

Med. Jml. 10 Sept. 584 The main depots of lymphocytes..

are round the hollow tubes of the body.

b. One of the siphons of a mollusc.

1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. \. (1852) 8 It [cuttle-fish] could . . take

good aim by directing the tube or siphon on the under side of

its body.

10. A hollow cylindrical cliannel in a plant ; spec.

in Bot. the lower united portion of a gamopetalous

corolla or gamosepalous calyx ; also, a united circle

of stamens.
a 1704 Locke Elem. Nat. Philos. i.x. (1754) 34This [juice] is

convey "d by the stalk up into the branches, and leaves,

through little, and in some plants, imperceptible tubes. 1760

J. Lee Introd. Bot. i. iii. (1765) 7 Monopetatous [corolla].

.

consists of two Parts, viz. the Tube, or lower Part, which is

usually Tube-shaped ; and the Limb, or upper Part. 1776

Withering Brit. Plants (1796) IV. 310 Tubes white,

brownish with age. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 394 Syn-

genesia. Stamens united by their Anthers into a tube,

rarely by their Filaments also. 1884 Bower & Scott De
Barys Phaner. 187 The laticiferous tubes permeate the

whole body of the plant, in most cases as a continuous

system.

11. Applied to other tubular or cylindrical ob-

jects or formations of natural origin.

1831 Literary Gaz. 15 Jan. 44/2 Lightning Tubes—In the

neighbourhood of the old castle of Kemstein.. there have

been found this summer very firm and long vitreous tubes.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxv. 36^ The tube in fact resembled

a vast organ-pipe. 1865, 1884 [see FulguriteJ. 1878

Huxley Physiogr. 190 The moUen matter.. thus forms a

hard stony tube lining the volcanic chimney.

III. 12. atlrib. and Comb., as tube attendant,

-holder, -room, system, trade, -vase, -wall, -work,

-worker ;
tube-rolling sb, and adj. ; tube eyed,

-like, -shaped adjs. ; in sense 2 a, as tube-apparatus,

-atmolyser, -bath, -chemistry, -furnace^ -receiver,

-retort', in sense 7b, as lube bill (Bill sb:-^ 3),

conductor, mileage, railway, -route, station, -Irain^

traveller, tunnel,
56-2
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x8*7 Fabadav Cht-m. Manip. xiv. {1842) 315 Sulphur may
be combined with platina, and phosphorus with hine, in a
*tube apparatus. 1873 Watts Foivnes' C/uiu, (ed. 11) 126
Atmolysis is best exhibited by means of an instrument
called the •tube-atmolyser. 191^ Daily Chron. 15 Feb. 1/7

A *tube attendant at the G.P.O. 1837 Fakadav Chem.
iJ/(z«/)*. xvi. (1842) 400 *Tube-baths for the conveyance of
limited temperatures either by the intermedium of water,

solutions, or metals. 190a Westm. Caz. 5 Nov. ii/i The
County Council has found itself unable to frame a
•Tube Bill \Z»-j Faraday Chem. Manip. vii. (1842) 225
Processes of this kind will be described and illustrated in

Section xvi. on *Tube Chemistry. 1909 Westm. Caz. 18 Feb.

9/4 'Tube conductor's shocking death. 179a Southey To
ConiemptatioH v, L.watch'd the *tube-ey«;d snail Creep
o'er his long moon-glittering trail. 1827 Faraday Chem.
Manip. xiv. (1842) 309 Placing two bricks edgeways, across

a loose square grate. ..makes an excellent 'tube-furnace.

Ibid, xix. 505 The tube furnace.. is an excellent instrument
for softening considerable lengths of tubes. 1B97 Westm.
Gax. 16 Dec. 3/1 A cigar *tube-holder that prevents the
odoriferous tube from spoiling his pocket. 1905 Brit^ Med.
yrtti, 16 Sept. 618 The tube-holder is graduated so that the
tube may be easily moved a distance of c^ inches. 1866 Geo,
Eliot ^. //t?/^ Introd., The *tube-journey can never lend
much to picture and narrative. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anai.
IV, 27/1 Animals whose *tube-like bodies are prolonged
deeply into the common mass. 1898 P. Manson TroP.
Diseases xviii. 291 Sometimes tube-like pieces, evidently
rings of mucous membrane .. are discharged, 190a Weshn.
Gaz. 21 Apr. lo/i The**tube' mileage in London. 1900
Daily l/e^vs 3 Dec 5/2 One of the most useful of the new
*tube railways. 1906 Charl. Mansfield Girl ^ Gods vi,

The warm stench from the Tube railway assailed her
nostrils. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xxiv. (1842) 644
Make some closed tubes,, .some *tube receivers.. and other
useful apparatus. Ibid. xix. 510 *Tube retorts.. are made
by first closing the end of a piece of tube, and then [etc.),

X908 Westm, Gaz, 13 Aug. 8/1 *Tube-rolling, .at is. 6d. per
1,000, 1894 Daily Neivs 22 Feb. 2/1 About 30 feet of*tube.
room on ground floor and contents severely damaged by
fire. 1901 Brit. Med. Jml. 9 Mar. 591/2 The lines of
•tube-route being chosen with a view to supplementing and
completing the means of communication from the suburbs.
1760 J. hFM Introd. Bot. I. iii. (1765) 7 The. .lower Part. .is

usually "Tube-shaped. iSag Greenhouse Comp. I. ^^ Erica
aurea^ tube-shaped yellow flowers on plants nearly 2 feet

high. 1913 Daily Neivs 28 Jan. 6 The trains that roar in

and out of a *tube station. 1908 Installation News II.

92/2 The *tube system [of electric wiring]. 1900 Westm.
Gaz. 8 Jan. 9/1 Severe competition in the *tube trade, 1901
Daily News 15 June 4/7 Journeying to and from the scenes
of their labour in *tube-trains. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 4 July
3/2 Thousands of "Tube travellers. 19x0 Daily Chron.
19 Feb. 3/4 Macdonald. .ran to the end of the train and
jumped into the *tube funnel. 1870 Mrs. Whitney We Girls
lii, They were so pretty to put in.. little *tube.vases. 1857
GossE Creation 226 The margin of the *tube-waU. 1890
Daily News a Jan. 2/8 The advance applies to gas, water,
and steam tubes, and all the *tube works of England and
Scotland are affected. 1896 N. Brit, Daily Mail 8 July 2
The pensioner, .is a Coatbridge man, having wrought as a
•tube-worker in the burgh.

b. Special Combs. : tube-bearing a., bearing
a tube ; spec, in Entom. having a tubular ovipositor,

tubuliferous {Cent, Did. 1891); tube-board, a
board above the reeds in a reed-organ in which
are the tubes or sound-channels to which the
wind passes from the reeds ; tube-breather (dis-

tinguished from gill-breather), an animal which
breathes through tubes, tracheae, or spiracles;

tube-brush, a wire brush for cleaning out boiler-

lubes or flues ; also, a slender brush for cleaning

the flexible tube of a feeding-bottle ; tube-
budding, budding by means of a cylindrical ring

of bark ; tube-case, in a steam-engine, the chamber
containing the tubes of a surface-condenser ; tube-
cast, a cast of a kidney tubule excreted in the

urine in Bright's disease ; tube-chirae, a chime of
tubular * bells * ; tube-clamp, a grab for seizing

and lifting well-tubes (Knight Diet, Meek, 1877);
tube-cleaner, a tool or other device for cleaning

boiler-tubes, etc. (ibid.); tube-clip, tongs for

holding heated test-tubes; also a clamp or clip

for gripping a pipe {ibid,); tube-cock, a valve

operated by compressing an elastic tube fitted into

the supply pipe {ibid.) ; tube-colour, paint packed
in a collapsible tube; tube-compass, compasses
with tubular telescopic legs (Knight) ; tube-
condenser, (fl) a bent glass tube with a stopper

at each end through which a smaller tube is

passed ; {b) in a steam-engine, a condenser in

which the cooling surface consists of tubes ; tube-
coral, organ-pipe coral (see Cohal sb."^ i b), or its

polyp ; tube-culture, culture of a microbe in a
test-tube ; tube-cutter, a tool for cutting off metal
pipes, a pipe-cutter; so tube-cutting; tube-
door, a door in the smoke-box of a steam-engine,
giving access to the flues (Knight) ; tube-drawing,
the making of metal tubes by drawing roughly
shaped cylinders through gaut^ed holes or over a
triblet ; also withdrawal of boiler-tubes for inspec-
tion or repair ; so tube-drawer; tube-expander,
•fastener, a tool for fixing the ends of boiler-

tubes in the tube-plate by expanding their ends
against the holes in the plate (Knight) ; tube-
ferrule, a ring or thimble forced into the end of
a boiler-tube to fix it in the tube-plate {ibid.)\

tube-filter, in a tube-well, a strainer to prevent

gravel from choking the pump {ibid,) ; tube-
firing, ? the use of a torpedo-tube ; tube-flower,

a tropical verbenaceous plant, Cterodendron Sipho-

nanthuSy in which the corolla is funnel-shaped

with a very long tube {Treas. Bot, 1866) ; tube-
flue, a fire-tube in a steam-boiler ; tube-foot,
one of the numerous ambulacral tubes of an
echinoderm ; tube-former, a machine for making
small tubes ; tube-frame, a tube roving-frame ;

tube-funnel, a glass funnel prolonged at the

bottom into a tube, a funnel-tube; tube-germina-
tion, the production of a germ-tube in the germina-

tion of a spore; tube-head = tube-plate (Webster,

191 1) ; tube-hearted a., having a series of pulsat-

ing sinuses instead of a heart, as the Amphioxus
{Cent. Diet, 1891) ; tube-ignition, in the internal

combustion engine, ignition of the charge by a hot

tube ; tube-machine, a tube-drawing machine

;

tube-maker, {a) one who makes tubing ; {b)

a tube-dwelling spider or annelid ; so tube-
making

; + tube-marine, rendering It. tuba

{trombd) marina^ the trumpet marine : see TiiUMPiiT

sb, 3 b ; tube-medusa, a medusa with an internal

system of tubes; a siphonophore ; tube-mill, (a)

a tube-making establishment or machine; {b) a
mill for pulverizing ore, etc., which is placed in

a revolving cylinder with loose flints or pebbles

;

tube-nosed «., tubinarial {Cent, Dict.)\ tube-
packing, packing to prevent water reaching the

tube of an oil-well (Knight) ; tube-plate, the

plate in which the ends of the boiler-tubes are set

;

tube-plug, a plug or stopper for boiler-tubes in

case of leakage (Kniglit) ; tube-pouch, a pouch
for priming-tubes (Webster, 1864); tube roving-
frame, roving-machine, a roving-frame having
revolving horizontal cylinders instead of conical

cans; tube-saw, a cylindrical saw (Webster,

1911); tube-sealer, -scraper = tube-cleaner

(Knight); tube-sheet = ^//(^^-//di/^ ; tube-shell,

a bivalve mollusc of the family Tubicoise or

GastrockxnidgR, distinguished by having a shelly

tube inclosing the siphons, in addition to the

ordinary valves of the shell ; tube-shutter, a
shutter closing the outer end of a submerged
torpedo-tube (Webster, 191 1); tube-spinner =
tube-weaver* tube-stopper = tube-plug 'j

tube-
surface, the heating or cooling surface comprised
in the tubes of a boiler or condenser {Funk^s Stand.

Diet, 1895); tube-valve, a tubular valve ; tube-
vice (-vise), a pipe-vice (Knight) ; tube-weaver,
a spider which spins a tubular nest or lair ; tube-
well, an iron pipe with a solid steel point, and
with lateral perforations towards the point, which
is driven into the earth until a water-bearing stra-

tum is reached, when a suction pump is applied to

the upper end ; tube-worm, a tubicolous worm ; a
pipe-worm ; tube-wrench, a wrench for gripping

pipes or tubes, a pipe-wrench ; tube yarn, yam
passed through a tube in the process ofmanufacture.

1880 A. J. HOPKINS in Encycl. Brit. XI, 483/a The chan-
nels, the resonators above the reeds [in the American organ]
exactly correspond with the reeds, and are collectively

known as the * *tube.board '. 1889 Cent. Diet. s.v. Gill'

^r^a///er,*Tube.breather. 1877 Knight Z>/V/. Mech. s.v.,

Stillwell's *tube-brush,,.may be operated by pulling and
pushing from the respective ends of the tubes. 184a Loudon
Suburban Hort. 307 Sometimes the stock is shortened, and
the ring put on its upper extremity, when it is called flute-

budding, or terminal *tube-budding. 1890 D. K. Clark
Steam Engine II. 683 The water is driven through the
*tube-case by two centrifugal pumps in each engine-room.

1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2)69 *Tube casts, .are

for the most part hyaline and finely granular. 1888 Facge
& Pve-Smith Princ. Med. (1891) II. 154 Tube-casts compar-
able with those which occur in the urine in ^right's disease.

1887 Pall Mall G. 20 June 3/2 *Tube chimes for church
towers—an English invention. i88x Bouvier tr. Delamar-
delle 9f Goupil's Painting on China i Thanks to the inge-

nious invention of*Tube Colours. 1877 Y^ii\GHT Diet. Mech.t
*Tube-condenser. 1890 D. K. Clark Steam Engine II. 641

The exhaust steam is condensed to the extent of two-thirds in

a tube-condenser overhead. 1876 Page ^(/7'. Text-bk. Geol.

xiv. 245 Among the zoophytes we have cup-corals, star-

corals, *tube-corals. i886 H. M. Biggs tr. Hucppe's Methods
Bacteriol. Invest. 143 The changes in such a *tube-culture

after the inoculation with the bacteria vary considerably.

1901 Waterhouse Conduit Wiring ^^ In all conduit work
a certain amount of *tube cutting is necessary. i8s8_ Sim-
MONDS Diet, yVrti/^, *7'w/'£-f/ra7('(rr,amaker of metali^iping.

1897 Daily Neivs 7 May 7/4 Consumers of iron—engineers'

ironfounders, bridge-builders, roliing-stock manufacturers,
and tube-drawers. 1833 Uhe Philos. Manuf. 61 The found.a-

tions of kindred works, such as. .*tube-drawing apparatus.

190Z Scotsman 13 Mar. g/8 The crews however practised

*tube-firing. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim, Life 551
The *tube feet are either partially or completely retractile.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 96/1 The *tube frame.. Instead of
cans,., is provided with revolving horizontal cylinders.. .The
rove which it produces has no twist. 1903 Motor. Ann. 220
*Tube-ignition is satisfactory for a fixed engine. 1B91 Cent.

Dict.i *Tube.machine. 190X Waterhouse Conduit Wiring
8 This strip.. is passed through a tube machine from which

it emerges as a perfectly smooth and regular tube. 1888
CasselCs Encycl. Did,, *Tube'inakers, the Tubicolae. 1890
Daily News 6 Oct. 2/5 Tube makers have this week ad-
vanced their discounts 5 per cent. 1898 Wesim. Gaz. 9 Mar.
8/2 The amalgamation of all the hig *tube-inaking concerns
in Scotland. 1694 W, Holdkh Harmony (1731) 152
The *'l'ube-Marine, or Sea-Trumpet,, fully expresseth the
Trumpet, i860 Wraxall Life in Sea x. 243 Among the
*Tube Medusae is also classed the pleasing Velella. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 1 June g/3 The addition of eighty stamps and
three *tube mills at the Nourse Mines. 1864 Webster,
*Tube-plate. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2)

211 Leaks about tubes and tube-plates are most frequently
caused by forced steaming. 1839 Ure Diet. Ar/s'^^ss The
Bobbin and Fly frame is now the great roving machine of
the cotton manufacture ; to which may be added, for coarse
spinning, the *tube roving frame. Ibid. 354 The cotton sliver

receives a twist.. in the bohbin and fly frame, or.. in the
*tube-roving machine. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., *Tube-
sheet. 190^ Daily Chron. 20 Jan. 6/3 The boiler tubes
getting choKcd up.. through the tubes leaking in the back
tube sheet. i86x P. P. Carpenter in Hep. Smithsonian
Instit. i860, 249 Family Gastrochsnidx. (*Tube-Sl)ells).

1884 Knight Diet. Mech., Supp., "Tube-valve. 1899 Daily
Neivs 16 Jan. 7/3 The tube-valve that set those massive
hydraulic triggers free. 1885 H. C. McCook Tenants Old
Farin 233 The arbor vitze hedge, where numbers of the
speckled 'Tubeweaver {Agalena nxvia) yearly spin their

broad snares, 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., *Tube-well. 1885
Z?a/(j'.\'i:wj7Feb.3/2packsaddlesformules,and tube-wells.

1819 Pantologia, Sipunculus, *tube-worm. 1891 Daily News
2 Oct. 2/6 Single yarns, *tube yarns, and mohair yarns.

Hence Tu'befol, as much as a tube will hold

;

Tu'beless a., having no tube or tubes,

1897 G. C. Bateman VivariumxW. 252 One or more *tube-
fuls {printed tubesful] of meat can be mserted into the gullet

of each Reptile. 1855 Chamb. Jnd. III. 206 Huyghens
made his observations with a *tube]ess telescope. 1898
Cycling 71 The Fleuss or * Tubeless Tyre '.

Tube, V, [f. prec. sb. ; cf, F. tuber (1489 in

Littr^).]

1. trans. To furnish or fit with a tube or tubes

;

to insert a lube in.

1828 Webster, Tube t'., to furnish with a tube ; as, to tube
a well. 1840 Civil Eng. <S- Arch. Jml. III. 27/1 This.. shaft

..should be properly tubed with cast or sheet iron. 1867
N. Syd. Soc. Bienn. Retrosp. Med. ^ Surg. 1865-6, 247 The
ease with which * tubing ' the larynx can be accomplished.
1886 H. S. Brown Autobiog. x, (1887) 57, I was engaged.

.

in tubing boilers.

2. To pass through or enclose in a tube ; cf. tube

yarn (Tube sb, 12 b).

1863^98 Luce Seamanship App. A. 46i"A recent improve-
ment in the spinner tubes the yarn, rendering it smoother
and..leavingfittle to be desired in the manufacture of rope.

3. intr. To travel by tube railway ; also to tube

it. colloq.

j^a Daily Chron. 31 Oct. 5/1 Yet my cherished hope was
this—That under our Metropolis From end to end I d tube
it. 1907 Ibid. 1 June 5/5 Shoppers can ' tube ' to the
West-end.

Tubed (tiwbd), ///. a. [f. Tube v, or sb, +
-ED.] Made or furnished with, consisting of, or

having a tube or tubes ; resembling a tube ; tubular.

1816 WoRDSW. Ode Day Tlianksg. x. 12 While the tubed
engine [i. e. organ] feels the inspiring blast And has begun

—

its clouds of sound to cast Forth. 1848 Jml. R. Agric.
Soc. IX. II. 372 The larch presents a tubed decayed heart.

i860 Wraxall Life in Sea x. 241 Among the strangest of

existing animals are the Tubed Jelly Fish, or SipTiono-

Ehorae. 187$ Howells Foregone Concl. 105 Mrs. Veevain
egan to look at the sketch through her tubed hand.

II
Tuber ^. Obs. PI. tuberes. [L. tuber masc.

(the fruit), fem. (the tree).] A kind of apple, or

the tree on which it grows.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 393 Now tuberls in quyncts me

may graffe. 1546 Langley Pol. Verg. De Invent, iii. ii. 65 b,

Zizypha and Tuberes two kyndes of apple trees. 16^
tr. Portals Nat. Magic iv. vii. 124 Medlars, and the fruit

Tuber may be shut up in pitchers, so to be preserved.

Tuber ^ (ti«b3j). [a. L. tuber neut., a hump,
swelling, pi. tilbera,']

1. Bot. An underground structure consisting of a

solid thickened portion or outgrowth of a stem or

rhizome, of a more or less rounded form, and
bearing * eyes * or buds from which new plants

may arise ; a familiar example is the potato. Also

applied to other underground structures resembling

this but of different origin, ns in tuberous roots,

1668 WiLKiNS Real C/tar. 90 Tuberous roots ; consisting

of one single tuber, or of several. 1704 [see bj. iSzs J.
Flint Lett. Amer. 57 The potato crops are better.., the

plants are more vigorous, and the tubers much larger. 1870
Hooker Stud. Flora 352 Orchis. Tubers globose ovoid or

palmate. x88o Gray Struct. Bot. iii. § 3 (ed. 6) 59 A Tuber
may be. .characterized as a short thickened rhizoma on a
slender base, or a rootstock some portion of which.. is

thickened by the deposition of nourishing matter.

II
b. A genus of underground discomycetous

fungi, comprising the truffles.

[1693 Phtl. Trans. XVII. 824 The Tu^e^^ Terrx..oh-
serv'd lately at Rushton in Northamptonshire.. are indeed

the true French Truffles, the Italian Tartuffi. 1699 Evelyn
Acetaria 42 Trufles, Pig-Nuts, and other subterraneous

Tubera.] 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Tuber, nroperly,

is a subterraneous Mushroom, or a Truffle ; but by Botanick

Writers, is often used to signifie the round turgid Roots of

some Plants : which they call Tuberose, or Knobby Roots.

2. A rounded swelling or protuberant part in the

animal body. a. Path. A morbid swelling or en-

largement, as of a gland, etc.

Z706 Philups (ed. Kersey), Tubtr^..^. Swelling or Bunch



TUBEBACEOUS.
in a Man's Body. 1834 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV.

233 Those who are constitutionally predisposed to a pro-
duction of tubers and tubercles. 1888 Fagge & Pye-Smith
Princ. Med. (ed. 2) I. 96 In a solid organ it [i.e. a tumour]
may form a rounded mass, which is called a nodule or tuber.

b. Anat. A rounded projecting part or structure

;

a tuberosity.

Chiefly as Latin, with pi. tnhera \ often with defining
word, as the specific name of such a structure: e.g. tuber
cinereum. a conical projection at the»base of the brain

;

tuher cochlear or tympanic the promontory of the tympanum.
1741 Monro Anat. (ed. 3) 209 The Tuber is afterwards

added in the Manner that other Epiphj'ses are. 1857 Dun-
GLisoN Med. Lex.^ Tuber cinereum, a grayish tubercle, seen
at the base of the brain behind the commissure of the optic
nerves. 1866 \in\iM\ Preh. Rem. Caithn. no Norwegians
are remarkable for the length of their skulls, and the very
general development of an occipital tuber, or probole.

3. s^en. A rounded projection, protuberance, rare,

1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta I. 32 We. .came where in

a torrent bed are laid bare certain great tubers of the lime
rock underlying.

iruberaceoiis(ti«bar^i-j3s),fl. Bot. [f. mod.L.
Tuberdcei (masc. pi.), -accm (fern, pi.), f. Tuber

\

see prec. i b and -aceous.] Belonging to the order
Tuberacem or Tuberacei of discomycetous fungi,

typified by the genus Tuber,
1909 in Cent. Diet. Suppt.

t Tn-berant, a, Obs, rare-^, [ad. late L.
tfibcrdfit-em (Appnieius), f. tuber, Tuber 2 ; see
-ANT.] Swelling out, protruding, protuberant.
1668 Culpepper & Cole BartltoL Anat. i. xiv. 33 The

tuberant or bossie part of the Liver.

Tnberated (ti/I-bar^ited), a, [f. L. iuberat-us

covered with tubers or knobs, Vtuber ^ Tuber '-*:

see -ED.] Having a tuber or rounded swelling ; in

Her, applied to a serpent borne with the middle
part twisted in a close knot.
c i8a8 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., TuBerated, gibbous,

knotted, or swelled out, as the middle part of the serpent.

Tnberation (ti«b3r^*j3n). rare-^, [f. as
prec. + -ATioy.] Formation or production of a
tuber or tubers.

17*7 Bailey vol. II, Tuberation, a swelling. 190X Times
19 Sept, 6/3 The excessive tuberation which potatoes
brought under cultivation acquire.

Tubercle (ti/7b34k'l). [ad. L. tuberculum
small swelling, boil, pimple, dim. of tubtr.

Tuber 2. Cf. obs. F. tubercle (Cotgr., 161 1).]
A small tuber or body resembling a tuber.

1. Anat. and Zool. A small rounded projection

or protuberance, as on a bone, or on tlie surface

of the body in various animals.
Often with defining word, as the specific name of such a

structure : e.g. conoiii, cuneiform^ genial^ laminated, tno'
dreporicy optic, scalene (etc.) tubercle : see the adjs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man l 17 To this Tubercle they
t' Ijones * of the larynx] are inarticulated and- knit. 1747
Gent/. Mag. Mar. 122/2 These creatures have several rows
of tubercles on their bodies. 1846 Brittan tr. Malgaizne"

s

Man. Oper. Surg. 1^3 A more or less projecting tubercle on
the first rib, which gives attachment to the anterior scalenus.
1880 Barwelu Aneurism iii. 39 Chassaignac's tubercle, the
transverse process of the fifth cervical vertebra,

2. Paik. A small firm rounded swelling or nodule
on the surface of the body or in a part or organ

;

spec, a mass of granulation-eelIs characteristic of
tuberculosis

; trans/, the disease tuberculosis.
Miliary tubercle: see Miliary i.

x66i LovELL Hist. Anim. ^ Min. 355 The tubercles of the
lungs. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 52 A Balsamick
Decoction.. dissipates Crude Tubercles. 1804 Abernkthv
Surg. Obs. Ttmtjurs 149 The ulcerated surface may heal,
and leave an indurated knob or tubercle in the affected
part. 1818 Art Preserv. Feet 3 The com is technically
termed 'clavus pedum', and considered as a tubercle with-
out organization, proceeding from the substance of the epi-

dermis, and originating in the tightness of shoes or boots.

1859 J. Tomes Dt-ntal Surg. (1873) 51 Tubercle does not
appear to interfere with the progress of dentition. 1876
Bristowk Tlu. 9f Pract. Med. (1878)67 It is a..character-
btic of tubercle that its specific ccl^ very rapidly fall into
defeneration.

3. Bot. a. A small tuber, or a root-growth re-

sembling a tuber, as in many orchids, b. A small
wart-like swelling or protuberance on a plant,
17*7-41 Chambers CycL, Tuber^ or Tubercle, in botany, a

kind of round lur^id root, 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760)
IV. ^49 A particular species.. has targe prickles growing on
round tubercles. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 498 Fucus,..
whose seeds are collected together in tubercles or swellings,
of various forms and sizes. 1880 Gray Struct, Bot. iiL S 3
(ed. 6) 60 Tubercles.. are of a mixed .. character between
tubers and tuberous roots.

4. attrih. and Comb.y as tubercle-like, -infected
adjs, ; tubercle-bacillus, the species of bacillus
which causes tuberculosis (also attrib.).

1866 Tate Brit. Mollusks iv. 165 A tubercle-like tooth [in
a shelll. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. Tubercle, Tubercle-bacillus.
1807 Daily News i Apr. 3/4 Both assume the so-called
tubercle-bacillus tint. 1898 Jt^estw. Gas. 3 Nov. 9/2 If the
Council can prevent the sale of tubercle-infected milk. 19x3
Times 6 Au^. 8/4 Microscopical examination of milk and
tubercle bacillus by analytical methods.

Tubercled (ti«-b3Jk'ld), a. Nat. Hist and
Path. [f. prec. + -ed 2.] Furnished or affected

with tubercles ; tuberculate.

1755 Gentl. Mag, Sept, 391/x The grain. .is green and
tubercled. 1819 Turton Conchol. Diet. 43 Hahotis. Sea*

445

ear. Halioiis iuberculata. Tubercled Sea-ear. 1829 Lou-
don Encycl. Plants {i^-^6) 410 The smaller melon thistle.. is

tubercled all over 1864 Webster s.v., A tubercled lung.

Tubercular (ti«b3*jki/2lai), a. [ad. mod.L.
*tubercular- isy i. L. tUbercul-um Tubercle -i--AR.]

1, Nat. Hist., etc. a. Of the nature or form of a
tubercle ; consisting of or constituting a tubercle.

b. Having or covered with tubercles, tuberculate.
1817 KiRBY & Sp. EntomoL xxii. (1818) II. 279 A subcu-

taneous larva belonging to the same order,.. moves also by
tubercular legs, i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Tubercular,
having tubercles; tubercled; tuberculate. 1877 Huxley
Anat. Inv. Anim. v. 231 The surface of the elytron is

covered with .. tubercular prominences. 1880 GUnther
Fishes 176 The young are smooth and the old have a tuber-

cular skin.

2. Path. Of, pertaining to, caused or character-

ized by, or affected with tubercles.

1799- [see b]. 1864 H. Spencer Princ. Biol. 11. ii. 152
Tuliercular matter, making its appearance at particular

points, collects more and more round those points. 1897
Allbutt's .Syst. Med. II. 47 Symptomatology— Nodular
Leprosy—* Tuberculated ',

' tubercular ', * tuberculous ',
' no-

dular-derma! ',
' dermal ', 'cutaneous ', ' hypertrophic ' leprosy.

1890 Ibid. VIII. 805 Tubercular syphilide. .. The term
' tubercular ' used above refers solely to the gross infiltration

of the skin causing raised nodules, and has.. no relation to
the tubercle bacillus.

b. spec. In reference to tuberculosis or the

tubercle-bacillus ; now technically replaced by
Tuberculous, q. v.

_ But as the discovery of the bacillus was made known only
in 1882, the earlier examples of the word, though actually
descriptive of results of the action of the bacillus, did not
refer to it, but merely to the presence of tubercules.

1.799 Med. J^ftl' II. 267, I have had. .three cases of con-
firmed tubercular consumption. 1834 J. Forbes Laennec's
pis. Chest (ed. 4) 297 A portion of the pulmonary tissue.

.

impregnated with grey tubercular matter. 1876 IJristowe
The. ^ Pract. Med. (1878) 68 A. .tendency of organs to
become tubercular. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 10 Nov. 8/2 He did
not recommend . . the removal of every tubercular cow from
our dairies and cow-sheds.

Hence TnbeTcnlarize z*., trans, to make tuber-

cular; to infect with tubercles, spec, with tubercu-

losis, = TuBERCULiZE ; whence Tuberculariza*-
tion ; Tnbe'rcnlarly adv., by means of tubercles,

in quot spec, of tuberculosis.

1843 F. H, RAMAtxiE Curcd>ilityo/Consu$nption (1850) 55
The more this tissue is expanded, the less susceptibility does
it retain of fresh tubercularization. 1889 Science 13 Sept.

177/1 Spittoons, .should never be emptied on dung-heaps,
[or] on garden-soil (where they may tubercularize fowl). 1889
Pop. Sci. Monthly Dec. 260 flaving found a characteristic
..bacillus in all tubercularly altered organs.

Tuberculate (tiKb5*iki^ia), a. Nat, Hist,

and I^ath. [ad. mod.L. tuberculdttts^ i, L. tUber-

cul-um Tubercle: see -ate-.] Furnished or

affected with tubercles ; tubercled.

1785 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. xxxii. (1794) 407 The
Tuberculate [Lichens], consisting of a crust adhering
closely to the b.irk of trees, or stones, above which roundisli

tubercles rise a little, x^\j^ Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)
IV. 454 A thick, rugose, livid, tuberculate.. skin. 1875
C. C. Blake Zool. 27 The molar teeth are usually tubercu-
late. 1887 W. Phillips Brit. i^/Vr^w^^/w 57 The tubercu-
late spondia are frequently furnished widi thread-like
appendages at the extremities.

b. In comb, with another adj. (in BotJ), as

tuberculaie-hispid, hispid or rough with tubercles,

i8ax W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer, 1. 102 Petioles and
stem tuberculate-hispid.

Tuberculated (tiwbauki/^^l^'ted), a, [f. as

prec, + -Ei).] = prec. a. Nat, Hist.
1771 Pennant in Phil. Tra$ts. LXI. 272 The whole

circumference of the back bounded by a tuberculated rib.

1784 AsDRfe /^/W. LXXIV. 274 Let us. .recollect the
tuberculated teeth in the thorn-back. 1845 Lindlev Sch.
Bot. vi. (1858) 83 Receptacle conical, toothed, tuberculated.
1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 129 When some of the divisions of
a root become enlarged so as to form more or less rounded
or egg.shaped expansions. ., the root is said to be tubercu-
lated, and each enlargement is called a tubercle.

b. Path, (also /ra«j/^ characterized by tubercles).

1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anat. (1807) 221 The formation of
the common tuberculated liver. 1804 Abernethv Surg.
Obs. Tumours (1816) 51 Tuberculated Sarcoma, .consists of
an aggregation of smalL firm, roundish tumours, ..connected
together by a kind of cellular substance. 1823-7 Good
Study Med. (1829) II. 489 A tubercuUited state of the lungs.

18x9 Ibid. III. 428 The palms of the hands [in leprosy]
were seldom tuberculated. 1854 F. H. Kamaixje Cttrd-
btlity o/Consumption{iZ6i)l?rei. 11 All. .might be tubercu-
lated, and yet not one of them die of consumption.

Hence Tuberculatedly adv,
i8aa J. Parkinson Outl, OryctoL 220 With transverse

tuberculatedly scabrous ribs.

Tuberculatiou (ti«b3jki//I,ji-j3n). [f. L.

tubercul-um Tubercle -^ -ation.]

1. Nat. Hist, Formation of tubercles; concr, a
growth or set of tubercles.

1835-^ Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 778/1 Branchiae, .covered

with a multitude of small tuberculations. 1880 Huxley
Crayfish vi. 294 The tuberculatiou of the carapace and
limbs.

2. Path, Formation of tubercles as a symptom
of disease ; tubercular or tuberculous afTection.

1861 T. J. Graham Pract. Med. 300 A confirmatory sign
of tuberculatiou of the lungs. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 795 7'he erythematous lupus may be distinguished
&om lupuB vulgaris.,by the absence of tuberculatiou.

TTTBERCULb-.

Tuberculato- (ti?<bajki2?I^i-to), combining
form of mod.L. tuberculdtus Tuberculate, used
in Nat. Hist, prefixed to adjs., expressing a form
or structure with tuberculations, as tubcrculato-
gibbous, -nodose, -radiate, -spinous.
'?" ,J- P'-"'™^'; Outl. OrycM. 220 Longitudinal

tuberculato-nodose nbs. 1846 Dana Zooth. C1848) 284
Corallum lamelloradlate above, luberculato-radiate below.
Ibid. 495 Lobes short,.. often tuberculato-gibbous. iSsa —
Crust. I. 88 Carapax.. sparsely tuberculalo-spinous.

Tnberctde (ti«-b3jlcial). [a. i-'. tubcraile
(Pare, i6tli c), ad. L. tUbercul-um Tubercle.]
= Tubercle, in various senses.
1678 Phillips (ed. 4), Tuberculs, in Chiromancy are those

..protuberant parts under the Fingers, .. otherwise called
Monies. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl., Tubercules, Tubercles,
httle tumors which suppurate and discharge pus; often
found in the lungs. 1760 J. Lee ItUrod.Bot. in. v. (1765)
183 Scabrous, rugged; when the Disk is covered with
Tubercules. 1833 Lindley Introd. But. I. ii. (ed 2) 87 The
roots of many plants are often fleshy, and composed of lobes,
which appear to serve as reservoirs of nutriment. In Orchis
the tubercules are often palmated. 1842 H. Miller O. R.
.Sandst. yiii. (ed. 2) 170 The inner sides of the pincers are
armed with . . tubercules. 1901 Scotsman 2 Mar. lo/i Death
..of tubercule of the lungs.

Hence Tu-bercnled a., tubercled, tuberculate.
1858 Geikie Nist. Boulder vii. 117 Ornamented by long

rows of tuberculed lines.

Tuberculide (tiwbSuki/aaid). Path. Also
-id. [ad. mod.L. tuberculides, f. L. tubcrcul-um
Tubercle.] A general term for any skin lesion

of a tuberculous nature.

1900 Lancet 18 Aug. 534/1 True tuberculosis of the skin
was asymmetrical, but the tuberculides were strikingly
symmetrical. 1900-13 Dohland iMed. Diet., Tuberculid,
tuberculide.

Tubercnliferons (ti»b3jki?21i-feros), a. [f.

L. U'lbercul-um Tubercle t -i)ferous.] Bearing
tubercles.

i8ia J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 224 Distant tuberculi-
ferous ribs on the larger valve ; tubercles fornicated. 1846
Dana Zoopk. (184B) 140 Sides naked above, below tuberculi-
ferous and tubercles perforate.

Tubercaliform (ti«bD-jki2<lif^jm), a. [f. as
prec. + -FORM.] Haying the form of a tubercle.
1817 KiRBY & Sp. Eniomol. xxii. (1818) IL 277 Apodous

larv£e..that move by means of fleshy tuberculiform. .pro-
minences. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 153 The body is covered
with large tuberculiform suckers. 1883 H. O. Forbes Nat.
Wand. E. Archip. 11. App. 120 At the hinder part.. are
several strong tuberculiform eminences and prominencer

Tuberculin (tiab3uki2<lin). Med. Aho erron.
-ine. [f. L. tUberculum Tubercle + -in 1.] A
litjuid prepared from cultures of tubercle-bacillus,

originally by Dr. Koch of Berlin in 1890, or any
one of various later modifications of this, used by
hypodermic injection as a remedy, or (now esp.)

as a test, for tuberculosis.
1891 Daily News 12 Feb. 6/5 Dr. Koch's lymph has

received the name of ' tuberculine '. 1893 Times 19 Dec. 3/2
'Tuberculin '..has been employed as an aid to the diagnosis
of tuberculosis. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 10 Mar. 4/1 At the
Balneological Congress, . . Dr. Kaatzer spoke very highly of
the value of tuberculin in phthisis. . . Professor Liebreich
asserted that the cure of lupus by tuberculin was more
apparent than real. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Tuberculin, Koch's
lymph., consisting of ptomaines of the tubercle bacilli.

Hence Tuberculinize v., trans, to treat with tu-

berculin; whence Tube rculiniza'tlon (Dorland).
li^ipuck's Handbk. Med. Sc. IX. Q00/2 Comparing . . the

condition ofthe various organs of the tuberculinized with that
of the same in healthy animals. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Tabercnlizatiou (tiz/bo^rki/aaizi'i-Jsn). [f.

next ( -ATiON ; cf. F. tuberculisation (Littrt^).]

The action or process of tuberculizing ; infection

with or formation of tubercle.

1843 R. J. Graves .Syst. Clin, Med. xxii. 27;^ Tuberculiza-
tion commences suddenly and proceeds rapidly. 1847-9
Todd's Cycl, Anat. IV. 108/1 Tuberculization of the bron-
chial glands. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI, 103 The gray
pneumonia attending tuberculisation,

Tnberculize (ti?<b3'rki«l3iz), v. [f. L. tuber-

cul-um Tubercle + -ize; cf. F, tuberculiser
(Littre).] a. trans. To affect or infect with
tubercle or tuberculosis ; to make tuberculous

;

also, ' to treat with tuberculin ' (Dorland Med.
Diet, 1913), b, intr. To become tuberculous.
Hence TubeToulized///. a.
i847-57'<7i/<i'.rC)'i:/./J«ai^. IV. 106/2 Tuberculized pulmonary

substance. 1863 Aitkkn Sc, <V I'ract. Med. (1866) II. 191
These cells tuberculize, or undergo the tuberculous meta-
morphosis. 1897 D. N. Kinsman in Columbus (Ohio)
Dispatck 20 Feb., As soon as a person is known to be
tuberculized. 1901 Lancet 9 Nov. 1252/1, I hold.. that a
sciofulous person is not, and need not be, a tuberculised
person.

Tuberculo- {tiuhs-ikuiXo), combining form of
L. tfibcrcul-um "Tubercle, properly used adverbi-
.ally; also attrib. or objectively (instead of the
regular tuberculi-: see -o), in several technical
terms, chiefly of patliology and medicine. Tube-r-
cnlocele (-sfl) [Gr, K17X17 tumour], ' tuberculous
disease of the testicle' (Dorland Med. Did.
1900-13). Tnbe-rcnloci^de (-ssid) [irreg. for

"tuberculicicU : see -cide], any preparation which
destroys the tubercle-bacillus; hence Tn1>e:r.



TUBERCULOID. 446 TUBI-

CTaoci'din [-iNl], an albumose obtained from
tuberculin, used as a tuberculicide. ||

Tube^rculo-
deTma [Gr. Stpfui skin], tuberculosis of the skin

{Cent, Diet. Suppl. 1909). Tutoerculo-fibroid

a., * characterized by tubercle that has undergone

a fibroid degeneration * (Dorland). Tube:rcnlo-

opso*iLiG </., relating to the opsonin of the tubercle-

bacillus. Tube^rctaophcMa [-phobia], a morbid
dread of tuberculosis. Tube rcolopla'sxiiln, a

solution of the protoplasm of tubercle-bacilli.

Taberculosecto'rial «., Zool. [Sectorial a.-],

applied to a type of molar teeth having high

conical tul>ercles or cusps adapted for cutting.

Tul)e:rcnlo-sc|.ua'mons a. [Squamous], charac-

terized by tubercles and scales. Tube-rculo-

the'rapy [Gr. Oepaneia nurture, medical treatment],
* treatment of tuberculous patients by feeding with

the raw flesh of animals affected by tuberculosis*

(Dorland). Tube rculoto'xin, *any toxin of the

tubercle bacillus' {ibid.). Tube rculotro'pic a.

[? after heliotropic^ etc. : cf. Tkopio «.1 4], having
the property of combining chemically with the

tubercle-bacillus.

C1900 Buck's Handbk. Med, Sc, I. 461 *Tuberculocide.
1893 Pall Mall G. 23 July 5/1 An experiment..on twelve
more or less tuberculous persons with the so-called *tubercu-
locidin, which is a modification of Professor Koch's
remedy, invented by Professor Klebs, of Zurich. 1893
Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc, IX. 903/1 Tuberculin yields about
two and a half per cent, of tuberculocidin. 1898 Ailbuti's
Syst. Med. V. 255 Sir A. Clark, .describes two main forms
{of pneumoconiosis] as . . the *tubercuIo-fibroid and iibro-

tuberculous, 1907 Med. Record 14 Dec. 987 In one of these

(cases] the *tuberculo -opsonic index was frum norma! to

o*7 below normaL 1901 Lancet 27 July 192/1 '*TubercuIo-

phobia must not be produced, the patient must not be made a
pariah, cx^/oo Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. I. 692 *Tuberculo-
plasmin. iSg^Froc. Zool. Soc, 28 Feb. 197 The. .*tuberculo-
sectorial type of inferior molars. 1879 St, George's Hasp.
Rep. IX. 592 Rupial sore j *tuberculo-S(iuamous eruption.

1909 Cent. Diet. S>t/>pt., *Tuberculotropic.

Tuberculoid (ti/zba'aki/I^loid), a. ZooL [f. L.

/;7i!'£?r«/-«//^ Tubercle + -DID.] = Tubekculifobm.
189X in Cent. Diet*

Tuberculoiue (tiabaukii^l^um). Path, [ad.

mod.L. tfiberculoma, f. tUbercul-um Tubercle,
after sarcoma^ etc.] A tumour or abscess caused
by the tubercle-bacillus.

1903 Nature 5 Mar. 431/2 If the tuberculous abscess or
tuberculome is not too large, a cure may be effocted by a
simple wasliing with an antiseptic HquJd.

Tuberculose (tiwhauki/^Jas), a. [f. L. type

*tuberculds-uSf f. tfibercul-um Tubercle : see -ose.]

=* Tuberculous 2, Toberculate.
X75a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 249 The green Turdus. .is a very

beautiful fisli ;..it is not unfrcquently. .almost entire black,

and sometimes spotted or tuberculose. 1854 Woodwai-.d
Mollusca II. 191 Doris Hllamellata :. . Back elevated, tubercu-
lose. 1900 in B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Tuberculosed (tiwba-jkiz/Uuzd), a. Path.
[f. TuBEKCfUL0S-i3 + -ED ^.] Affectcd with tuber-

culosis ; rendered tuberculous.
1888 Med. Ncivs 25 Aug, 216 We must distinguisli those

forms in which the tuberculosed lymphatic glands are sepa-
rated in chains. 1897 Daily Nczvs 22 Apr. 3/1 Methods.

.

fv>r dealing with tuberculosed meat. 1899 H. Stuakt Lochs
9f Loch Lisking i. iv. 3.^ They contained tlie bacilli of
consumption, and were, in a word, tuberculosed or con-
sumptive fish.

11 Tuberculosis (ti«b5iki/nju*sis). Path.
[mod.L., f. iilbercul-um Tubercle: see -osis.]

Originally i Any disease characterized by the forma-

tion of tubercles ; now, since the discovery by Koch
in 1882 of the tubercle-bacillus, spec, restricted to

disease caused by this bacillus in any of the bodily

tissues; examples are pulmonary consumption or

phthisis (tuberculosis of the lungs), and scrofula

(tuberculosis of the lymphatic glands), hXsoattrib.
x85o Tanner Pregnancy ii. 48 Many females with a ten-

dency to tuberculosis having a copious watery catamental
flow. 1873 T. H. Gkken introd. Pathol, (ud. 2) 203 Acute
tuberculobts is., a general infectivedisease,. .characterized.,
by., numerous minute nodular lesjoris. .in the various organs
and tissues. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) \. 267
Looking upon tuberculosis as a constitutional disease, it has
almost universally been regardi:d as having a hereditary
origin. attrib. 1898 IVestin.Gaz. it June lo/i The pro-

vision of sanatoria for poor tuberculosis patients. 1899 Q.
Victoria in Daily News 27 May 7/6, 1 beg your Excellency
to express in my name to the Lung Tuberculosis Congress
my best thanks for the good wishes tendered to me, J913
Times 6 Aug. 8/4 Milk containing tuberculosis bacilli.

Tuberculo'SO-, combining form of L. type

*tubercttlosits Tuberculous, in combination with
an adj. of form, as tuberculoso-subramose.
X846DANA Zooph, (1848) 497 Either convoluted-foliate, or

tubcrculo>o-subra 1 1 1ose.

Tuberculous (ti«])a*jki«lDs), a. [ad. L. type

*tiiberculos-uSy f. tubercul-uni Tubercle : see -ou^;

cf, F. tubercukux (1S12 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Path, Pertaining to or produced by tubercles;

consisting or of the nature of tubercles ; affected

with tubercles.

1747 tr. Astruc*s Fevers 129 Though the,. tuberculous
ulcers may seem to be healed, yet they frequently return.

a 1834 R. Carswell Pathol. Anai., Tubercle (1838) aivb,
I have never found these [scrofulous] glands.. exempt from
the presence oftuberculous matter. i897[see Tubercular21.

b. Since 1882, almost always used spec, in

reference to the tubercle- bacillus or to tuberculosis,

and thus technically distinguished from tubercular

in the general sense : see Tubercular 2, 2 b.

i8f)Z Dublin Rev. Jan. 162 The new remedy can only act

on living tuberculous tissue. 1897 Allbutt^s Syst. Med. IL
17 Guinea-pigs inoculated subcutaneously . . by virulent

tuberculous material. 1899 Ibid, VIL 466 Tuberculous
meningitis is an acute disease depending on the invasion of

the cerebral pia mater by the tubercle bacillus. 1903 Times
7 Mar. 15/3 The eating of tuberculous pork.

_ 1913 Ibid.

13 Aug. 3/2 A steady increase in the use of hospitals for the

tuberculous sick.

2. Nat. Hist, Full of or covered with tubercles

;

tuberculate, tubercular. (Now disused.)

zSzS Webster, Tubercular^ Tuberculous^, SmX\ of knobs
or pimples. 1833 Penny Cycl. L 1 14/2 The three first molars
are pointed aiid trenchant, and the other four tuberculous.

1846 Dana Zooph, (1848) 502 Surface tuberculous, with the

tubercles subconical.

II
Tuberculum (tiwba-jkirfl^mV PI. tuber-

oxila. [L, dim. of tiiber. Tuber ^.] = Tubercle
(in various senses).

1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet, (ed. 2), Tubercula^ the

same that Phymata. 1721 Baii.ev, Tubercula, (among
Surgeons) little Swellings or Pushes. 1857 Dunglison
Med. Lex., Tuberculum Cinereum, ' Ash-coloured tubercle

',

a mass of cineritious substance at the top of the calamus
scriptorius [in the medulla oblongata]. 187a Nicholson
Palseont. 350 The ribs have distinct capitula and tubercula.

TuberiferoUS (tiwbari-feras), a. Bot. [f, L.

ti'tber^ Tuber 2 + -i)febous. ] Producing or bearing

tubers,

1846 Worcester cites Gray. 1847 W. E. Steele Field
Bot. 174 Melantliex. Mostly bulbiferous or tuberiferous

plants, possessing highly poisonous, acrid, and narcotic

properties. 1881 Bentham in JmLLinn. Soc. XVIII. 347
I'heir rhizome is. .more or less tuberiferous.

Tuberiforni(ti«-b3rif^jm), rt. Nat. Hist, and
Path, [f, L, type ^iilberi/orm-is : see Tdbbr 2 and
-FORM.] Having the form of a tuber ; also charac-

terized, as a disease, by growths of this form,
i8*a J. Parkinson Outl. Ofyctol. 61* A free, carnose,

tuberiform polypifer. 1834 Cooper Goods Study Med. (ed. 4)

II- 555 note^ Tuberiform melanosis. 1854 Jonrs & Siev.

Pathol. Anat, (1874) 141 A globular tumour, with a smooth
or somewhat tuberiform surface. iZ^ Allbutt's Syst. Med,
VI. 106 Another variety [of malignant pleural growth] is tlie

tuberiform,

Tuberiu (ti«-b3rin). Org. Chem. [f. Tuber ^

+ -IN 1.] A globulin occurring in potato-tubers.

1900 C. F. Langworthy in Year-bk. U. S. Dept. Agric.

340 The potato contains two proteids, a globulin, to which
the name * tuberin ' is given, and a proteose.

Tuberless (ti«*b3jles), a. [f. as prec. + -LEas.]

Destitute of tubers ; not bearing tubers,

1851 Bham ^ Midi. Gard, Mag. Dec. 217 Finding.. that

the plant [Tro^aeolu/n Deikerianum] was tuberless, I came
to the conclusion tliat it must be an annual.

Tu'bero-, combining form of Tuber 2, as in

tu'bero-cystic, having or forming a tuberous cyst.

1879 St. George's LIosp. Rep. IX. 433 Tubero-cystic tumour
of the ovary.

+ Tuberon, -e [ad. Pg. ti4barai\ obs. forms of

Tiburon, a large shark.
[1521 Peter Martyr De nnper reperiis insults 9 Piscis

vorax qui Tuberon vocatur.] 1555, 1579 [see Tiburqn].

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 76 A ^hark or tuberon,

that lay gaping for the flying fish. 1665 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (1677) 6 When .. men swim in the bearing Ocean,
the greedy Haven called Tuberon or Shark .. pursue them.
x-j^'^Chron. in Ann. Reg. 241/1 The dog-fish, or tubcrone
of Jos^elyn, never exceeds three feet and a half in length.

Tuberose (ti«'borJ«s, often incorrectly ti^i'bi-

rJuz), sb. Also 7 tuberuse, -euse, (tuber-rose),

[ad. L. tuberosa, the specific name of the plant

(see below), fern, oi titberosus (see next) ; corrupted

by popular etymology into a disyllabic, as if f.

tube + rosej and so most commonly pronounced.

(In the obs. forms tuberuse, -euse, a. F. tub^reuse,

ad. L. t(iberdsaS\ A liliaceous plant, Polianthes

tuberosa, with creamy white, funnel-shaped, very

fragrant flowers, and a tuberous root; a native of

the East Indies, cultivated in southern Europe and

the southern U.S., and in northern parts as a green-

house plant.

1664 Evelyn Kal, Hort. 200 Now take out your Indian

Tuberoses, parting the Off-sets. Ibid. 208 Tuber-rose. 1691

Lofui. Gaz. No. 2654/^ There are lately brought from Italy

several Orange and Limon Trees,. .Onions of Tubereuse.

a 1718 Prior Solomon i. 80 The smelling Tub'rose and
Junquele declare. The stronger Impulse of an Evening Air.

a 1763 Shenstone Ode to Sir R^ Lj-ttctton xiii. So would
some tuberose delight, That struck the pilgrim's wondering
sight. iBao Shf.llkv Sensit. Plant i. x, The jessamine faint,

and the sweet tuberose. 1873 ^^^s. H. King Disciples, Ugo
Bassi II. (1877) 66 In the cool shadow heaps of tuberose

Lay by the fountains in the market-place.

D. A perfume extracted from the flowers of this.

i68a Mrs. Rehn City Heiress 22 Sprinkle my Handkercher
with Tuberuse. 1867 Aug. J. E. Wilson Vashti xix, Stoop-

ing to pick it [a handkerchief] up, he inhaled the delicate,

tenacious perfume of tube-rose.

Tuberose (ti«*bor^us), a, [ad, L. taberdS'Us,

f. tuber. Tuber 2 : see -ose i.] = Tuberous.
1704 [see Tuber' I bj. ly^SKiRV/am -Elem.Min. (ed. 2) II.

259 Indurated [Calx of Arsenic]... Found Massive, or Sta-
lactitic with a tuberose or botryoidal surface. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sc, ^ Art U. 670 A tuberose rooi, as
exemplified in the turnip and carrot. 1878 H. M. Stanley
Dark Cant. I. xv. 381 The tuberose muscles of the flanks,
1898 Sir p. Manson Trop. Diseases xxxvii. 574 Vincent.,
found it (i-e. the parasite of mj-cetomal in the unbroken
tuberose swellings under the skin. Comb. 1806 Galpine
Brit, Bot, § 77 Symphytum . .tuberosum^ tuberose-rooted.

Tuberosity (tiwbsrp-sitij. [a. F. tuberosite
(Pare, CI550), f. late L. tuberositas^ f. tfiberos-us
Tuberose + -ITY,]

1. The quality or condition of being tfiberous;
bulging

;
gibbosity. Now rare or Obs.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Q iv b, Hard-
nes and tuberosyte of the ioyntes outwarde. 1610 Gcillim
Heraldry 11. vi. 63 A bow, which being bent hath a mode-
rate bowing voide of excess of tuberositie.

2. concr, A tuberous formation or part ; a swell-
ing, protuberance, prominence, a. Anat. and
ZooL : esp. a large irregular projection of a bone,

usually serving for attachment of a muscle.
161X CoTGR., Condyle, the tufceriositie, out-swelling,

roundnesse, or knots, of the thigh, knee, ankle, elbow, or
knuckje-bones. 1741 Monro Anat. (ed. 3) 134 The internal
posterior Part of the Tuberosity and Alveoli of the Teeth.
185a Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. I. I 27 The browni5.h
tuberosities of its body. 1870 Rollf.ston Anim, Life 13
The great triangular tuberosity of the humerus.

b. generally. A swelling, a swollen mass.
16x1 CoTGB., Tuberositez, tuberosities, swellings;, .knobs;

knots. 1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. i. v. Whether he flow grace-
fully out in folded mantles ; . . swell-out in starched ruffs,

buckram stuffings, and monstrous tuberosities; or [etc.^

Ibid. III. vi, I sojourned in that monstrous tuberosity of
Civilised Life, the Capital of England,

Tuberous (liwbaras), a. [ad. *F. tubireux^

-euse (Pare, ^1550), ad, L. iUberdsus, f, tUber^

Tuber 2; see -ous.]

1. Anat.y Zool., etc. Of the form of, or constitut-

ing, a tuber or rounded projection ; covered with

such projections ; knobbed, knobby. Now rare.

1650 BuLWER ^«Mr(?/(7M?^^.iii, 63 This forehead is.. neither
globous nor tuberous as the forehead of women. 1678 Rav
WillughbysOmith, 11. xv. § 2. 182 A broad circle of naked,
tuberous, white flesh compasses the Eyes, as in the Carriers.

1804 Shaw Gen. ZooL V, 208 Tuberous Carp... Carp with
thirteen rays in the anal fin, and slightly tuberous body.

2. Path, Affected with tubers or morbid swell-

ings ; of the nature of such a swelling ; character-

ized, as a disease, by such swellings,

1656 Blount Glossogr., Tuberous, full of bunches, swell-

ings, wennes or knots. 176a R. Guv Pract. Obs. Cancers
150 The tuberous Vessels were rather fuller than ordinary.

1834 Cooper Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 353 The origin of
vascular tuberous growths. 1900 J. Hutchinson in Arch,
Surg, XI. 73 His face was covered with tuberous acne.

3. Bot. a. Of the nature of a tuber ; chiefly in

tuberous root, (a) a tuber, or an underground stem
bearing tubers (see Tuber 2 i)j (^) more strictly,

a true root (usually one of a cluster) thickened

so as to resemble a tuber, but bearing no buds

;

as in the lesser celandine and the dahlia.

1668 Tuberous roots [see Tuber ^ i]. 1730 Martyh in

Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 385 Their Roots are either bulbous,

tuberous, or consisting of thick, fleshy Fibres. 1776Wither-
ing Brit. Plants {1796) IV. 346 J'eziza tuberosa,.. Stem
growing at the base to a blackish fungous tuberous sub-

stance. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 140 The knobsof
genuine tulierous roots, like the potatoe, nre studded with
them [buds]. 187a Oliver Flenr. Bot, 1. vii. 66 When the
branches or fibres of a root become thickened in this way,
as . . in the Garden Dahlia, the root is said to be tuberous.

b. Of a plant : Producing or bearing tubers

;

tuberous-rooted.
1664 Evelyn Nat. Hort. Sept. (1729) 218 Tuberous Indian

Jacinth. 1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist. 51 Bulbous and
tuberous irises. i86i Miss Pratt Plonker. PI. IV. 55
Tuberous Comfrey. Ibid. VI. 56 Tuberous Fox-tail.

4. Comb. Tuberous-rooted a., having a tuber-

ous root (in either sense : see 3 a).

1721 Mortimer Husb. II. 226 Irises are both bulbous and
tuberous Rooted. 1808 Rnfcht in Phil. Trans, XCIX. 174
Such tuberous rooted plants as the potatoe. 1914 Daily
Mail 31 Jan. 9/2 'I'he planting of tuberous-rooted anemo-
nes and ranunculuses.

Hence Tu-berously adv. ; Tu'beronsness.
1681 Grew Musxum rii. i. i. 255 The tuberousness of the

Uone in some places. 1847-9 ToddsCycl- Anat. IV. 133/2
This disease produces, .irregular tuberousness of the hand,
a 1891 Bull. 0/ HI. State Laboratory II. 28 (Cent. D.)
'j'uberously,

Tubfol (tD-bful). [f. Tub jd. + -rDL.] As
much as a tub will hold.

1788 Ld. Auckland Corr. etc. (1861) II. yj We have a
large tubful brought to us every morning. i8ia Sib J. Sin.

CLAIR Syst. Husb. Scot. 11. 72 1 he rain is pouring on in

tubfuls. 1894 J. Mf.nzies Our Toum xx. 211 A gudewife

had come to her door with a tubful of soapsuds.

Tubi- (ti/7bi), combining form of L. tubus Tube,

in modern scientific terms, chiefly zoological.

Tubicolar (ti«bi'k(!flai), Tubicolons (ti«bi-kJbs)

ailjs. [mod.L. tubicola, f. coUre to cultivate, in-

habit], inhabiting a tube ; applied to annelids aiid

rotifers that secrete tubular cases, spiders that spin

tubular webs (cf. tubitelar), and molluscs with

shelly tubes (cf. Tube-^A^//, tubivalve); so TuW-
cole (ti^'bikJul) a. = prec. j sb. a tubicolar annelid



TUBICINATE.

or mollusc. Tu'Mcorn [L. coinil horn], sb. a
hollow-homed ruminant ; adj. hollow-horned, as

a raminant ; also Tabico'rnons a. TnbUkcient
(-Ci'Jient) a. [L. J'acient-em making], making a
tube for habitation, as a tubicolous annelid, etc.

Tu-blfer [L. -fer bearing], an animal bearing

a tube, as a tubicolous annelid ; so Tubiferons
(-ferss) a., bearing a tube or tubes. Tnbiflorons
(-flo»"r3s) a., Bot. \L. flos, fld)*- flower], having
tubular flowers or florets, as the division Tubiflorse

of composite plants ( = Tdbuliflokous). Tu-bi-
form a., having the form of a tube ; tube-shaped,

tubular. Tnbilingrnal (-li-i)gwal) a. [L. lingua
tongue], belonging to the division Tiibilingues of
passerine birds, having long extensile tubular

tongues used for sucking up honey. Tublnarlal
(-nea-rial), Tnbinarine (-ne»'r3in) adjs. [L. naris
nostril], belonging to the order Ttibinares (lUiger,

18 1 1) of water-birds, comprising the albatrosses

and petrels, having nostrils of tubular form.
Tubipaxous (tiabi'paras) a. [-pakous], producing
a tube ; applied to certain glands in tubicolous

annelids, supposed to secrete the substance whioii

forms the tube. Tu'bipore (-po'a) sb., a member
of the genus Tubipora, family Tubiporidx, or
order Tubiporacex, of alcyonarians (the organ-pipe
corals), in which each polyp has a tubular corallet

opening by a pore ; adj. belonging to or having
the characters of this genus, family, or order; in

quot , containing or formed of fossil tubipores ; so
Tublporacean .(-por^i-J/'an), •poraceons (-por^i--

Jas) adjs., belonging to the order Tubiporacem

;

Tubiporid, a coral of the family Tubiporidss;

Tubl-porlte [-iteI 2 a], a fossil tubipore; Tubl'-
porold a. [-OId], resembling or allied to the genus
Tubipora ; Tnbi'porons a. = tubipore ^i. Tnbi-
telar (-trlai) a. [L. tela web], belonging to the
division Tubitelx or Tubitelarise of spiders, which
spin tubular webs ; so Tn bltelarian (-t«Ie»"rian)

a. = prec. ; sb. a spider of this division {Cent.

Diet. 1891). Tn'blralve, sb. a bivalve mollusc
having a shelly tube in addition to the valves of
the shell ; a tube-shell ; adj. having such a tube.
1835-6 Todets Cyct, Anat. I. 619/1 A common marine

•tubicolar worm. 1877 Huxlky Anat. I>iv. Anim.y.^-^
The tubicolar Annelids possess neither proboscis nor teeth.
184a Brandk Diet. Sc. etc., 'Tuiica/es, Tiiiieala, the name
of an order of Annelidans, comprehending those which live

|n tubes.,; also the name of a family of,, MoUusks, includ-
ing those which have a tubular calcareous sheath in addi-
tion :o the two shelly valves. 1864 Webster, Tubicole,.

.

one of an order of annelides most of which live in shelly
lubes. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tubicole, a. and n. 1870 H.
Spencer Princ. Psyekat. (ed. a) I. i. i. 6 The "tubicolous
Annelids. x88l E. R. Lankester in ymt. Mierosc. Se.
an. 123 The proximal region of the stomach., was infested

.jy a remarkable little free swimming, yet tubicolous Rotifer.
x84a Brande Diet. Se. etc, *Tubieorns, Tubicornia,..
Ruminants comprehending those in which the horns are
composed of a horny axis covered with a homy sheath.
1891 Cent. Diet., Tubieorn,, .a. hollow.horned, as a rumi.
nant. 1864 Webster, •Tubicornous. 1891 Cent. Diet.,
"Xubifacient. 1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex. i&|a Bkande Diet.
Se. etc., *Tubifers, Tubi/era, the name given by Lamarck
to an order of the class Polypi, . .whose surface is. .covered
with retractile hollow tubes. i86a Mayne Expos. Lex.,
T'l^z/^rMj, ..bearing tubes: •tubiferous. x888 Rolleston
& Jackson Anim, Life 246 A Cyclostomatous Polyzoan,.

.

which with its aggregated calcareous cells presents an
appearance not unlike that of a small *tubiflorous flower
belonging to a plant of the order Compositae, 1745 Need.
HAM Mierose. Disc. Introd. 6 The Barnacle., a small •tubi-
form Animal, . . adhering in Clusters to Rocks. 1^
GUntiier Fishes 57 A pair of small tubiform bones, the
turbinals. i8gi Cent. Diet., 'Tubilingual. i88a W. A.
Forbes in Rep. Challenger Expeit.,Zmil. IV.6(One branch
of this stock has since become greatly modified in the
•Tubinarial direction. 189s Funk's Stand. Diet, 'Tubi-
narine. 1890 Q. Jrnl. Mierosc. Se. June 186 nele. Such
thoracic nejjhrtdia in other sedentary annelids have been
called ' "tubiparous glands* by Clap.ar6de and others. 1800
Hatchett in Phil. Trans. XC. 3B In the interstices of the
•Tubipore. 1846 Dana Zooph. iv. (1848) 68 In the Tubi.
pores, the polyps form, by their secretions, parallel tubes.
1876 Pace Atb>. Text-bk. Geo/, xviii. 353 The tubipore
cherts and flints of the mountain limestone. 1805 Funk's
Stand. Diet, "Tubiporid. i8a8 Webster, "Tubiporite.
1895 Funk's Stami. Diet, 'Tubiporoid. 1848 Smart,
" Tnbiporous, pertaining to, or resembling tubipores. i88a
Ogilvie, *Tubivalve, an annelid {sie: read mollusc] of the
order Tubicolida:. 1891 Cent. Diet., Tubivalve «. and a.

+ Tubicinate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. med.L.
tiibicindt-, ppl. stem of tubicindre, f. L. tubicen
trumpeter, f. tuba trumpet + canlre to sing, play.]
(See quot.) .So + Tubiolnation (oix. rare'").
1656 Blount Glossogr., Tubicinate ,

,
, to sound the Trum-

pet, 1658 Phillips, Tubicination,. ,a sounding of a Trum-
pet, Pipe, or Cornet.

Tubing (ti«-bii)), vbl. sb. [I. Tube v. or /*. -i-

-ING '.] The action of furnishmg with a tube or
tubes ; also concr. tubes collectively, or as a
material ; a length or piece of tube. Also atlrib.
1845 I, P'arrell Archimedean Railw. 8 This rail is made

of iron tubing. 1854 J. Scoffebn in Orr's Circ. Sc ,Cliem
350 India-rubber tubing can be obtained. 1881 Kavmonu
Mining Clots., Tubing, lining a deep borehole by driving

I

447

down iron tubes. 1886 J[, Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms
69 Tubing^ sheet-iron lining of a bore-hole. 1909 Insialla'
Hon News HI. 112/1 Any carpenter could locate the weak
spots in tubing work.

Tubman, tub-man (tij-bmaen). [f. Tub sb.

+ Man sbX\

fl. = TUB-PREACHEII. Ohs.
164a P, Bland Royall Position 9 No ConventicUng Tub-

man should have made my words his text, a 1643 Ld.
Falkland, etc. Infallibility (1646) 97 The meanest Seducer
may doe mischiefe, as we finde by the effects of the 'lub-
men. 1651 Jane EiittDc AjcAatrTO? 213 Tubmen whose prayers
not only want salt, but are besmeared with prophanes.

2. fa. ?A maker of tubs, a cooper. Obs. b. At
Christ*s Hospital, formerly, one who had charge

of the latrine tubs ; now, a lavatory attendant.

1677 {title) A Caution to Married Couples. .how a man
having beat his wife, murthered a Tub-man that endeavoured
to stop him from killing her. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6196/7
John Thumwood, . . Tub-man. c 1865 Skit Christ's Hospital^
Has she a round of butter'd toast to give to tubman Joe ?

3. A barrister in the Court of Exchequer whose
place was beside the tub used as a measure of

capacity in excise cases; the position conferred

the right of precedence in motions, except over the
' postman * and in Crown business. Cf. Postman 3.

Obs. exc. Hist.

1768 Blackstone Comm. III. iii, 28 note^ In the court of
exchequer two of the most experienced barristers called the
post-xti'axi and the /wi^-man . . have also a precedence in

motions. 1841 Meeson & Welsby Rep. Vll. 188 The
Attorney-General moved in this case. The Postman and
Tubman claimed pre-audience ; but upon the Attorney-
General's stating that it was the Queen's business in which
he moved, the Court decided that he was entitled to be
heard before the Postman and Tubman. 1882 Dail^ News
15 Dec. 2/1 With the appointment of Mr, Ansiie as a
Queen's Counsel, the ancient office of tubman to the Ex-
chequer disappears. 1886 [see Postman '].

t Tu'bnell. Obs. rare~^, [app. irreg. dim. of
Tub sb.f or arbitrary alteration of Turnel.] A
small tub.
«688 R. HoLMB Armoury in. xiv. (Roxb.) 18/1 This con-

tatneing half a Barrell of water or something ksse, is called
a Tub ; if lesse a Tubnell, that is vulgarly a Turnell.

Tubo- (ti«b(?), used in certain cases as combin-
ing form of L, tubus Tube (instead of the usual
Latin form Tubi- : see -o) in several terms of
zoology, anatomy, etc. a. Zool. in adjs. denoting
a combination of tubular with some other foran, as

tu-bO'iabe'HcUey -trn'rifornu b. Afiat., etc. in terms
relating to the Fallopian (rarely, the Eustachian)
tube in connexion with some other part; chiefly

adjs.,as tubo-abdo'minai{^xiti.m\ng to or occurring

in the Fallopian tube and the abdomen), 'iiga-

me'ntou5^-&va'rian^'peritone'al,'-u'teriney-vagi'naI\

tubo-tyvipanal (jjertaining to the Eustachian tube
and the tympanum) ; rarely sbs., ixstubo-cvario'tomy

(excision of the Fallopian tube and ovary).
1846 Dana Zooplu (1848) 432 The nariform calicle is tubu-

lar at base—tubo-nariform. Ibid, 444 Corallum having the
calicles lubo-labellate. 1857 Bullock Cazeaux* Midwif.
245 Tubo-ovarian Pregnancy. Ibid. 246 Tubo-abdominal
Pregnancy, i88f) J, M. Duncan Led. Dis. Women viii.

(ed. 4) 243 An mterstitial pregnancy may become tubo-
uterine, 1900-13 Dorland Med. Diet.,, Tuboligamentous^
pertaining to an oviduct and a broad ligament. Titbo-
cvarialf tubo-cvarian^ .. Tubo-ovariotomy, .. Tuboperito-
mal Tubotympanaly

. . Tubavaginal.

Tn'b-preaxher. [See Tub sb. 4.] One who
preaches from a 'tub* (Tub sb. 4) ; a dissenting

preacher or minister {contemptuous). So Tu'Ij-

prea:ohlnff sb, and a.

1643 -^'V ^^•. 0/ Treason exhib. I. Pennington 5 Stephan
Evans.aliasPrinceof Morocco, Knight ofthe Burning Pestle,
Salter, and Tub-preacher, on Snow Hill. i66i J. Davies
Civ. Warres xxxii. 53 Tub-Preachings and Conventicle-
Lectures were listened to as to Oracles, a 1670 Hacket
Abp. IVilliams II. (i6gTi) 165 Your lawful Ministers, .to whom
..you do not resort,., but to Tub-preachers in Conventicles.
X719 D'Urfey Pills IV. 14 The Tub-preaching Saint was
so zealous a Blade. 1899 S. R. Gardiner Cromiuell 48
Those who looked down with scorn on the vagaries of the
tub-preacher.

tXa-bmgge. Obs. rare. Also 3 tobrugge,
4 tuybrugge. [The second part is the ME.
brugge^ Briixie ; the first is uncertain

;
perh. a

deriv. of OE. tonan or i^on to draw (see Tow z/.^,

Tee v.'^) : cf. Ger. zugbriicke, MHG. zogebrucke^

drawbridge.] A drawbridge.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1 1257 |?e castel brugge. .he barnde

fram J>en ende To l>e tobrugge [f.r. tuybrugge] along. Ibid.

1*595 pe tu brugge [f. r. tun brugge] hii drowe vp,

tTu'bster. Obs. [f. Tub f^. +-steb.] A
tub-preacher. {Contemptuous.')
1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Rtdens No. 45 (1713) IL 34
A certain Dissenting Tubster, who told his Audience, he
would.. divide the Observations he should make from his

\

Text, into forty eight Particulars. 1682 Ibid. No. 82. 248
Why, if we should lay down,, .the Tubsters would appoint
a solemn Day of Thanksgiving among themselves. 1700
T. Brown Atnusem.Ser. ^ Com. 121 He, says the Tubster,
that would be Rich. ., must play the Thief or the Cheat,

Ta'b-tlia:mper.
1. A sj>eaker or preacher who for emphasis
thumps the pulpit ; a violent or declamatory
preacher or orator ; a ranter.

TUBULAR.
x66a H. Foutis Hist. Plots Pretended Saints 80 Tub.

thumpers., a sort of people more antick in their Devotions
than Don Buscos Fencing-Master, 1720-1 Lett.fr. Mist's
Jml. (1722) II. 225 An honest Presbyterian Tub-thumper,
who has lost his Voice with bawling to his Flock. 1864
A thenseum 27 Aug. 267/3 Preachers, humorous tub-thumpers.
1908 Daily Ciiron. 3 Nov. 5/7 It would reduce the M.P...
to the position of a Temperance tub-thumper.
2. A cooper, humorous diaL
1872 Hartley Yorks. Ditties Ser. i. 98 At last au set up

as tub-thumper. x88o L. J. Jr.NNrKCS Rambles no ' A tub-
thumper ?

' .
.' Ay Mister—what you call a cooper.'

So Ta'b-tlin^xuping sb. and a.
1888 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 253 Very modest gifts, belonging

to what may be called the tub-thumping school of oratory.
1894 fVestm. Gaz, 22 Aug. 1/2 What we demand is not a
display of tub-thumping at the fag-end of a Session,, .but a
deliberate plan of campaign, carefully thought out and
doggedly pursued. 1909 Times 21 Mar., A democratic
election, with all its tub-thumping and unreasoning passion
and sheer noise.

Tubular {tii4-hiii\ai), a, [f. L. tubut-us a
small tube, a pipe-f-AR; cf. F. tubu/aire (1771 in

Diet. Tr^voux),'\

1. Having the form of a tube or pipe ; constitut-

ing or consisting of a tube ; cylindrical, hollow,

and open at one or both ends ; tube-shaped.
Tubular bridge, a bridge formed of a great tube or hollow

beam, usually of wrought iron, through which the roadway
passes.

1673 Grew Anat. Trunks \. iv. § 15 The Pins being also
conceived to be Tubular. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xvi.

(1842) 405 These tubular vessels may be supported with
facility,. upon the table across two or three pieces of glass.

1850 E. Clark {title) The Britannia and Conway Tubular
Bridges. 1872 Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 243 The idea
of tubular bricks is not new, for they were used by the
Romans.

b. Bot. : esp. applied to a flower or floret con-

sisting mainly of a tube, with small or inconspicu-

ous limb; spec, to such florets in a composite
flower (opp. to Ligulate).
1776 J. Lee Introd, Bot. Explan. Terms 396 Tubulosa^

Florets that are all tubular and equal. 1807 J. E. Smith
Phys. Bot, ^^-j Flowers. .with united tubularanthers. 1877-
84 F, E. Hulme Wild Fl. p. vii, Primrose,—Calyx tubular,

five-toothed. x88o Gray Struct. Bot. vi. § 5 (ed. 6) 248
y'K^H/rtr. .strictly. .denotes a gamophyllous perianth with
limb inconspicuous,. as in Trumpet Honeysuclcle.

C. Zool. and Anat.
1794 Sullivan Vie^v Nat. 11. 175 Those of the coral class,

of a ramified and tubular form. 1802 Bingley Aniiu. Biog.

(1813) I. 46 The tongue. .in several [insects]. .is fleshy and
tubular. 187a Coues N. Amer. Birds 29 Rounded nostrils

may have a raised border or rim ; when this is prolonged
they are called tubular.

2. Relating to, or performed by means of, a tube.

a 1716 R.CoTEsZ.*'r/.(i738) A vj, Experiments for the most
part tubular.

3. Constructed with or consisting of a number of

tubes ; as a tubular boiler (see also Tubulous 2 b
and cf. tubular-Jiued),
1804 Troughton in Nicholson's Philos. yml. Dec. 225

{title) Description of a Tubular Pendulum. Ibid. 228 The
first pendulum which I made of the tubular kind, had only
three steel wires, and one tube above the bob, 1819 Panto-
logia s. V. Pendulunt^ We may date the invention of the

tubular pendulum., about the year 1775. 1825 J. Nichol-
son Operat. Mechanic 527 Troughton's tubular-pendulum
..is constructed of an exterior tube of brass,., within which
is another tube, and five brass wires in its belly. 1858 Sim-

MONDS Diet, Trade, Tubular.boiler, a boiler consisting of

tubes. 1862 Catal. Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6132
Metallic tubular bedsteads. 1877 Knjght Diet. Mech.t
Tubular Boiler, a name properly applicable to a steam-
boiler in which the water circulates in pipes,., the fire en-

circling them.

4. a. Path. (See quot.) ? Obs.
1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) I. 287 Diarrhoea Tubu-

laris. Tubular Looseness. The dejections consisting more
or less of membrane-like tubes, whitish, viscous, and in-

odorous. Ibid. V. 49 Tubular diarrhoea.

b. Phys. and Path. Applied to a high-pitched

respiratory murmur, like the sound made by blow-

ing through a tube, heard normally over the

trachea and bronchial tubes, and in diseased con-

ditions over the lung,

1834 J. Forbes Laennec^s Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 119 The
stethoscope detected.. no other respiratory sound, but that

of a dry respiration, evidently tubular or bronchial. 1898

AllbutCs Syst. Med. V. 205 The breath-sounds are tubular

or cavernous—the term ' tubular ' is used here as synonymous
with bronchial.

5. Comb,^ as tubular-shaped \ esp. in Bot. with

another adj. , denoting a com binntion of tubular with

another form, o.^ tubtilar-campapiulate, -urceolate\

tubular-flued, having tubular flues.

1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art II. 825 In a proper

cylindrical, almost tubular-shaped vessel, two feet higli.

1840 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XX. 674/2 These tubular-flued

boilers are at the present day extensively used. 1847 W, E.
Steele Field Bot, 118 \Erica\ Mcditerranca. Cor[ollal

tubular-urccolate. 1870 Hooker Siud. Flora 379 Polygon-
atum. . , Perianth tubular-cam panulate.

lience Tubularity (-serlti), the quality of being

tubular, tubular form of structure; Tu'bularly
adv., in a tubular manner, so as to form a tube,

1746 Da Costa in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 402 Such different

Effects as Solidity and Tubularity. 1856 R. Shield Pract.
Hints Mollis «V Bittterfi. 7,; In tubularly rolled leaves of

honeysuckle we shall find the larvae. 1890 Manch. Exam.
20 June, The special advantage of tubularity in bells seems



TUBULAEIAN.
to be that they are only heard in the immediate neighbour-

hood.

Tubularian (ti/7bi/I^lea'rian), a. and sd. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Tubuldria (in Linneeus, 1755, f. tttbulus

Tubule) + -AN.] a. adj. Belonging to the Lin-

naean genus Tubularia, the group Tubularim, or

the family Tubulariid^j of gymnoblastic Hydrozoa,

in which the polyps are of tubular form, protected

by a perisarc, with naked hydranths. D. sb. A
tubularian hydroid. Also TubtUarldan (-je'ridan)

a. and sb. in same sense {Cent. Diet, 1891).

1859 TodSs Cyct. Anat. V. 206/2 In the Tubularian Polyp
the canal is modified. 1864 Webster, Tubularian^. .ow^

of a family of polypoid acalephs, having simple or branched

horny tubes, and terminating above in poIyp-!ike extremities.

1883 Science I. 196/2 Tlie Anthomedusae (e.g., Marselis\
from the tubularian hydroids. x888 Rolleston & Jackson
Anim. Life 247 A Campanularian differs from a Tubularian

in three important respects.

Tubulary (ti«-bi«iari), sb, ZooL [ad. mod.L.

Tubuldria : see prec] f a. ?A tubular species of

coral. Obs. b. = Tttbulartan sb.

1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 79 Tubularia, The Tubulary,

or Lesser Pipe-sheU. [1753 Chambers Cycl. Sufip., Tubu-
laria Fossilis, . . a species of coral found very often fossile in

Germany and Italy, and composed of a great number of

tubes.] i3j6 Beneden's Anim. Parasites iv. 84 The tubulary

observed by Gwyn Jeffreys.. perhaps belongs to the same
species.

fTu'bulary, a. Obs, [f. as Tubular: see

-ABY 2.] = Tubular.
1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6133 Lignous, consisting of Tubu-

lary vessels. 1673 Grew Anat. Trunks i. iv. § 10 Some-
times the Pith is hollow or Tubulary. 1754 Ellis in Phil.

Trans. XLVIII. 506 That genus of corallines which I have
called tubulary.

Tubulate (ti«"bi??l<?t), a. Nat. Hist, [ad. L.

iubulat-usy f. tubul-us TuBULE : see -ATE 2.]

Formed into or like a tube ; tubular.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Sttpp. App. s. v. Petals The tubulate

bell-fashioned flowers. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Boi. 11. xxii.

(1765) 124 Syngenesia. .. Characters of the Florets... Corolla

..is either tubulate. .\ Hgulaie [etc.]. 1846 Dana Zooph.

(1848) 151 A few tubulate pores over the surface. 1872
Nicholson Palxont. ^4 The group of the Tubulate Corals

is now much reduced in numbers.

Tubulate (ti«'biz/l^it), v. [f, as prec. : see

-ATE 3 ; cf. tubutatioti.'] trans, a. To form into a

tube. b. 'To furnish with a tube ' {Cent.D. 1891).
i8o2 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XIII. 207 A wooden

cullender . . the orifices of which have in the center a wire or

skewer, which tubulates the extruded dough [macaroni].

Tubulated (tiz^'bizl^l^ited), a. [f. L. tubuldt-us

Tubulate a. + -ed l,]

1. Furnished with a tube; esp. of a retort or

receiver : Having a short tube with a stopper

{tubulature or ttibulure), through which substances

can be introduced,
1663 Boyle Use/. Exp, Nat. Philos. 11. v. vii. 173 This

kinde of Vessel is inferior to those tubulated Retorts. 1758
Reid tr. Macquer's Chym. 1. 176 Some retorts are also made
with an opening on their upper side, like that of tubulated
glass alembics, . . closed . . with aglass stojiple. 1831 Brewster
Nat. Magic xiii. (1833) 343 To expose nitrateofammonia in

a tubulated glass retort to the heat of an Argand's lamp.

2. Formed into, or like, a tube; longitudinally

perforated ; tubular.

1713DERHAM Phys. Theol. ix. i. 437 The Teeth are tubulated,

for the Conveyance, .of the Poyson into the Wound. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Tubulated Flower^ The tubu-

lated floscules generally compose the disk [of Composite],and
the ligulated ones the radius of the compound flowers. 1774
pRiNGLE Torpedo 28 Those singular tubulated organs of the

torpedo consist . .of many bodies of a prismatic form. 1839
Semple Diphtheria 96 Some slender and tubulated frag-

ments of false membranes, mixed with mucus, were expelled.

So Tabulation (-iFi'pn) [ad. L, titbuldtion-em, n.

of action f. tubul-usy Tubulb, as if from ^tubuldre\

the process of making or becoming tubular

;

Tubtilatnre (tiM*bi?/latiiu) [see -Ube], the tube of

a tubulated retort : = Tubulure.
1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Tubilation [ed, 1674 Tubulation]

{tubulatio), a making hollow like pipes. 1827 Faraday
Chem. Manip. vii. (1842) 201 The tubulature is safest when
it is not much thicker than the retort at the part where they
join, but should thicken upwards. 1855 Q. Jrnl. Chem. Soc.

VII. 98 The liquid..was placed in a retort with a thermo-
meter in the tubulature. 1866 Reader No. 163. 154/1
Pseudopodial tubulation.

Tubule (ti«*bi«l). [ad. L. tubul-us^ dim. of

tubus Tube; cf. F. tubule (Cotgr.).] A small

tube ; a minute tubular structure in an animal or

plant body, as the Malpighian or uriniferous

tubules of the kidney, the dentinal tubules of the

teeth, etc
1677 tr. Groeneveldt's Treat. Stone 19 The stone growing

in the tubule or pelvis of the kidney. 1699 J. Woodward in

Phil. Trans. XXI. 211 Reduced to single Corpuscles, all fit

to enter the Tubules and Vessels of Plants. 1867 J. Hogg
Microsc. II. i. 333 Contrivances to enable the tubules of the
woody tissues to discharge their contents. 1869 Huxley
Phys. xii. 322 The chief constituent of a tooth is dentine...

It presents innumerable, minute, parallel, wavy tubules. .

.

The wider ends of these tubules open into the pulp cavity.

Hence Tn'bulet [-et], a minute tubule.
1826 KiKBV & Sp. EntomoL III. xxxiii. 363 Tuhulus (the

Tubulet), The tube or retractile base of the Rostellum. Siph-
unculus (the Siphuncle), the real instrument of suction,

wbicb when unemployed is retracted within the tubulet.
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Tubnli- (tia'bijSli), combining form of mod.L.
tnbulus Tubule, in several scientific terms. Tu'-
buUbra:ncli (-brseijlc), Tu^bnlibrancMan Zool.,

sb. a member of tlie Tubulibranchiata, brancliiate

gastropod molluscs with tubular shells, in Cuvier's

classification ; adj. = next. Tu:bulibra-nchlate,

adj. belonging to the Ttibulibranchiata ; sb. —
prec. Tu'bulico^le, Zool. [L. -cola inhabitant],

sb. a member of the Tubulicolx in Cuvier's classi-

fication, a tubularian ; adj. inhabiting a tubule
;

belonging to the Tubtiluolm. Tuibulidcntate a.,

Zool. [L. denldtus toothed], belonging to the

Tubulidentata, a group of edentates having

compound teeth traversed by parallel vertical

tubules. Tubuli-ferous «., Wo/. ///J/, [-fekods],

bearing tubules ; spec, having a tubular ovi-

positor, as the females of certain insects. Tn-
bullfloral, -floTOUs adjs., Bot. [L. Jlos, Jlor-em

flower], belonging to tlie division Tubuliflorie of

Composite plants, having eitlier all the florets, or

those of the disk, tubular. Tu-balifo:rm a.,

having the form of a tubule, tubular. Tu'buli-

po:re, Zool. [L. porus Poee], a polyzoaa of the

genus Tubuli-pora or family Tukilifo-ridse, having

tubular calcareous calicles; also Tubuli-porid

{Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895). Tubnli-poroid a.

[see -did], resembling, or having the characters of,

the family Tubuliporidx {Cent. Diet. 1S91).

185s T. Williams in Ann. !>, Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 11.

XVI. 408 The two preceding *Tubulibranchs. Ibid. 407 The
*TubuUbranchiate genera. 1842 Brands Diet. Se. etc.,

*Tubulibianchians. .. *7'w^K//£-^/i'j, a name applied by
Cuvier to a family of Polypes. 1822 J. Parkinson On/t.

Oryetol. 40 With *tubuIiferous lobes. 1852 Zootogist X.
3405 They were certainly tubuliferous and not merely mem-
branous appendages. 1882 M. T. Masters in Jrnl. Bot.

XI. 39 The *TubuUfloral division of the Composites. 1891

Cent. Diet., *Tubuliflorous. i7<)5.Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2)

\.y:t*Tubuliform, slender cylinders. 1877 HvxLEvAnat.
Inv. Anim. vii. 381 Glands .. divisible into five different

kinds (aciniform, ampullate, aggregate, tubuliforin, and
tuberous). 1864 Webster, *Tubulipore.

fTu'bullte. Obs. [ad. mod.L. /WiJa/f/ft, intro-

duced by Gesner, Tractat. Physic, de Petrificatis

,

1 758.] A fossil or petrifaction of a tube or tubular

shell occupied by an animal.
Gesner specified the tubular shell of the ship-worm, a

lamellibranch mollusc, the coiled tube of a Serpula, the

tubular shell of a Dentalium, all then regarded as ' worms '.

But as these were the shells of different animals, the word
was not permanently used.

1799 KiRWAN Ceoi. Ess. 236 Common marlites.. frequently

[contain] shells, or petrifactions, ammonites, pectinites, tubu-

lites. 1834 BoASE Primary Grot. 372 Those secondary
strata, which contain lubulites and similar fossils.

Tnbulo- {'ufrhiUXo), used as combining forrfi of

mod.L. tubulus Tubule, instead of the usual

TuBULi-, either before a word of Greek derivation,

or in adverbial relation to an adj. (see -o) ; occurr-

ing in a few recent scientific terms. Tu-bulocyst
(-sist), 'any cystic dilatation of an obsolete canal

or fanctionless duct ' (Borland Med. Diet. 1 900- 1 3).

TubulodeTmold, 'a dermoid tumor due to the

persistence of a fetal tube' {ibid^. Tu:biilo-

ra'cemose (-rje'szmJus) a., 'both tubular and

racemose, as, a tubuloraecmose gland' {ibid.).

Tu^bnlosa'ccular a., 'both tubular and saccular'

{ibid.). Tn^bnlostri-ate a., 'having the surface

striated with hollow ribs, as some brachiopod and
molluscan shells' {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
c 1900 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. VII. 10 Tubulosaccular.

Tubnlose (ti«'bi/!ltfiis), a. [ad. mod.L. tttbu-

los-us, f. L. tubulus Tubule.]
1. = next, I . Now rare.

1713 J, Petivkr in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 203 Small
tubutose Scarlet Flowers. 1752 J. Hill Hist. Anim. 268

The Trigla, with a bifid rostrum, and tubulose nostrils. 1826

KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 312 Tongue _ Tubulose. .

.

When it . . is long and tubular, and capable of inflation.

2. Palstont. Belonging to the Tubulosa, a group

of paleozoic corals characterized by tubular thecte.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

TubulotlS (ti«-bi!<bs), a. [ad. mod.L. tubu-

los-tts; cf. F. tubulettx (i 771 in Diet. Trhioux)."]

1. Having the form of a tnbe; == Tubular i.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 4 The stings in all Bees are

hollow and tubulous. 1755 Gentt. Mag. Jan. 8/2 The flower

is red and tubulous. 1826 Samouelle Direct. Collect. Insects

^ Crust. 23 A very short tubulous haustellum.

2. Containing or composed of tubes : = Tu-
bular 3. a. Bot. (See quot.) rare"".
1864 Webster, Tubnlose, Tubutous.. .-2. Containing small

tubes ; composed wholly of tubulous florets ; as, a tubulous

compound flower.

b. Of a steam boiler : Having eitlier fire-tubes

or water-tubes.
i860 Illustr. Lond. News 5 May 422/3 Safety-boilers

(Tubulous) . . are now made with water fire-box. i8<^2

.Spectator 19 Mar. 386/1 The tubulous boiler [for ships].. is

growing in favour both in B'ranee and America.

Hence Tu'bulously adv., in a tnbulous form

;

Tn'bulonsuess (Bailey, 1727, vol. II).

TUCK.

1818 T. NtrrrALL Genera N. Amer. Plants II. 80 Spatlia

tubulously cucullate.

Tnbnlure (ti«-bi?niui). [a. F. tubulure (Banni^,

^TJi), i.l^. tubul-us 'Vvbvle: see-UEB.] A short

tube, or projecting opening forthe insertion ofa tube,

in a retort or receiver. (Cf. Tubulated i.)

1800 tr. Lagrange's Cliem. I. 55 Put iron filings into ajar
with two tubulures, . . pour into the jar through the second
tubulure diluted sulphuric acid. Ibid. 85 Fit to one of the

tubulures of the bottle another tube. 1863 Tyndall Heat
i. 24 This glass bulb has three tubulures. 1883 R. Haldane
Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 46/1 The water enters the

apparatus by the tubulure.

II
Tubulus {\\u\i\u\v%). PI. tnbuli (-ai).

[dim. of L. tubus Tube.]
1. = Tubule ; in Entom. a tubular ovipositor.

[1681 tr. Witlis' Rem. Med. IVbs. Vocab., Tuiuli, small

little pipes, the veins and very small arteries, or little hollow
parts of the bowels so called. 1704 J. Harris Le.r. Techn.

1, Tnbuti Lacti/eri, certain Lactiferous. .Pipes, .through

which [the milk] flows to the Nipples.] 1826 Kirby & Sp.

Entomol. III. xxxiii. 390 Tubulus. A tubular ovipositor,

consisting of several pieces often retractile within each other,

like the lubes of a telescope. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg.

I. 565 The tubuli serving to convey nutrition from the pulp

to the periphery.

2. >= Tubulure.
c 1900 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sc. IV. 784 A small tubulated

receiver, from the tubulus of which a tube.. is in air-tight

communication.

Tuca(n : see Tusa. Tucan, var. Toucan.
Tucatuca, -tueu : see Tucutucu.

+ Tucet. Obs. rare~'. [s.A.'L. tUcetutn, tuccl-

ium 'a kind of sausage or haggis' (Lewis and

Short) ; cf. It. tocchetti 'minced meate, shread, sliced,

or cut in collops ' (Florio 1598), dim. f. tocco piece,

scrap, collop.] A collop ; a small piece of meat.

1653 Jer. Taylor Serin, for Year i. xvi. 212 The pulse

and the leeks, Lavinian sausages, and the Cisalpine tucets

orgobbets of condited buls flesh [cf. Schol. Persii (Du Cange)
Tucetum, bubula condita apud Gallos Cisalpinos condi-

mentis crassis oblita et macerata].

Tuch, obs. f. Tu.SH int.

+Tuch, tuche, obs. ff. Touch (in quots. in sense 6

of Touch sb., touchstone).

1591 Harington Orl. Fur. xlii. Ixviii, The Porch was
all of Porpherie and Tuch. a 1647 Habincton Surv. Wore.
in IVorc. Hist. Soc. Proc. II. 410 Noble monuments..formed
of Tuche, Marble, Alabaster and Rauns.

Tuchet, Sc. yar. Tewhit, the lapwing.

Tueht, obs. Sc. f. Tough. Tucia : see Tutty.

Tuck (t»k), sb.^ Forms : 4-7 tucke, 9 Sc. towk,
6- tuck. [f. Tuck zj.i, in various senses.]

1. A fold or pleat in drapery; fin quot. 16 13,

a plait of the hair {obs.) ; now spec, a flat-

tened fold (or one of several parallel folds) in a

garment, secured by stitching, either to shorten the

article or for ornamentation.
1387-8 T. UsK Test. Lo-je \. v. (Skcat) 1. 132 That no

iangling may greue the lest tucke of thy hemmes. 1591

Percivall Sp. Diet., A t/orza de vestido, a plaite in a gar-

ment, a tucke. 1613 Chapman Maske Inns Court X iv, Her
tresses in tucks, braided with siluer. 1824 Maciaggart
Gallovid. Encycl., Tffivk, a' take up in ladies' clothing. 1861

Gloucestershire Citron. 21 Sept., ' What do you do when you
have outgrown your clothes ? Vou throw them aside, don't

you?* 'Oh, no', replied the little girl, 'we let out the

tucks '. 1882 Caulfeild & Sawakd Did. Needleivork,

r^c/tj.. are parallel folds of material, lying.. on any article

of dress,., either for shortening a garment, or for the purpose

of ornamentation.

2. The gathering of the ends of the bottom planks

of a ship under the stern ; that part of the hull

where the bottom planks are collected and ter-

minated by the tuck-rail (see 8).

a\tiz% Nomenclator Navatis (Harl. MS. 2301), Ye Tuck,
the word is significant for it is (as you would sale) the verie

gathering vp of the Ships quarter, vnder water, a 1687

Petty Treat. Naval Philos. 1. i. The.: Stern-post, and
Dead-rising up the Tuck. 1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4510/7 The
Hoy Burthen 9 or 10 Tun,. , Moon shap'd in her Sleir, with

a square Tuck. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xxvii, He's built

like a Dutch schuy t, great breadth of beam, and very square

tuck, c 1850 Rvdim. Narig. (Weale) 157 The tuck, the aft-

part of the ship where the ends of the planks of the bottom
are terminated by the tuck-rail.

3. Fishing. Short for Tf3CK-NET.

1602 CarewCornwall 1. goTheTucke . . is narrower meashed,

and.. with a long bunt in the midst. 1865 CoucH Fishes

Brit. Islands IV. 91 To take up the fish [pilchards].. the

principal sean is left undisturbed, while the volyer passes

within the enclosure and lays its sean, termed the Tuck,

round the former on the inner side; and then the latter is

drawn together so as gradually to contract the space and

raise the fish to the surface.

4. A pluck, twitch, pull, tug ; in quot. 1648 re-

ferring to the ' tucking ' of freshmen at Oxford : see

Tuck zi.l 4 b. Now only dial.

1648 Wood Life 15 Feb. (O.H.S.) I. 139 Nothing was
given him but salted drink.. with tucks to boot. 1805 A.

Scott Poems 105 (Jam.) Whan thou bad fairly pass'd the

clips. An' a' the taylor's tukes an' nips. 1887 Suppl. to

Jamieson, Took, iouk, towk, a tug, pluck, pull :
' He gied

her sleeve a bit took '.

5. The thrusting in of the ends or edges of any-

tliing so as to secure them in position. Also with in.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xiii, She ever and anon

came to the bedside, and smoothed and arranged something

about the bed-clothes, and gave a tuck here and there. 1865

Dickens Mut. Fr. III. ii. The sentinel smartly giving his
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rolled shirt-sleeves an extra tuck on the shoulders. 1900
Daily Mail 5 Feb. 7/x The guimpe or tiny tuck-in
chemisette.

b. A flap on one cover of a book, which folds

over and is tucked in a band or the like on the

other cover, serving to keep the book closed.

1880 Print. Trades Jrnl. No, 32. 30 A double tuck, render-

ing a clasp of any description unnecessary. 1893 [see tuck'

cover in 8],

6. slang. Usually /«r>i-£>/// (also /Wi-^-?«): A hearty

me.1l ; esp. in school use, a feast of delicacies, a
' blow-ont ',

z8a3 in Spirit Puh. Jrnls, 232 He, being inclined for -a

tuck out, repaired where he was likely to meet with oysters.

1836 E. Howard R, Reefer xxxviii, Tell my steward to give

them a good tuck-out and a glass of grog. 1844 J. T,
Hewlett Parsons^ W. xv, We meant to save all our money
for the tuck, 1856 F. E. Paget Owlet Owlst. 172, I was at

the dessert ; and a jolly ^ood tuck I had, besides. 1886 T.
Hardy Mayor Casterh:\Xf\fG will have a solid, staunch

tuck- in.

b. Food, eatables ; esp. delicacies, as sweet-stuff,

pastry, jam, etc, {school siang). Cf. Tucker sb. 6,

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. v, The Slogger looks rather

sodden, as if he didn't take much exercise and ate too much
tuck, i860 TvLOR Anahuac viiL (1861) 210 Ten or twelve

of these little bowls on the table, each with a different kind
of' tuck * in it. 1899 E. Phillpotts Human Boy i v. iL 93 [He
spoke] regretfully, as though he was being robbed of tuck.

C. A hearty appetite for food, dial,

1838 HoLLOWAV Diet. Prmnncialisms s. v., * He has a
pretty good Tuck of his own *, means that a man is a great

eater. Hants. Sussex. 1847-78 Halliwell, Tuck (i) to

eat. Also, an appetites

7. Phrases, t a. Docks and tucks (of uncertain

meaning). Obs.

1598 Barcklev Felic. Man (1631) 621 Covet not to win
estimation, .by.. Frierly ducks, and such like Italian and
Spanish tricks and tuckes. 1609 Sir E. Hobv Let. to 7*.

H\iRSOf^\ 106 margin^ Leaue your ducks and your tuckes,

and your apish toies, and serue God in spirit and truth,

b. Nip and tuck : see Nip sb}- 6,

8. attrib. and Comb, (some f, the verb-stem) ;

tuok-baaket, a basket used in dipping the fish

from the tuck-net ; tuck-boat, in seine-fishing, a
boat which carries the tuck-net; tuck-cover
(see 5 b) ; tuck-creaaer, tuck-folder, an attach-

ment in a sewing-machine which marks the line of,

or folds down, the next tuck in readiness for stitch-

ing (Knight Diet. Meek. 1877); f tuck-hole, a
hole in a ploughshare by means of which it is

hooked to the beam (cf. Tuck v^ 8, quot 1733) ;

tuck-huuter. oue in search of a feast ; tuck-joint,

a joint in tuck-pointing (see Tuck-point) ; tuck-
marker « titck-creaser ; tuck-plate, in an iron

ship, a curved plate of the hull at the point where
the stem-post is bolted to the transom-frame

:

cf. sense a ; tuck-rail : see quot. ; tnck-selue «
Tuck-net. Also Tuck-mill, -net, -point, -shop.
1883 Fisheries Exhih. Catal. (ed. 4) 127 "Tuck basket for

taking fish out of seine. 1855 J. R. \.VArcHiiSi Cornwall
J/Zn^j 15 The ' "tuck 'boat then makes the inner circuit of
the ' seine ', the smaller net being dropped overboard as she
goes. 189^ ^estm. Gaz. 24 June 7/2 With *tuck cover (like

pocket-book), and flap and pencil. 180$ R. W. Dicksom
Pract. Agric. I. PI. v. ^o Heel to "tuck hole of share—2 ft.

6( in.. .Tuck hole to point of share—8| in. 1840 A Bunn
Stagt I. xiL 295 Nothing can stop trie mouth of a 'tuck-
hunter. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ. iv, 226 Rough arches
..finished off with., a "tuck joint*. This consists in

marking the divisions by a neatly raised line of fine

white plaster. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech.^ ^Tuck-marker^
. . also known as a tuck-creaser, for making a crease
on goods as a guide for width in making the next fold.

C1850 Rudim, Navir. (Weale) 157 *Tuck-rail^ the rail

which . . forms a rabbet for the purpose of caulking the
butt ends of the planks of the bottom (see sense q\ iSaj
Encycl. Lond. XX. 435/1 [In pilchard Ashing] three boats
belong to each sean; the first and large-^t is called the sean-
boat...The next boat is called the vollier (follower) .., and
carries another sean, called the 'tuck-sean, which is about
100 fathoms long, and 18 deep. . . The third boat is called the
lurker. 1874 [see Seine sb.^ ^].

Tuck (tok), sb,"^ arch, and dial. Chiefly Sc,

(t«k). Forms: 5 tuk, 6 tuicke, 6-9 touk, 8
tuke, 8-9 took, 6- tuck. [f. Tuck v."^: cf. Pr.

toco^ It. tocco * a stroke or knock, also a stroke of a
bell or clocke *, f. toccare * to touch, hit, to smite,

strike* (Florio).]

1 1. A blast of a trumpet. Obs. rare^K
CX400 Destr. Troy 7107 With the tuk of a trump, all his

tore knightes He assemblit full sone.

2. A blow, a stroke, a tap ; esp. in tt^k ofdrum,
a 1500 Battle o/Hariaw xv. in Sel. Coll, Sc. Ballads (1790)

III. 17 With trumpets and with tuicke of drum. 1513
Douglas Mneis viii. iv. 119 Hercules it smyttis wyth a
mychty touk Apon the richt half, for to mak it jouk. x6^[o-x

Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Mtn. Bk. (1855) 23 Within eight
days efier intlmatione be maid thairof, aither at the several!
merkat crocess, or by touk of drume, or by advertisement.
1710RUUDIMAN Douglas JEneisG\os&.^ r^w-fe, stroak, blow,
. .a touchy pull ; as to take a touk ofany thing, i.e. have a
touch at It. 1761 in St. Andrews Citizen 21 Mar. (1903),

Published through the city by took of drum. x8t8 Scott
Hrt Midi, xii, An open convocating of the king's lieges,,

by touk of drum. 1891 N. W. Devon Glost.t Tuck^ a blow.

b. fig. or allusively.

iSaj CAHLVLE.S'rA/7/^r App. (1845) asgSchubart was happy
to evacuate Munich without tuck of drum. 1878 Stevenson
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Jtnland Voy. 85 Wherever death .. sounds his own potent
> tuck upon the cannons.

ta (?)Akiss. Obs, rare.
x6xx CoTGR., Bouguer^ to take, or giue a tucke, or kisse.

Tack (.t2?k), j3.3 arch. Forms : 6 toke, tooke,
touke, Sc, towk, 6-7 tucke, (7 took, touk, tuke),
7- tuck, [app. ad. F. estoc in same sense, in OF.
and Norm. dial. Hoc = Pr. estoc. It. stocco, ad. Ger,
stock stick.] A slendeis pointed, straight, thrusting

sword ; a rapier. Also trans/, and Jig,
1508 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 122 Item for gJlting

and grathing of the lang towk,.. iiij li. igag Rutland
MSS. (1905) IV. 267 For the delyverance of a toke to my
Lorde, xxd. <:is*6 Harl. MS. 42ty If. 10 A longe Tocke
iij square, the hafte of siluer. 1553 Will 0/ H. Cornish
(MS.), A gilte saddelL.a touke, a dagger, stirropes spurres
and a handgoune. 1566 Drant Horace, Sat, L A j b, The
Tucke, the targe, the sheilde. 1615 Darcie Hist. Eliz. ni.

223 To fight ..in Duels, with a Rapier called a Tucke, onely
for the thrust 1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678)

as Running him into the Visor with his Tuck. 1683 Sir J.
Turner Pallas Armata 176 Long Rapiers and Touks.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 91/2 A Tuck [is] a four square
Blade. <>i699 Lady Halkett Autobiog. (1S75) 63 Run
through the body with a tuke. 1707 J. Stevens tr.

Quevedo^s Cont. IVks. (1709) 176 My Sword.. was a stiff

Tuck. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) II. 880/1 He ap-
peared witn a tuck, such as is used by robbers. i8a6 Scott
IVoodst. i. He wore, .a tuck, as it was then called, or rapier.

1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 656/1 The . .
* tuck ' or ' rapier has

been refmed into the ^p/e or duelling sword.

b. attrib. and Comb., as tuck'Skeath ; tuck-cane,
a cane in which a tuck or rapier is carried, serving

as a sheath ; a sword-cane ; tuck-fiah : see quot.

;

tuck-stick = tuck-cane.

1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. i6c., I had a *tuck
Cane in my hand, 1783 Trusler Alod. Times II. 18, I..

never went out afterwards, but with a tuck cane and a brace
of pistols loaded. i68x Grew Musmum i. v. i. 86 The Head
ofthe ^Tuck'Fish. ..The Snout is not so flat as in the Rapier*
fish, but thicker and rounder, more like a Tuck, from
whence I take leave to name it. 1506-7 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. III. 250 Tua *towk schetnis. 1765 Lond.
Chron. 19 Dec. 588 '1 he master run the apprentice through
the body with a "tuck-stick, which killed him.

Tnck (t»k), v.l Forms: a. i tUcian, tiicisan

;

3-5 tuke, 4 touk, 5 touke, 5-6 toke, 7 Sc, towk.
&, 5 tokke, 5~6 tukke, tuk, 6-7 tucke, 5- tuok.
[The forms of this verb fall into two distinct groups

;

the development of the senses also offers difficulties.

The a-forms (with long vowel or diphthong)
belong to senses i and 3 and the earlier quots.

under 3 ; the ^-forms (with short vowel) to the

rest of sense 3 and all the other senses, beginning

in 14th c in senses 4, 7, and occurring in 15th c. in

sense 6 (and in one or two later instances in

sense 3). The latter appear to correspond to MLG.
tuckeny tocken to draw, pull sharply or forcibly,

MDu. tocken, tucken^ OHG. zoccndn^ zucchen to

move or remove with a jerk, snatch away, pluck,

pull, mod.Ger, zucken to jerk, tuck, tug, das schweri

zUcken, to draw the sword. The shortening of the

» in OE. tiUian, early ME. tuke^ etc. to u (v) in tuck

is notable, but is paralleled by that of OE, s^an
to Suck ; cf. also Duck v, from ME. dilke{n.'\

+ L trans. To afflict by way of punishment; to

punish, chastise ; to ill-treat, torment. Obs.
£888 K, ^'Elpreo Boeth. xxxviii. 9 7 Lustlice hi woldon

Isetan (ki rican hi tucian aefter hiora a^num willan. a 1000
Boeth. Metr. xxiv. 60 Unrihtwise eordan cyningas,.(ie J»is

werije folc wyrst tuciad, c 1000 i'ELFRic Judg. xv. 8 He,

.

heora fela ofsloh and to scoame tucode, c 1000 — Saints*
Lives xxiii. 715 Swingan and to ealre sorje tuci?;an. c 1200
Trin, Coll, Hom, at His heued [was] heled mid l>ornene
crune and on fele wise [he was] rewliche tuked. a 1225
Ancr. R. 366 He. .was. .so scheomeliche ituked. fxijo
Hali Metd. 17 LeccherictukeS hire [maidenhood] al to

wundre & }>rent to don hire schome.

fb. intr. Obs.
a 1250 Chvl ^ Night. 63 J>u tukest wrojie & vuele Hwar |ni

myht ouer smale vowele.

t2. Jig. To reprove, check, rebuke, find fault

with; to upbraid, reproach. Obs.
In quot. 1584 with up (but sense doubtful).

a I2SS Leg, Kath. 550 Ha tukc3 ure godes to balewe &
to bismere. a 1225 Ancr. R, 316 pet is tocne of hatunge
)>et men tuked to wundre l>et bing l^et me hated swude.
1584 B, R. tr. Herodotus 11. 99 The vassals hauing ended
their speeche, Protheus turned hymselfe to Alexander, and
tucked bym vp with thys rounde tale, 1600 in Maitland
Club Misc. (1843) III. 102 Towking outragious counten-
ance. i6t6 Orkney Witch Trial in Rogers Soc. Life
Scot. (1886) III. 298 She haid tuckit him and given him
mony injurious wordis. 1651 R. Baillie Lett,

<S-
yrnls.

(1841) III. 163 His brother Adam Wilson towks him, calling

him a fool and bidding him desist.

3. To dress or finish (cloth) after it comes from
the weaver, esp. to stretch on tenters; cf. Tdcker
sb. I ; also intr, to work as a tucker. Now local.

a. [1273 : implied in Tucker sb. i.] 1377 Langi.. P. PI.

B. XV. 447 Cloth t>at Cometh fro |>e weuyng is nou^t comly
to were, Tyl it is fulled vnder fote or in fuUyng stokkes,

Wasshen wel with water and with taseles cracched, Ytouked,
and ytented. 1459 in ioth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
V, 300 It was ordayned that no woman sholde touke in no
manere place aforstrete within the saide citie. 1467-8 Rolls

0/ ParIt. V. 621/2 Yef, .the seid Cloth [were] toked and
Allied within this your Reame, your Highnes shuld have
the Custume and Awnage for the same. 15x3-14 Act $

TITCK.

Hen. VIIF, c. 2 Noo person make noo such Cloth)^ . . to
sell without that he be whan he is rawe redy to be tokyd ol
the brede of a yerde and half quarter.
^. 1621 in Harding Hist. Tiverton (1817) II. 181 Not.,

white weavers or tuckers that make white kersies, but,,
such as weave and tuck upon coloured mixed kerseys. 1780
A. Young Tour Irel. II. 34 A mill for milling, tucking,
&c. broad cloths. 1837 Whittock, etc. Bk. Trades (1842)
255 (After the process of fulling and dyeing, the dressed
cloths are.. pricked on the tenter hooks and stretched to
their utmost bearing... This is considered as tucking in
the west of England. 1882 Jago Corniv. Gloss., 'Tucking,
working in a fulling-mill.

4. t To tug at ; to snatch, pluck, pull ; to gather
(herbs, fruit, etc.) (obs,) ; now spec, to pluck or pull
the loose hay from the sides of (a new rick) {dial,),
13.. /C. Alis. 2305 (Bodl. MS.), Ats he hit [his weapon]

tukked [v.r. toggid], out to habbe, Philot hym jaf anothere
dabbe. 1625 T. Godwin Moses <$ Aaron iii. iii. 125 They
held it vnlawfull, to roste an apple, to tucke an herbe, to
climbe a tree, to kill or catch a flea. 1658 tr. Portn's Nat.
Magic IV. xi. 136 You must tuck them off the Tree with
your hand. Ibid, [see 1'ucker sb. 2). 1794 P. Foot Agric.
Middlesex 57 Ihe bay-farmer pays great attention to have
the stack well tucked and thatched. 1B88 Elworthv W.
Somerset Word-bk. s.v., Now, Bob, don't bethink thy vin-
gers, tuck'n in tight, mind— i.e. pull it out until you get to
the solid mass.

+ b. See quot. 1647. Obs.
ct6fo Shaftesb. in Remin. Oxford (0,H,S.) 37, I caused

that ill custom of tucking freshmen [at Oxford] to be left

oR. 1647 Wood Li/e Dec. (O.H.S.) I. 134 If any of the
freshmen came off dull, or not cleverly, some of the forward
or pragmatical seniors would * tuck ' them, that is, set the
nail of their thumb to their chin, just under the lower lipp,
and by the help of their other fingers under the chin, they
would give him a mark, which sometimes would produce
blood.

5. Fishing. To take the fish from (the seine) by
means of a tuck-net ; also with the fish as object.
1786 Act 26 Geo, III^ c. 26 § II (Cod fishing) It shall not

be lawful. .to use. .any Sean or Net. .for the Purpose of
catching Cod Fish by hauling such Sean or Net on Shore,
or tucking such Sean or Net into any Boat or Boats, the
Scale or Mesh of which said Sean or Net shall be less in
Dimension than Four Inches. 1857 Morning Chron,
28 Aug. (Cassell's), 185 hogsheads [of pilchards] were tucked
on Sunday, 1866 Standard 3 Oct, 3/4 All these [i. e, seines]
have enclosed fish, which are being tucked, and many
thousands of hogsheads are expected to be landed. 1879
Encycl. Brit. IX. 254/2 *Tucking' (he fish.. is performed
with the tuck-sean, ..and as it is hauled in, the foot of th«
bunt b raised so as to bring the fish to the surface, whence
they are dipped out in large baskets and put into attendant
boats to be carried on shore,

6. To pull or gather up in a fold or folds ; to fold

or turn up ; esp, to gird up (a garment, etc.). Usually
const, up.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 504/2 Tukkyn vp, or stykkyn vp

{K. tuckyn or stychyn up clothls), .. su_ffarcino. 1513
Douglas Mneis v. x. 21 Thair haris alt war tukkit wp on
thar croun. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. % 151 Theyr cotes be so
syde [= iong] that they be fayne to tucke them vp whan
they ryde. 1500 Spenser F. Q, iii. ix. 21 Her well-plighted
frock, which she did won To tucke about her short when
she did ryde. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenoi's Trav. i. 156
They are tuck'd aside, that the Diamonds may not be
covered. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect.
(Maitl. CI.) 218 All the Capucines . . were marching in sixes
and sevens with their gowns tucked up, great fat carles.

183SHS Todds Cycl, Anal. I. 479/1 The intestines are..
tucked up into folds and sacs. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
iii. He tucked up his sleeves and squared his elbows. x88o
' OuiDA ' Moths 1. 77 The stout north countrywoman tucked
up her petticoats, and began to climb up the steep path with
a will. 1885 Cortt/t. Mag. Mar. 283 Priests sitting with
their legs tucked up tailor-wise, in the attitude of Buddha.

b. To put a tuck or tucks in ; to shorten or

ornament with tucks,
1626 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 181 Item for tuckeinge up the

surples, xij d. 1709 [see Tucked ppl. a, il. 1873 Eliz.
Phelps Trotty's Wedding Tour 126 She tucked the panta-
lets, darned the stockings.

7. To pull or gather up and confine the loose

garments of; to gird (a person) up. Chiefly in

pa.pple. Now rare.

C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 982 {Dido) Saw jcOnj^e of
myne susteryn..I-tukkid [v.r. Itucked] vp with arwis in

hire cas? C1386 — SomPn. T. 29 With scnppe and tipped
staf, ytukked [v.rr. tucked, tukked, tokked] bye In euery
hous, he gan to poure and prye. c 1440 Generydes 4397
Tokkyd vppe she [the queen] was well fro the grounde.
c 1450 in Aungier 5]>'f}n (1840) 342 Some of the brethren tukke
the mynysters. .in the begynnyngof masse, and also tuk the
confessour whan he taketh the cope aboute the ende of the
same masse, 1483 Caxton Gola. Leg. 160/2 A pylgrym
tucked and made redy for to goo hastely ouer see. 1558
Phaer Mneid i. Bj, Tukt she was that naked was her knee.
1366 Drant Horace, Sat. viii. D viij b. Bare foote, hyr
lockes about her heade, ytuckde in pukishe frocke. 1727
[see Tucked///, a. i]. a 1801 Eloomfield Rural 7'., Rich.
^ Kate xi. Who, snug tuck't up, walk'd slow behind. X84X
Orderson Creel, ix. ^ She was .

.
' tucked up ', in the inde-

corous manner of those days.

b. To shorten or short-coat (an infant). Usually
with up. dial.

1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word^bk. s.v., I was a-
frightened to zee the cheel a-tuck'd up a' ready. 1901 E.
Phillpotts Striking Hours 135 Afore 1 was tucked-up, or,

as you might say, 'short-coated', her went.. down to Corn-
wall, a 1905 in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v.. Tuck it in May, Tuck
it away.

c. Jig. To cramp or hamper by lack of space,

time, or means. See also Tucked///, a. 2 c.

1886 Field 13 Feb. 179/3 They [fox-hunter.s] have becti-
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playing the old game of skirting, eventually to find them-
selves fairly tucked up by wire-fencing. 1887 (see Tucked
ppi.a.-2Q\ 1890 'R. BoLDRKWooD ' Ctf/. Reformer xxvii,

In England you have your bad seasons..; and the poor

man . . i;eis tucked up a bit.

8. To thrust or put away (an object) into a close

place where it is snugly held or concealed.

1587 TuRBERV. TraS' T. (1837) 195 Shee tuckt it [the head]
in her aprort close. 1621-3 Middleton & Rowley Change-
ling IV. i, Folio forty-five, here 'tis, The leaf tuck'd down
upon it. X710 Steele TatUr No. i6a p 6, To carry Pistols

alwut me, which I have always tuck d within my Girdle.

»733 W. Ellis Chiltem ff Vale Farm. 321 The Sharr also

is tuck'd up to the Beam by an Iron-hook. X781 Cowper
Truth 147 The shivering urchin.. Carries her Bible tucked
beneath his arm. i86z Geo. Eliot Silas M. i. Finding
the well-known bag, empty, tucked behind the chest of

drawers. 1874 Burnand My time xxxii. 329 He tucked his

wife's arm under his own. i^« W. B. Sklbie Noticon/omtitv
xii. 225 The little old meeting-houses tucked away in back
streets gave place to large and commodious buildings.

9. To thrust in the edge or end of (anything

pendent or loose) so as to retain or confine them

;

now esp, to turn in the edges of (bed-coverings or

the like) under the bed or its occupant. With
various advbs., esp. i«, tip.

1635 QuARLES Evwl. III. ix. 37 Snares tuck thy bed. 1697
Dampisr Voy, I. xii. 327 They gather it in their Hands,.,
tucking in the twisted part between their Waste and the
edge of the Petticoat, which keeps it close. 1746 Jameson
in A. McKay Hist. Kilmarnock (i38o) 83 Tucking his shirt

under the waistcoat, that it might not obstruct the blow.

1843 Sir C. Scudamore Med. Visit Grn/cnberg 102 Early^ in

the morning, the bed-clothes were tucked up tight about him,
so as to retain the animal heat. xSga Thackeray Esmond
III. iii, A nymph that can tuck my bed-clothes up. 1905
Elin. Glvh Viciss. Evang. 169 Mr. Carruthers .. tucked
his sable rug round me.

b. With the person as object. hX^oJig.
1692 Locke Ednc. § 22 To have his Maid tuck him in

warm. 1739 ' R. Bull ' tr. Dedekindus" GroManus 225 The
Muse woulcf willingly. .tuck you in, and then put out the
Light. 1800 Malkin Gil Bias vii. xvi. P4 The nurse forced

me under the bedclothes again, and tucked me up. 1854
Emerson Lett. ^ Soc. Aimsy Resources Wks. (Bohn) I IL 199
Nature keeps the lakes warm by tucking them up under a
blanket of ice.

c, inir* To draw together, contract, pucker.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 102/2 When an ulcer

becomes foul,.. the edges of it, in process of time, tuck in.

xdi^ Allbutt's Sysi. Med. VL 834 Another symptom. .is a
tucking-up of one or both of the upper lids.

10. slang, a. trans. To consume, swallow (food

or drink) ; to ' put away ',
' put out of sight ',

X784 R. Bace Barkam Downs \. 191 We will dine to-

gether; tuck up a bottle or two of claret. 1833 Marryat
P. Simple xi, Now that I've cured you, you'll be tucking
all that into your own little breadbasket, a 1845 Barham
Ittgol. Eeg-t IIouse-Tvarmingy The strawberries.. Which our
Grandmother's Uncle tuck'd in like a pig. 1861 Holland
Less. Life xii. 144 Let's go over and see if we can't tuck
away some of that grub.

b. intr. To feed heartily or greedily; esp.

with iny into*

1810 [see Tucking z/W.J^.^ 4], 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick.
xxxix, If you'll just let little Wackford tuck into something
fat. i860 Thackeray Round. Papers vii, There is Rashcr-
well ' tucking * away in the coffee-room. 1887 Edna Lyall
Knight-Errant xv. C18S9) 129 Always in at dinner-time and
to be found at odd hours tucking in.

fe. trans. To distend with food; to fill out»

Obs, rare~^,
x8a4 in Spirit Pui. Jmls. (1825)304 He had been ' Taking

his ease in his inn',, .and feelinghimself comfortably tucked
out, be wished to bolt.

iL slang. To hang (a criminal); usually with «/.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv^ 'fuck't^ Hang'd. 1738 tr.

Guazzo^s Art Conversation 231 , 1 expect . . to see him tucked
up to a Gibbet. 1755 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) III. 142
Poor Fanny 1 I always thought she would play till she
would be forced to tuck herself up ! 1825-9 Mrs. Sherwood
Lady ofManor V.x\\\,TQOj I wish some one had tucked
him up before he had made acquaintance with this house.

b. To hang (a bell) high in the stock.

x86o Beckett Clocks, Watches, etc. (ed. 4) 424 A large

bell may be tolled easily by one man, if it is properly hung,
though not if it is ' tucked up in the stock '.

12. = Tuck-point v.

1803 Use/.Proj. in Ann. Reg. Zzg/'z Tucking and pointing
all stone and brick works that require proof against water
and damp.

Tack (tok), e^.2 Now dial. Chiefly Sc. (t«k).

Forms: 4-5 tukke, 5 tnke, 5-7 touk, 6 tuik,

7 touck, -e, towke, 9 took, towk, 7- tuck. [a.

ONF. taker
J
toquer, touker {a 1 400 in Godef. Comply

totouch, strike, northern form <ii toucher \.o Touch,
= Prov., Sp., Pg. iocar^ It, toccare 'to touch, hit, to

smite, strike ' (Florio) : cf. also Tocsin.]

1. trans, and intr. To touch i^are) ; to beat the

drum ; also intr. of a drum : To sound.
13,. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1414, & ay J>e naker:'n noyse, notes

of pipes, Tymbres & tabornes, tukket [MS. tulket] among.
^1400-50 Alexander 2427 pe Tebies tukkid [MSS. tulkid,

-yd] vs with tene, a-tired l>am in armes. <z 1500 Battle 0/
Harlaw xviii. in Sel. Coll. Sc. Ballads (1790) III. 17 The
trumpet sounds, The dandring drums aloud did tuik. 1629
Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 11. III. 5 The said James..
caused ring the kirk belt and towke thair drwm. 1642 Burgh
Rec. Glasgow la Feb. (1876) 437 Ordains the drummers to
touk throughe the toun. ^1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. l
(1850) I. 202 Trvmpettis soundis and drumis tovkis. 1887
Suppl. to Jamieson, Took, touk, towk^ to strike, beat, blow,
Luck ; as, * to took the drum '•
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+ 2. trans. To sound a blast on (a trumpet) ; to

blow up. Obs. rare.
I a 1400-50 -4 /tf^««i/,fr 773 With |>ati>aitukevp [v.r.tukkyn

I

vpl |?aire trompes.

I

3. intr. Of the wind : To blow in gusts, dial.

I

1833 D. M'Kay in Rec, ^ Bards Angus ^ Mearns (180^)
I 301, I have wondered full oft as it (the hurricane] tookit
and blew, If ever its sughin was leerie to you. 1893 Wilt'
shire Gloss. s.v., ' The wind is so tucking to-day ', i. e. gusty,
veering.

t Tuck, tucka, tucke, obs. ff. Toque, in sense

I of ' a kerchief worn on the head *, or * a turban '.

1505 in Facsimiles Nat. MSS. i. (1865) 92 And as to hir
forehed, the heighte or the breid iherof, we cowde not per-
feclly diserne, for the maner of the wereynge of the kerches
or tuckas in that contry ys suche that a man can nott welle
luge hit. X5S3 A. Jenkinson Voy. <V Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) I.

3 Vpon his head a goodly white tuck, containing in length
: by estimation fifteene yards. 1582 N. Lichefield tr.

CastanhedcCs Cong. E, Ind. 1. iv. 14 Vpon their heads they

I

weare a certeine kinde of tucks or kerchiefe somewhat
wrought with silke and gold thrid.

fTU'ckage. Obs. rare~^. [f. Tuck z^.^-f-AGE.]

Tucking, cloth-dressing.

16x2 Sturtevant Metallica 46 Winde water milnes..for
tuckeage, and fulleage of wollen cloath.

Tuckahoe (tykahi?). U.S, Forms: 7 tock-
wough, tockawhough, -waugh, 8 tuccaho, 8-9
tuckahoo, 7- tuckahoe, [ad. Powhatan or Vir-

ginian (N. Amor, \wA\7\xC)to€ka'whoughei app. cog-
nate with Mohegan tquogh, Shawnee iukiuhah.

Webster (191 1) compares Natick/^/«/Y'/K«^^cake
of bread, i, petukqui round, Cree pitikivaw made
round.]

L A name applied by North American Indians

(esp. of Virginia) to edible roots of various plants:

?,GG Report of Smithsonian Inst. 1881, pp. 687-701.
i6ia Cait. Smith Map Virginia 22 In lune, lulie, and

August they feede vpon the rootes cf Tockwough [printed
-nougli], berries, fish and grecne wheat. i6ia Proc. Vir-
ginia 87 in Capt. Smithes Wks. (Arb.) 155 Others would
gather as much Tockwough roots in a day as would make
them bread a weeke. 1663 Laws 0/ Virginia cxxxvi. 77
The poor Indians, whom, the seating of the English, hath
forced from their wonted Conveniences of. . gathering Tucka-
hoe, Cortenions, and other Wild-Fruits. 1671 Ogilby
Amer. ig6 Their peculiar roots are the tockawaugh, good
to eat [etc.].

a. Among these are or were the thick and
starchy root-stocks of certain araceous plants, par-

ticularly Peltandra unduiata or Virginica (formerly

Arum Virginicum)^ the Arrow Arum, and Oron-
tiu?n aquaticuviy the Golden-Club.
161^ PuRCHAS Pilgrimage viii. v. 635 [The aborigines of

Virginia] haue two rootes ; . . the other called Tockawhough,
growing like a flaggCj of the greatnesse and tast of a Potato,
which passeth a fiene purgation before they may eate it,

being poison whiles it is raw, 1705 Beveki-ey Virginia in.

iv, (1722) i5;j A tuberous Root they call Tuckahoe, which
while crude is of a very hot and virulent Quality: Hut they
can manage.. to make Bread of it. 1770 J.

R. Forster
Kahn's Trav. N. Amer. (1772) I. 225 To judge by these
qu.ilities the Tuckahoo may very likely be the Arum Vir-
ginicum.

b. Now app. restricted to an underground tuber-

like production {Pachyma Cocos, Fries, Lycoper-

don solidum, Clayton), prob. the sclerotium of

some fungus, parasitic on tree-roots in the southern

parts of North America, the affinities of which are

uncertain. Also called Indian bread, Indian loafj

Indian head, and tuckahoe truffle.

1731 iCATESBV Nat. Hist. Carolina, etc. p. x, Indians
also eat the earth nuts which they call tuccaho. 178a T.
Jefferson Notes State Virginia (1787) 58 Tuckahoe,
Lycoperdon tuber. 1816 in Massachusetts Spy 23 Oct.
(Thornton), The name ofTuckahoe . . has also been applied to

the TrolTle. 1866 Trcas. Bot., Tuckahoo, . . a curious tuberous
production, .. has been referred by Fries to the genus
Pachynia.

2. A nickname for the lowlands ofVirginia ; also

for an inhabitant of this district, local U. S.

1817 J. K. Paulding Leit.fr. South I. x. 112 The people
[west of the Blue Ridge] call those east of the mountain
Tuckaboes, and their country Old Virginia. 1835 Lett.
Virginia Springs (Phjlad.) 16-17 (Thornton) [The Blue
RidgeJ divides the Ancient Dominion into two nations,

called Tuckahoes and Quo'hees; the former inhabiting the
lowland. 1848-60 Bartlett Diet. Amer, s.v., Tuckahoe is

often applied to an inhabitant of I^ower Virginia, and to the
poor land in that portion of the State.

Tncked (t»kt), ///. a. [f. Tuck vX (and sby)

in various senses + -ed.]

1. Gathered or girded up, arranged in tucks or

folds ; t of a person : having the clothes girded up
{pbs.^ ; shortened or ornamented with tucks ; thrust

or doubled in ;
poked in or away so as to be re-

tained in position ; enveloped, covered snugly up.

1530 Pal5GR. 327/2 Tucked up as ones clothes is, rebrouc4.

1582 Stanvhubst yEneis in. (Arb.) 75, 1 knew theiretuckt-
locks. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 30 r 9 With blue and red
Stockings in Morning; tuck'd Cravats, and Nightcap Wigs.
1717 Swift City Shower 37 The tuck*d-up semstress walks
with hasty strides. 1823 Scott Qu^ntin D. xxii, The butcher
..was distinguished by his tucked-up sleeves. 1883 'Syl-
via ' Lady*s Guide Dressmaking 107, 4 tucked flannel petti-

coats. 1913 Play Pictorial No. 131. p. vi/i A prettily

tucked chemisette of soft French net.

2. Tucked up (of a dog or horse) : having the

Hanks drawn in from hunger, malnutrition, or
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fatigue ; hence, tired out, exhausted. Cf. TuCKEB
v., tuckered, slang and dial.

J84S Youatt Dog it. 18 They generally are very thin,..

with sharp-pointed ears, deep chest, and tucked-up flanks.

1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Tucked up, applied
to animals, especially horses after hard riding—looking thin.

Th* old mare's a bit a-tucked up. 1801 Kipling Light that
Failed iii. 43 ' You're looking luckecf up ', he concluded.

b. Said of a bell that is hung high in the stock.

1874 Beckett Clocks, Watches, etc. (ed. 6) 366 It is diffi-

cult to set a much tucked-up bell tolling, though easy to keep
it up afterwards.

c. Hampered or cramped for lack of space,'^time,

means, etc. coltoq.

1887 Bury & Hillier Cycling iv. 189 A closely built fifty-

eight inch racer will be noticeably too short in the reach for

him, and he will feel that he is what cyclists call 'tucked up*,
' cramped ', or ' going short '. 1889 N. W. Line. Gloss, s. v.,

We're terrible tucked up e' this little hoose.. .Oats is ripenin'

that fast we shall l>e tucked up for time to get 'em afoore
thaay begins to shak. 1891 Cent. Did. s.v., At Billiards

the player is said to be tucked-up when his ball lies close
under the cushion.

3. Naut. (in combination) : Having a tuck (Tuck
sb.'^ 2) of a specified shape.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v. Tuck, The fir frigates

of 181 2-14 had flat, square transoms Similar to boats, or heart-

shaped. Hence our square-tucked frigates, brigs, &c.

Tucker (tfkai), sb. Forms : 4 toukere, 5
tokker,(toucher),towkere, 5-6 towker, touker,
toker, (6 towcker, toukar, toocker, looker,
tukkar), 6- tucker, [f. Tuck z/.i + -eb1.]

1. One whose occupation is the fulling and
dressing of cloth; a fuller; a cloth -finisher. Obs.

exc. dial. Perh. originally one who burled or

teased the cloth.

Tucker's earth, fuller's earth.

(1173 Hundred Rolls, Dorset, Roger le Tukere. 13 . , Fine
Rolls, Nicholas le Tokere,] 1388 Wyclif 2 Kings xviii. 17
The water cundijt of the higere cisterne,. .in the weie of the
fullere, [gloss] ethir toukere [1382 the fullers feeldj. c 147s
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. -^85 A ordynaunce. .for spynners,

carders, wevers, also, Ffor toukers, dyers, and schermyn.
Z496 Somerset Medieval Wills (1901) 344 To my wevers
and tokers thorow the towne xij d a pece. X506 Will 0/
Abadam (Somerset Ho.), Tucker's schers. 1545 Elyot,
Gnafos, a tesyll, whiche toukars do vse. 1603 Holland
Plutarclts Mor. 1231 [Croesus] caught one of the nobles,

..and within a fullers mill all to beclawed and mangled
him with tuckers cards and burling combs. 1610 W. Folk-
INGHAM Art 0/ Survey i. ii, 4 Tuckers or Fullers Earth.
1615 Brathwait Strappado {1878) 174 Where errant ped-
lers, mercinarie slaues, I'inkers and Tookers and such idle

knaues. 1636 in E, Owen Catal. MSS. relating to Wales
in Brit. Mus. (1908) 724 Ground for the erection of.,
tentors or tucker's rackes. 1745 De Foes Eug. Tradesman
XX. (1841) I. 193 Cloth-workers, tuckers, and merchants.

1837 Whittock, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 253 Wool could not
be spun without being combed in oil ; nor would it take the

dye when woven, unless divested of the oil. This is the

proper business of the Fuller ;.. provincially called, the

Tucker, x888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Tucker,
one who mills, or fulls and finishes cloth... Probably the
entire finishing of the cloth, from the timeit left the weaver,

was performed by the tucker at the tucking-mills.

t2. An instrument for tucking or plucking
;
pair

of tuckers, tweezers. Obs. rare~^.
1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magic iv. x. 133 Tiick away the dry,

and withered, and rotten grapes with a pair of tuckers.

3. A piece of lace or the Jike, worn by women
within or around the top of the bodice in the 17-

1 8th c. ; a frill of lace worn round the neck. Best

bib and tucker : see Bib sby b.

1688 R. Holme Armoury iii. 17/1 A Pinner or Tucker, is

a narrow piece of Cloth..which compasseth the top of a
Womans Gown about the Neck part. 17x0 Lady Grisell
Baillie Househ. Bk. (1911) 204 For musline for night

cloathes, ruffles, tuckers, etc. £,-^. ^o. 1793 J. Williams
Life Ld. Barr^more 67 The Butcher's Lady thinks, that

living in style, is manifested in putting on her best bib and
tucleer on holidays. 1847 C. Bbonte J. Eyre vii, Some of

the girls have two clean tuckers in the week;.. the rules

limit them to one. 1875 [see Bib sb} b]. 1881 E. F. Poyn-
TEB Among Hills 1. 150 Pulling out her white tucker round
her white throat.

4. One who tucks ; in quot. in sense 9.

X796 Grose*s Diet. Vulg. T. (ed. 3) s.v. Tucked up, A tucker

up to an old bachelor or widower ; a supposed mistress.

5. Needlework, One who makes or ' runs tucks;

the device in a sewing-machine which does this.

190S Daily Ckron. 11 Aug. 10/7 Machinists.. .shirts and
blouses; also a few vacancies for tuckers.

6. [f. Tuck sby 6 or vy 10.] The daily supply

of food of a gold-digger or station-hand ; rations,

meals; also, food generally, victuals : =Tuckj^.1
6 b. To earn or make ones tucker^ to earn merely

enough to pay for one's keep. Australian slang.

1858 Morn. Citron. 31 Aug. (Farmer), Dij^ers, who have
great difficulty in making their tucker at digging. 1874 G.

Walch Head or>er Heels 73 For want of more nourishing

tucker, I believe they'd have eaten him. 1883 A. Forbes in

Contemp. Rev. Oct. 606 A peer's son who is earning his

Mucker* as a station cook m New Zeakind. 1898 M.
Davitt Life ^ Progr. A ustralia xl. 275 A pound of a week,

including Uxlgingsand 'tucker'.

aitrib. 18^ ' K. Holdrkwood * Miners Right iv, Cyrus
and Joe will go splitting or fencing.. to pay the tucker-bill,

xpoa H. Lawson Children of Bush 88 There's some women
that can never see a tucker-bag, even if you hold it ri^ht

under their noses. 190a Westm. Gaz. 30 July 2/1 Weird
dishes in which every ingredient in the 'tucker box*
struggles for mastery. X904 Daily Chron. 21 Mar. 5/5 It is
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no time to be mealy-mouthed when capitalists, .want slave
workers at tucker wages.

Tucker (t»*koj),z;. NewEng, colloq, [f. TuCK
vy ; cf. Tucked ///. a. 2.] trans. To tire, to weary

;

v&yx^s tucker out \ e^p. in pa. \^p\e. tuckered out

j

worn out, exhausted. Hence Tn'cker sd.j the state

of being tired out (Cent. Did, 1891).
c 1840 Story o/Bee Tree (Bartlett), I'm clear tuckered out

with these young ones. 1853 Tumcuef vi, 59 Set us to

runnin', an' I could tucker him.^ i86s Lowell Biglow P.y
Mason &»SliiUll 12 Hard work is good an' wholesome, past
all doubt; But 't ain't so, ef the mind gits tuckered out. 1879
HowELLS L. Aroostook xxiii, She's tired to death—quite
tuckered, you know. 1890 S. W. Baker Wild Beasts 1. 378
The old bear got regularly tuckered-oul.

Tucket ^(to-ket). ar<r//. Also; tucquet. [Con-
nected with Tuck j^.2; cf. Toccata, also OF.
totuhet blow, stroke (c 1500 ia Godef. Compl.).'] A
flourish on a trumpet ; a signal for marching used

by cavalry troops, (Cf. Sennet i.) Msofig,
'593 Shaks. Rich. II, i. iii. 26 {Stage direct.) Tucket.

Enter Hereford, and Harold [Herald ; the lists at Coventry].

'599 — Hen. K, iv, ii. 35 Then let the Trumpets sound The
Tucket Sonuance, and the Note to mount. i6ox — Atfs
IVettnu V, (Stage direct.) A Tucket afarre off. Enter old
Widdow of Florence [etc.J. 1605 ist Ft. leronimo i. v,

{.Stage direct.) A Tucket within. King. How now, what
means this trumpets sound? 1633 Webster DeviCs Law*
Ceise V. VI, {Stage direct.) Two tuckets by several trum-
pets. i6»s Markuam Soldier's Accid. 61 The fourth
(sound or signal given by the trumpet] is, Tucquet, or March

;

Which being hearde simplie of it selfe . . Commands nothing
but Marching after the Leader. 1889 W. B. Squire in

Grove Diet, Mhs. IV. 184. 1891 G. Msredith One ofour
Conq. 242 A tucket of herald newspapers told the world of
Victor's returning to his London.

Tucket ^ (trrket). local C/.S, [Origin obscure;

perh. ad. F. toquet, dim, of toque cap.] A small

ear of Indian corn in the unripe milky stage.

1874 J. T. Trowbridge Coupon Bonds etc. 253 He had
made, during the day, frequent deposits of green corn, of the
diminutive species called tucket, 1889 Farmer Amert-
canisms, Tucket^ the young green ear of Indian corn.
Gathered when soft, and cooked in milk.

[Tuoket, erron, f. Tucet, a steak, a coUop.]
Tuck-in, act of feasting : see Tuck j^.i 6.

Tucking, vbl.sbA- [f. Tuck z;.i + -inqV]
1 1. The mlling and dressing of cloth. Obs.

1467-8 [see Tucking-mill). 1530 in Weaver IVelts IVitls

(1890) 24 All that belongyth to my crafte of tokynge and
sherynge. C1640 J. SwyxH Lives Berkeleys (1883) \. 167
The. .charges in the wholl manufactory .. in.. Tuckinge,
shearinge, dying, dressinge and the like.

2. Fishing. The taking of fish from the seine

with the tuck -net.

\^j Zoologist V, 1706 On tucking, all the fish were dis-

covered to be dead. 1888 Argosy 279 To get the fish (piU

chards) out of the seine is the next operation . . this is called

tucking, and it is carried od by means of a small net or
tuck net.

3. The gathering or girding np of one*s gar-

ments ; concr. the part or fold so gathered ; also,

the putting of tucks in a garment ; concr. a tack, or

tucks collectively.

c 1440 Promp, Parv. 504/a Tukkynge vp (of clothys, or
stykkynge. .),su^arci{nact)o, lyijGuardianl^o. 10 f 7 The
takin;^ and lucking up of gowns. 1880 Plain Hints JVeedte'
work 22 Tucking , . is used both as ort.ament, and for elonga-
tion when the material lias shrunk. 1893 Athenxum 7 Oct.

498/1 A higher tucking of the picturesque and flowing robes.

4. The action of putting anything away so that

it is snugly covered or concealed, or of thrusting in

something, as a bed-covering, so as to confine it at

the end or edge ; hence {slang) tucking in^ hearty

or greedy feeding ; also concr.

i8to splendid Follies 1. 186 Tom Sponge now began cram-
ming unmercifully, exclaiming every three mouthfuls, ' Rare
tucking in, Sir William'. 1833 Macaulay Ess., XValpole

(1897) 272 Whose vast volume of wig and infinite length of
ribaad had figured at the dressing or at the tucking up of
Loub the Fourteenth. 1874 J. Brown Lett, in Recoil,

(1893) 65 This tucking [of the leg of a fowl under its witig]..

was due to the force automatic. 1876 Bksant& Rick Gold.
Butterjly (1877) 196 They gave themselves unreservedly to
* tucking in *. 1884 Roe Nat. Ser. Stor^ vi, High winds and
frosty nights prompted to careful covenng and tucking away.

5. attrib.f as tucking-bush, the dwarf juniper,

Juniperus nana ; tucking-comb, a comb con-

fining the hair; tucking'gauge: seequot.; ftuck-
ing-girdle, a girdle worn with the alb, which is

drawn through it until the skirt is of the proper
length ; tucking-maund, a tuck-basket (TuoK
sb,'^ 8) ; t tucking-8hear(s, shears used in cloth-

finishing ; t tucking-stock, a fulUng-stock or

fuUiiif^-mill. See also Tucking-mill.
1890 W. P. Lett in Big Game N. A mer. 88 Large patches

of ' •tucking-bushes', or dwarf juniper, which grow about
breast-high, with strong branches stiffly interlaced. 189S
S. B. Kfnnedy in Outtng (U. S.) XXVIL 11/2 He stopped
and held up a gold-tipped *tucking comb. 1877 Knight
Did, Mech.y *Tucking.gagey an attachment for marking
tucks at a determinate distance ready for the next line of
sewing. 1487-8 Rcc. St. Mary at Hill 131 Item, for a
dossen *tuckyng gyrdilles, xd. 1490-1 inSwayne Sannn
Churchw, Ace. (i8g6) 37 For tukkynge girdillis for Awbis,
iiijd. S49^i$oo Il^id. 51 For a dossyn 'I'okynggirdels for

the Vestre, xijd. 1530 Palsgr. 283/2 Tuckyng gynlell
{printed kyrdellj, sainctitre a ecourter [printed ecourser}.

1896 Cd. lyords Tail. i8/i The ' "tucking.niaund ' is . . a
somewhat shallow basket, through which water may readily

escape, but mackerel cannot. 1478 Croscovthe Churchw. Ace.
(Soni. Rec Soc.) 6 A *tokyng shere. 1533 in Weaver Wells
Wills (1890) 102 My son Thomas, .ii pere of tokyne sherys,

1778 Eng, Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Staverton^ Staverton, Wilts,
on the Avon,, .has 4 *tucking-stocks and 2 grist-mills.

tTu'Cking, vbl.sb:^ Obs. or arch, [f. Tuck
z/,^ + -ING 1.] Touching ; beating of a drum.
£148^ Digby Myst. (1882) ni. 969 Whan he towcheyd it

with his toukkyng, l>ey brast as ony glase. and rofe asonder,
as it byn with thondor. 1632 Liihgow Trav, vii. 316 Sing-

ing, toucking of kettle Drummes, sounding of Trumpets,
and other ostentations of ioy.

Tu'cking-mill. [f. Tucking z/i5/.j^.i + Mill
sb,^ See quot. 1888. (A West of England term.)
14^-8 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 587/x A Water Mille 11 Tokyng

Milles and Medowes, Pastures and Wodes. 1555 Act li^ -^

Phil. <5- Mary c. n §4 No. .Weaver..shall..kepe or have
any Tucking Mill. 1617 Sir R. Bovle Diary in Listnore
Papers (1886) I. 176, I made him a new lease of thowld
Tucking myll. 1796 W. Marshall W. England \. Gloss,

(E.D.S.) Tucking-mill, fulling-mill. 1810 J. T. Risdon's
Suru. Devon p, xxiv, The traces of ruined tucking mills, as
they were provincially called,, .denote the former extent of
the manufactory. 1^8 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk.^
Tucking-mill,. .fixller's slocks, or beaters for milling cloth.

The term is also applied to the building and machinery as
a whole.

Tack-mill (t»-kmil). Now rare. [f. Tuck v,^

+ Mill j^.l] = prec. (Chiefly West of England.)
c >640 J- Smvth Hundred of Berkeley (1885) 4 The multi-

tude of Tuck mills, and fuUinge mills which heere abound.
1733 P. Lindsay Interest Scot. 108 Where-ever there is a
Conveniency of a River for Tuck-mills near the WooU-
countries, they may be made, 1780 A. Young Tour Iret.

II, 35 To this mill is since added, .two tuck-mills. zSia J.
Smvth Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 324 All Manufactures made
of Wool, which are milled in a Tuclc Mill, or other machine,
whether twilled or plain, as Coatings, Cassimeres, Kerseys,
Druggets, German Serges, Ratteens, and such like. 1884
St. James* Gaz. 9 Sept, 6/2 A walk.. past the scutching-
mills for flax and the old tuck-mill.

Tu'Ck-net. [f. Tuck z/,1 5.] A smaller net

tised within the great seine to gather and bring the

tish to the surface. Also Tu'ckner, the small boat
which carries the tuck-net.
icao Lett. * Pap. Hen. VIII, XIX. 196 (P.R.O.) Vnum

rethe vocatum a Tucknett. .de precio ,xxvj. s. viij. d. 1580
xnSussex ArchmoL Collect, {184*^) II. 43 JThe fishermen pro-
ceeded to set down their ancient fishing customs under
certain heads, called fares, . . such as those used in] Tucknett
Fare, Shotnett Fare, (etc.]. 1848 C A Johns Week at
Lizard 52 The seine is then moored, and. .a smaller boat.

.

passes within the circle of floating corks and lets down a
small net, called a tuck-net. 1849 Sussex Archaeol. Collect,

II. 43 The boats used in Tucknett fare were called tuckners,
..they were 'used between Februarye and Aprill to goe to
sea uppon the coaste for playce *, of the burden of three ton
or thereabouts. 1907 Victoria Hist. Sussex II. 265/2
'Tucknett fare* lasted from February to April, small boats
called

I
tuckners ' of about 3 tons plying during that season

for plaice.

Tuok-out(j/a«^\ a *feed', feast: see Tuck ^^^.i 6.

Tu'ck-point, v. [f. Tuck sb.^ -^ Point z/,1]

To point or fill up the joints of (brickwork) with
coloured mortar, grooved with a narrow groove,

which is filled with fine white lime putty, allowed to

project slightly. Hence Tuck-polnter, -pointingf,
x88i Tuck pointing [sec Pointing rW. sb.^ 5]. 1893 Law

Times XCV. 5/2 Any kind of brickwork, tuckpointmg, or
plastering that may have been contracted for.. under the
original contract. 1901 Daily Chron, 3 Sept q/6 Bricklayer
and tuck pointer, good, wants Work. 190s J. Hebb in N,
^ ^. 9th Ser. X. 193/1 TTie brickwork .. has been coloured
and tuck-pointed.

Tu'Ck-shop. slang, [f. TucKj^.l (sense 6 b).]

A pastry-cook s shop for the sale of pastry, sweets,

fruit, and the like, chiefly to schoolboys.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown i. vi, Come along down to Sally
Harrowell's ; that's our School-house tuck-shop—she bakes
such stunning murphies. x86i Thackeray Round. Papers
xvi. 378 We share our toffy ; go halves at the tuck-shop

;

do each other's exercises. X885 Mozley Remin, 1. 410 The
five years I was at Charterhouse [1820-5] ^ never once went
near the tuck-shop.

(I Tncktoo (t^ktw). [Echoic: = Burmese fokt^

(Yule), taukle^ from the animal's cry.] Name in

Burma for a large house lizard.

iEt96 Athenaeum ig Dec. 870/1 The larger house lizard,

which sh£ calls the tucktoo. 190X J. W. Payne in ^«/war«
Nov. 260/1 In many a village you can see and hear the
children with mock gravity keeping time to the tucktoo.

Ibid,. By day and by night he will tell you his name—
'Tuck-too! Tuck-tool' And though he speaks often, it's

always the same—* Tuck-too t Tuck-too I*

Tucky (t»ki), a. rare^^, [f. Tuck sdA + -y.]

Characterized by tucks ; wearing tucked garments.

17^ Ballad in M itchell Hist, Montrose viii. (i866) 75 His
curling wigs And his fine tucky lady.

Tuootuco : see Tdcutucu.

fl Tucnm (ttrkvm). Also tocon, toctun, to-

kaun. [ad. Tupi tucumd: see next.] Name for

several lirazilian palms of the genera Aslrocaryum
and BactriSy esp, Aslrocaryum vulgare, from the

young leaves of which the natives obtain a fibre

which they make into cordage, nets, hats, etc.

;

also, the fibre itself. Also attrib.j as tucumfibre^
-oil, 'thread.

[1658 Piso De Ind. Re Nat. et Med. 128.] 1810 Southey
Brazil I. vii. 205 They used a plant called tocon for the

string. 1824 tr. Sptx ^ Martins' Trnv. Brazil II. 248
Strings of the fibres of palm leaves (tucumj. 1874 tr. Cap*

tivity H. Stade (Hakl. Soc.) 12B Long leaves which they
call tokauns. 190X Nery Amazon 180 The tucum is the
fibre of a great palm, Aslrocaryum vulgare.

liTuCTUua (t«-k«ma). [Tupi tucumd^ the
native name.] A Brazilian palm, Aslrocaryum
Tucuma, which produces a fleshy fruit used by the
natives as food, and a fibre like that of tucum. Also
tucuma palm,
1824 tr. Spix ff Martins' Trav, Brazil U. 248 note. The

tucuma palm and others of the same genus. 1855 Walij.ce
Palm Trees Amazon 107-8. 1901 Neky Amazon 363 The
men wore rings of tucuma, Aslrocaryum tucuma,

II TuCUtucu (t«'kz^,t«-k«). Also tucutuco,
tuootuco, tucatuca, tucatucu. [Native name,
imitating the grunting sound made by the animal
when in its burrow.] A rat-like burrowing rodent
of the genus Ctenomys, esp. C magellanica and
C, brasiliensis ; found in Patagonia and La Plata,

Also, the sound made by this animal. Also attrib,

1833 Darwin yrnl. Beagle iii. (1845) 50-1 The tucutucos
appear, to a certain degree, to be gregarious. .. They are
nocturnal in their habits. . .This animal is universally known
by a very peculiar noise which it makes when beneath the
ground. ..The name Tucutuco is given in imitation of the
sound. ..When angry or frightened they uttered the tucu-
tuco. 1839 FiTZ-RoY Voy. Beagle II. 313 The * tucutucu ',

a little animal like a small rabbit. x88o Lady F. Dixie
Across Patagonia ix. 112 Putting his foot in an unusually
deep tuca-tuca hole, my little horse comes with a crash upon
his head. 1899 Daily Ne%vs 4 May 4/3 Patagonia was always
noted for its strange ground game, as armiwiillos and tuco-
tucos. 1904 TimeSy Lit. Suppl. n Nov. 347/2 They rode
northwards towards the Andes, .knee-deep mud and tucu-
tucu country (earth undermined by prairie rat) were com-
mon everywhere.

t Tud, var. tidy obs. pa. pple. of TiUE v?-

c 2400 Laud Troy Bk. 3804 Offal the haime that we him
dud Hadde now not this harme tud.

fTudder, tuder. Obs, [OE. tMdor, Mor
neut. ; of uncertain origin, Cf, Tiddbb z/.l] Pro-
geny, offspring.

C897 K. ^(Elfbed Gregory's Past. C. xv. 97 Donne mae^ 1>«

cennan mid Sam tJaet tuder ryhtes jeSohtes. axooo Ags.
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 238/5 Foetus, i. fructus, partus,
filius, tudder, soboles. cxooo I'i.i.^vAC Saints* Lives kwX\\.

314 He ^ .. feoll and cwaed Eufrosina cristes bryd and
halit^ra manna tuddor ne beo ^u forgitende binra efen-

l^owa. c xooo Sax. Leechd, I. 166 Sona hyt paii tuddur
ut asendej?. c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 467/24 Propago.
tudor o33e cyn. cx»oo Trin. Coll, Horn, 177 Deor and
fishshes and fu^eles and here tuder.

-tude (ti«d), suffirXy repr. L. -tudoy -tudin em
(F. -lude), a suffix of abstract nouns, chiefly from
adjs., as altitUdo height, f. alius high, fortitudo

bravery, f, forlis brave, hebetUdo bluntness, f. hebes

blunt, less commonly from participles, as consue-

tado custom, f. coftsuelus accustomed, habitUdo

habit, f. habitus held, or verbs, as valetUdo health,

f. valere to be well ; occurring in many words
derived from Latin either directly, as altitude^ hebe"

tude, latiludey longitude^ magnitude^ or through

French, as amplitude^ aptitude, attitude, consuetude,

fortitude^ habitude, plenitude, solitudey etc., or

formed (in F. or Eng.) on Latin analogies, as

debililudey decrepitude, exactitude, or occasionally

irregularly, as dispiritudey torpitude,

Tu'del, V, rare. [app. repr. Ger. dudeln, iudeln,
* to perform badly on a musical instrument*; cf.

also TooDLE z/.] inlr, A depreciative or humorous
expression for * to play on a musical instrument \
Hence Tu'deler [cf. Ger. dudler bad player or

singer]. So Tu'dle adv. or /«/., an imitation of

the sound of a flute or similar instrument (cf. toodU-

toodle s.v. TooDLK v.\
1814 Mme. D'Arblay Wanderer II. 109 Give her as much

of your tudeling as will come to this. . . By then, shell be able

to twiddle over them wires by herself. Ibid, no He called

her his pretty tudeler. 1834 J, Downing Life ff Writ,
23The fifes and the bugles, .went tudle, tudle, tudle, tudle.

Tuder: see Tiddeu z/.i, Tuddek.
TndeSC[Tie (ti«de'sk), a. rare. [a. F. ludesque,

It. tedesco :—med.L. Iheolisc-us, theodiscus, esp. in

lingua Theoliscaj Theodiscay Theudisca the Ger-

man language : see Tedesco, Theodisc, Dutch,
Teutonic] German, esp. said of the language.
x8ox Ranken Hist, France I. 1. iv. 409 His native tongue

was the German or Tudesque. 1833 Longk. Qutre-Mcr
Prose Wks. 1886 I. 92 When at length the old Tudesque
language, .had given place to the Langue d'Oil.

t Tudi'culate, v, Obs, rare-°, [f. L. tudicu-

IdrCy f. ttidiculay dim. of tudes mallet, f. root tnd-

of tundSre to pound: see -ate^.] (See quot.)

So t Tudicula'tion {obs. rare~^).
1623 CocKERAM, Tudiculate, to pound, to bruise. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Tudiculate, to pound or bruise ; to work
as Smiths do with a hammer. 1658 Phillips, TudiculatioHy
(Lat.) a bruising or pounding with Smiths hammers.
Tudle: see Tui>el v,

Tndor (tiw'dfXi), a, [attrib. use of the surname
Tudor (in Welsh Tewdwr) : see below.]
1. IJelonging to the line of Englisli sovereigns

(from Henry VII to Elizabeth) descended from
Owen Tudor, who married Catherine, the widowed
queen of Henry V.
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TUDORESQUE.
1799 Mirror No. 18 F9 In England,, .the high prerogative

exerted by the Princes of tne Tudor race. 1906 Q. Rev,

July 56 A Tudor dynasty held the throne.

2. Applied to the style of architecture (the latest

form of Perpendicular) which prevailed in England

during the reigns of the Tudors ; belonging to or

characteristic of this.

Tudor arch, the flattened form of arch characteristic of

the Tudor style. Tudor /lower, an upright stalked trefoil

ornament used in long rows on cornices, etc. in Tudor archi-

tecture. Tudorr0sf,7iconv^nuona\ figure of arose adopted
as a badge by Henry VII, occurring in architectural and
other decoration in the Tudor period ; in Her. figured as a
combination of a red and a white rose (either a smaller rose

let upon a larger, or a single rose with the two tinctures

divided quarterly).

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc. >, Art I. 131 [An arch] of

four centres commonly called the Tudor arch, s8u
Tennyson Ediuin Morris 11 A Tudor-chimnied bulk Of
mellow brickwork. 1848 Rickman Archit. 212 What has

been called the Tudor flower, an ornament used instead of

battlement, as an upper finish, i860 WeALK Diet. Terms
8.V, 7"«rfor 5<irf/r«, [Henry VII] assumed the Tudor rose,

or the red rose charged with the white, as emblematical of

his united claims to the throne. 1880 Miss Braddon Just
eu I am ii, It was a Tudor house.

So Tndoresqae (-e'sk) a,, characteristic of the

Tudors or the Tudor period ; in or resembling the

Tudor style, in architecture or art.

1847 Helps Friends in C. I. v. 81 Those Protestant pro-

ceedings, which we may rather hope were Tudorestjue than
Protestant. x88i Oakey Build. Home 101 An old sixteenth-

century Tudoresque house. 1893 Athenseum 20 May 635/1
We have the Tudoresque, the Caroline, the Restoration,

and other styles [of book-plates],

+ Tue. O^f. [?a. F. /«<kiU.] A hunting cry.

x6o2 Carew Cornwall 1. 22 The Captaine hunters, discouer-

ing his sallies by their Espyals doe lay their souldier-like

Hounds, his borne enemies, in ambush betweene him^ [the

Fox] and home, and so with Har and Tue pursue him to
the death.

Tue, short for TuE-iBON, Tew-ibok.
X883 Crane Smithy ^ Forge 10 In its centre a thick pro-

tecting iron nozzle, perforated to allow of the wind for the
blast. This is termed the Tue.

Tuo, var. Tew rf.l, z».l, z).2

Tuecli(e, tueiche, obs. Sc. ff. Touch.
Tuechit, obs. Sc. form of Tkwhit, lapwing.

Tnedian (twrdian), a. Geol. Also Twedian.
[f. med.L. Tutda the river Tweed + -ian.] An
epithet applied by Geo. Tate in 1 856 to the lowest

beds of the Carboniferous series, as developed iu

and near the valley of the Tweed.
1856 R. Embleton in Proc. Benu. Nat. Clui III. No. 7,

aig These beds form the lowest portion of the Carboniferous
formation, lying below the Productal and Encrinal Moun-
tain Limestone of Northumberland, and ini^ht properly be
designated as the Tuedian group. . . Specimens of these

fossils were exhibited by Mr. Tate. 1859 Tate ibid. IV.
No. 3. 151 In 1856, 1 applied this name [Tuedian] to a series

of beds, lying below the Mountain Limestone, which are
largely developed on the Tweed. 1876 Page Adv. TexUbk.
Geol, xiv. 240 The term Calciferous sandstones .. is some-
times employed, as well as the more strictly local one of
Twedian beds. x88a G. A. Lbbour in Proc. Bertv. Nat.
Club IX. No. 3. 527 This great division, .has been, .split

into two members, the Bemician above,, .and the Tuedian
below, the equivalent of the Calciferous Sandstone Scries

and part of the Upper Old Red Sandstone of Scotland.

Tuefall, -fold, erron. forms of To-fall sb.

X664 in Northumh. Gloss. (1804), Reed, of Mark Hobson
for a year's rent for a Tuefold, 2s. 6d. 1846 Worcester,
Tuefall ; hence in later Diets.

Tuei, tueie, obs. ff.TwAT, two. Tueil, Tueill,
obs. ff. Towel, Twill. Tuo iron, var. Tew-irok.
1862 Catal Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6182, Tue

Irons, tin goods, wire of all kinds.

Tueit, obs. Sc. f. Twit. Tuel, tuell(e : see

Tewel, Towel, Twelve. Tuelf, Tuelfed,
tuellt, tuelt, etc., obs. ff. Twelve, Twelfth.
Tuen, Tuene, var. Tee zi.l, Teen n.l Obs.

Tuentende, -tiand(e, -tieth, -tijje, obs. ff.

Twentieth. Tuenti, -tie, -ty, -tye, obs. ff.

Twenty. Tuer, obs. f. Tdyebe.

Tuesday (ti!<-zd<i)- Forms: a. i-2 Tiwes-
d8B5, 3 Tiwesday, -dai, Tywesdaij, 3-5 Tywes-
day, 4 Tues-, Tewiadai, 4-6 Twysday, 5
Tywys-, Tyvys-, Tewys-, Towes-, 5-6 Tewis-
day, 6 Tewes-, Tuis-, Twis-, Teyus-, Teudins-,
Tewsday, 6-7 Twesdaie, 7 Twesday, 6- Tues-
day. /3. 3 Tisdffii, -dei, 4 Tisday ; Sc. 4-6 Tys-
day, 5-9 Tyesday, 6-7 Tyisday, 8 Tiseday.
[OE. Tlwesda-.^; = OFris. ties-, ttsdei,-di; OHG.
xtestag, MHG. ztstag (Ger. dial, ztstig) ; ON.
tysdagr, tyrsdagr (Norw. tys-, tisdag, Sw. and early

Da. tisdag. Da. tirsdag, ME. and Sc. tiesdsei, tys-

day) ; f. genitive of OE. Tha = ON. Tyr, OHG.
ZSo, name of an ancient Teutonic deity, identified

with the Roman Mars; whence Tlwesdaeg, etc.,

rendering late L. dies Marlis, It. Martedi, F. Mardi.
Tyr, Tiw :—OTeut. * TSwaz was cognate with L.

deus, Gr. genit. Si(5v, Olr. dia, cf. Slcr. dydus.
Another form appears in MLG. dtnstag; whence mod. Ger.

Dienslag [Swab, zienstig, zeinstig), Du. Dinsdag, MDu.
Ding{e)stag, dinse(n)dach, of which the first component
appears to M ding,^ng, 'public assembly ', but is thought
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to be Thinxus^ a synonym of the name of the war-god pre-

served in a 1-^tin inscription.]

The third day of the week.
CX050 liyrht/ertlis llandboc in Attglia VIII. 321 Tiwes-

dseses of inartie. AX123 O. E. Chron. an, 1104 On Jjam
'J'iwajs dcexe t>a:r arfter. C1205 Lay. 13936 peiie Sunne heo
^iuen sonedati, Monenen,,mQneda;i, Tidea heo ^euen tisd^ei

[£:x>7S (1. 13924) tisdei]. c 1290 Bcket 1147 in S. Eng. Le^.

I. 139 An alle soulene dai, J?ene tywesdaij [f.r. Tucsdai].

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 734 Of witsone owke )«
twysday. 1375 Bahbour Bruce xv. loi Quhill the tysday

in pask-owk. c 1450 Merlin xiv. 205 It be-fill on a tewisday.

a 1500 Bale's Chron, in Six Town Chron. (1911) 143 pis was
upon a towesday . 1530 Palsgk. 178 Mardy^ tuesday, a 157J

Knox Hist Kef, 11. Wks. 1846 I. 350 The nixt day..(whiche
was Tyisday, the 13 of Junij). 1587 F. Jamks in Collect.

(O.H.S.) I. 199 From Twesdaie till Satterdaie. 1607 Reg.
Mag, Sig. Scot. 729/1 Upon Tyisday befoir the feist of

Pasche. 1691 J. Wilson Bciphcgor 11. iv, I shall be married

a Tuesday next. 17. . Runaway Bride in Herd ColL Sc.

Poems (1776) II. 87 The bridal-day was set. On Tiseday for

to be. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xviii, We must have a
party... Shall I say Tuesday fortnight? 191a C. Murray
m The Odd Volume 21 A towmond come Tyesday, the

lassie.s been wad.
attrib. 1473 Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 21 Kynge Henry

..was putt to dethe,,on a tywesday nyght. 1596 Shaks,

I Hen. /K, 1. ii. 40A Purse ofGold most resolutely snatch'd

on Monday night, and most dissolutely spent on Tuesday
morning. 1622 Boys Wks. 787 A Tuesday breakfast..

a

Fridayes drinking.

Tuesite (tiwirssit). Min. [f. L. Tli^iJja the Spey,

mistaken byCamdenfortheTweed + -iTEl.] An in-

durated variety of lithomarge ofamilk-white colour.

1837 Thomson in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 5. 157
Fracture earthy,. .soiHng the fingers ;..tuesite and gypsum.
1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 474 Tuesite of Thomson is a litho-

marge from Scotland, used sometimes for slate pencils;.,

color milk-white.

Tuejjyng, obs. f. Tithing. Tuewhite, obs.

Sc.f. Tewhit, lapwing. Tuey,Tueye,Tueyne:
see TwAY, Twie, Twain.
Tuf, obs. f. Tough ; var. Tuff.

Tufa (ttt-fa, tiw'fa). Geol. Also 8-9 tuflfa, 9
tufo, tupha. [a. It. tufa^ tu/o:—h. iqfuSj tophus'.

see Tophus; cf. Tuff sb.\

1, A generic name for porous stones, formed
of pulverulent matter consolidated and often strati-

fied. (See Note s, v. Tufp sb. i.)

1^77 G. FoRSTER Vo^. round World I. 586 The stone of
which the statue itself is formed . . being nothing but the red
tufa which covers the whole island. 1789 J. Williams Nat.
Hist. Min. Kingd. II. 382 There are great quantities of the

concreted substance called tufa in many parts of Scotland.

1849 Dana Geol, \\\. (1850) 241 The tufa is very friable, yield-

ing easily to the fingers.

Spec. a. Calcareous tufa : * a porous or vesicular

carbonate of lime, generally deposited near the

sources and along the courses of calcareous springs

'

(Page GeoL Terms, 1865). Cf. Toff sb. i a.

k8iz Pinkbrton Petralogy I, 518 note^ At Bionnay there

are houses built of a calcareous tufa, containing fragments
of lime-spar, limestone, and slate. Ibid. II. 374 note^ This
\tu/o\ is the Italian and classical orthography. Tufa may
be reserved for depositions merely aqueous. 1839 G.
Roberts Diet. Geol.^ Tufa^ or Calcareous Tufa.. ^ a. friable

earthy deposit from calcareous springs. The more solid

form IS travertin. 1863 Livingstone Zambesi xi. 222 In the

vicinity of the erupted rocks we usually meet soft calcareous

tufa. 1867 Ansted in Brande & Cox Vict. Sc. etc., Tujd
[is] a name applied in Italy to certain porous loose rocks...

Volcanic Tufa is the material under which Pompeii was
buried... Calcareous Tufa when consolidated passes into

Travertine.

b. Volcanic tufa : see Tuff sd. i b.

1770 Hamilton in Phil. Trans. LXI. 7 The Italians

distinguish it by the name of tufa, and it is in general use for

building, i-jy* Nat. Hist, in Ann, Reg. 79/2 What is called

here TufFa. .is the same that covers Herculaneum, and that

composes most of the high grounds about Naples; it is .. a
mixture of small pumice stones, ashes, and fragments of lava,

. .hardened into a sort ofstone. XTjZPhiL 7'ra«j.LXVIII.2
The walls were, .of a tuffa exactly resembling that of Naples
and its environs. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 84 The. .mass
through which the catacombs are excavated are all indu-

rated tufa. x8ii PiNKERTON Petralogy II. 374 Brochant..
supposes that they become volcanic tufo. 1838 Murra^s
Hand Bk. N. Germ. 239/1 Composed, .of tufa and scoriae,

exactly similar to that found on Vesuvius. 1862 Dana Man.
Geol. I. 685 When rain or moisture from any source descends
with the cinders, the mass forms tufa,—a stratified, some-
what earthy, granular., rock, of gray, yellowish -brown, and
brownish colors. x866 Lawrencb tr. Cottars Rocks Class,

(1878) 89 Tufa is now principally used to denote an earthy

compound of volcanic products of the most various kind.

2. attrib^ and Comb., as tufa cement^ grotto,

quarry
J
rock^ stone., waU\ tufa-like^ -paved adjs.

^

1839 W. Chambers Tour Holland etc. 55/1 Andemach is

an ancient walled town, and the seat of a considerable export

trade in oven stones and *tufa cement. 1910 jgth Cent. Feb.

^65 The piers were formed of *tufa-like Caux stone. 1905

R. Bagot Passport 1, The steep, *tufa-paved street. 1891

Farrar Dnrkn, ^ Dawn xxiv. The overhanging sides of

the *tufa quarry. 1820 T. S. Hughes Trav. Sicily II. xv.

368 Some workmen were excavating a wine vault in the *tufa-

rock. 1861 J. H. Bennet Winter Medit. i. viii. (1875) 229

The island fCapri] is of limestone—a healthier geological

formation than the soft tufa rock of Naples. 1793 Trans.

Soc. Arts (ed. 2) V. 222 A *Tufa stone, found on the rocky

banks of the Rhine. 1894 Daily News 22 Sept. 6/2 The
columns .. are generally of grey tufa-stone. 1877 J.

NoRTHCOTE Catacombs i. iii. 45 He strengthened the friable

*tufa walls of 9ome of the galleries . . by . . arches of brick and
stone work.

TUPFET.

Tufaceous (tw-, tiwfeTjas), a. [f. prec +
-ACEous.] Having the nature or texture of tu£a;

consisting of tufa.

(Chiefly used of non-volcanic formations: cf. Tuffaceous.)
181X PiNKERTON Petralogy \. 518 Wallerius would perhaps

have called it a tufaceous limestone. 1851 Woodward
Mollusca 142 The tufaceous deposits of petrifying wells.

1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. vii. 131 The tufaceous ac-

cumulations round the craters of. .volcanoes.

Tufall, Tufan, obs. ff. To-fall, Typhoon.
Ttifat, dial. var. Tewhit, lapwing.

T-off (t»f),j^. Geol, Forms: 6tTiph,7-8<9(/ia/.)

tuft, (8 tufEt), 7- tuflf, (9 tuf). [ad. i6th c F,

tufe, tuffe, (R. Estienne) tuf Cotgr. tuf tuffe, ad. It.

tufo * a kind of soft, crumbling, or mouldring stone

to build withair (Florio) :~L. tq/us, TorHus, q.v.

The change of gender in obs. F. lufi ( = tufa) has

not been explained. Tt^t follows the better known
Tuft sb. (where also the t is an addition).]

1, Any light porous cellular rock ; = Tufa,
(But there is a recent tendency to differentiate /w^
from Tufa, and restrict it to ' volcanic tuff *.)

a. Calcareous (or calc) tuff: see Tufa i a and
quot. 1 81 6.

1569 Stocker tr. Diod, Sic. 11. xliv. 99/2 With their axes
and hatchetsthey cut thereof as a man shouldedoon aTuph
or softe Stone. 1603 (see tuffstonc'm 2]. 1744 Platt in Phil.

Trans, XLIII. 26O A rocky petrified Substance,.. by the

Miners called Tuft. 1785 Barker /^/rf. LXXV. 353 «o/^,Tuft

is a stone formed by the deposit left by water passing through
beds ofsticks, roots, vegetables, &c. of which there is a large

stratum at Matlock Bath. 1816 Accum Chem. Tests (1818)

166 When these waters suddenly lose the excess of carbonic
acid . . essential to the solution of the lime, there is an irregular

precipitation; hence those tender calcareous cellular stones,

and calcareous spongy tuffs. 1839 Ube Diet. Arts 771
Calcareous tuf consists of similar incrustations made by
petrifyingrivulets running over mud, sand, vejjetable remains,

etc. 1843 PoRTLOCK Geol. 213 As calc tuff, it [carbonate of
lime] is of very frequent occurrence throughout the primary
and secondary district. x88i Raymond twining Gloss.t Tuff
or Tu/oj a soft sandstone or calcareous deposit.

{b) 185)3-4 Heslop Northumbld. Gloss,, Tuft, a bed of

fine-grained, siliceous stone, like ganister, which occurs in

the carboniferous series below the Great Limestone. It is

also known as ivater sill.

b. Volcanic tuff, a tuff produced by the consoli-

dation of volcanic ashes and other erupted material.

1815 W, Phillips Outlines Mineralogy ff Geol, (1818) 187

Pumice, obsidian or volcanic glass, slime called volcanic

tufir,. .are also the products of volcanic eruptions. 1839 Dar-
win Voy, Nat. xvii. (1852) 373 Craters, composed of the soft

and yielding tuff. 1841 Trimmer Pract, Geol. 173 Aqueous
lavas, which, as they consolidate, form rocks of an earthy
appearance, known by the name of volcanic tuff or tufa,

1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min. etc. Gloss., Tufa, Tuff, an
Italian name for a variety of volcanic rock of earthy texture,

. . made up . . of fragments of volcanic ashes. x88x Judd
Volcanoes v. 117 The tuffs covering the city of Pompeii con-

sist of numerous thin layers of lapilli and volcanic dust.

19x4 Brit, Mus. Return 229 Volcanic lapilli and palagonite-

tuff from Monte Brazil, Terceira, Azores.

C. Trap-tuff: see quot.
X833-4 J. Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 768/1

Aggregations of the disintegrated.. materials of trap rocks

are generally known under the vague name of trap tuff and
compared with volcanic tuff.

2. attrilK and Comb., as tuff bed, block, cone,

crater, moutiiain, stone [F. pierre de tuffe (Cotgr.)],

tuff-wacke ; tuff-like adj.

x8s4 HooKZR Hintal, Jnils, I.ii. 44 Enormous "tuff beds
are deposited on the sandstone. 1864 J. Hunt tr. Vogfs
Led. Man x. 262 In these "tuff blocks, in the vicinity of the
town of Puy, are found the mammoth and the rhinoceros

with a bony nasal septum. x88i Judd Volcanoes 118 Finely-

stratified *tuff-cones. 1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. xvii. {1845)

376 To the south of the broken *tuff-crater, x^^Acadenty
20 Nov. 370 They [certain Chinese rocks] exhibit *tuff-like

characters. 1861 E. T. Holland in Peaks, Passes fy Gl,

Ser. n. I. 9 A high range of *tuff mountains. X603 Owen
/'tf»*^(7^«/ii« (1892) 80 There is *Tuff Stone found in the
Mountaine over Newport. C1640 J. Smyth Lives Berke-
leys (1883) I. 309 Fetching.. the Tuft stone from Dursley by
land. x8oa Brookes* Gazetteer (ed. 12) s. v. Lugano, Most of
the houses are buitt of lufstone. 1822-7 Good Study Med.
(1829) I. 61 Tufa or tuffwacke, as Schmeis-ser calls it, and
tarras, which are compounds of iron, alumine, silex, and
carbonate of lime. 1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Muller's Anc.
Art S 271. {1850) 303 Pozzolana (an earthy tuff-wack).

t TnfF, V. Obs, rare, [Echoic. : cf. Puff.] intr.

To make a short explosive sound with the breath.

So Tuff int., an imitation of such a sound.

1553 Respublica i. iii. 247 Avarice. What saie ye?
Inso. Hake. Adul. Tuff. Op. Hem. Ibid. iii. iv. 774
Adul. But looke, who cometh yonder, puffing and tufl!ing?

../Jz/ar.. . Where have ye lost your breatli? 1598 Florio,

Sbuffante . . panting, breathing, tuffing as a cat, chafing.

a 1821 Keats in Critic g Feb. (1895) 104/1, 1 for a moment
whiles was prisoner ta'en And rifled, tuff I

Tuff, obs. form of Tough, Tuft.

TnfTaceoas (trf-fi-Jas), a, [f. Tuff sb, +
-ACEOUS.] * Having the properties of or composed

of volcanic tuff' {Cent, Diet. Suppl. 1909); dis-

tinguished from tufaceous in the specific sense.

X882 Getkie Textbk. Geol. 11. 11. vi. 164 Tuffs passing

gradually into shale, limestone, sandstone, &c. The inter-

mediate varieties have been called ashy shale, tuffaceous

shale, or shalcy tuff, &c.

Tuffall, Tuffe, obs. ff. To-f.\ll, Tough, Tuft.

Tuffet (tff-fot). lObs, exc. dial, [f. tuff^ F.



TUrPETWISE.
tat^e (see Terr sb.") with snffix-exchange dim. -ET
for -EL in OF. toiiffcl^

1. = Tuft ji^. i, i b.

ISS3 ResfuMica in. vi. 928 The goddesse occasyon .

.

weareth a greate long tuflet of heare beefore, and behinde
hathe not one heare. 1578 Lyte Dodoens i. Ixxiii. 108 At
the toppe of the stalkes groweth blewish fioures in thiclce
tuffets. a 1691 Boyle Hist. ^iV (1692) 178 Emerging from
the ground like tuRets of rushes. 1899 P. Robinson in
Cmiltnip. Rev. June 8^4 [A blackcap}ktanding between two
* tuffets * of bloom.

2. A hillock, monnd : = TuPT sli. 3 b.

1877 Blackmore Ercma II. xxxiv. 193 Here were six little

grassj' tuffets.

3. ? A hassock or footstool.
(Doubtful : perh. due to misunderstanding of the nursery

nme, which may belong to sense 2.)

ti8. . Nursery Rime, Little Miss Muflet sat on a luffet.
Eating of curds and whey. (Cf. Buffet ".] 1895 Benson
in Cantcmp. Rev. July 125 Miss Moffat . . hastily got up from
the tuffet—which turned out to be a three-legged stooL 1904
ll^eslm. Caz. 22 Dec. 1/3 Mamie., gave him a tuffet for his
narrow feet.

Hence t Tu-ffetwlse aJv. [-wise], in the manner
or form of a tuffet or tuft.

1S78 Lm Dodacns 11. Ivi. 217 The staike is of a foote and
half long : at which groweth a great sort of floures tufibt-
wise.

TufHe : see Tupty. Tuffin, obs. f. Typhoon.
Tuffing (tofiq). rare. [f. //iff, TuFT + lNol.]

1 1. Caulking material ; oakum. Ois.
1513 Douglas yEneis v. xii. 31 The luffing kendillis

betuixt the plankis wak.
2. liell-ringing (also tvtftin). The tufts of wool
woven into a bcU-rope to give a grip for the hand :

= Sally sb.'^ 2.

1869 Tbovte Change Ringing i. 2 The ' hand stroke

'

blow will be the one on which he pulls the ' sallie *, or luffing
on the rope. 1897 F. T. Jane Lordship vi. 66 The tuftin
being worn, she hurt a man's hands a good deal on the sally,
and Bad mainly to be rung on Ihc back-stroke.

TafB.e (to'f'l), v. dial. [app. onomatopoeic

:

cf. TlFFLE ».'']

1. tram. To put into disorder, ruffle, rumple;
to entangle, ravel ; = Tipple v.'^

1777 Hor:g Sitisecivae 431 (E.D.D.). a 1810 in Cromek
Rem. Nithsdale Song t-j An' what has tuffled yere gowden
lock]..

I

2. To bind up (flax) in loose sheaves.
'799A Young Agric. Lincoln 164 {Flax cultivation)

Tufile it : that b making it in a loose sheaf, open at bottom.
TufTon, -oon, obs. IT. Typhoon.
Tufif-tafata, etc. : see Tuptafpbta.
Tufit, dial. var. Tbwhit, lapwing. Tufo : see

TOPA.
Tuft (trft), sb. Also 5 toft, tofto, 5-7 tufft,

6 tufte ; 6-7 tuffe, 7-8 tuff. [The derivation pre-
sents many difficulties. Supposed to represent F.
touffHia OF. also toffe, to/e), generally referred to L.
ti^, * a kind of helmet crest', or 'a kind of military
standard ' (in Vegetius, 386), appearing in IJyzan-

tine Greek as Tot;<^ (see Du Cange). By some
held to be ult. of German origin, ? ad. OLG. top or
OllG. zopf. The final t is evidently an Eiig. addi-
tion : cf. carafe, vulg. craft ; also cliff, clift ; draff,
draft ,graff, graft, and yvAgar paragrafl,telegraft.
The difficulties of this derivation are that F. touffe is not

the normal repr. of L. tii/a, but points to ^tuffa, where*!
the long a of tb/a is supported by the Greek and by Beda's
tuuf; also that tu/a, touffe, answer phonetically neither to
Low nor High German. Cf. Pr. chu/. It. ciuffo, a tuft or
lock of hair, ad. Ger. zofi/. Beside these, the final / in the
Eng. word is of minor difficulty.]

L A bunch (natural or artificial) of small things,

usually soft and flexible, as hairs, feathers, etc.,

fixed or attached at the base.
[«73i Bf.da Eccl. Hist. 11. xvi. Illud genus uexilli, quod

Romani tufam, Angli uero appellant tuuf. (Hence in Henry
of Huntingdon: see Du Canee.))
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 555 (Harl.) Vpon |>ecop right of his

nose he hade A werle and tier on stood a tuft {v. r. lofl(cl
ofheres. 1463 in ^ur^ ;*-V//< (Camden) 36 A peyre of bedys
..with a knoppe, olhir wyse callyd a tufft, of blak sylke.
1585 T. Washington tr. hlicholay's Voy. in. iii. 73 b, The
rest of the haires. .they doe cut away. ., except a luffe of
haire on the top of their head. [bid. v. 78 Great tufts of
feathers vpon their heads. 1664 H. More Myst. Inig. 273
A tuft of seven bristles. 1717 (Dorkington) Philip Quarll
103 A small Tuff of Hair on each Shoulder and Hip. 1794
W. Kelton Carriages (i8.n) I. r4t The quilting of thccloth
with small ornaments, called tufts, also gives a richness to
the lining. 184a Tennyson Lancelot ft Guinevere iii, A
light.green tuft of plumes she bore Closed in a golden ring
1845 Gregoev Outl. Chem. II. 345 Salicylic acid crystallises
In tufts of slender prisms.

b. Bot., etc. A cluster of short-stalked leaves or
flowers growing from a common point, of stems
growing from a common root, etc.; an umbel or
fascicle ; also, a clunipof small herbsgrowing closely
together.
Formerly applied more widely, e. g. to the receptacle of a

composite flower, or to a compact seed.ves.'^l.

i London tuft, an old name for Sweet William: see
London. See also Candytuft.
15*3 FiTZHERB. Husb. 9 70 Beastes alone, nor horses aloone,

nor snepe alone, ..wyll not eate a pasture euen, but leaue
many tuftes and hygh grasse. 1530 Palsgr. 2S3/2 Tufte of
grasse, nionceau dt herbe. 1578 Lyte Dodoem 1. x. 18 I'be
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..common Tansie hath a blackishe stalke..diuided..into
many single braunches, at the end wherof aie round tuftes,
bearing yellow floures like small round buttons. 1620
Venner Via. Recta viu 159 The round tufts or heads which
conteine the seede. 1645-50 Boate Irel. Nat, Hist, (i860)

p3 Hassocky-bogs .. are very thick overspread with little

Tufts or lieu.. consisting of reeds, rushes [etc.]. 1727 P.
Blair Pharmaco-Bot. v. 235 Tufts or Umbels of penta-
petalous yellow Flowers. Ibid. 236 Disposed in small
Umbells or Tufis. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. iv. (1848) 278
Tom had long been picking his way cautiously through this
treacherous forest ; stepping from tuft to tuft of rushes and
roots. 1853 Miss Yonge Heir o/Redclyffe xxx, A tuft of
deep purple, the beautiful Alpine saxifrage. i86x Uentley
Man, Bot. 137 All the leaves of that branch may be brought
in contact at their base; in which case they form a tuft or
fascicle. ijjoS (Miss Fowler] Bet^o. Trent Sf Ancholme
89 The Robin's favourite tuft on the top of the Cedar-tree.

2. A small tufted patch of hair on tlie head or
chin ; a lock ; an imperial (Imperial B. 8).

1601 Dknt Patkio. HeaveniiZ-^i) 37 Whatsayyou then to
these—long locks, fore tufts, shag hair, and all these new
fashions? «:i6io IVomcH Saints 160 No..friselIed tuffes,
borrowed to deceiue. 1654 tr. Martini's Cong. China 33 In
the hinder part of their Heads they leave a Tuff, which
being curiously woven and plated, they let hang down.
17H Heahne Ct)//^cA (O.H.S.)III. 150 On his [Chaucer's]
Chin 2 thin forked Tuffs. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. ii, One of
the soldiers.. who showed the shaven head and the single
tuft of a Mussulman. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel
Story V, The .stylish tuft on his chin.

3. A small group of trees or bushes j a clump.
(Cf. ToPT 4, which perh. belongs here.)

*55S Eden Decades 352 Vppon the innermoste necke to the
landcwarde, is a tufte of trees. i6n Shaks. IVint. T. n. i.

34 Behind the tuft of Pines I met them. 1667 Milton
P. L. VM, 327 With high Woods the Hills were crownd. With
tufts the vallies and each fountain side. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer
(ed. a) s. V. Tottenham^ A circular tuft of elms. .called the
Seven Sisters. 1879 S. C. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. x\. 239
Land . . more or less sprinkled with tufb of desert shrulw.

fb. A grassy hillock, a small knoll or mound.
(Cf. Toft 3.) Obs. rare.
1651 Howell Venice 32 The Adriatic Sea.. spreading him-

self, .towards the Continent of Italic, leaves som green tuffs

or tombs of Earth uncoverd.

4. {a) Anat. A small cluster or plexus of
capillary blood-vessels, as the Malpighian tttfts of
the kidney; a glomerule. {b) Zool, Branchial ox
respiratory tuft : a cluster of tentacles having a
lespiratory function, in some tubicolous worms.
1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 277 The

respu-atory tufts, .attached to the anterior extremity of the
creature . . form most elegant arborescent appendages,
generally tinted with brilliant colours. 1848 [see AIal-
pichiam']. 1873 T.H. Green /ntrod. Pathol, {ed. 2) 68 The
tufts of vessels which forra the Malpighian bodies.

t 5. A crest, as of a bird. Ods.
1598 Florio, Ca/elletto, a little'tuffe vpon a peacocks head.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tu/l, a lock of Hair,.. also the
Crest ofa Bird,

t b. ^g* Head, chief, top. Obs. nonce-use.
1625 B. JoNsoN Staple of N. 11. v, He b. .my Chiefe, the

Point, Tip, Top, and Tuft of all our family.

1 6. A turban. Obs.
1585 HiGiNS Junius' Nomencl. 165/1 Tiara, a Turkish

tuffe, such as the Turkes weare..on their head. 162X
AiNSWORTH Amtot. Pentat.y Exod. xxviii. 39, (1639) 117
Miter. .signtfieth a thing wrapped about the head. Such
as the Tuffe wbich..is worne in the Easterne Countries.

7. An ornamental tassel on a cap ; spec, the gold
tassel formerly worn by titled undergraduates at

Oxford and Cambridge (see qnot. 1894).
Originally, at Oxford, a distinction of the sons of those

peers who had a vote in the House of Lords, after 1861 of
all peers and their eldest sons ; since 1870 made optional.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. iii. 71 That invention of

Bishops and Prelates to wear Green Tufts in their C^ps.
a 1704 T. Browm Contn. Quaker^s Serm. Wks, 1709 III. 11.

3 Let not a Cap be seen among us, with an Idolatrous Tuff
upon it. x-jyfi Lanchorne Plutarch (1851) I. 336/2 As he
was sacrificing the tuft of his cap fell off. x86x Hughes
Tom Brown at Ox/, viii. Men. .all in tufts or gentlemen-
commoners* caps. x&>4 IVestm. Can, 5 Mar. 3/1 Lord
Rosebery..was one of the last undergraduates of Christ
Church who wore the gold tassel, known by the name of
' tuft ', which was the distinguishing mark of noblemen and
the sons of noblemen.

b. transf. in University siang. One who wears a
tdft ; & titled imdergraduate.
*755 (see Tuft-hunter]. 1789 Loiterer No. n. 6 A Tufl

(when once suffered to get away from you) is scarcely ever
recovered again. 1840 HHhcvLKKW Shabby-genteel Storyu^
The lad went to Oxford,.. frequented the best society,

followed with a kind of proud obsequiousness all the tufts

of the university 1847 Jowett Let. 10 Mar., in Li/e <V

Lett, (1897) I. 158 Dufferin of Christ Church, .seems a most
excellent tuft. 1884 Weekly Register iS Oct. 503/2 One don
is much like another, to a lively young tuft who keeps
be.igles.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. atirib,'. +tuft gilly-

flower, a kind of gillyflower (?= pink) growing in

tufts
; ftuft mockado (see Mockado i, i b, and

cf. TUPTAFFETA) ; also atirib.

(In both these, tuft may be, not the sb., but — tuffedy

TuFTEo : cf. quot. 1587 s, v. Mockado.]
1573 TussER Husb. (1878) 96 Herbes-.for windowes and

pots . . 'Tuft gilleflowers. 1579 *Tuft mockado [see

MocKAiX) ij. 1589 R. Harvey Pt. Perc. (1590) 8, I will

nicke-name no bodie : I am none of these tuft mockadoo
mak-a-dooes, 1509 Nashe Lenten StuJ/k 25 Penning a dis-

courscof TuftmocKados. 1847-78 Halliwell, Tu/t-mockadOy
a mixed stuff made to imitate tufted taffeta, or velvet.

TUFTED.
b. Comb, as tuft-topped adj. ; tuft-gill, a tuft-

gillcd fish, a lophobranch {Cent. Diet.); tuft-
giUed a., having tufted gills, as the order Cirri-
branchiata of molluscs (tooth-shells), or Lopho-
brajzchii of fishes (see Lophobuanchiate). See also
Tuft-hunter.
1840 LuNDiE Mission. Life in Samoa xiii. (1846) 79 Tall

tuft-topped cocoa-nut trees. 1861 P. P. Carpenter in
Rep, Smitlisonian Instil, i860, 222 Order Cirrobranchiata.
(Tuft-gilled Crawlers).

Tnft, V. Forms : see prec. [f. prec. sb.]
I. 1, trans. To furnish with a tuft or tufts.

153s in Archoeologia IX. 251 A paire of upper stockis of
purple veluette embroidered with golde and tuffed with
cameryke._ 1573 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 210 For
Tufting vi lardge kirtells of greene Sattin with golde
sarcenet. 1630

f.
Taylor (Water P.) Trav. Wks. in. 98/1

She's ring'd, she s braceleted, she's richly tufTd. 1728-46
Thomson Spring 914 Solemn oaks, that tuft the swelling
mounts. X743 J. Davidson Mneid viii. 264 Caps tufted
with wool. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan. in. ix, The officers

of a crack Hussar regiment.. tipped and tufted. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. cxxviii. 20 To make old bareness
picturesque And tuft with grass a feudal tower.

b. Upholstery. To draw together the two sur-

faces of (a cushion or the like) by a thread passed
through at regular intervals producing depressions,

which are then usually ornamented with tufts or

buttons.

188^ [implied in tufting-button', see Tufting vbl. sb. 3].

x8oi in Cent, Diet.

2. intr. To form a tuft or tufts ; to grow in tufts.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. 1. 11. Imposture 397 Among
the dark shade of those tufting arbors. 1629 Parkinson
Paradisus 317 Tufting close vpon the ground, like vnto the
common Thrift. 1794 G. Adams Nat. ^ Exp. Philos. III.

xxxiv. 408 A sea of cotton, tufting here and there by the
action of the air in the undisturbed parts of the clouds.

3. trans. To form into a tuft. rare~^, (Cf.

Tufted 2.)

x86o Hawthorne Marb. Faun viii, What weeds cluster
and tuft themselves on the cornices of ruins.

II. 4. trans. To beat (a covert) in stag-hunting.

Also alfsoL

1590 CoKAiNE Treat. Hunting Civ b, You may begin to tuft
for a Bucke. i6ia Drwtos Poly-otb. xiii, 113 Wnen with
his hounds The laboring Hunter tufts the thicke vnbarbed
grounds Where harbor'a is the HarL 1870 Blaine Encycl.
Rur. Sports (ed. 3) § 1813 Tufting of deer. As deer fre-

quently herd in copses, woods, and brakes, It is usual to
tuft (hunt) a covert with a couple or two of steady old
hounds, called tufters. 1908 Q. Rev. July 90 The lonely
ridges of the Brendon hills are ' tufted ' for a ' warrantable

'

deer.

b. To dislodge (the game) by * tufting '; also/?^,
a 1640 Jackson Creed x. xxiv. § 4 The.. meaning of the

learned moderator hath been by his followers.. so meanly
tufted, .nnd so unskilfully hunted after. 1909 Quiller Couch
True Xilda xxi, They had tufted him [a stag] out of the
wood.
Tuft, obs, form of Toft, Tuff.
Tuftaffeta, -taflfety; (ti^f.tse-feta, -tse-feti).

Obs. or arch. Forms (with hyphen, or as one
word, or as two words) : 6-7 tuft-, tufte- ; 6-9
tuf-, 7 tuffe-, 7-8 tuff-, (8 ? tiff-) : see Taffeta,
taffety. [f. tuff^ Tuft sb, -t- Taffeta, taffety.]
1. A kind of taffeta with a pile or nap arranged

in tufts.

1571 in Rep. MSS. Ld, Middleton (igi i) 422 For vi yardes
of tufte taffyta at xij s. the yarde. 1593 Donne Sat. iv. 33
Hk lerkin.. had been Velvet, but 'twas now (so much ground
was seen) Become tufftaffaty. 1635 Cranley Amanda 76
What shall I doe with rich Tuftafaties ? 1735 Pope Donne's
Sat. iv. 42 The suit . . Was velvet in the youth of good queen
Bess, But mere tuff-taffety what now remain'd. 1899 Mary
Johnston By Order ofCompany iii, He., hitched forward
nis cloak of sky-blue tuftaffeta with an air.

2. transf, A person wearing tuftaffeta.

xfix3 Beaum. & Fl. Coxcomb v. i, Such an old Tuff-tafiily

that Knows not.

3. attrib. a. Made of tuftaffeta.

t^Lanc. tVills (Chetham Soc) IIL 34 My blacke tuf-

tafata hosen. x6xx Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girle
E iij b, Any coacht veluet cappe or tuftaffety iacket. c 1618
MoRYSON Itin. IV. (1903) 06, I did see her apparrelled once
in a Tuft taffety gowne ana an other tyme in a purple Taffety
gowne. 1629 B. Jonson Nevt Inn u. 1, I'll help to fit her
With a tuft-taffeta cloak,

b. Clothed in tuftaffeta ; luxuriously dressed

;

hencefig. Cf. Taffeta B. 2.

XS98 E._ Gilpin Skiat. (1878) 49, I smile at thy Atturneys
silken pride, Tufttaffeta state. 16x2 /*roc. Virginia x\, 13 in
Capt. Smith's IVks. (Arb.) gy We daily feasted with . . fish,

fowle, and diverse sorts of wild beasts as fat as we could eat
them : so that none of our Tuftaffaty humorists desired to
goe for England. 1614 B Jonson Bart. Fair iv. iii. Such
as you are., with your tuft-taffatahanches. [1829 H. Murray
N. Amer. I. iv. 212 A plot which had arisen among what he
[Smith] oddly calls the 'tuftaffety' part of the colony, to
break up and return to England,]

O. Tuftaffeta cream : a very soft or smooth kind
of cream ; velvet cream.
1661 Han. Woolley Ladies Direct. 98 To make the Tuff-

Taffete Cream. X773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. 11. i, A shaking
pudding, and a dish of tiff—taff—taffety cream. Hast,
Confound your made dishes.

Tnfted (to-fted), a, [f. Tuft sb, and V, + -ED.]
1. Having or adorned with a tuft or tufts, a.
Adorned with tufts or clumps of trees or bushes.
x6q6 Svlvestek Du Bartas 11. iv. 11. Magni/, 1106 The
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tufted tops of sacred Ltbanon. 1779 Mirror Na 43 p 3 A
stream, .circled round a tufted plain, and formed a little lake
in front of a village. 1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. 1. xiii, Tall
rocks and tufted knolk. 1883 R. Bridges Prometheus 148
The cones And needles of the fir.. are strewn upon tiie

tufted floor.

b. Adorned with tufts of some fabric, as a gar-

ment, or with a natural tuft, as the tail or other
part of an animal.
1651 in Vemey Mem. (1907) I. 480, 2 Tufted Holland

Wasicoates. \^% Irish Stat. (1765) II. 411 Linnen cloth or
canvas called stript or tufted canvas. 1709 Steele Tatler
No, 45 f s A young Gentleman who sat next me . . in a tufted

Gown. 1774 GoLDSM. iVa/. Hist. (1776) III. 291 The tail

long, and tufted at the point, .like the lion. 18x5 KiRnv &
Sp. EntomoL iii. (i8i8) I. 63 Head, .adorned with elegantly
tufted antennae. 1877 Knight Diet. Mcch.^ Tufted fabric

y

a fabric in which tufts are set, as in the old form of Turkish
and Persian carpets.

o. Her, Having the tuft (of the tail) of a speci-

fied tincture.

1761 Brit, Mag. II. 13 An antelope,.. gules;, .chained,
armed, crested, tufted, and hoofed, or. 1864 Bootell Her,
Hist. 9f Pop. xvii. § 3. (ed. 3) 281 An imicorn arg., armed,
maned and tufted or.

d. Of a bird : Having a tuft of feathers upon
the head ; crested : esp. in Omith, as the epithet of

a particular species.

1768 Pennant Zool. II. 458 The Tufted Duck. 1770 M.
Bruce in Lifsy etc. xii. (19:4) 176 From her low nest the
tufted lark upsprings. X78S Pennant Arct. Zooi. II. 432
Tufted Auk. 1807 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 6, I saw
5 tufted ducks. 1833 Tennyson New-Years Eve v^ The
tufted plover [will] pipe along the fallow lea. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 134 Tufted Cormorant or ' Shag '.

2. Formed into or forming a tuft ; growing in a
tuft or tufts ; clustered.

X63J Milton Z-M//<fn» 78 Towers and Battlements..
Boosom'd high in tufted Trees. 1637 ^ Lycidas 143 The
tufted Crow-toe, and pale Gessamine. 1740 Somerville
Hobbinol I. toi The tufted Cowslips breathe their faint

Perfume. 1807 Wordsw. Wh. Doe vii. 142 A hut, by tufted
trees defended. x8« Chr. G. Rossetti Poems (1904) 152/2
The stream shines silver in the tufted grass.

3. Nat, Hist. (esp. as the epithet of a particular

species or variety : see quots. See also i d.) a.

Bot, Bearing flowers in tufts or fascicles, b. Bot,

and Zool. Growing in tufts, cKSpitose.
x6s9 Tufted Colombines [see Columbine sb.^ 3]. 1707

Mortimer Husb. (1721) If, 216 Cowslips are of various
kinds..: The double green ones, the single green, the tufted,

..&c. 180S R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 895 The
Tufted Vetch . . might . . be useful . . as a green fodder. 1857
Miss Pratt Flower, PI, IV. 237 L\ysimachia\ thyrsi-
flora (Tufted Loosestrife). 187a Nicholson Palseont. 95
The corallum is csespitose, or tufted. Mod, Tufted violas
of many colours.

4. Comb. J as tufled-earedj -necked adjs.

x8iz Shaw Gen. Zool. Vlll. 236 Tufted Eared Creeper.
Ibid. 345 Tufted-necked Humming-bird.
Hence Tn'ftedxiess, the quality of being tufted

;

in quot. concr, a tufted structure.

1665 HooKE Micro^. xlvi. ig6 A seeming tuftedness or
brushy part on each side.

Tufter (t2?-ft3i). Stag-hunting, [f. Tupt z/. 4 +
-ebI.] a hound trained to drive the deer out of
cover.

1856 ' Stonehenge * Brit. Sports i. 11. ii, § 2. (ed. 2) 109
Men, called * harbourers ', with hounds trained for the pur-
pose, called ' tufters ', undertake the task. i868 Daily News
a Sept., The tufters .. soon roused two fine stags. 1884
Jefpekii^ls Red Deer iii. When the tufters enter the woods—
that is, the hounds detached from the pack to force the deer
to break cover.

Tn*ft-hu:nter. [f-Tom^. + Hunter.] One
who meanly or obsequiously courts the acquaintance
ofpersonsofrank and title (originally at the universi-

ties : see Tupt sb. 7, 7 b) ; a toady, sycophant.
1755 Connoisseur No. 97 F i, I remember to have heard

a cousin of mine, . . formerly at Cambridge, . . mentioning
a sect of Philosophers, distinguished by the rest of the
collegians under the appellation of Tuft-Hunters. These
were , . the followers (literally speaking) of the fellow-

commoners, noblemen, and other rich students. 1855
Thackeray Newcomes xlv. Some.. accused him of being a
tuft-hunter, and flatterer of the aristocracy, a 1884 M.
Pattison Mem. (1885) 4 My father was too proud to be a tuft-

hunter.

So Ta'ft-hn^nted «., sought after by tuft-hunters

;

Tn'ft-hniuting' sb.y the practice of a tuft-hunter;

adj. that is, or is characteristic of, a tuft-hunter.
1849 Thackeray On Friendship Wks. 1901 VI. 625 His

old acquaintances, .set the *Tufthunted down as the Tuft-
hunter. 1894 Du Maurier Trilby II. 95 Little Billee was
no tuft-hunter, he was the tuft-hunted. 1789 Loiterer
No. II. 6 The diversion of * tuft-hunting, .has been so long.

.

practised in this place (Oxford], z^ Thackeray Bk.
Snobs xix, Tuft-hunting is snobbish. 1829 [H. Bvisr] Pers.
^ Lit. Mem, loi He made no disgraceful *tuft-hunting
distinctions in favour of noblemen or gentlemen commoners.
1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. 20^ A tuft-hunting
sort of Quietism.

Tuftily (t27-ftiU), adv. [f. Tupty -i- -ly 2.] In
a tufty manner ; so as to form tufts.

18^ yml. K, Agric, Soc, XX. i. 259 It [grass] grows
tuftily.

Tiiftin {Bell-ringing^ : see Tupping 2,

Tufting (tc-ftirj), vbl. sb. [f. TuFT v. + -ING 1.]

The action of the verb Tuft, or the result of this.

1. Adornment with .1 tuft or tufts.

*554-5 io Feuillerat /levels Q. Mary {1914) 175, vj yardes

of red gold sarcenet, .for the tuftinge of the wemens hed-
peces. 1558 /bid.j Q. Eliz. (igoSj 24 Spciitc in puUinges
oute, tuftinges, tyringes [etc.].

b. concr. Tufts collectively ; a mass of tufts.

1791 Gilpin Forest Scenery \. 243 Sun-shine striking a
wood.. and reposing on the tuftings of a clump. 1894 R.
Bridcks Shorter Poems v. xvi. (1912) 317 The fir-trees,,

wave aloft.. their blue-green tuftings.

2. Stag-hunting. The action of beating a covert

to dislodj>;e the deer. Also attrib,

i86a C. P. CoLLYNS Chase Wild Red Deer iv. 82 What I

have said will sufficiently indicate what the object of tuft-
ing is. xZ&-^ Standard 10 Aug. 2/1 Tufting is not a popular
form of passing the time on an opening day. 1884 Jef-
FEKiES Red Deer vii. 118 The hounds .. are called the
* tufters

' ; . . drawing the cover is called ' tufting '.

3, Comb, Tufting-button, one of the buttons
used in * tufting* a cushion, etc. (see Tuft v. 1 b).

1884 Forney Car-Builder's Did. (Cent. DicL).

Tu'ftin^, ppl. a, [f. as prec. -t- -iNG 2.] That
tufts : see the vb. 1598 [see Tuft v. 2].

Tu-ftlet. [f Tupt sb. + -let.] A little tuft.

1892 J. Mathek Poems 129 Tuftlets brown Of rush and
bracken.

Tufty (iw'fti), fl. Also 7 tuffie. [f. Tuft sb, \ -y.]

1. Full of or abounding in tufts ; covered or

adorned with tufts : a. of hair, thread, or the like.

164X Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 6 Signes of a good Ewe.
..Her buttocke broade and large, and shewing tufty and
thicke of wool!. 1716 M. Davie.s Athen. Brit. II. 241 His
black Thread-bare Coat.. of a tufty and rusty Hue. 1848
Fraser's Mn^. XXXVII, 404 Shaven round his head, so as
to leave a tufty patch at top.

b. Of foliage, herbage, or blossoms.
1638 Bbathwait Barnabees Jml, in. (1818) 133 Vallies..

Deckt with tufty woods. 1796 An. Seward Hoyle Letke in
New Ann, Reg. 158 Dry are the tufty downs, diffusive
spread O'er the light surface of the sandy mound. 1869
Blackmore Lorna D. lix. Here the ground lay jagged and
shaggy, wrought up with high tufts of reed... This tufty,

flaggy ground, .will not hold impressions. 1903 Academy
as July 94/2 Yarrow and the tufty melilot.

C. Covered with tufts or clumps of trees. rare~^,
xGia Drayton Poly-olb, xvii. 588 About the neighboiuring

woods, .in the tufty Frith, and in the mossy Fell.

2. Forming a tuft or tufts ; consisting of or grow-
ing in tufts.

1611 Cotgr., Touf[u,.y tuffie [1632 Sherwood, Tuftie or
tuffie), thicke growing, thicke of boughs, growing close
together. i6i3~x6 W. Browne Brit. Past. i. v. 310 An
humble dale, Where tufty daizies nod at every gale. 1776
Phil. Trans. ITXVI. 100 Islands are overspread with a short,

tufty, round grass.^ 1889 Standard 24 Apr., They are all

distinguished by frizzly hair, more or less tufty.

Tug (t»g), sb. Forms : see Tug v. ; also 5 teug.
[f. Tug v.]

1. An act or the action of tugging ; a forcible or

violent pull ; a severe strain or drag.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 81 The tarsall gaif himtug

for tug. 1635 QuARLES Embl. iv. iiL 28 The idle vessell slides

that watrylay, Without the blast, or tug, of wind, or Oare.
1697 Drvden j^neid ix, 750 Downward by the feet he drew
The trembling dastard : at the tug he falls.

175J4
Mrs. Delanv

in Life 9f Corr. (1861) III. 307 Lady Harriet had a tooth
drawn by Rutter,. .and he gave three tugs before he got it

out ! x8rs Hist. J. Decastro IV. 111 The door stuck to the
posts so fast that I was forced to take three or four good
tugs at it before it would come open. x886 Fenn Master
ofCerem, xiv, Morton felt a tug at his line.

2. t Labour, toil {pbs, rare) ; esp, a determined
effort to accomplish or attain something ; a hard
try ; a struggle ; a ' go *.

1504 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) igi It ryseth on my owne
mynd to give over grett tuggs of husbandry which I had,
and take me to lesse charge. 1673 Ld. Conway in Essex
Papers (Camden) I. 141, I shall yet have a tug for the M'
of the Ordnance place. 1764 Mem. G. Psalmanazar 84, I

..found it a very hard tug to keep up my credit. 1856
Bryant Autumn Woods xii, The vam low strife That makes
men mad—the tug for wealth and power.

3. A strenuous contest between two forces or

persons,
x66o GowER \x\5th Rep. Hist, MSS. Comm. (1876) 204/1 The

only tug is between Episcopacy and Presbytery. 1830
Scott Deinonol.x. 11 Amid the mortal tug of combat. 1868
Freeman Norm. Cong. II. viii. 26^ On this day, .William
began that career of. . good fortune m the mere tug of battle.

1897 IVesitn. Gaz. 8 Dec. 2/3 The tug of will between the
overbearing Kaiser and his hitherto subservient people.

b. Tug of war. {a) The decisive contest; the

real struggle or tussle ; a severe contest for supre-

macy, {b) An athletic contest between two teams
who haul at the opposite ends of a rope, each
trying to drag the other over a line marked be-

tween them. Also attrib,

1677 N. \.Y.^Alex. Gt. IV. ii, When Greeks joined Greeks,
then was the tug of war. 1822 Byron Juan viii. H, At last

[the mob] takes to weapons . . Then comes ' the tug of war '.

1876 Worlds. No. 108. 13 The tug of war.. was the most
popular item in Saturday's entertainment. 1893 E. H.
Barker Wand. Southern Waters 263 He [the devil] there-

fore lost no time in entering upon a tug-of-war with the
saintly interloper. 1902 Westm. Gaz.6 June 7/iTheirtug.
of-war team pulled over two teams of British Tommies.

4. In harness : a. (Chiefly//.) A pair of short

chains attached to the hamcs, by which the collar

is connected with the shafts, b. A trace. C. A
short strap sewn on various parts of the harness

and serving to keep it in position ; also (pi.) the

loops of the back-strap which support the shafts.

d. A metal stud or pin on the shaft to prevent it

running too far forward through the loops of the
back-strap. e. See quot. 1844. Also locally

applied to other parts of harness: see quot. 1888.
[^12^ MS. Barlow 4g (2) If. 16 In carucis..emendandis...

In iugiset tuggisad idem emptis ix. d.] 1417-18 in Arcfiaeol.

:?^^«/.(i88i) XXXVIII. 78 IteminvijTeugys^xijd. 1481-3
Acc.Exch. K. R. File 496 No. 26Tuggisethanii.s. 1497 A'az-a?
^cc.y/cw. K// (1896)96 Tugges for horsh-irnesse, ij basketles.
1562 BuLLEYN Buhvark, Dial. Soames ^ Chir. 7 b, Banishe
them from Chyrurgi, commende them to the Carte. To the
flaile and the rake, the trace and the togge. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie in. xxiii. (Arb.) 281 Which word tuggcsigni-
fieth the pull or draught of the oxen or horsts, and therefore
the leathers that beare the chiefe stresse of the draught, the
cartars call them t'ugges. 1786 Burns To Auld Mare xi.

Thou was a noble fittie.lan'. As e'er in tug or tow was
drawn I 1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) 11. x. 134 Tugs
to hold up the traces. Ibid. 135 The hipstrap.. buckles to
the tugs of the breeching to hold it up. Ibid. 147 In the
middle [of each of a pair of hames] other loops are hung, to
which the tugs for the draught are fixed. x8o8-i8 Jamieson,
Tugy raw-hide, of which formerly plough-traces were
made. 1844 Stephens Bk. Fartn II. ^5 'Ihe pace of the
old horse should be subdued..by the rein and tug; which
the short reins are called, that pass from the head of one
horse to the collar of the other. 186s Catal. Intemat.
Exhib.., Brit. II. No. 4708, The collars, hames, and tugs are
suited to give the horse the least fatigue in drawing the
vehicle. i888Elwokthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Tug,.. lh&
hook or other iron on the carriage, or on the whipple-tree,

to which the trace is attached. . . The end of the leather trace
at the part where it is attached to the vehicle... A looseloop
buckled round the shaft, to which (when used) is fastened
the kicking-strap.

f. Mining. The iron hoop of a corf or hoisting

bucket.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Tug, . . a hoop of iron to hold

a tackle. 1877 in Knight Diet. Mech. z88x Raymond
Mining Gloss., Tug (Derb.), the iron hook of a hoisting
bucket, to which the tacklers are attached,

6. A timber-wagon, south, and east, dial,

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tug,..& Countrj'-Word for a
Waggon to carry Timber. 1724 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit. I.

50, I have seen one tree on a carriage which they call here
[Lewes] a tug, drawn by two and twenty oxen. 1791 Gilpin
Forest Scenery i. 116 A sort of wain, which in that deep
country [Sussex], is expressively called a tugg. 1839 HoR.
Smith New Forest I.L 3 A timber-wain, in Hampshire called

a tug.

6. A small, stoutly built, and powerful steamer
used to tow other vessels ; a tug-boat,
1817 Chron^ in Ann. Reg. 101 This vessel,..appropriately

named the Tug, is meant to track ten other vessels. . . The
utility of the Tug is not confined to tracking. 1840 Evid,
Hull Docks Comm. 73 You use the tug to tow them from
the harbour. 1908 [Miss Fowler] Betw, Trent ^ Ancholmc
12 The smoke of a tug drawing vessels.

7. Phrases, f To hold tug, (also hold a tug),

to hold one tug, to keep one strenuously occupied,

or fully engaged ; in tugj f upon a tug, in conflict

or contest i^ith),

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. I iv, Whiche twoo pretie

poyntes [for discussion] helde them tugge with hard holde
vntill. .aboute dinner tyme. 1659 Burton's Diary {1828)
IV. 317 The debate held such tug that it was moved to
adjourn. 1667 Wood Life 18 July (O.H.S.) II. 113 There
was work enough.. that would hold him tugg for a whole
yeare. 1672 Westminster Drollery 11. 94 No Tankerd,
Flaggon, Bottle, nor Jugg. .so well can hold Tugg. i68i
R. L'Esthange Apol. Prot. iv, i. 99 The Popes were at that

time upon a Tugg with the Emperor. 1700 Motteux Quix.
I. IV. IV. II. 398 The Barber held tugg with her till the
Curate advis'd him to return it. 1791 Gouv. Morris in

Sparks Life ^ Writ. (1832) I. 355 Lafayette will hold a good
tug, being as cunning as any body. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley
XX, She had seen from the window Tartar in full tug with
two carriers' dogs.

8. attrib. and Comb. : in sense 6, as tug-boai

(whence tug-boatman), -captain, -man, -master,

-owner, -service, -stecnner, -traffic ; also tug-like

adj. ; tug-buckle, a trace-buckle ; tug-carrier,

each of a pair of loops through which the tugs or

traces pass (Knight Diet. Mech, 1877) ; tug-chain,

a chain trace ; also a sliort chain by which a
leather trace is attached to the splinter-bar {^Funk's

Stand. Vict, 1895); tug-hole: cf. sense 4f;
tug-hook, a hook on the hame to which the trace

is attached ; tug-iron : see quot. ; tug-plate : see

quot. ; f tug-rope, a trace of roj^e ; tug-slide, a
tongueless trace-buckle : cf. Slide sb. 6 ; tug-
spring, a spring connexion for traces to reduce

the strain of starting a load ; tug-strap, a leather

trace; tug-whiting, a whiting caught by a hand-

line {Sc), See also Tugwithe.
1832 Babbage Econ. Manuf. vL (ed. 3) 44 A kind of •lug-

boat for vessels which have occasion to ascend the rapid.

i860 Me?x. Marine Mag. VTl. 73 One ship was. .waiting to

be towed out by the tugboat. 1891 i?a//j' A'cws 3 Feb. 3/5
The tug-boatmen who stiuck on Friday at Liverpool were
still out yesterday. 1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour I. 359 His
foreman.. says to "le, * Give that "tug-buckle a file \ x86s

Catal. Intermit. Exhib.^ Brit. II. No. 4686 Set of carriage

harness, with improved tug buckles. 1897 Wcstm. Gaz.

26 May 4/3 A *tug captain from Limehouse was called by
the police. 1797 J. Cukr Coal Viewer 18 Should the corves

be made to draw by conductors, the chains . . from the center

of the *tug hole to tlie center of the ring that connects them,
should measure 22^ inches. 1417-^8 in Archxol. Jrnl.

(1881) XXXVIII. 78 Item in *Teughookys, vij d. 1844 W.
Baknks Poems Rur. Life Gloss., *Tugiron oj shafts, an

iron on the shafts [of a wagon] to hitch the traces to. X890
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•R. BoLDRKwooD* Col. Reformer (1891) 155 Energetic

people have certain advantages. Their *tuglike, unremitting

nahit of doing something keeps the machine going. 1891

Scott. Leader 24 Jan. 6 Over 80 i>er cent, of the *tugmen
at Liverpool have joined the Sailors^ Union. 1896 t'all

Mall Mag. Nov, 386 The responsibilities and anxieties

of a "tug-master. 1901 Westm. Gaz, 26 Aug. 5/2 They were
*tug-owners, and worked the ferry between Hobbs's

Point and the Neyland Ordnance Stores. 1794 W. Felton
Carriages (1801) II. Gloss., *Tug Plate^ a plate, fixed

on the shafts, in which the tugs of A one horse harness

ts placed. 1417-18 in Arc/ixoL JrnL (18S1) XXXVIII. 78
Item in cordis vocatis 'Teugropis, viij^. 1877 Knight Diet.

Mech.^ •Tug-slide.. *Tug-spring. x86x Wheat 9f Tares 2$^
*Tug steamers flashed hither and thither, panting and
groaning with their heavy train of stone-laden barges. 1882

Cttsseits Encycl. Diet, s, v. Breast-strap, The breast-collar

..at its rear ends receives the •tug-straps. 1906 Daily TeL
X Feb., The Thames and London Rowing Clubs . . have never

complained of the general, business *tug-lraffic. a 1670
Spalding Trouh. Chas, I (1851) II. 174 About this tyme
(16421, sum *tug-quhytinges [were] takin.

Tug (t»g), V. Forms: 3 toggen, 4-6 togge;

(6 tog, toug), 4-7 tugge, 5-8 (9 dial:) tugg ; 5-

tug. [Early MK. togg-en, intensive from weak
grade of *teuhan^ tauh, ttt^uMy OE. tio\ha)n^ tc'ak,

tuiorty togen : see Teb vA]

I I. inlr. To pull sportively, struggle amorously.

05s. rare.

a laaj Ancr. R. 424 Heo ne schulen cussen nenne men, .

.

ne toggen mid him, ne plelen. a \»*$ St. Marker. 14 \Vi3

plohe speche sputte to mare, swa longe |>at ha toUiS

K^ederes ant toggi3.

2. To contend, strive in opposition. Now rare.

14.. Toum. 7'o//«/xawi99inHazL£. /*./*. III. 91 Thus
thai tuggut and thei ruggut til hit was ny3t. a 1550 Dr.
Doubble Ale 148 ibid. III. 311 The sexton and he truly Did
tog by the eares earnestly. 15^ Mucedorus Epil. 28 Let

us tugge, till one the mastrie winneu 1657 Burton's Diary
(1828) II. 255, I..came away, and left them tugging upon
that debate. 1693 Dr^-dem Love Triumph, i. ij Fierce

Ramirez, the Castifian king, Who tugged for empire with

our warlike son. 1701 J. Sage yind, Cyprianic Age Wks.
1847 II. 45, I have dared to tug a little with Gilbert Rule.

1807 J. Baklow Columb. 111. 602 Man tugs with man, and
clubs with axes play. 187a Le Fanu In a Glass Darkly
III. 116 All her energies seemed strained to suppress a fit,

with which she was then breathlessly tugging.

t b. Ttig it ouly to decide a matter by contest

or debate ; to * have it out
' ; also, to go through

with a thing to the end. 06s.

i6a4 Hevwood Captives i. ii. in Bullen 0. PI. IV, We'll

tugge it out by the teeth. 1648 in Vermy^ Mem. (1907) I.

411 My Lord is resolved to go aboard this night and to

tugge it out with any wind. 1655 Fuller Ck. Hist. 11. iii.

% 1 This tough old man, being 70. yeares of age, took a
Journey to Rome, there to tugg it out with his Adversaries.

X673 H :cKERiNGiLL Greg. F. Greyb. 319 The great courage of

Oesar reviv'd the poor spirited man and made him tug it out.

3. intr. To toil, labour, struggle ; to go toil-

somely, advance laboriously.

1619 ViscT. DoNCASTER in En^. ^ Germ. (Camden) 46, I

came. .to Cologne. .put myselfe mto the boate.. tugged up
the river in five days to Francfort. i6j4 Rainbow Labour
40 All for which you tugge thus diligently, shall perish.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. U. 238 He was. .deprived of all the

Church lands.. notwithstanding he tugged hard to keep
some, 1719 Watts Hymn^ * My dro^vs^ poiv'rs, why sUeP
ye so' ii. The little ants for one poor grain Labour, and tug,

and strive, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert vi, To tug and tug

all their lives to get money together. 191s E. Sidgwick Le
Genliemoft x. He had.. tugged up one great boulevard.,

and down another.

+ b. trans. To acquire by toil or exertion, rare.

x&i9 G. Daniel Trinarch.y Hen. V cccxciii, The Soldier

tumbles what the owner Tugg'd,

O. To carry or convey (something ponderous)

with difficulty or exertion; to lug, drag, colloq.

1710 Steele Tatler No. 231 pa [He] then says to his

Wife, Child, prithee take up the Saddle ; which she readily

did, and tugged it Home.
4. trans. To pull at with force ; to strain or

haul at.

x\.. K. Alls. 2305 He hit toggid [Bodl. MS. tukked] out

to nabbe. « «375 Lay Folks' Mass Bk. App. iv. 314 WiJ*

his tec> he gon hit togge. c 1440 Fromp. Parv. 495/2
Toggyn, or drawyn.., tractulo. 15x3 Mobe Rick. Ill
(1883) 85 His here in despite torn and togged lyke a cur

dogge. \fri\ Milton Samson 1650 'ITiose two massie Pillars

. . He tugg d, he shook, tiil down they came. 1697 Drvhen
Virg. Past. 111. 153 In vain the Milk-maid tugs an empty
Teat. 1711 Gav Rural Sports 1. 154 He greedily sucks in

the twinmg bait. And tugs and nibbles the fallacious meat.

i8ss Macaulav Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 649 Each oar was
lugged by five or six slaves.

t b. To pull about roughly ; to touse, to maul.

1493 Festivall (W. de W, 1515) 102 b, His neyghbours. -all

to-bette this man & drewe hym and tugged hym in the
worst maner that they coude. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.
III. 1029/1 He himselfe was cruellie tugged and cast into a
dich. 1600 Holland Livyw. xvi. 227 Suffer ye your Knight
and Defender, to be thus tugged, misosetf, and evill en-
treated by his adversaries? 1605 Shaks. Macb. in. \. iia

And I.. So wearie with Disasters, tugg'd with Fortune.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, ix. xix. § 59 The slaine body of

the vsurping Tyrant, all tugged, and torne.

C. To get into .«5ome condition by tugging, rare.

1548 Udall, etc F.rasm. Par, Mark i. 15 Tugged and
haled into sondrye pieces.

+ d. intr. {ex pass. Obs. rare.

iffiS Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 40 It [cloth] tuggis in

boilis, and gais ahbreid.

1 6- fiS' ^"S ^^^^y *® VS* through with a struggle

to the end ; to drag out. Obs. rare"'^.
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1631 Wekver Anc. Fun. AUn.6ij Hauingbeene Eatle of
Oxford full fifty yeares: a long time to tugge out, in the

troublesome raignes of so many kings.

5. To move by pulling forcibly ; to pull with great

exertion or difficulty ; to drag, haul. Also^^.
c 1320 R. Brunnk Metiit. 441 Some tugge [v.r. tugge him],

sum drawe [v.r. drawe him] fro ce to ce. 1406 Hoccleve
Misrule 197 Ther the bootmen took vp-on me keep. .With
hem was I I.tugged to and fro. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 97 b. With all abieccyon haled and tugged from place

to place. i6S9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 308 The debate

was thus tugged to and again til! one o'clock. 1715 J. Chap-
lELow Rt. way Kick (1717) 142 Often sin tuggs him down.

1730 Pope Let. to Gay 11 Sept., I am tugg'd back to the

world and its regards too often. 1840 Macaulay Ess., Clive

(1887) 547 Fifty pieces of ordnance of the largest size, each

tugged by a long team of white oxen. 1877 W. R. Cooper
Egypt. Obelisks viii. (1878) 35 Three hundred rowers tugged

the huge trireme with its ponderous burden across the waters

of the Mediterranean.

6. intr. To pull with great effort or force; to

drag, haul. Often with at.

1303 R. Brunne Handt. Syniie 9286 With hys tefie he gan
to drawe. And harde for to tugge and gnawe. 1500-20

Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 69 And evir the cuschettis at him
tuggit. The rukis him rent, the rav>-nis him druggit. C1613

MiDDLETON No IVit like IVoman's II. iii, The streams of

fortune, 'gainst which he tugs in vain. 1698 Fryer Acc. E.

India ^ P. 51 The Men tugged stoutly at their Paddles.

a 1721 Prior Dial. betw. Locke <V Montaigne 381 If you are

always tugging at your Purse Strings, you may chanceto
break them. 1791 CowPER Iliad xil. 485 Sarpedon . . with

both hands Tugg'd, and down fell the battlement entire.

1852 Mrs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. xvii. Tugging at her

pocket to get out the package.

b. In phrase to tug at the {an) oar, to row as

a galley-slave ; hence y?^. to toil unremittingly ; to

labour in a subordinate capacity; to do the

drudgery. Cf. Oar sb. i b.

161S Dekker l/it be not good Wks. 1873 III. 265 Hels
drudge, her Gally-slaue. I ha' wore My flesh to th' bones.,

at the Oare Tugging, a 1680 Butler Kem. (1739) I. 29s
We must sit here.. and tug at the Oar, while they steer

which way they please. (21764 Llovo Aut/wr's A/ol, zi

Oh 1 'Tis a service irksome more Than tugging at the slavish

oar. 187s M«Laren Serm. Ser. 11. viii. 1^5 Kept him tugging

away all his life at the oar, administering the affairs of a

Kingdom.
C. transf. andy^.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (t7o8) 103 Tugging at

a large Rummer of Rhenish and Sugar. 1833 L. Ritchie
Wand, by Loire 79 How many recollections tugged at his

heart as he went on ! x86o Emerson Cond. Life, Co'tsid.Wks.

(Bohn) II. 426 All sensible people are selfish, and nature is

tugging at every contract to make the terms of it fair.

d. The verb-stem used adverbially.

1849 CuppLES Green Handvva, Tugcame both Mrs. Brady's

hands through his hair.

7. trans, [f. Tuo sb. 6.] To tow by means of a

steam-tug.

1839 J. M. W. Turner {title 0/painting). The Fighting

Tiimcraire Tugged to her Last Berth to be Broken Up.

Trigger (t»-g3j). [f. Too v. + -eb l.] One
who tugs or pulls with force ; spec, one who pulls

in a tug-of-war {coUoq.\
1611 CoTCR., Tireur, a drawer, puller,.. tugger. (1x624

Bp. M. Smith Serm. (1632) 243 Being vnequ.illy yoked with

a tugger. XO09 Athenaitim 13 Mar. 315/1 The strain from

without slackened, and. .the victorious tuggers fell on their

backs.

Tagging (t»'giq), i>bl. sb. [f. Tug v. + -inqI.]

The .tction of Tuo v. in various senses.

a 1225 Ancr. A*. 204 Hwonne |)e schil & te heort_e..hiinlen

jjer efter, mid wouhinge, mid togginge, o3er mid eni tol-

Umge. f 1440 Promf. Parv. 495/2 Toggynge, or strogel.

ynge.., iolluctaeio. ?aisoo Chester PI. vii. 210 For thy

teeth here is ^ood tugging. 1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580)

60 In all whiche matchyng and touggyng together, this

would bee obserued, that [etc]. 1660 Milton Free Commw.
Wks, 1851 V. 441 An endless tugging between Petition of

Right and Royal Prerogative. 1742 Fielding yos.Andrnvs
in. vi. Being roused by these Tuggings, he constantly

awaked. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wities /Ir
Dau. i, After some

tugging, she opened the casemenL

Tu'gging, //^. a. [f. as prec. -I- -ing 2.] That

tug.5, ill various senses.

c 1440 Prowp. Parv. 495/2 Toggynge {A. or) drawynge,

attractulus. i6n CoTCR.,;fc»/«r,..alustie, tugging lade.

164a Rogers Naaman 149 Oh ! it is a tugging crying sinne.

1657 BuWon's Diarff (1828) II. 270 The Bill for the Excise

was read the third time, and after. .a great and tugging de-

bate thereupon, the Bill passed. 1865 Cornlt. Mag. May
584, 1 should like a little more quiet talk with you, without

this tugging brute for a third.

Hence Tu-g^ingly adv., with tugging.

1731 Bailey, Tuggingly, diflScuItly.

t Tn'ggle, »• Ohs. \ Forms : 5 tuggel, tuglo,

.Sc. tuggill, 6 tuggle. [app. a freq. of Tuo v. ; see

-LE 3; cf. FOBTOGGLE V., TOGGLE ».2, also Du.

tokkelen from tokien."]

1. trans. To pull about roughly ; to drag about.

Cf. Tuo V. 4 b.

(Cf. «i22S Ancr. R. 424 Heo ne schulen.. toggen [z;.r.

toggle] mid him, ne pleien. a 1300 Cursor M. 24606 (Edin.)

Kortuglid [Cott. Fortoglid, Gatt. Fortugild] t>us wit trai and

ten.] c 1440 Bone Flor, 1938 He was so tuggelde in a toyle.

c 1470 Golagros ^ Gan: 34 Tuglit and travalit thus trew men
can tyre, c 147S RaityCoiljear 521 Thair is mony toun man
to tuggill is full tench, a 1585 Montgohekie Flyting 362

Tousled and tuggled with towne tykes.

2. inlr. To struggle, labour : = Tuo B. 3.

1650 Trapp Comml Num. vi. 4 He that would not toll the

TtriLTIB.

bell, must not tuggle with the rope. 1768 Ross Htltnere i.

38 "Tuggling an' struggling how to get him free,

t Tugh, obs. variant of Tough.
(Z1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Arch-Tjol. Soc.) I. 151 The

waies from thence to Sligo 20 miles, verie roughe, sliperie

and tugh for artilerie or wagons.

t Tug-net. Sc. Obs. [? f. Tuo sb. or v. + Net.]
?A fishing-net that is drawn or tugged, not fixed;

a drag-net. (Cf. also draw-net.')

1584 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 232/1 Ad locum et aquam de
Spay ubi rete piscationis vulgo tugnettis fisching dicti Rob.
solebant piscare. 1607 /bid, 6S6/1 Salmonum piscariam et

lie tug-net tarn rubrorum piscium et lie scaiU-fische quam
aliorum. >6xi Ibid. 170/1. 1603 in Inform. Dk. Gordon v.

Earls Murray^ <5- Fife 2 The said Marquis's tugnet to be
used by him within the bounds used and wont. X760 Ibid.

I A tugnet-fishing in the mouth of the river, or a fishingv

with a larger kind of net, such as is used for fishing in the

sea and mouths of rivers.

+ Tu'gury, ti'gtirye. Obs. rare. Also 5 ty-

gurie, -ye, te-, tugxirry. [ad. L. tugurium, tigu-

rium a hut, cot, peasant's cottage. Cf. F. tugure,

tttgm-ion (Cotgr.).] A hut, cot, cell.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy^ 11. 8660 From storm & reyn

hem silf[e] for to saue, pei deuised o))er habitacles, Tegurries

[ed. X5SS tiguryes] & sinale receptacles To schroude hem
in. C1440 Promp. Parv. 505/1 Tugurry, schudde, tugur-

rium. 1483 Caxton Cold. Leg. (1498) iib/i O blessyd

tygurie or lytyl hous. 1401 — yitas Patr. (1495) 11 They
[hermits] were unyed in charytee in theyr tyguryes or celles.

tTu'gwithe.tu-gwitliy. Obs. Infitogwith,

-whythe, -wethe, togewith, 6-8 tugwith ; 6

tugwithie, -wydie, -wedie, tough wethie. [f.

Tug sb. or v. + Withe, Withy.] A withe formerly

used to attach the swingle-tree to the head of the

plough or to the harrow or cart.

1523 FiTZHERB. Husb. § 15 A swyngletre to holde the

tresses abrode, and a togewith to be bytwene the swyngfetre

and the harowe. X536 in Archxologia XLIII. 240 Temys
and togwhythys for ij horses. 1565 Richmond Wills (Sur-

tees) 169 Inventory. .a tugwydie. 1572 Ibid. 152, ij payre

of clammers, one foit eche, with togwethes, xx**. X570

Levins Maitip. 150/33 Y» Tugwith, traha, helcinum.

1747 HoosON Miner's Diet., Tugwith, a writhen Hassel

Rod.. fastened with the small end to_ the Spindle, then

brought over the 'I'urntree at one end of it, and made fast to

the Spindle again.

Tuh (t«<h), int. rare. An ejaculation expressing

disgust or disdain. Cf. Pooh.
1607 Puritan iL i. 179 Purgatory? tuh ; that word deserues

to bee spit vpon.

Tuhseeldar, var. Tahstldae.

t Tuht (ii), obs. form of Tight sb^ (OE. tyhf),

discipline, training, breeding ; conduct ; usage.

Also t Tuhtle in same sense.

c 1205 Lay. 2419 To Corinee hine sende. . l^at he hine sculde

wel i-teon & tuhten \priiited tuhlen ; c 1275 manscipe] him
teachen. Ibid. 2720 Hire tuhtlen weren gode. Ibid. 24675

For jjere iike tuhtle Cnihtes weoren ohte.

Tuhte (pa. t.), tuhten : see Tight o.l Obs.

II
Tui (t»<'8). [Maori name.] A New Zealand

bird, Prosthematodera novx-zelandise : = Pabson-

BIED I, MOCKINO-BIBD 2 f.

183s [see Mocking-bird 2 f]. 1857. x866 [se Parson-bird

i]. X869 G. H. KiNGSLEY sport * Trav. iv.figoo) 64 Singing

birds, some like the New Zealand tui. 1884 Bracken Lays
Maori loi, I hear the swell Of Nature's psalms through tree

and bush, From tui, blackbird, finch and thrush. 1908

Auckland Weekly News\-7 Dec. 50/1 It is only occasionally

that the silence is broken by the liquid notes of the tui and
the bell-bird.

Tuioche, obs. f. Twitch. Tulch, tuiche, obs.

Sc. ff. Touch, Tough. Tuig, obs. .Sc. f. Twig.

Tuik, Sc. f. took, pa. t. of Take v. Tuil, -11,

obs. ff. Tewel, Tuilyie, Twill.

TlliUe, tnile (twH). Forms: 5-7 telle, 7

toyle, 9 tuille, tuile. [a. F. tuile, OF. tiettle, in

15th c. teuille, L. tegula Tile, plaque.] In meili-

a:val armour. One of two or more plates of steel

hanging below, or forming the lowest part of, the

tasses, and covering the front of the thighs.

ri4oo Destr. Troy 6420 Ector.. come.. l«:re the corse lay.

Wold haue Robbit the Renke of his riche wede With the ton

bond in the toile tyrnyt it offe. a 1470 Tiptokt in Segar

Hon. Mil. >t Civ. ill. Ii. (1602) 189 Who so hitteth the Toyle

three times, shall haue no prize. x688 R. Holme A rmonry
lit. xix. (Roxb.) 180/2. 1834 Planch^ Brit. Costume 195

Tuiles, plates depending from the taces or skirt of the

armour in front, over an apron of chain-mail, are first visible

at this period [that of Henry VI]. 1869 Boutell Arms Sf

Arm. viii. (1874) 147 Over the flanks, on each side of the

figure, to the faudes or taces was appended a plate, or small

shield, or gardefaude (in EnglantI called a tuille), which
would cover the front of the thigh.

t Tuillet, obs. form of Toilet.

X673 Lady's Call. II. i. § 15 For more worthy uses then

those of the comb, the tuillets, and the gl.Tss.

Tnillette, tuilette (tw«"le-t). [dim. of

Tuille : see -ette.] A small tuille.

i8«9 HouTEi.L ^r"K ft Arm. x. (1874) 205 [In the efBey of

Ricliard Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick] besides two large

tuilles, there are two smaller ones or tuillcttes. x88a Athe-

nseum 26 Aug. 278/3 Tuilettes are . . generally later than 1406.

Tuilyie, tulyie, tnlie (tiil'i, tuii), sb. Se,

Forms : 4-6 tulje, tolje, 5 ttiyl, toil^e, (tulyhe,

tohile, tohyle), 5-6 tulye, 6 tuille (-ze), tuyljo,

-^he, tuill, tule, toulje, 6-7 tuilye
; 5-6 tuilyie,

6-9 tulyie, -jie (-zie), 8 tuilie, toolie, 7-9



TUILYIE.

tailzie (-zle), 8-9 tooly, 9 ttJly. [ad. OY.tooUy

iouili tueilj contention, f. OF. toilUer: see next

and Toil v^- For the forms cf. brulyie^ ft*hi^>

spuljtf ulye. The forms in -w, -ye are app.

token from the vb.] A quarrel, brawl, fight ; a

noisy contest, dispute : = Toil ^^.1 i.

(In quot. c 1425 vaguely used. In Hawick it was formerly

usual in time of frost to have a slide of a quarter of a mile

long down the centre of the steep street called the Loan, on
which long files of sliders came down at a thundering pace

:

this was famous as the * Yokit tuilie ' or * Veke o* tuilie '.)

<:i42S WvNTOUN Cron. v. xii. 3943 (Wemyss MS.) It may
be callit vnhonest tulje \v,rr. tuyl, tohyle, tol^e, tule, tuylje,

tuyl^he] To se t>e quyk J>e dede dispute Quhen he is

woundit in hisschete. a xt^a Peebles to Play xix, Sevin-sum,

that the tulye maid, Lay gruffling in the stokks. 1557
Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872) 242 Gif ony suddand tulye liaop.

yng within the tovne, 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. \. 142 Na
man quha is given to tuilzies or strife, sail presume to beare

ane knife with ane poynt, within the Portes..of our Gild.

xjA Ramsav Advice to Mr. 38 And, smiling, ca* her

little foolie. Syne with a kiss evite a toolie. 1814 Scott
Wav. Ixiii, Killed that same night in the tuilzie. 1886

Masson Edinh, Sk, 25 Edinburgh was famous for its tulzies

<»: causeway fights between noblemen and lairds.

b, without article : Quarrelling, contention,

strife ; trouble, turmoil,

1550 Records ofElgin (New Spald. CI. 1903) I. 106 Burges
that beis convict for tuilze sail pay for the first tuilze viii s.

157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiv. 59 In Scotland had not
bene sic tuill, Gif this had bene |je common reuU, 1785
Burns To IV. Siynpson xxxi, But the* dull-prose folk Latin
flatter In logic tulzie, I hope we Bardies ken some better

Than mind sic brulzie.

C. Also Tulyie-mulyie.
1819 W. Tknnant Papistry Siorm*d (1827) 4 In mony a

fecht and tulzie-mulzie. Ibid. 196 In hideous tulyie-mulyie.

Tuilyie, tu'lyie, tu'lie, z'. Sc Forms: see

prec. sb. ; also 6 teulie. [a. OF. tooilHer^ ioillter,

touilHer : see prec. and Toil vX\

t L trans. To harass ; to quarrel with, assail

contentiously, assault. Obs,

»37S (MS. 1487) Barbour Bruce iv, 152 (Camb. MS.) pal

on twa halfis war assalit ; Within with fyre, l>at f^ame sa
brul^eit, Without with folk l^at t>aim sa tul^eit \Edinb, MS.
(1489) broil^it, toilet]. c\i^%S Wyntoun Cron. vr. _xv.^ 1477
(Wemyss ftlS.) Fell tyrandis, J)at had delite Possessionis and
pilgrymage to tul5e. 1595 in Maitl. CI. Misc. 1, 70 To have
loHowit Thomas M*=Nair, and to have teuliit him in the
porche of Govane kirk,

2, inir. To quarrel, fight, contend. Hence
Tui'lyieing vhl. sb, and ///. a.

X444 Aberdeen Rep'. (1844) I. 12 Conuicte thrise for bar-

ganyng and tulyheing. 1565 Reg, Privy Council^ Scot.^ I.

333 Ony Scottismen that fechtis, tulyeis, or drawis bluid.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Slupfu i. ii, Sic wee tots toolying at

your knee ;. . to be made o', and obtain a kiss. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy xxvi. That they suld let folk tuilzie in their yards.

x86a HiSLOP Pr(n}, Scot. 27 A toolying tike comes limping
hame. 189s Crockett Men ofMoss-Hags 55 Let there be
no more tallying and brawling.

Tuilyier (tU'Uiar). Sc. Forms : 5 tuilyeour,

-your, (tulyhour), 6 tuljear, -5eour (-zeour),

-yeour, tuilyair, -^our, -5©our (7 -zeour), 7
tuilyier, [ME. tuil^eoury agent-n. from tuilzie

TuiLYiE V. : see -our.] A quarrelsome person,

a brawler. Also in comb, tuilyier-like a., quarrel-

some.
X444 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 12 A common tulyhour and

rebcllour. cx^fio Henryson Test.Cres. 194 Lyk to ane bair

quhetiing his tuskis kene Richt tuilyour-lyk. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 440 SemdiU [is] . . Ane mydding tulzear

in ane battell bydar. 1583 Burgh Rec, Edinb. (1882) IV. 205
Tuilyairs and trubleris of the quyett estaitt of this burgh,

1650 in Butler CA. ^ Parish Aberjiethy xxv. (1897) 389
Fighters and tuilgiers to satisfy publicly by sitting on a seat

in face of the congregation,

Tai'lyiesome, «. Sc, [f. Tcilyie + -some.]

Quarrelsome, contentious. Hence Tul'l^iesoxae-

ness.
XS99 Jas. I. Boo-iA. Awpoi' (1682) 84 Tuilyesome weapons in

the Court
J
betokens confusion in the Countrey. 1808 Jamieson

S. v., * Tuilyiesum dogs cum happing hame ', S. Prov.

Tuim (t«m), Sc. var. TooM a,, empty.

Tuin, tuine, tuinne, obs. ff. Tune, Twin.
Tuiron, Tuis, tuise : see Tew-ibon, Twice.
Tuisday, obs. form of Tuesday.

Tuism (tiw'iz'm), rare, [f. L. tii thou + -iSM,

after egoism^ egotism^ A form of expression

involving the use of the pronoun thou^ or im-

plying reference to a second person ; also, in

Ethics
J
primary regard to the interests of another

person or persons (opp. to Egoism 2, Egotism 2) ; in

Philos.j *the doctrine that all thought is addressed

to a second person, or to one's future self as a

second person* {Cent, Diet, 1891 ; cf. Egoism i).

1796 Coleridge Watchman 9 Mar. 38 Omitting the long
preambles.. and the whole parade of egotisms and tuisms:
we shall select from each speech [etc.). 1809-10 — Friend
(1818) I. iv. 36 For one piece of egotism that presents itself

under its own honest bare face of ' I myself I
',
there are fifty

that steal out in the mask of tuisms and lUe-isms. z8s4
Byron yuan xvi. xiii, To hail her with the apostrophe— * O
thou r Of amatory egotism the Tuism. 1884 J. Rae Cc«-
temp.Socialismii^ Feuerhach's peculiar ethical principle.

.

has been well termed Tuism, to distinguish it from Egoism.

Hence Tni'stic a, [see -isTic], of the nature of

tuism.
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1880 H. Bradsiiaw in Life (1888) 293 You should . . hvoid .

.

the tuistic form of letter,

t Tuit, obs. form of Tewhit.
11570 Leviks Manip. 149/35 A Tuit, lapwing, z/k^o.

Tuitoh, obs. Sc. form of Touch.

Tuition (tiwii-Jan). Forms : 5-6 taioion,

tuission, etc. (with y for either i, and -one, -oun{e,

for -on), 6 tuytlon, -tyon, tuityon, 6-7 -tione,

5- tuition, [a. AF. iuycioun, obs. F. tuition

(Cotgr., 161 1), OF. tuicion, -ssion, -tion (1335 in

Godef.), ad. L. tuitio guard, guardianship, n. of

action from L. tueri to look to, look after.]

t L The action of looking after or taking care of,

or condition of being taken care of; safe-keeping,

protection, defence, custody, care, tutelage. Obs.

[129a Britton I. xvii. § 2 £t si il reconusent felonic.et

prient tuycioun del eglise {transl. and beg the protection

of the church].] 1436 LOiel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 204 There glorified in reste wyth his tuicione,

The deit^ to see wyth fuUe fruicione. 1462 Edw. IV in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. 1. 120 For the tuicion and defence

of this owr Realme. ISS7 Order 0/Hospitalls F vij. Which
[copy] he shall haue vnder the Auditors hands, in his own
tuition, c IS7S J- Hooker Zi^ Sir P. Carew (1857) 276, I

commit your tordeship to the tuission of the Almightie.

16x1 Broughton Require Agreement 53 A jest . . that Diana
. .was so busie about Alexanders birth, that she forgot the

tuition of her owne Temple. 1693 Stair Inst. Law Scot.

(ed. 2) I. vi. I I There is a Duly of Tuition, and Protection

of Orphans. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 352 Liberty without

wisdom, and without virtue.. is folly, vice, and madness,

without tuition or restraint.

+ b. Spec. The position of a guardian or TtJTOB

in relation to a ward ;
guardianship. Obs.

X494 Fabyan Ckron. v. ci.
_
75 Clodomyrus was slayne,

leuyng. ..iii.sonnes..whiche.iii. sonnes Clotilde toke to her
tuyssion & guydynge. 1368 I/isl. Jacob s, Esau I. ii. Aiv,
They were brought vp bothe vnder one tuition. 1643 Prynne
Sov. Pinoer Part, App. 21 They chose Eudo,. .to be King.

.

till Charles should come to his lawfull age, whom they
put under Eudo his tuition. 1690 Locke Govt. 11. vi. § 67
That [power] which the Father hath, in the Right of Tuition,

during Minority.

fc. concr. A defence, fortification. Obs.rare~^.

1513 Li/e Hen. V (1911) 109 This Towne was fortified w***

innumerable tuytions and defences.

2. The action or business of teaching a pupil or

pupils ; the function of a tutor or instructor (see

Tutor); teaching, instruction.

1583 in Campion's Wks. (1909) Introd. 26 Allowance for

Thomas Sisley and Thomas Campion at Cambridge begin-

ning at cristmas 1582. First, eche of them for thir dlete

weakely ijs. vjd. ; in the whole yere..xiij.li. Item, thir

tuition yerely xlv.s. for eche. 1619 Sir R. Boyle Diary in

Lismore Papers (1886) I. 235, v'' that he gave the ffrench-

man and his wyffe for their first quarters tuicon of my
children. 1781 Gibbon Z>^t/. <5- i^. xix. II. 129 They pursued
their studies, .under the tuition of the most skilful masters.

1807 SouTHEV H. K. White 3 One of the ushers, when he
came to receive the money due for tuition. 1845 E. Holmes
Mozart 7 Obliged to devote every^ hour that he could spare

..to tuition on the violin and clavier,

b. attrib., as tuition-fee, -money,
1867 Aug. J. E. Wilson Vashti viii. In future I shall not

advance one cent of my tuition-money.

Hence Tui-tional a., pertaining or relating to

tuition ; of a school, supported by tuition-fees

;

Tni'tionary a., pertaining to tuition.

1847 BuSHNELL Chr. Nurt. II. i. (1861) 229 *Tuitional and
regulative influences that come after, 1892 E. F. Williams
in Chicago Advance 24 Nov., What are^ called 'Daughter
Schools ', or the ' Higher Girls' Schools * [in Germany], . .are

for the most part tuitional schools. x$)06 United Free Ch.
Mag. July 6/1 The tuitional side of missionary work. 1879
M. C Tyler Hist. Amer. Lit. xiii. II. 93 The clerical pro-

fession. .to develop the other learned professions—the legal,

medical, and *tuitionary,

Tuitive (tijJ-itiv), a. rare, [f, L. tuit-, ppl.

stem of tu-erl : see prec]

1, Giving tuition or instruction.

1776 Adv. Corkscrew ii. 17 His tutor resolved not toswerve
from the general rule of these tuitive companions, but let his

pupil indulge in every extravagance.

2. Acquired by instruction as opposed to intuitive

or innate (Intuitive 3 c). rare.

1784 New Spectator No. 22. i A man without an inpate

idea would be incapable of acquiring any.—Without intuitive

knowledge he could have no tuitive.

Tuix, obs. form of Twixt.
Tuk, obs. pa. t. of Take v. ; obs. f. Tuck.

t Tuke, tewte. Obs. Also6tuyke. [Etymo-

logy uncertain. (See Prof. Weekley in jV. &f Q.

nth Ser. Ill, 130.) Connexion suggested with F.

teugue, tuque, in Boyer Fr.-Eng. Diet. 1702 'tuque,

a tarpaulin, or tarpawling', Lescallier Vocab. des

Termesde Marine 1777 has Uoile de tugue, a canvas

covering for the poop of a frigate '. According to

Jal Gloss. Nautique, related to L. tegula tiling,

subseq. a canvas awning : but in Eng. applied to the

material.] Canvas, such as is used for an awning

or canopy ; but also applied to a finer fabric.

1477 Lane. Wills (1884) 2, vij yardes Cane Tuke price the

yarde v-*.. .iiij yardes of fustian Tuke, price ye yarde xij*.

1481-90 Howard Hituseh. Bis. (Roxb.) 416 Item, iiij. yardes

of tewke rossett, price vj. s. viij. d. 1494 in Rogers Agric.

H Prices (1882) HI. 560 (Oxford), I piece of Tewke for

Tergates. .© 1/3. 149<S Ibid., 3 yds Tewke 3/4. igji MS.
Will, A gowne watteryd tujlie. 15.7 IHS. Inv. Goads T.

Cromwell (P.R.O.), ij jerkyns of blacke saten lyned with
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tuke. 1530 Palscr. 280/1 Tewlce to make purses of, trelis.

1552-3 Inv. Ch. Goods Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield (1863) IV.

75 One canopye of tewke,. .iij crosse clothes, ij of sarsnet,

and the other of tewke. 1586 Rates ofCttstame F j, Tukes
the peece viij. s.

Tuke, obs^a.t of Take v, ; obs. Sc. f. Tuck.
Tukkar, Tukne, obs. ff. Tucker, Token.
Tul, obs. or dial. f. Till prep, and conj.

Tula (tw'Ia). In full tula metal : Niello made
at Tula in Russia. Also aitrib.y as tula-work.
1839 Ube Diet. Arts 1259 Tula Metal, is an alloy of silver,

copper, and lead. 2884 Knight Diet. Mech.^Supp/.^ Tula^
the Russian niello silver. 1801 Cent, Dict.^ Tula-worHe.

Tulasl : see TuLsi. Tulat, obs. Sc f. Toilet.
Tulban, -bent, obs. ff. Turban.
Tulce, obs. form of Tulsi.

Tulcliail (tP'lxan). 4SV. Forms: 6 tulchen,
6-9 -in, 9 -ane, 8- tulchan. [a. Gaelic tulchan^

app. local variant of tulcuhan ' little hillock
',

applied locally to a device used to induce a cow to

give her milk : still so called in the Outer Hebrides,

and in Moidart in Inverness-shire, and prob. more
widely in the i6th c.

Thecow is allowed to sniff at the skin of her own calf,which
maybe stuffed with straw or hay, but is often merelyspread
over the hottom of a creel or a small heap or hump of earth

or turfj whence app. the name ' little hillock '.^ The etymo-
logy given in Highland Society's Diet, 1828, is erroneous.]

1. ///. A calf's skin set under a cow to make her

yield her milk freely : see above.
a i578-« 1651 [see 2] 1785 ymi.fr. London to Portsmouth

a FLae him belly-flaugbt, his skin wad mak* a gallant tulchin

for you. 1808-18 Jamieson, Tulchane, -in., .2. A bag or
budget, gf^erally of the skin of an animal. 1866 Living-
stone Last Jrnls. (18^73) I. ii. 51 The cattle of Africa,.

never give their milk without the presence of the calf or its

Stuflfed skin, the ' tulchan '.

2. Hist, Hence attrib.^ applied in derision to

the titular bishops appointed in Scotland immedi-
ately after the Reformation, in whose names the

revenues of the sees were drawn by the lay barons.
a 1578 LiNDESAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 282

The tulchen, to wit ane fein^eit counterfeitt bischope.. .The
kingis lordis thatobtenit thair beneficeis culd find na way to

haveproffeit thairof without thay had ane tulchen lyk as the
kow had or scho watd gif milk, ane calfis skin stoppit with
stra. 1583 ^<^Si ^P- St. Androis Pref. 61 Albeit they be
now Tulchin bischops stylit. a 1651 Calderwood Hist,
JCirJ^ (1678) s5 The Bishops, admitted according to this new
order, were called in jest, Tulchane Bishops. A Tulchane
is a calf's skin stuffed full with straw, to cause the cow
give milk. 1703 D. Williamson Serpti. bef. Gen. Assemb.
Edin. 43 Then were imposed the Tulchan, or meer nominal
Bishops, who by simoniacal Contracts allowed the great

men to enjoy the Revenues of the Church. 1859 J. J. Mar.
SHALL Hist. Scott, Eccies. <5- Civ. Affairs x. 211 The Epis-

copacy thus introduced has always gone under the name of

the Tulchan or Titular Episcopacy.

transf. 1884 Duncklf.v in Contemp. Re%\ July 7 Hence-
forth the Khedive was to be a mere 'tulchan ruler.

liTule (tw-k). U.S, Also tula. [ad. Aztec

iullin, the final n being dropped by the Spaniards

as in Guatemalajjalapa, etc.] Either oftwo species

of bulrush {Scirpus lacustris var. occidenialis, and

S, Tatora) abundant in low lands along riversides

in California ; hence, a thicket of this, or a flat

tract of land in which it grows.
1856 Olmsted yourn. Texas iii. 149 Windowless cabins

of stakes, plastered with mud and roofed with river-grass or
' tula '. i88a Harper's Mag. Nov. 876 The tules or rushes rise

high above our heads, and.. are infested with a dangerous
breed of wild hogs. 1893 A. F. Battelle in Chicago
Advance 2 Feb., Because of the tall rushes that grow there

the land is called the tule. The tule is always low and
level. 1894 O. WisTER in Harpers Mag. Sept. 520 That
dug-out with side-thatch and roofing of tule.

b. attrib., as tulefarnif hut, land, marshy root^

swamp ; tule v?Ten, a kind of marsh wren ( Telma-
todytes or Cistothorus palustris^ var. paludicola)

which frequents the tules of California.

1850 B. Taylor Eldorado vii. (1862) 73 The hazy air, made
more dense by the smoke of the burning tule marshes. 1883
Stevenson Silverado Sg. 2 Across the cornlands and thick

tule swamps of Sacramento Valley. 1890 Gunter Miss
Nobody iv, The baked leaves of century plant, acorns, and
tule roots. 1891 A. Welcker Wild West 64 A cabin on a
swampy tule farm.

Tule, obs. f. Tool, Tuiltie ; var. Tult Obs,

t Tulet, obs. Sc. f. Toilet, wrapper.
154X Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 22 For ane tulet

to thir clathis quhilkis wer deliverit be Thomas Arthuir to

the Kingis grace.

Tuliban, Tulie, obs. ff. Turbak, Till v>
Tulip (tiw'lip). [P'ormerly /«///a, /«///>/a, also

tulipant, -pan = F. iulipan, tuHpe, It. tuHpano,

Sp. tulipaHy Pg. tulipa, -ipp^i mod.L, tultpa ; early

mod.Du. and Ger. tulpe, Du. tulp. Da. iulipan,

Sw. tulpan ; all from tui{t)bandj vulgar Turkish

pronunciation of Persian Jjjj rfiw/^a//*/ ' turban ',

which the expanded flower of the tulip is thought

to resemble : cf. Turban.]
1. A bulbous plant of the genus TuHpa (N.O.

Liliacex\ esp. the species 7\ Gesneriana, intro-

duced from Turkey into Western Europe in the

1 6th c, and since extensively cultivated in very

numerous varieties, blooming in spring, with broad
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bell-shaped or cup-shaped, usnally erect, showy
flowers, of various colours and markings ; also, the

flower itself.

The first mention of it by a Western European is by Busbek
(CI554), the Emperor's anibassador,^ on the^ way from
Adrianople to Constantinople, where 'ingens ubique fiorum

popia oHerebatur, narcissorum, hyacinthorum, et eorum quos
Turcae tulipan vocant '. It was grown by the Fuggers at

Augsburg, where it was seen and described by Gesner in

T561. It was introduced successiveluin Vieniia, Mechlin,

France, and England ; it is mentioned by Lyte in his transl.

of Dodoneus.
a. 1S78 LvTE Dodoetts II. lii. 212 Of Tulpia, or Tulipa. .

.

The great Tulpia, or rather Tulipa. Ibiii. 213 The greater

Tulpia is brought from Grece, and the Countrie about

Constantinople. .. The greater is called both Tulpia, and
Tulpittn, and of some Tulipa, which is a Turkic name or

»-orde, we may call it Lillynarcissus. 1583 in Hakluyt Voy.

(1599) II. 165 Now within these foure yeeres there haue
bene brought into England from Vienna, .diuers kinds of

6owers called Tulipas. 1597 Gfrakde Herbal I. Ixxyii.

1 16 Tulipa, or the Dalmatian cap, is a Strang and forraine

flower. [Hid. 117 After [the Tulipa of Bolonia] hath beene

some fewc daies floured, the points and brims of the flower

turne backward, like a Dalmatian or Turkes cap, called

Tulipan, Tolepan, Turban, and Turfan, whereof it tooke

his name.] i6ax Buhton w4mi/, Mel. ili. ii. iv. i. As a tulipant

to the sun (which our herbalists call Narcissus) when it shines

is . . a glorious flower exposing itself. 1629 Parkinson Para^
disus 11. viii. 46 The early Tulipa (and so all other Tulipas)

springeth out of the ground with his leaues folded one within

another, fbid. 66 We call it in English the Turkes Cap, but

most vsually Tulipa.

ft 161S G. Sandys Trau. i. 57 You cannot stirre abroad

but you shall be presented by the Demises and lanizaries,

with tulips and trifles. 1633 Johnson Gerardt's Herbal i.

Ixxxvii. 139 The bloud-red Tulip with a yellow bottome.

Ibid. ii/aTulifapurpurea. The purpleTulip. Tulipa rubra
anuthUtina. The bright red Tulip. 1758 Johnson Idler

No. 30 r 5 Another searches the world for tulips. 1842

Tennyson Card. Dau. 189 A Dutch love For tulips. 187m

Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 228 Tulips were introduced

from Constantinople, and first bloomed in the beautiful

grounds of Heinrich Herwart, in 1559.

b. Applied, usually withdefining word, to species

of this, and various plants more or less resembling

it, or their flowers; also to the flowers of the Tulip-

TKEE ; in S. Africa, to a poisonous herb also called

tulip-grass (see 5).
Airican ttllip, the genus Hxmanthus (N. O. Amaryl-.

lidacex). Butterfly tulip, the genus Calochortus of Call,

fornia, also called mariposa-lily.
_ Cape tulip, name for

several S. African plants : (<i) various species of Homeria
(= tulip-grass : see 5); i.b) Melanthium unijlorum {Bxo-

metra columellaris) ; k) Red Cape tulip, Hxmanthuj
cxcituus. Chequered tulip. Drooping tulip = wild
tulU), fjt). Native tulip, of Australia (see quot. 1898, and
Ivur-tive, 2 a). Parrot tulip (see Parrot sb. 4). Wild
tulip, (a) Tulipa sylvestris, a rare and doubtful native of

Britain, with fragrant yellow flowers : (3) a name for the wild

friii.lary, FritiUa'ia Meleagrit; (d in California, = butter-

fly tulip.

1759 Miller Card. Diet. (ed. 7) s.v. Tulip-tree, The
Flowers.. (have) six Peuls,. .which form a Sort of Bell-

shaped Flower, from whence the Inhabitants of North
America gave it the Title of Tulip. 17*) J. Lee Introd. Bat.

ApP- 33° African Tulip, //arwa«M«i. .. Chequer'd Tulip,

Fritillaria. i8<o Pappe Horn Capensis Med. Prodr. 26

Morxa colliTia, fhbg. (known to almost every child in the

colony as the Cape Tulip), not for its therapeutical use, but

for its obnoxiousness. i8«i Miss Pratt Homer. PI. y. 276

Wild Tulip, .has a much smaller blcssom than the cultivated

species,.. us colour within is bright yellow, and externally

yellowish.green. [1863 W.C. Baldwin 4/^. //K«/;>is'vi. 144

Donker, my best ox is dead, having got at a poisonous kind

of grass, called by the Dutch tulp.J 1884 Miller Plant-n,,

Cape Tulip, Melanthium wtijiorum ( Tulipa Breyiana). —

,

Red Cape, Hxmanthus coccineus. . . Drooping T., Fritil-

laria Meleagris. Ibid., Calockortus, Butterfly-Tulip,..

Mariposa Lily,.. Wild Tulip, of California. 1885 Rider
Haggard K. Solomon's iMines iv. The other three [oxen] died

from eating the poisonous herb called * tulip '. x8j)8 Morris
Austral Eng., Telopea, .. l\iii genus containing .. the

fyarataA. . .The name has been corrupted popularly into

Tulip, and the flower is often called the Native Tulip.

1908 IVestm. Gaz. 14 May 12/1 A field, .covered with the

purple blossoms of the ' tulip ', as the villagers call it [the

tritillary].

2.yijf. A showy person or thing, or one greatly

admired.
1647 Cowlev Mistress, Beauty iii. Beauty, thou active

passive nil.. Thou Tulip, who thy Stock in Paint dost

waste. 1671 Mede's ii^ks. Life p. xlii. Such Fellow^:om-

moners who came to the University only to see it and to be

seen, .he call'd The University-Tulips, that made a Gaudy
shew for a while. 1701 Cibber Love makes Man v. ii.

My little Blossom I my Gilliflower ! my Rose ! my Pink !

my Tulip ! 1837 Thackeray Havenswing \, Morgianawas
a tulip among women, and the tulip fanciers all came flocking

round her.

b. slang. My tulip, ' my fine fellow '.

3. A bell-shaped outward swell in the muzzle of

a gun, now generally disused.

XB84 [implied in tulip choke']. i889_ Engineer Oct. 314
Breech.loading guns, .. gradually tapering from a diameter

of 4 ft. 7 in. at the breech to 17 in. near the muzzle, which
possesses what artillerists call a tulip or ' swell '.

4. slang. A bishop's mitre, or a figure of one.

1879 K. R. Ashwell Bp. Wilber/orce I. iii. 66 note, I heard

one of the low fellows . . say * No, It's not a Tulip *, meaning
that there was no mitre on the panel [of the carriage].

5. altrib. and Comb., as tulip-bed, -bulb, -fancier,

-glass, -grower, -leaf, -mania ; tulip-fancying, -like,

-shaped, -tinted adjs. ; tulip-apple, a variety of

apple with bright-coloured fruit ; tulip choke (cf.

Vol. X.

sense 3 and Choke sb.'^ 4) ; tulip ear, of a dog :

see quot. 1877; so tulip-eared a.; tulip-grass,

a name for several S. African poisonous herbs

of the genus Homeria (N.O. Iridaceie) ; tulip-

laurel, ? a species of Magnolia ; tulip poplar =
Tul:p-tree I (see Popl-vb a) ; tulip-poppy, a

Mexican papaveraceous plant, Hunnemannia
fumariatfolia, with flowers like those of EschschoU-

zia ; tulip-root, (o) the ' root ' or bulb of a tulip
;

(J)')
a disease of oats, characterized by a swelling at

the base of the stem, caused by a minute nematoid

worm ; tulip-shell, (a) a bivalve of the genus 7i/-

lina
;
{b) any gastropod of the family Fasciolariadse,

as Fasciolaria tulipa. Also Tolip-tree, -wood.

184a IxiUDON Suburban Hort. 529 The tree is still more
beautiful when covered with fruit, especially with such as

are highly-coloured, such as the red Astrachan, the "tulip-

apple, &c. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. June (1729) 208 Take up
your "Tulip Bulbs. 1884 Burgess Sporting Fire Arms 4
The sketches show the ordinary choke and tbe *tulip choke.

1877 G. Stables Prai:t. Kennel Guide iii. (ed. 3) 36 "'Tulip-

ear.—Partly pricked, and drooping at the tip. Ibid. vii. § 3
81 [Ears of Skye Terrier] may be pricked, or tulip. 1837
"Tulip fanciers [see 2J. i8a6 Scott Woodst. xxxiii, A *tulip-

fancying fellow,, .intended for a Dutch gardener. 1760 J.
Lee Introd. Bot. App. 330 "Tulip-flower, Bignonia. 1755
CentLMag. Sept. 416/1 Several lacrymatories have also been
dug up, some are of glass, . .and some are of burnt earth,

like our *tulip-glasses. 1900 Blachw. Mag. Apr. 574/1 He
has eaten "tulip-grass. i88a Pall Mall G, 18 Oct. 4 A
Dutch "tulip-grower. 1766 W. Stork Acc. East Florida 47
The magnolia, "tulip-laurel, tupelow-tree, are all beautiful.

a 1718 Prior Alma I. 381 But "Tulip-leaves, and Limon-
peel Help only to adorn the meal. C171X Petiver Gazo-
phyl. IX. Tab. 85 Red "Tulip-like Flowers. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XIV. 314/1 The extravagances of those visited by the

"tulip mania. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1810/4 Lost.., a^Gold
Pendulum Watch, . . with . . a Steel Chain, and "Tulip Pillars.

x868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 99 Endecatotnus
rugosus, .has been also taken under the bark of "tulip pop-

lars- 1909 Cent. Diet. Siippl., Hunnemannia.. conia\ns a
single Mexican species, h. fumarixfolia, now somewhat
cultivated under the name "tulip-poppy. 1718-46 Thomson
Spring 538 Then comes the "tulip race, where Beauty plays

Her idle freaks. 1711 Addison Sped. No. loS P 3 He carries

a "Tulip-root in his Pocket, xfr^s Encycl. Brit. I. 360/2
The oat fretiuently suffers much from a disease called ' seg-

eing ' or ' tulip root '. 1833 LoUDON Encycl. Archil. 5 190
Ornamental "tulipshapedchimney-pots. t8js Kirby Hab.
tf Inst. Anim. I. viii. 265 The "tulip-shell (Tellina) when it

walks, . .opens and shuts its valves. 1861 P. P. Carpenter
in Rep. Smithsonian Instil, i860, iBo Family Fascio-

lariaJge, (Tulip-shells and Mitres).

Hence (or from mod.L. tulipa) Tnlipiferous a.

[-FERGUS], bearing flowers like tulips, as the tulip-

tree ; Tn-Upine, Ckem., a poisonous stimulant

alkaloid obtained from the garden tulip ; Tn-liplst,

a person devoted to the cultivation of tulips ; Tu^li-

pomanla [-mania], a craze for tulips, as that which

prevailed in Holland in the 17th c. ; Tuaipo-

ma'nlao, one affected with tulipomania ; Tn'lipy

a., abounding in tulips
; f J^. a tulip.

1786 J. Abercrombie Arrangem. in Card. Assist. 38/1

"Tulipiferous, or common tulip bearing [Tulip tree]. 1909

Cent. Diet. Suppl; "Tulipine. 1913 Dorland Med. Diet.,

Tulipin. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. Ded., The In.

genuousdelightof "Tulipists. 1710ADDISON 7*a//^/-No. 218

P7 A Person of good Sense, had not his Head been touched
with.. the.. "Tulippomania. xi^Chamb. Jml. 12 Feb. 32/3
When the Tulipomania infected Holland, and single roots

were sold for many hundred pounds. x84a Bleukw. Mag. LI.

426 The prices of these roots.. are enough.. to delight the

cupidity of a Dutch "tuiipo-maniac. a 1849 J. C. Mangan
/*««« (1859) 322 Shaarmal's "tulipy dell, c j6i6 W. Bos-

worth ArCiidiusffSepha 1. 882 That blood with wat'ry eye

Which leaves her breast to turn t' a "tulippy.

Tulipan, -pant, obs. ff. Tulip, Turban.

t TuUpa-nted, a. Obs. rare. [f. tulipant, early

form of Turban + -ed 2.] = Tukbaned.
i«34 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 206 They [Chinese] are tuli-

panted about their heads.

Tu'lip-tree.
1. A large N. American tree, Liriodendron Tu-

lipifera (N.O. Magnoliacex), bearing flowers re-

sembling large tulips, of a greenish colour varie-

gated with yellow and orange ; also called tulip

poplar, saddle-tree (from the shape of its peculiar

truncated leaves) , and luhitewood.

170s Beverley Virginia 11. iv. § 18 (1722) 123 The large

Tulip-Tree, which we call a Poplar. 1800 Med. Jml. IV.

376 The leaves and roots of the tulip tree, . recommended as

an useful bitter. 1857 Gosse Omphalos vii. 165 This noble

Tulip-tree. ., a giant of this primeval forest.

b. Applied to other trees with tulip-like flowers,

as species of Magnolia, and the mountain mahoe
{Paritium elatum or Hibiscus elatus, N.O. Malva-

cesf) of the West Indies.
' 1751 J. Hill //I'j^ Plants 487 The great-flowered Magno.

lia, the LaureLleaved Tulip-tree. J884 Miller Planl-n.,

Tulip-tree, Chinese, Magnoliafuscnta.

2. Applied in Australia to two proteaceous trees

with brilliantly colourea flowers : a. A Victorian

and Tasmanian species of Waratah, Telopea arcades,

also called native tulip (see Tulip i b) ; b. Steno-

carpus cunninghami, of Queensland.

1830 Hobart Town Almanack 66 (Morris) That magnifi-

cent shrub called warratah or tulip-tree, and its beautiful

scarlet flowers. 183S Ross Hobart Town Almanack 110

The generic name [Telopea]. .\is& been corrupted into tulip

tree, to which it bears not tbe least resemblance. 1866 Treas.
Bot., Tulip-tree, Queensland, Stenocarpus Cunninghami.
1898 Morris Austral English, Tulip.tree. The name is

given, in Australia, to Stcnocarpus cunninghamii, . .on
account of the brilliancy of its bright-red flowers.

Tu'lip-wood.
a. The wood of the tulip-tree (see prec. J), a

light ornamental wood used by cabinet-makers, etc.

b. A name for various coloured and striped woods,
or the trees producing them, as Physocalymma
floribundum of Brazil, Hovioiceltis {Aphananthe)
philippinensis , and species of Owenia and Har-
pullia, of Australia. (Also attrib.')

x8^3 HoLTzAPFFEL Tuming I, ii. 20 Some of the hardest
foreign woods, as king-wood, tulip-wood, . .are rarely sound
in the center. 184^ J. O. Balfour Sketch N, S. Wales ii. 39
The tulip wood, with its variegated flowers, and delightful
perfume, grows in abundance. 1866 Treas. Bot. 882 The
beautifully striped rose-coloured wood imported from Brazil,

and called Tulip-wood by our cabinet-makers, .. is the pro-
duce of P[hysocalymma']Jloribundu7n. 1884 Miller Plant-
n., Harpnlia /////« and /f./^w^w/ir, Tulip-wood, of Queens-
land. 1891 Cent, Diet. s.v. Owenia, C^wenia] cerasifera
and O. venosa are in Queensland called respectively siveet

and sottr plum. Both have hard wood, that of the latter

highly coloured.., used in cabinet-making and wheel-
wrights' work. 0. venosa is called tulip-wood. 1898 Morris
Austral Eng., Tulip-wood. The name is given, in Australia,

to Aphnanthe philipinensis. Planch., N. O. Urticacex, and
to the timber of Harpullia pcndula. Planch. [Moreton Bay
tulip-wood], N. O. Sapifidaccx. It is, further, a synonym
for the Emu-Apple [Owenia acidula, called also Native
Nectarine and Native Quince]. 1906 Times 8 Feb. 7/6
A Dutch kingwood and tulipwood secretaire cabinet.

t T'olk, 'tolk, sb. Obs. [Generally identified

with ON. tttlkr interpreter, spokesman (cf. ON.
tAlka vb. : see next). Da., Sw. tolk = MLG. tolk,

tollik, Du. tolk translator, MHG. tolc, tolke, ad.

Lith. lulkas, Lett, tulks, OSl. il"k'^ interpreter:

cf. Kuss. tolk'' sense, meaning, talk. But nothing

has been found to connect the ME. sense, common
in alliterative verse, with these.] A man.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 498 Tyl ()ay bad tyt>yng fro be

tolke |)at tyned hem |jer-inne. Ibid. 1262 Er he to pe
tempple tee wyth his tulkkes alle. 13. . Gaw. Jtf Gr. Knt.

3 pe tulk l>at pe trammes of tresoun (?er wro^t, Watz tried

for his tricherie. a 1400-50 Alexander 752 Alexander.,
turnyd hym t>an to |jis tulke & talkez Yxx wordez. c 1400
Destr. Troy 5700 Protbenor, the prise kyng, & proud Arche-

laus, Mony tolke of |je Troiens tyrnyt to dethe. Ibid. 6115
Mony abill knyghtes,..Of J?e tulkys of troy, tidd men all.

t Tnlk, v. Obs. rare~^. [app. a. ON. tfika to

interpret, plead one's cause, be the spokesman : cf.

prec.] intr. To utter sound, to sonnd.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1414 And ay \>t nakeryn noyse,

notes of pipes, Tymbres & tabornes, tulket among.

Tull, obs. or dial. f. Till prep, and conj.

II Tulle (t»l, t«l). [F. tulle (1812 in Hatz.-

Carm.), ' named from Tulle, chief town of the

department of Corrfeze, where the fabric was first

manufactured' (Littr^).] A fine silk bobbin-net

used for women's dresses, veils, hats, etc.

c 1818 Mrs. Carey Tour France xv. (1823) 310 This imita-

tion is of silk, called tulle, from the name of the town where
it is principally made. 1868 Mom. Star 7 Mar., Her Royal
Highness., wore, .a petticoat of white tulle over rich glace

silk. 1888 '

J. S. Wi NTER Bootte's Childr. ix. The effect of

the sweeping train, the shower of tulle which fell from the

golden coronet of her hair.

attrib. 1839 Habits Gd. Society iv. (newed.) 183 A bcauli.

ful tulle dress. 1900 El. Glyn Visits Eliz. (1906) 54, 1 wore
the white silk and my pink tulle hat.

Tulle, var. Till z-.s Obs. ; obs. f. Toll z/.l

Tllllibee (to-libr). Also tulibbi. [ad. N.

Amer. Indian (Cree and Odjibway) too-nie-bee^

A species of whitefish {Coregonus tullibee) found in

the Great Lakes of N. America.
[i8aa in Morse Rep. Indian Affairs App. 31 A fish called

by the savages ' Too-nie-bee ', and by the English and French
' Telibees ', not equal to, but greatly resembling, the white

fish.) 1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 93 Tautog, chogset,..

tullibee.. are among the best. 1906 Blackw. Mag. Mar.

394/1 The tulibbis.. often sold as fresh water herring. .are

only fit to eat in winter.

Tullipant, obs. form of Turban.

llTnlsi (t«lsr). E. Ind. Also 7 tuloe, 9
tulsee, toolsee, -si, -sy. [Hindi tulsl :—Skr.

tulasi.] A s]3ecies of basil {Ocimum sanctum),

sacred to Vishnu, cultivated by the Hindus as a

sacred plant. Also attrib.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India 4- P. 199 Having a little place

or two builtup a Foot Squareof Mud, where they plant Cala.

minth, or (by them called) Tulce, which they worship every

Morning. 1813 J. Forbes Oriental Mem. III. 62 A garden

and fountain with an altar of Tulsee, the sacred plant of the

Brahmins. 1834 [A. Prinsep] Baboo 1 1, iii. 44 They . .
would

laugh at tbe holy Toolsee-leaf, and Ganges water. 1866

Treas. Bot., Toolsi, Tulasi, Indian names for .species of

Basil. 1895 R. W. Frazer Silent Gods, Pearl of Temple

(1896) 46 Tbe short square pillar.. with sacred Tulsl plant

growing on its summit.

II Tnl'War (tzi-lwaj). Also tal-war. [Hindi

taliiidr (also tarwdr)^ An (Indian) sabre.

1834 [A. Prinsep] Bahoo I. viii. 125 With my tulwar un-

sheathed on my arm, I moved to the edge of the tope. 1861

Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xliv, 1 just caught the flash of

his tulwar, and thought it was all up. 189* J. Payn Mod.
IVAittington 1. 195 The tulwar of the Rajah of Bundlccum-
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bad : the scabbard he described as a triumph of Eastern

decoration.

+ Tn"ly, a- (.si-) Obs. Forms : 4 tuli, tule,

tuel7, twily, 4-5 tuly, 4-6 tewly, 5 toly. [app.

from a place-name. The quots. from Gaw. Cj* Gr.

Knt. suggest connexion with Toulouse.] An attri-

bute of silk, tapestry, etc. ofa rich red colour ;
perh.

orig. applied to such fabrics imported from Tou-

louse. Also absol. Any fabric described as ' tuly '.

13H in Legg & Hope Inv. Ch. Ch. Canterb. (1902) 52

Casula. .de rubeo sindone de tuly cum rosis brudato. Ibid.

55 Capa..de Rubeo panno de Tuly. 13.. CocrdeL.bj Her
ropes wer ofif tuely sylk, Al so whyt as ony mylle. 13..

Caw. ff Gr. Knt. 568 Fyrst a tule tapit, tyjt ouer ))e ifet.

Ibid. 858 Tapytez ty3t to \>e wo^je, of tuly & tars. [Cf. 77 A
selure..0f tryed Tolouse, of I'ars tapites] 1513 Skelton

Carl. Laurel 79B Reche me that skane of tewly sylk.

b. transf. Of a deep red colour, like that of

' tuly ' silk ; absol. or as sb. the red colour of this.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. Ixxxi. (Tollem. MS.)

Ofte it gendreb semely coloure and feyre, as tewly reed and
stibium, a 1400-50 A lexander 4335 Nouthire to toly ne to

taunde transmitte we na vebbis, To vermylion ne violett ne

variant littis. 14. . MS. Shane 7J If. 200 Resseit . . for to make
bokerham tuly or tuly J)red. c 1440 Promfi. Parv. 505/2

Tuly, colowre, puniceus.

Tuly, obs. f. Tewly a., sickly. Tulye, obs. f.

Till v^ Tulye, -yle, -59, -jie: see Tuilyie.

Tulyhour, obs. f. Totlyieb.

Tam (tfm), z».i north, dial. [Origin not ascer-

tained.] trans. To card (wool), esp. for the first

time, in preparation for the finer cards. Also,

to mix wool of different colours. Hence Tu"m-
ming vbl. sb., the action or process of doing this ;

eoncr. coarse cardings of wool ; also Tu'mmer :

see quots. 1877, 1884.

i6is Markham Eng. Hmtsew. iii. 88 After your wool! is

oild . . you shall then tumme it j which is, you shall . .card it

ouer againe vpon your Stocke cards : And then those

cardings which you strike off are called tummings. Ibid.,

After your WooU is thus mixed oiled and tummed, you
shall then Spinne it vpon great Wooll wheelcs, i6gi Ray
N. C. Words 77 To Turn Wooll ; to mix Wooll of divers

colours. 1703 Thoresbv Let. to Ray Gloss. (E.D.S.)

Tooming, wool taken off the cards. 1788 W. Marshall
Yorksk. II. Gloss. (E.D.S.) Turn, v., to card wool roughly,

to prepare it for the finer cards. xSza Lonsdale Ma^. Jan,

13/1, I thought my father had a neater method of mixmg the

black and white wool, in tumming. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI.

494/2 The carding engines [in cotton-manufacture] are pften

made with two main cylinders and a connecting cylinder

called the tummer. 1878-81 Cumberld. Gloss., Tumniins,
rough cardings of wool. 1879 Ibid. Suppl., Toow, turn, lo

tease wool. 1884 R. Marsden Cotton Spinning iiZgt) 129

In these cards there are two large cylinders, the first being
stnpped by a doffer cylinder called a slow tummer.

Turn (torn), sb. and v,^ [Echoic ; more usual in

reduplicated form Tum-tdm.] An imitation of the

soimd made by plucking a tense string, as in a

musical instrument, or by striking a drum, or the

like. Also as vb. trans, and intr. to produce this

sound; hence Tu-mmlngz'W. ji5.

c 1830 Negro Song, Don't ye 'ear de banjo turn ? ^
x88a

£lwes tr. Capelto ^ Ivens' Bcnguelta to Yacca II. iv. 77
The echoes.. repeating the tuniming of the drums. 19H
Daily News 23 June 3 The monotonous turn to which the

dancers keep time for weeks together.

Turn, obs. form of TooM a.

Tumain, obs. form of Toman 1, Persian coin.

Tumasha, var. Tamasha.
1863 TREVELVAN^Ctf;«/c/. Wallah (1866) 104 He had in-

vited all the English residents to a grand tumasha at his

camp.

II
Tumata-klini (t?J'matak«T«). Also tu-

matu-, tomata-kuru, -guru, tumatagowry,
toomatoogooroo. [Maori.] A spiny, spreading

New Zealand shrub, Discaria Toumatou, N.O.
Rhamnacex, the thorns of which were used by the

Maori in tattooing. Also called New Zealand Haw-
thorn, Wild Irishman, and corruptly Matagouri.
1850 J. T. Thomson in Otago Gaz. 22 Sept 264 (Morris)

Much over-run with the scrub called ' tomata-guru '. 1883
^. HEcrOR Handbk. N. Zealand 131 Tumatakuru, Wild
rishman. A bush or small tree with spreading branches.

..The spines were used by the Maoris for tatooing, 1898

Morris Austral Eng., 7 ww/a^a-^wrM..Tumatagowry, or

Matagory is the Southern corruption of contractors,

labourers, and others.

+ Ttuub, V. Obs. rare. Also 4 tombe. [OE.
tumbian (see Tumble v.) = ON. tuinba, OHG.
t^m$n (from OLG.).] intr. To tumble, to perform
saltatory feats ; to dance.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 6 Da on herodes ftCbyrd-dajje

tumbude {Hatton MS. tumbede ; Vulg. saltavit] J>a3re

herodiadiscean dohtur beforan him. — Mark vi. 22 pa Sa
)>xre herodiadiscan dohtor inneode & tumbode [Hatt. MS.
tumbede ; Vulg. saltasset]. 1387 Trevisa Hfgden (Rolls) IV.

365 pe eorbe swelowede t>e wenche J>at tomblede [MSS. a
and y tombede {which represents Trevisa's own s.w. form)].

Tumb, Tiunbaga, obs. ff. Tomb, Tombac.

II
Tumbak, tnmbaki (t«mba-k, -ba-kr). Also

tumbek, -i, toumbeki, toombak, (tiunbki). [a.

Arabic csLiJ iunba-k, ad. F. tabac tobacco.] Name
in Turkey for a coarse kind of tobacco imported

from Persia ; Shiraz tobacco.

1836 Lane Mod. Egypt. I. v. 167 A particular kind of

tobacco, called toombak, from Persia, is used in the water-

[

pipe. 1858 SiMMONHS Did. Trade, Toumbeki, a Turkish
name for Schiraz tobacco. 1882 O'Donovan Merv Oasis I.

V. 80 A handful of tumbaJd, a coarse kind of tobacco used
in these regions, is thrown in, and the smoker.. inhales the

fumes of the tobacco, mingled with air. 1891 Kew Bulletin

77 Tumbeki. 1897 Daily News 31 Dec. 3/6 Lazily smoking
a narghild chargai with fragrant Persian tumbki.

Tximbe, obs. form of Tomb.

t Tumbester. Obs. Also 4-5 tombester(e,

tmnbestere, 5 -latere. [Feminine of OE. tum-

bere tumbler, dancer, acrobat: see -steb, Cf. OF.
tutnberesse^ iumeresse (f. iomber to fall), in same

sense (13th c. in Godef.).] A female tumbler or

dancer. See also Tumblester.
C1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 15 (EIIesm.)Andrightanonthanne
comen Tombesteres {Cambr. Tumbesteris; Corp., Petw.^

Lansd. tombi-] Fetys and smale and yonge frutesteres.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Roll.';) IV. 15 In Grees was no man
grettre l>an Alisaundre ; nojjeles Perdica, a lombester \MS.
and Caxton tomblestres ; Higden saUatricis\ sone, was

his successour, and noujt his owne sone. 1387-8 T. UsK
Test. Lave 11. ii. (Skeat) 1. 118 Perdicas . , was of no kinges

blod, his dame was a tombystere. 14 . . MS. Harl. 23g8 If. 8

Herodias doubter, l>at was a tumbestere, and tumblede

by fore him and o>er grate lordes. c 1430 Pilgr, LyfMan-
kode IV. ix. (1869) 180, I hatte jolyfnesse, >e lyghte, ^e tum-

bistere, l>e rennere, J>e fonne, ^e lepere.

Tumble (t»'mb*l), sb. [f. next.] An act of

tumbling ; the condition of being tumbled.

1. An act of acrobatic tumbling; an acrobatic

feat. rare.

i8s4 Landor Imag. Conv.^ Gen. Lascy ^ Curate Merino
II. 75 A tumble of heels over head, a feat performed by
beggar-boys on the roads. 1825 J. Nea^ Bro. Jonathan I.

ii, 28 A few hearty tiunbles, all aione.

2. An accidental fall; also, the falling of a stream.

1716 Ladv M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar 21 Nov.,
In case of a tumble, it was utterly impossible to come alive

to the bottom. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xii. viii. The
landlord, .became perfectly well acquainted with the tumble
of Sophia from her horse, i860 Tyndall Glac. i. xvi. 116

The end., was always a plunge and tumble in the deeper
snow. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixvlii.^ 60 As hill-born brook
..O'er his moss-grown crags leaps with a tumble a-down.
1880 Miss Bird Japan I. loi Mountains, .noisy with the

dash and tumble of a thousand streams.

b. fig. A fall, downfall.
1728 Vanbr. & Cm. Prov. Hush. ii. i, The Demoivre

Baronet had a bloody Tumble [at cards]. 1765 G. Williams
in Jesse Sehvyn ^ Contemp. (1843) I. 404 Pembroke gave
him such a tumble the other night, by telling him Mr. Pitt

would no more trust him than his postilion, that [etc]. 1833
T. Hook Parson's Dau. iii. x, Our unlooked-for tumble
[from high estate]. 1886 Pail Mall G. 8 Oct. 11/2 There
will be a terrible tumble in the price of American oil in

Europe. 1893 Stevenson Catriotia xxvi,Here were all my
dreams come to a sad tumble.

0. In phrase Rough-and-tumble, q. v.

3. Tumbled condition; disorder, confusion, dis-

turbance ; a confused or tangled heap.

1634 Jackson Creed vii. xxxii. § 4 Some authority in all

this tumble did still remain in the tribe of Judah. 1641

Laud IVks. (1853) VI. 88 After much tumble, a major part

of the votes made choice of me. 1755 H. Walpole Lett.

(1846) III. 129, I could not expect that any drawing could
give a full idea of the. .masterly tumble of the feathers [of

Walpole's eagle]. 1762-71 — Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786)

I. X. 138 Rubens was never greater than in landscape ; the

tumble of his rocks and trees [etc.] show a variety of genius.

1869 B1.ACKMORE Lorna D. xxxi, Glad . . that his story might
get out of the tumble which all our talk had made in it.

1903 IVestm. Gaz. 21 Mar. 5/1 The moorhen.. swimming
out from the overhanging tumble of bush and bramble.

Tumble (t»*mb*l), v. Also 4-5 tiimbel, 4-6
tumbil, 4-7 tomble, 5 towmble, tumbell, -bill

(also 6 Sc), 5-6 tombel, toumble, 6 toomble

;

Sc. 4twinmyll, 4-6 tummyll, tumle, 6 tummill,
north, dial, tomyll, 8-9 tummle. [ME. tttmbel^

etc. = MLG., LG., mod.Ger. {sick) iummeln^
^Yris.tummeln, early mod.Du. (Kilian) tonwielen,

tuminelen^ Fris, tommeljcy Da. tumle^ S\v. iumia

to tumble down, {refi.) to roll oneself, turn round,

also OHG. inmaionjnxod.Ger, tummeln to bustle,

hurry, make haste. By the side of these, OHG.
had, with long w, tUmalSriy mod.Ger. iauvieln to be

giddy, reel, stagger, tumble, Du. tuimeien, earlier

tuymekn (Kilian), to tumble, fall. The forms

with short and long u were originally variants,

formed as frequentatives or diminutives of OHG.
tumSfZy OE. tumbian, Tumb ; in mod.Ger. they

have become differentiated in sense as well as in

form. From an OLG. tumben^ tnmmen, came OF,
turnery tumber, tomber to fall, which has prob, in-

fluenced the Eng. sense oi tumble. The ME. spel-

ling tomb' was merely graphic : see O (the letter).]

1. 1. intr. f To dance with posturing, balancing,

contortions, and the like {obs.) ; to perform as an

acrobat ; esp. to execute leaps, springs, somersaults,

and similar feats.

^1300 Cursor M. 13140 (G5tt.) His broJ>er doghtir. .Balid

wele and tumblid \v.rr. tumbel, tumble, tomblyng] wid al.

1303 R. Brunne llandl. Synne 2820 Eroud swore To here

bat tumbled yn \>t. flore, pat [etc.]. a 1350 St. Titomas 40 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (18S1) 20 A woman was bore in be hall

pat tumbild fast bifor bam all. 1530 Palsgb. 763/2, 1 tumble,

as atombler dothe,^le /w;«3^...TnisfeIowe can tomble well.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta^s Hist. Indies vi. xxviii. 493
Their great agiUtie, in leaping, vaulting and tumbling. 1768

Johnson in Bonvell (1906) I. 343 A man who is paid for

tumbling upon his hands. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop v,

The boy . . having a natural taste for tumbling, was now
standing on his head.

2. intr. To roll about on the ground, or in the

water or air ; to wallow ; also to throw oneself

about in a restless way on a bed or couch ; to toss.

Also^^,
14.. ^6 Pol, Poems xxv, 223 The pyt of hell.. Where

synful soules tumble and raue. 1549 Coverdale, etc
Erasm. Par. Eph. Prol., Yf thou . . wylt tomble and walowe
styll in wylful ignoraunce, and errour. 1606 Shaks. Ant.^
CI. I. iv. 17 Let us grant it is not Amisse to tumble on the bed
of Ptolomy. 1608 — Per. u. i, 27, I saw the Porpas how he
bounst and tumbled, n 1684 Leichton IVJks. (1835) I. 116
Shall they then, who are purified, .return to live among the
swine, and tumble with them in the puddle ? 1745 P.
Thomas Jrnl. A nson's Voy. 20 Seals, .leaping and tumbling
in the Water. 1819 Bvhon Juan 11. cxxxviii, Haidee .

.

sadly toss'd and tumbled, And started from her sleep. 1840
Dickens Barn. Rudgew, He was very restless.., and for

some hours tossed and tumbled.

+ b. refl. in same sense. Obs,

j$yy B. GooGE Heresbach's Husb. iii. (1586) 122 A place
meete for their wallowing, wherein., they may tumble them-
selues. 1616 SuRFL. & Markh. Country Farme 75 The
Goose . . doth loue to swim, and to coole, plunge, and tumble
her selfe euerie day. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <V Min. 95
When hungry they tumble themselves in red earth, and so
lie as if dead . . , and when the birds of prey come to feed on
them, they suddainly take them.

c. intr. spec, of a pigeon : To throw itself over
backwards during its flight; cf. Tumbler 4; in

gunnery, of a projectile, to turn end over end in

its flight,

1698 Fryer Acc.E. India ^ P. 116 Pigeons tumbling in

the Air. 1735 J. Moore Columbarium 40 When they are

up at their Pitch, the better Sort seldom or never tumble
x868 Dakwin Anim. <^ PI. I. v. 151 The Common English
Tumblers have exactly the same habits as the Persian
Tumbler, but tumble better. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 4 Oct. 5/3
Erosion. .not sufficiently serious to. .affect the flight of the
projectiles, none of which were observed to 'tumble '.

II. 3. intr. To fall ; esp, to fall in a helpless

way, as from stumbling or violence; to be pre-

cipitated, fall headlong ; also said of a stream
falling in a cataract.

13,. .^. Alls. 2465 (Bodl. MS.) Men mijtten £en..Heuedes
tumblen guttes drawe Many body ouerbrowe. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. (1810) 70 He stombled at a nayle, Into b^
waise..he tombled top ouer taile. 1470-83 Malorv Arthur
X. Ivi. 507 He tombled doune of his hors in a swoune. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 323b, They.. tomble of the
bridge into the Rhine. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. i.

xlix, From heav'n it tombled to the deep. 1687 A. Lovell
tr. Thevcnot's Trav. 11. 74 One of the gang tumbled off of
his Mule, and had almost broken his Neck. 1697 Dryden
yEneidwn, 317 The fix'd foundations of the rock Gave way

;

..Tumbling it chok'd the flood. 1796 'blouse Amer. Geog. I.

449 In passing through this hilly country, it tumbles over
many falls. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng, xiv. III. 401 He
opened the barrel ; and from among a heap of shells out
tumbled a stout halter. 1878 Huxley Physiogr, 132 Frag-
ments of rock., tumble down into the stream.

b. intr. To fall prone, fall to the ground ; often

const, down, over. Also, to stumble by tripping

over an object.

c 1350 JVill. Palcrne 3388 But our on [=: unless one ^f us]

titly tumbel irowe me neuer after. Ibid. 3866 He tit ouer
his hors tayl tombled ded to b^rbe. 1375 Barbour Bruce
XIII. 29 Thar mycht man..se tummyll knychtis and stedis.

c 1489 Caxton Sounes 0/ Aymon xxii. 478 Suche a stroke
..that he made him tomble over & over at his fete. 173a
Lediard Sethos II. ix. 325 The force,, only made him
tumble the sooner. 1843 Bokrow Bible in Spain xxiv. (Peth.

Libr.) 167 The mule of the peasant tumbled prostrate.

c. intr. Of a building or structure : To fall in

ruins or fragments ; to collapse. hX^ofig.
a 1400-50 Alexander 552 All be erd euyn ouer sa egirly

schakis, pat teldis, templis, & touris tomble on bepis. a 1530
Cartular. Abb. de Rievalle (Surtees) 337 A steple tomylled
down The tymber all to brokyn. a 1683 Sir T, Browns
Tracts ix. (1683I 156 Obelisks have their term, and Pyramids
will tumble. 1820 Belzoni Egypt ^ Nubia in. 385 There
are a great number of houses, half tumbled down. x88o
Miss Braddon Just as Iam xixt We should tumble to pieces
without you.

d. intr. To fall rapidly in value, amount, or

price: said esp. of stocks. Commercial slang.

1886 Pall Mall G. 8 Nov. 2/1 Rents had tumbled from
18 to 30 per cent., were Hkely to tumble still more. 1895
Daily Neivs 21 Dec. 5/4 As stock after stock tumbled the
shouting became a prolonged roar.

4. trans. To cause to fall suddenly or violently
;

to throw or cast down.
137s Barbour Bruce vi. 255 He tumlit doun on b^ini be

stane. c 1489 Caxton Sonncs 0/ Aymon xxiii. 496 Whan
bayarde was thus tombled in the ryver, he sanke vnto the
botome of it. « i533 Ld. Berners Huon clix. 6n With
all his strengthe he tombelyd Barnarde ouer the bourde
into the water. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. hi. 176 Oh
..tumble me into some loathsome pit. 1623 R. Carfenter
CoHScionable Christian 72 Let Romish Jezebel . . not be
spared, tumble her out at window. 17174 Goldsm. Nat,
Hist. (1776) III. 63 It [the chamois] drives at the hunter
with its head, and often tumbles him down the neighbouring
precipice. 1889 Gretton Memory's Harkb. 36 He collared

one of the men, and tumbled him over the balusters.

fig. 1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par. 1 Pet, 11 God for.

bydde that L.shoulde be tombled backe agayne to this

worlds delices. 1663 Bi'. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xi. (1687)65
They tumbled themselves into an Abysse of misery and woe
irrecoverable. 181a Byron Ch. Har, i. Iii, He whose nod Has
tumbled feebler despots from their sway. 1848 Thackeray



TUMBLE.
Vait. Fair xxxv, It is she who has tumbled my hopes and

all my pride down.

b. To cause to fall prostrate ; to overthrow.

C1400 Desir. Troy 7243 Achilles. .Mony Troiens oiier-

tyrnyt, tumblit to dethe. 1534 More Treat. Passion Wks.

1294/2 Thys fierce furious kynge.. was with the wauesof the

water, .oucrthrowen and tumbled downe- -and wretchedlye

drowned. 1635 T. Godwin Moses ^ Aaron v. vii. 246 One
of the witnesses tumbled him by a stroke vpon the loynes.

1700 Dkyden /'«/. <V Arc. 111. 653 K^ng Lycurgus . . was

tumbled on the plain. 1837-8 J. KeEgan Leg. Sf Poems

(1007) 59 Come boys, have athim, ..now's the time to tumble

him. 189s Outing (\J.S.) XXVU. 219/2, 1 now had him [the

bull! in plain view, broadside on, and tumbled hhn in hts

tracks.

o. To throw down and destroy (a structure)

;

to overthrow, demolish, reduce to ruins. Also^f^.

1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 452 pe towris euerilkane And
valTis gert he tummyll doune. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4877, I

put not vnpossible ^on place for to take. -And all the toures

of the loun lumbell to ground. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. /K, in.

i. 32 Vnruly Winde.. which, .lombles downe Steeples, and
mosse-growne Towers. 1696 Brookhouse Temple Open.

Pref. A iv, To undermine the Foundation, and to tumble

down the whole Frame. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb,\u ix.

(1849) 375 The noblest monuments which pride has ever

reared. .the hand of time will shortly tumble into ruins.

187sWh itnevL ife Lang, it 30 Some antagonist or successor,

perhaps, .. tumbles into ruinsthe whole magnificent structure

of fancied truth,

5. To cause to fall in a confused heap ; to throw

dowttj in, oufj etc. without order or regularity

;

to mix 7ip in confusion, jumble together. AXsoJig.
156a in W.H.Turner Select. Rec. Ox/ord {iiiSo)2gi To be

shaked and lombled together [in balloting]. 1601 ? Marstom
^«jff«iV^;A'aM. (1878)1. 133Andafterdeath.-WealUogether
shall be tumbled vp,into one bagge. 1663 Gerbier Counsel
26 Car-men turne or tumble down their Bricks. 1787 Sir J.

Hawkins Li/e Johnson 99 He would not suffer any one to

approach, except the compositor or Cave's boy for matter,

which, as fast as he composed it, he tumbled out at the door.

s8>i Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Mockery End^ She was tumbled
early.. into a spacious closet of good old English reading.

1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 312 He tumbled on to my
plate . . half a dishful of mulberries.

6. To propel or drive headlong, or with a falling,

stumbling, or rolling movement ; to precipitate ;

to throw or thrust roughly or forcibly; to toss,

pitch, bundle. Also/f^.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xiv. (Percy Soc.) 52 O thoughtful

herte, tombled all aboute Upon the se of stormy ienoraunce.

1553 T. Wilson /?Ai-^ (1580) 109 We.. tell one thyng after

an other, from tyme to tymc, not tomblyng one talc in an
others necke, 1595 Shaks. John ill. iv. 176 A little snow,

tumbled about. Anon becomes a Mountaine. 1684 Bunyan
Pilgr. II. 23 They were greatly tumbled up and down in

their mindsj and knew not what to do. 1757 Smollett
Reprisal 1. 1, To be tossed and tumbled about like a foot-

baU. 1760-78 H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1809) III. 87, I

was bound. .,and then tumbled with Iticks.. along the deck.

x8t8 Scott Hrt. Midi, v, Effie used to help nie to tumble
the bundles o' barkened leather up and down. 1840 Carlvle
Heroes iJL 171 He iShakspcre]., tumbles and tosses him [his

butt] in all sorts of horse-play.

^efl' 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke \vl 47 No manne should
presse or toumble himselfe into such an high office, 1884

Tennvson Becket 1. i, The hog hath tumbled himself into

some corner.

7. intr. To move or pass with a motion as if

falling or stumbling; to move precipitately ; to pro-

ceed hastily, without order o.- premeditation; to

bowl, bundle, roll, rush. Also^^. Now colloq.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) 92 When I take my
truncheon in my fist, A sceptre then comes tumbling in my
thoughts. 1590 Spenser/'. Q. il xi. 18 A great water flood,

..tomUing low From the high mountaines. 1683 Bunvan
Greatness of Soul Wks. (cd. Offor) I. 141 What was the

cause. .T Why, their profits came tumbling in, 171a Steele
sped. No. 552 r 1, 1 was tumbling about the town the other

day in a hackney-coach, x-j^ Hull Advertiser \o^oy.\ I

\

We.. have been tumbling about in very bad weather. 183a

Marrvat .A^. Forster xxii, Tumble up smartly, my lads.

1843 Levkr J. Hinton xiii, Tumble into bed, and go to sleep

as \aaX as you can. 1850 Smedley F. Fairlegh i. Hastily

tnmbUng into my clothes, ..I rushed down-staits.

8. trans. Totum over as in examination orsearch

;

hence yf^. to examine cursorily. Now rare.

X597 Morley Introd. Mus. Pref., What labour it was to

tombte, tosse, and search so manie bookes. 1633 G. Her-
BBRT Temple^ Ch, Porch xxv, Look in thy cnest;..And
tumble upand down what thou find'st there. i65aCorrERELL
Cassandra iii. (1676) 49 Tumbling over a thousand several

designs in his head. 1737 (S. BerinctonJ G. di Lucca*s
Mem. To Rdr. (1738) 12 The Custom-House Officers at

Marseilles.. tumbled over his Effects at a very rude Rate.
18*3 BvRON Juan xiiu cii, The elderly walkM through the
library. And tumbled 1x>oks.

9. To handle roughly or indelicately; to touse,

tousle ; to upset the arrangement of (anything neat

or orderly) ; to disorder, rumple ; to disarrange

by tossing : e. g. to tumble bedclothes, a bed, or

dress.

X60S Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 62 Quoth she before you tumbled
me, You promis'd me to Wed. 1698 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife
V. iii, To deliver up her fair body, to be tumbled and mum-
bled by..Hcartfree. 171^ Lady M. W. Montagu To^vn
Ecl^ues^ Tuesday^ Her night-cloaths tumbled with resistless

;race. 17x6 B. Church Hist. Philif>'s War (1867) II. 74
The ground being much tumbled with them, a 1731 Gay
Rehearsal at Goatham i, How frightfully he hath tumbled
me. i8js Scott Talism. ix, Lay me the couch more fairly,

it is tumbled like a stormy sea.

10. intr. Jig, or in_^^. context ; esp. To come by
chance, stumble, blunder intOy on, upon.

Tl
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1563 T. Stapletok Fortr^ Faith 56 b, A sorte of Christians,

called papistes, which were tombled themselues in idolatry,

blindnesse, and superstition. 1632 LiTHGOw Trav. i. 38 [We]
tumbled in by chance, Alia capello Ruosso. 1706 E. Ward
IVoixlin World Diss. (1708) 90 If he had not lumhl'd into a
Ship, he had long ago dropt from the Gallows. 1874 Lisle
Carr Jud. Oivynne 1. ii. 47 After hunting for you every-

where . . here I lu mble on you amidst the howling wilderness

of Furrowshire. 1903 Morlev Gladstone I. 428 The im-

possible parliament had tumbled into a great war.

b. fig. To understand something not clearly

expressed ; to perceive or apprehend a hidden

design or signal. Const, to. slang.

1851 Mavhew Lend, Lahour I. 15/t The high words in a
tragedy we call jaw-breakers, and say we can't tumble to

that barrikin. 1889 C'A/tJMfdi (Louisiana) Democrat t^ Feb.

3/4 The clerk smiled rather wickedly, .but I didn't tumble

worth a cent. 1889 H. 0'Re;li-V/o Yrs. on Trail yji, I

didn't tumble to this for a long time.

0. To fall in with, agree to ; to take a liking or

fancy to. slang.

1887 E. J. Goodman Too Curious xvii. He did not like the

idea at first; but.. he tumbled to it at last. 189a Daily
Ne^vs 21 Apr. 2/1 But the British public, in the slang of the

day, ' tumbles ' to a man who refuses anything good.

III. 11. intr. Of the sides of a ship : To in-

cline or slope inwards, to contract above the point

of extreme breadth ; to batter. Usually tumble

home. Opposed to Flabe v. 4 a. Also trans/.

a 1687 Petty Treat. Naval Philos. i. ii. Let the super-

natant sides of a Ship so much tumble.. as_ that the said

sides may remain perpendicular when the Ship stoops. 1711

W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 165 Tumbling home

;

when the Ship-side declines from a Perpendicular upwards,

or, as some call il, houses in. 1761 H. Walpole Let. to G.

Montogu 28 Apr., Old Newcastle, whose teeth are tumbled

out. and his mouth tumbled in. 1848 T. White Ship Build.

39 The upper works usually incline towards the miodle line,

or as it is termed ' tumble home '-

12. trans. Carpentry. See qviot.

x8j3 p. Nicholson Pract. Build. 120 Tumbling in a Joist,

is to frame a joist between two timbers, of which the sides,

which ought to be vertical or square to the upper edges, are

oblique to these edges. 1856 Brees Gloss. Teriits s.v.. The
purhnes are sometimes tumbled in. .between the sides of the

principals of a roof.

13. Mech. To mix, cleanse, or polish in a

tumbling-box. Cf. Tumbler i 3 e.

1884 Wahl Galvanoplastic Manip. ^29 (Cent. D.) Small

castings can be tumbled and thus deprived of much of their

adhering scale and sand.

Tumble-, the verb-stem in combination

:

1. with substantives : tumble-bug = tumble-

dung ; tumble-oar, -cart : see quots. ; tumble-

dung, name in U.S. for a scarabasid beetle which

rolls up balls of dung, in which it deposits its eggs

and in which the larv^ go through their transforma-

tions ; a dung-beetle ; also attrib. ; tumble fruit,

fallen fruit, windfalls ; tumble-rose, a species

of the parrot-fish, Scarus cxruleus, found on the

Atlantic coast from southern U.S. to Brazil (Cent.

Dict.Suppl. 1909); ttumble-turd = ^«»2W<;-rf««.?';

tumble-weed, name in U.S. for various plants

which form a globular bush which in late summer
is broken off and rolled about by the wind ; a

rolling weed (Rolltno///. a. 6).

1848 Lowell Biglow Papers Ser. 1. 11. 62 note, *Tumblebug.

186S Kef. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 86 The best

known and most common beetle of this family in this country

is the Canton lievis, usually termed the tumble-bug. 1794

Bailey &CuLLEv/}i'r/c. Cumberld. 31 We suppose they h.-id

the name of *tumblc carrs, from the axle being made fist in

the wheels, and the whole turning or tumbling round together.

1887 Suppl. to Jamieson s.v.. The *tumble-cart, tumbler, or

car, continued in use in the uphind districts till the beginning

of the present century. 1775 R. i'wiss Trav. Portugal t[

Sp. 247 The beetle, known by the name of *tumble-dung.

1798 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1799) 1 1. 355 The scarabxus car-

ni/ex, or tumble-dung-beetle. 1880 Nezo Virginians \. 103

Tlie humble rusty-black ' tumbledung '. 1891 B'ham Weekly

Post 8 Aug. 4/7 Babies, like *tumble fruit, everywhere. 1754

CAT^m Carolina IL App., The "Tumble Turds. Scarabxus
pillularis Americanus. ScarabxuscarHi/e.r,'L. iBS^Amer.
^at. Oct. 93o;.4/«ara»<wa/*»J, the common *tumble-weed.

2. with adverbs: tumble home, in a ship,

= tumbling home (Tumbling vbl. sb. b) ; tumble-

over, lb. an act of falling over ; concr. a toy

so weighted that it always takes a position of equi-

librium ; also attrib. inclined to fall down, rickety,

tottering; tumble-up, ?a tumbler having a very

heavy base which tends to keep it erect. See also

Tumble-down.
1833 T. Richardson Merc. Marine Archil. 13 Giving only

six inches *tumble home of the topside. 1874 Thearle

Nai'al Archit. 60 When the ship has considerable beam,

the breadth of the channel is kept within re.asonable limits

by giving a ' tumble home * to the top-sides. 1883 Black

Shandon Bells xxx, But the gable of the house is a leetle

•tumble-over, isn't it? 189S Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 380/1

Those lead-weighted, pith ' tumble-overs ', with which we

played when children. 1X1^ AllbutCs Syst. Med. VI. 51 He
was suddenly seized with intense darting pain in the region

of the heart., accompanied by a sensation of 'tumble over

of the organ. 1891 Sale Catal. Glass Wks. Stourbridge,

Seventy-one 'tumble-ups.

Tnmbled (tcmb'ldl, ///. a. [f. Tumble v. +

-ED 1.] That has tumbled or fallen ; that has been

thrown, tossed, or pitched down, together, etc.;

also, tousled, disordered, rumpled.

TUMBLER.
1649G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. Kcclxxxvii, Stand Harrie,

, .Whose tumbled Character, tooke from the Life, Has but
resemblance. 1727 Pope, etc. Art 0/Sinking 79 If he looks

upon a tempest, he shall have an image of a tumbled bed.

1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvii, [A preacher with] no gown, not

even that of Geneva, a tumbled band [etc.]. 1857 Dufferiw
Lett. Nigh Lat. (ed. 3) 7 An amphitheatre of tumbled por-

phyry hills. 1873 Black Adv. Phaeton xiv, Bell was seated

on a bit of tumbled pillar. X89X tr. Didon's Jesus Christ

I. HI. vii. 388 The old basalt walls of the tumbled-down
houses, .arestill to be distinguished. 1895ZANGW1LL Master

443 Poets with lack-lustre visages and tumbled hair. 1907
Daily Chron. 11 Nov. 4/4 We read in these tiimbled-together

books the progress of a nation through all its stages.

T'ft'mble-doWJl, a. {sb.) [the phrase tumble

down used attrib. or as sb.] fa. Of a horse

:

That falls down habitually. Obs. rare''^.

1791 ' G. Gambado ' Ann. Horsem. L (1809) 67 The Noble
Puzzle for Tumble down Horses.

b. That is in a tumbling condition ; falling or

fallen into ruin ; dilapidated, ruinous.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi. His old tumble-down tower

yonder. 1859 Geo. Eliot A . Beiie ii, The parsonage here's

a tumble-down place, sir, not fit for gentry to live in. 1898

N. <5- Q. 9th Ser. II. 124 One of the grimiest and most

tumbledown of the many dilapidated craft.

C. absol. as sb. A tumble-down house, rare.

1866 HowELLS Veuet.Li/e vii. The tumble-down is patched

up and sold at rates astonishing to innocent strangers who
come from countries in good repair, where the tumble-down

is worth nothing.

T'ombler (tomblsj). [f. Tumble v. -h -er 1.
j

1. One who performs feats of agility and strength,

somersaults, leaps, and gymnastics ; an acrobat.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxix. 6 Hoppynge& daunceynge

of tumblers and herlotis. c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 352

Mynystrel or jojelour, tumbler and harlot, c 1440 Pro/up.

Parv. 506/1 Tumlare {P. tumblar), volutator (S. voluta-

trix). 1581 Pettie Cuazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 57 b, Cer-

taine vearses like us verie well,.. when we heare some

tumbler or dauncer sing them to the Harpe. 1614 Raleigh

Hist. World v. vi. § 7 A tricke of climing vpon mens heads,

somewhat after the manner of our tumblers. 1840 Dickens

Old C. Shop xl. Kit faced about on the ladder like some

dexterous tumbler. 1874 Blackie iV^-Ca//. 16 Dexterous

riders and expert tumblers in the circus.

2. A dog like a small greyhound, formerly used

to catch rabbits ; a lurcher. So called from its

action in taking its quarry : see quots. Obs. exc.

Hist.
1519 HoRHAN Vulg. 277 Tumblers, houndes, that can goo

an huntynge by them selfe : brynge home theyr praye. 1576

Fleming tr. Caius' Dogs (1880) 11 This sorte of Dogges .we

. .call Tvmblers, because in hunting they turne and 'umt>le,

winding their bodyes about in circle wise.. . He . . so prouideth

. . that the selly simple Conny is debarred quite from his hole.

1646 Sir 'T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 187M en observe that the

eye of a Tumbler is biggest not constantly in one, but in the

bearing side. 1688 R. Holme Armoury II. 185/1 The

Tumbler, or Lurcher is.. in shape like the Grey-hound.
176J1

Pennant Zool. (1768) I. 54 The K<rr<a^s, or Tumbler, ..took

its prey by mere subtility. 1847-78 Halliwell, Tumbler, a

dog formerly employed for taking rabbits. This it effected

by tumbling itself about in a careless manner till within

reach of the prey, and then seizing it by a sudden spnng-

1897 Q. Rev. Jan. 141 Dogs are no longer trained as Nor-

folk tumblers , to attract the rabbits on the warrens by their

quaint antics.
,

t b. trans/, applied to a person ; spec, one who

allures or inveigles persons into the hands of

swindlers {slang). Obs.

1601 B. JoNSON Poetaster i. ii. Away, setter, away. Yet,

slay, my little tumbler, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,

Tumbler,. .om that Decoys, or draws others into Play.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. T., Tumbler,, .a sharper employed

to draw in pigeons to game.
r 1 1 ^/

t o. The six of trumps in the game of gleek. Ubs.

1680 [see TowsER sb. b]. 1688 R. Holme Armoury m.
xvi. (Roxb.) 73/2 'Tumbler, is the sixth of the trumps.

t 3. A name of the porpoise. Obs.

1671 Marten Voy. Spitzbergen in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11.

(1694) 125 They are not Sword-fish, nor of the same kind we

call Tumblers. 1808-1J J. Walker Ess. Nat. Hist. 532

Delphinus Phocaena. . . Porpesse. . .Scot. Pellock. 'Tumbler.

4. A variety of domestic pigeon characterized by

the habit or faculty of turning over and over tack-

wards during its flight.

1678 Ray Willug/tby's Ornith. 11. xv. § 2. 182 Pigeons...

Tuiiiblers..&K small, and of divers colours. Ihey have

strange motions, turning themselves backward over their

Heads, and shew like footbals in the Air. 1859 Darwin

Grig Spec. i. (1878) 16 The common tumbler has the

singular inherited habit of flying at a great height m a com-

pact flock, and tumbling in the air head over heels.

5. One who tumbles or falls, nonce-use.

1904 Daily Chron. 1 Mar. 6/3 It was real hockey. .; when

a collision brought a tumble, the tumbler took the accident

1 lie6 A ludv

6. A drinking cup, originally having a rounded

or pointed bottom, so that it could not be set down

until emptied ; often of silver or gold ;
now, a

tapering cylindrical, or barrel-shaped, glass cup

without a handle or foot, having a heavy flat

bottom.
1664 Pepys Diary 20 Oct., Thence home, taking two

silver tumblers home, which I have bought. 1689 Lend.

Gaz. No. 2485/4 A Gold Tumbler of 100 1. value. 1698 B.

BuLLlVANT in Phil. Trans. XX. 168, I put a Straw for a

Perch into a Venice Glass Tumbler. 1779 Black m Phil.

Trans. LXXIII. sos A common tumbler or water-glass.

1842 S. Lover Handy Andy iii, I thought there was no

tumbler but a tumbler for punch. i86s Lubbock Preh.

Times 136 Rings of pottery.. evidently intended to serve as
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supports for these earthenware tumblers. 1876 W. F. Collier
•TaL-s O. Eng. Life 79 The guests were supplied with
tumblers, or glass vessels, which, being rounded at the base,

could not stand upright, and must, therefore, be emptied at

a draught. 1886 G. R. Sims Ring o* Belis, etc 1. Introd. i

The tumblers were rattled upon the table,

b. The contents of a tumbler ; a tumblerful.

1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 150 From two to five

tumblers, pure or mixed with any other drink, every morn-
ing. 1873 Black Pr, TkuU v, Mackenzie mixed another
tumbler of toddy.

O, A toy, usually representing a grotesque

squatting figure, having the centre of gravity low
and the base rounded so as to continue rocking

when touched; cf. Mandarin i b. rare.

x8sx Mavhew Land. Labour (1861) II. 504/1 Her legs

tucked up mysteriously under her gown into a round ball, so
that her figure resembled in shape the plaster tumblers sold

by the Italians.

V. •= ToMBREL ^
3, 3 b ; cf. iumbler-cart in 14.

slang and dial.

1673 R. Head Canting Acad. i6(Flaugg'd at the Tumbler)
whipt at the Carts-arse. 1693 Luttrell BriefRet. (1857)
II. 534 They had on board 200 horses for the artillery, ..40
feild pieces, 80 tumblers, a 1700 [see Shove v, 10]. 1757
Washington Lett. Writ, 1889 I. 490 Choose me,. as much
thread as is necessary, ..and send them up by John who
comes down with a Tumbler for that purpose. 1799 Robert-
son Agric. Perth 02 The shafts had two pins that embraced
the axle and made these awkward wheels tumble along

;

from which circumstance they were named tumblers, a 1814
Ramsav Scot. ^ Scotsm. in i8th C. (1888) 1 1, x. 199 Tumblers,
a trifling species of carts which have for ages been used
about Alloa for transporting coals to the shore. 1815 Scott
Guy M. viii, Small carts or tumblers, as they were called
in that country.

8. GeoL A detached mass of rock ; a rolled stone

or boulder. Now only dial.
X789 Mills in Phil, Trans. LXXX. 77 On the surface are

tumblers of red granite, and some few of lava. I6id. 80 The
bottom of the glen is covered with large tumblers of lava.

1799 KiRWAN Geol. Ess. i. 2og That [sandstone] .. must also
be primary, though it contains tumblers {caiiious routes).

1876 H. B.Woodward Geol, Eng,^ Urates x.^os note. In the
eastern part of North Wales the boulders are called ' Granite
tumblers', i^^ Northumbld. Gtoss., TumdUr,Turntcr,a
boulder, a detached block of stone.

9. With capital T: A Dunkeroi Tunker (see

DuNKER 1) : in allusion to their method of baptism.

U,S.
1796 Worse Amer. Geog. I, 281 They are also called

Tumblers, from the manner in which they perform baptism,
which is by putting the person, while kneeling, head first

under water, so as to resemble the motion of the body in the
action of tumbling.

f 10. One who tumbles or tosses things into con-

fusion or disorder; a muddler; one who turns some-
thing over confusedly. Obs. rare,

1580 HoLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong^ Brouilteur^ ou gui
Brouilte, a tumbler togither, a slubberer. 1694 Motteux
Rahetais iv. Ixiv. (1737) 260 Tumblers of Beads, Mumblers
oi Ave Marias.

i*!!. A class of street ruffians ; see qnot., and cf.

Mohock, Obs,
171a Steele Sped. No. 324 r i The Mohock Club...

A

third sort are the Tumblers, whose office it is to set Women
on their Heads. 1878 Lkckv Eng. in iSth C. (1883) I. 482.

12. a. *= Tumdle'dzmg{seeTvMhLii'), b. The
aquatic larva of the mosquito or other species of

the Culicidx'. see quot. 1858-63. U.S.
1807-8 W. Irving Satmag. xv. (1824) 282 The aspiring

politician may be compared to that indefatigable insect,

called the tumbler,,. which, .forms a little ball, which it

rolls laboriously along. 1858-63 Ripley & Y)Aii\.A>Her. Cycl.
VIII. 51 (Cassell's) They are .. called tumblers from the
manner in which they roll over and over in the water,

13. In mechanical applications.

a. In a gun-lock, a pivoted plate through which
the mainspring acts on the hammer, and in the

notches of which the sear engages.
x6z/^ Att/iorp MS. inSimpkinson IVas/iingtons {1Z60) App.

58 For a new tumbler for a rauskit locke 00 00 06. 1688 R.
iloLMEA r/tioufyu], xviii. {Roxb.)i35/i The seuerall partsof
a Fire lock and a match lock, and wheele lock.. .The Tumbler.
^833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 117 In consequence of
the firm locking of the sear in the Tumbler, the gun cannot
possibly go oflf. x86a Catat. Internat. Exhib. II. xl 24 The
cock works in a slot in the middle of the stock ; there is no
tumbler. 1871 'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports i. i. ii. § 1

Occasionally, in central-fire gims, the tumbler itself is made
to propel the striker.

b. In a roasting-jack, a pawl or catch which
allows a barrel to revolve in one direction inde-

pendently of a wheel centred on the same axle, but

which takes the wheel with it when it revolves in

the other direction.

1677 MoxoN Meek. Exerc, \\\. 47 The Tumbler is so placed
. .that while the Jack line is winding up upon the Barrel its

round brilch passes forwards by all the Crosses of the Main
wheel,.. But when the Barrel is turned tbe contrary way,.,
the Tumbler . . thrusts the Main Wheel about with [it].

x688 R. Holme Armoury ni. 323/1 [Of a jack] 'I'he

Tumbler, the Center whereof movetli upon the Center Pin.

C, In a lock : f A pivoted piece through which
the pressure of a spring was transmitted to the tail

of the bolt, tending to keep it pushed forwards
{pbs,) ; now, a pivoted piece kept in position by a

spring, with projections which drop into notches in

the bolt and hold it until lifted by the proper key.
1677 MoxoN Meclu Exerc. ii. 28 The Tumbler, .is a long

piece of Iron, . , and it bath an Hook returning at the other

end of it, to fall into the breech of the Bolt, and by the
spring H forces the Bolt forwards. 1792 Trans. Soc. Arts
(ed. 2) III. 166 The tumbler and tail of the latch or spring
boh. 1833 ]. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 277 Mr. Kemp
..published in 1816, a lock, the interior security of which
consists in the adaptation of tumblers or sliders. 1911 J.Ward Roman Era in Brit. xiii. 238 The lock had both
wards and tumblers.

d. A^attt. App. a sleeve or cap fitted on a mast,
with a hook, ring, or swivel to afford means of
attacliment, etc.; see also quot. 1877.
1867 Smyth 5'rt77i7rV IVord-bk,, 7 K7«^/tr, ,. a contrivance

to avoid the necessity of having copper nailed on the mast
to prevent a gaff from chafing it. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech.y
Tumbler (Nautical), one of the movable pins with which
the cathead-stopper and shank-painter are respectively
engaged. 1882 Nabes Seamanship (ed. 6) 9 Ihere is a
tumbler on each cap to connect tlie conductors of the two
masts together. Ibid. 121 A. .derrick, .working on a swivel
tumbler on the mast.

e. A revolving barrel, or a barrel with a rotat-

ing paddle, used in tanning skins ; also, a tumbling-
box.
1857 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XIII, 310/2 They [lamb-skins]

are first fed with alum and salt in a drum or tumbler made
like a huge churn. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech,, Tjtvtbler, . ,a

vertically rotating case for cleaning castings placed within
it. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 367/2
After leaving the press, they [the skins] are put into a
' tumbler ', or revolving barrel. 1891 Sadtler Hand-bk.
Industr, Org. Cltein. x. (1900) 329 The tanning was formerly
done with sumach and gambler, either in revolving paddle
' tumblers '. .or according to the English method.

f. Each of the stickers of a tumbler-coupler
in an organ (see 14).
i88x W. E. DtCKsos Organ-Build, xii. 154A slender bridge,

having as many notches as keys in the manual, and fitted

with snort stickers called tumblers.

g. Coal-mining. A tipper ; of, tumbling torn

(Tumbling-).
1883 Gresley Coat-mining Gloss., Tumbler^ (S[cotland]),

see Tipper. 1886 J. Barbowman Sc. Mining 'Terms 69
Tumbler, tipping apparatus for tubs or waggons.

li. In a clock or watch : see quot.
1884 F. T.^ Britten IVatch ^ Clockm. no [A] Tumbler

[is] a revolving finger that in striking clocks and repeating
watches moves the rack one tooth for each blow struck.

i. In some looms, each of the levers from which
the heddles are suspended.
1891 in Cent, Diet.

14. attrib. and Comb., as tumbler bitch, -brush

(sense (i)^ fancier, -glass, lock, -maker, move?nen£
(cf. tumbler-coupler), pigeon, -pin, -pivot, -screw,

tumbler-shaped adj. ; tumbler-bearing, a bearing

which automatically falls out of position to make
way for a gear travelling upon the shaft which it snp-

l^orts; tumbler-beds,//., a local name for the loose

crumbly upper portion of the carboniferous lime-

stone ; tumbler-cart = sense 7 ; tumbler closet

:

see quot. ; tumbler-coupler, a unison manual
coupler in an organ in which the connexion

between each two keys is made by a short sticker

(see 13 f) which turns over at an angle when not

in use ; tumbler-cup, a cup with a rounded
bottom : cf. sense 6 ; tumbler dog = sense 2

(obs.) ; also, a catch or detent in a padlock which
retains the hasp (Forney Car-Builder^s Diet. 1884);
tumbler-drum, = sense 13 e ; tumbler-holder, a

metal frame in which a tumbler of drink is served

(Knight Diet, Mech. 1877) ; tumbler-music,
music produced with tumblers or ' musical glasses '

;

tumbler-punch : see quot. ; tumbler-stand, a

tray on which tumblers are automatically rinsed

(Knight) ; tumbler switch, an electric switch

operated by pushing over a small spring tumbler

or thumb-piece; tumbler-tank, a flushing cistern

having two compartments, one of which when
filled tilts the other into the position for filling and
empties itself ( Cent. Diet. 1 89 1 ) ; tumbler-
washer, a stand with jets of water for rinsing

tumblers (Knight).
X901 J. Black's Carp. ,5- Build., Scaffolding 60 We

have power transmitted with square shaft, with *tumbler

bearings bolted to the walls of a building. i8ai W.
FoRSTER Section of Strata (ed. 2) 103 About_ sixteen

feet of the upper part of [the Great Limestone] is called

the *Tumbler Beds. 1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1481/4 Lost
, .a white "Tumbler Bitch with yellow ears. 1877 Knight
Did. Mech., *Tumbler-brush. 1880 D. Murray OldCardross
38 The only wheeled vehicles known prior to that time

\c 1763I were *tumbler carts, which were simply sledges

mounted on small wheels. .made solid. .united bya wooden
axle, and all turning round together. 1888 Q. Rev.}\s\y^%
Sledges were used . .

, more recently tumbler carts with solid

wheels, mere slabs of timber. 1870 Corfield Trentm,
Sewage 123 The "^Tumbk-r ' closet.. .In this there_is..a

trough running under the privy.seats. .; the water trickles

into a swinging basin at the upper end, which is so con-

structed that it capsizes when full and washes out the

contents of the trough into the drain. 1876-98 Stainer &
Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 342/2 The *tumbler coupler is

now almost obsolete. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 7 Mar. 1/3 A pair

of *tumbler cups, i6q8, iooz. 1^08 Ibid, 27 Mar. 8/1 A
Georgian plain tumbler-cup, ..weighing 40Z. isdwt. 1675

Lond. Gaz. No. 1022/4 Lost. .a white *Tumbler Dog, both

Ears spotfed with red. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop
Receipts Ser. 11. 373/1 The skins are either trodden in it

with the feet, or put into a *tumbler-druni. 1854 Poultry

Chron. II. i-jS/i The Almond *TumbIer fancier, whose
' little wonders ' cannot feed their own young ! 1831
Brewster Nat. Magic viii. (1833) 194 Stretch a thin sheet
of wet paper., over the mouth of a *tumbler-glass with a
footstalk. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons ^ W. xi, A
tumbler-glass ct iced punch. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Arckit.
§ ^585. 3-inch brass *tumbler lock and key on each door.
1881 Young Ev. Man his own Mechanic § 1488 A lock o(

better and more complicated construction, .called a tumbler
lock. 190a Westm. Gaz. 29 Mar. 9/1 Under the present rule
the *tumbler-makers must keep on working just as long as
the fancy glass makers continue to work. x88i C. A.
Edwards Orga?ts 112 The means provided to effect this

coupling was called the ' *tumbler ' movement. ^93 F. F.
Moore I Porbid Banns (iBgg) 150 She thought the *tumbler.
music very interesting.^ 1688 R. Holme Armojtry 11. 244/2
The ^Tumbler Pigeon is small and of diverse colours, 1890
Science-Gossip XXVI. 215/2 A tumbler-pigeon hatched out
a Minorca chicken, a hen having laid in the pigeon-box.
1853 Ure Did. Arts II. 251 The lock outside, .. a, the
plate ; b, the cock ; c, the *tumbler-pin. 1881 Greener
Gun 264 The tumbler-pin is first turned out, and by means
of a wire punch inserted in the hole, the tumbler is knocked
away from both hammers and lock-plate. 1892 — Breech
Loader 116 Knock in the *tumbler-pivot half-way. 1877
Knight Diet. Mech., *Tumbler'punch . .,asmali two-bladed
punch used for pushing the arbor of the tumbler, the band-
springs, etc., from their seats, in taking a gun apart. 1856
' Stonkhenge ' Brit. Sports i. i. ii. (ed. 2) 15/1 Ibe various
parts of the lock [of a gun] are.. 5th, the •tumbler-screw,
which fastens the tumbler and cock together. 1863 Catal.
Internat. Exhib. II. xi. 16 The loop upon each barrel receiv-

ing the end of a steel •tumbler-shaped bolt, x^m Installa-

Hon News Apr. 16/1 A new form of *lumbler Switch.

Tumblerful (t»*mbl3jful). [f. prec +-ful.]
The quantity that fills a tumbler.
1831 /. Davies Manual Mai. Med. 94 From four to five

tumblerfulls every morning. 1857 G. Birds Urin. Deposits
(ed. 5) 171 The use of a small tumblerful of this water on
rising in the morning. 1B97 Altbutt's Syst. Med, III. 419
Several lumblerfuls of lukewarm or warm water.

t Tu'mblester. Obs. Forms: 4-5 tomblester,
-stre, tomblister(e, 5 tumbelyster. [Feminine

of Tumbler : see -steii, and the earlier form TuM-
BESTEK.] A female tumbler or dancer ; a dancing-

girl.

c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 15 (Lansd- MS.) And riht anone
Jian come tomblesters [so Petw. ; Corpus tomblisteres] Fetis

and smal and 3onge fruytsters. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

616/47 Tornatrix, a tumbelyster. 1844 James Agincourt
I. 233 Who ever heard of King before who troubled his

nobility about minstrels and tomblesteres ? 1850 — Old
Oak C/icst I. 125 To make the contortions of their 'saltim-

banks ' and ' tomblesteres ' act as a sort of argument or
introduction to what was to follow.

TumblificatiOU (ty:mblifik<?i*j3n). humorous.

[irreg. f. Tumble v. + -fication.] Tumbling,
falling, or tossing; esp. the pitching and rolling

of a ship in a storm.

1833 M. ScoTT Tom Cringle xi. (1859) 250 Then another
Tumblification of the whole party. 1881 Clark Russell
Ocean Free Lance II. iv. i6g The tumblification was some-
times so furious that we had to hold on with our hands to

save ourselves. 1890 Chainb. Jrnl. 14 June 371 The jerky,

feverish, staggering, tumblefication of the wreck.

Tumbling (t2?*mblir)), vbU sb. [f. as prec-»-

-ING 1.] The action ofTumble 7;. in various senses.

0x435 Cursor M. 13x95 (Trin.) In euel tyme bigan she

tomblyng To make his heed of be broujt. c 1440 Pronip.

Parv. 506/1 Tumlynge, volutacio. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb.
% 102 It apperethe by stampynge of the horse or lomblynge.
C1580 Jefferie Bugbears Epil., Song ii. in Archiv Stud.
Neu. Spr. (1897). With joomblynges, with foomblynges, with

toomblynges. x6xi Cotgb., BasteleusCy a woman that

makes a profession of Jugling, Tumbling, and such other

idle, or base exercises. 1660 Burnev Ke'p5. Awpoe (1661) 30
The tumblings of the Leviathan in the Seas. 1687 Fountain-
hall Decis. (1759) 1. 440 Physicians attested the employment
of tumbling would kill her. a 1774 Tucker Li. Nat. (1834)

II. 456 Lucretius.. granted that the atoms,. .after infinite

tumblings and tossings about, would fall into their former

situation. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 2 We can explain
the odd tumbling of rooks in the air.

b. Tumbling home : the inward inclination of

the upper part of a ship's sides ; opposed to Flabb
sby 4 ; see Tumble v.ii. Also tumhling-in.

1664 E. HusHNELL Compl. Shipwright n Then set off the

Tumbling Home, at the Height of the two first Haanses.

1769 Falconer Did. Marine (1789), Encabanement ^ the

tumbling-home of a ship's side from the lower-deck-beam
upwards, to the gunnel. 183* Encycl. Amer. XI. 367/2
Nothing can be urged in favor of tumbling in.. but that it

brings the guns nearer the centre, c 1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 157 The topsides of three-decked ships have the

greatest tumbling-home, for the purpose ofclearing the upper
works from the smoke and fire of the lower guns.

Tu-mbling, ///. a, [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That tumbles, in various senses of the verb

;

falling; tossing; rolling headlong; alsoyf^.

c 1374 Chaucer Bodh. m. pr. ix. 67 (Camb. MS.) Trowes-
thow l?at ther be any thing in thise erthely mortal towm-
blynge thinges? 1509 Hawes Past. Picas. (Perpy Soc.)

131 Stere well the frayle tombling barge. <ri6ao Z. Boyd
Zions Flowers (1855) 109 Where tumbling billowes bath the

very sky. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 306 A tumbling and
wallowing horse. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool_ of Qual. (1809)

II. 128 All that I owed came like a tumbling house upon
me. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. ix. 130 Down the

ravine of a tumbling stream, the commencement of some
future river. 1873 Black Pr. Thule vi,This tumbling mass
of dark stones standing high over the green hollows.

Hence Tu*mblingrly^a'z/.,in a tumbling manner.
i6aoThomas Lat. Did., Volutatim,

.

. rollingly.tumblingly,

tossingly.



TTTMBLINQ-.

Truubling-. The vbl. sb. and ppl. adj. in com-
binations and special collocations, as tumbling boy,

girl,-ground, lass, -truk; also tumbling-barrel =
tumbling-box; tumbling-bay, an outfall from a
river, canal, or reservoir ; a weir ; also, the pool into

which the water falls from this ; tumbling bob,
a weighted lever or arm in machinery, which when
moved to a certain point falls and produces some
motion ; tumbling-box, a rotating drum in which
small articles (usually of metal) are cleaned and
polished by attrition ; also used in dissolving and
mixing paints, varnishes, etc. ; tumbling oar, a
tumbrel; f tumbling cast, a somersault; a fall,

overthrow; tumblingcrank: seequot. ; tumbling
gear, a gear with one or more idle wheels on a
swinging frame for producing reverse motion;

t tumbling glass, a tumbler ; tumbling joint

:

see quot. ; tumbling metre, cf. liimbling verse

;

tumbling-mill, a tumbling-box or set of these
{Cent. Diet. Supp. 1909) ; tumbling-room, space
for tumbling ; spec, a room in which a tumbling-
box is set up ; tumbling shaft, a revolving shaft
carrying cams producing intermittent motion

;

tumbling-star, an iron ball with projecting spikes
which is put into the tumbling-box to stir up the
polishing or abrading medium {Cent. Diet. Supp.
1909) ; tumbling stone, a loose stone embedded in

clay ; a boulder : = Tumbler 8 ; tumbling tom,
in Coal-mining: see quot. 1883; also Sc. {tumbling
Tarn), a thick heavy halfpenny of George Ill's

reign ; tumbling-trough, in sulphuric acid manu-
facture, a receptacle which pours nitric acid from
each of its two balancing chambers in turn {Cent.
Diet. 1891) ; tumbling verse, a kind of irregular
anapaestic verse : see quot. ; ttunbling water-
oracker, a kind of aquatic firework ; ttimbling
weight = tumbling bob ; tumbling-wheel, a re-

volving chamber in which small wooden objects
are smoothed by attrition ; cf. tumbling-box.

1724 Jrnl. Ho. Comm. XX. 382 The water is to be divided
by an overfall or 'tumbling bay. 170S J. Phillips Hht.
Inland Nai'ig. Add. jo To preserve the water of the same
river, a tumbling bay is to be erected. 1847 AoolsoN Law
ofContracts 11. L 5 i. (1883) 244 The lessee of a water-mill
..has no right toalter the height of the turabling.bay. 1801
A. J. Foster Oust 136 A fine large ' tumbling bay ', as the
pools below the sluices are sometimes called. 1824 R.
Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 73 A weight or *tumbHng bob,
or y piece, to give the necessary momentum to the move-
ment of the injection-cock lever. 1877 Knight Diet. Meek.,
*Titmbting.box, . . a cylindrical or barrel-shaped vessel .

.

mounted on an axis so as to be revolved by a winch or
pulley. Called also rumble, rolling barret. 1840 Bickens
Old C. SAoAx't, He sent an express to the wharf for the
•tumbling boy. 1881 Vaitj) News a June 5 The little

tumbling boy and his oppressors. 1811 in Chamb. Jrnl.
iijan, (1845) 31/2 The chief part., was brought from the sand-
bedsofEsk in 'tumbling cars. isyiVKLSGK.i7iiSombresault,
a "tumblyng caste. 1677 Needham 2fid Pacquet Adv. 31
They are for a Tumbling-Cast to the present rulers of Church
and State. x886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 65
*Tumbling'£rank, a crank onthe end of the pumping shaft
for giving reciprocating motion. 1793 'J'rans. Soc. Arts
(ed. 2) V. 202 The common 'Tumbling Geer, as used in the
Fire Engine. 1896 K. Leask H. Miller ii. 39A •tumbling-
girl who had been sold by her parents to a travelling
mountebank. 1803 MS. Diary in N. <5> Q. 8th Ser. (1893)
111. 168/1 Had a few friends to dine, tried my new
•tumbling-glasses ; very successful, all got drunk early.
x86x Sat. Rev. 14 Dec. 604 A field is lent for a circus or a
•tuaibling-ground for an acrobat. 1844 Stephens Bk, Farm
III. 981 ITie English hay-tedding machine.. having a series
of revolving rakes. . .The rakes are attached to the wheels by
a •tumbling-joint, . . when any undue resistance is opposed to
arake . . the rake falls back till theobstniction has been passed.
1687 Fouittainhall Decis. (1759) I, 439 Rcid the Alounte-
banlc pursues Scot of Harden . . for stealing away from him
a little girl, called the •Tumbling-Lassie, that danced upon
bis suge. 1847 Proc. Philol. Soc. III. 103 When this licence
is taken frcquentlythemetrebecomesof that species. .called
. .''tumbling metres '. i860 G.Meredith Evanl/arriugton
viii. No 'tumbling-room for the wine, eh? 1901 Trans.
Anter. Inst, Biectr. Engin, 562 (Cent. Supp.). CI790 Imison
Sck. Art I. 36 It [the universal joint] is of great use in
cotton mills, where the 'tumbling shafts are continued to a
great distance from the moving power. 1857 J. Robertsonm Charteris Li/e xii. (1863) 338 There are many sloughs
and "tumbling stones on the road. 1881 Borings ^ Sinkings
II. 2 (E. D.D.J Strong blue clay with large tumbling stones.
x8a6 Galt Last of Lairds iv, I gave bun a whole penny

—

twa new bawbees, gude weight, for it was then the days o'
the 'tumbling Tarns. 1883 Greslev Coal-Mining Gloss.,
Tumbling Toms, tippers that turn completely over. im6
Siiaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 140 Is it not a Comontie,
a Christmas gambold, or a 'tumbling tricke? 1673
HiCKERiNGiLL Greg. F. Greyb. 302 They coming not 10
church to see tumbling tricks and hocus juglings. 158s
Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 63 Thir hes twa short, and ane
lang throuch all the lyne, quhen they keip ordour: albeit
the maist pairt of thame be out of ordour, and keipis na
kyndc nor reule of Flowing, and for that cause are callit
Tumbling verse. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 24 Charges

for "Tumbling Water-crackers. Mealed powder. ., nitre..,
and charcoal. (Cf. 21 Water-crackers, which turn in the
water.) 1903 Nature 19 Nov. 6S/1 Barney's illustration of
the Dudley Castle engine (erected in 1712) was made in

17HJ, and contains the plug-frame and "tumbling-weight
device. . . It is possible that the tumbling-weight had just
been added for actuating the steam-valve.
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Tnmbly (t»*mbU), a. rare. [f. Tumble v. +
-Y.] Ready to tumble ; tumble-down, ruinous.
CX855 Sir E. Burne-Jones in Mackail Life Morris (1899)

I. 51 They were tumbly old buildings.

Turaboora.var. TAMBOunA, musical instrument.

Tumbrel ^ tumbril (t»-mbrel, -il). Forms

:

4 tombrel, 4-5 tuzaberell,tumrelle, 5 tomberel,
tomerel, tumrel, 5-7 tiimbrell, 6 -e, tumrell,
tombereU, -brill, 6-8 -brell, 7 -bril, 8 tumbral,

9 dial, tumril, 6- tumbrel, -il ; also 6-7 tixnbrell.

[ad. med.L. £timd{e)rellum (Du Cange), -elhtSj OK.
tumb-j tomberel, iummerel, tumerel, -il^ etc., fall,

chute, tip-cart, dung-cart, trebuchet (13th c. in

Godef.), mod.F, tombereau ' a Tumbrell or Dung-
cart' (Cotgr.), a tipcart for carting and shooting

dung, sand, stones, etc., f. tomber to let fall, tumble
out, (No record in French of its use in punishment.)]

1. An instrument of punishment, the nature and
operation of which in early times is uncertain ; from
i6th c usually identified with Cucking-stool, q. v.

See also Thew j^.2, Trebuchet 4.

For full account of the word, with additional quots., see
Dr. lirushfield's article quoted below.
[iaJ3 BractotCs Note Bk. {1887) III. 504 Et Radulfus que-

situs quando leuauit tumberelium et per quod warantum,
dicit quod de nouo et ea occasione quod habet tumberelium
in quodam manerio suo in comitatu Essexie, et bene putauit
?[uoid per libertatem illam ilium leuare potuit. Et quia nulla
uit mencio in carta Dom. Regis de tali libertate, considera-
tum est c^uod tumberellus prosternatur et Radulfus in

misericordia. 1266-7 yudicium Piltorie in Stat. Realm
(1810) I. 201/1 Si aliquis senescallus vel ballivus. .remiserit
judicium ^illorie vel tumbrelli adjudicatum.] 1313-14 E^re
ofKent (belden Soc.) III. 182 Cel^ qvad amendes dassisse
de payn et de servoise il ad pillori et tombrel [%>. rr. turm-
berell, turmelle]. 1494 Fabyan C/iron. vn. 345 Syr Hughe.,
punysshed the bakers for lacke of syze by the tumberell ('568
Grafton tomberell] where before tymes they were punysshed
by the pyllery. Ibid. 385 Myllers for stelyng of corne to be
chastysed by y« tumbrell. 1538 Elyot, Numeilx, a turn-

brelle, wherein menne be punysshed, hauyng their heedes
and fete put into it. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. i. xH. (1588} 67
Setting on the Pillorie or Cucking stoole, which in old time
was called the Tumbrell. 1607 Cowell Interpr.^ Cuckiug
stooU.Asan engine inuented for the punishment of scolds
and vnquiet women, called in auncient time a tumbrell...
Kitchin, where he saiih, that euery one hauing view of
Frankpledge, ought to haue a pillorie and a tumbrell,
seemeth by a tumbrell to meane the same thing [i.e. a
cucking-stool]. ^1634 Coke On Litt. in. ci. (1648) 219
Those that have been adjudged to the Pillory, or Tumbrell,
are so infamous [as not to be admitted to give evidence].
1688 Ducking Tumbrel [see Ducking-stool]. 1857-9 T. N.
Brushfield Obs. Punishments 11. Cucking Stool (1861) 5
In the Statute^, manorial claims, and law book's, [the
cucking stool] is usually alluded to as a tumbrel or tre-

buchet. Ibid. 9 From the isth c, the identity of the meaning
of the two terms [ctickingstoola.ndiumbral\ is easily proved.

+ 2. A counterpoise beam for raising a well-

bucket. Obs. rare.
c 1475 Pict. Voc, in Wr.-Wulcker 'j^/^.f) Nomina Aqua-

rum... Hoc tolumen, a tumrelle. 1483 Cath, Angl. 396/1
A Tumrelle of A wele,. .c/ct^wm, tollinuvi.

3. A cart so constructed that the body tilts back-
wards to empty out the load ; esp. a dung-cart.
C1440 Promp, Parv, 496/a Tomerel, donge cart Ibid.

506/1 Tumrel, donge carte,yfwar/a, titnbatorium. 1481-90
Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 174 Item, Gante is owing for

another day with his tomberel. 1494 Fabyan C/^rt?//. vn. 495
He was..sette in a tumbrell, & therunto fastenyd with
chaynes of iren, and so conueyed, bareheded, with dynne
and crye, thorough the hyghe streles of Parys lyll he came
vnto the bysshoppes palays. i6ao Markham Farew. Husb.
(1625) 69 Any clay earth, .you shall carry it in tumbrels or
carriages to the new plowed ground. 163a Foxe's A. ^ M.
III. Contin. 69/1 The dead bodies, .were conueyed in tuui-

brils out of the citie. 1700 Dryden Cock <5- Fox 251 My
corps is in a tumbril laid ; among The filth and ordure, and
enclosed with dung. 1B56 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) 1.

281 He sees., the emissaries of the Pope., dragged through
the streets in a scavenger's tumbril. Z90X Essex IVcekly
News 8 Mar. 3/3 The frequent tipping of the tumbril

t b. app. transf. to a lumbering cart. Obs.
Cf. also Tumbler 7.

1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. v. iv. 14 A Friezeland trotter halfe.

yarde deepe To drag his tumbrell through the staring
Cheape. 1699 Garth Dispens. v. 57 Haspt in a TombrJl,
awkwardly you've shin'd With one fat Slave before, and
nane behind. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 51 P i He sometimes
rode in an open Tumbril, of less Size than ordinary, to show
the Largeness of his Limbs. 1800 Weems Washington vi.

(1877) 44 And he assisted him In a tumbril or Utile cart.

C. fig. Applied to a person or his gorge.
1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. E iij b, But by misfortune

t'was the Abbots land Whereas we lay; so by his priuie
spies The fat-backt tumbrell soone did vnderstand. 1630 J.
Iaylor (Water P.) Laugh ^ be fat Wks. ir. 72/1 Thou
mightst relate At thy returne, iheir manners Hues and law,
BeTcht from the tumbrell of thy gorged maw.

t4. transf. A flat-bottomed boat or barge; cf.

tumbrel boat in 7 ; also fig. applied to a person
loaded with drink. Obs.

1468 Medulla Gram. \n Cath. Angl. 396 note, Cimbnla^
a tomerel [cf. C1050 Gloss. In Wr.-Wiilcker 379/16 Cimbula^
lytlum .scipe]. a i6a5 Fletcher IVotnans Prize iir. il, There
rid fltke a Dutch hoy) the Tumbrel. When she had got her
Ballast.. How fain [etc.]. 1676 Etheredge Man of Mode
iti. ii, Have you taken notice of the gallegh I brought over?
.."Tis as easily known from an English Tumbril, as an Inns
of Court-man is from one of us. 1700 Congreve IVay of
World w. ii, Good Kick ! what shall I do with this beastly
tumbril [a drunken man]?

TUMEFY.
5. Mil. A two-wheeled covered cart which carries

ammunition, tools, or sometimes money for an army.
\TisLond. Gaz. No. 5383/3 We have .. carried off. .Tom.

brells with Ammunition. 1803 Wellesley in Owen Desf.
(877) 393 Sixty-four tumbrils, completely laden with ammu-
nition, together with three tumbrils of money. 1839 Jeph-
SON Brittany xvi. 267 In our Artillery the guns are.. drawn
by horses, and the men sit on the ammunition-tumbrels.
6. A square rack for holding fodder in the open

field or yard. dial.

1635 Bp. J. Williams Articles Enq. Line. A iv, Tumbrels,
or other things in your church.yard, to fodder cattell in.
1840 Boston Advert. 30 June 3/4 We went together into the
crew, and found some eggs under a lumbriT. 1870 Daily
News 6 Dec, A .small quantity of linseed cake, crushed fine,
scattered upon the top of the provender, as it is placed in the
tumbrils.

7. allrib. and Comb., as tumbrel boat, cart, load,

post (sense 6), -slop (cf. 3 b) ; tumbrel-shaped adj.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. xv. (Roxb.) 26/1 A *Tumbrell

boate, or flat bottomed boate or Turnell boate. 1852 Wiggins
Embanking loi The application of chalk rubbish, i.e. soft
chalk, to the land, after the rate of at least ten *tumbril
cart-loads per acre. 1764 Museum Kust. III. Ixiii. 292,

1

have mentioned a *tumbrel-load to be thirty bushels, and a
waggon-load to be but two tumbrels. iSzi Bill in A'. )K
Line. Gloss. {1877) s.v., 12 *tuniprill posts at i*. 3**. 1598
B. JoNSON Ev. Man in Hum. 11. ii, I'le goe neere to fill that
huge *tumbrell-sIop of yours, with somewhat, an I have
food luck. 1826 HoR. Smith Tor Hill (1838) 11. 270 That
iench tumbril-slop is transcendant. 1776 Evelyn's Sylva I.

ii. 43 The water might fall.. like drops of rain; which 1

should much prefer before the barrels and *tumbral way.

t Tumbrel ^. Obs, rare-\ In 3 tumberel.
[app. deriv. of OF. lumber, tomber to tumble ; cf.

Tumbler 3, the porpoise {obs.), the young cod-
fish {Eng. Dial. Diet,).'] A kind of fish.

C1300 Havelok 757 Keling he tok, and tumberel, Hering,
and |je makerel, pe butte, J)e schulle, Jje (rornbake.

Txuabrel(le, obs. forms of Timbrel sb.^

Twme, obs. Sc. form of TooM, empty.
Tumefaclent (ti«<mi'f^i-/ient), a. rare-K [ad.

L. tumefacient-em, pr. pple. of tttmefac-Sre to

tumefy.] Tumefying, swelling. {Iaqnot,Aumorously
pedantic,)
1885 U. Harte By Shore ^ Sedge, Sarah Walker 45 The

infant.. had grown unctuous and tumefacient under the
kisses.

t Tumefa-oted, a. Obs. rare, [f. L. lumefact-us,
pa. pple. oitiime/ac-cre to tumefy + -ED 1.] = TuME-
FiEU, swollen.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr, Chirtirg, 44 b/2 This
ligature is very commodiouse in tumefacted Legges. 1599— tr. Gabelhoucr's Bk, Physicke 238/2 When as the privi-

tyes. .are tumefactede, or swoUene.

Tnmefaction (tiiZmi-fse-kJan). [a. F. tume-
faction (t6th c. in Godef. Compl.), i. L. tume-
fac-^e to tumefy : see -tion.]

1. The action or process of tumefying, or state of
being tumefied ; swelling ; swollen condition ; a.

as a morbid affection of some part of the body.
1597 A. M.tr. Cuillemetni's Fr, Chirurg. 14/2 Throughe

the tumefactione which therof ensueth. 1689 Movle Sea
Chyrurg. lit. iv. 108 A Tumifaction of the inward Tunicle of
the Kibbs, called Plura. X737 Ijsacken Farriery Ivipr,

(1757) 11.363 An Inflammation and Tumefaction of these
Kernels. 187* Cohen Dis, Throat 93 Tumefaction of the
tonsils.

b. in generiil. rare.
1665-6 Phil, Trans, 1. 287 The Progressive motion, which

he fansieth to follow upon this Tumefaction. z686 Goad
Celcst, Bodies 11. vii. 249 Tumefaction is inseparable from a
troubled Sea. 1837 Herschel in Babbage Bndge^v. Treat,
App. I. 237 Granting the heat, there is no dtlTiculty in

deducing expansions, disruptions, tumefactions, &c.
2. concr, A swollen part ; a swelling, a tumour.
1803 Paley Nat, Theol, ix. § 4 (ed. 2) J38 The muscles

which move the toes., gracefully., disposed in thecalf of the
jeg, instead of forming an unwieldy tumefaction in the foot
itself. 1854 Marion Harland Alone xiv. She beheld re-

flected in the mirror, a tumefaction of the cheek, nearly
closing one eye.

Ttmiefied (tia-m/'fsid),///. a. (erron. tumi-.)

[f. next + -ED 1, repr. 1.. tume/aclus, pa. pple. of

tumefaclre.'\ Caused to swell, swollen. (Const.

as pa, pple, or ppl, adj,) a. said of a bodily part

thus morbidly affected.

1S97 Lowe Chirurg, (1634) 7t The signes of resolution are

lightnesse or ease of the member tumified, diminution of
dolour [etc.]. 1601 Howe Carnality Kelig, Contention
Wks. (1846) 2rt This angry, tumefied, proud fleSh. 1748
Phil, Trans, XLV.412 The Eye was inflamed, and the Lids

tumefied. 176Z Gentl, Mag, 250 A tumefied tendon. 1847
Youatt Horse xii. 258 The parotids are a little tumefied.

b. generally, rare.

1651 Biggs Ne^u Disp. f 248 Tumified gumme. 1796 Kir-
wan Elein. Min. (ed. 2) I. 3t4 Melted. .into a spongy,.,

tumefied semltransparent mass. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. ff Art II. 726 Where a figure. .is fore-shortened, the

drapery must appear more tumefied.

O. fig, 'Inflated' or ' puffed up' with pride or

the like. rare.

x^Tj Gilpin Demonol. (1867) ri4 Yet were they .so tumefied
with the apprehensions of their privileges. 1680 Baxter
Cath. Commun. Pref. A iij, The Crimes of a few tumified
Sectarian Soldiers. 1893 G. Hakb .'^lem. Eighty Y. 118

Tumid young men rigs^ed out in newest apparel. . . None of
these tumefied gentlemen ever walked in a hurrj'.

Tumefy (tia-m^fai), zi. (erron. tumi-). [= F.

fumefi-er, ad. L. type *tumeficare (cf. L. tume-



TUMEFYING.

Jache\ {. L. iume-re to swell : see -py, and cf.

stupefy y rubefyJ]

1. trans. To cause to swell; to swell, make
tamid.
1M7 [see prec. a]. 1656 Blount Ghssogr., Tumc/ie.., to

make to swell, or puff up. x686 [see tumefying below].

1718 J. Chamberlavne Relig. Philos. (1730) 1. xi. § 15 The
Sucker, tumified with Water, is thrust into the Tube. 1832-7

Good Study Med. {\%i<^ III. 132 Like the Athenian plague

..it commenced in the head, inflamed the eyes, and tume-
fied the face.

b. fig. To * swell'; to make too bulky; to

* puff up*, as with pride; to make turgid or

bombastic.
1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 89 Being not willing to spare so

much time, or tumefie these Papers. 1677 [see prec. c].

1837 J. MoRiER A, Allnutt iv. 21 Having tumefied himself

and his possessions by all the pomp and circumstance of two
shields, and., a variety of heraldic insignia. x8.. De
QuiNCEY (Webster 1864), To swell, tumefy, stiffen, not the

diction only, but the tenor of the thought.

2. itttr. To swell, swell up, become tumid.

1615 [see tumefying below]. 1689 Movlk Sea Chyrurg. ii.

vii. 51 The wound . . will be apt to Tunufie. 1811 Piskekton
Petralogy II. 2S6 Where the air., has most liberty to escape,

it will tumify, burst through the liquid mass, and form cellu-

lar lava. x8aa-7 Good Study Med. (1829) 1. 102 The tongue
tumefies; the throat becomes sore. 1883 R. Haldane
Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 304/2 The solid sheet glue,

while drying. ,, tumefied and became very porous.

Hence Tu mefying vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 79 Although there be no out-

ward tumifying..to be .seene. x686 Goad Celest. Bodies n.

vii. 249 Its tumefying influence.

Tumen, obs. form of Toman 1.

Tumerous, obs. f. Timorous, Tumorous.
Tumescence (tiKmcsens). [f. next, corresp.

to a Latin type *tumesc€ntia.'\ A becoming tumid,

swelling up ; a tendency to tumidity; also concr,

a tumid part, a swelling.

J859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
321 Tumescence.. appears to characterize the human as it

does the vegetable productions of Inner Africa. 1874
Nasmyth & Carpenter Moon Contents p. xiii, Scrope's

Hypothesis ofTerrestrial Tumescences. 1901-6 H, Elus in

Westermarck Orig, ^ Devel. Moral Ideas xl. (igo8) II. 374
Erethistic excitement which produces sexual tumescence.

Tumescent (ti«me*sent), a. [f. L. ttunescent-

em, pr. pple. of tumesdre to begin toswell, become
tumid, inceptive of tumere to swell.] Becoming
tumid, swelling ; somewhat tumid ; also^^.
x88a Adamson tn Mind Apr. 281 The style is of a vapid

and somewhat tumescent character. 18^ Alibutt*s Syst.

Med. VIII. 479 Heat.. will make the lesions red and tume-
scent. 1899 Baring-Gould :5^,^JK(?j/v, Tumescent under-

garments.

Tum.fie, var. Tumphy.
Tumid (ti«'mid), a. Also 6 -yde. [ad. L.

tumid-US^ f. tume-re to swell : see -id^.]

1. Swollen ; characterized by swelling, a. Mor-
bidly affected with swelling, as a part of the body.

1541 R. Copland Galyens Terap. z F j, Varyce (that is to

say a tumyde vayne). 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 178

Making.. the Belly tumid. 1784 Johnson Let. to Mrs.
Thrale 12 Jan., My thighs grow very tumid. 1878 T. Bryant
Pract. Surg. 1. 32 Ulcers . .distinguished by their livid colour

and irreg.ular tumid border.

b. Of a swollen or protuberant form ; swelling,

bulging; in quot. 1659, swollen or puffed out with

the wind. In later use chiefly Nat. Hist.

i6« G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xi. (1626) 221 Who, with the

Father of the tumid Maine, Indues a mortall shape. 1639
T. Pecke Parnassi Puerp, 132 Tumid Sail-cloaths gratifi'd

our Sight. 1819 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zoo!, XI, i. i The
upper mandible with a soft and tumid membrane at its base.

1828 J. E. Smith Eng. Flora II. 97 Styles short and close

in the flower ;. .their bases tumid.

2. fig. esp. of language or literary style :
* Swell-

ing , inflated, turgid, bombastic.
1648 Boylb Seraph. Love xx. (1700) 126 Such expressions

may seem somewhat tumid and aspiring. 13^ Jortin
Erasmtts 1 1, aoo A puerile performance, in a poetical, tumid,

and idolatrous style. i8og Byron Bards ^ /v^ri'.xiv, Turgid
ode and tumid stanza. 1877 Symonds Renaissance in Italy

V. 272 His Greek style is at the same time tame and tumid.

b. ' Big *, pregnant, teeming, rare.

1840 De Quincey Style in. Wks. i860 XI. 252 It is tumid
with revolutionary life. 1850 Bi.ackie Mschylus I. Pref. 6

Greek. .is a language.. tumid with luxuriant growth and
overgrowth.

Hence Tu'mldly adv.^ in a tumid manner {lit,

andy?^.) ; Tu'midness, tumidity.
1688 Boyle FinalCauses Nat. Things^ Vitiated Sight "2$^

Her eyes did not always retain the same measure of tumid-
ness. 182a J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 164 A multilocular,

tumidly discoidal and elliptically spiral shell. 1864 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. xvi. v. (1872) VI. 184 Remarks.. of dim tumidly
insignificant character.

Tumidity (tittmi-diti). [ad. late L. tumiditds,

f. /«;///(/«J Tumid.] Thequality or condition ofbeing

tumid; swoUenness. a. lit.\ also c^wcr. a swelling.

iTax Bailey, Tumidity, swelling. 1828 Macaulav
/Jry^rn Wks, 1898 VII. 152 No more than the tumidity ofa
muscle resembles the tumidity of a boil. 1873 A. W. Ward
tr. Curtius^ Hist. Greece 1. 1, i. 24 Every muscle, every sinew,

is developed into full play,., there is no trace of tumidity or

of inert matter. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 476 Windy
tumidities and occasionally phantom tumours arise.

b. fig. in reference to language : see TuMiD 2.

X791 BoswEU. Johnson an, 1784(1816) IV. 433 [A passage]

462

blown up into such tumidity, as to be truly ludicrous. 1883

R. Brown in Fortn. Kcv. 1 Sept. 380 Tlicir periocis turned

with Johnsonian tumidity. 189s (.'.A'tf. Oct. 336 Aeschylus,

grandiose at times almost to tumidity,

Tummer : see Tuit v^
Tummock (t» mak). dial. Also {Sc^ tam-
mook, tummack. [app. f. Gaelic torn hillock +
-OCR ; cf. Tump rf.] A hillock, inound, knoll.

X789 D. Davidson Seasons 5 Twa 'herds, .straught down
on tammoclvs clap Their nether ends, and talk their unco's

o'er. 1855 KiNGSLEV Wcstw. Ho. xiv. Your ghost may sit

there on a grass tummock, and tell your beads. 1901 _A.

Trotter E. Calloway Sk. yiix Wandering among its hills

and ' tummacks ', its singing spouts and burns.

Tummon, obs. form of Toman'.

Tamorons (ti»' moras), a. Also 7 tumerous,

-ouroua. [ad. L. tumorosus, i. lumor Tumouk;
cf. OF. tumomix (<ri40o in Godef.).]

fl. Characterized bytumour or swelling; swollen,

protuberant, bulging, tumid. Obs. exc. as in b.

*S47 BooRDE Brev. Health cccxliv. iiib, A venemous
humour which is tumorous. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster V.

iii. That should purge His braine, and stomack of those

tumorous heates. 1678 CunwoRTH Intell. Syst. 1. v. § 3. 30

Besides this Outside Bulky Extension, and
_
'I'umourous

Magnitude, there must be another kind of Entity [cf. quot.

1678 s.v. Tumour 2].

b. Pertaining to or of the nature of a (morbid)

tumour ; affected with tumours.
1863 Sala Cnft. Dangerous II. ii. 78 It began to swell.

.

to a most alarming size and tumorous discoloration. 1884

J. Tait Mind in Matter (1892) 80 Other influences, .may
produce tumourous growths. 1890 H. M. Stanlev in Times
6 May, There are trees prematurely aged and blanched,

others were tumorous.

•t-2. _fig. a. Swelling with pride or passion ; vain-

glorious, puffed up, haughty. Obs.

1603 Drayton Bar. IVars iii. Ixxxi, To ease the anguish
of her tumorous Spleene. a 1639 Wotton Pane^yricA
Chas. / in Reliq. (1652) 147 He had no austerity of beha-

viour, nothing outwardly tumerous. 1676 Sparrow Caution
agst. False Doctr, 8 The same tumorous vain-glory.

t b. Of language, style, or demeanour : Inflated,

bombastic, turgid : = Tumid 2. Ohs.

1636 B. Jonson Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.) 759/1 These styles

vary . . : for that which is high and lofty, declaring excellent

matter, becomes vast and tumorous, speaking of petty and
inferior things, a 1639 Wotton Charac, IVill. /, Sublime
and almost Tumorous in His Looks and Gestures, a i6s»
A.Wilson yas. 7(1653)285 Some tumorous Discourses.

TuJUOnr, tnuior (ti?im3i). [a. L. tumor,

-Srem, swollen state, a swelling, f. tum-ere to swell

;

cf. OF. tumour (14th c. in Godef. Compl.).'\

fl. The action, or an act, of swelling; disten-

sion, increase of bulk ; swollen condition. Obs.

1541 R. Copland GalyetCs Terap, 2 Aiv, The. .flesshe.,

whan with the euyl qualyte it hath tumour agaynst nature.

1609 Holland Amm. lilarcell. xxv. iv. 267 The lumor of

his veines and arteries stopped his spirits-
^ 1671 R. Bohun

ll^ind (Contents), The suddain tumours in the Lake of

Geneva. 1693 Evelyn Ve la Quint. Compl. Card., Rejl,

Agric. xix. 72 This Distension or Tumor of such tyed
Branches.

2. concr. A part rising above or projecting beyond

the general level or surface ; a swollen part or

object ; a swelling. Now rare or Obs. exc. as in 3.

In quot. 1678 applied to anything having bulk, i.e. occu-

pying space.

i6ci Holland Pliny vin. xlv. I. 225 [The cattle] of Caria.

.

are illfavoured to be seen, having between their necks &
shoulders a tumor or swelling hanging over. 1647 H. More
Song 0/ Soul Notes 151/2 The tumour [of water] at B is

bigger then that at A. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. v.

§ 3. 7S0 There are . . two kinds of Substances in the universe

;

the first corporeal, . .are nothing but oyicoi, bulks, or tumours,

devoid of all self-active power ; the second incorporeal . . are

aoyKOL fiuffli^eis, substantial powers. 1693 Bentley Boyle
Lect, 111 A like ferment makes notable tumours and ven-

tricles. 1847 W. E. Steele Field Bot. 13 Style . . thickened

beneath its branches, and often fringed at the tumour.

3. An abnormal or morbid swelling or enlarge-

ment in any part of the body of an animal or

plant ; an excrescence ; a tumefaction. Now
usually in restricted sense : see b.

[1541: cf. 1.] IS97 Hooker ^ccif. Pol. v. Ixxii. 1 18 To
helpe the tumors which alwaies fulnes breedeth. ai6ox
? Marston Pasquilff Kath. 11. 61 The gowt causeth a great

tumour in a mans legs. 1692 Bentley Boyle Lect. iv. 136

Tumors and Excrescences of Plants .. made by such Insects.

1758 GoocH Cases Surg, 17 A Species of tumor called by the

commwi people the Mumps. 1874 Lubbock Orig. i Mel.
Ins. i. 10 To produce a tumour or gall.

b. spec. A permanent circumscribed morbid

swelling, consisting in a new growth of tissue,

without inflammation.
Phantom tumour: see Phantom 8.

1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 6, I shall restrict the surgical

signification of the word ' Tumour ' to such swellings as arise

from some new production. 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lints

Surg. (ed. 5I 428 The tumour being removed, the surgeon

should examine the interior of the wound. . . Heshould also

examine the surface of every scirrhous tumour, immediately

it is taken out. 1870 Maudsley Body ^ Mind 184 Certain

colloid tumours have the structure of the umbilical cord.

1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. (1879) II. 28 Tumours of the

pharynx or tonsils are occasionally met with.

t 4. Jtg^, a. ' Swelling ' of passion, pride, or the

like ; the condition of being ' puffed up ' ; haughti-

ness, arrogance, vain-glory ; inflated pride or con-

ceit. Obs.

TUMP-LINE.
1600 Hevwood 1st Pt, Edw. IV Wks. 1874 I. 5 If you

resist this tumoor of her will. 1636 Wotton Let. to Q. 0/
Bohemia in Reliq. (1651) 394 There is in him no tumour, no
.sowrenesse, . . Hut a quiet mind. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 98 p 11 The tumour of insolence, or peiulance of coii-

tenipl. 1778 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. viii. (1876) 444 The
tumour of this presumptuous loftiness.

t b. Turgidity of language, style, or deportment

;

affected grandeur ; bombast : ^ Tumidity b. Obs.

a 1639 Wotton Parallel Essex ff Buckhm. (1641) 8 His
Stile was. -rich of praise [1651 phrase],. .and so farrc from

Tumor that it rather wanted a little Elevation. 1652 J.
Hall Height 0/ Eloquence p. v. It appears one of the

nicest cautions in all Speech to beware of Tumotir. 1751

Johnson Rambler No. 105 P 4 A slow pace, and tumour of

dignity. 1840 De Quincey Style 1. Wks. i860 XI. 204

Better to be flippant, than by a revolting habit of tumour
and perplexity [etc.].

fc. Something vain or empty; a 'bubble'. Obs.

1629 Massinger Picture i. i, Nor is it in me mere desire

of fame . . that puts on my armour : Such airy tumours take

not me. 1662 Royal Trade 0/ Lushing 15, I present you
with no Chimeraes or tumors, toyes to please Children.

6. attrib. and Comb., as tumour-cell, -formation,

growth, -mass, symptom, etc. ; tumour-like adj.

x88o liARWELL Aneurism 116 Tumor symptoms on the left

.side of the chest. 1889 J. M. Duncan Clin. Lect. Dis.

Women ii. (ed. 4) 5 A rounded soft, tumour-like mass. 1898

J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. IX. No. 36. 295 Multiple

Fractures.. with Tumour Growths.

Hence f Tumoured, tomored (ti«-m3Jd) a.,

ohs., affected with tumour or swelling, swollen {lit.

a.n&fig.') : const, as adj. or pa. pple.

1635 H EvwoOD Hierarch. vi. 362 By his poys'nous draught

which life expel'd I might behold bis legs tumor'd and
swell'd. 1639 Junius Sin Stigm. 50 Such an oiie..seldome

unbuttons his tumored breast. 1647 Tkapp Comm. Matt.
xix. 23 The greatest wealth, .tumoured up with the greatest

sweltb of rebellion.

Tnmp (tfmp), sb. local. Also 6 tumpe, 7

toompe, tomp. [Not found before end of 16th c.

;

chiefly a western and w. midL word ; see Eng.

Vial. Diet. ; origin obscure.
Also in Welsh twmp (cf. Buttington Tump in Montgomery-

shire); but this may be from English. Welsh has also

Twmpath (in Mabinogion /Kywy!<i//il, ' a cliimp or tuft of

rough grass, a barrow or tumulus', etc., with which cf.

tumpet in Eng. Dial. Dict.\

1. A hillock, mound ; a mole-hill, or ant-hill ; a

barrow, tumulus.
1589 Nashk Martins Months M. S3 They brought him

vnawares to a dunghill, taking it for a tumpe, since a Tombe
might not be had. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 84

note, No traces remained, .but highe and rounde toompes
of earth. Ibid. 283 Tomps of erth. 1664 Evelyn Pomona
vi. (1729) 71 To raise Tumps, or temporary Banks in the

midst of an Inclosure. 1763 J. Hutchins in Mem. IV.

Stukeley (Surtees) U. 133 On the top of the hill. .are small

tumps. 1829 E. Jesse Jrnl. Nat. 313 Cutting up anthills,

or tumps, as we call them. l88x Freeman in Life St Lett.

(1895) II. 245 A few tumps so old that you can tell nothing

about ihem. 1891 Kelly s P. O. GuideHerefordsh. i Tump
is a peculiar term for barrow hills in the western shires. .the

Tumps at Bolston, Home Lacy, and Hope Mansel.

2. A clump of trees or shrubs ; a clump of grass,

esp. one forming a dry spot in a bog or fen.

j8o2 G. Montagu Ornith. Diet. N iij, The nest, .is placed

on a tump or dry spot. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D, xxxi.

He . . looked ahead of him, from behind a tump of whortles.

x88o — Mary A nerley xvii. Every tump of wiry grass*.

3. A heap of anything ; a hay-cock or rick ; a

heap of stones.

Also a store-heap of potatoes, turnips, etc., covered with

straw and earth {.Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1892 Strat/ord-on-A-JOn Herald % Aug. 4/2 To sell by
Auction,..Tump of Old Hay about 2 tons. 1905 Daily

News 24 Jan. 6 A tump of rubbish.

Hence Tn'mpy a., of ground : humpy, hnm-
mocky.
182s in Ettg. Dial. Diet. 1847-78 in Halliwkll.

Tnmp, z'-l local, [f. prec. sb.] To make a

tump ' or motmd about the root of a tree. Also,

to store roots in a tump {E.D.D.). Hence Tump-
ing vbl. sb.

1721 Bailev, Tumping, a sort of Fencing for Trees.

1725 Brcuiley's Fam. Diet. s. v. /'n//«ir, This Method is..

more chargeable than Tumping. ., but much more durable.

Ibid., Tumping, a sort of Fencing in Fields, when a Tree is

set . . no deeper than to make it stand, tho" all the Roots be

not cover'd, till the Tump or Mould be raised about it. 1727

Bailey vol. II, To Tump, to fence trees.

Tnmp, ».2 U.S. [Origin obscure: cf. Tump-

line.] tratis. To drag or carry by means of a

tump-line.

1855 Haliburton Nat. <J-
Hum. Nat. I. 268 A man

passed the. .barrack-gate, tumping (which means .. hauling)

an immense bull-moose on a sled, i860 Bartlett Diet.

Amer., To Tump. Probably an Indian word...' We tumped

the deer to our cabin '. (Maine.)

Tnmpliy (t»-mfi). Sc. Also tumfie. [Cf.

SUMPH, in same sense.] a. A stupid person, a

blockhead, b. Coal-mining. (See quot. 1S86.)

1795 A. Wilson The Stouter in Poems^Lit. Proseiiiji)

II. 331 The puir unfort nate tumphy. 1823 Galt Entail

III. iv. 41 Neither you nor that unreverent and misleart

tumphy yourwife. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. MiningTerms

69 Tumphy, coaly fire-clay. 1890 J. Service Thir Notan-^

dums i. 3, I hear that tumfie o' a lassock nickerm an

lauchin' in the kitchen.

Tn'mp-line. local U.S. [Origin obscure: cf.

Tump v^] See quots.



TUM-TUM.
i860 Bartlett Did. Amer.^ Tumpline^ a strap placed

across the forehead to assist a man in carrying a pack on his

back. Used in Maine, where the custom was borrowed from
the Indians. 1890 \V. J. Gorixjn Foundry 114 Bundles.,
secured by the leather strap or ' tump ' line, are slung across

the chest or forehead. 1904 S. E. White Forest xiii, The
carrying we did with the universal tump-line. It passes
across the top of the head. The weight should rest on the

small of the back just above the hips.

Tnia-tam (to-mitoTn), sb.'^ and adv. Also in

various extended forms, as tum»a-tum, tum-ti-

tvun, etc. An imitation of the sound of a stringed

instrument or instruments, csp. when monotonously
played; strumming; a monotonous air. S\s,oattrib.

1859 Habiti Gd. Society xiii. 344 A. .nightmare of ' tum-
tum-tiddy-tum ', and waltzes A deux tevi^s. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 4 July 4/1 The thrum-thrum, ting-ting, tum-a-tum-
tum of their banjoes. 1886 Overland Monthly Dec. 612/2
Turn I tum-ti-tum ! turn I went the guitar. 1887 Pall Mall
G. 31, Oct, 5/1 'Florid ' accompaniments consisting of turn

turn in the bass and scales like pianoforte finger studies in

the treble. 1894 Barisc-Gould A"i«j' Aloru III. 79 All the

harmonies in thirds and fifths, and a solemn tum-tum bass.

So Tam-tam v., intr. to play monotonously (or

make a similar sound), to strum ; hence Tum-
tummer, Tum-tu'mming vbl. si. and p/>/. a.

1866 A. G. MiDDLEToN Earnest (1867) sThe lubras. .tum-
tummed on bits of stick. 1879 Baring-Gould Gertnany 1 1.

87 Nothing better in the musical line than pretty tum-
tumniing. 189a D. Sladen Jafis at Home ii, A ' tum-
tummtng ' noise is kept up. 1898 IVestm. Gtiz, 20 Apr. 3/a
Mr. Cookson . . the tootler and tumtummer on old themes.

Tnin-tnill, sb.^ Anglo-Indian. [Derivation

unascertained.] A dog-cart.

1863 Trevelyas Compel. (f«//a/i vu(l864) 139 We. .started

off. . in two tumtums, or dog-carts. 1908 Ch. Mission.
Gleaner i Oct. 150/1 Our low two-wheeled tum-tum..
bumping and jolting along the track of dry grass.

Tum-tum, $b? IK Indies. [Derivation un-

certain ; perh. from the thumping sound made.]

A West-Indian dish ; see qnot
1833 Carmickael ly. Indies I. vii. 183 They often have

tum-tum—made of plantains boiled quite soft, and beat in

a wooden mortar,—it is eaten like a potatoe pudding, i860
in Bartlett Diet. Anter.

Tmnillar (ti«'mi;<lai), a. [f. L. iumul-iis (see

Tbmulus) + -arI.] Pertaining to or consisting of

a mound or tumulus.
i8a8 Webster, Tumular, consisting in a heap ; formed or

being in a heap or hillock. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann,
(1S63) II. IV. IV. 306 The disturbance of this tumular
cemetery.

Tnmillary (ti«mi»lil4ri), a. [f. as prec. -l-

-ABY 2 : cf V. tumulaire (1835 in Did. Acad.)."]

1. Pertainingtoorplacedoveratomb; sepulchral,

1758 Monthly Rev. 160 Adapted to the. .tumulary style,

S834 L, Ritchie IVand. by Seine 97 On some prostrate

tumulary stone. 1869 Mrs. Palliser Brittany 194 The
pavement [of the church] is covered with tumulary stones.

2. = TUMULAE.
18. . W. H. Russell (Ogilvie), Bounded by red tumulary

cliffs.

t Tumulate, ppl. a. Obs. Also 5 -ylat, 6
•ylate, -ulat. [f. L. tumulal-us, pa. pple. of

tumulHrc to bury, f. tumulus : see TuMuma and
-ATE-.] Buried, entombed. (Const, as /a. ///«.)

«4SS If'11' 0/ Parlt. V. 308/1 Thc..Erle,..is..tumyIat

and restyng within the Priory. 1513 Bradshaw .SV. Wer*
burge II. 659 The bodyof Saynt Oswalde..she translate.. to

Gloucetur, there to be tumulate. c 1536 in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Scr. 111. III. 18 Many of them be there tumulaje and
bunded.

Tumulate (ti»"miiiil«it),». rare. [f. ppl. stem

of L. tumuLire to bury : see prec. and -atk 3.]

trans. To bury, entomb.
i6a3 Cockeram, Tumulate^ to enterre, to bury. 1656 in

Blount Ghssogr. 1866 J. B. Rose tr. Oviits Fasti 111. S92
Dido despondent, on the funeral pyre, , . Consumed, inurned,

and tumulated.

[Tumulate, v. (in J. with quot. from Boyie,

and in Richardson and later Diets, with quot. from
Wilklns), error for Tumoltuate.]
TumiUation (ti«mi«<I/''j3n). rare. [f. L.

tumula-re to bury )- -tion.] Burying, interment

;

spec, interment in a tumulus or grave-mound.
1613 Cockeram, Titmulation, a burying or enterring. 18*7

t
Anderson Ess. St, Soc. <V Knowl. Highl, 138 Burning
fore tumulation seems to have succeeded simple interment.

Tumuli, pi. of TuMDLUs.

+ Tumulose, a. Obs. rare~''. [ad. L. tumu-
lis-us (Sallust), f. tumulus, Tdmolus : see -ose.]

(See quot.) Hence t Tumulo'sity {obs. rare~°).
1717 Bailkv vol. II, Tumulose {tumuldsus, L.), full of

little Hills or Knops. Tumutosity \tumuldsitas\ Hilliness.

Tnmnlons (tiamiSbs), a. rare. [f. L. Itt-

miilus, Tdmulus + -ons ! cf. prec] a. = prec.

{rare~°). b. Forming a tumulus ; tumular.
i8a8 Webster, Tumulous, full of hills. 1897 Daily^ Nnus

21 Sept. 8/3 Parcels built up in tumulous columns, which rise

from the floor nearly up to the ceiling.

Tumult (tifi-mplt), sb. Also 5-6 -te. [ad. L.

tumultus («-stem), f. tumlre to swell : cf. F.

tumulte (i2th c. in Godef. Compl.; in OF. also

lemulte, laoi in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. Commotion of a multitude, usually with con-

fused speech or uproar; public disturbance; dis-

orderly or riotous proceeding.

463

1413-30 LvDG. Chron. Troy ir. 5235 Al tumulte stinted,
and silence Was |x)ru; |>e pres, to ^if hym audyence. 156a
Reg. Privy Council Scot, I. 209 Ane seditious persone and
rasar of tumult. 1615 G, Sandys Trav. 8 To avoid occasions
of tumult. «z X718 Prior Henry ^ Emma 332 When the
loud Tumult speaks the Battel nigh. 1838 Lvtton Leila \\.

i, The tumult of the Camp was to him but a holiday exhi-
bttion.

b. (with//.) An instance of this ; a popular com-
motion or disturbance ; a riot, an insurrection.

1560 Daus tr. Sletdane''s Comm. 22 b, It ts like to styre vp
suche tumultes in Germany. 1641 Evelyn Diary 8 Oct.,

The late tumults in Belgia. 1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr, 68
The tumults of a conflagration. 1838 Thirlwall Greece
II. xii. 15s A tumult.. in which the populace set fire to
Milo's house,

t c. transf. A disorderly crowd, a mob. rare.
1638 Gaule Pract. The. (1629) 189 The Tumult shall

know [that, etc.J. 1648 Eikon Bos. vi, 38 To see the
barbarous rudenesse of those Tumults who resolved they
would take the boldnesse to demand any thing.

2. gen. Commotion, agitation, disturbance ; dis-

orderly or noisy movement or action. Also//.
1580 SroNEY Ps. XXXV, viii, Oh I on my soul let not these

tumults hitt, 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, i. iv. 98 It Thunders
and Lightens. . .What tumult's in the Heauens ? i66a
Charleton Myst. Vintners (1675) 178 The tumult will. .be
recomposed, the liquor refined. 1781 Cowpkr Retirement
176 Some.. are averse to noise And hate the tumult half the
world enjoys. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby r. iii, His heart
beat with tumult. 1846 Trench Mirac. vi. (1862) 190 The
fiercest tumult of the elements allays itself at last.

^. fig. Great disturbance or agitation of mind or

feeling; confused and violent emotion.

[159s Shaks. John iv. ii. 247 Hostilitie, and ciuill tumult
reignes Betweene my conscience and my Cosins death.] 1663
Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxi. (1687) 378 Such contrary
passions..! cannot overcome, .without suflFering a great
tumult and disorder.^ 1711 Addison Spect. No. 164 Pi A
long Tumult of Passions which naturally rise in a Lover's
Heart. 1777 Burke Corr, (1844) II. 199 The wild tumult
of joy that the news, .caused. 1844 Thirlwall Greece
VIII. Ix. 31 A tumult of grief and indignation.

Tumult, V. [f. prec]
1. intr. To make a tumult, commotion, or dis-

turbance ; to raise an insurrection, to riot. ? Obs.

1570 Levins Mani^. 187/42 To Tumulte, tumult7<are. 1616
Hayward Sanct. Trouo, Soul v. To Rdr. F2 The sensuall
powers did tumult, and breake loose. 1653 Milton Paraphr.
/**.». I Why do the Gentiles tumult..? 1699 R. L'Estrange
Erasm. Colloc. (1725)248 Monks run up and down, ..the
Rabble tumult ; Erasmus writes Colloquies. 1864 [see

tumulting below].

2. trans. To put into tumult; to agitate vio-

lently.

1819 ' B, Cornwall ' Dram. Scenes, Rape Proserpine i,

My heart, .seems tumuUed By some delicious passion. <zi85i

Mom Ta wottnded Ptarmigan iv, The snorting whale.. In
its anger tumults ocean.

Hence Tu'multing vbl. sb. ; also fTuimUter,
one who stirs up a tumult, a rioter {obs.).

1584 Horsey Trav. (Hakl, Soc) App. 270 To subdue the
*tumuUers and mainteinequietnes. 1670 Milton Hist.Eng.
\\. Wks, [(1847) 497/* He.. punished the tumulters. 1658
Cromwell Sp. 4 Feb. in Carlyle Lett, ff Sp. (1871) V. 130
To stir up the people of this town into a *tumultins;. 1864
Carlvle Fredk. Gt. xvii. ii. IV. 519 Tired of. .lighting and
tumulting.

Tumulttiarily (ti«mi7-lti«,5rili), adv. [f.

TUMULTUAKY + -LY 2.] In a tumultuary manner.
1. Hastily and without order ; irregularly, con-

fusedly, unsystematically, at random.
1590 Sir T. Smyth Disc. Weapons. Ded. 5 Ciuill warres,.

.

maintained, .tumultuarilie. .by spoyle, sedition, passion, and
faction. 1613-18 Daniel Colt. Hist, Eng. (1626) 5 The
..souldiers. .tumultuarilie proclaimed Emperour one Mar-
cus. 1676 Evelyn in Aubrey iTa/. Hist. Surrey {ijig) I.

Pref. 9, I have set things down tumultuarily, as they came
into my . .thoughts, 1695 H. Dodwell De/l Vind. Deprived
BPs. I More hastily and tumultuarily laid together.

2. With tumult or disturbance ; tumuUuously.
1609 Daniel Civ. IVars i. xii. margin, Stephen.. con-

tendes with Maude the Empresse for the succession, and
raigned tumultuarily iS yeares and 10 monethes. 1647 Jer.
Taylor Lib. Proph. Ep. Ded. 20 Arrius behav'd himselfe so
seditiously and tumultuarily. x68a T. Flatman Heraclitus
RidensNo. 74(1713) II. 203 Those so tumultuarily assembled
and so outragious.

So Tumn-ltnarlneBs, the quality of being tumul-
tuary ; in quots., disposition to tumult,
1648 Eikon Bos. xvii. 148 The tumultuariness of People.

1653 Gauden Hierasp. 24 Tumultuariness, faction, and
sedition.

TunmltTiarious (tiKm»lti«ie9*ri3s),a. rar£~^,

[f. as next + -ous.] = next, 2,

189s E^ F. M. Beneckk tr. Comparetti's Virgil in Mid.
Ages xiv. Neither a tumultuarious improvisation nor a
frigid versification.

TrUUUltuary (ti«mi7*lti«|ari), a. (sb.) [ad. L.

tumu/tudrt-us of or belonging to hurry or tumult,

raised hastily (as troops), f. tumultus TuMOLT : see

-aryI; cf. F. tumu/tuaz're.^

1. Of troops: Gathered hastily and promiscuously,

without order or system ; irregular, undisciplined.

Also of warfare, etc. carried on by such troops, or

in an irreq:ular way.
1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons Ded. 2 b, The tumultu-

arie and disordered wars of the Lowe Countries. 1600

Holland Livy vni. ii. 289 A tumultuarie armie in great hast

levied.. out of all Quarters. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot.

(1817) I. n. 396 Witn tumultuary.. violence, they fell upon

TTJMTTLTUOCJS.

the churches. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. II. vii. iv. 165
A tumultuary attack, which was repelled by the garrison.

2. Hurriedly done ; irregular, disorderly, con-
fused; haphazard, unsystematic, random.
1609 HoLLKHo A ffim, Marceil. 24s In hast and in tumultu-

arie manner. 1613-18 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. {1626) 22
Content with a tumultuarie learning, a 1638 Mede IV/ks.

(1672) 772 So tumultuary and confused a Discourse. 1771
Macpherson Inirod. Hist. Gt. Brit. 23^ Their resolutions
must. .have been tumultuary and precipitate. 1843 Chukch
St. Anselm ^ Hen. /, f 4 The tumultuary beginnings of
society. 1879 Farrar St. Paul 1. 501 Ashamed of their
tumultuary injustice.

t b. Of a person : Acting, writing, or speaking
hastily and at random ; unsystematic, disorderly. Obs.
x6i8 Bolton Florus To Rdr., With mathematicall Stadius,

Florus is but a tumultuary author. 1644 Bulwer Chiron.
Praclud., Those upstart and tumultuarie Oratours. 1648
Eikon Bos. vi, 40 Whatever tumultuary Patrons shall
project.

3. Disposed to, marked by, or of the nature of

tumult ; tumultuous, turbulent.
1650 Howell GirajffVs Rev. Naples i. 42 Against the will

of a tumultuary people. 1661 Glanvill Vati. Dogm. 13! he
tumultuary disorders of our passions, 1664 Powkk Exp.
Philos. Pref., The. .tumultuary motion of the Atoms, 1703
tr. Bosnian's Guinea 220 This confused Tumultuary Noise.
1834 Tail's Mag. I. 404/1 The reign of Governor King.. was
a tumultuary period. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. viii. Iviii,

Struggling with a tumultuary crowd of thoughts.

B. sb. m pi. Tumultuary forces: see i.

1654 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's PVarrs Flanders 76
The Tumultuaries expecting, .better progress. 1830 James
Darnhy xxxiv, The leader of the tumultuaries.

Tamultuate (tiwmz'-ltiwifit), v. Now rare.

[f. ppl. stem of L. tumnlluart to make a bustle or

disturbance : see -ate 3.]

1. intr. To stir up a tumult ; to make a dis-

turbanceorcommotion ; to become or be tumultuous,

turbulent, agitated, or restless.

i6n [see tumultuating below]. 1616 Jas. I Sp. Star-
Chamb, 20 June 35 Acquiesce in the Judgement, and doe
not tumultuate against it. 1671 R. Bohun Wind 27 Noise
of Winds, that.. tumultuate. a 1734 North Exam. i. ii,

1 44. (1740) 51 To afflict the poor People . . to make them rest-

less and apt to tumultuate. i860 W. Arnot Laws jr.
Heaven 268 The dread of evil and the desire of good
tumultuate and struggle for the mastery in a human breast.

2. trans. To excite to tumult, put into a state of

tumult, make tumultuous; to disorder or disturb

violently.

16x6 Jas. I sp, Star'Chamb. 20 June 44 Tumultuatlng the
countrey. 1661 R. L'Estrange Interest Mistaken Ded. 2

Their Ayme being to Tumultuate the People. 1768 [W.
Donaldson] Life Sir B. Sapskull II. Ded. 3 The street.

.

was tumultuated with the loud roar of. .raps, perpetually
thundering at my., door I iS»o Blackuf, Mag. VII. 316 The
feelings that tumultuate the heart of a father.

Hence Tumultuating vbl. sb. and///, a.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. {1623) 574 Hauing let

loose many tumultuating Spirits. 164a Hales Gold. Rem.,
Tract on Schism (1673) 5 Ecclesiastical stories.., of which
the greatest [part] consists of factionating and tumultuating
of great and potent Bishops. 1815 J. Love Lett. (1840) 367
Whatever be the tumultuating of flesh and blood. 1854
Mar. Harland Alone xxxi, Tumultuating passions were
stilled into a calm, delicious ecstasy.

Tuxuultuation (ti«mpltiMi<?i'j3n). Nowra/Y.
[ad. L. tumultuation-eniy n. of action from iumul-
tuari : see prec. and -ation. Cf. OF, tumultuation

(i3thc.).] The action ofmaking a tumult; acondi-
tion of tumult; commotion, disturbance, agitation.

C147S Harl. Contn. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 454 A grete

tumultuacion and murmur, .amonge the peple. 1559 Ken-
nedy Let. to Willock in Wodrow Soc. Misc. (1844) 270, I

desire nolder tumultuatioun, cummyr, nor stryfe. 1631 R. H.
Arraigiim. WAole Creature xvVii. 326 The tumuliuations.

,

of our inordinate affections, 1786 G. Fkazer Dvz'e's Fliiiht

to Thicket 71 The wicked have great tumultuations in their

minds. 1883 J. Parker Tyne Ch. 109 The tumultuations of

His tabernacle.

TnmultuOTlS (ti«mi?-lti«i3s), a. Also 6 -ecus,

7 -ious. [ad. OF, tumultuous^ F. tumultueux,

ad. L. tumultuos-us full of tumult, bustle, or con-

fusion : f, tumultu-s Tumult : see -ous.]

1, Full of tumult or commotion ; marked by con-

fusion and uproar; disorderly and noisy; violent

and clamorous ; turbulent.

<z 1548 Hall Chron,, Edw. /K 223 Suche, as in the last

tumulteous busines, toke part with .. Fauconbrige. 1553
Bhende Q, Curtius x. 210b, They, .disturbed his tale with
their tumultuous crye. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav, (ed. 2)

274 After 30 yeeres tumultuous reigne. 1739 Weslev Wks,
(1830) I. 214, I do indeed go out into the highways and
hedges, but not in a tumultuous manner. 1807 Wordsw.
White Do* II. 62 Tumultuous noises filled the hall. 1840
Hawthorne Biog. Sk, Sir W. Peppeneli (1879) 193 The
tumultuous advance of the conquering army. x88i Jowett
Thucyd. I. 160 Embarking in tumultuous haste,

f D. Tending to excite tumult ; seditious. Obs.

1619 [implied inTuMULTUOusNESs]. 1633 Cockeram, Tn»
m«//Mf77^f, seditious, full of trouble. 1651 Houses Z^z'/'aM.

II. xxii. 122 An unlawfuU, and tumultuous designe. 1679
Luttrell BrieJ Rel. (1857) I. 27 Tumultuous and seditious

petitions.

+ c. Causing tumult ; disturbing, disquieting,

Obs. rare.

1604 R. Cawdrev Table Aiph,, Tumultuous, troublous,

disturbing or disquieting. 16x4 Raleigh Hist, World iv,

vL §3 The tumultuous newes of Lysimachus his victories.



TUMULTUOUSLY.

S. Making a tumult or commotion ; acting in a

disorderly and noisy way ; turbulent, riotous.

1576 Fleming /"a/io/'- Epist. 49 He might. .fortifie, with

his ayde,.. those tumultuous villaines. 1635 Jackson Creed
VIII. xvii. §6 The promised Prince of peace.. should not

be sought amongst the tumultuous hosts of warre. a 1718

Prior ist Hvmit Cnllimachus 59 The fierce Curetes. .trod

tumultuous Their Mystic Dance. 1868 E. Edwari>s Ralegh
1. xxi. 471 His house was be.set by a tumultuous crowd.

3. Of physical actions or agents : Marked by dis-

orderly commotion ; acting or moving irregularly

and violently ; confusedly agitated ; tempestuous.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 036 The strong rebuff of som tumul-

tuous cloud Instinct with Fire. 1794 O. Adams Nat. !t Exf.
Philos. I. ix. 335 A sudden and very tumultuous ebullition

ensued. 1843 R. J. Gravrs Syst. Clin. Med. ix. 104 The
action ofthe heart tumultuous. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I. ix.

97 A roaring and tumultuous river. 1870 Morris Earthly

Par. (1871) IV. 124 The far-off rooks' sweet tumultuous voice.

4. fig. of, or in reference to, emotion or thought.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 16 His dire attempt, which nigh the

birth Now rowling, boiles in his tumultuous brest. 1719 De
FoeCj-«io<;(i840) II. iii. 57 He.. found his thoughts tumul-

tuous. 177a Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782) II. 102 Tumul-
tuous joy. i8m-s6 De Quincey Confess. Wks. 1897 III.

446 A tumultuous dream.

TTUnn-ltnOnsly, ndv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.] In

a tumultuous manner; wilh tumult or commotion ;

with confusion and uproar ; riotously.

1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Matt. xii. 53 b, He shall not

do this tumultuously or violently. For he shall not chide,

nor..crye oute. 1617 Moryson /^/«. hi. 27 Iftheytumul-
tiously revenge thy wrong, a 1768 Abp. Seckeh Serin. (1771)

V. xviii. 431 Death,. suddenly and tumultuously inflicted.

1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine 166 The clang of innu-

merable church-bells comes tumultuously on the breeze. 1857
Miller £/«;. Chem. (1862) III. 118 The reaction .. is apt to

become tumultuously violent.

+ b. Seditiously : cf. prec. I b. Obs.

l6Sa Addr. Land. Freemen in Lond. Gaz. No. 1738/2

Being Popishly and Tumultuously Inclined.

fc. Hurriedly and irregularly ; in a hurry, with-

out order or system : cf. Tumultoabily i . Obs.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxvi. § 6 They attempted
tumultuously they saw not what. 1726 Leoni tr. Aiberti's

Arcliit. II. 8/2 The Wall of Athens, .was built so tumul-

tuously that they even threw into it some of the Statues.

Tumu-ltuousness. [f. as prec. )- -NE.ss.]

The quality or state of being tumultuous or dis-

turbed; fin quot. 1619, seditiousness {pbs^.

1S19 Hieron Wkr. II. 442 Swaggering, and tumultuous-

nesse, and carelesnesse. 1647 Trapp Coinm. Matt. iv. ig

The world is compared to the sea, for its . . tumultuousness.

x8aa De Quincey Confess. 39 The tumultuousness of my
dreams. 1899 Allbutt'sSyst. Med.Vll. 159 The tumultuous-

ness of the movements.

llTunialas (ti«mi/aos). PI. tumuli (-bi).

[Derivative (? dim.) from root luni- of iuniS-re to

swell, tumor, etc.] An ancient sepulchral mound,

a barrow (Barrow sb.'^ 3).

(1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. xlv. (Bodl. MS.), A
downe [isj lower J>an an hille

. . and hatte tumulus, as it were
swelling londe.] 1686 Plot Staffjrdsh. 403 Not the only

signe of Roman tumuli. 1765 J. Bartram frnl. 26 Dec, in

W. Stork Ace. E. Florida (1766) 7 A middling sized Indian

tumulus. 1794 Sullivan Vievj Nat. IV.^ 393 The_ tumuli,

and the other repositories of the dead,, .discovered in the.

.

deserts of the north. 1853 Felton Fain. Lett. xxx. (1865)

264 Leonidas and his Three Hundred, .lie beneath yonder
tumulus. i8«3 LvELL Antij. Man 15 Tumuli of the stone

period.

Tumyde, obs. form of Tomid.

Tun (t»n), sb. Forms : a. 1-7 tunne, 4 toun,

4-5 townne, 4-6 toune, 4, 7-8 tunn, 5-6 towne,

5-7 tune, Sc. twn(e, 6 tounne, 4- tun. 0. 3-7
tonne, 5--6 tonn, tone, 5-8 ton, 6 toon. See also

TokI. [OE. tunne, wk. fem., ME. tunne, later

tonne; cogn.viithOFiis. tunne, tonne, OhG. *tunna

(Ml,G.,hG. tunne {tiinne)), MDu. tonne (Du. ion),

OHG. tunna (MHG. tunne, Ger. tonne) ; late ON.
tunna (Sw./«<««a,mod.Nonv. tunna, tynna, MDu.
tunde, Da. t»iuie) ; also med.L. tunna (gth c. in

Cassel Gloss.), OF. tonne, Pr. tona (in other Rom.
langs. only in derivative forms : see Tonnel,
Tunnel); also MIr.,Ir. and Gael, tuntia. Origin

imcertain : app. not orig. Latin or Romanic.
As the OHG. retains initial t it must have been adopted

(from LG. or med.L.) after the HG. sound shifting, i.e.

after 700. Some suggest a Celtic source, viz. Olr. toun
hide, skin, so that the original sense would be ' wine-skin '

;

but the Mir. tunna looks like an adopted word. At present

it can only be said that the word appears to be as old or

older in the LG. group of langs., including OE., than
anywhere else: its occurrence in the Corpus Gloss C725
is app. the earliest trace of the word in any lang. The later

ME. spelling tonne was perh. after P., but prob. largely

due to the scribal fashion of writing a for w, in contiguity to

m, «, V, etc., as in son, tongue, hones', come, some, above,

tove, etc. From c 1688 the two forms tun and ton have been
differentiated in use: see TON.l]

1. A large cask or barrel, usually for liquids, esp.

wine, ale, or beer, or for various provisions. Now
less common than cask.

a. c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 945 Cuba, tunne. 791-6

in Birch Cart. Sax. I. 380 Twa tunnan fulle hlutres

aIo3. cxjos Lav. 14957 Rouuenne eode to are tunne per

wes idon in J)es kinges deoreste win. c 1325 Gloss. W. de

Bibbesvj. in Wright Voc. 160 Cerveyse en tonne \gloss a

toune]. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 309 He [Dio-

genes] torned (le mouth of his toun toward \k sou)> in colde

464

tyme and toward \»e norJ> in somer tyme. c 14*5 Voc. in

Wr.-Wulcker 658/20 Hoc doUum, townne. C147S Pict.

Vac. ibid. 770/36 Hoc doliuni, a tune, a 1529 Ski-xton El.

Rumviyug 194 In the ale tunnes. 1644 Evelyn Diary
6 June, The Abbot's Palace, where we were shew'd a vast

Tun (as big as that at Heidelberg). fjijPniOR /I iftia 111.426

L'Avare. .Strikes not the present Tun, for fear The Vintage

should be bad next Year. 18x9 Ki:ats Laviia 11. 18S Wine
Came from the gloomy tun.

^. 1340 Ayenb. 35 Tonnen mid wyn. £1400 Laud Tro^
Bk. 4677 Crete tonnes ful of flour, t: 1440 Gesta Rom, Ixi.

252 (Harl. MS.) Do gete me..a ler tonne. 1562 J.
Heywood/'?-(jz/.(5- Epigr. (1867) 158 He hath fed till he is

as full as a toon. 1577 B. Googe Heresbctch^s Husb. 11

Tonnes.. for Wine; Beere..and suche like.

t b. A large vessel in general ; a tub or vat ; a

chest. Ohs,
a. c jjos Lay. 6079 ^^o makeden ane tunne of golde and

of 5imme. a izz^Si. Marker. 17 Salomon the wise, .bitunde

us in ane tunne. ^ 1300 Cursor M. 21042 (Cott.) pat

Imperur wend [John] to mat In a tun was welland hat.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1807 He tellis quyche a tunne of

tresoure he hauys. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. 11

Wherefore serueth that great Tounne ? To water the Early

in. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, i. ii. 255. 1601 Holland Pliny

in. vi. 1. 6r Earthen vessels, as tunnes and such like.

p. c\2/^ S. Eng. Leg. I. 401/315 pis tormentores nomen
bis guode knijht and is sones and is wif, And duden heom
in ane tonne of braR,..Gret fuyr buy J>are-aboute maden.

c 1330 R. Bbunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 2246 Tonnes of bras

wit; queynte bynges J>at make t>e water euere hot a 1450

M.\^c. Festial zi Domician. .send aftyr Ion, and made put

hym yn a brasyn tonne full of oyle. c 1450 Brut ccxliv.

374 Yn scorne & despite he [the Dauphin] sent to hym
[Henry V] a tonne fulle of teneys-ballis. 1567 Wills ^ Inv.

N, C. (Surtees) I. 266 A tonning tubb, a tonn for bread.

C. Brewing. A mashing-vat {niash-tun) or fer-

menting-vat {gyle-tun).

I7i3[see mash-tun s. v. Mash sb} 5], 1743 [see gyU-tun
s. V. Gyle 4]. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc.^ ^ Art II. 569
The mash-tun is shallow in proportion to its diameter...

When the mashing is completed, the tun is covered, to

frevent the escape of heat. 1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ,

. 221 He urges it to a tumultuous effervescence, . . threatening

the overflow of the tun.

d. Jig. or in figurative allusion.

a. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 58 Of annes wombe
sprange ye oyle tunne Of gracyous helthe to alle that beth

seke. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 493 A DeuilL.in the

likenesse of a fat old Man : a Tunne of Man is thy Com-
panion. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 148 In lupiter's

court no man might drinke of the tun of blisse, but that he

must taste also of the tun of wo, a 1704 T. Brown IValk

round London (1709) 25 Such a Tun of Female Fat [a very

fat woman]. 1909 Remin. Lady Wake xv. 168 His enormous
tun of a body.
^. 1340 Ayenb. 247 In-to |>e greate taueme, huer J>e tonne

is betake, Jret is ine pe !iue eurelestliide. c 1485 Dighy Myst.

(1882) I. 515 Tonne of tranquylyte, to yeve hem drynke that

ban thrustyd sore. 1513 Douglas Mneis i. Prol. 59 All

man purches drink at thi sugurat tone.

2. A cask of definite capacity ; hence, a measure

of capacity for wine and otfier liquids (formerly also

for other commodities), usually equivalent to 2

pipes or 4 hogsheads, containing 252 old wine-

gallons.
a. c 1440 Jacob's Well 47 He hadde a vyne^erd, \>e

whiche, ^ere be 5ere, bare hym x. tunne of wyn. and euery

5ere he payed J>e tentlie tunne of wyn to tythe. 1504 Ace.

Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 277 For xx twn of plaistir. 1535
in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 90 A tunne of leade or the

value thereof. 1583 Rates of Custotite Ho. Hj, What
number of all kinde of dry French wares make a Tun..
Wol cardes, . .Two C. dosen. Playing cardes, . . Fiftie groce.

Canuas..ii. M. vi. c. elles. 1655 Acts Parlt. Scotl, yl. n.

829/1 Two Buts, two Pipes, four Hogsheads.., six Tierces,

three Punchion.';. ., and eight Quarter-Casks, shal be ac-

counted. .for a Tun. 1674 /^<^. Privy Council Scot.SeT.\i\.

IV. 275 Importation of brandie upon payment of ten lib.

sterling per tune for custome. 1778 Pennant Tour Wales
(1883) I. 54 The well . . is found to fling out about twenty one
tuns of water in a minute. 1898 F. T. Bullen Cruise
Cachalot 33 At the rate of ;^40 per tun or ^£4 per barrel.

^. c 1400 Gamelyn 316 Fyue tonne of wyn. 1526 Tindale
Luke xvi. 6 A hondred tonnes of oyle. 1654 Graham
Glencairn's Exp, in Misc. Scot. (1819) IV. 69 She was loaded

with near ferty tons of French wme. 1793 Nelson in

Nicolas Disp. (1845) I 352 Five hundred tons of Wine.

fb. Tun ofgold: 100,000 guilders, florins, etc.

[transl. the corresponding use of tonne in G., obs.

Du., etc.] Obs.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turksiidzi) 1052 Promising, .to lend

him a tunne of gold to pay them their wages. 1666 Lond.
Gaz, No. 28/2 Holland and Zealand, .are like to carry it in

favour to the East-India Company, upon payment to be

made by them of 12 Tuns of Gold, as they count here, that

is, about 120000 /. sterling. 1680 C. Nesse Church Hist.

501 To let about nine tun of gold go yearly hence to Rome.
1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1789/r The King (of Sweden}.. de-

manded of them a Supply of 16 Tun of Gold, that is

16 hundred thousand Florms,

3. A measure of capacity or weight : see Ton 1 3, 4.

4. ' A chimney, esp. the upper part above the

roof of a house ; a chimney-pot {Eng. Dial. DicL),

Now dial.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 20 My newe hous with the iij.

tunnysof chemeneyis. 1596 Harington Me/am. Ajax 89

The tuns. .drawing up the aire as a chimney doth smoke.

1859 Parker Dom.Archit. III. ii. 37 note. Chimney shafts

are still called tuns in some districts. 1905 in Eng. Dial.

Diet, in various dialects of south and S.W.

t5. Name of a prison in Cornhill, London. Obs,

a 1500 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 92 Sette in the tonne in

Cornhyll for his dishoneste. 1533 Fabyan's Chron. vn.

1 64b/2 This yere. .certaynepersonesof London brake vpihe

TUN.

tunne [so edd. 1542, 1559; ed. 1516 towre] in the warde of
Cornhyll. 1598 Stow Sutv. (160^) 189 The Tunne u|X)n

Cornehill, because the same was budded somewhat in fashion

of a Tunne standing on the one ende.

6. A kind of cup or small drinking vessel.

1555 in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I. 263 A great chamber, where
stood many small tunnes, pailes, bowles, and pots of siluer,

..all parsel gilt. 1634 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 6
The young children, girls, walked all the Sabbath in the
afternoon, with cups or tuns in their hands. [The name
is still applied at Magdalen College, Oxford, to silver drink-

ing cups, holding a third of a quart, some of which are
dated 1657 and 1663.] ^

7. ta- ^£<z/««,anameforaseal(theanimal). Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxii. xi. II. 451 Sea Men and

Women, ..Sea Tuns or Pipes. 1672 Josselyn New Eng.
Rarities 31 A Catalogue of Fish,.. Sea Tun.

b. Couch. == luH-sAell : see S.

1837 [see partridge-tun s. v. Partridge 5I. x86i P. P.
Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instil. 1B60, 184 The Tuns
are nearly related to the Helmets, both in animal and shell.

8. attrib. and Comb.^ as lun "Aboard, hole, hoopj

stave ; tun-like \ tun-back, name of a breed of pigs

;

tun-butt (in quot. applied ^^^ to a very corpulent

person); f tun form, Geoin. the form of a tun;

an ellipsoid or similar figure ; tun~glass, ? a barrel-

shaped drinking-glass
; f tun-great fl., as thick as

a tun or cask
; f tun-grown a., grown as big as

a tun, very corpulent; t tun-gutted a. = Tun-
bellied ; tun liquor (see quot.) ; tun-man, a man
who attends to a tun (i c) in brewing; tun-pail,

a kind of funnel used in brewing (cf. Tun-dish) ;

tun-room, a room in a brewery in which a tun

(1 c) is kept ; tun-shell, Conch, a shell of the

genus Dolium {Cent. Diet. 1891); f tun-silver

\Sc. Obs.), a duty levied upon casks of merchandise

;

tun-tub, = sense I c. See also Tun-bellied, etc.;

also tun tight {ton tight) s. v. Tight a, 14.

1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 15 Oct an. 1776, A
fine farrow of the large black-spotted *tun.backs. 1558 in

Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 99 For furnysshinge of

*tunbborde and other parties of the Imncketinge howse at

westmynster. 1829 Clapperton Jml. Africa iv. 112 A walk-

ing *tun-butt for a queen ! 1551 Recordk Pathw. Knowl.
I. Defin., If it be lyke..a circle pressed in length, and
bothe endes lyke bygge, then is jt called a *tunne forme.

a 1843 SouTHEY Covim.-pl. Bk, IV. 575 Always a *tun.glass

standing by him. CX386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1136 Euery
pyler.,Was *tonne greet. 1628 Prynne Brief Sutvay "ji

Like so many Epicures, or *Tonne-growne Abbylubbers.
1607 Lingua iii. iL E iv, *Tun-gutted drones. 1657 Austen
Fruit Trees i. 77 Take Clay and lay it round about the

*Tunne hole. 1510 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

394 Towe ^toune hopis for a penye. 1498 Aberdeen Regr.

(1844) 426 Tunnys and vyther gudis *iunlyk. a 1813 A,
Wilson Prayer to Laz'e Poet. Wks. (1846) 168 Cits with
tun-like bellies, Melted down almost to jellies. 1B53 Ure
Did. Arts I. 57 The mother liquor of the ' rock alum * is

called '*tun liquor'. 1743 Lond. * Country Brew. \\i.

(ed. 2)221 Ihe *Tun-man. .ambitious to supplant the Work-
man Brewer. jZ-^lxiVnon Encycl. Archit. § 1318 Racking-
can, *tun-pail. 1870 J. Fleet in Eng. Mech. 18 Feb. 561/1
Insert a tunpail and strainer. 1826 Art Brewing (ed. 2) 40
In cold weather keep the *tun-room closed. i6ooReg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 377/2 Levare..doliorum pecunias (lie *tun-silver),

1^8 Trevisa Barth. De P. R, xix. cxxviii. (1495) 934 Bordes
and *tonne staues. X842 J. Aiton Domest. Econ. C1857) 336
A *tun-tub..to put the ale into to work, the mash-tub, as

we shall see, serving as a tun-tub for the small beer.

Tnn, V. Forms : see prec. sb. [f. prec]
1. t^ans. To put into or store in a tun or tuns.

Often with «/, more rarely in ; also absol,

a. <rz43o Pilgr, Lyf Manhode iil. xliii. {1869) 158 pe
fonelle, .aualetn and tunneth )>e wyn. c 1440 Promp. Pan;.
506/1 Tunnon, or put drynke or other thynge yn a tunne.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Ccij, Whan
the newe wine is tunned, 1638 MS. Min. Archdeaconry of
Essex If. 18 b, He did lirew on a Satterday and tunne vpon
the Sunday morneing. x6^ Phii. Trans. XIX. 274 When
they '^Figsj were pulled off and Tunned up, to be sent beyond
Seas. 1766 KuTicK. London (1776) I. 410 Merchandize.., to

be packed, tunned, piped, barrelled. 1843 J^f^l- K- Agric.
Soc. IV. II. 489 To carry and tun the cider.

^. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr, 12987 Thys phonel Wyth
wych my wynes I vp tonne. 1477 J. Paston in P. Lett,

III. 175, I shall do tonnen in to your place a doseyn ale.

1580 Hollyband Treas, E'r. Tong, Entonner, to tonne wine,

or poure it into tonnes-

D. fig. To put or store as in a cask ; spec, to

drink to excess, to swill oneself with. Also absol.

a. 1589 Nashe Anat, Absurd, 20 These Bussards tbinke
knowledge a burthen, tapping it before they haue halfe

tuiide it. 159s R. Hasleton Strange ^ Wonderf Things
in Arb. Garner VIII. 384 Pouring water through a cane
which was in my mouth.. until they had tunned in such
quantity as was not tolerable. 1628 Feltham Resolvesw. [i.l

Ixxxiv. 241 Whose delights are only to tunne in. 1761 Steknk
Tr, Shandy III. xx. They [brain-cells] might continue to

be injected and tunn d into. 1841 Eraser's Mag. XXV. 514
He used to tun down beer, .during dinner.

^. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. v. ii. loi The swolne bezell..

That tonnes in gallons to his bursten panch.

C. (See quot.)

1781 P. Beckford Hunting (1802) 337 Poachers.. catch

the young foxes in trenches dug at the mouth of the hole,

which I believe they call tunning them.

2. To fill as, or like, a tun or cask. ? Obs.

163s Quablks Embl. 11. x. 6 A Cask, that seems as full,

as faire; But meerely tunn'd with Ayre. 1664 Cotton
Scarron, 1. 104 Tunning themselves with Ale, and Beer.

3. app. inlr. Of young rabbits: To become corpu-

lent or * pot-bellied ', ,



TUNA.
1741 Compl. Fam..riece 111. 510 Ground Malt helps to

recover the young ones when tunned. [Cf. Tunning 2.]

Hence Tunned ( tend) ///. a.

1671 Grew Anal. Plants !. § 32 The said Aperture being
that . . to the Sap, which . . the Bung-hole of the Barrel, is to
the new tunn'd Liquor,

Tun, obs. form of Ton 1, Town.
II Tuna 1 (t?<-na). Also 7-8 in anglicized foam

tune. [According to Humboldt, taken from
Haytian into Spanish : see quot. 1S52.] = Indian
FIG I, Prickly peak; esp. Opnntia Tuna, a tall-

growing species found in Central America and the
West Indies, and introduced elsewhere.
ISSS Eden Decades (Arb.) 228 Wyld plantes. .which I

hauenot scene but in the Ilande of Hispaniola.. .These tiiey
caule Tunas. They growe of a thistle full of thornes, and
brynge foorth a frute muche lyke vnto great fygges. 16x4
VuRCH\s Pilgrimagevm. vii. (ed. 2)774 A kind offruit called
Tune, of the bignes of an egge, black and of good tast.
a 1715 Tate tr. CawUy's Plants v. C's Wks. 1721 III. 411
The Tuna to the Indian- Fig a kin, (The Glory of TLascalla)
next came in. 1760-71 tr. Juan ff Ultoa's Voy. (ed. 3)
1. 325 The leaf of the tuna being broad, flat, and prickly.
(i8sa Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav, I. 328 The following are
Haytian words, in their real form, which have passed into
the Castilian language since the end of the 15th century..

.

Tuna.] 1866 Trms. Bat. S18 Tuna is a Spanish-American
name given to several Opuntias, but botanists have adopted
it as the.. name of a single species, O. Tuna, a native.,
from Qmlo to Mexico and the West Indies.
aitrib. 1911 Dunttee Advertiser 12 Apr. 12/1 San Luis

Potosi has long been the great *tuna cheese market of
Mexico. . . The cheese is made by simply boiling and straining
the tuna pulp until the proper consistency is reached. 1748
Earthquake 0/Peru iii. 210 These they call HigasdeTuna,
or • I'una Figs. 191a k. B. C. Graham in F.ni:. Rev. May
229 The great trumpet-shaped and dark red fleshy *tuna
flowers.

II Tuna 2 (t«-na). [.Spanish American : perh. re-

lated to L. thttnnus, tunnus, tunny, cf. med.L.
tunnina ' thtmnus falsus ' false tunny ( Du Cange).]
Name in California for the tunny. Cf. Ton *.

*?°? ^^''^'^'".(•az. 29 June 8/1 Thetuna, oneofthegamest
fighting fish for its size in the seji. 1901 Field 23 Nov. 812/2
There is no doubt whatever as to the identity of the horse
mackerel of the Gulfof St. Lawrence, the tuna of Cataiina,
and the ihoii, tbuna, or tunny of the Mediterranean.

II Tuna ' (t«na). [Maori name.] The common
5])ecies of eel found in New Zealand.
1895 Punk's Standard Diet,, Tuna, the common eel.. of
New Zealand. 1898 Morris Austral Eitff. s. v. Eel, New
Zealand Eels.. .Tuna K[el], Anguiltti aucklandii,

Tnnable, tuneable (tijf-imb'l), a. [f. Tone
sb. or V. )- -ABLE : cf comfortable^
1. Tuneful, musical, melodious, harmonious,

sweet-sounding, arch. a. Ofmusic,musical instru-
ments, the singing voice, etc.

cxtfM Prm'erbs in Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 407 In tunabiU
tewnys he hathe non experyinent. ci^%\n Hcrrig A reltiv
AVk. Sytr. (igoB) CXX. 423 The songe ofhym seW, yet nevyr.
Iheles Vs trew and tvnabyle, & syng yt .as yt ys. c igSt Lodge
Repl. Cfosson's Sch. Abuse (Shaks. Soc.) 20 The tunable
voyces of men. 1598 Florio, Simpkotua, . .a tunable singing
without iarring. 1658 R. Franck A'orM. Mem. (1821) 250
'i'he birds, .beat the ambient air with their tunable notes.
1700 J. Brome Trav. Eng. etc. ii. (1707) 52 A Chapel.. in
which there is pl.aced a tunable Organ. 1830 H. Matthkws
Diary a/ Invalid (ed. 2) 34 Airs not at all tuncible to an
English ear. 189a W. Morris in Eng.Illmtr. Mag. July
757 The noise though it was great was tuneable.

b. Spec. Of a i)eal of bells : in first 2 quots., well-
tuned, in tune.
1510-11 Rec. .9/. Mary at Hilt 274 To go and see whelier

Smythes bell wer Tewncabili or nat. 1581 in Rep Hist
M.S.';. Ccmim., Var. Coll. (1907) IV. 91 Such of the ,sayd
bells as be not tuneable at this present. 1631 Wkeveh Anc.
Fun. Man. 226 A tunable ring of fiuc bels vpon the same.
1778 G. White Setboim Ixxx, The notes of a hunting horn
a tunable ring of bells. 1844 Paley Church Restorers 33The Tower contained a tunable ring of eight new bells.

c. Of speech or the speaking voice, or other
sounds.

IS79 FuLKE Heskins' Pari. 21 A well tunable sound of the
waues reboundetb. 1589 Puttenham Eni:. Poesie i. v. (Arb.)
26 Without any rime or tunable concord in th'end of their
verses. 1661 H. D. Disc. Liturgies 82 A tunable .and dis-
tinct pronouncing of the words. 1709 Steele & .Swift
Taller No. 70 f 7 What a secret Force there is in the
Accents of a tunable Voice ! 1836 S. Rogers From Euri.
pides 7 As tuneable as h.arp of many strings.

d. fig. Harmonious, concordant; pleasant-
sounding (quot. 1(539) ; well-strung (quot. 1691).
1561 Daus tr. Bullingeron Aptic. (1573) 63 b, A continuall

holdyng on and tunable agremcnt in praysing God. 1639
Fuller Holy War v. vii. (1840) 253 This counsel, harsh at
first, giewtun-ableintheearsof the Hospitallers. 1691 .NoRRls
Pract. Disc. 327 He that is blessed with the strongest and
most tunable Constitution. 1854 Emerson Lett, f, .'ioc
Aims, Quot. tf Orig. Wks. (Bohn) III. 214 It [the Bible] h.as
been played upon by the devotion of thous.-vnds of years
until every word and p.article is. .tunable.

t e. witli to : In tune with, accordant to {lit. and
fig:). Obs.

1584 Lodge Hist. Forlonius f, Prise. (Shaks. Soc.) 85Making his lute tunable to the .straine of his voice. 1688W
Bates Harm. Div. Attrib. v. (ed. 3) 87 His Heart might be
made tunable to the Hearts of the afflicted.

2. Capable of being tuned, rarc''^.
I70« Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tunable, that may be tuned,

or put in Tunc; .agreeable to the Rules of Musick. 1828 in
Webster. [Hence in later Dicts.1
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Tunableness, tune- (ti^J-nab'lnes). [f. prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being tunable ; tuneful-
ness, harmoniousness, sweetness of sound.
'561 T. HoDV tr. Castiglione's Courtyer I. I iij. The

tunablenes of rausicke is a very great refreshing of.. griefs.
1694 W. WoTTON.4)j<r. *A/o</.j[.«ar«.(i&7)27 That derived
Language actually has a Sweetness ancTTunableness in its
Composition. 1727 J. Spence Ess. on Pope's Odyss. 15 A
general tunableness in the Verse will carry a Man on
strangely. iSS-j At/ienxum 26 Mar. 411/2 There is a certain
hit and tuneableness about some of these songs.

b. Jig, Harmony, concord.
1569 GoLDiNG Hcminges Post. Ded. 21 All the degrees of

the realme being setled in a most sweete tunablenesse.

Tunably, tuneably (ti?7nabli), adv. [f. as
prec. + -LT -.] In a tunable manner ; tunefully,
musically, harmoniously.
1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 38 He sang fine ditties

. .tunably to their Musick notes. 1644 Featly Gentle Lash
g The more to praise God, and sing more tuneably and de-
lightfully, a 1668 Lassels F,y. /taty (1698) II. 199 Pan
also plays on his mouth-organ tuneably. 1834 H. AlNSWORTH
Rookwoodiu. iv. They can sing. .most tuneably.
Tunack, tunake, obs. forms of Tunic.
llTunal (t«na-l). [Sp., f. TunaI -v -al (cf. Cha-

parral) .] A grove or thicket of tunas : see Tuna 1.

(Also erron. used for tuna.)
1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage vui. x. 661 That they should

goe seeke out a TunaI in the Lake, which grew out of
a stone. i666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isles 62 A kind of
TunaI, on which there have been seen certain little Worms
in colour like a Ruby, which dye Linen..a very fair and
lively Scarlet-colour. 1721 D. Coxe Descr. Carolina 85
This noble ingredient for dying is produc'd by a tree or
shrub call'd the tunal or tuna. 1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago
II. 104 Mexicans among tunals of cactus and agave.
Tun-bellied (t»n,be:lid), a. Having a belly

rounded like a tun
;

pot-bellied, corpulent.
iSSo Lever Serm. (Arb.) 119 Fyfty tunne belyed Monckes

geuen to glotony fylled theyr pawnches. 1683 Kennett tr.
Erasm.on Folly 134, I prefer the opinion of the good old
tun-belhed Divines. 1760 Fawkes tr. A nacreon. Ode xxxviii.
yi note, Silenus was ..represented by a little, flat-nosed,
bald, fat, tun-bellied, old drunken Fellow. 1866 Cornh. Mag.
May 636 A crew of useless tunbellied gourmands.
So Tu-n-lwlly, a belly like a tun, a big round

belly.

<ii704 T. Brown Lett. Ser. /, Com., To Men Wks. 1709
III. 120 The presumptuous Wrelch that should think ir-
reverently of a double Chin, and a Tun- Belly.

llTunc,tunk. Welsh Hist. Also 4 tung, 7-8
tunoke. [ad. Welsh twng, twnc (pi. ty{n']geu)

;

perh. connected with tyng-u to swear.] A kind of
customary rent or payment (analogous to the
' chief-rents ' or ' quit-rents " of English Real Pro-
perty Law), issuing out of certain lands in North
Wales, and still payable in respect of Crown Lands.
Commonly explained as the money-commutation paid in

lieu of ihe^estiia (in Latin cena), an entertainment due
or_ tribute-in-kind rendered to the lord of the cymwd or
prince, in respect of the free maenols of the cymwds (see
Commot). Hence translated by Seebohm as 'food-rent'.
As to the derivation, the conjecture has been offered that
an oath was originally required of inability to render the
^'westva in kind, before the tune-pound was accepted
instead.

131 1 Iiiq. P. M. (CJ Edvi. II, File 22. m. 23 (P.R.O.) Idem
Comes.. habuit Ix.s., tarn de liberis quam de natiuis, pro
quadam custuma que vocatur Tung. 1334 in Vinogradoff
Survey 0/Denbigh (1914) 7 Quelibet istarum xj. gavcllarum
reddit de Tung' per annum xijd. et pro pastu familie
Principis per annum ij. s. v. d. q. 1658 in W. M. Myddelton
Chirk Castle Ace. (i^) 73 Tuncke rent for the same lands
for yeare ended at Michehnas 1657. 1793 Jmls. Ho. Comm.
28 Mar. 558/2 The Sheriffs of the County of Flint.. are
charged with an .^nnual Rent called The Tuncke Rent, pay.
able in small Sums, or Rents, for divers Tenures, in the
said County. Ibid. 560/1 The Nature and Original of the
Tunck Rent, called also Porthan Keys, cannot now be
traced or explained. 189s Seebohm Tribal Syst. Wales
VI. S 4 (1904) 154 In the Extents the food-rents of the free
tribesmen were found to be commuted into definite money
payments made under the name of tunc. 19x4 Miss M.
Neilson in yinogradofl' Vbtoo' 0/ Denbigh Introd. 59 The
tunk.pound in the Venedotian code is due from the maenol.
Ibid., In the Denbigh Survey the tunk is a definite money
charge on all Welsh customary tenants, free and nativi.
Tund (tend), v. [ad. L. tuml-i're to beat.]
1. Winchester School slang, trans. To beat with

a stick, esp. an ash rod, by way of punishment.
Hence Tu-nded ///. a., Tu-nding vbl. sb. ; also
Tunder, one who ' tunds '.

1871 Echo II Apr. I He may be * tunded ', in which case he
has to stand upon a table, that the prajfect may the more
conveniently cut into the calves of his legs with an apple
twig. i87jPa//<r/i23Nov. 210/1 'Tunding '. .is a brutality,
in the way of ch.astisement, inflicted by the big lads on the
little ones at Winchester School. 18^ Ld. Sherbrooke in
Life Kr Lett. (1893) I. 12 To put a stick into the hand of a
boy of sixteen and allow him to use it upon his schoolfellows
. . is neither fair on the tunder nor the tunded. 1884 Times
13 Feb. 11/4 The clamour aroused by the celebrated 'tund-
ing * case [at Winchester].

2. gen. To beat, thump {trans, and intr.).

188s Burton Arab. Nts. (18E7) III. 44 All the apes were
wroth with the plucked ape.. and tunded him the more.
1895 Brit. Weekly 29 June 131 If he had. .but command of
the racial tom-tom, it seems to him that he would tund upon
it in honour of that great man. 1904 .Speaker 28 May 206
Louder than the Sea-surge tunds the Harbour-bar.
fTu-nderl. (9*j. TO«. Also tuudor. (ajip.)

A funnel : c£ Tunnel sb. 3, Tunneb i.

TUNE.

.
'343-4 Pipe Roll 18 Edw. Ill, m. 45 (P.R.O.), j tunder et

J skopa proaqua in eisdem doliis infundenda. 1344 Ace.
Exch. K. R. 492/26. m. 2 Pro uno Tundor et uno skopo pro
aqua infundenda in dolia.

Tunder '!
: see Tund v. i.

Tunder, -dyr, obs. or dial. ff. Tindeb.
Tun-disb, tundisb (tonidij). Now local.

[f. Tun sb. + Dish sb.] A wooden dish or shallow
vessel with a tube at the bottom fitting into the
bung-hole of a tun or cask, forming a kind of
funnel used in brewing; hence gen. ^Ivt^sEL sb.^i.
_
1388-9 Abingdon Ace. (Camden) 57, iij scale, j tundys. IS73m Rep. MSS. Ld. Middleton (1911) 437 Making. .a form?

and a tundishe for tlie buttrye. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M.
III. u. 182 For filling a bottle with a Tunne-dish. 1756Matthews in PAH. Trans. XLIX. 549 These pits . . growing
gradually narrower to a center, in shape of a funnel or tun-
dish. 179s Sir J. Daleymple Let. to Admiralty 3 The
froth, that is, the Yeast, is prevented by a tun-dish from run-
ning over. 189: Greener Breech-Loader 176 The shot
must be poured in through a tundisb, and preferably counted
with the ' Greener Shot Counter ', or weighed to measure.

II Tundra (tu-ndra, t:;n-). Also toondra,
toundra. [a. Lap. tundra.] (jne ofthe vast, nearly
level, treeless regions which makeup thegreaterpart
ofthe north of Russia, resembling the steppes farther
south, but with arctic climate and vegetation. Also
applied to similar regions in Siberia and ALaska.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 458/1 The most northern part of

Siberia is a low plain, called the Tundra. The surface is
nearly a dead level, and quite destitute of trees. 1861 H.
Macmillan Footnotes fr. Page Nat. 93 In the vast sandy
plains called by the Laplanders tundra, which border on the
Arctic ocean. 1889 G. F. Wright Ice Age in N. Amer. 32
Much of the region north of St. Elias, Alaska, is now covered
with tundra.
attrib. 1894 0«('/«^(U.S.)XXIII. 388/, In the far north-

west, the vast tundra plains, bordering upon the Arctic
Ocean. 1894 Daily Ncivs 24 July 5/4 Russian traders and
inhabitants of the polar tundra zone. 1901 H. Seebohm
Birds Siberia xiv. 1 19 A swampy, huminocky strip of tundra
land.

Tundun : see Tuundun.
Tune (ti«n), sb. Forms: (4 tun), 4- tune;

also 5 tuyn(e, (tyune, teone), twn(e, 5-6 tewne,
toyn(e, 6 Sc. tuin, tone, toon, 6-7 Sc. toone;
cf. also Tone sb. [A peculiar phonetic variant of
Tone sb., api^earing first in 14th c. : the Sc. toon,
tuin (= ton, tUn) show the normal Sc. representa-
tive of ME. o, as in muin,suin,diiiti,shuin(^oe%).'\

1 1. A (musical) sound or tone ; esp. the sound
of the voice: = Tone .fii. i. Obs.
1387 TuEviSA Higden (Rolls) I. 355 pey makeb wel mery

ariiionye and melody wij) wel ()icke tunes [Caxton tewnes],
werbeles, and nootes. C1400 Laud Troy Bk.i^-zgi He tolde
him of the deth of Bruiies ; Then were inad hidus tuynes
Off many a gentil damyscl. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v.
I- (1859) 72 There was no tune of musik that ther was for-
geten.

_ 1435 MlsvN Fire o/Lope 11. iii. 73 Einonge aungels
twnys it has a acceptabyll melody, c 1450 Simgs J^- Carols
(E.E.T.S.) 89/53 inus seyth ))is byrde, in tyunes gay. 1508
Fisher Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (E.E.T.S.) i. 71 In the
whiche swcte soundes we shall here so grete plente & dyuer-
site of tunes as euer was hcrde before. 1560 Ingelend
Disob. Child C ij, Her tonge and her tune is very .shryll.

1573-80 Baeet AIti. T415 The tune of the Harpe, canor
lyrae. Ouid. 1592 Shaks. Ven. <$ Ad. 431 Melodious dis-
cord, heauenly tune harsh sounding, a 1600 Montgomeeie
Misc. Poems vi. 31 Lamenting toons best lyks me for relief.
<:x6oo Shaks. Sonn. cxii. Nor are mine eares with thy
toungs tune delighted. <:i6i4 Sir W. Mure Dido ^ .-Eneas
III. 20 And als the light-envying owl, alone. With tragick
toones hersmarte and sorrow shew. 1706 Prior Ode to
Queen g High as their Trumpets Tune His Lyre he strung.
1819 Keats Isabella iv, Lorenzo, if thy lips breathe not
love's tune, a 1849 HoR. Smith Addr. Mummy ii. Thou
hast a tongue : come, let us hear its tune.

b. Applied to a special affected or peculiar
intonation in speaking : cf. 2, and Tone sb. 5 c.

1783 Blair ire/. Rhct. xxxiii. II. 214 If any one, in Public
Speaking, shall have formed to himself a certain melody or
tune, which requires rest and p.iuses of its own, distinct from
those of the sense, he has.. contracted one of the worst
habits into which a Public Speaker can fall.

2. A rhythmical succession of musical tones pro-
duced by (or composed for) an instrument or voice

;

an air, melody (with or without the harmony which
accompanies it). Now the leading sense. (Not
in Tone sb.)

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 207 By the sleul>e of \>e
manere of tunes [orig. modorum tarditato]. 1491 Cartular.
St. Nicholai Aberdou. (New Spald. CI.) I. 256 Chaplannis
yat kepis nocht ye Seculorum and twne gewin yanie be ye
chantour.^ 1500-ao Dunbar Poems Ixxxii. 29 5our conimone
menstrallis hes no tone, Bot ' Now the day dawis ', and ' Into
Joun '. 153s Coverdale Ezek. xxxiii. 32 As a balet y' hath
a swete tune^ and is pleasaunt to synge. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. i. li. 82 Best sing it to the tune ai Light 0' Loue.
a 1600 MoNTGOMERiE Mtsc. PoeiHs xlviii. 94 Vp uent our
saillis, tauntit to the huins; The trumpets soundit tuentie
mirrie tuins. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. IX. 62 The Tune I
still retain, but not the Words. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu
Let. to Pope i Apr., The tunes are extremely gay and lively.

1798 Coleridge Ane. Mar. v. 81 A hidden brook In the
leafy month of June, That to the sleeping woods all night
Singeth a quiet tune. i8a8 Scorr F. M. Perthx, The tune,
. . played upon a viol, was gay and sprightly in the commence-
ment. Proverb. He who pays the piper, calls the tune.

b. Spec. A musical setting of a hymn or psalm,
usually in four-part harmony, intended for use in

public worship ; a hymn-tune.
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TUNE.

CZ4SO Capgrave Life St. Aug. xix. 37 Ambrose mad hem
to be suiige delectabily with consent of dyuers tewnys
whech had not be used fere be-for. 1567 Gude 9f Godlie B.
(S.T.S,) 7 Heir followis the Catechisme put in meter, to be
sung with the tone \edd. 157S, etc. tunej. 1795 Mason Ch.
Mus. iii. 195 Adapted, if not originally written, to one parti-

cular Melody or Tune. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. i. i,

Which [house-clockj strikes every hour, chimes the quarters,

and plays Rule Britannia and the Hundretb Psalm tune two
hundred and fifty times in the four and twenty hours. 1908
[Mtss Fowler] Betw. Trent ^ Anckolme 50 'I'he tune
(* Oxford ') was brought by our grandfather from thence.

+ 0. A pplied to the mediseval ecclesiastical

modes {ike eight tunes) : see Mode sb. 1 a (^), and
cf. Tone sb. 3 b. Obs.

1597 MoRLKY Introd. Mus. 147 The churchmen for keeping
their Keyes haue deuised certaine notes commonlie called

the eight tunes, so that according to the tune which is to be
obserued, . . if it beginne in such a key, it may end in such and
such others, Annot., The eight tufies. .. The tunes (which
are also called t/todi jnusici) the practitioners do define, to

be a rule whereby the melodie of euerie song is directed.

d. (In full, act-tune,) A piece of music played
between the acts of a play. Cf. Entr'acte b.

1889 W. H. Husk in Grove Diet. Mus. s. v. Tune^ In the
latter half of the 17th century and first quarter of the
i8th century act-tunes were composed specially for every
play... But act-tunes, now styled 'Entr'actes', have been
occasionally composed in modern times. 1891 Cent. Dict.^

Tune. . . 4. Same as entr'acte. Sometimes called act-tune.

e. The tune the {old) cow died of: humorously
applied to a grotesque or unmusical succession of

sounds, or a tedious ill-played piece of music.
Supposed to refer to an ' old ballad * in which a piper who

had nothing else to give his cow ' took his pipe and played
a tune, and bade the cow consider '. See N. ^ Q. mh Ser.

XI. 309.

1836 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) II. 218 The tune the old

cow died of throughout, grunts and groans of instruments.

3. The state of being in the proper pitch ; correct

intonation in singing, or in instrumental music

;

agreement in pitch, unison, or harmony {with some-
thing) : mostly in phr. in or out of tune ; cf.

Tone sb. 2 b, c. Also, simply, the pitch of a musi-

cal note (quot. 1694, obs.).

CZ440 yacob's JVeiiS2 Whanne an harpe is weel sett in

tewne. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 56 That all the notes be
songe, as they are in youre bokes, eche of them in theyr owne
tewne. 1483 Cath. AngL 396/1 Oute of Tune, dissonus^.

.

discors. 1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. 11. xviii, When bys harpe
is out of tune, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII 3 To set all the
strynges in a monacorde and tune. i6oa Shaks. Ham. 111.

i. 166 Like sweet Bels iangled out of tune \_2nd Qo. time],

and harsh. X617-X8 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896)

167 For keeping the Organ in tune. 1694 W. Holder
Harmony n, (1731) 5 The Tune of a Note.. is constituted

by the Measure and Proportion of Vibrations ofthe sonorous
Body. 1707 Watts Hytnn, * Let others boast how strong they
be ' iii, Strange that a harp of thousand strings Should keep
in tune so long ! 1773 Phii. Trans. LXIII. 268 The B flat

of the gpinnet.. was perfectly in tune with the great bell of

St. Paul's. 1884 Tennyson Becket Prol. 16 My voice is

liafsh here, not in tune. *

b. fig. in phr. in tune^ out of tune, in or out of

order or proper condition ; in or out of harmony
with some person or thing. (See also 4, and cf.

TonE sb. 2 c.)

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 390 On euerie syde
thair wes richt mony slane. Or thaculd weill be put in tune
agane. iSjgTousos Caivzn's Semt. Ti/n. 280/2 How many
occasions are there to bring vs out of tune ? 1605 Rowlands
HelCs Broke Loose ai If Siluer in my Pockets do not ring.

All's out of tune with mee in eu'ry thing. 1638 W,
MouNTAGU in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 282
Fire-locks . . are not mendable when out of tune, c 1680
Beveridge Serm. (1729) I. 332 If our bodies be out of tune
so are our minds too. 1737 Bracken Farriery Im/tr.^i'j^'])
II. 100 Ifyou have a Horse in good Tune and Order.

^ 1M7
Rider Haggard yess xi, Bessie's mind was not quite in

tune with the profundities of that learned journal.

C. Phren, The faculty of perception of musical

pitch, and thus of melody and harmony.
x86o Mayne Expos. Lex., Tune. Phrenoi., a faculty (its

organ at the lateral part of the forehead immediately above
Number and Order) giving the perception of harmony and
melody.

d. transf. Harmony or accordance in respect of

vibrations other than those of sound ; spec, between

the transmitter and receiver in wireless telegraphy.

1909 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Apr. 5/3 You see, we must have a
commercial or general tune ', and when that is known any
person installing the same 'tune ' can intercept the messages.
..No one could intercept messages in such a case unless

they had instruments of the same 'tune', 191 1 Webster
s. v.. To place the receiver of a system of wireless telegraphy
in tune with the transmitter so as to respond to impulses
given out by the latter.

1 4. Style, manner, or ' tone * (of discourse or

writing). Obs. (Cf. ToNEsd.)
1537 Cromwell in Merriman Li/e <y Lett. (1902) II. 74, I

must nedes now. .write unto you in an other tune. x6xo
Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 107 Missive letters, .in this

tune ; To iEtius thrice Consul, the grones of liritans.

b. To change one^s tune^ singanother tune (etc.) :

fig. to change one*s tone, speak in a different strain.

(Often directly^^. from i or 2.)

1524 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 349 Percace the said
Frenche King wolde by this tyme have spoken of an other
toyne, ?ax8oo Wedding Robin Hood ^ Lit. John ii. in

Child Ballads (1886) iv. 422 O pin I live and bruik my life,

I'll gar ye change your tune. 1890 [see Sing v.^ loa].
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5. fig. Frame of mind, temper, mood, disposi-

tion, humour ; cf. Tone 8.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. iv. 41 Hero. How now? do
you speake in the sick tune? Beat. I am out of all other

tune, me thinkes. 1605 — Lear iv. iii. 41 (Qo.)fLear] some
time in his better tune remembers. What we are come
about. 1647 T. Calvert Heart Salve /or Wounded Soul
33 This is the tone and tune of men in distress, a 1691 Flavel
Sea Deliveratues (1754) 165 Our fancies were out of tune to

be pleasant with anything. 1785 Burns Holy Fair xxvi,

They're a' in famous tune For crack that day. 1853 Moore
Mem. (1854) VI. 335 Being in but bad tune for a fete.

6. Phrases. To the tune of {fig. from 2) : fa.
According to the gist of, in accordance with {obs.),

b. To the amount or sum of. So to some tune (to

a considerable extent), etc.

1607 HiERON Wks. I. 405 Singing nothing but to the tune

of Judas ' What will ye give me?' 1693 R. L'Estrangk
Fables ccclvi. (1694) 372 This came to the Bishop's Ear, who
presently sent for the Curate, Rattled him to some Tune.

1714 R. FiDDES Pract. Disc. 11. 95 This is exactly to the tune

oftheold popular objection. 1716 M. Davi^A t/un. Brit. II.

296 To Libel the Bishop., by exhibiting Articles against him
to the Tune of 56. 1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1B40) 113 To
go over.. into Flanders, to be knocked on the head at the

tune of 3s. 6d. a week. 1797 Wonder/. Advant. I^ottery

(Cheap Repos, Tr.) 8, I had demands on me yesterday to

the tune of 300 1. 1809 Malkin GilBias \n. xvi. p 13 Other
articles were much to the same tune. 1874 Punch 22 Aug.
76/2 A defaulter to the imposing tune of ;£ 10,000, 1883
Manch. Exam. -2^ Nov, 5/1 His peasantcountrymen..have
been spoiled and pilled, and whipt to every tune.

7. Comb.f as tune-grinder^ -hummer, -maker,

-phrase, -tinkler, -weaving; tune-composed, -led,

•skilled adjs.

1606 Sylvester Dti Bartas 11. iv. 11. Magni/. 898 Their
Tune-skill'd feet in so true Time doe fall. 1756 Cowper
Connoisseur No. 138 P 4 The Whistlers or Tune-hummers,
who never articulate at all. 1793 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Frog-
more F^teWks. 1812 III. 315 Musicians and racers, tune-

grinders and dancers. z8x6 J. Gilchrist Philos. Etym. 234
A tune-composed style. 1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poems 118
She trod the flags with tune-led feet. 1901 Palestine Ex-
ploration Fund Q, Statem. Oct. 420 One tune-phrase, re-

peated to every line, serves for a whole song.

Tune, V. [f. Tune sb.']

I, L trans. To adjust the tones of (a musical

instrument) to a standard of pitch ; to bring into

condition for producing the required sounds cor-

rectly ; to put in tune. Also absol.

1505 Tower 0/ Doctrine xxvi. in Percy's Relig., With
goodly pypes, m their mouthes ituned. 1513 Bradshaw
St. Werburge i. 1696 A synguler mynstrelL.Toyned his

instrument m pleasaunte armony. 1530 Palsgr. 763/2, I

pray you, tune my virgynalles. 1367 Triall Treas. (1850)

16, I must tune my pipes first of all by drinking. 1584
Greene Anat. Fort. Wks. (Grosart) III. 187, I thought,,
that where fortune once tuned, in the strings could neuer be
founde anie discord. 1597 1st Pt. Return /r. Parnass. v.

i. 1978 Letts tune our instruments. 1638 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge {1886) II. 142 M"" Dallam for tuneing the Organ.
i68x Dryden Span. Friar 11. L 21 Tune your Harps Ye
Angels to that sound. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1879) I.

iii. 81 These two tuning-forks are tuned aMolutely alike.

lb. To adapt (the voice, song, etc.) lo a parti-

cular tone, or to the expression of a particular

feeling or subject ; to modify or modulate the

tones of, according to the purpose in view.

t In 1688, to adapt (a song) to a particular instrument {obs.").

1596 Spknser F. Q. VI. X. 7 Nymphes and Faeries, .to the
waters fall tuning their accents fit. c 1630 Milton Passion
8 For now to sorrow must I tune my song. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury iii. 201/2 Odes [are] Songs Tuned to the
Lute, or other Instrument. 1702 Pope Sappho 8 Love.,
tun'd my heart to Elegies of woe. 1751 Transl. <^ Paraphr.
Ch. Scot. xLiii. iv, His presence fills each heart with joy:
tunes every mouth to sing. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos I.

xxxiii. 282 The bards tuned their songs to recall the indig-

nities of Islington.

C. transf. To adapt, put into accordance, or

make responsive, in respect of some physical quality

or condition ; e, g. an organ or organism in relation

to a particular stimulus, or the transmitter and re-

ceiver in wireless telegraphy.
1887 Lockyer Chem. Sun vii. 87 Ears are tuned to hear

different sounds. 1900 Daily Nc^vs 6 Sept. 2/4 * Tapping '

the messages is quite impossible, the transmitter and receiver

being so ' tuned ' or synchronized to each other that no
message can be received except by the instrument for which
it is intended. 1904 Electr. World ^ Engin. 11 June iizo
The distance between the transmitter and receiver was
varied from two meters to twenty meters. No effort was
made to ' tune * the circuits,

d. transf. To set (a machine, etc.) in order for

accurate working ; to adjust, local, (Cf. TUNER
2 b.) See also 8 c, and Tuning i c.

1814 W. Nicholson in Trotter E. Galloway Sk. (1901)

44/1, 1 wot a pleugh he weel could tune. 1891 [see Tuning
vbl.sb. ic]. cicKH in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v., He tunes his

own loom (w. Yks.).

2. fig. To * put in tune ' (with various shades of

meaning), a. To bring into a proper or desirable

condition ; to give a special tone or character (esp.

of a good kind) to.

1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. 11. xviii, Curyng & tunyng his

body. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xviii. (1647) 68 All his

life was religiously tuned. cx8ii Fusi-xi in Lect. Paint.
V. (1848) 461 Violent foreshortening, set off and tuned by
magic light and shade. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q.
Neighb. \\\\, The place.. tuned me to a solemn mood.

b. To bring into accord or harmony j to attune.

TUNE.

Also intr. for refl. to attune itself, to harmonize
(quot. 1653).
1590 Maulowe Edw. II, IV. ii, Thou art deceivM,..To

think that we can yet be tun'd together. 1653 Holcroft
Procopius IV. 137 Mens judgements ever thus tune to that

which pleases their wills. 017x1 Ken Hymnot/ieo Poet.

Wks. 1721 HI, 310 They both were tun'd with equal
Sympathy,

c. To put into a proper condition for producing

some effect; to adapt to a particular purpose; esp,

to make subservient to one's own ends.

1581 Pettie Guard's Civ. Conv. in. (1586)- 168 b, The
maister is troubled to tune his new seruaunts to his fancie.

1636 W. Scot Apol. Narr. (1846) 93 Mr. Thomas Buchanan
tuned and tutored him as he saw it fitting. f*-}T^ Foun-
tainhall Decis. (1759) I. 184 A Scots Council is instantly

called, who,. fly very high, as they had been tuned. 1868

J. H, Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. I. 161 The most effective way,
except the puli>it, of tuning public opinion. 1882 Ibid. II.

483 The pulpits were industriously tuned by means of

lecturers.

3, intr. To give forth a musical sound ; to sound

;

to sing.

c 1500 Proverbs in Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 407 A Shawme
makithe a swcte sounde, for he tunythe basse, c 1580-1637
[implied in Tuner i]. 1760-72 [see Tuning vbl sb. 2J. 1906
Westm. Gaz. 10 Nov. 14/2 Last week.. I heard a blackbird

tuning. 1907 Galsworthy Country Ho. i. i, Like a breeze

tuning through the frigid silence of a fog.

b. with to : To sing or sound in tune with {intr.

of I b).

1627 Drayton Quest 0/ Cynthia xxxiv, Tuning to the
waters fall, The small Birds sang to her. 1755 Johnson,
Tune, to form one sound to another.

c. To utter inarticulate musical notes or melody
;

to hum, dial.

1755 Johnson, 71? Tune, v.n...2. To utter with the voice

inarticulate harmony. 1848 A. B. Evans Leicester. Words
S.V., My children could tune before they could speak. x88a

in Ogilvie.

4. trans. To utter or express (something) musi-

cally, to sing ; to celebrate in music, poet, or arch,

XS93 Shaks. Lucr. 1107 The little birds that tune their

mornmgs ioy. X667 Milton P. L. v. 196 Fountains and
yee that warble, as ye flow, Melodious murmurs, warbling
tune his praise. X678 Dryden & Lee CEdipus \. i, Rouze up
ye Thebans; tune your lo Paeans! 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. ir. 542 To Bacchus.. let us tune our Lays. X79X

BuKNS Lament for Glencairn ii, As he tuned his doleful

sang. ax8i4 A. Burn in Mem. iii. (1816) 135 Tuning a hymn
of thanksgiving to her praise.

+ b. To set or start the tune for (a hymn, etc. in

public worship), as a precentor. Obs.

1667 Pepys Diary 21 Apr., The organ, which is handsome,
and tunes the psalm. X679 Marriage Chas. II 10 The Car-
dinal tun'd the Te deum, which was sung with mui^ick.

189s J. Brown Pilgr. Fathers xi. 349 The ' tuning the

psalm' as it was called was left to some member of the

congregation who volunteered the performance.

5. To produce music from, to play upon (an

instrument), esp. the lyre, poet,

X70X Addison EPH. to Granville's Brit. Enchant. Wks.
1721 1. 142 When Orpheus tun'd his lyre.. Rivers forgot to

run, and winds to blow. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Eptst. L
iii. 16 To tune to Theban Sounds the Roman Lyres.

IL With adverbs.

6, Tune in. intr. To strike into a chorus

;

to interpose in a conversation.

X912 World J May 6S0/1 The .. Passenger is preparing to

continue the cross-examination, when an old lady carrying

a long broom tunes in.

7. Tune off, intr. To get out of * tune * or

adjustment,
1703 T. N. City <S- C. Purchaser (1736), Raking-Work,

that which (. .in Mouldings, etc.) is to be join'd by Miteriiig

exactly, to prevent the Work tuneing off, as Workmen call it,

after 'tis put together,

8, Tune up, a. trans, and intr. To raise one's

voice (in song or otherwise), to sing out (cf, 3).

XTOi Stanhoi'E St. Aug. Medit. xxvi. 54 Let us tune our
Voices up with theirs. X763 T. Smith Jmi. (1849) 274 The
robin and spring birds begin to tune up. X895 J. G. Millais
Breath /r. Veldt (1899) 202, 1 have heard an old cow tune
up in like manner.

b. trans. To bring (an instrument) up to the

proper pitch, to put in tune (= J); also al)Sol.;

also fig. (cf. 3).

a X718 Penn Maxims Wks. 1726 \. 8^ We are too apt to

awaken and tune up their [Children s] Passions by the
Example of our own. 1776 Graves Eufhrosyne i. 224 Each
Cockney that tunes up his lyre. X90X Violet Jacob Shecp-
Stealers x, The band began to tune up, and a general feeling

of expectation pervaded the building.

c. To put (a machine, a racing vessel, etc.) into

the most efficient working order (cf. i d).

X90X Daily Chron. 24 Aug. 5/7 The . . captain will keep all

hands at work tuning her (a yacht] up until she is able to

show all the speed she has in her. 1908 // 'cstm. Gaz.

31 Dec. 4/2 The art of tuning up a car is understood by
very few amateurs, who.. are satisfied with results which
could be improved upon.

t Tune (k), early ME, form of tyiu. Tine z/,1

(OFC, tynait), to close, shut; to fence or enclose.

c H75 Lamb. Hom. 49 pe mon J>e tuneS his eren in halie

chirche to^eines godes la^e. Ibid., pe put ne tune9 noht . . his

mu3 ouer us bute we tunen ure muS. axaas Afur. R. So

Vuel speche; ^at ^e (>erto5eines tunen ower earen. 1605
Verstegam Dec. Intell.ix. (1628)295 His Cote or house was
fenced or tuned about.

Tujie, anglicized form of Tuna 1.

Tuneable, etc. : see Tunable, etc.
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Tuned (tiwnd, poet, ti«ned), ///. a. [f. Tone
V. (ami j/^.) + "Ei>.] i^ut in tune, sounded musi-

cally, etc. (see the verb) : usually with qualifying

word (in which case sometimes from the sb. = having

a specified *tune' or tone) ; also with adv,

'579 ^- Wilkinson Con/ut. Familye of Loue 26 b,

Straunge doctrine and new tuned opinions, c 1586 C'tess
Pkmbrokf. Ps. lvil vi, To spread thy praise With tuned
laics. 1598 Mucedorus Induct. 6 Sowid foorth liellonas

sillier tuned strings. x66a Playford Skill Mus. (1674) 58
'ITie Dorick Mo«>l consisted of sober slow Tun'd Notes.

1746-7 Hervey Medit., Tombs (1767) I. 37 Their IncUna-
ttons were nicely-tuned Unisons, and all their conversation
was Harmony. 1908 Daily Report 31 Au^. g/i The pro-

fessional lider on a specially tuned.up machine [motor].

Tuneftil (ti/^-nftil), a. [f. Tune sb. + -ful,]

L Full of ' tune ' or musical sound ; musical,

sweet-sounding.
1598 Marston Sco. Villamey Ad ritkntum (1599) 194 In

tunefull numbers keeping musicks time. 1697 Prior Sat.
Mod. Translators 120 The just Measure of a tuneful Dance.
a 1764 Lloyd Actor Poet. Wks. 1774 1. 22 The tuneful

voice, the eye that spoke the mind. 1814 Scott Ld, ofIsles
IV. xi, His bright and brief career is o'er^ And mute his tune-
ful strains. 1843 James Forest Days lil, It was a time of

year when the whole world was tuneful.

2. Producing or yielding musical sounds; making
melody

;
performing or skilled in music ; musical

(as a person, instrument, etc).
159X Spbnser Teares of^fuses 27 The trembling streames

. .were by them right tunefull taught to beare A Bases part

amongst their consorts oft. x6o6 Sylvester Du Bartas 11.

iv. I. Trof/ues 416 With his tunefull Lyre, Expels th' ill

Spirit which doth the body tyre. 1671 Milton P. K. 11. 290
With chaunt oftuneful Birds resounding toud. 1693 Yalden
Ode to Congreve v, From tuneful Chaucer's down to thy
OMfn Dryden's Muse. X5J04 Prior Let. to Despreaux 18

When thy young Muse invok'd the tuneful Nine. 1805
Scott Last Minstr. i. Introd. i, For, well-a-day I their date

was fled, His tuneful brethren all were dead. X878 H. S.

Leigh Tmvn Garland lo^ I listen, contented and calm, to

a band Of the tuneful Teutonics who favour the Strand.

3. Relating or adapted to music.
x6m Dryden Virg^. Past, ix. 44 A Member of the tuneful

trade. x76a-77 Sir W. Jones Arcadia Poems (1777) 105
Ev'n Pan thy tuneful skill confess'd. 1843 Whittier
Rapluul xviii, Think ye the notes of holy song On Milton's
tuneful ear have died ?

Hence Tu'nefally adv.^ in a tuneful manner,

with sweet sound, musically ; Tn'nefalness,
tuneful or musical quality,

1638-56 Cowley Dtwideis 1. 476 Storehouse of all Propor-
tions ! single Quire ! Which first God's Breath did tunefully

inspire I 1798 Wordsw. Peter Bell Prol. xv, How tunefully

the forests ring 1 x88a Ogilvie, Tunefulness. 1893 L. S.
Keysf.r in Chicago Advance 3 Aug., A song sparrow .,

takin:; the bays for real tunefulness from every rival.

Tuneless (tiw'nles), a, [f. as prec. -^-LES8.]

1. Having no sweetness of tone ; nntuneful, un-

musical, unmelodious, harsh -sounding.
1594 Spenser Amoretti xHv, Then Orpheus with his

harp thcyr strife did bar.. But, when in hand my tune*

Ifrsse harp I take, Then doe I more augment my foes

despight. 1656 Cowley Misc.^ Swallow 3 Foolish Prater,

what dost thou. .With thy tuneless Serenade? 1759 [H.
DalrympleJ Woodstock: an Elegy (1761) 16 His tuneless

numbers hardly now survive, ifi^o Morris Earthly Par.
II. III. 47 The music of her voice Made the birds' song seem
tuneless noise.

2. Giving no *tune' or sound; not making
music ; songless ; silent.

1718 W, Starrat Epist. 48 in Ramsay's Poems (1877) U.
275 What tuneless heart-strings wadna twang, When love

•and beauty animate the sang? 1774G0LDSM. Nat. /list. iv.

ii. (1824) II. 337 The Field-fare and the Red-wing.. With
IIS. .are insipid tuneless birds, flying in flocks. i8sz Byron
Juan III, Isles of Greece v, The heroic lay is tuneless now,
1868 Gko. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 227 As tuneless as a bag of wool.

3. Without musical knowledge or skill, rare,

iZzt BvKON yuan iv. Ixxxvii, An ignorant, noteless time-

less, tuneless fellow.

Hence Tn'nelessly a^/z^., Ta'nelessness.
1881 M. Arnold in Afacm. Mag. Mar. 370 The slovenli-

ness and tunelessness of much of Byron's production. X90S
Q. Coucii Shining Ferry 11. xii, Mr. Sam spoke tunelessly.

Timer (ti«noj). [f. Tune v. + -eai.] One
who or that which tunes.

1. One who produces or utters musical sounds

;

a player or singer, arch.
c 1580 Lodge Reply Gosson's Sck. Abuse (Hunter. CD 26
A doleful tuner. 16J7 Drayton Sfuph. Sirena 200 Our
moumcfull Philomell, that rarest Tuner.

To. One who gives a particular (vocal) tone to

somelliing. rare"^,
ijjja Shaks, Rom. ^ Jul. \\. iv. 30 The Pox of such antique

ILspinii affecting phantacies, these new tuners of accent.

2. Onewhotunesamusicalinstrument; j/tr. whose
occupation is to tune pianos or organs. Alsoy?^.
1801 BusBV Diet. Mus., Tunery one whose profession it is

to rectify the false sounds of music.1l instruments. 184a
Mrs. Browning Grk. Chr. Poets etc. 128 Lord Surrey passes
as the tuner of our EnsHsh. 1871 Spurgeon Treas, Dav,
Ps, lix. Introd. III. 74 Amiciion is the tuner of the harps of
sanctified songsters. 1883 Goijden in Knmvledge 25 May
315/2 This (interval! is so equally dispersed by good tuners
as to be almost imperceptible.

b. A workman employed to * tune ' a loom : see

TUNK V. I d.

X885 Scotsman 26 Aug. 3/6 Tweed Trade—Wanted..An
assistant ix)wer-looni tuner. 1888 Engineering 20 Jan. 69
Mules and looms, .in the charge of men known as * tuners .

c. An adjustable flap or opening in a flue-pipe

of an organ, by means of which it is tuned (cf.

luning-hole s. v. Tuning 4).
189 X in Cent. Diet.

Tunesome (ti«'nsi'm), a. rare~^, [f. Tune
sb. + -SOME.] Having ' tune ' or melody ; tuneful.

1890 Sa(. Rev. 26 Apr. 514/2 These pieces are. .tunesome
and original.

Tunful (t^nful). [f. Tun jiJ. + -FUL 2.] As
much as fills a tun.

1562 Turner Baths 4 Manye. .carye great tunnfulls of it

awaye, .^nd drinke it in theyr houses, a 1591 Grekne Vision
Wks. (Grosart) XII. 203 But for euery dram of mirth, they
leaue behinde..a TunfuU of infecting mischiefs. 1819
Shelley Cyclops 197 You may drink a tunful if you will.

Tung: see Tunc. T\xng,tunge,obs.flf.Tongue.
Tungah, var. Tanga, an Indian (etc.) coin.

Tung-oil: see WooD-oir*.

Tungstate (tp-gst/t). Chem. [f. Tungst(ic \-

-ATE'^.J A salt of tungstic acid.

1800 Ir. Lagriinge's Chem. I. 371 The other is known by
mineralogists, under the name of wolfram..\.h\s is the

tungstate of iron. 1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Comivall,
etc. XV. 584 Except when mixed with wolfram, or the tung-

state of iron and manganese, x^^ Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV.

596 One patient,, recovered, .while taking tungstate of soda.

Tungsten (tP'gsten). [a. Sw. tungsten^ f. ttmg

e.J

ScHEELiTE, native calcium tung-

heavy + sten stone.]

tL Min,
state. Obs.

1770 Engbstroh tr. Cronstedt's Syst.Min. 201 Ferrum
calciforme terrA quadam incosptitA intimk mixtum. The
Tungstenof the Swedes. 1786 Beddoes C^^/». Ess.Scheele

285 Lapis Ponderosus, or Tungsten. . . It is probable that the

constituent parts of this., have been hitherto unknown. 1799
Med. Jml. I. 239 Tungsten.. .Scheele,. affirmed that it con-

sisted of calcareous earth, united to a peculiar acid. 1823
Imison Sc. ff Art II. 120 A mineral called Tungsten or

ponderous stone, aflfords a peculiar metal.

2. Chem. (Formerly also in L. form tungstenum,
as in other names of metals.) A heavy, steel-grey,

ductile, very infusible metal, contained in the above
mineral and in Wolfram (iron and manganese
tungstate) and other minerals; used for wire in

incandescent electric lamps. Symbol W ( = wolfra-

niiuni) ; atomic weight 184 (O = 16).

1796 HATCHETTin Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 291 The yellow

oxyde of tungsten by ignition becomes blue or black. i8xa

Daw Chem. Philos. 427 Tungstenum is obtained from a
mineral known by the name of wolfram. 1836-41 Brande
Man. Chem. (ed. 5) 921 Tungsten,, which has also been
called Scheelimn and Wolframium^ was first obuined by
Alessrs.de Luyart [in 1783], fromthe tungstic acid previously

discovered by Scheele, in 1781. i86a London Rev. 16 Aug.
154 Tungsten added to steel communicates a most intense

hardness to it, and renders it also very fine-grained. 19x1

Daily Neivs 22 Aug. a Tungsten may be converted into

strong ductile form and drawn into a wire only one thousandth

of an inch in diameter. 191a Ann. Rep. Chem, Soc. IX. 69
Tungsten melts at 3ioo°+6o°.

3. atirib., as tungsten iamp^ -steely wire.

i^6* London Rev. 16 Aug. 154 The alloy., is now becoming
rather celebrated under the name of wolfram, or tungsten-

steel. 1909 Installation News II. 171/2 The Tungsten
lamp will not withstand over running to any great extent.

191X EncycL Brit. XVI. 669/3 The zirconium and tungsten

wire lamps are equal to or surpass the tantalum lamp.

Hence f Tung'stenane, Davy's proposed name
for a chloride of tungsten : see -ane 2

; Tung-
ste*iiic, t Tnngstonical, TongBteni'tic, adjs.^,

of, pertaining to, or containing tungsten, tungstic;

Tnng'stezil-ferous a. [-febous] yielding tungsten.

1813 Davy Chem. Philos. 429 *Tungstenane._ 1796 Kirwan
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 131 The 'tungstenic acid.. assumes a
blue colour when heated to redness. Ibid. 133 An ore of

*tungstenical substance. Ibid. II. 516 *Tungstenitic Calx,

with Iron and Manganese, or Iron singly. Wolfram.

Tnngstenite (trgstenait). Min, [f. Tung-
sten +-ite1.]

tl. = Tungsten 2. Obs.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min.ied.2) II. 308 Tungslenite. .

.

This substance is capable of existing in three states. That
of a Regulus, which 1 call Tungstenite. Ibid.^ Tungslenite.

..Hitherto it has been produced only in very minute Glo-

bules, b«ing more difficultly reducible to a Metallic State

than Manganese or Uranite.

2. — Tungsten i .

1894 MuiR & MoRLEV IVatts* Diet. Chem. IV. 797
Tungstenite, or sduelUe (tungstate of CallciumJ) . . occur in

various localities.

Tnngstic (tirgstik), a, Chem. [f. Tung8T(en
+ -10 I [>.] Pertaining to or formed from tungsten ;

applied to compounds in which tungsten combines

aa a hexad (see -ic i b), as tungstic acid^ HjO . WO3
(formerly = /. oxide\ tungstic chloride^ WClg,
tungstic oxidCj WO3 ; also to minerals containing

tungsten, as tungstic ochre (see Ochre sb. 2), native

tungstic oxide, also called Tu'ngstite.

1796 Hatchett in Phil. Tracts, LXXXVI. 286 In 1790,

Mr. Heyer. .made some experiments on this ore [molybdaie

of lead], from which he inferred that it was composed of

lead, combined with the tungstic acid. 1836-41 Brande
Man. Chem, (ed. 5) 923 The Nitro-tungstate of Potassa is

the salt originally described by Scheele (1781] as tungstic

acid. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V, 915 Tungstic compounds^

. .in which tungsten Is hexatomic. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5)

186 Tungstite.

Tu'ngsto-, combining form from Tungsten, used
in the names of compound acids (and their salts)

containing the oxides of tungsten and another ele-
ment, as tungstobo'ric and tnngstosilvcic acids,
whose salts are iimgstobo-rates and tungstosrlicates.
x868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 915 Tungstosilicic acids.

Ibid. 917 The tungstosilicates are obtained by saturating
theacid with carbonates. 1883 Science I, 489/2 Tungsto-
boric acidproves to bea convenient reagent for characterizing
the alkaloids and peptones. Ibid,, Cadmic tungstoborate.

TungstOUS(tp-ijst3s),a. Chem. [f.TuNGST(EN
+ -OUS c] Applied to compounds in which
tungsten combines as a tetrad, as tungstous chloride^

WCI4, tungstous oxide, WOg. (Cf. Tungstic.)
i860 in Mavne Expos. Lex. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V.

898 Tungsten forms two classes of compounds, in one of
which it is tetratomic, and in the other hexatomic:
Tungstous Chloride, WCl' ; Tungstous Oxide, WO".

|]
Tu-ngua, a West Indian name of the Chigoe.

1815 Kirby_& Sp. Entomol. iv. (1818) 1, 103 The celebrated
Chigoe or Jiggers, called also . , Tungua. x86i Mayhkw
Lond. Labour III. 35 The most annoynig species, however,
is. .a native of the tropical latitudes, variously named in
the West Indies, chigoe, jigger, nigua, tungua, pique.

Tunhoof (t»'nh«f). 'Now dial. Forms : i tun-
h6fe, 4 tiinhowe, -hoo, 5-6 tunliove, 6 tune-,

7 tunnehoofe, 8- tunhoof. [f. Tun sb. + OE.
h<f/ef Hove sb.^ : see Ale-hoof.] The herb Ground
Ivy {Nepeta Glechomd).
c xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 344 Wyrc gode earsealfe. .tunhofe

nioj^oweard, celefjonian leaf garleac, cropleac, do on win.
14. . Stockh. Med. MS. 11, 406 m Anglia XVIII. 317 Another
herbe is callyd soo [ground-ivy] pat we callyn tunhoo. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 506/1 Tunhove, herbe {K. tunhowe, S.
thomyhow, ^. thonnhowe), edera terresiris. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal I. ccc. 705 In English ground luie, Alehoof,..Tune-
hoofe, and Cats foote. 1640 Parkinson Theatr. Bat. v.

xciii. 677 Gill creepe by the ground, Catsfoote, Haymaides,
and Alehoofe most generally, or Tunnehoofe, because the
countrey people use it much in their Ale. 1869 Gd. Words
Mar, Supp, 4, I used to gather in armfuls primroses, ..and
strong-scented tunhoof.

Tunic (tiw'nik). Forms : i tunece, (tonica),

1-2 tunice, 2 tuneke; 6 tunake, 7 -ike, 7-8
tunick, tunique (also 9 as Fr,), 7- tunic, [ad. F.

tunique or its source L. tunica (whence also Pr.,

Sp., Pg. tunica, It. tonica, touacay tunica, OE,
tunece, OHG. tiinihha).']

1. A garment resembling a shirt or gown, worn
by both sexes among the Greeks and Romans ; in

OE. and mediaeval times, a body-garment or coat

over which a loose mantle or cloak was worn.
Now worn on ceremonial occasions by princes and nobles.

[1:893 K, i^LFRED Oros. V. X. § 3 Eft hie him sendon ane
tunecan ongean. cws Rushw. Gosp. Malt, xxiv, 18 Sel?e

on lond£e sy ne cerrap he eft to nimene his tunican [ciooo
Ags. Gosp. tunecan, c i\6o Haiton tuneken ; Vulg, tunicam].
1603 Cerem. Coronal, fas I (1685) 3 There is then also to be
delivered to his Majesty the Tunica, or Shirt of red Silk.]

1609 Bible (Douay) Lev. viii. 7 {Coinm.) k. Tunike, or long
robe downe to the foote. x666 Evelyn Diary 30 Oct., To
l.ondon to our oHice, and now had I on the vest and surcoaC
and tunic as 'twas call'd, after his Ma'' had brought the
whole Court to it. a 1678 Marvell Royal Resolutions
Wks. (Grosart) I. 434 I'll have a fine tunick, a sash, and a
vest. 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 647 The goddess with a radiant

tunick drest My Hnibs. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ., The
Monk, Calais, He [a Franciscan] gave a slight glance with
bis eye downwards upon the sleeve of his tunick. 1835
Lytton Rieuzi\,H'vs. garb, .consisted of the long loose gown
and the plain tunic, both of dark-grey serge.

2. Eccl, = TuNiCLE 2. Only Hist.

1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Tunic,, .a Church Ornament among
the Romanists, worn by the Deacons that serve the Priest

or Bishop at the Altar. 1764 in J. H. Harting Hist. Sar-
dinian Chapel (1905) 23 Two tunics, with a stole, two
maniples of taffeta. 1844 [see Dalmatic B.]. 1877 J. D.
Chambers Div. Worship 54 The Subdeacon was invested

with the Tunic by the Bishop at his ordination.

3. In modem costume, a. A close, usually plain

body-coat ; now spec, that forming part of the uni-

form of soldiers and policemen.
1667 pEPVs Diary 20 Oct., Put on my new tunique of vel-

vett ( which ts very plain, but good. i66>&Ibid. 17 May, Put
on my new stufF-suit, ..the ijands of my vest and tunique
laced with silk lace, of the colour of my suit. x868 Rt-gul.

<y Ord. Army § 607 Medals are only to be worn with the

tunic

b. A garment worn by women, consisting of a

bodice and an upper skirt, belted or drawn in at (or

fitted to) the waist, worn over and displaying a

longer skirt. (In very recent use, applied to the

upper skirt alone.) Also, a kind of belted frock or

smock worn by children.

Now often in Fr. form tunique {iHm'V).

176a Sterne Tr, Skandy VI. xviii, The child looks

extremely well., in his vests and tunicks, 1800 Hull
Advertiser 4 Oct, 3/3 Paris fashions .. tuniques of black
crape are coming into wear. 1803 Times 1 5 Jan., The short
tunics of last year, which were called Mamelukes, are in

great esteem this year under the name of Jewess Tunics.
?i838i''>W^ Year ofSilken Reign 230 (Cent. D.) Her Majesty
wore a white satin petticoat, over which was a silver llama
tunic, trimmed with silver and white blonde lace, 1883 Truth
31 May 768/2 Tabs. .appear on tunics, polonaises, bodices,
and sleeves. z8^ IVestm, Gaz. 19 Jan. 3/2 It has consented
to sport something tapering away over the back, which it

has called its tunitjue. xgog Daily Graphic xo Oct. 13/1 A
noticeable feature in these dresses is the tight-fitting tunic
which runs to the knees.

59- a
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4. iraftsf, a. Anat. A membranous sheath en-

veloping or lining an organ of the body ; a * coat '.

x66x Blount Glossog^r. (ed. 2), Tunkk. .a skin or coat that

covers the eye, whereof there are four sorts. 1678 /V///.

Trans. XII. 976 The inner I'unick of the Nose. 1785
Bradley's Fam* Did. s, v. Appetite^ When the Stomach
proves empty, the acid Liquor begins to work upon its

internal Tunick. 1826 Kirbv & Sp. EntomoL IV. xxxvii. 7
Besides these is an exterior and an interior tunic 1880

M. C. Drvsdale in Med. Temp. Jrnt.OzX.. g The tunics of
the capillaries.

b. The integument of a part or organ in a plant

;

spec, in Bot, any loose membranous skin not

formed from the epidermis ; also, each layer or

coating of a tunicate bulb.
1760 J. Lek Introd. Bot. i, vi. (1765! 14 A Seed.. is a

Rudiment of a new Vegetable, .covered with a bladdery
Coat or Tunic 1830 Lindley Nat. Sysi. Bot. 155 The long
loose tunic of the seed is intended to act at first as a buoy,

to float the seed upon the surface of the water. 1833 Vcg.

Subst. Food 2^^^ The tunics of the onion.

5, attrilK and Comb.
i8a8 Souvenir 11. 79/2 A Tunique pelisse robe of white

jaconet muslin. 1832 G. Clakkh: Pompeii II. xiii. 3i7Tunic-
pallium displayed. 1835 Court Ma^. VI. p. i/i The shirt is

trimmed in the tunic style, i860 Russell Diary India li.

ix. 174 Thus, with an able-bodied aborigen holding on bymy
tunic-tails behind, 1 parachuted down. 1900 Daily Neivs
12 Dec. 7/3 The skirt is in the tunic form now fashionable.

Hence Tn'nic-hood {fioncc-wd.)^ tlie condition

of one who wears a tunic ; Tunicked (ti?7*nikt)

a.y wearing a tunic : usually as second element in

a compound ; Tn'uicless ^., without a tunic.

1756 C. Smart tr. Horace, Episi. r. vii. (1826) II. 211 Vul-
teius. .selling brokery-goods to the tuniced populace. 1859
Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 155 Still in a state of tunic-

hood, I remember a very tall, handsome gentleman, with a
crimson velvet under-vvaistcoat 1876 A. J. Evans Through
Bosnia \\. 77 Croat men, white tunicked and white breeked.

1893 R. K. Douglas Chinese Stories 218 A larger band of

red-tunicked men. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 21 Sept. 2/1 The
King wears a long tunic-like garment., and a cloak. 1904
Daily News 30 Sept. 7 He pulled me, tunicless, out, giving
me my sword and revolver.

f Tu-nioal, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. tunica Tunic +
-AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a tunic.

1805 Med, Jml. XIV. 299 Different from pericardium,

dura mater, or any other yielding tunical covering.

Tunicary (tiw'nikari), a, and sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ARY 1.]

A, adj. Of or pertaining to a tunic or membrane.
1900-13 in DoRLAND Med. Diet, 1901 Jrnl. Exper. Med,

15 Jan. 343 (Cent. D. Suppl.) The tunicary hernia of the
jejunum, .still lay entirely on one side of the mesentery.

B. sb. Zool. A member of the Tunicata; a

tunicated mollusc.

183s KiRBY HaB. <5- Inst. Anim. I. vii. 218 The Tunicaries
. . form part of the headless Molluscans of Cuvier and belong
to the section of them that have no shells. 1851 Woodward
Mollusca I. iii. 1 1 The tunicary cements itself to rock or sea-

weed. x87a Nicholson Palseont. 30 The entire class of the
Tunicaries presents no hard structures.

II Tunicata (ti«nik^i*ta), sb, pi. ZooL [mod. L.,

neut. pi, oi tunicdtus (sc. animalid) coated, Tuni-
cate.] A division of animals, now regarded as a

sub-phylum of the Chordata\ also called Urochorda;
see next, B.
xZxi^TMiViElem.Nat. Hist. II. 115 Class III.—Tunicata,

Gelatinous or coriaceous biforous, bitunicated animals,
isolated, in groups, or often joined together in a common
mass. 1B51 Richardson Geol. viii. (1855) 230 The Tunicata
have no shell, and are enclosed in an elastic muscular sac,

with two openings. 1853 H. Spfnckr Princ. Psychol. (1872)
I. I. i. 10 Humble MoUusks, like the fixed Tunicata.

Tunicate (tiw'nik^it), a» and sb, [ad. L,
tunicat-usy pa. pple. of tunicdre : see next.]

A. adj. Having or enclosed in a tunic or cover-

ing ; spec. Bot, having or consisting of a series of

concentric layers, as a bulb ; Entom, sheathed in

or issuing from one another, as the joints of

antennse ; Zool. having a tunic or mantle ; belong-

ing to the Tunicata.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. ix. (1765) 195 A tunicate Bulb,

when it consists ofmany Tunics or Coats. iZzsGreenhotise
Comp. I. 237 Tunicate bulbs..may be increased by cutting
off the upper part of the bulb horizontally. i8a6 Kirby &
Sp. EntojnoL IV. xlvi. 323 Tunicate Knob {Capituluvi
tunicatum). When the laminse, at least on one side, appear
to inosculate or to be imbedded in each other. 1847 Nat.
Encycl, I. 752 It embraces. .the conchiferous and tunicate

mollusks. 1875 Zoologist X. 4313 Sponges, Anemones, and
Tunicate Mollusca.

B. sb, Oneofaclassof marine animals, formerly

regarded as molluscs, but now classified as a de-

generate branch of Chordatay comprising the

ascidians and allied forms, characterized by a

pouch-like body enclosed in a tough leathery

integument, with a single or double aperture

through which the water enters and leaves the

pharynx.
1848 .Smart Suppl., Tunicates^ or Tunicaries, an order of

acephalous mollusks having a soft outer covering or mantle;
otherwise called Ascidians. 1B63 E. V. NEALE/l«a/. Th. ^
Nat. 177 The Tunicates, a class of creatures with a flesliy

centre and tough leathery skin. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.
Anim. X. 600 All the fixed Tunicates present two, more or
less closely approximated, apertures. 1889 Gi^ddes &
Thomson Evol. Sexy. § 2 Among the sea-squirts or tunicates,

the reproductive organs are frequently ductless.

fTu'nicate, v. Obs. rare~°. [f. L. tunlcdt-^

ppl. stem of tunicdre to clothe witli a tunic, cover
with a skin, peel, etc., f. tunica Tunic]
1623 CocKEHAM, Tunicate, to cloake or hide a thing.

Tunicated (tiw'nikt'ited), a, \i. as Tunicate
a. + -ED i.] t a. Clad in a coat or tunic {obs.

rare'~*^), b. = Tunicate a,

1623 CocKERAM II, One Wearing a Coate, tunicated. 1744
T. Wilson Synopsis Brit. PI. 256 Garlick .. hath a bul-

bous tunicated root. 1760 J, Lee Introd. Bot, u. xxxi.

(1765) 152 ^ris, with a tunicated Bulb. 1828 J. E. Smith
Eug. Flora II, i Chenopodium. Seed lenticular, tunicated,
superior. 1840 V. D. Hknnett Whaling Voy. II. 322 wishes,

shell-fish, and tunicated molluscs have their luminous
matter deposited beneath a dense integument. i86i Bentlev
Man. Bot. (1870) no There are two kinds of bulbs commonly
distinguished by botanists, the tunicated, and the scaly.

Tunicin (ti«*nisin). Chem, [f. 'I'uNic + -in J.]

A kind of animal cellulose, CeliioOg, or chitin,

occurring in the mantles of tunicates,

1862 Miller Elein, Chem. (ed. 2) III. 781 Ijerthelot calls

it [chitin] tunicin, from its entering into the composition of

the envelope of some of the tunicate mollusks. 1876 tr.

Schittzeftberger's Ferment. 147 Derived .. from the decom-
position of a substance analogous to tunicin or chitin.

Tunicle (ti«nik'l). Forms : 4- tuuicle, 4-6
-ycle, 5-7 -acle, (5-6 -akyl, -ekil, -ek(k)el(l),

-yk(k)il(l), -ycale, tuinicle, twynykil, tun-
nycall)

; 4-5 tonacle, (5 -ecle, -icle, -ycle,

-ykyl, -ykle, -akle, -ucle, 6 -aculle)
; (5 tene-

kylle, -ucle, 6 -acull, tin-, tynacle, -akle, tyn-
nacle, Sc. -akil, -akyl, -akel). [ad. L, tunicula

dim. of tunica Tuniu.
But it may also represent OF. tunikle for tunike (cf.

houticle, dalmaticle, triacle : see M. Antoine Thomas in

A'(7wa?i^VE XXXIX. 231.]

1 1. A small tunic ; alsoy?^. a wrapping, covering,

integument. Obs.

1377 Langl. p. PL E. XV. 163 As gladde of a goune of a
graye russet As of a tunicle of tarse or of a trye scarlet.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1547 Doctours & deuynours . . tyrett all

in tonacles of tartaren webbys. 14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker
y-zt/zZ Hec tunicula, a tunakyl. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

Tunicle. ., a little jacket or coat. 1678 Cudworth Intell,

Syst. \. V. 789 The Chaldaick Philosophers bestow upon the

Soul, Two Interiour Tunicles or Vestments. 1744 Berkeley
Siris § 171 This tunicle of the soul, whether it be called

pure aither, or luciform vehicle, or animal spirit,

O 2. JSccl, A vestment resembling the dalmatic, worn
by subdeacons over the alb (and also by bishops

between the alb and the dalmatic) at celebrations

of the Eucharist,
c 1423 Wyntoun Cron. ix. v. 595 A prestis westment alhaille,

Withe tunakyl [v. r. tynnakyllis] and dalmatyk. 1495 in

Somerset Medieval lyUls (1901) 330, 2 Tenucles with the

hole appurtenances. 1502 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II.

288 To the woman that maid the frenseis for tunycales..,

xs. 1336 Reg. Riches in Antiq. Sarisb. (1771) 197 Ten
Chesibles..with dyvers Albs and Tunicles. 1548-9 (Mar.)

Bk. Coin. Prayer, Communion (Rubric), Albes witli tu-

nacles, 1583 Fulke Defence iv. 132 If ..he word Deacon, be

taken for such an one, as at a popish masse standeth in a
disguised tunicle, holding a patten. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/
Fathers i. v. (1903) I. 315 The sleeves of the tunicle were
neither so wide nor so long, nor did its skirts reach quite so

far down as those of the dalmatic. 1877 J. D. Chambers
Div. Worship 54 The Tunicle of the Subdeacon and Dal-
matic of the Deacon are nearly identical.

t "b. One vested in a tunicle ; a subdeacon or

'clerk'. Obs.

1554 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 56 Item, paid for

a tonaculle to cary hally water.

1 3. A membrane enclosing a bodily organ, part

of a plant, etc. ; = Tunic 4. Obs, (or rare arch.)

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. v. (1495) giv/2. The
glasy humour . .kepyth the humour cristalyn [of the eye] fro

touchyng and sharpnes of tunycles. 1543 Traheron Vigo*s

Chirurg. i. ix. 8 The tunicles or rymes of the_ arteries ben
of harder substaunce than the tunicles proceeding from the

veynes. 1601 Holland Pliny xiii. iv. I. 387 Some of these

stones be. .covered with many skins or pellicles, and others

with fewer : ye shall have in this Date, those tunicles thicke

and grosse; in that, thinner and more fine. 1^25 Sloane
Jamaica II. 313 The stomach had a very thick inward
tunicle. 1912 Nation 5 Oct. 13/1 Our modern doctors appa-

rently leave the tunicles of the brain unpurged.

Hence Tu-nicled a. nonce-wd., enclosed in or as

in a tunicle.

1652 A. Wilson Pre/. Verses in Benlowes Theoph., The
distances of every Sphere Which in full Orbs do move,
tuniclcd so That the lesse Spheres within the greater go.

Tunie, Tunill, obs. ff. Tunny, Tunnel.

Ttming (ti«-niq), vbl, sb. [f. TuNB v, + -UNO 1,]

The action of the verb Tune.
1. The action or process of putting an instrument

in tune; a system according to which this is done

(cf. Tkmpekament 10).

1554-5 Bjtrgh Rec. Edinb. (1871) II. 358 Item, to Sir Johne
Fietie,..for tonying of the organis at Sanct Geillis day,.,

xxiiij'. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 72 The foolish Musitians..

spent so much time in unseasonable tuning. 1655 in nth
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 5 The polyphon is an
instrument of so different a stringing and tuning that [etc.].

1787 Thompson's Pat. in 6th Rep. Dep. Kpr. Pub. Rec. 11.

17G A perfect and compleat Machine or Instrument.. for the

more easy and expeditious tuning of Harpsichords, Piano
Borts, Spinnets fete.]. 1910 Tovey in Encyci. Brit. III.

129/2 {Bach) With tlic object of stimulating tuning by ' equal

temperament ' instead of sacrificing the euphony of remoter
keys to th:it of the more usual ones.

b. fig. : see Tune v. 2.

X654 WiiiTLOCK Zootomia 342 The .Soule needs not more a
well organiz'd Body, to exercise it Functions with spriteiy

Vigor, ..than that Soule, and those Orj^ans need the Tune-
ings of Education. 17x1 Shafif.sb. C/uirac. (1737) II. 95
It might be agreeable .. to encjuire thus into the different

tunings of the passions. 1868 J. H. ISlunt Re/. Ch. Eng. I.

273 Such a' tuning ' of pulpits and official houses.. has l«en
succeeded..by the influence of the press.

C. transf. : see Tunk v. i c, d.

1863 E. FitzGerald Lett. (i83g) I. 290 Yesterday we gave
her what they call *a tuning ' in a rather heavy swell round
Orford Ness. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss,, Tuning, a
term used in Yorkshire synonymous with the term * tackling
..; it means repairing, &c. a loom when it breaks down and
keeping it generally m order.

2. The action of uttering musical sounds.
1609 DouLANU Ornith. Microl. B ij b, Musickcis a know-

ledge of Tuning, which consists in sound and Song. 1610
Attersoll Hist. Baltik {^N. <*r Q- 9th Ser. IV. 104/1) Many
vse in their teaching.. knocking of the Pulpit, .fidling with
the fingers, tuning with the voice. 1760-78 H. Brooke y-'iP^V

o/Qual.{\Zoq)\\\. 158 Sentimental and rapturous tunings
that rise up.. from eternity to eternity.

f b. The setting or detei mination of pitch in

singing ; the exercising of the voice in the correct

pitch of the notes of tiie scale. Obs.

1597 Morlev Introd. Mns- Pref., Any of but meane capa-
citie, so they can but truely sing their tunings, which we
commonly call the sixe notes. i66z Vuh\¥ov.\) S/till AIus. i,

xi. (1674) 42 the Tuning of the Voice in all the Notes.

3. With Up : see Tune v. 8.

1902 li''estm. Gaz. 24 Oct. 3/1 These chapters, however,
form but a preliminary tutiing-up,.. and the first vigorous

note is stiuck in the fourth chapter, ' Dissent and Defoe'.
1908 Ibid. 14 May lo/i A new place had been provided for
' tuning-up '. .a long way from plaintiffs* houses.

4. attrib. and Comb, (all in sense i) : tuning-
board, in the organ, a piece of wood screwed to

one side of the top of an open wood pipe for tuning

it ; tuning-cone, a hollow cone of wood or metal

used for tuning the metal flue-pipes of an organ

;

tuning-crook, {a) an implement used in tuning the

reed-pipes of an organ ;
{b) in brass wind-instru-

ments, = Ceook sb. 8 a; tuning-funnel - timing-

cone ; tuning-hammer, a tuning-key for a piano,

properly one with a double wooden head like that

of a hammer, used for driving in the wrest-pins

when new strings are fitted in ; tuning-hole, in

the organ, an opening near the top of a fiue-pipe,

adjustable by a flap (see Tunee 2 c) so as to alter

the pitch; tuning-horn, ~ tuning-cone ; tuning'
key, a key (Key sb.^ 13 {b)) used for turning the

wrest-pins in tuning a stringed instrument, as a
piano or harp ;

tuning-knife, a long piece of steel

used in tuning the reed-pipes of an organ (also

called reed-knife) ; tuning-lever, = tuning-key
;

tuning-peg, -pin, one of the pegs round which the

strings of a stringed instrument are passed, and by
turning which they are tinned ; a wrest-pin ; tuning-
screw, a screw used in tuning a musical instru-

ment ; tuning-slide, a slide in a metal wind-

instrument, used to bring it into tune with other

instruments in an orchestra ; tuning-wire, in the

organ, a bent wire in a reed-pipe, used in tuning

;

tuning-wrench, = tuning-key,

1853 Seidel Organ 149 Open wood pipes have at their

aperture a small board, called a 'tuning-board. 1881 Broad-
house Mus. Acoustics 405 An organ-pipe is. .slightly sharp-

ened by pressing out the edges of its open end, as by the
' *tuning cone'. 1852 Seidel Organ 2S The screw-key
(now used in tuning the reed-pipes instead of the *tuning-

crook) is an invention of our own time. Ibid. 149 With
some open pewter pipes the *tuning-funnels cannot be used.

1801 Busby Diet. il/7«.,*Tuning.hammer. 1805 E. Thlndkr
sped/ Patent No. 2811. 2 The top. .is flattened to receive

the tuning hammer, i860 All Year Round No. 68. 430
The *iuning-key of Davicfs harp, which was shown at

Erfurt. 18% A. J. Hipkins in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 189/2
'I'he old way of tuning pianos by the Tuning Hammer (or a
*Tuning Lever) remains in vogue. 1842 S. Lover Handy
Andy xv, Having adjusted the blue ribbon over her shoulder,

and twisted the *tuning-pegs, and thrummed upon the wires

for some lime. 1877 Knight Diet. Meek., *l'uning.piri.

1896 A. J. Hipkins Piano/orte 13 The \Vrest-plank..b the

plank or block in which the wrest or tuning-pins are inserted.

1873 ErxACOMBE Ch. Bells Devon etc. 208 There was in the

*tuning room a peal of eight bells. 1852 Seidel Organ it,-^

Some organ-builders provide reed-pipes with a *iuning-

screw instead of a tuning-crook. 1876^98 Stainkr & Bar-
rett Diet. Mus. Terms 345/1 A reed-pipe consists of a bootf

block, reed, tongue, ivedgc, *tuning xvire, and tube.

Tuning-fork.
1. A small steel instrument (invented in 171 1 by

John Shore) consisting of a stem with two stout

Hat prongs which on being caused to vibrate pro-

duce a definite musical note of constant pitch, thus

serving as a standard for tuning musical instruments

and in acoustical investigations, etc.

1799 Young in Pliil. Trans. XC. 134 The fundamental
note was found to be one-sixth of a tone higher than the

respective octave of a tuning-fork marked C. i86a Catal.

Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3403 Chromatic tuning-

forks. 1878 G. B. Pbescott Sp. Telephone (1879) 51 Vi-
brating a tuning fork in front of the mouth.

2. An instrument used for turning the pins in

tuning a pianoforte. X877 in Knight Diet. Mech.

^ For correction please see supplementary

volume, addenda, p. U



TUNIST,

Tunique, obs. and Fr. form of Tunic.
Timist (ti«'mst). rare, [f. Tune z*. + -ist.]

= TUNEU 2.

i8 . . Sedley Taylor Science ofMusic 132 (Cent. Diet).
Tunk: see Tunc. Tunker: see DunkkkI,
Tun-moot. Hist. [repr. OE. tiin^cmdt, f. iun^
Town +^^W^ meeting: see Moot j(5.i] A public
meeting; of the town or village community.
i88x (_'.REEN Making of Eng. iv. nj note. There is no

ground for believing that the * tun-moot' was .i judicial
court. Its work was the ordering of the village life and the
vilLige industry.

Tuun(e, Tunnage, obs. ff. Ton, Tun, Tonnage.
Tunnel (t»'ncl), sb. Forms: 5-7 tonel, 6

-ell, 6-7 tonnel, -ell, tunell, 6-8 tunnell, (7
tunill), 6- tunnel ; see also Tonnel. [a. OF.
tonel masc, in mod.F. tonneau tun, cask, and the
fem. derivative tonnellef to which the early Eng.
in sense i corresponds. The sense of* tube, pipe,

opening' and its extensions are of Eng. develop-
ment, and for that of * subterranean passage' tunnel
has been adopted in mod.F. (in Diet, Acad. 1878)
from linglish.]

1, A net for catching partridges or water-fowl,
having a pipe-like passage with a wide opening,
and narrowing towards the end ; a tunnel-net. ? Obs*
c 1440 Protnp. Pant. 496/2 Tonel, to take byrd^s, obroiu-

ion'um. 1538 Vork IVil/s (Surtees) VI. 85 To IJrian Lelome
all my partrike nettcs called a tonnell. i6ix Cotcr., Ton-
nellCy a Tunnell, or staulking horse for Partridges. 1616
SoRFu & Markh. Country Farme 731 To take Partridges
with the Tonnell, or Tombrell, there must a man be placed
behind a Cow or a Horse, of wood, or of osier, painted in .

.

the fashion of a Cow or a Horse. 1710 Act 9 Anne c 27
% 5 The pernicious Practice of driving and taking [Wild
Fowl] with Hayes Tunnells and other Nets in the Kens.
i8aa sporting Mag. IX. 177 A tunnel, .(a net used in taking
game).

b. * The funnel-siiaped conductor leading from
the heart to the pound in a pound-net* (Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl. 1884).

1 2. The shaft or flue of a chimney. Obs.
1508 Stanbhidge Vulgaria (\V, de \V.) Avj b, Infumibu.

ium^ the tonell [printed towcllj of the chymnaye. 1510 —
ypca^. (W. de W.) B ij b, Infunibuiutn, a tunnell of a
chymncy. 1530 Palsgr. 282/1 Tonnell [283/3 Tunnell]
of a chymney, tuyau. 1505 in Archxologia LXIV. 374
Opening y« tunnel in y« low bakt mete hoiLse. 1680
AuuREY Lives^ Bacon (1898) I. 78 The tunnells of the
chimneys were carried into the middle of the howse. c 1710
Ceiia Fiesnes /?/ao'(i888)4 The Chimney is just under
the window and the Tunnells runnes upon each side. 1818
Scott Hob Roy v. The fire., roared, blazed, and ascended,
half in smoke, half in flame, up a huge tunnel, with an
opening wide enough to accommodate a stone seat within
its ample vault.

t b. i\ pipe or tube in general. Now rare.

S545 Raynold Byrtk Mankynde 144 Let the woman set
her selfc.on a couar made for the nonce with a tunnel or
cundyte. 1601 Holland Pliny xvn. xxi, I. 528 Let them
passe, .through., an earthen pipe or tunnell. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 248 It [the island Volcano] had three tunnels whereat
it evaporated fire. 164a Rogers Naantan (1662) 3 liyand
with them (miracles] as by Tunnels, the influence, power
and authority of truth might enter and prevaile. 1890 [set

Tunnelled i bj.

t C. fig. pi. Applied to the nostrils (as a passage
for tobacco-smoke). Obs, humorous nonce-use.

1598 B. JoNSON Ev. Man in Hum, i. iii. He dos take this

same filthy roguish tabacco,..it would doe a man good to
see the fume come forth at 's tonnells I

3. A funnel. Obs. exc. dial.

a 15x9 Skrlton El, Rumviyng ^o-^ Another.. brought a
pottel pycher, A tonnel, and a bottell. 1530 Palsgr. 282/1
TonneU to fyll wyne with, antonnoyr. 160s Holland
Flinyxxx.vi. 11. 381 Given in drink and swallowed downe by
a pipe or tunill. i66a R. Mathew l/nl. Alch, Ixxxix. 157
lie careful that..it fit thy Funnel or Tunnel. 1719 D*Urfky
Pills (1872) III. 251 For the Bottle, you cannot well fill it,

Without a Tunnel. z8o3 Paley Nat. Tfuot. xv. (ed. 2) 286
Cocks, pipes, tunnels, for transferring the cyder from one
vessel to another, a 1845 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Tunnel,
s. a funnel,.. in constant use. 1863 Mrs. Toogoou Vorks.
Dial. (MS.), Pour the wine thro the tunnel into the bottle.

4. A subterranean passage; a road-way ex-

cavated under ground, esp. under a hill or moun-
tain, or beneath the bed of a river : now most
commonly on a railway ; also in earliest use on a
canal, in a mine, etc. (The chief current sense.)
178a Pknnant Journey 52 The most southern tunnel, as it

is called, is at Hermitage. 1790 Janb Snow In A.C. Banner's
Diaries <V Corr. (1903) 105 We went through what they call

a Tunnel—a pa.ssage through the Earth for the convenience
of carrj'ing Coals by Water : it is two miles and a half long,
fifteen feet wide, the .same high. X79a A Youno Traif.
France 366 At Orgon the canal de Boisgelin. .is a noble
work, but unfinished; it passes here inatunncl four hundred
and forty yards through a mountain. 179a J. Phillii-s
Hist, inland Navig. xiv. 363 The celebrated tunnel through
Harecastle-hill, Staffordshire, was cut under the direction of
..Mr. Brindley [in 1766]. 1798 Montidy Mag. July 74 A
cylindricil tunnel under the Thames from Gravesend to
Tilbury. i86x Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 540 The projectors of a
tunnel thirty miles long under the Channel. 1872 Raymond
Statist, Mines ^ Mining 15 The vein has been attacked by
various tunnels and shafts.

b. An arched drain, dial.

x8a8 Craven Gloss. , Tunnel, an arched drain.

o. A working-hole in the wall of a glass-furnace.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 5S7 Two principal openings of the

469

furnace... These are called tunnels. They are dtstined for

the introduction of the pots and the fuel.

d. transf. The burrow of an animal.
1873TKISTRAM Moab vii. 124 The burrows of the mole-rat,

which does duty, in the making of runs and molehills, for the
common mole, but excavates much larger tunnels. 1886
Burroughs Signs ^ Seasons (1S95) 179 Ihrough the tunnel
of the meadow mouse the water rushes as through a pipe.

e. A canal in an animal body resembling attinnel,

as that of the organ of Corti in the internal ear.

i88a Syd. Soc. Lex., Corti, organ of, a papillary-looking
structure, stretching along the whole length of the canalis
tochlearis. . . It is a sort of tunnel, composed of closely lying
arches, the arches of Corti. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases
xxxiv. 525 The septa between the tunnels may break down
and a considerable cavity be thus produced.

5. attrib. and Comb., as tunnel-borer, -borings

darkness, nirain, excavation^ -maker, -mouth, -pas-

sage., -way, -worker, -ivorkman ; tunnel- like^

-shaped adjs. ; tiinnel-anseiuia, = tunnel-disease

{a) (Dorland Med. Diet. 1900-13); tunnel-dis-
ease, a disease incident to workers in tunnels,

mines, etc. ; spec, (a) a form of anaemia caused by
an intestinal parasite, the tunnel-worm (Vochmitts
duodenalis Q\ Ankylostoma duodcnali)\ (b) =^Ca.iq-

eon-disease
; f tunnel dish, ? a funnel ( = sense 3

;

cf. Tun-dish) ; tunnel-head, {a) the top of a
shaft- or blast-furnace ; {b) the point to which
the construction of a tunnel has progressed; tun-
nel-hole, * the throat of a blast-furnace* {Cent.

Diet. 1891); tunnel-kiln (see quot.) ; tunnel-
man, a workman employed in making a tunnel

;

tunnel-net, = sense i ; also a similar net for

fishing; tunnel-pit, -shaft, a shaft sunk to the

level of a tunnel; tunnel-sickness, = tunnel-

disease ; tunnel-vault, = barrel-vault (see Barrel
sb. 11); tunnel-weaver, a spider that weaves
a tunnel-like underground web; tunnel-worm,
the parasitic nematode worm (see tunnel-disease)

which causes tunnel-anxmia,
1877 Knicht Diet. Mech.y * Tunnel-borer, a ram, operated

by compressed air, for making excavations through rock.
1899 Cagney tr. Jaksch's Clin, Diagn. vi. (ed. 4) 228 Where
a severe form of anaemia occurs in labourers.. especially.,
brick-burners, miners^ and tunnel-borers. 1909 IVestm. Gaz,
29 Dec. 5/4 No Swiss are employed.. because they have
enough other work and do not care particularly for such
employment as *tunnel-boring. 1877 Raymond Statist,

Mines <$ Mining 123 Rich placer.mines formerly existed in

many of the gulches, and several *tunnel-claims in the
gravel-hills gave excellent profits. 1839-48 Bailey Festus
xxi. 373 Without God all things are in *tunnel darkness.

1887^ igth Cent. Aug. 140 Italians who died from cholera
in digging the Suez Canal, or from ' 'tunnel-disease ' in the
St. Gothard Tunnel. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxxvi,

537 In Europe it [I.e. ankylostomiasis] is sometimes known as
'miner's anxmta' or 'tunnel disease',, .in allusion to the
notorious Saint Gothard epidemic. x6io Altfiorp MS. in

Simpkinson IVoshingtons (i860) App. p. vii, Itm •tunnell
dishes. X840 Marrvat Olla Podr. III. 317 A long •tun-
nel drain. _ 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines ^ Mining 190 A
•tunnel drive at the Dutchman Mine, to reach the ledge
about 225 feet below the outcrop. 1843 H^* Martineau
///// <V Valley 79 They saw the filler at the •tunnel-head
pouring in at the doors the materials that were furnished by
the kilns. 1905 Daily News 24 Feb. 6 In the St. Gothard
Tunnel there was much disease due to the imperfect sani-

tation and ventilation at the tunnel-head. 1889 H. Drum-
MOND Trop. Africa vL 133 As the Esquimaux heap up snow,
building It into the low *tunnel-huts in which they live.

1828 Webster, * Tunnel-kiln, a lime-kiln in which coal is

burnt, as distinguished from a flame-kiln, in which wood or
peat is used. 1885 Fortniglit in IVaggonette 51, 1 know no
part of our complex system that requires more constant and
careful attention than the "tunnel-lilce way to the machinery
within us. 1894 Smiles f. IVedgwood x. 95 He had known
him as a..*tunnel-makcr, 1897 Daily Ne^vs 25 SepL 7/1
Average daily wages earned.., *tunnef-men, 9s. lod. 1877
Raymond Statist. Mines <5- Mining tn$ The scenes of ex-
tensive *tunnel-mining, 1908 Daily Chron, 19 Aug. 1/7
Turning his head towards the *tunnel-mouth. i^ai Bhadley
Philos. Ace. iVks. Nat. 131 The Figure of a * Tunnel. Net,
dlspo!wd for catching all kind of Flies that come into it.

i8a8 Webster, Tunnel.net, a net with a wide mouth at one
end and narrow at the other. 1840 [see Tunnel z>. i b].

1883 G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads xxii. (1884) 165 The
* tunnel net '..is a bow-net 8 or 10 feet long, the extreme end
of which is stretched out and tied to a stake. 1908 Sm H.
JoHNsroN Grenfell ^ Congo II. xxvi. 746 The *tunnel-
passage goes straight to the river. 1688 R. Yioi.ixK Armoury
III. XX. (Roxb.) 232 The *TunelI pipe by which the water
may be poured in. i8a8 Weejster, *Tun7icl-pit, a shaft

sunk from tlie top of the ground to the level of an intended
tunnel, for drawing up the earth and stones. 1882 Rep. to
Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 638 *Tunnel-running is expen-
sive,and where the depth . . is not supposed to exceed 150 feet,

a vertical prospect shaft is often sunk. 1858 SimmonusZ'/c/.
Trade,* 'Tunnel-sliaft. i8z6Kii<by&.Sp. EntoinoL III.xxx.

147 When retracted, they form a ^tunnel-sliaped cavity,

varying in depth. 1903 Strand Mag. July 98/2 Hundreds
..had perished in the darkness and heat of the terrible

'"tunnel sickness'. 1870 Mrs. Whitney IVe Girls ix,

Gathers and gores, *tunnel-skirts and barrel-skirts and
paniers. 1883 Century Mag. Oct. 823/2 A *tunnel-way for

passengers connects the whols. 1911 Daily News i Apr. 4
All •tunnel-workers in Switzerland being of this nationality

[Italian]. 1843 Ht. Martineau Hill^ Valley 36 'J'he *tun-

nel-workmcn were, .going to dinner. i^^F''unk''s Standard
Diet., *Tunnel-wortn, an anchylostome. 1906 Scott. Rev,
39 Mar. 33S/1 Acute anaemia due to the bite of the so-called

tunnel-worm.

Ileacc TanneUssui th« theory or practice of

TUNNELLEB.
tunnelling; Tu'nuelist, one who constructs a
tunnel (in quot. 1871 transf. a burrowing animal)

;

Tu'nnellite, one in favour of a proposed submarine
tunnel between England and France; Tu'nnelly
rt., resembling a tunnel,

1799 C. Clarke Obs. Tunnel Thames 23 note, A complete
system of Tunneliism. Ibid, 14 The Tunnelist and his
1- riends. 1871 A. Stewart Nether Loc/iaber xxiii. (1883) 138
The velvet coated tunnelists live on worms and insect
larvae, 1874 Lady Herbert tr. Hfibner's Ramble i. xi.

(1878) 169 Having passed through the tunnelly trunk of one
of these trees and the interior of the other [Big Trees of
Mariposa]. 1883 Sat. Rev. 4 Mar. 261/1 The Tunnellites.

.

can say nothing but that their opponents are panic-mongers.

Tu-nnel, v. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F. tonnder to
net partridges.]

1. t a. trans. ? To furnish with a tunnel-net, or
a tubular passage resembling one. Obs. rare—^.
1577 B. GooGE Hercsbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 169 b, The

windowes must be so placed.. hauing a hole of sufficient
widenesse ouer against them, well netted and tunnelled, in
such sort as the Pigions may easely flee out and in at.

b. To catch (partridges) with a tunnel-net. Also
absol.

1687 [see Tunnelling vbl, sb. i], 1718 Free-thinker No. 49
? 8 A Poacher.. has writ to a Friend to send him a Dozen
of Second-hand Hoops into the Countrey, which by the
Addition of a Cabbage-Net, will serve to Tunnel Partridges.

1840 Blaine Encycl. Rur. Sports vii. iv. § 2623 By tunnel-
ling them [partridges], that is, by taking them in what is

called a tunnel net.

1 2, To pour in through a funnel. Obs,
1664 Power Exp. Philos. i. 94 You may alter the height of

the Mercurial Cylinder, as you do rudely or cautiously
tunnel in the Quicksilver into the Tube.

t3. To form into, or like, a tube or pipe. Obs.

1^13 DERHAM/'A>'J.-yy/<rtf/.iv.xiii.(i727)232 With what pro-
digious Subtilty do some foreign Birds.. plat and weave the
fibrous Parts of Vegetables together, and curiously tunnel
them, and commodiously form them into Nests. Ibid. 235
note. These little Houses look coarse, and shew no great
Artific^outwardly ; but are well tunnelled, and made within
with a hard tough Paste.

+ b. (In earlier use.) To line a shaft or pit with
tubbing: see Tub v. 2. Obs.
1686 [see Tunnelling 2 b].

4. intr. To make a tunnel; to excavate a passage
under ground, or through some body or substance.

179s [see Tunnelling vbl, sb, 3]. 1839 J. Sterling Ess.,

etc. (1848) I. 322 As some great earth-monster, Johnson
tunnels under ground, and heaves out rocks and tons of soil.

1887 Century Mag. Dec. 250/t Then [I] began to tunnel
into the huge bank of snow. 1889 Nature 1 1 Apr. 600/2 This
had to be tunnelled through before an inch of progress could
be made. 1897 AllbutVs Syst. Med. IV. 418 Below, the

abscess has.. tunnelled along the psoas muscle.

D. trans. To excavate, as a tunnel ; to make
(one's way) by boring or excavating. Also fig.
1856 Kane Arct. Exfl, II. xxi. 208 The stream, which

tunnels its way out near the glacier-foot. 1856-1898 [see

Tunnelled 3]. 1884 J. Tait Mindin Matter (1802) 114 In
tunnelling out a theory of thought-production Mr. Spencer's
light grows dim and expires.

c. To make a tunnel through ; to perforate with

or as with a tunnel.

1865 RusKiN Sesame \. § 35 You have tunnelled the cliffs

of Lucerne by Tell's chapel. 1910 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 33/2
The cover warped and tunnelled by white ants. 1913 Times
6 Aug. 7/4 A more formidable riv.-d to the plan of tunnelling

the Channel is that of instituting a ferry service from Dover
to Calais,

Tunnelled, -eled (tz?-neld), ///. a. [f. Tun-
nel V. (and sb.) + -ed.]

fl. Formed like a pipe or tube. Obs.

1713 Derham Phys.-Tlieol. iv. xiil (1727) 234 note. The
Phalainje-Tribe.. inhabit the tunnelled, convolved Leaves,

b. Perforated with a tube.

1890 Billings Nat. Med, Diet,, Tunnelled, term applied

to sounds or other instruments having a short tube or tuiniel,

through which a fine bougie .. passes.

c. Enclosed in a tunnel-like cavity.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 13 May 5/^3 A double-funnelled lifebo-it,

with a tunnelled screw, which will enable her to go in

safety into shallow waters and amongst rocks, was launched

at Harwich on Saturday.

t 2. Having a tunnel (sense 2), as a chimney.
x8i8 Scott Br. Lamm, x. The soot,.showered down the

huge tunnelled chimneys.

3. Excavated as, or by, a timnel ; formed by
tunnelling.

1856 Kane A txt. F.xpl. \. xxix. 380 An expansion of the tun-

nclled entrance made an appendage of. . two feet more. i86i

Wilson & Geikie Mem. Fl. Forbes viii. 206 The caves and
tunnelled caverns worn out by the Atlantic breakers. 1879

Jas. Grant in Cassell's Techn. Ednc. v. 286 A tunnelled

staircase led to the roof. 1898 P. Manson Trap. Diseases

xxxiv. 525 In the latter [the brain] it [the distomum Ringesi]

forms a sort of tunnelled tumour.

Tunneller, -eler (tz?'nel3i). [f. Tunnel v.

-J--EU^.]

1. One who catches birds with a tunnel-net. ? Obs,

1611 CoTGR., Tonnelleur, a Tunneller; a Taker of Par-

tridges with a tunnell. 1706 PHiLLiPs(ed. Kersey), Tunnel..,

a sort of Net to catch Partridges. Tunneller, one that

goes a Fowling with such a Net.

2. One who excavates a tunnel ; trans/, a bur-

rowing animal.
i860 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instit. 1859,

213 Our little tunneler [Gastrochama^ a bivalve mollusc] sets

to work with all the ardor of youth. 1871 Proctor Light



TUNNELLING.
Sc, 153 Tunnellers from one end have sometimes .. faUed
to meet those from the other,

Tnunelliiiff, -eling (t»*n21iij), vi'/, sb. [f.

TONNEL V. (and sb.) + -Ing 1.]

L The action of Tunnel v,

1, The use of a tunnel-net to catch birds.

1687 Roy. Proclam. 30 July in Land, Gaz. No. 9267/1
That henceforward none presume,.. to Kill or Destroy any
Hare, Partridge [etc.] by Hunting, Hawking,.. TunnellinR,
Gins, or any w.iy whatsoever. 175)6 Anstev PUeuicrs
Guide (1803) 129 Acts 'gainst tunneling and snaring. 1819

Sporting Mag. IV. 208 It is neither very dark nor very light,

in tunnelling for iiartrtdges,

2. The work or process of making a tunnel;

excavation of, or by, a tunnel.

x8io J. T. in Risdon's Surv. Devon p. xxlx, This is the

Tavistock canal, which is.. attended wuh the grand opera-

tions of tunnelling. 1871 Proctor Light Sc. 153 Any
inaccuracy in the direction of the two tunnellings would
have been fatal to the success of the work.
tittrib. 1813 Sir R. Wilson Diary in ti/e (1862) I. 377

The excavations are certainly some of nature's most sur-

prising tunnelling achievements. 1871 Daily Neivs 25 Apr.,

Anew tunnelling machine.. was exhibited at the meeting
of the British Association last year.

fb. The linin£T of a shaft or pit with tubbing.
x^ Plot Staffbrdsk. ii. 98 ITie Art of tunnelling much

used in Cheshire to keep out the freshes.

II. 3. concr. Work of the nature of a tunnel

;

subterranean excavation for a canal, road, or rail-

way ; a tunnel, or tunnels collectively.

I7p5 J. Phillips Hist. Inland Navig, Add. 131 Another
navigable cut.., principally tunneling, will shorten the line

four miles. 1798 Monthly Mag. July 74, 900 yards of
tunneling. 1894 Daily Neius 22 Jan. ^/B One of the fat,

pink, repulsive-looking ^rubs, coiled up in one of the wide
tunnellings that have ruined the tree.

tTunner (tvnaj). Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
4 tonour, 5 -owre, tunnowre, 6 tuner, 6-
tunner, [f. Tun sb. or v. -f -erI.]

1. An instrument for tunning liquor; a funnel.

*337 i" "RW^y Memorials (1868) 2oot0ne iron spit, -^d, ; one
frying-pan, id. one] tonour, id, c 1440 Promp, Parv. 496/2
Tonowre, or fonel, infusoriuvi. Ibid., Tunnowre, idem
quod tonowre, 1551-3 in Midi. Counties Hist. Coil, I. 233
A cherne a tuner a hopp iiij kytts. x888 Elworthy W,
Somerset IVord-bk.y Tunner, a wooden funnel. * Urn down,
Jack, to farm' Perry's and borry he's tunner,

t 2. One who tuns liquor. Obs*

1598 Stow Surv. 19a The successors of those Vintners.,
were all incorporated by the name of wine tunners.

So Tn'nnery, a place in which liquor is tunned.
1796 Morse Amer, Geog, II. 444 The tunnery, fishery, and

salt produce a good revenue. 1869 W. Molvneux Burton
on Trent 250 (The cask] is thence transmitted to the tunnery
to be refilled.

Tunnified (to'nifaid), ///. a. humorous nonce-

•wd. [f. Tun sb, + -i)py -j- -ed 1.] Grown as big

as a tun ; very corpulent. (Cf. Tun-BELLIED.)
1806 R. Cumberland Memoirs (1807) II. 72 Scarcely able

to support himself on his tottering legs, now miserably
tunnified.

Ttmnillg (twnig), vbl sb, [f. Tu.v v. -j- -inqI.]

The action of the verb Tun.
L Putting into or storing in a tun or tuns. Also

with up,

14.. [see tunning-dishlnj]. a 1529 Skelton ^/. Rum,
t/iyng 130 Wyth all theyr myght runnynge. .To haue of her
tunnynge. 1577 Harrison England n. vi. in liolinshed I.

95/1 The here, .is commonlye of a yeare olde (or. .of two
yeres tunning or more). 1669 Wormdge»S^j/. Agric, y'\\.

5 12. 120 The best Vessels for the tunning up of Cider. 1766
Compl. Farmer s. v. Cyder, At first tunning they do not fill

their hogsheads to the bung, but leave an empty space to
receive a pailful of fresh cyder from the press. 1822 Imison
Sc. IfrArt II. 159 It is mixedwith yeast. .in order to excite
the vinous fermentation. This process is called tunning.

2. Of rabbits : see TuN v. 3.

1741 Compl, Fam.'Piece in. 510 The main Art of keeping
these Creatures, is to preserve them from Tunning, or being
Pot-belly'd.

3. attrib. Used in or for tunning liquor, as tun-

ning cask^ tub^ vessel
\ f tunning dish, = TUN-

DI8H ; t tunning mell, ?a * mell ' or mallet used

to knock in the bung of a tun or cask.

X891 Cent. Dict.^ *Tunning,cask, a cask in which fer-

mented ale is stored when racked off, 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 574/15 Colum^ a colyndore, or a "tunnyng dysch.
161X CoTGR., Sitiille, a tunning and tasting dish in the time
of Vintage. x688 K. Holme Armou?y in, 320/1 ATunning
Dish, some term it a Fulling or Filling Dish ; for by the help

of it Liquor is poured into Vessels with small holes. 1562-3
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) ^65 In j *Tunnyi)gmeiret ij

duzayns de ciphis ligneis empt. ij d. oh. 1567 IVills <V /"z*.

N, C. (Surtees) I. 266 A *tonning tubb, a tonn for bread.

1504 Bury iyHIs (Ca-mdcn) joi All brewyng Iedys,,,brasse
bruyng vessells, *tonnyng vessells.

t Tunnis, a. Her, Obs. « Tenn^. (? error.)

1625 Markham Souldiers Accid. 31 Proper Colours, as
Blacke, lilew, Red, Greene, Purple, Tur.nis, and Ermine.
Ibid. 32 Tnnnis, or Tawnie, signifieth Merit, or desert, and
a foe to Ingratitude. x66z Peacham Compi. Gent. (ed. 3) 156.

+ Tu'Iinislli a, Obs, rare~^. In 6 tonnish.
[f. Ton sb, + -isii^.] Somewhat like a tun or cask

;

very corpulent.

a X529 Skelton El. Rummyng 99 She is a tonnish gyb.

Tunny (to*ni). Forms : 6 tuny(o, thunie,

tunnye, 6-7 tony, tonny, tunnie, 7 tonnie,

tunio, tunney, thinnye, 8-9 thunny, 7- tunny.
[ad. F. ih^n (i4lh c), ad. Pr. lon^ or It. lonfw, L.

470

thunnus {tkynnus')y ad. Gr. Bvvvos, in same sense;
the termination -^V, -jf seems to be only English,

]>erh. orig. diminutive, as in yoAnme.] A scom-
broid fish of the genus OrcynuSf esp. the common
tunny, 0. ihynnus^ which has been fished from
ancient times in the Mediterranean and Atlantic

;

it is one of the largest of food-fishes, often reaching

a lengtli of ten feet.

1530 Pai-scr. 282/1 Tonny, 1355 Eden Decides 202
The Tunnye which is a great and good fysshe. 1556 With als
Diet. (1568) 8 b/2 A tony, thinnus. 1565-73 Cooper
Thesaurus^ A jtxumae, the yong fish, comming of the spawne
of Thunie. 1591 Hakington Orl. Fur. vi. xxxvi, The Dol-
§hin strong, the Tunny good of tast, The Mullet, Sturgeon,
amon (princely fish). i6oi Holland Pliny ix. xv. I. 242

The Tunies are exceeding great fishes: we haveseene some
ofthem to weigh fifteen talents, and the taile to be two cubits

broad and a span. 1617 Moryson Itiu. jii. 47 The fish

called a Thinnye of Calcedonia- 1760-72 tr. ^uan ^ Ulloa's

V^. (ed. 3) II. 308 We now. .saw the Tunny and a great

many flying-fish. 1781 Gibbon Decl. 9f F. xvii. II. 10 note^

Among a variety of different species, the Pelamides, a
sort of Thunnies, were the most celebrated. 1834 Nat.
Philos. III. Phys. Geog, 50/2 (U.K.S.) Tunnies.. migrate..

every year from the Atlantic Ocean to the Mediterranean.

b. atlrib, and Comb.^ as tunny fish (« tunny),

'fisher, 'fishery y 'net; tunnyfiaced adj.

190X igth Cent. Oct. 641 The stupid or *tunny-faced man.
155a HuLOET, *Tnnye fyshe when it exceadeth not a foote

in length, limaria. 1620 J. Mason JVew-Jojtnd-land 5, I

haue also seene Tonnie fish in Newland. 1706 Morse Amer,
Geog. II. 428 The fisheries on the coast of Sardinia produce
upwards of 60000 scudi in the article of tunny-fish. 1889
C. Edwardes Sardinia 350 A veteran *tunny-fisher. 1765
Smollett Trav. (1766) if. xxxix. 225 Plinysays it [AntibesJ

was famous for its *tunny-fishery. looi igth Cent. Oct. 645
Steaming out in our little launch to the fixed *tunny-nets.

Hence Tu'unyhood {nonce-wd, after manhood)^

the state of a full-grown tunny.

1853 Badham Halieut, 193 An unfortunate habit of

squinting acquired by the young cordylas, and not corrected

bythe parents as their offspring advanced to thunnyhood,

Tiino, variant of TuNU.

t Tu'nsion. Obs, Also 6 tonsion. [n. of

action on L, type *tunsio, from tundere to beat.]

The action, or an act, of beating or striking.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 390 pan Jtc monkis with all |«r

hertis prayed for hym^ & did of |>er clothis & bete J>er selfc

for hym, & made tunsions on t»er breste. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 153:) 60 b, But if thou fynde the gylty, gyue a
tonsion on thy brest. 153a More Confut, Tindale Wks.
350/1 He diuers times repeted those wordes with tunsions

and knockinges vppon his brest.

tTu'nster. Sc.Obs, rare, [f.TuNZ'. +-STER.]

?An officer who superintended the tunning of

liquor.

1610 in J. Davidson Inverurie vi. C1878) 195 Appointit

taisters tunsters of aill within the bruch. Ibid., Whoevere
refuses to gif lawful obedience to the tunsters or Bailis.

II
Tunu (t«*n«). Also tuno, toonu. [Carib

name in Honduras.] A Central American tree,

Castilloa Tunu^ Hemsley (N.O. Artocarpacex)^

which yields a non-elastic caoutchouc called tunu
gum (or tunu), (Other species produce rubber,)

1883 D. Morris Colony Brit. Honduras 74 Next to cacao,

the most interesting plant found wild in the forests of British

Honduras is the indiarubber-tree, called by the natives
* Toonu*. 1886 Sir J. D. Hooker in Trans. Linnean Soc.

Ser. II. II. 2og Three forms or species of Castilloa. .two of

these are named Ule . .
, the third is named Tunu, and said

to yield a gutta-percha. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIII. 354/1
On the smooth bamboo He thick piles of tuno-bark blankets.

Ibid. 356/2 Tuno gum, with which wicked huleros are wont
to adulterate their rubber.

Tuny(ti«'ni),a. r(7//(?^. Also tuney. [f.ToNB
j/y. + -Y.] Characterized by 'tune' or melody;
melodious : sometimes depreciative,

t88$Graphic 21 Feb. 190/3 Oh, Mozart !. .So verytune-y,

isn't he? 1887 Twin Soul vii, Music that is not * tuny * is

not to my taste.

Hence Tu'niness.
1905 Athenxum 5 Aug. 169/3 Patrick Hannay..has a

pretty, if thin, tunefulness (we might rather say tuniness).

1909 Daily Chron. 8 June 4/7 Italian music .. has shape,

form, symmetry, in its tuniness.

Tuo, obs. form of Two. Tuoche, tuouohe,
obs. ff. Touch. Tuo-name : see To-name.

Tup (t»p), sb. Forms : 4 tope, Sc, toupe, 4-6

tupe, 5-7 tuppe, (6 tuepe, touppe, towpe), 6-^

tupp,6»8-9 6V. tip, 6- tup; %~^Sc,?JMXttorth.diai.

tuip (tiip), teep, teap, toop. [Origin unknown;
chiefly Sc. and nortii. Eng. App, etymologically

topj which would regularly give toop (t«p) in north.

Eng., and (t/Vp) or (tt^p) in Sc : cf. bdc, bok^ book^

Sc. bulk, (Skeat suggests that it may be a trans-

ferred use of Norw. and Sw. iupp *cock*, said to

be the same word as Top sb 1.)]

1, A male sheep ; a ram.
13.. Ballad Scot. Wars xxvii. in Ritson Anc. Songs ^

Ball. (1877) 38 A Toupe sal stande agayn ay Bare, c 1340

[see tup-head in 2]. a 1400-50 Alexander 5566 pai ware
hedously hoge & horned as Tupis. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.
vni. 77The tuppe is chosun fair of altitude Ywombe[d] side,

151Q Stanbridge Vocab. (W. deW.) C y b, Aries, a tup or a

ram. 1570 Levins Manip. 140/18 A Tip, shepe, aries. 1590

Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 58 A touppe iij* viij*.

Ibid. 61 Seven towpes. 1594 Ibid. 118 Three tupes. 1600

Ibid. 123 Towe old tupps. i6s3 Gatakeb Viml. Annot.

Jer. 61 To ruu ful but, as rams, or tups, use to do, one

TUP.

against another. 1771 Use/. Proj. in Ann. Reg. 107/1 He
sells no tups, but lets them at from 5 guineas to 30 guineas
for the season. 1804 Scott Let. to Ellis 19 May, in Lock-
hart^ Long sheep, and short sheep, and tups, and gimmers,
and hogs, and dinmonts, had made a perfect sheepfold of my
understanding. 1903 Times 12 Feb. 12/4 Heavy sheep 7Jd.
to 8d. ; ewes and tups 6d, to 7d.

b. transf. Applied to a person.
1652 Shikley Honoriaff Mam. iii. i, Cuckolds' sconce, Or

haven, to which all the tups strike sail. z6^ Motteux
Ral'elais iv. viii, The Ship being clear'd of Dingdong and
his Tups. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. 7'., Tup, a ram; figura-
tively a cuckold. x8x5 Scott Guy M. xxxvi, ' He Ml be a
Teviotdale tup, tat ane ', said the chairman, * tat's for keeping
ta crown o' ta causeway tat gate '. x88o Euen. Smith Verses
68 Douce old tups.

C. transf, {a) A pavier's mallet. (^) The head
of a forge-hammer or steam-hammer, (c) The
falling weight of a pile-engine.

1848 'Tom Treddlehovle ' Bairnsla Foak's Ann. 46.
(E.D.D.) Little undersized munkeys, not much heigher than
tups at thay knock boolders daan we i't street. 1873 Iron
5 Apr. 356/1 A 45-cwt. double-acting Nasmyth's steam
hammer, with wrought iron tup. 1^4 Building Ne^vs
15 Aug. 242/3 Ram, tup, monkey, are names variously given
by workmen to the block . . which is let fall upon the head ol

the pile. 1907 Daily Chron. 22 Mar. 9/5 The heavy ' tup
'

comes down smack 1 on the bar.

2. attrib. and Comb,., as tup-breeder, -head, -horn

(in quot. attrib.)^ -mutton^ -seller ; tup-headed^

adj. ; also tup-eild, -eilliz. Sc. [EiLD, Gkld, Yeld
adjs^j of a ewe : barren ; tup fair, a fair or annual

market mainly for the sale of rams ; tup-hog, a
male lamb from its weaning till its first shearing ;

tup-lamb, a he-lamb; tup-man, one who keeps

and supplies rams for breeding purposes; tup
running : see quot. ; tup society, a sheep-breed-

ing association ; tup-yeld, -yield a. — tup-eild,

1831 Sutherland Farm Rep. 82 in Libr. Use/. Knowl.,
Husb. Ill, In order to suit the market, the *tup-breeders

preserved only the finest of their young store. 1823 Far-
vier's Mag. 278 At the lambing time.. there were found

og *tup-eiia ewes and gimmers. _ 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm
II. 38 If she has failed being in Iamb she is said to be a
tup-eill gimmer. c 1340 Peter ^ Paul 248 in Horstra.

Altengl. Leg, (i83i) 79/1 When J>e heuede was smiten awaie,

A *tope-heued on J>e erde laie. 1816 Scott Antig. vi. Did
you ever hear such an old *tup«headed ass ? 1591 Vestry
Bks. (Surtees) 3oShepe remainyngein this parishe. . . At North
Pittington a *tuppe hogge. 1844 Stei-hf.ns Bk. Farm II.

38 After a lamb has been weaned, until the first fleece is

shorn from its back, .a female is called a ewe-hogg, a male a
tup-hogg. 1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. in. iii, Twa *toop.

horn-spoons down Maggie lays, a 171a Lisle Husb. (1757)

313 They used. .to cut their *tup-lambs early within sw
weeks old. 1782 Burns Death Poor Mailie 43 My poor
toop-lamb, my son an' heir. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II.

613 Tup-lambs are allowed to retain their full tails until

a year old, in order to strengthen the back. 1790 W.
Marshall Midi. C, I. 429 Getting Rams, to be let out again

to inferior *tupmen, as ram-getters. 1844 Stephens Bk.
Farm II. 100 *Tup-mutton. .is always hard, of disagreeable

flavour, and in autumn not eatable. 1785 Grose Diet.

Vulg. T., *Tup running, ..'in Derbyshire, a ram whose
tail IS well soaped and greased is turned out to the multi-

tude, any one that can take him by the tail and hold him
fast is to have him for his own. 1831 Sutherland Farm
Rep. 82 in Libr. Use/ Knowl., Husb. Ill, To the surprise

of the *tup-sellers. .nothing could he sold [at the fair] but

tups of coarse quality. 1799 A. Young Agric, Lincoln. 5og

In 1796 there was a new * Tup Society established at Lincoln,

for the encouragement of breeding. 1825 Jamieson, *Tup.
yield, tup-eild, adj.

Tup (ti'p), V, [f, prec. sb.]

1. trajis. Of the ram; To copulate with (the

ewe) ; also transf,

1604 SiiAKS. Oth, I. i. 89 An old blacke Ram Is tupping

your white Ewe. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 28 'i'hose

that have theire ewes tupped betimes. 1694 Motteux Rabe-
lais V. (1737) 222 They will not be ridden, tupp'd, and
ramm'd. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1108 Most of the

ewes will be tupped during the second week the tup is

amongst them. x86i Times 16 Oct., Ewes are tupped on
grass, have hay on the winter pasture in ca<« of deep snow,

iamb in the same field, and are also fattened off on grass.

b. To beget (a lamb) ; in quot. pass,

1711 Kelly Scot, Prov. -vyj The Lamb where it*s tipped,

and the Ewe where she's clipped. A proverbial Rule about

Tythes ; signifying that the Lamb shall pay Tythes in the

Place where the Ewe was when she took the Ram, but the

old Sheep where they were shorn.

c. To put (ewes) to the ram. dial,

1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln. 318 Mr. Skipwith of

Alesby tups 1400 ewes. Ibid. 337 Little farmers, who tup

under 60 ewes.

2. intr, a. Ofthe ewe: To admit the ram. b. Of

the ram : To copulate. Also transf.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. Praise Folly Fijb, These old

women.. will euer yet haue this prouerbe (lyfe is lyfe) in

their mouthes, still plaie the wantons, and still be tuppyng.

1614 C. Brooke Egiogucs Fvj b. Whiles thy Rams do Tup,

thy Ewes do twyn. 1641 Best F'arm. Bks. (Surtees) 3 The
tuppes goinge allwayes with them, some of the ewes will

tuppe sooner, and some later. ^^^^ Kellv Scot. Prov. 306

Tip when you will, you shall Lamb with the Leave [ = lave].

t 3, trans. To furnish with horns like a ram*s

;

cf. Horn v, 2, Obs. rare~^,
1608 Day Law Trickes i. i. A iv. She was my wife and by

her meanes, my head Was fayrely tupt, and you will buy a

Lanthorne : Bespeake my sconce, tis ready hornd and all.

4. trans, and intr. * To but like a ram '

(J.).

1654 (see tuppim: vbl. sb. below]. 1847-78 in Haluwell.
1876 Mid-Vorks. Gloss., Tup,, .to butt.
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Hence Tupped (tppt) ///. «., Tu'pping vbl. sb.

(also aiirib.),

x6S4 Gayton Picas. Notes iir. iv. 8g Ramms taken for

Gyants,..the Wethers bels for Diutnins, and their taile

clout^ their colours, their tupping and rutting for the maine
Battalia. 1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln. 318 Never give

turnips to tupped ewes. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 599
A shepherd . . has attentively observed the tupping, and
marked the reckoning of every ewe. 1886 C Scott Sheep-

Farming 80 The ewes will have been jnarked at tupping,

time for each week's lambing.

II
Tupaia (t«pai-a). ZooL [mod.L,, ad. Malay

JJ iiipai squirrel, in ^\5 tA tupai tana

ground-squirrel.] A genus of insectivorons mam-
mals, typical of the family Tupaiidm^ including

the Banxring, Tupaiapegttatia^ of Burma and Pegu,

and the Tana tupai, Tupaia iana^ of Borneo, etc.

(sometimes erroneously called the Tana),
iSso Sir T. S. Raffles in Linnxan Trans, (1822) XIII.

256 Tupaia. . , Snout elongated. . . Habit and tail of a Squirrel.

Ibid. 257 Tupaia Tana. 1824 Horsfield ZooL Res. Jai>a
s. V. Tupaia, 'i'he Bangsring fell under my observation
during an early period of my researches in Java. 1847 Car-
PF.NTER ZooL%\t:) The last family,, /"K/oiV/a*', at present

contains only one genus, the Tupaia or Banxring .. of
which only three species are known. x868 Owen Vertebr.

Anim. Ill, XXX. 428 The Tupaias and some of the snouted,
shrews.

II
Tnpak-grass (t«*pak grosV [f. the Maori

name + Grass sb.^^ A New Zealand grassy sedge,

Carex appressa.

1884 Miller Plaut-n.^ Carex appressa^ Otago Tupak-
gr.iss. looi A. Trotter E. Galloway Sk. 319/2 He advo-
cated a plan for making tracts of sand productive by planting

them with Tupac grass.

II
Tupakilii [Maori.] A small tree of New

Zealand, Coriaria niscifolia ; = Toot sb.^

1867 E. Sauter ir. Hochstetter'sN. Zealand \\\. 139 noie^

The Toot-plant, Tutu or Tupakihi of the M.ioris {Coriaria
sanuentosa, Forst. = C. nncifolia, L.). 1883 J. Hectok
Hamibk. N. Zealand 131 Tupakihi, Tree Tutu.

Tupe, obs. form of Tup.

t Tupee, obs. var. Toupee.
1751 Eliza Heywood Betsy Thoughtless II. 163 A fine

fellow, with his tupee wig, and laced waistcoat,

II Tupelo (t«*peb). Also 8 tupelow, 9 tupe-
loo, tupola. [N, Amer. Ind.] Native name of

trees of the North American genus Nyssa (N.O.
Alangiacese or Nyssacese), large trees growing in

swamps or on river banks in the southern states

;

e.sp. N. villosa or muUifiora (also called Black or

Sour Gum, and Pepperidge), and the large tupelo

or tupelo gum (A^. unijlord)^ which produces a

light tough timber. Also attrib.y as iupeh-gtim^

-swamp J -iree\ tupelo-tent, a surgical tent made
of the spongy wood of the root of the tupelo,

1730 MoKTiMER in Phil. T'rawj. XXXVI, 431 The Tupelo
Tree. Ibid. 434 The Water Tupela 1756 P. Collinson in

Darlington Mem. (1849) 202 Billy's drawing and painting of
the Tupelo, is fine. 1765 in W. Stork Ace. East Florida

(1766) 79 The low lands are partly cypre^ and tupelow
swamps. x8i6 W. Darby Descr. Louisiana iv. 62 The tupe-

loo is Known in Louisiana by the popular name of olive. 1864
Lowell Fireside Trav. 43 Maple, and the rarer tupelo with
downward limbs. 1865 Parkman C'Aa«///rt/« ix. (1875)305
The garnet hue of the young oaks, tre bonfire blaze 6f the
tupelo at the water's ecfge. 1885 in Milnor (Dakota) Free
Press 25 Apr. 5/5 The tupelo-gum and the willow-oak are
timbers that arc destined to a commercial value never until

racenlly dreamed of. 1900 W. D. Howells in Scribner's

Mag. Sept. 367/3 He wished to show me a tupclo-tree.

Tuph, Tupha, obs. ff. Tuff, Tufa. Tuphan,
obs. var. TvpuooN. Tuphlo-: see Typhlo-.

Tuphramancy, error for Tephromancy.

tl Tlipi (t»*p/). A native language widely spoken
in Brazil, which has yielded various names of

animals, plants, etc. Also Ta'pian.
188a Athenseum 9 Sept 341/2 The widely diflfused Tupi

language, spoken throughout a great part of Brazil.

II Tnpik (t/7*pik). Also topek. [Eskimo of

Alaska.] A hut or tent of skins used by Kskimo as

a summer residence.

1898 Geogr, JrnL Nov. 499 These people I Eskimo], who
live in tupiki (tents or huts of skin) in summer, and in

igtoost partly excavated, partly stone.built dwellings, in

winter. 1900 Scribner's Mag. Sept. 297/2 There were three

or four tupiks, or sealskin tents, pitched upon the turf at

the foot of the talus.

tl Tuplna*mbi8. [mod.L., said to have been

coined by Lamarck, perh. f. TUPI.] A genus of

South American lizards.

Misapplied by Geoffrey to the Egyptian Monitor (Krtra««x
Niioticus)^ whence app. Lytton's use, quot. 1863.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 332/1 Cuvier divides them [the
Monitors] into two groups, and Fitzinger into three, under
the names of Tupinambis, Varanus, and Psammosaurus.
1863 Lo. LvTTON Ring Amasis n. u. i, The museum, .pre-

sented a very rcsi>ectable arrangement of gems, scarabaei,
sphinxes, stuffed crocodiles, and tupinambes.

Tuppat, obs. Sc. f. TrppET.

+ Tuppee, obs. var. Toupee.
1778 B'nkss de IloDE Lett. 27 Jan. (1900) 10 A dwarf man

with an immense tuppSe,

Tuppence, -pens : see Twopence.
Tuppe'rian, a, and sb. a. adj. Of, belonging

to, or in the style of Martin F. Tapper's Proverbial

Philosophy (1838-42). b. sb. An admirer of

Tupper. So Tu'pperish a., Tu-pperism, Tu'p-
perize v.

1858 O.W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.d. xi.(i89i) 271 Whether
1 dipped them from the ocean of Tuppcrian wisdom, . . I can-
not say. 1866 Reader No. 168. 271/3 Tupperian preten-
tiousness and moralizations. 1869 Haring-Gould Orig.
Relig. Belie/i^iZjZ) II. xx. 380 Truth must be Tupperish—
allow me the word,—or public opinion will not tolerate it.

1870 Observer 13 Nov., Tupperising in deerskin breeches is

not an intellectual frolic that we can contemplate with
patience. 1905 Daily Chron. 20 June 3/3 Our fathers found
entertainment and even worldly wisdom in the Tupperisms
of yesterday.

llTupsee (t»'ps/). E. Indies, Also tupsy,

-ey, and more etymologically spelt idpsi. [a.

Hindi tapsly more fully tapsi machh :-Skr. tapasya

viatsya^ i. e. fish produced from heat, or in the

spring season Pkalguna (Feb. and March) when
the mango blossoms.] A fish of the genus Poly-

nemuSf allied to the mullet, 8 or 9 inches long, found

in the Ganges and Irawadi ; a variety from the

estuaries of the Hooghli is considered a great

delicacy at Calcutta. Also called Mango^j^.
1839 Cantor in Proc. Zool. Soc.^wXy 116 The species best

known is the Polynemus risua^ Hamilton; Pol. longifilis^

Cuvier; the Tupsee or Mango Fish of the Anglo-Indians.

1858 SiMMONDS Diet. TradCf Mango-_^slt, . .esteemed as a
delicacy in India, where it is also called the Tupsee. Ibid.f

Tupsee, Tupsey.

TupsitUTvie, obs. form of Topsy-turvt.
Tupto-ing (tiM"pt(?|ir)),/r^j.///tf. nonce-wd. In

quot. tuptowing. [f. Gr. rt/irra;, 1st pers. pres,

ind. of TvwTftv (as the verb commonly learned

first) -f--lKO^.] ConjugatingTiJirTa; ; * grinding* at

Greek (and Latin) verbs.

[176* Strrnr Tr. Shandy V. xlii, Seven long years . .ruTrw-

ing it, at Greek and Latin.1 18x4^ Scott Redgauntlet ch. xiv,

Jack Hadaway..was 'tuptowing' away with a dozen of
wretched boys.

Tnqueftiwk, t//k). Canadian, [a. Canadian Fr.,

f. F. loi^ue, Toque.] A knitted stocking-cap tapered

and closed at both ends, one end being tucked into

the other to form the cap ; formerly the character-

istic winter head-dress of the Canadian ^habitant*;

now chiefly worn as part of a toboggan or snow-
shoe club costume,
X871 W. G. Beers in Scribner's Monthly Sept. 454/2 The

snow.shoc clubs have adopted the tuque. 1887 Cornh.
Mag. Mar. 267 The real head-dress of the snowshoer being
the knitted woollen tuque, a bag-shaped cap,.. suggesting.,
the headgear of the Ko>'al Artiilery. 1894 Outing (U.S.)

XXIII. 358 The Snow Shocr's Song. Tighten the tuque, and
girdle the sash, Lads and lasses, the snow shoes lash. 1909
iP^estm. Gas. 23 Feb. 8/3 Their uniforms were blanket
costumes, with tuques, mocassins and snowshocs.

Tuquheit. Sc. dial. var. Tewiiit, lapwing.

'553 Burgh Rcc. Edlnb. II. 185 The best tuquheit lij.d.

||TTiqnoqxie(t'«kwtm'kwO. [L., lit.* thou also*,

= Eng. slang * you're another I '] An argument
which consists in retorting a charge upon one's

accuser. Also attrib.

[1614 J. Cooke {title) Greenes Tu quoaue, Or, The Cittie

Gallant. Ibid, E ij b, Rash...^. liubble, God saue you.
Bub. Tu quoque Sir. Ibid. Gjb, Bub... I want the Bone
lourcy and the Tu quoques, Which yonder Gentleman has.]

167X Shadwell Humorist 11. 28 Nay Sir, I say nothing,
Mum is the Italian tu quoque word. 1838 Lvtton Alice
in. iv. No man knew better the rhetorical effect of the tu
quoque form of argument. 1874 J. O. Dvkes Relations
Kiugd. to Worldw. 107 The tu quoque rejoinder, ' Physician
heal thyself, is in its place here, a 1903 ' Merriman 'Last
Hope V, I leave myself open to a tu quoque^ I know.

Txiracill(tiu'»'rasin). Chem. [f, mod.L, Turac-us
TouaACo + -IN 1.] A crimson animal pigment,

found by Professor A. H. Church in the wing-

feathers of about 26 species of birds of the genera

Turacus, Gallirex, and Musopkaga, confined to

the Ethiopia region of Central Africa; closely

allied to haemoglobin, but free from iron, and con-

taining over 7 per cent, of copper.
x868 A. H. Church in Student ^ lutell. Obscrv. I. 161

Turacine, a new animal pigment containing copper. 1869—
in Phil, Trans. CLIX. 627 Researches on Turacin. 1885
Rizierside Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 5 Another red [pigment],

turacin, causes the magnificent red on the wings of the
Musopliagidae.

Turaco, -ko, -koo, var. Touraco.
TuracOVerdin(tiu3:rak£»|V3'jdin). Chem, [f. as

Turacin ; cf. biliverdin^ A green colouring-

matter occurring in the feathers of some Touracos.
1885 Riverside ^Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 5 A really green

pigment has only been found in the touracos—hence the

name turacoverdin. 1893 A. H. Church in Phil. Trans.
CLXXXIII. 512 Dr. C. F. W. Krukenberg..has described

a green colouring matter obtained from the green feathers of

Turacus corythaiXy and of other plantain-eaters, by the

employment of a 2 per cent, caustic sod.i.solution as the

solvent. He calls this pigment ' turacoverdin 'j and . .states

that it contains 'much iron, but no great quantUy of copper

and manganese '.

Turanian (tiuri^i'nian), sb. and a. [f.Pers. ^Jp
Tnrdn, name of the realm beyond the Oxus, used

by Firdusi ciooo in opposition to Iran or Persia.

In 1840 Pott (Ersch& Grubcr II. xviii. 1) contrasts Turan

with rt/-/j<r// (Aryan). J. A> sb.

1. A member of any of the races speaking the
* Turanian * or Ural-Altaic languages : see B.

1777 J. Richardson Diet. Persian^ etc., Dissert, p. xxx/2
The Tartars, Scythians, or Turanians, 1854 Bunsbm
Christianity IV. 26 The native religion of the Turanian is

Shamanism. x86i Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 1. v. 32 Tura-
nians: Physiognomy : Mongol. Language : Agglutinate,
Area : Mongolia, Mantshuria. x888 G. Smith .S. Hislop viL

{1889) 182 Brahmanism assimilated to itself the cults of the
Turanians and Sudras.

2. The so-called Turanian languages collectively.

1908 Christian Express i Apr. 59/1 He states that in
Bantu, as in 'I'uranian (by.the-bye, we would be thankful to
know what is Turanian) there is a regular phonetic inter-

change k=p = b=f=d I

B. adj.

1. Applied loosely to a group or supposed * family

'

of languages, originally applied to all or nearly all

of Asiatic origin that are neither Aryan nor Semitic

;

in later use nearly = Ural-Altaic.
1854 BuNSEN Christianity VI. 64 All the languages of

Asia and Europe which are neither Semitic nor Arian. 1

ventured in 1847 to write all these under the name Turanian.
i860 Farrar Orig. Lang. 199 Languages which belong to

neither of these two. .families have been classed together

under the name of the Turanian, Nomadic, or Allophylian
family. 1865 — Chapt. Lang. 29 Various sporadic families,

which some would call Turanian. 189a Whitney Max
Mailer ^q The old ' I'uranian ' aggregation, which, .has for

a generation been a stumbling-block in the way of science.

2. Applied to the peoples speaking these

languages.
1859 Max Mulleb Sc. Lang. (1861) I. 276 The name

Turanian is used in opposition to Aryan and is applied to

the nomadic races of Asia as opposed to the agricultural or

Aryan races. 1874 Bancroft Footpr. Time i. 30 Turanian
means ' outside ', or * barbarian '. 1890 J. G. Fbazer Gold.

Bough (1913) I. iv. 179 The Magyars belong to the great
Turanian family of mankind.

II
Turani'ra, tourancro. [Native name in

Guiana.] A small tree of Brazil and Guiana,

Humiriuvifloribundum^ the wood of which, tura-

nira-wood, is used for rafters ; its bark is greatly

esteemed as a perfume, and when wounded a fra-

grant yellow balsam, termed in Brazil balsam of

Umiri, flows from it. See also quot. 1884.
x86a List Contrib. Brit. Guiana to Lend. Exhib. in Veness

El Dorado (1866) App. 136 Turanira, Touranero, or Bastard

Bully-tree {Humirium floribunduvi^ Mart.). Used for

framing timber, spokes, &c 1884 Miller Plant-n.^ Tura-
nira-woodj the wood of Bumelia retusa,

Turat, obs. Sc. form of Tukret.

Turb (twb). Obs, exc. Hist. Forms: 4-6
ttirbe, 5-6, 9 tourbe, 7-9 turb. [a. Y, tourbe^

O^,torbe{i\^c. in Hatz.-Daim.) also iurbe^ ad.

L. /«r^a crowd.] A crowd, swarm, heap ; a troop;

also, a group or clump of trees.

f 1330 R. Bbunne Chron. (1810) 1*88 In l>e secund turbe

was niaister Coradyn. c 1480 St. Ursula vii, This huly turbe

to Colen made theyr retourne. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn
xlix. 191 They came so fast by and by, And by so grete

tourbes and hepes, that [etc.]. X509 Watson Ship ofFools
XX. (1517) F ij, A grete turbe of foles fleetli to our shyppe,

x6x8 Uekker Owles Almanack 21 Every heddge and quick-

set, every knot, and turb of trees. 1694 Motteux Rabelais

v. (1737) 230 When the Turb is once accumulate. [1886

Punch iQ Mar. 144 His front by nasiterge occult To serve

from muscan turb his vult.] 1900 A. Lang Hist. Scot. I. vi.

149 John Knox or Bothwell would come to his tiial at the

head of an armed tourbe, or gathering of partisans.

Turban (tiJuban), sb. Forms : a. 6 tolipane,

-epan, toUiban, tiUbant, (tal-), 6-7 tuliban,

tolibant, -e, tulipan, 7 tulipant, -e, tuUipant,
-band, tul-, (tel-)-bent, dulipan, tulban ; j3. 6

torbant, turribant, turbanto, 6-9 turbant,

-band, (6-7 -bante, -bent, 7 -bond, -bat)

;

7. 7 turben, -bine, -bane, 6- turban. [Altered

form of Pers. Jjulj dulbdnd or ^XlJj.^ dolbdndy

in vulgar Turkish pronounced tuibant, tul{i)paHt,

toli-f whence Olt. tolipante, tolipam, mod.It., Sp.,

Pg. iurbante; obs. F. tolHban (15th c), tulban,

turbant (Cotgr.), F. turban\ early mod.Du. tttr^

bant (Kilian), Du. tulband, Ger., Ua., Sw. tttrban.

It is not clear in which language the change of ////-

to tur- took place ; it may have been in S.W.
India, or in Portuguese ; we find it first in Hickock*s

translation of Cesar Frederick, who cites it from

the Portuguese Indies. Tulipant, ttirbanty were

the most usual English forms in 1 7th c. ; turban

was used by Johnson and Gibbon. See also Tolip,

which goes back to the same word.]

1. A head-dress of Moslem origin worn by men
of Eastern nations, consisting of a cap round which
is wound a long piece of linen, cotton, or silk.

(In guot. 1561, the tarboosh or fez as distinct from its

wrapping.)
o. 1561 A. Jenkinson Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) I. 132 Upon his

head was a tolipane with a sharpe end standing upwards
halfe a yard long, of riche cloth of goldt, wrapped about
with a piece of India silke of twentie yards long, wrought
with golde, ami on the left side of his tolipane stood a plume
of feathers. 1585 T. Washington tr. NiCholiy's I'oy. m. xx.

108 Kinsemen ofMahomet., doe weare a green Tulbant. Ibid*

IV. iv. 116 Their custome is to weare a Talbant high topped
before. 1588 in Hakluyt Kty. (1600) III. 821 Dit-d linen

cloth folded vp like vnto a Turkes Tuliban. 1589 Puttun-
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HAH Eng. Poesie m. xxiv. (Arb.) 291 The Turke and Persian

to wcare great tolibants of ten, fifteene, and twentie elles

of linnen a peece vpon their heads. 1596 Danett tr. Comims
(1614) 296 They were not vppon their head such a great roule

of linnen as the Turkes doe, called ToUiban. 1597GERARDE
Herbal iiy'lulipan, Tolepan tsee Tulip iJ. i6<>o J. Porv
tr, Leo^i Africa Ml. 160 On their heads they weare a blacke

dulipan. 1603 Knollks Hht. Turks (1621) 201 Upon his

tombelieth. .a little Turkish tulipant, much differing from
those great turbants which the Turks now weare. 1613
PuBCHAS Pi/gy-iiuage in. xi. 255 With a great Tullipant

on bis head. Ibid. xiv. 267 These weare greene Tulipans,

which colour none else may weare, and that onely on their

head. 1617 Mobyson Itin. in. 174 A round glebe, which in

their tongue is called a Tulbent. 165a H. L'Estrance
Amer. no yewes 57 A Cap of linnen somewhat full like a
Turk's Turband or TuUiband. 1653 Greaves Seraglio 129
The name of the stuff (as we call ours lawn, cambnck, hoi*

land, &c) is Teibent; whence we (falsly) call that which a
Turk wears a Turbant, using the name of the stuff for the
thing made up. x66a J. Davies tr. Oiearius' Voy. Avtbass.
314 The Coeffure of the Men, which they call Mendils, and
the Turks, Tulbans, or Turbants, is made of Cotton cloath,

or some silk Stuff, . .of several Colours. [1686 tr. Cliardins
Coronat, Solyman 40 A Dhul-bandt (which our Writers.,
erroneously call a Turbant).] 1688 K. YioiM^ Armotiry iv,

xi. (Roxb.) 440/2 In Egypt the great Sultan used a Tulipant
or Turbat made of three score or more elles of thin stuffe

diuersely folded.

/5. 1588 T. HicKOCK tr. Frederick's Voy. 5 The Torbants
are made in Diu. 1596 Spensi^r F^ Q. iv. xi. 28 Old Cybele, .

.

Wearing a Diademe embattild wide With hundred turrets,

like a Turribant. 1598 R. Haydocke tr. Lomazzo 11. 124
Some of them beare blewe turbantes ;. . the lewes beare
them yeallow. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 168 With their

tiu-bents very white and cleane. 1607 R. C[arew] tr.

Esiienne^s World of IVonders 235 A Turkish turbant
[margiH or tolibantej. x6ii Shaks. Cymb. in. iii, 6 The
Gates of Monarches Are Arch'd so high, that Giants may iet

through And keepe their impious Turbonds on. 1652 Tur-
band, 1653-36 Turbant, x688 Turbat [see o.]. 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. XV. 427 They wear no Hat, Cap, nor Turbat, nor any
thing to keep off the Sun. 1710 Addison Taller No. 161 P9
Ignorance with a Turband upon her Head. 1735 Johnson
Lobo's Abyssinia^ Vo^.v.yt He [the King], .with aTurbant
on his Head, to which were fastned some Rings. 1839
MoNTKiTH in Madras Jrnl. Lit. 8f Sc. X. 162 Dressed in
their blue clothes and white turbands.

Y> *S97 Ghrarde Herbal 117 Turban, Turfan [see Tulip
\\ 1623 Cockeram, Turbine^ a thing of linnen which the
Turks weare on their heads. 1624 Bedell Z*://. iii. 78 There
were also Turkish Turbanes,andDiademsofdiuers fashions.

X687 A. LovELL tr. Tltetienot's Trav. iii. 37 The turban
worn in the Indies is commonly little. 1755 Johnson,
Turban, turbant, turband.

_ 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)
1 1. 77 The size of the head is encreased by a great variety of
bandages, formed into a turban. 1788 Gibdon Decl. tj-

/'".

Ivii. V. 667 His ample turban was fashioned in the shape of a
crown. 1803 Mfd. yrnl. X, 281 Oriental travellers, who
exchange their hat forthe turban, experience it to be a much
cooler and more agreeable covering.

b. As the symbol of Mohammedanism, or of
those who profess it.

x6io Marcelline Triumphs Jos. 774 Go generous Race,
go gather Laurels . . chase the Turbants from tliose Provinces.
1660 Ingelo Bentiv, ^ Ur. 11. (1682) 55 Their Emperour
commanded only the Turbants to be beaten. 1693 Mem.
Cnt. Teckelyi. 13 The Turk.. does not force the Transylva-
nians to take up the Turban. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762)
II. V. iiL 139 As he refused to wear the turbant, his younger
brother., offered himself in his stead. 1812 I)vkonC/j!. //an
II. Ixxix, Though turbans now pollute Sophia's shrine, And
Greece her very_ altars eyes in vain. 1878 Villari Machia-
velli (1898) I. iii, 160, I was better fitted for the turban than
the cowl.

c. A figure or representation of a turban, e.g.
on Moslem funeral monuments. Also in Her.
1687 A. LovKLL tr. TkevenoVs Trav. i. 224 Five great

Sepulchres, in one whereof a Uasha is Interred, having his

Turban cut in Marble, at one end of his Tomb. 17x7
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbi Conti 29 May, They
set up a pillar with a carved turbant on the top of it. 1720
Strype Stow's Surv, {1754) II. V. xiv. 320/2 A Turk. .upon
his Head a Turbant, Argent, .with a Tassel upon the Top,
Gules. 1766 PoRNY Elem. Her. (1787) 214 The Great-Turk
bears over his arms a Turband.. under two Coronets,.. and
the uppermost is surmounted with Crescents. 1844 E.
\l\ViU\)RTOii Crescent ^CrossiiZ^S) Il.xvii. 249 A cemetery,
whose sculptured turbans showed that the neighbouring
village was Moslem. 1876 [see Turbaned b].

d. Applied to the head-dress of the ancient

Jewish high priest.

X624 Bp. Hall Impress ofGod \. Wks. 442 An honourable
Motto; such as was written vpon the riQ^VTDi the Turbant,
of the High priest J Holinesse to the Lord. 1885 Biule
(R.V.) Exod. xxviii. 37 Upon the forefront of the mitre
\marg. turban].

e. trans/, and fig. Applied to a head-dress, or

a head of hair, likened to a turban.
1609 B. JoNSON Sil. IVom. i. i, A huge turbant of night-

caps on his head, buckled over his eares. X609 Bp. W.
Barlow Ansiv. Nameless Cath. 161 Obedience to Princes
makes not for the Popes Triple Turbant. 1727 A. Hamilton
New Ace. E. Itid. I. xiii. 152 A sanctified Rascal of 7 Foot
high, ..with a large Turband of his own Hair wreathed
about his Head. 1827 Steuart Planters G. (1828) 429 The
woolly head of the Negro; who, without that light and
natural turban, would [etc.].

fl Erroneously supposed to be worn by women
of Eastern nations and Jewesses.
1805-6 Campbell Turkish Lady vii, ' Captive ! could the

brightestjewel From my turban set thee free? '
' Lady, no I

'

18x9 Scott Ivanhoe viii. Her [Rebecca's] form.,was shewn
to advantage by a sort of Eastern dress,. .Her turban of
yellow silk suited well with the darkness of her complexion.
1835 Ladies' Cabinet Nov. 337 The Jewish style oi coiffure,
as copied from the daughters of Israel in their days of
ftplendour, will be decidedly fashionable. We have seen

alreadysome turbans h lIsracliley..\hsX have been ordered
by Hegantes of high fashion.

g. Cookery, (Seequot. 1911 : perh. only as Fr.)
X846 Soyer Cookery 514 Turban de Meringues glaci.

Make a turban as directed in the last.. fill the turban, at

the moment of serving [etc.). X9ZX Webster, Turban ..

5. Cookery. A drum-shaped case for entnfes, fillets, etc

2. A head-dress made to resemble or suggest the

oriental turban, worn by ladies in Europe and
America during the late 18th and the earlier part

of the 19th c., and temporarily revived in 1908.
Cf. turban-fold in 8,

1776 Lady's Mag. Mar. 118/1 Ladies'. .Hair. .very, .high
. .Turbans more the taste than caps. X796 Mme. D'Arblay
Camilla III. 325 Assuring her [the cap] was grown so old-

fashioned, that not a lady's maid, .would now be seen in it,

she offered to pin her up a turban. X823 Lady Blessington
.S"^'. 15- Fragm. 59 Went to the Opera : wore my tissue turban.

1835 Ladies' Cabinet Mar. 199 Hats and turbans are equally
fashionableforladieswhodo not dance. X838 Disraeli Corr.
w. Sister (1BB6) 96 She was most becomingly dressed in a
white turban of a very ri?<;/z^rc^4/ construction. X908 Pan's
Fashions 15 Feb. 6/2 The large ' de Stael ' turbans, such as
are seen in old pictures, are being worn at the theatre.

b. A style of hair-dressing for women.
X909 Daily Graphic 13 Oct. 13/3 The up-to-date turban.

.

is in aloose wave wound round with a plain strand of smooth
hair. Ibid.^ The turban coiffure. Ibid. 25 Oct. 13/3 The Re-
vived Turban. Hair draped round head in turban fashion.

3. A bright-coloured cloth worn as a head-dress

by negroes (esp. women) in the West Indies and
southern U.S.
X839 Darwin Voy. Nat, \. (1879) 4 Their black skins and

snow-white linen being set off by coloured turbans and large
shawls. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tout's C. xx. Miss Ophelia
found Topsy with her very best scarlet India Canton crape
shawl wound round her head for a turban. 1852 Thackeray
Esmond iii. iii, A. .negro., with a bird of paradise in his
turbant.

4. Name for a small brimless hat, or round cap
with closely turned up brim, worn, chiefly by women
and children, since nbout 1850.
1862 [implied in iurban-hni'xn 8]. 1865 Melton Hints on

Hats 53 'ihe boating-hat of straw j the ' turban *, or ' pork-
pie *j the fishing-cap, [etc.].

5. ZooL A name for certain si:)ecie3 of echino-

derms, esp. the genus Cidaris.
Z713 Petiver Aquat. Anim. Amboinse Tab. viii, Echinus

S. Diadema 7'urcarum. . .'Vurk^ Turband. 1837 Penny
CycL IX. 262/1 Fossil Echini. . . Suhspheroidal species, more
elevated than wide . , (The Turbans). Example, Cidaris
imperialis,

6. a. The spire or whorl of a twisted univalve

shell, rare. b. A mollusc of the genus Turbo.
Taken to represent L. turbo; but confounded with turban.
1681 Grew Musxiun i. vi. i. 125 A Shell like the Oriental,

with a Knobed Turban or Whirle.^ 1685 Phil. Tram. XV.
1019 Fig. 3*. Represents the Shell in its true bigness, . . there

are six or seven spiral lines or Rounds in the Turl>an. 1815
W. Wood Gen. Conchol, I. Diet. Terms 60 All the whirls,

or spires, of a Univalve, taken collectively, are called

the turban. 1819 W. Turton Conclwl. Diet. 198 Turbo
petrseus. Rock Turban,

7. Florist's name for cultivated varieties of

Kan7uictihis\ more fully 7 urk^s turban,
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 330 Turk's Turban, Ranun'

cuius. X882 Standard 6 Nov. j/8. 25 Ranunculi, scarlet

turban. 25 Ranunculi, mixed turban.

8. altrib. and Comb., as turban-cap^ -cloth, encri-

nitCy -flower, -foldy ^^grout-head, hat, -rollj style,

-wisp ; turban-crested, -crowned, -like, -shaped^

adjs. ; turban-eye, a pillared eye, found in the

males of some May-flies ; turban gourd, a variety

of Cucurbita maxima : cf, turban squash ; turban-
lily, the Siberian Lilium Pomponium, bearing deep-
red spotted flowers and edible bulbs; turban-
shell= 5, 6 b; turban squash, a variety of squash

or pumpkin in which the fleshy receptacle does not
extend over the ovary, which therefore protrudes

so as to resemble a turban (Webster, 191 1) ; tur-

ban-stone, a Moslem tombstone, a pillar having

at the head the carved representation of a turban :

cf. I c ; turban swathe, in hair-dressing : cf, 2 b

;

turban-top, ? the Bishop's Mitre mushroom, Hel-
vella Mitra ; turban toque : see quot.
1900 IVestm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 3/2 All toques, and especially

those of tulle, had more or less the *turban build. x88i
' Rita ' Lady Coquette iii, She's got a *turban-cap to match
it. xjKX) S. Weyman Sophia x. Sir Hervey's turban-cap and
embroidered gown. x^7 J. T. Beer Propk. Nineveh L 17
My leather wallet and best *turban cloth. X894 Mrs. Dyan
All in a Man's K. i, The General's carriage, with its •tur-

ban-crested servants. 1822 J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 174
The vertebral column of the *turban Encrinite. 1907
Nature 4 Apr. 541/2 These *turl)an-eyes are restricted to

the males of these may-flies, which seek the females during
flight in the gloaming. 1841 Browning Pippa Passes Introd.

93 Fairies watch unroll Such "turban-flowers. 1898 Daily
Ne^vs 31 May 6/4 *Turban folds of tulle are worn in the

evening.. at the opera. In one instance the turban was in

palest blue. 1884 De Candolle's Orig. Cultiv. PI. 250 The
principal varieties of Cucurbita maxima are the great

yellow gourd, .. the Spanish, the *turban gourd. x599

Nashe Lenten Stuffe 39 Those "Turbanto grout-heacis,

that hang all men by the throates on Iron hookes. 1863

Eng, Worn. Dom. Mag. IV. 237/1 The velvet *Turban
Hats that are being worn by little boys. x86a Miss Yonge
C'tess Kate ix, Sylvia's face was exposed by a little turban
hat. 1909 Daily Graphic 20 Oct. 13/3 A swathed turban

hat of pale blue velvet. 1900 Dundee Advertiser 16 Apr. 4

Stalwart Zouaves., in their richly embroidered jackets,
wide trousers, and quaint *turban-Uke headgear. 1884
MiLLER/'/fl«^-«, 78 *TuThanhi\y, Lilium Pomponium. 176a
Lond. Chron. XI. 167/3 The present 'Turband Roll, which
is now wore round the Mecklenburgh caps. 1776 Wither-
ing Brit. Plants (1796) IV. 181 Fungi. Agaricus, .convex
hemispherical,. .at length "turban-shaped and viscid. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 738 The epiglottis .. becoming
enormously swollen and turban- shaped. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., "Turban-Shell, Cidaris,,. \\\^ name of a genus
of the echinodermata. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Turban-
shell, a gastropod of the genus Turbo, or its shell. 187* J.
Fergusson Kitde Stone Mon. x. 404 A headstone which, if it

is not the "turban-stone that is usually found'^in Turkish
tombs of modern date, is most singularly like it. 1909
Punch 10 Nov. 326/1 Women are in revolt against the
'•turban' style of coifl'ure. 1912 Daily News 13 Aug. 5
The imported ' *Turban swathe ' has had a very short run.
i8z8 Webster, *Turban-ioP, a plant of the genus Helvella

;

a kind of fungus or mushroom. Cyc. x8<^ IVestm. Gaz.
18 Feb. 3/1 The "turban tocjue,..in form pertaining to the
fez, is just encircled with twisted tulles and finishtd by some
one note of height. 1899 IVeslm. Gaz. 2 Dec. 2/1 He.,
could doze in a tree like a crow (the "turban-wisp passed
round his body and tied to a branch steadied him from
falling).

Hence Turbancsque a., having the appearance
of a turban; Turbane'tto, a diminutive turban;
Tnr'bauless a., without or destitute of a turban

;

TuTbanwise adv., in the manner of a turban.
1840 Browning .SV^-^/^/ii? I, 708 He Partook the poppy's red

eff'rontery,Till Autumn spoiled their fleering quite witn rain,

And, turbanless, a coarse, brown, rattling crane Lay bare.
x88a O'Donovan Merv Oasis xiii. (1884) 142 Not turban-
wise, but rather as if it were applied as a bandage for some
cranial injury. 1890 Jessopp Trials Country Parson 64
Do you mean . .that you will persist in sporting that emascu-
lated Jelt turbanette? 1891 Sievenson South Sens (1908)
III. iii. 221 The hair is worn turban-wise in a frizzled bush.
1893 Nat. Observer 25 Feb. 361/1 Caps, too—Greek, Byzan-
tine, turbanesque—are popular vanities.

Turban (t^uban), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
envelop as or with a turban ; also, to wind a
cloth round (a cap).
1822 MiLMAN Belshazzaric& Tlie wreaths, like mist, That

turban thy dusk brow. 1851 G. W. Curtis Nile Notes xxv.
Ill Long men and short, bald and grisly, capped and tur-

baned variously, i860 Tvndaul Glae. i. xvi. 109 Clouds
turbaned the head of the giant [mountain], and hid it from
our view. 1876 A. Arnold in Contemp. Kev. June 48 They
wear skull-caps of felt, turbaned with cotton.

Turbaned (tuuband), a. [f. Turban sb. -f

-ED. 2] Wearing a turban.

1591 Jas. I LePanto 10 Circumased Turband Turkes.
1604 Shaks. 0th. v. yx. 353 A malignant, and a Turbond-
Turke Heate a Venetian. ^1649 Drumm.of Wkw^w. Poems
170 Though turban'd Princes for a Kadge her weare. 1802
SouTHEV La CabaCj Moor I turbaned misbeliever I rene-
gade I Circumcised traitor ! 1817 Scott Harold in. vi.

The turlwn'd race of Termagaunt. 1895 \V. Wright Pat-
viyra Sf Zenobia xxv. 296 The old green-turbaned keeper of
the Mosque.

b. Of a Moslem tombstone : Surmounted by a
carved turban.

X83S Willis Pencillings II. xlvi. 60 Its small dark ceme-
tery of cypressed and turbaned head-stones. 1876 A. J.
Evans Through Bosnia iii, 93 A Turkish graveyard, with
the usual turbaned tombstones—some of the turbans of
majestic height.

Turbarian (ti>jbe»*rian), a. Geol. [f. toed.L.

iurbaria j)eat-bog + -an,] Of or pertaining to

peat-bogs ; denoting a subdivision of the Pleisto-

cene or glacial period , during which extensive

deposits of peat were formed in Northern Europe
and Asia.

189s J. Geikie in yml. Geol. (Chicago) III. 251 * Ix>wer
Turbarian' Fifth glacial epoch. Ibid. 252 'Upper Tur-
barian ' Sixth glacial epoch.

Turbary (t^ubari). Forms : 4-6 turbarye,

(5 turbere), 5-7 turbarie, (6 to(u)rberie), 8

turbery, 6- turbary, [a. AF. turberie (Britton),

a. OF. turb-, torb-., tourberie (i 2-1 3th a in Godef,),

med.L./wr/^^r/a, f. OF. tourbe (Swiss /«;-/'4),med.L.

turba, ad. LG, turf ox turv : see Turf.]
1, Land, or a piece of land, where turf or peat

may be dug for iuel ; a peat-bog or peat-moss.

[1292 Dritton II. xxix. § 3 Mes si turberie, ou bruere, ou
herbage, ou pesson,..soit tenu en commun par entre parce-

ners ou veisins, et acun face exces letcj. 1314-15 Rolls 0/
Parlt, I. 313/2 A fower tourbes en la tournerie denz lour

Comnuine pasture.] 1363 Cockersand Chartul. (Chetham
Soc.) I. 64 They may. .delfe theyT turves in y* mosse and
turbarye in Gayrstang. 1455 Rolls oj Parlt. V. 311/2,

cc acres of Turbarie in the marshe of Holand. 1571 Lane,
Wills (Chetham Soc) II. 244 My mosse and turbarie com-
monly called Toft Mosse. 1583 Shuttlcworihs^ Ace. (Ibid.)

15 For turbery and paustere. Ibid., For his tourberie

and pausture. Ibid., For his torberie and pastre, 1607
NoRDEN Sun'. Dial. 11. 66 Woodsales sales of heath, flags,

and Turbarie. 1765 Act 5 Geo. Ill c. 26 Preamble, Moors,
marshes, turbarys, waters,, .commons, and other commo-
dities. 183a LvELL Princ. Geol. II, 215 In a turbary on the

estate of the Earl of Moira, in Ireland, a human body was
dug up,, .covered with eleven feet of moss. 1865 Lubbock
Preh, Times i. (1869) 19 This sword was discovered in a
turbary.. in a large boat, which had evidently been sunk.

t b. trans/. The substance obtained from or

forming a turbary ; peat. Obs.

C1440 Jacob's Well 38 In tythyng of wyn,..of flex, of
hemp, of turbarye & fewall, of frute of treen, 1798 Trans.
Soc. ArtsX.\l.24i The soil consists chiefly of about twelve

inches of turbary, and under that, gravel or stone.



TUBBATION.

2. Law. In foU common of turbary : The right

to cut turf or peat for fuel on a common or on
another person's land,

1567 Lane. IViils (Chetham Soc.) II. 84 Concerning tur-

barye and sute of Court. i6as Callis Stat. Srzvers (1647)

T06 Common of Pi«hary, Turbary, or of Pasture in great
i

Fens, Marishes and Wastes, may be charged., for their

Commons. 1641 Termes de la Ley 209 Turbary is an
interest of digging turfes upon a common. 1798 J. Middle-
ton V'ietv Agric. Middlesex 103 The vmlue of the commons
..including. .pasturage, locality of situation, and the bar-

barous custom of turbary. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon
(1813) 294 The parishioners have a right of turbary on these

moors, by which they have been much injured. 1884 Times
(weekly ed.) 19 Sept. 6/4 Each infinitesimal right of grazing

or turbary had to be surveyed, examined into.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1850 Mantkll in Q. Jml. Geol. Soc. VI. 327 The so-called

*turbar>' deposit', whence Ixines of the Moa,.have been
obtained. 1896 M. Brit. Dail^ Mail 8 June 4 The clauses

relating to purchase, turbary rights, and other matters. 18^
speaker 18 July 58/2 The turbary and sea-wrack clause will

have the most important effects.

Turbat, -batt, obs. ff. Tdrban, Turbot.

tTarbation (tpjb^i-Jan). Obs. [a. OF. tur-

bacioun (14th c. in Godcf.), ad. L. iurbatio^ -onemy

from turbdre to disturb.] Confusion, disorder,

disturbance; perturbation, agitation of mind.
c 1400 Sc. Trojan War \\, 117 In the tyme of turbacions.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione m. xxv. 96 A li^t turbacion shuld
not so snne springe in me. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. v.

(1520) 61 b/2 There was then turbacyon in the chyrche for

stryfe and heretykes. c 1530 Judic. Urines 11. ii. 12 b, Turba-
cyon and distemperaunse of the humours in the body.

1643 T. Hodges Glimpse Gods Glory 38 It intimates a
turhation of minde.

ilTurbeh (tuTbe{]))). Also turb6. [Turkish,

a. Arab, i>Ji turbah tomb, sepulchre.] A small

mosque-like building erected over the tomb of a

Moslem, esp. a person of sanctity or rank.

1687 A. LovFix tr. Thevenot's Trav. i. 22 At the back of
this Alosque there is a Turbe, where are the bodies of Sultan
Achmet and his children. 1853 Lavakd Nineveh^ Babylon
ii. 24 In the midst.. rose here and there a conical turbeh
of beautiful shape, covered with exquisite tracery, ij^
W. M. Ramsav in Expositor Nov. 463 When it {the build-

ing] is little more than a mausoleum, it is called a turbe.

Turbel, obs. form of Tboublb.
Turbellarian (ti5jbele»*rian), a. and sh. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Tt4rbeUdr%a, neuter pi. (f. L, turbeUa a

little crowd, a bustle, stir, dim. of turba crowd)
+ -AN.] a. adj. Of or belonging to the Turbel-

laria^ a class of worms inhabiting fresh or salt

water or damp earth, hfiving the body covered with

vibratile cilia producing minute whirls in the water.

b. sh. A worm of this class ; a whirl-worm.
1879 E. P. Wright Amm. Life 580 Rhynchocoela. These

are the flat worms. To one section thereof would belong the
Turbellarian and Nemertean worms. xZ&xScience I. 433/t

The form and armature of the tail resemble those of many
turbellarians.

So TarbeUariform (-ea*rifpim) a., having the

form of a turl>ellarian,

1877 HuXLEV Anat. Jrtv. Anim. xii. 675 The Tunicate
Pkaryngopueuita^ with their caudate larvae, may be sup-
posed to stand in the same relation to the Turbel tar!form
Pharyngopneustay as the Trematoda^ with their cercariform
larvEc, to the Turbellaria.

llTurben. Obs, rare. [L. turben^ by- form of

turbOf turbin-em : see Tubbo.] The spire or whorl
of a twisted shell.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1012 This Turbcn or Conical figure

(of a snail shell] is well neare a quarter of an inch.

Turben, Turbentyno, obs. flf. Tubban, Toe-
PKNTINE.

Turbesoency (tSibe's^nsi), rare. [f. assumed
L. *turbesc^re to grow turbid : see -ency. Cf,

putrcsccncy^ The condition of becoming turbid.

1834 Erasers Mug. X. 569 The sudden turbescency of
water is generally attributed to rains.

Turbet, obs. form of Tubbit, Tdrbot.
Turbeth: see Tukpeth.
Turbid (ti>-jbid), a. [ad. L. turbid-us full of

confusion or disorder; troubled, muddy; perplexed,

violent, etc ; f. turba crowd, disturbance.]

1. Of liquid : Thick or opaque with suspended
matter; not clear ; cloudy, muddy.
i6s6 Bacon Sylva } 306 Though the Lees doe make the

Liquour turbide, yet they refine the Spirits. a itoi
Maundrell youm, Jems. (1732) 4 It's Waters are turbid
and very unwholesome. 1800 tr. Lagrange"s Chem. 11-375
At the end of some time this water becomes turbid, putrifies,

and emits an ammoniacat odour. 1896 Q. Rev. Apr. 498 Gases
..acted upon them [the X rays] as turbid media, stopping
them by vague difltision, as milky water stops light.

b. Of air, smoke, clouds, etc. : Thick, dense

;

dark.
170$ J. Philips Blenheim 145 Horrible Flames, and turbid

streaming Clouds Of Smoak sulphureous. 1807 J. Barlow
Colufttb. III. 21 The nations, temperM to the turbid air,

Breathe deadly strife. 18x1 Pinkerton Petralogy II. 330
The sun rose above the horiiton, turbid at first and dimmed
by mists. i8>9 Chapters Phys. Sc. 267 Whether the sky
be dear and serene, or cloudy and turbid, whether it snows
or rains, a 1831 A. Knox Rem. I. 7 Turbid wreaths, Sully-

ing joy's gilded ceilings.

o. fi^. or in figurative language.
*75» Warburton Serm, t John iv. zo Wks. 1788 V. 45

Vol. X.

473

Benevolence, arising from this source, at first runs thick
and turbid. x8oo Wellesley in Owen Desp. (1877) 732 It

is not the nature of these inestimable blessings to spring
from a turbid source. 1810 Crabbe Borough xxiii. 144 Kach
feature in the face, Pinched through neglect or turbid by dis*

grace. X876 Merivale Rom. 'Triumvirates vi. 121 The
readers and thinkers of the day . . withdrew more and more
from the turbid sphere of political action.

2. Jig. Characterized by or producing confusion
or obscurity of thought, feeling, etc. ; mentally con-
fused, perplexed, muddled; disturbed, troubled.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. xxx. 44, I had divers fits of

melancholy, and such turbid intervatis that use to attend
close prisoners, who for the most part have no other com-
panions, but confus'd troops of wandring cogitations. 1663
Cowley Ess. in l^erse ^- Prose, OfGreatness, Senecio was a
man of a turbid and confused wit. 1684 Howe Redeemer's
Tears Wks. 1862 II. 316 No grief, sorrow or sighing, which
are all fled away; as there can be no other turbid passion of
any kind, a t68S Cvdworth /mmut. Mor. (1731)90 The Per-
ceptions of which .. are confused, indistinct, turbid and
encumbred Cogitations. 1^44 HARRrs Three Treat, in. n.

(1765) 245 This turbid, this fickle, fleeting Period. x8ao
Byron Mar. Eal. n. \. 487 Your sleep for many nights has
been so turbid. 18^ Stonehouse AxJwlme 207 Wesley's
mind seems at this time to have been in a turbid and rest,

less state. x866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxx, A grimy man in

a flannel shirt, hatless and with turbid red hair. 1896
Edin. Rev. Apr. 332 The turbid utterances and twisted
language of Carlyle.

3. Comb.f as turbid-looking.

1899 Allbutt^s Syst. Med. VI. 911 The latter membrane is

turbid-looking and thickened.

Turbidity (twjhi-dUi). [ad, med.L. turbiditas

(Albertus Magnus, c 1255), ^' ^- t^rbidus Turbid;
see -ITY.] = TURBIDNESS.
X78» KiRWAN in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 715 Dr. Priestley,

in a similar experiment, did not observe this turbidity. 1845
G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem, I, ^23 The serum, .ex-

hibited a remarkable milk-white turbidity. x86a Tyndall
Monntaineer. iii. 35 No mist or turbidity interferes with the
sharpness of the outlines. 1868 Visct. Strangford Select.

(1869) 1 1. 306 A dense circumfluous atmosphere of intellectual
turbidity, of ignorance, of gross superstition, 1888 Rutley
Rock-Forming Min. 127 Any turbidity or milkiness which
a crystal may exhibit.

Torbidly (t^jbidli), adv, rare, [f. Tobbid 4-

-LYii.] In a turbid or troubled manner.
X7»8 Young i''ind. Providence 21 A Person of small

Merit is anxiously jealous of Imputations on his Honour,
because he knows his Title is weak ; one of great Merit tur-

bidly resents them, because he knows his Title is strong.

a 1861 Mrs. Browning Musical Instr. ii, The limpid water
turbidly ran. 1874 Svmonds Itaty 4- Gr, {1898) I. xiv. 305
The gondolas moved turbidly upon the face of the waters.

TnrbidneSS (twubidnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being turbid ; thiclcness

of a fluid; cloudiness; alsoy?^.

1676 /*/(//. Trans. XI. 614 It will mixe .. without turbid,

ness and without coagulation. 177a Jackson ibid. LXIII.
5 Instead of clarifying beer, lit] increased both its tenacity

and turbidness. 1800 W.Saunders J//«. fKa/cr* iv.278Lime
water produces a turbidness when added to the fresh water.

1807 Med. Jml. XVII. 194 On examining the anterior

chamber [of the eyej, all the turbidness had disappeared.

1906 E. A. Abbott Silanus xxxv. 352 Trouble of soul does
not mean confusion or turbidness of soul.

+ Tu*rbidoua, a. Obs. rate. [f. L. turbid-us

TuRBin -t- -ous.] =" Turbid.
i6a8 HoHBES Thftcyd. (1822) 130 The stream of the river is

swift, broad and turbidous.

Turbill, Turbillion, -billoun, obs, forms of

Trouble, Toubbillion.

Turbinaceons (ti)jbin/''j3s), ay rare. [f. L.

turbo^ turbin-em : see Turbo and -aceous.] Re-
sembling the gastropod genus Turbo \ top-shaped,
1844 penny Cycl. XXII. 53/1 Siphonostomata./Turbi-

nella.. .Turbinaceous and spiny species.

tTurblna*ceou8, a.=^ Obs. [Erroneous forma-

tion for *turbac€Ous{. med.L. /«r^a turf, peat, as if

f. L. turbOj turbin- (cf. prec.).] Pertaining to peat

;

peaty ; flavoured with peat-smoke.
18*4 Scott St. Ronans xiii, The real turbinacious flavour

(of the whlskyj no sooner reached the nose of the Captain
than the l>everage was turned down his throat.

II
Turbinage (tiirbzna3). Sugar manuf, [F.

(Uttre), f. turbine. Turbine: see -age.] Separa-

tion of. the sugar crystals from the molasses by
centrifugal filters or turbines. Cf. Turbine i c.

1911 in Webstkr.

Tnrbinal (tyubinal), a. and sb, [f. L. turbo^

turbin-em (see Turbo) + -al.] A. Oiij. Turbinated,

top-shaped ; in Anat. = Turbinate a. : cf. B,

1584 R. Scot Discov. iVitchcr, xiii. xix, (1886) 258 Experi-

ments .. in diverse sorts of glasses;, .the columnarie, the

pyramidate or piked, the turbinall. 1883 Science I. 233/1

The arrangement of the turbinal bones in the fissiped carni-

vores. 1903 Brit. Med. Jml. 18 Apr. 910 No swelling as

yet of turbinal bodies or septal mucous membrane.

B. sb. Anat. A turbinal or turbinate bone ; the

ethmo-, the maxillo-, or the spheno-turbinal.

1848 Owen Archetype ^ Homol. Vertebr. Skel. t. 13

'Turbinal '..is a substitute for the phrase ' os turbinatuin

inferius'and its synonym * os spongiosum inferius '. Ibid. ii.

114 The Turbinal or nose-capsule. 1854 — Skel. ff Teeth in

Orr"s Circ. Sc. I. Org. Nat. 179 An ossified part of the

capsule of the organ of smell, turbinal'. Ibid. 251 The
superior turbinals extend.. below into the presphenoidal

sinus. 1871 Huxley Anat. Vertebr. Anim. v. 237 Forming
the floor of the front part of the nasal chamber, on each side,

is a large concavo-convex bone, which.. protects the nasal
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gland, and is commonly termed a turbinal, though, if it be
a membrane bone, it does not truly correspond with the
turbinals of the higher Vertebrata.

Turbinate i,ti)'jbina),(i. and sb. [ad. L. tur^
bindt-us^ f. turbo^ turbin- : see Turbo and -ate

'-^.J

A. adj. Nat. Hist, Resembling a spinning-top
in shape ; of a mollusc, having a spiral shell ; mBot.
spec, inversely conical ; having a narrow tai>ering
base and broad rounded apex; in Anat. applied to
the scroll-like spongy bones of the nasal fossae in

the higher vertebrates,
i66x LovELL Hist. Anim. <^ Min. Introd., Fishes, which

are.. testaceous, and.. turbinate, which are cither involute,
as the Nautilus, . . murex, . . or orbicular, as the Welke. a 1706
Evelyn Sy/va (1776) 11. i. § i {The larch tribe] Easily raised
of the kernels and nuts, which may be gotten out of their
polysperm and turbinate cones. 1750 G. Hughes Barhadoes
283 The largest, as well as the most beautiful of the turbinate
kind. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. ni. xxii. (1765) 229 The
Pericarfium is . . turbinate, 'lop-shaped, when it tapers
towards the Base. 1838 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 24
C\,onus\ Hebrxust Lin. Shell turbinate, coronate, white , . the
spire convex, obtuse. 1S40 G. V. Ellis Anat. 244 I'hree
convoluted portions of bone named spongy or turbinate
bones, which project into the cavity. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 366 Leucojum sesiivum

.

. Fruit turbinate.

b. In combination, modifying another adj., as

turbinate-ientiform, -trutuate.

1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 355 Tym^anis
Fraxini^ .. cups subsessile, turbinate-truncate, shining,
black.

B. sb. a. A turbinate shell, b. A turbinate

bone.
1801-3 t""' Eallas' Trav. (1812) I. 70 A multitude of tur-

binates of the large kind, and especially whole strata, full of

small striped turbinates. 187a Mivart Elem. Anat. 84
That part of it immediately below the cribriform plate is

called the upper spongy bone, or superior turbinate, or
turbinal. XO03 Detroit Med. jml. 733 (Cent, D. SuppL)
Cases of asthma treated by removal of the middle turbinate.

t TuTbinate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. turbo, turbin-

(see Turbo) ¥ -ate i*.] a. trans. To fashion like

a top ; to make top-shaped, b. intr. To turn or

whirl like a top or a whirlwind,
ij*x Bailey, Turbinate, to fashion like a Top, to sharpen

at one End. 1791 Burke P'rench Affairs Wks. VII. 41
The Russian Government is., liable to be subverted by mili-

tary seditions, . . and sometimes by headlong rebellions of the
people, such as the turbinating movement of Pugatchef.

Turbinated (l»'abin(rited), a. [f. as TUBBI-
NATE a. + -ED 1.]

1. Top-shaped, top-like; spec, in Nat. Hist.

whorled, = Turbinate a.

1615 Crooke Body 0/ Man 215 It is equall, smooth, and
turbinated, that is, broad at the basis or bottom, and growing
smaller. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 122 Turbinated; con-
sisting of a cone-like cavity, rouled up in a spiral, a 1706
EvKLYN Sylva 11. i. (1776) 274 The Wild or Bastard-Pine and
Teda. .bearing a turbmatedcone. 1759Johnson /flf/^rNo. 56
P 6 An irregular contortion of a turoinated shell. 1800 Phil.
Trans. XG 434 The turbinated bones are in the same relative

situation to the other parts oS the skull as in quadrupeds.

1835 LiNDLEV Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 387 (The placenta) its

form is now turbinated. 1840 E. Wilson Anat. I'ade M,
(1842)38 The inferior Turbinated or spongy Bone is a thin

layer of loose and spongy bone, slightly curled upon itself,

and projected inwards from the inner wall of the Nares.
1884 M. Mackenzie £>is. Throat ^ Nose II. 233 There are
always three turbinated bones, and frequently a fourth.

1 2. Of motion : Like that of a top ;
gyrating,

rotary, whirling. Obs.
1665 HooKE Microgr, Ix. 246 [Gravitation] does not depend

upon the diurnal or turbinated motion of the Earth. 1693
Bentley Boyle Led. iv. 125 Let Mechanism here, .produce
a spiral and turbinated motion of the whole moved Body
without an external director.

Turbination (twbin^i'Jan). [ad. L. turbina-

tidn-em a pointing in the form of a cone, f. tttrbi-

nat'us Turbinate a. : see -ation.]

1. t The action of making top-shaped (obs.)
;

top-like or turbinate form ; formation of a whorl.
16x3 CocKERAM, Turbination, the fashioning of a thing

like a top or gigge. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1834
M^MuRTRiK Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 257 Their shells are

very open, ..most of them without the slightest turbination,

f 2, The action of spinning or whirling round

like a top. Obs.

1665 HooKK A/;£'r4»fr.lx. 246 Then certainly the turbination

cannot be the cause of the attraction of the Earth, a 1680

Allestree Serm., Matt. xi. -28 (1684) 11. 124 They have a
most perfect acquiescency in that their turbination.

TttrbixiatO-(ti>ibin,?iti?), combining form from
L. turbindtus TvRBiaATE a.

;
qualifying adjs, used

in natural history, as turbinato-concave, -cytindricai,

-globosCy -stipitate.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 384 Turbinato-cyllndrical, four
and a half lines broad at top. 1846 Berkeley in Proc.
Berzv. Nat. Club II. No. 14. 190 Cup . . turbinato-stipitate.

1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 195 Mollisia versi-

color.. sit first globose, then turbinato-concave. Ibid. 236
Lachnella caulicola. . .Cups gregarious, stipitate, turbinato*
globose, then hemispherical.

Turbine (tf>Jbin). [a. F, turbine, ad. L. turbo,

turbin-em : see Turbo.]
1. Originally applied to a wheel revolving on a

vertical axis, and driven by a column of water
falling into its interior, and escaping by pipes,

channels, or apertures, so arranged as to press by
reaction on the periphery of the wheel, and cause
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it to revolve in the direction opposite to that of the

escaping water. Now applied to any kind of

machine in which this principle (sometimes com-

bined with that of direct impact) is used or de-

veloped; the modifications and developments are

very numerous, many of these being of highly com-

plicated structure, in which neither the horizon-

tality ofthe wheel nor the motive power is retained.

[1814 BuRDiN in Bull. Soc. Encoiiragem. July 256 Machines

rotatoires h grande vitesse nommfe turbines hydrauliques.)

184Z Civil Eiig. ft Arch. Jrnl. V. 266/1 The mechanical

construction of the Turbine is.. given, and its action.. de-

scribed. 1861 O. W. Holmes Voice 0/Loyal North 33 Tis

hard. .To see the rusting turbines stand Before the emptied

flumes. 1861 Rankine Steam Engine 189. 1881 W. C.

Unwin in Eiicycl. Brit. XII. 524/2 The Scotch turbme..

differs in no essential respect from the older form of reaction

wheel 1884 Athenxum 16 Aug. 212/2 A well-constructed

water-wheel or turbine can.. be worked with far greater

economy than steam. 1897 Spectator 4 SepL, There arc at

Niagara single turbines which produce 5000 horsepower.^

b. More fully steam-turbine : A steam motor in

which rotatory motion is produced by steam im-

pinging directly upon a series of vanes upon the

circumference of a revolving cylinder or disk (or, in

some types, acting and reacting alternately on

moving and stationary elements).

1900 Engineer 2 Feb. 127/3 The main applications of the

De Laval steam turbine are :—(i) Turbine motors, driving

machinery direct by means of belts or ropes ; (2) Turbine dyna-

mos, the dynamos being placed on the second motion shafts

or a prolongation of the same; (3) turbine pumps.. and (4)

turbine exhaust and pressure fans or ventilators. X900 N.
Brit. Daily Mail 30 Jan. 4 That is the whole secret of the tur-

bine. In the modern application of it the steani blows upon

the shaft and the shaft turns, and by an ingenious_ applica-

tion of blades the steam which enters the first turbine when
it leaves the boiler at a pressure of 225 lbs. to the square inch

is utilised till the value of the last pound is all used up. 1905

Westm. Gaz. 16 Mar. lo/i The dynamo is coupled directly

to a Parsons turbine, which has introduced great changes

and great economies in the driving of huge electrical plants.

C. A centrifugal separator used in sugar manu-

facture.

1873 Besant & Rice Little Girln. x. 116 The sweet, rich

smell of the sugar ; the huge vats of seething, foaming juice,

and the whirling turbines.

2. a/tril>. and Comd., as turbine dynamo, dynamo-

meter, engine, machinery, mill, tnotor, shaft, top,

(^ater) wheel; turbine-driven, -engined, -like,

-propelled, adjs. ; driven by a steam-turbine, as

turbine boat, destroyer, steamer, yacht, etc. ; tur-

bine-alternator, -generator : see Turbo- ;
tur-

bine-pump, a turbine water wheel used to raise

water by being driven by external power in the

direction opposite to that in which it turns when
used as a motor.
1904 Longm. Mag. Jan. 215 The Revolution.. the first

American-built 'turbine boat. 1900 Engineer 8 June S95/3

The Elswick "turbine destroyer, which made 3688 knots

on trial. Ibiil. 22 June 645/2 This will be the largest

*turbine-driven generating set ever built. 1901 IVestm.

Gaz. 19 June 4/3 The adaptability of the turbine-driven

steamship for passenger tnafiic was tested on the Clyde yester-

day. 1900 *Turbine dynamo [see lb], igoo Engineer i6Feh.

170/1 THie *turbine engines are similar to those of the Tur-

binia. 1901 Scotsman 20 Sept. 4/4 The new turbine engines .

.

were built to secure a speed of 35 knots. 1902 Daily C/iron.

12 Nov. 7/2 At the present time there is only one 'turbine-

engined war.vessel in the world. This is H.M.S. Velox.

1904 Longm. Mag. Jan. 214Two new cross-channel steamers

..are turbine-engined. 1906 J. W. Thurso Mod. Turbine

Pract. etc. J47 Of great importance in connection with *tur-

bine governors is the time of closing. 1907 Westm, Gaz.

II Nov. 6/3 The many advantages of this special type of

engine [six-cylinder motor] are its smooth, *turbine-like

motion. 1000 Engineer 2 Nov. 444/3 *Turbine machinery

occupying less space than the present cramped-up recipro-

cating engines. 1904 Daily Chron. 3 June 6/6 It has yet to

be proved that turbine machinery is suitable for the propul-

sion of cargo vessels where speed is not a great requisite.

190a Engineer 2 Feb. 127/3 A steam consumption as low as

139 lb. of steam per brake horse-power on a 300 horsepower

steam *turbine motor. 190X loid. 11 Jan. 45/1 ^The first

absolute decision to adopt the *turbine principle in a large

passenger vessel. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 3 May 6/3 Only their

fast vessels would be *turbine-propelled. 1901 Engineer

1 1 Jan. 45/1 *Turbine propulsion for a new Clyde passenger

steamer. 1900 *Turbine pump [see i b]. 1887 D. A. Low
Machine Draw. (1892) 120 Bearing for a "turbine shaft. 1900

Engineer 2 Feb. 127/3 The pinion on the turbine shaft gears

into two wheels on opposite sides. 1904 Longm. Mag. Jan.

214 The first Transatlantic *turbine steamer. 1906 Stevens

& HoBART Steam Turbine Engin. 12 At high speeds the

*turbine vessels excel in economy, i860 Emerson Cond.

Life, Worship Wks. (Bohn) II. 396 There is faith in

chemistry, in meat and wine, in . . *turbine-wheels, . . but not

in divine causes.

Hence Tu'rbined a., having or propelled by a

turbine or turbines (Webster, 191 1); TuTbiner,

a turbine-driven vessel.

190S St. John (N. Brunswick) Daily Sun 3 Apr. i/i Tur.

biner Victorian will dock this morning.

Turblneotomy (twbine-ktomi). Surg. [f. TUB-

bin(al + Gr. (KTOfii) excision.] Excision of a tur-

binal bone or bones.

1900-13 in Borland Med. Diet. 1901 Lancet 16 Nov. 1321/2

For short operations, such as . . turbinectomy, . . gas is some-

times sufficient.

Turbinelloid (toibineloid), a. Zool. [f. mod.L.

Turbinella (f. turbin-em : see Turbo) -f -did.] Re-

474

sembling or having the characters of the Turbi- 1

nellidse, a family of large marine gastropods having

a pyriform shell with transverse columellar folds.

In recent Diets.

f Turbineous (t»jbi-njas), a. Obs. rare. [f. L.

turbine-US {{.turbo: see TuEBo) -h -ous.] Of the

nature of a whirlwind.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Turbintous {turbineus), of or be-

longing to a storm and blustering winde, whirling round.

167s E. Wilson Spadacrene Diinelm. 26 The mighty Tem-
pests and turbinious Winds.

Turbiner : see after Turbine.

II
Turbines (t»ubinfz), pi. of Turbo, a genus of

gastropod molluscs, q. v.

Perh. sometimes used as pi. of *turblne, in sense of Turbo.

Tarbiuifbrm (tMbi'nif^rm), a. Nat. Hist.

[ad. mod.L. turbiniform-is, f. L. turbin-em : see

Turbo and -form.] Top-shaped, turbinate ; also,

having the form of the genus Turbo of gastropods

;

turbinoid, spiral.

i8j6 Kihbv & Sp. Enlomol. IV. xlvi. 265 Turbiniform

{Turbini/ormis). Whose vertical section is turbinate, and
horizontal circular. Ex. Antenme of Aleochara socialis.

1856 Woodward Molluscam 463 Vitrinella... Shell minute,

hyaline, turbiniform, umbilicated.

Tarllinite (tSubinsit). [ad. mod.L. turbinlt-es,

or a. F. turbinite, f. L. turbin-em : see Turbo and

-ITE 1.] A fossil turbinate shell. Also Turbite.
1828 Webster, Turbinite, Turbite. 1832 Th. Ross

Humboldt's Trav. I. vi. 204 Some beds are almost unmixed
with petrifactions, but .. the cardites, the turbinites, the

ostracites, and shells of small dimension, are found.

Turbinoid (t»Jbinoid), a. Zool. \{.\,.tHrbin-em

(see Turbo) + -oiD.] Resembling the genus Turbo

or family Turbinidse of gastropod molluscs (esp.

those of tropical and subtropical seas) characterized

by a thick top-shaped shell with a rounded opening

closed by a calcareous operculum.
1861 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instil. 1S60,

213 Fossils of Turbinoid form. 1879 W. B. Carpenter in

Encycl. Brit. IX. 37J/2 The type of the second group is the

almost universally diffused Rotalia, in which the chambers
are disposed in a turbinoid spire.

Turbinotomy (tMbinctomi). Surg. [f. TuR-
bin(al -f Gr. To/tifcutting.] Incision of the turbinal

bone. So Turbinotome (twbi-n^t^um), an instru-

ment for performing this operation (Borland Med.

Diet. 1900-13).

189s T. C. Jones in Brit. Med. "jfrnl. II. 1289 Turbino-

tomy in cases of deafness and tinnitus aurium.

Turbit (t»-jbit). Also 8 -et. [app. f. L. turbo

a top, from its figure ; cf. Tubbot.] A small fancy

variety of the domestic pigeon, distinguished by its

stout rounded build, a short beak,the ruffle or frill on

its neck and breast, and a small crest. Also attrib.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 244/2 The Turbit Pigeon,

or Cortbeck. 172S Bradley's Earn. Diet. s.v. Pigeon,

Many Sorts of Pigeons, such as Carriers, . .Jacobins, Turbits,

Helmets, [etc]. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. i. (1878) 16 The
turbit has a short and conical beak, with a line of reversed

feathers down the breast. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 17 Feb. 2/1

He has a strain of the turbit pigeon in him, while all the rest

are just the common wild Blue Rock sort.

Hence Tnrbiteen (tiirbitfn), an oriental frilled

variety ofdomestic pigeon resembling the turbit, and

said to be derived from it. Also attrib.

1876 H. P. Caridia in R. Fulton Bk. Pigeons 317 The
Turbiteens. These are the present Oriental Turbits, which
twenty.five years ago were marked as the present British

Turbits. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1265/1 Handsome chequered

turbiteen cock.

Turbite : see under Turbinite. Tarbith : see

TuRPETH. Turblaunoe, var. Thoublanob Obs.

Turble, obs. £ Trouble.

Turbo (tjiubc). [a. L. turbo (also iurben),

turbin-em a whirlwind or tornado, a spinning-top,

a reel or spindle, a whirl, twirl, twist, revolution.]

1 1. A whirlwind, a tornado. Obs. rare.

1677 Vi,OT Ox/ordsh. 5 Those that have sailed to the Indies

can inform them what force Hurricane's and Turbo's have.

II
2. (mod.L., pi. turbines (-niz).) A genus of

gastropod molluscs, typical ofthefamily Turbinidx,

having a regularly turbinate or whorled shell, with

a rounded aperture and a calcareous operculum

;

also loosely, any member of the TurbiniJx ; any

turbinate or wreathed shell.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. ^ Min. Introd., The turbines

are great, eared, tuberous. 1760-72 tr. Juan f; Ultoa's

Voy. (ed. 3) L 168 This species of turbines, the juice of which

is also used in dying cotton threads. 1779 Mrs. Delanv

in Life S, Corr. Set. 11. (1862) II. 475 She has found at her

grotto some shells, . . and found on Bunster a left-handed

tooth'd turbo. 1837 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XV. 347/2 A
rigorous -examination of the turbines of British writers.

1884 G. Allen in PallMallG. 26 Sept. 4/1 The objects mside

the bower [of the Australian bower-bird] comprise a large

and very handsome marine shell,.. a pale blue turbo; a

purplish pink cowrie.

3. Mech. = Turbine : cf. next, colloq.

1904 Electr. World f; Engin. 30 July 1651 Oil coolers are

erected in the basement below the turbos, through which

the lubricating oil is passed, and cooled by means of a cold

water circulation.

Turbo- (tu-rbo), a verbal element repr. Turbine,

in compounds forming the names of various

TURBULENCE.
machines driven by and directly coupled to a tur-

bine, or which are themselves turbines, the second
element being the name of the machine so driven

or coupled ; thus = Turbine in comb. ; as turbo-

alternator, -dynamo, -generator, -machine, -motor,

-pump, -unit, -ventilator.

X900 Engineers Nov. 444/3 Tests, .on two*turbo alternators
of 1000 kilowatts per hour nominal output. X902 Sloanb
Stand. Electr. Diet. App., Turbo-alternator, an alternating

current dynamo coupled direct to a high-speed steam
turbine. 1904 Electr. World ^ Engin. 19 ^Mar. 558
Electrical and mechanical difficulties which arise in the
design of *turbo-dynamos (dynamo-electric generators
directly connected to steam-turbines). 1904 Ibid. 21 May
945 Each of the . . *turbo-electric units is of the vertical type.

X903 Ibid. 25 July 147 Two groups of *turbo.exciters, of

no h. p. each. 1902 Sloane Stand. Electr, Diet. A^p.,
*Turbo-generator, a generator coupled or geared to a high-

speed steam turbine, and on the same base with it. xoix
Evolution 0/ Parsons Steam Turbine 30 This turbo-

generator worked for many years. 1903 5<r^ Amer., Supp.
26 Sept. 23185 Steam-turbines are ,. analogous to hydraulic

turbines, and form part of the general class which the author
[Professor Rateau] will call ' •turbo-machines '. 1900 Westm.
Gaz, 7 Sept. 6/1 A torpedo-destroyer.. driven through the

water at the rate of forty-three miles an hour by the use

of the *turbo-motor instead of reciprocating engines. 1903
Electr. World ^ Engin. 4 July 17 Prof. Rateau has installed

*turbo.ventilators giving a pressure of half an atmosphere,

and *turbo.pumps with a lift of several hundred metres.

Turbot (tp-ibat). Forms : 3-8 turbut, 4-5
-bote, 4-7 -butt, 5 -bott, 6 -butte, 6-7 -bat, 7 Sc.

-batt, (3-8 -bet, 7, 9 -bit, 4- turbot. [a. OF.
tourbout (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), torbout, AF.
turbut, MDu. turbot, terbot, tarbot; of uncertain

origin
;
perh. a deriv. of L. turbo spinning top

(also in med.L. ' turbot '), referring to its shape ; but

the termination of the F. word is unexplained.]

1. A large flat fish {Rhombus maxitnus or Psetta

7ttaxima), having a wide scaleless body covered

with conical bony tubercles, with the eyes normally

on the left side, found on the European coasts and
much esteemed as food.

c 1300 Havelok 754 He tok J>e sturgiun, and J?e qua], And
)« turbut, and lax with-al. 1307-6 Durham Ace. Rolls

(Surtees) 4 In j turbote, iiij s. ij d. 1377 Ibid. 46 In j Tur-
butt et j leyng emp. in villa, xs. vjd. 14. . IVom. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 704/36 {Nomina piscium) Hie turbo, -[i]nis, a tur-

bott. C1450 Two Cookery-bks. 112 Nym luys, turbot, and
elys & gobete hem in mosselys. 1502-3 Rec. St. Mary at

Hill 248 Payd for di. a turbutt xx d. 157a Levins Manip.

93/24 A Turbet, fish, rhombus, i. Ibid, 195/28 Turbutte,

fish, chalehis, rhombus, i. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 41 Turbat, filuik, and plase fluik. 1655
MoUFET & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746)266 Turbots..

were in old time counted so good and delicate, that this Pro-

verb grew upon them. Nihil ad Rhombum', that is to say.

What is all this in comparison 0/ a Turbot, 1728 Young
Love Fame in. 74 The salmon is refus'd, the turbot bought.

177X Smollett Humph. CI. 5 June, My uncle, .asked him
to dinner, and treated him with a fine turbot. 1836 Yarrell
Brit. Fishes II. 238 Reversed Turbots. .that is, Turbots

having the eyes and dark colour on the right side instead of

the left, are also occasionally brought to market. 1870

Yeats Nat. Hist. Comvt. 324 The English markets.. are

supplied chiefly with Dutch turbot.

2. Applied to other fish more or less resembling

the turbot.

a. In north of Eng. and parts of Scotland, the halibut.

b. In U. S., any of various large flat fishes, as the diamond
flounder of California {Hypopsetta guttulata), or the spotted

flounder of the Pacific coast (Bothus macviatits). c. In

New Zealand, Ammotrelis guntheri, also called lemon.sole

(Morris). d. Locally, any of various species of Batistes,

the file-fishes and trigger-fishes {Cent. Diet. 1891).

1555 Eden Decades 200 Certeyne other fysshes : as soles,

mackerelles, turbuttes (in W. Indies], 1598 Hakluyt Voy.

1. 104 They gaue vnto vs a great fresh turbut. 1601 Holland
Pliny \-x, XX. I. 247 In[a Turbot the right side turneth upward,

and in a Plaice the left. 1674 Ray Collect. Words, Fishes

s. v.. What in the [South] they call the Halibut in the North
they call the 'Turbot ; . . in some parts of the West of England
they call the Turbot Bret and the Halibut Turbot. 1794
Statist. Ace. Scot. XII. 171 note, The fish.. are cod, ling,

skate, mackerel, hollybut, here called turbot. 1810 P. Neill
List Fishes n (Jam.) Holibut...In our [Edinburgh) market

..named the turbot; the proper turbot .. getting another

name, that of rawnfleuk. 1883 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 581/2

The American or Spotted Turbot {Rhombus maculatits) . . is

common on the coasts of New England and New York.

1885 Lady Brassey Tlie Trades 302 There were fish here

[Jamaica] called turbot—not the least like our turbot, but ol

bright ultramarine and azure blue.

3. attrib. and Comb., as turbot-boat, -fish, -fisher,

-fishery, -kettle, -line,+ -sprout (Sprout sb:^-) ; turbot-

likc adj.

184s Gosse Ocean ii. (1849) 82 •Turbot-boat off Scar-

borough. 161 1 Cotgr., Turbot, the *Turbot fish. 1845

GossE Oceaii ii. (1849) 82 Even the practised eye of the

"turbot-fisher.. fails to detect a fish when thus concealed.

176s Museum Rust. IV. 238 The "turboLfishery off the

British coasts. 1846 Sover Cookery 85 Put the whole of the

turtle .. into a large *turbot kettle. 161 1 Cotgr., Barbue, .

.

a kind of lesse Turbot, or »Turbotlike fish, called by some,

a Dab, or Sandling. 1763 Chron. in Ann, Reg. 162/1 A
complete sett of *turbot-lines. 1324-5 Durham Ace. Rolls

(Surtees) 14 In..xij *torbotes sproutes, xvj Lopsters. 1430

Ibid. 61 In..j Turbotspreute [printed -sprentei

t TurbtUaoioun, -aunce, obs. var. Tribula-

tion, Tboublance.
c 1430 Lydg: Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 251 My socoure

and refuge, Geyn every tempest and [urbulacioun.

Turbulence (t2)ibi«lens). Also 7 -anoe. [ad.
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L. turbulentia^ f. turhnlenins Turbulent : see

-KNCE : of. F. turbulame, -etue (i4tli c, in Hatz.-

Darm.)» perh. the immediate source.] The state

or quality of being turbulent ; violent commotion,
agitation, or disturbance ; disorderly or tumultuous
character or conduct; with a and //., an instance

of this.

1598 Florio, Torbolenza^ turbulence disturbance. x6o6
Shaks. Tr, 9fCr. v, iii. 11, 1 haue dreampt Of bloudy turbu-

lence. 1639 in Kirkcudbr. IVar-Comm. Min. Bk. etc. (1855)

231 Whatsomever tumilts and turbulances that shall happen
to fall out. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. II. v. 4 The
turbulence of youth .. gradually subsided. 1845 M.
Pattison Ess. (i88g) I. 18 It required all the personal

influence of the king to check the turbulence of his irritated

followers. 1853 J. ^' Newman Hist. Sk. (1873) III. \.\. 5
A temporary retreat from the turbulence of ecclesiastical

politics.

b. Of natural conditions: Stormy or tempestuous
state or action ; violence.

i7»6-46 Thomson I/Vw/c^ 56 Congregated clouds, And all

the vapoury turbulence of heaven. 1748 Anson's Voy. i.

viii. 82 The turbulence of the weather. x8ao Scoresby Acc.
Arctic Reg. I. 301 Capable of resisting the turbulence of the

ocean. 1863 Coulburn Fers. Reltg. iii, vii. 205 Think of
Him as calm., amidst the most furious agitations and
turbulences of nature.

Tnrbxilency (t^ubiailensi). Now rare^ [f. as

prec. : see next and -ency.] Turbulent state, dis-

turbed condition.

1607 Puritan 1. ii. 61, 1 . . for my part wish a Turbulency in

the world, c 1645 Howell Lett. vi. 80 Since the turbulency

of these times, the same moderation shines in you. 1671

Milton F. R. iv, ^62 Like lurbulencies in the affairs of men,
..They oft fore-signifie and threaten ill. 1694 Salmon
Bates Dispens. (1713) 512/1 Where there is need of quiet-

ing the Turbulency and Effervescency of the Humours.
1734 tr. RolUn's AncHist. xvi.ii.(i827) VI. 349 Endeavour
to calm the turbulency of their minds. 1831 PoE Bells iii,

What a tale of terror their turbulency tellsl

Turbulent (t^'jbi/JlC-nt), a. [ad, L. turbu'

knt-tts full of disturbance or commotion, restless,

f. turba crowd, turbare to disturb, agitate : of. corpu-

Untj trtuulent. So F. turbulent (i 3-1 3th c.).]

L Of persons, their attributes and actions

:

Causing disturbance or commotion ; disposed or

inclined to disorder ; tumultuous ; unruly ; violent.

1538 CovERDALE N. T. Ded., These turbulent and stormy
assaultes of the wicked. 1593 G. Harvev Pierce's Super. ^8
That execrable Seruetus, or other turbulent rebells m
Religion. 160a Shaks. Heun. iii. t. 4 Grating so harshly all

his dayes of quiet With turbulent and dangerous Lunacy,
rt 1780 Watson Philip III, hi. (1793) I. 289 The danger to

whith he was exposed from their turbulent ambition. 1846
Trench Mirac. vi. (1862) 188 He expelled from the house
the crowd of turbulent mourners. 1856 Emerson Eng.
TraitSy Char. Wks. (Bohn) II. 59 They stoutly carry into

every nook and corner of the earth their turbulent sense.

•f b. Of things : Having a disturbing effect

;

tending to produce disturbance or trouble. Obs,

1625 Hacon Ess.y IwiovatioHS (Arb.) 527 A Froward Re-
tention of Custome, is as turbulent a lliing, as an Innoua-
tion. i6»5 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argcnis 11. xvii. 121

Such, whose angry and turbulent PUnets have indued them
with a more violent disposition. 1671 M11.TON Samson 522

Nor envied them the grape Whose heads that turbulent

liquor 611s with fumes.

C. Violent in action or effect.

1656 RiDGLEY Pract. Physick 65 The cause is a Narcoticic

vapour, but it is turbulent also. 1874 Garrod & Baxter
Mat, Med. (1880) 440 When the heart is turbulent in its

action, then the sedative remedies which act upon this organ
are indicated ;..a turbulent cardiac condition isoftencom-
bined with a very imperfect flow of blood through its

cavities.

2. Characterized by violent disturbance or com-
motion; violently disturbed or agitated; disorderly,

troubled, a. Of weather, the sea, etc. : Stormy,

tempestuous.

'573 G, Harvey Letter^bk. (Camden) 34 After thes turbu-

lent raging tempests I hope verrely for caulm and faicr

wether. 1608 Shaks. Per. in, ii. 4 Tas been a turbulent

and stormie night, a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. (1690) 20 One
sort of VesseU for the turbulent Sea, another for Inland
Waters. 1770 G, White Sel&ome xxix. 80 Last month we
had such a series of cold turbulent weather, i860 Tyndall
Glac. I. xiv. 94 Our way sometimes lay. .across turbulent

brooks, 1864 A. M'^Kay Hist, Kilmarnock 261 The swollen

waters bore upon their turbulent bosoms planks, trees, [etc.].

b. Of a state of mind or thought, social or

political affairs, etc,

1609 Daniel Civ, IVars i. 9 tHc] making the succession

doubtfull, rent This new>got State, and left it turbulent. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 1126 Thir inward State of Mind, calme
Region once And full of Peace, now lost and turbulent. 1788
Gibbon Decl. 4- F. xxxtx. (i86g) II. 433 The reign of the

usurper was short and turbulent. 1848 Dickens Dombey
lix, Howeverturbulent his thoughts,. .that wasall past now.
1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iv. I. 455 In the City of London,
lately so turbulent, scarcely a murmur was heard.

ilcnce TuTlJulently adv.^ in a turbulent manner

;

with much commotion, tumultuously, violently;

TuTbulentness, rare = Turbulence.
x6oa Wakner Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 392 The aforesaid

intermitted Controuersie .. hence-forth turbulently and
Tragically proceeded. 1609 W. Sclater Three/old Preserv.

(1610) Kp. Ded., I know not what show of turbulentnesse

«hey can accuse me of. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. xi. i. § 11

This meeting.. proceeded turbulently, and suspiciously.

1746 Smart Ode St. Cecilia's Day vi, In sorrow's tempest

turbulently tost. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting ix.

397 The gorge [at Victoria Falls] cannot be more than a

hundred yards wide, and at the bottom the river rolls turbu-
lently boiling;.

t Turbulous, a. Obs. rare. Also 6 tourbulus.
[f. L. turlnil-enlus Turbulent + -ous : cf. OF.
^r(^/^?/j Troublous.] —Turbulent, Troublous 2.

iSa7 Hacket Let, to Wolsey (MS, Cott. Galba B. xiv. 91),

That [we] may cheyse the best for owr own parte and for

ttbe] welt and comodyte of all the tourbulus Cristynd[om].

1579 J. Stubbes in Harington's Nugx Ant. (1804) I. 151 A
miserable turbulous wretch, seekiiige to interrupt her peace,

1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Antobiog. xii. (1848) 582
Turbulous and seditious,

Turbyll, obs. form of Trouble.
Turc, obs. f. Turk. Turcais, -oas, -e, -casse,

tiirches, -is, -ois: see Tuukis, Turquoise,
Tiirchine, var. Turkin Obs., blue cloth.

fTurcian, a, Obs. -= next.

1576 FoxB A. ^ M. 3/1 Ottomannus the first Turcian
Eniperour.

+ Tu'rcic, <t' Obs* rare. [f. med.L. 7urc-us

Turk + -ic] Of Turkey, Turkish. So t Tnrcical
a, Obs. rare^ Turkish, Turk-like.
1600 W. Watson Decacordon^xtio-i) 331 Their [the Jesuits']

intended gouernment is most Antichristian, Tartarian,

Turcicall and Tyrannical]. i66x Lovell Hist. Anim, ^
Mtn, Introd., Pulveratricious domestick, as the Cock and
hen, Patavine, Turcick,^M-sick,. .Indian, and Guinie.

t Turoiman, obs. van Truchman.
1562 J. Shuts tr. Cambini's Turk. Wars 68 b, A notable

matter, which wasdeclared vntome. .(by a Persian. .)hauing
for my turciman a citizen of ours named lohn Cerini.

t Turcism (ti>'isiz'm). Obs^ See also Turkish.
[f. med.L, Turc-us Turk + -isu.] The religion or

system of the Turks ; Mohammedanism.
1566 in Neal Hist, Purit, (1732) I. 231 Turcism stood

upon as good ground as Popery. ifiSa Munday Bre^fe ff

True Rep, Exec. Traytours 122, I think.. if any Prince fal

by infidelity into Turscisme, Atheisme, Paganisme or any
such lyke, that the Pope hath aucthoritie to depose such a
Prince. 1607 R. C[akew1 tr. Estienne\ IVorld0/ IVonders

75 If a man would haue a perfect., religion.., he must com-
pound it of Christian religion, ludaizm, and Turcizm.
i6ai-3X LAUD.S"rt/.6Vr/rt. (1847) 13 Heathenism, and Turcism,
and jfudaism, and Heresy, ana Superstition, .ind Schism,

1711 Strypk £«/. Mem. I. xxxv. 271 He grounds his., dis-

course upon the probability of the fall of Turcism.

b. Turkish principles and practice.

1581 ALLKN/I/t?/. 29 b,GreekesandHungariansinfected with
Turcisme. 1613 Zouch Doz'e 29 Iltyrtcum whilst Turcisme it

orcflowes, Feeles not her billowes, nor respects her blowes.

ax643 Ld. Falkland, etc Infallibility (1646) 109 The very
using of this violence is a prime piece of Turcisme.

_ 1705
Stanhope Paraphr. III. 324 The Parts of the Christian

Church once most conspicuous and flourishing..have long

since been overrun with Turcism and Barbarity.

TiiTCize : see Tubkize.

Turco (ti>uki?). [a, Sp., Pg., and It. turco

Turk.]
1. A Chilian bkd, Ilylades megapodiits, related

to and resembling the Tapaculo.
1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. xiu (1873) 270 The former, called

by tne Chilcnos ' el Turco ', is as large as a fieldfare. . .The
Turco is not uncommon, 1896 Newton Diet. Birds 947
The * Turco ',

. , Hytactes megapodtus^ b larger, with greatly
developed feet and claws.

2. A Turk or Moor (in S. America).
1909 Bible in World Aug. 342/2 The Arabic Version is

needed by the so-called Turcos, who settle chiefly in North
Brazil.

3. One of a body of native Algerian light infantry

in the French army ; a Zouave soldier. Also atlrib*

or adj.

i860 Capt. S. Osborn in Once a Week 7 July 35/1 A small

breadth of blue water stayed the charge of the Tartar cut-

throat of the olden day, as we trust it may do ih^pas acceUri
of the more modern Zouaves or Turcos. 1898 Edin, Rev.
Apr. 344 The Turco battalion was constantly engaged. Ibid.

345 A battalion of Turcos. 190a R. W. Chambers Maids 0/
Paradise v, A Turco soldier came into the room,

Turco-, Turko- {Xv-iVo), combining form repr.

med.L. Turcus or Turk. a. Used with adjs. or

sbs. denoting other peoples or coimtries, signifying

* Turkish and. .* or * Turkishly , .', as Turco-

Bulgarian, 'Byzantine^ -Egyftian, -ItaHan^ etc
1813 A. BpucE Life Alex. ^/(Ttwj li. 27 The iniquity of that

TurcopQpish governmenL 1813 Q. Rev. Oct. 256/2 Turcotar-

tarian. 1863 Reader No. 107. 33/3 Hungarian and Turco-
tartaric dialects. 1884 Graphic 4 Oct. 360/3 The style is

Turco-Byzantine—the beginning of the end. 1897 Westm.
Gaz. 25 Sept. 2/2 Other Greek statesmen .. were also

enamoured of the idea of a Turko-Greek alliance. i<jo3

Daily Chron, 28 May 6/1 On my arrival I found the Turkish.

and Turco-Albanian population of the_ town calm. 1909

Westm. Gaz. 13 July 1/3 In order to gain the confidence of

the Turco-Cretans.

b. in other derivatives, as Turco 'loffist {nonce-

wd.)f one who is versed in Turkish history, litera-

ture, language, or art ; Tarcoma'nta, a rage for

Turkish manners or customs ; excessive favour for

Turkish policy, etc. ; TuToopliil, -e a,, tending

to favour Turkey or the Turks ; sb. one who
favours Turkey ; hence Turco'pliilism ; Tu*rco-

pholie, one who has a morbid fear or dislike of

the Turks ; so Turco'phoMat.
i88i A. VXMBfeRY in Athenaeum 31 Dec. 888/2 *Turcolo-

gists will be always thankful for his edition of the Cumanian
glossary. 1834 Ayesha I. i. 9 He had been bitten by the

*turcomania to such a degree, that [etc.]. 1876 Times
16 June,*Turcophile. 1880 Manch. Guard, 3 Nov., They are

Turcophiles, but they would very much like to see a seques-
tration of Turkish revenues for their own ailvantajic. 189S
Eclectic Mag. Oct. 566 A Turkophil Bulgaria might come
..to mean a great autonomous. .Balkan Kingdom. 1903
speaker 10 Oct. 28/2 His wonderful achievement in destroy-
ing the §reat Turcojihil tradition. 1880 Daily Neivs 7 Oct.
4/6 Their conduct is not to be ascribed to what they call
*Turcophilism—meaning .. afiection for the Turk. 1896
Westm.Gaz. 14 May 2/2 His kindness. .should convince
the sternest *Turkuphobe. 1877 J. Baker Turkey Pref. 4
Another resident of., long standing, but a *Turcophobist,
Turcois, obs. form of Tuuquoise.
Turcoman (ti)ik(7ma)n). Also; Turcomane,
Turkoman, 9 Toorkoman, Turkoman; |8. 7
Tixrcman, 7- Turkman. See also Turkman, [a.

Pers, yJ<S} iurkumdn ' one like or resembling a

Turk ', f. e)/ Turk + ^^jjU man-dan to re-

semble : applied to the Turkish nomads. Hence
med.L. Tttrcomannus^ F. lourcounian. In English
sometimes made into lurkman, and the second
element treated as Man, as in Chinaman, etc., with
pi. Turkmen : cf. Mttssulman.'^

1. A member of a branch of the Turkish race,

consisting of a number of tribes inhabiting the

region lying east of the Caspian Sea and about the

Sea of Aral, formerly known as Turkestan or Inde-

pendent Tartary (now annexed by Russia) and parts

of Persia and Afghanistan ; mainly nomadic and
pastoral, and notorious for their predatory habits.

1600 J. PoRY tr. Leo's Africa i.\. 337 Camels are gentle and
domesticall beasts, and.. are vsed in Asia by the Tartars, the
Curdians, the Daleniians,and the Turcomans. 1625 Purchas
PilgrimsW, ix. iv. § 2. i427The noble Kingdome of Armenia,
called now Turcomania, because of the Turcomancs a people
that came out of Scythia..who live as Shepheards in their

Tents. i6ja LiTHGOW^rarz/. v. 196 Poore miserable people
called Turcoman!, lining in Tents. 1854 Chukch Misc.
Writ. (1891) I. 288 The traveller in Asia Minor comes from
time to time upon encampments of Turkomans.
p. 1683 T, Smith Acc, Prusa in Misc. Cur. (1708) II!. 73

The Turkmans, (for so they are peculiarly called, as if they
were the true Descendents of the Old Turks or Scythians,)

. .have no fixt Residence any where, but Travel with their

Families and Cattle from Place to Place, carrying their

Wives and Children upon Camels. x686 tr. Chardin's
Coronal. Solyman 123 A great number of Turkmans or
Shepherds. Ibid. 124 These People our Modern Authors
call Turcomans, which are properly Turks. 1823 Eyron
Island II. xix. Sublime tobacco ! which from east to west
Cheers the tars labour or the Turkman's rest. 1897 Rawsay
Every Day Life Turkey iii. 96 These people are Turkmans
and their customs are different from those of other Moslems.
1906 — in Contemp. Rev. July 1 1 The Byzantine historians,

who distinguish these Turkmen or Nomads, .from the Turks.

b. The Turkish language of this people.

1798 Brit. Critic XI. 37 The Turkish language, .. that

corrupt jargon; a strange harsh mixture of the vernacular
Turcoman, Arabic, and Persian.

2. A Turcoman horse: see quot. 1831.
1831 YouATT Horse ii. 17 The Toorkoman horse. Turkistan

..has been celebrated from very early times, for producing
a pure and valuable breed of horses. They are called

Toorkomans. They are said to be preferable even to the

pure Persians, for service. X884 O Donovan Merv xxiv.

270 They are generally, .a mixture of Arab and Turcoman
blood, but thoroughbred Turcomans are also., for sale.

IQ05 Statesman (Calcutta) 23 Aug. 2/3 For Sale—Pair of

Handsome Red spotted Cream Turcomans (ponies).

3. A kind of textile material; cf. Turcoman
carpel in 4.

i&S E. W. LiGHTNER in Harper's Mag. Mar. 531/2 An
autograph portiere with alternate stripes of 'crazy patch*
work' embroidered on crimson turcoraan.

4. allrib, or as adj. Of or pertaining to this

people, their language, or the region they inhabit.

Turcoman carpet or rug, a soft, rich-coloiu-ed

carpet made by the Turcomans.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 44 Some also attribute

the Turkes or Turkeman Nation to this nameand Auihour.
1687 A. LovELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 44 A score of Turco-
man Horsemen, armed with Muskets and Lances. tj^Brit.
Critic XI. 34 The Turcoman nymphs there spoken of, are

not, by any means, the damsels of the country we now
denominate Turkey. 1842 J. B. Fraser MesoPot. ^ Assyria
XV, 366 Of hares there are two kinds ; the Turkoman variety,

which haunts the plains, and that of the desert, with long

hair and ears. 1859 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 428/1 The Arab
and Turcoman women go unveiled. 1901 Skkine Sir W. W.
Hunter.wx. 450 The feats of Alexander are still told with
bated breath in the Turkoman nomad's tent. 1911 B.
Holland Life Dk, Devonshire 1. xiv. 321 Some new advance
across the Turcoman steppes.

Turcopole (ti)*Jk(?p(?al). Bisl. [ad. nied.L.

Turcopolus (Orderic. Vital.) -pulus (Matt. Paris),

Turcoplus (Roger Hoveden), in Byzantine Gr.
TovpKoiTovKoi or -Troi/Aa, according to Albert Aq. (in

Du Cange) f. TovpKo- Turk + irwAos foal, young
animal, in late Gr, 'child', L.pullus young animal,

applied to children of a Turkish or Saracen father

and Greek mother. So OF. Iurcople.] Alight-armed
soldier of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem.
[1852 Sir J. Taaffe Hist, Order St. John I. i. iii. 191 Of

Turcopili we read in old chronicles they were light cavalry,
but on other occasions they had cuirasses. There were a
corps of them kept by the Emperor of Constantinople.] 1896
Diet. Nat.Bwg. XLVII. 336/2 He [John Rawson] was
appointed [in 1527I lurcopolier or commander of the turco-
poies or light infantry of the order.

Turcopolier (tirjk^pi>ll»;j). Hist. Forms : 5
60-a
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turkepler, twrkepler, 6 turkeplyer, Turkei-
plier, Turcuplyar, 6-7 Tarcoplier, 8- Turco-
poUer. [ad. med.L. turcopolerius (Statutes of

Order Hospitallers, xix, 7), also -arius^ f. Turco^
polusx see prec In F. Turcopolier^ OF. turcopHer,
Turcupier: see -ieb 2.] The commander of the
turcopoles or light-armed soldiers of the order of
St John of Jerusalem (later of Rhodes, and Malta).
X481 Ceiy Papers (Camden) 60 My loorde and the tur-

kepler goys to the Rodys togyddyr. Ibid. 63 Twrkepler.
1527 Sir R.\Veston Let. to Wolsty 12 Apr., The Turkeplyer
hath evermore bene wont to succede the master of Sainct
Johns in his rome. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen, VIII 204
The Lorde Master appoynted the Prior of Rome and the
Turcuplyar of England to be Capitaynes of this enterprise.

Ibid.^ The Turkeiplier with .vi, Enghsh knyghtes were ap-
poynted to defende the Molle or Pecre at the hauen mouthe.
1599 Haklu\t Voy, II. I. 83 Sir lohn Bourgh Turcoplier of
England, chiefe captaine of the succours of the sayd pos-
terne of England, a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen, VIII (1649)
461 They never attained higher dignity then the Tur-
copUer or Captains place. 1709 Strvpe Ann. Ref, I. xxii.

2^1 Shelly.. went .. to Malta, to establish his office and
dignity of Turcopolier for the English nation. 1788 tr.

Bisaiifs Pict. Tour Europe, ^ic. 20 The different Nations
of which the Order is composed, .liave each of them chiefs,
who are here called Piliers. . .The Pilier of Germany is

Grand Chancellor; and that of England, Turcopolier, or
General of Infantry. 1887 Dowdkn Shdley 1. 1 Sir Richard as
EnglishGrand Prior enjoying the eminent title ofTurcopolier,

Turd (ti>id). Not now in polite use. Forms :

I, 3-6 tord, (3 tort), 4-6 toord, 6 toorde, 5-6
torde, 5-7 turde, 6 tourd, -e,towTde, Sc, tuird,

5- turd. [OE. tord, = MDu., MFl. tordey tort,

(whence also early mod.Du. tori-wevel (Kilian),

OE. tord-wifel, ON. iord-yfill, OSw. tord-ojvil,

Sw, tordyfvdy Norw. tordivelj -yvel, dung-beetle,

sham-bug), prob. :—IndoEur, *drt6-y pa, pple. of

*der- to tear, split. See Falk and Torp EtymoL
Wbch,%,\'. Torbist, d, 2X^0 tirdie^troitUylv^kTihY^y

Tbeddle.]
1. A lump or piece of excrement; also, excre-

ment} ordure.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd, II, 62 Swines tord. Ibid 322 Culfran
tord. Ibid 330 Niwe horses tord, 01250, 13.. [see b).

138a WvcLiF Zeph. i. 17 The blood of hem shal be shed out
as erthe, and the bodyes of hem as tordis. 1388 — Isa. v.

25 The deed bodies of hem weren maad as a toord [1382
drill in the myddis ofstretis, c 1400 Lan/ranc*s Cyrurg. 194
Sprynge beron poudre maad of tapsia, . . & tordis ofa culuere.

j^SzCatA. Angi. 189/2 An Horse turdc, donariuM. 1553
Bale Vocacyon 45 Yet will a toorde be but a stinkin^e
toorde, both in smele and syght, pepper him and bawme him
. . as wele as they can. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Relig. I,

9t No marvel that he [Luther] is so taxed for his stincking
repetition of turds and dunghils. <:i7JoW. Gibson Farrier's
Dispens, \x. (1734) 232 Turd and all manner of filth. 1761
Brit, Mag-. II. 63 Thatch your bouse with t—d, and you'U
have more teachers than reachers.

b. As a type of worthlessness or vileness.

a XS50 Chvl^ Night, i686 A tord \v.r, tort) ne yeue ic for eu
alte, 13 . . Guy iVarw. (A.) 3704 I>ou nart nou^t worJ> a tord.

138a WycLiP PAiI. iii. 8 Alle thingis..! deme as toordis,

that I Wynne Crist. cx4So Debate Carpenter"s Tools no
in Hazlitt E. P. P. I. 83 Thou arte not worth a tord. 1619-
a» Ardtdeaconry ofEssex Minutes If. 265 (MS.) He did de-
maunde rent of one who holdeth some land which was given
. . for the poore of the same parishe, who bid a turde for him
and a turde for them.

O. In coarse abuse ; also applied to a person as

a tenn of execration or contempt.
c 1450 Mankind 127 in Macro Plays 6. a 1518 Skelton

Magnyf. yyj Do away, I say, the deuylles torde I 1308 Hi.

Gilpin Skial. (1878)37 The fouUmouthd knave wil calf thee

foodman Tord. x6i^ B. Jonson Bart. Fair i. iv, Good
faster Hornet, turd I'your teeth, hold you your tongue.

2. cUtrib, and Cofnb., as turd-monger \ also turd-

colouredj -faced adjs ; turd-bird, local name for

species of Skua {Stercorarius),

X550 Bale A^ol, 112 That torde monger, whych dysdayn-
ynge my preciouse preceptes, presenteth me with his vile

dirty donge. a 1385 Polwart Flyting w. Montgomerie 787
Tuirdfacit, ay chaisit, almaist fyld for ane theifl a 1704 T.
Brown Walk round Lond, Tliatncs Wks, 1709 III. iii. 59
Out you nasty T—d colour'ddog. 18.. Atkwsos Provinc.
Names Birds (MS.), Turd-bird, a provincial name for

Richardson's Skua.

Ttirdifomi(ti>*idifpim), a. OrnitJu [ad. mod.
L. turdiform-is, f. L. turdus thrush : see -form.]

Having the form or appearance ofa thrush ; thrush-

like. So Tnrdine (ti;'idain) a, [-ine^], belonging

to the sub-family Turdinm of true thrushes ; Tu*r-
doid a> [ad. F, turddide (Temminck, 1 823)], akin to

a thrush ; spec, belonging to the family Turdidse,

1874 A. R. Wallace in Ibis Oct. 409 Ty[:ical or Turdoid
Fasseres. Wing with 10 primaries. 1890 Field 12 Apr. 517/3
The three leading formsof Turdine families, viz., Thrushes,
Warblers, and Flycatchers, are well characterized.

f Tnrdion. Obs, rare. Also 6 turgion, [a.

F. tordion, OF. tourdion, 'eon, deriv. of tord-re to

twist.] A lively dance, said to be of the nature of

a galliard ;
* a round* (Cotgrave).

1531 Elyot Gov. i.'XX, We haue nowe base daunsis, bar-

eenettes, pauions, turgions, and roundes, 1549 Comfil.

Scot. vL 66 Basedansis, pauuans, gal^ardis, turdions, braulis

and branglis, buffons, vitht mony vthir lycbt dancb.

Turdy (tfJudi). a, [f. Tuud + -y.] Full of,

befouled, or defiled with ordure
; i*of or pertaining

to excrementi faecal {pbs.).

c x6oo Timon 1. iv. it G. Bloudy. P. Nay, rather, turdy.

1605 IJ. JoNSON Volpone 11. ii. x6ii Coigk., Stcicorin..
Excrementall, turdie. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol.
Auat, I. ii. 26 The Fermentunt stercoreum or turdie heaven,
which turns the Excrements of the Chyle into plain Turds.

Ture, obs. or dial, form of TuxtF sb^

Xureen (tou'n, tiur/*n). Forms : a, 8 terrenei
terene, 8-9 terrine, 9 tereen; ^. 8 turen(n)e,

-ein, turrene, 8- tureen, [a. F. terrine a large

circular flat-bottomed earthenware dish, as a milk-

pan, in OF. tkerifie (141 2 in Godef. Compl.), fern,

of OF. terrin of earth, earthen :—pop. L. *terrin-usy

f. terra earth. In English first sj^elt etymologically

terrene, terrine, and later corrupted to turein,

ttirecn, from phonetic equivalence of terr- and tur-,

and tiien perh. conformed to the place-name 'rurin.\

A deep earthenware or plated vessel (usually oval)

with a lid, from which soup is served. Also a
smaller vessel of similar shape for sauce or gravy.
a. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Terrine (Fr.), an Earthen

Pan. 1708 W. King Cookery 298 In their gilt plate all deli-

cates were seen And what was earth before became a rich

terrene. 174S-6 Mrs. Delanv in Life^Corr. (1861) II. 416
Did I write you word we had got a new terene? The.,
chasing is mighty well done : it holds six quarts, and has a
very light look. 1760 H. Walpolk Lett, to Montagu cxx.

The house is . . loaded with terreens, philigrce, iigures, and
every tiling upon earth. 1779 Fobkest Voy. N. Guinea 244
The contents of the small terrenes were put into eight large

ones, consequently jumbled together ; but, fish with fish, and
fowl with fowl. 1865 Eliza Metevard y. Wedgwood 1. 227
Ordinary jugs, globular teapots, circular terrines, and other
articles, [A'i^/^.lTheoId term..theone preferred and always
used by Josiah Wedgwood.
&, x7Sa G. '^^xx^Acc.Bk.'\nSelborn€^\x.,{\%ji)\\, 323A

round China-turene, 1761 Ann. Keg. 242 First service, ..

turrenes, fish, venison, etc. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt.^ Brit,

(ed. 7) I. i. 2 They have already made large Quantities of
Tea-Cups, Saucers, Plates, Dishes, Tureins. 1771 Golusm,
Haunch o/VenisonZz At the bottom was tripe, in a swinging
tureen. 1776 Pennsylvania Even, Post 27 Apr. 212/1 I>lue

and white and enamelled sauce Turennes, 2 sizes. 1910 Civ.

Serv. Supply Assoc. Catal. 1427 Dinner Services, 61 pieces,

. .2 Sauce Tureens and Stands, i Soup Tureen and Stand.

Hence f Turee'ner, a dish of various meats, etc.

baked in a closed pot or tureen : cf. Hot-pot 2 ;

Taxee'ufal, as much as a tureen contains.

1728 E. Smith Compl. Houseioi/e 101 To make a Tureiner,
Take a China Pot or Howl, and fill it [with] , . Beef steaks .

.

Veal steaks.. Forc'd meat ..Chickens, Pigeons,. .Rabbets
. .; Season, .every Thing as you put it in. .: Then put in a
quart of Gravy,, .and cover it close with a Lid of Puff-paste.

..Eight hours will bake it. 1883 'Annie TwoiAAs' Mod.
Housewife 58 The making of one tureenful of soup. 1895
Kipling Wee Willie Winkle (1896) 3 Shovelling down his

ice by tureenfuls.

Tureile, turel, var. Tourelle Obs,

Turet, -ette, obs. forms of Turret.
Turf (ti>jf), sbX Forms: i- turf; also 4-7

turfe, 4-5 torf, 4 (8-9 dial,) turfiF, 6-7 turffe,

(5 turfh, 6 turph, tourffe, torve, towrve, 6-7
turue, turve, 7 turfth, terf, turph) ; 6 toure,

Sc, 6- turr, (8-9 toor, ture, 9 tour, -e, etc.).

PI, I tyrf
;
3-6 turues (v), (4-5 -uys, 6 Sc, -uis),

4-7 torues (v), (4-5 toruys), 6- turves {Sc, 6
tirvis)

;
5- turfs (6 tyrfes, 6-7 Sc. turreffis,

turres, -is). jS. 6 troffe, 7 truffe, 7-9 truff ; //.

Sc, 6-7 truiffls, 6-8 troves, -is. [OF. turf fem.

cons, stem (gen.-dat. sing, and nom.-acc, pi. tyrf) :

Common Teut. (with variation of gender and de-

clension); cf. OFris. /«^(EFris. turf)\ OS. turf,

(MDu. torf, turf, Du. turf), MLG., LG. torf
(whence mod.Ger. torf peat); OHG. zurba, zurf
* terra avulsa, cespes *, sod ; ON. toff (Norw. torv^

Sw, torf. Da. terv) :—OTeut, *turd-, from Indo
Eur. *drbh : cf. Skr, darbhd tuft of grass, f. drbh to

make into tufts, string together. From the Teut.

came also med.L. turba (cf. Tubbauy), F, tourbe

(1200), It. torba, Sp. turba.]

1. A slab pared from the surface of the soil with
the grass and herbage growing on it ; a sod of

grass, with the roots and earth adhering. Also, in

early quots., a small portion of the sward in situ,

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 452 Cespites (pi.), tyrb. aiooo
Prose Life Guthlac xv. (1848) 64 Hi J»a [flaxan] ^ehyddon
under anre tyrf. ciooo Sax, Leechd. I. 290 Deos wyrt..of
anre tyrf mane?;a bogas asendej*. c 1122 O. E. Chron. an.

iBg pa ^^ewrohte he [SeuerusJ weall mid turfum, & bred
weali 3.'er on ufon fram sa: to see. c 1205 Lay. 15395 Vortigerne
be king Bi-ta;hte heom al Jiis lond ^ ne bila;fde him an
neonde a turf of londe. a 1250 Oiol ^ Night. 1167 Hervore
hit is ^t me |>e sune)> & (jc totorueJ> & tobunej* Mid staue &
stone & turf & clute. a 1300 Cursor M. 16762+120 (Cott.)

War-on he mi^t dee fayre, Ne a torf of herd erth. c 1386

Chaucer Merch, T. 991 A bench of turues [v.rr. turves,

toruesl fressh and grene. c 1482 J. Kay tr. Caoursin's Siege

of Rhodes (1870) Fii They made cerlayn dyches . . and
couered theym with grene bowes, and afterward they putted

erthe and turues uppon the same. 1550 Bale Eng. Votaries

II. 57 b, His owne clergye wold scarsely suffer hym to be
buryed about the church vndre turfes or soddes of the grasse.

I5SX Robinson tr. More's Utop. i. (1895) 29 Vpon a benche

coueryd wyth grene torues, we satte downe. 1691 Nobkis
Pract. Disc. 252 There are some. .that, .will readily part

with the great Reversion of another World for a Turf of

Ground in present Possession. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants

(1796) II. 509 In a turf containing 6 plants the roots were all

(UsttQCt. 183s Planting 53 in Libr, Usef, Knowi., Husb,

III, The coping consisted of a row of turfs laid with the
grass side upw.irds. 1851 Glknny Handbk. Fl. Card. 40
The compost in which it should be grown is loam from rotted
turves.

b. collect., as a substance or material.
1565 Stai'LETon tr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. 16 A trench and

a rampaire of turue and timber, thyck fenced with bulwarkes
and turrets. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres iii. ii. 132 A num-
ber of other places fortified with earth and turfe one^y. 17^4
M. Mackenzie Maritime Surv. 66 Cause Turrets, or Sig-
nals, of Stone or Turf, to be built. iSsi Bykon Cain iii. i.

They to me are so much turf And stone.

t o. A clod of eartli. K\%ofig, cf. Clod sb. 4. Obs.
1607 Makston What you will 11. i. He is a turfe that will

be slave to man. 1674 Abp. Leighton in Lauderdale Papers
(Camden) III. 76 Those pains and distempers that bang
about this Ut!e crazy turf of earth y' 1 carry.

•f d. A sod cut from the turf of an estate, etc., as

a token or symbol of possession. Also in phrase

turf and twig. Obs,

1585 in H. Hall Soc. Eliz. Age (1886) 239 Delyvered lyke
possession, .by a turlTe cutt there. 1613 R. Hakcoukt Vey.
Guiana 42, I tooke possession of the land, by turfe and
twig. 1643 Tkapp Comni, Gen. xiv. 23 The most High God,
Cossessour of heaven and earth, who hath sent me with this

read and wine, as by turfe and twig, as by an earnest, and
a little for the whole, to give thee possession of both.

2. collect, sing. The covering of grass and other

plants, with its matted roots, forming the surface of

grassland; thegreensward
;
growinggrass. Also/?^.

£'800 tr. Baeda's Hist. v. vi. (1890) 400 Sum stan osere

eor3an gelic mid 5inre tyrf bewrijen. a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-
Wulcker 236/iB P^eract's glebas, pa wa;stnib£ere tyrf. Ibid.

240/27 Florei cespitis, blowendre tyrf. 1387 Trevisa Hidden
(Rolls) II. 15 Vnder ^ic torf of |>e lond is good marl i-founde.

x6oo Shaks. A. y, L. iii. iv, 52 The Sbepheard..Who you
saw sitting by me on the Turph. 1634 Milton Cotnus 280
They left me weary on a grassie terf. 1721 Bradley Philos.

Ace. Wks. Nat. 4 The first Stratum immediately under the
Turff, a yellowish Clay. 1838 Lytton Alice i. i, 1 he first few
flowers and fresh turf of the reviving Spring. 1895 G. W.
Smalley Stuil, Men 144 Sunny glades clothed in rough turf.

b. as a substance or material.

1601 Holland PUny xvii. xiv. 518 To preserve it [the

graft] with turfe and mosse against the injurie of rain and
cold. 1632 LiTHGow Trav. x. 429 These Fabrickes are.,

erected in a singular Frame of Smoake-torne straw, greene
long prick'd truff [ed. X682 turff], and Raine-dcopping
watles. 1706 Hearne Collect. 12 Apr. (O.H.S.) I. 223
The . . Garden . . he order'd to be cover'd wiih Green
Turff. 1874 J. D. Heath Croquet Flayer 87 If the subsoil

be poor, the turf should not be placed directly on it, but on
a layer of good earth some inches thick.

3. A slab or block of peat dug for use as fuel.

But in many districts /r^r/i are distinguished from piats,

as being pared from a dry surface, containing roots of grass
and recent herbage, and being lighter coloured, while peats
are usually dug from a 'moss ' or bog, and consist chiefly of

long-decayed and compressed vegetable matter, black or

dark brown, formed from Sphagnum and other mosses.

c 1300 Havelok 939 He bar pe turues, he bar Jjc star, pe
wode fro the brigge he bar. 1363 Cockcrsand Chartut,
(Chetham Soc) I. 64 To delfe turvez and carye at theyr
wylle in y' mosse of Gayrstang. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P, R. XV. Iviii. (Bodl. MS.) Myres and mores in pe whiche
J)ei diggel? turues and makej> fuyre ^ereof in stede of wode,
X506 Reg, Mag. Sig. Scat. I. 623/2 Licentiamad capiendum
genestam, petas et glebas, viz. le hadir,petis et turMs. 1536
Act 28 Hen. VIII in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 77 The third

part of all the tythe torves. 1557 Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872)

235 Castand tirvis.. without licence. 1592 Reg. Mag. Sig.

Scot, 755/1 Turris. i(So4 Urie Court-bk. (1892J 4 Fewaill..

syik as petteis, turris, or haidder. 1637 Reg. Mag. Sig.

Scot. 237/2 Cum . . Hbertate lucrandi lie peittis piodis et

trujffis m maresia sua. 1709 Lady Grisell ^\\\a.\^Housek,

Bk, (191 1) 77 For 8 darg troves casting at 6 pence per day.

17.. Old iiong in Jamieson s.v. Tour^ O! is my com a'

shorn, he said, Or is my toors a' won "? 1809 Med. Jml.
XXI. 7 Turfs or peat, dug for fuel in the fenny parts of

Cambndgshire. 1822 C. W. Wynn in Dk. Buckhm. Mem.
Crt. Geo, IV (1859) I- 275 There arc considerable appre.

hension in Ireland of distress from the utter failure of the
potatoes, . . and of the turves which they were prevented by
the wet from cutting.

b. collect, as a substance ; peat.

1510 in loM Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm, App. v. 394 Anny
man to bring in wode, troffe, or vattiL 1573 Tusser Huso,
(1878) 133 Er winter preuenteth,..get home with thy wood,
..both timber and furzen, the turfe and the cole. x6io
Holland Camden's Brit, (1637) 500 Abundance of turfe

gotten for fewell. 1725 Bradley'^s P'orn. Diet. s.v. Turfing
SpadCy In some Counties they call that Turf, which in others

they name Peat, which is dug out of Fenny and Moorish
Grounds. 1796 Morse Amer. Gecg. I. 523 There is said to

be coal on Karitan river,..and turf in Bethlehem, z8x8

ScoTT Rob Roy xxvii. Swamps, green with treacherous ver-

dure, or sable with turf, or, as they call them in Scotland,

peat-bogs. 1866 Rogers Agrtc <y Prices I. ii. 12 All tenants

had right of pasture, and sometimes of turf. X878 Huxlev
Physiogr. 233 Accumulations of partially decomposed vege-

table matter form the substance known as peat or turf.

4. The turf (often with capital T) : The grassy

track or course over which horse-racing takes place

;

hence, the institution, action, or practice of horse-

racing ; the racing world.
X7S5 Gcntl. Mag. Apr. 153/1 If you are a true sportsman,

and have the honour of the turf at heart. 1771 P. Parsons
Ncivmarket I. p. ii. The heroes of the Turf. 1785 Grose
Did. Vulg. Tongue, Man of the turf a horse racer, or

jockey. X803-S W. Pick rrt^/^r^'.ltitle-p.), Allthe Horses
..that have appeared on the British and Irish Turfs as

Racers. 1838 Lytton Alice in. v. Have you any horses on
the turf? X849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iiL I. 315 Already.,

there was among our nobility and gentry a pa»sion for the

amusements of the turf.

6. attrib^ and ComK a. simple attrib., as turf-
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ashes, -back (Back sh.'^, -bed, -bog, -cart, -charcoal,

-fire, -fuel, -groufid, -heap, -hole, -house, -land,

•moor, -moss, -nook, -pit, -pool, -rick, -shears, -shed,

-smoke, -stack, -wain ; made, built, or consisting

of turf, as turf-cabin, -dike, -hedge (Webster,

1828), -hut, -monumenty -roof, -ieat, -walk, -wall;

also in sense 4, as turf affair, -associate, -guide,

horse, -market, parlance, phrase, -racing, -writer;

b. obj. and obj. gen. , as turfdigger, -getter, -graver^

-worker; turfboring, cutting, -forming, -getting,

-graving sbs. and adjs.^ c. instrumental, etc, ns

turf-boumi, -built, -clad, -covered, -grown, -laid,

'like, -roofed, -spread, -theekit {Sc,, ^thatched) adjs.

i8as T. Hook Sayings Ser. ii. Afan o/Many Fr. (Colburn)

195 The man to whose guidance I have committed all my
*turf affairs. 1763 Museum Rust. I. 221 One sort of ashes,

which are on all accounts valuable ; I mean peat or *turf-

ashes. 1818 Scott y?(7^AV^xxviii, I boldlyentered the house;

. . narrowly escaping breaking my shins over a "turf-back and
a salting-tub. i8ix \V. R. Spencer Poems 137 This *turf.

bed with flow'rs Ever crown'd. 1685 W. King in Phit.

Trails. XV. ^50, I chiefly impute the red, or *turf Bog to it

[moss, called in the norih of Ireland oid wives' ttney 1767
liKiSHHihernia Cur.{i-j6^) 76 By the natives it [peat] is called

turf, .and from thence they are usually called turf bogs.

1816 K1HBY& Sp. Jifttotnot.xxiiu {1818) II. 368 The common
*turf-boring crane-fly {T[i/^uta] oleracea, L.)..moves over
the grass with her body in a vertical position. 1787 Winter
Syst, Husb. 219 Harrowing loosens the hardened, *turf-

boundsoil. a 1748 J. Wartom Ode to Fancy $ Myfootsteps
to thy temple guide, To offer at thy "turf-built shrine. 1803
Levden Scenes 0/Inf. \\\. ^64 On Vela's banks the vagrant

gypsies place Their turf.buitt cots j a sun-burnt swarthy race.

i8<^ Alex. Smith Summ. Skye v. 103 His school-house was
a *turf-cabin. 1557 mLanc. ff Ch4shAVilts{\^i^y 61 Imple-
ments of husbandrye. Ji *torve cartes.

183J)
Civit Eng. 9f

Arch, frnl, II. 145/2 The iron founders, .might probably.

.

be supplied with •turf<harcoaI. 178a V. Knox Ess. xciii. II,

45 The •turf-<;Iad heap of mould which covers the poor man's
grave. 1828 Webster, *Turf-covered. 1898 F. Davis
Rom.' Brit. City Silchestcr i\ Over the turf-covered area,

denudation is not inoperative. x868 Rep. U. S. Commis-
sioner Agric. (1869I 154 *Turf.cutting field. i88a V. Pollock
in Macm. Afa^. XLVI. 362 It ts subject. .to rights of turf-

cutting. 1851 Mantell Petri/act. iii. § 5. 308 A spade used
by *turfdiggers. 1863 Kingsley Water Bab. v. 193 They
liKed better to brew potheen, .shoot each other from behind
*turf-dykes. i8i8 Ladv Morgan Autobiog. (1859) ^8 All

my Irish *turf-fire habits came strong upon me. 1880
Haughton Phys. Geoff. \\. 301 Its meadows are clothed with
•turf-forming gra-sses. 1838 Civii Eng. ff Arch. Jntt. I.

383/2 "Turf fuel is also used most extensively in working
the steam engine in many districts of Ireland. 1751 Phil,

Trans. XLV 1 1. 22 1, 1 . . have made all pos-iible inquiry from
the shepherds, *turf-^ettcrs, &c. 1884 Cheshire Gtoss. s. v.

Turf, *Turf-getting is a peculiar industry carried on at most
of the larger peat bogs, and notably at Lindow Common
near Wilmslow, 1483 Cath, Angt. 397/1 A "Turfe grauer,
giebarius, turbarins. a 1905 in Eng. Dial. Diet., 8. v., (N.
Yorks.) We cut turves wiv a turf-greeaver. 1411 Rolts 0/
Parlt. III. 650/1 Certein Commune of Pasture, and "Turf-
gravj-ng, the whiche the said Lord the Roos claymei 1599
Nasuk Lenten Stuffe 8 As stable as clod-moutcl. or "turne
ground. 1893 Pater Wks. (1901) VIII. 147 They went
through the endless, lonely, "turf-grown tracts. s868 Yates
Rock Ahead i. vi. Ruff, Itell, Uailey, and other leading
"turf-guides. x86a Borrow Witd wales Ixxxviii. (1911)

453 •Turf-heaps, .are in abundance in the vicinity. 1851 —
Lecvengro xii, He had some difficulty in getting there on
account of the "turf-holes in the bog. r 180a S. Chifnev
Genius Genuine (title-p.), Why the "Turf Horses Degene-
rate. 1569 in Lane. <V Chesh. Witts {tS&i) 35 The haybarne
and two bayes of the "turfehowse next the halle. 1865
Alex. Smith Summ. Skye v. loi We passed a colony of
*lurf-huts. 1806 J. Grahame Bints Scot, etc. 141 Still shall

the "turf-laid seat invite Thy weary Hmljs. a i6»s Sir H,
Finch La7o{i6^6) 286 Likewise an assise is giucn for common
of "Turue land, fishing, and such like. 1756-7 tr. Keysters
TVvw, {1760) III. 315 That ashes, coals, bones, potsherds,

trees, &c. are frequently found in the turf-lands or marshes
in Holland and friesland. 1910 tVestm. Gaz. 19 Mar. 10/2
Hard at work in converting the barren surface into turf-land.

1841 LeverC. O'Mattyy xxx, A brown, scruffy, "turf-like face.

1884 H. Smart From Post to Finish \x. One of the wiliest

speculators in the *turf market. 1695 J. Edwards Perfects
Script. 286 There are many of these "turf-monuments on
Salisbury plain. 1834-5 J- Phillips Geot.'xTx Encycl. Metrop.
VI. 595/3 The "turf or peat moors, . . which occur in low
ground toward the estuaries of rivers. 1583-4 Shuttletuorths*
Ace, (Chetham Soc.) 17 For workinge at the "tourffe mosse
{= bog] ncne dayes xiij' oh. ilUo A. Laing WaysiiU
Floivers (1878) 37 The "truff neuk is toom o' its eenin*
supply. 1884 MarshalCt Tennis Cuts 148 It is only played
by what in "Turf-parlance we should call 'crocks', ot
gentlemen who are not physically capable of taking part in

any other outdoor amusement, tbia. 141 From first to last

Owen \ Biscoe simply cantered away (to use a "turf phrase)
from his antagonist. 16^ Massacre in Iretand a Thousands
..were drowned, cast into Ditches, Bogs, and "Turf-pits.

1764 Museum Rust. II. cvi. 355 The pits, or "turf-pools as
they are commonly called. tB^ Sporting Afag. XXll. 235
His happiness was road-racing, as it is now •turf-racing.
1869 Blackmork Lorna D, iv, A dozen men, who seemtd to
come out of a "turf-rick. 1871 W. Morris in Mackail Life
(1899) I. 347 Close by the sea lay the many gables (black
wood with green "turf-roofs). 184a I. Williams Baptistery
\\. xxxii. (1874) i83 With each her Saviour deigns to dwell
E'en in the "turf-roofd cell. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xviii,

The old man was .seated on the dcas, or "turf-.seat, at the end
of his cottage. i8aa Louix)N Kncycl. Gard. S 617 "Turf-
Shears . . , for cuttin;; the tops of box-edgings and the tufts of
grass at the roots of shrubs, iffa Daily Nnvs 4 Oct. 6 The
peat , . has been stacked by now m rick or "turf-shed ready for

the winter's burning. i8«5 Scott Guy M, xxvij Fish, dried
in the "turf smoke of their cabins, or shealings. 1743
Ladv Grisei.l Haii.i.ik Houuh. Bk. frgii) 279 That the
*Tttrf Slack be nut ued down. 1881 Moid, Scott. Poets Ml.

4:77

75 Thy "turf-theekit roof. 1902 Cornish Naturalist
Tliames 181 Half wild banks, and "turfwalk stretches for

nearly a mile among the fields. 191X J. Ward Rotn. Era
in Brit. iii. 70 No trace of a *turf-wall has been found.

1589 Shuttlewortlts' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 52 For dryvinge
a "turffe-wane a fortenyghte, xvj"*. 1865 Daily Tel, i Nov.
5/1 'Warning off' intruders, whether defaulting betters, or
"turf-writers whose criticisms were displeasing.

d. Special combs. : tiirf-accouxitant, a book-
maker in horse-racing ; turf-ant, a small yellow

European ant {^Formica flava, or Lasius flavus^,

living in dry heathy turf; turf-boy (see quots.);

turf-cake, a tea-cake baked in a covered pan
among the ashes of a peat-fire; turf-cutter, one

who is employed in cutting or digging peat

;

also, a turf-spade ; also, a paring-plough or turf-

plough ; turf-drain, a drain in which the channel is

covered by turves placed over it ; a sod-drain ; so

turf-draining ; f turf-graft [Grapi' j^.3], the

right to dig turf for fuel; also, a place where turf is

dug, a turbary ; turf-hog : see quot. ; turf-knife,

a cutting blade set upright in a curved handle,

which is pushed along to mark out turves, lines of

ditches, etc. (Ogilvie, 1882) ; turf-man, a devotee

of the turf, a racing man ; fturf-penny, a rent or

due paid for turbary ; turf-plough, a plough for

paring off the surface to destroy weeds and grubs

preparatory to deep ploughing (Knight Diet. Mech.

^877)1 turf-spade, a spade for cutting turf or

peats ; also, a turfing-iron ; turf-spanker, name
for a kind of croquet mallet : see quot. ; turf-stick,

a stick from a turbary or peat-bog ; turf-tie : see

Tye ; turf-time, the season for digging turf, usu-

ally between hay-time and harvest ; turf-worm,
the sod-worm (Sod sb^ 5).

1915 Scots Pictorial 27 Mar. p. iv, The lime when the
standing and stability of all *turf accountants are puttolhe
test. 1816K.IRBV& Sp. Entofttot.{\%\%) II. 94 The little *iurf-

ants {F\ormicd\ caespitum, 1*) carry their recruits uncoiled.

1905 Blackw. Mag, Jan, 58 There was the *turf boy whose
duty it was to fitt the turf-boxes. 1906 Somerville & Ross
Irish Yesterdays 71 In those days the turf-boy was an
institution.. .All day they plied bare-foot between the turf-

house and the various fuel-depots of the house with baskets.

1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's L. iii, Neither cream nor finest

wbealen flour was wanting for * *turf-cakes * and ' singing-

hinnies*. 1817-18 Cobbrtt Resid. U.S. (1822) 129 The
surface of the land is taken off to a depth of two or three

inches. . . In England, this operation is performed with n
*lurf.cuiter, and by h.-ind. 1844 in Wnitelaw Bk, Scot,

Song (1875) 228, I promised to rove With the turf-cutter's

daughter, i860 G. H. K. in Vac. Tour, 164 The turf-cutter

left her divots unturned. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract,
Agric. I. Plate xlviiL 332 Fig. i. Represents a shouldered
*turf-drain. c 1830 Glouc. Farm Re/, 26 in Libr. Use/.

Kninvl.^ Husb. Ifl, "Turf-draining answers well, where the

turf is strong enough to bear ramming. 1313 Yorkshire
Deeds (Yorks. Arch.T.oI. Soc) II. 18 (His common of pasture
with] le 'turff graft [from either moor]. 1483 Cath. Angt.

yfij-a. 'I'urfe grafte, turbariuin. 1773 Hot»re'On-Sp. Moor
fnctos. Act 2 Which privilege of selling turves is called

Turf-Graft. 1880 Dawkins Early Man viii. 261 The third

group consists of the short-horned ox, the 'turf-hog, and the

goat, which escaped from the servitude of man andf reverted

to a wild state. 1818 Sporting Mag, II. 214, I never was a
"turfman, and am only a spectator. x88i Scribntr's Mag.
XXII. 64a llie form which turfmen love to see in a horse

which they have backed heavily. ia8a Inquis. P. M, (C)
Edxv. I, Kile 31. m. 3 (P.R.O.) Coterii et bondi reddunt per

annum de consuetudine que vocatur 'Turfpeny ct grund-
peni xlviijs. xd, \$fp-Z Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 95
Pro j "Turfspade, viijd. 18x4 Loudon EncycL Card. 2101

The turf-spadcor turfing iron is employed to separate the

individual turves. x868 Atkinson CU-veUind Gloss., Turf.
spade, tur/.spit, the implement or tool used in graving
iurves,,.a triangular cutting instrument with one upright
side, to sever the Turf sideways as well as from the subsoil,

1874 J. D. Hkath Croquet-Player 25 The bottom of the

cylindrical head, .is sliced off, so that the part of the mallet

that rests on the ground is quite flaL This * "turf-spanker

'

..met with some opposition at first. 1843 Florist*s yrnl.

(1846) IV. 86 A mixture of loam and peat, with all the "turf-

sticks, etc. contained in it, should be well chopped with the

spade.and mixed with some rich garden mould. x^xzDail^
Ne^vs 28 Feb. 4 Every Dartmoor farnier has his "turf-tie

lying s*)mewhere near his farm in a hollow between the tors.

1^94 Shuttieworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 90 He is to be
hired for haytyme, "turvetyme and harvest.

t Turf, tjrrfi sb,'^ Forms : 5-6 tyrf(e, turfe,

turflf(e
;
pi. 6 turves : see also Tarp, tahve. [f.

root of TiBVE Z/.2 to turn, roll back.] The turn-

over, tum-up, or facing of a cap, hood, sleeve, etc.

;

a cock (of a cap, etc.). Also attrib.

e 1440 Promp. Parv. 494/2 Tyrf, or tyrvynge vp on an
hoode or slcue {K, tyrfe or turnynge vp a?en, S, tyrwynge

1 of an hoode. A, tyrvyng of an nood, etc., P. tyrfte or
I turnynge vp agayne), resolucio (H., S. revolucio). i5aa in

I

Archxologia XXV. 460 I tern., for a black bonett w*adobitl
t turfTe y' was dressyd w* velvett vis. viijd. 1530 Palsck.

i

381/2 Tyrfe of a cappe or suche lyke, rebras. Ibid. 284/1

Turfe. 1546-7 in Feuillerat Revels Ediv. K/ (1914) 6 For

I

making ofotie doble turff Cappe of vcllett. 1547 Ibid. 10,

xij hcdpeces to the same Rounde of clothe of Syluer the

Turffes of Crymsin Tilsent bownde with yolowe Satten.

rt 1548 Hall C/ir(j«.,//M. yil/^^s Euery man.-garnyshed
their basseneteS with turucs lyke cappes of sylke. 1587
F(.HMtNc Contn. Holinshed III. fj^jli.

Turf, z'.i Also 5-7 turve. [f. Tobf sb.^'\

1. trans. To cover with turf; to lay with turf.

c X41» LvDa MtH. Poems (Percy Soc.) x8x Alio the aleis

TURFITE.
were made playne with sond, The benches turued with newe
turvis grene. a 1300 Flower^ Zira/51 Aplesaunt herber.

.

That benched was, and [al] with turves new Freshly turved.
X644 G. PLATTES in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 187 Barley . .had
cover*d the ground so full, that it was as if it were even
turfed with the Corn, a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (i§34) 1. 299
After you have new turfed the banks. i88z Con. F. Wool-
son Anne 118 Graves are made and turfed over.

b, transf To place or lay under the turf; to

cover with turf, or as turf does ; to bury ; also
intr. with it, to die and be buried.
i6a8 [see Turfed///, rt.]. 1763 Cowper Let. in Nichols

Lit. Afu-cd. iSth C, {1814) VIII. 563 That you may not
think I have turfed it, to speak in the Newmarket phrase . . I

send you this letter. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons ^ lY,
xxxii, Until the governor was turfed. 1859 '1'ennyson Merl,
J^ Vivien 655 As vast a mound As after furious battle turfs

the slain. 1888 G. Meredith Question IV/iitheri, You who
sadly turf us, lielieve not that all living seed Must flower
above the surface.

2. To dig up or excavate for turf or peat.

1780 Ingenhousz in Phit. Trans. LXX, 372 Draining a
large meer.. which was turfed out in former ages, 1878 J.
Davidson Inverurie 352 They protected the burgh muir
from being indiscriminately turfed.

3. intr. To get turf or peat for fuel. dial.

1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v. Tur/'spit, ' We're turfing ', getting

our turves for a winter supply. i&)6 Baring-Gould Dart-
moor Idylls V. 131 Her wants to lake the washing, .and the
turving out o* my bands.

t Turf, v:^ Variant of TiEVE v."^ (sense 2 c)

:

cf. Turf sb:^ Obs.
159a Greene Def. Conny Catch. (1859) ^o A beaver hatte

turft with velvet, so quaintly as if he had been some Espag-
nolo trickt up. 16x1 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster iv. i, Marry,
the steward would have had the velvet head [of the deer]..

to turf his hat withal.

TuTfage. rare, [f. Tukf sb^ + -age; cf. herbage^

leafage.'\ Turf collectively, sward.
1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy liii, A little short slope of

bare gray turfage.

Turt'dom. rare, [f. Turf sb^ 4 + -dom.] The
votaries of the turf ; the racing community.
1864 Daily Tel, 20 Sept., Gentlemen of high standing who

are very useful to the rising turfdom of this country.

t TU'rfed, a. Obs. Also 6 turft. [f. 'J'urf sb.
'^

+ -ED^. See also tarfed s.v, Tarf.] Provided,

adorned, or turned up with a facing, as a cap,

a sleeve, etc.

1516 Lett, ff Pap. Hen. Vlll, IV. 846 A black Milau bon-
net, double turfed,..A black single turfed bonnet, with it J
pair of small aglets. 1547 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI
(1914) 21 One Cappdoble turft of grene satten. x'^ Rates
ofCustoms IJj, Caps double turfed called cockred caps the

dosen xxxiiij.s.

Turfed (twft), ppl. a. [f. Tuuf z^.i + -ed1.]

Overlaid or covered with turf.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. [i.] xxv, 81 Degenerate Man 1

that hauing so often experimented his lugling, wilt yet

beleeue his fictions, and his turfed Mines. 1649 Blithe Eng,
Improv. Impr. (1653) 61 For although I difi'er from many.,
about this denshiring their thin turved Lands, that are pure

from roots, twitch, or moss. 1741 Kichardson Pamela I.

157 The turfed Slope of the fine Fish-pond. 186a M. Hop-
KINS Hawaii i^i Between the parallel walls, there are turfed

spaces terminating suddenly in faults or breaks of some
thirty feet depth. 1896 Edin. Rez'. July j66 Turfed seats

with brick fronts appear to be usual.

tTurfel, rt. Obs.rare^^. In 6 turfill. [Deriv.

of TiRVK v,'^ ; cf. Turfed a.] Of a hat : Fur-

nished with a turn or cock.

1558 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 126 Inventory 21 January,
X Mary;. In ye Shoppe. Inprimis, xxxj feltts, ij turfill hatts,

ij ruggid hatts.

Turfeil(ti>*irn), a, [f.TuRFJ^.l + -EN4.] IVIade

of or covered with turf ; turfy.

1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric, Digest iig A turfen

hut might screen us from the tempest. 1824 Blackw, Mag.
XVI. 582 He pluck'd them from the branches, scnttering

them Wide o'er the turfen floor. 1849 Zoologist Vll. 2338

Akindofearthenor turfen wall. 1903 N. \l^\iv.v.o\t^. Blackw,
Mag. Jan. 87/2 Sea scenis and the odours of turfen fires.

•f-Tu-rfor. Obs. rare-"*, [f. Turf sb.^ + -er : cf.

mcd.L. turbdrius.'] One who enjoys common of

turbary. So f Tu-rfery dial, = Turbary.
c 1440 Promp, Parv. 507/2 Turvare, glebatius. 176^ Pub'

lie Advertiser 2 June 3/4 Right of Pasturage and lurfery

on tlie. .Commons of Simning-Hill and Wingfield.

Turfing (tiJ'ifii]), vbl.sb. [f. TUBF v> or sb?- +

-ING 1.] The action of Turf v? Also attrib,

turfing-iron, a tool for raising turf ; turfing-

spade, a spade used in digging peat, a peat-spade.

1649 ^Lrxne. Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 69 [Figure of] The
Turving Spade, 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 249 To be fjared off

the ground with a turfing Spade. 1725 Bradley's Fam,
Dict.f Turf, or Green Turf, Earth cover'd with small and
very short Grass ; its done two ways either by sowing or

Turfing. 1842 Loudon Subitrban Hort. 173 Take a piece of

turf four feet by four feet, shaped out with the edging-iron,

and taken up with the turfing or floating spade. 185a G.W.
Johnson Gard. Diet, 898/1 The Turfing Iron is for raising

or peeling off the turves from the soil. 1896 [see Turk f.' 3I.

Turfite (tvufait). [f. Tuuf j/\14--ite1 i b.]

A votary or frequenter of the turf ; a racing man.

Also attrib.

X846 G. J. Dow {tilled Calculus, the turfite's computer.

1847 Illustr. Land, Netvs 2 Oct. 219/a Mr. Pedley, a pro-

fessional turfite, won the Derby. 1870 Sat. Rev. 26 Feb.

275/1 Bankrupt Dukes, spendthrift and profligate Lordlings,

turtite peers. 1910 GoLDW. Smith Remiit, xi. 180 A palroa

..with a good deal of the turfite in bis character.



TURFLESS.

Turfless (tz>'jfles), a. [f. Turf j^.i + -lkss.]

Devoid of turf, bare.
a 1743 Savage Public S^int 44 Turfless, leafles-s and

uncuUur'd plains. 1816 Bvron /V. ofChillon vn, The flat

and iturfless earth above The being we so much did love.

1897 Blaciiv. Mag. Mar. 338 The graveyard with its turfless

mounds of red earth.

Turfy (tiiifi), a. Forms : see Turf sby [f.

TfRF5i^l+-Y.]
1. Covered with or consisting of turf; grassy;

turfen ; in quot. 1733, of arable land : fwU of weeds
and roots, not * clean '.

xSSa HuLOET, Turffie, or of lurfe, cespiiius, a. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. IV, L62 ThyTurphie-Mountaines, where Hue nibling

yheepe. 1685 Pomfret Cruelty 9f Lust 149 When Charion
saw me from his turfy bed. 1718 RoWEtr.Z«fa« 137 Each
to his turphy Table bids his Guest. 1733 Tull Horse'
Hoeing Hush. xi. 136 The Third Crop made that Land so
Foul and Turffy, that 'twas forc'd to lie for a Fallow. 1818
Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. ii. 23 A turfy,

almost inaccessible hill, called Finchamstead Ridges. 1869
TozER Highl. Turkey II. 185 We made our way along a
turfy level to the city.

2. Of the nature of or abounding in turf or peat

;

j)caty.

_ x66o H. More Myst. Godl. vi. vii. 231 For what of the Earth
is not combustible ? The exteriour turfy part is ordinary
fewel. a i66x Fuller Worthies^ Lane. (1662) 11, 107 They
pierce the Turflie ground, and under it meet with a black and
dcadish water. 1776 Withering Brit, Plants {xjqk) II. 362
Alisttta ranunculotdes .. Lesser Thrumwort, Wet turfy
bogs... Boggy meadows, common. Bungay, Suffolk, X84J
Loudon Suburban Hort, 509 He uses turfy loam two parts,

thoroughly decomposed dung two parts, leaf mould two
parts, and very sandy turfy peat two parts. 1870 Hooker
Stitti. Flora 302 Centuncuius miniffius... Wet turfy and
sandy places, local.

3. Pertaining to or characteristic of the turf;

suggestive of horse-racing ; horsy.
1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxvi, It was an easy, horse-

fleshy, turfy sort of thing to do. 1868 Yatks Rock Ahead
II. vii, The man has an air of turfey, horsey life. 1885 ' Mrs.
Alexander ' A t Bay ii, The talk became . . of the Turf—turfy.

Hence Tn*rfixiess, turfy character, horsiness.

1005 Daily Chron. 22 June 4/4 Each American newcomer
feels.. at first horribly out of it in this world of universal
turfyness.

tTurgeman, obs. f. TiiucuMAN,an interpreter:

cf. Meturgeman.
1670 CovEU fin Earl^ Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 109 A

Greek (who had been in England some time to learn our
language, in order to be a Turgeman). 1864 PuseyZ^c/.
Daniel i, 41 The Turgeman was not to be under 50 ; his was
one of the most honourable offices in the Synagogue.

t TuTgence. Obs. [f. Tuugent : see -ence.]

The action of swelling or becoming swollen.

1671 R, BoHUN IVind 34 Suddain turgences of the river
Severn.

Tnrgency (ti/id^ensi). Now rare or Obs. [f.

TuKOENT : see -ency.]

1. The condition or quality of swelling or being

turgent ; a swollen or turgid state,

1650 H. Brooke Conserv. Health. 49 A Turgency of
Humors'. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Cotnpit. xix. 776 The
Patients feel a certain sense of turgency in that part. 17x3
Derham Pkys.-Theol. iv.ii. 108 Nature repaired the watery
Humour again, the Eyes returned to their former Turgency.
175^4 G, Adams Nat. <5- Exp. Philos. (1806) IV. xlix. 349
This excessive mobility of parts, .of the most rigid bodies.

.

implies a great turgency of their substance with some very
active fluid.

2. fig. a. An inflated or bombastic style of

language.
1654 Hammond Answ. Animadv. Ignat. iii. §2. 54 This

double objection against turgencie ofstyleand barbarousnesse
of words. x66o H. More Myst, Godl. \, v. 14 Their Tongues
are swelled with greater tumor and turgency of speech.

b. An insurrectionary condition or movement.
1660 T. M. C. Walker's Hist. Independ. ly. Ded,, Yet is it

necessary that the history of such turgencies in the State
should be communicated, that posterity may hereafter see.

.

the certain punishment of Treason.

Tnr^ent (t^'jd^ent), a. Now rare or Obs,

[ad. L. turgent-eftiy pr. pple. of turgcre to swell

out, be swollen or inflated : see -ent.]

1. Physically swelling or swollen ; distended,

turgid.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 601 The turgent trunke let

scarifie, That humour effluent out of it hie. 1657 Physical
Dict.i Turgent^. .usually spoken of the humors of the body
when they 'are in combustion and violent motion. 1664
Power Exp. Philos, i. 5Q When [the eyes] are preter-

naturally dbtended in an Ophthalmia, and so grow turgent
and conspicuous. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc, Compit, xiv. 1^78

An Asthmatical Woman, whose Lungs [were] turgent with
Serum, atyzz Lisle Husb. (1752) 332 The cow's.. teats
will be turgent and spring forth. 1730-46 1 homson A utumn
693 While Perfection breathes White o'er the turgent film

[of the grapej the living dew.

2. fig* Swollen or inflated with pride or conceit

;

bumptious ; also, using inflated language.
x63x Burton Anat. Mel. 11. iii. vn. Good men doe not

atwaies finde grace and favour, least they should be puffed
vn with turgent titles, growe insolent and prowd. 1654
Hammond Aftsw. Animadv. Igtiat. iii. § 2. 54 All must be
rejected . . which hath any of this turgent style, or these bar-
barous words in it. 1681 H. More Exp. Dan. App. iii. 303
This Title were too big and turgent for any private Church.

Turgesce (t^id^cs), v, rare. [ad. L. turgesc^re,

inceptive of turgere : see prec. and -esce.] intr.

To begin to swell, to become turgid or inflated.

478

1864 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Turg^escence (t^jd^e'sCns). [ad, r;ied. or

mod.L. turgi'scentia '. see next and -ence. So
mod.F. turgesccnce (1752).]
1. The action or condition of swelling up; the

fact or state of being swollen.

1631 JoRDEN Nat. Bathes xiv. (1G32) 106 Animals haue
their set times when their spermatick spirits are in tur-

gescence. 1737 Bracken Farriery luipr. (1763) 47 Any
Turgesccnce or Swelling of the Blood-Vessels. 1843 R. J.
Graves Syst. Clin. Med. ix, 98 That turgesccnce of the

cerebral vessels which precedes apoplectic seizures. 1875
Bennett & Dyer Sac/ts' Bot. 634 The pressure caused by
the tension and turgescence of the tissues,

,2. fig. a. Progressive swelling or increase, b.

Inflation, pomposity, bombast.
1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev, IV. 244 The turgescence of

effort travelling at every hitch from head to tail. 1813— in

Monthly Rev, LXX. 451 A marked tendency to affectation,

to turgescence.

Turgescency (twdge'sensi). [ad', med.or mod,
L. iurgescentia (Blancard a 1693), f. turgescent-em^

pr. pple.of/«r^t"jaV«: see above and -ekcy.] The
quality or state of being turgescent ; swelling or

swollen condition.
x666 J. SM[THO/(/^^e(i676)ii7 Inflation, and Turgescency

of the Seminary vessels. 1721 Quincy Hodges' Hist. Ace.
Plague Land. 157 A Turgescency or Disteinperatuie of

Humours, i860 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XXI. 973/2 Tlie tur-

gescency and relaxation of the organs that perform the

offices of feet. fig. vj\q Brit. Apollo II. No. 109. 2/2 It..

proceeds from a certain Turgescency of Soul.

Turgescent (trad^e'sent), a. [ad. L. tur-

gescent-em : see prec. and -ent.] Becoming
swollen ; swelling, growing bigger.

172^ Bailey vol. II, Turgescent^ swelling or growing big.

*75S i" Johnson. 1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) I. 378
A turgescent, and especially a varicose state of the internal

hemorrhoidal vessels. 1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle
6 Arms, three empty bladders, turgescent, to show how
opinions are formed. 1857 Bullock Cazeaitx* Mtdivif. 83
The nipple is more projecting, turgescent, and sensitive.

1891 P. Darwin in Nature -zt hw%.^oZf\ In a growing shoot
the turgescent pith stretches the cortex.

Turgescible (t»jd.:^e'sib1), a, [f. L. tttrgesc-cre :

see above and -idle.] Capable of swelling up.
1886 Med. Ne2us 21 Aug. 214 Similar but less extensive

turgescible tissue exists in other portions of the nasal mucous
membrane.

Turgid (tyudgid), a. [ad. L. turgid-us swollen,

inflateoT, f. turgere to swell : see -id ^]
1, Swollen, distended, puffed out.

1620 Venner Via Recta iv. 82 You shall commonly see

them.. to haue turgid, and strouting-out bellies. x66o Boyle
New Exp. Phys. Mech. v. 52 A Bladder, but moderately
fill'd with Air and strongly ty'd, being.. held near the Fire,

..grew exceedingly turgid and hard. 1669 J. Rose Eng.
Vineyard {1675) 35 Proud and turgid buds_. 1674 Grew
Anat. Trunks 11. 1. § 15 The Bladders.. being swelled up
and turgid with Sap, 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796)

III, 618 Anthyllis. Cup swoln and turgid; inclosing the
le^umen, 179^7 M. Baillie Morb. Anat. (1807) 456 The
veins of the pia mater have been found turgid with blood.

1846 Ellis Elgin Marb, 1. 102 Turgid muscles oi the breast.

i860 Maurv Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) xi. § 523 This condensa-
tion is followed by a turgid intumescence.

fig. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. ix. 329 Their Imaginations
turgid and pregnant with the glorious Ideas. 1697 Evelyn
Numism, in. 82 That turgid Vanity and gross Adulation.

2. fig, in reference to language : Inflated, grandi-

loquent, pompous, bombastic.
1725 Watts Logic it. iii iii. § 6 Some, .have a violent and

turgid manner both of talking and thinking. 1762 Foote
Orators \i. Wks. 1799 I. 219 The frothy, the turgid, the

calm, and the clamorous [declaimers], 1781 Gibbon Decl.Sf

F. xvii. II. 40 The advocates, who filled the Forum with the

sound of their turgid and loquacious rhetoric. 1856 R. A.
Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 97 His verbose and turgid style,

too, is destitute of all genuine feeling.

Turgidity (twdsi-diti). [f. L. turgid-us (see

prec.) + -iTY.]

1. The state of being turgid or swollen.

1732 Arbuthnot Rules of Diet iii. in Aliments^ etc, 363
Weakness, Wateryness and Turgidity of the eyes. 1820

Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 323 The tendency to turgidity

may proceed from debility alone. 1854 Jones & Siev.

Pathol. Anat. (1874) 255 Turgidity of the blood-vessels.

X87S Bennett & Dyer Sachs* Bot. 'joo By Turgidity we
understand the hydrostatic pressure which the water absorbed
by endosmose exercises equally on all sides on the cell-wall,

2. fig. Inflation of language
;

grandiloquence,

pomposity, bombast ; also with a and //. an

example of this.

1756-82 J. Warton Ess. Pope {ed. 4) I. iii. 103 Obscurity

or turgidity, and a false grandeur of diction._ 1788 Lond.
Mag, 247 They appear to abound with turgidities, and, if

they can be called splendid, to dazzle by their splendour.

1827 Hare Guesses Ser. 1.(1847)62 The empty turgidity of

Dryden. 1903 Edin. Rev, Apr. 320 We are willing to forget

the latter turgidities [of a poem].

Turgidly (ti)-jd3idli), adv. [f. Turgid + -ly2,]

In a turgid, inflated, or swollen manner ; in turgid

style or language.
1668 H, More Div. Dial. w. xviii. 282 A kind of Lunacy

., that reigns thus turgidly in iCuphophron's copious

Harangue. 1846 Dana Z(7c/A. (1848) 344 Interstices.,

usually throughout turgidly elevated. 1910 Spectator

29 Oct. 696/2 He. .puts turgidlj' and obscurely what could

far better have been expressed in homely idioms.

Tu'rgidness. [f. as prec + -ness.] The
quality of being turgid ; == Tuhgiuity.

TURK.

1757 Wahdi;rton Lett, to Hurd 15 Jan. (1809) 227 The
turgidnessof a young scribbler. 18x7 Coleridge Biog. Lit,

i. 2 A general turgidnessof diction, and aTprofusion of new-
coined double epithets. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. i. 43
That strange fliyhty turgidness of style which Urquhart
had cauglit by working so much on Rabelais.

t Turgidous, a. Obs. rare. [f. as Turgid +
-ous.] = TUIIGII).

1601 Ii. JoNsoN Poetaster v. iii, Barmy froth, puffy, in-

flate, turgidous, and ventositous are come vp.

Turgion : see Tubdion.

Turgite (ti^udgait). Alin. [Named by Her-
mann 1845, from the Turginsk mine, Ural Mtns.,

where found : see -ite ^.] A hydrous sebquioxide

of iron, allied to limonitebul containing less water,

1850 Ansted Eletn. Geol., Min. etc §454 Browp hEema-
tite. Under this .. we include. .Limonite,. .Turgite, Iron

ochre, and others. x888 Rutley Rock-Forming Min. 122
Turgite. .also gives a red streak.

tTurgman, obs. f. Truchman, interpreter.

1615 Bedwell Arab. Trudg. Oj, Tvrginan, Trudginan,
Tap-youiuei'os, fipayov/xci/o?, in the latter Greekc writers, signi-

fieth, an intcrpretor.

Turgometer. [ineg. f. L. turgere to swell +
-[o]meteu.] a measurer of turgidity.

188s W. Gakpiner in Proc. Roy. Soc. XXXIX. 232 The
plastoid may be regarded as a turgometer, since it indicates

the state of turgidity of the cell.

Turgor {tv-inoi). PkysioL and Bot. [a. i)ost-

cl. L. turgor (Martianus Capclla), f. turgere to

swell : cf. horror, terror, etc.] a. The normal

swollen condition of the capillaries and smaller

blood-vessels, b. A state of turgidity and con-

sequent rigidity in a cell, as that caused by the

absorption of fluid.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 178 Lymphatics are the

chief regulators of the turgor of the tissues. xG^2 Nature
12 Jan. 258/2 The second phaseof the.. variation is probably
dependent on the diminution of turgor of the excited cells.

1882 Qjtain's Med. Diet. 32S/1 With the cessation of the

circulation and vital turgor^ the skin becomes ashy pale, and
the tissues lose their elasticity.

t Turify, obs. f. Thurify.
f 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xix. 87 pai bring, .incense and

ojjer thinges swete smelland for to turify |>at ymage.

Turion (tiuo-ri/n). Bot. [= F. iution (15th c),
ad. L, turiOy pi, turiones, formerly also in Kng.

use,] A young shoot rising from the ground, pro-

duced from a subterranean bud : see quot. 1894.
[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Did. (ed. 2), Turiones, the

tender Tops of Trees, that grow yearly. 1704 J. Harris
Lex. Teclin. I, Turiones., amongst Botanick Writers, are

the first young tender shoots or tops which any Plants do
annually put forth of the Ground.] 1725 Bradley's Font.
Did. s. v. Sallet, The gentle Turiones and Tops (of BliteJ

may be eaten like Asparagus. 1880 Grav Struct. Bot,

iii. § 2. (ed. 6) 41 In the Tunons, or subterranean budding
shoots of. .perennial herbs. 1894 Oliver tr. Kerner's Nat.
Hist. Plants I. 624 The scale-leaves, .developed on sub-

terranean shoots, especially on bulbs, rhizomes, and turions,

differ considerably. . . By turion . . is meant a bud originating

laterally on underground stem-structures and developing m
the summer into a shoot which rises above the ground.

Hence Turioni'ferons c, producing turions.

1828 in Webster (citing Barton). 1900 in B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms.
Turit, obs. Sc. form of Tdbret.
Turk^ (twk). Also 4-7 Turke, 5 turque, 7
Turc

; 9 Toork (sense i). [ = F. Turc^ fem. turque.

It., Sp., Pg. Turco, -a,med.L. Turcus, -a, Byz. Gr,

ToOpKos, Pers. (and Arab.) eJ/ turk, A national

name of unknown origin. Possibly the same as the

Chinese equivalent Tu-kin, applied to a division of

the Hiong-nu (identified by Deguigne with the

Huns), who occupied the country south of the

Altaian mountains ^177 B.C. (In Persian diets,

(tt) i turk is explained as *A Turk, a beautiful youth,

a barbarian, a robber *, but the last three definitions

are only applications of the national name, not ex-

planations of its original meaning.)]

1. Ethnology, PI. Turks. The name of a numerous
and widely spread family of the human race, occu-

jjying from prehistoric times large parts of Central

Asia, and speaking a language and dialects belong-

ing to the Turkic branch of the Ural-Altaic (Finno-

Tartar, or Turanian) linguistic family (a primary

family of co-ordinate rank with the Indo-European
or Aryan, and Semitic). Within this linguistic

family the Turks are usually held to stand l)etween

the Ugrians and Mongols, having closest relation-

ship to the latter group. The form Toork or Tourk
(after Persian) is used by some (esp. in India) in this

wide sense.

From their original home in Central Asia, chiefly from
Turkestan, hordes of Turks at various times assailed and
conquered other lands. Of these, the best known in the West
were those calling themselves, after famous leaders, Seljuk

and Osmiinli respectively. The former overthrew the

Abbasides, or first Mohammedan caliphs of Baghdad, and
founded the Seljuk dynasty in their room ; the latter, after

embracing Islam, and receiving much Persian and Arab
culture, arose on the ruins of the Seljuk empire in a. d. 1300
and became the ancestors of the Osmanii or Ottoman Turks
in Asia and south-eastern Europe (sec sense 2).

Probably the name Turk appears in English first in con-



TURK.
nexion with the Third Crusade, 1187-1192. TheTurksof
thatil.ite were Seljuks, not Ottomans. Saladin, the antago-

nist of Richard 1., was a Kurd, originally in the service

of the Seljiiks. In the wider sense i, the name is of com-
paratively late use in English and the European langs.

generally, the Turks of Central Asia being unknown in

Western Europe.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 5 Me thocht a Turk of

Tartary Come throw the boundis of Barbary And lay for-

loppin in Lumbardy. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. i. (Arb.) 80
After them the Turkes hauing an other name, but yet the

same people, borne in Scythia. 1815 Elphinstone Acc.
Cau^u/(i842) I. 4i7The Kuzzilbaushes are members of that

colony of Toorks which now predominates in Persia. I call

them by this name (which is usually given them at Caubul).

..They speak Persian, and among themselves Toorkee.
/hi<^. II. 185 That great division of the human race which
is known in Asia by the name of Toork, and which, with the

Moguls and Manshoors, compose what we call the Tartar
nation. Each of these divisions has its separate language,
and that of the Toorks is widely diffused throughout the

west of Asia, a 1833 Sir J. Malcolm Life ^ Corr. (1S56) I.

vi. 91 We were now threatened with an invasion of Toorks
and Tartars. 1843 ^'««y Cyci. XXV. 395/1 The Turks-
Osmanlis are a branch of the Turks in the larger meaning of

the word. Ibid., We cannot precisely ascertain when the
Turks (..in the larger meaning of the word) first appeared
in Europe. /^V., The Kayi, . . the most illustrious of all [the

Turkish tribes], because the Turks-Osmanlis descend from
them. 1877 Freeman Ottoman P<nver in Europe vii. 286
It is.. in the Anatolian peninsula only, that the Turk is

really at home. The Ottoman is hardly at home even
there ; but the Turk, the representative of the earlier and
better Turkish races, is at home. 1888 Encycl. Brit,

XXIII. 658/2 The use of the name ' Turks ' has never been
limited in a clear and definite way from the time of the
Byzantine authors to the present day. To the former, as
also to the Arabs, it has a collective sense like Scythians or

Huns. //'/V/., The Kirghiz.. are considered as the typical

Turks of the present day, and are described .. as being
midway between the Mongol and the Caucasian. 1899

J. T. Bealbv in Times Gazetteer xdx^li Thirty years later

[than 1017J the Turks—not the Ottomans (Osmanlis), but
their predecessors, the Seljuks — invaded the Byzantine
Empire for the first time.

2. Politics, A member of the dominant race of

the Ottoman empire ; in earlier times, a Seljuk

;

since 1300, an Osmanli or Ottoman ; one who is, or

considers himself, a descendant of the Osmanlis or

other Turks. Sometimes (now rarely), any subject

of the Grand Turk or Turkish Sultan ; but usually

restricted to Mohammedans. PI. The Turks^ the

Ottomans, the Turkish people.

13.. Coer de L. 5001 Thre thousand Turkes com, with
bost, Betwen Jakes and his boost. c\yjs/ic. Leg. Saints
xxvi. {Nycholas) 591 Lang tyme eft>Te with gret were, Jjc

turkis thruiniquitedistroyt |>e towneof myrre(MyraJ. 1:1400

Maundev. (1S39) iv. 26 (Rodes] was wont to be clept

CoHos ; and so callen it the Turkes ^it. ihtd, xiii. 145 But a
gret man f>at he [the Greek Empcrour] sente for to kepe the
contree a^enst the Turkes vsurped the lond & helde it to him
self, & cleped him Emperourof Trapazond. ^1489 Caxton
Soitiies o/Aymon xiv. 348 We shall werre styll on goddys
enmyes as ben turques & sarrasins. 1517 Torkingtom
Pilgr. (1884) 2^ We war receyvj-d by theTurkys and Sarra*

syns. 1547 in Feuillerat Re7<eis Edw. Vl{i^\i) 11 Hedpeces
to the same, turkes ffasshyon of blewe Red & yolowe
sarcenet, 1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant (HakL Soc.)

79 My drugaman. .was a Turkc, but a Cornish man borne.

1634 Cal, St. Papers., Dom. 31 May (1864) 44 Complaints
out of the west country of divers outrages lately committed
in those parts by Turks and pirates. 1644 Evklvn Diar^
7 Oct., One Turke he much favor'd, who waited on him m
his cabin, a 1658 J. Durham Exp. Rev. v. iL (1680) 275 To
redeem so many of them from the bondage of the Turks.
i6;73 Ray Journ. Low C, 140 The Turcs at our being there

[Vienna] having taken Neuhausel. 1696 Phillii-s (ed. 5),

Turk, a Subject of the Grand Signiors, who is also call a
the Great Turk. 1801 Afed. JmL V. 352 The debt which
England and all Europe had contracted with the Turks for

the inoculation of the Small-pox. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr tr.

Ranke's Hist, Servia-z^ The Servians, the Bosnians., and
the Albanians, once more stood united against the Osmanliii.

But the Turkswerestrongerthanall ihesenations combined.
x888 EncycL Brit. XXIII. 658/2 At the present day we are

wont to restrict the name to the Osmanli Turks, though they
themselves refuse to be called Turks, having, .ceased to be
such in becoming iml>ued with Arabo. Persian culture. On
the other hand when we spe.-ik of Uigurs and Tatars, we
mean tribes who style themselves Turks and really are such.

b. The Turky comprehensively or collectively:

the Turks ; the Turkish power ; also, the Turkish

Sultan, the Grand Turk.
c 1482 J. Kay tr. Caoursin's Siege of Rhodes P 3 In what

tyme that thecs thynges were thought and counseyled in

Constantynople among the turke and his counseyle. 1561
Nevi Calindar 17 Jan, in Prayer-bk. Q. Eliz. (1890) 194
The good Prince .Scanderbeg . .

, a scourge to the Turke. 1581
Allen Apol. 18 b, Christians of al sortes,..and al other
vndcr the Turke. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. K/, iv. vii. 73 The
Turke that two and nftie Kingdomes hath. Writes not so
tedious a Stile as this. 1605 — Lear in. iv. 94. 1735 Pope
ProL Sat. 108 Should such a man, too fond to rule alone.
Bear, like tne Turk, no brother near the throne. 1896
N, Brit. Daily Mail 17 June 4 The unfortunate lands over
which the Turk now exercises his baleful sway. 1898 Daily
News 7 Sept. 5/4 The Dervishes, .animated by an implacable
hatred of 'The Turk", which is a comprehensive phrase
applied to Egyptians and Englishmen alike.

c. The Grand or Great Turky the Ottoman
Sultan. Cf. the Great Khan, the Great Mogul.
c 1482 J. Kay tr. Caoursin's Siege ofRhodes P 6 The turkes
..saydyn that theyr lord the gret Turke was dede. 1503 Lett.
Rich. Ill .V Hen. VH (Rolls) 1. 210 He said that the Grete
Turke feared not the pope. IJS63 Homilies 11. Place of
Prayer 11. (1859) 348 The Enemie of our Lord Christ, the
great Turke. 1615 Bedwri.l /Ira^. Tntdg. N iv, s. v. Sultan^

479

For thus they now call the Great Turke,. .The Souldan of
|

Staiiiboli. 1689 Andros Tracts I. 165 They were as

Arbitrary as the great Turk. 1846 Huxley in Life{\<^ I.

ii. 26, 1 am in a very fair way, and would snap my fingers at

the (jrand Turk. 1853 C. Bronte Villetie iii, He was more
than the Grand Turk in her estimation.

f d* Applied vaguely to Saracens. Obs.

13.. Coer de L. 4971 Thre thousand Turkes com at the

last, With bowe Turkeys, and arweblaste,

e. Young TurkSy a name given in the 20th

century to the Ottomans who tried to rejuvenate

the Turkish empire, and bring it more into line

with European ideas : opposed to Old Turks who
were against such ideals. (See also sense 4.)

1908 Daily JVe-ws 5 Aug. 4/7 Will the glorification of the
' Young Turk ' kill this expression as one of reproach to be
used in the nursery? 1909 [see Turkdom below].

3. Often used as = Moslem or Mohammedan.
(The Turks being to Christian nations the typical Moslem

power from c 1300.)

a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Edw. IV 233 He.. hated hym more
then a Panym or a Turke. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer^

Collect Gd. Friday^ Haue mercy upon all Jewes, Turkes,

Infidels, and heretikes. c 164s Howell Lett. (1650) II. 16

No Jew is capable to be a Turk but he must be first an
Abdula a Christian. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. 137 He
is a Christian at Rome, a Heathen at Japan, and a Turk at

Constantinople. 1725 Watts Logic \. vi. § 10 A divine

distributes [mankind] into Turks, Heathens, Jews, or

Christians.

b. In to turn Turk^ become Turky and similar

phrases. (But also used in senses 2 and 4.)

159a Kyd Sol. fif Pers. iii. v, What say these prisoners?

will they turne Turke, or no? i6oa Shaks. Ham. \\\. \u

287 If the rest of my Fortunes turne Turke with me. 1615 G.
Sandys Trem. l 54 No lew can turne Turke, untill he first

turne Christian. 1619 J, M. tr. Fonseca's Dev. Contempt.

403 The Souldier, he will turne Turke vpon point either of

profit, or of honor. 163a Lithgow Trav. iv. 141 |He]turnd
Turke, and was circumcised. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs
Trav. \. 42 Many are perswaded, that when a Jew turns

Turk, he must first become Christian, which is very false.

1737 [S. Berington] G. di Lucca^s Mem. (1738) 282 He
offered to turn Turk if they would spare him.

4. trans/. Applied to any one having qualities

attributed to the Turks ; a cruel, rigorous, or tyran-

nical man ; any one behaving as a barbarian or

savage ; one who treats his wife hardly ; a bad-

tempered or unmanageable man. Often, with

alliterative qualification, terrible Turk. Young
or little TurkJ an unmanageable or violent child or

youth.
1536 Exhort. North 56 in Furniv. Ballads fr. MSS. I.

306 fhes Sothome turkes pervertyng owre lawe. 1579 Lvly
Enphues (Arb.) 42 Was neuer any Impe so wicked and
barliarous, any Turke so vyle and orutishe. a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. CreTv, Turkf any cruel hard-hearted Man.
a 184s Hood Lay Real Life v, Who said my mother was a
Turk, And took me home—and made me work, But managed
half my meals to shirk? My Aunt. 1847 Helps Friends in

C. Ser. I. vii. 114 Why you Mahometan, you Turk of a
lawyer—-would you do away with all the higher things of
courtesy, tenderness for the weaker [etc.] ? 1854 N. ^ Q.
ist Ser. IX. 451/1 We oflen hear of people bad to manage
being 'regular Turks'. 186a Spectator 6 Dec. 1363/1 The
new generation of Greeks have a real passion for education

;

without it they say a man is a ' Turk ', that last epithet of
opprobrium. 1863 Frith in Autobiog. <V Remin. (18S7) I.

XXIV. 351 As to Prince William of Prussia, of all the little

Turks he is one of the worst. 1874 Sir W. W. Hunter in

Life xiii. (1901) 228 Mr. Lyall is a terrible Turk at keeping
his wife up to her social duties. 1875 Anne Mozley^m, /r.

Blaclfttjood ^\-j A bad temper does seem often favourable

to health. The man who has been a Turk all his life lives

long to plague all almut him. 1891 G. Meredith One of
our Cong, xxix, The tastes of the civilized man—a creature

that is not clean-washed of the Turk in him. 1904 Police

Magistrate in Daily News 26 Nov. 0/2 ' You are a young
Turk, and a bad Turk, too j . , I think I ought to send you to

a reformatory school.' 1908 [see 2 e].

1 5. a. A human figure at which to practise

shooting, b. A hideous image to frighten children;

a bugbear. Obs.

1569 in Camden's Hist. Eliz. (1717) Pref. ag The shotinge

with the brode arrowe, the shotinge at the twelve skore

prick, the shotinge at the Turke. 1598 Florio, Manduco^
a disguised or vglie picture vscd in shewes to make children

afraid, . .a turke, or a bug-beare. x6o8 [see Prick sb. 10 b].

z6i6 Manifest. Abp. Spalato's Motives App. iii. 7 All the

rest were but painted posts, and Turkes of ten pence, to fill

and adorne the shooting.field. 1631 J. Buboes ^«j7w. Re-
joined 182 The Replier hath set vp a man of cloutes of his

owne making, and then shootes at a Turke, as boyes doe.

0. a. A Turkish or Turkey horse, fb. A
Turkish sword or sabre, a scimitar {obs.').

16*3 Markham Cheap Husb. i. iii, (ed. 3) 42 The best

Stallion to beget horses for the warres is the Courser, the

lennet, or the Turke. 1638 Whiting Hist. Albino -V B.

108 He forthwith unsheathd his trusty Turke, Cald forth

that blood which in his veines did lurk. 1831 Youatt Horse
iii. 29 Charles II sent his master of the horse to the Levant,

to purchase brood mares and stallions. These were princi-

pally Barbs and Turks,

7. attrib. or adj, = Turkish; also in conib.y as

Turk-like adj. and adv., -ruledy -worked adjs. Also

in possessive in names of plants, etc., as Turk's

CAP, Turk's HEAH, Turkes knife ^ Tttrk's turban.

?rtX366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 923 In his honde holdyng

Turke bowes two, fulle wel deuysed had he. 1534 Acc. Lei,

High Treas. Scot. VI. 193, iij quarteris of taphety turke,

price of the elne xiiij s. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xiv.

(Roxb.) 3/2 These are called Turks knives because they

turne vpward in the back towards the end, or point of the

TURKESSE.
blade. 1708 Lend. Gaz. No. 4435/4 To be sold.., a true
Turk Stalion about 15 Hands high. 1760 J. Lee IiUrod.
Bat. App. (1788) 353 Turk's Turban, Ranunculus. ai79i
Grose OliOt Grumbler xi. (1796) 44 The best parlour..was
furnished with Turk-worked chairs. 1850 Browning
Christmas Eve xviii, Or Turk-like brandishing a scimetar.
1857 Livingstone Trav. Introd. 5 Adopting the Turk-like
philosophy of this Scotchman ! 1873 W. Cory Lett.

<S-

jfj-nls. (1857) 328 Frankified Turk-ruled Egyptians.
Hence Tu-rkdom, the realm or domain oftheTurks;

Turkey. Young T., the party of Young Turks.
1900 Eng;. Hist. Ren. Jan. 150 For fifty years the whole of

Turkdom was then more or less effectively administered by
Chinese proconsuls. 15109 Vamb^rv in igth Cent. Mar. 371
The whole Turkish nation, with very few exceptions, belongs
to Young Turkdom. Every one who feels Turkish and
speaks Turkish is a Young Turk.

Turk ''. [ad. F. turc ; origin and history uncer-
tain. As early as 1 688 associated in French with
the national name turc Turk ; but Littr^ and
Hatz.-Darm. treat it as a distinct word.
Boyceau de la Baraudiere Tr. du Jardin 58 (1688) has

' Les poiriers de bon chrestien en sont sur tons autres
endommagez, et c'est pourquoy_ on a nomme ce ver Turc'
But the American Little Turk is said to be named from the
crescent-shaped punctures made in the fruit by the female.]

The larva of an insect (perh. of the fruit-bark

beetle, Scolytus rugulosus) dreaded for the destruc-

tion it does to pear-trees by mining under the

bark ; also, the larva of the cockchafer (Littr^).

According to Century Did., the plum-weevil or

plum-curculio, Conotracheltis nenuphar, which is

very destructive to fruit-trees generally, is known
as the Turk or Little Turk.
17x9 J. James tr. Le Blondes Gardening 173 The great

Enemies to Trees, are . . Snails, Tons, Turks, and abundance
of Worms. Ibid. 176 Turks are certain white Worms that

get into Trees and eat Holes in them, running betwixt the
Bark and the Stem. 1815 Kirbv & Sp. Eniomol. vi. (1818)

\. 213 Their ravages have long been known in Germany
under the name ofWurm triikniss {decay caused by worms);
and in the old liturgies of that country the animal itself is

formally mentioned under its vulgar appellation, 'The
Turk •.

Turkas, -ass, -ei8(e. see Turkess(e, Turkis,
Turquoise.
fTurkein. Obs. rare. Also tour-, [a. OF.

*turcain :—L. type Turcdn-us, f. Turcus Turk.]
= TurkI.
a X330 Otuel 1380 A turkein Jjat was ful of prude. Ibid.

1392 He smot |ie tourkein oppon t>e hood.

t TuTken, v. Obs. rare. Also 6 turquen,
turkin. [Etymology uncertain. Taken by Skeat

as a deriv, of F. ttrquer to twist, ' to writhe,

wreath, wind in, wrap about' (Cotgr.), ad. L.

torquere to twist; but there are difficulties both of

form and of sense ; see Turkess(e, Turkish v.

Possibly f. Turk'-1--en*, referring to the action of the

Turks in transforming Christian churches into mosques, or

from the Koran being regarded as a transformation or per-

version of the Bible.)]

trans. = TnRKESs(E v. 2.

1575 Gascoigne Making t)/ Verse in Steele Gl. etc. (Arb.)

37 This poeticall licence is a shrewde fellow,.. it maketh
wordes longer, shorter, of mo sillables, of fewer, newer, older

..and to conclude it turkeneth all things at pleasure, for

example, ydone for dotie. IS75 — Poesies, Ep,^ to Rev.
Divines Wks. 1907 I. 7 You .shall find it now in this second
imprinting so turquened and turned, so clensed from all

unclenly wordes. 1587 Golding De Momay xxiii. (1592)

353 They turkining themselues as much as they can into

Gods, that is to say into Angels of light, to beguile our

sence and imagination with strange vanities. Ibid, xxiv.

368 If they chaunce to stumble vpon some good saying for

maners or for the life of man, they turkin it a thousand
waies to make it seem good for thir purpose. 1607 T.

Rogers 3q Art. Pref. § 28 Not either Articles of his owne,
lately deuised ; or the old newly turkened ; but the very

Articles agreed vpon by the Archbishops and Bishops.

Tiirkery (ti>-jkari). [f. Turk 1 ^ -euy : cf.

popery, foolery^ + a. The Turkish religion or

pr.nctice; Mohammedanism {fibs.), b. 'Turks'

collectively.

1585 W. Whitaker Ans7u. Rainolds 360, I thinke it flat

Atheisme and Turkery to denie that Christ was borne of a

virgine. 1678 Marvell Cro^vlh Popery 4 K.ither open

Judaism, or plain Turkery, or honest Paganism. 1709
Strvpe Ann. Re/, I. Ivi. 576 A religion of their devising

worse than Turkery. 1878 Freeman in Li/e ^ Lett, (1895)

II. 164 The whole accursed den of Jewry and Turkery,

clubs, rookeries, and alL

Turkes, -ese, -esse, var. Turkis, Turquoise.

tTurke'SCO, a. Obs. rare. [a. It. turchesco,

= obs. F. turquesque (Cotgr.).] = Turkish.
1584 W. Barbet in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. I. 272 The said

danine isofsiluer, hauing the Turkescostampe on both sides,

and 2 and a halfe of these make a Sale, . . in value as the Sale

of Aleppo.

Turkese, var. Turkeys Obs.

Turkess (tii-ikes). nonce-ivd. [f. Turk 1 + -ess.]

A female Turk ; the consort of the Turkish Sultan.

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. ill. iii, Disdainful

Turkess, and unreverend boss. Ibid,, Bind them both, and
one lead in the Turk; The Turkess let my love's maid
lead away.

t TnrkessCe, -eis(e, -is(s, v. Obs. Forms

:

6 toroasse, torkes, -esse, turkiss, -ise^, 6-7 tur-

kess(e, 7 lurkeise, turquese, turkis(s, turkize,

turoaae, turohes. [Derivation uncertain : evi-
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dently related to Tdrkkn, and, like Ihat verb, re-

ferred by some to F". torquer, ad, L. torquere to

twist ; but there are difficulties both of form and
sense, and possibly both turken and inrkesse were
Eng. formations from Turk and Turkeys, Turkish;
at least, they were (^ften associated with these words,
this verb being actually in 17th c. spelt turkize\

of. also Turkish v, in same sense. (There is no
trace of any OF. verb torquir, iorquiss-ant.)']

1. trans. To transform or alter for the worse ; to

wrest, twist, distort, pervert,

iSai Fisher Senti. agsf, Luther Wks. (E.E.T.S.) i. 341
Many of [these heretics], .had the propre fayth \ed. 1556
featej to wrye and to torcasse the scryptures. a 1603 T.
Cartwright Cf>'//w/. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 2^5 The body of
Christ is a more pretious thing then hce will sufTer to be
turkessed and transformed after that sort. 1612 Sir R.
Naunton in BuccUuch AfSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 118
My mediation.. was, 1 know not how, lurquesed into a
reprolttte sense with Sir H. Nevill. i6ia T. Taylor Comm.
Titus ii. I. (i6ip) 336 Some sentence of Scripture.. must be
turki^t, and mishapen out of his natiue simplicitie. 1648
Pttit. Eastern Assoc, 5 Those.. which are so audacious as
to turcase the revealed, and sealed Standard of our salvation
..to the mishapen models of their intoxicated phansies,

2. To alter the form or appearance of; to change,
modify, refashion (not necessarily for the worse).
1530 Palsgr. 759/1, 1 torkes, I alter the shappe of a thync,

ie contourne^ and je transmue. He hath torkessed his
nouse quyte a newe. c 1577 G. Harvey Mar^nalia (1913)
141 Erasmus three cheefist Paper bookes..His Similes.,
Apothegges . . Prouerbs, newly turkissed by diuers. 1593
Adp. Bancroft S%trv. DiscipL i. 6 He taketh the said
sentence out of Esay (somewhat turkised) for his poesie as-
well as the rest, <i x6io Healey Theophrasius (1636) 21
Hee trimmeth himselfe often : he. .changeth and Turkizeth
his cloathes, 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage i. iii. (1614) 298 The
Turkes, when they turkeised it [St. Sophia], threw downe
the Altars, turned the Bells into great Ordinance tetc.].

1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. xlvii. § 505 He that
makes cast-cloathes newof old (trimmeth up, new turkizeth),
and exposeth them to salt*, isa broker, n 1650 P. Fletcher
Father's Test. (1670) 108 So curiously painted., and turchest
in new fashions.

Hence fTurkessing, -ising, vbh sb, Obs.
i6xa T. Taylor Comm. Titus \. 5 (i6ig) 84 Adding, de-

tracting, or depraving his institutions by a restless turkising
of them. 1673 Jackson's Wks. HI. Creedx. xxxi. Notes 133
An Alteration, Change, or Turning. Or if these be thought
Terms too good. Let it be called a Turkizing of Sensitives.

Turkey * (t^uki). Also 5 torke, 6-7 Txirkie,
6-8 Tarky, (5-7 Turkye, 6 torkey, Turquey,
Turkeye, 7 Tyrkye). [ = F. Tnrquie, med.T«
Turchia, Turquiay f. TurCj T'wrf-wj, Turk! : cf.

German-uSy Germdnia., Germa?iy ; 2ndus^ India.']

1. The land of the Turks, 'Turkey in Asia' and
* Turkey in Europe* ; formerly sometimesTurkestan
or Tartary.
CX369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 1026 Ne sende men in-to

Walakye,..To Alisaundre, ne in-to Turkye. £1485 Digby
Myst. (1882) III. 1435 J>er is )?e lond of torke. 1500-ao
Dunbar Poems xxxiiu 61 A fedrem on he tukc.in Turky
for to fle, 1570 Levins Manip. 98/45 Turkic, Tartaria.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva % 49 Rice is in Turky. .most fed upon.
1719 W. Wood Surv, Trade 180 The Turkey Company
..have Factories and Houses in Turkey. 1892 Chamb.
Encycl. X. 329 Turkey or the Ottoman Empire comprises
thtf wide but heterogeneous territories really or nommally
subject to the Osmanll sultan, in Europe, Asia, and Africa.

t2. Short for a. Turkey stone, the turquoise;

b. Turkey horse (cf. Turki) ; o. Turkey leather.
a. i^ A nn. Barber-Surgeons Lond. (18^) 530, 1 bequeath

to my mother my golde ringe which hath ni it a stonecalled
a Turkey. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxviii. (Percy Soc.)

197 Of the mervaylous rofe set full of rubyes, And tynst
with saphers and many turkeys. 1577 E. Hogan in Hakluyt
Voy. (1589) 158 A short dagccer set with 200 stones, rubies,
and turkies.

^ 1587 Greene Tritameron Wks. (Grosart) IIL
59 The Turkic hauing lost his color is of no value. 159a
Wills ^ Itw, N.C. (Surtees) IL 204 To my daughter Gee my
Turkey ringe. 1595 Ibid. 168 My goulde ringe wherein my
turkie is. 1615 G. Sandys TV^zt/. 221 They haue (in Cyprus]
.. diuerse kinds of precious stones of inferiour value,
amongst which the emerald, and the turky. c x6i8 Moryson
Itin. IV. IV. i. (1003) 335 Three ringes on his fingers, a
Dyamond, a Turky, and a Ruby. x68o Morden Geog.
Red. (1685) 358 There are Mines of. . divers Kinds of precioiis
Stones, viz. the Emerald and the Turky.
b. 1678 Extracts Govt. Rec. Fort St. George 6 Mar. (Yult;),

Four horses bought for the Company—One young Arab,
One old Turkey [etc.].

C. 1715 Hearne's Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 66 One in large
paper, bound in Turkey, vtzx Ramsay Conclusion 4 Dear,
ventVousbook. .In gilded Turkey clad. 1835 J.R. Smith's
Catal. Bks. Nov. 8/2 Life of the Famous Comedian, Joe
Hayns, . . in old turkey, very scarce.

3. attrib, and Comb. a. Simple attrib. ; now
mostly superseded byTuRKl.sH, except in particular

connexions, as in Turkey Company^ merchant.
a 15x8 Skelton Magnyf. 1480 Porcenya, the prowde

prouoste of Turky lande. 1^3 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV.
346, V long table carpettes of Turky makyng, j fote carpet of
Turky makyng. 1x1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 6b,
Appareled after Turkey fashion. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. iv. xiiu 126 b, A fair Turkie horse. Ibid.
xvi. 130 b, [They] are not permitted to print the Turkie or
Arabian tongue. 1651 Howell Venice 134 They had
taken some Turky Ves.sells in the Venetian Seas. 1690
Child Z)/V. Trade (1698) 118 The Turkey-Company do
maintain an Ambassador and two Consuls. 18x7 Byron
BePPo xcvii. He. .pass'd for a true Turkey-merchant. 1845
Disraeli Sybil 11. vi, A couple of tenturies ago, a Turkey
Merchant was the great creator of wealth.

480

"b. Tn names of things of actual or supposed
Turkish or Levantine origin, as Turkey apricotj

gaily myrrh, parsley
y
plum, sponge^ tobacco^ wood;

of Turkish workmanship or manufacture, or made
in imitation of this, as Turkey bow, coverlet,

cushion^ garter^ grogram, morocco^ opiums sati7t,

slipper^ tapestryy towel.

X696 Langford Fruit Trees 140 Amongst Apricocks. .the
*Turkey is much commended. 1731-59 Miller Card. Diet.
s. V. ^ rmeniaca. The Turkey Apricot is yet larger, .and of
a globular Figure ; the Fruit turns to a deeper Colour. 157*
in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 157 One *Turky Bowe
andiiiarrowes. 1578 Ibid. 292, vii Turkie Bowes at xii'' the
peece. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. \\. v. 35
*Turkie couerlettes. 1596 Shaks. Tam. Shr. 11. i. 355 Fine
Linnen, *Turky cushions host with pearle. 1684 in Archaeol.
Cambr.,Orig. /^(^c. (1877) 8 Turky cushions. 1874 Fluckigkr
& Hanbury Pharmacographia 536 Gallai Halepenses, Gallse

Turcica^; Galls, Nutgalls, Oak Galls, Aleppo or ^Turkey
Galls. 1650 in Verney Mem. (1907) 1. 469 A paire ofScarlet silk
stockings, with a paire of ^Turkey garters to them, 1603-4
Bp. W. ItARLOW Confer. Hampton Crt. Pij, These are
Cartwrightes SchoUers, Scismatikes,. .; you may know them
by their Turkie gownes, and silke *Turky Grogorum. 1819
Rees Cycl.y "Turkey Opium. 1890 Billings Med. Diet,,

Turkey opium, the official opium of the pharmacopoeias,
produced in Asia Minor, and shipped from Turkish ports.

1690 in Thanes of Ca-wdor (Spald. Club) 353 Ane unce of
*\ urkie persell. 1577 li. Googe HeresbaclCs Hnsb. \\. ( 1 586)

88 Quinces, Pomegranates, and *Turkie Plomes. 1664
Evelyn Kal. Ilort. (1729) 214 Plums .. Great Anthony,
Turkey-Plum [etc.]. 1545 Rates of Customs C viij, *Turky
satten the pece, 1551 Sir J. Williams Accompte {hhhotsi.

CI. 1836) 51 A cope. .with an orpheres of redde Turquey
satten. 1760 W. J. Mickle Song, ' There's nae Luck aboot
the House' iv, My *Turkey slippers maun gae on, My
stockings pearly blue. CX645 Howell Lett. vi. 41 The
wrong-side of a 'Turky Tapistry. x8i2 J. Smyth Pract. of
Customs fi82i) 260 "Turkey Tobacco may be imported in

small packages within any hogshead. 1545ASCHAM Toxoph.
(Arb.) 123 Steles be made of dyuerse woodes, as Brasell,

*Turkie wood, Fusticke, Sugercheste, Hardbeame, Byrche.

C. Special combs., as Turkey alder, Alnus
oblongata WilUl. ; f Turkey balm, Drcuocephalum
Moldavicahinn.; Turkeybean,?the scarlet runner,

Phaseolus multiflorus ; Turkey berry, the fruit

of species oi Rkamuus^ used in dyeing; zi. Persian
bem'es ; see also Turkey 2 6 ; Turkey blue, a

dye: see quot.; Turkey chair, {a) a chair of

Turkish make
;

{b) the sphenoid bone (of the

horse) ; also Turkey-chair bone ; Turkey colour ;

see quot. ; Turkey corn, an old name for Indian

com; Turkey cress, eartli: see quots. ; Turkey
fig, the common iig, Ficus carica ; in Australia,

the Indian fig or prickly pear, Opuntia ; Turkey
gilliflower, the French and the African mari-

gold; ^Turkey gown; f Turkey gruel, app. a

contemptuous description of coffee ; Turkey gum :

see quot. ; \ Turkey hirse = Turkey millet
;

Turkeyhone = Turkey stone 2 ; Turkeyleather,
leather tawed with oil, the hair side not being re-

moved until after the tawing ; hence Turkey-
leathered rt., bound in Turkey leather; Turkey
fmill, millet, Sorghum vulgare : see Millet 2

;

Turkey oak, the mossy-cup oak of southern

Europe, Quercus Cerris ; Turkey rhubarb,
medicinal Rhubarb (i) : see quot. 1S66 ; Turkey
slate ~ Turkey stone 2 (Ogilvie 1882); + Turkey
stool : cf. Turkey chair (a) ; Turkey twill : see

quot. 1904. See also Turkey caepet, T. red,

T. STONE, T. WHEAT, T. WORK,
182a Hortus Angl. II. 468 A[lnus] Oblongata. *Turkey

Alder. leaves elliptic, bluntish, glutinous. z688 R.
Holme Armoury 11. 72/1 The *Turky Balm have the
flowers growing on the top ofthe branch spire-like. 1690 in

Thanes of Cawdor <S^2\^. Club) 353 Half pd. of *Turkie
benes, x8o6 Southey Let. to W, Taylor {Pearson's Catal.
figoo) 76) My acorn will continue to grow when his Turkey
bean sh.-ill have withered. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 445/1
Theberries of several species of Rhamnus . . under the name of

French, *Turkey, and Persian berries, 1815 J. Smith Pano-
rama Sc. ff Art II. 541 To dye Silk Bhie...Forthe*Turkey
blue, which is the deepest, a very strong archil bath is first

used. 1683 Snape Anat. Horse in. viii. 122 The Bone called

the "Turkey chair. {Cf. Ibid. v. iv. 204 The Sphenoides, or

Wedge-like Bone.. hath several Processes, of which.. the
internal are four, standing out like four feet of a Table or

Chair, which, .form the Sella Turcica.] Ibid. iii. ix. 124

Near the side of the Turky.chair-bone they are inoculated

with the second or greater branches of the fifth pair.

1684 in Archxol. Cambr.^ Ori^. Doc. (1877) 7 In the

greate Parlour.. twelve"turky chaires one table and Carpett.

1661 Peacham Compl. Gent (ed. 3) 156 *Turkie colour,

i.e. Venice blew, or as others will have it, red. [Cf. 1611

CoTGR., Conleur Tnrqnine, a right blue, or Venice blue.

Ibid. s. V. Turc, Couleur Turque, azure.] 1597 Gerarde
Herbal i. liv. 74 Of *Turkie comes there be diuers

sorts, 1611 CoTGR., M/yj,. .Turkic corne, Turkie wheat.

1865 Wedgwood Diet. Eng. Etymol. s. v., It is singular

that a bird which came from America should have been
considered as a Turkey fowl, but the same is the case with
maize, which was called Turkey corn or Turkey wheat,

Fr. bled de Turguie. 1633 Gernrde's Herbal ir. xxiv.

274 *Turkie cresses .. is iudged to be the Arabis or
Draba of the Ancients. 1748 J. Hill Hist. Fossils 14

Friable greyish red Bole, called *Turky Earth. 1866 Treas.

Bot. 492/1 "IVrkey figs are imported from Smyrna. 1888

Antipodean Notes 12 The ' Turkey fig ' [in .-Adelaide] is about
four times the size of a well-grown English fig. 1578 Lvte
Dodoens n. xxv. 176 Of *Turkie or Aphrican Gilofers. We

TURKEY.
do call this floure Turkie Gillofers, and French Mar>'go!de«.
1558 in Feuillerat Rez'elsQ. A//r. (i9o8)2o,vi longe streighte
•turkye gounes o( redd cloth. 1603-4 ''P> W- Baklow
Confer. Hampton Crt. ii. 27 They [Puritan divines]
appeared before his Maiestie in Turky gownes, not in their
Scholastical habites, sorting to their degrees. 1705 E.
Ward Hud. Reviv. II. iii. 54 Some sucking Smoak from
Indian Fuel, And others sipping *Turky Gruel. 1890 Billings
Med. Diit.y *Turkeygum, the generic name applied to the
various species of Egyptian gums. 1507 Gerari^e Herbal
I. Iv. 77 [Millet] is called..Turkie Mill or *Turkie Hirsse,
1796 KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 238 Novaculite. 'Turkey
hone. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1141 Whet-slate, or Turkey
hone, is a slaty rock, containing a great proportion of
quartz. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 410/2 Turkey.hone..was
hrst brought to Europe from the Levant. J;6s5-^5 Wood
Life Mar. (O.H.S.) 1. 200A very fair copie of them [sermons]
bound in blew *Turkey.|eather. 1821 Scott Keniliv. v, A
small dagger.. which hung in his turkey-leather sword-belt,
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 408/1 The so-called Turkey leather
is made in England. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4521/4 A small
•Turkey Leather'd Bible. 1597 *Turkey mill [see Turkey
hirse]. 1597 Gerarde Herbal i. Iv. 77 "Tvrkie Millet is a
stranger in England. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1137.
1819 Pantologia, Quercus cerris, ^Turkey oak... South of
Europe. 1842 J. B. Fraser Mesopot. ^ Assyria xv. 353
The forest-trees are for the most part the following:— ..

Quercus cerris. .Turkey oak. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 94
Commonly sold in the shops under the name of *Turkey or
Russian Rhubarb. 1866 Treas. Bot. Q71/2 What is known
..as the best Turkey Rhubarb in reality comes from China
through Russia... It was formerly imported from Natolia,
whence the name Turkey Rhubarb. 1640 Inv. in Nicholson
Hist. ^ TrOii. Tales (1843) 267 A 'Turky siule and a rich
work stule. Z904 Woollen Draper's J ertus in Tailor ^
Cutter 480/1 * Turkey Twills a .soft make of cotton twill,

usually red, but by no means confined to that colour. X91S
D. Crawford Thinking Black xiv. 271 Four cut'throats,
with red turkey-twill turbans.

Hence {iionce-words) Tu'rkeydom, the realm or
empire of the Turks ; f Tnrkeyed (ti>'jkid), /7.

[-Ei)2], Turkisli, Turk -like, Turkified ; Tn-rkeyc
ism, belief in Turkey, Turkish political sympathies.
1849 Thackeray Pendennis liii. We will cut off all the

heads in Christendom or *Turkeydom rather than that.
1600 O. E. Repl. Libel iii. Pref. i His owne friendes charge
him with *Turkeied machiauelisme. 1877 Gladstone in
Daily News 13 Nov. 6 This distinguished man, who repre-
sents what I have called 'Turkeyism, in his speech at the
Guildhall drops entirely the 'integrity* of the Turkish
empire.

Turkey 2 (tiiuki). Also 6-7 turkie, 6-8 tiirky.

PI.turkeys, formerly turkies. [Short forTuRKEY-
COCK, -HEN, app. applied orig. to the Guinea-
fowl, a native of Africa, with which the American
turkey was at first confounded : see Turkey-cock.]
fl. The Guinea-fowl. Obs,
[1553-1601: see Turkey-cock 2, Turkey.hek i.] 1655 Mou-
FET & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 166 They were first

brought from Numidia into Turky, and thence to Europe,
whereupon they were called Turkies.

2. In current use : A well-known large gallina-

ceous bird of the Linnsean genus MeleagnSy the

species of which are all American ; esp. M. gallo'

pdvo, which was found domesticated in Mexico at

the discovery of that country in 1 518, and was soon
after introduced into Europe, and is now valued as

a table fowl in all civilized lands.

Two races of this, which have been variously regarded as
sub-species or species, are found wild, of which one, the
Northern wild turkey, which has been variouslydistinguished
as americana^ sylvcstris, and_/^ra, is a native of the eastern
half of the continent, from parts of Canada and the Missouri
region to Texas, where it is succeeded by M. vtexicana, the
Mexican wild turkey, As^ in the case of many long-
domesticated animals, it is doubtful from which of these
wild types the domestic turkey has arisen, but the fact that
the latter was domesticated in Mexico, and that the northern
race shows less adaptability to domestication, favours the
opinion that M, mexicana was the source. Some however
hold that there may have been two domestic breeds, repre-
sented in England by the Norfolk and the Cambridgeshire
breeds, or that at least mixture with americana has taken
place. Another species, M. otr^/Za/rt, which inhabits Guate-
mala, is smaller and much more beautiful ; it has not been
tamed,
(The first two quotations app. belong to this sense.)

1555 in Dugdaie 6>n;^. Jurid. xlvjii. (1666) 135 Turktes 2.

rated at 4'. a piece. .00. 08. oa 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878)

89 Runciuall pease, .more tender and greater they wex. If

pcicock and turkey leaue iobbing their bex, 1596 Shaks.
I Hen. IV, II. i, 29 The Turkies in my Pannier are quite

siarued. 1616 Capt. Smith Descr. New Eng. 29 Teale,

Meawes, Guls, Turkies, Diue-doppers. 1634 W. Wood
New Eng. Pro$p. (1865) 32 The Turkey is a very large Bird,

of a blacke colour, yet white in flesh. 1643 Baker Ckron.
(1660) 317 About [1524], it happened that divers things were
newly brought into England, whereupon this Rhyme was
made: ' Turkeys, Carps, Hoppes, Piccardl, and Beer, Came
into England all in one year *. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India

<S-
/*. 116 Others [Pigeons] walked on the Ground, with their

Breasts bearing out, and the Feathers of their Tails spreading

like Turkies. a 1705 Prior Ladle 74 Fat Turkeys gobbling

at the Door. 1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) I. 213 The Turky
was unknown to the antient naturalists, and even to the old

world before the discovery of America. 1805 Southey
Madoc II. xi, The loud turkey's voice Is heralding the dawn.
i860 TvLOR Anahuac ix. (1861) 228 The turkey, which was
introduced into Europe from Mexico, was called ' huexolotl

'

from the gobbling noise it makes. x886 Ruskin Prseterita

I. iv. 115 Civilities at Christmas, in the way of turkeys and
boxes of raisins.

b. Wild turkey, the wild original of the

domestic fowl ; commonly applied to the North
American bird : see above and sense 3.



TURKEY.
T6t3 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 762 They haue Eagles,

Hauices, wilde Turkeys and other Fowle. 1624 Capt.

Smith Virginia 11. 27 Wild Turkies are as bigge as our
tame. J707 Mortimer Husb,{ij2\) I. 260, 1 knew a Gentle-

man that had a Hen-TurUeyof the wild kind from Virginia;

of which, and an English Cock, he raised a very fine Breed.

1830 ' B. Moubbay' Domest. Poultry x. (ed. 6) 81 There
is a sameness of colour in the wild tutkey, and the original

stock seems to have been black, domestication generally

inducing a variety of colours. 1849 D. J. Browne Amer.
Poultry Yd. {1855) 138 Two species only are known to

naturalists, namely, the common wild turkey, {Meleagris

gallopart'o^ of North America, the origin of our domestic
stock, and the Honduras turkey, {M, ocellata).

C. The flesh of this bird , esp. the domestic turkey,

as food.

1573 TussER Hush. (1878) 70 Christmas husbandUe fare..

shred pies ofthe best, . . and turkey well drest. 184a Bakham
Ittgol. Leg.:, St, S'icholaa, The lay-brothers bring To the board
a magnificent turkey and chine. The turkey and chine, .are

done to a nicety. 1886 W. J. Tucker E, Europe 122 Cold
turkey and ham, or roast chicken. How I hate that turkey !

It's so vulgar too ; almost as vulgar as goose.

d. U.S. and Canada. Allusively, in colloquial

or dialect phrases, etc.

To say or talk turkey, to talk agreeably or affably, to say
pleasant things ; to talk turkey, to use high-flown language

;

hence absol. language of this character; not to say (.Pea-)

turkey^ to say nothing at all, 'not to say a word' (about
something) ; to walk turkey, to strut or swagger ; of a ship,

to pitch and roll. (See Bartlett i?/V/. /4w«r., and Thornton
American Glossary.)

XB46 J. W. Abert in Congress Documents XXX. 502 The
Indian replied, ' You never once said turkey to me*. 1851
Adv. Capt. Suggs 122 (Thornton) He won't get a chance to

say turkey to a good lookin gall to-day. a x8te McCuntock
Beedle's Marriage (Bartlett), I was plaguy apt to talk

turkey always when I got sociable, if it was only out of
politeness. i888 San Francisco Weekly Examiner
22 Mar. (Farmer Aiuer^, The north wind commenced to

make the Yaquina walk turkey, standing her up on either

end alternately. x888 Washington Critic (ibid.), *What..
does locum tenens mean, Tim ? '

. .
' Why, that's turkey for

pro tem.,oi course'. 1909 Dialect Notes (U.S.) IH. 356
(Thornton) She never said pea-turkey to me about it.

3. Applied with qualification to other birds : A
local name of the Bustard ; now usually applied to

the Australian Bustard, also called Native^ Plains

or Wild Turkey i^Eupodotis {Otis) australis)\ in

Australia also, the Bntsk- or Wattled Turkey and
the Scrub'turkey t see these words; in America,
Colorado or Water-turkey^ names for native species

of Ibis ; Water-turkey^ the Darter or Snake-bird

{Plotus anhifii^a) ; in South Africa, the Bald Ibis

{Gerontitts calvus).

1847, 185a Brush-turkey [see Brush sh.^ 4I. 1848 Native
turkey [see Native a. 13 c]. c 1868 G. Prvme in Autobiog,
Recoil, xxvt. (1870) 386, I have seen Bustards,, .which the
natives called Wita Turkey,.. dying over the Gogmagog
Hills. 187a C. H. EuKN Queeuslatut iv. 122 The plain tur-

key or bustard {Otis A ustralasianus), . . the male weighing
from eighteen to twenty-five pounds. 187a Scrub-turkey
[see Scrub j3.' 6cJ. a 1M9 Ripley & Dana Amer. Cycl. V.

692 This bird [Plotus anhinga] is a constant resident in

Florida, and the lower parts of Louisiana, Alabama, and
Georgia... In these localities it bears the various names of
water crow, Grecian lady, water turkey, and cormorant.

t4. Angling. ^\iOTt lot turkey-fly {%tG 6). Obs.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory 1 1. 301 The Turkey, or March-
fly. Body, brown foaKs hair [etc.).

5, transf. in lumbering : see quots. U.S.
1893 Scribner*s Mag. June 715/2 With his 'time 'in his

pocket and his ' turkey , a two-bushel bag in which he
carries his belongings, strung over his shoulder, the shanty
boy starts.. for town. 1905 Logging Terms (U. S. Dept.
Agric, Forestry, Bulletin Ixi.), Turkey^ a bag containing a
lumberjack's outfit. To * histe the turkey ' is to take one's
personal belongings and leave camp.
6. attrib. and Comb.j as turkey-butcher^ -chick

(also fig.), -coop^ -drumstick (in quot, attrib.)^

•feather^ -gobbler^ -hunty -huntery -pie^ -poult,

-shooter^ -wing ; turkey-like adj. ; turkey-apple,
local name of Cratvegtts induta^ a small tree of
Arkansas, bearing small reddish berries (CV«/./*ilr/.

Supp. 1909) ; turkey-back, a large variety of the

yellowshank, Totanus nielanoleucus \ turkey-
beard, also turkey's beard, a North American
herb, Xerophyllum asphodeloides, N.O. LilicueXj

having a tuft of wiry root-leaves, and an erect stem
with a raceme of white flowers ; turkey-berry,
(a) Solanum mammosum and S.torvum of the West
Indies

;
{b) the fruit of a W. Indian tree, Cordia

CoUococca {turkey-berry tree); see also TokkeyI
3c; turkey-bird, local name of the wryneck,
and of the tumstone

; turkey-bloasom,W. Indian
name of Tribulus cistoides ; turkey-buzzard, an
American carrion vulture, Cathartes aura, so calletl

from its bare reddish head and neck and dark
plumage; the John Crow of Jamaica ; alsoyf^.

;

in W. Africa, the Vulturine Pie, Picathartes gym-
ftocephalusy turkey-call, the gobbling sound
characteristic of the turkey-cock; also (b) an instru-
ment for imitating this, used to decoy the wild
turkey ; turkey-com, Dicentra {Dielytrd) cana-
densis of eastern N. America, having yellow tubers
like grains of maize ; also called squirrel-corn

;

see also Turkey 13c; turkey-dog, a dog trained
Vol. X.
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to hunt the wild turkey ; turkey-egg, the egg of

the turkey; also {pi.) the common fritillary {local)
;

turkey-fat ore, local name for a variety of smith-

sonite (carbonate of zinc) coloured yellow by
greenockite {Cent. Diet. 1891) ; turkey-feather
fucua, laver, peacock's-tail seaweed, Padina pa-
vonia; tur'key-flower = turkey -blossom; f turkey-
fly, a kind of angler's fly : cf. sense 4 ; turkey-
foot [from the shape of the spike], local name for

North American grasses of the genus Andro-
pogon ; turkey-gnat, a small black fly of the

genus Siinuliutn which infests poultry in southern

and western N. America ; turkey-grass, goose-

grass or cleavers {Galium Aparine) ; turkey-
louse, a feather-eating parasite, as Goniodes sty-

lifer^ infesting turkeys {Cent. Diet., and Supp.) ;

turkey-merchant {slang) : see quots. ; cf. Turkky 1

3a; turkey-oak, Quercus Catesbm, of south-

eastern N. America ; also, the American * Spanish'

oak, Q.falcata; turkey-pea {wild-turkeypea^ =
turkey-corn ; also applied to the hoary pea, Tephro-

sia virginiana \ turkey-pen {U. S,)^ a pen for

trapping wild turkeys ; turkey-shoot, a shooting-

match in which the mark is a live turkey, or its head
only

; f turkey-tonib, a turkey-pie {humorous)
;

turkey-trot, a kind of ball-room dance recently

introduced from U.S. ; turkey-vulture = turkey-

buzzard ; turkey-yelper, a decoy call : *= turkey-

call {b). See also Turkey-cock, -hen.
1888 G. Trumbull Names Birds 168 At Salem, Mass., the

larger birds of the species [Totanus melaiioleucus^ have
long been distinguished from the others under the name of
*Turkey.back. 1884 Miller Plant-n.^ ^Turkey's-beard,
Xerophyllum asphodeloides. Ibid.., '^Turkey-berry, Sola*
nutn mammosum and S. toraum. 1819 Pantologia s.v.

Cordia,. .C. collococca^. .of Jamaica.. the clammy-cherry, or
*turky-berry tree. 18^ Hogg Veg. Kingd. 538 Turkey and
other poultry feed on the fruit of CXordia\ coilococca, called

Turkey-berry Tree and . . Clammy Cherry. 1885 Swainson
Protnnc, Names Birds 104 Wryneck {Jynx torquilla\..
*Turkey bird. Because it erects and ruffles the feathers of
its neck when disturbed. 1894 Scott Willcox Egg Col-
lector's Handy Diet., Turkey-bird, . .Turnstone, Strepsilas

interpres. 1849 Q9.k\g,* Turkey-blossom, the name given
in Jamaica to the plant Tribulus terresiris. 1840 D. J.
Browne Amer, Poultry yW. (1858) 165 There are turkey
butchers of whom you may buy the half or a quarter of a
bird. 167J JossELYN New Eng. Rarities la The *Turkie
Buzzard, a kind of Kite, but as big as a Turkic, brown of
colour, and very good meat. 1839 Darwin Voy, Nat. lii. 68
The turkey-buzzard (F«//Kra«rrt). .is found wherever the
country is moderately damp, from Cape Horn to North
America. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 33 One of the
chief features of Free Town are the jack cTows>...Pica'

ihartes gymnocephalus. To the white people who live in

daily contact with them they are turkey-buzzards ; to the

natives, Yubu. iirj-^ Forest tfStreams Oct. 123/1 A *turkey-

call is easily imitated by using the hollow bone of the leg or
wing of the same. 1555 in Dugdale Orig. Jurld, xlviii.

{1666) 135 "Turky-Chicks 4. rated at iiij* a piece. 00. 16. 00.

1664 BuTi.ER Hud. 11. III. 150 Putting Knavish tricks Upon
Green-Geese, and Turkey-Chicks, 1833 Marrvat P, Simple
xxvti, The geese and "turkey-coops are divided off into

apartments for four sows. 1884 Miller Plant-n., "Turkey-
corn, Corydalis formosa, 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVIl.
331/1 This setter.. was an excellent 'turkey dog. i860
0. W, Holmes Prof. Breakf.-t. ii. The "turkey-drumstick
style of organization. 17x8 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

C less 0/Mar 10 Mar., A fine coloured emerald, as big as a
*turkey.cgg. 16*4 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 30 We haue
scene .some vse mantels made of "Turky feathers. 1767
Ellis in Phil. Trans, LVII, 407 It b well known by the

name of "Turky-feather Fucus, .. Fucus Pavonius. 1866
Treas. Bot., ''Turkey-feather laver, the common name of
Padina pavonia, 1843 Penny Cycl. XX VII. 830/2 T[ri.

bulus] cistoides ., IS abundant about Kingston in Jamaica,
where it is called "turkey.flower. . . Fowls are said to be fond
of this plant. 1676 Cotton Angler 11. vii. 63 The first flie

we take notice of.. is cali'd the "Turky-flle. 1899 D. Sharp
in Cambr. Nat. Hist. VI. vii. 477 In North America the..

*Turkey-gnats attack a variety of mammals and birds. 1879

J. Burroughs Locusts .5- W. Honey 46 The "turkey-gobbler
and the rooster. 1874 Edith Waddy Year Wild FL 62
Goosfgrass, "Turkey-grass, Cleavers,, .names, .familiar to

all. .for the Bedstraw. i8»7 J. F. Cooper Prairie I. iiL 46
Dreaming of a "turkey hunt. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVII.
231/1 Nearly every negro man and boy on the plantation

came up to have a look at the famous "turkey hunter. 1855
Poultry Chron, III. 67 Large "turkey-like bird, native of
Mexico, a x-roo B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *Turky'Merchants,
drivers of Turkies. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. T., Turkey
tnerchant, a poulterer. 1717 Petiveriana in. 206 "Turkey
Oak. From a small Acorn it bears which the Wild Turkeys
feed on. 1884 Miller Plani'H., "Turkey-pea, Wild, Cory-

dalis fortnosa. 1601 2nd Ft. Returnfr. Parnass. 11. vi. 082,

I inuited the hungry slaue. .to the canuasing of a "Turkey
Pye. 1694 "Turkey.poots [see Turkev-cock 3I. 1769

Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr, (1778) 373 Ducklings,

Turkey Poults, Plovers. <xx8o9 Anna Seward .Z^^^/. (1811)

1. 113 A Turkey-poot casting about with a pitiful poked-

out neck, for its lost companion. 1849 ^- J* Browne
Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 165 To eat turkey poults Ls a
wasteful piece of luxury. 1869 T. W. Higginson Army
Life II Some steady old *turkey-shooter hit the mark. 1622

Fletcher Beggar's Bush iv. iv. Fat capons. .And "turkey-

tombs, such honourable monuments. 191a Nation 22 June

427/1 The Lord's prayer, followed by the * "Turkey trot*.

1913 G. Grossmith in Daily Graphic 12 May 9/1 Adven-

turous persons will see the Turkey trot or Tango as they are

danced in a cabaret, but not as danced in a Paris ball-room.

1846 in Congress Documents XLl. 405 Amongst the birdslwe

have] the "turkey vulture. 1908 Daily Chron. 18 Aug. 5/4

TUEKEY-HEN.
They are about the size of large barn-door fowls, with red
heads (hence their name 'turkey vultures'). 1888 Century
Mag. XXXVI. 769/2 "Turkey-wing fans and fans of pea-
cock feathers. 189S Outing (U. S.) XXVU. 231/2 Matt
drew from his pocket a ' "turkey-yelper ' and began to call.

Tu'rkey ca-rpet. [i. Turkey i + Carpet.]
A carpet manufactured in or imported fromTurkey,
or of a style in imitation of this ; made in one piece
of richly-coloured wools, without any imitative
pattern, on a foundation of flax, hemp, or other
material, and having a deep pile, cut so as to re-

semble velvet.

1546 Acts Privy Council 9 Oct. (1890) I. 537, vij chestes of
Spanisshe velvettes, one fardell of Turkey carpettes. 155a
in J. O. Payne St. Paul's Cathedr. time Edw. VI (1893) 24
One Turkeye carpett for the Communyon table. 1688 in
Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 11. 219 A long Turkey
Carpet in the Meeting roome. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 112 p 10 She spilt her coffee on a Turkey carpet. 1836
W. \9S\^G Astoria I. xviii. 305 The prairies ,. were gaily
painted with innumerable flowers, exhibiting the motley
confusion of colours of a Turkey carpet. 1894 Fenn In
Alpine Valley 1. 3 The thick Turkey carpet.

Hence Tarkey-ca'rpeted «., furnished with a
Turkey carpet ; Turkey carpeting, the material
of Turkey carpets.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVIL 181/1 Fustians are.. a kind of
cotton velvet, as Turkey carpeting is a woollen velvet. 1849
Dickens Dav. Copp, xx, A snug private apartment, red-
curtained and Turkey-carpeted.

Turkey-cock (tz)uki k^:k). Also 6-7 Turki-
cock(e. [f. Turkey 1 + Cock sb.^ In the 16th c.

synonymous with Guinea-cock or Guinea-fowl^ an
African bird known to the ancients (the fifkfaypis

of Aristotle, meleagris of Varro and Pliny), the

American bird being at first identified with or treated

as a species of this. The African bird is believed

to have been so called as originally imported
through the Turkish dominions ; it was called

Guinea-fowl when brought by the Portuguese from
Guinea in West Africa. After the two birds were
distinguished and the names differentiated, turkey
was erroneously retained for the American bird,

instead of the African. From the same imperfect
knowledge and confusion Meleagi'is^ the ancient

name of the African fowl, was unfortunately adopted
by Linnaeus as the generic name of the American
bird.]

fl. Of doubtful meaning (? = sense 2 or 3) : in

quot. 1555 perh. the Curassow. Obs.
X54X Constitutio T. Cranmeri in Wilkins Concilia (1737)

III. 862 It was also provided, that of the greater fyshes or
fowles there should be but one in a dishe, as crane, swan,
turkeycocke, hadocke, pyke, tench. 1555 Eden Decades 79
The inhabitantes of Paria. .gaue them also a greate multi-
tude of theyr peacockes [L./rt7'(?7/«]. [7«rt?^«) Paria. Pea-
cockes whiche wee caule Turkye cockes. 1561 in Rogers
Agric. 4r Prices III. 195/4 Oxford... Turkey Cocks sig's/-.

1579 E. Hake Newes Fowles Churchyarde iv. D ij b, He
must prouide. . Both Peacock, Crane, and Turkicock. 1599
Hakluvt Voy. II, 165 In time of Memory things haue bene
brought in that were not here before, as. .the Turky cocks
and hennes about fifty yeres past,

f 2. The male of the Guinea-fowl, Numida
meleagris: cf. Turkey^ i, Turkey-hen i. Obs.

1577 B. GooGE tr. Hereshach's Nusb. (1586) 12 b, Here I

keepe Geese, Duckes, Peacocks, Turkicockes, and other
poultry.^ 1601 Holland Flinyxi. xxxvii. I. 331 The Ginnie
or Turkic Cockes and Hens.
3. The male of tlie turkey.

1578 T. NIicHOLAs] tr. Conq. W. India 38 They
. . brought bread and fruite and eyght Turkle Cockes.
1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist, China vi. 322 You
shall buy there [in Mexico] . . a whole sheepe for foure
rials, and two hennes, such as you haue in Spaine for

one riall, and of Ginny hennes, otherwise called Turkey
cockes, and in Spanish Pauos, you shall haue an hundred
thousande . . for a riall and a halfe of plate a peece. 1592
Shuttleworths* Ace, (Chetham) 73 A turkye coke and a
bene iij*. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v, i. 15 Gower, Why heere

hee comes, swelling like a Turky.cock. Flu. Tis no matter

for his swellings, nor bis Turky-cocks, God plesse you
aunchient Pistoll. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle iii. 1095 And
swell in big lookes like some turkie cocke. 1668 Charleton
Onomast. 72 Gallopavo . .the Turky-Cock. 1694 Motteux
Red>elais iv. lix. (1737) 243 Hortolans. Turkey-Cocks, Hen-
Turkeys, and Turkey-poots. 1727SoMERViLLK Bowling-green
58 No turkey-cock appears with better grace. His garments
black, vermilion paints his face. 1737 Swift Country Post
Wks. 1755 III. I. 176 An old turkey-cock attacked a maid in

a red petticoat, and she retired with great precipitation.

1760 Edwards in Phil. Trans. LI. 836 Whether this bird

be produced from a turkey-hen and a cock-pheasant, or from
a turkey-cock and hen-pheasant, no one knows. 1833 Mar-
RYAT P. Simple xxxiv. The idea . . mantled the blood in

my cheeks till I was as red as a turkey-cock. 1855 Poultry
Chron. III. 149/2 Turkey Cock and one Hen.

b. fg. and allusively. Also altrib.

i6ox Shaks. Tzvel. N. \\, v. 36 Contemplation makes a rare

Turkey Cocke of him, how he iets vnder his aduanc'd
plumes, 1650 B. Discolliminium a Which makes him write

with such a Turky-Cocks quill, too. .censoriously, a 1849

J. C. Mangan Poems (1859) 42B Thy snub nose.. And thy
turkey-cock air.

Turkey-hen. [Cf. Turkey-cock,]
1 1. The guinea-hen. Obs,
xSSa Elvot, Meleagrides, byrdes, whiche we doo call faenhes

of Genny, or Turkie hennes. 1578 Lvtk Doddens ii. Hi.

214 Called .. /YiSJ Meleagris . .from a kinde of birde . . whose
feathers be speckled .. not with Violet speclces, but with
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TURKEY RED.

white and blacke spots, lyke to the feathers of the Turkie

or Ginny hen, which is called Meleagrh n«is : some do also

cal this flower Fritillaria. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 296

The Ginnie or Turkey hens in a part of Africke called

Numidia, be in great request.

2. The female of the turkey.

1SS5 Eden Decades rsS They [of Yucatan] brought, .eyght

of their hennes beynge as bygge as peacockes, of brownyshe

coloure, and not inferiour to peacockes in pleasaunte last.

imargin\ Turky hens. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong,

PckU dlnde, a Turkie henne. 1591 Sh-uttle^uorths Ace.

(Chethaml 72 Towe turkes and onne turkie henne vij'. 1760

[see TuRKEY<0CK 3]. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 710

When a turkey-hen is seen disposed to lay, a nest should

be made for her in the hatching-house.

Turkey red. [Turkey l.] A brilliant and

permanent red colour produced on cotton goods,

essentially a madder red in combination with oil

or fat, with an aluminous mordant. Also called

Adriarwple or Levant red. Also attrib.

17S0 Trans. Soc. Ar/s I. 19 Dying Turkey red. 1799

Med. yrnl. I. 168 A whole month's labour is scarcely suHi-

cient to terminate the different operations thought necessary

to obtain the fine Turkey red, called Adrianople. 1799

Monthly Rro. XXX. 561 The art of dyeing cotton scarlet,

or turkey-red, was imported into France by Greek families.

1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 393/2 Turkey-Red, Levant-

Red and Adrianople-Red, the names indifferently given to

that beautiful red- dye which distinguishes the cotton manu-

factured in the Ottoman empire. 1813 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. ^ Art II. 545 P. J. Papillon established a dyehouse at

Glasgow, for giving to cotton-yarn that beautiful colour

known by the name of Turkey or Adrianople red. 1838 T.

Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 396 The first Turkey-red work

in Great Britain was established about 50 years ago in

Gkisgow by M. Papillon. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf.

iL 74 .\bout a century ago some Greek dyers were invited to

settle in France, where they introduced the art ofTurkey-red

dyeing. 1862 CatcU. Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4329
Turkey red goods. lUd. No. -1340 Turkey red plain and

printed cottons. 1877 O'Neill in Encycl. Brit. VII. 576/1.

1899 iVestm. Gaz. 10 Aug. 2/1 Before the days of Turkey-

red-dyeing and calico-printing. Ibid.^i'Dtc.q/i Itisaturkey.

red dyeing firm.

b. Cotton cloth of this colour.

1880 J. Dunbar Prcut. Papermaker 72 For pink blottings

furnish two thirds of white cottons and one third of turkey

reds. 1882 CaUlfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 503

Turkey Redt a cotton cambric, of a bright scarlet colour of

indelible dye, . .originally imported from Turkey.

t Turkeys, Turkese, a. Obs. Also 5-6

Turkes, 6 Turoas, Turkys. [a. OF. turqueis,

-queze, mod.F. iurquois Turkish (= It. turchese,

Pr., OSp. turquei) : see -ese.] = Turkish.

13.. Coer de L. 4972 Thre thousand Turkes com at the

last. With bowe Turkeys, and arweblaste. 14., Sir Beues

(M.) 767 With Bowes turkes and arablaste. Ibid. 3706 They
shott dartys with bows turkeys. 1313 Douglas yEtuis xi.

xiii. II Apon hir schuldcr the gyltin bow Turcas. 1517

TOrkinoton Pilgr. (1884) 23 Jherusalem—And Rama thane

beyng turkys. 1S30 Palsgr. 284/1 Turkes bowe, arc

turquoys.

Turkeys, obs. form of Tdrquoisb.

Turkey stone. [Turkey i.]

1. = Turquoise.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 5 Mammonets are

lesse than an Ape:. .his stones greenish blew, like aTurkey
stone. l6n Cotgr., Couleur Turguine, . . the colour of the

Turkie stone. 1667-8 Pepvs Diary 18 Feb., She shows me
her ring of a Turky-stone, set with little sparks ofdyamonds.

a 1668 Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) II. 239 They shewed us a

cup or dish.. all of one Turky-stone entire. 1710 Steele

Tatler No. 245 r 2 Another [ring] of Turkey Stone. j8io

Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 188 A beautiful ring, a

turkey stone set in gold. 1877 W. Jones Finger-ring 158

The turquoise, turkise, or turkey-stone having, from remote

periods, been supposed to possess talismanic properties.

2. A hard, fine-grained, siliceous rock imported

from the Levant for whetstones ; novaculite ; a

whetstone made of this. Also attrib.

1816 Cleaveland Min. 364 The Novaculite is employed

in the arts under the names of hone, oil-stone, Turkey stone,

and whetstone. li^oCivilEng. Kf Arch. Jrnl III. 421/1 A
scraping tool . .carefully sharpened on a Turkey stone. 1867

I. Hogg Microsc. i. iiu 210 Polish.. on a hone of Turkey-

stone kept wet with water. 187.S Sir T. SEr.mii Fret

Cutting 3 Oil-stones are sold by weight, Turkey-stone being

the dearest, and also by far the best. /bid. 117 A Turkey-

stone slip will polish them.

Turkey wheat. [Turkey l.] The cereal

Maize, called also f Guinea corn and Indian corn.

1598 Florio, Brena, a kind of ginnie or turkie wheate.

1611 Cotgr., Mays, Turkie come, Turkie wheat. 1674

JossELYN K/y. New Eng. 73 Maze, otherwise called Turkie-

wheat, or rather Indian-wlieat, because it came first from

thence. 1704 tr. Leinery's Treat. Foods 7 1 (D.) There grows

in several parts of Africa, Asia, and America, a kind of corn

called Mays, and such as we commonly name Turkey wheat.

1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. (1796) II. .v. 102 Maize, well-

known in Europe by the name of Turkey or Indian Wheat.

1883 Pahkman Discos'. Gt. IVest ii. 13 The ordinary food

is Indian corn, or Turkey wheat as they call it in France.

TuTkey -work. [Turkey 1.] Turkish tapestry

work, or an imitation of this. Also attrib. Hence
Turkey-worked a,

1537 Wills >! Inv. N. C. (Surtees) loi The carpet of turkey

warke. 1608 [Tofte] Ariosto's Sat. ill. (1611) 30, I . .vnder

rugs, as much safe quiet hold. As vnder Turky workes,

Arras or gold. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. i. 143

Fine ones are made at Caire, and are called Turkie-work

Carpets. 1697 Vanbeugh Relapse iii. iii. Set all the Turkey-

work chairs m their places. 171J Fr. Bk. of Rates 83

Turkey-work English, for Chairs. 1748 RtCHARDSOt)

Clarissa VI. 157 Four old turkey-worked chairs, bursten-
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bottomed, the stuffing staring out. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 84 p 8 a large screen, which I had undertaken to adorn

with turkey-work against winter, made very slow advances.

TurM {\.u-xVi), a. {sb.) Also 8 toorkay, 8-9

toorkee, toorky. [a. Pets, ^y turki, deriv. of

(») J Turk, applied to language and race: ci.Skirazi,

Panjdbl, Hindustani, etc.] Turkish ; belonging

to the typical Turkic languages. East and West

Turki, and to the peoples speaking them. b. sb.

A member of the Turkish race; also, a Turkish

horse.

1781 India Gaz. 2 Mar. (Y.), To be disposed of.ra Buggy,

. . a pair of uncommonly beautiful spotted Toorkays. 1800

Misc. Tr. in Asiat.Ann. Reg. 189/1 A Toorky horse which

I generally rode. 184Z Elphinstone Hist. Ind. II. i. The
Turki slaves, who rose to sovereignty throughout Asia, and
..furnished a succession of rulers to India- 1888 Encycl.

Brit. XXIV. 1/2 Corrupt Turki dialects spoken by
"Tatarized Finn populations from the Altai to the Urals.

1907 Blackiv. Mag. May 661/2 The Turki can holloa. Ibid.

June 807/1 He had a Turki interpreter.

Turkic (t2>Jkik), «. [f. Turk l -f -lo.] N.ime

of one of the branches of the Ural-Altaic or Tura-

nian family of languages, which comprises the

Samoyedic, Finnic, Ugric, Turkic, Mongolic, and

Tungusic; the Turkic branch comprises Eastern

Turki or Uigur (including Jagatai and Turconian),

West Turki or Seljiik and Osmanli, Kazan Tartar,

Kirghiz, Nogai, Yakut, etc., the languages of the

Turks (in the wide sense) ; also applied to the

peoples using these: cf. Turkish, Tartar sb:^,

and TuBCio.
1859 DwiGHT Mod. Philol. 124 The (Turkic [languages].

1863 C. L. Brace RaccsOld IForldxi. 86 Another Turanian

tribe are the Khazars, probably Finnic, though with Turkic

mixture. They appear in Europe between the seventh and

tenth century, ..between the Caspian and the Dnieper.

They are followed by the Pechenegs, a Turkic tribe, who
occupy Bessarabia, Cherson, and part of Taurida, in the

tenth and eleventh centuries. 1875-6 Rawlinson Orig. Nat.

I. i. (1878) 4 The Muscovite and Turkic hordes are becoming

scarce distinguishable from other Europeans. 1878 N. A mer.

Rev. CXXVI. 557 The Magyars received the knowledge of

southern products and of agriculture from their Turkic

neighbors. 1892 S. Laing Hum. Orig. iii. (1894) 86 Various

Turkic and Mongolian dialects.

Turkies, obs. pi. of Tuekbt ; obs. f. Turquoise.

Turkify (to-Aifsi), v. In 7 Turkefy. [f. TurkI
-4- -i)FY.] trans. To render Turkish. Hence

Turkifioation, a rendering Turkish.

i68a Mrs. Behn False Count Wks. 1724 III. 150, I hope

the Jade will be Turkefied with a vengeance. 1813 T.

MoORE Interc. Lett. ii. (ed. 2) 9 With sashes, turbans, and
pabouches..And all things fitting and expedient To turkify

our gracious R-g-nt. 1911 Contemp. Rei'. July 11 They
believed that every institution ought to be Turkified. Ibid.

12 The desire for Turkification.

tTurkin, a. and sb. Obs. In 5 -kyn, 7

-chine, [a. ¥.turquin, turquine (1471 in Hatz.-

Darm.), =It. turchino, -ina, 'blue, azure, watchet'

(Florio), dim. of turco Turk. See TuRQUiN.] a.

adj. Light blue. b. sb. A kind of light blue cloth.

1483 Act I Rich. Ill c. 8 § 18 Provided alwey that this

Acte..extendenot..to the makyngc.of eny clothe called

Vervise, otherwise called PlounkettesTurkynsorCelestrines,

withbroade Lists. [Cf. l6n Cotgr., Couleur Turguine, a

right blue, or Venice blue ; the colour of the Turkie stone.

Ibid. s. V. Tnrc, Couleur Turque, Azure, Sky-colour, the

colour of a Turkeis-stone (betweene a blue, and an Azure).]

<:i6i8 MORVSON Itin. (1903) 441 The Dukes [= doge's]

officers, . . 50 in nomber, attyred in Turchine gownes.

Turkin, var. Turken v. Obs.

Turkis, turkes,-esse (t»-jkes). Chiefly, now
only, Sc. dial. Forms : 4 thourkeys, Sc. 5-6

turkas, 6 turkass, turkes, turcase, turoas, 7

turkesse, 9 turkis. [ad. OF. iurcaise, -quaise,

-queise,turquoise (i4-i5thc.), terquoise, truquaise,

trucoise, mod.F. tricoises, fem. pi. of turcois,

-queis, -qiiois Turkish ; prop, tenailles turquoises,

Turkish nippers.] A pair of smith's pincers
;

pincers or nippers generally ; forceps.

1390-1 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 35 Pro j pare de

thourkeys, xij d. C1470 Henry Wallace vi. 411 He gert a

smyth, with his turkas rycht thar, Pow out his eyne. 1503-4

Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 419 Ane turcas to lak out

teith. 1513 Douglas /Eneis viil. vil 185 Wyth the grippand

turkas [w. n turkes] oft also The glowand lump thai turnit

to and fro. 1591 Newsfr. Scot. (1820) 3j His nailes upon

all his fingers were riven and pulled off with an instrument

called in Scottich a Turkas, which in England we call a pair

of pincers. 1629 Z. Boyd Last Battle 534 Like a tooth in

the jaw, the deeper roote it hath, the more paine it causeth,

when it is drawing out with the Turkesse. 1871 _W.

Alexander Johnny Gibb xxvii. (1873) 162 There's yersel ,
t

kens nae mair aboot the prenciples o' the struggle nor that

turkis i' the smith's sheein [= shoeing] box.

Turkis(e, obs. or arch. ff. Turquoise.

Turkise, var. Turkess(e v. Obs.

Turkish (tS-JkiJ), a. (sb.) [f. Turk i
-i- -ish i

;

the usual adj. from Turk, Turkey, taking the

place of the earlier Turkeys from French.]

1. Of, pertaining or belonging to the Turks or to

Turkey ; now commonly = Ottoman.

1545 ASCHA.VI Toxoph. I. (Arb.) 81 Surely no Turkyshe

power can ouerthrowe vs, if Turkysshe lyfe do not cast vs

downe before. 1546 P. Ashton tr. Jovius (title) A shorte

TURKISH.

treatise vpon the Turkes Chronicles;..The begynnyng of

the turkysshe empyre. The lyues of al the Turkyshe Em-
perours. 1552-3 Inv. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield

(1863) IV. 4'4 Itm ; a cope of turkishe saten. 01568 Ascham
Scholem. I. (Arb.) 61 This opinion is not French, but plaine

"Turckishe. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. \.

xvii. 19 b, To weare armes against the Turkish nation. Ibid.

III. ii. 71 To learne the turkish language. 1604 Shaks. 0th.

\. iii. 8 Yet do they all confirme A Turkish Fleete, and
bearing vp to Cyprus, a 1658 J. Durham Exp. Rev. ix. ii.

(1680) 385 The first Turkish Government being by four

Souldans. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 18 Free-thinkers,

who at present applaud Turkish maxims and manners. 1842

Prichakd Nat. Hist. Man 209 The Turkish tribes have been

often erroneously termed Tartars. 1870 Dickens E. Drood
iii, * I want to go to the Lumps.of-Delight shop.' * To the

? 'A Turkish sweetmeat, sir.' 1896 A. Mackay Hist.

Fife <$• Kinross ii. 32 His Arab charger with his Turkish

trappings was led to the high altar.

b. Like or resembling the Turks or their

character ; cruel, savage, barbarous.

1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 242 Turkish, lesuitish,

Puritanian, and liarbarous designements. Ibid. 246 There

is no mischiefe or villany, which they [Jesuits] will not

attempt, to further their most sauage and Turkish designe-

ments. 1603 Dekker Wondcrfull Yeare F iij b. They
seeme by their turkish and barberous actions to belieue that

there is no felicitie after this life. 1648 Ld. Ormond in Mil-

ton absent. Art. Peace Wks. (1847) 259/1 To constitute an

elective kingdom, .then, .to establish a perfect Turkish

tyranny, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Turkish Treat-

ment, very sharp or ill dealing in Business.

2. In special collocations, a. Turkish bath

:

a hot bath introduced from the East and now ex-

tensively used, inducing copious perspiration,

followed by soaping, washing, shampooing, mas-

sage, and cooling. Also attrib.

1644 Digbv Nat. Bodies xxvii. § 2. 243 The Turkish bathes

..that seemeth chilly cold att his relurne ; which appeared

melting boat att his going in. 1867 F. W. Newman in

Mem. ix. (1909) 200 Turkish-bath keepers find it [smallpox]

a most tractable disease. 1876 Bristowe The. ^ Pract.

Med. (iSyS) 745 For diaphoretic purposes we must not forget

the value of the hot bath, the vapour bath, and the Turkish

bath. 1908 Daily Chron. 5 Oct. 5/7 The Turkish bath

conditions in which London has been living for the past few

days were not so pronounced, and a drier heat seems to have

taken the place of the vapour.

b. Turkish bean, cock, hen, horse, red, stone,

wheat : see Turkey 1 3 a, 3 c, Turkey-cock, etc.

;

Turkish delight, a favourite sweetmeat of tough

consistence, of Turkish origin ; Turkish music,

rug : see quots. ; Turkish stitch, a kind of stitch

used in Turkish and other Oriental embroideries.

Turkish towel : see qnot. 1882.

1894 E. Eggleston in Century Mag. Apr. 849 The beans

..found here were called • *Turkish-beans ' by the first

Dutch and Swedish writers on America. 1849 D. J. Browne
Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 51 Aldrovandi (1599-1603] in

describing a "Turkish cock and two *Turkish hens, sal's

:

' The cock, whose likeness we now give, is called the Turkish

cock '. 1870 "Turkish delight [cf. quot. from Dickens in i].

1901 F. Hume Golden Wang-ho x. The thrusting forward

of the Turkish delight box. .11648 Ld. Herbert //e«;y

VIII (1683) 184 He got hastily upon a "Turkish and swift

Hor.se. 1889 Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 191 * Turkish Music. .

,

the accepted name for the noisy percussion instruments—

big-drum, cymbals, triangle—in the orchestra. 1900 yrjil.

Soc. Dyers XVI. 4 Dyeing in Adrianople or "Turkish Red.

1901 Rosa B. Holt Rugs ii. (Chicago) 52 "Turkish Rugs
includes all those rugs that are manufactured within the

Turkish Empire, whether [by] Kurds or Circassians_ or

Christians; . . Turkish rugs are not so finely woven as Persian.

c 1890 Th. de Dillmont Encycl. Needlavk. 94 Triangular

two-sided "Turkish stitch worked diagonally. Ibid. 96 'Tri-

angular two-sided Turkish stitch worked horizontally. Ibid.

115 The triangular Turkish stitch. .is particularly effective

when combined with other kinds of embroidery. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades (1592) 737 H's bodic.was like the

"Turkish or lasper stone. 1862 Catal. Internnt. Exhib.,

Brit. II. No. 3648 Royal "Turkish towels. 1882 Caulfeild

& Sawaed Diet. Needlework 504 Turkish Tcnvels..3.i(!:

cotton cloths, having a long nap, cut or uncut. 1670 Covel

in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 120 They make some

[bread] of pure good wheat, . .some of what we call 'Turkish

wheat. 1894 Century Mag.^A.fc. 849 Henry Hudson . .called

the maize ' Turkish wheat *.

B. sb. 1. The Turkish or Turk's language.

1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 16 Mar.,

In Pera they speak Turkish, Greek, Hebrew, Armenian,

Arabic, Persian, Russian [etc.]. 1753 (see Russ sb. 2]. 1888

Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 662/1 The relative pronoun has been

borrowed from the Persian in many dialects ; it is absent in

the original Turkish.

2. ellift. for Turkish fashion, people, etc. ; also

colloq. for Turkish delight, Turkish tobacco, etc.

a 1674 Milton Hist. Mosc. i. Wks. 1738 II. 132 The rest.

.

ride with a short Stirrup after the Turkish. 1898 Century

Mag. Feb. 558/1 The best 'Turkish ' Isc. tobacco] ihe town

provided. 1901 F. Hume Golden Wajig-lw x. Feeling for

another lump of ' Turkish ' [sc. delight].

Hence fTUTkisher, aTurk ; cf. Britisher. Obs.

1607 R. C(AREW] tr. Estienne's World oj Wonders 13, I

soone perceiued that it was my onely course to preuent

these turkishers, by being mine owne interpreter,

tTuTkish, V. Obs. [app. f. Turkish a. : cf.

Turkess(e z;.] trans. To transform, esp. for the

worse ; to pervert ; to turn into something different.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 142 b, He [Cardinal

Poole] sayeth how the Turkyshed seede is sowen abroade

in Eneland and in Germany, signifiyng the doctrine that r

contrary to the byshop of Rome. I59« Harington Ulysses

upon AJax (1814) 62 Away with this serious talk, let us

turkish this text into a merrier colour. 1607 R. C[arew] tr.



Estieune's World of Wonders 19 Tiirkishing the stone, or

(to speak more properly) turning It into a meere fable.

Ta'rkishly, adv. [f. Turkish a, + -ly 2.] in

a Turkish way or manner,
i6n Speed Hist. Gt, Brit. ix. \x. § 29 Seeing the Great

Kmperour Fredericke..so Turkishlyin his absence deposed
from his owne Empire by the Pope^ i66a J. Sparrow tr.

Bekmis Rem. Hks,, 2Hd ApoL Tylcken 56 They live

Turkishly, and more then Turkishly or Heathenishly. i8>8

SouTHEV in Q. Rev, Oct. 556 The Pope himself, if he were
Turkishly inclined.

So TuTkishness, Turkish quality or conduct

;

addiction to what is Turkish.

154s AscHAM Toxoph. I. (Arb.) Si A more Turkishnesse
and more beastlye blynde barl>arousnesse. 1701 J. Sage
U ks. (1847) II. 52 The Turkishness of the Government
whether in Church or State I do confess. 1814 Southey
Lett. (1856) II, 582 The Turkishness of the writer is some-
times very comical. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 1/3 The
Turkishness of the Turk might make him restive under
England's controlling advice.

Tnrkism (tf)-jkiz*m). [f. Turk i + -ism.]

fl. Mohammedanism; = TURCISM. Obs.

*S9S J- King QueetCs Day Serm. in On ^onns (1618) 704
So much of Christendom at this day buried in the very
bowels of Turkisme & infidelity. 1645 E. Calamv Indict-

mcnt agsi. Eng. 33 An illimited toleration of all Religions,

even of Turkisme, ludaisme, &c. x66o F. Bbookk tr, Le
Bianc's Trav. 8 Resolved to leave Turkisme, and become
a Christian again.

2. = TuRCisM b,

1877 Gladstone in Echo 28 Sept., The professors of Turk-
ism., declared that the people of England had changed
their minds.

Tnrkize (tiiuk^iz), v. Also 6-9 turkise, 7
turkeise

; 9 turcise (tii-jsoiz), [f. TUBK 1 + -IZE.]

1. trans. To render Turkish.

1599 in Arckpriest Contrcv. (Camden) I. 230 All three
words of one significacion, viz. turkized atheism. i6js
PuRCHAS Pilgrims ii. vi. Pref. 1464 A halfe-turkised Chris-

tian with divers Turkes following immediatly after. 19XX

Q. Rev. Apr. 471 The ' Turcising ' of the Ottoman Empire
which b one ofthe objects of the Voung Turk party.

2. intr. To play the Turk; + to tyrannize (wer.

1S99 in Arckpriest Controv. (Camden) I. 97 Clackwell, y*
will turkise over vs to vrge our consent by violent force.

1600 W. Watson Decacordon {i(>o2) 169 'ITie lesuits ., would
Turkize ouer vs in that shamelesse manner. i6is T. James
yesitils' Down/, z They vse to turkize over men in a shame-
ful maner, nay, it were better to Hue vnder the Turke. i86s
Cunningham Hist. Tfuol. (1B64) I. xx. 629 A book.. called
* Caivinus Turcisans * or Calvin Turkising,—that is teaching
the doctrine of the Turks or Mohometans.
Turkize, var, Turkes8(e v. Obs.

Turkman. [Altered from Turcoman.]
1 1. = TunK 1. Obs. rare.

1481 Caxton Godeffroy cl. 222 They sente to the admyrals
of ihc turkes...The turlcmans acorded wel to thb werk.

2. = Turcoman, q. v.

Turko- : s^-e Turco-. Turkois, obs. t Tdh-
QUoiHE. Turkoman : see Turcoman.
Turk's cap. [Turk i.]

1 1. Early name for the tulip, Obs,
i5« Gkrardb Herbal \. Ixxvii. {14. iso It 13 called, .after

the Turkish name Tulipa, or it maybe called Dalmatian
Cap, or the Turkes Cap. i6ao Parkinson Paradisus Table
12 The Turkes Cap, that is, the Tulipa.

2. The Martagon lily ; also TurWs-cap lily.

American Turk's-cap lily, LUium supcrbum.
167a JosSEi.YM Neiv Eng. Rarities 54 Turning up their

Leaves like the Martigon, or Turks Cap. 1778 Milne Bot.
Diet. (ed. 3) 130 Martagon lilly . .having its petals rowled or
turned backwards in form of a Turkish turbant ; from which
. .the flower is generally known by the name of Turk's-cap.

1351 Gentl. Mag. July 619/1 The Martagon or Turk's-cap
Lily. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Litium sufierbumy Great
American Turk's-Cap Lily, Swamp Lily. 1899 Warner
Capt. Locusts 5 A couple of blossoms of tlie crimson Turk's-
cap lily. 1906 EarlSklborne Pers. ^ Pol. Mem. II. xxxii.

268 A cream*coloured Turk's-cap and several kinds of white
lilies.

3. Tiie Melon-thistle, Cactus Melocactus : see

quot. I S66 ; also Turk's cap Cactus j Turkes head,
18x9 LouDOM Encycl. Plants (1836) 410 Qactus] melo-

cactus, the great melon thistle or Turk's cap. x866 Treas.
Bot. 733/2 Melocactus communis, the Turk*s-cap Cactus, so
called from tlic flowering portion on the top of the plant
being of a cylindrical form and red colour like a fez cap.

4. A local name for the common aconite
{Aconiium Napellus).
t854 Miss Baker Nortkampt. Gloss.., Turk's cap. Ibid.

129 Pope's'Odey the garden Monk's-hood or Turk's-cap.
Aconitum napdlus.

5. A variety of the great pumpkin, Cucurbita
maxima. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

6. Cookery. A form of mould, Cf. Turban sb. i g.
1850 F. S. CoopF.R Ironmongers Catal. 178 Jelly and Cake

Moulds,. .Turk's Cap.

Turk's head. [Turk i.]

fl. The Meloii-thistle; = Turk's cap 3; also
called Englishman^s head, pope's head. Obs.
17*5 Sloank Jamaica II. 159 Turks head. This has a

great m.iiiy. .roots, ..which send up a very strange plant, or
masse. 1760 J, Lke Introd. Bot. App, 330 Turk's Head,
Cactus.

2. Naul. An ornamental knot resembling a
turban.

"833 Marbvat p. Simple vi, Whether something should
not l)e fitted with a mouse or only a Turk's head, c i860
H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 5 The train tackles are filled

with a Turk'b head on the standing part. 1909 Blackvi.

483

Mag. Apr. 536/2 He could work a Turk's head, cover a
manrope, or point a lashing for the cabin table.

3. A round long-handled broom or brush ; also

called pope^s head.

1859 F. S. Cooper Ironmongers^ Catal. 34 Turks' Heads.
kSSq Huxley in igth Cent. XX. 102 Phyllis, graceiuUy
wielding her long-handled * Turk's head'.

4. (See qnot.) ? Obs.

1853 Ure Diet. Arts I. 345 This colour is generally known
by the name of solitaire bistre, and sometimes turks-head.

5. A round pan for baking cake, having a conical

core in the centre. 1891 in Cent Diet.

6. cUtrib, and Comb., as Turk's-keadbesom, broom,

brush ( = 3) ; Turk's-head grass, Lagurus ovatus,

having a rounded inflorescence ; hare's-tail grass.

1851 Regul, R. Engineers x'lx. 95 The bore must be well

brushed out.. with a Turks-head brush. 1853 Lvtton My
Niwelx.xXy Dick was all for sweeping away other cobwebs,
..he saw a great Turk's-head besom poked up at his own.
i88a Garden 14 Jan. 28/3 Lagurus ovatus (the Turk's-head
Grass) is one of the most distinct kinds, as well as one of
the best for keeping purposes. 1910 Ckron. Lond, Mission.
Soc. Mar. 44/1 What looks more like a turks-head broom
than anything else,

Txirky, Txirkyn : see Turkey, Turkin,
Turle, obs. form of Tirl sby and z^.3

fTurlehyde, var.THURLHEAD( = THIRLEPOLL).
1766 W. Harris Hist. Dublin xi. 265 About the 24^1 of

June [1331] a prodigious number of large sea fish, called
Turlehydes, were brought into the bay of Dublin, and cast
on Shore at the Mouth of the river Dodder.

t Turlery, Turlery ginke : see Tkrlerie.
1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super, 158 Where [can be found]

such a Turtery-ginkes of conceit, or such a gibbihorse of
pastime as Straunge Newes?
Tnrlongh. {Xu-iXo^x)* C^*^* ^r., Gael, turloch

a brook, ground covered with water in winter and
dry in summer, f. tur whole, absolute, entire +
loih lake, pool.] (See qiiots.)

1683 Phil. Trans. XV. 958 As to those places we call

Turloughs, quasi Terreni locus, or land-lakes; they answer
the name very well, being lakes one part of the year of con-
siderable depth ; and very^ smooth fields the rest. i86x
Zoologist XIX. 7617 Serving .. as water-courses for the
'buried' rivers which give rise to the sink-holes and tur-

loughs for which the district of the Burren is famous. 1878
KiNAiiAN Geol. Irel. xlx. 325 When the water during floods

rises in the [shallow hollowsj, it overflows the adjoining lands,

forming the turloughs, which are usually lakes in winter
and callows in summer,

t Tn'rlupin. Obs. rare. [In sense i, = OF,
turlupin, in med.L, turlupln-us ( 1 4thc.,Du Cange),
of unknown origin. In later F. in other senses :

see below, also Littr^ and Hatz.-Darm.]
L A name given to a sect of heretics in the I4thc.,

who are said to have maintained that one ought

'

not to be ashamed of anything that is natural.

J639 Fuller //if^K War iii, xix.(i84o) 149 Turlupins ; that
is, dwellers with wolves, .being forced to flee into woods.
i8(M| Ranken Hist. France\W.\\. § 1. 198 We shall not trace

their (the Waldenses'Jprogress under the new names of
Wickliffites, Lollards, Turlupins, Bohemians, etc in other
countries. i88a*3 Sckaff's Encycl. Relig. Knowl, III.

^^orjl-z Gregory XI in 1373 urged the king of France to

support the Dominicans against the Turlupins. 1910 Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 592/2 [A woman, Jeanne Daubenton] being the
head of a sect called the Turlupins. The Turlupins re-

appeared in r42i at Arras and Douai and were persecuted
in a similar way.

H 2. By Urquhart taken to render F. ttrelupin

in Rabelais, said by Duchat to be a name given in

137a to a certain people who imitated Cynics, and
lived on lupins which they gathered (Jiraienf) in

the fields.

Cotgrave and Littr^ {who spells tireloptn) treat this as a
separate word. Cotgr. has ' Tirelupin,a. catch-bit, orcaptlous
companion; a scowndrell, or scuruie fellow'; ' Turlupin, a
grub, mushrome, start-up, new-nothing, man of no value '.

Urquhart applied Cotgrave 's explanation of turlupin to
tirelupift,

1653 Urquhaht Rabelais 1. Prol., So saith a Turlupin
or a new start-up grub of my books, but a turd for him.
[Rabelais Aultarit en diet ung Tirelupin de mes Uvres;

mais bren pour luy.]

[Mo<l. F. has turlupin in the sense * buffoon, merry-andrew

'

(from the name assumed by an actor in French farce a 1630),

hence 'a sorry jester, a low punster', and turlupinadi a
low pun or word-play. Cf. obs. Ital. /«r/«//«<?_ (Douce) =
' turluru a foole, a gull, a ninnie, a patch ' (Florio).)

Tnrxil {tvim). [a. OF. turme, torme (15th c
in Godef,), ad. L. turma a troop, squadron.] A
body or band of people, esp. a troop of horsemen;

spec, a troop of thirty or thirty-two horsemen ( = L.

turma).
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 47b/i lacob was sore aferde

tbenne and devyded his companye in to tweyne turmes.

c ijao Barclav Jugnrih (1557) 41 One bande or cohorte of

Lumbardes and twoo turmes, that is to saye three score

Thraciens, 1533 Bellenden Livy \\. xx. (.S.T.S.) I. 210 But
dout J^ai had gevin bakkis, war nocht marcus fabius. .come

on ane spedy horss, with ane certane turmys of horsmen.

X671 Milton P. R. iv. 66 Legions and Cohorts, turmes of

horse and wings. 1800-24 Campbell Dead Eagle 18 Rome
array'd her turms And cohorts for the congiiest of the world.

Turmagant, Turnialin(e, Turmat: see

Termagant, Tourmaline, Turnip.

t Turmatur. Obs. rare. App. corruption of

Tormkntor.
c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 404 We rede of Saynt Pawle J>at

..when (>c turmaturs i.mate of his head [etc]. ..When J^e

TURMERIC.
turmatur was gone, l>is Ploattyll mett hym & axkid hym
whare he had done hur maister Pawle.

Turment, etc., obs. IT. Torment, etc.

Turmeric (ti^-Jmsrik), sb. {a.) Forms: 6 tar-
maret, tormarith, -marthe, tormerik, -yke,
turmirick, 6-7 turmerlcke (7 turn-morick,
turmerocke, -ack, termareke, tarmanick, tar-
maluk), 7-9 turmerick, 8- turmeric. [Origin
obscure. The Eiif^lish forms vary greatly, but
tarmaretj tormarith resemble a recorded F. tejre
mirite and med. or mod.L. teri'a tnerita * deserving
or deserved earth \ a name which the powder is

said by Littre to have borne in commerce. The
reason and origin of this L, and F. appellation are
obscure; but in English the final / appears (by
scribal error, or phonetic differentiation, or influ-

ence of such words as arsenic) to have become c

or k, with the second r sometimes changed to /

or «. Some have suggested a corruption of the

Persian-Arabic name kurkum * saffron ', whence
L., F,, and Sp. curcuma ; but the change seems
too unlikely. The application of the name in Eng.
to Tormentil arose apparently from some real or
fancied similarity of properties or uses.

(Littr^ has s. v. Curcutna 'safran des Indes et curcuma,
dite terre-mirite, quand elle est rc'duite en poudre ', Hat;;.-

Darm. have also, s. v. Cnrcmna, Du Pinet, 16th c. in Delboeuf
Recueil ' La curcuma ou terra merita des apothicaires'.)]

1. The aromatic and pungent root-stock of an
East Indian plant (see 2), or the powder made of

this, the chief ingredient in curry powder, used also

in dyeing yellow, and as a chemical test, and in

the East as a condiment and medicinally; also

called curcuma (Curcuma b).

XS4S Rates o/Custoiiie c vj b, Tarmaret the C. pounde xl s.

1577 Richmond Wilis (Surtees) 269 Spicknell, turmirick, and
galingall ij*. 1586 Rates o/Custonie Y \, Tormarith the c,

contayning v. xx. xii. pound, iij.l. vj. s. viij.d. 1607 Torsi ll
Four-/. Beasts (1658) 300 Take.. of Ale a quart, and put
thereunto of Saffron, Turmerick, of each half an ounce [for

the Yellows (Jaundice) in the horse]. 1614 Markham Cheap
Husb. I. (1668) Table, Turn-merick is a yellow Simple, of
strong savour, to be bought at the Apothecaries. x6ji
Shutileworths' Ace, (Chetham Soc) 248 Longe pepergraines
and turmerocke. 1685 Minute Bk. New Mills Cloth
Maniif, (S.H.S.) 97 Dye stuffs.. tarmanick, logwood, woad.
1694 in Dunbar Soc. Life Moray (1865) 148 Ane kinkine
tarmaluk, for dying. 1791 Hamilton Bert/toilet's Dyeing
II. It. HI. iv. 185 Neither fustic nor turmeric gives a perma-
nent colour. x8oj W. Saunders Min. Waters iv. 117 The
yellow of turmeric is not altered, shewing therefore the
absence of an alkali, i8ia J. Smyth Pract. 0/ Customs
(1821) 264 Turmerick.. with alum, communicates a beautiful

but perisnable yellow dye to woollen cloth, cotton, or linen.

It is also used as a drug. z8^z Richardson Geol. v. (1S55)

84 Alkalis, .change to a reddish brown the yellow colour of
paper stained with turmeric.

b. applied to other products : f by English

herbalists to the root of Tormentil (in obs. F.

souchetdeboisj as distinct (romsouchet d'Inde, Indian

galingale, curcuma) (Cotgr.) ; also, the root-stock of

Sanguinaria canadensis, having medicinal qualities.

African turmeric, the fleshy underground stems of a
species ofCanna, cultivated in Sierra Leone and used for

dyeing yellow. Indian turtneHc (of N. America), the

yellow root of Hydrastis canadensis, occasionally used in

dyeing and medicinally. See also quot. 1898.

1538 Turner Libellus, Heptaphillon, omcinis bistorta, &
tormentilla, nostratibus Torraentyll & Tormeryke dicittir.

IC48 ^ Names of Herbes 87 Tormentilla, . . in englishe

lormentil, or Tormerik. 1857 Dunglison Med. Lex.,
Turmeric, Curcuma longa, Sanguinaria Canadensis. 1888

Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 662/2 In Sierra Leone a kind of

turmeric is obtained from a species ofCrtr?ma. 1890 Billings
Med. Diet., Indian turmeric, Hydrastis canadetisis. 1898
Morris Austral Eng., Turmeric, i. q. Stinkivood (q. v.);

also applied occasionally to Hnkea dac/jyloides, N.O. Pro-
teaccm. {Ibid., Siinh^vood,.. in Tasmania,, .the timber of

Zieria smithii, Andr., N. O. Rntacege,\

2. The plant Curcuma longa, N.O. Zingiberacese.

160X Holland /'//«y XXI. xviii. II. loi Cyperus.. is counted
to have a depilatorie vertue for to fech off haire. \Margin]
This Cyperis is taken to be Curcuma, or Terramerita, called

therupon corruptly, Turmericke. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med.
III. xxii. 397 Curcuma, KVTraptdtros i»'6t(co?, Turmerick, the

root opens the Gall, . . cures the jaundies. 1785 Martvn
Rousseau's Bot. xi. (1794) 118 This order contains several

interesting plants, such as .. turmerick. 1840 F. D.
Bennett Whaling foy. I. 4s Tobacco and turmeric grow
wild in great abundance.

3. attrib. and Comb.^ as turmeric crop, plant,

powder, root, test-paper, water', turmeric-faced ?t.*\\,',

turmeric-oil = Tubmebol ; turmeric paper, un-

sized paper tinged with a solution of turmeric, used

as a test for alkalis ; turmeric pudding, a pudding

coloured with turmeric; turmeric-tree, Zieria

Smithii {Acronyckia Bauert), the stinkwood of

Tasmania, a tree having bright yellow inner bark.

19x2 Thurston Omens <5- Supcrst. S. India vii. 206 A
human sacrifice, which was intended to give a rich colour

to the •turmeric crop. 1840 Hood Up tlie Rhine 48 That
*turmeric-faced Yankee is my evil genius. 1809 Pearson in

Phil. Trans. XCIX. 316 The presence of an alkali I could

in no instance perceive, by means of the usual Icsts, namely,

*turmeric paper, litmus paper [etc.]. i8a6 Henry Eletn.

Chem. II. 522 Turmeric paper and tincture are changed to

a reddish brown by alkalis. . .Turmeric paper, .however. .is

turned brown by muriatic acid gas and strong acids in general.

61-2
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j8s7 G. Bird's l/rrm Deposits {ed. 5) 288 The urine was clear,

alkaline, turning turmeric paper brown. 1857 Fenny Cycl.

VIII. 233/2 CwrcKWrt longay the *TurmericK plant. 1866
Treas, Bot. 1350/2 The ground ginger of the shops is

adulterated with sago-meal, .. mustard husks, and 'turmeric

powder, a 1704 '1'. Brown ll^alk round Loud., Thames
Wks. 1709 III. in. 59 To make his Countenance shine like

a *Turmerick Pudding. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 416/2

•Turmeric root. x868 Watts Diet. Cfum. V. 919 The root

of Canna speciosa,.. in V/est Africa, is said to be exactly

similar to East Indian turmeric-root, in taste, smell, and
chemical reactions. x88o J. Dunbar Fract, Papermaker
70 "Turmeric test paper. 1866 Treas. Bot, 1249/2 One
[species of Zieria] common at lllawarra, and there called

•Turmeric-lree, has a very yellow inner bark, suitable for

dyeing. 1913 Frazer Gold. Bough I. 11. vi. 68 Smeared
with *turmenc water, they all bathe and return home,

B. adj. Chem. Obtained from turmeric : in

turmeric acid, an acid, CnHnOa , formed by the

oxidation of turmerol.

Tnrmerol (tSumarpl). Chem, [f. Tdrmer-io
+ -OL 3.] (See quot)
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Turmerol^ CisHsgO, an aro-

matic volatile product obtained by Jackson and Menke
(1882-83J from turmeric

Turmoil (tf>*jmoil), sb. Fonns : see Turmoil
V, [See Turmoil v^ A state of agitation or

commotion ; disturbance, tumult; trouble, disquiet.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf.fyf. de W. 1531) 75 Where. .the mynde
is full of vayne cogitacyons and turmoyle of worldly
desyres. 1555 Eden Decades 144 In all the turmoyles and
tragicall affayres of the Ocean, nothynge hath so muche dis-

pleased me as the couetousnesof this man. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. (S.T.S.) I. 138 Nathir in al this

truble and Tormoyle of the Scottis was the Pechtis frie of
truble. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India Sf P.-z What makes these

Seas in such a constant Turmoil ? 1793 V. Knox Serin.

xix. 412 The noise of business, as it is called, or the jarring

turmoil which avarice occasions. 1838 Thirlwall Gr^^c^
II. XV. 251 For four years longer Asia was still kept in rest-

less turmoil. 187a ^ehki^sou Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 259
Relics of bygone ages of turmoil and border warfare. 1888

Bryce Amer. Conttmv. I. vii. 90 The presidential election

..throws the country for several months into a state of
turmoil.

f b. Harassing labour, toil. Obs. rare.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 915 Myning and digging tynne
and mettatl oute of the grounde both daye and night with
great turmoile and laboure. 1591 Shaks. Tiuo Gent. 11. vii.

37 And there lie rest, as after much tiu-moile, A blessed
soule doth in Elizium.

Tiumioil (tfJ-jmoil), V. Also 6 tour-, tor-, 6-7
-moile, -moyle, 7 -moyl. [Found along with

Turmoil sb. early in i6thc. ; origin unascertained.

There is no corresp. word in French, but some
have conjectured a connexion with OF. tremouille

(Cotgr.), in 1 7thc. tremttye, raod.F. trimiedemoulin
mill-hopper, in reference to its constant motion to

and fro. The sb. is app. from the verb. In sense 3
app. associated with moil.'}

1. trans. To agitate, disquiet, disturb ; to throw
into commotion and confusion ; to trouble, harass,

worry, torment. Often to toss and turmoit. Now
somewhat rare.

1S30T1NDALE Gen, Pref. Aiij, I was so turmoyled in the
contre where I was that 1 coude no lenger there dwell.

X530 — Anszv. to More in. xiii. The matter in the meane
tyme is turmoyled and tossed among them-selues. 155a
Latimer Serm,, Luke ii. 6, 7 (1584) 279b, Heritickes do
wrongfully violate, tosse, and turmoyle the scriptures of
God. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 372 Vet of al! other
were Zelmanes braines most turmoyled, troubled with
loue both actiue and passiue. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. II, 39 After bee had beene tormoiled with many
troubles. 1607 Dryden /Sneid i. 381 Haughty Juno, who,
with endless broils Earth, seas, and heav'n, and Jove him-
self, turmoils. 1746-7 Mrs. Delany in Li/e ^ Corr. (1862)

II. 454 Mr. Stanley and twenty fiddle faddles have turmoiled
me all the morning. 1862 Zoologist XX. 8151^ Mr. Beilby .

.

could not be turmoiled with disputes ofany kind. 1894 W.
Walker Hist. Congregai. Ck. U.S. 53 The quarrel which
was to turmoil the early Amsterdam life of this little com-
munion had its beginnings in London.

b. To disorder or distress physically, arch.

1543 Lam. <V Piteous Treat, in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I, 241
Our shippes of warre, rydyng alongest the coste, were
woondrefully turmoyled. 1561 T. Hoby tr. CastigUone's
Courtyer \\. (1577) M vij b, A great throng of people caryed
him to the ynne aboue grounde, all tourmoyled and without
his cappe. 1601 Dolman La Ptimaud. Fr. Acad. (1618)

III. 746 The seas are much turmoiled with tempests, a 1610
Healev Theophrastus (1636) 4r Hee will tosse, turmoile,
and ransacke euery corner of the house. 1657 Trapp Comm.
Ps. Ixxvii, 17 The Lord.. so troubled and turmoiled them
with stormy tempests. 1867 J. B, Rose tr. VirgiCs ^neid
145 Aeolus, .let loose his slaves And on your ocean empire
turmoiled waves.

fc. reft. Obs.
cx^xx CoLET Serin. Conf. ^ Re/. B viij, Religious men.

.

nat to turmoile them sel^ in busynes, nother secular nor
other. 1530 Proper Dyaloge 194 in Roy Rede nie^ etc.

(Arb.) 139 We tourmoyle cure selfes nyght and daye. . For
to maynteyne the clargyes facciones. x6ii A. St«^ford
Niobe 202 Hee hath turmoiled himselfe through-out all the
six Ages of the world. t6§i C. Love's Case 53 How doth he
here toyl and turmoyl himself to salve the honor of his

Conscience.^ 17W Mrs. Manley Pmver of Love (1741) 76
After turmoiling himself for some Hours, he saw the Stone
was cast, and that it was in vain now to repine.

+ d. With advb. extension : fig. To drive or

throw roughly or without ceremony, Obs.

1588 G. D. Brief Discott. Dr. Allen's Sedit. Drifts 112

They were tmprisonedi tossed, and turmoyled from place to

place. 1596 Spenser F. Q, iv. ix. 39 But thus turmoild
from one to other stowre I wast my life. 1602 Contention
betiv. Liberality ^ Prodigality iv. i. D iij b, I haue bin
turmoyled Krom post to piller.

1 2. inir. To be or live in turmoil, agitation, or

commotion ; to move agitatedly or restlessly. Obs.

c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 186 Then
Eugenius the viij. Fergusius the iij. bothe continuallie

weltered and turmoyled in fiUthie vices. 1548 Recorde
Urin, Physick ii, (1651) 4 If the way by any means be

stopped, then the water turmoileth and labouretli. 1560
l^AUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 134 Nowe that God hathe made
a restraynte, he rageth and tourmoyleth. 1618 G. Strode
Anat. Mortalitie g Sicke men which turmoile and tosse

from one side of the bed vnto the other. 1681 in Loud.
Gaz. No. 1640/6 Continual overflows of violent Misrule.,
turmoiling to a common Chaos.

3. intr. To toil, drudge ; cf. Moil v. 3. Now
diah
01548 Hall Chron.., Hen. VII s^r Cornyshmen .

.
gate their

lyuyng hardly.. bothe daye and night fabouryng and tur-

moylyng. 1598 Barckley Felic. Man vi. (1603) 574 What
doe men but digge and turmoile in the earth? 1652 C. B.
Stapylton Herodian xx. 171 To stop the flame both Rich
and poor Turmoile, Some carry hooks, some water Conduits
turne, 1684 N. S. Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible iv. 22 A person
that had very much and long turmoil'd in these studies.

tX755 Murphy Apprentice \. i, I have been turmoiling for

the fellow all the days of my life. 1759 Sarah Fielding
C^tess of Dellwyn I. 53 That tmind] which is burthened
with many Griefs, and at the same time is turmoiling and
bustling. 1840 PusKV tr. Confess. August.ui.vi. 11 Toiling
and turmoiling through want of Truth, xoox F. E. Taylor
Folk-Sp.S. /!.rtMC. S.V., He has for t* turmoil hard for his bread.

Hence Tu'rmoHed, Tu'rmoiling///. adjs.

1550 Bale Apol. 33 A doctryne . . for turmoylynge Tho-
mistes. c 1535 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. Vllt (Camden)
321 The tossmg, turmoyling, tempestuous sea. 1570-6 Lam-
BARDE Peramb. Kent (1596) 429 In the time of the turmoiled
King Ethelred, the whole fleete of the Danish army lay at
ronde .. before Greenewiche. 1671 F. Phillips Reg. Necess.
141 .\ turmoiled impoverished, and over burdened Debtor.
1676 E. Bury Medit. 322 Turmoiling thoughts, how he shall

pay his rent, discharge his debts. 1735 Sewel Dutch Dict.y
Raasbol, a Turmoiling fellow. 1823 Scott Quentin D. v,

Quentin. .endeavoured to compose his turmoiled and scat*

tered thoughts. 1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovids Met. 332 The
turmoiled waters gurgitate the crew.

Tnrmoiler (tiJumoibj). rare. [f. Turmoil v.

+ -ER 1.] One who turmoils ; a disquieter,

159X Percivall Sp. Dict.t Rebolvedor, an ouerturner, a tnr-

moiler, a disquieter. 1906 W. Walker Ca/z'm xii. 335 He
was an intentional turmoiler of the public peace.

Turmoiling (t^umoilig), vbl. sb. [f. Tub-
moil V. + -ING VJ The action of the verb Tur-
moil; commotion, agitation, disquietude; also,

toiling, severe labour.

1550 Latimer Serin. StamjTord C1562) 102 b, I was once in

examination before fiue or sixe Bishops, where I had much
turmoyling. 1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. M iv, To rehearce
y" turmoilinges of Pope Calixte y* second. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens in. xxxiv. 365 It rayseth vp great windinesse,
blastinges, tormoyling and ouerturning the whole body.
X69X Wood Ath. Oxon, II, 205 After a great deal of moyb
ing, turmoyling, perfidiousness, and I know not what, he
laid down his head and died. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks.
Char. xi. 291 Amidst the turmoiling and common-places of
every-day action.

+ Turmoilons, a. Obs. rare, [f. Turmoil sb, 4-

-0U3.] Full of turmoil or tumult; disturbed,

troublous. So TuTmolly a, rare, in same sense.

1553 EuEN Treat, Newe Ind. (Arb.) lo Settynge foorth
Chnstes true Reljrgion in those turmoylous clayes. 1877
Mary Mohl in Simpson Lett. ^ Recoil, (1887) 360 This
country is in a great turmoily state,

Turmyntyne, obs. corrupt f. Turpentine,

Turn (twn), sb. Forms: 3- turn; also 3-7
turne, 4-6 torn, tome, 4-7 toume, 5-7 toum,
6 terne. [Partly a. AF. ^toruj turtty tourn^ =
OF. tor

J
tour, F. tour ( = Pr. torn, tor, Cat. torn,

Sp., Pg., It. torno) :—L, torn-us (acc, -um), a. Gr.

Topvos turning-lathe. Cf. for the form, F. jour,

AF. j'orn :—L. dium-um. In English, partly

treated as n. of action from TUBN v. (So OF.
tome, toume, fr. toumer vb.) See also ToUR sb.

from the later French form.]

I. Rotation, and connected senses. (Cf. Turn
V. I, II.)

1. The action of turning about an axis or centre,

as a wheel ; rotation, revolution. Now rare.

c 1250 Gen. 15- Ex, 751 On walkenes turn wid dai and ni5t

Of foure and twenti time ri^t. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5470 Fro*
ward Fortune..(Whanne high estatis she doth reverse, And
maketh hem to tumble doune Off hir whele, with sodeyn
toume. x5oo-ao Dunbar Poems xxiv. 8 Fortoun sa fast hir

quheill dois cary ; Na tyme bot turne can [v.r. in turning
can it] tak rest, f x68o Hickeringill Hist. IVhiggism u.

Wks. 1716 I. HI Fortune's-wheel.. is always. -upon the

Turn. 1879 J. Martineau Hours Th. (1880) II. 1.6 You
may expect a prize from the turn of a lottery,

2. An act of turning ; a movement of rotation

(total or partial) ; esp. a single revolution, as of a
wheel.
148X Caxton Myrr. iii. viti, 148 The 5onne..gooth euery

yere aboute the heuen one torne. 1596 Davies Orchestra
Ixxi, A gallant daunce, , . With loftie turnes and capriols.

1665 BovLE Occas. Refl. i. vi, The Giddy turns of Fortune's

Wheel. 1687 A. Loveli. tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. 35 He
darts his Zagaye . . with a turn of hand that doubles the force

of it. 17^ Smeaton in Phil. Trans. LI. 157 The turns of

the sails in a given time will be as the square of the velocity

of the wind. X849CLOUGH Dipsychus 11. ii. 32 And hear the
soft turns of the oar I 1872 Kuskin Fors Clav. (1896) I.

xix. 370 In a few turns of the hands of the. .clock.

b. {Roasted, done, etc.) to a turn, i.e. exactly

to the proper degree, precisely right : orig. in

reference to the turns of the spit.

1780 Mackenzie Mirror No. 93 F 12 The beef was roasted
to a turn. 1864 D. G. Mitchell Sev. Stor. 11 The chops
were done to a turn. ^

c. Turn ofthe scalers, the slight advantage given
to the buyer by which the article sold overbalances
the weight and brings down the scale-pan. Hence,
a very slight degree or amount, a very little (just

enough to turn the scale-, see Turn v. 58).
In quot. 1888 the turn of a hair = a. close chance, a

' narrow shave '. But cf. not to turn a hair, in Hair sb. 8 n.

x888 Century Mag. May 127/1 It was the turn of a hair .

that they hadn't buried him alive. 1890 * R. Boldrkwood '

Col. Reformer (1891) 218 All that's a turn too good for

making slaughter-yard bacon, does for the Chinamen.

3, A brain-disease of sheep and cattle, caused by
a hydatid, and characterized by giddiness: = Ginl.

Also transf, a beast affected with this (quot. 1658).
X5a3 FiTZHERB. Hnsb. § 62 headings The turne, and remedy

therfore. 1651 Manchester Crt. Leet Rec. (1887) IV. 51
Sellinge a beast , . yett had the turne. x6s8 Ibid. 243 Sellinge

parte of a Turne which was not Markettable. X718 Bp.
Hutchinson Witclicraft ix. (1720) 162 Twirl like a Calf that

hath the Turn. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Ap-ic. II.

1168 The Turn or Giddy is a disorder with which these
animals [sheep] are often seized.

4. A movement round something, a twist ; spec.

Naut, an act of passing a rope once round a mast
or other object,

1743 BuLKELEV & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 11s All Hands
hauld, took a Turn round the Main-Mast, and went aft.

x88x Whitehead Hops 35 The young bines only take short
turns, and cannot lay hold of supports which are stout at
the base. x88s Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 256 The blocks
. . act like a sailor's ' turn and a half '.

6. Mus, A melodic ornament consisting of a

group of three (four, or five) notes, viz. the principal

note {on which it is performed) and the notes one
degree above and below it.

In the common or direct turn, the note above precedes,
and that below follows, the principal note ; in the inverted
turn or back-turn, the note below precedes and that above
follows ; in either case, the principal note is repeated at the
end, and sometimes also precedes. Turn ofa shake : see
quot. 1881 s.v. Shake sb.^ 5.

x8ox Busby Diet. Mus. x8i8 — Gram. Mus. 143 Full,

or Double Turn. Partial Turn. Inverted Turn. x868
Browning Ring ff Bk. i. 1210 Clavecinist debarred his in-

strument, He yet thrums—shirking neither turn nor trill,..

on dumb table-edge.

6. The condition of being, or direction in which
something is, twisted or convoluted ; hence, a
portion or * length * of something of a convoluted

or twisted form, corresponding to one whole
revolution ; a (single) coil or twist ; a round (of

coiled rope, etc.),

1669 Ray in Phil. Trans. IV. loii Observations Con-
cerning the odd Turn of some Shell-snailes. .The Turn of
the wreaths is from the right hand to the left. 1678 Land.
Gaz. No. 1269/4 A dapple gray Mare,, .a feather under the
mane, two turns in the forehead. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
(1776) VII, 32 Its convolutions are more numerous. The
garden snail has but five turns at the most ; in the sea snail

the convolutions are sometimes. .ten. 1827 D, Johnson
Ind. Field sports 83 Wound round with a few turns of fine

silk. X884 HiGGS Magn. ^ Dynamo-Electr. Machines 214
We can. .calculate the length.. of the turns wound on a
magnetic core, if we divide the length of the coil by the
number of turns.

7. Something that turns or spins round ; a rotatory

apparatus or contrivance, a. A lathe ; now only

applied to a watchmaker's lathe, also called a pair

of turns, b, A spinning-wheel, windlass, or the

like ; in quot. 1578, a top. ^Obs. exc. dial, C.

= TUKN-TABLE 2.

a. 1483 Cath. Aitgl. 397/2 A Turne of a tumour, tomus.
X580 HoLLYBAND Trcos. Fr. Tong, V/i tour.., a turne, as
boulefaite au tour, a boule made at the turne, 1668 Phil.
Trans. III. 795 An Artist, that polishes Optick-Glasses on
a Turn. 188^ F. J. Britten IVatch ^ Clockm. 202 The
wheel.. is put in a pair of turns. ^ Ibid. 205 The hollows of
email pinions are often polished in the turns.

b. 1:1564 in Noake Wore. Relics (1877) 10 A spynyngc
turne and a spolynge turne. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. vi. 664
Almost like to a little Turne or Peare, hrode beneath, and
narrow aboue. 1675 Phil. Trans. X. 452 It shot off the
Turne at the mouth of the Pit. x688 R. Holme Armoury
III. 342/1 An Engine called a Turne, or the Turne Engine..
by which great Weights are lifted up. X870 R. S, Hawkkk
Footpr. Far Cormv. 88 The mother stood by hftr turn or
wheel, and span.

c. ai668 Lasskls Voy. Italy{j6-jo) II. 71 A grate. .where
. . infants are put into a squar hole of a Turne, and so turned
in by night. 1808 Lady Jerningham Lctt.(i2><^) I. 321 Her
victuals were put in a turn, like at a Convent.

II. Change of direction or course, and connected

senses. (Cf. Turn v. III, IV, V.) !

8. An act of turning or facing another way ; a

change of direction or posture.

X4»-30 Lydg. Chron, Troy iv, 3273 Fortunys variaunce,
..And sodeyn torn of hir false visage. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ^
CI. II. v, 59 He's bound vnto Octauia, Cleo. For what good
turne? Mes. For the best turne i'th' bed. 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1810) IV, xxxii. 237 Her. .balf-saucy turns upon
him. 1827 Scott Surg. Dau. .\iv, Shooting a glance at his
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. .companion by a turn of the eye. 1847 Tennyson Prttt'

cess IV. 375 She. .made a sudden turn As if to speak.

b. * A step off the ladder at the gallows ' (J.) ;

hanging. Cf. Turn v, 73 d. Now rare or Ohs,

1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon, 49 What man will venture

a turne at the Gallows, for a little small siluer chalice ?

C. Change of position (by a rotatory movement)

of something inanimate, as a die when thrown.

i8oi Strutt Sports t^ Past. Introd. iii. 4 Stake their liberty

upon the turn of the dice. 180a Mar. Edgeworth Moral
T. {1S16) I. xi. S9 Few people chose to venture a hundred
guineas upon the turn of a straw. 1809 Malkin GU Bias
V. i. F 29 Florence and her dowry therefore were lost, .by a
turn of the dice.

9. Printing. A reversal of type in composing

;

also concr, a type turned face downwards so as to

produce a square black mark on the proof, in

place of a missing letter.

1888 J. H. Hessels in Ettcycl. Srit.XXUl. 693/1 The
whole of the last reference-line is put in upside down...

A

* turn ' of this magnitude could hardly have occurred [etc.].

10. An act (or, rarely, the action) of turning aside

from one's course ; deflection, deviation ; a round-

about course, a detour. Alsoy?^,
a 1300 Cursor M. 4323 (Cott.) Qua folus lang, wit-oulen

turn, Oft his fote sal find a spurn, c 1410 Master of Game
(MS. Bigby 1S2) xxT, )^^x\ he ihulde make a longe turne and
vmbicaste aboute by somme wayes, or by pathes. c 1530 Ld.

Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 327 And some behelde the

hye tournes & tournynges of the sakers & gerfawcons.

16^-6 Stillingfl. Serm. (1698) III. i. 13 True Repentance
is the turn of the whole Soul from the Love, as well as

the Practice of Sin. x689;9a Temple Ess. Heroic Virt.

\Vks. 1731 I. 222 The Arians.,made easy Turns to the

Mahometan Doctrines, that professed Christ to have been
so great and so divine a Prophet. 1874 Whyte Melville
Uncle John xxiii, To follow him through the many turns and
windings of his wearisome .. chase. 189s Greener Breech
Loader 231 The woodcock . . is one of the most difficult birds

to bag;.. Its turn to right and left being most erratic

b. in phr. at every turn : usually Jig* at every

change of circumstance (cf. 1 8) ; hencCj on every

occasion, constantly, continually.

(Cf. quot. 1579 in Turning vhl.sb. 40.)

i59oSHAKS.^/rt!5'. Ar.Mi. i. ii4lleleadeyouaboutaRotind,
Through bogge, through bush, through brake, . . And neigh,

and b^ke, and grunt,.. Like horse, hound, hog, ..at euery
turne. c 1685 South Senn.^ Will/or Deed (1715) 377 One or

both , . being used by Men, almost at every Turn, to elude the
Precept. 1735 Berkeley Reasons etc. 5 2 Wks. 1871 IH.
240 Should he at every turn say such uncouth things. 1876
Tbevelyan Life ^ Lett. Macaulay 11. ix. 131 Compelled
to disgust his supporters at every turn. 1907 Blackw. Mag.
Apr. 48 Palaces of rusticated stone meet us at every turn.

IL A place or point at which a road, river, or

the like turns, or turns off ; a curved or bent part

of anything; a bend, curve, or angle.

x4ia-so Lydc. Chrotu Troy I. 1367 Thoru? many halle and
many riche tour, By many tourn and many diuerse way.

1513 Douglas ^neis ix. vii. 26 The horsmcn than prekts,

ana fast furth sprentts To weil beknawin pethis, and turnys
[and] wentis. 1688 R. Holme Armoury iv. xi. (Roxb.)

438/2 Annoynted. .in..the breast, betweene the shoulders,

m the Joynts, and turne of the Armes. 1768 Sterne Sent,

Journ.^ Pulse (1773) \. 163 There are two turns; and be so
good as to take the second. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. Iv.

Song iv, The river nobly .. flows,. .And all its thousand
tamsdisclose Some fresher beauty. 1856 Kane Arct, Expl,
\. xxiiL 286 They., walked around the turn of the cape.

b, O. Mining. (See quots.)
b. 1681 T. HouGHTXJN Kara Avis Gloss. (E.p.S.), Tum^

a pit sunk in some part of a drift % if the mine be deep,
there is many of these turns, one below another. x8a4
^Kwy%9. Derbysk. Miner's Gloss, s. v.. Eight, ten, or twelve
fathoms is [a depth] common for a Turn ; and note, that a
vein which is wrought ninety or a hundred fathoms must
have divers Turns. c. iZ%\GiL%M.ttytv.ii.Coal-trade Terms
Northumb. ^ Dttrh. 55 Turns, curved plates, made of cast

metal, used at a branch-offtramway in the workings. 1886 J.
IUrrowmAN Sc. Mining Terms 69 Turn, . . the arrangement
of rails, sleepers and pulleys at a curve on a haulage road.

12. Arck. The curved flank or haunch of an
arch, between the key-stone and the foot. ? Obs,
fjtA Leoni tr. AlbertCs Archit.\,5^3 An Arch is., a con-

junction, .of wedges, whereof some. .are call'd the foot..,

those in the middle above, the Key.., and those on the
sides . . , the Turn, or Ribs of the Aj'CO.

13. The act of turning so as to face abotit or go
ill the opposite direction ; reversal of position or

course ; turning back. On the turn, in or close

upon the act of turning, at the turning-point. Also

Jig. esp. in turn of the tide^ etc. (cf. Tide sb, p),
1669 R. Fleming Fulfill. Script. (1801) I. 302 Antichrist

should be at his height and his kingdom upon the turn.

1690 C. NEsas O. ff N. Test. I. 271 The half-tum, from
West to North, Ibid., The whole turn from West to East.
Ibid., The round turn from sin to Christ. i^Ba RIissBuRNiiv
Cecilia viL V, WhethCT we shall go on, or take a turn back ?

1796 — Camilla V. 540 Such turns in the tide of fortune.

186a R. H. Patterson y?j^. Hist. -V Art 329 Fine Art is at
a low ebb. Hut.. the tide is on the turn.

14. Coursing. The act of suddenly turning, as a
hare when closely pursued, and making off more
or less in the opposite direction, or at least at a
considerable angle from the direction of pursuit.

Usually in phr. to give the hare (etc.) a turn, said

of the hound,
1575 TuKBERV. Veneris 246 A Cote is when a Greyhounde

goeth endways by his fellow and giueth the Hare a turne
(which is called setting a Hare alxiute). 1670 Nardorougm
yrnl. in Acc.Sev. Late Voy. 1.(1694) 30 A Greyhound, .gave
Chase to one of them, and at last gave her a turn. 1834 X.
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Thacker C<mrser*s Comp. \. 183 A turn to be reckoned one
point ; but if the hare turn not, as it were round, she only
wrenches... A wrench is when she strikes off. .at abouta
right angle. 1856 ' Stonehenge * Brit. Sports i. ni. viii.

2iz/i It IS a Turn if the hare is forced more than 45 degrees,

and one point is to be scored.

1 15. A journey, expedition, tour, course. Obs.

c X400 St, Alexius (Laud 622) 341 He took his tourne From
Rome. 1570 Levins Manip. 191/13 Turne,. .cttrjwj, 1665
Chas. n vx\ }\i\\a. Csalv/n^hl Henrietta 0/ Orleatts (1894)

224, I am goeing to make a little turne into dorset sheere

for 8 or 9 dayes. 1734 H. Walpole Let. Oct., in loth Rep,
Hist. MSS, Comm. App. i. 254 His design to take a turn

into England.

b. A sheriff*s tour, or court : see TOOKN.
+ o. Venery. Pairing of roe-deer, Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Albans Eivb, Then shall the Roobucke
gendre with the Roo. .Then is he calde a Roobucke goyng
in his turne, x6xo Guillim Heraldry iiuxiy. {1660) 166 You
shall sey Roe goeth to his Tourne,

16. An act of walking or pacing around or about

a limited area, as a park, garden, or sequence of

streets ; a short walk (or ride) forth and back, esp.

by a different route ; a stroll.

a 1591 H. Smith It^ks. (1866) I. 185 Go. now and walk in

thy galleries, fetch one turn more before thou be turned out
of door. x6io Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 162 A turne or two lie

walke To still my beating minde. 1710 Steele Tatler
No. 160 P 3, 1 took several Turns about my Chamber. 1715
Lond.Gaz. No. 5336/1 He .. has .. taken a Turn on Horse-
back on the Isle. 1813 Scott Quentin D, Introd., This
circumstance ofexplanation and remark, .occupied us during
two or three turnsupon the long terrace. 1867 Trollope
Chron. Barset xlvii, I will take a tiun round the garden.

b. Knitting. See quot.

1893 Eliz. Rosevear Text-bk. Needlework, etc. 406 A
Turn is used for two rows in the same stitches backwards
and forwards.

HI. Change ia general. (See also sense 36.)
Cf. Tdbn V, VI,
17. The action, or an act, of turning or changing;

change, alteration, modification; in quot. 1901,

change of colour, rare exc. as in next sense. On
the turn, turning sour, as food ; of the weather or

the season, changing.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxxviii. § 1 An admirable
facifltie which musique hath to expresse . . the turnes and
varieties of all passions. I7a6 Leoni tr.Albertfs Archit. 1.

3/2 Sudden Turns and Changes in the Air, from Hot to Cold,
and from Cold to Hot. c 1850 Arab. Nights (Rtldg.) 251
One . . would fain have given a turn to these melancholy ideas

by singing a little air to her lute. 190X L. Malbt Sir R.
Calmady in. ii, The turn of the leaf was very brilliant.

18. spec, A change in affairs, conditions, or cir-

cumstances ; vicissitude ; revolution ; esp. a change
for better or worse, or the like, at a crisis; hence,

sometimes, the time at which such a change takes

place. (Often y^. from or associated with 10.)
1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. iv. 12 Oh World, thy slippery turnes

!

Friends now fast sworn..shall within this houre..breake
out To bitterest Enmity.^ i6m Bacon Hen, VIIzx'j The
State of Christendome might by this late Accident haue a
turne. X715 B. Higgons Rem. Burnett. Hist. Wks. 1736II.
71 Why the Republicans, .made so little Opposition to a
Turn of State [the Restoration] which must infallibly be their

Ruin. 1781 Gibbon Decl. 9t F, xviii. II. 120 The engagement
. .was maintained with various and singular turns of fortune.

184a Tennyson T^vo Voices 55, Some turn this sickness yet
might take. 18590. Meredith /i, ^rr/frr/xxv. In the turn
of the year. 18^ W. Ramage ^ast IVords 6s Two turns are
possible in a crisis : the issue may be favourable or fatal.

b. Turn of life', a name for the time, or

symptoms, of cessation of menstruation : «= change

of life (Change sb. 3 d),

1834 Cooper Good's Study Med. (ed. ^) IV. 54 note,

When menstruation is about to cease, the period is called ' the
change or turn of life'. x86o Mavne Expos. Lex.f Turtt

0/ Life, popular term for the constitutional disturbance
uequently attendant on the cessation of the catamenia.

19. A momentary shock caused by sadden alarm,

fright, or the like, colloq, (C(, 25 b.)

1846 Dickens Cricket on Hearth ii. What a hard-hearted
monster you must be, John, not to have said so, at once,
and saved me such a turn ! z86o Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. i.

vii, Mrs. Tulliver gave a little scream as she saw her, and
felt such a *turn * that she dropt the large gravy.spoon into

the dish. x886 Besant Children oj Gibeon ii. xix, It was
only a dream. . . But it gave me a terrible turn.

rV. Senses denoting actions of various kinds.

+ 20. A movement, device, or trick, by which a

wrestlerattempts to throw his antagonist: = F. tour,

at%M After. R. 280 He iseih hu ueole J>e ^rimme wrast-
lare of helle breid up on his hupe, & werp, mid ^e haunche
turn, into golnesse. c 1325 Metr. Horn, 83 Bot sinful man
gers him [the devil) oft schurne. And castis him withisawen
turne. <:x4oo Gamelyn 244 Of all the tornes that hecowthe
he schewed him but con, And caste him on the lefte syde
that three ribbes to-brak. xs6a J. Hevwood Prav.ftEpigr.
(1867) 162 He is cast in his owne turne, that is likly And
yet in all turnes he turnth wonders quikly.

21. A subtle device of any kind ; a trick, wile,

artifice, stratagem. ? Obs.

a «« Ancr, R. 78 Vre strenc3e. .a^eln |ws deofles turnes

& his fondunges. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 796 Y warne (?e of a
torn..Y leuede ijond on a buchyment sarasyns wonder fale,

ass33 Ld. Bernkrs Huon Ixiv. 221, 1 thynke to playehym
a tourne. 1697 Vanbkugh Relapse v. iii, Come, noequivo-
calions, no Roman turns upon us. lyao Waterland Eight
Serm. Pref. 30 The unlearned Reader . . may be easily

imposed upon by little Turns, and Fallacies. 1735 H.
Walpole Let. 9 Sept., in toth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
I. 259 A variety of artifices and turns.

tlTBN.

1 22. An act, deed, proceeding ; a deed of valour,

feat, exploit. Obs.

13.. E. jfi". ^//(V. Z', B. 192 In J>e creatorescortcomneuer
more, Ne neuer see hym with sy3t for such sour tournez.
1415 Hoccleve To Sir J. Oldcastle ii. Was no knyghtly
turn no where, Ne no manhode shewid in no wyse, ButOld-
castel wolde, his thankes, be there. 1390 Reg. Privy Coimcil
Scot. IV, 560 He had done greitar turnis nor to ding oute all

thair faarnis.

23. An act of good or ill will, or that does good
or harm to another ; a service : almost always with
qualifying word, as good turn, a benefit ; bad, evil,

til, \ shrewd turn, an injury. Cf. to do the turn
in 30 b {c),

\%. . Cursor M. 4330 (Cott.) Sco [Potiphar's wife] waited
him wit a werr turn. CX386 Chaucer Pard, T. 487 Hadde
I nat doon a freendes torn to thee? c X440 Alphabet of
Tales Iviii. 43, I hafe yit in my mynde a little gude turn at
|7ou did me. Ibid, xcvii. 72 Thow base done me ane ill

turn. xsa6 Pilgr, Per/. (W, de W. 1531) 98 Wysshe hym a
shrewde turne, or saye, 1 wolde the deuyll had hym. 1546

J. Hkvwood Prov. (1867) 34 One good tourne askth an other.

X647 H. More Cupid's Convict xlv, HcRequiteth evil

turns with hearty love. 1654 H. L'Estrange CAaj. / (1655)

15 One good turn deserves another. 1784 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 242 Ready. .to do us any ill turn, 1886

G. R. Sims Ring o Bells, etc. vii. 198, I did the lass a bad
turn when I took her away.

24. A stroke or spell of work ; a piece of

work ; a task, job. Sc. 7 Obs, exc. in hand*s tttrn

(see Hand sb. 59).
c X37S Sc. Leg, Saints xxx. {Tkeodera) 121 Of sorcery

scho cuth do. And as scho mycht did turne and chare. 1572
Saiir. Poems Reform, xxxit 35 Thay..brocht thair butter

and egges To Edinburgh Croce, and did na vther turne.

X609 Skene Reg. Maj._ il xli. 36 b, The over-lord sail doe
all the turnis and affairs perteining to the heire, X79X J,
Learmont Poems 331 My turns are lying to do.

25. A spell or bout of action, a * go ' ; spec, a

spell of wrestling; hence, a contest (quot. 1829).

Now often associated with sense 28.

c X380 Sir Ferumb. 335 pov bast y dremed of venesoun ;

J>ov mostest drynke a torn. 01400-50 A lexander 2276, I

walde..now wrastyll a turne. ? 0x500 Chester PI. vii. 246
A turne to take have I tight with my maistores. 1653 Clarke
Papers (Camden) III. g Yesterday wee had another turne

in the House. x8a$) Scott Anne ofG. xxv, We have seen.

.

so many turns betwixt York and Lancaster. X877 Spurgeon
Serm. XXIII. 643 You young people, I like to see you run,

and 1 am glad to take a turn at it myself. i88z Furnivall
in E. E. Wills Ded. 8 Since I first saw the Boxes and their

contents at Doctors' Commons,..! always meant to have
a turn at them.

b. An attack of illness, faintness, or the like

;

also, a fit of passion or excitement. (Cf. 19.)

X77S Abigail Adams in Fam. Lett. (1876) 97 Jonathan is

the only one,, in the family who has not had a turn of the

disorder. 1(^9 Tennyson Merl. ^ Vivien 519 Not so much
from wickedness, As some wild turn of anger, or a mood Of
overstrainM affection. X913 Edith Wharton Custom oJ
Country i. ii, Her mother.. sat in a drooping attitude, her

head sunk on her breast, as she did when she had one of her
* turns ' [of palpitation].

O. //. A name for monthly courses or catamenia,
1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex., Turns, menses.

f 26. An event, circumstance, occurrence, hap.

(Not always clearly distinguishable from 18.) In

quot. 1719, a series or course of events (cf. 25).

Obs, or merged in other senses.

1579 ToMsoN Calvin^s Serm. Tim. 853/1 Beside the losse

of our time, there is a worse turne foUoweth it, and more
deadly. 1596 Spensek ^',^. vi.x. 18 The shepheard.. broke
his bag-pipe quight, And made great mone for that unhappy
turne. 1708 Mr& Centlivre Busie Body v. i, Pox on 't,

this is an unlucky Turn. What shall I say? X719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) II. xiii. 268 To bring this long turn of our
affairs to a conclusion.

V. Occasion, etc.

+ 27. The occasion or time at which something
happens. (Cf. 18, 26.) Obs.
13.. Cursor M. 1944s (Cott.) He sagh him croised l»at ilk

turn pat he for staning suld not skurn. c X330 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 154 Richard at ^at turne gafhim a faire Juelle.

28. The time for action or proceeding of any

kind which comes round to each individual of a

series in succession ; (each or any one's) recurring

occasion of action, etc. in a series of acts done, or

to be done, by (or to) a number in rotation. (Often

in adverbial phrases : see below.)
c 1393 Chaucer Scogan 42 Tak euery man his torn as for

his tyme. 1586 B. Young Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 188 It

came to L. lohns turne to drinke. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,

II. ii. 105 Then 'twas my turne to fly, and now 'tis thine.

1642 Denhah Sophy Prof. 10 His turne will come, to laugh
at you agen. X607 Collier Ess. ii. Envy 113 Every one has

a fair Turn to be as Great as he pleases. X7X9 Young
Paraphr. Job 5 Wks. 1757 I. 204 At length misfortunes take

their turn to reign, And ills on ills succeed. 1778 C. Jones
Hoyle's Games Impr. 79 If. . the last Player plays out of

his Turn. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ix. II. 553 It was
Northumberland's turn to perform this duty. X885 Manch.
Exam. 12 Feb. 5/3 The manufacturers have had their share

lof protection]; now it is the turn of the corn growers and
cattle breeders.

b. Phrases, (a) By turns (also "^by turn)^ one

after another in regular succession ; successively, in

rotation. ifi) In turn, in turns, each in due

succession : = («). (/« turn is also used rhetorically

like in one^stum : see c.) (c) In onis turn, ia

one's due order in the series. (Often also used

rhetorically to indicate an act dizly or naturally
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following a similar act on the part of another, but
without the notion ofpre-arranged succession.) (<{)

Turn about^ turn and turn about (also rarely turn
and turn): advb* in turn, by turns, alternately

(t sometimes preceded by possessive: cf. c)\ adj.

performed in turn, mutual, reciprocal {pare) ; sb,

the action of doing something in turn ; alternate

or successive turns at doing something.
{<«)• 1538 Elyot, Vicissatim^ by tymes, by tourne-^.

Vicissim^ by tourne, nowe one, nowe an nother. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay's V'oy. in. iv. 76 [They] by
change and turnes. .keepe watch. 1667 Milton P. L. 11.

598 The damn'd . .feel by turns the bitter change Of fierce

extreams. 1711 Steele SpccU No. 508 P3 He is by turns
outrageous, peevish, froward and jovial, a 1839 Praed
Poems (1864) II. 13 He aped each folly of the throng, Was
all by turns and nothing long. crZs'^ Arab. Nights (Rtldg.)

326 They slept only by turns, in order to guard against wild
beasts.

(3).^ 1586 A. Dav Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 59 The next and
last in turne, are those letters familiar. x688 Prior Ode v,

Whydoes each consenting Sign With prudent Harmony
combine In Turns to move? 183a Tennyson PalaceofArty
' / send you hire a sort ofaltegory ' 14 He that shuts Love
out, in turn shall be Shut out from Love. 1883 Fenn
Middy Sf Ensipt xxxv, They would take it in turns to
sleep. 1908 [Miss Fowler] Beiiv. Trent ^ Atickolnie 303
The daughters in turn riding on pillion-seat.

[c). 1573-80 Baret^/z'. T4.^o By course, or euerie man in
his turne, attcrnis. 1710 W. King Heathen Gods ^Heroes
XI. {1722) 44 Argus.. had a hundred Eyes, two of which
sleeping in their Turns, the rest continu'd waking. 1781
CowpER Charity 74 To see the oppressor in his turn
oppressed. x86i M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 47 A committee
..m which every Hanse town was in its turn represented,
according to a fixed cycle. 186^ Rrvce Holy Rom, Emft,
viii. (1875) 143 Germany became in ht^r turn the instructress
of the neighlx>uring tribes.

(rf). 1650 Earl Monm. tr. Senaulfs Man bee. Guilty 3S7
Being weary of obeying, they fain would command their
turn about. 1709 T. Robinson Vind, Mosaick Syst. 94 The
Cock. .Sitting upon the Eggs his turn about. iSoa H.
Martin Helen nf Glenross II. 14 To complete the turn-
about good offices, Frances can marry your cast-off Sedley.
i8ax Scott Kenilw. xv, Fit to sit low at the board, carve
turn about with the chaplain. 1833 T. Hook Widow ff

Marquess vii. Turn-about is all fair play. 1834 [S. Smith]
Lett. y. Downing xxvii. (1835) 176 When one gets drunk,
tother keeps sober, and so they take turn and turn about.
1840 E. E. Napier Scetus ^ Sports For, Lands II. v. 174
We took it turn and turn to send out [etc.]. 1848 Mrs.
Gaskell M, Barton ix. (1882) 23/2 We took it turn and
turn about to sit up and rock th' babby.

29. spec, a. The time during which one work-
man or body of workmen is at work in alternation
with another or others ; a shift. (Cf. 24,)
1793 %^^Ki:o^ Edystotie L. % 230, I proposed to visit each

company . . once in each company's turn, if wind and weather
should permit. 1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-minings Turn,
the hours during which coals, &c. , are being raised from the
mine. 1897 Wore. County Express 3 Apr., In the turn's
work, six hours, Potts would have been able to make
i} dozen shades.

b. Tkeatr. * A public appearance on the stage,

preceding or following others' (Farmer Siang)
\

an item in a variety entertainment; also transf,

applied to the performer.
1890 Even. News ^ Post p June 1/7 The wire-walking of

Mme. Zuila and her little girl . . furnishes a clever and inter-

esting turn. 1905 Daily Neivs 15 July 8 An animal ' turn

'

new to England will be seen at the Palace Theatre.. .Kern
andjiis Mimic Dog have been drawing crowded houses, .in

Paris. 1907 Times 30 Jan 6/6 Under the barring clause
the gentleman, who is not a big turn, did not appear.

30. Requirement, need, exigency; purpose, use,

convenience, anh, (Chiefly in special phrases

;

see below.)
XS73 TussivR Husb. (1878) 33/1 To serue to burne for many

a turne. 1602 Li/e T. Cromwell ir. iii, We hardly shall

finde such a one as he, To fit our turnes. 1659 Hammond
On Ps. xviii. 5 Annot. 99 Ropes or cords are proper fur that
turne. 1788 Jeffi:rsqn Writ. (1859) ^^- 354 Such persons
as his turn and time might render desirable. 1881 Mrs.
Riddell a. Spenceley I. 285 You will answer my turn.. as
well as another.

b. Phrases, {a) To serve ofte's turn : to answer
one's purpose or requirement ; to suffice for or

satisfy aneed; tobeusefulorhelpfulinaneraergency;

to suit, answer, serve, avail, *do'. Also in passive.

So ; \{b) To serve a {this, that, etc.) turn {obs.).

{c) To serve the turn; also f to do the turn (cf. 23),

t id) To serve turn ; also with inf. = to serve to

do somctliing {obs^, f {e) To se/we or do the

turn of, to serve the purpose of, do instead of

{obs.), (/) To serve one's {one's own, or a)

turn (said of the person) : to compass one's own
purpose ; to consult one's own lecd. (Cf. (a).)

+ Also with by^ on, upon : to operate by or upon
another in order to gain one's end ; to make use of

for one's own purposes. f (^) For one's turn :

(suitable) for one*s requirement or purpose {obs.).

(«). 1540 PALSGR. Acolastns ii. iii. L iij b, Loke thou serue
my tourne, what so euer I saye [orig. /Vzc uerbis ineis sub-
seruias], 1576 Gascoigne Steel Gl. Wks. 1910 II. 159 Let
not the Mercer pul thee by the sleeve For suies of silke,

when cloth may serve thy turne, 1647 N. Bacon Disc.
Govt. Eng.\. xvL (1739) 32 The turns both of Pope and King
were competently servecf. 174a Fiklding yos. Andrews i.

xiv. Nothing would serve the fellow's turn but tea. a 1859
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii, V. 72 Pipes he could not ol^
tain ; but a cow's horn perforated served bis turn.
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(^). IS77 B. GooGE Heresbach's Husb. i. (1586) 10 It strueth
other turnes beside. 1586 in Eng. Hist. Rev, Jan. (1914)
117 The lord chauncellor should have a serjant at amies.,
and hathe none, . . his gentleman ussher sarvethe that turne.
a i6a8 Pkeston New Govt. (1634) 17 Alt the fish in the Sea
should be., little enough to serve such a turne. 1687 Drvijkn
Hind ^ P. III. 65, I serv'd a turn, and then was cast away.
{0. 1551 in Feuillerat Revels Edw, VI (1914) 57 Fur-

nysshed of suche thinges..as yourself shall thyncke con-
venient to serue the turne. is9" Shaks. Two Cent. in. i.

131 A cloake as long as thine will serue the turne? 1594
J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 318 The forces that war
reposit on to do the turn. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag.
Advt. C iij b, Where the Fear of God is not, no Art can serve
the turn. 1731 Miller Card. Did. s.v. Wine^ A little

Yeast,, .or even a little new Wine may serve the 'lurn. 1768
Ross Helenore 11. 79 Nor will sick affsetts do the turn wi' me.

(rf). a 16^8 Mede Wks. (1672) 68 To say the Ark was
brought thither upon this occasion, will not serve turn.
1667 Poole Dial, betw. Protest. ^ Papist (1735) 91 Tliis

may serve Turn, to let you see, that I had Warrant to say,
that [etc.], 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 847 When the
Lyon's Skin alone would not serve turn, lie knew how to
make it out with that of the Fox.

.
(''). 1577 B. GooGE Heresbach's Husb. n. 49 b, Some Pompe

is to be made, or Kettell, Myll, or such like, as may serue
the turne ofa naturall streame. a 1653 Cinning Serm, (1845)
605 Imputed righteousness comes in as a covering over the
man's nakedness, and doth the turn of perfect inherent holi-
ness. 18x8 Scott Br. Lamm, ix, As if there werena men
eneugh in the castle, or as if I couldna serve the turn of ony
o' them that are out o' the gate.

(/). 1581 MuLCASTER Positions v. (1887) 32 Necessitie
caught hold of it, to serue her owne tourne. 1583 Golding
Calvin en Dent. iii. 13 Although lethro was an heathen
man : yet did God serue his owne turne by him [orig. Dieu
s'est servi de luy] in this behalfe, 1604 Shaks. 0th, 1. 1. 42,
I follow him to serue my turne vpon him. 1664 Butler
Hud. n. II. 123 If the Dev'I, to serve his turn, Can tell Truth.
1697 Bentley Phal. (1699) 'M Changing a plain Reading
against the Authority of three MSS,. .purely to serve a turn.

1759 Bp. Hurd Moral Dial. iv. 154 A parade of courage,
put on to serve a turn, and keep her people in spirits. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. Ill, 208 Those slanderers who
h.^d accused him of affecting zeal for religious liberty merely
in order to serve a turn.

.
^'^^ "SZ^ ^- Wilkinson Consul. Familye o/Loue 38 b, To

judge, if that, .shalbe for their turne or no. 1625 Ussher
in Lett. Lit, Men (Camden) 132 For my turne he is alto-

gether unfit. i7ij> De Foe CrKJotf (1840) II. xii. 256 When.

.

I could find a ship for my turn, 1773 Life N, Frotvdc 25,
I am not a Man for their turn.

Vl. Various other abstract senses, of later

development
31. Style, character, quality; esp. style of

language, arrangement of words in a sentence.

(Cf. Turn v, 5 b.)

i6ox B. JoNSON Poetaster in. i. Doubtlesse this gallants
tongue has a good turne when nee sleeps. 1692 Dryd»-.n
St. Euremoni's Ess. Pref. 6 A Purity of Language, and a
beautiful turn of Words, so little understood by modern
Writers. 1697 Bentlev P/ui I. (1699) 158 It has not the Turn
and Composition of a Greek Name. 1718 Free thinker
No. 80 P 3 Her Turn of Wit was gentle, polite, and insinu-
ating. 1835 Mus. Sherwood K«f. /^'rw^^ri. 5 Suchaturn of
behaviour as enabled him to conceal much roguery under a
smooth appearance, 1869 Gladstone yuv. Mundi \. 15
A careful comparison .. between the Odyssey and Iliad,

and of a number of particulars of turn and manner.
32. (with a and//.) A modification of phraseo-

logy for a particular effect, or as a grace or em-
bellishment ; a special point or detail of style or

expression (in literary work, or transf. in art, etc.),

1693 Drvdrn yuvenal Ded. (1697) 84 Had I time, I cou'd
enlarge on the U^autiful Turns of Words and Thoughts;
which are as requisite in this, as in Heroique Poetry. 1705
Addison Italy, Ferrara 121 There is a Turn in the Third
Verse that we lose by not knowing the Circumstances. 1738
Earl of Oxford in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
VI. 178 The dress of this person.. gives a turn and life to
the other figures. . .He is leading her up and has one foot

upon the step, which gives a fine turn. x868 M. K, G.
Duff Pol, Suru. 4 His felicitous turns of expression.

33. Form, make, mould, cast (of a material

object). Cf. Turn 7/. 5 a. ? Obs,

1701 Addison Dial. Medals n. (1726) 84 The Roman poets,
in their descriptions of a beautiful man, so often mentioning
the Turn of his Neck and Arms. 1709 Steele Tatler
No. 75 P 8 The Turn of Faces be meets as soon as he passes
CheapsideConduit. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. iii. 325 For.,
rollers, .the body of the coco-nut tree was. .useful;, .its

smoothness and circular turn . . fitted it fur the purpose.

34. Natural inclination, disposition, bent; apti-

tude, capacity for something. Usually const, for
(rarely to), or with defining adj. (Cf. Tukn v. 5 c.)

170a RowE Tanierl. Ded., That happy Turn which your
Lordship has to Business. 1736 Butler Anal. Introd. 6 A
person of such a 'l"urn of Mind. 1749 Wesley Acc. School
at Kingswood 3 They. . learn, (those who havea Turn for it)

to make Verses, a 1763 W. King Lit, ^ PoUt. Anecd.
(1819) 67 Ladies.. who have afine understanding and a turn
to poetry. i8xa Sir H. Davy Ghent. I'hilos. 15 He [Roger
Bacon] was a man of a truly philosophical turn, desirous of
investigating nature. i8ax Scott Kenilw. xi, But Flibberti-

gibbet . . hath that about him which may redeem his turn for

mischievous frolic. 1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury i,

Mr. Ledbury was of an inquiring turn of mind. 1854
MiLMAN Lat,Chr. iv. i. (1864) II. 190 The rude and simple
Arab had.. no turn to or comprehension of metaphysical
subtlety. 1871 Napheys Prev. 4- Cure Dis. i. ii. 58 Persons
of a dyspeptic turn.

b. transf. That to which (the age or time) is

disposed. (Cf. thefashion^ the rage,) rare~'^.

1709 Swift Advanc. Relig. Wks. 175^ II. i. 114 This is not
to be accomplished [but] by introducing religion as much
as positible to be the turn and fashion of the age.

TURH.

fo. ? Aptitude, talent, Obs, rare^^,
I7»i CiBBER Refusal \. (1777) 19 Honest Witling is not to

be put out of humour, I see. Gran. No, faith, nor out of
countenance. Wit. Not I, faith.. ; and a man of turn may
say any thing to me.

t d. A particular clement of the disposition ;

a characteristic ; in quot. 1 745, a characteristic act
1729 Law Serious C. vi. (1732) 84 Some turn of mind, which

every good Christian is called upon to renounce. 1745 P.
Thomas yml. Anson's Voy. 313 A true French'^Turn, and
not unlike old Lewis le Grand's singing Te Deum for being
defeated. 1764 Sterne in Traill Life (1882) 85 Thisamiable
turn of his character.

e. Turn of speedy capacity for speed, ability to
run or go fast.

1867 in Sir M. G. Gerard Leavesfr. Diaries iii. 65 Showing
an unexpected turn of speed. 1894 Astlky 50 V. my Li^
I. 35, I discovered that 1 possessed a fair turn of speed.
35. Direction, tendency, drift, trend. (Cf. Tukn

V. 26, 28.)
1704 M, Henky Commun. Comp. iv. Wks, 1853 I. 312/1 If

this blessed turn be given to the bent of my soul. 1719
De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. vi. 143 Providence gave a..l»Qppy
turn to all this. 1736 Blti.eb Anat. 11. vii. 355, 1 know no
pretence for saying the general turn of them [prophecies] is

capable of any otht:r [application]. 1815 Scott Guy M,
xxxii, ' What turn did your conversation take t ' said Glossin.

184s J. Coulter Adv. in Pacific xiii. 180 Four days after, I

discovered what gave my thoughts a new turn.

36. A change from the original intention ; a par-
ticular construction or interpretation put upon
something : usually with give,
1710 Palmer Proverbs 141 Hb best actions [are] thrown

by and lessen'd by false turns. 1749 Fielding Tom yones
VII. V, For heaven's sake, sir,, .do not give so cruel a turn to
my_ silence. 1796 Jane Austen Pride ^ I'rej. x, You are
giving it a turn which that gentleman did by no means
intend. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 85
The turn which they nave given to the story differs altogether
from what I conceive to be the real significance,

VII. Various technical senses.

37. A measure of various commodities, etc. (?the

quantity dealt with at one * turn' or stroke of woik

:

cf. 24).
a. A quantity or measure by which some fish are sold

:

of loose haddocks it is ten stone or 140 lbs.: see also quot.
1674. b. (See quot.) c. A luad of wood or other com-
modity ; also in Logging: see quot. 1905. d. Fur trade,
A bundle of sixty skins. e. Mining. The number of cars
filled by a miner during his turn or shift (cf. 29 a).

a. 1674 Jeake Aritk. (16^) 66 Soles. In i Turn 4. 188a
Daily Neios 9 Mar. 2/8 Plaice, 30s. per turn. 1895 Times
7 Jan. 3/5 Haddocks, . z5s. to 3ws. per turn.

b. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 923 Turn of
Water.—As much as can be distributed at a single operation
by the management of the hatches within the reach of the
labourers employed.
c. x888 J. C Harris in Harper's Mag. X^r. 704/z Some-

times he would bring a ' turn ' of wood, sometimes a bag of
meal or potatoes. i8t)3 Daily News 9 Jan. 5/7 Another
has slipped while carrying a ' turn ' of deal upon his shoulders.
1905 Terms Forestry ij- Loggiug([J.S. Dep. Agric, Forestry,
iJuUetin No. 6i), Turn, . .two or more logs coupled together
end to end for hauling.
d. 189X in Cent. Diet. 1897 igth Cent. Nov. 737 A turn

means sixty skins and the rate of pay is 11^ per turij.

38. The amount of some commodity turned out
or produced : = Tubn-out 9,
1875 R. F. Martin tr. Haz^ez' Winding Mach. o The

steel cages . . had worked for four years, with a daily 'turn

*

of 637 tons (coal and dirt together).

39. Comm. (in full, turn of the market) : A
cliange in price, or the difference between the buying
and selling prices, of a stock or commodity ; the
profit made by this.

1882 BiTHELL Counting-Ho. Dict.^ Turn of the Market.
The ' turn oi the market ', or the * jobljers' lurn ', is the dif-

ference between the two prices quoted in theoflicial lists for
stocks, shares, &c... Consols are quoted 998 to i, and it

means that the jobber, when asked the price of Consob at
tiiat moment, was prepared to give 99^ for them, or to sell

them at 99I. The difference between the two is the com-
pensation to_ the jobber. 1885 Pall Mall G. 23 May 5/2
Brokers coming together without paying exorbitant 'turns'
to the middleman—that is, the jobber. 1897 Daily News
28 June 2/7 Tows, hemps, and flaxes are also the turn
dearer. 1913 Edith Wharton Custom of Country \\. xi, Id
consequence of a lucky ' turn ' in the Street.

VIII, Collocations and Combinations.
40. With adverbs, forming sb. phrases corre-

sponding to the adverbial combinations of the verb
(see TuuN v. VIII) : as turn in, an act of turning

in. (Most commonly with hyphen or as one
word ; see Tukn-, Tuknabout, etc.)

1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan. iii. i, Now for.. a glass of
grog, and then for a turn in.

41. altrib. and Comb.^ as tum-clainur (see quot.),

t turn-keeping^, and adj., turn movement. Turn
toll', see Toll sb,^ 2 h. See also Turn-serving.
1610 Holland Ca/nden*s Brit. 1. 195 A rocke about whose

foote the tides turne-keeping play. 1708 Constit. Water-
men's Co. xxxiii. 38 The Country-Watermen shall have
ecjual Privilege and Turn keeping with the Towns-men.
189a Labour Commission Gloss., Tum-claimers, the per-
sons occupied in a coal-mine who possess the privilege of
claiming a 'ben '. ., that is a tub to nil in turn. ifftS Instal-
lation Nnvs II. 14 The switch has a turn movement worked
from the outside.

Turn (tpjn), V. Forms : a. i tyrnan, j
tuyrne

; 3 teorne, .^-5 terne, 5 tern. A I

turnian, 3 {Orm.) turrneun, (3-4 teurue), 3-7 -



TURN.

turne, 4-6 Sc. twm(e, 4- turn
; 3-6 tome,

4-6 tourne, 4-7 torn. [OE. iyman and tuniian^

both ad, L. torndre to turn in a lathe, round off,

f. torn-US a lathe, a turner's wheel — Gr. rSpvo^ a

carpenter's tool to draw circles with, compasses,

whence ropvfvfiv to turn, work with a lathe

;

perhaps reinforced in ME. by OF, tomer^ turner

^

tourner^ F. tourner. Pic. tomer^ Prov., Sp. tomar^
It, tornare, all :—L. torttdre; cf. OHG. tunun^
Icel. tuma to turn {turnera to tilt, joust, Norw.
dial, tunna to swing, whirl), ad. F, tourner.

On the twofold representation of L. tortidre in OK. see

Pogatscher Lateitu u. Roman. I.ehniuorie itnAltenglischen,

S§ 9i '59» 271; he shows that the umlauted tyrnan must
have already existed c6oo.

The pa. pple. in Southern Eng. in the i2-i3th c. had com-
monly the prefix /-, y-^ i-tymd, i'tumed, and the pa. t. was
freq. i-tumdex there is also one instance of the infinitive

i'tumen in the earlier text of Layamon, but no known
instance in OE. of a compound *geiyrnan or *zeturnian ;

these ME, forms with i-^y- have therefore been incmded here.]

General arrangement of senses. I. To rotate or

revolve, and derived uses: 1-3. II, To form or

shape by rotation, and derived uses : 4-5. III. To
change or reverse position :

* Senses denoting
change of position: 6-9; **Senses denoting reversal

of position : 10-12. IV. To change or reverse

course or direction: * denoting change of course

or direction: 13-18 ;
** denoting reversal of course

or direction : 19-31. V. Senses allied to III and
IV, but referring specially to direction or destina-

tion : 22-34. VI. To change, alter: * general
senses: 35-43; "specific senses: 44-47. VII.
Phrases, * with sb. : 4S-60 ; **with adj. or advb.
phrase: 61-63; *** with another verb: 64. VIII.

In comb, with adverbs {turn about, again, aside,

in, out, up, etc.) : 65-80, (Combinations formed
on the vb.-stem are given in a separate article,

TuRX-, or as Main words.)

I. To rotate or revolve, and derived senses.

1. trans. To cause to move round on an axis or
about a centre j to cause to rotate or revolve, as a
wheel.
See also turn ahout^ 65 c : turn round, 78 d.
czooo v^LFRic Saints' Lives xiv. 93 pa tyrndon ^ hx%-

nan hetelice J?£et hweowl. axyto Cursor M. 23719 (Cott.)

Dame fortune turnes [G^tt. ternes] J?an hir qiiele And castes
vs dun vntil a wele, CX440 Promp. Part; 507/2 Turnon
forthe, idem quod trolle [502/a Tryllyn, or trollyn, vohfo\.

"599 Shaks. A\fNch Ada 11. i, a6i She would haue made
Hercules haue tumd spit. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's
Trav, II, 38 There were two Boys. ., one turning a wheel
by the handle, to grind the Coffee, and the other boyling it.

1781 CowpER Retirement 334 Waters turning busy mills.

185a Thackeray Esmond iii. ix, Preparing paste, and turn.
ing rolling-pins.

b. To cause to move round, or (usually) partly
round, in this way, esp. for opening or closing some-
thing : as a key, tap, door-handle, screw, etc.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1^906 (Cott.) pe prince o preistes. ,sperd

it wit a mikel stan. To turn i-nogh had tuent [?twenty].
i^ WvcLiF Prov. xxvi. 14 As a dore Is turned in his
heeng. 1593 Shaks. Rich, If, v. iii. 36 Giue me leaue, that
I may turne the key. That no man enter. 165s [see Cock
j^,i

12J. a 17x5 Burnet Own TimeiiSn^) I. 4otHe. .turned
all the cocks that were then open, and stopped the water.
1880 P, Greg Errant III. xi. 158 The lamp was turned
very low. [Cf, 71 g.] 1890 Fenn Double Knot III. xiv, 19a
She softly turned the handle of the door.

o. To perform by revolving, as a somersault.
1S60 [see Somersault]. 1863 [see Coach-wherl 3I. 1864

[see Cart-whbrl 3J. 1881 [see Catherine wheel 4].

2. intr. To move round on an axis or about a
centre ; to rotate, revolve, whirl, spin, as a wheel

;

to move partly round in this way, as a door or the
like upon hinges, a key, a weathercock, etc.
See also turn about, 65 a ; t. round, 78 a,

ciooo Sax. Leechd. 111,270 Sc firmamentum went on 3am
twam sleorran, swa swa hweosel tyrn5 on eaxe. c 1330 R,
Brunne CAr<7«. /Frtf^* (Rolls) 1453 Nykeres..brvnge schip-
men. .To som swelw to turne or steke. c 1435 'I orr, Portu-
S[al\%% They tornyd xxxii tymys, In armys walloyng fast.

1560 Bible (Genev.) Prov. xxvi. 14 As the dore turneth
vpon his henges. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11, xu (Arb.

)

III The Roundell or Spheare is.. most voluble and apt to
turne. 1698 Keill Exam. Th. Earth (1734) 109 Jupiter
..turns round his own Axis in.. ten hours. i«6 Mme.
D'Arblav Camilla I. 259 A little boy,, turning head over
heels, 1843 Macaulav Horatius Ixix, The kid (urns on the
spit. 1890 Mrs. Lafpan Louis Draycott in. ii, The key
turned and grated in the lock.

b.y?§'. To revolve (as time,etc,). In later use said
chiefly of the head or brain: To have a sensation
as of whirling ; to be affcctetl with giddiness; to
reel, swim, be in a whirl. (Cf. 45 c, 78 a.)
tfiooo v^LFRic Horn. (Th.) I. 514 t>a arleasan turnial? on

ymbhwyrfte. cxioo Ormim 3641 AH t>iss middella;rdess
Hng A35 turmel>J> her h wharrfej>l»,.swa summ J>e wheol.
£1330, 1398 [lee Turning vbl.sb. i b). c 1400 Desir. Troy
9400 The tyme of the tru turnyde to end, 1605 Shaks.
Lear IV. vi. 23 How fearefull . . And dizie 'tis, to cast ones
eyes so low. .,Ile looke no more, Least my braine turne,
1853 M. Arnold Requicscat 9 Her life was turning, turning,
In mazes of heat and sound. 1892 Stevenson ft L. Os-
BOURNE Wrecker vi, 93, I looked at the handbill and my
head turned.

3. Turn on or upon (fig.) : a. To hinge upon,

487

depend on, have as the centre or pivot of move-
ment or action.
x66i J, Stephens Procurations 26 They that turn upon

this hinge, I mean that receive Procurations upon the
ground of Custome. 171a Swift Conduct 0/ Allies p 35
Great Events often turn uponverysmallCircumstances. 1823
Exatniner z6^/2 'i'he plot., turns upon the secret marriage
of Claudio. 1892 Sat. Rev. 2 Jan. 2/2 The contest., is to
turn on Home Rule.

b. To have as its subject, be about or con-
cerned with, relate to : usually said of conversation

or debate,
App. orig. a development of prec. sense, but often associ-

ated with other senses : cf. 28.

171X Addison Sped. No. 119 f 7 As the two Points of
Good Breeding, which I have.. insisted upon, regard Beha-
viour and Conversation, there is a third which turns upon
Dress. 1729 Butler Serm, Wks. 1874 II. 49 That the con-
versation might turn upon somewhat instructive. 1879 M,
Pattison Milton xiii, 203 The Dutch drama turns entirely

on the revolt of the angels. 1884 Manch. Exam. 26 May
4/7 The debate. .did not turn upon any ,. practical pro-
position.

II. To form or shape by rotation, and derived

senses,

4. trans. To shape, esp. into a rounded form, by
cutting with a chisel or similar tool while rotating

in a lathe ; to form, work, or make by means of a
lathe. Also absol. to work with a lathe.

c X305 Land Cockayne 68 in E. E. P. (1862) 158 pe pilers

of \>a.t cloistre alle BeJ> i-turned of cristate, 1341-a Ely
Sacr, Rolls (1907) II. 117 In le turning xxx bases pro co-

lumpnis. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 507/2 Turnon, or throwe
treyne \S. Irene] vessel, iomo. 1504 in Bury Wills (Cam-
den) loi, I wyll that my sonne.. shall haue. .also ij cheyres,

on turnyd and the other closse. 1600 J. Porv tr. Leo^s
Africa v. 253 Such as turne wooden vessels, 1756 Mrs.
Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitl. Club) 212 A famous
turner.., he turns things in ivory that would exceed beleif.

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 140 In turning, .metals
..and even wood, much depends upon the proper manage-
ment of the tools. 1858 Ramsay Remin. iv. (1870) Bo He.

.

taught us to saw, and to plane, and to turn,

b. Building. To form, construct, build (an

arched or vaulted structure).

1703 MoxoN Afech. Exerc. 256 You may turn Arches over
those insufficient places, .. and ,. Arches inversed, or upside
down. X7«o W. Stukeley Mem. ^ Corr. (Surtees) I, 32 At
this time [i7o6-7l.,the great arch of boards was made to

turn the Cupola of St. Pauls, 1828 Elmes Metrop. Im*
prov. 88 liie arches for the coal-cellars [were] turned.

o. Cookery. To pare off the rind or peel of (an

orange, lemon, etc.) round and round in a long

narrow thin strip ; to stone (an olive) in this way.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Twrw/w^ (among Confectioners)

a. .manner of paring.. Oranges and Lemons when the,.

Rind., is par'd off very thin and narrow,.; turning it (the

knife] round about the Fruit, so as the Peel may be ex-

tended to a very great length. 1846 Soykr Cookery 43
Turning or peeling mushrooms is an art that practice alone

can attain. 1904 Daily Chron. 6 June 8/5 Soak the olives

in cold water .., drain thoroughly and proceed to 'turn
'

them.., This means to peel them very evenly.. so that it un-
folds, .in one strip, which will close up again, .without the
stone in the centre when done.

d. Knitting and Lace-making. To make in a
curved form : see quots.
1882 Caulfeild & Saward Did. Needle^vork 504/x Turn

Heel'~%w Knitting Stockings. Ibid. 504/2 To Turn a
Scallop : work across to the inside . . hut instead of complet-
ing the edge, work back with the same pair of Bobbins
[etc.}. ..Repeat until the scallop has been rounded. 2902
R. Bagot Donna Diana viii. 93 She was always knitting,

and appeared to be in a perpetual state of turning the heel

of a stocking.

5. fig. To shape, form, or fashion artistically or

gracefully : a. a material object : usually into a

rounded form, aa if shaped on a lathe. Chiefly in

pa. pple.

i6i6 B. JoNSON Devil an Ass 11. vi, This smooth, round,
And well tom'd chin. 1695 Blackmork Pr. Arthur iv, 88

He turn'd their Orbs, and polish'd all the Stars. 1711
Steklr sped. No, 2 F5 His Person is well turn'd. 1847
L. Hu^rr Men, Women, 4* B. 1. xiv. 273 The hand long,

delicate, and well turned. 1855 Thackeray in Vates*

Pecoll.'ixZS^) 1. 280 The T of the signature, ,is [not] near so

elegant as my ordinary T's are;.. my attention was drawn
offjust as I was turning it.

D. a piece of literary work, a tune, a compli-

ment, etc.

1636 B. JoNsoH Discov. Wks. (Rlldg.) 762/2 Cast not

away the quills . , ; but bring all to the forge and file again ;

torn it anew. 1687 A. Lovell tr, Thevenot's Trav. i. Cj h.

The Reader, .is not to expect that the Language should be

so Accurate, nor the Style so well turned, as [etc.). 1791

Hoswrll Johnson an. 17541 Some studied compliments, so

finely turned, that [etc.l. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis ix,

If I could turn a tune,. , I should sing. 1850 W. Irving

Goldsmith xv. 178 Turning a couplet.

fc. pa. pple. Of a person (or the mind, etc.):

Naturally adapted, fitted, or 'cut out* for some
pursuit, Obs.

1671 Trmple Lei. to de Witt Wks. 1731 II. 247, I find I

am better turned for making a good Gard'ner. 1723 in

Eng. Hist, Re%>. Jan. (1912) 56 note, A head the most turned

for business of any I have known. 1728 Swift Jrnl. Mod.
Lady 36 By nature turn'd to play the rake, 1767 Woman of
Fashion I. 41 A Genius like her's, is little turn'd to Business.

III. To change or reverse position.

* Senses denoting change of position^

6. intr. To move or shift (by a rotary motion,

or through an angle) so as to change one*s posture

TURN.
or position ; esp. to shift the body (as on an axis)
from side to side ; to twist or writhe about.
To make a person turn in his grave: see Grave sb."^ i d.
ciooo i^LFKic Hom. (Th.) II. 508 He ealle gefaestnode

lieora fet to eor3an...Hi tyrndon mid bodije, sebisedum
sceancum. £:iaos Lav. 4586 Scipen l7er sunken... In >a
teonfulle sae Tonieden saedes, c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 543 But
he lepe vp on hei?, . . & l>i name lakke Wih proude wordes. .

.

And turne as a tyrant i?at turmentejjhim-seiue [etc.]. 1500-
ao Dunbar Poems Uix. 11, I walk [= wake], I turne, sleip
may I nocht. a 1^00 Dkvden (J.), I turn'd, and try'd each
corner of my bed, To find if sleep were there, but sleep was
lost. 1827 Scott Chron. Canongate v, Turning to the other
side to enjoy his slumbers. 1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My
Love II, V. 92 It is enough to make your poor father turn in
his grave. x888 [see Grave sb,^ i d],

b. To move circularly or as on a pivot, so as to
face all ways successively, or so as ultimately to
face in the opposite direction. (Cf. 2, 10.)
1500-30 Dunbar Poems Ixvi. 43 On thair conscience. .May

turne aucht oxin and ane wane. 1644 Evklyn Diary 8 Feb.,
Capable of containing an hundred coaches to turne com-
modiously. 1893 Chamb. Jrnl. 28 Jan. 50/2 She veered as
if she would turn within her own length.

c. Said of the scale or beam of a balance, or of
the balance itself : To move up or down from the

horizontal position, (Cf. 49, 58.)
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 330 If the scale doe turne But

in the estimation of a hayre, 1654 tr. Scudery^s Curia Pol,

59 To weigh in the Scales and not discern how the Beam
turnes. 1827 Kabaday Chem. Metnip. ii. {1842) 25 Another
balance, .turning with about one-halfor one-third of a grain.

7, trans. To alter the position or posture of (an

object) by moving it through an angle; to move
(a thing or person) into a different posture.

1377 Langl, p. pi. B. xvn. 183 Vnfolden or folden, my
fuste & myn paume, Al is but an hande [— one hand] how
so 1 tome it. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 507/1 Turnon a thynge,
verto, verso. 1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 65 Some partes
of the skinne are wholly immouable, and resistant to turne.

1644 S. Kem Messengers Prepar. 22 He speaks too late.,

for a reprieve, when the ladder is turned. 1711 Addison
sped. No. 120 F 14 When she [a hen] has laid her Eggs,.,
what Care does she take in turning them frequently ! 1720
Watts Moral Songs, Sluggard'}, As the door on its hinges,

so he on his bed Turns his sides, and his shoulders, and his
heavy head. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. iv. 100
He cannot be lifted up or even turned in bed, without
having a tendency to faint. 1885 'Mrs, Alexander' At
Bay iv, He took up a paper-knife, which he turned rest-

lessly to and fro.

b. rejl. = senses 6, 6 b, Obs, or arch.

13.. Sir Beues (A,) 4414 pat lane was so narw..He ne
Arondel, is stede, Ne mi^te him terne. c 1385 Chaucer
L,G, W, ProL 144 Vpon the braunches..In hire delyt.they
turned hem ful ofte. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy
Soc.) 75, 1 myght not lye styll ; On every syde I tourned
me ful ofte.

8, Jig. To consider in different aspects ; to revolve

in the mind. (See also turn over, 77 e.)

1725 [see turn about^ 65 e]. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Sutherl. (Colbum) 54 Turn these things in your mind. 189X
Strand Mag. II, i'&z/^t 1 pondered over it, and turned it

every way in my mind.

9, To give a curved or crooked form to ; to bend
or twist ; t to fold (quot. 1 303) ; f to form by twisting,

to plait (quot. 1665); to bend or twist round some-
thing so as to encircle it (quot. 1821); to form by
bending (quot, 1837*-). (Cf, turn down, 71 a.)

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 1153 [He] bade hym take
A safe . . And , . turne hyt tweyfolde . . And ley hyt on hys
fadyr for colde. 14., Sloane MS. igS6 If. 19b, Wyspes
drawen out at fote and syde, Wele wrethyn and turnyd,

x66s HooKE Microgr. xxvii. 1,19 Let all the sides of this Box
he turned of Basket-work. t8ai Scott Kenilw. xiv, A bonnet
..encircled with a gold chain turned three times round it.

1827 — Surg, Dau. xiv, His mustaches were turned and
curled. 1827 Faraday Chetn. Manip. xiv, (1842) 307 Those
[tubes] which are turned or bent, and soldered with gold, will

not bear the high temperature.

b. Spec. To bend back (the edge of a sharp

instrument) so as to make it useless for cutting ; to

blunt in this way. To turn edge, to have the edge
thus bent, to become blunt. Also^^,
0x568 AscHAM Scholem. (Arb.) 32 Quickewittes are.. like

ouer sharpe tooles, whose edges be verie soone turned. 15M
Shaks, 2 Hen. VI, w. i. 180 ThisNewes 1 thinkehath turn d
your Weapons edge. 1639 Fuller Holy War v, iii, (1647)

234 However at this time they might turn edge, they had
formerly been true blades for his Holinesse, 1673-4 Grew
Anat. Trunks \\.y\\. § 3 It turns not the edge of their Knives.

1714 FiDDES Pract, Disc. 11. 82 A difficuUy sufficient to turn

the edge of the finest wit, 1879 J. C. Shairp Burns viii,

193 When the caustic wit is beginnmg to get too biting, the

edge of it is turned by a touch of kindlier humour.

C. To turn (a person) round onis {little) Jinger,

a proverbial phrase denoting that one can * do what
one likes' with him, (Cf. turti and wind, 64b.)
1855 [see Finger j^. 3 a], 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at

Oxf. XXV. (iT"
'

one's finger.

sf, 3
44. I am sure one could turn him round

d. inir. for pass. To assume a curved form, to

bend ; to become blunted by bending. (See also

turn againj 66 e.)

(1579: see turn agam,66e.'\ 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. <y /Ir/ I, 4 If..it be too soft, , .the edge will turn or bend.
** Senses denoting reversal ofposition.

10. trans. To reverse the position or posture of

;

to move into the contrary position, so that the

upper side becomes the under (= turn Upsidb
down), or the front the back; to invert.
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See also /wTM aimi,65d: turn mtr, 77a! turn round,

78 e. Tatumfurilt: see TvtTt.% si.' 7,

ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 103 Wi list t>u tumd (orig. L.

tronus\ on )« eorSe? aris. C1440 Douce MS. SS ^f- '5 hi

Folde vppe the cake .. & turne it onys in the panne.

,533 J. Heywood ^oian A iv b, It were tyme for to touriie

The pye, for ywys it doth borne. 1577 B. Googk tr.

NeresiiuA's Husi. +6 The grasse being cutte, must be well

tedded and turned. 1687 A. Lovkll tr. Thevenots Trav. I.

268 They turn a half minute Sand-Glass. 1706 Phillips

s. V. Literal Fault, When a Letter is. .uanspos'd or turn'd.

1773 BoswELL Tour Hebrides 3 Oct., When he turned his

cup at Aberbrothick, where we drank tea. 1868 Miss Yonoe

Piifits of St. John vii. 97 He turned his horse, and was

about to flee. 187S Ruskin Fors Clav. V. liii. 117 Her.

.

fine legerdemain in turning pancakes.

t b. fig. To invert the order of, to reverse ; to

convert (a proposition). Obs.

a 1S69 KiNGESMYLl. Godly Advise (1580) soChriste toumed
Water into Wine. Turne not his miracle, make not, 1

meane, water of wine. 1654 Z. Coke Z<^V:* 114 These, .are

not to be turned ; Christ is a vine ; Bread is Christs body.

iL Spec. a. To reverse (a leaf of a book) in order

to read (or write) on the other side (or on the next

leaO ; to do this with the leaves of (a book) in

succession, to read or search through. (See also

turn over, 77 b, and Leaf sh. 7 b.)

In quoL f 1830, to find and open at the place in (the

service-books) for the organist and choir ; cf. turn up, 80 h.

c 117S Lay. 46 Laweman l?es bokes bi[h]eolde An ^e leues

tornde [c 1205 wende]. 1377 Langu P. PI. B. iM. 337 Had
she loked >at o|>er half and l)e lef torned. 1516 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 167 Handes..redy to turne theyr boke.

IS99 Davies Imntort. Soul Introd. xiv. When we have all

the learned Volumes turn'd. l688 Penton Guard. Instruct.

(1877) 67 Able to read Greek, and turn the Lexicon upon
occasion, c 1830 G. Elvey in Buwpus^s Cathedrals,

Canterbury (1906) 36 Going down .. to turn the books for the

service one morning. Mod. I had just turned the leaf of

my diary and begun to write on the other side.

b. To reverse the position of the turf, or of the

soil, in ploughing or digging, so as to bring the

under parts to the surface. Also absol.

In quot. 1844, to bring (seed) under by doing this. See

also turn in, 72 b: turn over, 77 c; turn up, 80 f.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 81 Thou shalt yoke hem and make
hem to tournc foure rodd of londe. 1513 Fitzherb. Husi.

§ 4 Howe these plowes shulde be tempered, to plowe and
turne clene. 1697 Dryden Virg. Ceorg. iii. 138 Starting,

with abound He turns the Turf, and shakes the solid Ground.

1799 Ht. Lee Canterb. T., Old IVoman's T. (ed. 2) L 392

The earth has been newly turned. 1815 Mirror V. 278/2

He . . when turning peats walked . . fearlessly among the Hags
of Lochar Moss. 1844 JmL R. Agric. Soc. V. 1. 62 The seed

being sown on the surface, and turned under by a shallow

furrow with the plough. 189a Sat. Rev. it June 671/1 The
first sod of the. . Railway was turned on Tuesday.

o. To reverse (a garment, etc.) so that the inner

side becomes the outer, to turn inside out; hence, to

alter or remake by putting the inner side outward.

1483, ISSJ [implied in Turned///, a. 6cl. iSS7 limplied

in Turncoat! 1576- (see Coat ii. 13]. i^ Shaks. ?"«»/.

Shr. III. iL 44 A paire of olde breeches thrice turn'd. 1680

V. Alsop Mischief Imfos. Ep. Ded., Like an old Livery

new tumM and fresh trim'd up. 1834 Mrs. Carlyle Lett.

(1883) L to, I am now turning my pelisse. 1893 Illustr.

Sport. H Dram. News ti Feb. 774/2 A way of turning an

old frock. (See also turn one's coat 51.)

12. To cause (the stomach) to reject or revolt

against the food (also transf. snAfig., as in quots.

1749, 1818) ; to turn the stomach of, to nauseate,

to disgust extremely.
i6aa MABBEtr. Aleman's GuzmaudAlf.w. 355,1 may not

giue it a worse word, for feare of turning thy stomake. 1738

Pope Epil. Sat. 11. 182 This filthy simile.. Quite turns my
stomach. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones i. i. The one provokes

. .the most languid appetite, the other turns and palls that

which is.. keenest. 1818 Byron Ch. Har, iv. Ixxvi, The
daily drug which turn'd My sickening memory. 189a Teviple

Bar Mag. Sept. 35 Questions that would turn the stomach

of a school inspector.

b. inir. Of the stomach : To be affected with

nausea.
1710 De Foe Crusoe (i 840) I L iv. 78 Their stomachs turned

at this sight. 1:1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 159 He was
obliged to take it out of h'ls mouth again, for his stomach

turned against it.

rV. To change or reverse course.

* Senses denoting change ofcourse or direction.

13. trans. To alter the course of ; to cause to go

another way; to divert, deflect. (In quot. (-1200

refl. = 16.)

See also turn aside, 67a; turn off. Tit. Turn house

(Mining): see quot. 1778, and cf. House sb.^ 7 c.

c isoo Ormin 6568 patt ta t>reo kingess turrndenn hemm
Ut off l>e rihhte wejje, & forenn till Herode. ciaos Lay.

4092 He tumde his fare & ferd feorh riht to Wales. 1303

R. Bruhne Haiidl. Synne tfi-ii. As a shyppe bat ys turned

with be rojwr. c 1330 — Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8165 Do
scope t>is water, & turn l>e borne. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,
III. 1. 136 Youshall haue Trent turn'd. a 1648 Ln. Herbert
Autobiog. (1824) 66 His Rod over the left Ear of his Horse,

which he is to use for turning him every way. a 1680 Ckki.-

socx. Attrib. God^i-^) IL 67 You. .see a. .flight of birds.,

turn wing another way. 1778 Pryce Min. Comub, 99 If they

are working or driving from east to west, . . and perceive the

Lode is gone, . .they, .turn house as they call it, or, in other

words, they drive north or south. 1794 Act for inclosing

South Kelsey 12 Such . . Path so stopped up or turned. i8ai

Class Vitl. Minstr. 1 1. 48 They turn'd the winding rivu.

let's course.

b. To check the course of ; to cause to go aside

or retreat (cf. 19) ; to throw off, keep out (wet).

488

c itM Sanderson Serm. (1689) 204 Like an unruly colt . .

;

no ground will hold him, no fence turn him. a 1658 Cleve*
LAND Inund. Trent 60 We whose unliquor'd Hides will turn

no wet. i8ai Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 51 Spreading thorns

that turn'd a summer shower. 1843 Macaulay Horatius
xliv, With shield and blade Horatius Right deftly turned
the blow. i8^s Eng. Illustr. Mag. IX. J53 The snapping
of a dry stick is not sufficient to turn the tiger.

14. fig. To divert or deflect from a course of

action, purpose, thought, etc. ; to alter the course

of (something immaterial) ; f sometimes (with mix-

ture of sense 34), to pervert, misapply [pbs^.

See also turn aside, 67 a ; turn off, 73 f.

c laoo Ormin 14240 Swa to turrnenn all be hoc Till bejve
gredijnesse. a m% Leg. Kath. 1514 Ne mei me nowSer
teone ne tintreohe turnen From mi leofmonnes luue. a 1340

Hampole Psalter xvii. 41, I sail noght be turnyd fra bat

entent. 1474 Caxton Chesse ill. iii. (1885) 95 How torne

they the lawe and statutes at their pleasir. 1591 Shaks.
I Hen. VI, V. iv. 59 Will nothing turne your vnrelenting

hearts? i6ai Fletcher & Massinger Prophetess 111. iii. It

is not in thy power to turn this destiny. 1687 Dryden
Hind 4- P. HI. 34 She turn'd the talk. 1766 Goldsm. Vic.

W. xxviii, No submission can turn our severe master,
_ 1859

Jephson Brittany xvi. 273, I.. turned the conversation to

something else. 1888 Brvce Amer. Commw. I. v. 55 These
thirty six votes turned the election. [Cf. 49, jS.]

tb. To mislead, beguile, cheat. Obs. rare~\
f 1384 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. * T. 618 Hym to bigile

he thoghte. .Til he had terned hym, he koude nat Wynne,

fc. refl. To change one's course of action. Obs.

1535 Coverdale Josh. xxiv. 20 Yf ye forsake the Lorde, .

.

then shall the Lorde turne him, and do you euell. — Ps.

xc. 13 Turne the agayne (o Lorde) at the last, and be

gracious vnto thy seruauntes.

15. t a. To transfer, hand over. (Cf. turn over,

77 h.) Also intr. in passive sense. Obs.

C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 185 He dude his wille bar-ofle,

swo ich wile mine, nu hit [property] is to me iturnd. c 1290

Betet 243 in .T. Eng. Leg. I. 113 pis holi Man was i-torned

fram be office of holi churche To a gret office of be worlde.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 301 pe abbot was i-

chaunged and i.torned [orig. L. translalus est] to his owne
abbay in Normandie. 1400 in Ancestor July (1904) 14 Yef
it so be that Sir Nicholl deye..I wil that the fornseyd

place wyth alle the portenans torne to Anneys Nook myn
servant. 1535 Coverdalk i Chron. xi. [x.) ^14 Therfore

slewe he him, & turned the kyngdome vnto Dauid. — Lam.
V. 2 Oure enheritaunce is turned to the straungers.

b. ' To keep passing in a course of exchange or

traffick '
(J.) ; to cause (money or commodities) to

circulate.

See also turn over, 77 i. To turn the penny, to turn an
honestpenny : see Penny 9k, Honest a. 4b.

1605 B. JoNSON Volpone i. i, I turne no moneys, in the

publike banke. 1673 Temple Ess. Adv. Trade Irel. in

Misc.i,\(Ao) no Hide, Tallow, Butter .. yield the readiest

Money of any [commodities] that are turned in this King,

dom. 18153 D. G. Mitchell Farm Edgewood 214 The
shopkeeper, who turns his capital three or four times in

a year.

16. intr. To change one's course, so as to go in

a different direction ; to deviate.

See also turn aside, 67 bj /. away, 68 f ; /. dcmoi, 71 h ; A in,

72ej /. off, 73k; t. up, 80 1.

13. . Sir Beues (A.) 3669 Out of be way 5he gan terne Ase

jhe wolde do hire dedes derne. 1375 Barbour Bruce ill.

106 (Juhen bai be king.. Saw sua behind his mengne rid.

And saw him torne sa mony tid. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse
(Arb.) 41 Hee runnes farre that neuer turnes. 1645 Evelyn
Diary 21 Feb., Turning a little down we came to another

piazza. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i. As they turned

into the Strada di Toledo he had nearly lost them. 1827

Scott Highl. Widow v. He.. turned from the road, and
descended the path towards the hut. 1894 Bahing-Gould
Kitty Alone II. 164, I shall turn to the left, and leave the

road. fig. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 292 Imminent

miserie, . . (they say) together with the almes, turneth from

them to the poore man. 1697 Dryden /Eneid Ded., Ess.

(ed. Ker) II. 202 Virgil, .turns short on the sudden into

some similitude, which diverts, .your attention from the

main subjecL

b. Naut. To beat to windward ; to tack.

1569 Sir J. Hawkins Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 37 With contr.-u-y

windes blowing, whereby for feare of the shore we were faine

to hale off to haue ankerhold, sometimes a whole day and a

night turning vp and downe. 1633 T. James Voy. 93 We
turned amongst this Ice, staying the Ship. 1706 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4215/3 The Wind being at North-East, they turned

all that day. ., but could not fetch Torbay. 1835 Marryat
/>/>«/« xvi, The sloop of w-ar.. continued to turn to wind-

ward. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Turn to windward,

to, to gain on the wind by alternate tacking.

t o. Turn about (something); to walk or travel

round, circumambulate. Obs,

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. ill. xxi. nob.
They goe turning seuen times about a fouresquare towre.

1641 Tasman Jrnl. in Ace. Scv. Late Voy. L (1694) 135 In

turning about this Island there appeared very few Men.

d. Of the wind : To shift, so as to blow from a

different quarter.

i6ia Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 587 Unlesse the

winde turne from West into the South. 170J Marwood
Diaryia Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. VII. 121 After Noon the

Wind turneti, and it rayned a little.

e. Of a road, path, line, etc. : To change direc-

tion, as at a bend or curve ; also, to branch off at

an angle from the main road or line.

IS3S Coverdale Josh. xix. 34 Their border.. goeth out

vnto lordane, and turneth westwarde to Asnoth Ihabor.

l8ai Scott Kenilvl. xiii. Following the smith down a lane

which turned to the left hand towards the river. 189a

Harper's Mag. May 907/2 Railways turn and curve through

the valleys.

TUBN.

17. trans. To bend one's course so as to get to

the other side of ; to go or pass round (a comer,
etc.). See also Corner sby 2 b.

1687-1877 [see Corner sb} 2 b]. 1743 P. Francis tr. Hor.
Odes I. i. 6 To turn with kindling wheels the goal. 1820
Bei.zoni Egypt ^ Nubia III. 318 With the expectation, that
on turning the next angle, I should have the glorious sight.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 493 Before Columbus
had crossed the Atlantic, before Gama had turned the Cape.

b. Mil. To get round (an enemy's position,

etc.) ; alsofig. See also tumfiank, 55.
18^5-6 Trench Huts. Led. Ser. 11. i. 152 Not so much

anxiously defending our own position as confidently turning
theirs. 1861 Mill Utilit. v. 84 These are difficulties;.. and
many devices have been invented to turn rather than to
overcome them. 189a Black ^ IVhite 19 Mar. 371/2 The
skill of the attack in turning the Russian defences.

18. To pass, get beyond (a particular age, time,

or amount).
1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum. France I. 90 Let a man once

turn sixty.. and his natural heirs are sure of liim. 1844
W. H. Maxwell Sports ^ Adv. Scotl. xxxvii. (1855) 290,

I had turned my fourteenth year. 1893 Illustr. Sport, /jr

Dram. News 10 June 524/3 It had turned a quarter past

one. z8^ Q. Rev. Jan. 194 'J"he vast * Coleccion de docu.
mentos ineditos ' is turning the hundred in the numbering
of its volumes.

b. pa. pple. (in active sense) with or (now more
usually in England) without of: Having passed (a

particular age or time) ; more than, past.

X700 CoNGREVE Way of World III. viii, I hear he is turn'd

of forty. 1703 Farquhar Inconstant i. i, D. Sirrah,"What's

a Clock? P. Turn'd of Eleven, Sir. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi

Joum. France I. 21 The little knot of unmarried females

turned fifty. 1890 Fenn Double Knot I. i. 84 I'm nineteen,

..and you are turned twenty. 1892 Harper's Mag. Aug.
450/2, I was young then—only just turned of two-and-
twenty. And now, . . I am turned of forty-five !

** Senses denoting reversal of course or direction.

19. trans. To reverse the course of ; to cause to

go in the opposite direction : = turn back, 69 a.

Miofig.
Turn the dice (quot fl!i7oo), to reverse the luck.

13. . Cursor M. 20713 (Cott) Feres, gon we .son onan. And
turn we bis processiun. 1664 Howard & Dryden Ind.
Queen il ii. Till this strange man had power to turn the tide.

And carry conquest unto any side, a 1700 Drvuen Cock ff

Fox 754 But see how Fortune can confound the Wise, And
when they least expect it, turn the Dice.

20. intr. To reverse one's, or its, course ; to

begin to go, or to tend, in the opposite direction

;

to be reversed : = turn back, 69 e. (Jit. andyf^.)

c xaos Lay. 7547 He., tumde to Bxme Ictrjs tornde to

flende]. a 1400 Cato's Morals 170 in Cursor M. p. 1671

Quen bi hap turnis baft, and logh bou lise. 1593 Shaks.
Lucr. 646 My vncontrolled tide Turnes not, but swels the

higher by this let. 168^ Lond. Gaz. No. 2518/3 About four

in the Afternoon the Tide turn'd. 1827 Disraeli Vi7i. Grey
V. xiv. Stocks fell . . , the exchange turned, money became
scarce. 1867 J. B. Rose tr. Virgits j^neid 337 Before a
woman do ye turn and flee ? 1885 Malf.t Cot. Endcrby's

Wife III. iv, I fancied, .the luck would turn.

1 21. intr. To go or come back ; to return. (See

also turn again, 66 b.) Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. ii526(Cott.) pai had in wil bat ilk night

To torn be herods. £1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1619 (Hypsi-

pyte ^ Medea) So that je schat nat die But turnyn sound
horn to goure tessalye. c t^ao Anturs of Arth.iiZ^ Turne
bou to tuskayne. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, IV. iv. 184 Ere
from this warre thou turne a Conqueror.

t b. Of property : To return to the former pos-

sessor ; to revert. {See a[%o turn again, 66 c.) Obs.

xgoo Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 537 Landis . . To be haldin to the

said Patrik and hys airis maill . . , the quhilkis failyeand

turnand to me.. and my airis.

\o. trans. To give or send back; to return. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, IV. i. 39, I will turne thy falshood to

thy hart. Where it was forged, with my Rapiers point. 1637

B. JoNSON Sad Sheph. l ii. She'll turn us thanks.

v. Senses allied to III and IV, but referring

specially to direction or destination.

22. a. trans. To change the direction of; to

direct another way, or different ways alternately

(esp. the eyes or face) ; sometimes, to avert ( = turn

away, 68 a) ; also, to cause to face in the opposite

direction ( = turn round, 78 e).

a 1300 Cursor M. 4311 (Cott.) Fleand turn bou noght \nn

ei. c 1300 St. Margarete 128 pe justise. .nolde loke berto

Ac bihuld abac & tournde his egen. c 1450 Myrc Par. Pr.

63 Tuynde \v. r. Turne] byn ye bat thow ne se The cursede

worldes vanyte. c 1460 Toivneley Myst. iii, 336 For lak nor

for gille wille I turne my face 'lille I hauc.spon a space

on my rok. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 353 Often

he turns his Eyes, and.. Surveys the pleasing Kingdoms.
184a 'Tennyson Walking to Mail 38 Jack, turn the horses'

heads and home again. 184a— Day Dream Prol. 17 Turn
your face. Nor look with that too-earnest eye.

b. refi. To change one's position (or course) so

as to face (or go) another way : = c. arch.

13.. Cursor M. i7288-f224 (C^tt) Scho tourned hir and
saje our lord stand nere. c 1400 Destr. Troy i looo Turnes

yow full tyte, & laries a while. 1592 Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul.

1. i. 74 Turne thee Benuolio, looke vpon thy death. 1849

M. Arnold Sick King in Bokhara 127 Turning him quickly

to go in.

o. intr. To change one's position so as to face

in the contrary, or a different, direction ; to face

about.
Right turn I, Left turn .', as military words of command
= turn (through a right angle) to the right, to the left ,•

'
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Right about turn ! = turn (by a movement to the right) so

as to face in the opposite direction (see Right about),
c lays Lav, 26576 po tornden hii sone . . And ech his sweord

swi}>e droh. 1388 Wyclif yo/in i. 38 Jhesu tumede, and
say hem suynge hym. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon Ijx. 205
Whan they aprochyd nereTHuon sodenly toumyd. x6o6
Shaks. Tr. ^ Cr. v. vii, 33 Turne slaue and fight, 1667
Milton P. L. viii. 507 Seeing me, she turn'd. 1780 C.
Simeon in Carus Li/e (1847J 19 Turning at the Creed, [I]

saw the table covered. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. ii, He ,

.

turned upon his heel, and walked out. 1890 A. Gissing
Vill. Hcutipden 1 1, iv. 72 He recognised her figure, but never
turned to look behind.

23. With reference chiefly to the new direction

taken, (See also uses with adverbs in VIII.)

a. trans. To direct, present, point (towards or

away from some specified person or thing, or in

some specified direction).

c lias Lay. 20658 Turnden [c 1*75 tornde] heo heore ordes,

Stikeden & sloven Al |>at heo neh comen. c 1830 Mali Meid.
17 pu most turne ^je rug \— back}, a 1330 Roland^ V. 341
An image.. Stode on a roche..pe face of him was turned
sou^ ri^t. ct43S Wyntoun Cron. v. xiv. 5608 Be )>e takyn
J>at J>at ymage Had turnyt fra Romule his wissage. a 1533
Ld. Bebners Huon Ixxxii. 254 He toumyd his face to her
warde, 1583 Melbancke PJiilotimus Hjb, You are so
wetherwise, turninge your tayle into euery wj-nde. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 527 His gentle dumb expression turn'd at
length The Eye of Eve to mark his play, a 1700 Dryden
Ovufs Met. xiii. Acis, Pol. ^ Galatea iii Plums, to tempt
you, turn their glossy side. 1736 Mrs. Calderwood in

Coltnest Collect. (Maitl. CI.) 205 The armies upon which the
eyes of all Europe are turned. 1823 Scott Qucntin D.
xxxvi, D'Hymbercourt turned two culverins on the gate.

1880 L. Stephen Pope vi. 157 A soured man prefers to turn
his worst side outwards.

b. rejl. — next sense, arcA. (See also e.)

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. {Egipdafie) 265, I ma nocbt
me turne to t»e. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xvi, 72 When a
man turnez him to |>e este. 1548-^ (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer

^

Coittntunion (Rubric), Then the priest shall turne hym to the
people. X5j)6 Shaks. Merch. V, xix. ii. 138 Turne you where
your Lady is. 1715 Pope Odyss. iii. 603 The Monarch turns

him to his royal guest. i8ia Cary Dante, Paradise xxii. 2

To the guardian of my steps I turn'd me,

c. intr. To change one's position so as to face

towards or away from some specified person or

thing; to direct oneself; to face (with implied

change of direction). See also e.

cxyt^Spec. Gy lyarzu. 435 For toward hem he wole turne
Bobewra|>fu! and eke Sterne, c z^asCursor Af. 11711 (Trin.)

lesu turned to J>at tre. 1593 Shaks. 3 //en, K/, i. i. 189
Turne this way Henry, and regard them not. x6oa
Harington Nugx Ant. (ed. Park 1804) I. 321 To turne
askante from her condition withe tearlesse eyes. 1754 Gray
Poesy 37 Where'er she turns the Graces homage pay. 18.

.

T. Moore Irish Melodies^ ' She isfarfrom the land ' i, But
coldly she turns from their gaze, and weeps. 1890 A. Gissing
Vill. Hampden IL xiii. 373 All faces turned towards him as
he rose,

+ d. (without the notion of change.) To have a

specified direction or aspect ; to face. Ohs. rare.

153s CovKBDALE Ezek. xHii. 1 He brought me to y* dore,
that turneth towarde the east. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'Acostas Hist. Indies in. xxt. 188 In places whereas the

land, .turnes from the shadow of the mountaines.

e. In not to know which way to turn (or turn
oneself ajch.)^ and similar phrases, the sense is

partly lit. and partly Jt^, ( =» what course to take,

what to do : of. 38 c).

c X400 Brut xxxix. 146 He hade so miche to done wi^ )>e

Erl Kandulf . . & wi^ Hugh Bigot . . l>at he ne wist whider to
turne. 15*6 Tindals Luke xxl 25 They shall not tell which
waye to turne them selves. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag.
Advt. Ciij b^ We have been at our wits end, and knew not
which way in the World to turn our selves. 1719 Db Fok
Crusoe (1840) IL x. 219 They knew not which way to turn
themselves- 1815 Watertom IVand, S, Amer. in, iiL 270
There is a vast deal of knowledge to be picked up . . which-
ever way we turn ourselves- 1885 Sir W. V. Field in Zow
Times Rep. LIl. 651/1 She did not know which way to turn
to find means,

24. a. trans. To direct in the way of movement;
to set going in a particular direction ; to bend the

cocrse of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13476 (CotU If ^>ai. .turn ham(= home]
)»ir wat, Bi ^e wai son faile sal |)ai. a 1548 Hall Chron.t
Hen. V 49 In whiche . . just quarel al good persons shal
rather set bothe theyr feete forwarde, then once to turne
theyr one heale backward. 169a Prior Ode in Imit. Horace
X, Wherever old Rhine his fruitful Water turns. 1891 AVw
Reo. Oct. 347 He then turned his steps towards the south.

b. refl. «= next sense, arch.
a 1140 Sawles IVarde in Cott. Horn. 257 Al l>at bird..

tnmeo ham treowHliche to wit hare lauercL a 1300 Cursor
M. 2391 (Cott.) Abram turned him to J>e south, c 148s J.
Kay tr. Caoursin's Siege of Rhodes p 7 And thenne they
tourned theyme in the see toward Rhodes. 1700 S. L. tr.

Fryke's Voy, E. Jnd. 306 We turned our selves to a River.
1867 J. B. Rose tr. Virgits Mneid 342 Turn thee hither,
turn thee.

c. intr. To direct one*s course ; to set oneself

to go in a particular direction : usually with im-
plied change of course (cf. 16) ; sometimes almost
synonymous with * go * or * come *, with special

reference to destination.
cxiooOrmin 6596, & tatt te kingess turrndenn efft Till

^eyjre rihhte we^^e. CXX90 S. Eng. Leg. L 25/54 P''>t ^^
scholde after J>is lijf tuyrne into pulke bUs. r 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 3545 pay . . in-to J>e paleys l>an tornde. c 1470
Golagros ff Caw. 2 The king turnit on ane tyde towart
Tuskane. a 1631 Donne Poems {16^0) "jS Turne thou ghost
that way, and let me turne this. 1653 Walton Angleri. 38,

VouX,

I thought we had wanted three miles of the thatcht House
..but now we are at it, we'l turn into it. xSg^Ccfrnh. Mag,
Nov. 474 Thither their footsteps turn,

25, trans. To cause or command to go ; to send,

drive ; esf. (with qualifying adv. or advb, phrase)

to send or order away, dismiss.
See also tTtm away, 68 c; /. (?^ 73 h; t. out, 75 c, e. In

quot. 1003 app. short for turn loose (61 b).

xSa6 TiNDALE Hed. xi. 34 [They] turned to fiyght the
armees of the alientes. 1545 Ascham Toxoph, i. (Arb.) 88
Where they turned with so fewe Archers so many Frenche*
men to flight. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary \\. (1625) 118
They are turned at the last quite forth by the elbowes. 1600
Shaks. A. Y, L. in. i. 18 Push him out of dores .. turne
him going. « 1649 Winthrop j:V«v ^^. (1853) II. 267 A
vessel .. was fallen into the hands of D'Aulnay, who had
made prize of her, and turned the men upon an island. 178a
MissBuRNEYC^<:i//(Zvn. ix, You will not., turn me from your
door. 1891 L. Keith Halletts II. ii. ^7 He would turn me
adrift without the smallest consideration. 1903 A. Adams
Log Cowboy xiii. Five six-shooters were turned into the
ceiling.

b. spec. To drive or put forth (beasts) to pasture,

(See also /. (?«/, 75 d.) Also inyff. or allusive use
(s= prec. sense),

x6oa znd Pt. Return fr, Pamass. i. ii. 268 Clap a lock on
their feete, and turne them to commons. 1646 J. Lilburne
Unhappy Game Scotch ^ Eng. 12 When the King hath got
all, he'll turne our brethren to grasse. 1765 Museum Rust.
IV. 183 Let the grass take head for about.. three weeks,
before you turn your sheep upon it. 1825 Scott Betrothed
X, It's like old Raoul and I will be turned to grass with the
lord's old chargers. 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. L 35
The privilege of turning stock into the park.

C. To put, cast, or convey into a receptacle or

the like; now esp. by inverting the containing

vessel (cf^ 10), or diverting into a new channel
(cf. 13).
In quot. i598/7/r«i«/<7=*put into ' (a different dress), with

mixture of sense 'change ' (branch VI).

X504 Shaks. Rich. III^ i. ii. 261 But first lie turne yon
Fellow in [= into] his Graue. 1598 — Merry W. v. v. 214,
I knew of your purpose: turn'd my daughter into white.

1844 yrnl. R. A^ric. Soc. V. i. 107 The sewers.. may be
cleansed by turning some water into them out of a targe
pond. 190X Alldridge Sherbro ii.^ 15 A common method to
detect bad kernels is to turn them into great casks contain-
ing water.

d. intr, {or pass.

x8ox Naval Chron. VI. 76 At the top of the tide she
turned off the stocks.

26. ^Z^. trans. To direct or set (thought, desire,

speech, action, etc.) towards (or away from) some-
thing. Usually const. /<?, rarely on^ upon.
tin quot. 1659, to direct, refer (a person) to something

(cf. 28 d).

c ijoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 59 We and ure heldrene habbaeS
ben turnd fro him [God] eure sifNSen be deuel com on neddre
liche to adam. a xus Ancr, R. 52 Eue biheold o jien uor-
bodene eppele, . .& turnde hire lust t>er toward, & nom & et

^rerof. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6S24 pe lu^r men of dene-
march, .To hor olde lujterhede iturnd adde hor J>o3t. cx3*5
Metr. Hom. ProL 32 An unkind man es he, That turnes alle

his thoht fra the. c 1386 Chaucer Miller's 7', 6 Al his fan-

tasye Was turned for to leme Astrologye. 1483 Caxton
G. de la Tour F ij b, Moche merueylled the neyghbours
how she had tourned her berte to loue suche a pryour. X560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 490 b. Turning his tafke to him.

1659 H. Thorndike Wks.ixZifti) II, 504 Those who. .turn

simple. .Christians to that translation. 1727 Swift What
passedin Lond. Wks. 1755 III, i. 183 His mind was wholly
turned upon spiritual matters. X823 Scott Quentin D. xi.

He turned his thoughts from this siibject of reflection. 1863
A. Blomfield Mem. Bp. Bhmfield II. iii. 90 He could turn
the whole force of his mind at a moment s notice on any
subject. X883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. iv. xviii, We.. turned
our attention to poor Tom.

b. To cause or induce (a person, etc) to take a

particular course ; to direct the course of (events,

etc.). arc^.
c X386 Chaucer Knt's T. 380 Wei hath ffortune y-turned

thee the dys. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 73 The kinge he
tometh at his wiTle, And makth htm forto dreme. f 1400
Destr. Troy 2943 Throgh which treason betydes, & ternes

vmqwhile Bolde men to batell and biker with bond. x6ix

Shaks. IVint. T. in. i. 15 Great Apollo Turne all to th' best.

27., reJl. To direct one*s mind, will, attention,

etc. to or from a person or thing : = 28, 28b, 38c.

Now rare or arch.

c X200 Trin. Coll, Hom.tx Turne3 ^iu to me, and ich wile

turnen me to ^iu. fxsoo Ormin 6586 He patt turrnej>t>

himm fra Crist.. ForrleoseH? sawless 9oJ?e lihht.^ ^^375
Sc. Leg. Saints xli. [Agnes) 242 Men sal . . twrne ^aim to pe

cristine fay, XS3S Coverdale Exod. xxxii. 12 O turne the

from the fearcenesse of thy wrath. X539 Bible (Great) Ps,

XXV. 16 Turne the vnto me, and baue mercy vpon me.

X5SX Robinson tr. More's Utop. i. (1895) 87 Vnough for

hym, yea, and mere then he can well turne hym to. X832

Examiner 92/1 They were compelled to turn themselves to

other employments,

28. intr. To direct one's mind, desire, or will to

or from some person, thing, or action.

c X200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 61 We turnen ofte to him, and fro

him, c 1315 Shoreham Poems i. 122 pa^ he torni to senne

a^en. c^^^% Partenay 518 Vnto my purpos torn shall I

therfore. 1539 Bible (Great) Exod. xxxii. 12 Turne from

thy fearse wrath. x<^ Gudc <V Godlie B. (S. T, S.) 173
Turnand till Goddis infinite. 1690 Locke Hum. Und, 11.

i. § 8 Ideas. -make not deep Impressions.. till the Under-
standing turn inwards upon it self, and reflect on its own
Operations. X764 Goldsm. Trarv. B Where'er I roam,. .My
heart untravell d fondly turns to thee, X891 M, Maartens
Old Maid's Love II, iii. 46 She turned from the thought of

scandal with impatience.

b. spec. To direct one's attention to a different

subject ; to begin to speak or think of something
else.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus n, 639 (688) Now lat vs slynte of
Troylus... and late vs tourne \p.rr. torne, turne] faste Vnto
Criseyde, c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints xxi. {Clement) 622 Off l>is

matere now no mare I tel, Bot to )>e story twrne I sel Of
sancte clement X836 W. Irving Astoria III. Ivi, 188 It is

with a feeling of momentary relief we turn to something of
a more pleasing complexion. x88o L. Stephen Pope ii. 43
Let us now turn from the poems to the author's personal
career.

c. To direct one's attention to something practi-

cally ; to apply oneself /i? or take up an occupation
or pursuit,

1667 Milton P. L. v, 630 Forthwith from dance to sweet
repast they turn. 1842 Iennvson Locksley Hall 99 What
is that which I .should turn to. .? Every door is barr'd with
gold, and opens but to golden keys. 1891 Sat, Rev. 26 Dec,
730/1 He turned next to log-splitting.

d. Turn to: to refer to, look up, consult (a

book, list, table, etc.).

x63x Cotton {title) A Complete Concordance.. By helpe
whereof any passage of holy Scripture may bee readily
turned unto. X693 Locke Educ. § 172 Helvicus's Tables may
be.. turned to on all occasions. X850 Jml. R. Agric. Soc.

XI. II. 400 To their reports the reader must turn for accurate
information. 1886 K. S. Macquoid Sir % Appleby II, viii.

Ill He took up a local paper and turned to the list of
visitors.

e. To resort, betake oneself, have recourse to (a

person, etc.) ; to appeal to for help or support,
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II, 80 He turns to heaven to

witness what he feels. 1869 A. W. Ward tr. Curtius' Hist.
Greece II. 111. iii. 472 The Milesians were unable to maintain
themselves in Priene and turned to Athens. 1890 Clark
Russell Ocean Trag, I. l 20 You are the one man . . that I

should turn to in such a time. X912 Jrnl. Friends' Hist,
Soc. IX. 204 Once more we have to turn to a German
writer for information.

•t*f. To tend, have a tendency to something. Obs,
1340-70 Alex. <5- Dind. 365 Tale tende we non |>at turneb

to harme. Ibid, 469 When we tenden any tale ^at tumep
to bourde. x^^Leg.Bp.St.Androisg^t'^hsXttQ it turnes
I can no' telL

t 29. trans. To induce or persuade to adopt a
(different) religious faith (usually with implication

of its truth or excellence), or a religious or godly
(instead of an irreligious or ungodly) life ; to con-

vert ; less commonly in bad sense, to pervert

(cf. 14). Obs. or merged in other senses, a. Const.

to, into
; from.

ciaoo Ormin 169 He shall turrnenn mikell floccttU \>e

rihhte Uefe. c 1205 Lav. 12734 Heo ^encheS.. to.. turne to

heSenesse pa hse^e & ^a Issse. X297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4956
Seint birin \>e bissop..pat in to ^is lond..ysend was. To
turne )>e king of west sex, kingilf, to cristendom.

^ ax37S
Joseph Arim. 11 In J>e nome of t)e fader loseph him fole-

wede, And hedde Lturned to l?e feyj> fifti with him-seluen.

f 1380 Antecrist in Todd j Treat. IVyclif 122 pei shal.,
bowe a wey from trewbe and ben turned in to fables,

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. IVks. III. 107 We scholde nou^t tarye to

be yturned to God. c 1440 Promp. Parz>. 507/2 Turne, to

badnesse, perverto. 1513 More Rich. Ill (1641) 14 But if

grace turne him to wisedome, 1^79 W. Wilkinson Confut,
Fatnilye ofLoue, BriefDescr. iij b, Who sought to peruert
and turne from the truth xii godly Christians,

b, simply.
c X305 St, Svjithin 10 in E. E, P. (1862) 43 Seint berin her

bi weste wende And turnde ^e king kenewold as oure louerd
him grace sende. X377 Langl. P, PI, B. xv. 540 Many
miracles he wrou^te man for to turne. X539 Bible (Great)

Jer. xxxL 19 As soone as thou turnest meTl shall refourme
my selfe. c xS9a Marlowe Jew of Malta iv. i, Why,
brother, you converted Abigail . , One [friar] turn'd my
daughter, therefore he shall die. 1602 Locke Toleration
ii. Wks. 1727 IL 266 The two Reynold s (. .one a Protestant,

the other a Papist) who upon the exchange of Papers be-

tween them, were both turn'd,

30. intr. To adopt a different (esp. the true)

religion, or a godly life ; to be converted, a.

Const, to. (Now merged in sense 28.)

a X225 St, Marher. 22 Turnden |>a |>urh \>is to criste swiSe

monie. ^1300 Cursor M. 22119 (Edinb.) If J>ai wil no^te

turne til his lare, He sal taim sla wi|>outin spare. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 335 pe kyng of Bulgares and
his men tornede to Cristes feyand oileve, \cx\iq Hampole*s
Psalter Ixxxvi. 3 (MS. U^) pai resceyf sinfull men that will

torune [? tourne] to me. c 1$^ Marlowe Faust, v. 8 Abjure
this magic, turn to God again, 1891 Temple Bar Dec. 599
It is never too late to turn to God.]

b. simply. To be converted ; to repent, arch.

ct^oo Cursor M. 19013 (Edinb.) pis wordis herd, l»air

hertis gan turne, alsua for l?aire misdedis murne. X3. . Ibid.

16762+148 (Cott.) Mony paX stode & sa^e..Torned & wore
baptized. 1526 Tindale Matt, xviii. 3 Except ye tourne
and become as children. 1679 Establ. Test 45 So would
they say to all Protestants, . . Turn, or burn. 1876 W. Abnot
Anchor ofSoul 333 If. .the lost shall turn, they will get life

in the Lord.

o. To go over to another side or party ; to re-

volt, desert. Const, to. arch.

x»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9891 Richard l>e kinges sone,..

Ajen is fader turnde to |>e king of france alas ! 13 . . Cursor
M. 15137 (Cott.) All Jjis werld es turnand Til him. CX470
Henrv IVallace 1. 110 Erie Patrik than ..Till our fa turnd,

and harmyng did ws mast. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. V/, i. i.

151 All will reuott from me, and turne to him. 18. . J.
Forbes Battle ofCorichie ix. in A. Whitwell Bk, Sc. Ball.

(1857) 556 Whan the haf o'the Gordones desertit. An' turnit

wi' Murray in a crack.

31. trans. To direct or bring to bear in the way of
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(active) opposition; to retort or cause to recoil

upon ; to proceed to use against.

i»97 [see turn om's hand, 56 a). 1538 Ckomwell in

Meminan Life t, Lett. (1902) II. 125 By this meane their

owne craft.. shalbe torned into their owne neclces. a 1641

Bp. MoiTNTAGu Acts <y Mon.m. (1642) 184 To wrest his weapon
out of his hands, and turne it upon himselfe, 1687 Atterbury
Ansuj. Consid. Spirit Luther 48 Luther's Conscience..

turn's these very reasonings upon him. 1839 Yeowkll Auc,

Brit. Ch. X. (1847) 107 Her cruel masters turned their ruth-

less hands against every thing and person that had a religious

character. 1855 yml. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. II. 569 He has

sufficient security that the disclosure will not be turned

against himself.

b. To direct against in feeling ; to make
antagonistic ; to imbue with hatred or dislike.

1831 Examiner 722/2 The hcirts of the poor were turned

in bitterness against the rich. i88i Mrs. Lynn LintonMy
L(r.'e .\i, Not even Papa could turn me against Cyril.

32. intr. To recoil upon ; to fall upon with dis-

astrous effect ; to have an adverse tendency or re-

sult. Now rare or Obs., or merged in next.

1377 Lancl. p. pi. B. xvlii. 359 Now bygynneth \>\ gyle

ageyne l>e to tourne. 1:1380 WvcuF Set. Wks. III. 351

Certis synne of siche children turnejj into heed of )?erfadir,

1550 J. Coke Eng. 4- Fr. Heralds § 71 (1877) 80 Thus your

bostes, syr heralde, turne upon your heles. 1625 Bacon
Ess., Empire (.Arb.) 305 The destruction of Demetrius,

Sonne to Philip the Second of Macedon, turned vpon the

Father, who died of Repentance. 1660 Trial Regie. 24

Court. There is nothing you can say, but Guilty, or Not
guilty. All other discourses turn upon your self, a 1715

Burnet Oiun '/'imeM^i) I. ". 430 (an. 1667) The Dutch war
had turned so fatally on the king. 1881 Gakdiner & Mul-
utioEKStud. Eng. Hist. i. viii. 153 It turns upon those who
attempt it, as the Florentine people turned upon Savonarola.

33. intr. To change one's position in order to

attack or resist some one ; to take up an attitude of

opposition ; to oppose oneself ; with on or upon, to

assail suddenly or violently (in act or word) ; with

against, usually implying a change from previous

friendliness. See also turn again, 66 d ; turn round, 78 c.

13.. inPol..^ongs{CAmAcn) 189 Hue turnden hem a'jeynes

with suerd ant with launce. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)

hides 72 Be not gladde of the euill fortune of another, for

thou knowest not howe the worlde may tourne ayenst the.

1596 SiiAKS. I Hen. IV, 11. iv. 297 Should I turne vpon the

true Prince? 1625 Bacon Ess., Friendship (Arb.) 169

Pompey turned vpon him againe, and . . bad him be

quiet. X804 A. Duncan Mariners Chron. II. 241 At
this place, Mr. Hamilton met with a large seal, or sea-

lion, and fired a brace of balls into him, upon which the

animal turned upon him open-mouthed. 1854 Thackeray
Rose <S-

Ring iii. These people who are following you will

be the first to turn against you. 1865 Kincslev Herein,

xxxii, The king turned on his courtiers, glad to ease his own
conscience by cursing them. 1887 F. W. Robinson In Bad
Hands I. 33 The impudence of some people, .would make a

worm turn. 1892 Black fr White 12 Mar. 327/2 His adu-

lators of yesterday are prepared to turn and rend him.

34. trans. To apply to some use or purpose
;
to

make use of, employ.
See also turn one's liand to, 56 b ; turn to account, 62 b.

tin quot. a 1225, to dedicate to a saint.

ai2»s Ancr. R. 18 To t>eo halewen >>et je habbeS to l>urh

luue iturnd ower weouedes. 1398 Mnnim. de Metros (Bann.

CI.) 489 'To be distreignede . .and in[to] liaire profile to be

turnide. 1445 in Cliarters ret. Glasgow (1906) 440 A certane

sowm . . beforehand . . payit be the said Davy and in myne
use turnit. 1605 Bacon Adv, Learn, i. ii. 1 1 Virgil, turning

his pen to the advantage of his country. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 251 f 2, I., would willingly turn my Head to anything
for an honest Livelihood. 1821 Scott Kenihv. vi, I trust that

what I have spoken, .will not be turned to my ruin. 1873

Mrs. Oliphant Innocent II. iii. 33 An old house. .which

she had turned to a great many uses.

b. To set (a person) to some work or employ-

ment ; in quot. 1781 Naut. = turn tip, 80 r.

X78X Archer in Naval Chron. XI. 283 Turn all hands 1

make sail ! 1869 Hughes Alfred Gt. xii. 139 The whole

manhood of the kingdom might have been.. turned upon
this work. 1892 Blackio. Mag. CLI. 204/2 To turn the

whole country on a deserter, and so take him dead or alive,

VI. To change, alter.

* General senses.

35. trans. To change, transmute ; to alter, make
different, or substitute something else (of the same

kind) for. Now rare or Obs. exc. as in 37, 40

or associated with other senses : cf. turn colour, 52.

t Turn sides (quot. 1736), to change sides, go over from

one side to the other.

c 1230 Haii Meiti. 9 Godd ne schop hit neaiier swuch. Ah
Adam & eue turnden hit to beo swuch ^-urh hare sunne.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10434 (Cott.) Mend l^i mode and turn ^i

chere. (ri4oo Maunorv. (1839) viii. 86 An Aungel helde

Jacob stille, & turned his name, & cleped him Israel, c 1470

Golagros ft Gaiv. io6f Schir Gawane Iretit the knight to turn

his entent. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAyfuon vii. 170 Whan
the barons sawe reynawde & bayarde so torned, they began

to laughe. 1566 Drant Horace, Sat. viii. Fvjb, Hut
pleasure hath lyke Circes cuppes yturnde them from their

Kynde. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V, III. ii. 249 Some deere

friend dead, else nothing in the world Could turne .so much
the constitution Of any constant man. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts (1658) 340 Cms writeth, that there is a Fish

of this name which turneth sex. X736 Lediard Life

Marlborough II. 524 Their good Fortune, .may, hereafter,

turn Sides. 1892 Temple Bar Mag. Jan. 144 Suddenly she

turned the subject. Ibid. Apr. 485 They . . turned their

dresses and their opinions.

36. intr. To undergo change or alteration; to

become different, to change ; in quot. 1599, to be

fickle or inconstant, rare (exc. as in 38, 39).

490

c H75 Lamb. Horn, 91 pa bet folc J>is iherde, J7a iturn[dle

heore mod. cxvj^ Lay. 3069 His euhe[= hueltorne[d]and..
Bicom alse a blac clol>. 14. . Sir Beues (MS, C.) 1283+47 AI
hisJ>ou'5t bygan to tern. 1474 Caxton Chesseiw. 111.(1883)98

Whan fortune torneth and perishith ther abidelh not to hyin

one frende. 1599 Shaks. Passionate PUgr. vii, She bad
loue last, and yet she fell a turning. 173a Pope Ep.
Bathurst 379 'I'hings change their titles, as our manners
turn. 1894 Parry Stud. Gt. Composers, Schubert 226 How
to make the form turn and vary.

37. tratis. with into or to : To change, transform,

or convert into ; to cause to become (something else).

cxijS i'Cimb. Ham. 97 Pelrus wes fixere [=fislier] |?ene

iturnde jje ilcan godes gast to apostle, c laoo Tritu Coll.

Hom. 45 panne is here foshipe turnd al to frendshipe.

.cia7S Passion 0/our Lord 10 \nO.E. Misc. 37 He. .turnde

water to wyne. a 1350 Hampolk Poems Wks. 1895 I. 78

Ihesu es lufe M lastes ay:..Ihesu >e nyght turnes to >e

day, ^e dawyng in til spryng. 1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton

1483) IV. xxviii. 73 The floure is foriaded and al the beaute

therof torned to nou^t. 1484 Caxton Fables o/Al/ouce xi,

The gcxides . . haue torned my daughter in to this catte.

« 1569 (see 10 b]. 1631 Wekver Anc. Fun. ;!/<;«, 433 This

religious house is now turned into an Hospitall. 1765 Gray
Shakespeare \\\As.^ x^o\. honey's self be turn'd to gall? 1853

J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1873) H. i. ii. 63 A river overflows

and turns a fiuitful plain into a marsh.

b. To change into, cause to become of (a speci-

fied nature, form, or aspect).

1390 Gower Conf. II. 326Echon of hem..Was torned into

a briddes kinde. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) iv. 13 He schal!

turne |?at damysell m to hir ri^t schappe. 1644 Miltom
Areop. (Arb.) 75 She turns lierself into all shapes. 1651

HoBBEs Lei'iath. 11. xxv. 132 Then is the Counsell turned

into the nature of a Command.

O. iransf. To exchange for ; to get something

else instead of; also, to substitute something

else for. Cf. Convert v. 15.

c 1449 Pecock Re^r. v. xiv. (Rolls) 557 Eer than he haue
turnede or chaungid the iewelJs into money. ci$yj De
Benese Measurynge Lnnde F iv b. Ye must turnethe perches

in to pence, c 1593 Trag. Rich. //, 11, iii. 23 My iewells and
my plaite are turnd to coyne. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past.

VII. 51 Thy Marble Statue shall be turn'd to Gold. 1817

Jarman PowelCs Devises {<&A. 3) II. 97 He laid some stres.s

upon the fact of the real estate being turned into personal.

1855 Jrnl. R, Agric. Soc. XVI. 11. 557 [They] turned their

little stock into Cash,

t d. With inverse construction : To form by

change out of. Obs. nonce-use.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (VV. de W. 1531) 180 Whiche worde Aue
was turned out of Eua, & made Aue, & that not without

great mistery.

38. intr. with into or to : To change into ; to be

changed, transformed, or converted into ; to

become,
c 1250 Long Life 3 in O, E, Misc. 156 Fair weder turnecS

ofte into reine. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xiv. 19 Al hus sorwe

to solas jjorgh bat songe turnede. C1400 Brtit cc. 228 pe

Sonne ^o turnede into blode. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
^531) 93 Lest our Ire turne to enuy, and our enuy to hate.

1660 Boyle Netu Exp. Phys. Mech. xxxvii, 312 Water
turning from perspicuous to white. 1764 Goi.dsm. Tra7', 86

These rocks, by custom, turn to beds of down. 1892 Monthly
Packet May 532 The monkeys did not turn into men, the

men turned into monkeys,

b. To change into, become of (a specified nature,

form, or aspect).

1678 J. Phillips Tavernicrs Trav. 11. xxii. 155 The milk

will turn to the colour of an Apostemated matter. 1856

yml. R. Agric. Soc. XVll. 11. 482 Black cattle have been

observed to turn, .to a dun colour.

39. intr. with compl. To change so as to be, to

become, a. with cuij. compl. (in quot, 1303 with

advb. pkr.").

2303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6584 With wykked man,
J>ou turnest as he. 1450 Paston I^ett. I. 158 Therwith he

turned pale colour, /z 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 103

Saiyng : that God was turned Englishe, and the devill would
not heipe Fraunce. 1592 Shaks. Rom. ^ Jjtl. i. ii. 48 Turne
giddie, and be holpe by backward turning. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § B51 Cygnets from Gray turne White. 1758 R. Brown
Compl. Farmer {\T$g) iii When.. the stalk begins to die,

and to turn brown. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxii, * It is my
mother !' said Lucy, turning as pale as ashes, and clasping

her hands together. 1861 frnl. R. Agric, Soc. XXII. i. 48

The milk is apt to turn sour. 1888 *

J. S. Winter * Bootle's

Childr. viii, Lassie turned very white, and gasped for breath.

b, witli sb. compl. (most commonly without

article).

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 111. i. 82 Vnlesse the diuell himselfe

turne lew. 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempl. (1841) 172 Tlie

remedy turned the malady of the land. 1758 S. Hayward
Serm, xvii. 531 A mother must turn monster if she does not

love her babe. 1853 Lytton Mpf Nozrel v. ix, Did not you
turn.. a common stage-player, sir? 1879 Dowden Southey

vi. 178 Under .such strokes a courageous heart may turn

coward. 1879 Minto De/oe x. 170 He had seen Whig turn

Tory and Tory turn Wliig.

c. Turn after (of offspring) : to become or grow

like, to * take after' (the parent).

1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. ii. 256 Where one parent is

sound and the other diseased the progeny may turn after the

former ; but then it is just as likely to turn after the latter.

40. trans, with compl. (usually adj.^ To change

so as to make . . . ; to make (so) by alteration ; to

render.
1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 499 It almost turnes my dan-

gerous Nature wilde. 173a Pope Ep. Cobham 163 That gay
Free-thinker, . . What turns him now a stupid silent dunce ?

1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 23 His fears would turn him
chill. 1849 Jrnl, R. Agric. Soc X. 1. 177 It turns the fibre

TURN.
black. 1904 Weyman Abbess 0/ Vlaye xiv, With a. .shock
of the mind that turned her hot.

t41. a. trans. To change so as to bring into

some specified condition : e. g. to turn itUo mad-
ness — to cause to become mad, to make mad. Obs.
In quot. c 1400, to set on fire \ in guot. 1470-85 tornedvnto

hfipyng (?j = brought into a condition of recovery, ' getiing
better .

1382 Wyclif Mark iii. 21 Thei seiden, for he i^-turnyd in

to wodenesse. c:i4oo Desir. Troy -^wz Ihe Troiens J^aire

tore shippis hade turnyt on fyre. 1470^5 Malokv Arthur
xiii. xiii. 631 He asked syr Melyas how it stood with him.
Thenne he s.n.yd he was turned vnto helpyng, god be thanked.
1608 Top-SELL .SV^'/^w/j (1658) 701 Uionysius,.. being turned
by Juno into madnesse.

fb. intr. To j^et ««/<? some specified condition:

e. g. to turn into ire = to become angry. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12252 pen Thelaraon was tenfull, &

turnyt into yre.

42. trans, with into or to : To make the subject

of (praise, mockery, etc.); now chiefly in phr. to

turn (a thing) i?ito ridicule (see Ridicule sb.'^ 3 b).
X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 143 He wolde torne

\v.r. teurne] hit to bourde and to lawjhynge. 1533 Gau
Richt Vay (S.T, S.) 13 Thay that, .twrnis the halie writ to
lichtlines and scorne. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. v. 223 It

cannot but turn him into a notable contempt. 1611— Cymb.
IV. i. 23 Her Father., may. .be a little angry..: but my
Mother, .shall turne all into my commendations. 1673-1784
[see Ridicule j^.1 3 b]. 1891 E. & D. Gerahd Sensitive
PI. I. II. viL 276 Does any one turn the true poet.. into

ridicule ?

f 43, intr. with to : To lead to as a consequence

;

to become the cause or occasion of; to result in,

bring about. (See also turti to account, 62 a.) Obs.

or merged in other senses.

ciaoo Ormin Ded. 18 pu Jjohhtesst tatt itt mihhte wel
Till mikell frame turrnenn, c 1205 Lay. 25574 Let \>\x mi
sweuen To seljjcn iturnen. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7711 pe
vnri^t ido to poueremen to such mesaunlure turnde. c 1350
Will, Palerne 254 Perauenture J»urth goddis grace to gode
may it turne. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. xxxvii.

194 Yef hit shold torn to pereill of the child. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm, 42 Fearynge lest this broile . . would tourne

lo his vttcr destruction. 1631 Gouge God^sA rroivs \\u § 93.

355 Their plots turned to their owne damage, a 1774
Goldsm. Sui-v. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 147 To deduce any
general theory that shall turn to public benefit.

t b. To turn (a person) to (something) : to re-

sult in or bring about for the person ; to put him to

(trouble, etc.) ; to be for his (advantage, etc.). Obs.

Oiig. intr, with dative of person ; afterwards taken as

trans, with the person as direct object.

C1200 Ormin Ded. 150 jiff b^'i? all forrwerrpenn itt, Itt

turrne^l? hemm till sinne. c 1230 Hali Meid. 7 Serue Godd
ane, ik alle ('inge schulen |je turnen to gode. 13.. Guy
IVarw. (A.) 898 Wi|> him he wald iusti, It turned him to

vilani [Caius MS. And therof hym befelle grete vilanye].

1463 in Acts Pari/. Scotl. (1874) XII. 28/2 That occupa-

tioun & vse ^^at I .sal haue of t>e said landis. .sal turn 50U na
joure successowris in na preiudice. 1523 Ld. Berners
Froiss. I. cccxlii. 537 It shall tourne hym to moche blame.

Ibid, ccccxxxvi. 767 He was a< thanne xl. dayes ioumey
from thens, but., he rode it in fourtene dayes .. whiche
tourned to hym [prob. = hym to] a great valyantne&se,

\Orig. On luy doit tourner a bonne voulentd et valUance.]

IS93 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. v. 16 All the trouble thou hast

turn'd me to. 1607 — Cor. 111. i. 284 A word or two, The
which shall turne you to no further harme. Then so much
losse of time. 1610 — Temp. i. ii. 64 O my heart bleedes

To thinke oth' teene that I haue ttirn'd you to.

** Specific senses.

44, trans. To change from one language or form

of expression to another ; to translate or para-

phrase ; to render. Also absol.

cxzoQ Ormin Ded. 129, & taerfore hafe ice turrnedd itt

Inntill Ennglisshe spjeche. a 1225 Juliana 2 pat is of latin

iturnd into englisch. <zi300 Cursor J)l. 2110S (Cott.) God-
spell he turnd in tung of ind. 14.. Minor Poems /r, Vcr-

ntm MS. (E.E.T.S.) I. App. 407 This romance turned [a]

Munk of sallay out of a frenche romance. 1548 Turner
Names 0/ Herbes (1881) 62 Picea is called in greeke as

Theodore Gaza turneth, pitys. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 86
Others untruely turne it [Robert] Red-beard. 1700 Drvden
Fables Pref., Ess. (ed. Ker) II. ^48, I . .resolved to put their

merits to the trial, by turning some of the Canterbury Tales
intoour language, as it is now refined. 1711 AnoisoN Sped.
No. 39 t6 If the \Vriter laid down the whole Contexture of

his Dialogue in plain English, before he turned it into

Blank Verse. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat. iSo The Hard .. Who
turns a Persian tale for half a Crown. 1879 M, Pattison
Milton vii. 90 In 1648 he turned nine p.salms,and..ini653,

*did into verse' eight more.

b. To alter the phrasing of (a sentence); to

word differently, give another turn to.

>S93 Shaks. Lucr. 1539 She. .turn'd it thus, it cannot be,

I find, But such a face should beare a wicked mind. 1869
Browning Ring ^ Bk. xii. 651 How he dares reprehend
both high and low ! Else had he turned the sentence * God
is true And every man a liar—save the Pope *. 1895 North
& H1L1.ARD Latin Prose Comp. (1901) 24 The EtigHfth has
to be turned; e.g. 'The Greeks, having captured Troy,
burnt it', cannot go straight into Latin, because Latin has
no Perfect Participle Active.

45. To disturb or overthrow the mental balance

of; to impair the power of judgement of; to make
mad or crazy, distract, dement, infatuate.

a. with the brain or head as obj.

C1340 HAMPOLE/V^.r^y**'. 17 He..ouertrauells by ymagina-
cions his wittes, and by vndiscrete traueltynge turnes \tfm

braynes in his hcuede. 1601 R. Johnson Kiugd, <!( Comrttw.

(1603) 167 The Arabians., delight in sower milke, or Cosmus,
a kind of charmcd-sower-mareb milke verie forcible to lurne
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the braine. 1683 APol. Prot. France iv, 40 The Princess

!iea<i was a little turned. 1719 De For Crusoe (1840) II. i.

8 My head was. .turned with.. whimsies. 1816 Scott Bl.

Dzvtir/\, Your plays and romances have positively turned
your brain. 1861 Hlghes Tom Brotvn at C>.r/C xxxv, You
have been making serious love to Patty, and have turned
the poor girl's head.

t b. with the person as obj. X)bs.

^1400 Dt-str, Troy yz-ji All tourniet with tene,. .Wailyng
& weping. 1560 Daus tr. Sieidane's Comm. 136 b, Albeit

they did not chaunge him wholy, ..yet did they turne him
& confounde him. 1709 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) II. 300
It quite turn'd him, and destroy'd his Memory.

e. intr, {ox pass, of the head. rare. (Cf. 2 b.)

1852 M. Arnold Second Best 8 So many books thou
readest,. .That thy poor head almost turns. 1885 'Mrs.
Alexander ' At Bay xi, I trust the poor man's head hasn't

turned with all his troubles.

46. trans. To make sonr, taint (milk or fer-

mented liquor)
; f in early use, to coagulate,

curdle. Also^;?*.

1548 Elyot, Coaeyilum . .a courde or creame, the ruen of

a l>easte, wherewith mylke is tourned. 1563 Hvll Art
Garden. (1593) 164 A Hogshead, .of white wine Lees, not yet
turned and sowr. 1670 Dryden 2nd Pi. Cong. o/Granoiia in.

i, Love , . 'Tis soon made sour, and turn'd by jealousy. 1723
De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 138 This.. turned the very blood
within my veins. 1887 M. B. Kowmids Next 0/Kin IVanted
II. X. 130 A thunderstorm to-night might turn the syllabub.

b. intr. To become sour or tainted, as milk or

fermented liquor; fin early use. To become curdled.

Also trans/, andyf^.

1577 B. GooGE HereshaclCs Hnsb. 147 Some vse to put
into the bottome of the payles, the greene kernelles of the
Pine apple, and milking into them, doo cause It so to turne.

ZS94 Lyly Moth. Bomb. 11. v. If it thunder, though all the
Ale and Beere in the towne turne, it will be constant. 1623
Massinger Bondman i. iil, The blood turns I 1727 Brad-
ley's Fatn. Diet. s.v. Chocolate, If you would have Milk
Chocolate, uke as much Milk as you do Water, . .and take
care it does not lum. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 603 A thunder.
storm sometimes destroys the coagulating power in the
whole taminaa at once ; or causes the glue to turn on the nets,

in the language of the manufacturer.

47. intr. To change colour, become of a different

colour (as ripening fruit, fading leaves, hair in old

age) : = turn colour^ 52.
t Turn upon^ to verge upon or shade oflF into (a different

colour). Obs.

1578 Lyte Dodoens ul Ixxix. 42S In the<niddle of the sayde
flowers are many smal hearie threddes . . turning vpon
yellowe. zS88 Howklls Annie Kilburn iv. When her
hair had begun to turn. 1892 Daily News 8 Nov. 6/2 No
two trees turn alike; in every group each inemljer wears
his own livery. 1893 Argosy Jan. 71 Really some ripe straw-
berries?. .Ours are not turning yeL

b. trans. To change the colour of.

1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing U. ir. in. ix. 333 The
silk being distributed on the rods.., lemon-juice.. is poured
into the bath, till it is of a fine cherry colour. This is called
turning {virer) the bath. 1867 Adelaide Sartoris lyeek
Fr. Country Ho. 1. 17 Poplars, already turned by the season.

VII. Phrases.
* with sb, obj,

(For turn Cat tn Pan^ t. a Hair, /. the (or a new) Leaf,
/. the Penny, /. the Tables, /. Tippet, t. Turtle, /. Wind,
see the sbs.)

48. Tarn the (or one's) back : to turn away,
go away ; turn the back upon^ to depart from,

abandon : see Hack sb.^ 24 g.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8486 When l>ey wer
sonored, J>ey turlnj^l ^^ bak. <; 1400-1866 (see Back j^.*

2+8l' "58* Eabl Morton in Calr. Scott. Pap. VI. 14, I

was purposed to have.. turned my backe upon Scotland
while I had sene further.

49. Tnrn the balance or beam: to prepon-
derate : = turn the scale^ 58.

1S90 Shaks. Mids. N. V. L 324 A Mote (ed. 1623 Moth)
wil turne the ballance, which Piramus which Thisby is the
better. i6oa — Nam. iv. v. 157 Thy madnesse shall be
payed by waight. Till our Scale turnes the beame. 172a
Wollaston Relig. Nat. iii. 59 When there is nothing in the
opposite Scale.. this [probability] in the course of nature
must turn the beam. 189a Fng. Illustr. Mag, X, 36 A
straw win often suffice to turn the balance.

50. Turn bridle : to turn one's horse and ride

back ; to retreat, as a rider. (In first qnot. /f^.)

1579 ToMSOM Calvin's Sertn, Tint. 731/3 If there bee but
one man that turneth backe the bridle torig.^K/a«r<« timmi
bride\ wee seeme to seeke such occasions to become wicked
and lewde. 1653 Hoixroft Procopiust Pers. ll^ars IL 60
The Persians . .orave them out of the fastnesses, and then
turn'd bridle. x8as Scott Betrothed xiii, Were I you, my
Lady Eveline,..! would turn bridle yet; for this old
dunjjeon seems little likely to afford food or shelter to
Christian folk. 189a Black ff iVkite 9 Jan. 47/1 We turned
bridle and trotted back.

51. Tarn one's coat : to change one's principles

or jiarty : see Co\t sb. 13, and cf. Turncoat.
i^SS SnAcKLOCK Hatchei 0/ Heresyes 74 Howe many

tymes Melancthon hath tum^ his cote in this one opinion.

1577 Grange C(j/i/^«/J//(r(7(^,, etc. Oiijb, Now must I turne
my coate and cleaue vnio my God, Desiring pardon for my
crime. 1655 Fuller du Hist ix. vii. § 24 That alt the
Protestants would either turn their Coats, Copies, arms, or
fly away. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose xvii, Sir John Urrie,
a soldier . . , who had alr^dy changed sides twice during the
Civil War, and was destined to turn his coat a third time
Ijcfore it was ended,

52. Turn (one's) colour : to change colour,

become of a different colour; of a person, to become
pale or red in the face (now rare).

{i4S«: cf. 39 a.] 1602 Shaks. //tzw. u. ii. 542 Looke where
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he ha*s not turn'd his colour, and ha*s teares in's eyes. i7ao
Mrs. Manley Forver 0/ Love (1741) VI. 346 She turned
colour, and was much surprized to see so great a Company.
1899 T'/V-^zVj 19 Aug, 420/2 [These] buttons. .do not turn
colour. Mod. The fruit is beginning to turn colour.

53. Turn a deaf ear; to refuse to listen : cf.

Ear sby 3 d.

1663 Bp. Patrick Paretb. Pilgr. xviii. {1687) 176 Turn a
deaf ear to him, and do not go along with him, 1793 R.
Haix Apol, Freed. Press 45 They . .turn a deaf ear to their

complaints. 1855 Dickens Dorrit \\. xxiii, Affery.. turned a
deaf ear to all adjuration.

54. Turn edg'e : see 9 b.

55. Turn, .flank: Mil. to get round an enemy's
flank so as to make an attack in flank or in rear

(cf. 1 7 1*) J
hence Jig. to ' get round *, circumvent,

or outwit a person.
1813 Wellington in Gurw. Desp, (1839) X. 596SirLowry

Cole. . retired .. because his right flank was turned. 1841-4
Emerson Ess.y Circles Wks. (Bohn) I. 128 There is not
a piece of science, but its flank maybe turned to-morrow.
i&(4 H. H. Wilson Brit. India 11. ii. II. 45 Detaching ..

seven companies to turn the left flank of the position.

56. Turn one's hand. a. To make an attack

upon : cf. 31. arch.

1*97 R, Glouc (Rolls) 6070 Suan |>e due of denemarch,
bigan to turne is bond. & after ^>at he adde destrued J?e

sout^half of J>is lond, He wende &: robbede al t>is lond al he
nor^ side. 138a Wyclif 2 Sam. x.\iv, 17, 1 biseche, be thin
hoond turned a^ens me, and ajens the hows of my fader,

1839 [see sense .^i]. 1877 f«^'« J Printers' Bible-Aids 134
David, .entreatmg him [God] to spare the innocent people,
and to turn his hand upon himself.

b. with to : To apply oneself to, set to work at,

take up as an occupation : cf. 34,
1703 Steele TVwrf'i'r Husb. 11. i, AgoodServant should turn

his Hand to every thing in a Family, 1856 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. "^WW. II. 358 [He] can turn his own hand to the plough
when wanted, 1867 Smiles Hugjtenots Eng. ii. (1880) 22
[He] was ready to turn his hand to anything that might
enable him to earn a living.

57. Turn head : to turn and face fin enemy ; to

show a bold opposing front : the opposite of turn
tail. Cf. Head sb. 29. ? Obs,

1596 Shaks, i Hen. IV, iii. ii. 102 He . . Tumes head against
the Lyons armed lawes, 1677 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat,
(ed. 2) 17 When Deer.. turn head against the Hounds, we
say, they Hay. 1714 De Foe Mem, Cavalier \. 125 Twas
to no Purpose to tmn Head, do Man would stand by us.

58. Turn the scale; to cause one scale of a
balance to descend : said of an additional weight,

usually a slight or just sufficient one; hencey^. to

preponderate so as to determine the success or

superiority of one of two opposing parties or sides.

1603 Shaks. Mens. /or M. iv. u. 32 You waigh equallie: a
feather will turne the Scale, 1607 Dryden ^Eneid x. 736
A single Soul's too light to turn the Scale. 1814 [see Scale
sb.^ 4J. 1874 Studbs Const, Hist. I. x. 311 The scale was
turned in favotu: of strong measures by the voice of the
native troops.

b. with a/, in lit sense : To weigh slightly more
than.

1889 I. K. Jerome Three Men in Boat 283 He had weighed
it carefully. .and it turned the scale at thirty-four pounds.
1892 Photogr. Ann, II. 883 .^ case containing a i-plate

camera , . turning the scale at 6 lbs,

50. Turn tail. a. (orig. in Falconry) To tnm
the back and flee ; to run away, retreat : see Tail
sb.'y I Id.

'575 TuBBERV. Falconrie 126 Most commonly if a yong
hawke l>e let fleeat oldegame shee will turne tayle. a 1586-
17x9 [see Tail j^i 11 d]. 1841 Capt, B. Hall Patchivork
II. vii. 139 As soon as my companion turned tail.. I was
compelled, .to run for it likewise. 189X Owen, D. Galton
La Fenton v, He turned tail and fled.

b. with on or upon : To abandon, forsake.

1624 Quarles Job V. 4 As a Truant- Schoiler .. tumes
speedy layle Upon his tedious booke. 1807 [see Tail sb,^

iidj. i8sa James Agnes Sorel (i860) I, 14 (TheyJ have
turned tail upon their former faith.

+ c. To turn in opposition or defiance : in pro-

verbial phrase (see quots,, and cf. 33, 66 d). Obs.
1611 MiDDLETON & Dekker Roaring GirU D.'s Wks. 1873

III. y8 Tread vpon a worme they say twill turne taile.

1641 G. Raleigh Albania 28 There is not the least Worme,
but being trodden upon will turne taile.

1 60. Tnm one's tale: to tell a different story,
* change one's tune '. Obs.

1535 CovERDALE Ecclus. xxvii, 23 Whan thou art present,

he snal ..prayse thy wordes: but at the last he shall turne
his tayle [1560 tale] and slaunder thy sayenge. 1678 Bunyan
Pil^. \. 13 Then they all turned their tales, and began to

deride poor Christian behind his back.
* xvith compl. adj. or adv. phr. {prep. + sb,y etc.)

(See also In and out 2, inside out (Inside A. 4), top m>€r
faiHTovsb.^ 24 d), Topsv-turw, Upside down, out o/iov
at) WiNix>w, the Wrong side out.)

61. Tnrn loose, trans. To set free (an animal)

and allow to go loose; trans/, and y?^. to free

from restraint and allow to go where, or do as,

one will ; to leave to oneself or one's own devices.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. u. i. 190 If hee should intend this

voyai;e toward my wife, 1 would turne her loose to him.

1679 Drvdrn Tr. ^ Cr. \. ii, He's the ablest man for judg-

ment in all Troy J you may turn him loose, i' faith. 176s
Treat. Dom. Pigeons 77 He braces a letter under the

wings of a Pigeon,, .and. .turns it loose. 189a Sat. Rev.

9 Jan. 40/2 They are turned loose to graze on the succulent

grasses.

b. To discharge, fire off (a bullet, or a fire-

TURN.
arm) ; also {humorously) jig. intr. with on^ to
speak to, address (cf. openjire^ Fibe sb. 14). 6^.^".

1874 J. W. Long Amcr. Wild Fowl xx\\. 269 When they
are coming to your decoys down-wind., as they double back
10 alight, *turn it loose ' at the middle of the cluster. 1903
A. Adams Log Cowboy x, The chief could not speak a word
of English..; when I turned loose on him in Spanish, he.,
signed back to his hand. Ibid, xiii. Somebody.. turned his
gun loose into the air.

62. Turn to account, f a. intr. To result in
profit or advantage (cf. 43 and Account sb. 5) ; to
be profitable, to * pay' ; also with dat, of person
(prob. often taken as direct object : cf. 43 b). Obs.
1675 G. R. tr. Le Grands Man without Passion 227

Sometimes troubles turn us to account, a 1677 Bakrow
Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 10 Any of us may. .throughly compass
and carry it on; which will exceedingly turn to accompt.
a 1692 PoLLEXFEN Disc. Trade (1697) 20 Bullion or Coyn
will turn them to a better Account, x^km^wAAs'm Collect.
(O.H.S,) I. 326 It may turn to good account. 1727 Swift
Modest Prop. Wks, 1755 II, 11. 61 They will not yield
above three pounds . . which cannot turn to account either to
the parents or kingdom. 1743 Pococke Dcscr. East I. 134
Of late the West India coffee.. has sold so cheap, that it

does not turn to account to send it to England.
b. irons. To mal^e use of for one's advantage

or profit (cf. 34) ; to employ profitably,
1826 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) I. vii, 267 Whether

I shall ever find rime . . to turn to account the instructions of
Neukomm. 1870 Tyndall Notes Lect. Electr. § 20 Others
have turned to account mechanically the attraction exerted
by t-lectro-magnetic cores on bars of iron. 1878 L. Stephen
Johnson i. 11 He could at least turn his talents to account.

63, Turn to bay: to turn and defend oneself,

as a hunted animal at bay (see Bay sb.^ 3)

;

alsoy^,
1810 Scott Lady ofL. i. viii, The Stag must turn to bay,

Where that rude rampart barred the way, 1832 Macaulav
Armada 25 So glared he when at Agincourt in wrath he
turned to bay, 1849 — Hist. Eng. vi. II. 137 The colonists
turned to bay with the stubborn hardihood of their race.
*** with another verb.

t 64. Turn and wind (in specific uses). Obs.

a. intr, and rcjl. To turn this way and that ; to

go or move in a winding course.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6540 (Cott.) He ne wist quejier it bettur

war To turn or winde him for^tar mare. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 20 In ]\Ia;anders [the dancers] turne and winde
themselues. 1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle iv. ii, Turn and
wind Like Foxes in a storme. C1680 Beveridge Serm.
(1729) I. 462 We see how all things wind and turn and work
together, till they accomplish the end for which they were
designed. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. iv, A tall man, well
mounted on a strong black horse, which he caused to turn
and wind like a bird in the air,

t b. trans. To turn this way and that, as a rider

his horse
; Jig. to manage according to one's

pleasure, to do what one will with, (Cf. 9 c.)

1596 Shaks. i Hen. /K, iv. i, 109 To turne and winde a
fierie Pegasus. 1606 Sir G, Goosecappe i. iv. in Bullen O.
PI. III. 26 Wee will turne her, and winde her, and make
herso plyant, that we will drawe her thorugh a wedding ring
yfaith, 1673 Milton True Relig, Wks. 1851 V, 414 An
ordinary Protestant, well read in the Bible, may turn and
wind their Doctors.

f* c. To put in circulation, circulate, cause to pass

in exchange : = turn over^ 77 i. (Cf. 15 b.) Obs.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus* Ann. iv. iv. (1622) 93 By turning
and winding base merchandise in Affrica and Sicilia, he
gayned his huing. x686 tr. Chardin^s Coronal. Solyman 92
AH the money that we turn and wind is the Kings.

VlII. In combination with adverbs.

65. Turn about. (See also simple senses and
About adv^ * intr. f a. To move circularly on an
axis; to rotate, revolve : = turn roundy^Ss,. Obs,

c 1000 Sax. Leechd, III. 254860 firmamentum tyrnjjsynde
onbutan us under ^yssere eorSan & bufan .. & ealie da
steorran |je hyre on faeste synd turniaS onbutan mid hyre.

a 1300 Holy Rode 379 in Leg. Rood 48 per-aboute he let do
pe fourme of Sonne and mone and of sterres also Scyne as it

jiem-sulf were and turne aboute vaste. 1539 Bible iGreat)

Prov. xxvi. 14 Lyke as the dore turneth aboute vpon the

thresholde. 1609 Bible (Douay) Numb, xxviii. 14 Ihrough
al monethes, that succede one another as the yeare turneth
about,

b. To reverse one's position or course ; to turn

so as to face or go in the opposite direction :

= turn roundy 78 b. Now rare.

1303 [see Turning vbl.sb. 4]. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 4070
' Fro whanne komej? his fair deistrer?.. Which is ])e kroupe?
terne about

!

' Aboute he ternde J>e deistrer. 1526 Tindale
John I 38 Jesus turned about, and sawe them foiowe. 1676
Dryden Aureng-z, v. i. The Morning, as mistaken, turns

about. And all her early fires again go out. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) I. xx. 358 They began to retire, and turn
about, x8o^ Man in Moon jgi, 1 turned about and went
to sleep again. x868 Morris Earthly Par.y Man bom to

be King 250 He. .turned about and left him there.

** trans. + e. To cause to rotate or revolve :

= sense I. Obs.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour Fviij, [They] made hym to
tourne aboute a mylle as a blynde hors. 1579 Tomson
Calvin s Serm. Tim. 348/1 They.. doe but turne about the

pot. 1669 Stormy Mariner's Mag, i. 34 The other Foot [of

the compasses] being turned about, will . . touch the Line AG.
d. To alter or reverse the position of; to put

into a different, or the opposite, position (by a
rotatory motion); = turn rounds 78 e; reji. =3 b.

Now rare or Obs,
a X300 Cursor M, 15951 (Cott.) Jesus Jjan turnd him a«

bute. c 1300 Ibid. 23223 (Edinb.) Quil \>q\x inoht turn t'in
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hand about. 13.. [see b]. c1^0 S^ng^ Sir A, Bar/on i'li. in

Surtees iV/ic. (1888) 65 King Henry was stout, and turnd
hime about. 1590 Spknskr F. Q, 11, iii. 42 So [she] turned
her about, and fled. i8a6 F. Reynolds Li/e ^ Times I.

174 Give me only time to turn myself about, and some-
tliing must soon turn up trumps. [Cf. 78 b, note.]

e. To turn this way and that ; to move or pusli

about; alsoJig, = turn over, 77 e,

1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 108 Pinch him, and bume
him, and turne him abouL i6io— Temp. 11. H, 118'Prethee

doe not turne me about, my stomacke is not constant. 17*3

Watts Logic 11. iv. § 3 Turn these Ideas about in your Mind.

66. Turn aguin. (See also simple senses and

Again adv:) * intr. f a. To face round the other

way (usually in order to go back) : = turn back^

69 e. arch,
a 1300 Cursor M. 12594 (CotL) At J>e vte-cuming o ^

yaite He tumd again. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb) iv. 13

Scho turned agayne with a hidous crie. 1678 [see Again A.

1 b], 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxi, Few turned again to take

some minutes* voluntary exercise.

f b. To return, go back (= sense 3i). Obs.

c laoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 87 Ihc wile turnen agen to mine
huse. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7241 Alle |>ase V^t tylie

helle wendes .. Salle never after turne ogayne. CX386
Chaucer Clerk's T. 872 Naked out of my fadres hous, quod
she, I cam and naked moot I turne agayn. c 1420 Auturs

e^v4 >-//(. 292 Thersalle..Ane torne home a-^ayne [y. r. ye

shuUene turne ayene] for that tydynge. c 1511 1st Eng. Bk.
Amer. fArb.) Introd. 33/1 To tourne ageyne unto there owne
lande. 1535 Coverdale Ruth i. 11 But Naemisayde:
Turne agayne my doughters, why wolde ye go with me ?

161S R. Johnson Song Sir Richard IVhittington v. in

CrowH-Garl. Gould. Roses Bvb, London bells sweetly

rung. . .Euermore sounding so, turne againe Whittington

:

For thou in time shalt grow, LfOrd Maior of London. 1640

Shirley Constant Maidn. ii, Six bells in every steeple, And
let them all go to the city tune,— Turn again, Whittington.

1667 Pepvs Diary 2 SepL, I took a coach and went home-
wards; but then turned again, and to White Hall.

t O' ^* To return to a former condition (or

possessor : cf. 2 1 b) ; to revert. Obs, (or merged in

other senses).

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5232 To leue hys synne..
And turne a^en to lyfe and grace, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
iv. 12 pan sail scho turne agayne to hir awen kynde and be
a womman. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 198 Aftur p deceasse of
(>* foreseyde. .l>* foreseyde mansyon with hys pertinences
$hulde turne holly S: fully a-geyne to )>^ foreseyde abbas &
couent. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. n. vii. 162 His big^e manly
voice, Turning againe toward childish trebble, pipes And
whistles in his sound. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 597
Till ..he turns agen To his true Shape.

fd. To turn in opposition or defiance ; in quot.

1393, to recoil on ; cf. 32, 33, Obs.

c 1330 Arth. (V Mert. (Kolbing) 6871 pe Sarrazins turned
o^en On king Vrien. 1393 Langl. P, PI. C. xxi. 402 Now
by-gynnet> thi gyle a-gayn on be turne. a 1548 Hall
Chron.^ Edw. IV 199 What worme is touched, and will not
once turne again? 1641 in Vemey Mem, (1907) I, 199 A
worme will turne agayne if it be trod on.

+ e. Of an edge : To bend back so as to become
blunted : = sense 9 d. Obs,

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb. 203 The Axes edge did oft

turn^ againe.
** trans, f f. refi. ^ a, b. Obs.

CUTS Passion 0/ our Lord 6$3 in O. E. Misc. 55 Hi
lurncien heom ayeyn . . to iherusalem. 13 . . Cursor M. 1 2608
(G(Ht.) Joseph and mari l>aim turned againe To sek him,
ci^zoChron. Vilod. 1739 When J>e messagers seyen herre
so stedfaste . . pey tur[n]den hem ageyne. 1539 Bible (Great)
Ps. xc. 13 Turne the agayne (O Ixjrde) at the last, and be
gracious.

tg. trans. To cause to turn back (in various

senses); to avert (cf. 13b); to drive back, repel

(cf, 19, 25) ; to convert ( = 29). Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 2S8 To turnen a^en |>i3 J^ondir

hat It persi|> noV. X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 233 By
his witte and sleij?e (»e Hunnes were i-torned a3en. 1483
Ca.th.Angl. 397/1 To Turne agayn to z^x^nts,..conJler^€re.

67. Tarn aside: see simple senses and Aside
adv. a. trans,: cf. 13, 14. In quot. 13.. refl.

( = b) ; cf. 7 b.

13 . . Coer de L. 555 The baroun turnyd hym asyde. 1535
Coverdale Isa. xliv. 20 FoHshnesse of herte hath turned
them a syde. a 1648 Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 114
Lieutenant Prichard .. taking me by the shoulder, turned
me aside. 1718 Free-tkinkrr No. 6s r 14 The Gods were
beseeched to turn aside the Event. i89t Cornh. Mag. May
4^8 He had never been turned aside from the execution of
his purpose.

b. intr.i cf. 6, 16, 28.

.*S3S Coverdale Deut. v. 32 Turne not asyde nether to y*
right hande ner to the lefte. 1560 BiBLti (Genev.) Exod.
iii. 3, I wil turne aside now, and se this great sight. — Ps.
xl. 4 Blessed is the man, that..regardeth not the proude,
nor suche as turne aside to lies. 1&06 Shaks. Ant. (V CI. 1.

iii. 76, I prythee turne aside, and weeoe for her. 2844 Ld.
Brougham A. LuneHiB72) I. xiv. 282 The Baron turned
not aside from his argument. 1891 Temple Bar Mag.
Dec 581 He turned aside and crept in at the open door.

68. Tarn away. (See simple senses and Away
adv.^ * trans, a. To avert (one*s face, etc.) ; in

quot. 1827, to place so as to be directed away
from something (cf. 23 d).

c 1x75 Lamb. Horn, 53 Swa sone se hi beocS itumd awe_y
from heom. C1380 Wvclif IVks. (r88o) 8 His preiere is

cursid .. t>at turnej» a-wey his eris. X38a — Ps. xii[i]. i

Lord-.hou longe thou turnest awei thi face fro me? 1588
Shaks. L.L.L. v. iL 148 Each turne away his face. 178a
CowpER Anti'thelyphthora 87 She saw,—and turn'd her
rosy cheek away. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xv. (1842)

337 In filling the fresh jar with water, its moutli is to be

492

turned away from the gas jars. 1889 Frances M. Peard
PauCs Sister v. She . . turned away her head.

b. fig. To divert ; lo avert (calamity, etc.) : cf.

14, 26 ; in quot. 1848 = turn offj 73 g.

1382 Wyclif Ps. Iiii[i]. 7 tsl Turne awei euelis to myn
enemys. — Isa, xliii. 13, I shal werchen, and who shal

turnen awei it? CIS91 in Leit, Lit. Men (Camden) 79 To
turne awaie the peoples likinge from him. 1658 IVhoie

Duty Man v. 112 Dejirecation, .. when we pray to God
to turn away some evil from us. 1848 Thackeray Bk.
Snobs xxvi, Which question Lady Hawbuck turned away
with a sudden query regarding her. .daughters.

C. To send away, dismiss ; spec, to dismiss from

service ; f in quot c 1400, ? to take away, carry off.

(Cf. 25.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8553 He was takon full tite & turnyt

away. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. \. iii. 4, I must turne away
some of my followers, a 1654 Selden Table-T. (Arb.) 63
The Master of the House may turn away all his Servants.

1793 Regal Rambler i^ The footman.. was turned away
without wages or warning. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives /^

Dan. xxiii. He has turned away all the men off the new
works. 1901 W. R. H. Trowbridge Lett. Mother to Eliz.

vii. We were lucky to get rooms.., for they are turning
people away.

d. reft. = e, f. Obs. or arch.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 167 [He] turnyt him in wreth away.
138a VVvcLiF Ezek.iAsm. 24 If a iust man shal turne hym
awei fro his ri3twisness.

** intr. e. To turn so as to face away from

soime person or thing ; to avert one's face ; also

fig. : cf. 22 c, 23 c, 28.

a 1300 Floriz ^ Bh 744 Al wepinge he tumde away. 1470-

85 Malory Arthur xiii. viii. 623 The kyng tourned awey
and myghte not speke for wepynge. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen, FI,
ni. ii. 74 What, dost thou turne^ away, and hide thy face ?

1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xxii, 'Oh, very well— if you're

in a huflF', cried Mig^s, turning away. 1865 Ruskin Sesojne

it § 91 Instead of trying to do this, you turn away from it.

£ To leave the straight course, deviate ; to be

averted : cf. 16. Obs. or arch.

1535 Coverdale Emk. xviii. 24 Yf the rightuous turne

awaye from his rightuousnes. i6ii Bible Gen. xxvii. 45
Vntill thy brothers anger turne away from thee.

t g. To go away, depart ; to vanish. (Cf. 24 c.)

Obs. rare,

J340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 516 Naked,.. I cam Hyder, ..

And naked I sal turne away, c 14*5 Cursor M. 22472 (Trin.)

Whenne alle \nngG shul turne away.

69. Turn back. (See simple senses and Back
adv.) * trans, a. To reverse the course of, drive

back, cause to retreat : cf. 19.

IS3S Coverdale yer. xxi. 4, 1 will turne backe the weapens
..wnerwith ye fight agaynst the kinge of Babilon. 1873
MoRLEV Voltaire vi. (iSSS) 314 The man who turned the tide

back. 1880 R. Mackenzie igth Cent. in. ix. 448 To arrest

and tiurn back the mightiest power.

t b. To send or give back, return : cf. 21 c. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, i. i. 34 Sir lohn Vmfreuill turn'd

me backe With ioyfuU tydings. 1606 — Tr. ^ Cr, \\. ii. 69
We turne not backe the Silkes vpon the Merchant When we
haue spoyl'd them. 167a Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Re-
hearsal II. iii. (Arb.) 55 These insolent Raskals have turn'd

'em all back upon my hands again.

C. To reverse the direction of j to direct back-

wards: cf. 2 3 a, 23 a.

In quot. 1845, to expose by reversing: =tum over^-jjc

1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxiv. {1687) 417 They
heard the noise of an horses heels behind them. Which
causing them to turn their eyes back [etc.I. 1825 Scott
Talism. ii, It were better.. to turn back thy horse's head
towards the camp of thy people. 1845 Jrnl, R. Agric. Sec.

VI. II. 344 Both heaps [of potatoes] have now been turned
back, and none are diseased.

d. To fold or double back or over (part of a

garment, etc.). Also in pa. pple. with with = turned

up with : see 80 e.

1869 H. S. Leigh Carols ofCockayne 166 He turn'd backhis
cuffs, and he put hack his hair. 1913 Play PictorialHo. 130.

18/2 A gown of green paon brochiS crepe de chine, draped
..with tulle,.. turned back with handsome cream guipure.

** intr. e. To reverse one*s posrtion so as to

face (and, usually, go) in the opposite direction

;

to turn and go back: cf. 20, 22 c, 23 c, 24 c.

XS35 CovERDALS Ps. cxiii[il. 5 Whatayled the . . thou lordan
that thou turnedst backe? 1592 Shaks. Rom. <V yul. 11. i.

2 Can I goe forward when my heart is here? Turne backe
dull earth, and find thy Center out. 1816 Scott Antiq. vii,

'Turn back I turn backl' exclaimed the vagrant, 1843
Mackvl\y Noratius Iii, He., thi ice came on in fury, And
thrice turned back in dread. 1886 Mrs. Lynn Linton P.
Careuf xxv. He had put his hand to the plough, and he was
not the man to turn uack.

t f. To come or go back, return: cf. 21. Obs,

frx6oo Shaks. Sonn. cxliii. 11 Turne back to me. 16x1

Bible 2 Kin^s i. 5 When the messengers turned backe vnto

him, he said.., Why are ye now turned backe? 1660 F.

Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 37 We turned back again into

Persia.

fVO. Turn by. trans. To set aside, reject (a

candidate) : cf. By adv. 2. (Also with ^y as prep.

:

cf. "^xprep. 16 c.) Obs.

170S Hearne Collect. 7 Dec. (O.H.S.) I. 119 When he

stood for orders [he] was turn'd by for Deficiency. [1709
Ibid, IL 294 Reasons, .not reckon d as sufficient for tummg
Mr. Littleton by his Degree.] 1803 J. Adams in Harvard
Grad, Mag. IX, 349, I was in a great fright, and expected

to be turned by.

71. Turn down. (See simple senses and Down
adv.) * trans, a. To fold or double down; to

bend downwards : cf. 9.

TUBN.
160X Shaks. Jul. C. iv, iii. 273 Is not the Leafe turn'd

downe Where I left reading? X793 Smbaton Edystone L.
§273 The cramps., wtre turned down at each end. i8»8
[H. Bkst] Italy as it is 128 The beds.. were all, in the
housewife's phrasej turned down, X841 Thackeray Gt.
Hoggarty Diam. vii, Nothing could make him. .refrain from
wearing his collars turned down.

b. To turn upside down, to invert ; to turn (a

card) face downwards: cf. 10. ^

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 117 Sometimes she turns down my
cup herself, after the first dish, because.. tea is nervous.

1859 FitzGkrald Omar Ixxv, Turn down an empty Glass !

1890 Fknn Double Knot 111. viii. 115 The played cards were
solemnly turned down.

C. To put down, send to a lower position (as

in a class at school ; also^^.) : cf. 25. ? Obs.
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor, 69 You beyng igno*

raunt what difference is betwixt an affirmative, & a nega-
tive proposition, must be turned doune agayne behinde the
Schoolehouse doore. i6gi'DRYDES Examen Poeticum Ded.,
Ess. (K.er) II, ^ Julius Scaliger would needs turn down
Homer and abdicate him.

d. U.S. slang. To rebuke, snub, ' put down
'

;

to reject, refuse to accept,
X89X Cent. Diet. s.v., To turn doTvn. .(c) to snub; sup-

press. (Slang, U. S.) 1897 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 14 Jan. 7/6
Secretary Olney was turned down by the Senate.. in his

effort to have the vole on the extradition treaties, .recon-
sidered. 1900 Montreal Gaz, jM^r. 2/j [Denmark] turns

down America's offer. X913 Edith Wharton Cttstom 0/
Country w. xvi,The Ararat investigation bad been . . quashed,
. .and Elmer MofTatt ' turned down '.

e. colloq. To drink down, Moss off' i^obs^\

also in Brewing, to put (liquor) into a vat to fer-

ment. (Cf. 25 c.)

1760-78 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 150 Asking
for a flask of champaign, [he] turned it down without taking
it once from his head. iSz6 Art Brewing {ed. 2) 109 Turned
down 28 barrels of liquor, at 158 deg. 1844 W. H. Maxwell
sports <5- Adz'. Scott, xxxvi. (1855) 289 We turned down a
second tumbler.

f. Sporting, etc. To put (game, etc.) in a place

to stock it.

1891 Field 26 Dec. 963/3 Foxes . . are turned down in order
that the supply may be kept up. 189a Ibid. 19 Nov. 793/3,
I would urge all farmers to turn down some Indian game
cocks in their yards.

g. To lower (a lamp, gas) by turning the handle

or stop-cock : cf. i b.

1868 Miss Braddon Dead Sea Fr. xix, Love*s torch.,

flames anew before we turn it down forever. z9gz Harpet's
Mag. LXXXIV.283/2 She. .turned the lamps down low.

** intr. h. To bend one*s course downwards
(with change of direction) ; to turn aside and go
down : cf. 16.

c IS95 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (HakL Soc.)

29 Commaundinge him that they shoulde.. turne downe
unto the other carvell. X833 T. Hook Parson^s Dau. i. i.

Opposite the limekilns, as you turn down to the Duke's
Head, near the lurnpike. 1887 P. M'Neill Blawearie 88

Long before the men in general began to turn down, he had
every box in the pit-bottom filled.

i. To bend downwards : cf, 9 d.

1885 Malet Col. Enderby's Wife iii. ii. The corners of his

mouth began to turn down in an ominous fashion.

72. Turn in. (See simple senses and In adv.)
*^ trans, a. To send, drive, put, or take in : cf. 25,

25b, 25 c. t In quot € 1300 refi. « e below.
c 1300 St. Brandan 472 Ther cam out a grislich wi3t . . Thurf

suart and berning al his ejen upe hem he caste, And tumde
him in anon. 1607 Topsell Four'/. Beasts (1658) 373 He
turned in amongst them some of his foresaid children. X76a

in W, ^\n%Ann. 5/«/^tf >^j/^« (1875) 63 Nohorse or sheep

tobe turn'd in under the penalty of twenty shillings., for each

offence. 189X F, W. Robinson Her Love ^ His Li/e is, x,

You will turn in the cash by wholesale.

b. Agric, To bury or cover (weeds, stubble,

manure) by turning the soil over them in digging

or ploughing; to dig or plough into the ground.

Also with the ground as obj, (Cf. lib, 25 c.)

1563 Hvll Art Garden. C1593) 3 The Gardens, .should be
,,both well digged and turned in with dung. XS77_B.
GooGE HeresbaciCs Hnsb. 22 In the Springj the ground being

mellowe . . the weedes are then best turned in. 1864 yml. R.
Agric. Soc. XXV. 11. 526 Not to turn in the wheat-stubble

much before Christmas. Ibid. 528 The clover.lands that I

have just turned in for roots. 1866 Ibid. Ser. ii.ll. i. 170
Loamy land is ploughed a second time before winter, and
the manure turned in.

C. To bend or fold inwards : cf. 9. Also Naut, :

see quot. 1867.
157a in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 159 White Rownde

plates turnde in with a crest. i7ai Swift George-Nim^Dati-
Deans Anstv. 18 Thus a wise tailor is not pinching. But
turns at every seam an inch in. X776 Withering Brit.

Plants C1796) IV. 201 Pileus pale yellow,, .edge turned in,

ij to 2 inches over. 1867 Smyth Sailors IVord-bk., Turn
in a dead eye or hearty to, to seize the end of a shroud or stay,

&c., securely round it.

d. To cause to point or face inwards : cf. 7> 23 a.

i8sx MAVHF.w/,i7«rf. Aa^jMr(i86i)III.aoo/2, 1 gives 'em.,

the bandy jig, that's dancing with my toes turned in. 1865

Mom. Star 27 Jan., To turn the tallies in. That is to put

the tallies against the wall, so that they should not be seen.

1870 Daily iVaas 19 July 6 Go-ahead, a good mare., turns in

her toes a little.

** intr. e. To turn aside and go in (to a place,

house, room, etc.) : cf. 16, 24 c.

153s CovERUALE Judg. IV. i8 lacl wente forth to mate
Sissera, &sayde..: Turne in mylorde. x6s8 Gurnall C/m
in Arm. verse 14. in. ix. 257 Even they sometimes turne in ai-

the fairest signe. 1888 Miss Tytler Blackhall Ghosts 1

1



TURN.
XV. jj Hearing your stable clock strike as I turned in at your
gate.

£ (orig. Naut.) To go to bed. colloq.

169s CoNORiTX Lovt for L. m. xv, Mrs. F. I believe it's

late. A . . An you think so, you had best go to Bed. . . I mean
to tOM a Can. .afore I turn in. 1837 T. HoOK Jack Brag
xiii, Jack 'turned in ', as the sailors say. 1891 N. Gould
Double Event 218 It's late..and quite time we turned in.

g. To change its coarse and go inwards; \oi
an eraption, to disappear (opp. to break out).
a."77* R- James Dissert. Fevers (1778) 29 Small-pox.,

which turned in the seventh day of the eruption and went
off in the most desirable manner. i86a Pvcroft Cricket
Tutor 35 Spinning bowling is always liable to turn in or
break away contrary to all expectation.

h. To have an inward direction, point inwards

:

as, ' his toes turn in '. (Cf. 23 c, d.)

73. Turn off. (See simple senses and Off adv^
* trans, a. To strip off, peel off. Also intr. for
pass. (Cf. 4 c.) 7 Obs.

\TSI VxAzxru Farriery rmpr.UlsS) 1. 108 The Crystalline
..becomes White, and turns off in. .Laminae, .like unto the
Coatsof an Onion. IhiJ. 109 We cut this, .thin Membrane,
and turn off. . one or more of the Laminae of the Crystalline
Humour.

b. To dismiss, send away; spec, to discharge
from service or employment : cf. turn away, 68 c.
In quot. 1841, = turn loose (60.
1564 Harijing Ams7ii. ladles Chalenge xL 128 Ifanydeuout

person require to be partetaker with the priest,.. he is not
tourned of, but with all gentlenes admitted. l6ai Shaks.
AlCs Welt V. iii. 220 You that haue turn'd offa first so noble
wife. 1676 Earl Essex in Essex Papers (Camden) 1 1. 73 It
not being reasonable to turne off an old servant without
some provision. 1768 Goldsm. Goodn. Man 1, Pay him his
wages and turn him off. 1841 yrnt. R. Agric.Soc. II. ir. 152
His unshod cattle.. were turned off to reg.ale themselves
upon the neighbouring waste. 189a Temple Bar Mag.
Mar. 321 A packer had been turned off for carelessness,

t C. To give over, resign, consign (Jo). Obs.
i6«7 Decay Chr. Piety (J.), We are not so wholly turned

off to that reversion, as to have no supplies for the present.
1674 Govt. Tongue x, 185 The murmurer seems to be turn'd
on to the company of those doleful Creatures . . which were
to inhabit the mines of Babylon.

d. To hang (on a gallows) : orig. to turn off the
lOilder (cf. 7, and Ladoer sb. i b). Now rare or Obs.
[1594 Nashk Un/ort. Tram. Wks. (Grosart) V. 185 A (idler

cannot turne his pin so soone, as he would turn a man of
the ladder.) i«8o C. Nesse Clturck Hist. 143 His own mule
..as it were, turns him off the ladder, .he turns himself off
when he had lyed his halter. 1715 J. Chappelow Right Way
«icA (1717) 64 The executioner h.is him upon the ladder.

.

and turns him off in an instant. 1840 Thackeray Catherine
VIII, 1 ve seen a many men turned off.

j

e. humorously
(^Jig. homprec.). To marry, join

in marriage. (Cf. to lie the hiot.)
1759 H. Walpoli! Let. to G. Montagu 16 May, Lord

Weymouth is to be married on Tuesday, or, as he said him-
»<Jf. 'o be turned off. i8« Marrvat P. Simple xxxix, They
will be turned off next Friday, and I only wish you were
here to dance at the weddings. 1891 S. NIostyn Curalica
157, I sent a reply .. wishing her every happiness and con-
senting * to turn her off',

f. To deflect, divert {lit. eni/ig.) : cf. 13, 14.
1716 Addison Freeholder No. 34 p 6 To turn off the

Thoughts of the People from busying themselves in Matters
of Statt 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. vi. 151 He turned
off the discourse to the rest. ij3lil.?.D\KtLa Li/e Marlborough
''••75 To turn off the Waters of the River.. which made
the Inundations. 1846 H. G. Rodi.nson Odes Horace 11.

xvii. Had Faunus not turn'd off the stroke.

g. Spec. To give a different turn to ; to divert
attention from, or alter the effect of (a remark, etc.).
•744 OzELL tr. Brantome's Sp. Rhirdomontades 18 He

lurn'd It off with a Laugh, which was only Teeth out.
wards. i88< G. Gissimo Isabel Clarendon viii, Ada seemed
about to rise, but turned it off in an arrangement of her
dress. 1891 Blacitu. Mag. CLI. 88/2 That's all very fine i

..you may turn it off in that way, but the fact remains.
h. To stop the flow of (water, gas, electric

current, etc.) by turning a tap or the like (cf. i b),
or by closing a sluice ; to shut off ; to turn out (a
light). Also with the tap, etc. as obj.
1850 7rnl. R. Agric. Soc. XL i. 199 The waste steam . . may

be. .turned on or off by a cock. 1886 Law Times Rep.
LIII. 676/1 The gas is turned off at eleven o'clock. 1891 L
Keith Lost Illusion 1 1, xiv. loi She did not turn the gas off
at the meter. 1891 Black t, White 23 Jan. 1 16 /i The electric

w5l
""'' '"'"«' ""T- ''9» ^lonthty Packet Dec. 656

When the water is running away one must hurry up and
turn off the tap.

i. To complete and get off one's hands; to
produce (with skill or facility) : = turn out, 75 j.
In quot. 1897, to accomplish (a distance) swiftly.
(1684 tfew Hampshire Prov. Papers (1867) I. 521 The

actions go on, and are turned off hand apace, twelve at a
clap.) i&to Dickens Bam. Rudge xxxix, 'When I (the
hangman] look at that hand and remember the helecmt
bits of work It has turned off.' [With playon sense d.] .855
Poultry Chron. III. 160 The hens were, .square shorlleKced
birds, likely to turn off some good chickens. 1879 M.
Fattison Milton ix. 108 Turning off 300 paces of fluent
Utin. >8b7 Outmg (U.S.) XXX. 242/2 We (cyclists] rode
on thuough Harrisonburg and turned off the twentvfive
milesto. .Staunton. '

j. To turn the soil so as to form (a furrow) ; in
quot 1858, to round off (a comer) in ploughing.
It4t7rn/. R. Agric. .foc. III. I. 11 Admiring, .its ?lhe

Scotch plough s) apparent facility in cleaving and lurnini;
off the furrow. 1858 /bid. XIX. 11. 277 One plough goes
and turns off the corners.

roe.
**intr. (See also a.) k. To turn away or
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aside from the direct road; to deviate; also
/r««^ofa road or path, to branch off: cf. 16, i6e.
1687 NoRKis .Wise, To his Museiv, Where with noise the

waters creep Turn off with Care, for treacherous rocks are
ni^h. 174a Pope Du„c. iv. 525 The vulgar herd turn off to roll
with Hogs. tjj6 Pcnnsylv. Even. Postaj Jane 320/2 A road
that turns off on the left hand. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk.
(1859) II He turned off, through agate, into some ornamented
grounds. 189a Leisure Hour Jan. 188/1, I took a wrong
turning, or kept straight on when I ought to have turned off.

1. To fall off in quality, ' go off", change for the
worse; to wither and fall off; also, of food, etc. :

to become sour or bad. Also with compl. adj.
\-nr7 Monthly Mag. III. 489 The Rye-Grass and Clovers

are expected.. to turn off lighL 1813 Jank Austen Lett.
(1884) II. 202 The day turned off.. and we came home in
some rain. 1846 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. 11. 380 My ash-
leaf potatoes.. looked healthy; they, 'however, turned off
sickly in June. . . The Shaw[s] . . were short in the haulm, and
turned off by the middle of July. 1889 Dcvonsh. Proline, in
Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v., I think the chutney's turned off, sir.

74. Turn on. a. trans. To induce a (low of
(water, steam, gas, electric current) by turning a
tap or stop-cock (cf. I b), or by opening a sluice

;

also with the tap, etc. as obj. ; also intr. tot pass.
(quot. 1890); alsoyff.

183J Ht. Martineau Loom ^ Lugger 1. i. 10 He turned
on the gas in his back room to an unusual brightness.
1846 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. 11. 403 The steam being
turned on. 1874 Micklethwaitb Mod. Par. Churches 186
Having certain jets [of gas] turned on at full. 189a Mrs.
Hungeeforu Bom Coquette xiii, A moon . . warranted to last
for eight hours and to turn on at any moment. 1891 Review
of Rev. 14 Nov. 523/2 The electric lamp that glows., when
the current is turned on. 189a Blackw. Mag. CLI. 79/2A sluice might be turned on to flood a certain meadow.
189a Black 4- White 21 May 674/2 A woman who turned on
her smiles as we do the electric light,

b. To set (a person) to do something ; to employ :

cf. 34 b. colloq.

1893 Chamb. Jml. 8 Jul^ 419/2 Ainsworth had turned
hira on to assist him in ' doing ' the theatres.

75. Turn out. (See simple senses and Odt
adv.) * trans, fa. ? To ch.-inge from one's normal
condition, to ' put out

' ; or ?to divert from one's
course. Obs. rare~^.
c i3ao Cast. Love 121 1 In wonhope weore his disciples .

.

.\c >ou weore studefast . . Ne mi3te )« no ))ing tornen out.

b. To put or take out by a rotary movement (in
quot. 1892, on .1 lathe)

; + to bore or gouge out.
13. . Erasmus in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 203 W tur-

mentours .. turnyng oute his ien withe wymbles. 189a
Phologr. Ann. II. 286 Extending frame and reversing
back mured, keyed and glued up; the front turned out for
circular disc.

a To cause to go or come out ; to drive out or
forth, to expel ; also(/ra«j. of o),to fetch or summon
out (quots. 1867, 1903). Cf. 35.
i54« J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 82 He tumde hir out at

doores. i«ii Beaum. & Fu Knt. Burning Pest. iii. v,
Open the doore, and turne me out those mangy companions.
167a ViLLiIRS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal 11. iv. (Arb.) 61 If
they heard us whisper, theyl turn us out. 183a Examiner
^lyV ^""^ '"'"«'• °"' a tenant for voting against him.
l8«7 SMvrH Sailor's Word-tk., Turn out the guard t the
order for the marines of the guard to fall in, on the quarter,
deck, in order to receive a superior officer. 1894 Baring-
Gould Ox'^i o/L. I. viii. 86 'Turn him out !

' was shouted
from the further side of the hall. 1903 Bosw. Smith in
igth Cent. Alar. 436 One raven .. managed more than once
to turn out the guard, who thought they were summoned
by the sentinel.

d. To drive or put out (beasts) to pasture or to
the open, or (pheasants, etc.) Intoa covert : cf. 25 b.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidam's Comm, 360 b, The cattel which

the townes men daily turned out «ito the pasture. 1679 J.Goodman Penit. Pnrd. 11. iv. (1713) 229 He hath now, like
Nebuchadnezzar, been turned out to grass. iSoa G. Mon-
tagu Omith. Did. (1831) 424 Lord Caernarvon.. turned
°;" «»eral (ring pheas.ants) at his seat at Highclere. 1853
Jrnt. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. I. 64 The colts were turned out
on the open commons.

e. To dismiss or eject from office or employment.
5588 J. Udall Diotrephes (Arb.) 16 Neither will the

Churche euer be in quiet vntill you be all turned out. 1667
in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 41 The.. Captain
hath.. turned out some of his said Company that have
refused to compound for lesse than the King's pay. 1708
Constit. Watermen's Co. xviii, If any.. of the Rulers or
Auditors shall happen to dye, or be turned out for Corrup-
tion. 1885 ' Mrs- Alexander ' At Bay ii, I am very sorry
he lost the election. . . It was the radical mining people that
turned him out. 18^ Sat. Rev. 17 Dec. 705/2 They will
seize '^the first occasion ' to turn the Government out.

t. To put (things) out of a house, room, or re-
ceptacle ; to empty out by sloping or inverting the
containing vessel.

i6«6 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 255 My hous is not yet
burnt, but all I have turn'd out. i8a7 Fasaday Chem.
Maiiip. XVI. (1842) 420 The small quantity of fluid remain-
ing., is to be turned out, by inclining the tube. 189a
Blackw. Mag. CLI. 190/1, I shall turn out all your
furniture.

g. {transf. from f.) To clear (a receptacle or
room) of ils contents ; to empty (usually for the
sake of examining or re-arranging the contents).
1809 Malkin <7iV Bias vii. xi. p 6 The enraged marquis.

.

turning her whole house out at window. i86a Mrs. H.
Wood Mrs. Hallib. i xxi. She turned out his pocket.s.

1887 E. F. Byrrne Heir without Heritage III. iii. 66, I will
go to my room..and turn iny drawers out. 1894 Hall

TITBN.
Ci.mis. Manxman 2n She overhauled the linen ; turned outevery room twice a week.

lutucu oui

h To put or throw (land) out of cultivation,

the^in "l''i'^''T-5'''",'373The greater part, even ofthese once rich low lands, that had been in cultivation, were

b°i^hw^ ™' ^^ =°vered..with .. broom-sedgi and

i. To put out, extinguish (a lamp, gas) by
lurnnig a tap or the like.

r a
/ j

,Jl,^Ff,""r
''

R5?-.3'°4^
Then the gas was turned out.

o??the lig'h?
"" '^^"'•S'""'m She.. was turning

j. To finish making and get off one's hands; to
dispose ofas a finished product ; to produce (usually
implying rapidity, facility, or skill) : = 73 i

(1757 W. Thompson /? iV. Advoc. 47 Casks would.. beturnd out of their Hands, fit for the several Purposes.)
1847 L. Hunt Mer, Women, ^ B. II. vi. 86 Bookrwere
books in those days, not batches, by the baker's dozen,
turned out every morning. 1878 Besant & Rice Celia's
Arb. XV, No place.. could.. turn out more splendid shins'
figure-heads. ,878 L Stephen yohnson ii. 16 A man who
turned out books as a bi ickL-iyer tuins out houses or a tailor
co.it.s .913 K H. D. Sewell in Daily Graphic 26 Mar.
14/2 La louche.. IS one of the best half-backs Sedbergh has
ever turned out.

k. To equip, ' rig out', 'get up'.

Bi'*"»Wl? '2 Turn-out sb. 7]. 1833 (see Turned ppi. a.
8). 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lontt. of To-day xli. (ed. 3) 354 At
either of these places the visitor may be sure of being turned
out oneof the best-dressed men in London". i8gi Pictorial
World ^ June 12/1 Coaches were fewer. .but they were
better ' turned out .

1. To refer to, look up : = lurtt up, 80 h. rare,
tin Tractsfor Times No. 29. 8 To turn out for him the

texts he had refeiied to. 189s Rashdall Universities II.
329 lurningout the word, .in the indices of.. chroniclers.
m. To alter the position of so as to bring it to

the outside. (In quot. with figurative allusion.)
160s Shaks. Learn, ii. 9 He.. told me I had turn'd the

wrong side out.

n. To direct or cause to point outwards.
.1697 J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 12 Turning out

his toes. 1813 Prichabd yVyj. Hist. Man. (1837) II. 138
Ihe lips are thick without being turned out. 189a Illustr.
Sport.J, Dram. News 5 Nov. 270/3 Do not reject a nag,
though he may turn out his toes a little.

tnlr. o. To turn aside and go out ; to go
away, depart, 'clear out' ; to go forth, sally forth
(usually with the notion of some compelling force,
or of leaving a place of safely or comfort for one
of danger or discomfort).

'473 Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 18 A prest that turnyd
oute at his messe and the sacrament in his handys, whanne
Kynge Ldwarde came with his swerde into the chirche.
1649 Baxter Saints' R. 111. x. § 4 If there be but one
gap open . . how ready are we to . . turn out at it ? 1700 T.
Brown Amusem. Ser. 4- Com. 21 Turn out there you Coun.
try Put, says a Bully with a Sword two Yards long. 1763C Johnston Reverie II. 9 To run into danger with delight,
turning out to a man, at the first mention of the matter.
1811 Regul. «r Ord. Army 15 The Line turns out without
arms whenever any part of the Royal Family, .comes along

o!l^.,u°"'
"'' ''"' Camp. 1889 Jr.ssorp,Coming ofFriars u.

86 When the Friars came into a village,., the whole popuU.
tion would turn out to listen.

p. To get out of bed. (Cf. 72 f.) colloq.
1805 W. Irving in Life >t Lett. (1864) I. 154 The next

morning on turning out, I had the first glimpse of old Eng-
land. 1837 Marryat Dog-fiend vi, ' Turn out ', said Dick.
c 1847 in R. C. Winthrop Rem. For. Trav. (1894) 14 (attri-
butedto Dk. Wellington) When a man begins to turn at
all in bed, it is time for him to turn out.

q. To leave one's abode and betake oneself to
some outside occupation.
'793 [Earl Dundonald] Descr. Estate ofCulross 42 He

had two sons . . ready to turn out in the sea line. 1888 ' R.
'Boy.DKKXooo' Robbery UnderA rms xxi\. What lay we're
going upon and whether we're all greed in our mind to turn
out. 1891 L. Keith Halletts x. She may have to turn out
and be a governess.

r. To abandon one's work ; to go out on strike.
1806 (implied in Turn-out sb. 2]. 1815 Examiner 79/1The journeymen spinners, .have turned out for an advance

of wages. t87lW.PHll,LlPsZai«r<?»«/M« 17 He becomes
a railway conductor. If that doesn't suit him, he turns out,
and becomes theagent of an insurance office. 1885 Munch.
Exam. 23 June 5/1 It is expected that the whole of the
operatives will turn out against the reduction.

8. To bend or be directed outwards, {intr. o(n.)
_
1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat, vii. x. 498 The Ancle-bone

IS .ipt to turn out on either side, by .. ReLixation of the
Tendons. i8o7-a« [see Turning rW. .f<5. laj Mod. His toes
turn out.

t. (a) To come about in the end or issue ; to
result, eventuate.
Now always with adv., advb. phr., or as; falso aisol.

\obs. rare : nearly — turn up, 80 v).

'73S Walpole Let. 19 Oct. in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 264 As things have fortunately turn'd out. 1786
Mrs. a. M. Bennett yuvenile Indiscr. III. 85 Who knows
what rjay turn out? i8jo B'ness Bunsen in H.are Life
(1879) I. IX. 353 Our expedition up Vesuvius turned out
very well. 1891 Law Times XC. 460/3 A speculator.

.

whose transactions., had turned out disastrously to himself.

(*) with compl. To come to be, become ulti-
mately (and so be found or known to be).
1744 M. Bishop Z{/i,S- /I</z/. 98 She h.is turned out a very

undutiful Child. 1760 Lady AIaby Cokb Jml. 13 May
(1S92) III. 70 The day has turned out better then I expected
It. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 140 Wliy then do the sons
of good fathers often turn out ill 1 1883 W. E. Norris NoNnu Thing vii, What a pretty girl Nellie. .has turned out

!
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i:

(c) To be ultimately found or known, to prove

to be (without implication of becoming).
Const, usually with inf. ; also with simple compl. (cf. h).

1790 Paley Horae Paul. \\. § 1 We have that time turning

out, upon examination, to be in all the same, a 1859 De
QuiNCEY Autobiog. Sk. vii. Wks, 1863 XiV. 205 note. These

tropositions, not. .seeming to be true and turning out false,

uut.. wearing an air of falsehood and turning out true.

1859 Thackeray Virgin, xxi, That he should turn out to be

the son of my old schoolfellow. 1893 Sir K. Ball Story of
Sun 81 The result turns out to be considerably less. 1907

J. H. Patterson Man-Eaters of Tsavo App. i. 331 His

photograph, .unfortunately turned out a failure. Mod. He
pretended to be destitute, but turns out to have had ;^ 200

tn the bank.

76. Turn out of. (See simple senses and Out
OF.) a. trans. To drive, send, or put out of (a

place), or dismiss from (a position or office), forcibly

or peremptorily ; to expel or eject from ; f formerly

more widely, to put or take out of in any way

;

fig.
to bring out of, deliver from ; to dissuade from.

C1300 Havelok 154 He [= they] .. preyden cristes here,

pat he wolde turnen him [Athelwold] Vt of bat yuel. c 1430

in Hymns Vir^. loS 5if l^ei talkeof tales vn-trewe, pou torn

hem out of Jrat entent. 1562 Child-Marriages 104 The said

Roger turnid thesaid mare out of the Close. 1610 Holland
Catmien's Brit. (1637) 518 His dead Corps was. .turned out

of his grave. 1690 E. Gee Jesuit's Me»/oriai Introd. 2 He
was . . turned out of his Fellowship. 1818 Scott //rt. Midi.
viii, The tenants, .were not actually turned out of doors

among the snow wreaths. 1890 F. ^I. Ckawford Cigarette-

waker's Rom, v, He turned me out of the house.

f b. To do out of, deprive or strip of Obs.

1545 Ascham Toxopk. I. (Arb.) 88 They, .turned so many
out of theyr lackes. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 56 To
torne you out of your weapons,

c. To put or empty out of (a vessel) by in-

verting it.

1791 Genii. Mag. Jan. 25/1 Like a pudding turned out of

a bason.

d. intr. To get out of, leave, quit. (Cf. 75 Oj pO
i860 Dickens Uncojum. Trav, x, My last special feat was

turning out of bed at two, after a hard day. 1892 Chamb,
Jrnl. I Oct. 63S/1 Five is an early hour to turn out of bed.

77. Turn over. (See simple senses and Over
adv}) * trans, a. To turn (something) from its

position on to one side, or from one side to the

other, or upside down; to invert, reverse; to

knock over, overturn, upset ; refl, (now rare) = j

below. Cf. senses 7, 10, and Over aiiv, 4 b, c.

C1375 Cursor M, 86ri (Fairf.) pe tojjer womman cliilde ho
bent.. Ho turned hir ouer wit> hit in arme. ai635SmBES
Confer. Christ ^ Mary (1656) 12 We must . . turn over every

stone,—use all kind of means, till we find him. 1710 Addi-
son Tatler No. 243 p 3 He turned himself over hastily in

his Bed. 1897 Boston (Mass.) yml, 4 Jan. 1/2 The ' Blue

Goose ' saloon, which is situated in the middle of the river,

was turned over by the flood. Mod. Turn the patient over

on his right side (or, on his face).

b. To reverse (a leaf, or the successive leaves,

of a book) in order to read (or write) on further;

to read or search through, peruse (a book) by doing

this. .Cf. 1 1 a.

To turn aver a new leaf{^^!) : see Leaf sb. 7 b.

1551 Robinson tr. ATore's Utop. i. (1895) 84 If I, sely man,
should, .wylle them to turne ouer the leafe, and learne a
newe lesson. 1635 in Foster Cri. Min. E. India Co. (1907)

16 The Company were surprized, .when the Voyages were
turned over. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 75 F 2 Turning over

the Leaves, she reads alternately^ and speaks. 1821 Scott
Kenilw. xxii, The countess, .turnmg over such rare volumes
as would now make the fortune of twenty reti.il booksellers.

1885 * Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay ii, ' I must read it again,'

said Glynn, . .as he turned over the pages,

O, To reverse or shift (soil, hay, etc.) so as to

expose the under parts, or different parts succes-

sively : cf, 1 1 b.

1737 Bbackem Farriery Impr. (1756) L 25 The same
ground has not been turned over for a Hundred Years.

z84a Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. \l\. i. 43 The trench-plough.,

turns over from 10 to 18 inches of clean soil. 1862 Ibid.

XXIIL 51 Turn over and lighten up the hay.

d. To reverse and shift successively (papers or

other articles lying flat in a heap) for the purpose

of examining those that are beneath.

1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterh. T., Yng. Lad/s T. IL 405
In turning over his papers.., Sir Edward laid his hand on

the will. 1887 E. F. Byrrne Heir without Heritage^ II

L

iii. 66 She . . began to turn over the linen and examine it.

e. fig. To agitate or revolve in the mind, go

through and examine mentally, consider and re-

consider : cf. 8.

1821 W. Irving Sketch Bk., Royal Poet, After closing the

volume, he turns its contents over in his mind. 1830 Tail's

Ma^. XVII. 118/1 The rumour induces us to turn over

agam this question. 1902 Violet Jacob Sheep-Stealers x.

Turning over in his mind what possible pretext he could
invent for an early visit.

£ To turn off the ladder in hanging ; = 73 d.

1678 Butler Hud. in. 11, 598 As Criminals condemn'd to

suffer, Are blinded first, and then lurn'd over, 170a [see

Turning vhl. sb. 12]. xB8a J. Taylor Sc. Covenanters 37
Just before he was turned over, the . . intrepid sufferer lifted

the napkin from his face and exclaimed, [etc.].

tg. To drink off, swallow at one draught: cf.

71 e. Obs.

Lldi Hist. NedEvans 1, 115 He turned over a full bumper
to the toast,

h. To transfer, hand over, make over, deliver,

commit {io) ; spec, to transfer (an apprentice) to

another master, (a sailor) to another ship (cf.

TuBN-oVEii sb. 2) J
in quot. 1632 ^, to convert to a

different use.

1552 Huloet, Turne ouer, transuerto. (71586 Sidney
Arcadia \, {1629)63 He excusing himselfe, and turning ouer
the fault to fortune. 1632 Lithgow Trav. m. gi [He] was
turned ouer to the new Captaine for fiue yeares more. Ibid.

VL 273 That house.. is turned ouer for a shelterage to

sheepe. 1744 M. Bishop/,//^ <V Adz'. 41 Our Ship was con-
demned, and the Men turned over, some on board the

Breda, and some to the Ipswich. 1795 Lupton's Thous.
Notable Th. xiv. 254 The chamberlain of London attends.

.

to enrol and turn over apprentices. 1890 Mrs. H. Wood
House of Halliwell i, She would., turn over to her all the

sewing.

i. Comm. To pass or hand over in tlie way of

exchange ; to employ in business, to invest and
realize ; to sell or dispose of goods to the amount
of (a specified sum). Cf. 15 b.

1611 L. Barry Ram-Alley \. B iv b, Some hundred boolces

..I haue Turnd ouer.. But that is nothing for a studient.

Or a Stationer : they turne them ouer too. 1863 Fawcett
Pol. Econ. II. (1876) 260 Their capital is not u 11frequently

turned over ten times in the course of the year. 1890
spectator 6 Sept., His land can produce corn but once a
year, and he cannot 'turn over' bis capital so invested.

1893 (?(f. WordsWzx. 187/1 Thousands of dollars were being
turned over hourly.

** intr, j. To turn on to one side, or from one

side to the other, or uiiside down ; to reverse itself;

to be upset, fall over, capsize ; to roll about. Cf. a,

and sense 6.

1660 [implied in Turn-over sb. t]. 1845 J. Coulter Adv.
in I'aci/ic vii. 87 [The whale] died, and turned over in a few
minutes, 1892 Illustr. Sport. Sf Drain. News 17 Dec. 486/1
They cannot turn over if pushed, but must right themselves
immediately. 1893 Mks. B. M. Croker Village 2". (i8g6)

88, I had watched tlie big rohu turning lazily over in the

river. 1899 Tit-Bits 28 Oct. 97/3 Turn over and go to sleep.

k. To be transferred, to shift. (Cf, h.) rare.

1851 Jml, R. Agric. Soc. XU. i. 287 The embankment
has been made on that portion which is not liable to ' turn

over *
[/. e. be shifted by the tide].

78. Turn round. (See simple senses and
Round adv.) * intr,, a. To move round on an

axis or centre ; to revolve, rotate. Also fig. of

the brain or head, to be affected with giddiness.

Cf. 2, 2 b.

<;x4oo Destr. Troy 453 Hir Ene as a trendull turned full

rounde, First on hir fader, ..And sethyn on l?at semely.

C1500 [see Round adv. 6]. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 20

He that is giddie thinks the world turns round, 1676
Marvell Mr. Svtirke 11 As it fares with those whose
Brain turnes round. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trat),

I. 54 Making a leap,, .they fall a turning round with their

naked feet. X710 Swift Jml. to Stella 31 Oct., I had a fit

of giddiness: the room turned round for about a minute.

1824 Scott St. Ronan's xxxvi, The strangeness of the news
..made Mowbray's head turn round.

b. To turn so as to face in the opposite direc-

tion ; to reverse one's position or course ; to face

about ; to turn from one side to the other. Cf. 6,

22 c,

AIso^^. in such phrases as iogive one iitne^ to turn roundj

i.e. to get into the proper position or condition for doing
something required.

1591 [see Turning vbl. sb. 12J. 1787 * G. Gambado' Acad.
Horsemen (1809) 38 If his horse has stopt and turned round
five thousand times with him. 1830 Debates in Congress

29 Mar. App. 105 Payment is.. suffered to lie occasionally

until the bank can turn round.- 1856 Sir B. Bkodie Psychol.

Inq. I. iv. 137 We see persons turn round in tlieir sleep.

1886 Lesterre Durant vi, She turned round to where lier

brother stood.

c. fig. To change to the opposite opinion, state

of mind, etc. ; esp. to change from a friendly to a

hostile attitude; with £?« or 2(/^i?«, to assail suddenly,

esp. in words (cf. 33).
xSzs Exaininer 427/1 The Alderman being absent, our

schemer turns round, and personates the Alderman. 1863
KiNGSLEV Water Bab. v, Now he turned round and abused
it. 1891 Law Times XCL 405/2 [They] cannot turn round
on the executors and blame them.
* trans, d. To cause to revolve or rotate

(cf. i) ; also, to cause to face in all directions

successively.

C1633 Milton /Jy^rdf/t,? 66Thosethat hold the vital shears,

And turn the Adamantine spindle round. _ 173X Pope Ep.
Burlington 135 In Books, not Authors, curious is my Lord ;

To all their dated Backs he turns you round. 1823 H. J.
Brooke Introd, Crystallogr. 28 If we now turn round the

circle with its attached crystal. 1857 Tknnvson Geraint .S-

Enid-j^o The maiden . . robtd herself, Helped by the mother's

careful hand and eye, . .Who, after, turn'd her daughter
round, and said, She never yet had seen her half so fair,

e. To put into the opposite position or direc-

tion, to reverse {lit. andy?^.) : cf. 10, 10 b.

1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 40 The Prophets, whom
we shall very imperfectly understand, if we suppose them
mere historians, for whom God had turned round time the

other way. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) 11 Nov. 4/3 He has.

.

turned it right round and made it say exactly the opposite

of what it does say.

f. To cause to face in a different direction ; refi.

— b above {arch.). KXsofig. to induce (a person)

to take an opposite course or view (quot. i860).

i6z8 Feltham Resolves 11. [l] xxxii. loi That Philosopher

. . turn'd him round, and vanisht. a 1763 [see Round adv. 8],

178a Cowi'EU Gilpin 51 Turning round his head, he_ saw
Three customers come in. 1850 Tknnvson In Mem, xliv. 14

If such a dreamy touch should fall, O turn thee round,

resolve the doubt, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. iii, viii,

The utter impossibility of ever turning Mr. Tulliver round
.., or getting him to hear reason.

79. Turn to. a. intr. To apply oneself to some
task or occupation ; to set to work. Cf. 28 c.

1813 SouTHEY March to Mosco^u\\, But the Russians stoutly
they turned-to Upon the road to Moscow. 1840 K. H.
Dana Bef, Mast iii, The watch. .* turning to ' at daybreak
and washing down, scrubbing, and swabbing ^e decks.
X893 Chamb, Jml. 8 July 421/1 She. .would turn to again
and earn a living.

b. trans. To set (a person) to work. Cf 34 b.

1840 R. H. Dana Bef Mctst xi\. 27 We were turned-to
upon the rigging.

80. Turn up. (See simple senses and Up adv.)
* trans, a. To direct or bend upwards (also^^.)

;

\\\ pa.pple. often denoting the form of a projecting

part or border of something; in quot. 1707, to

have (such a part) bent or directed upwards. Cf. 9.
In Bookbifiding, to flatten the back of (a book) with

trindles, in preparation for cutting the front edge : see
Trindlk sb. 4.

c 1510 More Picusiiv, He exhorted them to turne vp the>T
myndes to loue God. a 1348 Hall Chrou., Hen, VIII 6 b,

Bootes with pykes turned vp. 1607 Shahpham Fleire v.

(1610) Hij, A Puritane [dainn'd] for saying Grace without
turning vp the white of his eyes. 1623 Gouge Serm. Extent
God's I'rovid. § 15 A red cap, over a white linnen one turned
up about the brimmes. 1707 Mortimer Hitsb. (1721) 1. 259
A sort of Duck that turns up the Bill more than the common
kind, 1819 ScoTT Leg. Montrose Introd., The right side of
his head a little turned up, the better to catch,, the clergy-

man's voice. 1877 [see Turning -nbL sb. iz]. x888 Miss
Tytler Blackhall Ghosts II. xv. 12 He even. .turned up
the collar of his morning coat.

b. esp. in phr, to turn up one's nose (as an ex-

pression of contempt) : usually Jig. [turn up one's

nose at ~ despise, scorn).
i77p Mme. D'Arblav Diary 20 Oct., Mr. Thrale.. turned

up his nose with an expression of contempt. 1836 Marryat
Midsh, Easy xxiv, Miss Julia, who turned up her nose at a
midshipman.

C. To turn upside down, invert (now esp. in

order to examine what is beneatli)
; f to over-

throw, demolish
; Jig, to upset, throw into disorder

{pbs^. Cf. 10.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 137 b, No doubt, but kyng
Charles, and the whole publique wealthe of Fraunce, had
been turned vp, and cleane ouerthrowen. X58i A. Hall
Iliadiv. 71 You should haue scene them [the walls of Thebes]
torne, & turned vp from the rout. 1592 Shaks. Rom. Sf

yitl. I. V. 29 Turne the Tables vp. 1664 Kvelyn Kal. Ilort.

(1729) ipi Turn up your Bee-hives, and sprinkle them. 1843
Miall in Nonconf III. 209 Men who turn up words that

they may see the ideas that lie under them. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair vii. The chairs are turned up heads and tails

along the walls.

d. To fold over (a garment or part of one) so as

to shorten it ; also transf. with the person as obj.

i6n Cotgr., Rebrasscr^ to turne, fould, or tucke vp, the
sleeues, Sic. i66z J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 375
They turn up their sleeves above the Elbow. 1836 [see

Tukned 8]. 1896 Hare Story^ my Life 1. ii. 136 If any of
the children behaved ill during the service, they were
turned up and soundly whipped then and there.

e. In/rt.///c. of a garment : Having the border

turned or folded over and covered with some
ornamental material, f In qnot. 1573 app. transf.

to decorate, adorn.

1537 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 72 My mariage gowne of
russet damaske, with the sieves turne[d] upe with russet

velvet. 1573 TussER Husb. {1878) 100 [Plants] to turn vp
their house, and to furnish their pot. 1714 Lend. Gaz. No.
^i^of-j A. .Cap of Crimson Velvet, turn'd up with Ermine.
2850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 749/1 A green blouse turned up
with red.

f. To turn (soil, etc.) so as to bring up the

under parts to the surface, as by digging or plough-

ing, or with the snout or paws, as an animal (cf,

lib); to dig or plough up ; also, to bring to the

surface (something buried) by digging, etc.

1563 Homilies ir. Rogation Week iv. (1640) 235 They doe
wickedly, which doe turne up the ancient terris of the fields.

1577 B. GooGE HeresbacKs Husb, 44 Take heede of Swyne,
that spoyle and turne vp the grounde ilfauoredly. a 1613

J. Dennvs Seer. Angling 11. xlvii, Vealow bobs turnd vp
before the Plough. 1667 Milton /'. L. vn. 213 The vast..

Abyss Outrageous as a Sea, . .Up from the bottom turn'd by
furious windes. 1774 Golusm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 226
The neck is furnished with very strong muscles, which
enable it ihe readier to turn up the sand. 1833 Jas. David-
son Brit. ^ Rom. Rem. Axminster 27 A man digging a
hole for a gate-post,.. turned up a golden ornament. 1843
Jiml. R. Agric. Soc. IV. 11. 116 Turn up the earth with a
trowel.

g. To turn (a card) face upwards ; esp. to do
this in dealing to determine the trump suit (cf.

Turn-up sb. 3).

x6it Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. 2 The most coldest that euer

turn'd vp Ace. i-jogBrit. Apollo II. No. i8. 2/2 D.. .turns

up the last Card for Trump. 1891 Field 28 Nov. 842/3 The
card turned up by the second hand is the king,

h. To find in a book, a set of papers, etc. some
passage or document ; to look up, refer to. (With

the book, etc., or the passage, as obj.) Cf. 11 a, 77 b.

* In the Durham Cathedral Choir to turn up means to

look out and place ready the music for the organist and
singers' (Canon J. T. Fowler).

1710 Steele Tatler No. 179 fii When I turn up some
Masterly Writer to my Imagination. x8i8 Scott Hrt.

Midi, xxxi. She then turned up the ritual. 189a Illustr.



TURN.
sport. ^ Dram. AVicj 7 May 267/2, 1 have not time now to

turn up my old notes on the subject. A/od. Turn up the

article in the Encyclopaedia.

i. To lay (a person or animal) on the back;

to turn belly upwards ; hence, to kill.

In quot, 1850 causal of y below.

1740 tr. De Moiihys Fort. Counirj^Maid (1741) I. 62 Go
your ways, or J*ll turn you up as I would a Hare. 183a
Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 46, I turned up two [geese]

with the first barrel, and the other with the second. 1844
Stephens Bk. Farm II. 95 You will have to turn him up,

as it is termed ; that is, the sheep is set upon his rump
with his back down and his hind-feet pointing upwards and
outwards. 1830 ScorKsbv Cht-e7'ers Whalem. Adv. xiv.

(1859) 212 After Captain Hosmer had succeeded in 'turning
up * his whale,

j. To turn up one's keels (or ioes), to die; to

turn up (a person's) heels^ to lay low, kill : see

Heel sb.'^ 23, Toe sb. 5 j.

k. To turn the stomach of (see 12) ; to nauseate;

also fig:
1893 Chamh. yriii. IX June 375/2 Men who have never

known what sea-sickness is. .get thoroughly 'turned up'
with the awful motion and vibration.

+ 1. To roll up, twist up in a wrapper. Obs. rare.

1701 LohH. Gaz. No. 3741/4 A painted Fan. .turned up in
a white Paper,

m. To turn the handle or tap of (a lamp or
gas-jet) so as to raise the wick, or increase the

flow of gas, and thus make it burn more brightly.

1889 Repent. F, H^t'ttt-zvorth II. v. 105 He. .turned up his

reading lamp. 1893 Kipling ^fanJ^ Invent. 103 Turn up
the gas a little, I want to go on reading,

tn. ? To excite, rouse. Obs. rare.

1579 GossoN Sck. Abuse (Arb.) 63, I shall please the wise,
though the malicious turne vpp their galL

O. To set free, turn loose; to discharge or release

(a prisoner). Cf. 25. Now only siang^.

1653 H. More Antid. Atk. in. ii. 5 2 The Horse . . for his
unserviceableness . . was fain to be turned up loose in the
pasture. 17x5 Lond. Gaz. No. 5363/4 Which said. .Gelding
was turned up by the said Rogues. i8is J. H. Vaux Flash
Diet. S.V., A person acquitted by a jur>*, or discharged by a
magistrate .. b said to be turned up. 1904 Maj. A. Griffiths
SO Y. Public Service xxiii. 354 They are not brothers, only
Drother convicts, who *did lime ' together. ., were 'turned
up 'together.

p. To give up, renounce, abandon, cast off, dis-

card, ' throw up '. Now only slang.
1631 Burton Anat. Mel. iii. iv. 11. i. (1651^ 685 He ..

married wivcsi, and turned them up as he thought fit. 1643
Tr-AI'p Comm. Gen. xii. i Many follow God. .as a dog doth
his master, till he meet with carrion ; and then turn him up.
1885 Punch 13 June, So turn up the job,.. And leave it to
me 1 1893 Iltustr. Sport, ^ Dram. News lo June 532/3
After one di<;astrous round..! intimated to the champion
my intention to turn it up.

q. Naut. To cause to appear above the horizon

;

to come in sight of : = Raise z/.^ 23 a. Also
trans/.

1698 FRYKR^f.-. E. India ^ P. 82, I was sent to Surat.
In- a week's time wc turned it up. 1859 Sala Tw. round
Clock {\Z6\) -2$ Keep struggling; and..you will eventually
torn up Printing House Square.

r, Naut. To summon (the crew) on deck.
1805 in Nicolas Nelson*s Disp. (1846) VII. 164 note. Ceased

firing and turned the hands up to clear the wreck. 1835
MARRyAT/*/>*i^^ix, 'Turn the hands up ',. .said the captain.

** intr. 8 To bend or point upwards ; to have
an upward direction : cf. 9 d.
x6o8 TopsELL Serpents (1658) 67"; The tail is very long, at

the end and turning up like a Vipers tail. 1710 Steele
Tatter No. 245 Pa Nose very broad at bottom, and turning
up at the end. 18*7 Faraday Chem. Manip. xvi. (1842) 417
The apparatus delivering gas should always be made to
turn up at the end.

t. To turn aside and go up ; to make one's way
up: cf. 16.

ci^o Will. Paleme 2906 Sche went.. to l>e castel, &
turned vp to t>e hei^est tour, c 1450 in Aungier Syon{,xZ^o)
334 Alte seruyse ended .. they sclial echone turnc up in to
thcr stalled, and say..knelynge fyftene Aues. 1760-7S H.
Brookf. /Vw/<y^««/. (1809) III. 60, I turned up to a sorry
kind of inn.

u. Naut. To beat up to windward ; to tack.
Also with it. Cf. 16 K
1569 (see 16 bj. rti647 Pett in Arch^ologia (1796) XII.

237 We weighed and turned up with the wind at South-west
as high as Laml>cth. i68a W. Heixjes Diary (Hakl. Soc.)
I. 31 We . . bore down about 2 or 3 miles to 2 sloops which
could not turn it up to us. 1701 Cunningham in Phil.
Trans. XXIII. 1201 We were forced to turn it up against
Wind and Current all the way. 1711 Littleton Let. 13 Aug.
in Lond. Gaz. No. 4906/3 We turn'd up to Windward as
far as Donna Maria Bay. 1745 P. Thomas ytnl. Anson's
Vcy. ijZyVc had run three or four Leagues too far to Lee-
ward, which we now had to turn up.

V. (often intr. for re^. or pass, of various trans.
senses.) To make its (or one's) appearance ; to pre-
sent itself (or oneself) casually or unexpectedly; to
occur, appear, be discovered or encountered (as if

exposed by turning something over, by turning face
upwards, by turning the leaves of a book, etc.).

170^ N. N. Ir. Boccalinis Advts. fr. Pnmass. \. 255
Hewing a Card might turn up to l>etter their Fortunes.
17x5 M. Davies Athen. Brit. \. 202 He o[»eii'd the New
Icstament at a venture, and pray'd that such a Place
might turn up as might comfort him in his hist moments.
I'JiS Monitor No. 10. 1. 82 They must watch., the..
occasions, whinh in the whirl of time will turn up. 1809
Malkin Gil Bias x. vi. p 2 It seems incredible that Rapbael

495

should turn up in such a guise I 1814 Whewell in Li/c
(i88i) 97 Leaving directions to have the thing sent after me
if it should turn up. 1817 £.raw/«^r 731/2 When, .a flat
cries * head *.., a ' tail ' is sure to turn up. 2849 Dickens
Dav, Copp. xi, 'And then ', said Mr. Micawber,. .' I shall,
please Heaven, begin to be beforehand with the world,, .if—
in short, if anything turns up '. 1889 W. E. Nobris Miss
Sflafto 170 You didn't expect me to turn up here, did you ?

w, with compl. To appear or present itself in

a specified character ; to be found to be : nearly =
turn out, 75 t ib), (c).

To turn up rough, to become angry or quarrelsome (cf.

cut up rough. Cut v. 59 1). To turn up trumps, to turn out
favourably (see 'I'rump sb.^ 3).

1756 Monitor No. 39. 1. 374 A great deal of waste land and
timber.., which by care and cultivation, must in time turn
up a great thing. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. T. s.v. Trump,
Something may turn up trumps, something lucky may
happen. 1831 Examiner 534/1 A lottery ticket which has
turned up a prize. 1871 "Judy 29 May 59/2 (Farmer) Have
the ornaments [=handcufl^s] handy, in case he should turn
up rough. 189a J. Hattos Order of Czar II. 11. xiii.

Nit '

159
itrates have turned up trumps.

X. Of soil {intr. for pass, of f, with qualifying
phr. or compl.).

«8ss yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. I. 176 Such soils turn up
as a fine mould. Ibid, 197 The soil, .will turn up raw and
stubborn. 1858 Ibid. XIX. 1. 186 It [a soil] is all exceedingly
sticky when wet, and, if ploughed in that state, turns up in
large masses, which as they dry become bard as rock.

y. ' To turn belly upward : said of a dying
whale' (C<!«/. ZJ/VA 1891). Cf.quots. i85oini,and
1845 in 77j (turn over).

z. slang. To throw up or abandon one's work.
(Cf. o, p.)
1904 Maj. a. Griffiths jo Y. Public Service xiii. 173

Smith ..
' turned up * one day, in other words refused to

labour on the works.
•* trans., and intr. {{oire/l.), of doubtful sense:

app. to prostitute ; to prostitute oneself. Obs.
1670 Dryden 1st Pt. Conq. Granatia Epil. 12 Fame is

false lo all that keep her long; And turns up to the fop
that's brisk and young. 1678 IJutlkr Hud. 111. i. 824 Pre-
post'rously would have all women Turn'd up to all the
worki in common. i68a Urvden Abs. .y Ackit. 11. 383 Tis
a leading card to make a whore To prove her mother had
turned up before. [Cf. Turn-up sb. i.J

Tnm-, the verb-stem in combination with a sb.,

adv., or adj., forming sbs. and adjs., in the sense
• that turns or is turned ',

' for turning ', in various
uses of the verb. The more important compounds
are entered as Main words : see Tubncoat, Turn-
key, TuBN-ocT, Turnpike, Turnspit, Turnstone,
etc. ; those of less importance follow here. Tum-
away, t (") one who turns away ; a deserter,

forsaker [phs^
; {6) the act of turning people away

from a place of assembly already full ; also trans/.

;

turn-bat, in Metallurgy : see quot. ; ttirn-beara,
the drum of a windlass ; turn-bench, a small
portable lathe used by watchmakers, etc. ; turn-
bolt, t (o) a wrench or spanner

; (*) a bolt that
rotates, as to unlock a mechanism ; turn-boat, a
boat used as a turn-mark in yacht-racing

; t turn-
bout[BonT a</t).2] = Turn-buckle i ; turn-bridge,
a bridge turning horizontally on a pivot ; a swing-
bridge ; turn-button, a small bar pivoted near
its centre, so that when turned its end engages
with a catch, the edge of a door, or the like ; turn-
oap, (a) (also turn-cap lily), Lilium Martagon

;

(J)) a revolving cowl ; turn-orowned a., having
the feathers on the crown reversed, as some varie-

ties of the domestic pigeon : cf. tumpate ; turn-
file : see quot. ; t turn-frame = Turn-table i

;

turn-furrow, the mould- board of a plough ; turn-
gate = Turnstile ; turn-hole, an eddy or whirl-
pool ; turn-in a. rare, that turns or folds in

;

turn-lathe, a turning-lathe ; turn-mark, a buoy or

boat round which yachts turn in racing ; turn-
Bet : see quot ; turn-off a., that is turned off, or

turns oiT ; that is taken or got oiT by turning or
screwing; sb. that which is turned off; in quot.,

the quantity of any product finished and disposed
of ; t turn-pate, a crested pigeon : cf. turn-
crowned; turn-penny, a person who is intent on
profit (cf. TuBNz;. 15 b) ; turn-pin, (o) a pin that

turns, or on which something turns ; a pivot
;

(i)

a conical plug for stopping or enlarging the end of

a pipe ; turn-plate, f (") a curved plate-rail

;

(*) = Turn-table r ; turn-plough, a plough
with a mould-board, which turns over the furrow-

slice, as distinct from a shovel-plough {Cent. Diet.,

Supp. 1909); t turn-point, turning-point; in

quot., the sun's 'turning-point': see Tropic sb. la;

f turn-poke, in cock-fighting, a game-cock of the

largest breed ;
= Shakb-bao I ; turn-rail =

Turn-table i ; also, a point or switch for directing

railway vehicles from one line to another ; turn-
row, the space at the side of a field in which the

horses turn inploughing, used asapath(6'l5'.); turn-

saw, a narrow saw for cutting curves ( = turning-

saw, Tukninq vbl. sb. 13); tum-soale a., that

TURN-.

(merely) turns the scale : cf. Make-weight 3 ',-.

turn-screw, a screw-driver; also, a wrench; turn-
shoe, a shoe that is made inside out and then
turned : see qnots. ; a pump ; turn-side, a disease
of cattle, also affecting the dog, resembling the gid
in sheep ; cf. Tubn-siok sb., Turnabout b ; turn-
skin (rendering L. versipellis), one who turns or
changes his skin ; spec, one who can turn into a
wolf at will, a were-wolf

; f turn-stair, a winding
staircase ; turn-stick, a tourniquet consisting of a
bandage tightened by twisting a stick or bar passed
through it ; turn-stitch, in knitting, = purl-stitch.
(Purl j-ii.l j) ; in lace-making: see quot. 1882^;
turn-stool, a stool with a revolving seat; f turn-
tale Khet. = Apostrophe 1 i; f turn-tippet, a
turncoat, a renegade : see Tippet sb. le; ttirn-to,
a tussle, a set-to; also, a beginning or setting to
ivork (in quot. attrib.); f turn-tool, a turning
lathe ; turn-tree = turn-beam ; turn-trencher,
a game of forfeits in which a trencher or the like

is spun ; more commonly turn the trencher ; turn-

under, the curving in of a carriage-body towards
the bottom; t turn-wheel, ?a boy employed to

turn a lathe or rope-wheel
; f turn-wicket, a

kissing-gate.

1688 BuNVAN Jerus. Sinner Sar'cd {\SS6) 42 Witness those
*turn-aways from God that you also read of in Jeremiah.
1858 Dickens Let. 11 Aug., Wherever I read twice the turn-
away is invariably on the second occasion. 1867 Ibid. (1880)
II. 277 We had an enormous turn-away last night, and do
not doubt about having a cram to-night. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gtoss.,* Turn-bat, a wooden stick used in turning
the tongs which hold a bloom under the hammer. 1909 in
Cent. Vict. Sujipt. 1679 Phit. Cot/eel. XII. 7 The *turn-
beam which hangs over the shaft has been thrown oflf its

frame by the force of it [explosion J. l8a8 Websters.v. ^ig.
pin, A pin used by miners to hold the turn-beams, and pre-
vent them from turning. 1680 Moxon Mectu Exerc. xiii.

225 An Iron Lathe called a *Turn.Bench.. When they use
it they screw it in the Chaps of a Vice. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury III. 359/2 To work small work in Metal.. a Turn-
Bench. 189s Model Steam Engine 94 Turn Bench . . a
miniature lathe, used for small turning, and to which the .

.

circular motion is imparted by a catgut bow. 1896 Daily
News 29 Tune 7/1 Ailsa rapidly gained. ., and at the *turn-
boat she had reduced the gap between her and Britannia to
five minutes. 1569 in Richmond H'itls (Surtees) 226 Inven-
torium . . a •torne boltte : a peate sledd . . etc. 1898 Daily JVezus

9 May 3/1 1'he LeeTurnbolt Rifle, .is easily kept in order by
a soldier or sportsman. 1703 T. N. City ^ C. Purchaser 100
Smiths, .ask'd mebd. per Pound for Casements., with *Turn-
bouls (or Turn-buckles, as some call'd 'em) or Cock-spurs,
and Pull-backs at the Hind-side to pull them to with. 1767
S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 109 Their draw bridges,

. . "turn.bridges, as the bars of turnpikes. 1861 S.miles En.
gineers II. 361 The turnbridges which he introduced upon
nis canals, instead of the old drawbridges. 1849 Noad Elcc.
tricity ix. (ed. 3) 419 The rings are secured in the circular

rabbett of the square piece of wood . . by small *turn buttons.

1893 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr, (15107) 33 Two tuin-
buttons, screwed lo the window frame, will keep the frame
in position. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 65/2 The Moun-
tain Lilly Imperial,. .by Florists called Martagon Imperial,

but by common People the *Turn-Cap. 1843 G. Francis
Diet, Arts, Turn-Cap, a chimney top, which turns round
with the wind. 1908 [Miss Fowi.ek] Bet^v, Trent ^ An-
ckolme 14 The little bright scarlet or ' 'Turn-cap ' Lily. 1765
Treat. Dom. Pigeons 134 The Trumpeter.. very feather-

footed and leg'd, *turn-crown'd like the nun. 1859 Dar-
win Orig. Spec. v. (1872) 127 The parent rock-pigeon was
not feather-footed or turn-crowned. 1877 Knight Diet.
Mech., *Tum.Jile, a burnisher used in throwing up slight

burs on the edges of the comb-maker's files, the teeth of

which are originally made by the file and not by the chisel.

1789 Brand Hist. Neivcastle II. 256 note. Waggons, after

being emptied, are brought round into the road or waggon-*

way by a *turn.frame. 1837 Flemish Husb. 15 in Libr.

Use/. Kttaivl., llusb. Ill, The sole is a kind of sledge,

formed by the end of the share towards the heel, and the

lower edge of the *turn-furrow. 1905 Pall Mall G. 29 May
2/2 Some belated visitor hurrying to leave the gardens by
one of the *turngates. 1851 Newland The Erne 352, I.,

gaffed him out of the great boiling "turnhole below. 1894
OutingOJ.S.) XXIV. 249/2 Under the seat., of the car was
a sort of turn-up or *turn-in bunk, with a comfortable hair-

mattre.ss. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 71 'The contiivance of

Signor Campani for making Great Optick-Glasses, by the

means of a •Turn-lath. 1896 Daily News 29 June 7/1

Britannia closed on the leaders and had the *turn mark
first. 1883 G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads xxxvi. (1884) 278

The * *turn-net '. . .This was a long drag-net, having a pocket

at one end. This end was fixed to the bank, and the other

paid out so as to enclose a space of water, and then drawn
ashore, when the fish were driven into the pocket. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury ill. xviii. (Roxb.) 135/1 A "Turn off

screwed barrell is a barrell of two peeces and screwed to-

gether iust at the height of the charge. Ibia., Turn off

vnscrewed, is when the barrell is in two peeces as foresaid

and the top part bored round. 1889 Daily News 5 Aug.
1 1/3 The turnoff from looms is very limited, prices very

steady. Bleached and finished stocks are very small. 161X

CoTGR, s.v. Hupif, Pigeons hupez, copped, or crested Pigeons,

called about London, *Turiie-pats. \i%^'&coT^ Redgannt-
let xii, "That's always the way with old *Turnpenny,. -he

cares for nothing of the trade but the profit.] 187a De
Morgan Budget of Paradoxes 8^ Some observant turn-

penny miglit construct such a treati-se as this from the third

book. x86i Catal. IntemaU Exhib. II. xi. 16 The centre

of the breech-piece being cut away, all the strain acts upon
the attaching of the "turnpin. 1877 Knight Diet, Mech.,
Turn-^in, a plug for stopping the flow from the open end
of a pipe. A tube-stopper. 1797 J. Cuhr Coal Viewer 25

Plain *turn plates. Used for going round a turn. 1838



TURNABLE.
Civil Eng. 4- Arch. Jml. I. 164/2 The shed for the enetnes

and the coaches is erected—the necessary turnplates fixed.

XSB7 GoLDiNG Be Mornay vu. (1592) 86 The Sunne maketh
there his natural! course in the Zodiacke between the two
Tropickes or *Tumepointes. 1615 Markham Pleas. Princes

(1635) 42 The huge Cocke {which we call the *turne-Pocke).

\fj-^VEXx.^\x^ Arch^eologia (1775)111. 142 What our sports-

men call Shakebags or Turn-pokes. 1793 Smeaton Edystone
L. § 167 «rt/^,The carriage lieing turned a quarter round upon

the Turnpike, or *Turnrail. x8oi W. Coxe Monmouthshire
xxiv. II. 231 At the junction of two roads.., moveable

rails, called turn rails, are occasionally used, which are

fastened with 5w;rews. ., and may be pushed sideway-s. 1838

SIMMS Publ. JVks. Gt. Brit. 49 The turn-rails to be twelve

feet diameter., the table to be hung on a centre pivot. 1888

Atlantic Monthly May 677/1 All adown the *turn-row be-

tween the ranks of corn. 1875 Carpentry 8f Join. 16 For

cutting out curved or circular pieces,.. the sweep saw or

"turn saw. .comes into. .use. 1841 Vpool Mercttry 11 June

196/2 The majority.. was only a 'turn-scale one; but it

was expected to be on the other side. 1801 Sporting

Mag. XVII. 148 Be the spare flint, and ready *turn-screw

there. 1837 Civil Eng. ff Architect's Jmi. I. 29/1 The
fourth was screwed into the bed of the river, .by a curious

windlass, and lengthening turn-screw, worked by forty

men. 1889 Henty With Lee in Virginia (1S90) 176 By a

strong lum-screw a bar could be removed in five minutes.

1886 ^EncycL Brit. XXI. 830/2 The making of ' "turn shoes

'

embraces all work in which there is only one thin flexible

sole which is sewed to the upper while outside in and
turned over when completed. Mod. Advt., The shoe is

made inside out and then turned. ' Turn shoes ' they are

called in some parts of the country. 1845 Youatt Dog\\.
ii8*Turnside, or Giddiness..a singular disease prevalent

among cattle, but only occasionally seen in the dog. 1831

A. H. in IVill. ^ Wenvoi/{iZii)(>T\\2ii notion has become
so inveterate, that a *turnskin {versipellis) is become a com-
mon term of reproach. 1861 T. L. Peacock GryllGr. xxxlv,

I felt that he was a turnskin, and I could never after taste

bread with him. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. iii. 77 Men who
are versipelles or turnskins have the actual faculty ofjump-
ing out of their skins, to become for a time wolves. 1616

SuRFL. & Markh. Country Farme\yYt\A^T, or vpon the

side of your *turne-stayres, . . your Farmer shall haue a way
into the Gardens. 1813 J. Thomson I.ect. In/lain, 259 The
*turn-stick is still a very useful instrument,, .but its place in

operation is now generally supplied by the screw tourniquet.

1882 Caulfeild & Saward Did. Needlework 286/2 * Turn'
Stitchy another name for Purl. Ibid. 504/2 T7irn^ Stitch,

Also known as Turning Stitch, used [in lace-making], .at

the end of a row. .is made with a Cloth Stitch and a half-

Cloth Stitch as follows : Work a Cloth Stitch, give each pair

of Bobbins one Twi>i to the left, put the middle left hand
Bobbin over the middle right ; lift the two pairs with each

hand. 1893 Eliz. Rosevear Text-hk. Needletvork, etc. 40S
Purl, Pearl, Seam, Rib. and Turn Stitch all mean the

same thing. 1890 S. W. Baker IVild Beasts I. 153 The
watcher will sit upon a low *turn stool, that will enable him
to rest in comfort. 1589 Puttenham Eng, Poesie in. xix.

(Arb.) 244 Apostrophe^ or the *turnetale. 1558 Cranmer
Con/ut. Unwritten Verities Pref. C ij f/targin,The priestes

for the most part wer double faced, *turne tippettes and
flatterelrjs. 1562 Pilkingtom Expos. Abdyas Pref. 14 All

turntippets that turn with the worlde, and kepe their livings

still, should have no office in Christs Church. 1893 Huxley
Evol. 9f Ethics 7 A *turn-to with a giant. 1909 Chron.^

Lond. Mission. Soc. Aug. 150/2 This nine o'clock ' turn-to
*

whistle is also the signal for a girls' muster. 1665 Phil.

Trans. I. 2 Campani. .pretends to have found a way to

work great Optick Glasses with a *Turne-tooI, without any
mould. 1653 Manlove Lead-mines 268 (E.D.S.) Crosses,

Holes, Hange-benches, *Turntree, and Coes. 1747 Hooson
Miner's Diet. Eij, If he once set on his Stoce and Turn-
tree, and falls to drawing. 1839 Glover's Hist. Derly^ I,

74 The spindles of a turn-tree, or rope-barrel, for winding

up ore in small tubs, 1837 Howitt Rnr. Life w. \\. (1862)

joi The old games of blindman's-buff, '"turn-trencher and
forfeits ..pursued in the evening firelight. 1891 Cent.

Dict,^ *Turn.under. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 16 Nov. 4/2 The
back panel in particular is conspicuously attractive, by
reason of. .the 'big turn-under* from top to bottom, the

very large side-sweep. 1672-3 in Welch Hist. Pewterers"

Co, (1002) II. 145 [Richard Heath was summoned.. for set-

ting his] *Turn Wheel to work on y« mistery [by employing

him to pour saudware and open a mould. A ' turn-wheel
*

was an unskilled labourer, usually a lad]. 1816 T. Parker
Ess. Turnpike Gate 18 The three posts in front of the *tum.
wicket should be sawed into octagons.

Tumable (t»-jnab*l), a. rare. [f. Turn v. -(-

-ABLE.] That may be turned.

1483 Cath, Angl. 397/1 Turneabylle, conueriihilis^ ^^°ih
cur, versilis, versatilis. 1603 Florio Montaigite iii. iii.

(1632) 458 A wit so tumeabfe for all things alike. 1611

CoTGR. s,v. Flechir, Facile a Jlechir, gentle, pliant, flexi-

ble, tractable, turnabte. x8ao Examiner No. 612. 1/2 Some-
thing laudable, or at least complimentable,—-something
turnable into a little grace and acknowledgment

Tomaboat (tyun,about). Also with hyphen.

[f. the verbal phr. turn about (Turn v. 65). See

also Turn sb. 40, and turn-bout (Turn-).] The
action or an act of turning about ; one who or that

which does this. a. The act of turning so as to

face the other way. Also 7%-.

1833 Regul. Jnstr. Cavalry 1. 48 By a turn-about the

dressing is changed. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic c\x-x.\\\\,

A moment's horror; then quick turn-about On high-heeled

shoe. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 25 Mar. 1/2 The strange turn-

about in the attitude of some zealous people towards Russia,

f b. A disease causing cattle to turn round and

round; gid. P^^oturn-about sickness^s^xW^iSi' Obs.

X598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. \, m. Furies 610 The Turn-
n)>out and Murrain trouble Cattell. x6ix Cotgr., s.v,

Toumement, Toumement de teste^ the turne-about sick-

nesse; a giddinesse, or dizzinesse.

f C. A winding ; a * maze '. Obs,

a x6o3 T. Cartwright Con/ut. Rhem. N, T. (1618) 604
The lesuites ignorant of their owne mystery of iniquity, and

406

strangers as it were in the giddy turn-about of their owne
Cloisters.

t d. One who turns about or alters things ;
an

innovator. Obs.
0x670 Hacket Abp. Williaiits il. (1693) 36 Our modern

Turn-abouts cannot evince us, but that we feel we are best

affected, when the great Mysteries of Christ are celebrated

upon Anniversary Festivals.

fe. A double-barrelled gun. Obs. ff. A turn-

stile. Obs. g. A small steamer having the dead-

wood cut away astern, and an additional rudder

fitted in the space thus made, to facilitate quick

turning; a\s,Q atirib. h. U.S. A 'giant's stride'

or merry-go-round.
1801 Sporting Mag. XVII. 159 A kind of double gun,

known by the name of Turnabout. 1805 R. W. Dickson
Pract. Agric. 1 . 144 The turn-about or w[h]irlout gate is only

necessary where a frequency of passage is required. 1885

Pall Mall G. 22 June 3/1 The folly which led them (the

Admiralty] to use a swift and finely lined turnabout, built

by While, of Cowes, to carry cabbages and potatoes on

board the vessels lying in Portsmouth Harbour. 1889 Har.
per's Mag. Sept. 560/1 The high swings and the turnabouts

;

the tests of the strength of limb and lung. 1894 W. H.
White Man. Nav. Archil, xviii. (ed. 3) 652 In a consider,

able number of small vessels and torpeoo-boats an arrange-

ment of balanced rudders has been fitted. .. This arrangement

. .is known as the ' turn-about ' system. Ibid. 699 A second

[gun-boat].. identical. .except that the after deadwood had
been cut away, and the ' turn-about ' system applied.

Tumado, obs. form of Tobnado.
Tnruagaiu (t»-jniagen, -ag^'n), sb. (a.) [f. the

verbal phr. iurn again (Turn v. 66).]

1 1. A turning again or about ; a revolution ; a

winding or deviation. Obs.

IS4S Ravnold Byrth Matikyndt I. x. (1634) 34 The.,

vaines infinitely intricate and writhed with a thousand

revolutions or turnagaines. 1587 GoLDlKG De Mornay xxv.

(1592) 380 Moyses in leading the people of Israeli through

so many turnagaines.

t b. That which turns back an advance. Obs.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. ff Comimu. 43 Mountaines are

natures bulwarkes . . i the Retreats they are of the oppressed,

the scornes and turne-againes of victorious Armies. 164a

Rogers Naaman 252 Why then fall there out so many
turnagaines in the lives of the best ?

2. A device in the bobbin-net machine.
183J Babbage Econ. Manuf. xxxiii. (ed. 3) 349 An im-

provement in a particular part of such machines, called a

turn-again.

3. A refrain of a song or lay.

1871 Browning Balaust. 214 Sing them a strophe, with

the turn-again, Down to the verse that ends all, proverb-like,

f 4. attrib. or as adj. in turn-again aTley.lane,

a blind alley, a cul-de-sac; also, a winding or

crooked lane. Obs.

1531 TiNDALE Expos. 1 John Prol. (1537) 5 It is become a
turne-agayne kine unto them, which they can not go thorow.

1624 Hevwood Gunaik. v. 256 A turne-againe-lane, that had

no passage through, c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) 1. 56

[In Scotland] A little court or turn-again alley, is a closs.

1807 Antig. Rep. I. 346 It was Friar Richard's ill fate to

take into a turn-again lane, that had no passage through.

Tumament, obs. f. Todrnament, Torment.

t Turnas, obs. var. Tournois, coin of Tours.

1617 MoRYsoN Itin. I. 292 At Naples.. ten quatrines make
one sequin, three quatrines one turnas.

Turnay : see Toubnev.

Tnm'back (tS'Jnbaek), sb. and a. [f. the verbal

phr. turn back (Turn v. 69).] One who or that

which turns back or is turned back. a. sb. {a) One
who faint-heartedly retreats, or gives up an enter-

prise. (A) That part of anything which is folded

back. b. attrib. or adj. That is folded back.

1847-78 Halliwell, Turnback, a coward. 1879 Uni/.

Regul. in Navy List July (1882) 489/2 Stand-up collar, with

a white turn.back on each side of the collar. x88i A. C.

Grant Bush-Life Queensland II. 232 The unfavourable

reports of these turnbacks were .. little heeded, igco

Westm. Gaz. 29 Nov. a/2 A little more protection round

the throat than a turn-back collar can afford. 1909 Daily

Graphic 19 Oct. 17/3 The little turn-back brim in a Dutch
baby bonnet. Ibid. 20 Oct. 13/1 The tight-fitting tunic,

ends in a turnback fold of the material.

Tnrubroacll (tSunbr^utJ). arch. [f. Turns, -t-

BiiOACH .r*.] = TuBNSPiT 2 , 3. Also attrib. or adj.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker Stg/i Verugirus, a turnebro^he.

c 1430 LvDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc) 52 A turne-broche, a

boy for hogge at Ware, With loury face, noddyng and
slombryng. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII 10 b. This Lam-
bert . . was made the kynges faulkener, after that he had been

a turne broche . . in the kynges kytchyn. 139* Nashe Saffron

Walden 127 Downe his throate I will thrust this turn-

broach comparison. 1610 W. Folkingham Art 0/Survey I.

xiii. 45 Fulling-mils, Shere-mils, Turne-broach-inilles, Oyle-

mills, Barke-mills. i68a N. O. Boileau's Lutrin 11. ij2 A
B,istard-brat rather of some Turn-broch. 179S Commons
Jrnls. L. 525, 5 Boys in the Kitchen. Scowerer . . Soil

Carrier.. 3 Turnbroaches. i8>i Scott iV<^<^ xxxi, A turn-

broche, or deputy scullion.

Turn-broacher, erroneous f. Tubnbboach.

Tu-rn-buxkle. [f. Turn v. + Buckle sb.'\

1. A catch or fastening for window casements,

shutters, etc., consisting of a thin flat bar pivoted

so that it falls by its weight into a slit or groove.

1703 Turn-buckle (see turn-bout. Turn-]. 1717 Inventory

0/ Goods (MS.), One Glass Window, One Casern' with a

Turnbuckle. 1850 F, A. Griffiths Artilt. Man. (1862) 184

Turnbuckles, small. .6.

TUEN-DOWN.

2. A coupling with internal screw threads for

connecting metal rods lengthwise or for regulating

their length or tension ; transf. a device for coupling

electric wires {Funk's Stand. Diet., 1895).
1877 Knight Diet. Mech., Turn-iucite, ..(iVauticat), a

link used for setting up and tightening the iron rods em-
ployed as stays for the smoke-stack. 1895 Outing (U. S.)

XXVI. 44 Deadeyes and lanyards are last giving way
before tlie advance of the turnbuckle. -

Turncoat [Iv-iakct), sb. and a. [f . Turn zi. +
Coat sb. lit. one who turns his coat ; cf. TuBN ». 51 •]

A. sb. One who changes his principles or party

;

a renegade ; an apostate.

1557 Woodman in FoxeA.^M. (1570)2193/2, I will beleue

none of you all, for you be turne coates, and chaungelinges,

and be wauering minded. 1579 Fulke C<>«/w/. A'awrffrj 688

It sheweth what turne coates they were, which changed as

euerie prince was affected, a 163a G. HzRue.Rr Outlaftdish

Prov. § 929 Wine is a tume-coate (first a friend, then an
enemy). 1777 Mme. D'Ahblav Early Diary, 1 am afraid

Mrs. Wall isa turn-coat. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng.xv. III.

567 The Tory who voted for those motions would run a great

risk of being pointed at as a turncoat by the. .Cavaliers.

t b. trans/, applied to anything that changes in

appearance or colour. Also turn-coat-coloured.

1567 Maplet Gr, Forest 11 This is a maruellous turncote,

for that it doth conforme it self to all settes and dispositions

of the Ayre. Ibid. 12 b, Kaman the stone may well be called

a turncote, for that it is now blacke, now white, now shame-
fast & blushing. 1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 672 Of a
changeable colour, betwixt white, green, brown and yellow,

for which occasion some have called it versicolor Chamaeleon,

that is, a turn-coat-coloured Chamaileon.

C. A coat renovated by being turned ; in a^oH.fig.

1726 Gay in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 65 Next week I shall

have a new coat^ and new buttons, for the birth-day, though
. .a turn-coat might have been more for my advantage.

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or that is a turncoat.

1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. Iviii. 5 Hee peynteth out more
expressely theire turnecote craftynesse. 1634 Middleton
Came at Chess 11. ii, Yond greasy turncoat gormandising

prelate. 1706 HBARKeColtect. 3 Nov. (O.H.S.) I. 302 An old,

rich,.. turn-coat D'. 1796 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Satire

Wks. 1812 III. 400 Turncoat Windham to no party true.

1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 40 We have heard

that the Commedia was.. the revengeful satire of a dis-

appointed Ghibelline, nay, worse, of a turncoat Guelph.

Hence {nonce-wds.) TuTnooat v., intr. to play

the turncoat, to change sides; Tu-rncoated a.,

having the coat turned; Tumcoatery. TuTH-
coating vbl. sb., TuTucoatism, the action or

practice of a turncoat.

1891 PatlMallG. 4 July i/i Whichever way I've voted,One
or the other s sure to swear that I've *turn-coated. c 1645
Howell Lett. (1650) III. xxi. 33 Translations are but as

*turn-coated things at best, specially among languages that

have advantages one of the other. 1841 Hampden in Some
Mem. (1871) 132 Apologising for his *turn.coaterie, saying,

that those who now brought in the new Government would

as soon turn them out if they came forward with the pro-

posal of a fixed duty. 1634 lip. Mountacu Immed. Addr.
Aj b. To take notice of his dealing,, .in his 'turne-coating

from side to side. 1889 W. Roberts inN.^Q.yth Ser. VII.

41/1 The most barefaced and flagrant 'turncoatism.

TuTUCOCk. [f. Turn v. + Cock sb.^]

f 1. A stop-cock of which the plug is turned to

open or close it. Obs.

1701 Saverv Miner's Friend 42 At every Floor there may
be a turn-cock with a Skrew^ 1755 Hales in Phit. Trans.

XLIX. 320 When, by means of a turn-cock, a gallon of

water was two minutes in running, then the heat was 140.

2. A water-works official entrusted with the

turning on of the water from the mains to supply-

pipes, etc.

1711 in Halliwell Ace. Collect. Bills, etc. (1852) 27 Christ-

mas Boxes,. .Turncock, 2J. 6rf. 1791 'G. Gambado' .4 »«.

Horsem. xvii. (i8og) 139 No Turncocks to be found—all the

Water at a stop. 18153 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xxi, A medi-

tative turncock .. gives the fire-plug a disparaging wrench.

1875 RusKiN Fors Clav- V. 56 The turncock.. turned and
turned till a fountain sprang up in the middle of the street.

Ta'm-dowil, a. and sb. [f. the verbal phr. turn

down (Turn v. 71).]

A. adj. 1. That turns down or may be turned

down ; esp. said of a collar worn with the upper

part turned down over the neck-b.-ind ; turn-down

bed, a folding bed.
1840 Marrvat Poor Jack xlvi. He wore.. a turn-down

collar. (I1860 Alb. Smith Lond. Med. Student (1861) 86

The faithful Mary.. has long since retired to rest in the

turn-down bedstead of the back kitchen. 1884 Marshalts
Tennis Cuts 104 A pretty shape which, .admits of a tie

being passed under the turn-down corners.

2. Electr. spec, designating an incandescent lamp
of which one small filament only is used when little

light is wanted. 1911 in Webster.

B. sb. 1. The turned-down part of anything

;

also, an article of dress that is worn turned down

;

spec, a turn-down collar (see A. i ).

1B49 Alb. Smith Pottleton Leg. iv. Her other hand..

hidden beneath the turn-down of the ihiii worn sheet. 1865

Lever Luttrelt xxxii. 232, 1 showed him the turn-down, only

the turn-down, of your note. 1896 Punch 8 Aug. 64/1

When he's out of Jackets and Turn-downs, and gets into

Tails and Stick-ups ! 1903 Black-iu. Mag. Mar. 372/1

Heather stockings with loud-patterned ' turn-downs '.

2. The action of turning down (see Tukn v- 7 1 d).

igoa Speaker 23 Aug. 550/2, I look b.ack on that period ol

sour welcome and curt turn-down with feelings I cannot

express,



TUBNDUN.

II Tu'mdun, tn'ndllll. [Native Australian

of the Knrnai tribe in Gippsland.
Originally written tumduit by Howitt {seequot. i88o\who

however employs the spelling tundun in his Native Tribes
S.E. Austr, (1904) 493.]

A flattish , fish-shaped piece ofwood fastened by one
end to a thong, which when whirled round makes a

peculiar penetrating roaring sound ; a bull-roarer.

1880 FisoN & Howitt Kamilaroi ^ Kurnai 197 About a
week after the boys have run away,,, the old men go out
and make certain wooden instruments called tilmdun.

1883 Comh. Ma^, Jan. 84 This object, called Turndun by
Ihe Australians, is a very early savage invention, probably
discovered and applied to religious purposes in various.,

centres, and retained from the age of savagery in the mystic
rites of Greeks and perhaps of Romans. 1887 Ailunitum
I Oct. 430 The living Australian savage as he twirls the
turndun, bedaubs himself with clay. 1898 A. Lang Making
Retig. V. 91 Many other races use the bull-roarer, turndun,
or rhambos,

tTurne, a. Obs.rare-^. [Cf. OE. /<»-» anger.]

? Hot-tempered, irritable.

e «37S ^c. Le^. Saints xl. {Nitiian) 1242 For men hurt
communly Ar mar tume & mare angry., pane he )>at has his

lymmys al.

Tnmed (tomd), ppl. a. [f. Torn ». -h-edI.]

In various senses corresponding to those ofthe verb,

q, V. ; those chiefly in use are given here.

1. Moved round on an axis, rotated : see

Turn v. I.

iSSa Hui.orT, Turned, or dryuen aboute w>*th the handes
as a mustarde querne is, trusatilis. 1606 Marston Parasit,
II. D iv. Beware legge-ringes .And the tumd key on thee.

2. Wrought in a lathe ; shaped or rounded with
a lathe : see Turn v. 4.
c 1440 Proiiifi. Parv. 507/1 Tumyd vessel, or other thynge,

..toreunta. 1501 MaldotL, Essex^ Crt. Rolis Bundle 60,
Na 7, I tabill, ii trestellis,..a turned cheyr. 1556 in Willis

& Clark Canthridge (1886) II. 564 Thende of the partitions
to be with turned pilters. 1681 Grew Musarum ill. 1. ii. 371
It looks like some sort of Turn'd-Work. <: 1790 Imison
Sck. Art I. 221 A small turn'd handle, .to screw on or o^at
pleasure, 179a Belknap Hist. New i/am^sh. III. 112 [Pop-
lar! is used.. for some kinds of turned work. 1838 Dickens
Nich. !^ick. X, Chairs, with turned legs.

b. Turned shells (Zool.), a name for the family
ActKonidx or Tomatellidx of gastropods.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

3. (With advs., as well, etc.) Shaped, formed,
fashioned : see Torn v. 5.
a 163^ B. JoNsoN Underwoods xii. 68 The race Of Shake-

speare s mind and manners brightly shines In his well torned,
and true filed lines. 1699 Vanbrugh False Friend n. i. See,
here he comes.. a pretty turn'd fellow. 1710 Land. Gaz.
No. 4689/4 A strong well turned little Mare. 1837 Car-
LYLE Fr. Rev. III. in. iv. In sweetly turned periods.
1874 L. Stephen Hours in Libr. (1892) I. tit. 123 So many
exquisitely turned compliments.

4. Kent or twisted r see Turn v. 9.
1585 Durham IVills (Ounces) II. it i A eireon Wayne, a

turned teame. 1703 T. N. City ^ C. Purchaser 193 They call

it Turn'd-Iead, when the Came has pass'd througii the Vice,
and is thereby made with a Groove on each side to go on upon
the Glass. Mod. The knife has a turned edge, and won't cut.

6. Moved into a different posture or direction
(lit. or fig.) ; diverted, deflected, etc. : see Turk
V. 7, 13, 14, it, etc
£1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxvii. iv. With turned

thought, A new I fell to thinck Upon the auncient tymes.
l««l Bp. Hau, Heaven ufon Earth } 4 The galled soule.

.

after many tossed and turned sides, compbiines of. . vnabated
torment. 1847 Tennvson Princ. i. 65 He chew'd The
thrice-turn'd cud of wrath.

b. Tumtdofian age, etc.) : see Torn v. 18 b.

6. t *• Opposite, contrary, adverse. Obs. rare~^.
a 131S MS. Rawl. B. jx If. 64 For partie torned IMS.

Rami. n. Sx If. 139 Pro parte adueissa).

b. Reversed so as to be upside down ; inverted
(see Torn v. id) ; spec, in Printing, of a type
placed or letter printed upside down.
1513 Douglas yEmis viii. vL 114 'ITic housis war lik a

liu-nit barge. 1638-56 CowLKY Omidtis i. lix, Numbers
which still encrease more high and wide F'rom One, the root
of their turn'd Pyraniide. 1771 [.uckombe lUst. Print. U3
The Article of marking turned letters tries a Corrector's
skill. i8a6 Wellington in Croier Pafers Uii^) I. xi. 330
They . . lay sprawling and kickiiig like . . turned turtles. 1877
Sweet Ifandhk. Phonetics % 45 The narrow back unrounded
vowels are indicated by the ' turned ' letters of the corre.
spending wides.. .(a) is assumed to be a turned (o).

o. Reversed or altered so as to be inside out, as
a garment (see Turn v. no); also of a shoe (see
quot. 1882).

1483 Calh. AngL 397/2 A Tumyd cloth, interpola. 1551
Huloet, Turned garmente whose wronge side is turned vp-
warde, tra\n\flata uestis. <it«43 Cartwright On Dram.
''^^' J:'''''"' "> Comedies, etc. (1651) 8 Old fashioned
wit I which walked . . In turned hose. 1766 W. Gordon Cen.
Counting-ka. 317, 12 doz. turned pumps for men (cf. turri-
shoe, 1 URN-). 1819 Metropolis 1. 120 A turned coat, and a
wig turned inside out, were spoken of. 1837 I'hacxerav
Ravensming iv. Professionals with turned frocks. 1881

i';, ^'*'''- £".'"' "'• 30 Turned work [in shoemaking)
(so called from being made inside out and afterwards turned).
7. That has turned sour or become tainted, as

milk
; f curdled (obs.') : see Turn v. 46.

1548 UnALL Erasm. Par. Luke vi. 72 b, The olde soure
turned wine of Moses lawc. 1556 Withals Diet. (1568)
49b/i Turned mlike or sower, oxia gala. 166$ Nrrdham
Med. Medicinae 4(j3 Curded or Turnd Milk. 1903 N
MuHRO in ISlackw. Mag. 237/1 Curdling like turned cream!

Vol. X.
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8. With adverbs, as turntd-back, -down, -in, -out,
-up : see Turn v. VIII.
1861 Eng. Worn. Dom. Mag. III. 263 A.. crepe sleeve,

with a 'turned.back cuff in Brussels lace. 1889 Henty
IVith Lee in l^irginia (1800) 1 7 There was no mistaking the
expression of its [the horse's] turned-back eye. 1840
Thackeray Shabby-genteel Slory ii, A dirty "turned-down
shirt-cotlar. 1900 Law Rep. App. Cas. 404 At the "turned,
in end of the hook. 1833 T. Hook Widow fr Marquess xii,

The best "turned-out equipage that rattled through its
streets. i6ai G. Sandys Ovitts Met. v. (1626) 92 As he did
roule His *turn'd-vp eyes. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2131/4 A
little.. white Bitch, with a turned-up Nose. 1836 Penny
Cycl. VI. 444/1 The turned-up edges of the mantle. 1904
Budge jrrf^- 4th Egypt. Rootns Brit. Mus. 226 A pair of
gazelle skin sandals, with turned up toes.

Turneke, obs. f. Tourniquet.
Tnmel' (tii-Jngl). Obs. enc. dial. Also 5 -elle,

6 -yll(e, 6-7 -ell, 7toamoU, 7-9 turnil. [Deriva-
tive of Turn v. : cf. OF. tomel, toumel, that which
turns, in various spec, applications.]

1. A ring turning on a swivel, a tcrret.

1469 in Househ. Ord, (1790) 97 The maister of the horses.

.

for sadelles, harnesse, horse-houses, wateringe-bridles, hal-
ters, turnelles, pastrons. 1607 Markham Caval. iv. ix. 41
This peece of leather you shall buckle about your horses
farre fore-leg, . . also when it is buckled on you must so place
it, that a strong tournell of iron being cunningly fastned
within the leather, may stand iust behind his leg.

2. The windlass over a well.
1578 Nottingham Ree. IV. 179 Mendyng of the tumyll of

the welle. ,1599 lii,t. 251 One bucket, one turnell, and
a rope. .

3. The catch or fastening of a casement: =Tdrn-
BUCKLR I.

1696 Rector's Si. Clayworth (1910) 118 The Thief came in
at y" Casern' window, in w» he broke a Quarry to get in his
hand to turn y« Tumil.

4. (.See quots.)
i6ai Markham Prev. Hunger xi. 115 Certaine toyes made

of long Goose feathers in the manner of slielllecocks and
with little small turnells of wood running in broad and flat
Swan quilles made round like a small hoope, and so with
longer strings fastened to the Poale will with any small
winde or ayre whatsoeuer, twirle and flicker in the ayre.
1905 Eng. Dial. Diet., Turnil, a small, round lump of coal.

Tnmel ^ (tS-mtl). Obs. exc. dial. [Etymology
doubtful.] A tub; esp. a shallow oval tub. Also
attrib. ttirnel boat : see quot. 1688 2.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. xiv. (Roxb.) 11/3 He beareth
Gules, a Tub, or Turnell, with handles Argent, Hooped.,
also termed a Netting or washing Turnell, because in such
w.isher women and Laundresses use to wash their linnens.
Ibid. XV. 26/1 A Tumbrell boate, or flat bottomed boate, or
Turnell boate... This kind of boate is for the conveying of
cowes or horses. 1875 Auctioneer's Catnl. in Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk. (1879), Salting turnel. 1886 Cheshire
Gloss., Turnel.

. . Large ones are used for scalding pigs and
are called ' pig turnels '. Smaller ones are used for various
Curposes, such as putting under a cheese press ; kneading
read, salting meat, etc.

TurneU, -elle. var. Tournelle, Obs., turret.

Turnement, obs. f. Tobmbnt, "Todrnamknt.
Tumep, obs. f. Turnip.
Turner 1 (tSunaj). Forms: 4 toviTOer(e,

4-5 tomero, 5 tornere
; 5 tumor, -owre, 5-6

-our, tornoup ; 5 tumare, 5-6 torner, 6 -ar,
ttirnar, 5- turner, [a. OF. tornere (nom.) :-L.
tornalor, and tomeor (ace), F. toumeur :—L.
tornator-em, agent-n. from tornare to turn in a
lathe; in later senses f. Turn i/. -(--erI.]

I. 1. One who turns or fashions objects of wood,
metal, bone, etc., 011 a lathe. K\iofig.
C1400 Destr. Troy 1586 Taliours, Telers, Turners of

vesselles. 1415 in York Mysl. Introd. 25 Tielmakers, Mil-
ners, . . Tumours, . . Boilers, c 144a Promp. Parv. 507/2
Turnowre, tomator. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 22
William Parkcn of London Tumor for iij dd shodde shovilles
..xv«. iSi»-8 Durham Ace. Rolls iSurUes) 104 Le Tor-
nour pro CCC parapsidum et CCC discorum ligneorum,
vijs. 1530 Palscr. 284/1 Turnar a maker of holies and
iysshes, tonieur. 1551 Recorde Cast. A'wofu/. (15561 in
Euery tommon turner can., know y» a little altering of the
one side, maketh the boul to run biasse waies. isjj
Huloet, Tumours whele or instrument, tornus. 1578
Lyti Dodoens i. Ixvlii. 99 Horse tayle..stemmes.. their
roughncsse is such, that Turners.. do vse them to polish.,
and smoth their workes. 1685 Boyle Effects 0/Mot. ii. 7,
I have caused a skilful) Turner to turn for me an oblong
piece of Iron. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 3 P5 Advice to the
Poets i that is to say, to the Turners of Verse, as he calls
'em. 1776 Pennsylvania Even. Post 23 Mar. 149/1 A
Turner of Brass is likewise wanted. 1838 Dickens Nich.
Nick, xiv, One Mr. Kenwigs, a turner in ivory. 189a Labour
Commission Gloss. s.v.. When a turner himself holds the
tool which cuts the iron or other material he is turning, he
is termed a hand tool turner.

b. A potter ; esp. one who finishes and smooths
the ware before it is (ired.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxv. xii. II. 553 That kind (of
earthenware] that is wrought by turners craft with the
wheele. Ibid, xxxvi. xxii. 592 A stone, which they use to hew
hollow, and by turners craft make vessels for the Icitchin.

1790 in Guide Mus. Praet. Geol. (1859) 98 About 90 painters
. . and aliout 200 throwers, turners, &c., were employed.
1853 Uhr Diet. Arts II, 455 When the 'thrown ware' is

sufliciently dry, it is transferred to the hands of the * turner '.

1881 Porcelain Works, Worcester lo The turner, .finishes
the edge and foot, and if necessary the outside surface. 189a
Labour Commission Gloss., Turners, potters who shape
pottery ware upon a lathe.

TURNEBACEOUS.
H. One who or that which tarns, in various

other senses of the verb.

2. In general senses : see Turn v.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 507/1 Tumare, or he that turnytho

a spete or other lyke, versor. 1491 in York Mysl. Introd.
39 Tixt.wryteis, luminers, noters, turners, and florisschers.
1517 Luton Trin. Guild (1906) i88 Item payd to a xj'>'«

turners of spyttis xvij d. 1546 Bp. Gardiner Declar. Art.
Joye 55 b, I affirme y« same iustification that was then
taught, and yow be the turners, jjsa Huloet, Tumour of
one out of the ryght waye, obuaricator. 1593 Rites ofDurham (Surtees 1903) 3 Which wheele did burst in peiccs
and caught the turners of the said wheele and .. rent them in
peices. 1697 Bentlky Phal. ( 1699) 422 If I really were such
a Turner of Index's and Lexicons. 170a Dennis Monument
xxxiii. Nor sordid Turner of his Gold for Gain. 1730 Saverv
in PhiL Trans. XXXVI. 338 The whole may be made to
turn with one's Hand, either with a Crank.., or with a
Turner like that of a Grinding-stone. 1861 limes 1 June,
Several winnowing machines and one hay turner aredamaged.
1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) 1. 11. 588 An accursed race.
Who with the turner of all hearts once strove. j^ZN.Amer.
Rev, CXXVII, 490 He is a turner of night into day. 1893
W. B. Yeats Celtic Twilight (1902) 24 Villages of fishermen
and turners of the earth.

b. With adverbs : cf. Turn v. VIII.
1653 Wateehouse Apol. Learn. 24s Perswaders, and

turners away of the people from obedience. 1681 MacWard
Contendings {17^3) Sg Such Backdrawers, and Turners.aside
with the Workers of Iniquity. 189a Sat. Rev. 13 Aug,
20^/2 _To the idle turner-over, perhaps the most remarkable
thing is the frequency of the phrase ' no information '.

1 3. A translator. Obs. rare.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 237 pe seuenty torneres

[Caxton turneres] and Isidre also. .sei|> two )>owsand jere
seuen hondred and two and fourty. Ibid. 245 pey bee|>
spectalliche i-cleped J>e Seuenty tourneris [v. r. turneres], for
t>ey torned Holy Writte out of Ebrew in to Grewe. c 1415
Saints' Lives, Apol.'m Anglia VIII. 195/31 pe turner ofhis
englysshe.

4. In shirt-making : see quot.
1884 E. SiMCOx in tgth Cent. June 1041 A preparer of

collars and wristbands, known as a ' tacker and turner '.

t5. A variety of fancy pigeon. Seequot. 1735. Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 244/2 Of Pigeons... Turners

having a tuft turning down backwards from the Head. 1735
Moore Columbarium 50 Columba Circumagens, The Turner
..in many Respects like the Finnikin, except that when it

..plays to the Female it turns only one Way, whereas the
other turns both. [1854 Meall Mouiray's Poultry iSoThe
Turner is also mentioned.. . However, if they ever ejcisted,
there are certainly none such known now. 1867 Tegetmeier
Pigeons xxii. 175.J

6. In the Newfoundland seal-fishery, a seal which
is between the immature and mature stages of
development ; a three-year old seal. Also attrib.

turner-harp, -hood (see Harp ji.l 7, Hood sb. 6).
1891 in Cent. Diet.

7. A small piece of fire-clay on which a watch-
dial is held and turned while in the enamelling
oven. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

m. 8. A member of one of the gymnastic
societies instituted in Germany by F. L. Jahn (1778-
1853) ; cf. Turning vbl. sb. 4d.
[In this sense a. G, turner, f. turnen to perform gymnastic

exercises, an adoption (by Jabn) of F. toumer.]
i860 in Worcester citing Adler. 186a Bartlett Diet,

Amer., Turner (Germ.), a gymnast. 1865 Pall Mall G.
31 May 9 The late meeting of German turners in Paris.
Ibid., The turners who had come from Germany. 1888
U.S. Ncivspaper 17 Aug., The red and white flags of the
turners may be seen,

TuTner^. Hist. Also 7 turno(u)r. [Ety-
mology not ascertained : perh. an altemtion of
TouUNOis, as the coin has considerable resemblance
to the double tournois of copper current in France
in the 1 7th cent. ; cf. the Irisli Tubnev.s.] A small
copper coin, current in Scotland in the 17th c,
called also a twopenny piece or bodle, valued
(when pure) at one-sixth of an English penny. See
also Turnover.
They were originally coined by the Earl of Stirling c 1623.

Counterfeits were also fabricated by gipsies : see quots.
1631 Act Prixy Council in Cochran.Patrick Rec. Coinage

.Scot. (1876) II. 28 It is our pleasure that yow giue order
. . for calling in of the copper money callit 'Tumours.
163s Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) i88 Coins current in
Scotland—In Copper, Turners 6 to one penny English or
12 Scottish. 1640 Records 0/ Elgin (New Spald. CI.) I. 266
Geving ._. thrie dolloris in siluer and receaving back.. sex
dolloris in turnoris for the samyn. 164a in Row Hist, Kirk
(Wodrow Soc.) p. xviii. Four pund weght of turnoris.
Ibid. p. xix. Four markis of turnouris quhilk was gottin
out of the Coinze.house. a 1670 Spalding Tioub. Chas. I
(1850)1.235 King Charles turnouris, stricken be the Erll
of Striviling, . . wes, be proclamntioun. .cryit doun fra tua
penneis to ane penny ; King James turnouris to pas for
tua penneis, becauss thay war no less worth ; and the kaird
turnouris simpliciter dischargeit as faiss cungzie. 1786
Carix>nnel Numism. Scot. 34 After 1660, we hear of two
pennies, bodies, and turners, i^* Fenny Cycl. XXIII. 6o/t
s.v. Stirling, Wm. Earl o/. He obtained the privilege
of coining for Scotland a sort of tiase copper-money, called
'turners'. i8Sa Francisque-Michel Scot, Lang. vi. 123
Charles I . . continued the coinage of the turner. The name
was revived and applied to a similar piece coined after the
Restoration, in the beginning of Charles II's reign. 1^3
Antiquary Mar. 105 Coins found in St. Queran's Well 18^.
Scottish .. Charles IL, Turners and Half Turners.
Turneraoeoua(t»jn3r/i-j3s),a. Bot. [f.mod.L.
Turiierdce-m (f. Turtiera, tlic typical genus, named
after William Turner, the herbalist) •• -OUB.] Of or
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TUBNERAD.
pertaining to the Tiimcraceie, n small order of

tropical herbs and undershrnbs, mainly American

and African, having yellowish or blue axillary

flowers and alternate leaves.

1895 in Funics Standard Diet,

TuTnerad. Hot. [f. mod.L. Tumer-a : see

prec.] pi. Lindley's name for the Tiimeracem.

1846 LtNDLKY Veget. k'ixfd. 347 The forked styles of

Turnerads are very peculiar.

Turneresqtie (-e-sk), a. [f. the name of

J. M. \V. Turner ( 1 775-1851), landscape painter +

-ESQue.] Partaking of the character ofthe pictures

of Turner.
1851 RusKiN Stmes I'en. I. App. xL 369 The peculiarly

Turneresque characters of the earlier pictures. 1862 Miss
Braddon Laifji A iidley xv, A water-coloured sketch of an

impossibly beautiful Italian peasant, in an impossibly

Turneresque atmosphere. 1877 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 351 The
Turneresque splendour of sunset in a great city.

So TumeTian a., characteristic of or resembling

the work of Turner ; Tu-merism, the manner or

school of Turner ; TuTnerize v., trans, to render

Tumerian.
iSagKvsKin Prxteri'/a III. ii. go Tumerian mist effects of

morning, and Turnerian sunsets at evening. 1893 W. G.

CoLLiNGWoOD Kuskin (1911) II. I. 79 The father was more

or less converted to Turnerism and lined his walls with

Turner drawings. 1903 Daily Chron. 3 July 3/2 ' Black-

wood '..foretold that the pictorial world would never be

Turnerised.

Tarnerite (to-jnsrait). Mitt. [f. the name of

C. H. Turner + -ite 1.] A variety of njonazite,

occurring in yellow or brown crystals.

iSaj A. Lew in Ann. Philot. V. 242 Mr. Heuland has

proposed to me to call it Turnerite, from the name of the

gentleman in whose collection it was first noticed as a
distinct species. 1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min. etc. § 441

Turnerite ; Aluminate of lime and magnesia. 1868 Dana
Min. (ed. 5) 540 Turnerite is isomorphous with monazite, and
like it in cleavage and color... It is known only in rare

crystals. . . Lustre adamantine : color yellow or brown.

TumeryCtp-Jnari). Alsoytourn-. [f.ToBNEBl

+ -Y.]

1. The art of the turner ; the fashioning of objects

or designs by means of a lathe.

1661 J. Bahcravk Pope Alex. VIlHidi) 126 A very arti-

ficial anatomy of a human eye, with all its films or tunicles,

byway of turnery in ivory and horn. 1783 Justamond tr.

Raynats Hist. Indies IV. 449 This wood is very fit for

works of turnery. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 545 The
wood (of the pear] is light, smooth, and compact, and much
used in turnery. 18&1 Hasluck in Mechanical World
4 Mar. 138/1 Numerous objects of turnery lying on the

bench.

2. Collectively: Turner's work; objects fashioned

on the lathe ; turnery ware. + Also with a and pi.

1644 Evelyn Diary 22 Oct., In another roome are such

rare tourneries in ivory as are not to be described for their

curiosity. 1761 H. Walpoi.e Let. to G. Montagu 20 Aug.,

(Some old chairs] the backs, arms, !ind legs loaded with

turnery. i88i Young Ev. Man his o^un Mechanic § 41 The
Birch.iis used. .for making wheels, casks, tubs, and turnery.

3. A place where turning is done ; a turner s

workshop.
1863 P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 271 Boiler shop, erecting

shop, turnery, foundry, forge, &c 1878 F. S. Williams
Midi. Railw. 649 The light turnery or fitting shop. j888

Pall Mall G. 6 June 2/i In the shell turnery, shrapnel,

Palliser, and other projectiles of divers weight and pattern,

were shown us.

4. attrib. and Comb., as turnery-room, ware,

warehouse, work.
1895 7ml. R. Instil. Brit. Archil. M.iy 490 Theshaft may

in itself be elaborately enriched with *turnery forms.

1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) III. 294 In the *turnery-

room are all kinds of lathes and instruments for turning.

1670 Capt. J. Smith En^. Improxi. Keniv'd 195 This Timber
is. .very good for Hoops and Hoppoles, *'i'urnery ware and
Joyners. 1717 Petiveriana 111. 218 They make Mortirs,

resiles, and other Turnery Ware of it. 1788 Aikin Etig.

Dilincated 269 'I'unbridge . . is famous for its elegant turnery

ware. 1815 Times in A'. .5- (?. i ith Ser. XI. 325 2 To be seen

at Wyatt's toy and *turnery warehouse, a 1734 North Lives

(1826) II. 336 Ivory wrought most exquisitely ;.. for *turnery

work there is of it so small and crooked as is admirable.

i8s9 W. S. Coleman Woodlands (1862) 81 The heart-wood

of the Yew is . , the finest of all native woods for purposes of

cabinet-making and turnery-work.

Turnesall, obs. form of Tdbnsole.

t Turnet. Obs. rare. [var. of, or error for,

turret Torbet ; cf. obs. K. toitmei ' a small

turning rundle, or ring, in the mouth of a Bit'

(Cotgr.).] = Tobret c.

1543 Act I Rich. Ill 1483. c. 12 § 2 Laton nayles with

yron chaunkes, turnettes {so in some later edd. ; Recorded,
and Anglo.F. turrettes], hangyng candelstyckes.

Turney, dial. var. Tohney, attorney.

1807 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball., Kit Craffet v, When
onie neybor was fash*d by the turniea. 1886, 1895 in Etig.

Dial Diet. s. v. Tomey.

Tumey, obs. f. Tournet sb. and v.

t Tu-rneya. Obs. rare~'. [Prob. the same as

TouBNOis. Cf. Turner 2.] A ' black money ' or

base coin, made in Ireland in the 14th c.

1339 in Rymer Foedera (1708) V. 113 Dato nobis intelligi

quod quidam, Homines Hiljernici, quandam Nigram
Monetam, vocatam Turneys, in partibus Hiberniae fabricari

fecerunl.

1 Turneys, obs. var. Touknois.

tTumgi'ddy, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [f. Tobk
». to rolate-i- GiiJDy«. Cf. Tdbn-sick a.] a,, adj.

Giddy as from turning round ; dizzy ; affected with

vertigo. b. sb. Giddiness, dizziness. Hence

f Tnrngl'ddiness Obs. rare. = b.

Perh. a western dial, word, as the first quot. is from the
work of Nicholas of Hereford.

138a Wyclijffite Bible Isa. xix. ijj The Lord mengde
in bis myddel the spirit of turnegidy [Vulg. vertiginis].

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. cviii. (ToTlem. MS.), Yf
he etel> many J>erof, it brede)> heedache and maket» hem
turnegedy [orlg. capiti vertiginem in/erunt].

^
Ibid. VIL xl.

(Add. Ms. 27944 If. pob/2)pemout> is soure with mystringe

of y3en and turfnjgidinesse [orig. vertigines & wij? ojjir wel

yuel signes.

t Turngrece, turngree. Chiefly Sc Obs.

[f Turn v. + Gbece, Gkee rf.l] A winding stair,

as in a turret, etc. Also attrib.

(1470 Henry Wallace ix. 511 Richard W.ilkce the turn-

greys [ed 1570 Turngrece] Weill has seyn ; He folowit fast

apon the portar keyn,. .Tuk wp the port, and leit in all the

layff. 1483 Cath. Angl. 397/2 A Turne grece, troclea,

1506-7 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 366 Item for ane lok

to the turngree dur in the Abbay, xiiij d. 1535 Coverdale
I Kings vi. 8 They might go vp to the myddest stacion by
a turne grese. 1554 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1871) IL 296 To
Thomas Hallis servand for paittelling and deichting of all

the steppis of the turngryss of the tolbuith, viij"!. 1600 Rc^.
Mag. Sig. Scot. 353/1 De cellario sub inferiore gradu lie

turnegres tenementi quondam M. Thome Marjoribankis.

Turnicimorpliio (twnisimjf-jfik), a. Orniih.

[f. mod.L. Tumicimorphie (f. Turnix + Or. fiofxji^

form) + -ic] Resembling, or having the structure

or characters of, the Turnicitnorphse, in Huxley's

classification the group of birds akin in form to the

genus Turnix. In recent Diets.

Tumiclne (tSunisain), a. Orniih. [I, mod.L.

Turnic-, Turnix, TuBNix -v -INE 1.] Belonging to

the Turnicidx, a family of birds of which the turnix

or hemipod is the type.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Taming (ts-jnii)), vbl. sb. [f. Tdbn v. -i- -inoI.]

The action of the verb Tubn, in various senses (also

concretely).
The earliest examples occur in settses i b (c 1230) and 4

(303).

1. Movement about an axis or centre ; rotation,

revolution.

1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love i. v. (Skeat) I. 64 Olde doinges

ana by many turninges of yeres used. 1390 Gower Cou/, I.

8 After the tornynge of the whiel. 1538 Elyot, Reuoluiio,

..a reuolucion or tournynge of celestiall bodyes or spheres.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 55 An Order of Menkes, . . called

Dervises, whom I haue often scene to dance. .1 dances that

consist of continuall turnings. 1803 Paley Nat._ Theol. xx.

(ed. 2) 376 As the turning of a weather-board or tin capuix}n
the top of a chimney. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxix, 1 mind
it not the turning of a key. 1868 Miss Braddon Dead
.9ir/z ^r. viii. An earthly river.. instrumental in the turning

of paper-mills.

b. A sensation as of rotation ; 'whirling', giddi-

ness, vertigo.

c 1130 Hali Meid. 35 Ofbreines turnunge_l>in heaued [schal]

ake. X398 Trevisa Barth De /'. A', xvi. Ixii. (Add. MS. 27944)
If. 202/2 It schal seme . . )jat J>e hous schulde falle anone and
{>at semynge is by moeuynge Jrat come)> by tornynge of (>e

jrayne.

2. The action of shaping or working something

on a lathe ; the art of shaping things by means of

a lathe ; the work of a turner.

CX440 Promp. Parv. 507/1 Turnynge, or throwynge of

treyn vessel . . tornatura. i6ao in Sw-iyne Sarum Churchvr.

Ace. (1B96) 171 Turninge of Banisters and pendantes. 1680

MoxoN Mech. Exerc. xi. 194 In Turning, all Irregularities

must be wrought smooth down. 17*6 Leoni tr. Albertis
Archil. I. 25/1 Workmen lay their Timlier under water..,

especially such as they design for turning.
_ 1873 J. Richards

Wood'Wijrhing Factories 158 Turning is an .. important
branch ofwood work.

b. pi. iconcr.) Chips or shavings of some sub-

stance produced by turning in a lathe.

1800 Henry Epit. Chem. (1808) 64 A small ball formed of

turnings of zinc. i8ia Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 322 If

iron turnings be heated to whiteness in a curved gun-barrel,

and potash be melted and made slowly to come in contact

with the turnings, . . potassium will be formed. 1868 Jovnson
Metals 115 To make an iron cement., mix. .112 lbs. of clean

cast-iron borings or turnings, with 8 oz. of sal ammoni.ic.

^.fig. Shajjing, moulding, fashioning (of literary

work, etc.).

1386 W. Webde Eng. Poelrie (Arb.) 65 Such are the

turning of verses: the infolding of wordes. 1858 Longf.

M. Standish II. 90 Vou are an elegant scholar. Having.,

skill in the turning of phrases.

4. The action, or an act, of changing posture or

direction by moving as on a pivot; movement so

as to face or point in a different, or in some parti-

cul.ir, direction. Alsoyf?;

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 8875 Whan we turnede

aboute On a womman myn y;e ys y-caste. . . |>e dekene

loked at ]« nexte turnyng, She w.as a-weyj he sagh no

Jiyng. C1489 Caxion Sonnes of Aymon lii. 114, & at

this tornyng that he thus made he slewe Esmenfray.

IS4S Ascham Toxoph. I. (Arb.) 89 A weake smilhc.wyl
wyth a lipe and turnyng of his arme, take vp a barre of yron.

C1618 Moryson Itin. IV. v. i. (1903) 440 The Crossings,

Bowings, turnings of the body to the Alter. 1631 WinnoWKS
Kal. Philos. 53 Griefc is his |l)eliglit's] contrary, which is a

turning from the hurtfnll object, 1738 Svvjft Pol.

Conversat. Introd. 17 Turnings of the Head, and motions

TTTRNING.

of the Hands. x8»5 Coleridge Aids Refl. (1884) 271 A
turning of the thoughts exclusively to the so-called physical

attributes. 1845 J. Coulter Adv. Pacific ix. 116 The seal

cannot quiclily turn, so you may. .finish him.. with a..sharp
axe..; but be careful to watch his turning on you.

fb. Phr. Turning ofa hand = moment, instant

(see Hand sd. 60 f ). So fuming- 0/ a straw. Obs*
(Cf. QUOt. C1425 for turning ahoui^ in 12 lielow.)

1579 ToMSON Caimh's Sfr»i. Tim. 239/1 Y^ Christians are
at euery turning of an hand, at the pits side. x6oo Holland
Livy XXI. xiv. 401 Anniball.. assailed the cittie, and wan it

in the turning of an hand. 1679 J. Goodman Fenit. Pard.
II. V. (1713)236 In the turning of an handa lewd and flagitious

person .starts up a great saint. 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803)
IV. 224 Two thousand copies, that will fetch six rials a-piece
in the turning of a straw,

c. Obstet. (See quot. 1857.)
1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex., Turning. . Versio Feetiis, the

operation of bringing down the feet, or some part of the
lower extremity, when the presentation of the child is such
that it cannot be delivered by the natural efforts. 1899
Alldutt's SysL Med. VII. 737 A labour necessitating the
use of instruments or of turning.

d. The practice of gymnastics according to the

system of F. L. Jahn : cf. Turner 1 8.

1888 U. S. Newspaper \i h\x%., Turning began at 10 o'clock.

5. Reversal, inversion : as of soil, or other sub-

stance or object, for exposure to air ; of a leaf of a

book in reading ; of an hour-glass ; of a garment

;

of words in a sentence,

1536 MS, Rawl. D. 7S0 If. 73 In the turnyng of tymbre in

the tymber yard, 1538 Elyot Addit. Gg iij b/i Amtsfro^Ae,
a tournynge out of a commune order, as, /^fl//Viw/c(T«/rrt, for

conira Italiam, 1551 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. 1^/(1914)

53 The layenge abroade eyringe turnynge soinge mendinge
..foldinge and layeng vp of the same. 1551 T. Wilson
Logike (1580) 29 When 1 intreated of the conversion, or

toumyng of Propositions. 1561 J. HEYWooo/'rOT'. ^ Epigr.

(1867) 137 Hehath turned his typpet an honest turnyng. 1573
'lussER //«f*. (1878) 56 IJy oft turning [of wheat] ye seeme to

refresh it. 1581 Confer, in. (1584) P j, After a little turning,

he sayde. This is not the hooke that I meant. 1716 Shel-
vocKE Voy. round World 137 At the turning of every glass

. . we beat 3 ruffs on the drum, c 1830 Glouc. Fartn. Rep.
14 in Libr. Usef. KnowL, Husb. Ill, It will be ready to

carry in four or five days, with one turning. 1842 Loudon
Suburban Hort, 57 Peat.. reduced, .to a fine mould.. by
exposure to the air, and repeated turnings. 1844 Mrs.
Browning Wine of Cyprus ix, Betwixt the folio's turnings,

Solemn flowed the rhythmic Greek,

b. A row of hay turned with the rake ; a wind-

row, local.

1795 Scots Mag, LVI I. 304/2 [The hay] is again made into

small rows called turnings. 183^ Brit. Husb. I. 491 It U
turned with the rake-head, and is before noon raked into

small rows, called 'turnings ';. .and in the evening of the

same day, the rows are made into small ' hay-cocks '.

6. The action of bending or folding over, or

condition of being folded over; a part of some-
thing folded over, a fold ; in quot. 1660, a curl, a

volute.

1631 WEEVER^Mf. Fun* Man. 581 The forme of a Rose..:

and in the turnings of the leaues this Inscription. 1660

Bloome Archit. Ej, The middle Voluta hath a Circle.,

of one part, but the corner turning hath two parts. 1894
Daily News 18 Sept. 6/4 Providing deep hems and turnings

..for the days when the garments will be all too short.

7. A change in the direction of movement or

course; deflection, deviation; winding, tortuous

course, Also^^.
1436 LvDG. DeGuil. Pitgr. 8666 Lyk a corde . , Wjthinne

yt tourneth ofte aboute, .. For cordys be sayd..OfF offte

toumynges in an herte. 1SB5T. Washington tr. Nicholays
Voy. IV. XXV. 140 b, [The] riuers by the turning in their

course haue made, .many ..yles. 158^ Harmar tr. Beza's

Serm. i. 11 The diuers turnings and windings, by the which
men wander and goe astray, 1617 Mobyson Itin. i. 244 The
Mountaine. .was very high, but the way easie, with many
turnings about the Mountaine. 1719 D Urfey Pills (1872)

VI. 102 For 'tis of the makingof Dunstable way. Plain with-

out turning. 1751 Labelye Westm. Br. 25 Tliis Bridge

was built without turning of. .the River.

b. Jig. of verse or melody; in quot. a 1S30, a

refrain.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cai., Aug, 194 How I admire ech
turning of thy verse. x66a Plavford Skill Mus._ \. xi. (1674)

39 Those long Windings and Turnings of the Voice, a 1830

Vng. Musgrave xi. in Child Ballads II. 249/2 And aye the

turning o the tune * Away, Musgrave, awa 1

*

8. A place or point where a road, path, etc.

turns, or turns off. Alsoyf^.
c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame i. 182 In a forest. .At turnynge

of a went How Creusa was y-loste alias. C1440 Promp.
Pani. S07/1 Turnynge, of dyuerse weyys, diverticulum,

1596 Shaks. Merck, y. II. ii. 43 Turne vpon your right

hand at the next turning, but at the next turning of all on
your left. 1600 Hakluvt Voy. Ill, 300 We discouered

32 Islands, .hauing many turnings and windings betweene

them, making many faire harboroughs and chanels. i6«4

Bp, MouNTAGu Immed. Addr. 12^ God. .knoweth the

secrets, discouereth the boughts and turnings of the heart

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 26 June, At the turning of a

lane, that led to a village,.. a couple of robbers a-horse-

back suddenly appeared. X778- [see Lane sb. i b). 1864

Burton Scot Abr. II. i. no About the turning of the i?*"

into the i8»'' century. x866 G. Macdonald Ann, Quiet
Neighb. vii. (1878) 121, I had not gone down more than

three turnings (of the stairs],

9. Reversal of movement or course; f return,

going back {obs.').

c 1440 Gesia Rom. Ixiv. 276 (Harl. MS.) In hire turnyng
horn fro cliirch. 1806 Scott Let. to Earl Dalkeith 11 Feb.

in Lockhart, 1 abhor even the shadow of changing or

turning with the tide. 1857 J. W. Croker in C Papers



TURNING.
I Feb, (1884) 1.83, I. .never saw. .so. -complete a turning of
the tide of victory.

10. ^^. Conversion
;

perversion ; desertion to

another side (quot. 1665). arc/t,

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 41 11 Thurgh his turnyng fra

gode til ille. 1434 Misvn Mending ^/ero'^ Of conuersyon
or hoiy turnynge. 1532 Mokk Confut, Tindale Wks. 819/2
The turnyng to them selfe or to Lucifer was in it seife a
tourning from God. a XS55 Bradfoko in Coverdale Lett.
Afar^.(i$6^)26^ [The Lord] hath no pleasure in the death
of a sinner : he rather wold our conversion and turning.

1665 Manlev Gro/ius' Law C. Warrcs 544 More. .that

among all these Turnings, would yet remain faithful to their

Parties.

IL Change ; vicissitude ; alteration.

1548 Elvot, Volubilitas, . . the turnyng of any thyng.
1617 HiKRON li^ks. II. 264 An abuse of Gods goodnesse,
and a turning of His graces into wantonnesse. 1659
Hammond On Fs. Ixix. 22 AnnoU 342 Safe from the turnings
of the World. 1689 in Acts Pnrit. Scotl. (1875) XII. 71/1
The^ clause anent the turneing of this meetting into a
parliament.

12. With adverbs, corresponding to adverbial

combinations of the verb in various senses (see

Turn v. VIII), as turning about, again^ away^
back, down, in (also attrib.)yOUt (also attrid.), over,

round, up (also concr. a part turned up).
c 1425 Cursor M. 2^222 (Trin.) In *lurnyng of ]nn honde

aboute. 1570 Dee ^/o^A. /'rr/ICivb, Two Wheles.., whose
turnynges about in one and the same tyme [etc.]. 1663 Bp.
Patrick Parab, Pilgr.xyxx. {1687) 150 The converting and
turning about of our minds and hearts to the original of our
Being. C1400 Brut clxiii. 182 pere was so miche presse of
peple at the *turnyng a^yne. 1381 Wyclif Prov, i. 33
The •turning awei of litle childer \xt\\ the turning away
of the simplej shal slen hem. i«j Hulobt, *Turnyng
backe, -vide in reuolucion. 1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 233
The end of an Iron Axis turned Square down, and agam
turned Square to the first "turning down, 1837 Mrs. Sher-
wooo H. Miiner Ml. xVj A. turning-down which contained
the signature..of the epistle. 1808 Lady's Econ. Assist. 5
The patterns are drawn, allowing for •turning in. 1877
Knight Diet, Mech.y Tuming'tn^ the process of strapping
a dead-eye, that is, bending a rope tightly around it in the
score. 1901 Daily Express 31 Mar. 6/5 'I*he crew had
gathered about the forecastle to smoke their tuming-iri
pipe, 17x1 Swift yrwA to Stella 33 May, This man hns
grown by persecutions, •turnings out, and stabbing. 1807-36
S. Cooper First Lines Surg, (ed, 8) 325 Ectropium. A turning
out of the eyelids is so named. 1894 Eliz. L. Banks Camp.
Curiosity 2<^ You must turn out a room.. .On turning-out
day, you must shake the rug, and scrub up the floor. 170a
C. Mather Magn. Chr. vi. v. App. 38 It prov'd her own
Father that was to be hang'd, at whose "Turning over, she
thus cry'd out. 1841 Loudon Suburban Hart. 131 Picks.

,

combine the operation of perforating with that of separating,
breaking, loosening, and turning over. 1856 "^mi. R. Agric.
Soc. XvII. I, 119 There is a quicker turning over of the
farmer's capital. 1899 Aiibutfs Syst. Med, VIII. 173 The
heart executes an asymmetry of movement which gives
rise to a sensation popularly known as turning over. 1591
Percivali. Sp. Diet., Buelta, a returne, turning away,
"turning round, reditusjconuersio, auersio. 1690 Norris
Beatitudes (1692) 159 The swiftest turnings round of a
Globe look like standing stilU x6aB Earle Microcosm.,
Sfue Precise Hypocrite (Arb.) 63 Her deuotion at the
Church is much in the 'turning vp of her eye. 1648 Hex-
ham Dutch Diet, II Sckoenen met luyten. Shoes with turn-
ings up. 1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing xxu. p i Ho
leaves no wrin-.-kles in the turnings up [of the paper lining]
against the sides of the Box. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blonds
Gardening i66 Tillings, or second Turnings up of the
Ground. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 95 The turning up
of a fat sheep. 1877 Knicht Diet. Mech., Tuming-up
{Bookbinding^ taking the round out of the back, while the
fore edge is cut.

13, attrib, and Comb,^ as (in sense 2) turning-
carrier, -chisel, -gauge, -gouge, -lathe, -tool; also
turning-engine, (a) a lathe (Knight Diet. Mech,
1877) ; ip) a small engine for turning over a large
one slowly for inspection or adjustment {Cent. Diet.
Suppl. 1909); turning-gla«s(scequot.); turning-
loom, a lalhe ; turning-machine, -mill, -piece
(see quots.) ; tumiug-pin = turn-pin {a) (see
TOBN-) ; also attrib, ; turning-plate, {a) » turn-
plate (a) : see Turn-; {b) (see quot. 1877) ; turn-
ing-rest, a rest for a tuming-tool, attached to a
lathe, as a slide-rest {J^ent, Diet, 1891) ; turning-
aaw, a saw with a narrow blade adapted for cutting
in a curve, as a bow-saw, compass-saw, keyhole-
saw, etc. ; tuming'Steel, a smooth round bar of
steel used to turn the edge of a cutting instrument
so as to give it a flanged form {Cent. Diet. 1891);
tturning-tree, a gallows (cf. TuuN v. 73 d, 77 f ),

See also next, 7, and Turning-kvil, -point,

1877 Knight Diet. Mech., * Turning-carrier, a device for
holding metallic work while being turned in the foot-lathe.
Ibid., 'Turning-c/tiseltachixluscd by turners for finishing
work after !>eing roughed out by the gouge. 1881 Dickson
Organ Build, t. 6 The usual turning-chisels and gouges.
187^ Knight Diit. Mech.,* Turning-gage, an instrument to
assist in settmg over the tail-stock of the lathe, so that a
given taper in a given length of work nuiy be obtained.
190s Census Bulletin 216, 28 June 64 (Cent. Diet. Suppl.)
After the negative [in half.tone engraving] is developed the
film is stripped from the plate, reversed, and placed on
another, called a *turning-glass, thus becoming a positivt*.
i8w Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Turning-tools, [description
of figure] n, "turning-gouge. X794 Figging ^ sSeatnanship
I- rs* * Turning-lath*!, a well known machine for turning.
1840 Civil Eng. ff Arch. Jrnl. III. 175/z An improved ex-
panding mandrel for turning'tatbes. 1879 R. b. Mku. in

499

Casselts Techn. Educ. vii. 60 The turning-lathe.. enables
us to produce with perfect accuracy any surface of revolu-
tion, a 1805 A. Carlyle Autobiog. (i860) 96 He said he
would order his son.., who was a more powerful master of
the *turning.Ioom than he was, to turn me a nice snuff-box
or egg-cup. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech., * Turning-machine,
one for turning boot-legs after the seams have been sewn
and rolled. * Turning-mil/, a. {orm of horizontal lathe or
boring-mill. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. 67tild,5^5 *Tum-
in^-Pieee, aboard with a circular edge, for turning a thin
brick arch upon. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., l^ira, a *turn-
ing pin, a shaft, verticulum, subscus, sagitta, 1875 W.
McIlwhaith Guide lyigtownshire 43 This quern-stone.,
has three turning-pin holes in it. i7<>7 Curr Coal Viewer
28 These "turning plates [in a cast iron rail roadj. 1877
Knight Diet. Mech., Turning-plate, a circular plate above
the front axle, where the bed moves upon it as the carriage
turns from its direct course; ^fifth-avlieel. 1725 W. Half-
penny Sound Building 24 With a narrow *Turning-Saw
cut directly thro' the Arch-Line. i8as J. Nichoi.son
Operat. Mechanic 584 A compass-saw, . , a key-hole-saw.
Both of these.. are called turning-saws, and have their

plates thin and narrow towards their bottoms, and each
succeeding tooth finer. x68o Moxon Mech. Exerc, x, 192
These Gouges (and, .other "Turning Tools). ai548 Hall
Chron.t hen, VIII, 224b, She and her husband,. were.,
hanged at the foresayd *turnyng tree.

Tu'rning, ///. a. [f. as prec + -ING 2.] That
turns, in various senses of the verb.

1. That moves round, or so as to face another
way; rotating, revolving, etc. (See also 7,)
1558 Knox First Blast (Arb.) 19 The turning wether

cocke. 1639 Milton Ode Nativity, Hymn i\\. Peace.,
came softly sliding Down through the turning sphear. 1700
Prior Carmen Seculare xxxiii, Practise them now to curb
the turning Steed.

2. Changing direction of movement or course

;

winding, sinuous ; branching off, as a road or path.

149s Treztisa's Barth. De P. R. xvii. clxxiii. (W. de W,) 715
Of Thus set a fyr comyth a good smellynge smoke:,. full

meuable and tornynge and crokyd wyth many bendynges
and wrynklynges. 1551 Huloet, Turnyng or wyndyng
manye wayes lyke an eale, or snake, tortuosus. 1573-80
Baret Alv. T 439 A little lane, or turning path going out
of the great or high waie, diuerticulum. 1590 Greene
Orl. Fur, Wks. (Rtldg.) 96/2 And Rhodanus..flew with
calm alongst his turning bounds. 1867 Trollope Chron.
Barset II. liii. 98 Near a corner, where a turning path made
an angle in the iron rails. 1879 Stevenson Traxi. Cezfennes
(1893) 16^ A deep turning gully in the hills.

3. Aftl. That turns an enemy's position.

1877 Daily News 30 Nov, 5/7 The cavalry of the turning
column had captured their whole camp. igxB Col. H. S.
Massy \n Standard ao'.Sept. 7/2 Direct general attacks are
not anticipated, but wide turning movements., will be the
chief aim.

4. Reversing its course ; beginning to go back.
In quot. 1601 as rendering of Gr. Tpo»riJio« (see Tropic).
s6oi Dolman La Primaud. Fr, Aceul. (1618) III. 686

These circles are nominated Tropickes, that b, turning or
conuertiue. 1857 W. A. Butler Serm. iv. 98 Turning with
the turning lide-

6. Changing, changeful, variable. Obs, or arch.
c i4«^ Songs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.SJ 78/202 Love., vertu,
..Which dowble Fortune may neuer tak J»e fro: Than
mayst t>ou boldly desire her tornyng chance. 2590 Shaks.
Hen. V, III. vi. 35 Fortune. .is painted. .with a Wheele, to
signifie. .that shee is turning and inconstant.

6. With adverb (cf. Turn v. VIII), as turning-up,
1591 Percivall.S>. Diet, Tomatiles, turning vp. atluncus.

1841 Mrs, Grey ZiV, IVi/e xxix, I won't let them come
into this room, with all their sneers, and turning-up noses.

7. In combinations or special collocations:

turning-beam, an axle-tree (cf. tum-^eaffifTvun-);
turning-box, a kind of turn-table; turning
bridge, = turn-bridge (see Turn-)

;
+turning

platform, » Tukn-tabl£i; turning plough, =
turn-plough (see Turn-) ; +turning-stile = Tubn-
stile; turning-table = Tuhx-table; + turning-
wheel, (a) a turnstile or similar device; (^) an
apparatus consisting of a rapidly revolving wheel
(see quot.).

1766 Conipl. Farmer s.v. Madder, Another axle-tree, or
"turning-beam^., ten inches square near the trundle-head,
and fourteen inches diameter in its oclogonal part. x6xi
CoTGR.< 7Vi*r,..the open *turning box in the wall of a
Nunnerie, whereby the sisters.. receiue in, and deliuer out,

commodities. 1809 Malkin GH Bias 1. xiv. P 2, I besought
the attendant at the turning-box to tell the lady. 1840
Ei'id. Hull Docks Comm. 39 Q. Are those bridges all draw-
bridges? A, Yes, draw or "turning bridges. 1835 Tked-
COLD Railroads 4- Carriages 121 ^Turning platforms for

changing the direction of a carriage. x868 ReP. U.S. Com-
missioner Agric. (1869) 414 The field was plowed with a
"turning plow, followed in the same furrow with a long
bult'tongue plow. x6ix Cotcr., Tour,. .^ Turnepike, or
•Turning- stile. 1839 Ciz'il Eng. ^ Arch. Jrnl. II. 202/2
Some method of turning, .trains more efficiently than the
common "turning-table, 1843 Borrow Bible in Spain vi.

39 A kind of window occupied by a turning table, at which
articles were received into the convent, and delivered out.

167X WooDHRAD St. Teresa n. 274 [Knocks] given by .some

Body at the "turning-wheel of the Vestry. 1734 tr. Rollings

Anc. Hi$t. (1827) VI. XV. vi. 91 They warded off., the

darts,. by the assistance of turning-wheels.

Hence Tn'rningness, rare{\n quot. y?^, tortuous

character, as opp, to * straightforwardness*).
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia u. (1622) 135 So had nature formed

him, and the exercise of craft conformed him to all turning-

nesse of .slt-ights.

t Tu'rning-evil. Obs. [f. Tobnino vbl. sb. +
Evil sb.^ 7.] = Tubn-sick sb. 2.

16x4 Markham Cheap Husb.^iiHihc diseases in the head,

as the Sturdie, or turniiig-euill. 1663 Buyle l/sey. E.rp.

TUENIP.
Nat.Philos. II. V. xii. 334 Oxen, and such.like Cattle, are
troubled with that Disease . . called The turning Evil, or
Sturdy. [1704 Diet. Rust. s. v. 1715 Family Diet. s. v.J

Tanung-point. [f. Tubniho vbl. sb. +
Point sb.']

1. lit. A point at which something turns, or
changes its direction of motion, etc. ; spec, a maxi-
mum or minimum point on a graph, where it begins
to tend downwards or upwards.
',?S5 Stanlkv Sinai * Pal. xii. 400 Near what may be

called the turniug-pomt of its course, where its spacious
stream ls diverted . . by the chain of Amanus.
2. fg. A point at which a decisive change of any

kind talces place; a critical point, crisis. (The
usual sense.)

1831 RuSKlN Arrows ofChace (1880) I. 86, I believe these
young arti.sts to be..at a turning-point, from which they
may either sink into nothingness or rise to very real great,
ness. i8;;4 Parker lUustr. Goth. Archit. i. iii. 92 At
this principal turning-point in the history of architecture.
1885 Atlunaum 23 May 669/1 The turning-point from sum-
mer to autumnal weather. 1887 J. C. Morison Service 0/Man 8 One of those turning-points in the evolution of
thought which mark the close of an old epoch.
3. Purveying. A subsidiary bench-mark whose

height above datum is determined during the opera-
tion of finding, by differential levelling, the differ-

ence of level of two permanent bench-marks.
So called liecause the graduated staff on which the height

is read off is at this point turned round so as to be read from
the permanent (or the next subsidiary) bench-mark.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Turnip (liunip), sb. Also 6-7 turnepe,
(-eppe, -op), 6-9 turnep, (7 turuepp, turnup,
turneupp, tumeip, tumoop) ; dial, turmit, -at,

-ut, tonnit, tummit, etc. [In 16-1 7th c. turnepe,
in lO-igth c. turnep, from ^178^ turnip; the
second element being Nekp, nepe, or nep, OE. nxp,
ad. L. napus navew, turnip (mentioned by Colu-
mella and Pliny); the first element is uncertain,

but is generally supposed to be F. tour or Eng.
Turn, referring to its rounded shape. There is no
kindred name in other langs., except when evidently
from Eng., as in Welsh and Irish.]

1. The fleshy, globular or spheroidal root of a
biennial cruciferous plant, Brassica Rapa, var,
depressa, having toothed, somewhat hairy leaves,

and yellow flowers, cultivated from ancient times
as a culinary vegetable, and for feeding sheep and
cattle ; also, the plant itself, of which the young
shoots {turnip-tops) are frequently boiled as greens.

«S33 Ei-yoT Cast. Helthe (1539) ^5 Turnepes beinge welle
boylcd in water, and after with fatte fleshe, noryslieth
moche. 1563 Turner Herbal 11. 113 The great round rape,
called commonly a turnepe, groweth in very great plenty ia
all Germany. 1601 Holland Fliuy xviii. xiii. 1. 571 The
best Husbandmen . . give order, That the ground for 'i'urneps
[L. Ha^utii\ should have live tilthes. 1629 Parkinson
Paradisus 508 There are diuers sorts of Turneps, as white,
yellow, and red. 167a Court-bk. Barony o/Vtie (1892) 9a
Some people. .did steall furth thereof turnepes and carrottij
and uther rootis. 1759 in Q. Jrnl. Ecoitoitiics U907) Nov,
78 In case of Wet Weather while the Sheep are at turneps
they are to have the Liberty of Great Oxenden. 1764 in W,
Wing Ann. Steeple Aston (1875) 63 Agreed at vestry to sow
Sandhill turnoops this next year. 178. Barker in PAH.
Trans. LXXll. 382 A wet week in the middle did not greatly
hurt the hay, and was very good for the turnips. 1839 CoL.
Hawker Diary (1893) II. 168, 1 brought home iS prime
partridges and 1 lost another in the nigh turnips. 1863
KoBsoN Bards ^ of Tyne 315 We hev taties and turmits like
Rosemary toppin.

t b. Spec. The spheroidal root itself. Obs. rare.

15^ LvTK Dodoens v. xxxiiL 593 There is another kinde
of 1 urnep or Rape. . . His rootes or Turneppes are not white
but red. 176s J. W. Bakkr in Museum Rust. V. 265 When
the sheep have eaten all the leaves, and begin to eat the
butts or turneps of this plant [turnip-cabbage], they will not
rot as turnips do, when wounded.

C. app. = titrnip-lantern : see 4 b.

1766 Lady Mary Cokk yml, 30 Sept. (1889) I. 64, X told

Lucy unless She cou'd produce more light 1 must go. She
said She wou'd send for two turnips : 'twas all She cou'd do,

2. Applied, usually with defining word, to other

species or varieties of Brassica ; as Cabbage-t,
or Hungarian t., the turnip-rooted Cabbage or

Kohlmbi {B. oleracea gongyloi/es) ; French t. (o)

the rape, B. Napus or B. catnpestris ; {b) a variety

of B. Napus, extensively cultivated in France and
Germany, and mucli used as a flavouring for soups

;

Swedish t., B. campcstris Rutabaga ; Teltow t.

= French t. {b) ; Wild t., tlie rape ; see also b ;

Yellow t., a yellow variety of the common turnip.

1548 Turner Names Herbs (E.D.S.) 55 Napus. . . I haue
hearde sume cal it in englishe a turnepe, and other some a
naued or.nauet. 156a — Herbal n. 112 b, Rapum. .is called
in Engli.>;h of them of the South countre, turnepe, of other
countre men a rape. 1597 Gekarde Herbal 11. ii. 179
There be three sorts of wilde Turneps. Ibid., Wilde Tur-
neps or Rapes, haue long, broad, and rough leaues like those
of Turneps._ Ibid. 180 Wilde Turneps or Rapes, do grow of
tbemselues in fallow fields. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) 111.

288 We sowed it part with Naueaus or small Turneps. 1707
MoRTiMKR Husb. (1721) L 157 Yellow Turneps.. are com-
monly sown in Gardens, but are of very great advantage to
be sown in Fields, not only for the use of the Kitchen, but
for Food for Cattle in Winter. 173X-3 Miller Card. Diet.
(ed. 2), Napus, the Navew or French 'Turnip. 1760 J. Lee
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intr^. Bot. App. 330 Turnep, French, Brassica. c 1791

Encycl, Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 761/1 The ruta baga, or Swedish

turnip, Is a plant from which great expectations have been

formed. 1796 C Marshall Garden, xv. (1813) 261 The
most common [tumeps] are the while sorts ; but the yellow

and red are worthy of trial. Ibid, 262 The cabbage turnep

is of Iwo kinds : one apples above ground, and the other in it,

1858 HocG K<f. KiHffd. 67 B. napHs is the . . Rape or Cole-

seed... There isavariety of this, called by the French Chpu
Navette, and by us French Turnip (A', n. esculenta)^ y/hxch

is employed in flavouring all foreign soups. 1866 Treas.

Bot, 167/2 The Teltow Turnip, or ' Navet de Berlin petit

'

of the French KB. Napus var.), is very different from any of

our cultivated varieties of Turnip, its root being long and

spindle-shaped.

b. Applied to plants of other genera having

roots or tubers like those of the turnip, as Indian

/., Lion^s /., Prairie t. : see these words ; also Si.

Anthony's A, the bulbous buttercup. Ranunculus

buibosHS; Wildt. = Indian t, (in both uses).

IS97 Gerarde Herbal 11. iv, 182 Lyons Turnep {Leoniice

Leont0petalum\ is of force to digest. 1856 A. Gray Man,
Bot, (i860) 04 Psoralea esculenta^..\.\\^ Indian Turnip,.,

used as food by the aborigines. Jbid. 427 Arisxma tri-

phyilum, Indian Turnip. 1866 Treas. Bot. 176/1 B[ryonia]

dioica, the Common Bryony. . .The root is used . .as a purga-

tive ; but it is unsafe from its uncertain and sometimes violent

action, whence the French call it Devil's-turnip. 1894
Gibson in Harper's Mag. 565 The wild arum of Great
Britain, .the foreign counterpart of our well known jack-in-

the-pulpit, or Indian turnip.

3. a. In slang phrases, sometimes with pun on
turti-up. See quots,

a 1^96 ^(V T. More w. ii, Come, come; wele tickle ther

turnips, wele butter ther boxes. Shall strangers rule the

roste? i8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Diet,^ Turnips^ to give any
body turnips signifies to turn him or her up, and the party

so turned up, is said to have knap'd turnips. 1845 Ford
Handbk. Spain \. 27 note^ This gourd forms a favourite

metaphor in common parlance :
* le ha dado^ Calabazas ', she

has refused him ; it is the ' giving cold turnips ' of Suffolk.

b. Slang term for an old-fashioned thick silver

watch.
1840 E. FitzGerald Lett. (1889) I. 59 An old turnip of a

watch..on the table beside her. 1853 'C. Bede' Verdant
Green i. vi, His mechanical turnip showed him that he had
no time to lose. 1901 A. Adams Log Cowboy xv. 234 My
turnip says it's eight o clock now.

C. Humorously applied to a person : cf. turnip-

Jucui^ -headed in 4.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxiii, ' But now *, continued Sam,
• now I find what a reg'lar soft-headed, inkredlous turnip

I must ha been '.

4. attrib, and Conib, a. simple attrib.,as/«/7/x]^

carty crop, -culture^ -drill, -Jarmer, -field, -kus'

bandry^ -leaf, -pit, plot, -root, -seed, -trough, etc.

;

also allusively, turnip-head, -heatij -pate, -watch ;

in names of things made of turnips, or in which

the turnip is a principal ingredient, as /2/r«z^-^;rfl^/,

pasty, pie
J
poultice', objective and obj. genitive, as

turnip-chopper, -cutter^ -groiver, -hoer, -picker,

'puller^ -pulper, -slicer, -sower, -thinner (freq. as

names of machines) ; turnip-bearing, -cutting,

•mating, 'hacking, -sowing, -thinning, sbs, and
adjs. ; instrumental, parasynthetic, similative, etc.,

as turnip-feeding; turnip-fed, -headed, -leaved,

-like, -pointed, -rooted, -shaped, -stalked, -stemmed,

-tailed adjs.

iSxa W. Tennant Anster F, 1. viii, Anster*s *turnlp-

bearing vales. 1693 S. Dale in Phil, Trans. XVII. 970 Of
this *Turnep-Bread (for so they call it) I have both seen

and tasted. 1763 Museum Rust. (ed. 2) 1, 106, I baked
my turnep-bread rather longer than the other, 183a Veg,

Subst. Food 236 In . . 1629 and 1630 . . good . . wholesome
bread was made of boiled turnips, . . kneaded with . . wheaten
flour, . .called turnip-bread. 1664 Butler Hud. i\. Heroic.

Ep. Sidrophel 20 A Wheel-barrow, or "Turnip Cart. 1837
Brit, Husb, II. 246 The roots are commonly cut into

pieces by an instrument called the * *turnip-chopper'. 18^
Stephens Bk. FannW. 119 Much better instruments will

be found in the two hand tumipK;huppers. 1801 Farmer's
Mag, Jan. J07 The *turnip crop is probably the best, .ever

remembered. Ibid. Aug. 279 The soil, .is not, .of that stiff

sort adapted to beans or wheat, but abundantly free, so as

to be well adapted to *turnip-culture. 1837 Flemish Husb,
89 in Libr. Use/.Knowl., Husb, III, The roots were cut by
a machine something like our ^turnip-cutters. 1879 J.
WmcHTSON in CassefCs Techn. Educ, IV. 108/2, 1 bushel

of swedes, cut small in a . . turnip-cutter. 1854 Mary
HowiTT Pict. Calend, Seasons 17 There was a noise of

straw-cutting and "turnip-cutting, 1733 Tull Horse-Hoetng
Husb, xxii. 328 The spring of the •Turnep-DrJIl being so
very thin tetcj. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 17
Turnip- Drill.. for sowing turnips on the tops of one-bout
ridges. 1856 Morton Cycl, Agric, 1 1. 1026 The proper width
of a turnip drill in Scotland seems.. to be.. twenty-seven
inches, a 1668 Davknant Vacation in Lond. Wks. (1673)

291 All these on hoof now trudj^e from 1 own, To cheat poor
*Turnip-eating Clown. 1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb, x.

J03 If Turncps be sown in ijune,..the most experienc'd
*Mirnep-Farmers, will have no more than Thirty to a square
Perch left in Hand-hoeing. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract,
Agric. I. Plate x. 40 A Scufiler employed.. in putting in

grain crops on *turnip-fed lands after one ploughing. i8ia

biR J.
Sinclair S;yst. Husb. Scot. i. 354 If straw be eco-

nomically applied in littering turnip-fed stock [etc.], a tfzz
Lisle llusb. (1757) 329 *Turnip.feedinii was apt to breed
wind in the sheep. 1773 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 618/2 In his

distress he frequented a ^turnep-field. i8ia Sir J. Sinclair
Syst. Husb. Scot. i. 39 Sheep-flakes, or hurdles, a sort of
portable fence, well known to every *turnip grower. 1883
T. Hardy in Longm. Afag. July 267 A farm-woman's occu-

pation is often ' *turnip-hacking '—that is, picking out from
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the land the stumps of turnips which have been eaten off by
the sheep. 1898 J. Arch Story 0/ Life xiii. 322 The 'turnip-

headed farmer turned his back upon us. c x6ao Fletchkr
& Massincer Trag. Barnavelt 11. ii, We are strong enough
to curb 'em. But we have *turnop hearts. 1791 W. H.
Marshall W. England {ij<^) U. 283 Any woman, .will, in

one full season become a sufficient *Turnep hoer. x886 T.

Haruy Mayor o/Casterbr. i, A turnip-hoer with his hoe on
his shoulder. 1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. x. 102 The
greatest Inconvenience, which has been observ'd in the

•Turnep-Husbandry, is when they are Fed ofi" late in the

Spring. 1848 Hepuurn in Proc. Bemv. Nat. Club II. No. 6.

272 Turnip husbandry, and the cultivation of red clover,

were introduced about 1740. 1766 J, W, Bakkr in Compl.

Farmer s.v. Turnep, The upper side of the "turnip leaf, in

its infant state, is very smooth, and on that part the flies

always lodge. C1711 Petiver Gazophyl. Dec. ix. Tab. 81

*Turnep-leaved Cape Dandelion. 1766 Museum Rust. VI.

46 By this.. production of the 'turnep-like knob, together

with its being perennial, this species of cabbage is dis-

tinguished from all others. 1905 Daily Chron. 14 July 4/7
In Cornwall the fisherman home from sea, in the intervals

of blowing the fire, blows himself out with "turnip pasty.

1813 Columbian Centinel (Boston) 1 Sept. 1/2, 1 cannot pro-

tect every man's *turnip patch, a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant.

Creiv, * Tumep'pate, White or Fair-hair'd. 1844 Stephens
Bk. Farm 1 1 . 40 The shells . . were picked out of the ground

with. .a "turnip-picker. 1835 W, Howitt in L'Estrange

Friendships Miss Mitford (1882) I. 267 A *turnip-pie fit in

size to set on Arthurs own round table. 1899 Crockett
Kit Kennedy xxx. Kit only lifted the lantern and made for

the *turnip-pits. 1670 Wood Li/e 2 June (O.H.S.) II. 194

Buried.. in her garden, .under a *turnip plot. 1887 Amer.
Naturalist XXI, 435 *Turnip.pointed red [beet]. 1735
Burdon Pocket Farrier 29 The *Turnip Poultice will in-

fallibly cure it. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] Lives Emperors in

Hist. Ivstine LI vb. It rained wheat, *Turnup-rootes, and
pease in Slesia, which much comforted the poore people, in

the extreamity of famine. 1733 Tui.l Horse-Hoetng Husb.
I. 5 A large Root, .which, .might have., ex tended near as

far as the Turnep Roots did. 1787 Bradley's Fam. Diet.

S.V. Cyclamen, The German Cyclamens are rather *Turnep-
rooted Plants than Bulbs. 1769 Chron, \x\Ann. Reg, 65/2 A
premium for the cultivating . . of . . the turnip-rooted cabbage.

184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 651 The Red Beet...The
turnip-rooted is an early variety with the roots round. 1580

Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, De la Navette, *turnop seed.

i6ai Shuttleivorths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 250 Turneppe
seede, iiij*". 1833 Ridgemont Fartn Rep. 155 in Libr.

Use/. Knowl., Husb. Ill, It was drilled with turnip-seed

upon a limestone soil. 1788 Trans. Soc. ArtsVl. 231 A
Model of a Cabbage and *Turnep Slicer. 1844 Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 41 The., better plan of serving turnips to

sheep, .is to cut them into small pieces with a turnip-sHcer

into troughs conveniently placed for use. 1889 H. M. B.

RtiD GaUoJvay Folk 42 A brand-new gaudily painted
*turnip-sower. 1765 J. W. Baksr in Museum Rust. M.

270, I could not accomplish my * turnip-sowing earlier.

X786 Abercrombir Arr, in Gard. Assist, p. vi, *Tiu-nep-

stalked, with the turnep above ground. 1844 Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 29 The *turnip-stemmed cabbage or kholrabi.

Ibid. II Fig. 213 represents the form of the *turnip- store.

1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 321/2 *Turnip-Thinners. ..A class of

machines has been brought out, of which Huckvale's turnip-

thinner may be named as a type. igosContemp.Rey. Julygj,
[l] went down the cart-track to the "turnip-thinning. 1844

STK.FHEHS Bk. Farm 11. 41 A simple form of *turnip-trough.

1898 Tit-Bits 25 June 245/2 Consulting his. ."turnip watch
to see if his daughters' train was due. 1886 C. Scott
Sfuep-Farming 77 A bad "turnip year.

b. Special combinations : turnip-aphid, -aphis,

the plant-louse of the turnip, Aphis rapx ; turnip-

beetle, the turnip-flea ; turnip-cabbage, the

turnip-stemmed cabbage or Kohlrabi ; turnip-

flea (also turnip flea-beetle), a minute shiny

black leaping beetle, Haltica nemorum, which

feeds on the young leaves of the turnip and other

crucifers ; its larva mines in the full-grown leaf

;

turrtip-flowerbeetle: seequot.; turnip-fly,(fl) =
turnip-flea ; ib) the turnip-sawfly, a hymenopterous

insect, Athalia centifoliae, the larva of which

{turnip-nigger) feeds on turnip-leaves ; (/) a di-

pterous insect, Anthomyia radicum, whose larva

lives in the root of the turnip; tvirnip-gall weevil

:

see quot. ; turnip-ghost, a simulated ghost or

apparition of which the head is formed by a turnip-

lantern; turnip-grass, Panicum bulbosum, used

as hay in Texas, Arizona, and Mexico, the stems

of which have a bulbous base {Cent. Diet. Supp,

1909); turnip-greens = turnip-tops \ turnip-

Jack = turnip-flea ; turnip-land = turnip-soil
;

turnip-lantern, the hollowed rind of a turnip

employed as a lantern ; also as a term of abuse

{Eng. Dial, Diet,); turnip leaf-miner, ?the

larva of the turnip-flea ; turnip-louse = turnip-

aphis {Cent. Diet. Supp,) ; turnip-maggot, the

larva of Anthomyia radicuvi {turnip-fly c) {CefU.

Diet.) ; turnip-mutton, the flesh of turnip-sheep;

turnip-nigger, the black larva of Athalia centi-

folim {turnip-fly b) ; turnip-oats, a crop of oats

succeeding turnips ; turnip-parsnip, a turnip-

rooted parsnip ; so turnip-radish ; turnip-saw-

fly = iurnip-flyh ; turnip-sheep, sheep tliat have

been fed on turnips; turnip-shell, a shell of the

family Turbinellidm,QS^, of the genus /v'a/rt {Cent,

Diet,) : turnip-sick a., of land : exliausted by

successive crops of turnips ; turnip-soil, soil suit-

able or used for turnip-culture ; tmrnip-system,

a system of crop-rotation basetl on turnip-culture;

TURNIP-

turnip-top (usu. pi,), the sprouting leaves of the

second year's growth of the turnip, used as a vege-

table ; turnip-tray, a hurdle used for penning
sheep on turnip-land ; ttirnip-wheat, cf. turnip-

oats ; tumip-wood, Australian rosewood, Synoum
glandtdosum (N.O. Melicuem), or its timber, which
smells like turnips ; see also quot. 1898.

1891 Cent. Diet., 'Turnip-aphid. ..Also *tufnip-aphis.
1908 IVestm. Gaz. 30 May 7/3 The corn-aphis, hop-aphis,
turnip-aphis, bean-aphis. x8z6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xxiii.

(i8i8)II. 3i2When the *turnip-beetle (//«///(:« tj/^rocfa, F.)

walks, its antenna; are alternately elevated and depressed.
i88a Garden 25 Mar. 198/1 The Turnip fly (or, as the well-

known insect should more properly be called, the Turnip
beetle or flea). 176$ Ann, Reg. i\. 146/2 The *turnep-cabbage
is so called, because the stalk, after rising to some distance
from the ground . . swells suddenly into a roundish knob,
184a LouooN Suburban Hort. 627 The Turnip-cabbage, or
turnip borecole, .. is a dwarf-growing plant, with the stem
swelled out so as to resemble a turnip above ground, but of

a delicate green colour. 1867 FJrandk & Cox Diet. Sc, etc
III. 881/2 The *turnip.flea belongs to a genus,. of minute
Coleopterous insects, of the section Tetramera, and family
Galerucids. 1843 Zoologist I. 371 The valuable Sweedish
turnip [has] put forth its second pair of leaves, and just

escaped the ravages of the turnip flea beetle. x88a Garden
25 Mar. 198/2 The *Turnip flower beetle.,a very small, flat,

bronzy green Ijeetle. 1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xxiy.

391 By the shallow or deep [seed sown], the *Turnep-Fly is

generally disappointed. 1765 J. W. Bakkr \n Museum Rust.
V. 277, I discovered last season three distinct species of

the turnip fly..one of them is black; it seems to hop like a

flea. 1771 [see Dolphin 7]. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric,

Chem. (1814) 217 The turnip fly. .fixes itself upon the seed
leaves of the turnip at the time that they are beginning to

perform their functions. 1879 E. P. Wkight Anim. Li/e

498 One of the best-known species [of Tetramera] is the so-

called Turnip-fly {Haltica nemorum). 1844 Stephens Bk,
Fartn III. 781 The Curculio plurostigma, the •Turnip-
gall weevil. 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. viii. (1864) 349
Out popped *turnip-ghosts and magic-lanthorns and paste-

board bogies. 1858 Glenny Gard. Every-day Bk. 247/2 They
may give a few *Turnip-greens when they are very useful.

1873 Routledge's Vn^. Genii. Mag. Mar. 229/1 The youn^
and tender leaves, which are popularlycalled * turnip-greens .

«8oi Fartner's Mag. Apr. 238 Almost every acre of *turnip-

land has been sown with wheat, as fast as the grounds were
cleared. 1844 E. FitzGerald Lett. (1894) 1. 163 You have
seen a *turnip-Iantern, perhaps. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm
ni. 778 A class of insects called *turnip-leaf miners, atjza
Lisle Husb. (1757) 335 Several butchers .. agreed.. ttiat

*turnip-mutton would be waterish. 1893 Daily News
2o Apr. 6/2 The sparrow,, .that brazen little thief who affects

to despise wireworm, *tiunip nigger, and gooseberry grub,

but has the keenest of keen eyes for blossoming peas and
delicate young wheat. cx8oo T. Blackadder in Proc.

Beriv. Nat. Club II. No. 12. 101 Your queys and slots, Hae
trampled a' my *turnip oats. 1786 Auercrombie Gard,
Assist. 81 *Turnep-radish—sow the small white Italian sort.

X844 Stephens Bk. Farm III. 772 The "turnip saw-fly,

Athalia spinarum,..\s denominated a saw-fiy, from the
use and appearance of the instrument with which it

deposits its eggs. Ibid. II. 48 *Turnip-sheep are thus

easily obtained at fairs in autumn. x88o Jefferies Gt.

Estate I. 6 Some of the land is getting ' *turnip-5ick ', the

roots come stringy and small and useless. i8i» Sir J,

Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. 34 This ought more especially

to be attended to upon all *tiu-nip soils. 1844 Stephens Bk,
Fartn 1. 330 No kind of soil affords so dry and cornfortable

a lair to sheep on turnips, and on this account it is dis-

tinguished as 'tumip-soir. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract.

Agric, I. 540 Another sort of this grain that may probably
be cultivated to advantage in particular cases, as where the

*turnip system is much practised. 1710 Swift City Shower
63 Dead Cats and "Turnip-Tops come tumbling down the

Flood. 1848 C. C. Clifford A ristoph.. Frogs 22 Don't beat

him with a leek or turnip-top. 1886 C. Scorr Sheep-
Farming 44 Turnip-tops contain a considerable amount of

nutritive matter. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II.

672 Sheep-penns or *turnip-trays made and fixed in such a
way as to constitute a sort of moveable trough. 1807

Vancouver Agric, Devon {1813) 164 This stubble as well as

that of the lay and "turnip wheat b frequently refreshed

with.. dung. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Turnip-wood, .. .S^-iwwwi

glandulosum, X898 Morris Austral Eng., Turnip-wood,
the timbers of the trees Akania hillii,.,^.0. Sapindaceae,

and Dysoxylon Muelleri.Jl^.Q. Meliacex, from their white

and red colours respectively.

Hence Turnlpo'logy {nonce-wd.), contemptuous

term for phrenology ; whence Tumlpo'logist

;

TuTnipy a,, like, or like that of, a turnip; per-

taining to or connected with turnips; tasting of

turnips.

X824 J. Wilson in Blaekw. Mag. XV, 711 Bad novels,

which no human creature above the calibre of a "Turnipo-

logist would now endure three pages of. Ibid. 150 The
system.. I mean "Turnipology. x8»6 Scott yr«/. 29 Dec.,

The son . . tampers with phrenology. . . There is a certain kind

of cleverish men . . who are attached to that same turnipology.

X79a-5 AiKiN Even, at Home xxiii. (1805) V. 70 The reason

why *turnipy milk and butter have such a strong taste. x8i8

sporting Mag. II. 229 His constitution is inclined to the

turnippy sort, and .. he will not stand throiigh those

lengthened . .combats. 1853 J^^^l- ^- Agric. Soc. XIV. 1. 72

Disagreeable turnipy flavour. 1873 M iss Broughton Nancy
I. 70 My acquaintance is confined to half-a-dozen tumipy
squires and their wives.

Tu'rnip, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To plant or crop (land) with turnips,

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts (ed. 2) II. 63 Was the ground
turneped three years? 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. ^"(?c. XV. 11.

420 The land is given to couch if not turniiied often.

2. To feed or fatten (sheep) on turnips.

X799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln 320 Shearling wethers

;

turniiied by many, and sold in the wool. 1847 Jml. R,
Agric. Soc. VIII. 11. 430 Those [sheep] in good condition,
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and off the best farms, are bought for turnippitig. 1868 Ibid.

Ser. II. IV. n. 350 Not a few 'Penrith Hoggs* are turniped

iu Dumfries.

II Tumix (tff-miks). Orttith, [mod.L. (Bonna-

terre, 1790), app. shortened from L. cotumix
quail.] A genus of qnail-like birds (also called

H€mipodiu$\ see Hemu'OD^ ; tRe bush-quails.

1819 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool. XI. 388 Black-fronted

Turnix. ..Turnix with the forehead with three fascia;. Ibid.

389 Btack-necked Turnix. 1869 Gillmore tr. Figuier's

Rept. '\ Birds (1870) 392 The 1 urnix are \sic\ closely allied

to tlie Quails.

Turnkey (tD-mki"). [f. Turn v. + Key sb^

L One who has charge of the keys of a prison ;

a jailer, esp. a subordinate; also trans/.

1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Ckas. /(1655) 106 Mr. Atturney was
turn-key, Pro tempore^ and let them in single at one door.

1680 C Nesse Church Hist.^i God. .vouchsard to be

Noah's turnkey. 1791 BoswELL7^//«5(?«an. 1780(1848)649/1
Mr. Akerman.. ordered the outer turnkey upon no account

to open the gate. 1864 Mrs. Carlyle Leit. (1883) IU. 232

He bowed to the judge, and walked away with the turnkey.

1878 Spurceon Treas. Dav. Ps. cv. 20 When God means to

enlarge his prisoners, kings become his turnkeys.

2. a. ? A burglars implement for turning from

the outside a" key left in the door. 7 Obs. b. A
tooth-key, formerly used in dentistry ; a tooth-

wrest.

X803 sporting Mag. XXII. 126 A Bow-street officer found
a Uttle loose powder, a turnkey, and some other trifling

articles. 1877 Knight Diet. Mech.^ Turnkey^ an instrument

to extract teeth ; not much used now.

f Tumkind, sb. and v. Obs. In 6 tornekynde,
[f. TuKN V. 35 -f- Kind sb. 3.] A nonce rendering

of iransubstarUiation, transiibstantiate.

1548 Gbste Pr. Afasse B ij, Nowe to transulwlantiatyon,

or tornekynde. IHti. B v b, What can be more effectually

& expresselye spoken agaynste tornekynde, then thys the

rehersed Englysshcd sentence of Augustyne ? Ibid. B vij b,

Yf say they y» bred nature were not tornekynded vnto christes

body : why dyd he name it hys bodye 7 Ibid. CJ b, Some of
our catboliques do contend y* the sayd tornekinding must
be nedes granted as right cerUyn & godly.

Tumor, -our, obs. ff. Turner, Toubneyer.

t Tumour. Obs. rare^^. [irreg. ad. OF. tour-

mure TouRNURE.] A piece of turned work.
138* Wyclif 1 Kings vi. iS With cedre al the hows with

ynlorth was clothid,hauynge his tumours, and his iuoctions

forgid.

Turn-out (tSuniaut), sb, (a.) [f. the verbal

phr. iurti out (Turn v. 75),]

1. A turning out or getting out (of bed^ etc.)

;

hence, a call to duty, esp. during one's period

of rest ; spfc, MIL a signal to rise (? obs.^.

1688 R. Holme Amionry 111. xix. (Roxb.) 154/2 l*he
seuerall Beatcs or points of warre are these... 13. A Turn
out. 1815 ScoTT Guy Af, xxxix, Is he always fit for duty
upon a sudden turn-out T 1848 Thackrkav ^ oh. Fair xxx,
Tqc bugles were sounding the turn-out. 1873 Houtledgt*!
Yt^. Gtntl. Mag. July 482/1 A sudden turn-out during bis

watch below,

2. A withdrawal of workmen from their place of

employment by common consent ; a strike.

i&)6 Docum. Hist. Afner. Industr, Soc. (1910) III. 74 In
a tittle time there came a turn-out to raise the wages.. .They
would grant me no quarters at all, but I must turn out.

1834 Ht. Martinkau Moral 11. 55 Toshow how tremendous
is the waste of capital in a turn-out. 1835 Ure Fhihs.
Mann/. 283, 1 have had several turn-outs, and have heard uf
many more, but never heard of a turn-out for-short time.

1837 Wmittock, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 430 A.. turn out
which proved instructively unavailing, and was utterly

disastrous to their funds. 1S98 W. White yrnls. 15 Much
discussion in shop, relative to the turn-out ; refused to join.

b. One of a body of strikers.

i8a6 Examiner 663/a Skirmishes.. between the turn-outs

and those whom they call 'knobsticks*. 1841 K. Oastleb
Fieet Faptrs II. 286 The failure of 'the Strike ' will be
attributable., to divisions in the camp' of the 'turn-outs'.
1848 .Mrs. Gaskkll M. Barton xxi, One of the poor, mad-
dened turn -outs.

3. Those who turn out or assemble for any pur-

pose ; an assemblage, mixster ; also, a turning out

or assembling of persons.
x8i6 Chalmers Let. in Li/e (1851) II. 78, I met with

several people here, and had a turn out of population from
several of the houses. 18x9 Sporting Mag. V. 54 The
circumstances. .account. .for the small turn-out of sports-
men. 1843 Lk Kevrb Li/t TratJ. Phys. III. ii. x. 5 Com-
pared with the turn-out in Hyde Park in the season, it sinks
into insignificance. 1880 Antrim ^ Down Gloss., The
Hurries, a term for the Irish Rebellion of 1798. Called
also the Turnout. 1901 Scotsman i Mar. 8/1 The turnout
was much larger than might have been expected.

4. A loop-line or siding in a railway or tram-
way ; also, in a narrow road, a part wider than
the rest, or a short side road, to enable vehicles to

pass one another ; a similar place in a canal.
1814 T. G. CuMMiNG Rail ^ Tram Roads 16 A pointer,

fixed at the intersection between the prindpal rail and the
turn out, ..to open the way into the turn out, and shut that
along the road. i8>6 Act 7 Geo. fl^, c, 49 S 38 Passing-
pl2u:es or turn-outs, for the puri>ose of enabling waggons,
carts, and other carriages drawn along the said 1

1, 'pool and
Manch.] railway or tram road to pass each other. 1898
ll^estm. Gaz. 31 May 6/3 A canal . . with locks at each end,
and suitable turnouts.

5. A place where animals may be turned out to

graze.

'895 Queenslaitder 7 Dec. 1090 There was not a turnout
£» a carrier from Westwood to Tambo, a distance of fully

300 miles,., the marsupials having cleared the pasture off

the face of the countr;^. 1901 sgth Cent. J uiy 59 The cotta-

ger could get fuel.. with a turn-out for a cow, pig,..donkey
and geese.

6. A turning or clearing out ; a clearance,

emptying,
1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain xiv, You must make

interest with Margaret for the turn-out of my pocket to-

morrow. 1857 Hughes Tom Brotvn 11. iii, A regular turn.

out of the den.

7. The manner in which anything is turned out

or equipped ; style of equipment ; ' get-up ' ; also

cotter, equipment, outfit, array.

i8xa CoL. Hawker ZJ/arj' (1893) I. 46 Their ' turns-out ' of
horses and harness are beggarly. 1825 Sportifig Mag. XV.
355 The turn-out of himself and his horse is 'quite ihe

thing *. 1859 Jephson Brittasty x. t-jt On a holiday. .the

whole turn-out would be much more dressy, iBS^l/tirpgr's

Mag. Aug. 378/2 The parishioners coming to mass in their

best turn-outs. 1901 Scotsman i Mar. 8/1 The significant

feature of their turn out, however, was that they carried,

not the cavalry carbine, but the infantry service rifle.

b. 7'ea and turn out (cf. Tea sb. 4), tea and
something with it ; tea and accompaniments.
x8o6 Francis Lett. (1901) II. 638 We brought the Irish

custom of suppers into fashion, ..for last year they only gave
tea and turn out. X830 H. Angelo Remin. II. 184 This
was not tea and turn out, but tea and walk up stairs. X858
Ramsay Remin. v. (1870) 120, I hope you will sport it. .at

your first tea and turn out.

8. A driving equipage ; a carriage with its horse

or horses, and other adjuncts. Also trans/.

X817 Lady Morgan France (1818) I. 258 No man. .founds
his celebrity . . upon the superior excellence and appointment
of his tum<out. x84a Thackeray Sultan Stork Wks. 1900
V. 750 Egad 1 what a neat turn-out of a barge 1 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. I. xviL 211 Quitea neat turn-out of sledge and
dogs. 189X 'J. S. Winter ' Mrs. Bob 19 The sort of coach-
man that you get in London with a turn-out from the job-

master's. 1805 Daily News 13 July 5/4 A special prize will

be given for the best turn^jut of donkey and liarrow.

9. The quantity of anything turned out or pro-

duced in an industry, etc ; the total product

;

output.
1879 Spons* Encycl. Manu/. I. 10 If a large turn-out is

necessary, carbonization may be effected in twelve or thirteen

hours. 1884 Lu. Bramwell in Laiv Rep. 9 App. Cases 203
The actual turnout was over one million a year,

B. attrib, or as ottj. That turns out, or is turned

out, in various senses.

X899 IVestm. Gaz. ii Feb. 7/1 A slashed velvet jacket
with a Manx turn-out collar. 1908 Daily Chron. 9 Jan. 7/2
The * turn-out ' switch rings electric belU in every room in

the building [fire station!. 1909 Toilers 0/Deep Sept. 225/1
As we are working on ' turn out ' tides, we must be up
betimes to embark on the outward turn... The men turnout
. .at one o'clock in the morning.

Turn-over (tw*in,Ju;v3j), sb, and a. [f, the

verbal phr. tttrn over (Turn v. 77).]
A. sb. 1. The action of turning over, in variotis

senses : see quots. ; spec, in Polit. slangy a trans-

ference of votes from one party to another,
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 365 Dancers on the

rope, standing with their head down, and feet up, with a
thousand Turn-overs, and Gambpoles. i8sS J. Neal Bro,
yonathan II. 62 The turn-over proved quite a relief to the
company. x868 A, K. H. Boyd Less. Mid. Age 270 The
music was good, after the choir got themselves settled to

their work. But if I were Dean of Wells, there should be a
thorough turnover. 1895 G. W. E. Russell in Forum
(N. v.) Oct. 160 No very sweeping change of opinion—no
very considerable turnover of votes.

2. An apprentice whose indentures are transferred

to another master on the retirement or failure of

his original one; also, the action or process of

turning over an apprentice. Now dial.

1631 Heywood sst Pt. Fair Maido/lVest 11. i. Wks. 1874
II. 276 Bess. Your olde Master., hath turn'd over your
yearcs to me. Clem. Right forsooth : before be was a
Vintner, hee was a shoo-maker, and left two or three turne-

overs more besides my selfe. 1666 in Fng. Gilds (1870)

Introd. 161 note. Supernumerary Apprentices and Turn-
overs, which have increased the number (of printers] almost
to twice as many. 1708 Constit. It^aterman's Co. xii. 24
Every Apprentice, whose Master and Mistress shall happen
to dye.. shall.. apply himself to the Rulers,.. and. .be by
them.. turned over to some other able and fit Master or

Mistress,.. by Indorsing such Turn-over upon his Indenture

of Apprentiship. 1886 T. Frost Remin. Country Journal'
ist v. (1888) 52 A 'turn-over ', that is, an apprentice who,
after serving a portion of his term, is transferred to another
employer.

3. Any thing or part which is turned or folded

over, t a, ? In a cork shoe, a welt which is turned

over the insole ; also a shoe with such a welt. Obs.

b. The flap of an envelope; a leaf of a book, etc,

c. An article that begins in the last column of a

newspaper page and continues overleaf.

x6ix CoTGR., Bord, .. the welt, or turneouer of a corke

shoe. 1630 in Welford Hist. JVeivcastle UB87) III. 298 Stall

rooms—of Mark Milbank, for himself for a turnover, 3".

i8j9 yng. Lady's Bk. 338 A very small bit of wax may be

drop|)ed beneath the turn-over of the letter. Ibid. 340
These envelopes.. resemble a sort of pocket; the ends are

closed, and the turn-over is sealed in the usual way, after

the enclosure is inserted. 184R S. Ixiver Handy Andy ii,

He caught some words that were on the last turn-over of

the sheet. X883 {title) * Turnovers ' from ' The Globe '. X899

RouERTON Kipling Guide Bk. 52 'Turn-overs', so called

from the sketch (' turning over' to the second page) by Mr.
Kipling,

4. a. A linen band or the like worn rouaa the

neck and turned down ; a tum-dowu collar or neck-
band.
ifi^ao Lett./r. Mist's Jml. (1722) I. 204 Curious Linnen,

made up into very fine Turnovers, Necks, and Kuflles. i8ox
James Miiit. Diet., Turnover, a piece of white linen which
is worn by the soldiers belonging to the British cavalry
over their stocks, about half an inch deep. Three turnovers
per annum are ordered to be provided. 1825 Honk Every-
day Bk. I. 158 The * turnovers ' worn by the beaus of those
days [1770] with ' ruffles*.

b. local, A small shawl worn by women.
X89X Quiller Couch Noughts i\ Crosses, Gifts F.Himkoff

2o6 She wore a violet turnover.

5. A kind of tart in which the fruit is laid on
one half of the rolled out paste, and the other Iialf

turned over it ; a child's sweetmeat resembling this.

Also attrib. as turn-over shop.
X798 Sporting Mag. XI. 176 An old woman.. preparing

her turnovers, commonly called apple-pies, 1825 S. R. in

Hone Every-day Bk. 1, 1291 Our 'tart* and 'turn-over'
thop. 1847 in Hai.liwkll. i88a Gd. Words 606 Venibon
pasties ana apple turnoveis and runlets of ale. 189a Star
24 Dec. 3/2 'iheie were sweets called turnovers, in which
were coins of various values.

6, The total amount of business done in a given

time ; also, the amount of goods produced and
disposed of by a manufacturer ; also, the * turning

over ' of the capital involved in a business ; also,

the net profit derived from a business in a given

time.
X879 EscoTT England I. 391 On this large turn-over the

gross profit averages 85 per cent, x88o Daily News 10 Dec
5/7 The Blarney mills make a great 'turnover' of tweed.

1883 Bloomfield Fisheries Irel. 13 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The
great trading motto of low price and large and quick turn
overs. 1694 Brit. Jml. Photogr. XLI. 5 The cost of pro-

duction, unless very carefully managed, runs the turnover
very close.

B. adj. That turns or is turned over, as ttirn-

over apprentice, collar^ hand, lip, majority: cf.

senses above ; turnover boiler, concern, gear :

see quots.; turnover rake, a hay-rake which,

when full, turns over and deposits its collection

;

turnover-table, a table with hinged top : see

quot. ; also a table with a sliding panel prepared

for use as a draught-board or the like when re-

versed {Cent, Diet, 1891).
1849 Craig, Turtiover-table, a sort of small table, the top

of which . , may be turned over perpendicularly when out of

use, thus occupying less room. 1859 A utobtog. Beggar Boy
113 There was no opening for a turnover apprentice, X864

Webstek s. v., a turn-over collar, 1874 F. G. Lee Man.
Cleric, 7 The Chalice should never have turn-over lips. 1877
Knight Diet. Mech, Turn-aver Boiler, a form of boiler in

which the flues were turned over the fire-box or furnace.

Ibid., Turti'Over Gear,., an application of machinery for

hauling up logs from the saw-mill to the log-carriage, or

turning the log on the carriage after slabbing one side. 1883

Daily News 20 July 6/1 Messrs. Riches and Watts's turn- ^
over gathering rake, ii^z Labour Commission Gloss., Turn- 1
<TPtfrC('«crrMf, mills and machinery., turned over to a limited ^
liability company. X913 Daily Graphic 24 Mar. 13/1

Nearly all the women were wearing low turn-over collars in

colour, with flowing Quartier Latin ties.

+ Turnover, erroneous for tumour, Tuuner!^.
1640 Burgh Rcc. Glasgow (1876) I. 422 Thretie dollours

and ane halfe of good dollours, and alevine and ane halfe of

turnovers, quhilk sail be put in the touns commoune chist

to bee applayed ad pics usus. 1679 R. Cameron in

Herkless Li/e (1896) iii For suffering, thatman will confine

in the breacfth of a turnover that that he wilt suffer for.

Turnpike (ip'inpaik), sb. Forms: sec TUKN
V, and Pick j^.l, FiKK j^.l

; also 5-7 Sc. -pik,

6 Sc. -pek, 7 Sc. -pecko, -pyck ;
7-8 turn(e)-peg.

[f. Turn- + Pick sb.^, Pike sbX\

I. 1. I/ist, A spiked barrier fixed in or across a

road or passage, as a defence against sudden attack,

esp. of men on horseback.
It does not appear certain how this was originally con-

structed, or how it acted ; later writers identify it with the

Cheval I)E FHise (see quotations 1704-1716), but the other

senses suggest that in older use the axis was vertical.

c 14*0 Siege 0/ Rouen in Collect. Lond. Cit. (Camden) 17

He made a dyche of grete coste, Pyght with stakys that

wolde perysce, With turnepykys, and with many an hers.

c:x4as Wyntoun Cron. viii. 5716 pan a staf tuk Wate of

Curry, And set vndyr J»e porlculyce, pat cum down it mycht
on na wise. Syne pe crelis and colis wil>c all Apon (jc turn-

pik \v,rr. turnepike, -pyk] let he fal. And ane J>an blew a
home in hy. 1477 Paston Lett. Ill, 203 My lord hath do
brokyn alf the passages excep Newham bryge, weche is

wached, and the turne pyke shette every nyght. 1543
Wallop in St. Papers Hm. VIIt, IX. 454 There was 2

horsemen of Mr. Bowlmers companey taken, which went .

over at Marguyson, notwithstanding the turnpike, being

then there sett on with certen horsemen of Bullen, were

constrayned to take the ryver, where as it is saied never

any hath passed. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 88 At the

Turne pike besyde Hammes where they turned with so

fewe Archers, so many Frenchemen to flight. x577~87

Holinshed Chron. (1807) III. 103 A large tiench. .pight full

of sharpe stakes, with a great rampire fensed with bulworks,

and turnepikes. 164a Relat. Action be/. Cirencester 4 Kach
end of the high street.. was secured ajiainst Horse with

strong filaght-boomes which our men call Turne-pikes. 1644

in Ruahw. Hist, Coll. iii. II, 739 They had no Drawbridge
but only a Turnpyke. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Teckn. I,

Turn-Ptkes in the Art of War, are Spars of Wood of 12 or

14 Foot long, and about 6 Inches diameter in a sexangular
Form: Tliey are bored with holes.. six Inches one from
another, but to go by turns from each side, the Pickets that

are driven into the holels],are 6 or 5 Foot long, pointed with
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Iron. 17x1 Miiit. + Sea Diet. (ed. 4), Chevaux de Frise,..

the same as Turnpikes,..one buing the French, the other the

English Name, yet both indifferently now used in England,
and the French rather the most. 1716 Perry St Russia ^y
The Czar having disposed his Army behind a Line of

Chevaux de Frize,or Turn-pikes shod with Iron,, .maintain'd

so reisular and strong a fire, that [etc.]. 17*^ De Foe Aferrt.

Cavalier u 108 Coming up to the Turn*pike, I found it

defended by 200 Musqueteers.

+ b. trans/, andy?^. in various applications. Ods,

a 1616 Bbauhont Antiplatonic v. Love stormes his lips,

and takes the fortresse in, For all the bristled turn-pikes of

his chin. 1641 G. H. Wifs Recreate Xvj, He hath such
subtile turnes and nookes, Such turne-pegs, mazes, tenter-

hookes, 1661 Feltham Resolves u. xxix. (ed. 8) 241 It

makes a man a Turn-pike, that will be sure to prick you,

which side soever you come on. 1661 K. W. Con/. Charac,
Covetous Usurer (i860) 7^ That Fryday face of his, whose
rowsey whiskers and brischy turn-pikes make him resemble

some shaggy meteor, or some borish Turk. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 1. 205 Each of these legs were bestuck . . with muhi-

tudes of small hairs, or (if we respect the proportion they bore

to the bigness of the leg) turnpikes. 1679 V. Alsop Melius
Inquir. 1. L 77 He that.. shall thrust other men upon the

turn-pikes of sin, and force them to act against their light

+ 2. A horizontal cross of timber turning on a

vertical pin, set up to exclude horse-traffic from

a foot-way ; a turnstile. Obs.

«S47 in J- R' Boyle Hedon (1875) App. 135 For makynge
on hoppe to the tornepyke, iiij.d. 1600 W. Kemp Nine
Days* Wonder D j, The Cittizens [of Norwich] had caused
all the turne-pikes to betaken vp..that I might not be hin-

dred. x6a6 B. Jonson Staple 0/N. in. i, I moue vpon my
axell, like a turne-pike. 1684-5 >" Willis & Clark Cavibridge
(i886) U. 643 Pamting the barrs and Turnepikes in the

entrance to the New walke. x;j5S Johnson, Tjtrnpike,..SL

cross of two bars armed with pikes at the end, and turning

on a pin, fixed to binder horses from entering.

fS. A barrier across a water-course or stream;

a water-gate, allowing the water to flow, but

obstructing cattle ; also, a lock on a navigable

stream. Also turnpike-lock (see 9). Obs.

1613-4 ^<^t 21 Jos. /, c. 32 § I To open prepare or make
all Vveares and Lockes or Turnepickes fitt for the said

Passage. Ibid., To make and erect any Wharfes Lockes
or Turnepickes or Pennes for Water. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.

233 Where the declivity of the Channel, and fall of water is

so great, that few barges could live in the passage of them,
there we have Turn-pikes. 170a Act \ Anne St. 11. c. 11 § 2

Altering the said Wharfs Sluces Wears Sasses Locks Turn-
pikes or Pens for Water or Passages. 1751 Act 24 Geo. II,

c 8 5 2 Tenants or Occupiers of all Locks, Weirs, Bucks,
Winches, Turnpikes, Dams.'Flood-Gates.

4. A barrier (orig, of the nature of a turnpike

in sense 2, later a gate or gates) placed across a

road to stop passage till the toll is paid ; a toll-

gate. Cf. TuBNSTiLE. Now chlefly Hist,

a 1678 [see b]. 1695-6 Act 7 .^ 8 Will. Ill, c. 9 § 4 The
Place for collecting the said Toll to be in some convenient

Place upon the said Highway.. by setting up a Turnpike
or otherwise. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4125/4 Whoever,, gives

Notice to Mr. John Baker, Keeper of the Turn-Pipe [sic]

a(bresaid, . . shall have a Guinea Reward. 1733 Mandevclle
Fab. Bees (1725) \. 365 A poor Traveller that at every Ten
Miles end is stop'd by a Turnpike. 1771 Smollett Humph,
CI. 26 June, Considering the tax we pay for turnpikes, the

roads ofthis country constitute a most intolerable grievance.

1806 Chron. 23 Feb., in Ann. Reg. (1808) 375/2 Close to

Oxford-street turnpike. 1829 Chapters Phys. Sc. 58 The
weighing-machine is formed of a combination of levers, .and
is commonly used at turnpikes in weighing waggons, to

ascertain that they arc not loaded beyond what is allowed

by law to the breadth of their wheels. 1845 M^Culloch
Taxation Introd. {1852) 33 Turnpikes being erected only on
the principal roads, the old plan for keeping up cross or

parish roads [by statute labour, or at the cost of the parish]

was not affected by their institution. 1885 Act^ 48 .y 49 Vict,

c- 37 § 5 The provisions now in force respecting turnpikes

and tolls [etc.]. .shall continue in force until I'arUainent

otherwise provides.

b. transf, andy?^.
a X678 Marvkll Growth Popery 11 It will suffer no man

to pass without paying at their Turn-pikes. 1730 Fielding
Rape upon Rape 11. li. 16 The Laws are Turnpikes, only
made to stop People who walk on Foot. 1745 Season. Adv.
Protest, 38 A Tax to the Priests, for suffering them to pass
the Turnpike of Purgatory. 1765 Foote Commissary u. i,

He capers through a whole region of turnpegs. 1807 Opie
in Led, Paint, ii. (1848) 27 1 The possessors . . had . . been often

denied the usual road to eminence :. .they defrauded the

turnpike, and conducted their silent march another way.

C. dial. A wire snare set by a poacher across a

hare's or rabbit*s run.

1879 Jefferies Amateur Poacher ii. 29 The blacksmith
started the idea of putting up a ' turnpike ',— i.e. a wire.

6. Elliptical for TuBNl'iKK itoAi); alsoyf^.

1748 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit. H. 178 The Road is by
this means so continually torn, that it is one of the worst
Turnpikes round about London, 1756 Demi-Rep 10 You
may ride the turnpike to her heart. 1796 Burke Regie.
Peace i. Wks. VIIL 124 There is a Minister from Denmark
at Paris. ..We sent through this turnpike to demand a pass-

port 1802 Debates in U. S. Congress 25 Feb. (1850) 759 As
plain as a turnpike. i86x (}eo. ICi.iot Silas Af. i, [Raveloe]
was nestled in a snug well-wooded hollow, quite an hour's

journey on horseback from any turnpike. 1875 W.
McItWKAiTH Guide Wigtoivnshire 77 Here the turnpike
winds along a terrace hewn from the hillside.

b. Short for turnpike trust (see 9) or the like.

X7a8 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Hush. 1. i, He won't sit long

enough to give his Vote for a Turn-pike. 1773 Observ, State
Poor 105 The roads of our nation are its standing oppro-
brium, the complaint and the jest nf foreigners. The few,

which under the direction of turnpike-;, are justly exempted
from this general censure or ridicule, only serve to facilitate

the conveyance of provision to the capital.

+ 6. A turn-table on a railway. Obs.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 167 note^ The carriage being
turned a quarter round upon the Turnpike, or Turnrail.

7. U.S. A small cake used to raise bread : see

quots. ? local.

1850 Susan Warner Wide, Wide World x\v, 1 am .scalding

this meal with it to make turnpikes. 1850 Knickerbocker
Mag. (N. Y.) July 83 (Thornton) Some little yellow cakes,

called turnpikes, and used, 1 believe, for some purpose or

other in baking bread.

II. 8. Sc. A staircase which winds round a cen-

tral axis; a spiral or winding stair; later applied

to other forms of staircase : ci. turnpike stair, stair-

case in 9.

1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. i\\. xvii, A palice..with mony
recall towris.-.Pinnakillis, fyellis, turnpekkis mony one.

Gilt birneist torris,..Skarsment, reprise, corbell, and battel-

lingis. 15x6 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 78 For the
makin of ane turnpek in the palls of the Abbay Halyrud-
hous. 1546 LvNDESAY in St. Papers Hen. VIII, V. 560
Normond Leslie and his cumpanye met hym [Cdl. Beaton]
in ^e turnpyk J>er oft", and slew hym. 1552 Ace. Ld, High
Treas. Scot. X. 91 Item, foure lokkis put in the 5ett, Jard 5ett,

and durris of the tway turnpykis of my lord governouris
lugeing of the Kirk of Feild, .iij li. c 1590 J. Stewart Poems
(S.T.S.) IL 55/93 Butt and ben he bends from hour to bour,

Vp turnpyks, turats, And from tour to tour. 1600 Gowrie
ConsPir, in Harl, Misc. (Malh.) IL 343 The Earle ofGowrie
and nis seruants made them for another way vp a quyet
turnpyke, which, .was onlie then left open, as appeared for

that purpose. 1643 in A. Maxwell Hist. Old Dundee {iQS^)

213 [The Council] concludit that the turne-pyk upon the
steeple be presently repaired. 1730 Mem, Capt. Creichton
in Swift's Wks. (1869) 534/2 Steele .suddenly opening the

door, fired a blunderbuss down at the two dragoons as they
were coming up the stairs ; but the bullets, grazing against
the side of the turnpike, only wounded and did not kill them.
18x8 Scott Rob Roy xxii, The turnkey, who. .led me up a
' turnpike ' (so the Scotch call a winding stair). 1899 Crockett
Black Douglas (1900) 106 He was upon the last step of the

turnpike and at the entrance of the corridor.

HI. 9. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense 4), as

turnpike act, bridge, -kouse^ -keeper, -man^ -people,

'System, trust; in sense 8, as turnpike foot, head,

stixir, staircase', also turnpike cake : see sense 7;
turnpike-free a., free from tolls for passage

;

turnpike gate, f {a) a gate or door at the foot

of a turnpike stair {Sc.) ; t (^) = sense i ; ic)

=a sense 4 ; f turnpike-lock = sense 3 ; turnpike
meeting, a meeting of a turnpike trust ; turnpike
sailor, a beggar in the guise of a distressed sailor.

See also Turnpike itOAD.

1794 Donaldson Agric. Carse 0/ Gowrie 32 Making
another application to parliament, and in a short time a
*turnpike act was procured, in whicli these, and other parti-

cular roads in the county, were included. 1841 Penny Cycl.

XX. 29/1 The inefficiency of the system of maintenance by
parish and statute labour was proved before the passing of
the first Turnpike Act in 1653. 1903 Law Rcp. i K. B. 407
A bicycle is not a carriage for the purposes of a turnpike Act.

1840 Act 3 <S- 4 Vict. c. 88 § I That no Toll shall be demanded
or taken on any *Turnpike . . Bridge for any Horse, or
Police Van, Carnage or Cart,.. in the Service of the Police.

1850 Susan Warner Wide, Wide World xiv, Cakes, child,

cakes 1
—*turnpike cakes—what I raise the bread with. 1565

in Hay Fleming Reform, in Scot. (1910) Append. M.610 In
the chalmer at the *turne pyk fuit. 1003 J. K. Jerome
Tea T. Talk {ed Tauchn.) 112 The world's highroads run
"turnpike-free from pole to pole. 15x3 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. IV. 526 To the..smyth for viij score of square hedit

nalis to the *turnepyk yett of the nethir toure. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury 111. xvi. (Roxb.) 88/1 A Turne pike.. . Some
terme it a Turnepike Gate. 1806 Chron. 19 Feb., in Ann.
Reg. (1808) 371/2 A boy riding on a cart, drove against a
turnpike-gate. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge iii, The horse
stopped until the turnpike gate was opened. xBJBqGretton
Memory's Harkb. 115 The wheelers.. knocked against the
turnpike-gate-post in passing through. 1633 Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 151/1 Infra lie turnpyke ejusdem cameram lie

*turnpyke-heid, occidentalem. .et mediam cameram. 1774
NiCHOi^ON in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 351 These appearances
continued till 1 reached the *turnpike-house, x8o6 Chron.
15 May, in Ann. Reg, (1808) 405/1 The toll-table, against

the turnpike house, at Whalley. 1863 Dickkns Uncomm.
Trav. xxii, The Turnpike-house was all overgrown with

ivy; and the Turnpike-keeper, unable to get a living out of
the tolls, plied the trade of a cobbler. 1738 Gentl. Mag.
May 247/2 From the Respect he was treated with by the
*Turnpike-keeper, I perceived, .that he was.. some Person
of Distinction. X771 Act 11 Geo. Ill, c. 45 § 8 Making
"Turnpike Locks on the Sides of the present Locks. 1769
Eakl March in Jesse 6"^/7ty« ^ Contemp. (1843) II. 366,
I wrote you a note with a pencil upon the road, which a
*tiirnpike-man promised to send to you. 178a Cowper
Gilpin 1 19 In a trice the turnpike-men Their gates wide open

I

threw. 1876 Blackmore Cripps xxxii, He would rather

;
have a row with three turnpike-men than presume to speak

I to a gentleman. 1764 Foote Mayor ofG. 1. i. After twenty

I

years attendance at *turnpike-meetings. 1858 Dickens
Holly Tree Inn i. Even "turnpike people have children.

1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 415/2, 1 became a *tumpike
'

sailor, ..and went out as one of the Shallow Brigade. 1884
CtAKK Russell in Longm, Mag. III. 563 The roadway was

j

filled with a crowd of grimy fellows, turnpike sailors, loafing

scarecrows. 1730 Mem. Capt. Creichton in Swift's Wks.
(1869) 534/1 The dragoons . . went up a pairof '*turn^)ike stairs.

1779 Arnot//w^. ^f^/M. 246 M(?/^, A turnpike stair is the term
used., over all Scotland, to denote a stair, of which the steps

are built in a spiral form, like a screen winding round the

same axis. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. 11.309 A small

turnpike-stair, built in the walL 1818 Scoit Hrt, Midi.
xxvi, A half-circular turret,, .bartizan'd on the top, served

as a case for a narrow turnpike-stair. x888 Stevenson
Black Arrow iv. iv. The authors.. had clattered down a
turnpike stair and decamped. x8oo W. F. Baylav Nortlum

TVw*- 267 (MS.) A beautiful *turnpike staircase here.. the
roof of It winding like a snail cap. x8ox Parmer's Mag.
Apr. 158 The defective principles, adopted when the *turn-
pike system was first introduced, are completely avoided.

1895 Westm. Gaz. 28 Oct., The last of the turnpike system.
..The turnpike gates, which will enjoy the honour of thus
being last in the field, belong to that portion of the
Shrewsbury and Holyhead-road which traverses the island
of Anglesea, the trust for which was continued by a special

Act of Parliament until Novemlier i, 1895. 1843 Penny
Cycl, XXV. 429/1 *Turnpike trusts. Turnpike-roads are .

.

highways placed .. under the management of trustees or
commissioners.

Hence Tu'rnpilce v., trans, to erect turnpikes

on (a road) ; to make into a turnpike road ; TuTn-
piker, one who frequents the turnpike or turnpike

road; hence (a) a foot-traveller
j (^) - turnpike

sailor (see 9 above).
x8o6 Websteh, *Turnpike,..\.o form or erect a turnpike.

1825 Amer. St. Papers, Post-office (1834) 137 The road from
Elkton to Staunton has been turnpiked. 1903 H. T. Croftom
Old Moss Side 6 The lane was but little altered even after

Acts are passed in 1749 and 1793 for turnpiking and im-

E
roving it. 1812 Boston Gaz. 27 Aug. (Thornton), The
eroes, who were to have mounted the heights of Abram,

are yet in the garb of *turnpikers, unaccoutred and undisci*

plined, 1896 Clark Russell What Cheer I xi. 18^ When
it came to lee shores and frightful cliffs resounding the

thunder of the tempest of the Atlantic . . the turnptkers bent
their backs and pulled with a will.

Turnpike road. A road on which turnpikes

are or were erected for the collection of tolls ;

hence, a main road or highway, formerly maintained

by a toll levied on cattle and wheeled vehicles.

hX%ofig.
1745 Wesley Wks. (1830) I. 485 Turnpike roads were not

known in that part of England till some years after. 1776
Adam Smith W, N. i. xi.i. (i86g) 1, 156 Some of the counties

in the neighbourhood of London petitioned the Parliament
against the extension of the turnpike roads into the remoter
counties. 1845 M«Culloch Taxation Introd. (1852) 33 It

was not. .till after the peace of Paris, in 1763, that turnpike-

roads began to be extended to all parts of the kingdom.
Ibid. \\. X. 377 It has .. been proposed to abolish tolls, as
being essentially partial and unfair, and to raise a fund for

constructing and repairing turnpike roads by a tax on
property assessed and collected In the same way. .as the rate

for cross and parish roads. 187S W. S. Havward Love
agst. World 16 After an hour's ride, by cross-country lanes

and by-paths, they struck into the turnpike road.

Turn-rice, -rise, var. Turnwkest.
Tlini-servin^ (tf^'jnsauvir)), sb. and a. [f.

TuiiN sb. 30 -*- Sekvikg vbl, sb. and///, a.] a. sb.

The action or practice of serving one's own turn

;

the promotion of one*s private interest ; self-seek-

ing ; an instance of this. b. odj. That serves its

own turn; promoting one's own ends. So tTu*m-
served a., that has served his own turn {pbs.) ;

Ta'rn-se:rver, one whose motive is his own
interest. Cf. Time-server, etc.

1613 Chai'Man Masque Inns ofCourt^ Plays 1875 IH. 109
The sight of an attendant for reward is abominable in the

eyes of a *turne-seru'd Politician. 1611 SrfcKD Hist. Gt.

Brit, IX. xvi. (1623) 839 A deceitfull man, a *turn-server.

17x0 Answ. to Bp. ofOxfords Sp. 18 The Memory of all

limeiand Turn-Servers will be forgotten. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xL §62 His name was abased to all

sorts of "turne-seruings. z6i6 Bacon Let. to Sir G. Villiers

12 Aug., I'hougb now, since Choice goeth better both in

Church and Common-wealth, yet Money, and Turn-Serving,

and Cunning Canvises, and Importunity, prevail too much.
1584 PowEL Lloyds Cafnbria 278 Let people take heedc
how they build upon *turne-seruing freendship. X842 G. S.

Faber Pr(w. Lett. (1844) II. 189 A mere temporary and
turn-serving appeal to Antiquity.

Turn-sick (tz>*ansik), a. and sb. Obs. exc. dial.

Also 5-6 -soke, 6 -syoke, -sicke. [f. Tubn ». -h

Sick (?.]

f A. adj. Affected with vertigo ;
giddy ; dizzy,

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 507/j Turnseke, vertiginosus. 1534
Whitinton TuUyes Offices i. (1540) 49 We here tell of Ly-
sander of Lacedemony, a turnesycke person and a man that

myght abyde all paynes. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 795 If a Man
see another turn swiftly, and long ; Or if he look upon
Wheels that turne, Himselfe waxeth Turiie-sick.

_ 1657 j[.

Watis Dipper Sprinkled 6 Running round in a ring until

you be turn-sick and giddy-headed.

fig. a 1603 T. Caktwright Confitt. Rkem. N. T. (x6i8) 179
You are fallen out with your selues, and turne.sick with

the maze of your own inuentions. Ibid. 382 These turnesick

lesuites make their note cleane contrary to the text, a 1617

Bavnic On Eph. {1658J 104 An escape of a turn-sick brain

blinded with wilfulness. 1664 J. C. Praxis Lat. Syntax
130 Divers teachers, so giddy turn-sick.

fb. 7um-sick gidditz£SSj\tii\go. Obs*

1577 B. GooGE Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 193 The water

of this hearbe . . helpeth the turnesicke giddinesse of the

heade.

B. sb. fl. a. Vertigo, swimming in the head
;

also, staggers in the horse. Obs.

C1450 in Vicary's Anat. (18S8) App. ix. 229 Be-hynde J?«

eres er twa vayns ))sX er gude to be opynd for turnseke and
for scall, & alsso for euyll sight. 1563 Blundevil Horse-

manship iv. xvi. (1580) 8 In the ventricles or celles of the

braine . . do breede the turnesicke, or staggers, isga in

Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. ix. 228 If thowe lett blode ol

thoo. His syght shall neuer fale. And heles of torne-seke,

and of s(»le.

2, A disease caused by an encysted worm in the

brain of the sheep ; the gid or sturdy, dial. Cf.

Turn sb. 3.

1834 YouAiT Cattle 294 The sheep is subject to a disease



TURNSICKNESS. 503 TURKT-UP.

Strangely termed tumsick, in which the animal goes roand

and round. 1837 — S/n-e^ 301 The turnsick is not so fre-

quent as it used to be thirty'or forty years ago. 1844 Ste-

PHENS Bk. Famt III. 877 There is a disease in sheep called

sturdy or turnsick. 1870 Rolleston Anitn. Life 136 The
cause of the disease commonly known as the ' sturdy ',

' gid ',

* staggers ', or ' turn-Sick '. »

Hence t Turnsickness — B, I. Ohs,

1559 MoRWYNG Evonym. 137 The headache, fallinge sick-

nesse, swindle or turnsicknes.

tTurnsilver. Obs. rare^^, [?f. Turn sb. or

V, + Silver sb,"] A local payment of uncertain

nature.

1578 in Whellan fhsL Cnmb. * Westm, (1860)208/2 [From
the inquisition taken in 1578, we learn the following particu-

lars... The tenants of Ulterslde pay yearly).. for cornage,

4 s. 6 d. ; for seawake, 7 d. ; for tumsilver, i s. 3 d.

Turnsole (tcuns^ol). Fornos : 4 turniaoU,

4-8 turnesole, (5-6 turn e-, 7 turnsoyle, turn(e)-

soil(e), 6 tumesoll, -sell, -sail, -saule, turn-

sale, -sowell, tornsole, -sell, -saUe, tornesall(e,

•sole, -solt, toumesoU, -sole, -soule, 6-7 turn-

aall, 7 -soil, -soule, 7-8 turnesol, 8 tournsol,

6-9 tumsol, 5- turnsole, [a. F. ioumesol (14th c.

in Littre), prob. ad. older Prov. toumasol (now
toumosot) = Sp. and Pg. iomasoi, It. tornasoU, f.

Romanic tornare to Turn -t- L. sol the snn.

In F., as in Eng., first recorded as the name of the colour-

ing matter derived from one of the plants bearing the name.
In mod. Sp., Pg., and It. chiefly used in sense 20.]

L A violet-blue or purple colouring matter, ob-

tained from the plant Crozophora tinctoria (see

3 a), formerly much used for colouring jellies, con-

fectionery, wines, etc., and later as a pigment.

(See also quots. 1712 and 1830.)
Coarse linen rags are steeped in the juice, and then dried

and exposed in vats over an ammoniacal mixture ; hence
the designation t/Kr7tr(T& in rags= F. toumesolen draptau,
1375 Exch. Rolls ScotL II. 507 Computat per empcionem

de iij libris alkynet, j libra de turnisoU, et j liorade savndre,

1391 far/ Derby's Exp. (Camden) 154 Pro iij lb. turnesole
ad xiiij d. c Z440 Anc. Cookery in Housek, Ord, (1790) 437
Colour hit with turnesole, or with ynde, or with alkenet, or
Saunders, or saffron, 1513 Bk. Kerttynge in Babees Bk.
(i368) 268 Tornsole is holsome for reed wync colourynge.

•573 ^^ 0/ Limming 4 To make azure and bize saidder,

take good blewe tournf^soll and wet it in gumme water.
x6o6 Peacham Art ofDrawing i. .xxiiU (1612) 86 The sorts

of Red are these. Vermilion. Synaper lake. . . Red lead.
Rosct. Turnsoile [etc-l- Ibid. 88 Turnesoile is mode of old
linnen ragges died : . . it is good to shadow carnations, and all

yealowes. 1615 Markham Eng. Housetv. 11. ii. 70 If you
will haue [the jelly] coloured, then put in a little Tournesall.
1616-61 HoLVDAV Persius 308 The armorists indeed slight

your common purple made of grocer's turnesol, a mixture of
vermilion and blew bysse, or cynnaber, or the colour of vio-

lets. 1688 [see 2 al. 1711 tr. Fomet's Hist. Drugs v. 03/2
Tornesol or Turnsole in Rags, is made of Linnen Cloth dyed
at Constantinople, with Cocheneal and some Acids. The
Cotton Turnsole, call'd Portugal or Spanish Wool, is made
from Cotton that is,, dyed in Spain or Portugal with
Mestich Cochineal. Both Sorts are made use of to colour
Liquors, Fruits and Gellies. There is another Kind of
Turnsole that is made with Rags dipp'd in a red Tincture,
prepar'd with the Juice of the Berry, and a little acid
Liquor. 1783 /'A //. TVawj. LXXIII. 39 Acids possess the
firoperty of changing the juice of turnsol, or infusion of
itmus, red. 1830 LiNDLEviVii/. .^yx/. Bot. losTheprejiara-
tion called Turnsol, .. chiefly obtained from Crozophora
iCroton) tinctoria, is to l)e procured equally abuncfantly
from many other plants of the order [Euphorbiaceae], x866
Treas, Bot. 352/1 C\,rozop}wra\ (inctoria..\& cultivated in
the South of Prance for the sake of a dye which is obtained
from it. This dye is called Turnsole, and is obtained by
grinding the' plants, .to a pulp in a mill, when they yield
about half their weight of a dark green coloured juice,

which becomes purple by exposure to the air or under the
influence of ammonia.
fi^- <599 J^roughton's Let. xL 38 Coloured with the Tum-
salue of your Phanlasticall braine.

b. trattsf. = Litmus.
So F. ttfurmsoi and toumesol en pain*
1830 Urb Diet. Arts 53 The lichen which produces archil

is subjected to another preparation, to make turnsole (lit-

mus). This article is made in Holland. 1843 Brandb Did.
•Jr. etc. 671/1 Litmus, .7^. bine pigment obtained from the
lichen Rocella. .it is often called tumsol^ and yields the dye
called archil.

2. A plant of which the flowers or leaves turn so
as to follow the sun ; a heliotrope, a. An annual
euphorljiaceous plant, Crozophora iinctorta^ the
Small Tornesol of Lyte's Herbal, found wild by
the Mediterranean, and cultivated in the south of
France for its colouring juice (see i).

In earlier botanical use called Croton tinctoriumior 'ius\
Ricinoidet (Toumcfort), and (after Pliny) Heliotropium
tricoccutn,

1578 LvTE Dodoens \, xlL 6r With the seede of the smal
TorncsoU . . they die and stayne old linnen cloutes and ragges
into a purple colour, . . wherewithali in this countrey men vse
to colour gellies, wynes, fine Confections, and Comfittes.
1688 R. Holme Armoury v. qi/i Turnsole, at the leaves
comes forth three l»erries.. which have within them a juice,
or moisture of a purple colour of which that Turn-sole is

made ; w»ld by the Drugists. 1728 CtiAMBKtts Cyel.f Tome-
soly 'I'ourneiol, or Titmsoly called also Heliotrope, and Sun-
floTuer, and by the Botanists Kitiuoides. /bid., The tottrnsol
being no Plant of their [i.e. iJiitch] Growth. 1756C. Lucas
Ess. IVaters I. 21 Blews obtained from. .archil, tournsol,
&C have their colors exalted or preserved by alcalies.

b. The plant Ifeliotropium europreum, the Great
Torttesol of Lyte's Herbal; sometimes used by

modem botanists as a nnme for the genns Helio-

tropium,
1578 LvTK ^Dodoens i. xli. 60 The great Tornesol hath

straight round stalkes,couered with a white hearie cotton...

The floures be white, at the toppe of the stalke, growing
thicke togither in rewes. 1603 B. Jonson Jos. /'s Enter-
taintn. Wks. (Rtldg.) 528/2 Agrypnia, or Vigilance, in yel-

low,, .her chaplet of Heliotropium, or turnsole, 1707 Curios.
in Husb. ^Gard. 142 The Famous Plant, call'd Heliotrope,
Tum-Sole, or Sun-Flower. 1731 Miller Card, Diet. s.v.

Heliotropium, The great Turnsole of Dioscorides. Ibid.^

Blue American Turnsole, with Clary Leaves, a 1833 Ben-
THAH Deontol. L (1834) I. 20 Let the*moralist regard the
great Deontological law, as steadily as the Turnsole looks

upon the sun. 1866 Treas. Bot. 576/2 The Heliotrope or
Turnsole, is a large genus of E/iretiaeex. . .They are herbs

or undershrubs found chiefly in tropical and subtropical

regions, but a few species reach Europe, and one, H[e/io-

tropiuw] europafufti, is distributed over . . southern and
central Europe. 1887 Moloney /^V>r«/ry IV. Afr. 388 Indian
Turnsole {^Heliotropium indicnm^ L.).—Small annual.

c. Formerly applied to the Sunflower ; also to

the Sun-spurge or Wartwort, Euphorbia helioscopia,

1735 Fatnily Diet. s.v. Sun^^tnver.Ws named Turn-Sol
by the Italians and French. Ibid., Between which [trees],

at three Foot distance one from the other, our Turn-Sols
may be planted. 1804 Malkin Seen. etc. S, IVales 606
Turnsoles,..though beautiful, are never planted on graves,

because they are not sweet-scented. 1863-79 Pr'Or Pop.
Names Brit. Plants, Turnsole or Tornsole, a name erro-

neously given in some old works to the wartwort.

3. attrib.j as turnsole paper^ ragj tincture.

1733 Shaw Chem. Lect. xi. (1755) 210 We put four Ounces
of what is commonly called Turnsol Rags into an earthen
Vessel. 1753 Chambers'' Cycl, Supp. s-v. Turnesol, The plant

that afforded the Turnesol colour. Ibid., The true Turne-
sol plant here described. 1797 Pearson in Phil. Trans.
LXXXVIIL 35 It reddened turnsole paper and tincture.

'836 J, M. Gully Magendie's Formul. (ed. 2) 191 The
solution in question reddened tumsol paper.

Turnspit (tg-mspit). [f. Turn v. + Spit sh.
;

Cf. TUBNBHOACH,]
L A dog kept to turn the roasting- spit by running

within a kind of tread-wheel connected with it ; a
turnspit dog. Also fig.
1576 Fleming tr. Caius' Dogs (1B80) 35 A certaine dogge

. . wnen any meate is to bee roasted they go into a wheele .

,

turning rounde about with the waight of their bodies. . . Whom
the popular sort herevpon call Tumespets. (X1619 Fletcher
Mad Lover iii. ii, Get thee to school again, and talk of

turnspits, 1793 (E. D. Clarke] Tot4r S. Eng. iv, 215 Dogs
are universally used, in this part of the world, as turnspits.

1801 Cou G. Hanger Life II. 246 These turnspits, who, in

the metaphysical wheel, turn the spit of conjecture, 1863
Jesse in Chambers Bk. Days 8 Apr. 1. 490/1 His two turn-

spits . . were long-bodied, crook.legged, and ugly dogs,

2. A boy or man whose office was to turn the

spit. Also used as a term of contempt,
1607 Puritan i. iL 3 As hot as a lurn.spit. 1683 Roxh.

Ball. (1885) V, 455 Fat Turnspit Frank,. .Whom we despise,

in time may rise to be Jester to King Perkin. i7a3 Swift
French Dog Wks. 1755 IV. i. 36 A turn-spit in the royal

kitchen. i8oa-ii Bentham Ration, Judic. Evid.{\2t2j) II.

139 The King's turnspit u.sed to be a member of parliament.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11. L P5 Leonarda.. passed for a very
decent plain cook; but a mere turnspit to dame Jacintha.

i860 Blackmork Lorna D. v, All good people .. knowing
his Kitchen range to be cold, no longer would play turnspiL

3. A roasting-jack, rare,

x6o6 Chapman Gent, Usher iii. 1, Euen as in a torne-spit

calld a lacke .. the great whceles. Turning but softly, make
the lesse to whirre. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Turn-
spit, a clock-work machine for cooking.

4. attrib.j as turnspit-boy, cur^ dog, -jack, terrier,

x8so Scott Monast. xiv, A little dirty *tumspit-boy. 1603
Harsnet Pop. Impost. xxiL 145 Moved., as a Wheele
is by a *turnspit curre, that is put into it. 1685 N. Car-
penter Geog. Del, i. iv. (1635) 81 •Turne-spit-dogs labouring

in their wheeles. a 1704 T. Brown Ztf^<7«/rj Wks. 1711 IV.

14 Seeing one of the Turn-spit Dogs bask himself in the

Sun. 184s YouATT Dog ii. 18 Colonel Sykes says..among
the p.iriahs is frequently found the turnspit-dog. 1674
Petty Disc. Du/>1. Proportion 39 In any good *Turnspit.

Jack, ..a quadruple weight makes double Velocity. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown i. iii, Toby the "turnspit terrier.

Tamstile (tfrinstail). [f. Turn v. + Stile sb,"]

A gateway formed of four radiating arms of timber

or iron at right angles to each other, revolving hori-

zontally on a fixed vertical post, set up in a passage

or entrance, originally to exclude any but foot-

passengers ; now often to prevent the passage of

more than one person at a time at a place where
fees, fares, or tickets are collected, or where it is

desired to count those passing.

a 1643 Cartwright Lady Errant \, v. Double forked

Like a turn-stile, or some such engin. 1650 B. Discolli-

minium 48, I can devise none fitter then VVeather-cocks

and aTume-stile. 1716 Gay Trn'm iii. 108 Where twirling

turnstiles intercept the way, The thwarting passenger shall

force them round. 1818 Leigh Ne^v Pict. Lond.-^x^ The
kind of iron turn-stiles, which admit of only one person

passing at a time. 1861 All Year Round -ztilxiwe^^i^'yhe

railway station is full, the voluminous gowns are jamming
up the ticket collectors' turnstiles. 1890 5/tY/rt/t»r 3 1 May
756 Sixty thousand passed the turnstiles of the Zoological

Gardens.

fig, i85*Jkrdan Autobio^. II. xxi. 296 Bills.. were fre-

quently only turnstiles opening into paths of difTiculty.

b. attrib.

1688 R. Hof.MK Armoury in. 336/2 A Turning Hatch, or

Turnstyle gate. 1877 Knight I)ict. Mech. r.v., A turnsiile

counter for omnibuses and cars is described in Kngtish

patent No. 2189, of 1854. Turnstile-register, . . for register-

ing the number of persons who pass through a ttirastile.

1896 Daily Nezvs 21 Aug. 3/5 Turnstile attendant at the
Crystal Palace.

Turnstone (twunst^un). [f. Turn v. -i- Stone
sb.'\ A limicoline bird {Strepsiias interpres) of

about the size of the snipe, widely distributed in

the Old and New Worlds, which turns over stones

to get at the cmstacea and other small animals to

be found under them,
1674 Ray Words, Water Fo^vlf^\ The Turn-stone '...<jm-

clus Turneri, This bird we observed on the coast of Corn-
wall : it is lesser then a Plover, and somewhat bigger then
a Black-bird. 1678 Ray Willughbys OmitJu iii. v. 311 The
Turn-stone, or Sea-Dottrel. 1731 Mortimer in Phil. Trans.
XXXVII. 176 The Turn-Stone or Sea-Dottrel., is a Native
both of England and America. i8oa Montagu Ornith.
Did. S.V., The Turnstone is subject to great vatiety in re-

spect to the markings about the head and neck. 186a Ansteo
Channel Isl. 207 The turnstone is found about the neigh-
bourhood of Herm throughout the year, 1904 Blackw.
Mag. Feb, 250/2 The turnstones . . breed in Alaska.

Tnm-table (t^'int^ib'l). [f. Turn v. +
Table sb."]

1. On a railway : A revolving platform turning

on a central pivot, laid with rails connecting with

adjacent tracks, for turning railway vehicles ; a
turn-plate.

183s Massachusetts Stat. 4 Apr., To unite any rail-road or

rail-roads-. by turn-tables or otherwise. 1838 N. Wood
Railroads (ed. 3) 186 On each of these lines, .circular turn-

tables are placed, upon which the carriages are run. 1854
yohn Bulla Sept. 558/2 An engine having been accidentally

put in motion while on the turn table, ran over a side wall,

and rested on end in the street below.

2. A revolving platform, table, stand, or disk of

various kinds: see quots. ; spec, (a) a rotating disk

on which microscope slides are held for tracing the

circular cement cells in which specimens are placed

for examination
;
{b) see quot. 1889 ;

(c) a turning

device allowing a photographic camera to rotate

on the stand or tripod
;
{d) a rotating plate-glass

show stand used in shop-windows {Funk's Stand.

Dict.iSgs),
1865 Mont, Star 2 Sept., The burial board,. determined

on placing a stand, or what is called a * turn-table ', in the

church, and also one in the chapel [for use at funerals].

1867 J. Hoco Microsc, i. iii. 254 The little box con-

tains :—Shadbolts turn-table, br.xss table [etc.! 1887 T. A.
Trollope What / remember II. xv. 279 His food.. is

passed in to him by a little turntable made in the wall. 1889
Welch Text Bk. Naval Archit. v. 73 The four heavy guns
are carried on revolving turntables in two fixed armoured
redoubts or barbettes. i8^a Photogr. Ann. II. p. cxci, A
special form of Turntable is fixed to the Camera, to which
the legs may be quickly attached... The centre of the Turn-
table IS cut away.

3. attrib., as turn-table ladtler, stack.

1893 Nation (N, Y.) 13 July 28/3 At the Columbian Fair

there is a turn-table stack of olficial publications, igia

Times 19 Dec. 12/6 A horsed escape, a fire engine, a turn-

table ladder, and ten men turned out from the Theobald's-

road fire station.

Tn'm-tail, sb. and a. [f. the verbal phr.

turn tail (Turn v. 59).]

A. sb. 1. Onewhoturns tail; onewho abandons

or forsakes his former associates or principles ; also,

a coward. Now rare.

1611 Brathwait Nat. Emiassie, etc. (187;) 301 Thou ait

the rich mans claw.backe, . . Go turne-taile go. a i6;k)

Spalding Troui. Clias. I (1850) I. 206 Mony covcnanteria

proveit turne-taillis throw plane feir,and cam most willinglie

into him. 1819 Lingard Hist. Eng. i. xix. III. 136 note.

Under the penalty of culvertage (culvert, a turn-tail) that is

perpetual slavery.

t 2. A variety of domestic pigeon. Obs.

1741 Coiiifl. Fam.-Piece III. 512 The Croppers are valuable

for their Swell.. .The Turn-tails for their turning them up
almost to their Back.

B. adj. That turns tail.

1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. vi, I aren't a turn-tail cur.

Turn-Tip (tSuni^p), sb. and a. [f. the verbal

phr. turn up (Turn v. 80).]

A. sb. tl. See qnot., and cf. ttirn up, Turn
V. 80***. Obs. rare—\
i6ia Beiwenuto's Passenger 1. iv. 315 They are whores,

harlots, trulls, bagg.ages, bayards, turne-vps, curtesanes.

2. The turned up part of anything, esp. of a

garment.
1688 R. Holme Armoury iv. iv. (Roxb.) 295/3 A pilgrims

hat of St. James, . . on the turne-vp, two staves in Salter

debrused with an Escalop shell Or. Ibid. v. 307/1, I haue
obserued that sleeues both in coates and crests haue had
their Turnvps of diuerse fashions. 1764 Foote Patron 1. 5

He found the turn-up of her nose too exactly resemble the

hiist of the princess Poptea. 1901 Daily Record 21 Dec. 4
They, .have velvet collars, narrow turn-ups at the cufls.and

are well shaped to the waist. 190a Ei.iz. L. Banks Nm's-
paper Girl i-io K hat..thal'd suit you to a T I It's exactly

made for you, turn-up on the side and all 1

3. The turning up of a particular card or die in

games of chance ; the card or die turned up

;

hence /?§•., a mere chance, a 'toss-up'; a result

which is purely a matter of chance; also, an un-

expected appearance or phenomenon.
1810 Sporting Maq. XXXVI. 265 He. .recorded turns up

of all the chances. ' i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk., Strnt/ard

(1865) 327 It is often a turn-up of a die, in the gambling

freaks of fate, whether a natural genius shall turn out a
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great rogue or a great poet 1844 J. T. HrwLrpr Parsons
\

^ W. vi. What the ' turn<up ' would be I knew no more than
^

• card-player, who has just had the pack cut to him. 1870 1

Hakdy & Ware Mod. Hoylt^ Cri&ha^e 79 If the turn up '

should aj^o be of the same suit, you count one extra. 1884

J. BuRROiKiHS in Century Afoff, XXVII. 926 The type of 1

men of which Emerson and Carlyle are the most pronounced
..examples.. are comparatively a new tum-up in literature.

b. Spec, in Racing: see quot. 1873.
1873 Siang^ Diet., Turn »/,. .an unexpected slice of luck.

Among sporting men bookmakers are said to have a turn up
when an unbacked horse wins- 1805 l^estm. Caz, 10 Sept.

7/2 With such a moderate field nobody will be surprised if

the result is a ' tum-up ' as astonishing as was the victory of

Throstle last year. 1900 /Sid. 15 May 8/1 The Jubilee

Handicap on Saturday ended in a tremendous turn-up for

the fielders,

4. A boxing contest ; hence, loosely ^ a fight, a

set-to, esp. with the fists ; also, a tussle, struggle
;

a disturbance, row.
x8io Spcriing Mag. XXXVI. 195 The next amusement

was a tum-up betwixt Crib and Richman. xSa? Scott Two
Drovers ii. We must have a tum-up» or we shall be the talk

of the countryside. . . Come, stand forward like a man.
CX87A G. H. K1SCSI.EY Sport !$• Traz>.\\. (1900) i6o Camp-
bell, however, had a turn-up with a grizzly. 1891 Sarah J.
Duncan Amer. Girl in Lond. 78 The why and the where-
fore of all this tum>up.

B. nitrib.ox adj. That is turned up, or tumsup,
ID various senses.

1685 Lond. Gaz. Na 2033/4 A small Spaniel lap Dog. .,

with . . a short tum-up Nose, c 1690 Roxb. Ball. (1895) VTl I,

17 Tura-up stockings they constantly wear. 1767 m Daily
Ckron. 19 Nov. (1908) 4/7 You may sit in their Royal
presence, not in pews, but in turn-up seats on the side of
them. 1800 Hull Advertiser 19 Apr. 3/2 An infant. .was
smothered . . with the bed-clothes of a turn-up bedstead.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. ii. (Rtldg.) 397 The sharp-pointed,

turn-up chin of a pantaloon. iSai Lamb Elia Ser. i. Mrs.
Battle on Whisty She would not take advantage of the

turn-up knave. 1848 Rickman /^rr/i/V. 211 Stalls with turn-

up seats and benches. 1874 Huhnand My Time xix. 166 It

was neatly furnished, with a small table, a turn-up bed-

stead, etc. 1909 Daily Graphic 20 Oct. 13/1 The hat with
the tum-up brim.

fTumwayi. Rhet. Obs.rare'^'^. [f.ToRxr/. -^

Way adv. away, after Gr. dn-oaTpcK^.] ~ Apo-
strophe 1 I.

1589 PuTTENHAM Eng. Pocsic III. XIX. (Arb.) 245 When we
haue runne a long race in our tale, .we do sodaiiily flye out

and either speake or exclaime at some other person or thing,

and therefore the Greekes call such figure (as we do) the

turnway or turnetale.

Tttcnway^ (twunw^i). [f. Turn j^. -hWay
sb^ A system or method of turns ; in quot. altrib.

1897 Webb Indnst. Democ. I. 11. ix. 437 The'turnway'
societies of the Thames watermen, for regulating the ' turns *,

or order in which the men plying at any particular 'stairs
'

serve the passengers who present themselves.

Tnmwrest (tSmrest), a. {sb.) Also 8-9 tiirn-

wrist, -rise, 9 -rice. [f. Turn- + Wrest sb. (See

also Reest sb.^ Tttrnwrest plough, a plough in

which the mould-board may be shifted from one

side to the other at the end of each furrow, so tliat

the furrow-slice is always thrown the same way ; a

one-way plough.
In the iSthcent. freq. called the Kentish plough.
1653 Blithe Eng. Improv. Itiipr. 11. xxix. (ed. 3) 203 There

u another double Wheeled-plough, & it is called the Turn
wrest plough, which of all ploughs that ever I saw, sur-

passcth for weight and clumsiness, 1766 Museutn Rust,
vl. 129 He had made one, which he called a turn-rise

plough. 1794 A. Pringle ^^r/V, lyest/norloftd ^4 The turn-

wrist plough is about to be introduced into the county.
181S Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. i. 156 A plough with

a shifting mould-board, usually called a turn-wrest plough,
admits of ploughing both backwards and forwards. 1846
Davis in Jml. R. Agrtc. Soc. VII. 11. 526 This I accom-
plished with a monster turn-rice plough made for the pur-
pose. 1856 Mokton Cyclop. Agric. II. 628-30 [Various
forms described!. 1884 W. Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept., Strong
tumwri-st, round, snap, and strike furrow ploughs.
trans/. 1844 Sixphens Bk. Farm II. 624 The mountain

turn-wrist snow-plough.

b. ellipe. as sh. Also atlrib.

1778 IW. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 25 Oct. an. 1775, A
Turn-wrist is obviously preferable to a fixed-wrist, for cross-

?lowing. 1846 Clakke in Jrnl. R. Agric, Soc. VII. 11. 512
'he old Kentish turn-wrest. 190a It^estw. Gaz. 7 Nov. yM

In the North Kent Agricultural Association's ploughing
match.. the variety of ploughs to l>e seen was surprising.

The old wooden turnrise type was well to the fore,

t Tumy (tp'jni), a. Obs. rare, [f. TuRN sb, 3
-^ -Y.] Of an ox, etc. : Affected with the turn,

1651 MancK Crt. Leet Rec. (1887) IV. 51 Thomas Peele
[presented] for sclHnge a leane turney beast.

tTarOU. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. Turonia ox

Turont: see next.] The city of Tours; used
aitrib. = next, b.

Freq. in Trevisa's Higden as the name of the city.

1568 Grafton Chron, II. 136 He. .solde him his title that
he had in Normandy, Gascoyneand Guyan... Taking for the
same title three hundrcth thousande of small Turon money.

t Tnroiieis, Turoneys, sb. and a. Obs [ad.

mcil.L. Turonensis (f. TuroneSy later Turonia Tu-
roniif a people of ancient Gaul, whence Tours on
the Loire took its name), with ending assimilated

to OF. torneis (F. toumois Toubnois a.).] a. sb.

pi. The people or citizens of Tours, b. cuij. Of or
pertaining to Tours ; — Toubnoib.
The sing, form Turoney employed by Trevisa is irregular.

504

Both Trevisa and the anonymous translator of Higden also

employ the I^tin ending -ens{€.

1JB7 Thevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 259 He sette and pighte

a lettre of gold of l»e wight of an hondred pound of Turo-
neys \v.rr. Turoneyes, -eies]. Ibid., He schal not spende

at his comencement passynge Jsre Jwwsand of grootes turo-

nens \v,r. turoneies). Pe groot turoney is somwhat lasse

worl>y ^an an Engliscne groote, ffor..l have i-fonge in

chaunge enlevene grotes turoneys for a duket.. .But J>ere is

double manere of money of turoneis \v.r, turoneies], more
and lasse [etc].

Turouian (tiur^n-nian), a, Geol. [= F. turo-

nien, f. L. Turones : see prec. and -ian.J Denoting

a subdivision of the Cretaceous or Chalk period

and series of strata, answering to the * Lower White
Chalk without flints* of English geologists.

1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min. etc., Index, Turonian

formation, \lbid. § 792 These l>eds are represented in France

by the lower members of the ' Terrain turonien ', which

exhibit nearly the same peculiarities as in England, though

to a somewhat greater extent.] 1885 Geikie Text Bk.

Geol. VI. II. iii. § 3 (ed. 2) 820 The Cretaceous system of

Europe has been subdivided as follows:—Upper.. Danian,

Senonian, Turonian, Cenomanian, Gault Lower,, Neo-
comian.

tTixrow, ?var. oitkorow, Thbough sb.^ 2.

1533 in Weaver IVells Wills (1890) 139 To be buryd in

holy turow.

Turpel, -pele, -pell, var. Tirpeil Obs,

Turpentine (tii-Jpentain), sb. Forms : a. 5-6

terebentine, -yne (see also Tebebinthine)
;

0. 4-5 terb-, 5 turbentyne
; 7. 5-6 terpentin,

turpentyne, 6 -tyn, 7 terpentine, 6- turpen-
tine ; 5. 5 turmyntyne, 6 termonteyne. [In

14-1 5th c. terebentynej lerbenlyne, a.OP\ tere-yter-

bentine, ad. L. terbentina or terebinthitta {restnd) :

see Tebebinthina, -ine. Already a 1 400, OF.
had tourbenline (in R. Estienne 1550, turbentine);

so Eng. tiirbentyn and turpentine. The i5-i6thc.

variant termenteyne curiously approaches the earlier

Gr. TfpfuvOivrj {fitjTivrj) terebinthine resin, turpen-

tine.]

1. A term applied originally (as in Gr. and Lat.)

to the semifluid resin of the terebinth tree, Pistacia

Terebinthus (Chian or Cyprian turpentine) ; now
chiefly to the various oleoresins which exude from

coniferous trees, consisting of more or less viscid

solutions of resin in a volatile oil.

a. [1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvii. clxiv. (Bodl. MS.)
If. 232/1 Therebintus..is a tre l>at swetej> rosine,.and |>e

rosine|>ereof hatteTherebentina.] ci^zs^r.Arderne's Treat.

Fistula 31 Putte to of terebentyne als mocbe as sufficetj.

.

moue it strongly wiji a spature vnto J^at J>e terebentyne be

dronken in. iS4> R* Copland Guydon^s Fonnul. Xjb,
Fomentacyon with oyle and terebentyne medled & warmed,

1597 A. M, tr. Guillcmeau's Fr. Chirurg. 42 b/2 Made of

Oyle of Egges and of Venetiane Terebentine.

p. 1331 in IVardr. Ace. 16 Ediv. II 23/20 Terbentyn 7^ t>e

!b. f 1400 Maundev. (1839) V. 51 A gome, |?at men clepen

Turbentyne. CX425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula 32 Ter-
bentyne. 1460-70 Z^-t. Quintessence 11. 25 WiJ) frank-encense,

mirre, and rosyn, terbentyn and rewe.

y. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 26 A maner of gumme,
J>at es called Turpentyne. 1576 Baker Jewell 0/ Health
128 Turpentine, which is a lycour dystilled and gotten of the

Fyrretree. 1580 Hollvband Treas.Fr. Totig, Tiribinthitie,

turpentyne. 1601 Holland Pliny xv. xii. I. 465 In Syria
they use to plucke the barke from the Terebinth, yea, and
they pill the boughs and roots too for; Terpentine. 1673
Grew Anat. 'Trunks i. ii. § 18 Out of these Vessels all the

clear Turpentine, that drops from the Tree, doth issue. 1718
QviucY Co/npl. Disp.i2s Common Turpentine., is procured
from the Larch-Tree. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. iii.

(1814) 97 When a portion of the bark is removed from a fir

tree in Spring a matter exudes which is called turpentine.

1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 131 Turpentine is re-

markable for having the property of absorbing oxygen and
converting it into ozone.

5. 1448-9 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 403, j lb

et di. de Turmyntyne. 1501 Arnolde Chron. 35/2 Kark of

termenteyne, xijd.

"b. With qualification, indicating different

varieties. See quot. 1831.

1577 Frampton Joyful News 45 Adde therto three Ouncta
of Venise Turpentine. 1634 Peacham Genii. Exerc. \. xxvii.

98 Temper it with Spanish Turpentine. 1728 Chamhrrs
Cycl. s.v. [Various kinds described.) 1744 Berkeley Siris

§ 20 The Strasburgh turpentine . . is procured from_ the knots
of the silver fir. Ibid., Venice turpentine, which is got

by piercing the larch tree. 1831 J. Davies Manual Mat.
Med. 191 The principal kinds of turpentine are—the Ameri-
can Turpentine, furnished abundantly by the Pinus pa-
lustrist Lin., P. austrnlis, Michaux, a tree growing prin-

cipally in the southern states j the Common Turpentine,

Terebinthina communis, obtained from the I'inus sylvestris

and P. rubra, Lin. ;..the Bordeaux Turpentine, Terebin-

thina picea, from the P. maritima, Lin., Bordeaux pine ; the

Strasbourg Turpentine, Terebinthina abietina, from the /*.

picea,. .silver fir tree ; the Venice Turpentine, Terebinthina
laricea, from . . P. larix, Lin., white larch ; and. .Canada or

Fir Balsam, Terebinthina canadensis,.. fuTnish^dhy the

P. balsamea, American silver fir. c 1865 Lethkbv in Circ.

Sc. 1. 106/1 The oleo«resin is imported into this country

under the names ofcommon turpentme, Bordeaux t.. ., Stras-

burg t.. ., and Venice t.

C. //. Varieties of tur]>entine.

1605 TiMME Quersit. in. 184 After one manner, hony,..
after another, turpentines and gummcs (as mastic, euphor-
b(i]am, styrax, and such tike).. are to be distilled. 1718
Quincv Compl. Disp. 7 Of Turpentines, Gums, and all of

that Tribe. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 432/1 As turpentines

have a very disagreeable taste, it is customary to form them

TURPENTINE.
into pills or boluses. 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med,
(1880) 366 Canada balsam resembles the other turpentines

in its action, but it is not often given as a medicine,

d. = Oil of turpentine '. see 3. To talk turpen-

tine (coUoq.), to discuss painting,

1876 Bbistowe The. 4- Tract. Med. (1878) 607 Amon^ the

remedies . . recommended [for scurvy] are perchloride of iron,

acetate of lead, arsenic, digitalis, turpentine. 1891 Kipling
Light that Failed vii. 118, 1 was told that all the world
was interested in my work, and everybody at Kami's talked

turpentine.

2. ta. The fruit of the terebinth tree. Obs.

b. A terebinth tree; = Terebinthine B. «.

TuKPENTiNE TREE 1. Also, any tree that yields

turpentine, as the larcli.

156a Turner Herbal 11. 115 The fruite [of Sumach] is

lyke vnto small clusters of grapes of the bignes of a tur-

pentine. 1577 ^- Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 72 b,

Xhe cherie refuseth not the companie of the Peach, nor the

Turpentine, nor they his. 1601 Chester Love's Mart. (N,

Shaks. Soc) 96 The Turpentine that sweet iuyce doth de.

plore. 161^ G. Sandvs Trav. 90 Cypresse trees and Tur-
pentine, with divers others. 1885 'Wanderer* i?tfaw/^tf«*

Terrorist 29 There 'mid giant turpentines Groups of climb-

ing, clustering vines. 1898 Morris Austral Eng.^ Tur-
pentine, Brush, name given to two trcfis—Metrosideroi

leptopetala, . . and Rhodamnia trinervia, , . both N. O*
Myrtacese.

3. Oil of tuirentine (also vulgarly known as

spirit of t.), a volatile oil, contained in the wood,
iiark, leaves, and other parts of coniferous trees,

and usually prepared by distilling crude turpentine.

There are many varieties according to the source,

which, though all having the same formula, C,oH,e,
vary in their physical and, more especially, their

optical properties.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillcmeau's Fr. Chirurg. 30/3 Hott o],'le

of Terpentin. 1660 Bovle New Exp. Phys. Mech. xxiv.

188 Common Oyl or Spirit (for in the Shops.. the same
L.iquor is promiscuously call'd by either name) of Tur-
pentine. 17*8 CHAMiiEiiS Cycl. s.v. Turpentine, What is

commonly sold under the name of Oil of Turpentine, or

Etherial Oil, is only a Distillation of the Rosin callt:d Gali-

pot, fresh from the Tree. 1791 Hamilton tr. BertholUt*s

Dyeing 1. 1. 1. i. 6 The oil of turpentine, .has a considerable

refracting power. 1859 Gullick & Times Paint. 208 The
rectified oil, improperly called Spirit of turpentine, is now
most commonly employed. Its great use among house
painters, under the cant name of * turps ', is to thin and assist

the drying of oil paints. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879)

501 Oil of turpentine is never employed to increase the

flow of urine.

4. altrib. and Comb.y as turpentine ba II, business,

clyster, distiller, epithem, fomentation, liniment^

odour, pill, smell, stupe, varnish ;
* pertaining to

the production of turpentine or the cultivation of

turpentine trees ', as turpentine camp, district,

farm,farmer, orchard, region, wood; instrumental,

as turpentine-anointed, filled adjs. ; turpentine
bucket : see quot. ; turpentine camphor, a name
sometimes given to the solid mono-hydrochl orate,

sometimes to the solid hydrates of turpentine oil

;

turpentine gall-nut, an excrescence formed by
the puncture of an insect on the branches of the

terebinth-tree; turpentine gum, American Thus
{sb.) {Cent, Diet. Supp. 1909) ; turpentine back,
a tool for hacking the bark of pine trees, to cause

the turpentine to exude (Knight Diet. Mech. 1877);
turpentine moth, a leaf-roller motli of the genus

Retinia^ of which the larvDe bore into the twigs of

conifers {Cent, Diet. 1891); turpentine oil - oil

of turpentine ; turpentine ointment, an oint-

ment of which turpentine oil is a principal ingre-

dient {ibid.) ; f turpentine rod, a rod of a tere-

binth tree ; turpentine shrub, a name of the

Prairie Burdock, Silphium terebinthinaceum, a

tall herbaceous i)lant with bright yellow flowers,

a native of Nortli America cultivated in European
gardens since 1765 {CasselVs Encycl. Diet. 1888) ;

Turpentine State (U.S.) : see quot. ; turpentine
still, an apparatus for distilling turpentine from
pine wood or spirit from turpentine (Knight Diet.

Mech. 1877) ; turpentine vessel, in a coniferous

tree, one of the tubes formed in the interstices of

tissue, into which turpentine or like secretion

naturally drains during the growth of the plant

;

turpentine weed «= turpentine shrub. See also

TUUPENTINE TKEE.
1861 Knight Pop, Hist. Eng. VII. xviL 309 Robespierre

. .sets fire to the ^turpentine-anointed images. 1844 A. Page
Suppl. to Kirby's Suffolk 'Trav, 141 A 'turpentine ball..

which they set on fire. 1877 Knight Did. Mech., *Tur-
fentine'bucket, a cup or vessel to catch crude turpentine as
it exudes from the tree. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 338
There are very large forests of {Pinus Palustris] in North
and South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama; and the •tur-

pentine business is carried on.. in alt these Slates. 190X

fVestm. Gaz. 16 Mar. 4/1 A *turpentine camp in Baldwin
County, Alabama. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem. lll.f 452
•Turpentine camphor ..(CsoHig, 4 HO). 1694 Salmon
Bates Dispens. iii. viii. (1713) 708/2 Enema Terebinthina'
tum, A "Turpentine Clyster. 18^ Simmonds Diet. Trade,
^Turpentine and Tar Distiller, a refiner of these sub-
stances. 1901 IVesim. Gaz. 4 May 5/2 The *lurpentine
district along the St. John's River has been completely
wiped out. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. x. 107 note.



TUBPENTINE.
A warm *turpentine epithem should be placed upon this

region 1867 H, Latham Black ff WhiU 124 The paths

which lead among the *turpenline farms. 1856 Olmsted
Slave States 350 The majority of what I have termed *tur-

pentine.farmers— ..the small proprietors of the long-leafed

pine forest land. 1887 Fenn Dick o* the Fens ii, They were
the roots of *turpentine-filled pines. 1879 St. George's

Hasp. Rep. IX. 319 Great tenderness over the lower half of

the abdomen. "Turpentine fomentations were applied, i860

ftfAVNE Expos. Lex.* Turpentine Liniment^ . . a preparation

. . of yellow basilicon ointment diluted with turpentine. 1B30

LiSDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot, 127 A copious flow of limpid oil

of a pungent 'turpentine odour. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem.
V. 920 The diversities of character exhibited by *turpentine-

oils. .relate chiefly to the specific gravity, boiling-point, and
optical rotatory power. 1884 C. S. Sargent Rep. Forests

N, Amer. 518 Their owners oftener .. employing them
(negroes in N. Carolina] in *turpenline orchards than in the

cotton-fields. 1631 Dekker & Massinger Virgin Mart.
III. Wks. 1873 IV. 52 One gave me 'turpentine pils. 1856

Olmsted Slave Stales «5i I was now.,tn the *Turpentine
region of North Carolina. 163a Lithgow Trav.^ (1906)

330 A 'Turpentine rod brought from Jordan and given to

King James, 1887 Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 372 The
plant has a strong 'turpentine smell. 1859 BARTLETxi^iV/.
Amer., *Tufpentine State^ the State of North Carolina., so
called from the quantityof turpentine obtained from its pine
forests. 1877 Roberts liandbk, Med. (ed. 3) I. 130 Occa-
sionally "turpentine-stupes Or sinapisms are needed in order
to give relief. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <V Art II. 791
It dries as well as any other 'turpentine-varnish, and when
dry it appears to be as durable as any other solution of
copal. 1868 Watis Diet. Chem. V. 925 Turpentine-var-
nishes, solutions of resins in oil of turpentine. 1673-4 Grew
Attat. Trunksi. ii.§2o'l'he. .'Turpentine-Vessels of Pine are
likewise remarkably bigger.. than the Milk-Vessels them-
selves. 1861 IJentley Man, Bot. 55 In the Coniferae they.,
have.. been termed turpentine vessels. 1866 Treas, Bot.

1059/1 The plant [SUphium lacinintum'\ is also known .as

the., "Turpentine-weed. 1885 F. Whvmi-ek in GirCs Oivn
Paper Jan. 171/1 The compass plant— ..known, also, as the

, , turpentine weed—is a vigorous perennial. 1891 /W/ Mall
G. 15 Nov. 2/3 'i'he Florida convicts..were mostly put to

work in the 'turpentine woods.

Turpentine, v, [f. prec. sb.] frans. To treat,

rub, or smear with turpentine or turpentine oil.

Hence Ta*rpentlned ///. a. So TuTpentining
vd/. sb.f the process of obtaining crude turpentine

from livinfj pine-trees {Cent, Diet. Supp. 1909).
1759 N. Jersey Archives XX. 374 Stolen., A Ilattoe.,

painted with Spanish I'rowii in the Inside, and the Outsides
turpentined. 1789 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Suhj.for Painters
no Fir'd like turpentin'd poor roasting rats. 1836 Dickens
.Sk. Boz, Old Lotly^ The table-covers are never taken oflT,

except when the leaves are turpentined and bees'-waxcd.

1893 Spons* Mechanics' Otvn Bk. (ed. 4) 413 Put in others
with th

......
. .

feath<

the second marbling colour, also on a turpentined

Tu-rpentine tree,
1, ori^. The Terebinth, Ptstaeta Terehinthas

(N. O, Aneicardiaeeae), the source of Chian or

Cyprian turpentine.

iS6a Turner Herhatw. 29 Amongest other rosynes, it of
ye turiientinetrc is l>cst. Ibid. 151, 1 call it 'I'urpentinc tre,

because Turpentine coineih oute of it. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav, 176 Some two miles from the City, .there groweth a
Turpentine-tree yfit flourishing, 1716 Leoni All>erti*s

Archit. II. 6/2 The Turpentine-tree near Hebron, which
was reported to have stood from the creation of tltc world
to the days of Josephus. 17*8 Ukadlev Diet. Bot, s.v.

Terebinthus^ The liroader-lcivM Turpentine-Trcfc lhid.y

The Narrow-leav'd Turpentine-Tree. 1869 H.Snow TheO'
critus, £'/*/A''''-i*NotesCi373)2i4The terebinth or turpentine-
tree {/'istachia Terebtnt/ttts), is often mentioned in the
Bible, under the names of oak or terebinth.

2. Any tree yielding turpentine, esp. species of

pine and fir, as the Larc!i, A/firs Larix^ which
yields Venice turpentine; Bursera gummifera
(N. O. Amyridaeem)y of the West Indies; in

Australia, species of Eucalyptus^ Syncarpin^ and
Tristania ; in New Zealand, the Tarata (Morris).
17*6 Leoni AlhertCs Archit. I. 26/2, I do not know any

Wood that is to be prcferr'd to the Larch, or Turpentine
Tree. x8i8 Oxley Jrnls. Two Exped. N, S. IVates (1820)

331 The timber w.-us chiefly, .stringy bark^ turpentine tree,

and fortrst oak. x866 Treas. Bot., Turpentme-tree, Pistacia
Terebinthus', also Bursera gummi/era. — , .Australian,
Tristania albicans. 1889 J. H. Maiden Use/. Native
Plants Australia 493 Eucalyptus nticrocorys

,

,^ot\\i of
Port Jackson it bears the name of 'Turpentine Tree ', and
'Forest Mahogany'. Ibid. 523 Eucalyptus Stuartiana..
frequently called 'Turpentine Tree', or 'Peppermint Tree'.
Turpentinio (-ti-nik), a, Chem. [f. Tuui'EN-

TIME zb. + -ic] In turpentinic acid^ a synonym of
Terebic acid.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 724 Discovered by Bromeis,
who called it turpentinic acid.

Turpentinous, a. rare. [f. Tdrpbntink sb. +
-OU8.] Of the nature of turpentine.
1909 Eng. Rev, Jan. 311 Powder *em and get a little tar

and turpcntiiioMs smell in. . woodpackjng for hot baths.

TuTpentiny, a, [f. as prec. «- -Y.] Containing
turpentine; having the smell or other properties
of turjwntine ; smeared with turpentine.
X735 Did- Polygraph. I. Sij, The best wood for this pur-

oose,.. provided it be not turpentiny. 1866 Treas. Bot.Ti^/a
Manna of Iirian<;on, a turpentiny s-accharine exudation from
the l.irch, 1894 Du Maurier Trilby m. (1901) 44/2 Cla.sp-
ing his p.-iinly turpentiny hand. 1906 Macm. Mag. Sept.
800. 1 -shouM have . .got m^ fingers all sticky and turpentiney.

Turpeth, turblth (ti>-jp^)>, -bi)»). Forms :

a. 5 turbyte, 5-8 -bit, 6 torbith, tupbythe, //.
-bithos, 7-9 turboth, 6- turblth ; ^. 7- turpith,

Vol. X.
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-peth. [a. OF. tu^-bit, -ith, iurpet (F. turbiOC)

or ad. med.L. turbitkittm^ ttirpethumj ttirpetumy

ad. Pers. and Arab. J^ ittrbid, -bed, whence also

Pg., Sp, iurbit. Turbith was the preponderant

Eng. form to the i8th c, till assimilated to med.L.
turpethjtm^

1. A cathartic drug prepared from the root of

Biast Indian jalap, Ipomosa Tiirpetkum, an Indian

and Australian plant ; also, the plant itself, or its

root.
^Garganic Turbith'. see quot. 1760.

a, c 1400 Lan/rancs Cirurg. 180 He mote ofte purge
fleume with turbit. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 16 po laxa-

tyues l^at purgen flewme & viscous humouris, as a titit of

euforbie, or turbit, or sambucy. 1545 Rates 0/ Custom-Jio.

C vj b, Torbith the pounde, xij d. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest
63 Tvrbit whose Leafe is like the Laurell, groweth in JUgypt
. . It is giuen to purge fleume, 165J Culpepper Eng. Physic,

(1809) 261 For choler, rhubarb; for phlegm, turbith; for

watery humours, scammony. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App.
330 Garganic Turbith, Thapsia. Ibid., Indian Turbith,
or of the Shops, Convolz'ulus. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's
Bot. xvi, (1794) 185 This genus contains several remarkable
plants; as..Turpethum or Turbith.

^. 1658 Rowland Mou/efs Theat. Ins. uig The Turpeth
drives them from their nests. 1758 J. S, Le Dran's Observ.
Surg. (1771) Aaivb, Turpeth, Hermodactyles, Polypody of
the Oak. 1905 H. D. Roli.f.ston Dis. Liver 262 i urpeth,
the Ipomtea turpethum of the Cotont;il and Indian Pharma-
copceias, is recommended in 20 grain doses.

b. Afontpeliier Turpeth^ common name for Clo-

bularia alypum, the decoction of the leaves of

which acts as an active but gentle purg.itive.

i860 in Mavne Expos. Lex.

2, Turpeth or turbith mineral (Mineral a. 4) :

basic sulphate of mercury (HgSO^, allgO), ob-

tained as a lemon-yellow powder from the normal
sulphate by washing with hot water.

It has emetic, cathartic, and sternutatory properties, but
is no longer used internally.

a. 1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos.y Turbith mineralt, a ccr-

taine red powder., which is vsed against the French disease.

1669 W. Simpson i/ydrol, Cltym. 60 Dissolving c[uicksilver

in oyl of vitriol, according to what is done in making turbith
mineral. 1685 Boyle Knq. Notion Nat, vi. 233 A patient,

who.. could not be brought to .salivate, neither by the
gentler ways, nor by turbith-mincral and other harsher
medicines. 1758 Reid tr, Macquet's Chym, I. 402 Wa.sh
this yellow matter in five or six warm waters, and it will be
what is called in medicine I'urbith mineral ; that is, a com.
binalion of the Vitriolic Acid with Mercury, five or six grains
whereof is a violent purgative, and also an emetick ; quali-

ties which it possesses in common with the vegetable Tur-
bith, whose name it hath therefore taken. 18491). Campiiei.l

Inorg. Clum. 236 This yellow powder is a siibsulphate [of

mercury! (sHgO, SO3), and is known as tnrbeth mineral.

1874 Oarrod &. Baxter Mat. Med. (1880) uo The yellow
subsulphate above mentioned, under the name of Turbith
Mineral, h.-is l)een employed as an errhine.

J3. 1716 M. Davies AtMn, Brit. If. 352 Turpith Mineral,

made of Hydrargyry and Oil of Vitriol. 181$ J. Smith
Panorama Sc.^ Art II. 795 King's yellow, turpith mineral,

and Dutch pink, all form very bright yellows. 1868 Watts
Diet. Chem. V. 925 Turpeth or turbith mineral, an old
name for l>asic mercuric sulphate, HgS04.2HgO. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med.'SXW, 516 Native mercurous sulphate
(turpeth mineral) is much used in France.

+ 3. cllipt, =3 prec. sense. Obs,

Black turpeth : see quot. 1895.

a. 165S pHiLt.ipfi, Turbith, ..tk red Mineral, which being
beaten to powder, is used in physick. r&j^P/iil. Trans. %.
299 Mercury, .having been, .reduced into water, turbith and
ashes, jyvj Curios, in Husb.^ Gard, i2si)\aufi. .tormented
some Qnicksilver, .into Water, Turbith and Ashes.

p. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), Turp/th, a Chyinical prep.iration

of Mercury, and the Oyl of Vitriol, whereby the Mercury is

precipitated into a swt;ctnessc. 1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 215
Not only the pure red oxide, but the red nitrous oxide, and
turpeth, may be suljstituted. 1895 Funk's Stamlard Diet,

s.v., Black turpet/i, black mercurous acid : old name,

4. attrib.^ as t.p/nnty root^ vomit,
X773 T. Pkrcival A'«, II. 163 The powerful effects of

Tur|>eth vomits in white swellings of the joints, i860
Mayne Expos. Lex.^ Turbeth Plants common name for the

Convolvulus turpethum. 1868 Watts Diet, Chetn. V. 925
Turpeth or turbith root.

Turpetbic (t»jpe')>ik), a. Chem, [f. mod.L.
ttirpeth-um Tubpkth -h -ic] Of or pertaining to

turpeth or turbith ; in turpethic acid^ ^z^(.^\9,t
produced by the action of bases on turi>ethin. So
TurpetMn (tf/-apc))in), Chem. [see -IN i], a

brownish-yellow purgative resin, CjiIIsoOm, ob-

tained from turpeth- or turbith-root ; Turpe-
tho'lio a., in turpetkoHc acid^ CigHggOi, a deriva-

tive of turpethin, crystallizing in a mass of slender

microscopic needles having an irritant taste ; hence

Tnrpe'tholate, a salt of turpetholic acid.

1868 Watts Did. Chem. V. 926 When turpethin is dis-

solved in warm baryta-water, the baryta removed [c^],

turpethic acid remains as an amorphous yellowish mass.

Ibid.^ Under the influence of mineral acids, it [turpethin) is

re-dissolved into glucose and turpetholic acid, Ibid.^

Turpetholate of Sodium, CifiH3|Na04.

Turpeyl, var. Tibpeil Obs.^ fear.

Turph, -y, obs. ff. Tubp, Tobfy.
Tu-rpid. a, rare, [irreg. f. V..ittrp-ts ugly, un-

sightly, foul, disgraceful + -id, after torpid^ etc.]

Base, filthy, worthless. Hence Tu'rpidly adv,

i6a3 Ockeram, Turpid, filthy. i866 J. B. Rose Ir. Virg.

Ceorg. II. 60 But fruit degenerates,—its flavour lost, The

TURQUET.
turpid grapes .nre left to birds or frost. 1867 — JEneid 44
SmUten with turpid fear. 1866 — Ir. Ovitis Fasti w.t-zi
The female crew.. Turned turpidly and fled.

t Tu-rpie, a, Obs. rare. [f. L. Ucrpi-s ugly,
foul ; in quot. after the L. phrase turpe lucrum (see

Filthy a, 4 b),] Filthy.
163a Nashe Quatemioi^ How the nostrils savour nothing

more than turpie lucre.

Tn'rpify, v. rare, [ad. L. turpificare (recorded
only in pa. pple. turpijicatus) to make filthy, foul,

or bad, f. L. turpi-s + 'Jicdre : see prec. and -FY.1
trans. To make foul or filthy ; to befoul, besmirch.
a 1586 Sidney WansteadPlay Wks. (1629) 620 O [that] a

woman, .should thus turpifie the reputation of my doctrine,
with the superscription of a foole.

t Turpin. Obs. rare. A fanciful name for, or
appellation of, the hare.
a 13*5 Nanus of Hare in Ret. Ant. I. 133 He shal saien

on oreisoun In J?e worshipe of J»e hare. .The scotewine, the
skikart, The turpin, the tirart.

fTurpin, obs. abbreviated f. Tdbpentine.
1688 R. Holme Artnoury 11. 80/1 The Turpin, or Turpen-

tine Tree [hath] the leaves smooth, four on a side.

Turpiuite (t^-jpinsit). [a. F. tnrpinitef f.

Turpin, name of the inventor + -ITB 1.] An explo-
sive, used in making shells.

1895 Daily Chron.6 Dec. 6/1 *Turpinite*, a comprehen-
sive word coined in honour of a string of episodes bearing
upon the new methods of putting a stop to war by the
prospective destruction of all cities.

Turpith : see Tukpkth.
Turpitude (tf)*jpiti«d). Also 5 turpytude.

[a. F. turpitude {a 1417 in Godel. CompL\ or
directly ad. L. turpiludo^ f. turpi-s base : see -tude.]

1. liasc or shameful character; baseness, vileness

;

depravity, wickedness.
1490CAXTON Eneydos xxxx.Z^ In sygneofvengaunceof the

dethe of hys fader, And turpytude dyshonest of clytemiustra
his modcr. 1589 Puiiknuam Elug. Poesie in. xxiv. (Aib.)

295 All mancr of conceites that siirre vp any vehement
passion in a man, doo it by some turpitude or euill and vn-
decency that is in them. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <? CI. iv. vi. 33
How would'st thou haue payed M y better seruice, when my
turpitude Thou dt)St so Crownc with Gold. 1659 Hammond
On Ps. cxi,v. 137-3 Paraplir. 609 '1 hose which have a natural
turpitude and indispensable sinfulnesse in them ! a 1711
Ken Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 25 Some for their

Turpitude had Shame, And Terrors of infernal Flame. 1794
I.u, Auckland Corr. (1862) III, 261 Indignation and horror
at the infitiuaied turpitude of some of the allied powers.
1849 Macaulav Jlist. Ftig. iii. I. 402 The artists corrupted
the spectators, and the spectators the artists, till the turpi-

tude of the drama became such as must astonish all who
are not aware that extreme relaxation is the natural efl'ect

of extreme restraint. 1879 Temple Bar Mag. Oct. 172 A
career great from the historical importance of the period.,

but inglorious and almost without a parallel in recent times
for moral turpitude and unscrupulous st:lf-seeking.

b. With a and pi. An instance of this.

'597 J* Payne Royal Exch, 28 Every Christian ought..
to lament to se suche turpitudes. 1607 Coke Charge at
Norwich Assizes 5 Parlialiiie in a Judge is a Turpitude,
which duth soyle and stayne all the Actions done by him.
1810 Ukntham Packing (1S21) 71 A picture in which all

deformities and turpitudes are plaistercd over with the most
brilliant colours. 1833 Ciia[.mkns Const. Man (1B35) 1. iii.

157 Temptation to a turpitude or a crime. 1913 igtk Cent.

Aug. 393 The minor offences and turpitudes which are con-

demned in tlie court of conscience.

•f C. Rendering I., turpitudo of the Vulgate :

' nakedness * ; * shame '. Obs, rare,

1570 I'oxK A. ff M. 157/2 The holy lawe of God forbiddeth
to rcueale the turpitude of thy blood or kyndred. Ibid.^

Thou shalt not rcueale the turpitude of thy father,

+ 2, in ///. sense : Foulness, offensiveness, un-

sightliness, Obs. rare.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xix. 719 This Mcdicin helps

notably any cutaneous turpitude whatsoever.

Turple, var. ToHPi-E.

Turps (tiijps). [CoUoq. (workmen's or pain-

ters') abbreviation of Tuupentine; the final -s

api^ars to be collective.] Oil of turpentine,

iSasP. Nicholson /'r<Kr/.2w/rt'. 411 Oil of Turpentine, or
Turps, is made from the resinof that name, which is obtained

from all larch and fir-trees. 1867 F. Francis Afiglingx\y,

(1880) 506 Cut up some white indiarubber. .dissolve it in

turps. 1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. XLI. 5 Not soluble in

either l>enzole, turps, or xylol,

Turque, obs. f. Turk. Turquen, var, Thrken
V, Obs, Turques, var, Turkis v. Obs,

f Turque'sque. Obs, rare. \p.,Qh%.V, turques-

que ( = It. turchescd) Turkish.] //. ?Turkish cloths

or carpets.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. v, iv. (1597) 259 b, The chiefe

marchandizes that come from this countrie [Turkey] to other
Prouinces arcVeluets, Damaske, Grograins, Turquesques
and Wood.
fTurquet^. Obs. rare^^, [^PP- f- Turque,

Turk + -et ; cf, F. turquet * petit chien, d^origine

turque, i nez camus et i poil ras* (16-1 7th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.). But Turquets may be a misprint for

Turques^ A player dressed up to resemble a Turk.
16x5 Bacon Ess,, Masi^ues (Ath.) 540 Anti-masques.. haue

been commonly of Fooles, Satyres, Baboones, Wilde-Men,
Antiques, Beasts, Sprites, Witches, Ethiopes, Pigmies, Tur-
quets, ..and the like.

t Turquet 2. Obs. rare^K [a. F, turquet, now =»

maize, but given by Cotgr. as a var. of turguet

spelt.] ? Spelt.
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TTTRQUIN.

The passage is translntetl from a French source, and the

rendering starch-corn is perh. derived from Cotgrave.
i7a5 Family Diet. II.S.V. St^tu, A Remedy for the Stone

and Gr:\vel is, to take the Herb Turquet or Storch-Corn [j/VJ,

dry it and reduce it to Powder.

t Turquin, Obs. rare. [a. F. tnrquin ( « Sp.

and V^. turqui)^ ad. It. iurchino (med.L. turchl-

nus) blue, f. Tlurco Turk.
DiflTerent reasons are assigned for the use of the adj. to

designate *Uue*. In sense i the meaning of
*
'I'urkish

'

may be preserved.]

1. A dark-green pumpkin.
After obs. F. pompon Turquin (Colgr.).

1616 SuRFL- & Markh. Country Farim 193 Some of them
are called Turquins, as those which haue a verie greene
colour, and drawing somewhat toward a blacke.

2. A bluish-grey or slate-coloured marble.

x8ti PiNKEBTON Petrology^ I. 41a A singular marble is still

known to be foimd at Sititi,in the north of Africa, being the

proper turquin, because, Uke the turquois, it is supposed to

be brought from a country sub)ect to the Turks. It is of a
bluish grey, or slate colour, with spots of siderite or horn-

blende.

Tarqnoise (tf'jkoi'z, tii-jkoiz, arch. XmVi'z^

tiJ'jkiz), J*, (a.) Forms : see below. [Ini5-i6thc.

iurkeis, -keys, su OF, iurqiuise^ -qnaisej later

turquoise^ fern, of turqueis^ 'qnais^ inrqnois adj.

Turkish, in full pitrre turquoise^ i.e. 'Turkish

stone' (cf. Marco Polo c. xxxiv * pierres qui s'ap-

|>ellent tttrquesses ') = Pr., Sp. ittrqitesa^ Pg.

turqueza^ It. turchese^ med.I.. Qapis) tnrchcsius or

iurkesins ; = MDu. tttrcoys^ turckois, I^u. inrkooisy

MHG. /«r/'/i, -j&^yj, etc.,mo<l.Ger. tiirkiSj tiirkisSj

Da. turkis., tyrkis, Sw. itvkos. So named as

coming from Turkestan, where first found, or

through the Turkish dominions : cf. also med.L.
turchinus. It. turchino^ F. turquin blue, azure.

The earliest Eng. form was the OF. and AF,
turkeis\ this by vowel-progression became turkrse^

-I'sCy and by stress-shift, as in other Teutonic lan-

guages, ttvrkes^ -as^ -is; but these forms began
before 1600 to be displaced by adoption of the

French spelling *i4rquoise, iurkois. lien Jonson
stresses twrkise^ Dr. Johnson iurkois^ -koise^ Mil-

ton and Tennyson turkis. Walker and Smart( 1 846)
pronounce /tfr/v's, Cent. Diet, and Funk's Stand.

t3rkovzj3rkrz^\^th%Ktx igii turkoiz or tirrk7uoiz.'\

I. 1. A precious stone found in Persia {the true

ox oriental turquoise) J much prized as a gem, of a

sky-blue to apple-green colour, almost opaque or

sometimes translucent, consisting of hydrous phos-

phate of aluminium.

o. 4-7 ttirkeis, 5-7 turkeys, 6 turkeies, tur-

quays, turkese, turkies, 7 turcais, torqueis,

turquies, -quize, turchis ; 6- turkis, 7- turkise

(l)Oth now archaic).
i3od Trevisa Bartk, De P. R. xvr. xcvi, (Bodl. MS.) If.

1836/2 De Turtogis. Turtogis that hatte Turkeis also is a
^elow white stone and ha^ |jat name of the contrey of Tur-
iceis. pisstonekepeJ>andsaueb(>esi5tandbredel)gladnesand
comforte. 1463 in Bury IVills (Camden) 36, I beqwethe to

the said Dame Margarete a doubyl ryng departyd of gold
with a ruby and a turkeys. 1503 Hawes Kxamp. Virt. iv. 5

Of vertuous turkeys there was a cheyr. C1530 Crt. 0/ Lo7'e

xii, There lacked than, nor emerald so grene, Balais, Turkeis,

ne thing to my devise. 1545 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)VI. 226
A rynge of golde with a tuniuays. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V.
III. i. 126 Out vpon her,. .it was my Turkies, I had it of
L^h when I was a IJatcheler. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. i.

306 Orient perles & great Turkeses. 1603 li. Jonson Scjojius

I. i, True as turkise in the deare lords ring. x6(^ Willet
Hextipia Exod. 642 It is more like to tie the turkeis.. the
turcais is of a blewish metalline colour. 1616 Bullokar
Eng. Expos.t Turkise, a precious stone of a silke blew
colour. 1634 M11.TON Comus 894 Theazurn sheen Of Turkis
blew and Emrauld green. 1648 Gage IVcst fnd. 71 Brace-
lets of Turkises and of golcf likewise. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. 40/2 The Turches or Turky stone,. some call

it Eranus, others Turcois or Torqueis. 1694 Strvi-e Al*p.

CroJimcr \\\. 1. 308 They seized ,. a guod Turkeys and a Dia-
mond. 2857 Tennvsom Geraint ^'^ Fnid^x The turf was
rich in plots that look'd Each like a garnet or a turkis in it,

1877 W. Jones Finger-ring 158 The turquoise, turkise, or
turkey-stone having ..been supposed to possess talismanic
properties, a 1913 S. Vines Hotel 16 in Oxford Poetry 154
Sapphires and amethysts and wicked Turkises.

3. 5-6 turkes, 5-7 turques, (5 torcas, 5-6 Sc.

turcas, 6 turkas, torchas, turoasse, tourques,
turquez, toorkes, turquesae, turkesae), 6-7
torches.
1478 Croscomhe Churchw. Ace. (Soni. Rec, Soc.) 6 A ryng

fold with a torcas. 1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I, 81
tern, a ryng with a turcas. 1511-13 Ibid. IV. 331 Ane ruby,

ane turkas, 1501 Bury WilU (Camden) 91 A ryng of gold
w* a toorkes set in. aigiz Fabvan Witl'm Chron. Pref. 7
A ryng of gold, sett w* a turques, a dyamaunt, and a ruby.
1518 Test. Ebor. (Suriees) V.8 A ryngeof golde with a stone
in hit callcde a turkes. 1517 Ibid. 244 Unum annulum cum
le torchas. 1530 Palsgr. 282/1 Tourques a precious stone,
t^mrquois. 1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 4 Lapis, a stone,
comprehendeth in it self, a Saphire, a Rultbie, a Christall, a
Turkas. 1553 — Rhet. 209 No Diamonde, no Saphire, no
Rubie, no Christall : no Turcasse, no Emerode. 1555 Eden
Decades 235 Turquesses are founde in Exer a place of Siech
Ismael. 1567 Maplkt Gr. Forest 2j The Turches or
Turcois, is of the common sort called Eranus. ..It i-s called

a I'urches for that it is onely found in Turkland or amongst
(he Turkes. 1599 iVam. Faire Worn. 1. 217 You wear
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n pretty turkesse there, methinks. 1601 Chestet Lm^es
Mart. (N. Shaks. Soc.) 107 The Turches being worne in a
Ring. 1653 Gkeavks Seraglio 15 A Basen and Ewer of

massive gold, set with Rubies and Turkesses. 1688 [see oj.

7. 6 turkoise, 6-7 turquoys, turcoyse, tur-

quoles, 6-8 turcois, 7-8 turooise, (turchois),

7-9 turkois, (8 torquois, turkquoise, 9 tour-

quois), 6- turquoise, -ois.

1567 Turcois {see ^J. x6oi Holland Pliny xxxvii. viii. II.

619 '1 he best Turquois is that which approcheth nearest to the

grasse green of an Emeraud. 1607 Turchois, 1631 'I'urcois

(see bj. 16^6 SiH T. Browne Psetui. Ep. 11. i. (1686) 42

Crystall . . will receive impression from Steel, in a manner like

the Turchois. ai^ Cleveland Common Place Wks. {1677)

166 'I'he Compassionate Turcoise confesseth the Sickness oif

his Wearer by changing colour. 1668 Wu.kins Heal Char,

II. iii. 63 Turkois. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 755 Turkoises

are no where found but in Persia. 1679 Land. Gaz. No.

1418/4 I-^st .. a Ring with a large Turquoies of the Old
Rock, very good colour. 1747 Moktimek in /'////. Trans.

XLIV. 429 This Stone has received its..Nameof Turchesia,

and Turquoise, from its l>eing most commonly brought from

Turky. 1859 Gko. Eliot A. Bede v, The small brown hand
..is laden with jiearls, diamonds, and turcjuoises.

b. In collect, singly esp. as a substance.

1607 Lingua iv. iv, Orient Pearles, and sparkling Dia-

monds : Beset at the end with Emerauds and Turchois.

1631 WiDtJOWES Nat. Philos. 28 Turcois is darke, of a skie

colour, and greenish. 1836 T. Thomson Min., Geol. etc. I.

230 Tourquois seems to nave l)een known to the ancients.

1857 Wood Comm. Objects Sea Shore 64 They . . are bl ue and
bright as turquoise, to which jewel they bear some re-

semblance. i88a ' Ouida' Maicmma I. fi2 The Ligurian
sea, blue as turquoise. 1884 Browning F'en'shtah, Melon-
seller -^S Ferishtah. .passed. .To Nishapur, that Elburz looks

above—Where they dig turquoise.

2. More fully turquoise stone: see also Turkey
STONE, Turkish stone (Turkish a. 2 b). Now rare,

1556 N. C. Wills (Surtces 1908) 240 One ring of golde with

a turkeys stone in it. 1600 Hakluvt Voy. (1810) III. 440 In

the gates., there are many Turt^ues-stones. c i6ioin llcriot's

Mem, App. vii. {1822I 215 A ring sett with 5 little Turkis
stones.' 1673 Ray yourn. Low C., Florence 333 An entire

image made of one Turchois stone. 1796 Morse Amer.
Gei>g. 1 1. 568 Persia contains mines of. . above all, turquoise

stones. 1831 Ln. Houghton Mem, Many Scenes (1844) 75
This heaven.. With richer, but less brilliant, hue. Built up
of turkis-stone.

3. As name for a colonr (short for turquoise

blue) : see 6 b.

1853 Kane Grinnell E.vp. viii. (1856) 61 The blue and white
were mixed in a pale turkois. iftSo W. G. Clark in Vcu:.

Tour. 42 A cave with a floor of liquid turquoise. 1876
Miss Broughton Joan \. xlx, Looking out through the
open windows at the absolute turquoise of the heavens,

1878 Miss J. J. Young Ceram. Art (1879) 41 The Chinese
value one piece.. for the depth of its turquoise. 1881

Porcelain Works., Worcester 35 To the admirers of colour,

the Persian turquoise. Imperial yellow, ..and other enamels
present an interesting series.

4. Lapidaries' name for odontolite : see quot.

1839 ; also called bone-turquoise and occidental

turquoise.

1796 KiRWAN Elem. Min, (ed. 2) II. 154 Turquoise is ivory

tinged by the blue Calx of Copper. 1819 Odontolite
Turquoise [s^i odontolite iOoonTO-)]. xBjqV^k Diet, Arts,

etc. 744 A totally different kind of turquois, called bone
turquois, which seems to be phosphate of lime coloured with
oxide of copper. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 580 Turquoise de
vicille roche (in distinction from Odontolite, or 7". de nouvclle

rocke, called also Occidental Turquois).

b. (See quot.)

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 472/a S.V. Pottery^ These mix-
tures give a fine white body for ornaments...A body called

turquoise has been manufactured to a great extent for a few
years past. ..When glazed, it has the peculiar milky tint of
the gem after which it has been named.

II. altrib. and Comb.

5. a. Simple attrib. * of turquoise ' : xs.%turquoise

bead, colour, enamelj geniy viine^ miner, treasure^

7vork, working.
166a Merrett tr. Nerps A rt of Glass 56 This [sea] salt so

calcin'd, keep to make a Blew or Turcois colour. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. App. s. v. Turcois, The pale blue of the
natural turcois gem. Ibid., Turcois enamel. 1765 Phil.
Trans. LV. 21 Copper, .gives the torquois colour to white
glass. i8a6 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. III. xxx. 177 Three
blue tubercles, like .. tittle turquois beads. 1849 M.
Arnold Strayed Reseller 195 Their wealth.. Of gold and
ivory, Of turquoise-earth and amethyst. 1876 Birch Rede
Lcct. Egypt 20 Magarah and its turquoise treasures had
been lost. 1877 W. R. Cooper Egypt. Obelisks iv. (1878) 16

The copper and turquoise miners of the Wady Magari. i88a
Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 323 Many ancient
turquois workings are found in the neighborhood. 1896
Georg. M. Stistkd True Life ofSir R. F. Burton xv. 377
The Land of Midian is still wealthy; turquoise mines exist.

1906 Outlook 30 June 881/2 [In common, doubtless, with the
j

Smai Bedawys, tlie Egyptians worshipped the Goddess of

the Turquoise, /bid.] That, .the worship of the Turquoise
goddess [was] non-Egyptian in nature. 1908 Ch. Times 20
Mar. 392/2 Turquoise and Indian Work for. .Zenana Mission.

t>. In sense * set or adorned with a turquoise or

turquoises, or composed of turquoises *, as tur-

qitoise ear-ring, locket, ring.
1808 ScoTT Marm. v. x, The fair Queen of France Sent

hifu a Turquois ring. x868 L». Houghton Select, fr,
Wks. 60 And turkis-ltxkets, that no churl Hath fashioned
out mechanic-wise.

^ 1896 Grorg. M. Stisteo Tme Life
Sir R. /''. Burton vii.^ 164 A red sausage-shaped cushion
strung with turquoise rinss. 190Z Westm. Gaz. 28 Dec. 1/3
The girl with turquoise eyes and turquoise earrings.

c. Instrumental, similative, etc., as turquoise'

coloured^ encrusted^ -huedj -like, -studded^ -tinted

TURRET.

adjs. ; turquoise-berry, n liliaceous Tasmanian
herb, Drymophila cyanocarpa, bearing white
flowers and blue pendulous berries,

1864 Daily Tel. 26 Sept., The turquoise-like water, loo,

sparkled in the light of the declining day. 1881 Athettseum

4 June 754 A pure tur<|uoise-coloured sky. 1893 J. Ashbv-
Sterky jVaughty Girl xii, A coquettish tuiquoise-hued tea-

gown, 1898 Morris Austral Eng. 426/2 Solomon's Seal^
..the Tasmanian name for Drymophila cyanocarpa,. .a\sxi

called Turquoise Berry. 18^ Hdin. Rev. Jan. 35 The
turquoise-tinted feathers of the Kingfisher. 1906 Daily
Chron. 23 Mar. 8/1 Her strings of Orient pearls, her
turquoise-encrusted heart-lockets. 1906 Westm. Gaz.
24 Nov. 7/2 A gossamer turquoise-coloured scarf, lighily
thrown across her shoulders. 2909 Daily Chrotu 15 July 4/5
Neck ornament in the form of a turquoise studded
serpent.

tj. As adj. Of the colour of the turquoise; tur-

quoise-l>lue.

1573 G. Harvey Lctlcr-bk. (Camden) 125 An alabaster
neck, a turcois eie. 1844 Lady G. Fuli.erion FJlen
MiddletoniiZs^) II. xiv. 149 The cordon bleu [bird], with
his turquoise brea.st. 2882 Mrs. B. M. Crokek Proper
Pride xi, Rising here and there against ihe turquoise sky
were palms. 1891 E. Koi'eh By Track Sf Trail x. 138 Pools
of lovely turquoise water. 1901 [see 5 b]. 1909 Le Queux
House of Shadmvs xviii. Her pretty gown of turquoise
chiffon.

b. With adj. or sb. of colour.

'799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 122 A Turcoise blue enamel.
18^ Stakk Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 279 Wings with from 8 to
10 spots of turquoise blue, bordered with orange. 1863 M iss

Braodon Eleanor's Vict. III. viii. 108 The turquoise-blue
eyes shone with a feverish light. 1877 Black Green Past.
xii, Beds of turquoise-blue forget-me-nots. 1883 l^ruth
31 May 769/2 A train and corsage of turquoise blue saiin.

1886 Kii'LiNG Departm. Ditties, Delilah viii, The wasteful
sunset faded out in lurkis-green and gold. 1890 DailyNews
15 July 5/6 One of the . . ladies who wore the beautiful
turtjuoise blue that has been a specialty of this season.

Turr, V. Obs. or dial. Also 5 turre. [Origin

unnscertained.] intr. and trans. To butt, as a ram;
to push doTVfi by butting. Hence Tnrr sb. dial.

(? 1400-50 Alexander 5567 Neddirs. .hedously hoge &
horned as Tupis |'ai lurred doun of his tutkis & with Jku"

tyndis slo^e. 1483 Cath. Angl. 398/1 To Turre, arietare,
est cnim Arietuvi ^- aliorum nnimaliuju. 1B86 Cunliffe
Rochdale Gloss. 93 'Purr, to butt with the head. A beast
possessing this vicious habit is said to have ' th turr ith head '.

Turr, Sc. form of Tuep.

t Tnrrell. Obs, [Derivation nncertain : perh,

ad. OF, *tourel (not recorded, but cf. totiret * instru-

ment servant i iK:rcer*, 15th c, in Godef.),or obs.

F. tarellcy terelle auger (Cotgr.), surviving in

Picard tirelle^ A cooper's auger.
i6xx CoTGR., Barroir, a Turrell ; th' Oager wherewith

Coopers make holes for the barre-pinnes of a peecu of caske.
Ibid., Tirefoud de ionnclier, a Coopers Turrell ; the Auger
wherewith he boreth holes. Ibid., Villcthe long oagar
tearmed by our Coopers, a Tunell. [Hence in SherwcKid,
Littleton, Kersey, Bailey, etc]

Turrene, obs. form of Tureen.
Turret (t»-iet), sb.^ Forms : a. 4-6 turet, 5

-ete (6 //. -ettes, Sc. -ettis, -etis), 5-6 Sc. -at(e

(//. -atis, -attis), 6 turryt, -ite, Sc. turit,

turrat, 6-8 turrit, 7 Sc. turrett, 5- turret (//. 4-6
-ettes, Sc. 5 -ettis, 6 -etis). i3. 4-5 (7-8 I/ist,)

touret, 5-6 -ette {fl. Sc. -ettis), tourrett (//.

-ettes), towrette (//. -ettis, -ys), 6-7 towret, 8
tourett. 7. 4-5 toret, 5-8 torret (5 //. torettes,
-is, torrettes), 6. 6 territ, 6-7 -et, -ett (//.
-ettes), 7 tirritt. [ME. lurety toret, totirettc^ a.

OF. torete^ tourcte (i 2th c. in Godef.), laicr tourette

(still in i7thc.), dim. of /«/-,/(?/-, /(^wr fern., Towkb;
cf. mod. It. torrelta, dim. of torre :—L. tttrris (to

the influence of which the current spelling turret
may be due).
The slightly earlier toret, torret, occurring in the S. Eng.

Leg. I. 300/15 and in U. GIouc. (Rolls) 3625 in the sense o!
'summit ' of a hill, is app. not identical with this word, but
ad. OF. turet (still in Artois dial.), var. of /«rtf/ (later and
now dial, tureau) eminence, hill.]

1. A small or subordinate tower, usually one
forming part of a larger structure ; esp. a rounded
addition to an angle of a building, sometimes com-
mencing at some height above the ground, and
freq. containing a spiral staircase.

a. 13. . Guy Warzu. (A.) 7306+xxi. 1 To a turet sir Gij is

went, And bilield hat firmament, c 1470 Golagrvs ^- Gaw.
42 Ane ciete..With torris and turatis. c 1470 Henry
Wallace viu. 1014 A ryoll sted . .With turrettis fayr. ISSS
Watkeman Fardle ofFacions 1. vi. 89 The gentlemen . . haue
neither cities nor townes, but Turrettes builte vpon the
waters side. 1610 Holland Cajuden's Brit. (1637J 37 An
Elephant with a turret upon his backe. Ibid. 40 He raised
an high turret, out of which.. there might blaze all night
long, lights and fires for tbe better direction of ships at sea.

1644 Evelyn Diary 17 Nov., Another wall full of small
turrets. 1765 FoOTE Commissary \\\, (1782) 48 'ihe large
brick house . . with a turrit at top. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav.
I. iii. 17 He perceived the turrets of an ancient chateau rising

out of the trees of its walled park. 1861 M. Pattison Ess.
(i88q) I. 45 Thick walls and turrets at the angles gave the
whole the aspect., of a fortress.

transf 1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2265 Bya new Earth-quake
the Top or Turret of Mount >Etna. .fell in.

^. 13. . Coer de L. 3969 The Sarezynes, armyd, forth lepe
Upon ihe walles the totin to kepc. Stout in touret, and in
hurdys. ("1400 Rom. Rose 4164 He hired hem to make a'
tour.. .And rounde cnviroun eck were set Ful many a richc



TUBBET.
and fair touret. 1481 Caxton Goiiejfroy ccvii. 303 They
were so pour and so greued of tayllages and excises, that

vnnethe they had among them alle wberof to repayre two
towrettys. 1545 Joyk Exp. Dan. i. 13 It was dowble walled
with many highe and strong towrets. 1633 Stovj's Surv.
7/1 The wals of [London], which were sore decayed, and
destitute of Towres and Towrets, to be repaired, 1736
M<^Ure Ifist. Glasgow 256 The Town-house or Tolbooth..
has Four large Touretts on the Corners thereof.

y. 111400-50 Alexander 1418 (Ashm.) Sum. .Tilt torettis

(». r. torrettes] doun, toures on hepis. c 1400 Gatnelyn 329 In
a litel toret his brother lay i-steke. C1440 Promfi. /'an;
497/1 Toret, lytylle tovfre, iurn'cula. 1648 J. Raymond //
Mercurio Itaiico 129 An ancient Turret, built halfe of solid

Marble.
5. a 1600 HyniHy * Hierusalettt my happie home ' viii. 111

Julian Did. Hymnolofcy (1907) 580/2 Thy terretles and
thy pinacies. ci6i8 Morysom ///«. (1903) 335 Germany
ahoundes with Copper, wherewith many Citiyes have
Terretts steeples and whole Churches Covered. 1643 Mrs,
"YwiVCiiTOH Autobioff. (Surtees) 3^ The window sudainly sliutt

with such a force the whole tirritt shooke.

b. In Heraldry : see qiiots.

1766-87 PoRNY Heraldry Gloss., Turret^ a small Tower.
Turretcd, bavin;; Turrets on the top. ^ z8a8 Berry A'/tr^c/.

Her, I, Gloss., Turret^ a small tower on the top of another.
1868 Ci:ssANS Her.y'u. (i83z) 123 Turret', a small tower
commonly set upon a Castle. 1894 Parker's Gloss. Her.
s. V. To7ver,Thc tower is., frequently represented as l>eariiig

three smaller towers or turrets, and then it is blazoned
triple /(ttctfrt'«/,or triple turretted...The. .turret is sometimes
used alone, separate from the tower, and can only be repre-
sented as a sinaller tower.

f O. fig. Highest point or position, height,

acme. Obs,

«S93 TellTrotk's N. K. Gi/t (1876) 36 We thinkc we are
neucr at the territ of delight. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World
1. (1614) >ii Jupiter, whom the Greckes have seated in the
top and hi'i^hest Turret of their Divinitie. z68o T. Lawson
Mite into Treasury 1 1 Mounted to the Terret of Philosopbick
Klevations, and to the Zenith of Scholastick Notions.

2. Mil. t a. ^ TowEK sh.^ 5 a. Obs. rare—^.
1563 GoL[jiNG Caesar 11. (1 565)62When they saw . , the mount

r aysed and a turret a buylding a farre of, . . they began to
laugh at it.

b. A low flat armour-plated tower, commonly
cylindrical or conical, on a ship of war or a fort,

ni.-ide to contain a gun and gunners, and usually to
revolve horizontally.
186a Capt. p. Coles in Times 5 Nov., I obtained permission
..to substitute in the 'Prince Albert * three turrets, each
carrying one 300-poundcr. 1869 Sir K. y Rkko Iron-
Clad Ships Introd. 16 The ' Monarch '..with 25-ton guns
n.o'jnted in turrets. 1887 Spectator 30 July loig/i The
' Indexible '..with four Soton guns in her turrets. 1889
W'klch Text Bk. IfavalArchit.xiv, 143 The plan of placing
the guns in revolving towersor turrets. 1897 H. W. Wiiaon
in United Senrice Maj^. j\x\y 351 The distinction between
turret and barbette is this ; the turret is an armoured shelter
revolving with the fiun ; the barbette an .armoured shelter
inside which the gun revolves on a turn-tiible.

3. Applied to various thin^^s resembling a small
tower, t a. A high hcatl-dress formerly worn by
women (pbs,). f b, A tall chimney on a lamp
{ohs.'). c. A raisetl central portion in the roof of a
railway passenger carriage (U.S.).
«473 4 ^^^^- ^'f' High Treas. Scot. I. 2), i^ eine of salyne

for turatis to the (Juene. 1578 Inv. Roy. Il^ardr.(iit$) 231
Ane hude and ane turil of quhcit vclvut. t6a6 Hacon Sy/va
5 373 Take a Turreted LampeofTinne,..The Height of the
Turret being thrice .is much, as the lengtliof the lower part,
whereupon the l.,ampe standeth. 1875 KsiGtiT Diet. Afec/i.,

Turret.. 3. {Kai/iuiiy.) The elevated central portion of a
passenger-car, whose top forms an upper story of the roof,

and whose sides are glazed for light and pierced for venti-
lation.

4. An attachment to a lathe, drill, or similar
machine, consisting of a round or polygonal block
with sockets for various dies or cutting tools, and
capable of being rotated (cf. a b) so as to present
the required tool to the work.
"875 l^ec turret'lat/u in $1

6. attrib. and Comb.^ as (sense i) turret-bell,

'brU<^^e, -chamber^ -clocks -door^ -roo/y -room, -stair,

-lop ; lurrct-like, -shaped^ -topped ^*S]%.
;
(sense 1 b)

turret armour, -.;'«", -gunner \ turret-turning
adj,; also turret-crown, a turreted crown (see
TuKKETEii 2 a); turret-deck: see quot. 1909
(also attrib.) ; turret head « sense 4 ; turret-
lathe, a lathe fitteil with a turret (sense 4) ; turret-
shell = TuKRiTEMJD ; turret-ship, a ship of war
with a turret (sense 2 b) ; turret-spider, a spider
that constructs a turret-like nest, astheN. American
Lycosa arenaria ; turret-vessel = turret-ship

\

turret window = toiver-window {TowRVt. sb.^ 10),
1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archit. xiv. 144 ITie side and

•turret armour was made up of two thicknesses, c 1800 R.
Cumberland Joht De Lancaster {iZof)) III.sThe "turret-
bell gave the si;;nal of an arrival. C1470 Henry Wallace
VII. 990 Schir Jhon the Grayme, and Ramsay. .The "turat
bryg scgyt. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xx[Ilv, A step was heard on
the stair, and the door of the "turret cham)>cr slowly opened.
>8ai — Kcnilw. xviii. Immured for day and night in a
desolate turret-chamber. <:i8ao S. Rogbks ItalyU^y^^ 52
An hour and more, by the old "turret-clock. 1884 F. J.
IIkittkm W^atch ^ Clockm. 84 De Vick . . made for Charles V
of France the first turret clock of which we have reliable
record. 1667 MrLToN /*. A. ix. 525 Ofthc(theserpcntJ l»owd
His •turret Crest. s886 Conuer Syrian Stone-Lore vii.

(1846) 235 Jerusalem herself, with *turret.crown, appeiirs on
anwthci [coin]. 1904 Westm. Cos. 10 Oct. 9/1 Rules fur the
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construction of 'turret-deck steamers. 1909 Cent* Did,
Supp. s. V. Deck, ill a special iiritish design of cargo-
steamer,, .the side, instead of meeting the main deck rectan-
gularly, is rounded off so as to make a continuous curved
surface with the deck. Inboard of this the side is again
curved up. The space between the sides at the top is

covered by a narrow deck called the turret-deck, i8as Scott
Betrothed iii, The form of the huge and substantial I'leming
at length issued from the *turret-door. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech., *Turret'gun, one specially adapted for use in re-

volving turrets of vessels. 1870 Daily JVe7us 27 Sept., The
•turret-gunner stands with his head through a hole in the
roof of the turret. 1884 Knight Did. Meek, Supp.,
*Turret Head, the revolving head of a bolt cutter. 1875
Ibid.^ *Turret'lathe . .J a screw-cuttiiig lathe having a slide

provided with a polygonal block or turret, having apertures
in each face for receiving dies which are secured therein by
set-screws. 1711 Shaftesb. C/zarac:. (1738) 11. 253 Like.,
old reverend Cybete, . .on her head a *turret-like attire. 1813
Scott Rokeby i. i, The warder.. Hears, upon *turret-roof

and wall. By fits the plashing rain-drop fall. x8aa —

*

Pirate xxxi, A great banqueting-hall, communicating with
several Iirge rounds, or projecting *turret-rooms, 1844
Marg. Fuller Worn, tgth C. (1862) 36^ 'I'wo vast towers
of rock with "turret-shaped tops. i859-6aSiR J. Richardson,
etc. Mtis. Nat. Hist. (1868) II. 339 The family of "Turret or
Screw shells {Turritdlidx). i86j Capt. P. Coles in Times
22 Nov., [The idea] that broadside ships can,. effectively

work these ponderous guns against "turret ships. x88o Daily
Neivs 18 Dec., The trials of the eighty-ton guns on board
the turret ship Inflexible. 1883 Scietue 13 July 43/2 A
species of ground spider, .known as the "turret spider. i8ig
Scott Ivanhoe xx{i]v. Slowly and with difficulty she
descended the "turret stair. 1886 Willis & Clakk Cam.
bridge II. 573 An external turret-stair on the north side. x866
Capt. Coles ff tlie Admiralty 9 Captain Coles is not the in-

ventor of the "turret system at all., the turret itself belongs
to Ericsson, c 1800 R. Cumbeki.anu yohn De Lancaster
(1809) III. lis llic whole Castle garrison [turned out] from
their sky<hambers on the "turret tops. 1892 E. Reeves
IIomeitMzrd Bound 27 1 The outside walls . . are of the plain,
one story,level,* turret-topped, .style. 1889 Welch TextBk.
Naval Archit. xiv, 143 The parts immediately underneath
turrets must be protected by armour in order to shield the
"turret-turning gear. i86a Capt. P. Coles in Times 5 Nov.,
A sea-going *turret vessel. 1870 O. H. Stokes in Eng.
Mech.

7^
Jan. 396/3 In a turret vessel, the whole of the deck,

' exclusive of that part which is occupied by the turrets ', is

exposed to the fire uf the enemy. 1603 Rites of Durham
(Surtees 1903) App. 110, 3 white "turrett wyndowes. 1823
Scott Quentin D. iv. Little turret-windows,.. the lattice.,

half open to admit the air.

Turretf j^.^ van Touret.
TUTretjZ'. [f.TuKHETj<5.l] //-awj. To furnish,

fortify, or adorn with or as with a turret or turrets.

Usually in pa. pple. : see also next.

1450 in Charters ^c. Edinb. (1871) 71 To.. wall, toure,
turate, and uther wais to strengthen oure foresaid Burgh.
a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen, VIII^ 36 The citee. .was strong,
wel walled, and turryted with good liulwarkes & defenses.
1636 Davenant Platonick Lovers 1, Since yonder building
on the Mount, And that large Marble square was turretted,
The house lookes pleasant. z8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxvi.
The Thames, here turreted with villas and there garlanded
with forests. 1843 S. C. Hall Ireland III. 180 A keep or
castle turreted at the angles.

Turreted (iwretod), a. [f. Turket sby or z/.]

1. Kuraished with or haviiiij a turret or turrets.

a 1550 [see Tkiple a, C. a]. 155a Hulokt, Turretted or
made full of turrettes, turritus. 1794 Mrs. RAijCLii-hE
Myst. l/dalpho vi, The one [avenue] leading to the turreted
chateau. i8a6 Disraeli I'iv. Grey 11. iv. Over the gateway
there rose a turreted tower. 1863 Geo. Kliot Uomola xxvi.
It was a grand moment fur those who were stationed on
turreted roofs.

2. Furnished with something resembling a turret

:

cf. Turret sb."^ 3, 3. a. Of artificial things;

spec, applietl to a figure of a crown with battle-

ments, or of a head (or person) wearing such a
crown,
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1617) 801 The Goddesse

Svria..with a turreted crown on her head. iGa6 [see
Turret sb.^ 3], 18x4 Miss Mitpord Village Ser. 1. (1863)
120 No bonnet could hold the turreted cap. 1837 Whkwell
Hist, induct. Sc. (1857) I. i8g Turretted ships. 187a Heau
Set. Grk. Coins in Electrotype Brit. Mus. 37 Head of
Kybele.., wearing turretctf crown. Ibid. 43 Turreted
female figure, city of Antiocbf seated ..on rock.

b. Of natural objects ; spec, of a shell with a long
spire : = Turkitki5,
i8a6 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 306 Turreted...

When the head is productcd into a kind of columnar re-
curved turret or rostrum, in the sides of which, towards the
end, the eyes are fixed. 1838 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II.

30 Terebra,.. Shell elongated, turreted, acuminate, 1871
l^iCHOiJioN Patseont. 62 In other cases, the shell becomes
turreted or top-shaped, in consequence of the coils of the
spiral passing obliquely round a central axis. 18^5 C. C.
Ulakr Zool. 254 In the Pyramidellida: the shell is spiral

and turreted.

Turreting, vhl. sb. [f. as prec. -t- -ing i.] Tlie

action of furnishing with turrets ; concr, turrets

collectively.

1847 Chr, G. Rossetti Dead City xxiv, Where.. Rose a
palace for a king ; Golden was the turreting.

Turretry, ftonce-wd. [f. Turbbt fi^.i+-iiY.]

Turrets collectively.

1824 Gai.t Rothelan ii. xv, All the mysterious castles and
turretry of Christendom.

Turribant, obs. form of Tubban.

Turricle (ti'rikM"). rare^^. [ad. L. turricula,

dim. of turris tower.] A small tower, turret.

1884 J. Favnr Tales fr. Arabic II. 36 note, Nawous, a
sort of overground well or turricle of masonry.

TURTLE.

Turricolar (turiki«laj), a. rare-', [f. L.
turriciila (sec prec) + -ah.] Having the form of
or resembling a turret.
1661 Feltham Kciolves n. liii. (ed. 8) 293 In their Turricular

Chariots.

Tnrricnlated (tori-kialcited), ///. a. [f. as
prec. + -ATE + -KD.] Furnislied witli a turret or
turrets, turreted : spec, in Conch. = Tukueted 2 b,
TuRKiTEi). Also Torricolate (tyri-kii!ll/t) a.
1821 J. Paukinson Outl. Oryctol. 155 A longish lurricu-

lated univ.-ilve. Ibid. 250 The inultilocular turriculaled
shells of the genus Tiirriculiles. 1834 M<=Mukthie Ciivicr's
Aniin. Kiiigd, 255 A shell with a lurritulatcd spire. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVI. 444/2 >///>a. . . Turriculale species,
with large spiral whorls, the aperture effuse anteriorly.

Ttirri-ferous, a. rare-«. [Ul^ turrifer {OVii)
+ -OU.S.] =. TURIIIGKUOUS.
x6s6 Ulount Glossi'gr. (copying Cooper], Turri/crons..^

that beares a Tower.

Turriform(t»Tifpam),a. rare—K \i.'L.iurri-s

tower + -FORM.] Tower-shajjed.
187s C C. Blake Zool. 254 The Staircase Shell has a

spiral turriform operculum.

Tnrri-gerous, a. rare-'. [f. L. turriger,
f. turns tower : sec -gerous.] Carrying a tower
or ' castle '.

1713 Deruam Phys.-Theol. 398 We admire, saitli he \sc.

Phny Nat. Hist. xi. 2I, the turrigerous Shoulders of
Elephants.

Tnrrilite (to-ribit). Palseont. [ad. mod.L.
Turrilitis (Lamarck, 1801), f. L. turris toviti +
Or. KiOm stone : see -lite.] A fossil ccplralopo<l be-

longing or related to the genus Turrililes, allied to

the ammonites, but having a long spiral (turreted)
shell, found in the Cretaceous formations.
i8a8 Webster, Tui-rilite^ the fossil remains of a spiral

multilocular shell. 1841 H. Miller O. R. Sandst. viii. (ed.

2) 187 The..turrilites and .sea-urchins of the Cretaceous
group. i8sp Ansted Kiem. Geot., Aliti. etc.. Gloss., Turri-
titty an extinct genus of chamiiered shells, resembling an
Ammonite wound into a turbinated form.

Hence Toxrillticoue (tOTili-tikoun) [Cone j^.1],

a fossil sliell resembling and allied to the turii-

lites, found in the Upi)er Cretaceous formations
{Cent. Vict. Sufpl. 1909).
fTurrion, var. Torbion Obs., a large tower.
IS99 Hakluvt Voy. II. io8 FoUrc principall bulwaikes,

and bitweene them turrions. Ittid. 123 The Turrion of the
Arsenall.

Turrited (toTaitild), a. [f. L. turrit-us towered
(f, turris tower) + -ED.] = Turreted 2 ; sfec. of

a shell, having a long spiie resembling a tower
or turret : = Turbeted 2 b. Also TuTrite a.

1758 SwiNTON iti f'/tit. Ttans. 1.. 794 All these coins pre.
sent. .a turrited bead and a branch of pabn. 1835 Kiruy
Hob. J<f Inst, Anim. I. i.\. 276 The shells of some [ IVacheli-
podsl are what are called turrited or long and slender, with
spiral whorls. 1856 W.Clark i'an tier I/oerens Zoct. 1.

798 Pyramidella... Shell turrite. 1863 P. P. Caiu'Entkk in

Kep. I>rit. AsstK. I. 662 'Ci'tu/j/deitu* ctiriHata...SmsLl],
turrited, -smooth, with stout posterior keel.

Tnrritellid (tOTite-lid). Zooi. [ad. mod.L.
TurritelliJ-ss pi., f. Turritclla (Lamarck, 1799),
name of the typical genus, f. turris tower ; see

-ID-'.] A gastropod of the family Turritellidse,

characterized by long turreted shells with spiral

striations ; a screw-shell. So Torrlte'lloid a.

[-011 )], resembling a screw-shell ; having the

characters of the Turritdlidx.
i860 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instit, 1859,

206 The Turritelloid wurm-shells. 1861 ///(/. 1860,210 The
shells of Stphoniuni, though .spiral at birth, hare no Turri-
telloid portion. 1895 Fiink's^tandard Diet., Turriteltid.

tTu-rrulet. 0/)S. rare—'. [dim. formation
from L. turris tower ; cf. rivulet.'] = Turret j/;.i i .

c 1630 T. KuuiNSON Mary Magd. 49 A turrulet tooke vp
each angles shade, . . The battelnients of smoothest lelt

were m.ade.

Tiirs, turse, turss, obs. Sc. fT. Truss.
fTursable, a. Sc. Obs. [f. turs, Truss v.+

-ABLE.] Capable of being packed up antl carried

off; port,ible; see Truss v. 2.

A 1670 Spalding Trouh. C/ias. /(1850) I. 283 The laird.,

displentshis the place, left nothing tursabill within. 11897
Kampini Itist. Moray <V Nairn iv. 186.]

tTn'TSion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. tiirsio, -oiient

(I'liiiy).] A porpoise.

1655 Moufet & Uennet Ileattti^s Intprov. (1746) 257 Por-
poises, Tursions, or Sea-hogs, are. .never good till they be
fat. 1661 hovKLL Hist. Anii/i. ff Min. :ii-j Porpaise. .. Tur-
sions, or Sea-hoggsare fatter than Dolphins. [1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Tursio or Tyrsio, a Sea-fish like a Dolphin,
which some take for a Sturgeon, and others for a Porpoise.]

Turak, var. Tobsk, lisli.

Turskill. Sc. dial. [var. of Tuskar, prob. after

Gael, tairisgil.'] A kind of spade for cutting l)eat.

181S J. H enderson Agric. Surv. Caitftit. xv. 234 Wlien the
peat-moss is not more than from one to two feet deep, the
peat is cut perpendicularly, by a spade, called a turskitt.

Turtle (ti'"JtT),ji}.l tiow rare ot arch. Forms:
I turtla, I- ttirtle, 3 {Orm.) turrtle, 3-5 turtul,

4 tortle, 4-5 turtill, 4-6 -U, (5 -yl, -yle, -ylle,

5-6 -yll), (5 turckell), 5 tyrtle, 6 tyrtyll, tur-

tell. [OE. turtla inasc, turtle fem. = OHG. turtulo

masc, turtula fem. (Du. tortel leva.) : either dim.
64-2



TUBTLE.

ordissimilated form of L. turiur Tuutur with r~l

for r~r (cf. Sp. and It. tortolaf It. torioia). Kur

other Germanic forms see Tuktle-dove.]

1. = TuKTLK-DOVK I. (Often mcntionetl as a

type of conjugal affection and constancy : cf. 3.)

c vxtaAgs. /'j.(Th.)lxxxiii[il. 3 Him cac spedlicespearuwa

hus begytei'S, and tidUce turtle nistlaVV ciooo Ags. Gosp.

Luke ii. 34 Twa turtlan oAde iwe?;Ln cuirran bridtlas. c laoo

Triiu ColL liotn. 49 Turtle ne wile habbe no make bute oti

and after [»at non..(>e bitocninge \^K is imene turtleu and

duues. .. Eider turtles and duues liabbet sorinesse for song,

ciaoo Ormin 7533 Twe^i-ienn cuUfre briddess . . Uj^^r .

.

twe^icn tumless, 138a Wychf Vs. Ixxxiii. 4 (Ixxxiv. 3I

Forsothe the sparowe fonde to hym an hous ; and the turtil

a nest. C1400 tr. Stcreta Secret., Ciw. Lordsh, ciii. 104

Pytousas turtylL 1483 Caxton GoU, Leg. 373/^- Lyke a

turtle that allone without make waylleth and wepeth. 01548
Hall Chnm.y /fen. K/ 118 As louyng to him, as the Turtle

to her m.ike. 1611 Shaks. lyini. T. iv. iv, 154 Your hand

(my Perdila:)so Turtles palre That neuer meane to pari.

1670 G. H. Hist, Cardimils i. in. 91 A Mass is sung,

and his Holiness presented with two young Turtles. 1713

Stefxk Guard. No. 22. r 2 iSheJ kept a pair of turtles

cooing in her chaml>er. 180J Moktacu Ornitk. Diet, s. v.

Dime-turtle, The Turtle visits the southern parts ofEngland
in the spring. 1851 Mayhew Land. Z,rtA»«r (1861) 111. 64
His pigeon-cote . . is no longer stocked with carriers, .

.

jacobins... turtles, i860 CiiR. G. Rossktti O. ^ N. Year
Ditties iti, Turtle calleth turtle in Heaven's May.

b. Greenland turtle^ Sea-tttrlky names for tlie

Black Guillemot : seeGuEKNLAND i,Sea-tubtle1.

2. fig. Applied to a person, as a term of endear-

ment, etc. (cf. DovB sb. 2 d), or (csp.) to lovers or

married folk, in allusion to the turtle-dove's affec-

tion for its mate.
14.. LvDG. Balade Commend. Our Lady 78 O trusty

turtle, trewest of al trewe. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixix. 312

(Harl. MS.), I shal Ijc turtill in your absence t>at hadde lost

hire make, a 1548 Hall Chron,, Hen. VII 20 b, Hym that

..watched, howeto..steaIethys turtle cute of her mewe arid

lodgynge. 1588 Shaks. L. L, L. iv. iii. 211 Beroiv. Will

these Turtles be gone? Kin, Hence sirs, away. 1693
Humours ToivK 24 The Fool.. concludes her the must con-

stant pretty cooing Turtle in the Nation. 1717 Lapy M. W.
Montagu Let. to Pope 1 Apr., Several couple of true turtles

..saying soft things to one another. 1865 E. W. Bknson
in Life (1899) I. vi, 232, I am a solitary Turtle (Dove, not
Reptile) just now, niy wife l)eing at Rugby.

3. cUtrib. ^xiA Comb. i^% turtle love^pigeon^iving\

turtle-billing, -footed^ -haunted^ -likcy -xvinged

adjs. ; f turtle- bird, the young of tlie turtle-dove.

1598 B. JoNsoM Ev. Man in Hum. i. iv, The happy state

of *Turtle-biHing lovers. C1200 Trin. Coil. Horn, 47 Gif
hie was riche wimman, a lomb, gif hie was bitwene two, two
*turtle briddes, gif hie was poure, two duue briddes. 1599
B. JoNSON Ev. Man out ofHum. Epil., Let. .The throat of

War be stopt .
.
, And *turtle-footed Peace dance fairy rings

About her court. x6a4 — Sun's Darline v. i. 1873 T. L.
KiNusBURV Comm. Song Sol. iii. The *iurtTe-haunted groves.

ais86SinsKVv4«r<7rf/rt IV. (1629)415 Lamenting.. such as the
*turtle-like loueis wont to make for the cuer ouer-soone losse of

her onelyloued make. i6(S9Dryden Tyrannic Love \\\.\lX\\tx\,

turtle-like, I'll to my mate repair. 1608 Topsell Serpents

(1653J784 Such faithfull dealing, uprightnesse of conscience,

and "Turtle love. x8io Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool. XI.
72 "Turtle Pigeon, Cofumba T'wr/Kr... Pigeon with the tail-

feathers white at their tips, the back griseous, the breast

vinaceous, a black spot on the sides of the neck, with white
stripes, the abdomen white. 16x9 Milton Nativity^ Hymn
iii. Peace. .With 'Turtle wing the amorous clouds dividing.

x8xi R. S, Hawker Cornish Ballads, etc. (1908) 249 As on
turtle-wings the moments fleet.

_ 1745 Akenside Ode on
Lyric Poetry 18 While *turtle-wing d the laughing hours.

.

Lead youth, and love, and harmless joy.

Hence {ttonce-ivds .) Tn'rtUsh (tu'rtleish) a.,

having the character or qualities of a turtle-dove

;

Turtllze (tu'rtleize) v.^ trans, to turn into or

make like a turtle-dove.^^

1855 Eraser's Mag, LI. 229 The most "turtleish of doves.

175^ SoUTHEV Lett. (1856) L 59, 1 am softened, *turtleised,

yea, a very lamb I

Turtle (t»'Jt*l), sb.'^ Also 7 tortel. [app. a
corruption, by English sailors, of the earlier tortue^

or the French original of this (see Tortoise),
assimilated to the known word Turtle sby\

1. Any species of marine tortoise ; also extended

to various other tortoises, (PI. turtles^ collectively

usually turtle^
As to the varying application of the names tortoise and

turtle, see the note to sense i of the former word.
With defining words, applied to various species, as box*

turtle (Box sb,^ 24), Diamond-backed t.. Hawks-bill t..

Land /., Leather-/., loggerhead t. (Loggerhead 6 a), Mud
/., Painted /., Sea-turti,e ", Snapping-/,, Soft-shelled t..

Trunk-/, (see these words); alligator*turtle,thesnapping-
turtle, also called alligator tortoise ( A'.ligator 3) ; bastard
turtle, Thalassochelys kempi ; chicken-turtle, Chryse-
mys reticulata, also called chicken-tortoise ; greaved
turtle, anjr species of the genus Podocnemis% g^ecn
turtle, various species of Chelonia, having green shells^ as
C. midas of the W. Indies and C. virgata of the Pacific,

both much esteemed as food ; horned turtle, an extinct
turtle of the ^enus Miolania, having projections at the back
of the skull like the ' horned toad '.

1657 North's Plutarch, Add. Lives 90 He took a Ship-
Iward . . fourty Parrots, many Tortels, and many other
Animals strange to our World. 1657 R, Ligon Barbadoes
(1673) 4 The Loggerhead Turtle, . .the Hawks bill Turtle. .

.

A third kind called the Green I'urtle,. .far excelling the
other two, in wholesomness, and Rareness of taste. 1689
Relat. Sufferings H, Pitnmn 22 We walked along the

sea shore to watch for tortoise or turtle. 17x3 E. Cooke
Voy. S, Sea 13 Sea Tortoises, or, as the Sea-men call

508

ihcin, Turtle. 1719 De Foe Crusoe i. loi, June 17. I s|>ent

ill cooking the Turtle; 1 found in htr threescore Kggs.

1745 1*. Thomas frnl. Aftson's I 'oy. 105 Great Quantity of

Tortoises, or, as the Stanieri call them, Turtles. 1785

Jackson's O.xfi'rd Jrtil. 16 July, Dressing a very fine lively

Chicken 'turtle .. supplied .. at 6/- per quart or 10/6 the

Tureen. 179a Mar. Riddell Voy, Madeira 63 Four species

of turtle are found on the shores of this island—the gretri-

lurtle, the hawk's-bill,..the logger-head, and the land-

tortoise. 1839-40 W. Ikving WolferCs R. v. (1855) 75 The
island abounded with turtle, and great quantities of their

eggs were to be found among the rucks. 1870 Yeats Nat.

/list. Comm. 114 Turtles abound in the enclosed seas of

Central America.

b. The llesli of various st^ecies of turtle used as

food ; also short for ttirllc-soup, (See also Mock
TUKTLE.)
Often mentioned or alluded to asafealure ofcivic banquets.

1755 World No. 123 P 3 Of all the improvements in the

modern kitchen, there are none that can hear a comparison

with the introduction of Turtle. 1780 T. Davies Mem.
Garrick (1781) II. xx.\vili. 122 High seasoned venison,

delicious tuitle, and excellent claret. i848TnACKKRAY Van.

JairxwW, He.. had dined on horse-flesh and turtle with

equal relish. 185^ Habits Cd. Society xi. 31U A light soup

is better than a thick one, . . turtle is only fit for an alderman.

t c. ^\\oxi iovlttrllc-dinncr 01 tttrllefcast. Obs,

1771 Smollett //«;«//*. C/. 30 Apr, 1 .. have almost pre-

vaded upon uncle to give him a small turtle at the Bear.

1785 A. C. Bower Diarits ^ Corr. 16 Sept. (1903) 29

'luesday next the good people at Dniish intend giving a

Turtle and the Misses have prevailed on their Mother to

•idd a little Hop in the Evening by way of helping Digestion.

1788 Ibid. 49 We were at Whatconibe 'luesday—a large

party and a turtle.

2. To turn turtle, a. ///. To catch turtle by

ihrowiiijj them on their bncks.

1689 Kelat. Sufferings IL Pitman 20 They going ashore

on the Main to turn 'turtle, were set uiwii by the Indians.

1861 Du Chaillo Equat. Afr. iv. 25 Turtle frequent the

shores, and are 'turned' in considerable numbers. 1867

Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., To turn a turtle, to take the

animal by seizing a flipper, and throwing him on his back,

which renders him quite helpless.

b. fig, (in earlier use to turn the turtle.) To
turn over, capsize, be upset.

1842 Marryat Perc. Keene xxiii. But * turning the turtle
'

is not making a quick passage, except to the other world.

1843 — M. F/(7/f/xli,The canoe turned the turtle with them.

i860 All Year Round No. 66. 384 If the wind catches that

'ere, she'll turn turtle at once. 1896 Daily News 2 July

9/1 An engine and two trucks had turned turtle on the

embankment.

+ 3. American turtle : = Toupeix) sb, 2. Obs.

1775-83 'I'hacher Milit. Jrnl.dB'zj) 7^ A singular machine
invented for destroying the British Shipping by explosion.

. . American Turtle or 'Torpedo.

4. Typog, A curved bed in which types or stereo-

types are secured, and which is mounted on one of

the cylinders of a rotary printing-press : so called

from a fancied resemblance of the bed to the back

of a turtle.

i860 l/re's Diet. Artsi^d. 5! HI. 540 An American [printing]

machine, the invention of R. Hoe and Company. ..Kach

page is locked up upon a detached segment of the large

cylinder, called by the compositors a * turtle '. 1875 Kn ight

Diet. Mech. 1797/2 The type is secured in turtles, or the

stereotype is bent to the curve of the cylinder.

6. attrib, and Comb., as turtle-calchery -chase.,

'dinner^ -eater, -egg^ -feast, fishery, -fishing, -skele-

ton,-soup ; turtle-corral = turtle-crawl {a) ; turtle

cowry, a large sjjecies of cowry, Cyprma testu-

dinaria ; turtle-crab, a minute species of crab

parasitic upon turtles and other marine animals

;

turtle-crawl, {a) [Crawl sb.'^'\ an enclosure in

which turtles are kept ; {b) [Cbawl sb,^'\ * the

track of a turtle to and from its nest' {Cent, Diet.

1891); turtle-deck = Tubtle-back I ; turtle-

egging, the gathering of turtles* eggs {Cent, Diet,

1891); turtle-frolic ((r(7//<?^.), a turtle-feast; turtle-

grass, name for two marine plants with long

narrow grass-like leaves : {a) Thalassia tcstudi-

num, of the W. Indies, etc. ;
{b) the grass-wrack,

Zostera marina; turtle-head, a N. American

scrophulariaceous plant, Chelone glabra, allied to

Pentstemon^ so called from the shape of the

flower ; turtle-insect, a widely-distributed species

of scale-insect, Coccus {Lecanium) kesperidum ;

turtle-kraal « turtle-crawl {a) ; turtle-net, a net

for catching turtle ; turtle-peg, a prong fastened to

a jjole or cord used for harpooning turtles ( = Peg
sb.^ 8 a); hence turtle-pegger, one who uses a

turtle-peg to catch turtles ; turtle-pegging, the

catching of turtles with a turtle-peg ; turtle-press,

a printing-press in which a * turtle * (sense 4) is (or

was) used; turtle-shell, {a) the shell of a turtle ;

the material of this, tortoise-shell ;
{b) = turtle-

cowry ; turtle-stone = Septabium 2 (from the

markings on section resembling those of a tortoise-

shell) ; turtle-twine, twine for making turtle-nets.

17*6 G. Roberts Four Yrs. Voy. 5 There might be some
•Turtle-catchers here since the last Turtle Season. 1815 J.
CAMritKLL Trav. S. Afr. xlii. 501 We were detained till noon
next day.. for the turtle catchers, i860 Wraxali. Life in

Sea iv. 90 A picturesque description of such a *TurlIe-chase

on Ascension Island. 1838 PennyCycl. XI. 362/1 Nautilo-

grapsus miHUtus .. •Turtle-Crab, Browne; .. M. Milne

TURTLE.

,
Edwards.. sees no sufTicient reason for dbtinguisliing this

1 species from Grapsus testudinum, Koux. 1833 M. Scon
I
Tom Cringle xvi. (1859) 420 'l"he "Turtle Crawls Idled wiih

be.iutiful cUar water. 1903 Daily Alaitf) Sept. 5/3 A turtle

1 crawl in Kingston, where over two hundred turiks were
I confined awaiting shipment,, .was hroken up by the force of

: the sea during the cyclone in Jamaica. 1889 Cent. Diet.

I

s. V, Deck, The *turtle-iieck or turtU-hacktd deck . ,\<, ^
convex deck extending a short distance aft from the stem of

an ocean steamer to shed the water in a head sea ; in many
..steamships. .there is a similar arrangement on the stern.

1908 Daily Chron. 15 May 8/6 The engines of the launch
were not running. ..Mr. ^loudy ami Mr. Smith stood on the

turtle deck at the bow. 1805 in Edin. Rev. July 357 Who
freely give two guineas for a "turtle dinntrr at the tavern.

ai774 TucKKK Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 4^0 Your 'turtle e;iters,

city feast hunters, and persons who live in acontitmal round
of pleasures. 1760 (iakkick Prol. to Alurphy's Desert Isl.

22 Keep *turtle-eating Aldermen awake, i860 Wka.xall
Life in Sea iv. 87 Our two soldiers., stopped., to dig 'turtle

eggs out of the sand. 1753 H. Wali-qi.k Lett. (1S46) III.

12 Knightly, .has been entertaining all the parishes round
with a 'turtle-feast. 1760 Lvttleton Dial. Dead xix.

204 A Turtle feast is a Novelty to ine. 1767 (Ioldsm.

Ess., Let. Common-council-man, The mayor and aldermen
..celebrating the royal nuptials by a magnificent turtle feast.

1793I.D. H. Spencer in Ld. Auckland's C(?rr. (i86z) III.

112 Count IJernstorfi' gave us a turtle-feast at his chateau.

1848 Thackeray Van. Pair x\'\. An alderman coming from

a turtle feast will not step out of bis carriage to steal a leg

uf mutton. Ibid, xx, A parcel of *turt!e-fed tradesmen.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 390/2 Your *turtle-feeding Aldermen.

1707 Sloank Jamaica I. Introd. 87 The "Turile-fishery,,

thought., to be ours by right. .. The "Turtle-fishing .

.

pretended to by the Krencli of the Island Tortugas.

1904 iVcstm. Gaz. iz Apr. 9/2 The crewsoftlie six Caymans
turtle-fishing vessels ..were seized ,. by the Nicaraguan
Government for alleged fishing in territorial waters. 1787

M. Cutler m Life, Kic. (1888) I. 205, 1 received a pohte invi-

tation from Governor Hrown..to join them in a "Turtle

frolic. 1886 Hynnecr A. Surtiage xv, There was a turtle-

fiolic at Cambridge. 1735 Mortimer in Phil. Trans.
XXXIX. 116 Alga marina, gramineo augustissimo folio.

, ."Turtle-Grass : It grows at the liottom of the Sea in

shallow Water. 1756 P. Urowne Jamaica 71 The small

grassy-leaf'd Alga or Turtle-grass. 1871 Kingslev At Last
vi, Manatis . . coming in . . to browse on mangrove shoots and
turtle-grass. 1884 Miller /'/!-(«/-«., Thalassia testudinum.

Manatee-grass, Turtle-grass. Ibid., Zostera marina. Bell-

ware, ..Grass Wrack.., Turtle-grass. 1857 Gray /VVj/

Less, Bot, (1866) 94 The fifth stamen .. appears in the,.

*Turtlehe;id as a sort of fdament without any anther. 1896

E. G. LoDEMAN Spraying^ ofPlants i. i. 10 Corrosive subli-

mate., dissolved in., spirits, and., added to the water..
possesses the i>ower of destroying the brown *turtle (scale)

insect, white scaly coccus, pine bug [etc.]. 1885 Lady
Brassev Tite Trades 353 What they call a ' "turtlc-kraal

',

consisting of a large tank, in which were a number of turtle.

i{^ AllbutVs Syst. Med. V. 295 He sits ..*iurtle-like,

with his neck dropped into his chest. 1906 IVestm, Gaz.
20 June 8/2 A great turtle-like head, with large eyes. 17^
"Turtle-nets [see turtle-twine]. 1839 Capt. Wilson in

Mag. Nat, Hist, Oct. 519 They had got a large saw-fish en-

tangled in their turtle-net. i8a8 Webster, * Turtle-shell, a
shell, a beautiful species of Murex J also, tortoise-shell. 1845

J. Coulter Adv. Pacific x, J26 Round it [se. the hut] were
scattered a number of terrapin and turtle shells, i860

Wraxall Li/e in Sea iv, 88 Hundreds of "Turtle skeletons

lying about 1763 Smollett Trav. xi. (1766) I. 190 As for

the*turtle-soupe, it is a good restorative. 1846 A. Sovkb
Syst. Cookery 85 Turtle Soup. This soup, the delight of

civic corporations, . .has been, and perhaps ever will be, the

leading article of English cookery. Ibid. 87 Clear Turtle

Soup. 1851 De La Bechk Geol. Observer ^y Those com-
monly known as septaria and *turtle stones. 1859 R. Hunt
Guide Mus. Pract. Geol. (ed. 2) 32 Good specimens ofseptaria

or turtle stone from the Oxford clay, 1766 W. Gordon Gen.
Counting-ho. 386, 3 cwt. 2 qrs. 18 lb, "turtle twine. 1794
Rigging «5- Seamanship I. 65 Turtle-twine, for turtle-nets,

is made of good bar hemp.

Hence Tn'rtledozti, a collective name for those

who eat turtle (i. e. spec. London aldermen), or for

their practices, methods, etc. ; Tu'rtly a., addicted

to or habitually eating turtle. (Cf. 1 b.)

1893 Punch 4 Mar. 102/1 "Turtledom feareth what Turtle-

dom deems The perils of—Unification I 1894 Woolacott
{title) The Curse of Turtledom : an Expose of the Methods
and Extravagant Expenditure of the Livery Companies.
1900 Daily News 26 Nov. 4/1 They appeal as much to the

epicure of turtledom as to the vegetarian. x868 Cosmopolitan

25 July 334 We doubt.. if the most *^«?-//y Alderman out

can beat in legal acumen Monsieur le Juge de Paix de la

Nievre.

fHwvtle^v,^ Obs. [f. Turtle i^.i] inlr. To
play the turtle, behave like a turtle-dove (cf.

TuiiTLE sb.^, I, 2). Also with it.

170X J. Prince IVorthics ofDevon 338 He left.. a Widow
..to Turtle it after him, as he had done before. 1754
Shehbeare Marriage Act xxv, \. 148, I . .am convinced how
foolish all this Stuff called Ix)ve, Fidelity, Billing and
Turtling in England is.

Tu-rtle, v:^ Chiefly nonce-wd. [f. Turtle
j/\- ; in sense 3 a back-formation (or inference)

from TuuTLER, Turtling.]
1. trans. To make mock turtle of.

a 1756 Mrs. Haywood New Present (1771) 149 To turtle a

Calfs Head.
2. intr. To catch or * fish ' for turtle.

In recent Diets.

3. trans. To turn over : cf. to turn turtle (Turtle
sb,^ 2 b).

1896 Daily News 3 Aug. 4/7 She [the boatj turtled hereell

right again.

4. To stretch (the neck) forward like a turtle.

1909 Daily Chron. 30 Dec. 9/5 Nothing makes a woman,
look more awkward than to * turtle ' the neck.



TURTLE-BACK.

Turtle-back. [Tubtle j^.2]

1. An arched structure over the deck of a steamer

at the bow, and often also at the stern, to protect

it from daniaj^e by a heavy sea.

88i Stantiani 30 Aug. 2/3 Erections for the purposes of

slielier, such as turtle-backs, open ftt one end. 18BB2 Ihitf,

14 Aug. 2/4 Covering these are a fine promenade deck
amidships and a turtle back forward. 1886 Times 20 Apr.
10/2 He went beneath the turtle-back. 1897 Kie'UNG
Captains Courageous i, 'I'he second-saloon deck at the

stern. .was finiNhed in a tintle-back.

2. Arckavl. A rout;hly cliipped stone imple-

ment, having one or both faces slij^htly convex.

Also attrib.

i8f)o \V. H. Holmes in Anu-r. Antkrop. Jan. 14 The
faunliar turtle-back or one-faced stone, the cfouble turtle-

back or two-faced stone. 1912 S. H. Wahken in Man XII.
205 'I'he present writer also has a L.evallois, or * turtle-back

'

core, which he fuund in the Lea Valley in 1S96.

3. The hack of a turtle.

1905 iVestin. Gaz, 4 Apr. 3/2 The legends of the peopling
of the islands are interesting. . .Some make the pass,ige on
turtle-l>ack ; others go afloat on rafts of cocoa-nut shells.

4. cUtriO.y VIA turtle-back core (see 2) ; turtle-back
scale = turtle-insect (see Tuutle sL- 5).
1909 in Cent. [)ict. Sufpt. s-v. Scale.

Hence Tartle-backed a., having a back like

a turtle's; furnished with a turtle-back (sense i).

1889 (see turtlc-iUxk, Tuhtle sb? 5], 1891 Chambers'
Encycl. VU. 421/2 An armoured turtle-backed deck which
extends throughout the length of the ship. 1908 Blackm.
^tt'.<- Jan- S^^'i. I can see.. a turtle-back^ affair pushing
out from the advanced trench.

Turtle-dove (if;JtM|dov). Forms: see TtiRTLE
j-/^» and Dove. [f. Turtle j^.I-j-Dove: cf. Da.
turteUue (Sw. turturJnfva), Du. lortelduyf{K\\\Qxi

-dnyve), MLG. torteMve, O. turteltaube QAHG,
tnrtd', tiirteltUe, OHG. turttl-, titrtilii)., tur-
titlii-tnba).']

1. A dove of the genus Turtur^ esp. the common
European species T. communis, noted for its grace-
ful form, harmonious colouring, and affection for

its mate : = Toutlb sb.^ i.

Also applied to y. rison'uit »l"e Harbary dove, and locally
to doves of other genera, as the N. American Zenaidura
carotiKCHsis, anti the Australian Stictopelia cuueata,
0x300 Cursor M. 11^4 (Cott.) To offer turtuls douues

\v.rr. turtill dovis, turtil douues, turtur doufes] tua. c 1400
? LvDG. Assembly o/Gods 820 A turtyldoue he bare an hygh
for hys crest, c 1530 Crt. 0/ Love 234 Anetida, true as
turtill-dove. 1616 SugfL. & Markh. Country Far$ue 83 Of
all these fore-named kinds of Birds, there is none more apt
to tame ihan the Turtle doues, 174a BLArK Grave 532 The
shrill-tongu'd .Shrew, Meek .is the Turtle-Dove, forgets her
Chiding. i8oa Montagu Ornith. Diet. G 6 b, Spotted-necked
Turtle-dove. 18^ Psingle A/r. Sk. ix. 308 The turtle
dove {Colnmba risoria) cooing amorously in every mimosa
brake. 1909 l^estm. Gaz. 17 July 14/3 The tunic-dove,
which we see so frequently in the fanciers shops,.. is not the
common turtle-dove of thb country, but the Collared or
Barbary dove,

tb. Sea turtle-ctove, the Black Gnillemot or
Dovekie: = Sea-turtle i. Obs.
MS3 [sec Dove sb. i cl.

2. Ji^. applied to a person : cf. Turtle sb.^ a.

'535 CovRRDALB /V. Ixxiii[i). 19 O dclyuer not thesoule of
thy turtle doue vnto the beestes. 1575 Jld. S-MtTU Misticall
Deuise A iij b, My darling and my harts desyre, my onely
Turtle Doue. a 1800 Fause Focdrage xxii. in Chdd Ballads
II. 299, I shall learn your turtle-dow As well to write and
read. 1856 Miss ftluLOCK J, Halifax xix, I am not
interested in old turtle-doves.

ticnce Ta*rtle-do*veism, Ta'rtle-do*Ter7,
nonce-wds.
S850 Ld. Lvttom in Life (1906) I. ii. 25 Only just married,

and in a state of turtle-doveism. 1886 K. S. Macquoid Sir
y. Appleby iii. Half afraid I might be considered an in-
truder in such a turtle-dovery [the abode of a newly married
couiilej.

Turtler (twJtbj). [f. Turtle sb?- -f -er i.]

1. A person, or a vessel, engaged in tnrtling ; a
turtle-catcher.

1697 Dampif.r Voy. (1729! 1^95 The Jamaica Turllers have
such [nctsl. 1707 Sloane Jamaica I. p. Ivi, The Turtlers
who furnish the island with Turtle, maybe reckoned amorig
the trading ships. 1831 Jank Pohtkr Sir E. Seaward^
Narr. II. 91 The turtiers returned with twenty-six. 1898
Btackzv. Mag. July 62/2 He had made acquaintance, .with
Florida wreckers, Tortuga turtlers, and Labrador cggers.

2. A seller of turtle.

17A0 New Hist. Jamaica y/W. 180 No Butcher or Turtler
shall sell any Meat or Turtle by Retail.

Turtlet (ti>-jtlet). [dim. of Turtle sb:^ : see
-et, -let.] a small or young turtle.

1831 Trklawny Adv. Younger .Son II. 31 When, off
Ceylon, I picked up that pretty little turtlet. 1899 Nat.
Sctettte Sept. 224 The turtlets show a greater percentage of
ahnorniahties in the carapace than the older individuals.
Tnrtling (t^-Jtliij). [f. Turtle jA.^ + -ing1.]
The action or occupation of 'fishing' for or catching
turtle. Also attrib,, and as prts. pple, (as if from
Turtle z;.2).

\^ Admiralty Crt. Exam. 77 ig Aug., Intended to goe
. .with the ship to the island of Ktamanas to make a turtling
voyage. 1716 G. KciiRRTS Four Yrs. yoy. 19, I sent my
Boat ashore, to see.. if any People were there a 'I'urtliiig.
b8io Sporting Mag. XXXV. 287 The French fishermen
come there turtling. 1889 H. H. KoMiLtv Verandah N,
Guinea 184 A turtling trip. Ibid. 189 The turtling was not
very succe^&ful.
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Turtois, turtu, obs. forms of Tortoise,

tTnrtnr. Obs, Forms: 1,4-5 turtur, (3 ^v//.

turtres), 4-7 turture, 5-6 -our, 6 -or. [In OM.
direct from L. ; cf. OHG. turlur (Notker), Olcel.
turluri. In ME. partly a. OF. turlre, torirCy

tourlrey tourle, mod.F. tourtre ; = Pr. tortre. It.

torlorcy -ora, OSp. tortora (Sp. tortold)\ all repre-

senting L. turtur-emy turlury app. aa echoic name,
imitating the cooing of the dove.] = Turtle sb.^

c8as V'esp. Psalter Ixxxiii. 4 [Ixxxiv. 3I Speara ^emoeted
him hus & turtur nest hwer gesettatS briddas his. f 950
Lindisf. Gosp. Luke ii. 24 pxtte sealdon..tuoe turturas Vit
tuo^e birdas culfras. 971 Blickt. Horn. 23 Twe^en culfran
briddas.. & twcgeii turturan ^emaiccan. c\%90 Bestiary
694 In boke is 3e turtres lif Writen o rime. ^1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxiv. {Alexis) 231 pane scho sad,. . f'at "but mak ay
suld scho dwel As turtur. 138a Wyclif Luke ii. 24 A peyre
of turtris [1388 turturis^ 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R,
xri. XXXV, (Bodl. MS.), The Turture is a seniple bridde.

c J440 Pallml. on Husb. \. 556 With whete & milk in this

ihi turturs fede. c 1450 Holland Ifo^vlat 127 The Turtour
trewest, Ferme, faithful! and fast, 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
Ixxiv. 37 Swete gentill turtour, quiiair is ^our pete went?
1508 — Tua Mariit IVemen 262 And be as turtoris in your
talk, . . Be dragonis baitht and dowis, ay in double forme.

1649 J CR. Taylor Gt. Exemp. i. Ad Sect. v. 81 The turtures
..l»eing an oblation.
attrib. <r 1415 Cursor M. 11304 (Trin.) And elles who J>at

myV^ "<^t so Shulde offer turtur doufes twa
Tu-r-turring, vbl. sb. [Echoic] An imitation

of the cooing of a dove, used to designate the action
or sound.
1896 Q. Re^i. July 73 The 'tur-turring ' of the turtledove,

the 'coo ' of the queest. .tell of the shade.

tTu-rvary. Obs.-^ [ad. med.L. turvariay
var. of turbdria.'] = Turbary 2.

1651 G. W. tr. Cozuefs fust. 11. ii. 72 Fishing, digging of
Turfes,.. called Piscaryes, Turvaryes [orig. turuariam].
Turve, Turved. Turves, Turving: -see
Turf j/;.i and ^, z^.i. Turfing,
tTurver. Obs.-^ In 5 -are. [f. /«/^- Turf

sb.^ or turve Turf v.^'\ A turf-cutter.

c 1440 t'romp. I^arv. 507/2 Turvare, ^/^(^ar/Vf

.

Turveydrop (tf>jvidr(7p). The surname of a
character in Dickens's Bieak //ouse {iS^2), who
poses as a perfect model of deportment ; allusively,

a person who does this. Hence (collix/. iindjonma/-
w//V)Tu'rveydropdom ; Turveydropian a.

1876 J. Weiss lYit, Hum. 9f Shaks. iii. loi Malvolio's
conceit is Turveydropian and runs to deportment. 1877
W.H.Russell Prince o/Wates' 7'(»Kr iv. 117 The mainten-
ance of that staid deportment which the Oriental Turvey-
drop considers the best proofof high State and regal ditjnity.

1889 Catholic Nnvs 3 Aug. 5/1 She .. deported herself so as
totfclightaTurve>;drop*sheart. 189a PallMallG. 21 June
2/1 He showed himself a past master in deportment and
might be envied by Court Chamberlains, Gold Sticks,
Masters of Ceremonies, and the whole of Turveydropdom.
1897 N. B. Daily Matt ^i May 4 They pose in the depre-
catory attitude, and become (aj sort of 'Turveydrops in
Church politics. 1899 Longm, Mag. Apr. 337 Those Turvey-
dropian maxims on deportment and dress.

TuBa : see Tuza.
Tuscau {\v •kan), a. and sb. Also 6 Tuskan(e,
Thuscane, 6-7 Tuscane, 6-8 Thuscan ; 6 Tos-
cane, Thoscan, -kan, 7 Tpscan. [« F. Tuscan

,

-an€y It. ToscatWy ad. late L. Tttscan-us of or be-
longing to the Tusciox TTiuscT^ a people of ancient
Italy (called also ^Vr«j-(-i" Etruscans), pi. of Tuscus
adj. and sb., an ethnic name.]
A. adj, a. In reference to ancient times ««

Etruscan a. b. Of or pertaining to Tuscany,
formerly a grand duchy, having Florence as its

capital ; now a part of the kingdom of Italy, nearly
corresponding to the ancient Etruria.
a. 1513 Douglas y^«r/j xi. xii. 3 The Tuscane Dukis and

horsmen. 155a HuLOKT.Tuskan tongue or language. 1587
W. FowLKB lYks. (S.'i".S.) I. 100 Also Horatius that did
atone defend the bridge aganis the 'ITioskan force. 1600
Holland Ptinyix.240 He was taught the Tuscane learning
and knowledge. 1640 Ogilby Yirg. Georg. t. {1684) 72 Great
Vesta, llomulus, and Patriot Gtxis, Who guardi Imperial
Rome, and Tuscan Floods. 1706 Smith in Hearne Co//rc/.

14 Dec. (O.H.S.) I. 312 The old Thuscan language. 1843
Macaulay /(tfra//wj XXXV, TheTuscan army, Right gloriotui
(o Ijehold.

^
b, 1^ Kyd Househ. Phil. Wks. (1901) 263 Therefore was

it welFsayde of that Thoscan Poet [Petrarch]. 17*8 Cham-
bers Cycl. s.v. Italian^ The Tuscan is usually preferred to
the other Dialects. 1841 W. Spalding Italy fif It. Isl. \\,

171 All the Tuscan towns yield in interest to the classic city
(Florence! which became their chief. 1841-4 Emf.ksqn Ess.^
Art ^yks (Bohn) I. 149 The pictures of the Tuscan and
Venetian Masters. 1886 Pater Appreciations (1890) 158
The delicate . . sculpture of the early Tuscan school

C. Arck^ Name of the simplest and rudest of the

five classical orders of architecture; allied to the

Doric (of which it is by many considered a simpler

form), but devoid of all ornament ; belonging to

this order, as a Tuscan pillar.

1563 Shutk Archit. C iv, I haue more at large spoken of
this matter in the ending of the Tuscan piller. x6a4WoTTON
Archit. r. in Reliq. (1651) 228 The Tuscan isaplain, massie,

rurall Pillar, resembling some sturdy well-limb'd Labourer,
homely clad, tbid^ 230 The Tuscan is of all the rudest
Pillar, and his Principall Character Simplicity. 1728 Cham*
BERS Cycl. 5. v., Of all the Orders, the Tuscan is the most easily

executed: as having neither Triglypbs nor Dentils, nor
Modilliuus to confine its Intercolumns, z8oi Ranken Hist.

TUSH.
France I. i. v. 446 The Tuscan was more robust and un-
adorned than any of these orders [Doric, Ionian, and
CorinthianJ. 1851 Ruskin Stones Venice I. App. vii. 359
Another order, called Tuscan (which is no order at all, but a
spoiled Doric).

d. Applied to a method of plaiting the fine

wheaten straw grown in Tuscany for hats, bonnets,
etc. ; also to the golden yellow colour of this. C).
Leghorn i.

1834 M'-CuLLocH Diet. Comm. (ed. 2) 629 The Tuscan plait
..largely imported, and made up into bonnets in this
country. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 222/2 Men..tmpioyed
in drabbets and Tuscan plait at Haverhill [SufiblkJ. 1882
Caulfkild & Sawaki) Diet. Needlework 504 Tuscan straw
7vork, finely plaited straw of wheat, having a delicate and
slender stalk, and golden hue; growing in Tuscany, and
manufactured into circular ' Hats ', for bat and bonnet. 1887
Daily News n Jan. 3/1 Tiring of that novelty the public
called for other colours, and tuscan, apricot, coffee, and
beige followed in quick succession.

B. sb, a. = Etruscan sb, b. A native or
hihnbitant of mediaeval or modern Tuscany.
a. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 435 Eneas afterward

was kyng of ei[>er kyngdom of Latyns and of Tuscans.
f^id. III. 159 He ouercame l?e Vulces. .and made pees wijj

Tuscans, ci^s Wyntoun Cron, iv. 149 He knyt hym to ^e
Tuskanys, And warrayide wil^e J?aim J>e Ronianys. 15^
Bellenden Lizy 1. xx. (S.T.S.) 117 King_ tarquyne. .renewit
J>e bond of confederacion with tuskanis. 1600 Holland
Livy IX. 340 The Romanes having slaine many thousands
of the Tuscanes, gained thiriie eight ensignes of ibe field.

1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1851) I. 158/2 The Gauls ex-
pelled the Tuscans. 1843 Macaulay Horatius xWWy He eyed
the flinching Tuscans, And scorn was in his eye.

b. 1633 Massincer Guardian 11. v. The lusty girl of
France, the sober German, . . The Roman libertine, and
sprightfut Tuscan.

C. The language of Tuscany, regarded as the

classical form of Italian.

1^68 {.title) The Fearfull Fansies of the Florentine Couper

:

Written in Toscane, by lohn Baptista Gelli . . and . . translated
into English by \V. IJlarker]. 1671 J. Gailhakd Pres. St.
Italy (ed. 2) 173 The right Italian language, or Toscan, as
they usually call it, is very Sententious. 1817 Hyron Btppo
xxxi, He knew.. French and Tuscan. 1906 Hibbert Jrnl.
Apr. 583 Their language is the purest Tuscan of (he golden
age of the Italian Vernacular.

C. Comb.yVa Tuscan-coloured ^Ci\, (of the colour

of Tuscan straw : see A. d), -like adj. or adv.

;

+Tu8can-top, applied sarcastically to a style of

hair-dressing.

1581 Pettie Guazzo^sCiv. Cohv. ii. (1586) 65 If it be law-
full for me to write Tuscane like, why. .not, .likewise, .to

sjjeake Tuscane like ? 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster 111. i, These
high gable-ends, ihese tuscane-tops. 1905 It^'estm, Gaz.
8 Mar. 8/2 Such a hat would be very dainty in a.. Tuscan-
coloured straw with Saxe blue ribbon velvet.

Hence + Tuscaiiio a. [ad. L. Tuscanic-us] =
sense A.c; Tu'soanish a, = sense A. b; Tii'scaxi-

ism, Tuscan style or character; a Tuscan idiom or

phrase ; Tu'scasiie v.j (a) intr, to become
Tuscan

;
(b) trans, to make Tuscan

;
{c) itilr, to

speak in the Italian of Florence or Tuscany.
160X Holland Pliny xxxvi. xxiii. II. 595 Such pillars

as beare in compasse.., as much as. .the sixt part of the
height, be called Dorique:..such as have a seventh part, be
*Tuscanique. 1580 G. Harvey Let, to Spenser Wks. (Gro-
sart) I. 84 Not a looke but [isl *Tuscanish alwayes. Ibid.,

Since Galateo came in, and * Tuscanisme gan vsurpe. 1593— Pierce's Super, ibid. II. ig The glory of our English Elo-
quence, and our vulgar Tuscanisme (if I may so terme it).

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks. (Giosart) III. po He
would needs crosse the seas to fetch home two penntworlh
of Tuscanisme. 1906 Athenaeum 2 June 664/3 Ihe Tus-
canism *si domanda '. a 1618 Sylvester Epistles vii. 13
When every thing now *Tu5kanizelh so, That nothing is the

same it is in show. 1768 Haretti Mann. ^ Cust. Italy
I. 161 His language is the most nauseous medley. .taken
froni several of the Italian dtalect-s, and tuscanized m a most
ridiculous manner, ij^ Athenaeum 8 Apr. 4^1/1 The
Genoese who blames his Tuscanizing friend for saying * arim*
metica * in place di aritemetica.

Tusohe, obs. Sc, f. Tissue ; obs. f. Tush.

t Tuscl6. Obs. Forms: i, 4 tuxl, 6 tussle,

tuscle. [OE. *tuscely tuxly derivative of tttsc^ tnx,

Tusk sby\ - Tusk j/5.i i.

c xooo Sax, Leechd. II. 104 Wi3 onfealle jefoh fi5x asleah

of cucum Kine tuxl. a 1400 Octouian g2g Twey tuxlysoutof
hys mouth set, As of a bore. 1600 F. Walker sp. Maude-
ville lob. This man. .was borne. .with all the teeth and
tussles which he nowe hath. Ibid. 25 b, Her teeih and tussles

..began to bud and growe out anew. Ibid. 149 A wilde

lioare, with two great tuscles shooting aboue foure spans
out of his mouth.

Tusll (t»j), J^.^ Forms: a. I tusc, 4 tussche,

4-6 tusche, 5 tusshe, 6- tush. j3. 4 tos&ohe, 5
tosch(e, toyssh, 6 (9 rf/Vz/.) tosh. [ME, lus{s)ck,

tos{s)cky normal representatives of OE. lusc (see

Tusk sb.^) ;
partly specialized in use.]

1. ~ Tusk sb.^ i. Now chiefly arch, or dial.

a, cj^S Corpus Gloss. G. 62 Genuino, tusc. c 1050 in Wr.-
Wiilcker 489 Genuinis^ tuscum. 13.. Seuyn Sages (W.)

914 The tusches in the tre he smit. 13.. Gaza, <y Gr. Knt,
1573 ('the boarl Whettez his whyte tuschez. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xviij. xxxi. (Bodl. MS), Ueestes wi\> tee|»

and tussches in ail>er lowe haue none homes, c 1410 Master
o/Game (MS. Digby 82) v, Men beyonde l^e see calleth l>e

neither tusshes of \^ boore his armes, or elles his files, . . also

)?ei calleth his tusshes aboue gres. 1576 Turberv. Venerie

150 Amonge the reste they have foure [teeth],. .and we call

them Tuskes or Tusches. i6ai G. Sanuvs Oyiifs Met. viii.

(1626) 157 His tushes efjuall those Of Indian Elephants.

l6^* JobSELYN New Eng. Rarities 97 Morse, or Sea Horse,



TUSH.
having a greal Head, . . armed with Tushes as white as
Ivory. 1737 Stackhouse Hist. Biblt (1767) VI. vi. iii. 77
The whale has neither teeth nor tushes. 1848 Kingslev
S<tint'i Trag. lu viii. 299 He b .-in old boar, and honest

;

he wears his tushes outside, for a warning to all men.
/J. 13.. SeuyK Sages (W.) 911 The bor..wctte his tossches

and his fet. c 144a I'romf. farp. 497/2 Tosche, longc tothe
(tyiitck. MS. tosch; Pxmsoh tov*ssh), coivmclius, culmus.
a 1563 Becon Itumblc Suppiic. Wks. III. 22 Whose teeth ar
like to y« venomous toshes of y« rampyng lyon. 1813-78
in dial, glossaries (£. AngUa, Northumb,, Cuuib.}.

b. spec. A canine tooth, esp. of a horse : cf.

Tusk j*.i i U
ifc7 Markham CcbxU. I. iv. (1617) 28 At fiue jreares olde

he changes hb tushes. i6to — Masterp. 11. cl.\vii. 477 The
(horse's] tush will be white, small, short, and sharp, c \^ta
W. Gibson Farrier's Guide I. vi. (1738) 86 The canini or
Dog teeth, which in Horses ar« called the Tushes. 1766
Pknmant Zrvl. (1768) I. 107 The Hedge hog. . . In each jaw
are two sharp pointed cutting teeth ; in the upi>er jaw are
on each side four tushes, and five grinders : in the lower.

.

three tushes, .and. . four grinders. 185a Smedlkv F. Fairtegk
xl, Rising five and six.. tush well up in one, and nicely
through in the other.

o. A stnnted tusk in some Indi.in elephants.
1859 Tennknt CeyioH II. vill. i. 374 Not one elephant in a

hundred is found with tusks in Ceylon. . . Nearly all, how.
ever, have those stunted processes which are called tushes,
about ten or twelve inches in length and one or two in dia-
meter. 1859 All Vear RauHdNo. 32. 129 All theuntusked
cleph.'tnts of Ceylon have ' tushes ',.. which they use in
snapping oflf small branches. 1878 J. GlosoN in Etuyct.
Brit. VIII. 125/1 The male (Ceylon elephant] . .generally has
a p.-ur of upper incisors, known as ' tushes ', about a foot long,
and one or two inches in diameter. 1900 PoLLOK ^'t Thom
Spjris Burma ii. 35 The result of the cross.breed is that
you get hu-ge males with very poor tusks, but still tusks, as
distinct from tushes.

2. In a plough : = Fin sb. 3 b. Obs. exc. dial.
1649 Blithe Eng. Impnm. tmpr. (1653) 193 The Tush or

Phin of the Share will whelm the more being set down to
the work which is the Levell or bottom of the he.id. 1787
GRt>SE Pro:<iH£. Gloss., Tush, the wing of a ploughshare.
<;/.n<t 1894 S. E. IVorc. Gloss., Tush, (i) the broad part
of a plough-share.

3. Arch. (See quot. and cf. Tu.ss.)
1905 Bond Gothic Archil. 366 There may still be seen the

* tushes
' : i. e. the projecting courses on which the beads of

the flying buttresses were to rest.

Hence Toshed (t»Jt) a., having a tush or tushes

;

tusked.
c 144a /'romp. Pan. 497/2 Toschyd, or tuskyd (P. toys-

shydX colomcUatus. 1649 Blithe Eng. fmprtw. linpr.
(1653) 29 Plow thy I.andathin broad furrow, . .or r.-itherfl.iy

it, or tal<e oflf thy Skin or Turf with a very broad whinged
or tu'ihed share. ci8a8(see Tusked a. bj.

t Tush, sb:!- Obs. rare. [Variant of TlJSK sb.'^
;

for the form cf. prec] A tuft.

1570 Levins Manip. 193/39-41 A Tushe of heyres, crine-
turn. A Tuslie of tliornes, dumdum. A Tushe of trees,
arboretum.

Tnslli (trj), iiti. (rf.3) arck. Forms: 5 tussoh,
tysohe, 6 tusche, tusshe, tushe, tuch, 6- tush.
[A natural utten-ince : cf. TwiSH.] An exclamation
of impatient contempt or disparagement.
ct^^'Vork Myst. xxxiii. 121 5a, tussch ! for youre tales,

l>ai louche not entente, c 1450 Mankind 783 in Macro
Plays 29 Tysche I a flyes wcynge ! c 15a) Skelton
Mafny/. 591 Tushe ! holde your pece. 1533 Covebdale
yer, V. 1 1 Tush, there shall no miszfortune come vpon vs.
l6oa Shaks. Ham. I. i. 29 Tush, tush, 'twill not appeare.
1678 BuNVAN Pilgr. I. 251 Tush, s.Tid Obstinate, away with
your book. 1791 Ojwper Ili.id 11. 290 But tush,—Achilles
lacks Himself the spirit of a m;m. 1837 Hawthorne Twice-
told T. (1851) II. i. 16 Tush ! we have nothing to fear, i^i
Farrar Darkn. ff Dawn xlv. Tush, Cajsar ! be a man.
Sweep aside these flies. Poison them both.

B. sb. as a name for this utterance : esp. in
phr. +/0 make a tush at (or of), to scoff at, to
pooh-))Ooh {obs.),

1600 Holland Ltvy vi. xxxviii. 244 When the Tribunes.

.

in.Tde but a tush therat. i6j8 Earle Microcosm., Worlds
wise Man (Arb.) 61 His tush is greatest at Religion. 1632
LirHGOW Trav. (19061 p. xxii, A tush for th.-it snarling Crew.
a 1643 J. Shute JudgenKnt f, Mercy (1645) J28 People.,
that make a tush of the Devills power. 1883 R. L.
SrEVENsoN Lelt.(igol) I. vi. 272 These tushes Are wearisome.
Hence Tash v., intr. to say ' tush ! ', to scoff or

express impatience a/: also trans, to dismiss with
' tush

!

' {nomeuse) ; whence Tu-shing vbl. sb. ; also
Ta-sher, one who ' tushes ' ; Tashery, used by
K. L. Stevenson for a conventional style of romance
characterized by excessive use of affected archaisms
such as ' tush ! .

luS Udall Erasm. Par. Luke vi. 78 Thou makest muche
lushyng, and many exceptions. 1555 Harpsfield in Bonner
Homilies yh, (He] doth thou hym or tushe at hym. 1597
J. Pavne Royal Exch. 11 To make mei laughe at there
tushinge and scoffinge of religiouse matters. «679 J. BkownIji/eo/l-aith (1824) II. xxii. 428 People become hardened in
their sins, .lushing at all threatenings. 1819 Scott Ivanlwe
xnnv, Cedric lushed and pshawed more than once at the
Die^ige. 1883 R. L. Stevenson Lett. (1901) I. vi. 270 Every
tlLsber tushes me so free that may I lie lu.shed if the whole
thing be worth a tush. 1883— Let, to Colvin Oct. (1890) I.

285 Its great sport to write tushery. 1007 Academy 26 Jan.
90/1 This is what R. L. S. called ' tushery'. Luckily, .for
those who write tushery there Is an enormous reading public
th-u does not care a fig_ for Life. 1908 Times 9 Dec 14/4We overheard . . an occasional pishing and tushing.

Tushwe, oljs. form of Tissue.

tTtt'sliy, a. Obs. [f. TusHjii.I+.v.] Having
tu.shes ; = Tusky.

510

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas u i. {MS. liodl. 263) 10 Thei stood
..in daunger and in dreed Off cruel beestis, tiures and
leouns, Off tusslii booris. c 1557 Aup. Pakker i's.lxxx. 233
The tushy borcdoih route it up to stourc.

Tusk Ct2;sk), s//A Forms : a. 1-4 tux (i twux),
3-7 tuske, 7- tusk. /3. 4-5 tosk, //. toskea.
[OK. /ux (whence by metathesis ME. ^usA; (osk),

normal and common variant of the rare OE. ittsc

(whence Tush j^.I), = OFris. tnskj tuschy tosch

(mod, WFris. tosk^ NFris. tosk^ ioske, LG. of East
Friesland t^sk) ; in OEFris. the mutated plural
form tesck also occurs. There are no certain

cognates outside of the Anglo-Frisian area ; in mod.
WFris. iosk has entirely displaced the OFris. tOih

tooth.

On the supposition that the stem is that of Goth, tun^-us
tooth {with -sko suffix), it has been assumed that the OE.
forms had a long vowel {iiisc, /lio"), but of this there is no
clear evidence. It is also very doubtful whether the second
clement in the ON. mythical name Rata-toskr or -tgskr (a
squirrel) can be definitely identified with this word.]

1. A long pointed tooth ; esp, a tooth specially

developed so as to project beyond the mouth, as

in the elephant, wild boar, and various other

animals.
Atusk is most frequently a development of a canine tooth,

as in the boar and walrus ; but it may be an incisor, as in
the elephant and narwhal.
rt90o Laws ^Klfred c. 49 Monnes tux bii^ xv. scill. weor5.

?fzg5o Prose Guthtac v (Vercelli MS.), Heora teS wa;ron
horses tuxum {v.r. twuxan] jelice. ciooo Sax. Leechd, \.

370 Hundes tux fteba;rned & smale jegniden. axz^^Ancr.
A'. 280 pe wilde bor..is al kareleas of his tuxes, a 1225
Juliana 68 As an burst bar J^at grunde his tuskes. a 1300
E. E. Psalter Ivii. 6 [Iviii, 6] Toskes of liouns lauerd breke
sal ma. 13.. iVr Beues (A.) 742 A wilde bor . . \ViJ> his
toskes he al to-schok. <^i 1340 Hami-oli; Psalter Ivii. 6
Tuskis of lyons breke sail lord. ^1400-50 A L\xandcr ^ii^
Pai..Tuke out j^e tuskis & l>e tethe [of elephants], c 1470
Henrvson Mor. Fab. 11 84 Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 88 Je, Schir
Wolf, ..with 3our Tuskis rauenous Hes slane [etc.]. 1555
Edicn Decades 354 These great teeth or tuskes [of the ele-

phant] growe in the vpper iaw downewarde. 1601 R. John-
SON Kingd. <y Comifiw. (1603) 203 To their tusks were
fastened long and broad swords, to cut in sunder whatsoeuer
stoode in their way. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iii. 387
Boars whet their Tusks. X84X-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd,
(ed. 4) 828 In the Male NarwaL.from the intermaxillary
bone of the left side of the face there projects a single tusk
of great strength, which sometimes attains the length of
eight or ten feet. 1851 U. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) II, iii.

iii. 101 Several very large tusks of boars or wolves. 1868
Owen Vertebr. A mm. 1 1 1, xxix. 369 Teeth . . ofuninterrupted
growth, are called 'tusks'; such,. are the incisors of the ele-

{)hant, narwhal, dinotherium, and dugong, the canines of the
»oar, walrus, and hippopotamus. 1907 J. H. Patterson
ATan-Eaters 0/ Tsavo i\. 23 The unfortunate jemadar's head
had been left intact, save for the holes made by the lion's

tusks on seizing him.

b. Applied spec, to the jiermancnt canine teeth

of a horse. More commonly called tush,
x8o8 Compl. Grazier Introd. (ed. 3) ig Twenty-four grind-

ers,., four tushes or tusks, and twelve foreteeth. 1854 Owen
Skel. ^ Teeth in Orr's Circ, Sc. I. Or^-: Nat. 285 Tlie perma-
nent canine, or ' tusk ', next follows ; its appearance indi-

cates the age of four years.

O. Used in contempt for human teeth.

[Cf. quot. 1614 s. V. Tusk z/.' 2.] 163a Lithgow Trav. x.

446 He hath the longest Tuskes that euer stroke at Table.

2. A projecting part or object resembling the
tusk of an animal, a. Carpentry. A bevel or

sloping slioulder on a tenon, for additional strength.

1679 MoxoN Mech, Exerc. viii. 140 They cut a Tusk on
the upper side of the Tennani, and let that Tusk into the
upper side of the Girders. x688 K. Holme Armoury iii.

1 10/2 Tusk, is a Devel shoulder made to strengthen the
Tennant of a Joyst. i8as J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
566 In introducing binding joists,, .it is necessary, in order
to make the tenons sufficiently strong, to have a shorter
bearing tenon attached to the principal tenon, with a sluping
shoulder above, called a tusk, which term is likewise applied
to this tenon, called the tusk tenon.

b. In miscellaneous uses.

i8j3 Bvkon Juan vii. Ixiii, I've vow'd .. that shortly
plough or harrow Shall pass o'er what was Ismail, and its

tusk Be unimpeded by the proudest mosque. X871 G. Mac-
noNALD Songs Days ff Nights, ll^inter Days iv. ii, Down
lusks of ice one drop will go. 1908 /gt/t Cent. Jan. 128
From the base of this tusk of land the grand river front of
new Khartoum stretches.

c. In a lock, ' A sliarj) projecting point or claw
which forms a means of engagement or attach-

ment' (Knight /Jict, Mech. 1875).
d. Short for tttsk-shell : see 3.

In recent Diets.

3. attrib. and Comb. ya.?> tusk-hunter^ 't7iark\ tusk'

carrying, -like adjs. ; tusk-shell = Tootu-shell
;

tusk tenon, a tenon made with a tusk (see 2 a)

;

tusk vase, a vase made of an elephant's tusk, or in

imitation of one so made.
1898 Daily News 28 Apr. 6/i Mr. Neumann brought many

a procession of *tusk-carrying Zanzibarls to Mombasa...
Carriers of the heaviest tusks are given the post of honour—
the van. igo» Q.^ Rev. Oct. 418 The *tusk-hunter will not

be able to snoot nis two elephants in. .Kassola. 1876 Hux-
ley in Nature 11 May 33/2 'J'he male horse has a *tusk.
like tooth, or canine. 1909 Staci-oole Pools ofSilence xvii,

Above the "tusk marks, .could l)e seen the rubbing mark
where great shonlders had scratched themselves. 1861 P. V.

CARfENTEK in AV/. Smithsonian histit. i860, 222 Family
Dentaliadi£, (*Tusk-SlieIis.} 1825 "Tusk tenon [see 2 u].

TUSKED.
Hence Tuskish a., resembling a tusk ; Tusk-

wise cuiv,^ in the manner of a tusk.

1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 253 The teeth tuskish-like
lony. 1844 Mrs. Browning Drama oj Exile Wks. 1850 I.

72 Ye would perish,—beast by beast Devouring,—tree by
tree, with strangling roots And trunks set tuskwise.

Tusk, sb:^ Obs. exc. dial. [Of obscure origin
;

agrees in sense with Tussouk, which is found in
,

use 20 years later. The variant tush (see Tush
sb.'^) is common to this and Tusk sb.^, but it is

doubtful if there is any real connexion between the
words.] A tuft (of hair); also, of rusl)es, grass, etc.

'530 Palsgr. 284/1 Tuske of heer, motueau de cheueulx.
1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Cirrus, Cirratus, that hath
his heare.. growing in tuskes and lockes. 1577 B. Googe
Hercsbach's Hnsb. \\. (1586) 67 b, With a yellow hearie
tuske in the midst. 1598 W. Pmillii* Linschoien xxxix.
(Hakl. Soc.) I. 262 They weare onely a tuske of haire on the
toppes of their heades. x6ii Markham Country Content,
\. IV. (1668) 26 Grounds that are all tusks of rushes, short ling,
bramble bushes, or such like. 1851 Sternberg Z^/fi/. North-
am/'t., Tusk, a tuft of grass or weeds.

Tusk, v.^ [f. Tusk sb.^.^

1 1. trans. The technical expression for : To
carve (a barbel). Ol>s.

Perh. suggested by the tusk-like appearance of the two
pairs of cirn depending from the upper )aw.
i486 Bk.St. Albans F vij b, A Barbill tuskyd. X513 Bk.

Keruynge in Babees Bk, (i868) 265 Tuske that barbell. [1787
BEsr Angling (ed. 2) 169 Tusk a barbel^ cut him up. 1853
Erasers Mag. XLVIII. 694 The reader will remember
when he puts the slice into a fish, that he gobbets trout,
truncheons eel, fins chub, tusks barbel (etc.).]

2. intr, fa. ? To show the teeth. Obs.
1614 B. JoNSON .5ar/. Fair 11. iii. Vapours? Neuer tuske,

nor twirle your dibble... You shall not fright me with your
Lyon-chap, Sir, nor your tuskes. 1616— Epigr.c.\\\, Nay,
now you puffe, tuske, and draw vp your cliin, Twirle the
poore chain you run a feasting in.

b. To use, or thrust with, the tusks; of ahorse,
to pull roughly with ti)c teeth at.

i8as Jamieson, To Tusk at, to pluck or pull roughly; as
when a horse tears hay from a stack, Fife. 1803 Kipung
Many Invent. 204 They were rooting and tusking among
the young Sal.

3. trans. To root or dig up, or to tear ^^with
the tusks ; to wound with the tusk.
1629 Dekkkk Londons Tempe Wks. 1873 IV. jzo, I could

(to swell my trayne) beckon the Rhine, (But the wilde boiire
has tusked up his vine). 1818 Keats Endym. ir. 474 My
poor mistress went ..mad, When the boar tusked him. 1909
Stacpcjole Pools of Silence xvii, A tree, .showed half its

bark ripped off, tusked off by some old bull elephant. Ibid.
xix. The screams of men trodden under foot or tusked to
pieces.

4. To furnish with tusks ; to project from or adorn
like tusks.

X896 Kii'LiNG Seven Seas, Merchantmen, We've ratched
beyond the Crossets That tusk the Southern Pole.

tTusk, v.'^ Obs. rare-^. [app. f. Tusk j^^.^

;

cf. in the same sense Tuft v, 4.] iratts. ? To beat
the bushes in (a wood) in order to rouse the game.
X592 Lyly Galtathca \\. i. You were l>esl..make them

tuske these Woodes, whilst we stande with our bowesl

Tusk, var. ToiisK, fish.

Tuskan, obs. f. Tuscan.
Tuskar (twskili). Also tusker; tuysker,

twiscar. [ad. ON. torfskcri (FaT. torvskcri)^ f.

tor/ i\\\i + skera to cut, shear. Hence also Sc.

Gael, toirsgein {-s^iaiiy assimilated to sgian knife),

tairisgein,tairisgil{ci. Tuhskill).] An implement
for cutting peats used in Orkney and Shetland : see

quots.
x8o8-x8 Jamieson, Tusker, an instrument made of iron,

with a wooden handle, for casting peats, Orkn. 1809
Kdmondston Zetl. 1st. I. v. 177 The peats are cut with an
instrument called a tuy.sker, which resembles a narrow
spade, having a sh.irp plate of iron, called the feather^ about
seven inches long, projecting from the bottom on its left

hand side, and it determines the form and size of the peat.
i8sa H I UHEKT Shetl. 1st. 430 An ancient Scandinavian imple-
ment of husbandry is used for casting the peats, named a
tuskar, i8aa Scott Pirate xii, His thoughts were. .en-
grossed in the deficiencies of the one-stilted plough ; of the
'twiscar', with which they dig peats. iSS^Chamb. Jml.211
Here he cuts his peats.., using.. a spadelike instrument
called a tusker. 1884 RAAti'iNi Slietl. ^ Shctlanders ii. 86
His archaic implements of agriculture—his tuskar or peat
spade. X900 J. GuNN Orkney Bk. 297 I'he flaying-spade
and the tuskar are not mere toys, nor is * taking out the
newly-cut peats a holiday task.

Tusked (t»skt, poet, twskwl), a. [f. TusK sb^
+ -Ki>^.] Having tusks ; armcil with tusks.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 526 Biforn hym .stant brawen
of the tusked \v,r. tuxed] swyn. 15x3 Douglas Aincis vii.

Prol. 82 Fed tuskit baris, and fat swyne, 1555 Eden DC'
cades 355 Of the Indian elephantes, only the males haue
tuskes. But of them of Kthiopia and Lybia, both kyndes
are tusked. X656 Cowley Anacreontiques, Beauty, Some
with hard Hoofs, or forked claws. And some with Horns, or
tu.sked jaws. x68i Grew Musxutn i. 27 As to those Beasts
[wild boar] no one was horned and tusked too. i860
Wraxall Life in Sea ii. 44 A young animal [walrus], not
yet tusked,.. continued the attack, 1906 A. Noves Drake
in. in Blackw. Mag, May 622 Weird troops of tusked sea-

lions.

b. Her. Having the tusks of a specified tincture

difft rent from tliat of the rest of the body.
1766-87 PoRNY lleraldryw. (ed. 4) 16a Gules, an Elephant

statant Argent, tusked Or. cxSaS Berry Emycl, Ilcr. I.



TUSKER.
Gloss., Tusieei, or Tushedy . . is said of a Imnr, tyfier, or
elephant, when their tusks are borne of a different tincture
to that of the body. 1864 IJoutkll /fer. Nisi, ^ Po^, xvii.

§3 (ed. 3) 281 Two boars arg., bristled, tusked, and unguled or.

Tusker (to-skoj). [f. as prec + -erI.] A
beast iiaving tusks, esp. an elephant or wild boar.

1859 Tennenf Ceylon II. viii. i. 280 Some natives,,,
attracted by a noise in the jungle, witnessed a comljat be-
tween a tusker and one without tusks. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi ix. 188 The tusker, fearing less, keeps his trunk
down. 1887 E. GiLi.iAT Forest Ontlaivs 238 He.. would
fare forth in quest of a stag, a fox, or even a tusker [wild
lx>arl. 1893 Selous Trax: S, E. Africa 372 About twenty
elephants. ., but no good tuskers.

Tusker, var, Tuskar.

t Tu'sking. Obs. rare. [f. Tusk sb.'^ + -ing^.]
= Tufting vhi, sb. i.

1558 in Feiiillcrat Rercls Q. FMz. (1908) 93 Spente in attyres
of hcdi>eces gcrdells tuskynges pullinges owte and other
garniture.

Tuskless (twskjles), a. [f. Tusk sb^ + -lkss.]

Having no tusks.

1859 Tennent CeyioH If. viii. i. 381 The tuskless elephant.

1879 PRVER Let.'2^ Nov. in J. ^X^non Neva Ceylon \\\.(\Zt\)

72 Tw»o of the elephants (tuskless) ran off, but the third
faced about. 1895 Ckanib, jfrnl. XII. 726/2 Apparently it

is the male elephant that is usually found tuskless in Ceylon.
1907 Spectator 5 Jan. ii/i Tuskless swine will grout up
ground, if it be not 1(X) hard, almost as fast as the tusked
lnjar.

Tusky (t»ski), a. [f. as prec. + -y.] Charac-
terized by tusks; tnsked : chiefly as a poetic

epithet of the wild boar.
1620 Shflton Quix. II. xxxiv. m8 The Tuskie Boare

was laid along, with many lauelins points. 1697 Diivi>en
Virg. Vast. x. 89 On Mountain tops to chace the tusky
Boar, a 1763 Siienstone F.legies xx. 61 Kor them our
tusky elephant expires. 1853 Kanh Grinncll Exp. xx.(i856)
160 That marine pachyderm, the tusky walrus.

b. Having projections like tusks.

1830 Oalt Laivrie T. vi. x. The banks, ragged and tusky
with fallen trees, were in few places accessible,

Tusmose, tussemose : see Tuzzy-muzzy.
TUSS. dial, or Ob$, [Northern var. ofTusK sby^

Arch. One of a series of stones or bricks forming
ft projecting course for the attachment of an addi-
lional structure. Cf. Tush sb^ 3 and Toothing
vhl, sb. 2 b.

1413 in Raine Catlerick Churchy Yorks, (1834) 9 And the
forsaidc Richarde sail putte oute tnsscs for the makyng of a
Keucstcry. Ibid. 10 And also forsaide Richarde sallc schote
out tiisses in the west ende for makyng of n stepiU.
x8t4 Raine note. This.. term.. implies the projecting stones
ii:It in.. masonry.. by which a contemplated building might
in due time be attached.. .Such. .stones. .are still in the
north of England not unfrcqucntly called /wxjrj, a corruption
of tusks.

Tussac, -ack : see Tussock,
Tussah, -eh, var. Tusser, tussore.

Tusaal (tosal), a. rare^*". [f. L /tfJf-iV cough
+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to a cough.
1890 B1U.INGS Med. Diet., Tuual^ pertaining to cough.

1900-13 in DoRLAND Med. Diet.

Tusseeldar, var. Tahsildar.
Tusser (to-soj), tussore (tp-so^a). Also 7

tussre, tessar, tessur, 9 tasar, toasar, tussar,
tUBsur ; 8-9 tuasoh, tuasah, tusha. [ad. Hindi
(and Urdu) tasar (to*s»r) :—Skr, tasara (also

irasara\ shuttle, ' perhaps from the form of the
cocoon (Yule & HumcU).
Of the various spellings of this word the type tussar, -w,

-irr represents most exactly the Hindi original. The forms
tttssah, -eh, though fretiuently employed in works dealing
specially with India, are erroneous and due to some mis-
understanding. The prevailing form in ordinary use is now
tussore (proK after Indian place-names such as Mysor€\
to which the incorrect pronunciation (ti^sOa'j) is frequently
given.]

1. A coarse brown silk (furnished by Anihersea
viylitta and other species of silkworm) made in

and imported from India. Also ellipt, a dress made
of this,

a. x6i9 in Foster En^. Factories Ind. (1906) 112 A kind
of Bcngala stuff of silke.. called tessar. i6ao Ibid. 198
Quilts of 'Sutgonge' .. lined .. partly with t.iffcta and
rrtly with 'tessur*. i6ao ((Jet. 6) Ftutory F,c., Patna

(India Office M.S. Rec.), Wee have finished our pro-
visiones for this yeare. . 12 courge of Tussres. 1810 in l\\\-
hum Oriental Co*/i»r, (1825) 263 Duty on.. Tusha, 5 annas
per seer of 80 Sic. wt. 1827 D. Johmsom Ind. Fiel^i Sports
165 A coarse kind of silk known by the name of tuiisar,

is produced there in large quantities. 1845 Stocquelkr
Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 196 A lighter silk, termed
tusser, much used . .for room-punlcahs, . .gentlemen's blouses
and ladies' morning-dresses. 1873 IIlociimann tr, Ain-i-
Akbari I. 94 (Y.) Taasar, per piece.. 4 to 2 Rupees. 1876
Couii Si/k in />//. Manuf. Industr. V. 171 The silks now
generally rccogni/ed as tussahs, . .are a description of wild
silk (ctc.J. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. p. xliii, Illustrations
of silk culture, especially tussur.

f\. 1876 Hksant & Rick Cold. Butterfly HI. 132 You
think it is silk,.. and I believe they call it Indian tussore.
1884 G. AiXKN Philistia 1. 58 A perfect fright in my shabby
old Indian tussore. 1893 F. F. Moorr / Forbid Banns
(i8<>9) 120 Wearing a ctjstume that.. must have cost fifty
guineas, while my daughters.. are compelled to put up with
the plainest of Tussores I

b. More fully tusser or tussore silk.

«. 17^ M. Atkinson in Trans. Linn. Soc. (1804) VII. 41
A specimen of IJugliy Tusseh silk. 1838 M. Maktin Fast
India II i. iv. 157 The chief use to which the tree, .is..
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applied is to rear the Tasar silk. 1867 Pitt-Rivers Evol.
Culture, Prim. Warfare i. {1906) 62 note. The Satumia
mylitta is the caterpillar from which the Tusseh-silk is

obtained. 1884 Health Exhib. Catnt. i^'&l^ Tussah Silk,
Corah Silk, Chuddahs.
p. 1883 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needle^vork 504 Tus-

sore silks.. are of Indian manufacture. 18^ Daily Neivs
26 May 6/^ The wild silks of India, knowa m commerce as
' Tussore silk ', of which ladies' dresses and various articles
are made.

2. A silkworm which yields tusser silk : —tusser-
worm (see 3).

1796 M. Atkinson in Trans. Linn. Soc. (1804) VII. 41
There are none of the Palma Christi species of Tusseh to
be had here.

3. allrib. and Comb., as tusser clolh^ dress, para-
sol, stuff; tusser-coloured adj. ; tuaser-moth, any
moth of which the larva {tusser-wornt) yields
tusser, as the Indian Antherxa mylitta and the
Chinese A*pernyi\ tusser-(8ilk)worm, any silk-

worm yieldin*^ tusser ; the larva of a lussermoth.
a. 1908 AVw Reformer \. 414 The varieties are that of the

well-known Tassar.. woven into the common *Tassar cloth,
so highly esteemed all over the world for light clothing.
iSoa Roxburgh in Trans. Linn. Soc. (1804) YII. 34 A
rnost durable, coarse, dark^oloured silk, commonly called
Tusseh-silk, which is woven into a kind of cloth called
*'lusseh doot'hics [DiioTiJ. 1834 T. Urown Bk. Buttcrfl.
^ Moths (ed. 2) I. Pref., That splendid insect, the *Tusseh
Moth of Uengal. 1876 Sat. Rci'. 14 Oct. 468/1 The work of
the *Tus.sur silk-weavers. 1796 M. AxKiNsoNin Trans.Linn.
Soc. (1804) y I!. 41 There is another variation of the *Tusseh
silk-worm in the hills ne.^r Itauglipore. 1837 Hklfer in
Jml. Asiatic Soc. Bengal VI. 42 1 he Tusseh Silkworm.

.

IS the most common in use of the native silkworms. i6zo in
Foster Eng. Factories India (1906) 197 *Tusser stufes of Ben-
gala, of halfe silke, halfe cotten. 1813 W. Milruhn Oriental
Comm. (1825) 303 There are two other kinds of worms which
produce silk in Ilengal, viz.the ^Tusseh and Arrindy worms.
1878 T. Wardlk Monogr. on Tusser + other Silks India 3
Silk produced by the Tasar, Tusser or Tussore worm. 1890
' R. ItoLDRKWOon ' Cot. Reformer (1891) 336 Augusta's dust-
coloured *tusser wrap.
p. 1887 Daily News 20 July 6/1 A 'tussore-coloured lace

dress. 1896 ' H. S. Merriman * Flotsam iv. 46 Cool brown
"tussore dresses, embroidered in white. 1881 Miss Hraddon
Asphodel I. 54 Under her big "tussore parasol.

t Tu9Serd(e. Obs. rare. (?)

ligfi Naval A(c. Hen. VII{iZ<fi) 164, iij quarters of a c of
Tusscrdes iij« & a Io<Ie of grenewodc xvj**.

Tusshe, obs. form of Tusu.
t Tussicate, v. Obs. rare^K [f. L. lusstc-us

afflicted with tussis a cough : see -atk 3.] intr* To
cough. Also Tussicular (tz^sikizXlai) a. [ad. L.
tussieuldris, f. tussicula, dim. of tussis cough]

;

Tussicula'tion : see quots.

1^ pASTARn Chrestot. \. xv. 11 Phisition Mirus talkes of
saliuation,. .Who doth ingurgitate, who tussicatc. 1857
DuNCLisoN Med, Lex., Tussicular, relating to a cough, or
to a slight cough. 1890 Billings Med. Diet,, Tussiculation,
slight, frequent, dry cough.

II TussilagO (tosil^i-gtf). Bot, Also formerly,

in French and anglicized form. 6 tuasyllage, 7
tussilage. [L. (Pliny), f. tussis cough, from its

use for curing coughs.] A genus of composite
plants, including the coltsfoot, T. Farfara.
Formerly alsoincluding the butterbur (7\ Petasitcs, now

Peiasites vulgaHs).
1510 Staniiriix;k Vocabula (W. de W.) D ij b, TussHego,

tussyllage. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp, 499 Thissyrupe
is denominated from Tussilage. 1706 PniLLiPs(ed. Kersey),
TussilagO, the Herb Foal's-foot, or Colts-foot, gooti for a
Cough. 171a in Roses ofKilravoch (Spald. CI.) 399 Debtor
to A. Paterson, chyr-apothecarie . . for tussilago.fiower,
maidenhair, . .etc. 1741 Compl. E'am.-Piece i. i. 70 Put to it

3 I^eaves of gootl 'lussilago. 1786 Aderchombie Arr. in
Card. Assist. 68 (Petasites) butterburr, or greater tussilago.

TuBsimussie, obs. f. Tuzzy-muzzy, nosegay.

Tussive (t»-siv), a. [f. L. tussi'S cough +
-IVK.] Pertaining to or caused by cough.
1857 Dunclisom Med. Lex., T'wjx/w, belonging or relating

to cough :—as tussive vibration ; the vibration of the p.-irieies

of the chest, caused by coughing. i86j H. W. Fuller Dis,
/.tfM^j 2if Tussive fremitus and rhonchal fremitus, .possess
little value as indications of disease. 1899 Alibuit's Syst.
Med. VI, 87 Vocal or tussive vibrations and sounds from the
main air-tubes.

Tussle (t»VI),j^. Forms: see Tussle z*. [f.

Tussle v. Rare in literary use before 19th c] A
vigorous or disorderly conflict ; a severe struggle,

a hard contest ; a scuffle, a. in physical sense
;

fin quot. 1629, an assault {obs.).

i6aQ in Picton L'poolMunic. Rec. (1883) I. 232 Wee present
Hugh Houghton for a tusle upon Mr. Ballive Chantrell.

1749 FiKLUiNG Tom Jones \x. w, I hate to see two people
bear ill-will to one another, after they have had a tussel.

1818 Scott Ilrt. Midi. li, It is some comfort, when one has
had a sair tussle, .that it is in a fair leddy's service, 1848
C1.0UGII Bothie I. 146 Where the life and the strength came
out in the tug and the tusnie. 1851 Borrow Lq^engro
Ixxxii. (1893) 318, 1 put m^'selfinto a posture which I deemed
the tiest both for offence and defence, and the tuzzle com-
menced. 1863 Smii.ks Engineers III. 31 There was a terrible

tussle and worrying between the dogs.

b, in figurative sense : esp. a sharp and deter-

mined contention or dispute.

1857 DicKF-NS Lett. (1880) II. 23, 1 hope you have seen my
tussle with the 'Edinburgh' [Reviewl. 1883 C. F. Adams
College E'etich 11 An experience in the tussle of life. 1884
Pall Mall G. 17 July 2/1 The prospect of a tussle with the

Peers.

TUSSOCK.

Tussle (t»Vl), V. Forms: 5 tuasill, 6-7
tusle, 6-9 tussel, 8-9 tustle, 9 tussell, tussle,
tuzzle. [Orig. app. Sc. and northern

; prob. dim. or
freq. ofTousE v. : cf. Tousle, in north, dial, toozle.]
1. tram. To pull or push about roughly, to

hustle ; to struggle or contend roughly with, to
engage in a tussle with. Now rare.
c 1470 Henrvson Mor. Fab. ix. {\Volf fi( Fox) xvii, I trow,

ye haif Ijene tussillit with sum tyke. 1573 G. Harvey
Letter-bk. (Camden) 18 Sum of them, .hath baitid and tuslid
and chasid me. 1706 Philliis (ed. Kersey), To T7istle, to
rumple, ruffle, or touze. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin,
Ixxii. (1783) III. 34 The maid opened the door. .and then we
tussel d her against the door-post, 1858 Cari.ylk Eredk,
Gt. VII. VI. (1872) II, 31S His Majesty hustled and tussled
the unfortunate Crown-Prince.

2. iutr. To struggle or contend in a vigorous and
determined way ; to wrestle confusedly ; to scuffle.

a. in physical sense.
1638 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (i 883) I. 232 Wee present

. . lane Ireland and Elizabeth Ireland for tusHng and scolding
one uppon another. 1719 D'Urkkv Pills III. 322 These
sons of him That hurls the bolt trisulcate. .Did tustle with
red-ey'd pole-cat. 1836 Marryat Japlut xxvi, I tussled
with the man until my coat and shirt were torn. 1852
Eraser s Mag. XLVI. 95 When, .fairly hooked, he shakes
his head, tuzzles a little at the line, and.. slips away.

b. in fig. use.

186a H. Marrvat Vear in Sweden I. 425 The Catholics
tustled with the Reformed clergy for the pulpit. 1864 John
Grenuold 1. 187 That., bitter thought, .tussles hard with
ones fortitude. 1897 N. V. t^oice 18 Mar. 8/2 The new tariff

bill with which the extra session of Congress will tussle and
pass, is said to be in the main a restoration of the McKinley
tariff of 1890.

Hence Tu'ssling vbl. sb. and ///, a. ; also

fTtL'sslement, an act of tussling, an assault (obs.).

tS97 Salford Portmote Rec. (1902)3 Adam Pilkington and
Isabell '1 raves made an affraye or tusselment, 1844
KiNGLAKH Edlhen xxvii. (1878) 352 Forest trees, tall and
stately, .yet lead a tussling life of it below. 1858 Cari.vle
F'redk. Gt. in. xvi. (1872) I. 240 The innumerable sanguinary
tussellings of this War.
Tussle, var. Tuscle Obs.^ tusk.

Tussock (t»-s3k), sb. Forms : 6-7 tussocke,
(6thu88ocke), 7-9 tussuck, 8- tussock, (9 -ack,
-ac, -ick). [perh. an altered form of Tusk sb!^

(which is known in 1530), assimilated to diminu-
tives in -OCK ; but the actual relation of the two
forms, as well as their ulterior history, is obscure.]

1. A tuft or bunch of hair. Now rare (cf. sense 3).
1550 Latimek Last Serm. bef Edw. F/ (1584) 107 b, If

they would keepeit Ihairl. .as thtjy ought todoe, there should
not any such Thussockes nor '1 uftes be scene. Ibid,, These
Thussockes that are layd out now a dayes, there is no men-
tion made in Scriptures, because they were not vsed in

scripture tyme. They were not yet come to be so farre out
of order, as to lay out suclie 'Ihussockes and Tuftes. 1550
Crowley EMgr. 1303 If theyr hayre wyl not take colour,
then must tney by newe, And laye it oute in tussockis : this

thynge is to true. 1893 Crockett Stickit Minister (1894)
10 Bushy tussocks of grey eyebrow.

2. A tuft, clump, or matted growth, forming a

small hillock, of grass, sedge, or the like ; formerly

also, a tuft or bunch of leaves, thorns, etc.

1607 Makkham Caval. vi. iv. (1617) 12 If there bee any
tussockes of long grasse, rushes, or dead fogge. x68i Grew
Musseunt 11. i. ii. 186 The Fruit [Prickle Apple] is remark-
able for the several Tussucks or Bunches of Thorns where-
with it is armed. 1783 C. Bryant Flora Diaet. (1787) 84 It

hath a creeping root, from which comes forth a tussuck of
long slender leaves. 1829 Loudon Eneycl. Plants (1836) 59
A[iraJ ciespitosa is common in marsh-meadows, and occa-
.Mons those excrescences called tussocks or hassocks which
interrupt the progress of the scythe. 1883 Century Mag.
XXVI. 925 Obliged to pick his way through an unusually
soft marsh, springing from tussock to tussock. 1898 Dublin
Rev. Jan. 166 Hills.,overgrown with prickly plants forming
rounded tussocks.

3. Short for tussock-wotlt or caterpillar : see 5.

1819 G. Samouelle EniomoL Compend. 247 Lar[ia] pudi-
bunda (pale tussock)... Lar. fascelina (dark tussock). 191

1

G. H. Carpenter in Eneycl, Brit. XVI. 472/2 The larvae.

.

are very hairy, and often carry dense tufts on some of their

segments ; hence the name of ' tussocks ' frequently applied
to them.

4. Short for Tussock-gbass. Also in //.
183a C. M. GooDRiDCK Voy. South Seas 34 The Johnnys

build their nests..among the long grass, generally termed
Tussick. 1869 I-ADY Bakker Station Life N. Zealand iv.

(1874) 25 Tussocks, the tall naiive grass, has the colour and
appearance of hay. 1886 B kitten & Holi^nd Eng.
Plant-n., Tussocks, Agrostis vulgaris, and A. alba.—
Glou[cesterJ.

5. allrib. and Comb,, as (in sense 'covered with

or consisting of tussock-grass*) tussock-bog, ground,

motoui', tussock-caterpillar, the larva of the

tussock-moth ; tussock-moth, one of various kinds

of moth, as those of the genus Orgyia, the larvse of

which have long tufts of hairs ; tussock-sedge,
a species of sedge, Carex stricta, growing in thick

clumps. See also Tussock-crass.
1847 Sir J. C. Ross Voy. S. Seas II. 262 A *Tussock-bog

(for so a tract of land covered with this grass is called). 1843

J. D. Hooker in Gard. Chron. 4 Mar. 131/1 These heaps,
or tussacks, grow generally apart, but within a few feet of
one another, . .so that, in walking among them, you are quite
hidden from view, and the whole *Tussac ground is a perfect

labyrinth. 1826 Kihuv & Si. A'«/ij;/W. HI. xxx. 176 In the
larva of *Tussock moths {Laria pudibundn,fascelina, etc.)

the h'Tirs are collected into tufts. 1887 Amer. Naturalist
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XXI. 581 The white-marked tussock-moth, and the fall

web-worm are the insects discussed. 1901 li^cstm, Gaz.

6>Sept. 10/a The New York city parks have lately been
inraded by a great army of caterpillars. The cause of all

the trouble is the tussock moth, 1835 Waddell K^y, 57
They differ from the king penguin. .in having nests, which
are sometimes in the sides of*tussac mounds. 1884 NIillfr

PlaMt'M.^ Carcx stricta^ Greater Tufted Sedge, *Tussock
Sedge.

Hence Tu'ssocked (-skt) «., covered with or

formed into tussocks
;
planted, covered, etc. with

lussock-grasfi ; Tu'ssooker {siang): see quot.

;

Ta'ssooky a., abounding in or forming tussocks.

1796 MoBSE Amtr. Geog. I. 540 The marshes., are banked,

drained, 'tussocked, ploughed, and harrowed. 183a C. M.
OtycxitiMXif. V<^. South Seas v^ Our domicile.. comfortable,

in comparison to our boat tussicked up. 189a Times
a? Dec lo/i Sunlight filters through . . to promote the growth
of the tussocked grass. 1S89 V. Pyke Wild Will Enderby
X. 148 A * sun-downer' or ' *tussocker '..is, .one who loiters

alMDUt till dusk, and then makes for the nearest station or

hut, to beg for shelter and food. 1805 U. W. Dickson Pract.

Agric. 1 1. 920 The grass (is liablej . . to become *tussocky, or

rise in large tufts. 1863 Spring LapL 54 We saw.. rough
tussocky meadows. 1880 Sebbohm Siberia in Europe 180

The tussocky ridges between the little bogs. 1908 Daily
ChroH. 24 Dec. i /3 A girl who has . . a piece of his tussocky

brown hair in a little locket on her breast.

Tu'SSOCk-gra:SS. Also tussac, -aok.

L One or other of several grasses of the Southern

Hemisphere ; esp. (a) Poajlabellata (formerly DaC'
tylis cstspUosa)^ a tall-growing valuable grass of the

Falkland Islands and Patagonia
; (/') Lomandra

lon^i^foHa of Australia (N.O,y««c^Ci'<iO; (c) various

New Zealand species of Arundo and Poa.
184a Guernsey Star Sept., The splendid Tussack Grass is

the.. glory of the Falkland Islands. Every animal there

feeds upon it. .and fattens in a short time.. .The blades are
about SIX foot long, and from 200 to 300 shoots spring from
one plant. 184s Lindlev Veg. Kingd. (1846) 113 Attention
has lately been directed to the Tussac-grass of the Falklands,
/i>j/i*cay?rt^/Vrt/a, a species forming tufts 5 or 6 feet high.
1866 Treas. Bot. 550 I'ussac or Tussock [Grass], Dactylis
csspitosa, 1878 J, BuLL£R N, Zealand i. Introd. 9 It is

generally, .covered with either forest, tall fern or tussock-
grass. 1880 Buchanan Grasses //. Zealand Tab. xxvii &
xxviii, Arufuio conspicua ..A.fuhnda^ plumed tussac grass,

1884 ' R. Boi.drewoud' Melbourne Mem. v. 38 The roof
was neatly thatched with the tall, strong tussock-grass. 1906
CiiEESMAN A''. Zealand Flora go8 Poa caespitosa, Tussock
grass,

2. The tufted hair-grass, Aim cxspitosa^QX other

native grass growing in tussocks.

i860 G. H. K. in Vac. Tour. 117 Her cozy lair, amongst the
sweet bog myrtle and warm tussock grass. Ibid. 134 The
splashy moor, too wet to grow heather, , .covered with tufts

of coarse tussock grass. 1861 Miss Pratt Floiver. PI. VI.

73 Tufted Hair-grass, , is commonly known . . by the name of
Hassock or Tussack-grass.

Tussore, tussur : see Tusser.

t Tu'SSy. Ohs, rare, [? Derivative of a simple
*/«j or *tusse^ in tus{se)mose\ see Tuzzy-muzzy.]

A cluster, jjosy, or knot of flowers or leaves; an

ornament of silver or gold of this form, forming a

buckle or the like,

1541 Will E. yi/yZ/rtr (Somerset Ho.), Myblacke rybbondc
with the hookes 8t a Tussy of syltier. 1633 J. Done Hist.
Septuagint 49 The Master Goldsmiths had laboured a
Girdle of Flowers, and Tussics of all Fruits.

Tuasyllage, Tustle : see Tussilago, Tussle.

Tut (twt), sb^ Also 6, 8 tutt, 7 tit, toyte, 8-9
toit. [There is i>erh. more than one word here.

Of the origin nothing has been ascertained.]

1. Each of a number of objects set up as * bases

'

in rounders or similar games; also (in//.), a kind
of stool-ball in which the player at each base must
move to the next base each time the ball is

struck ; also called iut-ball ; also the game of

rotmdcrs. local.

1519 in Priory 0/ Hexham (Surtets) II. 157 Ludi in*

honesti, prout pili-ludus pedalis, et manualis, viz. tuttes, et

handballac I'ennyston, c 1^71 Gascoigne Fruites 0/Warre
xciv. Yet haue I shot at matster Bcllums butte And throwen
his ball although I toucht no tutte, I haue percase as
deeply dealt the dole As he that hit the marke and gat
the gole. 1655 Clahke Phraseol. Pueriiis 141 (Halliw.),

1777 Horx Subsecivx (MS.) 443 (E.D.D.) Tut^ a sort of
stool ball much practised alMut the Easter holidays, par-
ticularly at Exeter. 1877 Holderness Gloss., Tut'bally..i\,

very ancient game,, .elsewhere called stool-ball, 1883 Jack-
son & BuRNE Shropsh. Folk-Lore 524 Tut-ball. . . One of the
players in the den., hit back the ball with the palm of the
hand, and immediately ran to one of three brick-bats, called
' tuts '—which were set up at equal distances.

2. western dial, ' A small seat or hassock made
of straw ; a cushion or hassock for kneeling upon

*

(^Eng. Dial, Did,).

1553 Bradford Serm. Repent. (1574) Fj, Oh hard harts
that we haue, which make tuts for syn. 1637 Churchiu. Ace.
Cluddle (Davies), Paid for a tut for him that drawes the
liellowes of the orgaines to sit upon. 1637-8 Hartland
{Devon) Church Ace. in Chope Hartland Gloss, s.v. Toyie,
Paid John Couch for a toyte for Mr. Churton to kneele
upon 4d. 1647-8 Ibid.^ Paid for a tit for the minister ad.
i7Sx-a E. Budleigh Churchw. Ace. in Rep. Devonsh. Pro.
p/wc. July (1902) (E.D.D.), For three tutts for the parson, is.

1786 Pilton Churehw. Ace. in Notes \ Gleanings (Exeter)
II, 37/2 P* for a Toit for the Minister's Dusk [sic].

b. traiisf. as a butchers' term : = Cushion 1^.43.
S896 Farmer's Mag. Jaxu 55 Wide fore-quarter, .not quite

matched by.. the hind-quarters, the flank and tut being
rather deficient.

f 3. The orb borne as an emblem of sovereignty.

Obs, rare—*^,

1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4), Tut^..z^ globe or ball, with
a golden cross on it, anciently carried by Emperours and
Kings. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tut^ or Mound, an Im-
perial Ensign of a Golden Globe, with a Cross on it.

Tut (tPt), sb'^ local. Also 8 tote, tot-. [Origin

unascertained.] Orig. in the Cornish tin-mines,

now also in Derbysh. lead-mining : in the phrase

upon tut (also by the tut), and attrib. as tttt-

bargaifiy -matif -work (also as vb.), -worker, -work-

ing, -workman : denoting a system of payment by
measurement or by the piece, adopted in paying

for work which brings no immediate returns, as

distinct from Tkibute 3; hence, work of this

character; dead-work.
X778 Prvck Min. Corftub, j8o (Under certain conditions]

they set it to be sunk, driven, stoped, or cut down upon Tut

;

and in such case the Miners take what they term a Tut*
bargain ; that is, a piece or part of unmeasured ground, by
the lump, for such price as can be agreed upon. Ibid. 184
The great inconvenience that attends this Tut-work or bar-

gains by the lump or by the fathom, is, that if the ground

f)roves hard and chargeable in the working, the labourer
las no ability to go through with it. 1790 Grose Prmnnc.
Gloss, (ed. 2) S.V., To do work by the tut, or tote ; to under-
take it by the great. West. 183a liAiinAGE Econ. Manuf.
xxvi, (ed. 3) 252 Tutwork. .consists in sinking shafts, driving

levels, and making excavations. 1839 De la Beche Rep.
Geol. Corniv. etc xv. 567 Persons performing the work under
the captains in the various parts of mines may.. be divided

into tributers, tutworkmen, and labourers. 1855 J. R. Leif.

CHILD Cormvall Mines 147 The tutworkers, or tutmen, can
rcidily judge of the hardness of the ground to be excavated.

Ibid, 152 Dolcoath miners,, .blasting and breaking, tut-

working and tributing. Ibid. 175 Details of Expenses...
Tutwork Bargains. 1874 J, H. Collins Metal Mining 40
Shafts are sunk and levels driven, in Cornwall and elsewhere,

at a fixed rate per lineal fathom., .This form of bargain is

called tutwork. 1906 G. R. Lewis m Victoria Co, Hist.f

Cornw, I. 568/2 The workmen. .are, either tribute, tut, or

daymen, ..the tut worker contracting, at a certain rate for

the sinking of shafts and. .driving of levels.

b. Also in agricultural work (in s.w. counties),

1800 Sir J. Call in Cotnmun. to Board ofAgric. II, 482
Labourers and mechanics, who, instead of living with their

employers, . . have . . undertaken tet-work, or worked for daily

hire. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. 11. 401 The [Dorset]

labourers are paid by ' tut ' work, the dung-put fillers being
paid by the square yard, and the spreaders and ploughmen
by the acre. 1865 Daily^ Tel. 16 Nov, 3/5 He had had only
one week of tut-work since harvest, when he earned is,

extra. Mr, Bartlett.. admitted that,.. when he worked by
the day, he gave him only 8s. a week, but he let him have
his thatching and other tut-work, including hedging.

Tut (ti^t) , tut, {sb:-^). Also 6 tutt, -e, 9 Sc. tuts.

y3. 9 Sc. toot, tout ; toots. [A natural utterance

;

the spelling tut sometimes represents the palatal

click (also spelt TcHicK, Tck), Cf, also hut tut,

hoot toot, hout tout s, V, Hoot ?«/,] An ejacula-

tion (often reduplicated) expressing impatience or

dissatisfaction with a statement, notion, or pro-

ceeding, or contemptuously dismissing it. (The Sc,

toot, toots, expresses mild expostulation.)

01529 Skelton Caudatos Anglos 27 Shake thy layle,

Scot, lyke a cur, For thou bcggest at euery mannes dur

:

Tut, Scot, I sey. Go shake thy dog, hey I 1536 in Strype
Eccl. Mem, (1721) \. xxxvi. 282 [He said, to what she
had spoken, as it seems, in her own defence] Tut, tut, tut

[and shaking his head three or four times], a 1553 Udali.
Royster D. i. il (Arb.) 14 Tut I owe nought. 1580 Lupton
Sivqila 18 Alteration (quoth you) tutte, it is wonderful.

1591 Tronb. Raigne K, John (161 1) 67 Tut, tut, my mercie
serues to maime my selfe. 1599 Portek Angry Worn.
Abingd.iVercySoc.) 57 Tut, tell not me of your impatience.

i6oi Shaks. ^ul. C. V. i. 7 Tut, 1 am in their bosomes, and
I know Wherefore they do it. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cofiq.

V. i, I come,, .once more, to ask pardon.. .Tut, boy, a trifle.

i8z6 J. Wilson iVijc/. Anibr. Wks. 1855 I. 200 IVorth. I wish
you would review these four volumes. ...S7«r//«n/. Tuts!
What's the use o* reviewin ? 1859 Thackeray Virgin.

xc, Tut, tut !. .let us hear no more of this nonsense ! 1865
' Lewis Carroll' Alice's Adv. ix, 'Tut, tut, child !

* said

the Duchess. ' Everything's got a moral, if only you can
find it.'

p. 1805 M^Indoe Poems 71 Gulllie said, toots. We'll have
that there's no doubts. 1818 (Oct.) Scott in Lockhart Liye xUi,

He . . rebuked the Captain with ' 'i'oots, Adam ! toots, Adam 1

'

1835 Carrick Laird of Logan (1841) 137 Toot, man, baud
your tongue, 1896-99 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

b. sb. The (or an) utterance of this exclama-

tion, or a sound resembling this.

1676 Mace Musicks Man. log The Tut, is a Grace,., is

a sudden taking away the Sound of any Note.. in such
a manner, as it will seem to cry Tut. 1S94 Donovan With
Wilson in Matabeleland 229 The incessant ' tut-tut-tut ' of
the Maxims. Ibid. 2-^2 P^ach 'tut-tut' represents a bullet, at

the rate oftwo to three hundred a minute. 1906 Daily Chron.
16 Jan. 6/7 There should be fixed stopping places [for motor-
busses 1. . . They would save many Balfourian ' Tut-tuts '.

Hence Tut v. intr., to utter the exclamation
' tut '.

183a Carrick in Whistlebinkie (1890) I. gg Toots, sic non-

sense. You may toots awa, but it's true sense, Mem. 1849
LvnoN CaxtoHs WW. iii, It) another moment the member
o^ i'arliament had forgotten the statist, and was pishing and
tutting over the Globe or the Sun. 1873 Miss Braddon
Str.iff Pilgr. III. X, The doctors had simpered at her, and
tut-tuted, and patted her gently on the head. 1894 Hall
Caine Manxman v. ii, He laughed and tut-tutted.

t Tut, obs, var. tit^ Teat,

170a S, Parker ix. Cicero's De Finibusm. 168 Parts of the
Body, .such as have no manifest Use, but serve only to
beautifie, as the Peacock's Tail,.. the Tuts and Beard of a
Man [orig. viris tnammse atque barbd\.

fTut, app. a var. of Toute Obs., buttocks.
13.. C«rj-(??-^. 28003 (Cott.) If J>ou..hasbituix hirscankes

gan, Or tirid or [? read hir] tut or skirt uptan.

fTu-tage. Obs.rare^K [f. L. /«/-, ppl. stem of

iueri to protect : see -age.] An object of protec-
tion or tutelage

;
(one's) care or charge,

*593 Drayton Eclogues iii. 74 Apollo. . Whose Tutage and
especiall care 1 wish her still to bee.

t Tu'tament. Obs. rare~^, [ad. L. tutd-
inenttun defence, protection, f. tulart to protect

:

see -MENT,] A means of defence ; a safeguard.
1609 J. Davies Holy Roode (1878) 19 This holy Crosse is

the true Tutament, Protecting all enshelteied by the same.
Tutaneg : see Tutenag.
llTutang. Also 7 tutan. [Chinese, f. tu to

direct + fang liall ; the latter is used as a kind of

suffix in many Chinese titles.] One of several de-
signations applied familiarly to a Chinese viceroy.

_ 1613 Purchas Pilgiiwagc iv. xvi. 369 These all are in sub-
iection vnto the Tutan or Vice-roy of the Prouince. 1638
•Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 337 The whole Empire [China]
is divided into fifteene great Provinces : governed by so
many Quon-fu and Lausia; ; who have their Tutans, and
Chyans, or Dejjuties under them. X705 Kowe Biter ii. i,

I will put you into the Hands of the Tutang, which is,..

according to English Expression, the Constable of Croydon.

Tutauia (.ti«t^inia), [f, Tutin, name ol the
inventor or maker.] An earlier name for Britannia-

metal,
vj^ Richardson CJiem. Princ. Metallic Arts 168 Tu-

tania— 8 oz brass; 2 lbs regulus of antimony, and 7 oz tin.

1835 J. Nicholson Operai. Mechanic 708 Tutania, or liriian-

nia Metal...4 oz. of plate brass, and 4 oz. of tin; when in
fusion, add 4 oz. of bismuth, and 40Z. of regulnsof antimony,
1842 C. Francis Diet. Arts, etc., Tutania, or Britannia
Metal. . . For the German tutania lake 2 drachms of copper,
I ounce regulus of antimony, and 12 ounces of tin. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech.j Spanish Tutania, an alloy composed
of 24 parts tin, 2 antimony, and i steel.

+ Tutch. Sc. Obs, rare- ^, See quot.
Perhaps an error for cntckcs (Coach sb.\

1643 Sc. Act Chas. I (1870) VI. 16/z That the parliament
wald appoynt tuo pinnaces or tutchcs for convyeing dili-

gence betuixt them & this Kingdome.
Tutch, tutche, -ie, obs. ff. Touch, Touchy.
Tute, obs, form of Teat, Toot v,'^

t Tu'tel, sb, Obs. rare. [app. a derivative (with
-ElI) of tute, not recorded in Eng. but occurring
in MDu. and MLG. and surviving as Du. tuit,

WFris. tute^ iHt, LG. tUte, tiite, etc., spout, lip (of

a can), pouting or protiuding mouth, etc. (Sw. and
Norw. ttitj Da. tud, spout, are from LG.) The
equivalent formation tutcl, tUlel occurs in WFris.
in transferred senses.] The mouth with llie lips

protruded in the act of whispering. (Cf. next.)
a 12*5 Ancr. R. 74 pe veond of helle mid his ferd went

J>urh pe tutel ^ is euer open into |)e heorte. Ibid. 80 Ne
blowe 56 hire [sc. hope] nout ut mid maflelinde mu5e,'ne mid
^coniinde tuteles. Ibitl., 212, & te deouel lcie3his,tutel adun
to his earen, & tuteled hinial ^t he euer wute.

t Tutel, totel, v. Obs. Forms : 3-5 tutel,

5 totel, -11, -yl, -ul, [ME. tutcl (from early

I3lh c), totel {c 1400), app. from the variant stems
tut- (see prec) and ti^t- (see Toot z/.l), the former
of which occurs in the same sense in older Flemish
iuyten {in de core, Kilian), Du. dial, tuitcn, WFris.
tiitsje to whisper.] ifitr. and trans. To whisper.
Hence f Tutelinde///. a., tTuteling, toteling
vbl. j(^., whispering. (See also Tuteleu.)
a 1235 Ancr.R. 106 pu, uor J>e luue of him..dute I = cIose]

Jjinne tutelinde mu3 mit J>i"e lippcn. Ibid. 212 (see Tutkl
sb.\. Ibid. 422 pe ueond beot hire his were Jjct ine Codes
werke ne wurcheS : and he tutelert anonrihtes louward hire.

^1440 Pr07np, Parv. ^g^l \ Totclon ialys(..J. totylyn tale
in onys ere), susurro. Totelynge, susurrium.
Tutel, obs. var. Tootle v.

Tutelage (tiw-leledg). Also 7 tutillage, 8
tutilage. [t. L. tiitcla watching, keeping, guar-
dianship (f. /«^, ppl. stem of tui^ri to watch)

+

-AGE.]

1. The office or function of a gu.irdian
; protec-

tion, care, guardianship, patronage
; governorship

of a ward. Also^^.
1605 SvLVESTEK Du Bartos 11. i. iv. Handie-crafts Ded.,

To beare againe..The noble Pasport of thy Tutelage, To
salue her still from sullen Enuies wound. 1612 Uhavton
Poly-olb. iiL 217 That Citie. .The Tutilage whereof.. Some to
Minerua gaue, and some to Hercules. 1689 DeJ. Liberty
agst. Tyrants 29 A slave, or one that is under tutillage.

1777 pRitSTLKY Disc, Philos. Ncuss. 205 It Came forth under
my tutilage and kind protection. 1832 tr. Sismondi's Ital,
Rep. iii. 60 Reigning under the pope's tutelage over the
Two Sicilies only. 1879 Dixon Windsor I.xviii. 187 Under
the tutelage of a patron saint.

b. Instruction, tuition.

1857 H. M11.LKK Test. Rocks vi. 221 The dog acquires,
under his tutelaee, the virtues of fidelity, .and affection.

1857 KiNGSLEV Two y. Ago (187^) 243 Under whose tuie-

lage he had learnt to smoke, .assiduously. 1863 HolI-and
Lett, yoneses xvii. 447 Under the tutelage of several dif

ferent masters.

2, The condition of being under protection or ,

guardianship.



TUTELAR
1650 R, Stapyi.ton Sirada's I.mu C, Warrrs iv. 87 On his

Christening day they tielivered him in tutelage to the Prince
Electour Augustus. 179a V. Knox Sertti. xiv. 309 Pleasure
..during the period of tutelage, engaged only a part of
her votary's attention. 1878 Miss Braddon OpeH Verd. ii,

At seventeen, when he was in his state of tutelage.

Tutelar (tiw-t/Jaj), a. and j^. Also 7 tutelare.

[ad. L. tuteidr-isy f. ttttelax see prec. and -ar^]
A, adj. = Tutelary a.

1600 E. Blount Hasp. Incur. Foohs A iv, I coniure. .the
Gods Tutelar, that they will vndertake the tuition.. of this

new Hospitall. 1606 Holland Sutton. 51 The Tutelare
Images of crosse-wayes called Lares Cotnpitales. m66i
Fuller Worthies, Surrey (1840) III. 215 He [Hammond]
was the tutelar angel, to keep many a poor royalist from
famishing. 1777 G. Forster Voy. round World I. 3 Re-
flecting on the tutelar guidance of Divine Providence.
1S84 Tennyson Becket v. iii, All the tutelar Saints of
Canterhury.

B. sb. One who is tutelar ; a tutelar deity, angel,

or saint. Also transf. andyf^.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1232 Minerva Poliuchos,

that IS to say, Tutelar and protectresse of the city. 164S
Ir. Senault's Parapkr. Job 319 That Angel which hath been
chosen out of a thousand to be their Tutelar. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. VI, iv. § 13 Were Judgment consulted with, Luke
should be Tutelar to Physicians as hts proper calling. ai68o
Butler ^««. (1759) 1. 238 Dame Fortune some Men's tute-

lar Takes charge of them without their Care. 170a H.
J>oDWELL Apol. § 22 in S. Parker Cicero's De Finibus^ Those
who had brought themselves under the Dominion of ill

Spirits by deserting their good Tutelars. a 1849 H. Colk-
niDGE Ess. (1851) II. 87 Kinglets that have been twisted
with irons—to be the tutelars of hoops and earrings. 1890
K, Johnson Rise 0/Christendom 361 A religious congrega-
tion settled there to honour him as tutelar.

Hence Tn'telarship (twnce-wd.), the position or
function of a tutelar.

1875 J. Hawthorne in Contemp. Rev. Nov. 925, I resigned
my deputy-tutelarship perforce, and retired.

Tutelary (ti«t/]ari), a. and sb. Also 7 tuti-

lary. [ad, L. iftteldri-us a guardian, f, as prec

:

see -ARY 1. So F. tuleiaireJ]

A. adj. 1. Of supernatural powers : Having the
position of protector, guardian, or patron ; esp. pro-

tecting or watching over a particular person, place,

or thing.
161 1 in toih Rep. Hist. MSS. Comnt. App. i. 529 A Spanish

governor, who adoreth them [Jesuits] as his tutelary gods.
1643 Sir T. IIrowne Reli^. Med. i. S 33i

I could easily
beleeve, that, .particular persons have their Tutelary and
Guardian Angels. 1741 Middleton Cicero I. v. 400 That
tutelary Minerva. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. xxiii. 316
Fountains and springs., watched over and guarded by tute-
lary divinities. 1806 R. Fellowes tr. Miltons 2nd
Defence 290 The patron and tutelary genius of liberty. s86a
MoTLEV Netherl. (1868) I.vL 314 A tittle republic., suddenly
bereft of its tutelary saint. 1908 Bigg Orig. Chr, i. (1909)
14 The Lares, ..the little tutelary gods, who watched over
the prosperity of the home.

2. trans/. Of or pertaining to protection or a
protector or guardian ; protective.

^
1651 O. W. tr. CaiveCt Inst, 203 Obligations, .arise from

impTyed Contracts many wayes : As for transacting businesse
Tutelary. 169a Dryden St. Euremont's Ess. 2 They
acknowledged a particular Care and Protection from its

Tutelary Vertue. i?*! Prior Predestination 306 My Voice
and heart I lift To ask th' Almighty's Tutelary Care, 1853
Grote Greece 11. Ixxxv. XI. 198 The conduct of Timoleon
and i^schylus. . wxs in the highest degree tutelary to Corinth.
1879 Gladstone Glenn. I. L 30 Great acts of tutelary
friendship.

B. sb. « Tutelar sh.

(In quot. 1866 used as almost = tutor; cf. Tittelacr i b.)

i(^ Gaule Magastrom. 177 The tutilaries of kingdoms,
nations, &c. 1654 Z. Coke Logick aj. It is Janitrix
Scientiarum ; the Tutelary and Guardian of all. «657-83
Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) II. 279 They have tutelaries for
every trade. 1866 De Morgan in Athenxum 27 Oct. 535/1
My spiritual tutelary .. referred the difficulty to the
Almighty. 1908 S. A. Cook Relig. Anc. Palestine vl 67 The
.status of a focal tutelary was affecied when commercial
intCTCourse widened the horizon of both the traveller and the
native-

t Tutele. Obs. Also 6 tutell, 6-7 tutle, 7 Sc.

tutill. [a. OF. (also mod.F.) iu/e//e protection

(14th c. in Godef. = Pr., Sp., It. lul^/a), or ad. L.
liile/a : seeTuTKLAOE.] Guardianship, protection ;

care of a ward ; = Tutelage.
c 14S0 Lydg. Ball, our Lady 57 tn Minor P. (1911) I. 257

Of alle Cristen protectrix and tutele . . To hem J>at erryn, the
path of her sequele. 1517 in Acts Parlt. Scotl.iiSjs'i XII.
38/1 5e have sa usit ^oure self tuiching the said tutele and
regiment of oure sovcran Lorde [etc.]. 1518 Roy Rede
Me (Arb.) 24 The preservacion and tutell of the inno-
cent and simole. 1579 Sc. Acts Jas. K/(i8i4) III. 158/3
Nwrist and brocht vp within our said Castell of striueling
vndir his tutele and gouucrnance. 160s E. Brl'ce in Corr.
Jas. VI (Camden) ^6 Her nerrast kinsman . . sould be inwest
mthetutilland'admniistrationofher state, idsain Buccleuck
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 210 He seeks not that the
children should remain under the tutle of women. x6si
Howell Venice 20 They have the tutele of Pupills and
Orphans when ther is no Gardian nominated in the Will of
the Testator.

Hence f Tuteleship Obs.^ the oflSce or fanction
of a guardian.
1557 N. T. (Genev.) Gal. iv. i note, The Churche of Israel

was vnder the Lawe as the pupil subiect to his tutor, euen
Tnto the tyme of Christ.., and then her tulelshyp ended.
1580 Hoi.lyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Clientelle, tutU:ship or
cvisiodie, keping. a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 377 The
patronage and tutele-sbip of the Minor.
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t Tnteler, toteler. Ohs. Forms : see TUTEL
V. ; also 5 tutlar, -er. [f. Tutel v. + -ER '.]

A whisperer, gossip, tale-bearer.
C1385 Chaucer L. G. W, 353 {Balade) Ffor in ^oure

court IS manye a losenger And manye a queynte totulour
[v. rr. totelere, toteler, tnielere] acusour. a 1400 Langland's
P. PL B. XX. 297 (MS. Camb. Dd. 1. 17) Alle taletellers and
tutelers. £1400 MS. Bibl. Reg. sy B. xvii. If. 100 b, Be
rightful. Benototiler. fri4oo Song Roland 226 Yet will

tutlers in toun talk bound [etc.]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 498/1
Totelare, susurro. ^1470 Henbvson Poems [S.T.'S.) III.
142 (Maitl. MS.) Fals Tutlaris [Sa/in. AIS. titlaris] now
growis vp full rank. Ibid, 143 Giff |>e tutelar [Bonn. MS.
tittillaris] so in his eir do roun. a 1500 Colkelbie Sow 128
(Bann. MS.) A tuttivillus, a tutlar, And a fanyeit flatterar.

Tute-mowitt : see Tut-mouthkd,
TTlteiiag(ti;?ten3eg), Forms: 7 (tintenagall),

tutunaga ; • tutunac, tutanag, -eg, tuthinag(e,
8 tutanague, (tuten-, tutanaque), tutteueg,

9 tuthenag, tutenage, 7- tuteuag, tutenague

;

also 7 (teutenage), totaneg, S tootanag, too-
thenague, -aque, toothanegg (tooth and egg),

tootnague (Yule), [a. MarathI tuttinag (Tamil
/«//'««f7^»«,Telugu/«//««/7^/««), derived (accord-

ing to native writers) fr. Skr. tultha' blue vitriol,

sulphate of copper + naga tin or lead. Hence also

Pg. iutatiagay tutenaga^ F, toittenagtte (1723 in

Hatz.-Darm.), The early forms in tint- used by
Eng., Dn,, and French writers are difficult to
account for,] A whitish alloy of copper, zinc, and
nickel, with a little iron, silver, or arsenic, re-

sembling German silver; said to have been originally

imported from China; also used loosely in the
Indian trade for zinc.

i6aa in Foster Et^. Factories in India (1908) II. 131;

Tintenagall \s!c\ not yet paid for. 1668 in J. F. Davis
Chinese li. (1836) I. 47 China commodities, as tutanag, silk,

raw and wrought. 1679 in Notes 9f Extr, Govt. Rec. Fort
St. George 31 Oct. (Y.), Dacca is not a good market for
Gold, Copper, Lead, 'I'in, or Tutenague. i68x Grew
Musaium App. 386 Teutenage. A sort of Speltar. . . Hereof
, .Vessels are made in Japan, wherein their Thea is brought
over. 1684 W. Hedges Z>/Vjr>'(Hakl. Soc) I. 148 All the
Copper and Tutenag which he sold them. 1687 A. Lovkll
tr. Tlievenot's Trav. 111. 46 A certain Metal called Tutunac^
that looks like Tin, but is much more lovely and fine, and is

often taken for Silver. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India ^ P. 86 To
China for Sugar, Tea, Porcelane, Laccared Ware, Quick-
silver, Tuthinag and Copper, Ibid. 264 Tuthinage brought
from the South.Seas answers in all respects. 1699 Dampirr
Voy. II. L 173 The product of the Country. ., besides Rice
and other eatables, is Tutaneg, a sort of Tin. 1711 C.
Ixx:kvkr Treuie in India v. 129 Tutanaque is a kind of
course Tin in Oblong Pieces five or six to a Pecull. X7a7
A. Hamilton Neru Acc. E. Ind. II. I. 323 The subterraneous
Grounds were stored with Minerals, as Copper, Quick-silver,
Allom, Toothenague, &c Ibid. 233, 80 Chests of Japon
Copper, and some Toothenague that I had weighed off at
Canton. 1751 Narr. Trans. Brit. Squadrons E. Indies
ao From Malacca they bring a Metal very like Tin, call'd

Toothanegg, and made much Use of for Alloy with Silver in

Coining at all the European Settlements. 1754 Smeaton in

Phil. Trans. XLVni.613 The semi-metallic substance call'd

Zink, spelter, or tootanag. 1773 Jos. Wright Let. in
Bemrose Life iv. (1885) 27 Four pillar Candlesticks called
Tooth & Egg, to be cleaned as silver. X78S-3 W. F.
Martyn Geog, Mag. I. 459 Tin, thus hardened, is aie metal
now well known in Europe by the name of tutanaque. 1806
Naval Chron, XV. 465 BalListed with tuthenag or zinc.

181S W. Phillips Outl. Min. ^ Geol. (1818) 46 With zinc and
iron, copper forms tutenag. 1836 J. F, Davis Cliinese 1,

viii. 3 10 Teapots .. made of tutenague externally, covering
earthenware on the inside. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 4^6/1
Tutenag . ,\s> white, resembling silver... Dr. Fyfe found it to
consist of—Copper 40*4, Zinc -zs'U Nickel 31-6, Iron 2*6.

x88^ Horological Jrnl. Nov. 45/1 note^ Tutenage, called
Chinese copper..; in India, a name given to pure zinc or
spelter.

^
attrib. 1699 J. OviNGTON Ess. Tea 11 Tea is brought over

in round totaneg canisters. 1715 Lond, Gaz. No. 5394/4
Spanish Snuflf", in Tultencg Pots.

+ Tuther, obs. Sc. f. Tother, the other.

1539 in Abst. Protocols Town Clerks o/Glasgoiu (1897) IV.
ii3The messis to be said, .the tane half, .the tane day, and
the remanent of thame the tuther day.
Tuping, early ME. f. Tithino.
Tut-hoo, var. of Tattoo sb.^, Indian pony.
Tutia, tutie: see TuttyI.
Tutill, -age : see Tutele, Tutelage,
Tutiorist (ti«-ji6rist). K. C. Theol [f. L.

iutior safer, comp. of tutus safe + -I3T.] One who
holds that in cases of conscience the course of

greater moral safety should be chosen, Cf. RiGOR-
ist 2 and Laxist. Also attrib. So Tn'tlorisxn,

the doctrine of the Tutiorists ; a less strict form of
Rigorism.
1845 Gladstone Glean. (1879) VII, 192 There is also in the

Latin Church a rigid school of those who pass by the name
of Tutiorists. These hold that even such likelihood is in-

sufficient, and that certainty is required as a warrant for our
acts. 1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) 602/2 The Rigorists, or
Tutiorists.. held that wc must always take the safer way,
always sacrifice our freedom, however small the probability
that our freedom is restrained by the law. Ibid. 603/2 We
cannot see that ProbabiUorism is logical and consistent, . . the
arguments adduced byits advocates really lend toTutiorism.
1906 Ch, Times 2 Mar. 291 Hence the prevailing 'tutiorist

'

tone [in the Lower House of Convocation].

Tutivlllar, -villus, Tutlar, -er, Tutle : see

Ti'fiviLLER, Titivil, Tuteler, Tutele.

TUTOR.

t Tu'tlyng, vbl. sb. Obs. rare-''. Also 5 tutil-
ling. [f. OK intcler^ tutnlcr (Godef. ; Walloon
iAtekr\ freq. of inter to blow a horn^ related to
the Germanic forms cited s. v. Toot v.^\ A blowing
(of a horn).

137s Barbour Bruce xix. 604 A tutlyng \MS. E, tutilling,
ed. Hart (r6i6) towting] of his home herd thai.

Tut-mouthed, a. rare. Now Sc. dial. Also
6 Sc. tute-mowitt, 9 tuit-moot. [f, tute. Toot v.^
to protrude, stick out + Mouth sb. + -ed2. Cf. older
Flenri. tuyt-muyl * broncus, brochus' (Kilian).]
Having protruding lips ; also, having a projecting
under jaw. So Tnt-mouth {Sc. tuit mow).

n. 1500-so Dunbar Poems liv. 6 Quhou fain wald I
descrywe perfytt, My ladye with the mekle lippis. Quhou
scho IS tute mowitt lyk an aip. a 1585 Polwart Flytingiv.
Monigomerie 755 (Harl. MS.) Tout mowe \p.rr. tait, tuit
mow, cruik mow] woodie sow, sone bowe, or I wand thee.
1893 W. Gregor in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) III. 286 Tute
mowitt.. still in use in parts of the North as a word of
contempt, as, * He's a tuit.inoot smatchit '.

^. 1538 Elvot, Bronchi, they whyche haue their mouthe
and tethe standing farre out, tut mouthed. 1601 Holland
Pliny XI. xxxvii. I. 336 The Lips: some men there be that
put them far out, by reason that they are gag>toothed or
tut-mouthed. 1616 Bullokar Eng. Exff.^ Tutmouthed, he
that hath the chin and nether iaw sticking out farther than
the vpper.

Tutoiement : see under Tutoyer.
Tutor (tiw'toi), sb. Also 4-7 tutour, 5-6

-cure, (5 -owre, 5-7 -ur, 6 Sc. toutour) ; 6 tutar,
Sc. tuttar, 6-8 tuter). [a. OF., AF. tutotir (mod.
F. tutcur ^ Sp., Pg. tutory It. tulore), or a. L.
tutor watcher, protector, f. tuert to watch, guard.]

fl. A guardian, custodian, keeper; a protector,

defender. Obs.

1377 Langl. p. pi. B. I. 56 Kynde witte be wardeyne
jowre welthe to kepe, And tutour of ^oure tresore and take
It 50W at nede. 1425 Ord. Whittington's Alms-house in
Entick London (1766) IV. 354 To be one principal, which shal
pas al other in power, .and be called tutor. Ibid.,The seid
tutour. c 1415 Found. St. Bartholomeivs (E.E.T.S.) 16 The
fcynge..behestid hym-self to be a tutur and defensur of hym
and of hys. c 1440 Promp. Parv. ^qtI-z Tutowre, tutor.

1530 Palsgr. 284/1 Tutar, tuteur. 156J PrLKiNGTON Expos.
Aod^as 85 I'he poore oppressed people, whom God takes in
to hiscustodie to be their tutor. 1570 Levins Manip. T//14A Ti'iter, tutor, 1601 Narcissus (1893) 276 O thou which
hast thy staffe to bee thy tutor.

2. One who has the custody of a ward; a guardian,

t a. in gen. sense. Obs.
138a WvcLiF Gal. iv. 2 How moche tyme the eyr is litil.

.

he is vndir tutouris and actouris. 1413 Pilgr, Sotvlc (Caxton)
IV. xxxviii. (1859) 64 They leden the kynge at theyr owne
lust,, .as tutours, and couratours. 1526 Tindai.e Gal. iv. 2
The heyre as longe as he ys a chylde. .is vnder tuters and
governers. c 1550 Becon Qatech. vi. Wks. 1564 1. 533 b, The
honor that the chyldren owe to their parents and tutors. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane'sConim. 175 The tutours. .sent ambassa*
dours to the Turke to commend the childe vnto hym. 1615
North Riding Rec. (1884) II. 109 [Taking away] a woman
childe "Ainder eleven yeares of age from., her grandfather
and lawfull tutor. 16x6 Bullokar Eng. Expos.^ Tutour^ a
defender, he that hath charge to bring vp a childe, 1643
Fuller Holy ff Prof. St. v. xviii. 43a 'I'hat interest which
carefull tutours claim in those whose protection they tender.
1690 Locke G^w/. ii.vi.§59lfthe Father, .hath not provided
a Tutor, to govern his Son, during his Minority.. the Law
takes care to do it.

b. j/tv. in /W;. and 6V. Z/7W : The guardian and
representative, and administrator of the estate, of
a person legally incapable, failing the father.

Tutor dative^ i, nominaie^t. pptive^ t. testamentar\ see
these adjs. Tutor.at-latv, of law, or -legi/im, ihe nearest
male relative on the father's side, who becomes guardian in
the absence or failure of the tutor nominate.
t^ Tkkw ISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 107 Pompeus. .hymself

fleigh to J>e, ,kyng of Kgipt, and axede help of hym, for he
was assigned hym by \>e senatoures to be his tutor and his
wardeyn. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 75 Ptholomeus
begynnenge to reigne the v*i>« yere of his age, legates of
Alexandrye preyede the Romanes thei wolde be tutores of
(lat childe, and defende the realme of Egipte. 1521 in Acts
Parlt. Scotl. (1875) XII. 39/1 pe Richt I llustre prince Duke
of Albany Tutoure of Law to our said Soverane Lord
IJames V]. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 34 He
was left tutour-teslamenter be thair fader. 1546 [see

Testamentar], 1575 [see Dative a. 4]. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pot, V. Ixxiii. § 5 in ancient times all women which had
not Husbands or Fathers to gouerne them, had their

Tutors, 1681 [see Nominate B. 2]. 1765 BlackstoneC^ww.
I. xvii. 448 The guardian with us performs the office both
of the tutor and curator oi \.\\^ Roman laws [..according to
the language of the court of chancerVi the tutor was the
committee of the person, the curator u\^ committee of the
estate, a 1768 Ebskine Inst. Law Scot. \. vii. § 8 (1773) 117
In default of tutors-legitim, there is place for tutors-dative.

i8a6 G. J. Bell Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) 1. 133 Tutors may
effectually grant deeds of ordinary admini-stration of their

pupil's estate. 1880 Muirhead Uipian xt. § 3 Those are
tulors-at-law, legitimi, who derive their office from some lex.

C. Formerly in Scotland used as a designation
with the name of the estate of which the * tutor'

had charge. Now Hist.

152^ Reg. Privy Seal Scot. II. 53/1 Ane lettre maid to
William Makclellane, tutour of Bomby, his airis and
assignais [etc.]. a 1578 Lindesav (Pitscottic) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I, 89 Ane calHt Makclalene..quha was tulour of
bombie for the tyme [in 1452]. a 1670 Spalding Trou'b.
Chas. /(1850) I. 27 The Erll of Sutherland, .with the tutour
of Duffus and some seruandis follouit. 1808 Scott A utob/og.
in Lockhart i, Beardie became.. Tutor of Raebuin..that
is, guardian to his infant nephew.
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TUTOR.

3. One employed in the supervision and instruc-

tion of a youth in a private household. Also, one

engaged to travel abroad with one or more pupils,

a Iravelling oxforeign tutor.

1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP.R. VI. v. (Bodl. MS.) If. 36/2 pe

child [that] knoMrith goode and yuel is . . isette to lore

vndur tutours. 1494 Fabvan Chron. cxxvii. 107 Clotha>Te,

consyderynge the frowardnesse of . . his sone Dagobert,

assigned to hym a tutoureor lerner of worldlye and knyghtlye

maners. 1S31 EiyoT Gm'. i. xvi, Diners maners of exercises.

. .All these ought he that is a tutor to a nohle man to haue

in remembrance. i6»j Gataker Spirituall Watch (ed. 2)

74 Twohomebred Tutors., that God hath set ouer each of

vs. Shame and Feare, the shame of sinne, and the feare of

wrath. 1699 Locke Edtu. (ed. <) 8 167 Passionate words or

blows from the Tutor fill the Child's Mind with Terror and

Affrightment. 1701 tr. Lt CUrc's Prim. Fathers (\ityi) sa

Aristohulus a Peripaletick, who is s.^id to have been Tutor to

Ptolemy Philometer. a 1743 .Savage Author to Let Wks,

1777 II. 274 Few foreign tutors understand the dead

langu-Tges. 1815 Elphinstone Acc. Cauiiil (1842) I. 285

Some subsist by teaching and practising the law ; others

leach schools, or are tutors to the sons of rich men. i8aa

Shelley Triumph of Life 261 The tutor and his pupil,

whom Dominion Followed as tame as vulture in a chain.

4. In the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and

Dublin : A graduate (most often the fellow of a

college), to whom the special supervision of an

undergraduate (called his pupil) is assigned.

The word was first used of those who stood in this relation

to undergradu.-ite members of colleges or halls, not on the

foundation, and were responsible to the hall or college for

their pupils' payments (= creancers: cf. Creancer 2).

By Wykeham^s Statutes for New Coll., Oxf., imitated at

King's Coll., Camb., and Magdalen Coll., Oxf, each junior

foundationer was assigned to the special charge of a senior

called his in/ormator. Both these offices appear to have

been merged later in the tutor. Naturally the tutor looked

after his pupils' studies also, and this came to be the mam
part of his duties, esp. at Oxford. Tutores are also found

at Louvain in 1476 supervising the studies of the scholares

(Rashdall Universities of Eur. (1895) II. ^(S).

ei6io in Brasenose Coll. Quatercent. Monogr. (}<;fffi II.

II. xi. 14 Tradesmen.. inveagle young Gentlemen into new
and chargeable fashions contrary to the desires of their

parents and the directions of their Tutors. 111648

Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 42 As if they meant to

proceed Masters of Art and Doctors in some Science, for

which purpose theii tutors commonly spend much time in

teaching them the subtilities of Logic. 1653 Register of
Visitors Univ. Oxford Uiii) 350 That noe man be admitted

to the office of a "Tutor in any Clolledge or Hall that is not

first approved of by the respective Head of such Colledge

or Hall and the Visitors of the University. Ihui. 360 That

all persons of whatever quality soever, untill they be ad.

mitted to the Degree of Bachelor ofArts . . doe live under the

care, tuition, and instruction of approved Tutors, 1696

Phillips (ed. 5) s. v., S. Tutour in the University, is one that

takes care to teach and instruct the Youth that are sent

thither from inferior Schools ; and the Scholar so taught,

iscall'd the Tutour's Pupil. 1864 J. H.Newman/4/o/. 1.(1904)

7/2, 1 gave up that office in 1826, when I became Tutor of

my College. 1884 C. Dickens Diet. Cambr. 124/2 The Tutor
. . generally acts as agent for the College in all business trans,

actions with its members. .. The Tutor himself does not neces.

sarily lecture or teach. Private Tutors are called Coaches.

1K4 J. B. Mullincer Univ. Camb". from tS3S, 39* Ths
Cambridge system bjr which the expenditure ofthe student is

supervised to a certain extent by the tutor was in operation

as early as the sixteenth century. 1886 Willis & Clark
Cambridge I. Introd. 91 In the [Latin] statutes of . . Clare

Hall [1551] -we meet for the first time at Cambridge with

the term tutor^ in the modern sense, namely, a fellow of the

college who is to be responsible for his pupil's expenses, to

explain to him what he has to do and to learn, and.. is

to be treated by him with filial obedience and respect. 1887

Q. Rev. Oct. 403 By the middle of the sixteenth century, the

modem system of admitting students not on the foundation

was fully established ; and, as a natural result, the office of
' tutor ' in the present meaning of the tenn then first appears,

189s Rashdall Universities ifEur. 1 1. 51 5 It seems probable

that before the middle of the fifteenth century the teaching

of Undergraduates., was mainly in the hands of Tutors in

the (Colleges, or Principals and their assistant Regents or

non-graduate Lectors in the Halls. Note, The word used

both at New College [c «4oo] and Magdalen [1479] is In-

formator. At Brasenose College [founded 1509] the word
Tutor occurs for the first time, but only in reference to the

Fellow who is to be responsible for a Commoner.

b. In U.S. universities and colleges ;
' A teacher

subordinate to a professor, usually appointed for

a year or a terra of years' {Cent. Diet.).

i8z8 Webster s. v., Tutors are gr.iduate5 selected by the

governors or trustees, for the instruction of undergraduates

..'They are usually officers of the institution, who have a

share, with the president and professors, in the government

of the students

C. Private tutor (at the English Universities) :

A person engaged by students to assist them in

their studies and preparation for the examinations,

but not appointed or recognized by the University or

College. Also,a person who makes it hisbusincss to

prepare students for profes-sional examinations apart

from the universities, as an army tutor, a law tutor,

i8»7 LyrrON Falkland I. 15, 1 was sent 10 a private tutor.

1840 Encycl. Brit.i^. ^) XXI. 498/j Although recognised

neither by the universities, nor by any particular college, a

very numerous class has long existecl both at Oxford and

Cambridge, who, under thedenomination of Private Tutors,

superintend and assist the studies of individuals. 1884 C
DicKBNS [see 4).

5. In some Ejiglish public schools : a. A senior

boy appointed to help a junior in his studies. Now
only at Winchester.
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1689 A. Hill Z-C* Barrmi B. 's Wks. 1687 1, a a. Removing

[from the Charterhouse] to Felsted..he quickly nuide so

great a progress in Learning.. that his Master appointed

him a little 'futoiir to the Lord Viscount Fairfax. 1898 Sar-

GEAUNT Ann. Westminster vii. 123 The very name of little

tutor ' familiar in the schools of the seventeenth century is

now wholly forgottea . . The ' little tutor' was paid for his

services and might thus gather a small purse against the

time when he should go to the University. 1901 Winchester

Coil. Notions 130 The ten Senior Praefects in College are

called Tutors.

b. A master charged with the special supervision

of a particular boy.
1861 J. T. Coleridge Publ. Sch. Educ. 37 [At Eton] Every

Master therefore but the Head Master is also a Tutor and

every boy must have his Tutor. .. Every exercise the pupil

does is first submitted to the Tutor for inspection and cor-

rection and then carried into school. 1901 Winchester Coll.

Notions J30 College Tutor formerly bad to correct the com-

position of College men, but now he helps College Juniors

with their work.
. , 1 •

e. transf. As the name of an instruction book m
any subject.

1665 MoxoN (title) A Tutor to Astronomy and Geography.

1776 Pennsylvania Even. Post 15 June 299/2 Just published,

..a complete Tutor for the Fife. Mod. An Easy French

•Tutor, H^my's Pianoforte Tutor.

7. attrib. and Comb., as tutor-companion, -con-

fessor, farmer, -room ; tutor-sick adj.

1771 Smollett Humph. Clinker 8 Aug., I was tutor-sick

at Alma Mater, 1844 Stephens Bh. Farm \. 96 The tutor-

farmer should be provided with such a plan to give to each

of his pupils. 1899 C. K. Paul Mem. 247 My tutor days

are not satisfactory in the retrospect. 1901 Westm. Gaz,

8 May 2/1 The tutor-confessor was instantly turned out.

1903 Daily Chron, ia Mar. 6/1 Dr. Jiittner, the tutor-

companion, who holds that youth should be allowed to revel

in the sunshine. 1906 Mem. Abp. Temple 1. 155 The power

of the tutor-rooms had over-asserted itself.

Tutor (ti«'t6j), V. [f. TuTOB j^.]

1. trans. To act the part of a tutor towards ; to

give special or individual instruction to ; to teach,

instruct {in a subject).

159* Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. (1612) 186 The last of

our three Phaetons was tuter'd of a Fryer. 1611 in Foster

Eng. Factories In.i. (1906) 241 [An accusation of having

saidl that our hopeful] Prince Charles was tutored in the

Papist religion. 1740 J. DupRft Conform. Anc. Sr Mod.
Cerem. 39 An Old Capuchin tutoring a Novice. 1814

Chalmers Evid. Chr. Revel, x. 292 His mind is not yet

tutored to the philosophy of the subject. 1867 Macfabren
Harmony vl (1S76) 221 Their ear being thus tutored. 1903

Times, Lit. Suppl. 2 Oct. 280/1 He w.is sent away to be

tutored in English rectories, whence he proceeded to Uni.

versity College, London.
ahsol. 189a Nation (N. Y.) it Aug. 116/2 Graduate.. of

experience wishes to tutor for the September examinations,

b. With extension : To get (a quality or the

like) out or in by instruction or discipline, rare,

1646 J. Hall Poems 64 Let not wealth tutor out Our
spirits with her gout.

2. To instruct under discipline ; to subject to dis-

cipline, control, or correction ; to school ; also to

admonish or reprove.

159a Shaks. Rom.
.J

Jul. m. L 33 Didst thou not fall out

with a taylor for wearing his new doublet btfore Easter, with

another for tying his new shooes with olde riband, and yet

thou wilt tuter me from quarelling ? 1641 Milton Ch. Govt.

i. Wks. 1851 III. 100 If men were but as good to discipline

themselves, as some are to tutor their Horses and Hawks.

1645 — Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 240 The Fanatic boldness

of this age, that dares tutor Christ to be more strict than

he thought fit. 1667 Drvden & Dk. Newcastle Sir
Martin Mar-all L i, Saucy rascal, avoid my sight j must

you tutor me? 1711 Shaftesb. Charnc, Wit <5- Hum. i.

lii. The World however it may be taught will not be tutor'd.

i837Carlvle Fr. Rev. III. L i, France is roused] Long
have ye been lecturing and tutoring this poor Nation. 1850

yikvt.\Q.E. Mor.>i Mel. Philos. (1854) 1. 9 Seneca, .had tutored

himself to endure personal injuries without indulging in

anger. i88a Stevenson Fam. Stud. Men fi B., Thoreau

(1905) 115 Thoreau had plenty of humour till he tutored

himself out of it.

3. To instruct (a person) in a course of action, to

tell (one) what to do or say; often in sinister

sense : to sophisticate or tamper with (a witness

or his evidence).

1757 J. LiND Lett. Navy ii. 77 Notwithstanding all

the care that had been taken to manage and tutor his

evidence. 1767 J. Wingrave Narr. Cruelties Eliz. Brown-
rii;g 6 After tutoring the girl . . what answer to make,

aiid what behaviour to follow. 1826 C. Butler Vind, Rom.
Cath. Ch. 126 Enii5S.lricswere employed, witnesses tutored,

..and even torture applied to procure evidence. 1850 Meri.

VAi E Rom. Emp.iii6^) III. xxiii. 67 The populace, tutored

. .or bribed for the purpose, offered him the high priesthood.

1 4. To take care or charge of. Obs. rare.

i68a A. Peden in Li/e x. (1902) 200 Our blessed second

Adam hath our Stock in guiding and he tutors it better.

Ilcnce Tu-tored///. a., Tutoring vbt. sb.

1589 R. Harvev pi. Perc, (i860) 25 A little tutoring in

Diuinitie, and the rtuersion of a benefice,, .where his god.

fathers commendatorie letters may preuaile. 160X Weever
Mirr. Mart. Fiji), His Tutor'd pen. .would., still iep,-iire

the ruin of my name. 1707 in Hearne Collect. 13 June
(O.H.S.) II. 20 They must by the Tutoring of Plato main,

tain ihe .same Doctrine. 180S Chron. in Ann. Reg. (1807)

XLVII. 475/2 His exhibition consisted of tutored birds. A
number of little birds, .formed themselves into ranks, like a
company of soldiers. 1887 Saintsbuhv Hist. Elizab. Lit.

iii. (1890) 299 [He] died possessed of landed property, .(an

,inusu.-il result of tutoring). 1889 Bosw. Smith Life Ld.

Lawrence viii. (1911) 12^ 'I'he little prince. .flung himself

back . . with a tutored obstinacy which was not to t)e shaken.

TUTORIALLY.

Tutora^^e (tiw-toreds). Also 7 tutridge,

tutaradge. [f. Tutor sb. + -age.]

1, The office, authority, or action of a tutor or

guardian ; tutorship, guardianship, custody ; tuto-

rial control, direction, or supervision ; instruction.

1617 MoRVSON Itin. III. 217 By the Law of Saxony, Tutor-

age belongs onely to the Kinsmen, by the Fathers side.
,

1657 R. LiGON Barbadoes 23, I wanted no tutridge. in the

learning this mystery. 1711 Shaftesb. Ckarac.^ Misc. iv.

i, The Tutorage of Fancy and Pleasure. 1716 Prideaux
Connex. 0. 4" M Test, i, iv. (1718) 168 Under the discipline

and tutorage of that prophet 1801 Stbutt Sports -V Past. \. i.

§ 2 These qualities . . were natural to them, and not the effect

of tutorage, 1837 Lockhart Scott I. iii. 91 He was placed

. .under the domestic tutorage of Mr. James French.

b. spec, at a university ; also, the charge for or

cost of this,

1638 Earl of Cork Diary in Lismore Papers Ser. 1.

(1886) V. 64 Whose expences..for three yeares, for diett,

and tutaradge, and aparell, I paid. 17*1 Amherst Terrx
Fil. App. (1726) 322 He has, ever since his admission into

Baliol, constantly paid the same tutorage, which other

scholars do. 1733 Oxford Act i. 7 Fifty Pounds with which
I should have paid off my old Score, my Battles, my Tutor.

age, my Taylor [etc.). 1775 A. Burnaby Trav. 55 The ex-

pence to a student for room-rent, commons, and tutorage,

1835 De Quincev in TaiVs Mag, II. 367 The next item, .is

that which in college bills is expressed by the word Tutorage.

c. A tutor's post, a tutorship,

1796 Lamb Let. to Coleridge in Mem, i, Concerning the

tutorage, is not the salary low? 1833 Carlvlk Misc. Ess.^

Diderot (X872) V, 40 He has reconciled Brothers, sought out

Tutorages,

t2. The condition of being under authority or

control ; = Tutelage 2. Obs, rare.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 28 He hath redeemed us from our

bondage and tutorage. 1751 Johnson Rambler No- 147 P4
Banqueting upon my own perfections, and longing in secret

to escape from tutorage. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) \.

596 Conceited pertness teaches the new-loosened school-boy

. .thy scorn of tutorage and control.

Tu'tordom. nonce-wd. [f. Totob sb. + -dom.]

The occupation of a tutor ; tutorship.

X840 Blackw. Mag. XLVIII. 124 He then betook himself

..to tutordom and secretaryship,

Tutorer (tiw'toraj). rare. Also 8 tuteroiir.

[f. Tutor ». + -ee^.] One who tutors; an in-

structor, tutor.

170a Blackwell Compleai Tutor 1 The English Fencing-

Master: or, the Compleat Tuterour of the Small Sword,
1824 in spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1825) 213 Of ihese patriarchal

tutorers was Mr. Larry O'Larrop. 1841 J. T. Hewlett
parish Clerk 1. 144 The next time the tutorer went out for

a drive.

Tutoress (ti«n6res). Also 7 tutoresse. [f.

Tutor ^^, + -E8a ; cf. Tutbess.] A female tutor,

a. An instructress, a governess, A\&o fig,

x6x4 Raleigh Hist. World 11. (1634) 456 Jezebel had
cunning enough to be his Tutoresse. 1675 Han. Woollby
Gentlewom. Comp. 4 A Gentlewoman every way accom-
plisht for a Tutoress to young Ladies. 1741 Richardsom
Pamela II. 125, I hope, from her good Example, and your
friendship, . . in time to be half as good as my Tutoress. 1781

H. Downman tr. Voltaire s Dram. Wks. I. 238 School'd

by adversity, Great tutoress of mankind. 1830 Examiner
822/1 Let her trust to these, and not to any tutoress in

acting. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xii, Love was Miss
Amelia Sedley's last tutoress, and it was amazing what pro-

gress our young lady made under that popular teacher. x888

Pall Mall Gaz. 20 Jan. 14/1 University tutoresses promise

to be numerous within the next few years.

b. A female guardian.

xit^Chron.'m Ann. Reg. 59/1 The king, .and the Princess

. .are appointed honorary tutor and tutoress to her children.

TntorkoOd (ti«-t6jhud). rare. [f. Tutor sb,

+ -HOOD.] The condition or office of a tutor,

tutorship ; also, f a society or body of tutors.

1752 H. WAi.rOLE Lett. (1E45) II. 455 Storms gathering in

the tutoihood [of Prince George! a 1797 — Mem. Geo. //
(1847) I, X. 298 The dissen.sions in the tutorhood had been
earned so high. i88a H. C. Merivai.e Faucit o/B, I. x. v,

91 Faucit . .
, after six years of tutorhood, . . had made up his

mind to leave the place and the life.

Tutorial (li«t6o'rial), a. [f. L. tutoH-us (f.

tUtor^ Tutor) + -al.] Of or pertaining to a tutor.

1. Rom. and Sc. Law. Of or peitaining to a legal

guardian ; cf. Tutor 2 b.

17-tJ Kames Dccis. Crt. Sess. /"^jo-ji {1799) 44 After the

Major*s death, tutorial inventories were made up of his

estate, a 1768 Erskine /fist. Law Scot. i. vii. §32 (1773)
131 The defender does not.. insist for any balance that may
be due by the tutor upon his tutorial accounts. 1880 Muir-
head Gaius 111. § 10^ Provided that, whtre tutorial authori-

zation is required, his tutor has intervened.

b. I'rotecting, defensive, nofue-use.
i8gB Blackio. Mag. Oct. 536/2 Stones, .held in their place

by diverse-running lines of Bricks.. tutori^ bricks till the

adobe coping is reached,

2. Of or pertaining to a teacher or instnictor

;

esp. pertaining to a college tutor.

1822 MACAUI-Avin Li/e ^ Lett. (1883) I. iLiio, I begin my
tutorial labours to-morrow. 1858 Goldw. Smith in Oxford
Ess. 265 The tutorial system was aroused from its lethargy,

and the number of tutors and lectures was increased. 1881

Nature 28 Apr. 614/t Their tutorial and laboratory courses

of instruction. 1886 F. Pollard in Antiquary Feb. 53/2
Colleges to be closed, and professorial and tutorial duties to

be entirely suspended. 1906 Times 23 June 6/3 A tutorial

Fellow will be .nppointed at l*embroke College early 'n

Michaelmas term.

Hence Tuto'rially adv.^ in a tutorial manner;-
as or by a tutor ; by way of tuition.



TUTOBIATE.
18x8-60 WuATELY Commpi. Bk. (1864) 34 Rough and

awkward,. .andofcoursetutoriallypednntia 1891 Academy
31 Jan. 102/a (Advert) His duties will be to a^ist the Pro-

fessor.. and to direct tutoriatly the Enghsh work of the
Normal Students.

Tntoriate (ti/rftoa-ritt). rare, [f. L. tfUdri-us

(see prcc.) + -atb ^
: cf. professoriate^ A body of

tutors ; the tutorial stafT of a college.

1858 GoLDW. Smith in Oxford Ess. 281 The tutoriate will

also be generally feeble in lay subjects, because the rule of
celibacy will continue to drive from College all but clerical

fellows.

Tutority (tiw'torifai), v. nonce-wd. [f. Tutor
sb. + -(i)fy.] trans. To make or render tutorial.

i8a6 WHEWELLinTodhunter ^t-c. (f^nV. (1876) II. 77, Ido
not see why you should suppose I am so thoroughly
tutorified.

Tu-torism. [f. as prec. + -ism.] The sphere or

duty of a tutor.

1855 Clough Poems, etc. (1869) I. 94 Working away in the
tlioroughly terrestrial element of College tutorism.

Tutorize (tiw-torDiz), v. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

a. inO; To act as a tutor ; to play the tutor. (Also
with //.) b, trans. To be tutor to ; to instruct as

a tutor,

1611 CoTGR., Preceptorizer, to teach, instruct, tutorize it.

1839 F. \V. Faber /.^/Z. (1869) 77, I have been tutorized in

the Breviary by a very nice priest. x86i IVheat <V Tares 3
You are coming with us to Westborou^h, .. to tutortse

Robert? 1873 Heu^ Anim, ^ Mast, vl (1875) 145 He
would tutorize a poor Sizar without receiving any payment.
1899 H. G. Graham 5«:. Life Scot/, in iSth C. ix. § 5. II. 116
I'*or Zs a year, * with bofurd and washing', they tutorised
the diildren.

Hence Tu'torizing vbh sb, ; also Tutoriza'tionp
tutoring, tuition.

1837 Whewsll in Todhunter Ace. JVrit. (1876) II. 263
Operations in the way of tutorizing and the like. 1842 G. S.
Faber Prov. Lett. (1844) I. 18 He. .will not be long in per-
ceiving, under good Romish Tutorisation, that [etc], 1844
Q. Rev. June 78 Mr. Wm. Scott, .was very willing to have
his brother's assistance in the tutorizing at University, for

which John no doubt had remuneration.

TatorleSS (ti»-t6jles), a, [f. as prec. + -LESS.]

Having no tutor or guardian.
x6i8 J. Rawlinson In Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps, Iv. 6 As

a husbandless widow, as a tutorless orphan. 1896 Hake
Story my Life I.V.397 Left tutorless just when I was going
up ti> Oxford,

Tutorly (ti«*l6jli), a, rare, [f. as prec, +
-LY 1 : <^,fatherly.'] Befitting or pertaining properly
to a tutor ; like a tutor ; dictatorial, pedagogic.
161 1 CoTGR. s.v. Bonnet, Prendre le bonnet^ . . to take on

him the gouemment of himselfe ; to waiue all tutorly luris-

diction, a 1734 North Exam. in. vi. § 42. (1740) 453 The
Earl.. was grown so intirm, [>eevish and forgetful, as also
not a little tutorly, in hb Majesty's Affairs. 1879 0. Mere*
piTH Egoist I. vi. 88 He was, .indulgent, almost frolicsome,
in contradistinction to Mr, Whitford's tutorly sharpness.

Tutorship (ti«-t6jjip). [f. as prec. + -ship.]

1 1. The office of guardian or protector ; guardian-
ship. Obs,

y59 Aylher Harbormve Lj, In the ciuill lawe, the tutor-
shippe enditb in the males at .14. yeares of age. 1579 !•
Stubbks Gaping Gulf D j. Putting it in the hands of the
father, who vnder colour of some tutorship to hys daughter,
will haue her into Fraunce. 1586 Acts Privy Counc. (N.S.)
66 Douglas.. desireth to haue the tutorshippe and keeping
of the idiot with the gocxles, leases [etc]. 16x9 Wadsworth
Pil^r. vi. 52 My Father continued in his tutorship of the
Infant vntill he.. dyed. i66sSikT. Herdert /"ra?'. (1677)
75 Anno i6ia..Tbe Prince (under tutorship of Mortesa-
chan) was sent Viceroy to Gtuurat.

2. The position or office of an instructor or
teacher.

i<S8t MtJLCASTEB Positions xxxvii. (1887) 155 So long as the
chtid shalbe either vnder maistership En schole, or tutorship
in colledge. 1796 Mme. V'Arblay Camit/a 1. 105 An entire
discontinuance of all pupilage and tutorship. 1841 W. Spal-
DING Italy ff It. Isl. I. 140 Seneca, whose tutorship of Nero,
and his murder by that wicked prince, are familiar to every
one. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain xxi, Norman,. had
undertaken the tutorship of two .school-boys for the holi-
days. 1893 W. G. Collingwood Ruskin iil 34 He was now
growing out of his mother's tutorship.

Tntory (ti«*t6ri). Also 5 tutry, 6 tutoury.
[f. Tutor : see -cry \ The form tutry is ad. OF.
tutrie^ tuterie^ from tuteur,'\

1. Guardianship, charge, protection ; spec, the
custody of a ward. Obs. exc. in Law»
Tutory-atdaw^ tutory dative^ etc. : cf. tutar.at'laWf etc

(TtrroR Mif. 3 b).

c 1400 Sc. Trojan It^ar lu 1624 pir two sonnes, quhen Jwi
war ;ing, War gevin in tutory and keping To king Teuteus.
1456 Sir G. Hayk Law Arms (S.T.S.) 264 Gif a man war
our y>ng, within elde of tutry. 1596 Oalrymple u. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. viii.(S.T.S.) II. 65 Alexander Ogiluie,.. in quhais
tutorie was johne Ogiluie, his oy. 1614 in Ramsay Batnff
Charters (1915) r75 To exerce the said office of tutorie to
the Weill of the saidis bairnis. 1643 ^btd. 16-2 Borrowing
of money. . be the tutour befoir the expyreing of his tutorie.
i7S4Tutory dative [see DATivEa.4cJ. a 1768 Erskine/wj/.
Law Scot. I. vii. 9 I Tutory.. is a power and faculty lo
govern the person, and to manage the estate, of a pupil,
183B W.Bell Diet. /^7w5^ct;/. 1018 The tutory rray.. expire
by the tutor's renunciation made on reasonable cause. 1880
MuiBMRAD Ulpian xi. S 9 A tutory-at-law b lost by capitis
demiuutio.
attrib. a 1768 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. i. vii. {33 (1773)

131 All purchases made by the tutor, . . tiU settling the
tutory.accoun ts.

t 2. Tuiliun, iu&truction. Obs. rare.
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169s A. PiTCAiRN Assembly v. i, (1766) 63 The Tutoryof
Mr. Salathiel, who is as profess'd an Enemy to poor Prisciau
..as he is to Kin^ James. 1764 Reid Inquiry \\. § 24
Reason and reflection must superadd their tutory in order
to produce a Rousseau, a Bacon, or a Newton.

II Tutoyer, v. Also 7 tutay, 9 tutoy, (9
tutoy6). [a. and ad. F. tutoyer (t«tway^), f. the

sing, pronoim /«, toi, te^ as used in speaking to

a person instead of the pi. vous : see Littr^.] trans*

To use the singular pronoun /«, toi^ te (*thou ' and
*thee*) to; to *thou* (any one); to treat as an inti-

mate; to address with familiarity, or as an inferior

in rank or order. Also intr,

1697 J. Dennis Plot ^ no Plot n. 24 ^There is an air of
greatness in Tutaying men. 1819 Hermit in London III.

159 They (noblesj often tutoyered the leading favourite,

1840 Caroline Fox Jmls. ^Lett.v't. (1882) 53 He. .promised
to tutoyer us as long as we liked, but not to answer to thee,

1852 Mrs. Browning Lett. 7 Apr. {1897) II. 63 The Greek
in Greek costume who tutoycd her, and kissed her. i86z T.
Hevwood S. Lanes. Dial, in Chetham Misc. III. 9 Tutoy-
ing still pervades South Lancashire. 1865 Kingslev Herevj.
XVI, He was growing warm, and began to tutoyer Hereward.
1895 Edin. Rev. Oct. 386 Freron thought he perceived.,
that ' tutoying ' might be displeasing to him, . .so he instantly
substituted ' vous '.

Hence IJTutoiement (t//twaman), the action of
addressing in this way ;

* thouing '.

1817 Lady Morgan France 1. (1818) I. 72 The tutoiement
universal in France, in all the intercourse of friendship and
intimacy, b always used among the peasants, except to their
superiors, 1879 Scribner's Mag. XIX. 97/1 It was not
merely the tutoiement that struck him as saucy. 1898 Daily
News 18 Apr. 4/5 M. Aulard and M. Sigisniond Lacroix read
..papers, the one on the ' tutoiement % or use of the pro-
nouns ' thee ' and ' thou * during the Revolution.

TutreSS (ti«'tres). Also 6-7 tutresse, 7
tuteresse, 8-9 tut'ress. [ad, OF. tiUreisse^ tute-

resse (14th c in Godef.), or f. L. tutrix Tutrix by
change of ending.] a. « Tutoee88 a.

*599 W^a'w. Eaire IVom, i. 3r7 My tutress, Drury, gave
me charge to speak. 1624 Heywood Gunaik, vii. 344 A fit

tuteresse for such an apt and forward pupitl* 1664 Butler
Hud, 11. L 8i2 Whipping, that's Virtues Governess, Tutress
of Arts and Sciences. 1751 Female Foundling I. 20 Ah
my dear Tutress, my dear Tutress, I cried out. 1796 Mmk.
D Arblay Camilla I, 98 To Iherl, however, she was but
nominally a tutress, 1801 Snorting Mag. XVII. 42 Not
many months since She was thought a fit Tut'ress for
Statesman or Prince. 1871 M. Collins Afrg. 4* Merck,
iv, Amy Gray became tutress to Mowbray's unmanageable
daughter. 1886 Pall Mail G. 10 Feb. 4/2 Rouen, Geneva,
and Pisa . . have been tutresses of all I know,

b. = Tutoress b.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto*s Trav. liii. (1663) 209, 1 . ..a pooi-

woman, Governess, and Tutress of my Son, an Orphan.
a 1693 Urguhart's Rabelais 111. xxxi. 262 The Goddess of
Wisdom, Tutress, and Guardianess of such as are .

.

studious. 1747 R. Keith in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 413 If the Prince should die. ., the Princess his
spouse should be tutress to the child .. during the nonage.

fTutrice. Obs. rare. [a. OY,tutrice (14th c.

in Littre), or ad. L, tutricem^ ace. of tutrix (see

next).] A tutoress,

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxiiL 85 Theire maistres, theire tu*
tryce and techer. 1514 Jas. V Let. in Munim. Burgk
Irvine x. (1890) 33 Oure dearest moder, tutrice testamentar
& governonr.

+ Tutrix (tifi-triks). Obs, [a. L. tutrix^ fem.
oitutor Tutor, Cf. prec, and Tutress, Tutobkss.]
A female tutor, a. A female guardian, b. An
instructress, a governess, rare.
X515 in Archseotogia XLVII. 303 Suffre me as tutrix of the

yong king. 1546 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 50 Tutrix
testamentar to hir barnes and said umquhile Hew, 1590
SwiNBUKNK Testaments 97 By the ciuill lawe a woman (the
mother and grand-mother excepted) can not bee assigned
tutrix. 165a W, Hartley Infant-Baptism 10 Those pupils
she became tutrix to. 1659 A. Hay /Jrary (S.H.S. 1901) 209
That the Lady subscryve her renimciation. .in her name as
tutrix. x68o Dalgahno Di-afff Dumb Man's Tutor v. 49
A pratling N urse is a better Tutrix to her foster-child. X702-'3

in Tindai tr. Rapin's Hist. Eng. (174$) IV, xxvi. 596/1 A
Tutrix oc Regent, during the minority of her supposed
brother.

Hence f Tu'trizship, the office of tutrix. Ods,

rare~^.
15*0 Q. Margaret in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. ii. I. 276 The

recoveryng of my..Tutrixship of the Kyng my Soon.

Tnts&IX (t:;*tsan). Forms : a. 5 totsaue, tout-
sayne, 6 totsan, tutsanei 6~ tutsan, 7 tutesain;

0. 6 tutaon, -sone, -som, -some, [app, of F, or

Anglo-F, origin. But the mod.F, toute-saine is not
ill Cotgr. (who gives tutsan, perh, from Lyte), and
is known to Hatz,-Darm. only from 1762, when it

appears in the Diet, of the Academic, whereas the

name is found in Kng. c 1400-50.]

A name applied to various plants on account of

their alleged healing virtues; formerly to Agnus
Castus, and, in French, to Sanicle (Hatz.-Darm,);

now, in Eng., to a shrubby species of St. John's-

wort, Hypericum Androsa^rnufn, with strongly aro-

maticfoliageandberry-likefruit ; formerlyesteemed

as a vulnerary. Also called Park-leaves.
a. a 1400-50 Stockh, Med. MS. 157 Tolsane or parkleuys

:

agnus castus. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 562/24 Agnus
fOj/KJ, . . toutsayne. 1548 Turner Names 0/ Herbes 13
Androsaemon. Androsaemon is the herbe (as I dooe gcsse)

whiche we call totsan, and the Poticaries lably cal Agnus

TUTTY.
castus. 155a Elyot (ed. Cooper), Androsaemon, an hearbe
called sainct Johns woort, or rather Tutsane, and groweth
in gardeyns, and no where els. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xlv.

66 Tutsan so called in French and in English. 1597 Gerardb
Herbal 11. clii. 435 The leaues laide vpon broken shins,..
healeth them, and many other hurtes and griefes, whereof
it tooke his name Tout saine, or Tutsane, .. heating all things.
x6ia Drayton Poly-olb. xiii. 206 The yarrow, . . The healing
Tutsan then and Plantan for a sore. 1614 Markham C/ieap
Husb. I. Table A v, Agnus Castus^ of some called Tutesaine,
is an hearbe with reddish leaues, and stnewie like Plan-
taine. 1640 Parkinson TAcat. Bot. v. Hi. 575 Androsxmum
Maithioli. Matthiolus his Tutsan. This Tutsan (for other
English name I know not well, what it may have, unlesse
you would call it a great S. lohns wort, because it is so like
itj. 1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v, Audrosaimum^ Tutsan
or Park-leaves. This Plant grows wild in many Parts of
England. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxv. (1794) 374
Garden Tutsan is evidently of this genus {Hypericum). 1859
R. Thompson Card. Assist. (1878) 649 Hypericum Andro-
ssemum, tutsan, sweet amber.
p. 1553 Elyot (ed. Cooper), Ascyrum, the herbe, which of

some is called Peter worte : other would haue it to be Tut-
son. Ibid., Cruciata^ of some is taken for the herbe called
Tutsome, 1575 Turbervilk Venerie 232 Take a bandfull
of Tutsome, a handfull of Rewe [etc,].

b. attrib. and Comb.
1804 Charlotte Smith Conversations, etc. I. 173 The

Apocynum, or tutsan leaved dog's bane. 187a H. Kincsley
Hornby Mills I. 6 The golden Tutsan St John's wort lit up
the darkness of the shrubbery.

II Tutti (ttt-ttO. Mtts, [It. tutto sing., tutu pi,

all :—L. totus, tott.^ In concerted music, a direc-

tion that all the performers are to take part ; also,

a passage or movement rendered by all the per-

formers together ; also attrib,

17*4 Short Explic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bks., Tutti, or
TuttOj

.

. signifies All, or All together, . . in Musick of several
Parts, . . signifying that . . all the several Parts are to perform
together, 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 74/1 Except in the tuttt

parts {i.e., those portions of the concerto in which the prin-

cipal instrument rests). 1839 Longf. Hyperion iv. iv, A
surfeit of music ; tuttis, finales, choruses, must he performed.
1884 Leeds Mercury Weekly Supp. 15 Nov. 1/6 Her solo

passages were very pleasing, but the tutti music was wanting
in tone and point.

Tutty (tz'ti),f^.l Forms : a, 4-7 tutie, (6 thutie),

5-8 tuty, (5 tutye, tuthye) ; /3. inLatinized form
6-9tutia, (6 tucia, 7 tussia) ; 7. 6- tutty, (7 tuttie,

tutti). [a. F. tutie (13th c. in Wr.-WUlcker 559/13)
= Sp, tutia^ atutia^ Pg. and med,L. tutia (erron,

tucid) ; a. Arab, toy tutiya oxide of zinc (marked

as a foreign word in Arabic lists, perh. Persian),

Vullers compares the Sanskrit tuttha blue vitriol,

used as an eye-ointment, and this is favoured by the

statement of Ibn Baitar that the best tutiyd comes
from India.] A crude oxide of zinc found adhering

in grey or brownish flakes to the flues of furnaces

in which brass is melted (cf. Pompholyx) ; also

occurring in some countries as a native mineral

;

formerly used medically, chiefly in astringent oint-

ments and lotions, and now as a polishing powder.
Also attrib, as tutty ointment^ powder,
o. C1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 95 Anoynte l>e wounde..

with \ns oynement of rasis & tutie [v.rr, tutye, tuthye].

C1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. Ixxxviu 95 Stones,

Margarites, Corale, Tuty, and alany, and swylk lyk. 1541
R. Copland Gatyen's Terap, 2 H j b, Pampholix commonly
called thutie. C1550 H. Lloyd Treas. Health (15B5) fiij,
Tuty doth dry and clear the eyes, more than all medycynes.
x6oi Holland Pliny xxx, viii. II. 384 The tried grease of
unwashed wooll, (whereunto some adde Tutie and oile of

Roses), x6xo B. Jonson Alch. 11. lit. 398 Your marchesite.

your tutie, your magnesia. (i$56-i7o6 in Blount and
Phillips.]

^. 1543 Traheron Vigors Chirurg. 107 b/i Let the sayd
tbynges be boyled togyther, excepte the tutia. 1581 Sty-
ward Mart. Discipi. 1. 12 They ought to haue ..greato

store of.. Tarre, Campher, Waxe, Tucia, Ars-nicke, i6is
Markham En^. Housew. (1660) 17 Take two drams of

prepared Tussia. 1653 Culpepper Eng. Physic. (1656) 30*
For Distillations of Rhewms in the Eyes, especially if it be

used with Tutia. 1678 R. K[ussell] Geber in. 11. l iv. 149
Tutia is the fume of White Bodies, ijvj-^i [see y].

y. X547 BooKDE Brev. Health ccv. 71 To bedwarde anoynt
the eyes divers tymes with Tutty. 1605 Timme Quersit. 111.

170 Infuse tuttie and lytharge, of each two ounces. i68»

Wheler Journ. Greece 111. 223, I was shewed a dried Herb
,. whereof the Powder is made, we commonly call Tuttt.

X7S7-4X Chamuers Cycl., Tutty, Tuiia^ or Lapis Tutise...

Tutty is now brought chiefly from Germany. Anciently ic

came from Alexandria. 1731 ^\E.i.DiHGGrubstreet Opera u.

iv, Your bills for tutty and rotten-stone, when you us'd

nothing but poor whiting, x8ia J. Smyth Pract. ofCustoms
(1821) 119 The better sorts of Tutty.. are in semi-cylindrical

concave pieces, like the bark of a tree ; ponderous, and
somewhat sonorous, x868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1073 An
impure oxide, sold under the name ottutty, is obtained from
the furnaces in which brass is melted. X883 Chambers'
Encycl., Tutty-powder. 1890 Cent. Diet. s-v. Ointment^
Tutty ointment.

Tutty (t»*ti),J(J.2 Now dial. Forms: 6tuttay,

-ey, 7 -ie, titty, 9 diat. totty, tutto, 7- tutty

(also in comb. 9 tutti-). [Origin obscure : jjerh,

orig. a nursery or children*s word. Cf, Tussy,
TuzzY-MUZzy.] A nosegay, a posy ; a tuft or

bunch of flowers.

1578 Lytk Dodoens Ml, xxiL 344 At the highest of the

statkes groweth white flowers.. ioyning one to another lyke

a tuttay, or little nosegaye. Ibid. vi. xvi. 677 Two kindes

of Heath, one. .bearing his flowers in tutteysor tuftes. 1599
MiNSUEU SpOft, Diet.. A Tuttie, nosegay, or poesie, ramii*
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TUTTY. 516 TWADDLE.
UU dgjior^s. c i6ij 1". Campion Bk. Ayrcs 1. 1. ' Jack ft

Joan they think no iil' iii, She can wreathes and tuuyes
make. 1664 [see Tuzzv-muzzy], 1706 Phillips (ed. Ker-
sey), Tutty or Tuszimuxzyy an old Word for a Nosegay.
a laoo Pkcce SuppL Grose, Tutly, and Titty, a nosegay.
SamtnelsM. 18J5 J. Jennings Ots. Dial. IK Ene^. 128
When spreng, adresst in tulties, Calls all iha birds abroad.
1^04 l<jih CeHt. Sept. 233, I had a tutty—a nosegay, .. zix
times zo big as the biggest picklen cabbage.

b. Comb. : tutty men, tuttimen//., at Hunger-
ford, tithingmen who collect contributions on Ilock
Tuesday, carrying a tutty-pole, wreathed with
flowers and ribbons ; tutty-more : see quot. 1873.
1873 Williams & Jones Somerset Gloss., Tutty, flower.

Ttittynwrt, flower-root. 1893 Wilts Gloss. s.v. Totty, At
Hungerford the tything.men are known as Tutli-men, and
carry Tutti-poles, or wands wreathed with flowers. 1904
Daily News 13 Apr. 11 The tutti-meii sallied forth, armed
with staves, adorned with handsome bouijuets.

+ Txi"tty, a.' Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin ; cf.

the dial, verb tui, to be uneven in length or height.]

Of ground : Uneven, hummocky. Also in comb.
tulty-nostii, ? snub-nosed.
1607 Markmau Cavtil. III. (1617) 29 If the ground bee

tuttie, and full of false treading (which we call broken
swarlb)..then he must gather vp his body round and close.
1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 39 (1713) 1. 255 It

is a little Tutty-nos'd ^'appeting Sprite; the Good Old
Cause's Lap-Dog.

Tatty (tfti), a.2 dial. [Of obscure origin:

cf. Tkkty, tkttt.] Irritable, testy, peevish.
1809 T. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. 145 Tutty, ill-

leinpered, sullen. 1S48 A. B. Evans Leicestersh. Words,
Tutty, touchy. 185s [see TeetvJ 190a Baring-Gould Nebo
tlu Nailer vii, He's that tutty, if not minded at wunce.

II Tutu (t«'t«). [Maori.] A New Zealand
shrub yielding shining black juicy berries, contain-
ing poisonous seeds ; = Toot sb.^ Also attrib.

1857 [see Toot sb.% s86i C. C. Bowen Poems 57 And
flax and fern and tutu grew In wild luxuriance round. 1867
(seeTuPAKlHlJ. 1884 A. Cox ffcco/A 258 Footpaths, .fringed
with tutu bushes. 1889 G. P. Williams & W. P. Reeves
Colonial Couplets 20 (Morris) The troublesome process..
Which old settlers are wont to call ' eating your tutu '.

II Tutulus (tijl-ti(J15s). Archxol. [L. tululus.']

A Roman head-dress formed by plaiting the hair
in a cone above the forehead, worn esp. by the
Flamen and his wife.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Tutulus, among the Romans,
a manner of dressing the nair, by gathering it up on the
forehead into the form of a tower. . . Tutulus likewise
signified a woollen cap with a high top. 18x6 J. Dallawav
Statuary f, Sculpt, vi. 321 The head-dress is that of the wife
of a pontifex, . . the tutulus or top of the hair is rolled with a
lace round the crown of the head. 1891 Farrar Darkn. «t
Damnxxvi, Domitia Lepida, whose tutulus, or conical head*
dress, it was the exclusive task of a slave-maiden to adorn,
Tutimac, Tuty, -ye, obs. (T. Tutenag, Tuttv.
Tuuei, Tuueine, Tuuelf, Tuixijea, obs. ff.

TWAY, 'I'WAIN, TWKLV£, TWICE.
Tuum, ' thine ' : see phr. meum ami tuum s. v.

Meum 1.

Tuwel, obs. form of Tewel.
Tu-wMt (ttthwit), V. [See next.] inlr. To
hoot as an owl.
190a A. Lang in Lon^m. Mag. Dec. 99 He heard the owls

towhitting and towhooing from the wood.

Tu-whit, tu-whoo (twhwi-t t«hw?7), int.

{sb.). Also 6-9 to-, too-, -who, -hoo
; 9 towhoo

towhoo ; etc. [Imitative.] An imitation of the
call of an owl. See also prec. and next.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. iL 928 Then nightly sings the

staring Owie Tu-whit to-who. A nierrie note. 1594 LvLY
Moth. Bomb, in, iv. To whit to whoo, the OwIe does cry.
1607 Bartey-Breake C1877) 9 Too whit, too whoo, cries out
the broad-fac'd Owle. 1797 Coleridge Ckristabel I. 3 The
owls have awakened the crowing cock ; Tu—-whit

!

Tu

—

whoo I

b. sb. The utterance of this cry ; the hoot of an
owl ; also, the use of the expression in literature.
1830 Tennyson 2nd Song to 0ml i. Thy tuwhits are lull'd

1 wot, Thy tuwhoos of yesternight. Ibid, ii. With a
lengthen'd loud haltoo, Tuwhoo, tuwhit, tuwhit, tuwhoo-0-0.
i86a Borrow Wild Wales liii. What resemblance does
Shakespear's to-whit-to-whoo bear to the cry of the owl?
none whatever.

c. Hence as a name for the owl. iionce-use.
««04. Terilo Fr. Bacon's Proph. (Percy Soc.) 8 And olde

to whit to whoo Did watch the winter night.

Tu-whoo (tuhw«-), int. {sb.). Also to-who(o,
too-hoo. [Cf.prec] Imitationof thecallofan owl.
1797 Coleridge Chrislaiel l. Concl. 31-2 From clifl'

and tower, tu—whoo ! tu—whoo ! Tu-whoo ! tu—whoo '

from wood and fell ! 1853 Hickie tr. Aristoph. (1872) II.
425 The owls, which are constantly crying ' to-who '. i86a
Borrow Wild Wales liii. The owl.. who cried Too-hoo.
hoo. 1868 Tennvson Last Toum. 346 Tuwhoo ! do ye see
It? do ye see the star? 1899 E. J. Chapman Drama Two
Lives, Canadian Suinmer-iiight 69 The owl's weird cry..
With its long toohoo ! toohoo 1 190$ Essex Rev. XV. 54The White or Barn owl cries ' Tuwhich ', and the Brown
owl ' Tu-whoo ', or ' Hoohoo ; hoo, hoo, hoo, Hoo-hoo '.

b. sb. The owl's cry.

1830 (see prec b). 1880 Hitman's llaiidbk. Chepstow f,
Wye (ed. 4) App. 125 Unless (air Pliilomel is silenced by the
too-whoo of the prowling owl.

Hence Vn-wboo'Z'. intr., to utter the cry tu-whoo;
to hoot as an owl. Hence Tu-whoo'ing vbl. sb.

Also Ta-whoot v.

X843 Thackeray Bluebeard's Ghost Wks. igo8 VI. 363 An
owl was too-wliooing from the church tower. Ibid., The
toowhooing of the owl. 1893 Baring-Gould Cheap Jack
Z. xxxvii, A barn.owl .. to-whooed in its terror. 1913
lllitckw. Mag. Mar. 374/1 An owl tu-whooted to us from the
trefoiled arch.

Tuwyte, obs. dial, form of TKwiiiT,the lapwing.

Tuxl : see Tu.scLE. Tuycion, -oun, obs. ft.

Tuition. Tuye, var. Twie adv. Obs., twice.

Tuyegge, obs. f. Twig sb.

Tuyere (twlsj, twaioj, ||t«iyfr, iiiyi'). Forms:
(4tuer, toyer, toyere). a. 7 twire-, 9 twyer(e,
twy6re, twyeer. /3. 8-9 tweer, 9 twear. 7. 9
tuyer(e, tuydre ; tewer, tewyre. [The common
current spelling of the word already entered in

the forms Tew-iuon and Tow-iuen, and taken as

ad. OF. Uiere (1389 in Godef. Coiupl.'), tuyere,

tuhiere, totiyere (1459), mod.F. tttyire. The re-

markable gap between the 14th cent, instances and
modern usage is partly filled by the occurrence of

TwiBE-riPE in the 17th cent.] The nozzle through
which the blast is forced into a forge or furnace.
[1350-1 in Arcltxologia LXIV. 158 Item in ij tuers ferri

emptis ij. s. viij.d. Ibid. 159 Item in xxvj egyn faciendis
pro tuers_ vj s. vjd., pro ege iijd. 135^ ibid. 150 Libera-
buntur. .in fabrtca prcdicta..unuin angire [?andire — and-
iron] precii viijd. duo toyers precii xijd. Ibid. 163 In
emendacione iij toyeres xij d.]

1781 More Iron Scoria in PAH. Trans. LXXII. 51
uote. The Tweer is that opening through which the air is

driven by the bellows into the body of the furnace. 1839
Civil Eng.Jf Arch. Jrnl. II. 233/2 The * Twyer * (or aper-
ture by which the blast is admitted) of a cupola or furnace
for melting cast iron. 1839 Penny Cycl.^WX. 3V1 The three
tubes leading to this hearth, .which are called tuyeres, are
used for introducing the blast of air. 1859 R. Hunt Guide
Mus. Pract. Geol. (ed. z) 229 The use of hot blast at the
tuyeres. 186a Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. x. i The hori-
zontality of the lines of equal temperature from the tuyeres
upwards. 1864 Q. Jrnl. Sc. I. 492 The twyers are in the
upper part of the boshes, and the blast is directed down-
wards. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines ^ Mining p. viii,

With the view of diminishing the waste of heat, it is custom-
ary to run the water through tuyeres and jacket just fast
enough to keep it almost boiling. i88z Young Ev. Man his
own Mechanic § 1419 A short pipe or tuyere, .acting as the
nozzle of an ordinary pair of bellows. 189a Labour Com-
mission Gloss., Twear, the pipe which conveys the hot blast
into the furnace.. surrounded byalargepipe, through which
passes a constant flow of cold water to keep the twear cool.
1900 Archxalogia LVII. 119 A blast of air from a bellows
was admitted to the furnace through a pipe or twyer.

b. attrib. and Comb., as tuyere hole, opening,
-pipe; tuyere arch, in a blast furnace, an arch
through which a tuyere is admitted (^Cent. Diet.

1891) ; tuyere-box, in a converter or the like, a
detachable chamber with a number of tuyeres

;

tuyere coil, a water-pipe coiled about the tuyere
for cooling (Knight Diet. Mech., Suppl. 1884);
tuyere-house, ? a recess in the wall of a furnace
where the blast is admitted : cf House sb. 7c;
tuyere-plate : see quot.
1861 Faikbairn Iron 155 The •tuyere-box . . is so arranged

as to be easily detached. Two or more of these tuyere-
boxes are provided, so that on the removal of one set of
tuyeres, another box and tuyeres may be in readiness. 1836-
41 Brande CAc/K. (ed. 5) 762 The expansion of the boshes

;

but as this is more than four feet above the *tuyere hole, the
blast must be delivered with great velocity. 1879 ^- Glad-
stone in Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. r45/i The blast, .is let
on through the twyer-hole. 1861 Fairbairn Iron 50 The
number of blowpipe nozzles to each furnace varies..; the
usual number is three, one for each of the *tuyere-houses.
188a Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 580 Water.. flows
also around the *tuyere openings. 1674 *Twire-pipe [see
TwiRE-piPE 2]. 184a Civil Eng. 4- Arch. Jrnl. III. 297/2
A second layer of charcoal.. is thereafter laid.. under the
twy^re pipe. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Btoomary, a
forge for making wrought iron. . .The sides are iron plated, .

.

the "tuyere-plate (through which the tuyere passes) at one
side.

Tuyis, obs. Sc. f. Twice. Tuyke, var. Tukb,
Obs. Tuyl, tuylje, obs. (T. Tijilyie. Tuyn,
tuyne.tuynne, obs. ff. Twin, Twine. Tuynde,
tuyne, obs. ff. Tine f.1

t Tuyre, app. erron. f. Tirve v.'^

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1234 5et nolde neuer Nabugo |>is

like note leue, Er he hade tuyred t>is toun & tome hit to
grounde.

Tuyme, obs. f Tew-iuon : cf Tuveke.
Tuys, tuyse, tuyss, Tuyssion, -yon, Tuyx,

obs. ff. Twice, Tuition, Twi.xt.

Tuz, tuzz (twz). [Perhaps identical with *tus
in TusSY and tus{se)mose : see Tuzzy-muzzy. But
it may be related to Todse sb. 2, a tousled mass
(of hair).] A tuft of hair; in quot. applied to
whiskers: dial, a knot of wool or hair.

1693 Urvuen Persiiis iv. 90 With odorous Oyl thy head and
hair are sleek ; And then thou kemb'st the Tuzzes on thy
Cheek. 1847-78 Halliwell, Tuz, a knot of wool or hair.
Leic.

Tuza (tw'za). Also tu9a {erron. tuoa). [a. Sp.
tuza, ad. Mexican lufan or iozan, the native name.]
A Mexican pocket-goi)her or pouched rat : a rodent,
formerly supposed to be a kind of mole.
[1651 Hp;rnandez Nist. Anim. * Miu. Novae Hisp. I.

xxiv. 7 De Tucan. sen Talparuin Indicaruni iiuodam genere.]
1787 CULLEN tr. Clavigero's Mexico II. 321 Tuza, not Tucun

as Count de Bufi'on writes, in Mexican tozan, a quadruped
of Mexico of tlie mole kind but larger and more beautiful.

189s C. H, M erriam in U. S. Dept. Agric, N. A mcr. Fauna
No. 8. 112 The tuza series [of Geomys\ inhabits the South
Atlantic and Gulf States south of the Savannah River and
east of the Mississippi... 'i'he members of the tuza series

agree among themselves and difl*er from the remaining forms
of the genus Geomys in having longer and more naked tails,

and in numerous cranial characters.

Tuzzle, variant of Tussle.

Tnzzy (t»zi). [See Tuz and next, and cf.

Tussv.] (See quot.)

1890 Sci. Amer. 1 Mar. i3t/3 A ball of horsehair, such as
is used by copper plate printers to assist in freeing their

hands from ink (they call it a * tuzzy ').

Tuzzy-muzzy (ts'ziimpzi), sb. («.) Obs. exc.

dial. Forms: a. 5 tusmose, tussemose, 7
tussimussie ; 3, 7 tuzzimusaie, 6-8 tuzzie-,

tuzzi-, -muzzie, -muzzy, 8-9 tuzzy-muzzy. [app.

a kind of reduplicated or riming jingle on TussY.
The early form tus- or tussemose, with the transi-

tional tussimussie, suggest the existence of *tus or

*tusse in the sense ' cluster or knot of flowers *,

whence TussY.] f A bunch or posy of flowers,

a nosegay ; a garland of flowers. hXioJig. Obs.
a. c Z440 Promp. Parv. 494/2 Tyte tust, or tusmose of

fiowrys or othyr herbys (S. tytetuste or tussemose), ol/ac-

torium. 1629 Parkinson Paradisus 281 A delicate Tu.ssi'

mussie, as they call it, or Nosegay.

P- 158s J- Higins Junius' Nomcncl. 113/2 Seruia, a nose-

gay : a tuzziemuzzie : a sweete posie. 1587 GoLDiNG De
Mornay xxiii. (1592) 342 [Apollo] commaunded. .to remouo
the tuzzimuzzies of flowers from his feete. 1598 Florio,
.Scrta..a. circlet or garland or wreath, a tuzzie-muzzie. 1620
Thomas Lat. Diet., Sertrtm,..A nosegay, a tuzzimussie.

X629 Symmer Spir. Posie Ep. Aijb, Then shall this Tuzzt-
tnuzzie have its wished and expected smell. 1664 Gouldmam
Copious Dictionary (1669) s. v. Tuttie, A Tuttie, nosegay,
posie or trnzi^mMzziUf/asciculus. iyo6 [see Ti;ttv sb.^].

b. dial. As popular name of particular plants

or flowers (see quots.) ; also, a bur.

1842 Phelps Collect. Glouc. 281 Tuzzy tuuzzy, a barr.
x886 Britten & Holland Eng. Plant-n., Tuzzy muzzy,
Muscari comosum. . . Nor/\olk\. 1890 Gloucester Gloss.
Supp., Tuzzy.muzzy, old man's beard ; Clematis Vitalba.

c. transf. See quots. slang.

17x1 E. Ward (?«/.r. I. 70 And Salt as Lot's Wife's 'I'uzzy-

muzzy. 1721 Bailey, T'MSz/wKs^y', .. a jocular Name for the
Pudendum Muliebre. [Hence in Halliwell, and in later

Diets.]

B. adj. Dishevelled, ragged ; fuzzy, dial.

1847-78 Halliwell, Tuzzimuzzy, rough; ragged; dis-

hevelled.

Twa, OE. and Sc. form of Two.
Twachel, var. Twatcuel.
Twachylle, obs. f. Twitchel l, passage.

Twaddell(twg-d'I). Also TvFaddel, Twaddle.
[Short for Twaddelts hydrometer, from the name
of the inventor.] A form of hydrometer or hydro-
metric scale in which 200 degrees correspond to a
unit of specific gravity, that of distilled water being
denoted by zero. Also attrib.

i860 O'Neill C/r«K. Calico Print, etc. 11 To obtain the
value of any degree of Twaddle, it must be multiplied by
five, and the product added to 1,000. Ibid. 12 The specific

gravity and the Twaddle value of a degree of Beaum^. 1873
E. SpoN Workshop Receipts Ser. 1. 30/1 A hot solution of
nitro-sulphate of iron, 5° Twaddle, 150° Fahrenheit.

t Twa'dding, «<&. Obs. rare- '^. [Of obscure

origin : cf. Twagger.] Abundantly (fat).

i6s7 G. Thornlev Dtiphnis ^ Chloe 175 Nor had the
Wolf raven'd away so much as one [goat], and they were all

more twadding fat then the very sheep.

Twaddle (twg-d'l), sb. (a.) [Origin obscure

:

not found a 1780 ;
perh. an alteration of the earlier

Twattle (known as vb. from 1573, as sb. from
1639; in twittle-tiuattleitom cijso).]
1. Senseless, silly, or trilling talk or writing;

empty verbosity ; dull and trashy statement or
discourse ; empty commonplace ; prosy nonsense.
1782 in Mrs. Delany's Life <5- Corr. Ser. 11. (1862) III. 125

Fanny Burney has taken possession of the ear of those who
found their amusement in reading her twaddle (that piece of
old fashioned slang I should not have dared to write or utter,
within hearing of my dear mother). 1825 Scott Jrnl. 29 Nov.,
A letter.. quoting the twaddle of some old woman. 1851
Thackeray Eng. Hum. v. Pouring out endless volumes of
sentimental twaddle. 1878 M. C. Jackson Chaperon's Cares
II. xii. 145 The odious small.talk and twaddle he was com-
pelled to hear. Ibid. xx. 243 No need to talk a lot of
twaddle and nonsense to a woman with brains. lootS Sir
F. Treves Highways Dorset xviiL 291 He was guided by
personal, .experience, and not by the twaddle of theorists.

b. In extended sense : Something trashy or
worthless ; rubbish.
1786 Lounger (1787) II. 197 The Ton of London is mere

Twaddle, . .the only right Ton is to be found in Paris. 1842
Barham Iitgol. Leg. Ser. 11. Bahes in Wood, Greek and Latin
old twaddle 1 call!

t2. (See quots. and Bore j/<.2 i.) Qbs. slang.
X785 European Mag. Dec. 473/2 The favourite phrases

falf, and are no more. The Rage, the Thing, the Twaddle,
and the Bore. 1785 (^ROSE Diet. Vulg. Tongue Pref. 2 The
fashionable words, or favourite expressions of the day,.,
vanish without leaving a trace behind, such were the late

fashionable words, a Bore and a Twaddle, among the great
vulgar. 1796 Ibid. (ed. 3), Twaddle, peiplexity, confusion,
or anything else : a fashionable term that for a while suc-
ceeded that of bore.



TWADDLE.
+ 3. A i>erson who talks or writes twaddle ; a

twaddler. Obs,

i8oa Mrs. J. West Infidel Father II. loo [HeJ acknow-
ledged himself lo be., bored by detestable twaddles. 1813
Moore Poit-bag ii, 29 He thinks, .the imagination. .Could
only enter in the noddles Of difll and ledger-keeping
twaddles. 1830 Macaui^v Ess.^ A', Montgomery 5 Poems
(1887) 142 A'respectahle and pious gentleman, who^e prin-
cipal fault is that he is something of a twaddle, a 1838 C.
Morris Lyra Urban, (1840) II. 187, I fear I'm becoming
a twaddle.

4. attrib. or mlj. Of the nature of twaddle;
empty and prosy ; in'quot. 1830, feeble.
1830 Col. Hawkrr Diary (1893) II. 20 The difference

l>etween the twaddle and the vigorous in shooting. 1845
Carlvle Cronnvell (i8;ri) V. 114 High Art paintings, gilt
frames, and twaddle criticism^ 1865 Trollopf, Belton Est.
V, I hate the twaddle talk of love. 1889 Gretton Memory's
H.trkb. 219 Twaddle truisms instead of vital truths.

Hence ijwfue-wds.) Twa'dcUedom, the realm of
twaddle, the habit of uttering twaddle ; Twa-d-
dleize v.., trans, to reduce to twaddle ; Twa'ddle-
some fz., full of or addicted to twaddle.
1837 Tait's Mag. IV. 454 The "twaddledom of old age.

i^lbiii. XVII. 547/1 Dulling his (Hurns's) humour, prose-
fying his poetry, and 'twaddleising his vigour, 1865 Pait
MallG. II Nov. 10 A grim villain immensely stupid, and..
a virtuous duke immensely *twaddlesome.
Twaddle, var. Twadoeix,
Twa'ddle, v,^ [f. Twaddle sb. ; or perh.

altered, like it, from Twattle z;.]

1. /«//-. To utter twaddle ; to talk or write in a
silly, empty, or tr.ishy style.

i8as J- Wilson Noct.Ambr. Wks. iSss I. 15 Pope.. beats
them hollow. Catch him twaddling. 1831 Scorr Jml. 14
Feb., I am afraid I am twaddling. 1863 Thackeray Round.
Papers^ Dfssein's, * What is that old fellow twaddlin' about?'
cries IJrummel.

2. /ram. To utter as twaddle, or in a trashy and
prosy way.
1837 Pbescott in Ticknor Lf/i (1864) 271 note. They

twaddleout their humour as if they were afraid of its biting
loo hard. 1850 Carlvle Latter-d. Pamph. viiL (1872) 273
You arc not bound to.. twaddle pretended raptures. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 19 Jan. 7/1 Instead of twaddling out
platitudes,

b. with away : To spend or pass in empty talk.
i8a6 Scott Jrnl. 11 Apr., We twaddled away the evening

well enough.

t Twaddle, z;.2 Obs, rare-^, [Cf. prec. and
Twiddle v.i] intr. To trifle or play tuiih.

«797 Mrs. M. Robinson H^alstng/uitn IV. 3, I hate
twaddling with other people's happiness.

Twa-ddle. v.-^ Chiefly ^/o/. [Cf. Waddle v.,

and dial, quadiik in similar sense.] intr, * To walk
with a feeble, uncertain gait* {E, D. D,). So
Twaddle-toed a.

18*3 inspirit Pub. yrnh. 43 The unfortunate gentleman
h.^d walked, or rather twaddfed to the office in a pair of
l-xiso slippers. 1907 Daily News 20 Mar. 6 Greenfinches.

.

lnveaii unmistakable twaddte-loed walk that .. makes them
lo-jk like parrots.

Twaddler (twgdbj). Also twadler. [f.

Twaddle sb. or z/.i + -kb i.] One who twaddles;
one who talks or writes twaddle.
1787 Duke of Rutland in 14th Rep. Hist, MSS. Conim.

App. I. 395 Pray be particularly attentive to them (even
tho they be twaddlers). 1837 DiCKtNs Pickw. Ii, A laugh
at the style of this ungratnituttical twaddler. 188a Miss
IlRAnixjN Mt, Royal x, One of your sickly, sentimental
twaddlers.

Twaddling (tw^ dlii|), ppL a. [f. Twaddle
lb. or z/,1 + -ING -.]

1. Having the character of twaddle; empty and
prosy ; rubbishy.
tSoA Edin. Rei'. Jan. 448 And this izvadiiUng stuff is sup.

posed to be spoken by John ofGaunt ! 183a LadvGkanvillb
Lett. 8 Sept, (i8g4) if. 132 Dearest sis, what a twaddling
letter thb ls. i^ EccUsiologist XIX. 38 The twaddling
derivation of Pointed architecture from interlacing boughs.
1859 Gho. Eliot A. Bede v, It's a volume of poems, .. mobt
of them seem to lie twaddling stufl*.

b. Petty, paltry, triflinj;, insignificant : =Twat-
TXAHQ ppi. a. 3. rare^\
185a W. C. Ualdwin A/r. Hunting la Jan. (1863)8 A

little twaddling weapon.
2. Uttering or addicted to talking twaddle.
i8s6 K. Reynolds Li/e ff Times II. 93 (II heard an old

twaddling special pleader. i86s Shimlev Nugae Crit. xi.

470 The |>oMiion. .assumed, .by twaddling doctrinaires, and
pcjlitiail p'liauts.

Twaddly (tw^dliX a. [f. Twaddlk sb. + -y.]

Characterized by, or of the nature of, twaddle.
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 273 (1 he di:dogue] .sounds

rather tw.iddly. 1879 Mlss Brauixjn C/ov. Eootxxx^'Whcw
a mother gets to the elderly and twaddly age, .. one can't
feel poetical about her.

Twae. Sc. dial, form of Two.
Twafald, twae-, obs. and Sc. if. TwoWLD.
fTwag. Cani. Obs. (Secquol.)
159J (^RKKNK Conny.Catchingm. C, Their word for know*

nig ech other, as is siiid, was Quest, and this villaines com-
fnrtablc newes to them, was Tivagf signifying he had sped,
Twagger (twx-gsj). dial, [Cf. Quao z/.i and
TwADDiNo adv:\ A (? big or fat) lamb.
'599 l*i--t,LK A rraignut. Paris 1. 1,1 have brought a twagger

for the nones, A bunting lamb;. , my cunning much I miss,
If ever Pan felt fatttr laiub than tlii^ 1 1000 in /it/i'. Dial,
Diet, (West SuiMJxJ.
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tTwail.twayle. Obs. rare—^. [app. a. F./(?/7^

{d^araign^e) spider^s web :—L. tela web, cloth.] A
spider's web.
1608 Tofskll Serpents 273 They [spiders] labour to, and

doe prouiile Gainst winds and things that break their twaylcs
\cii. 1658 twails) That bands from tacktings may not slyde
When greater strength doth them assayle.

Twaile, obs, form of Towel.
Twain (tw^'u), numeral a, and sb. arch. Forms

:

I twoesen, tuesen, 1-3 twejeu, tweejen, 3

tweijen, 2-3 tweien, 3 tweyen; 2-5 twein,
3-5 tweyne, tweine, twone, (4 tweiyno,
tuueine), 4-5 tweyn, 5 tweyne

; 4 tuayn,
tuain, 4-6 twayne (5 tueyne, thwayne),
5-6 twayn, 6 Sc. twane, 6-7 twaine, (7 ^V,

tuaine), 6- twain. [The modern representative

of OE. tive^cny tlic nom. and ace. masc. of the

numeral of which the fern, and neuter Iwd^ Iti, re-

main as Two (q. v.). It corresponds to OKris.
ttvetie^ txvcn (mod.Fris. dial, tween^livcin^ Iwain^
OS. Iwena^ tivC'ne, OIIG. nnd MHG. cw^;w(archaic
Cer. zween). In ME, twain ceased to be confined to

the masc, and became merely a secondary form of
two, used esp. when the numeral followed the sb.

Its use in the Hible of 16 1 1 and in the Marriage
Service, and its value as a rime-word, have con-
tributed to its retention as an archaic and poetic
synonym of two. See also the apocopate form
TwAY ; and, for the inflexions, Two.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

^_7»S CorpusGloss. (O.E.T.) 1510 PassuSf faeSm &^/tue?;en
stridi. ^rSoo Casket i in O. E. Texts 127 Twoejen ^ibro-
J«Era, focddae hise uylif in RomKceestri. a 900 O. E. Chron.
an. 822 Her tue?;en \Laud MS. twaj^enj aldormen wurdon
ofslfegetie. c xooo iEt,FRic Gen, xlii. 37 Ic haibbe tweien
.suna. £:ii6o Halton Gosp. Matt, xviii. 20 Djer twei^en
\Ags. G. twesen) o33e Jjreo synden on minen namcn je-
gadered. c 117S tzth c. Horn. (Dodley) 86 Tweien |>isseraB

d^ele habba;3 deor & nyten. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 41 Heo
tweien eoden et suine time in to helle. Ibid, 85 He haue(S.

.

l»a twein pene^es. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 5 Tweien o3er
tocumes of ure helende. c IS90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 276/168
Tweyen faire woinmen. a 1325 MS. Rami. B. J20 If. 81
No)t..bi tuueine assoines a sullen sollenmen suuche ane
assoine. c 1380 Wvcup .bV/. IVks. III. 194 And )>ei schullen
be tweiyne in o flesch. cxjjis Chaucer L. G. IK 1963
{Ariadne) It was longynge to the doughteren tweyne. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 151 By twene \v.r. tweye]
burgeys of Londoun. c 1400 Gatnelyn 734 (Harl. MS.) To
his tweyne brctheren anon-right he cam. 1421 Jas. I Kingis
^. xlii, With.,wommen tueyne. ^1415 Cursor M. 523
(i'rin.) (pel heed wijjynne hat» e^en tweyn [Cot/.y Gott,
tuin ; F. twyn j rime certeynj. c x^tfiGenerydes 155 It was
be twix them thwayne. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 193 Rent, to
be paid . . at twayne termes in the yere. 1503 Dunbar
Thistle^ Rosei-ja Haill, Koiss, both reid and quhyt,..of
michty cullouris twane. ^ i<ix-is Act 3 Hen. K///,c. 23 §5
Lettres..to twayn of his honourable Counseiltours. 154J
UuALL Erasm. Apopk. 165 The vertues..of bothe twain.
1548 Forrest Pleas, Poesye 61 b, Wee shall deuyde it into
lessons twayne. 1673 Hobbes Odyssey iv. 470 I5ut of the
Princes lost are only twain. 1784 Cowper Task i. 77 The
soft settee . . received, United yet divided, twain at once.
X897MAY Kenoaix in Longm, Mag, Aug. 340 Forth went.

.

Soldiers twain.

&. Abnormal genitive pi.: her twcyiters ~ oi \\i^\rv

two. (After alierisy altherisj botheris : see All
IX 4, l{<tTH A. 4 b.)

c 1450 dm. Myst. (Shales. Soc.) 125 And of her tweyners
metyng Here gyniiyth the proces.

B. Signification. = Two. I. adj.

1. In concord with a sb., etc. a. Preceding the
sb. Now rare,

c^aS- (see A-l. ctao$ Lav. 8144 peos tweien cnihtes.
/bid* 12255 Twcne ibro3ercn. c 1380 V/vcuf Set. IVks. III.

310 Whamie tweyne horis stryvede whos was |x: child. 138a
Ibid. 512 A ^usand and tweyn hundrid ^eer. 1433-50 ir.

Higden (Rolls) I. 167 There be tweyne Mauritanyes, that
firste is Mauiitany Cesariense, whiche hathe at the este of
hit Numidia. ai^j^/Cnt. dela 7'<?»r (1906) 162 It might be
proued.iby tweyn witnessis. c 1460 Wisdom 1077 in Macro
Plays -J t In twayn myghtys of my soule I the ofTendyde.
"554 Cdu Pole in Eng. Hist. Rev. July (1913) 528, I have
recevyd twayne yowr lettres. 1870 R. Huchanan lik, Orm
IV. 89 Thy blue eyes twain stars. 1871 F. W. Newman Iliad
XIII. zoi The twain full arm'd .Aiantes.

b. poet. Following the sb.

Chiefly for the sake of a rime.

13.. Cursor M. 4032 pir bre|>cr tuain ^am (ok to red.

f 13^0 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 106 tjodefrey of Louayn,
. . Bi messengers tuayn sent to kyng Henry, For his doubter
Adelayn. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 334 Let this flod

enduren yeres twaine. c: 1440 R.Gloucester s Chron. 1099
po adde king lud. .^onge sories tueie \MS. 8 tweyne]. c 1440
Pallati. on llusb. 1.671 On cok for hennys tweyne. 1513
Hradsmaw St, Werburgex. 174 Whylom dyuyded in sondry
kyngdomes twayne. ^1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxiii.

26 Hir bricht fair ene twane. 1700 Dhvoen Cock f^ Fox 717
The trembling widow, and her daughters twain. 1724
Swift To Delany Vl\i.$» 1755 IV. 1. 46 Where we find the

members twain. 178a Cowi*kh Gilpin 123 The bottles twain
. .Were shatter'd at a blow. 1843 Nkalk. Hymns /or Sick
(1863) 42 He loved the sisters twain. 1846 Kkhle Lyra
Innoc. (1S73) 147 Five loaves hath he, And (islies twain.

i860 I^NCF. Wayside Inn, .Saga K. Ola/ \v. 23 Slie had
given the ring to ber goldsmiths twain, Who smiled, as

they handed it back again. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixxviii.

J, Brothers twain has Callus.

2. Absolutely with ellipsis of sb., or following a
pronoun or pronominal adjective.

TWAIT.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 20 ?;yf tweien of eow

?,el7wa;riaa..beailcum I'inge. c 1x60, f 1x75 [see A.J. 1:1275
Passion 0/ Our Lord 243 in O, E. Misc. 44 per arysen
tweyne and bigunne to speke. ^1350 Will. Paleriie 2507
Se what sorwe he suffres to sauc vs tweine ! 1401 Pol.
Poems {^o\\^) n. 27 What betokencth that ye goe tweine
and tweme togither? 1470-85 Malory /^;//l«rii. x. 87 Of
the tweyne he had leuer kyng Lotte had be slayne than
kynge Arthur. x526 Pilgr. Per/ (W. de W. 1531) 143, I
shall wryte a worde or twayne. 1596 Edivardlll, iv. v. 82
Which of these twaine is greater infamie? i6ia Shaks,
Temp. I. ii. 438 All his Lords, the Duke of Millaine And his
braue sonne, being twaine. 1657 Howhll Londinop. 322
They had six.. Meeting places,.. twain in Bridge Street,.,
twain in Old Fish Street, and twain in Stock-Fishmonger
Row. 1824 Scott Redgawitlet Let. vii, We will pray him
. .to tarry a day or twani. 1847 Tennv.son Princ. vii. 271
These twain.. Sit side by side. i88x — Cup \\. i. 37 That
the world may know You twain are reconciled.

b. In (t on) twain \ into two parts or pieces, in

two, asunder.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. in. ix. (1495) 54 The vertue
of apprehendyngcis departed in tweyne. 1415 E. E. Wills
(1882) 23 Y wolle hit be parted on tweyne. c 1430 Hymns
Virg. (1867) 58 Or Jjei be fulli pariide on tweyne. C1440
Geuetydes 2632 With that stroke he brake his sheld on
twayn. 1509 Hawes Past. Picas, xxxviii. {Percy Soc.) 197,
I have thought long Sithen the time that we parted in

twayne. 1598 Mucedorus 11. iv. 77 To cut in twaine the
twisted thread. 1697 Dhvoen I'irg. Georg. iv. 202 Cold
Winter split the Rocks in twain. 1798 Soph. Lee Canterb.
T.i Vn^. Lcuiy's T. II. 145 The marble fountain, .was cloven
in twain, a 1862 Buckle AJisc. Wks. (1872) I. 84 The nation
was. .severed in twain by. .religious faction.

8. With special connotations. (Cf. One IIL)
a. Separate, parted asunder ; disunited, estranged,

at variance. (Only in predicate.)
c 1600 Siiaks. Soim. xxxvi, We two must be twaine,

Although our yndeuided loues are one. 1611 Sir W. Muke
Misc. Poems iv. 28 jit in a breist sail both our herts no
more at all be tuaine. X619 Drayton Idea'ix, Reason and I

(you must conceive) are twaine. 1671 Milton Samson 929
Thou andl long since are twain. 1844TALFOUKU Athenian
Capt. IV. i, Henceforth we are twain.

b. Consistingof two parts or elements; double,
twofold, rare.

t^glSlLR&visx Barth. DeP.R.v. 1.(1495) fviij/2 A chylde
borne, y' was tweyne in y^ ouer partye 8c one in the
nether partye. X870 Morris Earthly Par. IIL iv. 133 Hope
and shame. Twain help, . . unto her spirit came.

II. sb,

1 1. The abstract number two. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth.De P. R.xix. cxxiii. (1495) mmiijb/i

Superfluus is the nombre y> hath partyes that maketh a greter
nombre than itself:, .one, tweyne, thre [etc.]. c\i^%sCra/to/
Nombrynge (E.E.T.S.) 9 pou mayst not draw sex out of 3.

But ^ou mayst draw 2 out of sex. And )tou maiste draw
twene out of twene. c X483 Caxton Dialogues x, 51/6 Ungy
deuXy trois^ one, tweyne, tnre.

2. A group of two; a pair, couple.
X607 ToPSELL P'our-f. Beasts (1658) 555 Horns which some

men guess to be of the Unicorns.. because they are found
several, never by twains. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 104 To
blesse this twaine, that they may prosperous be. 18x6
Bvron Let, to Moore 24 Dec, You received my other twain
of letters. 1843 S. IIamford Homely Rhymes etc. (1864) 71
The twain of young lovers have tarried behind.

3. //. Twins, dial,

1580 HoLLVBANu Treos. Fr. Tong, Besson, twaines. X897

J. Hammond Cornish Parish ix. 199, I remark in 1699 three
entries of ' twains ' out of 76 births. Ibid. xix. 344 Instead
of 'twins ', [we say] ' two twains'.

III. Comb. : twaiu-cloud, a name for the

cumulostratus
; + twain-edged at. = Two-edged,

138J Wyclif Heb, iv. 12 The word of God is. .more able
for to perse than at tweyne eggid swerd. 1823 T. Fokstek
Res. Atmospheric Phenomena i. § 7. (ed. 3) 20 Of the Cumu-
lostratus or Twaincloud. 1844 Stephens Bk.P^arm I. 246
Why. .the heaped stratus [should be called] the twain-cloud
is by no means obvious, unless, .[as] being composed of two
clouds,.. but, on the same principle, the cirro-cunmlus, and
the cirro-stratus and the cumulo-stratus may be termed
twain-clouds.

t Twain, v, Obs. [f. Twain a. or sb."] Irans,

To part or divide in twain ; to put apart, separate.

13.. E.E. A Hit. P. A. 251 Fro we in twynne wern towen
& twayned, I haf ben a loylez luelere, 15.. Chester PL
(Shaks. Soc.) I. 20 (Add. MS.) Nowe will I make the firma-

mente,. . For to be a devidente To twayne [Harl. MS. 2124,

twyne] the watters. Ibid. II. 151 My people of Jewes he
wulde twayne. ? 17. . Clerk Saunders xii. in Child Ballads
(1886) II. 159 It wear great sin this twa to twain. 1878 B.
'J'avlor Deukalion 111. vi. Who twains Wliat once was one.

1900 Crockett Joan Siv. Hand xxxix, You may slay my
husband, but he is mine still. You cannot twain our souls.

b. intr. for refl. or pass. To separate.
15.. Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 18 (Add. MS.) Lightncs

and darcknes, I byde you tweyne {Harl, AIS. 2/24 iwyni
rimes bei;in, niyn, in].

Twait, var. of Thwait(e; obs. f. Twat.
Twait,twaite(tw^it). loarl. Forms: 7tweat,

thwait, 9 twayt, thwaite, 8- twait, twaite.
[Origin not ascertained.] A European sjjccies of
shad, Alosa finla. Also attrib. tivait shad.
1613 J. Dennvs 6>cr. Angling i\. xUi, The Shad.. The

Bocher sweet, the pleasant Flounder thin, The Peele, the
Tweat, the BotHng, and the rest, c 1640 J. Smyth Lives
Berkeleys (1885) HI. 319, 53. sorts of sea fish...'Jhe turbut.
Lamprey, Lamperne, Shad, tweat. 1688 K. Holme W/-/«(?»ry
n. 325/1 The Shad, Thwait, Plaice, and Flou[n)der have the
greatest love for Salt, or Brackish Waters, whic h tbb and
flow. 1769 BiiNNANT^TW. III. zySThe variety [uf the Shad)
called near Gloucester the Twaile, 1882 Stttndard'z Mar.
3/8 Two species vvhik.h ascend ccrtaui slrcums. .about the
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mooth of May— . . the Twalt shad and the Allice bhad. 1904
Gallichan FUhiMgS^in 168 The two kinds of shad of our

coast arc known as the twaite and the allice.

Twal(l. twalf. So. and obs. flf. Twelve.
Twalieht, obs. Sc. f. Twilight. Twalt,
Twalue: see Twelfth, Twelve. Twancle,
obs. f. TwANGLE V. Twane, obs. Sc pa. t. of

Twine ».i
; obs. f. Twain.

Tw&nsf (twxij). sb,^ Also 6 twange, twangue.
[Echoic : the tw- element expresses the sound or

noise of the twitching or plucking, the -ang ele-

ment the ringing or resonance.]

1. A vocal imitation of the resonant sound pro-

duced when a tense string is sharply plucked or

suddenly released ; used as interjection or adverb,

e. g. to cry twang, twang goes the bow. Also ex-

tended , +twangiedom imang {obs. ). C f. Tang sb, - b.

a ISS3 Udall Royster 1). ii. i. (Arb.) 32 Then vp to our
lute at midnight, twangledome twang, Then twang with our

Sonets, and twang with our dumps. 1596 Nashb Saffron-
Waidtn Wks. (Grosart) III. 101 He. .made Powles Church-
yard resound, or crie twang againe, with foure notable

amous Letters. x6oo Dekker Skoemaktr's Holiday iii. iv,

He fill your bellies with good cbeare til they crie twang.

c 17*0 Prior Advice of Venus 4 Twang goes the bow, my
Girls, have at your hearts, axn^x Robin Hood ^ Ranker
ix. in Child Ballotis (1888) HI. 15^1 He made his broad
weapon cry twang. x88i Besant & Rice Chapl. ofFleet
n. 80 Twang, twang, twang, went the fiddles.

b. Asoundof theabovecharacter; also,anysharp

ringing sound resembling this. In quot. 1565^.
i^ T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 8 To go to the matter

alleaged directly without idle twanges, 1567 Drant Horace^
Art Poetry Biij, With twang of harp to stir the stones.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 159 None of
them could make the cord come aloft with a twange halfe

Uke him. C1611 Chapman Iliad iw, 143 The sinew forged
string Did giue a mightie twang ; and forth, the eager shaft

did sing. 17x8 Vovv. Dune. 11.354 So swells each wmd-pipe;
ass intones to ass. Harmonic twang of leather, horn, and
brass. 1779 Warner in Jesse Selivyn 9f Contemp. (1844) IV.

133 The last twang of the postman's bell. 1804 J. Gra hame
Sabbath (1808) 65 The buzz, .of moss-entangled bee. That,
soon as loosed, booms with full twang away, 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxiv. (1856) 196 ITie twang of a bow-string.

1858 R. S. SuRTEES Ask Mamma li, A twang of the horn.

fig. 1663 Cowley CutterColeman St. v. xiii, There should
lia been..a lusty Cudgeling [at the end of the farce] to
make it come off smartly, with a Twang at the Tail,

o. trans/, andyJ^. Kinging sound or tone.
X646 G. Daniel Poems yiVs. (Grosart) I. 89 When to the

Twang of raeeter, Poesie Shall fall to Sordid Groomes.
a 1680 Butler Elephant in Moon 11, 181 Transported with
the Twang Of his own Elocution. 1714 R. Fidues Pract,
Disc. II. 345 Great things have been done by the mere
twang of two or three good words. 1825 T. HooK Sayings
Ser. II. Passion ^ Princ. ix, UI. 168 His father-in-law.,had
just pitched his voice to the true poetical twang.

2. a. The moclification of vocal sound by its

passage through the nose ; nasal intonation, as

formerly attributed to the Puritans ; now esp. as

characterizing the pronunciation of an individual, a

cotmtry, or locality. More fully nasal twang,
twang ofthe nose.

s66z South Ser-m., Tit. iL 15 (1715) 1. 201 To make . . incohe*

rent .Siuflf (seasoned with Twang and Tautology) pass for

high Rhetorick, and moving Preaching. 1663 Sutler Hud.
L III. X157 To find in lines of Beard and Face, The Physi-
ognomy of Grace ; And by the sound and twang pf Nose, If

all be sound within disclose. 1704 Swift Meek. Operat.
Spirit Misc. (1711) 300 By this Method the Twang of the
Nose becomes perfectly to resemble the Snuffle of the Bag-
c^pe. 1784 CowfKR Task 11. 436 Odious as the nasal twang
Heard at conventicle. 1839 Svd. Smith Mem. ^ Lett. (1855)

II. ccccxv, She.. has the true Kentucky twang through the
nose, converting that promontory into an organ of speech.

1877 SwErr Handbk. Phonetics 8 Many speakers pronounce
all their vowels with imperfect closure of the nose passage,

which gives their pronunciation the so-called ' nasal twang *.

loos R. Bacot Donna Diana ii, A wealthy American widow,
the owner of a pronounced twang.

b, A distinctive manner of pronunciation or into-

nation diflfering from that usual, or regarded as

the standard, in a country ; esp. one associated with

a particular district or locality.

In some ofthe earlier instances the fig. notion of ' a smack
*

is perhaps intended: cf. Twang sb?^ 1,

1697 Bentley Phal. (1699) 313 Phalaris . . must needs, for

that reason, have a twang of their Dialect. 1705 Elstob
in Hearne Collect. 30 Nov. (O.H,S.) I. 109 111 make you
Master of ye Gallick Twan^. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Twangs ..an ill sound in one's Pronunciation. 1^07
Farquhar Beaux Strut. 111. ii, You talk very good English,
but you have a mighty Twang of the Foreigner. X7as tr.

Dupin't Eccl. Hist, ijth C, I. u. lii. 35 His Italian has a
twang of the Country in which he liv'i. 1736 Drake
Eboracum I. vii. 342 The broad open accent, and twang, of
the more northern [people). 1781 Mme. D'Arblay Diary
Aug., T'he Hiliernian twang of his pronunciation. iSaa
Scott Nigel li, His voice had a twang in it. 185* Thackeray
Esmond iii. v, A grating voice that had an Irish twang.
ibid, viii, This family, .spoke French with the twang which
the Flemings use. i^'^KhXH Senses /^ Int. iii. ii. $ 19(1864)
485 By 'accent* I understand that indescribable accom*
paniment with the voice, termed also ' twang ' or ' brogue

'

. . which constitutes the indelible distinction between
English, Irish, Scotch, Americans, French, &c. 1867
Miss Braddon Aur. ^A>y(/xxx,Theytalked with an honest
northern twang. 1883 Gd. Words 12 You must not be too
near them, or you will hear the Cockney twang.

3. irons/, A ringing or resounding blow. Cf.

518

17x1 Steele Spect. Na 504 p 1 These can slap you on the

back unawares,. .ask you how you do with a twang on your
shoulders. 1843 Lytton Lctst Bar. 1. i. The leathern

gauntlet that protected the arm from the painful twang of

the string.

4, trans/ A sharp pluck or twitch ; a tweak

;

also, the effect of this : a twinge, a ^arp pang.

Now dial.

i7»o Lett. Land. Jrnl. (1721) 29 A Kick in the Breech, or

a Twang by the Nose. 17*3 Ramsay Fair Assembly xvi,

"T wad gi'e your hearts a twang 1 1728— To G. Drummond
ix, Few twangs of guilt they feel. X789 Burns To t/te

Toothache i, Your venom'd stang, That shoots my tortur*d

gums alang; And thro' my lugs gies monie a twang. iSag

Brockett N. C, IVords, Twang, a quick pull, a tweak—also
pain. 1852 Tomlinson's Cycl. Usef. Arts (1866) 1. 836/1
He then, .gives repeated and sudden twangs to the string

[in bowing furs for hats].

Twang, sL'^ [Alteration of Tang sb.^ ; but

often coniused or associated with Twang 5(5.^]

1, A penetrating or persisting taste, flavour, or

odour, usually disagreeable : = Tang sb?- 5.

x6xz CoTGR., Deboire^ an after taste, ill smacke, or twang,

which an vnsauorie thing leaues behind in the mouth. 1670

W, Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 69 The brackishness and sul-

phureous twang of the lee of kelp. X768 Tucker Lt. Nat,

(1834) I. 468 Though the liquor was not at all impaired

thereby . . it might get some twang of the vessel 1809 Med.
Jml. XXI, 476 Its smell is alliaceous, mixed with another

twang . . still less grateful. 1859 F. E. Paget Curate of
Cu/nberworth 242, I particularly dislike a twang of onion.

1891 T. Hardy Tess xxii, A customer, .complained that the

butter bad a twang.

b. A tongue with a twang: see Tang sb.^ 5 c.

X667 Drvden & Davenant Tempest 11. i, She had a tongue
with a twang.

2. /g. A trace or suggestion of some specified

origin, quality, or the like; a 'smack', touch,

tinge ; a taint ; = Tang sb."^ 6,

1633 Massinger Guardian v. iv. This is neither begging,
borrowing, nor robbery > Yet it hath a twang of all of them,
X678 Dryden Limberfiam \i. i, A twang of the mother; but
I love to graffon sucli a crab-tree. 1702 Eng. T/ieophrast.

331 The Fondness or IndifFerencethat Philosophers express'd
for Life, was but a particular Twang of the I^ve of them-
selves. x8a6 ScOTT yrnl. 2 May, Yesterday had a twang of
frost in it. x8ss Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks. (1870) I. 284
This position of tutor to a young Englishman . . has an ugly
twang of upper servitude.

1 3. A tooth ; esp, a canine tooth, a £ang. Cf.

Tang sb^ 2 b. Obs,

1677 Plot Oxfordsh, 276 Rapine with her fiery eyes,
grinning teeth, sharp twangs, her band imbrewed in blood,

x68a Lond. Gas. No. 1782/4 Lcet,., two Land Spaniels, a
Dog and Bitch, . . the ends of the two upper Twangs of
the Dog cut off.

t Twang, sb,^ Obs. [Of obscure origin.]

Huddle and twang, a terra of contempt for a
person. Cf. Cum-twang, Huddle sb, 3,

Differently, and perh. improperly, applied in quot. 1591.
X579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 106 Though Curio be olde huddle

and twang, ipse, he, yet Euphues had rather shrinke in the
wetting than wast in the wearing. 1591 Plorio 2nd Fruites
41 Who lets his wife goe toeueriefeaste. . Shall haue.. of his

best wife a twang with a huddle. x6oo 1st Pt, Sir %
Oldcastle I. ii. 161 If euer woolfe were cloathed in sheepes
coate, Then I am he,—olde huddle and twang, yfaith.

Twang, v.^ [Echoic. Goes with Twang ^^.i]

I. Of sound.

1. intr. To give forth a ringing note, as a tense

string or a stringed instrument when plucked ; to

clang. Said also of the sound produced. Alsoy^,
+ To go offtwanging, to be a great success. Obs.

1567 [see Twanging///, a.]. 1570 Levins Manip. •2'il^l

To Twangue, resonare. X607 R. Turner Nosce Te F iij,

Now noses twang, ^uts grone. x62x G. Sandys Ovids Met.
VI. (1626) X14 This said, the bow-string twangs. X636
Massinger Rom. Actor 11. i, Had he died, As I resolve to
do,.. It [a play] had gone off twanging, a 1700 Dryden
Iliad I. 70 His bow twanged, and his arrows rattled as they
flew. xyaS W. Starrat Epist. 48 in Ramsay's Poems
(1877) ^f- 275 What tuneless heart-strings wadna twang
When love and beauty animate the sang ? x8ia H. & J.
Smith A'«, Addr., Theatre 27 Winds the French-horn, and
twangs the tingling harp. 1840 K. H. Dana Bef. Mast
xviii. po We found the violin and guitar screaming and
twanging away under the piazza. x86a Mrs. H. Wood
Afrs. Hallib. 11. v, [She] burst in at the door, with a
violence that made its bell twang and tinkle.

2. trans. To cause to make a ringing note, as by
plucking or twitching a tense string or strings of a
bow or of a musical instrument ; hence, to play on
(an instrument). Alsoy^.
XS79-80 North Plutarch (1595) 949 The Scythians, when

they are disposed to drink drunk together, do diuerse times
twang the strings of their bowes. x65a Ueni.owes Thcofk.
III. i, Muse, twang the powerful harp, and brush each String,

1788 R. Cumberland Aristoph,^ Clouds viii. He would not
sit twanging; the lute, not he. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes
xxxi, Musicians came and twanged guitars to her. 1864
Engel Mus, Anc. Nat. 45 The strings are of lamb's gut,

and are twanged with two small plectra. 1910 J. MacIntosh
in Ayrshire Poets 139 Hoar Winter twangs his trump in

vain.

tb. To twang one's nose^ to blow the nose

loudly (see also 6). Obs.
X748 Richardson Clarissa V. 343 The mother twang'd her

damn'd nose. x8io S. Green Reformist I. 202 Percival
felt for his handkerchief, twanged his nose.

3. intr. To produce a ringing note by or as by
plucking a string or stringed instrument ; hence

(in depreciative sense) to play on a stringed instru-
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ment. To twang {all) upon one string, the same
string: cf. Harp v. 2.

1594 Lyly Moth. Bomb. in. iv, I wish'd for a noyse CM
crack-halter Boyes, On those hempen strings to be twanging.

1624 Gee Ne^u Shreds O. Snare 18 The plots of their

Comedies twang all vpon one string. 1671 H. FoOLis Hist.
Rom. Treasons (16S1) 88 Both twang upon the same string.

X840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxvii. 92 The musicians were
still there, . . scraping and twanging away. x88s Chr. World
15 Jan. 38/s They took to twanging away on what seemed
an inferior kind oi guitar.

t b. In the phrases the worst that, as good aSj

ever twanged. Obs.

X542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. no b, A minstrel.. y« wurste
that euer twanged, XS79 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 24 His
skill is showne too make his Scholer as good as euer twangde.
1^8 Ray Prov, (ed. 2) 285 As good as ever twang'd. 1661

W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 486 The worst that

ever twang'd ; He has all the ill qualities that you can name.

4, trans. To play (a melody or the like) on a

stringed instrument ; to sound forth on a twanging
instrument. Also said of the instrument or its

strings.

X542 Udall Erasm. Apofh. 207 Paris with his harpe_ did
nothyng but twang fonde fansiesof daliaunceand lasciuious*

nesse. 1577 STANYHURSTZ^wcr./r^/, viii. in //^o//«M«rf 1.28/2
When the harper twangeth or singeth a song, all the com-
pany must be whist, or else he chafeth like a_ cutpurse, by
reason his harmony is not had in better price. 1582 —
^neis I. (Arb.) 41 Curled loppas Twanged on his harp
golden, what he whillon learned of Atlas. X809 W. Irving
Knickerb. iv. iii. (1820)240 His sturdy trumpeter, .twanging
his trumpet in the face of the whole world. 1842 Thackeray
FitzBoodle's Conf, Ottilia ii. She twanged off a rattling

piece of Liszt. 1851 H. D. Wolff Madrilenia (1853J in
Three guitar players, hired for the occasion, twanged a
variety of airs. X872 Black Adv. Phaeton xiv, The cords
of the guitar twanged out a few notes.

t 5. Of a Speaker : a. trans. To utter with a
sharp ringing tone ; «= Tang v^ 2. Obs. rare.

x6oi Shaks. Twel. N, in. iv. 198 A terrible oath, with a
swaggering accent sharpely twang'd off.

+ b. intr. To speak. Obs. rare,
x6ox B. Jonson Poetaster i. ii. The tongue of the oracle

neuer twang'd truer. Ibid. v. iii, Thou twang'st right, little

Horace.

6. intr. To speak with a nasal intonation or

twang. Also trans, with nose (cf. 2 b). rare.

1615 [see Twanging z/^/. sb.\. 1826 Scott Woodst. v, With
yonder Puritanic, Round-headed soldiers.. I. .twanged my
nose and turned up my eyes. 1844 Willis Lady Jane \. 238
Nasal Smith and Jones Will twang as usual in ' the better

sphere '.

b. trans. To utter or pronounce with a nasal or

other twang.
X748 Richardson Clarissa {1810) IV. xxviii. 154 [She]

Twanged out a heigh-ho through her nose. X754 J. Shebbeare
Mat?-imony {ijdb) I. i7The Master of the Family, .twangs
the Dictates of the Gospel through his Nose all Sunday.
X836 T. HooK G, Gurney I. 155 Hearing Miss Crab. .twang
out the following. x8sx Thackeray Eng. Hum. ii. (1858)

6g The Cicerone twangs his moral. 1864 Daily Tel. 29 July,
A purer Whitechapel accent . . than that with which a damsel
with a dulcimer twanged out a nasal-guttural lyric. 1893
Saltus Madam Sapphira 191 'Now Becky,' twanged the

ponderous person, ' what is your name 1
'

II. Of the action (without special reference to

the sound).

7. trans. To pull or pluck (the string of a bow),
so as to shoot.
x6oo Fairfax Tasso vii. ciii. But from his quiuer huge a

shaft he bent. And set it in his mightie bowe new mnt,
Twanged the string, out Hew the quarell long. X7X5-20
Pope Iliad i. 67 He twang'd his deadly bow. And hissing

fly the feather'd fates below. xSoo C Martyn W.
Phillips 236 Those [wits] twanged their bow-strings and
sped their arrows of ridicule at so plain a target. xSgx E.
Field Bk. Western Verse 25 He twanged his bow.

b. Used with reference to the bow (see Bow
sb,^ 13) employed in hat-making ; also with the

material as obj.

1883 Floyer Unexpi. Baluchistan 326 A boy 'twanging'
wool with a bow, and reducing it to a coarse fluff. x^l6
Cheshire Gloss, s. v. Botv, 'I'o ' twang the bow ' was formerly
considered a very skilful branch of hat manufacturing.

8. trans. To discharge (an arrow) with a twang
of the bow-string ; to let fly (an arrow). In quot.

1751 absol. A\so/ig.
17SX Smollett Per. Pic. Ixxxvii, She. .twanged off with

the appellations ofb and w . 1807W. Irving^o/wc^.
viii. (1824) 134 To be shot by the first lady's eye that can
twang an arrow. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometk. Bound
Poems 1850 1, 172 Where Scythia's shepherd peoples dwell
aloft, ..And twang the rapid arrow past the Ik>w, 1847
Tennyson Princ. 11. 380 A thousand baby loves Fly twang-
ing hf;adless arrows at the hearts. X862 Thackeray Philip
xi. This.. may not have been the precise long bow which
George Firmin.. pulled ; but.. he twanged a famous lie out.

X863 Reader^x Oct. 502 An athletic man. .has twanged an
arrow from his box against some object.

b, intr. Of an arrow : To leave the bow-string

with a twang.

179S CoLERiuGK Lines in Manner of Sfenser iv, When
twanged an arrow from Love's mystic stnng. 1831 Jamks
Phil, Augustus I. v. The missile twanged away from the
string.

to. intr. To pluck, twitch at. Obs. rare"*,
a X678 Marvell Appieton House 648 At my lines the fishes

twang.

Twang, z^.^ [f. Twang j^.^, or alteiation of

Tamg f.1]



TWANODILLO.
+ 1. trans. To furnish with a tang or point ; in

quot.y^. ; cf. Tang v.^ 2. Obs. rare.

1678 DiiYDEN & Lei CEdlpus v. i, With her thundring
Voice^ she menac'd high, And every Accent twang'd with
smarting Sorrow.

2. To cause (a sharp object) to pierce through
something ; to thrust through, rare.

xSsi Clare Vill, Minstr. I. 155 How deep was the sorrow
.

.
, Like a bramhle-thorn twang'd through her heart I

3. intr. To have a twang or ' smack ' of some-
thing specified ; to savour of. rare~^.
iSai Scott Kenitw. iv, Your speech twangs too much of

the old stamp,

+ Twangdillo. Obs. rare. Also twangdiUow.
[t TwANO sby or o.l with a Sp. or It. adjunct ; a
more correct form than Tbangdillio.J The
twanging of a stringed musical instrument
XT^a Collins Misc. viii. (Farmer) The twangdtllows of poor

Crowdero in a country fair. 1794 J. Courtknay ^fanncrs^
etc. France !, Italy 89 Music, .the seed of the plague, by
twang-dillo destroys.

Twanger (twoe-rjsj). [f. Twano p.i + -er1.]
One who or that which twangs, a. One who plays
a twanging instrument, b. Anything very large or
fine of its kind ; a whacker, slang.
1598 Florio, Temp/lla, a fiddle, a croud, or kit. Also a

great sw.-iggring tw.inger. 1631 Hausted Rival Fricntls I.

lii, Vou euerlasting Twanger (hoy with a lute]—.^uoyd.
j<!^ W. Hughes Man ofSin m. iiL S9 Well, . . Doth it not
ring aloud like a Twanger, that the Angels should ring Bells
in Heaven unto the honour of the Trinity ? 1877 A^. W.
Line. Gloss., Twanger, a barefaced lie. 1889 Ibid. (ed. 2)
s. v.. Them to'nups e' th' foherteen aacre is twangera.

Twa°nguig, vbl. sb. [f. Twano zj.i + -iko i.]

The action of Twano ».1 in various senses.
1615 ^a.^.^HVksrt Strappade, Poem toCotioneers 204 Brad-

ford .. Stile it 1 might Banberry of the North . . Famous for
twanging. Ale, Zeale, Cakes and Cheese. 13«8 Gibbon Ded.
9t F. xli. {1869) n. 505 note, The twanging of the bow.
1831 Cahlvlk Misc. (1857) n. 284 Twanging of the true
Poetic Lyre. 183a Tennyson Kate t, Kate hath an unbridled
tongue. Clear as the twanging of a harp. 1836 T. Hook
G. Gurney L Si The loud twanging ofan elderly gentleman's
nose, who was fast asleep. 1904 l^th Cent. Apr. 633 The
drawn, nasal twangings of the Samficn.

Twa-nging, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -INO *.] That
twangs, in senses of the verb.

_ 1567 Dramt Horace, Art Poet. A vij. With the twanginge
instrumente the singers voyce did matche. 1607 Dryden
^neid v. 688 To shew An archer's art, and bcKist his
twanging bow. 1784 Cowper Task iv. i Hark I 'tis the
twanging horn. 1856 Kank Arct. Expl. I. vii. 69 "The
sharp twanging snap of a cord. 1905 G. Tiiornb Lost
Cause xi. The twanging .-uxent of the United States, the
guttural German, the purring, spitting Russian.

tb. coUoq. Exceptionally fine or good. Cf.
stunning, ripping, etc Obs.
1609 B. JoNsoN Sit. Worn. v. iii, O 'twill be full and

twanging I

Hence Twa'ngln^ly iztiz/., in a twanging manner,
with a twang

; Jig. successfully, with eclat (arch.).
x8» Scott ymt. 22 Dec., I wrote six of my close pages

[of the Life^ Napoleon^ yesterday,..! think it comes off
twangingly. 'The story is so very interesting in itself 1835— Tatisin. xxvi, I like these rattling rolling Alexaridrines

;

methinks they come more twangingly off to the music than
that briefer meastye.

Twangle (twne-gg'I), sb. [Cf. Twanolb v."]

A twangling sound ; a continuous or repeated re-
sonant sound, usually lighter or thinner than a
twang ; a jingle.

1811 CoLMAN Lady ofWreck II. xxvi. Loud, on the heath,
a twangle rusb'd "Th.-it rung out Supper. . From the crack'd
bell. 1873 All Year Round 18 f)ct. 500/1 What gives that
thin twangle to the sound? 1883 G. W. Cable in Century
Mag. XXVII. 55 That sight touched the pathetic chord of
his heart with a rude twangle.

Twangle (twae'qg'l), V. Also 6 twancle, 9
dial, twankle {Eng. Dial. Diet.), [dim. and
frcq. of Twano w.l (see -lk), describing a resonant
sound of the nature ofa Iwang, but thinner and con-
tinuous or repeated. Used with contemptuous force.]

1. intr. Of a stringed instrument or one who plays
it: To twang lightly and continuously or fre-

quently ; to jingle.

15^ Piiaer yEneid VI. Rijb, Rimes thei sown And
Orpheus among them stands, as priest in trayling gown.
And twancling makes them tune. 1576-16x0 (,sce '1'wang-
UHG ^pl.a.\. x8a3 Scorr Peveril xxii. The coxcomb is

twaniifing it on the lute. x8j4 niachu. Mag. XV. i6o The
guitar. .u twangling on every; side. 1868 Tennyson Last
Tourn. 251 He twangled en his harp.

2. /raw. To twang(a stringed instrument)lightly;
to play upon in a [«tty or trifling m.inner. Also
to play (a melody) in this way. Also /ff.
i*07(see twangling vl.l. sb.]. x8>9 Scorr Anneo/G. xxx,

The King looked after him, with some wonder at this want
of breeding,.. and then again began to twangle his viol.
X840 Thackeray 5'Aa^AcC<-<i<«/i/<7rj'ii,Theynung Andrea
heats up gaily..; twangles his guitar. 1874 Ruskin /-'orj
C/«r'. xlvii. 259 I'o. .find you a barrel-organ, ora harmonium,
to twangle psalm-tunes on.

Hence Twaiigling vbl. sb. ; also Twa-ngler,
one who twangU-s.

•S94 LvLY Moth. Bomb. v. iii, What a mi'schicfe make the
Iwanglcrs [fidillers] here? X607 Hif.ron Wks. I. 104 Not
the twangling of relit;ion vpon the tongue, but the practise
of holinesse in the lire. x8a5 Scott r.elrotked xxi, Such
twangling of harjis as would be enough to frighten our walls

519

from their foundations. 1871 Ruskin Fors Clav. vl. 17 He
supposed David's 'twangling upon the harp' would have
been unsatisfactory to modern taste. 1879 E. Arnold Lt.
Asia L (i88i) 7 Beaters of drum, and twanglers of the wire.
x88i RusKiN in Mather Life {1897) 102 A twangler or
scratcher on keys or cat-gut. X891 Farrar Darkn. ff Dawn
Ixiii, Vindex..described Nero asa wretched twangler on the
harp.

Twa'ngling, ///. a. [f. Twangle v. -f -inq2.]
That twangles.
X576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 239 A tuneable sounde vpon

twangling stringes. 1396 Shaks. Tarn. .Skr. n. i. 159 While
she did call me Rascall, Fidler, And twangling I.icke. x6io— Temp. in. iL 146 Sometimes a thousand twangling Instru-
ments Will hum about mine eares. 183X Scott Cast. Dnng,
viii. Far less has it [my life) allowed me leisure for such
twangling follies. X831 — Ct. Robt. iii. Some one . . who
could contribute to his pleasure, instead of a twangling,
squalling infant. 1867 Athenaeum No. 2062. 587/2 Little
twangling musical-box.

t Twa-ngo, int. Obs. nonce-wd. [An affected

form of Twang sb^ ; .tpp. after It or Sp. words
in -0.] = Twang sb^ i.

x6x^ Rich Irish Hubbub (1623) 24 Hee..giues the cup a
phillip, to make it cry Tweusgo.

Twangfy (twse-qi), a. [£ Twano rf.i and 2
-t-

-¥.] Having a twang (in various senses). In
quot. 18S7, having a tang (Tang sb^ 5).
X887 Sat. Rev. 8 Jan. 48 Worse.. than any other cheese,

being, as a rule, either tasteless or else twangy. 1893 E. H.
Barker Wand. Southern Waters 126 It [the American
voice] becomes less twangy and harsh a little farther South.
IOCS Blackm. Mng. Mar. 387/2 Hendriks showed off. .on
the twangy piano.

Hence Twa'ngliiess, twanging quality, rare.
1870 Black Kilmeny xxvi. The twanginessof the guitar.

Twank (twsegk), V. dial. [Echoic ; expressing
a sound that begins like a twang, but is abruptly
cut short, such as is produced by striking a body
with small resonance.] a. intr. To twang with
short and sharp effect, b. trans. To strike with
the open palm, to spank. Hence Twaliking vbl.

sb. and ppl. a. ; ,-ilso Twa'nker = Twanger b.
171X Addison Sped. No. 251 P4 Disturbing a whole Street

for an Hour together, with the '1 wanking of a Brass-Kettle
or a Frying- Pan, i8ai Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 90 While dis-
tant thresher's swingle drops With sh-irp and hollow-twank.
ing raps, a x8a5 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Ttvank, p. . . 2. To
give a smart slap with the flat of the hand, on the breech, or
other fleshy part. xSaS Craven Gloss., Twitnl<:er, a large
bulky person ; any thing large. X905 Daily Chron. 16 June
6/s When she tried to escape Mrs. Lewthwaite gave her a
' twanking *.

Twankay (twse-t)k«). Also twanky. [ad.
Chinese Tong (or Taun^ -ki (or -kei), dialect
form of Tun-kiox Tun-chi, the name oftwo streams
(and a town) in An-htii and Chi-kiang, China.
Authorities differ as to which of these is the real

source of the tea ; S. Ball refers it generally to the
'district' of Tnon Ky (Twan-kay) in the province
of Kiang Nan.] A variety of green tea (in full

Thvankay tea), properly that from the place so
called (see above), bnt also applied to blends of
this with other growths.
A full account is given by S. Ball (1848) in the work cited

below, pp. 235-240.

1840 J. T. Hewlett P. Priggins xiv, Our conversation
over the twanky and brown Georges.. chiefly related to
college and university matters. 1843 Thackeray Wis. C18S6)
XXIII. 60 Well have a roaring pot of twank.iy. X857 A.
Mayhew Pazvd with Gold iii. xviii. He didn't want to sit

drinking hot grog with the old boy. He infinitely preferred
cold Twankay, with the young damsel. 1864 w. Wood
few Words about Tea 7 The Green Tea-leaf is made up
into six different shapes, called bj; us.. Twankay, Hyson-
Skin, Hyson, Young Hyson, Imperial and Gunpowder.
attrib. 1848 S. Ball Cultiv. ,} Manuf. Tea in China

235 A tendency to Twankay flavour. Ibid. 240 The first

gathering of common Twankay shrubs.

b. slang. (See quot)
1900 F. Adams in A". I, Q. glh Ser. VI. 163/x A friend

mentions 'twankay
',
properly denoting a kind of green lea,

as a name by which gin is frequently called.

Twankle, dial. var. or parallel £ Twanolr.
Twantie, obs. Sc. form of Twenty. Tward,
obs. form ofTowAnn. Twart(e, obs. fl^ Thwabt.
'Twas (twjz), abbreviation of it was, formerly
common colloquially and in literature, now poetic
or archaic, and dialectal. Cf. 'Tis, and see It A. y.
1604 Shaks. 0th, iii. iii. 158 'Twas mine, 'tis his, and has

bin slaue to thousands. X693 J. Byrom Let. to Aubrey
15 Nov., in Lett. Emineftt Persons (1813) 11. 1. 167 Twas
then commonly said. X741 Richardson Pamela I. 175
Tw.-is a 'fhing to be lamented. 1859 FitzGkhald Omar
xlii, He hid me taste of it ; and 'twas—the Grape I

tTwat. low. Obs. AlsoStwait. [Of obscure
origin.] (See quot 1727.)
Erroneously used (after guoL x66o) by Browning Pif^pa

Passes IV. ii. 06 under the impression that it denoted some
part of a nun s attire.

1656 R. Fletcher tr. Martial 11. xliv. 104. x66o Vanity
of Vanities 50 They talk't of his having a Cardinalls Hat,
'They'd send him as soon an Old Nuns Twat. a X704 T.
Brown Sober Slip in Dark Wks. ipi IV. 182 Adang'rous
Street, Where Stones and Twaits in frosty Winters meet.
1719 DIJri-ev Pills 111.307. 17J7 Bailey vol. II, Twat,
pudendum muliebre. Twat-scowerer, a Surgeon or Doctor.
R. Ward.

t Twat, an error for Tboat v.

TWATTLBB.
1686 Blome OentL Reer. 11. 76 A Hart Belloweth, a Buck

Groaneth or Twateth.

TwatcheKtwae-tJgl). arch. Also 7-8 twachel.
[Related to twsecce in OE. angol-twsxce. Angle-
twitch, -TOUCH, earthworm. Cf. ToncHANGLE,
TWETANGLE.] A name for the earthworm.
Added in the 3rd ed. of Walton's Angler, and thence in

subsequent books on fishing.
1661 Walton Angler v. (ed. 3) 92 The twachel or lob-

worm, (which of all other is the most excellent bait for a
Salmon). 1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. iv. § 2 (1689) 30
Dew.worm, Garden-worm, Lob-worm or Twatchel are all
but one Worm, although called in different Places by all the
said Names. X787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 16 The Ix)b-worm,
Dew-worm, Garden-worm, Twatchel or Tre.tchet. 1865
A. S. Moffat Seer. Angling viii. 164 The Lob, Dew,
Twatchel, or Garden Worm.
t Twa-tter-light Obs, rare, [Cf. Twitteb-

LIGHT.] Twilight.
1606 Wily Beguiled (1623) Eiij, Mother Midnight. What

mak St thou heere this twatter light ?

T-wattle (tw^-t'l), sby Now dial. [The vb.
and sb. (known in 1573 and 01639 respectively)
wereperh. altered from Tattle; the earliest appear-
ance of twattle yet recorded being in the redupli-
cated Twittle-twattle (1556), app. from Tittlb-
TATTLE (evidenced a 1.^29).
The group of words tittle, tittle-tattle, twittle, twattle,

ttvittletweUtle, and twaddle, being primarily colloquial
and largely echoic, is prob. far from fully represented in
written remains, so that dated evidence for the chrono-
logical order of these shows many lacuna: ; the important
data are that tittle, to whisper, is known from 1399, and
tattle (in tattler) from c 1450, and that tittle-tattle, tvittte-
twattle, twattle, and twaddle, and their derivatives, appear
successively later. No reason for the suggested change of
tattle to twattle has been found, but the passage of twatttt
into twaddle seems certain.]

Idle talk, chatter, babble. Also in comb,
twattle-basket, a chatterbox.
Passing in later use into the sense of Twaddle sh.
ax639 W. Whatelf.v Prototypes I. xix. (1640) 234 Being

men of tongue,.. their chiefe employment is twattle. 1650
B. Discolliminium 47 It is pity any honest man should lose
his life for want of a game at Twattle. \Cf. above I cannot
hold my tongue for my life.) 1687 Mi^geG/. Fr.Dict. 11,

Twattle-basket, . . un caseur. x6oo T. Brown Let. to Dr,
Brownat Tunbridge Wks. 1711 IV. 133 The empty Twattle
of these silly . . Country Projectors. 1715 tr. Ctess D'A iiniy's
Wks. 462 Hold thy Peace, Twattle basket. x7»o De Fok
Apparition in i66s Wks. 1841 XIX. 259 In the midst of
our twattle. xSxf Cobbett Weekly Reg. L. 12 June 674
Men who have no cant, no evangelical twattle. 1876- in
dialect glossaries (Yorksh., E. Anglia).

tT'Wattle (tW9't'l), sb:i (a.) Obs. [Origin
obscure. The sb. can hardly be related to Twattle
v.otsb}"] A pygmy, a dwarf. A\%o attrib. os as adi,
1598 Florio, Pigmto, a pigmey, a kinde of little man like

a dwarfe, a dandiprat, a twattle, or an elfe. 161 1 Cotor.,
Nain, a dwarfe, or dandiprat, an elfe, or twattle; one thats
no higher then three horse-loaues. a X693 Unjuharfs
Rabelais III. xviii. 144 They shew him the short and twattle
(F./iWj) Verses that were written [lines of 4 syllables].

Twattle, ». Obs. eyic. dial. [.See Twattle .tii.l]

1. intr. To talk idly or trivially; to chatter,
babble, tattle, prate.
In later use passing into sense of Twaddle v."^

»S73i '586 [see Twaitling ppl. a. i, vbl. sb.\. 1596 Nashe
Saffron-WnldenWks. (Grosart) lll.ioj In that he twatleth,
it had bin better to haue confuted Martin by Reuerend
Cooper than such leuitie. a i6s> J. Dyke Set. Serm. (1640)
34 Talking and twalling with other idle persons. X685 J,Dunton Lett. Jr. New-Eng. (18*7) i By that lime I could
move my Tongue, it would be twattling of Forreign Coun-
trys. a 1800 Peggi Suppl. Grose, Twattle, to prattle and
tell idle tales. Leiuc. 1833 Sarah Austin Charac. Goethe
1. 118 He [Mephistopheles] argues, dogmatizes, and twattles
right and left. 1845 S. Judd Margaret 11. ii. How I
twattled, skurried ! 1877- in dialect glossaries (Yorksh.,
K Anglia, Comw.).

b. trans. To utter or tell idly.

'577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel vi. in Holinshed I. 20/2 Such
fables [are] twilled, such vntrue reportes twatled. 158* —
jEncis II. (Arb.) 46 No gloasing fabil I twattle. Ibid iv. 101
As true tales vaynelye toe twattle. x66o Charac. Italy 10 He
[the Pope], .causeth whatsoever he parrot[s], or if you will
have it Anagrammatically praterlike twattles, to pass for
Bullion, and current, a 1688 Villifrs (Dk. Buckhm.)
Chances Wks. (1714) 149, I heard her grave Conductress
twattle something as they went along.

c. with pref. To bring or get by chattering or
gossiping.
x69a R. L'EsTRANGE Fables cclxxvii. (1715) II. 266 Are

you not a fine Gossiping Lady.. to twattle your Husband
thus out of his Life and Fortune ?

2. intr. To sound, make a noise. (See also
Twattling///. a. 2.) vulgar.
1664 Cotton Scarron. i. 15 The Winds burst out with such

a rattle, As he had broke the strings that twattle.

3. trans. To pat, fondle, make much of. dial.
Perh. not the same word.
1790 Grose Provitic. Gloss, (ed. 2), Twattle, to pat, to

make much of, as horses, cows, dogs. North. X825 Hrockktt
N. C. Words, Twattle, to pat, to make much of, to fondle.

Twattler (twgtlaj). Obs. exc. dial. [f. prec.
¥ -EB 1.] One who 'twattles'; a chatterer, babbler,
tattler.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. vi. in Holinshed I. 22/1
Let vs..leaue lying for varieties, .. chatting for twatleis.

1679 J. Smith Narr. Pop. Plot 21 As[Wrsed by..puhlick
Scnblers, as well as by Coffee-house Twatlers. x68s
Baxter Paraphr, N, T., 1 Tim. v. 14, 15 To speak evil of



TWATTLINQ.
the Chareh, as if it were o Society of idle twatlets. t8i8

CooBETT I'oL Keg. XXXIII. 51S As to the resources of the

nation, what do these twatlers mean?

Twa'ttling, fW. .fi- Obs.nc.dial. [f. asprcc.

+ -iNG 1.] The action of the verb Twattlk ; idle

talking, chattering.

iSM J. HooKEX Hist. Irtl. in HoUiuhedW.iili The con.

tinuall twalling of Airing clawbacks in their eares. 1634

W. WiiATELEy Rcdttiipt. Time is When one talkes toyes or

trifles, . . sach tvratling cuts out the heart of good time.

i^W. Ramfsey Aitnl. Rej. 176 .\ddicted to twathng and

prating, a 1745 Swift To Dr. Shtritiann Dec., You keep

such a tw.-ittUng with you and your bottling.

Twattling,///. a. Obs. exc. dial. [f. as prec.

+ -ING 'A]

L That 'twattles'j chattering, babbling, prating.

(Said of the person, or of the talk.)

1573 TwYNE ^ncid xl H h iv, Persist, And thoundre out

thy twatling Ulke, as longe as thou shall list. 1647 Lilly

Ckr. Astnl. cxxxiv. 594 She is. .a twatling huswife, making

discord where<ver she comes. 170 Eng. Thcophrast. 165

It is not for every Twatling Gossip,

2. Sounding, making a noise, vulgar.

TwaM'xgslrtn^s,:im\g!iT expression tor thtspkiiicleraKi.

1611 Flokio, Naccare, dromsladcs.. .Also vscd for twat-

ling fartes. 1654 Gavton PUns. Notes in. iii. 83 Her Hase

Violl went.. with great danger of breaking her twatling.

strings. 1739 ' R. Bull ' tr. Dedckindiis' Grobiantis 268

Hertwattling Strings, with Laughter overcome, No more

contract the Passage of the Bum.

1 3. Petty, trifling, paltry : = Twaddling a. i b.

Obs. rare—\ [Perh. related to Twattlk sb.^

1651 Afiiler o/Mansf. 20 You feed us with twatling dishes

so small.

Tway (tw/i). numeral a. Now arch. Forms

:

see below. [Apocopate form of OE. twigcn, ME.
tweyen. Twain, the final n being normally dropped.

OE. twi^e seems not to be recorded in WSax., but

it occurs in Anglian in Rnshw. Gospel Gl., and in

the late Hatton Gosp. before a consonant, and is the

ordinary form in Old Northumbrian (varying in

Lindisfarne Gl. as twoege, tm^e, tueg, tuoc, iwoe,

tue ; Kit. Dunelm. has tvoegi, twoego). These forms

are not rigidly confined to the masc. From the

OE. twiy; (or by similar apocopation of ME.
tweyen, tweien) came ME. tweye, tweiie, twey in

Midld. and South Eng., huai, tway in North, and

North-Midld. But tway in Scotch from CI500

may also be only a variant siielling of the later twae

from twd. Two: the Sc. forms have therefore

been separated as 7. Even as an archaism the form

is now rarely employed.]

A. Illustration of Forms.

a. I tw6e5e, tufee (tu65e, tu«s, tw6, tuS), I-2

twfise, tw&se, I tueye, tueie, tuei, 3-5 tvirei,

3-5 tweie, tweye, 3-7 twey, 4 tweije, tweyja,

tuaei ; 3 twie, 4-5 twy.
a 950 Rituale Dunelm. (Surtecs) 113 Derh hvnd seofontis

tvoe:^i boec aides & nives ^icySnisses. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp.

Mark vi. 41 Fif hlafo & tue fiscas. -- Luke ii. 24 Tuoe
turturas vet tuo^e birdas culfras \Rushiu. twoese \..yel

twoe^e birdas culfra]. 1:975 Rushm. Gosp. John ii. 6

Nimende syndrije sestras twoe^e vel oria. C1160 Hatton
Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 37 He senam petrum & zebedeus tweje

sunes \Ags. G. twejen suna]. <: 117S «'* c. Horn. (Bodley)

98 Twae^e men hcrbiforen l>is festcn festen. c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 207 pe gostliche rode. .haueS twei names, cordis

umtritio etproximi compiissio. cxvjsPassion o/Our Lord
438 in O. E. Misc. 49 Hi nome twey Iwoues. c 1275 Lav.

10670 Hii , . sende twie \c 1205 tweien) eorles. c 1290 i'. Eng,

Leg. I. 10/317 pe tweie croiz . . t>at )>e t>eoues on ihanguede

were. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 731 And ?ef is tueie dojtren

half, & half him sulf nom. Ibid. 6322 Hi tuene l)is tueye

kinges. a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. jpo If. 65 b, Tuuei writes of

wuche comez tuueine assoines. c 1325 Spec. Gy Warw. 785

Tweye manere shame.. pat on gol> to dampnacioun ! pat

ol>er, to sauuacioun. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 5

Bytwene l>e tweie \MS. y twy) rivercs. c 1400 K. Gloucester's

Chron. 754 (MS. o) peos tweije kinges. iri449 Pkcock

Re^r. I. ii. (Rolls) 8 A sillogisme is mad of twey propo-

siciouns dryuyng out of hem the thridde proposicioun.

;3. twrth. and midt. Eng. 3-4 tuai, 4 tuay, 4-7

(8- arch.) tway (6 twaye).
a J300 Cursor M. 12699 (Cott.) Of hir war born god childer

tuai Irinie saij F. tway; Tr. twey, rime sey],
f iSS"

Arth. H Merl. (Kolbing) 4788 He hadde stienghe of

knijtes tvay. 13. . Cursor M. 21756 (Gotl.) pe Ixidi [is] of

elementts] tuis tuay \Cott. tu.ai! F. twics tway, rime I sayj.

ISS9 Mirr. Mag., Ld. Hustings Ii, Vniudgd lianRlh yet the

case betwixt them tw.iye (r/w/esaye). 1579 Si'Enskr Shtph.

Cal. May 18 We tway bene men of elder wilt. xtliCoryat s

Crudities, I'anegyr. Verses d viij b, Tom is. .the Greeker of

the tway [rim^say]. 1742 Shf.nstonf. Schoolmistress 51 For

sceptre she does wield Tway birchen sp ays. 1865 Tway
(see B. I bi

7. Sc. 4-7 tway, 6-1 tuay.
c IJ7S Sc. Leg. Saints xxiL (Laurentius) 512 pai tuk J>e

cars..pai tway it bare. <ri470 Henky Wallace ix. 801

Mycht we get ane or tway lr/«« wayl 15'3 Douglas
Mneis I. vi. 17 Amyd the wod his mooir met tliame tw.iy

(mot^ array]. 1537 /^/fii/r. /4fe><fo«.(Maitl.Cl.) I.4'3Tway
pennies for ilk liarne alsent. 1549 Ibid. 438 For \fe tuay

part of \>e mylne. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvii. 105

Thatschot, alUce 1 yis realme hesshot in tway tW/w away].

a 15S4 MoNTCOMEmE Cherrie >t Sloe 460 Ane foule in hand,

or tway [rimt day), a l«oo — Misc. Poems (S.T.S. 1887) i.

12 A turne in tyme is ay worth other tuay [rime au.ay.) 1615

Sii W. Mu«E Misc. Poems viii. 44 Reflecting only on ws

tuay lrr//« away).

B. Signification. = Two.

B20

1. In concord with a sb. a. Preceding the sb.

<i95oTvoe5i boec; £950 Tuoje birdas; <:ii6o Twcse

sunes ; c 1200 Twei names [see A. a above), c 1175 Passion

o/Our Lordfus in O. E. Misc. 55 Per stoden twei veyre men.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 312 Tweie dawes hu wende in (w

see. Ib'd. 1806 Tueie \v. r. twei] emperours of rome,

Dioclician&..maximian. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.Synne
ii264Topray..5aue> man on twey p.irtys. 1362 Langl.

P PI. A. v. 109 He was bitel-lirouwed, with twei blered

eijen. <: 1380 Wvclif.?*/. Wks. IIL i88 0ureLord..spekib.

.

of tweie matrimoneys. <: 1394 ^- PI- Credt 439 A litell childe

. And tweyne of tweie 3eres olde. a 1425 Cursor M. 19419

(Trin.) Tweye witenes had l>ei hem purueide. c 1450 Godstov)

Reg. 191 An hundred shillyngis. .at twey termesin theyere.

cisjoMarr. H^itJ^Scienceiv.iv.Divb.Ig^ioraunce. Choulde

eeue twaye pence to see it and tway pence moorc. 1573 Tveie

Re/ut. in CalA. Tractates (S.T.S.) 17 The kirk is vniuer.sa ,

and it hes continewall successioun of pastoures ;
quhilk

tuay'markis did neuer . . aggrie to onie..congregatioun of

heretikes. a 1SS6 Sidsev Arcadia, Geron /jr Mastijc 20 lis

now full tway score Of yeares .. since I good Mastix knew,

1712 Prior Erie Roberfs Mice I'i'way Uice.. Batten beside

Erie Robert's Table.

b. Following the sb. foei.

riaos Lay. 26235 pa cleopede he eorles tweie. C127S

Moral Ode 225 in O. E. Misc. 66 Hunger and burst, vuele

tweye [earlier MSS. twa, two) ivere. 13.. K. Alts. 7254

(Laud MS.) He knew [joo barouns tweye [rime cuntreycj.

1:1320 R. Brunne Mcdit. 50 pe soper was dy3t..By dys-

cypiys seuenty and twey. 1:1400 Rom. Rose 1744 Ihanne

toke I withmyn hondis tweie Thearowe. cmoPallad.on
Hush. vin. 161 Vppon feet but tway. 1543 Grafton Hard-

ing's Chron. Ded. xii. The Scottish kyng, sending foorlh

heraldes tway. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Buckhm. xxviii,

Downthrow we strayt his sellie nephewes twaye. 1865 S.

Evans Bro. Fabian 58 Now. .shut mine eyen tway.

t e. Tway part (Sc), two-thirds (= twa part :

see Two B. I. i c). Obs.

1531 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scotl. (1905) VI. 18 For tway

elnis and ane tway-part elne gray weluet. 1549 Kegistr.

Aberdon. (Maitl. CI.) I. 438 With brew hous and tuay part of

|je myln of t^e said toune.

2. Absolutely with ellipsis of sb., or following a

pronoun or pronominal adj.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4071 Sibile !« sage sede. .pat ber

ssolde of brutayne pre men be ybore pat ssolde winne be

aumperye of rome; of pe tueye ydo it is,..& \>on art pe

bridde. 13.. Cursor M. 635 (Giitt.) Naked war pai bath

tway [Tr. >ei hope tweyn]. C13S0 Will. Palerne 2147 To

take hem tweie. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour{igo6) 153 Y shalle

sale of euery astate an ensaumple or twey. a 1553 Udall
Royster D. iv. i. (Arb.) 59, I haue a message or tway.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. Geron f; Histor 91 Betwixt vs

tway We beare our double yoke. 164a H. More Song 0/

Soul I. I. xxxiii. When Hattubus old . . did tie them tway

With nuptiall charm.

b. In genitive after possess, pron.

1476 J. Paston in P. Lett. 111. 15S Tber tweys dysposy-

syon [ = the disposition of them two].

C. as sb. A pair, coni^le.

? a 1800 Lord Livingston ix. in Child Ballads (1892) vill.

432 They were a comely tway.

3. In {into) tway. into two parts or pieces, in two.

c 137s Cursor M. 20556 (Fairf.) For ferde hir hert sulde

br.ast in-twai. 1558 Lydgate's Bochas ix. xxxv. 36 b, The

lyues threde for to breke in tway [Bodl. MS. tweyne]. 1567

Cude * Gi><l'/;V B. (S.T.S.) 105 Cut jour typpet in to tway.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vii. 27 Which, .almost rent her tender

hart in tway.

4. Comb., as tway-cotied, -edged, -footed, -handed

adjs. ; t tway-biting a., ' biting ' or cutting two

ways, two-edged ; f tway-fold adv. - Twifold,

Twofold ; f tway-like a. : see quot. and cf.

Twileke; t twray-toothod a., having two rows

of teeth. See also Twayblade.

1382 Wyclif Prov. V. 4 The tunge of hir sharp as a *twei

bitende swerd. 1872 Blackie Lays Highl. 105 Fare-thee-

well, thou 'twayconed Cruachan. 154S JoVK Exp. Dan.

i. Biijb, With the "twei edged swearde. 1303 R. Brunne
Haiidl. Synne 1153 pys olde man. .bade hym Like A sak..

And . . turne hyt *tweyfolde. c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom.

Prol. f; T. 13 (Ellesm.) A male tweyfoold [v. r. twyfold] vp

on his croper lay. 1398 Tkkvisa Earth. De P. R. v. liv.

(Bodl. MS.) If. 28/1 pe feete of foules and of "twey footed

beestes. 1552 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. X. 82 "Tway
bandit sword. 1551 Recorde Patlnu. Knowl. I. Defin.

B iij. An other distinction of the names of triangles, accord-

ing to their sides, whiche other be all ecjual.. other els two

sydes bee equal! and the tbjTd vnequall, which the Greekes

call Isosceles, . .and in englisb 'twcyleke may they be called.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 405 Worines pat were

*tweie[w.>-. twy] toped \y,.bidentati\s.nd. i.liche towontes..

ete )»e brede come.

Twayblade (tw^i-bUid). Also 8 twyblade.

[f. Tway two + Blade leaf. Cf. twa-, lwo-blade{s),

3. V. Two a. IV. 2.] a. An orcliidaceous plant of

the genus Lislera, characteri7,cd by two nearly oppo-

site broad leaves springing from the stem ; esp. the

Common Twayblade, L. oziata, and Mountain or

Heart-leaved T., L. cordata. b. Applied to N.

American sfiecies of another orchidaceous genus

Liparis, with two leaves springing from the root.

a. 1S78 1.YTE Dodoens ii.l vii. 224Tbe Twayblade or Double-

leaf delighteth. .in moyst,, places. 1597 Gf.rakdk //cr*a/

II Ixxxiii. 326 Of Twayblade, or hertie Bifoile. 1668 WiL-

KINS Real Char. II. iv. 78 That [herb] which hath only two

leaves, ..Tway-blade. 1728 Bradley Diet. Bot., Ophris,

sive Bifolium, in English, Twyblade. 1778 LiGiiTPOOT

Flora ScoUi-:i<))'i. 524 Ophrys onata. Great Iwayblade...

0/>hrys cordata. Little Twayljlade. 1785 Martvn Rous-

seau's Bot. xxvii. (1794) 4'9 Common Twayblade, or Twy.
blade,.. is frequent in woods. 1859 Miss Vonce Hist. Sir

Thos. Thumb iv. 21 He was no larger than the green lip of

TWEAKER.
the tway-blade blossom. 1882 Ccmh. Mag.Un. 33 .The

twayblade and the parsley-piert are. .descended from bright-

hued ancestors. 1884 Miller Ptant-n 1 way-blade Amen-

can, Listera coHvallarioidcs. rgos Longm. Mag. }an. 253

The rare mountain twayblade. , -^ ,-,r t-

b 1846-sa A. Wood Class-hk. Bot. 530 Ltparis lili/otia...

Tway-biade. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Tway-blade, Green-

flowered, Liparis Loeselii. —, Purple-flowered, Ltpans

Twayle, twaylle, obs. ff. Towel ; var. Twaiu
Twayn, twayne, obs. ff. Twain.

Twoh, obs. Sc. f. Tough.

Tweag, tvsreague, obs. or dial. ff. Tweak si.^, v.

Tweak (twfk), jA.i Also 8 tweague, 8-9

tweag. [f. Tweak ».]

L An act of tweaking ; a sharp wringing pull

;

a twitch, a pluck.

1609 B. JoNsoN Sil. Wom. iv. v, Hee will . .
make you

beare a blow, ouer the mouth, .. tweakes by the nose, rii»i

numbre. 17x6 Addison Drummer v. i. He has given my
shoulder such a cursed tweak. 1738 Common Sense II. jo6

They may be drawn out of their Sockets with a moderate

Tweag. 1809 W.Ibving A'KiVi<ri.vi.vii.(i86i) 2i6[He]was

courteously dismissed with a tweak of the nose, to assist him

in recollecting his message. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxiv,

A severe tweak of the ear. 1883 Mag. ofArt June 309/2

Tweaks and slaps and pinches.

f 2. fig. a. In phrase in a tweak, in a state of

excitement or agitation, in a ' taking '. Obs.

111700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Tweak, in a Tweak, m a

heavy taking, .. very angrj-. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Tweag or Tweak, PerplexitJ, Trouble ; as To be in a sad

Tweak. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bu/lm.y'l, This put the

old fellow in a rare tweag [ed. 1755 tweague) ! 1755 Johnson,

Tweague, Tweak, perplexity ; ludicrous distress. A low

word. 1779 Warner \n\ei^Selwyn f; Contemt.W.i,!,') IV.

12 What a tweague and a taking you would be in. 1841

H ARTSHORNE Salopia A nlioua 602 ' To be in a twe.ag is a

phrxse of long standing, and not peculiarly dialectical.

b. dial. See quots.

1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Tweak, a sharp,

severe attack of illness—' a pinch '. 1886 Darlington i'.

Chesh. Gloss., Tweak,.. a sharp, severe pain,

•f Tweak, sb.'^ Obs. slang. Also 7 tweake.

[?from Tweak jA.1 or ».] A harlot; 'also, a

whoremonger ' (Halliwell).

1617 MlDDi.ETON & Rowley Fair Quarrel iv. iv. Your

tweaks are like your mermaids, they have sweet voices to

entice the passengers. 1631 Brathwait Whimzies, Char.

Painter 134 Hee sometimes playes the witty satjTLst, and

displayes light tweakes in loose roabes. 1638 — Bamabees

fml. I. D V, An apt one To be Tweake unto a Captains

Ibid. III. R vij, From the bushes neare the Lane there Rush d

a Tweake in gesture flaming. i7I9D'Urfey/'i7/j(i872) III.

146 If any man here be in bodily fear. Of a Wolf, a Wife, or

Tweak (tw/k), v. Also 7 tweake ; fi. 7-8 (9

dial.) tweag, 8 tweague. [Of obscure origin : cf.

TWICK Z".]

1. trans. To seize and pull sharply with a twist-

ing movement ; to pull .at with a jerk ; to twitch,

wring, pluck ; esp. to pull (a person) by the nose

(or a person's nose) as a mark of contempt or

insult; t'o press (the lijw) together so as to pinch.

a. 1601 Holland Pliny xi. xxiv. I. 324 These Spiders hunt

also after the yong Lizards:, .they catch hold and tweakeboth

their lips together, and so bite and pinch them. 1602 Shaks.

Ham. 11. ii. 601 Who calles me Villaine?. .Tweakes me by

th'Nose? giuesme theLyei'th'Throate..? 1663 Butler

Hud. L II. 974 To rouze him.. He tweak 'd his Nose, with

gentle Thump Knock'd on his Breast. 1748 Smollett R.

Random xxvi, He seized me by the nose, which he tweaked

so unmercifully, that I roared with anguish. 1795 WoLCOT
(P. Pindar) Hair Powder Wks. 1812 III. 305 With hot

fincers tweak each no.se and ear I 1816 Scott Old Mort. iv,

will tweak thy proboscis or nose. 1826 F. Reynolds Life

* Times I. iii [He] tweaked our crabbed oppressor by the

nose. 1858 Bailey Age 148 He'd have tweaked your head

clean off your shoulders. 1913 Blackiu. Mag. June 756/1

She tweaked the coifl'ure of her much-enduring parent into

position.

p. 1685 Crowne Sir C. Nice in. Dram. Wks. 1874 III.

296 I'll not only libel him, but tweag him by the nose, kick

him, cudgel him. 1738 Common Sense II. 106 They are all

tweag'd into a Degree of Insensibility, which may inca-

pacitate them for smelling a Fox. 1755 J. Shkfibeare /,^'<//ii

(1769) II. 139 Sweetwood stretched forth his h.and and

twe.iged his nose. 1841 Hartshorne Salopia A ntiquafryi.

1876 Mid-Yorks. Gloss., Tweag.., to tweak.

t 2. fig. (See quot., and cf. Tweak sby 1 a.) Obs.

1721 Bailey, To Tweag, to Tweak ilwekei: , Du. to pinch),

to put into a Fret or Perplexity. [Not in Johnson.]

3. slang. To hit with a missile from a catapult.

Cf. TWEAKEU.
1898 Kii'LiNG stalky in Windsor Mag. Dec. 35 Corkran,

through the roof, scientifically ' tweaked ' a frisky heifer on

the nose.

Hence Tweaked///, a., Twea-king vbl. sb.

1609 B. JoNSON Sil. Wom. iv. v. Good, Sir John, leatie

tweaking, you'll blow his nose off. 1894 H. Spencer in Life

Mrs. Lynn Linton xxi. (1901) 311 To return to the tweaking

of the nose above indicated. 1900 DailyNeivs 15 Nov. 6/1

This tweaked-up eyebrow.. carries the idea of evil to the

modern audience.

Tweaker (twrkar). slang. Also tweeker. [f.

Tweak v. -y -er'.] A catapult.

1884 C. H. Her World vii. 30 Every now and then taking

aim with his 'tweeker '..at "the said person below. 189^

Badminton Mag. Apr. 459 A few shot from a ' tweaker,

commonly called a catapult.

Tweamen, variant of Twemb v. Obs.

Twear, var. of Tuyebe. Tweaser-, Tweat,



TWEDDLE.
obs. ff.TwEEZER-, TwAiT, shad. Twech.tweche,
obs. Sc. ff. ToncH. Twechell, obs. f. TwitchelI,
narrow passage,

+ Twe'ddle, v. Sc Obs. [app. a back-forma-

tion from next.] (See quot.) »

x8o8 Jamikson, To iweddle, tioeel, to work cloth in such a
manner, that the woof appears to cross the warp vertically.

t Twe*ddling. Sc. Obs. rare. Forms : 6 twed-
lyne, 6-7 tuidling, 8 tweedling, 9 t.weddliii,

-len. [Of obscure origin : not a normal variant of

Sc. tweeling^ but app, a parallel formation to it.]

= Twilling.
1541 Aberdeen Regr. XVII. (Jam.), Ane sark of small

twedlyne. igofi Cornet Bk, D. Wedderbume (S.H.S.) 47
Ilem..xxvj etlis tuidling. 1658 Records ofElgin (1903) I.

305 Tailyors within the said burghe shall neither buy nor
sell any merchandice except so much plaiding, harne, lining,

tuidling, stenting, bleached or unbleached. 1747 in Naime
Peerage Evid. (1874) 80 Sixteen pair tweedling sheets att

one pound three shillings four pence. x8o8 Jamieson,
Tweddlin^ cloth that is tweeled, used also as an adj., as
hveddien sheets^ sheets of cloth wrought as described above.

Twedian, var. Tuedian.

tTwee, -f^.^ Obs. Also 8 twey- ; 7//. tweeB©.
[Aphetic f. etwee Etui.] = Tweeze.
1690 SongsCostunu (Percy See.) 196 [We also see] Tweeze

As rich and costly as all these. 1747 Hoadly Susp, Husb.
II. ii. Sure I have not dropt my Twee. 1749 in bth Rep.
Dep, Kpr. App. 11. 123 Small perspective Glasses with
Mathematical and other Instruments and Twees, in one and
the same case. 1767 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 236 Seals, rings,

'twees, bodkins.
attrib. 1781 Miss Burnev Cecilia v. ix. What has he left

behind him ? a twey-case, I suppose, and a bit of a hat won't
go on a man's head.

Twee (twJ), Ji5.2 {int.) Variously extended,

as twee-we-we, twee-twee-twee, twee-ee,
[Echoic] An imitation of the sound of a horn,

and also of the notes of some birds : see quots.

1708 MoTTBUX in Muses Mercury Jan. 11 With a Twee-
we-we, Twee-we-we, think it no Scorn, Cits, Souldiersyand
Courtiers, give way to the Horn. iSSo A B. Todd Poet.
Wks. (1907) 258 A little wren its twee-twee-twee let fall.

1909 Daily News 21 June 4 Only the greenfinch's tireless

'twec-ee ' was to be beard.

Tweed (twfd). (A trade name originating in an
accidental misreading of twee!^ .Sc form of Twill
(or a misunderstanding of an abbreviated tweeled
Twillbd fl.^), helped by association with the
River Tweed.
l*he form appears to have originated in or about 1831, but

published statements are not quite in accord as to tne cir-

cumstances which gave rise to it. The more important of
these accounts are to be found in Jas. Locke's Tweed ^
Don (i860) 37, in a paper by D. Watson in Trans. Hawick
Archmol, Soc. (1868} 14, and in A Barlow's JP^eaving (1878)
49. Barlow and others attribute the misreading of the
word to Jas. Locke himself (who was a London merchant),
but Locke in his own book does not claim to have been the
originator of the name, which had become fully current by
1850.]

A twilled woollen cloth of somewhat rough sur-

face, and of great variety of texture, originally

and still chiefly made in the south of Si^tland
(usually of two or more colours combined in the
same yam) ; inferior kinds are made of wool with
a mixture of shoddy or cotton. In //., cloths or
garments of this kind.

1847 M^CuLLocH Ace. Brit. Empire (ed. 3) I. 667 Narrow
cloths, of various kinds, known by the name of Tweeds,.,
are extensively produced at Galashiels and Jedburgh, but
especially at the former. They used, also, to Ije produced
in considerable quantities at Hawick. 1859 Jephson Brit»
tany L 5 A suit of stout grey tweed. 1859 Sala Tw. round
Clock (1861) 91 Lank office-boys, in. .corduroys .ind tweeds
too short, and jackets . . too short for them. 1869 C. Gibbom
R. Gray iv. Garments of rough home-spun tweed. i88a
Caulfeiuj & Sawabd Diet. Needlnuork 505 Tioeed, a wool-
len cloth woven of short lengths of wool, and lightly felted
and milled, the yarn being Jyed before woven. It is soft,

durable, and flexible. 1894 Fknk In Alpine Valley I. 186
We do look disreputable enough in our rough tweeds.

b. attrib. and Comb., as tweed cap, cloth, clothes,

finisher^ vtill, suit, trousering, -weaving; tweed-
clcui, -covered, -suited adjs.

1851 Catal. Gt. Exhib. iii. 495/1 Specimens of Scotch
tweed trouserings. Ibid. 497/2 Striped and Tweed cloth.
18&4 Frnse/s Mag. Apr. 494 A young gentleman in tweed
suit and wideawake. 1865 Alkx. Smith Summ. Skye i. 37
Tweed-clad tourists are everywhere. 1877 Mar. M. Gkant
Sun-Maid i, His twced-stalking-cap was drawn over his
eyes. 1888 Daily .Verus 26 Sept. 7/1 A tweed finisher,
employed at Dunsdale mill. 1890 K. Warhen Laughing
Eyes 61 Tweed-suited monthly-returnticket visitors.

Tweedle (twrd'l),2/. [app. echoic: cf.TEEDLK,
TooDLE, Twiddle v.^ In sense 2, app. influenced
by Wheedle,]
L intr. Of a musical instrument or one who plays

it : To produce a succession of shrill modulated
sounds ; also, to play triflingly or carelessly u/>on
an instrument ; of a bird, etc., to whistle or pipe
with modulations of tone.
16B4 ' Pim^ Pater' Observ. Reproved 1 The Replyer is

only an Instrument of the Faction, the Club blows tne Bag-
pipes, and he Twcedles. 17*8 Mrs, Delany in Lifef<f Corr.
(1861) I. 182 Yesterday I dined at the Percivals, and
twecdled away upon a lovely harpsichord. 1795 Cowper
Pairing Time Anticipated 38 Dick heard, and tweedling,
ogling, bridling, ..Attested, glad, his approbation. 1835
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Beckford Recoil, vii. 107 A pair of flutes most nauseously
tweedled upon by two.. young monks.

2. trans. To bring into some place or condition

by or as by playing on an instrument in this way

;

to entice by or as by music ; to wheedle, cajole.

a 17x9 Addisom (J.), A fiddler brought in with him a body
of lusty young fellows, whom he had tweedled into the
service. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol t. 149 Touch The
trembling Chords, . . and the fond yielding M aid Is tweedled
into Love, a 1763 Shenstone Ess. (1765) 216 Why sliould

he be esteemed devout . . when he is tweedled into zeal by the

dron pipe of an organ? 1896 Olive Schreiner A/r. Farm
I. xii, Wheedle her, tweedle her, teedle her, but don't let her
make sure of you.

Tweedle- (twrvi'l), the stem of Tweedle z*.,

employed in combination with other elements (see

below) to denote the action of the verb, or a high-

pitched musical sound ; chiefly in the humorous
phrase Tweedledum and tweedledee, in the

earliest example used in reference to two rival musi-

cians (whence theyf^. sense; seeb); tweedledee and
tweedledum (also tweedle-duni), used to suggest the

contrast or combination of the sounds of high- and
low-pitched musical instruments ; hence in quot.

1792 attrib. = musical {obs.) ; tweedte-dee, tweedle-

dum, a high-, or a low-pitched instrument, or one
who plays it; in quots. 1785, 1806, 1826, a fiddler

(obs.) ; tweedle-tweedle, the action or practice of

tweedling; music, harmony (obs.).

17*5 BvROM Natidel^ Bononcini Poems 1^73 I. 344 Strange
all this Difference should be, "Twixt Tweedle-dum and
Tweedle-dee ! 1769 Trinculo's Trip 47 Squeeking fife and
rumbling druin,Tweedle dee—and tweedle dum. 1785 Burns
Jolly Beggars Recit. vi, He taks the fiddler by the beard,
And draws a roosty rapier— . . Wi' ghastly ee, poor tweedle-
dee Upon his hunkers bended. 1786 Wolcott (P. Pindar)
Bozzy J^ Piozziyo Great in the noble art of tweedle-tweedle.
179a — Odes Condol. L 61 No longer on the tweedle-dum
account..Those Men of Taste and Music joyful greet. 1804

J.. CoLUNS {title) Scripscrapologia ; or Collins's Doggerel
Dish of All Sorts. Consisting of Songs . . which may be
sung without. .the ravishing Accompaniments of Tweedle-
dum or Tweedle-dee. 1805 Mrs. Grant in Campbell Mem.
^ Corr. (1844) I. 59 Two hours of tweedle-dum and tweedle-
dee were too much for me._ 1806 Lamb Let. to Manning
5 Dec., Mary and I are to sit next the orchestra in the pit,

next the tweedledees, x8a6 F. Reynolds Life Sf Times
W. a88 Two ordinary violin players, .quarrelled, .to such a
pitch, that each tweedle-dum offered the opposing tweedle-
dee, to play him for his whole year's salary.

^' fiS'^ usually in phrase tweedledee and tweedle-

dum, two things or parties the difference between
which is held to be insignificant. Also attrib.

1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. v. (1876) 304 Swift could not
see the difference between tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum,
1871 Mrs. Bbookfikix) hijluence I. 76 Do you believe in
tweedledee or in tweedledum? 188a Miss Braddon Mt.
Royal II. X. 218 To the ears of Mopsy and Dopsy it was all

tweedledum, and tweedledee. 1885 Spectator 24 Jan. 119/2
By no effort of the mind can we separate tweedle-dum and
tweedle-dee. 1886 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 2/2 The general
public need have no special objection to half-pay officers and
local Bumbles spending their superfluous time and money in

Tweedledum and Tweedledee quarrels. 1889 Spectator
14 De& SsoThe political instinct . .which leads Lord Randolph
. .10 discover a Tory Tweedledee for the Radical Tweedle-
dum. 19x1 Ckr. Endeavour Times 10 Aug. ;?24/i A.. war
of words over tweedledees of subtle doctrinal differencesand
tweedledums of Church polity.

Hence Tweedle-dee' v. intr., to play or sing
in a high-pitched tone ; also, to play idly ; to
tweedle.
X837 Caslvle Fr. Rev. III. i. vi. While right-arms here

grew weary of slaying, right arms there were twiddledeeing
on melodious catgut. 1873 W. Morkis in Mackail Life
(1899) I. 299 A sandy-haired German tenor twecdledeeing
over the unspeakable woes of Sigurd 1

Tw^eedle, var. Twiddle z/.i

Tweedling, var. Tweddlino Obs.

Tweel, etc. : see Twill, etc.

'Tween, ttween (twm), prep.
taene, .5 twene, twen, twyn, 6

Forms

;

tweene.

'tweene, 8- *tween. Aphetic form of Atween,
IJetween.
13.. Cursor M, 9363 (GOtt.) Tuene l>aim fayre acord es

nane. 13.. Guy iVariv. (A.) 4482 pemperour cleped
Herhaud him to, & aresound him tvene hem tvo. c 1420
? Lydc. Assembly ofGods 16 Twene slepyngand wakyng he
bad me aryse, 1430-40— Hochas i. xiv. (MS. Bodl. 263) 62/1
Thus atwen yre and twen affeccion She heetd fair longe. 1443
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 214 God send us pees twen Ynglonu
and Ffraunce I 1447 Bokenham i"<y«/>'j(Roxb.)2oOf alle

thyngys lord thou art juge Twyn hym and me. 1581 A,
Hall Iliad x. 178 Hie noise tweene them is trold. 1605
Shaks. Lear 1. ii, 12 A whole tribe of Fops Got 'tweene a
sleepe, and wake. 1783 JJuR^s Rigs o' Barley i, The time
flew by, wi' tentless heed, Till 'tween the late and early.
1806 Scott Wandering Willie vii, But oh, how we doubt
when tlicre's distance 'tween lovers.

b. In Combinations (cf. Between atlv. 4) :

'tween-brain : see quot. ; *fween doffer, adoffer

intermediate between two others ; 'tween-watch,
? = Dog-watch, Also 'Tween-decks.
i8si Clare Vill. Minstr.txc. (1823) I. 205 As 'tween-Iight

hangs the cvc. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 391
A small intervening cylinder, called the 'tween dofler, which
carries it to the third main cylinder. 1890 Billings Nat.
Med. Dict.^ *Tioeen-brain, portion of brain between the
hemispheres and the corpora C]uadrigemina:. . proposed as an
equivalent for the German Zwischen-hirn, the second of the

TWEEZEB-CASE.
five vesicles of the embryonic brain. 1899 W. Churchill
R. Catyel xx, Many and many the 'tween-watch have I

passed in a coll of rope in the tops.

'Tween-decks(tw/"n,deks). The usual sailors*

abbreviation of Between-decks sb.

i8i6TucKEY A^arr. Exped. R. Zaire ii. (1818) 64 At night
our visitors were satisfied with a sail in the 'tween-decks.
1829 Marryat F. A/iA/wrtj-ii, Another ladder, .brought us
to the 'tween-decks. 1892 LabourCommission Gloss.,'Twcen
Decks, ..\xs,g6. to denote the inside deck immediately below
the main or upper deck.

Tweeny (twrni), local. Also tweeney, -ie.

[f. 'Tween + -y.] A maid-servant who assists both
the cook and the housemaid ; a between-maid.
Also tweeny girl^ -maid.
j888 in N. Sf Q. 7th ser. VI. 458/1 A few years back ..

Being in w.int of a girl to ease both the cook and the house-
maid, .[a] neighbour., replied,. 'You want atweenie '. 1904
Daily News 18 Apr. 8 A certain useful section of the servant
class, who . . were known as * tweenies '. 1906 Daily Record
<y Mail 17 Dec. 4 We may learn tone from oiu: valets,

courtesy from our cooks, and tact from our tweeny girls,

Tweer, var, Tuyeke, Twibe.
TweeB, -e, -es : see Tweeze,
Tweet (twit), sb. and int. [Echoic] An imi-

tation of the note of a small bird. Also repeated.
Cf. tueit in the Compl. Scot. (1549) vi. 39.

1845 Zoologist III. 1063 Its usual note is monosyllabic, and
liketweet, tweet, tweet. 1851 G. M.¥.Vimi\THS.-W.-Windin
Woodlami 8 A chirp or tweet, That utters fear or anxious
love. 1897 A, H. Rea in Bards Angus ^- Meams 378, I

heard the skylark singing gay, The tweet o' tiny wren. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 10/ 1 ' Wheet, tweet, tweet', .. they
[quails] called m the meadows. 1910 Blnckw. Mag. Feb.
286/1 The ' tweet tweet ' of the snipe.

Hence Tweet v. trans., to utter in this way, to

twitter ; also trans/.

X851 G. Meredith Pastorals v, The little bird. .Tweets
to its mate a liny loving note. 1891 S. Mostvn Curatica
63 * Oh ', tweet-tweets a diaconal pullet, ' how splendid I

*

190a Westm. Gaz. 8 Oct. 8/2 The tweet-tweeting chicks make
as much noise in their way as the crowing cockerels.

Tweet, dial. var. Thwite v., to cut.

t Tweetle, v. By-form or altered form of

Tweedle. Hence Twee-tling vbl. sb., fiddling.
X749 J. Collier in Bamford Vial. S, Lane. (1854)72 He's

gone Who lov'd the tweetling-trade. 191a C. Murray
Hamc^vith 5 He wbeepled on 't at morning an' he twectled
on 't at nicht.

t Tweeze. Obs, Also //. tweeses, twizes,
twises ; rare in sing. [Aphetic f, etweese (1657)
«= etitys, etuis, pi. of Etui, etwee. See also Twee i.

The form-history in Eng. is not quite clear, but app. the
plural form etuis, etwees was taken also as sing, and spelt

etweese, and this aphetized to t^veeseJ]

A case of small instruments, an etui ; also pi.

instruments kept or carried about in a small case,

Occas. a pair (= set) oftweezes.
i6«a Mabbe tr. Alcmans Guzman d'Alf. \\. (1623) 130

Whether shee would buy a very fine paire of twizes which
we,. had cut from another gentlewomans girdle .. having
ground and whet ihem..and fitted them with a case. 16x3-4
MiDDLETON & Rowley SPan. Gipsy 11. i. Take anything..,
purses, knives, handkercners, rosaries, tweezes, any toy.

1631 Sherwood s. v. Tivcese, A Surgeons tweese (or box of
instruments), [cf. i6ix Cotcr., Pennarol de Chirvrgien, a
Chirurgians Case or Ettuy ; the box wherein he carries his

Instruments.] 1638 Ford Fancies i. ii, I will.. break the
teeth ofthy combs, poison thy camphire-balls, , . be-tallow thy
tweezes. £1645 Howell Z.^^/. i. xvii. 32, I send you.. the
French IJeverand Tweeses you writ for. 1665 Boyle Occas,

Rffi. IV. XV. (1848) 25s Drawing a little Penknife out of a
pair of Twises I then chanced to have about me. 1672
Descr. Lake Geneva in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 409 There are

found . . Knives, and Needles as thick as Bodkins of tweeses.

1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 206 A barber's

tweese, or case of instruments.

Twee'zer, sb. Also 8 tweeser, [f. Tweeze,
or twees, tweeze pi. of Twee l. Also, in mod. use,

a back-formation from Tweezers.]

f 1. A case of small instruments ; an etui, a

tweczcr-case. Obs.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. vii. iii His signe. .is as

attractive as . . his Plaister-box (if he be a Chyron too) or ifnot,

as his Tweezer, 1745 Gentl. Ma^. Jan. 34/2 They admired
my tweeser, and the trinkets in iL 1746 Eliza Heywood
P'cnialc sped. No, 22. (1748) IV. iZj Her maid., went
privately away in the night, taking with her.. her watch,
tweezer, a diamond solitaire, and several other trinkets.

2. = Tweezers 2 ; also attrib. formed like

tweezers,

1904 H. G. Wells Food ofGods i. iv. 105 His hand upon
thetweezerofhis balance weights, jgog lyestw.Gaz. i8Nov.
4/2 Vertical springs in front and half-' tweezer * cross-

springs in the rear.

Tweezer, v. [f. Tweezers : cf. prec. 3.] intr.

To use tweezers ; trans, to pull out with tweezers

;

also to pinch or pluck with or as with tweezers.

Hence Twee'zering vbl. sb,

1806 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem.(x8is) II. 146 There is

less micrology, less tweezering at trifles, in his erudition.

1848 in Q. Rev. Mar. 446 A hero.. who when he has
' ttveezered out the slender blossom of manhood that lives

on his lip and check
',
passes well for a tall young lady, 1911

Blacktv. Mag. July 48/2 If he halted he was tweezered into
activity attain.

Twee'zer-case. Also 7 tueser-, 8 tweaser-,
twiser-, twitzer-. [f. Twkezek(s) + Case sb'^\

A case in which tweezers and other small instru-

ments arc carried ; an etui or ' tweeze '.

m
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s686 Lend, Gaz. No. 2122 4 .A round Tueser Case of

Tortolse-shelL xjvj }.'6xts^^^\t,Qtievedo^s Coi». IVks.

(1700) 329 We.. lay as dose.. as Herrings in a Barrel, or

Too^ in a Tweerer.Case. 1709-10 Stkkle Tailcr Na 142

f 5 His Tweczcr-Cases are incomparable ; You shall have

one not much bigger than your Finger, with 1^ several

Instruments in it. 171a Arbuthnot yohn BuU 111. 1, Ladies,

hung about with toys and trinkets, twiser cases [etc.]. 1755
Smoixett Quix. (1803) IV. 85 My lady. .pulled out a large

pinj or rather, ..a bodkin, from her tweezer-case. 1899 R.

WHiTEiKC s John St. xviL 177 Writing pads, tweezer cases,

shaving sets.

Tweezers (twrzajz), sb. pi. Also 7 twizers,

twozers, tweesers. [An extended form oitTveczes,

pi. of TwKKZE (cf. Tkouse jA.2 and Tbousers).

See also Twkezkr sh.'\

+ 1. \ set or case of small instniments. Also a

pair {= ieX) of l7(ieezers. Oh. rare.

i6S4 Do«OTHV Osborne Leit to Sir JK Temple (1888)

223 Did not you say once you knew where good French

tweezers were to be had? Pray send me a pair ; they shall

cut no love. i66a Pepvs Diary 20 June, Hou^ht me a pair

of tweezers, cost me 14/-. j686 tr. Ckardin's Traz: Persia

111 Ribbands Paper, Needles, Twizers, Knives and Scissars.

168S R. L'EsTKANCF, Brief Hist. Times ill. T2t A Present

of Twczers, and a Case of Knives to Father Sweetman at

Madrid. X74« Mrs. Delanv in Life I, Corr. (1861) II. 173

They much admired my tweezers and the trinkets that were

in them.

2. Small pincers or nippers (orig. as included in

the contents of an etui) used for plucking out hairs

from the face or for grasping minute objects. Also

a pair of hueezers.

i6S4 Gavton Pleas. Notes in. vil no If he had but spirit

enough to have drawne, the very sight of his Tweezers would

have put the Don to the Roares. Ibid. 111. xii. 156

M'. Barber wilh his Razor or his Tweezers, could not be so

expeditious, a 1704 T. Urown Lett, to Gent, ff Ladies

Wks. 1709 III. II. 123 His Eye-brows are fair, but over

Urge,.. I mean, when the Tweezers have not play'd their

Part. 1796 .Morse Amer. Geog. II. 489 They pluck up the

hairs. .by the roots with tweezers. l8ai Bvkox yuan V.

Ixxx, With some small aid from scissars, paint, and tweezers,

He look'd in almost all respects a maid. 1M3 Lvkll Aiitif.

Man ii. 28 In it were found.. a p.iir of tweezers in bronze.

tqo^.'ifission /^/r/rfJune 71 Tweezers were used by the Indian

men to pull out every hair that grew on their face.s.

b. tranif. in vaiious senses.

i6s4 Gavtom Pleas. Notes n. ii. 40 Until these unpar'd

nailes, these sharp and tearing tweesers I fasten on his face.

1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 118 That the use of the ' tweezers ',

borne by the ear.wig at the end of the abdomen, was con-

sidered somewhat obscure.

Twei, tweie, obs. flf. Twav. Tweioh, obs.

Sc. form of Touch. Tweien, twein, tweine,
obs. (T. Twain. Tweies, tweis, obs. ff. Twice.

Twelf, twelfe, twelflF, obs. ff. Twelfth,

Twelve.
Twelfth. (twelf», a. and sb. Forms: see

below. \K^V.. twelfla, = OVns. t7uilifia, iwcl{e)fta

(WFris. toalfle, -de), MDu. tival{e)f<ie, (waelU'ifde,

tmel{e)fde (Du. twaalfde), OS. *twclifto (MLG.
twelf, twalf, twolfJe, LG. twSIfte, etc.), OHG.
aveliflo, -leflo (MHG. zwelfte, Gcr. ziviilfte), ON.
tilfti, -te, (Norw. tolvte, dial, tolle, Sw. tolfte, Da.

tolvle), Goth. *twalifta : f. OE. twel/' Twelve.

In southern ME. (14th c), Iwel/i became twelfth,

»i\.txfourth, etc., but twelft, twelt, twalt remain in

various dialects : see -TH '^ and Note to Tenth.]

A. adj.

1. The ordinal numeral corresponding to the

cardinal TwELVK ; last of twelve ; that comes next

after the eleventh, a. In concord with a sb.

expresse<l.

a. I twelfta, 1-6 -te, 2-3 {Orm.) tvrellfto, 3
tweolfte, tuelfte, (4 tuelfd, -fed), 4 {Sc. -6)

tuelft, 4-7 (9 dial.) twelft, (4-5 tuelfete), 6 Sc.

tuelfet, tuelt, 6 Sc. (9 dial.) twelt, twalt.

a 900 O. E. Martyrol. Dec. 216 On (tarn twelftan monSe.

c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. III. 190 Mona se twelfta on eallum

weorcum nytlic ys. c laoo Ormin i 1063 pe twellfte da?^.

1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8606 pe tuelfte {v.r. (<ii40o) tuelf]

5er temese moni toun aseincte. 41300 Cursor M. 22653

(Cott.) pe twelft Iv.rr. tuelft, tweljie) signe. 1:1400 Kute
St. Bcnet vii. 15 Saint benet spekis in \ns sentence Of («

telfete [? tuelfete] maner o mekenes. 1513 Douglas yEncis

XII. Prol. 306, I . -my pen furth tuike, Syne thus begouth of

Virgin the twelt buiWc. 153s Stewakt Crou. Scot. (Rolls)

III. 16 The tuelt 5eir..of his ring. 1596 DALKVMrLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. 111. xxix. (S.T.S.) I. 180 The twelfte Jeir

of his regne. Ilnd. vi. xcii. 332 The tuelfet Jeir of his ligne.

l6ai N. Hiding Rec. (1894) 87 The twelft day of February.

e. 4 twelfpe, tuelfthe, 5 tweilifth, -yfth, 6

twelfytti, -veth, 6- twelfth, (9 twelvth) ; also

4 tweolthe, 4-5 twelpe, 5 twelthe, twolthe.
13.. K. Alls. 6403 On tweolthe nyght 1 1380 Twelve

(see bj. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 145 N twelftie

\eti. Caxton twellyfth] 3eie he was i-made cathecuminus.

c 14*0 Citron. Vilod. 4451 In t>e twolthe 3ere of his regnynge.

1530 Palsgr. 372/1 Doiiziesme, Iwelfyth. 1564 HAkDlNO
Amsw. to ynvets Challenge (1565) x8o b. The twelfth coun-

ceU of Toledo. 1820 C^\K\Mr.u>^Cpngregat. Serm. (1838) II.

189 The 31" verse of the 12th chapter. 1830 W. Taylor
Hitl.Surv. Germ. Poetry II. 4 The Iwclvth section. 1884

Athtnxum 10 May, A star of the twelfth magnitude.

7. (Chiefly .9c.) 4-5 tuelf, 4-7 twelf, 5-7
twelfe, 7 twelff.

c 137s Twelf [see bJ. a 1400 Tuelf (lee quot. 1397 in a].
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1587 Fleming Contn. Hotinshcd III. 1369/1 On the twelfe ,

dale of Februarie. 1640 in P. H . W.->ddell Old Kirk Chron. 1

(1893) J6 The twelff d.-iy of October. 1653 W. Ramesey
,

Astrol. Restored 4 His twelfe chapter. I

b. With sb. understood, usually from context

;

also spec, with ellipsis of da^ (of tlie month), or

chapter (of a book of Scripture).

a 1000 Andreas 665 (Gr.) He wa^ twelfta sylf. <: 1200

Ormin 11063 lit iss (>e (jrittennde da35 Fra Joldajj, nohht te

twellfte. "iaiyxShiresft Hoi'dreds Eng.wxO. E.Misc.

146 pe teontw on wirecestre, )>e eoUefte on hereforde, t>e

tweolfte on lycchesfeld . . Her beoj; xv. bispryche. <: 137S

Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias) 355 Sa tuk |>ai hyme for ]<e

twelf to be. c 1380 Sir Fcrumi. 2846, Y me .self was l>e

twell>e. 1558 ij'i/ifn/t'j/JorfM IX. xiv. 26 The twelft [/jorfA

MS. twelue) in n'ombre. 1562 WinJet Last Blast Wks.

(S.T.S.) I. 39 Sen the twelft of Marche. 1600 Abp. Abbot

Ext. Jonah 176 In the twelfth of the Revelation. 1611

Bible i Kings xix. 19 Elisha. . was plowing with twelue yoke 1

of oxen before him, and hee with the twelfth. 1867 'Ouida
\

CecilCasttemaine'sGage.etc. 34sWesoon made up. .to the

Norwich girls for the loss of the Twelfth [Lancers]. 1887

BowEN ytrg. Eclogues viii. 39 Years I had finished eleven,

the twelfth was beginning.

c. ellipi. The nth of August, on which grouse-

shooting legally begins.

1868 Field 8 Aug. 105/3 Many seasons have come and

gone since the first Twelfth that I remember. 1895 Titnes

(Weekly ed.) 16 Aug. 657/2 In Derbyshire the 'Twelfth'

opened delightfully.

2. Twelfth pari, any one of twelve equal parts

into which a whole may be divided.

1590 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. ISQS, 120/1 Reddendo 2 hol-

las 2 firlotas 2 peccas 2 mensuras vocatas twelf.pairtis farine

avenatice. 1724 Swift Drapicr''s Lett. i.Wks. 1755 V, 11. 23

The twelfth partofah.nlf-penny will do him no more .service.

1878 J. Davidson Inverurie v. 184 'I'he owners of Twelfth

Parts had their lands divided.. periodically by lot.

f 3. Twelfth whist, whist with only twelve cards

in each hand. Obs.

1752 H. Walpole Let. to R. Nugent (in N. f, Q. 5th Ser.

IV. 538''2), Amusing my selfc.at a game of 12*" whist.

B. 'sb.

1. A twelfth part : see A. 2.

1SS7 Recoede IVlutst. Bijh, Sesfuiduodecima, 1310 12.,

a twelueth more. 1696 Locke Loafer. Interest (ed. 2)

136 Supposing, .is. or a Crown, were to weigh an Ounce.

,

whereof one twelfth were Copper, and eleven twelfths Silver.

171a J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 197 Five Twelfths

of an Inch thick. 179a A. Young Trav. France 537 No
such thing was ever known in any part of France . . as a
tenth : it was always a twelfth, or a thirteenth, or even a
twentieth of the produce. i8ia Sir H. Davy Chcm. Philos.

419 From a third to a twelfth of zinc is used. iSia Wood-
IIOUSE Astron. xxxv. 347 Expressed in twelvths of that

diameter. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 20 Apr. 3/1 A decrease of a
twelfth since 1894.

b. Spec. A twelfth part of rents or movables

granted or levied by way of tax.

1884 \>ov/K\.\.Hist. Taxation I. iv. iv. 77 The use_ ofgrants

of fractional p.irts of moveables was continued . .in 1296 a

twelfth and eighth.. were granted. Ibid. 81 The grants

made. .were, .in 1318 a twelfth from demesne.

2. Mus. a. A note twelve diatonic degrees above

or below a given note (both notes being counted);

the octave of a fiftli ; hence (usually) the interval,

or consonance, between two such notes. b. An
organ-stop sounding a twelfth above the normal

pitch.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 70 Those notes which are dis-

tant from them eight notes, as from a fift, a twelfe .. from
Gamvt to D la sol re is a twelfe. 1613 Organ Specif.

Worcester Cathedral, The particulars of the great organ .

.

I twelfth of mellal. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 511

Note E, The chord formed with the twelfth and seventeenth

major united with the jirincipal .sound. 1891 Prout Counter-

point (ed. 2) 74 The thirds above it now give the inversion

in the twelfth.

t3. Short for Twelfth-day. (Cf. Twelfth-
kve(n.) Obs.

147a Sir J. Paston in P. Lett. III. 33, 1 have my pardon,

. . for comffort wheroffe I have been the niarier thys Cryst-

mcsse, . . be ffor Twelthe I come to my Lorde Archebysshope.

C. Comb.: twelfth-century a., of or belonging

to the century from iioi to 1200.

1867 FuRNivALt, in Percy Folio I. 403 A twelfth-century

writer.

Twelfth.-cake. [Short for Twelfth-night or

Twelfth-tide cake : cf. Twelfth B. 3.] A large

cake used at the festivities ofTwelfth-night, usually

frosted and otherwise ornamented, and with a bean

(see Bean d b) or coin introduced to determine the

' king ' or ' queen ' of tlie feast.

1774 in Brand Po/>. Antitj. {-lyyy) 206, I did not return till

I h.id been present at drawing King and Queen, and eaten

a Slice of the Twelfth Cake. l8a6 HoNB Every.Day Bk.

[55 A citation by Brand represents the. .Twelfth-night^ake

to have been composed of Hour, honey, ginger, and jicpper.]

56 In France, the Twelfth-cake is plain, with a bean; the

drawer of the slice containing the bean is king or queen.

1876 G. Meredith Beauch. Career xxix, A rickettv orna-

ment like that you see on a confectioner's twelfth-caxe.

atirili. 1837 [Miss Maitland] Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 54
A queer kind of sprig made of rice andljeads, like a twelfth-

cake ornament. 1838 Civil En/^. Jfr Arch. fml. I. 337/1
The house at Kenwood is quite in the twelfth-cake style

—

patched all over with panels of filagree work.

Twelfth-day. Forms : see Twelfth and

Day. The twelfth day after Christmas ; the sixth

of January, on which the festival of the Epiphany
is celebrated ; formerly observed as the closing

TWELVE.

day of the Christmas festivities. (Cf. the twelve

days s. v. Twelve adj. i c.)

[^900 tr. Bxdii's Hist. iv. xix. 318 JEt Pentecosten & l>y

twelftan de?;e ofer Seochol.] ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt ii. I

rubric. Dys sceal on twelltan dae;^. a iloo [see Twelfih-
eve(n]. <: laoo Ormin 11047 Jesu Crist wass fuUhtnedd Rihht
o l>att da^3. .patt twellfte da3^ i.ss nemmnedd. 1389 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 117 Ye sonunday next after ye twelft clay. 1455
E. Clerr in Paston Lett. 1. 315 On the morow after

Twellheday. 1SS3 Hecon Relifues of Rome (1563) 75 b,

The feastful day of the Epiphanye commonly called Twelf-

day. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xix.

133 b, 'I'hey do not celebrate the natiuitie of.. Christ, but
on the twelfth day, vse great feasts and solemnitie. 1662

J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 211 margin. The
Armenians blesse the Water on Twelf-day. 1689-^ Wood
Life Jan, (O.H.S.) III. 320 A great flood about Oxon before
12th day. 1725 H. Bourne ^«//^. Vulg. xvii. The Twelfth-
Day it self is one of the greatest of the Twelve. 1863
Chambers* Bk. Days I. 6r/i January 6. This day, called

Twelfth.day..and Epiphany., is a festival of the Church.
attrib. 1913 iqth Cent. Aug. 320 He had promised the

children a twelrth.day cake.

t Twelfth-eve(ll. Obs. The eve of Twelfth-

day ; Twelfth-night.
c \tyoei Ags. Gosp. Matt. ii. 19 rubric, Dys sceal on twelftan

sefen. a xxoo O. E. Chron. an. 1065 (MS. C.) Eadward..
for3ferde on twelftan aefen, & hyne man bebyrijde on
twelftan dseig. 1538 MS. Ace. St. John^s Hosp., Canterb.,

Rec vpon twelfte euen iijs vd. 158a in Feuillentt Rez>el*

Q. Eliz. (1908) 349 At wyndesor at "Twelf Eve at night.

1634-s Laud Diary 5 Jan., Monday night, being Twelfth-

eve.

Twelfthic. Math. [f. Twelfth -t- -ic, after

qnartic, etc.] A quantic of the twelfth degree.

1882 DuRFEE in Amer. Jrnl. Math. V. 45 {heading) Tables

of the Symmetric Functions of the Twelfthic.

TwelftUy (twe-lfpli), adv. [f. Twelfth a.]

In the twelfth place ; as the twelfth in a series.

c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 92^. a 1642 Sir W.
Monson Naval Tracts III. (1704) 322/1 Twelfthly, They
should make quarterly P.iyments. 1644 Prynni & Walker
Fienncs's Trial 82 Twelfely, Might not every Govemour
and Generall upon this pretence deliver up any Fort ? 1653

J.
Edwards Author. O. fy N. Test. j8i Twelfthly, we read

in several authors [etc.].

Twe'lftta.-mgb.t. Forms : see Twelfth and
Night. The evening before Twelfth-day, formerly

observed as a time of merry-making. Also attrib.

cgioo O. E. Chron. an. 878 Her hiene bests] se hereon
midne winter ofer tuelfian niht to Cippanhamme. 13.. K.
Alls. (Laud MS.) 6388 Of Jfat cite comen . . J>e kynges thre,

pat foloweden goddis stene..In cristemasse, on pe twelueb
ni3th. 1601 Shaks. {title) Twelfe Night, Or what you will.

1649 Milton Etkon. Pref., Wks. 1851 III. 333 Quaint
Emblems . . begg'd from the olde Pageantry of some Twelfe.
nights entertainment. I764' Chron. in Ann. Reg. 45/1 The
ancient custom of public hazard playing at court on twelfth

night. 1826 Tweltth.nigbt-cake [see Twelfth-cake]. 1854
Thackeray Rose ^ Ring I'rcL (1866) 3 Twelflh-Night
characters—those funny painted pictures of the King, the

Queen, the Lover, the Lady, the Dandy, the Captain, and
so on—with which our young ones are wont to recreate

themselves at this festive time. 1863 Chambers' Bk. Days
1. 64/1 In the last century, Twelfth-Night cards represented
ministers, maids of honour, and other attendants of a court.

t Twe'lfthtide. Obs. Forms : 6 twelfe

tyde, 6-7 twelftide, twelfetide (in 7 also with

hyphen),6-8 twelftyde, (7 twelvetide). ( Twelfth-

tide occurs app. only in modernized editions.) [See

Tide sb. 4 b, 6.] The season including Twelfth-

night and Twelfth-day ; the season of Epiphany

:

formerly the concluding part of the Christmas
holidays.

1530 Palsgr. 283/2 Twelftyde, la iyphnyne. 1561 T. Nor-
ton Calvin's Inst. iv. xix. 159 That there he no mariages
celebrate, .from Aduent to Twelftide. 1632 Mas.singer &
Field Fatal Dowry ti. ii, As if he had come this Christmas
..To see his friends, and returned after twelf-tide. 1656
FiNETT For. Ambass, 48 A mask prepared for twelftyde.

1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2301/3 It will not be liefore Twelvetide.
attrib. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 64

Like a right I'welfetide King. 1648 Hekrick New-yeares
Gift to .Sir S, Steward 17 Of twelf-tide cakes, of pease, and
heanes, Wherewith ye make those merry sceanes. When as
ye chu.se your king and queen.

t Twell, obs. form of Towel.
1422-3 .-ibingdon Rolls (Camden) 92 In twellis emptis pio

Refectorio xj s.

Twell, obs. form of Twelve.
Twelt, twelth, obs. or dial. Sc. ff. Twelfth.
+ Twe-lter aithe. Orkney and Shetland, [ad.

(after Sc. twelt Twelfth a.) ON. tylftar-eiHr,

f. tylft a body of twelve, a dozen -)- ciSr oath : cf.

Saxter aithe.] An oath of twelve compurgators.
1603 Lawting Court 21 July, in Peterkin Notes Orkney ft

Zetl. (1822) App. 35 Ordained to (^uit himsel of theft by
the twelter-aith, because the stowth is great.

Twelve (twelv), numeral a. and sb. Forms

:

see below. [Coram. Teutonic : OE. twelf, (also

tuelf, and in Lindisf. gl. tuoelf), = OFris. twelef,

twilif, twelf (OWFris. tolef, WFris. toalf) ; MDu.
twalcf twaelf, twelef, twelf (Du. twaalf) ; OS.
twclif twilif, twulif (MLG. twelf, Iwolf, twalf,

LG. twolf) ; OHG. z%velif, MHG. zwelif, zwtlf,

Ger. zivolf, ON. tdlf, (Sw. tolf, Norw., Da. tolv),

Goth, /ryrt///":—OTeut. *twcUiti-, f. twa two + li't-

or /;/-, ofuncertain origin, but generally considered

to belong to the same root as OTeut. *litan to

Leave (q. v.), and thus to denote ' two left or
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remaining over (ten)' ; cf. Eleven. Analogous
formations to clcfen .nnd twelve are the Lith.

vln&'lika II, dvylika 12, in which the second ele-

ment, Lith. -lika, has also the meaning of ' left

over '. All other Indo-Enr. langs. have or had forms
composed of • two ' + ' ten ', like the numbers 1 3 to

19; cf. L. diiocUcim, Gr. Sai5««a, Skr. dmadafan.
^
As .-in .idj. standing before a sb. OE. iwel/ was as a rule

indeclinable ; in other positions it was usually declined,
nom.'acc tivetfet gen. tweffa^ dat. & prep, twil^uin, but ex-
ceptions on both sides are found in OE., esp. in Northuin*
brian, and in ME, twei/c^ and at length tivelvi; became the
rorm in all positions. Reduction to titoel occurs once in
Lindisf. GL, and in ME. and mod. dialects tweU, t-waitsxQ
frequent.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
o. 1-7 twelf, (1-6 tuelf, I tuoelf) 2-3 tweolf,

{Orm.) twellf, 3 tueolf, tweelf, twealf, twalf,

3-4 twolf, 5 twellif, -yf, Sc. tuelff (6 twelef),
6-7 Sc. twelff.
c 888 K. .t^LFRHD Boeth. xxxiv. 5 10 De . . on twelfmondum

jewexi^. 971 Blickl. Horn. 15 Ha^lend jenamhistwelfl>c?;nas
ciooo Ags. Gosp, Matt. x. 5 Das twelf se h.T;lynd sende.
c loao Rule St. Benet (Logenian) 40 pa;t ne si.^ lais twelf
sealma. c 1175 Lamb. Honu 141 pa fouwer [walmes] weien
ideled a twefue, for l»a twelf kunreden sculden l-er niide
heore Jmrst kelen. c 1200 Obmin 8^ Off twellf winnterr
elde. CX305 Lay, 16 17 His tueolf iferen [<r 1275 his twelue
iueres]. Ibiti. 25441 [>er comen l?a twalf [^1175 twealf]
iiieren. /i^/Vi 25971 Twailffc 1275 twealf] swine, i-1330 R.
BauMNE Chron. /ri<:<(Rolls) S232 Twolf 3er old. 1375 Uar.
SOUR Bntce x, 547 A schort leddir..! trow of luelf fut.

c 1470 Cotagros > Caw. 411 Tuelf crovnit kiiigis. 1567
C«,fc f, G.ydlie B. (S.T.S.) 3 The twelf ArticHis of our Faith.
1588 A. King tr. Canisius Catech. i. G vijj The cowrse of
the moone, quhilk do change Iwelff tymes in the yerc.

/3. 1 twelfe (tuelfe, etc), 2-3 {Orm.) twellfe,
3-7 twelfe, 5 tuelfe.
<i90o Fate .A^stles 4 Twelfe wxron dxdum domfa»te.

C950 Limits/. Gosp. -Malt. x. 5 Das tuelfe \l\usk7u. twslfe]
sende 3e hxlend. c ijoo Ormin<>56, v*t off l>a twellfe naniess
ec patt wairenn don baeronne. a 1400-50 .4lexandt-r 1070
Fyltene Burghes, And, .xij grym waters [Diibl. M.S. twelfe
gret waters]. 1483 Caih. Angl. 398/2 I'welfe, duadtcim,
tbidt Twelfe 3erc space. iMa HuLOKr, Twelfe together,
duodeiti. 1603 Owe,") Ptmlrokeshire v. (189J) 42 Ten or
twelfe yeercs of age.

y. a-7 twelue, 3 tweslue, twalae, 3-5 twelwe,
36 twolue, 4 tuelue (7 twellue), 4- twelve.
<:il7S Twelue (see o). ciaso Gen. * E.r. 663 Twelwe

and sexli men, c IJ75 Passion our Lord 42 in C7. E. Misc.
^8 He ches hym twolue yuere inyd him vor to lede. c 1175
Twtluc (see quot. c 1205 in o], 1387 TuEViSA lligden (Rolls)
IIL 401 Whanne Alisaundre was twelve ^ere oldc. f 1440
Prowp. Parv. y>iili Twelwe, duodecim. 1535 Covekd,
Matt, xix. 28 Ycshal s.y\. also vpon twolue seates. 1607
SiiAKS. Cor. IV. V. 128 Thou hast beate mee out Twelue
seuerall times.

8. 4 tuel, 4-7 twel; Sc. 6 twoll, 6-7 twell,
6-9 twall, 7 tuel(l, 8-9 twal.
C1400 Trevisdi Higden (Rolls) III. 23 He regned in al
twelve [MS. y twel] 3cre. 1500-20 Dcnbah Poems xxviii.
I Betuix twell houris and ellevin, 1588 A. King tr. Ca-
nisius' Calech. II. 3 The .soinme off our r.iitb, .quhilk ye
twoll apostlis compylit..callit the creid, quhilk yai.de-
wyddit in twoll articlis, 1599 in Maitt. CL Misc. Ill, 341
The space of twell dayis. 1639 Lu, Wabiston Wa>T'(S.HS.)
329 At tuel hours. 1785 Twaftsce U. I. 2 b]. 1837 R. NlcoUL
Poems (1843) to6 Twal corporation feasts wiihin the year.

B. Signification.

The cardinal number composed of ten and two

;

represented by the symbols 1 3 or XII.

I. adj. 1. In concord with a sb. expressed.
(rt) Preceding the sb.

AVoTDK^ (Z.I 147, .xii, wintra tid. 971 (see A, al. c lojo
Byrhl/irth's Haiuiboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 298 On j-isum
da^um Ik!o3 nesctte twelf monSas. 1297 R. Gujuc (Rolls)
431 pis fulc. .departede hor ost in tuelf fr'.rr, twolf, twelue]
parties, C1330 R. Hbunne Chron. tVace (Rolls) 13534 Pey
were, set In twolue bataillcs, 1420-s Lvdg. Siege Thelvs
3540 l-hraunched out vpon twelue trees, x<«6 Tindalk
Acts vii. 8 And Is,-\ac bcg.it lacob, and lacob the twelve
patriarkes. 1584 1'owel Lloyds Cambria 53 He choose
out of that companie . .twelue men, 1638 Ukome Antipodes
III. ii, Twelve Hyranes, For the twelve Sessions. 17J0 tr.

Ltonardnss Mirr. Stones 80 There are twelve species of
It. a 1774 GoLUSM. Hist. Greece I. 30 At twelve years old
the boys were removed into another class. 1847 G«oT«
Greece 11. xix, UI, 390 The division of the day into twelve
parts,

(*) Fallowing the sb. (Chiefly for rime.)
oiooo Sat. y .Sat. 15 (Gr.) .Miiie suna twelfe. a 1300

Cursor M. 174 (Colt) lesu crist him selue Ches til Inm
ap-stels tuelue. Ibid. 29.J63 Crist , , Spekand to his apostelcs
tueluen. £1374 Chauckk Troyliis ]i. 59 (,08) Herof ben
pere inaked Ijokes twelue. c 1386 — Prot. 527 But cristes
lore, and hise Apijstles twelue He laughte, but first he fol-
wed It hym selue. i3mo (Jowek Con/ 1. ,81 The Souldan
hi.se hostages sende. ,01 i'rinces Sones tuelve.

b. As multiplier Ixrfore a higher numeral
{humlred, llumsand, etc.). Twelve score, twelve
twenties, two hundred and forty ; f also ellipt, for
twelve score yards, a common range for a shot in
archery

; hence attrib. in twelve score prick (see
Prick sb. lob).
<:i205 Lav. 25443 Twelf [1:1275 Twealf) («,send cnihles.

'?¥ ^- ^"S- '-eg. I. 66/450 He deide tweolf hundred Jer
..Aftur ore louerdes burtyme. 1297 R. Gixjuc. (Rolbs)
10121 In tuelf hundred Jer of grace h >e secundc ^erc.
C1425 WvSTOUM Cron. vni. 20U Twelf hundir nynti jhere
"""

^''Y" ^" C"*' "" borne, [c 1470 Henhy ira/tace vi.
107 Tuem hundreth jeer, tbarto nynte and s«wyn.J 1552

528

HuLOET, Twelue hundreth thousaiide scstertia, 1653 H.
CoGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. ix, 28 Eleven or twelve thousand
staves hardened in the fire. 1726 SwitT Gulliver 11, vii, A
gallery of twelve hundred feet long.

a 1^00 Cursor M. 2168 (Cott.) Ragan . .[lived] Twelue scor
o yeires. >5SO-3 Decaye 0/Eng, A v, Twelf score persons
in Oxfordshire. 1569-1620 [see Pkick ib. 10 b]. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. /K, in. li. 52 Hee would haue clapt in the Ciowt at
Twelue-score. a 1700 Drvukn Tlicocritus^ Epithal. Helen
9f Menelaus 39 Twelvescore viragos of the Spartan race.

1753 Ch.ambeks Cycl. ^iipp. S.V, Coursing, When a hare is

put up,.. let her run twelve-score yards or thereabouts,
before the greyhounds are slip'd at her.

e. In special collocations, as the twelve XvowvLZ^^
twelve labours (of Hebcules, q.v.), twelve Signs
(of the zodiac, also f Tokens), Twelve Tables,
twelve Tribes (of Israel) : see these words ; also

tM<? twelve days, i. e. those immediately following
Chiistmas ^cf. Twelfth-day); f M^ twelve men,
a body of twelve men having some special function,

as a jury, a select vestry, etc.

C975 Rushiv. Gosp.yhXK.. X. 2 I'ara *twelf apostola noma
{Ags.Gosp. natnan] sindun t>as. c 117S Loitib. Horn. 75 pet
rihte ileue setten Jw twelue apostles on write. 1377 Langl,
P. PI. A. XI. 25 He l?at. .con tellen of Tobie and pe Twelue
Apostles. 18^ ScicHce-Gossip XXVI. lo/a Among the
most curious birds of Queensland are those known.famiUarly
as the 'Twelve Apostles', from the circumstance that they
are always seen in flocks of exactly twelve. [1600 Nashe
Summer^ Last /f'/// Wks. tGrosart) VI, 156 To feede the
pot-»re "twelue dayes, & let them staiue all the yeare after.]

1693 Sir T. p. Bix)unt Nat, Hist, 132 Tobacco. In the
Twelve-Days they begin to Sow their Seed. 17*5 H. Bourne
Antui. I'ulg. xvii. {heading)^ The \Vickedne.-s of observing
the Twelve Days after the common Way. aisji SiK T.
Smith Comnnv. Eng, (1633) no They which either con-
demne or acquite the man. .are not called Judges but the
•twelve men. 1607 Henley-in-Arden Rolls (MS.) 22 Oct.,
Henlcye. Agreeraentes & paines hie the Tweluemenne as
followeth made at the Couurte holden ther the 22 daye of
October. 1608 in N, * Q. 8th Ser. XI. 201/1 Paines laid at
the great courte at Sheffelde..by the twelue men of the
sooke of Ecclesfelde. 1671 CoxvelCs Intcrpr., Twelve
J/i^ff,. .otherwise called the ^ury or Enquest, is a number of
twelve persons [etc. J. 1744 in J. Hammond Corniv. Parish
(1897) VI. 80 [It was resolved] that every Principall Inhabi*
tant.. under the denomination of a twelve*man shall be an
acting Manager and Trustee [of the Workhouse]. 1886
Johns Hipkius Univ. Stud.Ser, iv. i. 55 The patentees are
said to have l»een called the * Twelve Alen ' or Duzine, and to
have had both legislative and judicial powers in town affairs.

1390 GowtR Con/. III. 108 Ther ben *signes tuelve, Whiche
have her cercles be hemselve Comp.issed in the zodiaque. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas, xxii. (Percy Soc.) 105 la the xiL signes
them selfe to domify. a 1585 ^foNTGOMEBlK Flyting 421 Be
the poles, and the planets, and the signes alt twell. c 1000
Ags. Man. Astron. in Pop. Treat. .Vc. (1841) 7 Under xlc
l>iera "twelf tacna. 1535 Coverdale i Kings xxHL 5 Them
that brent incense.. to the Sonne, and the Mone, and the
twolue tokeas.

2. absol. with ellipsis of sb., preceded by a pro-
noun or demonstrative, or as predicate,
a 900, £950 [see A.^J. c looofsee A.a]. cxooo Ags. Cosp.
Mark xiv. 20 pa s«ede he him, An of eow twelfum
me syI5. c ijos Lav. 25275 pas twa;lfe heore wai fcrden.
IbitL 263^ For ajan bine tweic Heo habbeo9 twaelue
[ciayStwalucJ. 138* Wvcuf Gch, xxxv. 22 The sones of
Jacob weren twelue. —gSain. ii. 15 Twelue of the children
of Dauid. 1535 Covekualk Josh. xxi. 40 All the cities of
the children of Merari-.werc twolue. 1646 J. Benbhigce
Vsura Accom. 5 .\ Baiike of Recovery . . herein Twelve were
given for the use of an Hundred ijer annum.
spec. b. with ellipsis of hours (of the day : cf,

twelve hours in III. c.) ; also twelve o'clock.

To strike twelve thefirst time (or cUl at once), fig, to dis-
play all one's capacities in one's first performance.
c 148a J. Kav tr. Caaursin's.Siege 0/ Khoiifsiiiyo] p 11 All

the nyght frou twelfe the clocke unto v in the daye. i6os
Shaks. .\facb. 11. i. 3 Flcance. The Moone is dowtie : I have
not heard the Clock, Batuj. And she goes downe at
Twelve. 1638 San[>erson Sertii. (1681) II, 129 If a man
should vow he would never eat till all the clocks in the city
should strike twelve together. 1665 in Extr. S. P. ret.

Friends iii. (1912) 237 Betweene eieauen and twelue A
clocke. 1709 Prior Hans Carvel 33 She., was wak'd at
Ten ;. . At Twelve She rose. 1785 Burns Dr. Hornbook xxxi.
Some wee, short hour ayont the twal. 18x8 Scott Roo
Roy xxii.'D'ye think I wad hae corned out at twal o'clock
at night? 183a J'knnvson Death Old Year v, 1 he light
burns low ; 'TIS nearly twelve o'clock. 1847 Emkrson Eng.
Traits xix. (1856) 310 'J'heir best parts were slowly revealed ;

..they did not strike twelve the first time. x86a Miss
Braddon Letdy Audiey xxiii, The clock struck twelve.

i8jf4 J, A, Noble in Academy 10 Feb. 1 19/3 There are some
writers who, to use a homely collotjuialism, strike twelve all

at once : their first achievement . .tells us all about them.

O. with ellipsis oi years (of age).
1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 1-^5 We would muster all From

twelue^ to seuentie. 1646 J. Hall Horx l^ttc. 75 Unlesse
an inclination be very discoverable (in a child], it cannot be
perceived till after Twelve. x8i8 Byron juan i. J, .-^t twelve
ne was a. .quiet boy.

d. The twelve (spec.) : applied to various bodies
of twelve men having some special office, .is the

twelve apostles, a select vestry consisting of twelve

parishioners, etc. ; also, the books of the twelve
* minor prophets * in the Old Testament.
^950 Fsindii/.Gosp. John vi. 71 An of <5jem tuelfum. X38»

WvcLiP John XX. 24 Thomas, oon of the twelue. .was not
with hem. 1526 Tindalk Luke ix. i Then called he the
xij. to gether, and gave them power and auctorite over all

devyls. c 1605 /Ice. Bk. W. Wray'm Anlit/uary XXX.U.
213 A great contention l>etwixt the xij as they tearmed
theymselves and the commonaltie of Rippon about the elec>

tton of the wakeman. 1635 l^estry Bks. (Surtees) 97 It was
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agreed by the twell of the parish of Pettingtone there should
be a ceasment of sex penns a pound. 1843 Macaulay
Regillus xxxvii, Manlius, eldest of the Twelve Who kept the
Golden Shield. 1882 Farkar Early Chr. II. 484 St. John
was the last survivor of the 'I'welve. 1898 J. Robertson
Poehy <^ Retig. Ps. iii. 52 The Twelve minor prophets.,
perhaps the very first notice we have of them in history is a
reference to them as a collection, known as ' the twelve '.

1909 Sir W. M. Ramsay in Expositor July 14 The duties..
discharged by the Twelve in the original congregation.

3. Used for the ordinal Twelfth ; in quot. 168 a

Twelve eve = Twelfth-eve (Twelfth C). Obs,
(exc. after the sb. in such expressions as page
twelve^ chapter twelve, etc.).

See also Twelfth A. i y ; some of the quots. there may
properly belong here.

1430-^0 Lvdg. Boc/ias ix. xiv. (MS. Bodl. 263) 419/2 The
twelue in noumbre Callid Pope lohn. 1586 W. Webbe
Eng. Poetrie (\ib.) 62 Transpose anie of those feete..and
make short either the two, foure, sixe, eijiht, tenne, twelue
sillahle, and it will.. fall out very absurdly. 1660 Blooms
Archit. Be, Within that twelve part. i68a Piers Descr.
iK Meath (1770) 124 On Twelve Eve in Christmas.

II. sb. (with plural twelves),

1. The abstract number.
CX41S Cra/t 0/ Novtbrynge (E.E.T.S.) 9 Cast 6 to 6, &

l>ere-of wil arise twelue. 1571 Digges Pan'.om. 1. xii,

Multipliethe distance. .by 12. 1875 'Iodiiuntkr Algebra
(ed. 7) xxix. § 440 The number ten has only two divisors . .

,

the number twelve has four...On this account twelve would
have been more convenient than ten as a r^ix. Mod. Five
twelves make sixty.

2. A set or group of twelve persons or things ;

esp. a company of twelve playeis forming a ' side
'

at some game.
1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 289 Amang Christis awin

twcir.Ane tratour was. 1887 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 258 A
' twelve ' of Irish players [at Lacrosse]. 1898 G. Mekeditii
Odes Fr. Hist. 70 The rosed and starred Revolving Twelves
[Le. hours of the days and nights]. 1910 IVcsttn. Caz.
28 June 12/2 Both the University twelves were playing last

week.

3. a. A thing or person distinguished by the
number twelve, usually as being the twelfth in a
series; also number twelve (see Number sb. 5).
b. A shoe, glove, etc. of size twelve (in quot. 1607
allusively).

_x6o7Tt)UKNEUR/i!c-z'. Trag. v. i, Courtiers haue feete a' th'

nines and tongues a' th" twellues. 165a Proposals^or regut.
Law in Hart. Misc. VI. 294 That there m;ty be a distinction
made between clerks of the children's threes, and stagers of
the long twelves. 1855 Browning Master Hitgucs o/Saxe-
Gotka vii. Your masterpiece, hard number tweh e.

4. A thing characterizetl in some way by the
number twelve; e.g. a twelve-pounder, or a twelve-
bore, gun (see III.), a candle weighing twelve to
the pound, etc.

X804 Capt, Maitland in Naval Chron. XI. 409 A Ship
Privateer, carrying sixteen twelves and sixes. 1895 Outing
(U.S.) XXVII. 64/1 The opinion of sportsmen has changed
during recent years, and twelves have steadily grown in
favor.

5. (Only in //.) a. A sheet of a book folded
into twelve leaves (usually in plir. in twelves'),

(Cf. Twelvemo.)
1670 in S. Letinard tr. Charron's IVisd. Advert. BIcs., Ovid

Metamorphosis, in Verse, by George Sandys, in twelves,

1675 Clavets Gen. Catnt. Bks. 19 Divinity in large Twelves.
Ibid. 30 Physick in small Twelves. 1683 Moxon Mech,
Exerc, Printing \\\\. r 4 If the Form be.. Twelves, he sets
also under the Fifth Page Signature 3, and under the
Seventh Page Signature 4. x'jt/S Public Advertiser -zo May,
Saturday will be published, .in two volumes in twelves, .. the
second edition of The Vicar of Wakefield. 179* Advt.
Perry's New Fr, Eng. Dict.y To be comprised in 750 Pages,
in large Pocket Twelves, x88« J, Southward Pract.
Printing xiii. 121 Twelves, or duodecimo, is a sheet folded
into twelve leaves, making twenty-four pages. It is written
12 mo. Ibid. 124 Long Twelves is a twelvemo the pages
of which read across the broad way.

b. trans/, A book (or books) of which each
sheet is folded into twelve leaves.

1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc.^ Printing xxW. p 7 There arc
four Volumns in use that are diflerently Imposed, viz. Folio,
Quarto, Octavo and Twelves, /bid.. The other Volumns,
VIZ. Sixteens, Twenty-fours, Thirty-two's, are but the Octavo's
and Twelves doubled, or twice doubled. X716 hi. Davies
Athen. Brit. III. 9 In a very small twelves of 36 sides in
Print, call'd, 'The AIarrow tf Prayer, x786CowpI':r Grati,
tude 27 This moveable structure of shelves,, .charged with
octavos and twelves. 1809 Bvrom Bards ^ Rer'. viii. And
Little's lyrics shine in hot-press'd twelves. C1B88 A. Lang
Row/ant Books ii, ' Dear, dumpy twelves ', to fill the nooks.

o. atlrib.

X755 Connoisseur No. 71 P 6 1 hough contracted into the
small space of a twelves volume. Ibid. No. 93 F 10 The
Twelves edition of the Connoisseur will be published on
Tuesday the 25th of this instant November. 177X Luckomue
Hist, l^rinting no He printed a small twelves volume with
the following title.

III. Combinations

:

a. with sbs. forming adjs. in sense *of, pertaining

to, having, containing, measuring, weighing, cost-

ing, or in some way connected with, twelve of the

things named*, as twelve-button y -condle^ -feet, 'foot,

-heatlf -hole, -horse {-power), -inch, -mile, -pint,

'pound, -shilling, -stone, -thread, b. with sbs.

^- -ED ^, forming jiarasynthctic adjs. in sense ' having

or characterized by twelve of the things named
,

as twelve-banded, -footed, -fruited, -gated, -legged,

G6-a



TWELVEFOLD,
-^taredy -rayeJ, -i/Vtt/, -siatred, -stranded^ -ioxvcred.

O. Special Combs. ; twelve-bore a, (of a gun),

having a bore corresponding to the diameter of

spherical bullets of twelve to the pound; sh,^

a twelve-bore gun; twelve-divided a., divided

into twelve parts ; twelve-eight (usually ^),Mus. ,

denoting a *time* or rhythm with twelve quavers

in a bar, distributed in threes, the bar thus con-

taining four beats ; twelve-gauge = iwehe-bore
;

twelve-hour a., (a) Sc. [txval-hottr) of or i>er-

taining to twelve oVloclc (noon) ; {b) turning once

in twelve hours, as a wheel in a clock or watch

;

(0 consisting of twelve hours, as a working day

;

twelve hours (.Sr.)i twelve o*clock in the day,

midday (also attribS) ; a meal or refreshment taken

at noon; twelve-point sphere, Geom,y a sphere

passing through twelve special points in connexion

with a tetrahedron, analogous to the nine-point

circle of a triangle ; twelve-pounder, a cannon

which discharges shot weighing twelve pounds;

t twelve-tide = Twelpthtide {pbs,^ ; twelve-
yearly a., occurring every twelve years.

1761 Pennant Hist. Quad. II. 50 1 *TweIve-banded
Alrmadtllo). 1859 ' Stonehenge ' Shot-gun 243 A good
muzzle-loading gun of *twelve-bore, with a charge of. .li
ounces of shot. 1892 Greener Breech-Loader 132 Thebest
all-round gun for sporting purposes is the 12-bore with 30-inch
barrels. x886 Kipling Departm. Ditties (1888) 42 Twelve-
button gloves, f 1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 124/2, 26,000

cubic feet of •twelve-candle gas, 1904 Westm. Gaz. 15 Dec.
13/1 The Japanese material consists of a sharp strong warp
of "twelve-cut yam, with soft weft.

_ 1864 Tennyson
Aylmer's F. 759 Sent like the 'twelve-divided concubine To
inflame the tribes. 1884 Fail Mall G. 8 Sept. 4/1 A. .pre-

lude in the key of A major, *twelve-eight time. 170a in

Picton^V*''*'^^'^""*'*^' AVc". (1886) II. 267 A "twelve feet figure

executed in . .green Bronze. 1898 Rei'iewofRev. Feb. 178/2
A twelve-foot basswood Canadian Canoe. x6ix Cotgr.,
Charr^e^. .0. little *tweIue-footed water-worme, much hunted
after by Trowtes. 1871 O. W. Holme£s Poet Break/.-t. i.

(1885) 34 Yon "twelve-fruited tree. 1911 Ramsay in Ex-
positor Mar. 224 The *twelve-gated celestial cilj' with its

twelve.towered gates. 1830 ' Stonehenge ' Shot-gun 173 A
gun of "la gauge carries a ball weighing the twelfth part of
a pound avoirdupois. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIII. 393/2,
I carried a twelve-gauge and Srfl his nondescript weapon.
18^1 Farrar Darkn. ^ Dawn li, Ishmael ben Phabi, High
Priest of the Jews, on whose ephod has hung the *twelve-
cemmed oracle. 1798 Hrtll Advertiser tOcl. 2/1 Damaged
St, Petersburg *Twelve-He.id Flax. 1834 McCulloch Diet.
Commerce 581 [The Petersburgh and Narva flax..come to
US in bundles of 12, 9, and 6 heads. Ibid.'] Charges at Peters-
burgh on 12 Head Flax, per ton. 1765 Museum Rust,
IV. xxiii. 107 Cloth., made., of Narva *twelve.headed flax.

1903 ti'estm, Gaz,i6 Jan. 2/1 The wall that used to be the
confine of the old *twelve-hoIe green. Ih'd. 16 May 7/2 The
car .. was a *twelve-horse-power Gladiator. 1791 J.
Learmont Poems 67 The Sun now frae the *twarhour
point Had nearly skitTtittwa hours yont. X825 J. Nicholson
O^erat.^ Mechanic 491 The twelve-hour wheel turns the
minute index. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 12 Aug. 6/3 The employers
refuse to grant tnera the twelve-hour day. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xxviiL i Betuix *twell houris and ellevin, 1599 in
S^ottisw. MiscelL (1845) II. 279 She furnished drink to
him until twelve hours (at noon). 1637 Rutherford
Letters 14 Mar. (1664) cxvii. 224 Our moon-light is better
then their twelve-hours-sun. 1844 Jas. Ballantine MiHer
of Deanhaugh ii. 30 Was it to l)e expected . . that such
friends could meet.. in the middle of a winter day, and
separate without their ' twal hours ' ? 1876 S. R. Whitehead
Daft Davie 189 She sat down and took her tuaUhours (noon
meal). x6xi Cotgr. s. v. Royaly PiedRoyal, .the ordinarie
•twelue-3jnch foot. 1883 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec, Met. U. S.
275 A 12-inch vein of high-grade ore was met in a cross-cut.

1839 T. Mitchell Aristoph.^ Frogs 42 note^ A laugh, such
as tne *twelve-labour demigod alone could give. 1656 Netv
Almanack (ed. 3) 7 That triple-headed and so consequently
twelve legged curre. 1896 IJaden.Powell Maiabele Cam.
Paign XV, n6 A *twelve-mile ride next morning. 1815 Scott
Guy M. xvi, I saw his boat.. fly across the lake like a
*twelve-oared barge, xSoi Daily News 17 Nov. 3/7 The
pulling race for 12-oared cutters. 1785 Burns Address
to Deil x, An' dawtit, *twal-pint Hawkie's gaen As yell's

the Bill. 1670 Eachard Cont, Clergy 107 The service
. .is read by some ten or *twelvc-pound-man [who] has but
just skil enough to reade the lessons with twice conning
over. 186s Catal. Iniernat. Exhib,^ Brit, Div. II.
No. a6i2 The average ranges obtained . , with a i2-lb. shot.
1800 Misc. Tr. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. -z^f-z A lucky ball from
a *twelve-pounder. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. III. ix. 425
The ' Inflexible* .. carried eighteen or twenty twelve,
pounders and ten smaller guns. 1855 Kincsley Glaucus
(1878) 167 The *twelve-rayed sun-star (Solaster papposa)
with his rich scaHet armour. x8ti Regul. ^ Ord. Army
15^ Good marketable Wheat, and well dressed through a
•Twelve-Shilling seamed Cloth. 1831 Brewster Optics
xxx. (1838) 350 This mineral, which crystallises in six and
*twelve-sided prisms [etc.]. 1876 Ruskin St. Mark's
Rest'ii. 5 19 A twelve-sided figure. 1839 Bailey Fesius
xix. (1848) 216 Like her who wears in Heaven the *twelve*
starred crown. 2882 F. M. Crawford Mr. Isaacs ii, Able
to carry a "twelve-stone man. 1890 * R. Boldrewood ' Col.
Reformer (189O 243 The properly-wielded •twelve-stranded
intimidator \i.e, whip). 17M Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII,
433/2 Reef and head holes of large sails have grommets of
•twelve thread line. 1557 Tusser 100 Points Husb. xlv,
While •iwelue tide doe last. 1566-70 Darrell Pafiers in
H. Hall Soc. Elis. Age (1886) App. iL 242 Seven night at the
lest after twelve>tide last. 1911 •Twelve-towered [see
twelve-gatedi 1906 C. A. Shkrring lyest. Tibet xiv. 283
Every twelfth year, when there is a. .•twelve-yearly fair.

Twelvefold (twe-lvfJuld), a, and adv, [t
Twelve -^ -fold. Cf. OE. twelf-feald adj.]

524

A. ddj. a. Twelve times as great or as much.

b. Composed of twelve parts or divisions, or (in

quot. 1854) of twelve kinds.

1^7 Records Whctst. B \},Duodecupla, i2to i :. .Twelue-

fold, ci586C'tess Pembroke /'j. Lxxviii.xxii, The twelve-

fold race of godly Israeli. 1854 Chr. G. Rossetti
Paradise iv. The Tree of Life., with its twelvefold fruits.

B. adv. 'I'welve times in amount.
1660 R. Coke Potver ^ Sttbj. 150 First fruits shall be paid

upon the mass of S. Martin ; he who shall not then pay

them, shall forfeit forty shillings,and pay twelvefold the value

of the fruits, 1910 sgth Cent. Feb. 373 In Queensland the

amount of sugar grown by white labour has increased

twelvefold.

Twelvemo (twclvmo), English reading of the

abbreviation i2mo or xiimo for Duodecimo. Also

alirib,

1819 ' R. Rauelais ' Abeillard^ Heloisa 56 We stew them
down for twelvemo use. 183S J. Hannett Bibliopegia i. 12

The twelvemo also presents us with the eighteens, after the

sheet is cut into three divisions. 1888 Jacodi Printers*

Vocab.y Txvelvemo, a sheet of paper folded into twelve

leaves, written thus—j2 mo. Also called ' duodecimo '. 19x4

Chambers' yrw/. Jan.7/2 Another French book, .is a twelve-
mo volume.

Twelvemonth (twe-lvmwnj)). Forms: see

Twelve and Month; also 4 tuelfmoth; j9. 4
tuelmoneth, -mon]?, -moth, twelmonejj, 4-6
twelmuuth, 5 -monyth, twolmonthe, 5-6 twel-

moneth(e, -month(e, mond(e, (6 -motte); 7.

5 towlmonyth, 6 tolmonth, -mont, Sc, -mount,
-mond, -mowth, towmound, S Sc. towmond,
-month, 8-9 Sc. towmont. [f. OE. lwe//T\vEL\E

+ mSnai pi., Month. The 7 -forms, however, are

app. ad. ON. tdlfmdnu^ry of similar formation.]

1, A period of twelve months ; a year,

[1038 Charter ofHarold Harefoot in Kemble Cod. Dipl.
IV. 56 Wei neh twelf monaS. a. 1131 O. E. Chron, an. 1128

Wa;r it tweolf monS oSc^e mare, a 1235 Ancr. R. 218 I3e
uormeste tweolf mone3 bet heo bigon ancre lif.] tia7S
Passion our Lord 86 in 0, E. Misc. 39 Heore muchele feste

Of alle ^ twelfmone^ bat wes ^e aire meste. a 1300 Cursor
M. 1917 A tuelfmoth \v.rr. twelf-monJ>e, tuelmoneth,
tweluemonej?] was gan. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xin. 337 A
feure, pat taketh me al a twelf-moneth. 1470-83 Malory
Arthurwx, xix. 242 A twelue moneth will soone be done.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 837 A tweluemonth and a day.

1640 Brome Antipodes i. vii, He has not drunke so deepe a
draught this twelvmonth. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. ix.

141 A lease for ' twelve month.s ' is only for forty eight weeks;
but if it be for ' a twelvemonth ' in the singular number, it is

good for the whole year. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV.
XV, 420 Not a twelve-month passed away without a massacre
of the pioneers.

jS. [^1305 iiooo Virgins in E. E. P. (1862) 68 Tuelmonb
6 elleue wyke.] 13.. Cursor M, 1919 (Gutt.) A tuelmoneth
was gan. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13230 A twelmond & two
wekes. [^1420 Chron. Vilod. 3148 pe whyche was twol-

monthe seke in J?e palsy.] 1421 Coventty Leet Bk. 24 At
the fourthe trespas to forswer the fredom of this Cite a
twelmonyth& a day. i5j?3 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden)
12 The putting on of mi hat at problem, which I did not
twelmunth nethir.

y. 1477 Marc. Paston in P. Lett. Ill, 215 He was not
gladder of no thyng that he harde thys towlmonyth. 1555
St. Papers Hen. Vllly II. 287 He would not haue come m
this tolmont, at the least. i$yS \n Spalding Club Misc. I.

B5, I sail giwe breid to my bairnis this towmound. 1726
Ramsay Verses on Last Lea/xx^ Thrice fifty and sax tow-
monds neat, a 1774 Fergusson Election Poems C1845) 42
For towmonths twa their saul is lent. 1785 Burns Cottar's
Sat. Night xi, 'T was a towmond auld, sin' lint was i' the
bell. 1818 ScoTT //;•/. Midi, xxxix. [xl], There will be less

scathe amang us ; mine owsen hae been reckan this towmont.

b. Following and qualifying a date, in such
phrases as that day (f a) tweivemontky Michaelmas
7uas a twelvemonth^ Easter cofne twelvemonth :

= a year before or after. . . (see Be v» 20, Come v.

35 b).

c X290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 178/15 In l>at dai a twelf mont?e ore
louerd,,turnde water to win. c 1400 tr. Higden (Rolls)

VII. 5'2i (MS. /3) This day a twelve monthe the same houre
whanney schal dye, he schal dye. 1430-1 Rolls ofParIt.

IV. 368 To been arezed and paied be the Fest of Ester come
tuelfemonethe next, 1473-4 ^<^<^' ^^' High Treas. Scot. I.

63 For schone,.fra Michelmes wes a tuelfmoneth to the
xxiiij day of Nouember last bipasl. 154s in Leadam Court
Requests (Selden Soc.) 187 Abowte our Ladys day in Lent
was a Twelmonethe. 1586 Bur^h Rec, Edinb. (1882) IV,
464 The i>est wer in the town as it wes this tyme tolmowth.
1667 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 260 [They will pay no rent]

till Christmas come twelvemonth. 1674 Essex Papers (Cam-
den) 1. 182 Discharging y^ Twelvemonths Arrear..y« paym*
of w<*h ought to have begun at Chrlstmass last was twelve-
month. 171a Addison Spect. No. 435 r 3 When I was at my
Friend Sir Roger de Coverley's about this time Twelve-
month. 1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. iii, Till this time
towmond, x8o3 Anna Seward Lett. (i8ii) VI. 22 The
added weakness entailed upon me by the yet unrecovered
accident of spring-twelvemonth.

2. 7\vehemonth(^s mind: a commemoration of

a deceased person by celebration of masses, etc. a
year after (or annually on the anniversary of)

the day of his death or fui::ral. Cf. Month's
MIND. Obs, exc. Hist.
1428 E. E. Wills (1882) 82 V wolle \zA myne executours,

vij yere after my decesse, holdyn twelf monthes mynde.
1538 MS. Ace. St. John's llosp., Canterb., For wast of
tapers att ye twelmonths mynde liijd. 1572 R. H. tr. La-
uaterus' Ghostes (1596) 211 Rites instituted by the Com-
mandement of wandring soules, as Masses for ihe dead,
vigils, prayers, and twelvemonths minds. xSag Hkath

TWENTIETH.
Grocers' Comp. (1869) 232 A solemn obiit anniversary, or

twelve months mind.

3. attrib. (In quot. 1536 referring to the 'twelve-

month's mind ' : see 2.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 7339 (Cott.) pai wit-In a tuel-moth stage,

War put vte o bair heritage. 13. . Ibid. 21038 (Gott.) par

he was in a tuelfmoth quile. 1536 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI.

53 At the daye of my berelay, at my vij daye, and at my
twelve moneth daye. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 649
Engaging for twelve-month terms of work.

Hence f Twe •IvemontMng', a. (of a beast)

twelve months old ; sb. a beast, as a calf or colt,

twelve months old ; = Yearling ; Twclve-
jnonthly adv.., every twelve months, yearly,

annually.

1551 in Longm. Mag. Apr. (1905) 531, viii twelmontbyng
bullocks.. a twelmonting maire colt. x6oo in W. F. Shaw
Alem. Kastry (1870) 226 Item vij kine iij towyering beasts

and fower twelve monlhings. x686 Plot Staffordsh. 261 A
Cow-calf. . had another . . 3 weeks and some odd days, before

she was a Twelve-monthing. 1847-8 H. Miller First
Impr. X. (1857) ^67 Six thousand loads of the young pole-

wood., being used twelvemonthly.

Twelvepence (twe*lvpens). a. A sum of

money equal to twelve pennies (now rare). + b.

A coin of this value, a shilling {obs.). Also for-

merly abbreviated xij d.

CX380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 301 Men of lawe and
jurours ban non conscience to forswere hem for twel pens

and her dyner, 1563 Child-Marriages 60 Apon Midsomer
even last, the said Thomas send a Token, videlicet a xij^ to

the said Eleine. 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 58 5our
court-men heir hes maid my claitli deir, And raisd it twell-

pennis of the ell, 1622 Bacon Hen. VII 216 The Recoinage
of Groats and Halfe-groats now Twelve-pences and Six-

pences. 1665 in De Yo^ Plague (1840) 41 Every of the said

chirurgeons shall have twelvepence a body searched by them.

1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. ii. 183 We. .dined, .very well for

twelvepence a man.

Twelvepeuuy (twe*lvpeni), a. {sb.) Now
rare.

1. Of the value of, or amounting to, twelvepence.

+ Twelvepenny piece ^ a shilling {obs^.

XS94 Blundevil Exerc. i, vii. (1636) 21, 7 twelue-penny
peeces of silver. 1710 Addison Taller No. 249 P i The
Adventures that this Twelvepenny-Piece has been engaged
in. 1712 Prideaux Direct. Ch.-wardens{'cd,. 4) 99 Done for

the base Lucre of a Six-penny or Twelve-penny Fee.

2. Costing or priced at twelvepence ; for or in

connexion with which a shilling is paid or payable.

i6og'DEKK.ER Gvlls Nome-bk. Pioosm Bjb,When at a new
play you take vp the twelue-penny roome, next the stage.

1609 B. JoNSON Sil. Worn. 11. v. At the twcluepeny ordinary.

1678 Dryden Allfor Love Pref. b iv, This Rhyming Judge
i

of the Twelve-penny Gallery. 17x2 Lond. Gaz. No. 4968/3
1 The Twelvepeny Stamps prescrib'd by Law for Ale-house-

I Licenses. 1726 Swift Gulliver 11. iii, A bit of bread . .as big

as two twelve-penny loaves. 1728 RIorgan Algiers I. Pref.

15 A twelve-penny Pamphlet would contain full as much.
X814 Shirreff Agric. Slietl. Isl. 21 Rent is paid by the

merk of land,. .an indefinite quantity., of ground; merks
being divided into different classes, such as sixpenny, nine-

penny, and twelvepenny merks.

3. That may be hired for twelvepence
;
paying,

or receiving, twelvepence.
1614 B. JoNsoN Bart. Fair v. vi, Thou Esquire of Dames,

Madams and twelue-penny Ladies. 1620 Melton Astrolog.

31 The twelve-penny Hirelings make artificiall Lightning.

1683 Bunyan Greatn. Soul Wks, 1853 1, 132 More vigilant

in dealing with a twelvepenny customer than they will be
with Christ. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4296/3 The Out-Pen-
sioners (commonly called the Twelve-Penny Pensioners).

4. Jig. Of small value, paltry, insignificant.

1603 in Fuller Clu Hist. (1655) x. i. § 24 adfiH.f Tliat men
be not excommunicated for trifles, and twelve-peny matters.

B. sb, Sc. (in form iwalpenny). A twelvepenny
piece, a shilling (Scots) : see Shilling i b. Hence
twaipenny worth = twelve pennyworth.
1786 Burns Twa Dogs 115 An whyles twalpennie worth

o' nappy Can mak the bodies unco happy. x8i6 Scott
Antig. Advt., Perhaps a Scottish 'twaipenny', or English
penny, which was expended in snuff or whisky.

t Twe*lver. Obs. slang, [f. Twelve + -er 1.]

A coin worth twelve pence.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew. Twelver^ a Shilling. 1725

in New Cant. Diet. 1732 Tricks ofTown 15 Coachmen,,
demanding t'other Twelver or Tester above their Fare.

Twelvetide, obs. var, Twelithtide.
Twelye, obs. form of Twilly ^^.1

t Tweme, v, Obs. Forms : 1 tw&man, 3
twemen, tweamiu, tweamen. [OE. txvxman^ f.

an extension of the stem of Ixvd., Two.] trans. To
divide into two parts, separate (///. and_/[^'.).

1*^893, a 1225 : see To-tweme.] a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. I.

(Napier) 272 pxt we..ne l^tan us deofol dwelian ne twse-

man. cxo^o Byrhtferth's Ilandboc in Anglia VI U. 334
pys taken [dyple] jesetton Jja ealdan writeias on ciriclicum
bocum, ^>a;t hig twa;mdon o33e sttywdon J)a ^ewitnyssa
halisra jewrita. ^1205 Lay. 2948 Ic wile. .twemen mine
bearnen. a 1225 St. Marker. 5 Ne mei unc nowSer lif ne
deaS tweamin atwa. a 1240 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn.
265 Hwet mei tweamen us from godd ant balden us )>eonne.

t Twen, obs. form of Towen a*
16x2 in Antiquary Jan. (1906) z8/i Thirtie paire of Twen

Sheets, . .slxe dozen of table napkins, thone halfe flexen, and
thother halfe Twen.
Twen, twene, obs, ff. Twain, 'Tween, Twinz^.^
Twenter, obs. form of Twinteb.
Twentieth (twe-ntiej?), a. and sb. Forms :

I twenti3o]>a (-teosopa, -tu3o}>a), tweutispa



TWENTIETH.
(-tesl?a), 3 tuentijje, twentide, 3-4 twenti}>e,

4 tuuentij>e, 5 twentythe, (-tyd, 6 tuentieth),

6-7 tweutith, -teth, 6- twentieth; 0. 4 tuen-
teude,tuentiaud(e; 7. 4twentiest, stwentyest.
[OE. tw€ntigoda,ctc. (see above), i.twentig Twenty
+ -oiia (see -th ^) ; becoming in ME. tiuentipe^

•ythey from i6th c hoentieth. Northern ME. had

also txvcntemie, twentiandi^e^ with the Norse ordinal

suffix -andi^ -ende ; of. ON, iuitugamiif Norw.
tjugandeyHyfJjugofide, MVaJju^'-em/ef V>Q.JyveitJe.

The other WGer. langs, have forms with the super-

lative suffix 'Osl-j as OFris. twinii-^ twintegosta

(WKris. tiveintickste), MDu. twintcchste^ Du.,

MLG., LG. twintigste^ OHG. zweinzugOsto^

(MHG. zweinzigeste^ Ger. zioanzigsU), also mod.
Icel, tHttugasti\ a similar form twentiest appears

in i4-i5th c southern Eng. : cf. Caxton*s thirtUst

for Thirtieth.]

A. adj,

1. The ordinal numeral corresponding to the

cardinal Twenty ; last of twenty ; next after the

nineteenth, a. in concord with a sb. expressed,
iTwentieth penny^ one penny in every twenty : cf. Third

B. I. 4, and sense 2 below.
a 900 0, E. MartyroL 30 Mar., On J»one twentesSau dies

bacs monies bi5 se fridda worolde da:;^. c xooo Sax. Leecltd.

III. 194 Mona se twentiso)>a. cxxep Gen, ^ Ex. ^641 On
Sat oAer twentide dai, of 3e o3er moned ta^te he wei. 1*97
R. Glouc (Rolk) 9036 In I?e tueiiti^ ^cr of is kinedora.

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 255 Kyng Henry hadde
)w iwenti^ peny oi lewed men['s] catel. c 1470 Henry
Wallace XI. 376 Xix thai war, and Craufurd,. .The twentyd
man, the nowmer to fuUtill. 1530 Palsgr. 372/3 VingtUsme^
twenteth. 1564 HAKuasc Anno, yeiucirs Chalen^e (1^6$)
96 b, [This] Origen skbwetb..in the twentith homilie vpon
Josue. 1643 Baker Chron. (1653) 395 1" this twentieth
yeer..Sir Piers Butler., w.is creat^ Earle of Osory. 1779
Mirror Na 57- ^ 6 Soon after my twentieth year my fatner

died. 18x8 Fkere Monks <y Giants in. xi, The festivals..

That every twentieth century come in season. 1894 S.

Wevmam Under Red Robe vii, I was pondering for the

twentieth time what step I should take next.

0. c 1330 K. Brunne Chron. (1810) 309 Whan it wer..
stabled ^ sette, To gyue fw penie tuentende ^ Kyng.
13. . Cursor J/. 10999 (Cott.) pe four and tuentiand night,

y. 1398 'ItLKViSA BartA. Be F. y?. xix.cxxxi. (i495)nn iij/2

Siliquaisthe twentiest parte of Solidus. X480CAXTON Cotttn.

Higden (Rolls) VI U. 523 The two and twcntyest day.
1483 ^ Golii. Leg. 334 b/i l*he one and twentyest Chapytre.

D, with ellipsis of sb., usually to be supplied

from context ; also spec, of day (of the month),
occas. oiyear,
1643 Baker Chron. (1653) 533The twentieth of September,

seven of the . . Conspirators . . were condemned, a 1700
in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 337 In the ao" of her
age. X704 N. N- tr. Boccaiims Advts. fr. Parnass. III.

157 Yesterday, .being the Twentieth of this Instant. X749
h. Smith Voy, Disc. 11. 31 The Interim, between the
twentieth and twenty-eighth was filled. 1781 in J. H.
Harting Hist. Sardin. Chapel {i-qo$) 25 On the 20th of April,
1782, on K.ister Eve, this year. X9oa J. K. Mann Hist.
Popes I. I. 245 In the sixth century, as in the twentieth.

O. with numerals below ten, forming ordinals of

those between twenty and thirty: one-aftd-iweniieth,

two-attd-tweniiethj etc. (also f /Wtrw/tt-M {and) on^,

etc., obs. rare) ; now mostly superseded by /wtf«/y-

Jirslj twenty-secottii^ etc.

a 900 O, E, MartyroL 22 Jan., On Jwne twa & twenti^.
3an d^;; ^aes monies, c 1000 5(i^. Leechd, III. 194 Monase
an & twentisoSa. c ia90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 53/221 In J?e qv\

an twentil>e^ere. a\-j^^ MS. A'aiy/. 5.jJO If. 50b, |>e jcreof
his regiie l>e ^ctte ant tuuentilfe. c 14*0 Chron. VihJ, 3086
In Septembre t>e won & twentythe day. 1556 WHiorHESLEV
Chron. (Camden) I. 53 The twentith tow daie of Julie. X996
Dalrvmplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. xviii. (S.'i'.S.) I. 157
The tuentieth and ane |cir eftir the deith of his vnklc. x63J
Milton Son>i., Oh having arrivedat Age o/ij, 2 How soon
hath Time..Stoln on his wing my three and twentith ycer !

1719 Dk Foe Crusoe i. 231 The four and twentieth Year,

d. Comb.
X898 {title) The Twentieth Century New Testament.

Part I. 1903 G. Matheson Re^r. Men Bible 201 Our in-

terest in the narrative ts a twentieth-century interest.

2. Twentieth part : any one of twenty equal parts

into which a whole may be divided.
c \'jSfi Will. PaLrrtte 5354 No tong mi^t telle >e twentide

parte. x6xx Cotcr., Vintain, a twentieth; or a twentieth
part of, 1710 .Swift Mem. to .Mr. Harley p 7 The twentieth
parts are 12./. in 1 /. paid annually out of all ecclesiastical
benefices. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxvii, Not a twentieth
part of the affection that you have for Florence, loii
Act I ^ 2 Geo. F, c, 16 8 2 (i) {a) The yearly value . . being
taken to be one-twentieth part of the capital value.

B. sb.

L A twentieth part : see A. a.

CX330 R. Brunne CAro«. (1810) 145 |>e tende suld be nouht,
no ^ tuen[ten}de iion make. x6ii [see A. 2J. X719 \V.
Wood Surr. Trade 345 Crown Pieces., one Twentieth
lighter. Ibid.^ Nineteen twentieths of a Crown. 179a A.
Young Trav. France 537 No such thing was known m any
psut of France.. as a tenth: it was always a twelfth, or a
thirteenth, or even a twentieth of the produce. X815 J.
Smith Panorama Sc. ^ Art II. 218 The balls should not
be more than one-twentieth of an inch in diameter.

2. Afus. A note twenty diatonic degrees above
or below a given note (both notes being reckoned),
or the interval between two such notes (equal to

two octaves and a sixth). So two ami twentieth :

•cc Two.

525

1609 DouLAND Omith. Microl. 79 Others are tripled, to

wit, . . a twentieth, which is equall to a sixt, and a thii teenth,

and so forth.

Twenty (twe'nti), numeral a. and sb. Forms

:

I twentis, (tuentis, tuoentij, twoeseutis), 2-6

twenti, 3 {Grm.) twenutis, 3-6 tuenty, 4-5
tuenti, (4 tuent), 5-7 twentie, 6 tuentie,

twentye, {Sc. twantie, Sc. dial, twinti, twenti,

tuonti, toontie) 4- twenty. [OE. iweiiiig, f.

' twen- two + 'lt^ (= Goth, tigns^ ON. tigr decade :

! see -ty2): = OVxvi. twintich^-t'chy tweitttichy -tig

,
(WFris. tweintich^ NFris. twitntich), OS. tiventig

\
or twentigj MDu. twintich (^Du. twintig), MLG.

\ twetiligJwintig{LO. t-wintig); OHG. zwetnzttgy

I

-ucy -och (MHG. zwcinzecy -/V, zwcnzic, -igy Ger.

;

zwanzig) ; the first element is variously explained

I

as a nom. plur. (OE. tw^gen) and as a dative form.

I

Cf. also ON. tuttugtiy -ogu (Norw. tjuge^ tjug^ Sw,

! tJugOj MDa. tittge. Da. tyve), and Goth. twaitigjus

I

(two decades).
Like the other cardinals in -xv, in OE. orig. a neuter sb.

followed by a genitive plural : e. g.

1:893 ^' -Alfred Oros. i. i. 18 Na;fde he J«ah ma Sonne
twtntis hry3era, & twenti^ sceapa, ^ twentig swyna. 971

. Blickl. Horn, 231 Onbid her seofon & twenti^ nihta. c 1000

^LFRic ^<r«. xxxi. 38 Wa::s ic.mid |« nu twentis wintra.

Ibid, xxxii. 14 Twentis buccena. .and twentig rammena.]

The cardinal number equal to twice ten : repre-

sented by the symbols 20 or XX (formerly some-

times XX*' = I« Tnginti),

A. adj. 1. In concord with a sb. expressed (or

in OE. in plural form with implied sb.).

12900 Elene 830 (Gr.)_On twentisum [MS. xx] fotmEelum.

c 1000 JEttnuiclVumb. x'l. ip Na^ to anum dx^^t i^c to twam,
, . ne to tynura, ne to twenti^uni [dagum]. a 1325 Leg. Kath.
2502 Twenti dahene 5ong (- journey]. £'330 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 283 Wele tuenti jere. X478 W. Paston in

/*, Lett. III. 237 He seythe ye be xx*'f. m hys dette.

X583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. 11. 48 A great multitude
of people, who come twentie mile of to this goodly feast.

1637 Decree Star Chofnb. § 15 in Milton Areo^. (Arb.) 16
' There shall be but Twentie Master Printers allowed to haue

the vse of one Presse. 1758 R. Brown Cotttpl. Farttier

(1759) 71 A hen sits twenty days. 1853 J. H. Kewman
Hist. Sk. (1873) II. r. ii._75 In the course of twenty years a
new generation would arise.

b. Combined with the numerals below ten {one

to nine) to express the numbers between twenty

and thirty ; formerly (and still occasionally) one

and twenty y two and twenty y etc. (rarely twenty

j

ami opte, etc.) ; now commonly twenty-one^ twenty-

twOy etc. ; similarly with the ordinals fromyfrj/ to

ninthf forming the ordinals corresponding to the

above {twenty-first, twenty-second^ etc.), in modem
use substituted for the earlier one-and-twentiethy

two-and-twentiethy etc. (see Twentieth A, i c).

C893 K. iflLFRRD Oros. VI. ii. 256 para twa & twenti^ra
moiina l^e he him to fultume hxfde acoren. a wyi
O. E. Chron, an. 1124 pes kinges cnihtes. .namen. .fif and

I

twenti odre cnihtes. xa97 K. Glouc. (Rolls) 1533 Vif 8c

twenti jer. a X400-50 Alexander 3930 Ajt & tuenti men of

armes. i<i6 ProcLtm. 5 Nov. {Pat. Roll iZ Hen. VIII, 11.

m. 2d), The Soueraygnc.shalbe curraunt . . for twenty two
shillyn^es and sixe pens. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's

Hist. .Scot. II. xvi. (S.T.S.) I. 150 Four and tuentie cubites

hich. X604 E. G[rimstokbJ D'Acosta's Hist, Indies iii.

xviii. 177, 1 haue gone ouer twenty and seauen riuers vpon
that coast. X777 Robertson Hist. Amer. (1783) I, 11. 163 In
the parallel of twenty-two degrees of latitude, xt^ Steo-
man Surinam fi3i3) II, xxv. 224 What be called his Silver-

feast, being the twenty-fifth anniversary of his marriage.
iSao SoUTiiEV Wesley I. 53 More than four-and.twenty
pounds. x8S7 Miller Elcm. Chem. (1862) III. 204 Allowing
the. .mixture to stand for twenty-four hours.

O. As multiplier before a numeral, usually a

higher one, as f twenty hundred obs. ( = two
thousand), twenty thousatul^ etc. (often hyper-

bolically : cf. d). So twenty-one thousand, etc.

<:9S0 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xiv. 31 Mid tuoentizum 9usen-
dum \Rushw. twoesentijum dusenda] cyme3 to him. c xooo
Ags. Gos/t. ibid., A;^en ^ne l>e him ajen cym3 mid twenti-

^um busendum. risoS Lav. 26824 Twenti hundred cnihten.

X377 Langl. p. pi, IJ. XVI. 10, I wolde trauaille . . ^is tree to

se twenty hundreth myle. c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T. 65
Yet bath this brid by twenty thousand foold Leuere in a
ffbrest . . Goon ete wormes. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems I. 16

Off the Glen Quhettane twenti scoir He drawe as oxin him
befoir. 159s biiAKS. yen, .(• Ad. 775 If loue haue lent you
twentie thousand tongues. 1847 Tennvson Princess iv. 83,

I would pipe and trill, And cheep and twitter twenty million

loves. Alod. Twenty thousand pounds sterling. Twenty
million dollars.

d. Used vaguely or hyperbolically for a large

number.
i A itventy devil way: see Devil sb. lo.

c 1470 Golagros <V Gaw. 970 His scheild he chopit liym fra

In tuenty pecis and ma. 1513 Douglas yEneis i. Prol, 260
A twenty devill mot fall his werk at anis. X59X Shaks.
Ven. ^ Ad. 575 Were beantie vnder twentie locks kept fast.

x6a3 Bacos i/en. VII 228 Vpon Twentie respects hee could

not haue beene the Man. 1748 Richardson Clarissa II.

xxviii. 164, I only came.. to sit and talk of twenty and
twenty fond things, as I used to do. 1848 Buckley Iliad

412 Not even if they should place ten-fold and twenty-times

such ransoms.

2. With ellipsis of sb. (which may usually be sup-

plied from the context). So twenty-one, twenty'

firsts etc. fAnd twenty, used .ns an intensive.

c 961 vEtheiwolu Rule St. Bemet xxii. 47 ^Gr.) [Let them

TWENTY.
sleepi tymim and twenti^um on anum inne aetgaedere.

[c xooo AIlfric Cert, xviii. 31 Gotl cwaeS: Ne do ic hit, ?;if

J>ffir beo3 twenti^] C1205 Lav. 3387 We mine^ fader
habbet vnderfon mid J>irtti cnihten, ..Do we awai jjane

twenti, 13.. Cursor Af, 16906 (Cott.) A mikel stan, to turn
i-nogh had tuent [rime monument]. 1535 Coverd. Cert,

xviii. 31 Peraduenture there might be twentie founde
therin. x6oi Shaks. Twel. N. 11. iii. 52 In delay there lies

no plentie, Then come kisse me sweet and twentie : Youths
a stuffe will not endure. 1603 Rowlev IV/wrt you see

rue, etc. D ij, Godyegodnight and twentie syr. 1607
MiDDLETON fi'tve Cnlloitts I. i, As in one pie twenty may
dip their sippits. 1733 Johnson Lobo's Atiyssirtia, Dcscr.
xii. 115 The ordinary Dose is six of these Rinds, and I had
devour 'd twenty. 1897 Mary Kingslev W, Africa 550 The
first man lo reach the summit was Sir Ricliard Burton.. . He
went up, as did the succeeding twenty-five (mostly Germans)
from Babundi. 1903 O. Wister Virgirtiart xxiii, His
thermometer, .registered twenty below zero.

b. Spec, with ellipsis of years (of age) ; so

twenty-one, etc.

1773 GoLDSM, stoops to Cong. lit, What will repair beauty
at forty, will certainly improve it at twenty. 1836-9

Dickens Sk. Boz, Steam Exciirsiort, He.. was smart,

spoffish, and eight-and-twenty. 1849 E. B. Eastwick Dry
Leaves 83 A young man of twenty. 1898 Mrs. B. M. Crokkr
Peggy 0/Bartons xxix, 1 shall be twenty-one in April.

o. The ordinals twenty-first , twenty-second, etc.

are ordinarily used with ellipsis of day (of the

month), also^^ar (of a rei^).
1669 F. Vernon Let. 19 June in Lang l-'atet's Trag.^eic

(1903) sr My last of the 26'** Currt. 1711 Lontt. Caz. No.
4902/2 The King., was 10 embark on the Twenty-seventh.

1777 Robertson///^/, .^"/^r. (1783) L 11. 141 He set .sail., on
the twenty-fifth of September. 1879 E. Waterton Pielas

Mariana Brit. 78 In the twenty-second oi Henry the

Seventh. x886 Stevenson Kidnapped .xxvi, The bouse.

.

where we slept the twenty-first of the month.

d. The twenty (at Rugby School) : see quot.

a 1894. The Twenty-four, a body of 24 men having

some special office (at various times and places :

see Quots,).
i44oinGlew.WK/. iValsalHiisS) 105 The Masters .. shall

not make gift or graunt of eny donacion of eny Chantrey.

.

withoute the assent of the xxiiij. 1736 Drake Eboracum
I. vi. 184 These citizens are commonly called by the name of

the twenty four i though they may be more or less than that

number. 1857 Hughes Torn Brown 11. viii. How well I re-

member the day we were put out of the twenty [into the

sixth form]. 1890 Gross Gild Merch. II. 347 The govern-

ing body is no longer [after 1622] called ' the twenty-foui '.

.

but simply the ' probi homines', a 1894 C. H. Pearson in

Stebbing Life (19C0) 23 Scholarship at Rugby was picked

up in the Twenty, a sort of lower sixth.

e. Phr. t Twenty in the hundred, a 20 per cent.

rate of interest on loans ; trans/, a usurer. Twenty

lo one, twenty chances to one ; an expression of

very strong probability.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. i. 72 Twenty to one then, lie is

ship'd already. 160J B. Jonson Foe taster ((Jo. nil. i, Thou
art an honest twenty in the hundred. Mod. Ellington won
the Derby in 1856 at 20 to i.

3. Used for the ordinal TwENTlETU ; so twenty-

one [one and twenty) for twenty-first, etc. Now
only after a sb. in such collocations as chapter

twenty, verse twenty-one, etc.

aiiooC^. E. Citron. (Laud MS.) an. 10B6 On Jam an &
twenti^an jeare bjes i>e Willelni wcolde & stihte Engle land.

i»97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7105 In \k jer of is kinedom tuenty

& tuo. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 208 One
[=OTi) lie twenty day At ^e sexte cure, c 1380 Wvclif Last
Age C/i. in Todd 3 Treat, p. xxxv. As Daui)) seij-, |>e on

and twenty Salnie. 1544 tr. Litttctoii's Tenures (1574) 73
Thoughe the horse.. bee not the twentye parte woorth in

value of the sumnie of money. 1567 Gude ^ Godlie B. a

The ten commandementis. .in Exodus the twentie Chapter.

B. sb. (with plural twenties).

L The abstract number 20 ; a symbol repre-

senting this. So twenty-one, etc.

<ri4as Craft of A'ombryng (K.K.T.S.) 22 Take 12 out of

twenty, and ))ere schal leue 8. j688 R. Holme Armoury in.

141/1 Country People . . reckon . . their numbers . , by . . Scores

or Twenty's. 1713 Watts Logic 11. v. § 5 Some Things.,

almost as certain..as that.. five Twenties make a Hundred.

184s Encyct. Metrop. I. 384 The numeral language is con-

structed in conformity with the Phoenician numerals, pro-

ceeding by twenties as far as 100. Mod. Twenty is an even

number. A twenty is printed thus : xx, 20.

b. A person or thing distinguished by this

number, usually as the twentieth in a series ; so

twenty-one, twenty-two, etc.

1888 H. Mortem Sk. Hospital Life 18, 1 . . heard her ask .

.

'Who is "Twenty-two"?'—one of the dete-stable habits of

the place being to call you by the number of your bed.

2. A group or set of twenty persons or things.

So (rarely) a twenty-five, etc.

1637 Gillespie Eng. I'oi. Cerem. iv. vi. 26 Many societies

conveened to the eating of the Paschall Supper by Twenties.

I7»S Swift Upright Judge iii. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 64 My
grand-dame had gallants bj; twenties. 1878 AtJUetic W orld

6 Dec. 430/1 The game lasting two twenties. 1879 lii.owNlNO

Ned Bratts 34 A twenty-five were tried, rank puritans

caught at prayer In a cow-house,

D. Something equivalent to twenty of some unit,

e.g. a twenty-pound bank-note.

1830 Househ. Words 21 Sept. 620/1 There were two

twenties, were there not ?

c. Asheet(ofabook) folded into2oleaves(4 xs),

or each leaf of such a sheet. (Cf. Twentymo.)
1771 LucKOMBE Hist. Printing 418 A Sheet of Twenties.

18.4 J. Johnson Typogr. II. vii. tj^lAeaded '2S} A Half

Sheet of Twenties.



TWENTY.
3, Something characterized in some way by the

number twenty. So the compound nnmerals, as

twenijhfour (a flower-pot of which there are 24 in

a * cast , etc.). See also {ya special senses) Twenty-
FivR, Twenty-four.
184J Loudon Suburban Hort, 515 Those that have the

strongest roots rc-pot into twenty-fours. 1851 Glenny
Hami&k. Fl. Card, 251 In June, the potted ones will bear
shifting to a si^e twenty-four. 189S Daily Ncjvs 22 Feb.

4/6 From twenties to twenty-fours, that is, from cotton with
twenty hanks in the pound to the finer sort of cotton with
twenty*four hanks in the pound.

4, pL The numbers from 20 to 29 ; the years in

a century or of one's life, or the dejjrees of any scale

(e. g. of a thermometer) so numbered.
1874 Miss Mulock My Mother ^ I xiv. 301 In their

twenties girls feel differently from what they do in

their teens. 1886 Aihtnmtm 16 001.495/2 Little Claude
Kamsay..in his twenties is always thinking about 'the

draught'. 1886 ^^%\.\.\ Short Hist. Napoleon 26a Had
Louis XV died in childhood . . there would certainly have
been in the twenties a war of the French Succession. 1893
Louisa Twining Recoil, 24a A temperature in the twenties

fm some days. 1803 Georgiana Hill Hist. Eng, Dress II.

235 Arrayed in the costume of the twenties. 1894 I'oice

(N. Y.) 22 Feb., In age I judged them to be near the middle
of the twenties.

5, aitrib, (and ellipt,) as in twenty {twenty-two^

etc) port, port wine of the year 1820 (1822, etc.)*

i860 A It year Romui No. 54. 87 .Acquainted with 'Twenty
port, and comet vintages. 1891 S, Mostyn Curatica 10

Alostyn likes the 23 Port very much.

C. Combinations.

a. Adjs. or attrib. phrases formed by twenty

with a sb. (= measuring, containing, weighing,

etc twenty of the things named), as twenty-centi-

nutre^ -^ubit, -foot (;\ twenty-foot worm, a centi-

pede), -graiHt-gnn^-Uuhj-knot^ -man^-fnarky-miiey

-minute, -penny, -plnme (applied to a small species

of moth, Alucita polydactyld), -pound, -round,

-skitling,-yard, -year; so with compound nnmerals,

ri% twenty-five-foot ; twenty-four-carat, -feet, -hour^

-thread ; twenty-om-ituh ; twenty-thousatid-ton

;

twenty'two-mile, etc Also twenty-bore, twenty-

two-gauge, etc. (of a gun : cf. twelve-bore s. v.

Twelve IIL c). b. Parasynthetic sbs. (see -Eiii i),

as twenty-footer, -knotter, -pointer, -pounder; so

with the compound numerals, as twenty-eight

{-four, -six, -thousand, etc.) -pounder, twenty-one-

gunner^ etc a Parasynthetic adjs., as twenty-

breeched, -coloured,

189s Greener Breech-Loeuler 43 The •20-bore has been
strenuously advocated by writers in the sporting papers, but
there are very few sold. 1908 Outlook 29 Aug. 280/1 The
light twelve-bores now built especially for ladies' use..

weigh no more than sixteen- or even twentj^-bore guns of

average weight. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose it, A soldier of

honour shall be dragged, .before a base mechanical burgo-

master,. .as if he were one of their own mean, amphibious,
*twenty-breechtti boors. 1904 Daily Chron. 28 May 5/4,
•zo-ceVitimetre guns. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xvi. xxiv, Nor
golden Iris so bendes in the aire Her *twentie colour'd bow.
xZrj Tennyson Harold in. i, Golden cherubim With *twenty-

cubit wings. 1684 J. Peter Siege Vietma 109 *Twenty
eight pounders. 1897 Outing {U. S.) XXX. 355/2 Two
twenty-seven.footers,..i?^>fr>' John^ as the Commodore's
*twenty-five-foot craft was dubbed, c 1475 Pict. Voc. in

Wr.-Wulcker j()6/2Z Hie multipes. a *tuentifot.wurme. 1910

Etuyct. Brit. X. 358/1 Several large feeding-drains were
dug, including the Forty Foot,.. the Sixteen Foot river,.,

and the Twenty Foot river. 1899 Daily News 18 Nov. 4/5
A twenty-foot snake.. had a quarrel with a fourteen-foot

snake. The fourteen-footer was eating a chicken, which the

*twenty-footer coveted. 1900 Sarah Grand ^aiJi Ixxxi, A
regtiUr *twenty-four carat cad—without alloy. 1825 J.
Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 82 The superioi velocity of

the *24 feet wheel. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 25 May 5/2 The
•twenty-four-hour trip across the country, c 1850 Rudim.
Navig. (Weale) 135, *24, 30, and 40-penny nails. 18*5 J.
Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 380 A few "twenty four pound
shot. 1M4 J. Peter Siege Vienna 108 *Twenty four

pounder. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marbie (1789) 1 iv, A piece

that discharges a ball of twenty-four pounds, is called a
twenty-four-pounder. 1903 Dmly Chron, 30 May 5/1 A
light rod and *24-thread fine. 1890 Antliony's Photogr.
Bull, III. 40 A "twenty-grain solution of gelatine. 1757

J. LiND Lett. Nmy i. 34 Captains of *2o, 40, and 50 gun
ships. 1849 Noad Electricity 92 A "twenty-inch cylinder

electrical machine. 1903 Daily Chron. 3 July 8/2 The
•twenty-knot wind blowing here to-day. 1898 Harper's
Mag. XCVI. 830 They [ships] are to be *twenty-knotters.

1905 Daily Chron. 24 July 7/1 A member of the English

*twenty-man team, 1788 J. Skinner Eccl. Hist. Scot. II.

588 These itinerant preachers were.. called the ' *Twenty
Merk M«n'. x^ Daily Chron. 4 Aug. 1/2 The Kaiser.,

rewarded him with a twenty mark piec«-. 1002 Ibid, ic May
lo/i Come down to the country and take^ *twe_nty-niile

walks. 1905 IVestm. Gaz, 4 Aug. 6/3 Dbtricts within the
twenty-mile radius of London. 1898 Ibid. 97 July i/i The
*twenty-minute sitting [of the House of Lords). 1900
Ddtfy Chron, 31 Aug. 5/1 The Gaekwar is a ' *twenty-one
gunner'—one of the three Indian Princes who alone are

entitled to the royal salute. 1794 W. Hutchinson Hist,

Cumberld, I. 175 note^ 3I. a year customary rent, .with a
•twenty-penny fine. loc^ Westm.Gaz. 11 Sept. jo/i Some
remarkably fine heads have been secured in Highland deer
forests...A *twenty-pointer was killed by Lord IJurton.,

fifteen years ago. 1761-1 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) III. 800
The small proprietors, or "twcnty.pound men. 1822 Galt
Prffoost XXX, I received a twenty-pound note, x86x W, F.

CoLUEH Hist. Eng. Lit. 403 A silver-scaled •twenty-

pounder [asdmcni]. X891 S. C Scrivener Our Fields <v
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Citits 39 Persons paying rates on twenty pounds. ..These

twenty.pounders. 1899 Daily News 1 a Jan. 7/5 A -twenty-

round glove fight. 1797 Chron. 4 Mar., in Ann. Reg. 14/t

'Twenty shilHng Notes were issued by tlie li.ink of Eng-

bnd. 185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. x.\ii. IV. 698 The
ministers at one time resolved to issue twentyshilling bills.

.

for the payment of the troops. 1684 J. Peter Siege Vienna

109 "Twenty si.l pounders. 1756 Connoisseur Na 121 p6
A careful old gentleman came.. to marry his son, and was

recommended . . to a *twenty thousand pounder. 1909 Daily

Chron. 25 Sept. 5/5 The nineteen or "twenty-thousand ton

Dreadnoughts. 1840 Blaine Encyd. Kur. Sports § 2430

The higher the number of bullets (to the pound], the

smaller is the caliber.. .Mr. Joseph Manton .. recommends

two-feet-eight and 'twenty-two gauge as a general sporting

length and bore of gun-barrel. 190a ]Vestin. Caz. 7 Nov.

2/1 A "twenty-two-mile bridge across the Great Salt Lake,

1903 Hid. 23 Oct. 3/1 You practically never see a "twenty,

yard putt go ten yards off the line of the hole. 190a llria.

2 Sept. 8/2 Rated.. heavily upon the "twenty-year endow,

meat plan.

Twenty-eight. [Twenty A. i b, 2.] Twenty-

eight Parrakeet, a naine for the yellow-collared

Parrakect of Australia {Platycerctis semitorqucUus),

from its note.

184S J. Gould Birds A ustralia V. pi. 19 Yi llow-collared

Parrakeet. . . It often utters a note, which from its resem-

blance to those words has procured for it the appellation of
* twenty-eight ' Parrakeet from the colonists.

See also Twenty C.

Twenty-five. [Twenty A. i b.]

1. Kugby Football. The line drawn across the

ground twenty-five yards from each goal ; also, the

space enclosed by this.

1877 Field -li, Feb. 220/2 They were completely penned in

their own twenty-five. 1889 I'aulinc Vlll. 36 The play

was constantly in our opponents' twenty-five.

2. Cards (also twenty-fives) : A variety of Spoil-

five, in which the 'game' or winning score is

twenty-five : cf. Fokty-mve b, Jink rf.l 2.

1894 ' Hoffmann ' Card ^ Table Games (i8g8) 248 A
player making all five tricks is said to make a 'jink ', and
wins the game, whether at twenty-five or forty-five. 1904

Longm. Mag. June 142 Theyproduced an old packof cards

and played twentyfives.

See also Twenty C.

Twentyfold (twe-ntifcnld), a., adv., and v.

[f. Twenty + -fold. Cf. Oli. twentigfeald.'\

A. oilj. Twenty times as many or as great

;

multiplied by twenty ; twenty times repeated.

1610 Holland Catnden's Brit. (1637) 679 Rye with twenty

fold encrease. 1653 T. C. in Blithe Eng. Improi'. Impr. To
Capt. W. B. Cvj, 'I'o raise from one to ten, yea Twentyfold,

l8ss Milman Lat. Chr. xiv. iii. {1S64} IX. 160 The inter-

minable processof twentyfold assertion, twentyfold objection,

twentyfold conclusion. 1897 P. Wakung Tales Old liegime

207 Even in the twenty-fold perjurer and the thrice con-

demned murderer.

B. adv. Twenty times (in amount) ; twenty

times as much.
187a Tennvson Gareth ^ Lyn. 970 The savour of thy

kitchen came upon me A little faintlier : but the wind hath
changed: I scent it twentyfold. 1905 iT/a^/f/rtr^^s Mar. 2/5
After . . heavy rains, . . the volume of water . . was twentyfold

as great.

t C. vb. To multiply by twenty. Obs. rare~''.

1611 Flokio, Ventiplicare^ to twentyfold.

Twenty-four. [Twenty A. i b,]

1, A sheet folded into 24 leaves ; a form of type

for printing a sheet to be so folded (quot, 1683);
a book in which the sheets are thus folded. (Always
in pi. ; usually in phr, in twenty-fours.')

1673 Term Catal. 6 May, Valerii Maximi dictorum facto-

mmque memorabilium Libri IX. In Twenty-fours, 1683
MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv, p 15 Any Form Im-
posed like Twelves, as Twenty fours, 1688 R, Holme
Armoury iii, xv. (Roxh.) 23/2 Other bookes .. whether they
be.. octavo's, sixteens or twentyfoures._ 171S M, Davies
Athen. Brit. I. 11 Bound in Twelves, Sixteens, or Twenty-
fours. 1771 LucKoMBE Hist. Print. 419 A Sheet of Twenty,
fours, wttn Two Signatures, Ibid. 420 A Half Sheet ofLong
Twenty-foms,

2. A period of 24 hours; a day, nonce-use.

173S Berkeley Querist § 125 To pass the twenty-fours with
tolerable ease.

See also Twenty A, 2 d, B. 3, C.

Twentjrfon'rmo. [English reading of 24mo
or xxivmo, used as abbreviation of L. viccsimo

quarto, after i2mo = duodecimo, etc] The size of

a book in which each sheet is folded into 24 leaves.

So Twe'ntymo [ = 20mo or xxmo.for h.viccsimo'],

the size of a book in which each sheet is folded

into 20 leaves,

1841 Savage Diet. Print. 798 Twenty-FaurMitf, a sheet

of paper folded into twenty-four leaves, forty-eight pages, is

termed twenty-fourmo. Twentymo, a sheet of paper folded

into twenty leaves, forty pages, is termed twentymo, 1901
Egglkston Transit Ciz'iliz, iii. 128 The sizes and shapes.,

j

running all the way to twenty-fourmos.

Twenty-second. Mus. [Twenty A. i b.]

A note 22 diatonic degrees distant from a given

note, or the interval between two such notes (equal
'

to tliree octaves) ; hence, an organ-stoji formerly

used, sounding three octaves aljove the normal
pitch (more commonly called two-and-twentieth :

see Two H. I. 3 a),

c 1700 in Grove I^ict. Mus. II, 595/1 Great Organ, i. Open
Diapason. .. 13. Tierce, 14. Larigot 15, Tweoty-second.

TWI-.

Twentysome : see -some suffx 2,

t T'weon, v. Obs. [OE. twionian (with variant

twynian), f. twi'on doubt, a derivative fiom the

same root as Two.] intr. To be doubtful, to

doubt ; to debate,

c 8g7 K, i^LFRED Gregory's Tost. C. xvi. 102 5if hie ^onne
Kit Oier tweonad, gongen 3onne to 3a;in hal^um rtewritum.

ciooo Ags. Gosp, Matt, xxviii. 17 Witodlice sume his
tweonedon. ^ xi6o Hatton Cosfi. Mark xi. 23 Swa hwilc

swa,.on his heorte ne tweoneo. C117S Lamb. Hom. 109

5unge monnan mei tweonian hweScr hi moten alihhan.

c 1205 Lav. 907 pa wile Jtc heo tweoneden )jus Clepede Mem-
bricius. Ibid. 25741 J>£e cnihtes J»a tweoneden "ro whaj^re
heo faren mihten.

Twrere, variant of Tuyebe.
'twere (twcaj, twai), also twer, abbreviation of

it were (= it would be), formerly common, now
poetic or archaic : see It,

1605 Shaks. Macb. I. vii. I If it were done, ..then 'iwer

well. It were done quickly. 1607— Cor. iv. iv. 15 Friends

. .who Twin (as 'twere) in Ixiue, Vnseparable. 1614 Gorges
Lucan x. 448 Thus douhtfuU musing whether tweai e Fitter

to die or basely feare. 180S [see It A. yj. 183a Tennyson
To y. S. 66 'Twere better I should cease.

Twerle, obs, f, Twibl sb. Twesdaie, -day,
obs. ff, Tuesday, Twesel, var. Twisel v. Obs.

Twey, tweye : see Tway, Twik.
fTweyangle. Obs. rare~^. App, synonym

(or error) for Tol'changle, Angle-twitch,
14.. Stockh. Med. MS. 11. 409 in Atiglia XVIII. 317 [If]

werinys, tweyanglys be name, [be] Mad to pjwdyr.

Twey-case : see Twee 1, Tweyen, tweyn,
tweyne, obs. (T. Twain, Twine. Tweyfold,
Tweyleke : see Tway 4. Tweys, tweysB,
obs. ff. Twice. Tweyst, obs, dial, f. Twist,
Twezers, obs. f. Tweezers,
Twhart, twhert, obs, ff. Thwart.
Twhite, twrhyte, obs. ff. Thwite,

Twi-, twy- (twai), prefix. [OE. twi- = OFris,

twi-, MLG, twi-, MUu. twe-, Du. twee-, OUG.
zwi-, Ger. zzvie-, ON. tvl-, Norw., Sw., Da. tve-

;

cognate with Skr. dvi-, Gr. 5i-, L. bi-, Lith, dvi-,

from root akin to Skr, dwau, dwe, Gr, lio, L, duo,

Two. In OE. the regular comb, form expressing

two, sometimes twice^

a. In parasynthetic comb, with sb. -h -ed''^, form-

ing adjs. with the sense 'having two,.', 'two,,
-ed', as twi- (or twy-)arched, -clustered, -coloured,

-eared, -faced, -flamed, -gated, -headed, -linked,

-mouthed, -natured, -necked, -peaked, -pointed,

-shaped (see also twi-banked, etc, in e) ; also witli

sb. simply, in the same sense, as twi-top adj. (see

also twiform in e). b. With adj. or pple, in sense
' in two ways or respects, doubly ', as twi- {Iwy-^

streaming, -yoked. e. With sb, in sense ' twofold,

double ', as twi-circle, -reason (see also twi-car,

etc, in e). d. In sense ' twice' or 'a second time',

as twi-{twy-)born adj. (see also t-^uichild in e),

e. Special Combs, : twi-banked a., having two
banks of oars; twi-oar, used by W, Morris to

represent Gr, 8i<f;)os chariot (properly 'the chariot-

board, on which two could stand ', L, & Sc)

;

twiohild (twy-) (obs. exc. dial.), one who is 'twice

a child ', an old man in his second childhood

;

also, (one's) second childliood ; also as adj. ;

twifoil (twy-). Her. = Dufoil ; twi-forked

(twy-) a., divided in two like a fork, bifurcate;

twiform, -formed (twy-) adjs., having a double

form ; formed of two (esp, different or incongruous)

parts (in quot. 1 703, having some part double)

;

twi-life {nonce-wd. after twilight), a life marked
by indistinct perception or consciousness ; twi-

mirtded a., ? having two minds or thoughts (about

something) ; considering (it) in two w.iys or aspects;

twy-prong, a two-pronged fork ; twi-thought
{iionce-wd. after twilight), an indistinct or v.-igue

thought ; f twi-wiflng, bigamy. See also Twi-
BILL, TwiBIT, TWIFALLOW, TwiFOLU, TWILIGHT,
Twibedk, Twispechb,
1903 IVestin. Gaz. 22 Aug. 2/1 A "twi-arched bridge of

stone. 1875 MoRKis-^M«V/viii.79 Two "twi-bankedkeels.

1908 G. Murray Euripides' Hippolytus 30 That Mother
fair Of "Twy-born Bacchus. 1887 AIokris OJyss. xv, 75 But
abide till I bring to thy "twi-car the gifts, c 1580 Jefferie
Bugbears u'lil. ^'in A rchrzf Stud. Neu.Spr. (1S97) XCVIII.
313 O my "twichild and my babye I 1656 W, D, tr.

Coineuius' Gate Lat. Uiil. § 199 Old men are said to

grow children again, and to bee twichilde. 1829 Southey
Oliver Newman vi, Encumber 'd w ith a twichild man. 1889
GlssiNG Both o/this Parish xxiii. II. 175, 1 thought it was
hut a deception o' my twichild, for I he getting aged. 1895
F. Thompson Sister Songs 13 In "twi-circle oer the grass,

/I X834 Coleridge The Pang jnore sharp ii, Babe.. From
its "twy-clusler'd hiding-place of snow. 1903 Academy
18 July 56/1 A *twi-coloured thread, red and white. 1904
Fakrkr Garden Asiazyo Little twy-coloured bubbk-s. 1879
Butcher& Lang Odyssey 359 .\. . *twy-eared chalice ofgold.

'fi3S Quarles Embl. v. xiv. 40 Wry-mouth'd disdaine, . . And
"twy-fac'd Fraud. 1875 Morris /Eneidyiw. 198 Twi-facet"

Janus. i8aa T, G, Waineweight Ess. tr Crit. (1880) 298
The "twi-flaraed torch. 1688 "Twyfoile [see Dufoil).

C1838 Bkrrv Encycl. Her. I, Gloss,, Twyfoil or DufoiL



TWIBILL.
189X Cent. Diet, Twifoil. 1635 Quarles Embl. 11. xiii. 10

Her flaming head, "Twy-forked with death. 1^9 G.
Daniel Ecclus, xxvii. 60 A Twi-forkt laveUn doth divide his

faearL 1658 Bromhall Treat. Specters iv. 258 loves twy-
forked lightning, 1738 Genii. Mag. VIII. 375/1 Twi-fork'd

Malvern with his tow ring height, xSi^ Gary Dante^ Purg.
XXXII. 95 The wain.. Bound to the "twyform beast. 1907
F. Thompson Ode Setting Sun, Thou twi-form deity. 1607

J. Davies Summa Totalis H iij, This huge *twy-form'd
Fabrick. 1703 T. N. City ^ C. Purchaser 7 Twiform'd
Creatures, as.. a Serpent with a Head at each end; the
Spread Eagle with 2 Heads. 185a Kingslky Andromeda
53 Twyformed, many-handed, terrible, shapeless. 1887

I'owEN j'Eneid vi. 25 Twiformed Minotaur, two bodies com-
bined. 1573 TwYNH Aineid x. 0dj, In parliment house
they sat *twigated wyde. 1895 Month June 237 Illustra-

tions ofthe eagle both single and *twi-headed. 1889 Lowell
\n Atlantic Monthly \S%.Vf, 146 This illusion. .That witches

us to hear and see As in a *twi-life what it will. 1875
Morris /Eneid xii. 375 His *twilinked coat of mail. 1883
G. &Ikrkdith Earth ^ Man xltv, *Twi-minded of him, as

the waxing tree, Or dated leaf. 1875 Morris yEncid ix.

617 To hear the flute's •iwi-mouthed song. 1868 Tennyson
Lttcretius 194 A .satjt, . . but him I proved impossible ; *Twy-
natured is no nature. 1879 F.W, H. Myers in igth Cent. June
959 That strange antithesis in the 'twy-natured ' French.
1840 Browning Sordello iv. i;88 The Kaiser's ominous sien-

niark..The crowned, grim, ^twy-necked eagle. \ys/b Edin.
Ret'. Apr. 319 A *twy.peaked monticule. 1623 Lisle
Mlfric on O.^ N. Test. Ded. i •Twi-pointed Pernas hill.

1840 Browning Sordellowi. loio That's no 'twy-prong, but
a pastoral cross. 1884 — Ferishtalt, CameI-Driver 51 This
red-hot tw>'-prong. 163a B. Jonson Magn. Lady iii. v,

You shall pardon me For a "twi-reason of State, lyrj F.
Thompson Netv Poems, Hermes 188 Behold, with rod *twy-
serpented Hermes, the prophet. 1875 Al orris yEneid
VI. 286 *Twi.shaped Sc>-llas. 17^ Coleridgr Relig.
Musings ao4 Property. .•twy-streamingfount, Whence Vice
and Virtue flow, honey and gall. 1885 G. Meredith Diana
xxiv, Diana saw herself through the haze she conjured up,
* Am I worse than other women?' was a ^ercing *twi.
thought. i6aa Wither Fair Firtue E ij, The *twy-top
Hill, \yhere the Poets learne their skill, c 1250 Gen. «r Ex.
450 nigamie , . On engleis tale, *twie.wifing. 1875 Morris
^neid XII. 164 With *twiyoked horses white.

TwibiU, twybiU (twai-bil, f twi-bM). crcK
and dial. Forms : i twibile, 1-4 twybile (4
-byle); r, 4- twibil, i, 6- twibUl (6 -bylle)

;

I, 4- twybill, 4-6 -bit, -byl(l(o, 6 -billo ; 4 twy-
bel(l, 5-6 twyble, 6 twible, Sc. twibbil, 7
twibble ; 6-7 twyvel(l, S twivil(l : see also
ToBBAL, Tubber2, and two-bill (Two R IV. 3).

[OE. twibil^ 'bill neut., and twibile masc., f. Twi-
+ Bill sb\ and sb,^

fl. A kind of ax with two cutting edges;
formerly used for cutting mortises, Obs.
a 1000 Prose Life Gutklac xiL (1848) 56 Hcsenam sum

twibil, and mid ^an t»ry men to deaSe ofsloh. a xooo Ags.
Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 194/35 Bipennis securis^ twilafte a:x,
ttel twibile 1195 Ace. Exch. K. K. 5/8 m.9 (P.R.O.) Lt
tiij.d...in .j. Twybile cmendando. axxiQ in Wright Lyric
P. xxxix. 110 He mot myd is twybyl other trous make.
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter IxxiJi, 7 Wi> bradaxis t>ai share
doMfn J>e ^tes of it.. in brade axe and tw>bile [Vulg. rn
securi et ascia] J>ai kest it down. 14.. TundaUs Vis.
(Wagner) 722 Summe had twybyll, brodax and nawger.
c 1440 Promp. /'(Z^\5o5/iTwybyl, wryhtys instrument . . biS'
acuta^ biceps, t^oo Ortus l-'oeab., Bisacufa^ atwyhyU. cxcoo
Debafe Carpenters Tools 13 in Hazl. E. P. P. I, 80 5e. ;e,
scyd the twybylle. Thou sptkcs euer agcyne skylle. 1548
Efyot's Dict.^ Bipennis, a twybill, wherwith carpenters doo
make their mortayses. 1587 if^Hl n_/A rraie {Somer^t Ho.),
Two wombells and a Twyvell. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,
Tivibil (liclg. Tweebill), an instrument ased by Cirpenters
to make mortise-holes. \GS6 Vlot Sta^ordsh, i63Gnnding-
stones.. for thicker edg'd toolcs, such as Axes, Hatchets,
Chisclls. Adds, Twy-bMIs, &c

~, ^
attrib. 1641 IVit's Recreat. { 583 Twill make a good ship,

anchor, when he lackes. It is his gimlet, and his twibill axe.

2. A mattock ; also a similar tool used in raining,
a tubbal. Now local,

<ri44o Pallad. on. Husb. i. 1153 The mattok, twyble [r.r.
twibnj, picoys. CX440 Promp. Parv. 505/1 Twybyl, or
mattoke, marra, . . ligo. 1555 Phaer Mneid n. E iv, The
plowmen with their axes strong . . and twibles tall. 1577 B.
GoocK Heresbach's Husb. (1536) 11 b, Iron hookes. Iron
forkes, Twybilles, Dongforkes. 1611 Drayton Poly-olb.
xviiL 77 She IcTrn'd the churlLsh ax and twybill to prepare,
Tosteel the coulter's edge. 1687 Tauhmak London's Tri,
7'Miners.. bearing Spades, Pickaxes, Twibbles and Crows,
fittosink Shafts, and make Addits. 1898 A^. <5- (?. 9th Ser. I.
243/a [Given as a Devonshire name for * a two-bill^ pick '.]

b. A reaping-hook used in cutting beans and
peas ; a pea-hook. dial.

1763 Museum Rust. I. 1 xii. 263 The re^Iarity with which
these beans are sown, makes it much easier to cut them with
the twibil and hink, than if they were sown at random.
Ibid. Ixiii. 266 Each laljourer had in his right hand a cutting
Instrument cMled a twibil, and in his left a sort of hook
called a hink. 1796 J. Boys W^ttV. Kentt^i It [canary seed)
IS cut in the harvest., with a book, called a twibil, and a
hink. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Tivibil (twei'bil), a hook for
cutting beans,

+ c. See quot. Obs. rare^°,
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Twivill, an Iron-Tool us'd by

Paviers.

3. A double-bladed battle-ax or bill. poet. arch.
In quot. 1678 app. a halberd cnrried by a constable of the

watch.
\*^ Phaer Mneid 11. Eij, Him self in hand. .a twyble

great doth bryng. 1565 Gor ding Ch-ids Met. iv. 28 Lycurgus
withhis twibiIUhari>e. <:i6ii Chapman ///rt,/xv. 656 Sharpe
axes, twibils, twi>hand swords, and spcares with two heads
borne, Were then the weapons. 1678 Jovialists Coronat.
3 in Loyal Garlaml V> viij, If. .a Halberdly train. Or a Con-

627

stable chance to rebel, And would with his twyvels
maliciously swell And against the Kings party raise Arms.
1834 Planch^ Brit. Costume 31 They [Anglo-Saxons] had
also axes with long handles which they called bills,, .and the
double-axe or bipennis (twy-bill). 1865 Kingsley Hereiv.
xix, A little fair-haired man., who heaved up a long twybill,

or double axe. 1876 Morris Sigitrd i. 68 He bore a mighty
twi-bili as he waded the fight-sheaves through.

t Twibit. Obs. rare. In 5 twybyte, 6 -byt,

twibytte. [f. Twi- + Bit sb.^ 5.] = Twibill.
14.. MS. Lansd. j6o fol. 45 Bipennis, twybyte. js'o

Stanbridge Vocabula (\V. de W.) H iv b, Bipennis, a twy-
byt. 1560 Becon jfcivel of Joy Wks. II. 26 b, Is not my

I
word lyke fire,.. and lyke a twibytte cleauynge the rocke of
stonne ?

Twice (twais), adv, {sb., a.) Forms : 2 twises,

3 {Orm.) twi55e3s, twi^ess, 4 twines, tuuiges
;

3-5 twies, 4 twyese, tweis, 4-5 twyys, tweies,
4-6 twyes, twys, Sc. twyss, 4 (7 Sc.) tuis, 4-7
twyse, twise, 5 tweys, 5 (6 Se.) twyis, tuyse,
5-6 twis, Sc. tuys(8, 6 Sc. twylss, tweyss,
tuyas, tuise, 7 twyce, 5- twice; 6 twyst,

7 twist, 9 dial, twyste, twist©, twicet. [Late
OE. twigesy f. twige^ Twie + advb. genitive ending
-es; cf, xneSy ones Once, J>ri^es Thrice.
Twees, given by Kilian as a Du. and Fris. word, may be

a similar formation, but Da. dial, t^s, t^se is a reduced form
of MDa. i^sser^ ON: tzdsvar.]

In all senses now the regular substitute for the phrase two
times: see Two B. I. i d.

1. Two (successive) times ; on two occasions.
cii*»0. E. Ckron. (LaudMS.)an, 1120 Dises xearescora

J>et leoht to Sepulchnim Dni. .twiges. a 1175 Cott. Horn.
227 pat cild his twies acenned. ciaoo Ormin Ded. 104, &
tatt he loke wel \>axx. he An bocstaff write twi^^ess, E^^wh^r
I«er itt uppo J>iss hoc Iss writenn o |>att wise. Ibid. 16635
Niss nan mann..patt mu5he Godess riche sen Butt he be
borenn twi^ess. 13.. Cursor M. 27912 (Cott. Galba) Als
gude war men to ett twise. a I3»s MS. Rawl. B.S30 If. 54
Tuui^es in t>e ^re. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace{V^.o\\&)

4704 pe Bretons.. had wonnen of Cesar twys. c 1350 Will.
Paleme 3721 It a.louted lowe to vs twi?es. c 1375 Lay
Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B,) 309 In excelsis he neuens twyese.
X377 Langi.. p. PL B. v, 421, 1 nam nou;te shryuen. .tweies
in two 5cre. a 1400-50 Alexander 1605 ' Ay mott he leue,
ay mot he leue ', quod ilke a lede twyse. 14. . R. Gloucester's
Chron. (Rolls) 9018 (MS. J3) He smote him tweys on be
heuede. ci449 Pecock Repr. iv, vii. (Rolls) 463 If he
hadde be twies weddid..Eny man tweies weddid. 1473-4
Ace. Ld, High Treas, Scot. I. 47 Passand twis to
Sanctandrois and anys to Dunbare. 1508 Dunbar Tua
Mariit IVemen 303, 1 wes tuyse maryit. 15*6 Tindale Luke
xviii. 12, I fast twyse in the weke. 1549 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. IX. 280 To the furroure for tuys lynyng of ane
goun. 1563-7 BucHANAM^</^r7«. St. WwaV^j Wks. (1892)
II At iij howris ryng twyiss. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv.i.

6g Wouldst thou haue a Serpent sting thee twice? i6xa in
2mi Rep. Rec. Irel. 264 Twist or thrist a week. 1774
GoLDSM. Nat, Hist. (1776) V. 350 The swallow. .sometimes
breeds twice a year.^ 1839 T. Mitchell AristoPh., Frogs
iA$ twte, [Cincsias] is alluded to twice more in tne present
play. x868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. in. xxxiii. (1879) ^95
The sun crosses the equator twice a year at the equinoxes.
1888 Eggleston Graysonsi.xs, I wouldn't look at her twiste.

b. Strengtheneti by over (0\zu adv. 13 a).

1648 Bp. Hall Serm. Higham Rem. Wks. (1660) Z j b, The
justice of God never punished the same sin twise over. X7X1
Addison SPi'ct. Na 72 p 11 The Senior Member has out-
lived the whole Club twice over. i7»i Ramsay Ricky ^
Sandy 6 This aught days twice o'er tell'd. 1893 Times
29 Apr. I r/3 To tax the owners of property twice over in re-

spect of the same thing.

o. Contextually : A second time ; for the second
time.

13. . Sir Beues (A.) 4256 Now is ^he t>er twies quene. 1382
WvcLip Phil. iv. 16 To Tessalonyk 50 senten oonis and
twyes [Tindale, Cranmer, Genitui, once and afterwarde
agayne). a 1450 Knt, de la Tour (1906) 85 The kynge sente
ynto her onis, luyes, thries, c 1475 Rau/Coit^ar 148 Now
is twyse.. me think ihow hes for3et, 1501 Douglas Pal.
Hon, I. 388 And now this time is twyis. 158J T. Watson
Centurie o/Lou€\xxx\, I at last, Anr now twise free. x6os
Shaks. Ham. n. iL 403 That great Baby.. is not yet out of
his swathing clouts. Rosin. Happily he's the second time
come to them; for they say, an old man Ls twice a childe.

1633 Bp. Hall Occns.Medit. (1851) iia The old word is,

that * An olil man is twice a child ; but I say, happy is he,
that is thus a child always.

d. In phr. once or twice^ twice or thrice^ used
indefinitely : a few times.
a 1S35-C 1450 [see Once 8 a], c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxv.

261 Ones or twyes in the Woke, c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Gov. Lordsh. xix. 58 Do noght |>at ofte, but twyes or thryes
yn >e 3eer. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 173 b, Not
onely ones or twyse he hath hurted me. 1711 Addison
sped. 'No. 120 f I He has caught me twice or thrice looking
after a Bird's Nest. 1750 Gray Long Story 125 He once
or twice bad pen'd a sonnet.

e. To think twice : to consider a matter a second
time (before deciding or acting) ; to deliberate.

i

1877 Spurgeon Ser7n. XXIII. 56 Do not think twice about
it . . but say * No '. 18^ Spectator -ar] Dec 932/1 He may .

.

think twice before he formally undertakes so unremunerative
a struggle. 1910 [see Think i'. 5 b].

2. Expressing multiplication by two : Two times

in number, amount^ or value.

a. with a numeral, or a sb. or sb. phr. expressing

quantity : Two times as much as ; double of.

1308 Song in Ritson Anc. Songs f( Ball. (1877) 61 Tak
twics ten iiere That wol be tuenti fulle. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. xiii, ?7o In l>e date of owredry^te.. A J>6usandeand thre
hondreth tweis thretty & ten. c 1435 Craft of Nombrynge
^E.E.T.S.) 28 Yf |>at ^u wold wete qwat is twyes 40. 1593
in T, Morris Provoits of Metkven (1B75) 82 For the ham

TWICE-BORN.
space of twyss nynetene 3eiris. 1607 Dampier Voy, I. xv. 408
Any Stranger, .must be a great Favourite to get a pair of
Shoes of them [Chinese women], tho he give twice their
value. 1745 FiTANcis tr. Hor., Odes v. ix. ig Twice a
thousand Gauls aloud proclaim .. great Ciesar's name,
1824 Arnold Let. in Stanley Life ^ Corr. (1844) I. 69, I am
twice the man for labour that I have been . . for the last year
or two. 1826 Henrv Elem. Chem. II. 373 These crystals.,
require.. between twice and three times their weight of
water at 60°. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 475 Two is
twice one.

b. In a twofold degree ; two times as much

;

doubly.
Usually with as H so obs.) ; more rarely with comparative,

or (rhetorically) with an adj. of quality.
[CX394 P, PI. Crede 178 Mo ]>an twenty and two twyes

y-nouiiibred.l 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R, xix. cxxv.
(1495) mmiv/i A nombre that hyght Multiplex conteyneth
yo lesse nombre twyes or thrycs or foure tymes, c 1460
Taivneley Myst. viii. 320 We shall J>em bond twyse as fast.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xvi. 9 Sum gevis for twyiss als gud
agane. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 303 A newe hous..
twys so good & double so faire. 1585 Stubbes Anat,
Abus, II. (1882) 6^ Twise vnhappy be those parents that
thinke any moneth, day or houre, infortunate for their
children to be borne in. i6ox Dolman La Primaud. Fr,
Acad. (1618) III. 728 The fire is twise more subtile then the
aire, a 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Philos. (ijyt) I. 238 If..
the wedge be tvnce as long, .the driver will cleave his wood
with twice greater force. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Sutherl. (Colburn) 9 Which . . makes beauty doubly winning,
and talent twice "bewitching. 1885 * \irs. Alexander
Valerie's Fate iv, I am nearly as old as you are, and I know
twice as much of the world.

3. quasi- Ji5,, preceded by a preposition or demon-
strative : Two times. (Cf. Once 9.) a. with pre-

position ; esp. at twice, on two occasions, in two
distinct operations (somewhat rare') ; t ^y twice^

twofold, doubly {obs, Sc^.
1494 Ace. Ld. High Treas, Scot. I. 948 For a rape to

the locke at twys, ..brokyne wyth towen of the tymmyr.
?ax5oo IVycket (1828) p. xii. Whether is the body of the
lorde made at once or at twyse. 1560 Whitehorne Ord,
Souldiours (1573) 33b, A Iaci!e..that will take so muche
pouder up at twise or thrise. <z 1600 Montgomerie Sonn,
Ixii. 5 My trumpets tone is terribler be tuyis [rimes wyse,
lyis] Norton couhorne. 1664 J. Wilson Projectors iv, As
many Citizens and their Wives at once, as the great Bed at
Ware, will hold at twice. 1791 H. Walpole Ze/. to M'ss
Berry 29 Jan., I have written this at twice, i860 Geo.
Eliot Mill on Fl. iii. iii, ' Did Mr. Tulliver let you have
the money all at once?'..* No; at twice.'

b. with demonstrative word or phrase, rare,
1871 Bagehot Eng. ConsUt. (1878) 100 We reject your

Bill for this once or these twice, or even these thrice. 1907
T. Cobb in Story,Tellcr 93/1 Judging by Lady Kitty's
demeanour the last twice they had met.

4. quasi-flf^'. Performed, occurring, given, etc.

twice ; doing something (implied by the sb.) twice.

_
Chiefly with verbal sb, or agent-n., the vb. in which is

implicitly qualified by twice.

1577 B. GooGE Heresbach's Husb. 28 Sommer Barley [is

to be sowed] in March or April, after twyse plowing. 1624
Capt. Smith Virginia 239 We heard of the twice returne of
the Paragon. 1683 Life ^ Death Ld. Shaftesbury in
Select.fr.Harl. Misc. (1793)458 His twice Imprisonment in
the Tower. 1876 Freeman Hist. Sk. 83 The twice pilgrim.

1894 Mrs. H._Ward Marcella I. i. 6 Twice meat was for-

bidden and twice pudding allowed.

5. In combination with pples., forming compound
adjs., as twice-baked, -bearing^ -blowing, 'boiled^

-conqueredy -dipped^ -dyed, -given, -married^ -refined^

^roasted, -shelled, -sworn^ -turned (see also 1 wicb-
BOKN, -LAID, -told) ; rarely with other adjs., as

twice-fouly -mortal ; also f twice-childish a. in

one's 'second childhood* (cf. quot. 1602 in i c)

;

twice-stabbed a, £ntom., having two red marks
suggesting stabs on the wing-cases, as the twice-

stabbed ladybird, Chilocorits bivulnerus {Cent,

Diet, 1891); + twice-writhen, Turner's rendering

of med.L. bistorta, Bistort.
154a Reg, Mag. Sig, Scot. 616/2 Tuyse schellt melll. ij68

Turner IlcrbcU 111. 12 It [Bistort] may be called.. twise-

writhen. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas \, iv. 30^ The twice-
foul Raven. 1593 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Prefl 11. § 5 These
twice-swome men. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11, 1. 1. Eden
224 The passage of twice-childish age. 1642 Fuller Hol^ ^
Prof. St. V. xi. 405 Such as take themselves to be twice-
refined. 1700 T. Brown Amusem.Ser. ff Com. x. 125 Th.it
unpalatable Ragoust, called in Latin Cramhen Biscocium,
and in plain Englishj Twice-boil'd Cabbage. 1705 Pope
Jan. ^ May no Twicemarry'd dames. 1742 Young Nt.
Th. IV. 765 Faith ..dying, tenfold terror gives to death, And
dips in venom his twice-mortal sting. 1743 Francis tr.

Hor., Odes 11. xvi. 42 The twice-dyed purple, c 1830 S.

Rogers Italy, Paestum 89 Paestum's twice-blowing roses.

184a Loudon Suimrban Hort. 568 The twice-bearing red
[raspberry]. 1846 H. G. Robinson Odes of Horace 11.

xvi, And wool with Afric's dyc.Twice-dipp'd. 1851 H.
Melville Whale xxvi. 125 As hard as twice-baked biscuits.

Hence Twice v. {nonce-wd. or slang), trans, to

make twice as much, to double; to do twice as

much as.

a 1636 Fitz-Geffray Compassion toivards Capt. \\. (1637)

33 Twice your gift by timely giving it. 1890 _' R.
BoLDBEWooD ' Col. Rcfortncr (1891) 304 We can ' twice

'

you over and over.

Twi*ce-born, a.

1. Born twice : esp. in classical mythology as an
epithet of Bacchus (also absol.).

14.. W. Paris Crisiine 323 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)

187 As twys borne childe that were righte yonge, fwys in
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creddl« rokkede to be 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv.

iiL Schisme goq The twice-born Preacher to the Ntnivitc.

1697 Creech Maniiius 11. 49 How twice-born Bacchus burst

the Thunderer's Thigh. 1866 J. li. Rose tr. Ovi<rs Met. 78
The twice-born whom with milk they feed.

2. An epithet of the three higher castes of Hindus

:

see Caste 3. Also <xbsoL

S7Q4 Sir W. Jones /«$/. Hindu Law ii. § i6g The first

bfathis from a natural mother ; the second, from the liga-

tion of the zone ; the third, from the due performance of the

sacrifice ; such are the births of him, who is usually called

twice bom, according to the text of the Veda. 1841 Elphin-

STONE Hist. Ind, I. I. iv. 79 Every Bramin, and. perhaps,

every twtce-bom man, must bathe daily. 1877 J. E. Car-
PBNTKR tr. Tide's Outl. Hist. Reli^. iv. § 75. lao The mem-
bersof the three highest castes areail. .rfr'/>(JV,or twice-born.

1908 lyestm. Gaz. 7 Dec ii/i He was a Hindu of the

caste of* The Twice Born ', or' Regenerates '.

3. Theoi. That has experienced the second birth

;

born again, regenerate. Also absoL

Z849 F. W, Newman Tfu Stml'm. §2 (ed. 2) 140 God has

two families of children on this earth ; the once born and
the twice born. 1875 E. White Life in Christ n. xi. (1878)

122 Regeneration, and .. the spiritual union of the twice-

bom with the.. Lord. 190* W. James Varieties Reli^.

Expe'-. viii. 166 The sick souls, who must be twice-born in

order to be happy.

Twice-laid, a. [See Lay v.^ 37.] Of rope :

Made from the yarns of old rope. Also absoL =
twice-laid rope.
x59«-3 ActsS ^^«- c- 8 {heading^ An Acte for the auoid-

ing of deceite vsed in making and selling of twicelayed

Cordage. 1669 St, Papers, Dotn. 280 A cable, and some
twice-laid stuff. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. ii. 135 Working up
all our junk and old shrouds, to make twice-laid cordage.

1796 Nelsom in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. p. Ixix, What
[rope] is sent us is the worst I ever saw. The twice-laid we
make on board is far preferable, c x86o H. Stuart Seaman's
Catech. 56 Nippers are usually made of twice-laid rope.

b. A^aut. slang. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sathr's IVord-Sk.^ Tiuice-laid..^ a sea-dish

made of the salt-fish left from yesterday's dinner, and beaten

up with potatoes or yams.

Twicer (twai-saj). colloq. or slang, [f. Twice.]

1. One who does something twice; esp, one

who attends church (in qnot. 1679, one who
conducts public worship) twice on a Sunday.
X679 V. Alsop Mel. luquirend. 11. 1. 170 What if a thousand

or two more of Ministers were silenced . . ? What if Lectures

were proscribed, private Conferences interdicted, and your
Twicers suspended? 1902 Onlooker*s Note-Bk. xxiii. 180

In his [Gladstone^] view every respectable person should

be a ' Twice-er '. 1904 Times, Lit. Supp, 4 Mar. 68/1 The
prodigious proportion of absentees from church or chapel

and the small number of ' twicers '.

b. Printers'' slang. (See quot.)

1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab., Twicer, a term of contempt
for a man who professes to work both at case and press.

2. Something of twice the usual force or value.

1857 A. Mavhew Paved iv. Gold iii. xiv, He expressed his

delight by exclaiming, ' Here's a start ! a reg'lar twicer !

'

Twice-told, fl. {adv^ [See Tell z/. 31, 2.]

L Counted or reckoned twice ; twice as much as,

twice (in amount). (Usually following the word or

phrase qualified.) -^Yxi quot. 1579 advb. = in a

twofold degree, doubly.

1430-40 LvDG. Bochas i. xiv. (MS. Bodt. 263) 64/1 Vpon
my fyngirs fyue twies told I hadde ryngis. 1579 Tomson
Calvin's Senn. Tim. 472/2 We see also y* we are guiltie

twise tolde. 1678 Bunyam Pilgr. i. 195 An hundred times,

twice told. X74a Young Ni. Th. iv.66 Twice-told the period

spent on stubborn Troy, Court-favour, yet untaken, I besiege.

2. Narrated or related twice.

XS95 Shaks. John iii. iv. 108 Life is as tedious as a twice-

told tale. i7as Pope Odyssey xii. 538 What so tedious as a
twice-told tale ? i8a6 F. Reynolds Life .J-

Times 1. 94, I

will now merely state, (to avoid a twice told tale,) that we
arrived, 1837 Hawthorne {title) Twice-Told Tales.

Twich,twlche,obs.ff. Touch, Tough, Twitch.
Twicher, obs. f. Twitcher.

Twick (twik), V. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 twyk
(twykkyn), [OE. iwiccian = OHG. zwecchdn

(rare). In MEl almost entirely displaced by the

related twicchen Twitch z/.i, but still surviving in

south-western dial,] trans, and ahsol. To pull

sharply or suddenly ; to twitch,

a 1000 LeU. Sf Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 199/38 CarPtrc,
arripere, twiccian, cxooo Sax. Leechd. II- 196/13 Teoh
him )>a loccas & wringe Jia eara'n & ^one wangbeard
twiccisc- ciooo Malckus in Shrine (Cockayne) 41 l>a

;^eseah ic micelne acmettena heap..& sume hio twiccedan
ba grasu mid hiora mude. ^1440 Protnp. Parv. 505/1
Twykkyn, or sum-what drawyn {K. twychyn), tractulo.

C1440 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 26 Whil that me may.. With
fyngres lightly twyk hem [leaves] from the tre. 1825 Jen-
nings Obs. Dial. IV. Eng. 78 To Twick, to twist or jerk
suddenly. 1837-91 in Somerset and Devon glossaries.

Twiddle (twi'd'I), sb. [f. Twiddle v^] An act

of twiddling; a twirl or twist; also, a curl, a
twirled mark or sign. (In quot, 1774, applied to

a 'grace* in music.)

177^ T. Twining in Recreat. «$• Stud. (1882) 30 Purcell, with
all his old curls and twiddles, is perfection to him. 1S49
Thackeray Dinners Wks. 1901 VI. 646 The coaxing twiddle
which they give to the ties of their white chokers. 1893
Spectator 28 J^n. 101/2, *e ' for 'ae ' is just as much a con-

traction as 'r' with a twiddle for 'rum'. 1903 Daily
Chron, 11 Dec. 7/2 A curious-looking diagram, .with a few
spots or twiddles on the light part of it

Twiddle (twid'l), z/.l Also 6 twydle, 9

528

tweedle. [App. onomatopoeic, intended to com-

bine the idea of twirl or twist with that of trifling

action, as xnjiddlej piddle. Both verb and sb, (see

prec.) are very rare before the 19th c.]

1. intr. To \ye busy about trifles ; to trifle ; also

to twiddle with or at - sense 2,

c 1540 J. Rkdford Mot. Play Wit ff Sc. (Shaks. Soc.) 18

As for her syngyng, pypyng, and fydlyng, What unthryfty-

nes therin is twydlyng? ^1825 Forbv Voc. E. Anglia,
Tividd/e,.. to be busy and bestow seeming pains about the

merest trifles.. .* What are you twiddling about there?'

1848 Thackkrav Van. /*«:> xxxii, Even in the midst of his

terror he began mechanically to twiddle with his hair. 1865

Le Fanu Gi*y Dez'. ii, The Baronet twiddled at his whisker
..in the glass. 1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys. i. viii. (1879)

373 The hands, .may often be seen unconsciously stealing

upwards to 'twiddle* with their watch-keys.

a. trans. To cause to rotate lightly or delicately ;

to turn (anything) about, esp. with the fingers; to

twirl; to play with idly or absently; also, to

adjust or bring into some place or condition by
twirling or handling lightly.

1676 Wiseman Chintrg. Treat, iii. ii. 220 With my fingers

upon the Stupe I pressed close upon it, and twiddled it in

first one side, then the other. 18x4 L. Hunt Feast p/Poets
6 He fell twiddling a sunbeam as I may my pen. 1824

Bkddoes Let. Feb., in Poems{j%<,\) p. xxx, The sign of a

fellow tweedling a mask in his fingers. 1840 Mrs. F.

Trollope Wid(nv Married >i\\,'l\v^(\\yX(\Vi^ of her tulle.,

twiddling it into becoming shape. 1851 D. Jerrold St.

Giles xvii. 182 He twiddled the reins between his fingers.

i860 Thackeray Round. Papers, Tunbridge Toys 62, I..

amused myselfwith twiddling round the moveable calendar.

\ik& G. Allen Maimie's Sake xii, With one hand twiddling
his watch-chain nervously.

b, fig. To twist, twirl, in various senses. Also

Sc.^ to diddle or do (one) out i?/" something.
1825 Jamieson S.V., ' He tried to twiddle me out of my

money.' 1885 Times 12 Dec. 5 After being twiddled be-

tween the thumbs of two Conferences. 1891 Sheffield

Gloss. Supp. S.V, Tioeedle, 'I can tweedle him round my
thumb.' 1898 Daily Netvs 11 Nov. 3/4 They can twiddle

the facts about so that you don*t know where you are. xoox
* R. Connor ' Manfr. Glengarry xi, Bella just twiddled her

father round her finger.

o. To twiddle one's thumbs^ or fingers^ to keep
turning them idly around each other ; fig. to have
nothing to do, to be idle.

1846 D. Jerrold Mrs. Caudle xxii, You'd hav* all the

world do nothing half its time but twiddle its thumbs. 18^9
CuppLES Green Hand\\, The..cotton.grower twiddled his

thumbs and looked modestly down on the deck. 1883
Stevenson Lett. (1901) I. vi. 284, I have to twiddle my
fingers and play patience. 1904 Ti?nes 15 June 4/1 We
didn't twiddle our thumbs much that week.

3. intr. To move in a twirling manner; to turn

about in a light or trifling way.
x8ia W. Tennant Anster F. iv. Iv, Five hundred fingers

..Play twiddling up and down on hole and bore. 1844
Tmackerav Conirip. to Punch Wks. 1901 VI. 56 A few
wretched little vessels are twiddling up and down. 1848 —
Bk, Snobs xxiv. She., made a majestic curtesy, during
which all the bugles in her awful head-dress began to

twiddle and ouiver. 1876 Smiles Sc, Natur. xiii. (ed. 4) 261

Away went tne bird, twiddling and straddling. 1887 Suppi.

to Jamieson^ Tweedle, to work in a trifling, careless, or

slovenly manner. 1907 Mrs. Fr. Qkt.w^^i.x. Shcph. ofStars
146 [The donkey's] very ears twiddled with laughter.

Hence Twi-ddling///, a., that twiddles; twirl-

ing ; also, trifling, paltry ; also Twl'ddler, one

who or that which twiddles; in quot. 1904, a

twirling delivery of the ball at Cricket, a * twister *

;

Twi'ddly a., characterized by twiddling.

1844 Thackeray ZrV/Ze Trav. \, A lady in a little twiddling
Parisian hat and feather. 1848 Mustachio-twiddler [see

MusTACHio 3]. 1851 J. CoLQUiiouN Moor ^ Loch (1880) I.

70 There is. .the uncertainty whether the next point
maybe the red, or the 'jetty, heath-cock ', or whether a
twiddling snipe may spring. 1862 H. Marrvat Year in
Sweden 1. 81 The wishiwashy lady with little twiddling curls

round her face. i86a G. Meredith Modem Love xxxiv,

Time leers between, above his twiddling thumbs. 1904
Daily Chron. 20 June 4/1 Reputable batsmen going out to

Jephson's twidcflers. 1906 IVestm. Gaz, 19 Apr. 4/2 In your
cradle safely nestling, . .All your twiddly fingers wrestling

With the toe-toes on your feet,

Twi'ddle, z'.^ [Imitative, or modification of

Tweedle v, after prec] zntK To twitter or

warble; to play triflingly on an instrument ; to talk

in a trifling or inept manner.
1863 J. R. Wise J^Tew Forest App. i. 287/2 The robins are

twiddling,, .which fact is said to be a sign of rain. 1873 C.
Keene Let. in G. S. Layard Life vii. (1892) 150 You have
the great advantage of having already twiddled on the flute.

1893 Nat. Observer 4 Mar. 386/2 The mob that twiddles of

Ibsen will to-morrow shout of the morals of sculpture.

Twi-ddle-twa-ddle. [Reduplication of Twad-
dle sb. : of. TwiTTLE-TWATTLE.J Mere twaddle or

foolish chatter. Also attrib.

1798 Charlotte Smith Vng. Philos. I. 164 Then my Aunt
will come with her tendernesses, and her tears, and twiddle

twaddle ways of dear nieciiig and sweet girling me. 1868

J. Greenwooij in Morn. Star 8 June, His schoolmaster.,

gave him to learn twiddle-twaddle rubbish, without the

least flavour in it ! x886 Pall Mail G. 31 Aug. 11/2 Mann
..reserved the hottest passages of his fiery speech for de-

nunciations of the 'twiddle-twaddle of trade unionism'.

Twiddling (twi'dlii]), z'*^/. sb. [f. Twiddle z/.i

+ .ing1.] The action of the verb Twiddle;
twirling; trifling.

Twiddling line (A'aut.), a light line formerly used to

TWIPOLD.
steady or secure the wheel ; now, a line attached to the
compass-box, by which the card may be jerked free when
caught,

1847 Thackeray Sh. Lond. (1891) 166 A chin.luft is a
cheap enjoyment.., and the twiddling it about.. a harmless
amusement. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Twiddling-
line^ a piece of small rope ornamentally fitted and used for

steadying the steering-wheel when required : no longer
used, x^a Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 195 The rudder.,
must be secured.. with tlie twiddling lines. 1890 Daily
News 3 Nov. 3/1 Jerry builders and draughtsmen, with
their mindless twiddlings in stone and brick. 1906 Spectator
6 Jan. 10/2 That dance .. interspersed with meaningless
bowings, scrapings, and twiddlings in odd corners.

t Twiddling string. Obs.rare"^. Ci.twattling

string, TwATTLiNG ///. a. 2.

1594 Greene & Lodge Looking-^l. i. iii, For indeed, sir,

she is a woman that hath her twidhng strings broke.

t Twie, twye, adv. Obs. Forms : i twijea,
twisa (tuija, -so), twia, 1-2 twise, 3 tuye,
tweige, tueie, twi, 3-5 twie, 4 twi5e, twy5e,
tueye, tuey, twy, 4-5 tweye, 5 twey, twye.
&. 2 twigen, 3 twien, tweien. [OE. twiga^ etc.

(also twiwa, tuwa, etc.) = OFris. twta^ ttiiiay OS.
tiiuio (MLG. twiCi twige), adv. f. stem twi-^ T\n- :

cf. the etyra. note to Thbie, thbye adv.^ = Twice.
agoo tr. Bxdd's Eccl. Hist. iv. iv. 278 (Tanner MS.),

pzette twijea on jere seonofl gesomnode. tj)5o Lindisf.
Gosp. Lk. xviiL 12 Ic fassto tuigo {Ruskw. twije] in wico.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 320 Eac, ys . . saed, )>sA heo on geare
twigea blowe. CX050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia
(1885) VIII. 307 Twia seofon beoS feowertyne. cxi6o
Hatton Gosp. Mfc. xiv. 72 JS/c se coc creowe twige. axxt^
Ancr. R, 34 And so af {^ene psalm vt, mid Gloria Patri,

..twie. cxv]^ Lay. 8325 Twi Jwdu hauest beon ouer^come.
1x97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4556 King arj^ure was anguisous..

J>at ^>e lujjer traytour adde ofscaped so tuye \v. rr. twy^e,
tweye]. Ibid. 6646 Is [=his] stepmoder . . )>at quene adde
ybe tueie \v.r. twyje]. (2x325 A dotn ^ Eve 272 in Horstm,
Altengl. Leg. (1878) 142 Now he ha|j ygiled Jje tvie. f 1375
Cursor M. 13627 (Fairf.) Quy quarto sulde I tel 50U mare
Twy or thry 1 talde 50U are. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. 119
Folowe thow not |>e chylde twye.

^. C117S Leunb. Horn. 37 Monscal beon twijen awesscen
of his sunne. c JJ05 Lay. 8325 Twien [^1275 Twi] |?u bafuest
ibeon ouer-cummen.
Twies, obs. form of Twice.

tTwifallow, twy-, v, Obs. [f. Twi- +
Fallow v.^'\ trans. To fallow twice ; to fallow a
second time ; to plough up (land) a second time
in the course of its lying fallow. Hence + Twi-
fallowing vbL sb. ; also TwifoUow sb.

1557 TussER too Points Husb. Ixxviii, In May at the
furdest, twy fallow thy lande, 1573 — Husb, (1878) 114
Twifallow once ended, get tumbrell and man. And compas
that fallow as soone as ye can. 1577 B. Googe Herestach^s
Husb. I. (1586) 22b, For some seede,youmust not only twy-
fallowe and threefallowe your ground, but also fourefallow u.
1610 FoLKiNGHAM Art oj^Survey \. xi.43 Orders and seasons
for fallowing, twifallowing, trifallowing and seed-furre. 1707
Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 1^5 The Land being fallowed in

May, must be twy-fallowed in June. 1725 Bradlcy^s Earn.
Diet. s.v. Plough, The Times of the second plowing is about
June, it bears the Name of Twy-fallowing. Ibid. s.v. Barley.
Some at the Time of Twy-fallowing in June make the Land
very fine. 1733 Miller Gard, Diet. s.v. Rapa, The I^nd
..should be ploughed in May, and twy-fallow d in June.
1890 Glouc. Gloss. y Twy-/allo7v, the second ploughing.

Twifold, twyfold (tw9i-f^uld), a. and adv,

arch. Forms : i twyfeald, (twiefeald, -fald,

twigfeald, tweofeald), 1-3 twifeald, 3 fwifald,

-feld, 4-5 tweyfold(e, 5-6 twifolde, 3- twifold,

5- twyfold, 7, 9 twy-fold. [OE. twifeald, twy-

fealdx = OFris. twifald, OHG. zwifalt (MHG.
zwivalt)f ON. tvifiildr (Norw. dial, tvifald) : see

Twi- and -fold, and cf. Twofold.]
A. adj.

1. Twofold, double.
C890 tr. Bwda*s Hist. i. x. [xiii.] (1890) 48 Betwih him

twam we ])us tweofealdne deaS ^)rowia3, o3oe sticode beoS
o3(5e on sa; adruncene. c 897 K. j'Elfrkd Gregory's Past.
C.xxxv. 238 Hu hefigSait twyfealde[z'.r. twicfalde]geswinc
biS. c iaooOKMiN4g97 P^^t f"lle lufe..birrt) ben..Twifald
..; Forr )>e birr|> lufenn Godd & mann. c \*»o Bestiary ^2^
in O, E. Misc, 14 Twifold forbisne in Sis der..we mujen
finden her, 1583 Melbakcke Philotimus C^}, Her twifolde
murther committed on her selfe and Telamon. 1613 Lisle
Mlfric on 0. ^ N, Test. Gen. B ij, Adam . . begat of his

wife a twifold race of children. xSia Cary Danie^ Purg.
XXXI, 122 Within those orbs the twyfold being shone, x^ia

£«^, Rev. Apr. i Queen of the Shadows, Maid and Wife,
Twifold in essence, as in life.

+ 2. fig. a. Double-dealing, deceitful, insincere :

= Double a. 5. b. Double-minded, irreso-

lute. Obs,
c8^7 K, j^^lfred Gregory's Past. C, xxxv. 244 Hwict

tacniai^ 3onne 3a hean hwammas buton uncla^nu & twyfeald
\v.r, twicfeald] mod? cxaoo Vices ^ Virt. 15 Bute he bie

rihtwis and naht twifeald. c xsoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 18^ De
twifealde man is un.stedefast on alle his spechen, twifold

o3er manifold is |)c man J^e nis stcdcfast.

B. adv.

1. In two parts or divisions ;
(folded) double.

xMi Percivall Sp. Dict.i Doblegar to double, to bend
twifold.

2. In two ways or resj^cts, doubly.
ax6i9 Fletcher, etc. Q, Corinth iv. i, Your T beard..

twifold doth express the enamour'd Courtier.

Twifold, V. rare. arch. [f. Twi- + Fold v,^ \

cf. OE, iwifildan to double.] trans. To fold in'

two ; to bend double.



TWIFOLDLY. 52*9 TWIQGEN.
1875 Morris Mfuid xii. 927 Then falleth-.Tumus with

his hampered knee twifolded with the wound.

^ trans* and intr, [perh. f. .Twifold «.] (Sense

uncertain ; rendering L. distingit^re^ itself app. a

mistranslation, in two passages of the Vulgate.) Obs.

a \yxi E. E. Psalter \k\\S\' 14 Mi hotes. .Whilk twi-falded

mi Hppes. Ihid. cv[i]. 33 For J>ai grained gast of him swa,
And he twi-falded \v.r, twifoldedj in his Hppes.

t Twifoldly, adv. Obs. [OE. twyfealdlke, f.

titfifealdy Twifold a. + -iice, -LY 2.] Twofold,
doubly, to twice the amount.
c 1000 Ag^, Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 15 Je Xcdo5 hyne helle

beam twyfealdlicor ^nne eow. ciooo ^^Elfric Exod. xvu
2a On J>am sixtum d(e;f;e his gaderodon twyfealdtice. c laoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 169 Ure drihten )iald twifoldliche iob,

\eX )>e deuel him hadde binumen.

Twig (twig), sb^ Forms: 1-2, 4-7 twigge
(i tuigge, tuicg-), 4-6 twygge (4 //. tuygges,
tuyegges) ; 2, 4 twige, 4 tvige, 6 twike ; 4-5
tuyg, 4-6 twyg, 6-7 twygg, 5- twig (6 Sc, tuig,

7 twigg). [Northern OE. twigge fern. (pi. tiviggd)^

obscurely related to OE. twig neut. (pi. tzuigu)^

later also iwi. Neither twigge nor twig correspond
exactly to the usual Continental forms having the

samesenae, viz. WFris. iwiichjwige{'i^¥n%. twicK),

Du. /wv;^(Kilian iwijgh), MLG. twtck (LG. twtg\
OHG. zwig (MHG. zwig't zwfc, G, zweig)y but

the Da. dial, forms tveg, tvegs, may be more closely

akin to twigge or to the ME. variant twige. All

the types appear to be variant formations from
the stem Twi-.]

L A slender shoot issuing from a branch or stem.
C950 Lindisf. Goip. Mk. xi. 8 05ero. .Sa twlggo r*/ Sa

telxo. .rendon of dsem trewum. Ibid. xiii. 28 Mio-Ay . .tel^e

ptf/ twigge his. .nesc bi5. c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 5 Heo sti^n
uppe on pe godes cunnes treowe & nomen ^ twigga & ba
blostme. Ibid. 149 Hwenne he. .for his sunne swinged him
mi8 smcle twige. 13. . Gi^ IVarw. (A.) 2542 \Vi^ l«it come
Glj.., a smal tvige in his bond bereinde Of oliue. 1340
(see bj. C1384CHAUCER//. /^(zm^iii.846 Al thyshous..Was
made of twigges [v.rr. twygges, twigys] falwe, rede. And
grcne eke. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R, xvii. i. (Bodl.
5lS.) Atreha)>. .outeward. .l>erinde twigges teuesblossomes
and fruyte, 1415 Hoccleve To Sir J, OldcastU 471 A
smal twig or rod. 1509 Barclay ShyP ofFolys (1570) 13 A
little twigge plyaunt is by kinde, A bigger branche is barde
to bowe or winde. a i5s» Leland lUn. (1711) V. 75 Hole
Trees, .without Twike or Bow. 1596 DALRVMPLEtr. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 39Capercal5e..lyuesofonIy thetuigs
or tendir branches of this [fir] trie. 1637 J. Taylor (Water
V.)Drinke^ lyeicome D}h, My Muse doth.. Hkea Squirrell
skip, from twigge to twigge. 173a Pope Ep. Cobhattt 150
Just .IS the Twig is bent, the Tree's inclin'd. 1764 Cowper
Task I. 484 These., love life, and cling to it, as he That
overhangs a torrent, to a twig. 1851 Carpenter Man. Pkyt.
(ed. 2) 107 Fibrine. .may be obtained., by whipping fresh
blood with a bundle of twigs. 1906 Times, Lit. Supp.
33 Mar. 99/a The snap of a twig, .gave the alarm.

b, trans/, and /Sjg'., and in fig. context.
To hop the twig (slang) : see Hop v. 6 a.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xv. 5 Ic am )m wintreo, sie 3a
_tuiggo[L./<iA«iV«]sint. x'^Ayer^.-ii peuer)>Gtuygof^
ilkelw^c [of pride], .b yelpingge. Ibid. 41 pe zixte do^ of
auarice is symonye , . And ]>es bo^ he)» manie tuygges. c 1386
Chaucer Pars. T. p 315 Euerich of thise chief s>'nnes bath
hise braunches and hise twigges. 1535 Coverdale Isa. ix.

14 The Lorde shal rote out of Israelboth heade and tale,

braunch and twygge in one daye. 1553 Respublica 1. iii.

33(9 AduL Doe but whistle for me, and I comme foorth
with.all. Avar...! love suche a towarde twygg. ax6a3
Fletcher Love's Cure 11. ii, Trailerous brat,, .impious twig
Of that old slock, dew'd with my kinsman's gore. 1678 in
Trial E. Coleman 100 They would not you should have
any Twigg to hold by to deceive you. 1764 Ld. Halifax
Let. II Mar., in ioth Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm, App. i. 363,
1 was willing to keep Hold of any Twig of Hope that was
left me. 1817 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 94 [The Irish]

characters were called twigs and branch-letters., from their
shape.

t c. collect, as the material for basket-making.
Obs. rare.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb, in. 209 Let make a skeppe ol
tw^'jjge. i66t Rec Basketmakert Co. (lou) 114 Paid an
officer for seizing xo/xx> of twigg at Bull Wharfe. 00. 05. 00.

2. spec. a. Short for Liue-twig {obs.)\ also, in

//., the twigs forming a birch-rod.
«6oi Shaks. AtCs if-'eit tii. vi. 115, I must go looke my

twigges. He shall be caught. (1603 — flfeas. for M. \. \\\.

a^ Fond Fathers, Hautn^ bound vp the threatning twigs of
birch, Oncly to sticke it in their childrcns sight, 1-or terror,

not to vse.] i6»a Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. xvir. iii, Wise
Salomon . . laies insensible twigs for so foule an offender. 1736
Gentl. Mag. Nov, 679/2 Ye awful twigs I. .Long may ye., far
from my posteriors keep your sway ! 1896 Max Pemberton
Purit. Wife iii, I had smarted often at the switch of his
twigs,

b. dial, (a) A stout stick, {b) A divining-rod
(cf. Rod sb.^ 3c). 71? work the twig, to use the
divining-rod.

1841 B. Brierley iaiwr. Tales .V Sk. 87 [He] could not
see that his 'twig ' would stand any chance against a bayoneL
18. , in T. .Allan Tyneiide Songs (1872) 201 Aw danced a jig
an' swung my twig. 1883 Polk-Lore Jrnl. 1. 26 Atone spot
the 'twig' was so violently affected ih-it it flew out of nis
bands. 1883 A. Lang Custom ^ Myth (1884) 180 ' To work
the twig ' is rural English for the craft of Dousterswivel in
the Antiquary. 1894 [see Dowse r-.J.

3. transf. Anat. A small ramification of a blood-
cssel or nerve.
s68^ A. Snape Anat. Horse 1. ix. (1686) 18 The Stomachal

Arteries are twigs from the Coeliacal branch of the .Arteria

Vol. X.

magna. Ibid. xvi. 33 A Twig of the Splenic Artery opens
into this Vein. 2691 Ray Creation w. (1692) 14 Particular
Branches send forth some twigs to the neighbouring
Muscles. 1741 Monro Anat. Neri'es (ed. 3) 80 A Twig of
the Ophthalmick Branch of the fifth Pair of Nerves. 1831
R.Knox CloqueVs Anat. 684 This artery gives numerous
twigs to the pectoralis major. 1S75 Huxlev in Encycl. Brit.
I. 766/1 The pulmonary artery gives twigs to the stomach.

4. Pottery. ' A thin strip of plastic clay used in

modelling a pottery vessel, especially in the imita-

tion basketwork common in Leeds pottery ' (jCent,

Diet. 1891).

5. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. (usually = * made
of twigs'), as twig-basket f -broom, charcoal, corf,

-cutterJ -fhead (? Head sb. 5), -hurdle, ware, b.

instntmental,similative,etc.,as/w/^yi7rw^(^,-^fe«,

-like, -limed, -streivn, -suspended, -wrought, adjs.

c. Spec. Comb. : twig-ait : see quot. ; twig-
beetle, -borer {U.S.), names for various small

beetles which bore into the twigs of trees {Cent.

Vict. 8c Supp. 1891-1909); twig-blight {U.S.),

a disease of the apple and quince, caused by Micro-
coccus amyiovorus : see pear-blight a, Pear sb. 5
{Cent. Vict. 1889); f twig-bottle, a bottle with

a wicker envelope; twig-bug (£/.i".) = twig insect;

twig-climber : see quot. ; twig-gall, an abnormal
enlargement of a twig, due to the action of insects,

fungi, or bacteria; twig-girdler {C/.S.), an
American beetle, Oncideres cingulatus, which
deposits its eggs in the tips of twigs, which it then

girdles below the eggs {Cent. Did. 1891); twig
insect, the stick-insect or * walking-stick *

; twig-
pruner {l/.S.), an American beetle of the genus
Elaphidion, which burrows in twigs of oak and
hickory (C^«/. Diet.) ; twig-rune, a runic inscrip-

tion with characters of twig-like form ; twig-rush,
a tall marsh-plant, Cladium Mariscus, N.O.
Cypercuem, having very long narrow rigid leaves.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *T'wig-ait, a river Island

where osiers grow. 1748 ir. l^egetius' Distemp. Horses 1 73
A close.wrought *Twig>basketmust be put upon him. 1695
Lond. Gaz. No. 3085/3 Captain Bonnamy. .took a French
Ship of 40 Tuns, laden with Burstoncs and *Twig Bottles.

1861 Hawthokne Our Old Home (1879) 187 *Twig.brooms,
beehives, . .things that are commonly sold at a rural fair.

1805 Westm. Gaz, 31 Aug. 3/2 These latter doors are over
a kxit in thickness, each bearing a lining of twelve inches of
**twig charcoal'. 1900 B. D. Jackson G/(7.rx. Boi. Terms,
*T-wig Climbers, Schenck's term for certain Brazilian lianes,

the young leafy lateral branches being sensitive .. in contact
with their supports. 1797 J. Cuhr Coal yit~iver 8 The
basket or *twig corf. . cannot . . be introduced in the southern
parts. 1911 Contem^.Rev., Lit. Suppl. June 9 The chisel,

the gouge.. the sickle, the •twig-cutter, the scythe. 1806

^, Graham E Birds Scot., etc. 75 The Raven's •twigformed
ouse. 1900 B. D. Jackson <7/i7;.r. Bot. Terms^*Tivig-Gedl,

a morbid growth ascribed to the action of bacteria. 189a
Daily News 17 Dec. <,|^ The material is*lwig-green velvet

shot with gold. 157* in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 156
of Ituiggo[L.M'"V«]sint. i34o*/l>^«3.22peuerJ>ctuygof|»e Strigges of bay Leaves for *twigg heades. i7j|6 S. Lowe

— ^ -- • .
.' - '<^ -^ ....' ^r

. "I »'-
! Z,rt/. c;ra///. Suppl. 15 ^tfrrrt*, *twig-burdles, gabions. i88s

A, Wilson in Nature Stud. 37 7'he so-called ' stick insects *,

or 'walking twigs*, ..the /'Aojw/*/* of the naturalist.. The
bodies of these * 'twig insects '. .are represerUed by mere
lines. 1898 Pop, Sc. Monthly LIII. 762 Curious plantswith
*twiglike leaves seem, .provided against too great loss by
transpiration. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 23 June 4/1 The twig.like

attitudes assumed by some caterpillars and other insects,

1657 Bir.LiNCSLV Bracky-Martyrot. xvi. 55 A third Is taken
captive like a 'twiglim'd bird. 1868 G. Stephens Runic
Man. I. 8^ 'Twig-runes occur on both Old-Northern and
Scandinavian.. runic monuments. 1836 J. T. M^\ckk\ Flora
Hibern. i. 324 Cladiu$n Mariscus, Br. Prickly "Twig-rush.
1848 C. A. Johns lyvek at Lizard 311 Cladium Mariscus,
Twig-rush, abounds in the higher parts of the stream. 1900
Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 392/1 Bare and "twig-strewn circles

in which the argus-pheasants strut. i8s6 Kirbv & Sp.
Entomol. IIL xxix. 96 The eggs of the tailor bird in its

*twig-suspended nest. i8m S. Shaw Stafford. Potteries
vii. 173 A Lady's work-basket, which he was led to con-
sider, .as 'twig or willow ware, and was.. surprised, to find

it of can^ coloured pottery. 1855 Singleton Virgil \. 80
Celeus' furniture, *twig.wrought And mean.

Hence Twt'glesa a., destitute of twigs ; Twi'g-
let, -ling, a little twig ; Twt'gsome a., twiggy.
1839 Eraser's Mag. XX. 345 A birch-tree, entirely bough,

less, branchless, and twigless. 1849 J. A. Carlvle tr. Dante's
Inferno 146 If thou breakestbffany twiglet from one of these
plants. ' i860 Dickens in All Year Round No. 50. 558 The
twigsome trees by the wayside {which, I suppose, never will

grow leafy, for they never did). x88a Garden 18 Mar. 181/2
Slender twiglets of this semi-weeping Spruce.

_ 1907 Westtn.
Gaz 19 Oct. 6/1 As pliant twigling to the rigid oak.

Twitf, sb:^ Now dial, [f. Twio ».3 2.] A pull

;

a twitch ; a tug ; a draught.
a 1800 Laird of Wariston vi. in Child Ballads vii. (1890)

31/2 The nurice she knet the knot,. .The lady did gie it a
twig, Till it began to wicker. x8o8 Jamieson, Twig, a

quick pull, a twitch. 1818 Naval Chron. XXXIX. 65 He
was taken in tow by A y^rtVw*/,. .which twig to windward.

.

will.. enable him to round the Cape. 1815 J. Neal Bro.

Jonathan 1. 54 A ' twig o* cider ' a piece.

^£:viVgfSb.''*' slang. 1 Obs. [Origin unascertained.]

Style, fashion ; also condition, state, fettle ; esp. in

the phrases in {prime, good) twig. b. Out 0/ twig

[cf. Twig v.^I, out of knowledge or recognition :

see qnot. 181 3.

s8ii Lexicon Balatr. 5. v., /n twig, handsome; stilish.

The cove is togged in twig ; the fellow is dressed in the

fashion. x8ia J. H. Vaux Elas/i Diet. s.v., Any thing
accomplished cleverly, or as it should be, is said to be done
in twig, in good twig, or in prime twig. Ibid., Out of twig,
to put yourself out of twig is to disguise your dress and
appearance, to avoid being recognised..; a man reduced by
poverty to wear a shabby dress is said by his acquaintance
to be out of twig; to put any article out of twig, as a stolen
coat, cloak, 8:c. is to alter it in such a way that it cannoi be
identified. i8s8 Sporting Mag. XXII. 77 Palemon was not
in the twig I should like to see a horse of mine if about to
start for such a stake. 1834 H. Aensworth RooJhvooduu v.
With my strummel faked in the newest twig. 1840 Dickens
Bam. Rjidge xi, You're in twig to-night I see. 1849 S.
Lover Handy Andy xvii, Going to the ball in proper twig.

Twig, v.^ Obs. or dial. [f. Twig sb.^
1. trans. To beat with or as with a twig

; Jig. to
reprove. ? Obs.

1550 Bale Apol. 14a Not one kynge hath bene in Eng.
lande sens tlie conquest, but they haue twygged hym one
way or other, .ind had theyr false flynges at him. 1553
Respublica v. viii. 1630 Insol. I will whippe youe for this,

ye peasaunte lowte. Adul. And twygge youe. 1570
Levins i1/a»//». 119/4 To Twig, verberare. a 1815 Forbv
Voc. E. Anglia, Twig, to give such.. correction as may be
inflicted with a twig. ..To give somewhat sharp, but not
angry and severe reproof. i8s6 Moore Mem. (i854> V. 118
Only for my knowing Lord Holland (said Southey) I would
have twigged him for that,

t2. To trim, prnne (a tree). Obs. rare.

1570 Levins Manip. 119/5 To T^Nyggc, puiare viburna.

1 3. To bind with twigs or withes. Obs. rare.

1688 R. Holme Armoury iii. 108/1 Twigging a Hoop (of

a barrel], is binding the two ends together with cloven
Twiggs of Withy, or Osier Twiggs.

Twigf v,'^ Obs. or dicU. [Of obscure origin :

cf. next.] intr. To do anything vigorously or
strenuously. Hence Twi-gging vbl. sb. and///, a.

1573 TwvNE Mneid xi. I i iv b, Lyke a fawcon that . . at a
twygginge done vnto the cloudes swyft winge doth make.
Ibid. XII. Lliij, The bird of mightie loue ,.a shole of
foules she did pursue And twigginge forth apace fast on her
flight the Egle flue. 1573 TusSER//tfj<5. (1878) 81 The lamb
of such twinners for breeders go take, For twinlings be
twiggers, encrease for to bring, Though som for their twig-
ging Peccantem may sing. 1838 Craven Gloss. ^ Twi^,. .to

do any thiqg strenuously, to work with might and main.

Twig^, v,^ Now dial, [Of obscure origin ;

perh. merely an imitative word of the same type as

TwiCK, /w^a^ Tweak, and Tug.]

+ 1. trans. See qnot. Obs. slang.

1715 New Cant. Diet., To Ttvig, to disingage, to sunder,
to snap, to break off. To twig the Darbies, to knock off the
Irons.

2. To pull, pluck, twitch.

1755 J. Shebbeare Lydia (1769) II. 49 Write,. .or Frank
shail twig your nose from your face. 1790 D, Morison
Poems 78 Let rantin billys twig the string. An' for the tiiher

mutchkin ring. 1864 Reader 23 Jan. 105 To stretch strings

on pegs and to twig them with thumb or with plectrum was
one o? the earliest of human amusements. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's IVork-bk., Twig, to, to pull upon a bowline.

Hence Tw^i'gging///. a,

1864 Reaiier 23 Jan. 105 The genus stringed.instrument
consists of three species, which may be defined, to use the
vernacular, as the twigging, the hammering, and the
scraping.

Twig, v,^ slang or colloq. [Origin unascer-

tained.]

1. trans, a. To watch ; to look at ; to inspect.

1764 Foote Mayor of G. 11. Wks. 1790 I. 180 Now, twig
him; now, mind him: mark how he nawls his musdes
about. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's iv, 'Twig the old con-
noisseur ', said the squire to the knight. 1837 Dickens
Picktv. XX, ' They're a twiggin* of you, sir ^ whispered
Mr. Weller. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 171
Oblige me by twigging that trio. 1876 A. J. Evans Through
Bosnia iii. 89 A motley assemblage..* twigged us ' at their

leisure.

b. To become aware of by seeing ; to perceive,

discern, catch sight of; to recognize.

1796 J. G. Holman Abroad ^ at Home \\i. ii, He twigs

me. He knows Dicky here in his real and masquerade
character both. 1801 M. G. Lewis Tales Wonder^ Sailor's

T. ii, With strange surprise and fear, Jack Tackle's ghost I

twigg'd. i8s$ Ladv Uranville Lett. 30 Jan. (1894) I. 339
They have twigged me. i860 Hunting Grounds Old IVortd

Ser. I. xii. (ed. 2) i8g The leader, whom at last I twigged
lying down and chewing the cud. 1879 F. Pollok Sport
Brit. Burmah \. 191, I twigged the tigress creeping away
in front of us.

2. fig. To understand, comprehend.
i8t$ Zeluca 111. 144 You twig me—eh? i8ai LadvGran-

viLLE Lett. (1894) I. 208 York roared again [at the jokes],

Clarence was dull and did not twig them. 185a R. S. Sua-
tees Sponge's Sp. Tour xxvii. 166, I twigged what you
were after, and kept him up in talk. 1897 'Tivoli ' (H. W.
Bleakley) Short Innings ix, Make a bowler or two, or else

he'll twig you've cribbwi.

b. intr.

1833 M. ScoTT Tom Cringle xiii. (1859) 311 The Captain
twigged and smiled. 1845 Disraeli Sybil in. x, ' I twig ',

said Mick. 1893 Leland Mem. I. 197, 1 twig; it's all

right ; I'll keep your secret.

Twigged (twigd), a. [f. Twig sb.^ or v.^]

1, Furnished with or bearing twigs.

1640 Parkinson Theatr. Bot. 4B3 Hard and hoary twigged
stalks. 1715 Family Did., Ivy,..^ Shrub or Tree whose
twigged Branches raise and extend themselves by creeping

and sticking to Walls and Trees.

t2. Made of twigs or wickerwork. Obs,rare'~^,

1643 P'arington Papers (Chetbam Soc.) 99 One twiged
cheare.

Twiggen (twi-g*n), a. arch, [f. Twio sb.^ +
67



TWIGGEB.

-Bf.] a. Made of twigs or wickerwork; also,

hsTing a wickerwork covering, b. Arising from

burning twigs or brushwood.

IS49 CoVERDALE, ctc. Erosiii. Par. Acts vii. 29 A twiggen

basket or hamper. 1588 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc) III.

136 A twiggen cheare xij^. 1604 Shaks. Olh. 11. iii. isa He
beale the Knaue into a Twiggen-Bottle \Qg. wicker bottle).

t68i Gbbw Musxum iv. iil 372 The Sides and Rim sewed

together after the manner of Twiggen.Work. 1747 Carte

Hist. Eng. I. 44 Those twiggen machines.. filled in every

part or member with the mi.serable wretches destined to be

Dumt by way of sacrifice. i8j6 Hor. Smith Tor Hill (1838)

I. 94 What, neighbour Stiles lawn thy wedding ring to fill

the twiggen.bottle I 187s Morris ^nciii vu. 463 When
with a miahly roar the twigi;en flame lV._flamniavirgca]

goes up about the hollow side of bras.s.

+ Twi'gger. Obs. [app. f. TWIO V.'^ + -F.B 1.]

A vigorous prolific hrewier : orig. said of a ewe

;

hence slang, an unchaste or lascivious person ; esp.

a strumpet, a harlot.

«S73 [see Twig v.'\ 1594 Marlowe & Nashe DijD iv. v.

Go, you wag ! You'll be a twigger when you come to age.

Cl6t3 MlDDLETON AV Wit like Wont. IV. i, The mother of

her was a good twigger. 1694 Motteux_ Ral>elais v. ran-
tagr, Prognoit. v, 'those whom Venus is said to Rule, as

Punks Jills Flirts..Whipsters, Twiggers, Harlots Kept,

wenches. .will be famous this Yeai;

Twiggy (twi-gi), a. [f. Twig si.i + -y.]

1. Like a twig ; slender, as a shoot or branch

;

also, t made of twigs or wickerwork (ois.).

156a "Turher Herbal 11. 40 b, Lithospermon . .hath , . diuerse

twyggy braunches. 1S97 Gerarde Herbal 111. cxxix. 1330

These [trees].. do cast their branches and twiggie tendrels

vnto the earth, where they likewise take_ hold and roote.

S664 EvEi.VN Syh'a xix. 42 Oziers.. yielding more limber,

and flexible twigs for Baskets Flaskets, Hampers, Chairs,

Hurdle.s, Stages, Bands, &c..; In fine, for all Wicker and
Twiggy Works 1713 J. Petiveriu Phil, Trans. XXVIII,
35 Tnis seems to differ.. in having more twiggy Branches
17JI Bailey, Watuled Chair, a Wicker or Twiggy-Chair.

180a Misc. Tr. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 267/2 A slender twiggy
climbing plant on the mountains 1896 G. Allen in Longm.
Mag. rfov. 45 The netted willow, .sends up twiggy shoots

from a prostrate stem.

2. Full of or abounding in twigs ; bushy, shrubby.

1600 SuRFLET Countrie Famie viL xxiv. 844 A hart passing

through a thick and twiggie woode. 1728 Chambers Cyct,

S.V. Root, Sarmentcus, l.e. twiggy, or branching. 1881

Encycl. Brit. XII. 274/3 For the slender twiggy sorts (of

pear-trees] the fan form is to be preferred. 1881 Garden

14 Jan. 19/3 Masses of twiggy growth at the bottom.

t Twight, obs. variant of Quite adv.

c 1400 Song Roland 40 Maboun And margat he will for-

sak twight.

t Twight, obs. pa. t. and pple. of Twitch v^
In the following quots. the form appears to be erroneously

used for touched (pa.t.) and for touch ox tivitch (inf.).

1558 Phaer y^ncid IV. Kjb, Whan first the bowrcs of

Affrike land with wingid feete he twight [L. tetigit]. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Collin^boume xxiv. No bit nor rejne his

tender iawes may twight. 1573 Twyne jEneid xl. K k ij b,

Arowehcad doth twight The bowhand.

Twight, obs. form of Twit v.

Twik, obs. t TwicK v. ; obs. So. pa. t. ofTake v.

Twike, obs. f. Twio sb.^

Twile, obs. form of Twill sb.'^

+ Twile, obs. abbreviation of it will.

ax66o Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) I. 274, I

beleeue twile be otherwise don.

+ Twlleke, var. iwey-leke : see Tway 4. Obs.

1551 RECORDE/'flMw. A'ww/. I. Def., Further more it may
be y* they haue neuer a one syde equal] to another, and
they be in iij kyndes also distinct lyke the twilekes.

Twilet, twiUght, obs. (T. Toilet.

Twilight (twaiUit), sb. Forms: 5 twylijt,

-lyghte, twye lyghte, 6 twie light, fwylyght,
Sc. twa lioht, lyoht, 6-8 twylight, 6- twilight;

also 6-8 with hyphen. [ME., f. Twi- + Light sb.,

corresponding to WFris. twieljocht, Du. tweelicht

(from 16th c), LG. twikcht, G. zwielicht. The
rare form Twilightino is recorded a little earlier.

The exact force of twi- here is doubtful : cf. in

game sense MHG. zwischenliechl ''tweenlight', and
LG. twldustern, twldutikern, lit. ' twi-dark '.]

1. The light diffused by the reflection of the sun's

rays from the atmosphere before sunrise, and after

sunset; the period during which this prevails

between daylight and darkness, a. Generally.

cxu^ Pronip. Parv. 505/1 Twylyghte, be-twyx J>e day
and pe nyghte, or nygbte and J>e day, hesperus. is§s Eden
Decades 52 At the beginnynge of the cuenyng twilight . . in

the mominge twylight. a 1600 Hooker ind Serm. upon
yude f 33 He must haue darknes for a vision, hee must
stumble at noone dales as at the twi-liglit. 1617 Moryson
/////. 1. 113 It (the grotto of Posilippo] hath no light in the

middest, but like twilight, ..in the twilight of morning and
euening passengers vse torches. z66i Bovle Style 0/Script.
(1675) 99 Faith and the Twilight seeming to agree in this

Property, that a mixture of Darkne.ss is requisite to both.

1698 Fryer Acc.E. India 8f P. 55 There is little or no Twi-
light, as there is nearer the Poles. Z9g6 Morse Amer.
Geog._ 1. 52 The twilight is that faint light which opens the
morning by little and tittle in the east, before the sun rises;

and gradually shuts in the evening in the west, after the
sun IS set. 18x5 J. Smith Pa/ioranta Sc. 4- Art I. 544
'I'he atmosphere reflecting and refracting the sun's light,

forms a twilight at the distance of even z8 degrees.

b. spec. Most commonly applied to the evening

twiUght, from sunset to dark night. Second twi-

light: see quot. 1883.

680

1411-ao I.vDG. Chron. Troy i. 2733 In (« twylijt whan l>e

day gan fade. IS09 Hawes Past. Pleas, ii. (Percy Soc.) 14

In the fayre twylight, I sate me downe for to rest me all

nyght. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. ivij. Ye quan-

titie ofye day brake and twa licht (for ye ane is aiquall to ye

vther) of euerie day. 1667 M ilton P. L. iv. 558 Now came

.still Eevning on, and Twilight gray Had in her sober

Liverie all things clad, a 1700 Dryden Cock fi Fox 214

When the sun was down. They just arrived by twilight at

a town. I703-4 Coleridge Lines on A utumual Evening 63

When Twilight stole across the fading v.ile. 183S W. I rving

Astoria xlviii. HI. 99 A ch.ism that looked dark and

frightful in the gathering twilight. 1883 Chambers' Encycl.

lie. 604/1 A curious phenomenon, known as the afterglow,

or second twilight, often seen in the NubLin desert, is re-

fferred by Sir John Herschel to a second reflection of sobr

light in the atmosphere.

c. Morning twilight, which lasts from daybreak

to sunrise.

1:1440 Promp. Parv. 505/1 Twye lyghte, be-fore the day,

diluculuiu. 1609 Daniel Civ. Wars viii. xiv. Upon the

twi-light of that day. ere they had full light. 1617 MoRV-

SON Itin. I. 240 By twilight of the morning we set sayle

from Joppa. 1709 Stanhope Paraphr. IV. 349 The Law
and the Prophets, like the Glimmerings of the Twilight,

dawned first. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 637 At once the

bright-effulgent sun. Rising direct, swift chases from the

sky The short-lived twilight 1845 Browning Hovi they

brought the Good News iii, 'Twas moonset at starting 1 but

while we drew near Lokeren, the cocks crew and twilight

dawned clear. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola ii, [She] was weary

after her labour in the morning twilight.

2. transf. A dim light resembling twilight

;

partial illumination.

i6«7 Milton P. L. 1. 597 As when the Sun. .In dim Eclips

disastrous twilight sheds. 1709 Stkeue Taller No. 8 r 6 A
Sable Cloud over-shadowed the whole Land. .. A Twilight

began by Degrees to enlighten the Hemisphere. 176JB

Sterne .Hent. Journ., Captive, L.look'd through the twi.

light of his grated door. 1819 Keats Eye St. Agnes xxix.

The faded moon Made a dim, silver twilight. 1858 Haw.
thorne Fr. * H. Note-Bks. 1. 264 The church . . had a grand
effect in its tinted twilight. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton xxx.

The soft green twilight of an avenue of trees.

3. Jig. a. An intermediate condition or period;

a condition before or after full development.
Tifitighl ofthe gods [transl. of Icel. ragna rokkr, altered

from the original ragna rok, the history or judgement of

the gods], in Scandinavian mythol. the destruction of the

gods and of the world in conflict with the powers of evil.

c leoo'SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxiii, In me thou seest the twi-light

of such day. As after Sun-set fadeth in the West. 1679 C.

Nesse Antichrist 144 As if the twilight of the church in

her minority and nonage.. exceeded the noon-day of the

gospel-church. i68a Dryden Relig. Laid Pref, Wks.
(Globe) 186 The twilight of Revelation, after the sun of it

was set in the race of Noah. 1768 Gray Dcsc. Odin (note),

Lok is the evil Being, who continues in chains till the Twi.

light of the Gods approaches. i8ao Byron Mar. Fat. 1. ii.

3tS At my hour Of twilight little light of life renriains. i8«i

Scott Kenilw. xii. He is ever in a sort of twilight, that is

neither sleeping nor waking. 1S77 Sparrow Serm. xix. 251

Voltaire was.. in the habit of saying that he lived in the

twilight of Christianity; meaning thereby, that its sun
would soon go down.

b. esp. in reference to imperfect mental illumina-

tion or perception.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit., Irel. 11. 89, I am out of all

hope in so great darknesse to discover any twy-light of the

trutL 1648 Bovle Seraph. Love (1700) 167 The dim Twi.
light of Human Intellects in this Life. i7aa Woi.laston
Relig. Nat. iii. 54 Thus blind ignorance was succeeded by a
twilight of ' Sense '. 1838 Prescott Ferd. fs Is. (1846) III.

xiv. 127 A shadowy twilight of romance enveloped every

object. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey 11.307 The minor deities

. . live in a dim twilight of popular belief.

4. attrib. or as adj. a. Of, pertaining to, or

resembling twilight ; seen or done in the twilight.

Twilight arc, arch, or curve, the outline of the earth's

shadow, which rises in the east as the sun sets, forming an
arch which divides the twilight or shaded portion of the sky
from that which is lighted by the direct rays of the sun.

Twilight parallel, the small circle of the celestial sphere,

parallel to and i8 degrees below the horizon, at the sun's

crossing which evening twilight ceases or morning twilight

begins (Webster, 191Z).

c 1633 Milton Arcades 99 Nymphs and Shepherds. .Trip

no more in twilight ranks. Z7S4 Gray Poesy 56 The muse
has broke the twilight-gloom, zj^a-g Falconer Shipwr. i.

72Z Now Morn advanced Whitening with orient beam the

twilight sky. Z794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxiv.

Twilight shade and darkness veil the scene. z8z3 Byron
Ch. Har. il Ix, When the lingering twilight hour was past.

Z837 Lytton E. Maltrav. 1. viii, "That twilight shower had
given a racy and vigorous sweetness to the air. Z855 Bain
Senses <5- Int. ill. ii. § 10 (1864) 472 There is a point of twi-

light dimness when objects begin to be doubtful. Z856 Kane
Arct. Expl. I. XV. 169 It is either all day here, or all night,

or a twilight mixture of both.

b. Jig. Having an intermediate character.

1730 T. Boston Mem. vii. (1899) 136 The two days before

1 had a twilight frame, it being neither day nor night with

me. z8»5 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. in. i. 2Z1 A kind of

twilight state of health, neither ill nor. .well.

O. Lighted as by twilight ; dim, obscure,

shadowy ; aho^g. of early times.

Z639 Milton Hymn Nativity xx. The Nimphs in twilight

shade of tangled thickets mourn. z63J — II Penseroso 133

Arched walks of twilight groves And shadows brown . . Of
pine. z8zo Scott Lady of Lake vi. Concl., In twilight

copse the glow-worm lights her spark. Z863 Hawthorne Our
OldHome iiijg) 77 Warwick,., founded by King Cymbeline
ill the twilight ages. Z873 Black Pr. Thule viii. Some dim
twilight recess—far in among the perilous rocks Z887 Bowen
yirg. Aineid IV. 25 Down to tne twilight world and the

gloom where the buried rest.

TWILL.

d. Jig. Of the nature of or pertaining to imper-

fect mental light
a 1677 Barrow Serm. Acts ii. j5 Wks. i686 III. 531 Phi-

losophy may yield some twilight glimmerings thereof. 1774
Fletcher Salvation by Grace Wks. 1795 IV. 65 Our short-

sightedness and twilight knowledge do not alter tlie nature

of things. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. xxix. [xxx], A doubtful,

uncertain, and twilight sort of rationality.

5. In combination with participle or a<lj., as twi-

light-enfolded^ 'hidden, -like, -loving., -seeming,

^iiiutured adjs.

1801 C. Jamks Rom. Biginarole 88 Looking out at the soft

*twilight-enfolded squ-tre, a 1882 Rosskiti Ho. Life iv, Thy
*twiiight-hidden glimmering visage lies. 1839 Baclev
Fesius xix. {1848) 202 A state Of *twilight-like existence.

'745 Warton Pleas. Melanch. 267 Ihe *twilight-loving

bat. 1821 Scott Kenilw, vi, Two silver lamps, .diffused a
..•twilight-seeming shimmer. 1777 Warton Ode Hamlet
5 Morning's *twilight-tinctur'd beam.

Hence TwHight v, trans. ^ to light imperfectly

or dimly; Twi'lighted a., partly illuminated;

= Twilit; Twl'lightless (7., having no twilight;

Twi'liffhty a., resembling twilight.

1866 HowELLS Venet, Life 149 Cavernous recesses. .*twi-

lighted by twinkling altar-lamps. x88o P. Greg Errant I.

xvi. 245 A room, .lighted or rather twilighted by a window
looking out on a back court. 1865 Alex. Smith Summ.
Skye I. 314 A "twilighted shepherd at watch. 1868 Mrs.
Whitney P. Strong -ksx. Warm twilighted evenings. 1886

Mrs. F. Caddy P'ootsteps Jeanne D'Arc 226 Centuries,

which.. we have been until lately accustomed to consider a&

twilighted ages. xSc^ M. Dous 6Vj/. John II. .94 The
sudden night of the Eastern *twilightless sunset had fallen.

X856 Mavhew Rhine 250 'Jhe soft *twilighty tone of more
ancient piles, i8<>4 E. F. Benson Rubicon I. 69 That grey

shawl is very twilighty.

t Twilighting". Obs. rare. In4twyli5tynge,

5 -light-, [f. Twi- + Lighting vbl. j^.^.] ^ Twi-
light sb. I b,

1387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) VII. 97 In J>e twylijtynge of

J?e ny^t he deide. 1483 Cath. Angl. 398/2 J>e Twyligbtynge,
vespere,

Xwilit (twsi'lit), ///. a. [pa. pple. of Twi-
light z^.] Lit by or as by twilight.

1869 Miss Bhaddon Lady's Mile xviii, Within the twilit

painting-room. 1887 Stevenson Merry Men, Will d Milt

79 He was like someone lying in twilit, formless, preexistence.

1900 ' H. S. Merriman ' Isle of Unrest xvi, In the gloom of

the twilit church.

Twill (twil), tweel (tw/l), sb^ Forms : a.

4 twyle, 6 twile
; 4-5 twyll (6 tywell), 4-6

twyUe (6 tywUe, tylle), 5- twill (7 tuill). ^. 4
twel, 6 tweal-, 7 Sc. tueill, tueile, 8- (orig, .Sr.)

tweel. [Northern and Sc. forms of twUe Twilly
j^.l, with normal dropping of the final -^, and (esp.

in Sc.) lengthening of original i Ko e in the stem-

syllable: cf. the Sc. forms of the verbs swill^ tillj]

A woven fabric characterized by parallel diagonal

ridges or ribs, produced by causing the weft threads

to pass over one and under two or more threads of

the warp, instead of over and under in regular

succession, as in plain weaving.
In quot. 1670, a twilled cloth used as a covering for a bed

or mattress.
a. 1329 Ace. Ckamierl. Scotl. (1771) 7 Sexaginta et decern

ulnarum de twylL 1330 in Dalr>'mple Ann. Scot. (1797)

III. 356 De 70 ulnis de twylle. C1330 Durham Ace.

Roils (Surtees) 519 In ij pec. de 'I'wifle pro saccis faciendis.

X335-6 Ibid. 529 In ij peciis panni de Twyll pro saccis.

1465 Keg. Gild Co. Chr. York (1872) 294 Una mappa de

twill, cont, viii ulnas. xsii Knareshorough Wills (Surtees)

I. 2, j mensale de le twile. X5sa Inv. Ch. Goods (Surtees

No. 97} 10 One vestment of read twill. XS83 Shutileivorths"

Ace, (Chetham Soc.) 12 Fivffe and tynty yardes of tywUe to

be sakes. i^ Ibid. 29 Sixtene yardes of tylle to be scakes.

Ibid. 34 Sixtenc yardes of tywell for to be sackes. X670

CovEL in Early l-'oy. Lct'ant (Hakl. Soc.) 115 All that lay

on twills and bedsteads were sorely bitten with little bugs.

x^4 Jeake Arith. (1696) 65 In i Hundred of Tiking and
Twill of Scotland, 120 Ells, a 1825 Forby I'oc. E. Anglia,
Twilit a sort of coarse linen cloth, of which loose frocks,

trowsers, &c. are made for working men. X85X-4 Tomlin-
sons Cycl. Use/. Arts (1867) II, 856/1 Twills are dis-

tinguished by the number of leaves required in weaving
them, as a three-leaf twill. iB8q Anthony's Photogr. Bull. 1 1.

310 A large piece of black twill, or other opaque material.^

^. 1371 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 130, iiij manutergia

de Twel. [1571: see Twilled «.*] 1647 Caldwell Pap.
(Maitl. CI.) I. 99, 4 elnes of Northland tueill at 14SS ye elne.

a X724 in Ramsay Tea-t, Misc. (1733) I. 29 {Maggie's Tocher)

Ye shall hae twa good i>ocks That anes were o' the tweeL

xBxS Scott Guy M. xxvi. As gude a tweel as ever cam aff a

pirn, X824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 220 Manchester tweel, or by
whatever more proper denomination .. a white waistcoat

may be characterized.

b. The, or a, method or process of weaving

this fabric (also_/?^.) ; also the ribbed appearance

or diagonal pattern of the material so woven.
C1779 in J. Skinner Misc. Poet. (1809) 185 Some pawky

chiel, That, .seems to understand the tweel O' rustic rhyme.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts yji Crape., is woven with any crossing

or tweel. Ibid. 1231 Ihe first is the regular or run tweel,

which.. interweaves the warp and woof only at every fifth

interval. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVU. 178/1 When .. in

addition to a twill, the weaver has to produce,.any kind o(

figure. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.y Twilly the pattern

of a piece running diagonally from left to right,

C. attrib. and Comb., as twill bolster, calicc^

cloth, -heddle^hemy overall; twill-wove s^(.\]. \
twill

set : see quot.
1656 Melrose Regality Rec. (S.H.S.) 185 A *tueile bolster.
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lyoollcH Draper's Terms in Tailor ^ Cutt. 4 Aug.
. _ I • Tivill Calico, a rather heavy calico with a twill

pattern on it. 1839 Ube Did, Arts 1236 For such a pattern

. ., twosetsofcoimnon *tweel-heddles, moved in the ordinary

way,, .are sufficient. 1897 Mary Kingslev /K. Africa 420
My favourite coloured cloth, bright pink, with a cardinal

•twill hem round it. 1909 Cent. Dict.^ Supp. s. v. Set ',

*Twill set, one of the three methods of inserting wire into

the foundation of card-clothing. xSSo Plain Hints Needle-
zvork log Sironj; twilled flannel with closely *twilUwove
self-edge .. used for petticoats.

Twill (twil). j^.2, dial. var. Quill shy
1664 Power Exp. Philos. i. 8 Vou may plainly see the

twilU by which they [feathers] stick to the wings, 1691 Ray
N.C. /F(7rrfj (K.D.S.), 7w/7/,. .aspoole... In the South they
call it winding of quills. 1788 W. Marshall Vorksh. II.

Gloss. (E.D.S.), Twill, a quill. 18*5 Brockett N. C. Words,
Twill, a quill ; either for a pen, or on which to wind yarn.

185s Robinson Whitby Gloss.

Twill (twil), tweel (twH), z'.i [f. Twill j^.i

or Twilled aS\ trans. To weave so as to produce
diagonal ridges on the surface of the cloth.

i8o8-x8 Jamieson, To. .tweel, v.a.,towork cloth insucha
manner, that the woof appears to cross the warp vertically.

1828 Craven Gloss., Twill, to weave in a particular manner.
1839 Uhe Diet. Arts 1231 Florentine silks are tweeled with
sixteen leaves. 1870 Rock Tejrt. /•'air.vii. (1376)73 Fustian
..with a warp of linen thread and a woof of thick cotton,
so twilled and cut that it showed on one side a thick but
low pile.

Twill, z'.2, dial var. Quill v. ; cf. Twill j^.2

1848 Thackeray Ka^/. Fair xvi, The great fat pin-cushioD
lined with pink inside, and twilled like a lady's night-cap.

t Twill, obs. form of Tewel.
i6xK Florio, Budello dritto, the twill, the longaon oc

straight gut. 1659 in Torriano.
o Twilled (iwiid), tweeled (tw/ld), <z.i \i.

Twill sb.^ and v.'^ + -ed.] Woven with a twill

;

having diagonal lines or ridges on the surface.
<:x433 in "^aXm Abps. York (Rolls) 1 1 1. 306, j fcthirbedde

panno vocaio twylied. 1536 Test. £bor. (Surtees) VI. 53 A
long twiUe towell. %^lvills ^ Inv. N. C, (Surtees) III.

141 Two dossyn napkvns, one twilled towell. 1571 IHd, I.

360, vj twealed bord clothes short and long. i66is in Maitl.
Club Misc. (1840) II. 539 Another greene tuilled night cap.

180S Trans. Soc. Arts XXIII. 249 Any web, twilled,

striped, checked or plain. 18*4 Hocc TaUsff Sk. (1837) V.
»o6 {Mem. Fanatic) His coat..!:; tweeled, milled, and
thicker than a carpet. 1831 G. R. Portkb Silk Manuf. 236
Tweeled or twilled cloth is a description of figure weaving.
t857 Miller Elem.Chem. (1863) I II. 87 A filtering apparattis
consisting of tubes of twilled cotton.

fTwlUed, a.2 Obs.
Origin and meaning uncertain : numerous conjectures have

been offered by commentators, but none has met with general
acceptance. Cf. I'iosed.

1610 SiiAKS. Temp. iv. i. 64 Thy bankes with pioned, and
twilled brims Which spungie Aprill at thy best oetrims.

Twlllet, obs. form of Toilet.
Twilley : see Twilly sb^^

Twilling (.twiUq), tweeling (twrliq). [f.

Twill sb^ or z^.l + -ing 1.] A twilled fabric or
texture ; also, the process of jiroducing this. Also,
attrib. twilling-bar, a device in the twilling-

raachine ; twilUng-hook, one ofthe hooks for lifting

the warp-thrcads in a Iwilling-machine ; twllling-
machine, a modification ofthe Jacquard loom.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 385 Damask belongs to that species

of texture which is distinguished by practical men by the
name of tweeling. iZ&o Plain Hints Necdlervork 122 The
regularity of the parallel lines is broken in various ways, in
fanciful iwillinss. 1894 T. W. Fox Meduimsm Weaving
VI. i63 The advantage of a twilling machine over an ordinary
Jacquard, Ibid. ^^\ \Vhen[thel barrel is pegged to produce
the desired pattern, twilling bars.. will turn two or more
griffe blades vertical, and push corresponding twilling books
over slanting blades.

t Twillock, obs. var. Willock.
s6so J. Mason Xew/ound-land 4 Teales, TwiUockes,

excellent wilde Duckes.

t Twilly (twi-H), a. and j*.l Oh. Also 4 ty-
wele, twyle, 7 twylle; 5 twelye, 6 twyley, 7
twylly(e. [OE. twiii ( - OHG. zwiHh), formed
after L. bilix from twi- Twi- ; cf, Thrili a. The
ME, var. tivile is parallel to tkriiej the reduced
fonn of tkrilij and is the source of the northern
Twill j^.I] a. adj. Twilled, b. sb. A twilled

cloth. Also altrih.

C875 Erfurt Gloss. (Sweet) 1151 BipUx, duplex, tuili.

a 900 Leiden Gloss. 157 Bilex, t(u)ili.

1310 Ace. Exors. of lip. ofExeter (iZ; «) 4, J
capa de sami-

trico tywele linita sindone yndico. 1375 m Boys Hist.
Sandwich (1792) 556/2 De chescun twylecloth de la lb., .ijd.

1440 in G. P. Scrope Castle Combe (1852) 230, ij. borde
cloths, one of twelye. 155a lierksh. Ch. Goods (1879) 11
One other Coope lyke unto twillye the Iwrder of woursted.
1560 W^(//(y5'<i//H0rt (.Somerset Ho.) A Twyley cloth to lay
upon her bed. 1600 Holland Livv \\\. xiv. 258 The mules
surnptcrs should bee t.ik^rn off their backes, leaving onely two
course twillics or coverings upon them. i6ot — Pliny ix.
lix. I. 2-59 His companion.. latcheth them in a course twit-
He or couerin;,'. i6oa Inv. in Collect. Archxol. (1863) II.

98 Twyllyc canvasses. Ibid., One twylle. Ibid. loi A dobic
twyllye. 1631 Patent Specif. No. 54. 2 All such kersy seves,
otherwise twilly seves or haire seves, 1714 Fr. Bk. of
f.^.^i 152 Four Livres..for every Piece of Koucassincs,
Twillis Fustians, Hazins, and Bombasins

Twilly (twi-li), sb:^ Also twiUey. [Altered
f.zi;///)/, Willow.] A willowing machine: —Devil
sb. 8 a; also called twilly-devil. Hence Twi'lly
V, trans, to willow.
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1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Twilly^ a common name for

the willying machine. 1859 Tohlinson Illustr. Usef. Arts
19/1 Supposing the wool to be dyed, it is passed through
the willy, or twilly—resembling the willow of the cotton
manufacture, i860 — Usef. Arts Ser. i. 37 The willy,
or shakewilly, as it is called in Yorkshire, and twilly
in Gloucestershire. 1869 Eng. Meek, ig Nov. 240/2 The
best machine for pulling floclcs is called a * twilly '. 1894
C. VicKERMAN Woollen spinning viii. 117 This is the first

operation after the wool is dyed, and is known by a variety
of names, as teasing, willeying, willowing, and twilleying.

Twilt (also 6 twylt), obs. and dial. f. Quilt sb.^y

v.^ and v.^. (See also Twilled a.^)

1477 [see Quilt sb.^ i]. 1538 in Bury Wills (Camden) 134,
I wyll the bed, and the twylt couerlyt..be solde. 1393 [see

Quilt v.^ 2 transf]. 1594 (see Quilted ///. a. ij. 1715
Pennecuik City ^ Country Mouse ^4 The City-Mouse then
plac't his Country-Guest, On a Rich Purple-Twilt to grace
his Feast. 1790 Grose Provlnc. Gloss, (ed. 2), Twilt, a quilt

or bed*cover. North. 1813 Duff Poetns (1816) 56 Blankets,
sheets, and stripit tykin' ; Twilts an* cov'rins to your likin*.

x8iS Scott Br. Lamm. xxv[i], Beds of state, twilts, pands
and testers, napery and broidered wark. a 1825 Forby Voc.
E. Anglia, Twilt,. .a. quilt ; here as well as in the North.
Twilt.., I. To quilt.. .2. To beat. An expressive word^ in-

asmuch as it is implied that weals are left, like the stripes

or ridges in quilted work.

Twin (twin), a. and j<5. Forms: 1 adj. twinn,
{sb. pi. 3Gtwiunas, 3 itwinnes), 3-6 twynne,
3-7 twinne, 4 tuine, Sc. twene, 4-5 tuynne,
4-5 (6 ^V.) twyne, 4 (6 Sc.) tuin, tuinne, tuyne,
4-7 twyn, 5-7 twine, 6 twynn, 7 twinn, 3-
twin. [OE. tiuinn adj. (rare), leiwinn adj. and
sb., f. the stem of Twi-. Cf. OFris. twina^ twine
(NFris. tw^tu, twdne) two together, ON. tvinnr^

tvennr double, (pi.) two, two pairs of, Norw,
tvintii^ tvenne^ Da, tvendeX^o. In northern ME.
jterhaps partly or mainly from ON. : cf. Tubin a.]

A. adj.

fl. Consisting of two; twofold, doable. Obs,

(exc. as in 4).
ciooo in Napier 0. E. Glosses i. 1836 Gemina, .L duppta,

twiiinum. Ibid. 2605-6 Geminis concentlbus, twinnum
sangum. cimoo Ormin 7737-9 ^ho brohhte twinne lac,

Forr..ber iss twinne lufe sett Bitweneon menu onneor)>e;
Forr uss birr^ lufenn Godd & mann. c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex.
485 [Lamech sinned in] Twin-wifin^ ant twin mansla^t. 1357
Lay Folks Catech. 508 This b principaly done opon twyn
wise, c 1400 Rule St. Betut (Prose) ^ Of twine maner at
lere his discipitis..at seruegod: bat>e in word and dede,

+ 2. Two; a pair of...; the two, both. Obs.
c 1150 Gen. ff Ex. 3348 De water up-stod..On twinne

half. Ibid. 4030 Heft haued be mad her .vti, alter, And on
ilc brend eft twin der. a 1300 Cursor M. 523 (Cott.) His
heued with in has eien tuin. Ibid. 5335 loseph bad )>an

suns tuin, Manassen and effraitn. loid. 9136 His eild was
fourti yeir and tuin. Ibid. 21730 pe laghes tuin sal ^u
find sua.

3. (attrib. use of B. i.) Bora at the same birth,

as two children or animals, or one of such. See
also TWIN-BBOTHEB, -SISTEB.

1590 Smaks. Com. Err. v. L 350 He, and I, And the twin
Dromio. ai7sa Lisle Husb. (1757) 313 A .. twin-lamb.

1751 Warburton Pope's Ep. Burlington 117 note, These
groves..can express themselves only like twin-ideots by

i

nods. iSsa T. Mitchell Aristoph, II, 191 By the twin-gods
j

I vow. 1847 W. C. L. Martin The Ox 40/2 Every twin
female, .is not necessarily barren, even when the other calf ;

b a male.

4. Forming a pair or couple ; two closely asso-
|

ciatcd, connected, orrelated, and (usually) alike or 1

equal. (In quot. 1601 said of one thing cut in I

half; in quot. 1776 loosely of more than two.)
j

In thb sense, and in senses b, d, and 5, often hyphened
,

to the noun (cf. the combinations under C), or occasionally
j

written as one word with it. 1

xjj/^t Sylvf^ter Dh Bartas 1. ii. 64 Th* Elements, twin- !

twins (two sons, two daughters) To wit, the Fire, the Aire;
j

the Earth, and Waters. 1601 Shaks. T%vel. N, v. i. 230 An l

apple cleft in two, is not more twin Then these two crea- 1

tures. 1614 Sylvester Litt. Bartas 617 Those twin-Princes
[

(the sun and moon].. Began their Kingdoms over day and
ni^ht. 1673 [^' Lk'GhJ Tramp. Reh. 131 Therefore are the
twin-disea:»es deservedly associated. 2743 Francis tr. Hor.,
Oiies III. xx\x. 96 Perhaps some kinder gale, While the twin
stars appear, shall fill my joyful sail. 1764 Museum Rust.
IV. 20 When you meet with twin fruit, take off the lea.st of
them with all possible care not to shake the other, i;^76

^i\CKiJ&U. Ca$ttoens* Lusiadtt^ The seven twin-mountains
tremble at the sound. 1809-10 Coleriix;e Friend 1, xv.

(186^) 207 These twin truths, or rather. .this one great truth
considered in its two principal bearings. 1835 Ube Philos.

Manuf. \\q The leather must.. be pierced with twin holes
for each double tooth. 187s Knight Diet. Meek., Twin^
scmvs, a pair of screw-propellers on separate shaft[s], and
having right-h.mded and left-handed twists respectively.

1898 j. T. KowLEK Dur/uim Cath. 38 Twin shafts of PuT'
beck marble.

b. Composed of, or having, two similar and
equal (or closely connected or related) parts or

constituents; consisting of two joined in one.

Twin boat, steam-engine, valve: see quots. ti8i6, 1875.

Twin crystal: = B. 3 b. T^uin earthquake : see quot. 1906.

1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 35 Let Christ both God and
man your Twinrock [orig. croupe iumelle] be. a 1661 Ful*
LKR Worthies, Kent (1662) 11. 86 An Ingenuous Yeoman in

this County, .hath two Ploughs fastened together so finely,

that he plougbeth two furrows at once, one under another,.,

this device of a Twinne- Plough. 1805-16 R. Jameson
Char. Min.{e<\. 2) 220 A crystal,, composed of two halves of

one .. crystal, of which the one-half appears to lie turned

round. Example. Twin-crystal of felspar, c x8i6 Rees Cytl.

b.v. Stea/u-Engine, In 1811 and 1813 two :>icam-boats were

P
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built.. as feiry-boats for crossing the Hudson river. These
boats are what are called twin-boats ; each of them being
two complete hulls united by a deck or bridge. 1826 Kikby
& Sr. Entomol. IV.xlvi. 2S8 Double Ocellus {Ocellus gcmi-
natus). When two ocelli are included in the same circle or
spot... Twill Ocellus {Ocellus didymus). When such ocelli

join each other. 1848 Rickman Archit, 152 They may be
called twin-windows, consisting of two single lights coupled
together. 1875 Knight Diet. Meclu 2667 A large twin chan-
nel steamer . . has lately been put upon the Dover and
Calais ferry.^ Ibid. 2668 Twin Steam-engine,.. sl duplex
engine ; one in which two engines, complete in their parts,
are associated in a single effort. Ibid., Tzvin-valve, a form
of valve attached to the discharge outlet of a pump, .used
for making a double connection, one with the steam-boiler
..and the other.. for conducting water wherever desired.
1906 igth Cent. Mar. 465 To earthquakes of this description
the name of ' twin ' has been given, because the double
shock is due to two distinct impulses resulting from a single
generative effort. 1910 Thompson tr. Aristotle's Hist.
Anim. 562 In some twin eggs a thin partition of white
intervenes to prevent the yolks mixing.

c. Nat, Hist. Growing or occurring in pairs

;

geminate.
x8ia New Bot. Card. I. 26 The anthers twin and erect,

X830 LiNULEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 130 Seeds solitary or twin.
i2gi Cent. Diet., Twin.. I. a... 6. In entom., geminate:
applied to spots, punctures, spines, etc., which are close

together in pairs.

d. Pertaining to two (persons or things) in close

connexion.
x8s^ Southey Dez'il's Walk v. Such a twin-Hkeness there

was in the pair. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 274
'i'heir twinUfe seemed so piteous.

6. Forming one of a pair or couple; closely

associated with or related to another.

1605 Chapman All Fools in. i, Here comes the twyn*
Courtier his companion. 1781 Cowper Hope 102 Yesterday's
face twin image of to-day. 1835 Lytton Rienzi in. iii. True
sentiment.. is twin with melancholy. 1842 Loutx>N Subur-
ban Hort. Introd. i Having in a twin volume treated qf

Gardening as an Art of Design and Taste. x868 Helps
Realmak viii. (1869) 217 Her soul was a twin-soul to his.

B. sb.

1. //. Two children or young brought forth at

one birth,

[a 900 O.K. Martyrol. 17 Jan. 24 Seo ciereccts neah
Lingona byrij, h^ man nemneS xt sanctos geminos, xt
\>xm hatjum ^etwinnum. <? 1000 in Cockayne .S'/^r/Ht' (1864)

92 Hi waron ^elwinnas. <: xao5 Lay. 12236 Twene ibioJi-

eren itwinnes heo weoren.] c XX90 S. Eng. Leg. I, 322 '5

Twynnes bo(>e buy were. x^88 Wyclif SongSol. viL 3 Thi
twei teetis ben as twei kidis, twynnes of a capret, X514
Barclay Cyt. <y Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc) 10 So yere by
yere two twynnes forthe she brought. X573 Tussek Huso.
(1878)74 Keepe twinnes for breed. 1607 Topsell Four-f.
Beasts {1658) 86 They conceive and bring forth for the most
part twins, or two at a time. 1793 Holcroft Lavater's
Physiogn, xxix. 140, I have known twins not to be dis-

tinguished from each other, between whose minds there was
not the least similarity. 1847 W. C. L. Martin The Ox
40/2The cow, .produces, .sometimes . .twins, and very rarely

three. x8sa Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xix, My brother

and I were twitis.

b. sing. One of two children or young brought

forth at a birth ; with possessive ox of ^ twin

brother or sister.

c 1440 Promp, Parv. 505/2 Twynne, or twynlynge . . , gemel'
lifs,..geminus. 1530 Pai.sgr. 283/2 Twyn, ^«7/«rt«. 0x658
Cleveland King's Ret.fr. Scotl. 19 The divided Dam Runs
to the Summons of her hungry Lamb; But when the Twin
cryes halves, she quits the first. 18x4 Bvron Def. Transf, i.

ii. 81, 1 saw your Romulus.. Slay his own twin. X899 Westm.
Gag. A Mar, 2/1 It's not me. .but Hilda, and she's my twin.

X9XS Keith Human Bodyv'm. 116 All of these 'acardiac'or
' parasitic' foetuses are never born alone; they are the twin

of a normal child.

c. Astron, {pi.) The zodiacal constellation and

sign Gemini.
1413 Pilgr. Sowlc (Caxton 1483) v. x. 100 The signe of

gemini that ben cleped twynnes or doubles. xs6i B. Googe
Palingenius' Zodiac of Life Pref. C j h, Saturne.. witli a
backward course he ranne from out the twinnes apace. X669

Sturmy Mariner's Mag, vi. 95 Here in ihe zodiack begins

The Ram, the Bull, the loving Twins. 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 43 When now no more the alternate 'twins are

fired, And Cancer reddens with the solar blaze. x868

LocKYER Gnillemin's Heavens 11. 1. (ed. 3) 315 Part ofthe
constellation of the Twins.

d. dial, {pi.) Applied to three children born at

one birth ; triplets,

1606 Transer. Re^rs. Cosmus Blcane in Kent (MS.), Was
Baptyzed three Twines, John, Sara, and Margeret, the sonne

and daughters of Liby Strydwicke. x63i-a Canterbury
Transer., Kingsdown (MS.), Two (of three twinnes) to wit

daughters of Christopher Bacheler . . were buried. 1646

Iuser, Blyton Church, Z.i«« , Hadassah Tabitha Cephas
Twins of Robt. and Elizabeth Drury.

e. With twins (strengthening of with child,

Child sb. 17 c {b)),fig, greatly longing. rare—K
X76B Garrick Let. June in Burke's Corr. (1844) I. 156

Hearing what a sweet place you have,.. I am whh twins

till I am well delivered at Gregories.

2. Jig. a. //. Two i>ersons or things intimately

associated, connected, or related (csp. in origin, or

from the beginning), or, as in quot. 1784, closely

resembling or agreeing with each other ; two form-

ing a pair or couple. (In quot. a 1600 loosely

api^licd to more than two.)
Applied by Puttenham (quot. 1589) to the figure H endiadys.

1589 Puttenham Eng, Poesie in. xvi. (Arb.) 188 Another
manner of speach when ye will seeme to make two of one .

.

,

which therefore we call the figure of Twynnes, the Greekes
Endiadis. a 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1637) 395 Sinnes and
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excuses are twinnes born at a birth, a 1600 Montgomehie
ScHM, viii. Come, troup of tuiiiis, about his temple luyn

Jour laurell leivis. i6i« 'Juuf NobU K. ii. ii. 21 Never
Shall we two exercise, like Twyns of honour, Our Annes
again. 1784 Cowper 7Vu>fe iv. 738 Two were never found
Twins at all points. «8«» Shelley Ode to Liberty xiii,

Twins of a single destiny I

b. sing. One of two thus related ; in early use

sometimes = mate, companion ; now usually with

oft to, or possessive : something closely connected

with or resembling the other thing mentioned ; a

fellow, counterpart,

1540 HvRDE tr. K/tvj' Instr. Chr. il^om. (1592) N lij,

A woman.. with whom he shall live a twin. x6i6 Lank
CoHtH. S^r.'s T. XI. 190 Hee.. shall have his landes, and
her to wiielie twinn. i6}j Bentley P/ta/. (1699) 249 Another
consequence the very twin to that which went before. 1819
Kyros yuan II. clxxti, All who joy would win Must share

it—Happiness was bom a twin, xizm-y Good Study Med,
(1829) IV. u The great sympathetic .. nerve .. meets its

twin from the opposite side. 1867 Maurice Patriarchs ff

Laxvg. viii. (1877) 168 Love would be seen to be the eternal

twill of Truth. 1908 O. Seaman Salva^e^ Sweet Uses
Obesity vii, Her bed, as a matter of course, is A twin of the
wonder of Ware.

3. A pair of twin children or young; alsoyff. or

gen, a pair, couple, brace. Obs. exc. dial,

XC69 in Spenser's Poet, IVks, (tgio) I. 494, I saw the roote
in hie disdaine Sende forth againe a twinne of forked trees.

1607 TopSKLL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 195 Commonly they are

brought forth in twins.^ 1635 A. Stafford Fctti, Glory (1869)
80 Her Soul was delivered of a twinne of Vows. 1817 J.
Nichols Illustr. Lit. Hist. iStk C. H. 657 [He] was born
in December, 1744.. and was one of a twin. 1901 M. E.
Francis Feist. Dorset 142 * The twin ', a fine healthy pair of
four-year-old boys.

b. Cryst, A composite crystal consisting of two
(usually equal and similar) crystals united in re-

versed positions with respect to each other, either

by juxtaposition, embedding, or interpenetration,

(Also extended to composite crystals consisting of

more than two.)
1845 Encycl, Metrop. XVL 36^/2 Twinning on an octa-

hedral face is seen in the apposition twin of Spinel. 1868
Dana Min. (ed. 5) 354 Orthoclase... Twins, .riglit- or left-

handed. . . A twin of 4 crystals. . .A twin of 3 crystals. 1895
Story-Maskelyne Crystallogr. vi. § 156 The two indivi-

duals may present a mere contact at a common surface..,
the juxtaposed twin. .: or there maybe an interlocking of
the crystals, .. as in the..embedded twin of orthoclase. .: or
again, there may be a complete mutual interpenetration..,

as in. .an interpenetrant twin of galena.. .In the case of
polysynthetic twins several or almost innumerable henii-

tropic individual crystals may be combined. Ibid. vii. § 193
Simple twins composed of two individuals, and.. complex
twins formed by repeated twinning.

O. local. An agricultural implement with two
rows of teeth, for breaking up ploughed land and
clearing it of weeds.
1847 in Hali.iwell. 1859 7r«/. R, Agric, Soc. XX. 1. 216

A pair of 'twins', or heavy drag-harrows. i88i Miss Jack-
son Shropsh, \Vord-bk.^ Twins^. Aot breaking the clods
and uprooting the weeds of ploughed land, preparatory to

the harrows ^oing on...The implement, .is either shigle or
double, and in the latter case is spoken ofas' a pair of twins ',

the several parts being coupled together.

t4. /« twin (also contr, itwin), on twin : in or
into two parts or divisions ; in twain, in two, apart,

asunder. (Cf. Atwin advb* P^f^) Chiefly

northern. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3968 (Cott.) For doute he delt I^am in

tuin. /^/V^. 6269 He sagh ^ see it drau in tuin. 13.. E.E.
A Hit. P. A. 251 Fro we in twynne wern towen & twayned,
I haf ben a loylez luelere. Ibid. B. 1047 Quen hit is brused
oJ>er broken, oJ»er byten in twynne. 1375 Barbour Bruce
viii. 175 Sa fer..that thai War in-twyn a bow-draucht &
mar. c 1400 Gamelyn 317, I wil not \\% companye parten on
twyne. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6581 Ano^r..he nolpit to
ground, Shent of )k) shalkes, shudrit hom itwyn. c 1450 Bk.
Curtasye 735 in Babees Bk. (1868) 324 pe smalle lofe he
cuttis euen in twynne. CX480 Lyt. Childr. Lyt. Bk, 24
ibid. 18 Kerue not thy brcde to thj'nne, Ne breke hit not on
twynne. 1535 Stewart Cron, Scot. (Rolls) IIL 226 Quhilk
causit him stand, .fra him. .rycht far in tuyn,

i" b. Hence (or from Twin v.'^) twin is used
for * parting, separation *. Obs. rare—^,
A 1300 Cursor M. 24285 (Edin.) Ik am wit he With outen

twin [Cott., Gdtt. tuinj and ai sal be Fra nu for euii mar.
C. Combinations. a. with sbs., forming adjs.

in sense * having or characterized by twin . . . s,

i.e. a pair of (the things named)', ^s twin-cylinder,

•light, -power, -roller, -wire. b. with sb. -t- -ed^,
forming parasynthetic adjs. in same sense, as twin'
balled, -forked, -headed, -hued, -leaved, -named,
-peaked, -spiked, -striped, -towered, (owned, -wheeled.
C. objective, etc., as twin-bearing adj., -getter,

-killing', twin-like a<^j. and adv. d. adverbial
(*as a twin or twins*), as twin-begot, -existent
adjs. ; twin-slumber vb. e. Special Combs.

:

twin-axis {Cryst.), the axis of twinning in a twin
crysui, i.e. the line about which either of the con-
stilncnt crystals would have to revolve to come
into the position of the other ; twin-barren, a
barren female calf twin with a male, a freemartin

;

twinberry, U.S., a name for Gaultheria procuni-
bens (also called checkerberry, partridge-berry, or
wintergreen), or its fruit; twin-birth, the birth of
twins ; a pair bom or produced as twins, or one of
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such in relation to the other (usually yf^.) ; twin-

face (Cryst,), a face in a twin crystal perpendi-

cular to the twin-axis ; twiuflower, an American

name for Linna;a, from the flowers being produced

in pairs; ftwiu-kiu a, [Kin sb.^ 6b], of two

kinds, twofold, double ; twin-law, Cryst. the law

or principle of twinning of a twin crystal ; twin-

leaf, a name for the N. American Yi^ih Jcffersonia

diphylla, the leaves being divided each into two

leaflets; twin-pair, a pair of things precisely

similar and equal ; attrib. in twin-pair sheet

{Geom.'), that part of the surface of a cone of the

third or higher degree which meets the concentric

sphere in two equal and similar closed curves;

twin-plane {Cryst.), a plane perpendicular to the

twin-axis ofa twin crystal ; twin-screw, a. having

twin screws ; spec, of a steamer, having two screw

propellers on separate shafts, which turn in oppo-

site directions so as to counteract the tendency to

lateral vibration ; also ellipt. as sb. a twin-screw

steamer ; twin-spot a., having twin spots ; used in

collectors' names of various moths having pairs of

spots upon the wings; twin-stock, a beehive

containing two colonies.

185s Orr's Circle Sci., Ctystall. 463 The axis about which
the crystals are supposed to revolve is called the *twin axis,

and the plane to which it is perpendicular the twin plane.

1608 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. iv. Decay 1165 With sharp
bodkins bore they out his eyes :. .an end-le,ss night Be-clouds

for ever his *twin.balled sight. 1778 [W. Marshall]
Minutes Agric, Digest 40 English Be.ists of .Agricultural

Labour.. *Twin-Barrens. 1788 Burns Let. 25 May, Wks.
1879 V. 125 A certain girl's prolific, *twin-bearing merit.

1865 Swinburne Atalanta 1261 Jason, and Dryas *twin«

begot with war. 1836 Mrs. Traill Backw. Canada xiv.

248 This plant is also called winter-green, or "twin-berry.

1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 178 Among them
[small fruits] may be noted red and black currants,. -twin-

berries [etc.]. 1807 CoLKRiDGE To IVordsvjorth 13 Of
smiles spontaneous, and mysterious fear, The first-born

they of Reason and *twin-birth. 1837 Lockhart Scott

XXV, The quarto of Rokeby was followed.. by the small

volume which had been designed for a twin-birth. 1850

Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast.Ord. (1863) 227 The portentous
twin-birth of the two great mendicant communities. S911

Kkith Hmnan Body viii. 113 Twins are common; in Ire-

land a twin birth has a frequency of one in seventy-two, in

England about one in seventy-five. x88<j Knight Diet.

Mech. Suppl., *Twin Cylinder .Steam Engine. 1907 Daily
Chron. 24 May 9/3 The International Motor Cycle Tourist

Trophy Race. .. Twenty-two single-cylinder and seven

twin-cylinder machines have been entered. x86o Dora
Greenwell Patience of Hope 75 Two principles, .within

contrariety, *twin-existent,..the desire for unity, and the.

.

love of truth. 1878 Gurney Crystallogr. 90 When the twin

axis is perpendicular to a possible face this is called the

*twin face. 1836 Mrs. Traill Backtv. Canada xiv. 238 The
Americans call this honeysuckle ' *twinflower *. 1845 S.

JuDD Margaret i. xiv, Beds of purple twin-flower. 1776
Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 441 Ceratophyllum sub-

mersum. .. Leaves forked.. .Specimens from Paris had the

leaves *twin-forked. 1837 Youatt Sheep xv. 508 Certain
rams., have the credit of being *twin-getters. 187a Browning
Fifine xi, The *Twin-headed Babe, and Human Nonde-
script I 1906 G. G. CouLTON Pearl 43 *Twin-hued topaz.

1895 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 2/3 If *twm-killing is more re-

prehensible than drunkenness. 1897 Mary Kingsley W.
Africa 473 This twin-killing is a widely diffused custom
among the Negro tribes, 13.. Cursor M. 512 (Cott.) pat
kyng of craft Wald mensked be wyth *tuinkyn scaft. Ibid.

27677 faa dedes t>at man mai Vnderstand on tuin-kyn waj.

189s Storv-Maskelvne Crystallogr. vi, § 162 The *twin-
law.. appears to permit of considerable divergence from

1 precision in the relative orientation of the crystals subj[ect to

It. Ibid. vii. § 281 The twin-laws governing the union of

j

rhombohedral crystals. 191a Return Brit. Museum 196
Quartz, group of twinned crystals {Japanese twin-law) from

!
New Mexico. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot, App. 115/2

! *Twin-leaf. 1857 Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) 133 In
Jeffersonia or Twin-leaf. 1861 Miss Pratt Fio^ver. PI.

' V. 272 Scilla bifolia ("Twin-leaved Squill). i86a Catat,

,
Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6720, *Twin-light window,

j

with tracery. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V.

I

226 A *twinlike image of it. 1631 Brathwait Whimzies,
Ballad-monger 18 It would doe a mans heart good to see

,
how twinne-like hee and his songman couple. x8x6 Southey
Poet's Piigr. Proem ix, The playmate of her infancy, Her
twin-like comrade. 1614 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue vi.

48 *Twin.nam'd Ister, and Seaven-mouthed Nile. z8zo
Byron Mar, Fat. l ii. 574 Twin-named from the apostles

John and Paul. 1904 W. M. Ramsay Lett.toSeven Ch. xvii.

213 .\ large. .part of ancient Ephesus,.can be seen only by
ascending to the top of the *twin-peaked Pion. 1855 *Twin-
plane [see Twin-axis above]. 1875 Knight Diet, Mech.,
* Twin-power Press, one in which the power is brought upon
two objects in alternation, as in some machines where the
punch and shears are in the same frame. 1835 VnEPhilos.
Manuf. 118 The *twin-roller mechanism, which was per-

fected..b^ Arkwright. 1864 Athenxum 24 Sept. 410/3
Small *twin screw boats. 1SB4 Health Exhib. Catal. 94/1
Patent Twin-screw Bath Fittings. 1891 Kipling Light that
Failed v'\\. 123 'It's a steamer*, he said,

—'a twin-screw
steamer, by the beat". 1897 Daily News 17 Feb. 2/7 They
had increased their staff of steamboats by adding the twin-
screw Connemara.

_
1850 S. Dobell Roman vii, The foemen.

Good and III, *twin-sluniber in the womb of Fate. i86x
Miss Pratt Flmver. PI. VI. 133 *Twin-spiked Cord-grass.

1819 G. Samouelle Rntomnl. Cotnpend. 423 Geomefra
quadrtfasciaria. The large "Twin-spot. didymaria.
The Twin-spot Carpet. 1884 Phin Diet. Apiculture 73
*Twin-stock, a word that has been borrowed from the Ger-
man. It signifies a hive containing two colonies. 1819
Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 423 Geotnetra costostrigata.

The 'twin-striped Pinion. 1886 SIrs. F. Caddy Footsteps

TWIN.
Jeanne D^Arc 108 A *twin-towered church. 1878 /J rclixol.

Cantinna XI 1. 331 The port for London was the *twin-town_ed

port of Rutupiae. 1904 Windsor Mag. Jan. 245/1 A "twin-

wheeled machine like the tricycle. \^^ Daily News 26 May
6/5 The NewTelephone Company.. .The new exchange will

be on the "twin-wire or metallic circuit system.

Hence {nonce-wds.) Twi'nfold a., twofold, with

the two parts or elements in close connexion

;

Twi'nhood, Twi'ulsm, Twi*niiess = TwiNSHlp;
Twi'nity [after trinity], a group of two in inti-

mate union, two in one ; Tyrinlja., characteristic

of or befitting a twin (brother or sister).

184a Tennyson in Ment. (1897) I. viiL 200 Its [the heart's]

*twinfold necessity. Capacious both of Friendship and of

Love. 1871 Bp. Wilberforce Let. in Life (1882) HI. xiv.

387 That mystery of * twin-hood which seems to reach into the
spirit world. 1796 Burney Ment. Metastasio III. 92 My fond
'twinism has suggested to me, that you pass the chief part

of your time in the open air. 1879 Baring-Gould Germany
I. 20I (tr. Schiller) Herder and his wife.. form together a
sort of sacred 'twinity. i9&^].\f.\icH Ktur<vvig ^ Being
i. 22 This may be called a unity ; it is rather, if we might
invent a term suited to the new and marvellous conception,

..an unparalleled and uribegotten twinity. 1796 Burney
Mem. Metastasio III. 98 Accepting of your *twinly offer.

Ibid 259, I am, with usual twinly kindness, yours most
faithfully. 1909 Mod. Lang. Rev, Jan. 197 The resemblance
of the scheme of the play [yif^^MiV/^A^], with the wonderful
likeness of Viola and Sebastian, to that of the Comedy of
Errors, with the *twinness of the Antipholi.

Twin, v^ Obs. exc. Sc. Forms : see prec. ; cf.

also Twine v."^ [ME. tiuinnen, f. Twin a. or sb.

For the development of the senses cf. Twin sb. 4.]

1. trans. To put asunder {properli two things or

persons, or one from the other) ; to separate, dis-

join, disunite, sunder, sever, part, divide ; f to

deliver, set free
; fg. to distinguish.

axz^^Ancr. R. 254 Euerichon todealed [MS. T. itwinned]
from o3er. 1:1230 Halt Meid. 13 Engel & meiden beon
euening in uertu of meidenhades mihte ^ab eadinesse ham
twinni ^ette & to-tweame. a 1300 Cursor M. 390 (Cott.)

For to tuin dai fra night. Ibid. 7948 pi hus..Sal neuer
tuind [v.rr, tuinned, twynned] be fra suord. Ibid, 22912
Nan es. ,^at can Tuin J>at erth \>B.i com o man Fra J>at erth

t>at es bredd o best, c 1400 Love Bonavent, Mirr. (1907)

252 Our bodily felauschip is twynned, and now mostc I

nedes be departed fro the. £1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

6704 Twede fia scotlande bernyce twynne.s. c 1460 Towne-
ley Myst. i. 11 Gone god in persons thre, Which may neuer
twynnyd be. Ibid. ii. ^25 With cheke bon,. .Shal I the and
thi life iwyn. Ibid. vii. 12 From hell he will theym twyn.

1513 Douglas yEneis vi. vii. 1 1 From the sweit lyf twynnit
vntymusly, 1637 (see 2]. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-Serious
Disc. 58 Then out he drew a gully knife \Vith that he
twinned me and my life. 1826- in dial, glossaries (Chesh.,

Lane, Northumb.). 1832 Motherwell Poems 184 The
waves and cruel wars hae twinn'd My winsome luve frae

me. 1855 Fraser's Mag. LI. 95 Ah, my cruel cruel step-

dame, who hath twinn'd our love for aye.

t b. To divide or share ; to part with. Obs. rare.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 86 Kng t?at a man wynnes,
It is told purchase, whedir he it hold or tuynnes. 1790
Shirrefs Poems 74 Narrow's the saul wha winna twin his

gear To.. help the poor !

C. To deprive of.

1722 Ramsay Three Bonnets i. iSo His [Samson's]strength,
which she twinn'd him at the length, a 1800 Fine Fltnvers

in Valley in Child Ballads (1882) I. 220/1 She's taen out her

little pen-knife, And twinnd the sweet babe o its life. 1887
Service Dr. Duguid xvi. 103 It was just like the twinnin'

him o' his vera life to part wi a plack.

2. intr, a. Of two persons or things : To go
asunder ; to separate, part.

a 1x25 Ancr. R. 396 Leoue ureond beo3 sorie hwon heo
schulen twinnen. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1823 When J»e

body and J>e saule salle twyn. c 1410 Mazier of Game
(MS. Digby 182) XXV, And or bei twynne )>ei moste acorde
where J>e metynge shall be on pe morowe. ? a 1500 Chester
PI. (E.E.T.S.)i. 271 Lightenes, darkenes, 1 byd yow twyn.

1567 Gude 4- Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 60 How suld we twin [ed,

1621 twine] that na man can depart? 1637 Rutherford
Lett, (1862) I. 209 We should never twin again, except
heaven twinned and sundered us. 1790 Scots Songs I. 77
We twa will never twin.

fb. To depart, go away (also in weakened sense,

to go, proceed) ; to escape, get free. Obs.

^ *375 ^^- ^^S' Saints iv. {Jacobus) 375 Out of \>\s warld
\>3X we ma twene But schame, det, or dedly syne, c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 835 Now draweth cut er J>at we ferrer

twynne He which pat hath the shorteste shal bigynne. —
Plonk's y. 15 O Lucifer.. Now artow sathanas.l'at mayst
nat twynne Out of miserie, in which |>at thou art falle.

c 1400 Lydg. Flour ofCurtes^e 256 And if you liste I dyed,

1 wolde assente, As ever twinne I quik out of this lynde I

C1422 Hoccleve Learn to Die 183, I keepe nat J>at y shal

hennes twyne [rime synne]. a 1600 Montgomerie Devot.

Poetnsv. 22 Or thou be sommound by vncerten death,.. Sen
tym is precious tak it or ^e tuin.

t O. With from : To separate oneself from ; to

part from, take leave of; to depart from, leave,

forsake, renounce. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23182 (Edin.) Fra J»at dai forJ>e..Sal

neuir fra bodi sauil tuin. C1375 Sc. Leg, Saints xxxiv.

{Pelagia) 182 Men but nombre..haf I Gert..fra god twyn.

c 1386 Chaucer Pard. Prol. 102 Vet kan I maken oother

folk to twynne From Auarice. 1406 Hoccleve Misrule 42
Whan fro thee twynned shee. C1430 Lydg. Afin. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 1^47 Thy feet embracyng fro whiche I shal nat

twynne, Mercy requeeryng. 1430-40 — Bochas i. xiv. (MS.
Bodl. 263) 62/1 Whan the sperit shal fro the bodi twynne.

d. \Vith with : To part with ; to take leave ot

;

to deprive oneself of, give up.
a 1400-50 Alexander -iT^Q He..takis i>am of his tresoure



TWIN.

& twynnes with \>a\m faire. i486 ^*. 5/. Albatts E iij b,

When he (the hare) is female and kyndelb hym with in In

.iij. degrees lie hem berith or he with hem twyn. 1591 R.

Bruce iVrw. (Wodrow Soc) 207 No heart.. can twin with

the thing that it loveth, without exceeding sorrow. 1629

Sir W. .Mt'Rii True Crucifixe Introd. 38 As crucified to

sinne Readie for Him, with each ihiftg els to twinne Wee
labour should. 17J1 Ramsay Kitty's Anstver iii, He's luico

sweer To twin wi' his gear.

fe. To break asunder; to burst or cleave 111

twain. Obs,

c 1450 Cav. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 326 Myn herte with peyn

is pressyd, For sorwe myn hert doth twynne, 1513 Bhad-

SHAW^/. IVerhurge 11. 706 For whiche the cilezeiis..\Vere

sore disconsolate, like for to twyn.

Twiili v:^ [f. Twin a. and sb.'\

1. intr. To bring forth two children or young at

a birth ; to bear twins.

1575 [see Twinning vhLsb? \\ 1587 Harrison England
III. I. in //oitHsheci 1. 2tg/2 Kinc.now and then twin. 1614

C. Brooke Eglogues (1772) 99 Whiles thy rams do tup, thy

ewes do twyn, 1659 Heylin Exanten Hist. i. 108 The
world had.. never increased to such vast multitudes in so

short a time, if Eve had not twinned at least at every birth.

1817 Keatinge Trav. 11. 187 The ewes of this country
rarely twin. 1874 T. Hardy Madding Crmvd xv. (i88g) 1 1 c

Two more ewes have twinned.

b. /ra/is. To conceive or bring forth as twins, or

as a twin tt/tiA another.

1607 [see Twinned pp/.a. i]. i6ii G. Sandys Ovid's

Afet. IX. (1626) 176 From each seuer'd head Each of her

hundred necks two fiercer bred : More strong by twinning

heires. i^So-?* H. Brooke Foolo/Qual. (1809) IV. 138, I

have.. a sister, twinned with me in the womb.
c. intr. in passive s«iise : To be born at the same

birth with ; to be the twin brother or sister of

another. ? Obs,

1604 Shaks. 0th. it. iii. aia Though he had twinn'd with
me, both at a birth. 1701 Watts Horae Lyr., indian
Phitot. ijc, Might I but see That gentle nymph that twinn'd
with me. 1790 Bystander 308 If a brother., who had
twinned with him should dare (etc.].

2. trans. To couple, join, unite, combine (two
things or persons) closely or intimately, lit.

andyf^.
c 1394 P. PL Crtde 496 Here y louche Y\% two, twynnen
hem I t>enke. 1611 Biblk Exod xxvL 24 They shall be
coupled \marg. twinned] together beneath. 1616 B. Jonson
Masque Ld. ffiuidtngtoH Wks. 941 That twins their hearts;
and doth, of two, make one. 1667 Milton P. L. xii. 85
True Libcrtie-.alwayes with right Reason dwells Twinn'd,
and from her hath no dividual being. 1795 W. Halfpenny
Sound Building -ii To form a Centre so, that the Mason .

,

shall twin their Arches thereon. 1847 Tennyson Princ. 1.

56 Still we moved Together, twinn'd as horse's car and eye.

b. intr. To be coupled '^ to join, combine,
unite ; to be parallel or equal, to agree, rare,

i6si [see Twinning ^/. a.J, 1638 G, Sandys Paraphr,
Dh). Poems, yob xxxvii. 48 O how inscrutable ! his equitie
Twins with his Power. 1652 Benlowes T/uo^h. x. Ixxvi,

Wealth twins with fear.

c. Cryst, {trans.) To unite (two crystals) ac-

cording to some definite law so as to form a twin
crystal (see Twin sb. 3 b). Only in passive, and
in vbl. sb. (Twinning vb/. sb.'^ 2).

1845 [^e Twin sb. 3 b]. 1883 Emycl. Bnt. XVI, 363/2
Occasionally a simple form is twinned with a more complex
one, as in chabasite. 1895 Story^Maskklyne Crystalhgr.
vii. f 193 Crj-stals twinned on an octahedron-facc Ibid,

1 104 Two crystals twinned round an axis.

o. trans. To be, or furnish, a 'twin' or counter-

part to ; to match, parallel.

160s 1st Pt, [eronimo 11. ii. 14 A suit lust of Andreas
cullers, Proportiond in all parts—nay, twins his own. 1869
Good W^ords I Mar. 1 76 Thou hast no mate To . . twin those

matchless heights. 1873 Lowell Graves Eng. Soldiers
Cofu&rd 32 OVrhead thebalanced tien>hawk slides, Twinned
in the river's heaven below.

4. Agrii, To break up or clear (land) with a
* twin * (Twin sb, 3 c). local,

1841 Haktshorne Solatia Antiq. Gloss., Twinning to tak
away the scutch. 1859 yrnl. A*. Agric. Soc. XX. 1. 317
Some of liie tuniip-soil, broken up and then 'twinned'.

Twin-bom, a. Born a twin or twins ; born at

the same birth, as two, or one of two. Usually yf^.

1599 Shaks. Ifen. K, iv, i, 251 Let vs our Liues^ our
Soules,.,our Siniies, lay on the Kine :. .0 hard Condition,
Twin-borne with Grcatnessc. 1610 Hkaley St, Aug. Citie

0/ God 122 Him that misliked the fellowship of his ownc
twin.bjrne brother, c 1647 Milton Sonnet xii. 6 As when
those Hinds.. Raild at Latona's twin'born progenie. 1753
Hanwav Tray, {^^(y^) I. iii. xxx. 134 Ingratitude, .is twin-
born with pride. 1781 Cowpkr Ex^ost. 634 Wisdom and
Goodness arc twin-born. 1855 Bailey Mystic, etc (ed. 2)

103 I'win-born passions.

Twiu-broth.er. (Also as two words.) [Twin
a. 3] A brother born at the same birth, as one
of twins, Wso/ig. something closely related to or
resembling the other thing mentioned.
1598 Shaks. Merry /K. n. i. 74 Hcerc's ihe twyn-brother

of thy Letter: but let thine inherit first, for I protest mine
neucr shall. 1717 Swirr Wonder of Wonders Wks. 1755
II. 11.51 He hath.. a twin-brother, who lives over against
him. i8a9 Lytton Devereux 1. iii, .My twin brother, Gerald,
was a tall, strong, handsome boy. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
Ixviii, Skeu, Death's twin-brother.

Twlnch, twinck(e, ol». forms of Twink.
t Twind (twaind), v. Obs. Also twinde,
twynd

; pa. t. and pple, twound. [Variant of
Twine v.l, perh. after the pa. t. and pple. twined,
or by assimilation to Wind z/.]

533

L trans. To twist, twine, wind, luru.

1548 Thomas Ital, Diet. (1550), Imbarbugiiare, to tangle,

twynde, encombre. a 1562 G. Cavendish FovfiiSy etc (1825)

II, 93 Thespyndells end alredy is at the ground, The thred
ontwynned cannot more be twound. 1590 Kknnk Fruits
Ffj, In token of her last farewell her head towards
me she twound {ri»tc boundj. 1606 Marston Sophonisba
ni. i, Syphax with his dagger twound about her haire, drags

in Sophonisba. 16x0 Makkham Masterp. 11. clvii. 464 Take
a tampin of horse haire twound together. 16x6 Sukfl. &
Markh. Country Farme 130 The Rider euer obseruing. .to

make the Colt goe straight forth.right, and by no meanes to

turne or twynd him about anie way. Ibid. 154 When the

Brambles begin to shoot forth, to interlace them and twynd
them bought-wise about the blacke Thornes. 1659 Torkiano,
Torcere-t to wrap, to twinde in [1598 Florio, winde in].

2. itUr, To become entangled or knotted ; to

twist, twine, wind.

157s TuRBERV. Falconrte 175 The falcon bating this way
and that way she shall neuer twinde nor tangle bicause the

ring foUoweth hir still. 1575 Gascoigne FIovjc'ts, Datt
Barth. TrL i. 19 The gentle slippe, which could both twist

and twind. C1626 W. Bosworth Arcadius ^ Sep/ia i. 955
She turn'd To Ivy, whence it still is twinding found.

3. Of an arrow : To ^^xtfrom the bow. rare^^,

(Cf. Twine z/.i 7 b.)

159a Wyrley Armorie, Ld. Chandos 50 As the arrow from
the bow doth twind [rime behind] He flieth towards the

enimies field.

Hence Twi*nding vbl. sb., Twound///. a,

x6oo W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 35 Their dissimula-

tion, . . sophistication, winding, twinding, anddoubling. Ibid.

335 [The hawk] flew a foule flight in windings, twindings,

and girdings ouer all. 16x0 Markham Masterp. 11. xviii.

245 Hard new twound hemp. x6i6 Surfl. & Markh.
Country Farme 661 The making of naues for waggons or

cart-wheeles, for which . . the more knottie and twound
they are, a great deale the fitter they are for that purpose.

Twindle (twi*nd'l), sb. Now dial. Also 6
twyndle, -del, 9 twlnneL [app. for *twinnle^

dim. of Twin sb. : see -le. Cf. OHG. zwitial, -el,

ztvenel (adj.), twin.] — Twin sb. i.

1516 R. Whytford Martiloge 45 A woman.. with her two
chylder twyndles. is»9 Rastell Pastyme (1811) 12 Romu-
lus and Remus, bredyme and twyndels. 164a in Collins

Kirkburton Regrs. (1887) I. 237 Thomas and Elizabeth

children of Thomas Hepworth beinge twindles. 1674 Lowe
Lane. Diary (1876) 43 Ffriday was buried a twindle of

John Leyland.. .lordsday was buryed the other twindle of

John Leylands. ax8oo Pegge Suppl. Grose^ Twindles^
twins. Lane. x88a Lane. Gloss., Twindles, twins.

b. atlrib, =TwiN a. 4 b.

1636 W. Sampson ^ow-Breaker Hij, I dream'd my husband,
when he came first a woing, cam i' the liknes of a Kentish
twindle Pippen ; that is, just as if two stones grew together.

Hence Twindle (twinnel) v,, intr, to bring forth

twins: = Twin z/.^ i.

1845 Thornber Penny Stone (1866) 14 Mother Cowburne
has twtnnetled.

Twine (twain), sb.^ {n.) Forms ; i tuijin,

tuuin, tixin, 1-3 twin, 4-5, (7) twyn, 4-7
twyne, (5 tuyne, 6 twhyne, twind), 6- twine.
[OE. twht (also early twi^in) ~ Du. and Flem.
tvnj'n (in Kilian also twejfn)f related to Twine z/.',

and ultimately from the stem of Twi-. Cf. ON.
and Icel. tvinni (Norw, dLtl. tvimu^ Da. tvinde,

dial, twin^ twen^ NFris. twin), Du. tweern, MLG.
twern, MHG. and G. zwirn in the same sense.]

1, Thread or string composed of two or more
yams or strands twisted together ; now spec, string or

strong thread, made of hemp, cotton, or other fibre,

used for sewing coarse materials (as canvas or

sacking), tying packages, netting, and the like

;

with a and//, a piece or kind of this.

In OE, found only as a rendering of L. byssns, bissns,

prob. through association of this with bis twice. In mod.
English use chiefly technical or commercial, but in Scotland
and U. S. common as a general synonym of string,

cjzs Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 54^ Byssum, tuin. a 800
Erfurt Gloss. 138 Byssum, tui^in. cBot K. JV.lvvk.o

Gregory's Past. C. xiv. 83 Da;t hrK?,l..of twispunncnum
twine linenum. Ihid. 87D£Et scyle beon twi3r«ewen twin on
datfm maise/siercl.in. c sooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi. 19 He Wccs
^escrydd mid purpuran & mid twine. <: laoS Lay. 14220
Ncs pe ^»wong noht swit>e brasd, Buten swulc a twines t>ra;d.

1:1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2016 (Ariadne), By a clewe of
twyn [v.r, twynej as he hath gon. .he may returnea-non.
14.. HoccLEVE--^^ beatatn V'irginem 71 His sotil snares,

and cacchyngc twyn. c 14x5 Ir. Arderne*s Treat. Fistula
23 A fourfold J7rcde of silk white or of strong lyne or tuyne.

1481-90 Hovjard Househ. Hks. (Roxb.) 63 Paul for marlyn
twynxvj.d. ctipo Netu Not-br. Mayd2g^ in Hazl. E. P.P.
II. 284 Slietis dene, to lye betwene, made of thred and
twyne. isia-xj Durham Ace, Rolls (Surtees) 106 Pro vj li.

lez sayll twyncxviij'*. 1591 R. D. HyPnerotom. 17b, A
spindle fui of twind. X614G011CBS Lucan vm. 346 A twine.

That slranele may ihis throale of mine. 169s Capt. Smith's

Seaman's Gram. \\, xxxi. 150 The Casts, .must be Armed
about with strong Twine or Card. 1719 Ue Fok Crusoe

(GloI>e) 20 A Parcel of Twine or Thread. Ibid. 578 We had
Twine or Packthread. 1791 Cowpeb Odyss. x. 30 The winds,

..so bound Wi^h silver twine that not a breath escaped.

1806-7 J. Beresfohd Miseries Hum. Life (1826) 111. xii, No
garters, except twine, which you are at last obliged to use.

x8a7 \>. Johnson Ind. Field Sports 42 To these cords a

small twine or silk thread is fixed. 1862 Catal. Internat.

Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3659, Cotton twines run 30 per cent.

longer length than hemp, same weight. 1867 .Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk, S.V., Irish twine or thumb-line, like nettles, is

worked by the fingers from fine yarns drawn from bolt-rope.

1871 C. Gibbon Lack ofGold vi, He had a bundle of twine

between his teeth.

TWINE.
b, transf. andy^-. in various applications.

I5S7 TottelCsMisc. (Arb.) 165 Of her vntrue professed loue
so feole is the twine. 1567 Urant Horace, Epistles 11. i.

G vij, Ourtoyle. .in making of our poems. .By drawing them
so featly forth and with so cleane a twyne. 1503 Markham
Sir R. Grinvile cxxiii, Behold a goddesse shall my lifes

twine breake. 1614 Sylvester BethuUa's Rescue n. 270
That sacred Twine Which Man to Man, and Man to God
doth joyn. 1613 Hieron IVks. I. 595 An holy twine, arti-
ficially made vp. .of three seuerall threeds..for the fastning
of the soule of a Christian to his God. 1667 Dryden Secret
Love HI. i. Destiny.. Spinn's all their fortunes in a silken
twine. 17*8-46 Thomson Spring 210 The dissolving clouds
Form . . thy showery prism ; And . . unfold The various twine
of light, a 1763 Shenstone Elegies xviii. 58 Rob'd in the
Gallic loom's extraneous twine. 1895 Crockett Men of
Moss-Hags XXV. 187 It liketh us to go to our King's court
through the crash of battle rather than through the hank of
the hangman's twine.

2. A twined or twisted object or part. a. A
twining or trailing stem or spray of a plant.

.'579 Spenser Siteph, Cnl. Oct. in My temples, .girt in
girlonds of wild Yuie twine. 1590 — F. Q. i. vi. 14 With an
yuie twine his waste is girt about. 165a Culpepper Eng,
Physic. 35 The root.. with many long twines or branches
growing from it. a 1678 Marvell AppUton Ho. 609 Bind
me, ye woodbines, in your 'twines. I9<^ Blackw. Mag. Oct.

536 Golden clusters from the twine depend.

b. A fold ; a coil ; a convolution ; a twist or turn

in the course of anything.
1600 Fairfax Tasso xvni. c, That glorious ensigne, with

a thousand twines. 1619 MiLTONiVa^/£'/ifj'226Typnon huge
ending in snaky twine. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch. ToRdr.
191 A trayterous .spider in the Twine Of her owne Thred.
18x4 Scott Ld. of Isles vi. xiii, A diadem of gold.. And
clasp'd within its glittering twine Was seen the glove of

Argentine, 1870 E. Peacock Rolf Skirl, I. 22 As full of

twines as a sheep- track.

C. A tangle, knot, snarl. In qnots.yf^.

1865 J. Tho.mson Art \. i, Such subtle knots and twines I

1869 Browning Ring <V Bk. viii. 778 So multiplied were
reasons pro and cc«, Delicate, intertwisted and obscure,

That Law refused loan of a finger-tip To unravel, re-

adjust the hopeless twine.

3. The action or an act of twining, a. An embrace,

a clasping. Now rare or Obs.

i6oa Marston .^«^<7«/V'f Rev. \. iv. Wks. 1856 1. 84 Clipping
the strumpet with luxurious twines. 1607 Beaumont Woman
Hater \\, i. The twyns of Adders, and of Scorpions.. will

seem to me More tickling than those cla.spes, which men
adore. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 301 Aspiring Vines,

Embracing Husband Elms in am'rous twines.
_ 1759 _W.

Mason Caractacus Poems 1830 II. 78 In undulating twine,

The foaming snakes prolific join, a 18^ L. E. Landon
Poems (1844) I. 34 Ihe lattice. . Half hidden by a bridal

twine Of jasmine with the emerald vine.

b. poet, in various applications : sec quots.

1615 Chapman Odyss. x. 306 As she some web wrought; or

her spindles twine She cherisht with her song. x65a
J.

Ramsey in Fletcher's Wild Goose Chase Pref. Verses a ij, Till

to his wairy Center he [sc. the river] hath got By wngling
twines, subtile as Fletcher's plot. x88o Browning Dram.
idyls, Pail i^- Luna 51 Vain each twist and twine Those lithe

limbs try.

O. A turn of fortune, a vicissitude.

1768 Ross Helenore iii. 124 A' that's past By unko twines,

has fa'en sae well.

i-4. asflt^'. Made by twining or twisting; twisted;

spun. Obs, rare. (See also Twine thread.)
15x3 Douglas ^neis iv. x. 102 The god. .biddis smyte the

twyne cabill in tuay. 1583 Durham Wills (Surtees) II. 78, ij

paire of twine roppes.

t b. Of a line: Foiming a spiial; helical.

Obs. rare~\
1551 Recokde Pathw. Knowl. i. Defin., A twine or twist

linc.goeth as a wreyth about some other bodie.

5. altrib, and Comb,, as Ixvine-ball (Ball sbX

10 c), -box, colour, -cord, -maker^ net, netting^

-reel, -tone; tivinc-colourcd, -like, -toned adjs,

;

twine-making, -twisting adjs. and sbs. ; also twine-

binder, a binder which ties the sheaves with

twine (cf. wire- binder)', so Iwine-binding a.;

twine-bush, an Australian shrub, Hakea flexilis,

N.O. ProleacesR {Cent. Diet. 1889, s. v. Naked) ;

twine cloth, fine cotton shirting, calico ; twine-

cutter : see quot. ; twine-grass, the Tufted Vetch

{Vicia CroLiO), or the Hairy Vetch {V. hirsttla) ;

twine-holder, twine-naachiue, + twine-mask-

iuff [cf. Mask sbX\, twine-reeler: see quots.;

twine-spinner, one who spins twine ; so twine-

spinning ; twine-wheel, in a spinning-machine,

a wheel through which the twisting motion is

given. See also Twine thkead.
xWg Pull Mall G. 26 Dec. 5/3 Freethinkers who imagine

themselves able to sound with their penny *twinc-balls the

ocean of immensity, tgo* Sci. A mcr. Supp. zoDec. 2-25^6/3

A practical "twine binder. Ibid., He established *twiiie

binding machines as the grain harvesters of the time. 1907

Westm. Gaz. i Aug, 2/1 In the tinsmiths* shop..*twine-

boxes, boxes for stamping-pads, and similar articles, aie

turned out. 18x5 Roy. Milit. Chron. June Advt., The New
Imperial *Twine Cloth.. for famil]^ use and for Sheeting.

i88a Daily News 3 June 3/1 Lace in the prevalent "twine

colour. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 25 Mar. 3/2 Nile green and
*twine-coloured lace. 17W Steele Sped. No. 444 f 4 A
*Twine-Cord, strained with two Nails at each End, over his

Window. x86x Catal. Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3S00

Twine cord and line. 1875 Knight Diet. Mcch.,*T-wine-
cutler, a blade or knife on a table, stand, or counter, to

cut twine when tying packages. 1744-50 W. Ellis Afod,

Husbamim. VI. 11. 48 (E.D.S.) Wild thetch or "twine-grass.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *TwiHe-ltolder, a box or case to



string. Ibid.

twister.

TWINE.
hoW a ball of twine on a counter. 1817 Coleridge Biog.

Lit. 82 Lank, black, 'twine-like hair. 1875 Knight Diet,

ittck., 'Tviiiu-mackiiu, a spinning-machine for small

hempen or cotton string. 1815 Simond Tour Gt. Brit. 11.

79 .\ number of •twine-makers. 1904 Daily Sctoi 18 May
5 At eleven I started •twine-making. 1615 E. S. Britain s

\

Buss B iij, The 7 deepinges of each net are 10 be sowed,

each to other, alto-ether, with a small thred called, "Twine

Masking. i8sS Poultry ChroH. 11. 574 One tarred •Iwine

Net, 9 feet long, by 9 wide. 1854 Ibid. I. 228 New 'twine

netting. .one yard wide, ijd. per yard. 1858 Slmmonds

Did. Trade, *Ttaiiu.rett, a shop reel or box for holding
i

Ibid., 'Twint-retler, a mule-doubler i a string-

\jn Loud. Gaa. No. 6128/4 Foulk Wyatt,. .•Twine-
\

spinner or Kopemaker. 1896 Daily News 14 Nov. 7/6 A
retired twine spinner. 1808 Pict. London 235 Rope-making

and 'twine-spinning. 1900 /r«/;//.<7<w. 22 Mar. 3/1 Twine-
j

toned lawn.. .To get that 'twine-tone,, .one must either tint

one's white collar with tea or coffee or [etc.]. 1897 Wdj/y

Netvs I June i/i *Twine twisting and polishing mills for

making the yarns into twines and thread. 1884 W. S. B. '

Mi^Laren Xfinninf viii. 159 The driving power comes.,

through all the "twine wheels, to the front roller.

Hence Twi'neless a., cleitittite of twine.

1909 A. Reid Kirriemuir u. 12 They were the laddies'

' strings * in an almost twineless age.

t Twine, •?*•* Obs. nome-wd. [app. f. Twi-

after Tbine (cf. twinity, s.v. Twin a. and i*.).]

Division, separation, disunion.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. n. Ma£ni/. 1338 Th'

Vnity dwels in God, i" th' Fiend the Twine.

+ Twine, app. an error for Tunny.
The form is prob. due to mere copying of a misprint.

1601 Chester Love's M. (1878) 100 Here swimmes the

Shad..The Twine, the Trout, the Scallop, and the Whiting.

(Cf. 1589 Rider Bibl. Sckal. 1724 A fish called a Twinne.

.

Pelantys; ed. 161 7 II. Thinnie; ed. 1640 Thunny.]

Twine (twain), f.l Forms : 4-7 twyne, 4

(9 dial.) tweyne, 4-5 twyn, 6 Sc. tuyn, 6-

twine. Pa. t. and///«. twined ; also /a. t. 6 Sc.

twane
; fa. ppU. 4 twynnen, 6 twon, 7 twone.

See also TwiND !<. [ME. /iffw/*, = WFris. /rowe,

twyttje, Du. iwijnen (in Kilian also tweynen), re-

lated to Twine tb.'^ Cf. Icel., Norw., Sw. tvinna,

Dj. tvineU (NFris. twinne, etc.), and Du. tweernen,

MLG. twemen, MHG. and G. ztvimen (OHG.
twintln), to twist (thread).]

L trans. 1. To twist (two or more strands or

filaments) together so as to form a thread or cord;

to twist (one thread, etc.) with another ; to form

(thread or cord) by twisting or spinning ; to spin

(yarn, etc.) into thread or cord ; also generally, to

combine or make compact by twisting.

CXI75 Lav. 14220 Nas t>e t'wang noht brod Bote ase hit

were a twined fred [c 1205 a twines J^rxdj. 13 . . Caw.fy Gr.

Ktit. 191 pe tayl & his toppyng [were] twynnen of a sute &
botinden bol>e wyth a bande, 1377 Langu P. PI. B.

XVII. 204 To a torche or a tapre )>e trinitee is lykned i As
wex and a weke were twyned \v. rr. tweyned, twynnyd] to-

gideres. 14.. 7'»«</a/«'f K/j.(Wagner)i885Thecordes..were

alle wyth silver twynned {rime shynnedj. 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys (Roxb.) 8 My fatal threcd..Wych lachesys hath

twynyd ful yerys fyfty. c 1470 Henhvson Mor. Fab. vill.

(Preach. Swallow) xxx, His wyfe it span, and twynit [Banti.

lUS. twane] it in to threid. iptj Fitzherb. Husb. § 25

Make a lyttell rope. .and twyne it as harde together bytwen
yourhandesas yecanne, and soo beynge hard twon, ..cut

It. X599 Hakluvt i^oy. II. n. 91 They.,do curiously keame
Iheir tiainty locks, .and, hauing twined and bound them vp,

Ihey couer them with calles. 1681 in New Mills Cloth

Manuf. (S.H.S.) Introd. 86 (Wool) to be carded spunn
twisted and twyned for listing to the cloaths made. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. I. 3^7 Let him.. twine The Sallow

Twigs to tye the slragling Vine. 1803 R. Anderson
Cumberld. Bull. 55,1 mind.at herwlieel,Howshe'dtweyne
(he slow thread. i8« Kingslev It^estw. No I xxv, We'll

twine a double strongnalter for the Captain. 1899 Rider
Haggard Swallow xi. To twine little threads into a rope.

b. Jig.
X4- Beryn 686 pe Nntyngale, His amerous notls, lo, how

he twyneth smale ! [Cf. Out-twine v., quot. a 1400]. 1430-

40 Lydc. Bochas 1. x!.(MS. Bodl. 263) 52/2 Whan Antropas

our l>*uys threed hath twyned. i6xz Two Noble K. 11. u.

70 Our fortunes SVere twyn'd together. 1651 N. Bacon
Disc Govt. Eng. 11. xxvii. (1739) 128 By Oath, which to

make sure, was treble twined. 1670 Dmvden tst Pt, Cong.

Granatia iv. ii, My clue of Life is twin'd with Ozmyn's
Thred. x8a7 Scott Highl. Widow i, If I persisted in

twisting the discourse one way while Donald was twining

it another, I should niake his objection, like a hempen-cord,

. .the tougher. 1833 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Pref. (1865) 236 To
imply and twine with his own identity the griefs and
affectioQS of another. X87X R. H. Hih-ton Ess, (1877) L 77
So closely twined are the threads of human faith and
Kepticbm.

o. trans/. To form by interlacing ; to weave, to

wreathe.
1611 Dravtom Poly-olb. xv. 139 The Naiads, .some dainty

Chaplets twine. X697 Dryden Virg. Mneid vui. 365 A
double wreath Evander twin'd. 1709 Prior Love i^ Friend-
ship ^i ni twine fresh Garlands for Alexb' Brows. x8x7

Moore Lalla R. (1824) 311 Oh I twine that wreath for me
tonight X858 W. T. Matson Armiger iv. Poems 59
Mounung garlands twined of many a bloom Of doleful hue.

d. trans/. To interlace, entwine.

1670 S. Lek in Row's ^Emmanuel* Pref., Pray for the

mantle. of Elijah, for the love of John, and the zeal of

Paul, to twine hands together, a 1701 Maundrell yourn.
yerus., Ritphrates (1732) a Two Syrens .. twining their

fishy Tails together. 1870 Mrs. Riduell Austin Friars
ii. She only sal still, with her fingers twined together, 1880

Blackw. Mag. Feb. stS Rcata..&at twining her fingers

tc>getber in silence.

B84

2. To cause (one thing) to encircle or embrace

another; to twist, wreathe, clasp, or wrap (a thing)

about or around another ; also, to insert (one thing)

in or into another with a twisting or sinuous

movement (iXiofig.).

1:1585 MoNTGOMemE Sonn. viii. o About his temple tuyn

5our laurell leivis with palmis perfytly plet. x6oa Marsion
Antonio's Rev. ii. i. Wks. 1856 I. 89, I have but newly

twone my arme in the curld locks Of snakie vengeance.

1607 Shaks. Cor. IV. v. 112 Let me twine Mine armes about

that body. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 513 I" '"""y

places he insinuates himselfe within the Land by Gulfes

or Bayes, twining his louing armes about some whole

countries. 1617 MoRVSON Itin. 1. 239 Long bracelets of peeces

of gold twined about his arme. 178^ E. Darwin Bot. Card.,

Loves Plants 11. 180 Round the white circlet in relievo bold,

A Serpent twines his scaly length. i8»o W. Irving Sfe/cA

Bk I. 38 [.The Wife") The vine, which has long twined its

fuf-" • "
"" "-" '^ --

twined and threaded into the words of the daily service.

i86j Miss Bkaddon Lady Aiulley xx.\ii. My lady twined

her fingers in her amber curls. 1890 R. Bridges Shorter

Poems C1912) 298, I feel thy being twine Her graces over

me. 1901 Alldridge Slierbro xxi. 220 The stem [of the

pipe), .formed separately by twining a strip of clay round a

thin stick of palm cane.

b. rcjl.

1543 Traheron Vigo'sChirurg. Interpr., Vitis alia . .iwya-

eih It self aboute brambles, wyth hys tendrelles, as a vine

byndeth it selfe to trees. l66l J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy.

Ambass. 10 One end of the rope.. twin'd itself about one of

the Rocks. 1796 Morse Aincr. Geog. I. 220 They (Snakes)

have sometimes twined themselves round the bodies of

children, squeezing them till they die. 1823 Lamb Elia

Ser. II. Poor Relations, Awful ideas, .twined themselves

about his presence. 1852 Robertson Serm. Ser. III. xviL

216 Round which the heart's best affections have twined

themselves.

3. To enfold, wreathe, or encircle (one thing)

7mth another ; also of a plant, wreath, etc. : to

clasp, encircle, enwrap. Aliojig.
1601 Marston Antonio's Rev. in. iiL Wks. 1856 I. m

Maist thou be twined with the softst embrace Of clere

eternitie. I7ia-i4 Pope Rafie Lock in. 161 Let wreaths of

triumph now my temples twine. 1790 W. Wrighte Gro-

tesi/ne Archit. 3 Branches of trees twined round with ivy.

1819 WiEFEN Aonian Hours (1820) 102 The weed of rum
darklv twines Her marble walls. 1848 LyrroN Harold i. i.

Boys,' with their May-gads (peeled willow wands twined

with cowslips). 1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 127

Twilling the bare slem of old tradition with graceful

sentiment.

4. a. To turn (something) about, away, round,

etc. ; to twist or wring. Now dial.

1598 B. JoNSON Ev. Man in Hum. 1. v, O, twine your body

more about, that you may fall to a more sweet, comely,

gentleman-like guard. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xvii. Ivii, From
the waste shore their steps at last they twinde. Ibid.

XX. cxxviii, She shrikes, and twines away her sdeignefull

eies.From his sweete face. ai6si}.'^i^i'-0K 'insw. Perfect

Phansee 12 You wrest and twine the Scriptures. 1901 F. E.

Taylor Folk-Speech S. Lam:. s.v. (E.D.D.), Iv aw catch

him, aw'll twoine his neck reawnd.

b. To get off, or out, by twisting. Now dial.

1600 Fairfax Tasso xi. xliii, He . .from the wound the reed

out twinde, But left the iron in his flesh behinde. 1705 S.

Wesley in Quiller Couch Hetty ll^esley (1913) I. ix. 87 The
iron latch of my door was twined oef. 1885 Ballads tf Poems
Glasgow Club 213 Twine out his lugs, root out his tongue,

II. intr. 5. To wind or twist {about, over, or

round something) ; almost always of a plant : to

grow in a twisting or spiral manner; spec, to

become twisted or wreathed together in growing

;

to grow in spiral convolutions. Also^^.
13.. E.E.Allit.P. B. 1691 Faxefyltered,..^t_schad fro

his schulderes. .& twenty-folde twynande hit to his tos ra^t.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 64 b, It (woodbine) twineth like

a threede or line, about other herbes and fruits. 1591

Shaks. Ven. f, Ad. 873 Some [bushes) twin'd about her

thigh to make her stay. 1647 Crashaw Pancgyr. Dk.
York's Birth 38 For whose manly brow Both laurels twine

into one wreath, a 16^2 J. Smith Sel. Disc. i. 7 Like the

wanton ivy. .it will twine about our judgments and under,

standings. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. viii. 17 Amidst thy

Laurels let this Ivj; twine, a 1748 Thomson Happy Man 9

F'or whom the cooling shade in summer twines. 1810 Scott

Lady o/L. I. xxvi, Where Ellen's hand had taught to twine

The ivy and Idaean vine. 1831 James Phil. Augiistus 1. ii,

A thousand shrubs and flowers twined.. over them. 1875

McLaren Serm. Ser. II. viii. 136 His heart and will twined

. .round the fragments. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Saclis'Bot.

772 Only a few plants twine to the right . . the greater num-
ber twine to the left. 1879 Tennyson Lcruer's T. 1. 128 The
light soul twines and mingles with the growths Of vigorous

early days.

t b. To become entangled or complicated. Obs.

rare.

1658 Osborn Adv. Son Wks. (1673) aso Whilst one is

unraveling, another twines.

(•6. a. Of a weapon; To twist or turnasitle. Obs.

C1400 Rmvland f, Otuel syj pe Sarazene. .hit hym on |>e

hede. ..i^nd nere >>e swerde twynede hade. His life )jer hade

he lefede.

t b. Of timber i To be contorted or irregular m
formation. Obs. rare.

1601 Holland Pliny xvL xxxviiL I. 486 If a man lay his

eare close to one end of a beame or peece of timber, he shall

heare the knocke or pricke that is made but with a penknife

at the other end... By this meanes also a man shall find

when the timber doth twine. Ibid. xvl. xl. 490 llecause it

twineth and casteth not, it is passing good for hinges and

bookus, for sawue bord>, for ledges in dores and gates.

TWINE THREAD.

7. To extend or proceed in a winding manner ; to

bend, incline circuitously ; to wind about, meander;

of a seriient, etc., to crawl sinuously (-also refl.).

1553 (see Twining vbl. sb.\. 1601 Holland Pliny vi. xvii.

I. 124 Streight forth, as farre as to that place where India

beginneth to twine and bend toward the Indian sea. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit., Irel. n. 117 Tlie shore, as it

twineth backe from hence Southerly. 1674 Josselvn Voy.

New Eng. 2 Tlie 28tli we twined into the Downs, c 1710

Celia Kiennes Di^iy (1888) 291 '1 he river runns twineing

.ibout. a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 464, I have been

forced to twist and twine over a great deal more ground

than had otherwise been needful. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. ix,

The snake . . twines himself through the grass. 1857 Gosse
Omphalos ii. 40 Sea-worms twined over the mud. 190a

Bl'CHAn IVatcher by Thrcsliold 267 The little brown river

..twined to the sea. 1913 Daily News 28 Mar. 6 A high-

way., twining through a wilderness,

t b. To turn away. Obs. rare.

1600 Fairfax Tasso xviii. xxxiii, But yet the knight, wise,

warie, not vnkind. Drew foorth his sword and from her care-

lesse twind. 1614 W. Browne Shepherd's Pipe B vj b, He
twyned thence, and home to his countree.

t c. To bend, bow, or sink down. Obs.~^

1600 Fairfax Tasso xx. xliii. Right on the front he gaue

that Ladie kinde A blow, so huge,. .That out of sense and

feeling, downe she twinde. ^

8. To contort the body; to writhe, wriggle,

squirm. Now dial.

l6«6 BuNYAN Grace Ahoumiing % 166 Thus did I wind, and
twine, and shrink under the burthen that was upon me,

1680 V. Alsop MischiefImpos. iiL jg When men are piiKht

with plain Scripture, they use to twist and twine and turn

themselves into all shapes to get out of their streights. 1734

tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 75 The antagonists tumbhng
and twining with each other. 1837 Mrs. Palmer Devonshire

Dial. II. 17 I'd twack thee till I made thee twine like an

angletwitch. 1877 Mrs. M. Trotter Call. Gossip 290 The
wean twining and kicking.

Twine, v:^ &. [Later form of Twin f.l.prob.

by misunderstanding of ambiguous spellings under

the influence of Twine w.lj intr. and tratis. To
separate, part, etc. ; = Twin v.^ in various uses.

It is doubtful whether an inf. twyne is to be assumed for

the ME. examples of the pa. t. twynde cited below ; in other

cases the form is shown by rimes or other evidence to be a

mere variant of Twin f.* The spelling twin'd is ambiguous,

and may represent either twined or twinned.

(c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6305 In fartyes he it twynde,

5it sulde he . . within a while Aboute his nek it fynde. a 1500

New Nut-brown Mmdipi in Hazlitt E. P.P. 111. 13 And
I am twynde Out of his mynde, Ryght as a banysshed man.]

i6ai [see quot. 1567 s.v. "Twin v^ 2 a). 1728 Ramsay Robt,,

Richy, <S- Sandy 57 'Iwin'd of its nourishment it lifeless lay.

1795 Burns Dcstr. Woods Drumlanrig\,'V<"bal ruefu' chance

Has twin'd ye o' your stately trees? ? a 1800 Bob Norice

vi. in Child Ballads C1886) II. 267/2 To twyne him o his

wife. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xviii, 'You and me
must twine ', I said. .

.
' 1 will hardly twine from ye, David,

without some kind of reason for the same ', said Alan. 1894

R. Reiu in Poets of Dumfriesshire x. (1910) 303 Cauld

maun his heart be, twined o' its joys. 1895 Crockett Men
of Moss-Hags 31 What cause is guid that twines a woman
irae her ain man?
Twined (twaind),///. a. [f. Twikep.I + -£d1.]

That has been twined, in various senses of the -verb

;

twisted, plaited, curled, coiled, wreathed, etc.

c 117s [see Twine t>.' j). 1510 Stanbriix;e \ 'ocabula (W.

de W.) Cij, Filum contortum, twyned threde. 1513

Douglas jEneis vli. vii, 88 The round top of tr», Hit with

the twynit quhyp, dois quherle. 1535 Coverdale Judg.
xvi. 9 He brake the roapes in sunder, euen as a twyned

threde l)reaketh, whan it hath catched the heate of the

fyre. 1539 Bible (Great) E-xod. xxvi. 36 An hangynge..

of yelow sylke, purple, scarlet, & white twined silk. 1565

Jewel Rcpl. Harding (ibii) 66 The substance of all that

lie hath alleged hitherto, hangeth only by a twined threed.

1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 35 Off all thir thre hewb
I haif left clewis,..Tuynit and small. 1576 Fleming /'<i«ij>/.

l.pist. 310 One hanges himselfe. .with a twyned haulier.

1611 CoTGR., Espee Roniaine, certaine twined, and retorted

haires on a horse:., by some called, a feather. 1668

CuLPEl'PEK&CoLE A'ar/Zw/. /J«a/. I. xi. 25(lt)spreds itself

upon the Colon like a twined worm. 1799 Hull Advertiser

23 Feb. 3/2, 500 millfuls of twined yarn. 1851 Mrs.
Browning Ccua Guidi Wind. 11. 509 Priestcraft burns out,

the twined linen blazes. 1900 Crockett Black Douglas I

The twined May-pole had not yet been taken down.

Twiner (twsinaj). [f. Twine z^.i + -ek l.]

1. One who or that which twines ; esp. one who
or a machine which twines or spins thread : see

qnot. 1 89 1.

1611 CoTOB., Rctordcur, a twister, twiner; a wresler, a

retorter. 1708 Sewel ii, Twynder, a twiner, throster.

1864 Jeffrey Hist. R oxbur^hsliire IV. ii. 117 In 1810 the

twiner was invented by William Johnstone, Galashiels,

1885 Pall Mall G. 7 Oct. 7/2 I'he Huddersfield operative

cotton twiners, after being out on strike .. resumed work

yesterday. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Twiners,

operative spinners who double yarn which has been spun by

the common spinners.

2. A plant of twining habit.

1830 LiNDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 32 Schizandra is scarcely a

twiner. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. vii. (1880) 198 Plants

liecame twiners, .by the increase of a tendency to slight and

irregular revolving movements. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Bot.

(1892) 405 Twiners are distinguished from proper climbers

by the absence of any special organs, other than the stem

itself for grasping supports.

t Twine thread. Obs. [f. Twine j*.' +

TuKEAi) sb. Cf. Klem. twijndraad (in Kilian

tweyndraed)I\ A twisted or double-spun thread ;

also collectively, cord, twine.

JSJo Palsgk. 283/2 Xwynetbrede, fil reiturs. 1560 Daus
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tr, SUidoM^s Comm. 63 b, A sworde dependynge oner your

neckes by a twhyne threde. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts

(1658) 488 A twine thread will not hold stretching in the

presence (I mean in comparison) of a siilc thread. 1654

Fuller C<?ww. ^mM(i868j i6g, I have seen the twine-thread

ofa cordial friend hold. 1706 K. ^^K^u^li^oodcn World Diss.

(1708) 76 The Boatswain,.. His Bamboo,.. tip'd with simple

Twine-thread.

Twing, sb. Now dial. Also 7 twyng. [Of
obscure origin.] A small red spicier supposed to

be injurious to cattle; cf. Taint sb. C. 3.

1608 TorsELL Serpents (1658) 770 There is to be found in

Harvest-time amoni;st Pease. lieans, and other sorts of pulse,
..certain small Spiders called KantJuindessi Eikela,,oi a
very red and fiery colour, such as we Englishmen call

Twinges, by eating or licking up of which, both Oxen and
other Beasts do many times die. 1658 Rowland MoufcVs
Tkeat. Ins. 1060 Small Phalangia..like to beetles, of a
flame-red colour; such are those the English call Twyngs.
1878 Cumberland Gloss.y Twinge a small scarlet.coloured
insect, said by the superstitious to occasion fatal illness to

cattle.

t Twing, V. : see Twinge p.2

Twinge (twind.:^), sb. Forma : 6 twynge,
twynche, 7 twindge, (twing), 7- twinge, [f.

Twinge vy\
+ L Aa act of tweaking or pinching ; a tweak or

pinch. Also/fg'. Ohs.

1548 Udall Erasin. Par. Luke Prol. 15 Nipped my hert
jilso with a Htell twynge. c 1550 Pryde ff Abuse Wovten
200 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 243 Rubbe a galde horse on thee
backe. And he wy!l kicke and wynset And so wyll wanton
wj-lyons When they have anye snapcr or twynche. 161

1

CoTGB., Strctte^ a pinch, nip, wrinche, twindge, Ibtd.^ Tire^
a..ierke, twan§, twing. ai6a5 Flktcher Nice yalour in.

ii, For the twindge by th' nose, "Tis certainly unsightly.
169a R. L'EsTRANCE /a^/i'j ccxciii. I, 255, I wonder., how
you can Fawn thus upon a Master that gives you so many
Blows, and Twinges by the Ears. [186^ Browning /?//(§' 4-

Bk, IX. 146 Gently thou joggest by a twinge the wit.]

2. A sharp pinching or wringing pain ; often, a
momentary local pain ; esp. applied to that of gout
and rheumatism.
1608 MiDDi.ETON Mad Worldn. vii. You feel as it were a

twinge? i639in f^^rw^yj/irw. (1907) I. sToCrcwell twinges
[of gout]. 1787 WoLCOTT (P. Pindar) fnstr. Laureat Wks.
i8t3 I. 497 'Xhey've felt a pain in all their Toes And often at
the twinges started. 1834 Lady Granville Lett, 21 Mar.
{1894) I. 267 Your. .letter.,soothed and comforted me during
my sharpest twinges [of toothache]. 18*7 Edin. Weekly Jml.
28 Feb., I can agree with Lord Ogleby as to his rheumatisrii
and say, ' There's a twinge '. 1831 Brewster Nat, Magic iii.

(1S33) 48 The account of any person having suffered severe
pain.. produces acute twinges of p;iin in the corresponding
partii of her person, a 1839 Praed /*<«*;« (1864) II. 77 When
the twinge comes shooting through you. 1863 Geo, Eliot
Romola vii, 'I'he gout . . gave him such severe twinges. z88o
L. Stephen Pope iv. 83 Philosophers capable of rheumatic
twinges.

b. traftsf, A ' nip ' of cold, etc.

x888 E. Gerard Land beyond Forest Iv. 360 Alternate
twinges of cold and beat.

8. Jig. A sharp mental pain ; a pang of shame,
remorse, sorrow, or the like ; a prick of conscience

;

in qnot, a 1745, a stimulating prick,

x6u Mabbe tr. Aleman'sGuzmanitAl/.i. 19 Herfeigned
pang^s ceasefd], and those truer ones of loue beganne to
manifest themselues, giuing other kinde of twinges. x68x
Drydkn Spanish Fryar iv. i. The Wickedness of this old
Villain.. gives mca twinge for my own Sin. a>74S Swift
Serm, viii, Wks. 1841 II. 157/2 The poorer sort. .have no
twinges of ambition. 1780 Cowper Fable Talk 425 Con.
science will have twinges now and then. 1800 Wfe.ms
Washington xv. (1877) 223 This could not save poor Jack
from the twinges of envy. 1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine
i68 The sudden clang of a church-bell arrests us, like a
twinge of remorse 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, viii.

(1889) 69 It cost the Vicar some twinges of conscience to
persuade him. 1874 L. Stephen //<7«rr in Library {iZ^^) IL
lii. 91 Burke's politics gave him some severe twinges,

4. A twist, a turn. lit. zndjig. rare,
x86o Holland Miss Gilbert ii. 38 ' Easy !

' exclaimed
Arthur, a half.conteiaptuous twinge in his lip. 1875 J
MoRisoN in Expositor I. 124 Grottus gave the expression
a most unnatural twinge.

6. dial. An earwig.
X790 Grose Provinc. Gloss, (ed. a), Twinge^ or Twitch^ an

earwig. North. x8a8 Craven Gloss. XB63 Mrs. Toogooo
Y'orks. Dial. (MS.).

T'winge (twindg), vy Forms: i twengan
(tweeng-), 3 twenge, 3-4 tuenge, 5 twynch,
7 twindge, 7- twinge. [OE. twengan^ of obscure
etymology ; there is no evidence of connexion with
Continental forms from the stem jnving- denoting
' to constrain, oppress, etc.*]

\. trans. To pinch, wring, tweak, twitch. Also
intr. (quot. 1858), Obs. exc, dial.
c 1000 m Techmer's fnternat. Zeitschr. II. 124/23 Twenge

hine si33an mid J^ara swi^ran handc. /bid. 125/ig Wa:nd
>)iiuie scytefinger adune and twaengc hine mid J>umm twam
fin^rum. a x«$o Owl .y Night. 156 pu hauest clyures swi^e
slronge pu twengest l>ar mid so do\> a tonge. Ibid. 1114
An holeh stoc hwar l?u t>e mist bude pat me ne twenge
>>ine hude. C1305 AV. Dunstan 81 in E. E. P. (1862) 36 pe
deuel he hente bi he nose : He luengdc and schok hire bi l>c
nose. X440 J. Shirley Dethe K. yames fi8i8) 26 The lour-
nientours, .withe hookid ynstrumcntcs of yryne,..pynchid
and twynchid his theghis.his legge«j..and over all his body,
X607 BEAUM0>n' Woman Hater 11. 1, 1 doe use to tear their
hair, to kick them, and twindge their noses, if they be not
careful! in avoiding me. x6xi Beauh. & Fl. King Sf no K,
V. i, Thus twinge your nose, thus kick, thus tread upon you.
1638 A. Leighton Zion^s Plea x, (1842) 195 There are too

many flesh-flies, who . . twinge and bite such as do deal faith-
fully with Princes. 1630 B. Jonson New Inn i. i, To.,
twinge three or four buttons From off my lady's gown. 1678
Butler Hud, iii. r. 1155 Twindging him by th' Ears or
Nose. 1858 KiNGSLKY Winter-Card, in Misc. I. 146 That
flock of long-tailed tit-mice, which were twinging and
pecking about the fir-cones.

2. t To cause to sm.irt or tingle ; to irritate

{obsj) ; to affect (the body or mind) with a twinge

or sharp pain ; to prick (the conscience).

X647 [see twinging below.] x666 Bunyan Grace Ab. § 184

Nothing did twinge my Conscience like this, 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk J^- Seiv. 114 A willingness to be rid of

those gallers that twinge the brain of the stiff maintainor of
this. x686 F. Spence tr. Varillas" Ho. Medicis 431 Leo.,
twing'd him sometimes with severe corrections. 1717 Gay
Fables i. xxxi. 7 As, twing'd with pain, he pensive sits. And
raves, and prays, and swears by fits. 1780 S. }. Pratt
Emma Corbett (ed. 4) II. 71 His old aches would twinge him
a little. X785 E. Perronet Occas. Verses^ Acrostic 203 His
mission.. Like that dumb brute's, that twing'd a prophet's

ear. i8ox Mar. Edgewobth Out 0/ Debt'i, If any of his

father's old notions of economy by chance twinged his

conscience. 1813 Scott Paul's Lett. (1839) 173 The Bishop
of Ghent .. has found his conscience alarmingly twinged,

1893 D- C. Murray Time's Revenges II. xxviii. 208 The old
wound twinged him.

b. intr. To experience a twinge or smart.
X&40 Glapthorne Wit in Constable iv,To have your nose

Twinge if ours' chance to itch, X7S7 E. Perronet Mitre iv.

xiii, Shudder ye sires—twinge ev'ry ear. 1850 Sir A. Agnew
in M<^Crie Mem, viii. (1852) 199 Reflection arising and con-
science twinging. 1868 (see twinging belcw].

Hence Twinging (twi-nd^tr)) vbl. sb.^ and fpi. a.\

also Twlnger (twi'nd^ai), one who or that which
twinges,
x6o8 Day Law Trickes 11. Cji, OneTristella..atwindger,

a meere Horsleach, one that will suck out the braines of his

treasurie. x6ai B. Jonson Gipsies Metam. Wks. (Rtldg.)
655/a There's an old twinger Can shew ye the ginger, 1647
Sprigce Anglia Rediv. Address (1854) p. vii. Twinging con.
vulsions. 1659 Tatham London's Triumph 14 Ginger, That
Nose testing twinger. x68s Bunyan Greatness 0/ Soul
Wks. (ed. Onor) I. 120 Despair, which is the most twinging
stripe of helL x8i6 J, Wilson City of Plague \\, iiL 219
Felt you no little twinging of remorse? 1868 Geo. Eliot
Sp, Gipsy I. (1908) 27, i*ve a twinging knee. 1906 Daily
Chron. 29 Mar. 6/4 How would he wear . . with a twingeing
tooth and an influenza cold?

t Twinge, v:- Obs. rare, [Perh. intended as a
fig. use of prec, but prob, originating in some mis-
understanding of earlier glosses. The strong
pa. pple. twttngen is app. less original than the

weak form twinged^ trans. To oppress, afflict,

persecute. Hence Twinging vbl, sL'-^

a X300 E. E. Psalter xvi. 10 [xvii. 9I Hile mc.Fra face
ofe wicked ^aX twinged me swa. Ibid, xvii. 21 (xviii. 18J
pai forcome me in daie of twinginge. Ibid. xxxvil(ij. 8, I

am twinged, and meked for vnquerte [MS. H. I am meked
and twungen smertj. Ibid. xli. 13 [xlii. 9] Wharfore murned
in I go, Whil J?at twinges me Jie fo?

Twillg[le(twi-rjg'l),». rare. Nov/ dial. [Prob,
imitative!] intr. To twist, twine, wriggle, writhe,
C1645 HowEU. Lett. II. Iv, German mothers., put., into a

cup of Rhenish . .somtimes a little living Eel, which twingling
in the wine while the child is drinking so scares him, that
many com to abhor,.wine all their lives after, 1813 W,
Beattie Fruits Time Parings (1873) ^ A lingle, To swine
the roast ; They had nae jaoc, but this could twingle W?
little cost. x88o W. Comw, Gloss.^ TwingUilQ wriggle ; to
writhe.

Twingle, obs. variant of Twinkle.
Twingle-twangle (twigg'litwse'qgl), [Re-

duplication of Twangle.] a representation of

the continuous sounds of a harp or the like. Also
as vb.

1634 Foao Perkin Warbeck ni. ii, Discord of bells pipes
and tabours Hodgepodge of Scotch and Irish twingle
twangles. xtqx Burns Let. to A. Alison 14 Feb., The
twingle twangle of a Jew's harp.. 1900 Crockett Black
Doitglas -^^y When he had. .finished cocking bis viol and
twingle-twangling it to bis satisfaction.

Turing t^rang (twigitwaeij), rare. [Redupli-
cation of- Twang.] A representation of the sound
of the harp, or other such instrument,
t^t H. Walpole Let. to C*tess Axlesbury. 20 July, All the

guitars are untuned;, .she must take some David or other to
teach her the new twing twang, twing twing twang. 176s
Sterne Tr. Shandy \. xv, Ptr...r..r. -ing,—twing,—twang,
—prut,—trul J 'tis a cursed bad fiddle. 1800-x Southey
Thalaba Pref. to ed. 4, The regular Jew's harp twing-twang,
of what has been foolishly called heroic measure.

Twining (twai-nirj), vbl. sb. [f. Twine w.l +
-INQ '.] The action of the verb Twine; twisting,

spinning, winding, embracing, writhing.

X398 Trevisa Bartk. De P, R. xvii. cxUiliJ. (Bodl.

MS.) If. 227 b/i Smal [wej>ies] . . bel> made stronge wij»

. . windinge as J^rede is w* twynynge. c X440 Promp,
Parv.so$h Twynynge (or wyn(d)yngej of threde. .), toriura.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) loi A priuie twinyng, or close

crepyng in, to win fauour.., called insinuation, a 1639
Webster Appius ff Virginia iv. ii. The rude twinings of a
lecherous judge, a 1703 Pomfret Poet. Wks. (1833) 21 Love
to one centre every twining brought. 1841 Emerson Lect.^

Man the A'tf 'J'rw/tfr Wks. (Bohn) II. 238 Inextricable seem
to be the twinings and tendrils of this evil. 187a G. B.

Cheever Led. Pilp'. Progr. ii, 44 The twinings and
wrestlings, the strivings and agonies of Runyan's spirit. 1875
Bennett & iy\v.9. Saclis's Bot. 772 The Twining of Climbing
Plants. . . Twining is a consequence of unequal growth, of a
revolving nutation.
attrib. 1648 Hexuam 11, Een Twern o/te tzvi/ii-molen, a

Twiniung-inill,

Twining (twsi'nig), ppl, a, [f. as prec. +
-ING^.] That twines, in various senses; twisting,
winding, coiling, writhing, etc. ; spec, of a plant

:

growing spirall)r round a support.
a 1593 Marlowe in Eng. Parnassus (1600) 480 The Eglan-

tine and Rose.. As kind companions in one union grows,
Folding their twining armes. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. i.

8 The twining tendrils of the Vine. 1669 Penn No Cross
vii. § 4 A Crooked, Twining, Twisting Serpent. 1733
SoMERviLLE Chase IV. 153 Spare not thou The twining whip,
but ply his bleeding Sides. 1824 Miss L. M, Hawkins
Annaline II. 213 The thick forest [was] decorated with
twining plants, 1861 Bentley Man. Bot.(i%jQ) 100 If such
stems twist round other bodies in a spiral manner they are
said to be twining.

Hence Twi-nlngly adv.^ in a twining manner.
X73X Bailey, Twiningly, twistingly.

Twink (twiijk), sb.^ Forms: 5 twynk, 5-6
twynke, 6-7 twinke, 7 twinck(o, 7 twinoh,
6- twink. [f, TwiNK z/.i]

1. A winking of the eye ; transf. the time taken
by this ; a twinkling ; now always in phrase in a
Hvink ; formerly a/, ?«, with {a or the^ twink of
an eye ; also with a twink ; in (he twink of a bed-

stick-, cf. Bedstaff.
X4 . . Cov, Corp. Chr. Plays i. ^06 Myne enmyis to vanquese

..And with a twynke of myn lee not won to be lafte alyve,
X47X Ripley Covtp. Alch. Pref. ii. in Ashm. Theatr, Chem.
Brit. (1652) 127 In twynke of an Eye most sodenly. 1556 J,
Heywood Spider ^ P'. Iii. A a iv. (heading), Wherat with
twynke of an iye (as it were) the head spider, .hath builded
a strong castell in that copweb. Ibid. xci. Ooiv b. Change
(by chance) brought him (at twinke of an iye) From twig top
ofthe tree, at the rote to lie. X56X Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc
IV. ii. (Shaks. Soc.) 142 A pereles prince . . Euen with a twinke
a censeles stocke I sawe. 1596 Shaks. Tain. Shr. 11. i. 312
Kisse on ki^e Shee vi'd so fast, protesting oath on oath,
That in a twinke she won me to her loue. 1607 R. C[akew]
tr. Estienne's World 0/ Wonders i. xxiv. 194 The poore
gentlewoman . , speaking not a word, gaue him a twinch with
a weeping eye. 1715 Nelson tr. d Kempis' Chr, ExefX.
III. XXV. 173 As lightning in the Twink of an eye, so do aJI

the Kingdoms and Times of the World pass away, 1754
Shebbeare Matrimony (1766) II. 121 I'll cut it less in a
Twink. X7S6 Toldervy Hist. 2 Orphans I. 71, I can tell

you in the twink of abedstick. X833 Nyren Yng. Cricketer's
Tutor {igo-i) 93 Theconfident old oowler,. thought to settle

his business in a twink. 1898 Watts-Dunton Aylwin in.

i, She's got the real witch's eye, and can do you a mischief
in a twink, if she likes, xgoa Barbie Little White Bird
xiii. 135 Night passes in a twink.
trans/. 1904 R. J, Farrer Garden Asia 276 With the

merest twink of some nerve, sending prone his brawny
opponent.

2. A twinkle or sparkle, rare.

1830 [implied in tivinkless : see below]. 1870 J. W,
BouLDiNG Catalina 8 Saw ye not a strange twink in her eye ?

Hence Twl'nkless a., without a twink or twinkle.

1830 R. Montgomery Satan il. 121 When weary stars

grow twinkless, and depart.

Twink (twiqk), sb,'^ [Echoic; cf. PiNK sb,^^

Spink sb.^ i.] A local name for the chaffinch.

1816 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool. IX. n. 444 It [Chaffinch]
is called by various names in this country, such as.. Horse-
finch, Pink, Twink, Spink, &c. 18*9 [see Pink sb.^\ x88x
Miss } kq.v.s,o^ Shropsh, Word-bk., Twink, the Chaffinch.

Twink (twiqlc), z/,1 Forms: see Twink sb.^

mK,tzvinken{f=i MHG. a.ndG, zwinken to -wink)

^

repr. the simple stem from which Twinkle t/.l is

formed.]

+ 1. intr. To wink, to blink, Obs.

c 1400 Gamelyn 453 Whan I twynke [v. r, twynk] on the,

loke for to goon, £:x44o Promp. Parv. 505/2 Twynkyn,
wythe the cye..,conniveo. 1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-troth

262 Some winke, some twinke, some blinke, some stare,

rt i6sa Bbome Covent-Garden iii. i, Wks. 1873 II. 47, I will

. .set mine eye against his, that he s^hall not twink, but I'le

perceive it, x68x W. Robertson Phrased. Gen. (1693) 567
To wink or twink with the eye, nictare,

2. To twinkle, sparkle,

X637 N. Whiting Albino <5- Bellama 3 The curled tapers

of the Firmament Did cease to twinke. 1795 Cicely o/Raby
I. 195 The last star had twinked in the west, ere we had
gonehalf our journey. X856 Aibd Poet. /f^^j. 194 The wings
of birds Twink with illumination. 1884 Browning y^fw/iM/;,

Cherries 80 Like yon blue twinkle, twinks thine eye, my
Love. 1896 C. K. Paul tr. Huysman's En Route iv. 54
Durtal faintly saw. .stars twinking in the air.

Hence TwiTiking vbt, sb,

X519 HoRMAN Vulg, 27 Ouermoche twyngynge \sic\ of the

yie betoketh vnstedlastnesse. x6a7 May Lucan vr. 863 'J'he

eyes with twincking hard Are op'd.

Twink (twink), v.^ ? Obs. rare. [Echoic ; cf.

TiNK, TwANK.j intr. To make a light clear

abrupt ringing sound ; to clink, chink. Also of

a bird {intr. and trans.)^ to utter, or utter with, a

shrill metallic note.

a isag Skelton Col. Cloute 493 And wrest vp my harpe
With sharpe twynkyng trebelles, Agaynst alt suche rebelles.

\6is Chapman Odyss. xxi. 548 A swallow.. Twinks out her
scatter 'd voice in accents shrill. X674 Flavel Medit. Birds
ii. in Husb. Spiritualized App. 238 A whole quire of Birds

chirping and twinking together.

Twink, v.'^ Now dial. [Of obscure origin

:

cf. TwANK jf.] trans. To chastise. Hence
Twiuka'tlon {jionce-wd.).

X747 Eliz. Carter Lett. (1808) 132^ I have been called

away ten times, and shall be twinked if I do not leave you.

1748 Ibid. 164, I,. wrote a twinkation to Mr. Richardson
about it, to which I received so civil an answer that I knew
not how to be angry. xSga Hkwett Peas, Sp. Devon 13S

ril twink thee purty tight vur that, sure's a gun I



TWINKLE.

Twinkle (twi-gk'l), sb. Forms: see Twinkle
p.l [f. Twinkle v,^'\

1. A winking of the eye ; a wink, blink ; also, a
momentary glance (in quot. 1593, of the mind);
cf. Blink sb:^ 2, ? Obs,

1548 Thomas Ital, Gram. (1567), CtHnarv, a nodde or
twyncle with the eye. 1503 Q. Eliz. tr. Bo^ihius v. pr. iv.

iia Vnderslanding.. orderly by one twynkell of the mynde,
all oueriookith. 1^94 Spknseh Amoretti xvi, One of those
archers. . Ayming his arrow, .suddenly, with twincle of her
eye, The Damzetl broke his misintended dart. 1660 tr.

Antyraldus' Treat, cone. /Ce/i^. 11. i. 143, I do not conceive
an honest man can consent so much as with one twinkle
of his eye to such abominations. 1709 Sterle Tatter
No. aaFi Her true Lover,, .his Heart. .waitingforasecond
Twincle of her Eye. 1818 Scott Iht, Miiii. xiv. An occa-

sional convulsive sigh, or twinkle of the eyelid.

b. iransf. A slight tremulous movement ; a

twitch, a flicker, a quiver.

1733 Cheyns Ens, Malady ii. xiiL S 1,(1734) 246 Now and
then an uncertain Twitch or Twinkle in the Pulse. i86s

Carlvle Fredk. Ct. xi. ix. (1872) IV. 106 The slightest

twinkle of Fleury's eyelashes would be duly speeded to

Voltaire.

2. The time it takes to wink; = Twinkling
vbl. sbA 3 ; now only in phrase in a twinkle^ in the

twinkle ofan eye.

ci59a Marlowe Jew of Malta iv. iv, Vanish, and return

in a twinkle. 1644 DiGBvTVa/, Soulx. §8. 429 That twinkle
or moment, in which she becometh an. .inhabitant of the
next world, 1679 Dryden Troilus Sf Cr. in. ii. Hast not
slept to night ? wou'd a not (a naughty Man) let it sleep one
twmkle? 1681 Ot\vay Soldier*s Fort. iv. i, I'll. .be with
you in a Twinkle. 1903 Pilot 17 Oct. 373/1 The reduction

of the military service to two years, .ought to be done ill a
twinkle. 1905 Elinor Glyn Viciss. Evangeline 166 In the
twinkle of an eye we were rolling., to Willis's.

3. An intermittent or transient shining ; a sparkle,

a scintillation ; also, a faint or momentary gleam
;

a glimmer.
1663 J.

Heath En^. Chron. (1691) 76 The King,. caused
the '1 winkles of his Eyes to be put out. .by burning Glasses.

1718 PorK Lei, to Lady M. IK Monttipt 1 Sept., In the
very twinkle of one eye of it [your body] there is more wit,..

than [etc.]. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. i. 617 He had a
roguish twinkle in his eye. 18x8 Sc0TT^i>3ff(y xvii, Asthe
benighted sailor descries the first distant twinkle ofthe li^ht-

boQse which marks his course. 1815 — Talism. iii, A
twinkle in the star of thy nativity, which promises for thee
something that is good and gracious. 1858 Carlvle Fredk.
Gt, III. i. (1872) I. 141 A certain twinkle of mirth in tlie

serious eyes, i860 Mavhew Upper Rhine \. § i. 15 Nor is

it possible to catch sight of even so much as a twinkle of
the fire.

b. transf. andy?^.
1864 Burton .9£-(7^/^(^r. II. ii. 169 The broad accent., and its

sly twinkles of humour. 1885 G. Meredith Diana xxxiii,

Was there a twinkle of probability in the story? 1893 L. S.

Kevser in Chicago Advance 3 Aug., The twinkle of wings,
the twitter of voices.

Twinkle (twi-qk'l), T'.l Forms: i twinclian,
4-6 twinkel, twynkle, twyncle, (4 twyngle,
Sc, twinkil, 4-5 twynkel, 5 -kele, -kyl, 5-6 Sc.

-kil, 6 -kell, twinckel), 4-S twincle, 5-8
twinckle, (twingle\ 4- twinkle. [OE. iwin-
clian^ freq. oi*twin€an: seeTwiNK r^.land-LE 3.]

1. irttr. To shine with rapidly intermittent light

;

to emit tremulous radiance ; to sparkle ; to glitter;

+ to shine dimly, to glimmer ; to flicker (pbs.).

c888 K. tElpreo Boetk. xxxv, § 3 Ic hire [the door] gra-
pode ymbutan ^jet 3e ic l>aet lytle leoht jeseah twinclian.
C897 — Gregory's Past. C. xiv. 86 Se spearca 5ara godra
weorca, J?e her twinclad [v.r, tuinclaS] beforan monnum.
1:1386 Chaucer Prol.^iSj Hise eyen twynkled..As doon the
sterres in the frosty nyght. 1433 Jas. I Kingis Q, i, Heigh
In the hevynnis figure circulere The rody sterres twynklyng
as the fyre. x55x Rrcoroe Cast. Knowl. (1556) 8 The
Fixed starres doo twinkle, and not the Planetes. 1582
Stamyhurst /Eneis 11. (Arb.) 69 Thee twylight twinckled
IL. consumta iiocte], 1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magic xiii. 306
When the Iron is sparkling red hot. .that it twinkles. 1678
Cudworth Intel/. Syst. i. L § 37. 46 The Flame of a new
lighted Candle is [not] the same with that Flame that
twinkles last in the socket. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol x,

145 His single Eye Twinkles with Joy. 1784 Cowper
Task VI. 251 The green blade that twinkles in the sun. 1818
Scott Rch Roy i, The tear twinkled in his dark eye. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 364 A solitary light which
twinkled through the darkness, 1863 VV. C. Baldwin Afr.
Hunting \\\. 283 His large black diamond eyes.. used to
twinkle like stars.

trans/. 1850 Kisgslev Alt. Locke xxiv, He twinkled, and
winked, and chuckled. 1871* M. Legrand' Crt;«^r. /WMw/.
xvii, A smile twinkled in hi-; eyes. Z889 Barrie Windotv
in Thrums xix. 177 Jess twinkled gleefully over tales of
sweethearting.

b. trans. To emit (radiance, flilshes, or beams)
rapidly and intermittently; to communicate (a
message or signal) in this way.
«i^7 Surrey Parapkr. Ps. viii. Wks. (181 85 Thou

mad St. .each one of the wand'ring stars to twinkle sparkles !

bright. 1631 J, Havward tr. BiondCs Eromena 185 The
\

minde-.twrnkled forth sparkles that argued great flames of
excellencies. 18570. Meredith /*a>-/«<i viii. 134 A broad fire !

that twinkled branchy beams through an east hill-orchard.
iB^ .Mrs. Dvan All in a Man's K. (1899) 162 Not one
bright star to twinkle hope and light to him. 1899 Westm.
Gaz. 4 Aug. 7/3 The challenge-word . . was twinkled . . by the
luminous dots and dashes from her masthead,

t C. To vary in twinkling. Obs, rare^K
1665 HooKK Microgr. Iviii. 218 The Starrs neer the

Horizon, are twinkled with several colours.
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d. poet. To guide or light to some place by
twinkling.
1690 Drvden Don Sebastian iv. i, The star of love That

twinkles you to fair Almeyda's bed. 1818 Keats Endyniion
IV. 719 Those eyes.. Shall be my grief, or twinkle me to

pleasure.

2. intr. To close and open the eye or eyes

quickly (voluntarily or involuntarily) ; to make a

signal by this means; to wink, blink ; also said of

the eye or eyes. Obs. or arch.
a 1300 [see Twinkling vbi, sb.^ 2]. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth.

II. pr. iii. 26 (Camb. MS.} She hath now twyncled \v,r,

twynkeled] fyrst vp on the with wyckede eye. ^1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints xxviii. {Margarcte) 595, ik ))is nierwale alsone

cane be As man mycht twinkil with his e. 1381 Wvclif
PriW, vi. 13 He twincleth [1388 bekeneth] with the e^en.

c 1440 Bone Flor. 1750 He twynkylde wyth hys eye, As who
seyth, holde the stylle. 1513 Douglas yStieis iv. xii. 96
With ene rolling, and twynkilTing wp full fane, Assayis scho
to spy the hevinis lycht. 1608 Top.sell Serpents (1653) ^84
They have but one eye-lid, and that groweth from the

neather part of the cheek, which by reason of their eyes
never twinckleth. a i6a5 Fletcher Woman Pleas'd iv, i,

I saw the wench that twtr'd and twinkled at thee The other
day, 1653 R.Sanders Physiogn. 173 Beware of those wiio,

when they speak to thee, twinkle. 1686 Lond, Gaz. No.
2103/4 He is .ibout 17 years old, ..near sighted, twinkling

with his eyes. 17S3 Richardson Grandison (1754) II. x.64
We hemm'd, handkerchiefil, twinkled. 1771 Test Filial
Duty I. 128 He did so simper and twinckle, and was so
gallant, that [etc.]. 1784 R. Bage Barham Doivns II. 309
The old Justice twinkles, hems, coughs, and chuckles. 1815
Scott Guy M. Iv, He was observed to twinkle wiih his eye-
lids. 1815— Betrothed xxxi, Ere an eye could twinkle, his

right knee was on the croupe of the Constable's horse.

b. trans, with the eyes, eyelids, etc., as obj.

XS91 Percivall Sp. Dict.t Parpadear, to twinkle the
eies. 1846 Landor Imag. Conv., Pope Leo xii <5- Gigi Wks.
1.347/1 Her little kid ran after the soldier, .twinkling its

ears and rubbing them between its legs. 1851 Hawthorne
Ho. Sev. Gables xiv, Phoebe took leave of the desolate

couple;, .twinkling her eyelids to shake off a dewdrop.

3. intr» To move to and fro, or in and out, with

rapid alternation ; to appear and disappear in quick
succession; to flutter, flit, flicker.

In quot. 1799-1805 said of a space filled with moving
objects ; in quot. 1849 trans, (cf. 2 b).

1616 [see Twinkling ///. a. 2]. X64S in P. H. Hore Hist.
JVe.r/brd iigoo) I. 303 A man might see them through the
smoake of the gunpowder run twinckling like the moates in

the sun. 1799-1805 Wordsw. Prelude vu. 691 The open space
..twinkles, is alive With heads. 1849 Saxk Poeius, Rape
Lock xix, [She] twinkled a foot in the polka's twirl. 185a
M. W. Savage R. Medlicott v. ii, I love to see the fans
fluttering, the ankles twinkling, the bouquets waving. 1863
KiNGSLEV Water Bab. i. 39 Her feet twinkled past each
other so fast, that you could not see which was foremost.

Twinkle (twi-gk'i), v.'^ rare. Forms : 4
twynkel, 6 twynkle, 6- twinkle. [Echoic ; cf.

Tinkle z/.i] intr. = Tinkle z^.i 2, 3. Hence
Twi'nkling vbl. sb.

13.. K. Alts. 2572 Mury is the twynkelyng [Laud A^S,
touchyng] of the harpour. 15*3 Skelton Garl. Laurel 687
There Cintheus sat twynklyng vpon liis harpe stringis. 1575
Laneha.m Lei. (1871)61 My wanton warblz, my running, my
tyming, my tuning, and my twynkling. 1683 Pettus Fleia
Min, I. {1686) 48 When the Grains of such two tryals have
twinkled, fresh and clean, then take the Copper out of the
oven. 1907 H. Wvndham Flare of Footlights \, An electric
bell twinkled warningly.., and there was a general move
towards the stalls and circle.

Twinkledum (t\vi-i)k'ld^m). An imitation of

the sound of the guitar.

1681 Dhvden Spanish Fryar i. ii, A Serenade of Twinckle-
dum Twinckledum under my Windows.

Twinkler (twi-ijkbi). [f. Twinkle vy + -er 1.]

One who or that which twinkles.

1 1. One who winks ; a winker. Obs. rare~^.
X38a Wvclif Ecclus. xxvii. 25 The twynclere with the eje

forgeth wicke thingus.

2. Anything which emits intermittent, transient,

or faint radiance ; sometimes applied to eyes.

1591 Sylvester bu Bartas i. iv. 574 The Hoasti; of
th' upper Twinklers bright. 1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes
II. v. 56 His Dulcinea's twinclers enlarged to the full breadth
df Queen Proserpines sawcers. 1708 Mrs. Centlivre Busie
Body V. i, A consenting Look with those pretty Twinklers.
174^ Richardson Clarissa I. xxvii. 170 Such a sun in a
family where there are none but faint twinklers. x8oa Mrs.
E. Parsons Afyst. Visit I. 18 The small ^twinkler held by
the servant, .is perfectly sufficient. i8x3'Shellev Q. Mab
ix. 223 Such tiny twinklers as the planet orbs. 1837 Mar.
ryat Dog-fiend xvii. He plased. .and not be staring at me,
following me up and down, .with those twinklers of yours.
1868 LocKVER Guillemin's Heavens xvii. 244 Enceladus,
and coy Mimas, faintest of twinklers, are caught by
Herschel's giant mirrors.

Twinkling (twi'rjklir)), vbl, sb^ [f. TwiNKLE
vy + -iNG J.] The action of. Twinkle vy
1. The action of shining with tremulous or faint

radiance; scintillation; t glimmering. Ki%Q transf.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxxvii. (Bodl. MS.)
If. 174 b/2 In twinkelinge and in lijt [electrum] schyne^j more
clere ban o^ter metal. 1477 Norton Ord.Alch. v. in Ashm.
Theatr. Chem. Brit. (1652) 64 Twinckling and glittering as
in Magnetia is. 1551 Recorde Cast. Knoivl. (1556) 8 Many
men do make a difference of them by twinkelinge, affirming
that the Fixed starres doo twinkle, and not the Planetes.

163s Swan Spec M. vii. § 3 (1643) 325 The twinkling of the
starres is the vibration or trembling of their light. 1796
Mouse Anier. Geog. 1. 36 There is only a dim twinkling of
twilight for an hour or two in the middle of the day. 1806

TWINKLIWa.
Wordsw. Sonn., To Sleep, O gentle Sleep ! do they belong

to thee. These twinklings of oblivion ? 1815 Scott Guy M.
xxvi. These [salmon] the party in the boat detected by the

slightest indications; the twinkling of a fin, the rising of an
air-bell. 1853 Hebschel Pop. Led. .S"<:.vii. § 117 (1873) 336
The twinkling or scintillation of the^ stars partakes., of the
nature of a phenomenon of diflfraction. 1879 Butcher &
Lang Odyssey viii. 123 Odysseus gazed at the twinklings of
the feet

2. The action or an act of winking ; nictitation
;

^\^o_fig. Obs. exc. as in 3.

a 1300 in Minor Poems fr, Vernon MS. (E.E.T.S.) 519/1
poru? twinklingues of heore ey5en Heore soutes beon alle

for lore. 1398 I revisa Barth. Dc P, R. xi. xv. (Bodl. MS.)
if. 1 1 1 1^2 Li^tnynge . . comeJ> oute of his moder as ]>e twinke-
linge of an y5e. CI440 Promp. Parv. 505/2 Twynkelynge,
of the eye, conniventia. 1530 Pal„scr, 283/2 Twynclyng of
an eye, cilement, din doeil. i6ox Holland Pliny xxxii. x,

An ague . . accompanied with head-ach and much twinkling or
inordinat palpitation of the eyes. 1609 Bible (Douay) Isa.

iii. 16 The daughters of Sion..have walked with stretched
out necke, and went with twinglings of eies. X63S Lithcow
Trav. X. 458 Being euery second or third day attended with
the twinckling of an eye, and my sustenance agreeable to

my attendance, my body grew exceeding debile and infirme.

1&49 Jer, Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Disc. ix. 122 The first

motions, ., the twincklings of the eye as the Philosophers
call them. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1692) 145 The Eyes in

squinting, the Eye-lids in twinkling. 1800 Wellington in

Gurw. Desp. {1837) I. 252 He can extricate himself by the
twinkling of an eye if he wishes it. i8as-7 Good Study
Med. (1829) IV. 462 Twinkling or winking of the eyes is

performed every minute without our thinking of it.

3. The time taken in winking the eye ; a very brief

period ; a moment, an instant. Chiefly in phrases

:

see b, c, d.

1303 fsee b.]. C1374 Chaucer ComPl. Mars 222 Her loy
..Ne lasteth not the twynkelyng of an eye. 1535 Cover*
DALE Ps. xxix. [xxx.] 5 His wrath endureth but the twinck.
linge of an eye. 1557 Traheron Expos. John \. H j b. He
shewed not him selfe the twinckling ofan eye, and so vanished
awaie. 1644 Dicby Nat. Soul ix. § jo. 421 He scorneth for

this litle twinckling of his life, to take any present paines..

to auoyde being ill. 1841 Lane Arab. Ats. I. ii. 114, 1 will

never quit thee for the twinkling of an eye.

b. /u the twinkling of an eye-, in an instant

;

formerly also f in (a), with {a or the) twinkling of
an eye (in quot. 1390 ofa look) {obs.).

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synue 9179 Yn twynkelyng of an
ye, Vn.to ]>e cherche gun |>ey fiye. a 1310 in Wright Lyric
P. xxxvii. 106 In a twynglyng of an e3e. aiuo Hampole
Psalter Ixxii. 19 In J>e twinkeling of an eigh pai fal downe.
a 1380 Minor Poems/r. Vernon MS. (E.E.T.S.) 673 Wi^ a
twynklyng of an eJge. 1390 Gower Conf. 1. 144 In a twink-
linge of a lok His mannes forme a^ein he tok. 1483 Caxton
Cato E v b, In the twynklyng of an eye. c 1489— Sounes of
Aymon xxviii. 588 The corps, .was broughte in to the carte

agayne wyth the twynkelingof an eye. 1508 Dunbar Gold,
Targe 235 In twynkling of ane eye to schip thai went. 1567
Gude

<S-
Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 27 With twingling \v. r. twinkling]

of ane eye anone, God sail the tak. 1599 Hakluvt Vt^,
(1903) IV.250I11 the very twinckling of an eye, both shippe
and men were all cast away. 179a Burke Corr. (1844) iV.
II This clergy would lose,.. in the twinkling of an eye, the
little remains of influence which they yet retain. 1847
L. HiiNT Men^ IVomen, <y B. II. iv. 52 A book, a picture,

a memory, puts us, in the twinkling of an eye, in the midst
of the most enchanting solitudes. 1904 Times 7 Sept. 7/4
Events . . transformed Japan . . in the twinkling of an eye
. .into a modern State.

c. /n a twinkling (f at a, in the twinkling).

xs8a Stanvhurst ^neis i. (Arb.) 22 At a twinckling thee

swelling surges he calmed, 1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. i. L
in Bullen O. PI. IV, Heere and there in the twinckling.

x6io B. JoNSON Alch. v, v. An old Hargubuzier.. Could
prime his poulder, and give fire and hit, All in a twinckling.

1673DRVDEN Mar-r.a la Mode ii. i, I'll. .be with you again
in a twinkling. i76o-7a H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) III.

151 The liquor was out of sight in a twinkling. 1807 W.
Irving ^a/;«<z^. xiii. (182^) 224 The stoutest line-of-battle ship

..may be..decomposed in a twinkling. 1883 E. Pennell-
Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 182 In a twinkling the pack
is half a field away.

d. With (usually humorous) substitution : see

quots.

x66o, 1676 [see Bedstaff]. 1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus
Ridens 150.40(1713) 11. g This Letter would alone have
done it in the twinkling of a Broomstick. 1695 Concrevb
Love for L. 11. v, I have known an astrologer made a
cuckold in the twinkling of a star, n 1704 T. Brown /?(?-

clam. Adverts Wks. 1730 I. 40 All Thessaly had in the
twinkling of a Shoeing-horn been certainly undermin'd by
Lobsters. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No.,'57. 2 2 I'll do it in the

twinkling of a BedstafT. 1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 718 He went
off in the twinkling of a bed post. i83j Ibid. IX. 134 In the

twinkling of a fan. 1853 Reade Peg Wojf, iv. 106 You
can. .master a play in the twinkling of a tea-cup.

4. attrib.

cz6jo Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 68 In a twinkling
trice To goe to work.

Twinkling, vbL sb.^: see Twinkle v.^

Twinkling^ (twi-qklii)), ///. a. [f. Twinkle
vy + -ING 2.] That twinkles.

1. Shming tremulously (or f faintly) ; sparkling,

scintillating; + glimmering; flickering ((7^j.).

1508 DuNHAR Gold. Targe 31 All the lake as lamp did leme
of licht, Quhilk schadovit all about wyth twynkling glemis.

1567 Satir. Poems Refortn. iii. 58 Browis brent and twinkland
Cristell eine. 1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. 11. vi. g At first I did
adore a twinkling .Starre. 1683 Norris Poems (ed. Gros.art)

58 Some twinklinjj stars give feeble light 1765 Beattik
Judgm. Paris cxvi, Till the morn Spangle with twinklivg
dew the flowery waste. 1821-30 Ld. Cqckburn Mem. iv.

(1874) igi A bulky man with., twinkling eyes. 1899 Scorr .

Anne of G. xviii, The windows exhibit»i here and there a
twinkhng gleam.



TWINKLINGLY.
2. transf. Appearing and disappearing with rapid

flltemalion
;
producing an effect as of tremulous

light by rapid vibratory movement; tremulous,

fluttering, quivering. Also^^.
x6i6 Capt, Smith Dcscr. Nciv Rng. 29 The twinkling

mountaine of Aucociso. 1791 Cowper Odyss. viii. 324
Ulysses wonder-fixt, The ceaseless play of twinkling feet

admired. 18x4 Southev Roderick xvi. 11 The lark..On
twinkling pinions poised. x8i6 Chalmers Let. in Life (1851)

II. 41 We were looking back on the twinkling rapidity of
the months and the weeks which have already gone, 1889
Gregory Smith Fra Angelica^ etc. (ed, 2) 90 The little

twinkling feet which sped so fast and free.

f 3. Winking, blinking. Obs.

1740 SoMEHviLLE Hobhinol in. 201 To point the holy
Leer, by just Degrees To close the twingting Eye. 1741
Richardson Pamela III. 332, I often endeavoured, by a
twinkling Motionj to disperse the gathering Water, before it

had formed itself into Drops too big to be restrained.

4. Comh.j as tzviukling-eyed, -footed tiA]%.

1871 HowELi-s Wedd. Joum. (1892) 308 Devotees of the
twinkling-footed burlesque .. living the life of strolling

f>layers. 1904 Daily Chron, 13 July 8/2 A sunburnt, healthy-
ooking twinkling-eyed scamp of thirteen years.

IlenceTwl'nkUnfflyaf/j'.,in a twinkling manner.
156* T' Norton CalvitCs Inst. 11. 143 They shewed it.,

twincklingly shining a farre of. 1657 J. Skkgkant Schism
Dispachi 528 This Authority of the Pope in England
twinklingly went out and in again. 1850 Chamb. Jml.
XIV. 16 The glittering grains .. leapt twinklingly.

Twlnkly (twi-gkli), a. [f. Twinkle sb, or v.^

+ -Y.] Characterized by twinkling,
1884 JjV, yaiftes's Gaz. 21 June 5/1 The most twinkly star

of contemporary journalism. 1903 Daily Record ^ Mail
5 Aug. 4 A twinkly humour about the lips.

t Twinkum twa-nkum. Obs. rare. A re-

frain of a song, expressing careless jollity.

17*8 Gay Polly 1. Air x. (1777) 23 Old oaks can defy the
thunder's roar, And I can stand woman's tongue—that's

more. With a twinkum, twankum, &c.

t Twinlepi, «. Obs.rare-^, [f, TWIN «., after

Onlepy.] Twufold, double.
a 1400-50 A lexander 50 1 3 t>tis be t winlepi tongis \sc, Greek

and Indian] tell |>ai oure wirdis.

t Twinlight, obs. pseudo-archaism for Twi-
light.
c 153a Retuedie 0/ Love xliv, The night approcbed in the

twinlight.

Twinling (twinlii)). Now diah Korms :

see Twin; also 4-6 -lyng(e, -linge, 5 -lenge, 8
-lin

; 5 twyndyllyng. [MK, f. Twin a^ and sb.

+ -i.iN(;i. Cf. in the same sense Norw. dial.

tvimtUtii^y MSw. and MDa. hnnling^ NFris. twat-^
tioaniifig, WLG. tiventulittg^ MUG. Z7viniinchj

zwitte/higt (OHG. zwimlmg^\ also the reduced
or variant forms Da., Sw., Norw. tvillingy WFris.
hvielling {twillitig) ^ MDu. twilinc^ twelinc (Du.
tiveeiing), MLG. twelinc^ MUG. zwillinc (G.
zwi/ihig).'] = Twin sb. i,

<z 1300 Cursor M. 3445 (Cott.) Now scobredes tua for ane,
Tuintinges[r/. rr, tuynlingrs, twynlynges, twinlinges]. 138a
Wvcup Song .Sot. iv. 5 Thi two teles as two ^ungecapreies,
twynlingus of the capict. c 1430 CItci'. Atsi^ne 27 Se ^e J»e

ponder jiore womman, how l>at she is pyned With twyidenges
two. 1483 Cath. Angl. ^gi)/i A Twynlynge (/J. Twyndyl-
lyng). g^nirllus. 1573 'lussKR l/ttsb. (1878) 81 Twinlings be
Iwiggers. a i6sfi Sik H, Finch Laiv (1636) 334 Two being
found hcires by one and the same title, whether twinlings,.
or diuer>e men ..found heiies to the same auncestour. 1710
HiLMAN Tusser Kedivirms {1744) 8 In some part of Norfolk
and Lincolnshire they will keep none but Twinlins.

b. attrih. = Twin o. 3.
1S73TWVNE Mtuid. XII. Llij, A priest..A younglings yelt

of orcstled sow.and twynlinge sheepe vntwight Hringes forth,
and bales the beastes vnto the altars.

Twinned (twind, poet, twi-nt^l), ///. a, [f.

Twin sb. or t;.'-^ -h -ed ^]
1. Horn two at one birth ; twin.
1607 Shaks. Tinioit IV. ill 3 Twin'd Brothers of one wombe.

16x1 — Wint. T. I. ii. 67 We were as twyn'd lambs, that did
frisk i' th' sun. i6bi G. Sandvs Ovitfs Met. viii. (1626) 157
The twin'd Tyndarides. [1905 Gaknett SAaJts. 33.J

2. Intimately joined or united, as two things

;

coupled (usually also implying close similarity).
16x1 Shaks. Cvmb. 1. vi. 35 The twinn'd Stones Vpon the

number'd Beach. 1641 Sir K. Df.kinc 4 S/. cofic. Laud^
etc. L 3 Two twinned Nations, united together under one
regall head. 187a Sir A. dk \v.}nv.Leg, St. I*atrick (Casscll)
26 The sun had set; But still those summits twinned,..
Laughed with his latest beam.

b. Cryst. United, as two crystals, or consisting
of two crystals united, so as to form a * twin *: see

Twin sb. 3 b.

1879 RuTLEV study Rocks x. 98 A group of three twinned
crystals of trtclinic felspar. 1895 Stoky-Maskelvne
Crystallogr. \\\. S 192 Cubic System. Twinned Forms.
X9ia lirit. Museum Return 194 Tilasite, a large twinned
crystal.

Twinner (twi-n3i). rare. [f. Twin v.2 + -ebI.]
An animal that brings forth twins.

1573 Tlssew Itusb. (1B78) 81 The lamb of such twinners for
brec<lers lju take.

Twinning (twi'mg),v(5/.j/^.i Obs.cxc.Sc, [f.

Twin v.' + -inqI.] The action of Twin w.i

;

parting, separation.
aiM5^ A tier. R. 396 pe soule luuec^ l>ct bodi,.& ^et is

eScene i5e twinnungc. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1303 pe
twynnynge of vs twayne Wol vs dlshese and cruwellycDe
noye. f 14*5 tr, Ardeme't Treat. Fistula 58 Cleuyng or
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twjmnyng, l>at is called rixis. 1591 R. Bruce Ser$n. (Wodrow
Soc.) 206 Death is a violent twinning and rugging sundrie
of. . the soul and the bodie.

Twi-nning, vbl, sb.^ [f. Twin 7;.2 + -ing1.]
The action of Twin v.'^

1. Troduction of two children or yoimg at a birth
;

bearing of twins.

1573 Tusser t/usb. (1S78) 81 Ewes yeerly by twinning rich
maisters doo make. x8u~9 Good Study Med. (ed. 3) V.
226 In Congruous Twinning, or ordinary twin cases, in which
there is no disparity of size between the two. 1883 Duncan
in Bfit. Med. Jml. I. 497 In the mare, twinning is a far

rarer event than in woman and the cow.

2. Coupling, close union or combination ; spec.

in Cryst. the union of two crystals so as to form
a twin crystal (see Twin sb, 3 b).

1845 [see Twin sb. 3 b]. 1879 Rutley Study Rocks x, 87
This twinning is frequently..many times repeated in the
felspars. 189)8 Naturalist 176 A zonal structure as well as
twinning—both on the perictine and albite plans.

3. a//r/^.,astwinning-ari8, -law, -plane, Cryst.

~ twin-oxisy -law^ -plane (see TwinC); twin-
ning-machine, -saw, names of apparatus for

cutting two combs from a single piece of material.

187s Knight Diet. Mech.^ Tivinning-mtuhine^ a machine
for cutting two combs (twins) from the single piece.. . Tivin-
ning-saw. 1883 Scietue I. 331/2 The twinning plane is

parallel to the ortho-pinacoid.

Twi'nning, ///. a. rare. [f. as prec. -v -ing 2.]

That twins (see Twin v^^) ; in quot., joining, be-
coming united.

1621 G. Sandys OimVs Met. xi, (1626) 318 Her twinning
legs in timber meet.

fTwlnny. Obs. rare-'^. [f. Twin B. 4; cf. a
twyn{9i)yy variant of Atwin advb. phr^'\. In phr.
in tioinny^ asunder, apart.
c 1380 WvcLiK Wks. (1880) 318 Many men when |>ey ben

gcderid preyen more plesinglicbe to god J>ei. wen t>ei ben
scaterid in twynny.

f Twinse, V. Obs.rare™^. (Meaning uncertain.)
c laos I-Av. 4236 }>a kingges weoren deaedde Heore du^eSe

to-dealde Twinscden cnihtes, here tir wes at-fatlen.

Twinship (twi-njip). [f. Twin a. or sb. f

-SHIP.] The condition of being twin, or a twin ;

the relation of a twin or twins. ///. andy?^,
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv. 107 It [an atome or leasting]

has neither East side nor West side ;. .top nor bottom, ..nor
any thing that speaks twinship to any thing else, 1796
ItuRNEY McM. Mt't.tstasio I. 378 With all the tenderness of
twinship. 1899 (GRIFFITH Jones A&cent through Christ II.

iu 28 The two streams of mental and organic life coalesce .

.

and l>egin that marvellous twinship which ends only at
death.

Twin-sister. (Also as two words.) [Twin
a. 3.] A sister born at the same birth, as one of
twins. Also^^. (Cf. Twin-brotheh.)
X707 N0HRI.S Treat, f/umility v. 213 Humility.. with its

twin-sister meekness, a \j%x 1'rior Colin s Mistakes x,

Twin Sister* still were Ignorance and Pride. 1798 Wokosw.
Piter Bell Prol. xvi, A Koat twin-sister of the crescent-
moon. 1S84 W. ( J. HoRDER in Chr. IP'orld Pulpit 12 Nov.
311/1 Music is twin-sister to poetry. 1885 Miss Braijdun
It'^ltartfs U'l-irdi, Twin sisttrrs who had loved each othei
with more ihun commuii love.

Hence Twin-sisterhood, the relation of twin
sisters.

8s4 Miss MrrpoRD Vittage Ser. 1. (1863) 164 Never was
the. .lie of twin-sisterhood more closely knit than in these
two Lhaniiing young women.

Twinter (twi-nlai), a, and sb. Chiefly north.

and Sc. Korms : 5-6 twynter, (5 twyntour,
6 twintter, twyntter, tynter, twenter), 6-
twinter; also 6 qwintter, 9 Se. quinter. [Re-
duced f. OK. t'tviwintrey -winter of two winters :

see Twi- and Winteh, and cf. Thkintkr. So
WFris. twinter- two years old (of horses or cows

;

known to Kilian in tweenter-^ ttmnterdier\ and
twinter (also twainter) a two-year-old horse or

cow, NFris. twenier an ox of this age.]

A. aiij. Of two winters; two years old : said of
cattle and sheep (also of colts).

*537 A''. C. lyUls (Snrtecs 1908) 103 To every oon . .of my
kynde servauntes..oon twynter calf. 1540 Test. Ebtn-.
(Surtees) VI. 94, ij twintter bolokes..one twyntter heffer.

158a Shuttleivorths' Ace. (Chetham Soc) i A twinter kowlt.
i6so Ibid. 245 A twinter steere. 1638 l^ill E. Burton in
Reliquary VIII. 221 One twinter hay fiUy with a whyte
foote. 1844 Stkphens Bk. Farm II. 38 After a ewe has
been shorn three times she is called a twinter ewe, that is, a
two-winter ewe. 1876 Whitby Gloss. ^ Twinter, 'a twinter
stot ', an ox of two winters old.

B. sb. A two-year-old cow, ox, horse, or sheep.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 399 Item xiiij twynterys.
leftist. MSS. Comtn., Var. Coll, II. 16 Vnum twyntour.
1513 Douglas y^««V V. ii. 105 Five twinieris britnit he,.,

anatydy quyis. 1536 Durham Ace. Rolls 419, 4 Trynters,

7 Twynters, 9 Stirks. 1567 Richmond, ll^'ills (Surtees) 204
One yonge colte beinge a twinter. 1570 IVills ^ Inv. N, C.
(Surtees)I.34i,xxiij twenters, stottsand whies. 1674 Blount
Glossogr.^Tunniers, Cattle of two Winters old, so called in

Bedford .shire, c 17x0 Kamsav Ram <V Buck 22 When sleet

Made twinlcrs and hog-wedders bleet. 1777 Antiq. in

Ann. Reg. u. 149/1 Twinter, a calf two winters or two
years old : Derbyshire. 1808 Compi. Grazier (ed, 3) 97
The name of the female neat cattle is for the first year, cow*
calf, then a.. twinter. i868 Jml. R. Agric.Soc.'^cT, 11. IV.

11. 428, I turned 20 yearly calves and ' twinters '—as two-
year-old animals are locally termed—into a 6-acre field.

a 1898 [see Turinteb).

TWIRK.
b. transf. Applied to pasture for, or the right

to pasture, a two-year-old sheep, in a common or
jointly-held field.

1846 AivardciicA in High Crt. of yustice (1892), Chanc.
Div. (Coulston v. Harvey), Four gaits, two twinters, in
Bolton Highfield. 189a Ibid., The Plaintiffs are entitled to
1 1 gaits 2 twinters and 2 claws or . . 22 a. i r. 35 p. And the
Defendants to 2 gaits and i claw or..

3

a. 2r. 5 p.

Twiny (twai-ni), a. rare. Also 9 twiney. [f.

Twine sb.^ or ».l + -y.] a. Of the nature of, or
resembling, twine. b. Characterized by, or sug-
gestive of, twining.
i6ao QuARLES yonah (1638) 12 Arise O Sleeper,.. Theres

not a twiny thred 'twixt death and thee. 1771 J. Foot
Penseroso v. 203 Whilst swelling nets Their twiny bondage
spread. C1868 G. H. Kingslev Sport <V Trav. iii. {19C0)
^6 Wait till you feel a twiney and twisty sensation which
informs you of uneasiness at the other end [of the fishing-
line], cx^olbid.w. 133 His subtle, twisty and twiny mind.
1902 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Mar. 3/2 The fichu should be of
Alenron lace in the cream or twiny tones.

t Twire, sb.'^ Obs. slang. Also 7 tweer. [f.

TwiRE z/.l] A glance, a leer.

1676 Kthekedge Man ofMode in. iii, The aflfected smiles,
the silly by-words, and Amorous Tweers, in passing. 1679
Mrs. )^VM^ Feigned Courtezans \. ii, Suth an Eye, so
sparkling, with an amorous Twire. 1682 — False Count i.

ii, Winks, and nods, and signes, and twires. 1719 D'Urpev
Pills V, 74 You toss a twire, a grin.

tTwire, sb:^ Obs. rare-^. (See quot.; but
perhaps only a misprint for twirl.)

1679 LocKK Obs. Silk (1766) 71 They put the cocons in
hot water, and so stirring them about with a kind of rod,
the ends of the silk twires of the cocons stick to it.

Twire (twai^j), v.^ arch, and dial. Forms : 7
twyre, 7- tweer, twire. [Of obscure origin, but
corresponding in form to MHO. zwieren (now
Bavarian dial.) to blink, to peer. There is prob.
no connexion with the cant word tcnver^ toTvref

toure, given by Harman ( 1 567) in his Caveat {\^Gg)
84-6, and copied by Dekker and later writers.]

1, intr. To look narrowly or covertly ; to peer

;

to peep. Also^^. of a liglit, etc.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxviii, When sparkling stars twire not
thouguiUdJ'st th'eauen. i6oa Marston-'7«^. jj- ilAY. iv. Wks.
1856 I, 52, I saw a thing stir under a hedge, and I pv?ep't,

and I spyed a thing : and I peer'd, and I tweerd imderneath.
a 1625 Fletcher Women Pleased iv. i, I saw the wench that
twir'd and twinkled at thee The oiher day. 1637 B. Jonson
Sad She^h. 11. ii, The common Parent of us all I Which
Maids will twire at, 'tween their fingers. 1723 Steele
Consc. Lot'ers i. i. If I was rich, I could twire and loll as
well as the best of them. 1874 Swinburne Midsummer
Holiday, etc. (1889) 19 Siai by star on the unsunned waters
twiring down. 1893 Wiltshire Gloss, s.v., 'How he did
twire an' twire at she, an' her wouldn't so much as gie 'un
a look !

'

i 2. itttr. Used in sense * to wink '. Obs. rare^^.
1601 Holland Pliny xi. xxxvii. I. 334 So hard a matter

is it for a man to keepe his eies from twiring. And many
men naturally cannot chusc but be evermore winking and
twinckling with their eies.

Hence Twi ring vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

604 MiDDLETON FatherHulburds T. Wks. (BulIen)VIII.

99 The tweering constable of Finshury with his bench of

brown bill-men. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb, xiii. 169 The
Sunne..with a fervent eye lookes through the twyring
glades. 1638 Lisle Heliodorus x. 172 The Wiseman lookt
on King with twiring eyes. 1728 Mks. Delany Life <y

Corr, (1861) I. 17s We had ogling and tweering [printed
tweezing], and whispering and glancing. 1738 Thf Briton
Described 13 And tlien for her Eyes, they aic excellent at

twiring. a 183a Moiherwfli. luicts fr. Fairyland ii, By
the winking light of the tweering star.

t Twire, v.^ Obs. rare—^. (Perh. a misprint

for Twirl v.^ 3.)
X628 ItuKTON Anat. Mel. \\\. ii. mi. i. (ed. 3) ^90 No sooner

doth a young man see his sweetheart coming, but he..
t-lickes his haire, twires his Ix;ard, &c.

Twire, obs. form of Tuykre.
tTwirede, a. Obs. [OE. twirmle, f. twi-,

Tw I- + rkd, Kede sby\ Of two minds or counsels

;

imdecided, irresolute; divided in mind, not unani-

mous.
c888 K. iELFBED ^<7^M. xU.§3 HwjEcSer Jju eft on ajnj;um

ReJ>eahte swa twioraxle sie J)a:t (>e heipe hwaSer hit :^e-

weorfle, i^e hit no ne geweorSe. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xil.

25 KXc rice l>e byS twyra:de on him sylfum by>> toworpen.

rx205 Lav. 19416 Bruttes hafden muchel mode & vnimete
prute...And weoren alle twirade. ciaso Gen. ^ Ex. 3271
Egipcienes woren in twired wen QueSer he sulden foljen

or flen.

+ Twire-pipe. Obs. rare. [In sense 2 f. twire

Tuyere. Sense i may have the same origin.]

1. App, a contemptuous name for a musical pipe;

in quots. applied to persons.

1619 Fletcher Mons, Thomas in. i, Ye are an Ass, a
twirepipe, A JefTery John bo peepe. 0x634 Chapman
(Webster), I have said . .that you looked like Twire-pipe, the

taborer.

2. A tuyere-pipe : see Tdyere b.

1674 Pettv Disc, Dupl. Proportion 105 The Bellows.,

rising in double Quickness admits double air.. the whole
passing through the .same Twire-pipe in half the time.

t Twirk, V. Obs, rare—^. [App. from the same
stem as twirl, with different suffix, but possibly a

misprint.] trans. = Twikl v.^ 3.

1599 liRETON Praise of Vertitous Ladies (Grosart) 57/2 If

shee^ have her hand on the pette in her cheeke, he is twyrking
of bis mustachios.

S8



TWIRL.

Twirl (tw5jl), sb» Also 6, 8 twirls, 7 twerle.

[f. Twirl w.^] The action or an act of twirling, or

the condition of being twirled ; a rapid whirling or

spinning; a twist ; a spin ; a whirl ; also/^.
S598 Florio, G/n9,..a twirle. 1700 T. Brown Amusem,

Ser. f( Cow., City CircU 136 A Grave Old Gentleman . . gave
his Whiskers a Twirl. 1709'xo Steele TatUr Na 128 ?4
The dextrous Twirl of your Moix 1775 Adair Amen Ifui.

400 He rommoniy sends it [ball] the right course, by an
artful sharp twirl. 1818 Moork Fudge Fain. Pans v. 2

Like a tee-totum, I'm alt in a IwirL i8»7 Southev Devii's

Walk X, Satan gave thereat his tail A twirl of admiration.

18^ Dickens Old C.Shop viii, He performed . . such spins and
twirls as filled the company with astonishment. 1853 Kane
Crinnell A>/. xiv. (1S56) 106 A ballet-dancer in fulTtwirl.

b. Anything that twirls or is twirled ; + a reel,

winch {pbs^\ each of the whorls of a shell; a

curved line. Alsoyf^r.

Steatn twirls a revolving steam-heated cylinder for mixing
materials in soap-making ijCent. Dict.^ Supp. 1909).

1688 R. Holme Armoury \\\. xxii. (Roxb.) 277/2 An
Instrument called a Twerle, or Line Reeles: It is to wind
a long line of a fishing Rod vpon. 1696 /'////. Trans. XIX.
18S The inner TwirU of which Shell were preserved eniire.

1716 M. Davies Aiken. Brit. III. Arianism 12 Atha-
nasius's Creed is a Twirle of Words, a 17*8 Woodwaro
Nat. Hist. Fossils 11. (1729) 37 The Twirl in this is different

from that of the others j . . the Twirls turning from the Right-

hand to the left. >84x Carlvi.k Misc.^ BailUe (1857) IV.

930 Not a twirl in that cramp penmanship.

Twirl (tw3jl), v.^ Korms: 6 twyrle, 6-8

twirle, 7 twurl, 7-8 twerle, 7- twirl. [Of obscure

origin : perh. merely imitative (or an alteration of

turl TiRL z».3) after whirl. The initial /- and late

appearance of the word are against direct connexion

with Continental synonyms from the stem/zy^r-:

cf. Thwkrl z;.]

1. intr. To rotate rapidly, to spin ; to be whirled

round or about ; also to turn round quickly so as

to face or pomt the other way ; also fig, of the

mind or head : to be in a whirl, be confused or

giddy.
1598 Florio, Giraret..to twirle about, to wander, /btd.^

Giretlare^Xo twirleorgire about. 1611 Cotgr., Pirouetter^

to whirle, twirle, turne swiftly alwut. 1621 Markmam
Hungers Prev, 117 Vpon the least touch it will twerle and
tourne as round as any Scopperill. 1639 S. Du Verger Jr.

Camus* Admir. Events 307 A I>abyrinth where mens spirits

twirle about and stray into acts so unreasonable, that they
end in folly, xjiz Steele Sfiect. No. 466 r6 Such Im-
pertinents as fly, hop, caper, tumble, twirl, ..and.. play a
thousand Pranks. 1791 Cowtek /iioil xxiir. 1047 His staff

That twirling flies. X79« Mme. D'Ardlay Diary V. vn. 299
A grave man's voice behind me said, * Is not that Miss
Bumey?' I twirled round and saw the Bishop of Uromore.
1830 Scott Demonol. viii..235 Dost thou not twirl like a calf

that hath the turn? i860 Tyndall Glac. i. xx. 142 The
{compassj needle.. sometimes twirling swiftly_ round. 1879
G. Mereoith Egoist III. xi. 240 My head twirls; I did un-
wisely to come ouL

b. The verb-stem used adverbially.

x8o6 Bloomfield Wild Flowers Poems (1845) 190 Twirl
went bis stick.

2. trans. To cause to rotate or spin ; to turn (an

object) round rapidly ; to turn about in the hands;

to spin between the finger and thumb, etc. ; to

twiddle idly or playfully.

a 1623 Fletcher Love's Cure iii. iii, Her si^hs, powerful
as the violent North, Like a light feather twirl me round
about. 1647 H. More Poems 196 'Bout which are hurld

[the planets), .round on their own axes twurld. 1664 Powkr
Exp. Philos. I. 55 Hairs, .are. .angular and corner'd, which
you may even perceive by your fingers, by twirling a Horse-
hair in them. 1716 Gay Trivia w, 422 When.. dexterous
Damsels twirle the sprinkling Mop. 1797 Coleridge
Christahel i. 48 There b not wind enough to twirl The one
red leaf. x8xa H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. ix. (1873) 85 Roll

thy hoop, and twirl thy tops. 1831 G. R. Porter Porcelain
4- Gl. 184 The workman then dexterously twirls the punt..,
the glass yields to the centrifugal impulse. 1871 Tyndall
Fragtn. Sc. (1879) II. v. 57 A boy twirls rouncl his head a
bullet at the end of a string.

b. fig. To twirl (a person) round ones finger :

cf. TuEN 2/. 9 c, Twiddle vy 2 b.

1748 Richardson C/rtrma (1811) III.ix.64 Who would not

wish to outwit such girls, and to be able to twirl them round
his finger ?

C. To turn (one's fingers or thumbs) rapidly

about one another ; spec, to tivirl ones thumbs ^ as

an idle occupation when one has nothing to do.

Cf. Twiddle v.^ 2 c.

1777 Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary, Lett. 27 Mar., Dr.
Johnson.. has a strange method of frequently twirling his

fingers, and twisting his hands. x8i6 Remarks Eng. Mann.
a6.* What can I say?' ' Oh ! any thing is better than sitting

twirling lyour thumbs like a fool.' 1833 Ht. Martineau
Manch. Strike viL 77 Sitting down demurely,, and twirling

his thumbs. 1864 Mlss Bkaudon Henry Dunbar iii. 23
Bad thoughts..come fastest when a fellow sits twirling his

thumbs.

d, transfix To shake out or sprinkle by or as by
twirling a mop.
176J Churchill Ghost iv. 49 Those, who Physic twirl. Full

fraught with death, from ev'ry Curl. 1843 Motley Corr.

(18^) I. iv. 117 The archbishop with a little mop or swab
twirling water on all the dignitaries.

3. To twist spirally (threads, etc.); no-v esp. to

twist (the moustache).
1614 B. JoNSON Bart. Fair ii. iii, Neuer tuske, nor twirle

your dibble, a 1619 Fletcher Mad Lover 11. 1, I'll take

Dim And twirl bis neck about. 17x8 Morgan Algiers II. iv.

538

371 Sir, said he,. .twirling his starched Mustachio, I am the

Cavallero [etc.]. 1791 Cowper Otiyss. vi. 379 Twirling her

fleecy threads Tinged with sea-purple. i88a Ouiua

Maremma I. 169 Joconda was silent, as she twirled her flax.

1894 Mrs. F. Elliot Roman Gossip iv. 121 He twirled his

long moustache.

4. To move or cast with a rapid or violent turn-

ing motion ; to whirl. Now rare.

1646 LiLBURNE Unhappy Game Scotch ^ Eng. 10 Twerle

up your lllew caps, and hurle them up at the Moone. 1648

Hkhrick Hesper.t N.-y. Gift to SirS. Steioard 42 Carouse,

Till Liber Pater twirles the house About your eares. 1695

Addison Poems, King 157 Misc. Wks. 1726 I. 13 Crags of

broken Rocks are twirl'd on high. 174a Richardson

Pamela III. 392 The Knight following hnn with Outrage

to the Top of a Pair of Stairs, he twirled him from Top to

Uottom almost. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xt, She would
..twirl away his chair from the fire which he loved to

look at

5. intr. To twine, coil, curl. rare.

1706, a 17x9 [see twirled, twirling below]. 1725 Family
Diet, s. V. Melon, The Sun will soon draw the Heat of

so fresh a Bed to that Degree, that, .the two first leaves.,

of the Plant will twirl or coflTcr. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-

genteel Story iv, His great Si)anish cloak., of so prodigious

a size that the tail of it, as it twirled over his shoulder,

whisked away a lodging-card from the door of the house

opposite. 1848 — Van. Fair Ixiv, 'i'he monster's hideous

tail. .writhing and twirling.

Hence Tvsrirled ppLa.y TwiTling vbl.sb. and

ppl.a.
1598 Florio, Girata,..a twirling of anything. 1611

Cotgr.,(7/V, veered, or turned..; twirled, whirled, or twyned
about, /bid., Pirouetteux, whirling, twirling, trilling,

turning swiftly about. 1623 Fletchkr Rule a Wife 11. iii,

I^ave twirling of your hai, and hold your head up. And
speak to th' lady. 1626 IUcon Sylva § 845 TheTwistingof
Thred; And the Practiceof Twirling about of Spindles. 1706

in Ileame's Collect. 19 Mar. (O.H.S.) I. 205 Fifty to one y«

twirl'd tail d Cur does win. a 1719 Addison Ihiiifs Metam.
IV. 97 The wriggling snake is snatcht on high In eagle's

claws,. .Around the foe his twirling tail he fling,s. 1794 G.
Adams Nat. <5- Exp. Philos. IV. \W\. 291 [Electric] boats,

with each of them a twirling fly.. fixed to the top of the

mast. 1822-9 CooD Study Med. (ed. 3) V. 200 The
sudden twirllngs of the mouth.. the jactitatiiig struggle of

the limbs. 1871 Tyndall Fragm.Sc. (1879) II. xiii. 307 The
retention of the retinal impression transforms tlVb little

living rod into a twirling wheel. 18^7 Q. Rev. July 230
Trying to unravel the twisted and twirled tangle of philo-

sophies of life.

t Twirl, v.- Obs. rare. [Cf. prec. and Tirl v.'^

and z/.*i] trans. To lay open by rolling or turning

back the covering. Also intr. for 7'efi.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb, § 55 Take bothe your handes, and
twyrfe vpon [/i-rt^ open] his [the sheep's] eye, and if he be
ruddy, and haue reed stryndes, in the white of the eye,

than he is sounde. Ibid. § 68 Her shap. .wyll twyrle oiien,

and close agayne.

Twirl- [Twirl sb. or v.^ in comb.] : twirl-

blast, -wind, a whirlwind ; twirl-mop a.y that

twirls a mop.
1865 Morn. Star 22 July» This rock [Hoonister Crag,

Rosthwaite] and its neighbourhood is famous for what is

called hereabouts '*twirlblasts'—that is, in our southern
dialect, 'whirlwinds'. 1765 E.Thompson flferetriciad 2-j

A venal trick, .practis'd now by all the *twirl-mop maids.

1764 T, liRYDGES Homer Travest. (1797) II. 305 Have you
not seen a sort of *twirlwind. Which country people call a
whirlwind, Whip up a haycock from the ground ?

Twirler (twa-jbi). [f. Twirl v.'^ + -er ^.]

One who or that which twirls.

In quot. 1827, a decoy for larks, consisting of a curved piece

of wood set with small mirrors, mounted on a spindle and
turned by a string.

x8o8 Sporting Mag. XXXII. 134 The twirler is usually
some gay youth . . he whirls his cane in the nir by means of
a ribbon. 1827 J. H. H. in Hone's Every-day Bk. II. 93/1
The fascination of the twirler is so strong . . After being fired

at several times they [larks] return to the twirler. 1828
Miss Mitford Village Ser. iii. 214 An household .. that
should shame all the twirlers of mops and brandishers of
brooms in the county. ^1891 Trihme Bk. 0/ Sports 81

(Cent.) Critics [in base-ball] are still looking for the pitcher

f)ar
excellence.. .Their ideal twirler of the diminutive globe

las not yet made his appearance.

Twirllfication (twoulifik^i-Jan). nonce-wd. [f.

Twirl : see -fication.] Twirling, gyrating.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1 859) 300 He again floundered
past me with his partner.. contriving in their comple.\ twirli-

ficatious..to tread heavily on mytoes.

Twirligig (tw§*jligig). [f. Twirl v.'^ after

whirligig.'] A twirly pattern ; a whirligig.

'903 '9^^^ Cent. June 950 A lumpish, putty-coloured object

. . embossed all over with serpentine flourishes and twirligigs.

Twirly (tw5'ili), a. [f. Twirl sb. -f-Y.] Full

of or characterized by twirls or curves.

1887 Story o/a Kiss I. iv. 56, I can never make out those
twirly monograms. 1906 N. Munro in Blackw. Mag. July
18/1 A curious twirly wooden candlestick.

Twiscar, var. Tuskar, peat-cutting implement.

Twisday, Twise, obs. ff. Tuesday, Twice.

Twisel, twissel (twi-s'l, twi-z'l), sb. (a.)

Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i t^sla, twisel-
; 4

twiail, 6 twisel, twissell. 9 twissel, (twistle,

twizzle). [OE. twisla = OHG. zwisi/a (MHG.
zwisel, G. zwiesel), f. twi- Twi- ; cf. also ON. kvlsl.']

1. A point or part at which anything divides

into branches ; a fork. Now dial.

931 Chart. /ESelstan 21 June in birch Cart. Sax. II.

j6o Of t?am mere on J>an lace ^aer Jia brocas iwisliaS;

panne of da:m twislan on mxr beorh. 1586 J. Hookek

TWIST.

Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 43/1 The same were so soft,

that with the weight of their bodies they sunke downe vp
to the hard knees or twisels. 1847-78 Halliwell, Twissel,

T-wistlc, that part of a tree where tlie branches divide from
the stock. West. 1888 Ki.wohthv W. Somerset Wordbk.
784 In the twizzle of that there pollard.

1 2. A double twig or shoot. Obs. rare.

1567 TuRBEBV. Poems, * Tfte Lover tuisheth ' 34 As from a
tree we sundrie times espie A twissell grow by Natures
subtile might, And being two. . For one are tane.

t3, atlrib.oxti.%adj. Double, twofold (in comb.).
ciooo jElfric's Voc. in Wr..Wulcker 108/15 Scinodens^

twiselto3e. 138a Wvclif Prov. viii. 13 The mouth of the
twisil tunge I wlate. — Ecclus. v. 16 Bethou not clepid a
twisil tunge, or a priue bacbiter. Ibid. vi. i £che synnere
cnuyous and twisil tungld.

t Twi'Sel, "v. Obs. Forms : i twislian, 3
twiselen, 4 twesel, 5 twyale. [f. ]irec. ; cf. MHG.
ztviselen :iv\<\0^.k7>isla.] intr. To separate into

two or more branches; to fork ; to bifurcate. 1 lence

f Tw^i'sled ///. a.y fTwi'sling vbl.sb. and ppl.a.

931 [see TwiSKL sb.]. 967 Charter oj Radgar in Kemble
Cod. Dipt. III. 14 On ?ione twisledan beam, aiooo Sax.
Lt-echd. III. 436 i^fter his forftsiJ>e Eadgar..J>xs rices

twislungeeft toanncsse brohte. c xooo in Wr.-Wiilcker 148/25
Scandula, twisid corn. 1042 Charter 0/ Hardacnut in

Kemble Cod. Dipt, IV. fi6 Da;r fta weses twislisaO. c xxoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 117 Do openede ^e holi gost him seluen to

isendebi ^an [je hem J>uhteshapenalse tunge feletwiselende

and on fires hewe. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. l)e P. R. v. xxvi.

(Bodl. MS.), pe tweseled \ed. 1495 twyslyd] forkes ben
nedeful.

Twiser case, obs. f. Twef.zer-case.

t Twish, ?W. Ohs.rare. [A natural utterance:

cf. Tusii ?w/.] An exclamation of contempt or

vexation,

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Ireland\\\\. in Holinshed CA«»«.
(1587) II. 13/1 'J'here is a cholerike ordisdainfull inieriection

vsed in the Irish language called Boagh, which is as much
in English as twish. 1583 — jFincis etc. (Arb.) i44Twish,
what woonder is yt, quod one of llie coompanye, If [etc.l.

t Twisk, obs. var. Tusk sh:^

161 1 CoBVAT Crudities 247 They wore double maskcs
upon their faces.. with twiskes of downy or woolly stufTe

covering their noses.

i' Twispeclie. Obs. [OE. twispr-^c, f. twi'y

Twi- + sprA'c (later spsec) : see Speech jA.^] Double
or deceitful speech.
a 950 Rituale Dunelm. (Surtees) 25 F.icon and eswico and

aefisto and alio tuispreco. cizoo Trin. Coll. Hom. 163
I)e defies sed is hoker and scorn . .cheast and twispeche,

Twissel, Twissle: see Twisel, Twistle.

Twist (twist), sb.^ Forms: 4-6 twyst, -e, 4-7
twiste, (5 twest, tweeste, 5-6 twys, 6 tweyste,
Sc. tuist), 4- twist. [Related to Twist v.y and
presenting similar obscurities of history (except in

senses directly derived from the verb). Sense i

may be related to the OE. 'twist which appears in

candel-twist glossing L. emunctofia, and vimst-

twist glossing L. parastatcs. Sense 2 corresponds

to ON. kvistr (Norw. and Da. kvisty Sw, qvist\

which may ultimately be from the same stem

:

Kilian also gives a Flemish twist * rami abscissi,

ramalia *. To sense 4 the only parallel apjiears to

be Kilian's * twist i. twijn, filum duplex, retortum ',

the genuineness of which as a Flemish word is

doubtful. (G. twist, cotton-twist, is from English.)

In English there is no sense corresponding to MDu,
and Du., MLG, and LG. twist (hence Da. and Sw.
tvist)y MHG. and G. zwist discord, dissension.]

I. A divided object or part.

1 1. The flat part of a hinge, fastened on a door
or gate, and turning on a hook or pintle fixed in

the post : — Band sb.^ 3. Obs,

1350-1 in J. R. Magrath Obituaiy Bk. Queen's ColL^
Oxf. 67 Recepta de dono Willelmi Muscham xvij* pro
twystes portaruni. 1388 Wvclif A mos viii. 3 And the herns
\gloss ether twistis ; Vulg. car dines] of the temple schulen
greellisowne in that dai, 1388-9 Abingdon Rolls (Camden)
54 In hokis, twystis, et clauis, xij d. 1404-5 /bid. 6g In j

hacche cum j twyste et opere ij s. 14 . . Beryn 478 The Par-
donere..went to have fond J>e dor vp by J>e haspe ; & eke
ypQ twist Held hym out a whils, & \>q. lok also. 1491-a in

Swayne Sarttm Cliurchw. Ace. (1896) 40 Tvvistes and hokes
necessary vnto the \Ved>T Dorys. 1525 Yatton Churclno.
Ace. (Som. Rec Soc) 145 Y* levys of y« wyndowes in y*
Church-howse, with hookys, twystys, and haspys. 1545
Croscombe Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc) 44 Paid for a
tweyste and naylys and greffe, iii**. Paid for greffe thred and
silkej iii**. <rx568 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896)

114, liij pere of twysse and ij pere of hookes. 1805 R. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 71 Smith, for locks, hooks, and
twists, latches, etc.

•{•2. A twig; a branch. Obs.
C1374 Chaucer Troylus iii. 1181 (1230) As a-bowte a tre

with many a twyste \v.rr. twist, -e] Bytrent and wryjje the
soote wode bynde._ 1375 Barbour Bruce vii. 188 The kyng
t.had drede of thai thre men...Tharfor heslepit as foul on
twist. C1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 1905 On his bak she
stood And caughte hire by a twiste, and vp she gooth. 1433
Jas. I Kingis Q. xxxiii, On the smallfe] grene twistis sat

The lytill suete nyghtingale. C1440 Aiph. Tales 360/2 JHs
man happend to be smyten in )>e ee with a twyste, so l>at he
mot not se. 1513 Douglas yEncis ni. i. 58 Ane vthir smale
twist of a tree I chesit. 1583 Stubbes Anal. Abus. i.

(1879) 76 So long as a sprigge, twist, or braunche, is yong,
it is flexible and bowable. i6aa W. Whatklev God's Hush.
n. 2 The cutting off from the branches such vnprofitable

and ouergrowing twists,.. as doe no way benetit the branch.
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3. The part of anything at which it divides or

branches ; spec, the junction of the thighs, the fork

;

now (exc. arch^ only that of sheep and cattle.

1398 Tkev[SA Barth. De P. R. v. xxxi. (Bodl. MS.), pe
boones of the rybbes..bcth ybounde togedres in J?e twiste

of )>e breest c 1440 Promp, Parv. $0^/2 Twest, or twyste,

of Jtc eye {H. , P. tweeste of the lye), htrquus [cf. 1677 Coles
Lat. Did.., HirquuSy the corner of the eye], 1572 J. Jones
Bathes Buckstone 13 b, The one apply vnder the arme holes,

and the other in the twyste. 1575 Turberv. Venerie 36
Split one of his forefeete from the twJste of the cleas unto
the ioynte of the foote. 1607 Topsell Fottr-f, Beasts

(1658) 509 Howes are requisite to remove them [squirrels]

when they rest in the twists of trees. x6xi Cotgr., Font--

cheure. .that part uf the bodie from whence the thighes doe
part ; I thinlce we call it the Twist, a 1668 Davenant
Siege III. i, If thou dost grin I'll cleave thee from the Scilp,

unto the Twist, i^fig De Foe Crusoe (1840J I. ii. 25, I took
him by surprise with my arm under his twist. 1799 A.
Young Agric. Lincoln. 359 The gambrels of the hind legs

rather inclining inwards, and the twist fat. iSit Sutlur-
land Farm Rep, 8a in Ltbr. Use/. Knawl.y Huso. Ill, The
breast and twist much narrower than to all appearance was
compatible with so broad a carcase. z88a Stevensom New
Arab. Nts. (1901) 97/a If I had my hand under your twist

I would send you flying. 1899 JrnL R. Agric. Soc. Mar. 7
The breast, flank, and twist [of a bullj of great size.

+ b, trans/. See quot. Ods.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Twist,, .the Hollow on the in-

side of the Thigh ;.. among Carpenters it is taken for .i piece
ofTimber otherwise call'd the Girder. 18S3 Crabb TecknoL
Dict.^ Twist, another name for a girder.

II. The twisting of threads into a cord, and
derived senses.

4. Thread or cord composed of two or more
fibres or filaments of hemp, silk, wool, cotton, or

the like, wound round one another; often with

defining word, as j//(&, w<7(?//<?«, coUon^gold or silver

txvist,

'555 Kt>KM Decades 200 The other [cord] is grosser lyke
the wycke or twyste of henipe. 1558 in Feuiilerat Revels
Q. Eliz. (19JS) 93* iiii"'oz. di. silke twyste. 1591 Spessek
M. tfid'hcrii 461 Ne to weare garments base of wollen
twist, Hut with the finest silkcs us to amy. 1601 J. VVhkkler
Treat. Comm. 110 White vcluet icrkins cut, imbroidered
with siluer twist. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 277
Rolling up WtwII into great Twisi, & so passing it as
Yarne. 176a GoLosM. Cit. \V. Itv, His coat was trimmed
with tarnished twist, r 1850 Arab. Nights (Rtldg.) 306 A
small silk purse, .tied with a piece of twist.

b. spec, {a) in Cotton-spinning., warp yarn, whicti

is more twisted in spinning, and stronger than
weft; (^) fine silk thread used by tailors, hatters,

etc. With//., a kind of this,

1805 East Rep. V. 175 The Battlers received orders from
abroad for cotton twist. 1835 C M. Westmacott Eng.
Spy I. 265 Buttons, twist, and smalt ware. 1851 L. D. B.
Gordon Art Jrfd. lllustr. Catal. p. vi»«/3 Iwist is the
term usually applied to the kind of yarn used for cotton
warp ; organzine to that for silk warp. 1890 * K. Boldre.
wood' Miners Right xxxi, A small piece of silk thread,
known by tailors as * twist '. 1891 Daily News 18 Nov. 2/7
Wefts are still more pressed for sale than twists.

6. A cord, thread, or the like, formed by twisting,

spinning, or plaiting ; in quot. 187J, a conical b.ag

or wrapper made by twisting a piece of paper, a
* cornet ' or * screw '.

1598 Sylvester Dh Bartas il i. iv. Hamtiecra/ls 293
On either horn a threefold twist he ty'd Of Osiar twigs.
1603 B. Jonson Jos. Ts Entertaimn. Wks. (Rtldg.) 529/1
She.. sits weaving certain small silver twists. 1607 Siiaks.
Cm: V, vi. 96 Breaking his Oath and Resolution, like A twist
of rotten Silke. 1663 Gkrbier Princ. 5 Twists of Hair on
both sides of their Cheeks. 1700 Dkvuk?* OviiCs Met. xii.

198 About his chin the twist He ty'd, and soon the strangl'd
soul dtsmiss'd. 1740 Cheyne Regimen 151 To suppose the
Nerves to be.. membranoas Tubes, Twists or Ropes. >79X
CowpER Odyss. xvK. 238 His tatter'd wallet o'er his back..,
suspended by a leathern twist. 1859 Tennysom Vivien 70
A twist of gold was round her hair. 187a Routleitge's Ev*
Boy*s Ann, 127/2 A twist of newspaper, holding salt, was
next placed on the table. 1906 Alice Wernek Natives
Brit. Centr. Afr, viiL 206 A few leaves, or a twist of grass,
are put on the top to keep the water from spilling.

b. Naut. Each of the strands of which a rope
consists. Also to spin a twist {Jig. ) : see (juot. 1 867.
C163S Capt. N. BurKLER Dial. .Sea Services (1685) iga

The ends of the Strands or several Twists, are with a Fidd
drawn into the ends of the other Ropes .Strands, and this is

called a Splice. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine {ijBg) Bb ij b,
The twisu or strands of a rope. 1867 Smyth Sailar's tVmd-
6h., Spin a Twist or a yarn, to tell a long story j much
prized in a dreary watch, if not tedious.

1 6. _fig. The coutiiiuation or course of life figured
as a thread ; cf. Thkkad sd. 6 a. 06s.
1568 T. Howell A r6. Amitie {iSjg) 25 For thin is twist

or fatall thrced^ on mortall wheele so spun. 1581 — Deuises
(1879) 197 But when the twyste of this our tyme is wownde,
No meanes by man may serue the same to stretch. 1596
Spknser F. Q. IV. ii. 48 Cruell Atropos. .cutting ihc fwistm
twaiiie. 1614 Gorges Lucan vr, 254 The Fatall sisters
three, .their spinning twists did guide. 1638 Ford Fancies
IV. i, *i"\s in my power to cut off The twist thy life is
spun by.

7. In other figurative applications, e.g. a slight or
weak support upon which something depends; a
means of tracing one's way in a labyrinth ; an inti-

mate union or connexion; the composition or sub-
stance of something figured as being spun.
1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 458 Vpon what a twist they

hang that now are in honour. 16330. Hekukkt Temple^
Pearl tv, Through the labyrinths.. thy silk twist let down

539

from heav'n to me, Did both conduct and teach me. 1660
Ckarac, Italy go Nor doth her incolumity depend upon the
slender twist of the life of one single person. 1675 13axter
Cath. Theol, 1. 54 Here Is a wonderful inseparable twist

;

and in the main an Identity, a 1734 North Exam. 11. v.

§ 151 (1740) 410 We must nece-ssarily have to do with him,
because the .Author has so taken him into his Twist, that
we cannot baulk him.

8. A beverage consisting of a mixture of two
liquors or ingredients, as tea and coffee, gin and
brandy, etc. : see quots, slang.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crciv, Twist, hall Tea, half

Coffee. 171a Addison Sp€Ct. No. 317 f ig Coffee-house,
Read the News. A Dish of Twist. 1725 Neiv Cant. Diet.,
7a;/V/,. . Likewise lirandy and Eggs mixed. Hot-pot. 18J3
JoN Bee Siang, Giii'twist, hot water and gin, with sugar
and lemon-juice, or orange ditta iSa6, 2849 [see Gin s6.^ 2].

8. Tobacco made into a thiclc cord ; a piece or
' length ' of this. Cf. Pigtaii, i a.

_i;?9X \V. Bartram Carolina 499, I distributed my presents,
giving him a very fine hankerciiief and a twist of choice
Tobacca 1808 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) II. 121 The
prize offered to the successful person was a jacket and a
twist of tobacco. 1809 A. Henry Trav. 315 Tobacco.

.

fetched one beaver-skin per foot of Spencer's twist. x8i8
Scorr llrt. Midi xl[i]v. Gang down to the Clachan and
bring nie up a pennyworth of twist. 1849 Cupples Green
Hanii iii, Cakes of cavendish, twists of negrohead, and coils

of pigtail. 1886 Hall Caine Son 0/ Hagar in. i, Wot's to
prevent me having a screw of twbt on the strength of it?

1909 J. Stark t'riest Cordon ofAberdeen iL 22, Itried the
daily use of small twist.

10. A small loaf made of one or more twisted

rolls of dough ; a small twisted roll of bread.
a 1845 Hood Love has not Eyes iv, Though she's all so

much awry, she can only eat a twist 1 1852 Dickens Bleak
Ho. xi^x. Dainty new bread, crusty twists, cool fresh butter.

1893 Earl Dunmore Pamirs I. 274 Three or four different
sorts of bread, round balls, chupatties, twists [etc.],

11. Stringy iudia-rublxr in the crude state made
up in lumps like balls of cord.
xooo in Cent. Diet. Snpfi.

III. Senses denoting chiefly the action of the verb.
12. An act or the action of turning on or as on

an axis ; a turn ; a twirl ; the condition of being
twiste<l or turned in this way ; rotary motion, spin.

1576 Gascoigne Grie/o/Joye I. Wk-s. (Roxb.) II. 263 The
strongest thryd y^ ever yet was sfwnne . . Is nockthrowen yet
even with y" tipiiidles twyst. 176. Sterne Tr, Shandy V.
v. Bending her head a little downwards, with a twist of her
neck. 1799 A. Young Agric^ Lincoln. 151 It is gathered by
hand, iirasping the leaves of the plants, and taking them off
with a twist. i8s6Samouellb Direct.Collect. Insects ff Crust.
63_The net should be of such a length, that, upon a slight
twist, it may fall against one side of the hoop, and prevent
the escape of the insect, 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel
Story\x,MT. Kitch,,gave a twist of the curling-tongs to his
be.ird. 1849 H. Miller Eootpr. Great, ix. (1874) j6i In
order to accommodate it to the general twist, which ren-
dered lateral what in other fi.sbes is dorsal and abdominal.
1855 Browning A Light iVoman x, (A pear] "I'was quench-
ing a dozen blue-flies thirst When I gave its stalk a twist.

1906 Daily Chron. 7 June 4/7 We have to allow for the twist
of the earth, ..mid-Europe time and Eastern Europe time
. .are ahead of Greenwich,

b. Spec, in Arch. : see quot. 1875.
184a Civil Eng. »f Arch, yrnl. III. 232/2 A short portion

of a course, or a single arch -stone, is very nearly contained
between two planes slightly inclined to each other ; and .

.

the loss of material arising from the twist of the stone must
always be insignificant. 1875 Knight Diet. Aiech., Twist
(3), Archit.t the wind of tne bed-joint of each course of
voussoirs in a skew arch.

13. a. In Tenuis, Cricket, Billiards, etc. : Lateral
spin imparted to a ball in striking or delivery,

causing it to diverge on rebounding ; ' screw
'

; a
stroke by which such spin is given ; the action or

knack of giving this spin to a ball ; also, a ball

having such spin.

1699 E. S—CY Country Genii. Vade M. 54 The Players (at
Tennis].. talking of Cuts and Twists, and Forces. 1833
NvRiN Yng. Cricketers Tutor 68 The ball was delivered
quite low, and with a twbt. i8<6 (see Screw sb.^ 11 bj.

1884 I. Bligh in Lillyiahile's Cricket Ann. 3 W. H. Cooper,
as to whcse powers of twist and singularity of method so
much has been heard. 1889 S. Gibnky in Boys' Own Paper
4 May 496/1 The way well pitched up balls to crump, And
how the twists should smothered be,

b. Physics. Movement parallel to, combined
with rotation about, an axis (as in the motion of
a screw) ; also, the velocity of such movement
( = twist-velocity). 1891 in Cent. Diet.

14. The amount or direction of twisting given to

the strands of a rope {rare') ; also, the twisting

given to yarn in spinning.
171a Arbuthnot John Bull in. iii, Habbakuk broujjht

him a smooth strong tough rope.. .Jack.. found fault with
the length, the thickness, and the twist. 1810 J. T. in Ris.
dans Surv. Devon p. xxv. The other yarn, of a softer twist,

is called the .^bb or shoot. 18*5 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic 383 When the spindles have given the requisite

degree of twist to the yam. 1831 G. R. Porter Silk Manuf.
205 The action ofsteam . . is found effectuallyand permanently
to set the twist. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts 983 The flat band,
made of four ropes placed horizontally together, the ropes
bein^ laid alternately right and left-. .The ropes counter-
act one another in the twist, c 1905 in Eng. Dial. Diet.
(W. Yks.), 7Wj/,..the turns put into the end of thread by
the rotation of the spindle.

15. The condition of being twisted spirally ; the

amount or degree of this ; spec, the angle of torsion
;

also, a spirally twisted object or figure ; a spiral

TWIST.

I line or pattern ; spec, the riffling in the bore of a
gun, etc. (Knight Did. Mech. 1875).
Damascus twist : see Damascus.
17H .\duison Spect. No. 120 p 3 There is not the least

Turn in the Muscles or Twist in the Fibres of any one
[animal], which does not render them more proper for that
particular Animal's Way of Life than any other Cast or
Texture of them would have been. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) IV. 283 The tusks [of this elephant] .. have
a larger twist, or spiral curve, towards the smaller end.
1B33 J, Holland j»/a«;./ Metal II. 100 The experience of
the workmen [gun-making] enables them to produce any
intricacy of twist by this drawing out, doubling and twisting,
1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 1 14 It is then twisted like a rope,
or.. wrung as wet clothes are, until it has from twelve to
fourteen complete turns in the inch... Three of these rods
ate then placed together, with the inclinations of the twists
running in opposite directions j they are then welded. Ibid.
368 'ihe twist of the spirals.. being one turn in four feet.
1858 — Gunnery 218 Drop a few drops of muriatic acid in
a b.Tsin of water, and wash the barrel slightly, to brighten
the twists. 1859 Handbk. Turning w-^ Examine your work,
and see whether the twists begin to appear.. .As the ivory
twists are, of course, very delicate, . . employ the screw
guides, as directed for the spiral turning. 1867 Thomson &
Tait Nat. Phil. § 120 The whole twist of any length of a
straight rod is the angle between the transverscs of us ends.
i88s Watson & Burbury Malh. Th. Electr. f, Magn. I. 81
The suspending wire or fibre will be perfectly free irom any
twist or torsion.

b. Dynamics. Twisting strain or force; torque.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

O- Jig- A means or opportunity of tviisting; a
hold. Cf. ScKEw sb.^ 2. slang.
iWi Home Missionary {t^. Y.) Feb. 386 An artful scheme

by which to get a twist on them for the extortion of money,
16. a. Otit 0/ twist, free from twisting or torsion.
1854 H. MlLLKR Sch. H Schm. k.(i858) 216 If their [the

planets'] plane be, as a workman would say, out of twist,
their lines will seem parallel. 1901 y. Black's lllustr.
Carp. ^ Build., SeaJ^'olding 34 As on the way the holes are
bored will depend in a gieat me.isure whether the ladder is

out of twist or not when finished, they should be made as
true as possible,

b. A twisting or screwing of the body or features

;

a contortion or screw,
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. m. i. Another dry twist in

place of a smile. 1896 Pall Mall Mag. Sept. 5 ' Indeed 1'

said Mr. Paget, with an upward twist of his grizzled brows.
o. A strain or wrench (of a limb or joint).

186s Dickens Mut. Fr. i. vii. You have got a twist in that
bone. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Twist, a strain, or
wrench ; of a joint.

17. A hearty appetite. Cf. Twist z;. 1 3. slang.
•785 Gkose Diet. V'utg. T. s.v., A good twist, a good

appetite, ta 1830 in Norman London Signs ^ Insiript. iii.

(1893) 63 Milo the Crolonian an ox slew with his fist. And
ate it up at one meal, ye Gods what a glorious twist. 1834
W. H. AiNswoRTii Rookwood iv. viii. What a devil of a
twist he has got I 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf.
vi. You talking ofmy twist, indeed; you ate four chops and
a whole chicken to-day, at dinner. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood *

Miner's Right iv, ' Cyrus has such a tremendous appetite. .

.

'

' If I've got a good twist, I can do a day's work.'

18. An irregular bend ; a crook, a kink ; also, a
confused intertwining, as of a yarn or thread ; a
tangle. Chiefly_/?(f.

A twist in ones tongue, inability to articulate or pro-
nounce clearly.

1776 FooTE Capuchin m. Wks. 1799 II. 401, I am told 1
have a small twist in my tongue. X806-7 J. Bekesford
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) in. v. Some plaguy twist in our
horoscope. x8s8 Longf. M. Standish viii. 75 She disen-
tangled cxperti); Twist or knot in the yarn, X897 iglh Cent.
Nov. 786 A twist in the language, an intricate turn, an
idiomatic knot. X903 Weslm. Caz. 23 Dec. 9/2 The twists
into which some consciences have got tangled.

19. A turning aside, a deviation ; also fig. a
change of circumstances, vicissitude; in quot. 1884,
the twisting flight of a snipe ; also, a point or

place at which a road alters its direction ; a bend,
turn (alsoyfjf.) ; often in phrase twists and turns,
intricate windings, ins and outs.

I7S>8 Sophia Lee Canterb, T., Yng. Lady's T. II. 6
Anxiously did she. .form to every fantastic twist of fashion.
Miss Arden's rich profusion of auburn hair. 1806-7 J-
Beresford Miseries Hum. Zy4{i826)vi. Introd., A hot sun
. . to stare in upon me all day- -at every twist of the road.
X853 Jerdan Autobiog. IV. xvii. 330 After all his twists and
turns of fortune. 1875 Jowett /*/«/(? (ed. 2)111. 38 When men
have learned to take a pleasure and pride in the twists and
turns of the law. 1884 St. James's Gaz. ig Dec. 6/2 Before
the snipe got into his twist . . the single-barrel seemed to drop
the shot with certainty. 1884 Tennyson Beckci v. il. He
knows the twists and turnings of the place. 1897 G. Allen
Type-writer Girl v. After various intricate twists and turns,

. . I found myself at last by the side of a pond.

20. Jig. a. An eccentric or perverted inclination or

attitude; esp. a peculiar mental turn or bent; an
intellectual or moral bias or obliquity ; a craze,

whim, crotchet.
iSix Byron Hints fr. Hor. 734 note. If she don't take a

poetical twist, and come forth as a shoe-making Sappho.
1813 Sir R. Wilson Diary in Life (1862) II. 204 He has a
twist, or, as the Scotch say, a 'craze ' on the subject of
dress. X840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxxvi. If in a mind so
beautiful any moral twist or bandiness could be found. 184a
L. Hunt Men, IVomen, /^ B. (1847) "• xii. 305 It took a
twist of intrigue and worldliness. 187a Morley Voltaire
vi. {ed. 2) 311 The twist which polemical fury may give to
the most acute intelligence. 1885 Duncklky in Maneh.
Exam, 20 July 6/1 Attendance at Government night schools
might easily give them a pauper twist for the rest of their
lives.
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TWIST.

b. A wrcslinjj, i>erversion, distortion.

i86i> GouLBURN P<^s. Rtiig. iv. vii. {1873I 304 What twkts

has the mind of man contrived to give it [the Gospel].

187s WniTNKV Li/e^ \c. of Lang. v. y6 The most curious

twist of meaning. 1876 Douse Crimm's I., g 34. 7'. ^ti"u5^

phonetic twists in the several adopting dialects. . might siill

wrench the sound on to widely divergent lines ofdebilitation.

21. Attgio Irish. A sjieU or turn ; abotit; aeon-

test. Cf. Turn sb, 35. rare.

1846 I. Kekgan Z<x- ^ i'oems {1907) 430 The great Queen's

County bruiser., to take a twist with Davy Fetherstone.

Iv. 22. a//ri/f. and Cont/f.y as twist-copy hand,

-loafJ manufacturer^ service (sense 13), -spinning,

tobacco \ twist barrel, a i;un- barrel formed of a

spirally twisted strip or strips of iron ; hence twist-

barrelled a. \ twist-bit, - tivisted bit (Twisted

4); twist-drill: see qiiot. ; twist-frame, a throstle

for spinning cotton ; twist-gear, a gear in which

the teeth are helices {Cent. Diet, Supp. 1909);

twist-joint, Telegraphy, t).\6\\\\. made by placing

the ends of two wires side by side and coiling

each round the other for a few turns {Cent. Diet.

1 891) ; twist knot, a figure-of-eight knot, repeated

or continued sons to form a kind of plait; twist-lace

«Bobbin-nbt; ftwistline: see Twink j(^.t 4b;

twist-machine : see quot. ; also a machine for

cutting spiral mouldings in wood-work {Funk's

Statui. Diet. 1895); twist-pinion ^ twist-wheel',

twist-rail, a banister-rail characterized by a twisted

or curved end or part ; twist-shaft, the shaft of the

twist-xvheel ; twist-stitch, an embroidery stitch

:

see quot, ; twist-wheel, in a spinning-machine, a

wheel by which the number of turns put into the

yarn is determined ; twist-yarn = sense 4 b {a\

1833 J. Holland Mann/. Metal II. 98 The "twist barrels

, .are used for the most curiuus and expensive kinds ofguns

and pistols. i88i Gbeener Gun 81 The great step to the

success of the double fowling-piece was the employment of

twist barrels. 1S58 — Gunnc/y 189 A *twist barrelled gun.

1901 7. Stack's niustr. Carp. ^ Build., Scaffolding 34
They must now be bored . . with brace and *twist-bit. iSSt

Manck. Guard, 12 Jan., Medium counts of *twist and weft

cops. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Twist-dntl, (Metal-

working) a drill having a twisted body like that of an auger.

x888 Hasluck Model En^in. Handybk. (1900) 66 A twist-

drill will run through easily and will leave two holes. 1819 1

Encycl.Brit. Suppl. III. 396/2 The mule.. contains a system

of rollers like that belonging to the *twist frame. 1590

Ace. Bk. IK IVray in Antiquary XXXII. 371 Cre[mo-

sinj and black *twisle fringe.. twisle blacke fringe. 1886

Daily News 20 Oct 6/2 The *twist hands or workmen who
have charge of a machine earned their. .seven pounds a
week. 1871 Koutledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 246 The *twist

knot is by no means so generally known. Dissected it is

ah ordinary 'three plait', though formed of one piece.. .If

well done it forms a hard, tight, and compact long knot.

1840 Civil Eng. 9f Arch. Jrnl. III. 432/1 Improvements
in machinery, for.. making figured or ornamental bobbin-

net or "twist-lace. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. x. 100, I

made my meat-ball like a *twist-loaf. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., * Twist-machine, one form of lace-making machine.

180a New Ann. Direct. 235 *Twi.st Manufacturers. 1879 J.
Robertson in Casselfs Teckn, Educ. IV. 397/2 The *twist-

pinion requires to be changed when any material alteration

IS made in the count of the yarn. 1778 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2)

I. 6i8/i Plate xxxviiL Shews the manner of squaring *twist-

rails. x^\MuHScy'sMag.yi%y.6$i/\ Mahony was beaten at

Newport, .chiefly through the "twist service. 1884 W. S. B.

McLaren Spinning^cd. 2) 139 The crown wheel . . appears at

first sight as if it were driven by the *twist shaft 1825 J.
Nicholson Operat. MeeAanic 387 In water "twist-spinning,

the operation of stretching is not introduced. x88a

Caulfeilo & Saward Diet. Needteivork i8o/x Cord Stitch^

a stitch used in Embroidery to cover straight threads thrown
across spaces, and not run into the material ; also known as

*Twist Stitch... Throw a line of thread across a space and
fasten it firmly. Return the thread to where it first started

from by twisting it over and over the straight and tight line

first made. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girts Rom. 63 He would
be reduced once more to the old patched suit and station

*twist tobacco. 1851 L. D. B. Gordon Art Jrnl, Illustr.

Catal. p. vi»»/2 The requisite quantity of twist. .is regu-

lated by the *twist-wheel. 1835 Urk Philos. Manuf.^t^
Spinning of *twist yarn is the sole business of the establish-

ment 189X Labour Commission Gloss, s. v., Twist yarn is

used for the warps which run lengthwise in a piece of cloth.

..Twist yarn is always made much stronger than weft, and
b so called because more twists per inch are put into the
yarn while being spun.

t Twist, I'J*^^ Obs.rare. In4twyst-. [Perhaps
identical with the second element of OK. mxst'
twist (glossing \,. parastates), which may be con-

nected with Twist j^.i 1-3.] Used with liiu and
rope to designate some part of the tackle of a vessel,

1336 Ace. Exeh. K, R. 20/20 (P.n.O.) De .xj. petris

cordarum de Canabo .. emptis ., pro vno Twystrop iiide

faciendo. 1336-7 Ibid. 19/31 in. 5 In vj. petris corde de
canabo . .pro vno boltrope vno Twystrofjc et y lychrop. 1356
in Fipe Roll 32 Edw. Ill, m. 54/2 (P.R-O.), xj. forloks, lij

loppelynes, v. twystlyne {sic\ vj tregetropes.

Twist (twist), V. Fornns : 4-5 twiste, 4-6
twyst, 5 twyste, (4 tuyst), 6- twist. Pa. t. and
pple. twisted ; also 4-5 twyst(©, twi8t(e

;
{pa. t,

5 tueate, 7 Sc. t-wust; pa.pple. 6-7 twist). [Kvi-

dently (like Twine vX) a deriv. from the stem Twi-,
denoting either division in two (Branch I) or com-
bination of two (threads, etc.) into one (Branch II).

With the former cf. Flem., Du., and LG. twisten

to disagree, quarrel (hence Da. tviste^ Sw. tvista),

540

Icel. ivisira or tvistra to scatter (also d tvist,

Olcel. tvistr6ttr scattered) ; with the latter cf.

older Flem. (Kilian) twisten to twine (thread),

Da. dial, tviste, tweste. Branch lU would be a

natural development of II, though actually recorded

a century earlier.

The meaning of iwisteTm Trin. Coil. Horn. 213 is obscure,

and the pass;ige appe:irs to be in some way corrupt.]

I. To divide, separate.

+ 1. intr. To divide into branches ; to branch.

Obs. rare.

1340 Ayenh. 159 Yef he onderstondingge is wrong, o^er

yef buy iuyste^..al J^ inwyt sstl by Hestrc.He tuyste|»

me tuo, huanne me wylne^ of one half to god, and of oper-

half to he wordle. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxi.

(Bodl. MS.) If 12/iThe tunges of addres bene blacke.. swifte

in meuyng-.M nieueh he tunge so swiftelich so bat on

tunge semeh iforked and twisted [orig. Qui tarn velociter

linguas agitat vt vna numero bifurcari videatur linguaj.

2. tnms. a. To prune, clip. Obs. or dial.

1483 Cat/t. Angl. ^ggf-z To Twyste, dfrondare. 1535

CovERDALE Isit. V. 6, 1 will layc it waist, that it .^ha!l nether

be twysted nor cut, but beare thornes and breares. —
2 Esdras xvi. 43 He that twysteth the vynyarde, as he that

shal not gather the grapes. 167a in W. Grainge Nidderdate

(1863) 137 note, [The tenant also agreesl not to cut, fell,

or twist the wood standing and growing thereon.

t b. fig. To detach, separate, take away. Obs.

f 1440 Capgrave St. Kath. 1. 103 He precbyd so ther \>?^\.

(he] hem alle twyst \v. r. twyste] Fro all her maumentrye &
falsbe-leue. Ibid. 11. 866, 1 haue ^it no list pat ony man my
maydynhod schuld twyst.

II. To combine, unite, and derived senses.

3. trans. To combine two or more yarns or fibres

of (any suitable material) into a thread or cord by

spinning; to form (a thread or cord) by spinning

the yarns or strands. Also ahsol.

1471 Mann. <V Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 551 Alys Haweryng
hat spowne and cardyd and iwystyd tweyntey pownde of

;erne. 1530 Pai^gr. 764/2, 1 twyst threde, I twyne threde.

This terme is northren .-declared in ' I twyne '. 1595 Shaks.

John IV. iii. 128 The smallest thred That euer Spider twisted

from her wonibe Will serue to strangle thee. "^99 i •

lA{o\3Y^i;\ Silkwormes 7-^ Man and maide Whilst winding,

twisting, and in weauing, thay Now laugh, now chide. 1650

W. Brough Sacr. Frinc. (1659) 458 Cords. .if well twist and
made will bind and hold any though never so .strong. 1690

LuTTRELL Brie/ Rei. (1857) II. 3, 6000/. worth of hay is

already bought on the river Severn and ordered to be

twisted and sent on board. 1725 De Foe l^oy. round ll^orld

(1840) 347 Tow-lines.. they supplied by twisting a strong

tough kind of flag or rush. 175^6 Morse Amer.Ceog. I. 557
Manufactory for spinning and twisting cotton, 1844,^*
DoDD Textile Manu/ vi. 184 Organzine, besides being

wound, cleaned, and doubled, is twisted or thrown twice.

b. fig. or in fig. context.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado i. i. 313 Was't not to this end, That
thou beganst to twist so fine a story? 1643 Heri-e

David's Song 5 A double string,.. twisted of two parts

into a kind of discordant concord. 1663 Butler I/ud. 1.

1, 157 He a rope of sand could twist As tough as learned

Sorbonist. 1760-71 H. Brooke /'"o(j/ ^/^ (?//«/. (1809) III.

18 It twists the sacred and endearing cord of society.

187a Bagehot Physics cj- I'ol. (1876) 120 His life is twisted

into a thousand curious habits. 1884 F. M. Crawford Rom.
Singer 1. 17, I am trying hard to twist a rope of which I

never held the other end.

C. transf. To plait, weave, twine, wreathe.

a iS9"T. Watson Poems (Arb.) 15 Where Lawrell wreath's

are twist for them alone. Whose gals are burst with^ often

tasted sowre. 1693 Patent Sped/. No. 313 A certaine Engine
or Machine for the Makeing or Twisting ofWhips. 1760-71

H. Brooke Foolo/Qual, (1809) III. 6 To twist the garland

of your blessedness. 1878 M. A. Brown Nadeschda 20 Of
straw a girdle twisted up.

4. To join or unite by twining or interlacing ; to

twine together; to entwine (one thing) with or f /i?

another ; to intertwine, interweave.

1563 GoLDiNG C^ja?- vii. (1565) 225 Fyue rowes of them
ioyned and twysted one wythin another, so that whosoeuer

ventured in, must nedes gore them selues vppon the sharpe

pointesofthe stakes. 1601 Holland /'//wj xvn. xxiii. I. 537
These meet one with another in the space betweene, and are

interlaced, twisted, and tied together. 1634 SirT. Herbert
Trav. 94 The people, .thought to forbid., his desired

entrance, by twistmg one tree to another. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

ThevenoCs Trav. \. 22 A Pillar made of three brazen

Serpents twisted together. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (i 760)

I. 234 The seat . . is made of bark and ropes twisted together.

iSas Scott Talism. viii, A small silken bag made of net-

work, twisted with silver. Ibid, xxvii, The sashes were
twisted with silk and gold. 1817 Faraday Chevi. Manip.
xxiv. (1842) 6^2 Twist together five or six folds of steel

harpsichord wire.

5. fig. To unite, combine, connect, associate inti-

mately, like strands in a cord.

'573-80 Baret Alv. T 460 To bind, or twist hard logetlier,

to nnngle so together that one cannot tell what the thing

meaneth. 1639 Fuller //^/j' War in. xxiv. (1840) 160 John
de Bren..to twist his title with another string, married

Maria Jole. 1646-8 G. Daniel Tomb Earl Strafford ii.

Our Rionarch's Fate Was twist in his. 1652 Benlowi-s
y/zf/^A. I. xcvi, Make arts thy tributaries, twist heart, tongue

and pen. 1697 Drvdkn JEneid xi. 561 Pity your own, or

?ity our Kstate ; Nor twist our Fortunes with your sinking

'ate. 171a M. HENRvCtf;//;«K«. tv. God \. Wks. 1853 I,

205/1 Gcxt has been pleased therein to twist interests with

us. 1731 W. Bowman Scrm. Vers. 24 The church then with

the state was twisted.

b. Twist in, to initiate or swear in as a member
or associate of the Luddites. Twist out : see quot.

18S3 ; also lit.i to get out (a strand) from a cord

by unravelling it.

TWIST.

1812 ChroH. in Ann. Reg. 63/1 Offering five guineas bounty,

.^nd \ss. per week to all that would be twisted in. 1813 B.

Walker in Examiner 11 Jan. 21/2 The murder was well

known amongst those twi.sted in. 1883 Almondbury
iS- liudders/ieUl Gloss., Twisted out, after the ttials at

York, an order in Council directed that.. the Luddites.,

should go before a magistrate, and be twisted out, as it was
called; that is, they took the Oath of Allegiance. 1887 J.

Hutchison Lcct. Philippians \v. 35 'i he whole cordage.,

has a red thread moving throughout it, which cannot be

twisted out without undoing it all.

o. fig. To entangle or mix up with something;

to get into a tangled or confused state ; to confuse,

confound.
1863 Susan Warnkk Old Helmet 179 The question, .was

inextricably twisted up with the other question. 1908 Rider
Haggard Ghost Kings viii. They bad twisted up the story

..into that [story] which they had narrated to her.

6. To wind or coil (a thread or the like) ofi or

round something ; to attach in tliis way ; to

encircle (an object) with or as with a thread, etc.

;

to entwine in something else.

1582 Stanvhurst jEueis n. ^Arb.) 66, I twisted a wallet

On my broad .shoulders. 16.. in Buiton Scot Abroad \.

iii. 150 He had long liair platt over his neck, whilk David
Home-.twust to his saddle-bow. 1710 W. King Heathen
Gods f^- Heroes X. (1722) 34 His Thighs were all twisted round
with Folds of Vipers. tZ^oW.\v.\\iiG Sketch Bk. I.51 A few

wild flowers were twisted in her fine hair. 1825 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. 11. Sutherl. I. 21 Jane ran to a looking-glass

and.. twisted her limp ringlets round her long pale fingers

into apologies for curls. Ibid., Passion ^ Princ. xii. III.

268 Twisting silk on bits of cards cut star-wise. 1870 J.

Hamilton Aloses v. 99 A sinful habit entwined and twisted

round your soul^ 1885 * Mrs. Alexander' At Bay x,

Lambert twisted the comforter round his throat and face.

7. intr. and refl. 'Vo pass or move in a tortuous

manner; to coil or twine about or round ; to pene-

trate into something with a tortuous movement or

action.

1635 Quarles Embl. iv. xii. 43 O how these Armes..did

twine, And strongly twist about his yeelding wast ! 1644

Evelyn Diary 7 Mar., A fuuntaine of .serpents twisting

about a globe, a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. L (1821) 7 Any
filthy vice., perpetually twisting itself into the thread of our

finest spun speculations. 1705 Addison Italy 391 {Sienna)

Great Columns,. finely engraven with Fruits and Foliage

that run twisting about 'em from the very Top to the Bottom.

1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI!. 227 They IboasJ.. will

dart down upon travellers, and twist themselves so closely

round their bodies, as to dispatch them in a very few

minutes. 1849 Cupples Green Hand xvi, Flowers, trailing

and twisting in thick snaky coils clo.se up the stems.

1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. iii, A writhing horror twisted

itself across his face. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. App. viii.

364 The weeds, .have twisted themselves into its crannies.

Ill, To wring, wrench,

t 8. trans. To compress with a turning move-

ment ; to wring; also 7?^. to torment, harass. Obs.

Cf. tiiaste pa. t. (C1325) in Ritson Metr. Rom, II. 272.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 226 {254) pe furye and J?e rage

Whiche l^at his herte twyste & faste ^reste. c 1384 — H.
Favie \\. 267 For whan a pipe is blowen sharpe The aire ys

twyst with violence And rent. C1386 — Wi/e's Prol. 494
Ther was no wight saue god and he \>2X wiste In many wise

how soore I hym twiste. — Mcrch. T. 761 She taketh

hym by the hand and harde hym twiste.

9. To wring out of place or shape, or so as to

change the shape ; esp. to force (a limb, etc.) round

so as to sprain it ; to wrench. To twist w/,

to screw up into a rounded form. Also reft.

c 1530 Hickscomer B ij, Imag.. .At tyburne. . Some there

taketh a fall that maketh theyr necke lame. Frewyll. Ye
but can they go no more? Imag. Oh no man. The wrest

is twyst so sore. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vii. § 36 The
Doctor fairly twisted his wrists almost to the breaking

thereof. £ri8o3 C. K. Sharpe Niw Ox/ord Guide ii, 1

twisted my ancle—foment it with grease. 1827 Cablyle
Misc., Ric/iter {iSs7) ^- 2 This mirror is so twisted with con-

vexities. 1844 W. H. Maxwell IVofid. Highl. II. xxi.

249 Twisting the neck of a skoray, or young kittiwake.

1857 Hughes Totn Brown i. viii, [He] seized him [Tom] and
twisted his arm. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. \. vi. It seemed to

twist itself into some likeness of boughs.

t b. Spec. To twist a horse : see quot. Obs.

1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v., To twist a horse, is violently

to wring or twist his testicles twice about, which causes

them to dry up, and deprives them of nourishment.

c. pass. To be hanged, slang.

1725 New Cant. Diet., Twisted, executed, hanged. i8ix

Lexicon Balatr. s.v. Nose, His pall nosed, and he was
twisted for a crack,., was hanged for burglary.

10. To turn awry ; to screw up or contract (the

features, etc.) ; to contort, distort.

1789 W. BucHAN Z>w«. ^/^(/. (17^) 433 In the fit. .his ex-

tremities are bent or twisted various ways. 1818 Scott
Hrt. MidL xlvi. Sorely did he twist about his physiognomy,
and much did he stumble in his speech, before he could

express his idea. 1859 Tennyson Laticelot ^ Elaine 1139

The dumb old servitor. .Winking his eyes, and twisted all

his face. 1867 Aug. J. E. Wilson Vashttxxx, A bitter

smile twisted the muscles about Mrs. Gerome's mouth. 1898
' H. S. Merriman ' Rodcn's Comer viii, At times he twisted

his lips, moistening them with his tongue.

b. fig. To wrest the form or meaning of; to per-

vert ; to distort ; to force a meaning from.
1821 Scott Kenilw. xiv, Twisting into all manner of un-

couth and incomprehensible forms of speech the honest

plain English phr.-use which God gave us to express our

meaning withal. 1829 Lytton Disoivned xlviii, I tried to

twist her words into a hundred meanings. 1853 KingslivY

Hypatia viii, A mere logician, twisting Aristotle to mean
what she knew.. Aristotle never meant. 1871 Palgrave'

Lyr, Poems 120 A law no guile can twist to harm. 1883



TWIST.

iQlh Cent. May 730 Twisting my opinions into accordance
with a party.

11. To force <^(/«, pull off ox out with a turning
strain ; to wrench or wrinj^ off^ etc. Also //;'".

1784 CowcKR Task IV. 62 A demagogue. . with a dc.Nttrmis
jerK soon twists him down (from the'sumniit of auibilioitj.

1804 C. li. Drown tr. Volney's / /«t>S»// {/..S. (1'hil.id. ed.)
140 They (whirlwinds] twist off" and lay level the largest
trees. _i8a3 .Scott Qiteittiti D. v, Untwining his gold ciiain
from his neck, Balafre' twisted off, with his firm and .strong-

set teeth, at)out four inches from the one end of it. 1838
James Roi^bcr vi, 'I'hese fo.ves have almost twisted my
thumbs off". 1890 GuNTER Miss Nobody xiii, A summons
or writ or some other cursed legal thumb-screw to twist the
dollars out of my pocket I

12. To form into a spiral ; to bend, curve, or coil
si)irally ; to screw up.
•'.744 .''orK (J), Either double it into a pyramidical, or

twist it into a serpentine form. 1765 Sternk Tr. Shandy
VII r. xi, Hy.ill that is hirsute and gashly ! I cry, t.-\king
otr my furred cap, and twisting it round my linger.
1818 Scott Br, Lamm. x.\i, A cow chased by a whole
nest of hornets, and her tail twisted over her rump like
a corkscrew, a 1839 Prakd /'oeiits (1864) I. 326 Twist-
ing up his songs Into the sweetest candlepa)>ers. 1843
HoLTZAPFFKL Turning I. 207 Some twist the iron before
hammering to prevent it from becoming 'spilly'. 1858
GRtENER Gunnery 195, I found that the inside was entirely
composed of iron, over which the covering of Damascus had
been twisted. 1861 Bentlev .Vrt«. /»V/. 513 Flowers usually
symmetrical. . . Petals Iwistetl in aestivation. 1875 IJknnett
& Dyer Sachs' Hot. 3j3 When the tendrils have fixeil them-
selves by their extremities, they draw the stem towards
the .support by twisting themselves spirally. 1906 Marj.
Bowen Viper0/Milan x. He turned back into the corridor,
twisting the ends of his scarlet robe between his fingers.

b. To twisl (a person) round one's finger, to
have completely under one's influence ; so lo turn,
twist, and wind (one) : cf. Turn v. 64.
1780 Mirror No. gs p 7 At the first glance I saw into liim,

and could now twbt him round my finger. 1787 Mme.
D'Arblay Diary Aug., You turn, twist, and wind me just
as you like. 184a Dickens Bam. Kud^e vi, Women may
twist me round their fingers at their pleasure. 1855
KiNcsLEY Westw. Hoi xxix, The inaa has twisted the
whole council round his finger.

c. intr. for refi. or pass.
1881 Greener Gnn 224 The rod is carefully watched while

twisting, and should one part commence to twist more
r.Tpidly than another [etc.J. a 1886 in C. E. Pascoe Lond.
0/ To-itay xl. (ed. 3)337 Seams are crooked and wrinkle,
sleeves twist, the chest is tight, ..&c. &c The arrival of a
new dress brings with it agonies.

13. intr. and trans. To eat heartily ; also to twist
(footl) down, slang.

1694M0TIEUX Ratelais v. v.17 Twist like Plough -jobbers,
and Swill like Tinkers. Ibid, xxvii. 132 They us'd to
twist store of Holy-bread, Cakes, Buns, Huffs, I..enlen.
Loaves, Jumbals and Biscuits, a \via B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Twisl, 10 Eat. To Twist lustily, to Feed like a
Farmer. 17^ Grose Diet, l^ulg. T. s.v. Twist, To twist
le down apace, to eat heartily. 1817-18 Cobbett Kesid.
U. S. (1822) 165 She will twist down a half pound of l>eef
with her ' polaloe ', and h.as twisted down half a pound of
buttered toast in the morning.
IV. To rotate, etc.

14. trans. To cause to rotate as on an axis; lo
turn (anything) round so as to alter its position or
aspect To twist one'sfingers, to turn one's fingers
about nervously.

1789 W. BucHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 5S9 He must pull the
head with considerable force, gently twisting it at the same
time, if the face be turned to one side, till he perceives that
the joint is replaced. J79« Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV. 80
She twisted it .. hastily round, to hide the hand-writing of
the direction. 18*7 Scott Surg. Dau. vi, I will twist your
bead round till your eyes look at the drummer's hand,
writing on your back. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trot: 264
Blocks of stone,. .lowered, lipped, twisted, undermined,
and generally capsized by the rains and frosts of centuries.
1885 ' Mrs. Alexasueh ' Valerie's Fate vi. Speak then, you
stupid child, and don't stop short to twist your fingers.

b. Cricket. In bowling, to give a lateral spin to
(the ball), so that it ' breaks ' or turns aside on
rebounding.
1833 NVRKN Vng. Cricketer's Tutor ii3 If eilher of your

bowlers twist his balls, favour such twist as much as possible.

15. intr. To rotate, revolve; also, to turn so
as to face another way.
1680 .Moxo.v Mech. Exerc. x. 177 A strong Iron Screw.,

w-ilh a si|uare Shank near ihe Head, that, .it may not twist
about. l8saTENNvsoN/n Mem. ci. 12 When the lesser wain Is
twisting round Ihe polar star. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown
n. viii, The ball comes skimming and twisting along about
three feet from the ^ground. 1907 J. H. Patterson Man-
Eaters o/Tsavo Kw'm. 199 As we moved, ihe lion also twbted
round and so always kept his head full on us.

16. intr. To turn aside and proceed in a new
direction

; spec, of a ball (at cricket, etc.) : to turn
aside or ' break' on rebounding ; also, to proceed
with fref|uent turns (often associated with/«r«); to
follow a circuitous route ; to wind, meander.
«833 Nyrem Yng. Cricketer's Tutor ^^ If the ball Ik struck

to his right hand, he will surely find it twist to his left. 1851
Lillvwhite Guide Cricketers 15 Try every manceuvre to
make the bail twist and shoot after it touches the ground,
iSja Dickens IStca/i Ha. iv. We just twist up Chancery
Lane. i8«3 W. C. Balowin /l/r. Hunting vii. 257 He
turned, dodged, and twisted from side lo side, with amazing
quickness. 1879 S. C. liABTiErr ligypt to Tat. xiii. 289
The valley or ravine twisted this way and that. 1895
Review 0/ Rev. Aug. 168 The stream twists down through
the vaUey. 1906 Makj. 1;owkm Viftr 0/ Milan x. The
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steps were few in number, Ijefore they twisted abruptly out
of sight,

Twistable (twisiab'l), a. [f. Twist v. +
-AIM.K.] Th.tt may be twisled.
1853 l.VNcn Chr. I'racticaln. in Lett, to Scattered (iSji)

364 I'ake the solemnity out of religion, and yuu do as if you
should take Ihe hardening element out of human bones.
The bones would then become all soft and twistable. 1901
N. Ar Q. 9th Ser. VII. 46S/2 Shades of meaning more or less
twisLible into that attributed to -itis.

Twi'Sted, ///. a. [I. as prec. + -ED 1.]

fl. Divided, branching. Ois. rtire~'.
1398 [see Twist v. i].

2. Consisting of two or more threads, strands, or
the like twined together; (of a thread or strand)
formed into a cord by being intertwined with another
or others; made of spun or doubled thiead, or by
spinning; also/nzHj/^ wreathed, plaited, interwoven.
01548 Hall C/iron , lien. Vf, 135 An indissoluble knot,

like Ihe twisted tree, whiche cannot seuer. 1573-80 Baret
-•f/f. T 4^6 Twined or twisled Ihred, ^////w rctortum. 1590
SrKNsEK F. <>. 11. xl 22 In a canvas thin he was bedight.
And girded with a belt of twisted brake, a 1603 Council
Order in Antiq. Rep. (1807) I. 23 Twisted with two rows of
twisted l.ace rus.set .

. the clothe itselfset with ttie said twisted
lace. 1600 Bible (Douay) F.xotl. xxxvi. 8 Ten curtines of
twisted silke, and hyacinth, and purple, and scarlet t wise died.
1718 Blackmore Alfred in. (1723) 92 Cables in Kings,..
Their twisted Lengths voluminous enfold. 1718 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Mrs. Thistlcthwnyte 25 Sept., We began
10 ascend Mount Cenis, being carried in little seats of twisted
osiers. 1757 Gray Bard 5 Helm, nor Haulx:rk's twisted
mail. 1791 Cowper Iliad v. 135 Blootl spouted through his
twisted mail l794SoUTlitY .'ila-.e TradeW. j No tear escaped
him, not one suffering groan Beneath the twisted thong. 1825
Scott Tulism, iii. Mattresses wrought of twisted flags, lay
by the side of Ihe cell. 1835 I'. .Mitchell Acharn. of
Aristoph. 400 rtote, A round twisled basket, in which any
thing was carried, 1895 Scully Kafir Stories 24 A musical
instrument., consisted of a slick about three feet long, bent
into a bow by a string made of twisted .sinew.s.

t b. fig. Intimately associatetl or connected

;

unitetl ; combined ; also, consisting of two ele-
ments united. Ohs.
1S73-SO Baret Ah: T 460 Twisted together, hard to be

loosed, intricate, doublfuil. l64> Gauden Three Serm. 29
Hypocrisie is a double and twisted impiety. 1655 W.
Hammond Poems (1906) 500 Our twisled lives must be cut
both Together. 1665 GLANviLL.!>'«/>j«iV:(. Addr.Aiv, Their
..deep Sag.-tcity, twisted Endeavours, ample Fortunes, and
all other advantages.

3. Wrung out of shape ; distorted ; contorted
;

turned or bent awry; spec, in h'ot. = Contorted 2

;

crooked, tortuous, winding ; turned or wrung spi-
rally, of coiled or screw-like form, spiral or helical

;

in Geom. applied to curves in space, as twisted
Cartesian, t. cubic, etc. (see Curvatuhb I b) ; also,
involved, tangled, confused.

171s W. HKtrrr.^tti Sound Building 13 The two different
Edges ofa Twisted Schofeet. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants
(1796) II- 319 Parnas5ia.,.Slem somewhat twisted, 178a A.
Monro Comfar. Anat. 167 Ihe eight upper ribs were
formerly classed into pairs,.. to wit, the crooked, the solid,
lilt pectoral, thet7oistcd. i8a8 Stark Stem. Mat. Hist. II.

135 Siliquaria, Lam.—Serpula, Lin. Shell tubular, irre-
gularly twisled. 1830 Caklyle Richter Again Ess. 1840
II. 297 Abounding. . in the most twisted phraseology. 1831
Scott Cast. Dang, xvii, A clear fountain of living water
bubbled forth from under the twisted roots of one of those
trees. 184s BiscHOFF Woollen Manuf. H. 355 They [horns]
protrude nearly at right angles from the head, and then
become twisled in a singular way. 1854 MuRCllisoN Siluria
V. 93 Highly twisted micaceous schists, a 1861 T. Woolner
My Beautiful La^ty, Her Card, iv. The mad gale had ..

fiercely blown The stalks (of the lilies] in twisted heaps. 1876
Hooker Bot. Primer 68 Twisted, when each overlaps by
one margin the contiguous margin of that next to it. 1894
H. NiSBET Bush Girls Rom. 240 Worrogonga handed to
her a smalt twisted note.

4. In special collocations : twisted bit, a bit

of which the mouthpiece consists of a square bar
spirally twisted ; also in Carpentry : see quot.

;

twisted dim = twist-drill (Twist ji.l 22);
twisted flower, rendering of Strophanthts, name
of a genus of tropical shrubs, natives 0/ Asia and
Africa, esp. applied to those species cultivated for
the singularity of their flowers (Cent. Diet. 1891);
twisted horn = Twisty sb. ; twisted mouth

:

see quot. ; twisted pillar, a pillar having the
appearance of being spirally twisted, or apparently
consisting oftwo shafts intertwined ; twisted pine,
Pintis contorta, a small pine of the Pacific coast of
North America, the twisted-branched pine ; also
P. Teocole of Mexico ; twisted stalk, rendering of
Streptopiis, name of a genus of perennial herbaceous
pl.inls bearing bell-shaped flowers with curious
bent stalks ; twisted stick = twisted horn

;

twisted suture : see quot. ; t twisted tree, ? a
branch of willow or other tree formerly used in con-
nexion with Easter celebrations.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., 'Twisted bit ..,3. wood-boring
tool adapted to be used in a brace- It is a. . flat bar twisted
into a spiral form and provided., with a cutter and a routing-
table. 1884 F.

J.
Britten Wntck f, Clockm. 95 For long

holes of small diameter a 'twisted drill is desirable. 18G6
"Twisted born [see Twisty j*.J. 1875 Knight /W<:<. Mech.,
*T-H'isted mouth (Manege), a bit whose mouthpiece has
been twisted, to make it more severe than it otherwise would
be. J717 11ekkel«» Tour in ItcUy Wks, 1871 IV. 550 The
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allars generally .adorned with 'twisted pillars. 1756-7 tr.
Ktyslers Trav. (1760) IV. 77 The great altar has sixteen
'*»":J pillars of white and green marble. 1869 Tozeu
llighl. Turkey I. 238 Halustr.ades and windows with twisled
pillars. 1866 Trcas. Hot. s. v. Pine, 'Twisled pine, I'inus
leocote. 1884 Miller flnnt-n.. Pine-tree, Twisted Mexi-
can, Pnius Teocote. 185S A. Gray Man. Hot. (i860) 474
Strcptopus, 'Twisted-slalk. i8«6 "Twisted slick (see Twisty
sb.). 1767G00CH Treat. Wounds I. i54The*twisted.sulure
..IS performed by introducing one, two or more, needles or
pins through the whole substance of the lips of the wound,
twisting a waxed thread neatly about ihem, in the form of
a figure of 8. 1598 Stow Su>v. -ji. In the weeke before
l!-aster had yee gieat shewes made for the fetching in of a
•twisted Tree, or With, as they termed it, out of the woodes
into the kinges house, and the like into euery mans house
of honor or worship.

5. Comb., as tivistcd-branched, -convolute, -locked.
1830 UmLiilNat..syst. Bot. 131 ^Estivation for the most

part twisted-convolute. l86a Eng. Horn. Dom. Mag. IV.
218 Those frizzly-haired, laiikliaired, twisted-locked, lop-
knotted foreigners. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Pinus contorta,
twisted-branched pine.

Hence Twi-stedly adv., in a twisted manner.
1910 Westm. Caz. 2 Feb. 8/2 Every single strand of Ihe

toljacco smokes perpendicularly downwards instead of hori-
zontally across, or t« isledly diagonal. 1915 Blickm. Mag.
May s^.'i A twistedly pathetic thing a battery team and
umber is without a gun.

Twister (twi-staj), sb. [f. Twist v. + -ek '.]

One who or that which twists.

+ 1. One who prunes or clips trees. Obs. rare—'.
1483 Cath. Angl. 399/2 A Twysterof trees, defrondator.
2. A girder. Cf. Twist sb\ 3 b.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Twister. .1. a girder.

3. One who (or that which) spins thread, cord,
or the like ; spec, one whose occupation is to twist
together the ends of the yarns of the new warp to
those of that already woven. Also twister-in.
"579 J- Stubbes Gaping GutfH'lv h, Which strong cord .

.

the Lorde .. turned to the strangling of the twisters thereof.
'599 T. M(oufet] Silkwormcs 69 How many winders
line. How many twisters eke, and weauers Ihriue Vppon
this trade? 1611 Cotgr., Retordeur, a twister, twiner.
1713 lond. Gaz. No. 6172/8 Samuel Brooke.., Twister.
/bid., Nicholas Gudgeon.., Silver-Twister. 1799 Hull
Advertiser 2 Mar. 4/4 The Man of the People, .at a rope-
maker's .shop.. besought.. his interest.. when the twister
replied [etc.]. 1815 Ci. Beattie yohn a' Arnlia' US26) 36
Elspet, Mausie, fatal sister.s. Of the thread of life the twi/sters.
1878 A. Barlow Hist, /i Prine. Weaving xxx. 311 The
' twister-in ' has no difficulty in finding the proper threads
to twist together. 1895 Daily News 3 July 7/5 The
threatened lock-out., at Burnley has been averted by the
settlement of the twisters* dispute.

b. A mechanical device for spinning yarns, etc.

;

spec, a throw-crook {dial.).

a 1703 Wallls in J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. (171 1) 283 He
[a rope-maker), twerling his twister, makes a twist of the
twine. 187s Knight Diet, Mech., Twister, a reel used in
twisting yarns or threads. 18^ Gloucester. Gloss., Twister,
an implement used for twisting straw ropes for thatching,
resembling a brace and bit, except that the bit has a
hooked end. 1903 Dundee Advertiser 25 July 9 This
machine.. does more work in a given time than any other
type of twister.

C. A wheel, tourniquet, or other device by which
torsional force is applied.
1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 2075 The Wringing.

Machine.. for small laundries. The articles lo be wrung,
when large, are taken out of the washing-tub, and, being
passed over the pin,., the two ends are put through the
hole of the twister,. .which is turned round by the spokes.
189s Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 24 May, One of the
highwaymen . . confessed his guilt after being tortured with
' twisters ' and hot coals.

4. One who or that which turns about, turns
from side to side, rotates, etc. +a. A twisting
or twining shoot. Obs. rare,

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 431 Fill a bag .. of leaves and
twisters of vine.

b. One who turns this way and that ; fig. one
who shuffles or prevaricates.

1834 Reckford Italy, etc. 1 1, xvl 350 The ambassador is.

.

no commonplace twister and turner in the paths of diplomacy.
1897 Blackmore in Blacktv. Mag, July 61/2, 1 have handled
a good many twisters and skippers in the way of savages.

o. Cricket. A delivery in which the ball twists

or ' breaks
' ; a break ; trans/, in Tennis and other

ball-games, a ' screw'.
1857 Hughes Tom Broion 11. vi. To come out. .to Tom's

wicket, and bowl slow twisters to him. i86a Calverley
Verses lif Tr. * Hie vir, hie est ' viii, I have stood serene.

.

While the Buttress of the period Bowled me his peculiar
twisters. 1884MARSHALL Tennis Cuts 202 T was the 'Twister,
that settled the rest.

d. C/.S, In the Mississippi region : A whirling
wind- storm; a cyclone, tornado.
1897 StrandMag. Sept. 26(^1 Kansas., is a favourite spot

of the ' twisters ' as the Westerns playfully term their windy
enemy (the tornado). 1903 W. M. Davis Elein. Phys. Geog.
ii. 67 Violent local storms . . are often called cyclones, or
prairie twisters, in the Mississippi valley, but the name
tornado is to be preferred.

e. A handle operated by twisting or rotating it.

190a F. T. BiDLAKE in Cycl. Tour. CI. Gnz. Aug. 359/2
The,. machine with the compound brake application, l a,
the combination of the lever and the twister.

5. One who curves, bends, or rolls something.
1879 CassclCs Techn. Educ. in. 158 The leaves are ..

placed over ch.arcoal fires. . . The twisters roll them over with
their hands until twisted.

6. That which (or one who) wrings or causes
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contortion ; csp, fig* something that confounds,

noD-plusses, or 'doubles up ', a * staggerer * {slang),

J873 Ktmtlcdge's Vng. GentL Mag:, May 358/1 * Twister \

broke in the petty officer ; ' I tell you it's as true as gospel .

1879 Black MacUodo/D. xl, Well, you have had a twister

;

but >-ou'll come through it, 1884 Clark Russell Jack's

Courtship xvi, She had a letter from you this morning—
a regular twister. 1893 Daily Ttl. i May 5/1 This was
evidently a twister for the beggar-boy.

7. A voracious feeder, slung. ? Ol>s.

1694 MoTTEux KaMais v. Prol. Avjb, What Swillers,

what Twisters will there be !

Twister (twi-stai), v. Now dial. [f. Twist

V, + -KB 5.]

t L trans, and tntr. To twist, spin thread. Obs,

C160S Alleg:. IVarsUd U^^azvrs (B. M. Add. MS. 12504,

art. 64), Twistering one thridd of one coulloiir with .inother

i^ another coullour. /A/<^.,To twister a thridd of one colour

with a thridd of another. 1687 R. Kerkiek in Camden Misc.

IX. vn. 30 Many, .as they grow up, do work, some of whom
twister, others net.

2. httr. To wind, meander, dial.

187a tj. Spilling] Giles' Trip to Lond. ii. 17 Straight on as

ever yow can go in these twistering straats. 1895 £. Anglian
Gloss.^ T-wistir, to twist or turn.

Hence Twi-stering ppL a., winding, twisting

;

also fTwl'sterer Obs.^ a twister or spinner.

17*5 Lomi. Gaz. No. 6380/13 Charles Scot,..Twisterer.

187J Twistering [see 2 above).

Twist-foot. rare—^. [Translation of the generic

ws^mQ Streplopus.'] = 7wisted stalk , Twisted 4,

1846-50 A. Wood Class-Bk. Bot. 554 Streptopus roseus. .

.

Rose Twist-foot.

Twistical (twi'stikal), a, colloq. [irreg. f.

Twist + -ical.] Somewhat twisted or crooked ;

fig. not straight or plain in character ; morally or

mentally tortuous.

iSxs D. Humphreys Yankee in Eng. 43 In his dealings

with t*other sex, he is a leetle twistical. 18^ A. Ballou
spirit Matii/est. Pref. p They are.. prejudiced, captious,

twistical. i&ipo Harpers Mag, Feb. 449/1 It lay on the

route to Edinburgh, at a rather twistical sort of corner.

Twistification (twi^stifik^-Jsn), nonce-wd. [f.

as prec: see -fication.] A twisting; a twisted

object or part.

183s Beckford Recoil. 137 To entertain any doubts of the

supreme excellence of Don Emanuel's scollops and twistifi-

cations amounted to heresy. 1841 Hawthorne Amer,
Note-Bks. (1883) 230 Dry jokes, the humor of which is so

incorporated with the strange twistifications of his physi-

ognomy, that [etc].

Twisting (twi'stig), vbl. sb. [f. TwiST v. +
-ING 1.] The action of the verb Twist.

1 1. Pruning, clipping. (In ouot. altrib.) rare.

153S CovERDALE Song Sol. u. 12 The floures are come vp
in the felde, the Iwystinge tyme is come [Vulg. Tempos
putattonis advenit].

2. Thespinningof thread, etc. ; twining, wreath-

ing, plaiting; also with in (in quot. i8i3 fig. the

swearing in of a Luddite), and attrib. In quot.

a 1673 app. concr.

1551 HuLOET, Twystyng wande, aswyker or osyer, uimeHy
ints^ uimineuSt a, «/«, of twystyng roddes. 1577 B. Googe
HeresbacKs tlusb. 38 b, Flaxe and Hempe . , serueth for

webb^of Linnen, and twystingof Cordes. 1599 in A rckxo-

logia LXIV. 382 For mending the twisting wheele. 1649
Milton Eikon. vi. Wks. 1851 HI. 386 They. .have to our
Saviours crown of thorns no right at all. Thornes they may
find anow of thir own gathering, and thir own twisting.

16^ WiLKiNS Real Char. 247 Making several vegetable or

animal substances into Thred, Twisting,.. Spinning, a 1673
T. HoHToN 5«r«/. xxii.(i679) 160/1 He can gather a Rod of

these boughes, and make a scourge of these twistings, x688

R. Holme Armoury in. xxi. (Roxb.) 253/2 A Twisting
wheele... This is an engine wherewith 2, ^ or more sjlk

thrids are twisted, or turned all together into one entire

double thrid. i8ia Chron. in Ann. Reg. S6/2 Thirty-eight

were committed to Lancaster §aol, to lake their trials for

having administered the abominable and unlawful oath,

known by the term of twistin^-in. x8as J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic a-2i The motions of Ixjth machines, ex-

cepting those of that set of twisting-spindles facing the

opposite company, are then struck into geer. 1844 G. Dodd
Textile Manuf. vi, 188 There does not seem to be any
definite distinction among silk.throwsters, between spinning,

twisting, and throwing. 1878 A, Barlow Hist.
(J-

Trine.

IVeaving xxx. 312 it is not to be wondered at that attempts

should be made to perform twisting-in by mechanical means.

3. Wringing, screwing ; spiral turning ; contor-

tion, distortion ;fig, perversion or wresting of sense

;

slangy a scolding ; a trouncing.

i7»5 W. Halppkhny Sound Building 7g The Angles., in

the figure, do represent the Twisting of each Piece. 1738
Swii-T Pol. Couversat. Introd. 16 The Twistings and Move-
ments, and different Postures of the Body. 1776 DaCosta
Elem. Conchol. \\\. 148 The Vermiculi in general are of no
determinate or fixed regular shape, from their windings and
twistings. x8o8 Lady Sarah Lyttelton Corr. (1913)^14 A
few pretty distortions of the features or graceful twistings of

the body. 1818-aoE. Thompson tr. Culten's Nosol. Method.
(ed. 3) 224 Pain in the belly with a sense of twisting, 1827
Fabaoav Ghent. Manip. xxx. (1842) 523 This should be done
without any twisting or distortion of the glass. 1833
Marryat p. Simple xvi, I say. Bill, if them were we,
what a precious twisting we should get to-morrow at six

bells ! 1890 Dail^ News\ Dec. 6/2 Telling me that it [the

letter) is being twisted this way and that, and asking me to

put a stop to the twisting process.

4. Tortuous course'; intricate winding ; turning

this way and that ; fig. evasion, prevarication

;

also tumiDg aside, or about ; rotation.
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1768 Tucker U. Nat. (1834) I. 76 To follow.. all the twist-

ings and crossings, and entanglements in those intricate

subjects that have hitherto perplexed the learned world.

1856 F. Perthes Mtm. II. vi. 94 What toil and trouble, what

twisting and turning this undertaking has cost me. 187a

LiDDON Elem. Reiig. iv. 154 A second regards sin as a

twisting or perversion of the will from the right A'ay. 1875

Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 188 A useful arrangement is.

.

that all the parts, .by a single twisting of the axis. -assume

those positions which are most favourable for the functions

of the leaves... In the terminal buds of such shooU this

twisting is no longer necessary. x886 Athenxum 10 July

39/1 The twistings and eddyings of the political current.

Twi'Sting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing ^.] That

twists, in various senses of the verb ;
turning

;

wringing or wrenching; curving, winding, crooked

;

f interlacing {^obs^ ; involved.

X683 MoxoN Mech. Excrc, Printing xx\s. r 1 [To] hinder

the Press from working into a twistmg Position. 171a J.

JAMKS tr. A£ Blonds Gardeningis6 Boidersthat are twisting

and circular. X761 Young Resignation i. xxx, The twisting

strings Of ardent hearts combing. 1835 R. Willis /IrcA//.

Mid. Ages vii. 74 The twisting form of the groin is disagree,

able to the eye. x87a H. W. Brkchhk Lect. Preaching ix.

178 Some long sentences are good, but not twisting ones.

i88a Dally Til 4 May, The longitudinal or twisting strain,

such.. as a ship receives when she is struck at the same
moment by a heavy sea on the starboard quai ter and a heavy

sea on the port bow. 1899 Alllmtt's Syst. Med. VI. 676

They [pains] may be aching, burning, twisting or shooting

in character. 1902 F. T. Biulake in Cyci. Tour. CI. Gaz.

Aug. 360/1 Anv further brake pressure put on by the lever

will remain locked on by the twisting handle.

Hence Twl'stingly Oilv., in a twisting manner,

1731 in Bailey.

t Twistkey. Obs. - ^ [f. Twist z/. ] A turnkey.

1617 Earl of Cork Diary in Lismore Papers Ser. i.

{1886) I. 178 John geffreys my twistekey died.

Twistle (twi-sU), sb. Sc, Also twissle. [Cf.

next.] A twist, a wrench (alsoy?^.).

1785 Burns Twa Herds iii, The Lord's cause ne'er gat

sic a twistle, Sin' I hae min'. 1871 J. Milnk Sel. Poems, etc.

58 If he but aince come through thy twissle He'll rue sic

gamin'. x88a J. Walker Jaunt to Autd Reekie, cic. zg

Screw the pegs wi cheepin twistle And strum the thairms.

Ibid. 2n The deil gae a' their necks a twistle.

Twi'Stle, V. dial. Forms : 8 Sc. twisle, 8-9

twistle, 9 twissle {Sc. twussle). [app. f. TwiST
V. + -LE.] trans. To twist, twirl ; to screw.

X788 Picken Poems Gloss., Twisle^ to twist, fold. 1819

Rennik St. Patrick II. igi (Jam.) I'll twussle your thrapple

in a jiffy. iBa6- in various Kng. dial, glossaries (E.D.D.).

1886 Cole S. W. Line. Gloss. 157 The wind seems to

twistle the straw. X890 Anthonys Plwtogr. Bull. III. 151

A tuft of clean cotton, formed into a ball and twistled on
one side.

Twistle, variant of Twisel.

Twisty (twi-sti), a. {sb.) [f. Twist sb.^ or v. +
-y.] Full of twists or turns ; characterized by
twisting or winding; also fig. dishonest, not

straightforward. (Cf. twistical.)

x8S7 ^' Arnot Let. in Ltyk vi. (1877) 330 It [a ralley] was
narrow and hilly and woody and beautiful and twisty. 1869

E. W. Benson in Li/e (1900) I. ix. 309 Neither olive nor

vine, only the poor twisty bramble. 1894 Blackmore Pcrly-
cross xxxviii, I just chucked 'un into a pool of wattcr, for to

kape 'un out o' sight of twisty volk. 1905 Daily Citron,

21 July 4/7 A somewhat twisty redistribution of seats. 191s

D. Crawford Thinking Black i. 7 This Africa for thousands
of twisty miles ahead is., wholly innocent of roads.

b, sb. The fruit of the screw-tree, //elicteres

/sorOj of Southern India ; see quot.

1866 Treas. Bot. 576^^1 H\elicteres'\ Isora is a native pf

Southern India, where its singular twisted screw.like fruit,

about two inches in length, is called ' twisted stick ', ' twisted

horn ', or * twisty 'j and . . is supposed to be a sovereign

remedy against colic or twistings of the bowels.

Hence Twi'stiness, the condition or quality of

being twisty; Twi'stiways, Twi'StiTrise «f/z'^5".,

in a twisty manner. SoTwi'sty-wi'Sty«. KiJ^/a'-tCi/.

X904 Daily News 16 July 4/2 As Miss Morison went up-
stream her progress was very tardy, a fact partly owing to

the curious *twistiness of the river. 1903 Speaker 1} May
135/1 To drift *twistiways on the variant currents of men's
thoughts. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 13 Sept. 2/1 Pace it [a * magic

'

ring] three times round, * *iwisty-wise ', with face against

the sun. 189a Kipling Barrack-r. Ballads 33 A single man
gets bottled on tbem *twisty.wisty stairs.

Twit (twit), sby Also 6 twyte. [f.TwiT z*.]

1. An act of twitting; a (light) censure or re-

proach ; a taunt.

x5a8 in Strype Eccl. Mem. {1711) I. App. xvii. 38 Which
bookes the sayd Frear dyd Htle regard, and made a twyte
of it. 1664 Ethkredge Love in Tub v. v, Upon Condition
that there be no Twits of the Good Man departed. 1847 L.
Hunt Afen, Women ^ B. II. x. 224 An occasional twit at

him for disappointing her.

b. dial. (See quot.)

aiZzs FoRBv Voc. E. AngUa, Ttvit, a fit ot hasty ill-

humour; snappishness.

2. ? A person given to twitting ; dial, a tale-

bearer.
17x9 D'Urfey Pills (1872) VI. 241 A silly, peevish Twit,

1896 Warwick Gloss, s. v., ' You are a twit '.

Twit, sb.''^ [Of obscure origin.] A fault or

entanglement in a thread, which hinders the pro-

cess of spinning or weaving.
X819 Thomson Poems 27 (E.D.D.) Is 't a cursed wab o*

am That winiia work, for knots and twits? 1884 W. S. B.

iIcLaren Spinning vii. (ed. 2) 131 Freedom from twits.

Twit, sb,'^ : see Twit int.

yar
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TWITCH.

Twit (twit), V. Forms : a. 6 twyte, (twhyte),

6-7 (9 dial.) twite, (twight). 0. 6- twit, (7

twittjtwytt); 6pa. pple.twyte,twit. [On^.twite

(with long t), aphetic form of Atwitk, q. v.]

1. trans. To blame, find fault with, censure, re-

proach, upbraid (a person), esp. in a light or

annoying way ; to cast an imputation upon ; to

taunt.

X530 Palscr. 764/2, I twhyte one, 1 caste hymin the tethe

or in the nose, j'e luy reprouche. This terme is also northren.

a 1553 Uoall Roystcr D. w. iii, (Arb.) 36 No man for despite,

Hy worde or by write His felowe to twite. 1573 G. Harvey
Letter-bk. (Camden) 127, I take him very..simpely wittid.

That may the second tyme be iustly twittid. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, HI. i, 178 Hath he not twit our Soueratgne I^dy
here With ignominious words..? As if she had suborned

some to sweare False allegations. 1633 T. Adams Exp.
2 Peter ii. 22 An Egyptian priest thus twitted Solon, You
Grecians are ever Children. i8i4D'Israeli Quarrels Auth.

C1867) 364 The Antiquarian Society were twitted as medal-

scrapers. 1865 Tholloi'E Bclton Est. viii, Anything would
be better than being twitted in this way. How can I help

it that I am not a man . . ?

b. Const, most usually with ; also abotU (rare),

for^ ofijuoyf rare or obs.), on ; falso with clause

or infin. {obs. rare).

1563 Harding .^«i7y. Welles Challenge {1565] 6The woont
of some feastemakers, who of their neighbours twited with

nyggardnes [etcl. 1569 J. Sanfokd tr. Agrippas Van.
Artes 116 b, And twite their husbandes with the courtly

excesse. 1581 J. Ukll Haddon's Answ. Osor. yj^ 111 niay

the Snight the Woodcock twight for his long bill. X586 A.

Day Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 80 To twit him, That he had
like to banc knockt his hand against the gallowes. 1593 T.

Watson Tears 0/ Eancie Iviij, Vet still I twit my selfe of

Surcuidrie. 1593 Drayton Eclogues ii. 14 Nor twit me so,

my senses to have lost. 1612 Beaum. & VuCupids Rev. iv.

iii, You do not twit me with my calling, neighbor ? 1613 T.

Adams Heav. ^ Earth Reconciled Wks. 1861 I. 469 Shall

they twit us, that our Our Father hath taken from the

church what their Paternoster bestowed on it ? X650 Fuller
Pisgah II. ix, 186 Hannah though silent when twitted by
Peninnah of barrenness, found her tongue when, .taxed by
Eli of drunkenness. 1664 H. Moke Myst. Iniq. vi. 19 Twit-

ting them.. for their Idolatry. 1743 Fielding Journey \.

XV, My friend..now twitting me with all his kindness,..

discarded me for ever. X791 Boswell Johnson Dec. an.

1775(1831) III. 295 He was twitted by Mrs. Thmle for Ijeing

very late. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 308 Those
who held this language were twitted with their inconsistency.

1870 Lit. World 16 Dec. 387 When twitted for bis incon-

sistency. 1871 Tyndall Eragm. Sc. (1879) II. xv. 381 The
opponent of the undulatory theory might effectnally twit the

holder of it on his change of front. 1877 Whittikr in Pickard

^^'(1894) II. 635 It is bad enough to be old, without being

twitted of it. 188a L'Estkange Friendships Miss Mit/ard

I. vii. 176 She was sometimes twitted about partialities for

her cousin.

c. Also to twit (a person) in the teeth. Obs. or

arch.

1579-80 North Plutarch {1676) 386 In his youth he was
fain to hire another mans house,, .at a small rent, as after-

wards he was twitted in the teeth withall. 1651 Fuller's

Abel Rediv., Bradford (1867) I. 218 They twitted him in

the teeth with heresy. 1729 Gay in Swi/t s Lett. (1766) II.

)o3 You have often twitted me in the teeth for hankering

after the court. 1835 Lytton Rienzi iv. i, They twit me in

the teeth, because 1 cannot say who my father and mother
were.

2. To condemn as a fault, blame, reprove, rebuke

(an act, etc.) ; to cavil at, to disparage. Now rare,

XS71 Campion Hist. Irel. 11. viii. (1633) 105 Thus was
Perkins bragge Iwighted. 1580 Stanyhurst yEneis, etc.

(Arb.) 152 Percase carpers wyl twight his iollitye youthful,

xsga Greene Upst. Courtier To Rdrs. Aiv, Though he

speakcs againste Veluet breeches, .yet hee twits not the

weede but the vice. 1673 H ickeringill Greg. F. Greyb. 214

Endeavouring to foyl and always twitting a good cause. 1675

tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. i. 84 Others, .twitted the Authority

of the Queen's Majesty too much. xStC J. Weiss /K/V,

Hum. <5- Shaks. iii. 87 The clown .. remembers how the

steward used to twit Olivia's contentment at his sallies.

t b. 7 wit it : to phrase it tauntingly ; to utter

a taunt or reproach. Obs. rare,

1570-6 Lambahde Peramb. Kent (1826) 276 This Arch-

bishop. .suffered the King to hold hisstirup twisein one day
in Normandie, but in Prato proditorum, as Mathew Parise

very pretily twiteth it. 1673 Hickeringill Greg. F\ Greyb.

24 To twit it home as wittily and effectually as he can.

3. intr. To tell tales ; to blab. Now dial,

a 1643 [see Twitting vbl. sb. 2). 1854 Miss Baker
Northampt. Gloss, s. v., ' If he knows he'll twit '.

Twit, int. and sb,^ Also 6 twyt.

tl. An imitation of the cry of an owl. Cf. Tu-
WHiT. Obs. rare^K
X591 LvLY Entiym. \\\. iii, A goodly Owle. .sitting vpon

my shoulder, cryed twyt, twyt. ..I meruailed what the Owle
said, til at the last, I perceiued twyt twyt, to it, to it.

2. An imitation of the shrill chirp of a small bird

;

hence as sb. a name for this. Cf, Tweet.
i8ao Clare Rural Life (ed. 3) 147 The flap of a leaf, and

the twit ofa bird. x%7& Lights »f Shades W. 130 A fat chirp-

ing sparrow gave you a twit, twit, twit, that kept you awake.

Twitch (twitj), j/'.i Also 6 twycche, twy tch-,

twitche, 6-8 twich. [f. Twitch s^.i]

1. An act of twitching ; a sudden sharp pull or

tug ; a jerk ; a pluck ; a snatch.

1533 FiTZHERB. Husb. § 15 ' The oxe is neuer wo, tyll he to

the harowe goo ', And it is bycause it goeth by twytches,

1567 GoLDiNG Ovid's Met. ix. (1593) an Three times u

twich Gaue Hercules, and could not wrinch my leaning

breast him fro. X607 Hieron Wks. 1. 43^ A single twine,

which ia snapt in sunder with a twitch. x688 K. Holma



TWITCH. 543 TWITCH.
Armoury nr. xv. (Roxb.) 27/1 The bowes of the boat. . would
else be lonie out with the twitches which the ship vndersaile

would giue it. 1728-46 Thomson ^/«i*^4i2Then fix, with
gentle twitch, the -barbed hook. iSzx Clare ViLL Minstr.
I. 154 A twitch at her sleeve ! . . a bramble had cauj^ht at her
gown passing by. xSgi D. Jerrolo St. Giles xvi. 169 He
lelt a twitch at hispocket, and. .sawachild. .carryingaway
a silk handkerchief.

b. /rdi«^. and^^. or in fig. context. Atatwitch^
in a moment, without delay.

iSa8 impeachm. Wolsey 174 in Fumivall Ball. fr. MSS.
I. 357 They wold from l?er bodyes J>er hedis devyde, or

hang them at A twycche. 1^99 '^ksw^ Lenten Stuffe {,\%']\)

27 The city of Norwich, as in the Prxbtdium hereof I had
a twitch at. 1633 G. Herbert Temple^ Church Porch
xxxvii. Think not thy fame at ev'ry twitch will break. 1649
Milton Eikon. xxvil Wks. 1851 III. 514 His Noose, which
when he pleases to draw together with one twitch of his

Negative, shall throttle a whole Nation.

o. Twitch-upy a peggcd-down snare attached to

an elastic sapling or the like, which springs up and
strangles the game when sprung.
1885 HoBNADAY 2 Yrs. in Jun\ile xxxvL 428 A fine, large

porcupine, .caught by a hind foot in a twitch-up.

2. A sharp pain ; a pinch, pang, twinge. Freq.

of mental pain.

153* MoRK Confitt. Tindale Wks. 440/1 We sustayn..
euery man for himself the jmynefull twitcheofbodely death.

1573 TuiSKR Husb. (1878) 118 Reward not thy sheepe (when
ye lake off bis cote) with twitchis and patches. s6is T.
Tavix>r Comm. Titus ii. 11 (1619) 441 The smarting
twitches of our consciences. 16S8 Wood Li/e 14 Nov.
((J.H.S.) III. 282 A twich and paine in the instep. 1717
Prior Alma i. 458 Their Heart, descending to their

Breeches, Must give their Stomach cruel twitches. 1796
Mme. D'Arblav Camilla II. 421 (ItJ had caused his con-

science to give him <^ many twitches, that it never let htm
rest a moment. i8ai Lmhb Elia Ser. i. Imperfect Sym-
pathies. My cjnscience.. beginning to give some twitches.

1867 G. Eastom Autobioff. xiii. 178 Sensations very similar

to a twitch of toothache,

3. fa* Forceps, tweezers. Obs, rare^^, (Cf.

Quitch sd.'^)

1596 Habrocgh Afeth. Physick i. xxxvi. {ed. 3) 59 Take
therfore a twich of siluer, & thorcwith lift up subiilly the
vngle from the tunicle.

b. A noose or loop ; spec, a noose which may be
tightened by twisting the stick to the end of which
it is attached, used to compress the lip or muzzle of

a horse to restrain him during a painful operation,
(Quot. 1623 is doubtful : cf. Twitch t'.* 3 b.)

1613 Midoletom More Dissemblers \u. i. (1657) 34 Oh those
dear Gip^ys, they .. eat sweet stoln Hens, pluckt over
Pales or Hedges by a twitch. 1831 [VouattJ Ilorse xviii.

321 Among .the minor methods 01 restraint, ..ire the twitch
and the barnacles. i8j>4 Astlev^o Years fJ/e II. 297 That
horribly cruel invention, the twitch, is. .twisted. .tightly
round the poor brute's tender upper lip. loto T. Shepparu
in Trans. E. Riding Autiq. Soc. XVI. 41 Two holes have
been pierced on each side of the projecting portion of the
stern, evidently to receive a lashing or twitcK which would
pass to and from the sides, thus holding them firmly against
the stem-board, ipio Titms 19 Mar. 4/a Twitches were
used for holding vicious or nervous horses for veterinary
purposes or shoeing, or washing the legs.

4. Mining. A place in, or part of, a vein where
it is compressed and narrowed.

|6S3 Manlovk Lea<i-Mines 265 (E.D.S.) Cauke, Sparr,
Lid.Stones, Twitches, UauUngs, and Pecs. 1747 Hoomn
Miner's Diet, s. v. B»assil, Some Veins that are Caukey
are very subject to it ; but more especially in Twitches, and
hard Places. 1789 J. Williams Mitt. Kingd. I. 256, I saw
coal, .in the checks or twitches of those veins between the
open bellies, not above one inch in tbickness. x8ai W.
Forsteb Section Strata Neiucastle-on-Tyne^ etc. (ed. 2) 216
Some . . twitches carry a small rib of solid ore quite through.

6. A quick, involuntary, usually slight move-
ment of a muscle, etc., esp. of nervous origin ; a
convulsive or spasmodic jerk or quiver,
1718 QuiNcv Compl. Disp. 173 Any Medicine which so far

vellicates the . .Stomach and Bowels, as to draw them into
convulsive Twitches. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II.

44 It is owing to these alterations that the mother so fre.

quently feels those twitches, which are usually attended with
pain. 1804 Med. Jml. XII. iia Considerable pain in the
head usually accompanied the convulsive twitches in the
face. i8ss Scott Talism. xvii, Mark me the smallest
twitch of the features, or wink of the eyelid. 1836 Ramiom
Recoil. Ho. Lords xiv. 315 .\ hasty scratch at the back of
his head, accompanied with twoor three twitches of his nose.
1897 Mrs. E. U Vovhich Gadfly (1904) 47/1 That side of
his face was affected with a nervous twitch.

6. A small lock of wool or flax twisted round the
forefinger of the left hand in spuming.
a 1801 BLOOMFtBr.D Rural T., Rich. ^ Kate viii, She..laid

aside her Lucks and Twitches.

Twitch (twitj). sb:^ [Altered form of Quitch
sbX\ Couch-grass, Triticum repens ; = Couch j^.2

"595 LoDGH Fig for Momus 111. 48 If thou espie within
thy curious knot, Some tangling twitch, that doth thy
flowers r.»t. zSao Markham Farcm. Husb. (1625) 48 The
sand that bringeth forth nothing but wyld Twitch, Bryars,
'ITjorn-bush, and such like vndergrowth. 1733 W. Ellis
Chiltem ^ Vale Farm, 264 Lands which are over-run with
Twitch or Couch-grass. i8t6 G. Sinclair Hort. Gram.
Woburn, (1825) 222 The Tri/olium medium is inadmissible
lin alternate husbandry] on account of its creeping roots
constituting what in arable lands is termed twitch, tSsi
Clabr Vill. Minstr. I. 202 The big clod.. a hiding-place
Breaking off the scorching sun Where the matted twitches
run, i8j7 — Sheph. Cal. 29 From teazing twitch, that in
the spongy soil, Clings round the coulter. 1884 F. J. Lix>vd
Science Agric. 256 Of the weeds.. none is more common
or more troublesome than twitch, or couch grass.

b. attrih, and Comb, : twitch-drag (Drao
sb. 2 e), a drag or rake for clearing land of twitch;

twitch-flre, a fire for burning twitch or other

weeds; twitch-grass, {a) Triticum repens \ {b)

a species of fox-tail grass, Alopecurus ag}'estis

(Britten and Holland, 1886); twitch-rake =
twilch-drag.

1799 A. Young Agrtc. Lincoln. 6g A *twitch drag.. for

tearmg out twitch. 1905 Eng. Dial. Diet., *Ttvitck-fire.

1908 [Miss Fowleh] Betiu. Trent ^- AncJwlme 81 The sweet-

smelling twitch.. fire, 1707 Mortimkr Husb. {1721) I. 312
*Twitch-grass is a very pernicious Weed to some Land.
179a Trans. Soc. Arts X. 109, I sowed twitch-grass and
rye-grass. 1805 R- W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 8 The
want of proper manaj;ement..has suffered twitch-grass to

become abundant. iSB^ St. James's Gaz. 19 Sept. 6/1 In
some wonderful way, twttch-grass sows itself on fields that

were apparently clean.
_ 1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln. 73

A *twitch rake, containing a double row of teeth. 1805
R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 33 'I'he Twitch-Rake,,
necessary for the clearing of certain descriptions of land
from these, as well as other kinds of weeds.

Twitcll (twitJ), v.^ Forms : 4 tuicche, 5
twych, 5-6 twycche, 6 twyche, twytche,
twitche, 6-9 twich, 5- twitch. Fa, t. and pple.

5 twychyde, 5- twitched, etc ; also 4 twigt,

-e, Sc. tuijt, 4-5 twy^t, -e, twyght, -e, twyte,
twite, 4-7 twight. [ME. iwicchen (found earliest

in the comb, lo-lwicchen), = LG. hoikken^ MHG.
and G. zwicken (OIIG, *zivicjan^ pa. t. kizwicld),

prob. representing an OE. *twt€€an related to

twicciaHy TwiCK z/.]

1. trans. To give a sudden abrupt pnll at ; to

pluck ; to jerk ; to pluck (a person) by some
part of the body or dress; also, to pluck (the

strings of a musical instrument, etc.).

(^1175-*: 1350: see To-twitcil] c 1450 Mankind 608 in

Macro Plays 23, I was twychyde by J)e neke ; ^k,- game was
be-gunne ; A grace was, |?e halter brast asondur. 1^7
GoLuiNG De Mornay xxii. (1592) 341 Notwithstanding
that our Lawe in euery line . . doe reproue vs for it, and
after a sort twich vs euery howre by the Cote, to pull

vs from it. 1658 Bromiiall Treat. Specters i. 44 This foul

spirit often twitched and pulled them by the hair. 1704
Swift 7", Tub xi, Providence either forgot or did not think
it convenient to twitch me by the Elbow. 17x5 S. Croxall
Vision 15 His fellow Bard, .twitch 'd the sounding Chords
in solemn State. 1791 Cowper Iliad \\\. 458 She. .twitch'd

her fragrant rolie. 1803 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816)

I. xiii. 107 Their master twitched the rope, that was
fastened round their necks. i8ai Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 47
Such strength had they to twitch the thrumming string.

1849 J. FoRBKS Physic. Holiday ix, (1850) 90 The driver

hardly twitched the reins or used the whip from first to last.

1889 Gretton Memory's Ilarkb. 88 The rector went and
twitched him by the sleeve.

2. intr. To pull or pluck sharply or forcibly ; to

give a sharp pull or jerk {at something) ; to tug.

Alsoyff.
C1305 St, Lucy 131 in E, E. P. (1862) 105 Hi gonne to

drawe & tuicche And euerc lai f)is maide stiUe, hi ne mi^te
hire enes icche. c 1386 Chauckr Friar^s T, 265 That was
wel twight [v. rr, twy^t, twitej myn owene lyard boy. ^1460
Play Sacrament 512 Now set on, fetouse,. .and pfuke bj^
armes awey..; wat, y se he^Yirendy seye,] twycche, felovse,

a ryght. 1575 Tuhberv. Falconrte 210 When she sitteth

always.. twitching at hir feathers with hir beake.^ 1824 W.
Irving T. Trav. I. 63 It seemed as if a legion of imps were
twiching at him. x8>9 Landor Imag. Conv., Diog. 4 Plato
Wks. 1846 1. 455/1 Try to barter one with the other, amicably;
and not to twitch and carp. 1871 iJ. Taylor Faust (1875)
II. III. 222 The garment let not go. Already twitch The
Demons at its skirts. 1913 Edith Wharton Custom of
Country \. ii, Fidgeting, twitching at her draperies, ., when
people were noticmg her.

3. trans, (With various advs. and preps.) To
pull, draw, or take suddenly or with a jerk ; to pull

sharply or forcibly ; to pluck, snatch. To twitch

up (the strings of an instrumept), to sound by
plucking.
c 1330 Sir Trisirem 195a pe bord he fond of tvijt. c 1374

Chauckr X*'<^tus IV. 1157 (1185) His swerde anon out of
his shethe be twyghte. C1380 Sir Ferumb. 1596 Hure
swerdes out \my twy^te. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1038 That
purs.. in bond he hente, A letter there-of than oute he
twight. 1530 Palsgr. 764/2, I twytche, I ptill a thynge
sodaynely or hastely./ip Aa//^., .He twitched it out of my
handes or I was ware. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm, Par.
yas. V. 38 b, Those riches wherin now you most folishly put
your confidence, being twitched awaye. 1575 Turberv.
Falconrte 141 Your hande being twitched away fearefuUy

would make hir proceed the more eagerly. 1658 Gurnall
Chr. in Arm. verse 14. in. xv. §2. 302 Their fellows

that were twjtcbt up by their gills from them even now
with the anglers hook. 1674 Bunvan Light in Darkness
Wks. (ed. Onor) I. 412 He is mocked, spit upon, His beard

is twitched from His cheeks. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 4^8
Twitched from the perch. He gives the princely bird . . to his

voracious bag. 1791 A. WrLSON in Poems «5- Lit. Prose

(1876) II. 77 Come twitch up the strings to great 'John
Barleycorn . 1833 Marryat P. Simple xxi, One of the

strings.. catching the lock of the musket carried by one
of the sentries. .and twitching it out of his hand. 1865

Swinburne Atalanta 2010 The King twitched his rains in

and leapt down. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 5 In this

eye I bad afterwards to twitch away the partially detached
piece:

fig. '578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (^t\x\xx Soc.) 557
Twitch our minds from time to time to the remembrance of

so great happiness. 1653 J. Owen Dissert. Div. 7Mj/.Wks.
1852 X. 600 He twitches the argument various ways.

b. To snatch by way of robbery or tlicft.

1607 Dekker & WiLKiNS JestSy etc. 39 Hc.gaue him a
little Justle: and withall, twicht 3I. out of hispocket. 1655
tr. Com. Hist. Francion 11. 33 To wander about the streets
. .purposely to try if they could handsomely twich a Cloak.
S849 Mrs. Carlyle Let. to Dr. Carlyle Dec. in New Lett.
4- Mem. (1903) II. 10 Mercifully it was near home that he
(a small dog] was twitched up [by a dog-stealerj.

+ C. To twitch upy to hang. Obs.
16x1 R. Bkadley in Coryat's Crudities k ij. The Ducall

Gallowes., Which twich him vp, when he offends their law.
i6a5 Sanderson Serm, Ps. cvi. jo § 22 To twitch up a pooc
sheep.stealer.

d. Lumbering, See quots.
1835-40 Haliburton Clockm. {1B62) 1262 He is a giant,.,

and can twitch a mill-log as easy as a yoke of oxen can.
1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., To Tivitch, to draw timber
along the ground by a chain. Used by lumbermen in Maine.
190S 'Perms Forestry ^ Logging {[/. S. Dept. Agric.^
Forestry Bulletin Ixi.), Skid^ to draw logs from the stump
to the skidway, landing, or mill.. .Syn, snake, twitch.

4. To pinch and pull at with or as with pincers

or the like; to nip ; to hurt or pain, as by doing
this. AlsoJ^^.
C1374 Chaucer Troylusw. 544 (572) Thus am I with desir

and reson twyght. C14X3 Hoccleve De Re^. Princ. 5058
A wight.. who is with greuous (wughtes twight. 1440 J.
Shirley Dethe K. James (1818)22 A paire snarpe tangis,
with the which he twitched and all to tare thare skynne and
fiessh. 1577-87 Holinshri* Chron. (1807) III. 184 To
twitch a quareller with such pinsais as wherewith afore he
had nipt an other, a 165a Brome Eng. Moor v. i, Had ..

both been kil'd indeed, as you in jest, Where had been then
your witty subtilty..? Ha! have I twight ye there?
ax68o Charnock Attrib. God (1854) I. 19 Something in

him twitching him upon the pursuit of uncomely actions.

X737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 174 Such Purges
as vellicate and twitch the Nerves. 1760-73 H. Brooke
Fool o/Qual. (i8«39) III. 144 His heart twitched^him with a
kind of compunction. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles iv, 31 (He]
was twitched by a momentary surprise, but directly re-

covered himself. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr, l xiii, I am
tickled and twitched all over.

6. mtr, Alining, Of a vein of ore : To con-

tract ; with outj to come to an end ; = Pinch
V. 14 ; also trans, of the containing rock : to con-
verge upon and contract or close (a vein of ore)

;

cf. Pinch v. h.
1709 T. Robinson Nat. Hist. IVestmld. ^ Cnmbld. xiv. 80

When the Vein opens wide in some place, and again closRth,

or as the Miners speak, Twitcheth at both Ends, this is

called a Belly of Ore, or Pipe-Ore. 1747 Hooson Miner's
Diet. Vj, 'i'he Vein keeping a reasonable Compass, and
cannot be said to be Twitched.^ 1789 J. Williams Min.
Kingd. I, 255 The coal, .grew thinner towards the ends of
the oelly or concavity of the vein, and it soon dwindled
away to nothing, and twitched out entirely. 1836 R. Fur-
NESS Medicus-Magus 17 Where wough or rider iwitch'd a
leading fast.

6. trans. To draw tight by means of a cord or the

like ; to tie, fasten, secure tightly or firmly. Also
with the cord as object. Now dial.

16x5 G. Sandys Trav. 63 They twitch the offender about
the waist with a towellj. .pricking him in the body, until

they have drawn him within the compass of a span. X634
T. Johnson tr. Parens Chirurg. vn. xxiL (1678) 1S6 Ganglia
..must be tied with a string at the root, and every day
twitched harder and harder. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Sur-

tees) 66 Twitch the other cooarde a little below the mouth
of the newe hive. X7a9 Law Serious C. xix. (1712) 354 Her
Stays which her Mother had ordered to be Iwitcfi'd so strait

letc.). X809 T. Donaldson Poems igi The Shoon indeed

did leuk fu weel, . . Ve'd twitcht them weel theglther. X877

Holdemess Gloss, s.v., Twitch thi shavs (sheaves) tighther.

b. To castrate by means of a cord looped over

the testicles and drawn tight; see also quot. 1841.
183X [Vouatt] Horse xii. 227 To the practice of some

farmers, of twitching their colts at an early period, some-
times even so early as a month, we have stronger objection.

X84X Hartshobne Salopia Antig. s. v. Twitched., To twitch

a horse, or apply to him a twitchel or twitch. 1877 in N. W.
Line, Gloss.

7. To draw up (a limb, etc.) sharply or with a

jerk; to move (the skin, etc.) spasmodically or

convulsively.

»S»3 FnzHERB. Husb.% io8ThestrynghaIte..makethhim
to tvryche vp his legge sodeynly, and makelh hym to halte.

x6i6 SuRFL. & Markh. Countty Fanne 132 Ride him vpon
new.plowed Lands, or in Wayes that are deepe and heauie,

for that will make him twitch vp his legges, and strike them
cleane and high. i8ai Clark Vill. Minstr. I. 203 The
cows.. Twitching slow their fly- bit hides. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola xvii'i, A white rabbit.. was twitching its nose with

much content on a box full of bran. 1897 W. C. Hazlitt
FourGen. Lit. Fam. I. iii.'.i. 239 As a young man {be] had
a way of twitching his ears. tSo^ A llbu It's Syst. Med. Mil.

513 He rolled his eyes, clenched his bands, and twitched both

arms and legs.
^

b. intr. Of a nerve, etc. : To twinge, ' shoot .

a 1845 Hood True Story ii, Why then they [teeth] only

twitch'd the quicker.

8. inlr. To proceed in a jerking or irregular way
{obs. rare) ; now always in reference to involuntary

bodily movements : to move in a jerky, spasmodic,

or convulsive manner ; to jerk, jump, start. Also

rejl. (const, into).

159a Nashe Strange Nenvs Giij, The Hexamiter verse

..goes twitching and hopping in our language like a man
running vpon c^uagmiers vp the hill in one Syllable and
downe the dale in another. 183a Ht. Martineau Weal «?

Woe vii, His bony 6ngers sometimes twitching, sometimes
drooping with an appearance of utter helplessness. 1839-40

W. iRVtNG Wolfert's ^.(1855)217, 1 tried to keep my counten-

ance,. .but it would not do. My muscles began to twitch.

1848 TiiACKEKAY Van. Fair Iviii, If the Major bad twitched
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before, he started now. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. 11, iii.

513 His mouth twitched, though his eyes gazed steadily.

i8^i H. Taylor Faust (1875) I. v. 87 In the last convulsion
twitching. 1885 HowEi-LS Siias Latham (1891) 1. 15 Some
of the younger children had twitched themselves inio
wavering shadows [in a photographj. 1899 Alibutfs Syst,
Mcti. VII. 519 In 2 [cases] the eyes ' had been rolled about ',

and in 2 others they had twitched.

b. iftir. To go with a sudden swift motion ; to

dart, shoot.
\Z^ Partington Brit. Cyd. Nat. Hist. II. 139/2 It [the

shag] floats with wonderful buoyancy in the air, twitches
down to the water with the rapidity of lightning.

0. Comb. : twitch-ballock, an earwig ; also,

a large black beetle ; twitch-boll, an earwig

;

twitch-clock, -clog, a cockroach. All dial.

1658 Rowland Mott/et's Thciii. Ins. J023 The Northern
English by an obscene name call it [the earwig] *Twich.
balloclc. a 1800 Peggk Suppl. Grose, Txvitch'ballock, the

large black beetle. Lane. 1790 Grose i*rovinc. Gloss.

(ed. 2), * TwitchbtU^ an earwig. North. 1835 in IIrockett
A^. C. Words. 1863 in Robson Hards 0/ Tytte 237 Nee
spiders an twitchbefb to 'larm ye. 1876 J. Hahti.ev York-
sher PmdditC 187 Boxes full o' butterflies, an buzzards, an
"twitchcloclcs.

Hence Twitched, Twi'tohing ///. adjs.

1567 Dr-knt Horace, F.pist. vi. DJ, If that thy sydes, or
Renes becume With twitchinge stitche attainted. 1580
IIabincton Exp^ Lord's Prayer (1596) 274 His heart smote
him,..and the woorde importeth a twiching smart. 1700
Dryden ^a^/fx, Theod.^ Hon. yj2 She.. fear 'd at ev'ry step
a twitching spright behind. 1821 Clare ^*/V/. Alinslr. I. 5
The spinning-top whirl'd from the twitching string. 1881
MiVART Cat 137 The muscle by its contraction effects those
twitching movements of which the cat's skin is capable. 1883
G. Meredith Day Dau. Hades vii, His twitched lips puffing
to tell In music his tears and his need.

+ Twitch, z*-^ Obs.rare. [Alteration of ^7</VrA,

QoKTCH V.J perhaps partly after prec] intr. To
move, stir.

1543 BccoN Policy o/lWar Wks. 1564 I. 143 b, God wyll
so watche the borders .. of our Realmes that no Tyraunte
shoulde..once be able to twytche agaynst vs. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk ^ Self. 127 Springs, some shaping or plastick,

fjjaiG bigning or growing, others barely stirring or twitching.

Twitch, (twitj), v.^ dial. [f. TwiTcu sb.-]

inir. To gather and destroy twitcli or couch-grass
;

also trans, to clean (land) from twitch, llence
Twitching vbi. sb.

1795 Gentl. Mag. Aug. 695/1 At lieighton, Derbyshire, . .a
respectable farmer was killed by lightning, as he was
twitching in his land. 1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln. 398
Women.. are employed in. .picking up twitch to burn,, .for
twitching and weeding, they have, upon an average, 9^/, per
day.

_ 1865 /'«^^ Mall G. 13 May 2 They are employed in

weeding, twitching, hoeing, and vaiious other kinds of agri-
cultural labour. 1886 .y.-//'. Line, Gloss, s. v., 1 must twitch
and do my land for wheal.

Twitch, obs. form of Touch.

Twitchel^ (twi-tj'l). dial Forms: 5 twe-,
twychel(l, twachylle, 8-9 twitchel, -ell. [An
alteration, or a variant with different suftix, of MK.
twychen^ late OE. iwichene^ OK. twyccne, twiccn
a fork in a road, a forked way.
The form iwychen survived in ME. times in Oxford in

the names of sijecial passages or lanes : see Wood City 0/
0-r/&ri/(O.H.S.)I.viii. 187, 109,223, etc., and Wwx'^i Oxford
Topogr. (O.H.S.) 186, 197. In Lane, and Yorksh. the re-
duced form twitch is still in use. Cf. .niso Twitten.]
A narrow passage between walls or hedges. In

quot. c 1 460 trans/,

143s Nottingham Uec. (1883) II. 357 Ye comon twechell
yatlygeson ye northe syd ye Fleshussc. Ibid., 'I'wychel,
x^^ /bid. III. 229 pe dore..l>at goihe into the iwychell
Ijetwix |>e Shaumelles and (>e Drapcrie. 1 1460 MS. Laud
416 If. 54 in Rcl. Ant. II. 28 She..wyth lier twachylle wille
encrece and inulteply. a 1800 rECCE Suppl. Grose,
Twitchell, a narrow passage, or alley, not a thoroughfare.
Derb. 1848 A. 13. Evans Leicester. Words, Phrases, etc.,

Twitchellf a narrow p.issage or alley between houses, a 1889
Notice (iJedford) in A''. ^ Q, 7th .Ser. VII. 275/2 All persons
passing by this twitchet are requested to go up or down
directly.

Twi'tchel 2. dia/. [f. Twitch sb.^ or v.^] A
noose ; spec. = Twitch sb.^ 3 b. dta/.

1688 [implied in tivitchelling 1>clow]. 1841 [see Twitch
r.' 6 b]. i88a Lane. Gloss.f Twitchel, a short wooden lever
with a loop of rope fastened lo one end; the rope is put
round the lower jaw of an unruly horse, and the stick is

twisted round.

Hence Twi'tchelled (twi'chelt) fl., noosed, held
in a noose ; Twi-tchelling, the taking of fish with
a noose.
x688 CiiETHAH Angler's Vade-m. Pref., The unlawful

practice., of Damming, Groping, Spearing, Hanging,
Twitchelling, [etc.]. X855E. WAi;GiiZ.M«i:. A/>^(i857)3i He
wacker't an' stare't like a twichelt dog. 1865 B. Ijkikkley
IrkdaU II. 128 He geet how'd o' th' young wominan, an'
made her squeeal as leawd as a twitchelt gonner wi' th'
squeeze he gan her.

Twitcher (twitjai). [f. Twitch 2/.i + -er1.]
One who or that which twitches.

1. An instrument for plucking or pinching some-
thing, fa. An instrument for clinching hog-
rings; cf. hog-ringer (HoG sb^- 13). Obs. fb.
« Twitch sb.^ 3 b. Obs. f o. Tweezers for ex-
tracting superfluous hairs. Obs. f d. Tweezers
or nippers used in cookery for trimming or orna-
menting pastry, etc. Obs.
X573 TusSEE Uusb. (1878) 38 Strong yoke for a hog, with

a twicher and rings. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 244/1
Yoke for Swine, Twilchers or Rings. Jhid. yyiji Horse
Twichers, or l!r.icks..to put on Horses Noses, when they
will not stand c^uietly to he Shooed [etc.]. ll>id. 427/1 A
Twitcher, or Twilchers; by them Hair su|>erfluou<ly grow-
ing in any part is pulled up by the Roots, Ibid. xxii.

(Roxb.) 274/2 Instruments belonging to the Cook. The
first is termed a Runner with Twichers. Some Cooks call

these Iging [hedging] Irons.

2. One who or that which moves jerkily or

spasmodically, rare.

'793 Mary Wollstonecr. Lett, to Imlay viii. (1879) 19

Where shall I find a word to express the relationship which
subsists between us? Shall I ask the little twitcher?

3. That which causes twitching; a severe blow;

acute pain. dial.

x8a8 Craven Gloss., Twitcher, a se\'ere blow. 1877 Sunday
^rt^. 182 *The rheumatis' had, in his own phrase, ' caught
him on the hop and given him a twitcher '.

Twitching (twi-tjiq), vbl. sb.^ [f. Twitch v.^

+ -ING 1.] The action of the verb Twitch ; jerking,

plucking ; nipping ; convulsive or spasmodic move-
ment Also atlrib.

1607 Markham Caval. i. xviii. (1617) 75 Let them which
haue hold vpon the halter, with twitchings and strainings tor-

ment him. 1626 Bacon Syh'a § 37 Almost all Purgers have a
kind of Twitching and velHcation besides the griping which
commeth of winde. X768 Tucker Lt. Nat. i. xxxiii. (i8_34) I.

341 A man, who should find a troublesome twitching in his

muscles, would do very wrong to destroy the tone of them.
1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. i8g Model of a machine for

twitchitigof wooh 1799 Aled. Jrnl. I.48oStarting tremors,
convulsive twitchings are frequent. 1831 Carlvi.e in Froude
Life (1882) II. 189 An occasional twitching up of the corners
of the upper lip, and point of the nose. 187a M. Crkiguton
Hist. Ess.\\. (1002) 101 His suffering was known only by.

.

the twitching of his lips. 1881 Trans. Obstet. Soc. Lond.
XXU. 2oThe twitcjiing attacks do not recur periodically
and their duration is variable. 1899 Allbutt's Syst, Med.
VII 1. 589 The patient complains of .. twitching of the
extremities.

t b. concr. See quot. Obs. rare.
x688 R. Hoi.ME Armoury iir. 300/1 Twitchings, the ends

of Nails cut off, as of Horse-shooe Nails.

Twitching, vbl, sb.'^: see Twitch v.^

t Twitehmill, A nonce-rendering of G. swicl'-

milAlCf a certain advantage in the game of mcrels.
c 1640 H. Bell Luther's Colloq. Mens. (1652) 307 The

Poi>e..maketh between the Emperor and French King a
Twittchmill, without which two hee cannot subsist. Ihid.,

Hee forsaketh not that Twittchmill with the Emjieror and
French King.

Twitchy (twi-tji), o.i [f. Twitch z^.^ +-y.]
1. Characterized by twitching ; Iiaving a tendency

to twitch ; also, nervous, fidgety, irritable.

1839 Frascr's Mag. XX. 671 Her Hps were long, loose.and
twitchy. 1861 Dickens in All Year Found IV. 457 I'aces
peculiarly swollen, and twitchy about the nose. 1874
A. J. C. Hare Story ofmy Life (igoo) IV. xvii. 245 An ex-
cellent person, but very nervous and twitchy. 1898 Tai.mace
Serm. in A''. Y. Chr. Herald 27 A(>r. 368/3 Your nerves will
become more twitchy and your dyspepsia more aggravated.

2. Mining. Cf. Twitch sb.^ 4, j'.i 5.

1747 lIoosoN Miners Diet. R ij b, Many good Veins that
..have been wrought to a vast Depth, yet it is found in the
end to grow hard and Twitchey on the Soles.

Twitchy (twi-tJi), a.'^ [f. Twitch Ji5.2 + -y.]

Full of or infested with twitch ; made of twitch.
1653 I'liTHE Fug. luiprov. Imfir. xxviii. (ed. 3) 193 Ifnpon

a stony land, or twichy woody I^nd, it must be narrower.
Ibid. iq6 Lands,, hard rooty, rushy, twichy, or any way
unfeacible. 1829 Glover s Hist, Derhy I. 195 He ploughs
twitchy lands but once, c 1837 Clare To the Lark iii. in

Life ^ Rem. {i^-j2>) '37 How l)eautiful to see thee. .Winnow,
itig thy russet wings above thy twitchy nest.

Twite (twait). [Imitative, fiom the note of
the bird.] A species of linnet, Linota flavirostris
or L. inontium^ found in hilly and moorland
districts in the northern parts of Britain and in

Scandinavia, and elsewhere as a winter visitant;

also called Mountain Linnet or Twite-finch.
156a Turner Batlis Pref., Flockinge byrdes . . linnettes,

goldfinches, sparrowes and twyes [? twytes]. 1676 Grew
Museum, Auat. Stomach ^ Guts viii. 36 The Twite or
Avicula Anadavadensis. 1773BARKINGTON in Phil. Trans.
LXIII. 282 note, The London bird-catchers also sell. , the
yellow hammer, twite and brainbling .is singing birds. 1815
Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool. IX. 521 Twite Finch. 1876
Smiles Sc. Natur. xiii. (ed. 4) 260 The Twite, .bred in suit-
able localities round the loch. z8^ R. H. Seiarpe Handbk.
Birds Gt. Brit. I. 43 The Twite is a moorland species... In
winter it migrates south in large flocks, which frequent the
neighbourhood of the coast, and enliven the marshes with
their twittering song.

Tv^te, obs. or dial, form of TwiT v.

Twithe, obs. Sc. form of Tooth.
Twitten (twit'n). Sussex dial. Also twitting.

[Perh. related lo LG. twiete alley, lane ; but cf.

also OE. twicen andTwncHELl.] A narrow path
or passage between two walls or hedges.
1801 Pennant yourn. fr. Lond. to Isle of Wight II. 77

Alleys, or, as they are called here [at Brighton] twittings,
narrow passages, often not three feet wide, i860 W. H.
AiNSwoRTH Ovingdean Grange 334 Having tracked a series
of *twittens'..they issued forth into West-street. 1904 J>VzA

Kev. 2 Apr. 424/1 Along the bostals of the Downs and
through the village twiltens.

Twitter (twitaj), sby [f. Twitter z/.i]

1, A condition of twittering or tremulous ex-
citement (from enger desire, fear, etc.) ; a state of
agitation; a flutter, a tremble. Now chicily dial.

1678 Butler Hud.in. 1.83 The ancient errant knights Won
all their Iridies' hearts in fights, And cut whole giants into
fritters, To put them into amorous twitters. 11734 North
Exam. 1. iiL § 31 (1740) 141 The Attorney-General, .was in a
Twitter ; for some of his Friends told him he would certainly
be questioned for it in I*arliament 1802 G. Colman Poot
Gentleman \. i, If I ben't all of a twitter to see my old
John Harrowby again ! 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II.

151 A leap of the heart.. and a sort of tingling twitter
through all his blood. 1861 Thackerav Pour Georges iv.

(1862) 198 In a twitter of indignation. 1869 Tkollope He
kn£iv, etc. xxxi, [She] was in a twitter, partly of expectation,
and partly . .of fear.

^ 1869 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women
vi, Beth hurried on in a twitter of suspense.

b. A suppressed laugh, a titter ; a fit of laughter.

dial.

1756 Lewis Isle of Tenet Gloss, s. v. (E.D.S.), He is in a
mighty twitter. 1847-78 Halliwell, Twitter,. .(2) A fit of
laughter. Kent.

2. An act or the action of twittering, as a bird

;

light tremulous chiriiing. Also trans/, a sound re-

sembling this.

184a Browning Waring 1. vi. 35 As pours some pigeon.

.

her melodious cry Amid their (swallows'] barbarous twitter !

18^ W. S. Mavo Kaloolah v. (1850) 40 The hesitating

twUter of the sleepy birds. 1871 I'lackie Four Phases \.

43 A mere swallow-twitter of inarticulate jargon. 1902
Snaith Wayfarers xvi, The ceaseless twitter of the rain on
the road.

Twi'tter, sb.'^ [Dial. var. Quitter sby\

1. Farnery. = QuiTTEK sb."^ 2. Cf. Twittkb-
BONE.
189a Lincolnsh. N. 9f Q. Apr. 45 Twitter, a tumour or

gathering on a horse's foot, just above the hoof.

2. Whaling. The refuse of the case of the sperm-
whale, consisting of a gummy and thready sub-

stance {Cent. Diet. 1891).

Twi'tter, sb.^ Sc. and north, dial. [Cf. Twit
j//.^ and Twitter v.'^"] a. A thin jiart in a thread

that is unequally spun. Also trans/, b. A shred,

a fragment, c. An entanglement ; a complication.
1721 Kklly Sc. P?-ov. 395 You are as small as the Twitter

of a twin'd Kusky, a Taunt to a M.iid, that would gladly be
csteem'd neal, and small. 1825 Jamiesoks. v., Yarn is said
to be twined to twitteis, when twined too small... It is said
of a lank delicate girl ; ' She's a mere twitter '. 1847-78
Halliwell, Twitters, shieds; fragments. North. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Twitters, entangled threads; complications
of all sorts.

Twi tter, sb.'^ rare. [f. Twit v. + -er 1.] One
who twits ; dial, a tale-bearer.

1854 Miss 1>aker Northampt. Gloss, s.v., ' Don't tell him
anything, he's a twitter.' 1882 in Ogilvie.

Twitter (twi-toj), vy Forms: 4 twyter,
twiter, 5- twitter. [Of imitative origin ; cf.

OIIG. zwiziion, -eron (MHG. zwitzern^ G. zwit-

schern), Dii. kwctteren, and Sw. qvillra^ Norw.
dial, kvittra^ kvitra^ Da. kvidre (sec Qujtter z*.^),

in stnse i.]

1. itttr. Of a biid : To utter a succession of light

tremulous notes ; to chirp continuously with a

tremulous effect.

C1374 Chaucer Bocth, hl met. ii. 54 (Camb. I\IS.1 The
langelynge bryd. .enclosed in a strcyht cagL'..twiieiith

desyrynge the wode with her swete voys. 1387 Tkevisa
lligden (Rolls) I. 237 I'e ny^tyngale in his note TwyiereJ*
wel fawnyng Wi]j full swete song. 1697 Urvden / Vr^*.

Gcorg. iv. 434 Swallows twitter on the Chimney 'Jbps. 17^
CiRAv Elegy v, The swallow twittring from the siraw-built
shed. 1840 Dickens Barn. Fudge i. Colonies of sparrows
chirped and twittered in the eaves.

b. trans/. Of a person : To sing after the above
manner; also (esp. of a woman), to talk or chatter

rajiidly in a small or tremulous voice.

1839 Lady Granville Lett. 22 Nov. (1894) II. 49 'Jhey..
are enchanted, twittering like hedge-sjiarrows. 1875 Jowktt
Plato (ed. 2) III. 40 While a man is singing and Iwiiiering
and pouring music like water through the funnel of his ears,

the edge of his soul gradually wears away. 1879 K. S.
Macquoid Berkshire Lady 178 The old lady twittered and
fluttered.

2. trans. Of a bird : To utter or express by
twittering.

1387 Trevlsa Higden (Rolls) 1. 237 pe osul twyterel> mcry
songes. 1645 G. Daniel Poems Wks. (Grosart) II. 70 The
.Squallid owle Twitters a midnight note. i8ai Clare / 'ill.

Minstr. II. 105 Linnets,.. twittering their welcoines to the
day's return. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan i. iii. 14 The
swifts and swallows.. Twitter their gossip in the evening
light. 1891 Kakrar Darkn. .V Daivn xxxvii, The very
birds of the air seemed to flit away from him [NeroJ,
twittering * Matricide ! matricide !'

b. trans/ Of a person : cf. i b.

1864 Drowning Youth ^ Art iii, I. .trilled and twittered,
* Kate IJrown's on the boards ere long '. 1878 — PoetsCroisic
Ixxi, These [lines], brisk as any finch. He twittered. 1900
Sarah Grand Bobs xvii, 'Really, Mrs. Kingconstance,'

Miss Spice twittered excitedly, *you are too kind I*

3. intr. To move tremulously, tremble, shake,

quiver, shiver; esp. to tremble with excitement,

eagerness, fear, etc. ; to be in a flutter; hence, fto
long eagerly, to hanker {a/tery or to do sompthing).

Now dial.

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Scomf. Lady iv. i, When it twitter'd

to be at me, 1619 Gaule Holy Madu. 206 Hands clap,

Fingers twitter, 1635 Brome Sparagus Card. in. v, How
the slave twitters. 1675 Bunvan Savett by Grace Wks. (ed.

Offor) I. 342 Doth not thy mouth water, doth not thy heart

twitter at being saved ? a 1688 — Israels Hope Encouraged
'

ibid. 620 Doth not all this discourse make thy heart twitter
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after the mercy that is with God ? 1684 Southerne Dis-
ap^intnt. 11. i, Her eyes and lips, see how they blubh and

rut, and twitter and swell at you. i8ai Clare VilL Alinstr,

46 Where the'iiinbeam twitier'don the walls. Ibid. II. 92,
I twitter'd like a leaf. 1861 Th.^ckfbay Four Georges iv.

(1876) 115 The bigness, boisterousness. .appear to have.,
set all the teacups twittering on the Iray. 1878 Stevenson
Inlatid Voy. 114, I was. .twittering with cold.

b, trans. To move (something) tremulonsly
;

to twiddle (the fingers), rare^^.

1855 Thackeray Ne^oconies vii, Mademoiselle . . was twitter-

ing her fingers.

4. intr. To laugh in a suppressed way, litter,

giggle, dial.

1687 Mi^GE Gi. Fr. Dici.u, To twitter, or snear at one,
to laugh at him with some contempt, se fttoguer de gufcun.
1694 MoTTEt'x Rabelais iv. Hi. 204 The Maidens began
to snicker, .. gigglini; and twittering among themselves.

a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant, Crciv^ Tivitter^ to I^ugh much
with little Noise, xqpx^ 7.\qk^ Dunstable Weir 11 Folks
would have twitterecl louder had they known whose fancy
he was like to take,

6. trans. To bring into a specified condition by
twittering, rare ~ ^.

i86i T. L, Peacock GryllGr. xiv, The pianoforte is not
much to my mind... its incapability of sustaining a note has
led.. to those infinitesimal subdivisions of sound, in which
all sentiment and expression are twittered and frittered into

nothingness.

Twi'tter, T'.^ Sc and north, dial. [Of obscure

origin: cf. Twitj/*.- and Twittekj-//.^] trans. To
spin or twist unevenly, to make 'twitty '.

1674 Ray JV. C. IVords 50 To Twitter Thread or Yam, ts

to .Spm it uneven. i8a8 Craven Gloss.^ Twitter, to entangle,

as thread which is too hard twisted. 1843 IVhistlebinkie (1890)

II. 165 iiaith twittered and knotty's the thread o' our life.

Twi'tter, v.3 Now dial, [f. Twit v. + -er5.]

trans. = Twit v. i ; dial, to tease.

X749 Fielding Tom ^ones viii. vii, It doth not become
such a one as you to twitter me. 1800 Browne Poems 155
(K.O.D.) She twitters me out ofmy life.

Twittera-tion. nonce-wd. [f. Twitteb v^ 3
+ -AT10N.] » Twitteb sb. 1 i.

1835-40 Hambubton Clockm. 373 (Cassell) When they
Struck up our blood -stirrin' national air, it made me feel .ill

over in a twitteration. 1855 ~ Nat, «5- Hum. Nat. xiv. II.

50, I am so skM-ed, Sam. 1 feel all over of a twitteration.

Twitter-bit. (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet, Mech.y Twitter-bit^ the bottom of the
countersink which receives the head of the screw, uniting
the halves of a pair of scissors.

Twitter-bone. dial, or Obs. [var. of quitter-

bone, (Quitter sh.^ 4.] A suppurating tumour on a
horse's foot. Hence Twitter-boned «., affected

with a twitter-bonc,
x688 Land. Gas. No. 2391/4 A yellowish bay Horse,..

a

Twitterbone taken out of each hmd Foot. 1759 Sterne
TV. Shandy I. x, His horse was cither clapp'd, or..twitter-

bon'd, or broken-winded. 1828 Craven Ghss., Twitter-
horn, an excrescence on a horse's hoof.

Twitterer (twi'tarai). [f. Twitteb v.^ +
-erI.] a bird that twitters; also trans/, of a
person (cf. Twitter v.^ 2 b).

1834 R. MuniE Feathered Tribes Brit, tsles fiS^i) I. 2
When the forest howls to its fury, driving the twitterers

from the spray. 1890 O. Cbawfurd I\ound Calendar in
Portugal 178 Several feeble-winged twitterers. 1895 J. G.
Wooi.LKV in Voice (N. Y.) 17 OcL a/' A mere twitterer of
lackadaisical platitudes.

Twitterixitf (twi'tarii)), vbl, sb. [f. Twitteb
i/.l + -IN'G 1.] The action of Twitter v^^

L Light tremulous chirping of a bird or birds ;

a sound resembling or likened to this.

1781 CowpER Conversation 448 Will the sweet warbler of
the liveloni; night . . F<»-get his harmony^ with rapture beard,
To learn the twittering of a meaner bird? 18x4 Lamb Elia
Ser. II. Captain Jackson (1833) 87 Chords responsive to the
twitterings of that slender image of a voice. 1877 Raring-
Gould Myst. Sneering 87 'fhe twanging of nddlcs and
twittering of flutes. 1877 Black Green Past, ii, The twit-

tering of the young starlmgs in their nests,

2. Tremblin*; ; tremulous excitement ; + eager
desire or longing, hankcrinjj {obs.).

x668 Sedlev Mulberry Card. v. i, Though you had a
twittering to Althca, you will make ne'er the worse husband
to Victoria. 169a L'Estrance Fables I. cccxxxii. 280 A
Widow that hnri a Twittering toward a second Husbancf.

Twittering', ffl. a, [f. as prec. -i--inq2.]

That twitters.

1. Chiriiing lightly and tremulously, as a bird.
18*7 Hood Mids. Fairies xxxi, We gather In loud choirs

the twittering race. 1857 J- Hamilton Less./r. Gt. Biog,
(1859) 172 New leaves are on the trees and twittering broods
are in the nrst.

2. Trembling, quivering ; trembling with excite-

ment or the like, in a flutter. Now dial.

x6Bi W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 1257, I am in a
twittering case, inter sacrum saxumgue sto. i8az Clark
Vill. Minstr. 1 1. 75 The sun now sinks behind the woodland
green. And twittering spangles glow the leaves between.
1884 Stevenson Let. to Henley Nov. (1899) I. 335 Hardly
able 10 come downstairs for twittering knees.

Hence Twltteringly aiiv.

i860 KusARLL Diary India I. xvi. 355 A large rigzag fire

of musketry goes twittcringly along the lines of the trenches.

t Twitter-light. Obs, rare. [?f. Twitter
v} 3 + XAi.WTsb. Cf. Twattek-lioht.] Twilight.
1607 MiDDt.KTON Vour File Gallants v. i, Vou can steale

secretly bether. .at twylight, twitterlights I a 1616 — Afore
Dissemblers iii. i, Come not till twitter light.

Vol. X.

Twitterly, a. rare~''^, [f. Twitter sb}- r or

v,^ 3 + -LV^.] = next.

1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Clwlera Camp (1897) 188 Our
Colonel's white an' twitterly

—
'e gets no sleep nor food.

Twittery (twi'tsri), a,^ [f. Twitter sb.^ i or
^'.l + -Y.] Apt to twitter or tremble ; feeble,

shaky ; also^^.
i883L.WiNGFiELD^. A'^('« II, iv. ga Olivia was., twittery,

nervous and sensitive. 1889 Cornh. Mag. July 60 A feeble,

twittery tale of love. 1907 Una L. Silberrad Gci. Comrade
ii, The Captain was rather twittery at lunch.

Twi-ttery.d.*'^ ^r. [f.TwiTTERj(5.:iorz'.2] *Slen-

der; properly, spun very small* (Jam.).
1819 F.dinb. Even. Cour. i July (Jam.), Clothing . . far

afore the twittery worn-wabs made now-a-da>'s.

Twitting (twi'tiq), vbl. sb. [f. Twit z*. +
-INO 1.] The action of the verb Twit.
1. (Light) reproach or censure; taunting.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Exprobation^ or re-

proche, a reproch, a twiting. 1386 A. Day Eng. Secretary
II. (1625) 48 Tush, pedegree, pedegree, here is nothing with
you in hand but twitting with pedegree. i6ii Cotgr.,
Reproche, an vpbraiding, twitting, or casting in the teeth.

1647 Hexham I, A twiting, eenverwij'ting. 1891 E.W.Gossk
Gossip in Library xiv. 175 The only rough thing he ever
did was the result of one such twitting.

2. Tale-telling, blabbing. Now dial.

a 1643 Cartwright Ordinary iv. iv, D* y' think I would
undo me self by twitting ? . . I 'm faithfull, And secret, though
a Barber.

So Twl'tUn^ ///. a., that twits; whence
Twi'ttincrly adv.^ in the way of twitting,

tauntingly.

1675 tr. Camden's IHst, Eliz. i. 125 Haying reckoned all

his Civilities to the English Nation, he twittingly upbraided
them therewith. 1838 B. Cornev Controversy 20 The points

whereon you may have been criticised rather twittingly.

Twitting, variant of Twitten.

t Twi'ttle, V. Obs. [app. altered from Tittle
vy \ cf. Twittle-twattle.J trans. Tontteridly,

chatter, babble : = Tittle z/.i

1577 Stanvhurst Descr. Irel. Ep. to Sir H. Sidney, in

Holinshed Chron. (1587) II. 6 His hystorie.. twilled more
tales out of schoole, and drowned weightyer matters in

silence, then the Autor vpon better view..woulde haue
permitted. Ibid. vL 34/2 Such rumors noised, such tales

Druted, such fables twitled, such vntrue reports twatled.

t Twl'ttle-twat. Obs.rare'^'^, [app. shortened

from next.] A tattler, babbler.

i66a Rump Songs i. 52 Next come those idle Twittle-twats,

Which calls me many Goti-kiiows-wbats.

t Twittle-twarttle. Obs. Also 6 twitle
twattle, twitell-twaytel. [app. altered from
Tittle-tattle : see Twattle sb,^'\ Idle talk,

tittle-tattle. Also aitrib.

1556 Olde Antichrist 7b, Suche a kynde of religioun, as

hath more twitle twattle toyes in it, then the Leuitical lawe.

igfisABP-PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) 237 My lord of Leicester,

they say, shall move.. the Queen's Majesty, ..and M"". Cole
is now at the Court.., which will overthrow all this attempt:

and such twitell-twaytel there is much, a 1578 W. Roper
Li/e Sir T. More (ijsg) 8g She.. not likinge suche talke,

answered, twittle, twattle, twittle, twattle.
^

1668 R.
L'Esthangk I'is. Quev. (1708) 244 The squalling of the

Child, and theTwittle-Twattle-Gossipingsof the Nurse and
Midwife. 1719 D'Urfev Pills III. 250 Leave your twittle

twattle.

t Twit-twat. Obs. rare. Also twit twot.

[app. shortened from prec]

+ 1. —prec. Aho attrib. Obs,

1677 Yarbanton Eng. Improv. 46 This way of ordering
the young Women in Germany is one great cause that the

German Women have so little of the twit twat. Ibid. lui

The strange News you hear at Coffee-houses, .is generally
idle Twit twot Discourse. Ibid. 170 Command Silence ;

Suffer not your Wives to use any Twit-twat.

2. A name for the house-sparrow.
189J in Cent. Diet,

Twitty (twi-ti), fl.l dial. [f. Twit sby + -v.]

See quots.
x8s5 FoBBY Voc. E. Anglioy Twitty, adj. cross; snap-

pish. 1803 ZiNCKK ly/ierstead xxvi. (ed.2) 251 (E. Anglian
I)iab) ' 'Irunch ' for short and thick ;

* twitty ' for snappish.

Twi'tty, a.'^ [f. Twrr sb.'-^ + -Y.j Full of or

containinfj * twits* : see Twit sb.^

1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 119 Such a draft

would.. be too much for any wool and would make the

sliver twitty. Ibid. 131 No yarn can spin well when it is

twitty.

Twitzer-case, obs. f. Tweezer-cask.

t Twive, V, Naut. Obs. rare. Also twyve.
[Of obscure origin.] intr. Of a ship at anchor :

To swing up or down with the tide.

1576 Admir. Crt. Exam. 73, 3oAug.,TheSaIamon twyved
to the Southwarde upp with the flud and wlien the water
turned she twivtd downe againe with the ebb. Ibid., She
twived upwards againe and therewith twyved uppon an
anchor.

'Twixt, ftwixt (twikst), /rtf/. Forms: 4
twix, tuyx, 4, 6-7 Sc. tuix, 6-7 twiit, 7- 'twixt.

Aphetic form of Atwixt, Betwixt.
X3.. Cursor M. jijg (Cott.) [Abraham] loked hi him tuyx

)*e thorns. Ibid. 22028 O fader and moder he sal be born .

.

Bituix a man and a wotnnian. .Noghl tuix a biscop and a '

nun. 1570 Safir. Poems Reform, xx. 51 This I will say tuix

sport and plajj. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. xlviii. 206 The
seede [of hyacinth] is drie in the thirde degree, yet tem-

perate twixt heate and colde. 1611 Sir W. Murk Misc.

Poems i. {title') Ane Conflict tuix Love and Ressoun. 1611

Shaks. IVint. T. v. ii. 79 But, Oh the Noble Combat, that
'twixt loy and Sorrow, was fought in Paulina. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 146 All the difference .. twixt him and
others. 1742 Young Nt. Th. ix. 673 In thy nocturnal rove,
one moment halt, *Twixt stage and stage. 1885-94 R-
Bridges Eros * Psyche May xxxi, He fondly kisst her..,
And peace was 'twixt them.

fb. Twixt andy until (see Betwixt A. 3), before.

Sc. and north, dial. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 927 (Gutt.) pu sal bi ]>i bred ful dere,
Tuix and >u again be gan. 1689 in Acts Parlt.Scotl. (1875)
XII. 59/1 To compeir before the meetting twixt and ]?e

9th day of Apryle.

O. Comb. : 'twixt-brain = Uween-brain : see

'TWEEN b.

1878 Beli. & Lankester tr. Gegenhaur s Com/. Anat. 503
These primitive cerebral vesicles give rise to new segments.
..The tirst isknown as the Fore-brain or Prosenceplialon ;

the nextas the Twixt-brain or Thalamencephalon.
Also t Twi'xten (twyxteu) prep^ Obs. (Cf.

Betwixen.)
c 1330 R, Brunne Chron, Wace (Rolls) 2282 [Lear] l>oughte

his doughtres gyue hosebandes, & twyxten hem parten his
landes.

t Twizeled, a, Obs, rare~^. [Perh. a survival

of OE. twisted forked ; but cf. TwizzLE z/.] (Mean-
ing uncertain.)

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2070/4 An Iron grey Gelding, , . having
upon each shoulder a twizeled Flower.

Twizers, obs. f. Tweezers.

Twi'ZZle, sb. Chiefly diaL [Cf. next.]

1. A twist or turn ; a change of direction.

1848 A. B. Evans Leicestersh. Words, etc. s.v. Twizzle^
There be so many turns and twizzles. 1876- in dial,

glossaries (Chesh., Shropsh., Warw., etc.).

2. In a spinning-machine, the eye of a flyer.

1884 W. S. B. McLaben spinning {zA. 2) 153 The flyer

. . revolves ' the way the sun goes ', the yarn is hooked into
the flyer-eye, or twizzle, at its lower extremity.

Twi'zzle, z^' dial. B.nd colhq. [app. an imitative

formation suggested by Twist v. : cf. Twistle »,]

1. intr. To rotate rapidly, spin, twirl.

a >8a5 Forbv Voc. E.Anglias.v.^ He came twizzling down.
1886 P. Robinson Valley Teei, Trees 126 But those on the
more expased spots were fairly ' twizzling * like tops. 1898
Kipling in Morn. Post 11 Nov. 5/2 From 6 to 10 p.m. one
screw twizzled for the most part in the circumambient ether.

1908 \V. W. Jacobs Salthaven ii, I suppose you never
twizzle round on your chair.

2. trans. To twirl, twist ; to turn round ; to form
by twisting.

1854 Baker Northantpt. Gloss.^ Twizzle, to twist, to twirl.

Variously applied.. .Corn that is beat about by the wind in
different directions, till it is twisted and entangled, is said
to be twizzled. 1866 Bkocden Line. Gloss., I have twizzled
all the cotton. 1887 C. Keene Let. in Li/e xii. (1892)

3^1 My friends directly after breakfastbegan twizzling up
cigarettes. 1888 F. Hakrett Recoiling Vengeance \i. The
girl he loved was being hugged and twizzled round by his

rival. 1890 N. ^ Q. 7th Ser. IX. 138 i Ifacouple ofwaxed-
ends became twizzled [in the g.ime of ' cub-nut ']. 1905
Longtn. Mag, June 134 ' Shall us come and twizzle th' old
churn ?

'

Twizzle, variant of TwisEL.
Twke, obs. Sc. pa. t. of Take v.

Twin, twme, T^oi, obs. Sc. ff. TooM, Ton,
Tun. Twne. obs. Sc. f. Tm, Tun.
Two (t7^), numeral «., sb, (adv.) Forms: see

below ; also Twain, Tway. [OE. ttvd fern, and
neut., 14 nent., of the numeral of which the masc.
twt^gen survives as Twain and Tway. The forms

in the cognate languages which more or less closely

correspond to OE. twd and t^ are OFris. twd lem.

and neut. (WFris. twa, EFris. two, NFris. tdWj

tau, 16, tH), MDu. and Du, twee, OS. twd, twd
fern., tw^ neut (MLG. twd, twu fem., tw^ neut.;

LG. twS, twe), OHG. zwd, zwS fem., zwei neut.

(MIIG. zwd, zweit G. twei), ON. and Icel, tveir

masc, tv^r fem., tvau {tvo) neut. (Norw. dial.

ivei, tViVf tvo, tvau, etc. ; Sw. ivh^ Da. t6)^ Goth.
iwai masc, tivos fem., tiua neut. (For the forms

corresponding to the OE, masc. iwigen see Twain.)
The word is common to all the Indo-European
languages, as Skr. d'dDau masc, dwefem. and neut.,

Gr. dvo, L. diw, Olr. dd, Lith. du, dvi, etc.

The genitive and dative forms (see A. a and A. 3) did not
survive beyond the 13th century.

The pronunc. (t«), like that o(wbo (hw) from OE. Mod, is

due to labialization of the vowel by the 7v (cf. ivo7nb), which
then disappeared before the related sound. The successive

stages would thus be (tw;"!, tw^, twO, tw«, t«).]

A. Illustration of Forms.

1. nom. and ace. a. 1,4-5, .SV. 6 *^*» ^"5' ^^^^'

-9, Sc. 5- twa (6 Sc. thwa), 8-9 dial, twaa
; 7 ^.r.

tuae, 8- Sc. twae, 9 north, dial, tweae, twea,

tweea, twee. (See also Tway.)
The later Sc, and rare northern Eng., twa ftwa, twO) in

place of ^WiW, tioea, etc., is abnormal, init h.is parallels in

vha Who, and Na adv.^ Examples are given under {b)

below.*

Beoit'ul/wg^ Earmhreade twa. aZ-^x in O. E. Texts 444
An hri3er..& tua flicca. Ibid., Fore Osuulfcs sawle twa
messan. 4:893 K. iEi.FRKu Oros. in. ij; § i Tua byri?;. .on

eorban besuncon. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvii. 35 Twa
beo^ ECtgaedere grindende. l' 1000 ^^lfric 6>«. xxv. 23
Twa |>eoda. .and twa folc. Ibid, xxvii. 9 Bring me twa J>a

betstan tyccenu, 1154 O. E. Chron. an. wyj Jif twa men
69
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ober III coman ridend to an tun. c 1130 Hali Meid. 35 I

GulteS o twa half, a 1300 Tua [see B. I. 5 aj. 1340 Ham-

tOL« Pr. Consc. 987 pe tother world . . In twa partes divised

may be. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 234 Twa Erlis alsua with

hini war. c.470 (see B. I. =). 1483 Catk. Angl. 398/=

Twa, .dw. 1513 Douglas ^«'««v.l'rol. 17 luaappetitis

viieith accordis with vther. JS40 Regi^tr. Abcrdon. (M.iitl.

CD 1. <i6 Mortificatioun ..of thwa merkis jerehe. iSS"

Dalrymplk tr. Uslit-s Hist. Scot. (S.T. S.) 1- 3, ^1>| '"»
I

nartes ar called.. from, .the first tua sones. <: 1620 Hume !

inV. Tongue (1865) 8 Of this letter the latines them-
1

selfes h.id luae other sounds. I7ai Ramsay bessy Bell *
Mary Gray 37 Our fancies jee between you twae [r!W«

Gray). 1780 Burns Five Carlins vii, But nae ane could

their fancy please, O ne'er a ane but twae i8oa Anderson

CumMd. Ball., Nichol the Xezusntonger vil, 1 ve twee, nit aw
England can bang them. l8as Brockett N. t. lizards,

Twea, twee, two. 1851 Cyniberld. Gloss., ri««, two 1901

W. Laidlaw Poetry * Prose 34 Twae windows. Itiid. 35
j

The twae were kind to ane an' a'.
, . ,, , , l-i

'

(*) i7ai Ramsay Lucky Spence xili, I . . whistl d ben whiles
|

ane whiles twa. 1780 J.
MAVNEiV//<->-G«»i.xxvii,HisLrart, ;

the Hammermen, fu' braw, I^d the Procession, twa and twa.
1

1815 Scott Guy M. xxii, 1 have six terriers at hame, forbye

twa couple of slowhunds. iSaS Crmen Gloss., Tiuaa, two.

fl. 3- two, 4-7 tuo, twoo, (s thwo); //. 1

twoes, 7-8 two's, 9 twos.

c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 Two turtle briddes, 3if hie was

poure two duue briddes. ? a 1300 Shires * Hundreds Eng.

in O. E. Misc. 145 pis bistco]pryche wes hwylen two

b'lspriche. 13.. Cursor M. 16814 + 18 Vnlo l>e theiies

twoo \rliHe froo]. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 282 Tuo
watres ber er togidir gon. c 1400 Afol. Loll. 38 Bo(> thwo

are dedly synne. C1400 Laud Troy-bk. 18599 That the

tr.iyloures bothe two \rime so), cr^to Chron. Vilod. 3769

He hadde y-fedryde to-gedur his leygus two \rime \>d\. 1447

BOKENHAH Seynlys (Roxb.) 75 For victory of tuo mo she

must have, a 1S48 Twoo [see B. I. 3bl. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm. Pref. 4 It is set-forth, .by mo than one or

two. 1605 Camden Rent, igt Twoo Monkes. 1611 Twoes
[see B. II. 2]. ci6io A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 16 At

one consonant, . .or at tuo consonantes. c 1659 Roxb. Bail.

(1887) VI. 324 Here's a health to the Figure of Two \rime

adieu). i697[seeB. I. 2d). 1845 Browning 7"iot<:'j .ffw^M^^CJ

22, 1 am as sure that this he would do, As that Saint Paul s

is striking two.

7. I tuu, I, 4 tu, 4-7 tow (fi thow, 6-7 towe).

Tu, tuUf was only neuter in OE., in ME. tow was general

in some dialects.

c 815 Vesp. Psalter Ixi. 12 Tu [i. du6\ Sas ic seherde.

c«^O.E. Chron. an. 887 (Parker MS.) And tu [Laud MS.
twa] folc-sefeoht gefuhton. c 800 tr. Bxda's Hist. iil. xv.

(xxi.) (1890) 222 Aan biscop sceolde beon ofer tuu folc. agso
A'//Ka/«OK»«/>K.(Surtees)jo6Voeron..tvvinlichomeanvm.

C9SO Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 41 Tuu wif jegrundon

on coernae. 13.. Cursor M. 16786 (Gott.) pe stanes

brast, J>e temple olefin tu [Trin. in two). 13.. i?. E.Allit.

P. B. 866, 1 hafa tresor in my telde of tow my fayre dejter.

1411 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 164 The thow Sharpe

eggis of youre Swerde. ^1440 York Myst. xix. 86 Tow
townes betwene. 1510 in \otk Rep. Hist. MSS. Cotmn.

App. V. 394 Every couper shall gyve towe toune hopis for a

penye. iM« Exhort, to North 64 in Furnivall Ball. fr.

MSS. I. 306 Bothe nowghly cromwell and the chancelleres

towe \riine knowe). 1597 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 127 Paid .

.

for mending of tow baudrigs to the bells, xv d. i6oa Carew
Eng. Tongue T 19 Yf, like towe Turkeyes, . . wee match it

witheur neighboures. 1666 Wood Life 11 Dec. (O.H.S.)

II. 95, 1 walked tow dayes before in the garden.

5. 2-6 to, 4-6 too, 5-6 toe (6 tooe).

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 To munekes him namen and

bebyried him. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11150 Wiboute ))e

toun to mile, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 330

Com of hym to noble sones. C1400 Too [see B. I. 3 a].

ci^to Anturs o/Arth. xL (Ireland MS.) Syxti maylis and
moe. The squrd squappes in toe, His canel-bone allsoe.

c 144a Pronip. Pan. 495/1 To, or tweyne {K. to, nowmere),

duo. c 14G0 J. Metham Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 61/1625 Amoryus
and Cleopes must dye ther with both to {rime so], a ijoo

Brome Bk. 17 Je that haue sys, dewes, and too \rime goo].

a 155* Leland ///«. (1907) 11. 141, I saw to antique heddes.

1551-3 Inv. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield IV. 85 Tooe
ornaments of dornex. 1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz.

(1908) 88 Syse, toe pannes— iiijii. 1567 Drant Horace, Epist.

II. iL H iv, 'Too Orators, .th' one was to the other . , a laste

ytrothed brother.

2. genitive, i twesa (twoeja), twesea, tweasea,

tuesa ; twesra (twoesra, tuoesara), 2 tweijre,

2-3 tweire, 3 tweyre, twere.
Beowulf 2531 Uncer tweja. c 825 Vesp. Hymns vi. 2 In

midle twoega netna \duorum animalium] cuc^as. C890
tr. Bxda's Hist. i. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890) 70 Twejra gebroJSra

beam o33e twejea gesweostra sunu &. dohtor. ^897 K.
Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xiv. 86 Daet twea?;ea [Hatton
twe;5ea) bleo godweb. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John viii. 17

Tuoegara monna uittnesa. c \txxi Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii.

16 On twegra o33e J>reora gewittnesse [Hatton tweigre),

c X200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 95 Tweire kinne. a 1250 Oivl ^
Night. 991 Wet>er is betere of twere [v.r. tweyre] twom.

D. possessive genitive. 6 twoos, twooes, 7
twoes, 7- two's.
1510-ao Twoos [see B. I. 2]. 1587 Twooes [see B. I. 5 a).

1619 HiERON IVks. I. 34 After a yeare or twoes nursing.

1676 Ray Corr. (1848) 126 A year or two's time. 1773 Two s

[see B. I. 5 a).

3. dative, i twem, tueem, 1-3 twam, 3 twom.
Betnvulf i\gx Be ]>3tm gebrotSrum twEem. C890 tr. Bxda's

Hist. I. X. [xiii.) (1890) 48 Betwih him twam. ^1000 Ags.
Gosp. Matt. xxii. 40 On |?ysum twam [Lindisf. tuxm;
Rush-w. twa:m] bebodum. cwj^ Lamb. Horn. 133 Of
twam ]>ingen. a 1250 Twom [see 2 above], c 1275 Woman
ofSamaria 40 in O. E. Misc. 85 Bi-twene ]>is twam volke.

B. Signification.

The cardinal nnmtier next after one ; one added
to one : denoted by the symbols 2 or 11.

I. adj.
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1. In concord with a sb. expressed.

Frequent in proverbial expressions, as to make two Mes
ofa clurry (Bite sb. 4, Cherry sb. iV); to have two strings

to one's bmv (Bow i*.l 4 c) i (/ two evils (or ills) choose the

less {Y.\\\. sb. ^,IU. sb. 5b) j between twofires (\l\m sb. 14);

two heads are better than one (Head sb. 62) ; as like as two

/roi (Pea» ic); etc.

Two men (quot. 1533), the dumnvin : see Duumvir.

Beowulf 1095 Da hie se'™wedon on twa healfe teste

frioSuwajre. agoo O. E. Martyrol. 21 Sept. 172 ."-Her

Cristes upastignesse he gelaerde twa [v.r. twua) maigOa to

codes seleafan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke 11. 24 1 wa turllan,

oSae twejen culfran briddas. CI17S Lamb. Horn.j; Ve

castel ]>e wes ajeines drih[t]nes twa leornikenehles i he bi-

tacnet )>eas world, a 1225 Ancr. R. 10 per beo3 two do en

to two manere of men. 13. . Coer de L. 504 Hys schelde

in twoo peces off. £1400 Destr. Troy 310 Tow pyllers he

pight. . Vppon Gades groundes. c 1485 Digby Myst. i. 240

To sle all the children . . within to yeer of age. 1530 Palsgr.

i;q4/i Two wyttes be farre better than one. iS33 Bei.lenden

Lh'y 111. V. (S. T. S.) I. 256 The solempne preistis, namyt

the 'two men, war commandit to serche l>e werkis of Cibil.

i6n [Tarlton] 7ests (1844) 21 Two tailors goe to a man.

1671 MiLTON P. R. 1. 159 To conquer Sin and Death the two

grand foes, c 1765 Gray Satire 16 As like as two beans.

iBso MoCosH Dri<. Gmt. 111. ii. (1874) 335 The two inductive

methods of acquiring knowledge . . are observation tind

experiment. 1875 T. W. Higginson U.S. Hisl.vu. 49 No
two explorers agreed about the actual shape of the coast.

"b. With a superlative, either following {the two

best, eldest, first, last, next, etc. ; f formerly some-

times two the first, etc.), or in later use preceding

(thefirst txvo, etc.) : the latter is now somewhat

more usual. Cf. Fikst a. 2 e, 'Lxsi a. i b. So

\iiihformer, latter. (Also ahsol., as in 2.)

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 52 Emme t>e quene. .of be

whilTc was born Alfred & Edward, Hardknoute be bnd, pe

tuo first of Eilred, of Knoute Hardknoute tid. c 1350 Will.

Palerne 2162 i'vo be bremest white beres bat euer burn on

loked. c 1471 Fortescue Wks. (1869) 459 Than nedith it,

that the Kyngs Lyvelood..be gretter than the Lyvelood of

two the grettest Lords in Englond. 1556 Olde Antichrist

70, I haue . . expounded two the furst. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 44 b, Which two last were not agreed

vpon. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 249 [The echo] will . . report you

the whole three Words; And then the two latter Words. ,;

and then the last Word alone. 163S J. Haywaed tr. Btondi s

Banish'd Virg. Ep. Ded., The translation of the two first

bookes of. .Sir Phillip Sydney's Arcadia. 1669- The last

two [see Last a. i b («]. 1688 Dryden Lines on Milton,

To make a third, she joined the former two. 1692 Bp. Patrick

Answ. Touchstones^, too The two first ofthem. /bid.,1be
'• two next. 1704- The first two [see First «. 2e («)]. 1805

Southev Let. 15 Nov., in Life (1850) II. 353 The two best

ships in the navy. 1829 Jas. Mill Hum. Mmd (1869) II.

1
329 The association theory may account for the two last,

but not for the former.

I

c. 7aio/flr/.r: two out of three equal parts (cf.

i Part si. 5), two thirds (see 3 c). Chiefly Sc,

usually in form the twa part (sometimes as one

word twapart). So twa daill (Deal sb^ i).

i
1375 Barbour Bruce v. 47 Mair than twa part [v. r. partis]

of his rout. Ibid. 369 In schort tym men mycht se ly pe

twapart ded, or ban deand. crl,n Rauf Coil^ear -li-^ Yie

tyt the King be the nek, twa part in tene. 1535 Stewart

Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 21 He loissit be Storme of the Se the

Tua Part of his Schippis. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I. 334 To confisk thair gudis, the twa daill to the Quenis

Majesteis behuif, and the thrid to the conservatour. c l6n
Chapman Iliad x. 223 Two parts of night are past, the third

is left. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 36 Shall

Papists peaceablie possess a twa.part of the patrimonie of

the Kirk.., and shall Christ's Ministers. .not have a third?

1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Ciim. Laws Scot. I. xxiii. § 7 (1699)

118 The two part thereof belongs to the King, and the third

to the Sheriffs. 1808-25 Jamieson, Twa part, twaparte,

two thirds. . .This mode of expression is still quite common.

. . The twapart and third, i. e., two thirds, and the remain-

ing one.

d. Two times as advb. phr. (expressing repeti-

tion or multiplication) is now used only with a

demonstrative or defining word ; otherwise twice is

substituted : see Twice.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1906) 43 The auicion cotrie to hem

bi two tymes. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon iii, 67 He
was discomfyted two tymes. 1535 Covekdale Ecclus. xlv.

14 Daylie perfourmed he his burntofferinges two tymes.

1574 Hellowes Gueitara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 112 Two times

I haue moued the Cardinal Tortosa in your busines. Mod.

I have known it happen two separate times. I called upon

him three times, but saw him only once; the other two

times he was away.

e. As ordinal: = Second a. i. Now only after

the sb. (also number two) ; cf. II. i c.

1586 W. Webbe En^. Poetrie (Arb.) 62 Make short either

the two, foure, sixe, eight, tenne, twelue sillable, 1824 De
QumcEV Templars' Dial. Pol. Econ. vi. § 2 in Misc. (185.;)

251 Column twa 1911 Act i .$• 2 Geo. V,t:. 14 § i The addi-

tional duty, .imposed by the second paragraph of section

two of that Act. Mod. Hymn number two.

2. absol. with ellipsis of sb. (which may usually

be supplied from context ; also often = ' two per-

sons '), or after a pronoun or demonstrative, or as

predicate. (For both two see Both A. 7.)

Also in proverbial expressions, as two can play at that

game : two's company, three's none (Company sb. 1 d).

<r882 O. E. Chron. an. 882 (Parker MS.) yElfred .
.
bara

scipa tu [Laud MS. twa] l^enam. C890 tr. Bxda's Hist. I.

xvL fxxvii.) (1890) 70 Wer & wiif, heo tii beo3 in anum
lichoman. c ^1^i Lamb. Horn. -^i He wule.. eaten.. et ane

mele swa muchel swa et twam. c laoo Ormin 429 Swa ne

didenn nohht ta twa. <ii225 Ancr. R. 202 Uor monie

reisuns. . .Two ich chuUesiggen. Ibid. 406, I b'sse tweire

monglunge. a 1300 Cursor M. 308 (Cott) pe hali gost

TWO.

comms of hem tua. o 1375 7oseph A rim. 1 84 pe bark of Jmt

on semede dimmore l>en ouber of be ober two. c 1425 Cast.

Fcrsev. 679 in Macro Plays <)^ To may not to.gedyr stonde,

but I, Bakbyter, be be thyrde. C1470 Henry Wallace IV.

781 Twa him beheld, and said ;
' We will go se". 1510-20

Compl. too latemaryed (1862) 3, I wyll. .a wyfe to me take

For to increa.se both our twoos lynage. 1535 Coverdale

Eccl. iv. 9 Two are better then one. 1556 Chron. Gr.

p'riars (Camden) 55 'I'oo of the men that labord at y t. 1560

Bible (Genev.) Amos iii. 3 Can two walke together except

thei be agreed? 1596 Dalryhple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

V. (S. T. S.) I. 298 Ilk of the tua slayis othir. c 1610 Women
Saints 166 Committed to our twoes knowledge onelie. 1612

COLSON Gen. Tresury Ajb, The generall parts, .are only

two, or of two sort-s. c 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865)1

Nae tuae of the luentie. .wald agree. 1653 W. Ramesey
Astrol. Restored j^s Here is two to two, ..we stand upon

equal terms. 1768 Pennant Zool. II. 363 The males, or

Ruffs, assume such variety of colors.. that it is scarce

possible to see two alike. 1779 Warner in Jesse Selwyn f,

Contemp. (1844) IV. loi The Ministry carried it two to one.

1820 Keats Hyperion i. 85 These two were postured motion-

less. 1847 Helps Friends in C. I. vi. 94 What do you two.,

think about representative government? 18.. Flor.Marryat
(Dixon), Now, don't you call me any names, or you will find

that two can play at that game. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary
I. iv, The two were fellow-prisoners.

b. With ellipsis of hours, in stating the time of

day ; also two o'clock. Also with ellipsis of years

(of age), as a child of two.

c 148s in Digby Myst.WZi) 167 At the parvyse I wyll be .
.

,

be-twyn two and three. X510 Set. Cases Star Chamb.
(Selden) II. 72 Abowt twoo of the Clok in the nyght. 1600

Shaks. A.Y.L. IV. i. 183 By two a clock I will be with thee

againe. 1795 Macneill Will < yean xlvi, Now that

nightly meetings Sat and drank frae .sax till twa. 1799

Wordsw. Lucy Gray v. The minster-clock has just struck

two. 1884 A. Wainwbight in Harper's Mag. July 272/1

From two o'clock.. until 'two-fifteen', the 'two.twenty'

train gradually fills.
, .

c. In (t on) two (after vbs. expressing division

or the lil;e) : into or in two parts or pieces. (See

also A-Two.)
cSgaO.E. Chron. an. 885 (Parker MS.) Her to dailde se

fore sprecena here on tu [v. r. twa]. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark
XV. 38 pees temples wah-rift was tosliten on twa [Lindisf.

& Rushw. in tuu). c 1275 Passion ofour Lord 448 in O. E.

Misc. 50 Hi nolden hyne nouht delen a to ne a y\eo. a 1300

Cursor M. 1957 (Cott.) O heist has clouen fote in tua [v. rr.

to, two], c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5942 Ther he smot on-two

his poUe. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. ii. 31, I wyll bre.ake

thyne arme in two. 1623 Gouge Scnn. Extent Gods
Provid. § 15 The massy timber shivered in two. 1794-5 '>

B. Ward Dawn Cath. Revival (1909) II. 119 A Collier s

vessel fell foul of ours, and broke the cable in two. 1805

M=lNDOE Poems 107 This trout. .Was faulded in twa like a

speldin.

t (*) So as to be separate the one from the other

;

asunder, apart. Obs.

C897 K. iEtPRED Gregory's Past. C. vii. 49 Deah heo an

tu tefleowe, 3eah was sio Eespryng sio soSe lufu. cjooo

/Elfric Hom. I. 388 Da. . wearB him [sc. Paul and Barnabas]

Rebuht \>xl hi on-twa ferdon. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 60 Betwene

the quene and the kyng Was grete sorowcWhen they

schulde parte in twoo.

d. Two and two, two by two, formerly also by

two and two : in groups or sets of two; two at a

time ; by twos.
c 1000 jElfric Hom. II. 528 He sende hi twam and twam

.Btforan him. c 1290 .S". Eng. Leg. I. 281/109 He saij be

freres go poru? 'fit londe,twoand two. 13. .
Cursor M. 1713

5ee sal . . tak . . Beist and fouxul . . pe meke be bam ai tua and

tua, pe wild do be bani-self al-sua. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)

xix. 87 Before b« chariot gase..all be maydens of be

cuntree, twa and twa togyder. C1440 Capgrave St. Katk.

IV. 1264 The clerkis eke were sette be too and too. a 1533

Ld. Bebners Hiion Ixii. 216 Guyer held his brother Gerames

by the hande, and so all the other .ii. and .ii. C1575 J.

Hooker Life Sir P. Carew in Archxologia XXVIII. 144

Foremoste wente all the .seylders..by tooe and tooe. X604

E. G[eimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vi. xxviii. 494 They
daunced two and twa 1697 Dryden Virg. Gcorg. in. 270

Join'd with his School-Fellows by two and two [rime

pursue]. 1709-10 Addison Taller No. 120 P 3 Coming out

Two by Two, and marching up in Pairs. 1863 Stanley

Serm. in East App. i. 153 We started on foot, two and two,

between two files of soldiers.

fe. Rule of two (Arith.) : an inclusive name for

the ordinary rules for finding a third number from

two given numbers, viz. those of addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, and division. (Cf. rule of

three. Rule sb. 8 b.) Obs. rare.

i6ia CoLsoN Gen. Tresury Aj b. The.. Rules of two, of

three, of Reduction. Ibid. Bbbj/i The Rule of Two is by

two numbers knowne to finde out the third . . , and is generally

of two sorts, Rationall, and Proportionall. The Rule of Two
Rationall . . is of two sorts, . . Addition . . Substraction.

3. Forming compound numerals.

a. Added to multiples of ten, as two-and-thirty,

now usually thirty-two ; a hundred and two. So

formerly (now rarely) with the ordinals, as two-

and-fiftieth (now almost aXviays fifty-second).

t two-and-thirty, apip out see Pip sb.' i b.

Two-itnd.twentieth (Mus.), a note 22 diatonic degrees

'= 3 octaves) above or below a given note (both notes being

reckoned) : hence, an interval of 3 octaves ; spec, an organ-

stop formerly used, sounding 3 octaves above the normal

pitch. (Now Twenty-second.)
<:893 K. jElfbed Oros. vl. ii. § r para twa & twentisra

monna. ^900 O. E. Martyrol. 29 On bone twa & twen-

tisSan das- C961 jEthelwold Rule St. Bcnet xiii. (1885) v)

Se twa and feowerti^eSa sealm. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 47

On be two and brittuSe dai. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11861

To & tuenti kni5tK!. <ri38o Antecrist in Todd J Treat.'

Wyclif 121 In be two and bti"i boke. <:«4oo Destr. Troy



TWO. 547 TWO.

2747 There were twenty and too. 1480-92 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. 3cot. 1. 80 Sex score Iwa bedis and a knop. 1579
FuLKE licskins' Pari. 201 The iwuand twentieth Chapter.

1613 Organ Specif. Worcester Cathedral, In the coaire

organ i flute of wood, i two and twentith of mettal. 1768

FooTE Devil on 2 Sticks iii. Wks. 1799 II. 276 The two-
and-fiftieth part of a scruple. 1896 Mrs. Caffvn Quaker
Grandntother 137 Two-and-ihirty last March.

b. As multiplier before dozettj score^ or before

hundrcdf thousand^ million^ etc., or the ordinals of

these.

Also in comb., as two-kundred-tniU'long adj. ; two-
huruirt'd-poutui adj. (weighing, or costing, two hundred
pounds).
a^ooCxdmoiis Exod,\Z^ (Gr.) Ha;fde him alesen leoda

dujeffe tireadisra twa l>useiido. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John vi. 7

On twe^era hundred peneAa wurjw. c laoS Lay. 1556 pa he
hefde twa [c 1275 two] hundred mid sweorde to-hewen.

c 1*90 S. Eftg. Leg. I. 91/145 In J-e to hondrede ^ere. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen, l^IIl, 147 b, Twoo hundred thousande
Crounes. 1807 Hekschbl in Fhil. Trans. XCVII. 228 Its

thickness at one end was 33, and at the other 31 tw«-
hundredths of an inch. 1867 Thirlwall Lett, (iSSi) II. 118

The two hundred mile long iceberg is still afloat. 189S
Mrs. B. M. Croker Village Tales (1896) 122 Tall and erect,

..carrying his two-score years with grace. 1897 Outing
(U.S.) XXIX. 439/1 A two-hundred-pound buck.

C. As multiplier before an ordinal expressing an

aliquot part (i. e. as numerator of a fraction), as

two-thirds ; also attrib, as a two-thirds majority,

[£^1643 Ld. Herbert Autohiog. (1S24) 64 The other two
third parts.) 1776 Adam Smith W. N, i. xt. ni.(t869) I. 241

In the Saxon times the fleece was estimated at two-fifths of
the value of tlie whole sheep. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer.
(1783) III. 263 x\ll laws, .nuist be approved of by two-thirds

of the members. z888 Rutley Rock-Forming Min, 3 The
wire is then bent to about two-thirds of a circle. 1910
H. W. Steed in Encycl, Brit. III. 58/2 The German parties

..stipulated tliat a two-thirds majority should be necessary
for any alteration of the law.

4. In pregnant sense : «» Two different, two
distinct.

To be in tivo minds : see Mind sb.^ 11 c.

1570 T. Wilson Demosthenes ^-2 margin,To say and to do
are two things. i6c» Shaks. Meas.forM. 11. iv. 112 Ignomie
in ransome, and free pardon Are of two hoiLses. 1754
Richardson Grandison (1811) I. xii. 71 A learned man and
a linguist may very well be two persons. 1797 Hurke Regie.
Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 273 But reason of state and common
sense are two things. 1865 RtsKrN Stsawe i- § 25 There
need be no two opinions about these proceedings.

_ 1895
0. S. Street Episodes 134 Gerald in town and Gerald in the
country were two people.

+ b. predicativeiy : Discordant, disagreeing, at

variance. (Cf. Onk 14, Twain B. 5 a.) Obs,

c 164s UowmLL Lett. (1892)11.547 The Author thereofand
I are two in point of opinion. 17^ Swift Pot. Conversat.
105 When did you see your old Acquaintance, Mrs. Cloudy?
You and She are Two, 1 hear.

6. a. A,..ort'iVo: an indefinite small number of

(the things denoted by the sb.) ; one or two of...;

a few . , , (For one or tivo see Onk B. I. a c.)

The whole phrase may take the possessive inflexioni as a
year or txvo's experience — the experience of a year or two.
a ijoo Cursor M. 4342 (Cott.) Spek wit me a word or tua.

1543 Sel. Cnses Star Chanib. (Selden) II. 267 A moneth or
Towe before the said Kaire. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed
III. 1419/1 After a daie or twooes tartance. 1615-16 in J. C.
JeaflFreson Middlesex Co. Rec. (i886) II. 113 To answere
the causing of a tumult. ., a poore man or two being much
hurt. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong, v, 1, An hour or two's
laugbitig with my daughter. i86z Kf . Pattison Ess. (1889)
1. 45 The garden, where a vine or two and some of the finer

sorts of fruit were trained.

b. Two or three {<i\'\a\. two-tkreey Sc. twa-three) :

an indefinite (small or inconsiderable) number (of)

;

a few.
1500-S0 Dunbar Poems \xx\. 4 >eiris and dayis mo than

two or thre. 1557 Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872) 240 The
bailUes, accumpanit with the thesaurare and tua thre honest
men. 1669 Extr. S. /'. rel. Friends iv, (1913) 296 Here is

many tbeeues and two Three murtherers and aboue thirlv
Quakers in (he Castle. 1670 Lady Mary Uertib in 12M
Rep. Hist, MSS. Comm. App. V. 21 The under peltycoatt
very richly laced with twoor threesorts of lace. 1785 Burns
Death -V Dr. Horn&k. xxiv, In twa-three year. 1843 Borrow
Bible in Spain xxviii. (Pelh. Libr.) ig8 The walls being
covered with books except in two or three places. 1803
Stevenson Catrioua xv. 166 She was daundering on the
craigs wi' twa-three sodgers,

c. So rarely tivo simply.
i66x in Extr. S. P. rel. Friends if. (1911) 136 We htunbly

intrcate twolyiie» from your hands.

11.5^.

1. The abstract number equal to one and one.

Also in phrases, as two and two mn^e/our, used as
a typically obvions or undeniable statement ; to

put two and two together^ to consider two or

several facts together and draw an inference ; to

reason about something and come to a conclusion
(cf. Put V, 53 e).

1697 CoujekAVj. Ator. Sulj. n. (1703) 85 The.. notion.,
is as clear as that two and twomakesfour. 1848THACKKRAV
Bk, Snobs xvii, When will you acknowledge that two and
two make four, and call a ptkestaflf a pikestaff? 1855 —
Newcomes xlix, Putting two and two together, .it was not
difficult .. to guess who the expected Marquis was. 1875
Whitney L^e Lang. 279 Mathematics fcK;gan with the
apprehension that one and one are two. 1898 W. W.
Jacobs Sea Urchins^ Disbursem. Sheet (1906} 138 Twenty-
eight twos c(iu;ils fifty-six.

b. The figure (2) denoting this number.
1877 Daily News 31 Nov. 5/5 Two and two don't always

make four, but sometimes 22. 1886 Puftch 23 Feb. 84/2
' 2222 '. Four two*)

!

o. A person or thing denoted by this number,
usually as being the second in a series. Also
number two.
1890 [see Number sb. ^\ 1890 Eng. Illustr, Meig. Apr.

490 Smith who rowed two in the last University race.

2. A group or set of two persons or things ; a

pair, couple. Usually in//.
a 1585 PoLWAKT Flyting iv. ^lontgoinerie 208 In anes and

twaes. 1611 Shaks. \Vint. T. 1. ii. 438 By twoes, and
threes. 1635 in ^ym.f:x FoederaixTzh) XVIIi. 237/1 Eighie
greate Rocke Rubies and twenty greate Pearles sett in

twoes. a 1758 Ramsay Fables xvii. 20 Pike out joys by twas
and threes. 1865 Kingsley Herew. xxxiv, They would
lodge by twos and threes.. in the lonely farmhouse. 190a

Violet Jacob Sheep-Stealers ix, The people dispersed in

twos and threes.

b. A card or domino, or tlie side of a die,

marked with two pips or spots.

a 1500 Bronte Bk. 17 5^ that haue sys, dewes, and too.

x68o Cotton Compi. Gamester (ed. 2) 12 You have, .turn'd

up two two's, or two treys. Mod. He took the trick with
the two of trumps.

O. In military drillj A set of two men forming a

unit in wheeling.
1796 Instr. ^ Reg. Cavairy (1813) 106 The two's must first

wheel up, and then break into three's, and close up. 1833
Regiil, Instr. Cavalry \. Plate 16 Twos from the Right at

three horses length distance.

d. Cricket, A hit for which two runs are

scored.

1881 Daily News 21 June 3/7 A capital innings, which in-

cluded seven fours, a three, and four twos.

e. siang or colloq. Two pennyworth (of spirits).

1894 Henty Dorothy's Double 1, I don't mind if I do lake
a two of gin with you. 1896 Daily News 23 Sept. 3/5 He
had had six twos of whiskey.

f. Two-at-lengthj a tandem.
x8a3 £. Nares Heraldic Anomalies (1834) 1. 355 Driving

their fours-in-hand, and twos-at-Iength.

g. //* two twos : in a very short time ; directly,

immediately, slanffot colloq,

1838 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. ii. xiv. 211 The press can
lash us up to a fury here in two twos any day. Ibid. xxi.

315 They d soon set these matters right in two twos. i88a
Stevensok New Arab, Nts. II. iia The business was over
in two twos.

+III. cuh. = Twice 3; followed by j<? and aword
expressing quantity =3 twice as (much, etc.). Obs.

C900 O. E, Chron. an. 807 Lang scipu . . t>a wferon fulneah
tu swa lange swa l>a ooru. 13.. Coer de L. 3128 The
hethenes wer twoo so fele. c 1350 Lybeaus Disc, 1446 Now
am y two so lyght. c 14S0 Sir Amadace (Camden) I, He
woldgif horn toe so muche. .As any lord.

Iv. Combinations (unlimited in number; the

following are examples).

1. a. Adjectives formed of two with a sb. in

sense * of, pertaining to, consisting of, having, con-

taining, measuring, etc. two of the things named *,

as two-anna (of the value of two annas), -boftdy

-bottt (formed by two bouts of the plough), -bushel,

-cent, -chamber^ -cylinder, -day, -deck, -figure, -floor,

-fluid, -gallon, -groove,-guinea, -hour, -inch,-\-ki>ul,

-light (Light sb, 10), -man, -ttuist, -mile, -minute,

-needless), -ounce, -party^ -phase (Phask 3 ; cf.

THBEE-/A^jtf), -ply (Ply sb, \), -pound, -quart,

-rati, -room, -row, -shilling, -speed, -stall, -story,

•stroke, -sylladle, -wheel, b. Parasynthetic adjec-

tives formed on similar collocations, usually with

-ED 2j in sense * having or characterized by two

of the things named , as two-arched, -armed,

-barred, -barrelled, -bedded, -bristled, -capsuled,

celled, chambered^ -coloured, -dimensioned,

-flowered, -fornied, -grained, -grooved, -handled,

-horned, -humped, -lobed, -masted, -membered,

-named, -necked, -nerved, -oared, -peaked, -petaled,

-pronged, -ranked, -roomed, -rowed, -seeded,

-shanked, -shaped, -spined, -spotted, -stalled, -storied

^

-stringed, -lined, -toed, -toothed, -lopped, -valved,

-wheeled, -winged; also with other endings, as

two-dimensional, -handy (see Two-uanded),
-monthly (see 2). c. Parasynthetic sbs. in -ER^,

as two-feeder, two-master (a two-masted vessel),

-mover (Mover * 7), -pouttder, -sticker (colloq. =
two-master), -wheeler ; see also two-yearer in 2,

Two-deckeu,Two-uani>er. d. Adjectives formed

of two in adverbial relation to an adj. or pple. ( = in

two, doubly), as two-cleft, -ploughed, -soused,

-twisted', see also two-high in 2, Two-forked,

Two-parted. e. Adjs. and sbs. formed from

phrases, as two and-a-half-inch, two-days-old, two-

feet-nine adjs. ; "^ Iwo-fcue-bearer {<ci, Two-^aced),

two-pound-tenner.
1899 Westnt. Gaz. g Feb. 4/2 That hatch was of »two-and.

a-half inch teak. iB8a F. M. Crawi-oki) Mr. Isaacs xi, A
•two-anna bit. 1807 W. C. Hazi.itt^ Generations II. 183

The *two.arched bridge at Rugby. «7»5 Ramsay Gentle

Sheph. V. iii. Prol., Sir William fills the ^twa-ami'd chair.

1894 R. B. Shahpe Hamibk. Birds Gt. Brit. I. 59The "two-

barred Crossbill. Loxia bifasciata. i8s» Mundv Our
Antipodes {iZp) 114 *Twt>.b.-irrelIed guns. 1843 Borrow
Bible in Spain vii. 42 A large "two-ljcdded room. 1900

Daily News 13 Oct. 6/4 The propeller is "iwo-bladed. 1674

Ray Collect, l^ords, Mann. Hire IVork 133 A *two.bond
wire as big as a great pack-thread. 1803 R. W. Dickson
Pract. Aerie. I. 409 Tbe*lwo-bout ridges, as Ihey are called,
may be the most advantageous. 1681 Grew Museum i.vu.
L 156 The*Two-Kristled.FIy. 1796 W. H. Marshall fK.
England II. 61 The Corn Market well filled with long "iwo-
busliel bags; chiefly of wheat. 1793 Martyn La/fg. Bot.,
*Two-caiisuIed. Ibid., Bilocular pericarp . . *two-celled,
divided into two cells internally. .. Some seeds are also
two-celled. 1903 Eliz. L. Banks Newspaper Girl xiv,
Dinah got a letter through the American mail. She
had fivepence to pay on it, because only a common *two-
cent stamp had been stuck on it. iZ^Daiiy News 16 Feb.
7/6 The advantages or disadvantages of a bi-cameral system,
..a *two-Chamber system. 1851 Richardson Geol, viii.

(1S55) 229 A *lwo-cbambercd heart. 1888 Bryce Ati/er.
Commw. II. II. xl. 86 Its two-chambtred legislature. 1793
Martyn Lang. Bot.y '^ Two-cli/t^ ox Bifid... Vtricularia is

an instance of the two-cleft periantli. 1648 Hexham ii,

Twee-vervjighy *Two-coloured, or Partie-tolcured. 1837
Griffith Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. V. 251 Sciurus Bicolor
(Two-coloured Squirrel). 1883 W. Pater Marins II. xx,
A two-sided or Iwo-coloured thing. 1901 Westm. Gaz.
9 Dec 8/2 Rigal, on his *lwo.cylinder, 12-h.p. tiicycle.

i9^ Harder s Mag. XCVI. 829 They.. can only make* two-
day. .cruises. 1868 Swinburne j&Vfl/r 9 The *iwo-days-old
baby. X797 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 403/2 In all *two-
deck ships it [the fire heartlij is placed under the forecastle.

1898 Sir W. Crookes in Daily Niws 8 Sept. 6/3, 1 was like

some "two-dimensional being who might stand at the singu-
lar point of a Riemann's surface, and thus find himself in

..inexplicable contact with a plane of existence not his own.
1885 W. K. Clifford Common Sense Exact Sc. 223 * Two-
dimensioned space, c 1515 Cocke Lorelts B. 11 Flaterers,

and "two face berers. 1886 Daily News 18 Oct. 7/z News
Machine Wanted, fast *two-feeder. 1905 Daily Chron.

13 July 5/1 What is known as the 'Iwo-feet-nine seam. 1890
W. J. Gordon Foundry 223 The percentage of" profit . , may
be a fraction with a *two-figure denominator, 1898 F. M,
HuEFFEK in Contemp. Rer. Aug. 182 A two-figure sketch
by Burne-Jones. 1900 Daily Nws 11 July 7/5 A. .'two-
floor building. 1793 Mariyn Lang. Bot., *Two-flowered
peduncle. 1909 Daily Chron. 20 Mar. 3/5 Here you first

iind the two-flowertd yellow violet.. 3, 500 feet aoove the
level of the sea. 1866 R. M. Ferguson Electr. (1B70) § 31
The *two-fluid theory of Dufay and Symmers, and the on«-
fluid theory of Franklin. i8;r6 Preece & Sivewricht
Telegraphy 244 Two-fluid batttries. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.,
Odes 11. XX. 2 A *two-form'd poet. 1693 T. Power in

Dryden's Juvenal xii. (1697) 307 A *two Gallon Diaught,
'793 Martyn Lang. Bot. , Dicoccousox *two-grained cap:)ule,

. . Consisting of two cohering grains or cells, with one seed in

each. 1846 Greener .SV. Gunnety -^t Is. *two-groovcd rifle.

1803 Hatchett in Phil. Trans, XCIII. 137 A *iwo-guinea

Ciece, 1818 CoBBETT Pol, Reg. XXXIII. 368 A manj who,
red to the bar, had never had a two-guinea fee in his life.

1839 Urf, Diet. Arts 764 The fleshing knife; a large *two-
handled implement [with] which the hide is scraped. 1B77

J. D. Chambers Div. Worship 258 A two-handled Chalice.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 5 b, The old seuen-
headed, and the new ^twohorned beast. 1628 A. Leighton
Zion's Plea agst. Prelacy ix. (1842) 121 A two-horned idol,

pushing both the Church and Commonwealth. X781 Pen-
nant Hist. Quad. I. 136 Twohurritd Rhinoceros. 1^3
Martyn Lang. Bot.^ Bicornes (two-horned). Plants with
anthers having two horns. 1848 Mill Pel. Eton. 11. viii.

§ 3 {1876) 189 A cowhouse for two-homed cattle. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 15 Nov. 2/1 We,, did not dismount except for

a *two-hour halt till three p.m. 1834 Nat. Philos. Ill,

Phys. Geog. 55/2 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.) 'Ihe *two-humped or

Bactrian camel. 1639 Crahtne Led, 184, I will make you
looke through a *two inch boord [/'. e. pillory]. 1748 Anson s

Voy. ni. viii. 380 A strong net-work 01 two inch roj-e. 1859
F. A. Griffiths Artil, Man. (1862) 309 A two-inch rope
means a rope two inches in circumftrence. 1868 Rep. U.S.
Commissioner Agric, (1869) 328 Afountain capable of filling

..a two-inch pipe. 1613 \V. Browne Brit. Past. \. iv, The
*two-kinde Hat. i88j Vines Sachs* Bot. 466 Divisions take

place in the epidermal cells by.. which the wall becomes
'two-layered. 1859 Cornwali.is Panorama Netv World I.

221 The sunshine glancing through a *two-light window.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., *Two-lobed leaf. 1847 W. E.

Steele Field Hot. 167 Neottia, ,.\\^ dependant, 2-tobed.

1895 C^»^/«^(U.S.)XaVI. 399/1 A *two:nian balloon. 1911

Q. Rev. Jan. 215 The two-man Government, .becomes one-

man Government. 1775 Dalrymple in/'A//. '/>a«.v. LXVIII.
400 A small *two-ma5t vessel. 1774 Hull Deck Act 33
*Two-inasted vessels. 1899 Quilleb-Couch Ship of Stars
xxiv. That there ^two-master s got a fool for skipper. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 29 Nov. 2/2 A *two-membered constituency.

1909 R. I.AW Tests o/Life i. 2 Two-mtmbered sentences.

1875 W. S. Havward Love agst. World Jiy A *lwo-milc

spin. 189s Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 48/1 A *two minute

gait [i.e. at the rate of a mile in 2 minutes; cf. iivo-forty

in 2^ ij^5 Westm. Gaz. 23 Dec. 2/3 There were two-

minute intervals between the start of each bob. J^9*

Athenasum 31 Jan. 148/1 Thirty-six *two-moveis. s66i T.

RoasSilius Italicus 1. 13 By the Banks of "two-nam'd Ist«r.

1854 J. ScoFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc, Cliem, 14 The mouths
of a *two-necked bottle. 1890 Billinus Med. Diit., *Two-
needles operation, tearing through a secondary cataract by
two needles introduced from opposite sides. i8j>i Cent.

Diet., Two-needle operation. 1833 Hookfr in Smith Eng.
Flora V. i. 85 Leaves.. *two-nerved at the base. 1899

DoYLK Duet Ded., The little *lwo-oared boats. 1838

Dickens O. Twist xxiii, A *two-ounce tin tea-caddy. 1901

Edin. Rev. Oct. 506 It is. . premature to suppose, .that ihe

*two-party system has.. broken up. x86i Paley Aeschylus

(ed. 2) Cnoeroph. 1026 note^ The *two-peaked hill of Par-

nassus. 1793 Martyn Lang, Bot,, *Two-petalIed corolla.

1909 Cent. Diet. SuppL, *Two-phase circuit. .Two-phase
generator . . Two-phase system. 1856 Farmer's Mi<g. Jan. 20

*Two-plowed furrows Uhat is, one plowed under another).

1847 Webster, */'«'*;-/*/>'. .double ; consisting of iw'o thick-

nesses, as cloth. 1552 Huloet, *Two pounde weight, di'

pondium. 1B87 Roy. Proclam. in Standard 18 May 3/3
Every Two Pound Piece should have t!ie same obverse and
reverse impression .. as the Five Pound Piece. 1771 tr.

.rernety's i'oy. Malouine Isl. m Ann. Reg. (1771) u. 15/1

Round stones, of the size of a 'two-uoundcr ball. 1836-9

Dickens Sk. Boz, Dancing Acad., Mr. Augustus CcK.per

cy-2
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had oidered a new coat..a "two-pound-tcuncr. 1815 T.

Hook Sa^iugi Ser. ii. Mivt 0/ Many Fr. (Colburn) 104

*T«o-prong3 forks. I7a7 Fani. Diet. s. v. hryars Balsam,

Put .. into a 'Two-quart- Bottle. 1844 Port Phillip

Pairitt 25 July 3/6 A *t»o rail fence. 1793 Martin Lang.

Bot. s. V. Distichus, A dblich or 'two-ranked stem or stalk.

l8S7 T. MoOM Hamitk. ISrit. Fc-ms (ed. 3) 38 Fructifica-

tion forming two-ranked sintple spikes, 1897 Hughes
Mtdit. Malta etc. Fever u. 62 The slaff-sergeant . .occupied

a *two-r>xim quarter. 1897 Daily Ne^s n .\]fr. 5/1 A 'two-

roomed home. 1868 Re*. U. i'. CommissionerAgric. (1869)

aSi The Strength of 'Two-Row Hedges when Pleached.

1793 .Martv.n Lang. Bot., Two-ranked or 'Two-rowed. i8ia

Sir J. SiscuiiR Syst. Husi. Scot. 1. 247 Two-rowed barley.

1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 249Two-rowed

hedges. 1793 Martvn Z.<i»tf. 5<>/., 'Two-seeded fruit. i6»l

G. Sandys Oviifs .Met. vitL (1626) 156 'Twoshankt Com-
passes. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 328 The larger Passion-

flower with two-shanked leaves, 1613 Hevwood Silver

Age ill. Wks. 1874 HI. 143 The 'two-shap't Centaurs. 1717

Addison tr. Ovid 11. Coronisi^ The two-shap'd Ericthoimis.

1880 S,U. Rev. 2 Oct. 424/1 Our 'two-shilling dinner. 188a

A. SoMKKVlLLK in G. Smith Moii. Afosllex. (1891) 240 Some
two-shilling pieces, a i6as Flktchf.r Bloody Bro. iv. ii,

Wholsom "two-sims'd petitoes. 187S Knight Diet. Mech.,

*T^vo.speed Pulley, a variable speed armngement consisting

of two iast puUei-s, the shaft of one being tubular and sleeved

npon that of the other. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 560

Two-speed gears, 1785 Pknnant Arct. Zool. II. Suppl. 132

Stickleback. Two-spined. 1803 SllAW Gen. Zool. IV. 476

Two-spined Spams. Ibid. 608 Two-spined Stickleback. i8o»

BiNGLEV An III. Biog. (1813) III. 130 The seven-spotted and

two-spotted lady-bug. 1859 W. Collins Q. o/Hearts I. 242

A "two-stall st.ible. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 1829

A 'two-stalled stable. 1884 Leisure Hour Aug. 505/2 Of
modern racing schooners .. the fastest 'two-sticker ever de-

signed. 1878 Smiles Robt. Dick ii. 9 A 'two-storied..

bouse. 1880 J. Dunbar Pract. Papermaker 9 A 'two-

storey building. 1776 Burnkv Hist. Mus. I. 206 This dl-

cbord, or *two-stringed instrument. 1855 Bain Senses ^ Int.

L ii. § 21. (1864) 59 The 'two-stroke movement of the lungs.

igoo Engineering Mag. XIX. 788/1 Two-Stroke Oil

Engines, 1891 S. Mostyn Curatica 47 Peace be to his

maxil—this, dear ladies, is a 'twosyllable word. 1601

Holland PUny xviii. vL I. 557 If it be stonie, it would be

digged with a mattocke or 'two lined forkes. 1781 Pennant
Hist.i^ad. II. 496 'Two-toed Slloth] with a rtjimd head.

x87a CouES N'. .-inier. Birds 49 The two-toed birds. i8oa

R. Hall Elem. Bot. 102 'Two-toothed, bidentatus. 1B28

Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 57 Shell fusiform,, .aperture

two-toothed. i6t6 Chapman Homers Hymiie to Apollo

47 Their farr-stretcht valleys, and their *two-topt Hill.

S636T. Heywood in Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 69 Two-top't

Pernassus. 190a J. Torrance Story i\Iardtha Missions

vii. 62 The two-topped bill of Silabaldi. 1649 Milton
EikoK. xxvii. To whip us with his *two-twisted Scorpions,

both temporal and spiritual Tyranny. 1676 Hobbes Iliad

375 A high *two-valved door. 1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 232

Two valved shells. 1889 Science-Cossip XXV. 219 Fruit, .

.

two-valved, dehiscing longitudinally. 1800 Hull Advertiser

19 July 2/4.'V new 'two-wheel cart barrow. 1663 Butler
Hud. I. II. 328 A 'two-wheel'd Chariot. 1733 TuLL Horse-
Hoeing Husb, xxi. 300 A common Two-WheePd-Plow. 1886

C. E. Pascoe Lond. of To-day xliii. (ed. 3) 376 Two-wheeled
cabs. 1861 Eng. Wom. Dom. Mag. III. 44 What they call

a 'gig 'in those parts—a tall 'two-wheeler. X753 Chambers
Cycl. Sitpp., OX'fiy, . . a species of *two-winged fly.

2. tjpecial Combinations : two-bill, = 'I'wibill;

ttwo-blade(8 =Twavblade; two-blocks adv.

= iiiKi and block (Block sb. 5 b), chock-a-block

(Chock adv. c) ; two-bottle a., applied lo one

who can drink two bottles of wine at a sitting;

two-clang, .icoustics [Clang sb. 3], a compound
tone consisting of two simple tones ; two-ooat a.,

requiring two coats, as work in plastering and

painting; two-cycle a., completing a series of

operations in two cycles or strokes, as a gas-engine

;

two-eared a., having two ears ; two-handled

;

two-ended a., having two ends {s/>ec, with different

properties, as a magnet) ; hence two-endedness

;

two-eyed c, halving two eyes; involving or adapted

for the use of both eyes ; two-eyes {(/.S. local) =
Iwinbcrry (see Twin C), from the two calyx-marks

on the fruit {Cent. Diet. 1891); two-field a., de-

noting a system of agriculture in which two fields

are cropjied and fallowed alternately ; two-flnger,

one of a tril)e in Surinam with deficient hands and

feet (see quot.) ; two-fisted a. {dial, or colloij.),

awkward with the hands, clumsy; two-for-his-

heels, used jocularly for ' knave ' (in allusion to

the expression for the dealer's score on turning up
a knave at cribbage : see Heel sb.^ 1 d) ; two-
forty, U.S. colloq., an expression for a high speed

(proijerly, at the rate of a mile in 2 min. 40 sec,

formerly a ' record ' pace for trotting) ; two-four
(usually J), Mi4s., denoting a 'time' or rhythm
with two crotchets in a bar; two-furrow a.,

adapted for ploughing two furrows at once ; two-
gnroup, a group of two, e. g. of two sound-units, as

syllables forming an iamb or trochee ; so two-
grouping ; two-hearted a. , double-hearted, de-

ceitful ; two-heeled a., having two heels ; in

quot., two-edged (cf. Heel sb.'^ 7 b) ; two-high a.,

having two rolls one over another, as a rolling-mill

(cC three-high s. v. Thkek B. III. 3) ; two-horse
a., drawn or worked by, or used with, two horses

;

two-knot a., running two knots (see Knot sb.^ 7,) ;

two-line, two-lined adjs., in Printing, extending

throUi;h two lines, as a large capital letter ; two-
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lipped (-lipt) a., having two lips ; esp. in Bot. ol

a corolla, calyx, etc. ; bilabiate ; two-lofted {Sc.

twa-) a., two-storied ; two-meal a., (a) of cheese:

see quots. (cf. Meal i*.- 3 a) ;
{b) of or involving

two meals a day ; two-monthly a., occurring

every two months ; see also quot. 1867 ;
two-oar,

a two-oared boat ; two-pair a. (in full, two-patr-

o/stairs), situated above two ' pairs' or flights of

stairs, i. e. on the second floor ; also ellipt. as sb.

{scil. room); f two-plait {huo pletle), a double

plait; two-rhythm, duple rhythm; ttwo-sea'd

a., situated between two seas (tr. L. bimans) ;

t two-shafted a., of cloth, woven with two web-

shafts (see Shaft sbfi 9, and cf. T:nv.¥.Y.-shafUd);

two-shear, a. of a sheep, that has been shorn

twice ; sb. a two-shear sheep ; also, the time or age

of the second shearing ; Two-shoes, nickname of

the girl heroine of the History of Little Goody

Two-Shoes ; hence, a quasi-proper name for a child;

two-step, a round dance characterized by sliding

steps in duple rhythm ; also, the music for such

a dance ; also altrib. ; two-teeth, -tooth, a.,

applied to sheep of from one to two years old :

having two full-grown permanent teeth, double-

toothed ; also as sb. ; two-throw a., having two

throws, as a crank (see Tuiiow sb.'^ 2) ;
two-

tongued a., having two tongues; fg. double-

tongued, deceitful; two-water a., Naut., diluted

with twice its bulk of water; two-year a. — Two-
YEAB-OLD ; two-yearer, (a) a voyage lasting two

years; {b) a pupil who has been at (Harrow)

school two years ; t two-yearing a., of a beast,

two years old; two-yearling, a beast of two

years old ; also attrib.

1619 S. Atkinson GoldMynes Scott. (Bann. Q.) i To digg

the next ground under that sodd.. with a mattocke, picke, or

•towbill. 1714 Lond. Caz. No. 5228/4 Henry lJray..did

give. .Edward nurly..a mortal Wound on the Head with

a Two-Bill. 1807 Vancouver Agric. DevonUin) 127 The
grubbing of roots is generally performed with the two-bill,

or double-bitted mattock. 1888 Klworthy IV. Somerset

]yord-bk., Two-hilt, a double-ended mattock. Sometimes

both ends are alike. 1605 Timme Qucrsit. 111. 177 "lake

of the rootes of angelica, . . of bifolium or 'two-blades.

I7a8 Bradley Diet. Bot., Ophris, sive Bi/olinm,..^v/y.

blade and Twablade. i8a8 Craven Gloss., Tiua-blade, a

plant with two leaves. Opiirys ovata. 1841 Dana Sea-

man's Man. 99 Chock-a-block. When the lower block of a

tackle is run close up to the upper one, so that you ran

hoist no higher. . . Also called hoisting up ''two-blocks. 1855

Thackeray Nmcomes lix, This 'two-bottle Mentor. 1874

L. Stephen Hours in Library (i^lb) II. 165 The two-bottle

men who lingered till our day were.. relics of the type

which then gave the tone to society. 1894 Cheighton 6c

TlTCHENER tr. Wundt's Hum. ft Anim. Psychol, v. § 2. 69

Similar simple periods are found to recur in the other har-

monious *two.clangs [Ger. Zweikliingen]. 1833 Loudon
Encycl. Archil. §936 All the ceilings, .are to be finished

with fine *lwo-coat plasterwork. 1847 Smeaton Builders

Man. 127 Lath, laid and set,.. in plastering, signifying two-

coat work. 1903 Motor. Ann. 273 He suggests the "two-

cycle engine without valves as the most economical motor.

iSao MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp.,Canterb., A 'ij ered basket.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2068/4 One Tea Pot, one Silver Tank-

ard wrought, one two Ear'd Pot. 1704 Ibid. No. 3984/4

A..Two-ear'd Cup. 1863 Tyndall Heat xv. | 755. (1870)

522 The polarity of a magnet consists in its 'two-endedness.

i8«4 Reader 19 Nov. 642/1 ' A *Two-eyed Steak ', . . a Yar-

mouth bloater. 1876 Stewart & Tait Unseen Univ. 21

Another class who regard a two-eyed man as a monster.

189a Gueener Breech-Loader <j-2 Tlie sportsman may..dis.

]>ense with shooting correctors, two-eyed sights, et idgenus

omnc. 1907 M. C F. Morris Nunburnholmc 250 The
•two-field or three-field shift system, 1796 Stedman Suri-

nam II. xxvi. 255 The Accorees, or 'Two-fingers, live

amongst the Seramaca negroes. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede

vi, As poor a 'two-fisted thing as ever I saw, you know you

was. 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganue P. vi, A stout, two-fisted

farmer. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxvii, I am ashamed o you,

old "two-for-his-heels. 1889 Farmer Americanisms, Two-

forty. To go at 'two forty, or at two forty pace, is to pro-

ceed at a high r.ite of speed. The allusion is to the record

jKice at trotting matches, at one time a mile in two minutes

forty seconds being considered very good. 1896 G. Hun-
tington in Chicago .Advance 26 Mar. 450/3 Now, get a two

forty move on you, nags 1 184B Rimbault First Bk.

Piano. 95 Where does the Accent fall in "Two-four Time?

180S R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 8 The double or 'two-

furrow plough. 1901 C. R. Squire in Amcr. Jrnl. Psychol.

July-Oct. 535 The 'two-group is psychologically simpler

than the three-group. Ibid. 536 The natural tendency to a

'two-grouping. 1654 A. Gray Seriu. (1755) 80 Many of us

would be found "two-lieartcd men. a 1610 Healev Theo-

phrastus (1636) 88 His 'two-heel'd sword. 187s Knight
Diet. Mech. s. v. Rotting-mill Train, 'Two-high grooved

rolls. 1798 K. Douglas .Agric. Sum. Roxb, 50 The plough

is drawn by a strong stretcher, commonly called a 'two-

horse-tree. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 525 Two-horse

ploughs, x8la Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb, Scot. I. 58 _A

two-horse cart. 1900 Kropotkin Mem. Revolutionist

(1906) I, i. 4 Two-horse sledges. 1889 Westoarth /} Kl/ro/.

I'rogr. 124 A 'two-knot northerly current inshore. 1771

I.UCKOMBE Hist. Print. 30 He used 'two-line letters of a

Gothic kind. 189a A. Oldeield Man. Typogr. iv. Chapter

Headings are usually .set in a two-line titling. 1683 MoxoN
Mech. Exerc, Printing xxVu P5 He begins bis Chapter.,

with a *Two.lin'd Letter. 1787 Fain. Plants I. 4 Nectary
..'iwo.lip'd. xSeXMed. JmLXlX. TsG\enistaMincioria.

..CaUyx) two-lipped, 1853 Miss Pratt I l^ild Flowers II.

18 They have . . square steins, opjiosite leaves and two-lipped

blossoms. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxiv, I''olk are far frae

TWOER.
respecting me as they wad do if I lived in a *twa-lofted

sclated house. 1784 Twamley Dairying 57 W hat is generally

known by the name of 'Two-meal Cheese, . .being made
from one meal New Milk and one of old, or skimmed Milk.

1805 K. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. ion Where two

milkings are blended, or two-meat cheese made. 1901 Dailpr

Chron. 3 Sept. 7/4 The generality of the two-meal system in

hot countries. 1811 Regul. f, Urd. Army 95 The Monthly
Settlement in the Infanlry and the *Two-RIoiithly Settle-

ment in the Cavalry., have been duly made by the Captains.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Tivo.monthly book, a book

kept by the captain's clerk, to be forwarded every two

months, when possible. 1857 Mrq. Dalhousie in Life

(1895)208 Lotsofeighteen-peiiny 'two-oars. 1749 Fielding

Tom Jones xlv. iv. Nightingale should procure him either

the ground-floor, or the 'two pair of stairs. 1755 Kidgell

Card II. 179 The very two-pair-of-stairs Apartment. 1836

Dickens Sk. Boz, Our Parish i, I rents a two-pair back,

gentlemen. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story vii.

There was a light in the garret, and another in the two-pair

front. 1841 — Ct. Hoggarty Diamond ii, We occupied a

very genteel two-pair. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 148

Bandes . . made of the sm,illest haver-strawe, . . first well

twined, and after that twined logeather a^aine, after the

manner of a 'two plette. looi C. R. Squire in Anier. Jrnl.

Psychol. July-Oct. 536 Others explain this preference for

the 'two-rhythm as due to its accordance with the bodily

rhythms, the expiration and inspiration of respiration, the

diastole and systole of the heart [etc.]. i6ai G. Sandys

Oviks Met.w. (1626) 118 With all that *two-sead Isthmos

Streights include, c 1440 Promp. Paru. 497/2 'Toschappyd

clothe (S. tooschaptyd cloth), bilix. 1788 W. Marshall
Yorks. II. 260 The wedders will fat at 'two-sheer (that is,

two to three years old) to thirty pounds a quarter, c 1830

GloHC. Farm Rep. 16 in Libr. Use/. Knowl., Husb. Ill,

The two-shear, or four-teeth ewes. xBc/i Speaker s Feb. 181

(The lamb] attained to the dignity of a two-shear. 1766

Hist. Goody Two-S/wes i. iii, The Pleasure she took in her

two Shoes, .by that Means (she] obtained the Name ol

Goody 'Two-Shoes. 1B70 Emerson Soc. * Solit., Dom.
Life Wks. (Bohn) III. 43 What a holiday is the first

snow in which Twoshoes can be trusted abroad. 1900 in

tVcstm. Gaz. 12 Apr. 2/3 The best dancer is the best man.

She falls in love with him to the tune of a sighing waltz.

She marries him to the tune of a 'two-step. 1909 Daily

Chron. 27 Jan. 7/4 The most popular steps are the two-step,

waltz, schottische, three-step, and glide waltz. 1778 Lett, t,

Pap. Agric. to Soc. at Bath 1. 42 The sheep most subject

to it [the disease goggles] are 'two teeth. 1:1830 Clouc.

Farm Rep. 16 in Libr. Use/. Knowl., Husb. HI, The
young or two-teeth ewes. 1875 TLmciHT Diet. Mech.,*Two-

throw Crank. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxiii. 162 Here syre

was a sysour |?at neuere swor treuthe. On tomme *two-

tounged. 1636 G. Sandys Paraphr. Ps. xxvi. 35, I hate

the two-tongu'd Hypocrite. l8is Malcolm Sk. Persia (1828)

II. 156 'The fiery steed of the two-tongued pen' [a spUt

reed] is allowed to run wild. 1776 Carlisle Mag. 13 J uly 22

It [the goggles] generally, .attacks the younger sheep, more

particularly the "two tooths. 190S 'Two-water, grog (see

three-water s.v. Three B. III. 2], 1596-? Durham Wills

(Surtees) II. 268, iiij 'two-yere cattell. 1894 Doyle Mem. S.

Holmes 81 I'm just oflT a 'two-yearer in an eight-knot tramp,

1899 Tit-Bits I Jnly276/3 A ' three-yearer ' may .. be recog-

nised by his stand-up collar and his tie-pin,, .which an un-

favored ' two-yearer ' may look and long for. 1600 in W. F,

Shaw Mem. Eastry (1876)226 Item vij kine iij 'towyearing

beasts and four twelve monlhings. 1577 B. GooCE Heres-

bach's Husb. I. (1586) 43 b, My young breede, Ycerelinges,

and 'Twoyeerelinges. 1884 IK Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept.,

10 good two-yearling wellbred Steers,

Twoche, obs, form of Touch,

Two'-de:cker. [f. Two -i- Deck sb. + -eu i

;

see Deckeb-,]
1. A two-decked ship or boat ; formerly spec, a

line-of-batlle ship carrying guns on two decks.

1790 Beatson Nov. 4- Alii. Mem. II. 140 We could per-

ceive the ships to be Frencli, the largest being a two-decker.

1833 Marryat p. Simple xiii, 1 was in tbe dock-yard,

looking at a two-decker m the basin.

2. trans/, and Jig. Something consisting of two
ranges or divisions, as a tram-car with seats on the

roof and an additional roof over them ; in quot.

1902, a play in two acts. Also attrib.

1884 Two Decker Oven [see Decker ^ i], 190a H'estm. Gaz.

20 Aug, 3/1 Unfortunately, it is a theory of managers that

one poor three-act play is better than two good two-deckers.

\ga^ Daily Chron. i8July3/i L.C.C. Two-deckers .. on the

..tramways south of the 'I'hames. 1905 Outlook 23 Dec.

903/2 The two-decker bed with its red and yellow curtains.

Two-edged (-ed.^d, poet, -edged), a. Having
two edges ; esp, of a sword, ax, etc, liaving two

cutting edges, one on each side of the blade.

In quot. 1712-14 applied humorously to a pair of scissors.

1526 Tindale Hcb. iv. 12 The woide off god is. .sharper

then eny two edged swearde. 1546 Lane. Wills (Chetham
Soc.) II. 27 My greit twoo edged sword and my lesse tow

edged sword. 1578 Lyte Dodoens IV. ,xxxi. 489 Turner

calleth it. .Axeworte, bycause Dioscorides saith the seede is

lyke a two edged Axe. X648 Hexham ii, Ecn twce-snijdigh

swair^, a two-edged sword. I7ia-I4 Povk Rape Lock in. 128

Clarissa drew..A two-edg'd weapon from her shining case.

1776 J. Lee Introd. .So/. Explan. Terms, ^ mc.:/>j, two-edged,

flattened with two opposite sides sharp. 1850 W. Irving

Mahomet itc. xxxviii. II. 344 Alasht.Tr .. wielded a two.

edged sword. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs Bot. 410 1 he

..apical cell.. of Isoetes lacustris is, according to Hof-

meister, two-edged when the stem has two furrows,

b. fig. or in figurative allusion,

a i6a5 Fletcher Hum. Lieutenant in. iv, She has two-

edged eyes ; they kill o' Ixith sides. 1661 Boyle Style 0/

Script. (1675) 126, 1 find all these Topicks . . such two-edg tl

Weaijons, that they are as well applicable to the service of

Falshood, as of Truth, 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage JSi

Elephants were found to be a two-edged weapon which
^

might be fatal to the hand which wielded it.

Twoer(l«'aa). tv/%. [f. Two + -Jilt'.] Some-
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thing consisting of or counted as two; in quot.

1889, a hit at cricket for which two runs are or may
be obtained.
1889 Boys^ Own Paper 23 Mar. 400/1 If he hits the ball far

enough away for a twoer, he must run it. 1899 N. ^ Q.
9ih Ser. III. 185/2 The value of the b'uttons., varied. There
was the average unit, then ' iwoers ', as well as others of in-

creased value.

Two'-faced (-f^'st), a.

1. Having two faces : -= Double-faced i.

1659 T. PfcCKE Parnassi Ptterp. 160 Janus.. The Two-
fac'd God. 1793 Maktvn Lang, liot. s.v., Twofaced leaves.

1861 J. G. SiiEppARD Fall of Rome i. 13 January presents
itself under the influence of the 'Two-faced Janus '.

2. y?/. Deceitful, insincere ; — Double-faced 2.

a 1619 Fletcher, etc. Q. Corhtth in. ii, Who can trust The
gentle looks and words of two-faced man ? 17*0 Welton
Suffer. Son 0/ God II. xiv. 364 People, who, in Private.,
approve of the principles of Religion, but act the Libertine
in the Face of the World. ..These loose and Two-fac'd
Christians. 18G4 in J, H, Newman ApoL v. 429 Two-faced
persons, who did not go simply and straightforwardly to
work.

Hence Two-fi&cedness.
_ 1883 in Jamiesotis Sc. Diet. IV. 647. 1889 Talmage Sertn.
in Voice (N. Y.) 10 Oct., What subterfuge, what double-
dealing, what two-facedncss.

Twofold (t/i-ftTuld), a., (j^.), adv. Forms:
a. 2, 5- SCy twafald, 5 .5V, twa faulde, 9 Sc,

twafauld, (twa-fall). ;3. 3 twouold; 4 two-
folde, 6 two folde, twofoulde, 7 twofold© ; 5-6
two fold, 7-9 two-fold, 7- twofold, [app. orig.

a refashioning of Twifold, after Two ; in later

use perh. independently f. Two + -FOLD.]
A. adj.

+ 1. Double (in Jig. sense); double-minded,
wavering. Obs,
<:ii7S Lamb. Horn. 151 Anfald o3er twafald is ech mon..

.

{te twafalde Mon is unsta^elfest on alle his weies,

2. a. Consi.sting of two folds or layers.
a zaa5 Ancr. R. 50 pe clod in ham beo twouold.

b. Folded or bent double. (Cf. B. i.) Sc.
1831 liiackw. Mag. Jan. 402/1 My auld auntie, wha's twa-

fauld with the rheumatics.

3. Consisting of two combined; composed of two
parts or elements ; existing in two relations or
manners; of two kinds; double, dual.

a. in abstract or general sense.

'559 ^Y- Cunningham Cosmogr. Ciasse 17, I finds a two-
foulde "iilTerence betwixt a sphere, and a circle, x6io Hol-
land Cairtdtrn's Bnt. (16^7) 102 A twofold victorie. 1691
NoHKJS Fract. Disc. 321 Ihe object of the Divine Will. .i.s

Twofold, either the object of his Will Decreeing, or. .of his
Will Commanding. 1774 Golhsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 309
The earth, .seen with its twofold motion ; producing, by the
one, the change of seasons; and, by the other, the .. vicissi-

tudes of day and night. 1875 Hklts Ess.^ Self-DiscipL 19
Man, a creature of twofold nature, body and souL

b. in concrete sense, of material objects.

1605 SiiAKS. Macb. IV. L 121 Some.. That two-fold Halles,

and irebble Scepters carry. a\'j%% Prior 2nd Hytnn rf
Callimachus 64 Ewes, that erst brought forth but singfe
Lambs, Now drup'd their Two-fold Burdens. 1794 Nelson
in Nicoljts Disp. (1845) I. 379 Two ihree-fold blocks, and
two two-fold blocks. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/3 The two-
fold [photograph] screens with. .space for panel portraits.

4. Double in amount; twice as great.
i8ia Crabue Tales xii. 176 More charming grew the Fair,

And seem'd to watch him with a two-fuld care. 1873 B.
Stewart Conserv. Fort.e iii. 49 The double sy:item will now
attract the single system with twofold force.

6. Of yarn : Consisting of two strands twisted

into one.
t88o Daily News 7 Dec. 2/8 Two-fold yarns are rather

more in rcMiiuest. xStj Ibid. 22 Oct. 7/1 Two-fold yarns.,
command improved rates more readily than single wefts.

1894 Ibid. 30 Mar. 7/3 The trade in twofold yarns shows
some improvement.

b. as sb. Also cUtrib.

1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spimiing (ed. 3) 239 Twisting
two or more threads together that have already been each
made into iwu-fold. «8OT Daily Neivs 25 Stpt. zf^ Tran.s-
actions in twof .tids and singles are still somewhat restricted.

X89S Ibid. 3 Feb. 2 -'5 Twofold spinners are getting more
work. 1^10 Kncycl. Brit. VH. 277/1 {Cotton), 40* mule,
water twLsis and twofolds.

S. adv.

1. In two folds; so as to be folded or doubled.
Chiefly Sc. of persons.
(ri394 P. PI. Crede 516 pe glose is so greit in gladding

talth, ^t turne^ vp two-folde vnteyned opon trew(>e. c 14J5
WvNiouN Cron. vni. xxxii. 5595 A stane. .has hym ouriane,
And twa faulde [v.r. twafuldj downe can him here. 15J3
FlTZtiCRB. Husb. S 62 IJynde a clothe two or thre folde vpon
his forehced. ijrji Kamsav Ode to Ph— ix. Before auld
age . . lay ye twafald o'er a rung, a i8os Johiie 0/ BreotU-
site xviii. in Scott /!//«., He's laid him twa*fald ower his
steed. 1804 Man Maci-aken ' Bonnie Brier Bush, llighl.
Mystic i. He wes bent twa fad; a' doot it's a litch o' rheu-
matism, or maybe lumbago.
2. To twice the amount, twice as much, doubly.
15*6 TiMDAi.K Matt, xxiil 15 Ye make hym two folde

more the chylde off hell then ye youre selves are. 1637
GiLLKspiK Kng. Pop. Cerem. 11. i. 6 It twofolde more
Scandaji/cth such a one.

Hence Two'foldly (also 2 twafaldeliche) adv.^
in a twofold manner, doubly ; Two'foldness, the
quality of being twofohl. doubleness, iluality. So
Twofo-ided ///. a. [f. Two + FoLX)iii>], folded in
two, folded double.

1887 Morris Odyss. xii. 361 Wrapping it round "two-
folded, c ii« Lamb. Horn. 5 Nu ic eou habbe Jjet godspel
iseid anfaldeliche, nu scule 5e understoiiden *lwafaldeliche

Jwt hit bi-tacnet. 1648 Hexham 11, Tweevoudighlick,'Xyfo-
foldly or Doubly. 1827 Colkridge in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV.

310 The *twofoldness of the Christian Church. 1B61 W.
Barnes in Macm. Mug. June,128 That we should have two
legs, or two hands,, .this twofoldness of life-forms.

Two-foot (t«'fut), a.

1. fa. Having two feet, two-footed (a^J.). b.

Performed or executed with both feet {rare).

1630 Rowlands Night Raven 3, 1 haunt not barnes, for

either Mouse or Rat, As doth the searching two-foote flying

Cat. 190a Munsey's Mag, XXVL 477/1 The two foot spirt

is one of the most sensational movements in figure skating.

2. Measuring two feet ; two feet long, wide, or

thick. Tioo-foot ride, a measuring rule two feet

long. So two-foot-wide a.

1664 Butler Hud. 11. in. 13 A two-foot Trout. 1679
MoxoN Meclu Exerc, vii. 129 If there be odd Inches, they
measure them with the Two-foot Rule. 1855 J. Phillips
Man. Geol. 193 Two-foot coal, 1891 C. James Rom, Rig'
marole 127 Squeezed in between the two-foot-wide pavement
and the centre of the roadway. . was a row of canvas booths.

1903 Heart 0/Heretic xx. 152 We measure Him [God] by
our little two-foot rule.

Two-footed (t«*fu ted), a. Having two feet

;

biped ; two-Iej^ged ; standing on two feet.

c 1374 Chauckk Boeth. v. pr. iv, 128 (Canib. MS.) Man is a
resonable two foted beest. 1495 Trevtsa^s Barth. De P. R.
V. liv. (W. de W.) 171 The fete of fowles and of two foted
beestes. 1601 Holland Pliny \. 305 The Mice and Rats
of iEgypt . . walke like as if they were two-footed. 1607 [see

BiPEi^AL a. 2]. a x66i Holvday Juvenal ix. 170 He neglects
me, and now seeks some other Two-footed sturdy asse.

1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 311 Two-footed cylindric Lizard.

1839 Carlyle Chartism iv. 125 There is not a horse willing

to work but can get food..; a thing this two-footed worker
has to seek for. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 127 He [the
dog] rose Twofooted at the limit of his chain.

b, trans/. Performed by the two feet.

1898 R. F. HoRTON Commandm, Jesus i. 7 The third step
in the two-footed progress.

Two-forkea (t/^-f^jkt), a. Having two divi-

sions or branches like the prongs of a fork ; bifur-

cate; dichotomous. Alsoy?^.

'579 FuLKE Ileskins' Pari. 107 This two forked reason,

1617 MoRYSON liin. I. 95 Towards the West-side of the City
is a large market place twoforked. 1638 Featly Strict.

Lyndom. w. 46 A dilemma or two-forked argument. <^,X789

Encycl. Brit, (ed. 3) lU. 440/2 Coulis dichotomus, a dicho-
tomous or two-forked stem. 1793 Martyn Lung. Bot. s.v.,

Twoforked, see Didwtomous. [Hence in Weliter (1828),

and in later Diets.]

TwO'-hand, a. Also 5 two-handes.
1. Requiring both hands to wield or manage

:

= next, I.

ct4xo Master 0/ Game {MS. Digby 182) xi, Makaryhad
a gret twohande staffe. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1643 Two-
honde swerde. c 1500 Melusine xxii. 145 He held a two
handes ax. 163Q A'. Johison's Kingd, ^ Commio. 312 Men
of large stature, .[who] serve onely with the Pike or two-
hand-sword. 1807 Hogg CilmanscleucA Ivii, His twa-hand
sword hang round his neck.

2. Done, or worked, by two persons : = next, 2.

f TwO'hand battU^ a single combat, a duel {pbs.^.

ciSoo Arnolde^s Chron. Index (1811)2 That noo citezen
doo twoo hand liatayle. 1538 MS. Ace. St, John's Hosp.,
Canterb., Fayd for liaftyng off the ij hand saw. 1614 Ibid.,

Payd for the baryng of a too hand sawe xij d.

t3. Leading in two directions (right-hand and
left-hand), Obs. rare~^.
1607 HiEKON Defence i. 38 At some crosse or two band way.

TW0*-lia*nded (stress var.), a.

1. Wielded with both hands, as a sword, etc.

(= prec. i) ; involving the use of both bands.
1431-50 tr. Ifigden (Rolls) VII. 243 Tailefer, .toke a too-

honded swerde, and..did slee oon of Ynglishe men. 1588
Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 277 With hagbute, bow, speir,

or twa-handit swerd, 1637 Milton Lycidas 130 That two-
handed engine. .Stands ready to smite, 1667 — P. L, vi.

251 With huge two-handed sway Brandisht aloft the horrid

edge came down. 1814 Scott Diary -22 Aug., in Lockhart,
Tlie effigy of a warrior completely armed.. with his hand
on his ttfo-handed broadsword. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII.
283/1 This was probably the finger-alphabet from which
our pre-sent two-handed one was derived. 1874 .Swinuukne
Bothwell IV. ii, The sword Which was my grandsire's, whose
two-handed stroke Did such-like service.

2. Wielded or worked by the hands of two
persons, as a saw ; engaged in or played by two
persons, as a card-j^ame, etc, : = prec 2,

1657 R. LicoN BaHfodoes [it-j-^) ^i Cutting it with two-
lianded Saws. 1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester x. 83 Some
play at two handed, or three handed whist. 1837 J. Wilson
Xoct. Ainbr. Wks. 1855 I. 274 I'm real happy., to think that

weVe to hae a twa-handed crack. 1853 Sir H. Douglas
Milit. Bridges vi. (ed. 3) 303 A plank.. upon which.. two
men may stand to.. work, conjointly, a heavy two-handed
beetle. 1898 To-Day 5 Nov. ig/a The Captain sat down to

pl.iy two-handed poker with Chris.
_

3. colloq. Hig, bulky, strapping. ? Obs.

1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 73 A huge
iwo-handt^d lubber, St. Christopher I think th^ call him.

16^ ir, C*tess D'Aunoy's Trav. iii. (1706)44 The Hair.,

being.. kept behind their Ears with a great Twohanded
[mistranslating Fr. double ' lined *] Hat. a 1700 K. E. Diet.

Cant. Creiv, Strapping- /.ass, a swinging two-handed
Woman. 1749 Fiklding Tom Jones ix. iti, 'I his Susan was
as two-handed a wench (according to the phrase) as any in

the country. 1830 Lamb Let. to IV^ordstvorth 23 Jan., [Vul-

can] the twt>-handed skinker.

4. Having two hands.

1847 Carpenter Zool. 132 Bimana, or two-handed Mam-
mals. Ibid, 137 Man alone is two-handed.
5. Using both hands equally well, ambidextrous;

dexterous, handy, efficient.

i86x Whvte Melville Goodfor Nothing xxvii, A man
soon learns to be two-handed in the bush.
Hence Two-liandedness. So Two-hauder, a

two-handed sword; f Two-handy a. = sense i.

1891 Home Missionary (N.Y.) Jan. 380 A holy *two-
handedness. i888 Archaeologia LI. 512 The sword.. is an
exceedingly handsome example of the *two-hander of the
sixteenth century. 1648 Hexham 11, Een Slachswacrdt, a
"two-handie Sword.

Two-headed (t«'he:ded), a.

1. Having, or represented with, two heads,
Tivo-headed snake or worm^ the amphisbaena (Amphis-

U/ENA 2), formerly supposed to have two heads, one at each
end of the body.
1596 Si'KNSER F, Q. V. X. 10 His two-headed dogge thnt

Orthrus hight. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. \. i. 50 By two-
headed lanus. 1708 Sewel 11, Twcehoo/dig, two-hcadedw
i7Sa J. Hill Hist. Anim. 102 The Amphisbsena. .has ob-
tained, among the English, the name of the two-headed
worm. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 221 The two-headeti
snake. 1867 Latham Black <5- White 62 A two-headed iron

bolt. 1899 T. NicoLL Rec. Archxol. ^ Bible vi. 193 The
two-headed eagle of the Hittites. .survives, .as the symbol
of imperial power in Austria and Russia to-day.

2. Jig, Having or governed by two chiefs or

rulers.

1885 W. Wilson Congress. Govt. iv. 220 Doubts as to the
.. advantage of a two-headed legislature. x888 T. W,
HiGGiNsoN IVomen J^ Men 93 If two business partners can
work successfully on the two-he;
married persons do it?

headed plan, why [can] not two

Two-leaf, a. ^ next, a.

1634 in Archxologia XXXV. 199 One two-leaf wyndowe.
1890 Sale-Catal. Suffield House near Derby, Deal table..

Two-leaf ditto.

Two-leaved (t;?U"vd), a. Also 7 -leaf(e)d.

Having or consisting of two leaves, a. Having
two hinged or folding parts, as a door, table, etc.

Alsoyf^.
i6ioGuiLLiM Heraldry 11. i. (1660) 50 The two leaved silver

gates. 161X Miudleton & Dekkeb Roaring Girl 11, ii, The
two-Uav'd tongues of slander or of truth. i6iz Cotgk.,
Valve, a foulding, or two-leafed doore, or window. 1626 tr,

Featly s Parallel, Aij, A two leafed Tablet, a 1644 Quarles
Sol, Recant, ch. xii, Then shall the Castles two-leafd gates

be barr'd, 1847 C. Bronte J, Eyre xii, The great dining-

room, whose two-leaved door stood open.

b. Having two foliage-leaves, or two petals or

sepals ; having leaves growing in pairs.

1688 R. H01.MR.Armoury 11. 115/2 Bifoile, or two leafed

flower. 1793 Martvn Za«^. Bot., Two-leaved calyx. 1894

J. MuiR Mount, California viii. 201 The Two-leaved Pine
[Pinus contorta], more than any other, is subject to de-

struction by fire,

c. Of a book : Consisting of two leaves.

i7»6 AvLiFFE Parergott 191 Her Register.. was a two-
leav'd Book of Record.

TwO-legC^ed (tw'legd, -leged),^. Having two
legs : usually as an epithet suggestive of a human
being having the qualities of the animal named.
1561 B. GooGE Palingenius'' Zodiac Life i. Avjb, What

a sort ther be of twolegd Asses clothcdln gold and silke

and purple. 1575 Gcuntn. Gurton v. ii, Thy neighbours
hens y" takest, and playes the two legged fox. 1693 Drv-
IJKN Juvenal x. 388 Next to the Raven's Age, the Pylian
King Was longest liv'd of any two-legg'd thing. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe (1840) I. xix. 348 A kind of two-legged wolves.

1815 Scott Guy Mann, xlviii, The mate of the two-legged

Cerberus. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. v. v. (1872) II. 97
Countries, .infested with a new species of predatory two-

legged animals : Prussian recruiters.

Twolf, obs. foim of Twelvk,
Twoling (t«'liij). rare-"*, [f. Two + -LiNal 2.]

A twin crystal {Cent. Vict-y 1891).

TwoU, twolue, obs. ff. Twelve. Twolthe,
obs. f. Twelfth. Twon, twone, obs. pa. pples.

of Twine z/.i

TwoneSS (t«"nes). [f. Two + -NESS.] The
fact or condition of being two ; duality, doubleness.

1648 Hexham m, Tweeluydt, Twonesse, or Dualiiie. 1839

Jas, Mill Hum. Mind (1869) II. 92 Abstract terms..

m place of which, the words oneness, twoness, threeness,

might be substituted. 1893 Sweet N, Eng. Gram, 49 The
singular expresses 'oneness '. .The dual expresses ' twoness '.

1;^ C. Bigg Orig. Chr. xxxli, {1909) 407 The original unity

. .is now perceived to be a twoness,

tTwoops. Obs.{coih(/.oxsiang,) Twopenny ale.

17J9 Dulcinecui 5 Her Health he drinks when o'er his

Cups, Which are brimful of Fitzy's Twoops.

Xw0'-part| ^' Containing, consisting of,

having, or involving two parts; composed in two

parts, as a piece of music, or for two actors, as a

play.
x^^Cherubints Counterpoint ^o It is prohibited in three-

part-counterpoint, as in two-part-counterpoint, to make con-

cealed fifths. 1894 S. FiSKB Holiday Stories (1900) 207

Two-part comediettas.

So Two-parted a., divided into two parts, bi-

partite.

1^93 Martvn Lang. Bot., Two-Parted leaf perianth,..

divided in two down to the base. 1830 Linuley Nat. Syst.

Bot. 57 Calyx, .tubular, with a two-parted limb.

Twopence (typens). Forms : see Two and

Penny A. 2; also 6-7 tuppens, 7-9 tuppence,
8-9 Sc. tippence.
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1. A SQm of money equal to two pennies.

t Penny oft%v<^ence ~ sense 2 : see Penny 3.

1477 Ki7/Is of PitrlL VI. 183/1 The Grotes, Pens of two
Pens, and Pens, of this Keame. 1^14 in Eng. Gilds (1870)

144 To the beddell of the seid Glide Tuppens. 1641 iSc,

Acts Ckas. I (1S17) V. 510/1 They might sell at tuppens a
^roatt & Sexpens . . They micht sell . . the deirest for a
tippens. i77a-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 299 They were ac-

costed by several Indians.. and one of them undertook lo

carry them o\'er, .at two-pence pei head. 1785 Burns Holy
Fair viii, A greedy glowr Black Bonnet throws, An' we
maun draw our tippence. iBii H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr.,
Theairt 61 Boys wno long linger at the gallery-door, With
pence twice five—they want but twopence more. 1857
HucuES Tom Bntton i. ii. What can you expect for tup-
pence? 187a RusKiN Fors ClaiK (1896) I. xix. 376 Work
that wilt pay no dividend on their twopenccs.

2. An English silver coin of the value of two
pennies: — Half-groat (since 166a coined only

as Maundy money). b. A copper coin of this

value i^ned in the reign of George III.

f 1450 Mankind 457 in Macro Plays 17 He louyth no
grotis, nor pens or to-pens. 1597 Shaks. 2 lien. 11^^ tv. iii.

55 Like gilt two-pences. 1653 Walton Angler xii. 231 A
piece of reed, .as big about as the compass of a two pence.
(684 E. Chambeblayne St. Gi. Brit. i. (ed. 15) 217 To
scatter ncw-coyned two-pences in the.. places where the
King passes. 171a Mus, Tharesby. (1713) 361 A very fair

Canterbury Twopence \ietnp. Hen. VIIIJ. 18x8 Scott Br^
Lamm, xxxv, A wheen silver tippences to the poor folk.

i8ao — Let. to % BaiUntyne 28 Mar., in Lockharti I care
not a bent twopence about their quarrels.

3. As type of a very small amount : now esp. in

phr, {*u>t) to care twopence,
1691 Baxter Repl. Beverley 2 All our righteousness b not

worth two-pence. 01744 Bramsion Art Politicks 193 He
cares not two-pence for the land-tax bill. 175a Foote Taste
L (1781) j8 It does not signify Two Pence. 1894 G. W.
Ai'PLETON Co-Respondent I. 65 He asked me if you really

cared twopence for Kate.

b. fig. Applied to a person of very little worth.
s866 Sartoris IV^eek in French Country Ho, (1902)213

She was a wretched twopence of a woman.
4. Twopence halfpenny : a sum of money

equal to two pennies and a halfpenny. Also altrib.

In attrib. use tivopennyJtal/penny is more usual (see after

next word), but in Sc. tivopetice-halfpenny is regular when
the precise sum is intended, as in a twopence-ltal/penny
stamp.
16.. Black Bk. Admiralty (Rolls) I. 13 Each sea boy

shall have twopence halfpenny per diem. 2849 Thackeray
Pendennis xl, Twopence-halfpenny for your thoughts. 1890
Le Galliennk Meredith 155 He does not weave two-pence-
balfpenny mysteries.

5. Herb tivopence : name given by Turner to the

plant Lysimachia Ntimmularia^ also called two-
pennygrass (see next, 3) or Moneywort, from its

pairs of rotmded leaves.

1548 Turner Names 0/ Herbes H ij, Centimorbla other-
wise called Nummularia..may be called in englishe Herbe
.ij. pence or two penigrasse because it hath two and two
leaues standyng together of ech syde of the stalke lyke
pence. 1597 Gerarde Herbal ii.clxxxix. 505 Nummularia
. .herbc Two pence, and Two pennie grasse. 1756 Watson
in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 815 The Nummularia, Rloneywort,
or Herb Twopence. 1861 Sliss Pratt Floiver. PL I V. 238
CrecptDg Loosestrife, Moneywort, or Herb-Twopence.
6. attrib. (= next, i, 2) and Comb,
X76J Sterne Tr. Shandy V, xxxix, *Tis not two-pence

matter. 1817 Scott Tvjo Drovers ii, Robin .. proceeded to
light his pipe, and call for a pint of twopenny. * We have
no twopence ale ', answered . . the landlord. 1889 Stevenson
Let. to S* Coivin 3 Dec, If we only had twopenceworth of
wind.

Twopenny (tl^'peni), a. and sb. Forms: see
Two and Penny ; also 9 tuppenny ; Sc. 8 tip-

pony, tippanny, 8-9 tippenny, tippeny, 9
tip'ny.

A, adj. 1. Of the value of, amoimting to, or
costing twopence.
Twopennyfaithf the name by which Archbishop Hamil.

ton's tract, Ane Godtie Exfwriatioun^ etc., published in

i559t was popularly known in Scotland.

«S3* '^*^^- ^'^ High Treas. Scot. VI. 156 Item, for vj scolr
tuapenny breid . . xx s. 1^-9 Knox Hist. Re/, i. Wks.
(18^6) 1. 291 The Bischoppb-.sett furth somewhat in print,

which of the People was called 'The Twa-penny Fayth '.

1589 Nasue Anat. Absurditie 17 The sum of their diumitie
consists in twopennie Catichismes. 1603 H. Crosse Vertues
Cotnmw. (1878) 116 For a two-penny almes he may be
throughly taught and made a perfect good scholler, x6as
Massincur New Way 111. li. Even starv'd for want of two-
pennychops. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4107/4 A Sable Tippet,
with a black Two-peny kibbon. iSaj Jefferson Autobiog,
Wks. 1859 1.106 A two-penny duly on tea, 185a Thackeray
Esmond l ii, His nephew slunk by.. to his twopenny
ordinary. 1873 Kuskin Fors Clav, (1896) II. xxxviii. 295
People will cat twopenny herrings .. wiien they wouldn't
touch half-penny oties._ 1007 IVcstm. Gaz. 1 1 Nov. 8/2 The
tame firm was authorised by George III to manufacture
penny and twopenny pieces.

b. Involving an outlay of twopence ; for the
use of or admission to which there is a charge of
twopence.
Twopenny tube, a popular name for the Central London

Railway (see Tube sb. 7 b), on which the fare wasoriginally
twopence for any distance.

1599 Contract building Globe Tliealre in Henslowe Papers
(1907) 6 'I*he gentlemens roomcs and Twoepennie roomes.
1601 IJ. JoNsON Poetaster v. i, In Uverns, twopenny rooms,
tjmng booses. xj^Chron. in Ann. Reg. 70/1 Letting out
two^penny lodgings. 1768 Tuckkr Lt. A^a/. (1834) 1. 41 He .

.

aits among his fellow topers at the two-penny club. 1814
J. BobWBU, in Songs 'Justiciary Opera (1816) 9 Mine's a

tippeny eatin house 1831 D. E. Williams Life 4- Corr.
Sir T. Lawrence II. 23 Sources of petty gains—mere two-
penny shows. 1900 tsee Tube sb. /bj. 1903 McNeill
Egregious English 199 They saw Peter Robinson's and the
tuppenny tube.

c. Tivopentty ale (or beer)^ a quality of ale

originally sold at twopence per quart ; in Scotland,

at twopence a Scotch pint (=3 imperial pints).

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4668/1 Every Barrel of Twopenny
Ale. 1798 W. HurroN Autobiog. 6 My father treated us
with a quart of twopenny beer. 1819 Scott Leg, Montrose
iv, A huge barrel of twopenny ale.

d. Tivopennypost', the London post(i8oi-i839)

for conveyance of letters, etc. at an ordinary charge

of twopence each. Also attrib,^ as twopenny posl-

many etc.

1797-8 Jane Austen Sense ^ Sens, xxvi, Marianne., re<

quested the footman.. to get that letter conveyed.. to the

two-penny post. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxix, To make an
appointment by the twoi>enny post. 1887 T. A. Tkolloi-e
iVhat I remember 1. ii. 44 Ihe twopenny post was con-
sidered an immense boon to Londoners.
i8ia L. Hunt in Examiner 25 May 321/1 The two-penny

postmen should ride about upon elephants. 1813 Moore
{title) Intercepted Letters ; or, The Twopenny Post-Bag.
i8jo Pari. /'a/<:rjXIII.46The twopenny-post riders convey
greater weights than the general-post riders.

e. Of iron : Costing twopence per pound,
1858 Grkener Gunnery 230 Making Double and Single

Guns, with ' Twopenny ' or ' Wedgebury Skelp Iron \
2. fig, as a disparaging epithet : Of very little

value; paltry, trumpery, trifling, worthless.

1560 Jewel Corr. Cole I iv. To make the people thinke
that we reade nothyng els but ij. penny doctoures, as ye
cal them. 1643 S. Marshall Lett. 5 Even in a two-peny
matter. 1739 Gibber Apol. (1756) I. 243 Twopenny criticks

must live as welt as eighteenpenny authors. 1848 Thackeray
Van, Fair Ixi, This woman, with her twopenny gentility.

t3. Twopennygrass y Herb twopence (see prec. 5),
1548, 1597 [see Twopence 5I. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. liv. 78

This herbe is now called . . in English . . two penny grasse.

1 4. Applied to a ward in a prison. (The allusion

is obscure,) Obs, rare~^,
1605 Ghapman, etc. Eastward Hoe v. I G iv b, I never knew

.. Prisoners .. more deuout. They will sit you vpall night
singing of Psalmes,. .onely, Securitle sings a note too high,
sometimes, because hee lyes i* the Two-penny ward, farre

off, and cannot take his tune.

B. sb, (ellipt. use of the adj.)

1. Short for twopenny ale : see i c above.
I7II Ramsay On Me^gy Johnstoun i, To braw tippony

bid adieu. 1789 Dulcinead 5 note. The Old Swan in the
Butcher-Row, noted for good Twopenny. X76a Bp. Forbes
Jrnl. (1886) i8i To drink Tippanny and Whbkie. 1815
ScoTT Guy M. vi. The gossip over the good twopenny in
every alehouse. 1858 M, Porteous Souter Johnny 13 To
appease their Mowin' drouth^ either with the Smith's
' tippeny ' or the Landlord's * strong drink '.

2. A twopenny piece (= Twopknce 3), or the

sum of twopence.
1736 Drake Eboracutn i. vi. 189 Pennyes or twopennyest

halfpennyes or farthings.

3. A jocular name for a child.

1844 Mary Howitt My Own Story viii, ' Well, little

Twopenny ', . . I . . did not like to be called * little Twopenny'.
So Twopenny-half^euny (tz^'peniih^'iieni) a.,

of the value of twopence-halfpenny ; usually fig.
as an epithet of disparagement (cf. A, 2 above).
1809 SouTHEV in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor (1843) II. 268
Some little dirty twopenny-halfpenny piece of roguery.
i8»7 LvTTON Pelhatn II. xii. He.. filched a twopenny-
halfpenny gilt-chain out of. .the pawnbroker's window, i8^a
H. KiNCSLEV Hornby Mills I. 30 They had lost a law-suit,
a twopenny-halfpenny squabble about a trespass. Mod. A
twopenny-halfpenny stamp.

Two-pile (tK'pail), a. Applied to velvet in

which the loops of the pile-warp are formed by
two threads, producing a pile of double thickness

:

see Pile sb,^ a, and cf. Thkee-pile, Also Two-
piled a. (in quot. /^. : cf. Thbee-piled 3).

1611 CoTGR. s. V. Foil, Velours tX tieux polls, two-pile
Veluet. 1678 Drvden Limberham i. i, Then she's a two-
pil'd Punk, a Punk of two Descents.

Two-sided (t«*sai'ded : stress var.), a. Having
two sides, bilateral \fig. having two parts or aspects.

Hence Two-si*dedness,
1863 Tyndai-i, Heat xv. | 755 (1870) 522 A kind of two-

sidedness. 1869 — Notes Led. Light lii. (1873) 116 The
two-sidedness of that [polarized] light, in contrast to the
all-sidedness of ordinary light. 1S84 Kower & Scott De
Bary^s Phaner. 409 To the second type belong.. flat hori-
zontal leaves. . . The chlorophyll-parenchyma . . is severed into
two different layers, each of which corresponds to one sur-
face of the leaf. It may accordingly be termed the two-
sided, the bifacial type. 1896 Mrs.Caffyn Quaker Grand-
mother 192 It's, .in this case a two-sided custom.

Twosome (twsom), sb. and a. Chiefly Sc,

(4-6 twasuin, 9 twasome). [f. Two + -some. Cf.
WFris. ttvaresom^ -sum.1

A, sb. Two persons together ; two in company.

f >37S Sc. Leg. Saints I. {Katerine) 691 Full loyfull |>ane

l^ire twasum war. 1489 Barbour's Brnce x. 19 Twasum
samyn mycht nocht rid. a 1578 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot, (S.T.S.) 1. 276 Thair was nane left onslaine bot himsellff
his brother and twasum with thame. a \9o* Auld Maitland
liii. in Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord. (1869) 157 The twa-some
they hae slayne the ane. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf viii, The
rest disperse by twasome and threesome, c 1870 Jethart
Worthies (ed. 3) 58 The twosome kept the secret for a se.ison

or two. 1893 Crockett Stickit Minister x. 120 When the
twasome had been haein' denncr thegither.

B. adj. Performed by two together.
iSas Jaaweson, Twasum is still used to denote a dance, in

which two persons are engaged ; a twasome dance, i.e , a
strathspey, 1830 Gai.t Laivrie T. vi. i. Whisking round
and round the room to a two-some reel.

Twound, pa. t. and pple. of Twinli v, Obs.

Two-way, a.

Hexham (1648) tenders Du, twce-wegh by 'a Two-way, or
a double way *.

1. Having, or connected with, two ways, roads,
or channels ; situated where two ways meet.
Two-way cock, one with two outlets, which may act

together or alternatively.

_ 1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. xxv. 12 We stand as it were
in a twowayleete, in every of our dooings, we hang in doubt,
and are at our wittes end. 1618 Bolton Florus i. ix. 36
Being situated in the middest betweene Latium and Tuscanie,
as it were in a two-way-leet. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II.

Z09 The gauge-cock, of which there are usually two, but
sometimes one, a two-way cock. 1903 Daily Rec. Hf Mail
15 Bee. 4 As a burglar may be driven out of the house by
judicious handling of a two-way switch.

2. Math. Extending in two directions or dimen-
sions, or having two modes of variation. (In
quot. 1894 coinciding with sense i.)

Z89X Cent. Diet. s. v., A surface is a two-way spread. X894
Qkwjls Math* Papers XIII. 507 The link may rotate in
either direction, .that is, B may move from B\^ along b in
either of the two opposite senses, say Z>i is a * two-way
point '.

Two'-ye£ir-old^ a, and sb,

A. aaj. Of the age of two years. Chiefly of
animals, esp. colts.

160K in T. Pant's Topogr, Ace. Cunningham (Maitland
CI.) i3o Item, ane twa 5eir auld bull C1686 Depred. Clan
Campbell (i^it) 31 [Three] tuo year old slots. 1803 R. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 1176 Young horses, as two-year
old colts. 183s Jekvli Corr. (1894) 338 The two-year-old
person on the throne of Spain, 18^ Penny Cycl. XII.
307/2 A ihree-year-old colt has his form and energies much
more developed than a two-year-old one.

B, sb. An animal {esp, a colt) or child of two
years of age. Also attrib.

' »S94-S DurJiam Wills (Smte^s) II. 254, iiij kyne andtbeir
calves, and fowre two-yere oldes. a 1600 in 7\ Ponfs
Topogr. Ace. Cunningham (Maitland CI.) 178 Item, xiiij

5oingbeystis,..four twa geir auld is and five ane ;eir auld.
cx686 Depred. Clan Campbell i\Z\(i) 57 Nyne great coues,
2 tuo year olds. 1831 Youatt Horse viii. 141 Is it possible
to give this mouth to an early two-year-old? 1856 H. H.
Dixon Post ff Paddock hi. 56 Two-year-old racing lays the
seeds of infirmity. Ibid. iii. 79 Very few two-year-olds
were then trained. 1895 P. Hemingway Out ofEgypt i. iv.

46 The two-year-old [child] regarded him wonderingly.

Twrn(e, Twrss, obs. Sc. ff. Tdbu, Truss*
Twussle, Sc. var. Twistle.

+ Twy, z'. Obs. rare, (Meaning uncertain.)
A ME. survival of OE. twtgan^ northern var. of tw^ogan,

twion, to doubt, hesitate, would suit the first passage, but
not the .second, unless a negative has been omitted. The
sense of * turn ' would be appropriate in both passages,
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6360 The xij vnthwyuond, bat twyct

not in fight Was.,mightfull Henex. Ibid. 6378 With xxij
vnthwyuond twyet lo filde Dyomede, the derfe kyng;.

Twy, obs. f. Tway, two ; var. Twib Obs.^ twice,

Twy- : see Twi-.
Twyblade, obs. f. Twatblade. Twych,

obs. Sc. f. Touch. Twych, -e, etc., obs. ff.

Twitch. Twychell, obs. f. Twitchel^, Twy-
chen: seenotetoTwiTCHEL*. Twye, var. TwiB
Obs.y twice.

t Twyeling. Obs, rare. (Meaning uncertain.)
(Perh. an error for wyeling, var. of wi^eling^ •*"',£» OE.

wt^elung ^iOTcery, witchcraft.)

c 1*75 Duty tfChristians i. InO.E. Misc. 141 Crist.. yeue
vs J>at we moten fleo euer sune^ynge And J^ne feond and al
his gleo and al hb twyelinge.

Twyer, -ere, var. Tuyere.
Twyes, obs. form of Twice,

t Twyfyl. Obs. rare. (Meaning uncertain.)
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. ^24 And nell with hir nyfyls

of crisp and of sylke, Tent welle youre twyfyls, youre nek
abowte as mylke.

Twyght, twy5t, -e, obs. pa. t. and pple. of

Twitch z/.i Twyis, -las, obs. ff. Twice. Twyk,
obs. f. TwiCK. Twyle, twyll, etc. : see Twill,
etc. Twylt, var, Twilt (obs. and dial, form of

Quilt sby^ etc.). Twyn, obs. f. *Tween, Twin.
Twynch, -e, Twyncle, obs. ff. Twinge,
Twinkle. Twyne, twynn(e, obs. ff. Twin.

t Twynrys. Obs.rare"^. (Form and meaning
doubtful.)

1513 Douglas yEneid xii. vii. 55 (1553) Wyth his twj-nrys

\ed. Small wynris] and grippand turkas sle, To thrist the
liede and draw furth pressis he.

t Twy lit. Obs. rare. Also twynte. [a. MDd.
twint in similar use,] In negative expressions:

a jot, a particle.

1399 Langl. RicJu Redeles iii. 8t Thus lafte Ky l^e leder

t>at hem wrong ladde, And tymed no twynte, but tolled her
cornes. 14.. Beryn 433 So he t>at payd for all in fcer, [nc]

hadde nat a twynt.

Twynt(t)er, obs. ff. Twinteh. Twyrle, obs.

f. TwiKL. Twys, twyse, twyss, obs. ff. Twice.
Twy8day,obs. f. Tuesday. Twy8ker,Twysle,
var. Tuskar, Twisel v, Obs. Twyte, var.

Thwite, to cut; obs. i. Twit; obs. pa. t. and
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pple. of Twitch p.i Twyter, obs. f. Twitteb zi.i

Twyvel, obs. f. Twibill. Twyya.obs. f. Twice.

tTwyvete. Obs. rare. Also twyfet. App.
variant of Twibit (cf. twyvel, var. Twibill).
^1500 Debate Carpenter's Toots 1^5 in Hazl. E. P. P. I.

84 ^e, ^, sayd the twyvete, Thryft 1 trow be fro your fette.

Ibiti. 157 Then be-spake the polyflF, .. How, ser twyfet, me
thinke 50U grevyd.

Ty, obs. form of Tie.

-ty, sttffix I, denoting quality or condition, repre-

senting ME. -tie, -tee, -te (early ME. -teS), from
OF. -te (mod. F. -Id), earlier -tet {-ted) :—L. -itatem,

nom. -Has. Such Latin types as ionitatem, feri-

tdtem, were in OF. normally reduced to two
syllables {bonielJerlet) by elision of the -/- between
the two stresses, so that -tel, later -te, became the

regular form of the suffix. The final dental still

appears in some early adoptions in ME., as flenteS,

pknteth plenty {c 1250, in use till c 1600), and is

characteristic of the Scottish forms bouniith,

daintith, and poortith (q. v.). The reduced form
-te, however, is found in words recorded from
shortly before or after 1 200, such as bonte bounty,
crutlte cruelty, deboturte debonairness, deinte
dainty (sb.), plente ^\exAy, f<n>erte poverty, /»r/^
purity, and ville vileness. Among others which
appear somewhat later are certeynte certainty,

Crislente C\in%laAy,freelte frailty, novelle novelty,

and sotelte subtlety. Varying forms of the stem
are found in the words now or formerly represented
by beauty, fealty, lealty, \lewty, loyalty, \ realty,

^rialty, and royalty. From the types lealte, realte,

the ending -alte (mod.F. -fla//) was in OF. extendetl

to formations from different stems, and many words
of this form (ultimately written with -ally) estab-

lished themselves in EnQ\iih,as admiralty,east4alty,

commonalty, \geturalty, mayoralty, \ principally,
\ regally, severalty, specialty, spiritualty, tempo-
rally. Most of these date from the 14th or early

1 5th century
;
penally appears to be of later intro-

duction (151a). An obsolete type of formation is

exhibited by curiouste, hid{e)ouste, and joyouste.

In OF. certain analogies led to the frequent sub-

stitution of -ete for -te, but this form of the suffix

is only occasionally adopted in English, as in the
obsolete noblete, purete, and simplete ; the early

sauvete is now represented by safety. Under Latin
influence many words in OF. also appear with
-Ue (mod.F. -itf) in place of -{eye ; hence Ejiglish

forms in -iTy, which in many cases (as in F.) have
supplanted those in -ty.

Although occnrring in a large number of words
the suffix has shown little productive power in

English; evelte, everlastingle, and overte occur in

the 1 4-1 5th cent., and shrievalty, sluriffalty, have
had currency from the beginning of the i6th cent.,

but such formations are very rare.

Such words as faculty, difficulty, honesty, modesty, pit-
herly, represent Latin formations in which the suffix .las
is directly added to a consonantal stem. The number of
these in English, as in French, is very small.
The early form of the suflfix (-te, or .tee) remained in use

down to the i6th cent., but from the 15th was gradually
supplanted by -tie, .tye, and the surviving -ty.

-ty, suffix 2, denoting ' ten ', forming the second
element of the decade numerals from 20 to 90 (in

OE. to 130), as twenty, thirty (OE. tvienlii,

}ritig), etc. The OE. -tii (gen. sing, -tiges, gen.
pi. -tiga, -ligra, dat. pi. -tigum) corresponds to

OFris. -ticA, -tech (pi. -tiga, -tega), MDu. -Ugh
(Du. -tig), OS. -tig (-thig), -teg, -tick, -tech (MLG.
and LG. -tig), OHG. -zug, -ziu, -zoch (MHG.
-zee, -zic, G. -zig) , and is the same as ON. tigr,

''vf. I^ft log'' (p'- /']?". etc-) and Goth, tigus

(pi. tigjus), which are not suffixed but remain
independent words, .as ON. tveir tigir, Goth, twai
tigjus, twenty. For examples of the 0& forms
and syntactical usage, see the various numerals.

t Tyage (tai-ed.^). Obs. rare. [f. Tie v. -f -aok.]
The action of tying or mooring a vessel.

1504 Set. Cases CrI. Star C/iami. (Selden) iia Euery of
the kynges liege people .. at their pleasure takyth there ancre
holde & tyage in the seid streme it Reuer. ibid. 323 He
faath..p.iyd yerely for his Trow.-xxd. for his haling tyage
and hoicing att the seide brugge,

Tyal, tyaU, varianU of TiAL, Obs.
Tyar, oIk. f. Teak sb.^, Tiab, Tibb ».i

Tyara, obs. f. Tiara. Tyare, obs. f. Tiab.
Tyauve, tyave, .Sc. var. Tave v.

Tyhrum (taib^Jn). Forms : 4 Tybourne, 4-7
Tyborno, 5-6 TIbomo, 5-7 Tyburne, 6 Ti-
bourne, -burne, 6-7 Tiburn, 7 Tiborn, 8 Ty-
bourn, 7- Tybum. The place of public execution
for Middlesex until 1783, situated at the junction
of the present Oxford Street, Bayswater Road, and
Edgeware Koad. Hence in allusive xae.
(aiaoo Ralph dc Dictno CAron. (Rolls) II. 143 (Hanging

of Will. FitzOsbert in 1196) Per mediam civitatem trahitur
ad furcas prope Tyburnam. Suspensus esLj

I 1377 Langl. p. pi. B. XII. 190 Dominus pars hereditatis
nice is a meri verset, pat has take fro tybourne twenti stronge
l>eues. 1393 Ibid. C. vil. -368 Pe hangeman of tyborne.
c 1450 Brut 443 To be drawe fro l^e Toure of London
thorugh l»e Citee to Tiborne, & J»ere hangede & quartrede.
C1520 Skelton Magny/. 421 At the laste I brynge hym
8'ght To Tyburne, where they hange on hygot. 1580
AMPION in Hanmer's Ansvj. (1581) 24 We haue a league,

all the lesuits in the worlde..neuer to dispayre your re.

couerye whiles we haue a man left to enioy your tyburne or
to be racked wyth your torments fetc.J. 1603 H. Crosse
Vertues Commw. (1878) 138 Many idle persons .. fall into
offence of lawe, and are many times eaten vp by Tyborne.
170s HicKERiNciLL Pricst-cr. II. iii. 30, I pity the Fate of
Malefactors (as they go up Holborn towards Tybourn) though
they deserve to be hang'd. 1783 New Annual Reg. 11. 48
(Sept. 20) The malefactors. , convicted ^last week at toe Old
Hailey. . were executed at Tyburn.

fig. 1598 E. Gilpin Steial. (1878) 32 It is the scourge, the
Tamberfaine of vice, The three square Tyborne of impieties.

trans/. 1736 Drake Eboracum i. v. 171 August 23 [1649]
were executed at Tyburn near York, Colonel John Klorrice

and Lieutenant Blackburn. 1904 Dom Bede Camm Tyburn
4- Eng. Mart. Introd. 12 The blessed Edmund Campion
himself inaugurated this pilgrimage, just as the venerable
Margaret Clitheroe began that to the York Tyburn.

b. attrib. and Comb., as Tybum check, coach,

collop,face,jig, piccadill, saint, stretch, string, tie,

tiffany, tribe, wright ; Tyburn blossom : see

quot. 1 796 ; Tybum ticket, a certificate formerly

granted to one who secured the conviction of a
felon, exempting the holder from all parochial

duties in the parish where the offence was com-
mitted ; Tyburn tippet : see Tippet sb. 2 ; Ty-
burn top : see quot. ; hence Tybum-topped a.

;

Tybum tree, the gallows.

1796 Grose's Diet. Vul^. T., *Tybum Blossom, a young
thief or pickpocket, who in time will ripen into fruit borne
by the deadly never-green. 18J7 Lvtton Pethatn Ixxxi,

As pretty a Tyburn blossom as ever was brought up to ride
a horse foaled by an acorn. £1530 Skelton Magnyf, 9x1
A ^Tyborne checke Shall breke his necke. 18J9 Carlvle
Misc. (1857) II. 27 At the tenth mile this *Tyburn-coach
breaks down ! C14JO ?Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods 6gy "Ty-
burne coloppys, and pursekytters. c 1515 Cocke Lorells B.
II Tyburne collopes and peny pryckers. rSoS Congreve
I.ovefor L. II. vii, He has a damn'd *Tyburn-Face, without
the Benefit o' the Clergy. 1698 Farquhar Love ^ Bottle
II. ii. Which is best, Mr. Nimblewrist, an easy Minuet, or

a *Tyburn Jigg? i6»o }. Taylor (Water P.) Hempseed
Preamble 38 Till they put on a *Tyburne Pickadill. 1785
WoLcorr (P. Pindar) Odes to R. Acad. v. 16 Your Tyburn
Saints will not your fame increase. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878)
314 To beg in age. Or else to fetch a *Tibourne stretch.

i88» J. Walker Jaunt to Auld Reekie 4 He should dangle
in a 'Tyburn string. 1796 Colquhoum Police ofMetropolis
203 For apprehending, and prosecuting to conviction, any
person charged with horse-stealing, a "Tyburn ticket. 1813
Exatniner 12 Apr. 232/1 Mr. Burton was also robbed,,,
for which a man suffered death, on whose conviction the
worthy old man received a Tyburn Ticket. x8x6 Rep,
Committee^ on Police ofMetropolis 4 Is it not customary to
give what is called ' a Tybum Ticket' on some occasions?
i8a8 Lights 4 Shades II. 186 His brother was about to
endure . . the ' "Tyburn-tie '. i6ia Rowlands Knave 0/Harts
4 Neuer regarding Hang-mans feare, Till "Tyburne-tiffany
he weare. 1549 'Tyburn tippet [see Tippet sb. 2]. 1647
Trapp Comm. i Cor. xiii. 3 And how many of our Popish
Martyrs .. have worne the Tiburn-tippet, as Father Latimer
pbraseth it? 1830 Mrs. Bray Fitz o/F. xxiv. Your glories
aspire to a Tybum tippet, and that will be the end of them.
i;r96 Grose's Diet. Vulg. T.,*TybMm Top, or Foretop, a wig
with the foretop combed over the eyes in a knowing style.

1774 Yoo-\% Cozeners I. >yks. 1799 II. 153 See him on the
turf, at Newmarket, in bis "Tybum-topp'd wig, tight boots,
and round hat 17»7 Gay Be^^. Op. in. xiii, I wonder we
han't better Company, Upon "lybum Tree I 1851 Borrow
Lavengro xxxix, Tyburn tree had long since been cut down.
1717 RowE Cruel Gift Epil. 29 That 'Tyburn-tribe of
speech-making Non-jurors. 1589 [? LylyI Pappe w. Hatchet
Biijb, We neither feare Martin|..nor of what occupation
hec be, be aship-wright, cart.wnght, or "tiburn-wrignt.

o. To preach at Tybum cross, to be hanged ; in

reference to the speeches permitted to those about
to be executed.

1S76 Gascoigne .Steele Gl. (Arb.) ssTbatSoldiourssterae,
orprech at Tiborne crosse.

Ty*'^" variant of TiCE v.

Tychite (tai'kait). Min. [f. Gr. tu'xi? fortune,

chance -t^ -ITE 1, in reference to its accidental dis-

covery.] A rare mineral consisting of carbonate
and sulphate of magnesium and sodium, crystal-

lizing in colourless octahedrons.
1909 in Cent. Diet, Suppt.

TycllO- (taiko), combining form repr. Gr. twxij

fortune, chance, used in a few recent scientific

terms. Ty:oliopa:rtlienog'e'nesia, exceptional or

occasional parthenogenesis. Tychopo'tamio a.

[Gr. noTanlit river], of occasional occurrence in or

near rivers.

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bat. Terms, Tychopotamic .

.

P/anktoii, the floating organisms of pools and river overflows
(Zimmer). i^og Cent. Diet, .'tuppl., Tychoparthenogenesis.

Tychonian (taik^unian), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
Tychon-, stem of Tycho, Latinized form of the

Danish personal name Tyge -f -IAN.] a. adj. =
Tychonio. b. sb. A disciple or adherent of Tycho
Brahe or of his system of astronomy, rare.

i P-

1647 Boyle Let. 8 Apr., in Birch Life B.'s Wks. 1772 I.

>. xxxix, The dissenting opinions of the Ptolemeans, the

Tychonians [etcl 1710 J. Harris Lex. Teehn. II, Tycho-
nian System or Hypothesis, is so called from having been
advanced to solve the Phaenomena of Astronomy by the
Noble Tycho Brahe. zgox Nature 7 Nov. 7/1 In.. the
Prague Town Hall an exhibition was held of several
Tychonian relics.

Tychonic (taikp-nik), a. [f. as prec. -I- -ic]
Of or pertaining to the Danish astronomer Tycho
Brahe (died 1 601), or to his system of astronomy.
1670 Flamsteeo in Kigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 97,

1

had first notice of this star's varying from the I'ychonic
canon. X678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. Pref. 3 The other
(vulgarly so called) systems of the world.. the Ptolemaick,
Tychonick, and Copernican. 17x5 tr. Gregory's Astron.
(1726) 1. 187 The same Forces that are required in the Semi-
Tychonic System, are required also in the Tychonic, since
the same Motion of the Sun and Planets are supposed in
both. 1870 R. A. Proctor in Eng. Mcch. 4 Mar. 598/3 His
ellipses were . . as available for the Tychonic system as for the
Copernican.

Tyoht, Sc. pa. pple. of Tight z).i Obs.

Tyck. Tyokett, Tyokle. obs. ff. Tick, etc.

IITycoon (t3ik«-n). Also taikun. [ad. Jap.
taikun great lord or prince, f. Chinese la great -1-

kiun prince.] The title by which the shogim of

Japan was described to foreigners.

X863 Alcock fjitte) The Capital of the Tycoon : A narra-
tive of a three years' residence in Japan, ibid. II. 491 The
name by which this officer is commonly known is * the
Tycoon of Japan '. 1875 W. E. Griffis in N. Amer. Rev.
CXX. 287 There never was but one emperor in Japan, the
Shogun was military usurper, and the bombastic title

'Tycoon 'a diplomatic fraud. x88x SirR. ALCocKin^wryf/.
Brit. XIII, 584/2 The title of /a/>&»M (often misspelt ^i'<:(»7«)

was then for the first time used ; it, ,was employed for the
occasion by the Tokugawa officials to convey the impression
that their chief was in reality the lord paramount. X887 L.
Oliphant Episodes (1888) 186 Soldiers of the Tycoon, or
Temporal Emperor [of Japan], as he was then [1861] called.

Hence Tycoo°nate, the office or dignity of a ty-

coon or the tycoons ; Tycoo-nism, the system of

temporal government by the tycoon.
X863 Alcock Capital Tycoon I, v. 135 The ' Tycoonat

',

created by the strong arm and determined will of Taiko-
sama. X876 E, W. Clark Life Japan 128 Shidz-u-o-ka..
became the St. Helena of Tycoonisni.

Tyd, obs. i. Tide sb. and v., Tite adv. ; var.

TiD a. Obs. Tydanoe, -and(e, -annes,-ant,
obs. ff. Tiding, tidings. Tyddie, obs. f. Tidy.
Tyde, obs. f. Tidy ; obs. pa. t. of Tie i;. Tydely

:

seeTiDELTiMfc. Tyden, obs. f. Tide f.i Tyder,
obs. f Thither.

+ Tydie. Obs.rare~'^. The name of some small

bird ; ? =. Tidife.
x6ia Drayton Poly-olb. xiii, 79 And of these chaunting

fowls, the goldfinch not behind, That hath so many sorts
descending from her kind. The tydie for her notes as deli-

cate as they.

Tydie, obs. i. Tidy.
Tydond, tydynde, obs. if. Tiding, tidings.

T^e, tie (tsi), sb^ Obs. exc. dial, and local.

Forms : a. i tfias, ttes, t6s, 5 tee ; P. i tis, 5 tigh,

tyi 4- tye, 5-6, 9 tie. [OE. Uag, liah, which
agrees in forms with Tie sb. and Tye sb.^, and is

treated by Kosw.-ToUer and Sweet as the same
word. The sense-history is unknown ; the con-
nexion ofthe senses here included is also uncertain.]

1 1. A small box or case for jewels and other

valuables ; a casket. Obs.
a. cri2i Corpus Gloss. (O.E.T.) 1300 Mantega, taes. Ibid.

2010 Tehis [for techis, thecis\, te^um, fodrum. c 1000 >Elfric
Saints' Lives xxiii. 764 pa feng se port-^erefa to \>a:ie teje

and. .hi unins^eslodc, X027-34 Laws of Cnut 11. c. 76 § i

Hyre hordem and hyre cyste and hyre te^e [MS. B. tae^an].

X477 Inventory in Lane. IVills (18B4) 4 A Tee w'* other
coofers.

p. c X050 Gloss in Wr.-Wfilcker 443/8 Mantega, ti^, X390
GowER Conf. II, 246 Tho tok sche forth a riche Tye Mad al

of gold ancf of Perrie, Out of the which sche nam a Ring,
c 14110 Laud Troy Bk. 5870 Tbei robbed clene al that thei

founde ,, Off gold, siluer, & riche druri. That thei fond in

coffres and ty. Ibid. 9983 ^oure brochis brode & al joure

byes That now ligges In ^oure tyes. c 14*5 Seven Sa^. (P.)

2951 Scho,.broght the rynge anoon That lay loken in hir

tie [rime eiel. 1460 Will ojTSpenser (Somerset Ho,), Cum
duabus cistis.. altera vocata .spruce tigh. XS35 in Weaver
Welts Wills (i8go) 116 A croke, a tye, and v ^Iver spones.

2. Mining {Cornwall). A deep trough or box

used for collecting the dross and refuse in washing

ore.

153X-1 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 8 § i Onelesse the saide diggar

owner or wassher shall make , , sufficient hatches and tyes in

the end of thir buddels and cordes and therin putt,, all the

sande stones gr.ivell and robell digged about the inserching

fynding and was.shing of the said Tynne there to be holly and
suerlie kepte by the said hatches and ties oute and frome the

.said fresshe rivers, 1839 De la Bechk Rep. Geol. Cornw., elc,

XV, 578 The tye is a long, narrow, inclined furrow, through
which passes a stream of water, three or four times larger

than that used in huddling, 1839 Ure Diet. A rts 1245 1 he
latter is sometimes thrown away, and at others is subjected

to the operation called the tie, viz,, a washing upon the

sloping bottom of a long trough.

3. A pit or trench from which turf or peat is dug.

local (Vevotish.).
X836 A. E. Bray Descr. Tamar ^ Tary I. xx, 348 A turf

tye, that is, a pit from which they dig turfs for fiiel, X873

Q. Rev. July 159 Dartmoor turf-cutters, , labouring in the
solitary ' ties ', as the turf-trenches are called.

4. The stuffed case forming a mattress or pillow :



TYE.

- Tick rf.« Also hed-lye, pillnu-lye. <S^i. Tat,

TEV.) Now dial.

i6is Ckookf. Kody o/Man 143 This Membrane, .is rowled

in plenlifull fat, & so .scrueth the Kidneyes instead of a

couering. of a tye, and of a soft pillow or bolster. 184^-78

(see Pillow i*. 6\ 1893 Harinc-Gould Chraf jfnck Z. I.

vii. no We'll lift you on to a feather lye. iBjiS Mrs. C P.

Pknberthy Warp >! IVcvf Cornish l.i/e ii. 13 The bed-tie

and pillows.. was.. in a pawn shop... There was the very

tie, 1 knawed un in a minute.

5. atlrib. and Comb, (in sense a) : tye-lift (see

Lift sb:'' 13); tye-pit, a pit for collecting the

refuse in washing ore.

iCoi C*«KW CortRvall 154 b, They have a tye-pit, not so

much satisfying use, as relieving necessitie. 1778 \V. Prvcf.

MiM. CoTHuk 16 To take up the superficial streams, by.

.

grooves cut in the walls, .of the Lode, to convey them either

into the adit or tye lift of pumps. 1905 Kttg. Dial. Diet.

S.V. 7>< (D«w».), ' Be careful now and don't go near the

tie-pit.*

Tye, tie(t3i), sb.^ local. Forms: i tfias, 5-

\ja (also 7 tie). [OE. U<j^, by Hosw.-ToUer and

Sweet held to be the same word as Tie sl>. and

TvK jA.l ; but the connexion ofsense is unexplained.

Bosw.-ToUer also compares ON. ieigr a strip of

field or meadow-land, a close or paddock, which

occurs freq. in names of meadows ; but OE. tMg

and ON. /«'?r are not phonetically related.] An
enclosed piece of land, enclosure, close ; also, an

extensive common pasture ; a large common.
831 Test. !>/ WfrJtard in Birch Car/. Sax. I. 559 Mansio-

nem..et clausulam quod Angli dicunt /t'^jftf, quae pertinet

ad pncdictam mansionem. 853 Charter of /Ethcluul/

ibid. II. 61 Circumcincta est. .a meritie Bromte.ij. 1407 in

Essex Rro. XIII. 204 (A freehold called) Tye-lond. 1488

MaUoH, Essex Liber B. If. 39 (MS.) All that lane till they

came dovne to Lymborn.broke on to the tye & coraon ayenst

Brodehedis. 1670 Blount Law Diet., Tigh or Teage..a.

Close or Enclosure, a Croft...The word Tigh is still used in

Kent in the same sense, e ijoaChurchw. Ace. St. Dunstan's,

Canterb., Woolvysty 3 acres of land lying within a cross.

1708 Lond. Gas. No. 44S3/4 I^st .
.

, from the Tye in the

Parish of Blackthome .
.
, a black Gelding. <ri8»s Forby

yoc. E. Anglia, Tye, an extensive common p.Tsture. There

are several tyes a few miles South of the central part of

Suffolk ; but in no other part of East Anglia. There are

also some on the Northern border of Essex. 1884 Daily

News 23 Sept. 6/6 In almost every parish was a 'heath ',

tic, common, or green, where the poor of the parish had
certain rights. 1887 Parish & Shaw Diet, Kentish Dial.,

Tye, Tie, an extensive common pasture. Such as Walder-

share Tie.

Tye, 'tie, 'v. Mining. (Jocal.) [f. TvE sbA 2.]

Irans. To separate (the ore) from the dross or refuse

by means of a ' tye '. Hence Tying vbl. sb.

I7S7 in J. Lloyd Old S. Wales Iron Works (1906) 23

Pipes for carrying Air or Water underground through their

lands, or Tying of Wase or Wases. 1839 De la Bechk
Ref.Ceol. Cornw., etc. xv. 578 Some kinds of ore., required

other operations after roasting, generally either tying by
itself, or tying and jigging. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,

Stroke {Corn.\, an inclined launder for separating or tying

ground ore in water.

Tye, obs. form or var. of Tie.

II Tyee, tyliee (tai-i). [Chinook jargon.]

1. ."V chief ; a i^erson of distinction, slang. U.S.

1909 in Cent. Diet. Sufp. 1911 Chambers' Jrnl. July 439
Thither when a tyhee \i.e. a wealthy Chinaman] dies, wends

a noisy procession.

2. The king-salmon or quinnat {Oncorhynchus

chouicha or quinnat). Also atlrib.

tooa Jordan & Evermann Amer. Foodfy Game Fishes 151

Chinook Salmon...Other names by which this fish is known
are qainnat salmon,.. tyee, tchaviche, and tschawytscha.

1903 Blaekw. Mag. Mar. 373/1 The quinnat, chinook, or

ly*hee (chieO commonly known as the Spring Salmon. 1909
Morn. Leader 6 Feb. 4/4 He caught four and Mr. Bonnell

two ' "Tyee * salmon ! . . only three other * Tyees ' were taken.

Tyer, obs. f. Tear sb.'^. Tike sb.'i and ».3, Tyre
j*.i

; var. Tier sb.'^, Tike v.'^, Tyre sb.* Tyerce,
Tyercell(e, obs. ff. Tierce, Tercel. Tyere,
obs. f. TiEE K.l and » ; var. Tyre sb.'^ Obs.

Tyer8(e, obs. ff. Tierce. Tyesday, So. f.

Tuesday. Tyf(e, tyff(e, obs. ff. Tiff v\
tTyft, app. an obs. variant of Tuft sb. 3.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 458, iij. acris of arable lond . . with the

mansion, tyftis of roddis, thorptis or croflis, and medis, at

wyke. Ibid., All the forsaid lond with the mansion, tyftis

of twyggis, thorptis, medis,..and all other thyngis longyng
to the said lond [cf. 1 39 toft of roddys ; 679 tone of Roddys).

Tyg, tig (tig). [Origin unknown.] A name
said to have been formerly given in the Stafford-

shire potteries to a porringer ; now applied by anti-

quaries and collectors to a drinking-cup with two or

more handles, attributed to the 17th .tnd iSthc.

1838 Bosworth Anglo-Sax. Diet. s.v. Tigel, To this day
porringers are called tigs by the working potters. 1855 H.
DE la iJeche h T. Keeks Catal. Speeimeus Brit. Pottery,
etc., Mus. Pract. Geol. 116 Three handled tyg, a drinking
cup of the time, so handled that three different persons,

drinking out of it, and each using a .separate handle, bring

their mouths to different parts of the rim. 1865 Eliza
Mrtevard Li/e J. Wedgwood I. 76 The tyg or cup with
two or more handles, was a favourite drinking vessel in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 1880 C. H. Poole
Gloss. Stafford, Tyg, a two-handled cup. 189a Raine
Handbk. to York Museum 169 Cru.ses and tygs of black

and brown ware.

Tyger, obs. f. Tioeb. Tyje, obs. f Tie v.

652

Tyjl, Ty5t, ol)s. ff. Tile, Tite.

Tyght(e, obs. f. Theat, Tight ; var. Tite adv.

Tyhee, obs. f. Tehee ; var. Tyee.

Tyik, obs. Sc. f. Tick sb.^, case for bed.

TVing (tsi'ii)), vbl. sb.i [f. Tie v. + -ing I.]

1. The action of the verb Tie in various senses

;

fastening with a cord or string ; connexion, binding,

etc. Also at/rib.

148a Wardr. Aec. Edw. IV (1830) 123 For vj teyng hal-

tres, price the pece xvj d. 1505 .SVA Cases Crt. Star Chamh.

(Selden) 219 The kinges leege people, .att ther pleasur take

ther tying in the seide streine and on ther land adioyning.

i6st Fuller's AM Rediv., Melnncthon (1867) I. 279 It was

a tying void of sense and reason, to yield a subscription

unto things which.. he did neither know nor understand.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qiial. (1809) III. 89, 1 was still

sore from the tyings and the bruises which 1 had received.

1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 424 When, .ulceration takes place

after the tying of an artery. 1833 Loudon Flncyel. Arehit.

% 16 Cow-house, with a tying-post and trough for food. 1906

Matm. Mag. Apr. 447 A March brown [angling ily] .
.of the

popular local tying.

2. concr. Something used for tying; something

that ties, binds, or connects ; a tie. ? Obs.

1S48 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke i. 27 By and by.. was the

tying of his tounge looced. 1608 'I'opsell Serpents (1658)

652 A short stalk or tying, by which the Comb |in a wasps'

nest]. .is fastened. .to the earth, or some tree. 1844 N.

Paterson Manse Gard. 1 19 'Ihe paper may be kept in its

place by pins, or a tying of twine.

Tying, vbl. sb.^ : see Tye v.

Tying, ///. «• [f. Tie z). -i- -ing 2.] That ties

:

see the verb.

In some of thef^uots. this may be the vbl. sb. used attrib.

155* HuLOET, Tiynge bonde, ligamentttnr. 1688 R. Holme
Artitoury Ml. 261/2 Tying course, [the bricks) as cover the

top of the Arch. 1781 P.'Beckford Hunting xx. 268 Old

tyeing hounds, .are.. contrary to the true spirit^ of fox-

hunting. .continually bringing the pack back again. i8a6

Sporting Maf. XVII. 233 Like unto the tying beagle which

dwells upon the stale scent. 1817 Syd. Smith in i:din. Re?'.

XLV. 429 A tyingup.. action. 1901 J. Black's Illustr.

Carp. ^ Build., Home Handier. 61 Mortised through the

tying rails.

Tyir, obs. Sc. f. Tire w.i

Tyisee, tyist(e, obs. Sc. ff. Tice v.

Tylsday, obs. So. f. Tuesday.

Tyke (talk). Chiefly Sc. and north, dial. Also

6 tyk, 6-9 tike. [a. ON. tik female dog, bitch

(Norw. tik, also she-fox, vixen, Sw. dial, tik, older

Da. tig) ; also MLG. tike bitch.]

1. A dog ; usually in depreciation or contempt, a

low-bred or coarse dog, a cur, a mongrel.

c 1400 Melayne lyii Says Charls ;

' hou false hetliyn hownde,

. . aythire of thies dayes Ilyke Hase i>ou stoUen a waye lyke

a tyke', igoo-ao Dunbar Of James Dog i\ Poems (S.T.S.)

195 He barkis lyk ane midding tyk. 1570 Levins Manip.

122/25 A Tyke, dogge, eanis. 157S Churchyaud Chippes

(1817) 182 At great dogs the little tikes doe snarre. 1634

Heywood Lane. Witches 11. Wks.
_ 1874 IV._ 199 Are

Mr. Robinsons dogges turn'd tykes with a wanion 'i" 1786

Burns "Twa Dogs 29 He was a gash an' faithfu' tyke, As
everJap a sheugh or dike. 1813 Scott Guy M. Iv, 'I'lie mad
randy gipsy, that had . .been hounded like a stray tike from

parish to parish. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 89 Adroyer
of sheep should .always be provided with a dog,, .aknowing
cautious tyke. 1861 J. Brown Horoe Subs. 11. 138 Toby was
the most utterly shabby, vulgar, mean-looking cur I ever

beheld—in one word, a tyke.

2. transf. Applied opprobriously to a man (rarely

with similar force to a woman) : A low-bred, lazy,

mean, surly, or ill-m.nnncred fellow ; a boor. (Cf.

Dog sb. 3 a, Hoond ii.l 4 a.) Also said in playful

reproof to a child.

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3642 Hewe downe hertly 5one

heythene tykes ! ta 1500 CItester PI. vii. 275 Lyther tyke,

. .thy deedes are done. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, xiv. 42

For me that Nobill of Renoun With ane Tyke, Tratour

Hammiltoun, Was schot. 1599 Shaks. Hen. /', 11. i. 31 Base

Tyke, cal'st thou mee Hoste? 1625 1!. JoNSON Staple o/N.
V. iv. 57 Yo'are a dissembling Tyke. 1681 Col.viL H^higs

.'lUpplie. (1751) 87 Yet many utterly mislikes, That butcher

Presbyterian tykes Should flee upon their throats and faces.

1806 Jamieson Gude Wallace in Ball. ^ Songs (1806) II.

174 Tyke, by the rude thou 'scapes nat sae. 1825 Brockett
N. C. Words, Tike or Tyke, a person of bad character, a

blunt or vulgar fellow. 1868 [see tykishness below]. 1894

Daily News 4 Oct. 7/2 Mr. R ..exclaimed, 'You dirty

little tyke'.

3. A nickname for a Yorkshireman : in full

Yorkshire tyke.

(Perhaps originally opprobrious; but now accepted and
owned. It may have arisen from the fact that in Yorkshire

tyke is in common use for dog^
as'jaa B. E. Diet. Cunt. Crevi, Yorkshire-Tike, a York,

shire manner of Man. a 1714 Prior Wandering Pilgrim
vii, Could Yorkshire-Tyke but do the same. Then He like

Them might thrive. 1761 British Mag. II. 464 I'se a poor
Yorkshire tyke, 1820 SvD. Smith \r\ Lifex. {1884) 249 Give a

tyke a bridle and he'll soon have a horse. 1856 [H. H.
Dixon] Post ^ Paddock vi. 92 The tykes, who were ver^y

jealous of the honour of their jocks, did not relish their

defeat. 1901 Harper Great North Road I. 268 By com-
mon con.sent, whatever its origin may have been, ' tyke ',

applied to a Yorkshireman, is taken in the complimentary
sense.

4. attrib. and Comb., as tyke dog, -man, -sticker.

a 1583 Polwakt Flytit'gw. Monfgomerie 787 Tyk stickar,

poysond viccar, pot lickar ! 1826 Sporting Mag. XVII. 283

A provincial touch.. between Bob Luckman, a tyke-man,

and John Bouck, a rat-trap. 1895 Crockett Men ofMoss-
Hags xxxiv, A great debate concerning this tyke dog.

TYIiOSE.

Hence (tumee-wds) Tykeaom, the realm or

community of tykes ; humorously, Yorkshire (see

3) ; Ty'Wsliness, the character of a tyke.

1868 E. H. Yates Wrecked in Port iii. As the ' tyke

'

grew up she dropped all outward signs of tykeishness. 1905

Wcstm. Gaz. 18 Dec. 3/1 At Bradford or Sheffield or some

other murky stronghold of Tykedom.

Tyke : see Tike 1 ; obs. f. Tick sb.^ and ^.

Tykele, -ell, obs. ff. Tickle.

II
Tykhaua (tsika-na). E. Ind. [ad. Urdu

(Pers.) tahkhana nelher house.] In India, an

underground chamber to which to retire during the

heat of the day.

1859 Lang Wand. India 196 These walls are those of the

ty.kliana—a vault beneath the dwelling from which the light

is excluded. 1862 Beveridge Hist. India III. ix. iv. 629

Their families found good shelter in the lykhanas, or under-

ground rooms. 1913 Blaekw. Mag. May 687/2 Almost

under our feet are the tykhanas.

Tykkatt, Tykke,Tykle, -yl(l, obs. ff. Ticket,

Tick j/;.2, Tickle.

Tyl, obs. form of Till /;•</. and conj.

Tyld, tylde, var. Teld, Tild, Obs.

Tyle : sec Tild, Tile, Till vy and 3.

Tyle, in tyle seed: see Tilly sb.

Tyle-berry. The coral-plant,/a/;-fl//ia multi-

fida. >8«« Treas. Bot. 1185.

Tyler, obs. f. or v.ar. Tiler.

Tylerism (tai-briz'm). [f. proper name Tykr
(sec defs.) -f -ism.]

1. U.S. Politics. The practice or methods of

President Tyler (see below).

1844 Hallowell (Maine) Liberty Standard 4 Apr., They
would vote for Harrison, .and have fallen under 'I'ylerism.

2. The theological system of Dr. Bennet Tyler of

Connecticut (1783-1858), which reaffirmed the

doctrines of the older Calvinism as against

TaYLOBISM. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

So Tylerlze v., intr. to abandon the party to

which one owes one's position or office, as Presi-

dent Tyler (1841-5) did; also trans, in causal

sense.

1865 Nation (N. Y.) 24 Aug. 227 The Democratic party.

.

h.ad two ways of returning. .to office.. .They might either.,

unseat the Administration, or else persuade the Executive to

Tylerize. 1866 Pres. Johnson in Morn. Star 16 Mar. 5/3
It has been said.. that here is a President who was elected

by a party, and who on coming into power abandoned that

party ; that he has ' Tylerised ' his Administration.

Tylet, var. Tillet '^ Obs., lime-tree.

Tylh-sxactine : see Tyi,o-.

TyUe, obs. f. Till ».i Tyll, obs. f. Thill i,

Till; var. Tild Obs. Tylle, obs. f. Till,

Twill sb.'^

tTyllole. Obs. rare-^. [a. OF. tillole (also

tignoie) in the same sense.] A device for bending

a cross-bow.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 11. xxv. I vb, Tournes al newe
for to bende crosbowes with alL.othre tylloles for to bende
crosbowes.

t Tyllshlte, app. obs. iox twill-sheet, Twill ji.' c.

1586 Shuttleworths' Aec. (Chetham Soc) 34 Tyntie yardes

of grete canves for to be a grete tyllshite, vij'.

TylO- (tailc), before a vowel or h tyl- (til),

combining form repr. Gr. tijXos knob, or riKt)

callus, cushion, used in a few terms of zoology.

Tylhexa'ctlne [see ^fA-(7rf/«« under Hexa-], a six-

rayed sponge-spicule having a knob at the end of

eacli ray. Tyloclad [Gr. kAoSos shoot, branch],

a sponge-spicule knobbed at one end and branched

at the other. Tylopod [Gr. iiois, noS- foot], a.

having pads on the digits instead of lioofs ; belong-

ing to the Tylopoda, a group of ruminants com-
prising the cnmcls and llamas (synonymous with

Camelidie) ; sb. a member of the Tylopoda ; so

Tylo'podons a. TyTostyle [Gr. aivXas pillar]

(also in L. form tylostylus), a sponge-spicule of

the form of a rod with a knofj at one end (the other

end being pointed) ; also attrib. or as adj. ; so

Tylostylar, Tylostylote, adjs., pertaining to,

or of the form of, a tylostyle.

1909 Cent. Diet, .'iuppl., "Tylhcxacline. 1888 Sollas in

Challenger Rep. XXV. f.\v, "Tyloclad. The esactine is

tylote and the ecactine cladose. [1878 Bell Gegenbour's

Comp. Anat. 483 In the Tylopoda and Solidungula this end

of the ulna has quite disappeared.] 1891 Cent. Did., *Ty-
lopod, "Tylopodons. 1902 CasselVs Encycl. Diet., Suppl.,

^'Tylostylar. 1886 R. voN Lendenfeld in Proe. Zool. Soc.

21 Dec. 574 The supporting skeleton, composed of bundles

of inonaxonid not *tylostyle spicules, is strengthened by

spongin. Ibid., Spicules tctraxon, monaxon (tylostylus), or

absent. 1887 Sollas in Eticyel. Brit. XX 1 1. 423/1 (Sponges)

Piflymastidae.— Slitleton consi-Sting of styles radiately

arranged and cortical tylostyles. 1886 R. VON Lendenfeld
in Proe. Zool. Soe. 21 Dec. 590 Spicules polyact, tetract, lithi-

stid, *tylostylote, or stylote, never cemented with spongin,

Tylose (tai-loos). Bot. Also thylose. [a. F.

tylose (Van Heurck), f G. thyllen (1845), tiiUen

sb. pi., of doubtful origin.] An intrusive growtb

of the wall of a cell into the cavity of a vessel in

woody tissue.

187a TmsELTON-DvER in Geol, Mag. June 242 The roost



TYLOSIS.

curious feature about this wood is . . the cellular mass (Tylose)

with which the interior of the ducts is filled up. Ibid. 243
Many instances of Tylose are now known. 1884 ISower &
Scott De Bary's Phaner. 170 The formation of fresh thy-

loses may continue for a long time in a portion of a vessel.

II Tylosis (taiUu'sis). [mod.I^, in sense i ad. Gr.

TwAcuffis formation of a callus (Galen), f . tiJAos or

tiJAi; : see Tylo- and -osis.]

1. Paik. a. An inflammatory disease of the eye-

lids, characterized by thickening and hardening of

their edges, b. An affection of the mucous mem-
brane of the lips and mouth, characterized by
whitish spots ; lencoplacia. c. Callosity.

X890 in Billings Med. Did. 1899 S^d. Soc. Lex.^
T\ytoiis\ /rt/w*. .callosity of the palm. T. plantx.., a
callosity occurring in the foot. 1899 Aildutt's Syst. Med.
VI H. 689 'I'ylosis IS usually painless.

112. BoL = Tylose.
Perh. an erron. use arising from the pi. /yhsesheing taken

as Latin.

J876 J. H. Balfour in Encyci. Brit. IV. 87/1 These por.

tions appear as cells filling the interior of the vessel, and are
described under the name of tylosis, S89Q in Syd, Soc, Lex.
1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss, Hot, Terms^ Tylose, Tylosis, .] a
cell intruding into a duct.

TyloBtyle, etc : see Tylo-.

Tylote (tai'bat), sb. (a.) Zool. Also in L. form
tylotus (tail^i'tos). [ad. Gr. tuAoitoj knobbed,
vbl. adj. f. TuXoCv to make knobby, f. ti/Ao$

knob.] A sponge -spicule of the form of a cylin-

drical rod with a knob at each end ; also attrib. or

adj. Hence Ty'lotate a. [-atk^], shaped like a
tylote, knobbed;

||
Tylotoxea [Oxea], a spicule

resembling a tylote but pointed at one end (whence
Tyloto'xeate a., shaped like a tylotoxea).

1887 SoLLAS in Encyci, Brit. XXII. 416/2 (Sponges) The
spicular rays often become cylindrical;, .theyare. .frequently

rounded off (strongylate), or thickened into knobs Ctylo-
tate\ or branched icladose). Ibid. 417/2 The distal ends.

.

becoming slightly tylotate. Ibid, 417/1 The rhalxlus..if

knobbed at both ends (is known] as a ''tylote. 1888 — in

Chailenger Rep. XXV. p. Iviii, Tylostyle, A style which is

tjt^ote at the origin. 1887 — in Encyci. Brit^ XXII. 417/1
The tylote if pointed at one end is a *tylotoxea. 189X
Cent. Diet, (citing Sollas) *TyIotoxeate. t886 R. von
Lenoenfblo in Proi, Zool. Soc. 21 Dec. 561 *Tylotus. A
cylindrical rod with a knob at each end.

Tylotic (tailp-tik), a. Path. [f. Tylosib : see

-otic] Of, pertaining lo, or affected with tylosis.

1883 Quain*s Diet. Med, 1645 The tylotic coating [of the
tonguej presents a silvery or snow<white appearance. 1899
Sya. Soc, Lex.^ Tylotic, pertaining lo, or affected with, a
callosity.

Tylsent, early perverted form of Tinsel $b,^

fTylye, obs. form of Tailye.
x666Cald2vell Papers {Maitl. CI.) 1. 135, I heirby bind me,
my aires of lylye and provUionc, to pay [etc].

Tylye, obs. form of Till v,^

tTylyester. Obs. rare. Also tylyystere.

[f. Ot tili-an (cf. Telino vbl. sb,') -v -estre -8TER.]

An euchantress, sorceress.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-\Vrilcker 582/4 Ftuimia^ a forspeker or
a tylyystere. Ibid. 582/22 Fascenmna, i./emiua qrte novit
incantare, a tylyester.

t Tymar, var. Timab Obs., a Turkish military

fieC

c i6t8 MoRVSOM /tin. iv. (1903) t? For reuenues of land,
the Tymars giuen in farme only for life,.. pay tythes and
other duties to the Kmperor.
Tymbal, var. Timbal. Tymber, -ir, -re,

-ur, -yr, obs. ff. Timber, Timbbe. Tymble,
obs. f. 'rHiHBLs. Tymbrel, -ell(e, -ill, obs. ff.

TiMBBEU
t Tymbumar. Obs. rare-". [Cf. Tabobneb

and TiMBREB.] A player on a timbrel.
x4-> ^om. in Wr.-Wulckcr 693/13 Htc timpanizatrix^ a

tymburnar.

Tyme, obs. f. Team sh., Thyme, Time ; var.

Teme v. Ohs.

fTymer, w. Obs.rare—". [Of obscure origin.]

itUr. To work idly.

c 1440 Proiitfi. Parv. 494/1 Tymeryn, idem quod tyffyn
f«/ra. [ - TiKF f»,l 3.)

Tymer, Tymeral, Tymeroua, obs. ff. Timbek
ib^, Timbrel rf.^, Timorous. Tjnnlr, -ire, obs.

ff. Timber. Tymlie, obs. Sc. f. Timely adv.

Tymmer, -ir, -yr, obs. ff. Timber, Timbbe.
+ Tymor, -our. Obs. rare-^. The name of

some bird (if the reading is correct).

7^1400 in Horstm. AUengL Leg. (1881) 370/152 The pyly-
canc & l)e popyne-Jay The tymour & {v.rr. tymor and,
tenure of] p^ turteli trewc.

TymoroUB, obs. f. Timorous.
Tymous, obs. f. Timkous.
O^inp (timp). Also 7 timpo, timp. [app.an

ablireviation of TYMPAtf. So F. tympe, limpe.'\

1. The mouth of the hearth of a blast-furnace,

through which the molten metal descends; formed
by an arch of masonry {lymp-arch), or a block of
stone or iron (tymp-stone, tymp-plate), or by two
of tliese together.

1645-S0 BoATE trcl. Nat. Hi$l. (i860) 113 The [melted)
Iron, .descendeth to_ the lowest part of the furnace, called
the Hearth i the which being filled . . they unstop the Hearth
aad open the Mouth thereof (or the Timp as the Arts-men

Vol. X.

553

call it). 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 162 Which four walls have
the following name.';; that next the bellows, the tuarn or

tuiron wall; that against it, the wind-wall or spirit-plate;

that where the Metall comes out, the Timp or fire plate;

that over against it, the back-wall. 1859 R. Hunt Guide
Mus. Pract. Geol. (ed.2) 195 A strong blast of air is . .injected

through tuyeres..^ which are fixed in holes just above the

level of the tymp^ or block of sandstone which is adjusted

at the base of the furnace.

b. attrib., as iymp arch, plate, stotte, slopping.

1665 D. Dudley Metallum Martis (1855) 32 The
Founder['s] terms,., as the Timpe stones, the Wind-wall
stones, ..the Boshes. 1835 J. Nicholson C>/tf?-a/. Mechanic
331 Tyinp-stone-.Tymp-plate {both tnisPr. Lymp-J. 1839
Urk Diet. Arts 691 [Iron blast furnace] Fig. 584 represents

the hearth and boshes, .a is the tymp stone, and b the tymp
plate for confining the liquid metal in the hearth. ..The
space under the tymp plate, .is rammed full, for every cast,

with strong loamy earth, or even fine clay ; a process called

the tymp stopping. 1876 Koutledge Discov. 29 The glassy

looking slags . . continually flowing over the tympstone. x88i

Raymond Mining Gloss., TyiiiPyVL hollow iron casting, cooled

interiorly by a current of water, and placed to protect the

tymp-arch, or arch over the dam, in a blast furnace having

a fore-hearth.

2. Coal Alining. A horizontal piece of timber

for supporting the roof; also called bar, cap,

or lid.

1883 in Gresley Gloss. Terms Coal Mining.

Tympan (ti*mpan). Also i timpana, 3-7 tim-
pane, tirapan (also 9 in sense i b), 4-8tympane,
(6 tymphan, timphan). [ad. L. tympanum. Tym-
panum, or a. OF. iympan,iimpan (i2thc. inHatz.-

Darm.; mod.F. tympan, — Pg. tympano, Sp. and
It. timpano, in various senses). Cf. OHG. tim-

pana, Olcel. timpan. In OE. and early ME. only

in renderings of Biblical passages.]

1. A drum or similar instrument, as a timbrel or

tambourine, arch.
f Bas Vesp. Psalter Ixvii. 26 In midle iungra pliesiendra

timpanan. c8^ K. i^LFRED Gregory's Past. C. xlvi. 346
Loiiad Ged mid tympanan, ond on choro. eiooo /^lfkic
Gcft. xxxi. 27 Mid lofsangum, & mid timpanum, & mid hear-

pum. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxltx. 3 In timpan and s^iutre

to him singe ^al Ibid. ct. 4 Loves him in crouth and tim<

pane. 1303 R. Bbunnk Handl. Synne 7128 As ^ bras, And
as |>e tympan, l>at bete was, c 1400 Lnnfrancs Cirurg. 283
(>ese ben (»e propre signes of tympanites : his wombe & l>e

regioun of his stomac schulen oonly be to-swolle, & alle his

o|>ere lymes . . wolen bicome smal, &: if ^ou smitlst him vpon
Ins wombe, it wole soune as it were a tympan. 1413 Pilgr.
Sozvle (Caxton 1483) v. viii. 99 Dauyd ordeyned . . instru-

ntentes. .organs and harpes, Symbalsand sawtryes, Kroudes
and tympans,Troutpettes and labours. 1503 Aec, Ld. High
Treas.Scot. 1 1. 302 Item, .ane pair of lympanes to the King
xxiiij s. 1606 G. W[oodcocke) Hist. Ivstim: xll 128 They
vse not to sound a trumpet, but a Timpane. a i68a Sir 1'.

Rkownb Tracts VI. (1684) 122 Ilacchus gave the signal of
Battel . . not with Trumpets but with Tympans and Cymbals.

b. [Ir. liompan.] An ancient Irish stringed

instrument played with a bow.
i43a-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) I. 355 Men of Irlonde be ex-

perte specially in ij. kyndes of musike, ..an harpe, and a
tympan [L. tyutpano] stryngede and armede with cordes of
brasse. i86a O Currv A»c. Irish xxxvi. {1873) III. 362 The
poem affords another proof that the Timpan was a stringetl

instrument ; and . . shows that it was . . played on with a wand
and hair, words that plainly enough describe a fiddle-bow.

1891 W. B. Yeats C'/csi Cathleen Poems (1908) 10, 1 thought
I heard far off tympans and harps.

t2. a. = Tympanites, Iympany i. Obs. rare.

1530 Palsgr. 281/2 Tympan a dysease in the bely, enjleure.

t b. Irons/. (See quot.) Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 142 The smaulest [pearls] differ from
thebyggest tn a certayne swellynge or impostumation
whiche the Spaniardes caule a tympane.

t3. = Tympanum 2. Obs.

1549 CovERDALE, etc. Erosm. Par, yas, 28 The worde of
the Gospell . . knocketh in vayne at the tympane of the ears

;

vnles it light depe in to the inwarde partes of the hearte,

1639 J. S. Clidamas 24 If what I speake may be6t the tender
tympane of a I^dyes eare. 1688 Burnet Lett. Pres. St.

Italy 181 The violent noise . . weakened the Tympan of his

Ear. 1706 Phillips (cd. Kersey), Tympan, . .\.\kfi Drum of

the Ear.

4. An "appliance in a printing-press, interposed

between the platen or impression-cylinder and the

sheet to be printed, in order to soften and equalize

the pressure ; in a hand press consisting of two
frames {outer and inner tympan) with sheets of

parchment or strong linen stretched upon them,

and inclosing a packing either of blanket, rubber,

or other soft substance, or sheets of paper, card-

board, cloth, or other harder material, according

to the nature of the work to be printed.

1580 HoLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Le Chassis, the tym-
pane of a Printers presse. 1594 R. Ashley tr. Loys le Roy
23 Placing the leafe that is to be printed, on a double

tympan or parchmin. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing
X. r 10 The Tympan is a square Frame. 1738 Chambers
Cycl. 5.V. Printing, On the Front of the Coffin are three

Frames.., t//z. the two Tympans and Frisket. 1S&4J. John.
SON Typogr. II. xv. 529 The tympans are covered with vellum,

forrels, or parchment. x86o W. B. in Eng. Mech. 24 Dec.

362/1 Make a tympan of thick cardboard. x88o Printing

Times 1$ Mar. 63/1 Too much packing in a tympan is a great

and common fault. 2885 c. G. W. I^ock Workshop Receipts

Ser. IV. 404/1 A sheet of smooth card.. should be laid over

the picture before the leather tympan b closed down
upon it,

o. Arch. = Tympanum 3.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Tympan o/an Arch, is a

TYMPANIC.
triangular Table placed in its Corners. Ibid., Tympan, is
also attributed lo the Pannels of iJoors. .and to the Dye or
Square of Pedestals. 1767 Ducakf.l Anglo-Norman Antig.
88 Within the Tympan or panel of the pediment is a basso
relievo. 1835 Tamikson, TimPan, tympany^ the middle part
of the front of^a house, raised above the level of the rest of
the wall, resembling a gable. . .This is also called a Tympany
^vel. 1893 E- H. Barker Wand. Southern Waters 89
The composition, which fills the tympan of the scarcely-
pointed arch, represents Christ surrounded by the twelve
Apostles.

6. = Tympanum 4 b.

1858 Lardneb Hand'hk. Nat. Phil., Hydrost. etc. 123
The tympan,—.\ form of wheel, which has received this
name, is also used in France for irrigation,

7. A tense membrane or thin plate in any
mechanical apparatus, e. g. in a phonograph.
1883 Greer Diet, Electr. 170 This (carbon] lozenge is

pressed gently by a tympan. 1900 Daily Netvs 17 Nov.
6/3 The vibrating plate or tympan had not force enough
to imprint the feeble sounds on the wax of the cylinder,
and form a good record. Ibid., This varying current in
passing through the telephone., makes the iron plate or
tympan vibrate and give out.. a fairly correct imitation of
the speaker's voice.

8. attrib, (in sense 4), as tyinpan-cloth, -frame',

tympan-sheet, a sheet of paf>er, etc. laid on or

fixed in the tympan, originally as a guide for

placing the sheets to be printed.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv, f 7 He takes a
Sheet of Paper . , for a Tympan-sheet. Ibid. F 19 This
'lympan-cloath is a Fine and even Linnen Cloath. 1771
LucKOMBE Hist. Print, 345 The Tympan sheet.. is only as
a standing mark to lay all the other sheets exactly even
upon. 1841 T. C. Hansard Print. ^ Type-founding 109
They now choose their points, which are thin iron arms,
having a short point projecting from the end, and made to
screw on to the lympan-frame. 1911 Webster s, v., In
hand presses the tympan isdouble and consists of two sheets,

usually of parchment, stretched on the tympan frame.

Hence fTympaned a, {obs. nonce-wd.), affected

as with a * tympan ' (sense 2) ; inflated, puffed up

;

Tympanincp (tim-) vbl, sb. {nonce-wd.), the play-

ing of ti tympan (sense i b).
ai64o Day Peregr. Schol, (1881) 56 Philosophos,.swoIne

and tiinpaned with presumption. x86aO'CuRRY Anc, Irish
xxxvi. (1873) III. 363 The harper has exclusive harping...
The Tiinpanist has exclusive timpaning (or Timpan playing).

Tympanal (ti'mpanal),a. {sb.) Anut. anc\ Zool.

[f. Tvmpan-um + -AL. So F, and Pg. tympanal.]
= Tympanic i.

1823-9 Good Study Med. (ed, 3) IV. 273 An impeded
motion of the air in the tympanal cavity. 187^ Sir W. Turner
in Encyci, Brit. I. 806/2 Alexander Achillini of Bologna..
the first who described the two tympanal hones, termed
malleus and incus. 1887 Amer, Naturalist XXI. 579 'J'he

only organs [in insects] which might be interpreted as

answering functionally to an ear are the so<calIed tympanal
organs of Orthoptera.

B. sb. A tymi>anal or tympanic bone.
1875 C C Blake /^ool. 202 The upper jaw is represented

by the vomer, the palatines, and the tyinp.inals. 1883 Science
1. 506/2 The tympanal is a horseshoe-like bone.

Tympaneetomy : see Tympano-.
Tympanic (timpae-nik), a, {sb,) [f, as prec. +

-ic ; cf. Gr. rvfivavtKos suffering from tympanites.

So F. tympanique, Pg. iymp-^ Sp. limpanico.']

1. Anal, and Zool, Of, pertaining to, or connected

with the tympanum, or drum of the ear (as tym-

panicartery y bulla, cavity, membrane^ muscle^ nerve,

ossicle, etc.) ; of the nature of a tympanum.
Tympanic bone, in mammals, a bone of annular or tubular

form supporting the tympanic membrane and surrounding
the external auditory meatus (in the adult forming part of
the temporal bone) ; in lower vertebrates, one of .several

bones variously supposed to be homologous with this, esp.

the quadrate bone, which supports the lower jaw. Tym-
panic Pedicle, the slender bone or series of bones by which
the lower jaw is suspended in fishes. Tympanicplate, ring,

the tympanic bone of mammals.
1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 410 Other branches of the same

nerve which supply the tympanic muscles. 1840 E. Wjlson
Anal, Vade M. (1842) 277 'I'he Tympanic branch [of the

glossopharyngeal nerve] is small. 1849 Lvell ^/id Visit,

U. .S\ (1850) II. 75 The convoluted tympanic bones., charac-

teristic of cetaceans. 1851 Richardson Geol. viii. (1855) 308

The lower jaw is articulated to a tympanic boneasin reptiles.

1851 Carpenter Princ. Physiol. § 825 The purpose of this

Tympanic apparatus is.. to receive the sonorous vibrations

from the air, and to transmit them to the membranous wall

of the labyrinth. x86o Tvndall Glac. 225 These aerial

waves enter the external ear, meet.. the so-called tympanic
membrane, i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Tympanic Pedicle^

..the large and long pedicle which supports the mandible
in fishes, . . subdivided into sometimes two or three, and
commonly into four pieces. 1876 Nature 20 July 253/a

Sawing out the temporal bone, . and exposing the tympanic
bulla. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 180 The quadrate bone.

.

in Mammals.. is reduced and modified into the compara-
tively insignificant tympanic ring.

b, as sb. Short for tympanic bone.

1851 Richardson Geol. (1855) 287 The lower jaw.. is arti-

culated to the upper jaw by a distinct bone (the tympanic).

x88i Mivart Cat 65 Between the anterior end of the tym-
panic and the post-glenoid process is a narrow chink., which
transmits the chorda tympani nerve.

2. Pertaining to or resembling a drum ; in Path.

tympanitic.
1891 Cent. Diet. s. v.. Tympanic resonance, tympanitic

resonance.

3. Arch. Pertaining to a tympanum.
1909 spectator 6 Nov, Suppl. 713/1 The ' Doom * often
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TYMPANICAIi.

vividly depicted on the tympanic background, and the

Saviour upon the cross in connexion with it.

+ Tympa'nical, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ICALj = 'J'yMPANITIC.

1613 CoCKERASi, Tympanicall^ of or belonging to the

tympanie. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astral, xliv. 362 The Dropsie
or Tympanicall humours.

Tympanicliord (ti-mpani-, tiinpK'nik^jd).

Atmt. [f. Tympanum + Gr. xopifi Chord sb.'^'\

The chorda ty«ip.!ni, a branch of the facial nerve

which traverses the mucous membrane of the tym-

panum. Hence T]mipanlcho°xdiil a., pertaining

to the tympanichord.
1(87 CouES (cited in Crnt. Diet.).

Tympanicity (limpani-slti). [f. Tympanic +
-ITY.] The condition of being tympanic, or affected

with tympanites.
1899 in Syit. Sx. Lex. 1903 Laxcet n July 98/1 The area

of gastric tympanicity was only slightly enlarged.

Tympanie, obs. form of Tympany.
Tympaniform (ti-mpani-, timpse-nif^jm), a.

Nat. Ilht. [ad. F. tympaniforme (Cuvicr), f.

Tympanum + -forme, -form.] Having the form of

a drum, or (usually) ofa drum-head ; stretched like

a drum-heaxl : spec, applied to certain membranes
in the bronchi of birds.

1854 BusMNAN in Circ. Sc. (c 1865) I. agi/i It is to this

usually large portion of the wall of each bronchus that

Cuvier gives the name, tympaniform membrane. 1893
Newton Dict.BirtU 58 In almost all birds. .the bronchi are

strengthened by cartilaginous semirings ; the ends of these

. .are closed by the inner tympaniform membrane. Ibid. 940
Syrinx trachialis. . . Both mner and outer tympaniform
membranes exist in the Bronchi. 1900 in B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms.

t Tympa'liioilS, a. Obs. rare~', [f. Tym-
pany + -ous.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a

tympany.
1704 D'Urpey HeirAdoptedcx. The dangerous secret of

his life Shalt never swell again a wife With a tympanious
matter.

Tympanism (ti-mpaniz'm). rare~°. [of. Gr.

rviinaviapiu^ a beating of drums, diroT«;iirai'i(r/ios

a cudgelling: see Tympanize and -ism. So F.

tymjianisme , in sense 2.]

fl. (See quot., and cf. Tympanize v. 3.) Obs.
i6tfi Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Tympanism . .a. kind of

torturing, used by the Jew.s, by beatiiig one to death with
Cudgels or Drum-slicks, Heb. 11. 35. 2 Mac. 6, 19.

2. Path. (See quot., and cf. Tympanites.)
1890 Hillings Med. Diet., Tympanism, slate of being

dLstendeJ with gas.

Tympanist (ti'mpanist). Also 9 tim-. [ad.

F. tytiipaniste, It. timpanista, L. tympanista, Gr.
tv^Mamarip, {. rviinavi^tiy TYMPANIZE, or f. timpan
Tympan + -IST.] One who beats or plays upon a

drum, a drummer. In quot. 1862, one who plays

a tympan (Tympan i b).

16x1 CoTtsR., Tympaniste, a Timpanist ; a player on a
Timpan^c. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Tympanist, a Drum-
ster or Taberer.

_
i86a in O'Curry Anc. Irish xxxi. (1873)

111. 236 'Why b the Timpan called Timpan Naimh
(or saint's Timpan), and yet no saint ever took a Timpan
into his hands ? * * I do not know ', said the timpanist.

1906 Daily Citron. 22 Sept. 1/3 Solo for Six Timpani and
Orchestra...Timpanist—Mr. G. G. Cleather.

So + TympanisteT [ad. L. tympanistria, a. Gr.
Tu/jFOfiffTpio], a female player on a drum or tam-
bourine.
138a WvcLlF Ps. Ixvii. 26 The princis camen befor ioyned

with the singeris: in the myddel of the )unge wymmen
tympanystris.

II Xympanites (timpansi-tiz). Path. [Late L.

tympanites, a. Gr. rvfrnavtrrp (Galen), f. rufiircwoy

drum : cf. Ascites. So Pg. tympanites, F. tym-
fanite (OF. timpanides). It. timpanite.'\ Disten-

sion of the abdomen by gas or air in the intestine,

the peritoneal cavity, or the uterus.

. 13^ Trevisa Barth, De P. K. vii. lii. (Bodl. MS.)
jf. 64b/t pe fe,r|»e [kind of dropsy] hat te Tympanytes.. for

if \k wombe is ysmete it sownep as a taboure ol^r a tymber.
C1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 282 pe .iij. [maner dropesie] is

engendrid of greet wynd resolued of coold mater, & fallijj

into |>e holownes of |?e wombe, & is clepid tympanites. Ibid.

283 [see TvMJAN i). 1651 Baxter In/. Bapt. 26a I( a Physi-
tian ask. How many Tympanites have you known cured ?

1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) 7/1 Water of bl.-ick

Cherries ^mpound . . is a most powerful Remedy in the
Cure of a Tympanites. X767 GoocH Treat. IVoumis I. 411
'l*he Abdomen was. .distended, as if the patient had been
afflicted with an Ascites or Tympanites. 1871 T. G. U'homas
Dis. IVomen (ed. 3) 261 Abdominal enlargement from
tympanites. 1809 (see Typhoid a. 2 b).

Tympanitic (timpani-tik), a. [ad. L. tym-
pamticiis, f. tympanites : see prec. and -ic. So Pg.
tymp-, Sp. and It. timpanitico.'] Pertaining to,

characteristic of, or affected with tympanites. Tym-
panitic note, resonance, or sound, a sound somewhat
like that of a drum produced by percussion over the
abdomen or other part when distended with gas
or air.

i8j4 I. Forbes Laennec's Dis. CA«r/ (ed. 4) 481 Some.,
were 01 opinion that the .. tympanitic resonance, on percus-
sion, is of itscK su(ricient to point out pneumothorax, 1843
R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xiii. 142 His tongue was
Uack and parched, his belly tympanitic. 1853 Markham

554

Sioda's Auscult., etc. 255 The percus.sion soupd of the

abdomen .. being at one time distinctly tympanitic and clear,

at another indistinct, i860 Tanner Pregnancy ii. 67 Tyin.

panitic distension of the intestines. 1899 Allbntt's .Syst.

Med. VII. 644 A tympanitic note on skull-percussion is

suggestive that the absce.ss is situated in the cerebellum.

b. CJiving a tympauilic sound.

1900 yml. Exp. Med. 25 Oct. 140 The skin and subcuta.

neous tissues of the face, neck and chest were markedly
swollen, and tympanitic on percussion.

So t Tympani-tloal a. Obs. (in quot. ilTifig. \

cf. Tympany 2).

i6s6 Blount Glossogr., Tympanitical, th.it hath a Tym.
pany or dropsy. 1771 Nugent tr. Hist. Friar Gerund II.

202 Filling it with airy conceits, tympanitical thoughts, . . and
fantastical dissertations.

II Tympanitis (timpansi-tis). Path. [In sense i

,

an alteration of Tympanites; so Pg. tymp-,Sp.
timpanitis, It. iimpanitide. In sense 2, f. Tym-
pan-um + -ITIS.]

1. = Tympanites.
1797 M. BAiLLlEyi/ff^. Atiat. (ed. 2)205 When »" 'S accu-

mulated in very large quantity, ..it forms a.. disease called

tympanitis... The belly is extremely swelled, with a very

tense feeling. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 103 Bowels
still unrelieved. ..The tympanitis has increa.sed.

2. Inflammation of the lining membrane of the

tympanum.
1857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. 1890 Billings Med. Diet.

+ Tympanize, v. Obs. Also 6-7 tim-. [ad.

Gr. TvnTtavi^dv to beat a drum, f. Tvunavov Tym-
panum; or late L. tympanizdre (in med.L. in

sense i b b^low) ; cf. F. iympaniser (i6th c), to

proclaim or decry loudly, Pg. tympatiisar (med.).]

1. trans. To affect with a tympany {lit. oxJig.) ;

to distend (the abdomen, etc.) with gas; to inflate,

puff up (with pride, etc.).

1503 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) n8 The therd sonne of Pride

is Atheisme, which is when a man is so timpaniz'd with
prosperity, . . that he forgets he had a Maker. 1613 Cockeram
II, Swolne with watrish humors, tympauiz'd. 1647 C Harvey
Schola Cordis xii. vi. My windy thoughts with pride are

tympaniz'd. 1679 J. Goodman Penit. Pard. i. iv. (1713) 114

'I o have that element [water] forced down a man's throat

till all the vessels of his body are stretched and tympanized.

b. intr. To be afiected with a tymp.iny ; to

swell (lit. andjig.).

1607 R. C(akew] tr. Estienne's World 0/ Wonders 157
Our Ladies.. baue so m^ay prophylactica to keepe their

bellies from tympanizing. 163s Heywood Hierarch. vi.

352 Pride in their hearts doth swell and tympanise.

2. intr. To beat or play on a drum. rare'~°.

1613 Cockeram ii. To beate a Drum, tympanize. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Tytupanize, to play on a Drum, Taber or

Tymbrel.

3. trans. To stretch on the rack.

A former interpretation of Tu^Tract^cii' in Heb. xi. 35 (prob.

rather = to beat with a drum-stick : cf. Tympanism i).

1647 Trapp Comm. Heb, xi. 35 'EruM'rai'tVftjCTai'. ..They
were tympanized, distended, stretched tipon the rack as a
sheeps-pelt is upon a drum-head. 165a Oley Life G. Her-
bert in Rem. A xj b. To be sawn asunder as Esay, .stoned as

Jeremy, made a Drum, or Tyinpanised, as other Saints of
God were.

Hence f Tympanizing /»//. a.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass i. 7 Swolne with timpanizing
pride.

Tympano- (timpano), befoie a vowel some-
times tympan-, combining fortii repr. Gr. tiJ/j-

tiavov or L. Tympanum, in recent terms of tinatomy

,

etc. Tympane'ctomy [Gr. im-ofvq excision], ex-

cision of the tympanic membrane. Ty^mpano-
ce'xvlcal a, [Cervical], affecting the tympanum
and the neck. Ty:mpano-Eusta'chian (-y«st^'-

kian) a,, constituted by the tympanum and the

Eustachian tube. Ty^mpanohysil a,, pertaining

to the tympanum and the hyoid arch ; epithet of a

small bone or cartilage at the base of the styloid

process, which in early life becomes fused with the

temporal bone ; sb. >= t. bone or cartilage. Tyim-
panoma -Ileal a., pertaining to the tympanic bone
and the miillcus ; applied to a bone in the skull of

batrachians and fislies. Ty^mpanomandi-bnlar
a., pertaining to the tympanum, or the tympanic
bone, and the mandible or lowerjaw-bone. Tym-
panoma'stoid a., pertaining to the tympanum and
the mastoid cells. Tympano-occl-pltal a, and
sb., applied to a small bone or ossification con-

nected with the ear and the exoccipital bone in

birds, and held to be homologous with the tympanic
bone in mammals {Cent, Diet, 1891). Ty:mpano-
perio'tic a., consisting of the tympanic bone and
periotic bones united ; sb., a tympanoperiotic bone,

as the ear-bone of a cetacean. Tympancphony
[Gr. <tx"vri voice], a sensation of ringing in the ears

(cf. Tympanum 2), Ty^mpanosqnamo'sal a.,

pertainingto the tympanic and the squamosal bones.

Ty:mpano8tape'dltil a., ' pertainingto the tympa-
num and the stapes' (Dorland Afed. Bid. 1900-J 3).

Tyinpanote'mporal a., ' pertaining to the tympa-
num and the region over the temporal bone'
{ibid.). Tympanotomy [Gr. ro/iij cutting], inci-

sion through the tympanic membrane.

TYMPANUM.
1900-13 DoRlAND M£^. Dict.t 'Tympanectomy. /^uiL s.y.

Abscess, * Tytnpanocervical a\bsc€ss\, an abscess arising in

the tympanum and extending to the neck. 1890 Billings

Med. Dkt.y * Tympano-Eustachian passage^ the tympanum
and Eustachian tube considered together as a branchial

cleft. 187a MivART Elem. Anat. 8i_The styloid process..

is at birth separate from a little cylindrical piece of bone
which afterwards forms its root, and which is called the
*tympano.hyal. 1881 — Cat 78 At the end of the siylo-hya!

is a cylindrical cartilage, the tympano-hyal. 1891 Cent.

Did., *TympanomaHeal. X900-13 in Dorlakd Ji/ed. Diet,

01909 Starks Synon. Fish Skeleton 513 (Cent. D. Supp.),

1891 Cent. Diet., *Tympanomandibular. c 1900 Bunk's
Handl'k. Med. Set. 111. 697 (Cent. 1). Supp.) •Tympano-
mastoid. 1870 R01.LESTON Anim. Life 8 A lamina of bone,
which, .serves, .to keep the *tympano-periotic. .in place.

1871 HuxLEV Anat. vert. Anim. viii. 405 When the tym-
pano-periotic bone and alt the facial bones are removed,

1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.t * Tympanophony, abnormal sounds in

the ear, as echoes, &c. 1891 Cent. Diet., "Tympanosqua-
mosal. c 1900 Buck's Hantwk^ Med. Sci. III. 672 (Cent. D.
Supp.) *Tympanotomy.

Tyuxpanoid (ti'mpanoid), a. Nat. Hist. [ad.

Gr. Ti;;*irai'o<i6^y, f. Tu/iffacov drum; see -OID.]

Resembling a drum, or a drum-head.
1863 liERKEi.Ev Brit. Mosses Gloss. 313 Tympanoid^ te-

sembling the head of a drum.

+ XympanonSi «. Obs» [f. Tympan-um or

Tympan-y + -ous,] Swollen as with a tympany
;

usuallyyf^. inflated, puffed up ; turgid, bombastic

;

hollow, empty, vain.

16x4 MioDLETON Game at Chess 11. i, His proud tympa*
nous master, swell'd with state-wind. 1635 Heywood
Hierarch. iv. 208 A Puny shall assume the name of Poet;
And in a Tympanous and Thrasonicke stile [etc.], 1648

SvMMONS Vind. Chas. /p. ii. Those new hopes being likely

to prove tympanous. x66o Watkrhouse Arms ff Arm, 26

That tympanous humour that swells up. .tight minds. 1669
CoKAiNE Poems 164 Her tympanous belty.

II
Tympautmi (ii*mpanpm). PI, tympana.

[L. tytHpanum drum, wheel for raising weights,

face of pediment, etc., a. Gr. TfJ^ffoyoKdrum, f. root

of Txnnuv to strike, beat.]

1. A drum or similar instrument, as a tambourine

or timbrel (esp. ancient) ; also, the stretched mem-
brane of a drum, a drum-head.

167s CovEL in Early Voy. Levant (Hakt. Soc.) 203,

6 Drumes, 4 trumpets, 2 kettle-drunies, and 4 tamburs (or

tympanums) like sives cover'd with parchment at boltome.

1830 Hobari Town Almanack 92 Tlie little tympanums
which the Chinese hawk about the streets to amuse children.

1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc, Art §395 (1850) 520
Sht: ICybele] is recognised by the crown of flowers, the tym-
panum as a symbol of her enthusiastic worship, and the car
>oked with lions. lyoS Sir H. Johnston Gren/ell\ Congo
1. xvi. 394 The slipping of bis fingers down the cane set up
a vibration of the tympanum of the drum.

2. Anat. The drum of the ear (med.L. /yw/awwff^

azift's, Albertus Magnus c 1255) ; the middle ear.

consisting of a cavity in the temporal bone, filled

with air, separated from the outer auditory canal

by the tympanic membrane {menibrana tymfant)
and from the inner ear by the membranes of the

fenestra ovalis ^nt\ fenestra rotunda, and containing

the chain of small bones (auditory ossicles), or in

lower vertebrates the single bone {columella)^ by
which sound-vibrations are conveyed to the inner

ear. Also often applied to the tympanic membrane
simply.
In insects, a similar membrane with connected parts, in

some cases supposed to constitute an organ of liearing (cf,

quot. 1887 S.V. Tympanal a,).

1619 Purchas Microcosvius tx. 99 "Ihe passage auditone
being anfractuous, lest the Tym/>anum should by directer

incursions be endangered. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1692) 38
At the end of this hole is a Membrane.. stretched like the

bead of a Drum, and therefore by Anatomists called also

Tympanum. 1709 Steele Ttf//tr No. 47^3, 1 recited some
Hcroick Lines,, which operated so strongly on the 'I'ympa-

iHim of his Ear [etc.]. 1726 Monro --Iwa/. Bones (ed, 3) 97
The Cavity of the Ear, called Tympanum. 1840 G.V. Eixis
Anat. 282 The tympanum or middle ear is a circular space,
situated in the l^se of the petrous portion of the temporal
bone, .; a chain of small Ixtnes crosses the cavity, to convey
the undulations of sound to the labyrinth that is internal to
it. 1856 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. II. 63 The tympa-
num. .communicates, .with the cavity of the throat through
. . the Eustachian tube, whereby air has a free access into the
tympanum. 1868 Duncan Figuier^s Insect Ii'. Introd. 6
'I'he membrane, .represents a trace of the tympanum which
exists among the higher animals. 1871 Rossetti Poems,
Dante at Vetona xlvi, A Jester,, .a ribald mouth to shout
In Folly's horny tympanum Such things as make the wise

man dumb. 1880 Gunther Fishes 116 A tympanum, tym-
panfc cavity [etc.] are.. absent in.. fishes.

b. Ornith. [a) Each of the two inflatable air-

sacs at the sides of the neck in certain birds, as

grouse, (d) Applied to the bony labyrinth at the

base of the trachea in certain species of duck,

having resonant membranes in its walls.

1873 Coues Birds N. IV, (1874) 416 An illy-defined wliite

area on each side of the neck, over the tympanum. 1896
Newton Did. Birds 984 [In] the males of many, .Anseres^

some 6 or 8 of the lowest rings [of the tracltca aie] fused

together . , forming . . the bulha ossca or lal>yrinth. . . This
. .becomes very complicated in the group of * Diving Ducks \
forming in many cases a tympanum, whose bony walls are

fenestrated and the spaces filled with a resonant membrar>.»

8. Arch. a. The die or cubical portion of a

pedestal. b. The vertical recessed face of a pedi-

ment, often adorned with sculpture.



TYMPANY.
The sense * panel of a door *, given in the Glossary to

Gwilt's Encyct. Arc/tit., and ihence in mod. Diets., is app.

only Latin (Vitruvius).

i^ tr. Porta's Nat. Magic xix. v. 393 And in the upper

surface of theTyrapanum, bore the basis quite through with

a little pipe, which enters into the hollow of the Tympanum.
1680 Evelyn Diaty 18 Apr., The tympanum or gabal at the

front [of Cashiobury] is a bass-relievo of Diana hunting.

i7a3 Chambers tr. Le Cierc's Treat. Archit. I. m The
Tympanum is either Triangular or Circular. 1841 W. Spal-

ding Italy 4- It. Isl. I. 161 The statues, .which filled the

tympana, or triana;ular spaces of the pediments at both ends

of the temple. « 1878 Sir G. G. Scott Lect. Archit. (1879)

I. 166 In the tympanum are sculptured scenes from Scripture

history.

4. Mech, t a. The barrel of a capstan or similar

apparatus for raising weights (? only Latin). Obs,

b. A kind of wheel (originally drum-shai>ed) with

curved radial partitions, used for raising water.

C. A hollow wheel turned by two or more persons

walking inside it, and communicating motion to a

machine {Cent, Diet. 1891).

1704 J. Harris Lex. Teckru I, Tympanum^ in Mechanicks,

is a Cylinder, but larger and shorter than the common Axis

or Cylinder,, .and. .usually placed upon that Axis, and is

much the same with the Peritrochinm^ which is a kind of

Wheel.. in whose Circumference are Suves or LeVers to

turn the Axis easily about, in order to raise the Weight
required. 1875 Knight Dict._ Mcch.^ Tympanum^ 1. An
ancient form of wheel for elevating water.. .The Roman form

of the tympanum is described by Vitruvius, ..and was
derived from Egypt. ..The /v«//*rt««w, under the name of

the scooP'ivheel, is much used in the drainage of the fens in

the East of England.

5. Bot. A membrane stretching across the mouth

of the spore-case in some urn-mosses.

1831 LiNDLEY IntroH. Hot. 201 Sometimes one membrane
only remains, .. stretching across the orifice of the theca,

which is closed up by it; this is sometimes named the

tympanum.

Tympany (timpani). Also 6 tympanye, 6-7

tym-, timpanie, timpany. [ad. mcd.L. tympa-

ntas, a. Gr. rvimaviasj f. rvfinayov Tymi'ANUM.]

1. « Tympanites ; also sometimes used vaguely

for a morbid swelling or tumour of any kind.

Common from 16th to i8th c. (with a, /A^, or

without article) ; now rare or orcA.

{a) 15318 Pavnel Salertte's Ke^n'm.C'i'i'iht a tympany.. is

ingendrcd ..by coldenes of the stomake, and l^'uer, not

sufTeryng mans drynke or meate to be conuerted in to good
humours, but tourneth them in to ventosities. 1547 Boobde
JBrcT'. Uealtk cccxiv. tub, A tympany, .doth make ones

bely to swel lyke a taber. 1577-87 Holinshkd Ckron. III.

1131/1 Some. .affirmed that she was deceiued by a timpanie

..to thinke hirselfe with child. 161 1 Cotgr., Mole, a Tim.
panie, or Moone^calfe ; a shapelessc lump of flesh, or hard

swelling, in the wombe. 1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz.

Introd., Q. Mary. .left her life. .of a sixe months Fever and
a Tympany. "T^^r? Farquhar Beaux' Strat. i. i. She
cured her of Three Tympanies, but the Fourth carried her

off. 1754-64 Smellie Midivif. II. 82 She was grown very

big ! a circumstance she imputed to a dropsy or rather a

tympany, i860 Emerson Cond. Li/e,Culture\^V.s. (Bohn)

1 1. 363 Nature has no mercy, . . makes a dropsy or a tympany
of him.
{b) 1541 BooRDE Dyetarv xxviii. (1870) aog Yet the lyuer

IS drye, whether it be alchytes, Iposarca, Leucoflegmancia,

or the tympany. i6i» Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653)

68 Cummin seed . . is good against the chollick and tympany.
1661 LovELL Hist. Anim, ^ Min. 178 It helps, .the collick,

tympany, and nephritick passion. 1747 Wesley Prim.
Pky ic U762) TOO The Tympany or Windy Dropsy. 1844
Babington tr. /feeder's E^id. Middle Ages 88 This practice

of swathing was resorted to on account of the tympany
which followed these spasmodic ravings.

(c) 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. Index, The Diseases and Casu-

allies this year. .. Tympany, 3. 1796 E. Darwin Zoon.

(1802) III. 208 Tympany consists in an elastic tumor of the

alxlomen, which sounds on being struck. 1881 Trans.
Obstel. Soc. XX 11. i35Themovementsof a coil of distended

intestine as in some forms of t>'mj>any. 1901 W. Osler
Pritu. ^ Pract, Med. i. 26 Obliteration of the liver flatness

in the nipple line may be caused by excessive tympany.

+ b. trans/, or allusively^ esp. in reference to

pregnancy. Obs.

1580 T.yly Euphues (Arb.) 238 My pursse now swelling

with a timpany, 1 thought toserch al countries for a remedy.

1590 (Taflton] News Purgat. (1844) 78 The maid fell sicke,

and her disease was thought to be a timpany with two
heeles. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage ix. vii. 865 Sometimes
the neighbour hils.. tumble downc.in the platnc, thereby

so amazing the fearefull Riuers, that they ruime quite out of

their Channels . . or else stand still . , and . . fall into an vncouth

tympanic, their bellies swelling into spacious, .lakes. 1649
Davenant l.fftfe ff Hon, iv. it, Midwives believe that it fore*

tells A hopefull timpany to come. 1661 Drvden IVild i.al-

lant V. ii, A mere tymp.-iny.. raised by a cushion. x;ro7

Mrs. Centlivre Platonick Lady 11. i, If she h.is not twice

slipt aside for a natural Tympany, x^\\ Aduison Spect,

No. 127 r loToUnhoop the Fair Sex, and cure this fashion-

able Tympany that is got among them.

2. Jig. A swelling, as of pride, arrogance, self-

conceit, etc., figured as a disease ; a condition of

being inflatetl or puffed up ; an excess*?/" something

figured as a swelling ; something big or pretentious,

but empty or vain; inflated style, turgidity,

bombast. Now rare or Obs.

1581 J. Brll Ifaddon's Annv. Osor, 389 Why could your
holy mother Church suffer so horrible a Tympany, and
Imposthume within her owne bowels. 1601 Warner Atli.

Eng. Epit. (1612) 387 To this the Dukes Tympanic, the

Commons. .l)ccame iMid-wiues,..vntin, .they had brought
him a b<^ of a Kingdome. 1610 Donne Pseudo-martyr 365

556

This Timpany, or false conceplion, by which spiriluall

Jwwer is blowne vp, and swelled with temporal!. 1616 li.

!oNsoN Epigr, xxviii, H' has tympanies of businesse, in his

face. i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. xiv. (1651) 122

Puffed up with this Timpany of self conceit. 1639 Fuller
Holy War v. xvii. 258 .Some would cut off the flesh of the

Churches necessary maintenance, under pretense to cure her

of a tympanic of superfluities. 1676 E. BuRV Mtdit. 214

Wealth many times swells men into a tympany, not easily

cured. 1680 Earl Koscom. Horace's Art Poetry I'oems

(1780) 105 Others, that affect A lofty style, swell to a tym-

pany, a 1703 JIuRKiTT On N, T, Luke xiv. tr He that

before their eyes had cured a man of a bodily dropsy,

attempts to cure (them) of the tympany of pride. 1733

Dk. Wharton True Briton No, 27 I. 233 What.. was ob-

serv'd of .Sejanus holds true of many later Tymp.anies of

Grandeur. igaS Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 906 Dr. Johnson ..

he charges.. with a plethoric and tautologic tympany of

sentence. 1819 SouTllEY Sir T. More (1831) II. 288 He was

afflicted with a tympany of mind protlucedby metaphysics.

i.Z^ Blackw. Mag.YA.i^ It was the conceit, .which tnnied

out to be the .sober truth; and our modesty., it was which

turned out a windy tympany.

3. =TY.MPANi,TvMrANUM I. rare. Obs. ox arch.

1535 Goodly Primer, Matins Ps. cl. 4 Praise him with

tympany and tabret. ^ 1557 .Sarutn Primer IJ ij, Let them
sing unto him with timpanie and harpe. |875_ Browning
Aristo^h. ApoL, HeraJtles <^^o By the tympanies and the

thyrsos hoist Of the Bromian revel-rout.

4. Arch. = Tympan 5, Tympanum 3 b. Sc.

i8as [see Tympan 5].

5. attrih. and Comb., as tympany gavel (Gable
j/'.l), windoiv (sense 4) ; tympany-ltke adj.

1658 Bromhall Treat. Specters I. q8 Out of a tympany-
like ostentation. 18x5 Tympany Eavel (see Tvmpan 5]. 1849
Glasgow Past ff Present (1884) I. 106 An old house with

tympany windows.

Hence t Tympanled ///. a. {obs. ntmce-wd.),

inflated as with a tympany, pufletl up.

1637 Heywood Dial., Peloi. ft Alope Argt., Wks. 1874 VI.

297 More simple truth in their chaste loves. Than greater

Ladies, tympany'de With much more honour, state, and
pride.

Tymper, obs. f. Temper sb.

+ Tymyame, var. thyniyame, Thymiama Obs.

138a WvcLiF Eztk. xvi. 18 Myn oyle and my tymyame,
\£loss\ or encense.

Tymyr, -yre, obs. ff. Timber.
Tymze, obs. form of Temse, sieve.

Tyn, obs. f. Tin, Tine v.'^ ; var. Tine a. Obs.

Tyiiaclo, -akle, obs. ff. Tunicle. Tynage,
•axe, variants of Tinage, Obs. a jar.

Tynoke, ol)s. f. Tink ».i

t Tynelare, obs. form of Tinkler l.

Ijfe Abst. Protocols Toum Cl. Glasgo^v (1896) II. 79.

+ Tyncte. Obs. app. = Taint sb. 3.

1456-7 PastOH Lett. I. 406, 1 had lever pave xx. marlce, .

.

with myn enemyndz good love, than to yelae me to prcson

aycns here cntent, and sewe forth the tyncte. And no trost

..that he welebere owt the cost of the tyncte.

Tynd(e, var. Tind v. Obs. to Icindle; obs. f.

Tine //i.i, v.'^ ; obs. pa. pple. of Tine ».2

Tyndallization (ti;ndabij!t''-J'9n). [f. the name
of John Tynd.all, an English physicist (1820-1893)

;

cf. Pasteurization.] A method of sterilization in

which time is allowed between repeated heatings

for bacteria to develop j fractional or intermittent

sterilization. So Ty'ndalllze v. trans, to sterilize

by this process (Webster, 191 1).

c 1900 Bucft Haium. Med. Sci. I. 686 (Cent. D. Supp.)
TyndalliMiion. 1900-13 in Dorland Med. Diet.

Tynder, obs. form of Tinder.

fTyndesawe. Obs. rare~'. [app. f. saw
Sow sb.'-^, with obscure first element.] A designa-

tion of a Lenten sowing.
ei3oo Battle Abbey Custumalt (1889) 150 Ad semen

Quadragesimale quod vocatur Tyndesawe.

t Tyne, app. an error for cyue, var. cyuey, cyvey

(see Civet sb.'^') occurring in the same passages.

c 1430 Ttvo Cookery'bks. 49 Take flowre, Almaunde niiike,

& Safroune, & make )>er-of .iiij. tynez, & frye (li tynez in

Oyle. Ibid. 50 Ley on l^in cyvey a-bouyn J^in Fys.sche,..and

ca.ste a-bouyn Sugreof Alysaundre, & ber.vppe-on J^inetyne.

a*yne, obs. f. Thyine, Tin, Tind, Tine.

t Tynel, tynnell. Obs. rare. [a. OF. tinel

( = It. tiiullo) tub, vat, dim. of tine Tine sb.-i']

A vessel for holding liquids.

1336-7 Ace. F.xch. K. K. 19/31 m. 5 (P.R.O.) In ij. naugers

cmptis ad eandem. .viij. d. Et in xxliij tynels emplis de

Rogero Hirdelere addictam nauempurificandam .ij. s. 1540

in V. Green Hist. Worcester (1796) II. App. 5 Inprimis, a

holy water tynnell of sclvcr andgylte.

Tynie, obs. f. Tiny. Tynke, obs. f. Tink v.

Tynnaole, -akel, -akil, etc., obs. fif. Tunici.e.

Tynne, obs. f. Tin, Tind. Tynael, -il, -yll

(-in, -yn), obs. ff. Tinsel j*.3 Tynt, obs. f.

Tent j*.'', z».i
; obs. pa. t. and pple. of Tine f.^

Tyntare, obs. f. tine-tare : see Tine sb.^ b.

t Tynte. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin : cf. ON.
tinta fem., a small bottle, Norw. dial. /«'«/ a small

vessel or measure ; these are probably not native

Scand. words.] (.See quots.)

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 494/3 Tynte, mesure, satum. Ibid.

222/2 Haifa buschel, or eytendele (. . //., /'. or tynt), satiim.

155a Hin.oKi, Tynte or halfe parte of a bushell, scmiwodius.

Tynwald (ti-nw^ld, t-ii*n-). Also 7 Tynwold,
7-8 Tiuevyald, 7, 9 Tinwald. [ad. early ON.

TYPE.

^pingivall-^ stem of ON. pingvgllr (gen. -vallar')^

i. pifig Thing J/^^ + v(>llr Held, level grouiui. The
initial t for th is due to Manx phonetics. Of the

same origin are the place-names Tinwald in Dum-
friesshire, Dingwall \n Ross-sliire, and Tingwall in

Shetland.] (Also Tynwald Court.) in the Jsle of

Man, an annual convention attended by the governor
(representing the sovereign), a council acting as the
upper house, and the House of Keys, at which the

laws which have been enacted are proclaimed to

the people. Also attrib., as Tynwald chapel, day,
hillj mount.
The MS. .source of the eatliest quots. dates from the

beginning of the 17th century.

_
S4M Acts Sir John Stanley (Manx Soc., vol. Ill) 71 This

is. .how you shatle be governed upon your Tynwald dayes.

Ibid. 92 That the Tynwold be houldene two tymes in the
yeare at the leaste. 1610 in Mills' Statute Laws Isle of
Man (1821) 81 It is agreed, .that after Midsomer Day next

noe Tinwald shall be holden in this Isleupon the Lord s day.

1656 J. Chai.oner Descr. I. of Man iv. in D. King Vale
Rcyall IV. 16 The said Governour and Officers do usually

call the 24 Keyes of the Island, especially once every year,

viz. upon Midsummer day, at St. John s Chappel, to the

Tinewald Court there, where upon a Hill near unto the said

Chappel, all the Inhabitants of the Island, standing round

about a fair Plain, they may hear the I^ws and Ordinances

agreed upon before in the Chappel aforesaid, published and
declar'd unto them. Ibid. 17 If any Orders be agreed upon
by the Officers, and 24 Keys, they are . . at the next Tynwald,
after, proclaimed for absolute Laws. 1701 in CowelCs
Intefpr. s. v. Tinewald. 1739 [see Keys]. 1798 Feltham
Tour Isle ofMan xii. 144 The annual mode of promulgating

the laws, is at the Tynwald hill. 1836 Encycl, Brit.

(ed. 7) XIV. 211/2 [A law of the House of Keys] must
be promulgated by the lieutenant-governor.. on the top of

an ancient tumulus called the Tynwald Mount. x86o All
Year Round No, 68. 420, I believe.. though the language is

still employed in some official formulae of the Tynwald (or

ancient court).. the ancient idiom of Mona is very near

extinction. 1871 W. Harrison {fitted Records of the Tyn-
wald and Saint John's Chapels in the Isle of Man. 1894

Hall Caine Little Man Isl. 15 The open-air Parlia-

ment . . meets once a year at St. John's, in the centre of the

land, on the mount known as lynwald Hill.

Typ, obs. form of Tip.

Typacanthid, TyparcMcal : see Typo-.

Tvpal (t3>*P^0i ^' [f* Type sbX + -al.]

1. Of the nature of, serving as, or answering to a

type, pattern, or specimen; representative; typical.

1853 Brimley Ess.^ My Novel 277 True typal varieties of

English life. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. iqth C. l

18 The 'literate' may become the typal incumbent of

England, and . . the English clergyman—gentleman and
scholar as well as Christian—become a thing of the past.

1881 DoHLiNG in Sunday Mag, 196 A charming glimpse of

a typal Welsh preacher.

2. Pertaining or relating to a type or symbol

;

symbolic; emblematic.
1893 E. DiNGLK (/(//?) The typal use of the 22 letters of the

Hebrew alphabet in the Psalms &c.

3. Of or pertaining to printing type; typo-

graphical.
1883 J. Parker Apost. Life I. 62 There are palpitations

which cannot be reported, and tones which have no typal

representation.

Type (tsip), sb."^ Also 6-7 tipe. [ad. F. type

(i6th c. in Littr^) or L. iypus^ a. Gr. tujto? im-

pression, figure, type, f. the root of TunTctc to beat,

strike.]

1. Tnat by which something is symbolized or

figured; anything having a symbolical signification ;

a symbol, emblem ; spec, in Theol. a person, object,

or event of Old Testament history, prefiguring some
person or thing revealed in tlie new dispensation

;

correl. to antitype. In {the) type^ in symbolic

representation.

CX470 Henrvson Mot. Fab. (S.T.S.) ^79 Suppose this

be ane Fabill, And ouerheillit with typis figurall. 1590
' Hobynoll ' To Learned S/teph. v. in Spenser's F. Q. (Pref.

Verses), That fare Hands right, Which thou dost vayle in

Type of Faery land, Elizas blessed field, that Albion hight.

ifc>7 Hieron Wks. 1. 104 The people of Israel were a tipe of

Gods people : Can.ian a tipe of heauen. 16^ Jer. Taylor
Real Pres. v. 103 He offered wine not water in the type, .of

his bloud. 1706 Prior Ode to Queen xxxiv. The British Rose,

Type of sweet Rule, and gentle Majesty. 1781 Fletcher
Lett, Wks. 1795 ^"- ^3^ IMarriage} the most perfect type

of our Lords union with his church. 1819 The Bengallee 182

The Hookah's monstrous snake... That type of eastern

Luxury's excess. 1851 Kingsley in Life (1878) I. 255 It is

only in proportion as we appreciate and understand the

types that we can understand the anti-types. 1863 Mary
HowiTT /'. Bremer's Greece II. xi'u 29 A river is always the

type of human life. 1875 Manning Mission If. Ghost \, 15

Ceremonial actions, and washings, and purifications, which

were the types and shadows of things to come.

b. Animi>erfect symbol or anticipation ^some-
thing, nonce-use.

1754 Foote Knights i. Wks. 1799 L 62 The very abstract

of penury ! Sir John Cutler, with his transmigrated

stockings, was but a type of him.

1 2. A figure or picture of something ; a repre-

sentation ; an image or imitation. Obs, rare.

1559 W. Cunningham Cosvtogr. Classe 10 This Tvpe do
represent the world. Ibid. 156 Wherfore behold the tipe

before placed. 1571 Gascoigne Herbs, Voy. into Holland
7, I must enditc.A tipe of heauen, a liuely hew of hell.

1774 J. Bryant Mythol. II. 445 Lunar amulets, or tyl)ea

of the Ark in the form of a crescent.
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TYPE.

b. Aumism, The figure on either side of a coin

or medal
1785 HoLCROFT tr. Mmf. de GeMiis* Tola Castle (eti. 2) I.

Notes 992 On the two sides, .of a medal.. are distinguislicU

the type, and the inscription or legend. The type, or device,

u the fignrc represented. 1853 Humphreys Coin-Coi/.
Mom, \*i. 61 The crab, being perhaps at an early period made
sacred to the river deity, became the principal type of the
money of this city [Agrigentum]. 1904 \V. M. Ramsay
Lett, Seven Ckterckes xix. 262 Homer is one of the most
frequent types on coins of the city.

3. A distinguishing mark or si^ ; a stamp, rare.

1593 Shaks, 3 Hen. K/, i. i\*. 121 Thy Father beares the

type of King of Naples. 1613 - Hen. VIH^ i. iii. 31 Tennis
and tall Stockings, Short blistred Breeches, and those types
of TrauelL 169a Prior Ode Imit. Horace viiL 28 Heav n as
plainly i>ointed out the King, A-i when he at the Altar stood,

In all his Types and Robes of Powr. 186a Burton Bk.
Hunter (1863) II The t>-pes of a really hospitable country
house were an anker of whisky always on the spigot, a
caldron ever on the bubble with boiling water. Ibtd. 44 All
these things were the types of an intellectual vitality.

4. Path. The characteristic form of a fever ; esp.

the character of an intermittent fever as determined

by its period. Cf, type-fever in 10, [So L.tjfpus.']

Obs. or merged in 5.
1601 Holland Pliny xxii. xiv. IX. 122 The fever also. Of

what type or kind it is. Ibid, xxvl xl 260 Some are wont to

give of Cinque foile three leaves in a Tertian, and foure in

a Quartane, and so rise to more according to the period or

type of the rest. 1776 W. Cullen First Lines Pract, Physic
§ 30 With respect to the form, or Type, of fevers. 1818-20 J.
Thompson Culiens Niysol. Method, (ed. 3) 187 [Fever] with
intermission, var>'ing (a) in type or period. 1858 Copland
Diet. Pract, Med. I. 937 The type of masked ague is gener-
ally quotidian.

5. The general form, structure, or character dis-

tinguishing a particular kind, group, or class of

beings or objects ; hence /raw^ a pattern or model
after which something is made.
1843 Mill Logic iv. ii. § 3 (1856) II. 192 When we. .see a

creature resembling an animal, we compare it with our
general conception of an animal ; and if it ai^rees with that
g^eneral conception, we include it in the class. The concep-
tion becomes the type of comparison. 1857 Maurice £p.
St. Joht i. 3 The type upon which the whole was con-
structed. i860 Motley iV^/^W. (1868) I. i. 15 Hisfacehad
lost all resemblance to the type of his heroic family. 1864
Soc. Science Rev. 3 Diseases are founded on types like

animals, plants, systems of worlds [etc.]. 1874 Blackik
Self-Cult, 4 The fundamental unity of type which the
Divine reason has imposed on alt things. 1874 Parker
Goth. Archit. 1. i. 1 The original type of all Christian
churchesisuniversailyacknowledgedtohavebeen the Roman
Basilica. 1877 Roberts //aWM. Med. (ed. 3) I. 12 A few
diseases exhibit well-marked types. 1880 Mem, J. Legge
vi 76 Every creature has a type, a peculiar character of
its own.

b. Ck. Hist. [Gr. Ti/TTos t^s maTftos type of the

faith.] An edict of the Emperor Constans II, pro-

mulgated A. D. 648, prohibiting further discussion

of the Monothelite controversy.
1717-41 Chambers CTyc/., Tyfi^,TvnoT,- .a name given to an

edict of the Emperor Constans 1 1. . . It had the name type, as
being'a kind of formulary of faith. 1854 Milman Lat. Chr.
IV, VI. {1864) II. 322 The Ecthesis of Heraclius was replaced
by the Type of Constans. The Type.. aspired to silence
by authority this interminable dispute. 1903 J. K. Mann
Hist. Popes I. I. 381 Paul caused the Emperor Constans to
bsue the * Type '.. .The ' Type ' ordered the Ecthesis to be
taken down, and forbade anyone in future to speak of either
one or two wills or operations in Our Lord.

6. A kind, class, or order as distinguished by a
particular character.

1854 Brewster More Worlds iv. 73 On a planet more
munificent than ours, may there not be a type of reason of
which the intellect of Newton is the lowest degree ? 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx, IV. 531 The Queen was sinking
under smalt pox of the most malignant type. 1879 M.
Arnold £ss,j Porro unum estnecess. 152 The instruction in
both Ls of the same type. 1888 \Wsce. Amer. Commw. II.

xlviii. 220 Three types of rural local government are discern-
ible in America. 1897 D, W. Forrest Christ of Hist. <V
Exp. L 3 1 It is a different type of moral character : another
order of humanity. 1898 Jrnl. Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Oct. 306
The dominant weather type was clear, with light southerly
winds and temperatures between 50 and 55 . This type
was interrupted by two spells of cloudy weather, with
northerly winds.

7. transf A person or thing that exhibits the
characteristic qualities of a class; a representative

specimen; a typical example or instance.
1842 pRicHARD Nat. Hist. Man (ed. 2) 333 The Tahitians

are considered by Lesson as the type ofthe whole Polynesian
race, a%Z^^w.v.Ti Led. Brit. Poet5v.{,\Zsi) i72Shakspeare
may be contemplated as the type of modern intellect and
the representative of the European mind. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. in. viii. It is a type of many. 1873 Ruskih Fors
CloD. xxxiv. (1896) II. 236 Sir Roger de Coverley is a
character, as well as a type.

b. spec. A person or thing that exemplifies the
ideal qualities or characteristics o/si kind or order;
a perfect example or specimen of something ; a
model, pattern, exemplar.
X847 Emerson Repr. Men, Goethe Wks. (Bohn) I. 392 He

b the type of culture, a 1853 Robertson Lect., lVords7v.
aiS Arnold of Rugby b the type of English action;
Wordsworth is the type of English thought. 1858 J. H,
Newman /list. Sk. (1873) III. 11. i. 221 Plato is the very
type of soaring philosophy.

8. Technical uses from senses 5-7.
a. Nat. /Iist.f etc. A certain general plan of

structure characterizing a group of animals, plants,
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etc ; hence transf a group or division of animals,

etc, having a common form or structure.

1850 M^CosH Div, Govt. II. it. (ed. 2) 162 In the organic

kingdoms, there is an all-pervading system of types: there

is a type for every particular species of plant and animal

;

a type for every leaf and every limb. 1850 Tennvson In
Mem. Iv, So careful of the type she seems^ So careless of the

single life. 1867 Dk. Argyll AV/^g-w /-ait* iv. 215 The adapta-

bility of the one Vertebrate Type to the.. variety of Life

to which it serves as.. a home. 1872 Oliver Elem. Bot.

w. 122 You must try to refer to its type every (lowering plant

you meet with. 1877 Huxley Aitat. Inv. Anim. \. 49 Such
types or common plans as those of the ArthropoJa, the

Annelida, the Moilusca [etc.]. 1878 Gurney Ciystallogr.

30 By the type of symmetry of a crystal we mean the

number and arrangement of its symmetral planes. i8ga

WESTCon* Gospel ofLife 10 The product of any particular

seed is fixed within the limits of a type,

b. Nat, Hist. A species or genus which most
perfectly exhibits the essential characters of its

family or group, and from which the family or

group is (usually) named ; an individual embodying
all the distinctive characteristics of a species, etc.

1840 Whewkll PItilos. Induct. Sci. viii. ii, I. 476 A Type
is an example of any class, for instance, a species of a genus,

which is considerecf as eminently possessing the characters

of the class. 1851 Woodward Moilusca i. 61 The type of
each genus should be that species in which the characters

of its group are best exhibited, and most evenly balanced.
1858 Mayne Expos, Lex., Sulicornieus, . .a. tribe of the

Chenopodeee established by C A Meyer, having the Sali-
cornia for their type.

C. Chem. A simple compound taken as repre-

senting the structure of more comjjlex compounds.
185a Watts xx.Gmelin's Handbk, Chem, VII. 15 Dumas'

Theory of Substitution and of Types. 1857 Miller Elcm.
Chem. (1862) III. 48 Water, hydrochloric, and hydro-
sulphuric acid are, therefore, the patterns or types upon
which these several bodies are formed. 1868 Watts Diet,
Chem.V, 926 Bodies analogous in constitution, and exhibiting
analogous reactions, are said to belonjr to the same type..

.

In a wider .sense, the formula HCI may be taken as the type
of chlorides, bromides, iodides, fluorides, and cyanides.

d. Math. (See quots.)

1891 Cent, Diet., Type 12. In math.^ a succession of sym-
bols susceptible of + and - signs. 19x1 Webster, Type. .6,

the simplest of the forms equivalent with respect to a group.

9. A small rectangular block, usually of metal or

wood, having on its upper end a raised letter,

figure, or other character, for use in printing. In
types, in type (see b). k\%ofig.
1713 J. Watson Hist. Art Printing 54 Christopher

Plantin . . printed . . that fine Bible . . whose Types were casten
and made at Paris. 1717-41 Chambers Cyel. s.v. Printing,
The printing letters, characters, or types, as they are some-
times called. 1751 Berkeley Let. to Prior 30 Mar., Wks.
1871 IV. 327 They are going to print. .two editions, .of

Plato's works, in most magnificent types. 1799 Monthly
Rev. XXX. 290 A method of printing maps and charts ofany
size by means of moveable types. 1829 Macaulay IVestm.
Reviewer's Def. Mill {adfn.). The preceding article was
written, and was actually in types, when [etc.]. 1849 Ruskin
Sev. Lamps v. § 3 The types which once had the die of
thought struck fresh upon them. 1880 Vern. Lee Stud.
Italy \\\. li, 102 Musical types had.. been invented by an
Italian.

b. sing. Types collectively ; letter. In type^

set up ready for printing,

1778 V.Knox ^w.xxxviii. 305X0 trace the art in its gradual
progress from the wooden and immoveable letter to the
moveable and metal type. 1784 J. Belknap in B. Papers
(1877) II. 179, I believe some brethren of the type are
offended at it. 1837 Sm F. Pai.grave Merch. ^ Friar Ded.
(1844) 4 The work, .had been kept in type for nearly a twelve-
month. 1852 Dickens Lett. (1880) I. 291 This story goes
straightway into type. 1869 Tyndall Notes Led. Li^ht
§ 71 Compositors arrange their type in this backward fashion,
the type being reversed by the process of priming. 1883

J. Southward Pract. Print, (1884) 9 A bill of type is a
table showing the number of each of the several sorts in a
fount. 1904 R. J, Farrer Garden Asia 63 Not China, but
Korea, was the inventor of movable type, and the true
parent of printing.

C, transf. A printed character or characters, or
an imitation of these.

1784 CowpER Tash V. 419 To read engraven on the mouldy
w.tIIs [of the Bastille] In stagt;'ring types, his predecessors
tale. 1831 Brewster Optics xxxviii. § 183. 320 To see
small objects distinctly. .such as. .a small type. 1841 J. T.
Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 125 It was directed in the well-

known tyiie of Davy Di^gs. 187J Ruskin Fors Claz'.

(1896) I. xvi. 321 Here it is in full type, for it is worth careful
reading.

10. attrib. and Comb., as type-animal, -figure,

-fossil, -man, -mvnber, -phase, -phenomenon,
-sample, -series, -set, -ship, -symptom, -theme ; in

sense 9, as type-arrangement, -body (Body sb. 13),

-case, -composition, -fottndry, -mould, -punch
;

objective,instrumental,etc.,as/y/tf-caj/'^?*, -/ij««rt^r;

type-casting, -composing, -creating, -distributing,

•founding, -making, sbs. and adjs. ; type-blackened,

-cast, adjs. ; type-bar, {a) a line of type cast in

a solid bar, as by the linotype
;
{b) in a typewriter,

each of the bars carrying the letters or characters

;

type-block, a block having raised characters on
its face, used to impress words or figures, as in

gilding (Knight Z>zV/. Meek. 1875); type-blow,
the impact of the type on the paper in a type-

writer ; type-carriage, in a printing-machine, a
frame carrying the form ; type-chart, a chart or

TYPE.

outline of a typical object or structure ; type-
cutter, one who engraves the dies or punches from
which types are cast ; a punch-cutter ; so tyi>e-

cutting; type-cylinder, the cylinder on which
the types or plates are fastened in a rotary press

;

type-desk, a desk or table at which typewriting

is done ; type-dressing, the scraping, polishing,

etc., ol newly cast type : in quot. attrib.
; f type-

fever, an intermittent fever, an ague ; type-form,
{a) = FoKM sb. 20 ; {b) a typical or representative

form; type-gauge, {a) a gauge used by type-

founders to test the size of type-bodies
;
{b) a type-

measure {CasselVs Encycl, Diet,, 18S8); type-
genus, the genus which most perfectly exemplifies

the essential characters of the family to which it

belongs; esp. the genus from which the name of

the family is taken ; type-high, a. of the standard

height of type (i. e. in Great Britain usually

•9175 in., in U.S. "918 in.); adv. as high as, so

as to correspond in height with, type ; type-
holder, an instrument for hoUling types, used for

stamping or lettering books {Cent, Diet. 1891) ;

type-larval, a. of or pertaining to a type larva,

i. e. one which exhibits features characteristic of

the group to whicli it belongs, which do not appear

in the adult form ; type-letter, each of the types

or letters of a typewriter ; type-lever, a lever by
which a type or character is impressed, as in a
linotyi^e ; type-matter, printeci matter, letter-

press ; type-measure, -measurer (Knight Diet,

Meek,), a rule showing the depth of the various

kinds of tyi«, used in calculating tlie number of

lines or ems in composed type ; type-raetal, an

alloy of lead and antimony, sometimes with tin or

bismuth, of which printing types are cast; type-
music, music printed from types ; type-page, the

page of type or letterpress as distinct from the

paper-page on which it is printed ; type-paper,
paper suitable for typewriting ; type-printed a.,

printed from types ; also, type-written ; so type-
printing; type-rule {Funk^s Stand. Diet., ij^95);

type-scale = O'A""'^'^-*^''^ (CV«^. Diet. 1091);
type-script [cf, typoscript Ttio-], sb. type-

written matter or copy; a. typewritten; type-
setter, a compositor ; also, a composing-machine

;

so type-setting, sb. and a., type-set a, ; type-
slug = type-bar a {lujik's Stand. Did,, 1895);
type-species, Nat. Hist, a species which most
perfectly exemplifies its genus ; esp. the species

on which the genus is based ; type-specimen,
Nat. Hist, a specimen or individual on which the

species is based, and from which the specific name
is taken ; also fig. ; type-sticker, a compositor
{slang) ; type-system, a system of teaching by
types or representative specimens; type-theory,
Chem. the theory of the derivation of compounds
from types (sense 8 c) by substitution ; type-
transliteration, transliteration into modem type

or letterpress ; type-value, value as a type or

standard of comparison ; type-wash, a washing
medium for type or plates (Webster, 1911) ; type-
wheel, a wheel with raised characters on its peri-

phery, as in the printing telegraph and in some
typewriters ; type-work, letterpress ; also type-

setting, composing. Also Typewkiter, etc.

1850 jr}il. Asiatic Soc. Bengal Jan. 35 This rare and
beautiful creature [the giraffe], *type-aninial of their land.

Ibid. 36 The elephant is evidently with these people, the
type-animal. 1877 W. Boyd Dcscr. Model Netvspapcr, A
sheet .. regarding *type-arrangement. Excellent. s886
Science 17 Sept.^ 252/2 As the *type-bar of a type-writer is

connecteci with its key. 189X in Cent. Did. 1900 Kiflinc
in Daily Express 26 June 4/6 Allen wagged a *type-
blackened forefinger across the table. 190X Phonetic JrnL
15 June

J71/1
In. .an electrical typewriter .. the ^tj-pe-

blow, or the hammer-blow, will be automatic. 1895 Funk's
Standard Did. s.v. Point system, Under this system the

old names of *type-bodies, as nonpareil (now 6-point), bour-

geois (now g-point), etc., are in disuse. 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 307 By the farther motion of the *type

carriage, the itik-tahle is caused to pass under four small

elastic rollers. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Type-case. 1909 H. Hart
in Periodical Feb. 204 A double-windowed room . .was fitted

up with compositors frames and type-cases. 1876 Nature
18 May 43/2 This hanimer . . carries at its extremity a *type-
cast letter. 1847 in Inquiry Vorksh. Deaf^ Dumb (1870)

ig As a *type-caster. .we consider him a good hand. 1875
Knight Diet. Meeh., * Type-casting, .. Type casting and
setting machine. 1897 Daily Ne^vs 2 Feb. 2/1 The Wicks
Rotary Type-Casting Machine can cist., from 40,000 to

60,000 letters per hour. 1887 J. G. Wood in igth Cent. Mar.
386 There are *type-charts of each organ. 1878 Jevons
Prim. Pol. Econ. 71 Some compositors still object to work
in offices where *t>'pe-composing machines are introduced.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1886) 51 •Type cutter, founder.

1890 Athenaeum i Mar. 281/3 H« ^^s a die-sinker and
type-cutter. 1839 T. C. Hansard Print. ^ Typefounding
(i8^t) 156 An inking apparatus was applied to the *type-

cyhnder, and the paper was to be impressed by pa-ssir^g

between the twa 1901 F. Harrison in t<)th Cent.

June 018 Every girl at a *iype-desk or a telegraph office •

may five to reside in Fifth Avenue. 1875 Knight Diet.
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Mech, ify^dft 'Type-distributing machines have frequently

been invented as comp^mion machines to those for com-

posing. Ibid.^ *TyPe-dr€ssin^ machine .. passes the type

set up in rows between a pair of knife-blades set in exact

parallelism. x8i<) Sir A. Hoswkll in /Wi. Wks. ^ Meiu,

Introd. 33 Being infected with the *type-fever the fits have

perio^iically returned. 1897 li-'estik, Gaz. 16 Mar. 2/1

Mr. Meredith., has himself drawn the great *type-ligure of

modern fiction. .* The Egoist '. 1839 Urh Did. Arts 1035

To adapt this method of inking to a flat "type-form machine.

i^Slbid. 111.660 Mr. Applegarih.. decided on abandoning

the reciprocating motion of the type-form. 1900 V. H.
Stoddakd Evoi. Eng. Novel -ziZ Mankind demands th.it it

shall show conformity to a certain type-form. 1901 Naturg
19 Dec. 168/1 The author divides the species into the type-

form and four varieties. 1854 Murchison Siluria iii. 52

The *type-fossils,.have not yet been detected. x8oi Til-

lock's Fhihs. Mag. X. 270 A new art, that of the *type.

founder. 1888 Buhgon Lives tz Gti. Men I. iii. 349 A heavy
assortment of great and small pica, newly arrived from the

type-founder. 1839 T. C Hansard Print, ^ Typ€-/ountitng

(1841) 222 The invention of the art of *type-founding was a

very early consequence of the discovery of the rude art of

taking impressions from laboriously excised letters of wood
and metal. 1875 W. Blades in Bks. in Chains (1S92)

Introd. 24 The first positive notice we have of type-founding

ih England is the fount of Saxon cut by John Day for

Archbishop Parker and used in 1567. 1843 Penny CycL
XXV. 454/1 The first and most important operation of a
•type-foundry is the formation of the punches. 1840 Whe-
WELL Phihs. Iptdnct. Set. viii. ii. I. 477 The type-species

of every genus, the *type-genus of every family, is, then,

one winch possesses all the characters and properties of the

genus in a marked and prominent manner. ^^^ H. Wood-
ward Guide Fossil Reptiles Brit. Mus. 6$ Dr. Filhol records
the type-genus from the Upper Eocene Phosphorites of
France. 1896 T. L. De Vinne Moxoh's Meek. Exerc^
Printing 406 Brass Rule..uit in strips "type-high. 1890
\V. J. Gordon Foundry 213 The copper electro is mounted
type-high, and becomes the block from which the printing

is made. 1884 Hyatt in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat,^ Hist.

5 Mar. 122 Their embryonic history has no stage which ex-
hibits., a distinct "type-larval stage. 1876 Nature 18 May
43/a Two keys struck at the same time must consequently
cause two "type-letters to clash in their attempt to reach the
same spot, the centre of the circle. 1908 Daily Chron,

a6 Aug. s/a The typist has at his disposal all kinds of type
on type wheels which are fixed at the end of 'type levers.

187a T. L. CuvLER Heart Life 25 He is the *type-man for

thoroughgoing fidelity. 1906 Dk. ARcyu. Autobiog. ^
Mem. I. ii. 32 The type.man was Wolfe Tone, the unscrupu-
lous Villain. 189s Advt. in Phatogr. Awt. II, p. clxiv,

Phototype Prints are the best for reproducing Portrairs

(etc.] .."Type Matter requires a second printing. x8oo
tr. Lagrange's ClitPn. I.

4.J5
Antimony and lead form a

most valuable mixture; it is that used for printing-types,

and is called "Type-Mctal. x8i8 Todd, To stereotype, to

make type-metal plates to print from at the letter-press.

1850 Ansted Elem. GeoL, Min. etc. S 47^5 [Antimony] is used
in the manufacture of type metal, of which it forms from ope
fourth to a twelfth part, the rest being lead, with a little tin,

bismuth, and copper. x88a J. Southward Pract. Print,

(1884) 15 Type metal is of two kinds, ordinary and hard.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 454/1 A •type-mould [illustrated J.

188a J. Southward Pract, Print, {1884) 342 This system
undoubtedly brings "type-music into disrepute. 1871 Kings-
ley At Last %\\\, The nut ou^ht to have. .not one ovule,

but three, the "type-number in palms. 1910 AtJtenmum
19 Mar. 348/1 The relation of "type-pagetopaper-page is.

.

still open, within certain limits, to individual taste. 1906
Daily Chron. 27 Jan. 6/4 They make the beilcr-class papers
known as 'bants', '"type* papers, ' drawing ' papers, and
high-class writing papers. 191 x Edin. Rev. July 103 Isolated

..caprices rather than "type-phases of animal literature.

xSj^ Daily Netvs 26 Feb. 7/3, I searched Sampson before
leaving.. and found, .two "type-printed statements relating

to the charge. iBjg T. C Hansard Print, ^ Type-found-
ii(f (1841) 59 There does not appear to be any^ vestige of
an art in any degree similar (such as block-printing) having
been practised prior to the introduction of "type.printing.

1876 Nature 18 May 43/1 The sewing-machine or the more
Dovel type-printing apparatus. 1888 Arts ff Crafts Cntal.

94 The current hand-writing may be elegant enough to be .

.

used as a model for the "type-punch engraver. 1894 Daily
News 12 Sept. 7/1 "Type-samples of unmanufactured to-

bacco sent for trade purposes. X893 A. Estoclet in Nation
(N. V.) 6 July 10/3 VVriting .. concerning a typewritten
document.., I half apologetically used the word '"type-
script*. X906 N. W. Thomas Kin, Org. <5- Group Marr,
Austral. Pref., He has read twice over my typescript MS,
and my proofs. X907 H. Wyndham Flare of Footlights
xxix, .^drian recognized it as the typescript of his one-act
pkiy. X887 J. G. Wood in tQth Cent, Mar. 395, I would
have a 'type-series of the vertebrates, so that in going
through the galleries the visitors would recognise the crea-
tures they had seen grouped. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 17 Nov.
3/1 A "type set of the collections representing the massive
rocks of the island. X867 Brandb & Cox Diet. Se., etc s.v.

Telegraph, The "type-set message, /bid.. Ten "type-setters
under Bonelli's system can compose at least 300 despatches
per hour. 1888 Casselfs Eneycl. Dict.^ Type-setter, a, a
type-setting or composing machine. 1899 Daily News
24 June 4/4 When women first began as lype-setters in

Boston, the male type-setters fitruck. X9XX T, P.'s IVeekly
29 Dec. 844/1 Young's Patent Composing Machine., was the
name of the first practical type-setter, seventy years aga
X867 Bkandp: & Cox Diet. Se, etc, s.v. Telegraph, Converting
the telegraph stations, .into so many "type-setting work-
shops. 187s Knight Diet. Mech., Typesetting inaehint, a
composing-machine for type. x886 Seience 17 Sept. 254/1
Justification will be as easily accomplished as in ordinary
type-setting. X901 FeildetCs Mag. IV. 421/1 The "type-ship,
which has been tried on the measured mile. 1840 Whewell
Philos. Induet, Set. viii. ii. 1. 476 All the species which have a

f

greater affinity with this "type-species than with any others,
orm the genus. x8gi Cent, Diet., *Tyi>e specimen. 1894
Geol, Atag. Oct. 435 J. Sowerby's type-specimens of Am^
inonites lirocchii are much more inflated than the present
species. 1904 G. L. KtTTREDCR Eng. <V Seot, Pop. Ball.
p. xxvi, ' The Hangman's Tree ' is a survival of an archaic
type-specimen. 1843 H. Grkei.ey Corr, R. ff, Griswold

(1898) 104 Which you will keep out of the dirty hands of all

"type-stickers. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. Vll. 591 All the
"type symptoms of cerebellar abscess were present. X9oi
Nature 26 Sept. 526/1 I'rosecuting a more detailed study of
individual forms, as with the now universal "type-system.
1901 Daily Chron. 14 June 3/4 In * Rosmersholiu ' Ibsen bos
seized upon one of the great "type-themes of modern life.

x868 Watis Diet, Chem. V. 927 The law of substitution is

the expression of facts, which the "type-theory was intended
to explain. 1896 Periodical No. 1.4 The unique MS., .has

been reproduced.. in photo-facsimile and "type-translitera-

tion. 1909 Marett Threshold Relig. Introd. (1914) 25
When.. a set of useful contrasts is obtained by means of
such bundles, each bundle. .is said to have * "type-value '.

1849 NoAD Electricity viii, {ed. 3) 381 The rotatory motion
given to the "type wheel.. until the required letter arrives

opposite the paper. x886 Seience 17 Sept. 252/2 Kitted in

vertical grooves in the periphery of the type-wheel are a
number of steel types. 1910 H. C G. MouLR in Funda-
mentals II. vi. 107 The compositor

|
justifies' a piece of

"typework, when he corrects, brings into perfect order, as

to spaces between words and letters, and so ov\, the types
which he has set up.

Hence {timice-wds^ Typeful a., having the

quality of a type ; typical ; symbolic ; TypeQr
(tsi'p/Tei), V. trans, to put into type, to print;

Ty'peless a„ untyped, unprinted.

1889 Lucia K. F. Kimball in Chicago Advance 16 May,
How "typeful this lovely blossom of the rare, sweet souls

who strive.. to make the bare, ugly places brighter and
better. x85i5 Strang Glasgoio ^ Clubs 25 The blatant

btusterings of every charlatan . . must be jiencilled and "tyj>e-

fied, before the lapse of a few hours. X845 Ford Hatidhk,
Spain II. 708/1 Many authors, .content to remain, .in "type-

less obscurity.

Type, sb.^ : see Tipe sby

t Type, sb.'^ Obs. var. of Tipe J(5.2, trap,

1799 Hull Advertiser 2 Feb. 3/3 \\\ labourer .. charged
with entering the warren, .and breaking open the lock of a
type, and killing a rabbit therein.

Type (tsip), V, [f. Type j^.l; cf. F. ^/^adj.
(Littre), typer (ibid. Snppi,),']

1. trans, a. Theol. To prefigure or foreshadow as

a tyi^e; to represent in prophetic similitude. Also
typeforth ^ out.

1596 H. Clapham Briefe Bible i. 58 That specially typed
out Our spotles Priest lesus. x6o6 J. CARrENTER.S*(7?(?///i?«'j

Solace xxvii. m Wee see how he typeth the holy Messiah.

1633 Up. Hall Hard Texts, N, T. 268 Which same thing is

also typed forth unto us by Sinai and Jerusalem. X690 C.
Nesse O. ^ N. Test. I. 66 Adam . . offer'd sacrifice which
typed out Christ. 18J7 Pollok Course T. v. 894 A time
Typed by the Sabbath-day..When all had rest and peace.

D. To be the type or symbol of; to represent by
a type or symbol ; to symbolize: « Typipy i.

x83is E. Howard R, Reefer xxxiXttYie old man's look.,
was so wretched,, .yet so fond—and was typed to my fancy
so strongly by his little boat [etc.]. X837 Campbell Lines
on Polatui 130 The Rainbow types Heaven's promise to my
sight. 1839 ItAiLEY F'eitus xi. (184S) 32/2 All nature
ty-peth Thee and Thine. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary in. iv,

The cataract typed the headlong plunge and fall Of heresy
to the pit.

2. To be an example or specimen of; to ex-

emplify: = Typify 3. rare,

x6a7 W. ScLATER Exp. 2 Thess, (1629) 263 Pauls maine
intention in typing or lineing out in his owne practise, what
he prescribed to others. x8^ IIlackie Homer ff Iliad I. 25
The peculiar character, .of Scotti.sh piety, as it has been
typed in Scotland now for more than three hundred years.

b. To be or furnish the pattern or model for.

1836 LvTTOM Athens (1837) II. 55 On the Shield He bears
his "haughty ensign—typed by stars Gleaming athwart
the sky.

3. To reproduce by means of type; to print, rare.

1736 tsee Typing vbl. sb.}. 1841 Miall in Nonconf I. 13
A host of abstractions typed off with capital letters.

4. To write or copy by means of a type-writing

machine; also intr. to practise typewriting; to

typewrite.

%9SA Scott. Leader %% Aug. 7 The operator.. t^es at the

rate of from fifty to sixty words a minute. 1888 Pall Mall
G. 6 Oct. 15/1 Shorthand Evidence * typed 'from Dictation.

1897 G. Allen Type-%vriter Girl xvi, I went back to my
machine and began typing mechanically. X900 E. Wallace
Writ in'Barrcuks 114 'Tis the dainty hand that types it.

Hence Ty'jting ppl. a.

X897 Daily News 21 Sept. 7/2 To transform .. the secre-

taries into shorthand and typing clerks,

-type (taip), sttfiXf repr. F, -type, L. -typuSy Gr.

-Ti/ff05, f. root of TUffTftc to beat, strike: cf. Type
sb^- The termination -ti/itos was used in Greek to

form adjs., in sense * struck, driven, moulded *, as

dvTtruiros repelled, reflected (also in active sense
* repelling'), apx^Tuiros first-moulded, wporrorviros

original, primitive (also used absol. as sbs.). These
j

have been anglicized as sbs., antitype^ archetype,
\

prototype ; and many technical words connected

with printing and other modem processes of copy-

ing have been formed on the model of them, with

the sense • type, block, or plate for printing from *,

as in electrotype, logotype, phonotype, stereotype ;

* impression or picture *, also * process of reproduc-

tion \ as in autotype, calotype, chrysotype, collo-

type^ cyanotype, ferrotype, phototype, platinotype,

etc. ; also in hybrid formations on Eng. words, as

colourtype.

Typed (taipt, poet, toi-ped), ///. a, [f. Type v,

or sb^-k- -KL>.]

L Of or pertaining to a (specified) type ; having
a (certain) type or general character.
X839 Bailey Festus xv. (1852) 170 Sun, planet, satellite,all

tyi>ed spheres.. it is mine To search ai*d pass through.
x88i Builder XLI. 442 Medieval Church architecture.. is
characteristic and strongly typed.

2. In combination : That is printed in or with
type of a specified kind.
1831 J. Brown Lett, (1907) 7 A larger typed Testament

which I think will suit your eyes.

3. That is printed or reproduced by means of a
typewriter ; typewritten.
X890 Daily News 24 Feb. 5/6 • Typing ' from copy, . . dicta-

tion from ' typed matter '. 1895 A. W. Toer in Athenseum
15 June 773/1 Some typed sample chapters.

t Typed, a. Obs, rare. [f. Type sb,^ + -EDii.]

Furnished with tipes or traps.
X799 A. Young Agrie. Lincoln. 385 A warren.. carefully

typed to catch all extra bucks.

Typembryo (taipe-mbrii?), Biol, [f. Typej(^.1 +
Embryo.] The stage in the development of an
embryo when the characteristic structure of its

phylum or subkingdom begins to appear.
X887 Hyatt in Proc. Boston Nat. Hist. ,Soc. 16 Nov. 398

Naming the embryo in these last stages the Typ^n^l^ryo.
Ibiii. 399 Typembryos serve to connect the earlier stages of
the Neoemuryos with the true larval stages which succeed
the former.

Typer (taipai). [f. Type v, + -er 1,] A tyjie-

writing machine: = Typewriter i,

x89a in Boston (Mass.) yml, 27 May 4/7 For ' typewriter*
(the machine) say 'typer'. 10x5 jkoryt. Post 5 Feb, 2/1 It is.,

typewritten, for. .' we have bagged another German typer '.

Typewrite (tai'pirait), v. [Back-formation
from Typewriter.] trans. To print by means of

a tyi>ewriter ; to type ; also intr, to use a type-

writer, to practise typewriting,
x^&'j in Athenaeum « Dec. 878/1 Authors' MSS. ..type-

written at id. per folio. X894 IVcstm, Gaz. 20 June 3/3
Eighteen machines, ..the simplest of which type>writes a
message by means of a single wire. 1897 G. Allen Type-
writer Girl X, With my maimed fingers, it would be im-
possible for me to type-write for three days at least. 1898
ll^estm, Gaz. 5 Feb. 2/1 His.. hero—a literary character

—

had fallen madly in love with the young lady who came to
typewrite his novel.

So TypewritiBg vbl, sb. and ppl, a.j Type-
written///, a,

x88x A'^-VZ Guide (N. Y.) Oct. 161 For sale. .a type
writing machine. X885 Pall Mall G. 5 May 6/1 That new
convenience of civilization a typewriting office.. .Constant
employment is now afforded to eight ladies in type-writing.
188UB Ibid. 6 Oct. 15/1 Typewritten documents cost no more
than Law Engrossing. 1894 Athenaeum 21 July 90/2 She
forges type-written letters. X897 G. Allen Tyfie-writer
Girl i'l, Type-writing as an accomplishment is as diffused as
the piano. X9xa Times 19 Dec, 13/2 A type-written copy of
all the memoranda.

Typewriter (tai-piraiitsi). [f. Type sb.^ +
Whiter.]
1. A writing-machine having types for the letters

of the alphal^t, figures, and punctuation-marks, so

arranged on separate rods (or on the periphery of

a wheel) that as each key of the machine is de-

pressed the corresponding character is imprinted

in line on a moving sheet.

X875 Knight Diet, Mech. s. v., The Sholes typewriter .. is

about the size of the sewing-machine, and is worked with
keys arranged in four banks or rows. 1881 X-Y-Z Guidt
(N. Y.) Oct. p. iv, Manufacturers of the best Type Writer in

the market. X897 G. Allhn Typewriter Girl iii, My type-

writer continued to go click, click, click. 1899 Allbutt*s

Syst. Med, WW. 25 One typewriter, .is worked by means of

a handle which is grasped.

2. One who does typewriting, esp. as a regular

occupation ;
= Typist 3.

1884 A^. York Hernldij Oct. 7/2 Situation wanted—by lady,

rapid stenographer and typewriter. 1887 St. James s Gaz.
22 Dec, Women.. beat tnem [men] altogether as type,

writers and ' dry-goods clerks '. 1895 Hoiv to get Married
86 The marriage of the typewriter and her employer is so

frequent that it has passed into a joke,

3. attrib. and Comb,
X889 Pall Mall G. 22 Oct. 9/1 The typewriter industry

..is a thing to itself. 1897 G. Allen Type-writer Girl xi,

Ten thousand type-writer girls crowd London to-day. 1900

DovLE Green Flag 13 The typewriter-like clicking of the

hopper. 190a Eliz. L. Banks Newspaper G/r/ 4 My fingers

..flew over the typewriter keys. l&id. 155, 1 look mytype-
writer brush out, as though to wash it in the kitchen sink.

Typh (taif). [Deduced from Typhus, Typhoid.]

Typh fever (also simply typh) : see quots. ; typh.

poison, poison causing typh fever.

x86x T. K. Chambers Lect (1864) vi. 70 You saw a case

of continued low fever (or as I shall call it for shortness

Typh-fever) admitted four days ago. Ibid. 75, I have been

led to believe that the exciung cause of typh-fever enters

usually by the digestive canal. 1890 Billings I\!ed, Dict.t

Typh fever, a name proposed by Dr. Thomas King Cham-
bers to include both typhus and enteric fevers, x^i Cent.

Diet,, Typh-poison. 1900-13 Dorland Med. Diet,, Typh,
typhfiver^ typhus and typhoid viewed together.

t Typh, obs. form of Tiphe.
x6oo SuBFLET Country Farm v. xvii. 688 Typh wheate is

very like to our rye, and doth make a very blackc bread.

II
Typha (tM'fa). Bot, [mod.L., f. Gr, rvipr^

cat's-tail.] A genus of aquatic herbs (type of the

N.O. Typhacem), containing the common cat's-tail

or reed-mace ( T, IcUifolia),



TYPHACEOUS.
1548 Ti'RNKR lf»mts i///<rAcj(KD.S.) 79 Typha groweth

ID fcnncs and water sydes among the reedes.. .It is called in

englishe cattes tayle, or a Reedniace. im6 H. Huntek tr.

Sl.-Piem's StuJ. Nut. (J799) II. 143 The water-lentil of

onr manihcs as well as the typha of our rivers, has the

middle of it's leaf swelled. 183* Mary Howitt Jliriis /r FL,

Lit. Strtanis 23 Tj-pha strong, and green bur.reed. 1861

Bkmti^kv Man. Bol. 588 The pollen of some species of

Tyfha is edible.

Typhaceons (tsif^'Jas), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

Typnacc-x, f. Typha : see prec. and -ACEOU8.]

Belonging to the Natural Order Typhacese,

1009 in Cent. Diet. Su^i,
'ryphe, obs. form of Tipiik.

T^Mc (ti-fik), a. rath. [f. TYPH-DS + -IC;

cf. F. lyphiqite.l = TYrHoi's.
i860 Mavne Expos. Lex.. Typhosc/'sis, term for typhic

or t\-phous putrefaction. 1890 Billings Med. Dict.i Typhic^

typhoid.

Tjrpbilie (toi-fin). [f. Typh-ds + -ink «,] The
hypothetical infectious ijrinciple of typhus.

1864 Farh in Rep. Regr. General 3^ Any zymotic matter

such as varioline, scarlatinine, or typhine.

Typhiaation (tsi-, tifiz^'Jsn). Path. [f. Typh-

tJ8 + -IZK + -ATlos.] Production of a morbid state

by exposure to the infection of typhus.

189s in Funk's Staxtl. Diet. 1900-13 in Dorland Med.
Diet.

II Typhlitis (tifbi-tis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

Tv<p\iti tlie ca:cum or blind gut (neut. of Tv<p\6i

blind) -I- -ITI8.] Inflammation of the caecum,

(SEcitis (often including that of \.\ie appendix vermi-

formis, now distinctively called appetuiiHtis).

1857 '" nuNCLisoN Med. Lex. 1866 A. Vi.\K-r Princ. Med.
(1S80) 427 Infiammation of the caecum . .constitutes an affec-

tion called typhlitis^ iiiplilo.entcritis^ or caecitis. Ibid. 429
The term typhlitis is applied to inflammation of the vermi-

form appendix as well as to caecitis. 1891 Pall Mall G.

13 May 6/3 She died, after a short illness, of typhlitis.

Hence Typhlltio (tifli'tik) a., pertaining to, of
' the nature of, or affected with typhlitis.

1891 in Cent. Diet,

Typhlo- (tiflo), beforea vowel regularly typhi-,
ad. Or. TvpKo-, combining form of Tw^Xlrs blind

:

occurring in a few recent scientific and technical

words, chiefly pathological and surgical terms

relating to the coecum (Gr. TW(fAov : see prec).

Xyphlatony (-K'toni) , atony of the caecum. Typhl-
e'ctomy [Gr. Ikto^iti excision], excision of the

ca;cum. Typhlenteri'tls, more regular form of

lyphlo-enUritis. T^phlodicUditls (-diklidai-tis)

[Gr. 5i«A<5, 8i«\iJ- folding door], inflammation of

the ileo-csecal valve. TypJUo-enterltis (.ilso

tuphlo-) [Gr. IvTipov intestine] • Ttphlitis.

Ty-phlocrraph (-graf) [-graph : cf. F. typhlo-

graphe (Littre)], an apparatus for assisting the

blind to write evenly. T7:pIilolitlii-asls [LlTHl-

Asis], formation of calculi or hard concretions in

the caecum. Typhlblotfy [-logy], the scientific

knowledge relating to blindness. Typhlopexy
[Gr. ir^fis fixation], the operation of fixing tlie

cxcum to the wall of the abdomen. T7:pIiloste-

so'sis [Gr. ffTfVoxTis straitening, contraction], con-

striction of the caecum. Typhlo-tomy [Gr. ^o\l.^\

cutting], incision into the caecum.
1900-13 DoRLASD Med. Dict.f *TyphlatoHy, inefficiency of

the motor activity of the caecum, lliid.^ *Typhlectomy. .

.

•Typhlenteritis. . ."Tyjihlodicliditis. x8S7 Dunglison Med.
Lex.t *Tuphlo.enteritis. Iltid.^ Typhlo-enteritis, 1866
[see TvpHLiTisJ. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 1 May 2/3 Messrs.
Jarrold send us a sample of what they . . term ' The *Typhlo-
graph '. It consists of a neat slope of hard wood with
grooves on the surface, and it is designed to enable the blind
to produce ordinary hand-writing in a straight line. 1898
tnlernat.Cycl. (Nf.V.) II. 641 Mr. Gall's typhlogr.iph is a
much more perfect instrument. 1890 Hillings Med. Diet..

•Typhlolithinsis. i87» W. H. Lew {title) Blindness and
the IJlInd : or, a Treatise on the Science of *Typh!oIogy.
X900-13 Dorland Med. Diet., Typhlopexia, *typhlopexy.
1890 Billings Med. Diet., *'l'yphlostenosis. 1903 Lancet
30 May 1511/1 Other operations may be required to relieve

the patient, such as ^typhlotomy, colotomy.

Typhlope (tifbnp). Zool. rare—", [ad. mod.L.
jyphlop; -ops, ad. Gr. Tvip\i/\l/, f. rv(p\6s blind +
Sfp eye, face.] A snake of the genus Typhlops or

family Typhlopidx ; a blindworm.
189X in Cent. Diet.

Typhlophthalmlc (tiflpf))a."lmik), a. Zool.

rare^". [I. mod.L. Typhlophthalmi (f. Gr. Ttx^Xos

blind + i^aXitii eye) -H -ic] lielonging to the

Typhlophlhalmiy a superfamily of plcurodont lizards

in Cope's classification.

1891 III Cent. Diet.

Tjrphlosole (ti-fl(»s^tal). Zool. Also -solis.

[irreg. f. Gr. Tv<pS6s blind + aaiXfiv channel, pipe.]

A ridge or fold extending along the inner wall of

the intestine and partly dividing the cavity of It, in

various animals, as lampreys and certain ascidians,

molluscs, and worms.
1859 Todd^t Cvcl. Anat. V. 297/2 In the Earth-worm, there

is 3 singular apparatus, the typhlosole. 1877 Huxley A nat.
Itru. Anim. x. 604 In many Ascidians, a strong fold of the
endoderm of the intestine projects into its interior, as in

LAmeUibranchs and in the Earthworm, where such a fold
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constitutes the so-called typhlosole. 1881 Darwim Veg.

Mould 10 The intestine (of the carlh.worm] piescnts a

remarkable structure, the typhlosolis. 1888 Rolleston &
Jackson Anim. Life 435 The mid-gut. .in the Lampreys
contains a projecting fold or typhlosole.

_

Hence Typhloso'lar a., pertaining to or of the

nature of a typhlosole.

1887 Benham in Q. jfml. Microsc. Sci. Mar. 566 The
dorsal trunk divides into two, A subneural vessel is present

and a typhlosolar vessel.

TyphO- (tailo), ad. Gr. tw/io-, combining form

of Tiji/ios (see Typhus) : used as combining form of

Typhus or Typhoid, in recent terms of pathology,

etc. Typho-Bdyna-mic a. [Adynamic], charac-

terized by prostration as in typhus or typhoid fever.

Typhojfenio (-d5e'nik)(Z. [see -oen and -ic], pro-

ducing typhus or typhoid fever. Typholysin

(taifp'lisin), a lysin which destroys the bacilli of

typhoid fever. Typhomalarial (-male»'rial) a.,

applied to a fever exhibiting both typhoid and

malarial symptoms, or to typhoid fever with

malarial complications or of supposed malarial

origin. Typtopneumcnia, pneumonia coin-

plicated with typhoid fever, or exhibiting typhoid

symptoms. Typlioto-xln [see Toxm], a poisonous

ptomaine obtained from cultures of the bacillus of

typhoid fever.

1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases ii. 66 The fever may
a-ssume the "typho-adynamic type. 1900-13 Borland ^«rf.

Diet., *Typhogenic. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 Apr. 920

•Typholysin, the lysin of cholera (etc.]. 1884 Lisbon

(Dakota) Star 29 Aug., A severe attack of "typho-malarial

fever. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases vi. log These cases

are typho-malarial, .. typhoid with a malarial complication.

1878 A. Hamilton Nerti. Dis. 62 Typhoid, in some of its

forms, or *typho-pneumonia, may resemble tubercular

meningitis. 1890 Billings Med. Diet., "Typhotoxine,

C7H,7NOa. 1901 W. Osler Princ. ^ Pract. Jl/ed. i. {ed.

4) 8 Brieger isolated from cultures [of typhoid baciUi} a

poison belonging to the group of ptomaines—typhotoxin.

t Typho'dial, a. Obs. rare~^. [f. Gr. riepiiirjs

{(.TxKpos, Typhus ^ tlSot form) + -ial.] Resembling

typhus : = Typhoid a. 1.

i8<9 E. A. Parkes Preut. Hygiene (ed. 3) 72 Eight
persons were affected with more or less typhodial symptoms.

Typhcean (tsifran), a. [Properly Typhoean,

t. Typhoeus, Gr. TuiJioKtis, name of a giant of Greek
mythology. (Cf. Typhon '.)] Belonging to or

characteristic of Typhoeus.
1667 Milton P. L. 11. 539 Others with vast Typhoean

rage. .Rend up both Rocks and Hills, And ride the Air In

whirlwind.

Typhoid (tai-foid), a. (sd.) Path. [!. Typhus
+ -oiD ; cf. Gr. Tt)</>w5?;», F. typhoide, Pg. typhoideo,

Sp., It. tifoideo.']

L Resembling or characteristic of typhus; applied

to a class of febrile diseases exhibiting symptoms
similar to those of typhus, or to such symptoms
themselves, esp. to a state of delirious stupor

occurring in certain fevers.

iZoo Med. Jrnl. III. 95 In its first stage, this fever did not
appear to be contagious; but it was evidently so after the

eleventh or fourteenth day, when the typhoid state was
induced. 1813 J. Thomson Lect. Inflam. 175 In low
typhous fever, and in typhoid inflammatory affections. 1846

G. E. Day tr. Sitnon's Anim. Chem. II. 245 The state of

the urine in typhoid fevers. 1897 Allbutt's .Syst. Med.
II. 38 Acute general tuberculosis or acute typhoid tubercu-

losis as it is sometimes called. 1905 H. D. Rolleston Dis.

Liver 316 A ' typhoid ' or comatose condition ushers in

death.

2. Typhoidfever : a specific eruptive fever (for-

merly supposed to be a variety of typhus), charac-

terized by intestinal inflammation and ulceration :

more distinctively, and now more usually, called

entericfever.

184s BuDD Dis. Liver 70,^ I have never seen abscess of the

liver noticed in conjunction with ulcerated intestine in

typhoid fever. 1877 Roberts Ilandbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. iig

Typhoi'l fever originates from a .specific poison, which is

quite distinct from that causing typhus. 1890 Lancet
22 Nov. 1133/1 As to typhoid fever, the principal factor in

its propagation was.. drinking-water.

b. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of, or

affected with typhoid fever.

1871 Tyndall Fragm. Se. (1879) I. v. 178 So surely does
the typhoid virus increase and multiply into typhoid fever.

1890 Billings Med. Diet., Typhoid ..tongue, the black,

dry tongue seen in enteric and typhus fevers. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 483 The typhoid patient has
some tympanites as a rule. Ibid. 600 A typhoid rash came
out. 1004 Jirit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 596 Infection with the
typhoid bacillu-s.

B. sb. .Short for typhoidfever : see 2 above.
pig typhoid, a name for swine fever.

1861 'Tanner Pract. Med. 11. i. (ed. 4) 153 The fatal c.ises in

typhus and typhoid are one in between five and six. 1887
Times i Feb. p/6 Swine fever. .being known in different

parts of Great Britain by the names of pig typhoid, pig dis-

temper. 1893 Syd. Soc. Lex., Pig typhoid, swine plague.

1898 Daily Ne7us 13 Dec. 3/4 Jenner's great contribution to

medical knowledge was the tfiff'erentiation of typhus and
typhoid. 190a R. Bagot Donna Diana xxi. In typhoid
there are often relapses.

b. A case of typhoid ; a patient suffering from
typhoid, colloq.

1890 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 2/3, 1 have heard of nurses who
started out of their sleep and got out of bed under the ira-
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pression they had still, as they put it, their ' two-hour

typhoids to feed*. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 27 June 1/2 There

were 316 patients, of whom half were typhoids.

c. Copnb. as typkoid-bacilius^ -carrier^ 'infection\

typhoid-contaviinatcd, -like,, -poisoned a(]js,

1897 Alllmit's Syst. Med. IV. 154 Pansini . . ohtained

typhoid-like hacilli in three dysenteric abscesses. 1809

Cagnky tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. vL (ed. 4) 246 '1 he
typhoid-bacillus., infests the discharges of this disease. 190s

Daily Chron. 18 Dec. 5/1 Typhoid-contaminated sewage.

1903 Daily Mail 10 Sept 3/4 Typhoid-poisoned oysters.

1908 Daily Chrotu 8 Sept. 4/4 Typhoid-infection on a large

scale. Ibid.^ 'Typhoid carriers', persons, .long cured., of

the active disease, yet act as culture-merchants of its germs.

Typhoidal (laifoi'dal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of typhoid fever ; re-

sembling or having the character of typhoid fever.

188a St, James's Gaz. 15 Nov. 6 The milk -pail reeks with

fever germs. The pump with seeds typhoidal. 2890 in N. Y*

Voice 17 Apr., Miasmatic and typhoidal conditions. 1899
Allbutt s Syst. j1/frf.VlII. 467The fever, .may be.. epheme-
ral, remittent, .. continuous, typhoidal, according to the

circumstances.

Typholysin, Typhomalarial : see Typho-.

II
Typhoxuaixia (toifom^fnia). Path. [mod.L.,

ad. (jr. TViptufiavia (Hippocrates, Galen), f. Twpos

(see Typhus) + navia madness, Mania ; by modem
writers taken as f. Typhus (in the mod. sense) +
Mania.] Delirium accompanied with stiijjor,

occurring in typhus and other fevers.

1603 tr. Blnncards Phys. Diet, (ed. 2), Typkowatiin, a
Detirium with a Phrensy, and a Lethargy. 1783 W. Cue.LEN

First Lines Pract, Phys. § 293 In the Nosologj', I added
the Typhomania to the character of Phrenitis. i82a-9

Good Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 622 Imperfect lethargy,, the

Typhomania of the Greek writers ; the Coma Vigil of many
later pathologists. 2857 Dunglison Med. Lex., TyphO'
inania^ the kind of delirium common in typhus. 1876

Bristowe The. f^ Pract. Med, UZ-jZ) 185 Occasionally the

delirium [in typhus] is violent and maniacal,, .hut much
more commonly it is of the low muttering kind, known by
the name of 'typhomania'.

Typkon^ (tai'ffm). [a. L. Typhottyti.Gr, litpwv,

name of a giant (see below) ; also, a tempestuous

wind (see next) ; also applied to a comet or

meteor,] The name of a giant or monster of ancient

Greek mythology (according to Hesiod, the son of

Typhoeus (see Typhcean) , and father of theW inds

;

later identified with Typhoeus), fabled to have

been buried under Mount Etna, and represented as

having a hundred heads and breathing out flames

;

also used as a name for the Egyptian evil divinity

Set. Hence allusively.

X59J KvD Sol, <5- Pers. \, iii, Bos, What, wouldst thou
haue me a Typhon, To beare vp Peleon or Ossa? Pist,

Typhon me no Typhons. x6io Guillim Heraldry i. j. (1660)

7 Ulysses bare a Dolphin and a Typhon breathing out

flames of fire. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. § 14 This

aery Typhon [Lambert Symnell], which grasped at the

embraccment of the two Kingdomes of England and
Ireland, a 2649 Drumm. of Hawth. /*<»«« Wks. (1711) 40
Those brazen Typhons, which disgorge.. metal, flame, and
smoak. i8ao T. RIitchkll Aristoph, 1. 202 He marches all

elate 'Gainst that Typhon of the slate, Storm and hurricane

and tempest comUnmg. a 1864 T. Archer in Macfarlane
^!e$ti. vii. (1867) 190 Uoring away at Berosus and Sancho*
niatbo. .at Demi-gods and Typhons.
Comb. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. 11, hiiposture 637
Wo to the vain bravados Of Typhon*Iike invincible Armados.

1859 J. C. Fairbairn Hymns ^ Poems 92 That brindled

monster, typhon-born.

Ty*plion 2. ? Obs. [ad. Gr. rwpSiv : see prec.

In later use partly suggested by Typhoon. Cf. F,

typhonfS^.tifon, 1\., tifone.'] A whirlwind, cyclone,

tornado ; a violent storm of wind, a hurricane.

155s Eden Decades -zi These tempestes of the ayer (which

the Grecians caule Tiphones that is whyrle wyndes) they
caule, Furacanes. ^ 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays
Voy, I. xi. 13 A wind called by the Gretians Typhon, of

Phnie Vertex or Vortex. i6ox Holland Pliuy 11. xfvii. \. 24

If the clift or breach bee not great, so that the wind be con-

strained to turn round, to rol and whirle in his discent,..it

makes a whirlepuffe or ghust called Typhon. 16*7 May
Lncan vii. 177 Cloud breaking Typhons did arise. z686

Plot Staffordsh. 27 There happen 'd a Typhon or Tornado-
wind,., not above forty yards broad. 1699 Typhones (see

Tyi'HOON i3]. 17J7-46 Thomson Summer 984 The circling

TjTihon, whirl'd from point to point, Exhausting all the rage

of all the sky. 1761 Chrou. in Ann. Keg. 126/1 On the 4th

of May, a most violent whirlwind of that kind commonly
known by the name of Typhons, passed down Ashley river

[S. Carolina]. i8ao T. S. Hughes Trav. Sicily I. iv. 121

A violent sirocco blew from the S.E...As long as this

Typhon prevails, the streets are generally deserted. x8»6

Hood She is far fr, the Land 21 All the sea-dangers, .

.

Tornadoes and typhons. And horrible syphons.

+ b. Applied erroneously to a waterspout. (Cf.

quot. 1625 s. V. Typhoon a.) Obs, rare—**
1774G0LDSM. I/at. Hist. I. xxi. 394, 1 am at a loss whether

we ouj^ht to reckon these spouts called typhons; which are

sometimes seen at latid, of the same kind with those so often

described by mariners, at sea.

t c. Spec. «= Typhoon b. Obs.

1783 Jl'stamond tr. RaynaCs Hist, Indies III. 186 The
storms they call typhons, which are peculiar to the seas of

China.

TjrpliOiliail (talftfu'nian), a. AlythoL [f. Ty-
phon i + -TAN ; cf. Gr. Tv<pwvtoSy L. Typkoncits.l

Pertaining to or connected with Typhon or Set.

2837 Fraser^s Mag. XVI. 409 The greater bear appears

under the typbonian tigure of a pig standing 00 his hind-
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legs. 1863 G. Trevor Anc. E^pt ix. aoo Some of the
paiatings represent the spirits of tho dead in Tartarus, armed
with lances, fighting with the Typhonian animals, the
hippop-atamus, serpent, tortoise, and ass. 1877 S. Lanb
Poole in lincycl, Brit. VII. 783/1 A gallery supported by
Typhonian columns.

Typhonic (t3ifi?*nik), a. [ad. Gr. TO^KWwfo?,

f. 1v<pQ}v : see Typhon ^ and -ic]

1. Having the character of a whirlwind or tornado;

tempestaous. (In cjnots. in allusion to Gr. Tv<pcjvttc6s

in Acts xxvii. 14.)
(138J WvcLiF Acts xxvii. 14 The wynd Tiffonyk [1388

Tifonyk : Vulg. ventus typhonicus\ that is clepid north
eest, or wynd of tempest.] 186^ Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. i i/z

Captain Spratt. .was for some time in the Fair Havens, and.,
was caught by a real Euroclydon, . . the gale having acquired
a truly lyphonic character by rushing down from the high
land. 1895 W. M. Ramsay 67. Paul the Trav. xiv. § 4.326
There struck down from the island a typhonic wind.

2. = Typhonian.
1874 Birch 1st <$ 2nd Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 19 Wooden

head of a hippopotamus.. sacred to Typhon, Thoueris and
other Typhonic deities. 1894 Western Dail^ Ne^vs 19 Sept.,
The history of Saturn is Typhonic or Satanic; he is said to
devour his children.

Typhoon (t3if«-n). Forms : a. 6 touffon, 7
tuffon, -one,-in,tufon,-faoii,tufan,8 typhawn,
9 tuphan,toofan,touffan,tu^D. ^. y-gtuffoon,
8-9 tiffoon. 7. 8 tay-fxin, 9 ty-foong, tifoon,
tyfoon, typhoon. [Two different Oriental words
are included here : (i) the a-forms (like Pg. iuf34>f

\tuJoe) are a. Urdu (Persian and Arabic) ^jliJ»

(iifiin a violent storm of wind and rain, a tempest,
hurricane, tornado, commonly referred to Arab,

iwilk ta/a, to turn round (nouns of action uJ^
f.^^f^ \J^J^ tawafan)t but possibly an adoption of

Gr. TO0WV Typhon 2; (2) the ^- and 7- forms
represent Chinese tai fung^ common dialect forms

(as in Cantonese) of ta big, and^'/i^ wind (hence

also G. ieifun). The spelling of the ^-forms has
apparently been influenced by that of the earlier-

known Indian word, while that now current is due
to association with Tvphon -*.]

a. A violent storm or tempest occurring in

India (foccas. with reference to other localities)
;

b. A violent cyclonic storm or hurricane occurring

in the China seas and adjacent regions, chiefly

during the ixriod from July to October.
a. ijM T. HicKocK !r. Frederick's Vt^. ^4 b, I went a

lioord of the Sbip(>e of Uen^ala, at which tune it was the
yeerc of Touffon. Ibid. 35 'J'hisTouffon or cruetl stormc en-
dured three dayes and three nightes, 1614 Purchas Pil-
^mage iv. xix. 448 The winde, which they call Tufan is so
violent, that it driueth ships on the land, ouerthroweih men
and houses. 1616 K. Cocks /?/rtr>'(Hakl. Soc.) 1. 163 Over-
cast wether, with a stiff gale wynd..towardes night proved
atuffon. i6a5 l*v»cu\s Pilgrir/is 1. 1. vL 30 Tempests, Huri-
canos, Tufons, Water-spouts. 1665 Sir T. Hicrbkrt Trav.
(1677) II It may also be remenibred, that during this late
tunon, lightning was seen to fall and hang like fire. 1674

J. JossKLVN Two Voyagfsio N.'E. 54 In the West-Indies in

August and September the forcible North-wind, which though
some call TuHins or Hurricanes we must distinguish. 1793
W. Hoi>CES Trav. India 1^2 The country people call them
aundecs, and typhawns. 1811 Mrs. SiiEKwoooin/.^xxiii.
(1847) 383 Durmg a most tremendous touffan. i8a6 Hock-
uiv Pandnrang flart I. iv. 48, I ..inquired how this too/an
or storm had arisen. 1850 Kannv Parks Wand. Ptlgr^
xliii. II. 53 The whirling clouds of the tufan. 1885 Lewin
Fly on Wheel iL 61 We ought to make ready for the coming
' tupban ' or tempest.

fi. 16^ Damhiek Voy. (1739) II. i. 35 The violent Storim
called 1 ufftxins (Typhones). 17*7 A. Hamilton AVw /4«.
R. Ind. II. xxxix. 89 September, they reacht the Coast of
China, where meeting with aTuffoon, or a North-east Storm,
that often blows violently about that Season, they were
farced to bear away. 1745 P. Thomas Vcy. S. Seas 374
Those dreadful (justsof Wind called horc [near Canton) by
the Name of Tuffoons, of which the Chinese relate very
amazing and incredible Effects. 1773 Chrron. in Ann, Reg.
203/1 We had another tiffoon in August, when all the
European ships at Wanipoo drove with three anchors a>hc:ad.

180a Capt. ELMOBKin A'/ii'a/r/i^tJfl. VIII. 381 In the event
of a tuffoon coming on. 1831 Tkelawny Adz>. Younger
Son I. 281, I should as soon have thought of anchoring on
the sand-heads in a tiffoon.

y, 1771 J. K. FoRSTER tr. Osbeck's Vo^. I. 169 Exceeding
great storms (called Tay-fun bjr the Chinese). 1806 Naval
Chron. XV. 465 A Danish . .ship, .encountered a Ty-foong.
1819 Shelley Pronteth. Unb. 11. iv, 170 My coursers.. out*
strip the Typhoon \rime moon). 183a Lvell Princ.GeoL
11.98 Captain W, H. Smyth informs me, that when cruizing
..amidst the Philippine Islands, he ha^..seen, after those
dreadful hurricanes called typhoons, floating isUinds of
wood, with trees growing upon them. 1848 S, W. Williams
Middle Kingd. I. ii. 49 The increased temperature on the
fioutliern coast during. .June and July operates., to produce
violent storms along the seaboard, called tyfoons, from the
Chinese ta-/ung, or ' great wind '. 1900 yrnl. Sch. Geog,
(U.S.) June 224 I he tvphoon of the western Pacific Ocean
u in many respects the counteri>art of the West Indian
hurricane.

Ji^' 1851 J. Milne Poems 295 Thoughts have their Ty-
phoons. 1898 Allhutt's Syst. Med. V. 807 Its [the hearths]
workings.. he.. in the track of emotional gales and ty-
phoons.

C. ailrih. and Comh.
1880 Miss Hird Japan II. 124 It was what they call a
typhoon rain *, without the typhoon. 1901 Hall& Osborkk

SuHsktne 4- Surf ii. i-j Our track was well out of the

typhoon district 1907 Manila CaSlenews 21 Aug. 8/5 The
building is of concrete, earthquake- and typhoon-proof.

Hence Typlioo*iiisli«., resembling or portending

a typhoon.
1880 Clark Russell Sailors Sweetheart vi, That w.-vs a

bright flash ! Gad ! That looked typhoonish ! 1893 K. T,

Webber in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 22 Nov., The weather

. . had been very * typhoonish '.

Typhopneumonla, -toxin : see Typho-.

Typhous (tsifas), a. Path. [f. Typh-US +
-ous.J Pertaining to or having the character of

typhus.
1805 Med. yrnl. XIV. 341 The dbtrict..has been. .more

free from typhous fever, than the more distant parts of
the metropolis. X82S--9 Good Study Med. (ed. 3) II, 91
Prisoners confined in jails with typhous miasm around them.

1844 Babington tr. Itecker's Epidemics Mid. Ages 237
Such opposite states are usual in alt typhous fevers. 1857
DuNGLisoN Med. Lex.y Typhous Depoiit^ a peculiar sub-

stance of new formation found in the areolar membrane, .of

the patches of Peyer in typhoid fever. 1897 A llbutt's Syst.

Med. II. 364 The renal secretion, .is. .dark-coloured from
typhous dissolution of the blood.

Typhus (tai'fys). [Late L. typhus in sense i,

and mod.L. (De Sauvages, 1 759) in sense 3, ad. Gr.
Ti5<^s smoke, vapour, conceit, vanity, stupor, f,

Tv<p€iv to smoke, smoulder. So (in sense a) F.
typhus^ Sp. tifus^ Pg. typho^ Sp. and It. tifo.^

1 1, Pride, haughtiness, conceit. Obs.
1643 TucKNEV Bainie o/G. 31 To bring down our lofti-

nesse and pride,, .to take down the Typhus of a Britannia
triumphansy as some few yeares since we vainly boasted.
[i68x Ess, Peace ^ Truth Ch. i8 Proud and haughty Pre.
lates (full of that Typhus Secularis—The old bane of the
Church).)

2. Path, An acute infectious fever, characterized

bygreat prostration and a petechial eruption; chiefly

occurring in crowded tenements, etc.

1785 D. Campbell Ohserv. Typhus 7 We shall therefore,
in speaking of this fever, either employ the technical
term Typhus ; or call it a low contagious fever. i8aj-9
Good Study Med. (ed. 3) II. 239 The heavier, severer, or
putrid typhus chiefly di^rs from the mild in the violence
and rapidity of Its march. 1866 A. Funt Princ. Med.
(1S80) ^7 The fever called typhus, known from the earliest

antiquity, has received a great variety of names. The name
typhus, introduced by Sauvages in 1759, .. derived from
Tv^^, denoting stupor,.. relates to a feature, .usually more
or less ppominent in this disease. 187^ B. W. Richardson
Dis, Mod. Life ii. 14 llie black death is still represented in

malignant typhus. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 354
Previous to the time of de Sauvages typhus was known as
' Pestilential ' or ' Putrid Fever ', or by some name suggested
by the eruption or expressive of the locality in which it

appeared, as ' Camp ', ' Jail *, * Hospital ' or * Ship Fever ',

D. Also typhusfever.
1789 G. Buchanan {title) Treatise on the Typhus Fever.

1818 Scott Let. to Laldlaiu Mar., in Lockhart, Many of
the better ranks are ill of the typhus fever. 1877 Kouerts
Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 1 10 Typhus fever is generated by a
specific poison, and is highly contagious.

C. attrib., as typhus case^ contagion, epidemic

,

eruption^ patient.

1799 J.
Franks {title) On the Non^Kxistence of Typhus

Contagion. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. iv. 41 The
chief causes of typhus epidemics. 1876 Bristowe The. <V

Pract. Med, {1878) i8q It is important that typhus patients
should be treated in large, airy, well-vcntilated chambers.
1885-8 Faggk & Pye-Smith Princ. Med. (ed. 2) I. 146 He
had headache and fever, and the typhus eruption followed
in due course.

Typic (ti'pik), a. fa. F. typique (1583 in

natz.-Darm.), ad. L. typicns^ a. Gr. rvniKU typical,

figurative, f. ruiros Type ; see -10, So Pg. typicoy

Sp. and It, tipico."]

1. = Typical a. i.

x6io Donne Pseudo'inartyr 5 Those Tj'pique times, and
Sacrifices of the old law. 2693 J. Salter Triumphs Jesus
7 Of various colour'd Plumes their wings are made The
Kain'bows to *em are but Typick shade. 183^ Bailey
P'estus X, (1S4S) 110 This air-hlled bowl is typic of the
world. i8sis Mrs. Bkowning Aur. Leigh ix. 134 Already
swearing at my feet That I'm the typic She. 1886 Swin-
BURMR.S7;2</. Prose ^ Poetry (iBg^) 181 With what passionate
magnificence of rapture the poet would have sung the fall of
the typic prison.

2. Of a fever : Conforming to a particular type
(see Type sb.^ 4) ; recurrinp^ at regular intervals

;

intermittent ;
periodic. ? Obs.

160X Holland Pliny xxviii. xvi. II, 335 As touching
feavers,..if it bee any of these Typicke and Periodicall

agues, which be intermittent and returne by fits. 1857
DuNGLisoN Med, Lex., Typic, /y//Vn/,. .characterized by
periodicity, as a ' typical fever '; or one which observes a
particular type.

Typical (ti-pikai), a, [ad, med.L. typicnlis

figurative, symbolic (Thomas Aquinas, c 1150), f.

L. typiats Typ!c: see -ical.]

1. Of the nature of, or serving as, a type or

emblem
; pertaining or relating to a type or tyi>es

;

symbolical, emblematic,
i6ia T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 6 (i6rQ) og Were they not

all typicall representations of that spirittiatl holines, wherin
even we ought to resemble them ? 1616 IIullokar Eng.
Expos., Typicall, mysttcall, or that which serueth as a
shadow and figure of an other thing. 1631 Gouge Gods
Arrows tii. §72. 319 Both the Psalmes are typicall, and
prophesie of Christ, and his joyfull comming. a i66x Fuller
Worthies, York (1662) 11. 230 He renewed the custome of
expounding Scripture in a typicall way. 1711 Hickfs Two
Treat, Chr. Priesth. (1847) II, i8S The typical Melchisedec,

the sacerdotal king of Salem. 1784 Cowper Task iv, ax8
Ensanguin'd hearts, clubs typical of strife. And spades, the
emblem of untimely graves, i860 Pusev Min. Proph. 601
In the daily sacrifice, .the lamb., was typical of the precious
blood-shedding of the Lamb without spot upon the Cross.
1865 R. W. Dale Jew. Temp. xiv. (1877) 159 The typical
character of Old Testament ritualism, and of Old Testament
history. 1898 C. Bell tr. Huysman's Cathedral xi. 223
Samuel, in many ways typical of Christ.

2. Having the qualities of a type or specimen
;

serving as a representative specimen of a class or
kind.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. App. 434 The facts which I have

brought before you are typical facts. x86x Bentley Man.
Bot. 359 A perfectly normal and typical flower should pos-
sess a calyx, corolla, stamens, and carpels. 1874 Parker
Goth. Archit. 1. v. 162 £xeter Cathedral is. .the best typical
example of the early part of this style. 1875 Fortnuh
Maiolica ix. 81 Their style would be.. typical of the Valen-
cian pottery. x88i Fboude Short Stud.{\Z'^'^V^.w.\\.-z^(^

Horace is a typical Roman of the intellectuafsort.

b. Nat. Hist. That is the type of the genus,

family, etc,

1847 Webster, Typical,..'!. In natural history,^xXs\vC\x^%
to or constituting a type. 1861 Rep. Smithsonian instil.

i860, 192 The typical genus, Pleurotoma.

c. Path. Of a fever : « Typic 2.

1857 [see Typic 2]. 1875 tr. vo?i Ziemssen's Cycl. Med.Xl.
599 Masked intermittents usually show themselves as typical

neuralgia.

3. Of or pertaining to a type or representative

specimen ; distinctive, characteristic.

1850 M°Cosh Div. Goz't. 11. i. (1874) 123 The normal or
typical number of toes is ten,., corresponding to the typical

number of the digits. i86a Burton Bk. Hunter (1863) 290
Hitting off the deeper and typical characteristics of Scottish
life. 189X Swinburne Stua. Prose <5- Poetry (1894) 18 The
typical English vices of egotism, hypocrisy, and envy.

4. Of or pertaining to printers' type; typo-

graphical. Now rare or Obs.

Z770 G. Faulkner in Abp. Boulter's Lett. I. p. vii, I have
..corrected some typical errors that are in the London
Edition. x82a Blackxv. Mag. XI. 7 Should you ever descend
from your correctorship of typical errata. 1837 Lockhart
Scott xliv. (183^) VI. 87 Numerous typical errors which
sprang of necessity from the author's inability to correct any
proof-sheets.

Hence Typica'lity = Typicalness.
1863 H. James Substance Sf Shadtnv 222 Such men.. have

spurned the empty typicality of the church. 1890 W. Whit-
man in Pall Malt G. 26 Aug. 7/2 If America is only for the
rule and fashion and small typicality of other lands (the rule

of the flat-major) it is not the land I take it foi. 1900
speaker 22 Dec. 317/2 The propriety, justice and typicality

of the picture.

Typically (ti*pikali), ctdv. [f. Typical + -ly2.]

In a typical manner.
1. By way of or by means of a type or types;

figuratively ; symbolically ; emblematically.
1605 Willet Hexapla Gen. 455 It typically also setteth

the practises of the scribes. 1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely 11.

X. 506 How could the Pricsthootf of our Sauiour Christ be
typically shaddowed and prefigured by two? 1692 Bentley
Boyle Led. ix. 334 The things they typically represented
were come to pass. 1786 A. Maclean Christ's Commission
L i^ The nations of thb world are neither typically nor
spiritually related to God as His Church and Kingdom.
1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. Notes (1852) 335 What is

true typically of the legal sacrifices, is true really of Christ's

sacrifice. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets iv. 193 We find the
fundamental moral law of Nemesis as a part of the Divine
government of the world expressed typically. . in theOresteia.

2. So as to constitute a type ; in conformity with

the type ; representatively ; characteristically.

1868 Cartenter in Set. Opinion 6 Jan. (1869) 174/3
Numerous specimens of the typically triradiate. 1871 Yeats
Grmvth Comm. 10 The Phoenicians were typically a nation

of traders. 1910 Seligmann Metanesians Brit. N. Guinea
Introd. 2 The character of its [the nose's] bridge varies,

typically the nostrils are broad.

Typicalness (ti*pikalnes). [f. as prec. +
-NEfes.] The character or quality of being typical;

€sp. symbolic character,

1633 Ames Agst. Cerem. i. 24 All Interpreters terme the

types of the ouTd law ceremonies j for that spiritual disposi-

tion they have, and typicalnes which the Loid set upon
them. 1649 Robekts Clat-is Bibl. 560 His Typicalnesse

herein remarkable ; for lonas was a singular tyj>e of lesus

Christ. 1865 Lit. Churchman 21 Oct. 443 Typicalness is a
matter of the interior nature. 1903 A. B. Davidson O. Test.

Proph. xiv, 238 The Divine design is no part \A their

typicalness.

TypificatioiX (tipifikr'Jon). [Noun of action

f. Typify v. : see -fication.] The action of typi-

fying; representation by a tyi>e or symbol; also,

that which typifies, or serves as a type, symbol, or

specimen of something ; an exemplification.

18x1-31 Bentham Lang. Wks. 1843 VIII. 334 A distant

and fanciful analogy which there is between the event

typified and the real event made use of for typification.

184s Blttckw. Mag, LVII. 731 The four-paned rattling

window of that clumsy typefication of slowness, misnamed

a diligence. 1850 A. Baker Plea for Romonizers Qtlhc
typification, the earnest and the pledge by outward miracle,

of the reality of the sacramental grace. 1893 E. L.Wakkman
in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 19 Dec, A perfect typification

of Norwegian childhood.

Typify (ti-pifsi), v. [f. L. typus Type si>.^ : see

-FY ; cf, V. typiJiS (Littr^).]

1. trans. To represent or express by a tyj^e or

symbol ; to serve as a type, figure, or emblem off

to symbolize ; to prefigure^



TYPIFYING. 560 TYPOGRAPHY.
1634 Wither EmhUmts 5 Glorie by the wreath is tj'pifide.

1646 Sir T. Browne Psntd. Ep. v. viii, 246 We cannot well
ooocetve the wood a burthen for a boy, but such a one unto
Isaac, as that which it typified was unto Christ. 1673 Penn
TM4 Chr. a Quaker xv'u 570 How can Christ be said to be
typified out ? J730 Waterland Script. Vind. Pref. 8 That
Fact expresses, prefigures, or typifies, another Fact of a
higher and more important Nature. 1833 Ht. Martinbau
Loom <V Lugger 11. v. 103 A double death was to be typified

byits fate. 1858 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1873) III. 11. ii.

333 The Euxine ! that strange mysterious sea, which typifies

tBeabyss of outer darkness. i8&( Bowen Logic viii. (1870)
348 A Syltogism, which is a union of three Judgments, is

anvopruUely typified by a triangle, a union of three lines.

2. To serve as the typical specimen or charac-
teristic example of (a class, family, etc.) ; to ex-
hibit the essential characters of; to exemplify.
i^ MuKCHisON Siluria i. (1867) 7 Fossils which might

typify such supposed older sediments. 1868 Owen Anat.
Vertehr. Anim. III. 374 The second deciduous molar., typi-
fies the form of the upper sectorial, which is retained in the
permanent dentition of several Viverrine and Musteline
species.

Hence Typified///, a., Typifying vbl. sb. and
///. a» Also Typifler, one who typifies {rare).
1653 Baxter Wore. Petit, Def. 13 The typifying use may

cease. 1685 — Paraphr. N, T. Matt, v, 17 The Ceremonial
part..was but a Typifying prediction of me. 1745 War-
burton Remarks Occas. Reft. ir. xviii. 95 A modern Typi-
fier, who deals only in Similitudes and Correspondences.
1851 Wardlaw Zech.v. (1869) 98 As the typical Zerubliabel
finished the typical temple, so surely shall the typified
finish His.

Typing (tai'piij), vbi. sb. [f. Typew. + -tng 1.]

The action of Type v. in various senses. Also
aitrib.

a 1638 Mkdk Wks. (1672) 43 The Seven Arch-angels, . .and
the typing ofthem by the Seven Eyes and Hornsofthel^'imb.
X736UVROM y/Tf/.^/.rV.A'tf///. (1856)11.1.82 Dr. Mainwanng
brought me a piece of 'J'orlock's typing. 1876 Mrs.
Whitney Sights^ Fns, vi, Somelxxly near, not going very
deep, yet observing faintly a typinR in it. 1M9 Pail Mall
G. 21 Jan. 6/1 The application of the Tainter graphophone
. .to typing purposes.

Typism (t3i*piz*m). rare~^. [f. Type j^.i

+

-ISM.] The character or quality of being typical

or symbolic; symbolism.
1850 J. Brown Disc. ^ Sayings our Lord{iZ$-2) I. ii. 65

The economy, whose great characters were externality and
lypism, is about to close.

Typist (tai-pist). [£. Type j^.i + -ist.]

1. One who uses type ; a printer, a compositor.
In quot. aiirib, rare~^.
1843 J- W. Croker in C. Papers 5 Dec. (1884) III. 13

Some of them are probably typist errors.

2. One who does typewriting ; = Typewriter 2.

1885 Frewen in Pall MallG. 5 May 6/2 The feelings with
which a ' typist ' contemplates the clumsy goose quill. Ibid,

9 May 2 If they are quick writers, the typists earn more
than the sum mentioned. 1890 Daily News 24 Feb. 5/6
The Society ofTypists announces a meeting at Exeter Hall
on March 17 for the examination of ' type writer operators '.

x9oa Euz. L. Banks Newspaper Girl ii, I was a sort of
privafe secretary and confidential typist to the proprietor of
the Daily Hustler.

Typo (tai-ptj), sb. (a.) slang, [Short for typo-

grapher or typographic,'] A tyjiographer, a printer;

spec, a compositor. b. attrib, or as adj. =
Typographic.
x8x6 Massachusetts Spy 7 Aug. (Thornton), [Printers] will

confer a favour on a brother typo [etc.]. 1858 Printer Dec.
(Bartlett), A manuscript written in 1714-1716, by two
ambitious typos. 1880 Stationer XXXV. 3 From thehumble
typo to the grand publisher in his chair. 1891 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull. IV. 110 Good pressmen for color worlc, for
litho. and typa presses. . . What does a typo pressman know
about lithographic inks, damping, [etc.]? 1893 Lei,and
Mem. I. 286 The typos, reporters, and subs [on a newspaper
staff].

Typo- (tsi'pi), li'pi)), before a vowel typ-, com-
binmg form repr. Gr. rt/iros Type sby^ used chiefly

in forming scientific and technical terms, and some
nonce-words. Typacanthld (taip-, tipakje*nj>id),

tf. [Gr. aKavQa spine], having the typical arrange-
ment of spines, as a star-fish. Typa'rcliical a.

nonce-wd. [Gr. dipxn rule; cf. Archical], of or
])ertaining to the control of the printing-press.

Typoorat [after Democrat], one who rules by
means of the press ; so Typocra'tic a. {nonce-
Vfds.). Typo-etcliliig': see quot. Typosfravure,
a method of printing pictures from half-tone
blocks prepared by photo-engraving, and set up
lor printing with type-matter ; also, a picture pro-
duced by this process, f TypoUtd (tii^^bit), Geol,
(also typoHth) [-ute]: see quot. 1828. Typo-
lithcgraphy, a process in which impressions from
printers' type are reproduced by lithography (Web-
ster, 191 1); hence fTypoUtho-graphy v. trans, to
reprodiice by this process ; Typolithogfra'pMc a,
pertaining to or produced by typolithography
(Webster, 191 1). Typoma-nla {nonce-wd,), (a)
a craze for seeing one*3 writings or name in print

;

(b) a craze for typology or symbolism. Tjrpo'-
meter, an instrument for measuring tyjie-bodies.
Typonym (tai-p^ynim), JVat. Hist, [after eponym,
etc], a name based on a type or specimen;
faeace Typonymal (-f-nimal), Typonyzuic (-^ni*-

mik), adjs, Typophll [-piiil, -phile], one who
has a fondness for or interest in typography,

Typoradio'^raphy, a method of making copies

of a writing, etc. on sensitized sheets or films by
radiography. Typora'zna [Gr. opafia view, spec-

tacle], a model or representation in facsimile.

Ty'poscribef a typist. Typescript, tyi>ewriting,

type-script. Typo-te'legrapli, a telegraph instru-

ment which automatically prints the messages it

receives; so Typo-tele graphy. Typotheter
{-p']>rt3i) [Gr, Oirijpf f. nOivai to set, place], a

type-setting machine.
1B81 F. J. Bell in Proc. Zool. Soc, 3 May 50a When the

spines retain the simpler disposition.. seen in.. most of the
better known forms, we may speak of the arrangement
as being *typacanthid. 183s Southev Doctor cii. (1848)

233/2 Old ftlr. Strahan the printer {the founder of his

*typarchical dynasty). 1858 Bailev Age 15 The *Typo-
crat now rules from coast to coast. 18^ E. Michelsen
England 186 The English Constitution., is *typocratic, and
written every day. 1888 J. Southward in Kncyct. Brit.

XXIII, 704/1 In..*typo-etching, the drawing is made with

ordinary lithographic ink on stone, or on paper and trans-

ferred to stone. It is then re-transferred to a plate of

polished zinc by the ordinary lithographic process. x88s
Acaiiemy 20 June 445/2 A new process—' ^'typogravure .

1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr. 535 The Typogravure
process is a method of obtaining half-tone pictures from
copper relief plates. 1828 Webster, ^Ty^olitCt in natural
history, a stone or fossil which has on it impressions or
figures of plants and animals. Cyc. i860 Mavne Expos,
Lex., Typoliihus,.. a. iy-poWih, 1823 Hone Every.day Bk.
1. 1038 A new musical work *typolithographied. i88a O. W.
HoLMKs'xn Atlantic Alonihly LI, 66 The slender intellectual

endowments, .which are so very frequently observed in

association with "typomania. 1890 P. H. Huntfb After
^J77<'ii.i!i. 57 The Jewish-Christian, misled by the prevailing
typomariiaof hisage. i884C.'oui-:sin A7ikOci.2'2i*TyPonymf
a name b.Tsed upon indication of a type species, or of a type
specimen. 1889 I^all Mall G. 16 Feb. i '•2 Two publications
which will receive and deserve the attention of all *typophils.

\QggSci, A flier. 2^ jzivi. $1/1 Dr. Kolle now declares., that the
process of *typo-radiography is . . a .self-evident and systema-
tic method of procedure, /z 1891 First Year Silken Reign
214 (Cent.) The *typorama, a plaster of Paris model of the
UnderclifT, Isle of Wiyht. 1893 N. H. Dole in Nation
(N.y.) 13 July 27/2 For upwards often years.. I have.,
spoken and written of work thus composed as *typosciipt.

xgto Times 26 Sept. 8/1, 40,000 articles .. in the form
of corrected typescripts. x888 Encycl, Brit. XXIII.
120/1 The automatic * typo-telegraph of Bonelli. 1903
Elcctr. World «S- Engin. 3 Oct. 377 (Cent. D. Supp.) *Typo-
telegraphy. x888 Pall Mall G. 10 Sept. ii/i The *typo.
theter is a machine used for., set ting type,..and requires no
change in the type, material, or appliances now in use,

tTypOCOSmy. Obs, rare. [ad. mod.L. typO'

cosmiiiy a. Gr. tyi>e *TvvoKOfffita, f, rviros type-l-

Koo^Hv to set in order.] A method or system,

intended as an aid to learning, in which words or
terms are fjrouped according to types or classes.

Blount's definition appears to be erroneous.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xvii. § 14 Such was the trauaile
of Raymundus Lullius, in making that Art, which beares
his name; not vnlike to some Bookes of Typocosmy, which
haue beene made since, beeing nothing but a Masse of words
of all Arts. 1605 CamdknAVw. (1636) 112 To reduce surnames
to a Methode, is matter for a Ramist, who should hapjy
finde it to be a I'ypocosmie. 1636 Blount Glossogr., 'J'ipo-

cosmy or TyPocosviy {typocosmia\ a type or figure of the
world.

Tjmograpll (tai-p-, ti-p^graf). [a. F. typo-

grapne (1554 in Hatz.-Darm,), ad. mcd,L. typo-

graphus, f. Gr. tvito^ (see Typo-) *- -7pa0os (see

-graph). So Pg. typogmpho, Sp. and It. tipogi-qfo.]

L A typographer, or ty|>ographist.

1737 OzELL Rabelais in. 281 A Fault of Mr Typograph's.
1833 Moore Mein. (1854) VI. 329, I recollect having a little

struggle with Simmons, my valuable Typograph, on this
very point. 1880 {title) The Enemies of Books. By VVilliam
Blades, Typograph.
2. A writing-machine for the blind in which

pressure upon raised types causes the corresponding
characters to be printed.
iSao Gentl, Mag, May 446/1 A Duplex Typograph ..

enables the blind to receive and communicate ideas by means
of letters, upon a principle adapted to the sense of feeling.

1851 Rep. Jurorsy Exhibition 0/1851 311 Hughes.. has
exhibited a portable typograph or writing machine for the
blind,

3. (See qnot.)
1886 Science 17 Sept. 252/1 There is now being perfected

..a machine intended to dispense with type and type-setters
in certain kinds of printing. The 'standard typograph' is

the name selected for it. ..The typograph is in reality a kind
of type-writer, but, instead of printing upon paper, it pro-
duces indented or depressed characters upon a sheet of soft
metal, from which an electrotype may be made.

Typograplier (taip-, lip^-irrafsj). [f. med.L.
iypograpfms (see prec.) + -ek l.]

1. One who is skilled in typography; a printer.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. i. § 24 To maintain the
trade and mystery of 'I'ypographers. 1683 Moxon Meek.
Exerc.^ Printing i. By a Typographer, I do not mean a
Printer, . . But by a Typographer, I mean such a one, who .

.

can either perform, or direct others to perform ..all the
Handy-works and Physical Operations relating to Tyi>o.
graphic. 1715 M. Daviks Athen. Brit. I. Pref. 9 The
Vatican Typographers .

.
, in Printing several Treatises.

1778 Warton Hist. Efig. Poetry II. Addit. k j, A very
antient edition, .without date, place, or typographer. 1837
LocKHART Scott II. I. 17 Whenever the poet hesitated about
taking the hints of the zealous typograpiier.

t2. = Type\vriter I. Obs. rare.

1839 Mechanics' Mag. XII. 128 A curious machine, .called
a tyijographer. Jbid.^ Ihe time is near when a man.. will
instantly resort to his typographer, instead of his pen and
ink.

3. A beetle, Bostrychus (or Tomicns) typo-
graphicus, which makes print-like markings in the
bark of trees. Also called typographic beetle.

Also typographer {bark-) beetle.

1840 Loudon tr. Kdllar's Treat. Insects 357 The Typo-
grapher Bark -beetle. Ibid. 35S The larvK..gnaw tortuous
passages, . . which, on account of their resemblance to letters,
have obtained for the beetle the name of typographer, 1847
Carpenter Zool. § 656 The Typographer beetle.. devours,
both in the larva and perfect slates, the soft wood beneath
the bark, . .and thus causes the death of the tree.

Typographic (t3ip-,tip^gne-fik),a!. [ad. med,
L. lypographic-iis (1540 in Coiptts keform.{\%^-^
XI. 818), f. typographus Tyi^ogbaph : see -ic. So
F. iypographique {x^xo in Hatz.-Darm.), Tg. typo-
graphico^ Sp. and It. tipografico^ Of or pertaining
to printing, typographical.
1778 Warton Hist, Eng. Poetry (1840) II. xxviii. 403 It

was printed. .in the infancy of the typographic art. 1704
Matthias Purs. Lit. (1798) 337 My only objection is to the
typographick pomp and expence of a book on such a
subject. 1840 De Quincey Style Wks. 1859 XI. 283 'Ihis
typographic mystery, .awoke and went back to sleep many
tunes over from mere defect of materials. 189S Blcuk-w. Mag,
Aug. 266/1 'iypographic nudges and leers conveyed to the
reader by capital letters, italics, dashes and asterisks.

Typographical (toip-,tip^grse-fikal),a. [f.as
prec, f- -AL : sec -ical.]

1. Of or pertaining to typography or printing;
connected or dealing with printing.

*593 J- UoALL Key Holy Tongue Printer's Note, The
Typographical faultes, which perhaps haue scaped vs. 1611
in Coryat's Crudities l*ref. Verses d vij, To 'i'opographicall
Typograph ical 1 Thomas. 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative
Pref., Faults., such as are nieerly Typographical. 1757
Blackstone Let. to Dr. Randolph 21 May 11 Mr. MussA).
dine's typographical character was entirely forgot in the
university. 1790 V. Knox Winter Even, (ed.2) II.xxxiii.329
That providential discovery, the typographical art. 1837
Hallam Hist, Lit. I. iii. §141 Some cities.. had acquired a
typographical reputation somewhat dlsprojiortioned to the
local demand for books. 1847 L. Hunt Men^ Women^ <5- B.
II. xi. 26;? 'J'here were no stars, or other typographical sym-
bols, indicating the passages omitted. 1^4 Andekson
Missions A?ner. Bd. IV. xxxviii. 345 One of the most
beautiful books, in its typographical execution, in the Arabic
language.

b. Produced or expressed by typography or in
print

;
printed.

1803 SvD. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 50/2 Not.. a picture pre-
senting us with an interesting epitome of the whole; but a
typographical plan, detailing, with minute and fatiguing
precision, every trifling circumstance, and every subordinate
feature. 1806 in R. S. Fisher Atner. u, (1854) 523 That
typographical thunder., has been muffled on this side of the
Atlantic. x868 Pall Mall G. 23 July 3 'typographical
emphasis was given to the following advantages.
•[•2. (See quot.) Obs, rare"*".

"75S Johnson, Typographical, 1, emblematical; figtirativc
[Hence in later diets.)

Typographically, adv. [f. prec. + -ly
2.J

1. In a typographical way ; in relation to or with
respect to typography,
^755 Johnson, Typographically adv,..s, after the manner

of printers. 1802 Woodhouse in Phil. Trans. XCII. 88
Typographically considered, these expressions are more com-
modious than [etc.]. 1845 Miss Mitfohd in L'Estrange
Lrye{i&7o) III. xi. 197 Selhng, for five shillings, books typo-
graphically worth about eightpence— poetically, good for
nothing. 1893 J. L. Smith in World's Congr. Instr. Deaf
254 An important requirement of the ideal institution news-
paper is a high standard of excellence typographically.

t 2. (See quot.) Obs. rare~ ^.

.*7SS Johnson, TypograpJdcally, 1, emblematically ; figura-
tively. [Hence in later diets.]

Typographist (tsip-, tij^grafist). rare. [f. as
TYPOGKArH-ER-(--isT.] One versed in the history
or art of printing ; a student of typography.
1890 Aihensenin 27 Sept. 412/1 [The origin of printing)

seems still to excite strange passion in the minds of German
and Dutch typographists. . .'rhe grouping of [printing] types
and the investigation of their evolution and relationship is

the ultima ratio of the typographist.

So Typo'grapMze v. {fwncc-wd.), trans, to treat

typographically, to describe in print.
1811 BvBON Bards ^ Rev. liii. (ed. 5) nete, He topo-

graphised and typographised King Priam's dominions.

Typography (tsip-, lij^-grafi). Also 7 tipo-.

[a. F. typographic (1577 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad.mod.
L. typographia (B. Veronensis, 1493), f. Gr. tvvos

type + -7pa0(a writing: see Typo- and -gbaphy.
So Pg. typographia, Sp. and It. tipografia,^

1. The art or practice of printing.

1641 EvELVN Diary 28 Aug.j The happy Monke whom they
report to have been the first inventor of Typography. 1646
Sir T. Bkowne Pseud. Ep. \, viii. 34 Those diminutive, and
pamphlet Treaties. ., pieces maintaining rather lypogr&phy
then verity. 1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 94 Typography or
publick printing, a rare engine for communicating the
knowledge of the truth. 1759 Johnson Idler No. 69. rs
Caxton taught us typography about the year 1474. 1831
Carlvle Sart. Res. 1. vi, I consider those printed Pape*-
Aprons, worn by the Parisian Cooks, as a new vent, though
a slight one, for Typography. 187s Scrivener Led. Text
N. T, 3 The first fruit of typography, the beautiful Latin

*

Bible known as Cardinal Mazarin's.



TYPOLOGIC.

t b. A printing establishment, a press. Obs.
i66o in Blackstone Let. to Dr. RandtH/>h ai May 1757,

ao The overplus of the money, .to be imployed in setting up
and maintaining a learned typographic.

2. The action or process of printing; esp. the

setting and arrangement of types and printing

from them ; typographical execution ; hence, the

arrangement and appearance of printed matter.

X697 G. Kkith Sec. Narr, Proc. Tum.-Hatt 39 A Literal
Fault in the Typography, as for read it was printed real.

X793 BoswELL yoknson (ed. 2) Advert,, The typography of
both editions does honour to the press. 1817 Cobbett IVks.
XXXII. 8 My name is placed in large characters, ., here,
merely in the typography of the thing, is a proof that [etc.).

1851 Humphreys Coin^Coll. Man. xxvi. (1876) 405 Whose
book is a fine monument of the typography of the period.
1000 ymL Sch. Geog, (U. S.) Apr. i&> The typography is

dear.

b. trans/. Printed matter ; letterpress, rare.
1644 MiLTOM Areop. (Arb.) 53 To catalogue all those Prin.

ters who are found frequently offending, and forbidd the
importation of their whole suspected typography.

•f-
3. (See quot.) Ohs. rare'".

«7SS Johnson, Typography, i, emblematical, figurative, or
hieroglyphical representation.

Typologic (taip-, tipiHp-djik), a. rare. [f. as
next + -ic] = next ; in qnot., relating to thestndy
or subject of organic types (Type sb^ 8 a).
1890 Smithiontan Rep. July 514 It is only very seldom.

.

that we can follow the typologic development.

Typological (tsip-, tip^^J-djikal), a. [£ Tt-
POLOOY + -ICAL.]

L Of or pertaining to typology ; relating to the
study or interpretation of symbols.
1845 P. Fairbairn Typology Script. (1857) I. i. 32 The

typological System of ihe Cocceian School. i8fi8 J. A.
WvLiE Road io Rome iii. 30 The close of the typological
dispensation, xgos Edin. Rev. Oct. 333 No typological
connexion was to be assumed between the subjects of the
nave and the arch.

2. Pertaining to the art of printing, typographical.
^x88a Trubner's Record 127/a Future writers on the Inven-
tion of Printing should.. treat the question from a purely
historical and typological point of view,

3. Pertaining to the study of numismatic types.
1891 AtheiaunfuCkit. 554/1 From the evidence of recent

finds and the author's typological studies it would further be
shown that the whole chronological arrangement of the
Syracusan coin-types.. required radical revision.

Tjrpologist (t3ipplod.:5ist). [f. next + -IST.]

A student of typology.
1841 W. L. Alexander Connect. O. If. Tett. viii. (1853)

314 If typologists had but kept fast hold of the principle,
that nothing is typical which is not also symbolical (etc.).

1898 J. H. Wilkinson in Expositor July 50 Justin. .pro-
ceeded further to apply the viaip wurritv to the wine of the
Sacrament~no great liberty in a typologist.

Typologfy (tsipfJ-Iodji). [f. Gr. Tinroi: aee
Typo- and -uxjy.I

L The study of symbolic representation, esp. of
the origin and meaning of Scripture types ; .ilso

trans/, symbolic significance, representation, or
treatment ; symbolism.
1S4S P. Fairbaium Typology Script. (1857) I. i. i The

Typology of .Scripture has been one of the most neglected
departments of theological science. 1850 W. M. Hethering-
TON in Chr. SaMatA USs^\^. 277 The true character of the
Sabbath and the misapplication to it of the principle of
typology. 185S T/tit'i Mag. XXI 1 1. 241 There is typology
as well as a teleology in nature. i86a Neale H^mns East.
Ch. (1866) 82 S. Stephen the Sabaite is not deficient in rich,
ness of typology. 1867 H. Machillan Bible Teach. viL
(1870) 139 He who understands the typology of plants,
finds an eloquent tongue in every leaf iSSa Farrar Early
Chr. 1. 105 Contrast the numerous errors and monstrously
crude typology of the former [the Epistle of Barnabas] with
the splendid spiritualism of the latter (the Epistle to the
Hebrews],

2. The study of or a disconrse on printing types
or printing.

zUa [implied in Typological a, 9].

Typto, -ton, etc. : see Tipto*.
Typtology (tiptp-lod^i). rar<r-». [irreg. f.Gr.

rvirruv to strike + -oloot.] The theory or subject
of spirit-rapping, .So Typtolo-grfoal a., pertain-
ing to typtology ; Typto'logist, a producer of, or
believer in, spirit-rappings.
In recent Diets.

Tyr, obs. f. Tirk jA.I and ».l

t Tyr, int. Obs. rare. A call used to drive or
direct sheep.
<:i4«o Towneley Myst. xii. 113 Secuudus pastor. I say,

tyr! Primus pastor. I s.iy, tyr, now agane 1 . . iV<rj«K/(«
pastor. Wold thou neuer so fane. Tup, I say, whyr I

Tyran, -and, etc., obs. ff. Tykant.
t Tyraudise. Ohs. Forms : 4-5 tir-, tyrann-

diae, -ys, -andise, -yse, tyrauntyso, tyrannyse.
[a. OK. tirandise (14th c. in Godef.), var. of
tirannise, i. tiran Tyrant + -ise :—L. -itia : see
-I8B 2.]

1. The sway of a tyrant ; absolute or despotic
rule: Tyranny i. rare.

•3*7 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 269 pat tyme )ie lirste
Denys asede tiraundise [p.r. tyraundys] in Sicilia.

2. Oppressive or despotic government, action, or
treatment : = Tyranny 3.

13B1 Wyclip Wisd. xvi.4 It'bihouede to them, hauntende
Vol. X.

561

tiraundise, deth to comen on with oute excusacioun. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III, 283 Socrates was wel nygh
alway in batayle, o)?er in tyrauntise [1480 Caxton, tyran-
nyse], oJ>er in fredom, hardiere t)an bataille o^wr tiraundise.
1390 GowER Conf. III. 382 He schaI..Governe and lede in
such a wise, So that ther be no tirandise. c 1450 Cursor M.
253 (Laud) To hem speke I alle-ther-most..That spendyji
her lyf in lyrandyse {v.r. truandisj.

tTyranfuIjtf. Obs.rare-^. [f. /y^-aw, Tyrant
+ -FUL.] Tyrannical, tyrannous.
XS33 Bellenden Livy ni. xii. (S.T.S.) I. 299 Traisting ay

the mair distant and ferrare thay war fra the cumpany of
)>\r ten tyranfuU men, to be the ferrare fra every trubit
approcheing.

Tyranlie, variant of Ttbantly.
IC^anuess (taia-ranes). [f. L. tyrann-m
Tyrant + -Ea3; cf. med,L. tyrannissa (137a in

Du Cange).] A female tyrant, Chieflyjt^.
1590 Spenser F. Q, i. v. 46 They were by law of that proud

Tjrannesse [Dame Pride], .. Condemned to that Dongeon
mercilesse. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 462 Semiramis
the Babilonian tyrannesse. 16x4 Raleigh HisU World 11.

xxi. 5 2 The house of David . . was . , rooted up, and the
Crown of Juda in . . posses.sion of a cruel Tyrannesse, 1643
Milton Div&rce 1. xiii, Not to canonize Marriage either as
a tyranness or a goddess over the enfranchised hfe and soul
of man. 1706 Watts Horm Lyr^ w. xvi. (1743) 171 Custom,
that T>Tanness of Fools. 1754 Richardson Grandison
(1781) Ill.xi. 84 She was., indeed a tyranness, to all beneath
her. X814 Scott LeU to % B. S. Morriti 11 Nov., in Lock-
hart, My Muse is a Tyranness, and not a Christian Queen.
x8a4 Hrber Narr. youm, India xix. (1828) U. 278 She
[the Begum Sumroo] is, however, a sad tyranness. 1844
Blackw. Mag. LVI. 84 The lovely marble-souled tyranness
has , . turned hack . . a hundred, all worthily born.

tTyrannesse. Obs, rare. [f.asprec. + -Ksa2.]
= Tyrandise 2.

"43»-5o f. Higden (Rolls) III. 283 Socrates was alle moste
contynually other in tyrannesse other in liberie moore
cruelle and grevous then batayle.

tTyra'nnial,^. Obs, [f.L./Km««-«j Tyrant
+ -IAL.] =- Tyrannic.
z6sx W- Jane Eutwf AxAooroc 216 Mahometts..TyraniaU

vsurpation. 1788 Priestlev Lect. Hist. v. xl. 291 The very
names which have been used to express these tyrannial
governments have grown.. odious.

Tyrannic (ti-, taine-nik), a. Also 7 tir-. [ad,

L. tyrannicuSf a. Gr. Tt//)aj'i'i«oy, {.rv^vvo^ Tyrant;
cf. F. tyrannique (14th c. in natz.-Darm.), Pg.
iyrannuoy Sp. tiranico^ It. tirannico^ « next.
I40X Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W, 1^95) 11. 272/2 We

wyjf dyscerne thabstynence dyuyne & noisome fro that
whiche is tyrannyke & dyabolyke. 0636 Denham Passion
0/Dido 115 Ah cruel Love I. .Again she feels the smart Of
a fresh wound from his tyrannic dart. 1695 Rlackmore
Pr. Arth, i. 52 The Pow r of Hell and Sin's Tyrannick
Yoke. 1704 Pope Windsor Far. 74 The oppressor ruled
tyrannick where he durst. 1768 H. Walpole Hist. Doubts
63 Henry was a tyrannic husband. 175(3 Hurke Cond.
Minority yi\iS.W\. 267 Unprovoked rebellion and tyrannick
usurpation. 1829 Hood Dream 0/ Eugene v4. xxvii, One
stern tyrannic thought, that made Alt other thoughts its

slave. x868 M. E. G. Uufp Poi. Surv. 85 The Anglo-Saxon,
amongst weaker races, is apt to join the tyrannic School.

Tyrannical (ti-, tairae^nikal), a. Also 6-7
tir-. [f. as prec. + -al.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or befitting an absolute
rnler or his government ; arbitrary ; despotic.
1560 Daus tr. Sieidatu's Comm, 410 Certain places of

thempire wer brought into his tirannical power. x6oi R.
Johnson Kingd. <$ Commw, (1603) 193 His gouemment is

rather tyrannicall then kinglike : for he is ab^lute Lord of
all the demeanes of the kingdome. 1603 Daniel Def.
Rkime Wks. (1717) 14 Nor is this certain Limit observed in
Sonnets, any tyrannical Bounding of the Conceit, but rather
a reducing it in girum, 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett.
(vol. II) 3 So Tyrannicall an usurpation upon the liberty of
mens spirits. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Tyrannical^ or
Tyrannous^ belonging to Tyranny, imperious. 1838 Thirl-
wall Greece II. xii. 104 Miletus, after the overthrow of a
tyrannical dynasty, was split into two factions.

2. a. Of the nature or character of a tyrant;

acting or operating in an oppressive, cruel, or un-
justly severe manner.
1538 Starkey England \. iv. 115 We must schake of al

such tyrannycal custumys and vnresonabyl bandys. a 1548
Hall Chron.^ Hen. K/, 167 A tyrannicall gouernor. 1606
AVabner .^/^, Eng. xiv. Ixxxv. (1612) 351 A wretch so
vitious, insolent, tyrannicall and prowd. 16x8 D. Dyke
Two Treat., Sch. Aj^ict. 328 Those tygcrly and tyran-
nicall persecutours. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. i (Jor.

vii. 13 Such will be tyrannical and malicious Adversaries.
1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest v, If you must be
tyrannical, Madam, indulge your humour in private. 1836
Marhyat Midsh. EasyiCxx, Like all those who are seldom
in command, the master was proportionally tyrannical and
abusive. 187a Morley Voltaire \. (1886) 12 A dark and
tyrannical superstition,

b. Of, pertaining to, or befitting a tyrant

;

severely oppressive ; despotically harsh or cruel.

'579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Skepk. Cal. July 173 In
purple, spoken of the Popes and Cardinalles, which vse
such tyrannical colours and pompous paynting. 159* tr.

yunius On Hev. ix. 13 The first execution done upon
the world by the tyrannical powers thereof. 1641 More's
Rich. Ill Ded., The troublesome and tyrannicall govern-
ment of usurping Richard the third. x6jJ3 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. Ixi. 248 They shall be chastised^ by the hand
of the Most High God for the crimes of their tyrannicall

lives. X796 Morse Amer. Geog, II. 290 As to the king of
Prussia, his conduct in Poland was the most tyrannical

and oppressive that can be conceived. i8xb Scott Let. to

Souihey 4 June, in Lockkart, I am always prepared to

expect the most tyrannical proceedings from professed

TYRA.NNITY.
demagogues. 1884 Pae Eustctce 23 To his inferiors, his
behaviour was most tyrannical.

Tyra*nnically, adv, [f. prec. + -lt 2,]

1. In a tyrannical manner ; oppressively ; despoti-
cally.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comtn. 216 Luther was in dede
condemned, .violently and tyrannically. 1653 H. Cogan tr,
Pinto s Trav. Ixi. 248 God hath made you Kings to use
clemency towards men,. .not to kill them tyrannically
1699 Dampier Voy. II. i. iv. 78 These poor Prisoners.. are
tyranically insulted over by their rigid Creditors, till the
debt IS satisfied. X7S6 C. Smart tr. Horace, Sat. 11. iL
(1826) II. loi Such a man will not. .be tyrannically cruel.
X839 James Louts XIV, III. 145 Colbert, .pursuing not only
eagerly, but somewhat tyrannically, his schemes. 1874
Spurgbon Treas. Dav. Ps. xcix. 4 His power never exerts
itself tyrannically.

+ 2. As an intensive : Exceedingly ; violently

;

vehemently. Obs. colloq.

x6oa Marston Antonio's Rev. v. iii, I am most tyrannically
hungry. x6os Shaks. Hat$t. 11. ii. 356 That crye out on the
top of question ; and are most tyrannically clap' t for't. 1607
Puritan 1. iv. 73, I warrant, my Kinsman's talking of me,
for my left eare burnes most tyrannically.

So Tyra'nnicaJness, tyrannical character, rare.
1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 588 Which Chaldeans are

described .. By their.. Tyrannicalnesse. X7a7 in Bailev
vol. II.

Tyrannicidal (ti-, tairsemisai-dal), a. [f.

next + -AL.] Pertaining or relating to tyrannicide

;

disposed or inclined to tyrannicide.
1814 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXIII. 456 The sedi-

tious and tyrannicidal spirit, 1837 Hallah Hist. Lit. I. I.

iv. § 46. 290 He has introduced a limitation of his tyranni-
cidal doctrine. 1853 Grote Greece il Ixxxv. XI. 197 Such
affection had to be overcome before he ITimoleon] accom-
panied his tyrannicidal friends to the acropolis. 189a
Illutir. Lond. Nervs 8 Oct. 450/3 Dynamitical and tyranni-
cidal schemes.

Tyrannicide ^ (ti-, tairse^nisaid). [a. F. tyran-
nicide (1583 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad, L. iyrannictda,
f. tyrannus Tyrant : see -cide i. So It. tiranni-
cida^ One who kills a tyrant.
X657 W. Blois Mod. Policies, etc. (ed. 7) C vij, An honest

Scot, who complains, that there are not some glorious
rewards appointed for Tyrannicides. x69a Washington tr.

Milton's Def. Pop. v. M.'s Wks. (1847) 380/1 They.. erect
statues in their temples to the honour of tyrannicides. 1700
Toland Harrington's Oceana Pref. 9 Cremutius Cordus,
who was condemn'd by that Monster Tiberius for speaking
honorably of the immortal Tyrannicides Brutus and Cassius,
1809 Edin. Rev. Apr. 227 [Debry] proposed the formation of
a corps of Tyrannicides. 183a Carlyle Misc., BoswelVs
yoknson (1840) IV. 77 The English Nation had rebelled
against a Tyrant ; and, by the hands of religious tyranni*
cides, exacted stern vengeance of him. X874 Svmonds Sk.
Italy ^ Gr. (1898) I. xv. 344 Memories of. .Brutus, and
other exalted tyrannicides, exalted his imagination. X904
Sat. Rev. 30 July 144 The exact amount of blood>money
received by each of the ' patriots ', who posed as tyranni-
cides.

Tyrannicide *. [a. V, tyrannicide (i6th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. tyrannictdium \ see prec.

and -CIDE 3. So J'g. tyrannicidio.'\ The killing

or assassination of a tyrant.

x6so Hobbes De Corp. Pol. 165 Tyrannicide, that is, the
killing of a Tyrant, not onely Lawful, but also Laudable.
X7SX Hume Princ. Mor. 11, iii. 29 Tyrannicide or the
Assassination of Usurpers and oppressive Princes was highly
prais'd in antient Times. X790 Burke Fr. Rev. 93 It was in
the most patient period of Roman servitude that themes of
tyrannicide made the ordinary exercise of boys at schooL
X809-X0 Coleridge Friend 1. xv. (1865) 212 It is difficult

to conceive a case in which a good man would attempt
tyrannicide. 185a Miss Vonge Cameos (1877) IL xxiv. 263
Julian the Apostate is the first instance of tyrannicide that
is adduced. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets iii. 87 Theognis in

one place actually advises tyrannicide.

t Tyra-nnicly, adv. Obs. rare'K In 6 -ykly.
[f. Tyrannic + -LY 2] = Tyrannically.
1530 Cromwell in Merriman Li/e ^ Lett. (1902) IL 188

The Duke of Holtz usurpatourof the kingdom of Denmerke
by whose meanes his brother in lawe king christierne is kept
tyrannykly in prison.

Tyrannine (ti'ranain), a. Ornith. [f. mod.L.
Tyranninm (see def.), f. L. /yr««««j Tyrant: see

-INK 1.] Of or pertaining to the TyrannifUBy the

typical subfamily of the tyrant-birds.

x888 P. L. ^cLKtzw. ArgentineOrnith. 1 148 The Bienteveo
is in its habits the most interesting member of the Tyrannine
family.

t Tyra'nnious, a. Obs, rare. [f. L. tyrannus
Tyrant + -lous.] = Tyrannous. Hence f Ty-
ra>nnionsl7 adv. Obs. ^ Tyrannously,
c 1561 T. Preston Cambyses D iv. The King is a tirant

tirannious. 1584 Hudson Du Bartas' yudith iv. 224
Manasses then his wife would not controule Tymnniously.
x6a4 Bedell Lett, vii, 115 Doth hee tyranniously inforce

his Colleagues to obedience also?

tTyrannish, a. Obs. rare. In 4 tirannyssh.
[f. as prec. + -isH '.] = Tyrannical.
X390 GowER Con/. Ill, 246 The proude tirannyssh Romein

Tarquinus. Ibid. 256 And thus this tirannyssheknyht Was
soupled-

t Tyrannism. Obs. rare^K [f. as prec.

+

-ISM.J The action or rule of a tyrant; absolute

government ; despotism,

1591 Greene Z>/jc. Coosnage (1859) 4 None could decipher
Tyranisme better then Arestippus, not that his nature was
cruel), but that he was nourtured with Dionisius.

fTyrannity. Sc, Obs. rare-K [ad. OF,
71



TYRANNIZE.

Hramuti, or med.L. tyrannitas (Du Cange), f.

tyrannus : see Tyrant and -ITY.] Tyranny.
IS3S Stewakt CroH. Scot. (Rolls) I. gi Fra mansuetude

andgreit humanitie To tigirnes and grcit ttrannitie.

Tyrannize (ti'ranaiz), v. Also 6-7 tir-. [a.

F. tyranniser (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f- iyran

Tyrant ; cf. late L. iyrannizdre to act the tyrant,

Gr. TvpamffH' to side with a tyrant ; also Pg.

tyrannizoTj Sp. iiranizart It. tirannizare.'\

L a. inir. To be a despot or absolute niler ; to

exercise absolute rule. Const, trver,

1590 Spenser F. Q, \\. x. 57 Then gan Carausius tiran-

nize anew, And gainst the Romanes bent their proper

powre. i6a8 Hobbes Tkucyd, (1822) 9 Polycrates, who.

.

tjTannizcd in Saiiios. 1737 Whiston Josepkus^ Antiq, i. vi.

$3 Ninirod..stayed and tyrannized at Babylon. X889 Jacobs
Msop 33 Here [at Athens] he ' tj-rannised in an easy-going

way for ten years.

t b. trans. To have absolute sovereignty in or

over; to rule over or dominate with absolute

power. (Cf. 4.) Alsoyf^. Obs,

1583 Stocker Civ. U^arres Lowe C. i. 6 The 12. articles.

.

inuented and practised by the Spanish Inquisition, to the

end they might inuade, get, and tyrannize the Belgique

prouince& 1651 NicJwlas Papers (Camden) 270 That
whLsperinge calumniator who hath of late tyrannized their

cares. 1^ Milton Hist. Eng. i. Wks. 1851 V. 5 Giants,

who tjTanniz'd the He, till Brutus came. 1705 Wbaxall
Hist. France HI. 175 His hopes of retaining the duchy of

Brittany which he had tyrannized during a number of years.

2. inir. To reign tyrannically; to rule despoti-

cally or oppressively. Const, over (f <?«, upon).

X494 Fabvan Ckron. vi. cI. 138 Sigebertus was thus de-

pryuyd..when he.. had reygned or tyrannysyd two yeres,

1588 Marprel. Ef>ist. (Arb.) 21 Oppressing and tyrannizing

Duer her Maiesties subiects. a xtof, Hanmer Chron, Irel.

(i8og) 136 Athelfrid the Saxon King of Northumbers, so

tyrannized over the Britaines, that they were faine to take

Ireland for their refuge, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts 8f Mon,
i. (1642) 20 The King of Egypt after losephs death. .did

tyrannize upon them with all extremity. X74r PuLTENEvin
JohnsorCs Debates 16 Apr. (1787) I, 388 That power by
which . . the administration has tyrannized without controul.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 11. vi. 309 The kings.. had
strengths, wherein they lived ; and whence they tyrannized.

1814 Scott Let. to y. S. B. Morritt 30 Apr., in Lockhart^
A glorious and stab'.e peace with the country over which he
tyrannized, and its lawful ruler.

b. trans. To spend (time) in tyrannizing, rare,

1649 Milton Eikon. xxvii, Idlely raigning..he either

tyranniz'd or trifl'd away those seventeen yeares of peace.

3. intr. To act tyrannically, play the tyrant ; to

exercise power or control oppressively or cruelly.

Const, as in 2.

iga^ Frith Antithesis {\%2(^ 314 Think you they would
not let you know the cause and judgment, if they did justice

& not tyrannize. 1590 Marlowe Edw. 11^ i. ii. What ! will

they tyrannize upon the Church ? 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.
1. iL 1. 1. (1651) 38 A sacrilegious Frenchman . . became frantick

..tyrannizing over his own flesh. i63<> Fuller Holy War
m. xxvii. (1840) 167 They within the city, being themselves

safe on shore, tyrannized on their poor brethren in ship-

wreck. 1690 C. Nesse O. »f N. Test. I. 59 Popish prelates

..tyrannizing also over the bonts of the dead. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones i. vi, It is the nature of such persons

..to insult and tyrannise over little people. 1817 Shelley
Rev, Islam Ded. iv, The selfish and the strong still tyran-

nize Without reproach or check. 1846 S. Sharpe Hist.
Egypt xi. 364 The great were not allowed to tyrannize over
the poor.

b. fig. of things.

1588 Shaks. Tit. At in. ii. 8 This poore right hand of
mine. Is left to tirranize vppon my breast. 1615 W. Lawson
Country Housevj. Card. (1626) 39 A long, proud, and dis-

orderly Cyon, , .l>earing no fruit, till it haue tyrannized ouer
the whole tree. 1670 Dryden 1st Pi. Conq. Granada v.i.

Affairs of State .. should not tyrannize on Love, but wait.

1805 Foster Ess. iv. viL 217 The influences which tyran-
nise over human passions and opinions. 1833 J. H. Newman
Arians l it (1876) 25 [The Arian heresy] made its way
into the highest dignities of the Church.. and tyrannized

over the majority of her members who were orthodox
believers. 1838-9 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia (1863)

19 The cold.. tyrannizing over your region.

4. trans. To rule or govern t3n-annically ; to

treat tyrannically, play the tyrant to or over, (Cf.

I b.) Now rare.

«'533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Auret (1546) Hhij,
That one with tyranny shuld tyrannise dyuers other. 1594
Daniel Cleopatra 11. i, But that he must.. tyrannize Th*
afflicted Body of a woeful Woman. 1596 Danett tr. C(?-

w/i««j(i6i4) 183 Their subiects, whom they tyrannize and
oppresse.. without any compassion. 1649 Milton Eikon.
iv, Had.. rather sit still, and let his Country be tyrannized,

than that the people, .should.. demand their rights. 1675
G. R. tr. Le Gramfs Man ivithotit Passion ^4 The Proud
Mistresses of Beauty, that Tyrannize the Spirits of indiscreet
men. 1761 Murphy Old Maid 11. 1, Do not tyrannize me
thus with alternate doubts and fears. 1783 Justamond tr.

RayttoTs Hist, Indies V. 268 They are tyrannized, mutila-
ted, burnt, and put to death. 1896 Daily News-^o Feb. 6/1
A poor, weak ruler he was. The tyrant was tyrannised by
the set about him.

b. fig. of things.

1588 W. Byrd Psalmes.txc. xxviil 2 Pleasure .. doth tiran.
nize the ship. x6si Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. iv. vi. (1628)
147 Poverty, which doth so tyrannize, cnicifie, and generally
depresse vs. 1741 Mrs. Montagu Lett, (1813) I. 271 Happier
are they who are governed by another*s will than such as
are tyrannized by their own. 1887 G. Meredith Solon iv.

But shall the Present tyrannize us?

t 5. To render tyrannical ; to make oppressive.
Obs. rarf'^.
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1643 Milton Divorce 11. xx, The canon law.., whose

boisterous edicts tyrannizing the blessed ordinance of mar.

riage into the quality of a most unnatural,.yoke [etc.].

Hence Tyrannized ppl, a.. Tyrannizing vbi.

sb. and///, a, ; whence Tyrannlzing-ly adv.

1589 Hay any Work 41 For their tyrannizing ouer him.

1611 Speed Htst, Gt. Brit. vii. xviiL §5. 290 His Christian

heart pitying at such heathenish tyrannizings. 1641 Milton
Apol, Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 320 A slavish obedience with-

out law; which is the known definition of a tyrant, and a

tyranniz'd people. 1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 9 A self

willed and wildly-Tyrannizing Monarch, c i68o Roxb. Ball.

{1887) VI. 290 Cupid, leave thy Tyrannizing 1 1756 World
No. 206 f 7 In. .a few months, from being a restless, tyran-

nized, tormented wretch, I found myself a husband, a cuckold,

and a happy man. a 1774 Tucker /./.iVa/. (1834) II. 80 The
crown, the church, and the barons, struggling which should

have the tyrannizing over the people. 1790 Han. More
Relig. Fask. World (1791) 89 Those tyrannizing inclina-

tions, which have so natural a tendency to enslave the

human heart. 183J H. Melvile in Preacher III, 221/1

That infidelity which shall rule tyrannizingly over Christen,

dom. x88i Athenaeum 27 Aug. 268/1 Intolerant of mean
compliances and tyrannizing superiors. 1905 Daily Chron,

16 Feb. 5/2 The Church of the Concordat will be succeeded

either by a free Church or by a tyrannised Church.

Tyrannizer (ti'ranaizai). [f. prec. + -er i.]

One who or that which tyrannizes; a tyrant.

1577 Patericke tr. Gentillet Pref. A iv b. Small potentates

and tyrannizers. 1629 Sir W. Mure True Crucifix 3960
Maisters.. May learne..To rule aright, not Tyrannizers

proue. 1689 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants 124 The Tyran-
nizer of Tyrants, Fear. x88i P. Hood O. Cromwell xvii.

226 When the will of the king became the tyrannizer of the

country.

Tyranno- (ti-,t3inie*n^), before a vowel tyrann-,

repr. Gr. Tv^avvo-^ combining form of tv^vvo^

Tyrant, occurs in a few nonce-formations, as

Tyraxinoctonlc (-pktp'nik) a, [Gr. TvpavvoKr6vo$

killer of a tyrant], tyrant-slaying ;Tyrannoplio'bia
[-phoiua], dread of tyrants.

1651 HoBBES Leviatlu 11. xxix. 171 A certain Tyranno.
phobia^ or feare of being strongly governed. 1789 Parr
Let. to Bnrney Wks. 1828 VII. 411 What say you to this

tyranno[c]tonic rigour which has overtaken Joseph and Gus-
tavus ?

Tyrannoid (ti*ranoid), a. Omith, [f. L.

tyranmis Tyrant + -did.] Resembling or related

to the tyrant-birds. 1891 in Cent. Diet,

Tyrannous (ti-ranDs), a. Also 6-7 tir-. [f.

L. iyrann-tis Tyrant + -ous.]

1. Characterized by or inclined to tyranny ; ruling

or acting tyrannically ; despotic.

1491 Act 7 Hen. Vlly c. 18 Richard the iij***. .of his cruel!

and tyrannous disposicion.. caused [etc.]. 1531 Tindale
Expos. X John Prol. (1538) 3 b, When God visiteth vs with
sycknes, pouerte, or what so euer aduersite it be, he doth it

not of a tyrannous mynde to satisfye hys luste. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades (1592) 114 The tyrannous handes of

any earthly Pharao. r 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxxxi, Thou art

as tiranous..As those whose beauties proudly make them
cruell. 1641 Vind. Smectymnuus 8 Those Bishops were
Popish Tyrannous Bishops. 1760-72 H, Brooke Fool of
^Krt/. (i8og) III. 34 Gave up the innocent many for a prey
to the tyrannous few. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. iii. xxv,

To speak freely of a tyrannous patron behind his back.

b. fig. Exercising absolute dominion in some
way ; overpowering, irresistible ; relentless ; inex-

orable ; severe.

1549 Bible P$. xxv. 18 They beare a tyrannous hate
agaynst me. xsjja Shaks. Koni. <5- yiil. i. i. 176 Alas that

loue so gentle in his view. Should be so tyrannous and
rough in proofs. 1604 ~ 0th. hi. iii. 447 Yeeld vp (O Loue)
thy Crowne .. To tyrannous Hate. 1644 Milton Educ,
Wks. (1847) 99/1 Flattery and court-shifts and tyrannous
Aphorisms appear to them the highest points of wisdom.
1665 Boyle Oceiis. R^'Jl- iv. xvii, That Tyrannous thing,

which we misname Civility. X797-B Coleridge ^mr. Mar.
I, xi, The Storm-blast. .was tyrannous and strong. 1841-4
Emerson Ess. Ser. 11. i. (1876) 36 We have yet had no
genius in America, with tyrannous eye, which knew the

value of our incomparable materials. 1873 B. Stewart
Conserv. Force v. 139 [Nature] is only tyrannous on the
surface. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. iv. xxxii. To have
spoken once is a tyrannous reason for speaking again. 1890
Century Mag. Feb. 574/1 The tyrannous moral Sense,

2. trans/. Of the nature of or involving tyranny

;

oppressive, unjustly severe or cruel.

1556 Ot.UK Antichrist 51 b, The tyrannous power that they
hade long wished for. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy. IV. xxxi. 153 b, Princes should not v.surpe vpon tyran-

nous force. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 482 The parching
streets That lend a tyrannous and damned light. 1637
Earl Monm. tr. Malvezzt's Romidus^ Targuin 146, I hold

a good Principalitie as free, as a bad Common-wealth ty-

ranous. 1709 Strype Ann. Re/. I. Ivii. 583 That the
election of ministers and bishops at this day was tyrannous.

1845 J. H. Newman Ess. Developm. 167 As soon as the
Empire relaxed its tyrannous oppression of the Church.
1870 J. R. Seeley in Macm. Mag. Sept. 354/2 The Press..

would have an exceptional and almost tyrannous power.

3. Comb., as tyrannous-minded,
1590 Harington APol. Poetrie in Orl. Fur. F vj,^ For

Traeedies.., that.. of Richard the 3. wouldmoue(I thinke)

Ph.tlaris the tyraunt.and terrifie all tyrannous minded men.

Tyrannonsly (ti'ran^sU), adv, [f. prec. +
-LY 2. Cf. OF. iiranneusement.'l In a tyrannous

manner ; with tyrannical oppression or cruelty

;

despotically. Also /f^.

1545 Bkinklow Compl. xxii. (1874) 53 Let the kyngs grace
consyder how tyrannosly. .thei vsed part of his progenytors,

kyngesof Ingland. 1559 Mirr, Mag.^ Rich. Plantagenetiv^

TYHANWY.
Wayehow vsurpers tyrannously warke. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v.

11,13 They each at other tyrannously flew. x6ia-x6 L iberDe-
positionum Archid. Cotcestr. If. 70 b (MS.) Margaret Adams
did vse her husband extreamly cruelly and tiranously. 1670
Milton Hist. Eng, 11. Wks. 1851 V.46 Julius. .tyrannously
had made himself Emperor of the Roman Common.wealth.
1844 Eraser's Mag, XXX. 460/2 Monarchies more tyran-

nously monarchical. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede xxviii. His
deed . . was already governing him tyrannously. x86$
KiNGSLEV Herciv. Prelude, Right tyrannously,,be lords it

over her.

So Tyraimonsuess, tyrannous character or

quality.

1870 M. Arnold St. Paul^ Protesteuttism 17 This proves
well what the narrowness and tyrannousness of Puritanism
dominant had really been, 1870 J. H. Newman in Li/e
(1912) II. xxix. 289, I cannot bear to think of the tyrannous-
ness and cruelty of its advocates.

Tyranny (ti'rani), sb. Forms : 4-6 tir-,

tyrannye, -ie, (5 thir-, thyrannye, tirandye,
tyreny, terannye), 6 tiranni, tyranye {Sc. -y),

tyrranie, 6-7 tiranny (tirr-), tyraimio, (7
tirany), 5- tyranny, [a. F. tyrannie (13th c
in Hatz.-Darm,), = Prov. tirannia, Sp. tirania,

It. tirannia^ a. med.L. tyrannia, f, L, tyrannus,

Gr. Tvpavvos Tyrant ; cf. Gr. rvpawia (rare).]

1. The government of a tyrant or absolute ruler ;

the position or rule of a tyrant (in sense i).

c 1374 Chaucer Anel. ^ Arc. 66 And whan that old Creon
[king of Thebesl gan espie How that the blode riall was
brought edoun, He heled that Cite by his Thyrannye. iS7<(-

80 North Plutarch (1595) 94 They say that heaunswered his

friendes, that principalitie and tirannie^ was indeede a
goodly place. Ibid. 106 Solon liued long time after Pisistra-

tus had vsurped the tyranny. 1614 Raleigh Hist, World
IV. vi. §6 The Athenians., were fallen., vnder the tyranny of

Lachares. 1671 Milton Samson Pref., Of that honour
Dionysius the elder was no less ambitious, then before of his

attaining to the Tyranny. ai'jz'j'Hv.y/-{OiiChronol. Atnended
i. (1728) 124 Pisistratus began to affect the Tyranny of that

city [Athens]. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 15/1 Pisistratus and
his son held the tyranny of Athens for thirty-six years.

1887 Encycl, Brit. XXII. 19/1 The tyranny of Dionysios
fell, as usual, in the second generation.

b. In general sense ; Absolute sovereignty.

1651 HoBBES Leviath. iv. xlvi, From Aristotle's civil

philosophy, they have learned, to call all manner of common-
wealths but the popular, .tyranny. x668 H. More Div.
Dial, IV. viL (1713) 300 Is it not absolute and unlimited

Sovereignty, .. wnich we from the Greeks call Tyranny?
x68x Nevile Plato Rediv. 2,^ Aristotle .. calls Tyranny the

Corruption of Monarchy.

C. With a and//. A state ruled bya tyrant or abso-

lute prince ; an absolute or despotic goveriiment,

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, i. viii. § 3 Honour in free

Monarchies and Common wealths, had a sweetness more,
than in Tyrannies. x6a8 Hobbes Thucyd. (1822) 8 In most
of the cities there were erected Tyrannies. i(^j Templs
Ess. Govts. Wks. 1731 I. 97 Some of the smaller States, but

especially those of the Cities, fell often under Tyrannies,
which spring naturally out of Popular Governments, X7ia

Swift Let. Eng, Tongue r 5 The change of their \i.e. the

Roman] government to a tyranny, which ruined the study
of eloquence. 1838 Arnold //:j/./?ow;f (1846)1. xxi. 454 All

the ancient writers.. call the Government of Dionysius a
tyranny. x88x Jowett Thucyd. 1. 10 The revenues of her

[Hellas'] cities increased, and in most of them tyrannies

were established ; they had hitherto been ruled by hereditary

kings, having fixed prerogatives.

2. The action or government of a tyrannical

ruler ; oppressive or unjustly severe government.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 375 Tyraunib of lumbardye

That vsyn wilfulhed & tyrannye [v.r, tirandye]. 1390
Gower Confi III. 201 Of crualte the felonie Engendred is of

tirannie. c X430 Lydg. AHn. Poems (Percy Soc.) 82 Roote
of discorde is Iroward tyrannye. 1494 Fabvan Chron. i. vii.

12 Of this [Madan] is lytell or no memory made. ., except

y' some wryte of hym y* he vsed great Tyranny amonge
his Brytons. 1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. vl xviii,(W.

de W.) n iij/i Ryghtfullordshyp ouersettith not his subgettes

by tyranny, but he defendyth theym. xsss Eden Decades
258 The patriarch of Constantinople was oppressed by the

Tiranni of the Turkes. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad,
I. (1594) 601 We may call that a tyrannie, when the prince

accounteth all his will as a just law, and hath no care either

of pietie, justice, or faith. 1594 Shaks. Rich. IlL v. iii. 168

The last was I th»t felt thy Tyranny. 1596 Dalkymple tr,

Leslie's Hist. Scot. \i. (S.T.S.) I. 137 The fyfte quha helde

the gouernement..for his gret tirannie.. he is slane. X636

E. Dacres tr. Machiavel's Disc. Livy^ I. 172 That part of

the nobility, that hath not a share in the Tyrannie, is

alwayes enemy to the Tyrant. X667 Milton P. L. xii. 95
Tyrannie must be. Though to the Tyrant thereby no excuse.

17*4 Dk Foe Mem. Cavalier 11. 167 Parliament Tyranny
began to succeed Church Tyranny. 1792 Anted. W. Pitt

III. xl. 87 The House, in committing the City Magistrates

to prison, without hearing their defence upon the point of

privilege, had been guilty of a gross and palpable act of

tyranny. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. x. 396 A monarchy, in

which selfish aims predominate, becomes a tyranny. 1836

Hor, Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 203 Sir Thos. More trans-

ported himself from the tyranny of Henry VIII into Utopia.

1863 Froude Hist, Eng. VII. i. 9 The accession of Mary had
found the new opinions equally dishonoured by tyTanny.

1883 — Short Stud. IV. iii. 263 In political catastrophes

revolution is nearest when tyranny is at its worst.

3. Arbitrary or oppressive exercise of power

;

unjustly severe use of one's authority ; despotic

treatment or influence ; harsh, severe, or unmerciful

action ; with a and //., an instance of this, a ty-

rnnnical act or proceeding,
c X368 Chaucer Compl. Pite 6 The cruelte and Tyrannye

[7/. rr. tirannye, thirannyeJOf loue. 1390 Gower Con/.Wl.-

307 The tirannies whiche he wrogbt. c 1409 Lvdc. Compl,



TYRANNY.
Bl, ^«/. 665 Jelousye.. That hath so longe . . Werreyed
Trouthe with Iiis lirannye. a 1533 Ld. Ukknkks Gold. BA:
M. Aurel. (1546) Oj, He that hain muche, doeth tyranny
to hym that hath but litlelL 1560 Daus tr. SUidane's
Comm. 449 It b a starke tyranny that maried priestes should

be put from the holy ministery, 1568 Jewel _Z<r/. to Ab^.
Parker J May, I am afraid of printers. Their tyranny is

terrible. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 546 He delights

to see men..torn with Elephants. Of these tyrannies he
reckons many particulars which he saw. 1642 Fuller Holy
if Prof. St. IV. X, 285 "Tis tyranny to trample on him that

prostrates himself. 166^ H. More Myst. Iniq. xvii. 62 All

the Frauds and Tyrannies of this Unchristian, though over-

much Anointed, Priesthood. 1709 Strype Ann. Rcf.
I. liii. 537 Among other his tyrannies,.. the boy was gotten
into Boner's house, and there whipped with rods in a most
lamentable manner. 1747 Butler Sertn, Wks, 1874 II. 302
The tyranny of our own lawless passions is the,, most
dangerous of all tyrannies. 1843 Prkscott Mexico i. iij.

(1864) 27 The worst kind of tyranny—that ofa blind fanati-

cisnu 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xU (1856) 364, 1 commenced
the anti-scorbutic tyranny at once. 1856 Kingsley Lett.

(1878) I. 474 Lifting up your voice to expose the tyranny of
* Union ' strikes. 1S86 Sheldon tr. FiauoerCs Salammbd 34
The tyrannies of discipline.

b. Violent or lawless action ; violence, outrage,

villany. Obs, ot arch.

1^75 Rolis 0/ ParIt. VI. 138/2 For fere of which Rob-
beries and Tyrany, doon by the said Henry Bodrugan. 1547
Reg. Priv^ Council Scot. I. 75 The greit preparaiionis and
tyrany divisit and ordanit be our saidis auid ynemets. 1568
Grafton Chron. \\. 250 When the Scottishe king had
finished this hys tiranny vpon the Towne. 1570 Sat. Poems
Reform, xx. 102 Be tyrannic, To sla our rycht Regent.
1603 Knollks Hist. Turis (1621) 142 Which crueltie he used,
because they a little before had used the like tyrannie
against his Turks.

Hence + Tyraimy z;,, in/r, =» Tyrannize v. 3.

Ods. rare~^,
1650 Gentius Considerations 45 Our sense doth with ease

tyranny over us.

Tyrannykly, var. Tybannicly adv. Obs,

l^rant (taia-rant), sb. Forms : a. 4 tyraun,
4-7 tyran, -anne, 5-7 tyrane, 6 tiran, -anne,

7 tyrann, Sc, 4 terane, 5-6 tirrane, 6 tirane,

tyrran(ne; ^. 3-5 (6.S'f.) tir-,tyrand,4-5-ande,
tir-, tyraund, terand (also 6 Sc,\ 5, 6 Sc. tirr-,

tyrrand, (7 tyrannd)
; 7. 3 //. tyraxinz, 3-7

tirant, 4-5 terant, -aunt, 4-6 tir-, tyraunt, -o,

(4 tir-, 5 terawnte, 6 Sc. tlrrant), 6 tyrante,

5- tyrant. [a, OF. tyrant (12th c), tiran

(13th c), F. tyran (14th c.) «= Prov. tiran. Cat.

tira, Sp, tiranOf Pg. tyranno, It tiranno, a. L.

tyrannuSt Gr. rvpavvo%.
The spelling with final i arose in OF. from association of

the ending with that of present participles ; cC sujffragofit

as variant oK suffragan^
1. One who seizes upon the sovereign power in a

state without legal right ; an absolute ruler ; a
usurper. (Chiefly in reference to ancient rulers,

and in early use with suggestion of sense 3.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 31001 (Cott.) Vnder a tirand hight egeas

Bonden on a rod be was. f 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810J 51
A bastard no kyn^dom suld nald Uot if ^at he it wan.,Of
tirant or of Sarazin. 0374 Chaucer Boeih. ni. pr. v. 59
(Camb. MS.) A tyraunt pat was kyng of sysite. ^ 1470
Harding CAr(7//. xxxi. ti,£che Tyraunt wasaConqueroure.
1513 I>ouGt.AS Mneis VL ix. 197 Sum.. Said and betrasit

that natiue realm and land And tharin brocht a michty
tirrand Strang. i54t Udall Erastn. Apoph. 39 The thirtie

tyninnes had invaded & usurped the governance. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. iiL 71 To proue him Tyrant, this

reason may suffice, That Henry liueth still. i6i> Bacon
Hen. K//, i Richard the third of that name, King in fact

onely, but Tyrant both in Title and Regiment. 1653
Gataker Vind. Annot. Jer.^i He.. landed nis forces, sur-

prised Syracusa, and drave out the Tyranne. 1763 J.
Brown Poetry ^ Afus.vlu 151 This Event happened .. thro'

the Authority of the thirty Tyrants. x8ai Byron Juan ill.

Ixxxvi, The tyrant of the Chersonese Was freedom's best
and bravest friend j T/tat tyrant was Miltiades I x88a Gd.
IVords 181/1 In the fifth century before Chrbt, the tyrant
Gelon extended its limits to embrace Acradina.

1 2. A ruler, governor, prince. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxiL 10 Princes, bat is,..

tirauntis of ^ warld. 1383 Wyclif Dan. u 3 The sonys
of Yrael, and of the kyngus btoode, and the children
of tyrauntis. C1430LYDC. Min. /*«»« (Percy Soc) 118 The
hors.. Withe his bellis and boosis brode of gold. Estate of
tirauntis the poraile dothe expresse. c 1477 Caxton Jason
38b, Dyomcdes.. brought with him xxx. of his tyrants.

*$5S W. Watreman Fardle Facions i. vi. 90 The Troglo-
dites..haue their heade ouer them^ whome they call

Tirauntc. 1609 Bible (Douay) Dan. \\x. 2 The king sent to
cal together the nobles, the magistrates, and judges, dukes,
and tyrants, and rulers. 1737 Whiston yosephus^ Hist, u
xii. § 3 Cassius. .set tyrants over all Syria.

3. A king or ruler who exercises his power in an
oppressive, unjust, or cruel manner ; a despot.
1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7689 To horn >at wolde is willc do

debonere he was & milde & to horn t>at wi(«ede strong
tirant \v. r. tyraundj. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints Vi. (Paulus) 647
Nero, t>at tyran kene. /bid. 796 pe tyrand tuk on hand
For to byrne |>e gret cite Of rome. 1390G0WKR Con/. HI.
201 Evere yit it hath so stonde. That god a tirant overladde.
1423 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 181 Yf y (Ca:sar] were a
tyraunte, thow sholdyst Say no more so. c 1471 Foktescue
W'Aj. (1869) 453 Whan a Kyng rulith his Realme onely to
his own profytt, and not to the good of his Subgetts, he ys
a Tyraunte. 154s Udall Erasm. Apoph. 262b, Sylla.,
afterwarde we.ixed a cruell tyranne. 1587 Golding De
Mornay xii. (1592) 172 Tyrannes..be but Gods scourees
which he will cast into the fire when he hath done with
than. z6oi Shaks. Jul, C. v. iv. 5 A Foe to Tyrants, and
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my Countries Friend. 1617 Bp. Hall^wo Vadis § 18 Their
late Patron . . was, after his death, in their Pulpits proclaimed
7>rrt«,and worse. 1727 Gay Fables l. xlix. 5 Do not tyrants

. .Think men were born for slaves to kings ? 1831 Siii J. Sin-

clair Ccrr. II. 145 When Bonaparte put the Duke d'Enghicn
to death, all Paris felt so much horror.. that the throne of

the tyrant trembled under him. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist.

II. xvi. 350 The king had never been a tyrant. x888 Brvce
A tner, Commw. I. iv. 42 The weak points which had enabled
George III to play the tyrant.

4. Any one who exercises power or authority

oppressively, despotically, or cruelly ; one who
treats those under his control tyrannically.

cxa90 Beket 750 in S. Eng, Leg. I. 128 Ore louerd helpe
nou^ seint thomas.. A-mong so manie tyraunzfor-tocome
|»at weren alle is fon. Ibid. 753 In J^e castel sat Jjc motinge
of l>is tyraunz ech-on. a 1340 Hampole Psalter \\. 9 pou
sail noght be tyraunt til paim. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn
(Rolls) VI. 209 pe abbotes..for grete richesse heel? proude,
and bycomej* tyrauntz. x6io Shaks. Temp. \\. x\. 166
A plague vpon the Tyrant that I serue. 1750 Gray Elegy
58 Some village Hampden, that.. The little Tyrant of his
fields withstood. 1792 in Gentl. Mag, Dec. 1199/1 A man
of republican levelling princii>Ies, who was the greatest of
tyrants to his wife and family. 18x7 Miss Mitford in
L'Estrange Life {1870) II. i. 2 A sad tyrant, as my friends

the Democrats sometimes are. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
Ixvii, It was William who defended him against a tyrant at
the school where they were. 1908 R. Bagot A, Cuthbert
iv, The marriage had not proved a happy one... He had
been a domestic tyrant.

t b. By extension : Any one who acts in a cruel,

violent, or wicked manner ; a ruffian, desperado
;

a villain. Hence as a term of reproach. Obs.

'^*375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. {Petrus) 289 He folawit . . Agan
l^at Terane [Simon Magus] for to stryfe. Ibid. xxx. [Cristo-

fere) 528 His tyranis furth can ryn, & did as he bairn bad in

haste. X377 Langl. P. PI. B. i. 109 Attache po tyrauntz

[1393, tyrauns}.. And fettereth fast faUenesse . . And gurdeth
of gyles hed. ciAy> Cher. Assigne 84 Tytlye tyrauntes
tweyne . . by l>e byddynge ofmatabryne a-non Jjey her hente.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 227 Fals tiraunte [Judas], for \n

tratoury pu art worH to be hanged. 1457 Harding Chron.
in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1912) 745 Your lustyse of pese darr
nought reply Suche tyrauntes that perteyne to any lorde.

1516 TiNOALE X Tim, 1. 13, 1 was a blasphemar, and a perse-
cuter, and a tyraunt. xsoi S. Wvthers tr. Calvin's Treat,
Relics H vij b, The tirauntes that stoned him [Stephen],
a X578 LiNDKSAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. xix. 86
He suburnit sum blody tyrantis to ly in one quyit place,

.

awaitand for the slaughter.

O. Jig. Anything of which the action is likened

to that of a tyrannical niter.

1508 Dunbar Lament Makaris 25 That Strang vnmerci-
full tyrand [i- e. Death]. X5a8 Paynel Saleme's Regim,
Oj, A pike (called the tyranne of fishes). 1579 Si-enser
Shepk. Cal. Oct. 98 Lordly loue is such a Tyranne fell.

1611 Shaks. Cyntb. i. i. 84 O dissembling Curtesie 1 How
fine this Tyrant Can tickle where she wounds? 1757 Gray
Hard 130 Horrour, Tyrant of the throbbing breast. X796
Eliza Hamilton Lett. Hindoo Rajah (1811) 1. 11 When the
tyrant pain had a little loosened the fetters of her power,
X847 Helps Friends in C. i, viit. X33 Public opinion, the
greatest tyrant of these times.

6, Omith. Any bird of the family Tyrannidgd ;

csp, any of several species of the genus Tyrannus
(as T caroiimnsiSy the Kino-bibd or bee-martin),

noted for attacking and driving off any other bird

approaching its nesting place. Also called tyratU-

bird, tyrant-Jlycatcher,

1730 MoRTiMKR in Phil. Trans, XXXVI. ^33 Muscicapa
corond rubrd, the Tyrant... He puts to Flight all Birds,

both great and small, that come near bis Station. 1731 M.
Catesbv J^at. Hist. Carolina 1. 55 The Tyrant. ..The
courage of this little Bird is singular, a 1841 Swainson in

Penny Cycl. XXI. 415/2 The lesser tyrants {Tyrannulx)are
spread over the whole of America, where they represent the
true flycatcher. .. The tyrants are bold and quarrelsome
birds, particularly during the season of incubation. x86g
Gillmorb tr. Figiiier's Rept, <5- Birds {1870) 538 The
Tyranis (Tyrannus) owe their name to their courageous,
audacious, and quarrelsome character. 1895 Newton /?iV/.

Birds, Tyrant or Tyrant-bird, Catesby applied it solely to

..the King-bird. ., hut apparently as much in reference to

its bright crown..as to its tyrannical behaviour to other
birds.

6. attrib. or as adj\ That is a tyrant, tyrannical,

tyrannous ; also, characteristic of a tyrant.

1307 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8005 Milce nas (wr mid him [King
William) non,,Ac as a tirant [v.r. terant] tormentor in

speche & ck in dede, c 1375 Sc. L^g. Saints xv'xx. (Martha)
390 A tyrand man in vorcf & vark. 1390 Gower Conf. II.

316 That tirant raviner [Tereus], Whan that sche was in his

pouer. .Foryat he was a wedded man. Ibid. III. 148 Cirus
the king tirant sche tok. 1456 Sm G. Have Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 32 Wikkit tyrane Emperouris and princis. 157a
Re^. Privy Council Scot. II, 140 Thair inordinat proceid-

ingis, tirrant and tressonable attemptattis. 1585 T,
VvKSHiHGToaix. Nicholay's Voy. iit.'xii. 740, Sundry emperors
tirants. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L, i, ii. 300 Thus must I from the
smoake into the smother. From tyrant Duke, vnto a tyrant
Brother. 1624 Quarles Job Militant xv. 26 Hidden roots,

wherewith they might appease Their Tyran'-stomakes. 1691

Svftrr Athenian Soc. x. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 236 The deluding
muse, .changes all to beauty, and the praise Of that proud
tyrant sex ol^ hers. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 222 When
tyrant custom had not shackled man. 1775 Abigail Adams
Fam. Lett. (1876) 124 A reconciliation between our no
longer parent state, but tyrant state, and these colonies.

x8io Crabue Borough xxxv. 287 The tyrant-boy, whose sway
All hearU acknowledge. 1835 Lvtton Rienzi \. 1, The excuse

for these tyrant hypocrites to lift up their hands. X839

Bailev Festus xxxu (1852) 514 Those basest few who
thought to win The tyrant monster's favour,

t D, as adj. in predicate. Obs. rare.

xa97 K, Glouc. (Rolls) 86x5 So cruel ne so tirant ich wene

TYRANTRY.
no mon ne say. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret-^ Priv. Priv. 212 A
man his. .Tyraunt & Slow as a here, c 1440 Jacobs it'e/l

86 He is pruddere, J>e more teraunt, |?e more ouerledere, (?e

more cursyd lyvere, for his good, xgzg Rastell Pastymt
(181 1) 19 He was most tirant and cruell of all emperours,

7. attrib. and Comb., as tyrant-air, -craft, 'killings

-kindj -murder^ period; tyrant-hater, -killer,

-gztellcr, -slayer^ -tamer] tyrant-kating, -quelling,
-ridden, -scourgittg adjs. ; tyrant-like adj. and adv.

;

tyraut-bird : see sense 5 ; tyrant-chat (see
quot.) ; tyrant-fish, a West Indian cutlass-fish,

Evoxymetopon ixniatus {Cent. Vict. Supp,, 1909);
tyrant-flycatcher, tyrant-shrike, species of Ty-
rannus, resembling, and formerly confused with,

the Muscicapidse and Laniidsd ; tyrant-wren : see

quot. for tyrant-chat.
X746 Lockman To 1st Promoter ofCambrick ^ Tea Bills

29 [He] Lords it, with *tyrant-airs, o'er beast and man.
x888 CasseU's Encyct. Dict.^ *Tyrant-bird. 1892 W. H.
Hudson Natur. LaPlata 35 Puma.. following and harass-
ing it [the jaguar] as a tyrant-bird harasses an eagle or
hawk. X885 Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 468 We may now style

various birds *tyrant-chats, tyrant-wrens, tyrant-Hycatchers,
etc, according to the more or less obvious resemblance they
may have to the true (oscinine) chats, wrens, or flycatchers.

x8x2 Crabbk Tales xiv. 349 With *tyrant-craft, he then was
still and calm. ijZ^ Latham Synopsis Birds IIL 357 *Tyrant
FI[ycatcher]. Size of the Red-backed Shrike, or a trifle

bigger... Inhabits Cayenne. 1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. xi.

(1873) 237 Occasionally the plaintive note of a white-lufted

tyrant-fly catcher.. may be heard. 1879 E. P.Wright <4«rVrt.

Life 243 The Tyrant Fly-catcher {Tyrannus intrcpidus) is

one of the migratory visitors of the United States, and often

bears the name of ' King ', as well as ' Tyrant '. 1819 Uvbon
Juan Ded. x, He [Milton] closed the *tyrant-hater he begun.
x866 M. C. Tyler Glimpses Eng. (1898) 146 Two centuries of
"tyrant-hating Russells. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (1622)

128 Kilting many guiltlesse persons, either for affinitie to the

tyrant, or enmitie to the *tyrant-killers. 1649 Canne Gold.
Rule 36 Those monuments of tj'rant-killers by antiquity
were so honored. 1648 Milton Tenure Kings (1650) 20
Among the Jews this practice of *tyrant-killing was not un-
tisual. X7» Pope Odyss, xvm. 97 Echetus .. A tyrant,

fiercest of the *tyrant-kind. 153a Becon Pomander oJ
/*ray^r (1578) 38 Forgeuing them, & praying for them whiche
most "tyrauntlike handled thee. X57X Golding Calvin
on Ps. xlv. 7 Salomon reigneth not tyrantlike, as many
K;^nges do. x6a9 H. Burton Truth's Triumph 21 The
Prince of darkenesse, who tyrant-like ruleth in the children

of disobedience. 1894 tr. Pastor''s Hist. Po^es IV, Ii. v. 290
This crime was a *tyrant-murder of the ancient type. 1898
Q. Rev. July 106 Certain of the Mycenaean types, .outlived

the "Tyrant period, 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. \. 115 b,

Harmodius & Aristogiton had been *tyrannequellers. xSio
Shelley Prometh, Unb. iv, i. 272 Golden spears With
"tyrant-quelling myrtle overtwined. 1848 Mrs. Jameson
Sacr. ^ Leg. Art (1850) 6 The "tyrant-ridden serf. 1591
Sylvester Ivry 385 Those King -correcting, *Tyrant-
scourging Braves. 1809 Shaw Gen. Zool. VII. 304 *lyiant
Shrike.. usually measuring about eight inches in length.

x8a6 Stephens ibid. XIII. n. 133 Tyrant-Shrike.. these in-

habit the American continent: they.. are said to defend
their young against the attacks of Eagles. 1692 Washington
tr. Milton's Def, Pop. iL M.'s Wks. (1847) 354/1 The same
emperour honoured the memory of Thraseas, and Helvidius
(etc.), who all were "tyrant-slayers. 19x0 P. Gardner in

Encycl. Brit. XII. 480/x The tyrant-slayers, Harmodius
and Aristogiton. X605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. iv.

704 Thy gracious God, the glorious "Tyrant-tamer. 1613
Hevwood Silver Age iii. i, Nor will we cease till we haue
purchas'd vs The name of Tyrant-tamer through the world.

Hence Tyrant v. intr., to play the tyrant,

to tyrannize falso with it) ; whence Tyranting
(ftyranning) vbl. sb.; Ty'rautess, a female

tyrant, a tyranness.
X596 Spenser F. Q, iv. vii. x Great God of love, ..What

glorie, or what guerdon hast thou found In feeble Ladies
tyranning so sore? 1622 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind.

(1908)11. X77 Hee persisted in his tyraninge. n x66x Fuller
Worthiest Bucks. (1662) i. 134 This encouraged the Irish

Grandees (their O's and Macs) to Rant and Tyrant it in

their respective seignieuries. X890 £. L. Arnold Phra iv,

I was sorry for the tyrantess,

+ Tyrantly, adv, Obs. rare. Also tyranlie.

[f. Tyrant -t--LY 2.] Tyrannically.
c X470 Harding Chron. xx. iv. (MS. Arch, Seld. B. 10)

If. 19 He.. His commons alle with taxes did distreyne So
tirantly he lefte \>exm noght to spende. 1501 Douglas Pal.

Hon. iH. xxxii, I saw.. How tyranlie he Jowrie all opprest.

xs6o Bbcon Fl<nver Godly Prayers Wks. II, 171 Amultitude
of enemies . . haue all ready most tyrantelye spoyled me of

my garmentes.

t Tyrantry. Obs, Also 4 tyrauntyre, 4-5
tir-, tyra(u)ntry, -ie, -ye, -e(e, 5 tyraunterie,

terawntryo
; 4-5 ter(r)andry, 5 tyrandry, -ie

;

tyranry, -ie. [f. Tyrant + -by, Cf. OF, tiran-

nerie."} «= Tyranny (in various senses).

13,, E. E. Allit. P. (Morris) B. 187 Traysoun, & trich-

cherye, & tyrauntyre bot>e, 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. x6oi

Now es luff turned tyll lychery. And ryghtwisnes
_
tyll

tyrauntry. 138a Wyclif Prol. Bible iii. 4 The persecucioun

and tirauntrie of Farao. a 1387 in Archxologia XVI. 83
His extorciones & his mayntenances and his tirranttrie of

J^at he hath take falsly ageyne J>e Kynges lawes. a 1400-50
Alexander 4251 pi [Alexander's] tent is all on terrandry &
tourment of armys. X435 Misvn Fire of Love i. xxxi. 68

Slike forsoth,..be power of J>er tyrantry J)e smale oppres,

c x449_Pecock Repr, 111. iv. (Rolls) 302 Into the avail of the

vndirlingis ; and not . .by tyranrie into the avail oonll of the

ouerers. CX470 Henry Wallace ix. 206 In tyranry thus
haiff we rongyn lang. 1^3 Cath, Angl. 380/1 Tyrandry,
tirannides. 1496 Dives ^ Paup. (W. de W.) 1. lix. loo/a
Neyther they myght ne durste make suchc solempnyte for

tyrauntrye of the betben people.
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TYRANTSHIP.

Tyrantsllip (t3i»-rantfip). rare. [I. TrBAirr

+ -BHir.] The coudition or state of a tyrant,

tyranny ; also (with possessive), the personality of

a tyrant.

ci47» AsHBV Actm Policy Prince 332 Rightwisncsse

withoute pile is liransfaip, a 1643 Cartwright Sitdge 11. iv,

Saving TOur Tyrantship, you are a Fool. i88s Pall Mall
C. 19 Nov. 3/1 T>Tanlship, not necessarily tyranny, was

in those daj*s a recognized profession.

t Tyranture. Ohs. rare-". = Ttbantrt.
c 1460 Promf. Parr. (E.E.T.S.) 476 Tyranture, tiraHnis.

Tyrauad, -aunt, -aundise, etc. : see Tyrant,

Ttrandisb.

+ Tyre, tire, sb.^ Obs. Forms: 5-6 tire,

tyre, 6 tyer(e. [app. named from Tyre in Syria.

Cf. OF. tire, tyre, silk cloth from Tyre.
' Tin, if not of Syrian growth, was probably a Calabrian

or Sicilian wine, manufactured from the species of grape

called [in Italian) ftVw ' (Fumivall in Note to quot. c 1460).)

A strong sweet wine imported in the 15th and

i6th centuries. Also atlrib.

14x9 Rulb 0/ Parlt. IV. 361/1 Tires and Romeneys at

iiii marc", c 1440 Promt. Para. (E.E.T.S.) 483 Tyre wyne,

or wyne tyre. £1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 119 The
nam>*s of swete wynes . . Rompney of modon, Basurd, Tyre,

Ozey. IS19 Interl. Four Elem. (Percy Soc.) 2a Ye shall have

Spayneshe wyne and Gascoyn..Tyre, capryck, and mal-

vesyne. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (153^ 53 b. There groweth the

myghty swete wynes, as m.llueseys, tyeres & muscadels.

1556 WiTHALS Diet. (1566) H j/a Tyre, Vinum Tyreiise.ex

Tyro insula. 1587 Harrison England u. vi. in Hohnshed
Chron. I. 167/3 Whereof.. Bastard, Tire, Oseie..are not

1^1 of all accompted of, bicause oftheir strength and valure.

+ Tyre, sb.^ Obs. [ad. med.L. tirus (Du Cange),

tyrus, of uncertain origin. So OF. tir, tyr, thire^

The name of an alleged venomous snake of Syria

and Arabia.
1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. in. ix. in Ashm. Theatr. Chem.

Brit. (1652) 141 Thys Water ys lyke to the venemous Tyre,

Wherewyth the myghty Tryacle ys wrought. x6o8 Topsell
Serpents (\tsi)ni Of the T^re. There besome which have

confounded this Serpent with the Viper, and taken them
both to be but one kinde, or at least the Tyre to be a kinde

of Viper, because the Arabians call a Viper Thiron. Ibid.,

This Tyre is called in Latine Tyrus and Tyria, and also

among the Arabians.. £"«/«««, and Alp/ahex.

tl^rre, sb.'i Obs. rare—', [ad. med.L. tyria,

tiria, ?fem. of Tyrius Tybian.] Name of a kind

of leprosy : see quot.

1547 BoORDB Brev. Health cccxli.x. (1557) 112 b, One of

the kyndes of Leprousnes named Tiria, Tiria is the Latin

worde. In Eng^she it is named the tyre or the propertie

of an adder which is full of skalcs, so is this kynde of

leprousnes full of skales and scabbes, corodyng the fleshe.

II Tyre, tyer (tsi»j), sb.* E. Ind. Forms

:

7 tayer, 7-8 tair, 7-9 tire, 8 tayar, 8-9 tyer, 9
tyre. [ad. Tamil tayir.'\ Name in India for

curdled milk and cream beginning to sour.

1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage v. xi. 428 Some held.. that

there were seuen Seas ; one of salt-water,_ the second of

fresh, the third of honey, the fourth of milke, the fift of

Tair (which b crearae beginning to sowre). 1699 Dampier
Viy. II. I. 139 Tire is sold about the Streets there : 'lis

thick sower milk. 1776 N. B. Halhed Code Gentoo Laws
Pref. 41 Flesh, or Milk, or Tyer (Sour Cream) or Ghee, or

bitter Oil, i8aa Babingtoh tr. Bescki's GoorooParamartan
V. 80 A repast, in which there was no lack of ghee, or milk,

or tyer. 1844 Southey Life A. Bell 1. 192 He bad been
greatly displeased to see the bad milk and bad tire with

which they were frequently supplied.

Tyre (tsi"-'), sb.^ [A variant spelling of Tire
sb.'^, both being used indifferently in 15th and

i6th c. In 1 7th c. tire became the settled spelling,

and has so continued in U.S. ; but in Gt. Britain

tyre has been revived for the pneumatic tires of

bicycles, carriages, and motor-cars, and is also

sometimes used for iron or steel tires.]

1. The iron or steel rim of a wheel, esp. the steel

rim of the driving wheel of a locomotive : — Tire
j*.2 2.

X796 W. Felton Carriages Gloss., Tyre, the iron which
rims the wheels. x8oi Ibid. II. 13 Extras to Wheels.
Hooped tyre. Patent ditto. 1825 J. Nicholsok Operat.
Mecltanic 647 The advantage of hooping cast iron wheels
with malleable iron tyres or trods. 18^ Bourne & Bartley
Patent Specif. No. 7795, 6 Sept. 3 The felloe turned.. to

receive an ordinary outside hoop or tyre. x86a Smiles
Engineers III. 365 There are limits to the strength of iron,

..and there is a point at which both rails and tyres must
break, 1865 Athensutn 30 Sept. 442/1 Prior to the in-

vention of weldless tyres, 1889 G. Findlay Eng. Railway
130 A steel tyre, spun from a solid block of Bessemer steel,

without a weld.

2. A rubber cushion around the wheel of a bicycle,

motor-car, etc. ; • Tire sb.'^ 2 b.

X875 Encycl. Brit. III. 665/1 India-rubber tyres. .were
brought into requisition to relieve jolting. 1890 Patent
Spect/. No. 4206 Large rubber tyres, .known commercially
as (1) Pneumatic tyres, (2) Cushion tyres. X891-1898 [see
Pmeumatic I b]. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 325/1 In 1B46
Mr. William Thompson had taken out a patent for a pneu-
matic tyre for carriages.

3. attrib. and Comb., as tyre-bar, -carrier, -cover,

•filter, -hoop, -inflator, -maker, -pump, -rim,
-wheel. (See also TiiiK sb.i s.)
l86a Catat. tnternat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6264 Speci-

mens of iron and steel, and Stocker's patent combined metal
'lyre-ljars. 1909 IVestm. Gal. 17 Nov. 5/2 The general
fittings consist of two head-lights, wind.screen, clock, speedo.
meter, two boins, and *tyre-carrier. 1903 Motor. Ann. 294

564

Brakes which act directly on the 'tyre-cover catlse it to

deteriorate at an expensive rate. 1909 IVcstm. Gaz. 11 May
7/2 ciuriage-builders, wheelwrights, carpenters, *tyre-iitters.

x86s Athcnxum 30 Sept. 442/1 *Tyre-hoops for railway

wheels. X90X Daily Chron. 23 Sept. 8/5 Most of the *tyre

inflators now made are provided with handles which tele-

scope over the barrel. xoo6 Ibid. 8 Sept. 3/7 Most *tyre

pumps have a gauge on them to show the correct pressure.

1896 IVestm. Gaz. 2 May 6/7 The Beeston Pneumatic Tyre

Company.. being unable to fulfil its orders for *tyre rims

[etc.]. x8oi W. FELTONC<irr/Vi^MlI.38AneattownCoach
has. .hooped *tyre wheels with moulded fellies.

Hence Tyro v., trans, to furnish with a tyre or

tyres (= Tire z>.*) ; Tyred///, a., furnished with

a tyre or tyres : chiefly in compounds ( = TiRBD

///. a.'-') ; Tyreless a., having no tyres.

X909 Miss G. Guinness Peru xxi. 222 Sufficient rubber to

•tyre 300,000 motor-cars. 1884 G. L. Hiller in Longm.
Mag. III. 491 Using his "tyred but tireless steed [a bicycle].

x886 Rubber-tyred [see Rubber sb> 13c). 1896 Pneumatic-

tyred [see PNEUMAric a. 5]. 1906 C. Mansfield Girl ft

Gods XV, The discordant hoot of the motor horn, the rumble

of *tyreless vehicles.

fTyre, Sc. aphetic f. en-, intyre. Inter v.

axsoo Wyntoun's Cron. ix. 1096 (Cott. MS.) To Scoyne his

men hym bare And honorably hym tyrit [f. rr. entyrit, en-

teryd] l>ar.

Tyre, obs. form of Tier sby. Tire.

Tyrefull, var. tereful obs., tedious: see Terea.

Tyreln (tai»-r«|in). Chem. rare—", [f. Gr.

tO/ws cheese, after casein.] A synonym of Casein.

x86o Mayne Expos. Lex., Tyreina, the same as Casein :

tyrein. X890 in Billings Med. Diet.

Tyreling, var. Tirelino Obs.

+ Tyr(e)ment, Sc. aphetio f. Interment.
XS04 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. 1 1. 257 Quhen he passit

to Sanct Androis to the Beschopes tyrement. xjx3 Douglas
jEneis XI. ii. heading, Jong Pallas corps is till Evander sent,

With all honour accordyng hys tyrment. is^x Ace. Ld.
High Treas. 5co/. VIII.39 To cum to the quenis tyrement.

llTyremesis (taircm/sis). Path, [mod.L., f.

Gr. Tupos cheese + ?/««criJ vomiting.] (See quot.)

X857 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex., Tyremesis, vomiting of curdy

matter, in infants especially.

Tyreny, obs. form of Tyranny.

+ Tyret, tyrette, obs. if. Terret.

•575 TuRBEEV. Falconrie Verses Commend. Hawking, To
shape hir Jesse, hir Tyrets and hir line.

T^rian (ti-rian), a. and sb. [f. L. Tyri-us (f.

Tyrus Tyre) + -an.] A. adj. Of or belonging to,

n.-itive of, or made in Tyre, an ancient Phoenician

city on the Mediterranean, the centre of an exten-

sive commerce.
In quot. 1634 alluding to the use of the pole-star (Cyno-

sure 1) as a guide in navigation by the merchants of Tyre.

XS13 Douglas yEneis iv. iv. 67 The Tyrian men3e skalis

wydequhair. xs8a Stanyhurst JBneis 1. (Arb.) 28 Of Tyrian

virgins too weare thus a quiuer is vsed. X596 Shaks. Taipu

Shr. u. i. 351 My hangings all of tirian tapestry. \6jA

Miltom Comus 342 Thou shalt be our star of Arcady, Or
Tyrian Cynosure. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Sat. 11. iv. 102

What 1 sweep with dirty broom a floor inlaid. Or on foul

couches Tyrian carpets spread? X893 M. G. Easton Illustr.

Bible Diet. (1894) 677/1 Tyrian merchants were the first

who ventured to navigate the Mediterranean waters.

b. spec. In reference or allusion to the purple

or crimson dye anciently made at Tyre from certain

molluscs : see Purple B. i a.

16x6 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems 1. Diij, Nor Temples
spread with Flackes ofVirgine Snow, Nor Snow of Cheekes

with Tyrian Graine enroll'd. 1693 Dryden Persius it

117 Another finds the way to dye in Grain, And make
Calabrian Wool receive the Tyrian Stain. 1700 — Secular

Masque 56 The sprightly green has drunk the Tyrian dye

\i.e. blood). X738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 211/1 'Tis true, my
form no Tyrian purples grace. X877 G. F. Maclear St.

Mark vii. (1879) 85 The dyes of the celebrated Tyrian purple.

X890 Billings Med. Diet., Tyrian blue, aniline dye, of

violet color} a nuclear stain for alcoholic preparations.

B. sb. A native or inhabitant of Tyre.

1513 Douglas j^neis l. viii. 141 Betuix ane Troiane and

ane Tiriane Na difference. Ibid. xi. 82 ?ow, my awin Tiri-

anis. C1614S1R W. MuREZ'iV&.J-yffafiMLSiiEvensolhe
Tyrians, some a stately stage On arches rab d for comedyes

ereck. X770 J. Z. Holwell Orig. Princ. Ane. Bramins
viii. § 125 (1779) 165 The histories of the ancient Phenicians,

Tyrians, and Carthaginians. X893 M. G. Easton Illustr.

Bible Diet. (1894) 677/1 In the time of David, a friendly

alliance was entered into between the Hebrews and the

Tyrians.

C. Comb., as Tyrian-dyed, -hued adjs.

X903 Agnes M. Clerke Probl. Astrophysics 259 To put

off its crocus'veil and shine Tyrian-hued. x9io.S"rt/. Westm.
Gaz. 19 Febw 6/1 The Tyrian-dyed curtain.

Tyrite (tai'Tsit). Min. [f. Norw. Tyr, ON.
Tyr, the god of war (cf. Tuesday) + -ite '.] A
variety of, or mineral allied to, Fergusonite.

x8S5 Forbes in Edin. New Philos. "jfrnl. 1. 67 Tyrite. .was

found . . by Mr. Dahl, at a place called Hampemijr, and was

crystallized in prisms, having a quadratic section. X857—
in Philos. Mag. Feb. 96 Tyrite and Fergusonite are closely

allied, and may possibly be even identical. x868 Dana Min.

(ed. 5) 524 Tyrite. .occurs in square pyramidal crystals like

those of fergusonite. Ibid. 525 Tyrite is associated with

euxenite at Hampemyr..and Helle.

t Tyrl, obs. f. Thirl v.^, to perforate.

XSX9 HORMAH Vulg. 108 Boxen pypcs be lyghtlyer tyrld

through, or made holowe, than yuery pypis.

Tyrleis, obs. Sc. var. Trellis.

Tyrment : see Tyrement.
Tyro, Tyrooinlum, etc.: see Tiro, etc.

TYBOSIS.

TyrOgenOUS (tairp-d.^^nas), a. rare-", [f. Gr.

Tipos cheese -H -CiEN + -ous.] ' Originating in

cheese' (Dorland Med. Diet. 1900-13).

TyroglypMd (tair/^-glifid), sb. and a. Zool.

[f. mod.],. Tyroglyphid-en, pi., f. Tyroglyphus,

name of the typical genus, f. Gr. rO/xis cheese 4-

yKvffii' to carve.] a. sb. An acarid of the family

Tyroglyphidx, including the cheese-mites, b, adj.

Belonging to this family.

1909 in Cent. Diet. Supp. imBrit. Mus. Return 180,

Tyroid (t3i»-roid), a. rare—", [f, Gr, Tupos

cheese : see -DID.] Resembling cheese ; cheesy.

X900-X3 in Dorland Med. Diet.

Tyrolean (tirou-Uan), a. and sb. Also -ian.

[f. Tyrol (see def.) + -ban. Cf. F. tyrolien.']

a. adj. Belonging to Tyrol (often called 'the

Tyrol '), a province of Austria-Hungary. b. sb.

A native or inhabitant of Tyrol. So Tyroler

(tiTiJlaj) [G. Tyroler, Tiroler: see -ek] = Tyro-

lean b ; Tyrolose (-rz) a. and sb. = Tyrolean

;

IITyroUenne (tircliie-n) [F., fem. of tyrolien

Tyrolean], a dance or song of the Tyrolese peasants,

or in the style of this.

x8o9 Repos.of Arts II. 388/1 ITie attachment of the

•Tyroleans.. to their emperors was always firm. X859

Habits Gd. Soc. vi. (new ed.) 232 Except for the occasional

playing of Tyrolean minstrels, (the zither is] unknown in

this country. 1906 Temple Bar Mag. Jan. 33 Green Tyro,

lean hats with feathers. X9C9 Cent. Diet. Supp., Tyrolian.

189X Cent. Diet., "Tyroler. X899 Daily News 20 Dec 6/6

They got guides familiar with the ground, and. .outflanked

the Tyrolers. X809 Rcpos. 0/Arts II. 388 Portrait of the

•Tyrolese Deputies. Ibid. 389 He stipulated that the

privileges of the Tyrolese . . should remain entire. X844

A. P. DE Lisle inE. Purcell Li/e (1900) I. vii. 131 Columns

of white Tyrolese marule. x87a Ruskin Fors Clav. (1896)

I. xix. 373 The Tyrolese mountains. 1898 Review ofRev.

Feb. 181/2 The Tyrolese..a sterling, sober.minded people.

1889 W. B. Squire in Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 108 The best-

known example of an artificial ' •Tyrolienne ' is the well-

known ' Chceur Tyrolien ' in Act iii of Rossini's ' Gulllaume

Tell '.

Tyrolencin (t3i»r<7li»'sin). Chem. Also -Ine.

[f. Gr. Tupos cheese -F Leucin.] A white crystalline

substance (CtHuNOj) produced by the decomposi-

tion of proteins.

X878 KiNGzETT Anim. Cliem. 366 Among the new products

recently described by Schiitzenberger is a substance termed

by him tyroleucin. 1881 Watts Diet. Chem. VIII. 1682

Tyroleucine is a white crystalline deposit of chalky aspect,

nearly tasteless.

Tyroline (ti-r^bin). [?f. Tyrian a. + -ol +

-INE 5.] A variety of aniline-violet.

1867 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed.6) I. 170.

Tyrolite (tirdlait). Min. [ad. G. iirolit (Hai-

dinger, 1845), f. Tyrol, where found : see-iTEl.]

' Hydrous arsenate of copper, found usually in

reniform masses of pale green colour ' (Chester).

1854 Dana Min. (1868) 570.

II TyrOina(t3irtfn-ma). Path. [mod.L., ad. Gr.

•rtpoiiui, I. TupoCi' to make into cheese, curdle, f.

Tupos cheese.] A morbid formation or tumour of

a cheesy consistence. Hence Tyro-matous a., of

the nature of a tyroma.
X848 Craigie Elem.Anat. I. xi. 222 Tyrotna glandulanufu

Tyromatous deposition. Ibid., I think that the term

Tyroma (Tvpos, caseus) is most suited to express its nature.

Ibid., This tyromatous substance. x88o W. Aitken Sc. i
Pract. Med. (ed. 7) II. 476 Strumous tumors, as tubercles of

the brain, or tyroma.

+ TyT011ia:ncy. Obs. Also tiro-, [ad. F.

tyromantie (Rabelais), f. Gr. rfpos cheese: see

-MANCY.] Divination by means of cheese.

x65a Gaule Magastrom. xix. 166 Tyromancy [raispr.

Typomancy], [divining] by the coagulation of cheese. z6Sfi

Blount Glossogr., Tiromantie. a X693 Urgukarfs Rale-

lais m. XXV, To have the truth. .more fully.. disclosed..by
Tyromancy, whereof we make some Proof m a great Brche-

mont Cheese.

Tyronic, -ism, -ist, -ize : see Tironic.

Tyrosin (tai<>r(;sin). Chem. Also -ine. [irieg.

f. Gr. Tvp6i cheese + -in '.] A white crystalline

substance (CjHuNO,) produced by the decomposi-

tion of proteins. Also attrib.

x8S7 Miller Elem. Chem. III. 627 Tyrosine .. was

obtained by Liebig from the products of the fusion of well-

dried cheese, fibrin, or albumen, with hydrate of potash.

Ibid 628 Tyrosine forms long fibrous crystals, which are

very sparingly soluble in cold water. 1873 R*'-''^ Phys.

Chem. 72 Tyrosin. ,, Associated with leucin it has been

obuined from all the glandular organs and secretions of the

body. Ibid., On cooling, crystals of tyrosin will be deposited.

X897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 100 T>TOsin crysuls were

found in the urine.

Hence Tyrosinase (-^is) [ahet diastase'], an oxi-

dizing ferment which converts tyrosin into black

pigments, as the inky secretion of the octopus.

xooo B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Tyrosinase, an

oxidising enzyme which attacks the chromogen of certam

Fungi. (Bertrand.)

II Tyrosis (tair^u-sis). Path., etc. [mod.L., ad.

Gr. type *rvfioiai%, f. rOpovv : see Tyroma and

-0818.] a. Curdlingof milk, esp. in the stomach:

= Caseation a. b. = Tyremesis. c. Cheesy

degeneration : = Cassation b.



TYBOTOXICOIT.

I«93 tr. BlancarcCs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2). 1857 DUNCLISOM

Med. Lex., Tyrasis, Tyremesis. Also, the curdling of milk

in the stomach. 1896 Alltutt's Sysl. Med. 1. 175 Caseation

or Tyrosis is a mode of termination of necrosis.

II
Tyrotoxicoa (toiorotp'ksikpn). Chem. [mod.

L., ' Gr. Ti'po! cheese + rofi/tdi' poison.] A
poisonous ptomaine (diazobenzene hydroxide,

CjHjN . N . OH), produced by a microbe in stale

cheese and milk ; cheese-poison.

1886 Sci. Amer. 3t Aug. 112/3 About a year ago,

Dr. Victor C. Vaughan, of the University of Michigan,

succeeded in isolating from some samples ofche»ie. .a highly

poisonous ptomaine, which he named tyrotoxicon (cheese

poison). . . Further investigations have led to the discovery

that tyrotoxicon may be developed in milk.

So Tyroto-xia [Toxin] = tyrotoxicon ; Tyro-
to'xlam, cheese-poisoning.

1899 C*GNKY tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. v. (ed. 4) i8g

Vaughan obtained one of these bodies (tyrotoxin) from

rotten cheese and bad milk. 1900-13 Dorland Med. Diet.,

Tyrotoxism, cheese-poisoning.

Tyrran, -Axxi, -anie, etc. obs. ff. Tyrant,

Tyranny. Tyrret, obs. form of Tebrkt.

Tyrrhene (tiTih, tirf-n), a. and sb. Forms :

4-5 Tyren, 5 Tyrene, 6 Tirrene, 6-7 Tyrrhen,
6- Tyrrhene, [ad. L. Tyrrhhius of or pertain-

ing to the Tyrrhini (Gr. Tt>p/>i;yoi) or Etruscans.]

>= next.

1387 Tbevis* HigdiH (Rolls) 1 1. 445 He passede . . Hercules

his pliers, and com in to \k see Tyren. 1431-50 tr. tiigdm
(Rolls) VI. 369 From the occean of Briteyne unto the see

Tyrene. 1513 Douglas Mneis vii. xii. 54 In Ilale strandis

at the cost Tyrrhene. /Md. VIII. viii. 164 Wyth brag of weyr
and Tirrene trumpis sovn. 1634 Milton Comus 49 Coasting

the Tyrrhene shore. 1697 Uhyden ^tuid vill. 729 The
Trojan band. Who vrait their leader to the Tyrrhene land.

1736 AiNswoBTH Lot. Diet., MetetUius,..3. prince of the

Tyrrhenes. 1883 'Ouida' Maremitta I. 147 One of the

forgotten kings of the Tyrrhene people.

Tyrrhenian (tirf-nian), a. and sb. [f. L. Tyr-

rhen-us (see prec.) or Tyrrhinia Etruria.] a. adj.

Of or pertaining to the Tyrrheni or their country
;

Etmscan, Etrurian. b. ib. One of the Tyrrheni

;

an Etruscan.
Tyrrktnian Sea, the sea lying between the mainland of

Italy and the islands of Corsica, Sardinia, and Sicily.

1660 Stanley Hist. Philos. ix. Pythagoras i. (1687) 492/1
Suidas saith, That Pythagoras was. .by birth a Tyrrhenian.
1711 J. Clabke tr. Graltus' Chr. Relig. 11. xii. 112 note,

(Seel Oiodorus, Book v, concerning the Tyrrhenians. 1788
LEMpKifcKE Clots. Diet., Mezentius, a king of the Tyrrhe-
nians when i^neas came into Italy. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 3) XVI. 327 /Enc-is . .steered his course for Italy across
the Tyrrhenian sea. 1857 Birch Anc. Potter^/ (1838) II. 77
The amphora called Tyrrhenian differs only in its general
proportion from the two preceding kinds.

Tyrse. rare. ? Obs. Also thlrsfi. [Properly
tirsi (Forskal, 1775), tyrsi (G. Saint-Hilaire and
Cuvier), ad. Ar.nb. i«,) tirsi^,i. lkJ «rj shield.]

The Egyptian soft-billed turtle, TesluJo Iriunguis.

565

1807 HoKTER tr. Simnints Trav. in Egypt 1. sot The
advantage with which this Ihirsf of the Egyptians and
Nubians wages war with the crocodile. 1834 M'^Muutrie
Cuvier^s Anim, Kingd. 171 T. j^gyptiacus..,'V\iK Tyrse.
l839£'«0'<:/. ^r/V. (ed. 7)XIX. 132/: "
or tyrse, the soft turtle of the Nile.

IX. 132/3 The Egyptian species

Tyrtsean (taJtran), a. [f. proper name Tyr-

tsus, Gr. Ivffjaioi (see def.) + -an.] Pertaining

to or in the style of Tyrtaeus, a Greek poet of the

7th century B.C., who composed martial songs for

the Spartans; martial, warlike.

1879 Swinburne .^'/»^. 5;^a^f. (1880) 114 There was nothing
of the dry Tyrtxan twang, the dull mechanic resonance,

1898 G. W. E Russell Collect, t, Recollect. 380 Twenty
years ago., the music-halls rang with the * Great MacDer.
mott's' Tyrtaan strain;—We don't want to fight; but, by
Jingo, if we do [etc].

Tyrtle, -tyll, obs. forms of Turtle sb^-

Tysan, -ane, -ant, obs. ff. Ptisan.

Tysohe, Tysday, obs. Sc. ff. Tissub, Tdesday.
Tyse, var. Tick v., to entice.

Tysonian (t3is<)u-nian), a. Anat. [f. proper
name Tyson (see def.) \ -ian.] Pertaining to or

discovered by Edward Tyson, an English anato-

mist (1649-1 708) ; applie<i to the sebaceous glands
of the prepuce, also called Tyson's glands.
S891 in Cent. Diet. X900-13 in Dorland Med. Diet.

l^SOnite (tsi'ssnsit). Min. [f. the name of

S. T. Tyson, from whom it was received -i- -ite l.]

A rare native fluoride of the cerium metals.
1880 Allen & Comstock in A mer. jfrni. Sc.^ Arts XIX.

390 The formula (Ce, La, Di)nFI« appears.. to express the
composition of the mineral . . It should be regarded as a new
species. We propose for it the name Tysonitt.

Tyss, obs. Sc. f. TicE v., to entice.

Tysaew, tysshewe, etc., obs. ff. Tissue.

t Tyssyke, tysyke, obs. forms of Phthisic.
c 1450 Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 708/5 Hec tisis, the tyssyke.

c isao Skelton Magnyf. 555 Can you a remedy for a
tysyke?

Tyst, var. TicE v., to entice. Tyste, -tey, -tie,

-ty, dial. var. Tkistik, Black Guillemot. Tester,
-yxo, obs. Sc. ff. Tester, canopy.

Tyt, obs. f. Tit, Tite. Tytandis, obs. f.

Tidings. Tyte, tytely, obs. ff. Tite, Titely.

+ Tytelet, ?obs. f. Titled///, a.

n.. Caw. \ Gr. Knt. 1515 Florl to telle of (>is teuelyng

of >is trwe kny^tez, Hit is )>e tytelet token, & tyxt of her

werkkez.

t Tyte tust, tytetnste. Obs.rart-^. [app.

related to titty, Tctty sh.'^, in same sense; cf.

T18TY-TO8TY, Tu7,zY-MnzzY.] A nosegay, posy.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 494/2 Tyte tust, or tnsmose of flowrys

or othyr herbys \S. tyteluste or tussemose], olfoitorium.

Tythance, -and(e8), -aundes, oba. ff.

TiiiiNcfs. Tythe, var. Titiik. Tythimal(l,
var. TiTUYMAL Obs. Tything, obs. I. Tiding ;

TZIBID.

var. Tithing. Tythondys, obs. f. Tidings.
TytiU, tytle, obs. ff. Title, Tittle. Tytt(ei
obs. ff. Teat, Tite.
fTytyfer. Obs. Also 6 tedyffre. [Origin

obscure: perh. akin to Tidife.] The name of
some small bird.

cijoo Pari. Byrdes 193 in Hazl. E.P.P. III. 177 The
Tytyffer. I say, sayd the Tylyfer, we kentysshe men
{Laiisdoiune MS., Syth, quod the Tedyffre with the Norfolk
men]. We may not geue the Crow a penne.

Tytyl, -yll, obs. IT. Title, Tittle. Tytyngo,
obs. f. Tiding. Tytyuell, -villus : see Titivil.
Tyvys-, Tywes-, Tywysday, obs. ff. Tues-

day. Tywele, variant of Twilly sb.^ 06s.
Tywell, tywlle, obs. forms of Twill sb.^

t Tyxhyl, obs. f. Thixel {diaQ.
c 147s Pict. Foe. in Wr.-Wulcker 807/19 I/ec acta, a

tyxhyl.

Tyxste: see Tee v.^ Tyxt, tyxte, obs. ff.

Text. Tyyn, obs. f. Thyine.
Tzar, etc. : see Czar, Tsar.
Tzeiran, var. Dzkren.
(i66a J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Amhass, 226 A kind of

Deer, which the Turks call Tzeiran, and the Persians, Ahn.\
i86a Chambers' Encyel, IV. 692/1 The bear of Tibet, the
musk-deer, the tzeiran.. , the Mongolian goat [etcj.

Tzetse, tzetze, var. Tsetse.

II Tzigane (tsiga-n), sb. and a. Also t8iKan(e,
tzigan. [a. F. tzigane, = Russian lyjraiTb, Ru-
thenian ^I^'al^B, Slovenian Cigan, Roumanian
Tigan, Lithuanian Cigonas, Bulgarian i;nraHiHl>,

Croatian Ciganin; all from Magyar cigdny, czigdny
(tsiga-ni). The spelling with tz- originated in

German ; a better Eng. spelling would ^ tsigan :

cf. Tsar.']

A. sb. A Hungarian gipsy.
1887 PaJt Mall G. 3 Mar. 5/2 The fiery Magj'ar, the

melancholy Roumanian, the stolid Saxon, the merry, thiev-

ing Tzigane. 1898 y/V-^Z/j? May 114/1 The finest.looking

people of Europe are the Tsiganes, or gipsies of Hungary.
1906 Reoiieri^ Nov. 124/1 The humblest peasant, even the
nomad Tzigan, greasy, wild, and unkempt in appearance.

B. adj. That is a Tzigane; pertaining to or

consisting of Tziganes.
X885 Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman vi, The Tzigane

musicians were playing most exquisite music. 1888 E.
Gerard Landbeyond Forest 1 1, xxvii. 13 Stripping a young
Tzigane girl quite naked. 1911 Daily News 12 Apr. 6 The
..inevitable tzigane bands, valses, cake.walks.

Hence Tzlganologlst (tsiganp'lod.^ist), Triga*-

nolotrns (also ts-), one who studies or treats of the

Tziganes.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl., Tsiganologist, same as Zingano-

togist. 1911 iQth Cent. Sept. 550 We owe our knowledge of

it (Sheltal to Charles Godfrey Leiand, a keen tsiganologue.

Tzirid, obs. f. Jerid, wooden javelin.
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PREFACE TO THE LETTER U.

The portion of the Dictionary which covers the words beginning with U contains in all 15,366 entries. Of that number

13,165 are Main'^vords, 11 26 are Subordinate entries of obsolete forms, etc., 309 are Special Combinations, and 766 are

Obvious Combinations not requiring explanation. Of the Main words 11,029 are still in current use, 2063 are now
obsolete, and 73 are alien or not completely naturalized. The number of illustrative quotations for the whole letter is 69.7 1 2.

The comparative scale for this portion of the work and some other Dictionaries is shown by the following figures :

—





u.
U(y»7),

the Jist letter ofthe mcxlem English, and
the 30th of the ancient Roman alphabet, was

in the latter identical in form and origin with V
(q.v.), the same symbol being employed both as a
Towel and a consonant. In Latin MSS. written in

capitals the form V is retained ; but in uncial MSS.,
of which the earliest specimens belong to the third

or fourth century, the modified form "Vl appears,

and is continued in the later half-uncial (from

c 500) and minuscule MSS. (from the eighth cen-

tury) as U. In Anglo-Sanon MSS. the latter form

(U) was regularly employed as a minuscule to de-

note the vowel », the corresponding form in capi-

tals being either V or U. In early MSS. « and
uu are .ilso employed with the value of w, and very

rarely ti in place olb (later/") to denote intervocalic

v; in late MSS. the substitution of « for/'( = v)

becomes fairly common, usually between vowels

but sometimes also initially. In ME., after contin-

ental usage, the two symbols « and v were em-
ployed, but without clear distinction in value, each
of them being used to denote either the vowel » or

the consonant v. The practice with regard to the

employment of the two forms varied considerably,

but the general tendency was to write v initially

and a in other positions, regardless of phonetic

considerations, e.g. vnder,vpon,vse but cure, full,

huge, and vain, vice, vile but saue, euer, giucn.

For the sake of clearness, however, v was fre-

quently preferred to u, especially in conjunction

with « and m, as in tvne, rovnd, mvse. (In Scot-

tish MSS. intervocalic u with the value of v is

much rarer than in English, its place being largely

taken hj/,ff, v or w.) The early printers followed

the common usage with regard to « and » in small

letters ; in capitals they employed only one sym-
bol, viz. m in black letter, and V in Roman.
During the sixteenth century, however, continental

printers began to distinguish between u and v,

using the former as a vowel and the latter as a con-

sonant. The distinction is found in Italian print-

ing as early as 1524, but its general introduction

date»from 1559-60, when it was employed in the

Grammaiica of Ramus ; apparently the innovation

was due to the printer rather than to the author.

In English there were several attempts to introduce

the distinction before 1600 ; after 1600 it rapidly

became more common, and had come to be general

by 1630. In capitals, however, V for some time

continued to serve in the old double function,

although U had been introduced in the work of

Ramus. This was subsequently adopted and re-

mained the usual form for the capital vowel until

the close of the 1 7th century, after which it rapidly

gave way to U, a form which is employed, though at

first sparingly, from at least 1635. (In italic type

the vowel was V, the consonant V.) From about

1700 the regular forms have been U u for the

vowel, and V v for the consonant.

One result of the long-continued confusion of «
and V was that in dictionaries, indexes, etc., words
beginning with the vowel and with the consonant

were combined in one list, va- being followed by
vb- (i.e. ub-), ve- by vf-, etc. This practice was
very commonly continued even after the two letters

had been distinguished, and in English dictionaries

remained as late as Todd's edition of Johnson
(l8i8) and Richardson's dictionary (1837). When
the two letters were separated, v- was sometimes

placed before k- ; a late example of this occurs iu

Jodrell's dictionary (1820). The modem arrange-

ment, by which «- precedes v-, is found from at

least the early part of the i8th cent., and has been

usual in English dictionaries from that of

Webster (1838) onwards.

In OE. the vowel-sounds denoted by « were those

of Latin u, short and long, in the former case

corresponding to that of mod.E. pull, bush, in the

latter to that oirude, brute. In ME. the short «
in native words partly retained its own sound, and
was partly altered by lengthening or other phonetic

changes ; in some words the sound remained while

the spelling was altered, as in wolf (OE. tvulf),

V0L.X.

woll (OE. uiull). The long u also retained its

sound (unless when shortened before certain con-

sonants), but was denoted by the new symbol on

derived from French spelling. Short and long n
also freely occurred in words of French and Lalin

origin, but differed in quality from those of the

native words, having the value of ii, it ; in the case

of u the difference continued to be marked, and the

resultant sounds are now quite distinct. Under
the influence of these forms southern ME. scribes

substituted u for OE. y, y (which had expressed

the sounds ii, «), writing cun, cuien, etc., for OE.
cyn, cySan, which in midland and northern dialects

l)ecame kin, kithe.

In mo<l.E. the short « of OE. (apart from changes

due to lengthening, etc.) has normally become t>

(written « or 0), as dumb, sun, tHus = OE. dumb,
sunne. Pus, or some, love = OE. sum, lufu. This

change apparently had not proceeded far enough
to be clearly noticeable until the middle of the

17th century, and was probably not generally com-
pleted until the beginning of the 18th. Over all

the north of England, however, and a large part of

the midlands, the original sound of » remains in

words of this class, and even in standard English

it is preserved in a few instances after labial

consonants, as in bull, full, pull, bush, put. Short

« also has this sound in some common words not

of native origin (mostly with labial initials), as

bushel, butcher, pudding, pulpit, push, sugar.

The OE. « (ME. oa) has normally become the

diphthong (au), written ou or on/, as in thou, town
= OE. pa, ttin, bnt in a few instances has been

shortened, as in plum, thumb. The ME. it from

French or Latin, on the other hand, has become
the diphthong (i«, iu»), written », ue, or u-e, as in

huge, mute,future, cure, with reduction to (», u»)

after f ( = J, .?), /, and r, as in surejury, brute, rule,

optionally after /, as in lute, lure, and more widely

in American usage. This mode of spelling has also

been extended to some native words which origin-

ally had a diphthong, and would normally be

written with ew,ashue, rue, true, truth (compared

with new, grew, strew). The same sounds (i«, ii)

are also represented by «» in a few words, as

nuisance, bruise,fruit.

In combination with other vowels u is employed

in the groups aa (9), eu (i(7), ou (with varying

valne, as infoul, soul, four, young, route), ue and

ui (see above). It is silent after g in many words,

as guard, guide, plague, and in final -que, as

masque, grotesque. It has the value of w after g
in other positions, and in various words after^ and

/, as queen, quick, inquest; guano, iguana, an-

guish ; suave, persucuie, etc.

The name of the letter down to the i6th century

was «, pronounced like the long « of French or

Latin origin, and consequently undergoing the

same change to (i«) which took place in ordinary

words.. The completion of the change is indicated

by the use of the letter (« or v) to represent the

personal pronoun you in such passages as Shaks.

L.L.L. V. i. 60 and Dekker and Webster West-

ward Hoe II. i. (Cf. lOU.) In Scotland the

name (»<) was locally in use as late as the 19th

century.

L 1. Illustrations of the use of the letter or of

its name.
a. c 1000 jEi.frtc Cram. ii. (Z.) 6, k and k jeendiaS on a

tcfter rihte, 7 s'">da5 on n. Hid. xxxi. (Z.) 197 Morluus
sum on twam uum, swaswa nan ofter. 1530 Palscr. 7

U, in the frenche long, where so ever he is a vowel by hym-
selfe, shall besownded like a<i we sownde rw. 1588 Shaks.

L. L. L. V. i. 60 PeJa. I will repe.it them ; a e L Pag.

The Sheepe, the other two concludes it o u. 16S8 O. Prick

Eng. Orthogr. 29 The u is two fold. i. Short, as in but, must,

burst. 2. Long, as in lute, muse, refuse, as if it were the

compound of iw. 1717 Swipt Misc. in Verse Wks. 1841 I.

783/1 And Q maintaiii'd 'twas but his due Still to keep com-

pany with U. 17*8 BoswELL Corsica Pref. p. xvii!, Leav-

ing out..u in the last syllable of words which used to end

in our. 1843 Penny Cyct. XXV. 484/1 U is at one ex-

tremity of the series of vowel sounds, lying next to the

vowel 0. 1867 A. J. Elus E. E. Prcnunc. I. iii. 136 Many
words now spelled with u were written with e^v in the xvith

century. 1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocal'., U is the nineteenth

signature of the printer's alphabet.

P.ti*S Pitgr. Per/. {W. de W. 1531) 291 He recitelh an
example of one Masseus a frere,..the whiche in suche ioye
or iubile coude speke nothynge but .v. v. v. c 153J Du Wes
Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 899 Ye shal pronounce.. f after the
Skottes, asin this wordef«rf- 1611 Cotgr. Brie/Direct, i V,
is sounded as if you would whistle it out, as in the word, a
Lute. x6i6 BuLLOKAR, Orthographic, the art of writing

words truety; as Sonne of man, with an O: sunne that

shineth, with the vowell v. 1710 Shaftesb. Charac. I. 111.

in. i. 2S8 The vowel O was form'd by an orbicular Disposi-

tion of the Mouth;.. The Vowel Kby a parallel Protrusion
ofthe Lips.

b. = You pron. See I O U.
1840 Sir N. C. Tindal in Manning and Granger /?<r/^r/^

I. 48 There was no one but the plaintiff to whom the ' U '

in the document [an 1 O U] could be applied.

c. attrib., as u-sound, -vowel.

1852 Proc. Philol. Soc. V. 198 The long vowel expressed
by the diphthong ou is weakened, but not to the extinction

of the M sound. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 272/1 Original
root-syllables contained no simple /- and K-vowels, except

as the second element of. .diphthongs. 1888 Ibid. XXIU.
715/2 At the same time begins the corruption of k to the (so-

called) » sound in ' but ,' ' shut ', &c. j this is not a u sound
at all.

2. Used with reference to the shape of the (capi-

tal) letter, esp. attrib. or Comb., as U-like, U-
skapedaAp., [/-shape.

x8ax-7 Good Study Med. (1820) I. 493 A minute semi-

lunar bone, which, from its resemolance to the Greek letter

V or u-psilon, is called the hyoid or u-like bone. 1841 Par-
NELL Chem. Anal. (1845) 457 The water in the bottle is

withdrawn, air entering through the U-shaped tube at the

same time. 1857 W. K. LoFTUS Trav. i^- Res. Chaidxa ^
Susiana xxi. 270 Three mud bricks were laid down in the

form of the capital letter U. 187a Coues l^. Amer. Birds

234 Below, the spots fewer, brown, U-shaped. 1875 Bennett
& Dyer tr. Sachs's Bot. 88 The mother-cells are so developed

that from the young . . epidermis-cell, a small piece is cut out

on one side by a wall bent in a U-shape.

b. a«r»*., in the sense 'shaped like the letter U',

as U bolt, -magnet, piece, plate, -rail, -tube.

1797 J. CuRR Coal Viewer 63 The strength of the U plates

must be the same as the spear plates. 1850 Athemeum
31 Aug. 922/2 By Arrangements of Coloured Liquids in a

U Tube. 1868 Rep, to Govt. U.S. Munitions IVar 273 Iron

rolled in the fashion of the ordinary U-rail for railroads.

1878 Abkev Photogr. 289 A mirror. .is suspended on two

axes, X X, working a U-piece, s s. 1884 Knight Diet.

Mech. Suppl. 911/1 U liolt,!L. clevis for the attachment of

axles, rods, etc., in machineryand vehicles. 1888 Scriiner's

Mag. Aug. 177/2 Immediately below the bend of the U-
magnet are the commutator segments.

o. Something shaped like the letter U.

1807 Atlliutl's Syst. Med. III. 814 The apex of the V or

the bend of the U may become adherent to the mesentery.

3. Used to denote serial order.

Also employed as a symbol for purposes of calculation in

quaternions, hydrodynamics, the theory of heat, etc.

1900 Dundee Advertiser \^ Mar. 5 U Battery, which occu-

pied a position to the north of the Boer centre, shelled the

ridge thoroughly.

II. 4. Abbreviations : U = Uranium ; U. C.

= upcast shaft; U. K. = United Kingdom ; U. P.

= United Presbyterian ; U.S., U.S.A. •= United

States (of America).
1844 Fownes Man. Chem. 290 The equivalent of uranium

is6o-. Its symbol is *U. 1883 GRESLEyC/oji. Coa/-;!/. 266

•U.C, upcast shaft. 1893 Daily News 27 Oct. 7/4 The
supplies at sea for "U.K. have decreased 32,000 quarters on

the wtek... Supplies at sea for U.K. have further slightly

decre.ised. i8«s Slang Diet. 265 'U.P., United Presbyter-

ian. Scotch clerical Slan^. 1878 Chamiers's Encycl. IX.

647/1 Protracted negotiations for union between the U.P.

and Free Churches have been without result, 1834 McCuL-
tocH Diet. Commerce (ed. 2) 843 American Tonnage.

Entered into the *U.S. .. Depaited from U.S. 1867

Chambers's Encycl. IX. 649/2 The U.S. are rich in mineral

productions. 1901 Daily Chron. 12 Aug. 5/2 On Saturday

we asked what language is U.S., which is announced as
' spoken ' in the window of a City office.

5. slang or colloq. U.P., the spelling pronuncia-

tion of Up cuiv., - over, finished, beyond remedy.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xxiv. It's all U.P. there, .. if she

lasts a couple of hours, I shall be surprised. i8j4 Miss

Baker Northampt. Class, yja ' It's all U.P. with him; l.e.

all up either with his health, or circumstances. 1861 Whvte
Melville Good for Nothing xxvii. II. 18 It's a long lane

that has no turning, but I did think for five minutes afore I

saw your fire that it was about U.P.

IT, obs. var. Yew ; var. yu, dial. f. Yule. Ua-,

frequent ME. spelling for Va-. Uald, Has, obs.

Sc. ff. would, was. TJ-batch, var. yu-batch : see

Yule. Ubble, trbbly(e, obs. ff. Oblet.

TJb(b)ubboo, variant of Hdbbuboo.
1701 Farquhar Twin-Rivals v. iii, Ububboo, a Witch, a

Witch. 1851 Borrow Lavengro xi. Cut-throat kens, where

thirty ruffians, .would spring up with brandished sticks and

an ' ubbubboo, like the blowing up of a powder-magazine .



UBERANT,

tU'berant, a, Obs, rare, [ad, L. uberattt-,

ahiranst pres. pple. of uberare^ f, iiber rich, plenti-

ful.] Abundant^ copious.
i6n G. Fitz-Geffky Eizsha 14 Where the founlaine Is

vberant, needs must the streames bee fluent. x6a4 Gagfor
Pope 56 Like vberant spiings to send forth llowing streams
of truth into the world. 16x4 T. Scott lielg, Souldier 38
Whose vcrtue proued like an Vberant spring.

tUberate, r.i Obs.-^ Also hub-, [f. ppl.

flera of L. ubtrarc : cf. prec.] (See quots.)

x6a3 CoCKERAH, Httberate, to make plentiful!. ^ 1656
Blount Gloisogr,^ Ubtrate^ to make plenteous and fruitful!.

tUberate, r.2 Obs.-^ [f. L. //^^r udder.] (See

quot.)
x6j3 Cockeram, VheraU^ to give suck, to fatten with the

t>resi. [Hence in Blount.]

Uberous ()'«'ber3s), a. Now rare, [f. L.

ubtr rich, full, fruitful, abundant, etc. + -ous, or

ad. mcd.ll. uberdsus, Cf. mod.F. uhSreux.
Bailey (1727, vol. 11) gives uberosCy and (1721) uberosit}:\

1. Supplying milk or nourishment in .ibundance.

Said {a) of animals, etc., or ij>) of the breasts.

In this sense prob. associated with L. n^rrudder.
(a) 1614 QuABLES Sion's EU^ies iv. vii, Milke, from the

vberous Cow, Was ne're so pure in substance, xSm — Dh',
Fanciei i. xxxvii, How do our Pastures flourish, and re-

fresh Our uberous Kine, so fair, so full of flesh I a 1635
Naunton Fragm, Re^, (Arb,) 51 My Lord.. drew in too

fast, like a childe suckmg on an over-uberous Nurse. 1644
QuARiES Sheph. Orac. i, Our uberous ewes were evermore
supplyed With twins, attending upon either side.

(') 1634 Sir T. Hkrbekt Trav. 17 The women giue their

Infants sucke as they hang at their backes, the vberous
dugge stretched oucr her shoulder. ^ 1635 Quarles EvtbL
I. xii. 2 The ub'rous breasts, when fairly drawn, repast The
thriving infant with their milkle flaod. 1869 Krownins
Ring * Bk, IX. 53 Each feminine delight of florid Hp, -.

Marmoreal neck and bosom uberous.

b. Rich in fertilizing moisture, rare—^,

a X706 Evelyn Sylva 11. viii. (1776) 426 This fwater from
ponds] approaches nearest to that of rain dropping from the

ul>erous cloud, and is certainly the most natural and nursing.

f2. Of places: Richly productive ; fertile. Obs.

izx636 MiDDLETON MayoT of Queenhorougk 11. iii, About
the fruitful flanks of uberous Kent. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
TrertK 20 Cotton they [the Malagasy] naue store of, but
most vberous in Fruitr. 1651 Howell Venice 26 She [Padua]
is situated in a most delightfull and uberous plain.

3. Abundant, copious, full.

1633 T. Adams f-r/. 2 /*^/^riii._i8 If the young and tender
grace of thankfulness do not fall into the hands of uberous
and fruitful obedience, it will languish and pine away. X747
Centl. Mag. 242 Her uberous store, To these, parturient

Earth unmidwifd yields. 1830 New Monthly Mag. LVII.
408 Addressing himself to a lady of most uberous presence.

Hence U'berousness, plentifulness, fertileness.

XT*? Bailey (vol. II).

Uberty (y/ibajti) , Now rare. Also 5 vberte,
uberte(e ; 7 ubertie. [a. OF. uberti ( « It.

ubertaj Pg. uberdade)y or ad. L. iiberidSy f. iiber:

cf. prec and -TV.] Rich growth, fruitfulness, fer-

tility ; copiousness, abundance.
? 0x4x1 Lydg Two Merchants 613 Greyne oppressith to

moche vberte. c\^4fi Pallad.on Hush. iii. 104 A vineabun-
daunt ek thow take hem fro, And not hem take that bcr
a grape or too, But hem that kneleth doun for vberte. Ibid.

VIII. 88 Of pasturyng they must baue vberte, Fro breris fer.

1491 Caxton Vitas Fair. (W. de W, 1495) i. vii, 11 h/i An
ydoUe, whyche somtyme was by prestes & other peple born
in processyon for to obteyne uberle & habundaunce ofrayne.
X603 Florio Montaigne i. xxx. (1632) 104 They yet enjoy
that naturall ubertie and fruitfulnesse, which, .doth in such
plenteousaboundance furnish them wit hall necessary things.
x6a3 CocKEHAM, Vbertie^ fertility, abundance. [Hence in
Blount, Phillips, etc.] 1900 IVestw. Gaz. 6 Apr. 7/3 So
these happy volatile fellows talk on, with a uberty of
optimism.

II U'bi. Obs, [L. uhi where. So Sp. ubi place,

room.]

L Place, position ; location. (In common nse

^1640-1740.)
1614 T. Adams Physicke fr. Heaven in Dluells Bankeit

etc 321 Euery spirtuall Plusitian must keepe his right vbi,

1644 DiGBY Nat. Bodies u (1645) 8 It is but assigning an
Ubi to such a spirit and he is presently riveted to what
place you please ; and by multiplying the Ubies [etc.]. x66x
Glanviu. Van, Dogtr. loi Nor are wesolicitousforthe UH
of Vertue, or any other Immaterial accident. 1704 Norris
Ideai IVoridii. iii. 22^ Spirit cannot resist body, as being
capable of coexisting in the same ubi with it. X740 Cheyne
Regimen 215 That Bodies.. must have an Ubi^ a local per-
manent Situation at last, is certain.

2. Present place or location ; whereabouts.
XTj^ H. Walpole Let. to IV. Mason 15 May, The k^/ of

the Toulon squadron is not ascertained.

tUbia'tion. Obsr^ [Cf. prec. and next.] The
action of occupying a (new) place.
x6s4 F. White Kept. Fisher 422 No substantial! thing is

produced, but one substance succeedeth in the toome of
another, by that which they stile vbiation.

TTbication (yz/bik^-Jon). [ad. mod.L, *ubicd'
(to (cf. Sp. ubicactoHy Pg. ubicafao), f. *tibicarc (Sp.

\

uhicane to be in a determinate place), f. L. tibi I

Ubi.] The condition or fact of being in, or
\

occupying, a certain place or position ; location.
|

1644 DiGHv Nat. .Soule V. $ 9- 400 We conceiue these '

morfilications of the thing, like sul>stances ; and., we call
jthem by substantiue names Whitcnesse, Action, Vbicalion,
!

Duration. &c. 1661 Olanvill Van. Dogm. loi Relations, I

Ubications, Duration, the vulgar Philosophy admits into the
'

list of something. 1699 Burnkt sg Art. xxviii, (1700) 324

They nrc accustomed to think that Ubicatlon, or the being

in a Place, is but an Accident to a Substance. X837

Whkwell Hist. Induct. Sci. II. vi. ii. § 5. 45 Arriaga, who
wrote in 1639,.. suggests that the board affects the upper
weight, which it does not touch, by its ubication, or where-

ness. 1866 T. N. Harper Peace through Truth Ser. i. 212

'J'he terminus ad quern is already existing, and merely

receives a new ubication. 189a Standard 5 Aug., The
constant identity of the ubication and direction of the lines

[in Mars) proved their connection with the soil.

Ubiety (y«b3i*eti). [ad. mod.L. *ubictds, f.

L. ubi Ubi.] Condition in respect of place or

location; local relationship; whereness,

1674 N. Fairfax BulkffSelv. 77 Being no wayes beclam'd

with body as to ubiety or whereness. 1686 H. Moke Real
Pres. 25 i'o make a bodjj in this sense independent of Place

or Ubiety, is as unconceivable as to make it independent of

'Jinie. X733 Watts Scheme Ontol. xii. Of time, and place,

and ubiety. X834 Southev Doctor cxcn. (1848) 509 O Soul
of Sir John Cheke, thou wouldst have led me out of my
way, if that had been possible,—if my ubiety did not sc

nearly resemble ubiquity. 1855 Bailey Mystic^ etc. 81

Vervain and magic haschisch, which endows Thought with
ubiety. x866 R. HobsonCA^m. VVaterton iv. 92 Notwith-
standing her uncertain tenure of ubiety,. .she [the coot]

patiently yielded to her lot.

TJbic[liariail(y«bikwe»'rian), sb, and a. Also
8 ubiquerian. [f. L. ubique wherever, anywhere,
everywhere.]

A. sh. f L //. A society or club existing in the

1 8th cent. Also attrib. Obs.

'737 ititie), A modest vindication of the illustrious order
of Ubiquarians. Ibid. 23 The Ubiquarian Senate do
not yet admit of this Difference. 1755 J, Witsell in Con-
noisseur 27 Nov. 581 Laws, Rules, Regulations, or Orders,
shall be formed for the Anti-Gallicans, Ubiquarians, Gre-
gorians, or any private clubs and societies. 1761 Ann.
Reg., Charac. 11. 51/1 He was a respectable member of the
Killers of Care, The Silenians,.. Ubiquarians, &c.

2. A person who goes everywhere, rare,

1767 Ann. Reg., Charac. 62/2 The English being by their

nature Ubiquarians, and seldom in one place long, must
have painted canvas as quick as their ideas. x8ia Sporting
Mag. XL. 281 That sporting ubiquarian, Colonel Thornton,

B. adj, 1. Being or existing, present or found,

everywhere ; ubiquitous, ubiquitary.

1761 Gent/. Mag. Sept 440/1 Happiness our friend shall
be, Ubiquerian deity 1 X784 Cowper^ Tiroc. 266 Have ye,

ye sage intendants of the whole, An ubiquarian presence and
controul. x8i^ MacCulloch West. Isl, Scot. II. 321 t'ingal

. .the ubiquarian king and warrior is said to have occupied
them. X848 Hampden BamPt. Lect. (ed. 3) l^^ The
Universal Governor, overshadowing all things with the
ubiquarian tutelage of his Providence. X89X C. Dixon Idle
Hours IV. Nat. 108 The ubiquarian House Sparrow has his
home amongst the girders of the roof.

2. Met with or experienced everywhere.
i8as Monthly Rev. CVl. 490 It will facilitate, also, to men

of note, who have occasion to travel,an ubiquarian reception.

+ Ubi'qnions, a. Obs, rare, [f. as prec. + -lous.]

Ubiquitous.
178a W. Stevenson Hymn to Deity 31 Thro' stretch

ubiquious, measureless expanse, . .Abroad he moves in
innjesty of state. X835 TaiVs Mag. II. 93 The ubiquious
Princess had arrived suddenly at Ostend.

TT'biqtlisxn. rare-^, [Cf. next and -iSM. So
Sp. ubiquismo^ » Ubiquitism.
1891 Athcnsmn ^ii% March 403/3 In Switzerland he

[Montaigne] questions Felix Plater. .in regard to heretical
doctrines such as Ubiquism.

TT'biquist. rare. [a. F. ubiquiste ( = Sp,, Pg.
ubumUta)^ f. L. ubJqtie everywhere : see -IST.]

+ 1. (See quots.) Obs.

[1706 PiULLiPS (ed. Kersey), Uhiquiste, a Divinity-Doctor
that belongs to no particular College in the University of
Paris.] xyax Bailey, i/%tfM^ [from prec.]. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. S.V., In the University of Paris,.. the Ubiquists are
called simply Doctors in Theology.
2. «= Ubiquitakian sb, 2,

xjzS Chambers Cycl. s.v., All the Ubiquists, however,
are not agreed : Some of 'em, and among the rest the
Swedes, hold that Jesus Christ, even during his Mortal Life,

was every where. 184a Branue Vict. Sci., etc. Ubiquists,
or Ubiquit'trians, in Ecclesiastical History, a school of
Lutheran divines; so called from their tenet that the body
of Christ was present in the Eucharist in virtue of his divine
omnipresence.

tUbiquit, v. Obs.~^ [Back-formation from
Ubiquitous or -ity.] (rans. To make ubiquitous.
X676 Marvell Mr. Svtirke 33 This being done, then the

Exposer ubiquits himself, peeping at the Key-holes, or
picking the Locks of the Bcd-cJiambeis of all the Great
Ministe rs.

tXTbi'quitair, a, Obsr^ [a. F. uhiqnitaire.'\
= Ubiquitauv a. 2.

c 1645 Howell Lett. vi. xiii. (1650) I. 198 Of Him, whom
Earth nor Air, Nor the vast mould Of lieaven can houtd,
Cause he's Vbiquitair,

tUbi-qnitant. Obs.-'^ [Cf. prec. and -ant.]
= UlJIQlIITAKY sb. I.

X654 ViLVAiN Theol. Treat, i. 9 They cannot he ubiqultants
every wher or elswher at once.

Ubiquitariau (y»bi kwites-rian), sb, and a,
[See Uhiquitahy anr) -iaii.]

A. sb, fl. = Ubiquitary j^. i. Obs.
1644 Thomasson Tracts_{W\X. Mus.) CLxiii. No. 12 A 4,He cannot heare..that Prince Rupert is approaching any.

thing ne.ire Yorlce, yet they.. prepare for him least that
iibic|uitarian ste.ile on them unawares. 1663 R. Head Hie
et Uhiaiie 40 Why that Ubicjuiiarian, and his antick com-
rade Phantastick have lately borrowed monies of me. X670
Clarke Nat. Hist. Nitre ig It [nitre] is an Ubicjuitarian,

UBIQUITARY.

though no place wil scarce hold it. a 1734 North Lives
(r826) in. 136 And I, that was no housekeeper, became an
ubiquitarian till his lordship's death.

2. One of those Lutherans who maintained the

doctrine that Christ's body was everywhere present

at all times. Chiefly in //.

x6sx Fuller s Abel Rediv.y Sohnius 384 Confuting the
Ubiquitarians..so boldly, that he chose rather to hazard
banishment then to connive at errors. 1660 Hacket Sertn,
at Whitehall 22 Mar. 20 The unrelenting Ubiquitarians
among the rigid Lutherans. X676 Glanvill Ess. v. 25 The
Ubiquitarians defend their Errors, by denying the judge-
ment of Reason. X704 Norbis Ideal World 11. xii. 511
Nay, perhaps, the Ubiquitarians may of the two have the
better plea. 1798 Hey Lect. Divinity IV. iv. xxviii. § 10.

325 note, Luther is said to have given up this ubiquity as a
proof of Christ's corporal presence in the Eucharist; but
rigid Lutherans were still Ubiquitarians. 18^4 J. H. Blunt
Diet. Sects, etc. (1886) 603 The Ubiquitarians are strong
opponents of the Calvinistic and Zwinglian theories of the
Holy Eucharist.

B. a(i/. 1. Of or pertaining to, holding or

maintaining, the doctrine of the Ubiquitarians.

1640 Bp. Hall Chr. Moder. 11. x. 79 The Calvinists brand
Schiusselburgius for an Ubiquitarian hereticke. 1673
Hickman Quinquart. Hist. Ep. ah, The late Ubiquitarian
Lutherans make a difference where they [Zwinglius and
Luther] found none. Ibid. 11.^66 Frederick the Prince was
from his youth trained up and instructed in the Ubiquitarian
Doctrine. xBSa Karkar Early Chr. I. 350 note, The old
Ubiquitarian controversy as to whether ' the right band of
God is everywhere'.

2. = Ubiquitary a. a. rare.
x64x Ld. Brooke Disc. Nat. Efisc. n. ii. 71 No one man

living could.. Over-see it ; except he could get the Pope to

Transubstantiate him also, and so get a Ubiquitarian Body.
x8a8 Exmniner 25/1 No ubiquitarian order should exist,

with duties and interests paramount to those of national
allegiance.

Hence Ulslquita'rianism, = Ubiqditism.
X885 Schaff Christ 8f Christianity 75 The absolute

ubiquitarianism of the Swabian school, and., the relative or
hypothetical ubiquitarianism of the Saxon school.

tUbi'c^oitariness. Obs, rare, [f. next +
-NESS,] Phe quality of being ubiquitary,

x6ss Fullf.r Ch, Hist.x. i. §26 The Prelaticall party
complained . .of the ubiqultarinesse of some hands, the same
being alwayes present at all Petitions, a i66x — Worthies,
Lane. II. {1662) 119 He. .was very obstreperous in arguing
the case for Transubstantiation, and the Ubiquitariness of
Christs body.

Ubiquitary (y«bi*kwitari), sb, and a, [ad.

mod.L. uliTqiiildrinSf I, L. ubtqne everywhere.
Hence also Y.ubiquilairey Sp.andPg.w/'/^KiVarw,]
A. sb. 1. One who, or that which, is or can

be everywhere at once. Now rare,
X587 HoLiNSHED Chron. III. 579/2 There must'needs be an

errour.-vnlesse we will grant the king and queene..to haue
beene Hfcibi simul, which priuilege is granted to none but
Ubiquitaries. 1599 B, Jonson Cynthia's Rev. ii. iv, A
Nymph.. all motion, an ubiquitarie, Shee is euery where*
16x5 P.Small in Farr J./-*, yaj. / (1848) 332 Time is of the
Ubiquitaries' race,—Time's here, Time's there, Time is in
every place. 1638 Bp. Mountague Art. Enq. Norwich
D _, The Bishop is no Ubiquitarj-, that hce can discover
every thing done. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 63
Tables, cupbords, beds, stools, all are covered with them
\sc. ants], so that they are a kind of Ubiquitaries. x8a6
Sporting Mag. XVII. 262 Could it have been possible to
have been an ubiquitary, I should have been with the
Warwickshire, as well as with the Duke's hounds.

t b. spec. (See quot.) Obs.^-"^

x6is J- Stephens Esi. 9( Charac. xiv, 189 A Vbiquitarie
Is a lourney.man of all Trades, but no sauer because no
setter vp.

t c, A clergyman having no settled benefice but
taking duty anywliere. Obs,
X646 T. Edwards Gangrcna i. 72 In a word, our Sectaries

are become Pluralists, Nonresidents, and some of them
Ubiquitaries, and are well paid for it. 1654 Gavton Pleas.
Notesm. viii. 117 The Priest being himself unbenefic'd, and
an Ubiquetary, made bold, .to pay the Non-Residentiaries
..for not stopping his mouth with a Living. X663 Bp,
Nicholson Expos. Catech. Ep. Ded. A 3 These are not Ubi-
quitaries, and consequently are forced to be Non>residents

t 2. = Ubiquitarian sb, 2. Obs,
1583-7 T. RogersJ9 Art. (1625) 19 We altogether dissent

..from the Germaine Vbiquitaries. .saying that Christ as
man, is not onely in heauen, but in earth loo at this instant.

159s in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. iii. IV. 116 A condemnacion
of other reformed Churches, that did not agree with the
Ubiquitaryes. 1614 Bp. Hall No Peace with Rome § 181
Either Aquinas is false, or the papists vbiquitaries. 1654
Jer. Taylor AVf?/ pyes. 156 To this the Answer is the same
in effect which is given by the Roman Doctors, and by
the^ Ubiquitaries, wliom they call Hereticks. 1681 R.
L'EsTRANGE Apol. Protcstants iv. i. 98 There is no collect-
ing from their Writings whether they were Consubstantiators
or Ubiquitaries. X709 Strvpe Ann. Ref. xxv. 252 Martyr
in his lifetime dedicated to him his dialogue.. against the
Ubiquitaries.

B. adj. 1 1. = Ubiquitarian a. i, Obs.
1599 Sandys AKrf?><r Spec. (1632) 213 Besides theabsurdity

of their Ubiquitarie Chimera. rtx6o3T.CARTWBicHTCcJ//>''-
Rhem. N. T. (1618) 721 The le.'.uiies deride the ul>iquharie
Protestants, for that they could not finde how Christ should
be present in all places by liis Humanity, unlesse his
Humanity were in every place where his Godhead is.

2. = Ubiquitous a. a. Of single persons, or the
Deity. Now tare or Obs,
1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. iv. L in Bullen O. PI. IV, Nay

looke up, beholde yon Chrislall pallace. There sits an
tibiquitarie Judge. x63x Massingek Emperor East i. ii,

She can conjure, And I am her ubiquitary spirit. X647
Ward Simple Cobler 57, I can as well admit an ubiquitary



UBIQUITEB.

King as another. 1673 Dryden Marr. A la Mode i. i,

Besides the Court, she's the most eternal Visiter of the

Town ; And ytt manages her time so well, that she seems

ubiquitary. 1707 J. Sfevkns tr. Qut-vetio's Coin. IVks.

(1709) 393 Then Jove said (to Olympus], Thou Vbiquilary

God, shoot thy self into the World, and in a trice drag
Fortune hither by the Ears. 1710 StVelk Taller No. =44

P 6, I remember at a full Table in the City, one of these

ubiquitary Wits was entertaining the Company with a
Soliloquy.

b. Of in(iividu.il things, qu.alities, etc.

1625 Jackson Ctxcd v. xxvii. § 2 The fruition of His
presence, .cannot make saints or angels so capable of this

ubiquitary knowledge as personal union with Him. .might

make Christ's body of ubiquitary local presence. 1640

HoWKLL Dodona's Gr. 43 tor wealth and an ubiquitary

commerce none can exceed her. 1645 — Twelve Treat.

(1661} 338 Their faculties have a kind of ubiquitary freedom,

though the body be never so under restraint, as the Authors

is. 1713 Stef-LE Englishman No. 22. 146 The ubiquitary

Assistance of the Deity is celebrated by . . the Psalmist.

1738 Phil. Trans. XL. Suppl. 41 Whether God himself be

not the immediate, acting, uliiquilaiy Cause of centripetal

power. 1813 Palmerston Ofiin. <V Policy (1852) a8 The
surest though it may be the slow resource of Spain, is the

desultory but ubiquitary resistance of her population.

c. Of .1 kind or class of persons or things.

1610 Donne Psendo.iitartyr 835. 141 These vbit^uilary

Monks baue the aduantage of all others. 164a liuiJ-EK

Holy 4- Pro/. St. 111. xxiv. 220 It was in vain to erect any
structure therein to restrain and keep his Ubiquitary beams.

1669 Baxter PoiverMag. «r CIt. Past. I. (1671) 6 The Clergy

are so numerous, subtile, ubiquitary and potent. X709 Mrs.
Manley Secret Mem. (1720) II. 150 The God of Love finds

little more Difficulty in Subduing the Grave than the Gay

;

the Desires he gives are alike Ubiquitary. 1853 G. John-
ston Nat. Hist. E. liord.l. i2r .\ few, such as the Dandelion

and the Daisy, may be said 10 be almost ubiquitary. a 1865

J. Young Life J. Welsh v. i. (i86«) 280 Scotsmen, in all

ages roving and ubiquitary, were, at that time, settled in

unprecedented numbers m . . France. x888 Co-operative

News 4 Aug. 784 As I passed on 1 met two more of the

ubiquitary fraternity.

3. Extendinjj to all quarters ; extremely wide or

extensive, rare.

i«5a Urquhabt Jewel Wits. (1834) 194 [English] by its

promiscuous and ubiquitary borrowing consisteth almost of

all languages, a 166s Fuller Worthies, Barleshirt I. (1662)

93 It is impossible for any Author of a Voluminous Book
consisting of several persons and circumstances.. to have
stich Ubiquitary intelligence, as to apply the same infallibly

to every particular. 1803 Ann. Rev. 1. 25^ The research

displayed is ubiquitary, the materials ate judiciotisly pto-

poitioned.

t TJbi'q,uiter. Sc. Obs. rare. [Cf. prec and
-erI.] = Ubiquihwan i*. 2.

1589 R. Bruce Serm. Sacram. iii. (1590) M vj b. Will Je

speate at the Vbiqviter, gif the true bodie of Christ be

present? 01599 RoLLOCK Le(.t. Pension, etc. xxxix. (1616)

381 If one goe to Germanie, he wil be an Vbiquiter, and in

Rome a Papist, in Scotland a Chtblian.

ITbiqnitisitt (y»bi-kwitir'm). [f. Ubiquit-aey

+ -lSMrl The doctrine of the omnipresence of

Christ's body.
1617 Collins De/. Bp. Ely 11. x. ^13 Vnles you wil be so

wood now, as to adde brutish Ubiquitisme 10 your barbarous

Cyclopisme. 1630 Donne Serm., Eastcr.day (1640) 253
For he is risen; And if this be a good reason, iheie is no
Ttansul^tantiation, no Ubiquitisme, for then Christ ,night

have been there, though he weie lisen. 1718 Chambers
Cycl,t.v. Ubitfuists, G. Hornius will only allow Bientius to

be the first Propagator of Ubiquilism. 1857 PusKY l\eal

Presence i. (1S69) 122 The ' Formula Concoidia: * admitted

very little of the Ubiquitism of Bieur ; but it retained the

original Ubiquitism of Luther.

t Ubiquitist. Obs.-^ [Cf. prec. and Ubi-

(JUIST 2.] = UllIQUITABIAtf sb. 2.

1*87 Cood Adzice 40 At this time there were Papists,

Protestants, Evancelists, Praicisians, Ubiquilisis, Fanlilists

or Enthusiasts and Anabaptists in England.

ITbi'qnitory, sb. and a. rare. [-OBV.]

A. jJ. = UaiguiTABY sb. r.

164s Sacred Decretal 4 Hee's such an Ubiquilory, wee
know not how to deale with him.

B. adj. = Ubiquitabv a. 2 b.

1643 R. O. Man's Mort. v. 33 His humanitie not being

vbiquitoiie, that is, everie where at once, he must be in the

creation, and in some ceitaine place of the creation, 184X

Blaclnv. Mag. I.. 585 I he aits have claimed, .an ubiquitory

citizenship everywhere.

TTbiqnitoos (y«bi-kwitas), a. [f. as Ubiquit-

ary + -ous.] I'resent or appearing everywhere ;

omnipresent : a. Of single persons or things.

Of persons freq. with humoious exaggeration = ' turning

up everywheic '.

1837 Miss Sedgwick Live * let Live (1876) 60 Mrs.

Hroadson, who had an ubiquitous pair of ears._ 185*

Thackeray Esmond ill, i. Here, as he lay nursing himself,

ubi(|uItous Mr. Holt reappeared, i860 1'usey Min. Profit.

438 Heathendom was as a beleagueitd city, mastered by an
ubiquitous Presence, which they knew not how_ to meet.

1879 S. C. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. i. 14 On crossing to the

Continent, the marks of this ancient and ubiquitous foice

grew more continuous.

b. Of a kind or class of persons or things.

1840 E. Newman Brit. Ferns (1844) 210 This fern appears
to be ubiquitous in the moist woods and in.irshes. 1847

Grotc Greece 11. xvii. III. 306 Informing himself, moreover,

of passing events by means of ubiquitous spies and ofTicinls.

1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 4 Wherever a ship could

penetrate, , . there we find these ubiquitous, these irrepressible

Phcenicians, xW-j Pall Mall G. i-j Dec. 2/2 The ubi<iuitous

and unabashed British tourist.

Hence Ubi'qultonalx adv., TTbi'qaitoasuesB.
1864 Daily Tel. 16 Aug., In spiiit Mr Dicey remains

"ubiquitously impartial. i88a Stantlard 25 Dec. 5/t The 1

modern spirit is ubiquitously triumphant. 187^ Contempt
Kev. XXV. 135, I have a spirit of which "ubiquitousness is

|

an attribute. 1887 Fall Mall C. B Feb. 2/2 The coolness
]

and courage he iiifu-sed into his young troops by his I

ubiquitousness on tlie battlefield.
_ ]

Ubiquity (yabi'kwUi). [ad. mod.L. ttbi(jnilits

(cf. F. ubiquili (17th c), Sp. ubicuuiad, Pg.

tibiquidade), f. L. ubiqtte everywhere : see -ITY.]

1. Thcol. The omnipresence of Christ or of his

body, as maintained by the Ubiqnitarians.

IS79 FuLKK Heskins' Pari. 173 If we found as good
authoritie for the vbiquitie, or pluralilie of placing of his

body as we finde for the feeding vs thereby into eternall

life. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. § 10 Out of which

vbiquitie of his body they gather the presence thereof with

that sanctified bread and wine, a 1617 Bayne On Eph.

(1618) 388 We see Vbiqulty and all real Presence.. ouer-

ihrowne. 1614 Bedell Lett. ii. 48 One side fetches argu-

ments against vbiquitie from these places, and thereupon

saith, the question is about these Articles. 1674 Hickman
Quimjiiart. Hist. (ed. 2) 131 It seems, if men be never so

violent for Ubiquity, ,.if they be but against Predestination,

they shall pass for.. Melancthonians. 1798 \\Kt Led, Div,

IV. IV. xxviii. f 10. 335 Luther,. supported it (rt. consub-

stantiation], by what was called Ubiquity j by affirming,

ihattheSonof God was every where, «wV"<^- ^839 Hallam
Hist. Lit. II. ii. 823 After the death of Melanchthon, a
controversy, relating to the ubiquity, as it was called, of

Chrbt's body, proceeded with much heat. i88a-3 Schafk
Eiicycl. Relig. Knoivl. III. 2414 Ubiquity is the doctrine

, .of the omnipresence of the humanity, and more especially

of the body, of Christ.

2. The capacity of being everywhere or in all

places at the same time: a. In general use.

IS97 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. liii, §4 In the one there is attri-

buted to God . , death,whereofdiuiiie nature is not capable ; in

the other vbiquitie vnto Man, which humane nature admitteth

not. 1604 R. Cawdrev Table Alph.. yHi/uitie, presence of

a person in all places. 1615 Earl Carlisle in Fortcscue

Papers (Camden) 2 14, I could » ishe , , that you would borrow

so muche of ubiquity as that your persone could be in the

several places where your sufficiensy is so necessary. 1655

Cleveland Gen. Poems, etc (1677) 142 Knowing that no
place in the Nation is so remote, as not to share in the

Ubiquityof your Care. \^^1Q\.K%v.v. Severed Letters [^^^t'\

16 The Reason why you do not apprehend Ubiquity to be

necessarily connected with Self.Lxistence. a 1711 Prior

On Coronation i. Giving Poets to partake (Like those

Deities they make) Of infinite Ubiquity, 1796 Colekidce
Destinyo/Nntions ^^ One alUconscious Spirit,which informs

With absolute ubiquity of thought ..AH his involved

Monads. i8a3 Scorr Quentin D. xvi. The attention and
activity which Quentin bestowed.. had in it something that

gave him the appearance of ubiquity. 1838 Prescott Ferd.

Ii Is. (1846) I, X. 427 Their vigilant adversary, who seemed

now in their eyes to possess the powers of ubiquity, 1864

BowEN Logic xiii. 422 It is admitted that this doctrine of

the ubiquity of the mind to the body is incomprehensible.

b. As an attribute of God.
Variously taken as synonymous with, or as distinct from,

omnipresence,

1607 J. Davies Summa Totalis E a. For, so they must

by his I mmensilie, Which is the cause of his Vbiquity. 1664

H. More Myst. Inii;. ii. 36 It u an acknowledgement of

one of the incommunicable Excellencies of God, viz. his

Ubiquity. 1704 Swift T. Tub viii. This God, though endued

with Ubiquity, was yet supposed to possess one peculiar

Habitation. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. i. 34 By God's

Omnipresence, or Ubiquity, we must be understood to mean
that his Power and Knowlege extend to all Places. i8ss

MiLJiAN Lat, Chr. vii. vi. (1864) IV. 167 The imparti.il

ubi'iuity of God, the equable omnipresence of the Redeemer

and the Holy Spirit throughout the whole universe. 1885

Lyman Abbott in Chr. World Pulpit XXVIII. 170 Most
Christians do not believe in the omnipresence of God ; they

only believe in His ubiquity.

C. Law. (See quots.)

1765 Blackstone Ccmm. I, vii. 260 A consequence of this

prerogative is the legal ubiouity of the king. His majesty,

in the eye of the law, is always present in all his courts,

though he cannot personally distribute justice.. .Fioni this

ubiquity it follows, that the king can never be nonsuit.

1841 in Peters Rep. Supr. Crt. U.S. XV. 6 The United

States, in their sovereign capacity, have no particular place

of domicile but possess, in contemplation of law, an ubi-

quity throughout the Union.

t 3. Locality, region. Obs.~^

i«33 B."JoNsoN Love's Welcome Wks. (1640) 275 A
solemne Wight As you should meet In any street. In that

Ubiquitie.

t XJbity. Obs. rare, [f. L. tibi Ubi + -ty.]

Place, locality.

1614 F, White RepL Fisher 451 An Angell being a finite

creature, is at one instant difinitiuely in one vbllie oiiely.

Ibid. 452 That which moouetli and passelh from one vbilie

to another, is not in both the places at once.

Uble, ubli, ubly.obs. forms of Obley.

TT-blook ; variant olyu-block : see Yule.

U-boat. [ad. G. U-boot, abbrev. of UtUer-

seeboot ' under-sea-boat '.] A submarine.

In recent use (1913-).
. _. „ ,

t Uch(e, vohte, obs. Sc. and north, ft. Ouch sb.

c 137s [see Ouch sb. i PI. 1464 Re^istr. Aberdon. (Mail-

land) II. 163 Bctuix be lua vchis ij. litil garnatis; bencth t>e

secunde vche jj. litil gainatis, 1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas,

Scot. I. 81 In a litill paper within the said box, ane vche

with a diamant. 1549 Registr. Aberdon, (Maitland) II. 196

In be held of be saniyn (monstrancel ane propir vchofgold.

1551 N. Country Wills (Suttees, 1908) 221 My best jewell

which is an uche of golde after the fac(ilon of a bucle.

Uoh(o, obs. forms of Each a,

Ud, minced form of Goi). (Cf. Ax), Ou, Uds.)

%,,t^\i.t\kU.t.t Prol. toThe BrothersWVs. I. 41. 1 »"sh

he would appear. .Ud ! I would give it him.

UDDER.

'Ud, abbrev. form of would Will v.

Udal (y«'dal). Forms: a. 6 outhale, 6-7
outhell, owthell, 7 owthall ; 6 uthall, -ail, 6-7
-ale, 7 -el. /3. 6-7 owdaill, 6- udal, 7 udail,

udell, uddal, utal. [Orkney and Shetland form

of Norw. odal, odd, ON. dial Odal,]
1. allrib. a. Udal land or lands, l,niid(s) in

Orkney or Shetland held by the old native form

of freehold tenure.

a. ?X503 in Peterkin Rentals Orkney (1820) i. 6Tankarnes
xij d terre uthall land. 1576 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (1890)

479/2 The said James outhale landis of Garlhl, lyand
within the parochin of Stronnes, Menland of Orknay, 15^
/bid. (1892) 118/1 The haill skatt of the ulhail land within

the said yle baith butter and wadmell, 1609 Hid. 129/1 Et
omnium lie owlhalMandis in dicto rentali content.

/5. 1576 Keg. Privy Council Scot. II, 488 Being heretour

of the udall land of the Vie of Cairsay in Orknay, 1633

Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 757/r, li den. ex antiquo lie kingisland

et J den. lie utalandis nuncupat. Ibid. 757/2, 24 den, kingis-

land et udailland in dicta villa, 1649 Ibid. j(t^l2 Towmale
of uddalland vocat, Skegebusler. 1664 in GifTord Vescr.

Zetland{iSS6) 65 The lands called Udell-lands, lying within

the said earldom. 1707 Ibid. 68 Sundry isles,.. udell-lands,

and other lands. 1795 Statist. Ace. Scot. XV. 393 Some of

the udal lands pay a small proportion of yearly rent to the

King, and to the kirk. 1805 G, Barry Hist. Orkney Isl. 11.

V. 219 These udal or allodial lands are directly opposed to

fees or feus. 1W4 Scotsman 26 July 3/1 Two Merks and
One.Half Merk Udal Land.

+ b. Placed after the sb. (sometimes in contrast

to 'royal'). Obs,

1584 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 264/1 Cum..scattls terrarum

regalium et outhell de Southerbie . , et owthell de Noltland.

Ibid., Cum scattis. .terrarum regalium et owdaill de Sand-

weik. l6oa in A, Peterkin Notes Vtkney If Zetl. (1822)

App. 40 The richt and tytil of 6 mark land uthel, lyand in

the town of Gruting. 1617 in Peterkin Rentals Orkney
(1820) III, 45 Lynais is ane d. land outhell.

O. With other sbs., as men, right, tenure, etc.

c isoo in A. Peterkin Orkney /i Zetl. (1822) 88 The uthaie

men. 1587 in Edinb. Antiq.Mag. (1849) 60 Hehes Reftand
spulzeit diuerss of the uthallmen and herctors ,_, of Oiknay
and Zetland of yair pioper heritaige. 1669 in Peterkin

Orkney fi Zetl. 1 1822) 190 That their udal right may be

sustained valid in all tyme coming, a 1688 J, Wallace
Descr. Orkney (1693) 94 Udnlllands,i,MA as are possessed

by the UdalUright, a possession the natives have success-

ively without eith« Cnarter or Seasin. 1750 in HibLert

Descr. Shell. Isl. (1822) 192 The udalmen were likewise

called Rothmen or Roythnien ; that is, self holders. 1765-8

Erskine Inst, Law Scot. 11. iii. § 18 The udal tight of the

stewartry of Orkney and Zetland is of the same nature.

1J93 Statist. Ace. Scot. VII. 230 There are three kinds of

tenure of lands in Scotland,, , Thirdly, the Udal, being a

light compleat without writing. 1805 G. Barry Hist,

Orkney Isl 11. v. 219 The laws by which this udal property

was inherited, sold, redeemed, or transmitted fromone per.

son to another, 1814 Scott Diary 4 August in Lock-

hart, The Udal proprietors have ceased to exist, yet proper

feudal tenures seem ill understood. i8ai — Pirate x'lx, The
wide Udal possessions of their father.. were divided be.

twixt the brothers. 1909 J. Gunn Orkney Bk. no In Scot-

land land was held according to the feudal system, in Ork-

ney according to the udal system.

2. The form of freehold tenure characteristic of

Orkney and Shetland ; land held in this way.

1588 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 547/1 To be haldin. ,ofr our

soverane lord. .in fie, heretage, frie uthall and blensche for

evir. 1750 in Hibbert Descr. Shell. Isl. (1822) 192 Their

udals, at this day, are not transmitted like other lands, but

with the,, compleat propriety and demesne of the subject.

Udaller (yji-dalai). Also 8 udiller, udelar, 9
udeler, uddaler. [f, prec. -I- -EB. Cf. Opalleb.]

A tenant of land by udal right. Also attrib.

1669 in Peterkin Orkney * Zetl. (1822) i9o[An act] for the

udallers of Orknay and Zetland. 1671 Shetland Doct. in

Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot. (1892) XXVI. 194 He,, shall not

suffer the same [lands] to be incrotched upon be the

ffewaries, udallers and uythers. /W</.,The ffewares, udallers,

tenncndes, occupiers of the landis [etc.]. 1733 Gifford
Descr, Zetland (1886) 9 The head courls, .where all the

Udillers were obliged to convene, 1798 Statist. Ace. Scot.

XX. 269 There are six udelars in Deerness. 1805 G. Barry

Hist. Orkney hi. I, ii, 28 Men here called Udallers, who
are little proprietors of land, ihat has never been held by

the feudal tenure, nor subjected toeilher service or payment

to any superior. 1811 Scott Pirate xvii. The stout-hearted

and experienced general, for so the Udaller might be termed,

1804 Gd. Words Nov. 747/2 The last lemams of the old

udallers are to be found amongst the ' peeiie (small) lailds'

of Fladdabister. „ , „
U'dally, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.] By udal

right or tenure ; under the udal system.

1909 J. Gunn Orkney Bk, 111 It must not be supposed that

all the land in Orkney was held udally, or that all the in-

habitants were udallers.

Udder (fdsj). Forms : a. I udr-, 4 vddre, 5

vddyr (6 Sc, vdyr), 5-7 vdder (6 vtter, odder),

6- udder; 5-6 uther (9 Sc), 6 other, fi. 5

iddyr, 6 ydder. [OE. ider (once), = OS. Hdar,

iider-, MLG. (LG.) Mer, MDu. iider, uyder {pn.

flier, uijer, WFlem. eur; cf. WFris, lir teat),

OHG. iitar (and litiro), MHG. Uter and iuter

(G.«rf«;-):-OTeut. *«rfr-, = Gr. ov9ap, S^r.udhar,

-as (also ftdhan), L. aber. By unexplained (ion-

sonant change the corresponding ON. form is jilgr

EwEE 3, YUBE. It is doubtful whether an OTeut.

variant, or an entirely diJferent stem, is represented

by OFris. iader (EFris. j'ader, jseder, NFris.

jidder, etc, WF"ris.y(j«/-), older Du. jadder (dial.
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jaar), OS. geiier, MLG. gtiler, jeder (LCjieUer,
/adder). In English the original long vowel has

been regularly shortened before the consonant-

group •der.']

L The pendulous baggy organ, provided vnith

two or more teats or nipples, by which the milk is

secreted in certain female animals.
a looo Kentish Gl. 903 VheribuSy of udrum. 1398 Tre-

visA Kartk. De P. /!. xviii. xviiu (Uodl. MS.X pe Cnmel
bat» foure teues and tweyne vddres as \tt cowe haj>. a 14*5

tr. Art/erne's Treat. J'islxla, etc. 12 Wollo )>at groweth

atuix l>c leggezof ane ewe about |>e vdder. c 1440 Promp.
/arf.iiS/sIddyr.orvddjTofabeeste, Uher. isisBabclay
Es^oge^ iv. (1570) Ciij b/2 Your cowes others of mtlke re-

plete and full. Ibjd. Ciiij/i Leanebe my lambes,..And yet

their dammes they dayly sucke so dry, That from the

others no licoure can we wring, c 1518 Sv.v.'lio'A Magnyf.
xSi4, I saw a fox sucke on a kowei ydder ; And with a lyme
lodde I toke them bothe togyder. C1534 in Suss. Star
Chatnher Proc.Ut)\i) 21 The. .Kyn were in suche payn for

lake of mylkyng that the mylke rane oute of there oddercns

and so lyke to be all perishte. 1577 B. Gooce HeresbacKs
Huib, in. (1586) 139b, The Lambe..must be setle on foote,

and put to the dammes vdder. 1613 Purchas^ Pilgritrtage

IV. XI. 349 Next 10 the doore on the womens side.. there is

an Image with a Cowes Vdder for the women, .. on the

other side another with a Marcs Vdder for the men. 1665

Bovi.it)«<w. A'f//. IV. iii. 16, L.approach'd the place where

the fair Alilk.maid wassolliciling the Udder of a fresh Cow.

X684 Lotui. Gaz. No. 1910/4 A Red Cow of about 5 or 6

>-ears old, with a White Udder. <:i7«oW. Ctsson Farrier'

s

Gnitie l. ii. (17-^S) 19 The Udder is another part peculiar to a

Mare. 1773 Johnson in Bos^uell (1B3J) 1 1 1. 47 Rlilk pressed

from the swelling udder by the gentle hand of the beauteous

milk.maid. 1799 H/ed. Jml. I. 314 A spurious cow.pox .

.

arising from pustules on the nipples or udder of the cow.

1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 41/1 A twin heifer, .which, .was

very handsome, with a welUformed udder, and was a good
milker. 1867 Baker Nile Trib. v. (1872) 75 The distended

udders of thous.-inds of camels were an assurance of plenty.

b. This part of an animal as an article of food.

1474 in Hmseh. Ord. (1790) *32 The purveyors of beeves

and muttons.. hath to theire fees the oxe heads, muttons

heades, the rumpes of every beefe, and the intrayles of

every beaste excepte the oxe feete, and the uthers. 1598
Epvlaria Jiiij, Fifteene Egs, with a Cowes Udder wel

sodden. 1660 Pepvs Diary jt Oct., Mr. Creed and 1 to the

Leg in King Street, where he and I, and my Will had a
go«l udder to dinner. 1675 Hannah Woolley Gcntlnit.

Coutp. 158/1 Neats tongue and Udder roasted. i7ai Queen's

Closet 99 To Roast a Cows Udder, 1842 A. Combe Physiol.

Digestion (ed. 4) 35 Four pounds of cow's udder and ten

pounds of raw beef.

2. poet, (yn.pl.') A dug or teat. rare.

X58S Stanvhurst ^neis it. (Arb.) 55 Tlieyre whelps neere

staiued ar eager And expect vdders with dry iaw.s. x6oo

Shaks. .,4. V. L. IV, iii. 115 Vnder which bushes shade A
Lyonesse, with vdders all drawne drie, Lay cowching head
on ground. 1887 Bowen Virg. Eel. ill. 30 Twice each day
she is milked ; though still at her udders we leave Two
young calves.

+ 3. The breast of a woman. 06s.~^
ai70^T. Bsows Pleas. Lett, to Gent. Wks. 1709 IIL 11.

16 Their Udders swagging down to their Navils.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as udder-cattle, -Jlank,

part; udder-clap, inflammation in the udder;

udder-ill (see quot. 1847); udder-look sb. (see

?|uot. a 1808); V. trans., to pull away the wool
rom the udders of (sheep).

a X7«a Lisle Hush. (1757) 214 The oak.buds killed five of
the udder-cattle. Ibid. 345 It was the udder.llank, or lh:oat,

that they usually bit the sheep in. 1798 R. Douglas Agric.

Roxb, 156 note^ All sheep are vdder.lo(ked^ as it is here

called, that being thought refreshing and salutary. x8o6

A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 256 Under the udder part ofa leg

of veal, there is a large piece of meat, a x8o8 Essays Hi^hl.

Soc. IIL 250 (Jam.) Uddetlocks are the wool plucked from
the udder. 1825 Jamieson, Udder-clap, a sort of schirrous

tumour affecting the udder of ewes, by an unexpected re-

turn of milk after being sometime eild. Teviotd. X844 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm II. 620 After recovery fiom lambing,
the only complaint the ewe is subject to is inflammation in

the udder, or KfAi'tfr.f/a/, or^ariTtV. X847W.C.L. Martin
Ox \Tilz Loss of milk, or milic of a disgusting taste and
odour, and consequently unfit for use, restilts from derange-

ment of the digestive organs, and especially^ from morbid
affections of the fourth stomach, and the animal is said to

labour under * udder-ill '.

Hence U'dderfnl a., having a full udder

;

TT'dderless a., unsuckled, motherless.

x8i8 Keats Endym. 1. 210 All ye gentle girls who foster

up Udderless lambs. x87<) MEREonii Egoist Prelude, Lis-

ten . .to an unleavened society : a low as ofthe udderful cow
past milking hour

!

Udder, -ir, dial, and obs. Sc. forms of Other.

XJ-ddered, a. [f. Uddeu + -ed.]

tl. Suckled. Obs.-^
1582 Stanvhurst ACucis iv. (.\rb.) 108 Amydst rocks,

Caucasus haggish Bred the, with a tigeis some milck vn-
seasoned, vdderd.

2. Having an udder or udders
;

provided with a

teat or teats.

x6ss ISeslowes Theoph. xil. cxv. See wheie the uddeid
Cattle finde us food, X714 i^sv Sheph. Week 11. 11 Marian,
that soft could stroke the udder'd cow. fj%i Pope Odjss.
IX. 2S2 Big-udderM ewes, and goats of female kind. X826
Blackw. Mag. XX. 782 A mother-matron, with a baboon
visage, and uddered like a ow. X870 Morris Earthly Par.
III. 278 Deep-uddered kine Went lowing towards the pails

at eventide. x875^— ^neid viil. 45 'fhere Iteth she All
while along, and piglings white around her uddered sides.

3. Contained in the udder.
<xi8i4 A. Becket Genii i. in New Brit. Theatre L 518

Nor let the heifers of the vale In udder*d treasure ever fail.

+ U-ddery, a. Obs.-^ [f. Udder + -v.] Soft as

the flesh of an udder.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xlviii. (Bodl. MS.), Con-

stantine seil» pat these stones be substaunce of ham is ymade

of vddry and cruddy flessch.

TTde, var. oiyode went : see Go v. A 3.

Udelar, -er, obs. forms of Uualler.

Udell, obs. form of Ui'al.

Udell, variant of Aludel.
1804 Roscoe & ScHORLEMMUR Treat. Clietn. (new ed.) I.

20I Each cover is fitted with a leaden pipe, and this is con-

nected with a series of §lass or earthenware condensers,

termed udells, fitting one into the other.

Uder, obs. Sc. form of Other.

tUdfoot, variant of Ud'sfoot: see Uns.
i6ao L C. Two ilcrry Milk-maids I. iii. C 4, Fcr. Vdfool,

what will the young Duke doe trow? Ibid., lul. Vdfoot,

we shalbe whipt anon for this Abuse,

t Udge, var. Judge v. (attributed to Welsh

speakers).

1598 Shaks. Mcrty W. 1. i. 191 So got.udge me, that is

a veituous minde. 1603 Dekker Patient Grissill sii By
Cods vdge me, is all true.

Udged, a. Mining. (See quot.)

1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-M. 266 Udged, loose, weak,

liable to fall, sounding hollow, or unsound. A roof or a piece

of sitle is said to knock udged when it produces a dead, hol-

low, unsafe sound, upon being knocked upon with a ham-

mer, &c.

Udiller, obs. form of Udai.ler. Udimia, obs.

f. (Edema. Udir, obs. Sc. f. Other.

Udometer (yudp-mrtai). [ad. F. udomHre, f.

L. adus wet, damp : see -meter.] A rain-gauge.

1825 Reg. Arts li Sci. III. 142 An improved Udometer, to

shew the quantity of Rain fallen. J873 Routlcdge's Young
Gcntl. Mug. Feb. 162/1 His thermometers,. .hygrometers,

and udometers.

Hence TTdome'trio a. [F. udomitriqtte.\

1891 Cent. Diet.

t TTds. Obs. Also 7 ud's, udds, udz. [Minced

form of God's, possessive of God sb., or of Cods'

= God save. Cf. Ads and Ods.] A form of the

name of God common in expletive oaths in the

17th century.

1. In possessive phrases (cf. God sb. 14), fre-

quently written as one word, as Ud's blood, bluff,

bobblekens, -bows, -bud, -buddikins, etc.

1607 Dekker & Webster North-.u. Hoe 11. i, *Vds bloud

ile laie him crosse vpon his coxcomb next daie. X664 H.

Bold Poems 162 They swore Udz niggs, we swore "Udz
bluffe. 1681 T. Flatman Hcraclitus Ridcns No. 42 (1713)

II. 21 *Udds Bobblekens, quoth he, I were wet to the

skin. 1684 D'Ubfey Sev. New Songs a 'Udsbows, cries

my Country.man John, Was ever the like before seen?

1681 Otwav Soldier's Fort. 11. i, Ah 1 *udds-bud, they'd

..have stript for t'other Bottle. X689 Shadwell Bury F.

II. 19 A very good jest 1 Udsbud, there's a pair of Gloves

of the same mettle, to stop your pretty Mouth. 1740 tr. De
Moiihys Fort. Country Maid (1741) I. 59 "Udsbuddikms,

were I in Colin's Place, I know what I would .do. 1607

Dekker & Webster IVestm. Hoe v. iii, *Vds Daggers?

cannot sinne be set a shore once in a raigne vpon your

Country quarters, but it must haue fidling ? i8ai Scott

Kcnihu. ill, Uds daggers ! I tell thee, man, mine own stock

of assurance was too small to trade upon. 1607 Dekker &
Webster IVestw.Hoeiv. ii, "Vds death speake.or ilekil thee.

170a Vanbrugh False Friend 11. i, Keep a woman honest ?

UdsdeathI I'd as soon undeitake to keep Porlocarero

honesti 1854 H. Ainswobth 7^ff/c4 »/'.fi<T<:o» I. v. 43 'Uds-

dealh ! I wish he hadn't arrested him here,' the landlord

said. 1698 Motteux Quix. (1733) I. 269 *Uds-diggers,

quoth Sancho, I know her full well, a 1586 Sidnev Pansies

Penshurst t^ Wilton vi. Doth she call the faith of man In

question? nay, *'uds foot, she loves thee than. 1608 Day
//;/;«. out ofBr. iv. iii, Vdsfoot, your iaylor, my lord. 1613

Webster Dcvits I,a-.o-Case iv. ii, Vd's foot, we are spoyled.

X630 Dkkker 2nd Pt. Honest Wh. iv. i, Vds foot, Giue

me some nieate. 1676 D'Urfev Madam Fickle III. i,

'Udshash I I'd like to have spoil'd all, I took him for a
Morrice-Dancer. 1614 J. Cooke Greene's Tu Qiiogue

E I b, 'Vdslid, I'le not be out-brau'd. Ibid., Vdslid, I am
gleek't this time. /<};'</. H 3 b, *Vds'life, this is excellent:

now she talkes. 1706 Vanbrugh vl/ii^a-^e i. 92 Udslife I Sir I

attack her with a fiddle ! l6xx Middleton & Dekker
Roaring Girl 11. ii, *Vds light the tide's against me. 1618

N. Field Amendsfor Laiiies\. (1639) B2 b, Vd'slight whats

the matter, wring him by the no.se. 163a Massincek &
Field Fatal Dowry It. ii, Vd's-light, enioy your wishes.

x68o Dryden Limberham IV. i, Saint. *Uds Nigger.s, but

I Wi\\...Wood. Uds Niggers, I confess, is a very dreadful

Oath. l6«4 'Uds nigs [see Uds bhifi'ahovc]. 1719 D'Ubi EY

Pills IV. 96 Uds nigs, quoth I, what a Kirk beth' here.

1614 J. Cooke Greene's Tu Quoi/ue B2b, *Vds pitty ! un-

button man, thou'lt stifle her else. 1613 Beaum. & Fu
Honest Alan's Fort. it. iv, * Ud.sprecious, we have lost a
brother. 182X Scott A'enihu. iv, Uds precious I madam,
what make you here out of bounds? • 1611 Middleton &
Dekki-:r Roaring Girl IV. ii. Kij, *Vds so Mol, wheie's that

Tiapdore? 1659 Lady Alimony 11. i. B iij b, Uds so, will

their dainty fingeis tug in Alume work? X695 Congreve
Lovefor L.\. vi, Udso that's true, Mr. Valentine, I love

Mirth, hut Busine.ss must be done. X697 Vanbrugh Relapse
v. v, *Udsookers ! they set my old blood a.fire ! X777
Sheridan Trip Scarb. v. ii, Udyookers ! Now six words
more, and I'll forgive them directly. 1611 Middleton &
Dekker Roarittg Girl iv. ii. I iij, *Vd' soule do but name
that lascall. 1697 Vanbrugh Relapse in. v, 'Udswoons I

I'll give my wench a weddinc.dinner. 1698 — Alsop 11. 457
' 'Udzwooks !

* quoth he, ' With all your meat, I will main,

tain a dish of pease.. Is much aljettertreat '. iMX Amherst
Terr.-e Fil. No. 44 (1726) 236 Udzooks, I believe 'tis the

hugest varsity alive.

2. In Uds me, uds my life : see God sb. 8 b.

X635 (Glai'thorne) Lady Mother iv. i. in Bullen O. Pi.

XJQGING.

(18S3) II. i6g Udsme, my lady! 1668 Dkvden Maiden

Onecn v. i, Uds my life ! here's the queen's music just going

to us. 1702 Farquhar Inconstant n. 11, Uds my life—here s

Uein, Ueir, Uell, southern ME. varr. Fain

adv., Fair a. , Fell v. UeU, obs. Sc. f. Weal sb.

Uerry, southern ME. \a.r./erre Far v. ; obs. Sc.

f. Very adv. Uewe, obs. f. View sb.

Ufel, obs. f. Evil. Ufemest, var. Oveuest a.

Obs. Ufenan, -en, varr. Ovenon, -an Obs.

Ufer (yK'fai). Also 9 upher. [Variant spell-

ing of JuFFER. See also Euphhoe.] (See quot.

1842.)
1754 T. Gardner Hist. Dunwich 257 The Master found

an Expedient to make a Stage with Ufers (he had on board),

and Planks, to bear the Carriages, ^m Act 3S Ceo. Ill,

c. 20 Sch. A, Ufers, imported from any Part of Europe, five

Inches square and under eight I nches square, or if twenty-

four F'eet in Length or upwards. i8ia J. Smyth Pract. of

Customs (1821) 426 Ufers, being 5 inches square or upwards,

are subject and liable to the Duties payable on I ir J imber.

X833 Rep. Set. Comm. on Mnnic. Corporations 320 Water-

bailWs dues, payable to Corporation of Hull. . . Ufers, double

..—.single. 1841G1VILT Archil. 1049 Uphers, fir poles,

from four to seven inches in diameter, and from twenty to

forty feet in length.

Ufere, Uferr-mar, obs. fif. Over a., Over-

iiouE adv. Uforbium, obs. form of Euphoebium,

Ufreet, variant of Afreet, Efreet.

X847 L. Hunt Jar Honey i. (1848) 3 The vapour reached

its height, and condensed, . . and became an Ufreet (evil

spirit), his head in the clouds, and his foot on the soil.

Ug, sb. Obs. exc. dial. [a. ON. ugg-r : cf. next.

In mod. dial, use perh. from the vb.] Fear, dread.

«ia4o Lofsong in O. E. Horn. I, 209 For.jif me mine

sunnen ; . . louerd, ich i-seo ham wi3 muchel ugge of (lin eie^

Ug (»g), V. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 3 subj.

uggi, 4-6 ugge (vgge, 5 vggyn, -one), 5-6, 9
ugg {Sc. 5 owgg, vgg, •svgg), 5-6, 8-9 ug (5-6

vg, 6 Sc. wg)
; 5 ughe, uge. [a. ON. ugga to

fear, dread, apprehend : cf. prec. and Hugge v.']

1. trans. "To inspire or affect with dread, loathing,

or disgust.

ai32S/J«cr. R. 92 5e schulen biholden sumetime touward

te pine of helle, Jiet ou agrupie ajean ham [Titus MS.
l)et ow uggi wia ham]. X434 MisVN Mending Life 122 If

my handis schyne as clennes, . . 3it sail )70u toche me with

fylth,..& my clothes sail vg me. c 1440 Alpk. Tales 157

He spewid oute a grete froske. ..And when Nero lukid

(>ervppon, hym vggid t>erwith. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

7069 What he suld do he na wysle With )>e sacrement. .

;

him vgged to vse it and to ete. 1560 Rolland 5«'«« Sages

124 My flesche it vggis quhen y' I tuitche his hyde. x8f4

Heslop Northumbld. Gloss. 754 He was ugged wi' eatin

the stuff.

2. intr. To feel dread or apprehension, disgust

or loathing. Usu. const, at, of, or with.

ai34oHAMPOLE /'ja/^fr xxxiv. 7 Wha is M vggis not

with a way t>at is bath myrke& 5kh(>er. cino— Pr.Consc.

6419 For \>3. paynes er swa fel and hard, . .
pat ilk man

may ugge, batheyhunge and aide, pat heres i7am be reherced

and talde. CX380 Wvclif .SW. »'Ai. III. 117 Ne ugge t>ou

not wi> seknesse of )<yn evyn Cristyn. c 1400 Sc. Irojan

War II. 1097 Nought at the deth sche wggis there. 14..

Tiindale's Vis. 317 Of hit was Tundale fuUe yrke. When he

hit sawe, he ugged sore. 1434 MisVN Mending ofLife 122

My flesch niakis me vg of my-self. c 1440 Alph. Tates^og

He vgged so with lie fend t>at he cryed hugelic, & said he

wold nott go with hym. C1590 }. Stewart PocmslS.'V.S.)

II. 228 Glottonnie he vas so filthie fy, I vggit vith the disch-

eis quhilk he buir. 1865 Janet Hamilton Poems (1885)

100 It's no the wife that curls her nose At cogs o' sowens or

cadger's brose. An' uggs at lang-kail.

t b. Const, lo with inf. Obs.

a 139s HvLTON Scala Perf 11. xv (W. de W. 1494), It is

made..soo dredfull to her thynkynge that they uggen &
lothen for to thinke vpon it. X43S MlsvN /irro/ZtTrr 43

pa vg..to be borne to Verlu.st. c\w>Alph. Tales 478 Be-

cauce J)OU vggid to sla so mych innocent blude. c X560 A.

Scott Poems xxxiv. 119, I vg, for villanie, 5our vycis to

reherss. 156a W1N3ET Vincent. Lirin. xl Wks. (S.T.S.) II.

31 Quhat materis I pray 30W? I wg to tell,

o. .5V. (See quot.)
x8z4 Mactagcart Gallovid. Encycl., Ugg, to vomit.

3. trans. To abhor, loalhe, detest.

ax34o Hampole Ps. xli. 13 He ^is fetid of be swetncs of

beuen, and vggid ^le perils of l^e warld. c 1400 .Apol. Loll.

jogWylful begging of stalworjimen.. of Salomon, .is vggid,

and many fold reprouid of holy doctoris. 1435 MiSYN Fire

of Lo-.-e 64 .\ tiew sawle-.Uifys meyknes ; vaynglory it

vggis, for myrth euer-lastyng onely desyiand. a xs68 'My
Mistrcs ' 26 in Bannatyne Poems (i88i) vll. loSi, I hate and

vgg hir greedie dispositioune. 1721 Ramsay To Earl Dat-

housie ii-j What his kind flighted mother ugs. Is music to

the soger's lugs. 1793 T. Scott Poems 367 Thus ane aye

seekin' what another ugs. 1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss.,

Ug, to feel abhorrence at. ^^
Hence t Vsge&ppl. a., horrid, loathsome. Obs.—^

U'gging ///. a., causing loathing or disgust. Sc.

XS70 Levins Manip. 49/20 Vgged, fxdus. 1832-53 A.

MacLaggan in Wliislle.binkieie\. 11. 118 Im neither sae

anld, auld, Nor am I sae gruesome or uggin.

Uge, ME. variant of Huge a.

t TTgertfal, a. Sc. Obs. Also ogert-. [f.

OOART.] Proud ; nice, squeamish.

I7S5 Forbes "Jml. fr. London 29 Ve ken well enough

that I was never vera ogertfu'. ^770 Beattie To Alex,

Ross 63 Our fine newfangle sparks, 1 grant ye,..They r.

grown sae ugertfu' and vaunty. 1808 Jamieson.

Xr-gging, vbl. sb. [f. Ug v. + -ing I.] Dread,

fear, horror, loathing.



TTGGLE.

e laso CtH. ^ Ex. 950 Do cam on him vgging [L. horror]
and fri^t. liiJ. 3826 Vgging and dred me haue<5 numen,
a 1340 HAMpoLB Psalter, Son^ Moses ii. 1 3 He fand him in
land deserie: in stede of vggynge (L. in loco Aorrorls], and
in waste wildimes. /dul.. In J>e wrechidnes of J>is life, in ^jc

qwilke is vggynge for drede of wa. 1650-z R. BaillieZ^^/.
4 yrHls.ii5^2) III, 126 The ugging of sundrie good people
to see numbers of grievous bloodshedders ready to come in.

fU-ggle, a. O/'S-'' [f. the stem of Ug j^. and
V, Cf. OUGLE rt., and mod.Norw. ttggall (Ross).]
= Ugly a. i.

1499 Promp. Parv. (Pynson), Vggyll, horridus^ /torHhilts.
[Pynson has also the verb ugglynior ^iggyn^ uggone (seeUo
V.) of the manuscripts,]

tXgglesome (t'-g'lsrm), a. Now rare. Also
6-7 vgle- ; 9 ogglesome. $. 6-7 ougleaome.
[app.f.prec. +-sohe.] Fearful, horrible,gruesome.
o. 1561 T. HoBY Ir. Castiglione's Courtyer\\\, (1577) Q viij,

Some are compelled by their fathers to take olde men ful of
diseases vglesome and wayward. Ibid, iv. X iij b, A face
darke, vglesome, vnpleasaunt, and to be shunned for yll.

i57« FoxE A. ff M. (ed. 3) 1904/2 When I beholde the
amiable countenance of Christ. .y« vglesome [1^63 vgsome]
face of death doth not greatly trouble me. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Alms. \. (1877) 188 They shal be punished in fire and
brimstone amongest the temble Company of vgglesome
Deuills. 1591 — Ckristal Glasse C ij b, As though she saw
some filthie vgsjlesomc, and di-^pleasant thing. 1617 J.
Moore Mappe Mans Mart. i. viii. 58 It shewed.. our vgle-
some shape, most monstrous to beholde.
1855 Chambers' Jml. 7 July ij This ' ugglesomc beast

'

seldom troubles me, for his dwelling is in some secluded
cleft of the stone. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 14 Nov., That
weird and ogglesome beast the Wangdoodlum.
^. 157s Vautrollier Luther on Ep. Gal. 1160 In the wilde

wildernes, which being burnt vp with the heat of the Sunne,
yeldeth an ouglesome habitation to the Monkes. x6o8 Dod
& Cleaver Expos, Prov. xi-xii. 69 In the froward he seeth
the workof the diuell, whereby they are depraued and made
most vile & ouglesome. s6» S. \4K^T>Li/e 0/ Faith in
Death (1627) 26 When I behold the ouglesome face of death,
I am afrayd, but when I consider Christs amiable Counten-
an*:e, I take heart againe. [Cf. quot. 1576 above.]

tJggliness, Uggly, obs. varr. Ugliness, Ugly.
Ugh (u»», »*"), ;«/. and sb. [Imitative.]

L A representation ofan inarticulate sound of the
nature of a hollow cough; a sound or utterance of
this nature.

1765 FooTE Commissary \. (1783) 12 Ugh, ugh, ugh—
[coughs]. i8sa Scorr Nigel xxiii. The usurer.. concluded
his speech with a dry ' ugh, ugh '. 1859 Thackeray Virgin,
It, The next moment,., with an ugh^ the Indian fell over my
chest dead. 1887 L. Oliphant Episod4:s (188E) 70 My
address was frequentlyinterruptedbywhatFenimore Cooper
calls ' expressive ughs'.

2. An interjection expressive of dispust.
1837 HowiTT Rur. Life 11. v. (1862) 140 The overhanging

banks of the most transparent streams—ugh ! they are now
the very lurking-places of danger ! 1855 Browning Childe
Roland xx'if It may have been a water-rat I speared, Kut,
ugh 1 it sounded like a baby's shriek. 1878 Dale Lect.
Preach, viii. 242 Physic. all the year round;..ugh !— it is

intolerable.

Ugh^o, obs. forms of Ybw,
Ughin, var. of dial, agin Again pnp,
1767 S. Paterson Another Trav, V. 368 Six to four ughin

your 1 irdship, and I say done first,

tXyghten. Obs, Forms: iuhtan,3Tihhtenn,
4 v^ton, vghtene. See also Ougutev. [Common
Teutonic : OE. uhlan^ obi. form of '^uhte wk. fern,

== OS. ^hia (MLG. uchtm, LG. ucht\ MDu.
tukUn, ochlen^ Du. uchl-^ ochiend)^ OHG. ^ht&^
uohtAQMli^. twhUy uhU\ Goth, uhtwo, ON. and
Iccl. 6tta (Norw. and Sw. ottd) in the same sense

:

relationship to forms outside of Germanic is un-
certain. In ME., as in MLG. and MDu., the
oblique case in which the word commonly occurred
was adopted in place of the original nominative.]
1, The part of tlie night immediately before day-

break ; early njorning,
Beoivulf 126 Da wxs on uhtan mid xrdae^^e Grendles

gu3cra:ft gumum undyme. 971 Blickling Horn. 47 Syxtan
sit>e ox\ ntht £cr he rxste, 5eofol)an sil^e on uhtan. c 1000
Saxon Leichd,\\\. 20 Laet standan J:>reo ntht j syle drincan
sr uhton lytclne sca:nc fulne. c »oo Obmin 2484 Godess
enngell conim himm to Onn uhhtenn |?£Br he sleppte. a 1300
K, liorn 1474 (Camb, MS.), Ht sloven & fu^ten, pe ni^t &
J-e v^ten. 13,. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 893 Ruddon of J»e day-
rawe ros vpon v^ten, When mcrk of pe mydny^t mo^t no
more last, 13.. St. Erkenivolde 118 in Horstm. Altengl.
Leg. (1881) 208 Ser Erkcnwolde was vp in ^ vghtene eie
)>ene,

2. attrib, in ugkten-tide ; also ughten-sons, =
Uhtsoxo.
C900 tr. Bxda's Eccl. Ifitt, IV. xii. 3cx> Ntowe steorra. . in

uhtttde [Ca. iilitantide] wa;s upeorncnde. £^950 Lindisf.
Cosp. Mk, xiii. 35 On uhte tid yRushw. uhtu-iidj vel on
honcroed. ciioa Okmin 5832 Hu Crist ras upp off daejje

Onn uhhtcnntld te ^rid(Ie da^v /'^''('. 6360 \Vi(j)»d.-i35sang

& \\'\\>^ uhhtennsang, WiJ^J* meisess & wi^t» bcness. 13..
[see next].

Hence ir*ghte&i2ig(also<//a/. oaohenin), in the
same sense.

a 1300 E. P.. Psalter IxxiL 14, I was swoneen a! he dal,
And m vghteninges [Ifarl. MS. uhtentide) mi hhrayiiig ai.

Ibid, c. 9 In vgliteninge I slogh with hand Alle ^e sinful
of \ni land. ^1900 Eng, Vial. Diet. (Caithness dial.J,
Oaclunin, the early dawn.
TTglesome, variant of Ucglesome a,

TTglification (»glifikJ*-j3n). [f. next: see
-FICATIOX.]

1. The action or process of making ugly.
i8bo Shelley CEd. Tyr. i. 409 Where, for more glory, let

the ceremony Take place of the uglification of the Queen.
1863 ^V. -v Q. 3rd Ser. IV. 521 A more thorough uglification
of our written or spoken language could hardly have been
devised.

^ 1890 Lougtn. Mag, Mar. 506 Their experiments
in the science of comparative uglification,

2. That which renders ugly.
1893 IVestm. Gaz. 8 Apr. 1/3 London.. has no street

architecture. It has no decorations, though it has many
uglifications.

Uglify (r-glifai), v, [f. Uglt a, + -ft.] trans.
To make ugly or repulsive in appearance ; to dis-

figure.

1576 Newton Leninie's Complex, n. iii. 117 It defourmeth
and vglyfyeth the skinne wyth dry, skuruye, skaiie, mangie,
and fylthye eruptions. X650 B. Discolliminium 46 These
derne, dreery, direfull dayes condunghiU'd and uglified me
into a darke dense lumpe. 1793 Mme. D'Arblay Diary V.
VII. 313 She is.. completely a beauty.. .She uglifies every-
thing near her. 1834 Taits Mag. I. 613/1 When Mr. Luke
marvelled at his daughter, disguised and uglified. 1857
Hawthorne Eh^. Notc-bks. (1870) II. 317, I remember little

or iiothing of this edifice, except that the Covenanters had
uglified it with pews and a gallery, and whitewash. 1898
J. A. H08SON Ruskin 304 The power exercised by irrespon-
sible wealth. .to uglify the outward aspects of life.

Hence tT-gllfying/*^/. a.
1886 Ne^v Princetotvn Rev. I. 107 A protest against that

uglifying process by which women are coaxed into resigna-
tion to old age and death.

Uglily (^''filiH), adv. Also 4 vgglili, 6-7
ouglily. [f. Ugly a, + -ly 2.] In an ugly man-
ner, in senses of the adj.
a 1300 Cursor M. 'iq^fj-j (>e man..)>at kirkes brinnes or

Vgglili |>ar inwit sinnes,..he es cursd. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia m. (1912) 388 Fowler deaths had ouglily displayed
their trayling guttes. x6xs G. Sandys Trav. 134 Charon
grim Ferri-man these streames doth guard, Vgfily nastie.
1668 H. More Div. Dial. 111. xv. (1713) 208 His Head
uglily starting out from the midst of his Breast. 16^—
Paralip, PropJiet. Pref. p. xxiii, Two statuary Poppets..
must needs bear out Aaron's Breast-plate, very uglily and
ill-favour'dly while they are there. 1755 Johnson, uglily^
filthily J with deformity; in such a manner as to raise dis.
like, i834SouTHEYi?(V/(7rlxxxvii. (1848) 191 In those repre.
sentations man indeed was not more uglily than fearfully
made. 1869 D. W. Freshfield CentralCaucasus ^ Bashan
ii. 19 The town is. .uglily picturesque, if one may use such
a phrase.

Ugliness (p*glines). Forms : 4, 6- ugli- (4,
6-7 vgli-), 4, 7-8 ugly- (5 vgly-)

; 5 vgg(e)ly-,

7 uggli-; 6 ougly-, 6-7 ougli-, 9 dial, oogli-

;

also 4-5 -nes, 5-7 -nesse. [f. Ugly a. + -ness.]

fl. Horror, dread, loathing. Obs,
c IMS Metr. Hom. 21 For folc sal duin for din of se. And

for baret that than sal be, Ouer al this werd bcs rednes,
Wandreth, and uglines. 13^0 Hampole Pr. Consc, 683a
' t>ar nan ordre wonand es, says he, ' Bot uglynes [L.
horror] yat ever marc sal be', a 1395 Hylton Scala Per/,
I. xxxvii. (W. de W. 1494), Some men he tempteth also and
namely solitary men & wymmen by dredes and vglynes,
and quakynges and shakyngcs. ^1400 Relig. Pieces /r,
Thornton MS. 43 Wharc we sulde hafe vgglynes als vn.till
oure body, for to etc flesche, and drynke bludeof man, oure
Lorde Ihcsu Criste turnede his flesche and his blude in
liknes of brede and of wyne. a 1425 tr, Ardeme's Treat.
Fistula, etc. 8 pof-al I sufTre no-)>ing, vgglynes [U horror]
of sufTryng holdeth me.

t b. A cause of horror or loathing. Obs,
1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay xvi. 294 What an ouglynesse

then ought it to be vnto vs, when wee see how men.. doe
eucry howre kill . .and roote out one another ?

2. The state of being ugly to look at ; repulsive-

ness or marked inelegance of appearance : a. As an
abstract (juality.

Stronger in earlier than in later use.

C1340 Hahpole /^r. CtJrtJ^c. 9i7A(lirman,..vcrmynes,And
aftir vermyn slynkand uglynes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 509/2
Vggelynesse, hcrribilitas. 1596 Sienskk F. Q, vi. vi. 10
But all her hinder parts did plnine expresse A monstrous
Dragon, full of fearefull vglinesse. i6a3 Middleton More
Dissemblers v, ii. 103 A thing whose face, through ugliness,
frights children. 164a Milton Apol. Sweet. Wks. 1851 III.

316 Which todresse up and garnish with a devis'd bravery
..addes nothing but a deform'd uglinesse. i703Rowe/'«;>
Penit. II. 22 You blast the Fair with Lies because they scorn
you, Hate you like Age, like Ugliness and Impotence. 1756
Burke Suhl, ff B. in. xxi. Though ugliness be the opposite
to beauty it is not the opposite to proportion and fitness.

1798 S._& Ht. Lee Canterb. T, II. 25 Her features had
every disadvantage of ugliness, but that of being remark-
able. 1890 Keats Lamia 1. 164 Of all these bereft, Nothing
but^ pain and ugliness were left, 1844 Kinglake Eothen
xvii, The awful haggardness that gave something of
character to the faces of the men was sheer ugliness in the
poor women. 1885-94 R- Bkidces Eros ^ Psyche March
V, She was as far From pictured beauty as is ugliness.

b. As a quality of particular things or persons,
c 1340^Ham POLE Pr. Consc. 2364 Sen ]fe devel J?us has tane

his uglines Of |>e filth of syn, |?at swa filand es. cx^oo
Cursor M. 27638 (Cott. Galba), When he wex proud, .out of
heuyn he fell to hell. And al his vglines he toke Of sin of
pride. x6o8 Willet Hexapla Exod. 97 The Egyptians.

.

were. .punished. .with the number and vglines of them
[frogs], a x6i8 Sylvester Mem, Mortalitie iii, Deatli's

ouglinesse is but imagined ; Under foule Vizard a faire Face
shee wears. 1658 T. Wall Charact. Enemies Ch. 31 The
ugliness of its [the leopard's] shape would more affright

then the sweetness of its scent allure. 1756 Mus. Caluer-
wooD in Coltness Collect. {Maitl. CI.) 193 And what adds to

the uglyness of the town is the dirty snioaky look it has.
1826 F. Reynolds Li/e i^ Times 1. 19, I was perfectly

startled at his ugliness. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. if.

69 Charles, though he liked her conversation, laughed at
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her ugliness. 1861 M. Pattison Ess, (1889) I. 45 High
above, the Imperial double eagle figured in all its ugliness,
like a scarecrow nailed to a barn door.

C. An instance of this quality ; an ugly thing or
feature,

1856 Hawthorne Eng. Noie-hks. (1879) !• 3^3 All full of
monstrosities and horrible uglinesses.

3, Moral repulsiveness or offensiveness ; disgust-
ing wickedness.

xfioi Barlow Serm. Paules Crosse B vij b. We, being com-
manded by authority, . . did describe the nature and vglinesse
of the rebellion. 1646 Hammond Death-bed Repent. €^ A
consideration of the.. detestable uglynesse of sinne. 1684
Contempt. St. Man i. ix. (1699) 95 The ugliness likewise of
Human Nature shall be discovered. X844K1NGLAKE Eothen
v, A shock of this kind disclosing the ugliness of a cheat, is

more., convincing than any mere proofs. 1858 Hawthorne
Fr.

<S- //. Note'bks. (1871) II. 3, I should like to know what
it was. .that made him insist upon having his actual like-

ness perpetrated, with all the ugliness of its animal and
moral character. 1869 McLaren Serin. Ser. 11. vii. 113 The
Bible tells the shameful history in all its naked ugliness.

4. dial. Bad temper ; disagreeableness,
1889 Mabel Peacock Tales 76, I knaw what he is, when

he's full o" his ugliness.

t U"glisoine, a, Obs. rare. Also 6 oug(g)li-
som(e. [f, next + -some. Cf. Ugglesome «.]
Horrible, horrid ; ugly.
1530 Palscr. 328/1 Uglysome, horryble^ execrable. 1583

SruBBES Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 51 Barbers are verie neces*
sarie, for otherwise men should grow verie ougglisom and
deformed.

Ugly (i^'gli), «., adv.^zw^ sb. Forms: a. 3uglike
(iglio), 4-5 vg-, ugli, 4- ugly (4-7 vgly, 5 igly,

Sc. wgly, 5, 7 vgely), 6 vg-, uglye, ^-^ vg-, uglie

(6 Sc, wg-)
; 4 uggeli, 5-6 vggely(e, vggly(e,

5-7 VKgly ; 4 ogli, 6 oglie, oggly. )3. 5 oughlye,
7 oughly; 5-6 owgly, 6 ouglye, 6-7 ougly,
-lie, 9 dial, oogly. 7. 4 hoggyliche, hogely, 6
hogly

; 4-6 hugly, 5 hughely, 5-6 houghly, 6
hougly. [ad. ON. ugglig-r to be feared or dreaded,
f. ugga Ug V, : see -ly i.

The forms iglic in Gen. <y Ex. 2918 and igly in the Harl.
MS. of Chaucer Clerk's T. 673 are difficult to account for.)

A. adj. 1. Having an appearance or aspect
which causes dread or horror ; frightful or horrible,

esp, through deformity or squalor. (Now merj^ed
in sense 3.)
o. c 1150 Gen. ^ Ex. 2805 [Moses] it warp vt of hise bond.

And wur3 sone an uglike snake. Ibid. 2018 Moyseses
migtful wond..wur3 bi-foren pharaon An Igfic snake sone
on.on. a 1300 Cursor M. 11606 par J^ai |:am thoght to rest

and slepe, par did \?3.\ mari for to light, Bot son )}a\ sagh an
vgli sight, c 1340 Hahpole Pr, Consc. 860 Nathyng es swa
ugly, Als here es a mans dede body. Ibid. 6683 Swylk
lilthe and stynk es in \>ax ugly hole. 1433 Jas. I Kingis Q.
clxii, And vnderneth the quhele sawe I there Ane vgly pit,

was depeasony helle. £1470 Henky Wallace 11. 247 Thai
chargyt the geyler . . to . . bryng him wp out of that vgly sell.

1500-SO Dunbar Poems xi. 20 ^xi may thow be, within ane
3eir, Ane vgsum, vglye tramort. a 1547 Surrey ./Eneid
IV, 626 Agamemnons son :.. That sitting found within the
temples porche The vgHe furies his slaughter to revenge,

1594 KvD Cornelia ir. 13 Fayne would I die, but darksome
vgly Death With-holds his darte, and in disdaine doth flye
me._ 1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage viii. vi. 639 The faces of
their Priests are painted as vgly as they can deuise. 1643
A. KossE Mel Helic, 77 His snakie hairs doe shew how
"SS^y lie \sc. Cerberusj is in the sight of good men. 1667
Milton P, L. xi. 46^ O sight Of terrour, foul and ugly to

behold, Hon id to think, how hori ible to feel ! 1680 Otway
Orphan 11. i, I struck The ugly brindled Monster to the
heart.

^ 1789 T. Russkll Sonn, xi, Uglier far than have
been felgn'd or fear'd, Ten thousand Phantoms to my sight
appear'd.

^. 1426 LvDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 11036 Somwhyle, off dyrk-
nesse And off the owgly fToul thyknesse, ..Thow shalt lese
the syht off me. c 1430 Lydg. Alin. Poems (Percy Soc.) 145
Yif he hadde..Seyn that owgly careyn lamentable. 1550
Crawley Epigr. 376 A greate mastyfe dogge and a foule
ouglye beare. 1587 Holinshed Chron. III. 835/1 Sud-
denhe came out.. eight wildmen, ..with ouglie weapons &
terrible visages. 1595 Locrine in. i. 7 Those ougly diuels

of black Ereous, That might torment the damned traitors

soule ! i6oi Holland Pliny xxvi. i. II. 240 These new-
come diseases verely were.. so foule and filthie, so loath-

some and ougly, that a man would have chosen rather to
die. .than to bee so disfigured. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple
Isl. I. xl, Darknesse headlong fell, Jb righted with suddain
beams,. .And plung'd her ougly head in deepest hell. 1640
Glapthorn Ladies Privilege iii, Eut know the shape of
Death Is not ougly to me.
y. 13. . Adultery 85 in Herrig's Archiv LXXIX. 420 He

ledd hym to an hogely hylle ; \>^ ertheopenyd & in |jei 5ede,
c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints ii. {Paul) 1151 pan come a schadow
full hugly, blak & btay, & stud hyine by. c 1470 Harding
Chron. cvii. vi. C1543) 107 b, Echeon their nose and ouer Hppe
ful right Cut of anone which was an hougly \i'.r. hoglyl
sight.^ 1555 W. Watreman Fardle F'acions i. iv. C ij, There
be in it [Ethiopia! dyuers peoples of sondry phisonomy and
sliape, monstruous and of hugly shewe. 1565 Si ai'leton tr.

Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. 95 These foure fyres cncreasing by
liile and litle so farr at the length extended, that ioyning
altogether they grew to a great and houghly flame,

f 2. Of events, times, etc. : Dreadful, terrible.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22519 Uggeli sal be |je fift dai. Mare
J>an ani tung can sai. a 1340 Hkavox.^ Psalter ix. 37 Vgly
IS it to fall in \>itx^ hend, for t'ou bihaldis ^e trauaile and {^e

sorow y.\X. he has doen till haly men. 13.. E. E.Allit. P,
B. 893 Hot \>3.y wern wakned . . Of on l>e vglokest ynhap Jtat

cuer on erd suffred. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi. 142 Sich
ganys hard neuer man tell, For vgly and for fell, a 1586
iuney Ps. (1823) VI. iii. Turn fhee, sweete Lord, and from

this ougly fall. My deere God, stay me. 1597 J. Payne
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Royal Exck. \\ This wylie feynd geves not his onsett after

^ vglie and terrible maner.

b. Of sounds. (Passing into sense 6.)

c 1400 Destr. Trey 3701 With an ugii noise, noye for to

here, Hit sundril fire sailes & )>ere sad ropis. c 1400

Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxL 138 In l>is vale er oft tynies herd .

.

voices vggly and hidous. c 144a York Myit. xxxvii. loi

What I heris Jrou nojt \ns vggely noyse. 1513 Douglas
Mtuidm. iv, 3t The Harpyes..voce also was wplie for to

heir. IMO Lyndesav Sq, Mddrutit 738 Than rats the reik

with vglrecrakkis. a 1585 Montcomerie Flyttng 503 The cry

was sa ouglie, of elfes, aips and owles. 1603 G. Owen
Pcmbroktshire (1891) 149 At certaine tymes there is vgglye

and terrible noyses and soundes hard to proceede from the

same pitte. 1715 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 87 Great

numbers came down to the shore, staring at us, and making

confused ugly noises.

3. Offensive or repulsive to the eye ;
nnpleasing

in appearance ; of disagreeable or unsightly aspect

:

a. Ofjiersons.
«• <: «37S Sc. Leg. Sainls ii. (Paul) 778 pan spent he

[K. Nero) rycht bcsyly, gyf bat he wes sa wgly Quhen he

wes borne, c 1386 Chaucer C/cri's T. 673 This vglysergeant

..Hath hent hire sone M ful was of beaulee. 1:1400

Maundev. (Roxb.) xvii. 77 pir wymmen er ri5t blak and

vggly to behold. C1480 Henrvson Test. C'fs. 372 He
luikit on hir vglye Upper face. The quhilk befor was quhitc

as Lillie flour. 1S09 Barclay Sliif 0/Folys (157°) "^S 1 he

ucgly Maurians are also of this sect, a 1548 Hall Chron.,

lien, fill, 130 b, If the Frcnche Queue, whiche was lame

and ugly were dcdde, . .then waies might bee founde. 1580

H. GiFFORD Gilhflomers, Dream xv. An oggly creature,

all in blacke. i«o6 Shaks. Ant. * CI. 11. v. 96 Had'st thou

Narcissus in thy face to me. Thou would'st appeere most

vgly. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 49 They are the most

^•gly and impudent Whoores, in all Persia. ^1687 Villirrs

(Dk. Buckhm.) .S>»«<:/iM (1775) =37 Like ugly foolish chil-

dren, whom, because oftheir deformity and wantof wit, the

parents are ashamed of 1717 Prior Alma- 11. 350 Dames,

who Native Beauty want, Sull uglier look, the more They
paint. 174a Berkeley Lett. Wks. 1871 IV. 286 Vou would

be less zealous were the Queen old and ugly. 1794 S.

Williams Vermont 195 They have all the same sallow com-

plexion, deformed features, ugly appearance. 181S Scott

Cuy M. liii, The fairy bride of Sir Gawainc.was more

decrepit probably, and what is commonly called more ugly,

than Meg Memlies. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <• It. Notc-bks.

(1S71) 1. 98 A very ugly old man indeed—wrinkled,

puckered, shrunken. 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 390 The
ugly Greek who was the noblest of all Greeks.

ahsol. 1766 GoLDSM. Vicar xxxi. After having tried in

vain [to find a wife), even amongst the pert and the ugly.

p. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3038 He was so hidous and so ough-

lye, I mene this that Trespassc hight. c 1407 Lvdg. KesoH

IV .Sens. 1934 This lady. Dame hatrede, To-rent and owgly

in her wede. 1548 X!vtA.\,Erasm. Par, Mark i. 16 Hence
with this ougly and abhominable creature. im8 R. Hav-
IXKKE tr. Lomazzo 11. 133 Though a woman be faire, merry,

and healthy and yet be dishonest, shee must needes seeme

most ougly to an ingenuous and honest minde. x6io Shaks.

Temf. IV. i. 19a And, as with age, hb body ouglier growes.

So his minde cankers.

y. 156a BuLLEiN BulwarkCt Sicke Men 13 Keepe the

mouth, teeth, and tongue cleane, . . whych els shalbe cor-

rupted, defiled, and so anoyed, that it shalbe.. hugely and

noysome to the beholders.

D. Of animals.

c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints ii. {Paut\ 780 pat vgly padok ban

tert he ta. 1444 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 218 The owgly

akke wyl gladly fleen be nyght Dirk cressetys and laumpys

that been lyght. 1508 Dunbar Flyting 185 Thow pure.

htppit, vgly averill. With hurkland banis, holkand throw

thy hyd. 1587 Turderv. Trag. T. (1837) 3' Two monstrous

mastyves eke he sawe that ran Close by her side, two ugly

curres they were. 1614 Sylvester Bethulia^s Rescue n. 175

Millions of millions of foule Frogs hee makes To cover

Memphis with their ougly Frie. 1643 Sir T. Browne
Xelig. Med. i. i 16, I cannot tell by what Logick we call a
Toad, a Beare, or an Elephant, ugly. 1699 Dampier Voy.

II. II. iL 59 The Monkies that are in these Parts are the

ugliest I ever saw. 1774 Goldsm. JVnt. //«/. (1776) V. 353
In quadrupedes, the smallest animals are noxious, ugly and
loatosome.

o. In miscellaneous uses,

a. ij.. Se/iyn Sages (W.) 2782 With larig noses and
mowthes wide. And vgly eres on ether syde. lanoo
Morte Arih. 1086 Erne had he fulle huge, and vgly to

schewe, Wi(> eghne fulle horreble. c 1440 York Myst. xi.

265 Full vgly and full ill is it, pat was ful faire and fresshe

before. is<5i T. Norton Calvin's Inst. l. 52 Although we
graunt that the Image of God was not altogether defaced

and blotted out in him, yet was it so corrupted, that all that

remaineth, is but vggly deformilie. 1577 in Hakluyt Voy.

(1589) 626 For her ougly hewe and deformitie, we let her

goe. 1604 E. GIrimstone] VAcosta's Hist. Indies v. xii.

360 They enlred backward to their idol, and so went bend-

ing their bodies and head, after an vglie manner. 1680 C.

Nesse Church-Hist. 122 An ugly image, half a fish and
half a man. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's^ Trav. l. z6 The
streets of Constantinople are very ugly, being for the most

part narrow, crooked, up-hill and down-hill. 1763 J-. Brown
Poetry ff Music xiii. 227 iiote^ May not the Voice and
Figure ofa distressed or joyous Object be so., ridiculous or

ugTy_, as..to destroy the Sympathy of those who hear and
see It? i8o3MAR.EDCEWORTiiiWa««;^iKr^ri_i, She made
him pronounce an absurd eulogium on the ugliest thing in

the room. i86s_ TaoLLOfE Helton Est. i. 5 The house itself

was an ugly residence. . built in the time of George 1 1. 1873
'. P. Horn Princ. Relig.\.^\i^S)(l Even poor savages who
lave never been taught any better, cling to an ugly idol,..

rather than be without a god at all.

fi. 1547 Baldwin Mor. Phitos. (Palfr.) 124 Wherewith.,
the figure of man is as it were by enchantment transformed

into an oiigly and loathsome image. 1581 A. Hall Iliad x.

181 This Dolon was of ougly shape. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
VIL cxvi, Heau'ns glorious lampe wrapt in an ouglie vaile Of
shadowes darke. 1607 Norden Surv. Dial. ^"22 Without
the aid and Industrie of a skilfuU husband, fairest grounds
will become ougly.

I

6

d. In figurative contexts.

C1440 Jaeoi's IVell 246 Thynke of goddys presence,

and be raysed to heuen be holy thoujt. panne se |)e

world foul & vggly, voyde of al goodnes. 1576 tLEMiNG

Panopl. F.pist. 339 An infinite number, whose malice is

infected with many a foule and ougly disease. (11586

Sidney Arcadia v. (1605) 445 While each conceite an ougly

figure bcares. 1601 Vakington Tioo Lament. 1 rag. 11. >.

in Bullen O. PI. IV, Where shall we hide this trumpet of

vour shame, This timelesse ougly map of crueltie? 161S J.

Castle in Crt. .5- Times 7as. / (.848) 1. 378 Those holy men

..had made him see this fearful error, and the ugly face of

his lin. 1663 Davenant 2nd Pt. Siege of Rhodes iv. 1,

Amazement is the uggli'st shape of fear. 1884 Congrega-

tionatist Jan. 14 The honest man must allow that there are

ugly truths and lies with beautiful faces.

4. Morally offensive or repulsive ; base, degraded,

loathsome, vile. In later use also in weaker sense

:

Offending against propriety ; highly objectionable.

o. a 1300 Cursor M. 1106 pai thoght l>at kynd him mond

for-bede To haf don suilk an ogli dede. Ibid. 27612 pai t>at

sua vgli athes suers, wonder es hou |)is erth (>am bers. c 1340

Hampole Prose Tr. 33 A full forsakynge of.. syne and of

unclennes, with a gastely syghte of it how foule how vggly

and how paynfull bat it es. c 1440 Alfh. Talcs 142 On a

tyme t>er was a scoler .it Parissh, Jiat had done many vglie

.syn. 1583 liADlNCTON Coiiiiiiandm. (1590) 54 Sight of vglie

smnc lodging still in mee. .will make inee praise His name.

1608 WiLLET HexapU E.xod. 393 The most vile monstrous

and vgely sinnes. 1850 Bulwer Anthropomct. 199 Tokens

that God was grievously offended with such ugly deeds.

(I1658 Cleveland Rustick Ramp.(i6Sj1 4JI An abomin-

able Ceremony, which had made their Impiety more ugly.

173a Bekkelev Alciphr. m. § n Is it not .. an ugly

system in which you can suppose no law and prove no

duty? 1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague 11. v. 110 But cutting

throats in a churchyard Is something new, and 'lis an ugly

practice. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo.Such 128, I cannot con-

sider such courses any the less ugly because they are

ascribed to temper. 1894 Simpkinson Life ^ Times Laud
vi. 118 Gentlemen.. who were sentenced to.. do public

penance in their own parish church for ugly acts of im-

morality.
. , ., .- . ,

8. 1584 Constable Diana ill. 11, Like catife wretch by

time and travell taught, His ougly ills in others good to

hide. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. To Rdr.,

Surely of all Sathans delusions wrought by him in the hearts

of vnbeleeuers, this monstrous error of atheisme is most

ougly. 160a Warner Alh. F.ug. xiii. Ixxvii. (1612) 320

Wherein were acted ouglier things tlian to be found mong'st

beasts. 1611 CoTGR.^ Landie descbii/uetce, &n oug\i& nick-

name for an ouerridden Hackney (or Harlot).

5. Offensive or unpleasant to the smell or taste

;

noisome, nasty.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 8732 How the korse might be keppit .

.

likyng to se ; And not orible, ne vgly of odir to fele. 1668

Culpepper & Cole Bart/tol. Anat. I. xxviii. 70 Stinking

things have filthy and ugly Vapors. 1693 Evelyn De la

Quint. Compl. Card. II. 148 Those kinds of rotten Dung
are accompanied with an nnpleasing smell that infects the

Plants raised upon such Beds, and gives them an ugly

Taste. 1707 Mortimer Husli. (1721) II. 43 It yields an ugly

stench in burning. 171a W. Rogers Voy. (1718) 149 The
wind always blowing fresh over the land, brought an iigly

noisome smell aboard from the Seals ashore. 1876 Gko.

Eliot Dan. Der. x. Archery has no ugly smell of brim,

stone.

6. Offensive to refined taste or good feelings;

objectionable, disagreeable, unpleasant, not nice.

i6ax Burton Anat. Mel, 1. iv. III. i. 272 In the midst_of

these squalid, vgly, and such irksome dayes, they seek 'at

last. .to be eased of all by death. 1671 Clarendon Hist,

Reb, XI. 1 243 When a Man might reasonably believe that

less than a universal Defection of three Nations, could not

have reduced a great King to so ugly a fate. 1697 tr. Ctcss

D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 126, I thought it very ugly, that an

Old Woman such as that was which I saw there, should

come and spurt Water out of her Mouth, in my Face. 1710

Lett. Lend. Jrnl. (1721) 48 It would be very pleasant, if it

were not for the Abuse and ugly Language you meet with.

1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 204 They call d me. .to an ugly

and dangerous Office. 1754 W. Goodall Exam. Lett.

Mary Q, Scots I. i. 33 To affirm that it was to be found

there, when it is not, has an extreme ugly aspect. x8o6

SuRR Winter in Land. III. 128 The idea of having a
daughter of sufficient age to be presented carries with it .

.

an ugly memento of the age of her mother. 1874 ' Max
Adeler' Out of Hurly-burly xiv. (Rtldg.) 176 With an

ugly word upon his lips, he sprang from his seat. 1888

BuRGON Lives 12 Gd. Men II. v. 18 The one person who
comes out of that strife with an ugly stain upon his shield

..was the Prime Minister.

b. Causing disquiet or discomfort ; of a very

troublesome or awkward n.iture.

1645 in Vemey Metnoirs (1004) I. 328 Sir Ralph replies

at great length about *this ugly business'. 1660 Marvell
Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 40 The last of Decemberliere was
an ugly false report got abroad, that his Majesty was
stabb'd. 167a — Reh. Transp, I. 105 After things have
been laid with all the depth of humane Policy, there happens
liglitly some ugly little contrarjj Accident. 1687 A. LoVELL
tr. ThevenoCs Trav.u. 11 Fearing that the Galleys, .might
serve him some ugly trick, he caused the Entry of it to be

stopt up. 1711 Swift jlrnl, to Stella 4 Jan., I had an
ugly giddy fit last night in my chamber. 1751 Affect. Narr,

of iVager 17 For the more expeditiously retrieving this ugly

Accident, the Commodore ordered several Carpenters on
board her. 179a Burke Let. to Sir H. Laugrishe Wks.
1842 I. 550 It is putting things into the position of an ugly

alternative, into which I hope in God they never will be

put. X826 Disraeli Viv. Grey 11. xi, A horse which he was
endeavouring to cure of some ugly tricks. 185Z Thackeray
Esmond 1. xiii. My Lord Moliun (of whose exploits and
fame some of the gentlemen of the University had brought

I

down but ugly reports). i8^.!j'/£c/(t/t»ri9 Apr., The Under-

Secretary for Foreign Affairs.. admitted some ugly facts.

j

7. a. Somewhat liazardous or perilous.

I

1654 Niclwlas Papers (Camden) II. 45, I know it is an

TJGLY.

ugly time to mention goeing into England. .711 Swift

f,nl. to Stella 21 Jan., It is very ugly walking! a bakers

boy broke his thigh yesterday. 1889 in Lug. Dial. Diet,

b. Suggestive of trouble or danger.

1660 Trial Regie. 161, I was in the hall when that ugly

Proclamation was proclaimed. I7t9 ^^ !''<',», Crusoe 11.

(Globe) 352 They . . let fall some dangerous ugly Words. 1780

CowPER Lett. Mar., A long preface such as mine is an ugly

symptom and always forebodes great sterility in the follow,

ing pages. 1801 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. IV. 376, I had

an ugly presentiment of what was to be the subject of our

conversation. 1853 Kane Grinned Exp. xxix. (1856) 244

Poor Sir John Franklin ! this night-drift is an ugly omen.

1888 E. Money Dutch Maiden 133 Vou think this looks

ugly, but.. a stern chase is a long chase.

c. Of the weather, sea, etc.: Unpleasantly or

dangerously rough, stormy, or boisterous.

1744 Lond. Mag. 143 But little Wind, and an ugly Swell

1781 Archer in Naval Chron. (1804) XI. 289 Hold fast

!

that was an ugly sea. .. Another ugly sea: sent a Midship-

man to bring news from the pumps. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef.

Mast XXXV, It is blowing harder, and an ugly head sea ts

running. 1844 Kinglake Eotheu xvii. With an ugly black

sky above, and an angry sea beneath. 1847 Alb. Smh h

Chr. Tadpole xxiii. (1879) 207 The flashes of lightning.,

shewed that it was going to be an ugly night. 1900 }. H.

Harris Our Coi'e iL 14 Vou know the weather is going to

be ' ugly ', which means anything from tricky to downright

•'^d.
, ...11

d. In phr. ugly customer, a person who is likely

to cause trouble, or be difficult to deal with.

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 56 He is a very ugly

customer. 1819 Metropolis I. 241 Coachee, you've picked

up an ugly customer there. 1844 Dickens Mart. Lhuz.

xliii. In any such a cause you will find me, my young sir,

an Ugly Customer ! 1884 E. Vates Recoil. IL 207 The
tone of the letter was exceedingly offensive and dictalonal,

and it was evident that he was a very ugly customer.

e. The tigly man, the actual perpetrator of an

act of garroting, as distinguished from his two

accomplices. (Cf. Nasty a. 6.)

1888 CasseWs Encycl. Diet.

8. Cross, angry, ill-tempered.

1687 Alice Hatton in H. Corr. (Camden) II. 65, I am
sorry my ugly letter gave you any disturbance. 1848

Dickens Dombey liv, He turned upon her with his ugliest

look. 1855 Haliburton Nat. fs Hum. Nat. I. ix. 286 Don t

rile me, for I have an ugly pen, an ugly tongue, and an

ugly temper. 1894 H. Gardener Uucff. Patriot 163 I ve

had to buck up to some pretty ugly talk first and last,

b. In predicative use, esp. tofeci or look ugly.

1796 R. Bkc% Hermsprong xxv. Lord Grondale looked

ugly; the doctor did not know how to look. 1836 Hau-
BURTON Clockmaker Pref , I don't know as ever I felt so

ugly afore since I was raised. Ibid. 1. xii. Don't say that are

any more. ., for it makes me feel ugly. 1864 Louie's Last

Term 122 You make me ten times worse every time I see

you, you make me so ugly 1 don't know myself. 1896 Datly

News 25 Feb. 3 It is amusing to see the clever promptitude

with which they manage the brutes who look at all ugly.

9. Comb., as ugly-clouded, conditioned, faced,

-headed, -tempered, visaged aAjs, ; also ugly-looking

adj.

(1) "593 Marlowe & Chapman Hero * Leander iv. 331

So most vgly clowded was the light. That day was hid in

day. i6oa Carew Cornwall i. 34 b. The Scale . . is . . hot vn-

like a Pigge, vgly faced, and fooled like a Moldwarp. 1634

Milton Comus 695 What grim aspects are these. These

oughly-headed Monsters? 1655 in Vemey Mem. (1904) II.

25 the Example of very many .. might somewhat excuse my
signing that ugly conditioned Bond. 1849 Cupples Green

Hand xi. (1856) 113 Ye're loo tarnation ugly-faced for it,

let alone colour. 1885 J.
G. Waller in Arc/iaeologia

XLIX. 205 On the opposite side is another ugly visaged

figure. 1897 Outing XXIX. 590/2 A good;sized, well-fed,

ugly-tempered creature, with a pair of magnificent tusks.

I*) 1771 Smollett Humph. Ci. 31 May, A parcel of ugly-

looking fellows came running into the water, and laid hold

on our boat with great violence. i8ao Belzoni Egypt ft

Nubia in. 425 A son of short ugly.looking fellow, turned up

nose, long teeth out of his mouth, and uncommon thick

lips. 1839 Sir C. Napier in Bruce Life iv. (1885) 132 A
hundred fellows may get ugly-looking gashes.

B. adv. Horribly ; terribly ; uglily.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. iPelagia) 232 pe feynde

J>arfor bye can cry, pat mony heide, ful vgly. ^1420 Chron.

Vilod. 3988 An horribulle, foulle grome . . hoggyliche lokede

vpone herre wt horrible chere. c 1440 Alph. Tales 51 Yone
yong inan..stynkis mor vglie in J^ sight of God..J»an done

all t>e carion of ^is werld. (^1440 Promp. Parv, 509/2

Vggely, or vggely wyse, horribilitcr. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr.

(ed. 2) I. 187 But they desired him to let them go; with that

he looked ugly upon them. 1876 [see Plug-uglyJ. 1897 E,

Phillpotts Lying Prophets in. xi. 344 I'm pumshed ugly

enough.

C. sb, 1, An ugly person, animal, etc.

I7S5 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) III. 100 There were all the

beauties, and all the diamonds, and not a few of the uglies

of London. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. (1821) 16

Monny a lump ea brass he hes teaan frae his poor barns an

me, to carry to thor uglys. 1889 Pall MallG. 27 June 6/1

Artists and actors, .. peers and judges, beauties and uglies

—they were all in the highest spirits. 1895 J. G. Millais

Breathfr. Veldt (1899) 161 There lay old Ugly in extremis

with bis . . fine tusks directed towards us.

2. a. A kind of hood or shade attached to the front

of a lady's bonnet or hat as a protection to the

eyes. (In use ^ 1850.) ,

1850 Thackeray Kickleburys on Rhine (1851) 25 'Those

hoods 1
' she said ;

' we call those hoods Uglies !
' 1856 H.

Mayhfw The Rhine 107 The broad eaves project so far over

that they remind you almost of a lady's ' ugly '. 1891 Eng
lllustr. Mag. Dec 197 Most hideous folding shades of sdk

drawn on wires were affixed to the front of these bonnets,

and deservedly called ' uglies '.



UGLY. -TJLAR.

b, A knitted face-protector formerly worn in

Canada. 1895 Funk's Standard Diet.

Hence TT'gfly v. trans. ^ to make ugly ; to uglify.

X740 Richardson Pamela (1S24) I. 97 It is impossible I

should love him ; for his vices all ugly him over, as I may
say. X770 C. Jenner Placid Manx, iv, The idea of a
ticket-porter stuck to every part of him, and ugUed him all

over.

Uglyo-graphy. [f. Ugly a. + -ogkaphy.

Used only by Southey.] Bad handwriting ; un-

couth spelling. Hence Ucrlyo'graphlze v* trans.

y

to spell uncouthly.
1804 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 285, 1 do beseech you mend

your uglyography. 1805 — Modoc (1807) II. Notes aoo
(Quetzalcobuatl, far such is the uglyography of his name.
1834 — Doctor zcxx\\\. (1848) 604 How it would have been
. . uglyographised by Elphinstone . . I know not.

XJgXian («-grian, y«*g-)) «• and sb. [f. Ugri,

the name given by early Russian writers to an
Asiatic race dwelling east of the Ural Mountains.]

A, adj. Belonging to, of or pertaining to, a
division of Ural-Altaic peoples, which includes the

Finns and Magyars.
1841 PRICHARD Phys. Hist. ManJcifid III. 277 The fourth

branch are the Ugorian races, tbe Ougres or Ugrian tribes.

Ibid. 322 The proper Ostiaks of Ugrian origin. 1861 Hulme
tr. Moquin-Tandon i. v. 32 Taurainans... Divisions: i, the
Mongolian stock;. .4, the Ugrian stock; 5, the Peninsular
stock. 1889 S. Bryant Celtic Ireland 5 The early Finnish
or Ugrian type, that wandered westwards from the north-
east.

B. sb, 1. A member of the Ugrian stock.

X84Z Prichard Phys. Hist. Mankind III. 274 In Asia
various Tartar or Turkish tribes have encroached on the
southern borders of the Tschudes and Ugrians. x86a Latham
Elem. Compar. Philol. 127 The Ugrians lead not only from
Asia to Europe, but to America as well. 1889 S. Bryant
Celtic Ireland 5 Later immigrations., may have included..
mixtures of the Ugrian with the Celt,

2. The language of the Ugrians. Also atirib,

186a Latham Elem. Compar, Philol. isoThe Votiakisthc
Ugrian of the Government of Viatka. 1877 Encycl, Brit.

Vil. 183/1 The following is the order of the groups, some of
tbe mure important languages.. standing alone:^ .. Celtic,

Lithuanic, Slavonic, Ugrian, Turkish.

Tlgric (w'grik, ytt'g-), a. [f. as UGRi-AN + -ia
Cf. Finno-Ugric (1879) s.v. Ugro-.] = Ugrian o,

1884 Imp, Dici.f Ugric a., same as Ugrian. z886 M, A,
Morrison in Jr^, R. Asiatic Soc, XVIII. 11, 178 Finn.

This group is almost altogether confined to Europe. Its

four sub-branches are the Ugric, Finn proper, Volga.Finn,
and Perm.Finn. Ibid.y The Magyar, one of the languages
of the Ugric sub-branch.

tUgriness. Sc, Obs,~^ [Cf. Ug z;.] Horror.
cx^nSc. Leg. Saints v'li. (jfames Min.) 716 In harte )>ai

had sike wgrines, pat ^al had no word for to say.

XTgrio-, variant of Ugro-,
1889 S. BuvAST Celtic Ireland ^ Later immigrations.. may

have included mixtures of a Ugrio-Iberian. .stock.

Ugro- («*gr^. y«'g-),combining form ofUgrian
fl,, used in a few terms, as Ugro-AUaiCy -Finnic^

-Finnish, -Sanwyede, -Slavonic, - Tartarian,
185a Todd's Cycl. Anai, IV. 11. 1347 The Turanian, or

UgrO'Tartarian [languages].. ; spoken by the (Mongolian)
people of High Asia and of certain partsof Northern Europe.
1879 Encycl, Brit. IX. 2ig/i The term Finns.. being, with
its adjective Finnic or Finno-Ugric or Ugro-Finnic, the
collective name of the westernmost branch of the great
Uralo-Altaic family. 1883 Morfill Slavonic Lit. ii. 31 In
63i the Slavonic settlers fell under the power of a tribe of
Bulgarians, a Ugro- Finnish race. 1886 M. A. Morrison in
yrnl. R. Asiatic Soc. XVIH. 11. 177 Broadly speaking,.,
the Ugro-Ahaic languages are spoken over a region extend-
ing through more than 100 degrees of longitude. 1887
Encycl. Brit, XXII. 11/2 Tbe Veniseians were followed by
the Ugro-Samoyedes. 1896 Keane Ethnology ix. 201 [TheJ
Bulgarians [are] Ugro-Slavonic.

XTgAOme (i^'gs^m), a. Chiefly north, and Sc.

Forms : 5 vg-, ugsom, 6 vgsoom; 5-6 vgsome
(5 hwg-), 6 ougsome, 6- ugsome; Sc, 5-6 vg-,
wgsum, 6-8 ugsum (6 -sume), [f. Ug v, +
-SOltE.] Horrible, horrid, loathsome.
In older use common down to the latter part of the 16th

cent. Literary currency in the 19th cent, is prob. due to the
in6uence of Scott.

f X400 Destr. Troy 877 He., was ware sone Of ^e orible
oxin, vgsome to see. Ibid. 12497 A thoner and a ihickc
rayne., Withan ugsom noise, e 14*5 Wvntoun Cron. n.x'x,

loii Off J>at incest fel murlhir keyn. And ane vgsum mani-
oryOffwIatsum corssis and vgly, cx^ifl Alph. Tales ^jo
I'er he saw many vg&om turment and many dyvers kyndes
of paynys, »475 Cath. Angl, 191/2 Hwz'ioinc, abhominabi.
lis. Z509 FisHEK 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 49 Lyke
as J>e ntornynge is a meane bytwene t»e grete clerenes of i>e

Sonne & l»e vgsome derkenes of the nyght. 1549 Latimfr
^thSerm, be/. Edit*. K/ (Arb.) 186 Such an euylfauoured
face, such an vgsome countcnaunce, such an horrible vysage.
1566 J. Stuolev Seneca's Medea (1581) 134 O ougsome
bugges, O gohblins grym of hell, I you intreat. 1583 Mf.l-
BANCKE I'hiloiimus C ij. And Morpheus (shall] present the
with vgsome sights.

I7«4 Kamsav Vision x. Infernal be ihair byre, Quha..
flang us Into this ugsum myre ! 1790 A. V/tisossrdEpist.
to IV. Mitchell Voci.'WVs.{ii^6) iBoThecarle. .Aye puffin",

or stufiin* Wi* ugsome chews his cheek. x8i6 Scott Antiq.
xxi, Like an ntild dog that trails its useless ugsome carcass
into some hush or bracken, xZyt Lvtton Eugene A. 11. viii,

*'Tis an ugsome bit of rood,' said the corporal. 1875
Browning AHstoph. Apol. 1^60 Attestation of the Muse
"lliat low.andu^some is not signed and sealed Incontrover-
tibly man's portion here

Hence U'gsomely adv, rare,
£'1440 Alph, Talcs iSi Sodanlic as he lay, he began to

cry vgsomlie. (X1578 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 67 Thir same wordts war more wgsumlie crayit

nor befoir. 1876 Whitby Gloss. 204 ' It leuk'd at us varry

ugsomely ', savagely.

TT^SOmeneSS (»*gsymnes). Also 5-6 vg-

somnes (6 ug-), 5 hugsomenes, 6 Sc, wgsum-
nes. [f. prec. + -NES3.] f &• Loathing, Obs. b. The
quality of being ugsome ; loathsomeness; ugliness.

^1440.^///:. Tales 117 He had lepre folk in so grete vg-

somnes ^^at he myght not suffer to se J?aim. 1483 Cath.

Anzl. 401/2 An Vgsomnes, abhcminacio. 1509 Fisher

7 Penit. /'j. .xxxviii. Wks. {1876) 81 Suche as be ouercomen

by temptacyons are very biynde not perceyuynge t>e vgsom.
nes of synne. 1549 Latimer yth Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.)

1S5 The horrour and vgsomnes of death is sorer then death

it selfe. a 1671 J. Livingstone in Tweedie Sel. Biogr.

(Wodrow Soc.) I. 273 When sinlesse nature did sinlesly

scunder at the infinite ugsomenes of the cup of wrath. 1834
V^wsQ^mBlackto.Mag. XXXVI. 564 Some hideous witch-

hag, to look on whose ugsomeness would be to die.

Till (»**)» interj, [Imitative : cf. Ugh.] A repre-

sentation of an inarticulate sound, such as that

produced in coughing.
1605 B. Jonson Voipone i, iii, I feele mee going, (vh, vh,

vh, vh.) I am sayling to my port, (vh, vh, vh, vh?) 1678
Otway Friendship in F. 11. 1, Uh gud murther, I had rather

you had offer'd me a Toad. x8i8 Scott Br. Lamm, xiii,

Nae ill come ower them, I trust ? Uh ? z8x8 — Rob Roy
xxxi, Uh ! uh ! &c. &c. I am very happy to have this joy-

ful opportunity.

II Ulllail («'lan, y«*lan). Also 8-9 ulan ; 8

hoiilan, 9 hulan. [a, F, uhlan^ htdan, houlaUy

G. uhlan, ulan (Da, and Sw, ulan. It. ulano), a,

Polish «?fl«, hutan (Czech ulan^ hulan^ Serb.

ulcuty Russ, yjiaHl>), ad. Turk. jJilc*! oghldn (pop.

dldn)y son, youtli, servant.] A special type of

cavalryman or lancer in various European armies

(originally in Slavonic countries, esp. Poland ; lat-

terly spec, in the German Empire).
eu 1753 Scots Mag. Jan. 3/2 The surplus, .consisted of

Tartars and Ulans, whom he chose to keep in his pay. 1799
W. TooKK Vienv Russian Emp. 1. 418 In their clothes they
resembled the Poles, or rather the polish Ulans. x8oa

James Milit. Diet. s.v., The Ulans generally engage the

enemy in small platoons or squads.

^. 1768 Ann. Reg.t Chron. 126 They write from Warsaw,
that an officer of Houlans. .has been grievously insulted by
a Russian officer. 1809 R. K. Porter Trav. Sk. Russia

gf S'weden[,\%\^ I.i^i One of the most superb regiments in

the Russian service is that of the Hulans, commanded by
the Archduke Constantine, 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. 111,1.

i, Flying hulans and hussars have been seen on the Chalons
road. 1851 Gallenga Italy 131 Three squadrons o{ hulans
and four companies of Croatians.

y, 1771 Gentl, Mag, XLI. 478 The King (of Poland] was
not escorted as usual by his guard of twelve Uhlans. 1809
Lond. Chron, 6 July 18/2 Three regiments of infantry, one
of uhlans, and a battalion of the Bohemian Landwehr. 1889
Baden-Powell Pigsticking x\. ji In that campaign, Hans
Breitmann, serving as a uhlan, observed the number of sows
that were about in the Ardennes.
attrib. i8ia Examiner 7 Dec. 781/1 Three Uhlan regi-

ments of Guards. 1887 Sir W. W. Hunter in Skrine Ltl/e

xviii, (1901) 367 The horses go well, and my Uhlan groom is

careful and intelligent.

trans/. 1886 Palt Mall G. 6 March 5/2 Those uhlans of

commerce who have lately been so urgently calling for the

establishment of railway communication with China through
Burmah.
Hence XT'lilaiLer.

1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 265 The cavalry officer, be
he of the huszars, the uhlaners, or of any other mounted
body of men, represents in most cases blood and fortune.

TTM-SOng («xt-)- ^f^^^- Now Hist. [OE. 4ht-

sangy -song, 7, tihte Ughten. Cf. OHG. uhtisang^

ON. and Icel. Sttusgngr (MSw. otto-^ otta-, otte-

sangy Sw. otteshng),'\ The ecclesiastical office cele-

brated just before daybreak ; nocturns or matins.

a 900 O, E. Martyrol. 23 June loa From uhtsanges tide heo
a wunodcon hire yebede o8 daej. ^900 tr. Baeda's Eccl.

Hist. IV. XXV. 34B Hu neah bare tide wasre, )>aette J»a hro3or

arisan scolden..& heora untsong singan. C960 Rule St,

Benet ix. (.'^chrOer) 33 On wintres timan is se uhtsang |>us

to be:^inneiine. a «»« Ancr. R. 18 per efter^nonriht^ vre

Leafdt vhtsong siggeo of
' "' " '^'

song & efter Prime.
Leafdt vhtsong siggeo o^iisse wise. Ibid. 22 Biuoicn Uht-

i7ao Johnson Canons Ch. En^l., El/ric's Can. xix. Let
them sing., the Uht-song, the Prime-song, the Undern-song
[etc.]. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. vii. 27a

«W^, The night-song.. was frequently joined with the uht-

song. 1853 Rock Ch. 0/ Fathers HI. ii. n The * Invita-

tory ' at the beginning of uht-song or matins.

II TTifiplT* (w^'gui), sb. and a. Also 8 Uigure,

9 Uighur, Otiigour, [ad. East Turkish »*iJ.l

uighur, i, ui to follow, fit, agree + -gur adj. suffix.]

A. sb, 1. A member of the eastern branch of

the Turkish race, which was prominent in Central

Asia from the 8th to the 12th century,

1785 Arckaeol, VIL 227 Perhaps it was the Uigures or

Igureans, from whom the great founder of the Mongol mon-
archy first received letters and the art of writing. 1844
Pkichard Phys. Hist. Mankind IV. 311 The celebrated

Turkish race of the Ouigours. 1874 I''. E. Burnett tr.

Vambirys Cent, Asia 1 j2 The Uigurs have played a very
remarkable part in the history of the civilisation of Central

Asia. 1888 Encycl. Brit, XXIII. 658/2 When we speak of

Uigurs and Taiars, we mean tribes who style themselves

Turks and really are such.

2, The language spoken by the Uigurs.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV, 406/1 The Uighur was originally

written with fourteen, and afteiwards with sixteen letteis,

which.. there is reason to believe.. have been invented by
the Uighurs themselves. 1862 Latham 'Compar. Philol.
102 Theoretically, the main differences between the Tshaga-
tai and Uighur are considerable.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to, used by, the Uigurs,
1844 Prichard Phys, Hist. Mankind IV. 3i2The Ouigour

dialect.. preserves the true characteristics and analogies of
an oriental Tartarian idiom. Ibid. 31-^ He was the founder
of the Ouigour empire. i86a Latham Compar. Philol. 100
Tlie Uighur Turks were the first of their stock to use an
alphabet. Ibid. 102 A Uighur alphabet makes a Uighur
work. 1870 HowoRTH in Jrnl. Ethnol. Soc. (N.S.) II. 87
The remains of the Ouigour literature.

Hence Ulfini'rean, Ui^uTian, TJljrti'rlc adjs,

1773 Arckaeol. II. 228 The Oigurian or Uigurean alpha-
bet of 14 characters, 1844 Prichard Ph^s. Hist. Mankind
IV. 316 As the Ouigourian and Mongolian alphabets have
the same origin and form. 1874 F. E. Burnett tr. Vam-
bery's Cent. Asia 131 The Uigurian race of the Turks.
iSS& Encycl. Brit. XXIU. 662/1 But the oldest Turkish
alphabet, the Uigurian, is a direct transformation of the
Syriac. Ibid. XXIV. 2 The unassimilated Uiguric kilur-im
answers to the Osmanli kilur-um,

Uile, obs. form of Oil sb?-

II Uitlander (oit-, »-tland3j). [(Cape) Du., f.

uit out + land land. Cf. G. ausldnder."] = Out-
lander b.

189a [see Outlander b], 1893 Natal Titnes 30 Sept., The
uitlanders* petitions for redress had been received with
silence. 1901 Contemp. Rev. March 313 One of the most
frievous blunders committed by the military authorities,

as been in connection with the Uitlanders,

attrib, iBg^ Daily Ne7vs ^t May 3/6 The uitlander opinion,
even in the Transvaal, was strongly alive to the advantages
of the union, 1895 IVestni, Gaz. 12 Dec. 7/1 He aims at
the Presidency and counts on large uitlander support.
trans/. x9oa Fortn. Rev. March 376 Disputes will not be

avoided as the uitlanders [in Korea] become more numerous
and powerful.

II Ukase (ywk^'*s). Also 8 oukauze, ukause,

9 (o)ukaz. [ad, Russ, yKaat ukaz\ f. yKasaib
ukazaP to show, direct, order, decree. Hence also

F. ukase, oukase, Pg. ukase, Sp. ucase, G., Da,,

Sw. ukas.'\

L A decree or edict, having the force of law,

issued by the Russian emperor or government,
o. 17*9 Consett Pres. State Russia Pref. p. Ixiv, A true

Oukauze or Edict sign'd with her Imperial Majesty's own
hand. 1797 W, Tooke Cetth. II (1798) III. 204 A gracious
ukatise.. put an end to every process of more than ten years
standing. 1833 R. Pinkerton Russia 62 The ukaz, which
expelled thenifrom the empire,. . was dated March 13, iBaa
1877 D. M, Wallace Russia l. 12 Fifteen years ago the
domestic serfs were emancipated by Imperial Ukaz, 1894
Times 11 Dec, 8/3 In execution of the Imperial Oukaz to

the Minister of Finance.

fi. 177s Ann. Reg.t Chron. 120 The Empress of Russia
issued an ukase, whereby various taxes are abolished. 18x0
E.D, Clarke Trav. AVjj;a (1839) 28/1 A ukase had ap-

f)eared, which forbade the importation ofany kind of foreign

iterature. 1889 Guntkr 'I hat Frenchman xv. 153 The
ukase of September has been issued*—proclaiming, in time
of peace, military law.

2. transf, Ajiy proclamation or decree ; an order

or regulation of a final or arbitrary nature.

x8i8 Lady Morgan Fl. Macarthy II. ii. (1819) 106 (Stanf.),

He was even half inclined to send out an ukase to Jemmy
Bryan, and his myrmidons, to hold themselves in readiness.

1859 KiNCSLKV Misc., Plays ^ Purit. II, 136That New Eng-
land ukase of Cotton Mather's, who punished the woman
who should kiss her infant on the Sabbath day. x88oMrs.
Whitney Odd or Even ? xxx. Whatever the Autocrat of the
Breakfast Table may have found true, or have recorded by
his ukase, twenty years ago,

t Ukrai'xier. Obs. rare. [f. as next + -eb.] =
Ukrainian sb, a.

ai8is Gentl. Mag. LXXXV, 11. 114 That by the Malo-
russians and Ukrainers is meant the same people, none are

Ignorant. 181S Ibid. 602.

Ukrainian (yttkr^'-nian), a. and sb, [f.

Ukraine, an extensive district in the south of

Russia, ad. Polish Ukraina or Russ. yKpafiHa

Ukratna, specific use of ukratna border, frontier,

inarches, f. u- at, beside +^a/edge, brink, etc.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Ukraine. B. sb,

a. A native of the Ukraine ; a Little-Russian Or

Ruthenian of that district, b. The Slavonic dia-

lect spoken in the Ukraine; Malo-Russian,

Ruthenian.
x8i6 Gentl Mag. March aia The so much vaunted liberty

of the Ukrainian Kozaks. 1833 [Robertson & ByerleyJ
Percy Anecd. XIII. 11. 79 Ukrainian Singers. Ibid., The
sweetness and unlimited combination and range of the voice

of the Ukrainians. tZ6iS Encycl. Brit. XXI. 80/2 In western

Russia, printing in Ukrainian is prohibited, and ' Russifi-

cation 'is being carried on among Ukrainians by the same
means as those employed in Poland,

TJlama, Ulan, variants of Ulema, Uhlan.
-ular, suffix, representing L, -ularis (whence

also F. -nlaire^ Sp. and Pg. 'Ular, It. -ularej-olare),

formed by the addition of -dris -arI to the dimi-

nutive suffix -ul-, and employed in adjs, derived

from nouns ending in -ulus, -ula, -ulum, sl^ pop-

uldris, reguldris, sccuidris, f. populus, regula, sec-

ulitm, A considerable number of these are recorded

from classical or post-classical Latin, as angttldtiSj

annuldrist caniculdris, circuldris, JisluldriSy etc.,

and many of these have at various dates been

adopted in English in the forms angular, annular

,



ULCER.

etc Many others are derived either from medi-

seval or modem Latin formations, or have been

directly formed on Latin sbs., as auricular, cap-

sular, cellularj corpuscular, funicular, globular,

jugular^ etc., the use of the suffix having steadily

become more frequent (especially in scientific use)

since the 1 7th century. When the primitive noun

as well as the diminutive exists in Engtish, and is

in common nse, the adj. in -ular is usually associ-

ated with it ; thus glandular and globular com-
monly correspond to gland, globe, rather than to

glandule, gMule. This, however, has not given

rise to much independent use of the suffix, which

is normally confined to the above types.

TJlcer (»'ls3j\ sb. Also 5-7 vlcer, 5-6vlcere,

6 ulcere, [ad. L. ulcer-, ulcus neut. (related to

Gr. fX^os), whence also It. ulcera fern., ttlcero

masc., Sp, and T'g. ulcera fem., F. ulcere masc.

(t and fem.), OF. ulcere (i3M)-]
1. Path. An erosive solution of continuity in any

external or internal surface of the body, forming an

oj^n sore attended with a secretion of pus or other

morbid matter.

c x^fio Lanfranc s Cirurg. 315 pe cure of vlcers J>at ben
olde. a 1435 ir. Ardeme's Treat, Fistuia, etc. 35 pe clens-

>-ng of Jje vlcer of flessh mortified by l>e forseid poudre.

Ibid. 89 Sanguis veneris hele)» wele-.depe woundez..and
holow vlcerez. 1541 R. CovvAnn Gaiycn's Terap. 2 F iv, Yf
the Ij-ppes of the vlcere appere haide and stony, they must
be cutte. X589 Nashe Almond/or Parrat 10 The disease

of disobedience pi oceeds fioin the swelling of piide, as mad-
ness from some vntollerable vlcer. 1615 H. Crooke Body

ofMan 56 Why if a bone be caued or hollowed by an vlcer

..the flesh can neuer be generated ouer it? 1637 Nabbes
Microcosm. \, Conscience stain'd Is like a fretting ulcer.

1694 Ray in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) zor The ulcers upon
my leg.. are.. broken out again, c 1720 W. Gibson Far.
Tier's Guide 11. Iv. (1738) 210 A small ulcer is more easily

managed than one that is large. 177a W. Buchan Dom.
Med. I. 712 Ulcers may be the consequence of wounds,
bruises, or imposthumes improperly treated. 1797 M.
Baillik Morb. Anai. (1807) 154, I have reason to believe

that ulcers of the stomach are often slow in their progress.

1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Oper. Sure. 270These foreign

bodies introduced by the wound finishedby transforming it

into an ulcer. 1877 F. T. Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I.

48 When inflammation destroys the tissues on a surface, an
ulcer is formed.
/r/iMj/z6o6SHAKS. Tr. <S-Cr. I. i. 52Thou..Powr*st in the

open Vlcer of my heart. Her Eyes, her Haire [etc.],

b. Used in sing, as a generic term.
x6a3 LoucE Poor Mans Talent 13 For the Cancer, vlcer,

and Noli me tangere. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 484 Intestin

Stone and Ulcer, Colic pangs. 1749 Habtlev Observ. Man
I. 126 The subsequent Pain is to tie referred to the Heads
of Inflammation and Ulcer. iSjc Good Nosology 2^4 For
so closely is ulcer connected with gangrene, that it can-

not exist without it. c 1837 in A. Combe Physiol. Digestion
(iB^2l ix, 250 Scurvy, typhoid fever, dysentery, and ulcer,

which up to the period of the change had produced great

havQC. 18S4 Bryant Pract. Surg. (ed. 4) I. 83 marg.. Local
causes of ulcer. Ibid., Constitutional causes of ulcer.

C. attrib, and Comb.
t6ix CoTCR., f^/crra/;^ .. vlcer-breeding. 1843 R.J.

Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxvi, 336 Enlargements of the ton-

sils, without any ulcer-like cavities, were not unfrequently
observed. 1897 Allbuti's Syst. Med. II. 765 The mucous
membrane overhanging the ulcer cavity is oedematous.

2. ^g. Any corro^ling or corrupting influence ; a

morally diseased or unsound element; a plague-

spot.

1591 tr. Junius on Rev.xvl. 2 It doelb signifleaspirltualt

ulcer. 1613-8 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. Wks. (Grpsart) IV,

211 Hee would not wrest any thing by an Imperiall power
from the Kingdome (which might breed vlcers of dangerous
nature). 1643 Baker Chron., Q. Eliz. 105 This was the

right way to finde, whether the ulcer of his minde were
throughly cured or no. 1873-4 Dixon Tivo Queens xxi.

iii. IV. 138 His enmity to some of the Reformers.. was the

ulcer of his fame.

b. Applied to persons, rare.

160a Mabston Antonio^s Rev. r. iv, Yon putred ulcer of my
roiall bloode. x6is Bbaihwait Strappado (1878) 34 This
wicked vlcer that corrupts the state, Neiethinkes of death,

till that it be too late.

TTlcer (»'lsaj), v. Now rare. [f. prec. In

first quot. after F. ulcirer^ a. absol. To cause an
ulcer or ulcers, b. trans. To ulcerate. Alsoy/^.

1590 C'tess Pembroke Antonie 284 And his \ic. Love's]
sweet shafts, with whose shot none are kill'd. Which ulcer

not. 1642 Fuller Holy ff Prof. St. v. vi. 379 This by
degrees abates the reverence of leligion, and ulcers mens
hearts with profaneness. 1694 Ace. Sev, Late Voy. Introd.

p. xxii, The cold had prodigious effects on our men in Green-
land,.. as blistering, and ulcering their flesh. 1839 Lytton
Disowned xiv. Thought, feeling, the faculties and impulses
of man, all ulcered into one great canker—Gain.
U-lcerable, a. rar€~^, [Cf, prec. and -able.]

*That may become ulcerated.'

1846 Worcester (citing Quart. Rev.).

tU'lcerate, ppL a, Obs. [ad. L. uleerHtus,

pa. pple. oiulcerare : see next. So It. ulcerato, Sp.
and Pg. ulcerado, F. ulciri^ Ulcerated. K\%ojig.
a t4as tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 2 Botbe his but-

tokis was so vlcerat and putrefied with-in. 1541 H. Cop-
land (7a/j';»V Terap. 2 A iv, For the mystemperaunce of
y* flesshe vlcerate, or for the gatheryng of humours. 1609
[Br. W. Barlow] Answ. Nameless Cath. 104 Vlcerate Apo-
itemes must be launced. 1654 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's
Wars Flofiders 367 So the ulcerate pari of Flanders makes

8

the body of your whole Empire daily languish. 1710 W.
Gibson Diet. Horses i. (1726) i? When the Cornet is large,

it denotes an over-great Relaxation and Moisture in that

Part, which is apt to turn ulcerate.

Ulcerate (^-Isar^'t), v. [f. ppl. stem of L.

uUerdre (whence It. ulcerare, Sp. and Pg. ulcerar,

F. uMrer), f. ulcer-, ulcus Ulcer sb. : see -ate.]

1. intr. To form an ulcer ; to break out into ulcers

or purulent sores ; to fester.

a 14x5 tr. Arderue's Treat. Fistula, etc 37 P'S sikenes

lurke> wij^in J>e lure in ]>e bigynnyng, but after processe of

tyme it vlcerate, & fretyng t>e lure go>e out. 1613 Cock eram,

Vlcerate, to blister, to breake out into sores. X753 N. 1or«

BiANO Cangr. Sore r/zr^a/ 45 The Tonsils, says he, are often

exposed to ulcerate. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 387

Apart never ulcerates till it has become inflamed. i8a6 S.

CoovKR First Lines Srtr^. (ed. 5) 190 Inflaming the whole

swelling, and causing it to ulcerate and slough. 1898

Hutchinsons Arch, Surg. IX. 313 The patches do not

ulcerate or inflame.

Jig. 1833 I. Taylor Fanai. ii. 49 When an affection, more

sensitive than any other, is left to bleed and ulcerate in open

air. 1850 Blackie Mschylus I. 154 More than a house

may be.-tr, whose wounds yet bleed, And ulcerate from the

fangs of fate.

2. trans. To cause ulcers in or on.

c 1550 H. Lloyd Treas. Health 5 Sinapismus is an em-

plaster made of mustard to vlcerate the skynne & make
the same red. 1604 R. Cawdrev Table Alph., yicerate,to

make full ofsores, to blister. 1684 tr. Bone/s Merc. Compit.

viL 249 When signs of a Gangrene begin to appear. .we

must ulcerate the parts. .with deep scarifications. 1753

Phil, Trans. XLVIII. 149 If either the stalks or leaves of

this valuable plant are applied to the skin, they heat and

ulcerate it. 1788 Med. Conimun. II. 208 The discharge

. . excoriates or ulcerates the membrane. 1843 Youatt Horse

(ed. 2) i. r4 The fetlock would be chafed and ulcerated, if the

iiorse was ridden over ploughed grounds.

3. Jig. To affect after the manner of an ulcer ; to

irritate; to wound or poison.

1647 N.Bacon ZJ/sc. Govt.Eng.i. Ixiv. 214 Wherein the King
dealt with a tender hand, as if he feared to ulcerateany part,

and especially the Clergy. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)

II. 656 By knowing the true place of the wound, we shall

prevent its ulcerating the mind herself. 179J Burke /^tf-/. to

Sir H, Langrishe'Wk^,. VI. ^62 The only reason which can

be assigned for this disfranchisement, has a tendency more
deeply to ulcerate their minds than the act of exclusion

itself. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng, vi. II. 46 A small knot of

Roman Catholics whose hearts had been ulcerated by old

injuries. Ibid. vVu II. 2S5 When her heart had been ulcerated

by disasters and mortifications. 1879 Farrar St. Paul vui.

To brand consciences, already ulcerated by a sense of guilt.

U'lcerated,/'//. ^r. [f. prec. + -ed.]

1. Converted into an ulcer; afflicted with ulcers;

eroded with purulent sores.

1547 hooRDEBrev. Health § 377 Some be playne woundes

.,, some be festered, some be vlcerated and some hath fys-

sures. 1580 Hester \r. FioravaniVs Disc. Chirurg. 25 b,

The cure of an Vlcerated legge. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 274

1 1 is only the ulcerated parts that honey doth bite and purge.

1695 J. Edwards Perfect. Script. 273 The falling out of his

ulcerated bowels. 1721 R. Keith tr. T. a Kempis, Vail,

Liliies 56 The poor and ulcerated Lazarus, who after Death
was joyfully received into Abraham's Bosom. 1787 Med,
Comutun. II. 384 Tlie ulcerated sore-throat. 1797 M.
Baillie Morb. Anat, (1807) 383 In advanced stages of the

ulcerated uterus, ^^i^^ Med. Jrnl. II. 89 The prevailing

method of treating ulcerated legs. 1843 ^' J*
Graves ^>j^.

Clin. Med. xxiii. 280 The lungs were extensively solidified,

black, and ulcerated. 187a Cohen Dis. TV/w^/ 89 Ulcerated

sore throat is indicated by its name.
trausf. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 649 Manure . . causes

the roots to branch and their rind to become ulcerated.

b. fig. (Cf. Ulcerate v. 3.)

1634 Yo'RXyPerk. IVarbeckv. ii, Scorne weares onely Such
fashion, as com.nends to gazers eyes Sad vlcerated Novelty.

1700 T. Brown Aniusem.Ser. <5- Coin. ix. (1709) 99 They.,
say that his conscience is Ulcerated. 1759 Dilworth Life
(i//'(^£2B Wrangling Dennis.. with others of a like ulcer-

ated understanding plied all the severity of censure they

could, against it. 1875 Jowett Plato, Gorgias (ed. 2) II. 399
'i'he ulcerated and swollen condition of the Slate.

1 2. Of matter : Rendered purulent. Obs. ra?'e.

1580 Hester tr. Fioravanti's Disc. Chirurg, 21 b, It is a
grosse and vlcerated matter. x66o R. Coke Power <5- Subj.

1 70 The wound is to be inquired into by good counsej ; then

the ulcerated matter, which does inwardly putrifie, is to be

let out, that is, he purge himself through confession.

3. Of diseases : Characterized by the formation

of ulcers in the affected part.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), s.v. Cancer, \\. is call'd an
Occult, Latent, or Blind Cancer, but when bigger and
open'd, it bears the Name of an Ulcerated Cancer. 1762

R. Guv Pract. Obs. Cancers 46 An ulcerated Cancer in the

Breast. i8a6 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 201

Another event, still more rare, is the actual cicatrization of

an ulcerated cancer. 1878 Habershon Dis. Abdomen (ed. 3)

21 Ulcerated Stomatitis is especially seen in young children

of 4 to lo years of age.

U'lcerating, ppl. a. [f. as prec. +-ing ^.]

1. Giving rise to ulcers. rare~°.
i6ix Cotcb,, Vlceratif vlceratiue, vlcerating, vlcer-

breeding.

2. Developing into an ulcer or ulcers.

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med, xxi)f.3go A few ulcerat-

ing points on the surface, were touched with nitrate of

silver. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 384 An ulcerating malig-

nant growth of the anterior vaginal wall.

Ulceration (Mser^-Jan), Path. Also 5 vlcer-

aeio(u)n, 6 -cyon, -tion. [ad. L. ulceration-,

ttlcerdtio, noun of action f. ulcerare : see Ulcerate
V, Hence also F. ulceration (i.",i4), Sp. nheracion,

Pg. -a^ao, It. -azione^

ULCEROUS.

1. The action, process, or state of forming ulcers

or of becoming ulcerated.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 214 pis wole not suffre ^at J>e

matere schaf make noon viceracioun ne no fretyng. a 14x5

tr. Arderue's Treat. Fistula, etc 37 Signes, forsoj^e, of bis

vlceracion bene J^ise. c 1530 Judic. Urines iii. vii. 51b
juarg., Vlceracyon of the bladder. Vlceracyon of y* reines.

Vlceracyon of y« liuer. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Form.
R iij b, Before the vlceracyon fyrsteoughttobemynystred
medycyns that be colde. i6iz Cotgr., Vlceration, an ul-

ceration; a making or growing vlcerous, a drawing to an
vlcer. 1676 Wiseman Chirttrg. Treat. \\. ii. 169 Where the

Part hath been long affected with Vlceration, it.. is very

difficult to cicatrize, 1804 Abkrnethv Surg. Obs. 160 Some
of these sores spread by ulceration, and some by sloughing.

1847 E. J. Seymour Severe Dis. I. 16 Adhesion of the gall-

bladder to the bowels and subsequent ulceration. 1876

Bristowe Th. ff Pract, Med. (1878) 44 In ulceration the

destruction of parts is molacular, or by small fragments, and
progressive,

2. An ulcerous formation ; an ulcer or group of

ulcers.

1580 T. Newton Approved Medicines s-i b, Pryuet .

.

healeth vlcerations of the Mouthe that often nappe in Chil-

dren. 1599 A. M. tr, GabcUiouers Bk. Physicke \i%l-2 A
little bagge, as bigge that it may cover the vlceration. 1718

Quincy Compl, DisP. 120 All Medicines of this Inteiition

are suppos'd..to..fill up with new Flesh, all Ulcerations,

and Foulnesses. 1715 Fam. Diet. s.v. Lucatellus Balsam,
Such Coughs as give Suspicion of Tubercles and Ulcerations

in the Lungs, 1804 Abernethv Surg. Obs, 124 He had
an ulceration which spread over the palate. 1829 Cooper
Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 5^3 The disease generally

commences on the als of the nose, with small tubercules,

which gradually change into ulcerations.

Ulcerative (»*lserir'tiv, -ativ), a. [ad. med.L.
nlcerativ-us : see Ulcerate v, and -IVE. So F.

ulciraiif, -/Vtf (1495), Sp., Pg., It. ulcerativo^

1. Causing ulceration.

157s J.
Banister Treat, Chyrurg. 138 The properties of

vlceratiue medicins, is to breake & blister the SKinne, in

what places they are laide. x6oi Holland Pliny II. 158

The cfregs of vinegre, must of necessitie be much more
sharpe, Siting, and ulcerative, than wine lees. 18x3 J.
Tl HOMSOK Lcct. In/lam. 379 One, two, or three parts., were
more susceptible of ilie ulcerative stimulus than the others.

2. Of the nature of ulceration.

iSoo Med. frnl. IV. 489 Extensive erysipelas.. followed

in most [instances] by an immediate ulcerative process.

1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anat.X. ^^A,l2 "Y^^ process of ulcer-

ative absorption in any structure is scarcely understood.

1871 Cohen Dis. Throat 116 The ulcerative process may
involve its cartilages as well as its mucous membrane. 1878

T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 44 Opium is an admirable drug
when the ulcerative action is present.^

3. Accompanied or characterized by the forma-

tion of ulcers,

18x3 J. Thomson Lect. hiflam. 223 Mr. Hunter has divided
inflammation.. into adhesive, suppurative, and ulcerative.

1850 F. Churchill Dis. Children 11. vi. (1858)471 Ulcerated

sore mouth. Ulcerative stomatitis. 18796'/. George's Hasp.
Rip, IX. 411 Ulcerative endocarditis of the heait-wall.

4. Due to, produced by, ulceration.

1876 Bristowe Th. ^ Pract. Med. (1878) 45 The chief

removal of ulcerative detritus.

UTceratory, a. [Cf. prec. and -oky.] Ulcer-

ative. (1891 Cent. Diet.')

Ulcered, ///. a. [f. Ulcer sb, or v. + -ed.]

1. = UlXEKATtI)///, a, I.

1S7S J. Banister Treat. Chyrurg. 8i_What meates are to

be vsed as touching diet in vlceied bodies. 1576 G. Baker
tr. Gesner^s Jewell ofHealth 58b, This water, .cureth the

Bladder ulcered. x6xo Healev St, Aug. Citic of God 1.

xi. (1620) 19 One farre more sumptuous did the ministring

Angeil prepare for the poore vlcered begger in the sjght of

God. X654 WiuTLOCK Zootomia 386 Comparing his own
sound Arme, with the Ulcer'd one of the Diseased. 1708

Phil. Trans. XXVI. 229 A Youth of Ten Years old, had
his Gums much swelled and ulcered. 1807 Southev Espri.

ellds Lett. II. 311 Colonel Despard..had been confined

there.. without fire, till his feet were ulcered with the frost.

1844 H. G. Robinson Odes of Horace i. xxv, When that

lust, and hot desire,.. Shall round your ulcer'd liver reign.

b. fig.
=1 Ulcerated ///. a, i b.

x6o2 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. i, Now gin the leprous

cores of ulcered sins Wheale to a heade. x6i6 R. C. Times
Whistle (1871) 88 Lop of these vicerd members of our land.

1699 R. L'Estrange Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 162 Your Soul is

yet fouler, than your Body, more putrid and ulcer'd, and yet

more dangerously wounded. X747 Francis tr. Horaie,
Epist. I. xvL 32 For Fools alone their ulcer'd Ills conceal.

t2. = Ulcerated//*/, a. 3. Obs.'-^

x62a R. Banister 113 Diseases Eyes O 10 b. Of vlcered

Cancers, those onely are cut and seared, which are in the

vppeimost part of the body.

UlcerOtlS (»'lseras), a. [ad. L. ulceros-us, f.

ulcer-, ulcus Ulcer sb. Hence also It., Sp., Pg.

uleeroso, F. ulcheux, -euse (1554), Da. ulceres.'^

1. Of the nature of an ulcer or ulcers ; forming

a purulent sore.

1577 B. GooGE Heresbach's Husb. 111.(1586) 144 The vlcer-

ous places must be nointed with Vinegar, iw Greene
Groat's IV. Wit (1617) 43 For mygluitony, I suffer hunger:

. . for my adulterie, vlcerous sores. 1603 Holland Plutarch s

Mor. 97 Honie.. being applied to a sore or ulcerous place,

at the first doth smart and sting. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv.

iii. 39 Shee, whom the Spittle-house, and vlcerous sores.

Would cast the gorge at. 174^^ Berkeley Sirts § 21 In

obstructions and ulcerous erosions of the inward parts.

j^5a — Th. Tar-water Wks. 1871 III. 499 Good against

ulcerous eruptions. 1789 A. Duncan Mariners Ckron.

(1805) IV, 42 Their lips began to break out in watery and
ulcerous blisters. X834 J. Forbes Laennec's Dis. Chest

(ed. 4) 279 The disease is curable . . after the softening of the



ULCEBOUSLT.
tnberclesand the formation of an ulcerous excavation. 1897
Alihutfs Syst. Med. III. 886 In some instances the foreign

bodies had escaped from the appendix through the ulcerous
openings they had made in its walls.

^g. 1601 [? Marston] Pasguit .y Kath. v. 20 Why, now
the vlcerous swelling of my hale I5 brolien forth. i6oa
AIarston Antonio's Rev, iv. iii, "Hie polluting filth Of
ulcerous sinne.

2. Afflicted with an ulcer or ulcers ; exhibiting

ulceration,

1599 B. JoKSOM Ev. Mart out 0/ Hum.^ The Stage 73
Euery seruile imitating spirit. .striues to fling His vlc'rous

body in the Thespian spring. And streight leaps forth a
Poet. 1600 R, Cawdbey Treasurie 266 Scuruie, Scabbie,
and vlcerous persons. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 151
Strangely visited people All swolneand Vlcerous. .he cures.

1663 HiBBERT Body Divinityl.-^\2 Theyobserved. .whether
the bowels were of an unnatural colour, or ulcerous. i8<>9

AUbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 105 Cavities resulting from their

destruction present irregular, anfractuous, ragged and
ulcerous walls.

absol. 1889 H. M. Stanley in Stanley ^ Africa xvii.

(1890) 392 Assiduously dressing and trimming up the ulcer,
ous ready for the march to Zanzibar.

b. fy, (Cf. Ulcerated ///. cu i b.)
1611 Speed Hist.Gt. ^r/V.ix.xvi.Sao AweauerfthcBailiflTe

of the Towne) was the vlcerous head, to which that corrup-
tion gathered. 16^3 Miltom Divorce \\. iii. Wks. 1851 IV.
65 Did God for this come down.. to patch up an ulcerous
and rott'n commonwealth with strict and stern injunctions?
1660 T, M. C, IVaikers Hist. Inde^end^ iv. 32 Belching
forth the scandalous language of their ulcerous tongues to
inceme the People. 1879 H. George Progr, ^ Pov, x. v.

(1881) 494 A just man would crush with his foot such an
ulcerous ant-hill

!

3. Developed in, proceeding from, ulcers.

1660 O. Seix;wick in Spurgeon Treas. David 'Ps. xix. 12
Methinlcs sin ts..like evil and ulcerous humours, 1718
QuiNCY C^ot//. Disp. 121 Ulcerous Exudations, which by
their loose situations are easily carried along with the ^{edl-
cine. 1844 G. S. Faber Eight Dissert, (1845) II. 311 By
reason of some colouring ulcerous matter, the skin of the
sufferer would pass through the difl'crent successive shades
of dark red and lead colour and complete black.

4. Characteristic of, appropriate to, ulcers.

1641 in Rushw, Hist. Coll, (1692) iii. I. 218, I cannot but
admire how this..Body of Judicature should swell up into
such a vast and ulcerous dimension, cxina W. Gibson
Farrier's Dis^ens. 111. xiv. (1721) a68/a To dry up watry
Corruptions, which create an ulcerous Disposition in the
Legs. 184a Tennyson St. Sim. Styl. 13 Thrice ten years.
Thrice multiplied by superhuman pangs,.. In coughs,..
ulcerous throes and cramps. 1896 AUbutt's Syst. Med. I,

127 The development of ulcerous conditions whea the
process affects free surfaces.

5. = Ulcerated pp/. a. 3.

1751 FoTHERciLL {title), Account of the Ulcerous Sore
Throat. 1761 Phil. Trans. LII. 264 His disorder has been
a malignant or ulcerous sore throat. 1859 Semplk Diph*
iheria 84 Severe and obstinate ulcerous inflammations of
the skin and mucous tissue. 1889 Duncan Clin. Led. Dis,
Wotnen (ed. 4) xxiL 189 A disease exactly resembling the
acute ulcerous stomatitis of children.

Hence Ulceroasly adv. ; Uleerousness.
i7«7 Bailey (voL II), Ulurtmsness^^^^ctxo\l& State, Condi-

tion, or Quality. 1847 Webster, Ulcerously,

U-loery, a, rare^K [f. Ulcer j^.] Of the
nature of an nicer.

1611 CoTCR., Mofnmelons^ be certalne little, red, bard,
vicerie. and teat-like swellings, which break out of the skin
of the bead.

XTloh©, ME. variant of Each a.

U'lcuscle. rare-"^, [ad. L,u/cusculumf dim, o(
ulcus Ulchr j<5.] a small nicer.

X794 £. Darwin Zoon, I. 400 The specific medicines.,
act only by increasing the absorption of the matter in the
utcuscles of those diseases.

So TTlcn'scTae. (Webster, 1847.)
Ulde, -ere, -est, ME. ff. Eld, -kb, -bst,

+ Uldron, variant of oldron Oleron Obs.
1550 A dviir. Cri. Exemf>liJications 3, No. 167, Serten

packesof canvas namyd uldrons of Methemek.
trie, obs.var, OiLj^.l; obs, f. Owl sb.y Ydle.
-nle, suffix^ representing the Latin diminutive

ending 'ttlus^ -uia, -ultan (whence also F. -uU^ Sp.
and Pg. -w/o, -«/a, It. -»/tf, -w/cz, -olo^ -*»/«)» as
\xi globulus globule, glandula glandule, grdnulum
granule. Among words now current with this

ending a certain number correspond to actual Latin
forms, as capsule^ cellule^ ferule^ macule, nodule^

pustule, spherule, valvule\ others are of modem
formation, as anguillule. Only a few of these were
in use before the 17th century. Some examples, as
angule, circule, scrupule^ failed to establish them-
selves against the earlier forms of French origin in
'le \ others, as farrnule, have given way to the
purely Latin form. In some cases both forms exist
in scientific use, as ligitle and ligula, macule and
macula, valvule and valvula; in some the Latin
form is commonly or exclusively employed, as
lingula, tabula,

II Vlexaa (wlema*, w'lemS, u-, ywlrmS). Also 7
ulemi, 9 oulema, uhloma, oolama, ulama. [a.

Arab, (also Turk, and Pers.) Uc ^ulema, pi. of

JU ^dlim knowing, learned, f. c-alama to know.

Hence also Sp. Ulema, Pg. Ulemas, F. Ulhn^.l
Vol. X,

9

1. //. or colieci. Those who have had special train-

ing in the knowledge of Mohammedan religion and

law, and are regarded by Moslems as the authori-

ties on these matters; spec.iha body of Moham-
medan doctors under the headship of the Shcik-ul-

islam, which exercises great political influence in

the Turkish empire.
1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2313/a The next day was a great

Consultation held with the Ulemi or Interpreters of their

I^w. 1768 Sir J. Porter Obser-i*. Turks Pref. (1771) 30
They h.ive the Ulema.. composed of all the members of the

church or law; abodyofmen., who stand as an intermediate

order between the prince and people.
_ 1803 Edin. Rev. II.

202 Russia, and imperial Rome, had its praetorian guards.

'lurkey has its uhUma, 1848 Lavard Nineveh (1849) I.

Introd. p. xxiv, The ulema having at length pronounced
that these figures were the idols of the infidels, the Moham-
medans.. destroyed them. 1893 'Xi^-^^\%,OH Akbar's Dream
45 But our Ulama.. Are like wild brutes new-caged.
attrib. 1847 Mks. a. Kerr tr. Rankers Hist. Servia v.

89 The establishment of the influence of some great Ulema
families which had become almost hereditary. iSSSEncycl.
Brit, XXIII. 654/2 The juridical and spiritual precepts of
the Koran and its 'ulertui interpreters,

2. A Mohammedan doctor or divine.

a 1843 in Southey Comm.'Pl. Bk. Ser. n. (1849) 350 A great
part of the oulemas and of the people in office delayed not
to partake of this luxury. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. Z.. Blanc's
Hist. Ten Y, I. a6o The divan was rescued from the mystic
domination of the ulemas. i88a Macm. Mag. XLVI. 474
The army was accompanied by a number of mouUas and
ulemas.

-ulenty suffix, ad. L. -ulentus employed to form
adjs., usually with the force of 'abounding in*,

* full of (some thing or quality), 2Afraudulentus
fraudulent, opuletUus opulent, iruculentus trucu-

lent, etc. (Variant forms of the suffix are -olenitis,

as in vinolentus vinolent, violentus violent, and
'ilentus as in gracilentus slender, pesttknlus ^^esW-

lent.) A considerable number of the formations

occurring in Latin have been adopted in English,

and a few have been added either from medijeval

or modem Latin, or by direct formation on Latin

stems, as cinerulent, flatulent, herbulent, nidor-

ulent, iorpuleni,

II XTlex (ytt'leks). Bot, [mod.L. (Linnceus,

1737), a, L. ulex (Pliny) a shrub resembling rose-

mary.] A genus of thorny papilionaceous shrubs

belonging to the order Leguminosie
', a plant

belonging to this genus, esp. Ulex Europseus the

common furze, gorse, or whin.
X753 Chamber? Cycl. Suppl. 8,v. 1755 Did. Arts ^ Set.,

Ulex, in botany, a genus, .of plants, with a papilionaceous
floweri and an oblong turgid pod for its fruit. 1859 Dakwi;^
Orig. Spec, xiii. (1860)439 The embrj'onic leaves of the ulex
or uirze. .are pinnate or divided like the ordinary leaves of
the leguminosx.

TTleadne (y/Meksain). Med. [f. prec. + -ink]
An alkaloid prepared from the seeds of gorse.

1887 Brit. Med. Jml, 21 May 114^/2 The value, .of kav-
aine and ulexine as local anxsthetics. 1888 F. H, Les-
CHER Recent Mat. Medica (ed. 3) 88 Ulexine;.. discovered
by A. _W. Gerrard. A powerful organic base, soluble in
water, insoluble in ether.

mexite (y«-leks3it). Ckem, [See quot. 1867.]
(See ouots. and Borocalcite.)
1867 Brandb & Cox Diet. Set., etc. HI. 892/3 l/lexite, a

name given to native borate of lime (Hayesine), after Ulex,
by whom it was analysed. 1875 l/re's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) III.

1050 l/lexite, a native borate of lime and soda, known also

as Boronatrocalcite. It occurs at Iquique, in Peru ; aiul in
the Province of Tarapaca.

TTley, obs. Sc. variant of OiL sb,

Ullcan, variant of Ullagonk.

llTTlicoil (»*likfm). Also ulikon, etilachon,
ulken ; and Oolakan, -Chan, etc. [Native name
in British Columbia.] A small fish of the north-

western parts of North America, ascending the

rivers in immense numbers to spawn ; the candle-

fish.

1807 P. Gass ^rnl. 187 In the afternoon some of the
natives came to visit us, and brought some of the small fish,

which they call Ulken... At noon our fishermen returned
with some ulken and sturgeon. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl.
(N.Y.) I. 205 All the early navigators and explorers, .have
spoken of the immen^ numbers of salmon, cod, halibut,
mullet, ulicon, etc 1885 S 1 mmonds Animal Food Resources
ix. 318 The ulikon or oulachan {Thaleichthys pacijicus,
Gerard). .has long been an ichthyological curiosity... It is

a small silvery fish, averaging about fourteen inches long,
and in general appearance much resembling a smelt.

TTlio, obs. Sc. variant of Oil sb.

Uli'ginal, a, Bot, [f. L. ullgin- (see next) +
-AL.] Growing in moist or wet ground.

1863 J. G. Baker A^. Yorksh. Stud. Bot.,etc. 181 Aboriginal
species characteristically paludal, uHginal, ericetal, and
sylvestral.

THiginO'Sei fz> rare, [ad, L. ulFgtnos-us fuW o(
moisture, f. ulfgin-, illigo moisture, marshiness.
Cf. It., Sp., Pg. uliginoso, F. uligineux.]

1. • Uliginous a. 2 b. rgre-^.
c Z440 Palletd. on Husb. x. 29 This moone in lond vliginose

or lene, . . In thicked lond also, is to demene. When day and
nyght yliche longe is holde.

2. Bot, = Uliotnal a,

1866 Treas. Bot., Uliginose, growing in swampy places.

ULLAGE.

TJliginOtlS (yKli-cl,:5/h3s), a, [f. as prec, or

directly f. L. iillgin- + -ous. Cf. F. nligineux
(of soil or plants).]

L Of a watery, slimy, or oozy nature.
1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. 11. iii, 109 b, For it is a

certayne vliginous moystishnes and superfluous excrement,
which ought rather to be sent out and purged. 16x0 W.
FoLKiNCHAM Art of SuTvey 1. x. 24 It reuiues the radical!
and vliginous humour, a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 240
One Proxenus.. found a spring of a fatty, and uliginous, or
oily liquor. i66j) Phil. Trans. IV. 1132 The Birch and
Alder feed more kindly on a thin uliginous moisture, a 17*8
Woodward Fossils (1729) I. 118 The uliginous lacteous
Matter, . . in the Coral Fishings upon the Coast of 1 taly, was
only a Collection of the CoralUn Particles thus sustained in

the Sea Water.

2. Of places : Soaked with water or moisture
;

water-logged, plashy, swampy.
1610 W. FoLKiNGHAM Art o/Sutvtyi.x. 33 Their vliginous

and soaked Mosses doe recompence their meane ayre with
vnctious Turffes. i6ao Venner Via Recta i. 20 Contrary
to this is that which is of a laxe and open substance, such
as is commonly growen in low and vliginous places. 1664
Evelyn Sylva xv. 32 The water-galls, and uliginous parts
of Forests that hardly bear any grass, do many times spon-
taneously produce it in abundance. 16^^ Acetaria^iysg)
155 Those who live in marshes and uliginous Places like the
Hundreds of Essex. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. 705
Uliginous ch/innels, those connecting the branches of rivers,

by cuts through thesoil.

b. Similarly of soil.

1650 Charleton tr. Yon Helnront's Paradoxes 15 If. .they
are. .buried in a muddy uliginous earth ; when they begin
to putrifie, they then operate upon.. the Patient. 180a R.
Hall Bot, 192 Uliginous Soil,.. spongy, filled with putrid
water.

•j* 3. Of air ; Damp, moist. Obs, rare,

x66i Evelyn Fumifugium Misc. Writ. (1B05) i. 217 The
impure and uliginous [air], as that which proceeds from
stagnated places, is.. the most vile and pestilent. x6g7 R.
Feirce Bath Mem, 85 He liv*d near the Fenns, to which
Uliginous Air, was ascrib'd the beginning of his Illness.

fUlipy. Sc.Obs, Alsovly-. [Prob. ad. older

Du. or Flem, *oliepij{e, f. olie oil -^pij\e Feb sb.^

Cf, the equivalent WFlem. cliebaai,'} ? An oilskin

coat or jacket.

tifgAcc. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 369 For ane coit of
ulipy in all uncostis. a 1568 in Bannaiyne MS. fol, 158 b,

His dais is oft in wanting and sic is his gyis, He thrawis
and he puttis fast at his vly pyis.

Ulk, ME. var. Ilk ailjs, ; obs. Sc. f. Week.
Ulken, obs. var. Ulicon. UUtUe, obs. Sc, f.

Weekly. '"Dm, dial. f. Will v.

Ullage (»*le<l3), sb. Forms : soylage, vlage,
6 Sc, vlege, 8- ullage, [ad. AF. ulliage, OF.
ouillage, eullage {heulliage), milage (also Anglo-
L. oliagium, oyll-, ull-, ulagium), Fr. ulhage,

oulhage, f. OF. ouiller, eullier, oilieryOtiller (Anglo-
L. otllare)^ Pr. ulha, onlha, to fill up (a barrel).

Forms with initial a- are also given by Godefroy, viz.

aouiilage and aouitlier, aoillier, aeullier, etc (1295-).]

1. The amount of wine or other liquor by which
a cask or bottle falls short of being quite full (ori-

ginally the quantity required to make good the

loss by leakage or absorption).
\\%fyjChanc.Misc. (P.R.O.) Bd. 2 Na 15(5), Tradidi etiam

eidem vnam pipam pro oliagio predictorum doleorum. 1399
Exchequer Rolls Scotl, (1878) I. 224 De ij doliis et j pipa
vini. . .Et in vltagio. . j et dimidium. a 1377 Rolls ofParIt,

II. 384 Item par Adam le Ken pur ulliage es Vins mesme
I'an I ton* i pip'.)

1444 Compota Domest, (Abbotsf. CI. 1836) 26 In vlage et

lecage per tempus predictum, [84] lagene [here]. i48x'9o
Howard Househ, Bks, (Roxb.) 288 Paid for iiij. galons
wyne, iij. qrtes. for oylage for the ton wyne, iij. s, ij. d. 1565
Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1875) I II. 21 1 'J he twn ofwyne at this pre-

sent., xvj crownisof the sone;..ttem, of fraucht xvj crownis
sone; item, for vlege vj li. 1706 Phillips (ed. Keisey),
Ullage of a Cask, is what such a Vessel wants of being full.

1749 W. Yeo Ullagin^ <$ Inching 3 As often as these Lines
are used for determining the Ullages of Casks. 1755 Diet,
Arts if Set. 5.V., The ullage of a vessel, whose axis is

parallel to the horizonj may be found thus. 1833 Loudon
Encycl. Arckit. \ 1324 It is usually tunned into hogsheads
of a hundred gallons each, leaving a few gallons ullage,

1835 Mahrvat Olla Podr. III. 297 (Moonshine), I held ihe

bottle up to the candle to ascertain the ullage. 188^ W.
EcocKES in Civilian 3 Jan. 141/2 A work .. compiising
tables of ullages of caslcs, whose btmg diameters range from
15 to 40 inches.

b. On ullage, (in a vessel) not completely full,

1863 T. G. Shaw Wine^ Vine ^ Cellar xi. 302 It is injurious

to Khenish wine to be left on ullage. 1880 Act 43 », 44 Vic.

c. 24 § 43 The casks in which spirits are removed may be
either full or. .on ullage. 1883 Times 17 Nov, 10 The wines
should not remain long on ullage,

2. a. (See quots.)

183a S. RooSE Ullaging 5 By knowing the vacuity, and
subtracting it from the whole content, leaves the Ullage or

the quantity of liquor then in the cask. 1867SMVTH Sailor's

Word'bk. 705 Ullage, the remainder in a cask or package
which has leaked or been partially used. 1B83 Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 28/2 The quantity of liquor contained in a cask
partially tilled and the capacity of the portion which is

empty are termed respectively the wet and dry ullage.

D. slang, (See quots.)

1874 Slat^ Diet. 332 Ullages, the wine of all sorts left in
the bottoms of glasses at a public dinner. 1889 Pall Metll G,
21 Aug, 2/1 ' Pray what is " ullage " ? ' ' The washings out
of casks, sir, ' replied my friend,

3. iransf. a. Liquid that has oozed through a
substance.

U2



ULLAGE,
18*4 T. Hogg Carnation 50 Upon this stratum or bed of

dong. .the ullage occasioned from time to time by the rains

will all be received.

b. The waste of metal in engraving.
x86o Comk. Mag: I. 27a In graving deep, tiny spirals of

gold and silver curl away from the trenchant tool, and there

IS precious ullage in chasing and burnishing—spirals and
ullage worth money in the market.

o. Naut, (See quots.)

X90X Daily Chron, 33 May 5/1 The mass of her crew will

all too probably be ' ullage '—to use the naval term for a
preponderance of undesirables. 1904 Kipling Traces «y

Discpo* 113 'You're a disgrace to the Service, and your
boat's oSaL' 'Awful?' I said. ' No—offal—tripes—swipes

—ullage.'

4. altrib., as ullage bottle, cask, contents.

174J BuuiBLEV & Cummins ( 'oy. S. Seas 46 This Morning
found the Store Tent robbed of Brandy ; filled up all the

ullage Casks. 1784 ). Boydell (titlc\ The Ullage Cask
Gauger; comprised m a series of Tables.. whereby the

Ullage Contents of any Cask. .is at one view known. i8ia

J. Sm^th Pract, 0/ Customs {li^i) 363 The ullage cask..

must be re.gauged, as must all casks entered for exportation.

lUd. 409 Landing Ullage Contents. 1864 Dailpi Tel. 4 June,
There is scarcely a ship.. in which the examining officer's

attention is not called to ullage casks. tB&^ Pall Afall G.

19 Jan. 7 It might have been made by putting two ullage

bottles into one.

U'llage, V. [f. prec]

1. trans. To calculate the amount of ullage in

(a cask).

«749 W. Yeo {lille). The Method of UUaging and Inching
all sorts of Casks and other Utensils used by Common
Brewers, Victuallers, Distillers, &c. 183J S. RooSE Ultag.
ing II To Ullage a Cask in the form of the frustum of a
Cone.

2. a. To draw or tap to a slight extent, b. To
fill np again (an iiUaged cask, etc.).

x88i Standard 3 Oct. 2/1 There..a cask of some rare

vintage was ' ullaged,' with a biscuit and cheese accompani*
ment. 1888 Wine, Sp. ft l>eer 8 Mar. 186/1 To stir in some
pure olive oil . .and then tlood the oil out by ultaging.

Hence TJ-Uaging vbl. sb.

X749 W. Yeo UUaging gr inching^, iii, That part of it [sc,

gauging] which relates to the UUaging of Casks. 1832 S.

^OOSRi/llaging 5_ The^ Ullaging of a Cask is to find how
much liquor there is in it, when it is not full.

U'Uaged, ///. a. [f. prec. or the sb. + -ED. Cf.

uniillagCii (1646).]

1. Of a cask or bottle : Short of contents.

1549 in R. G. Marsden Set. Pleas Crt. Admir. (Selden
Soc) II. 59 One hundreth and fyftie tonnes of wyne full

and ullagid. 1867 Smyth Sailor s IVord-dk. 705 Ullaged
is used for damaged, short of contents. 1908 Atton &
Holland King's Customs 195 A demijohn or two in the
captain's locker, and an ullaged anker in the forecastle.

2. Of wine : Affected in quality by the presence of

ullage.

1907 Sat, Rca. 29 June 81 5/1 Without.. the clash of
personalities the story is like a bottle of ullaged wine.

3. transf. Of inferior quality ; refuse.

189a spectator 9 Jan. 41/1 If you have to feed ten men on
twopence, you must buy ullaged flour.

XJ'Ilager. [f. Ullage z*.] One who ascertains

the amount of ullage.

i88s W. EcocKES {title). The Ullager's Pocket Gem, com-
prising tables for finding the ullages of casks.

II UllagOIie, sb. and int. Anglo-Irish. Also
uUagoane, uUaghone, ul(I)agon, huUagone,
ullagawn, ulioan. [ad. Jr. Gael, olagin, ologin,
olagdn, of imitative origin.] A cry of lamentation,
a wail ; spec, a funeral lament. Also as int.

l8<8 T. C. Crokkr Fairy Leg. S, Tradit. S. Irel. II. 191,
I beard the dismallest ullagoane in the world, enough to
break any one's heart. Ibid. 236 Oh ullagone, ullagone I

this is a wide world. 1845 Mrs. S. C. Hall Whitehoy v,

A scream—loud and long—as of a woman in bitter trouble |

it was, in fact, a ' keen *, a regular * ullagawn '. 1901 \V,
Barry Wizanfs Knot 2ip (t.D.D.), It was a dirge, an
ulagdn, over Cathal, and his ruined walls.

Hence
||
XTllagone v. intr., to wail or liiment

loudly.
1818 T. C. Croker Fairy Leg. * Tradit. S. Irel. II. 76

Then the poor woman began to cry and ullagoane so finely
that it would do any one good to hear her.

XJlle, obs. Sc. var. Oil sb.

TJllinailuite (clmansit). Min. [From the
name of Prof. J. C. Ullmann+ -ite 1 ; in sense b
named by J. Frobel in 1850.] (See quots.)
t a. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 382/1 Phosphate of Manganese
and Iron; Ullmannite... Occurs at Limoges in France.
b. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 936 Ultmanite, antimonial

or antimonio.arsenical nickel-glance. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts
(ed. 7) III. 1050 Ullmannite, an antimonio-sulphide of
nickelj occasionally containing arsenic. It occurs at Freus*
berg, in Nassau.

tJlly, obs. Sc. vari.ant of Oil sb.

TTlmaceoilB, a. Bot. [f. mod.L. Ulmace-se,
an order of plants including the elm, f. L. ulm-us
Ulme

J
(See quot.)

1849 Craig, Ulmaceous, pertaining to the elm ; belonging
to the order Ulmacex.

ITlmate {vXraK). Chem. [f. Ulm-ic a. : see
-ATE *. So F. ulmate, Pg. ulmato.] A salt pro-
duced by the action of ulmic acid.
1836 Branoe Man. Chtm. 924 A brown liquid is obtained

(ulmate of potassa), from which acids throw down ulmin.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 491 /i When cold, the product,
which conuins ulmate of pot.ish, b dissolved in water.

10

Ulnie. Obs. or diaL [ad. L. ulm-us elm. Cf.

G. ulme^ Du. olm:\ An elm-tree. (Cf. Ulm-tbee.)
The forms olnt^ holm, uim, are recorded as surviving in

northern English and southern Scottish dialects in the latter

part of the 19th cent
1567 Drant Horace^ E^ist. i. vii. D vj, Our rittizen is

now a Corridon. He trimmes his ulmes. 1698 J. Fryer
Ace. E. India <y P. 295 A Catalogue of Plants growing at

Spahaun. .. Sycamore. Ivy.., Poplar. Ulmes. Willows.

XJlmic (z^'lmik), a. Chem. [f. L. ulm-us elm,

after Ulmin. Cf. F, uimigtie, Pg. ulmicoJ] Ulmic
acid: a. = Ulmin i.

A distinction between ulmic acid and ulmtn or ulmine has
been made by various chemists, but without agreement in

the precise application of the terms.

183X T. Thomson Chem. inorg. Bodies II. 105 Ulmic acid

appears to be a vegetable substance of very great import-

ance., obtained from the exudation of the elm by dissolving

the exudation in water and precipitating the ulmic acid.

1836 Brande Man. Cliem. 923 As it \sc. ulmin] combines
with bases, Boullay terms it ulmic acid, .. He represents

ulmin, or ulmic acid, as a compound [etc.]. 1868 Watts
Diet. Chem. V. 936 The name * ulmic acid', or 'ulmin*, was
given by Klaproth to a gummy substance contained in the
black alkaline excrescences on the stems of unhealthy trees,

especially of elms.

b. = Ulmin a.

\Z\^ Penny Cycl. XXV, 491/1 Ulmic acid plays an im-
portant part in manures and soils, and what is called moss-
water owes its peculiar properties to its presence.

^
1868

Watts Did, Chem. V. 936 The ammoni.^cal solution ..

deposits brown or black gelatinous flocks of ulmic acid.

Ulmin (z^'lmin), Chem. Also ulmine, [f, L.

ulm-us elm + -in : named by Thomson. Cf. F.

ulmine, Pg. ulmina.'}

1. A substance which exudes spontaneously from
the inner bark of the elm and some other trees

;

s/iec. the final stage of this as a distinct chemical
principle.

a. 18x3 T. Thomson Syst Chem. C1S17) IV. 48 Ulmin..
was first noticed in 1804, by Klaproth, who found it in a
spontaneous exudation from the elm. X819 Branoe Chem.
366 Ulmin is of a dark brown colour, with scarcely any taste

or smell.. .The exudation from the elm is generally com-
bined with carbonate of potassa, and is therefore "readily

soluble in water. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXII. 26/1 Simaruba
is the bark of the root of the Simaruba amara.. .Its chief
constituents are.. ulmin, mucilage, and some salts.

p. x^t^'Ym^vk^ Proverb. Phtlos. Notes 219 With reference

to the elm, I would remark, that no use has yet been dis-

covered in the principle called ' ulmine ', 1853 Royle Mat.
Med. (ed. 2) 632 It [the bark of Elm] contains Tannin, .and
a peculiar mucilaginous or gummy principle, called Ulmine,

2. A dark-brown or black product resulting from
the decay of wood or vegetable matter, or artifici-

ally obtained I)y the action of powerful chemical

agents on sugar and some other substances.
a. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 491/1 Ulmin, or ulmic acid,

may be artificially obtained . . by the following process. 1857
Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 54 If the solution [of sugar] be
kept boiling for some hours,.. a certain quantity of formic
acid, and of a brown sparingly soluble substance termed
ulmin^ are produced. x868 Watts Diet, Chem. V. 936
Ulmin is also the name of a brown pigment, produced by
the action of strong acids or alkalis on various organic
bodies.

/3. X848 FowNES Chem, (ed, 3) 371 note, This [substance]
is generally called ulmic or humic acid, and its origin

ascribed to the reaction of the alkali on the ulmine or humus
of the soil. 1861 Gesner Coal, Petrol., etc. (1865) 128
The decay of wood is produced by oxidation, and ulmine is

the result.

U-lmous, a. Chem, [f. as prec. + -ous.] Par-

taking of the character of ulmin.
x868 Watts Diet. Chem. V, 936 Ulmous or Humous Sub-

stances.

t Ulm-tree. Obs, rare, [f. L. ulm-us elm +
Tree sb, Cf. Ulme and MHG, ulmbotimy Du.
0lmboom.] An elm-tree.
c xooo j'Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 138 Ulmus, ulm-

treow. 138a WvcLiF Isaiah xli. 19, I shal sette in desert
fyrr tree, and vim tree, and box togidere.

II Ulna (»*lna). Anat, [L. tdna (hence also

It., Pg. ulna), related to Gr. wXtn; and OE. eln
EllI (cf. Elbow sb^^
1. The large inner bone of the fore-arm, extend-

ing from the elbow to the wrist.

I54X R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Ckirur^. Gjb, The
arme. .isdeuyded in thre great partyes. One is called vlna,
the other lytelarme. Ibid. Gij, Howe many bones are in y«
fyKte parte of the great hande that is named vlna or
adiutor? 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. iv. 184 The
other or lower division of the artery descendeth by the ulna.

1693 tr. Blancartts Phys, Diet. (ed. 2), Ulna,..x.\\e greater
Bone, betwixt the Arm and the Wrist, which is jointed
upward with the Shoulder. 1726 Monro /4«a/. Bones(ij^\)
252 At the superior Extremity of the Ulna are two Processes.
I7a8 Cmambkrs Cycl, s.v., The Ulna lies on the inside of the
Fore-Arm, reaching from the Elbow to the Wrist. 1803
Med. Jrnl. X. 558 The head of this bone was separated
from the surrounding parts, as well as its union with the
ulna. ^ 18J5T. Hook .Vrty/Mi'^f Ser. w. Doubts and F. i. Who
conceived that some desperate injury had been done to her
Ladyship's radius or ulna. x88i Med. Temp. Jrnl. XLVI.
86 There was discharge from incisions both at the back and
front of the hand and over the lower part of the ulna.

2. The corresponding bone of the foreleg in quad-
rupeds, and of the wing in birds.

1831 YouATT Horse xiii. 236 The long and front bone,
called the radius^ is nearly straight.. .The short and hinder
bone is called the ulna. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 69/1 In
the ruminants generally the ulna is scarcely more than an

-ULOSE.

appendage to the radius. 1879 E. P. Wright j4«i«/. Life ^^
The fore-arm [in bats] consists of a rudimentary ulna, and
a long, curved radius. 1884 Coues A^. Atner. Birds 107
The enlarged proximal extremity of the ulna is called the
olecranon, or ' head of the elbow '.

3, Pa/seonl. and Ichthyol. (See quots.)
(a) 1839 G. Roberts Did. Geol., Ulna.

.

, the bone or plate

which, together with the radius, forms the first row, after

the humerus, in ih^/ront paddles of an ichthyosaurus and
plesiosaurus.

ib) a 1843 Kncycl. Mdrop. (1845) VII. 303/1 Between the
lower edge of the spoke-bone and the upper edge of the
ulna or cubit. 1854 Owen Orrs Circ. Sci.y Org. Nat. I,

175 Of the two fiat bones connecting the fin with the
coracoid, the upper one is the 'ulna'.

U'lnad, adv, [f. prec. -t- -AD.] Toward the

ulnar aspect of the forearm.
1803 Barclay New Anat. Noinenel. 166 Ulnad will signify

towards the ulnar aspect, x8o8 — Muscular Motions 384
When it is rolled radiad or ulnad, the power of the one will

be necessarily increased proportionally as that of the other
is diminished.

Ulnage C^'lned.:;). Obs. exc. Hist, [ad.med.L.
ulnagium (14th a), f. L. ulna after OF. aulnage

Alnage.]
1. =i Alnage i.

1447 Ord, Exchequer 35. c. 62 (6) A v b. For euerye foreyn

accompte of sheryffes and vlnage. 1454 Rolls ofParlt, V,
247 The Fermours of the Ulnage in the Counte of Somers[et]

yerely. 1^5 Ad 11 Hen, VII, c. 62 §1 The fermour of

Ulnage in tne Citie of Coventre.

2. = Alnage 2,

1450 in Arehaeol. (jy^o) I. 92 The issues and profits coming
of the ulnage and subsidue of woUen clothes. 1450 Eolls 0/
Parlt. V. 186/1 To be taken of the Subsidie and ulnage of

Clothes. 1545 Zrtwc. W^r7/j(ChethamSoc.) II. 61 My lease

wyche I have of the ulnage and subsidie within the countle

palatyne of Lancast[er],

Ulnager (w'lnedgaj). Hist, [f. prec. + -EB 1.]

»= Alnageb.
1750 in loM Rep, Hist. MSS. Cortint. (1885) App. I. 304

[Prosecuting his suit for the recovery ofthe patent office of)

Ulnager [in Dublin]. x83a Rolls Parlt. Vll. 953/1 Office

of Ulnager of Worsteds, 1867 Brande & Cox Did. Scu,
etc. III. 893/2 These officers were called alnagers or
vlnagers, and the accounts rendered by them to the ex-
chequer are still preserved.

Ulnar (ylnaj), a. and sb, Anat, [f. Uln-a -f

-AR. So F. ulnaire^ Pg. ulnar, Sp. ulnario,^

1. Pertaining to the ulna, in various senses : a. In
ulnar artery, nerve, vein, etc.

X74X Monro Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 70 The ulnar Nerve is

in the Palm of the Hand. x8oo /'A/V. 7V(T7«. XC. 103 The
median proceeding along the arm, with the large blood-
vessels, and giving off two branches of communication with
the ulnar nerve. 1813 J. Thomson Leet. luftnm. 267 As the
brachial [artery] is sometimes observed to be divided . . into

radial and ulnar arteries. 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vadc
Mecuin vi. 318 The posterior ulnar vein. 1870 Rolleston
Anim. Life 9 The ulnar sesamoid bone, or 'os pisiforme',

is not reckoned as a carpal Ixjne. 1885 Buck's Handbk.
AJcd. Sei. I. 313/2 The ulnar nerve is placed to the inner
side of the artery in the wrist.

b. With other sbs.

1803 [see Ulnad oilv.]. x8o8 Barclay Muscular Motions
p. XX, An aspect,. towards the side on which the ulna is

situated [is] ulnar. 1846 Brittan tr. Ala/gnigne's Man.
Oper. Surg. 6 Puring the operation the ulnar border of the
left hand should be pressed on the skin behind the right.

X854 Owen in Orr's Cire. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 190 The ulnar
portion of the bone developes a short .. olecranon. 187a
Humphry Myology 185 Towards the ulnar side of the hand
these tendons ate usually absent.

2. absol. as sb. The ulnar nerve.

1899 Allbutt's Sysi. Med, VIII. 9 The physician then
examines the nerve-trunks of both limbs simultaneously by
means of gentle pressure on the ulnars behind the ole-

cranons,

Ulno- (»ln£7), combining form (on Greek types)

of Ulna, occurring in a few technical terms, as
ulnocarpal, -metacarpal, -radial,
a X843 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII, 327/2 In the Penguins,

the Uino-carpal bone, .is largely developed.

Ulode'ndroid. a, rare~^. [f. mod.L, Ulo-

dcndr-on (see del,), f. Gr. ovKos crisp, curly -h

Zkvhpov tree.] Of or connected with Vlodendrim,

a genus of extinct fossil plants.

1900 Nature 15 Nov. 53/2 The nature of the large scars

on the well-known Ulodendroid branches.

Uloid (yw'loid), a. and sb. Path, [f. Gr. ovX^

scar + -OID.] a. adj. Having the appearance of a

scar or cicatrix, b. sb, A scar-like spot or mark
on the skin.

190Z Dorland Med, Did. (ed. 2).

-nlosCf a compound adjectival suffix represent-

ing L. -ulosus, formed by the addition of -osus (see

-ose) to stems in -ul-us, -a, 'um, as anguWsus
from angulus, fdbuldsus from fabula, pcrtculosus

from periculum. Such formations are rare in

earlier Latin, but a considerable number are em-
ployed by post-Augustan writers, as Pliny, Colu-

mella, etc. Among the English examples which

have their source in classical or post-classical

forms are angulose, calculose, fabulose, Jistulose^

glamlulose, nebulose, pustttlose, ramulose^ sabulose,

venniculose. On the analogy of these, various

others have been introduced, a.sjloseulose,globuhse,

granidose, scrofulose, siliculose, tubulose, tumulose,
'

These forms are parallel to a certain number of
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those in -ULOUS, being as a rule either obsolete

variants of these, or introduced later in order to

convey the distinction commonly observed between
the endinf;s -OSE and -ous.

TJlotricIiail (y«V'trikan).. [Cf. next.] A
person belonging to the crisp-haired division of
mankind.
1888 Casseirs ExcycL Diet.

Ulotriclious (y«lf'trik3s),a. Also oulo-. [f.

mod.L. Vlotrichi (see def.), f. Gr. ouAoy crisp,

curly + -Tpix^s -haired, f. rptx-, Qpf-i hair. Cf. F.

ulotriquCy Pg. ulottico^ Of or belonging to the

Ulotrichi^ the division of mankind (in Bory de St.

Vincent's classification) having crisp orwooUyhair,
1857 Mayne Expos. Lex. 847/2 Oulotnchous. 1884 Imp.

Diet. 1909 A. C. Haddom liaccs 0/ Man 3 These three
varieties [of hair, i.e. straight, wavy, and woolly] are now
termed leiolrichous, cymotrichous, and ulotrichous.

-uloua, a compound adjectival suffix represent-

ing the two Latin endings -ulosus and -ulus. In
the former case there are frequently variants in

-uiosit which in modem use are as a rule more
specific in meaning. To this class belong anguious,
calculous^ fabulous

y fistulous^ etc. (see -ulose) ;

also crapulous^ meticulous^ populous, scrupulous^

etc. The numix;r of purely modern formations is

not large. To the group which corresponds to

Latin forms in -ulus belong bibulous, credulous,

emulous^garrulous
J
pendulous, seditious, stridulous,

tremulous. In a very few instances both forms
occur in Latin, as querulus, rarely querulosus,

querulous ; rldiculus, rarely rldiculdsus, ridiculous.

f ITlpio. Obs. rare. In 5 vlpike. [ad. L, ulpic-

um.l A kind of leek.

c 1440 Pallad. OH Husb. 11. 224 Al the route Of rucul serue
bit like this, cool also, Garlec, vlpike ek sowe hem now bo
too. Ibid. IV. 166, XII. 71.

XTlster (p'lstaj). [The name of the most
nortlierly of the four provinces of Ireland.
The name occurs in ME. (i4-i5th cent.) as l/lster{a\so

Huister) and in the fuller form Ulvtster (in Sc also as
Utlister^ Ulsister, and Ulcist€r\ - AF. (1x1223) Ulvestre
{Hulv-\ Anglo-L. (<:i2oo) Ulvestera, -tira^ -tria, corre-

sponding to ON. Vl/astiry a variant of the more usual
(Jiaztir, Uia3stir {:i\so Ulapscir)^ theiirst element ofwhich
bthe Irish Ulaidh (gen. Uladh\ men of Ulster. The origin
of the suffix, which also appears in Leinster and Munster
(Ir. Gael. Lnigheatty Mumita)^ is not clear, but it may repre-
sent Ir. t(r land.)

1. pi. Ulstermen (forming a regiment), rare.

1649 Cromwell Let. 19 Dec. (Carlyle)^ Iteing informed
that.. Lieutenant -general Ferral with his Ulsters was 10
march out of Waterford,. .1 ordered CQlonel Zanchy..to
march.. to the relief of our friends, /did.^ The Ulsters.,
made indeed for the time a good resistance.

2. The king-of-arms for Ireland.

1551 EowABD VI 7r«/. in Lit. Rntt. (Roxburghe CI.) H.
395, [ l'"ebruary] 3. Ther was a kin^ of armes made for Irlandj
whose name was Ulster, and hts province was al Irland.

i6«7 Chas. I in State I'apers, /re/arui {igoo) 223 You shall
also see Ulster (who is the Chief Heraldj countenanced in
a herald's commission of visitation of various places in

Ireland. 171s Lond. Gai. No. 4970/2 Coat of his Arms
carried by Ulster King of Arms. xZ^f Lit. Hem. iidxo. VI
(Roxb. CI.) II,3y5«., The arms given to the office of Ulster
were, Argent, St. George's cross, and on a chief gules a lion

between a harp and portcullis, all or. x88o Ettcyci. Brit.
XI. 6o3/i In Ireland also there 15 but one king-at-arms,
UUter.

3. A long, loose overcoat of frieze or other rough
cloth, frequently with a waist-belt
The ' Ulster Overcoat ' was introduced by J. G. M'Gee &

Co. of Belfast in 1867: the abbreviated name has been in
common use from 1879,

1878 H. S. Leigh T^wh Garland 87 When the UUter
descends from its home on the hook, And the warmth*
giving wrapf>ers return from the wash. 1879 Miss Bradiwn
Cloven Foot xii. no Celia running home, .with all her
weddinz finery smothered under a waterproof Ulster. x888
Rider Haggard Col. Quaritch III. xt. 169 He put on a
pair of shooting-boots, an old coat, and an ulster.

attrib. 1878 Era Ahnanack 35 The ulster epidemic was
raging even at this time. 1879 E. O'Donovan lilerv Oasis
XVI. (1883) 174 t)ver my shoulders was a drenched leopard
skin, beneath which could be ^een my travel-siained, much-
worn ulster overcoat. 1880 Cassclft Family Mag, 122 The
ulster rnuff is of a rectangular shape.

4. attrib. Used to designate the custom preva-

lent in Ulster by which a tenant has certain rights

of occupancy, disposal, or compensation, in regard
to land held by him; usually Ulster tenant-right.

_ 1870 .Jc/^3-34 Victoria c. 46 { i The usages prevalent
in the province of Ulster, which are known as, and in this
Act intended to be included under, the denomination of the
Ulster tenant-right custom, are hereby declared to be legal.

1878 (see Tf.nant-rightJ. 1879 H. George Progr. ^ Paiu
VI. i. (1881) 291 If what is known as the Ulster tenant right
were extended to the whole of Great Britain, it would be
but to carve out of the estate of the landlord, an estate for
the tenant. 188a M. Arnold Iriih Kss.^ etc. 38 It has l>een
suggested..by the Ulster custom of compensating them
\sc. tenaiitsl for their improvements, and letting them sell

the value which by their improvements they bad added to
the property.

b. (Jlsterman, a native or inhabitant of Ulster.
In recent use also UUterite. Cf. Ultonian.
1845 CARLYi,EC/-tf/«7('('//I. 497 ' Lieutenant-General Ferral

with his Ulsters;' ;w/tf^ Ulster-men. ii6S{tttle), Modern
Ireland : its Vital Questions, Secret Societies, and Govern-
ment ; by an Ulsierman.

Hence (from sense 3) U'lstered a,, wearing an
ulster, Ulsterette, a small or light ulster,

U'lstering, material suitable for ulsters.

1880 Miss Hroughton Second Thoitghts I. v. 62 A few
"ulstered, comfortered men, stamping up and down, waiting
for the night mail. 1889 Skrink Mem. 'Phriug 201 The
group of flannelled and ulstered players. 1887 J. Asiiby
^TK^HH Lazy Minstrel {iZgz) 171 Mysmart *ulsterette, e'en

a poet might sing, 'Tis white corduroy, with a rose-coloured

lining I x888 Cambridge (Mass.) Tribune 24 Nov., These
'Inverness' overcoats are close-fitting,and when worn without
the cape have the appearance of an ulsterette. 1888 Myra's
yrnl. I Nov. 656/1 Patterns of Cloths, Homespuns, and
*Ulsterings for Udies' and children's jackets and ulsters.

X890 Textile News ao June (List Manufacturers), Fancy
meltons, ulsterings, costumes, coatings, &c.

Ult., abbrev. of Ultimo.
1750 DuNCOMBE in Lett. Eminent Persons (1772) II. 170,

I have read yours of the 30th ult. with great pleasure. 1767

J. Garden Elegant Epist. (1790) 730/1, I am.. favoured
with your's of the 2Sth ult. 1798 York Courani 1 Oct. 2/5
On Saturday the first ult a new peal ofsix bells . . was opened.

1815 sporting Mag, XLV. 354 On the 3d ult. they fell in

with a fox.

ttntaghy -Ogh. Anglo-Irish. Obs. Also
Ultock. [a. Ir.Gael. Ultach, i, Ult-, stem of Olr.

Ulaid (d. pi. Ullaib, a. pi. Ultu) men of Ulster.]

An Ulsterman.
1649 in Contewp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) II. 335

Those under the command of George Monro, part whereof
were formerly bis own, and part were of Owen ONeals
Ultoghs. i6s»-3 Ibid. III. 370 Created Earle of Tyrone, by
the Ultaghes. 1690 J. Mackenzie Siege LondoH'Derry
48/1 Great numbers ofWomen and Boys (which the Ultoghs
always carry along with them, when they expect spoil).

attrib. 1688 in Somers Tracts {xZxi^^ XI. 451 How often

do we now hear the Ultock Irish boast of their merit.

Ulterior (»ltI«*ri3J), a. and sb. [a. L. ulterior

further, more distant, comp. of *ulter (cf. ultra^

ultrd ^dvs.) that is beyond. Hence also It, ulteri-

ore, Sp. and Pg. ulterior, F. uUirieur (i6th c.).]

A. adj. 1. Lying beyond that which is immedi-
ate or present ; coming at a subsequent point or

stage ; further, future.

x6^ Sir T. Browne Pseud, £/». 11. i. 49 If the prescription

of time, and numerositie of assertors, were a sufficient de*

monstration, we might sit downe herein, as an unquestion-

able truth; nor should there need vlterior disquisition.

x66i BovLE Style 0/ Script. 211 The Ulterior Accomplish-
ment of that Part of it {sc. Scripture), which once Proinis'd

God's People, that Kings should be its Nursing Fathers.

1816 A. Knox Rem. (1834) I, 54 These changes were
meant by Providence to subserve ulterior movements. x8a7

Jarman PowelCs Devises II. 75 The principle which confers

upon him the ulterior interest in the lands directed to be
sold would seem to exclude him in the converse case. 1856

Froude Hist. Eng. (1S58) I. iv. 336 The request was only
pretjaratory to ulterior measures. ,1884 Manch. Exam,
10 May 5/4 The attitude and disjposition of those Powers,

as bearing upon their ulterior action, necessarily enter into

the questiofu

b. Spec, Lying beyond what is openly stated,

avowed, or evident ; intentionally kept in the back-

ground or concealed.

X73S BoLiNGBROKK.S"/K(6'//M/.viii.(i752) II. 98 Byrcscrving
still a right of making ulterior demands, they reduced the

Carthaginians at last to the necessity of abandoning their

city, or of continuing the war. 1845 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. H. Man 0/ Many Fr. (Colburn) 86 Without any
knowledge of her uncle s ulterior intentions on the subject.

iBs/6 //. Brit. Rev.XWl. 197 There is no reason for suspect-

ing him of ulterior designs of a deeper and more treacherous

dye. 1877 Frouoe S/io^t Stud. (1883) IV. i. iii. 30 He was
..the most unlikely, .to have adopted a course so marked
without some ulterior purpose.

2. Lying on the further side of a point or boun-

dary ; more remote in position.

lyai Bailey, Ulterior, on the farther Side. 179B PAil.

Trans. LXXXVIII. 167 This scale, .containing three

parallel lines engraven thereon, on the exterior and ulterior

of which are three divisions. 1817 Chalmers Astron Disc.

iiL (1B52) 63 To shoot afar into those ulterior regions which
are beyond the limits of our astronomy. 1864 Bailey Festus

ledj) 120 The thunderous bars Of Heaven's ulterior orb.

B. sb,^ A further aim or end.

1843 Chalmers in Hanna Mem. (1852) IV. xviii. 351 This
will open.. a bright and beautiful ulterior, to which every
eye should be directed.

Hence TJlterloTity, an ulterior thing or matter.

1814 Parr Let. to S. Butler i Apr., Wks. 1828 VII. 363,

I shall say something about the ulteriorities, and you must
sympathise and co-operate with me.

tnte'riorly, adv. [f. Ulterior a. + -lt 2.]

At (or to) a further stage or point ; subsequently

;

afterwards.
1818 Bentham Ch. Eng.. Cateck. Exatn. 209 The future

Krobable Bell-taught and ulteriorly teachable Parish School-

oy. 1833 Carlvle Misc. Ess., Diderot (1888) 32 Nor do
the generality, on either side, yet see whither ulteriorly it is

tending. 1854 J. S. C. Abhott Napoleon (1855) II. xxxv.

663 Beneath its lofty dome, where the massive tomb of

Napoleon was ulteriorly to be erected, a magnificent ceno-

taph was reared.

intimacy (t^'ltimSlsi). [f. Ultim-ate a. : see

-ACY.] The quality or state of being ultimate.

184a Sir W. Hamilton Diss, in Reid's Wks. 11. 760 The
simplicity, ultimacy, and incomprehen.sibilityof our original

apprehensions. « 18*8 W. A. Butler Hi%t. Anc. Philos,

(i85^>) I. 161 The ultimacy of the laws of motion has been

lately made the subject of disquisition. 1893 Fairbaikn

Christ in Mod. Tkeol. ii. 11. ill. 430 As to the ultimacy of

the will Calvin is explicit.

Ultimata, pi. of Ultimatum sb.

Ultimate (» Itim^), a. and sb. [ad. late L.
ultimdt-us, pa. pple. of ultimare to be at the end,

f, ultimus last, final : see Ultime a.]

A. adj. 1. Ofends, designs, etc : Lying beyond
all others ; forming the final aim or object.

1654 Jkr. Tavlor Real Pres. i. 10 The faithful and pious
communicants receive the ultimate end of his presence, that
is, spiritual blessings. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. \. 67 In
the obtainment of which he hath come to the ultimate
design of his endeavours, 1675 Baxter Cath. Tkeol. \. i.

61 God is this ultimate End of man, . . to which all are means.
avjzx Prior Dial. Dead iii. Wks. 1907 II. 258 The begin-
ning, Progress, and Ultimate end of1 bought. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. I f 3 To be idle is the ultimate purpose of the
busy. X78a Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. Pref. p. xiii, If my
proper and ultimate object be considered. 1847 G. Harris
Life Ld. Hardwicke 1. iv. 354 A far higher and nobler
reward is their ultimate aim. a 1871 Giloi:is. Eth. Fragvt.
iv. (1876) 7a They would ..esteem different agents in pro-
portion as they tended to assist these same ultimate pur-

poses. 189a H. Lane Differ. Rheum. Dis, (ed. 2) vi. 119
The ultimate goal of all Qur investigations and observations.

2. Coming at the end of a process, course of

action, etc., or as the last in a succession or series

;

arrived at as a final result or in the last resort.

1660 R. Coke Justice Viud. 8, 1 am content with Aristotle's

definition of the will,..That it is the ultimate resolution,

end, or determination of counsel. 1671 Milton /'. R. 111.

2IO My harbour and my ultimate repose, The end I would
attain, my final good. 1755 Young Centaur ii. Wks. 1757
IV. 159 All agree, that several goods being proposed for our
ultimate enjoyment, it is impossible in our nature not to

chuse the best. 1785 Palev Mor. Philos, vi. xii. (i£i8) II.

426 Containing that which in peace and war is equally un-
justifiable—ultimate and gratuitous mischief. 1827 Faradav
Ckem. Manip. ii. (1842) 30 The oscillations.. will be found
to be quick, and the beam will soon take its ultimate state

cf rest. 1841 MiALL in Nonconf. I. 2 Ultimate success will

require union, patience, persevering energy, i860 Ruskin
Unto this Last (1862) 8 No man ever knew, or can know,
what will be the ultimate result to himself, or to others, of

any given line of conduct. 1890 H. Lane Differ. Rheum,
Dis. 5 Not to exhaust the subject, nor even to lead the way
to the ultimate hope of eradicating the source and origin of
the evil.

b. Of resolves, etc. : Final, determinate, absolute.
1687 Mi^GE Gt. Fr, Did, 11. 5.V., This is the ultimate Reso-

lution. 1779 J. MooRE View Soc. Frame (1789)1.14,1
have now formed an ultimate resolution against gaming.
1786 Jefferson IVrit, (1859) !• 57° An uhimate opinion

snould not be formed till we see Mr. Randall. 1803 in Gurw.
IVellington's Desp. (1S37) II. 138 note, I consented to wait
till then for their ultimate decision.

O. Putting an end to further continuance, devel-

opment, or action ; final, decisive.

1755 Johnson, £"//</,.. ultimate state; final doom. 1781
CowpER Hope 640 Nature opposes. .This riving stroke, this

ultimate divorce, 1803 Malthus l^opul, (1817) I. 17 The
ultimate check to population appears then to be a want of
food. xZvj PoLLOK Course T. vi. 365 Some disaster great

and ultimate. 1838 Pri:scott Ferd. ^ Is. Introd. ii. I. 79
To protect the subject from the oppressions of the crown
and its officers, over all which cases it possessed original

and ultimate jurisdiction. 1870 Mozlev C/nit'. Scrvt. iii.

(1877) 60 The natural philosopher is practically assured from
the concurrence of data before him, of a result, before the

ultimate test is got.

d. Forming a final stage, point, or limit ; beyond
which there is no advance or projjress.

1794 G. Adams Nat. ^ Exp, Philos. I. v. 204, I informed
them that the creatures [larvas] before us were not in their

ultimate state, but were the produce of the bte-fly. 1815 J*
Smith Panorama Sci. (^ Art II. 34 This i^lt. .causes the

hair to contract itself, until it has attained the ultimate

limit of its contraction. 1869 Rankine Mach. ff Millivork

497 The ultimate shearing strength, or modulusof resistance

to shearing. 1878 U. Tavlor Deukaiion 111. v. 127 Why
should 1 conceal The ultimate barrier where I needs must
pause?

3. Beyond which no advance can be made by in-

vestigation or analysis ; forming a limit or final

stage in respect of nature or quality ; fundamental

or elemental.

1659 Pearson Creed ii. 147 We must acknowledge that

the actuall giving of salvation to u.s, is the ultimate and con-

clusive ground of the title Saviour. i68z Ess. Peace Kf

Truth Ch. 9 Man therefore is ju-stly defined tobe a Rational

Religious Creature, therein consisting the formal ultimate

difference from a Brute. 1739 Hlme Hum. Nat. Intiod.

(1874) I. 308 Any hypothesis, that pretends to discover the

ultimate original qualities of human nature. 1749 Hahtlev
Observ. Man II. 32 Since God is the ultimate Author of all

Motion, we must suppose him to be immaterial. 179a N.
Chipman Rep. (1871) 53 'Ihe King was, in view of the law,

the ultimate owner of all lands within his dominions. 1808

jEBsin A'«o.r ^ jebb'sCorr. (1834) I. 453 There are ultimate

truths, far above human ken. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. A tonet/r.

iv. (1852) 113 The ultimate law of moral agents must be the

will of God. 1850 M'CosH Div. Govt. in. i. (1874) 2^5 In

the inquiry into virtue and vice, we come back to ultimate

principles, on which all morality rests. 1880 Sayce introd.

Sci. Lang. (1890) I. "3 Tlie sentence, in short, is.. the

ultimate starting-point of all our linguihlic inquiries.

b. Of material things, esp, of the component

particles of matter.

1808 Barclav Muscular Motions 273 These fibres, com-

posed of the fibres that are called ultimate^ are seldom seen

extending from the one extremity of a muscle to the other.

1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sci. <V Art II, 303 All that can

be affirmed of the state in which the ultimate pajlicles of

matter exist, is only the result of conjecture. 1836-41

Bhande Ckem, (ed. 5) 1053 Although the ultimate principles

of vegetable substances are few in number. 1857 Miller
Ele$H. Chem., Org, 11 To determine the relative proportion

in which each of the ultimate elements exists. 1871 Tvndall
2-3



ULTIMATE.
I^rM,^M. Sci. (1879) II. vi. Si This formative power,. .ready

to.. build the ultimate particles of matter into definite

shapes.
tr-oju/. 1831 T. P, JOHKS Arw Comxrs, Ckem. xxviiL 282

When we decompose them [j^-, proximate principles J,
to

a<^ccrtain how much they contain of each of the simple
bodies, the operation is called ultimate analysis. 1857
Milled EUm, Chem.^ Ore: 6 The determin.ntion of the

proportions.. furnishes an illustration of what is meant by
$U/tmate or-zsmic analysis.

C. Math, ^'//ma/^ ra/iV, the final limiting ratio

between two variable quantities which simnltane-

ously approach definite fixed values or limits.

(Correl. \.o prinu ratio : see Prime cu 9 d.)

1^99 A. MoTTE tr. NcivtotCs Principia I. 46 The ultimate
ratio of the arc, chord, and tangent, any one to any other,

is the ratio of equality. 1749 Hartley Ohscrv, Man II. 32
According to the mathematical Doctrine of ultimate RatioSj
not e\-en an infinite Series.. could remove it. 1818 Vincr
FlHxions (ed. 5) 16 The ingenious.. Author of the Analyst
..went upon the term -ultimate ratio, a'^uming equality

where it was never intended, 184a Brandb Diet. Sci.j etc.

974/a They are called prime ratios, or ultimate ratios,

according as the ratios ofthe variables^ are considered as
receding from, or approaching to, the ratios of the limits.

4. Not followed by another ; last. rari:~^.

i7»8 Morgan Algiers II. iv. 292 Returning home, he bad
farcwel to the fluid Element; this being his ultimate
Expedition.

6. Forming a result or conclusion of a character

different from the starting-point or present state;

eventual, resultant.

1777 Priestley^ Disc. Philos. Necess. Ded. p. ix, All
seeming discord is real harmony, and all apparent evil,

ultimate good. 1795 Burke Th. Scarcity Wks. 1842 II.

253 The quiet of the town is purchased by the ruin of the
country, and the ultimate wretchedness of both. 183J Hi.
Martineau Homes Abroad vx., 127 One yields temporary
bene6t to a few at 'the expense of ultimate injury to the

many. 1874 Greem Short Hist. iv. § i. i6t Neither trick

nor conquest could shake the firm faith of the Celt in the
ultimate victory of his race.

6. Final, last ; occurring in, or falling on, the

last syllable of a word,
1837 G. Phillips Syriac Grattu 28 If the ultimate syllable

be perfect without the terminating consonant. 1863 Marsh
Lect. Eng. Lang. 380 The great frequency of ultimate and
penultimate accentuition.

7. Most remote in space or position. rare~'^.

1848 Johnston in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 297 The
ultimate [joint] armed with a long curved, .claw.

B. sb. L The final point or result ; the end or

conclusion ; the last step.

1681 RvcAUT tr, Graciat^s Critick 113 Ordinary Toyes,
api>lauded by a Castillan, for but being his own, with
5raises as might befit the ultimate of all Perfection. 1718

. Fox \\^anderer 72, 1 . . once hoped I might attain to the
very Ultimate of what you propos'd by Sunday last. 17J8
Eliza Hevwood tr. Mme. dc Gomez's Belle A. (1732) II. 2
Thelamont, . . having now obtained the ultimate of his

Desires, appear'd more bright and gay than_ ever. 1794
HirrroN Philos. Lights etc. 211 A proper fulminating com-
position, which seems to be the ultimate to which we may
proceed. i8so Shellev Ess. ^ Lett. (1852) II. 225, I shall

write "to you the ultimates of my Commission in my next
letter. 185a Bailey Festus (ed. 5) 534 Ends and beginnings
mingle at the last; All ultimates are foreordained. 1890
Booth Darkest Eng.\\.vi. 230 They carried their principles
of freedom and license to the logical ultimate.

2. The point at which investigation or analysis

stops ; a final or fundamental fact or principle.
X709 Mrs. Maslev Secret Mem, (1720) IV. 101 It was

not her Fault that she became not Mistress of the great
Secret, the Ultimate of Chymistry. 1774 J. Bryant
Mythol. I. p. xii,The Deluge . .wasesteemed ..the ultimate of
Gentile history. Ibid. II. 267 The ancient Poet, .spoke of
him as the father of mankind. Inshorthe wasthe uliimate,
to which Grecian history referred. 1841 Blackiv. Mag,
XLIX. 152 Mind set:ms as it were to be getting loose upon
space. It reposes upon no religious ultimates. x86a H,
Spencer First Princ» ii. iii. § 50 (1875) 160 We come down
then finally to Force, as the ultimate of ultimates. x866
E. P. Whipple Character^ Characteristic Men 268 If he
calls his notion Law and makes law an ultimate, beyond
which the human reason cannot go.

Ultimate (^itim^'t), v.i U. prec. or L. ulti-

mat-y ppl. stem of ultimdre (cf. It. ultimare, Sp.
and Pg. uUitnar to finish).]

L trans. To carry to an end ; to complete.
1849 E. H. Sears Regeneration iii. i. (1859) '3» Works

are filled and vitalized by that angelic benevolence which is

not complete until clothed and ultimated in action. x866
Bkssie K, Parkes Vignettes 390 My parents had seen my
education ultimated in practical life. i88x E. S. Hoi.dem
Sir W. Herschet'sx His researches on the construction of
the heavens would have been madej those were in his
brain, and must have been ultimated.

J^fi' »86o Emerson Cond. Li/e viii. i6o It is the soundness
of the bones that ultimates itself in a peach-hloom com-
plexion. 1S80 Howells Undisc. Country iii. 50 A ferment
of the kmd he speaks of in the world of spirits would be
more apt to ultimate itself here in the mind than in the
stomach. i83< U Oliphant Sympnemnata 14 The moral
forces which ultimate themselves dynamically in the actions
of men.

2. intr. To result finally ; to end {in something).
c X834 A. H. Stephens in Johnston & Browne Li/e (1878)

95 Hjw the thing will ultimate I cannot tell. 1868 L.
Oliphant r.ei. in Life (1891) viii. II. 41 We have no place
here for those who like to meditate, unless the meditation
ultimates in useful work. 1887 Pop. Sci. Monthly Aug.
564/a Believing that they. .must ultimate.. in an increase
of egoism.

ultimate, v,^ rare, [Back-formation from
Ultimatdm sb:\ trans, = Ultimatum v.

12

1893 Bleu'k ^- IVhtle 30 Jan. 1 35/2 President Har-ison has
at last 'ultimated' Chili, as the Americans will probably
soon be saying. 185^ Fall Mall G. 28 Sept. 3 At last the

four Powers are going to ultimate the Sultan about the
Turkish troops in Crete.

Ultimately (wltim/tli), adv. [f. Ultimate a,

+ -LV2.]

1. In the last resort; when carried to the natural

or logical conclusion ; fundamentally.
x66o R. Coke Justice Find. Pref, 13 If 1 could not

ultimately resolve the Dictates of my Reason as a Christian,

into plain places of Scripture.
_ X690 Locke Hum. Und. 11.

i. § 3 In one word, From Experience; in that, all our Know-
Ledge is founded ; and from that it ultimately derives it self.

?i743 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 279 To
which nevertheless their Immunities must ultimately resort.

177S Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 23 All government is ultimately

and essentially absolute. 1776 Gibbon Decl. ff F. vi. (1782)

1. 1 85 The young emperor, on whose personal qualities the

happiness or misery of the Roman world must ultimately

depend. 1835 Newman Far. Serm. (1837) I. iv. 64 What
will it ultimately profit a man to profess without under-
standing? 1866 Crump Banking \. j-xi Credit given to the

holder of a bill by the person ultimately liable is considered
equivalent to payment. 1869 Mozlev (Juizf, Serm, i. (1877)

18 Every kingdom ultimately depends on moral influence

and not on physical force.

2. In the end; at the last : a. As the conclusion

or final stage of a process, course of action, etc.

175s Johnson, Finally, i. Ultimately; lastly; in con-
clusion. [Quoting Milton Samson A. 1296.] 1794 Matthias
Purs. Lit. (1798) 306 All passions submit uhiniately..to the
inability of gratifying them. 2796 Mmk. D'Arblay Camilla
IX. iii, The heart-breaking event to which it had ultimately
led. x8i8 Mks. Shelley P'rankensi. iii, I doubted not
that I should ultimately succeed, 1839 James Louis XIy^
III. 235 It became daily apparent to all parties that war
must ultimately be the result. x86o Holland Miss Gilbert
ii. 19 It was supposed by the gossips of the village that
Dr. Gilbert would ultimately marry Aunt Catharine. 1878
Leckv Eng, in iZth C. I. iii. 452 It is of the nature of a
Constitution so formed as ours.. ultimately to work well.

b. As a point in a series, or in time.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II. 430 A feoffment was made

to the use of the feoffor for his life, .and ultimately to the
use of himself and his heirs fur ever. 1827 Faraday Chem,
Manip. ii. (1842) 57 It economises time to have the smaller
weights arranged in order. .and ultimately thelarge weights.
x88o Trollope Duke's Children 1. iii. 35 Frank's mother.,
would sometimes surmise, .that the entire property must
ultimately come to him. 1884 Thompson Ttimonrs 0/
Bladder y^ He.. suffered much for along time; ultimately
there was some improvement.

3. In a final or conclusive manner ; definitely.

X785 Jefferson C(»^r.Wks. 1859 1. 342 Thesequestions, how.
ever, cannot he decided, ultimately, at tliis day. 1793 —
Writ. (1830) IV.4;79 It had no right to disnn:mber or alienate
any portion ofterritory once ultimately consolidatdi with us.

1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb, T, II. 206 Yet nothing but a
favourable judgment from the civilians in England could
ultimately r«lieve [his] mind.

Ultimateness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality of being ultimate ; finality.

i88d Century Mag. XXVIII. 636 Tohave in it acertain
completeness, ultimateness, and sacredness*

Uitima Thule : see Thule.
Ultimation (z?ltim<?*-j3n), [f. L. uHimat-y

ultimdre : see Ultimate z/.l Cf. It. uliimazione.^

The action or process of bringing to an ultimate
result ; final issue or development.
1791 H. Walpole Let, to Miss Berry 33 June, As this

must take its passage. .early to-morrow morning,. . I shall
perhaps not know the ultimation, but you probably will

before you receive this. 1805 Eugenia di Acton Nuns of
Desert I. 117 The ultimation of their meditated kindness,
was only to bestow upon her an indisputable right to the
tide of a penitent. 1858 Sears ^Mrt«. iii.ii. 258 The words
heaven and /u-ll, as they are used in popular speech,
describe the complete ultiniations of good and evil. 1883
L. Oliphant Altiora Veto II. 65 When a sufficient number
have.. attained a sufficient development for the ultimation
of new results.

So U-ltimatiza'tlon. rare.

x88s L. Oliphant Sympneumataii'j Because of this ab-
normal ultimatisation of organisms in this subsurface world.

U'ltimative, adj. rare-'^, [f. as prec.] That
tends to produce some final result.

1885 L, Oliphant Sympncumata 239 The ultimative or
operative region of earthly manhood.

Ultiiuatum(»ltimfi'ti;m), sb. PI. -ata (-^''ta).

[ad. late L. ultimatum^ neut. sing, of uUimdtus,
pa, pple. of ultimdre : see Ultimate v.l So in F.,

It., Pg., G., Du., etc.]

1. In diplomacy, the final terms presented by one
power (or group of powers) to another, the rejection

of which may lead to the severing of diplomatic
relations, and eventually to a declaration of war.
sing. i7« GentL Mag. Jan. 30/1 There are privately

h.inded about here_ Copies of the Ultimatum (or last
Proposals) of the Allies of Seville, as transmitted hither from
Pans. 1759 Smoi.lrtt Hist. Eng. viii. (ed. 3) IX, 143 He
delivered to the mediator an ultimatum, importing, That
he adhered to the treaties of Westphalia and Nimeguen.
1784-5 Ann. Reg.f Hist. Europe 107/1 A new statement of
the emperor's claims and demands, described as his ultima-
tum, was presented to the Dutch ministers. 183a tr.

Sisnwndfs Hal. Rep, xiii. 287 Charles still insisted on dis-
graceful conditions, which his secretary read as his ultima-
tum. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. VI. Iviii. 482 Fitzherbert
..reflected that peace with the United States would be the
best means of forcing France and Spain to declare their
ultimatum.
pi. 1773 Ann, Rtg,t Hist. Europe 40/3 The delegates were

ULTIMO.

also appointed . . to receive the ultimata of the three powers.

1796 IIamii.ton li'ks. (1886) VII. 1-21 In general, where
more had been obtained by a treaty than the ultimata
prescribed to the negotiator, it would be inexpedient to

fublish those ultimata. 1859 L. Oliphant China ^ Japan
, 98 Mr. Wade .. proceeded .. to Canton, and delivered the

ultimata of the French and English plenipotentiaries. 1883
Harper''s Mag. April 676/1 note, DifTerenl ultimata bad
been adopted with respect to tlie boundaries.

b, trans/. A final condition or stipulation ; one's

last word on a matter,

X733 Swift Let. to Pope 31 Mar., But, there must be some
stipulations for my riding, with other necessary postulatums,

and ultimatums. 1787 M. Cutler in /.j>t, etc. (1888) I. 299
We therefore beggwl leave to state to the Board the terms
on which we were ready to close the contract, and that

those terms must be our Ultimatum. 1813 Examiner
II Jan. 23/1 His Lordship would require, as the ultimatum,
. . that a competent portion of the natives shall perform duly
under British Officers. 1848 Dickens Dombey xl, 1 have
stated my ultimatum^ Mad.Tm. 1869 Trollope He knew^
etc. xxxvii. (1878) 707 'J he official shrugged his shoulders

and signified that his ultimatum had been pronounced.

2. The final point, extreme limit; an ultimate

end or aim.
X748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) III. 53 That single

pressure., delighted me more than ever I was delighted with
the Ultimatum with any other woman. 1793 R. Willett
in Archaeologi<i XI. 196 'J'he size of our ships seems now
to have reached nearly its ultimatum, 1804 Jkbb Corr.

(1834) I. 153 And now I will tell you an uliimaium, which
1 would far prefer, ..the librarianship of Armagh. 1804
Eugenia de Acton Tale without Title II. 26 'Jhcir ultim-

atum was obtained, and they were considered as persons of

consequence.

b. Const, of,
X770 Monthly Rev. 502 This surely is the uliitnatum of

astronomical precision. 1790 Bystander 308 The ultimatum
of earthly enjoyment was to give him invitations to their

houses. x8oa Mks. E. Parsons Myst. I'isit I. 132 To be
married was still the ultimatum of her wislies. i8ia Shf.ixey
Proposals Pr. Wks. 1S88 I. 280 The attainment of the good
which I propose as the ultimatum of philanthropic exertion.

X856 Kane Arct. Expl. 1. x. 114 At last we came to the
Esquimaux ultimatum of simplicity,—raw meat and a fur

bag. 1888 J. Ellis New Chr. vu 51 If. .ail chemical and
mechanical ciianges, or eflects, are but the ultimatum of
spiritual causes.

e. Final lot or destiny. rar€~^.
i86x G. MooRE Lost Tribes iv. 84 To trace the meaning

of God*s handwriting concerning the origin and ultimatum
of our race.

f 3. slang. The hinder parts ; the buttocks. Obs,
x8a3 C. Westmacott Points 0/ Misery iii. 31 Old Brum-

magem and the fat lady being thrown head downwards,
formed an excellent step-ladder v ith their ultimatums for

the purpose. 1824 in Spirit Pub. Jruls. (1825) 38 He.. at
the same time felt his spinal extremities and his ultimatum
covered by a shower of slimy material of a very ofl'ensive

odour. 1825 C. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 165 As for the
inexpressibles they hung round his ultimatum like petticoat

trousers.

4. A primary element, beyond which analysis

becomes impossible ; something fundamental.
1858 O. W. Holmes -4k/. Break/.-t. \. {1859) 10 No men

can have satisfactory relations with each other until they
have agreed on certain ultimata of belief net to be dis-
turbed in ordinary conversation. 1867 H. Macmillan
Bible Teach, i. 22 The truth is, that all our scientific

investigations will never conduct us to the ultimatum— the
commencement of matter. j868 Bain Ment. ^ Mor, Sci,
Ethics II. 498 Sensible Perception,, .whereby we perceive
that the triangle before us is a geometrical ultimatum.

6. Furthest destination ; most distant point (to

be) reached.
1862 Carlyle Fredk. Gt, xi.ii. III. 44 Almost to the coast

of the Baltic; their ultimatum there a place called Koslin.

Hence Ultima 'turn v, trans. ^ to present with an
ultimatum. (Cf. Ultimate v.-')

1897 Pall Mall G. 23 Sept. 2 General Woodford never
ultimatumed the fiery untamed l»uke of Tctuan.

t Ultime, a. Obs, AlsoulUm. [ad. L. tt///w-

wj, super!, of *ulter : cf. Ui-TtKiOR. So It., Sp.,

Pg. ultimo, OF. ultime.'\ Ultimate, final.

1626 Bacon A'at. Hist. § 99 Whereby the true and Ultime
Operations of Heat are not attained. 1654 H. L'Estrakce
Chas. / (1655) 105 Nothing was wanting now to the perfect-

ing of this League, but the uUimt- and compleatinp act, the
solemn confirmation by Oath. 1659— Alliance Div. Qff.
805 The perficient and ultim act of marriage.

Ultimity (t^lti'miti). Now rar^. [f. as prec.

+ -1TY. Cr med.L. ullimitas,'\

1. The final point or uliimote development of an
action or thing ; the last stage.

1613 Bacon Let. to Jas. /, Wks. 1868 XI. x. 360 1 hat

those tragical arguments and (as the schoolmen call them)
ultimitie;^ of persuasions which were used last Parliament
should for ever be abolished. 1626 — Syh-a § S3S The
Degrees of Alteration, of one Body into another, from
Crudity to Perfect Concoction; which is the ultimity of
that Action, or Processe. a 1706 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850)

I. 77 [The Almighty] knows all that docs not actually

exist, even the uttimities of what can or may be.

2. An ultimate principle or fact.
x8^ Expositor June 453 In everything appertaining to

origins and causes, to ultimities and uni\-ersahties.

t Ultimo, sb. Obs.~^ [?a. It., Sp., or Pg.
ultimo: see Ui.time a.] = Ultim^M.
1622 in Foster Ft;g. Factories hid. (190S) II. 11 Which is

as farras the Nabobs perwanna importes, and is the uUir»0
of there and our owne expectacions.

II Ultimo (2?*ltimp), a, and adv. [L. uitinio{sc,.
die or mense), abl. sing. masc. of uUimus last. So
in G., Du., Sw,, etc]



ULTIMOGENITtJRE.

fl. On the last day (of a specified month). Obs,
i^Ba Allem Mariyrd. Fr. E. Campion (1908) 17 In the

xxij yere of the raigne of our soveraine X>ady the Qucene,
Maij vUima i68j Scarlett Exchanges 102 If it be dated
ultimo February, then its not due till the ultimo March.
Ibid.^ If for the 30th of June he write ultimo^ it will not be
due till ultimo July.

2. Of last month, (Abbreviated Ult. and Ulto.)
1616 R, Cocks /?/rtry (Hakl. Soc.) I. 125, 1 receved a letter

from Mr.Wjckham, dated. .the22th ultimo. 1683 W. Hf.uces
Diary (Hakl.Soc.) I. 63 Letters from Cassumbazar advised
Thomas Bromly dyed y« 29 Ultimo. 1754 Washington
Let. Writ. 1889 1. 70^ The 25th ultimo,..! received ye news
of your Honour's arrival. 179a Ibid, (1S91) XII. 242, I was
very glad to receive your letter of the 31st ultimo. 18*3
Cot, Hawker ZJ/ary (1893) I. 261 The morning of the 31st
ultimo. 1841 Hawthorne in J. Hawthorne N.llawthorne
<$ Wife (1835) I. 237, I took up my abode here on the i2tb
ultim o.

Tntimogcniture. [f. L. uUim-us last ; after

rRiMOGENiTUiu;.] Thc mode ofsuccessioD bywhich
the right of inheritance pertains to the youngest
of a family, as in borough-english.
x88s C. Elto:* Orig. Eng. Hiit. 185 ' Ultimogeniture,' the

awkward term proposed by the Real Property Commis-
sioners of the last generation. 1883 Gommr in Atkenxutn
20 Dec 865/3 1 lie divergent lines of succession known as
ultimogeniture and primogeniture.

t Ultimum. Obs.—^ [L., neot, sing, oiultim-
us last.] The final point or limit.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.^ Rick, It^ Hv, Something has
cuer bin The Vltimum ; and there is yet one step Beyond a
Pos<:ibilitie to heap.

t U'ltion. Obs. rare. Also 6 Sc, vltioun.
[ad. L. nltidn-,, ultio, noun of action f, the stem of
u/dsct to avenge. So OF. u/lion, u/don, It. u/zi'

CM."] Vengeance, revenge, avengemenL
c 1550 RoLt^ND Crt. VeHus iii. 582 Quhairfoir the greit

vltioun First come on him and his pepill Ilkone. i6a3
CoCKSRAMj Vltion, rcuenge. 1657 Tomlimsos Rntou's Dis/i.

13a A medicament . . should leave in the mouth the ultion of
the fault therein committed. i68aSiRT. HkowneCA^-. Mok
in. f 13 To do good for evil [is] a soft and melting ultion, a
method taught from Heaven to keep all smooth on Earth.
Ulto., abbrev. of Ultimo aJv. 2.

X796 Bp. G. Hay in Ushaw Mag. Dec (1913) 284, I had
left Edinr. CD the 29 Ulto. 1847 Tkeatr. Times 7 Aug.
247 This house opened for a week s season on the 24th ulto.

tntonian (I'ltJa-nian), a. and sb, [f. med.L.
£///tf«w Ulster, f. Olr. £///-, U/aidx seeULTAGH.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to Ulster.
1766 OCoNOR Dissert. IHst. Irel. so'lTie Ultonian Hebcr.

ians followed the Example. Ibid, 13? The Establishment
of the Ultoni.-vnOeconomy by Kimbaoth. 1865 S. Ferguson
Lays Western Gael, Tain-Quest 23 In the ransom-races., to
run 'Gainst the fleet Ultonian horses. 1880 Encycl. Brit.
XIII. 245/2 The origin of the clan of Degaid b obscure j

one story makes it Ultonian, and the other Erimonian.
B. sb. An inhabitant or native of Ulster.

1781 C. Vali-Ancey Lit, Irish in Heathen Times 9 He.

.

was banished by the Ultonians the year following. 1837
\i. Y.^KtSE. Highlanders I. y\\i2\o l"he Ultonians, or in-

habitants of the north of Ireland, were Cruithne. 1880
Encycl. Brit. XIII. 246/1 If the Scots failed to subdue the
south thoroughly, they succeeded in crushing the Ultonians.

mtra (»"Ura), A and sb. [Independent use of
Ultra-, orig. as an abbreviation of F. ultra*
royalisUj and app. mainly due to Lady Morgan.
Cf. F. ultra sb. (in senses B. I and 2).]
A. ailj, 1. Ultra-royalist,

1817 Lai)V Morgan France lu (1818) I. 223 The gradual
alteration in tone and manner of the ultra circles, during
my residence at Paris, was extremely obvious. 1818 —
Antobiog, (1859) 236 The ministr>*, it is thought, will be
ultra. 1819 Helkn M. Williams Lett, France 195 No
sooner did the tidings.. reach Nismes, than the Ultra-^Aviy
kcired a pretext for new disturbances. s8a8 Lyttom Pelhain
XV, Monsieur d'A—, a man of much conversational talent
and some celebrity as an ultra writer.

2. Of persons or parties : Holding extreme views
in politics or other matters of opinion.
i8ao H. Matthews Diary 0/Invalid {cd. 2) 492 Shifting

its .support as it may find danger from the encroachment of
either of the ultra parties of the state. 1837 I^ckhart6V<»//
(i3i9) IX. 119 The lofty impartiality with which Scott treats
the personal character of Buonaparte was of course sure to
make all ultra-p-:)liiicians at home and abroad condemn his
representation. 1864 J. If. Newman A/'ol, 401 The said
authority may be supported by a violent ultra-party.

3. Going beyond what is usual or ordinary ; ex-
cessive, extreme, immoderate.
attrib. 1818 in Lady Morgan's AutoHog. (1859) 213 It

will afford me ecjual pleasure if I^dy Morgan should turn
into ridicule, and excite to ultra rage, tho;>e who are envious
of her. i8a4 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 147 A little wearied
by this story, and by the ultra zeal of his countrymen.
1834 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1B53) 502 Hishop Marsh, .

.

whom no one assuredly will suspect of aught but ultra
reverence to the Church of Englmd.
pred. 1819 Metroholis 1 1 1. 122 The term over.drcssed does

not mean over-clad, but applies to their being ultra in the
caricature of fashion. 1864 Lowell Lincoln Prose Wks.
1890 V. 187 All that he did was sure to be virulently
attacked as ultra by one side. 1884 Jkfferies Life of
Fields 2^t It IS so great and ponderous, and ultra in sue.
4. Expressive of extreme views.
x8a7 Scott Let. to Lockhart 26 Apr., I own I think Ultra-

writing only disgusts people, unless it is in the way of a
downright invective.

B. sb. 1. An ultra-royalist (in France).
1817 Lady Morgan France 11. (1818) I. 237 The royalisU

abuse the ultras; the ultras abuse the government; the
con!>titutioDalists laugh at both. 1821 MooaX Mem. (1853}
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III. 251 Went with Villamil to dine with General Fuller at
Versailles; a party of ultras. 1831 in Gen. P. Thompson
Exerc. (1842) I. 475, I remember a deputy, a good ultra too,
once saying, .that Charles X was losing the confidence and
affection of his people. 1864 Month 1. 357 She [Madame
Recamier] equally welcomed ultras and liberals.

2. One who holds extreme opinions, particularly

in religion or politics.

i8a6 Scott Diary 20 Jan., Making mutual concessions
and balancing the constitution against the ultras of both
parties. 1829 Blockw. Mag. XXV. 273 It must therefore
stigmatize every man who. .acts upon principle as an Ultra
and a person of extreme opinions, i860 Fxoude Hist. £n^.
V. MI To the last he was considered by the ultras as timid
and intellectually weak. 1884 American IX. 63 The ultras
of their own party denounce the Ministry as having betrayed
their friends.

3. One who goes to the extreme of fashion.
x8x9 F. MacDonogh Hennitin Lond. I. 55 Bad horsemen

and pedestrian women, ultras in conceit and in dress. 1825
T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion ^ Princ. v, Even the
parson dined at hve, and he was the village ultra in points
of fashion and etiquette. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S. IVales
(ed. 3) II. 113 Cards are ceremoniously left, and rules of
precedence, .punctiliously insisted on by some of our ultras.

II Ultra, prep, [L. uUra beyond. Cf. F., Pg.
ultra, It oltre.^

1. In the phr. ultra vires (vai^'riz), beyond the
powers or legal authority {of a person, etc. ; also

used with ellipse oifor).
'793 [Earl DundonaldI Descr, Estate Culross 59 This

has proved, and mustjalways prove, ultra 7'ires of any one
individual. x8o6 G. Hutcheson Treat. Justice of Peace,
etc. II. id^note. This judgment has been appealed from, as
ultraviresy as far as regards the directions for building the
cruivedikc. 1884 Law Times LXXVIH. 116/1 It was not
7iltra p/r« the directors to advance money on such security.

2. Lying beyond. (Cf. Ultra- i c.)

1883 Ch. Times XXI. ^39/2 As the human eye is sensible
only of impressions of light ranging from red to violet, it

follows that we cannot be conscious of any hue ultra either
of these.

Ultra- (c'ltra), prefiXy representing I- ultra

beyond, employed as a prefix in the post-classical

ultrdmund&nus ultramundane, and the later ultra-
niarinus ultramarine, and ultraniontdnus ultra-

montane. On these models are formed the types
illtistrated in senses i and 3. The further develop-
ment represented by sense 3 apparently originated
in French with the terms ultra-rivolutionnaire and
ultra-royaliste, and has become very prolific in

English use, as well as in the Romanic languages
and in German, Swedish, and Danish.
1. Signifying * lying spatially beyond or on the

other side of : a. With sbs., as uUraequinoctials
(pi.), those who live beyond the equinox.
1551 KoBiNsoN tr. More's l/tofiiai. (1895) 112 For (as there

Cronicles testifie) before our arriuall ther they neuer harde
any thinge of vs, whome they call the ultraequinoctialles.

D. With adjs., as ultra-GatigeliCy -Martian^
-nudian^ 'terrene^ 'terrestrial, -zodiacal.
AXsoultra'galnctic. -stellar^ -tropical, (In recent Diets.).

1833 Edtn. Rev. Oct, 197 The .. hypothesis of Olbers
respectiiig the formation of the four ultra-zodiacal planets.
1836 J. F. Davis Chinese I. iii. 81 The usual cautious and
exclusive spirit of the ultra^gangetic nations. 1858 Glad*
STONE Homer III. 28S Homer had conceived the existence
of what we may call ultra.terrene parts, both westwards
and eastwards, i860 Olmsteao Mech. Heavens 271 The
Asteroids or Ultra-Zodiacal Planets. 190a Proc. Zool. Soc.
Lond. 115 On the hind wing the ultramedian blue band is

replaced by a narrow line. 1905 Athenaeum 11 Mar. 312/3
[A rotation] longer than that of any of the great ultra.
Martian planets.

c. Ultra-redf -violet, applied to the rays lying

beyond the two ends of the visible spectrum. (So
F, ultra-rouge^ -violet.) Also absol.
The ultra-red rays are also called infra-red.
S870 TvNnALL Heat (ed. 4) xiii. 5612. 439 The failure.,

proved the invisible rays to be exclusively ultra-red. 1875
tr, VogeCs Chem. Light vii. 60 We name the invisible tones
of colour above violet ultra-violet, and those beyond red
ultrarcd. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 375/2 The remarkable
series of ultra-violet lines.. in the spectra of some stars.
Ibid., A number of lines in the ultra-violet.

2. With adjs., signifying 'going beyond, surpass-

ing, or transcending the limits of* (the specified

concept), as ultra-human, -microscopic^ 'natural^
•pecuniaryy etc.

Also uttra^atomict -gaseous, -material. (In recent Diets.)
x8i8 CoLE8ii>GE in Lit. Rem. {1836) I. 185 All other super

or •ultra-human beings. 1856 K. A. Vauchan Mystics
(i860) I. 99 The intellectual refinements of an ultra-human
spiritualism. 1883 Jefferibs Story of m^ Heart 63 All
ttiings being ultra-human and without design. 1870 TvN.
DALL Heat (ed. 4) xv. §^54. 521 To make our precipitated
particles grow from an infinitesimal and altogether *ultra-
microscopic size. 1905 Daily News 18 May 8 An optical
appliance for making visible ultramicroscopic particles in

fluids. 1850 Grote Greece 11. Ixvii. (1862) VI. 29 The
*ultra-natural sublimity of the legendary characters dis-

appears. ]8oa-ii Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V,
138 Suppose the punishment •ultra-pecuniary: suppose
man's life at stake. 1850 Grote Greece n. Ixvii. (1862) VI.
70 The word Existence, as they understood it, did not mtan
phxnomenal, but *ultra-pha;nome<ial existence. 1865 —
Plato I. ii. 97 The real, absolute, ontological, uUra-pheno-
mcnal, or Noumenal world. 1883 J. Parker Tyne Chylde
152 Is it possible.. to return to the meridian of absolute
neutrality as regards *ultrap))ysical questions? 1894 B.
KiDD Soc. Exiolntion vii. 184 That 'ultra-rational system of
ethics upon which our civilisation is founded. 1895 Educa-

FLTHA-.
tional Rev. Sept. 117 Science itself not unfrequently derives
motive power from an *ultra-scientific source. 1851 Mansel
^w/tf^. Log. (i860) 18 It would not be difficult to shew that
the ultra-sensational philosophy is that which could most
easily dispense with the necessity of introducing language
at all. i8Sa Tvndall in Longm. Mag. I. 35 There is.,
boldness..m the attempt to make these *ultra-senslble
actions generally intelligible, 1833 Cablyle Extr. Jrnl.
28 Oct., in Froude First Forty V. (1882) II. xvi. 372 The
ultra-sensual surrounds the sensual and gives it meaning.
b. In the sense of * exceeding in respect of

quantity or number', as ultra-centenarianism (of
human life), -dimidiate, -total,

1847 Hamilton ^^^- to De Morgan 43 If the one extreme
coincide with the middle, to the extent of a half (dimidiate
quantification) ; and the other, to the extent of aught more
than a half, (ultradimidiate quantification). Ibid. 41 In
regard to the ultratoial quantification of the middle term.
1864 BowEN Logic viii. 251 This notation can represent
equally total and ultralotal distribution. 1879 W.J. Thoms
Longevity p. xxvi, A very large number of cases of alleged
ultra-Centenarianism.

3. Signifying an excessive or extreme degree of
the quality or condition expressed by the adjective
forming the second element of the compound, as
ultra-affected, -Anglican, -Arctic, -believing, etc.
First in ultrafashimiable, -revolutionary, but in very

common, and steadily-increasing, use from about 1830.
Only a few of the earlier or more important examples are
given here. The distinction from sense a is not always
quite clear.

1819 Metropolis I. 234 The "ultra-afTected D-s-y gave us
a drop in for a few minutes. 1834 Sir W. Hamilton Z>jjc«m.
(>8s3) 533 [Bishop MarshJ peculiarly affects an *ultra'
Anglican orthodoxy. 1866 Ch. Times 27 Jan., The narrow
and intolerant .spirit of the ultra- Anglican School. 1856
Kank Arct. Expl. I. xx. 205 The ability of Europeans or
Americans to inure themselves to an *uItra-Arctic climate.
1829 SoUTHEV .S"rV T. More I. 259 The unbelieving clergy
are better than the "ultra-believing in this respect. 1836 J.
Gilbert Chr. Atonem. vii. (1852) 190 I'he patrons of this
theory are *ultra.benevoIent towards the transgressors of
law. 1816-30 Bentham Offic. Apt, Maxif/iized, Extr.
Const. Code (1830) 11 Repugnant to these same principles is
all *ultra-concomitant remuneration. 1868 Boyd Lessons
Mid. Age 106 Excellent men, *ultra-conservative in all

things. 1870 Disraeli Lothair 1. viii. 69 Theodora is..

*ultra-cosmopolitan and has invented a new religion. 1838
Lowell Lett. (1894) I, 33, I am fast becoming "ultra-
democratic i8(Sx (5. Muscbave By-Roads 323 Owing to
uhra.democrattc feeling and low radicalism. 1841 F. E.
Paget Tales Village Ser. 11. x. 197 There is more than one
society, which.. has already assumed (if I may coin such a
word) *ultra-epi.scopal functions. 1831 Eclectic Rev. Apr.
307 A fearless and uncompromising asserter of. ."ultra,
evangelical doctrines. 180a in Spirit Pub, yruls. VI. oi
No female, in the dre.ss of the *ultra-fashionable, can be
seen in the streets with the smallest regard to decency.
1841 Thackeray Ess., Lett., Sk., etc., Men ^ Coats Wks.
1900 XIII. 369 A person who sports an ultra-fashionable
costume. 1859 All Year Round No. 33. 150 Its combina-
tion of the "ultra-feudal with the ultra-modern. 184s De
QuiNCEY Mod. Greece Wks. iSoo VII. 351 The Italian, in
many features of Gallic insensibility, will be found "ultra-
Galhcan. 1843 Mill Logic \. iii. §7 The "ultra-German
and ontological character of his philosophy. 1848 Mus.
Jameson Sacr. ^ Leg. Art (1850) 107 What may be called
the ultra German style. 1866 SIks. H. Wood St. Martinis
Eve xxii. (1874) 259 He was given to be *iiltra honourable,
and to maintain silence in such a case. 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet ch. xvii, The most frank-hearted and "ultra,
liberal lass that had ever lived, 1856 Geo. Eliot Ess, (1884)
117 Burne..was a remarkable political writer of the ultra-

Liberal party in Germany. i88x Times 3 Jan. 9/4 One of
the most notorious consequences of this "ultra-logical mode
of conducting affairs is the instability of French Ministries.
x86i May Const. Hist. (1863) 1. iii. 144 A joint address was
agreed upon by both Hou.ses,—*ultra-loyal,accordin§tothe
fashion of the time. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxvi. Who
does not know how "ultra-maternal grandmothers are?
1840 Earl Aberdeen in Charteris Life Jas. Robertson v.

(1863) 112 It will only be approved of by the old "ultra-
moderate party. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 296/2 The
followers of the "ultra-modern school. 1830 Eraser's Mag,
II. 598 His "ultramulish obstinacy in persisting, a 1831
Bentham Deontol. xii. (1834) I. 171 They .spread into divers
circles, domestic, . . national, "uItra*national, universal. 1877
Geikie Christ IvL (1879) 676 He would embitter Himself
with the ultra-national party. 1876 C. M. Davies Unorth.
Lond, 60 He will see nothing but an *uItra-ornate service
of the most decorous kind. 1830 Pusky Hist. Enq, \\. 327
It is not clear from this extract whether he is immediately
speaking of "ultra-orthodox or fanatic opponents. 1844
Civil Eng. <5- Arch, Jrnl. Oct. 376/j The "ultia-Pecksniffian
taste displayed in the portico. 18^2 Borrow Bible in Spain
xxxviii. Several of the "ultra-popiah bishops, then resident
in Madrid, had denounced the Bible, 1841 A. P. de Lisle
in E. Purcell Life (1900) I. vi. 108 The "Ultra Protestant
Parsons are quite beside themselves, they rave like maniacs.
1846 Hook CIu Diet. (ed. 5) 853 Some ultra-protestant sects

, , have irreverently used sitting as the posture of receiving
the Lord's Supper. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, ^ D. (1876)

^43 Lady Mary herself had an "ultra-prudent sympathy with
her husband. i8ao Sheli.ev CEd. Tyr. i. zoo Ptating there of

commerce, public faith, Economy, ..And other topics, "ultra-

radical. 1845 Ld. Cami'bell Chancellors xxxviii. (1857) II.

151 There were a few ultra-radical members still not satisfied.

x8a6 Southey Vind, Eccl. Angl, 198 Music and poetry were
as much in request.. in those days as they are now among
the most "ultra-refined circles. x8oo ' K. Boldrewood '

Col. Reformer {i^Qz) ^69 An ultra-refined aristocrat. 1831
Carlvle in Froutle First Forty Vears (1882) II. viii. 177
They were all prophetical, 'i'oryish, "ultra-religious. 1850
Gbote Greece 11. lix. (1862) V. 248 His decorous private life

and ultra-religious habits. 1793 Helen M. Williams Lett.
France {,\n(i^^ II. 13 He had sufficient address to lead them
to make some extravagant proposition, which he denominated
*ultra-revolution.iry, and for which he sent them to the
scaffold. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XIII. 370/2 Robespierre..
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accordingly.. took an early occision to associate the ultra*

revolutionary party with the foreign enemies of the republic.

x8i9 Helen M. Williams Lett. France ti A party, too well

known by the denomination of *uUra-ro>*alist. i8ax Edin,

Rn', XXXVI. 139 This ultra-royalist spirit, diffused by
the priests and emigrants. 1836 H. Coleridge North*
Worthies (iSsa) I, 3S Their intolerant and ultra-royalist

principles. 18*3 Bentham Mem, ^ Corr. Wks. 1S43 X. 536
Xben came the servile poet and novelist, Sir Walter Scott

:

and then the •ultra-servile sack guzzler^ Southey. 183J

Cot.i:Biix;E Table-t. 16 Aug., The discipline at Christ's

Hospital in my time was •ultra-Spartan. 1853 Miss Yonge
Heir 0/ Redelyffe\\\. Really it is so •ultra-splendid as to

deserve notice ! 1885 Spectator 18 July 945/2 He does

not emulate the *ultra-strict veracity of the Quaker. 1829

MooBE Mem, (1854) VI. 41 Murray full of •uitra-Tory pre-

dictions about Peel ; that he isa ruined man [etc. \. 1843 Svd.

Smith Wks. (1850) 683 Let me beg of my dear Ultras not to

imagine.. that they could form an Ultra-tory Administra-

tion. 1851 G. F. Richardson Geol. (1855) 438 Groves and
forests of the luxuriant vegetation of an •ultra-tropical

dimate were swept away by floods and inundations.

b. In some special terms, as ultra-basic^ -bracky-

cephalic, -dolichocephalic ^ 'elliptic*

X893 Geikie Text-bk. Geol, (ed. 3) vi. 1. 681 Crystalline

rocks, which range from amorphous masses.. to basic or

even what arecalled * *ultra-basic ' compounds. X898 Nature

3 Feb, 315/2 He..had arrived at certain very definite views

concerning the constant association of the crystalline form

of carbon with the ultrabasic rocks. x886 J. G. Carson in

yrnl. Anthropol. Inst. XVI. 14 The. .third group on either

side is called ultradolichocephalic and *ultrabrachycephalic

respectively. 1900 Deniker Races 0/ Man \\. 58 note^

Cephalic index of the skull :. .from 90 and upwards, ultra-

brachycephalic 1877 Caylev Math. Papers X. 162 Gopel
and Rosenhain each connect the theory with tjiat of the

•ultra-elliptic functions involving the radical Vx [etc.].

o. Similarly with advs.

1871 Miss MuLocK Fair France \. j And what possible

harm can it do a man to greet his neighbour civilly, even
ultra-polttely, rather than grumpily? 1883 Meredith Foctus
4- Lyrics 139 All in honour still j Oh, all in honour, ultra-

honourably I

4. With sbs, in the same sense: a. Denoting
persons.
Many of these are adjs. used substantively.

1817 Mar. Edgeworth Oh Bores Wks. 1833 XVIII. 318
Well-bred persons, abhorring the pedantry of the blues,

are usually anti'olues, or *ultra-antis. 1850 Marsden
Early Purit. (1853) 338 Whitgift . . was, in modern language,
an •Ultra.Calvinist. 1868 G, Duff Pol. Surv. 12 The
struggles between •ultra-centializers and ultra.federalists.

1836 Gen. P.Thompson Let.mExerc, (1842) IV. 124 Among
the names . - are many, Hke Hermes, Nereus, . . which modern
*ultra-christians would have thought formidably heathenish.

1821 H. More in Roberts Mevt, (1835) IV, 179 The •ultra-

educationist would despise these limits. 1834 Mar. Edge-
worth Helen xxxv. III. 66 One born and bred such an
•ultra exclusive as Louisa Castlefort. 1829 T. Hook Bank
to Barnes 146 The forthcoming novel has lon^ kept the

•ultra fashionables on the tiptoe of expectation. z868
•Ultra-federalist [see nltra-centralizerX j866 G. Talbot
in E._ Purcell Life A. P. de Lisle (1900) I. xv. 408 The
[architectural] designs excited the admiration even of
the *Ultra-Goths present. 1818 Bvron Jitan Ded. xvii,

Is it not so, my Tory, •ultra-Julian? 1824 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. l (1863) 208 He is an *ultra-liberal, quotes
Cobbett, and goes rather too far. i860 W, G. Clark in
Vac. Tour (1864) 6 The ultra-liberals are blind to facts

and consequences. 1857 Pusev Real Presence \, (1869) 112
The error of the Sacramentaries was opposed by the error
of the *Ullra Lutherans. 1816 Southey Ess. (1832) I. 281
The amateurs outris of horse*racing, or •ultra-men of the
turf. 1852 S. R. Maitland Eight Ess, 158 * Just so,' replies

the *uUrapapist ; * I believe you '. 1827 G. Higgins Celtic
Druids 136 The *ultra pietists make a terrible outcry. 1818
Bentham Ch. Eng.y Catech. Exam. 334 If the number of
livings be greater than two, ..he may be termed an •Ultra-
Pluralist. x8i8 Q. Rev. XVIII. 504 In the opinion of the
•ultra-presbyterians. 1835 Hook Ch. Diet. (1842) sot The
use of the ring in marriage used to be regarded as a remnant
of Popery by *ultra-protestants. 184X A. P. de Lisle in
E. Purcell Lt/e (1900) I. xi. 208 That still more monstrous
idea held by ultra-Protestants that the Catholick Chuich
consists of all sects of nominal Christians. 1850 Marsden
Early Purit. (1853) 49 The *ultra-puritans regarded them
as semi-papists. 1834 Greville Mem, (1874) III. 54 Lord
Wharncliffe..saj'S that the constituency of the great towns
is composed of *ultra-Radicals. X87X M. Collins Marq. ^
Merch. II. iiL53 You're an ultra-Radical. 1858 Froude
Hist. Eng. IV. 114 At home, the virulence of the •ultra-

reactionaries..recommenced. X867 Latham 5/0*:^ 4- IVhite
Pref. p. vi, They are the successful men, who have made
money, and are not disposed to be *ultra-Republicans in

future. X845 Encycl. Metrop. XIII. 370/2 The progress of
Hebert arfd the •ultra-revolutionists was still more dis-
tasteful to him [ Danton] than to Robespierre. X848 Blackie
in Class. Mus.^ V. 72 Dante . . said many things in his divine
poem .. offensive to the •ultra- Romanists. i8i8 Lady
Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 276, X dread the machinations of
the •ultra royalists and the Bourbon princes. 1845 Ld.
Campbell Chancellors xcv. (1857) IV. 302 It was thought
fit to balance them by some determined ultra-royalists.
i8t6 SoUTHKY Eis. (1832) I. 356 Such was the system of
government establbhed in France by the Perfect Emperor
of the •Ultra-Whigs and Extra-Reformers.

b. Denoting actions, qualities, etc.
xflkS H. Martineau Hist. Peru 169 The government was

declared to have gone over to *uUra-abolitionism. X84S
Ford Handbk. Spain 11. 656 Napier, in his *ultra advocacy
of Soult, says [etc]. x83t Edin. Rev. LI V. 387 He parades
an *ultra-Byronism. 1841 MiALLin Nonconf. I. 73 In con-
nection with Laudism and 'uUra-churchism. 1850 L. Hunt
Autobiog, I. ii. ^o, i found myself, .cultivating a perplexed
*Dltra<onscientiousness with my mother. 1828 P. Cunning-
ham N, S. IVales (ed. 3) IL 16 His •ultra-dandyism of
speechf diessi and manner, made his presence a sort of sine
qua nan in every merry meeting. 1863 A, Blompield Mem.
Bp. Blomjield I. iv, 106 Reports uf his *uUra-discipline..
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mayhave reached you. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics {\Z6o)

1. 279 It is sickening to bear the unctuous talk with which

now-a-days *ultra-liberalism will sometimes stretch out a

hand to spiritual tyranny. 1857 Pusev Real Presence i.

(1869) 122 Amid the conflict of parties, the ' Formula Con-

cordise* moderated the extremes of *Ultra-Lutheranism,

1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, ^ B. IL v. 70 The account is

singular and interesting, as a specimen of the highest •ultra-

manners of those times. 1877 C. Geikie Christ Ivi. (1879)

676 With craft, the *ullra-orthodoxy of the Pharisaic party

allied itself with the loyalist faction. x8i8 Bentham Ch.

Eng. 336 In these cases of •Ultra-Pluralism, whereabouts

are the eyes of the Archbishop? X842 Pusev Crisis Eng.

Ch. 30 Cases in which persons who were going over from

•Ultra- Protestantism, have been thankful to be stayed, and
found their rest in the true doctrines of our Church. 1858

Sears A than. in. ii. 267 It is only our ultra Protestantism

that involves us in these difficulties and absurdities. 1825

Hazlitt Spirit of Age 147 They are a relief to the mind .

.

heated with *ultra.radicalism. 1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox
63/1 There is, perhaps, something of •ultra-refinement in

this view of the matter. 1816-30 Bentham Offic. Apt.

Maximized^ Exir. Const. Code (1830) iz Completely need-

less, and thence unjustifiable, is all such •ultra-remunera-

tion. X865 Ch. Times 28 Oct. 341 The Puritan outcry about

the * •ultra-ritualism ' at St. Michael's Church. 1815 Ann.
Reg., Gen. Hist. 94 A preponderance of

_
what is called

*ultra-royalism, which opposes the moderation of the court.

x87i Lowell Pope Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 18 The *ultra.

spiritualism of the Puritans. X839 Moore Mem. (1854) VI.

44 Some of the Handelian part of the selections might be
called the *ultra.Toryism of music.

Ultra-crepidarian, a, and sb, [f. the

Latin phrase ultra crepidam 'beyond the sole' in

allusion to the reply of Apelles to the cobbler.

The form in which the reply is given by Pliny CA^a^ Hist,

xxxv, X. 9 36) is fff supra crepidatn judicaret. Valerius

Maximus (viii. xii. 3) expresses it hy supra piantam ascen-

dere vetuit.]

A. adj\ Going beyond one'sproperprovince; giv-

ing opinions on matters beyond one's knowledge.
X819 Hazlitt Letter to PV. Gifford Wks. 1902 L 368

You have been well called an Ultra-Crepidanan critic.

182a— Table'T, II. vi, 143 The last sort I shall mention
are verbal critics—mere word-catchers, [Note] The title of
Ultra-Crepidarian critics has been given to a variety of this

species, 183a Examiner 662/z He takes a fancy to teach

that 'Ultra-crepidarian Critic' his own theory.^ 1872 F.Hall
Rec. Exempiif False Philol. 112 His assumption of judicial

assessorship, as a critic of English, is, therefore, to borrow
a word from Hazlitt, altogether ultra^repidarian.

B. sb. One who ventures beyond his scope; an
ignorant or presumptuous critic.

1825 Beddoes Let. in Poems (1851) p. xxxviii, TTie * Fatal
Dowry ' has been cobbled, I see, by some purblind ultra-

crepidarian. X83X Q, Rev. XLIV. 77 Two of these ultra-

crepidarians are included in Mr. Southey's present chapter
of chronicles.

Hence Ultra.crepida*riaxiism.
a 1876 M. Collins PenSkctchcs by VanishedHand (,iZjq)

I. 242 A brochure on The Laws of Verse, which is curious

as exemplifying what agreat wit called ' ultracrepidarianism'.

So f TTUracre'pidast, = B, above, Obs. rare~~^,

Ultra-cre*pidate v. intr., to venture beyond one*s

scope. Ultracrepida'tion, -cre'pidizinff, the

action or fact of criticizing ignorantly.

X640 Henshaw Horz Succ. ii, Ep. Ded, ij I cannot but
condemne those ultra-crepitasts \.sic\ that, with Festus, will

teach Saint Paul divinity. x8ooCoLERi[>cii in^Vr//. Davy's
Rem. (1858) 78, I was a well-meaning sutor who had ultra-

crepidaled with more zeal than wisdom. Ibid. 83 All this is

ultra crepidation. 1837 S. R. Maitland 6 Lett, Fox's
A. ^ M. p. ix. There is among the infinity of anonymous
writing, compiling, concocting,.. so much pretence (if I may
make a word . . , so much ultracrepidizing) that [etc.]. i88a
Farrar in Contciup. Rev. Mar. 374 It is always dangerouSi
as Coleridge phrased it, to ultra-crepidate,

Ultrafi'dian, cl, [f. theL. phrase ultrafidem
* beyond faith *.] Going beyond mere faith

;

blindly credulous. Also Ultrafi'diauism.
i8a5CoLERiDGE.4rVj /?^. viii, Sir Thomas Brown., could

answer all the objections of the Devil and Reason * with the

old resolution he had learnt of TertuUian : Certum est quia
impossibile est !'..Now this I call Ultra-fidianism.

^ ^1849
H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) II. p6 The great moralist, who
balanced an ultrafidian credulity in the supernatural with
an extraordinary degree of scepticism in things natural and
human. 1863 Reader 14 Jan. 43/2 It must be, however, a
strangely incurious and ultrafidian mind that can consent to

rest there . . simply at another's bidding.

Ultrage, obs. form of Outrage.
Ultra-geous, a. rare. [f. Ultra a. or sb.^ after

outrageous^ Violently extreme.
1823 G. Canning Let. in Q. Rev. July (1897) 129 The

French Government, .suffered themselves to be driven on.

,

by the Ultrageous party of their followers. Ibid., Another
of an opposite sort may spring up, in an Ultrageous fashion,

Ultraism C^'ltraiiz'm). [f. Ultra a. + -ism.

So Sw. ultraisnty G. ultraismus. Cf. F, ultra-

cisme."] The principles or tenets of one who holds

extreme opinions on any question ; the fact of hold-
ing such opinions.
x8ai H. More in Roberts iJ/^/«. (1835) IV. 178, I think

there is ultraism on both sides of the question. 184a G. S.
FjiBKR Prov. Lett. (1844) II. 116 The Ultraism of those,

who. .would fain establish a bundle of Unscripturalities as
the catholic doctrine of the primitive Church. x88o O.
Johnson IV. L. Garrison 32 How foolish to throw away all

chances of doing any good by such ultraism 1

b. An instance of this.

x8a4 Medwin Convers. Byron II. 5 To the great horror
of the former, she soon sported her Ultralsms. x8s7 O.
Brownson ConvertVfVs. 18S2-7 V. 46 My alleged Ultra-
isuis and tenduicy lo rua to extiemes. >86j J. II. Ni:w>

ULTRAMARINE.
man in Ward Zt/9 (1912) xxiii. II. 102, 1 abominate the fierce

tyranny which . . calls to account everyone who ventures

to keep clear of ultra-isms.

Ultraist (r'-Itraiist). [f. as prec. +-IST. So
Sw. ultraist.'] One who holds extreme opinions

;

an extremist.

1848 G. S. Faber Prim. Doctr. Election (ed. 2) i. 1. 5
notey Those high-vaulting Ultraists, who professedly treat

with contempt the harmonious voice ofAboriginal Antiquity.

187S O. W. Holmes Old Vol. Life, Crime and Autoviatism
(1891) 357 Obviously these reformers are not fanatics; they
are not ultraists or Utopians.

Hence Ultrai'stio a., tending to extremes in

opinion or practice.

1840 G. S. Faber Christ's Disc. Capernaum Ded. p. xx,

Our uUraistic friend, . . in his own insulated strength

confident against the world in arms. 1877 Sparrow 6"rrw.

ix. 115 This unmeasured, exaggerated and ultraistic mode
of drawing inferences.

XTltraxnarine (rltramarrn), a. and sb. [ad,

med.L. ultrdviarhi-us , {. L. ultra beyond + w/a«
sea : see Ultra-. Cf. Sp. and Pg. ultramarinoj

It. oltramarinoj OF. ultremaritij oltre- (obs. F.

outremarin) ; also as sb. (sense B. i) Sp. ultra-

marino, G., Sw., Da. ultramarin, Du. -marijn;

Sp., Pg. ultramarj F. outremer,"]

A. adj. 1. Situated beyond the sea. Now rare.

i6sj French Yorksh. Spa vii. 65 In a moorish, bog|;ie

ground, ariseth a Spring of a Vitnoline tast. ., resembling
much those ultramarine Spaws. 1681 H. Nevile yVa/t?

Rediv, 47 In the several Countries of Padua, Brescia, Vi-

cenza, Verona, . .as also in the Ultramarine Provinces. X769

Burke Obs. Pres. St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 80 He tells them
that the loss of her ultramarine dominions lessens her
expences. x8a8 Sir W. Napier Penins. War i. ii. I. 15

The ultramarine dominions of the exiled family to be equally

divided between the contracting parties. 185a Grote Greece
II. Ixxix. X. 419 The project of stretching across the i'Egean

for ultramarine dependencies.

2. (Seedefs.)
X656 Blount Glossogr.^ Ultramarine, coming from beyond

Sea. x8oa James il/i/iV. DicU^ Vltramariney from beyond
the sea—foreign.

3. Ultramarine blue (or colour^ : a. A pigment

or colouring matter of various shades of blue,

originally obtained from the mineral lapis lazuli

and named with reference to the foreign origin of

this, (t Also with green.)
So Sp. and Pg. eizul ultramarino^ It. azzurro oltremarino.
x686 Aglionby Painting Illustr. i. 23 In imploying of

fine Colours, as fine lacks Ultra Marine Green, &c. x6s|8

Fryer Acc. E. India .J- P. 332 From this Stone I^. Lapis
Lazuli] is made that Colour they name Ultra-marine Blue.

<»'775 J' Hill (Jod.), To it the painters are indebted for

their beautiful ultramarine colour, which is by a calcination

of lapis lazuli. i8i6 P. Cleaveland Min. 258 Its chief use is

to furnish the ultramarine blue, a pigment remarkable for

the durability of its color. 1879 Cassell's Tcchn. Educ. IV.
222/1 If the body is to be blue, mix ultramarine blue with
one half raw oil and turpentine.

b. A blue colour like that of this pigment.
X781 [see next). 1845 Florist's jfrnl. 229 It differs materi-

ally in the colour, the flowers of the present species being a
bright ultra-marine blue. 188a Garden 22 Apr. 283,'3 The
glowing ultramarine blue of the flowers is strikingly brilliant.

4. Of a special deep-blue colour. (Cf. prec.)

X78X Latham Gen. Synop. Birds!. 413 Ultramarine RlollerJ.

..The whole plumage of a rich glossy ultramarine blue. 1783
Ibid. III. 301 Ultramarine F[inch]. The plumage wholly of

a fine deep blue. X867 Miss Braddon Rupert Godivin I. i.

5 The deep crimson of the brick-work, . . sharply defined

against an ultramarine sky.

B. sb. 1. = A. 3.

XS98 Haydocke tr. Lomaszo*s Aries in. v. 101 Of Blewes,

. . the greater part of Azures, specially the vltramarine. c X650
Norgatk Afifiiatura (1019) 49 The rest of the .skie..ismade

with Ultramarine and White. X677 Grew Disc. Colours

Plants iii. § 28 The Flower of Laihyrus or Parseverlasting

..is changed from a Peach, to as pure a Blew, as the

best Vltramarine. X683 Trvon Way to Health^^g Take
Indigo, Vltramarine, or any Blew, and mix it with White,
and it makes a Skie to what degree you please. 1731
Gentl. Mag. I. 449 Capt. Goslin presented some blue

Colour, with a Specimen which shew'd it to exceed the

common Ultramarine. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's

Anecd. Paint. (1786) II. 234 It would be a very long time

before the worth of 200/. in ultramarine could be employed
in miniatures. x8i6 P. Cleaveland Min. 258 The particles

of the ultramarine, being thus rendered smooth and slippery,

escape. 1859 R- Hunt Guide Mus. Praci. Geol. (ed. 2) 256

An artificial ultramarine is prepared by mixing clay, car-

bonate of soda, and sulphur. 1880 J. Dunbar Pract. Paper-
maker 60 The above tests are..a safeguard to any paper-

maker in buying ultramarines.

attrib. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1262 The remainder of the
mass.. yields an inferior pigment, called ultramarine ashes.

x868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 937 A pale.blue powder called

ultramarine ash. x88x Instr. Census Clerks KxZii^^% Ultra-

marine Maker. Verditer Maker. x888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
721/2 There are very few ultramarine works in other coun-
tries, and none, as far as we know, in Great Britain.

b. With distinguishing terms (see quots.).

X7a8 Chambers Cyc/. s.v., There is another Kind, call'd

Common or Dutch Ultramarine. 1867 Chambers^ Encycl.
IX. 625 The term Yello%v Ultramarine is sometimes given

commercially to chromate of baryta, a yellow insoluble

powder used as a pigment. 1868 Watts Diet, Chem, V.

937 The green ultramarine thus obtained is ground in a
mill, and then roasted, with addition of sulphur, to convert

it into blue ultramarine. 1879 CassetCs Techn. Educ, I.

221/2 The best imitation, or German ultramarine. Ibid.

III. 20/1 The blue colour of artificial ultramarine. x888
Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 722/1 Silica ultramarine is soda-ash

uluamarine la whose pteparatiou a quantity of finely divided



ULTBAMARINISH.
silica.. has been added. Ihid.^ Since 1873 the Nuremberg
works have been producing four varieties of magnificently
violet ultramarine.

2. =A. 3 b.

1695 Drvden tr. Du/resuo/s Art Paint. § 354 Red Oker
is one of the most heavy Colours. . . Ukramarine, or azure, is

very light and a very sweet Colour. 1696 Patrick Comm,
Exod. XXV. (1697) 479 Maimonides expresses it the Colour
of the Firmament ; and Kimchi calls tt ultramarine, i860
TvNDALL Glac. I. iv. 34 The lake at some distance was of a
deep ultramarine. x868 W. S. O. tr. Fiffuier's Ocean World
L(i872) 13 The ocean, seen by reflection, presents a fine

azure blue or ultramarine.

SofOltramarl-nisli a., = prec. A. 3, Obs,
1667 Dknham Direct. Paint, i. iv, Use nothing but Ultra-

Marinish Blue.

TJltramolltane (^Itram^'nt^'n), sb. and a.

Also 7 -an, -aine
; 7 oltra-. [ad. med.L. tiUrd-

monidn-uSi f. L. «//r« beyond + mont-^ vions moun-
tain (sc the Alps). So F. uUravwniain (1323;
also OF. ouiremontain^ -««)» Sp. and Pg. ultra-

moniano, It. oUramontatio ; G. ultraniontan, Du,
•montaan, Cf. Tramontane a. and sbj]

A. sb. 1. EccL Hist, a. A representative of
the Roman Catholic Church north of the Alps as
opposed to the ecclesiastics in Italy. Now rare.
iS9a Bacon O&s.^ Libel in Resuscitatio (1657) 147 Those

that know any Thing of the Respects of Conclaves, know,
that he is not PapabTe: First, because he is an Vltramon-
tane, ofwhich sort, there hath been none, these Fifty years.
x690 Brent tr. SarpCs Hist, Council 0/ Trent v. 463 The
Cardinals saw no other meanes to oppose these attemp[tls,
but by sending a great^ number of^ Italian Prelats, who,
being vnited together, will overcome all the Vltramontans.
1651 Life Father Sarpi 157 'llie Oltramontanes .. did
greedily reade and receive whatsoever came abroade. 1769
Robertson Chas, F, ni. p 46 Perhaps the cardinals durst
not venture to provoke the people of Rome.. by placing
another ultra^montatie on the papal throne. 1855 Milman
Lot. Chr. VI. 10 He (Pope Urban VI] openly avowed his
design to make so large a nomination [of cardinals] that
the Italians should resume their ascendancy over the
Ultramon tanes.

b. A strong adherent or supporter of the Papal
authority; an ultramontanist. (Cf. B. i b.)

In this connexion the point of view is that of France or
other countries north of the Alps.
1873 Spencer Stud, Social, xii. (1874) 299 To the Ultra-

montane, holding that the temporal welfare no less than the
eternal salvation of men depends on submission to the
Church, it is incredible that Church-authority has but a
transitory value. 1876 Gladstone mConteniP. Rev. June 4
The most violent Ultramontane, the most determined Ag-
nostic, may alike make excellent Erastians. ? i88> Tennyson
In Mem, /K G. lizard 4 My friend, the most unworldly of
mankind. Most generous of all Ultramontanes, Ward.

2. An inhabitant or native of a country north of
the Alps.
ci6i8 MoRYsoN Itin, iv. (1903) 429 In Bologna., the

Vltramontans and Citramontans are each governed by their
owne .Statutes,

^
1626 C. Potter tr. Sar/i s Hist. Quarrels

331 The Venetians .. resolued .. to make ready all their
Troupes, Italians and Albans, with some others of the
Vltramontans. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5) s.v., The Italians call
all on this side the Alpes, Ultra-montanes, or People living
beyond the Alpes. 1730 A, Goruon Afajfei's Amphttk. 195
The Original was bought by some Ultramontane or another,
and so published we know not by whom. 1851 Gali.enga
Italy II. iii, 74 Schiller was, of course, the best understood
and appreciated of all the ultramontanes.

3, (See quot.)

187s Dublin Mag, Sept. 317 A group of troubadours in
the most northerly districts of Provence, who were called
* Ultiamontanes' by the poets of the plains south of the
Garonne and the Cevennes.

B. adj. La. Of or belonging to, connected
with, derived from, the countries or peoples lying
to the north of the Alps.
(ri6i8 Morvson Itin. iv. (1903) 427 The Rector Vltramon-

tane (that is of the nations beyond the Alps) must be chosen
by the former yeares Rectour and by the newe Counselors.
1687 LoHtl. Gaz. No. 220^2 An Officer in the service of the
Duke of Savoy, has agreed with the Senate to raise 600 Ultra-
montaine Horse. lEbp Scorr Anne ofG. xxx. Your speech
smacks of the northern, or Norman-French... But you are
a minstrel, perhaps, from these ultramontane parts. 183a
tr_. Sismondi's Ital. Rep. v. 128 Henry VII. departed from
Pisa, commanding 2500 ultramontane and 1500 Italian
cavalry. 1855 Milmak Lat. Chr. VI. 12 The Ultramon.
tane Cardinals would not tamely abandon a power which
had given them.. the spiritual supremacy of the world for
seventy years. Ibid, ig The Pope's courtiers of ultramon-
tane birth or opinions.

b. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of, the
Italian party in the Church of Rome ; holding or
implying extreme views in favour of the papal
authority. (Cf. A. i b.)
1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Tramontan^Tti't French Lawyers

give the same Title of. . Ultramontane Doctors to the Italian
Canonists.. who go upon Rules and Maxims too favour-
able to the Court of Rome. 1819 Helen M.Williams Ztf«.
France 100 Nations are tired of those uhra-montanc mys-
teries. 1846 G. Oliver Monast. Dioec, E.von. 424 note,A papal bull settled the question respecting the capacity of
the mendicant orders to purchase in a manner eminently
uUramonlane. 1873-4 Dixon Tzvo Queens xiii. v. III. 27
The ultra-montane school of canonists assert&J, that a pope
had power to publish such an act.
trans/. 1899 T. G. Selbv Unheeding God \\. 201 Some of

his (Darwiii's] most fervent disciples no longer adopt that
ultramontane attitude.

2. In general sense : Situated beyond, belonging
to the other side of, the moontains.

15

1786 Jefferson Writ. (1859) I. 587 How may the ultra-

montane territory be disposed of so as to produce the greatest

..benefit to the inhabitants of the maritime States of the
Union? 1809 A. Henry Trav. 325 They were in possession
of several ultramontane prisoners, two of whom we pur-
chased.

Ultraiuontanism (»ltram^*ntaniz'm). [ad.

F. tdtranionianisme (18th c), = Sp., Pg, ultramon'

ianismo : see prec. and -iSM.] The principles and
practice of the ultramontane party in the Church of

Rome ; the doctrine of absolute papal supremacy.
x8a7 WestiH. Rev. Jan. 80 That what he calls ultramon-

tanism may be maintained.. to be an orthodox tenet of the
Catholic church. 1854 Ld. Houghton in T, W. Reid Li^e
(1891) I. xi. 49S CuUen's ultramontanism is doing good in

denationalising the priesthood. 1878 Dowden Stud. Lit.

323 Ultramontanism in its strictest form was the creed of
Lamennais.

XTltramoiitanist. [Cf. prec. and -ist.]

1. An adherent of ultramontane principles and
doctrines ; a supporter of the absolute supremacy
of the Pope.
x8x6 SouTHEY Vind. Eccl Angl. 3 The English Romanists

will proudly acknowledge you for their advocate (whatever
may be thought by the Ultra-Montanists), as one in whose
hands their cause will lose nothing in strength. 1839
Hallam Hist. Lit. iii. ii. § 12 This opposition to the
extreme line of the ultra-montanists might be well com-
patible with a tendency towards much that the reformers
had denounced. 1885 \V. W. Roberts Pontif. Decrees
Introd. 12 How can the Ultramontanist meet the mistake
that Rome made in condemning heliocentricism?
attrib. 1839 Eraser's Mag, XIX. 274 This paper. .is an

ultra.montanist paper. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 754/3
This bold proclamation of Ultramontanist doctrine.

2. = Ultramontane sb, i a. rare-^.
1855 Mii.MAN Lat. Chr, VI. 13 As Ultramontan ists it was

their interest, their inclination, to espouse the Ultramontane
cause.

TJltramOntauizing, vbl sb. [Cf. prec. and
-IZE.] The process of making ultramontane in

character.

1893 Dublin Rev. Apr. 250 The Romanising or Ultra-
monianising of English worship, as it would be called in
our days.

TJltramandane (^^Itramr-nd^'n), sb, and fz.

[ad, late L. ultrdmunddnuSy f. ultra beyond +
mttndtts the world. Cf. F, ultraviondain, Sp.
ultra-. It. oltramundano^

t A. sb.pl. Matters lying outside the physical
world; metaphysics, Obs,'~'^

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly M ij. He had spent whole
xxxvi yeeres togethers in studiyng the Phisicals and Vltra-
mundans of Duns and Aristotle.

B. Oiij, Lying beyond or outside of the world

;

of or belonging to things beyond the limits of the
solar system.
1656 IJtouKT Glossogr.f £///ram»m/tz»«, ..supercelestial,

beyond or above the sky. Dr. Charl. 1665 Boyle Occas,
Re/l.f Occas. Medit, 35 A Faculty. .by whose help the
restless mind.. roves about in the ultra-mundane spaces,
and considers how farr they reach. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid
Philos. 180 They will needs conceit there is some Ultra-
mundane kind of Thing existent out of the world. 1807
Edin. Rev. X. 147 The particles by which this effect is

brought about, are called by Le Sage. .the ultramundane
atoms. 1845 J. H. Newman in Ward Life (1912) iii. I. 80
He dies a Pantheist denying that there is an Ultramundane
God. 1876 P. G. Tait Rec, Adv. Phys. Sci. (1885) 368
The very ingenious idea of the ultra.mundane corpuscles,
the outcome of the lifework of Le Sage.

t Ultra-, intrequidance, variants of Odtre-
CUIDANCB Obs.
x54> -^V. Papers Hen. VIII, VI 1 1. 545 He made . . protesta-

lion, that the same.. passed him.. only uppon wilfulness
and ultraquidance, which he confessed had been in him.

ttJltrice. Obs,-^ [a. OF. ultrice, ad. L.
tdtrU-em, ultrix, fem, of ulti>r avenger.] A
female avenger.

1490 Caxtom Eneydos xxvii. 99 O cruelle vltryces, wycked
v^eresses, Furyes infemalle & lusticers of helle.

TJltro-motl'vity. rare-^. [f. L, ultra (see next)

+ MoTiviTY.] Capability of spontaneous move-
ment.
1854 HiCKOK Sci. Mind 278 Pure spontaneity has. .merely

a simple ultro-motivity to its object.

Xntroneous (HtrJa-n/'as), a. [f. L. ullrfffU'USj

f. ultra of one's own accord, voluntarily. Cf. Sp.,
Pg., It. ulironeo,'] Made, offered, etc., of one's

own accord ; spontaneous, voluntary.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. 11. ix. 43 This Argument
ofScandall, the Pastor can make good against the Fornicator,
outof his owne ultroneous and unrequired concession of the
indifferency of Fornication. 1657 J. watts Vind. Ch. Eng,
144 A superiour may do. .an ultroneous honour, if he will,

to his inferior. 1817 J. Fbrgusson Rep. Consist. Crt. Scott.

857 ftote. Testimony given by a witness not cited is liable

to objection, as ultroneous. 1851 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss.

(185J)
App. iii. 811 The exercise of the student in the Uni-

versity classes, should be partly exigible, partly ultroneous.
1894 Brett in tgth Cent. June 914 That worthy body of
docirinaires were responsible for the ultroneous rule of

Palmerston.

b. Sc. Law. Of witnesses : (see quots.).

1824 G. Tait On Evidence 379 Witnesses . . if they come into
Court . . without being cited . .are called ultroneous witnesses.

1838 W. Bell Did. Law Scot. 371 Ultroneous witnesses,

i.e. witnesses who offer their testimony without being regu-
larly cited, were formerly inadmissable ; but this objection
seems now only to affect their credibility.

ULVA.

UltroneoTisly, adv, [f. prec. + -ly 2.] Of
one^s own accord ; spontaneously, voluntarily.
1627 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 75 Is it warrantable

vltroneously to offer our selues to Martyrdome ? 1657 Reeve
Gocts Plea 28 He [God] doth love himselfe necessarily, but
all other things ultroneously. 1847 Sir W. Hamilton Let.
to De Morgan 30 In the second, (what you omit to mention,)
copies were through your friend Dr. — ultroneously prof-
fered, 1883 Saturday Reviexu 21 July 65 Mr. Gladstone
and his colleagues wantonly, ultroneously, . . have themselves
interpreted and settled a. .complicated point.

TTltroneousness. rare, [f. asprec.+-NE3s.]
Voluntary action; spontaneity.
1623 W. Sclater Tyihes fz b, Law is not here opposed to no

Law, or iniunction to vltroneousnesse of Tything. 1858-61
J. Brown Horae Subs, (1863) 222 The law of personality,
of ultroneousness, of free will, that which in a great measure
makes us what we are.

t Ululable, a. Obsr^ [ad. L. (post-classical)

uhildbilis.'] * Howling, yelling' (Bailey, 1721).

Xnulaxit (»li«lant, y«-l-), a, [a. L. ululant-,
ululans, pres. pple. oiululdre: see next.]

1. Having the character of ululation,
1868 G. Macix)nald R. Falconer xxx, He burst out

langhing, after a doubtful and ululant fashion. 1901 Edith
RicKERT in Academy 16 Mar. 236/2 An ululant tumult,
that bounds and rebounds.

2. UluLiting, howling.
1896 A. Lang Walton's Angler Introd. p. xli. They were

better than Quakers, naked and ululant.

TTlnlate {v\iu\e% y«'l-),z;. [f. L. w/«Af^,ppl.
stem of nluldre (hence It. ululare^ Sp., Pg., Pr.

ulular. Ft. itluler), of imitative origin; cf. ulttla

screech-owl.] intr. To howl or wail ; to lament
loudly.
i6a3 CocKBRAM, Vlulatey to howle like a dog or wolfe.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 124 Troopes of Jackalls
. . all the while ululating and in ofTensive noises barking and
ecchoing out their sacriledge. 1826 Lancet 59 Poor Sir
Peter ululates pkiintively as an Irish Benshee over the fate
of his College. 1832 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) II.

J2I Men must have been sadly beaten, when they ululate
in this sort. 1893 'Q' ((3uili.er Couch) Delect. Duchy
171 The widow so often interrupted the service to ululate
that the town clock had struck four when I hurried back.

Hence U'lulating ppl, a.

189^ N. Brooks Tales Maine Coast 8 Nance Pegg knew
the times and seasons of the ululating and melancholy loon.

Ululation (»li«l^''j3n, yw-l-). [ad. L. w/w-
Idtion-^ ululdtiOy noun of action f. ululdre : see

prec. So obs. F. ululation^ -acton.']

1, A howl or wail ; a cry of lamentation.

*S99 R- LiNCHE /Vwm/. Anc. Fiction OJb, Scilla,. .with
her vncouth and lowd barking and howling, make[s] the
waters thereabout resound with an incredible report and
eccho of such her strange vlulations. 1606 Dekker Newes
Jr. Hell Wks. (Grosart) II. 130 What tongue is able to
relate the grones and vlulations of a wretch so distressed?
X654R. CoDRiNGTON tr. lustine xir. 191 They did by in-

stinct break forth into the sacred ululations of the God.
1689 R. Cox Hibernia Angl. i. Appar. 1 2, They bury their

Dead with great Ululations or AHelews. x8ia Colmam
Poet. Vagaries^ Lady 0/Wreck xxxi, Again the horns were
fiU'd by all, And ululations shook the Hall. 1827-39 De
QuiNCEY Murder Postscr., Wks. 1854 IV. joo The ululation
of vengeance which ascended instantaneously from the in-

dividual street. 1856 F. E. Paget O^.vlet of Owlst. i6g
Master Maximilian checked his ululations. 1881 Blackiv,
il/a'^.Sept.341 The women . . burst forth in a shrill scream,with
a quaver or ululation resembling the note of the screech-owl.

2. The action of howling or wailing.
? 1799 Coleridge Mahomtt 11 The people with mad

shouts Thundering now, and now with saddest ululation
Flew. 1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser, i. ix. Introd., The
laborers .. are heard to snout from behind the scenes in a
singular tone resembling ululation. x886 Swinburne jI/mc.

98 Who uttered in public or in private such high-pitched
notes of ululation and imprecation.

t TXlulativey a. Obs."^ [See Ululate v, and
-ATlVE.] Wailing, lamenting.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxvii. 99 Lady & mastresse of

alle artes & scyences magyques, ryght often called wyth
voyces vlulatyue,..in tyme of nyght obscure.

ITlalatory (»li«l^'tsri, y«*l-)i «• [Cf. prec
and -AToKY.] = Ululant ppl. a,

183X Erasers Mag. IV. 931 The matutinal ululatory

summons of the dairy.maid. x8oo Sat. Rev. 13 Sept. 326A
The overworked and ululatory brains ['that called out so
loudly for rest 'J.

ninlu*. Also u-lu-Iu. [Imitative. Cf. dial.

whillileWy whillaloot Ir, Gael, uileliugh.l A
wailing cry ; a wail of lamentation.

1854 Thokeau Walden, Sounds (1884) 135 When other
birds are still the screech owls take up the strain, like

mourning women their ancient u-lu-lu. 0x873 Mrs. Spof-
FORoin Casquet 0/ Lit. (1873) IV. 13/2, 1 raised such a ululu
that presently mother took me in hand again severely,

I! TJlva (o-lva). Bot. [L. ulva sedge.] An
alga forming the typical genus of the order Ulva-

cex ; the laver or sea-lettuce.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Ulva^ Reet, or Weed of the
Sea, Sea.grass ; also Weeds growing in Pools, or standing
Waters. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v,, Bauhine makes
the Ulva a purple sea-moss allied to the alga. 1850 Miss
Pbatt Covnn. Things of Sea-side ii. 160 The Ulvae, or
Lavers, are flat green leaves, very transparent, and easily

torn, and when laid on paper are scarcely thicker than
gold-beater's skin. 1857 J. G. Wood Conim. Objects Sea-.

shore 44, I found that the ulva had risen in the water, and
was hanging in most elegant festoons from the surface.
187X KiNGSLEV At Last i. Here and there floated large
fronds of a lettnce.like weed, seemingly an ulva.



TJLVACEOUS.

XTlva'ceous, a. Bet. [f. mod.L. Wvace-ie : see

prec] Resembling or belonging to the Ulvacete.

1891 Cent. Diet,

fulvo-se, a. Obs.-° [See Ulva and -osk.]

' Full of reeds or weeds ' (Bailey, vol. II, 1717).

Uly(e, obs. Sc variants of Oil sh.. Oily a.

tlTljeat. Sc. Ois.-^ [var. cfyet Oillet.] A
stud for armour.
1507 Aa. Ld. High Treat. Scut. III. 254 For 1 sluthes

with ruflis calltt uljeatis for the Kin^is panses and mail^eis,

weyand v unce j quartar, iijV/, xixs. ijd.

TJlyie, obs. Sc. form of Oil s6.^

niyssean ()»lis»an), a. [f. L. Ulysses (also

mixes), ad. Gr. 'Oivaatit Odysseus, king of

Ithaca and hero of the Odyssey.] Of, belonging

to, or connected with Ulysses j spec, characteristic

of, or resembling, Ulysses in craft or deceit, or in

extensive wanderings.
In quots. 1700, 1746 ihe metre shows the stressing to be

Ulysse'aM.

1639 T. Bancsoft E^igr. ^ Efit. B 3 b, This Vlyssean

course of yours Vs of your worthier qualities assures. 1676

Bp. N. French Vnkinde Desei-lvr xvi. Wks. 1846 II. 151

His subuerting our union with Vlyssean practizes. 1700

Dkvoen OvitCs Met. xm. 100 That this is not a Fable

forg'd by me, Like one of his, an Ulyssean Lie.
_
1746

Francis tr. Horace, Episi.\. vi. 95 Then let us.. like th'

abandon'd Ulyssean Crew, Our Ithaca forgot, forbidden

Joyi pursue, a 1850 M kxa. FuLuta Life Without t, Within

(1862) 55 It is said . . that the modern Greeks are Ulyssean in

this respect, never telling straightforward truth, when deceit

will answer the purpose. 1875 W. D. Geddes in Contemp.

Rev. July 256 The pathos culminates in the Ulyssean part of

the 'Iliad, the humour in the 'Odyssey' itself. 1889

Scottish Leader 13 April 6 Sir Samuel Baker.. is one of

the best living specimens of the Ulyssean Englistunan.

UTzie, obs. Sc form of Oil ji.l

Um, 'um, var. of 'Em, "Rvapron.
Common in 17th c. writers ; now only dicU.

1606 Chapman Genilem. Usher 11. L 82 Come strew this

roome afresh; spread here this carpet. .. Come sir Giles

Goosecap, I must do all my selfe, lay me vm thus, c 1610

Bkauh. & Fu Philaster 1. i. But ever when he turned His
tender eyes upon 'um, be would weep. 1664 Dryden &
Howard Ind. Queen v. i, How can the Gods delight in

humane blood ? 'I'hi.ik 'um not cruel ; ifyou think 'um good.

1689 Pol. Ballads (i860) II. J2 May they all repent 'um
And to Holland be sent home, On condition we lose all the

money we lent "um. 1859 J. Richardson Song. Sol. v. 3
I've weish't my feet ; hoo s'all I soil um? 1887 Jefferiks
Amaryltiswi. 19 Th' pigeons have been at um, they be
'mazing fond of um, so be the larks.

Um ('m), int. [Imitative. Cf, HoM j«A]

1. Used to indicate hesitating or inarticulate

utterance on the part of a speaker.
167a Vanbrugh Mistake iv. i. Certain Immotions, which—

um—cause, as one may supix>se, a sort of convulsive—yes
—Hurricanious—um—Like in short; a Woman, is like the
Devil. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 101 * Madam—

I

cannot excuse myself—um, um, um, um, um, um—' I must
own to you, Madam, that [etc. J'.

2. Used to indicate hesitation or doubt in reply-

ing to another.

1777 Sheridan Trip Scarh. ui. ii, Love\less\. (Kissing her.)

In matters of love, a woman's oath is no more to be minded
than a man's. Ber. Um ! i8x8 Scott Rob Roy x, ' Was
this selection of studies Rashleigh's choice, or your_ own,
Miss Vernon?* lasked. 'Um 1

' said she, as if hesitating to

answer my question. 1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury
(1856) I. xiii. 09 Um 1 I don't see the . necessity. 1898
'Merriman' kodetCs Corner iL 19 'Is it.. the Victoria

Cross?' she asked. ' Um—yes,' admitted White.

^"MvCL-f prefix, a reduced form of Umb-, perh.

directly ad. ON. um- (Icel. and Norw. um-, MSw.
um-, om-, Sw. and Da. om-') ; a similar reduction

has taken place in OFris. um- (Fris. om-, /im-),

MDu. um-, om- (Da. om-), MLG. and MHG.
(also G.) um-, and in the occasional OE. ym-, em-
iotymb; emb-. The more important words with this

form of the prefix are Umbraoe v., Umbraid v.,

Umgang sb., etc.; the following rarer verbs are

chiefly found in northern texts of the 14th cen-

tury :—umbehold, to look about ; umoast (see

quot.) ; umclap, to surround, invest ; vtmclead,

to clothe about ; umclip, to surround ; umclose,
to close in, invest ; xunfold, to enclose, surround,

umgripe, to embrace, enfold ; umheed, to look
about; nmhill, to cover; umsee {refi.), to take
heed ; umaeek, to search for ; umshade, -shadow,
to shade about, to protect; umshlne, to shine

about ; umatand, to stand round, to guard : um-
tiff, to deck out, adorn ; umwritho, to wind
round, entwine.
The majority of these have corresponding forms in Umbe-,

and a certain number also appear with Uhb., In the cog-
nate languages the following parallel forms with similar
significations occur:— umclead, MDu. oi/icleeden (p.p. om.
ehecleet), Norw. umklxdd p.p.; umfold, Da. om/olde, G.
um/alten (MHG. umbefatten), Du. omvouiven ; umgripe,
MDu. omme-, ontgripen (Du. omgrijpen), MLG. unime.
grtpenitA HG. umoegri/en), N Fris. Aingrip. M Sw. umgripa,
older Da. omgribe; umsee, W Fris. omsjen, NFris. Amse,
MDu. omme., om-, umsien (Du. omtien), MSw. umsea,
older Da. omte (also OFris. umbesia, MDu. ontbesien,
OHG. umbisehan, umbesehen,OK.ymbte'on)

j umseek,M Du.
omme., omsoeken, MSw. omsd'kia^ older Da. oms9ge\ um-
shade, MLG. ummescheden, NFns. dmthadi ; um-shadow,
MDu. ommetcadteuien (Da. amschaduwen), MHG. uinbe-
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sehaiewen, ^cheteweni umshine, MDit. omme-, Du. om-
schijnen, MHG. umbeschtnen^ MSw. omskifta, OE. ymb-
scinan\ unistand, MDu. omwc; omsiaen (Du. omstaan\
G.umsteAi-», older Da. t:>Mstatt{ie; umwrithe, DztOrnvriiiCt

Sw. omvrida.
rt 1400-50 ^ /r.rrt«rt'<'r 731 (Ashm. MS.), * Vn-behalde Jje wele

on ilk balfe & haue a gud 656. 1887 Jamieson's Sc. Diet.

Suppl. 250/1 'To *umcast a splice/ to fasten it by a wrap-

ping of cord, a 1400-50 Alexander 2^73 (Ashm. MS.),

With >at J>e kyng& his kni3tis*vm.clappis ^>e cite, a 1340

Hampole Psalter xliv. 15 pe doghtirs of Jjc kynge .. in

hemmyngis of gold, *vmcled in sernesis. a 1300 E. E,
Psa/ler xiv'iL 11 Vmgiues Syon, and *vmkUppes it; Telles

in his toures yhit. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4255 \\ place)

*Vmclosit with a course of the colde ythes, With a serkle

of the se J>at soght J>ere aboute. Ibui. 9027 The Duke of

Athens . . & derf Menclaus . . Vmcloset the kyng and his

knightes als. 1515 Scottish Field 268 in Chetham Misc.

(1856) II, He umclosed that castell, clene round aboute.

n 1400-50 Alexander 4717 Now gase he . . & a fild entris,

•Vmfaldin with a faire wod. a 1300 E, E. Fsnlter\xxv\u. 8

Ne mine of our aide wickenesses, for-H ; Tite *vmgripe vs

bi merci. a 1400-50 Alexander 731 (Dubl. MS.), *Vmhede
\fe wele on ilkc halfe & haue a god Eje. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter xliii. 21 pe shadow of ded "vmhild vs. IMd. liv. 5
Dred and qwakynge com on me, and myrknes vmhild me.
a z^oo-so Alexander 3728 For-l>i . . *vmse t)e be tyme, Quat
tene & torfare may tide, & tent to ^ine ende. a 1300
Cursor M. 15846 Quar-for haf yee taken me, And als a
theif *vm-soght? c 1460 Towneley Mysi. x. 128 'i"he holy
gost shall light in the, . . he shall ^vmshade and fulfyll That
thi madynhede shall neuer spyll. a 1300 E, E. Psalter xc. 4
With his sculdres sal he *vmschadow )>c al. a 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter cxxxix. 8 pou vmshadoud abouen my heuyd
in day of bataile. Ibid. xc. 4 He sail gif t»e vmshadowynge.
<zx400 Ne7v Test. (Paues) Acts xxvi. 13 A lyghte t>at *vm-
schone me and hem ^t wore wi^ me. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
cxl, 3 Set, lauerd, to mi mouth yheming, And to mi lip^es

doer of *vmstanding[L. ostium circuvtstantise]. Ibid. cxliiL

14 Doghtres of t>ain samen-digbt, *Vmtiffed als licknes of
kirke bright, a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii. 61 Cordis of
synful has *vmwrithyn me.

TJmage, obs. f. Homage. 'TTman, Sc. f.

WoMAK. Umast, variant Umest a, Sc, Obs,

Umb, variant of Umbe ^r*?/. Obs,

tUmb-, prefix^ app. ad. ON. umb- (earlier

form of um- Um-), corresponding to MLG.
and MHG. uvtb-y OE. ymb^^ emb- (see Umbe-).
In ME. this form of the prefix is much rarer than
the reduced Um- or the extended Umbe-, and
occnrs only in the following verbs :—umbcast, to

surround; umbclose, to enclose; umbfold, to

embrace; umblay, to wrap round; umblook,
to look round ; umbset, -stead, to surround

;

umbthink, to bethink (oneself ^something).
The OE, ymb- was extensively employed in compound

verbs, as ymbclippan^ -IScian, 'Settan^ -sniSan^ -standan^
•/encan, etc., and although not the phonetic antecedent of
ME. «;«3- may have had some influence on its use.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 10420 Achilles, .meuyt to his Mirmy-
dons in maner before, pe kyng to *vmbcast, & close hym
with-in. C1330 R. Brunne Citron. Wace (Rolls) 4080 Lud
..*vmb-closea it [sc, London] wyl> a walle. c 1400 Destr,
Troy 8496 Sho braid with the barne to J>e bare erthe,

*Vmbfoldyt his fete, felle vnto swone. a 1300 Cursor M.
22069 (Edinb.), And als it in ur leuedi li^te, pe hali gaste

bur5 godis mijte. And •umblaide hir wij> his leme To brede
pate blisfut barneteme. c 137S Ibid, 26406 (Fairf.), per-of
sallow J)e *vmbloke, of cases iiij, I finde in boke. cx^oo
Destr, Troy J0433 pe Mirmydons to Menon myghtily
|>ronge, *Vmbset hym on yche side, sesit hym onon. c 1450
Mirk's Pestial 6a Techyng his good chyldryn, forto haue
yn mynde how hard he ys *vmbstad wyth deth on yche
syde. a 1300 Cursor M. 21667 (Edin.), Qua wil *umbpink
him in bis mode Mai finde fele takins of t>e rode, c 1375
Ibid. J9891 (Fairf.), Quiles saint peter him vmbjjojt of >is
si)t quat hit takin mu^t.

tXTmbe, prep* and adv, Obs, Forms: 1-2

ymbe (imbe), 1-5 umbe (3 ummbe), 3-4 um-
ben

; 5 limb. [Partly (i) OE.,ymbe (with equiva-

lent forms in the other Germanic languages ; see

below), whence southern ME, Umbe (see also

Embe/t^/.) ;
partly (2) an adoption of ON. umb

(earlier form o( um; cf. Um- and Umb-), whence
the midland and northern forms. The form ummbe
in the Ormulum is disyllabic (cf. tnnej ontUj cffsy

etc.), and so presumably are the ME. examples of

the adv.
The Germanic forms corresponding to 0%. ytnbti (e»ibe)t

ymby are OFris. umbe, umme^uin^omhe^omme, om (WFris,
om), MDu. omme^ om (Du. om\ OS. umbi, um (MLG.
umbe, umb, 7/fnme), OHG. umbi {um^i), nnibe (MHG.
umbct umme^ umb, umm, um ; also uwbe, etc. ; G. um),
ON. umb, um (Icel. and Norw. um, Sw. and Da. otu).

The stem is represented in other Indo-European languages
by Gr. aM<^( {a-fi^ii), a/A^t>, L. ambi-, Gaulish ambi-t Insh
imb; tm{my.\

A. prep. 1. Around, about.
Beowul/^ZZz Wergendra to lyt ^rong ymbe ^eoden. Ibid.

3170 Pa ymbe hlaew riodan hildedeore. 971 BlicklingHom.
141 Ealle ^a ^ ymbe me standa^. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I.

218 Wi3 bat reng-wyrmas ymbe ^>one nafolan derijen.
«x3io in Wright Z-jT/e/*. ix. 35 Hire gurdel ofbete gold isal,

Umben hire niiddel smal. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 879 pus
J>ay Jwobled & J'rong & l>rwe vmbe his erez. X3. . Gaw. Jtf

Gr, Knt. 1830 Ho la^t a lace ly^tly, l>at leke vmbe hir

sydez. <z 1400-50 Alexander 2209 (Dubl. MS.), Alexander
als belyfe all vmbe ^e cyte Mase iiij Mille to fonde. c 1400
Destr, Troy 335 Vmbe the sercle of the Citie was sothely
playne. Ibid. 8745 A tabernacle triet & tristyly wrogbt;.
Hit was atiryt vmb the top all with triet stones.

2. About, concerning, of.

Beoii'ulf 2070 Ic sceal forS sprecan yaix ymbe Grendel.

UMBE-.

cyoa iv.'Baeda's Hist. v. xii. (1890) 422 Se arwyrtSa bisscop

. .feorr & wide Codes word ymbe Criites geleafan bodade &
Uerde. c 1000 Ags. Psalter (Thorpe) xxxvii. 18 For^wrm
icandette Gode min unriht, and ic ^enceymbe mine synna.

? a 1 100 (9. E. Chron. an. 1070, pa l>a hi t>yder comon & umbe
oJ>er |)ing gesprecon hsefdon umbe \>xt hi sprecan woldon.

c tijs La/nb. Hom.g$ He dude J>et heo weren..bodiende
umbe godes riche. Ibid. 147 preo roden b€o8 i>a ich umbe
speche. cxsooOrmin 304 patt tiss Elysabx^, patt we nu
mxlenn ummbe, Wass ^uss ofT Aaroness kinn.

b. Busied with, aiming at, seeking after.

f 1000 iELFBic Horn. I. 12 Ac hi jefre beo3 ymbe |>set an,

hu hi magon Gode byrsumian. a xaoo St. Marker. 6 Helle
hundes..haued at biset me, ah pu, hehe healent, beo umbe
me to helpen. atzz^ After. R. 218 He..mak^ hire ueire
cheres, & is vmbe eueriches weis (let heo him luuie inward-
liche in hire heorte. cxaas in Rel, Ant. II. 5 For.)>i he is

eaver umben to reare sum lad5e,

8. After (in time).

c xooo i^LFRic Gen. xvii. si Min wedd sodlice ic sette to
Isaace, \>OT\e Jtc Sarra Jje acend on Hsre tide nu ymbe twelf-

mon3. aiitz O. E. Chron. Pref. (Laud MS.), And J>a

;;e1amp hit imbe geara rina, ^aet Scotta sum-dset jewat of
Ybernian on Brittene. c X205 Lay. 2632 Vmben ane stunde,

)ja scipen aaru weoren. Ibid. 6617 Hit wes vmbe fif winter,

seodde he neonne ferde. a X2a5 Leg. Kath. 518 pessondes-
mon, umbe long, jra he befde al ^t lond ourgan & )mrh*
soht, com (etc.].

4. Umbe tkrowe, = Umbewhile adv, 2.

a X3X0 in Wright Lyric P, iv. 25 We shule aryse ur (ader
byfore, thah fon us fallen umbe tbrowe.

B. adv. About, round.
Beo^vulf 2597 Nealles him on heape hand-sesteallao,

aeSelinga beam, ymbe gestodon. 13. . E. E. Allit, P. C.
309 pe grete flem of J^y flod folded me vmbe. a 1400-50
Alexatuier z'^t'z (Dubl. MS.), The ledes oute of Landace
& all (>e Landes vmbe. c X400 Destr. Troy 1455 Grete
Troy was vp tild with mony toures vmbe. c X440 Pallad.
on Husb. vn. 106 Do donge vppon and vmbe on euery side,

Aud bynde hit to.

t JlVQ^^-y prefix (also 3 ummbe-, 4-5 vmbe-, 5
vnbe-, unbe-, 6 Sc, wmbe-, ombe-; 4 vnbi-, 4-5
vmbi-, 5 vmby-, unby-, 6 Sc, onby-), partly (in

southern ME. texts) representing OE. ymbe- (see

prec), but chiefly either an extended form of Umb-
(cf. prec.) or a combination ofUM-withBE-. Forms
with the double prefix {pmmebe- or ombe-) are very

common in Middle Dutch, not infrequent in older

Danish {ombe-)j and occur occasionally in MLG.

;

it is possible that their prevalence in MDu. may
have contributed to the extensive use of such forms

in ME, Originally the um- was probably added
to verbs which already had the prefix be- (as bec/ip,

be/apf etc.), and in most cases the two forms (with

be- and umbe-) coexist with the same signification.

In addition to those treated as main words (viz.

Umbecast, -clip, -go, -lap, -lay, -set, -thikk)
the following examples occur in ME. texts, chiefly

of the 14th and 15th centuries >—ninbebraid, to

turn round ; umbecarve, to circumcise ; umbe-
clap, to embrace, to enclose ; umbeclead, to

clothe, wrap up ; umbedose, to enclose, enwrap

;

umbedelve, to dig round ; umbedraw, to with-

draw ; umbefold, to surround, to embrace ; umbe-
gang, to go round, to snrrotmd ; umbegild, to

gild about ; umbegive, to snrround ; umbegrip,
to grasp ; umbegrow, to grow round, overgrow

;

umbelie, to surround ; umbelook, to look about

;

umbelouk, to include, comprehend ; umbepitch,
umbereach, to surround ; iimberow, to row
about ; lunberun, to surround ; umbeshadow,
to shade about ; umbeshear, to circumcise; umbe-
shine, to shine about; umbesiege, to besiege,

environ; umbespread, to spread about; umbe-
stand, to stand round, surround ; umbeswey, to

encircle ; umbethonre, to encompass, surround

;

umbetigh, to encircle, surround ; umbeviron, to

environ ; umbewalt, to surround ; umbeweave,
to enwrap ; umbewend, to imbed, enclose

;

umbewet, to wet about.
Of these the following have parallels with the compound

prefix ium-be-) in the cognate languages :—umbeclead, M Du.
ommebecleden (p.p. -cleet) ; umbegrip, older Da. otubegribe
(cf. MDu. ombegrijp sb.); umbelie, MLG. •ummebehggcn;
umbelook, NFris. ombiluke', umbelouk, MDu. omme-,
ombeluken (p.p. -beloken)', umbeshine, MDu. <?W(JfjfA//>/i*»j

umbestand, NFris, ombistuun, MDu. omme-, ombestaen

(p.p.) ; umbetigh, NFris. ombitiin. Several of these, and
many of the others, also correspond in sense to OE. forma-
tions with ymb- (less commonly ymbe-) or to equivalent

forms in the other languages, e.g. umbecarve, Ot. ymb-
ceor/an\ umbedelve, (OE. ^w^^^'^i'^sb.), MDu. and Du.
omdelven", umbegang, OE. ymbgangan, OFris. umme-
gunga, OHG. umbigangan^ etc. : cf. the examples given
under Um-.
X3.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1622 When he com biforc l>e

kyng & clanly had halsed, Baltazar *vmbe-brayde hym &
* leue_ sir ', he sayde. a XS40 Lo/song in O.E. Horn. I. 207

Ich bide Ve . . bi his blodi rune ^at ron, . . In *umbekeoruunge,
in his blod swetunge. ?ax4oo Morie Arth. 1779 Thane
syr Cador of Cornewayle *Umbeclappes the cors, and
kyssez hyme ofte. a 1400-^ Alexander 4171 pan vmby-
clappis l>aim a cloude & couirs all ouire. c 1400 Anturs of
Arth. X. (Thornton MS.), Alle glowede als gledis tuC
gaste whare scho gtydis, ^Vmbyclede in a clowde. 1:1400

Ibid ix. (Ireland MS.), Alle bare was the body, and blak by -

the bone, *VmbecIosut in a cloude, in clething evyl clad.

^1440 Pallad. on Husb. \\\. 533 £k now is 10 lepare



UMBECAST.
Rosayres olde & drj*nesse of to pare. Now •vmbedelue
hem. Ibid. iv. 324 In heruest & in ver hem vmbi-
dclue. 1456 Sir G. Have Z-a^y Arms (S.T.S,) 53 Thai
war fayn..to *unbedraw thame agayne to thair pavilliones.

1513 Douglas ^neid xii. Prol. 6 Mars onbydrew, for all

his grundin glave. 13.. Gaiv. ff Cr. Knt, 181 Fayre
fannand fax *vmbe-foldes his schulderes. 14. . Siege Jerits,

(E.E.T.S.) 12/219 To seint Peter J>e pope 50 platte to )^c

grounde, Vmbe-felde his fete, & to ^>e freke saide. c laoo
Trin, Coll. Horn, 191 Alse ^e apostle sei3, .Durchondecom
dead in to l>eworelde al *umbegonge. C1440 tr. Palladius
on Hush. IV. 437 With seefroth other haue hem vmbiyonge
(L. circnmdedentHt]. a 1400-^ Alexander 4&c)g ?it was
a mynstir on J>e mounte of metall as )>e nobill, *Vmbe-
gUdid with a garden of golden vynes. a 1400 in HampoU's
/'sa//cr (1S84) p. xviii, For *vmbegyuen me hathe euels of
be whiche noumber is noght. 7a 1400 Morie Arth, 3758
Bot sir Gawayne..*Vmbegrippys a spere, and to a gome
rynnys. Ibid. 3944 Sir Gawayne , . Vmbegrippede the girse,

and one groufFe fallene. 13.. E.E.Allit. P. B. 488 A
bronch of olyue, Gracyously *vmbe-grouen at with grene
leuez. Ibid. B. 836 pe bor^ was al vp;..To *vmbe-ly5e
lothez hous J>e ledez to take, a 1300 Cursor M. 8468 O
prouerbes es |jat tol>er boke, pat lers man him *vm-biloke
Agains H? werld wikcedhede. Ibid, 23705 Yeecristen men,
yow vmbilok,. .O yur Hjf t>at yee her lede. a 1400 Pistill

of Susan 291 Vmbiloke 50U, lordes, such lawes ben leij».

1357 Lay Folks Catech. (T.) 259 This ten Comandemenlz
that I haue nowe rekend Er *umbilouked in Iwa of the
godspelL 13.. E, E. A Hit. P, A. 1052 pe hyje trone
|>er mo^t 5e hede With alle J>e apparaylmente *vmbe-
py^te. 1513 Douglas jEneid 11. x. 155 The fader of
goddis and king of men With thunderls blast me smate..
And with his fyry Icwyne me *wmbcrauch. Ibid. vi. i. 134
Thocht . . hard fortoun has wml)eraucht The Troianis, and
persewit vnfreind fully, c iao5 Lav. 114 Eneas J»e due, mid
bis driht folcke,..moni lond *umbe.rowen. £1440 Pallad.
OH llusb, I. 324 Wyth orchard, or wiih gardyn, or with
mede, 5e that thyn hous with hem be *vmbironne. 14..
With an O andan I in AngUa XXVII. 286 pe haly gast .

.

*Vmt>eschado*v l>e sail wi)jouten ony syn. ci^<fi Alirk's
Festial 106 pe Holy Gost wythouten any werke of man,
J»at schall vmbeschadow J>e wylhout. cisooOrmin 4132
patt cnif wa«..Forr *tummbesherenn shapp l>a:rwi)>J> Off
pc^^re cnapechilldre. Ibid. 4080 To wurrj?enn ummbe-
shorcnn, swa To clennsenn hemm off sinne. 13.. E. E,
AUit. P. C 455 pe schyre sunne hit "vmbe-schon. 14x9
YoNCE tr. Secreta Secret. 182 The grete lordis of laynyster,
seynge har Pr>*nce i-puite to myschefe, and in cuery Partie
*vinbesegid wyth enemys, 1513 Douglas Aitieid x. ii.

85 The Troiane aduUerar Ombesegyt the cite of Spartha.
C1400 Laud Troy Bk. 10563 Alle that feld was *vmbesprade
Off dede kny^tes. C1300 Havehk 1875 Huwe rauen..
saw how t>e laddes wode Hauclok his louerd *umbistode.
And betcn on him. 13. . E. E. AUit. P. B. 1380 pc bourj
[Babylon! was so brod & so bigge aIce,..*Vmbe-sweyed on
vch a sydc with seuen grete wateres. a x^oo-<jo A lexander
3857 pan come he strekc on a staunke . .*Umhy-thonrcd
with a thike wod thre mile a-boute. Ibid. a8o6 pai ware
vmbc-thonrid in J>at thedcwith slikea thike cToude, ]^t J>ai

mi^t fete it with J>aire fiste. 13.. Cnw. ^ Gr. Knt. 770
A castel..Pyched on a praycre, a park al aboute, With a
pyked palays, pyned ful Jjik, Pat *vmb€-te5e mony tre mo
|>en twomyle. 1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 640 (Edin. MS.),
I will me speid To help hym, for he has ned; All *umbe-
weround with hys fayis is he. 13.. E. E. AUit. /*. B.
1181 pe gentylest of ludee in lerusalem [hcj biscgcd,
•Vmbe-walt alle J>e walles w^-th wyjes ful stronge. 13..
Gaiv, ^ Gr. Knt. 581 pe brawden bryne of bryjt stel ryngez,
*Vmbc-weued t>at wy^, vpon wlonk stuffe. x^8 R. Grunne
Chron. (1725) 1. 117 A hede t>at was of sinyten,..^is squier..
sette it on a spere, in an orfreis vnbiweued. c 1440 1'allad.
on Husb. XII. 221 The rootis wel indongynge •vmbiwende.
In faat lond moyst thei ioyfulliche aw:ende. Ibid. 111. 675
'Ihe rooles ek ycutte& "vmbiwette With donge is good her
sprynyyng forto glade.

D. In the aavs. umbetrin, -turn, round about.
cizoo Ormin 17563 Onn heffncss wbel all ummbetrin,

pun-h Godd tatt swillc itt wrohhtc. 13. . Gaiv. ^ Gr, Knt.
184 A much berd as a busk ouer his brest henges, pat wyth
his hi^lich here, \>at of his bed recbes. Was euescd al
vmbe-lorne, a-txif his elbowes.

t Umbecast, v. Obs, Forms : 4 vmbecast
(5 /. A -caste), 4 (5 /. /.) vmbekest \ ^ p. t.

vmbikest, 5 vrabyca8t(e. [f. Umbk- + Cast v.

(or Um- + Ubcast v.\ Cf, umbcast s.v. Umb-, and
nmca'it s.v, Um-.]
1. trans. To surround, encircle,
c 1350 Will, l^alernc 2319 pei herd an huge route of horse

|>at litl al a*boute, & herd Irat quarrere vmbe-cast ^ al |>e

cuntre wide. Ibid, 4693 Whan al t>e cuntre was umbecast
with clem; men of armes. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5505
The Gregeis vmbike<.t his cart With many a kny^t hardi
and smart. £1410 Master 0/ Game (MS. Dlgby 182) xxv,
pen ought ^ lymmer..vmbycaste with hb lyiner J>e whart
pat pe dcere \i> into.

b. To m.ike the circuit of; to go round.
13. . E. E. AUit. P. B. 473 When ho fyndcz no folde her

fote on to pyche. Ho vmbe-kestcz t>e coste & J>e kyst sechez.
c 1475 ^ai*/"Co//3^rtr4io He vmbekest thecountrie outwith
the loiin. He saw na thing on steir, Nouther fer nor neir.

2. To enclose, confine.
f 1440 York Mytt. xxxiii. 467, / i\Iil. All in cordis his

coorsc vmbycast. ii Mil. Late vs bynde hym in bandis
all bare.

3. To consider, meditate (Ma/, etc.).

1375 Barbour Bruce v. 552 He vmbethocht him at the
!a<,t, And in his hert can vmbecast, That the king had in
custum ay [etc-J. c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. vii. viii. 2029
(Wcmyss MS.), All l?arby Off J>at thing thocht gret fcrly.
And vmbekest in J>are entent.

4. intr. Of a hunting dog ; = Cast v, 60.
X470-8S Maloby Arthur xviii, xxl. 764 Whan the hynde

came to the wclle..the dogges came after and vmbecaste
alwute, for she had lost the vcray parfyte feaute of the
hynde.

Umbeclap, -dead : see Uube-.
Vol. X.
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tUmbeclipjt^.l Obs.—'^ In 3 ummbeclippenn.
[f. Umbe-+ Clip w.^] trans. To circumcise.
CX200 Ormin 15009 Forr he let hise kinness menn Hiss

shapp himm ummbeclippenn.

tXTmbeclip, ^'.^ Obs. In 4-5 vmbeclyppe,
-clippe, 5 vmbiclyppe. [See Umbe- and Beclip
«'.! O^. ymbclyppan occurs in the same sense.]

ti-ans. To surround, encircle.

13.. Gaw. 9f Gr. Knt. 616 pe cercle was more o prys.

pat vmbe-clypped hys croun. a 1395 Hvlton Scala Per/.

(W, de W. 1494) II. xxxvii, Sothfastnes shall vmbiclyppe [ed.

1533 becleppej the wyth a sheelde. c i^aoAnturs ofArth.
X. (Douce ^fS.)I Al glowed as a glede J>e goste pere ho
glides, Vmbeclipped hiin withacloude, of cle[th]yng vnclere.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 64 The sykyngys of deih hauen vmbe-
clypped me.

Umbecloae, -delve, -dra"w, etc. : see Umbe-.

+ UmbegO, z'. Obs. Also4vnbig:o, 5 vmbego,
vmbigo, vrabygo. [f. Umbe- + Go v. Cf. MDu.
ommebegaen^ and Umgo z^.] trans. To go around,

to encircle ; to surround tvitk something.
c 1300 Haz'elok 1842 pe laddes were kaske and teyte, And

vn<bi-yeden him ilkon. Sum smot with tre, and sum wit
ston. i^.,E. E. AUit. P. A. 210 Her lere leke al hyr
vmbe-gon. f 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 9468 Rofe and wal and
euery a gable, . . Courbel, beme, and euery a ston, With riche

gold was vmbygon. 1430-40 in MS. Bodl, 423 fol. 186 b,

A weddynge cote. ..the whiche shuld be a maydens cote,

vmbigoon with diuersitees of vertues. c 1440 Pallad. on
Huso. II. 197 In herbis letuce vmbigoon wol growe.

Umbegrip, -grow, -hold : see Umbe-, Um-.

Umbel (o'mb'l). Also 6-9 umbell, 6-8 umble,
8 umbil. [ad. L. umbella sun-shade, p.arasol,

dim. of umbra shadow. So Sp. uvtbeia, Pg. and
It. itmbellay F. ombelle^ \umbelle (i6th c), Sw.
umbeil. Cf. It. ombrella.']

L Bot. A mass of inflorescence borne upon
pedicels of nearly equal length springing from a
common centre. Cf. Umbella. i.

1597 Gerarde Herbal i. xvi. 19 His stalke Ls long,
big and square,.. and on his top a chaffie vmbell or tuft

like vnto the true Cyperus. Ibid. 11. ccccxiv. 904 The
flowers stande at the tops of the stalkes in small spokie
vmbles. 1634 T, Johnsok Parey's Chirurg. Wks. xxvii.

xii. 1 103 Almost all hearbes that carry their flowres and
seeds in an umbeil, have seeds of a hot, subtle, and aiery
substanc. x65« Culpkppkr Eng. Physic. 48 The middle
part being hollow and low, and the outer stalks rising high,
makcth the whole Umbel to shew like a Birds nest x68a
Nat. Hist, Coffee^ etc. 28 On the top of the Branches [of

the elder), .there spring sweet and crisped umbels, swelling
with white odoriferous Flowers. 1731 P. Miller Gard.
Diet. s.v. Umbella, That Uml>el which consists of Pedicles
only, is call'd a Simple Umbel ; that which is compos'd
both of Rays and Pedicles, is catl'd a Compound Umbel.
1785 Martvn Lett, Bot. v. (1794) 54 At nrst sight you
would say, here is an umbellate plant. In looking at it,

you would find a large or universal umbel, a small or
partial umbel [etc.]. 183a Ve^. Subst. Food 192 The
water-parsnip bears its flowers in umbels close upon the
fruits of the stem. 1859 Geo. Eliot A.Bede ii, The gently-

curving stems of the feathered grass,. and the white umbels
of the hemlocks lining the bushy hedgerows. i88a Garden
\\ Feb. 93/1 Nearly the whole of the flowers composing
the umbel were succeeded by capsules.

attrib. and Comb. 1683 J, REto Scots Gardiner (1907) 98
The wild service,..when spread over with their umbel,
fashion'd bright red fruit. 171a Petivkr in Phil. Trans,
XXVil. 420 The Flowers pale,. .in an umbel-like tuft.

1715 Fam. Diet. s.v. Guatacum, The Flowers appear
umbel-wise and are of a pale yellow. i8oa R. Hall Elem.
Hot. 192 i/?«^////in»Mx, .. umbel-bearing. x8a9 Loudon
Encycl. PI. (1836) 268 Urabel-flowered. 1858 R. Hogg
Veg. Kingd, 370 Umbellifera.—Umbelflowers. 1861 S.

TnousOHlVild Ft. 11. (ed. 4) 121 The fruitof the composites,
like that of the umbel-bearers, looks like a seed. 1870
Hooker Stitd, Flora 166 Silaus prateftsis,.,\Jnibe\-Tays

i-a in., few or many, incurved.

tb. An umbelliferous plant. Obs. rare.

i70« Floykr in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1167, I refer the
Umbells to the Grasses, because of their Sweetness and
loynted Stalks. X713 Petiveh Ibid. XXVIII. 189 The
Peculiarity of this Umbeil, is to have its Root Leaves
deeply cut.

2. Zool. An uml>clliform arrangement of parts.

1870 H. A. Nicholson Man. Zool. I. 311 Umbellate^.,
forming an umliel; i.e. a number of nearly equal raiiii all

proceeding from one point. 1891 Cent. Dict.y Umbeltu.
laria^..^ genus of deep-sea alcyonarian polyps, having the
polypites clustered in an umbel on top of the polypidom.

t tlxnbelap, v. Obs, Forms: 5 um-, vmbe-
lappe (6 vn-) ; 4-5 um-, vmbilappe, vmby-
lap(p, [See Umbe- and Belai* »., and cf. Um-
LAP ».] trans. To encompass, surround.
a 1350 St, Audmv 243 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. ftSSi) 7

J>ar come a light in Doun fro J»c hcuyn. . And vmbilappid
his bodi about, ta 1400 Morte Arth. 1819 The kyngc of
Lebe has laughte a stede )>at hym lykede. And comes in

lordely .
.
, Umbelappez ^e lumpe, and lattes in sondre. C1400

Maunoev. (Roxb.) xxviii. 128 A thikke mirkness. .vmbc<
lapped l>e emperourand all hisoste, cx^oAlph. Tales^-z-^

When I dyed devuls vmbelappid me. £1440 Gesia Rom.
xcv. 426 (Add, MS.), Thou mayste aske, why this man
disserued contricion, that wes vmbelapped with so many
synnes. 150a Atkvnson tr. De Imitatiouc \\\. Ixii. (1893)

254 H it touch the, yet let it nat throwe ^e downe, ne longe
vnbelappe the.

t Uxubelay, v. Obs. Also 4 vmbelai, vmbi-
lay; vrabe-, vmbi-, vmbyley. [See Umbe-
and Belay v. (and cf. umblay s.v. Umb-, and Um-
liAT v.). So MDu, omme-y ombeleggenI\ trans.

To beset, surrotmd, encompass.

UMBELLIPER.
a 13/00 Cursor M. 1336 pis tre, )>at i of for-wit said, A

neddur hit hade al vmbilaid. 13. . Ibid. 22069 (Gutt.), Als
it in vr leuedi light,^pe haii-gast wid goddes might,—And
vmbilaid htr wid his leme To brede ^at blisful barnteme.
f 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8278 Totenesse was
vmbyleyd WyJ) schipes. 1338— Chron. (1810) 207 pat was
his folic, so long in his bed gan ligge, Untille pe Waleis
pnrtie had vmbilaid |>e brigge.

Umbelio(k, -ique, obs. forms of Umbilic sb,

TJmbelical, obs. form of Umbilical a,

Umbelie : see Umbe-.

II Umbella (»mbe'la). [L. : see Umbel.]
1. Bot, An umbel.
[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Did, (ed. 2), Umbellse., the

Tops of Plants that are like a Bird's Nest.] 1690 Evelyn
Acetaria 25 Fennel, .expels Wind, sharpens the Sight, and
recreates the Brain; especially the tender Ufubella and
Seed-Pods. 1725 Fajti. Diet. s.v. Moly^ Beating a great
Umbella of starlike purple Flowers, that continue long
liefore they decay. 183J Lindlev Introd. Bot. 111 Unless
they applied the same term to the umbella, the spica, and
all other forms of inflorescence. 1856 Henslow Diet, Bot.
Terms 206 UmbeUi/eruSf bearing umbels. Assuming the

form as an umbella.

2. Zool. A more or less convex disk supporting

the tentacula in Medusae.
1834NKM URTRIE Cuvier^sAnim. Kingd. 480The tentacula,

whether situated on the margin of the umbella or round the

mouth, vary, not only according to the species, but to the

age of the animal.

Umbellal, a. Bot, [Cf. prec. and -al,] Con-
sisting of plants with umbellate flowers.

1836 LiNDLF.v Nat. Syst. Bot. (ed. 2) 21 A plant of the
Umbellal alliance. 1846 ^ Feg. Kingd. 773 Umbellal
Exogens, with didymcus fruit, and a double epigynous disk.

TJ-mbellar, a. Bot. [f. as prec. + -ar.] ' Per-

taining to an umbel ; having the form of an umbel

'

(Webster, 1828-33).

TTmbellate (fmbel/t), a. [ad. mod.!-, um-
be//dl-uSy f. L, umbeUa parasol, Umbella : see

-ate2. So Sw. umbellate V. o?nbeIi4.']

1. Bot. a. Of flowers : Forming, arranged in, an

umbel or umbels.
1760 J. Lee Ifftrod. Bot. 1. xix. (1765) 50 An Umbellate

Flower is an aggregate one, consisting of many Florets

placed on a Receptacle, on fastigiate Peduncles that are all

produced from the same point. 1703 (see Umbf.lled a.\.

1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 239 Its ultimate terminations are

sometimes obscurely umbellate, especially while in blossom.

x8b6 Samoueixe Direct. Collect. Insects «V Crust. 28 Alight,

ing on the blossoms of trees and shrubs, and particularly on
flowers of the umbellate kind. 187J Ouvek Elem. Bot. \\.

184 Common Ivy. ..A climbing evergreen shrub, with.. in-

conspicuous umbellate flowers.

b. Of plants : Having flowers in umbels.

178s Martvn Lett, Bot. v. (1794) 53 This then is the
proper character of the umbellate tribe. i8«a-7 Good
Study Med. (1829) I. 174 The umbellate order affords also

a rich variety of carminatives.

2. Zoo/. Provided with, or forming, an umbel

;

umbelliferous; umbelliform.
1870 [see Umbel 2].

Hence JJ'tnhell&tely adv.^ in umbels.
1887 Garnsey & Balfour tr. De Bary's Fungi v. 153 A

creeping endophytic mycelium and straight erect simple
sporophores ending in umbellately arranged heads of basidia.

Tl'mbellated, a, Bot. [f. as prec. + -ED.]

= Umbellate «. i : a. Of flowers, etc.

1676 Grew Anat. Flotvers 11. App. §15 [Flowers] stand

..either without Stalks. .or withStalks, thatis,Umbellated
as Fenil, &c 1756 P. Browne "Jamaica 183 'ihe flowers

are disposed in umbellated groups. 1797 Holcroft tr.

Stolberg's Trav. III. xc, A plant which Mars an umbel-
lated flower, or tuft.

b. Of plants.

1731 P. Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Jacobxa^ Shrubby
African Ragwort, with hoary Leaves like the umbellated
Wormwood. i8xa Neiv Bot. Garden I. 97 Umbellated
Butomus, or Flowering Rush. 1871 Garrod Mat. Med.
(ed. 3) 413 Chimaphila, or umbellated winter green.

Unibelled, a. Bot. [f. Umbel + -kd2.] =
prec.

1793 Martvn Lang. Bot, s.v. Umbella, Flowers growing
in this manner are called Umbellati, Umbellateor Unibelled
flowers. x8i2 A'eiu. Bot, Garden I. 7 The peduncles from
the summit of the stem, umbelled, villose, 1830 Lindley
Nat. Syst. Bot. 29 Inflorescence panicled or umbelled.

1869 RuSKiN^. e'^^/r§77 In the celery and radish, you
have the two great groups of umbelled and cruciferous

plants.

TJ'mbellet. Bot, rare, [f. Umbel + -let.]

— Umbellule.
1703 Martvm Lang. Bot., Umbellula^ an Umbellule or

Umbellet 1806 Galpine Brit. Bot. 127 Umbels trifid,

naked : umbellets 3.seeded. 1857 A. Gray Fint Less. Bot.

xi. 81 Here the whole is termed a compound umbel \ and
the smaller or partial umbels take the name in English of
umbellets.

Umbe'Uiole. Bot. rare-"^, [f. Umbel or Um-
bella.] An umbellule.
i8a8-u Webster, Umbellicle^ a little or partial umbel.

XJmbellifer (wmbe'lifai). Bot. [mod.L. : see

Umbelliferous a.] A plant belonging to the

natural order6^W(5^////irr;c,havingumbellate flowers,

1718 Ozell tr. Tourne/ort's Voy, II. vi. 214 It is an Um-
beliifer, to speak like a Botanist, the Root whereof goes a
foot and a halfdown. i7a7 Hailev [vol. II), Utubellifer^

signifies a Plant that bears many Flowers, dispos'd some,
what like an Umbrella, growing upon many Foot*stalks

proceeding from the same Center. 1846 Lindlev Veg.
Kingd, 773 If Botanists form their ideas of an Umbellifer
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TJMBEIiIiIPEBONE.

from the ordinary appearance of such plants in Europe.

t86i S. Thomson IViU Fl. ii. (ed. n) 120 The blossoms of

nmbellifers vary. 187a Oliver F.ltm. Hot. lu 183, So many
species are dangerous, that Umbellifers generally are re-

garded as suspicious.

XTinbelliferoiie(finbeli-fSr(wn). Chtiii. Also

-on. [f. prec. + -ONE.] A colourless, tasteless, crys-

talline substance obtained from the bark of mezere-

on, and, by distillation, from various umbellifers.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 938 Umbelliferone forms

colourless rhombic prisms, having a faint silky lustre. 1876

Harltv Roylt's Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 598 The resin yields

oils of a green or purple tint, and about ^ per cent, of um-
belliferone, CsHiCj, which is isomeric with quinone.

UmbelliferOllS (rmbeli-feras), a. [f. mod.L.

umbtllifer, f. L. umbella Umbklla + -fer bearing :

see -FEBons. Cf. It. umbdlifero {ombrellifero), Sp.

umbelifero, F. embtllifire, iumbellipre (1698).]

1. Bot. Bearing flowers arranged in umbels; of

or belonging to the order of Umbelli/trse.

iCfia Rav Ktm. (1760) 260, I observed, creeping upon the

Ground, a small umbelliferous Plant. 1668 Wilkiks Real
Char. II. iv. § 4. 88 Umbelliferous herbs whose leaves are

more broad and less finely cut. X731 Miller Gard. Vict.

s.v. Foeaiculuiii, Fennel. .is an Umbelliferous Plant, whose

Leaves are divided into Capillaceous Jags. 1776 Witiierino

Brit. Plants \nUoA. f. lixw. Carrot,.. an example of the

Umbelliferous or Rundle-bearing plants. ij8s Martvn
Lett. Bet. v. (1794) 55 The umbelliferous tribe is numerous.

184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 65r Theparsnep..is an um-
belliferous biennbl. l8«a H. W. Bellew Pol. Mission

Afgkamstan ^^l A great variety of labiate and umbel-

liferous herbs. 1887 Bentley Man. Bot. (ed. s) 576 The
poisonous or non-poisonous properties of some other species

of Umbelliferous plants.

2. Produced by or grown on umbelliferous plants.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Afiuiit, . . a genus of plants.

..The flower is of the umbelliferous kind, andis rosaceous.

J847 in Royle Mai. Med. 420, I have examined another

kind of Umbelliferous fruit in the collection of Dr. Royle.

1876 Harlev Royle's Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 581 Cumin is car-

minative like the other umbelliferous fruits*

3. Umbelliform.
1896 IVestm. Caz. 10 Sept. 3/2 That gored and umbel-

liferous skirt, that monster bat

tr-mbelltflOTOUS, a. Bot. [Cf. prec] Having
an umbellate inflorescence.

189s Funk's Stand, DicU

TTmbe'llifonu, a. rare~^. [f. L. umbella (cf.

above) + -(i)roBM. Cf. F. cmbelliforme^ Having
the form of an umbel.
1891 Cent. Diet., Vmhellate, . . umbelliferous, . . umbelli-

form. 1898 H. C. Porter tr. Sirasburger's Bot. 544 The
designation of the whole order as Umbellijlorx has refer-

ence to the umbelliform manner of branching displayed in

the floral region.

TTmbellnle (»mbe"liul). Bot. [ad. mod.L.
uuii€/lu/a,{. VuBELhA: see-ULE. Cf.F. ombe//ute.1

A partial or secondary umbel ; an umbellet.
Also (in recent Diets.) umbellulate. -ated adjs.

1793 Martvn Lang. Bot., Utiibellula, an Umbellule or

Umbellet. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) L 204
Leafits acute, as long as the umbellule. x8ia Nem Bot.

Garden I. 8 The flowers in umbels, umbellules.. in pairs.

X843 Peuny Cycl. XXV. 498/1 If the primary pedicels have
other smaller pedicels, which form of^themselves a smaller

umbel, . .the umbel is said to be compound, and the smaller

umbels are called umbellules. i86x Bentley Man. Bot, 190
Another [involucre] at the base of each of the partial umbels
or umbellules.

Umbelook, -louke, -pitch : see Umbe-.

ITiaber, sb^- Now dial. Forms : 4-7 vmbre,
umbre, 4-7 vmber (7 vmbier), 5- umber; 5
owmbre, ovmbre, ovmbere; dial, 7otimar, 7-9
oumer, 9 cumber, oomer, etc. [a. OF. umbte
{ombre) or ad. h. umbra shade, shadow. Cf. F.

ombre, Pr. umbra, ombra, It. ombra, It. and Sp.

ombria, Sp. and Pg. umbria.']

i
1. Shade, shadow.
a xjoo Cursor M. 8017 Qua mai rest him in J>er vmber,

Es iiathing (jat mai him cumber. Ibid. 8451 Vnder J>e

vmber o )>at tre, pe kind o thinges lerd he. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. B. 524 Sesounez schat vow neuer sese of sede ne
of heruest, Ne hete^ ne no harde forst, vmbre ne dro^|>p.

138a WycLiF Ps. cvi. 10 The sitteris in dcrcnessis, and in

the vmbre of deth. C1407 hvoc. Reson /^ Sens, 1242 Pallas..
Flcyng had alKiut her hede Of Cynetys fii! grete novmbre,
Makyng in maner of an ovmbre. f 1440 Pallad. on Hjisb.

XI. 329 Or flourls swete of vyne or other tre, In vmbre dried,

may reserued be. 1470-85 Malory Arthur viii. i. 274
Thenne the gcntylwoman leyd her vnder an vmbre of a
grete tree. 1549 Compl, Scot, vi. 56 The mune is maid
obscure..be rason that the vmbre and schaddou of the eird

empcschis liyr to resaue lycht fra the soune. 1572 Bossk.
well Armorie II. 25 Of whatsoever colour the fielde is of,

the vmbre or shadowe of the token or signe borne in the
fielde is traced of a contrarie color. 1673 Yorkshire Dial, 32
(E.D.S.), Put th' Whyes a-mel yon Slirks an' Steers, I' th'

Oumar^an' sneck the lear-deers. 1677 Nicolson Cumbld,
Gloss, in Trans, Roy. Soc, Lit, (1870) IX. 317 Oumer,
shade. [Hence in Ray, etc] 1781- in northern dial, gloss-
aries (Fng, Dial, Diet. s.v. Oumer).

+ b. The shadow of the pointer on a sun-

dial or quadrant. Obs.
138a WvcLlF 2 Kings XX. 11 The prophete. .brou^t a^eyn

the vmbre by the lynys..in the orloge of Achaz. a 1400 in
Halliwell Rara Mathem. (1841) 58 Byholde vpon what
filace of be quadrant J»e perpendide falles, for oujier it wille
alle on pe vmbre toward or on \ni vmbre froward.

•fc. Reflection. (Cf. Shadow i*. 5.) Obs.

18

c 1407 L^^X5. Reson f, Sens. 3846 Love him shal so dysfignre,

To doon hys besy niyght and peyn Hys ovne vmbre to

restreyn.

1 2. In various figurative uses. Obs.

c 1380 WvcLiF Scl. Wks. I. 355 pi: verlue of God makib

umbre, whanne in a lowe place it lettil> heete of synne.

e J41S St, Mary of Oignies II. x. 30 in Anglia VIII. 176

After t)at she hadde sitten. .vndir |>e vmbre of hym hat she

desyred. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas l. xii. (r544) =3 I.n euery

cost his renoun did shyne. The fame therof was clipsed w'

none vmbre. c 1450 — Secrees 402 Your studye ay stood,

and your dilligence bryght as Apollo, with oute shadwe or

Owmbre. 1481 Caxton Botonefs Tulle on Old Age Pref,

Whiche lytil volume I haue emprysed tenprynte vnder the

, vmbre and shadowe of the noble protection of our moost^

dradde souerayn. 1573 in Cath, 'J'ractates iS.T.S,) 26 In

the synagoge, quhilk wes bot ane schaddou and vmbre of

the trew kirk. 1581 Ibid, 137.

t3. Under {the) umber of (or for), under the

cloak or colour of ; on pretence of. Obs,

1423 Jas. I KingisQ,cxxx\v, Suich feynit treuth is all bot

trechorye, Vnder the vmbre of hid ypocrisye. 1430 Rolls

0/ Parlt, IV. 501/1 To considre..how under ye umbre of

such Vidimus, all an hole Navy of Adversaries myglit

..daily vetaill, stuffe and refreshe yair partie. 1473 A'^.

Noblesse (Roxb.) 3 Tho roughe subtile wirkingis conspired

and wroughte be the Frenshe partie undre the umbre and

coloure of trewis. 1318 H. Watson Hist, Oliver ofCastile
(Roxb.) P 4 How Arthur vnder the vmbre for to goo to

Saynt James, departed for to fynde bis felowe Olyuer.

t 4. The visor of a helmet. Cf. Umbkekk. Obs.

14 . . Guy VVanu, (C.) 8346 He opyncd vmber that tyde,

And keeled hym on euery syde. 1555 l.ydgate's Chron.

Troy III. xxii. Pj/a His swerde so mightely gan race

Through the vmber \MSS. vmbrere, vmbrel) into Troylus

face, That he hym gaue a large mortall wounde. Ibid,

y\\l-2 Cedeus wt his swerde such a stroke him sette. That

through ye vmber out his eye he smette. 1603 Stow
Surv, 385 The Esquier tooke his axe,and smote many blowes

on the knight, and made him let fall his axe, and brake

vp his vml^r three times. 1616 J. Lane Contn.Sgr.'s T,

XI. 261 The next that entred was a mightie knight.. Whose
bever and his vmbier closd vp weare.

Umber (wmbaj), ii.-^ Forms: 5 vmbre, 6-

umber (6-7 vmber), 7, 9 humber, 7-8 omber
;

7 omer, 9 dial, oumer. [a. OF. umbre, ombre

(also humble; mod.F. umble, omble; Sp. umbla,

ombla, Pg. umbla), or acl. L. umbra Umbua2.]
t= Grayling.
1496 Fysshynge w. Angle (1883) 23 The grayllynge by a

nother name callyd vmbre is a delycyous fy.sshe to mannys
mouthe. a 1550 Leland Itin, (1760) V. 68 In the Lake be

Umbers, yn Walsche Caiigans, and great Store of Pykes,

wherof many cum into Wy River. 1615 Markham Pleas.

Princes iv. (1635) 23 The Humber haunts the clayie Rivers

of hie Countries. Ibid. vi. 32 The Barbell, or Grayling,

which some call the Vmber, are very crafty Fishes. x66z

R. Venables Exper. Angler v. 55 The Umber is generally

taken with the same baits as the Trout, a \b^^ Willughhv
Hist. Pise, (1686) Tab. N. 8 Thymus et Thymalus Salv|ian},

a Greyling or Omer. Eboracensibus, 1740 R. Brookes Art

ofAngling 1. ix. 33 The Grayling or Umber. . is in proportion

neither so broad nor so thick as a Trout. 1758 Descr,

Thames 178 Next to the Trout I place the Graylin or

Umber, which are thought by some to differ. X817-22

F.ncycl. Metrop. (r845) XIV. 585/1 The Grayling, or

Umber, spawns in May, and is in the best condition in

November. 1853 J. Jackson Wile), The Practical Fly-

Fisher, more particularly for Grayling or Umber.

n°mber, sb.'^ Also 6-9 umbre, 6-7 vmber.
[ad. F. ombre (also terre tTombre) or It. ombra

(also terra di ombra), eiiher meaning 'shadow'

(see Umbek sb,^) or from L. Umbra, fem. of Umber,

belonging to the province Umbria (cf. Umbrica
crela, Pliny). Hence also G. umbra, umber-erde.

Da. and Sw. umber, umbra, Du. omber, but Sp.

and Pg. sombra (= shadow) and tierra (Pg. terra)

de sombra,']

1. A brown earth used as a pigment; also, the

colour of this.

X568 [see umber-colour, sense 3]. 1S99.B. Jonson Cynthia's

Revels V. ii, The gloves are right, sir; you shall bury them
..seven years, and they shall still retain their first scent,

true Spanish. There's ambre in the umbre. x6oo Shaks.

A, y. L. I. iii. 114 lie put my selfe in poore and meane
attire. And with a kinde of vmber smirch my face. 1612

Peacham Centl. Exerc, 80 Vmber is a more sad colour.

^1650 in Norgate Miniatura (1919) 97 For the Black
Cerde of the eye take Umber, Coale black, and a little

whyte. 17S3 Chambers^ Cycl. Suppl. App,, Umber, This
earth when burnt makes a good shade for gold. X7S5
Gentl, Mag, XXV. 447/2 Sea sand, that in colour resembles
unburnt umber, but is lighter and more yellow. x8l5

J. Smith Panorama Sci, ft Art II. 744 Dark back.grounds
may be composed of bistre, umber, or Cologne earth. X842
LouDON.S"7/^Kr(JrtM/^(»'/. 167 Certain colours, having agreater
affinity for water than for oil (such as blacks, umbers, and
ochres), are liable to be affected by damp. 1899 Pall Malt
Mag, Jan. 90 The scheme of colour is composed of the
yellows, umbers, and reds which Rembrandt loved so in-

tensely.

b. Burnt umber, a special preparation of the

pigment rendering it redder in colour. Also attrib,

c 1650 Norgate Miniatura (1919) 40 The deepning being
made with Lake and burnt Umber, the heigthning of pure
Gold. \66o Albert Durer Revived 12 Shadow it with the

water of Burnt Umber. X787 W. Williams Meclianic Oil
Colours 42 Burnt umber, a very quick drier. 1843 Winsor
& Newton Hand-bk, Water Col. 27 Burnt Umber, a quiet

brown colour, affording clear and warm shadows. 1843
Thackeray Jerome Paturot Wks. 1900 XIII. 388 The
Jew-boy.., the bnrnt.umber Malay who sweeps crossings,

save money. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita I. 396 To crumble
burnt umher with a dry brush for foliage and foreground.

TTMBERMENT.

2. One or other of various moths.

1831 J. Rennie Consp, Butterjl, f, M, 103 The Scarce

Umbre (L, prosapinria) appears in October or November.

Ibid., The Umbre {.Cdefoliaria) appears the end ofOctober,

in woods and copses. 1887 Nicholson's Illustr, Diet,

Gardening IV. 122 Hybernia defoliaria, or the Mottled

Umber.., and H, aurantiaria, or the Scarce Umber.

3. attrib, and Comb,, as umber colour; umber-

black, -brown, -coloured, -rufous, -tinted adjs.;

f umber-owe, a kind of madder.

1845 Encycl, Metrop, XXV. 882/2 A tufted »umber-black

plant. 1832 T. Brown Bk, Butterflies ^ M, (1834) I. 171

The pupa is of a burnt *umber-brown colour. 1859 B.

Clemens Tineina N, Amer. (1872) 25 The head is umbre.

brown. 1887 W. Phillips Brit, Discomyates s^ The hy-

menium is dark umber-brown, externally a little lighter.

c xsSB in SKayn<^Sarum Churc/iw.Acc. (1896) 1 16 ¥« paynler

for "vmber coUer. 1816 W. Smith Strata /dent, 3 Ihe
soil is of a mellow brown or umber colour. 1817 Stephens

in Shaw's Gen, Zool, X. 11. 335 The upper parts of the body

*umber-coloured. X831 T. Brown Bk. Butterflies S; M,
(1834) I. 217 With, .three umber-coloured spots towards the

lower edge of the under wings. j88i Instr. Census Clerks

(1885) 85 "Umber Mine Agent. Ibid., "Umber Miner.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Kent u, (1662) 57 There are three

kinds thereof, i. Ciop.Madder. 2. *Uinberowe. 3. Pipe

or Fat-Madder. 1836 Berkeley Fungi in Smith's F.ng,

Flora V. II. 17 Pileus dry squamulose "umber-rufous.

1895 Daily Ifeivs 20 Dec. 5/2 Delicately arched nostrils,

sensuously.moulded lips, and "umber.tinled hair. ^

b. Attrib. in the sense of ' umber-coloured .

i8o2 Shaw Gen, Zool. III. l 226 Umbre Lizard. 1803

Ibid. IV. H. 384 Umbre Acanthurus. 183a J. Rennie

Consp, Butierfl, ti M, 103 The Umbre Link (Hiberma

connectaria) appears in November and December. 1866

Mlss Mulock Noble Life x, The bl.-ick woods—black, or

with a faint umber shadow running through them. X870

Disraeli Lothair xxxviii, The golden and umber vapours

fell into forms that, .depicted the objects of his frequent

meditation. x88i Eleanor A. Okmerod Injur. Insects

(1890) 337 The cateipillar of the Mottled Umber Moth is a

' looper '.

Umber rf.<, aphetic f. Number sb.

The form imber (sb. and v.) is found in modern East

Anglian dialect. (Cf. Umber v?)

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk, 4319 He sclow that tyme with-

outen vmbre Mo Iroyens tlian I can numbre. i^^6 Extnoor

Vocab, in Gentl. Mag. July 408 Umber, number.

Umber, variant of Umbre (the bird),

TT'inber, ».l Chiefly dial. In 5 oumbre,
owmbre, 7 vmbre, 9 dial, oumer, owmer,
oomer, etc. [ad. OF. umbrer, ombrcr (mod.F.

ombrer to shade in p.iinting), ad. L. umbrare

(whence also It. ombrare), i. umbra Umbeb j4.1]

trans. To shade, to protect.

c X400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xvii. 78 It will couer and oumbre
all his body for \>c Sonne. Ibid. xxii. 100 It will couer all

(>e body and owmbre it fra be Sonne, 1611 Cotgr., Ombri,

vmbred, or shadowed ; (a tearme in Blason). 1790 Grose
Prov. Gloss., Oumert, shaded with trees or buildings. 1818

Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Oumer, to shadow. Ibid,, That birk

oumers 't gait, a 1867 in Harland & Wilkinson Lane. Folk-

Lore 60 T' leaves on t' trees, theyowm'ered t' land, And
fadin' was the summer light

Hence U'mbering///. a.

187a DixoN Milkin' Time (E.D.D.), The branches of

the owmering yew. 1880 A. B. Todd A ugust Poet. Wks.

(1906) 209 When winds grew hush'd, and umbering trees

were still.

t U'lnber, v,"^ Obs.~^ In 5 vmbre. [Aphetic

f. Number v. Cf. Umbeb sb.*] trans. To number.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 370 He sclow champiouns with-

outen nombre, So manye that no man niyjt hem vmbre.

XJ'mber, v:-'' Also 7 vmbre, 7-8 umbre. [f.

Umbeb ii.s] trans. To stain or paint with umber

;

to make of a dark brown colour.

1610 B. JoNSON Alch. v. V, You.. told her, you had tane

the paines To dye your beard, and vmbre o'er your face.

x6is Markham Pleas. Princes ii. {1635) 7 He which is a

master in this Art will Vmber, and darken the Rod. 16*3

MiDDLETON & Rowley Sp. Gipsy 11. i, No red-ochre rascals

umbered with soot and bacon as the English gipsies are.

173S Diet. Polygraph. I. Q5 After the faces have been

umbred, shadow the hair. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake i.

1 'oung Kennedy i, When the gusts of October had rifled

the thorn, Had dappled the woodland, and umbered the

plain.

Umbereach : see Umbe-.

U'lubered, ///. a. Also 9 umbred. [f. Um-
ber sb.'-'- or z/.a -f -ED.] Stained or painted with

umber ; made of a dark brown colour ; embrowned,

darkened.
In some quots. the sense 'shadowed, darkened by shade'

(cf. Umber z/.') is possible.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. Prologue 9 Fire answers fire,

and through their paly flames Each Battaile sees
_
the

others vmber'd face. 1624 Heywood Captives II. il in

Bullen O. PI. IV, Fayre flesh and cleane they bothe

appeare And not like gypsies uniber'd. 1716 Pope Iliad

VIII. 706 Full fifty guards each flaming pile attend. Whose
umber 'd arms, by fits, thick flashes send. 1805-6 Carv
Dante, Inf, ill. 1 10 Thus go they over through the umber'd

wave. X813 ScoTT Trierm, 1. x, Amid whose yawning
gulfs the sun Cast umber'd radi.-ince red and dun. x86o

O. W. Holmes Elsie V, xi. (1891) 154 The bistred or

umbered beauties of mingled blood among whom he had
been living. 1877 Mallock Ne^u Republic V. i. II. 232 A
circular domed temple of umbred marble.

Umberere, variant of Umbbeee Obs,

t Umberment. Obs. [Cf. Umber sb.^ and
11.2] Number, multitude.
Motlern Kentish dial, umblcment 'number, complement*,

is prob. a survival of this.



TTMBERST.

1550-3 Dccaye Eng. in SuppUc. (1871) 96 Where tillage

was wont to be, nowe is it stored wyth greate vmbernient
of shepe, & they that haue great vmberment of shepe, must
nedes haue greate store of woU.
Umberow : see Umbe-.

t Umberst, a. Obs.—^ [? snperl. of *umberous
NuMBEiioiis a. Cf. UMBERi^.4] ? Most numerous.
. 1599 \yarn. Fairc Worn. 11. igS Methought you .. went
iulo a garden, and there was the vmberst sorle of flowers
that eucr 1 see,

t Umberty. Obs. rare. In 6 omberty, vmber-
tie. [App. an alteration of Ubekty, after Umber
sb.^'\ Abundance.

• >57S Laneham Lett. (1871) 30 In Philosophy. . I think he
be az naturally ouerseen ; beside poetrie and Astronomie,
and oolher hid sciencez, as I may gesse by the omberty of
hiz books. 1589 Marprel. Epit. E iij b, What bommination
vtubertie of reasons here be, . .aud yet euerye one fause.

XJmberun : see Umee-.
Umbery, «. [f. Umber ji.s + .y.] Of the

colour of umber ; dark brown.
1834 H. MiLLEK Scenesf, Leg. vi. (1S57) 76 They admitted

..a sort of umbery twilight, i86» Tiiornbuby Turner \. 55
Turner, .sketching the river and boats with the conventional
Indian ink and umbery sails. 190Z Aeadeiiiy 28 June 22/3
The (lesh is not white, but umbery gold,

t Umbescliew, v. Sc. Obs. Also 5 umbe-
ohew, 6 vm-, wmsohew, vmohev-, vmchow.
[f, Umb- + Eschew v. The reason for the prefi.t

is not clear.] trans. To avoid, shun. Hence
t TTmsohowing vhl. sb.

a. nsfiSittG.H,\y Gov. FrincetWks. (S.T.S.) II, 120 Off
sik thing men suld bavecounsaleof medicinerisasmaladyes
that men may nocht gudely umbechew. a 1500 in Ratis
Raving, etc 90 Thir ,-ir the thewis.. Quilkis fullis ojs
comonly : Quhay lovis honor suld thaim vmbcschew. 1514
Extr. Abcrd. Rec. (1844) I. 90 It is thoucht expedient,, .to
vmbcschew the said seknes, that thar be hot thre portis
haldin oppin for cuming of strangearis,
p. 1530 Extr. Aberd. Ree. (1844) I. 448 To ewaid and

vmchow trubill of thair innymeis. 1547 Rec. Elgin (1903)
I. gt The vmcheving of the apperand schayth and damagh
of the haill conimond veill.

t Umbeset, v. Obs. In later use Sc. Forms

:

a. 4- uraboset, 4-5 vmbesetto, 5-6 -8et(t,
wmbeset, 6 -sett, 6 ombeset(t

; 4 iunbisett(e,

4 vmbi-, 5 vmbjrsett. /3. 5 vnbesette, 6-7 -set,

6 unbeset, wnbesett, [Sec Umbe- and Beset v.,

and cf. umbset s.v, Umb- and Umset v. So MDu.
oiiime-, ombeset p.p., MDa, ombesai p.p.J (ram.
To surround, encompass, beset.
o. ai3i>oCK«<ir^.7i79paivmbisett^altuna.bute. Uiii.

1977s Petre..to |jis licam com J»at lai, Wit pouer wtdus
ym-bi-sett, 1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 535 'I'he kyng wes
in gret iuperdy, That wes on athir sydc vmbesct With
fayis. Ibid. IX. 706 He till the hous went bastcly,
And vmbeset it all about, c 1400 Apot. Loll. 48 pe
auter is vmbesct wi|> stonis. c 1470 Henry iValliue v.

168 At syndryfurdis the gait thai vmbesct. 1513 Doucr.AS
jKneid XI. xiv. 22 Quhou huge dolfnes, and scbamful
cowardice, Hes ombeset ^our myndis apon sik wys. e 1550
KoLi^NU Crt. yenus i. 113 With lacinth fine, and Topazion
sa fair,. .Was vmbesct his oody ouir all quhair. 1587 Reg.
Privy Counc. Scot. IV. 162 Tbai..umbesettis thair hie
wayes in tliair ganging and cuming fra thair parroche kirk.

3. c 144a Cesta Rom. Ixv. 281 (Add. MS.), Whan the
Steward was thus vnbesette with thisc iij. bcstes, he was
right sory. a 1575 Dium. Occurr. (Dann. CI.) 168 CerUne
peisonis. .quha was werry bent to haue vnbesclt him in the
waij bctuix Edinburgh and Berwick. 1581-8 Hilt. Jamei
^V(i8o.*) 112 Thairfoir Lord Claud Hamiltoun unbeset the
way vrith sum chosen men. 1624 in Abbots/ordClub Misc.
144 Thomas Logic, .meitting .ine number of cattis..quhilk
vnbesctt him, the said Thomas saw jour face vpoua ane of
[the] caltis.

Hence flTmbesetting i/W, ri. Obs.
1543 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 244 To underly

the law for thair tressonable unibesctting of the gait. 1551
Ibid. X. 35 To have underlyne the lawis for unl^setting of
the said Alexander Cummyng of Alteir gait. 1614 in
Abbots/ordClub Miic. 144 Anent the vnbesetting of the
cattis.

Umbeahadow, -shear, -shlae, -siege,
-spread, -stand: see Umbe-.

t Umbestound, adv. Obs. Forms : 3 vmbe
stunde, umbeatuude, 4 vinbesto(u)nde, 5 Sc.
vmbestount. [OE. ymbe {embe) sluiule: see
Umbe prep, and Stound j*.'] a. At times ; some-
times, b. After a (short) time.
[993 Battle 0/ Maldon 271 iEfre crabe stunde he .sealde

sumewundc.) 1:1205 Lav. i 1969 pa vmbe stunde nesaj^hco
noht of londe. a 1215 Ancr. R. 344 Ich am of dred lesle
I go driuinde oderhwules to swu6e uorftward upe fole
(wuhles, and fulc umbcslunde. a 1300 llnveloh 2297 He
IS birkabeynes sone, |)e king (lat was vnibe slondc wone
lor to ^eme [usj and wel were. 13.. K. E. Allit. I'. C.
122 O iolez in folk felez o(>cr whyle, & vnderstondes vmbe-
stounde, . . Hope je |)at he heres not l>at eres alle made ? 1375
liAKiioUR Bruce vii, 398 The kyng.. Wes in Carrik, quil.ir
vmbestount He vald vend vith his men till hount.

So t TTmbestoundii culv. Obs.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 7 pen is better to abyde \k bur

vinbe.stoundes, pen ay t»row forth my Jiro, Jja^ me Jjynk ylle.

Umbeswey: see Umbe-.
UmbetM-nk, un-, v. Obs. exc. dia/. Forms :

o, 3 ummbopenakenn, 5 umbothenke; 4 vm-
bethynk(e, 4-6 vmbe-, urabethink (5-6 Sc.
wmbe-)

; 4 vmby-, 4-5 vmbithyuk(e. $. 4-7
vnbethiuk (4 vnbi-; 6 -thyuk), 7, S-9 dia/.,

19

unbethink (9 i/ia/. on-), [See Umbe- and Be-
think vA and cf. Umtuink ^'.]

1 1. irans. (with objective clause). Tothinkabout,
to consider ; to remember {/wWf that, etc). Obs.
c izoo Okmin 2953 5iff bi»^" icc.mikell uminbebennke,

Wliillc gate ice niu5he cwemenii GoUd. C1340 Hampole
FsalUr Ixxxvu 13 Londe of forgettinge is In J^as ^.iE

vnbetliinks not J^at t>r\i salbe demed rightwisly. c 1380
Wycmp in MS. Bodl. 2S3iQ\. 250/1 Makil> knoweii in

I
e folk |>e fyndiiigis of him: vmbit>inkij» for his name is hi^.

i^Z^Cai/t. Angl. 403/1 ']!o\n\hfi\\\yxikQ,recogiiare. 1501
Douglas /W. Hon. i. Ix.x, I vmbethocht how Joue and
auld Saturne, Iiitill ane wolf thay did Lycaoa turne.

2. rejl. To bethink (oneself) ; to call to mind

:

a. With obj. clause or inf.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 2909 For I me vm-bithoght Yee war
men t>at godd dated noght. c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 10
Vmbethynke the t>at thou halovve ^\ halydaye. 1375 Bar-
bour i»'rw« v. 613 'A! schir, vmbeihinkis 50W,* said he,
' How neir to 50U that I suld be '. c 1400 Yivaine ^ Gazv,
158* Sir Ywaiiie umbithought him than He had forgeten
hisleman. t: 1425 Wvntoun Cron. iv. ii. 130 He,. wmbe-
thoucht_[z'.r.{ci52o) vnbethocht] hyin inkytly Withe qwhat
turmentis men niycht be Punyst for |:>ar iniquite. c 1460
To'Mnetey Myst. i. 123 Therfor, felow, hold thi peasse^ aud
vmbitbynke the what thou saysse.

/3. £^i5a<3 [see 20]. 1683 Cotton Montaigne (1711) I,

xii. 60 The Lacedemonian Foot .. unbethought them-
selves to disperse and retire, Ibtd. II. xii. 365 Nicetas
of Syracusa unbethought him to maintain, that it was
the Earth that luov'd. 1703 A. dk la Prvme Short Viitm
Hist. Winterton in Arckacol. XL, 234 William the Con-
queror haveing the whole Nation at Command begun to
unbethink himself, how he might gratify his Favourites,
1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia^sL. vii, They'll prize what I

leave 'em if 1 could only onbethink me what ihey would like.

b. Const, of 01 on. Also intr,
a, c 137s Cursor M. 1325 (Fairf.), Of steppis he vmbe-Jpo^t

him b^n t>at falowed forsyn of man. 1375 Barbour .^rM^rtriii.

352 The king umbethocht hini off a thing. 1422 ix.Sccrcta
Secret.^ Frit\ Priz: 150 Vmbethynke vs of the moste noble
lordis as to worthely lorshuppe that afor this tymes weryn.
1456 Sir G. Have Govt. Princes {S.T.S.) 164 Will thou urn-
beihink the wele of all that I have said. 1513 Douglas
Aincid I. X, 33 Quharfore I vmbethink me of ane Irane,
Ihis quene first for to caucbt in luvis lace. 1360 Holland
Seven Sages 87 He vmbethocht him self of ane consait.
p. Jai^paC/testerPl. xxiv. 430 How durst you euer doe

araysse, when you vnbethoughte you of this? ?rt 1600 Sir
Liontl-^s in Percy P'otio, Ball. ^ Rout. (1867) I. 76 He.,
vnbethought him of a while [ = wile], how he mi^ht that
witde bore beguile. 1630 \V. Freake Doctrines Jesuites
H. 59 The lesuites vnbethought themselues further of this
Stratagem. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-Ser. Disc. 4 When I un-
bethink me of thae frights and fears This poor auld grey
beard hangs drceping with tears, c 1746 J. Collier (Tim
Bobbin) Vieiv Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) n On then I unbe-
thowt meh o me Sawt. 1788 W. H. Marshall Rur. Econ*
Yorks. II. S.V., I unbethought myself on't. 18^ Sarah
Hewett Peas, SA Devon 139 Well, I'm baggered ef I ant
ajist uiibethowted o* 't.

O. Without const.
o, a 1300 Cursor Jtf. 3622 A wycl sco hir vmbithogt. 1375

Barbour Bruce xvii. 40 Quhen the marschall the letterls

saw, He vmbethoucht him than a thraw. c 1440 Alpk.
Tales 17 Sho satt still & vmbethoght hur, & knew his
falssett well enogh. Ibid. 237 Als oft sithes as I se a tade,
I vmbethynk me, & thankis God ^at gaf me so fayr a form.
a isoo in Ratis Raving, etc. 13 Quhen I wmbethocht me,
and turnyt my mynd in my self; thinkand of ai my warldly
werkis.

p. 153s CovERDALE 2 SoiH. xiv. 14 And God will not take
awa;^e the lyfe, but vnbetbynketb himselfe. 1603 Pkilotus
Ixxvi, Quhen 1 haue vnljethocht me ihryse, I can na
better way deuyse. a 1666 C. Hoole School-Colloquies
(16S8) jgo Let me unbethink myself a little. cxSoo Peggs
Anecd. Eng. Lang. (1814) 250 Similar to this word un*
beknown Is an expression used in some parts of England,
where people say, *I un-bethought myself : i.e. I recollected.

1857 Waugh La/u:. Life 207 He's the very mon for yo t

Aw've just unbethought mo ! 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh,
lYordbk. 460. I should a done that wrung, if I 'adoa jest
unbethought me in time.

3. \\\pa,ppU. After reflection.

1421 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Priv. 138 If hit happe a
kyiige to do any thynge vnawyssely, he owyth hit repel
vmbethoght avysely, and wyth reyson know his defaute.

Hence Umbethi nkingz'^/.j^. ; Umbethou'ght
ppl. a,

1422 tr, Secreta Secret., Priv, Priv. 155 The more ryche
man be and manaunt, tlie mure hym be-howyth that he be
vml>ethoghL Ibid, isj Whoso wyse is and vmbethoght, he
wille not begyle, ne begiUd he nel not be. £-1440.^1^//.
7Vi/ff 2Q3Torcstrcne hur wepyng sho lefte thynkyng of be
manhede of Criste & toke nur to vmbeihynkyng of His
godded. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par.^ Luke xii. 115 To take
folie and un)>ethinking to be of his counsayle.

TTmbethonre, -tigh, -trin, -turn, -viron,
-w^all, -weave, -wend, -"wet : see Umbz-.

t Umbewhi'le, adv, Obs. Also 3 umbe
hwile, 4 vmbywhile (4 unbe-, 5 vnbi-). [Oii.

ymb{c) hwlle : see UsiiiE prep, and Wuile sd, Cf.

Umwhile.]
L After a time,

971 Blickling Horn. 217 pa waes ynib hwile, 3a ;^erelde he
ha;t se deada man his leomu ealle astyredc. a 1225 Leg.
Katk. IS Weox umbe hwile \Royal MS. umbe hwiles]
wre3i5e ham bitweonen.

2. At times ; sometimes.
c 1230 Hall Meid. 27 Nawt ane on ende ; ah eauer umbe-

hwile. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 49 Sleuthe ant slep mi
bedyncr, that weneth me unbe-while. Umbe-while y am
to wheue, when y shal inurthes meten. i3<>3 Langl. A /'/.

C. VII. 396 (MS. Laud 656), [They] sctyu til cuesaug range
& songc vmbywhilc.

UMBILICAL.

Umbfold : see Umb-,
TJrabier, variant of Umber sb.^

tUmbil. Obsr^ [t^^X.'L. umbil-iats : see next.
F. nombril is used in the same sense.] (Seequot.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury il 85/1 The umbil is the navel,

or daulk in any fruit, just against the stalk ; it is also taken
for the crown, lop, or head ofan apple, where the blossom is.

TTmbilic (ymbi-lik), sb. Forms : a, 7 vmbil-
ike, -icke, umbilick, umbelic(k, 7, 9 urabilic.
&. 7 vmbilique, umbelique. [ad. L, umhilJc-us
Umbilicus, related to Gr. vfA(pa\os, and ultimately
to Navel sb. Hence also ¥. ombilic^ f umbilic

(^556); It. urn- J ombilico^ ombellicOy Sp. ombligo,
Pg. umbigo. In sense i prob. stressed umbili'c.}

fl. The centre; the middle pointer part. Obs.
o. 1607 Bp. J. King Serm. < Nov. 23 For the perpetration

of it they went downe into the bowells of the earth, but for
the inuention to the very vmbilicke, and centre of the earih.
1608 — Serm. 24 Mar. 19 The verie middle and vmbilicke
of natures pre6ned time. 1638 SirT. Herbert Ti'av. (ed.2)
113 Ormus is as it were the umbelick of the gulph. Ibid.
265 Hell is in the Umbelic or navell of the world.
^. i6ia Peacham Genii. Exerc. in. 143 It was round, and

equall from the vmbelique or middle point, to euery side.
X615 Sir E. Hoby Curry-combe vi. 248 Not only in Wales
and Scotland, but euen in the vmbilique of the Saxons
Dominion. 1638 SirT. Herbert Trav. {ed. 2) 214 In the
umbelique or mid-part of this spatious Court is a quad-
rangular Tanck or Pond.
2. Geovi. (See quots. 1S75-6.)
1843 MacCullagh in Proc. R. Irish Acad. (1846) II. 458

The focal hyperbola of the ellipsoid and the focal ellipse of
the hyperboloid of two sheets, are uinbilicar focals, and pass
through the umbilics of these surfaces. 1875 P. Frost
Solid Geom. (ed. 2) 1. 166 The point-circles in which the
variablecircle terminates are called ««/^;7/cf. iZj6 Haudbk.
Sci. App. S. Kens. 46 At special points, called umbilics,
the greatest and least curvatures (and therefore all the
curvatures) are equal to one another. The sphere has the
peculiarity that every point on it is an umbilic.

t Umbi'lic, rt. Obs. Also6vm-, 7umbili(iue,
8 umbilick. [ad. L. utnbilic-us (see prec), the
ending being taken as adjectival.]

1. Umbilic pointy a central point.
a. Her. X586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 105 Counterchanging

of them by the fesse or vmbilique point of the sheeld. Ibid.
184 This scutcheon.. was of old named fessey target by-
cause that the fesse or vmbilique point of the coate armor
is occupied with a targe or sheeld.
b. Math. 1700 Moxon Math. Diet., Umbilique PointSfOt

the 2 Focus or Centre-Points in an Elipsis.

2. (See quot.)
1681 tr. IVillis' Rem. Med. IVks. Vocab., Umbilic, be-

longing to the navel, or of the likeness or shape of the navel.

Umbilical (»mbilikal), a. and sb. Also 6
vmbelycall, 8 umbelical, 7 vm-, urabilicall, 8
umbiUioal. [ad. med.L. ttvibilUdl-iSy f. umbilic-
its Umbilic sb. Cf. It. timbilicale, ombelicale, Sp.
and Pg. umbilical^ F. ombilicai {iz^^i), f umbilical
(Cotgr.).]

A. adj. 1, Anal. Of or pertaining to the umbi-
licus or navel.

1541 R. Copland Cuydon's Quest. Chirurg. H ij, The
party vmbelycall synual is fro y« nauyll downwarde. 1704
J. Harris Lex.Techn. I, Umbilical Region^ is that part of
the Abdomen lying round about the Navel. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. S.V. Liver^ One [fissure] thio' which the Umbilical
Ligament passes. 1808 Uarclay Muscular Motions 348
A tendon, which, .divides in the region called umbilical
into two strata. 18^6 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper.
Surg. 434 The umbilical ring.. is but slightly resistant and
very dilatable for some time after birth. 1859 Uullock
Cazeaux' Midivif. 128 The umbilical depression, which in
the two first months seems deeper, disappears gradually as
gestation progresses. i88x Mivart Cat 185 On this account
the ventral part of the groove is called the umbilical fissure,

b. In umbilical artery, vein, vessel.

x6is Crooke ^(jr/y of Man 710 The Infant. .draweth the
nourishment into the Liuer through the vmbilicall veine by
a naturall instinct. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Umbilical
Arteries, are two Arteries marching from the Navil, through
Peritonaeum to the sides of the Bladder. 1667 Phil,
Trans. II. 512 l^be Embrlo doth breath, but not feed,

through the Umbilical vessels. ijxsFam. Diet. s.v. Liver

^

These two Lobes [of the LiverJ are separated by a Scissure
or Cleft, through which the Umbelical Vein enters. 1774
Goldsmith Nat. Hist. (1862) I. ii. 158 The bloodvessels
that go to the placenta, .are plainly seen issuing from the
navel (being therefore called the umbilical vessels). 1831
K. Knox CioqueCs Anat. 715 The umbilical artery always
furnishes three or four, whith ramify in the walls of the
bladder. 1841 T. R. JosEsAnim. Kiugd. 629 The arteries
..represent the umbilical arteries of the human fetus.

C. Path, and Med. Affecting, proceeding from,
or applied to, the navel.

i797£'«cj'c/.5riV.(ed.3)XVIII. iss In umbilical hernia the
parts protruded pass out at the umbilicus, and are commonly
the intestines, or omentum, or both. 1863 Habersiion Dis.
Abdomen (ed. 2) 570 Strumous Peritonitis. Fajcal Abscess.
Umbilical Discharge. 1875 Knight Diet, Mech. 2678/1
Umbilical batuiage, .. a broad band of fabric which is

buckled around the umbilical region of the body to serve as
an abdominal supporter and for palliating umtilical hernia.
Ibid., An umbilical truss, designed for the same purpose.

d. Connected on the female side.
1888 N. ^ Q. 7th Ser. V. 493/2 The direct lineal ancestress

in the female line, or what is sometimes termed umbilical
or uterine ancestress.

2. Umbilical cord : a. The flexible string which
attaches the fatus to the placenta; the navel-
string.
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17S3 Ckatnh^rs' Cyct. Suppl. s.v. Navel^ The umbilical
COM or navel-string of tlic new-born infant. 1803 Med.
7r»/. IX. 74 He combats the opinion. .that the death of
the child necessarily follows from the neglect of tying the
umbilical cord after delivery. 1847 W, C. L. Martin Ox
it-j/i Some farmers after the birth of the calf attach a small
weight to the umbilical cord, in order to facilitate tlie

separation and expulsion of the placenta. x888 Buck's
HetHdbk. Med. Set, VI. 22/a 'I"he umbilical cord normally
presents torsions.

/ig^. 1847 Emerson Refir. Men, SwedenhorgV^V^. (Bohn)
I. 334 With a force of many men, he could never break the
umbilical cord which held him to nature. 1859 1. Taylor
Logic in Tkeoi. 317 That intercourse which.. is linking
England with India—that umbilical cord through which
the circulation, to and fro, is going on,

b. BoL The small peduncle which attaches a
seed to the placenta. Similarly umbilical bundle^

vessel,

1731 P. Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. I'ej^eiatioHt This fer-

mented Liquor is convey 'd by the Umbilical Vessel to the
Trunk of the little Plant. 1819 Lindley tr. /He/lard's Obs.
Fruits ff Seeds 6 Every visible process of the trophosperm
which bears a single seed is known by the name of umbilical
chord. 183a — Nat, Syst. Hot. 150 Seeds attached by um-
bilical cords to placentae. 1875 Bennett & Uver tr. Sac/is*s
Bat. 253 From it [an umbilicusj a denser bundle of threads
runs downwards to the peridium, the umbilical bundle.

3. Conchol. Provided or connected with, of the

nature of, an umbilicus.
I7S5 Getttl, Mag. XXV. 128 The particular species of the

Nautilus^ as shells, are the papiraceous, the eared, and the
umbilical. xSaa j[. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 147 In some
instances the umbilical termination [of a shell] is filled, as
if by an exudation of callus. 1894 Gcol. Mag. Oct. 4^8 The
Australian form is distinguished by the greater prominence
of its short umbilical ribs.

4. Geom, Forming, or pertaining to, an lambilicus.
X7a8 Chambers Cri:/,, Umbilical Points^xw Mathematicks,

the same with Foci. 1841 J, R. Young Math. Dissert, ii.

34 Dupin.. clearly saw that Mouge had misinterpreted this
symbol in his investigation of umbilical points, 1851 Syl-
VESTER in Lend, etc. Phil. Mag. Feb, 136 note^ As the two
surfaces jut one close into the other at this point, it would
perhaps be not improper to designate the contact at such
point as umbilical, 1863 Frost & Wolstenholme Solid
Geom. 1^4 The fixed point is called an umbilical focus, the
intersection of the planes a directrix, and the constant ratio
the umbilical modulus.

6, Occupying a central point or position.
X74« pe Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 393 The Chapter-

house is large, supported, as to its arched Roof, by one um-
bilical pillar. 1760 Sterne Tr, Shandy 1. xxiii, His soul
might as well, unless for mere ceremony, or the trifling ad-
vantage which the umbilical point gave her, ..play the fool
out o' doors as in her own house. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol.
I. 243 The jEtolians were stited umbilical ; and looked upon
themselves as the central people in Greece.

B. sb, pi. The umbilical vessels.

1774 CoofER in Phil. Trans. LXV. 316 It is plain also,
that the blood passed.. through the hypogastrics and um-
bilicals to the placenta,

tUmbilica'lity. Obs, [f. prec. + -ity.]

1. A close or intimate connexion.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep, v. v. 240 In his immortall

and diviner part hee seemed to hold a nearer coherence,
and an umbiticality even with God himselfe.

2. An umbilical cord,
1658 J. Robinson Endoxa vii. 44, I knowj after two or

three days incubation, that there is a Sangmne-like string;
..but that that should be the Umbilicality of the Chicken,
is not by sight demonstrable,

Umoi'lacally, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.] By
means of an umoilicus or umbilical cord ; in the
region of the navel.
x8ax W. P. C Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 97 Seeds

numerous, attached umbilically to a central receptacle.

Umbilica-nimism, rare, [f, L. umbilu-us
Umbilicus + aH/wa soul, after late Gr, o^cpaKS-

^UX«-] The practice of looking steadfastly at the
navel, followed by the Hesychasts, in expectation
of an outward exhibition of the light supposed to
dwell within the soul of man.
x87^ ). H. Blunt Diet. Sects 192/1 The Light theory and

Unibtlicanimbm of the Hesychasts.

Umbrlicar, a, Geom. [f. Umbilio-us + -AB.
Cf. late L. umbiltcdris (Tertullian).] Of or be-
longing to the umbilicus,
1843 MacCullagh in Proc. R. Irish Acad. (1846) II. 458A focal which is not modular may be called umbiiicar,

because it intersects the surface in the umbilics. Ibid. 469A focal point which is at once modular and umbiiicar. 1870
Cavley Math. Papers VIU. 326 The contacts arise, as will
appear, from the umbilici of the ellipsoid, and may be
termed ' umbiiicar centres ', or ' omphaloi '.

t Umbi'licarv, a. Obs,-^ [f. obs. F. umbiii-
car (Rabelais), ad, late L. umbiltcdris : see prec]
Lying in the region of the navel.
"
'S*?

^rquhart's Rabelais in. xxxiv. 290, I will, .grope
her Pulse, and sec the Disposition of her Hypogaster, to-
gether with her Umbilicary Parts [F. parties umbilicares\.
UniDlllcate (»mbi'likA), a. [ad. L, umbilic-

al-us, f. umbilicus Umbilicus. Cf. It. umbilicalo^
ombelicato^ F. ombiliquL'\ Resembling a navel;
having a depression like the navel.
1698 W. King tr. Sorbiire's Jouni. Land, 15 He has

several other Curiosities ; among the rest was a Roman
Glass, whose very bottom was smoth and very little um-
bihcate. X785 Martvn Lett. Bot. xxxii. (1794) 400 Umbil-
icate [section], or hollowed like the navel, and «>oty, or
appearing black, or as if burnt. j8a6 Kikby & Sr.
tntomol, IV, 270 Umbilicate,.,whfin a variole, tubercle

granule, &c. has a depres.sion in its centre. 1842 Johnston
in Proc. Bcrw. Nai. Club II. 30 There is no spire, nor is

the apex umbilicate. 1897 W. E. Steelk Field Bot. 81

Ca![yxl with 30 furrows, conical, umbilicate at base.

Umbi'licate, v. [Cf. prec. and Umbilica-
TiON.] intr» To become umbilicate.
c 1900 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. VII. 250 (Cent. Suppl.).

TTmbi'licated, a, [f. as prec. + -eu.] Having
a depression like the navel ; umbilicate. (Chiefly

in special applications : see quots.)
a. 1698 W. King tr. Sorbicre's Journ. Lond. 15 He showM

me, likewise, a great Rummer of two Quarts. .: I found that
the foot of the latter was more Vmbilicated than the former.
. b. Bot, 1693 Z'/t//. 7>a«j. XVII. 928 The Fourth .Section

contains such Trees and Shrubs as have an UmbiUcated
Fruit. 1725 Sloane Jamaica II. 76 To thatfoUows many
crown'd or umbilicated berries. X756 P. Browne Jamaica
H03 The larger Colts-foot, with umbilicated leaves. X77X
Duchess Portland Let, in Mrs. Delany Life ^ Corr. Ser.

11.(1862) I, 359, 1 fancy Heft tlie umbilicated lichen at Ham.
184s y-Vorw^'j Jrnl. (1846) VI. 196 The plant.. is at first

rotund, in age becoming more oblong, umbilicated at the
top.

C. Conch. 1776 Da Costa Elem. Conchol. x. 202 The
umbilicated whitish thin Snail. 1823 J. Parkinson Outl.
Oryctol. 155 The columella umbilicated and slightly grooved
at Its base. 1851 S. P. Woodwahd Alollusca i. 100 The axis
of the shell, around which the whorls are coiled, is some-
times open or hollow ; in which case, the shell is said to be
perforated, or umbilicated. 1880 Linn. Soc, Jr/iL XV, 95
Shell high, conical, tectiform, carinated, umbilicated, with
a flattish depressedly conical base.

d,,^ Ent. 18x9 Samouelle Entomol. Contpend. 190 Black,
shining, iinpressed-punctate, cicatriculose ; the punctures
umbilicated, the umbilici perforate. 1826 Kirby & Spknce
Entomol, HI. 509 In Fulgora Diadema they [stemmata]
are also umbilicated, but the umbilicus is circular.

e. Path, and Anat. xB^4 Cycl. Pract. Med. ill. 738/2
This central depression, or umbilicated form of vesicle (as

it is sometimes called), is very characteristic of small-pox.
X877 Coues Fur Anim. i. 13 At e.icli side of this fossa..

is found an umbilicated papilla. 1897 Alibutt's Syst. Med,
II. 519 A pustular rash,, .but without umbilicated pustules.

Umbilicatiou (x^mbilik^'-Jan). rath. [f. L.

umbilic-us Umbilicus + -ATION.] A central de-

pression on the upper part ofa pock or other vesicle

on the skin ; also, the condition of being so

depressed.
X873 F. T. Roberts Handbk. Med. 182 After a while the

umbilication disappears, the pock becoming either rounded
or pointed at the top, x88o A. Flint Princ. Med. 618 The
umbilication, which can sometimes be felt on the cancerous
nodules, may be of assistance in the diagnosis. 1899
Alibutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 876 As the tumour increases in

size, one or more depressions, or umbilications, are ob<
served on the surface.

XJmbili'Ciform, a. rare, [f. L. umbilic-us +
-(i)form.] Having the form of an umbilicus

;

navel-like.

X893 Gadow in Newton Diet. Birds 239 The umbiUciform
pit,., which marks the point of junction with the rhachis
and hyporhachis.

TJmbili'CUlari a. raj-e^"^, [f. L. umbilic-us

(see next) + -ular.] Directed towards the navel,

1883 BoouLB mPop.Sci. Monthly Feb. 513 The writers

who "have drawn attention off mere umbilicular contem*
plation.

11 Uzabilicus (^mbilai'ki/s, 2?mbi"lik£'s), PI.

-ici (-3i's3i, -isai). [L, umbilicus : see Umbilio sb.'\

1. Anat, The central depression in tlie abdomen,
marking the point of attachment of the umbilical

cord ; the navel,
{xSxS^^oovir. Body 0/Man {xt^'i) 81 They are called l^asa

Vmbilicalia, because they passe through the Nauell which
is called Vmbilicus. 1693 tr. Blancanfs Phys. Diet, (ed. 2),

Umbilicus^ the Navel, or Boss in the middle of the Abdomen,
to which the Navel-string in a Pectus is joined. X72S
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Abdomen,, The middle part of the

Umbilical [region], is called the Umbilicus, ov Navel.] X709

Aled, Jrnl. I. 422 Immediately over the left rectus muscle,

at its half intersection below the umbilicus. 1834 J, Forbes
Laennec's Dis. Chest, (ed. 4) 345 This tumour increased and
extended towards the umbilicus. X876 Bristowe Th. <y

Pract. Med. (1878) 650 In which case the general symmetry
of the belly is maintained, but the umbilicus is usually

deeply sunk.

D, Bot, The part of a seed by which it is

attached to the placenta.

X837 P. Keith Bot. Lex, 89 They are then nourished by
means of an umbilicus, which we caimot but regard as an
external root, 1857 M. J. B&ukkuy.^ Cryptog. Bot. §io3.

135 Acetabularia bears a whorl of threads, . .seated on a
delicate peduncle, with a few free-branched threads spring-

ing from the umbilicus. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1 190/1 Umbilicus,
the hilum of a seed ; the scar formed by its separation from
the placenta.

O. trans/. The central point.

i897-«G. T. Stokes ll^orthies Irish Ch. i. 5 Killare in

the county of Westmeath, formerly regarded as the umbil-
icus of Ireland.

f 2. (See quot.) Obs.
1688 K. \{.o\M^ Armoury \\, 363/1 An Umbilicus or Navel

shell . . is a kind of writhen cockle or shell fish wrinkled and
turned in on the top like a Navel.

3. Geom, fa, A focus. Obs.
X704 J. Harris /-(ff.r. Techn. I, Umbclicus in an Ellipsis,

&c. is that Focus about which the Motion of any Revolving
Body is m.-ide, and which it respects as its Centre. So that

either Focus may be called by this Name. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Moon, These smaller [planets] must move in Kl-

lipses having their Umbilici in the Centres of the larger.

b. A point in a surface through which all its

lines of curvature pass.

X841 J. R. Young Math, Dissert. W. 36 The perplexities

and mistakes in the theory of umbilici. 1863 P, Frost &
\loi.stB.HHO\MKSolidGeom. 418 Todetermine the conditions

for an umbilicus. Ibid. 420 To determine the number of

umbilici on a surface of the n'^ degree.

4. A small depression or hollow suggestive of a

navel. (Chiefly in special applications.)

a. Bot, 1809 Brown in Trans. Einncan Soc. (i8n)X.36It
is not accompanied by the usual position or even uniformity

in the situation of the external umbilicus. i8iz Neiv. Bot.

Garden I. 42 The berries are round with a depressed um-
bilicus. 184s Florist's Jrnl. {1B46) VI. 196 In the umbilicus

alone, whence the flowers appear, there are a few small

brown rigid seta; rather than spines.

b. Ent, X819, 1826 [see Umbilicated a. d]. 1828 Stark
Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 380 An indistinct style inclosed in an
umbilicus at its extremity.

O.Zool. iSzz J.Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 147 The substance

round which the turns are formed, is on the left side of the

shell, and terminates at its base ; sometimes in a point, and
sometimes in a hollow, which is termed an umbilicus. X851

\VooDWARD Molli(sea, I. 84 The umbilicus is small or obsolete

in the typical nautili. 1890 Science-Gossip XXVI. 242/2 A
varietyof//'t//^//tJW«/i/*f.. having., traces of white between
the bands,. .and white continuous over the umbilicus.

d. Orttith. X878 DuNMAN Gloss. Biol. Terms (i88g) 152
Umbilicus, ..thti name given to two apertures {j«^£r/or and
inferior') in the calamus of a bird's feather.

e. Path, a 1883 Fagge Princ. ^ Pract. Mid. (1886) II. 612

The cavity is 'pocketed ' and shows a central depression or

umbilicus.

Umbisett^e, Umbith : see Umbeset, Umboth.
TJmblay : see Umb-. XJmble, var. Humble a.,

Hummel. TTmbleinent, <2'zW. : seeUMBERMKNT,

Umbles (2?'mb'lz), Also 5 owmlys, 6 um-
blys, vmblis, 7-9 (in comb.) uinble-. [var. of

NuMBLES : see also Humble sb.']

1. The edible inward parts of an animal, usually

of a deer,

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker6i6 Tispatuin, unibles. 14. . Nom.
Ibid. 678 Hoc burburium^ ov/m\ys. a 15/00 For to serve a
Lord'in Babees Bk. (1868) 377 Brawne with mustard, umbo's
of a dere or of a sepe. X523 Skklton Garl. Laurel 1240
'X'he vmblis of venyson..To fayre maistres Anne that sbuld
haue be sent. X558 Phaer /iineid v. M 2 On umbles fat

they feede, and broche, and broyle. 1587 Harrison Eng-
land II. xix. (1877) I. 305 The ordinarie fee, and parts of the

deere giuen vnto the keeper by a custome, who. .hath the
skin, head, vmbles, chine, and shoulders. 16x6 Surfl. &
Markh. Country Farme 585 Fine, daintie, and tender bodies,

as. .Umbles, Chickens, Calvesfeete, or any other good thing.

x66a J, Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 208 They sell the
flesh of them to the Chineses, .. eating themselves onely
the Umbles and Paunch. x66s Pei'YS Diary 13 Sept., He
did give us the meanest dinner, (of beef, shoulder and
umbles of venison). X7a5 Fam, Diet., Black Puddings',..

the best Method to make them.. is, to boil the Umbles of
a Hog tender. X74X Compl. Fam, Piece \. ii. 175 Take the

Umbles of a Deer, parboil them, clear off all the Fat from
them, x8a6ScoiT ll^oodst. iii, Where. .monarchs. .amused
themselves with broiling the umbles, ordowsets, of the deer,

upon the glowing embers.

b. trans/, andyf^. (of persons).

XS36 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford fiSSo) 137, I

trust shortly to wash my hands in y« unibles of y*.. knaves.
x6ii Middleton&Dkkker A'(7a77«^(7/>/ irr. i,Agood well-

set fellow, if his spirit Be answerable to his umbles. x8a6
Scott Woodst xviii, I'll give them leave to give mine umbles
to the kites and ravens if they find me conferring my confi-

dence where it is not safe.

2, attrib, in umble-pie, fCf. Humble pie, and
numble-pie s.v. Numbles ^.)
1663 Pkpvs Diary 8 July, Mrs. Turner., did bring

us an umble pie hot out of her oven. X683 Accompliiht
Lady's Delight, i-j A dish of fruits. 18 An umble pye.

1728 E. Smith Compl. House^v. A viij. First Course. .West-
phalia-Ham and Chickens.. Venison Pasty. .Umble-Pies.

1736 Bailry Household Diet. s.v., [To make] An Umble
Pye. Boil the umbles of a deer till they are very tender
[etc.]. 1864 Lowell McClellan or Lincoln^ Prose Wks.
1890 V. 158 Disguise it as you will, flavor it as you will, call

it what you will, unible-pie is umble-pie, and nothing else.

t Umblete, var. Humblete (humility). Obs,
X377 Langl. p. pi. B. v. 629 (MS. Rawl. Poet. 38) fol, 24

pere aren seven giftes, l>at seruen treuthe euere;..l>at on
hatle abstinence, and vmblete an other.

fUmbUoO'inetry. Obs,-'^ (Meaning donbtful.)
Perhaps intended for umbilicotnetry, as the passage deals

with methods of judging character from physical pecu-
liarities.

1653 R.Sanders Physiogn. 145 These Greeks know also
Umblicometry, and divers others ; but as for Physiognomic
tliey place it according to this Figure,

Umblook: see Umb-.
Umbly, obs. form of Humbly adv.

II TJmbo (onibij). PI. umbones (»mb(>u'n/z),

umbos. [L, umbo, umbonis shield-boss, knob,

I)rojection, etc. Cf- F. ombon (in sense i).]

1. The boss of a shield, usually in or near the

centre, and sometimes having a sharp point,

1721 Swift Poems, Gci'rge.nim-Dan- Dean's Ansiv. to

Sht-ridan 33 Like tlie umbo of the Rumans Which fiercest

foes could break by no means. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Su^pl.

,

Umbo, in antiquity, the round protuberant part of a shield.

1851 D. Wilson Preh, Ann. 11. iv. 268 Many of the

shields of the same period were made chiefly of wood
and leather, with the central umbo of bronze. 1899
R. MuNRo Prehist. Scot. vii. 240 Similar relics, .were asso-

ciated with the iron umbo of a shield.

2, A projection of a round or conical form; a
knob, .

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Umbu>u:ulus ..yf/3i.s after-

wards used to express the inequalities on the surfaces of

flints aud agates, which frequently are roundish and obtuse
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and represent a kind of umbones. 183a Cell PompeiafUi
I. vi. 1 16 '1 he hot-water bath . . consists tii a vase or tazza of
white marble. . . In the centre is a projection, or umbo, rising

from the bottom.

3. a. Conch. The point at which a univalve shell,

or each valve of a bivalve shell, ig most protuberant.
sing. iSaa J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 328 Terebratula

seinigloboiii :. AMxmA^ very smooth; umbo raised, margin
entirely without plicai. 1877 SrK C. VV. Thomson Voy.
Chalien^er 11. i. 5 The carina is a handsome plate, very
uniformly arched, with the umbo placed at the apex.
pl. 1814 C^- y*''ii.Sci. XVH. 16 The umbones, which are

unusually smalt, have scarcely any convexity. 1849 Dana
C£ol. (1850) App. i. 699 A byssiferous canal passing out of
the umbos at the margin of the shell. 1870 Rolleston
Anim. Life 54 The bivalve shell of the fresh-water mussel,
..with its li;;amerit and its umbones.

b. Ent. (See quot.)
1826 KiRtiv & Sp. Entomol. III. 36S Umbones (the Bosses),
two moveable bosses surmounted by a spine, with which
the Prothorax of the Coleopterous genus Macropits is

armed.

o. Bot. The knob or prominence in the centre of
the pileus of a fimgus.
1836 Berkeley Fungi in SmWCs Eng. Flora V, 11. 28

A^aricus rufus. . . Pdeus 3 inches broad, plano-convex,
slightly or strongly umbonate with a depression round the
umbo as the plant advances. 1871 Rf. C. Cookb Handbk.
Brit. Fungi 186 Pileus r-2 in. broad, purple brown, ..um-
bonate, the umbo generally subumbilicate.

d. Zooi. One of the perforated ambulacral
plates of eohinoderms.
1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 6^0/1 The ambulacra.. have near

tlieir outer edge small sbield-like spaces, umbones^. .^x-
forated by pairs of small orifices or pores for the protrusion
of the feet.

4. Path. A central patch in an efflorescence or
other affection of the skin.

\%xx-^ Qoou Study ^feii. (1829) V. 559 ElTlorescence in
blushing patches; .. often alternately fading and reviving;
sometimes with a colourless umbo. Ibid, 625 Even the
area partakes of the vesication and becomes an umbo.
5. Anat, (See first quot.)
1877 BuBNETT Ear 51 The lower end of the manubrium

draws the tiumbrana tym/a/ii inw^tii very markedly, and
forms that depressed spot in the centre called the uml>o.
190s Hughes & Kehh Man. Preut, Anat, III. 281 Jhe
membrane U concave externally, the umbo forming the
deepest point of the concavity.

Umbo, ITmbois, variants of Umbotu Sc. Obs.

Umbonal (y-mlw^nal), a. [f. L. umbon-,
umbo UMBO + -AL.] Of, belonging to, situated

near, the umlx) ; of the nature of an umbo.
1854 S, P. WoouwAKi) MoUusca it. 316 Shell smooth, ob-

long;., umbonal rib extending across the interior of the
valve. 1866 R. Tate Brit. Mollusks il iz In the interior
of the shell, the following.. are to be distinguished: Ihe
umbonal cavity corresponding to the umbo [etc.). x888
RoLLKsroM & Jacksom Anim. Life 124 A line.. drawn to
the ventral margin from the centre of the umbonal region.

Umbonate (»'mb<7nA), a. [f. as prec. + -ate.]

1. Furnished with, rising np in, an umbo or boss.

Chiefly Bot.
18*9 Loudon Encyct. Plants (1836) 987 AgaHcus asper.

..Cap somewhat umbonate rough with acute warts. 1857
Dekkelev Cryptog. Bot. § 532 In the other genus ICryptan-
gium].., the operculum is acuminate instead of umbonate.
1887 W. Phili.ifs Brit. Discomycetes 393 Spermogonia ..

punctiform, black, acutely umbonate.
2. Formed into an umbo or knob.
189K Cent. Diet.

So U'lnbonatad a. rarf~^.
X75J Hill llist. Anim. 127 The fine, roundish, umbonated

Cochlea. 1847 Webster, (imbonatnl^ in botany, having a
boss or elevated point in the middle.

nmboiia*tioii. rarr~^, [Cf. prec. and -ation.]
A formation of the nature of an umbo.
187* H. C. Wood Fresh-Water Al^at (1874) loi Tubercles,

obtuse or sharp simple or forked spnics, hair-like processes,
umlKjnations, &c
Umbone. Now rareoi Obs. [ad. L. umbon-^

stem oittmbo Umbo.]
1 1. Bot, A style or pistil. Obs.

^
t^iiGi-rarile's Herbal \.XQ\\. 166 Each ofthesefloureshath

MX leaues, . . with so many white chiuesor threds, and a tittle

blewish umbone in the inidbt. 1708 K erskv, Umbone or llorn^
. .any pointed Style or Head in the middle ofa Flower. i7as
Fam. Diet. s.v. l^'irginla Climber, 'I'lie I-^aves are of a
whitish Colour,.. but the stronjiest Part is the Umbone,
which rises in the middle. i7s8Ciiamuki(s Cycl.s,v., There
is als<j an Umbone call'd doubly-pointed, or by.parted, as
in the Peony; and .sometimes the Umbone has lour sharp
Puints.

2. Conch. = Umho 3 a.

1867 MuKciitsoN Silurta (ed. 4) ix. 195 liencath the beak
or umbone a small area pierced by a round foramen.
Umbones, pt. of Uhko.
XTxubo'nial, «. rare-^. [Cf. Umbonal a.\ Of

or belonj^in^ to the umbo of a shell.
18x4 Q. jml. :>ci. XVII. 16 Four series of short obliiiue

grooves, orof indented wrmkUs, three of which are arranged
in a direction with the umbonial slope.

So TTmbo'nlc a.

1877 HvxLEY Anat. !nv. Anim. viii. 473 Sometimes the
umbonic cone is prolonged and bent inwards.

Vmbonically, oilv. rarr-^. [f. L. umbon-,
umbo Umiuj : cf. prec. and -AL, -LY.] In the manner
of an umbo or shield-boss,
1654GAVT0N Pleas. Notes iv. viii. 218 The Trunke hose,

and Codpiece umbonically prominciit, and significant as a
Digitus Mercurialis.

TTmbO'nulate, «. Boi. [ad. mod.L. umbon-
ulal'us, f. L. umbon- Umbo : see -ule and -ate.]

i866 Treas. Bot. 1190/1 Umbonulate^ terminated by a
very small boss or nipple.

t Umboth.. Ork, ami Shell. Obs. Also 6 urn-

buth, umbo, umbuss, -boia, 9 umbith. [a.

ON. umbo6 (Norw, umbod, Swr. and Da. ombud)
agency, office, f. urn- Um- + ^£^ command, etc.]

1. Agency, procurator/, part (in affairs).

1509 Earldom ofOrkney {,%.'W.%.') 84 Schir Nycol Haucrji,

..persone of Orpharc, in his said fadaris umbuih. 1510 in

Scottish Jrnl. Topog. etc. II. 88 Sir Vil3em Sinclar. .sueand

for Justice Rychert Sinclar, in ye umbuss of Jhone Adesone
one ye tayne part, and Viljam flet in h[ils awyne umbuss
on ye tother part.

2. (See quots. a 16S8 and 1733.) Also umbolh
diityy tithe.

1577 Reg.PrivyCouucil Scot, II. 648 To pay the Bischoppis

dewitie callit the bischoppis umbois in Zeitland, quhilk he

hes in tak and assedatioun. a 1688 J. Wallace Descr. Ork.
ney (1693) 94 Umboth^ the great Tiend of either half of the

Parish : so called because every other year it was changed
with the Minister for his half: for the word Umboth signi-

fietb time about. 1733 T. Gifj-ord Descr. Zetland Islands

(1886) 56 That rent called Umbolh duty, that is the bishop's

rents of Zetland, for which., the bishop has the equivalent

rent in Orkney. Ibid. The Umboth tylhes are for the most
part a rental tythe. a 1800 MS. Ace. Lands Unst 1 (Jam.),
In the Parish of Unst, the teind of which being umboth, or

free parsonage teind, is . . payable to Lord Dundas, . . who has
right to the Bishop's reserved teinds. 1809 Edmondston
Zetl. Isl, I. iv. 163 The corn teind is divided between the

minister and the proprietor of the crown rents, and the share
of the latter is denominated umbith or umboth duty. 1866
Edmonstos Shetland Gloss. 135.

fXTmbotlliaau. Obs. Also 5 vmbythisman.
[a. ON. itvtbodstfiann (nom. -madr; =Norw. «w-
bodsmann^ S\v, and Da. ombudsman)^ f, umbod :

see prec.] An agent or procurator.
1483-3 in Rcc. Earldom of Orkney (S.H.S.) 194 Andro

Quhiiquiysson and Jonat Mawnus..witht consent of our
vmbythisman . . have sauld a half penny land lyand in Was-
buster. 1^7 Ibid, 108 Thome . . maid VilUam Corgell
yongest his procuratour and umbotbman, and gave him
lus lull power to defend his landis, housLs, and heritage.

llUmbra^Co'mbra). ri. umbrffl (»-mbr/). [L.

umbra shade, shadow, Umbbb sb.^ Cf. It. ombra^
ombria^ F. ombre.^

1. The shade of a deceased person ; a phantom or

ghost. Alsoy^.
1599 B. JoNSON Cynthia's Rer, Induct., The umbrae or

ghosts of some three or four playes, departed a dozen yeeres

since. 1654 Gavion Pleas. Notes 111. iii. 78 Such kind of
Tones as these the Umbra: use, when they call upon Charon
for a Boat. 1654 'r. Scudery^s Curia Pol. Pref., I have
not troubled their famous umbra's, whom an innocent kind
of Magick hath so often summoned from their Royal Tombs.
1878 Besant& R rcE Celia's Atb. xi. The faint anddimly-seen
ghost of a possible repentance,..a spectral umbra pointing
heavenward. 1883 Sat. Rev. at Apr. 486/1 Had Lord
Beaconsfield ever indulged in such rashness, his umbra
might point out. .the disaster and the disgrace which have
followed on their neglect of the warning.

b. (See quot)
a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. v. 176 The spiritual vehicle of

(he soul, ..a kind of umbra or aerial mantle in which the

soul wraps herself.

2. A mere shadow of something. In quot. fig*
1634 Rainbow /-a/'<7«r (1635) 33 The pride of those. .who

are their owne umbra's, the servants and shadowes of their

owne reflected shadowes.

b. An uninvited guest accompanying one who is

Invited.

1696 S, Sewall Diary 7 May, And let my dear Wife and
all my children partake in thb priviledge, and that not as
Umbras, but on their own account. X7a^ Moffet Hesperi-
neso-gr, (1755) 9 Most of the guests their umbra's brought
And sauce that money never nought. cx8oo R. Cumbf.r-
I.AND John De Lancaster (1809) II. 71 Mr. David Owen
and his umbra in the bottle green were missing. 1834
LvTTOM Pompeii I. iii. The sixth banqueter, who was the
umbra of Clodius, ..muttered also '^depol',

3. Shade ; shadow.
1638 SiK T. Hlrbekt Trav. (ed. 2) 5 To all in the tem-

perate Zone, iu the Sunnes Meridian their shadowes cost

North, having past the Zenith, the shade or umbra becomes
contrary. t^^KxiSKXH Mod. Paint. IV.v. v.§ii If any of
these wayward umbra: are faithfully remembered and set

down by the painter, they nearly always have an unaccount-
able look.

4. Astr, a. The shadow cast by the earth or

moon as visible in an eclipse ; now spec, that por-

tion in which tiie shadow is complete, as contrasted

with i\iQ penumbra.
167J) MoxoN Math. Diet.^ Umbra, a .shadow, a word oft

used in the obscuration [m] of Eclipses. 181a WoounousE
Astron. xxxv. 344 The cones of the umbra and penumbra.,
formed by lines drawn from the Sun and touching the

Earth's surface. 1833 Herscuel /l.i/rf«.vi. 225 Owing to
the great size of the earth, the cone of its umbra always
projects far beyond the moon. 1868 Lockvhr Elem. Astron.

S 237 If the Sun were a point of light merely, the shadow
would be all umbra.

b. In sun-spots : (sec quots.^.

The earlier nucleus and umbra correspond respectively to
the modern umbra and penumbra.
1788 F.ncyel. Brit. (ed. 3) 1 1. 434/3 The increase of a spot

is gradual, the breadth uf the nucleus and umbra dilating

at the same time. Ibid., Small umbra: are often seen with-

out nuclei, i860 Olmsted Medu Heavens x. 103 A solar

spot usualfy consists of two parts, the nucleus and the
umbra.. .The umbra is a wide margin, of lighter shade, and
is often of greater extent tlvui the nucleus. 1868 Lockyeu

Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 32 The spots consist almost in-

variably of one or several dark portions called umbrae, which
seem black when compared with the luminous parts of the
disk. 1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron. m. ii. 245 The shaded
penumbra seems to form the sides of the cavity, while the
umbra is the invisible bottom.

5. Algebra. A symbol which requires to be
paired with another in order to denote a quantity.

1851 Sylvester in Lond, etc. Phil. Mag. Apr. 296 Each
quantity is now represented by two letters; the letters

themselves, taken separately, being symbols neither of
quantity tior of operation, but mere umbra; or ideal elements
of quantitative symbols. 1855 Kankink Misc. Sci. Papers
(1S81) 139 The tasinomic coellicients for oblique axes may
be regarded as compounded of umbra.*.

II U'mbra 2, rare. [L. umbra^ perb. the same
word as prec]

L The grayling; = Umbbu j-^.2

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 627 Both these rivers are
full of salmons and trouts, but Wy of the twaine is the
better, affording the best kind of tbem which they call

Vmbras. 1708 Kersev, i//«^ra, ..the Vmber, a sort of Fish,

1769 Pennant A'nV, ZW. III. 262 It is a very swift swinnner
and disappears like the transient passage ofa shadow, from
whence we believe is derived the name of Umbra.
2. A scisnoid fish of the genus Vmbrina^ esp.

the Mediterranean species U. cirrosa.

1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v. 1755 Diet. Arts iS Sii.,

Scixnay..\\\\s genus comprehends the umbra and the um-
brino. 1854 Badham Halieut. 43 A sandy bottom, though
not absolutely bad for flat flsh, suits the pelagians, .best

;

such as, e.g. auratas, the dentex, and Punic and indigenous
umbras.

Umbra, obs. form of Ombau.
tUmbrace, v. Obs. rare. [Alteration of

Embuace z*., by substitution of Um-.] trans. To
surround ; to obtain.
c 1350 St. Agatha 101 in Horstm. Altetigl. Leg. (1881) 46
And with fire if Jjou I? me] vmbraste With dew of heuin it

sal be waste. 13.. Adultery ^6 Ibid. 360 With schryft of

mouth & penans sinerte They wene J>er bfys forto vnbrace
[v.rr. vmotacc, vmbras],

Umbra'CiouS, a. rare~^. [Irreg. f. h. umbra
Umbua I.] Shady, umbrageous.
1839 SroNEflousK A.xholme 226 Planted with elms, syca-

mores, and chesnuts .., which have already become very
umbracious.

Umbraciousness. rare-K [Cf. prec] The
quality of giving shade.
1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry i. viii. 100 The umbraciousnesse

of the Tree he compaires to the dark life of Man, through
which the Sun is not able to pierce.

tUxubracle. Obs. Also 6 Sc. vmbrakill,
-kle. [ad. L. umbrdctil-ttm shady place, etc,

dim. of umbra Umbba 1. Cf. obs. Y. ombracley It.

ombraculo^ -co/Oj K. (bot.) umbracule.^ Shade or

shadow ; a shady place.

ciSoo Kennedy Passion of Christ 14 Haill, beyme to

skaill ofded l^e dirk vmbrakill I Ibid. 1312, 1395. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems Ixxxv. 20 Quhilk king ws bring vnto his

ryng, Fro' dethb dirk vmbrakle. 1609 J. Davies (Heref.)

Holy Roode Wks. (Grosart) I. 15/1 I'hat Tree (that Soule-
refreshingVmbracle Together with our Sinne) His shoulders

teares. 1653 R. Mason in Bulwer Anthropomet. Let. to

Author, Here were the Alleys and umbracles of his ordinary
recesses.

Urabraculate, a. Ent. [ad. mod.L. umbra-
culal-uSy f. L. umbrdcul-um : see prec] (See quot.)
18x6 K.1RBY & Sp. Entomol, xlvi. IV. 307 Umbracnlate..,

when there is upon the head an umbrella-shaped process.

Umbraculi-, the stem of L. umbracid-um sun-

shade (see Umbracle), employed in the botanical

adjs. umbraculiferous, umbra'culiform [F.

(bot.) umbraculiforme\. (sec quots.).

1847 Wkuster, Umbraculiformy having the form of an
umbraculum or arbor. 1857 A. Gray First Less. Bot. 235
Umbraculiform, umbrella-shaped, like a Mushroom, or the

top of the style of oairacenla. 186a MAYfiE Med. Voc.^'22

Umbraculi/eruSy..Bot., formed like a parasol: umbraculi-
ferous.

XJnxbrage (w mbred^), sb. Also 7-9 ombrage.
[a, Ol'". umbrage^ ombrage (F. ombrage)t^VT. utn-

bralge:--h. umbralicum, -icuSj f. umbra shadow.]

+ 1. Shade, shadow. Obs.

1496 Lydg. De Guil. PUgr, -.3310 The party off my vysnge
Whiche is clowded with vmbrage, (Jff cleernesse scholde

haue no reporte. 1513 Douglas A£neid xiii. Prol. 40 All

the bewtie of the fruciuus feyld Was wyth the erthis vm.
brage dene ourheild. 1544 Betiiam Precepts IVa*" I. cci.

1 vij b. The lyghte, and albo. .the false vmbrage whych the

Moone doth shewe fourthe. 1616 Dkumm. of Hawth.
Poems II. (S.T.S.) I. 65 Ueare amber Lockes gaue Vmbrage
to her Face. 1654 tr. Scnderys Curia Pol. 129 If we be

worsted in our nocturiKill and more .secret attempts, the

darkntfsse will give an umbrage, and obscure our shame.

165s V. G. tr. Mile. De Seuaery's Artamenes IV. 11. 83
The Sun setting that Evening without any cloudy umbrage,
it might almost be said that the Sun-beams did guild tlie

whole Countrey. 1687 Norris Coll. Misc., Ode to l)arkness

V, The IJlest above do tliy sweet umbrage prize. When Cloy'd
with light, they veil their eyes.

b. trans/. a.nd fig. (Very common in the 17th c.)

a. c 164a Observ. his Majesty's late Answ. ^ Ex/>res5cs

18 To look into termes a little mure narrower, and dispell

umbrages, 1663 Aron-bimnucha 30 Those Clouds and
Umbrages that did eclipse and darken the glory of the

Gospel. 1684 Hij-fiE Redeemer s Tears Wks. 1862 II. 269
A mind led . . to transmit through a dark umbrage some
glimmerings only of that excellent majesty which his Son-
ship.. entitled him to. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (17^7) III.

J
22 Great Mysterys,. .so wrap'd in Clouds, or hid m Urn-
rages, . . that they may seem to have been left as Trials of



UMBRAGE.
our Industry. 17*7 A. Hamilton NtTU Ace. E. Ind. I.

xxiil 379 [To) live . . under the Badge and Umbrage of

Ignominy and Shame, a 1763 Siienstone Vrogr, Taste 11.

loj And o'er her charms with caution shown, Be still a
graceful umbrage thrown.

0. 1660M1LTON Art'f Cornnnv. 44S Kingship, though look-

ing big, yet indeed most pusillanimous,.. startl'd at every

Ombrage. 1669 Temi-leZ<:.7. (1701) II. 65 To suspect that

it was Artificial, and only intended to give an Umbrage or

fal'* Light to the Court of Sueden.

2. spif., Shadeor shadow cast by trees or the like,

0. 1540-t ELYOT/w/aiVCfW'.xxi. (1544) 38 b, The sayd trees

cane a commodyous and ulesant vmbrage. ItUi. xxii. 42
Which trees did cast oner tne walles a pleasant vmbrage or

shadowe. 1664 EvKLVN Sylva vL 24 [Ash-trees are] not to

be planted for Umbrage, or Ornament ; especially neer the

Garden. x66s SiB T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 115 The
boughs..so circle the bole or trunk that it resembles an
arch'd circumference affording umbrage and refreshment to

some hundred men. 1675 Evki.vn Tci-ra (1676) 94 All shade
is not uiipropitiou-s where the Soil and Climate are benign,

as well as that which casts the umbrage. 1757 Dyer Fitece

\. 309 Accuslom'd to the barriers of the rick. Or some warm
umbrage. 1S49 C. Uronve ShiricyyiUt Often, .she would
spend a sunny afternoon in lying stirless on the turf, at the

ftot of some tree of friendly umbrage. 1865 A. Raleigh in

R€C. Life XL (18S1) 138 We had crept up slowly through
the leafy woods, and all at once we emerged from the um-
brage and stood upon the hilltop. 1888 R. Buchanan OVy
o/Drtamvwi. 171 The steed sprang on across the golden
glade and pluoLjed into the umbrage suddenly,

p. 1604 R. Cawdrev Taiie A i/>h., Omhrafiei shade, harbor,

or bower to rest vnder. 1866 J. B, Rose tr. OvuVs Met. 1.

447 On sounding pinions Cupid sped his flight To the deep
ombrage of Parnassus' height,

b. Const, ofy or with possessives.

1596 R. Uinche] Dklla {\%^^) 82 Where vnder vmbrage
of some aged Tree, With lute in hand I sit. X667 Milton
7'./,. IX. 1087 In some glade Obscur'd, where highest Woods
impenetrable To Starr or Sun-tighi, spread thir umbrage
broad. 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 159 Under the umbrage of
which Tree .. no less than 324 horses, or 4374 men, may
sufHciently be shelter 'd. 1708 j. Philips Cyder i. 141 They
run To Grots, and Caves, and the cool Umbrage seek Of
woven Arborets. 1772 S. Whyte Poems (1795) )86 In the

brown umbrage of the wood. If lonely you retire. 1793
Minstrel II. 109 The heat increasing, the deep umbrage of

the forest invited her into its closest paths. 1830 J.G.
STttVTTSylva Brie. iiB branches, .spreading their umbrage
to the circumference of two hundred and seven feet. 1875
Miss huADDOS Strange li^'orldi^ Two figures are seated .

.

beneath the umbrage of an ancient thorn.

o. The foliage of trees, etc., affording shade.

1657 ToMLiNsoN ^tf«o«'j Z)/jA Pref. bij, Here you may
view .. the pleasant Umbrages sporting with Zephyrus-
Nectar-Blooms. 1659 Hammond On /'s. cxxviii. 3 OHve-
ptants..were usually planted (as in arbours) to shade the

table, entertainments being made without doors, in gardens,

under that umbrage. 1727-46 Thomson Sunivier 626 Beside
the dewy border let me sit,..There in that hollow'd rock,

grotesque and wild,.. and over head By flowering umbrage
shaded. 1767 Jaco AW^'C-Zi/// 1. 357 Beneath their waving
Umbrage Flora spreads Her spotted Couch. 1789 E. Dak-
win Bot. Card. i. (1791) 207 Delighted Thames through
Tropic umbrage glides, And flowers antarctic, bending o'er

his tides. x8ii Shelley 6V. Irvyiie xi, The tall ash and
oak, in mingled umbrage, sighed far above their heads,

1833 Lytton Godolpiiin xv, Then abruptly they rose, over-

sprcad'with thick and tangled umbrage, several feet above
the level of the river. 1885 Buchanan Annan Water ix, In
one corner was an arbour almost buried in umbrage.
trans/. 1739 R. Bull tr. Dedekindus" Grolnanus 222

!iIustachio*s, far beyond the vul;jar Size; O'er all thy Mouth
their hairy Umbrage spre;id. 1828 Wordsw. Triad 188 Her
brow hatn opened on me—sec it there. Brightening the
umbrage of her hair,

Ji^. 1822 De Quincev Con/ess, 11. 81 The calamities of iny
noviciate in London ..shot up and flourished afresh, and
grew into a noxious umbrage that has overshadowed and
darkened my latter years. 1871 TvNDALLy'>rt^w/.6V/.(i879)

1. xviii. 462 The light of law was for a time obscured by the
thick umbrage of novel facts.

3. A shadowy appearance or indication, a sem-

blance, outline, or faint representation, a glimmer-
ing or trace, of something. Now rare, (Common
in 17 th c.)

a. 1604SHAKS. //aw. V. ii. 125 (Q.2), Hissemblable is his

mirrour, & who els would trace liim, his vmbrage, nothing
more. 1644 Bulwek Chirol. 143 The arme shadowes out
the second Person in the Trinity. . . The fingers give an um-
brage of the Holy .Spirit. x686 Plot Staffordsh, 417 There
yet remains some umbrage of a Dean and Prebends here to

this very day. 1756 in Talatine Notc'book (1881) I. 118/2
His whole Life., may be look'd upon as an Umbrage of

Troubles and Perplexities among vexatious Neighbours.
1856 Faber Creator ^ Creature \\. i. (1886) noJoys angel-

ical . .are all but a manifold umbrage of the one joy of God.
^. 1640 Howell Dodona^s Grove 30 It will breed scruples

and ombrages of doubts in her confederals. 1652 —
Cirajffi's Rev, Naples n. 57 The people had shrewd om-
brages of fear that he came to no good purpose.

f b. Without const. : An appearance or sem-
hlance. Obs.

1639 Fuller Holy War v, xxv. 272 Some of them \sc,

essays] being umbrages and Slate-representations rather
than realities. 1649 J^k. Taylor Ct. Exemp. H. viii. 78 A
penitent is not taken with umbrages and appearances, nor
quits a rcall good for an imaginary. 1678 iAKR.\vx.\. Growth
Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 395 It looks and gives an umbrage
as if what he was to do was by your leave. 1680 De
Britaine ^ww. /^rK//. ii. 5 But Wise-men cannot be con-
tent to be abused with Umbrages, nor is the World any
longer to be entertained with Dark Lanthorns.

f c. In emphatic or intensive use, with a//, a/y,
evc$it the leasl, etc Obs.
a. 1649 Fuller yust Man's Funeral 10 The very umbrage

of Religion hath a sovereiga virtue in it. 1668 Kakl Osreky

22

in St. Lett. (174 ^) II. 340 To avoid even the umbrages of

.suspicion. i675"V. Alsop Anti-Sozzo 556 Our Author,.,

without any umbrage of a pretence from the Text, . . has

laid them in saltire. 1703 Bp. T.Wilson in Keble Li/e v.

(1863) 192 That so all umbrage of arbitrary government may
lie removed, a 1734 North Exatnen 11. v. § 139 {1740) 402

Let any one see in that extended Sum of the Evidence.. if

there be the least Umbrage of a Reflection upon this Acci-

dent. 1737 IS. Berington] Mem. C. de Lucca (173S) 35 '^'o

take off" all Umbrage of Jealousy, I give you leave to sell

him to some honourable Person for a Slave.

ft. c 164s Howell Lett. (1650) I. 75 They parted for that

time witliout the least ombrage of discontent. 1650—
CiraffCs Rev. Naples i. 17 Hereupon the Vice.Roy went

unto them to take off all ombrages of distrust. 1692 Bever-

ley Conciliatory Disc. 19 Thus are the Secrets ofall Hearts,

judged according to the Apostles Gospel. .. Some Ombrage
of which Heathens have.

fd. A figure or type. Obs.

1657 W. MoBiCE Coena quasi Koii-^ xvi. 297 Sometime
they think hereticks set forth under the umbrage of Tares.

t4. A feeling of suspicion or doubt. Obs.

a, 1624 Bacon Consid. War with S^ain (1629) 8 I say

iust feare,. .not out of vmbrages, liglit lealousnesse, appre-

hensions a farre off, but out of cleare foresight of imminent
dan£;er. 1639 Fuller Holy War i. ix, (1840) 15 Though
umbrages and light jealousies.. be too narrow to build a
fair quarrel on. 1656 Heylin Extraneus Vapulans 63 He
took some time to consider of it,, .for removing of allsuch
umbrages and misapprehensions, as ollietwise that inter*

parlance mit;ht have occasioned.

ft. 1604 Bacom ApoL 27 And therefore good my Lord
carie it so, as you take away by all nieanes all ombrages
and distasts from the Queene. c 1645 Howell I^ett. vi. i.

(1650) 180 Ther were som ombrages, and not only so, but
open and actuall differences.

"I*
b. A suspicion, hint, inkling, or slight idea, of

a matter. Obs,
1654-66 Earl Orrery Parihen. (1676) 800 They neuer

had the least umbrage of the Truth. 1697 Dami'IER Voy.

(1729) I, 310 We. .found no Canoas, or People, that might
give us any umbrage of a City, or place of Trade near

at hand. «X734 North Exatnen i. iii, § 59 (1740) 160 Nor
is it less remarkable that such Preparations of Fleets, Trans-
ports, Armies, . . were to be dispatched . . and no Ncichbour
Nation jealous, nor England (so near) haue any Intelligence

or Umbrage of it.

fc. A reason or ground for suspicion, or for

some opinion, Obs*

1664 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popeiy i. x. 70 S. Peter did

not carry himself so as to give the least overture or umbrage
to make any one suspect he had any such preheminence,

1673 Latiy's Call. 11. li. § 3 Therefore they must be nicely

careful to give their husbands no color, no least umbrage
for it [sc. jealousy]. 1704 Lond. Caz. No. 4054/1 Every
Man . . did his Duty, without the least Umbrage for Censure
or Reflection. 1737 L. Clarke Hist. Bible (1740) II. 288
But there is not the least umbrage for such a conjecture

to be found in the scripture, 1760-72 tr. Juan <S-
Ulloa's

Voy. (1807) 1.6 All umbrage would be thus removed from
persons who might not be sufliciently acquainted with the
nature of their design.

f5. Shelter, protection, screen. Obs.

1607 Day Trav. Eng. Bro. Ded. (i88i) 3 Wee our seines

should haue a safe harbor and vmbrage for our well willing

yet weake labours. 1658 R. Franck North, Mem. Ded.
(1694) p. iV| In this Dilemma I left the University to seek
Umbrage in the City of London. 1698 J. Fryer ylcr. E.
India <J P. 98 Humble Suiters for the Umbrage of any of
Quality, to skreen them from this Violence. 1730 T. Gent
Hist, York Pref. p. iii, So that it flies to the Umbrage of
the courteous Reader, to be favourable in its Reception.

1740 S. Richardson in Corr. (1804) I. p. Ixxvi, I therefore

..struck a bold stroke,., having the umbrage of the Editor's

character to screen myself behind.

f b. In the phr. under the timbrage of. Obs,

The material sense in quol. 1741 is unusual.

1677W HuBUAKD A'^irrrt^/T/t- Pref., The Historicall dis-

course ensuing might pass into publick view undtjr the
umbrage of your Protection. 1683 W. Rogers Scourge/or
G. Whitehead 10 Whitehead, now sinking in his Reputation,
..seems to shelter himself under the Umbrage of W. P,

1709 Mrs. Masley Secret Mem. (1720) III. 207 A Prince,

.

is still answerable for all the Evil he sufTersolhers to commit
under the sacred Umbrage of his Name. 1741 A. Hilt, in

Richardson's Corr,{i%o^) I, 71 Little Harry Campbell.,
had been listening all this while upon the floor, under the
umbrage of a pair of out-strutting hoops. 1776 P. Oliver
in T. Hutchinson's Diary^ etc. (1886J II. 109, I entered the

House of Lords under the umbrage of Lord Polworth,

•f*6, A pretext or pretence; a colour or false

show, Obs.

1634 Bp. Hall Contempt, N. T., Christ hejore Pilate^

It is al the care of Iiypocrites to seek umbrages, and pre-

tences for their hatefull purposes. i66z Hickeiungill
APol. Distressed Innoc.\i\i%. 1716!. 272 Veiling the Murder
with the Umbrage of Devotion and Justice, a 1693 Lu.
Delamer Wks. (1694) 107 Truth will appear from under all

the false glosses and umbrages that men may draw over it.

1706 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2416 So convincing an Experiment
as this, which.. leaves no manner of umbrage for any other
Hypotliesis to take place in it.

•f b. In the phr. under the umbrage of. Obs.

Slight differences of usage are represented in the different

groups of quotations.
{,d)x^'ji^Case ofBankers ^ CreditorsVx^X, 3 This grievance

of ours hath been represented to his Majesty under the pre-

tence and umbrages of Roval Prerogative. 1681 Hicker-
iNCiLL Sin Man.CatchingVs'V^. 1716 I. 174 [Villains] that
commit the greatest Rapacities, .under the umbrage, pre-
tence and colour of Law and Justice. 1696 C. Leslie Snake
in Grass (1697) 90 Otherwise, tliey may commit Theft, Sacri-

lege, and all other Immoralities under this Umbrage. 1727
A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. II. xlvii. 176 To makehim
accuse rich Men,, .that he might seize their Estates under
the Umbrage of Justice and Law. 1735 Bolincisroke On
Parties (cd. 2J viii. 87 To form a Party, and maintain a

TTMBRAGED.

Struggle for personal Power, under the Pretence and Um-
brage of Principle.

{(•) 1679 J. Smith Narr. Popish Plot 30 Under the Um-
brage of Repairing a College, they were providing for the

Ruine of a Kingdom.
(c) 1709 Sachevekell .SVrw.s Nov. o Should we cover

such a False Apostle under the Sacred IJmbrage of a True
Church-Man? 1720 Gordon & TKENCUAKD/«c/^<:«f/. Whig
(1728) 284 Under the Colour and Umbrage of Significant

and decent Ceremonies, the most ridiculous and immodest
Usages have l>een introduced. 1723 Dk. Wharton Tnie
Briton I, 234 Under the Umbrage of Adorers, [they] make
themselves Masters.

t 7, To be, or lo sland, in (. .) umbrage , to be in

disfavour. Obs.

a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Rig. (Arb.)3i On the fall of the

Duke he stood some yeers in umbrage, and without im-

ployment. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb, \\. §102 Being sus-

pected at least a Favourer of the Papists,, .by which he was
m great umbrage with the People, a 1649 Dbcmm. of

Hawth. Hist. Jas. l\ Wks. (1711) 110 He knew Sir James
stood in some umbrage with the King.

8. Displeasure, annoyance, offence, resentment

;

a. In the phr. to give (. umbrage {lo a i^rson

or persons).
i6ao Brent tr. Sarpi's Hist. Council Trent i. 28 He..

therefore besought thcin to take away all those words that

might give him any Vmbrage. 1668 Dryden Evening's

Love IV, It will not be convenient to give him any umbrage,

by seeing ine with another person, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
5 May 1686, Which dispensation.. gave umbrage (as well it

might) to every good Protestant. 1740 Somervillh Hobbinol
I. 242 Be thou, my Muse ! No leaky Blab, nor painful

Umbrage give To wealthy Squire. 1771 J. Fletcher Checks

Wks. 1795 11. 8 How often do men sneakingly forsake their

friends, for fear of giving umbrage to a superior party or

interest. 1796 Washington Zr/. Writ, 1892 XIII. 263
Unless my pacific disposition was displeasing, nothing else

could have given umbrage by the most rigid construction

of the letter. 1843 H. Rogers Ess. (1874) I. i. 5 The sermon,

when printed, gave great umbrage to the parliamentary

party. 1869 Rawlinson Wkc. ///.s/, 314 Both Antiochusand
Seleucus.. abstained from any proceedings that could give

umbrage to their new subjects.

b. In the phr. to take (. .) umbrage {at ; also

without const, or with clause),

(a) 1680 Eountainhall Chronol. Notes (1822) 5 The Bishop

. .took umbrage at his freedom of speech in the pulpit anent

the government. 1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1720 I. 439 The
Allies had taken great Umbrage at my Journey to the

Hague. X7«5 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 300 If any
opposition should be offered them in the country, or any
umbrage taken at their design. 1759 Robertson Hist.

Scot. vin. Wks. 1813 II. 49 James himself, though he pru-

denily concealed it, took great umbrage at her behaviour.

1796 Mme. D'Akblay Camilla x. xiv. However, as to his

having called me a blockhead, it's not what I take umbrage
at. i8a7 Hallam Const. Hist. v. (1876) I. 384 We find no
mention of any umbrage being taken at certain strains of

prerogatives, x86a V>.\iiG^i.^'^ A.Locke Pref p. v, Many of

them. .have takfn umljrage at certain scenes of Cambridge
life drawn in this book. 1883 Sir T. Martin Ld. I^ynd-

hurst ix. 231 A less kindly-tempeied man.. would have
taken umbrage at the tone of this letter.

{b) i-jz^ Present State ofRussia 1. 197 The subjects of the

Can of Schirvan began to take Umbrage. X748 Smollktt
R. Ratuiom xi. Fearing the captain and bis lady would take

umbrage, and leave his carriage. 1813 Scott Rokehy iii.

xxi. Our stout Knight.. Took umbrage that a friend so

uear Refused to share his chase and cheer. 1841 DTsraeli
Amen. Lit. (1867) 594 Many close at hand took umbrage
lest they themselves were being supplanted.

C. In other constructions.

1724 R, WoDRow Corr. (1843) III. 140 They all have your
case very much at heart, and all the umbrage is over, 1768
H, Walpole Hist. Doubts 23 Whether the steps taken by
the queen gave them new cause of umbrage. 1856 Lever
Martins ^ Cro' M, xx, A very good-natured laugh from
the others showed how little umbrage the frank avowal
excited.

Umbrage (t?'mbred3), V. Also 7 ombrage.
[f. prec, or ad. K. ombragcr, -ier, -^umbrager, -ier^

f. ombrage : see prec, Cf. also It. ombreggiare.'\

1, trans. To shade or shadow ; alsoyf^^, to over-

shadow, put in the shade,
a. 1647 Hexham i. To Vmbrage or shadow, heschaduwen.

x6s8 Jas. Webb tr. Calprencde's Clcopatrawu. 93 A man
..whose valour umbraged theirs, and whose words they
had found so true to their confusion. 1738(0. SMiTtOCwn
Relat. I. iv. 465 They were separated from one another
with Rails, and umbraged with a Sort of Canopy. 1804
Anna Seward Mem. Darwin 123 Rude gives an idea of

barrenness, and Matlock is luxuriantly umbraged, 1888
Harper's Mag. April 733/2 A ridge or hillock heavily um-
braged with the rounded foliage of evergreen oaks.

ft. 1648 Hexham 11, Omschaduiven, . .to Shaddowe About,
or to Ombrage. 1652 F. Kikkman Clerio <^ Lozia 16 His
Hat wasombraged with a plume of black Herons Feathers,

t 2. To colour over, disguise. Obs.""^

167s R. BuRTHOGCE Causa Dei 312 If she mentioned
others, it was by way of caution, only to secure her self, and
Umbrage what she said that it might down the better.

{"b. To give a pretext or ground for. Obs.^^

1689 HiCKERiNCiLL Modest Inquiries -^ Like that young
Gallant, studying what he should see in her \sc. an old

woman] to Vmbrage the fondness of his Embraces.

3. To offend, displease, rare,
a 189^ Stevenson St. Ives xxiv. May I help myself to

wine without umbraging j'ou.

Hence TJ*mbraged, tTmbraging///, adjs,

1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Religious Stoic L 12 Intimating
thereby that umbrag'd silence was an excellent Shryn for

sincere devotions. 1683 Pettus Fleta Min, i. Ded., They
are divulged either by umbraging Sophistications, or con-

cealed under the Name of Philosophical Secrets. 189a



UMBRAGEOUS.
Lippincott*s Mag. May 667 A park, a wood, an umbraged
lane.

Umbrageous (»mbrtf''d,53s), a. Also 6-S

umbragious, 7, 9 ombrageous (7 -ious). [ad. F.

ombrageux (O K. also -(f«j), f. onihrage (see Umbragb
j(5,) ; or directly f. Umbrage j^. + -ous.]

1. a. Forming or affording shade ; shady.

1587 A. Day Daphnis <5- Chloe (1890) 69 First ranne hee
to tbe foot of a hie and umbragious rocke. 1614 Gorgp:s

Lucan 11. 63 Where these vmbragious mountaines stand.

1675 Evelyn Terra (1676) 93 Lastly, by shade Ground is

render'd barren, and by the dripping of umbragious trees.

1725 PoPK Odyss. VI. 149 Where the grove with leaves

umbrageous bends, With forceful strength a branch the

Heroe rends. 1790 PkiL Trans. LXXX. 351 Their tops

are so very thick and umbrageous as to prevent even a very
heavy rain from reaching the ground underneath, x8a6

Scott Woodst. x, The towers of Woodstock arose high
above the umbrageous shroud which the forest spread

around the. .mansion. 1846 J. Baxter Lil>r* Praci, A^ric,

(cd. 4) I. 09 A handsome umbrageous tree, with a smooth
bark, and shining leaves. 1873 Symonds GrX:. Pods x. 310
Oaks with their umbrageous foliage., belong to the forests

of the North.

b. Abounding in shade ; shaded by trees or the

like ; overshadowed.
x6i3 Drayton Poly-olb, xxii. iSigThose past times. .When

as that woody kind, in our umbrageous wild, . . In this their

world of waste, the sovereign empire sway'd. 163SL1THGOW
Trav. iii. 81 A secure place of repose in a vmbragious Caue.
x666 Harvey :,Vi7r^.^«5'/,2i5 Walk daily in a pleasant, airy,

and umbragious Garden. 1742 Gray Propertius in. 3 Fast
by th' umbrageous vale lull'd to repose, Where Aganippe
warbles as it flows. 1774 R.Comoerland In VVesim. Mag:
II. 148 No cooling Grottoes, no umbrageous Groves, To
win the Graces, and allure the I-oves. 1811 Shelley 5/.

Irvym xi, The umbrageous loveliness of the surrounding
country. 1846 Hawthorne Mosses I. I. 13 It makes us
shiver to think of these deep umbrageous recesses. 1891
Farrar Darkn. 9f Dawn Ivi, Everyone should wander at

will about the green copses, and the umbrageous retreats.

c. Caused by thick foliage.

1830 J. G.STRtrrr^^A'a^rrV. 54 Thercligious Mahometans
chose to pray under old trees,,.piously believing that the
holy men of former times had prayed and meditated under
their umbrageous shade, a xSc^ J. Wilson in Casquei of
Lit. {1896) V. 178/2 Dew and dreams dropping through
their umbrageous twilight at eve or morn.

2. Of persons : Suspicious; jealous; apt or dis-

posed to take offence.

o. 160X R.Johnson Kingd, ^ Comtmv. 169 The inhabitants,

..partly by their forme of gouernmcnt, whereby they are
made vile, base and vmbragious, haue little valour or man-
hood left them. x6sa J. Wright ir. Camus' Nat. Paradox
wu Argt. 48 The King made jealous of the Queen, shee no
less umbragious of him, and both for Iphigenes. X758
Wakblrton Div, Legat, Pref., Of which, doubtless, the
Romans were very jealous, ..though not so extravagantly
umbragious as our Critic's hypothesis obliges him to suppose.
X768 HuRD in Warburton Lett. (iSofj) 425 Both susceptible

of high passions in love and friendship; but, of the two, the
Italian more constant, and less umbrageous. 1846 Grote
Greece n. vi. II. 503 The rural costume.. which the Helot
commonly wore, and the change of which exposed htm to
suspicion, if not to punishment, from his umbrageous
masters. 1874 Symonds Sk. Italy ^ Greece (1898) I. vi. 107
The people are idle, haughty, umbrageous, fiery, quarrel-
some [etc ).

/3. X630 Donne Servi. Iv. (1640) 557 At the beginning some
men were a lilt le ombrageous, and startling at thename ofthe
Fathers. 1803 [? Sir L. Hanson] Hist, Ace. OrdersKnightK.
II. 306 Most punctilious with respect to forms and Cere-
monies: and excessively ombrageous, with regard to the
Non-observance of trivial points.

b. Of disposition or nature.

e 1639 WoTTON Let. Sir. E. Bacon in Relt^. (1672) 43a
But lest you should mistake, as some others have been apt
to do here, in the present constitution of the court (which is

very ombragious). x65a J. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Para-
dox xiL 321 Let your rigour execute mec.all that your
umbragious or Cholcrick humour can suggest. 1667 G.
DiGHv Elvira L i, What power meer appearances have
had.. to destroy, With an umbragious nature, all that Love
Was ever able.. To found and to establish*

t3. Obscure; dubious. Obs,

163s J. VivM^ov.V)sGo<C$ Revenge iir. xiii. 256 That there
was none other present but himsclfe when his Master De
Merson was murthcred, it Is umbragious, and leaves a . . sting
of suspition in their heads, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth,
Hist, Jas. lit Wks. (1711) 24 By umbragious Ways he
nourished Discontentments inall Partsof the Country. 1651
H. L'Kstrange Ansto.Mrq. IVorcesterti We blesse God
for the light they had, though umbrageous and clouded,
yet was it such as discovered the nakednesse and shame of
the Church of Rome.
Hence XImhra*geonsly adv, ; niubra'geons*

nesa.
1639 Drumm. of Hawth. Mag. Mirror Wks. (1711) 175

He nad Intention to bring Novations into our Religion;
tending "umbr.igeously,andunderaMask,to the Introduction
of Popery. X834 \\HsvtOKTH Kookwood u i, One tree. .out.
flings. , its arms umbrageously. 1614 Raleigh Hist. IVorld
r. iv. § 3. 69 The exceeding *umbragiousnesse of this tree he
compareth to the darke and shadowed life of man. X755
Johnson, ^Art'/Zwt'jf, . .umbrageousness. 1813 Examiner
106/2 Trees.. spreading sideways with Asiatic grace and
umbrageousness. X837 Rtackw. Mag. XLI. 512 A face in-

capable of a blush, partly from the umbrageousness of the
whiskers. 1871 Daily News 28 July, The familiar urn*
brageousncss of Croydon.

t Umbraid, sb. Obs. Forms : 4 vmbreyd,
4-5 vmbreide, 5 vm-, vnbreid

; 5 vmbrayd(e,
vnbralde. [var. of Upbbaid sb, : cf. next.] Up-
braidinjj, reproach.
c \i3p R. Bruhnr Chron, IVace (Rolls) 3485 Wi)> suche

23

vm reides \>ey hem missayde. Ibid. 7999 When wrajie

bygynneh, |^en comej* vmbreyd. a \^oq-so Alexander iZoo

(Dubl. MS.), Lett neuer it be broght on brade for vmbrayd
of shame, Yhe dout for J>e dityng of darius pistell. a 1425

Cursor M. 5673 (Trin.), Moises for J?is vmbreide Was
dredinge in his herte. « 1470 Harding Chron. cliv. iv.

He .. letters sent hym, defyals and vmbrayde, Of hys
suraunce and othe that he had erred.

tUmbraid, v. Obs, Forms: 4 vmbreyde,
-breide, 5 vmbreid

; 4-5 vmbraide, 5-6 vm-
brayde (6 um-), 5 vmbrayed, 6 vmbrayd,
-braid, -brade; 5 vnbrayd(e, -braide, [Altera-

tion of Upbraid v.^ under the influence of verbs

in Um-.] trans. To upbraid, reproach.

e X330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 8004 5yf ho" "i*

vmbreyde, J>e scbame ys )>yn. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 296

If so be that he him umbreide Of oght that hath be speke

or do. a 1400 Sir Bcues (S.) 2417 Thow shalt neuer vm.
braide me, When J>ou comest boom to my contre. 1432-50

tr. Higden (Rolls) IIL 81 Then the suster of that Oracius..

vmbraydedc here brother for the sleenge of here howse-

bonde. £'1450 Mirk's Fcsiial 132 pes J)at..be vsed to

swere horrybull oJ>ys by Godys sydys and his blod, and
vmbrayden God of mspassyon. CX489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon xvi. 377 Many tyme he hath vnbrayd vs therof,

1530 Palsgr. 766/1 What though he have done a mysse, it

was nat thy parte to umbrayde hym. i5S7_Edgeworth
Serm. Repert., Fastinge . . in the rogation weke is vmbrayded
and mocked of noughty lyuers. 1597 J. Payne Royal Excii.

24 Manie a good Christian have bene no less vmbradedand
reproched.

Hence f ITmbrai'ding vbL sb, Obs.

X597 J.
Payne Royal Exch. 15 Men love better gentle

admonitions then bytter vmbradings.

Umbral (wmbral), a, [f. Umbra 1 + -AL.]

1. Algebra, Based on the use of umbras in nota-

tion ; consisting of umbrae.
1851 Sylvester in Lond, eta Phil, Mag. Apr. 207 My

system of umbral or btliteral notation. x85a — in Cambr.
<J-

Dubl. Math. Jrnl. VII. 78 note^ The umbral method of
denoting such a function. X893 Cayley Matlu Papers
(1897) XII I. 306 It does not appear that there is any mo-
nomial umbral expression for the last-mentioned form.

2. Asir, Pertaining to the umbra of sun-spots or

eclipses,

1867-77 G. F, Chambers Aslron. 7 note^ The umbral
structure [of a sun-spot] is quite complete, and made up of
sunken hanks of filaments, X879 Newcomb & Holden
AstroH, 286 Tbe observations consisted in measuring the

relative amounts of umbral, penumbral, and photospheric
radiation. 1885 Acnes M. Clrrke Pop. Hist. Astton. 201
Vapours which are dispersed over the unbroken solar sur-

face are accumulated in the umbral cavity.

3. Geol. The special designation of a series of

rocks occurring in Pennsylvania.
1858 H. D. Rogers Geol, Pennsylv. I. 144 The Umbral

Series contains, in Pennsylvania, but one formation—the
Umbral Red Shale,. .Its prevailing character, which is that

of a dark-brownish red shale and red sandstone^ it steadily

maintains throughout its range.

Hence U'mbraUy adv,
185a Sylvestkr in Cambr. ^ Dubl. Math, Jrtil, VII. 87

Express // uinbrally under the form [etc-l 1853 — in
/*////. Trans. CXLIII. 429 The determinants thus umbrally
represented,

t Unibra*na, -alio, app, ad. It, umbrina : see

Umkrina.
1607 Beaum. & Fl. Ji-'oman-Hater I, i. Is the Umbranoes

head as we commanded, sent to the sad Gondarino, our
General ? /bid, i. ii. For the Dukes own Table, the head of
an Umbrana,

t XTmbrary. Obs,—^ [Cf. Umbrere, and obs. F.

ombraire umbrella (Cotgr.).] Visor.
cx44a Chron. London {^d. Nicholas, 1827) i3oInbrekynge

of his gauntelette and reysyng of his umbraiy [jl/.S, Cicop.

C. iv. umbrayj.

t ITmbrate, i. Obs, [ad. L. umbrat-tts^ pa.

pple. of umbrare : see next.]

1. Shady ; umbrageous.
1501 Douglas /*/!/. Hon. t. Pro!. 40 The vmbrate treisthat

Tylan about wappit War portrait, . He goldin bemis.

a. Her, « Umbrated a,

157a BossEWELL Armorie 11. 25 b, But yet in niy Judge-
menl, they myghte alwayes (with conuenient differences)

haue borne the same whole, and not vmbrate,

+ Umbratey v, Obs. [f, jipl. stem of L. ttm-

hare (whence It, ombrare^ V, ofnbrer)^ f. umbra
Umbra 1. Cf. the earlier adumbrate^ obumbrate^

L trans. To shadow. h\%ofig,
1693 CocKERAM; VmbratCy to shadow. C1630 RiSDON

Siir^f. Devon %^% (1810) 48 Instead of lux fiat^ it may bo
verified that they are umbrated thereby.

2. To adumbrate, indicate.

1675 J. Smith Chr, Rclig, Appeal u. viii. 84 The Gospel
..exhibits to u$ the Substance of the Law's Types; wherein
the things pertaining to the Person, Office, and Kingdom,
of the Mcssias, were umbrated,

U'lubrated, a- Her, Also 7 umbreted.
[Seeprec. and -edI. So Y,onibr4,'\ Indicated or

drawn in a faint or shadowy manner.
i486 [see Umbration ij. X56a Legh Armory 79 He

beareth Or. a Lion Saliaunte vmbrated. This is as muche
to saye, as the shadowe of a Lion;, .he is but traced with
a pcncell. vpon the fielde. So that the fyclde sheweth
throwghe him. X571 Bossewell Armorie ii. 25 Thiscrosse

so vmbrated is thus to be blazed. A. beareth Or, acrosse
Moloyne Vmbre. x6io Guillih Heraldry 11. iii. 42 The
portraicting out of any thing umbrated, is nothing else but
a sleight and single draught or purfle traced out with a
pensile, expressing to the view a vacant forme of a thing

deprived of all substance. x688 Houis Armoury iv. viii.

ITMBRATILOUS.

(Roxb.) 354/1 Morholt de Irland. A, Barry vmbreted ouer
all a Lion rampant G. c i8a8 Berry Encycl, Her.^ 1. Gloss.

s. v., A sun umbrated does not show the face as it is usually

represented.

Umbratic (wmbrsciik), a, rare. [ad. L.

umbrdlic'Us staying in the shade, f. umbra Um-
bra I. So Sp. and Pg. umbraticOy It. ombraticOj

F. ombratiquej "f u»ibraligue.'\

1. Shadowy, foreshadowing.
rti677 Barrow Semi. {1683) II. xxvii. 386 By virtue

wheror those, .umbratick representations, .did obtain their

substance, validity and effect.

2. Confined to the shade or to retirement ; retired,

secluded.

1839 De Quincey in TaiCs Mag. VI. 364 The torpid

dreams of what the Romans called an umbratic experience.

+ Umbra'ticaly a, Obs. [f. as prec. + -al.]

1. Remaining in retirement or seclusion.

1636 B. JoNSON Discov. Wks. (1641) 94 So X can see

whole volumes dispatch "d by the umbraticall Doctors on all

sides. x6s6 Collop Poesis Rediv. 18 On the Umbraticall
Doctors on the Romish party.

2. Serving as a shadow or imperfect representa-

tion of something.
>633 kwejs, Agst. Cerent, n. 219 If all umbraticall rites be

ludaicall, and therefore unlawfull, then all religious signi-

ficant Ceremonies are lewish and unlawfull. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts^ N. T, 333 Whose service was altogether um-
braticall and typical, shadowing and representing heavenly
things, X683 Case of In/.-BaMism 24 The purging and
cleansing Virtue in their Blood, .was also but a f:iint and
umbratical resemblance of the more noble and efficacious

cleansing Virtue of his Blood,

3. Serving as a disguise or cloak.
x66a HiBBERT Body Diz: 11. 122 Ve have learned. .not to

be guided by the ostentation or umbratical shews of any
plausible tongue.

Hence + Uinl)ra'tically adv, Obs,
xfA-^ Case of Inf.-Baptism 25 It never did Umbratically

initiate Believers, or Umbratically, and in shew and
Similitude only, confirm the Covenant.

XTmbratile (cmbratail, -il), a, and sb, [ad.

L. umbratil-is keeping in the shade, private,

retired, etc., f. umbra Umbra 1. So It. umbratile^

ombratile, Pg, umbralily F. ombratiiet f umbratile.']

A. aiij. 1. + a. Spent within doors. Obs,~^
X59S Bacom Confer. Pleasure (1870) 24 A health. .that

hath not ben softened by an vmbratill life still vnder the
rooffe.

b. Carried on in retirement or seclusion ; not

public or practical.

1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xxxix. 511 The same speech
may be excellent in an umbratile Exercitation, which
would be too pedanticall, and smelling of the Lampe in a
matter of serious and weighty debate. 1840 British Critic

XXVill. 370 Christianity.. was not once that umbratile
thing, that feeble exotic, shut up in churches, parsonages
and parlours. 184s M. Pattison Ess. (1889) 3 A time of
peace and security tends to foster an umbratile and academic
^cience,

c. Staying or living in the shade or within-

doors ; rechise, retiring.

X850 Taifs Mag. XVII, 431/2 Umbratile spectators may
inquire what ought to be done. x888 Doughty Arabia
Deserta II. 29 The third brother. .was an umbratile young
man, and very fanatical. 1898 L. Johnson in Post Lit/ii-

nium (1911) 207 Octavius the 'umbratile*, quiet man was
content with a miniature immortality.

2. Of, belonging to, or resembling a shadow or

shadows.
163a B, JoNSON ^/"rf^«. Lady\\\. iii, Shadows have their

figure, motion, And their umbratil action, from the real

Posture and motion of the body's act.

b. Of a shadowy nature ; unsubstantial; unreal.

Now rare or Obs, (Common in 1 7th c.)

X647 H. More Song of Soul Notes 337 But this life

that we live disjoyned from God is but a shadow, and
umbratil imitation of that. Ibid. 433 A kind of an um-
bratil vitalitie that the soul imparts to the body in the
enlivening of it. X656 Jkanes E'uln. Christ 131 Body is

opposed unto shadowes ; and so a bodily inhabitation unto
an umbratile. 1678 Cudworth Inicll. Syst. 854 As them-
selves are juniors, ..scare their effects, .but slight, ludicrous

and umbratil. ai7o6 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) I. p. xxvii.

All we have of precious and worthy our solicitude in this

umbratile and transitory passage. x8o6 Knox Corr. (1834) I.

290 As far as thought could proceed, without feeling,.. the
umbratile, without the real apprehension,— few men could
outdo him.

fo. Serving as a token or type. Obs.~^
X663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 199 The honor of being

received at least as the umbratile Sign and Coming of the
Son of Man,
3. Giving shade ; shady.

1659 Gayton Art Longevity 79 Under a Sycamore Which
with umbratile leaves will let no Sun Hurt your Silk-cown.
1866 Blackmore Cradock Noivell Ixiii. (1B83) 439 His hat
was umbratile, as of the Pilgrim Fathers,

-|'4. Of colour : Shaded, dark. Obs.~^
X678 Phil. Trans. XII. 94^ Appearing sometimes of a

more flourishing colour tending to Carnation ; and some-
times more umbratile.

B. sb. One who spends his time in the shade.
1888 Doughty A rabia Deserla 1 . 248 Many thus are um-

bratiles in the booths, and give themselves almost to a
perpelunl slumber,

t Umbra-tilous, a. Obs, [f. as prec. + -ous.]

Shadowy, unreal ; faint.

X637 lRoNsiDE.S'^tf« Quest. Sabbath To Rdr. B tij b, Least
thou shouldst perhaps think 1 affected a Sciomachy or
Umbratilous skirmish. 1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv,



UMBRATION.

Liam. m. iv. 165 The handling of Finall Causes in the

Physiques . . halh given men occasion to rest satisfied in

such specious and umbralilous Causes. i66j W. Simpson

Hyiirol. Chym, 273 An humane embryo.. without sexual

discrimination, onely an umbralilous figuration of the micro-

cosme. , , , t

t Umbra'tlOll. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *uin-

bratio, {, umbrSre: see Umbuate v. So It. om-

brazutu^
1. Her. A faintly outlined figure; = Adumbka-

TtON 4-
14S6 Bk. St. ABaiis, Her. c vlij, Another sampull is sene

of the vmbracion of a certayn cros, and thys cros is cnlde a

cros floree vmbratid ;..bot truly spelcyng and propurli it is

no cros, bott a shadow of such a cros.

2. A shadowy indication or faint representation

(o^ something).
B1706 Evelyn Nisi. Relig. (1850) I. 192 Which, though

resembling, are yet but faint shadows and umbrations of

that sublime nature. Ibid. 24J Nor all this by tr.insient

and superficial knowledge, figures, and umbrations, but

immediate and intuitive notices.

t Umbra-tious, a. Obs.-' [Irreg. f.ljMBRACE

sb.'] Suspicious.
a 1639 WoTTON Parall. Essex ^ JBuckhm. in Relig. (1651)

11 He was to wrastle with a Queens declyning, or rather

with her very setting Age,.. which.. is commonly even of

it selfe the more umbrations and apprehensive,

ITmbrave, -brawe, -braye, obs. ff. Omraii.

Umbre (fmbsi). Also umber, [ad. L. um-
bra or F. ombre shade, shadow, after mod.L.

timbretta, F. ombrelle, Brisson's name for the bird.]

An African bird (Scopus umbretta) with deep-

brown plumage ; the hammerhead or African crow.

(Cf. Umbbette.)
1773 Pennant Gen. Birds 44 Umbre. Bill, strong, thiclt,

strail, compressed, the upper mandible composed of several

pieces. 1785 Latham GethSynof. Birds III. I. 30 Tufted

Umbre..Sizeof a Crow... The bill is three inches and a

half in length. 1819 Stephens Shawns Gen. Zool. XI. 11.

636 Crested Umbre, with the whole body fuscous. 1848

Maiinder's Treas. Nat. Hist. 716/1 The Crested Umbre
{Scpjius iimhretta) . .\s . .0^ Sin umber colour, and the male

is crested. 1890 Sat. Kev. i Feb. 139/2 The umbre. .feeds

upon fish and frogs, worms, snails, and insects.

umbre, obs. variant of Oubee, Umber sb.

tUmbrell. obs. Also 6 -ell. \a.i.OY.ombrcl

shade : cf. Umbbere.] The visor of a helmet.

I1437 in Meyrick Ant. Armour Cr82^) II. 127 Arma in

primis V galee cum v umbrell' et iiii ventells.] ^1470
Lydgate's Chioii. Troy. 111. 1636 (MS. DIgby 230), With
his swerde so myjtcly [Ulysses] gan race Thorui (k vmbrel

in to Troylus face. 1530 Palsgr. 285/1 Umbrell of an heed

pece, uisiere.

t timbrel ''. Obs. [Anglicizetl f. Umbrella ; in

first quot. ad. F. ombrelle^

1. = Umbrella i.

1603 Florio Montaigne ill. ix. 583 These Vmbrels or

riding canapies, which since the ancient Romanes, the

Italians vse, doe more weary the armes, then ease the head.

1617.M0BYSON Itin. III. 21 In hot regions, to avoid the he.at

of the sun in some places (as in Italy) they carry Umbrels,

or tilings like a little canopy over their heads.^ 1694

D'Urfev Don Quixote I. p Thou shouldst walk in the

Streets with thy Train held up, and two Embroidered
l^queys tiolding an Umbrel over thee.

2. (See quot.)
1688 Holme Armoury III. S7r/i Antiquity did ever set

forth the Virgin Mary after this form with her Umbrel or

Shady Hat.

Umbrell, dial. f. Umbrella 2.

1857 Wauch Lane. Life 31 Aw've no moor use for a book
nor a duck has for a umbrell. 1883 ilarfer's Mag. May
845/1 Better take this umbrell, hadn't ye?

Umbrella (»mbre'la). Also 7 umbrellia,

umbrilla. h- 7-9 umbrello (7 vn-), 7 vmbrillo,

8 umbrellow. 7. 7-8 ombrella. [ad. It. om-

brella and oinbrello, f. ombra :—L. umbra shade,

Umbra 1. Cf. F. ombrelle, Sp. umbrela (zool.).]

1. A light portable screen or shade, usually cir-

cular in form and supported on a central stick or

staff, used in hot countiies as a protection for the

head or person against the sun.

a. j6il CoRVAT Crudities iii Many of them doe carry

other fine things., which they commonly call in the Italian

tongue *umbrcllaes\.. These are madeof leather something
answerable to the forme of a little caunopy and hooped in

the inside with divers little wooden hoopcs that extend the

umbrella in a pretty large compasse. 1668 Uavenant
Man's the Master II. i, A very desperate man.. coming
near so bright a Sun as you are without a Parasol, Umbrellia,

or a Bondgrace. 1695 Motteux St. Oton's Morocco 148 An
Umbrella was carry'd over me, which in some manner
defended me from the Heat of the Sun's Rays.

_ 1716 Oav
Trivia 1. 213 Let Persian dames th' umbrella's ribs display.

To guard their beauties from the sunny ray. a 1739 Jarvis
Don Quix. I. I. iv. They carried umbrellas, and were
attended by four servants on horseback. 1797 Holcroft tr.

Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) III. Ixxxix. 479 The heat began so

early in the day that, at six o'clock, we were obliged to use

our umbrellas. 183a G. DowNES Lett, Cont. Countries I.

341 The costume is very picturesque in this part ofTuscany,
always excepting the monstrous yellow umbrella, which is

part and parcel of it. i860 Emerson Cond. Life^ Culture
Wks, (Bonn) II. 373 In the city of Palermo, the street was
in a blaze with scarlet umbrellas. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 103 He sees the rich man under an umbrella
puffing and panting.

p. 1610 W. SniACHEy in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) IV. 1739
So broad are the leaves [of palms] as an Italian Vmbrello.
1611 CffTCRi, Ombrelkt an Vmbrello; a (fashion of) round

24

and broad fanne, wherwith the Indians (and from thenl

our great ones) preserue themselues from the heat ol

a scorching Sunne. 1661 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo s 1 rnv.

II. 13S Of the leaves they make sayles ; . . they make of them

likewise Umbrelloes, Fans, Tents, Mats and Hats. 1697

Bampiee Voy. (1699) 407 The Chinese, .when they wiilk

abroad, .carry a small Umbrello in their Hands, wherewith

they fence their Head from the Sun or the Ram. 1697

Lady's Trav. Spain (1706) 249 He commanded them to

bring Unibrellos to defend us from the Sun. 1753 Hanway
Trav. II. xlii. I. 286, I observed that the Persians are

not cautious . . of the sun in .-iny degree equal to the

Portngueze ; for the hist seldom travel without a cloak and

umbrello. 175s Smollett Quix. 1. 1, iv. 1. 21 Six merchants

ofToledo..who travelled with umbrelloes.

y. ci6«> MoRvsoN Itin. iv. v. i. (1903) 442 Then followes

the Duke in his Robes,..a Scudiero carying his ombrella

betweene him and the sunne. 1710 C. Shadwell Fair

Quaker Deal iv. 40 Your Baubles of China, your Indian

Ombrella, your Hair-Ring, and your own Picture.

b. In some Oriental and African countries used

as a symbol of rank or state.

o. i68j Lond. Caz. No. 1721/4 In the Evening he visited

his Highness Prince Rupert, to whom he presented the two

great Umbrella's. 1718 Entertainer No. 16. 109 To score

out a Pattern of Umbrella's for the King of Bantam. 1727

A. Hamilton Neiu Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxvi. 45 King of the

White Elephant, and of the twenty four Somereroes or

Umbrellaes. 1745 P. 'I'lioMAS "Jrnl. Anson's Voy. zoi

Mandarines . . accompanied with all the Officers of their

Tribunal, who surround them with Umbrella's and other

Marks of their IJignity. 1849 Layard Nineveh I. x. 337
He is attended by two eunuchs, one holding the umbrella,

the other his quiver and mace. 1888 Times 30 Oct. 6/1

J'he Sherecfian Umbrella does not pass necessarily from

father to son.

p. 1653 H. CocAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxiv. 135 Then next

to them marches twelve men on horsback, called Peretandas,

each of them carrying an Umbrello of carnation Sattin.

1578 J. Phillips Tavernier's Trav. 11. 11. viii. 123 Upon
eich side of the Throne are plac'd two Parasols, or

Umbrellos, the handles whereof are about eight foot high.

1688 Holme Armory iv. xi. (Roxb.) 431/2 Then 24

Vnbrello's richly adorned and them as carry them a and 2

together. 1719 J. T. Phillips tr. Thirty-four Confer. 331

Women . . attended him with Umbrello's, . . and all the other

Court Employments within Doors were all done by Women.

174s Eliza Heywood Female Spect. No. 18 (1748) III. 301

Twelve stout Indians carried a canopy of yellow and green

silk, under which all the roy.-il family w.alked :—the rest had

umbrelloes, supported by their own particular slaves.

2. A portable protection against bad weather,

made of silk or similar material fastened on slender

ribs, which are attached radially to a stick and

can be readily raised so as to form a circular

arched canopy.
o. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trau. 149 A Shagg or Yopangee

which riding serues [in Persia] as an Vmbrella against

raine. 1716 Gay Trivia i. 211 Good houswives .. under-

neath th' umbrella's oily shed. Safe thro' the wet on

clinking pattens tread. 1765 H. Walpole Let. to % Chute

3 Oct., Servants.. walk about the streets in the rain with

umbrellas to avoid putting on their hats. J787 Phil. Trans.

LXXVI 1. 291 Ifthe weather be rainy, an insulated umbrella

may be carried in one hand. 1833 Col. Hawker Diary

(1893) II. 52 It poured with rain, and my umbrella broke

all to pieces. x8s6 Emerson Eng, Traits, Manners r 6

An Englishman walks in a pouring rain, swinging his closed

umbrella like a walking-stick. 1882 Miss Bbaddon Mt.

Royal I. i. 34 She always carried her stout little umbrella,

winter or summer.
p. 1697 [.see 1 p]. 1704 Swift T. Tub xi, A large bkin

of P.irchment .. served liiin for a Night-cap when he

went to Bed, and for an Umbrello in rainy Weather.

1709 W. King Art of Love 99, 1 might have made you

such a fellow. As should have carry'd my Umbrello, Or
bore a flambeau by my chair. 1731 Phil, Trans. XXXVII.
32 An Umbrello, suspended by a Packthread tied to the

Handle of it, became strongly Electrical. 1732 Inventory

Sir K. Sutton's Goods 7 Four Umbrellows.

3. Used in comparisons or similes, esp. with

reference to shape.
a. 1616 B. JoNsoN Devilan Ass iv. iv, I saw i' the Court

of Spaine once, A Lady fall i' tlie Kings sight, along. And
there shee lay, flat spred, as an Vmbrell.1. 1630 Drayton
Muses Elisium (1892) 15 Doues .. Which .. shall .. like

Vmbrellas with their feathers Slieeld you in all sorts of

weathers. ai68o Butler Rem. (1759) IL 99 Hats. -With

broad Brims sometimes like Umbrellas, And sometimes

narrow as Puiicliinello'.s. 1726 Shei.vocke Voy. round

World (1757) 66 On this bank, or shoal, we saw gre.it

numbers of Clubbers appearing, like the tops of umbrella.s.

1726 J. HoiisoN Diary 8 Oct., in Yorks. Diaries (Surtees)

258 Out of all., came pyramidicall streams of light,., form-

iiig such a figure as a ladies' umbrella. 1796 Withering
lirit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 646 The florets diverging from the

centre, spreading outwards and downwards like an
umbrella.

p. 1710 Steele Tatlcr No. 116 r i An engine of several

legs, that could contract or open itself like the top of an

umbrello. 1740 L. Whvte Dissert. Fashions (A first have

f seen a little fellow. With H.-it as l.irge as Vmbrellow; It

was the Mode for young and old.

1 4. Jig. a. A means of shelter or protection.

n. 1609 Donne Lett. (1651) 63 We have an earthly cave,

our bodies, to go into by consideration, and cool our selves

;

and . . we have within us a torch, a soul, lighter and warmer
than any without : we are therefore our own umbrella's and
our own suns. 1614 Fletcher Rule a Wife in. i. Is your

heart at rest. Now you have got a shadow, an umbrella "To

keep the scorching worlds opinion From your fair credit.

1648 J. Raymond // Merc. Ital. Pref. i A weather beaten

Traveller needs no such Umbrilla as a Patron to shroud

under, a 1734 North Examen I. ii. (1740) 89, I have been,

perhaps, too long in exposing the Author for holding up an
Umbrella to keep his Karl in a Shade.
p. 1652 H. L'KsTRANGE Amer. no fewcs To Rdr., No

other dedicatory Umbrello do 1 seek. . to defend this work
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from the scorch of censure. 1670 Philipot Antiq. Hieret.

f, Gent. Ded., This Treatise implores your Patronage as an

Umbrello to over-shadow it. 1690 Seer. Hist. Chas. II /,

Jas. //, 112 The popular gentlemen were only made use of

as ijmbrello's to shade the conspirators from the scorching

heat of the people's discontent,

t b. A screen or disguise. Obs.

1623 T. Scott Tongue-Combat 80 Vorke, Patton, and
Symple, with many others, who may haue Dispensations

for their Oathes, and Vmbrilloes for their humours.

1653 JER. Taylor Serm. for Year I. vi. 77 We shall dis.

honour the sufferings of our blessed Saviour, if we m.ike

them to be a Umbrello to shelter our impious and ungodly

living. 16^ Osborne Mem. Jas. I, 45 Those brainsick

fooles as.. made Religion an Umbrella to impiety.

5. Anything serving as a protection or shelter

from the sun, rain, etc.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 403 How do they lessen the

stately wonders of the Eye, into Cottages (1 may say Snaile.

like Umbrellos) meer shades, and Dormitorys. 1674 C. F.

Wit at a Venture 38 Shroud the Sun, and let each tree To
her a kind umbrella \k. 1701 Wollev Jrnl. Ne7v York

(1860)25 Nature kindly.. shelters it with the umbrellas of

all sorts of Trees from pernicious Lakes. 1718 Ozell tr.

Touritefort's Voy. I. 66 To skreen themselues from the sun,

they haue no other way but to make a sort of Umbrella of

their Handkerchief. 1838 Babham Ingol. Leg. i,eT. i.

Witches' Frolic (1905) 99 The straggling yew. His leafy

umbrella, was wet through and through; Rob was half

dead with cold. 1907 Westm. Caz. a Feb. 2/2 Here and

there a stone-pine with its great umbrella of dark foliage

cast a more impenetrable shade,

t b. A suti-blind. Obs.

1687 MifcE Gt. Fr. Diet. II. S.V., To have an Umbrello

before his Window to keep otf the Sun [Fr. un Paillasson\

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), fw^> <//<»,.. a Wooden Frame

cover'd with Cloth or Stuff, to keep off the SuD from a

Window. 1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. I. 33 'Ihe

Weather violently Hot, the Umbrelloes were let down from

behind the Windows, the Sashes open.

6. A stracture resembling in shafie an outspread

umbrella, or serving for protection against some-

thing.

i68a-4 DiNGLEY Hist, from Marble (Camden Soc.) p.

xxxix. The Umbrello in y'> Bath was erected and leaded by

Mr. Coo. 1719 D'Ubfey Pills II. 125 Tho' at Cales they

scap'ed our Gurs, By strong wall'd umbrello. 1741 B.

Langlev Anc. Archil. Restored Plate xxxi. The work con.

tains several designs for Umbrellos, by which term the

author indicates a roofed structure with open sides to be

pl.iced at the termination of a walk in a garden. 1844

H. H. Wilson Brit. IndialU. 51 A spire surmounted by a

Tee or umbrella of open iron.work. 1883 Geesley Gloss.

Coal-m. 266 Umbrella {= Bonnet, the overhead cover of a

cage or swinging bont). 1904 Daily Chron. 26 Oct. 4/5 It

requires a pretty good umbrella of a trench to protect men

from this death-shower.

b. Anything which temporarily or permanently

has the form of an umbrella.

<:i770 Art of Angling 48 in Ruddiman Coll. {l^^3) ip
But mine is not tlie glory to unfurl The net's umbrello,

with Herculean whirl- 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) 1. 106 The featherj-like points of the down .. uniting

together form a kind of inverted umbrella. 1866 E. CRye
Brit. Beetles 225 The larva; in this family have an ingenious

but unpleasant habit of forming their excrement into an

umbrella, as in Crioceris. 1885 Pall Mall G. 11 Mar. ji/i

Thearaucaria forests.. fringing the tops of Ihe hills. .with

delicate, long stilted umbrellas.

o. A broad-brimmed hat.

a 1803 C. U Lewes in Mem. (1S05) I. 25 A large slouched

beaver umbrella, that wanted only a crape hatband to

sanctify it for a funeral.

7. a. Bot. A part of a plant resembling an ont-

spread umbrella.

1658 Sir T. Brownk Card. Cyrus iii. 47 Elegant clusters

of Dragons .. with an umbrella or skreening Leaf about

them. 171a tr. Pontet's Hist. Drugs I. 6 The Flowers grow

in Umbrellos on the Tops of the thick Branches. 1809

Naval Chron. XXII. 493 The cap of a mushroom, which

M. P... names umbrella.

b. Zool. The gelatinous disk or bell-shaped

structure of a jelly-fish.

1834 Griffith tr. Cuvicr XII. 482 Medusa have a disk

more or less convex above, similar to Ihe head of a mush,

room, and to which Ihe name of umbrella has been given.

1861 J. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd., Calcnt. 38 In

the umbrella of the Luccrnaiidie, both vesicles and pig-

ment-sjKits seem to become united into a single organ.

1881 E. it. Lankester in Jrul. Microsc. Sci. Jan. 122 The

manubrium of Limnocodium is a somewhat quadrangular

tube, which depends during life below the margin of the

umbrella.

c. Conch. A limpet-like gastropo<l of the genus

Umbrella; also the part of the shell resembling

an open umbrella.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 217/2 Umbrella wilh a flattened

shell; the disk of the lower surface not radiixted. 1861

P. P. Carpenter in Kef. Smithsonian Instil. 1S60, 230

The shell.. entirely covers Ihe aniin.-il ; which, can move

its long neck freely under its large umbrella. Hid. 234

The Umbrellas are very large creatures, wearing a flat

limpet on the middle of the back.

t 8. IV/iile umbrella, the elder-tree. Obs.-^

1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iii. 47 The white um-

brella or medicall bush ofElder, is an Epitome of this order.

9. attrib. and Comb., as umbrella-case, -cover,

covering,frame, -silk, -stand, -stick, -traiie; um-

brella-bearer, -maker, -mender; umbrella-shaped,

-topped adjs. ; umbrella-wise adv.

185a BoNOMi Nineveh * Palaces (1853) 176^The king..

is accompanied by his charioteer and <umbrellabe.arer.

1891 KlNNS Graven in Rock xvi. 599 In the left hand of

the umbrella-bearer is an object like a fan or fly-trap. 1830
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Thackeray Pendennis Ivii, His despatch-boxes and "um-
brella-cases, his guide-books, passports, maps, and other
elaborate necessaries of the English traveller. 1888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIII. 723/1 In 1848 William Sangster patented the
use of alp.ica as an *umbrel!a covering material. 1837
Hf.rkrt Engi't.ff Mech. Encycl, Il.Sjg'Umbrella frames of
the usual construction. 1793-4 Malthavs's Bristol Direc-
tory, Ashbury, William, *Umbrella-maker, Hope Square,
Hotwells. 1813 Examiner 31 May 350/2 She has given
'mirth ' to nobody except it be the clucks and the umbrella-
makers. 1884 Harper s Mag. Feb. 375/1 An umbrella-
maker had established his open-air shop. 1848 Dickens
Doml'ey\\\^ The summer sun.. came with the water-carts

and the old clothes-men,., and the * umbrella-mender. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants (ed.3) I. 387 Capsule cylindrical,

sitting on a hollow nearly globular or "umbrella-shaped re-

ceptacle. 1837 P. Keith /i(;/.Z^.r.298Thepileusorcapisthe
conical or umbrella-shaped organ that surmounts the stipe

of the Agarics. 186a Ansted Channel Isl. 11. ix. (ed. 2)

239 The umbrella-shaped body of this animal 188S Encycl.
Brit. XXIII. 723/1 *Umbrella silk is principally made at
Lyons and Crefeld. 186a Catal. Internnt. Exhib.^ Brit,
II. No. 6061, Fenders, fire-irons, hat and "umbrella stands.

1879 Meredith Egoist xxv, He stepped to the umbrella-
stand. There was then a general question whether Clara
had taken her umbrella. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech, 2679/1
In preparing an ordinary * umbrella-slick, it passes through
ig separate processes or movemeiils. 1850 R. G. Cumming
Hunters Life S. A/r. (1903) 61/1 Some friendly grove of
"umbrella-topped mimosas. 1835 Penny CycL IV, 446/1
The 'umbrella trade arose from the demand for the brass
furniture of these useful contrivances. 1725 Fam. Diet.
s.v. Elder-Tree^ Its Flowers grow somewhat like Roses at
the Tops of the Branches 'Umbrelia or Parasole-wise.

b. In names of plants or trees, denoting * shaped
like, resembling, an umbrella ^ytis umbrella aca^iUt

bush
J -Jir^ ^rass^ leaf, painty -pine^ 'plants 'Wort,

x^* Garden 11 March 166/3 The "Umbrella Acacia.,
forms a dense gIobu4ar head, which is certainly very con-
spicuous. 1889 MAit)RN Useful PL 2^^ Acacia Osivaldi,..
often called 'Umbrella Bash, as it is a capital shade.tree.

1884 MiLLRR Plant-n. i±tIi Sciadopitys, *UmbreIla-, or
Parasol, Pine or Fir. /*^/</. 58/1 'Umbrella Grass. Fuirena
squarrosa and Pantcunt decompositutn, 1898 Morris
Austral Eng. 487/1 It is called Umbrella-grass, from the
shape of the branches at the top of the stem representing
the ribs of an open umbrella. z866 Treas. Bot, 412/1 The
only species, Diphylleia cymosn, a native of Japan, and of
the southern United States, is there called the 'Umbrella
Leaf. 1798 NayNicH Allg. Polyglotten-Lex. 11. 928
•Umbrella palm. Corypha nmbracnlifera. 1884 Miller
Plant-n. 2iq/ i Kentia Canterburyana^ Umbrella Palm.
1873 Hemslkv Uandbk. Trees <V Shrubs 435 Sciadapitys
verticillaia^ "Umbrella- Pine. A large evergreen tree from
5otoi5ofcet high, 1893G. Kiaxm Scall^^vag\. i4iAmong
the ro&emary bushes and the scanty umbfella pines. 1874
Treas. Bot. Suppl. 1350/1 *UmDrel la-plant, Saxifraga
pdtata. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1836) -^tCalymenia,
"Umbrella-Wort. x8sa joHtiSQHCottageGard. Dict,6-ji/2
Oxybaphus, Umbrella-wort.

O. In names of birds, etc., as umbrelia-nnif -bird,

chatterer^ shelly snake.

1883 W. Farren IVhite Ants vi. 61 In some ant colonies
more than two distinct forms of workers are found. I

may instance the Satiba, or 'Umbrella ant of Brazil.

1891 Cent. Diet,, Utnbrella-ant, a parasol-ant or leaf-

carrying ant. 1850 A. R. Wallack in Ann, <V Mag. Nat,
//M/.(i85i)Ser. 11. VIII. 429 The 'Umbrella Bird is about
the size of a crow, 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon II. iv. 283
The rare and curious Umbrella bird (Cephnlopterus orm
Ma/»j);.. decorated with a crest of long, curved, hairy
feathers having long bare quills, which, when rnised,

spread themselves out in the form of a fringed sun-shade
over the head. Ibid. II. vi. 387 Birds and monkeys, in

this glorious forest, were very abundant,, .the 'UmDiella
Chatterer and curl-crested Toucans amongst the most
beautiful of the birds. x86i P. P. Cahtrnter in Rep.
Smithsonian Instit. 1S60, 234 Family Umbrellidx. (Chinese
•Umbrella Shells.) 1881 Cassell*s Nat Hist. V. 926 The
'.Chinese Umbrella-shell ' has a small depressed Limpet-like
shell, marked by concentric lines of growth. Z904 l^'estm.

Gaz. 23 April a/3 The natives call it Mtaba, or the *um«
brella snake.

10. Special Comlis., as umbrella gingham,
gingham employed for covering umbrellas; um-
brella hat, a hat similar in size or shape to an
umbrella ; umbrella man, {a) one who mends or
sells umbrellas

; {b) a street-vendor who displays

his wares in an inverted open umbrella ; umbrella
print-seller, » prec. {b) ; umbrella roof, an
arched roof resembling an umbrella ; umbrella
Bail, a sail constructed partly on the principle of
an umbrella ; umbrella tent, a tent made on the
umbrella principle ; umbrella warpingA^a«/. (see

quot.),

1834 Tail's Mag. I. jnf-a •Umbrella ginghams have re-
mained steady for some time. 1817 Colbriix^r Biog, Lit.
(1907) II. 150 Dutch women with large *umbrella hats
shooting out Haifa yard before them. 1851 Mavukw L^ond.
Labour I. 303 I le.irncd from one ' "umbrella man' that, six
or seven years previously, he used to sell more portraits of
•Mr. Kdmund Kcan. as Richard III.\ than of anything
elsfc 1889 5f/^m7'/V» Sept, 33J The umbrella-man., stopped
beside a siile and put down his bundle of umbrellas. 1851
Mavukw Lond. Labour I. 303 Sometimes, too, an '•um-
brella print-selh-r ' will have a few ' pictures in frames '. on
a sort of stantl alongside the umbrella. 1847 Lkitch tr.

il ^''J^'^'^
^"^^ '^''' 5 'o'* (»8so) 74 The Odeion also, a

smaller theatre with nn *umbreHa roof, received its form at
Athens. 1900 Pearson's Ma^. Aug. 143 The 'umbrella sail
ran be set or furled in a minute 1 it does not close up as
does an umbrella, but each side shuts up like a fan. 18^
Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price IMt 15 Sept. Index p
jxxv, •Umbrella Tents. Ibid. 449 The Umbrella Garden
Tent with Sloping Walls. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word*bk.

Vol. X.

•iQ$* ITmbrella-ivarpiftgt a contrivance similar to an um-
Drella, by which ships in a calm can be warped ahead.

Umbre'llaed, ppi^ a. [f. prec. + -ed i,]

1. Protected or covered as by an umbrella. Also

c 1800S0UTHEY Inscriptions xvi. UnderAn Oak {iZ^<0 100

This ancient oak Will parasol thee if the sun ride high, Or,

should the sudden shower be falling fast, Here mayst thou

rest umbrella'd. 1858 H. W. Bekcher Life Thoughts 142

Many., believe that they must come to Wim[sc. GodJ under
the covert of some apology, or beneath some umbrellaed

excuse. 1885 W. P. J*nEF,n Aboard ^ Abrooti 127 The
landscape lovingly umbrellaed by smiling clouds that took

turns in the task of keeping the direct sunbeams from our

faces.

2. Ornilh. (See quot. and cf. Umbrella 9 c.)

rt 1807 Shaw Nat. Misc. XXI. pi. 897 The Umbrella'd

Ampells... Black Ampelis, with the vertical crest and pen-

dent breast-feathers glossed with violet. The Umbrella'd
Chatterer. Ccphalopterns ornatus.

3. Provided with an umbrella or umbrellas.

X834 Taifs Mag. I. 42/1 Who in their senses might hope
to escape the drench?.. umbrellaed or umbrellaless they
must have it. 1863 Morn, Star 21 May, When the um-
i>rellaed multitude swarmed down the centre of the course,

the effect was most extraordinary. 1887 M. B. Edwards
Next ofKin lVa>ited 1. x. 135 Groups of mackintoshed,
umbrella'd, behooded travellers.

ITlubre'llaless, a, [f. as prec. + -less.] Un-
provided with an umbrella.

'834 [sec prec. 3]. 1864 Miss Yonge Trial Ih 224 Pacing
on, umbrellaless, was a figure which made her hurry to

overtake him. 1898 Daily Tel. 14 Dec lo/a The um-
brellaless man who in a shower of rain, sought to run
between the drops.

Umbre'lla-like, a. [f. as prec. + -like.] Re-
sembling an umbrella.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 340 Pileus

umbrella-like, gold coloured. 1857 Duffrrin Lett, High
Lat. xi. 2QO A dark mantle of tempestuous clouds, that

stretched down in umbrella-Uke points towards the horizon.

1895 Clive Holland jfap. Wife ix, A wonderful umbrella-

like hat of huge diameter.

Umbre-lla^tree.
[f.

as prec. + Tree sb."]

1. One of various American magnolias, especially

Alagfwlia Iripelala, having the leaves arranged

umbrella-wise at the ends of the branches.
fjjji Phil.Trans.'^VM.\-i$o AfagnoliOi amplissimo^flore albo^

fruciu coccineo. The Umbrella-tree. 1796 W. H. Marshall
Planting II. 210 The wood of the Umbrella Tree, .is more
spongy than any of the other species of Magnolia. 1B14
JruRSH Flora Amer, Septtntr. 1 1. 381 Magnolia trifetala

. .is generally known by the name of Umbrella-tree. 183a
Planting 94 (L.U.K.), Magnolia Iripetala, umbrella-tree,

is found in soils deep and A:rtile in the northern parts of
New York. 1884 CasselCs Fam. Mag. Mar. 239/1 Here
the umbrella-trees shaded the streets.

2. One of a variety of trees whose leaves or habit

of growth resemble an umbrella.
c 1790 Encycl. Brit, (ed, 3) V. 482/1 Corypha, Mountain

Palm, or Umbrella Tree. 1834 Caunter Orient. Ann. v,

53 The chatta, or umbrella-tree, begins here to be plentiful.

1866 Treas, Bot. 1 190/1 Umbrella-tree, . . Thespesiapopulnea
and Pandanus odoratissimus. Ibid.^ Guinea Umbrella-
Tree, Paritium guinecnse, 1883 Sunday Mag. Aug, 51 i/a

We saw a gootl m.iny specimens of the * umbrella-tree ', as

it is called, a sort of acacia. 1889 Maidkn Useful PI. 387
Brassaia acitnophyllay. .\}mh\&n:x, Tree, the large leaves

being set, like urnbrella- ribs, at the top of numerous stems.

t Umbre'llian, /?. Obs.—^ [f. as next + -ian.]

Serving the purjwse of an umbrella.
1711 Ramsay Tartana loi On each motion wait th' um-

brellian Plaids, Repelling dust when winds disturb the air.

Umbre'lliform, a. Zool, [f. Umbrell-a +
-(i)foum.] Having the shape of an umbrella.

1857 GossE Omphalos xi. 304 The pulmonigrade umhrelli-

form stage.

Uiiibrello(w, obs. variants of Umbrella.

t Umbrere. Obs, Also 5 oumbrer, owm-
brer(o, vmberere, 6-7 vmbriore, 7 umbrier.
[app. a. AF. *umbr€ret f. w;///'/^ shade, shadow ; cf.

obs. F. ombriere umbrella (Cotgr.).] The visor of

a helmet.
»\^xi'Sir Perc. 678 For to sec hyme with syghte, He

putt his umbrere on highte. ta 1400 Morte Arth. 943 To
pe crcsie of be clyffe he clymbez one lofte; Kesle upe hys
vmbrere, and kenly he lukes. 1448-9 J. Metham Wks.
(1916) 37 At t»e fyrst metyng Amoryus pis odyrgan smyght
Vp-on hys vmbrere, 1470-85 Malorv Arthur viii. xli. 338
Thenne sire Lamorak knelyd adoune, and vnlaced fyrst bis

vmberere, and thenne his owne. 1590 Spenser /•'. Q. \\\. \.

42 But the braue Mayd would not disarmed bee, But onely
vented vp her vmbriere. 1596 Ibid. iv. iv. 44 He. .there-

with smote him on his vmbnere. x^vj^u.SoreCs Com, Hist,

Francion vii. 4 It was cloven in the middle, as if it were
the Umbrier of some Troopers old Head-piece.

t Umbretary, misprint for Vulnerary a,

1601 Holland Pliny I!. 111 Being applied as a cataplasme
with oyle rosat and milke, it is a vmbretarie medicine.

Umbreted, obs. variant of Umbrated a.

XJmbre'tte. [ad. mod.L. umbrella or F. iwi-

brelle.] = Umbre.
1884 Athenaeum 29 Nov. 698/3 Communications and

papers were read . . by Mr. F. E. Beddard, on the anatomy of

the umbrettc {Scopus umbreita). 1890 Daily Newsg Jan.

3/8 Occasionally the umbrette relaxes the severity of its

demeanour and executes a fant.istic dance with outspread

wings.

' Umbriau (»"mbriaii), sb. and a, [f. L. Umbr^,
i Umber (a. and sb.) or tfmbria (see def.) + -(i)an.]

I
A. sb. 1. An inhabitant or native of Umbria, a

province of central Italy; esp. a member of the
Italic race anciently inhabiting this district.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 36 The Babylonians count for day
all the time betweene iwosunne risings. . .The Vmbrians from
noone to noone. 1693 Drvden Persius iii. 140 The Greaz'd
Advocate, that Grinds the Poor, Fat Fees from thedefended
Umbrian draws. 1843 MACAULAv//(??'a/2Wxxii, The terror of
theUmbrian, The terror of the Gaul, x^t Chambers*Encycl.
IX. 630/r The Umbrians were con>idered in ancient times
to be the oldest people of Italy, 1890 Contemp. Rev. Aug.
266 The pile dwelling in the Lake of Fim^n, near Vicenza,
..must have been founded very soon after the Umbrians
first reached Italy.

2. The language anciently spoken in Umbria.
1858 G. Robertson Earliest Inhabitants Italy 9 The

differences between the Oscan and the Umbrian with its

kindred dialects. 1864 F. W.Ukv/man Ig7tvine Inscriptions
p. xiv, The vowel-declensions of Umbrian. i88a C. S. Hal-
SEV Eiy?u. Latin ^- Greek l i. 2 This (division] includes
..2. The Latin, akin to which were the Oscan and the
Umbrian of central Italy.

B. adj. 1. Of or belonging to ancient Umbria,
its inhabitants or language.
1601 Holland Pliny II. Index s.v., Vmbrian earth or

chaike, for what it is good. 1697 Drvden yEneidxu. 1088
'Ihc persecuted creature. .Turns here and there, to escape
his Umbrian foe. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 1345/1 The
Umbrian, Oscan, and Samnite characters, are, with a few
trifling exceptions, nearly identical with the Etruscan. 1864
F. W, Newman Iguvine Inscrtptions p. iii, The Umbrian
tendency to assimilate n even in the middle of words. 1890
Contemp. Rev. Aug. 264 We now come to the third Ilaflian

race, which may be called the Umbrian or Latin race.

2. Of or pertaining to medijeval or modern
Umbria. Umbrian School^ the Italian school ot

painting developed in Umbria in the 15th century.

1841 W. SPALDIN0 Italy 4- //. Isl, II. 252 The Umbrian
painters appear to have at first studied both the older
Florentines and the decaying school of Siena. 1845 Mrs.
Jameson Early Italian Painters I. 204 In the sentiment
of their works they resembled the Umbrian school, hut the
manner of execution is different. 1883 W. Sharp in E. A.
Sharp Life (1910) 88 Watching the sunset over the far-

stretching Umbrian country.

Umbrida^ves : see Ember 2 2.

Umbri'ferous, «. [f. I^. umbrifer (f, umbra
shade) + -0U8. Cf. It. otnbrifero.'\ Affording or

giving shade ; umbrageous.
i6z6 W. FoRDK Serm. Ep. Ded., She had, to shadow her

from the sunnes scorching beames, a beautifull and umbii-
ferous tree. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 382 Several

other sorts of Trees there are... One I took special notice

of was above five yards about and of a reasonable height,

but umbriferous it was not. x8i(> H. Busk Vestriad i. 576
Nor cypress, plane, and cedar interlace Their arms um-
brifrous.

Hence TJmbri'ferouBly adv. ; TJmbri'ferous-

ness.

1717 Bailey (vol. II), i/w/^r^rflwiwwj, Shadow-bringing
Quality. 1884 /////. Did. (citing Tyndall), Umbriferously,
so as to make or cast a shade.

t tTmbril ^. Obs. rare, [ad. It, umbrella Um-
brella. Cf. Umbrei/-^.] a sun-shade, parasol,

umbrella.
1610 R. Tofte Hon, Acad. 11. 10 Heramorous eye-browes,

somewhat blacke, serving as an Umbrill for her dlamond-
like-eyes. 1613 Shelton Quix. i. i. viii. 54 Two monkes.

.

wore masks with Spectacles in theqi, to keepe away the
dust from their faces, and each of them besides bore their

Vmbrilles,

tUmbril^. Obs. rare, [ad. F. //<?w^n? navel.]

A centre. Also attrib,

1630 Westcote Vieiu Devonsh. (1845) 135 The great con-

duit which stands in the umbiil point of the city. Ibid. 139
The umbril of the city where standeth a great water
conduit.

Umbril^. fllsl. [var. Umbrel>.] a. A part

of a helmet projecting above the eyes. b. A visor.

1824 Mevrick Ant. Armour II. 221 The helmet of the

king is the casquetel, having no covering for the face,

but merely an umbril. 1864 Webster, Umbrere, .. an
umbril : a visor. 189a H. Pvle Men ofIron xxxii. 306 The
Constable advanced to his side, and formally raising the

umbril of the helmet, looked him in the face.

II Uxubri'na. Zool. [mod.L. (Cuvier), a. Sp.

and It. umbrina (It. also ombrina^ F. ombrine,

t umbrtne\ f. umbra Umber sb.'^"] A fish of the

genus Umbrina, chiefly found in warm seas.

1834 McMubtrie Cuvier*sAnim. Kiugd. 197 Some of the

species, such as the King-fisher (an Umbrina\\T\\i-A\A\. the

American seas. 1840 tr. Cuvier's Anim. h'ittgd. 206 Some
of them are silvery, and attain the size of an Umbiina.

1884 Longman's Mag. March 530 The Umbrinas of

European seas are well known for the drumming sound

they make.

t Umbri'philOUS, a. Obs.-'^ [f. L. umbra
shade: see-pniLand -ous.] Shade-loving; grow-

ing in the shade.
1591 R. O. HyPnerotomachia 32 Heleborous \sic\ Niger, or

Melampodi, Traydes, and such other Vmbriphilous hearbes.

Umbro- (^'mbr^i) comb, form, on Gr, models,

of L. Umbr., Umber (see Umbrian), occurring in

a few terms, as Umbra-Elntscan^ -Lalitiy Ostan,

'/\oman, -Sabellian^ Samnile.
Also, with reference to the Umbrian school of painting,

Utiibro- Florentine^ .Szennese (1B66).

i8s3 7rnl. Ethnol Soc. {1856) IV. 67 This inscription

differs from those which are found in the Umbro-Etruscan

or Rasenic districts. 1858 G. Rooebtson Earliest Inhabi-

tants Italy 46 The migration of the Umbro-Sabellian races.

1862 T. Clark llandbk, Compar. Grammar 24 The Latin

U4
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language has .. some such relation to the Umbro-Samnltet
as ihelonic has to the Doric x88o Encycl, Brit XIII.

4g6/i ITie features common to Umbro-Koman and the

Neapolitan dhlects, 1890 Conttmp. Rev. Aug. 565 This
Umbro-Latin Aryan race must have entered Italy con-

siderably more tlian two thousand years before the com-
mencement of our era.

Umbrose (DmbrJns), a. rare. [ad. L. umbros-

us, {. umira shade. CC Sp. and Pg. umireso. It.

ombroso, OF. ombros.'^

1. Shady J giving shade.
/>i4a5tr. Ari/eme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 73 Hyng it in

ane vmbrose place vnto J>at \>er be h.-id nede ]«r.of. xyal

Bailey, Umhrose, shady, casting a great Shade, x87X

Macdonald Wks. Fancy /s Imag., Roadside Poems III. 187

Still as a pool in its own place. Unsunned within an um.
brose wood.

2. Omith. DiBky.
1783 Latham Gen. Sywf. Birds IV. 437 Umbrose

W[arbler);..upper parts greyish brown! on the back ob-

scurely marked with black.

+ XfmbrO'sity. Obs.rare. [a.d.L.ambrositas,

f. umbiosus: sec prcc. and -IT IT. Cf. It. omhros-

ith, obs. F. ombrositi, umbrosUi.'\ The state or

condition of being shady.
X646 Sn T. B»owNK Pseud. Ep. II. i. 55 Oyled paper.,

becommeth more transparent, and admits the visible rayes

with lesse umbrosity. x6so Bulwer /( xthroiomel. v. (1653)

100 Kypler would not have this notion neglected, that the

Haires of the Eye-lids do chiefly conduce to their umbrosity.

+ UmbrOBOUS, a. Obs.—' U. L. umbros-us.']

' Full of shadow' (Cockeram, 1023).

UmbrOQS (fmbras), a. Also 5 vmbreuse.
[ad. F. ombreux, t umbreitx, or L. umbros-us : cf.

Ukbbose <2.]

1. Lying in the shade ; shady, shadowed.
X480 CkXTojt l^yrr. ill. L 130 The Sonne, .maketb the day

to growe byfore hym, and on that other parte the erthe is

vmbreuse & derke by hynde hj'm. X480 — Ovid's Met. x.

i, The Kynge and the quene comanded that Erudice shold

be calletl forth, which was in the umbrous^ valeye.
^
X657

ToMLlNsoN Retwu^s Disp. 334 It grows.. in margins of

fields, th.it are not umbrous. x8ai T. G. Wainewright
Ess. it Crit. (1880) 227 A meadow . . umbrous with orange
and cedar trees.

+ 2.;^. (See quel.) Obs.-'^

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 108 b/i He was umbrouse or

shadcwous, that is to saye he was colde and refriger.lt fro

all concupyscence of the flesshe.

TJmbBet, -stead, -think : see Umb-.
TTmbUBS, XTmbuth : see Umboth.

t Umbwhile, a<fo. Obs. = UMBEWHiLEOffe. a.

X393 Langu p. pi. C VII. 396 Bargeynes and beuereges
by.gunne to aryse, And setyn so til euesong rang and songe
vmbwhyle [r/.r. vmbwyle, vmbwhilej.

TJmbyll, obs. f. Hdmble a. TJmchew, var.

Umbeschkw v. Obs. TTmolap, -dead, -clip,

-close : see Uu-. Umeer, variant of Aheer.
TJmellete, obs. f. Hnmuir.
TTmest, a. Sc. Now rare. Also 5 humest,

6 vmest, wmest, 8-9 umist, 9 eemest; 5 hu-
moat, 5-6 tun-, vmast, 9 eemost, yiraost.

[OE;. u/emest : see Oveme.st a.]

)i 1. Of clothes : Uppermost, oatermost ; spec.

applied to the coverlet of a bed, claimed by the

priest as a perquisite on the death of a parishioner.
ri4oo Sc. Trojan War 11. 1932 PaIIamydes..tuke of bailh

hois & schone. And syne his vmast clath. c X470 Henry
Wallace ix. 707 Wallace gert t.ik in haist thar humest weid.

X53S Lyndesay Satyt-e 3900 From this day furth, thay salbc

cleane denudit Baith of cors-present, cow, and vmest claith.

1567 Glide f, Godlie B. (S.T.S.) iq6 Preistis, tak na kyis.

The vmest claith 5e sail quyte cfame. a X578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 349 Thow galf againe to

the parochinaris the kow and the wmest cloth.

2. Of things or pLaces : Lying uppermost or
highest.

c X43S Wyntoun CrOH. viil. xxvii. 4652 Endlange |>e wode
war wayis twa : pe erl in |>e vmast lay of ^a. X45(S Sir G.
Hay Gov. Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) 11. 123 The ground of the
stomak is.. mare forcy of degestioun na the humast part of
the stoinak. X513 Douglas /^Sneid x\\. vi. 172 Turnus..
evin betwix the helm can him arras And vmast roll or hem
of his curas. XS37 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. 11. 352/2 The
umest bous and duelling place of the land caltit the Abbay
5et. xs66 in Ramsay HamffCharters (1915) 103 Quhill it

cum to the entres of the umest forkis of the burn. 1710
RuDDlMAN Gloss. Douglas' /^neis, Umist, S. upmost,
uppermost. fiSoo- in glossaries and texts (Kinc, Aber-
deen, Moray, Caithness, etc : Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Eemosf).
3. Most important or prominent. ? Obs.
X513 Douglas /Eneid i. vi. 66 Lang war the iniuris, the

dowtis lang to be tawtd ; Bot 1 the vmest of the mater sail
hauld. a xm8 Lindesay (Piiscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)
I. 284 The Karle of Angus become werie prude and insolent
. ., thinkand quho ewer had right to the autorietie he sould
be vmest.

Umflf, var. UupH. Umfold : see Um-.
tUmgang. Obs. In 4-5 vm-, 6 Sc. wn- ; 4
rmgong. [M li. »/;«^a«f (see Um- and Gang rf.l),

= ON. umgangr (Norw. um-, MSw. um-, omgang,
Sw. omging. Da. omgang), WFris. omgong, NFris.
omgiing, Amgung, MI3u. omme-, omganc (Du. om-
gang), MLG. umb{e)-, ummegank, OHG. umbi-
gatu (MHG. umbe-, umbganc, G. umgang"), OE.
)tmb{e)gang.']

1. The act of going round ; the distance covered
in this way ; circuit, circumference.

26

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvii. 13 And he set mtrkenes his

lurking lang, His telde to be in his vmgange, Mirke watres

Jat war of hcwe. a 1300 Cursor M. 9192 In his (Josiah's]

time was Fordon l>e tune of nlniue,^ pat was of vmgang
thre iorne. a 1340 Hampole PscUter xi. 9 Vs Jwu kepis, hot

wickid men gas in vmgange. <: 1400 Maunuev. (Roxb.)
xxi. 97 It es a grete ile and a faire ; and l>e vmgang Jwroflf

es nere a thowsand myle. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 56 [Carthage] had sex ty thousand pass about the vm.
gang {printed vin-1 of the toune. tsosChariers Crosragttel

Abbey (1886) I. 63 Becaus the said hous, smedy, orchard, and
yarde ar within the yetti.sand umgang and wallisof the said

abbay.

2. A turn or spell of work, rarr"^,

1538 Aberdeen Reg. XVI. (Jam.), For the parting of the

said maisteris fysche thre tymraez on ane wngang, quhar
thai suld be twa tymmez partit on ane haill day.

So t TTmga'n^nff vbL sb.^ going round. Obs,

a 1340 Hampolk Psalter cxW, 3 By \>t vmgangynge of J>e

sone . . he signyfyes \>e warld.

t Umgive, V. Obs. [f. Um- + Givb v. Cf.

WFris. omjown (p.p.)» NFris. drnjiw, Du. om-
geven (p.p.), OHG. umbigeban (MHG, umbe-y
umbgeben,G, umgeben),Svf. omgifua. Da. omgive.\

trans. To enclose, surround, environ,
a 1300 E, E. Psalter iii. 6 Noght sal 1 drede a thousand

Of folk, ar me vmgyuand. Ibid, vii. 7 Rise, lauerd, in

bode )>ou sent to be, And kirke of fotke sal vmgif ^.
A 1340 Hampole Psalter iit. 6 All vices, )»e whilk vmgifs
men to dissaif |>aim. Ibid. x.xxix. 16 For vmgifen me has
illes of ^e whilke noumbire is noght. a 1400 New Test.

(Paues) Acts xxviii, 20 Forwhi for po hope of Israel I am
vragyuen (or, bounden) with l)is cheyne.

tUmgO, w. Obs. [f. Um- + Go V. Cf. WFris.
omgeatif MDu, omme-^ omgaen (Du. (Jw^aw), MSw.
«w-, omga (Sw. omgas refl.). Da. omgaa^ OE.
ymbgdn^ MLG. uvib-^ umm{e^gdn^ OHG. umbi-^
umbegitn (G. umgehen). See also Umbego z*.]

trans. To go around ; to encompass.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxvi. 11, I vmyhode, and offred in

telde hisse OfTrand of berand steuen Jjat isse. Ibid, Iviii. 7
pai be torned at euen, and hunger thole }>a Als hundes,
and cite bai sal vmga.^ '"340 Hampole Psalter xxvl 11,

I vmjed & i ofBrd in his tabernakile (w hoste of beghynge
of voice.

Umgripe ; see Um-.

tUmh, Um*h, obs. van*, of Um or Umph.
16x4 J. CooKK Greene's Tu Quoque B 4, Bub. Vmh, vmh,

vmh. 1616 S. S. Honest Lawyer iv. G i, Vm'h, my doubts
Wrappe me in further maze. x668 Drvdem Evening's Lore
IV, Umh ! thou awaken'st a most villainous apprehension
in me I 170a Farquhar Inconstant 11. i, Umh.—before that

any young. .Rakelly Fellow shou'd play such Tricks with
me, 1 wou'd wear my Teeth to the stumps. 1740 Cibdes
Apol. (1756) H. 31 With a slow hesitation.. he reply'd

—

Umh ! the best—umh !— I have tasted a great while.

XJmheed, -hill : see Um-.
Umiak, umyak, varr. Oomtak (Eskimo boat).

1769, 1819 [see Oomiak]. 1863 A. Young Naut. Diet.

(ed. 3) 431 In Greenland, the umyak is the boat worked
exclusively by the women, as the kayak is by the men.
1884 Good Words Feb. 96/1 We quitted the whale-boat.

.

and took a small umiak, on account of weight. 1900
Scribner's Mag. Sept. 294/2 Well-made models of kayaks
and umiaks.

tUmlap, r'. Obs. [f. Um- + Lap z-.s Cf. Um-
BELAP v.] trans. To encompass, surround.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2778 paa foles feluns l>at war fuus, All

vmlapped loth buse. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6937 pai
-salle umlapp |>am alle oboute, And gnaw on ilka lym and
souke. C1375 Sc, Leg. Saints ii. (Paul) 537 Fra hewine
schane don a mekit lycht, And vmlappyt hym son all. c 1400
tr. Secreta Secret.^ Got'. Lordsh. 109 pe nombra of ten ys
j>e perfeccion of hem \>a.t enbracen fTourhede, &_vmlappys
It yn nombres. c 1440 Alph. Tales 367 Sodanlie he was
vml.ippid with a grete flok of myce. Ibid. 521 pe se-flude

vmlappid bothe hym & l^e cow & \>g calfe.

II umlaut («-mlQut). Fkihi. ' [G., f. um-
about + iaut sound.] A change in the sound of a
vowel produced by partial assimilation to an adja-

cent sound (usually that of a vowel or semivowel in

the following syllable) ;
= Mutation 4 b.

[1844 T. H. Kev Alphabet 169 The Influence of Assimila-
tion. Footnote, Sometimes called by Germans ' umlaut '1.

185a Traits. Philol. Soc. 25 June V. 200 The cognate
languages clearly exhibit the fact, that the umlaut in these

words has been produced by the weak vowel of a lost

suffix. 1873 Earle Philol, Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) § 127 The
Umlant of the Indo-European languages is a phenomenon
of a different order. Here the vowel of the afier-member
of the word influences that which has gone before.

aitrib. 1873 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue {ed. 2) § 128 No-
where is any structural signification attached now to an
Umlaut form, except (etc.j. 1879 /bid. (ed. 3) § 381 The
modem s being imposed upon the old umlant plural. 1879
Encycl. Brit. X. 519/2 In most [German] Midland manu-
scripts no special signs for the Umlaut vowels are used, ex-

cept e.

Hence nmlanted a., modified by umlaut ; con-

taining a vowel or vowels modified in this way.
1852 Trans. Philol. Soc. 25 June V. 200 In particular the

umtaut-ed plurals appear not to have yet found a fitting

explanation in English grammars. 1879 Earle Philol.

Eng. Tongue (ed. 3) § 581 It should be observed that there

is no natural connection between Umlauted forms and
Plurality.

fUmlay,?'. Obs. [f. Um- + Layz/.1 Cf. MDu.
omme-f omieggen (Du. omieggen\ Da. omlmgge ;

OS. umbileggian (MLG. ummeleggen)\ MHG.
umbe-y umblegen (G. umlegen). Sec also Umbk-
LAT V.I trans. To surround.
a 1300 Cursor Af. loio Paradis is,.euer vinlaid wit tem

UMPIRE.

and light. Ibid. 22069 In vr leuedi light )>e hali-gast..,

And vmlaid bir wit his lem.

tTTmlon^, v. Obs. Also -luke, -lok(e. [f.

Um- + LouK i;.2 Cf. MDu. omme-^ omluken (Du.

omiuiken), and see umbtlouk under Umbe-.] trans.

To surround, enclose.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22705 The see J>at vmlukes l>e land, And
watres all that rinnes in strand, Al sal turn again to noght.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxvii. 68 He vmlouked in swerd his

folke to be. a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxliv. 3 He is incom.
prehensibil, for na stede, na thoght, may vmlouke him.
a 14^00-^0 Alexander 4672 With soft serkis of silke joure

sidis [^e] vm-loke,

Umman, dial, form of Woman.
TTmor, Umour, obs. ff. Humoub.
Umph. ('nth), int. Also 6 ymff. [Imitative

:

of. Humph and Umh.] An inarticulate sound,

expressive of hesitation, doubt, or dissatisfaction.

a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 461/21 Vmff,
quod the Helandman, and swere be yon kirk [etc.].

178a Miss Burnev Cecilia iv. vi, He only looked at her,

and said 'umph?' Ibid. vn. ix, I really believe the gentle-

man*s deaf ! he won't so much as say umph and hay, now.
x8oo Mrs. Hehvev Mourtray Earn. II, no 'Umph I'

thought Emma, 'is he abusing the Turk now by way of a

blind?' x8aa Scott Nigel v, 'Umph !' repeated Master
George, ..'what does umph mean?' 1836 — Woodst. iii.

Commands—umph—I tliink the damsel might have tarried.

x8|94 A. Gordon Northward Ho 87 An occasional ' Oich 1

Oich I ' from John, and a sympathetic * Umph ! Umph 1

'

from Eppie,

Hence Umph v. intr,^ to ejaculate * umph *.

1894 Hall Caine Manxman I. x. 48 Caesar umpht and
grunted. 1900 Daily AVwj sojune 4/1 *Umph, replied

Mr. Rhodes, in his grim, gruff way, ' Umph I
* and he went

away umphing.

Umpirage (fmpsiredg). Forms : a. 5 owm-
preght, 7 umpridgo, umpiridge, timperago,
umpeeragG. ^. 6- umpirage (7 umpireage).
[f. next + -AGE,] The act of umpiring; the office

or power of an umpire; the decision of an umpire,

arbitration.

a. c X490 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 84 Wher it is so,

uncle, at the matter betwyxt my servant and John Forest is

put to iiij men, and the owmpreght of you. 1609 iV. Riding
Rec. (1884) I. 173 The arbitrament. .01 Tho. Warcupp and
Anth. Byarley, gent., with the umpridge of Mr. Parson Las.

cells. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc, 301 The Prophet Malachi
..hath so full^ decided the cause, as if it had been expresly

referred to his umperage. x66x Andronicus iii. i. D 4 b,

Here's Cleobulus, We will refer it to his Umpeerage. X679

W. Penn Addr. Prot. n. 180 The Scriptures are made more
doubtful than they are by such as would fain preserve to

themselves the Umpiridge and Judgship of their Meaning.
p. 1519 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 223 «., The parties to

abide the umpirage of Thomas Lord Cardinal.. if given
before the feast of All Saints. X633 Bp. Morton Discharge
Five Imput. 144 S. Augustine hisVmpirage and full Deter-
mination of this whole question, concerning the exposition

of Christ his speech. 1643 Nethersole Proj. for Peace
(1648) 31 The finall Umpirage of such, .matters, as cannot
be resolved without the admission of forein arhitrement.

1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. App. i. 18 Augustus, .referring

the choice of an Heir, where he had so b^d choice, to the

umpirage of the Divine Wisdom, a X715 Burnet Own
Time (1766) I. 48 They hoped the umpirage of the war
would fall into their hands. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III.

i. 17 Enacting. . that their submission of the suit to arbitra-

tion or umpirage shall be made a rule of any of the king's

courts of record. x8os East's Reports V. 189 The time for

making the umpirage was further extended. X846 Suhnkr
Scholar, yurist, etc. 62 When, in our age, two nations.,

appeal to war.., they voluntarily adopt this unchristian

umpirage of right. X890 Laiv 'Times LXXXVIII. 358/1
We do not think it would be fair to cast upon the County
Court judges the responsibilities of umpirage.

Umpire (w'mpaiaj), sb. Forms : a. 5 owm-
pere, ovmper, ompar. /3. 5-6 umpere (6 vn-),

6 vmppere, 6-7 umpeer(o. 7. 5-7 umper (5
unpar). 6, 6-^ umpyer, -pier (6 impier).

f. 6- umpire (7 umpyre). [Later form of

NOUMPERE, by transference of the «- to the in-

definite article, as in adder, apron."]

1, One who decides between disputants or con-

tending parties and whose decision is usually

accepted as final ; an arbitrator.

a, Ic 1400 LvDG. Msofs Fab. \\. 43 Among these owmperis

was werre none, ne stryf. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 360/1
Nowmpere, or owmpere, arbiter, sequester. X483 Cath.
Angl. 263/2 An Ovmper (A. Ompar), impar.

p. CX430 IVyclifs ProL Rom. (MS. Rawl. C. 257 fol.

90 b/2), pe apostle putte him bitwene as a meene, distriynge

alle her questiouns, as a good vmpere. 1^50 Paston Lett.

I. i3o Take ^e one, and he another; and if they may not

accorde, ^e and I to be umpere, for we stande bothe in like

cas. x5Sa-3 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters' Co. (1887) 376 John
abbott Rjchard tylton George Kyng John revell. .for days
men and master Rus.sell for vmppere. XS67 Jewel DeJ.

Apol. II. 312 He is no indifferente umpeere, that firste

diuideth Offices equally bitweene twoo, and afterwarde

alloteth bothe offices to One alone. 1576 A. Hall Acc.

Quarrell (1815) 25 The just and consionable dome of so

grave umpeers. x6oi R. Johnson Kingd.^ Comnnv. (1603)

255 They constitute him their arbitraitour and chiefe

Vmpeere. 1649 Ball Power 0/ Kings 6 These things they

may doe as Judges Allegate, or Umpeeres for the People,

x688 R. H01.ME Armoury 11. 3Q^/2 Being desired to be
Umpeer between Apollo and Pan, ..Midas passed his

verdict against Apollo.

y, 1464, 1556 [see a]. X580 Lvlv Euphues (Arb.) 421 The
I^die Flauia. .commaunded them both to silence, will-

ing Euphues as vmper in these matters, briefly to speake

his minde. x6o6 Bp. W. Barlow Serm. E j b, The best
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course . . will bee . . to make him the vmper, whom they make
our Accuser. i6it Grimeston Hist. France 969 Cardinall
Medicis..was, as it were, an Vmper of all difHcuities in
this good and holy reconciliation.

a. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utopia Ded. (1895) 3 Some
as an vmpier or a judtje with my sentence finallye to dis-
cusse. 1577 F. tie L'isle's Legendarie A vij b, The con-
troucrsie was referred vnto the arbitremeiit of thre«
vmpiers. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 168 If this
Aunswere.. shall seeme but of small credite with you, I will
bryng you Augustine for an umpyer betwixt us. 1609
Holland Avttn. Marctll. 23, I rest waiting upon you as
umpiers to know what ye advise. 1641 Prvnne Aniip. 274
The Lords ia Parliament tooke an Oath to be indifferent
umpiers betweene the Bishop and Duke.

r. 1599 Broughton's Let. vit 25 He, whom you.. made
vmpire of that, .conlrouersie. 1606 J. Cahpenter Solomon's
Solace x%vm. 1x5 If a man sinne against God, who shall
bee his Umpire, or Dayes-man ? 1640 Quarles Enchirid.
(1641) 13 When the Frog and the Mouse could not take up
the Quarrell, the Kite was umpyre. i68x H. Nevile Plato
Rediv. 152 A great person was to be chosen every Parlia-
ment, who should be as it were an Umpire between the
King and his People. 1717 J. Keill Anim. (Econ. (1738)
54 How could I wish for a more impartial Judge, or now
could I choose a more proper Umpire ? 1751 Smollett R.
Random xv'ii, The constable.. pleaded our cause so effectu-
ally, that she condescended to make him umpire. 1815
Zelitca III. 268, I must become umpire between you and
Mrs. Wolsey. 1835 LvrroN Ricmix. iii, We might call in
an umpire—a foreigner who had no interest in either faction.

187s JowErr Plato (ed. 2) I. 152 To choose an umpire of
discourse would be unseemly.

b. transf. Something which serves to decide or
settle a matter.
1383 W. M. in Foxe A. ^ Jf. (ed. 4) II. 2119 Let Gods word

be vnpere, To try our true religion, From this euill fauoured
teere. 1600 Rowland Lett. Humours Blood v. 73 Make
tcele and Iron vmpiers to the Fray. 1647 N. Bacon Disc.

Govt. Eng. L. xvi. 48 As if the Law were the sole um-
pire between King and people. i66a Stillingfl. Orig.
Sacrse 111. L §9 It is a sign there is little of reason left,

where sense is made the only Umpire of all kinds of Beings.
S696 DoGGKT Country.Wake III. li. 30 Your Conscience
must be Umper in this Case. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan i. 205
The Sword ts now the Umpire to decide. 1784 Cowpek
Tiroc. 29 The judgment, umpire in the strife That grace
and nature have to wage through life. x8os-6 Gary Dante,
Inf. xxii. 140 In the boiling lake both fell The heat Was
umpire soon between them. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz
5 J

Take thou, soul, thy solitary stand, Umpire to the cham-
pions Fancy, Reason.

fc. Something which stands between others
cither by way of connexion or separation. Obs,
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. Ed€n 392 For spirits..

'Twixi God and manretein a middle kinde; And (Umpires)
mortall th' immortall joine. x6io Holland Camden's Brit.
I. 745 Those mountaines, which, .interpose themselves as
Umpiers and Bounders between diverse shires.

2. Law, A third person appointed or called upon
to decide a matter submitted to arbitrators who
cannot agree. Cf. Refebee sb. 3,

i^Cov.Leet Bk. 329 If in the mean tyme the seid iiij

arbitrours can not accorde that then the seid Mair to be
unpar. Ibid., That, .as the a-fore named liij arbitrours..
cowde not accorde, that then the seid mair to be vmper. X55B
HuLOKT, Impier or umpier, a iudge or medialourc taken
besydes arbitors to deme a matter debated, whcr the arbitrors
can not agree, sequestor, 1556 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.
Oxford ( I S3o) 237 To abyde the arbytrament of. . arbytrators,
..and that Mr. Pollard shalbe umper. 1706 Phillips (ed.
Kersey), Umpire^ a third Person chosen to put a final End
to a Controversy left to the Determination of two Arbi-
trators. 1768 Ulackstone Comm, III. 16 If they \sc. the
arbitrators] do not agree, it is usual to «dd, that another
person be called in as umpire {imperator\ to whose sole
judgment it is then referred. 1838 W. Bkll Diet. Laio
Scot. 692 An ovvrsman is an umpire appointed by a sub-
mission to decide where two arbiters have dilTered in
opinion, or he is named by the arbiters themselves. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXV. 501/2 The word umpire.. in its legal
sense.. means a person named in the Submission, or under
its authority, by the arbitnitors to decide the matters
referred, which the arbitrators either cannot or will not
decide.

3. In games or contests : One to whose decision
all doubtful points arc referred, and who sees that
the rules of the game or sport arc not broken, Cf.
Refkbek sb. 3 b.

17x4 ill Parkyns Imi-Play (ed. 2) 6j (Wrestling), And in
case they can't Decide such Differences, then they shall be
teferr'd solely to the Decision of the said Sir Thomas
Parkyns as Umpire. 1778 C. Jones HoyWs Gattus Impr.
201 The Umpires are the sole Judges of fair and unfair
Play, and liave a Power to determine all Disputes. 1837
DiCKBNS Piiinv. vii. The umpires wi:re stationed l^hind
the wickets. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown u. viii, Iheir lead-
ing men and utiipiie inspected the ground, criticising it

rather unmercifully. 1884 Times 15 Sept. 7/3 (Footballl,
Mr. Walker ufliciated as referee, and Messrs. Davies and
Bryan as umpires.
nttrilf. S889 Infantry Drill 406 Umpire Regulations.

Ibid. 407 Orders from ilie Umpire Staff are to be considered
as enianmiiig directly from the Umpire-in-Chief.

XT'iupirei v. Also 7 vmpeere, vmper, [f.

prec.]

1 1. trans. To adjudge, appoint (a person to an
office), in virtue of being umpire, Obsr"^
159a r.ACON Obseru. Libel in Rcsmcitatio (1657) 123 That

no King of Spain, nor Bishop of Rome, shall umpire, or
promote, any beneficiary, or fcodatory. King, as they
designed to do.

1 2. To decide between (persons) as umpire ; to
act as umpire to. Obs. rare.
1611 T. Jamrs Corrupt, .Scripture iv. 19 Who shall recon-

dle or vinpirc them, decide doubts, determine queslions,
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and take vp all controuersies ? a 1657 R. Jasveday Lett,
(1663) ig He b now the great Cardinal that umpires almost
all Christendom.

3, To settle or decide (a matter in dispute) as
umpire or after the manner of an umpire,
i6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 24 The Pope . .therfore

vndertooke to vmpeere the debates betwixt those two great
Enemies. i6aa Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman dAlf. 1.

10 1 The Clergy-men interposed themselues ; they were to
vmpire the businesse betweene vs. i637CartwrightAVj'c?/
Slave IV. iv, I have Two or three servants within call here,
they Shall umpire this your variance. 1675 R. Burthogge
Causa Dei 379 It was the Office of the Druids. , to decide
and umpire Controversies. 1710 R. Ward Life H. More
121, 1 have heard him pleasantly s[>eaking, How he was fain
to umpire the matter between his Mirth and his Sadder
Tempers.

b, iransf. Of things.

1609 [Bp. W. Barlow] Answ, Nameless Cath. 322 The
question also then in hand beeing to bee vmper'd onely by
the holy Scripture. 1639 N. Carpenter Achitophel 11.

(1640) lis J^ueasi stomacks had rather appetite should
umpire their desires, then judgement. 1674 T. Flatman
Desperate Loiter a/8 A turfe of grass or Monument of Stone
Umpires the petty competition.

4. spec. To supervise (games or contests) in the
capacity of umpire.
1861 Timesi2 July,The regatta yesterday was exceedingly

well managed, and the races umpired by gentlemen of the
Universities, 1884 Harper's Mag. Oct. 726/t It is not an
unusual sight to see a game among the officers * umpired '

by some.. non-commissioned officer. 1887 Field 13 Aug.
283/3 ^ ^>e various competitions were umpired from the bows
of a launch.

b. To give (a player) otU^ as umpire.
18^ ZJoiVv iVIfTw 20 June 5/2 Conceivably, he 'umpired

out the other side whenever he had an opportunity.

6. inir. To act as umpire. Also const. betwecHf
betwixt,

1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimagtiiftu) 338 Wc list not to vmpire
betwixt Geographers, a 163)8 Medk WAx (1672) 746 Even
Ca:sar at first umpired between her and her brother, in
matters of difference between them, a 1688 Cuuworth
Freeivill (1838) 42 In this contest there b no necessary
understanding interposing and coming in to umpire between,
that does unavoidably and irresistibly determine one way
or other. 1716 M. Davies Athen, Brit. II. 243, 1 am sure
nothing cau be justly pleaded in Bar to their undoubted
Prerogative.. to Umpire in this Contest about Primitive
Christianity. x88i W. Thomson Bacon ^ Shakespeare 29
None will be readier than he to umpire justly. 1901
Weekly Register 2a Nov. 640/2 The famous cricketer, who
often used to umpire at boys matches.

b. With/V.
x6m Brathwait Fiv€ Senses in Arckaica (1815) II. 51

Nobly interposing himself.. to umpire it, that it may be
more evenly carried, and more equally composed. x6j7 W,
Sclater hxp. 2 Thess. (1629) 299 While Thomas.. must
vmpire it in Religion. 1695 J. Sack ArticU Wks, 1844 I.

268 She umpired it between the Qucea of Scotland and
those who appeared for her son.

Hence f U'mpirer, an umpire, Obs, rare,
1650 Fuller Pisgak 1. x. 32 If the extent oftheir dominions

be surveyed, and our eye in the Map made umpirer therein,
the case is clear. 167S J. Smith Chr. Relig. Appeal iv. 07
The Umpirers of XhfiTercnce among the Nations of the
World.

TJlupireslup. Also 6 umpeere-, 6-7 um-
pier-. [f. Umpibk sb,"] The office of umpire, or
the discharge of this ; umpirage.
iS6<j Hardino Coftfut. Afol. i. \x. 31 Wo refuse not

tharUtrement and vmpircship of the holy ghost. 1567 Jkwel
pef. Apol. 65 Ye saie, ye refuse not the Umpeereship, and
iud^emente of the Holy Ghoste. 1613 Jackson Creed 11,

xxvii.^ S 4. 431 Tyrannical! claime of soueraigntie, and
imperiall vmpiership over all other Churches. 181^ Moors
^*/«.(i853)lI. 261^, I.. was proceeding to talk to bim about
our joint umpireship on Uyron's poem. 1869 Daily News
26 May, He withdrew from the umpireship of a dog show
because he objected to the admission of mutilated dogs.

XJ'mpiress. Also 7 unip(e)re8se, 8 uznpress.
[f. Umi'IKK sb. + -K83.] A female umpire.
60a Marston Ant. <$ Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 58 Give mee

the golden harpe : faith with your favour, ile be umperesse.
1651 HuwELL Venice 4 She [Venice] hath allwayes bin more
inclined to peace than war, and chosen rather to 1^ a
Spectatrii or Umpresse, than a Gamestrt;sse. 1715 tr.

C less D'Annoy's Wks. 18, I became an Umpress among
the Wits, and Judge of their Works. 1889 Pall Mall G.
4 Mar. 1/2 Umpires, or rather umpiresses, for the women
folk of the village had been invited to give judgment.

XT'inpiriiig, vbl, sb, [f, Umpirk v. +-ino1.]
The action of acting as an umpire, esp. of deciding

doubtful points in games.
x^A^ Pall Mall G. 15 July 5/1 Construction of asphalte

courts ; treatises on umpiring, the same on handicapping.
1894 IVestm. Gaz, 30 July 3/2 Most of these faults would
be checked by good umpiring,
attrib. 1884 Marshall's Tennis Cuts 102 Our suggestion

of a band on these occasions was scouted with scorn by the
eminent in the umpiring line. 1896 Knowles & Morton
Baseball 56 The whole season was a very trying one for

the gentlemen who occupied the umpiring positions.

XT'mpirism. rarr-^, [f. Umpire j^.] Um-
pirage.

170a Anna Skwakd Lett.ixZxx) III. 150 If the umpireism
of dispassionate examination is to be rejected, and the
.irdours of zeal contided in implicitly.

tTTmple. Obs, Also 5 umpull. [a. OF.
ompU * ctoffe unie ' (15th c. in Godefroy).] A fine

kind of linen stuff.

1457 Inv. Ornaments in Lady Chapel Cirencester Abbey
Ch.y A new Kerchoii ofumpuH. 1463 Rolls Parlt. V.505 Ker-
chiefs •. of.. Lawne, Nyfels, Umplc. a 1500 Assemb. Ladies

UMSET.
471 Bicause the wallis shone so bright, With fyne umple
they were al over-sprad, To that intent, folk shuld nat
hurte hir sight. ?rtisoo London Lickpenny (MS. Harl.
542) X, One bad me come nere, and by fine cloth of lawne,
pans thred, Coton, and vniple.

Umpra, obs, form of Omrah,
UmquMle, umwhile (»*mhw3il), oiiv, and

a. Now only arc/i. Forms : c. 2 um-wUe, 4-5,
7-9 umwhilo (4 homwill), 4, 6 mnwhyle.
^. north. 4-5 umquile (umquil, 4 umquille).
vmqwhyle; Sc. 5 umqwhile (9 umquwhile),
5- umquhile (5-6 wmquhile), 5-7 umquhylo
(5 wraquhyle, v.n-, wmqwbyle)

; 5 umquhil,
5-7 umquhill (wm- ; 7wmquill). [Representing
OK. ymb hwUe (see Umbewhile adv,)^ with sub-
stitution of Um- ioxymb-. In later use specifically
Scottish, whence the usual spelling with -quk-^
A. 1 1. adv. At times ; sometimes. Obs,

a. 11540. £. C/iron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137, Hi lEciden
gecildes on the tunes a:ure um wile & clepeden it tenserie.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2780 Fallace ys, as who
seye, 'gyle'. As many one sweryn vmwhyle. CX33C —
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1415 Vmwhile west, vniwhile est, l^er

schipes driuen in many tempest, a 1340 HamI'olk Psalter
cxli. 6, I fled noght fra tnbulacioun in saule, thofifled
vmwhile in body. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 345 pcre was
laughyng and Iouryng..And seten so til euensonge and
songen vmwhile. «z 1539 Skelton Agst. Garnesche ii. 11
Ye countyr vmwhyle to capcyously, and ar ye be dysiryd.
p. a 1300 Cursor M. 4319 Sua ^ou mai pe driue to ded,

To ded vmquil, and to langur. ibid. J0323 pofgodd vmquil
be funden still. 1375 Barbour Bruce 111, 262 To stand
agayne thar fayis niycht, Wmquhile with strentb, & quhile
with slycht. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vi. 20 Ay when him
list, he gase to visit J>am, and vmqwhyle ledes pam aboute
with him. rt 1500 Ratis Raving 1. 1448 And eild ..

Wmquhill is twrnyt with inwy. And wmquhill led with
lichory. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) HI, 525 That
all this warld hes bene full of variance ; Vmquhlll in plesure
and prosperitie, Vmquhill in pane and greit penuritie.
a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunterian CI.) 633 Vmquliile I

sycne and vmtjuhile 1 sing.. .Vmquhill I lawche and quhill
1 weip and wring.

2. At one time ; at some previous time j formerly.

Obs, exc. arch.

C137S Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {Andrew) 863 Ane bischope
vmquhile, I herd pay..Sancte Andrew inaffecione Had ay.
a 1400-50 A lexandcr 23 Oute in J»e ertb of Egipt enhabet
vmquilc J>e wysest wees of the wcrd. Ibid. 3079 (Dubl.
MS.), Nowe am I kest vnder, pat had of the Orient all

ouer homage vmwhile. 1456 Sir G. Have Lavj Anus
(S. T. S.) 2 Chaumerlayn umquhyle to.. king Charles of
Frauncc. C1470 Henky Wallace 11. 207 O dcr Wallace,
wmquhill was stark and stur, Thow most o neide in presoune
till endur. 1508 XiM^n^k^ Poems s\\. heading. Lord Barnard
Stewart,..Conquereur of Naplis and vniquhile constable
feneral of the .same, c 1550 Lvndesay Tragedy Prol. 40
am Dauid, that cairfull Cardinall,.. That vmquhyle had

so cret preeminens. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv, i

I, Henne Stewart, vmquhile of Scotland King. tiSgo
Service Notandums 88 Her white cheek, umquhile red.]

t3. At some later time; by-and-by. Obs,

137S Barbour Bruce iii. 256 For nane wate, in how Htill

space That god wmquhile will send his grace. 1513
uoVGi.ks.'EHeid u. X. 209 And I wmquhill ^uhilk sal be
clepit thi spous, Qubam to sail we be left in this waist
housi

B, aiij. Former, late : a. Of persons ; esp, —
now deceased.
In the first quot. perhaps still adverbial.

1431 Munitn. de Metros (Bann. CI.) 521 Patrike off

Dunbarr, .. brothir vmquhile of a hee & mychti lorde
Sir George of Dunbarr. 1477 Exch. Rolls Scotl. VIII.
403 notCt Landis . . the quhilkis umquhile Cuthbert Col*
vile had of wa of before. 14^1 Ace. Ld. High Preas,
Scot. I. 197 A compositioun maid with vmquhile the Master
of Craufurd. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 519
James Stewart, Sone and Air.. to vni<iuhill King Robert
Stewart. 1583 in Montgomerie's Foetus (S.T.S. 1910) 300
The testament., pertening to vmquhile ane richt honorabill
I.adie Margaret Fiaser.., rtlict of vniquhile lohne Mont-
gummcrie. 1633 Sc. Acts, Chas, I (1870) V. 26/1 The
fruites of benefice givin by his Majestie his said vmquhyle
dearest father, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I {1829) 9
Lachlan M'Intosh, .. brother to the umquhile laird of
M'Intosh, William M'Intosh, ..son to umquhile Lachlan
Angus-son. 1714 Ramsay AYr^^ J. Ciwperxui, Of umquhile
John to lie or bann, Shaws but ill will. 1784 in Nairne
Peerage Evidence (1874) 72 The goods and gear which
{lertained and belonged to umq'^ miss Brabazone Nairne.
1614 Scott Wav. x. The estate which devolved on this

unhappy woman by a settlement of her umwhile husband.
1816 — Old Mort. iii. His uncle, as well as his umquhile
father, is a roundhead, I presume. 1874 HisLOr Bk. Sc.

Anecdote 725/1 The ' leader of the psalmody', as umquhile
•precentors ' are now termed. 1886 Rvbkih Prjrteriia 1,

408 Iler father visited his umquwhile clientage at the
coal- wharves.

b. Of things, rare.

1548 Compl. Scotl, i. 21 Quhat sal be said of athenes, the
vmquhile fontane of sapiens. 184a F. Trollope Vis. to

Italy I. X. 161, 1 went to see Europe's umwhile wonder and
delight. 1854 H. MiLLEK Sch. fy Schm. (1858) 356 When
I last passed along the Coal-hill, I saw my umqunile house
existing as a bit of dingy wall.

TTmra, var. Omrah, Umschew, var. Umb-
B-scHEw V. Obs. Umsee, -seek : see Um-,

t Umset, V, Obs, Also 6 vnsett. [f. Um- +
Set v. Cf. MUu. omme-, omsetten {'Dw.omzelUfi),

MSw. omsattay Da. omsxlle ; OIIG. umbi-, umpi-
sezzan (MHG. umbesezzen, -setzen, G. umsclzen)^
OE. ymbseitan.l Irans, To surround, invest.

a 1300 Cursor M, 195 How luus lesu oft vmsettc And for
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his sermon thrali thrette. Ibid. 15012 Wit harp and pipe,

and hcMTi and tramp, pe strette ]»ai him vmsette, c 1340
Hampole Pr, Ccnsc. 1250 For-why here we er on many
wysc Aile umset with sere enmys. a 1351 Minot in Poi.

Poems (Rolls) I. 77 With him come mani a kumly knight
And all umset the bare obouL c 1400 Destr. Troy 6964
Cassibilan kyud brether J>ea ^ kyng segh,..Vmset hym
full sone in a sop liole. a i$oo hl&ddcn Field Ixxi. in

Child Ball. III. 358/1 Sir Rice. .Came with a feirce menye;
He bent his bowes on the bent to abyde, And cleane vnsett
the gallow-tree.

Umshade, -shadow, -shine : see Um-.

t Unxsiege, zf. Obs, [f. Um- + Siege z/. Cf.

umbesiege under Umbe-.] tratts. To besiege,

a 1315 Prost Psalter xxi. 16 pe coun&eil of wicked
vmseged me. a 1340 Hami-olk Psalter x\\. 11 Fat bulles

me has vmseged. CX440 Alph. Tales 220 When Titus had
vmsegid Jerusalem ij yere. Ibid. 226 What cetie at |>ai

vinsegid, pai trustid to gett & wyu itt.

Umatand : see Um-.

t UmstoU'lld,- adv. Obs. Also 4 vmbstont,
vmstount, -stunt, 5 vmstonte ; 4 vmstond.
[ad. ON. um stmtd for a time. Cf. Umbestound
adv^ Sometimes.
a xyao Cursor M, 4451 loseph sagh hara ai vmstunt To

comforth l>am wel was he wont. Ibid. 14033 A man
quilum was wont Penis for to lene vm-stunt \G6il» vmstount].
Ibid. 28330 lien i haue vmstond quare barne Wit-vten
cristening was for-farne. a 1J40 Hampole Psalter Prol. 4
Vmslunt he spckis of crist in his godhed, vmstunt in his

manhed. c 1450 St. Cutkberi (Surtees) 3323 His brethir

come to him vmstonte, To visit htm, as )>ai were wonte.

Umstri-d, euiv. north, dial. Also 9 (h)iimp-
Btridden. [Pa. pple. next.] Astride, strideways.

1674 Ray N, C. It^crdSf Uiitstridt astride^ astridlands.

{Hence in Bailey and Grose.] iSaS- in dial, glossaries

(Yks., Lanes,).

t TTmstri'de, ^'. Obs.rare. [f.UM- + Stride z*.]

trans. To bestride.

a 1352 MiNOT ia Pot. Poems (Rolls) I. 68 The King of
Berne had cares colde, That was ful hardy and bolde A
stede to umstride. C1400 Ywaine ^ Gaw, 1302 When he
was dight in seker wede, Than he umstrade a nobil stede.

tUiastroke. Obs. rare, [f. Um- + Stroke
j^.^] Kdge, circumference.
1650 YvLLKKPisgah i. xiv. 46 Such Towns as stand (as one

may say) on tiptoes, on the very umstroke, or on any part
of the utmost line of any Map. Ibid, v. xx. 182 Places
situate on the Um-stroke (such the location of Aleppo in
our Map) are not in their exact position.

t Umtlimk, V, Obs, Also 4 vmthinc(k, 5 Sc.

wrathinlc
;
4-6 vmthynk(e, 6 vn]j-. [f, Um- +

TuiNK 7/.a Cf. WFris. omtiftkej MSw. omtdnkia^
older Da. omtxnke^ obs. Icel. umfenkja^ MLG.
ummedenken^ OE. ymbfencan. See also Umbe-
THINK z;.]

1. intr. To bethink, consider, reflect. Also
const, ofy or with inf.

a lyaa Cursor M, 717 Sathan..vmthoght o |>at thing to
stint bat godd til ending god had mint. Ibid. 23709
(Edinb.), Quasum grai^cli wil vm^ink, pis werd es fals and
ful of swink. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxL 28 pe kirke of
all |>e warld sail vmthynke of God, for \isi\ had forgetyn
him : & swa vmthynkand, \fa\ sail be tumyd till him.

b. In pa. pple. Having taken thought.
f 1340 Haupole Psalter^ Cant. Maris o He receyfyd

israel his barne, vmthou^t [L. recordatus\ of his mercy.
2. rejl. To bethink (oneself). Also const, of, or

with obj. clause or inf.

a 1300 Cursor M. 529 If (>ow wil \ie vm<think, pow
may barn^ find with htul suink. Ibid. 5722 He vmthoght
him in his hert Of his hiht lang sijrea es gan, c 1325
Metr. Horn. (1862) 79 He umthoght him what was
best, How he might this ilk nonne fange. c 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter ix. 12 Sekand be blode of ^aim he has
vmthoght him. Ibid. He has vmthoght him to glorifie
his seruantes. a 1400 New Test. (Paues) Acts xi. 16
Forsobe I vmboghte me of bo wordes of oure Lorde.
C1440 Atpk. Tales 31 * Son, vmthynk \>e if bou hafe
dissayvid any man Ijc \ns stane.' And at bis wurde he
vmtho?ht hym & said [etc.]. Ibid. 351 pat evurwhen he
lukid ber-vppon, he sulde vmthynk hym of his dead. ig..
Chester Pt.xxiv. 430 (MS. IJodley 175), How durst you
cuer doo amisse When you vnbought you of bis?
Umtiff: seeUM-. TTmwhile: seeUMQUHiLE,
Umwrithe : see Um-. Umyak, var. Umiak.
XTn-, pre^x 1, expressing negation, representing
OE. un-, = OFris. un-, on-, oen- ( WKris. Hn-y on-y
EFris. nn-, NFris. un-\ MDu. (and Du.) on-,
OS. (MLG., LG.), OHG. (MLG., G.), and Goth.
«w-, ON. K-, 6- (Icel. <^-, Sw. 0-, Norw. and Da.
«-), corresponding to Olr. in-^ an-y L. in- {im-t il-^

ir-, i'\ Or. av-, d-, Arm. an-, Skr, an-y a-, Indo-
Eur. *^, an ablaut-variant of ne not ; see Ne adv.
The prefix has been very extensively employed in
English, as in the other Germanic languages, and
is now the one which can be used with the greatest
freedom in new formations.

2. In OE. the number of recorded forms in w«-
is very large, the prefix being freely applied with a
purely negative force to several parts of speech,
which may be classified as follows: (a) simpleadjec-
tives, as unbeatd, unbUQe, unbrdd^ undxne, unc^p,
undiop, etc., derivative adjs., as unbealoful, un-
blSdiz^, ungyHigy unmeaktig, unclknlic.unamic.un-
cynlic^ etc., and composite forms, as uncamprSfy un-
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d^opjxtncol, un/ssslrsd, etc. ;
{b) simple adverbs, as

tmdatle, uiiefne, unfsezfre, un/eorr, etc., and deriv-

ative forms, as unclxnlice, unciitSllce, wu'atSelice,

unfxstllce, etc. ; (c) past participles of strong and

weak verbs, as unbeilen, unbegunnen, iinboren,

undrifcn, unicboden, uniecmhtien, etc., unbyried,

utu/seled, uniedcred, uiiclsensod, ungcendod, un-

lehdliod, uiiboht, etc. ; {d) present participles, as

unberende, unbimende, uncwaciende, uncweSende,

unft'lende, etc. ; (f)
simple nouns, as unir, unbealu,

iincyst, unfrip, tmlaiu, tinfanc, etc., and derivative

forms, as uiulxnness, un/a'ienuss, uncdfscipe,

unwlsddm, etc. A prominent feature of the OE.
examples is the prevalence of long derivative or

compound formations, usually based upon, or

corresponding to, Latin formations with in-, im-,

il-, as unaberendlic intolerable, unaberendUce in-

tolerably, unbegrlpendlic incomprehensible, un-
besciawodllce inconsiderately, unforhsefedness in-

continence. The greater number of such forms

were no doubt artificial, and had little or no cur-

rency in ordinary language. In a small number of

nouns un- appears with a pejorative in place of a

negative sense, as uniet excessive eating, micodu

an evil disease, uncrxft an evil art, and similarly

ttndxd, und6m, unlagu, unrsed, unsip, untlma,
unweder. Altogether the number of un- words
recorded in OE. is about H50, of which barely an
eighth part survived beyond the OE. period.

3. The disappearance of so many of the OE.
formations left early ME. with a very limited

supply of un- words, even when new (or apparently

new) examples are added to those inherited from
the older language. A fair proportion even of

this reduced stock proved unable to survive for

more than half a century, and had passed out of

use by 1250. A few of these, especially such as

obviously had some general currency, are entered

in their alphabetical places, but the greater number
are given here (together with a few of somewhat
later date) as properly belonging to the older

period and having no direct influence upon the

later development of the prefix. Most of these

are composed of purely native elements, but a few

show the beginnings of Scindinavian and French
influence, as tingriih, unhajerlij, tinskatheful

;

unbispused, uncoverlich.

In ME. transcripts of OE, homilies a few additional
words are found, as unaJilUndlich, unasecglUhe, ttnired-

licfUt unisewenlich, unioiielei^n)dlicht un^earu.

unagi'u a. [cf. Agik zi.], without beginning

;

unanemned ///. a. [OE. dnemnan to declare],

unnamed, indescribable ; unawned//>/.o.[f. AwN
z;.2], unmanifested, undeclared ; uua5e -ten ppl. a.

[f. Anoet w.], unperceived; unba'leful a. [OE.
unbealoful\, harmless; unbaTmed ///. a. [f Bakm
z;.], unleavened ; unbibuTied ppl. a. [OE. unbe-
byrt^cd], unburied ; unbihe'veii. [cf. next] = un-
bihoof; unbihe've a. [OE. unbehJjfe], disadvanta-

geous, unprofitable; unbihoo-f, -ho"fthe[BEHooF,
Bihofthb], disadvantage, detriment; vuibise'(h)i-

ness [f. pa. pple. of Beseb v.'], inattention, care-

lessness ; unbiso-rjeliche adv. [OE. unbesorh not

cared for], roughly ; unbispu'aed ppl, a, [after

OE. unbeweddod\, unmarried ; unbiwe'ne a. [cf.

OE. unw^ne\, unexpected ; unbo-ned ppl. a.

[f. Boonw.], unentreated ; unbo'telich a. [f. Boot
ii.l], irremediable ; uncoverlich a. [f. Covek v.^

2], irrecoverable ; uncu'nne [cf. OE. uncynn a.],

improper conduct ; unou'nneliohe v. [f. OE cynn
Kin'], to denaturalize; uncu'nness [f OE. cunnan
to know], ignorance ; unou'SBe [OE. uncySiu\,
a strange land; undea-Ulich a. [OE. undeapiic

,

immortal ; undea'Slichness [OE. undeaplicnei
,

immortality ; undeapshi'ldi^ness [f. OE. d^ai-

scyldi^], exemption from death ; undeTf, a. [f.

Uebf a.], irresolute, weak ; undrei'nt p.p.

ff. Drench ».], undrowned ; undri-nkled p.p. [f.

Dbenkle z/.], = prec. ; une'ndliohe adv. [cf. ON.
^endiliga'], infinitely ; unfa'ken a. [OE. unfdcne],

guileless, innocent ; unfew a. [ON. ti/dr'], many

;

unforgolden p.p. [OE. unforgolden"], unrequited
;

unforgu'lt ppl. a. [f. Forguilt v."], not affected

with guilt; uufra'me [cf. ON. liframi back-
wardness], disadvantage, loss ; unfre'me [OE.
un/nmu'], = prec. ; unfri'th [OE. unfrip, ON.
AfriSr^ dissension, strife ; unfu'lhtned [f.

FuLUTNE z>.], unbaptized ; unfullmaking [cf.

fullmake v., and OE. unfulfretnming\, imperfec-

tion ; un^erim a. [OE. ungfHm sb.], numberless

;

unghe're adv. [OE. «»^&ra], soon, quickly

;

ungre'te [cf. OE. gryto], want of size, smallness

;

ungri-th [f. Grith sb.'], insecurity, hurt; vm-
ha-jherli) adv. [see Haqueb a., and cf. ON.

tJN-.

iihagliga], unskilfully, awkwardly ; unheTsum-
neas [OE. unhiersumtus], disobedience ; un-
hu'htlic a. [f. OE. hyhtlic Hightly a.], unplea-

sant ; unieu-nde a. [OE. ungecytuie], not native,

foreign ; unifeie a. [OE. uniefi^e], - next

;

uuifo'h, -ivo'h, a. [OE. un^e/d^^, immense; adv.

extremely ; uniho'ded ppl. a. [OE. un^eAddod],

not ordained; unili'mp [OE. ungelimp], mis-

fortune, misliap; tmilo'je/./. [f. ME. iloge, p.p.

of Lie z;.2], without falsehood ; unima'ke [OE.
un^emacd], a non-equal, a superior; unimea'IS
adv., = unmede (see below) ; uniqueme a. [OE.
un^ecwhne], unpleasant, inconvenient ; uniriht [f.

OK. ^erihti, injustice, wrong ; uniri'med ^//. a.

[OE. ungerlmed], unnumbered ; uniru-de a. [OE.
uiigeryde], — Unhide a. ; unisaht ppl. a. [see

Saught v.], unreconciled ; unise'le sb. [cf. Sele

sb.], unhappiness, misery ; unise'le a. [f. IsELK

a.], - next ; unise'li a. [OE. ungesAli^ : cf IsELl

a.], unhappy, wretched ; uniseliohe adv. [OE.
ungesselUce], unhappily, wretchedly; unise'lth

[OE. un^esiip : cf. Iselth], unhappiness, misfor-

tune ; unisibbe [cf. OE. unsib and gesib a.],

dissension, strife ; unisome a. [OE. un^esdm : cf.

1som(eo.], at variance; unisu-nde [cf. Isunde],

unsoundness, injury ; uuithaTf [cf. Thakf ii.],

evil, mischief; unive'le a., — Unfele a.; uni-

wea'ld [OE. ungeweald: cf. Ivvald sb.], lack

of control; uuiwelde a. [OE. unieivielde],

unwieldy; uniwi'dere [OE. ungcividere], bad
weather ; uniwi-U [cf. Iwill], unwillingness

;

uniwi'ne, = Unwine (an enemy) ; uniwrast a.,

- Unweast (7. ; uniwre-noh, = Unweench sb.;

unla-^eliche, -like adv. [f. Lawly adv.], unlaw-

fully ; unle'f a. [OE. tingeUaf], unbelieving ; un-
leflich a. [OE. unieUaflic], incredible ; unle'pped

///. a. [f. lep Lap ».], uncovered ; uuU'f a., un-

leavened ; unli'iup, = unilimp; uuli'^el a. [f.

Lie v."^], truthful ; unlo'thnesa [cf. Loathnebs i],

harmlessness, innocence ; unlude [f. LuDE '], an

unpleasant noise ; unlu'ved ppl. a. [OE. unlyfed,

liefed], unallowed, illicit ; unmeaUeliohe adv.

[OE. unmiMce], immoderately ; unme'fle adv.,

= prec. ; unmetSlich a. [OE. unmidlic], im-

moderate, excessive ; vmmeBahip [cf. prec], im-

patience ; unmi'Se [f. Mitue v.], open speech

;

unmu'ndluuge adv. [OE. unmyndlingd], un-

expectedly ; vinne'd, -ne't/./. [OE. unienledd],

unconstrained ; unneo'd [f. Need sb.], disadvan-

tage, loss; unneo-melicho. [f. NiM z/.], untakable

;

unre'cheleas a. [see 5 a], reckless, careless ; unro' -

less a. [see 5 a] , restless ; unaej'endlio a. [cf. OE.
undsecgendlic], unspeakable; unae^'endlikeai/z/.

[cf.OE.««ifjfc^<:«rf//«], unspeakably ;un8e'5enlio,

-ae'helioh a. [OE. uvgeseicnlic], invisible ; un-

se'Jenlike adv. [cf. OE. uniesewmllce], invisibly
;

unsha'thij a. [OE. unsceappii], harmless, inno-

cent ; unaha'thijness [OE. unsccapiiyus], in-

nocence ; unahri'vel a. [f. Sbeive v.], neglectful

of confession ; unsi'bbe, = unisibbe ; unsi'the

[OE. unsip], mishap, misfortune; unska-theful
a. [cf. OE. unsceapful], haimless; uname'the a.

OE. unsmeSe], unsmooth ; unata'thelfeat a.

OE. unslaSol/xst], unsteadfast ; unatreo-ned/./.
f. Strene v.], unbegot; untalelich a. [f. Tale

sb.], indescribable ; untheo'de [f Thede], stran-

gers ; untho-lelich a. [f. Thole v.], unendurable

;

unthrowlich a. [cf. OE. utiprouiigendlic], in-

capable of suffering ; unthuldeliohe adv. [cf

OE. unpyldlicnes], with lack of endurance; un-
ti'ming [f. Timing vbl. sb. 1], mishap, ill for-

tune ; untobri-tned ///. a. [f. To-bkitten z/.], un-

divided; untode'led ///. a. [OE. untSdsUd],
= prec. ; untode'linde ppl. a. [cf. prec], indivis-

ible ; untrowneas [cf. OE. unlriaw, -trSowf],

unfaithfulness, breach of trust; untu'deri a. [cf.

OE. untydrende], b.arren ; untu'htle [see Tuhtle],

a bad habit or custom ; nntwe'med ppl. a. [f.

TwEME z/.], undivided ; unvo'nded ///. a. [cf

OE. uniefandod], untried ; iinwaker a. [f. Wakeb
a.], unwatchful; unwa'ldes adv. [OE. un^e-

wealdes], unintentionally; un'wea wed ppl. a.,

? uncovered ; unwe'nd p.p. [f. Wend v.], un-

turned ; unweote [OE. umvila], an ignorant

person; unweo'tenesa, = unwiteness ; un-

whaTfed/./. [f. Wharf zi.], unturned, unaltered ;

unwha'te [f. Whate sb.], misfortune ; unwille
a. [cf. Unwill sb.], unwilling ; unwi-adomnesa
[f Unwisix)m], folly ; unwi-tenesa [cf. unweote

above], ignorance ; unwi'tleaa a. [see 5 a], senst-

less, insensible; unwi'tahip [cf. WiTSHip], folly

;

unzygiude ppl. a. [cf. OK undsecgende], in-
'

describable.
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axaas yuliana 3 (Bodl. MS.)f An godd *unagin, euch
godes tul. c X175 Lamb, Horn. 43 Innan )>an ilkc sea
weren *unaneomned deor. c laoo Ormin 2003 Forr t»att itt

shollde 'unnawwnedd ben & all unncub & d^rne. I6ui.

7227, 73S1. c laog Lay 25797 5'^ \'y^ hin^ ifindest . .and t>u

al *un-a^eten [c 1275 on-a^ctc] a^eii^ miht iwende. c xsoo
Trin. Coil. Horn, 49 Duue ne barme3 none fu^elc.and
dus kid l^at hie is admod & 'unbaleful. c 1200 Okmin 1591
Forr Jjeriflinng brxd iss clene bra;d, Forr \>vxt itt iss

•unnberrmcdd. a 1225 Lt'g. Kath, 2243 He het,,bihefden
ham. .& leauen bare bodies *unbiburiet alle, fode to wilde
deor. <:i2oo Trin. CoU. Horn. 121 Ure drihten..seh )>at alle

hie turndeii fro himheinseluen to*unbihefe. Ibid, 7 Do t>at

ure sowle & ure Hchame be biheue, & forlaten al l>at hem
be3 *unbiheue. a\z^ Sa^vics Wards in O. E. Horn. I.

265 Nes na lessere tni tale t»en wes murhSes sondes ne
unbihcfre to ow. c 1305 Lay. 8576 For3 ferde t>e king, .to

his tnuchelen*vnbihoue[£ 1275 unbioft>e]. aiz2SAncr,K.j44
(The sin] of keorfunge, o3er of hurtunge, Jjuruh *unbisei-

nesse [v.r, -sehenesse]. C1175 Lamb, Horn, 43 Herefter
iseh paut hwer .iii. deoflen ledden an meiden swi3e *unbi-
sor5eliche. ^ xsoo Trin. Coll. Horn, 13 pat man J?e spuse
haue<$, . .& J>o l^e be3 "unbtspused. c 1250 Gen. 9f Ex. yjTj
Alle he sunken 3e er3e wiS«in, ..Swilc endesiS *vn-bi-wen
baueti. cisooOkmin 17081 Forr^i toe Crist forr}>rihht

anan Unnbedenn & ^unnbonedd AIlra:resst towarrd Nice*
dem. C1230 Uali Meid. 17 Flih alle thinges, & forhuh
5eorne J?at tus *unboteUch lure of mahe arisen. Ibid.

27 Wi3 swuch *uncouerIich lure as meidenbades menske
b. <:i200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 11 After clepenge, & ascinge,

& *uiicuniie, & warienge, ..& fele swilche deueles craftes.

c 1230 Halt Mcid. 35 pis is .sunne, & ec *uncunneliche3
)>e. c 1250 Hymn in Trin. Coll. Horn, App. 258 Vre neodc
wcl ^u wost, & ure 'unkunnesse in H^^ hond b niichte

inest; louerd |7U vs blesce. 1357 Lay Folks Ceitech. (L.)

[90 For non schuld excuse hyni of vnkunnys for to cun
lem. a 1225 Ancr. R, 140 Uor heo is her in *uncu33e,
iput in one prisune. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 133 Adam.

.

was 'undeaSlich forte he sinede. a 1225 Lt^ ICath, 2292
pet t>ing ^et schal arisen . . of deaS to Uf undeolich. c twoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 De [deflenj bireueden him alle his

riche weden t^at waren uncrned giue, & 'undeSiicncsse, &
lodlesnesse. C1200 Ormin 17571 Sawie iss ec wurrt^like

shridd..Wi^^ *unnda:^shildi;nesse. 0x225 ^<^* A'a//f.

X174 Ah al |>e weanc.wente upon pe unstrencoe of bet

•underue flesch, pet he neodeles nom. ex 175 Lamb. Horn.
141 pe see..adrcinte pharao and al his icrede mid htm,
s«ra pec nes l>ere nefre an bileucd *un-dreint. c 125a G<n. ^
Ex, 3280 Of hem alle bi-Ieaf non fot *Vn«drincled in Sat
saltGspot. ^1225 ^Incr. A*. 398 Ne schal neuerhcorte|>enchen
swuch seluh3e, pet ich iiulle )iuen more uor pine luue,

vnimeteliche and *vnendlichti more, c X200 Ormin 4149
Foir Crist iss Strang & stedefasst & findi) & *unnfakenn.
Ibid. I3327- Ibid. 159 Opre "unnfEewe shulenn ec Full

glade & blibe wurrpenn. Ibid. 792 Opre menn unnfaewe.

c 1173 Lamb. llom. 41 Ne scule je neuie god don "unfor-
golder.. aixoo Moral Ode 59 (Lamb. MS.), Ne seal nan
ufel bon unbocht ne nan god unfor^otden [v.rr. '^olde,

•guide]. 0x225 ^'^S- liath. 331 pes heouenliche lauerd
luued treowe bileaue & now3er blod ne ban of *unforguIt
ahtc, citya Halt Mcid. 43 And te oSte pat haldcn ham
vnforgult &. cleane, beon ase sikcre. citSpGen. 4- Ex. 1566
Ki^t is his name hoten tacob, to min *un>franie. Ibid. 30^7
Knowen sal ben, 9e to un^frame, In euerilc lond mm
mi^te name, a 1200 Moral Ode 226 (Lambeth MS.), Ich
..wille..Warni horn wiS hore 'unfromc [r'.r. unfrcme] ;if

ho me wulle3 lusten. c xaoo Trlu. Coll. Ilgm. 195 De man
noted wel his ^iepshipe pe birgeS him seluea wi3 his
a^ene soule unfreme, & erneS after his soule freme. CX20S
Lay. 2557 Membriz hefde inomen pat grid, ah sone he
makede "unfrid. Ibid. 19404 Octa heold muche vnfriS, &
Lot faht him ofte wi3. c xaoo Ormin 1689$ patt lede Patt
primmsc^^^nedd iss & iss 3ct all ^unnfullhtncdd. a X300
E. E, Psalter cxxxviii. 15 pine eghen scgh *unfulmaking
mine, ciaoo Ormin 18993 Forr mikell folic & 'unn^crim
Iss ^et to da)^ onn erpc. c 1250 Gen, ff Ex. 3047 O inorgen,
. .thunder, and hail, and leuenes fir, Cam wel vngherc.
a 1250 Oxul >f Night. 752 (Jesus Coll, MS.), Hwy atwitestu
me myne vnstrengjw & myne *vngrete & myn vnlengpe?
cxioo Ormin ifyz'io Forr hefi) & forr sware *unngripp
patt bajpenn folic p^er wrohhte. Ibid, 425 Forr swa we
don "uniiha^herrli^ Whattse we don to godc. Ibid. 4277
patt dxpess wunde, patt Adam liafTde )ifenn uss purrh hiss
'untiberrsunimnesse. /^/(/. 13425. cxao5 Lav. 5101 N is hit

nobt *uti-hutitlic incker moder inc hated. Ibid, 18^29 Swa
we s(;ullcn of londe driuen 'vnicunde \c 1275 onicunde).
Ibid, 5573 Ferde he hauede inoh muchcl and ^vnifeic.

Ibid. 8674 Of pon folke he sloh muchcl & *unifoh (c 1275
onifoti]. Ibid. 23518. Ibid. 17883 pe leome pe toward
France droh, he wes briht •vnifoh. a 1250 Owl ?f Ni^ht.
1178 (Jesus Coll. MS.), Ertu iboded oper pu cursest ^vni-

hodcd? <: 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 De water stremes
on-heueden up here undes, pat is pat folc pe sore bimurued,
& swiSc bimened swich 'unilimp, a 1250 Prov. /El/red
148 in O. E, Misc. no Strong.. hit la to swynke a-yeyn
vnylimpe. c ii8o Sir Ferunto. 511 5"nder at my sadel
b<j^e hongep o boiel, Ful of baume 'oun-y-lo^e ys ho euery
del. c 1205 Lay. 17961 I'iuoren pa steorre wes ba: drake
clcchts wurmcs *vniraake \c 127^ onimake]. loid. 19125.
ax225 yuliana 5 (Hodl. MS.), Wi3 *unimea3 muchcl bird
& wid hch duheoc. a 1250 Prov. jEl/red 444 in O. E.
Misc. 128 panne dep hit sone pat pe bip *ynyqueme.
c 120^ Lay. 10281 In his herede he makede grid, & lette

awa:i pat *vnitiht. Ibid. 433 Pa lette he riden *vnirimed
folc. a 1240 Saivles Wardc in O. E. Horn. I. 253 [ToJ
polien & a-beoren bare "unirudc duntes. c 1x7$ Lamb.
Horn. 39 pu scalt sahlnien pa Pc beo3 ^unisahte mid alle pine
mabte. c 1205 Lay. 21788 pa Scottes weorcn toKieled mid
muclen *vniselen )eond pa monie munten. Ibid. 26446 pe
cniht was "unisclc. c 1250 Moral Ode 101 in E. E. /'.(1862)
28 Niere no man elles die3 ne sic, ne non vn-ysele \v.r.

vnscle). CX17S Lamb. Horn. 31 He his ^uniscli )if bim is

la3 to donne pis. c 1205 Lay. 4014 pe uniselie moder mid
sexe bine to-sti^e. a xxas Ancr, R, 68 Sum uni&eli..
hauerJ ischriuen hire al to wundre. c 1205 Lay. 7022
Seo33cn wes bis sunc king pe "vniselichc [c X2^onselIiche}
luuede. a\%OQ Moral Ode 198 purb him deocom in pis

middcnerd and o^^e^ *uniscl3e \v.r. unisal3c, vnyselyhpe].
C1205 Lay. 2545 Bi'tweonen heom ara»..5le^ht & muchcl
seorwa* al for heora uniseli^e. Ibid. ^45 betere weore
uehte pene bwulc ^vnisibbe \fi 1275 omibbc]. a Z250 Oiul

* Night* 1522 (Cott. MS.), For hit itit ofte & ilome, pat wif
& were beop *unisome. triao^ Lay. 18452 Heo dro;en
heore permes mid muchele *vnisunde. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 65 Pes cucurrit ad ^naluut^ fot ;ide to *uni3orlfJ.

c 1205 Lay. 21744 pat is a seoIcu3 mere, .mid fiscen & mid
feo5elen, mid *uniuele pingen. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn.

63 pat we haucn agilt..ooer purh nuteluste, o3er purh
*uniweald, . . o3er recheluste. c 1205 Lay. 5901 Fifti hundted
cnihtes, mid alle heore wepnen, pe weoren *vniwa;lde; pa
o5ere weoren swifte, heore wepnen weoren lihte. ^1x75
Lamb. Horn, 115 pene biS his erd ihened,..)e on hungre,
5e on cwalme, ^e on "uniwidere. Ibid, 69 Halde we us
from *uniwil, & babben feir lets & ec skil. c i>o^ Lay. 14466
5if pu wult ]>e awraken .. & don pine *vniwinen [C1275
onwines] wa. Ibid. 29609 Heom sceomeden wel saere pat

pat *vniwraste moncun heom iscend hafden. c 1250 Death
94 in O. E. Misc. 174 For pine fule sunnen & for pin
•uniwrenche \v.r, vny-]. c XX75 Lamb. Ilotn. 115 Wa pere

peode . . per pa aldormen eta3 on erne marten *u[n]la5e!iche.

c:x2oo Okmin 15867 All alls he draf..Ut off hiss Faderr
temmple patt folic patt he pxrinne sabh Unnla^hetike
himm ledenn. <:i2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 125 For pu art

'unlef mine worde, pu shalt beo dumb forte pat child beo
boren. Ibid.^ And for pese pre ping [he] let bit *unleflich,

& ne lefde hit nobt, pat pe engel Tiim seide. a X225 Leg.
Kath. 345 pet alle ower leasunges beo3 unletliche. a X225
"Unlepped (see univeaived below]. CX250 Gen, ^ Ex. 3153
Heued and fet, and in-rew meten, lesen fro 3e bones and
eten, \Vi3 wri3el and *vn-Iif bread, c 1200 Trin, Coll, Hom,
61 03er purh roberie, o3er purh unrihte dom, ..o3er purh
o3er *unlimp. Ibid. 195. a X225 Ancr. R. 274 Al pis

unlimp is icumea puruh pe ^etewardes slepe. c x20o Trin.
Coll, Ilom. 131 *Un-Ii5el man selde li^eS, & so3-sa5el man
5ei3 ofte so3. c 1x75 Lamb, Hom, 97 Heo de3 pere monnan
heortan..pet heo beo3 Ii3e purh un-cladnesse [read *un-
laSnesse]. a 1235 Ancr, R, 340 Edmodnesse, & abstinence,
kulure unlo3nesse, & o3er swuch uertuz. 0x275 ^*'OV-

/El/red tZ(^ in O. E. Misc. 138 He wole maken fule luden;
he wole grennen, cocken, & chiden, & hewere [=ever]
faren mid "vnluden. <:x900 Trin. Coll, Hom. 71 5*^ ^'t

was don on untime, o3er on *unluuede stede, o3er mid
unluued lete, o3er on unluued wise, a xsoo St. Marker.
15 Lutle ich mei makien to mucbelin *unmea3elichc,
aefmehuC ant hele3 hit. axu5 Juliana 4 (Royal MS.),
Wi3 *unme3 muchel bird & unduhti duhe3e. a X225
Ancr, R, 238 And so bit ^unmeOluker is, wrinnen a^ean
pe uestluker. Ibid, 122 Auh nu is muche wundcr of ure
muchele "unmeSschipe. Understondc3 pb word, c 1250
Gen. (V Ex. %^Ti puua3 3is asse Sua wi3 *vn-mi3e, 'Qui
betes 3u me ois oridde si3e 1 ' a 1225 After. R. 280 Mid pen
like turn he meihlne 'unmunlungeaworpen. 0x240 Sawlt-s
Warde in O, E. Hom, I. 249 Hire wune is to cumen hi stale

ferliche & unmundlunge hwen me least wcne3. c X200 Ormin
11457 I*" doi summ ba^edd stnne, All hbe pannkess, all

*unnnedd. axza^Ancr, R. 340 Vor pe eoroe al unnet..
bringc3 for3 mtsliche tlures. c X205 Lay. 308 pe fader heo
bi-eode to hb ajre 'unneode [c X275 on>neode]. Ibid. 8741
To pes kinges unneoden. 01225 ^^f* Kath. iiSo Ne
mahte me now3er godd,., ne balden neneomen )et, for godd
b 'unneomelich. a 123^ Ancr. K. 388 Heo underueng al

ase on *uiirecheleas pmg. c 1230 Hali Metd. 35 pat
*unroIes uuel, pat pine upo pine, pat wondrende ^eomerunge.
c xjoo Ormin 2623 pin seoUpe iss all ^unnse^^enndlic. Ibid.

11177 O Godess name, patt iss an Unnse^^enndli} primm*
ncsse. Ibid. 1760 'Unnsc^^enndlike mare inoh pann an!)
wihhc ma;^ pennkenn. Ibid. 17296 Forr gast bs all *unn-
se^hennlic liiforenn ilseshlic c^he. Ibid. 19465. a X225 Leg,
Kath, 254 Aire pinge schuppent, pet b godd unsehelicn.
Ibid. 904. c xaoo Ormin 17241 pa:r iss ba patt illke mann
*Unnse)beQntike wharrfedd ira fUesh till gast. Ibid, ig-j2o.

Ibid, 2889, I batt tatt he ne wollde nohht 'Unnshapi)
wimmann wre^henn. Ibid. 15046 patt shep iss all unnshapij
der. l/'id. 1171 ^iff patt tu fotl^besst sop meocle^jc & sop
*unnshapi)ncsse. Ibid. 14473. 1340 Ayetib. 32 Huannc he b
sleuuol, ..'onssriuel, uoryetinde, slak, and fallinde. 0x250
Owi ^ Night. 1164 (Cott. MS.), pu ne singst'neuer onesipe
pat hit nis for sum "unsipe. c X200 Ormin 1176 Forr shep iss

all *unnskapefull& stilleder& lipe. Ibid, jgis. Ibid, g^oa
Whserse iss all 'unnsmePe get purrh bannkess & purrh
grzfess. ciiysEanib. Horn, 151 pe twafalde Mon is *un-
stapelfest on alle his weies. 0x225 Ancr. R. 208 Vnsta3el-
uest bileaue a)ean holi loie, nb hit of prude 7 c X20S Lay.
18883 For )et he beo3 "unstreoned pa sturieS al pa peoden.
0X235 Ancr. R, 144 pe *untaleiicbe pinen pet no tunge ne
mei tellen. Ibid. 410 peo blisse..is untalelich to alle world-
liche tungen. 1240 Sawles Warde in O. E, Hom. I. 3^1
Hell b..ful of sorhe untalelich, for ne mei na mu3..rikenin
hit ne tellen. a 133)$ Ancr. R. 312 *Un3eodc ledden uor3
pb child in his warde. X240 Sawles Warde in O. E. Hom,
i, 351 Helle b..ful of stench 'unpolelich. 0x235 ^ff>
Kath. ixss Godd, pe is 'unprowHch, prowede, o3er poledc
pine o3er passiun, o pe deore rode. Ibid.iOi Heo. .ifontter

swi3e feole..peotinae *unpuldelicbe wi3 reowfule reames.
c X350 Gen. 4* Ex. 1180 On dreme him cam tiding for>quat
He drowede and Solede *un-timing 3at. ci3oo Okmin
11179 Faderr, & Sune, & Hali^ Gast, An Godd all ^unnto-
brittnedd. Ibid. 11518 An Godd all ^unntodieledd. Ibid.

1S512, 1 Godess herrte..All hal & unntodxledd. 1340
Ayend. 266 Ich yze^ pe ilke onspekynde an *on>todelinae
mageste of pe holy trinyte be>gynnynge ne ende ne hep,
a X300 Moral Ode 265 per inne bo3..pa pe ""untrownesse
duden pon pe ho sculden bon holde. c X2So Gen. ^ Ex. 964
Siden bi-fel 3at sarrai, for ^be was longc *untuderi, ^hc
bitagte abre maiden agar. CX305 Lay. 24655 Elche
*untuhtle heo talden vnwur3e. X225 Juliana 54 (Royal
MS.), Nawt preo godes, ah is an euer ihwer "untwemet
[Bodl. MS. untweamet], 01225 Ancr. R, 233 Hwat wot,
he sci3, Salomon, pe pet is 'unuonded? Ibid. 272 Hwon
Recabes suncn..ivinde3 so *unwaker & so nesche 3ete«

ward. CXX75 Lamb. Hom, 23 Hit nis nan wunder pah mon
sunegie o3er hwite *unwaldes. 0x225 Ancr. R. 424 No
mon ne i-seo ham *unweawed [v.r, unlepped] ne open
heaued. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom, 163 Ac seoen hie henen
wenden, atlai pat lond 'unwend, & bicam waste, 1325
Ancr. R. 8 ^if eni 'unwcote acsed ou of hwat ordre 3e beon.
1225 Leg, Kath. 1054 Unweoten.pe weneft pet hit beo swa

as hit on ehe bere3 ham, xa4o Sawles Warde in O. E.
Horn, I. 255 purb ^unweotenesse ne mei ba nawt sunegin
c xaoo Ormin 18794, I Godess berrte, . . pat a^? iss all "unn-
wharrfedd. Ibid, 18822. 1350 Owl <$ Night. 1146 (Cott.

MS.), Al pat pu siogst rape oper late Hit is cuer of manoe

*unwate [v.r, vnhwate]. Ibid. 1267. 0x335 Ancr, R, 938
peo uihted Ueouliche pet. .wi3sigge3 pe graunt perof mid
*unwille beorte. ex300 Trin. Coll. Hom. 39 De unwreste
herde sit on "unvvisdomnesse, for be ne can is orf 5emen.
a 1325 Ancr, R, 278 Sunne & ignorance, pet is, unwisdom &
"unwitenesse. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 245 He ^elt pe wurjmunt
to witlese [R. *unwitlese, B. unwitelese] ping. 0x240
Wohitnge in O. E. Hom. I, 275 For sunne & *unwitschipe,
ne hafdes tu now3er. 1340 Ayenb. 268 Hy byep glede of
god *onzyginde, hy byep glede of zuo moche of hare ojene
bolynesse.

4. When the words included in the previous
section are eliminated, the early ME. instances of

the prefix resolve themselves into the following
classes : {a) survivals of OE. forms, chieJly adjec-

tives, as uncUne^ uncoulh^ unfde^ unfere^ unhoky
unmildey unornej unsely^ and nouns, as unhekj
uniajej un/iiijlj unrede^ unrijt^ unseisj tinihank^

tincknenes^ tinwisdoiUi and a few past participles,

as unbegttn^ unborn^ unbolty uttkekdy unwevuned,
tinwoiinded\ (^) new formations from native ele-

ments, as tinbu^som, uncomely^ tmhende, tmsiker,

untidy adjs., unhopey unslretigthj unwinne sbs.,

itnbetetty undoney tmshriven, undemedy tmsoujt

])a. pples.
; {c) adoptions of Scandinavian forms,

or new formations on Scandinavian bases, as

unmeek, unnait^ tinsau^ty toisleje adjs. ; unhapy
unsaujty unskiH ^hs.y unbigged pa, pple. ; {d) new
formations on French bases, as uttgradous, un-
savouryy untrussed,

Down to 1300 these additions were comparatively
few, and barely compensated for the disuse of

obsolescent forms. About that date a southern

writer like Robert of Gloucester uses only a small

number of un- words, and most of these belong to

the traditional stock. On the other hand, the

northern Cursor Mtmdi has a rich variety of both
old and new forms, and indicates clearly the

beginning of a fresh period of development. The
features which are most notable in this are : {a) the

increased proportion of past pples, in comparison
with adjs. and nouns ; [b) the reappearance of pies,

pples. (as undeiandy unfelandy uns€and)y which
are wanting in earlier ME. texts

;
{c') the increase

in the French element, as unceriainy undevoUy
undispensedy unfelwiy twfrztilandy unkky un-
kuUy unmesure, unpaisy unpomsty unpurvnidy
unquity unresun, unrestinablcy tutvisedy unwily.
With this revival of the past and pres. pples,, and
the introduction of -abky the way was opened for

some of the commonest uses of un- in the later lan-

guage. The tendency thus indicated is clearly

marked before the middle of the 14th century;

Dan Michel uses pres. pples., as onconnyndey on-

spekyndey onwytyndij while Hampole has umon-
abky uncurabUy unsufferabk, and even unjillabky

tiiistirrabk. Before 1400 the period of free em-
ployment of the prefix had fully begun, as shown
by the number of new formations appearing in the

works of Chaucer, Wyclif, Trevisa, and others.

b. As in OE., the usual force of tm- in ME. is

purely negative. The pejorative sense however
survived in a few words, as unredey unsiihe'yunihew^

unwetheTy unwiney unwrenchy and appears also in

unkdcy utdudCy unlhede, unwijt ; in unbcasl it is

employed with a Fiench base.

O. The usual form of the prefix in ME. is ««-,

but on- appears in some English texts (as the later

version of Layamon, the AyenbiU, and the Promp.
Parv,)y and is common in older Scottish, esp. in

the 16th century; this form is still current in

midland and south-western dialects and in Scotland.

In Sir Ferumbras {c 1380) the form oun- is

employed, and a pronunciation corresponding to

this («n-) is still heard in Aberdeenshire. In

detached use (see 5 d) the form (oti), sometimes
written ohny is also employed in the same locality.

5. Some peculiarities in the use of un-^ arising in

the ME. period but surviving beyond it, require

special notice.

a. It is sometimes redundantly prefixed to adjs.

ending in -kss. Early instances are unrcchekas
reckless, unrokss restless, unwitks insensible (see

3 above), and ttw^YZ/^j guiltless {Sir Trislr, 2144).
The type, however, chiefly belongs to the later

i6th and the 17th cent. ; among the instances from
that fwriod are unboundkss, uncomfortkss^ un-
daunlkssy uneffectksSy unfathoinksSy unhelpksSy

unmatchlessy unmercilesSy unnumberkss^ un-
recoffiplkssy unremorsekssy unrespectksSy unshame-
iessy unshapekssy unlimekss ; as late as \ 786 un~
queslionkss is found, and unrestkss exists in

modern dialect.

b. From the 14th century onwards there was
considerable variation, when the base was of Latin
origin, between the Latin i/i*, «w-, etc., and the



inf., 80 UW-.

native ««-. Early examples of forms with ««-,
which cither then or a little later have variants

with ««-, !«-, are uiutbility, uncorrigibU, uttcot-

rupl, UHcurablt, untiign, uttiliscreel, unmeasur-
ablt, unmovaiie, unnumeraiU, unpttftcl, unptr-
fectioH, tinportahU, unfossible. Similar formations
continued to multiply durinj; the following cen-
turies, so that a large proportion of the words
beginning with il-, im-, in-, ir- had corresponding
forms in ««, as unadeqttate, unadverteme, un-
articulate, unarti/icial, uiiatlentive, unaudibk,
unausficious, uncapabU, etc. The culminating
perioi of the double forms lies in the 17th cen-
tury ; since that time the tendency has been to
differentiate, and to discard one or other of the
doublets, the forms with in-, etc., being very com-
monly preferred when the whole word has a dis-

tinctively Latin character, as inadequate, inadver-
teiue, inarticulate, etc. Even with such forms
there is no absolute rule,- and doublets are still

numerous, as in- or un-advisable, in- or un-
alienable, eXa. (See In- 2.)

By inadvertence, or simple errors in printing, un- or vtt-

sometimes appears in works of the i6-i7th cent, for im-, itt;

or fill', en; as vitcoraffeti encouraged, unlarge enlarge,
uHployetl employed, unjxjysonytige empoisoning, unjlam'd
inflamed, unpostumed impostbumed.

o. When two or more negative terms occurred in

the same clause and were coupled by andoT or, the
prefix was sometimes employed only with the first.

The following are examples of this practice, which
is especially common in Scottish of the i6th
century.

c 1380 Wycuf lyiis. (1880) 129 To kepe hym self vnblekkid
or defoulid fro (>is world, c 1460 J. KussELL Bk. Nurture
944 Lett neuer wollyn cloth.. passe a seuenyght to be vn-
orosshen & shakyn. a igoo in Katis Raving 3 The synis
that he has done wnconfessyt of or rapentyt. 1506 in
Charters, ic Eiiinb. (1871) 189 Throw selling of clayth..
vnsene or customit be yow. 1565 Rec. Earld. Orkney 274
Uncoackit, compellit, or seducit be ony way. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 83 The insolent souldiers .. nothing
dedicated to the seruice of God, left vnpolluted and defaced.
Ibid. 91 Which companies, .came neere vnto the towne vn-
scene or discouered. 1707 Moktiher Huslf, 608 Eggs, un-
broken or crack'd.

d. When un- is prefixed to present or past par-
ticiples, these are rarely employed in a true parti-

cipial function, but become adjectival in character.
Examples of the present participle, however, occa-
sionally occur with a following object, or with a
prepositional construction; and in Scottish use,

from at least the 15th century, un- in such cases
has acquired the sense of ' without '. More rarely,

in the older language, it has the same sense with
passive participles. Both constructions are still

retained m north-eastern Scottish dialect, with the
prefix in the form on or ohn, frequently written
separate from the participle. (The spelling ohti is

due to, or has led to, a false association with G.
ohne without.) Examples of these uses are :

—

(a) i4S« Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 155 All that I
may gett apon him, unslaand him. Iliid. 163 How may
than a man do till othir sik dissait, ungrevand God ? 1573
Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 215 (To) gif to tbame..gude
entreatment..unrasand the present pryces itt ony thing.
a 1578 LiNDESAY (Pitscotlie) Chron. Sect. (S.T.S.) II. 122
Sa mony as the bot wald hauld on drowning thame selKHs.

1S88 Reg. Prnry Council .Scot. IV. 279 Thay depairtit furth
aeane.., undomg ony violent deid. i6ai Lady M. Wroth
Urania 103 Vnknowne, and vndiscouering yourselie to any,
}rou come among vs. 163a Lithcow Trav. i. 7 The harm-
esse innocent, vnexpecting euill, may suddenly bee sur-
prised. 1786 Burns Ep. Young Friend viii. Resolutely
keep its laws. Uncaring consequences. 1706 Mrs. M.
Robinson .,4//^c///t^z I. 176, I could perceive him.. leaning
pensively on his hand, and for whole hours unvarying his
attitude. 1816 Bvron Ck. Har. in. xlvii. As stands a lofty
mind. Worn, but unstooping to the baser crowd. 1845
Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 375 Earth.. basks in her own free
light Unfed, unaided, unrequiring aught. 1885 A. O. Lecce
Unfop. King U. 295 To mount a ladder, .untouching the
rounds with their feet.

W 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 185 Be quhat
resoune than suld he consent .. till his awin scathe .

.
, unmaid

scklr to be amendit ? 1597 Trials/or Witchcraft in Spatd-
ing Club Misc. (1841) I. 91 To ryss airlie befoir the sone,
on betechit hir self to God, and on spokin. 1871 W.
Alexander Johnny Gibli xlii, I'm nae responsible to gae
afore Sir Simon onhed my papers upo* me. 1879 G. Mac-
DONALD iVr Cililiie xxii. Wad ye hae a fellow-cratur live to
a eternity ohn been ashamed o' sic a thing's that

!

6. During the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries the
use of un- steadily increased, a large number of
words being thus formed which have permanently
esUblished themselves in the language, besides
many more which occur only incidentally or rarely.
The freedom with which the prefix could be used
in new formations appears clearly in the diction-
aries of Florio and Cotgrave, who constantly em-
ploy it in rendering Italian .ind French negative
terms in in; etc As the use of un- or in- (see

5 b) was still largely a matter of choice, and many
of the older formations were still current, the

vocabulary of the i^th century exhibits many types

in common use which are now rare or obsolete,

and in general is extremely rich in words beginning

withun-. During the 18th century many of the older

forms disappeared, and new formations became
more limited in number and variety, but the sense

of freedom in the use of the prefix when desired is

clearly shown by a large number of the examples
given by Ash in his dictionary in 1775. These
were obviously manufactured for the purpose, and
when added to the genuine words which he has
included, make up a total of about 5,000 entries.

In this way Ash frequently anticipates the actual

introduction of new formations. In the 19th cen-

tury the use of the prefix became still more com-
mon, it being freely applied to almost any adject-

ival or participial form, until its employment has
become almost unrestricted, within certain limits

indicated below. On this accoimt it is impossible

to make a complete enumeration even of forms

which have actually been used, still less of those

which may be created at any time.

b. The form of the prefix indicates that it was
originally unstressed (although in OE. poetry it

may have stress and carry the alliterative letter),

and normally it still bears this relationship to the

main part of the word. There is, however, con-
siderable tendency to give stress to it in rare or

casual formations, and whenever the negation or

contrast which it implies is at all emphatic. In
such cases the compound may either have two
equal stresses, or the prefix may have the stronger

stress; the latter degree of emphasis is usually

indicated by underlining or italicizing, and the use

of the hyphen ; e. g. ' he is distinctly ««-literary '.

C. The following sections illustrate the usual
types of current formations, with illustrations

drawn from unimportant modem examples, which
might be indefinitely increased. All older ex-

amples in actual use, and all words important
either in themselves or on account of their source,

are given in their alphabetical place in the main
series. As a large number of these are purely
negative and self-explanatory, the place of a de-

finition is supplied by a reference to the section of

this article under which the precise type of forma-
tion is explained and illustrated.

The entries in Ash (see above) have been regarded as
worthy of note only when they anticipate the appearance of
a^word in actual use. In these cases a reference to Ash is

given within parentheses.
_A purely artificial formation (suggested by Eupbuistic

diction) is un-to-bc'tmitaied (Scott Monast. xx).

7. Un- is freely prefixed to adjectives of all kinds,
except where a Latin form in in-, etc., has de-
finitely established itself in common use. Both
forms, however, may co-exist, and in some cases a
new formation with un- has been introduced when
that with in- has acquired a connotation which it

is desirable to avoid. The form with un- is then
purely negative, while the other may have almost
a positive sense, e.g. un-moral in contrast with
immoral. (When the form with un- has similarly

acquired a positive implication, the simple nega-
tive or neutral sense is expressed by the use of
NoK- or Not-.) There is also considerable restric-

tion in the nse of un- with short simple adjectives

of native origin, the negative of these being natur-

ally supplied by another simple word of an opposite
signification. There is thus little or no tendency
now to employ such forms as unbroad, uttdeep,

unwide, unbold, unglad, ungood, unstrong, un-
wlwle, unfew, etc., which freely occur in the older

language. On the other hand, derivative forms in

-al, -ant, -ar, -ary, -ent, -ful, -ic, -ical, -He, -ish,

-ive, -ly, -ory, -pus, -y, etc., are too numerous to be
com))letcly recorded. The general character of
the less usual or permanent of these and other

adjectival forms is illustrated by the following
examples, which are restricted to such as are re-

corded before 1890, and could be indefinitely

increased by the addition of later or less note-

worthy material.

I n dictionaries of various dates many formations are given
of which no real instance has been found. Levins (1570)
has un/uite/ui, uHprecious. Florio (1598 and 1611) renders
equivalent Italian words in ///- by such forms as unavait/ut,
unbrittle^ uncontinuait, uncoy, unempty, un/rait, unnice,
unojfensibte,^ unopeu, unplenteous^ uns/triit, unvalorous.
Ash (1775) gives unalphaheticat, unattendant, uncohesive,
uncowpatible, uncotnprcssibte, uHcompitlsive, etc. (about 80
in alj). Later dictionaries (Webster, Worcester, etc.), with
or without indication of source, have the entries »«a^M»</a«/,
Hnbiographical, uncogent, uncotiectiite, undeceptive, un-
deliberative, etc.

1888 I'cUl Mall G. 6 Oct. 6/1 That •unacoustic chamber
in the Town Hall. 1883 Conlcmp. Rev. June 815 The
bcotcb are . . the most 'unfcsthetical. 184a De Morqah

Diff, 9t Int. Calculus 3, I should not care if anyone thought
this Treatise "unalgcbraical. 1862 Caklvle Fredk. Gt,
XIII. i. (1872) V. 6 "Unanarchic, disciplined at all points.
1867 Macm. Mag. Feb. 355/1 These found it consistent with
their ^unarduous duties to hold livings at a distance. 1880
Wakkkn Book-plates viii. 95 The only *unarmorial book-
plates. 1877 ' H. A. Page Z)tf Quincey I. viii. 151 Certain
solitary "unassimilative elements in Wordsworth's character.
s88l Athcnxum 2 Apr. 461/3 The *un-Attic character of the
diction of the tragic poets. 184X Uosanquet Rights Poor
Vind. 298 The sweeping and cleansing of the Augean
Church, from motives the .. most wholly ^unaugean. 1846
Mrs. Coke Etig. Cliar. (1852) 132 Certain fools cavil at
Lady Consol's box at the Opera as •un-bankcrisb and pro-
digal. 1804 Coleridge in Mem. Coleorton (1887) I. 56 The
effect of my own *unbcllcrophontic countenance. x86x W.
Barnes in Macm. Mag. June 128 Where.. a man's..arms
are so short or *unbendsonie. 1883 Q. Rev. Jan. 188 His
picturesque, naive, and "unbitter narrative. 1833 Eraser's
Mag. VIII. 433 She isavery nice, *unbluestockingish, well-
dressed . .young lady. 1833 Moore Mem. (1854) VI. 343
Considering all the '^un-Brahminical things he has done.
i8as^ Jamieson, *f?«^>-a!y,..Ugly, not handsome;. .Unbe-
coming. 1846 Mks. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 91 He should
look well-fed and *uncareworn. 1826 J. Gilchrist Lecture
43 Too theoretic .. for plain, *uncoliet:ian understandings.
1883 Sir H. Oakeley Bible Psalter Pref. p. v, That the
extensive compass of many of them renders their melodies
*uncongregational. a 1831 Bentham Univ. Gram, Wks.
1843 Vlli. 357/2 Interjections may be termed the *uncon-
structural parts of speech. 1863 Life in South II. 196 The
British Consul.. W.1S deeper than ever in the pressure of
*unconsular business. x866 N. ^ Q. 22 Sept. 221 A slim
middle-aged man, in quaint *uncontemporary habiliments.
1851 H. D. Wolff Madrilenia (1853) 51 That timid and
^uncontemptuous smile so much their characteristic. 1835-6
Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 253/2 An ^uncontractile ligamentous
capsule. 1887 D. C. Murray Old Blazer's Hero x, With
an eminently *unconversational aspect. x88i Blackw. Mag,
Mar. 369 A ripe scholar of old.fashioned and ^unciotchety
beliefs. 1817 H. T. Colebrooke Algebra, etc. 12 The first

[digit] is a cube's place ; and the two next *uncubic. x8oo
Coleridge Unpubl. Lett, to Estlin (1884) 78 How I did
think^ of your Sunday suppers, their light *uncumbrou5
simplicity. x8ia W. Tennant Anster F. iv. Ixxiv, No man
*undeaf could stockishly refrain. 1813 Examiner 12 Apr.
228/2 Questions. . of that innoxious and ^undeceptious cast.

x8oa-xa Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (182^) II. 6^3
Evidence being subservient to justice no otherwise than in

so far as it is "undeceptitious. iZ&l Athenxum 16 July 86/3
An inappropriate, ^undecorative stamp on the cover. x8iS2

T. W. HlGGlNSON Army Li/e (1870) 34, I am equable and
*undepressible. 1870 Sat. Rev, 5 Feb. 194/2 The *undestruc.
tive revolution which his theory . . was certain to bring
about. _ X879 S. C. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. xvii. 367 Various
indications, . . some of which are too general, or too "undeter-
ininal, to aid in solving the question. 1847 H. Bushneu.
Chr, Nurt. iii. (1861) 283 This unetherial and ^undifTusive
kind of bliss. 1844 B. Jowett in Li/e Dean Lake (1901)
166 The old Bishop, like Lee, is very *undonnish. x87a
Howells Wedding jtoum, (1892) 101, 1 speak of the "un-
dressful .sex alone. 1845 Mrs. Carlyle in Fronde Lett, tjr

Mem. (1883) I. 338, * 1 find your toast *unegoist,' said he.
X858 Wilkinson in Rawlinson Herodotus 11. cxi. II. 182 note.

The story about the women is equally *un-£g>^tian. X878

J. Payn By Proxy x. His system of morality . . is singularly
deficient and "unelemental. X856 Olmsted Slave .States

120 In the words of a certain *un-eminent Southern divine.
X814 Ann. Reg., Chron. 284 He had demanded the place of
marshal of the admiralty, not an *unemolumentary place.
cx8x3 Epitaph Gen, Fitzpatrick (Jod.), Through life he
walk d "unemulous of Fame. x88s Stevenson Prince Otto
III. iv, I had no merit but a love, slavish and *unerect. xSaS
E. Irving Last Days 102 The word in our text is 'not
eucharisttcal or *uneucharisticat '. x8i8 Bentuau Ch, Eng.
Introd. 18 The one short and "unexcludible prayer excepted.
1827 Moore Hist, Irel, 1. i. 5 The yet "unexcursive Greeks.
x8oa-xa Bentham Ration, Judic, Evid. (1827) IV. 599 "The
limited and *unextensible quantity of time allowed. x86a
Bagehot Lit. Stud. (1879) 1. 236 The whole tide of abstract
discussion is quite *unfemale. X873 Mrs. H. Wood Master
o/Greylamis i, Enough to give an *unfinancial man the
night-mare. 1816 Coleridge Lay Scrm. (Bohn) 329 The
"unfoodful trees in the shadowy world of Maro. 1889
Serine Mem. Thring 251 The subtle, tender, yielding, *un-
foiceful growth oftree and herb. 183NI Palcrave Lyr. Poems
78 Sigh not, if the smiling band Their *unforethoughtful
brightness keep, X840 Carlvle Heroes vi. (1904) 209 The
King coming_ to them in the rugged *K«formuIistic slate
shall be no King. 1870 Standard 14 Dec., Til! there is not
a battered and "unfoul place left. X879 F. W. Robinson
Bridge ofGlass l. i, When the victim is reticent and *un.
fretful. 1881 A Knox New Playgr. xiii. 315 These *un-
frisky matrons were certainly safe, 1875 Blake Zool. 26
Two principal toes, with two *unfunctionaI and rudimentary
ones. 1856 Gosse Tenby v. 49 To be easily procured by the
most *ungeological virtuosi. 1810 S. Green Re/ortnist I.

206 The *K«gothic, and more modern, menage of their

master's sons. x866 Howells Venet, Li/e v. 67 A certain
gliding, *ungradual locomotion, altogether spectral. 1856

J. A. Symonds Let. in Li/e (1895) I. iii. 81, I pick up a
good many words and phrases in an easy and "ungrammary
way. 18^ Kane Arct. Expl, II. i. 23 A manner so "un-
grandisonian that I leave a special description . . to my note-
book. X844 TuppER Heart ii. 15 Notwithstanding all these
"unheroinals, no one. .could look upon Maria without
pleasure. X864 Grosart Lambs all Sa/e (1865) 96 My
answer here is again *unhesitant and direct. 1840 C. O.
i^laller's Hist. Lit. Greece vi. § 4. 68 Vet the fundamental
i'leas of the Cypria are so *un-Homeric. 1849 Herschel
Ess. (1857) 626 Some "unhygrometric, non-mctallic sub-
stance,

_ x886 H. Sweet in Academy 6 Feb. 94 In spite of
the "unimpartial and personal tone of bis remarks. x8io
Bentham Packing (1S21) 265 Its only cognoscible, deter-
iiiinate and *uniinpostrous state. X887 Atkcnxuin 8 Jan.
57/2 A series of accurate, but singularly "unincisivc lectures.

X839 [Mrs. Maitland] Lett. /r. Matiras (1843) 275 The
tracts which come from England are altogether *un.Indian,
and unfit to translate. X831 Edin. Rev. LIU. 390 Not
allowed to slumber in the quiescence of an "uninfriiigible

monopoly. 1883 Mrs. Oliphant Sheridan v, 170 Genial,
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not *uninnocent amusement. 1879 Ejt^asiiof V^. 116
Modem editors have .. treated the poem as *unintensive.

1894 Law Notts XI 11. 227/1 These remarks are uncalled
for and very * *unjudge!y '. 176a H, Walpole Let. to Lady
Hervey i Oct., You are one of those *un-Lacedemonian
mothers. 1855 Pusev Docir. Real Presence i. (1869) 101

An *un-Lutheran tone of teaching. 1880 S. Lanier Poems
(1884) 110 Bring large Lucretius, with *unmaiuac mind.
i8oa-ia Bentham Ration, yudic. Evtd. (1827) I. \y^ That
self-criminative consciousness..which distinguishes it from
*unmendaciou5 falsehood. 185* Meanderings Mem. \. 15
A thing *unmental, mannerless and crude. 1849 E. W.
Benson in Life (1899) \. iv. 80 The *unmiliiant part of the
Church. 1839 J. Sterling Ess.^ etc (1848) \. 310 Compare
. .a missionary Swartz with an *un-missionary Lord Ctive
or Hyder Ali. 1847 Ld. Cockburn yrnl. (1874) U. 172 A
mendicant peer is very *unmonarchical. 1874 Hazlitt
Mary ^ C. Lamb 15 The sentence seemed *un-motto-ish.
ai85i MoiR Poems (1852) IL 130 Before her stood the
household wheel "unmurmurous, and the thread Still in
her fingers lay. x86i [Mrs. Penny] Romance Dull Life
xl. 29^ An *unnervous nature, blessed with social effrontery.

i8t8 J. Bkowm Psyche 137 In honesty, the *unnew notion
Of giving Psyche loco-motion. Is traceable to merry Prior.

1880 Freeman in Contemp. Rev. June 971 The present
"unnormal state of Thessaly, and. .the causes which made
it unnormal. 1887 Saintsburv Hist. EHzab. Lit. (1894) 366
His stepmother appears to have been most *unnovercal.

1850 S. DoBELL Roman vii. The *unoblivious sun hath
paused not once ; Our time is far spent, a i86x Cix>uGii

/*^/ffx, etc. (1869) L 333 Have we anything that wilt.. be as
bright and *un-obsolete a hundred and fifty years hence 7

x86a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. (1864) lU. xxiv. 461
Honey Fair used to be an unsightly and ^unodoriferous
place. 1885 Pall Mall G. 30 June 5/2 ITie popular, terse,

and *unornate style. x8a6 G. S. Faber Diffic. Romanism
(1853) p. Ixii, An "unpaginal reference to a pamphlet which
he had published. x86o Povnting Glimpses Heaven Introd.

p. xxi, The conception of God here presented is intensely
*onpantheistic. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons ^ IV. xix,

Added to all these 'unpapaverous influences. 1854 Fsrrier
/»st. Metaph. 444 A clear, detached,. .genuine, or *un-
parasitical Being. 1868 Dickens Lett. 23 Jan., A clever,

*unparsonic, and straightforward man. 1876 Bernstein
Five Senses 282 Noise ts produced by irregular, •un-
perioilical movements of those bodies which convey sound.
1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongm ^''5 It would be *un-
philological to let them be absorbed into any class of words
whatever. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. p. xxi, Respecting
the *un-PUtonic character of the Laws. x88a Morris in

Maclcail Life (1899) II. 74 The surroundings of life are so
stem and *unplayful. 1868 H. VtM%\\^%i.\. Sertn. Living
Subj. 17 She is a person too *unpositive..tobeafhrmatively
capable of anything. 1871 Sat. Re7>, 4 Feb. 137/1 Prim
English matrons, and Yankee girls of a very *unprim type
indeed. i88a Athenaeum 11 Nov. 631/3 A family hitherto
remarkable for its *unproliferous nature. 1858 H. Bushnell
Nat, -t Supernatural iti. (1864) 66 The immense array
of mythologic and formally *unrational religions. 1864
Gbosart Lambs all Safe (1865) 83 Wishing to be as brief,

and..*unrcpetitive as possible. 1881 H. James Portr,
Loily Iv, Whose footfall, on the •unresonant turf,. .she had
ooC heard. 1858 H. Bushnell New Life (i860) 229 The
respectable sin. .shades intothe "unrespectable. 1888 Bryce
Amer. Commw. II. 11. xlit. 121 The criticisms of a very
*unreticent press. Ibid. III. iv, Ixxx. 55 Religion apart,
they are an unrevercntial people. I do not mean irreverent.

1864 Spencer lllustr. Progr. 437 Out amid the fields, a
formal house, .strikes us as *unrural. 1879 C. Geikie^n^.
Reform, xxiv. 428 ( I'he Prayer Book] was made more
thoroughly *unsacTamentarian than it hxis ever been since.

x886 Athiitxum 23 Oct. 528/2 The *unsacrificial nature of
Buddhist worship. 1835 Chamb. Jrnl. 25 July 205 Now
bow little chance is there of all these being eflfected *un>
sanguineously. 184a G. S. Fabbr Prov, Lett. (1844) II. 119
The cheap penalty of his *unschismatical independence.
1883 Affu-nxum 27 Jan. 128/2 Some of his sculptures are
very effective, but *unsculptural. 1837 Carlyls Fr. Rev.
Hi. iiL iii, Marat. .is heard to articulate these most *un*
senatorial ejaculations. x886 H. Tknnvson Jack \ Be'xn
Stalk II Oil I what a cramp'd-up, small, 'unsesquipedalian
object 1 1865 Cornh. Mag. Mar, 299 His kindly, unpre-
tentious, but not "unshrewd, tilk. X865 O. W. Ihompson
Odds^ Ends iii. 26 In our ordinary *unsilcntious services.

x88o A. Ralp.igii IVay to the City 266 To be unworldly
u to be unsordid, 'unslippcry, unselfish. 1887 E. Johnson
Antiqua Mater 251 Your 'unslothful love unto the glory of
God. X797 Monthly Mae. III. 516 The cause., of unwearied
power, and of *urislu>;gish energy. x8ai Ibid. LI. 12 The
Romans appear to have had a strange propensity to the
harsh and "unsonorous letters j and s. 1871 Morris in

Mackail Life(i%<i~^ I. 237 Things pushing up through the
clean 'unsooty soil. i86a T. W. Higcinson Army Life
(1870) 9 Somethingso "un-Southern, the camp ofa regiment
vi black slaves. 1808 Wilpokd Sacr. Isles in As/at. Res*
VIII. 347 The first impression, originating from no ''un-

specious reasons. 1674 N. Fairfax SulJb ^ Selv. iiq So
the seeds.. when sown become barren or 'unsproutfuU
x88t DowoEN in Academy 8 Jan. 21 An "unstrenuousmood
of lingering delight, a i86t D. Gray Poet. Wks. (1874)
48 The 'uiisubvcrtive temple of the soul I 1865 Carlvlk
Fredk.Gt. xviii. V, Nextevening.. Prince of Prussia strikes

histenisa^ain; rolls-off in very 'unsuccinct condition. 1830
Disraeli in Monypenny Life (1910) I. ix. 161 The dry,
round, *unsugary fie is a great whetter. X873 Miss
Broughton Nancy III. 11 He shall see how patient I am 1

how •unsulky ! 1878 H. G. Guinness Approaching End of
Age{\Z%i\ 129 The Apocalypse, .translated into *unsymbolic
language. 1809 Med. yrnl. XXI. 207 Judgment weaken
memory "untenacious. 1880 Goldw. Smith in Atlantic
Monthly No. 268. 210 "Unthcistic science can take cogniz-
ance of nothing but facts. x(k8 E. W. L. Davies Algiers
i. 5 The *untidal character of the sea. X674 N. F'airpax
Bulk ^ Sclv. 40 'Tis hoped we may have leave to settle

Gods whole Everl.-isiingness, as *untimesom. x8>s Mar.
Eogrworth Pairona'^e xxviii, TheLuiguage of fine feeling
is absolutely untraiislatcable, "unlnnsfusible. 1867 H.
Bushnell Mor. Vies Dark Th. 202 This most *untropicai
institution we call home. xSix Sprncer Poems 65 I<ove's
yet 'untruant pinions. iSa4 in Spirit Pub. yrnls. (1825)

303 Milton, ..in a very *uii-uxoriou3 spirit, calls a wife— * A

thorn intestine, ..A cleaving'mischief. 1858 G. H. Lewes
Sea-Side Stud.. 923 He is, with all his learning, quite as
*unveridical as Giulia Grisi. 1859 Hamley in Shand Life

(1895) I. vi. 127 At present I am a kind of clean and 'un-
verminous lazzarone. x866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell
xxiv, To tell the plain, *unvinous truth. X869 Roskin Q. of
Air (1874) 168 The swallow, in that noisy, but modestly
upside-down Babel of hers under the eaves, with its *un-
volcanic slime of mortar. x668 Wilkins RealChar, m.\\\.

341 A person insolutive..is a Bankrupt; •Vnwalkative, is

a Cripple. 1889 Stevenson Master hallantrae ix, About
the top of it ran considerable bulwark.s, which made tha ship

*unweatherly. xB8a Macm. Mag. XLVI. 213/1 His method
of describing its inhabitants is..*un-Wordsworthian.

b. The use of un- with adjs. in -a5/f, beginning

in the 14th cent, (see 4 above), soon became com-
mon, and gave rise to a large number of formations

in the i6th and subsequent centuries. In the

modem period the examples become too numerous
for illustration; in addition to those entered as

main words, those given below (all earlier than

1890) will serve as specimens of the freedom with

which new formations are created. These are

sometimes due to an antithesis of the form 'not

only . . but', as 'not only unpainted but unpaint-

able '. The unusual types uncome-at-abh (1694-),
unget-at-abh (i86a-) are later in date than the

corresponding positive terms; for illustrations of
similar forms see (^).

Cotgrave (161 1) has vnahoardethU^ unaecompafutiUt «»•
tsccostable^ uncorruptable^ Hndispiayable^ vnendahUy w«-
exceedable^ unexpressable^ unexierminable^ etc. Florio
(i6n) has vnaccommoiiable^ uncolourable. uncompassion-
able^ unsuccoura&le, untraceable^ umvadable, and Hexham
ii6^Z) unbesteadable, unbindable, unlabpurable. Ash (1775)
introduces about twenty-five new forms, as unadmittable^
unappropriablcy uncreditable, vnexkalahle, unextermin'
able. An extreme instance is un.in-one-brtath*uttera^le
(B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum, L v.).

X831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 105 His picture swam in lustre

*unt>edimmable by the mist of years. X834 TaiCs Mag. I.

439/2 The mighty treasures laid up unbonded and *un-
bondable within the teeming womb of Nature. 1887 Pall
MallG, IS Oct. 4/1 Land in London is almost "unbuyable.
x83a Chalmers Pol. Econ, vi. 206 Food, speaking generally,

is far more bulky and "uncarriageable than workmanship.
1884 Sat. Rev. 29 Nov. 16 They [groups of boroughs] are
almost •uncaucusable. 1866 Ruskih Crown Wild Olive
(1873) 60 They are as the *uncharmabte serpent. x88i
R. G. White England 363 A dismal, cheerless, *uncheer.
able dankness. X817 W. Kitchener Apicius Rediv, (1822)

77 Till they are trapped to buy some *unchewable old
poultry. X884 Punch 30 Aug. loi/i He is such an ob.
stinately 'uncoaxable man. 1861 Van Evrie Negroes 100
The negrcss..with her short, stiff, "uncombahle fleece of
seeming wool. x8oa-ia Bentmam Ration, yudic. Evid.
(1827) III. 564 An uncompleted and perhaps *uncompletable
sentence. Ibid V. 290 A suit.. carried on upon unpremed*
itatable, "unconcertable, cross-examined evidence. X840
Alison Hist. Eur. (1859) VIII. 670 "Unconfrontable ex-
citement among the people. 1873 Contemp. Rev, XXII,
835 The desperate determination to conserve the *uncon-
servable. 1865 D. W. 'I'hompson Odds ^ Ends iii. 5 We
are ^uncontentahle hangerels. 1845 Stocqueler Handbk.
Brit, India (1854) <>4 I^i* grounding of the adventurer in

this description of *unconveyable knowledge. X884 Pop.
Set. Monthly Apr. 774 These volatile oils, when heated,
..are "uncookable. X875 Helps Soc. Pressure ii. 2^ It is

almost ^undealable with. X878 Arney Photogr, xxxiv. 274
The image becomes "undevelopable. x8ix Miss L. M.
Hawkins Ctess 4- Gertr. 364 By tlie natural and *undis-
cardable stratagem of her nature. X834 Blackw. Mag,
XXXV. 419 Sheer, downright^, .and "undislodge.ible ob-
stinacy. XSI4 Goi.DW. Smith in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 527
The ruler is an *undomicilable alien. X864 F. W. Robinson
Matlie I. 141 The driest, hardest, and most *undrawable
of cigars, 1884 E. Abbott Flatland 86 Remaining hence,
forth thy docile pupil, thy "unemancipable slave. X876
M. Collins From Midn, to Midn, II. ii. 250, I have had.,
the most labyrinthine and *unentangleable nightmares.
x87g H. W. Warren Recr. Astron, x\\. 261 But nature sus-

tained by •unexpendable forces must abide. X83X J. Wit-soN
Unipnore 1. 85 Th' 'uneyeable sun flames up the heavens.

x668 Wilkins Real Char, 111. vii. 341 A person insolutive, .,

Unwnlkative, . . Non-surrcctivc, . . Unfaltable. x8&i J. Payn
Lit, Recol. 14 Vivian had reached the rather •unlloggable

age of seventeen, a i860 J. Vounger Autoblog. (1881) 206
'i his became an *ungratifiable passion. 1835 T. B. Thorpk
in Griswold Prose Writers Amer, (1851) 540/2 That hzx

( — bear] was an "unhuntable bar, and died when his time
come. X87S PosTE Gaius (cd. a) 1. Introd. 14 That is in-

voluntary (*unimputable) which is caused by external com-
pulsion or by ignorance. x88o R. G. White Every-Day
Eng. 143 The peculiar indescribableand *unindicable French
sound. X843 Lane Select.fr. KHran Introd. 13 A vast

desert to all"bnt Arabs *unindweliable. X813 Ladv Lyttel-
TON Corr, (1912) vii. 174 Men and women alw.iys in two
distant and "unjoinnble squadrons at the end of the room.
i8oa-xa Bentham Ration, yudic. Evid. (1827) II. 176 The
testimony of expatriate and "unjusticiable witnesses.

^
X847

Burton Ld. Lovat iii. 72 Th.it *unlearnabte self-estimate

which insensibly exacts obedience. 183X Blackw. Mag.
XXX. 507 The Reformers owe us an *umiqnidateable debt

of gratitude. x8to Bentham Packing {.iZt^x) 137 To per-

scvt;re in defeating the express words as well as *unmiscon-

ceivable intention, of a law. 183X — Corr, Wks. 1843 XI.
70 My advice to jurymen is plain and *unmisunderstand>
able. 1885 R, Bridges Nero u iv. iii. 1933 Out of thycojd
*unmotionnble ashes. i8a9 S. Martin in J. Duns Mem, iii.

\(t He complains of being.. "unmouldable.. and difficult to

impress. 1805 Saunders Min, Waters 493 A dry "unper-

spirable state of the skin. x888 Lane-Poole Stratford de

Reddiffe I, 365 Some described him as 'the most "un-

pumpable of men *. X838 Tupper Proverb. Philos. (1852)

415 Life is a constant force, *;pirit an 'unquietable impetus.

X870 Miss Broughton Red as a Rose (1878) 127 Most

energetic, most *unrebuffable. 1883 Harper's Mag. Feb,
347/2 [There are] such a variety of.. legends that they are
?uite *unrecountable. xSgi W. H. Goold in Owen's Wks.
X. 461 note^ The *unreiterable sacraments, to which ordi-

nation, .belongs. X884 Century Mag. XXIX. 81 An *un-
restrictable commercial access to the markets and work-
shops of Europe. 1884 Church Bells 21 June 682/2 The
bells of this church have been *unringable for some time.
x86a yml. Roy. Dubl. Soc. 347 Rough vascular tissue, which
is probably •unreliable spiral fibres. x86i Thoreau Lett.
(1865) 205 Excuse these pencil marks, but niy inkstand is

•unscrewable. x88x Nature XXIII. 585 To show the
hypothesis to be *unstateable. X883 Pall Mall G, SuppI,
2 June, Unsinkable boats, . . *unstaveable life-boats. a 1843
Southev Comm.'pl, Bk. (1851) IV. 429 Toads, .so tough as
to be almost *unstoneable. 1886 Earl Lvtton Lett. (1906)
IL xxi. 307 Churchill's 'Tory Democracy' they find still

more "unswallowable. 1850 H. Bushnell God in Christ
311 We must bring this astounding *untheorizable fact into
theory. 1883 Harper's Mag. July 177/1 Students and
amateurs .. labouring with *untranscribable details. 1877
E. G. Squier Peru (1878) 348 Some of these [causewaysj
are now so ruined as to be •untrans!table. 1833 Blackw.
Mag. XXXIII. 125 The *untroubleable regions of the skies.

X834 Tail's Mag. I. 39 'a Those.. vehicles, that once rolled
in slow and *unupsettable solemnity along. 1879 CasseWs
Techn. Educ. IV. 46/1 These slabs must be *unwarpable.
xZHib American XII. 164 Railroad property .. spread over
an unmanageable and *unwatchable area. 1845 O. Brown-
SON Wks, 188. V. 358 A firm, unwavering and •unwavcrable
conviction. X845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854)
103 Thus they become .. worn .. into such *unwhetstonable
bluntness.

{b) fx85o *Dow ^R. ' in Jerdan Yankee Hum. (1853) 89
Ovid, whose veracity is *uncomoverabIe, and can't be dis-

puted. X844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons
<S-

W. xi, •Un-do-
without-able, which I think is a much more applicable
word than indispensable. x888 G. Grossuith Society Clo^vn
iv, A. .bottle of **undryupable ink '. 1873 Miss Braddon
Str.^ Pil^, I. ix, Miss Disney is really the most *un get-
on-able-with girt X840 J. T. Hewlett P, Priggius i,

Weather hot— blow-flies *un.keep.ofF-able. 1840 De
QuiNCEY Style Wks. 1859 XI. 344 Alcibiades . . was too
unsteady and..' unrelyable :' or, perhaps, in more correct
English, too **unrelyuponable '. x86a H. Marryat Yearin
Sweden 1. 407 In the earlier period of Scandinavian history,
serpents and dragons were looked upon as *untalkabout-
able subjects. ax86^ Hawthorne Dr. Grimshawe xxii.

(18^1) 301 The record. .of a foot stamped down there in
guilt and agony, and oozing out with "unwipeupable blood.

O. The use of un- with adjectives in -like is

found from at least the close of the 16th cent.,

when ungentlemanlike appears. Others occur in

the following century, as unbodylikey ungodlike^

unwarlike. The free use of such forms, however,
is characteristic of the 19th cent., and especially of

the latter part of it. The following are examples
of casual formations earlier than 1890,
t886 Pall Mall G. 1 Nov. 13 So contemptible, detestable,

and "un-actor-like a proceeding. 167^ N. Faii;fax Bulk ^
Selv. 88 Their "unlxniylike way of being somewhere. X84S
Fitzhall Maritana 11. i. 18 Your costume is somewhat
•unbridegroom-like. X847 L, Hunt Men^ Women, ^ B. I.

74 The hand [of the monkeyL- mortifies one: it k>oks so
very *unbrute-Iike, X854 Grace Greenwood Haps ^ Mis'
haps 14 He met my advances in a most gracious and "un-
Bumble-Uke manner. X84X J. T. Hewlett Pansh Clerk
11.37 He. .killed it afterwards in a most *unbutcher!ike
way. 1865 ViscT. Milton & W. B. Chradle N.-W, Pas-
sage by Land \\\\, (1867) 112 Feeling very dismal and 'un-
Christmaslike. 1850 Marc Fuller Wom, jgth C. (1862)

190 Gazing up at the clouds in a most *unci(i/en-Hke
fashion. 1838 Jas. Grant .S"^. Lond. 160 Whose manner
..is the most *undcliberative-like that the human mind
could fancy. X856 Lever Martins ofCro* M. 249 Suffering
a 'sea change'..as *unearthlike as well may be imagined.
1807 in Spirit Pub. yrnls. XI. 352 Y«ir scandalous and
*un Knglishmanlike behaviour. X823 Blackw. Mag. XIV.

f,63

An excessive dread of being caught in the *unfreeman-
ike sin of blushing. 1826 Miss IAxtvo^g VUlaee Ser. n.

('863)451 Her manners were quite as *ungipsy-like as her
apparel. x8a3 in Spirit Pub. yrnls. 151 The professor thought
this conduct extremely rude and 'ungoldsmitlilike. 1868
Lanier yacqmrie i, 34 The pack.. took revenge as bloody
as a man*s, "Uuhoundlike, sudden. 1884 Century Mag.
XXVII. 678 The rows of unhomelike and even "unhouse-
hke dwelling-places. 1851 Mayne Keid Scalp Hunt, xxi,
This was said in well-accentuated and most 'un-Indianlike
Fnglish. x8» Mks. Shelley in Mem. (1859) 215 Pardon
me that I still write in this incoherent and *unlet(erlike
manner. X84X Thackeray Men^ C^^a/j Wks. 1900XIIL610
An affair of brocade that has always struck me as absurd
and *un-Macbelhlike. x86o Tristram {7/. 5o/;ar-a vl 9^ The
strange and most •unmoslem.like ceremony of sacrificing a
coat. X803 Edifu Rfv. II. 427 And it would have been
highly *unneighboui'-like to have neglcctt-d them. X879
DowDEN Soufhey v. 117 Southey had a most *unprophet-
like craving for the creature comforts of beef and bread.
X85X G. H. Kingsley Sp, 4- Trav. (1900) 452 In a most
"unsalmon-like manner, 1846 Mrs Gobe Eng. Char. (1852)

155 Thrusting his paraphernalia into a drawer, with a most
*unsecretary-like bUish. 1802 Mks. E. Parsons Myst. Visit
II. 257 The *unsex-like wickedness of Mrs. Hood. 1805
F.din, Rev. V. 399 The . . "unsquire-like employment of
writing, printing and publishing. X878 A. H. Markham
Gt. Frozen Sea xvi. 229 Conducting itself in a very erratic

and *unstarlike manner. 1880 Casselfs Mag. June 440
Another *unsummer-like fashion is asserting itself this year.

x88s Gladstone in Morley I^ife {1905) II. viii. x. 426 It is

so *unsundaylike and unresthil. xSa^ J. Wilson Nod.
Antbr. Wks, 1855 I. 2 So bright wavering and "unsurelike
was the haill living world. 1838 Lancet ig Jan. 592, i The
unfeehng. "unsnrgeon-like conduct of Mr. Heyderman.
X877 S. Cox Salv. Mundi Preface p. x, It is surely an
undignified and ^unteacherlike procedure. a 1849 Poe
Poems (1859) 66 *Unthought-like thoughts that aie the
souls of thought. X869 H. Busunfll Wom. S. \. 13 What
could be more *un-university-like ? 1855 Smedlev 6>ffi:W/
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ScieM£fs 150 Its water.. extingui<^hed torches.., but it pos-

s^std also the most *unwaterlike power of relightinff them.
1797 Mrs. M. Robikson ll^aisinfflta*n III. 41 The *un-
wphyrlike hand of the angry Lady Fusby forcibly held me.

8. The prefixing of un- to past participles,

common in OE. and revived in ME., was subse-

quently extended until it became the commonest
of all uses of the prefix. The following varieties

may be distinguished in the usual formations :

a. Simple past pples, in -ed. These form an
inexhaustible cLiss, largely represented among the

main words, and including many more similar to

those in the following list.

A few casual forms are employed by Florio (1611), as
uMcom^rted^ Hnnottedy and various others by Hexham
(1648), as unbalsamed, tinbtdabblcd, mibiued, uncaiutuui'

ated^ nnchtstedy etc. Ash (1775) carries this type of forma-

tion to great lengths, and enters about 800 words which
are either not recorded, or are of rare occurrence, in actual

use, as vnahctU'd^ unacciUdy unacquittcd^ tmadjudged^
vnaliHrtd, unniupHJied, vna/>praiscd, etc.

As subdivisions of this type, forms in -aUd and -tzed may
be specially noted on account of their frequency.^ These
are also largely represented in Ash's dictionary, which con-

tains about 150 unused or rare forms in 'atedy as unaccumu-
ialed, uncantpkorated^ uncircumstaniiated, etc., and a
score or so in -izedt as unapostrophized, unaromatizedj
nucantffnized, etc.

On the double meaning offorms like midressedt unhoused^
unsheathedy etc., see Un.* 8.

{a) 1846 Worcester (citing Haslam), * Unhandaged. 1884

Pafl MallG. 15 Jan. 6/a Who seldom see even an *unbe-

smutted bbde of grass. 18*7 Pollok Course T. viii. 91 No
king, no subject was; unscutchconed all,..uncoroncted,

*unbestarrcd. 1846 Worcester (citing Scott), * Unhoasted,

1883 Athctimtm 11 Aug. 182/3 It is a question.. what
power of resistance a solid * *unburrowed ' soil might have
offered. 1846 Worcester (citing West. Rev.), * Uncounter-

vaiUd. 1893 G. Allen Scailywag I, 206 Quite *undis-

composed by this .. most startling announcement. 1878
Abnev Photogr. 117 The *unemulsified collodion for the

wet process. 1883 Encycl. Brit* XVI. 653/2 Others.. dis-

charge their eggs ^unenclosed in capsules freely into the

sea-water. 1865 Earle Sax. Chron. Introd, p. iv. Their
•unfagged memory was richly stored with the events of
their own day. 187a W. R. Greg Enigmas ofLife vii. 260
Naked truth, ^unfilmed eyes, will do alt that the most
righteous vengean-e could desire. 1887 Encycl. Brit.

XXII. 386 The 'jerk* or *unflated aspirate. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 8 Aug. 12/1 They wanted the line between the
*unflogged class.. and the flogged masses to remain. 1873
H. A, Wise Serien Decades Union 28a As large a solid piece

of it as was left *unfrasseled by the concussions. 1871 Noves
Hymns Mod, Man 39 Perfection *unfrcckled by flaws. 1883
Greslev Gloss. Coal-m. 268 *Unholed, boardgates or other
headings which are not driven through or thirled into the
adjoining roadway. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. I. 106
liecause some.. kitchen-girl has left the cow *unhoppled.
x88i Romanes in Nature XXIV. 185 Sources of inter-

mediate or '^uninferred knowledge. tB44 A. Mallalieu
Buenos Ayres^ etc 62 The untamed *unIassoed steed.

1883 Pall MallG. 28 Dec. 5/1 Dr. Schliemann recognized

. .in the ohjects of gold the *unIooted ' treasure of Priam '.

1844 Ayrshire Wreath 190 Egbert *unlured by vow or
gift (3aid furth withoulen fear. 1844 Friedlander tr. F.
Brcmet^s Neighbours II. 201, 1 was half fearful after this

of expressing my yet *unmooted fears in reference to him*
selC X884 Pall Mall G. 29 Aug. 2/1 Not only did they
receive their rations in full, but also their pay *unmulctea.

187s Rollestom Addr. Dept, Anthrop. Brit, Assoc. 7 The
possession of an *unoverwhelmed numerical representation.

1875 Whyte Melville Katerfelto xi. Excuse my freedom
in an *unpalched pair of breeches. 1884 Bourke Snake
Dance Moguls vii. 68 The stones were uncut or*unpecked,
x886 Pt%ll Mall G. 9 Dec. 3/2 The unregenerate and, as yet,

*unpermeated Tory. 1887 Q. Rez: Oct. 537 •Unprenticed
and ingenuous new voters. 188a Garden 14 Jan. 24/2 The
chief danger with ^unputtied glass is found when fierce

wind'Storms prevail. 1864 Realm 18 May 5 Formless
clothes whose folds, *unretrenched by artifice, follow
nature's laws. 1838 Penny Cycl, X. 378/1 The sides of
their ditches being *unreveted, x^&^Gentl. Mag. Feb. 125
He fell at the head of bb own *unrevolted regiment. 1879
Lanier Poems^ To B. Taylor 23 Not [to] drudge *unriched.
i88x R. G. White Eng. 371 .Sheridan.. leaves this trait of
speech *unridicuted. 1885 Warren & Cleverly Wand.
Beetle 52 The Gunner saw no fun in leaving stunning
things "unslcetched. <; 1890 Fred Wilson's Fate 80 His
record out of office [was] not by any means ^unsmudged.
1884 spectator 4^ Oct. 1 326/1 She has left some wood *un-
stacked at home. 1876 Brickwood Boat-Racing 63 Rowing
with *unstraightened arms, or slackened muscles. x888
Doughty A rabia Deserta I. 31 The unwilling contribution
of the few *unsubmitted Idumean villages. 1863 Dicey
Federal St. I. 27 Wherever there is a free and *unsub-
ventioned press, you may be sure [etc.]. 1830 Mackintosh
Progr. Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 1. 128 That Dr. Adam Smith's
ethical speculations are not so *unsuggested as they are
beautiful. i88o McCarthy Own Times III. 208 So long
as the Bill of 1832 remained ^unsupplemented. 1788 T\
MuNRO, etc. Olla Podrida-z^ Of difficulties *unsurmounted,
1876 Stone in Jml. R, Ceog, Soc. XLVI. 58 The bodies
of the men are often "untattooed. 1868 Viscr. Strangford
Select. (1869) II. 104 They would not have let the triumph
pass untold and *untelegraphed. 1883 Athenaeum 8 Sept,
300/a Untrodden districts— ..*untoured, unspoiled. i8S^
spectator 20 Aug. 1 1 1 1 What b the Channel, so long as it

remains *untunnelled. 1841 Tizard Breiving 444 New or
*unvatted porter. 18^1 Athenaeum 3 June 679 Let them be
"unvaunted and unpublished. 1867 Routledge's Ev. Boy's
Ann. Aug. ^ji In the •unvivified condition it absolutely
becomes a poison instead of a vivifier.

ib) 1884 American VIII. 236 The oddest theory.. with
which *unconjugated individuals ever comforted themselves.
1886 C ScoT-r Sheep-Farming 208 Cotton cake, "undecor-
ticated. 1886 B. Harte Snaw-bound 18 The remaining and
*undenominated passenger turned to Hale. \'6&^ Spectator
No. 3914. 587/1 Mr* Besant*sbowdleriscd presentment cannot
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I but tempt to the perusal of the *undepurated loot. 188a

I
Pall MallG. 8 Apr. 3 The universal *undigitated stocking

need not fear its rival. 1846 Worcester (citing Fleming),

I

* Undisiniegrated. 1887 Pall Mall G. 5 Nov. 7/1 With
*unexpropriated landlords. .some sort of arrangement will

;
be come to. 1881 Standard^ Apr. 7/4 There are numerous

;
dead and wounded still ^uncxtricated from the ruins. 1885

i
Athenmim iiYi^c.'jTil-i The medium.. is * 11ngranulated

ether. i88g Geddes & Thomson Evol. Sex 78 The libera-

tion of ''unindlviduated sex elements. x88x Nation (N.Y.)

XXXII. 426 A manuscript 'unm-inipulated by them would
he of priceless value. 1881 Le Conte Light 172 Now a
rectangular cross-image, if *unrotated, would project as the

crosses in the corners. 1887 Cook Sievers' O. E. Gram, 168

The middle vowel has again forced an entrance from the

*unsyncopated forms.

(c) 1886 Pall Mall G. i Oct. 4/1 A father of limited means
and *uncapitalized income. 1885 Seth Scott. Philos. jv.

136 To this *uncategorised perception .. Kant allows a
wide range. 1852 RIeanderings ofMem. I. 76 Hojje, *un.
celestialized by heathen hand, i860 W. C. Lake in Life
(1901) 199 Liddell, whom I found quite different and *un-
donicised (by the side of Whewell at least). 1855 Milman
Lat, Chr. xtv. vi. (1864) IX. 218 Toulouse owns only her

own *unidealiscd unromanticised Counts. 1885 Athenaeum
20 June 788/1 The author's liberal use of *unitalicized..

French words, a i86x Cunningham Hist. T/ieol. {1864) II.

xxiv. 325 The sounder or "unsocinianized Arminians, 1830
Lamb Z.^/. 24 May, I., know no more of stave and crochet

Than did the *Un-Spaniardised Peruvians. 1864 Sat. Rev.

3 Dec, A mere *unspurgeonized profane grocer. 1885 Pall
MallG. 23 Jan. 5/1 *Unsubventionized English steamers.

1858 Bro^uuson's Q, Rev. Apr. 198 Salvation lies in the
supernatural order, and is not secured in the *unsuper-
naturalized by the simple negative merit of not sinning.

1844 Draper in Philos. Mag. July 2 The *untithonized
chlorine shows no disposition to unite with its hydrogen.
1844 NoAD Electricity (ed. 2) 267 If even the smallest

quantity of liquid remains in the capsule, *unvaporized.

b. Past pples. with other endings, from strong

or weak verbs. These form a much smaller

class, but include a considerable number in common
use, as nnbegim^ unblown^ unbcn, nnboughty etc.

A few are found with 'ate for ^ated^ as uuevaporate^

'exaggerate, but these and others not permanently
established in the language are of rare occurrence.
Examples in Ash are unbeset^ uncastf itnittterzuovent

unshotten, nnshoiun, unslung, etc.

C. Participial formations with un- frequently

have a suffixed adverb or preposition (usually

with a hyphen when the formation is used

attributively). An early example of this is

unbonie-away (Caxton, 1483) ; others make their

appearance in the i6th and 17th centuries, as

uncalled-fory uncared-for^unheard-of unlookedfor^

unthotight'Of etc. A number of these have be-

come permanent and are in general use; the

following are examples of more casual formations.
X884 H. Spences in Contemp. Mag. 613 Exceptional com-

munities unaggressive and from special causes *unaggressed
upon. X858 Froude Hist. Efig. IV. 496 Unvouched for,

*unalluded to by any contemporary authority as yet dis-

covered, X887 Daily News 3 Nov. 2/5 You have, .allowed
your conduct to remain unexplained and *unapologised for.

x8ss Browning Bp. Blougram's Apol. 894 Not simply
unbutted at,'*unbickered with. 1847 Meuwin SJiclley I.

105 This startling and *unborne-out proposition. 1873
Watehford in Hare 'Jwo Noble Lives (1893) III. 325 [For
my dance] I expect so many very young and pretty girls

—

the *un-come-out Durhams and Tankervilles. x86o E.
Venables Isle of Wight 332 Many a lovely nook..*unen-
croached upon as yet by gentility. 1836 R. M. M'Cheyne
in Mem, (1872) 296 It had left some footpath *unglared
across. 183a Tennyson Sonn.^ Alexander 12 High things
were spoken there, *unhanded down. 1863 Grosakt Small
Sifis (ed. 2) 79, 1 do not say that his prayer will go unheard,
much less *unhearkened to. 1839 Bukcon Li/e ^ Times
Gresham I, ii. 57 His administration, .was very nearly
*uninterfered with. X830 J. G. Strutt Sylva Brit. 11 The
extent to which the oak will throw its broad arms.. when
*unintruded upon. 1648 Hexham 11, Een Onbeslnpcn dochicr,
amaide*VnUen with, or a Virgine. i8a8 Craz-en Closs.,

* l7nmelled-on, not meddled with. 1849 Mi'-t, Ess. (1859) !'•

335 Justice.. demand[s] that these unmerited attacks should
not remain ""unprotested against. 1871 Macduff Mem.
Patmos vii. 90 As they sob their tale of *unresponded-to
anguish.^ 1849 ^I* Arnold Fragm. * Antigone' i, [He]
makes his own welfare his *unswerv'd-from law. a X674
Clarendon ifist. Reb, xvl § 17 After he had lived some
years in Paris *untaken notice of} indeed unknown.

d. A type of formation whicb is not very fre-

quent is that in which the participle is preceded
by a noun, usually with instrumental sense, as in

the following examples.

?59S Polimanteia (1881) 36 For not. .aged censoring Cato
might challenge greater priuiledge of trueth, then your
free toongd and *vn.aw-bound skill. X765 IE. Thompson]
Meretriciad 26 She never vended goods *unduty paid.
x8a9 Bentham Justice <? Cod. Petit. 104 Because by the
judges, *unfee.fed as they would be, nothing would be to
be got by it. 1895 L. A. Tollemache Z>. Joavctt 155
The barren laurels of an *un-heaven-rewarded martyrdom,
1659 Fuller App. Inj. innoc, \\. 68 That single and signal
instance of that *Unparliament-impowred Convocation.
X598 Babhet Theor. Warrcs 5 The *vnsouldier-learned, to
the vnlettered souldicr may be paralleld as the Phisition
Theorike to the grosse practitioner. x6oS Sylvester Dn
Bartas w. iii. iv. Captains \Q2i Where, Learned men, *un-
soule-clog'd (as it were) With servile gyves of Kings im-
perious Fear, Fly even to Heav'n. X879 Rutley Study
Rocks xiv. 300 Consisting partly of angular and compara-
lively *unwater-worn.. materials.

9. Adjectival forms in -ed^ from substantives, of
the type unbearded, unbodied^ unfeatheredj etc.

UN-,

These are anticipated in OE. by such rare forma-

tions as ungefeperedy ungewinlredy univkdedy but

otherwise belong to the 16th and subsequent cen-

turies. The usual sense is * not provided or fur-

nished with*, but sometimes 'not affected by*, *not

treated with', etc.; in the latter case the use is not

clearly distinguishable from the purely ]:)articipial.

Ash gives such instances as imaprcncd^ vnhrooched^ un*
buskiHcd, iimhez'roncd, iincliented, uticoddcd, etc
1881 J. M. Brown Student Life 13 'J lie *unancestored

genius. 1873 Daily News 22 Aug., The barharous exposure
of them, *uiiblanketed in piquet line. X846 Worcester
(citing Ed. Rev.), *Unbuoyed..^ not buoyed. X892 Steven-
son Across the Plains 13 A butler perhaps rides as high
over the *unbutlered. 1882 Encycl, Brit. XIV. 862/2 The
*uncathedralled paganisms of American scenery and life.

X864 Sala in Daily Tel. 25 Feb., I wonder whether the
*uiichattelled farmer will keep his oath. 1885 Jrnl. Science
July 389 The sewage of an *uncIosetted town. 1877 Black-
more Cripps (1887) 240 His simple, unpractised, and *un-
cored heart. x886 Pall Mall G. 3 Aug. 6/2 A supplemen-
tary *uncostumed choir.. supported the singing. X873
' Susan Coolidce * What Katy did at Sch. xi. 183 As she
looked up at the *uncottoned space at the top of the
window, i860 All Year Round No. 47. 493 With paint
wnslied off and *undiamonded hair. 1887 D. A. Low
Machine Draiving Pref. p. iii, An *undimensioned scale

drawing. 1883 iqtk Cent. May 858 *Unfountained from
above, the higher moral virtues would decay for lack of a
meaning. 1864 Ei.iz. Murray Ella Norvian II. 270 I'hat

on the left was a treeless, '''ungrassed elevation. 1887 Rider
Haggard ^r^jxiv, You must either knock under. .or trek

on into the *unhostelled wilderness. x86o All Year Round
No. 41. 344 A draught of pure *unincensed air from the
open window. 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion 11. v. 90 Druid
oaks *Univied, stretch their stubborn arms abroad. x88o
Miss Bird Japan I. p. xxii, An *unmatted floor. x8ai

Examiner 5 Aug. 482/1 The unbeneficed and "unparked.
1844 PoE Mesmeric Rev. Wks. 1864 I. 113 Until we arrive

at a matter *unparlicled—without particles. x888 Rutley
Rock-Forming Min. 142 A band of unslriatedor "unpegged
crystal. 1874 J. Addis Eliz. Echoes (1879) no Defiant
Chestnuts prick theair, *Unpennon'd battle-spears arraying.

x86x Times 25 Feb. 8/5 The banks of our river *unquayed.
1863 Not an Angel W. 260 The *unrailwayed inhabitants

of that neighbourhood. 1836 F. Makonv Rel. Father
Protit (1859) 394 As for your critic,..We *unrancoured
hope to see him. a 1871 De Morgan Budget Parad. (1872)

75 The following, of which I have an "unreferenced note.

X887 Meredith Poet. Wks. (1912) 332 Idly the flax wheel
spun *uniidcred. 1877 Blackmore Erema xi, The riders

struck the savage, *unrowelied spur into them. 1822 Wilkins
Body Sf Soul I. 123 The picturesque appearance of the
*unsabled mourners. 1852 Meanderings oj Alcni, I. 5 Worn
As weary nakedness, ^unshooned, unshorn. 1854 Hooker
Nimal.Jrnls. I. xi. 252 The ridge was *unsnowed a little

way down the east flank. x88o 'Mark Twain' Tramp
Abroad I. 144 The only * distinguished dead' who went
down to the grave 'unsonnetted. X831 Scott Jj-nl. 26 Nov.,
I got home about mid-night j but remain unpoetised and
*unspeeched. X648 Hexham 11, Ongespitst, Vnpointed,
or *Vn.spired. 1866 in Casselfs Techn. Educ. (1879) IV.
108/2 The fold-yards are also kept •unspouled. 1^3 E.
Moor Suffolk Words 23 Where words occur, not readily
understood by the *Unsuffblked reader, he is to take them
as Suflblcisms. x87a G. B. Cheever Lcct. Pilgr. Progr.
''iv. 345 What we know of the.. state of *untabernacled
souls is but little. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer
(1891) 244 The serene *untempested heavens of the isles

of the blest. x86o O. W. Holmes Elsie V. xiv, There are

states of mind.. which remain not only unworded, but
*unthoughted. 1867 H, Convbeare in Fortn, Rev. Nov.
514 There is a breadth of effect in the .. *untraceried
windows. 1888 Yeats Wand. Oisin Poems (1908J 259 His
vast foBt that lay Half in the *unvesscUed sea. 1866
Crichton Rambles Orcades 34 Over country ' unrailway^ed

'

and '* unvilla-ed*.

b. Instances in which the noun is preceded by
a qualifying word are not numerous, and such for-

mations are usually individual or casual.

[1650 Trai'P Comm. Lev. xxi. 18 Lest his Mintsterie bee
sleighted for..unheavenlie mindedness.] \^o Routledge's
Ev. Boy's Ann. May,Suppl. 3/1 Plain white unwatermarked
paper. 1872 Ruskin Fors Clav. xix. 6 My notion of..
charity is, by no means . . the giving to unable-bodied
paiipers.

10. The use of un- with present participles,

revived about 1300 (see 4 above), subsequently

became common, and has given rise to a large

number of permanent words, such as unbecoviing,

unbendingy unchangtngy undoubtingy etc. (On
the participial use of such forms see 5 d.) Ex-
amples of casual formations are given below.
Others occurring in Ash's dictionary are unbcguHing,

unbiasingy unblindingy unbuilding, uneniicingy unfiowing,
etc.

1883 R. Bridges Prometh, 79Hope..to cheer with visions

fair Their *unamending pains. 1844 Wardlaw Pror\
xxxix. (1869) II. 44 Doctrines of this easy "unannoying
description. 1873 Ruskin Fors Clav. xxx. 2 He showed
his wisdom in pleasant and ^unappalling ways. X845 K. W.
Hamilton Pop. Educ. iii. (ed. 2) 40 Agriculture,.. in the

ordinary processes of its labour, . .has been simple and *un-
arousing. X876 Mrs. Whitney Sights <$• Ins. II. xxxviii.

673 There had been two wonderful tides, that which carried

them forth, all uncertain, *unbelonging, separate. 1870
G. T. Dodds in Bonar Life ii. (1884) 70 Our study will be
comparatively useless and *unl)enefiting, 1885 Pall MallG.
6 Feb. 6/x A safe and *unblundering guide through the

mazes. i86a Furnivall Handlyng Synnc Pref. p. ix, Ready
to turn to account, though in an *unboring way, every
opportunity. X873 C. E. Norton Lett. (1913) I. viii. '71

Carlyle seemed a little weary, perhaps weakened by ilie

mild *unbracing weather. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades^
(1842) 358 None of these ends can be accomplished . .unless*

this be done in a neat ' *unbungling ' manner. 1886



Aceuieniy 14 Aug;. log/i The Gaelic tribes of Ireland— th.it

'heap of *uncememing sand'. 1884 Harper's A/a£^.ApT.
659/2 Da Porta's. .*uncominenting way of telling the story.

1857 Ld. Granville in Z.i/i: C1905) I. x, 260, I encourage the
correspondence by commonplace *uncommitling acknow-
ledgements, 1784 R. IJage liarhatn Dinvns I. loi *Uncon-
catenating blockhead ! 1885 RuskA* I'rxteriia I. x. 307
Most [force:?! act irvejjularly, or else at *uncorresponding
periods. 1858 Faber Spir. Confer. 136 Of all saving
things, fear., is., the most *undeluding. 1823 D. M^Nicoll
Wks. (1837) 118 *Undemurring confidence. 1856 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. IV. v. 20 To burn 'undisdaining upon the
reeds of the river. x865GtiosART Mem, H. Palmer 38 His
was the omnipotence of the light, .. silent *undisplaying
might. 1805 Med. yrnl. XIV. 495 A simple •unembarrass-
ing method of stopping the screw from being relaxed, 1883
Athenxutn 15 Dec 774/3 The stories are as 'unfascinating
as they can be made. 1887 J. Hutchison Led. Phil, xvii,

1S7 The *unfaultfinding complacency with which he con-
templated one of his later works. 1865 Mrs. Carlvle Lett.
(1883) 111. 263 She is so kind and *unfussing. f i860 Faber
Hymn^ Sour. I/eart i\\. In that*ungrowing vision nothing
deepens, nothing brightens, 1876 Meredith Beauch.
Career II. iv. 64 The *unlettertng elusive moon. 1887
Morris Odyss. xii. 325 But*unlulling blew the south-wind.
x88i R. G. White Eng. 74 This *unmarring modesty of
outward show. 1867 J. Thomsom Vane's Story^ etc. (1881)
113 Their eyes., flashed .. like swift swords That leapt
•unparrying to each other's heart. 1873 Miss Broughtos
Nancy II. 216, I pass and re-pass the cold River Gods of
the 'unplaying fountain. x86a Mrs. Crosland Mrs. Blake
II. 131 Men., profess.,a certain horror of an •*unpraying'
woman. 1822-7 Good Sittdy Med. (1829) III. 18 In a pure
and healthy, or *unpredisposing atmosphere. x866 J. G.
MuRPHV Comm.^ Exodus xxi. 14 ']"he milder sentence of the
*unpremeditating manslayer. 1866 S. B. James Duty

<J-

Doctr, (1871) 290 Eternity hastens on, and so many are
unprepared, are *unpreparing, to meet it, 1864 Realm
24 Feb. a 'Unpresaging of the complaints which will ere
long issue from the offices. 1867 H. Bushnell Mor. Uses
Dark Things 195 Tropical consciences, which are out-door,
self-indulgent, *unpronouncing consciences. 1862 R. H.
Patterson Ess. Nisi. ^ Art 403 Secluded in position and
•unproselytising in spirit. jB&s A tAenarum a^ Oct. 533 His
life was an 'unprotesting protest against convention. 1821
CoBBETT A'Kr. iCides (1885) 1. 38 It is no very *unprovoking
reflection. C1800 Macneill TV /:V/2a43 Plaguing herplain,
*unpuffing spouse. About his former oaths and vows. 1882
H. S. Holland Logic ^ Li/edZS^) 24 These impulses can-
not be altogether blind and *unpurposing, 1881 Ruskin
Bihie Afiiiens\v.% 10 On the "unquakmg and fruitful earth.
a 1859 DEQuiNCEY/'M/A./i^yt-j. (1891)1.220 To explain the
true character of note-writing—how compressed and *un-
rambling and direct it ought to be. 1878 S. Cox Salt/.
Mundi \\u (ed. 3) 145 Doomed to an endless and *un-
redeeming torment. 1880 S. Lanier Sunriie Poems
(1884) 3 The wave-serrate sea-rim sinks unjarring, •un-
reeling. 1874 L. Tollemachk in Eortn. Rev. Feb. 22c> We
are,, led to de'<ribe the poet,. as an *unreforming optimist
1869 Mrs. H. Wood ^(?/<i«i/ Yorke HI. 173 To submit to
it in *unrefiiting tameness. 1854 Fauek Growth tn Holi-
ness xiiL 223 Go walk by the shore of that *unresound.
ing sea. 1858 J, Robertson Poems 78 As light is mixed in
the *unretreating air. 1864 A. dk Verk in Reader 30 Apr.
545/1 We part,. With *unreverting faces, not ingraie. 1868
Pusey Serm. Pharisaism 11 Monuments..scarce held in

being by our *unsacrificing gifts. 1845 Florist's yrnl.
(1846) VI. 177 An upright 'unscrambling habit, and very
blunt leaflets. 1888 Meredith /Vfwi (1898J II. 143, 1 saw,
"unsighting : her heart I saw. 1880 A. Kalkigh IVay to
City (1881) aSa His goodness Is a full and 'unslacking
strc-im. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv. 47 Alt tastlcss,
nothing relishing; all 'unsmelling, nothing scented. 1873
Pater Stud. Hiit. Reuaiss. 74 This last passion would be
the most *unsoflcning..of all. 1848 Buckley Iliad 193
Both heard an 'unsoothing reply. 1883 R. Bridges
Promeih. 395 To sow thy seed Year after year in this *un-
sprouting soil. 1815 Chalmers Let. in Life (1851) II. 25
The more 'unstaggerine your faith is. .the more is God well

fleased with it. 1834 De Ouincey Atttob. Sk. Wks. 1853
. 211 We were detained a few days in those *unsteaming

times by foul winds. 1863 W. Lancaster Prxterita 43, I
lean on this •unsiumbling oracle. And nouri.sh hope. 1844
G. S. Faber Eight Dissert. (1845) U- i»> An •unsy&teni-
atising perusal of the prophecy itself. 1885 Iriik Monthly
Nov. 598 The white monotony of *unthawing snow. 1858
H. Bushnell Serm. Nnv Life 100 More ambitious and
more •untransforming to the people. 1865 Pall Mull C
29 Sept. lo/i Novel sensations wherewith to enliven the
*unttavelling rcider. x888 A. S. Wilson Lyric Hopelc<,s
LoT'e 163 Nor vow. .nor sacicd rite The *ununiting can
unite. x88o W. Watson Prince's Quat, etc (1892) 94 So
forward piloted.., she held her way 'Unveering. 1878
Jessie Fothergill Pint Violin vl iv. To finger, or blow
into, or beat the dumb, 'unvibrating things. 1878 B. Taylor
Dcuhalion i. iv. 34 Gray sedges wave 'Unwbispering ever,
o'er the slimy flats. 1887 Morris Odyss, x. 282 Whither
away . . doit tnou wander, .

.
' Unwotting of the counuy ?

11. In OE^ adverbial formations in -Uce formed a
large portion of the words in ««-. Very few of
these survived in ME., but additions were gradu-
ally made which maintained the existence of the
type (ending in -liche in southern dialects and -/y
in the northern). Subsequently the use of un-
with -^ again became common, independent of the
form of the central element, which may be an
adjective, present or past pple., etc. There are
however two ways in which such formations may
arise. Either the suffix -iy is added to a form
already beginning with un-y or un- is prefixed to
an adverb already formed with -iy. In most cases
the difference in sense is slight or immaterial, but
at times the distinction becomes important. If

unprofessumaily is formed from unprofessional it

means * at variance with, contrary to, professional
Vol. X.
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rules or etiquette *, if from professionally it means
* not in a professional manner or capacity ',

The following are miscellaneous examples of

recent formations.
A few others occur in early dictionaries, as Jtnaccessively,

iinbcwailahly, unfalselyy unrecot'erably.

1887 H. S. Holland C>if(/ Sf Char. 126 So He pityingly,

*unangrily pronounced. 1843 Murray's Hand-hk. N. Italy
21/2 The Cardinal .. had most *uncardinally directed the

painter [etc.]. J869 W. G. Ward Ess. (1884) II. 243 These
•uncatholicly educated Catholics who are the Church's
most dangerous enemies. 1824 J. Gilchrist Etym. Interpr.

150 RIany verbs.. are employed both causatively and *un-

caiisatively. 1816 Bkntham Chrestom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 38
The short time necessary, .would not be *unchrestomathic-
ally employed. 1871 '1'vndall Fragm. Sci. (1879) II. viii.

130 If you wish to speak to me, plainly, honestly, and *un-

disputaiiously. 1830 W. Taylor /^/j^. Surv. Germ. Poetry
II. 369 The very words, which twice before They said by
heart so *unerroneously. 1887 Pall Mall G. 18 Oct. i/i

That her eyes are set not *ungreedily upon Morocco is

notorious to every one.
_
J838 Tail's Mag. V. 279 She told

her weeping tale, .so mildly, and so '"unhatingly towards
the prisoners. 1783 SatanicalRemembrancer 16 Our Irish

Native Van Sighi^ vulgarly and *unhibernically called

Banshee. 184a Pusev Crisis Eu^. Ch. g It may be, that
we may all together learn humihly^ancl none.. think 'un-
humbly of them. 1885 Stevenson in Contemp. Rev, Apr.

555 The groups which. .break up the verse for utterance,
fall "uniambically. 1884 W. M. Baker in Harper^s Mag.
Mar. 561/3 No woman^ could have done more, and so
naturally and *unintrusively. i88f A. C, Bickley Geo,
Fox viu 96 Lambert defended himself not altogether
*unjesuitically. 1737 Gentl, Mag. VII. 13/2 'Unliterally
and ungrammatically. 1833-40

J.
H. Newman Ch. of

Fathers 264 Olybrius, our virgin's father, who .. was
*unmaturely carried off. _ 1873 B. Gregory Holy Catholic
Ch. 3CV. 163 What boots it that the chain of bishops has
l>ecome.. inextricably entangled and *unmendably snapped?
X838 R. Bagot Let, in Liddon Life Pusey (1893) "• ^^i. 57
Feeling sure that you will not think that I ever.. acted
*unopenIy towards you. 1887 J. A. Wvlie Hist. Scott.
Nation II, xxiL 379 Heads so *unorthodoxlcally shorn.
i86a S. Lucas Secnlaria 327 He received au ostensible

letter of recall, and with it a private letter apprising him
that ' "unosten&ibly his proceedings were approved of.
1824 Westm. Rev. Jan. 143 Who had unprofessionatly and
*unpecuniarily burthened his memory with the dull details.

1875 HowELLS F'oregone Concl, xv. 259 Some, .harmless
thmg that she had *unpurposely bruised. 1889 Saltus
Truth al'out T. Var/ck 165 The .. most 'unrebufTably
good-natured scoundrel that he had ever encountered.
x88a W. R. Gkeg Miu. Ess. iL 31 As briefly and *unrhe-
torically as possible.^ 1859 Bovn Recreat. Country Parson
(1862) 36 The massive foolscap, .over which the pen so
pleasantly and *unscralchingly glides. 183^ AViy Monthly
il/a^. XLII. 53 •Unsilenceably resounded in his ears the
mandate. 4x1854 Hawthorne /}///^r. l^'ote-bks. (1883) 153
Last night was the most uncomfortably and ^unsleepably
sultry that we have experienced. 1855 Lynch Rivulet
Lxxvii. ii, *Unvauntingly, yet with defiance. One man the
world may meet. xSssSmedley L. Arundel x\m. 331 His
. . tail, which was crumpled up *un-wag.ably in the corner.

b. Uh' is seldom prefixed to simple adverbs.
Even in OE, such formations are rare, though a
few do occur, as unmade, unefne, un/k^ere, u/ifeorr,

unseldartf unsSfte, ME. retained most of these,

but the number has at no time been greatly added
to, and the later tendency is to discard such forms
altogether.

12. The OE. use of un- with substantives (see

3 e above) survived very fully in ME., not only by
the retention of old forms but by the introduction

of many new, which continue to multiply in the

later periods of the language. From the beginning
the nouns have been almost entirely restricted to

those of an abstract nature, so that forms with
suffixes are numerous. In OE. and ME, the com-
monest of these is ^ness (occasionally -dom and
-ship) ; subsequently -ation^ -ilyj and -menl are fre-

quent, as in the following selection ofmiscellaneous
examples.
Florio C1611) has a certain number of casual formations,

as unacknoivledgemeni, unartness, unbrittleness, undwell-
ingnesSf ^neloguence, unfrailness, etc Ash gives unade-
gnateness, tincommensurability^ -ableness^ unfrugalnesSf
unliableness, unorganicalness, and various others.

1883 A. Stewart Nether Lochaber \. 316 The *unabiding-
nes5..ofall sublunary things. \^t Athenaeum €> Aug. 177/3
Some decidedly clever . . observations upon the •unactuality
of old art. 1853 Miss E. S. Sheppahd Ch. Auchester II.

211 Here I suddenly arrested myselfl for my *unaddress
stared me in the face. 1884 N. ^ Q. 6 Sept. 189 The
Church only crossed the Jordan, and that on dry land and
in the purest *unalarm. a 1866 jf. Grote Exam. Utllit.
Philos. (1870) 324 The *unassociativeness of different races
of man. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 263 The picturesque
vivacity and ever-renewing *unassuetuae of the whole
scene. 1884 Athenmum 23 Aug. 238 The onesidedness and
*unbalancement of our best efforts. 1868 Ruskin Time
ff Tide (1872) 3r, I must get hack to the evil light, and
*uncalm, of the places I was taking you through. 1844
Kinclake Eothen (1845) 3^4 *Unchangefulness in the midst
ofchange. 186a F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 143 Atheism,
injury to others, *uncompassion, falsehood, ana so forth,

1873 Mrs. Whitney Other Girls xxx, *Unconscnt to the
divine impulse comes of incongruity. i86a Spkncer First
Princ, (1870) 281 That increase of internal motion involves
a progressing "unconsoHdatioru 1868 W. R. Gkeg Lit. fy
Soc. Judgm. 390 A match for bureaucratic immovability
and (to coin a word) *unconvinceability. i88a Clu Times
XX. 938 All that the State can aim at is *un<crime, whereas
the work of the Church is to inculcate virtue. 1865 W.
Kay Crisis Hupfeldiana 23 The a priori criticism, the

|
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*uncr!ticism, which is. .chiefly intent on proving *two main
conclusions*. 1858 Sir C. Napier in Times 24 Nov. 9/5
This country must not be left in a state of *undefence.
1893 Goldw. Smith in Contemp. Rev. Dec. 800 There is
aUo *undesign, .. there is waste, there is failure. 1853
Hkrschkl Fam. Led. Sci. vi. §42 (1873) 258 The three
primary colours, .. each in its highest degree of purity
and *undilution. 1886 Pall Mall G. 12 July lo/i Full of
calmness, and courage, and quiet *undismay. 1866 Carlylk
Remin, {1881) 11. 21 My feeling with him was that of
*unembarrassment. 1882 Century Mag. XXIV. 44, I had
no power to return to my original "unembodiment. x868
DiLKE Greater Brit. 1, i. vi. 70 A fog of ^unenterprise hung
over the land. 1877 M. Collins S-wcet 9r I'wenfy 1. xi,
The *unfragrance of money adheres to him. 1889 Tail
Mall G. 25 Mar. 2/3 The palpable *unfrankness of the
addendum. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 610/1 A more curious
instance of *ungreediness for pelf than earlier cases which
we have cited. 1853 De Morgan in Graves Life Sir W. R.
Hamilton (1889) III, 418 A unanimous *uninfallibility
would be just as drowsy a dormitory as an infallible Church.
1796 W. H. Marshall W. England II. 16 The roads, their
*unlevelness apart, are among the best in the kingdom.
1843 Civil Eng. <5- Arch. Jrnl. VI. 40/1 A property almost
peculiar to wrought iron, namely its all but 'unmeltable-
ness. 1847 H. liusHNELL Chr. Nurt. lii, (1861) 65 The
ostrich is nature's type of all *unmolherhood. 1^9 G. Mac-
DONALD Sir Gibhie xii, The earthly hitherto—the final

obstacle of '"unobstancy. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib.
II. XV. 225 Cyril was looking on. .. His ^unoccupation
caught the Quaker's eye. 1884 Harper's Mag. June 73/2
'ihe most., commendable feature of the charity is its privacy
and *unostentation. 1877 Blackwore Cripps 11. ii. 23
Every single fall or rise of nature's work. .led her into
various veins of inductive *unphilo.sophy. 1866 Pall Mall
G. 12 May 12 Gaze down into the future upon the hateful

Land of *Unpromise. 1803- la Kentham Ration. Judic,
Evid.UZ^-j) II, 140 The publicity or *unpublicity of the
process. _ 1883 E. Clodd in Knowl. 15 June 352/2 Ihe
^unrelation between religion and formulated theology.
1873 Mrs. Whitnev Other Girls xxviii. The old story of
worry, discontent, *unreliance« disruption. 1868 ^^ih. Rev,
Apr. 435 Making due allowance . . for a considerable amount
of *unrepresentation on the part of our manufacturers. 1853
Faber Allfor Jesus 163 Anything like ''unrespeciability

has been so completelyavoided. 1825 Hocc QueenHynde 104
To veil 'unsanctitude within. 1865 W.G. PALGRAVE./Ira^«i
II. 230 An event followed by much confusion, shouting, and
awkward *unseamanship. c 1843 Carlyle Hist. Sk. jas. I
.J-
Chas. I (1898) 269 The English noses in their shapes and

*unshapes, 187a H. Busmneil Serm. Living Subj, 335
What kind of *unsociety we suffer when we have about us
only persons very unequal. 1881 G. S. "HAi-hGerman Cult.

230 'ihe very possibility of *unspaciality or punctuality.

1878 J. W. Reynolds Supernal, in Nat. (i8Bj) 109 Making
stuff pass from a no sort of ^unstickingness into some sort
of holding-togetherness. 187a Howelis Wedding jfoum.
(1892) 2q6 'Ihe young girls .. had the true touch of pro-
vincial ^unstylishness. i8oa-ia Bentham Ration. Judic.
Evid. (1827) I. 293 Suggestedness and 'unsuggestedness.

1846 G. S. Faber Lett. Tractar, Secess. 271 To flounder in

all thecomfortless ''untenacity of an ever-shifiing quicksand.
1886 W.

J.
Amherst Hist, Cath, Entanc, I. 271 Ireland's

*w«unanimity— if I may coin an expression— is England's
opportunity. 1864 Ruskin in Daily Tel. 28 Oct., Intrinsic

value or gcwdness in some things, and.. intrinsic *unvalue
or badness in other things.

b. The prefixing of un- to nouns used attribut-

ively is rare and usually not intended seriously,

1673 Penn Tlte Chr. a Quaker i. Wks. (1726) 52:1 The
Uncliange.Gospel-Rule to Believers. X77X Lady Mary
Coke Jrnl. 13 Aug., The reason of the discontent of the
unquatity I^dys is that they were laugh'd at by the great

Ladys. i8a3 Bvron Age of Bronze xiv, Alas, the country I

how shall tongue or pen Bewail her now */«country gentle-

men? 18^ S. R. Maitland Eight Ess. 236 It was a whim
of the artist to sketch his subject in that occasional, uncom-
pany costume. 1880 Spectator 3 Jan. 9/2 Single women,
widows, and unbusiness men, are those on whom the blow
chiefly fell.

Other examples are uncurrency-style (1852), undining.
room (1845), unliousehold-noiue (1894), unsodeiy-people
(1898).

13. In OE. there are a few instances of un- with

verbal substantives in -ung^ as unbieisung, 'bros-

nungt unnultungj etc. None of these survive in

M !£., and new forms in -ing are rare ; untiming
occurs c 1250, uncunning c 1300, unknowing^
unpunishing e 1340. In the later language the

usage also remains rare, and in nearly all verbal

sbs. the prefix un- is Un-2j a few exceptions are

recorded here,

1538 Elvot, /»Wtf«/m,.. vnhauntinge of a place, 1598
Florio, Insepoltura^ the vnburying of one. Ibid.^ In-

generabilita^ vnbegetting^ ingenerabilitie. x6xz Florio,
Inconniuema^ an vnmoouing or not twinkling of Ihe eies.

1853 R. S. SuHTEES sponge's Sp, Tour iii, His sellings and
bis leturning, his lettings and his unlettings. 1886 Linskill
Haven under Hill Ixii, The great beauty which had been

to Ermengarde Salvain as a hurt and an unblessing. 1887

Daily Tel. 20 Dec. (Casseirs)i Why was this unowning of
the plays necessary?

14. In OE, the use of un- with verbs is limited

to formations from negative adjectives, as un-
cls&nsiaHy unrdlsian., untrumian from unclssne,

unrStyUntrum. (More commonly ^^- is prefixed,

as in geunclaensian, gennritan, etc.) This type

barely survived in ME., but un- began to be

sparingly prefixed to ordinary verbs, as untrowen
{a 1200) to disbelieve, untrusten {a 1235) to dis-

trust, unbelide not to happen, unbe not to be, and
similar formations are fairly common in the 16-

17th c, as unbecomCt unbefit, ttnbelieve^ unbeseem^
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uHcemprchend, unconcern, etc Many of these are

obviously suggested by the participial adjectives

{unhtcoming, etc.), vfhich are quite regular in for-

mation (see 10 above). The type is now rare, but
occasional examples occur.

«ii7S T'ztv^A Cent. Horn, ii8 Swa mucele swiSor him
biteri^ & unswctijeb alle ^as eorSHce l^ing. ri2o5 Lay.
11547 Vnhsle &xlde nasue5 bene king vnbalded {cxvj^ on-
balded]. IbiJ. 15037 pa |>at foic was icunien, l>a was be king
swiSe untruined [f 137S ontromed], a 1300 Maxitiiian 65
(MS. Dieby 86), Forfi min herte keldeji And mi bodi
ounbeldep.
1843 E. Jones Potms, Sens. ^ Event 71 But the world

unrecognized his visions of goodness. 1884 Lord R.
Chl*rch[ll in Pail MaU G. it Aug.io/x This measure.,
which, instead ofimproving the representation of the people,
would only fatally unrepresent the people. 1901 6*^ Jameses
Ciiz, 31 Dec. 12/2 On the ground that the state of trade
absolutely unwarrants it,

15. By confusion of thought, un- is sometimes
used redundantly, especially in the i6th and 17th

centuries, where a positive term is really intended.

For examples see undated (1637), iindifference

( ' 654). undifferency ( 1 583).

Un-, prefix 2, expressing reversal or deprivation,

representing OE. un-, on-,= OFris. und-, unt-,

tin-, end-, ont-, on-, MDu. and Du. oni-, OS. attl-,

OHG. ant-, int- (MHG. and G. ^«/-),Goth. ana-,
originally identical with And- prefix.

2. From OE. more than a score of reversive verbs

formed with un- (or its variant »»-) are recorded,

as uiMnJan, uncnyltan, undSn, unfealdan, un-
gyrdan, unhelian, unliican, etc. Some of these

were in common use ; others occur rarely or in

single instances. About half of the number (in-

cluding all those mentioned above) survived in

ME., and various new formations appear in texts

from the first half of the 13th century, v&unbenden,
undytten, unfasl(tt)en, unhaspen, unhitkn, un-
limen, unmensken, unsteken ; even at that date the

prefix is used with verbs which are not of native

origin. Similar formations from later ME. are

unbuckle, uncatch, unclench, uncover, unfetter,

unkevel, unsew, unshul, unwrap, unyoke. The
following are examples of obsolete ME. forms >—
unha'dien [OE. unhiidian"], to deprive of ecclesi-

astical orders ; unme'nsken [f. Memsk v.^, to

dishonour ; unro'ne [f. Kone w.], to make deso-

late ; hence unrontngness ; unteo'n [f. icon Tee
Z).! 6 b], to fall apart.

CitoK Lay. 13169 Buten he him plihte JjiEt he wolden vor3
lihtes vnb.idien [v.r. onhodij Costanz. Jttiti. 13174 par he
vnhadede his bro5er. a 1200 St. Marker. 14 Heanfunges
make'i ham wid heouenlich hir3 ant *unmenske& hamseolf
bimong eordlich men. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxviii, 7 For
))ai ete Jacob ilka lim, And *vnroned |>e stede of him.
Hid. Ivxii. 19 Hon ere l>ai made in vnronyngnesse ! a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. loi The fleyhs shal rotie from the bon,
llie senewes 'untuen everuchon.

b. In the i6th century new formations with un-
become very numerous and varied, and in the 1 7th

the prefix is used with much greater freedom than
is now possible. The lexicographers Florio and
Cotgrave constantly employ it in rendering Italian

words in dis- and s- and French words in de-, des-.

By this time the prefix had developed several varia-

tions of sense which are still current, and are
illustrated by modem examples in the following
sections.

3. In OE. most of the forms with un- have for

their second part a simple verb, either strong (as

un'nndan, unfealdan, unlican, etc.) or weak (as
uncnyltan, unddn, ung^ierwati, ungyrdan, etc.).

In either case the prefix denotes a simple reversal

ofthe action of the verb. Many of the new forma-
tions in ME. are of the same type, as unbend, un-
clench, uncover, unfasten, unhasp, unhide,unshiit,

etc., and additions to this class continue to be
freely made at all subsequent periods. In addi-

tion to the numerous examples entered as main
words, many others have been casually employed,
similar to those here illustrated.

Florio and Cotgrave make extensive use of this tj-pe, e. g.
Uttastony, viihrand, uncancel, unclumse, vnclutter, un-
comfass, uncurd, un/ester, unjloiv, etc. Ash gives vnbaste,
unmobte, unsolder, unsort, etc,

1865 Sat. Rev. 9 Sept. 330/2 A boisterous English captain
.. annexed them for a few weeks, and then had to 'unannex
'hero. i8381M«5. Maitlakd] Leit.fr. Madras (1843) 2^3
You had betrayed his intention.. .You tried to 'un.helray it

afterwards, . . but in vain. i86z De Morgan in Graves Life
Sir W.R. Hamilton (1889) IIL 576 My belief is, that if
you call h and k diflerentials, the community, .will 'uncall
them. !i774 Monody Death Goldsmith 13 G.'s Wks.
(1816) p. li, Thus some magician .. *Uncears the pond'rous
tombs. i88« PallMnllC. 22 Dec 2/2 When he has changed
his mind no power on earth can induce him to *unchange
It. 1888 J. C. Ambrose in Union Signal (Ctiicago) 19 Apr,
The first hard work . .on butter is to *unchurn it. 1891 M.
CoLi Cy Ross 12 Pull up for the night, 'uncinch the packs.
••» Simple Diphtheria 316 Is this leading circumstance.

.

sufficient tc make us *unclassify this disease? 1851 W. R.
Cbec Creed 0/Christendom xvi. 268 That everything done

84

is done irrevocably—that even the Omnipotence of God
cannot *uncoinmit a deed. x86o TfiOLLOrE Framley P.
xvii, Do no such thing, or you may too probably have to
•vincongratulate me again. 1775 Ash, * Uncrook.

.

, to

reduce from crookedness. 1868 E. Yates Rocks Ahead 111.

vii, 1 could hardly uncrook your fingers. 1808 B. Gregory
Side Lights 20^ He. .cannot possibly afford to *undecree
his own infallibility. 1885 S. Tromholt Aurora Borealis
II. 20 She looked as if she had never *undonned her funny
garb since I saw her last. 1825 Coleridge Aids Keji, (1848)

1. a88 To break this sensual charm, to *unfascinate these

bedazzled brethren. i8i8Cobbett Pol, Pee: XXXIII. 527
To unthink their present thoughts and *un^l their present
feelings ! x86a [W. Cooper] Yacht Sni/orxi, 142 The only
perfect self-acting fid I ever saw. .'fids* and '*unfids'

Itself. 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy II. 241, I have my
flax hair.. curled, plaited, frizzed, and again '^unfrizzed.

1891 Zangwill Bachelor's Club 35 His brow began to *un-
furrow itself. 1883 Century Mag. Oct. 946/2 We could see
them all busy *ungriping their lee boat. 1896 £. Berooe
Browning ^ Chr, Faith 180 It is not in him to *unhate his

hates. 1889 Blackw, Mag. Oct, 456 It was unprecedented
that, .a weak hysterical subject should, after bemg *unhyp-
notised, remain so long in prostrate exhaustion. 1844 Noad
Electricity [td. 2)69*Uninsulatingtheball, insulating it, and
then observing what change it had acquired. 1888 Jacobi
Printers' Vocab., * Uninterleave, to withdraw the sheets
which have been placed between printed work to prevent
set-off. 1839 J. Sterling Ess. ^ T. (1848) I. 327 Self is

lhus..dis.individuaUzed, *unisolated, rather universalized
and idealized. 1775 Ash, *Unjainh, .. to free from a
pressure between two bodies. 1900 Daily Nervs 7 Mar. 8/7
J'he gun..jammed less than any other machine gun, and
could be easily unjammed. 1888 Lees & Clutterbuck
B. C. xxviii. (1892) 314 Presently, .the monster had *unkilled
himself, .and swam happily away. x6ii Florio, /?;j;«^«-
tire, to *vnlie. 188a Ch. Times 10 Feb. 83 It is hardly
necessary to ' unlie ' the insinuation, as the French would
say. 1845 P. Parley's Ann. VI. 361 How long it took to
*unmat their hair. 1887 Pall MallG. 19 Oct. 2/1 To *un-
mesmerize all those Christians whom the devil has mesmer-
ized. 1809 Ann. Reg.y Chron, 339/2 For heaven's sake, do
not be *unmodelling my accounts again. 1817 Pettigrew
Mem, Lettsom II. 23a Let any person.. *unprejudice his
mind. 1844 Whewell in Life (1881) 308 Having puzzled
and *unpuzzled myself. 1889 Saintsbury Ess. Eng. Lit.

(1891) 31 You could play on Crabbe that odd trick. .and
*unrhyme him. x8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Dict.^ *Unslour^
to unlock, unfasten, or unbutton, i860 Nares Seaman-
ship 112 *Unsnatch and shift the mast rope. 1887 in

Vxo\^xt.xo Life 0/Bradshaw{\ZZZ) 78 Someone **unsported'
him with a dinner.knife. 1833 Eraser's Mag. Vlll. 309
It *unsquatted the incubus which so long oppressed me.
1856 J. Strang Glasgow

<J-
Clubs 395 To ^unswing a golden

fleece was a common trick. 1869 Abbot Shaks. Gram.
Pref., So far from training we are *untraining our under-
standing. 1896 Globe 19 Dec. 1/4 It would have been as
ea.sy to take the stripes as to *unwhip those boys.

4. A small number of OE. verbs in un- imply
removal or deprivation ; these end in -;a«, as

unhddian to deprive of orders, unhlidian to re-

move the lid from, uninsegUan to unseal, tin-

scSgian to unslioe. In ME, the type remains rare,

but occurs in uncUad, unclothe^ ttnhair. At a
later date it becomes more frequent, and is common
in modern use.
Florio is especially lavish in new formations which have

not obtained subsequent currency, as uublossom^ nnbrain,
vnbridge, uncheek, uncheese^ uncom^ uncorncr^ uuflank^
uiifriiige, ungarland, etc.

i88a R. G. Ingersoll, etc. Chr. Rclig. 44 Cradles would
be robbed, and women's breasts *unbabed. 1798 Ferriar
Illustr, Sterne \. 8 In like manner, *unbolster FaUtaff and
his wit will affect us less. 1836 T. Hook G. Gumey II. 260,
1 found the task of '*unbooting' one of much greater
difficulty than I had anticipated. x886 Pail Mall G.
2 Dec. 6 A native *unbraceleting or ungartering himself.
x6n Cotgr., Desbrodeguiner, to *viibuskin ; to plucke, or
draw, off buskins. 1831 Soc. Life Eng. ^ France 198 Some
subsequent attempts to unbuskin tragedy. x6ix Cotgr.,
Esctemi^ *vncreamed. x886 Pall Mall G. 28 Sept. 11/2
Adulterated or uncreamed . . milk. x8a6 Beddoes Let. to B.
Procter Poemfi (1851) 170 To rob him,—to *uncypress him
in the light—To unmask all his secrets. X874 S. Lanier
Poems, Corn 190 Discrowned, "^undaughtered, and alone.

1846 Lanoor Imag. Com: Wks. I, 144/2 'I'lie chalice of
poison,.. by which their own hands were..*undirked, and
paralysed. 1855 Bailey yi/)',r//c, etc, 127 He, to his fate
divine, *uneyes himself in vain. 1878 J. W. Reynolds
Supernal, in Nat. (1880) 4 To *unfaith men lakes from
ihem everything which can preserve from evil and lead to
good. 1859 Sala Gas-light ^ D. v. 62 He would.. run
down the doomed legislator.., and..*unrrank him on the
spot. x8a9 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 84 That the
man.. who goes to bed a freeholder, does not wake *un-
freeholded on the morrow, X79x Lady Hamilton in Gamlin
Romney (1894) 223 The little picture with the black hat,
I wish you would 'unfrill it. 1897 F. Thompson Sel. Poems
125 She.. Her hand *ungauntfets in mild amity. 1861
Tetuple Bar Mag, III. 197 A hand of light *Unjewellelh
the robe of night. i8ai Sporting Mag. IX. 51 Both were
*unmettled by fast work. 1804 Larwood No Gun Boats
10 Let England *unpoignard her Dwarf Assassins. 185a
R. Redgrave in Life iv. (iSgi) 83 Here we were disiobed
and *uns.ished. x888 ' B. Cane * flaunted Totoer J07 He
had 'unspiled the water-cask, 1865 Wilberforce in Life
(1S82) III. 189 If he did not *unsurplice his choir and
degrade his service to their Dissenting level. 1839 Hood
Lines to Friend at Cobham iii. Of hen and cock you'll have
a stock. And death will oft *unthrob 'em. x8o8 E. S.

hAKRETT Miss-led Genera1 6gWe must either embowel them,
or they will "untripe us. X889 Talmage Serm. 28 Apr., God
is not dead. The chariots are *unwheeled.

b. A modification of this sense is that of freeing^

or releasing from something. This appears in

ME, in unfetter^ unkevel, unyoke^ although in

origin these may be simply reversive. In the later
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period the type has also become common, and is

very largely represented from the close of the

1 6th century.
Florio and Cotgrave afford numerous examples, as un-

barb., unbit, unbunch, itnchaffy uncrupper^ ungravcly un-
hunger, etc.

1899 T. S. MooRE Vinedresser 74 His sword fell noisy to
the ground While he *unbrooched his cloak. 1888 F. H.
Stoddard in A ndover Rctu Oct., [Matthew] Arnold has *un.
Coleridged criticism. 1839 in Marindin Lett. Ld. Blach-
ford (1896) 57, I can't fancy any more magnificent practice
for a fidgety person who wanted to be *unfidgeted. X839
Bailey Festus 118 When heaven's light Pours itself on
the page, .. ''unglooming all its miglity meanings. x868
Earl Clarendon in Life <5- Lett. (1913) II. xxiii. 355, 1

wish he were *unhandcuffed from the party with which he
can have no sympathy. x88i Chcq. Career 335 *Unhobble
the spare horses. x888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab., *Unlead,
to take out the leads from leaded matter. 1814 Scott IVav.
Ivi, *Unplaid yourself on the first opportunity, 1840 R. H,
HoRNE Gregory VII^ iv. v. 74 It is hi-s change That
hath *unscarfed mine eyes. 1800 Naval Chron. IV. 523
The labourers .. *unshored the St. Joseph .. in the great

dock. 1878 A. H. Markham Gi. Frozen Sea xviii. 257
' Woolwich ' was also ' *unsnowed ', xB^a Regul. ff Jnstr.
Cavalryw.^-^ Themen-.strapand *unswivel their carbines.

a\^%% Lisle Husb. (1757) 387 If it is impracticable to
accomplish both, the oats should be left *unthistled rather
than the barley. X897 Mary Kingslev W. Africa 280 To
devote the rest of his evening., to *unthorning himself. 1845
T. W, CoiT Puritanism ^yj *Untrammeling human opinion
and human will. 1815 T. Shuffleton Amat. Wks. 116
"Unzone the veil ! produce the prize Which long has
charm'd my roving eyes I

6. The use of un- to denote the removal or ex-

traction (forcibly or otherwise) of a person or

thing from a place or receptacle occurs in the

14th cent, in tmhouse^ and later in unbody^ unearlkf
but does not become prominent till the beginning

of the 17th, when Florio and Cotgrave afford

many examples. In a few instances the sense

passes into that of releasing or setting free from
confinement, as in uncage, or of revealing to others,

as in unbosom.
Among the instances occurring in Florio and Cotgrave aie

unaeriCf unbencli, unborough, vnl^rake, unbranch^ un-
chamber^ unchest, iinfumacc, etc,

1865 E. BuRRiTT li alk to Lanifs End 275 Then he *un-
basketed our dinner. 1897 Outing XXIX. 491/1 The
request that a number of soldiers be sent back to *unbog
the wagon. x8aa W. Tennant Tkajte ofFife vi. xxiii, He
..had *uncav'd his jars to heave their spirits up, 1883 H.
Drummond Nat. Laiv in Spir. W. \. (1884) 30 To do that,

and rest in the contemplation, it has first to *uncentury it-

self. 1859 Sala Tiv, round Clock (1861) 228, I fear the
awful committee that. .can *unclub a man for a few idle

words inadvertently spoken. 1870 T, W. Higginson Army
Life 19s She shouted with delight at being suddenly *un-
cnbbed and thrust into her little scarlet cloak. X851 G. W.
Curtis Nile Notes xxm. 112 The cavalcade was magically
*undonkeyed, the savages.. tumbled off, while their beasts
were yet in full motion. x888 Public Opinion 29 June 811
Hearing that a mammoth had been unearthed, or rather
*uniced, near the mouth of the Lena. X883 Daily Ne7vs
18 Sept. 3/3 Until the furniture and other articles.. stored
hastily .. have been *unstored and examined. 1846
Landor Imag. Com: Wks. II. 45/1 All her wars for six

hundred years have not done this; and the first trumpet
will *untrance her. 1884 Lmv Rep. 12 Chanc. Div. 631 No
offence was committed until the pigs were *untrucked, and
the appellants had . .no part in untrucking them.

b. In some formations belonging to this type

un- is prefixed to a word either denoting the thing

lemoved or the action of removal ; in the latter

case the sense of the prefix passes into that of out.

Kxamples of these uses are :

—

1598 Florio, Sbacciellare,.. to vngraine,or take out of the
cods. 1611 Cotgr., Escerner, to vnkeinell; to take or cut
a thing cleane out of the round place wherein it was. X877
'i ALMAGE.SV?7//. 316 Heit IS wbo uudirks the lightning from
the Storm cloud.

6. In OE. the fact or process of depriving
a person or thing of a certain quality or
property was not expressed by the reversive w«-,
but by verbal formations based on adjectives

already having the negative prefix (see Un-^ 14),

Unable^ appearing towards the end of the 14th
cent., may still belong to this type, but from the

middle of the i6th century forms become frequent

in which the prefix is clearly the reversive un-, em-
ployed both with adjs. and sbs. Both types are

largely represented in Florio, and to a less extent

in Cotgrave. a. When the formation has an adjec-

tival base, the adjective may be used in its simple

form, or with the suffix -en.

Examples from Florio and Cotgr. of the simple adj. form
are unbald, unbig, uncorrect, undizzy, ungiddy^ unhoar,
etc. I and of forms in -en, unfaiien, ungrcaicn, vnmoisten,
unsharpen unthicken, unweakcn.
1888 RusKiN in Pall Mall C. 27 Oct. 5/2 Rosalind is

extremely glad to get her face *unbrowned again. 1893
Cohnnbus (Ohio) Dispatch 19 Sept., They found., the shops
ill-regulated and the Frenchmen *un-Frenched. 1827 Hark
Guesses (1859) 488 You may abuse and misuse: you cannot
"ungood, X747 E. PosTON Pratler I. 223 Thy Brother,.
almost had the Name undone, And almost did *ungiand it.

1825 SouTHEY Let. to Mrs. S. 7 July, Fre.'.hmen are called

greens, and a ceremony was (and perhaps is) used in *un
greening them. i8a7 O'Connell Let. in Daily Ncivs 17
Dec. (18S8) 3/6, I will "un-Orange IreLind. 1887 Browning
Parleyings, F. Furini i, Straight your bag *Unplumped



UN-.

itself. i8a6 Scott 19 Mar. in Croker Papers, If you *un-
scotcb us you will find us damned mischievous Englishmen.

b. Substantives are similarly employed without
ending.
Florio has a number of examples, as unbridey imcitizen^

uncoward^ undoctor^ undwar/^ etc. Casual formations are
frequently employed by Fuller, as wtcardinai^ nnchaplain^
UHcityt uiimartyr^ etc.

1867 Sir ). Y. Simpson in Duns Menu xiv. C1873) 482
Often I wish I could *unbaro!iet myself. 1839 J. D,
CoLKRiDGB in Life Ld. Coleridge (1904) I. 71 Herman
Merivale *unbeared himself for hve minutes. x8oo Mack-
intosh in R. Hail's IVks, (1832) VI. 129 They ought not to
•uncitizen Tom Paine. 1797 SIrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar
Girl (1813) V. 94 Recollections, unsupported by proofs,
could neither *uncountess her nor rob her of the adoration
her beauty excited. 1857 Heavysege Saul (1869) 145 It
me *unfiends to see and listen to him. z86o Reade Sih
Commatuini. 24 It would be *nefas' to "ungenius our
geniuses. 1889 Talmace Serm. in yoice (N. Y.) 31 Oct.,
Every day there are Samsons *ungianted. 1B70 C Sv,
Collins Anc. Classics for Eng^ Readers^ Virg, 182 An
occasional burst of tears on ^neas's part would not have
•unheroed him in our estimation one whit. 1839 J. Rogfrs
Antipcpcpr. i. \ 7. 87 They unavoidably fancy all other
kirks to be no real or right kirks at all, *unkirking them.
i860 Milman in Archaeol. XXXVIII, 22 The remedy
applicable to the condition of the Marches of Mercia and
Wales ¥fas..to reduce and, so far, *unmarch them, 1865
J. Grotk Explor. Philos. i. 229 This,, is described first as
seeing nature in ma5querade,and then as *unmasquerading
her. 1877 E. FitzGerald Lett, (1S89) I. 408 Thence I
lately took down Mr. I^well's (I have proposed to *w«-
tnister him too). Lowell's Essays. 1870 C Reade Put
yourself in his Place I, v. 68 The hair, not in ropes—yet
not so as to cord the mass, and^unsaiin it quite. 1890
ChattiB. Jrttl. 21 June 387/2 To break her spirit, and *un-
shrew her into somebody s very humble servant. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv. 75 Our Watch would without more
ado be utterly •unwatcht.

C. From sbs. (rarely from adjs.) there are

numerous fonnations in -{i]/y, and from both sbs.

and adjs. in -ize. Other endings, as -a/tf, are less

usual.
(a) 1857 pUFFERiN Leie. High Lai. viii. 201 The idea

of fog and ice in the month of June seemed so completely
to *uncockneyfy us. 1834 Southey Doctor vi. (1848) 107
Unipsefjjing and *uncgofying the ipsissimus Ego. 1837
Darwin in Life ( 1 887) 1. 282, I think my silicified wood has
'unflintified ftlr. Brown's heart. i88a Sala Atiier. Eevis.
(1883) 241 A city on a scale of vastnos which Sesostris,
could he ' *unmummify' himself, might admire. 1866
Rl'skin Eth. Dust 36 What will you gain by *unper.sonify-
ing it? 1858 Faber Eoot 0/ Cross iiSj2) 231 Why should
she stay her devotion, or *unsimplify her worship?

(6) 1883 Atnerican VII. 117 Foreign interests and alien
population tend to *un-Americanize the place, 1895
spectator 23 Nov. 731 The author scarcely deserves
to be *unanonymised. i860 Reade 8th Contmandm, 335A noble international measure that., would have done much
to 'unbohemianize writers. 1891 W. S. Xavls Shibboleths
1S6 A certain number of the clergy. . wished to *unclericalize
themselves. 1876 N. Amer. Rev. Oct. 255 I ts consequence
was to 'undemocratize the Democratic party. 1871 Proctor
Light .S'c;V«c*338Topluralize some of the objects,., to *un-
dualize others. 1870 Standard 34 Nov., If the *unequalis.
ing process is to Iw carried any further. 1882 St. Jojttes*
Gaz. 2j) Mar. 3/1 We are invited to view. .the Fenians *un-
fenianized. 1830 Pussy Hist* Enq. 11. 392 The great body,
which their excellent predecessors had endeavoured to *un-
formularize. 1898 Bodley France I, i. i. 67 German inter-
marriages have *un-gallicised the Swedish dynasty. 185s
Bristeu Five Yrs. Eng. Univ. (cd. 2) 343 Unmanning and
*UD-gentlemantzing themselves to any extent. 1898 Bodlev
France I. i. iv. 222 As for the Alsacians, France took little

pains to *un-germanize them. iBs^ Blackw. Afag. LXXIV,
loi A hero, with out-staring eyes,.. is sadly *unheroised,
a 1876 Ht. Martineau Antobiog, (1877) II. 287 I^t us "un-
individualize ourselves. 1875 Shalders tr. CodeCs Coitim,
Luke I. 386 Jesus desired, .to reclaim the people, and pre-
vent their being still more *unjudaized. x86a I)e Morgan
in Graves Li/e Sir IK R. Hamilton (1889) III. 571 He
had., to back out of infinitesimals, in order to *unleibnitize
his system. 1874 H. Bushnell Forgiveness ^ Lam iv. 222
To 'unlocalize, universalize, and make victorious the great
salvation. 18^ G. S. Faber Inquiry 48 The paradoxical
vineyard of "unmanicheaniscd Manichcism, ifUl4 Stough-
lON Reti^, in Eng. I. 337 How could it, without *un-
methodismg Methodism? 1833 R. H. Froude Rem. (1838)
I. 332 To.. un-ProtesIantise, *un-Miltonise them. 1W5
Masson Carlyle xi. ^l Mystics he could make nothing of
except by "unmyslicising them. 1833 Blackw. Mag.
XXXIV. 54oSuch a taste IS there to vulgarize, to^unpoetlze
nature. 1852 Smeuley X. Arundel xx\x. 3\^ It will take
me longer to *unpuppyise myself than I was aware of. 1889
Times 23 Feb. 7/1 His great anxiety was to *unradicalize
himself, 184a Blackw. Mag. LI. 163 The effect produced,
..was, if the expression may be allowed, to 'unrcvelationize
revelation. 185J C. Wordsworth Occas. Serm. IV. 14
England romani7cd Ireland: and England ought to *un-
lomanize iL 188$ Cornh. Mag. Mar. 271 Some of the
chauntin^ was rather fine, but the orchestral accompaniment
was decidedly *unsolemnising. 1899 R. Wallace Geo.
Buchanan iv. 70 Had he been all his detractors call him, that
would not have *unstoicized him. 1854 Faber Growth in
Holiness x. (1872) 163 Human respect 'unsupernaiurnlizes
actions which are good in substance. 185a Lewis Meth.
Observ, <5- Rtcis. in Pol. \. 96 There are numerotis influences
at work to *untechnicalize it. 1873 J. Skinner Let. in Li/e
xvu(i884) 318 Those mad attempts to *untheoIogize (if I
may coin a word) the language of theology.

7, With rare exceptions, the OE. verbs in ««- are
transitive, and this has always remained the pre-
vailing use. In ME,, however, intransitive uses
of some common words are found, as unbend^
undosey unlouky and in casual formations as un-
body* In the later language the usage increases
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to some extent (as in unfold^ etc.), but is chiefly

confined to words having some currency.
Florio employs imday, uudebt, undroop, uftsicken, un-

sivell. The following are rare modern instances.
i8i6 CoLMAN Br. (,ri/is, Champernoune ii, His courtiers

swore. .They'd broil a pope to keep a place. So all un-
papalized apace. 1831 Tkelawny Adv. Younger Son II.

113 Look at him, he is unturbaning! 1863 Helps Org.
Daily Life 108 The organization grinds on,, .and it is very
difficult to make the thing ungriml

8. Verbal substantives, participial adjectives, and
agent-nouns are naturally formed from verbs in

un- as from simple verbs. These forms begin to
appear in the 14th century, and become common
in the later language.
Many of the past pples. and ppl. adjs., as unbent^ unbound^

undressed, unfastened, etc., coincide with formations in
which the prefix^ is Un-', and the distinction in meaning is

not always sufficiently clear to admit of an absolute separa-
tion between the forms. Either prefix is normally un-
stressed in all participial formations used predicatively, but
commonly receives the main stress when employed attribu-
tively, as an u'nbent bow, an u'nbound book.

9. The redundant use of un- is rare, but occurs
inOE. unliesaHy and ME. unloose, which has suc-
ceeded in maintaining itself. Later instances are
unbare^ unsolve^ vnstrip (i6-i7th cent.), and the
modem dialect forms timmpt{y)y unrid, unthaw
(also locally uneave).
For occasional misuses of un- see unloaden, unratiked.
ITn, sb. An instance of the negative prefix Un- '.

1650 B. Discolliminium 7 It was a thousand pities those
two Un*s were put in.

Un, 'un 1, later dial. f. Hin(e pers. pron. * him '.

1633 B. JoNSON Tale Tub\. iv. Pup. He is high Constable,
And who should reade above un, or avore "hun? 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vi. ii, AUworthy is a queer dog, and
money has no effect o' un. 1785 [see Hin(e). xSai Scott
Kenilw. xi, 'And what if I did see un, Master Crane?'
replied Jack Hostler. i8«5- in dial, glossaries, etc. iEtig,
Dial. Diet. s.v. En).

Un, 'Iin2, dial. f. Onzpron, (senses 32 and 24).
i8«i Scott Kenilw. x\\. Here's a gentleman.. has given

Sir Hugh a draught that is worth twenty of yon un. 1859
Geo. Eliot A. Bede xx, ' It [a rose] smells very sweet,' he
said ; * those striped uns have no smell '.

Un, obs. form of Ois prep.^ dial, f. And conj.

Una (y«na). [From the name of the first boat
of the kind brought from America to England in

'85.?-] A catboat. Also altrib,

1878 D. Kemp i}/<zff. Yacht Sailing xvi. 171 In less than
a year there was a whole fleet of Unas at Cowes. Ibid.

174 The Cowes Una boat of the present time. 1880 G. C.
Davies Pract. Boat Sailittg 42 The mast is more inboard
than the real Unas. 1889 E. F. Knight Sailing 36 The Cat
or Una rig is generally preferred by the Americans.
Unabandoned, />/. a. (Un-» 8.) 1745 Young Refl.

Public Sit. Kingd. 107 Which honest counsels never fail to
fix In favour of an unabandon'd land.

t Unaba'Sed, ///. a^- Obs, Forms: 5 un-
abaiste, Sc. -abasit, -yt, 6 Sc, onabasit, un-
abaset [Northeru and Sc. var. Unabashed a.]

Undauntetf.
?ax4oo Morte Artk, 1378 Sir Boys vnabaiste alle he

buskes hyme a-gaynes. CX470 Henry tVallace ii. 48 He
vnabasyt, and noclit gretlie agast, Vpon the hed ane with
the steing hitt he. 1513 D0UGI.AS ^neid vi. iv. 54 Eneas
vnabasit..FoIlowis his gyde. Ibid. xi. xvL 12 Opis. .on-
abasit did bebald the ficht. 1596 Dalrymplb tr. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. II. 437 At the altar he stude vnabaset without
a I feir.

Unabased, ///. «.» (Un.» 8.) 1659 Gaijden Tears Ch,
III. iv. 374 They easily preserved the doctrine of Christian
Religion uncorrupted,. .the reverence of Religion unabased.

t TTnabasedly, adv. Sc. Obs, Forms : 4-5
un-, onabasytly, 5 wn-, unabaaitly (6 -lie),

wnabayssitly, 6 unabaisitly (-lie), [f. Un-
abased ppi. a.^ + -LY ii.] Danntlessly, boldly.
1375IUJIB0UR Bruce vi. ao Var he nocht outrageous hardy,
He had nocht swa vnabasitly Sa smcrtly seyn his avantage.
^14*5 Wyntoun Cron. v. xi. 3032 He Wnabasitly maid
entre..Wntierc erd to t'c dragoune. 1501 Douglas Pal.
Hon. III. xxviii, Vnabasitlie this campioun saw I gang In a
deip cisterne, and thair a lyoun sleuch. 1573 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxx'ix. 35c) He..stoutlie tuik on hand Richt vn-
abasitlie all that gait to gang.
Unabashable, a. (Un- » 7 b.) 1848 Landor Exam.

Shaks.Wks. II. 290 It must be an unabashable man that
ever shook his sides in their company. 1871 Lever Ld,
Kilgobbin xiv, He is the most unabashable villain in Europe,

Unabashed 'z^nabK-Jt),/^/. a. [Un-18.] Not
abashed ; bold, undaunted ; not disconcerted or
put out.

1571 Goi.DiNG CalvinM Ps. xxvii, i If wee dare not with
unabashed minde set bim ageinste all oure enemies. 1^93
Warner Alb. Eng. viii, xl. 177 Shee vnabashed, mounting
now the Skaffold, theare attends The faiall Stroke. 1728
Pope Dune. 11. 147 Earless on high, stood unabasb'd De
Foe. X77a Priestley Inst. Relig, (1782) II. 104, I.. shall

show an unabashed.. countenance. 1851 Mrs. Browning
Casa Guidi IVind. 11. 749 Fix thy brave blue English
eyes on mine. .With unabashed and unabated gaze. 1891
Farrar Darkn. <5- Dawn xxxii. Detected in their theft, the

priests were still unabashed.

Hence Unaba'shedly adv,
1800 Talmage in Voice (N. Y.) 13 Feb., We go easily and

unabashe<lly into sin.

Unaba'table, (z. (Un-' 7 b.) 1837 Carlyle Fr. Riv. i.

III. iv, The wise man.. sees.. all the symptoms he has ever

met with in history,— »Mabateable by soothing Edicts.

UNABLE.
Unaba-ted, ///. a. (Un-^ 8.)
?a 1611 Bkal'm. & Fl. l-pur Plays in One Wks. 1912 X.

296 Behold a princess.. playing here the slave, To keep her
husbands greatness unab.ited. 1676 Hobbes Iliad xix. 295,
I think yet Another time for Feast had better been ;. .whilst
yet unabated is my Spleen. 1781 Giubon Decl. ^ F. xxxi.
(1787) in. 194 The king of the Goths.. still advanced with
unabated vigour. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Ca«////a III. 393Mrs. Arlbery felt provoked to find his power thus unabated.
1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxv, For three days and three
nights the gale continued with unabated fury. 1857 Buckle
Civtliz. I. viL 456 For nearly fifty years the movement has
continued with unabated speed.
Hence Unaba*tedly adv.
tS»8CARL\LE Misc. (1857) I. 132 Theychaumiiig unabat-

edly her extreme deficiency in personal charms. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 27 July 5/1 The war would be carried on un-
abatedly until something more tangible in the way of terms
was proposed.

Unabating,///; a, (Un-1 lo.)
1^68-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1S34) II. 103 That unabating

activity, that serenity. . which are characteristics of a perfect
disciple. 1779 Hekvey Nav. Hist. II. 165 The fleet
remained ignorant of what had happened, and the fight was
continued with unabating warmth. 1831 D. E. Williams
Life^ Corr. Sir T. Lawrence II. 264 Ihe whole of which
time he appeared in unabating spirits, and with not the
slightest appearance of weakness, 1894 Daily News 5 Sept.
5/6 His unabating zeal for the Irish cause.

Hence Unat)a'tiiig'ly adv.
1793 Minstrel I. 174 The storm continued unabatingly.
Unabbreviated,///, a, (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1805

TooKK Purley it. viii. 498 Without taking. . into our language
the same unabbreviated verb. 1886 Athinxum 27 Nov.
714/1 Many of the 'points' in the narrative have been
selected for printing without their context, but unabbrevi-
ated. Unabhorred,///,fl[. (Un.»8.) 1608 Sylvester tr.

Mathieu^ Mem. Mortality i. Ixxx, Th' art loih to leave the
Courts Delights, Devices Where None lives long vnbrav'd,
or vnabhorred. Unabiding,///, rt. (Un-Iio.) £r 1430
Life St, Rath. {1884) 49 To see what medes and rewardes
Jiay be Jjat crist geueth 10 hyse seruauntys for I'esevnabyd-

Jmg thynges. 1840 Froldk Nemesis ff Faith 226 Mark-
iam*s new faith fabric had been reared upon the clouds of
sudden violent feeling, and no air castle was ever of more
unabiding growth. Unabi'dingly adv. (Un-' 11), Un-
abi'dingness (Un-' 12). 1847 Webster.

t Unabi*lity. Obs, Also5-6unabilite,6-itie,
-itye; 6-7 unhabilitie, 6 -habylytee, *SV. wn-
habilietie, [Un-1 i 2, after OF. inhabilii^{i^\.h. c.)

or med.L. inhabilitas Inability.] The quality of
being unable; inability, Freq. const.ytir, ^, /<?, etc.
c 1400 A^l, Loli, aS per ontrowj>, and vndisposicoun,

and vnabilite to reseyue. 1509 Fisher Serm. Wks. (1876)
268, I knowe well myne vnworthynes & vnhabylytees to
this so grete a mater, 1565 STAPLETON^^or/r. Aa/M 122b,
S. Basill excuselh him selfe of vnabilite to extoll sufficiently
the vocation of couent Monkes. 1617 R. Wilkinson Bar^
wick Bridge 31 The highest stile of praise is to professe our
unabiUty of expressing. 1644 Quarles Barnabas ^ B.
(1651) 223 Thy unability for the work prophesies the im-
possibility of the reward. 1711 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS,
Comm. Ai3p. V. 152 They alleadge for their justification an
unability in stopping the foe. 1769 in Cath. Rec, Soc.
Publ. (1914) XIV. 149 Not admitting any Solace but when
constrain'd by an absolute Unability.
Una'bject, a, (Un-1 7.) 1850 Leigh Yixi^t Antobiog.

xxv. III. 269 Such bumble, yet un-abject, and truly reli-

gious souls, as cannot accept unintelligible and unworthy
ties of conscience. Unablu'red,///. a. (Un-1 8.) 1549
Latimer 7/A Serm, bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 189, 1 wyl aduyse
you fyrst..to abiureal your fryendes, all your fnndeshipe,
leaue not one vnabiured.

Unable (yn^'-b'l), a. Forms : a. 4-7 unhable,
(6 Sc, wnhable, unhabil). ^. 4- unable, 5 un-
abille, -abyll(e, -abuU, 5-6 unabil(l; 5 onable,
6 -abil. [Un-I 7 -^ Able «., after OF, inhabik or

L. inhabilis Inhabile a. Cf. MDn. onabel,']

L Not able, not having ability or power, lo do or
perform (undergo or experience) sometbing speci-

fied. (Chiefly of persons.)
a. C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 422 Al ^>es l^at ban chircbis

aproprid faylen of J>is trewe seruyss herfore, & Jjus (>ei ben
vnhable to preye, but preyen ajen J^er oune hed, 155J
Latimer Serm. Cosp. vi. 190 'Jhe person of the Church is

ignoraunt and unhable to teach the word of God. 1590
Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 23 Vnfit he was for any worldly thing
And eke vnhable once to stirre or go. 1596 Ibid. vi. i. 16
Me first he tooke, vnhable to withstond.

/J. 1382 WvcLiP Isaiah xl. 20 The stronge tree, and the
vnable to roten ches the wise craftes man. c 1420 Lvdg.
Ballad Commend. Our Lady 15 Alas I unworthy I am and
unable To love suche oon. f 1470 Henry Wallace vii. 119
My witt vnabill is To runsik sic, for dreid I say ofi" myss.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 98 Thou shake make thy
selfe vnable to ryse and growe in goostlynesse. 1598 Yong
Diana 57 To tell you now the life, that I ltd in his absence,

..my toong is far vnable. 1651 Hobbes /.ft'/a/Z^. 11. xxx.
181 Many men.. become unable to maintain themselves by
their labour. 1700 Prior Carm. SccxxvCx^ Lost in trackless

Fields of shining Day, Unable to discern the Way. 1774
GoLDSM. Nat. Hist, \\iit) III. 402 As they are unable
to escape by flight, the hunters. .easily overpower them.
1836 Thirlwall Greece III. xvii. 3 The Persian governor,

unable to hold out, and disdaining to surrender, set fire to

the town. 189s Fakrar Darkn. ^ Dawn xx, Panting with
wrath, he was unable even to return the greeting of Nero,

b. Const, for or to (with sbs.).

(a) 1456 Sir G. Have Larv Arms (S.T.S.) 100 Gif he be
ane unworthy persone, and unhable tharto,..ne degradis
him. a 1470 H. Parker Dives 9f Paufer (W. de W, 1406)
V. xviii. 22o/i Though his woodnes passe yet he is yrreguler
8t unable to goddes aulter. 1513 i^ife Henry V C1911) 83
The Kinge his father, who at tnut time was lymtted, was
vnable to the charge of the realnie.

5-3



UNABLE.
(A) X568 Graftom ChrcH, II. 383 He was maymed with

the stroke ofan horse in his youth, and so made unhable for

the governaunce of the Realme, 1598 Grenkwey J'acitus^

Ahh. I. i. (1622) 2 Agrippa they accounted .. yoong, and
raw in state matters ; vnable for so great a charge. x668
WiLKiNS Real Chnr, 11. i. §4. 41 Either by restoring what
vs. due, or by being rendred unable for it. 18^1 Chambeks
Pep. Rhymes Scot/, (1870) 76 She could not spin at all, and
found herself quite unable for tt.

to. Used attributively with to following the

noun. 06s. rare,
1560 PiLKiNGTOM Expos. Agfcus ( 1 562) 59 An unable priest

to teach, is good to nothinge in that kynde of lyfc or minis-

Icrye. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. xii. (1912) 80 Those
troblesome effects.. be not the faults of love, but of him
that loves ; as an unable vessel to beare such a licour.

€ 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) II. 141, 1 stand an
unable man to determine of either opinion.

d. Not knowing, ignorant. rare~~^.

a x^ai EusDEH in Addison*s Cato A.'s Misc. Wks. 1721 I.

267 Silent we stand, unable where to praise.

2. Of persons : Lacking ability in some implied

respect; incompetent, inefiicient,

1395 PtJRvEY Remonstr. (1851) 112 It is gouernid by
symonient bisshopis and vnable curatis. 1407 William op
Thorpe in Foxe A. ff M, (1570) I. 648/2 These vnable

priestes haue bene, and yet are, and shalbe, chiefe cause of

rstilence of men. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. (1811) 548 Weale
wote, and knowlege, and deme myselfe to be and haue

ben vnsuffycj'ent and vnable and also vnprofytable. 1544
Betham Precepts War i. cxcviii. I vj b, To sende forth

thj*ne vnable souldyours..to be as a bayte..to thyne ene-

myes. i6ia Brinsley Lud. Lit. p iv, This indeuor.-lhus
vndertaken by me the vnablest of m.iny thousands. x668

R. Steele Husband/nans Calling v. (1672) 139 What if I

leave a shiftless wife, and unable children behind me ? 1710

Shaftesb. Chewac.^ Adv. Author (1737) 1. 224 The greatest

actions lose their force, and perish in the custody of unable
and mean writers, a 1774 Goldsm. Hist. Greece II. 167

No hopes of succour from such unable protectors. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits^ Manners r 8, 1 hesitated to read and
threw out for its impertinence many a disparaging phrase
..about poor^ thin, unable mortals. 1877 Owkn VVellesley's

Desp. p. xxvii, What would become of the system in »^«able
bands?

b. Of faculties, actions, etc. : Characterized by
want of ability ; inefficient, inefTectual.

1387-8 T.UsK Test. Love Ml. i. (Skeat) 1. 171 Ifany thing
be insufhcient or els mislyking, wyte that the leudnesse of
myne unable conning, ct^oo Maundev. (1839) xxxi. 315, I

. . have ben . . at many a faire Dede of Armes (alle be it that
I dide none my self, for myn unable insufhsance). 1584
Constable Diana vii. vi, A dombe restraint Breakes forth
in teares from mine unable mind. 1633 Cowley Constantia
fif Philetus To Kdr. ii, As shee my vnabler quill did guide,
Her briny teares did on the paper fall, a 1699 J. Beau-
mont /^jyrAtf XXL Ixxv, I. .see thee more By this unable and
denying Sight, Than they tetc.]. 1795 Burkk Abridgm,
Eng. i^iist.^ Wks. 1842 II. 523 Vorti?ern.. opposed a mix*
tute of timid war and unable negociation.

f 3. a. Of persons: Incapable of, not qualified for,

some position. Obs,
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 465 pat pope J)at faylilr heere

o|«r for kunnyng or for wille is vnhable to take to pope &
lede his floe. 1390 Cower Conf. Ill, 202 His nase of and
his lippes bothe He kutte, for he wolde him lothe Unto the
poeple and make unable, 1426 Lydg. De Gutl Pilgr. 5108
But I sawh ther in presence, Sonune pressen to the table
That wer vnworthy & vnhable,

f b. Of things : Unfit or unsuitable for some
purpose. Obs.
1390G0WER Conf. III. 104 Which of the poeple be for-

lete^As lond desert that is unable. For it mai noglit ben
habitable. c\^^ Pallad. on Huso, i. 222 Diuide hit thus;
that fatte & benng, able, Let plowe hit vp, & leef the lene,
vnable, Couert in woode. 1444 Maldon (Essex) Rcc, Liber
•A.'foL32 b,Item, that no bocher sle, neselle, none vnhable
BesslL

1 4. a. Not able to be (done) ; impossible. Obs.
c 1400 Destr, Troy Prol. 46 How goddes foght in the filde,

folke as ^i were. And other errours vnable J^at after were
knowen. That iwyetis of prise have preuyt vntrew. XS48
Geste Pr. Masse 78 The wyche, as it is an attempte too
unreasonable and unable, so passynge wycked, presumptu-
ouse and detestable. 1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 512
How unabill it salbe to the nobilitie. .alwayis to abyde and
continew at Court,

t b. Awkward ; unlucky, Obsr''^

157* Satir. Poems Reform. xxxL 04 Sen Fortoun, with
a Keill, Hes wrocht thame ane vnabiil charr.

6. Lacking in physical ability or strength; in-

capable of much bodily exertion; weak, feeble.

In later use .5V.

1577 B, GooGE HereshacVs Hush, in, (1586) 144 b, Hee
waxetb feeble, and vnable, before he bee sixe yeeres aide.
1591 Shaks. I Hen. K/, iv. v. 4 When saplesse Age, and
weake vnable limbes Should bring thy Father to his droop-
ing Chaire. i6ax Burton Anat. Mel, m, iii. i. ii, I haue an
old grimme sire to my husband as bald as a gourde, as little
and as vnable as a child. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. JV. T.
Matt. XXV. 46 This doth not extend to condemn Infants
or poor unable persons for not doing what they could not.
1764 Goldsm. Hist Eng. in Lett. (1772) I. 168 Though
unable by disease, yet they recompensed the defect by
valour. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xv. Those unarmed and
unable Mephibosheths, that are sure to be a burden to
every one that takes them up. 1858-61 J. Brown Horx
Su6s, (1863) 163 No one could have suffered from.. the
misery of an unable body. 1896 Crockett Grey Man iv,
He., was ever thereafter unable of his legs,
fransf. i6oi Yarincton Two Lament. Trag. i. iL in

Uullen O. PI. IV, We do assure us of your love And care
to guide his weake unhable youth In palhes of knowledge.
X607 Heywood Worn. Killed lu. Kindn. (1617) Cab, Sir
I accept It, and remaine indebted Euen to the best of my
vnable power.

36

t Una'ble, v. Obs, Also 5 unabyl, 6 -abill

;

5-6 unhable. [Un- 2 6 a, or f. Unable a.]
'

1. Irans, To render unable, to unfit or incapaci-

tate, to do something. Sometimes spec, in La7v :

To make legally incapable.

C1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. I. 147 Myche more shulde

worldely lordship unable men now to take J>is Goost, c 1400

Destr. Troy 0423 He woundit hyni wickedly in his wale

face. And vnablit after with angur to fight, a 1470 Hard-

ing ChroH,Q.\M\\. iii, This Edmond thelder soonne of Kyng
Henry, Broke backed and bowbacked bore, Wasvnabled tcj

haue the monarche. 15^7-9 Jewel Dcf. Apol. (i6ii) 195

Then doth it [tlie vow] not of necessitie and fine force vnable

a man to contract Matrimonie. 1613 Sherley Trav. Persia

32 The eldest son of the King remained at the Court of his

father, adininistring all that, which his fathers defect of

light vnabled him to doe. 1640 Habington Edw. /K, 67
They.. had been unabled to pay their usuall tribute to the

King, a 1774 Goldsm. Hist. Greece I. 207 Until both were
utterly unabled to withstand the smallest efforts of foreign

invasion.

refl.cx-^ Wyclif Wks. (i88o) igi pei vnablen hem self

to do l>e office of prestis. c 1380— Serm. Sel. Wks. 1 \. 36 pre

ordris in Cristis tyme unabhden hem to be of t>is rewme,

b. Const, to (or of) an action, office, etc.

a 1395 Hylton Scala Perf. 11. xv. (W, de W, 1494), How
louers of this worlde unable hem in dyuers maners to tlie re-

fourmyng of her owne soule. a 1470 H. Parker Dives <V

/•rtw^crCW.de W. 1496) I, xxxviii. 79/1 Hesholde bepryued
of his benefyce yf that he hadde ony. Yf he had no benefyce

he sholde he unabled and dysposed therto, 1560 Knox lik.

Common Order {1901) so 'I'he crimes and vices that might
unable them of the Ministry,

2, Without const.: To unfit or incapacitate, to

deprive of ability or power, in some respect ; to

disable physically.

£1380 Wyclif ^VA Wks. I. 105 SiJ? he..wil>drawij? never
his grace, but jif man unable him selfe. Ibid, 219 As dis-

tenipourof ^e eir shal sle men and unable |'e ert?e. c 1450
in Aungier Syon (1840) 281 Whom euerychone and^ eche
trespasyngin the premysses, we unable for euermore in the
selfdede doyng. 1503 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 547/^ To the use,

profitte or behove of any persone or persones by this Acte
not attaynted nor unabled. 158a Stanyhurst -^'mcw 111.

(Arb.) Bo, I through pangs vncoth vnhabled. With stutting

stamering at leingth thus fumbled an aunswer. a 1641 Bp.

Mountagu Acts ^ Mon. (1642) 285 That old Leacher,
worne out and unabled, though he dyed his haire black that

he might seeme to be young. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes
III. V. 100 That is to say, with three hard words, un-mule,
un-leg, and un-able, Alanso Lopez. 1775 Johnson Let. in
Boswell {i%i,\) III. 255 Poor Lucy Porter has her hand in a
bag, so unabled by the gout that she cannot dress herself.

b. To annul or cancel, rare~^.
i6xx Speed Hist, Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. § 134 Hee prepared

himselfe to make his Wil, wherein howsoeuer titles had
been vnhabled in Parliaments, he ordained his three chil-

dren to succeede each after others.

Hence f TJna'bling vbl. sb, Obs.

x^'jS Rolls ofParlt. VI. 147/2 As if the said Acte of at-

teyndre or unablyng never had been made. 1503 Ibid, 548.

t Una-bled, //»/. a. Obs, rare, [Un-1 8.]

1. Unqualified.
1497-8 mArchxol. Jriil. XLIIL 168 It[e]m for afyne lost

by Will[ia]m Eirchwold for settyng to werke a child vnabled
& vnbound[= unapprenlicedj, x*. 1653 Gauden Hierasp,
226 Compleating those sad effects, which disorderly, unor-
deined,.unsent,and unabled Teachers .. have already begun.

2. Not endowed with strength or vigour.

1597 MiDDLETON Wisd. Solomon vi. 11 Wee are the cedars,

they the mushromes bee, Vnabled shrubs, vnto an abled
tree,

t Una'bleness, Obs. [f. Unable a.] The
condition of being unable ; inability, incapacity

;

disability. (Very common c 1500-1660.)
c 1380 Wyclif IVks. {1880) 245 Siche men as desiren bene-

fices schulden not haue hem, but men \>3X fleen hem for

dredeofvnabilnesseofhemself&grete charge, asdidemoyses.
c \\2.<i Found. St. Bart/iolomt^zu's (E.F..T.S.) ^ Promysynge
that he wolde be ware of alle passid vnhabilnesse, and
yeue affectualy his diligence and laboure to that he bathe
promysyd. 1501 in Lett. Rich. Ill 4- Hen. VII (Rolls) II.

100 The. .commissary hath full power to dispense with that

irregularity and to take away all infamy and unableness.

1360 PiLKiNGTON Expos. Aggcus (1562) 172 He biddeth us
when we feele oure weakness & unablenes to fulfil his law,

to come unto hym, 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 37 There
is in us a certaine unablenesse of imitating such things as

doe not very well agree with our naturall disposition. 1648
lioYLE Seraph. Love xiii. (1700) 71 To convince the World
of their unableness to emerge and recover out of that deep
Abyss, wherein the load of Sin.. had precipitated Fall'n

Man. X727 IJailey (vol. II) s.v. Inability,

t Una"blety. Obs, In 4-5 vnablete, -abilte.

[f. Unable a, + -ty, prob. after OF. inhabiiel^,']

= Unabilitt,
c 1380 Wyclif JFks. (iSSo) 67 God wole not and may not

brynge vnable men in-to benefices of he chirche for his ri^t-

wysnesse & vnablete of hem self, c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^

GotK Lordsh. 67 He may falle yn-to sylines, ffebylnes,

and ynto oher vnabiltez. 1425 Rolls ofParlt, IV. 267/2 Ye
grete unabilte and um^uflisante, that the s:ime Wauter felte

Ml hymself, to louche thing yat was so chier.

Xrna'bly, adv. Now rare or Obs. [Un-^ ii,]

In an unable or incapable manner,
a 1400-50 Alexander 2308 Quat, & has (wu ossed to

Alexander J^is ayndain wirdes. And me |>us ill ? vn-ably ^ine
abet \)o\x weris. <:x658 in Lovelace's Poems (1904) 212 Thy
but unably-comprehending clay, To what could not be
circumscrib'd gave way. 1710 Shaftesb. Charac. (1711) I.

346 Facts unably related, tho whh the greatest Sincerity

and good Faith, may prove the worst sort of Deceit.

Unabo'Ushable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1643 Milton Divorce
Wks. 1851 IV. 57 That Law [has been] proved tobemorall,

UNABUSED.
and unabolishable. 1645 — Tetrach. Ibid. IV. 215 By that

unabolishable equity whichit convaiestous, 1682 H. Moke
Annot. ClanviiCs Lux O. 357 There may be many other

..habitudes of Terms, .every jot as unabolishable as this.

Unabolished, ppl. a, (Un- i 8.)

1577 HoLiNSHKD Chron. \. 4/1 They \sc. Bards], of all

the ottier sectes before specified, were sufTred only to con-

tinue vnabolished in all ages. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv.

xiv. § I The number of needlesse lawes vnabolisbt, doth
weaken the force of them that are nccessarie. 1667 Phil.

Trans. IL 579 With art and care those channels may be
Preserved un-abolisht. 1837 Caklyle Fr. Rev. ir. vi. i,

our unabolished Staff of ine Guard.. is in these very mo-
ments privily deliberating at the General's.
Unabra'ded, ///, a. (Un-' 8.) 1827 Faraday Chem.

Manip. iii. (1842) 72 The learner should practise first on
a piece of waste glass tube, commencing both from an un-
abraded surface and from a cross line. 1886 Athenaeum
18 Dec. 830/1 In an area of about forty feet square were
found nearly six hundred unabraded worked flints.

Unabri*dg(e)able, a, (Un-1 7 b.) 1802-12 Bentham
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 154 The establishment of
long and unabridgable intervals between these times.

Unabri'dged, ///. ^. [Un.18.] Not abridged,

reduced, or shortened. In mod. use spec, of literary

works.
1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632)111 In those places where

their power remaineth yet unabridged. 1772 Mason En^,
Gard. 1. 20 To the lawn [to] restore Its ample space, and bid

it feast the sight With verdure pure, unbroken, unabridg'd.

X840A1NSWORTH To^ver ofLond. (1864) 234 By which means
your authority would be unabridged. 1864 Pusev Led.
Dan. i. (1876) 49 iJaniel and Ezra use unabridged, and so,

older forms. 1894 A. E. Waite Pataceisui,* Writ. Title-p.,

Paracelsus the Great, now for the first time translated faitb>

fully and unabridged into English.

D. absol, A copy of the * unabridged edition * of

Webster's Dictionary,
x86o O. W. Holmes Prof. Breakf.-T. ii. 36 You small

boy there, hurry up that 'Webster's Unabridged'! 1894
H. Gardener Unoff. Patriot 302 I'm not sure that I've

spelled some of these words right, but my unabridged is

not handy.

TTna'Drogated,///- a. Also 6 Sc, vnabrogat.
(Un-1 8 and 8 b.)

153s Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. loi To caus tbair

lawis keip the strenth..that tha had maid vnabrogat at

lenth. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 410 Ihe law, so
far as it is the rule howe to Hue well and happely,.. doth
remaine vnabrogated. 1818 G. S. Faber Horx MosaicaeW.
29 These priests must obviously have been priests accord-

ing to the still unabrogated patriarchal dispensation. _ 1849
RusKiN Seven Lamps i. § 6. 14 Let us not now lose sight of

this broad and unabrogated principle.

Unabrtl'pt, a. (Un-1 7.) 1865 Metevakd Life Wedg-
wood 1. 168 The highest effects are obtained from subdued
tones, and unabrupt contrasts of colour, light and shade.

fUnabsoiled, ppl. a, Obs.-^ [Uk-^ 8: cf.

AssoiL V. 6.] Unsettled.
152 J WoLSEY in St. Papers Hen. K/// (1830) I. 67 Soo

that doubte remaynethe yet unabsoiled, as it did byfore
my writyng.
tUnabsolute, a. Obs, (Un-1 7.) xggy Collier Ess.

Mor. Subj. I. (1709) 174 Where Goodness is mutable,

and Reason unabsolute, there must be Rigour to.. check
the Abuse of Liberty. Unabso'lvable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1635 J. Hayward tr. BiondCs Banish'd I irg. 17 The Gods
are not so firmely bound by the unabsolveable oathes they
vow by the infernall Lake.

Unabsolved,///, a. [Un-i 8. Cf. G. ««-

absolviert^

1. Not absolved. Also const, of,

1611 Florid, Innassolio, vnabsolued. 1681 Baxter Ace.
Sherlocke iv. 186 Who shall Absolve the Patriarchs, Pri-

mates, ..&c.? Must they be Unabsolved till a General
Council do it ? 1765 Stkrne Tr. Shandy vii. xxiv, If we are

ravished and die unabsolved of them. 1819 Scoti Ivanhoe
xliii, Slay him not,..un.shriven and unabsolved. 1844 Lady
G. Fullerton Ellen Middleton I II. xxi. 68 [I] always let him
draw near to the altar alone; for, unforgiven, unabsolved,

unreconciled, I dared not approach it.

t2. Unsettled, undecided. Obs.

An alteration of Unabsoiled/;*/. a.

1721 Strvpe Eccl. Mem. I. 33 So that doubt remaineth
not \sic\ unabsolved.
UnabsoTbable, a. (Un-1 7 b.) 2846 Worcester (citing

iJavy). 1899 Westm. Gaz.tVec. 10/1 The carbon in the
* fog mixture ' being of an unabsorbable nature.

Unabsorbed,//*/. a, (Un-i 8.)

1766 Phil Tra:is. LVII. 99, I think we may fairly con-

elude that this nnabsorbed part was intirely common air.

1791 Ibid. LXXXI. 370 Being then taken out, and the un-

absorbed water hastily wiped from their surface, they were
again weighed. i86j Tyndall Heat ix. (1870) 305 Where
the waves pursue their way unabsorbed no motion of heat is

imparted. 1885 Pall Mall G. 28 July 5/2 Within ten years

the list of unabsorbed country banks will probably be a
short one.
Una'bstract, a. (Un-I 7.) 1840 Herschell Ess. (1857)

73 A theory.. rude and unabstract in the form of its state-

ment. UnabsuTd, a. (Un-1 7.) X74« Young A7. Tk.

VII. 514 What less than infinite, makes un-absurd Passions,

which all on earth but more inflames ? c 1815 Jane Austen
Persnas. viii. Doing it with so much sympathy and natural

graces as showed the kindest considerations for all that was
real and unabsurd in the parent's feelings.

tUnabuilyeit,///. a. Sc. Obs,"^ [Un-1 8.]

Unarrayed.
c 1530 W. Stewart To the King 8 (Bann. MS.), Of alkin

clething nakit and denud, Bair, vnabulyeit [MaitL MS.
onabil^eit], as scho borne was.
Unabused, ///. a. (Un-I 8.) x66i Glanvill Van,

Dognt. 100 More sober heads have a set of misconceics*

which are as absurd to an unpassionated reason, as those to

our unabused senses, 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst, 69 The '

Opinion, that such Spirits were Incorporeal and Immaterial,



UNABUSING. 87 UNACCOUNTABLE.
could never enter into the minds of men by Nature, Un-
zibused by I)octrine. 1864 Pusev Lect. Daniel^ \. (1876) ig

Human greatness is, when unabused, a majestic si.s;ht.

Unabu'sing, tpt.a. (Us-i 10.) ^1628 F. Gkevil ZrA
Hon, Leuiy (1633) C iv, To giue all, and take nothing, pro-

ceeds of an uncaused _qix)dnesse, and so necessarily of an
vnabusing. Unacadeniic, a. (VnJ 7. Cf. G. ««-

acadtmisck.) 1844 H. Rogers Ess, (1874) I. ii. 45 Having
absented himself from certain * exercises', andotherwise
been guilty of sundry unacademic irregularities. 1897
Flandrau Harvard Ephotics 78 Probably the rnost.. un-

academic person that ever answered to an official name.
Unacadcmical, A. (Un-I 7.) 1840 Mozley Lett. (1885)

98 Therefore his conduct is so much the more unacademical,
Unacce'lerated, ppL a. (Un-1 8.) a 1774 Goldsm. Surv.
E.xp. Pkilos. (1776) I. 135 The product will be the space
described by the unaccelerated motion continued after the
fall. 1893 Brit. yml. Fkotogr, XL. 751 A simple unacce-
lerated drop-shutter.

Unacce*nted, ///. a. [Un-i 8.] Not ac-

cented or stressed ; unemphasized.
Hence (in recent use) unaccentedness.
1598 Florio, Z?i>ar(:*-«/a/i7, vnaccented, without an accent

or due sound. X7«8 Chambers CycL s.v. Accent^ Every liar

or Measure is divided into accented and unaccented Parts.

1768 Phil. Trans, LVIII, 256 As neither the Samnites nor
the Etruscans had in their alphabet O, they used the simple
unaccented V for that element. 1808 ll Murray Eng,
Gram. I. 352 Unaccented syllables are generally short. 1873
H. G Banister Jt/usic la In'all measures, certain beats are
accented, and the others unaccented. 1893 Nation (N.Y.)
12 Jan. 33/3 His outline drawings .. are round and un-
accented, and show little sense of structure.

Unacccntuated, ppl.a. (Un-' 8. Cf. G. unaccentuirt,

Sw. oaccentiierad.) 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit, II. 373
Of the same 12th Century were Folmar, Abaillard, Arnaldus
Brixiensb [etc. J, .. all whose unaccentuated and recanted
Arianism perish'd together. 1887 Cook Sievers' O. E.
Grain. 114 This change occurs most frequently in an un-
accentuated syllable.

Unaoce*pt, v. rare-K [Un-2 3.] trans. To
cancel the acceptance of (a bill).

1665 Mabius Adv. Cone* Bills ExcJuuige 24 The Accep-
tor would (if he could) unaccept the Kill, or make voyde his

Acceptance thereof.

Unacceptabllity. (Un-' 12.) \\tj^ Ash.1 1854 La
CocKDURM Jeffrey \. 387 The people maintained., that popu-
lar unacceptabllity was of itself a ground on which the courts
were entitled to reject. 1863 H. Spencer Ess. HI. 325 We
shall find that its unacceptal>tlity becomes still more con>
spicuous when the analysis Is pursued to the end.

Uixacceptable, a. [Ux- ^ 7 b and 5 b. For
proimnciatiou see note to Acceptable a.J Not
acceptable.

1483 Cath. A ngl. 2/2 Vn Acceptabylle, ingratus, . . non
acceptabilis, 1540 Wyatt in Flugel Ncuengf, Lesebuch I.

349, I can not ellis se what shold move this rigour .. onles

I peraventure be vnacceptable vnto hym. 1594 Hooker
EccL, rot. II. iv. § 5 To the author and God of our nature,

how shat any operation proceeding in naturall sort, be in

that respect vnacceptable? 1634 Cannk Necess. Separ. 27
A vaine worship : and therefore vnacceptable altogether to

the Lord. 1697 Bentley Pkal. (1699) 83 It will not be un.
acceptable to the Reader, to see some of it here corrected.

1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes v. 241 The new Laws of King
Henry being very unacceptable to the English. 1753 War-
BURTON in Harris //ardwtcA-e {iSi-;) II. 481 Nofavours from
such a hand could be unacceptable.^ 1855 Macaulay //ist.

Eng, xxi. IV. 551 He still called himself a Whig, and was
not unacceptable to many of the Whigs. 1880 Meredith
Tragic Com, (1881) 165 An honourable son>in>law could not
be unacceptable to him.

Hence Unacceptableuess; Vnacceptably adv.
1648 Hexham ii, On aenetneumheydt, *Un-acceptableness.
1660 I.NGELo Denth. ^ Ur. L (1682) 72 To correct the un-
acceptableness of his story. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. SnbJ.
L (1709} 2, I hope this Alteration does not arise from any
natural Antipathy I have to Sense % but from the unacccpt-
ableness of the Subject I am upon. 1873 Mrs. Whitney
Ol/urGiris xxi, A tone timid with an apprehension ofsome
possible unacceplableness. 1648 Hf.xham iFj On-aenge-
uaemtickf *Vn-acceptably. 1828^ in various Diets.

Unacce'ptance. [Un-1 la.] Lack of ac-

ceptance.
1865 M. Ahsolij Ess. Crit. iv, (1875) 148 Saint Theresa

endured twenty years of unacceptance and of repulse in her
prayers. 1898 Saistsbury Short, //ist. Eng. Lit. xi. liL

(1900) 773 Mr. Kuskin's ideas, when their first stage of un-
acceptance and their second of acceptance were over, came
to be cavilled at.

Unacceptant, a. (Un-* 7.) 1865 Rvskin Eth. Dust v.

(1883) 85 Whatever dead substance, unacceptant of this

energy, comes in their way, is.. reject.

ITnacCe-pted, ///. «. [Un-1 8.] Not ac-

cepted ; rejected.

i6ia T. Taylor Comm. Titus X. 8 Such cups of cold water
shall not be vnacceptcd nor unrewarded of him. 1718 Pkior
Solomon u. 21-2 Restless I follow'd this obdurate Maid. .,

Offer'd again the un-iccepted Wreath. 1809 R. Langforu
Introd. jfra^/tf 35 Unaccepted bills must be protested. .on
the very day when they become due. 1857 Miss Wink-
worth tr. Tauler^s Serm. xviii. 323 'I'herefore, His gifts,

which He offers without ceasing to every man, remain un-
accepted. 1899 Miss n. Hakraden /'(Tii'/cr 234 Davyalways
kept up the role of being an unaccepted sweetheart,

t Unaccessible, a. Obs. Also 6-7 -able.

[Un-1 5 b.] ^ Inaccessible a.

a. 1596 Raleigh Discov. Guiana 97 Whosoeuer shall first

possesseit, it .shall bee founde vnaccessableforanie Eiiemic.
x6n Cotgr., yn lieu condemn^, an vncouth,or vnaccessable
place, 1645SLINCS13Y /)iary{iZ-i()) 167 lly y« wayes we look
thro' y« almost unaccessable mountains of Wales.
^, 1600 E. liLouNT tr. Co«M/af^/(7 263 Hauing viewed the

• Iland fortified on all parts where he mij^ht descend, and by
nature vnaccessible. ^1641 Up. Mountagu Acts ^ Mon.
( 1642) 536 The place was . . unaccessible t noae did or could

come there but the High Priest, once every ycere. 1704
Ray Creation (eJ. 4) i. 200 Things.. too remote and un-
accessible for us to penetrate or discover. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 527 The Creator dwells in unaccessible
light, whereto we cannot draw near.

Ilcnce fUnacoessibleness; f TTuaccessibly
adv. Obs.

161S G. Sandys Trax*, 183 Mountains; whereof some arc

cut (or naturally so) in dt-giees like allies, which would be
else vnaccessably fruitlesse. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
II. iv. (1677) 155 We cannot attain to any clear sensible dis-

covery of them.. by reason of their remoteness, distance,

and unacces-^ibleness.

Unacce'ssional, a. (Un-* 7 and 5 b.) 1635 Earl
Orrery Parthen. i. 11. 95 The Princess, .has all the guiftsof

Nature in so unaccessionall a Degree, that nothing can
excel the perfectnesse of her body but that of her Minde,
Unaccessory, a, (Un-' 7.) x66o Ingelo Bentiv. ^ Ur.
II. (16S2) 155 Altogether unaccessory to their Calamities.

1753 W. Melmoth tr. Cicero's Lett. II. 145 Nor were you
entirely unaccessory to my error. Unaccidcnted, a.,

(Un-* 9.) c 1740 J. Urown in R, Mackenzie Li/e (igiS) iii. 23
Reason told me that at least our unaccidented tongue could
not much change names from what they were in the Greek.
Unaccli'mated,/;*/. a. (Un-'S.) 1846 Worcester (citing

Patterson). 1852 T. Ross tr. //um&oldt's Trav, I.xi. 379
Their death often alarmed the unacclimated Europeans.
1883 Cent. Mag. July 425/2 The fatality of the epidemics
was principally among the unacclimated. UnaccUma'-
tion. (Us-' 12.) 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (iSSo) 1023
Unacclimation is a condition pertaining to individual sus-

ceptibility. UnaccU'matized,///. a. (Un-' 8. Cf. G.
unacclimatisirt.) 1863 iVaitz^ Inirod. Anthropot. I. 125
Negroes of the third and fourth generation, who, after being
acclimatized in North America had returned to Africa, ..

became subject to the same climatic diseases as other un-
acclimatized individuals. 1891 Kipling City Dread/. Nt.
80 The air., brings about, to theunacclimatised, a singing in

the ears.

t Unaccouunodate, ///. a. Obs, [Un- i 8 b
and 5 b.l Unsuited ; unaccommodated.
a 1676 Halb Print. Orig. Man. iii. vi. (1677) 282 Yet in

the first state of Humane Production all these Suppositions
must he laid aside, as unaccommodate to that state. 1736
T. Prince Ne^v Eng. Chronol. 11. i. 103 Infected with the
Scurvy & other Diseases, which their lon^ Voyage and un-
accommodate [1631 inacomodate] Condition brought upon
them.

ITnacco'mxnodated,;^//. a. [Un-18.] Not
accommodated ; not possessed of^ unprovided with,
1605 Shaks. Lear \\\. iv. 109 Vnaccommodated man. Is no

more but such a poore, bare, forked Animall as thou art
16x7 DoNNK Serm. 41 Not angry so as that he left Moses
unsatisfied or unaccommodated for the maine businesse.
1680 MoxoN Meek. Exerc. 226 Being at that time.. un-
accommodated of a Lathe of my own, I intended to put
them out to be Turned. 17*6 Wei^ted Dissemb, Wanton
I. i, The resource of stale virgins, and unaccommodated
prudes. 1818 Lady Morgan ^w^i^^/V^. (1859) 7, I hear that

travelling in Italy is beyond everything desolate and un-
accommodated. 184a K. E. Paget Mil/, Malv, 161 So soon
as he perceived a body of strangers unaccommodated with
seats of any kind, he immediately opened his pew door, and
beckoned them in.

Unacco'mmodating, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1790 Beat>
SON Nav. ff Mil. Mem. I. q\ His manners and temper were
unaccommodating. 1854 Dickens Hard T. i. i, His very
neckcloth, trained to take him by the throat with an un-
accommodating grasp,.. helped the emphasis. 1897 Hinde
Eall Congo Arabs 106 We bad taken prisoner the un-
accommodating chief.

Unaccompanied, ///. A. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not accompanied or attended. Also const, by^

or with,
'545 Raynalde Byrih Mankynde 21 b, God . , neuer

createth no spectall pleasure vnaccompanyed with some
sorowe. a 1600 Hooker Eccl, Pol. vii, xxiv. § 18 The travels

and crosses wherewith prelacy is never unaccompanied.
1605 Siiaks. Macb, i. iv. 40 Our eldest, Malcolme, whom
we name hereafter, The Prince of Cumberland : which
Honor must Not vmiccompanied, inuest him onely. itoq
TatUr No. 120 p 3 As I was single and unaccompaniea, I

was not permitted to enter the temple. 1763 J, Brown
Poetry 9f Music v. 47 The Melody of Instruments, un-
accompany'd by Dance or Song. x8oo Asiat. Ann. Reg.^
Misc. Tr. 84/2 Persic odes, unaccompanied with transla-

tions. i8»7 Pollok Course T. x. 351 Thou goest..Not
unaccompanied ; all these, my saints, Go with Thee. 1891
Karrar D^r/tn. ^ Dawn liil. Unaccompanied by Philetus,

the actor went to the meeting.

2. Lacking instrumental accompaniment.
x8x8 Busby Gram. Mus. 475 In Unaccompanied Recita-

tive, the modulation has little or no dependence. 1876
Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms s.v. Autltem^ Tliose

choirs in which an unaccompanied service is sometimes
performed.

Unaccomplisliable, ^z* (Un-i 7 b.)

X67S Art Contentm. i. § 12. 179 It piust be exceedingly
bitter, to be thus condemned to endless unaccompHshable
desires. xSia Cary Dante^ Parad. xxvL 126 Or ever
Ninirod's race Their unaccompHshable work began. 1868
Ri'SKiN .$«<!/«( (1871) 161 At these visions of theirs we have
mocked, and held them for idle and vain, unreal and un-
accompHshable.

Unaccomplished,/;^/, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not accomplished or achieved ; uncompleted.
X5J5 Ld. Berners P'roiss. II. cxiv. 329 Your wysshes and

enterprises are more lyke to be vnacomplysshed than
alchyued. 1590 Swinburnr Testaments 133 The same is

neither accompted for accomplished, ..neither yet for vn-
accomplished or deficient. 16^ Milton /'. /,. iii. 455 All th'

unaccomplisht works of Natures hand, Abortive, monstrous,

or unkindly mixt. 1736 Thomson /Jberty iv. 161 Vet dark
beneath The sufferitig feature sullen vengeance lowrs

Shame, indignation, unaccomplish'd rage. i8»i Shelley
Hellas Prol. 51 Assemble, sons of God, To speed or to pre-

vent or to suspend.. The unaccomplished destiny. 1850

Tennyson In Mem. xct. The hope of unaccomplish'd years
Be large and lucid round thy brow.

2. Of persons : Not socially or intellectually

accomplished,
a i^rag Congreve tr. OvitCs Art Loz-e in. Still unaccom-

plish'd may the maid be ihougiit, Who gracefully to dance
was never taught. 1796 Mme. U'Arblay Caiiiilla II. 357Huw many are there, amongst the untaught and unaccom-
plished, who would think [etc.]. 1826 Miss Mitfcrd Our
Village Ser. 11. (1S63) 274 Unaccomplished they were of
course, but they could never have bten thought ignorant.
1874 Miss Mulock My Mother Hf /,xiv, Not that she is ill-

educated, or unacconiplislied.

UnaccompUsbment. (Un-' 12.) 1643 Milton /?/Vvr«
Introd., Wks. 1851 IV. 4 Custom being but ameer face,..
rests not in her unaccompli.shmeni, untill by secret inclina-
tion she accorporat her self with error. Ihid. 24 Where the
mind and person pleases aptly, there some unaccomplish-
ment of the bodies delignt may be belter born with.
tUnacco'mptably, adv. Obs. (XJa.^ n.) a 1677
Barrow iVr/«, Wks. 1686 ill. 560 The which are alUdged,
not with intent to imply that God ever acteth unacconipt-
ab|y,or without highest reason. t Unacccmpted,///. «.
Obs. (Un-' 8.) a 1483 Liber Niger in Houu/i. Oid. (i7(,o)

65 In case the accompies passe, for lacke of appearance of
one of them \sc, the stew:ird or treasurer], three dayes un-
accompted. t Unacco*mptible,«. Obs. (Un-' 7.) 1678
B, R. Let. Pop. P'riends 4 What Protestant Scammony is

strong enough to make a..Catholick Disgoige Infallibility,

or the Popes unaccomptible Power? tUnaccolnptibly,
etdv. Obs. ^Un-' 11.) 1678 CuDwoRTH Ititcll. Syst. i. iii.

Contents §10, 102 These Materialists.. assigned no cause
of Motion, but introduced it into the world unaccomptibly.

TTuaccordable, a. (Uk-1 7 b.)

1456 Sir G. Have Laiv Arms (S.T.S.) 30 Thai ar..un-
acordable with wysare than thame self. 16x1 Flokio, /«-
accordabile^ vnaccordable, not to bee agreed vpon.

t Unacco-rdance. Obs.-"^ [Un-1 12 and 5 b.]

Disagreement.

^ 1449 Pecock Repr. 163 These preiers, whiche mowen be
seid as mad to the cros, mowen be saued fro inconuenience
and vnaccordaunce.

Unacco'rdant, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)
a 1470 Harding Chron. cv. xiii, Athelbold..His stepdame

wed, menne saied it was not faire,.. Again the lawe and
christen conscience, Vnaccordant with his magnificence.

1798 Geraldina 1 1. 268 'J he present disposition of my spirits

is not unaccordant to the sentiments of affection. 1879
Farrar St. I'aul I. 384 The rhythmic conclusion is not
unaccordant with the style of bis most elevated moods.

UnaccoTded, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not agreed
upon ; not granted or bestowed,
1645 I^P- Hall Peace-Maker\. 43 The Divines, .professed

their agreement in all the maine and important points;
leaving those parcels unaccorded, which are meet to be
sent, and confined to the Scbooles. 1883 R. Bridges
Prometheus 1215 O Right's toil unrewarded I O Love's
prize unaccorded.

t Unacccrding, ///. fl. Obs. [Un-i lo.]

Inaccordant.
X398TREVisA.ffarM.i;^ /'.;?. ix. xv.(Bodl MS.),peCani-

culer daies hygynnel>, ..alle hoote passions encre^eth, and
t^at tyme is moste disconuenient and vnacording to medicyne.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret. , Gov.Lords/u 60 By t>e wyndes comes
corrupcions of 1-e eyr and norschight dedly venyms, and
many o|>er vnacordand |>inges comes l>erof. 1x1470 Harding
Chron. xxx. iv, Drunken he was echedaye expiesse, Vn-
accordynge to a prince of worth ynesse. 1530 R. Whvtford
IVerke /or House/t, H 3 Ferre vnacordynpe ben they for

housbandes and ware housholders. 1756 Pitt in Walpole
George 1/ (1822) II. 34 From such an unaccording assem-
blage of separate., powers with no system, a nullity results.

Hence f Una.cco*rdlnffl7 adv. Obs.
c 1449 Pbcock RePr. 207 Ellis it wolde folewe that ther yn

thei diden vnaccordingli and vnsemeli. 1519 Horman
Vulg. 77 Many be occupycd vncoinly, and vnaccordynglye
alwutchildrens matters. 1533 tr. Erasmus' Com. Crede 63
Vf ony man dyd tourne a temple made of stone. .into a
showemakers shope wolde not all men crye out that it were
shamefully and viiaccordyngly don?

Unaccountabi'lity. (Un-1 13. See next.)

1704 SwiET Let. to Tisdall 20 Apr., There is more un-
accountability in your letter's little finger than in mine's
whole body. 1794 Anna Seward Lett, (i8ii) IV. 31 With
all his good taste in literature and ladies, he has some un*
accountabilities— I was going to have said eccentricities.

1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. ^ Eng, I, 68 Moreover, many
anomalies and unaccountabilities accompanied the growth.
1871 Tvlor Prim. Cult. I. 17 The notions of arbitiary im-
pulses, causeless freaks, chance and nonsense and indefinite

unaccountability.

TTnaccountable, a. and sb. [Un- ^ 7 b, 5 b.]

A, adj. 1. That cannot be accounted for or ex-

plained ; inexplicable. Also absoi.

1643 Milton Divorce ii. xxi. Wks. iSsiIV. 120 The Un-
accountable and secret reasons of disaffection between man
and wife. i689[see Unaccounted 2). 1709ADDISON Tatter
No. 123 f 7 Those unaccountable Antipathies which some
Persons are born with. 1776 Dalkymtle Ann. Scot. I. 9
To this hardy atchievement, an unaccountable inactivity

succeeded. 1834 Lytton /'ompeii i. v. 25 A sudden and
unaccountable gloom came over each as they thus gazed.
i87X Tvlor Prim, Cult. I. 4 Where events look unaccount-
able,,, to wait and watch in hope that the key to the problem
may some day be found. 1895 Mrs. Wilson j" Years India
281 The Hindu accounts for the unaccountable by calling
it divine.

b. Of persons: Difficidt to account for or make
out ; of a strange or puzzling disposition.
1711 Addison Sped. No. i F 4, 1 . .left the University, with

the Character of an odd unaccountable Fellow, that had a
great deal of Learning, if I would but show it. 1748 Richard-
son Clarissa (1811) III. 329 Indeed, Mr. Lovelace, you are
a very unaccountable man. 1774 Foote Cozeners II. Wks.
1799 11. 161 The family above, .are a strange unaccountable



UNACCOTTNTABLENESS.
tnbe: Pray, who the deuce are they?_ 1801 Mar. Edge-
«'ORTH Moral y., AngelitM L A self-willed, unaccountable
romantic iC\t\. xSn * Ouida Pascarel II. 240We Italians

are an unaccountable people.

2. Not liable to be called to account ; irrespon-

sible : a. Of ix)wer, etc
1649 MtLTON kikon. xi. Wks. 1851 III. 420 Hee met at

first with Doctrines of unaccountable Prerogative ; in them
hee rested, because they pleas'd him. 1605 J. Sage
Cyprianic Age 67 The Acknowledgment of his Supream
and Unaccountable Power within his own District, X7S4 R.
FiDDES Morality Prcf. p, Ixxxiiti If man had an unaccount-
able power.. a single tyrant.. might lawfully destroy all the
rest. 1736 Gentl. Mag^ VI. 30^2 They have never since

made any Demand for the Deficiencies; not that We are to

suppose that it is supply'd by the Revenue's being un-

accountable. i86t Ld. Brougham Brit, Const, viii. 105

Each estate should have powers independent of all tlie

others, and in the exercise of which it is unaccountable and
supreme.

b. Of persons, etc,

1677 Spottis7vooiCs HisU Ck. Scot. App. 31 The King is

an absolute and unaccountable Monarch. 1683 Brit, Spec,

173 Governed by one Supreme, Absolute, Independent,

Undeposable, and Unaccountable Head. 1713 Berkeley
Guard. No. 3 P t The Pleasures for which their Doctrines

leave them [sc. abandoned j'oung men] unaccountable. 1827

PoLt.OK Course T, u. 38 All else was .. unaccountable, by
instinct led. IJut man He made of angel-form erect.

i* 3. Incalculable ; uncountable. Ods,

X69. Temple /**?>*. Discontents ii.P6 It is unaccountable
what Treasures it would save this Nation, by preventing

so many Wars., abroad. zyxxWoi-LKSTO^ Kelig,Nat,\,% 14

To shew him . .still more and more of these fixt lights, and
to beget in him an apprehension of their unaccountable
numbers.

B. sb. L An unaccountable person.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) V. 314, I never heard of

or saw such a dear unaccountable. 1825 Brockett N. C.
Gioss, s.v. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss, s.v., He's
quite an unaccountable.

2. An unaccountable thing or event, rare.

X789M, Cutler in Zt/i-, etc (1888) I. 448 It was an event,

however, I could not fail of recording in my book of un-

accountables. 1799 Mrs. J. West Tale of Times II. 250 It

..must be set down in the catalogue of my unaccountables.

Unaccountableness. (Uk-1 la.)

1676 W. Ai.LES Address Nonconf, 156 The unsafeness or

unaccountableness of the way in which you conduct the

people. 1696 C. Leslie Snake in Grass (1697) 254 What is

an Universal Liberty, but Independancy and Unaccount-
ableness in Practice and Conversation? 1713 Berkeley
Guard. Na 70 The Unaccountableness of some Step of Pro-

vidence or Point of Doctrine to his narrow Faculties. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (i8ii) V. 106 Jealousy of itself, to

female minds, accounts for a thousand unaccountablenesses.

1814 Jane Austen Mans/. Park xxxii, As her unaccount-
ableness was confirmed, his displeasure increased. 1874
PusEY Lent. Seruu 6 God has placed no limitto the won-
derfulness, the unaccountableness of His mercies*

Unaccou-ntably, adv. [Un-i ii.]

•\ L Without being liable to be called to account

;

irresponsibly. Obs,

1679 Oates Narr, Popish Plot Ded. a 2 b, More to trust

and rely upon Your 'Iwo Houses of Parliament.. than to

any.. Jklinisters whatsoever, unaccountably, who may pre-

tend to more Loyalty.

2. Inexplicably.
x6^ F, Bragge /?«<:. /'rtro^/wxili. 427 So unaccountably

stupid and thoughtless are men for the generality. 1733
Cheyme Eng. Malady 11. ix. §7 (1734) 214 Which Symp-
toms, as they will come on unaccountably,., will go off as
unaccountably. 1794 Mrs. Kaucliffe Myst. Udolpho Iv,

He had felt suddenly and unaccountably reassured of her
innocence. 1847 Meeson & Welsby Ref>, XVI. 645 notey

The season had proved unaccountably injurious to meat.

x88s Manch. Exanu 13 Jan. 5/4 The_ indifference of the
clergy themselves to a de^ct which their ilocks have so un-
accountably condoned.

Unaccounted, ///. a. [Un-1 8, 8 c]
1. a. Not taken account of, rare~^,

1587 Golding De Morttay xxi. 328 A people being con-
quered, caried away, . . vnaccounted of, . . as the lewes were.

b. Not accounted^r.
'WJ.- Robertson >4^/t. P^-rM 392 Allowing the average

of this increase to the fourteen unaccounted for. 1834 TaiCs
Mag. I, 697/1 Sir Robert Walpolc.had left a million and
a half of the public money unaccounted for. 1884 Manch.
Exatn, 22 Nov. 4/7 The voting papers were scrutinised
with the exception of 547 remaining unaccounted for.

2. Of which no account is given.

1689 Apol. Fail. Walker's Ace. 19 Those unaccounted
(but not unaccountable) baffles giv*n to the reliefs sent to
Derry. x8ia Examiner $ Oct. 633/1 Which suffers an Irish

Defaulter of unaccounted millions, to remain unaudited.
1817 Hallam Const. Hist. If. ^^note^ They reported un-
accounted balances of 1,509,161/., besides much that was
questionable in the payments.
Unaccou'tred, /// a, (Un-* 8.) 1749MRS.R. Goadby

Care^o ii. (1750) 24 He exchanged his >Iabit..for only an
old Blanket. . , iJeing thus accoutred, or rather unaccoutred,
he was now no other than poor Mad Tom, Unaccre'dit-
ated,///.a. (Un.» 8.) 1806 R. Cumberland Mevt. (1807)
1 1. ^3 He was driven to allude to these unaccreditated pro-
p<:)Sition3.

Unaccre-dited, /;>/. a, (Un-1 8.)
1828-33 Weuster s. v., The consul remained unaccredited.

1850 Kingslf:v a. Locke x, They're the unknown great—
the unaccredited heroes, as Master Thomas Carlyle would
say. z88a t'ARBAR Early Chr. I. 83 It is singular how
very little is narrated of the rest (of the apostles], and how
entirely that little depends upon loose and unaccredited tra-
dition.

t Una'ccuracy. Obs.-"^ [Un-1 12 and 5 b.]

« Inaccuracy.
170S S. i'ARKEK tr. Cicero's De Fhtibus n. 73 We'll not fall

88

out With him for the Confusedncss of his Method, because

he professes and vindicates Unaccuracy and Negligence.

t Unaxcurate, a- Obs, [Un-i 7 and 5 b.

Cf. G. unac€uratl\ = Inaccurate a.

1660 BovLE AV7V Exp. Pkys, Mech. xxxvi. 288 Some
learned men have attempted it by wayes so unaccurate that

they seeme to have much mistaken it. a 1680 Glanvu-l
Sadducismus 1. (1682) i The unaccurate product of a little

leisure. i7a3 Waterland ^nd Vind. Christ's Div. 188 The
latter has indeed, in an unaccurate Work, or perhaps cor-

rupted, mentioned the Distinction.

t Unaxcurately, adv, Obs. [Un- i i i and

5 b.] = Inaccurately adv.

1674 Boyle Excelt. Theol. 159 A Mathematician, whun
he probably conjectures at the compass of the I'errestrial

Globe, ..divides, ..unaccurately, its Surface, first, into pro-

portions of Sea and Land. 1710 Managers' Pro ^ Con
Mjb, The Parliament expressed themselves unaccurately.

1719 Waterland Vind. Christ's Div. i86Ifjroi»}Ti)« signified

more than 5>i/iioupY^5i Origen spoke very unaccurately.

tUnaxcurateness. Obs. [Un-i laandsb.]
Inaccuracy.
?i648 Boyle Seraphic Love To Rdr. (1660) Ash, They

will passe by such unaccu ratenesses as are wont to be inci-

dent to Composures of this Later Nature. 166^ Hooke
Microgr. 247 The great unaccurateness of artificial works.

1705 Heabne Collect. 2g Aug. (O.H.S.) I. 38 The unaccur-

ateness of divers particulars.

XJnaccnrsed, nnaccurst,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

ai6y^ T. TRAHERNE/'(?tf//w Felicity (1910) 16 All that in

Visibles is Good, Or Pure, or Fair, or Unaccurst. 1727
Thomson Britannia 113 Pure is thy reign; when, un-

accurs'd by blood, Nought, save the sweetness of indulgent

showers, Trickling distils into the vernant glebe. 1828

Cami'bell Emigrants for N. S, Wales 70 With laws from
Gothic bondage burst, And creeds by chartered priesthoods

unaccurst.

XJnaccu'sable, a. (Un-1 7 b. Cf. late L.

inaccusdbilis^ F. inacaisabie.)

1582 Reg. Privy Council Scot, III. 538 The saidis nobill

men . . salbe untroublid and unaccusabill for that cans in

tyme cuming. 1589 Ibid, IV, 406 To be free and unaccus-
able for thair ressett and furnissing grantit to the saidis

Erllis. X651 Stanley Pocinsy etc. 256 Persons exact and
unaccusable in every part. 1853 Ruskin Stones Ven. II.

vi. 160 They thus receive the results of the labour of inferior

mindsj and out of fragments full of imperfection, ..indul-

gently raise up a stately and unaccusable whole. 1886
— Prxterita{ihgg) I. iv. 117 As much trigonometry as made
my mountain work . .unaccusable.

Hence Uziacca'sably adv.

x8S9 RusKiN Arro^vs ofChace (1880) I. 199 Every man.,
unaccusably accomplished .. for his place and function.

1870 — Led. Art vi, 161 The slightest attempts to copy
them will show you that the terminal lines are .. unaccus-
ably true.

Unaccu'sed,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

J508 Keg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 250/1 We . . respittis thame
to be. .unaccusit, unpersewil, unfolowit in the law or by the

law. 1520 Caxton's Chron, Eng. iv. 36 b/2 Also that no man
vnaccused in a cryme shoid be put frome his dygnyte or

degree tyll he were conuycted. 1580 Lupton Sivquila 93
Many should be unaccused, that now are falsely accused.

1624 Heywood Gunaik, iv. 178 This was three times prooved,

and he still came off unaccused. 1784 Cowper Task v. 398
There dwell the most forlorn of human kind j Immur'd
though unaccus'd, condemnM untried. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay
Camilla III. 31 He felt. .some consolation to find that

Edgar.. was untainted by deceit, unaccused of any evil.

1897 Daily Ne^vs 15 Mar. 5/4 Ismail Pacha has also amused
himself during the past week in making many arrests in the

town of unaccused persons.

Unaccu'sing, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) X827 Pollok Course
T. vn. 569 To censure, unaccusing minds .. Opposing.
Unaccu'stom, zk (Un.^ 3). 1580 Hollyband Treas.

Fr, TongtDesaccoustumerf to vnaccustome, to disuse. 1591
Percivall Sp. Dict.^ Desabituar^ to vnaccustome. Ibid..,

Desabituacion^ vnaccustoming.

•fUnaccu'Stomable, adv, Obs, [Un-1 7 b.]

Unusual, Hence f Unaccu'stornably adv. Obs.

1584 Lodge Hist.Forbonius <V Prise. (Shaks. Soc.) 94 Let
it not seeme straunge unto thee, to beholde thine aged
father's unaccustomable accesse, since he is now perplexed

with unacquainted feares. 1651 Biggs A'^rw /Pii/- r 230 The
veins being now unnaturally and unaccustomably emptied.

•fUnacou'stomarily, adv. Obs, [Un-1 ii.]

Unusually, abnormally.
1634 T. Johnson Parey^s Chirurg. xviii. vii. Wks, (1678)

417 These, .are now suddenlyand unaccustomarily supprest.

1655 Culpepper, etc. Riverius xiii. iii. 364 If the Belly be

unaccustomarily bound, or loose.

XTnaccn'stomedi //>/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not customary ; unfamiliar, unusual, strange.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (Pynson) 92 By the reason of their glori-

ous presence and excellent lyght, unaccustomed to the sayd
persons. 1560 Daus tr, Sleidane's Comm. 452 Such un-
accustomed vices, and not everywhere used. 1621 in Foster
Eng. Factories Jnd. (1906} I. 260 Such unaccustomed raynes
..hath drowned the greatest parte of new indicoe in the

countryes. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini^s Advts. fr.
Parnass. i. xii. (1674) 15 [He] was met with unaccustomed
demonstrations of honour. 1742 Gkay Propcrtius 11. i. 27
Nor I with unaccustomed vigour trace Back to its source

divine the Julian race. 1840 Dickkns OldC. Shopx\\\y At
sight of the strange room and its unaccustomed oojects she
started up in alarm. 1871 Morlev Crit, Misc. Ser. i. 283
Firmer souls were not only exhilarated, but intoxicated by
the potent and unaccustomed air.

t b. Const, to with inf. Obs.-'^

1607 ToPSELL Four.f, Beasts 64 They were wont also to

sacrifice a bul to Neptune.,. But vnto lupiler it was vn-

accustomed to be offered.

2. Not accustomed or habituated. Const, to,

161X Bible Jer, xxxi. 18, I was chastis«d, as a bullocke

vnaccustoined to the yoke. ax68o Glanvill Serm, i.

UNACQUAINT.*

(1681) 90 The first steps are roughest to those feet that have
been unaccustomed to it. 1728 Eliza Heywood tr. Mme,
de Gomez's Belle A, (1732) U. 82 Your Heart, unaccus-
tomed to feel any very tender Impressions, felt some Concern
for those you have inspir'd me with. 1797 S. & Ht. Lee
Cttnterb. T. (1799) I. 352 Lothaire was unnccuslonied to

fear. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Varcy II. ii. 67 The
abhorrence of bloodshed is common to all who are unaccus-

tomed to it. 1891 Farrar Dorkn. ^ Down Ivii, Familiar

with crime, he was unaccustomed to be charged with it.

b. Used (attrib. or absol.) without const.

1653 W. Kamesey Astrol. Restored 170 Phlebotomy is not

any wise dangerous to those that are accustomed therewith,

but it may prove dangerous to the unaccustomed. 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxv, Circumstances that

united to elevate the unaccustomed mind of Blanche to en-

thusiasm. 1859 Manskl Lett.t Led., etc. (1873) 192 Quaint
as the nomenclature may sound to unaccustomed tars. 1875
Whyte Melville Katerfelto xix, An unaccustomed horse

would have stuck fast up to its girths before it had gone fifty

yards,

t3. = Uncustomed/^/, a. Obs,

170X Lond. Gaz. No. yjiTJi, Liable to be.. seized in like

manner as Prohibited and Unaccustomed Goods. 1715

Ibid. No. 5298/3 Prosecutions.. concerning unaccustomed
and Prohibited Goods.

Hence Unaccu'stomedness.
h\%o unaccusto7!iedly (Torriano, 1659).

x6xi CoTCK,, Desaccoustumance, a6\i>n^et vnwontednesse,
vnaccustomednesse. i6S9 GentI. Calling 435 The main
cause of that disgust men haveto this spiritual entercourse,

is their unaccustomedness to it. z866 Land. Rev. 8 Dec.

623 It is permissible when it leads the worshipper to God,
and does not, by its unaccustomedness, splendour, or intri-

cacy, interpose itself as a veil between God and him. x88i

Mrs. Oliphant in Macvi. Mag. Apr. 493/1 He was seated,

not in any familiar comer, but with the forlornest unaccus-

tomedness, in the middle of it.

Unachie'vable, a. (Uk-i *! b.)

1657 Fabindon Serm. 484 If. .it should be unatchievable,

not to be attained to by some. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell
(1871) IV. 238 Projects unachievable, even the preface of

them. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 2/1 A reader of less

nimble wits who has not caught the trick of suppressing the

verbs and leaping to a meaning unachievable by syntax.

Unachie-ved, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1603 Holland Plu-

tarch's Mor, 794 The combat remained unatchived and un-

perfect, neither had it a certaine and doubtlesse conclusion.

1831 ScottC/. Rob. X, So it is, the spell remains unachieved.

tJnacliiiig, ///. «. (Un-1 io.)

1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. ii. 155 To brag vnto them, thus I did,

and thus Shew them th' vnaking Skarres, which 1 should

hide. 1721 CiBBER Line in Riddle 1. i, The winter of un-

aching Age. 1757 Dyer Fleece i. 642 Pleasing weariness

Soon our unaching heads to sleep inclines. 1822-7 Good
Study Med. (1829) I. 532 Compressible Polypus,.. unaching,

chiefly pale.red. 1828 Landor Imag. Conv. III. 312 Days
of happiness like this I could recall and look back upon
with unaching brow.

t tJna-cliteled, /i/-/. a. Obs,—^ [Un-IS + acA/*/,

aghtle Ettle z^.] Unestimated.
c 1250 Gen, ff Fx. 796 God gaf him 5or siluer and gold, .

,

Vn-achteled welSe he 3or bi-gat.

Unacidulated, ///. a. (Un.» 8.) [x775 Ash.] i860

Grove Corr. Fhys, Forces, etc. (1874) 416 With distdled

water unacidulated I could observe no effect of electrolysis.

Unacknowledged, pfL a. (Un- ^ 8.)

1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Deut. lii. 17/1 See (1 say) how God
is vnacknowledged of vs in his benefites. 1647 Clarendon
Hist,Reb. i. §160 The fear., of what was to come., from an

unknown, at least an unacknowledg'd Successor, to the

Crown. 1687 Rycaut Hist. Turks 1 1. 228 The Ambassadour
remained aboard unsaluted and unacknowledged by the

publick Ministers of the City. X75X Earl Orrery Remarks
Swift (1752) 76 From the same causes, Stella remained an
unacknowledged wife. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla x.

xiii, A reciprocal confidence that left. .not an action un-

related, not even a thought unacknowledged. 1835 T.

Mitchell Acharn, of Aristoph. 230 «c/£r, The consequent

dread that prevailed lest any of those gifts should appear to

pass unacknowledged. 1871 Tvlob Prim. Cult. 1. 2 Nor
. . in investigating the lower functions even of man, are these

leading ideas unacknowledged.

Unacknowledging, /// a. (Un-i lo.)

1611 CoTGR., yi/(:jtci'«('/.v5a«^, vnacknowledging, ignorant,

vngratefulL 1656 Eakl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts. fr,

Parnass, u xxxiii. 38 He.. desired, that as an unacknowledg-

ing and ungrateful man, he might receive condign punish,

ment- 1697 Collier Ess. Mor, Subj. 11. (17C9) 35 Who
could have imagined People so strangely stupid and un-

acknowledging? 1752 Mrs. l^iLnaoxl- em. Quixote m.\\i\.

208 Your Condition shall be never the worse for Miss Glan-

ville's unacknowledging Temper...You are almost as un-

acknowledging as your Sister.

TJnaccLuaint, a. Chiefly Sc. [Un-1 y.] ^
Unacquainted ///. a, (Usn. const, •with.')

1587 T. Hughes Misfort, ^rMwr Induct., Good ladies,

unacquaint with cunning reach. X587 W. Fowler U ks.

(S.T.S.) I. 26 The habit proude, vnsene, vnvsd, all new and

vnacquent, I ihair beheld. x6ii Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems
ii. 47 Scho, spying me 511 wnacquaint in loue, Hir new got

dairts throught my puir hen did roue. 1628— Doomesday

643 Satietie, which vnacquent With loathing, doth arise.

rti699 KiBKTON J/ist. Ch. Scotl. (1817) 2S0 Maxwell,. -be-

cause he was unacquaint in the town, ..came running into

Nicol Moffat, stabler, his house in HorscWynd. 1716

Wodrow Corr. (1843) H- 216 Your Reverend colleague, to

whom, though unacquaint, I give my dearest respects.

rtX758 Ramsay Some ofthe Contents v, Thair forbeirswcre

unacquaint with feir. 1823 Galt Provost xxvi, We were

unacquaint with the character of the man. 1840 Lowell
Irene 23 And, though herself not unacquaint with care,

Hath in her heart wide room for all that be.

t UnaccLaai'nt, v, Obs, rare. [Un-2 6 a.]

trans. To deprive of acquaintance.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) Epist. *iiii. What thing can ther be

then that might vnacquaynte vs and dryue vs backe from



UNACQUAINTANCE.
this Gospel f 1697 J. Sergeant Soiid^ Pkihs. 360 Nor can
the contrary be sustaind any other way, but by unacquaint-

ing us with our selves and our own kind.

Unacqnaintance. (Un-^ 12 and 5 b.)

J598 Florio, fnesperientia, inexperience, vnskilfulnes, vn-

acquaintance. 1627 Bp. HallG/. Inipmtor ^o-j Of this vn-

acquaintance, secondly, arises a dangerous mesprison of a
mans selfe. 1659 i". Pecke Parnassi Fncrp. 49 Therefore

how many, and how QuaUfi'd ; Hy unacquaintance, could

not be descry'd. 1786 A. Gib Sacr. ContempL 381 There
will be no unacquaintance among the individuals of the

redeemed in heaven. i88a L». Alton in Life ^ Lett. Bp.
Cretgkton (1904) I. 229, I shall be very glad if 1 may con-

sider the stage of unacquaintance as gone by.

b, Freq. const, with.

1646 R. Baii.lie Anabaptism (1647) 49 Through un-

acquaintance with the minde of the most. 1676 GLANvrLL
Rss. VI. 28, 1 scorn the ordinary Tales of Prodigies, which

Sroceed fiom superstitious Fears, and unacquaintance with

Tature. 1716-ao Lett.fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) I. 3c»Our as

yet utter Unacquaintance with tlie real Folly and Vanity
(here is in every thing. 1^777 Robertson Hist. Amer. vii.

(1778) II. 319 The Peruvians, from their unacquaintance
with the use ofai ches, . . could not construct bridges either of •

stone or timber. 1814 Scott Wav, xxxi, Your. .unacquaint-
ance with the manners of the Highlands. 1895 Hunter
Old Missionary iv. 106 Their unacquaintance with English
made it difEcult for them to master the., new Penal.. Codes.

Unacquai nted, ppL a, [Un- i 8.]

1 1. Oipersons : Not personally known (to one).

Obs. (Cf. 4.)

1519 More Suppl Souh Wks. 388/x Your hnmble &
vnacquaynted, and half forgotten supplyantes. 1586 J.
Ha^KER Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 155/2 He was more
like a father than a freend, and more like a freend than
an vnacquainted countriman. 1607 Dekker & Webster
Norihw. Hoe 1. i, Being a Londoner though altogether vn-

acquainted, I haue requested his company at supper.

i-2. Of things : Unknown, unfamiliar, strange,

unusual. Obs* (Common c 1 560-1640.)
1551 T. WiLSOs Logike Ep. to King A iv, I haue. .enter'

prised to ioyne an acquaintaunce betwiene Logique, and
my countrymen, from the whiche they haue bene hetheito
b^ed, by tongues vnacquaynted. 1565 Jewel Reply
Harding (1611) 53 Certainly thi^ phrase was so farie vn*

acquainted and vnknowen m that World, that the very
Originals of these Decrees haue it not. 1577 Ir, Bullin^er s

Decades (1593) 467 The name of merites is an vnacquainted
terme, not vsed in the scriptures. 1633 Lithgow Trai'. x.

45% I was confident to dye a fearelull and vnacquainted
death. 167] Marvkll Rek. Transp. i. 126 Although the
other punishments are more severe, yet this being mote new
and unacquainted, I cannot pass it by.

+ b. Const, to. Obs. rare.

i57» Buchanan Detection MarieQ. ofScoites H ijb. The
kinde of disease, strange, vnknawin to the pepill, vii-

acquainted to phisitiones. 1598 Vong Z)/(i»a 457 Alaicelius,

Diana, and Kmenia, were lodged in two chambers in the
Palace,.. lodgings vnacquainted to simple SbepKctds.

3. Of persons (rarely of things): Having no ac-

quaintance with (= knowledge of) something.
(/i) 1563 GoLDiNG Caeiar iii. (t 565) 70 b, Conueying

thyther by water wold be very comber&ome, bycause the
Romanes were vnacquainted wyth those countryes. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. 5 »43 Sir Dudley CarIeton..was
unacquainted with the Government, l^aws and Customs of
his own Country. 1736 Butler Anal. i. ii. Wks. 1874 I. 36
There may be some impossibilities in the nature of things,

which we are unacquainted with. 1771 Junius Lett. Iviii.

(1788) 312, 1 profess to be unacquainted with his private
character. iSisScott Guy M, liv, Ha7lewood, unacquainted
with their plan of assault, was a moment later. x86o
TvNDAtx Glac. II. ix. z6o To those unacquainted with the
fact of their motion,.. tne assertion that a glacier moves
must appear.. startling and incredible.

Kb) 1605 VERsiacAN Dec. Intell. L (1628) i The Irish

language.. is.. vtterly vna<^^quainled with the names of
England and of Englishmen. 16x5 Sandys Trav, iv. 254
A bay. .vn.icquainted with tempests. 1646 P. Bulkelev
Gospel Cffvt. IV. 30^ Faith l>eing..yet unacquainted with
the Lords dealing with his people, i860 Adler Prov. Poet.

351 This poetry was unacquainted with the dramatic form,

t b. Const. J«, of^ or to. Obs»
a 1586 Sidney ^n:rt£?/a( 1622) 360 So that poor Apollo was

faine to leade a very miserable life, vnacquainted to worke,
and never vsed to begge. 1704 Swikt T. Tith Dcd., Being
very unacquainted in the style and form of dedications.

1787 Charlottk Smith Romance Real Life I. ^90 A species
of torture, but of the nature of which we are happily un-
acquainted in this country. 1805 tr, Lafontaine s Her-
inaiin^ E.W. 181 She is unacquainted of this circumstance,
and she must remain in ignorance of it,

c. Without const. : Inexperienced ; ignorant.

Also with tkatv^nA clause.
In quot. 179X - in ignorance.
1581 Allen Apol. 121 Death and dungeons be not so

Icriitjle things to Christes souldiars, as they seeme to the
vnacquainted. 1581 Stcdlev Medea A v, Not any guilt
thou shah with unacquainted hand assay. 163a Lithgow
Trav. X. 426, 1 thinke it best to show the vnacquainted
Reader, a reasonable satisfaction for [etc.]. 1663 Boyle
Usef. Rxp. Nat. Philos. i. i. 3 The surprizing spectacle of
so many and various Objects, as presented tnemselvt-s to
her unacquainted Sight. 1791 J. Learmont Poems 15 Tho'
unacquaintit she has wooet Wi* ane that is his fae. 1796
Mme. D'Arblay Cnuiitla iv. v. Is she unacquainted that a
little knowledge of books and languages is what atone I

have been taught ?

4, Of persons : Not having acquaintance, not
being on terms of personal knowledge, with
another. Also without const. : Not mutually
acouainted.
1633 Massingf.r Guardian v. iv, You know the proscribed

Sevcrino,— he not unacquainted, but familiar, with The
most of you. 1657 Kekvk GocTs Plea 263 The Omniscient
God is not uoacquaioted with them that are most dear to

89

him, his Elect.
^ 1766 Goldsm. Vicar yiwvCx, Sir, ..you are

unacquainted with the man that oppresses us. 1818 Scott
Br, Lanwi. xx, Were my mother to see you. .1 am sure she
would approve; but you are unacquainted personally. 1892
H. Lane Difft-r. Rheuvt. Dis. (ed. 2) Pref., The exceeding
kindness. .with which friends, as well as critics, with whom
I was personally unacquainted, received my first literary

venture.

TTnacquaintedness. [UN-I12.] The state

or fact of not being acquainted : a. Const, with.
1617 HiERON Wks. (1620) II. 380 Doe not cherish thy selfe

in thy vnaccquaintednesse with this broken heart. 1682
Flavel Pear 115 We may be excused for our fears, by
reason of our own unacquaintedness with sufferings. 1764
T. Hutchinson /list. Mass. L (1765) 5 From unacquainted-
ness with the geography of the country. 1825-9 Mrs.
Sherwood Lady of Manor II. xiv. 257, I have no doubt
that I uttered many shocking avowals of my entire un-
acquaintedness with these things. 1851 1. Taylor Wesley
250 With our . . unacquaintedness with the manners and
habits of the lower classes.

b. With?«, of, or without const.

i66j Inconveniences of Toleration 6 It is nothing but un-
acquaintedness which makes them lyable to be so scared
with all those terrible and groundless Stories. 1669 Earl
Orrery Parthen. in. v. 44 By their unacquaintedness in

using of an Oar [they were] unable to Row. 1729
' Philalethes' Ewj. Price Coals 35 What proceeded from
an Unacquaintedness in some Part of this Affair. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. xxxvii. 272 To what might
not my youth, my sex, and unacquaintedness of the ways
of that great, wicked town expose me?
UnacquiTable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1640 Bp. Reynolds

Passions xm. 121 Sinners, conceiving happinesse as un-
acquirable by them, do grow to the Hating of it. 1882 G.
Macdonald Weighed ^ Wanting II. v'l. 53 An un.icquirable
gift, not necessarily associated with anything noble.

Unacquirableness. (Un-' 12.) 1768-74 Tucker Lt.
Nat. (1834) I. 217 As to the unacquirableness of virtue, this

somewhat resembles Whitfield's day of grace, which being
not yet come or being once past, no man can attain to

righteousness.

Unacquired, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not acquired ; nnattained.

1653 Jer. Taylor Serm. for Year I. xii. 154 The work of

God is left imperfect, and our persons ungracious, and our
ends unacquired. 1^6 W. Montague /4cccw//. Worn. Ep.
Ded., So that this cannot enform your understanding in any
new unacquired grace or vertue.

2. Not obtained from without ; innate.

1793 HoLCBOFT tr. Lavater's Physiog. xxix. 136 Can we
call this feeling, internal unacquired sensation? 1870
Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. i. 164 We recognize his tiuth

to Nature by an innate and unacquired sympathy.

fUnacquit, ///. a. Obs.-^ [Un-1 7.] Un-
requited,

1390 GowER Conf. \. 271 For it was nevere knowe yit

That (harite goih unaquit.

Unacqui'tted. ///. a. (Un.' 8.) 1770 Hailes Anc. Sc.
Poems 327 Unquyt, unacquttted, unpaid.

t Unaoquitting, vbl. sb, [Un-1 13.] Failure

in acquitting or clearing.

1648 W. BftovfSE Polexauderix. iv. FFrPJ, He., besought
his pardon for the long unacquiring himselfe of what he
owed him.

tUnact, V. Obs. rate, [Un-2 3.] trans. To
reverse in act ; to undo.
1594 W. Percy Coelia (1877) 5 My doome is past, nor can

be now vnactit. 1628 Feltham Resolves 11. Ixxxix. 257 The
Act lemaines adultery still :. .not cana Man vnact it agalne.

Una'Ctablef a. [Un-* 7 b] That cannot be
acted (on the stage); unsuitable fordramatic repre-

sentation. Hence (in recent use) XJnactaWllty.
1810 Byron Let. to Hodgson 3 Oct.,^ Before the fire was

out, he writes, .to inquire whether this farce was not con-

verted into fuel, with about two thousand other unactable
manuscripts. 1830 M iss M itford in L'Estrange Z{/tf (1870)

1 1 . xiii, 298 Golooni is the most insipid writer I ever read \

AlHeri is a veiy fine one but unactable. 1871 Public
Opinion 16 Dec. 778 Mr. Browning has written brief unact-
able dramas.

Unacted, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not acted or carried out in action ; unper-

formed. .

593 Shaks. Lucr. 527 The fault vnknowne, is as a thought
vnacted. 1613 Sherlev Trav. Persia 52 To leaue no
meanes vnacted which might both assure them more, and
him selfe with tlitm. a 1688 Jordan Muses Melody^ To
his disdainful Mistress 17 Must I For some offence un-
acted, or unknown, Be tortur'd thus? 1706 (?Pkior] Ep,
after Battle of Ramillies 290 My sons lament, in distant

dungeons thrown, Unacted ci imes, and follies not their own.

1789 W. Blake Marr, Heaven <$• Hell, Pro7>erhs^ Sooner
murder an infant in its cradle than nuise unacted desires,

1825 Scott Talisni. xvii, I would buy with every jewel I

h-ive, that our fatal jest had remained unacted.

b. Const, on, upon.

1794 G, Adams Nat. ^ Exp. Philos. III. xxiv. ai A mass
of [units] lying together, unacted upon by a mechanical

material agency. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion <V

J'rinc. iv, I wish you to peruse it alone, and unacted upon
by any extraneous influence. 1857 Miller Elcm. Chem.^

Org. 67 The second portion remains unacted on in the

liquid.

2. Not acted upon; unformed. rare~^.

1700 W. Smippen In Rowe Amb. Step-Moth. in. ii, When
Matter yet unacted lay.

3. Not performed on the stnge. Also (T^W. as j<5.,

those whose plays arc not acted. In recent use.

Una'cting,^//. a. (Un-' jo.) X736 \{v.^wv.\ Mem. 1. 82

The state of lus mind.. seemed .still to be an entire apathy,

unacting and unmoved. 1745 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 156 It

is the white unacting Globules that do thus,

UNACTUATED.
fUna-otion. Obs.^'^ [UN-iia,5b.] Inaction.
1698 tr. F^nelon's Maxims of Saints 98 'Tis better to

remain in an absolute Unaclion.

t Unaxtive, a. Obs. [Un- 1 7 and 5 b.]

1. Habitually or naturally inactive ; indisposed

or unable to act ; hence, sluggish, slothful : a. Of
persons (or animals).
X591 G. Fletcher Russe Commw. (Hakl. Soc.) 146 For the

most part, they are unweldy and unactive withall. 1657
Austen Emit Trees 11. 177 It is an intolerable shame to
some professors especially, to see them so lukewarme and
unactive in the waies of God. 1696 Stanhope Chr. Pattern
(1711) 126 When advancement to Heaven.. is offered, they
are slothful and unactive. 1726 Gibson Dieting Horses 14
Flanders Horses. .are thereby render 'd the more heavy and
unactive. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Ptece 11, ii. 346 Chub.. are
a strong unactive Fish.
absol. 1708 Diss. Drunkenness 12 It charms the Unactive,

the Desperate and Crafty of either Sex.

b. Of material things,

1638 Qoarles Hieroglyph, ii. (1669) 27 Nor hath unactive
matter pow'r to soil Her pure and active form, as Jars cor-

rupt their Oyl. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. {1713) 528/2
The Points of the Acid of the 'Jartar. .are too unactive,

gross or blunt to insinuate themselves into the Pores ofthis
Salt. X704 NoRRis Ideal World 11. iii. 253 What a dead uii-

active thing matter is, 1729 BinLEB Serm. Hum. Nat. i.

Wks. 1874 II. 387 The mere material body.., without the
mind being a dead unactive thing.

o. Of mind or disposition.

1645^ Clarendon Hist. Reb. v. §340 The drowsy and
unactive Genius of the Kingdom. Ibid. vi. § 182 The
faculties and understandings of the lay councillors [grew]

more dull, lazy, and unactive. i-jo^ }.'Y^hvv Abra-Muli
II. i. 544 Melancholy Blood retards the Springs Of his un-
active Soul. 1724 R. KiDDES Morality Pref. p. xxxviii,

Disquisitions of this kind are an argument of an unactive

wit, 1746 Brit. Mag. 98 The Ignorance, or unactive in-

experimenting Spirit of our Manufacturers.

d. Of immaterial things.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ep. Ded. i The calentures

of men breathe out in problemes and unactive discourses.

1686 W. DE Britaine Hum. Prudence xvi. 74 He.. may
escape many dangers by his wary Conduct, but will fail of
as many Successes by his unactive Tearfulness, c 1705 Bp.

Berkeley in Fraser Life (1871) 445 Uneasiness, hiQ. are

ideas, therefore unactive, therefore can do nothing. 1761
Hume Hist. Eng, III, xlviil. 45 His unactive vntue, the

more it was extolled, the greater disregard was it exposed to.

2. Not active at a particular time ; remaining

quiescent or idle.

1599 Daniel Musoph. {1602) c iii b, That these more curi-

ous limes, they might diuorce Irom the opinion.. Of our
disable and vnactiue foice. 1643 Wither Campo Musae
2 When I shall be dead, And lie unactive in a loanly roome.

1670 Cotton Espernon i. in. 107 Neither was he in his re-

tirement., either unactive in himself, or in a Scene im-
proper for his Majesties Service. 1715 Pope Iliad w. 425
Can'st thou, remote, the mingling Hosts descry, With Hands
unactive, and a careless Eye? 1756 Johnson Misc. Lwes^
K. ofPrussia Wks. 1787 IV, 557 Ail the vegetative powers
are kept unactive by a long continuance of drought. 1757
Burke Abridgm. Ene, Hist. Wks. 1842 1 1. 516 1 he legates

in Britain. . remained unactive[till it could be determined
for what master they were to conquer.

3. Marked or characterized by inaction.

162X G. Sandys Ovid's Met. ir. (1626) 41 To Enuie's caue
liercouiseshee bent,. .Repleat with sadnesse, and vnactiue

cold. 1652 Evelvn ^/. /•>««« Misc. Writ. (1805) 81 The
Gentry. .are universally given tosolitaiy and unactive lives

in the country. 171X Addison Spec:. No. 93 ri4 For the

Employment of our dead unactive Hours. 1736 Builer
Anal. V. 89 Nothing which we at present see, would lead

us to the Thought of a solitary unactive State hereafter,

X777 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 27 Aug., I am heie in

unactive obscurity.

+ Una*ctivo, z', Obs. [UN-2 6a,] trans. To
unfit for action.

1639 Fuller Holy War 52 Though bookishnesse may
unactive, yet learning doth accomplish a Prince. 1655 —
Ch. Hist. viii. ii. 19 A man so buried in the speculations of

School-Divinity, that it unactiv'd him to be practical in per-

secution.

+ Unaxtively, adv. Obs, [Uir-l ii and 5 b.]

^ Inactively aiiv,

1611 Speed Hist. Ct. Brit. vn. viii. 236 That his time was
so peaceably and vnactiuely spent, that it mlnistted not

matter whereof to indite. 1661 FtLiHAM Resolves 11. xlix.

281 He.. that is illiter.ite, and unactively lives hamletled in

some untravail'd village. 1693 Locke Educ. § 125 Mark how
he spends his Time, whether he unactively loiters it away.

ttTnaxtiveness. Obs. [Un-i 12.] = next.

1647 Jenkyn Serm. bcf Peeres zy Jan. Pref, Cast off the

spirit of sleep in respect of unaciivenesse. 1683 '1'emple

Mem. Wks. 1720 I. 406 To make amends for the Unactive-

ness ofthis Campaign in Flanders, the Confederates by Con-
cert on alt sides fell upon an Enierprize of great Eclat,

t Unacti'vity. Oi>s, [Un-i 12 and 5 b.]

= Inactivitv,
1654 Fuller Two Serm. 5 By their easinesse and un-

activitie IlheyJ betray themselves to that condition. 01676
Hale Prim. Orig. Man. (1677) 98 To suppose them in an
eternal rest and unactivity, . . were to suppose them eternally

kept in a useless, needless, imperfect state. 1740 Chfvne
Regimen iv. 174 The human Soul. .now confin d to Dark-
ness, Silence, and Unactivity.

Una'ctuai, a. (Un-' 7.) 1871 Fraser Berkeley x, 377
Our nowunactual past or future sense experience,

Vna-ctuated, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

x66i Glanvill Van. Dogm. xvL 153 The Peripatelick

matter is a pure unactualed Power : and this conceited

Vacuum a meer Receptibility. 1774 'Trinket 50 The
sprightly friend, unactuated by any softer passion. 1802 tr.

Ducray-DuminiCs Victor I. 171 What reliance was to be

placed upon the faith of a banditti, unactuated by any



UNACUTE.
sentiment of honour or delicacy? i8«7 Scorr Lei. in Lock'
iar/(i839) IX. 148 Unactuated by any feeling excepting
the wish to do justice to all parties.

Unacu'te^o. (Un-* 7.) 1775 J. Harris Philosofh. Ar-
raugem. (1841) 349 Acute sentiments often escape the com-
prehension of iinacute hearers. Unaca'ted, ^pl. a.

(Un-* a.) 1804 MiTFORD Inquiry 268 Though. .Latin, .can

h^ve a long penultimate following an acuted antepenul-
timate, ..yet.. long vowels unacuted are numerous. Un-
adaptabi'Uty. (Un-' 12 and 5 b.) i8ay Bestham Jus-
tice Jff Cod, Petit. Suppl. II So they be—either by unadapt-
ability,or by their narrowness— . .obstructive of all., change.

Uaada'ptable, a. (Un-> 7 b and 5b-) 1882 A. Gray in

Electic Mag. XXXV. 738 Natural Selection continuajly

took away the unadaptable, to give room and opportunity
to the better-adapted. 1886 Atheuxum 17 Apr. 530^
'Torn Jones' is, in fact, unadaptable [as a play). Un-
ada-pted, />/.«. (Un-*8.) [i77SAsh.] iSosJ. Foster A«.
II. ii. (1806) 1. 148 They may form astrong character, in spite

of the counteraction of an unadapted constitution. 1879 H.
Spencer Data 0/Ethics xiii. § 84. 223 The inaterinl aids to

happiness which each received would be more or less un-
adapted to his requirements. Unada'ptedness. (Un-'

la.) 1846 WoKCESTER (citing Foster). 1871 in Naphej-s
Prev,

«J-
Cure Dis. ii. iv, 557 The choicest articles of

food are injurious to some persons by an obscure and in-

explicable unadaptedness. Unada'ptive, a. (Un-' 7
and 5 b.) 1841 MvERS Cath. Th. iii. §27. 99 The words
which Jesus.. spoke in answer to the instincts of the un-

adaptive BaptisL Una'dded,^<i.///f. (Un-' 8.) x6io

Healkv St. Aug. Cttie of God ix. xi. (1620) s'^a Romulus.

.

instituted the Lemuralia to be kept the thirdday of May,
at such time as February was vnadded to the yeare.

Unaddixted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

X583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Deut, xciv. 1203 Itbehouedthem
to forget both father and mother, and to be vnaddicted to

their fleshly affections, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams i.

(1692) 9 To be unaddicted to belly-pampering, sleep, and
carnal wantonness. 1670 G. H^Hist, Cardinals 11. i. 119
A Pope.. unaddicted to the advancement of Iiis private

Family. 1844 Kinglake Eothen xvii, Marlen.. is.. un-
addicted to the practice of magical arts.

_ 1859 Sala Ttv,

round Cioi.k (1S61) 317 The serious world is not at all un-
addicted to good living.

t Unadditionable, a, Obs.-^ [Un-1 7 b,]

Not worth counting in or adding.
1716 M. Davies Atlien. Brit. II.ToRdr.p. xiii, Some few

Despicable Unadditionable Units or Unitarians.

t Unaddi-tioned, fl. Obs.~^ [Un-1 8.] Not
provided with a title.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies^ Hereford ii. (1662) 46 He was a
Knight, howsoever it cometh to passe he is here unaddi-

tioned.

tUna-ddle,fl. Obs-^ [Un-1 7.] Not addled,

161X Panegyr, Verses in Coryat Crttrf/V/V « d vij, In Od-
combe parish yet famous with his cradle, A chicke he hatcht
was of an egge vnaddle.
Unaddre'ssed,///. a. (Un-* 8. Cf G. unaddressirt.)

[1775 Ash.) iMs Athenmvn 5 Dec. 732/3 A letter from
.Mrs. Uyron. .perhaps to Mr. Becker is unaddressed, and
not dated further than * Thursday 13th *.

Unade'pt, sb. and a. [Un-1 j2, 7, and 5 b.]

a. sb. One who is not an adept, b. adj. Not
adept or proficient. Also absol.

i^4a Young Nt. Th. ix. 649 I'll point out to thee Its

various lessons; some that may surprise An un-adept in

mysteries of Night. 1817 Keaiinge Trav. I. 42 The un-
adept in the valuable science of botany. 1818 Mrs.
Shelley Frankeiist. ii, Thus for a time I was occupied by
exploded systems, mingling, like an unadept, a thousand con-
tradictory theories. 1830 Hentham Offic. Apt, Maximized^
Public Account Keeping 10 To an unadept mind, what
other idea than this is it in the nature of this appellation to

suggest?

t Una'dequate, a. Obs. [Un-I 5 b.] = In-

adequate a,

1644 MiLTOH Buccr en Dtz: Wks. 1851 IV. 303 Be not
bound about .. by the scanty and unadequat and inconsis-

tent Principles of such as condemn others for adhering
to Traditions. 1651 Biggs New Disp^ f 35 The preposter-

ous ignorance of the Constitution of man in gencrall . . hath
..I»een a meanes to usher in that incongruous form of un-
adacquat remedies. 1709 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 234
Those who are upadequate Judges.

TTnadherence. rarr'^. [Un-I 13, Cf. next.]

Non-adherenee.
1728-31 Lett./r. Fo^s Jml. (1732) I. 17 In such a Govern,

ment, Unadherence to the Rights and Privileges.. of the
Court, manifest a glorious Fortitude of Mind.
UnadhCTent, a. (Un-> 7 and 5 b.) 1836-9 Todd's Cycl.

Anat. II. 598/1 The inner surface[of the pericardium], like

that of all the other serous membranes, is unadherent,
smooth, and shining. Unadhe*sive, a. (Un-* 7 and 5 b.)

181J KiRBV & Sp. EntoiiioL xiii. (1816) I. 419 The unad-
hesive radii and exterior threads remain unsoiled. 1840
Makryat Olla Podr. III. 246 Her imperishable beauty
and unadhesive ctean!ine>s of person. Una'djectived,
ppl. a. (Un-* 9.) 1805 TooKE Purley 11. vJi. II. 469 As the

Noun Adjective always signifies all that the unadjectived
Noun signifies, ..so must the Verb Adjective signify all

that the unadjectived Verb signifies, and no more. 1815
Richardson Eng. Philol. 28 We have also borrowed . . adjec-
lived signs from other languages, without always l>orrowing
the unadjectived signs of the same ideas. Unadjou'rned,
ppl. a. (Un*' 8.) 1648 Hexham 11, Ongedacght^ Vncited,
or Vn-adjourned. i8<^ Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. xi, Mrs.
Sprodgkin was left still unadjourned in the hall. Un.
adja-st,!'. (Un."3.) zjZs l*^ti^- Trans. LXXV. 47$ riote,

I_ have myself repeatedly adjusted the wires eight or ten
times running, allowing another person to read off and un-
adjust each time. Unadju'sted,/^//.a. (Un-* 8.) 1775
Johnson Tojc. na T^r. 17 In countries where life was yet
unadjusted and policy unformed. i8zz Ann. Reg.^ Gen.
Hist, a Important differences between this country and the
United States of America remained unadjusted. 1899 All'
butt's Spt, Med. VI 1 1. 274 That his conduct is unadjusted
to his circumstances is manifest.

40

TTnadmi-nistered, ///. a. [Un-i s.] Not
administered (esp. in law).

1590 Swinburne Testaments 171 He maie commit the

administration of the goods of the deceased vnadininistred

by thee. 1684 Sccr. Serv. Monty Chas. ^ Jas. ((^amden)

97 Of the goods and chattels ofJohn Eaton iinadminisired.

rti8i4 Forgery n. v. in Ne%v Brit. Theatre \. 455 Inquiry

would perhaps but probe the wound, Leaving the cure still

unadminister'd. 1884 Law Times Rep. 12 Apr. 205/2 The
latter died on the 12th Dec. 1879, leaving the estate of the

testatrix partly unadministered.
Una'dmirable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1853 Ruskin Stones

Ven. III. ii. § 3. 34 That the antagonistic Renaissance is, in

the main, unworthy and unadmirable,..it was my principal

purpose to show. 1866 Carlvle Remin. I. 218 Very sump-

tuous, very cockneyish, strange and unadmirable to me.

Unadmi-red, ppl a. (Un-i 8.)

1707 Mits. Uemn in Muses Mercury Oct 237 Then all

your Glories unadniir'd will lie. 1781 V. Knox Lib,

l-lduc. xxi. 186 The story was entertaining, but the diction

and the sentiment passed unadmired. 1827 Pollok Course

T. IX. 480 Nor 'mong the fairest unadmired . . Distinguished

stood the bard. 1865 Trkvelyan Cawnpore 6 The furniture

..is scattered about in most unadmired disorder.

UnadmiTinff.///.rt. (Un-1 io and sd.)
1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. n. xii. (1872) I. 119 Unadmiring

posterity has confirmed the nickname. x88i Times 20 Aug.
9/2 Before an impatient and unadmiring audience.

b. Used with ppl. construction.

1876 Miss Broughton Joan xxi, Joan looks away again,

utterly unadmiring herself.

Hence Unadmi'rinffly aiiv,

1862' Shirley ' Nugse Crit. iii. 150 One, whose massive brow
and chiselled eyelids you. .have noted not unadmiringly.

Unadnii-tted,///.rt. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not allowed to enter.

1616 in Harl, Misc. (Malh.) III. 327 It was not l.iwful for

a Christian to enter unadmitted. i8ox Southf.y Thalal^a

ix.xxvi, On the sympathizing wax, The unadmitted flames

play powerlessly.

2. Unacknowledged, unconfessed,

1895 Thinker VIII. 440 Science has almost out-dogmatized
the dogmatists, by teaching a practical though unadmitted
atheism.

Unadmonislied, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

a 1591 H. S.MiTH Serm. Punishm. Jonah i. Wks. 1867 II.

224 Let us take heed that a wicked one be not found amongst
us unadmonished. 1645 Milton Tetrach. Introd., Wks.
1851 IV. 136 Who.. hath not forborn to scandalize him, un-
conferr'd with, unadmonisht, undealt with by any Pastorly
or brotherly convincement. 1667 — /*. L. v. 245. 1751
Warburton in Pope's Works IV. 138 note, He would not
bear to see a friend . . live in the miserable abuse of one of
Nature's best gifts unadmonished of liis folly. 1781 Cowper
in Priv. Conesp. (1824) I. 106, I am sure you would not
suffer me unadmonished to add myself to the multitude of
insipid rhimers. i86a T. A. Tbollope Marietta i, The pony,
unadmonished save by a word, started off at a brisk trot.

Unado'ptable,a. (Un-* 7b.) 1843 Carlyle Past & P.
i\. xvii, The good [prayers] were found adoptable by men;
. . the bad, found inappropriate, unadoptable, were gradually
foreotten.

Unado-pted, PpL a. (Un-i 8.)

1659 Milton Civ. Po^verV/Vs. 1851 V. 328 Hence it planely
appeers, that if we be not free we are not sons, but still

servants unadopted. 1765 Langhorne Observ. Collins* Ode
to Evening, Blank verse.., though it has been generally
received in the latter [kind of poetry], it is yet unadopted
in the former. 1902 Westm.Gaz.2'; Oct. 4/2 Put aside, too,

and unadopted by the Jewish writers are tlie statements of
the extreme critical.. school.

Unadored, ///. a. (Un- i 8.

)

i6«i G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vin. (1626) 157 Nor vn-
reueng'd, said she, Though vn-adored, shall they vant we
be. 1667 Milton P. L. i. 738 Nor was his name unheard
or unador'd In ancient Greece. 174a Young Nt. Th. iv.

3S3 By Thee, Oh most adorable I most unador'd ! 1816
WoRDsw. Ode General Thanksgiving 32 'l"hou..for thy
bounty wert not unadored.
UnadoTing, ///. a. (Un-* 10.) 1748 Richardson C/tx-

rissa (18x1) IV, 137 The complaisant gallant is so often

preferred to the cold, the unadoring husband. 1845 Mo2ley
Ess. (1878) II. 119 In proportion to the extent to which such
a view obtains, worship must become necessarily unimpas-
sionate and unadoring.

Unado-rned, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1634 Milton Comus 23 All the Sea-girt lies That like to
rich and various gemms inlay The unadorned bosom of the
Deep. 1667 — P. L. iv. 305 Shee as a vail down to the
slender waste Her unadorned golden tresses wore. 1730
'inoMSON^w/«w/« 213 For loveliness Needs not the foreign

aid of ornament, But is when unadorn'd adorn'd the most.

1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand.y Portrait 231 She, adorning
fashion, unadorned by dress. 1813 Byron Br. Abydos n. ix.

That dagger.. No longer glitter 'd at his waist, Where
pistols unadorn'd were braced. 1863 W. G. Palgrave
Arabia I. 80 It is a very simple and unadorned construc-
tion. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man 11. xiii. (1890) 391 Eight o-
nine specimens.. retained their unadorned winter plumage
. .throughout the year.

b. In transf. or fifj. applications.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb, r. § 142 A man. .unadorned

with parts of vigourand (juickness. 169a Atterbuuy Serm.y
Ps. L t4 (1726) I. 31 Majestick Plainness and Simplicity of
Thought.. Unadorn'd by Words, Unenliven'd by Figures.

1744 Akenside Pleas, hung. i. 550 Where Virtue. .doth
forsake The unadorned condition of her birth. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblav Camilla vii. viii, The artlessness of unadorned
truth. 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. i. iv. § 22 The speeches in

this tragedy are sometimes too long, the style unadorned.

Hence TTuadcrnedly ^f/z;., Uuado'rneduess.
X727 Baii.ey (vol. II), /'/a/«««j, ..Unadornedness. 1820

Monthly Rev. XCI.278 The merit of having recorded faith*

fully, and unadornedly, the observations made by him.

1847 H. Miller First Hitpr, Eng. vii. (1857) 105 It was
placed there, in its naked unadoinedness.

UNADVERTISED.
Unadroit, a. (Un-> 7.) 1841 S. Warren Ten Thousei$id

a Year iii. I. 101 Various faint but unadroit hints and
feelers of his had Ijeen thrown away, Unadroi-tly,
adv. (Un-' II.) 1839 Thackeray Major Gahagan'w, The
..scimitar, fiercely but unadroitly drawn.

Unadu 'Iterate, ///. a. [Un-1 8 b and 5 b.]

Not adulterated or corrupted. Also absol.

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 206 It cannot be judged pure
and unadulterate Ciiristianity.

_ «697 Tutchin Search
Honesty iii. The Un.idulterate Priesthood never knew The
Glory, Strength, nor Lewdness of the New. 1716 Gay
Journ. to Exeter 95 On unadulterate wine we here regale.

1798 Charlotte Smith Yng.Philos. IV. 71 Vou would have
..a beautiful piece of unadulterate clay, which you might
mould as you would. X841 I. '1'avlor Spir. Chr. 79 This
doctrine when unadulterate .. animates orthodoxy. 1879
Mehedith Egoist xxxvii, The unadulterate is to be had
only by faith in it or by waiting for it.

So Unadu'Iterately adv.
1638 W. GiLBERTE in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 494 By Induc-

tions, fresh and unadulteratly drawn from those Observa-
tions [of the Heavens].

Unadn Iterated, ppl. a. (Un- ^ 8.)

a 17x9 Addison Evid. Chr. Relig. v. (1733) ^i, 1 have only
discovered one of those channels by which the history of
our Saviour might be conveyed puie and unadulterated,
through those several ages. 1765 Blackstone Comm. 1.

64 That these customs.. continued down.. to the present

tiuie, unchanged and unadulterated. 1823 J. Bai^cock Dom.
Amusem, 30 Flour which is pure and unadulterated. 1881

Westcott & Hdkt Grk. N. T. Introd. § 38 An unadulterated
transcript of tlie original text.

Hence XXnadu'iteratedly adv.

1891 Kipling City Dread/. Nt.^ Railway Folk i, Jamalpur
is unadulteratedly ' Railway *,

Unadu'lterously, adv. (Un-* ii.) 1643 Milton
Divorce 10 Many beasts in voluntary and chosen couples
live together as unadulterously, and are as truly maiied in

that respect.

UuadTanced, ppL a. Also 4-5 -avanced,

5 -avaunced. [Un-^ 8.] Not advanced or pro-

moted ; not pushed forward.
1390 Cower Conf. II. 205 If it is along on me Of that ye

unavanced be, ..The sothe schal be proved nou. X4ii-a
HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 5274 So manny a worthi clerk

famouse, In Oxinford, and in Cambrigge also, Stonde vn-
avanced. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 12 Preamble, His High-
nes. .entendith to provyde ..hi?; children unavaunced to be
preferred. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 832 In the
meane time, .matters stood stil altogether vnaduanced. 1741
T. Robinson Gavelkind App. Qq iv b. The youngest Son.

,

was the Child, if any, left unadvanced at the Death of his

Father. X856 Olmsted Sla^e States 367 Young men.. un-
advanced beyond the lowest knowledge of the elements of
primary school learning. 1892 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept 3/3
Both advanced and unadvanced mend)ers of unincorporated
societies.

Unadva'ncin^, PPl. a. (Un-* 10.) 18x9 Metropolis
III. 209 Her habit, her unadvancing air of modest timidity,

..all conspired to render her irresistible. 1850 L. Hunt
Autobiog. III. XXV. 267 Let the imagination of him who
thinks otherwise sit for ever with his unadvancing legs in

the ditches of his ancestors.

+ Unadva'ntageable,a. Obsr-^ [Un-1 7 b.]

Not advantageous or profitable.

1603 Chettle Engl. Mourn.-Garm. B 4b, So potent, that
the Deputie had many dangerous and vnadvantageable
skirmishes against him.

Unadva-ntaged,///. fl. (Un-i 8.)
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Stafford. (1840) 145, I have not

met with a more noble family, measuring on the level of
flat and unadvantagcd antiquity. 1755 Amoky Mem, (1769)
I. 149 Divine faith sliines forth in breasts unadvantaged
with human requirements.
Unadve'ntured, ///. a. (Un-* 8.) 1548 Hall Chron.

261 For whose defence, ..if necessitie require, my persone
shall not be vnaduentured. Unadve"nturing, ppl. a.

(Un-* 10.)
_
1824 Godwin Hist. Comviw. I. 4 Men of

a more cautious and unadventuring character,

nnadve'nturoiis, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]
Hence, in recent use, unadventurously, -ness.

1671 filiLTON P. R. III. 243 The wisest, unexperienc't, will

be ever, .Irresolute, unhardy, unadventrous. 1861 Craik
Jlist. Eng. Lit. I. 35 His attempts are of the slightest
character, and unadventurous as they are, nobody can
undertake to say . . whether they are well or ill done. 1890
*R. Boldrewood' O/. i?^rw;fr(i89i) 312 The shorthorns
and unadventurous beeves of more, .succulent pastures.

t UnadveTtance. Obs.~'^ [ad. OF. inadvert-

ance^ Inadvertence,
J483 Caxton Cato F vj. To the ende that thou be not

oueriaken by unadueitaunce or unwyttyngly.

tUnadve-rtedly, adv. Obs.—^ [Un-1 11.]
Without being noticed.
1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. in. lit 343 As

Sugar blended with his poisonous doctrines to make them
be swaliovv'd more pleasingly and unadvertedly.

fUnadveTtency. Obs. [Un-1 la and 5 b.]

= Inadvertency.
x6s3 R. Baillie Dissuas. Vind. (1655) 62 In this un-

advertency M. Marshall . . has the good luck to be set at my
side. 1656 Eahl Monm, tr. BoccalinCs Advts.Jr. Pitmass.
385 It was neither unadvertency, nor bestiality which made
me do that to my Master Apuleius.

Unadvertised, ppl. a. [Un-1 8 and 8 c]
1 1. Not advertised or warned ; uninformed {of

something). Obs,
1450 Paston Lett. I. 176 My Lord York, unadvertised of

the trouth, sent a lettre to my Lord Oxford. iS35 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 362 All this, .wes done In that intent
to turne agane richt sone, Quhen that his fais sould "vn-

aduerteist be. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 174 rhe
kyiig was not ignorant of this assemble, nor yet vnaduer-
tised of the dukes intent. 1627 Lisander ^ Cal. viii. 157
Thus Lisander, unadvertized, could not come to the court



UNADVERTISING.
within the time hee was expected, 165a Loveday tr. CnU
frenedc*s Cnssnttdra in. 212 That it was impossible for

Roxina to be long unadvertis'd of his love.

2. Not nnnounced or made known,
1864 Daily Telccraph 6 Aug., Strange storms, unadver-

tiseJ by Admiral Kitzroy,..co eddying round us. 1874 A.
Whitney l^e Girls x\. 229 The Iittleunadvertised resources
of New York.
Una-dvertising, ///. a, {Un.* 10.) 1548 Reg;. Cupar

AN'.y H. 55 (Jive ony of ihame. .permittis ony vtheris to
..tak away on>' of the samyn [woodj vnaduertissand or
stcppand at th.iir powar. 1834 Tait's Mag. t^s/i L.izanis
with the dogs (the unadvertking dogs) licking his sores

!

TTnadvi'sable, a, [Ux-i 7 b and 5 b.]

1. Of persons: That cannot or will not be advised
;

not open to advice.

1673 O. Walker Educ.j-j Of angry persons some are..
sullen, intractable, unadvisable fa disposition mixed up of
pride and melancholy). 1693 Wood Life (O.H.S.) IV, 27,

I hope his lordship will admit me to his favour, and not
think I am unadviseable. 176a Wesley yntl. 3 July, There
were none of them headstrong or unadvisable, none that
were wi-ier than their teachers. i8oa H. Martin Helen of
demons ni. 216 Tilt now I have ever considered you,
though too unadvisable, to be a man possessed of a consider-
able share of talents and understanding. 1865 Carlyle
/>f^>6.^/. XIX. viii.(iS73) VIII. 265, 1 am .Astolpho warning
Roger, .not to trust himself to the Enchantress Alcina; but
Roger was unadvisable.

2. Ofthinpfs: Inexpedient, imprudent.
1758 LowTH Life It^m, ofWykeham v. 155 Extreme rigour

would have been unadviseable in the beginning of a new
reign 1837 Carlvlr Fr. Rev. I, v. i, Nay were resistance
unadvisable, even dangerous, yet surely pause is very
natural, \9iyj AllSutt's Syst.Afed. IV, 613 Alcohol in the
form of diluted brandy or whisky is unadvisable.

Hence UnadTl'sably adv.
170a L/inii. Gaz. No. 3827/2 A Soldier, .firing unadvisaWy

upon a Centif.el. 1877 Rl-skin Fors Clav. Ixxxi. 257 It

was unadvisably allowed hy me to remain in small print.

TTnadvi'sableness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The
qtiality of being unadvisable : a. Of persons.

1771 Wesley \Vks. (1872) V. 476 As he grows in pride, so
he must grow in unadvisableness and in stubbornness also,

b. Of things.

In recent use (1891-) also unadvisability (for earlier in~

adi'isabiitty).

1833 Gen. P.Thompson Exerc. II. 374 Inproof of the un-
adviseableness of permitting the extension of manufactur-
ing industry. 1841 Craik m Pict, Hist. Eng. ix. vii. IV,

853/1 The impossibility or unadvisableness of carrying it

(the Licen<;ing Act] riEjorousIy into execution. 1877 M.
Arnold Last Ess. on Church 217 The unadvisableness of
using the occasion of burial for passing sentence of con-
demnation, .against the particular person dead.

TTnadvi'Sed, a. anil (uiv. Forms : a. 4 on*
auysed, 5 -yd, onavised ; 4-5 unauysed (4, 6
-id), 5-7 unauised (5 -yd) ; 4-5 unavised (5
-ede, -id), 4-6 unavysod (4 -id, 5 -et), /3, 5-6
unaduysed^ 6-7 unaduised (6 Sc. -it), -nissed,

6- uuadvised. [Un-1 8. Cf. ^^X>xx.ongeavijst^

1. Of acts, words, etc. : Done or spoken without
due consideration ; rash, inconsiderate.

a. 13. , E. E, Aim. P. A. 2g2 pre wordez has |>ou spoken
at ene, Vn-avysed, for so^c, wem alle bre. c 1380 Wvcmp
IVks. (1880) T^t) So herotle schuUI have broke his o\>e, . . and
sore a-repenlid hym for his vnavj-sid swerynge. a 1450 A'«/.

{/e /a Tour (i868) 126 Oftc tymes by vnauised speche of
right is made the wronge. 1537 Chomwell in Merriman
Li/e ^- Lett. (1902) 1 1. 86 They haue him in the tesse estima-
tyon for his vayn tytle and vnauised procedinges to the same.

/?. is»6 Pil^r.Per/.lW. deW. 1531) 158 For..suche cogi-
tacions vnaduysed, eyther be lytell synne or none. 1579
NoRTHRROoKE Dicing (1843) 168 By dauncing commeth
filthie lalke and communications, vnaduised promises.
i6ia WooDALL^Krjf.yi/rt/i'Wks.C 1653) 334 Fcarfull dangers
ensue often by unadvised bleeding.. in conia;;ious times.

1677 W, HuiiOARD Narrative 83 Provoked by the rash,
unaidvised, cruel actof some of the English. 1753 Richari>-
soM Grandison (1781) III. xxix. 338 I.ady Sforza.. hinted,
that the la^'t interview between the young lady and me was
an unadvised permission, 1769 Blackstonk Comm. IV.
123 Contempts acjain-^t the king's title. .are thedenial of his
right to the crov%'n in common and un.'*dvised discourse.

1833 I.Taylor Fanat. Pref. p. iv, An unskilful or unadvised
treatment. 1876 I'ancroft Hist, U.S. I. vi. 155 Complain.
ing..af his unadvised and dangerous dealings witn the
Imlians.

2. Of persons: Imprudent, indiscreet.thoughttess.

Also trans/, of things.
a. 138a WvcMF ProT. xiii. 3 Who forsothe is vnauysid to

spcken, shal felcn cuelis. 139a Gower Cow/. II. 43 Thou
miht so per cas Benyd':!, as somtime was A kingcsdowhtcr
unavised. i4ia--so Lvnc Chron, Troyxw. 4617 Hem list no
|)lng to be so rekkcles, Nor vn-avyscd what hem ou^t to do.

«i47S (* AsHBY Dictii Philos. 385 Unauised men, foles

bene repute. 1530 Palsgr. 322/1 Unavysed, vtaladuisi.
&. 153s CovKRDALE Prtn: xxi. 5 He y* is vnadiiysed, com-

meth vnto pouerte. 1566 Paintkk Pal. Pleas. II. 175 Here
they may see the damage and hurt that un.idvised youth
incurreih. 1640 Bp. Hall Episc. iti. 223 Some bold un-
warranted suggestion from an unadvised adversary. 1656
Ea«l Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts.fr. Paruass. i. 1. (1671)
3 Flies, .which some unadvised men endeavouring tocha-'t-

away. .with a Dagger, have. .cut their own Noses. 1726
Li:oNi AlbcrlTs Archit. II. 99 Faults which the negligent
and unadvised easily fall into. 1819 Lamb .SV. Crispin to M>

.

Clifford I All unadvis'-'d, and in an evil hour,, .you daft The
lowly labours of the Gentle Craft. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xv,
The thoughtless insult which the Count had been unadvised
enough to put upon the Kmperor the preceding day.
trinsf. 1600 S. NiciiOLSO!<//r()/rt.t/Kj{i876)ioO vnaduised,
Treason-working eyes, You are the cause my ife in passion
dyes. x6ai Quaklls Argaius 4> P, i, Wka. (Grosart) III.

Vol. X.
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250/2 Her unadvised sickle shall not thrust Into her hope-
full Harvest, ere needs must.

b. Similarly of conduct, disposition, etc,

1390 GowER Coiif, in. 274 Ther is yit more forto sein Of
love which is unavised. C1413 Hocclevk De Reg. Princ.
3104 A Prince mot.. his angir refreyne, & ire, Lest f>at vn-
avisid commocioun..sette his herlon tire. 1440 J. Shirley
Dethe K, 7a/«fj(i8i8) 25 O ye. .mercilesse Scottisshe folke,

..full refilet of unavisid folie. 1553 Act i iT/arj' Sess. n.

c. I. §2 Taking his foundation partly vpon his owne vn-
aduised judgment of the Scripture. 1390 Spenser F. Q.
1. iv. 34 His ruflin raiment.. Which he had spilt.. Through
vnaduized rashnesse woxen wood. 1610 Holland Camden's
^rit, (16^7) 4S^ Preserving.. the Realme from that confu-
sion which it after fell into by King John's unadvised car-
riage. 1638 Quarles Hieroglyph, I. iii. 6 His knowledge
climbs..and sometimes slips Through unadvised hast. 1726
Lkoni AlbertVs Archit. I. 21 b, Nero's unadvised fondness
for builJing.

f c. Quasi-^fl'z^. Without consideration or reflec-

tion; unwarily, heedlessly. Obs,
a. 1420-2 I.YDO. Thebes in. 4651 Wherfor ech man be war

Vnavysed a werre to bygynne. c 1440 Gesta Rom, Ixv. 2Sg
(Add. MS.), He, as he rode vnavised, fille into one, ami
myght not come out, for the pitte was depe. 1483 Vulgaria.
abs Terentio 6 b. It forseth nott whedyr a woman do all

thynges auysed or vnauysed.
3. IS3S Covkrdale Prov. xiii. 3 Who so speaketh vn-

aduysed, fyndeth harme. 1606 G, Woodcock Lives Em-
perors in Hist. Ivstine K k 5 The matter being vnaduised
done, hee lost many of bis men. 1627 May Lucan 1.543
The madd people al I With hasty steppes so vnaduised runne.
As if no way at all were left to shunne Their imminent, and
feard distraction.

d. Not having consulted with another ; not
having been consulted with.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. fi6i8) 4 So Ludouyke Sforce,..
unadvised with others, had given counsell that the Em-
bassadors.. should all enter Rome in one day. 1649 Milton
Eikon. xii. Wks. 1851 III. 431 What should move the King
..to hold such frequent and close meetings with a Com-
mitty of Irish Papists, .while the Parlament of England
sate unadvis'd with. 1836 Browning & Foster Life Straf
_/&r//(i8y2) 160 The Catholics, .unadvised with each other,
and utterly unprepared.

3. Not advised or warned, rare"^.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 378^ Thus argumented he yn

his gynnynge, Ful vnauysed of his wo comynge.

t 4. Not announced or foreshadowed. Obs,
1:1386 Chaucer Pars, T. P449 Whan they sourdcn by

freletee vnauysed and sodeynly withdrawen ayeyn. a 1395
HvLToN Scala Perf 11. xliii. (1507) Zviij b, The ghostly
presence of Ihesu..bryngeih to his mynde..the wordes..of
holy wrytte vnsoughte and vnauysed one after a nother.

f b. As adv. Without warning; unexpectedly.
1390 GoWKR C<7«/C I. 133 The Camelion, Which., moste

newe His colour, and thus unavised Fuloftc time he stant

desguised. c 1450 tr. De hnit<t(ione i. xxiii. 31 Many men
dien sodenly & unavised. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 377/2 To
thende that sodaynly he shold falle up on this kyng un-
aduysed.

6, Not supplied with advice.

1851 Tennyson Q, Mary it. iij We.. set no foot there-

loward unadvised Of all our Privy Council. 1864 in I^.
Fitzmaurice Life Granville (igos) I. 469 How fearful it is

to be suspected —uncheered—unguidcd and unadvised !

1876 J. C. Brown Reboisement in Frame iv. v, § 10. 294
From the forbidding nature of the precipice, few would be
bold enough to make the essay unadvised,

XTuadvi'Sedly, adv. Forms : as prec. + -lie,

-ly(e (also 4 unauyssedly, 6 Sc. onavisitly),

[f. prec. + -LT2.]

1, Without consideration or reflection; impru-

dently, injudiciously; thoughtlessly, rashly, in-

advisedly,
a. <ri34o Hampolb Prose Tr. ti Pat J>ay say to l>am na

wordes of myssawe. .ne of displesance vnauyssedly. a 15x3
Fabyan Chron. vn. (1811) 666 Robert Byfelde, one of the

shyrefTs, vnauysidly knelyd downe nygh vnto the sayd
mayer, wherof the mayer after reasonyd hym and layd it to

his charge, 1513 Douglas yEneid x. vii. 151 Quhill Alesus

onavisitly Cled with hys scheyld Imaonus, hym by,,,Hys
breist stud nakyt.

$. X474 Caxton Chesse ni. iv. G 4 b, It cometh of nature

often tymes to women to geue counceyl shortly and un-

aduys^ly to thynges that ben in double or perilous. 1581

Mui^ASTFR Positions xxxvi. (1887) 138 By appointment,
either vnaduisedly made, or adiiisedly marred. i6ao Vennek
i^ia Recta, viii. 189 If it be immoderately, vntimely, and
vnaduisedly vsed,it is no lesse hurtfull then Intemperance.

1657 Trapp Comtn, Job xlii. 4 He would speak no more so

rashly, and unadvisedly as he had done, to God's dishonour.

1709 Tatter No, 147 f 8, 1 shall decide n.jthing unadvisedly

in Matters of this Nature. 1765 Blackstone Comm. 1.

187 Charles the first. .having unadvisedly passed an act to

continue the parliament then in being. 1898 Scott Let. to

Clifford Oct. in Lockhart^ If a weak brother will unad-
visedly put forth his hand to support even the ark of the

constitution, I would expose his arguments. 1866 Gf.o.

Eliot F. Holt v, There arc ranks and degrees—and those

who can serve in the higher must not unadvisedly change
what seems to be a providential appointment.

f 2. Without warninjj ; unexpectedly. Obs.

c 153s in Strype F.ccl, Mem. (1721) I. App. xlv. 125 Anti-

christ shal sodenly and unadvisedly come, and.. destroy al

mankind through his error. 1577 Hanmkr Anc. Feci. Hist.

(1663) 175 Petrus, who.. suddenly and unadvisedly by tht;

commandment of Maximinus was beheaded. 1699 N.
Marsh in Lett. Lit, v)/f« (Camden) 296 The pretended
Mathematician h.is quite mistaken his measures, and, soar-

ing 100 high, hath unadvisedly dropt into the pit.

Unadvi'sedness. [f. asprec. +-NEsa.] The
quality ol being unadvised ; want of consideration

or reflection ; imprudence, rashness ; an instance

of this.

UNAFFECTED.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 357 It is to be bileeued that Girald

was bigilid (as manie othere writers bi li3tnes and un-
avisidnes han be). 154* Udall Erasm. Apoplu 256 b, There
was_ nothyng more unconvenable for a peifecte good
Capitaine, then over muche hastyng & unavisednesse.
1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Dent, cxlii. 875 How many faults
do we commit through vnaduisednesse, when we thinke not
on them? i6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. (1632) 1229
By his owne vnaduisednesse . . hee clouded his honour. 1681
Kettlewell Chr. Obedience (1715) 564 All his unwill'd
Ignorances, and innocent unadvisednesses, upon his prayers
for pardon shall be abated. 1780 Bkntham Princ. LegisL
IX. § 16 In the case of K«-advisediiess with respect to any
of the circumstances. Ibid. § 17 Un-advisedness coupled
with heedlessness, and mis-advisedness coupled with rash-
ness. 1853 Jas. Hamilton Life Bp. J. Hall 167 The cir-
cumstance which implicated him was, at the worst, an act of
unadvisedness.

+ Unadvi'Sely, adv. Obs, Also 4 vnauisely,
4-5 -auysely, 5 -awyssely. [f. Un-1 ii+rtwV
ADVI3Y fl. +-Ly2. Cf. UnaVISY rt.] = UNAD-
VISEDLY adv,
C1380 WvcLiF IVks. (1880) 383 pis symony & heresi so

vnauysely brou^te in-to t>e chirche. 1421 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Priv. Priv. 138 If hit happe a kynge to do any thynge vn-
awyssely. A 1455 Lett. Marg. Anjoit ^- Bp. Beckington
(Camden) 99 Summe of your officers, .unadvisely toke fro
day to day the horses of our said tenants.

+ Unadvi'Sement. Obs. rare. In 6 vnad-
uyse-, 6V, vnadwysment. [Un- ^ 1 2.] Want of

consideration or judgement.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 90 b, Inconstancy or
vnstablenes, heddynes or vnaduysement, inordinate loue
that man or woman hath to them selfe. a 1600 Mont-
gomerie Devot. Peems v. 2 Since vnadwysment wraks or
thou be war, To call for grace betyms at God begin.

t UnadviBing, ppL «. Obs,-^ [Un-1 ic]
Imprudent,
1721 SouTHESNE spartan Dnmeu. i. The repented lash-

ness of my youth, Whose unadvising folly gave me to Vour
sister's bed, now surfeited, and loath'd.

Unaerated,///. ^. (Un-' 8.) i796Kirwan^/^w. ^l//«.

fed. 2) I. 170 Here [\i\ is remarkable, .that magnesia and
calx should be unaerated. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I.

143/2 In this instance.. the aerated and unaerated blood
require to be. . prevented from commingling. 1887 Moloney
Forestry IV. Afr. 15a The cloth is dipped into ihe extract
unaerated, then freely exposed to the air.

Unsesthe'tio, a. (Un-1 7. Cf. In-esthetic
a.y and G. uft<rstetisch.)

183a [S. Austin] tr. Tour Germ. Prince III. xii. 332 This
morning I went to church, with a full intention of being
pious; but it did not succeed. Everything was too cold,
dry, and unjesthetic. 1846 Milman Eis.^ Neivmnn (1870)

352 Our unpoeiic and unxsthetic (may we ventiue the
word?) spirituality.

UnafeaTd, -ed, a. Now arck. ox dial. Also
6 vnaffearM, Sa onaffeired. [Un-1 8.] Un-
afraid.

15.. Christ's Kirk in Bannatyne MS. (Hunt. Club) 287
Than followit feymen rycht on-afTeird. 1595 Daniel Civ,
IVars III. Ixxviii, The king. .plies his hands vndaunted,
vnaffear'd, And with good hart, and life for life he sttrd.

i8ta Tennant Anster F. vi. xii, I was not unafeared. 1868
Morris Earthly Par, (1870) I. i. 400 The weasel peered
From out the wheat stalks on her unafear'd. 1^)8 N.
Munro y. Splendid Mm, Down at the shore, unafeared of
man, would be solitary hinds.

Unaffable, a. (Un-i 7.)

1603 Daniel To Sir T. Egerton xvti, When surly Law,
Sterne and vnaffable, Cares onely but itselfe to satisfie. 1633
T. Adams Exp.2 l^eterxx. T9Nabarsseivant was wearieofso
unaffable, uncharitable, unreasonable a Master. 1736 Nfal
Hist. Purit. III. 542 He (Charles I] was unaffable and
difficult of address, 1770 Armstrong Imitations ofShaks.
119 Of walking statues, ghosts unaffable. 18^ De Quincey
Autobiog. Sk, Wks. 1854 II. i8g Southey disliked in Words-
worth the air of dogmatism, and the unaffable haughtiness
of his manner.

XTnaffe-cted, ///. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. G. un-
affeciirt,'\

I. 1. Not adopted or assumed : a. Of qualities,

feelings, etc. : Not simulated or pretended ; real,

genuine, sincere.

1591 Daniel Compi. Rosamund \\yiv'\\\^ A happy Country
mayde. Whose vnaffecled innocencie thinks No guitefull

fraudc. 162a Peacham Compl, Gent. x. (1634) 90 Hee..
cannot with Virgill containe himselfe within that sweet,

• humble, and unaffected modcriition. a 1656 Bp. Hall
Serm. on Eccl. iii. 4 Wks. 1808 V. 571 Not in a hypocritical

wayof ostentation, ..but in a wise, sober, seemly, unaffected
deportment. 1710 Steele Taller No. 198 p 2 There
appeared in the Face of Ca^lia a Chearfuiness, the constant
Companion of unaffected Virtue. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay
Camilla III. 184 Sir Sedley received ihem with the most
unaffected pleasure. 1825 Scott Talism. xvii, A hurried
glance of utidisguised and unaffected terror. 188^ Manch.
Exam. 22 May 5/2 A war which the great majority of the
nation regard with unaffected dislike.

b. Of style or discourse : Free from affected

words or phrases ; simple, natural.

1S98 Hakluvt y^oy. Pref. p8 The harsh and vnaffecled
stile of his substantiall verses and the olde dialect of his

wordes. 1619 T. More in A. Newman Plras. Fis. A iij b,

Like to thy modest selfe, thy happy veine Is \naffecied.

1659 Rusiiw. Hist. Coll. 1. Prtf., I have esteemed the most
unaffected and familiar Stile the best. 1711 Steele .Spcct.

No. 2 p ^ Sir Andrew having a natural unaffected Eloquence.
a 1721 .Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) lyks. {1723) I. 180 Here
sweet Eloquence does always smile. In such a choice, yet
unaffected Style, As must both Knowledge and Delight im-

part. 1818 Scott Let* in Lockhart (1837) IV. iv. 137 The
U6



UNAFFECTEDLY.
letters you have published are, I think, his very best-

lively, entertaining, and unaffected,

o. Of conduct, bearing, etc. : Free from affecta-

tion or artificiality.

17H Steele Sfcct. No. 284 f 1 An unaffected Behaviour

is without question a very great Charm. 1791 Mrs. Rad.

CLiFKK Fom. Forest v, His Manners were unaffected and

graceful rather th.in dignified. 1848 Thackeray Fao. f-tir

li, She said the wickedest things with the most simple un-

affected air. i87« M iss Braddon J. HafrgariTs Dan. 1. 67

Osu'ald was impressed by the simple pathos, the unaffected

power, of the speaker.

1 2. Not desired or aimed at. Oh. rare.

1611 Speed Hhl. Gt. Sril. vii. xliv. 5 3. 358 A cloud

appearing of bloud and fire, immediately after his vnaffected

Coronation.

3. Of persons : Not affected, unartihcial or un-

pretentious, in manners.

1677 MiECE fr. Diet. II, Unaffected, yi« n'est fas affectf.

/11711 Sheffield CI>k. Buckhm.) Wki. (1723) H. 266

Montagu, methinks, represents Adam in his innocence..

;

naked, but not ashamed, beciuse unblemished and un-

affected. I7»9 T. CooKE Talcs, etc 88 Hence, says the

Bird of Venus, Boaster fly;.. Me Men, and Gods, with

Admiration view, Plain, unaffected, with my glossy Hue.

t8i8 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) zi He seems eminently

intellectual unaffected, and kind. 1889 l^KfiaPnnct Prigio

ii. 13 What nice, unaffected princes they arel

b. Sincere, honest (in some respect).

1796 Mme. D'Akblay CaniiUa V. 22X An unaffected

admirer of all she had heard of [her] good qualities.

n. 4. Not affected or influenced in mind or

feeling; untouched, unmoved. Also const, by,

^1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lviii. ii. The aspick..On

whom the charmer all in vaine applies His skillful'st spells

... self-deaf, and unaffected lies. <:i6i6 Fletcher Thierry

A, Thcod. II. i, A poor, cold, unspiriled, unmanner'd, Un.

honest, unaffected, undone, fool. 1729^ Law Serious C. iv.

67 The mock ceremony, instead of blessing our victuals, does

but accustom us to trifle with devotion, and give us a habit

of being unaffected with our prayers. 1741 Richardson

Pamela I. 177 How unaffected People were to the Dis-

tresses of others. 1803 Censor i Sept. 100 There is some-

thing .. so moving in the narrative, that I think it is

impossible any reader, however stoical, can remain un-

affected, c i8ao Mrs. Sherwood Orange Grove 17 The old

man was quite unaffected, and looked quite stupid.

t b. Not inclined to a side or party. Obs.~^

1619 Sir E. Herbert in Bug. * Germ. (Camden Soc.) 85,

I hope his Majestie will find this state so unaffected and

neutrall, that . . their irresolution will keep them indifferent.

5. Not attacked by disease or illness.

1797 M. Baillie Mort. Anat. (1807) 408 Scirrhous tumours

occasionally arise in the vagina itself. . when the uterus is

unaffected. 1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (cd. a) 281

In this stage (of nephritis] the tubes and their epithelium

are unaffected.

6. Not acted upon or altered by some agent or

influence.

J830 Mackintosh Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 24 That
happiness consisted in virtuous pleasure, chiefly dependent

on the state of mind, but not unaffected by outward agents,

was the doctrine of both. 187S Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III.

615 j'ree from old age and unaffected by disease.

b. Similarly without const.

1833-4 J. Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 656

A tiemour which might shiver elastic flint,,. but leave the

chalk unaffected. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 182 Out of

six cases treated . . two were cured (?), three slightly relieved,

and one unafft-cted.

Unaffextedly, adv. \i. prec] In an un-

affected manner; without affectation.

1677 MiEGE Fr. Diet. II, Unaffectedly, sans affectation.

1693 CoNCRF.VE Old Batchelor v. i. Yet, she was un.

aflectedly concern'd, he says ; and often blush'd with Anger
and Surprize. 178a V. Knox Fss. xxiii, (1819) I. 131 The
purpose of history is truth, and truth requires no more than

to be fairly, openly, and unaffectedly exhibited. 1794 R.J.
SuLivAN y:e70 Nat. I. Pref. 7 He has unaffectedly to solicit

the indulgence of the reader. 1808 L. Murray Eug. Gram.
I, 232 A girl unaffectedly modest. Ihid. 270 He spoke un-

affectedly and forcibly. 1896 T. F. Tout Edw. I, iv. 68
Edward w.-is deeply and unaffectedly religious,

Unaffe°ctedness. [f. as prec] The quality

of being unaffected.

1 1, Impassiveness, indifference, Obs.

1670 Devout Covimun. (1688) 203 Charge not upon me.

.

my unpreparedncss, unaffected ness. x68l Kettlewell
Ckr. Obedience (1715) 528 The coldness and unaffectedness,

the unsettledness and distractions, which they find in them-
selves when they are at prayers. 1694 — Covtp. Penitent

55, I am grieved. .for all my neglects of thy service, and
for my insincerity and unaffectedness in performing iu

2, Freedom from affectation ; natur.ilness.

1685 H. More Parnlip. Prophet, vi. 3S Which Letter, as

I said, is written with..unaflcctedness and punctualiicss

withaL t75* Narr. yourn. throJtgh. Eng. (1869) 32 She
seemed to nave all that delicacy and unaffectedness requisite

to persons of the first rank, 1783 Blair Led. xix.^1, 398
Tlic simplicity or unaffectcdnf:ss of bis manner, is tlie

crowning ornament, 1861 Thackeray Four Georges iv.

(X862) 192 Not in liked by the nation, which pardons youth.
ful irregularities readily enough for the sake of pluck, un.
affectedness and good-humour. 1882 J. A. Allen LoveStory
Cot, fy Mrs. Hutchinson 39 What ciignity of bearing ! yet
withal What simple, winning unaffectedness

!

tUnafifectible. a. Obs.-' [Un-1 7.] That
cannot be affected,

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. i. iv. 5 36. 561 To what pur-
pose any Devotional Addresses should lie made by us to

such an Unaffectiblc, Inflexible,. .and Adamantine Being.

UnafFexting, ///, a. [Un-i lo.]

+ 1. Free from affectation. Obs,

42

1601 Ld. Cromwellm. iii. 13 Amost le.-irned, yet vnaffect-

ing spirit. 1713 Steele Sped. No. 423 r 2 He carries

on an unaffecting Exactness in his Dress and Manner.

1814 Wordsw. Excurs. vi. 578 Though a vulgar face.. And
unaffecting manners might at once Be recognised by all.

2. Not affecting or touching ; having no effect

upon the feelings,

1647 N. Ward SimpU CoUer 87 Affected tcrmes are un-

affecting things to solid hearers. 1719 Waterland Vmd.

Christ's Div. 277 Abstract Reasons of Esteem, Honour,

and Regard are unaffecting, without a mixture of some,

thing relative to Us. 1763 J- Brown Poetry f, Music xui.

213 The Ode must be written in the Style of Passion ; not

with the Parade of unaffecting Imagery, or tedious Allegory.

i8ia Craube Tales viii. 354 l" her tall mirror then she

shows a face. Still coldly fair with unaffecting grace. 1813

J. Wilson Trials Marg. Lyndsay i. 3 The n,irrative of

whose fortunes may perhaps not be unaffecting to those

who [etc.],
, , T

Unaffectionate, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.j

1 1, Unbiassed ; impartial. Obs. '

1588 A, King tr. Canisius" Catech. Gvijb, I think it

sail be acceptable to the vnaffectionat redar, giff . . 1 sail pen

ye occasion [etc.],

1 2, Not endowed with feeling. Obs.~'

1645M1LTON Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV, 236 A helplesse, un.

affectionate, and sullen masse whose very company repre-

sents the visible and exactest figure of lonelines it selfe,

1 3, Not well affected, Obs.-'^

1787 Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 108 His devotion to the

principles of pure despotism, renders him unaffectionate to

our governments.

4. Not affectionate ; devoid of affection.

1815 Mrs. Pilkington C^/iinV)' III. 13 Sir Ferdinand,.,

returning to her hand the unaffectionate production, said

[etc], 1830 H. N. Coleridge Grk. Poets (1834) 304 His

demeanour towards his mother., is generally unaffectionate.

187s RusKiN Fors Clav. liv. 167 Not.. that I grew up

selfish or unaffectionate.

Hence Unaffe-otionatoly adv.

1847 H. BUSHNELL Chr. Nurt. II. i. (t86i) 241 If the child

is. .simply laid aside unaffectionately, in no warmth of

motherly gentleness.

Unaffe-ctioned, ppl. a. (Un.' 8.) 1788 D. Gilson

Scrm. XV. 434 When.. the sayings of Jesus are lost upon un.

affectioned spirits. t Unaffective, a. Obs.-'- (Un-' 7.)

1689 Myst. Iniq. 22 A superficial and unaffective Glance.

TTnafaanced,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 6i2 The duke of Bourgogne,

or the count of Hainault, ..had no daughters unmarried or

unaffianced. 1820 B, W. Procter in Gem 284 Did they not

say this girl Was unaflianced ? Ay, unwoo'd, unsought.

1898 Talmage in Chr. Herald (N. V.) 19 Jan. 44/1 't'hat at

least that number of women shall be unamanced for life.

Unaffie'd, ///. «. [Un-i 8.] = prec.

1527 in Grose Antiq. Ecp. (1809) IV. 670 The saide An-

drevve then to be vnmarryed, vnafiied and vncontracted.

ti6as in Vemey Mem. (1904) I. 72 That the ward unmar-

ried, unaffyed, and uncontracted should.. be sent to Lady
Denham. 1857 Emerson Poems, IVoodnotes 11. 231 Not un-

related, unafficd, But to each thought and thing allied.

+ XTnaffl-led, p/>/. a. Obs.-' [LfN-l 8,] Un-

polished, rude,

1390 GowER Con/. I. I X9 No strengthe of love bowe mihte

His hcrtc, which is unaffiled.

Unaffi'liated,//*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1849-50 Alison //W,
Eur. II, vii. § 23. 134 Noprecautions [were] adopted . . against

the admission of unaffiliated members. 1859 Sat. Rev. 17

Dec. 728/2 Not to trust upright and able servants unaffili-

ated to the Society of lAjyola. UnaflB'rmed, ///. a,

( Un,' 8.) 1620 Donne 2b Scrm. (1660) 48 That Council (of

Trent] willnot say.that , . we leave any truth unaffirmed,which

Ihe Primitive Church affirm'd to be necessary to salvation.

Unaffi-xed, ///.«. (Un-' 8.) i(x>i^\i.\.\& Stenographic

D ij b, Vnaffixed Particles, as : furlong, despise.

Unafaixted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1599 Daniel Musnphilus 13 The whiles my vnafflicted

minde doth feede On no vnholy thoughts for benefit. 1647

Bp, Hall Satan's Fiery Darts 11. iv. 163 Tell niee if thou

canst, which of those Saints th.it are now shining bright in

their heaven, hath got thither un-afllicted ? iMs Bp. N.

French Hist. Wks. (1846) I. 135 If such an one may not

pass his days unaffliclcd. 1742 Young iW. Th. v. 333 Truth,

r.idiant goddess 1 . . shews the re.ll estimate of things; Which
no man, unafllicted, ever saw. 187* Kuskin I''orsClav. xvi.

13 [Wine] mellowed by pure chalk rock and unafllicted

sunshine.
Unafflt-ctlng, a. (Un-' 10.) a J71J Ken Hymns

Evani;. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 174 And on the Stone an angel

they behold, His Face like unafflicling Lightning bright.

— Christophel Ibid. I. 420 As Moses .. once saw God's

trayling Beams with unafflicting Aw. Unaffli'ctingly,rt(/7'.

(Un.' II.) rti7n Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721

1. 94 Forth from the bosom of the fontal Sire Came the

ICternal Word to we.-ir our Clay And Godhead unafflictingly

display, UnaffoTdable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1825 Ben-

THAM OMc. Apt. Maximized, Indie. (1830) 77 The space

and research necessary for such distinctions [is] altogether

unaffordable, Unaffra'nchized, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

i6ti Cotgr, s,v, Morte-main, Illegitimated bastards, vn.

naturalized strangers, and vnaffranchizcd villaines.

UnafEtrighted, ///.«. (Un-i s.)

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Taiiihurl. iv. i. As Crocodiles that

vnaffrighted rest While thiindring Cannons rattle on their

Skins, c i6ao Flktchek & Mass. Little Fr. Lawyer 1. i.

He that through all these dreadful! pas.sages Pursued and
overtook them, unaffrij;hted, Deserves reward. 1641 T.

Hayne M. Luther 21 Multitius. .with sharp wordes and
threates so daunted the man, till now a clamorous, un-

affrighted, Ixjid face, terrible to all, 1718 Entertainer No,
13. 84 Henderson.., whom they traduced as timorous..,

Ihcy found,, unaffrighted with Threats, Reproaches, and
Dangers. 174a Richardson Pamela III. 211, I was not

.guilty of any Freedoms, that her Modesty, unaffnighted,

could reproach itself with having suffered. 185* M. Arnold
Self-Depend, v, Unaffrighted by the silence round them,

Undi^tracted by the sights they sec, i836 A. Weir Hist,

UNAGREEABLE,
Basis Mod. Europe (1889) 554 A generation grew up,.

which was unaffrighted by visions of fanaticism.

Hence TJnaffrl'ghteaiy adv.

1891 H, Herman His Angel 121 When they could un-

affrightedly bask in the sunshine of their mutual happiness.

TJnaffronted,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not affronted or insulted,

1753 Richardson Grandison (1781) III- xxx. 355 You went

away unhurt and unaffronted. x8ao Keats Lamia 1. 101

And by my power is her beauty veil'd To keep it unaffronted,

unassail'd By the love-glances of unlovely eyes.

2, Not confronted or faced.

1840 Browning Sordtllo i. 547 Rife With grandeurs, un-

affronted to the last. Equal to being all ! 1856 F. E. Paget
Owlet ofOwlst. 57 But unaffronted, (we invent a very ex-

pressive word for the occasion,) he is impregnable.

t UnafFro-ntive, a. Obs.-' [Un-1 7.] Un-

resisting,

1720 Welton SuJ/er. Son of God II, xxxi. 801 Such an

unaffrontive Patience, and Resigned Disposition, is ever

acceptable to God.

Unafirai'd, a. [Un-1 7.] Not afraid; un-

daunted, undismayed. Also const, of.

1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. xxxv. Therewith vnaffraid, .. From
beugh to beugh thay hippit and thai plaid. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 247 King Caratac, with curage vn-

affrayit, Upoun ane plane the battell hes arrayit. 1584

Hudson Du Bartas' Judith iv. (1608) 64 This while, the

wortbie widdow with her maid Past towards th' enmies

camp not vnafraide. 1635 Quarles Embl. iv. xiv. (1818) 251

Hath thy all-glorious Deity ne'er a shade.. Where I might

sit refreshed and unafraid? 1672 Drvden Def. Epilogue

Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 169 By unfearedhe [B. Jonson Catiline

IV. i. 32] means unafraid : words of quite a contrary signi.

fication. 1725 Ramsay Gentl. Sheph. 111. i. He, ., unafraid

of fate. Contented spends his time, i;^48 Thom.son Cast,

fndol. II. xxviii, Where free, and unafraid. Amid the flower-

ing brakes each coyer creature stray'd. 18^ Mrs. Brown-
ing A ?ir. Leigh iii. 169 Serene and unafraid of solitude I

worked the short days out. 1895 Clive Holland Jap.

Wife iii, I never felt so unafraid of Lou. .in all my life.

t XJnagainsayably, adv. Obs. rare. [Un-1

1 1 ,] Undeniably,
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xx. 130 'This firste parte ol this

present book and The iust apprising of Holi Scripture.,

schewen vndoutabli and vna^enseiabily, that [etc], ibid. 111,

xvi. 380. c 1456— £*. 0/Faith (1909) 222 If this be trewe,as

it is una^cnseiabili trewe.

t Unagainata-ndably, adv. Obs.-' [Un-i

II.] Irresistibly.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. ix. 533 If a m.anys ri^t ije sclaun-

dre him (that is to seie, violentli .and ferseli and as it were

vna^enstondeabli bringith him into synne).

j- TJna-ged, a. Ofo.-^ [Un-1 9.] Not of age.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. A vi b, Whan an unaged
prynce is made Knyght or be crowned King.

Una'geing,/^/. a. (Un-' 10.) i8«o Pusey Min.Proph.

414 He who admitteth faith and love to dwell in his heart

hath as a requital, un-aging life- 1887 Morris Odyss. vil,

257 She.. meant to make me be A deathless man for ever,

and unageing all my days, Una'ggravated, ppl. a.

(Un-' 8.) 174S Wesley Princ. Metlwdist 12 This is the

real unaggravated charge. 1777 Potter Mschylus, Aga-
memnon 284, I tremble now Hearing th' unaggravated

truth. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 130 It is a sign

that the virtue of a nation is spurious and debased, not that

its vice is scanty and unaggravated. Una'ggregated,
ppl. a. (Un.' 8.) 1871 Fraser Beikeliy x. 390 Things 1

say, not mere unaggregated phenomena. Unaggre'ss*
ive, a. (Un-' 7 and 5 b.) i8«a /TA'a. A"«'. CXVl. 223

In the unaggressive position which England assumes these

interests are identical. 1867 Lewes Hist. Philos. 1 1. 207

"There was something in the noble calmness and unagress-

ive fearlessness of his attitude which acted like a mental

tonic Unaggre-ssively, adv. (Un-' n.) 1899 Miss B.

Hauraden Fo7oler 8 Carrying everything before them, but

carrying it gallantly and unaggressively. Unaggre'SS.
Iveness. (Un-' 12.) 187c Pall Mall G. i6 Dec- 3 It

would \x absurd to give credit for national unaggrcssive-

ncss to a country parcelled out among a lot of squabbling

princelings.

tUnagba'St, a. Sc. Obs. [Un-1 7.] Not
.tghast ; unafr.iid,

a 1510 Douglas K. Hart i. 1B4 Sone thai can thame dres.

Full glaid thai glyde as gromes vnagaist. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 249 To quhome agane richt sone in

to that place He ansuer maid, rycht scharplie wnagast.

a 1600 MoNTGoMERiK Misc. Poems xiv. 32, I pas the tym
but pain, And vnagast.

Una-gitated, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not physically moved or disturbed.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 128 Commonly the

clouds here at Larr are undigested ..and unagilated by the

wind. «747 Gentl. Mag. 523 The air stable, and the water

UUiigitated.

2, Not mentally disturbed ; not stirred or ex-

cited by emotion or unrest.

1772 Test Filial Duty II. 88 Unagilated by altern.ate hope

and fear, the heart is quitt. 1844 Mem. Babylonian Prin-

cess II. 257 The steady and un.agitated tread of some .sea-

man. 1857 RusKiN I'ol. Econ. Art i. 34 What we mainly

want, therefore, is a means of sufficient and unagilated

employment.

Hence TTna'trltatedly adv.

1894 Mrs. Dyer Man's Keeping (1899) 64 There was a

perceptible pause before he spoke again, during which

Urqiihart unagitatedly waited.

tUnaglet, r'. (Un-' 4.) 1530 Palsgr. 766/1, 1 unaglet a

poynte, or lace,^tf defl'erre. . . I pray you, unaglet this poynt.

Unagreeable, a. Now rare. [Un-1 • b.]

1. Not agreeable or pleasing ; not to one's liking

or taste ; disagreealjle, uncongenial. Also const.

to, unto,
c i}74 Chaucer Boeth. i, met. i, (186B) 4 But now..myn



UlfAGBEEABLENESS.
vnpitouse lijf drawe|> a-Iong viiagreable dwellydges in me,
Upl Caxton KiVoj fatr. (W. de W. 1495) 1. clxiv. 173/1 In
allmaner of her dedes she was unagreable to yod. 1547
Sir W. Paget in Slrype £cc/. Mem. (1721) II. vii. 57 Then
shall it be well don., to send an express man, not unagree-
able to any of both the parts, l^x Clarendon Hist.
Reb. IX. § I We are now entering upon a time, the repre-
sentation., whereof must be the most unpleasant. .to the
re.ider. .and as unagreeable and difticult to the writer. 1683
J. L. in J. Pordage Mystic Div. To Kdr. 5 His Soul, which
then groaned to be set loose from so un.-igreeable a IJodie.

1735 /Viw. Did. S.V. Box, The Excellency of its Wood
makes amends for its unagreeable Smell. 1808 Jane Ausren
Lett. (18S4) I. 361 Mr. M. was not unagreeable, though
nothing seemed to go right with him. 1866 Loii,i. Ka:
5 May 499/2 There is another class of persons who.. are
what_ one might call (if there were such a word in the
English langu.age) * unagreeable ' people.

t 2. Unconformable or unsuitable lo, inconsistent
or incongruous 7vilh. Obs.
1550 Bale A/>al. 57 Here, how inconstaunt, unagreable,

and contr.aryouse he is also to bymsclfe. 1566 Painter
Pal. Pleas. (156^) 86 b, Thinkinge it better, .to haue a wife
un.agreable to his estate, then to suffer him to die for her
sake. 1580 E. Knicjht Trial Truth 12 The millers hackney
vnagreeable with the true rules and accident of armes.
s6a4 Heywood Gunaik. in. 151 Least any abject thing or
unworthie may be objected against us unagreable with our
blood and qualitie. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 256 Let us try
Adveiitrous work, yet to thy power and mine Not unagiee-
able. 1684 H. More Answer 42 Also it is un.igreeable with
the making the Christian Emperours the seventh Head.
170a H. DoDWELL Apol. i 14 in S. Parker Cicero's De
Finibus b 4 b. This was thought to be the case of the Bio-
thanatoi . . which made it unagreeable to the Principles
of Philosophy for any to imitate it.

Hence TJnaerree'ableuess.
1658 Whole Duty Man *ii. % 8 That unagreeableness that

was betwixt their practice, and their law. 1667 Decay Clir.
Piety xvi. p 1 A doctrine, whose unagreeableness to the
go^pel-teconomy rendred it suspicious.

Unagree ably, a,iv. [Un-i i i.]

1 1. Inconsistently. 06s.~^
1546 Bale Enf. yolaries I. (1550) 4 b. Which thynge hath

bene hytlierfo in all Englysh Chronicles, doublfulTie, vii.
agreablye, yea and vntruly treated.

2. Unpleasantly, disagreeably.
(1775 AsFi.J 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. I. viL 291 ITiey..

were not tina;;rceably sprinkled with quotation.

Unagreed,///, o. [Un-i 8.1

1. Not agreed or in accord (wilA),
iSaS Ld. Bekners Froiss. II. clxxxiv. 556 Thotighe the

lordes departed euery daye vnagreed, yet they de)>arted
asondcr right amiably. 1S57-7S Oinrn. Occiirr. (Bann. CI.)
1 83 Thaj depairtit agane unaggreit with the said regent.
1667 Decay C/ir. Piety xL S 8 If he find them unagreed upon
the way, one disputing for this, and another for that, ..he
would >uie retract his con5dence.

t2. With <;/: Not agreed upon. Oh.-^
1661 IJovLE Style 0/Script. (1675) 172 Which [part] is not

onely less considerable, but is changeable and unagreed of.

Unagreeing, fpi. a. (Un.' 10.) 1611 Cotck., /neon,
grue, incongiuous, vnagreeing j absurd. 1654 Cokaine
Dianea 1. ^ The knight.. conceived it unagreeing to his
generous spirit to be cruell to a Carkass. Uneii'dable, a.
lUN-'7band5b.l i6«4(Shak-S.)/}/^i /K^/Zn. i. i22(3rdFol.)
That tabouiing art can never ransome nature From her un-
aydibleti623inaydiblcl estate. (1755 Johnson.I iSSSCar-
LVLE Reuiin. ( 188 1) 1 1. 265 What a look, . . unaidable, and like
to break one's heart. 1871 — in Lett. Mrs. Carlyle (1883)
III. 179 Such a deluge of. .indescribable, unaidable pain,
as I had never seen 01 dreamt of.

tUnai-dant, a. Ohs.-'^ [Un-1 7.] Not helpful.
1667 Waterhouse Fire Lontl. 170 Incontributive to the

pubhque Charge.as well as unaydant lo their own Expences.

Unaided, ///. a. [Uif-l 8.] Not aided; un-
assisted : a. In predicative use ; also const, dy.
1667 Milton P. L. vi. 141 Who,., with jolil.Trie hand

Reaching beyond all limit, at one blow Unaided could have
finisht thee. 1791 Cowper Iliad xvl. 652 Thy allies, who.
for thy sake, . . Perish, unaided and unmiss'd by thee. 1796
Mme. D'Akblay Camilla V.

J76, I cannot support it un-
aided. l86a Tyndali. Glac. I. 1. 5 Mere reasoning, unaided
by experiment, was incompetent to answer. lOSS Bakkie
Wlien a Maiii Single (igoo) 71/1 Angus is longing to pull
us up I he river unaided.

b. Attrib. ; in later use csp. of the eye.
i67«Glanvill Ess. ui. 24 The distance of the Heavens is

so vast, that our unaided Senses can give us but exlreamly
impeifect Infoimations of that Upper World. 1711 Black-
more Creatiim 11. 77 Counting those the unaided eye Can
see, or by invented tubes descry. 1773 Obsem. State
Poor 63 The terrors of unaided poverty would happily
operate to the advantage of those, who. .prodigally waste
those earnings. 1817 Scorr Chron. Canongate Inlrod., 1

had iheiefore the task of avowing myself. ..ts the sole and
unaided author of these Novels of Waveiley. 185s Bain
Senses 5- Int. in. iii. $ 2 The multiplication of unaided eyts
could never e<iual the vision of one person with a telescope.
Meiice TTnal'dedly atlv.

1859 (J. WujioN Mem. E. Forbes ii. (i86i) 42 Forbes.,
bad., un.iidcdly discovered the true scope of his intellect.
Unai-ding, ;>/'. <». (Un-' 10.) 1716 Pope ///a,^ viii.

581 iTom fields forbidden we submiss refrain. With arms
unaiding see our Argives slain. Unailing, ///. a.
(Un-' 10.) 1846 Worcester (citing Chatham), Unailing, a.,
free from disease; healthy.

+ TTnaimable, a. Obs.-^ In 4 uneymablo.
[U.v- 1 7 b.] Unreckonable.
1381 WvcLlE yob xxxvi. 26 Lo! God giet, ouercomende

ouie kunnyng ; the noumbre of the Jcris of hym uiieymable
[ I* lnestitnabilis\.

Unai-med, ///. 3. [Un-1 8.] a. Not aimed
or pointed at a mark. b. With at : Not taken as
a mark.

43

1648 Hexham h, Ongeimckt, Vn.aimed, Vnleveled. 1669
Cokaine Poems^ Let. to Earl Huntingdon 86 So you (my
Lord) for sweet conditions known, Parallels to your high
birth, stand alone, Unaim'd and unarriv'd at. 1805 \VoRi)-SW.
Prelude IV, 315 With din of instruments and shuffling feet, .

.

And unaimed praitle flying up and down, 1835 Hkowning
Paracelsus v. 629 The tumult of unproved desire, the uti-
aiiiied, Uncertain yearnings, aspirations blind. x888 Daily
News 6 Sept. 6/5 Swept by artillery fire and uiiainied rille

fire at long ranges.
Unai ming,///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1691 Dkvden /T. Artliur

I. i, Vour Ciiarminq Daughter, who like Love, liorii Blind,
Un-ainiing hits, with surest Archery, And Innocently kills.

a 173s Granville Poems (1790) 86 The noisy Culverin, o'er-
charg'd, lets fly. And burst unaiminjj in the rended sky.

Unairable, (7. OOs,-"- [UN-i7b. Cf.AiuABLE
a.] +Not capable of forming good music.
a 1619 Cami-ion Counterpoint Wks. (1909) 217 If this be

the right Ha.se, ..what a strange vnaireable change must the
key then make from F. with the first third sharp to G. with
£. flat.

Unaired, ppL a. [Un-i 8.]

1 1. Unlravtiled. Obs.-^ (Cf. Aired ///. a. 2.)
7(<i6i6 Ijkaum. & Fu Q. Corinth ii. iv, tie not so im-

provident To forget your travelling pace, 'tis a main
posture. And to all unayr'd Gentlemen will betray you.
2. Not exposed to the air or to heat so as to

remove stagnant air or damp, (Cf. Air v. i, 2.)
i68j Otway l^enice Preserved in. ii, What feminine Tale

hast thou been listening to, Of unayr'd shirts ; Catharrs
and Tooth Ach got By thin-sol'd shoos. 1740 Mrs. Delanv
in Li/e Sf Corr. (1861) II. 122 We are, l think, too much
invalids to go into an unaired house. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV,

305 The ladies were under terrible apprehensions about
amp sheets and unaired beds. i8a6 Scott IVoodst. iii,

The state-rooms are unaired, and in indifferent order. 1863
Trolloi'E BcltoH Est. ix, 95 She had been wrong to go into
such a place as the cold, unaired Court House.
Unait, variant of Unnait a. Obs,

fUnaker. Obs. (Seequots.)
1744 mpict. Nat, Bio^r. (1889) XX. 300/1 The material

[for making china-ware] is an earth, the produce of the
Cherokee nation in America, called by the natives unaker.
1885 Enc^cl. Brit. XIX. 641/1 The clay, which was called

J
unaker, was brought from America, and was probably an

impure kind of kaoHn.
Unakin, a. (Un-' 7.) 1864 F. W. Robinson Mattie, a

Stray III. 175 Twice had the answer been deferred, for
reasons unakm to each other. 1878 Miss Kothkrgill FirU
Violin VI. i, In former da^s there had been in his face
something not unakin to this stormy, free night.

Unal (y«iial), a, [f, J^. Hn-us one + -al.]
Single ; that is one only ; based on unity.
1883 MoMERiE Personality Introd. (ed, 2) la It [mela-

physicsj seeks a unal basis for the phenomena of nature and
of human nature. 1893 ' Unitas Unalism Pief., I'he neg-
lected Unal principle has its source in ihe Divine Oneness.
UnalaTm,p. (Un-' 3.) 1733 De Foe Plague {1754)

21 The Di'^icmper intermitted often at first j so they were
as it were, alarm 'd. and unalarm'd again.

TTnala-rmed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1756 Mks. Df.i.any in Life 9^ Corr. [.iZdi) lU. 419, 1 am still

unalarmed about the invasion, but don't find people are
so apprehensive as at first. 1769 G. White Selborne xxvi,
A tame snake, which was.. as sweet as any animal while
in good humour and unalarmed. 1820 W. Jay Prayers 89
Unalarmed by fears, undistresscd by pain. 1897 Anne Pace
Afternoon Ride 61 A large t^uana, w.iddling with serious
mien and unalarmed leisure towards the drift.

Unala'nuiug, a, (Un-i io.)
1760-73 II. ];rooke Fool o/QnaL{\j()i) III. 9 The season-

able precaution of breaking the matter to our father by
unalarming degrees. 1803 Ann. Kev. I. 364 A dispObition
to make. .slight unalarmine reforms. i8(^ Miss Braddon
Dtoti Sea Fr. 1 1 1, iv. 61 Her illness was of a very slight
and unalarming character.

tUnalohemy, z;. Obs.-^ [Un- 2 3.] //-a/w. To
decompose chemically.
1661 Kbltham Resoh'es it. viii. 194 Like the only true

Philosophers stone, he can unalchimy the Allay of life,

Unalcobolized, ppl a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Asii.] 1881
Daily Neivs 21 ^une 6/8 During those two years, .they were
experimenting in the production of Unalcoholized Sherry
1884 C/f. Bells -2 Feb. 2 1 4/1 K/«(; .SWrtT, the pure unalcoliul-
ised Sacramental wine. Unale'rt, a. (Un-' 7.) 1811
SouTiiEY lustript.^ Affair Arroyo Molinos 17 He..deein'd
the British soldiers all too slow, To seize occa.sion, unalett
in war. 1893 ' M. Field ' Sight ^ Song 93 The ofl'endcr
callous, unalert.

Unalienable, a. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.] = In-
alienable a.

i6ti CoTiiR., Inalienal'le, vnalienable; which cannot be
sold, or passed away, 1641 Earl Monm. tr. BiondVs Civil
Warrcs v. 125 Those countries. . which for safety and repu-
tation ought to be unallienable from the Crowne of Eng-
land. t6SSAns7v. Talon's Plea 27 This Monsieur Talon
maintains to be an unalienable right of the Crown of France.
'743 J- Morris Serw. vii. 107 God. .gives all men their
being, and has an unalienable claim to their obedience.
1771 GoLosM. Hist. Eng, II. 307 Giving these j>eliy tyrants
a power of selling iheii estates, which before his time were
unalienable. 1841 Stephen Comat. Laws Eng. (1874) II.

i^ Personal chattels cannot in any instance be rendered uir-

alienable beyond the period prescribed. i8ss Macaulav
Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 115 That all men were endowed by the
Creator with an unalienable right to liberty.

Una'lienably, oiiv, [Uk-i ji and 5 b.]

= Inalienably adv.
1703 Toleration 5 It is. .evident.. that no Man may arro-

gate what is unalienably appropriated unto God. 1763
Wilkes CVrr. (1805} II. 193, I hoi>e my friends.. think of
me.. for my life unalienably attentive to niy counliy. 1809
E. Christian in Blackitone*s Contni. I. 329 Ihe parlia-
ment had ihc wisdom . . to vest unalienably in coinmissioncrs .

the &um of 1,000,000 /. annually. 1881 Emma Wohuoise '

UNALLIED.
Sissu- XXV, The pittance that remained was hers— hers un-
aht^riably.

Unalienated,/^/, a. [Un-i 8.]
1. Not estranged in feeling,

1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T, If. 513 Even if his heart
should stand the test, and remain wholly uncorruplcd, and
unalienated. 1859 Farkak J. Nome 414 An effort was made
by lus few remaining and unalienated friends to provide for
hnn the means of emigration.

2. Not alienated or transferred in respect of
ownership.
1851 Sir F. Palcrave Norm. .^ Eng. I. 5 His resources..

arose only from the very few royal domains as yet unalien-
ated from the crown. 1887 Moloney ForeUty iV,'Africa
6 The absence of compiled information of extent of lands
sold and unalienated.

t Una-liened, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Unalienated.
1596 Bacon Use Com. Lmv (1635) 28 Some action must bee

biought against the heire whitest the land or other iriheiit.
ance resteth in him unaliened away. 1674 Staveley Rom.
Horseleech 131 Her example was not followed by any of
the Nobility, or others, who had incorporated any of the
Abby Lands into their estates, but ihi; (^ueen restored
only what remained in the Crown unaliened from the s.Tnic.

Unali-ke, tfi/z^. [Un-1 ii b.] Differently.
16x6 (^ataker Lots 337 Which stickes if they light and lye

both alike on the flat side, they account it a good signe ; if

unalike, an tvill signe.

Unalimentary, a. (Un-' 7.) 182s Good Study Med.
1. it>2 Unalimtiilary substances swallowed through bravado
or by mistake, as knives, metallic money, or pieces of glass.

U-naUsm. [f, Unal a. + -i8M.] (See qaot.)
189a * Unitas' Unalism i. 2 Unalism.. has nothing what-

ever to do with Unitarianism. It means a system of
thought and action which is in accordance with the Unal
Rule.

Unalist (y/7-nalist). [f. Unal a. + iST; cf.

pltiralist^ a. A holder of only one benefice.

b. A believer in unalism.
i743_R. Newton Pluralities Inde/ensiNe 198, I do deny,

that, in the general, Pluralists have Greater Merit than
Unalists. 189a 'Unitas' Unalism i. 2 Christian nations
and Churches generally, .are Double Deists, or Dilheists,
instead of being Unalists, as they ought to be,

Unali've, a. [Un-1 7.] Not fully susceptible

or awnke to something.
1838 L. Hunt Byron .j- Contemp. (ed. 2)1. 377 Dry, mc

chanical theorists, unalive to sentiment and fancy. 1855
Bacehot Lit. Stud. (1879) 1, 16 An experienced and eiudite
Frenchman, not unalive to artistic effect. 1893 G. Allen
Scallytvag III. 9 He was not unalive to the advantages of
keeping up his dormant connection.
Unallay able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1801 Southey Thalaba

vii. xvi, Belike he shall exchange, .its cups of joy For the
unallayable bitterness of Zaccoum's fruit accurst.

Unallayed, ;^//. a. [Un-1 8.] Not allayed
or mixed ; unmixed, unqualified.

1S19 HoRMAN Vnlg. 165 b, He drynketh wyne vnalayed.
1648 Boylk Seraph. Love i. (1700) 2 Unallay'd satisfactions
arejoys too Heavenly to fall to many men's shares on Earth,
1683 Norris Hierocles 90 Yet by the conjunction of good,
he,.at last enjoys pure and unallai'd pleasure with his
vertue. im6 Charloite Smith Marchtuont I. 46 Althea
received inis news with unallayed transport. 1817 Cole-
ridge Btogr. Lit. XX. 1 1. 114, lean bring to my recollection
three persons.. who had read the poems.. with more and
mote unallayed pleasure. 1887 Bowen ^neid v. 608 Deep
her mighty designs, and her ancient wiath unallayed.

b. Const, with or by.
a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv.viii. (1677)375 By this

means their enjoyments are sincere, unallayed with fears or
suspitions. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. civ, 'J'he most elevated
transports of joy, unallayed with the least mixture of grief.

1763 Falconer Shipivr. 11. 379 Where perils unallay'd by
hope appear. 1791 Anna Seward Lett. (18x1) HI. 199 A
source of lasting happiness . . unallayed by private or public
calamity.

Unalle-ged,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1587 Goluing DeMornay
*iy- (1597) 124 If 1 haue left any thing vnalledged which
might make to this purpose,.. he which feeleih himself con-
uicied in himself, needeth no mote diligent proofe than hath
been made already. Unallegorical, a. (Un-' 7. Cf.
G.ufiallegorisch.) 1776 Micklk it, Camoefis' Lusiad In-
trod. 138 note. The unallegorical opposition or concert of
Christian and Pagan ideas. Unalle'vlable, a. (UN-'7b.)
1816 Southey ii"«. (1832) 1. 241 It was vehement grief,..

unalleviaied..and..unalleviable. 1887 H. Dhummond in

G. A. Smith Ltye (1899) x'u 274 The thing that crushes is

lo look on silently at the unalfeviable pain of those we love.

Unalle-viated, ///. n. (Un- i 8.)

1750 Seckkk S€?m. II Mar. (1771) 194 AH Mischief of
all Kinds befall us,, .through the whole Course of Life, un-
alleviated by a Prospect of Kecoinpense after Death. 1816
(see wee.]. x8ti6 J. C. CotgunouN Wuber/orce 40S It is no
wonder that be felt, and showed in hlslooks, theunalleviated
stiain. 1883 Farhar Early Chr. I. 107 The world was •

settling into the sadness of unalleviated despair.

Unalli'able, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1740 Cuevne Regimen 37 They are not incompatible and
unallyable, .. but they are contrary. 1793 Bukke Corr.
(r844) III. 394 They had long shown themselves wholly
adverse to, and iinalliable with, the party. 1793 — Let. to
Laugriihe Wks. VI. 355 W« look upon you, .as perpetual
and unalliable aliens.

Unallie d, //>/. a, [Un- i 8.]

1. Not allied or related.

1663 Bovi.E Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. it. v. 290 The greater
their experience., .the greater indisposition itwould give them
to credit so unallied a truth. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Suhj. 11,

(1703) 85 Extension and cogitation are unallied in their
ide-is. 1853 M. Arnold Empedocles 11. 359 Still Thought
and Mind Will hurry us.. Over the unallied unopening
Earth, 1863 Si-knckk P'irst Princ. 11. xiv. § 113 (1S75) 323
Year by year are established certain connexions among
orders of phenomena that appear unallied.
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b. Const, to.

1697 Collier Ess. Mcr. Sufij. i. (1709) 143 *Tis a Principle
..absolutely unallied to Reason and Good-nature. 1789
CowpER A/iHus Afem. 59 The eyes that never saw thee,
shine With joy not unallied to thine. 1818 Scott Br. Lamtii.
x^nit, She seemed to be an angel, .unallied to the coarser
mortals among whom she deijined to dwell for a season.
18G4 CarI-ylk Fredk. Gt. xvi. lii. IV. 280 He. .regards with
sublime pity, not unallied to contempt, all other diplomatic
beings.

2. Having no ally or allies.

a 1797 H. Walpolk Geo. II (1847) II. iv. 127 Unallied we
could make no diversion to France. 1898 Westm. Gaz.
I s .\pr. 5 /^ Spain . . enters upon the conflict unallied.

Unallotted. ///. a. (Us-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1869.9.1/.

Rev. 9 Jan. 44/2 This shows how wi.se it is to have a spare
hour or two unallotted in the scheme of days. 1883 Law
Re^. 24 Chanc. Div. ^75 As theie were so many shares re-

maining unallotted, it shews that there wete no other
persons ready to take them.

Unallowable, «. [^^-^ 7 b*] ^^^ allow-

able; inadmissible, impermissible.
i^ DaI's SUidane's Carnm. ij b, He neylher bringeth

Scripture for hym, nor any thinge out of the auncient Doc-
tours, but certeindreamesofhisowne, receiuedof scoolemen
by an vnallowable enjll custome. 1577 tr. Bullin^ers
Decades (1592) 134 If we shall goe about to performe those
.. vnallowable othes, then shal we .. incurre the heauie
wraih of the reuenging Lorde. 1645 Milton Tetrach. To
Parlt. A 2 \t^ It can be no immoderate, or unallowable course
of seeking so. .needful! reparations. (11678 H. Scougal
Disc. Imp. Sutj. (1735) 268 An unallowable patience in hear-

ing his master dislionoured. X7a6 Bi'tlkr .SVrw/. Pref., It

is very unallowable for a work of imagination or entertain,

mcnt not to be of easy comprehension. 1799 Monthly Ki"u.

XXVUI. 526 The inferences deduced from them would still

be unallowable. 184s De Morgan Di^. ^ Int. Calc, 384
An infinite number of unallowable points. 1867 IMacfarhen
Harmony \\. 40 Whatever is unallowable for all the notes

is, of course, forbidden for each particular one.

Unallowed,///, a. (Un-1 8 and Sc.)
163a Sherwood, Unalowed, desavoutK 1686 Horwkck

Cruci/, yesus xlv. ^2-2 No unallowed of miscarriages, I mean
miscarriages against the settled bent and resolutions of our
souls, can be said to null this covenant, t'j'^^ LiberalAmer.
II. 257, 1 saw two virtuous hearts struggling with an un<
allowed pa<<sion. 184J Pusev Crisis Lni^. Ck. 26 There
must be ri^k that peisons will seek unity in unallowed ways
of their own. 1874 — Lent. Sertu. 84 To use unallowed
what is another's is to steal.

Unalloyed,///, a. (Un-i 8.)

fig. a i6yz Sterry Freed. Will (1675) g Being it self in

its absolutene<is, . . unalloyed by any differences of mixtures.

1737 West Let. in Gray's Poems {ijt^) 27 Four-and-twenty
hours of pure unalloy'd health together. X796 Mme.
D'Arblay Caw/Z/a V. 183 A pity .. unalloyed with any
blame, i860 Motlkv Netherl. vi. (1868) I. 358 There is

hardly a character in history upon which the imagination
can dwell with more unalloyed delight. 1869 Tozer Highl.
Turkey I. 131 The purest religious influences, unalloyed by
superstition.

lit. i76o-7» H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1792) V. 216 A
coffin of unalloyed and beaten silver. x8ia Sir H. Davy
Chew. Philos. 385 Iron, .is capable of acquiring magnetism,
though in its unalloyed state it retains it only a very short
time."

ITnallarable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) x8ia Monthly Rev.
LXVII. 296 Uniformity in religious opinion was the
unallurabte phcenix, for which reformation professed
to spread her nets. Unallurlng, ppl. a. (Un' io.>

[177s Ash. J 180S M. A. Shee Rhymes on Art (1806) 106
note^ Our national mode of worship; . .there is a coldness
about it, an unalluring formality, c 1855 Lytton in Life
(1883) I. iii. 26 Those Muses which had seemed so unallur-
ing to her childhood took a softer aspect., 1863 — Caxioni*
ana II. 201 They maintained the continuance after death
of an unsatisfactory, unalluring slate of being. Un-
a'lmsedy a. (Un-' 9.) 18J7 Pollok Course T. 111, 279 He
. .with a look Which hell might be ashamed of, drove the
poor Away unalmsed.

Una-lphabeted,(7. [Un-1 9.] Not acquainted
with the alphabet. Also^^.
1799 CoLERiiXJE Lett. (1895) 305 The inhabitants, .ate

bigots, unalphabeted In the first fef^lings of liberality. 1832— Ibid. 764 An almost unalphabeted but very sensible
woman.
Unalphabetic, a. (Un-' 7.) 1883 Burton & Camehon

Gold Coast I. V. 127 In fact, the Guanches of 'J'eneiife were
unalphabetic Unaitarlike, a. (Un-'7c.) 1640S1RE.
Derinc Carmelite (1641) 34 You mayguesse how un-altar-
like these Tables were. Unalterabi'lity, (Un-* 12
and 5 b.) X847 Smeaton Builders^ Man. 143 It is used for
housepainting, less, .in regard to its unalterability, than to
its solubility. 1885 Law rimes LXXVIIl. 315/2 Not that
there was any sanctity or unalterability inherent in the
memorandum
Unalterable, a. [Un- 17b and 5 b.] Tiiat

cannot be altered or changed : a. In general use.
1611 Florio, Inpermutabile, vnalterable. 1656 Bramhall

Replication 5 The essences of things are unalterable. 1694
F. Bkacgr Disc. Parables xxi. 397 Whatever alteration is

made in the state, .of the soul,. shall be from henceforth for
ever unalterable. 17J9 Pope /.;•/. to Sivift 9 Oct., The
doctor is unalterable, lx)th in friendship and quadrille. 1794Hutton Philos. Light, etc. 286 Space, which is unalterabfe,
and m which bodies are conceived to move. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. ff Art\\.^^\ Alone, it (jc. silex] is unaltei-
^Ic by the strongest heat. 1864 Bowen Logic xii. 400
What IS called physical necessity is nothing but a conviction
that the relation of an Efficient Cause to its effect is un-
alterable.

b. Of resolves, decisions, laws, etc.
x63« Gouge God^t Arroivs 1. §67. 112 Vow with an un-

alterable resolution to performe what you vow. 1699
Burnet 99 Art. xxxiv. 370 No rule made in such matters is
to be held unalterable, but may be changed upon occasion.
1779 Mirror No. 67, Her resolution was Uken ; and she

repeatedly assured me, that her motives made it unalter-

able. 1781 CowpER Conversaf, 467 'Tis an unalterable fix'd

decree. That none could frame or ratify but she. 1815 J.
Cormack Abol. Fern. Infanticide Guzerat x. 195 Not less

unalterable did the Jahrtjahs of Guzerat pronounce the

horrid practice of infanticide. 1890 * R. Bolijrf.wood * Col.

Reformer (1891) 199, I do not see why it should be an un-
alterable law.

O. Of fcelinjjs. (Common in iSth cent.)

1716 PoPK Let, to Lady Montagu t8 Auji.i With all

unalterableesteem and sincerity. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens*
Lusiad Uissert. i6o/i Perceiving the unalterable hatred
which the League bore to his religion. 1841 Brewstkr
Mart. Sci. II. iii, (1856) 133 Tycho received. .an assurance
of his Majesty's imalterable attachment.

UnalteraTileness. [f. prcc: seeUN-i la.]

The quality of being unalterable.
1630 Bp. Hall Hon. Marr. Clergy \. xxii. 123 When he

finds an vnalterablenesse in the determination of the.sc

degrees. 1649 F. Roberts Claris Bihl. 372 The unalter-
ablenesse of CJods work. 1699 BuRNtT j^-4r/. xxxiv. 372
The Second Branch of this Article is against the Unalter-
ableness of Laws made in matters indifferent, a 1728
Woodward Fossils i. 186 The Unalterableness of the Cor-
puscles, 1817 Hazlitt Char, Shahs. (1838) 287 The un-
alterableness of his resolutions. 1850 1« Hunt Autobiog.
IIL XXV. 283 A bull declaring the unalterableness of every
papal dogma, 1866 Geo. Kliot P\ Holt xxxiv. III. 6 Our
minds get tricks and attitudes as our bodies do—and age
stiffens them into unaltt;rablt:ne.ss.

Unalterably, adv. (Un- in.)
1643 LiGHTFooT Glean, Ex. (1648) 22 That must be of a

Lambe or kid unalterably, 1697 Collier Ess, Mor. Subj.
I- (1703) 90 It is the part of true magnanimity to adhere
unalterably to a wise choice. 1725 Bolingbkoke Let, to

Swift 24 July, To pass an act, which fixing my fortune un-
alterably to this country, fixes my person here also. 1796
Mme. D'Ahblav Camilla L 9 His temper was unalterably
sweet. 1830 Hekschel Study Nat. Phil. 1. iii. 39 These
primary qualities originally and unalterably impressed on
matter. i8<^ H. Gardener Unoff. Patriot 56 Upon that
point his mind was clearly and unalterably made up.

+ Una*lterate,///. a, Sc, Ods,-^ [Un-1 8 b.]

Unaltered.

153. Bellenden Banner of Pietie 35 (Bann. MS.), Thy
word eterne but end is permanent, Vnalierat but mvtabilitie.
Unaltera-tion. (Un-' 12.) a 1676 Hales Prim. Grig.

Man. I. iii. (1677) 86 I'he supposition., of any corruptible or
alterable Being, in a state of incorruption or unalteration.

Unaltered, ppl- a. [Un-1 8.] Unchanged.
IS5X Recorde Pathw. Knowl. i. v, I'hen do I set one

foote of the compas vnaltered in D, and stretch the other
in the circular line. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. liv. § 5
Neyther are.. the state and qualitie of our substance so
vnaltered, but that there are in it many glorious effects

proceeding from so neere copulation with deitie. 1615
Chapman Odyss. v. 148 Affirming that ih' unaltered Des-
tinies., have decreed he shall not die. 1653 W- Ramesev
Astral. Restored 226 The Government or Rule then setled
shall continue firm and unaltered 57 years. 1763 Sir W.
Jones Caissa Poems, etc. {1777) 131 In one unalter'd line

they tempt the fight. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV.
302, I should have assured you of my unaltered regard.

1855 Macaulay Hist. ting. xix. IV. 315 The valuation
made in 1692 has remained unaltered down to oiir own
time. i88a Minchin Unipl. Kinewat. 27 The distance
between them being altered or unaltered.
Unaltering, ppl. a. (Un.' 10.) 1813 Sheli^ky^. Mah

VII. 6 Tempered disdain in his unaltering eye, Mixed with a
quiet smile, shone calmly forth. 1877 'H. A, Page' De
Quincey IL xix. 166 Unaltering friendship for him remains
as his record in this particular. Una'lumed, ppl. a.
(Un-' 9.) 1811 SelfInstructor 5^6 A scabrous matter, such
as unallumed cloth is. Unamaigamable, a. (Un-'
7 b.) x8z8 Southev Lett, (1856) IV. 86 Coarse materials
predominate in the unamaigamable composition. 1865
C. J. Vaughan Plain IVords vi. (1866) 106 That remote
and unamaigamable thing we have always fancied to be
religion. Unaiualgamated, ppl. a. (Un-' 8. Cf.
G. nnamalgamirt.) 1825 Monthly Reif. CVL 19 His
three unamalgamated provinces. 1844 Noad Electricity
(ed. 2) 184 Gas from the unamalgamated part of the
copper. 1855 I. Tavi-or Restor. Belief iiS$6) 42 The mass
combines the two unamalgamate<l and adverse elements.
Unama'lgamating, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1820 T. L.
Peacock Misc, Wks. 1875 HL 335 A heterogeneous con-
geries of unamalgamating manners. 1865 W. G. Palgkave
Arabiall.271 An influence hardlyto be understood by our .

own unamalgamating Anglo-Saxon. UDaina*ssed,/i'//.rt. I

(Un-' 8.) 1700 ,S. Parker Si.v Philos. Ess. 4 Why might
it not be as well a drift or shower of Atoms yet uiiamass'd,
disorderly dancing one amongt>t another, and at various
distances?

Unama-zed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1598 Floiuo, Inierri/oy without feare, vnamazed. x6a4

QuAKt.Ks yob xvii. 50 Who comprehends the Lightning, or
the Thunder? Who sees, who heares them, vnamaz'd with
wonder? 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 552 Into the Heart of Eve
his words made way, Though at the voice much marveling;
at length Not unamaz'd, she thus in answer spake. 1899
lyestm. Gaz. 28 Sept. 3/3 It is possible to be unamazed at
the modesty of the man who Englished it.

Unambigu'ity. (Un-' 12.) 18^2 G. S. Faber Prov.
Lett. (1844) II. 203 Its unambiguity is the more fully
established, because the language is not that of a single
individual.

Unambi-guons, a. (Un-i 7.)
1751 Chesterk. Lett, xlv. (1774) II. 189 Every paragraph

should be so clear, and unambiguous, that the dullest fellow
in the world may not be able to mistake jt. 1785 Reid
Intell. PoTvers 11. viii. 273 Malebranche is perfectly clear
and unambiguous in this matter. 1804 /*/wV. Trans. XCIV.
219 The concise and unambiguous expression of the condi-
tions of a problem in algebraic language. 1883 in Law
Times Rep.(i^Z^)-z6 ApT.-2Ti/2 If ..that had been intended,
the legislature would have so enacted in express and un-
ambiguous terms.

Heijce UnamM'tfuously adv.

1790 G. Walker Serm. II. xxiil. 164 The promi.ses of the
Gospel.. do clearly and unambiguously confirm the hope.
1802 Pkil. Trans. XCII. iii The law of the series is truly
and unambiguously represented. 1866 J. Martineau Ess.
I. i6z All the physical indications point unambiguously the
same way.

Unambi'tion. [UN-I12.] Lack of ambition.
1781 Karl Malmesbuky Dianes ^ Corr. 1. 487 The idea

of the moderation iind uiiambilion of the Fiench Ministry
is. .solidly established. 1850 V. W. Newman Phases 0/
Faith 31 Now indeed they are weak : now they proles^ un-
worldliiiess and unambition.

tTnambitioas, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b] Not
ambitious or aspiring ; devoid of ambition : a. Oi
thoughts, occupations, productions, etc.
16. . Nobody ^ Someb. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) J.

332 My uniimbitiuus thoughts have bin long tird With this
great charge.^ 1656 Cowley Praise Pindar iv, Whilst,
abis, my timerous Muse Unambitious tracks pursues.
x'ji^Guard. No. 167 r 3 Train them up in the humble un-
ambitious Pursuits of Knowledge. 1768 Boswell Corsica
dedication p. v, Predicting greatness to those who after,
wards pass their days in unambitious indolence. 1814
WoRDSw. Excurs. v. in The calm delights Of unambitious
piety be cliose. 1862 Latham Channel IsL hi. xviii. (ed. 2)

430 The bottom of this unambitious window.. is but four
feet from the ground. 1887 Spectator 25 Mar. 421/2 He
can produce an unambitious though not unsatisfying liny
cabinet picture.

b. Of persons, the mind, etc.

1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 1.(1626) 3 Then, vnambitious
Mortals knew no more, IJut their owne Countries Nature,
bounded shore. 1728 Young Lore Fame n. 291 Is thy
arnbition sweating for a rhyme; Thou unambitious fool, at
this late time? 1784 Cowper Task iv. 798 An unambitious
mind, content In the low vale of life. 1816 Bvron Ch.
Har. in. Ixiv, Stainless victories, Won by the unambitious
heart and hand Of a proud, brotherly, and civic band. 1893
LiDDON Life Pusey I. App. 455 That unenterprising and
unambitious but useful class of the EngU.sh gentry.

Hence Unambi'tiously adv., -ness.
1746 Hervey Medit, (1818) 120 While others, free from

all aspiring views, creep unambitiously on the ground,
and look like the commonalty of the kind. « 1755 Cosv-
heare (Mason), Others through unambitiouf-ness of temper
are gradually sinking. 1791 Coleridge Math. Problem
iii. 10 Unambitiously join d in equality's band. 18x4
WoKDSw. Excurs. VII. 473 That monumental stone. .un-
ambitiously relates How long.. The sad privation was by
liim endured. 1847 Lytton Lucretia 19 He felt a lively
satisfaction at the thought of leaving his friend honourably,
if unambitiously, provided for.

Unambrosial, a, (Un-* 7.) 1839 J. Sterling £"«., etc.

(1848) I. 316 Jove, whose shake of his un-ambrosial wig
once ruled the world. Una'mbush, v, (Un-' 3.) 1650
Fuller Pisgah u. xii. 254 Such ambushes are now adays
unambushed, by the jzeneral suspicion all have of them.
Unamenability. (Un-' 12.) 1865 ComJt. Mag. May
591 One set of leatures characteristic of pestilence is the
suddenness of its onset ; its unamenability to the resources
of the healing art.

Unamenable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)
1771 E. Long Trial ofDog ^Porter"* in Hone Every-day

Bk. II. 209 Laws to which he was unamenable. 1802-ia
Bentham Ration. Judic- Evid. (1827) II. 599 Superior and
unamenable power. 1868 Visct. Strangfohd Select. (1869)
I I. 251 Tibet, Afghanistan, and all Indian frontier countries
are classed in the same category as unamenable to civilised

laws. 1877 SirH. Ikslou Autobiog. (1885) 1. 139 The Rood
easy Chancellor of the Exchequer was overruled by the stout
and unamenable Secretary.

Unamendable, a, (Un-i ; b.)
f 1450 Holland Him'lat 928 'My first making,' quoth

.scho, 'was vnamendable '. 1 1550 Cheke /.</. in Atheuxum
28 Aug. (1909) 237/2 if you think yourself unaniendable.
1561 Daus tr. Builifiger on Apoc. (1573) 112 His vnaniend-
able wickednes and coniinuall blasphemy. 1583 Golding
Calvin on Deut. i. 6 Let vs aduise our selues to make our
profit therof and let vs not be vnamcndable. 1646 Baillie
Lett. ^- Jmls. (1841) II. 378 The Independents miserable
unamendable designe to keep all things from any conclu-
sion. 1653 tr. CannenPs Nissena 10 Struck with admira-
tion to behold those, .unamendable beauties. 1729 Pope
Let. to Swift 9 Oct., [GayJ is the same man. So is every
one here that you know : mankind is unamendable. 1817
Bentham Pari. Reform Introd. 174 A pure and ever un-
amendable despotism. 1853 Whewell Grotms II. 277
When a man who is unamendable is removed from life, that
he may not commit more or gteater crimes.

Unamended, ///. n. (Un-i 8.)
1382 WvcLiF 2 Chron. Prol., Bot to the blame of wrijters

it is to wijten, while of the vnamendid the! wtijten vn-
amendide thingis. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. ccxxxv,
[ccxxxi.] 729 This can nat longe endure vnamended. 1549
CovEKDALE, etc. Krasm. Par. zCor. 63 So wryte I . .also to
all such, as are offenders, yf I fynde them vnamended.
1583 Goi.mKG Calvin on Deut. iii. 681 Forasmuch as God
hath called you and you continue vnamended. 1648 Hexham
It, (htgebi'tert, Vnl>ettered,or Vn-amended. 1726THEOBALD
(title), Shakespt-are restored : or, a Specimen of the Many
Errors, as well Committed, as Unamended, by Mr. Pope in
his Late Edition of this Poet. 1779 Johnson L. P., Ptfe
Wks. IV. 105 He never passed a fault unamended by in-

difference. 1853 Ld. J. KussELL in Walpole Life (1SS9) II.

187 We surely c•^nnot again present to him tlie same note
unamended. 1884 Law Times 24 May 59/2 'J"he present
clause of the Bill, if unamended, would change that law;
hence his proposal.

Uname-rced, //*/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.J 1872
Browning Eifine xxxiii. Such tribute body pays to time ;

but, nnamerced. The soul.. boasts old treasure multiplied.

Un-Ame*rican, a. [Un-1 7.] Not in con-
•sonance with American characteristics.
Similarly, in recent use, un-Americanism^ un-AmericaH'

looking.

1818 M. Btrkbeck Notes Amer. 28 Ninety marble capitals,
have been imported at vast cost from Italy,, .and shew how



UNAMIABILITY.
MM-American is the vrhole plan. 1894 Daily Ncivs 30 Apr.

5/3 However it came about, it is un-American and should

be repudiated by the people. 190a Eliz. Banks Nc^vspapcr

Girl 55 She refused on the ground that it was both un-

becoming and un-American.

Uuamiabi'lity, [Un-1 laj Unamiablenesi;.

x8s9 HtitDOEs Let. in Poems (1851) p. Ixxxvi, The ruliii.;

unamiabitity of tlie principal characters. 1866 Seeley Eccc

Homo 154 There is an extreme degree of unamiabtlity

which quenches this love in us. 1880 'Ouida ' J/oMj II.

iii. 55 It would be impossible to suspect the Princess of

unaiuiability.

TTna'miable, «. [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.] Not
amiable, Iq senses of that adj. : a. Of things

(chiefly abstract) or acts.

c 1480 Henkyson I'\ibUsy Trial ofFox xx, My mycht is.

.

Angrie,austerue,and als vnamiabfe To all that standisfray

to myne estait. 1565 Coopek Thesaurus^ InamabiliSy,.
vnamiahle : without yraceorpleasantnesse woorthic fauour.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1140 If love be away, ..the

act thereof remaineth altogether not expeiible, dishonour-
able, without grace and uiiamiable. 1708 J. Philips Cyder
1, 563 Nor are the Hills unainiable, whose Tops To Heav'n
aspire. 1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camillay. 83 Extremes,
nearly as pernicious, though not so unamiable as the vices.

1S49 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iv. I. 500 Three poor labouring

men, deeply imbued with this unamiable divinity, were
arrested. 1884 St. James's Caz. 9 Sept. 6/1 The Greenorc
steamer . . surmounted the uoamiable waves of the Chanael.

b. Of persons.

1711 Adoison Sped. No. 261 P4 True Love has teri thou-

sand Griefs.. that render a Man unamiable in the Eyes of

the Person whose Affection he sollicits. 1778 Miss Burnkv
Evelina xl, The distaste I already felt for these unamiable
sisters. 183J Lytton Eugene ^. i- 4 What in the world
makes .1 man of just pride appear so unamiable as the sense

of dependence? \Vi^ Sf'ectator ^ Oct. x^-^sli There is no
more unamiable character iu the whole of history than
Frederick William I.

c. Of conduct, disposition, etc.

1774 Mrs. Dblanv in Life 4> Corr. (1863) II. 65 His con-

duct had been unamiable and careless. 1779 Mirror No. 33,

A tolerable person, and I think nut an unamiable temper.

1S18 Scott tirt. Midi, xlv. This unamiable. .disposition of

mind broke forth in sundry unfounded criticisms xft^
M\CAVt.AV Hist. Eng. iv. I. 450 His countenance and his

voice must always tiave been unamiable. 1890 Bakek
IVild Heasts I. 306 The difficulty was increased by the

cheetah making unamiable faces as the man approached.

Hence UnainiableiiesB, Una'miably adv.
i6it Florio, /'/a/wa^///Va,*vnamiablenesse, vnlouingnessc.

1668 WiLKiNs Real Char. 111. vii. § 6. 341 Passive, to 1>'^

done, UmuniabUness. a 1797 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. II

(1847) III. vi. 163 The unamiableness of the characters he
blamed imprinted those dishkes. 1840 L. Hunt Leg. Fhr*
ence 1. 1. He does her the honour of making her.. Grateful
return for his unamiableness, Love without bounds, in short,

for his self-love. 1874 Kuskin Vol D'Arno cxxxi. (x886)

63 Pacific Florence, in her pride of victory, was beginning
to show unamiableness of temper. 184^ Macauu^y Hist.
Eng. ix. II. 423 Their national antipathies were, indeed, in

that age. unre.-uonably and *unamiably strong.

Unamicable, a. (Un.* 7 b and 5 b.) 173a Bekkelev
Serm. to S. P. G. Wks. 1871 III. 345 That narrowness of

spirit which formerly kept them at such an uoamicable
mstance from us. Unamorous, a. (Un-* 7.) 1668
WiLKiNs Real Char. 341 Adjective, ..Active, to do, Un-
amourous. 1877 Sir H. Taylor Autobiog. (1885) I. 53 My
admiration was wholly unamorous, but it was very ardent.

tUnamo-ved,///.rt. Sc Obsr^ [Uji-i 8.]

Unmoved.
1513 Oouci.AS /Kneid ix. iii. 113 The hi* curage and

forcy hardyment Baid ouamovit in I'urnus stout entent.

XJnamusable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

xZ\* Monthly Rev. LXVII. 143 With the revenues of a
nation at his fingers-ends, be was still unamusable. 1841
TaiVs Mag. VIII. 620 An unamusable and capricious

fashionable audience. 186$ Miss Bradi>on .SVr 7^/^^'' v,

Ambitious Madame de Maiutenoa found it a hard thing to
amuse the unamu\;ihie.

TTiianiused,///.a. (Un-I 8.)
174a VouNG Nt. Th, 11. 246 O ye Lorenzos of our age I

who deem One moment unamus'd a misery Not m.ide for

feeble man I 1705 V. Knox Chr. Phitos. Iv. 405 They fly tu
various scenes ot public resort^in the midst of amusements,
unamused. 1809 Svi>. Smith hi Lady Holland Mem, (1855)
II. 55 Instead of being unamused hy trifles, I am. .amused
by them a great deal too much. 1890 ' K. BoLi)KEwooi>'
Col. /\e/or//ii:r {i8<ft) 264 He played, .well enough.. to cu-
livr-ii their somewhat unamused evenini;s.

Xruania sing, ///. a, (Un-1 io.)

1799 Mirror No. 10, To a stranger it would have been
not unamusing. i8ia Q. Rtrt. VII. 384 It cannot be un-
a^lu^illg to speculate on what Warlmrtori would have
achieved. 1893 Swinuurnb Stud. Prose Hf Poetry (1894) 74
' Wit at Several We.ipons,' a violent farce, outrageous but
not unamusing.

Hence Uiiainn*alngly atlv,

1889 SwiNuuHNE Study B. Jonson I. 76 It is neither coarse
nor tediuus, and takes up but very little space j and that not
unaniu-.ingly.

Unamusive, a. (Un-' 7 ) 1755 Shenstone Lett.
Ixxxiii. Wks. 1777 III. 254, I have passed a very dull and
unamusive winter. Unanacreo.ntic* a. (Un-' 7.) 1809
Malkin Gil Bias vin. ix, f 13, An o<le of Anacreon, trans-
Uted into moat un-anacreontic Spanish verse,

fUnana-liod,/^/. rt. Sc. Obs.-^ [Un-1 8.]

Unalietiatcd.
1508 Keg. Privy Seal Scott. I. 25^3/1 For kcping of his

heretage . . unsp<-irpalit and unanalyt in favourts of his .sone.

Unanalo'gical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1755 Johnson, .S7(/«ir,nj.,.

.

is a word, though not uriatialogical, yet ungraceful, and little

used. Uoana logous,a. (Un.'7.) 178a Eliz. Blowf.r
Geo. Bateman III. 83 For reasons totally unanalogous to
real humanity. 1816 Bentham Chrestotn. Wks. 1843 VIII.
181 .\n objection not unanalogous to that which is above

45

applied to the word power. 1837 Lytton Alliens II.

^26 A conflict between the nci^roes and the planters in

inodern times, may not be unanalogous to that of the helots

and the Spartans.

Unanalysable, a- (Un-1 7 b.)

1829 Jas. Mill Hum. Mind (1869) II. 146 We have an

indivisible, unanalysable, mode of consciousness, distinct

from all modes of passive sensation. i88z Seeley Nat.

Kelig. 47 Witness the instinctive, as we say, and unanalys-

able skill sometimes possessed by savages.

Una-nalysed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1668 Boyle Phys.-Chyiit. Ess.y Salt-Petre %$^om.Q\3S^e.

Crystals of refin'd and unanalyz'd Nitre. appear'd to have

each of them six fiat sides. 1754 Warburton Bolingbroke"s

Philos. ii. 164 There he would stop : and leave the other

side of the eternal reason, unanalyzed, 1794 Hutton Philos.
\

Light, etc. 326 To attempt to philosophise with those vulgar
;

notions, or unanalysed ideas, leads only to the confusion of
i

our knowledge. i8ao Hazlitt Talde-T. Ser. 11. ii. (1869) 37 |

This sort of unmeaning, unanalysed reputatioiL 1865 Mks.
j

Whitney Gayivorthys II. 116 There was a joy of claim and
|

confidence, unanalysed, between them in that instant. 1871

R. H. Hutton Ess. (1876) I. 9 Moral freedom .. may be

superseded .by the single unanalysed predominance of

another's wish.

Unanalytic, a. {Un-' 7.) 1884 Browning Ferishtah,

Cherries 93 My father took The . . gold, Nor cared to count
|

what sparkled here and there. Sagely unanalytic. Un- :

analytical, a. {Un.' 7.) 1840 ^IILT, Diss. 9f Disc. (1859)
'

I. 450 It would be difficult to find, . .in the works of analy.

tical minds, anything more entirely unanalytical. 1884 J.
Tait Mind in Matter iv. 138 In unanalytical ages, the

knowledge of God was moral rather than intellectual.

Unana'tomizable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) x86x T. L. Peacock
GryllGr, xiii, What can be more pitiable than the right-

hand man .. with the dish twisted round.., digging.. for a
joint which he cannot find, and wishing the unanatomisable
voledlle behind a Russian screen with the footmen ? Un-
a'ncestried, a. (Un-' 9 b.) 1864 Lowell Study Wind.
(1870) 1G3 As God made Adam, out of the very earthy un-
ancestried, unprivileged, unknown.

XTna'nclior, Z'- [UN-Ji4b. Qi.X>\x,ontaftkeren^

trans. To loose from anchor.
1648 Hexham ii, Ontanckert, un-anckred, or, the Ancker

wound up. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch. To Rdr. 193 Whose
Cable Pietie vn-Anchored, Vet fixt her vessell steddie, in

the Bed Of many waters meeting. 1847 De Quincev Sfian.

Mil. NuM Wks. 1854 III. 10 Now, then, through tnree-

fourtUs of an hour Kate will have free elbow-room for un-
anchoring her boat.

ri'Jl. and absol. 1878 Daluncer in Proc. Roy. Soc. Land.
XXVII. 337 [It attaches] itselftoone of the springing forms,

which at once unanchors itself, and both together swim
freely and vigorously about. (1878 Pop. Set. Monthly Aug.
511/2 It soon comes in contact with a colony of the organ-

ism in the perfectly flagellate condition, attaches itself to

one of them, which soon unanchors, and both swim away.]

Unanchored,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1651 Davknant Gondibert ii. vii. xxxix, She dreams Her-
self into possession of desires, .'Vnd trusts unanchored hope
in fleeting streams. 165a Benlowes Theoph. iv. xxxv. All

Hope's unanchor'd but in that. 1735 Pope Odyss. ix. 158

A port there is, inclos'd on either side, Where ships may
rest, unanclior'd and unty'd. 1876 Mrs. Whitney Sights ^
Ins, IF. xxxvii. 663, I had lived such a wandering, un-

anchored life. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 457 Over all the

clouds floated like sailed ships unanchored.
Una'nchylosed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1839-47 Owen in

Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 269/2 In the skull of the mature
Wombat.. the ex-occipitals were still unanchylosed. 1854
— vciOrr'sCirc. Sc.^ Org. Nat, I. 217 Their pleurapophyses
are unanchylosed.

XJnaneled, pp^. a. Forms : 7 vnnanold, 8

unanell'd, 9 -el'd, -eled ; 8 unanueald, S-q
-ealed, 9 -oal'd, unauealM, -ealed. [Un-1 g,]

Not havinij received extreme imction. Also 7?^.

i6oa Shaks. Ham. i. v. 77 Cut off euen in the Blossomes
of my Sinne, Vnbouzzled, disappointed, vnnaneld. ? 1740
W. Thompson Hymn to May xx\x, O may the man that

shall his image scorn,.. Die unanell'd and dead, by dogs
and kites be torn. 1759 Stekne Tr, Shandy u. x, Obadiah
had led him in as he was, unwiped, unappointed, unannealed.
1816 ItvROM Siege Cor. xxvii, Unancl'd he pass'd away, . .To
thcIastaRcne^ad*. 4x851 Moir DeQuincey's Rev. 11. viii,

How awful it IS for the soul of man Unanncal'd to pass

away 1 1897 Abe-. Benson Cyprian 98 The divine acceptance
of the unaneled penitent.

Un-a'ngel( v. (Un-' 6b.) 1641 'Smectvmnuus' Vind.
Anrui. 5 13. 140 Rather then you will not prove the Angell

of Thyaiira to be an individuall Bishop, you will UH'Angell
him. Unange*lic, a, (Un-' 7.) 1890 S. J. Duncan
Soc. Depart. 236 We, . .to persuade ourselves that we had
not really died and gone to heaven, took a most unangelic
tiflin. 1893 W. H. Hudson Idle Days in Patagonia 230
We are hardly in a position just yet to dispense with the
unangelic qualities, even in this exceedingly complex
state. Unange'lical,<r. (Un*' 7.) a 17 ii Ken Edmund
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. q6 Angel he seems, out yet methinks
his speech Strives something unangelical to teach. Un-
a ngered, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) 1813 T. Busby Lucretius
IF. VI. 465 .Strike with consuming flame the Good, the
Wise, And bring destruction from un-angered skies. 1909
It'estm. Caz. 31 July 13/1 Unbonified, unangered, suave
and grand [he] Looked on the Cid. Unanglican, a,

(Un-' 7.) 184a G. S. Fabek P^-ov. Lett. (1844) II. 15
Epi!u:opal admonitions and censures.. directed against their

own unscriptuial and unanglican speculations. Un-
angry, a. (Un-' 7.) 1876 Morris Sigurd 11. 159 Look
down with unangry eyes on us to-day alive. Un-
angular, ^. (Un.' 7.) 1756 Buhke Subl. ^ B. \\\. xxiv,

His state of mind, on feeling soft, smooth, variegated, un-
anguLir bodies. UnanimadveTted,/j(»/..^. (Un.' 8 c.)

1816 Keatincb Trav. I. 125 The slate of. .refinement of a
people is to be judged of by what they applaud on a theatce,

where the emotion may be gratified unanimadverted on.

Unanimalized, ///. a. (Un-' 8 ) a 1778 C. Darwin
Ace. Hetrograiie Motions (1780) 47 A great quantity of pale

unanimalized urine is discharged.

UNANIMOUS.

t Ulia*niinate, ^- Obs,~~^ [f. L. ilnanim-isj

-us + -ATE '•^.] Of one mind.
1633 Cowley Pyramus ^ Thisbe 32 Age had cracked the

wall which did tl>em part, This the vnanimate couple soone
did spye.

Unanimate (y«uae*nim^'t), V, [f. as prec. -i-

-ATE ^.] trafis. To make of one mind ; to cause

to be unanimous.
170a C. Mather Magn. Chr, iv. vi, 190/1 Even such was

the Friendship, that Vnanimated our Oakes and our
Shepard. 1886 Sat. Rev. 20 Nov. 683 It has become..
necessary for the great Liberal party.. lo unite and un-
animate itself still further by a League of its own.

tUna'nimate, ppl- a. Obs. [Un-i 8 b and

5 b.] = Unanimate]>///. a. \.

1614 ToMKis Albumazar ii. v. (1615) E ij, I'le rather
change fiue, then apparrell one : For men haue liuing soules,

cloathes are vnanimate. 1652 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglid

s

Hist. Relat. 13 The, .Mariners, who are the animated
Instruments of Navigation, ..yield not in number to the
other unanimate necessaries.

Unanimated,///. a, [Uw-i 8. Cf. prec]
1. Not animated or endowed with life.

1697 Dryden ^iieis Ded., Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 231 Part of

them kindled into life, and part a lump of unformed un-

animated mud. 1799 Cokby Sat. Lond.^ (1803) 60 How
infinitely superior are those animated originals of feminine

perfection, ..when compared with the unanimated beauties

of even the Venus de Medici. 1834 W. Godwin Lives
Necromancers 144 The ghost of the dead man stood erect

before her, trembling at the view of his own unanimated
limbs.

2. Dull, inanimate ; not enlivened,

1734 Prompter 19 Nov. 2/1 The empty^ unanimated
Brisxness of a Fop, a Fool, or a Courtier. 1779 Johnson
L. P.t Thomson Wks. IV. 172 Of a dull countenance, and
a gross, unanimated, uninviting appearance. 1815 i;coiT

Paul's Lett. (1839) 193 The total absence of cattle from the

fields, gives a dull and unanimated air lo a French land*

scape. 1816 — Old Mori, xviii, A square face, and a set of

stupid and unanimated features.

3. Not inspired or actuated by something.
1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) \. iii. iii. 70 The

understanding had been o\er-tasked—set to work un-
animated and unaided hy the conscience and the heart.

t Una'niiuatelyf ^^z^' Obs. rare. [f. Un-
animate a.] = Unanimously adv,

1^99 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 49 To the water foules vn-

animately they recourse, and besought Ducke, and Drake,
..of their oary assistance. 1610 Marcelline Triumphs
JeLs. /, 49 So that all vnanimatel^f or with one consent,

were in duty compelled to respect him.
Unanimating, ppl. a. (Un-' ic.) [1775 Ash.] 1785

Keid 7ntell. Powers i\: iv. 388 Whose imagmation. .grovels

in a field of mean, unanimating, and uninteresting objects.

1790 BuKKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 131 The still unanimating
repose of pubUck prosperity.

tUnaninie, a. Obs. Also unanim. [ad. L.

unanim-tSf -us, f, tin- us one + animus mind. So
F., Sp., Pg., It. uHantme.'] = Unanimous a.

, Common 1610-1650, esp. with consent.

1610 DoNKE Pseudo-martyr 213 For your first title, .you
haue the intire and vnanime consent and concurrence of

the whole Christian Church. 1635 Pagitt ChrisdaHogr.
App. 20 First, they make a generall Confession, which thty

follow the Priest in : and assent in an Unanim Amen. 1656

A, Wright Five Serm. 157 The frame and ccnlext of the

place hath dtawn that unanime Exposition from all.

Hence fUna'nimely adv. Obs.

i6as Donne Serm. 3 Apr. 15 Those Fundameiitall things,

which are unanimely professed by both, 1626 — Sernt.y

jfohn xiv. 2 (1640) 740 Where all the Fathers are unanimely
and diamctraHy against them.

XTnauiluity (yzina-ni'mili). Also 5 -te, 6 -tee,

6-7 -tie. [ad. OF. tmanimite (14th c. ; F. ttn-

animitiy = It. unanimity, Sp. -idad, Pg. -idade),

ad. L. uminiinilds (rare), f. unanimis, -us: ste

prec] The state of being unanimous or of one

mind ; agreement in opinion.

1436 Libel Eng, Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 201 Set

many wittes wyihoutene variaunce To one accorde and un-
animite. 1579 Fulke Heskins* Pari. 478 Our Lords
sacrifices doe declare the Chiistian vnanimiiie, which is

knitted vnto him with an insuperable vnitie. 1581 Lam-
BAUDE Eiren. i. ii. (1588) 8 To reduce the people to an
uniuersall unanimitie (or agreement of minds). 1603 B.

Jonson A'. /<ij.V Entertainm. Wks. (1616) 847 Her selfe

Eersonating the vnaniniity, or consent of soule, in all in.

abitants of the city to his bcruice. 1680 C. Nesse Chtirch-

Hist. 425 Christian Princes . . might have by their unanimity

and united armies given a stop to.. this severe scourge.

176a in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 345 May it

produce Peace abroad, and cheerful unanimity at home.

1781 Johnson Let. to Mrs, Thrale 14 Nov., I. .love them
because they love each other. Of this consanguineous un-

animity I have had never much e^pe^ience. 1823 BvsoN
Juan vii. Ii, A general council, in which unanimity, That
stranger lo most councils, here prevail'd. 1859 Mill
Liberty \\. (1865) -28/1 Persons., wlio form an exception to

the apparent unanimity of tlie world on any subject. 1897
Gladstonh E. Crisis 16 Parliament, upon thai question,

would speak with unanimity.

b.* Const, of.

171a Stkele Sped. No. 280 p 2 A certain Unanimiiy of

Taste and Judgment. 1815 Ann, Reg., Gen. Hist, 65 'ihc

acceptance of the new act by nearly a unanimity of votes.

1839 James Louis XIV, II. ayi This unanimity of object

seems to me to have given ultimate predominance to the

royal parly. 1869 Fakuar Fam. Speech iii. (1873) 106

Animated by a sublime unanimity of purpose.

Unanimous (ywncenimas), a. [f. L. unanim-
isy -us : see Unanime a.]

1. Of persons : Of one mind or opinion ; agreed.



UNANIMOUSLY. 46 UNAPPALLED.
t6a4 Donne Serm. Wles. 1839 IV. 585 Be the fathers as

clear, and as unanimous as tbcy will 111 it. 1637 R. Humi-'key
tr. St» Ambrose i. 70 Let not thine unanimous friend nor
thy brother know what thou dost. 1697 Auuison Eis.
Georges P I All arc Unanimous in giving him the Pre-
cedence to Hesiod in his Georgics. 1744 Hakkis Three
Treat. Wks. (1841) 43 You cannot forget (for we were both
unanimous) the contempt in which we held those superficial
censurcrs. 1783 W. Thomson Watson's Philip lll^ vr.

475 The council was unanimous that he ought immediately
to be recalled. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 146 The
English Roman Catholics .. were almost unanimous in
favour of the Act of Settlement. 1873 Hamekton InteU.
Life X. V. 3S3 Physicians are unanimous in their preference
of early tolate work.

2. Ofbeliefs, statements, actions, etc. : Exhibiting
general agreement or consent.

167s tr. Camden's Hist, Eiiz. iii. 402 The universal! and
unanimous Belief of all men carried it for certain Truth,
that a most invincible Armada was rigged and prepared in
Spain against England. 1691 Wood At/u Oxon II. 685 Dr.
Atkins was nominated by the unanimous Votes of the said
Presbytery, a vjyrj Newton Chronoi. Amended vi. (1728)
35Z l>y the unanimous consent of all Chronologers. 177a
Burke Corr, (1844)^ I. 363 Without their own vigorous and
unanimous efforts in their own cause, our endeavours will

be of no service. 1856 Froude Hist. En^. (1858) II. vii. 22
The nation seemed to unite in an unanimous declaration of
freedom. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 3 The genuineness
of the Laws is sufSciently proved . . by the unanimous voice
of later antiquity.

TJnaiiimously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2,] in
a unanimous manner.

t L In unanimity or harmony. Obs.
a 1619 FoTHEBBV Atheom. i. v. § 2 (1622) 31 ' Religion [ts]

the foundation of euery Citie,' both gathering men, and
holding them vnanimously together. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard
Texts^ Ps. cxxiL 3 Jerusalem is stately built,.,And is

strongly, and unanimously compacted together. 1648
Stanley Aurora 44 Pausanias and Aurora living and
loving so unanimously that every day seemed the first of
their marriage.

2. With unanimity ; with agreement in aim,
opinion, or action.
x6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 5. 485/1 Him they

h.id all. .vnanimiously \sic\ Elected. 1631 Star Chamb.
Cases (Camden) 64 It was unanimously declared by the
whole Court that his Majestie proceeded herein legally
and rightfully for tlie benefit of his crowne and people.

1737 Waterland Eucharist 2 It is of great Moment.. to
observe what they unanimously agreed in. 1794 R. J,
SuLiVAN View Nat. xHv. II. 272 The collecting of the
Sacred Writings is unanimously ascribed by both Jews and
Christians to Ezra. i8a6 F. Reynolds Life cj- Times 11.

165 Being unanimously elected, I immediately assumed .

.

the uniform of the club. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Etig. xi.

III. 40 An address was unanimously voted requesting the
King to take effectual steps for the suppression of the
rebellion. 1884 A, R. Pennington Wiclif ix. 289 They
had unanimously resolved that they \sCs books] should be
committed to the flames.

1 3. In combination ; conjointly. Obs.

165s Mhq. Worcester Cent. Tnv. § 16 A Sea-castle or
Fortification . . to divide it self into three Ships. . . And even
whitest it is a Fort or Castle they shall he unanimously
steered. Ibid. § 98.

TTna-nimousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality or fact of being unanimous.
[177S Ash.] x82&-3a Webster s.v., The unanimousness of

a vote.

t Una'iiimy, z/, Obs."^
[f.

L. jenanim-is : see

Unanime «.] trans. To combine harmoniously.
x6os Warner Alb. Eng. xi. Ixvii. 285 With Marrage, that

preferrcth vs, and stayes vs in content, Vnanimieth weale
or woe, as either vs is sent.

TTnannealed, a. [Un-1 8.] Untempered.
vjMPhil. yVawi. XHII. 50s Some Experiments lately

made. .upon the Fragility o( unannealed glass Vessels.

«753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., Unannealed Bottles, or
Bologna Bottles. a 1853 Pereiba Polarized Light
(18547 149 The dissected unannealed glasses, sold in the
opticians shops. 1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuild, xvi. 312 We
find that the drilled unannealed plates gave an average of
41*075 tons per square inch.

fiS,- '85s Brewster Newton U. xvii. 134 The stability of
a mind unannealed by the world.

Unannealed, variant of Unaneled/>^/. a.
Unanne-xed, /*//. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1867 Bur-

ton Hist. Scot. 1. I. 44 The unannexed districts of the
British Isles. \9&± Pall Mall G. 11 Oct. i/i The interna-
tionalization of all the unannexed lands of the world.
UnEinnihilable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1678 Cudworth Intell.
Syst. I. iv, § 36. 559 They were not only Eternal Emanations
..but also necessary, and therefore are they both also ab-
solutely undestroyable and unannilulable. Unanni'hi-
late, ///. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1804 Blake Milton Poet
Wks. (1913) 372 Lest the Last Judgement come and find
me unannihilate. Unanni'hilated, fipl. a. (Un-' 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1797 Monthly Kev. XXdI. 569 A portion
even of the interest of the unannihilated debt is now
discharged in specie. Unannotated,///. a. (Un-' 8.)

1839 G. Wilson Mem. E. Forbes^. (1861) 153 It is partly
a Commonplace Book for unannotated extracts, partly a re-
cord of original observations. 1884 Athenxum 8 Slar. 310/3
An unannotated edition of the * Poetical Works of Keats '.

Unannou-nced, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1825
Scott Talism. xviii, Behind him glided as a spectre, unan-
nounced^ yet unopposed, the savage form of the hermit of
Engaddi. 1891 Hardy Tess liii. Her letter made him ask
himself if it would be wise to confront her unannounced in
the presence of lier parents,

XJnaiiiioyed,///.a, (Un-1 8.)
<7i47o Harding Chron. civ. vii. To tlie sea they went

agaync vnanoyed. 1791 Cowper Iliad xiv. 487 The
double guard preserv'd him unannoy'd. 1865 W. G. Pai/-
CBAVS^ro^M 11. 324 Next moruiug we took a small boat|

and unannoyed this time by the custom-house officers, .we
crossed over to Moharrek.

tTnannalled, Ppl a. (Un- i 8.)

IS79 Rig. Privy Council Scot. III. 239 In respect of the
said marriage standing unannullit. 1832 Southey Hist.
Penins. War III. 63 For sanctioned it was by being
allowed to appear in the Regency's Gazette unannulled and
uncensured.

Unanoi'nted, ///. a. (Un-i S.)

1649 Lovelace Lucasta Poems (1904) 82 Sweeter and
sweeter whisleth He To un-anointed Axel-tree. lyzS Bai-

ley (ed. 3), Unanftcaled, unznoml^d, i.e. without extreme
Unction. 1846 R. VovLoCaiheringsfr. Spain (1906)304 In
order to ensure success, no step in the oflicial ladder must
be left unanointed. 1885 Harper's Mag, Dec. 90/1 The
wind., waltzing about with screaming and creaking an un-
anointed weather-cock.
Una nswerabi'lity. (Un-* 12.) a 1849 Toe Margin-

alia cii, The beauty of these exposes must lie in the precision
and unanswerability with which they are given.

Uua'nswerable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

+ 1. Wanting in correspondence or agreement;
discrepant, dissimilar. Obs.
x6ti Florio, Inrispondeuole, vnanswerable. 1665 Sir

T. Herbert Trav, (1677) 86 His good will was much, but
the success unanswerable, 1674 N. Fairfax IhUk <V Selv.

133 Another man. .may make over the beginnings of manli-
ness.., with a liveliness no waj-s unanswerable,

i* b. Const, to. Also quasi-iZ(/z/. Obs.
(a) 1614 W. B. Philosopher''s Banqtiet (ed. 2) 244 A man

of so large a stature and bodie,. .a woman so small and vn-
answereable therevnto. x6i6J. Havwaho Sand. Troub.
Soul I. XV. (1620) 325, 1 yeeld thee praises (O Lord) although
base and bare, and farre vnanswerable to thy deserts. iMo
Seas. Exhort. 13 Our barrenness and unanswerable walk-
ing to the Gospel of Christ.
{h) ifi57 Austen Fruit Trees 11. 93 When the enemies of

God see professours., behave themselves unanswerable to
their profession, these things reflect even upon God. 1670
Devout Co//i>/iun. (iCBS) 175, I have walked, .unanswerable
to those multiplied obligations laid upon me.

2. That cannot be answered ; not admitting of
an answer.

16131^ PuRCHAS Pilgrimage ix. xv. 747 A Bishop in
America hath written a large and vnanswerable Treatise
of thc.vnchristian Antichristian proceedings in the new
World, 1690 C. Nessh O. f N. Test. I. 29 The unanswer.
able argument of {/. e. for] his knowledge and wisdom. 1709
Berkeley^ y/i:. Vision % 1 A new and unanswerable proof
of the Existence and immediate Operation of God. 1796
Mme. D'Arblay Camilla viii. x. IV. 379 Edgar sighed,
but acknowledged this question to be unanswerable. 18x4
IJvRON Corsair 11. xv, Oh I too convincing—dangerously
dear—In woman's eye the unanswerable tear I 185a
Mrs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. xxviii, A solving of all moral
problems by an unanswerable wisdom ! 1894 Mrs. Dvan
Man's Keeping (1899) 271 She never plied him with em-
barrassing, unanswerable questions.

3. Unable to answer ; irresponsible.
1884 Manch. Exavt. 21 July 4 He committed the offence

. . whilst suffering from a fit, and unanswerable for his acts,

Una-nswerableness. [Un-i 12.]

1 1. The character of not answering or being
responsive. Also const, to. Obs,
1625 Bp. Hall Serm. Thanksgiving (1626) 21 How can

we but hate this vnkind, and vnjust, vn.^nswerablenesse.
(21656

—

Rem. Wks. (1660) 26 Being conscious., ofmy un-
answerableness to so great expectation. 1677 GiLriN De-
monol. (1867) 315 The greatness of the disappointment
under special service, the unworthy neglect and unanswer.
ableness to special favours, are extraordinary provocations.

2. The condition of not admitting of an answer.
1637 PerROT Tithes Ep. Ded. Aijb, That great opinion

that most men have of the unanswerablenes ofJMr, Seldens
History of Tithes. 01631 Donne Serm., Ps. Ixxxix. 47
(1640) 267 We shall first, for our generall humiliation, con-
sider the unanswerablenesse of this question. There is no
man that lives, and shall not see death. 1817 Shelley
Rev. Islatn Preface note, A commentary illustrative of
the unanswerableness of ' Political Justice'. 1879 Minto
Defoe 33 He proved with provoking unanswerableness that
all honest Dissenters were noways concerned in the Bill.

XXna'iiswerably, flj^z'. [U^-l ii.]

1. In a manner not capable of being answered or
refuted; irrefutably.

1584 Fenner Def. Ministers (1587) 107 But vnto this we
haue answered unanswerably. 1624 Gataker Transubst.
68 So plainely and unanswerably doe they teach the literal

understanding of our Saviours words. 1679 Marg. Mason
Tickler Tickled ^ This was certainly and unanswerably a
knowledge sufficient of the persons. 1710 Steele Tatler
Na 195 f 6, I have unanswerably proved, that Jointures
and Settlements are the Bane of Happiness. 1783 Mme.
D'Arulay Let. May, AH you say about the annuity and
the money appears to me unanswerably right. iSoa Syd.
Smith Wks. (1859) L 14/2 Errors that have been so fre-

quently, and so unanswerably exposed. 1884 Ld. Cole-
ridge m Law Times Rep, 2 Aug. 694/2 Thejudgment . . in-

terprets the statute quite rightly and unanswerably.

2. Unconformably, unsuitably.
i6sfi Baxter Reformed Pastor (1862) 209 [To] deliver the

message of God so.. unanswerably to its dignity, and the
|

need of men's souls.
j

Una-nswered, ppi. a. (Un-i 8.)
|

1390 GowER Conf. I. 250 Bot for nothing that evere he
;

can He mihte as thanne iioght ben herd, So that his cleym
j

is unansuerd. 1^64 Cov. Leet Bk. 323 That hit weredought-
\

full sich suggestion to remayn vnanswered. 1532 Moke Con-
ftit. 'Tifidale in. 281 Tyndale wolde haue sayed I hadde dis- I

symyled, and lefte vnanswered his chyefe reason of all. 1585
T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. xix. 22 [They began]
to shoote at the castle with great furie, which was not leaft

vnanswered, 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. v. 1. 229 Your Petition
Is yet vn-answer*d. 1653 ^- Kamesey Astrol. Restored 27
The Art remains still unshaken, and it [~ a book] un-
answered. 1738 Wesley Ps. vi. iv. Weary of my unan-

swered Groans, Yet still with never-ceasing Moans I languish
for Relief. 1796 Mme. D'Akblay Camilla 11. xi, His un-
answered observations contributed but little to enliven the
walk. 1B43 Mrs- Carlyle Lett. (1883) I. 376 She has left
my last letter unanswered. 190X Spectator 20 July 92/2
The arguments so ably re-stated, .arc not only unanswered
but unanswerable.
Una*nswering, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1614 Sanderson

Serm. I. 226 Many of the creatures being now rebellious
and noysom unto man, and unanswering his commands and
expectations. 1861 Sir T- Martin Catullus, To Calvus 4
When.. friendship weeps, and clasps the unanswering urn.
Unantagonistic, a. (Un-' 7.) 1858 Stoiford Bkooke
in Jacks Life -y Lett. (1917) I. 110 They are on the whole
such lifeless, unant.igonistic creatures. Unanta" gonized,
///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1862 Si'EN'CEK First Pnnc. (1870) 246 An
unantagonized force in one dircLlion. 1899 Alibutt's Sysl.
yi/^rf. VII.376The occurrence of rigidity, .is due to the* un-
antagonised' or 'unrestrained' influence exerted by the
cerebellum.

Unanticipated, j^//. a. (Un-i 8.)
ai'jygWARmiATQU Div. Legal, v. App., Wks. 1788 HI.

183 This possibly might have recurred to his Lordship, while
he was boasting of his new and unanticipated objection.
1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xxiii. 565 I'hose who have
suddenly had occasion to collect gas from natural or unan-
ticipated sources. 1891 Meredith One ofour Cong, xxv,
They left hurriedly ; I think it was unanticipated by Nesta.
Unanticipatingly, rtrt'i'. (Un-' n.) i8pi Meredith fJw*

ofour Cong, xxvii. She had come unanticipatingly, without
design, except perhaps loget a superior being to. .restrain a
gambler's hand. unantl'cipative, a. (Un.' 7.) 1847
_H. Miller First Impr. Eng. xvii. (1857) 309 They perished
ignorant of the past, and unanticipative of the future. 1891
V. C. Cotes 2 Girls on Barge 6 He stood with unanticipa-
tive resignation, this old carpenter. Una'ntiquated,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1859 Ruskin in R. <$• Rossetti (1899) 230,
I plead with you for entire clearness of modern and unanti-
quated expression,

Unanxious, a. (Un- i
7.)

174a Young Nt.^ Th. i. 414 When young, indeed, In full

content, we sometimes nobly rest, Unanxious for ourselves.
rtX774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 642 To keep the mind
..unanxious for success in her eagerest pursuits. 1844
Thackeray B. Lyndon vi, I am not unanxious to experience
on myself the effect of the war passion. 1870 W. K, Gkeg
Polit. Problems 161 The career of these classes, instead of
being easier and more unanxious than it was, . . has become
. .a ceaseless struggle.

Hence Una'nxionsly adv.
lySa % Philips* Poems^ Life 10 This gentleman, .sat as

unanxiously easyashe did, even in a much humbler fortune.
1861 Wiseman Lenten Past. \n Times 12 Feb. 5/6 We can
-safely and unanxiously commit to.. our devoted clergy the
task [etc.]. 1885 Finlayson Biol. Relig. 52 He ought to do
all these things unanxiously.
Unapoxryphal, a. (Un-' 7.) 1644 Milton Areop.

(Arb.) 4;j Yet God in that unapocryphall vision, said..Kbe
Peter, kill and eat.

Unapologe'tic, a. (Un-i 7. Cf. G. un-
apologelisch.')

1834 LmoN Pompeii ii. iv, With that sort of auiet and
unapologetic air, which seemed to consider the right as a
thing of course. x868 W. R. Greg Lit. ^ Soc. Judgm. 203
The unapologetic and as it were physiological coolness of
his analysis. 1892 Swinburne Stud. Prose <V Poetry (1894)
236 The humorous little word of unapologetic apology.
Unapo-statized, ///. a. (Un-» 8.) 1684 H. More

Answer 77 The Vision .. prefigures the purity and un-
apostatized^ state of the primitive Church. Ibid. 367
Characterizing the true Church and unapo^tatized Evan-
gelical Christians. Unapo'statizedness. (Un-' 13.)

1684 H. More Answer 411 The Purity and Unapostatized-
ness of the Primitive Church,

XTnapoStoiic, a. (Uw-l 7. Ci. G. unapos-
tolisch.)

167s [Gp. Croft] Naked Truth 25, 1 know full well this
unapostolick way of Preaching was used by some of the
Ancient Fathers. 1850 F. W. Newman Phases ofFaith 14My repugnance to Infant Baptism was really intense, and
my conviction that it is unapostolic as strong then as now.
1876 Ruskin Fors Clav. Ixv, 160, I can*t think whom the
unapostolic William was named after.

Unaposto'lical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1837 Syd. Smith Let. to
Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 158/2 An opulence which my clever
friend the Examiner would pronounce to be unapostolical.
Unapostoiically, adv. (Un-' h.) 1868 J. A. Wvlie
Road to Rome xi. 142 'I'hey died, and were succeeded by
others unapostoiically ordained. 1884 W. S. Lilly Anc.
Ri'lig. ^ Mod. Th. 64 [Evangelicalism] had ended un-
apoMoIically in the preaching of foolishness.

fUnapparr,7;. Obs.~'^ [Un-1 15.] intr. To
become impaired, to fade.
1426 LvDG. De Guil. Pil^r. 19210 Lyche a filoure that

dothe vnapayre Whanne it is plukkyd and leyde lowe.

t Unappai-rable, a. Obs.-'^ [UN-l7b.] In-
capable of being impaired

; unf;uiinf,^

JS74 t"^- Marlorat's Apocalips 300 It signifieth yt the
blissed sort are crowned with an vnuppairable & flaming
crowne of euerlasting life.

t TTaappaired, ///. a. Obs. [Un- l 8.] Un-
impaired.
IS6» T. Norton Calvin s Inst. iv. i6i Y' euery man may

kepe his own safe & vnappeired. 1571 Goi.niNG Calvin on
Ps. ii.4 His power. .coniineweth saufand unappayred, what-
soever men doo practise ageinst it. 1587 — De Mornay
xiv. igg Ye shall see a man forgoe all his sences..and yet
haue both life and reason vnappayred.

Unappa'lled, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)
1578 Banistkr Hist. Man vii. 8g Others, with senses vn-

appalled. . . haue plowed a path directly over the mountalne.
1386 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Actui. (1589) 282 Sustaining
also with a great and unappalled hart, most cruel torments.
161X Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vii. § 68 Applying vnto him
certaine verses of Lucan, in commendation of his vnapaHed
constancy. 167X Milton P. R. iv. 435 Some bent at thee
thir fiery darts, while thou Sat'st unappall'd in calm and
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sinless peace iyi3 Young Last Day in. 168 The sons of

light scarce unappal'd look down, a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 229 Unhurt by toils and Kibours, unappalled by
dangers. i8ai Scorr Pirate xxxvii, The unappalled,

dignified, and commanding manner of Minna Troil over-

awed htm. 1851 l^o'UGF.Gold. Leg. i. Castle of Vautsberg.,

Unappalled liy fear of death, or prieslly word.

t UnappaTel, z^' Obs, [UN-24.] trans. To
disrobe, undress. P^^ofig.
1577 Hanmer Anc. EccL Hist. (1663) 65 The fiery pile

being prepared, he unapparelted himself. 1586 J. Mush
Life Margt. Clithertnu (1849) 194 She requested them that

the women might unapparel her. x6oa Middleton Blurt
Afaster Constable 11. 11. D ij, Ladies vnappareil your deare
Ijeauties. 16x4 Donnk Obsequies Ld. Harrington 12 That
I can studie thee. And, by these meditations refin'd. Can
unapparell and enlarge my minde.

Unapparelled,///. a. (Un-i 8.)
i6aa liAcorJ Holy War (1629) 103 In Peru, though they

were unapparelled People, according to the CHme [etc].

1624 QuARLEs Job Sect. xv. M j b, If e're (alone) my lips

did taste my bread, ..Or bent my hand to doe the Orphane
wrong, Or saw him naked, vnapparell'd long. 1656 Heylin
Surv. France 118 Most immodestly unapparelled. 1871

Calvkrley Fly Leaves (1903) 93 All unapparell'd, barefoot

all, She ran to that old ruin'd wall.

Unapparent, a, (Un-i 7.)

1554 Knox FaythfuU Admon.F 8 b, To . . obcye that whych
Cud commaundeth be it neuer so hardc, so vnapparent or

contrarie to their affeccions. 1614 Latham Falconry {,\ii-^^

102 For the liuer or the disease thereof, is so secret and vn«

apparant, that.. it is neuer mistrusted nor thought of. 1645
Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 193 Bitter actions of

despight too suttle and too unapparent for Law to deal

with. 1667 — /*, L. VII. 103 He heares. .the rising Birth

Of Nature from the unapparent Deep. X7aj Pope Odyss.
II. 152 On foreign shores Ulysses treads, Or glides a ghost
with unapparent shades. 1755 Young Centaur \. Wks. 1757
IV. 129 A fire elemental is diffused ihrough all nature,

though . . unapparent in most parts of our globe. 18x6
Shellev Dtgnwn i. 42 The dark blue orbs that burn below
With unapparent lire. 1890 IIosmer Anglo-Sax. Freedom
129 Nowhere, probably, was the popular moot utterly un-
apparent.
ahiol. i8ji Shellev Adonats xlv, The inheritors of un-

fulfilled renown Rose from their thrones, built beyond
mortal thought, Far in the Unapparent.

Hence Uxiappa*rently adv.

1599 Sandys Eurofm Spec, (1632) 94 To avoid the conta-
gion of the disease or seducement by the dangerously and
unapparently diseased.

tUnappa'ssionate,a. (Un-* 7), -ately ^^z'. (Un-'xi.)

1598 VoNG Diana 53 If Paris had ludged like a prudent and
vnapp:is.sionate iudgc. Ibid. 148 But thinking of the matter
vnappassionately, it was now better for me.

Unappealable, a, [Un- i 7 b.] That cannot

be appealed against {ovfrom).
X63S J. Havward tr. BiondPs Banished Virg. 30 An un-

appealable sentence of death. 16^ Vind. King 15 The
sole unappealable Judge of all things. 1678 Cudwortii
Intell. Syst. i. v. S98 There being no ultimatejudgment un-
appealable from, there could never be any final determina-
tion of controversies. 174;^ Carte Hist. Eng. I. 259 The
Bishops . . maintaining their just and unappealable authority.

1786 Seward Lett. (1811) I. 229 A man of ability, with an
air of unappealable decision, perpetually pronouncing in

modern poets that to be obscure, which is clear as day-
light i860 Ld. Lvtton Lucile 11. iv, %\. 11 Muse or

Spirit, that inspires!, .the deep drama of man 1.. First and
last unappealable arbitress, thou 1 1874 Gladstone ^(7Wf,
etc, Vatican Decrees 38 The judgments of this Pope, .are
unappealable and irreversible.

Hence TTnappea'lableness, -ably adv,
1651 Durham Maran-atka. (1652) 33 The un-appealable-

nesse from this judgement. 1840 De Quincey Mod.
Superstit. Wks. 1854 Til. 314 The victa roMxa.. stood, as
reearded heavenly verdicts, unappealably condemned.
Unappealing, ppl.a. (Un-' 10.) 1846 Worcester

(citing South). 1856 Ruskim Mod. Paint. IV, v. xviii. {g
Without some correlative understanding in the spectator,

Titian's work.. must be utterly dead and unappealing to

him. 1865 C. Stanford Symb. Christ vii. (1878) 190 Hidden
mcanin(;s f^parkle out from lines in his Bible that before
seenit'l bl.ink and uii.ippc.-iling.

t Unappealing, ppl.a, Obs, [Uw-i lo.]

Unapparent.
X554 Knox Faythf. Adtnon, H 7 b, God hath a thousand

meanes (very unappcryng to mannes iudgement) wherby he
wytldelyuer. .his afflicted churche. 1638 Mavns Lucian
(1O64) ^38, I plainly sec the Images of all things, you un-
appearmg; my self eUewhcrc. 16^ Fuller JosepiCsCoat
I. (1867) 108 Their knowledge, .[being] increased insensibly

and by unappe.nring degrees.

Unappea'sable. ^7. [Un-i 7 b.] Thatcannot
be appeased or placated ; implacable, insatiable

:

a. Of feelings, activities, etc.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Imt. \i. vii. (1634) 158 They
presse lu, I say, and doe pursue us with an unappeasable
rigour. 1^71 GoLDiNG Ca/i'/n on Ps.xkx'w. i He.. burned
.igatnst him with unappeasable hatred, 1581 J. Bell
Haddon's Answ. Osor. 407 Such unappeasable contention
and lirawlyng about the mainteynaunccof Purgatory. 160a
Warner A/b. Eng. Epit. 360 They pursued such vnapeas-
able and tyrannous warrethat [etc.]. 1671 Mti.iOH Samson
963 Thy anger, unappeasable, still rages, Kternal tempest
never to be calm'd. 1779 Johnson L. P., Addison p 37
The author.. wandered. .l)chind the scenes with restless

and unappeasable solicitude. s8aa Lamu F.Ua 1. Artif.
Comedy^ The eternal tormenting unappeasable vigilance.,
of present fashionable tragedy. 1845 1 1 AMir.ToN /V/. Educ.
ix. (ed. 2) 256 'i'he ambition of the Papal See is unappeas-
able. 1870 I^well Among my Bks. Ser, 1. {1873) 292 The
unappeas-ible apprehension ofa German for his biographer.

b. Of |jersons (or other agents).

1577 tr. BulUnge^s Decades (1592) 574 There is no faith

in a hard, stubborne, and vnappcasabic man. 1578 Chr.
Prayers in Prii>. Prayers (1851) 543 Set thyself in our

defence against this our unappeasable adversary. x6xi
Speed Hist, Gi. Brit. ix. xx. 31 The turbulent, and vn-
appeaceable Dutchesse of Burgundy. 163a Lithgow Trav.
I. 26[Theyare]sovnappeasableinanger, thattheycowardty
murther their enemies. (ZX711 Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet.
Wks. 1721 I. 234 With envious Rage I saw them swell, All
unappeasable as Hell. 1839 Dickens Nickleby xliii, A real

live furious and most unappeasable Saracen. X872 M.
Collins Two Plunges for Pearl 1. ix. 183 One makes it

a vast machine, moving blindly in an unalterable groove,
driven by an unappeasable fate.

Hence Unappea*sablenesa, -ably adv.
x6ix Florio, Impiacabilita, vnappeasablenesse. [Also in

Bailey and Ash.] 1647 Hexham i, Vnappeasably, onver-
socneticken. X837 Lvtton Athens 11. 310 Those twin rocks
..between which the sea.. roars unappeasably through its

mists of foam. 1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt, xxi. v. (1872) X.
63 He grieves unappeasably to have lost Friedrich. 1871
Lowell Stud. IVind. (1886) 129 He is pertinaciously and
unappeasably dull.

Unappea'sed, ///. a,
_

(Un-i 8.)

1588 Shaks. Tit. A.\. i. looGiuevs the proudest prisoner

of the Gothes, That we may . .sacrifice his flesh :. .That so
the shadowes be not vnappeas'd. X597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.
V. xlviiL § 9 Gods heauie indignation and wrath towards
mankinde as yet vnappeased. a 1637 B. Jonson Horace's
Art Poet. 172 If ag^aine Honour'd Achilles' chance by thee
be seiz'd, Keepe him still active, angry, aii-appeas'd. 1718
Pope Hiadxiv. 567 Not unappeased he enters Pluto's gate.

Who leaves a brother to revenge his fate. i8a8 Lvtton
Pelham III. xlii. He was too lost in his still unappeased
rage to heed me, 1864 R. F. Burton Mission to Gelele I.

9 The unappeased elements gathered strength for a fresh
outburst.

tXJnappe-llable, a. Obs,~'^ [Un-1 7 b: cf.

Appellate ///. a."] = Unappealable a.

i66x Feltham Resolves (ed. 8) ii. Ixxxiii. 370 Who shall be
Judg, whether.. I shall take upon me to be supreme and
unappcllable?
Unappen'daged, a. (Un-' g.) xSa? Pollok Course T.

vm. 107 It was a congregation vast of men ; Of unappend-
aged and unvarnished men.

ttTnapperceivedj/Z/.a. Obs. rare, [Un-^ 8.]

Unperceived.
1390 GowER Con/. II. 337 Wher that Diane hirselve stod,

Sche thoghte come unaperceived. Ibid, 367 His pourpos
aboute he broghte. And wente awey unaparceived.
Unappertai'nlng, pj^l. a. (Un*' 10.) 1645 Svmonus
Diary (Camden) 274 Tire others easier eares with these
Unappcrteyning storyes. x8oo W. Taylor n Robberds
J/fm. (1843) I. 344, I steadily disadvise spoiling your new
edition of Chatterton by tacking to it any unappertaining
stuff of mine. Una*ppetizing,j^//. a. (Un-' la) 1884
Graphic i3 Oct. 399/2 The food is too often frequently
coarsely-prepared, pretentious and unappetising. 1890
Times 15 Mar. 11/2 Within the unappetizing husk which
surrounds the question there is a kernel of interest.

Unapplauded, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1739 R. Bull tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 153 You'll some-
thing find to act, as well as they, Nor unapplauded be for

what you say. a lyj^ Goldsm. ir. Scarron's Com. Romance
(1775) I. 9 His merit did not pass unobserved or unapplauded.
18^ (J. R. Leifchilo] Cornwall 293, I should envy the

man that faith of a-^surance which could support him in

suchan extremity, .unwitnessed, unapplauded. i863King-
LAKE Crimea II. 112 The patient unapplauded toil by which
he prepared the end.

Unapplau'sive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1837 Caklyle Fr. Rcji.

II. v. Xj At which Festival the Public again assists, ?/«•

applausive. x87» Geo. Eliot Middlem. xx, The cold,

shadowy, unapplausive audience of his life.

t Unappliable, a. Obs. [Un-1 7 b.] In-

applicable.

X588 J. Harvey Disc, Probl. 96 Shall you not find the

said e-iteemed number of that ycerc vnapliable to any such
purposes, or intents? 1644 NIilton Areop, (Arb.) 44 Best

tjooks to a naughty mind are not unappliable to occasions

of eviU, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Cambridge. 1.(1662) 150

All unapp!i.ible in any peculiar manner to the people of this

County. 167S R. Burthogge Causa Dei 116 Who seeth

not how unapplyable to cither Proposition in the mcntion'd
Argument this Answer is?

Unappli'anced,*!. (Un-' 9.) 1844TALFOUBD Athenian
Captix'c IV. ii, The sun.like face Of unapplianccd virtue.

t XJnapplicable, ff. obs. [Un-1 7 h.] - In-

applicable a,

1647 Clarendon //m/. ReK v. §n His Majesty.. saw all

those . , cither totally aliened from hb service, . . or, like men
in a trance, unapplicahlc to it. 1^90 Locke Hum. Uml. iv.

xii. S 7 The Ideas that demonstratively shew the equality or

inequality of tinapplicablu Quantities. 1741 C. Miouleton
Cicero I. vL 406 A consecration, legally performed, made
the thing consecrated unapplicahle ever after to any private

use. X765 Blackstone Comm. 1. 12 The Roman pandects
will furnish us with a piece of history not imapplicable lo

our present purpose.

Vnapplie-d, ///. a. [Un- l 8.] Not applied,

in various senses.

1540 Hvrde tr. Vivcs* Instr.Chr, Worn. i. i. i Quintilian

ill his Iwkc, wlicrehe doth instruct and teache an oratour,

wylleth his begynnyng and entrance to be taken from the

cradel, and no tyme to be slacked vnaptied towarde thende

and purpose of the facultee entended. x6oS Bacon Ad%>.

Learn, ii. xxi. 55 Because they were men dedicated to a

private, free, unapplied course of life. 1681 Flavel Mcth.
Grace i. 2 Never was any wound healed by a prepared, but

unapplied plaistT. X751 Warburton Pope's Wks. IV. 28

///>/*, While a character is unapplied, all the various parts

of it will lie considered together. 1785 J. Phillii's Treat.

Inland Nav.-iqUhe money would lie useless and unapplied

a great part of the time. 18W Babhage Econ. Manuf.
XXXV. (ed. 3) 388 We may remark that the sea itself offers

a perennial source of power hitherto almost unapplied.

1889 S. WALPor.E Ld. J. Russell 1. 272 The remedies which
I,ord John had desired to provide were still unapplied.

TJnappoi-nt, z;. [Un-2 3.] trans. To cancel.

1682 Mi;s. r.EHN City Heiress iv. i, 'Twas an appointment

only, hum, which I shall now make bold to unappointf
render null, void, and of none effect.

Unappoi'ntable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1664 ri7 More Mysi. Iniq. 95 This Infallible Judge being
not appointed by God, and being unappointable by man.
1836 Carlvle Corr. w. Emerson (1883) I. 103, I suppose
there is no more unpromotable, unappointable man now
living in England than I.

Unappointed, ppL a. [Uk-i 8.]

1. Not appointed, in various senses.

1560 Pilkington Expos. Aggeus I iij, Nay how shall they
come together, except place and time be appoynted ? How
shal they know when and whither to resort, vnappoynted 1

a X586 SiuH^v Arcadia in. v. (1912) 377 Else the very griefe

& feare would prove her unappointed executioners. X78a
V. Knox Ess. vl (1819) I. 34 The operations of this engine
of oppression, in the hands of an interested plebeian, un-
appointed, unauthorised. 1800 Law Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 521
So much thereof as should remain unappointed or undis-
posed of.

2. Not fitted out with requisites ; unequipped.
X579 GossON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 64 Finding them seines

vnappointed for the fielde, [they] keepe a farre off. X75^

[see Unaneled ///. a.]. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 11. v. xi.

Troops badly commanded, shall we say? Or troops intrinsi-

cally bad? Unappointed, undisciplined, mutinous.
UnappOTtioned, ppl. a. (Un-" 8.) [1775 Ash.] X79a

A. Hamilton Wks. (1886) VII. 53 This second process

leaves a residue of eight out of the 120 members un-
apportioned. Una'ppositely, a^fo. (Un-' 11.) x68o H.
More Apocal. Apoc. Epil. 292 To the fourth and last

[argument] he answers not unappositely.

Unappre-ciable, a. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.] In-

appreciable.
x8ai Blackw. Mag. XII. 53 After reading the above un-

appreciable epistle.. we forthwith sweetened our fragrant

lymph with two supernumerary lumps. 1849 F. W. New-
man Soul iv. §2 Where that holy spirit of Intercession lives,

the whole man must be wonderfully perfect, nor would this

be an unappreciable fact. 1864 Times 2^ Dec., It was never
worth while for the sake of a sum which would be unap-
preciable as a national debt to create an unpopular, .system
of national taxation.

Unappreciated, ///.a. [Un-18.] a. Not
duly appreciated or valued, "b. Not properly

estimated.
i8a8-3a Webster. 183s Court Mag. VI. 132 Though her

powers in parts of passion, energy and pathos, are not
unappreciated. 1868 Miss Braudon Run to Earth III.

i. 5 She loves him, although she knows that her affection

i is unreturned, unappreciated. 1893 Liddon, etc. Life
I Pusey I. xi. 27 1 The yet unappreciated power of Romanism.

I

Unappre'ciating, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1833 S. Austin

j

Charac. Goethe I. 304 The unworthy and unappreciating
' mentionof such names as Wordsworth, Southey, and Cole-

i
ridge. 187J Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 20 The unappreciating

I

hatred and ridicule that is lavished by narrow hostile zeal on
I Brahmanism, Buddhism, Zoroastrism. Unapprecia'tion.

j

(Un-' 12 and 5b.) 1886 /'a//VJ/a//G.29 Jan. 8/2 A singular

unappreciation of the condition of things. Unappre*-
ciative, a. (Un-' 7 and sb.) 1857 C. E. Norton^ Lett.

\ (1913) I. iv. 173 The reviews are cold and unappreciative.

I

x868 ViscT. Strangford Selection (1869) I. 202 It is full

time to enter into a special examination of his Eastern

!
policy, contrasting it, when necessary, with his own curiously

unappreci.itive exposition of the same.

Unappreliended, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not apprehended by the mind.
X597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. ii. § i They of whom God is

altogether vnapprehcnded, are but few in number. 1668

Clarendon Vind. Tracts (1727) 48 Bringing heinous crimes

to light.. by means unapprehended by the guilty. 1896

A. Morrison Child ofthe Jago xxi. 205 He had a shapeless,

unapprehended notion that Canary was the sole creature

alive that could understand and feel with him.

2. Not arrested.

1611 CoTGR., Descalengf, vnarrested, vnapprehended.

X764 Burn Poor Laws 207 The clause, .whereby a rogue

and vagabond.. was to be sent to the place where he last

passed unapprehended.

Unapprehe nding, ///. a. [Un-i ic] Lack-

ing in apprehension.

1794 Godwin C(i/^3 Williams jj2 How much had he to

struggle with in this respect in the unapprchending obstinacy

of some of his Macedonians? 189X Hardy Tess xxxv,

Vou are an unapprchending peasant woman.

tUnapprehensible,a. Obs. [UN-i7,6b.]

1. That cannot be apprehended.

1613 Sir W. Alexander in Sidney-4n:a//irt (1622) 333 O how
the soule, apt for all impressions transcending reason, can
comprehend unap[Drehensible things ! a 1715 South Serm,

(1744) VII. 94 Which assertions.. leave it unapprehensible

wnat place can reasonably be left for addressing exhortations

to the will, a x76x Law Beh?nen''s Myst. Magnum xx. (1772)

85 It stood hidden in God, and was unapprehensible.

2. Incapable of ai^prehending.

I 16x3 Heywood Bras. Age 11. ii, How harshly doth your
I wiscdome sound in th'eares Of these Barbarians, dull, vn»

apprehensible.

TTnapprehensive, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

I

1. Not apprehensive or quick to understand

;

I

stupid, unintelligent.

I

1624 Uonne Devot. Med. xiv. (ed. 2) 321 When they \sc.

\ honours and pleasures] come in an vnapprehensive Age,
they come . . as a Pardon, when the head is off. 1670

! Milton Hist. Eng. iii. Wks. 1851 V. 130 Unapprehensive,
' yet impudent; suttle Prowlers, Pastors in Name, but

I

indee<l Wolves- 1770 Gray in Corr. iv. NichoUs (1843) 104

1 Bray let the next you send me be halt and blind, dull,

I

unapprehensive, and wrong headed. 1786 Francis the

\ Philanthropist I. 66 The wine was sour, the sheets wet,..

•and the servants unapprehensive antl impertinent. iSag

!
Scott Betrothcdw, Frame not thy.self more unapprehensive

: than nature hath formed thee. 1840 J. H. Newman Par.
Serm. (1842) V. iii. 41 They look at them as infants gaze at



UNAPPREHENSIVELY.
the objects which meet their eyes, in a vague unapprehensive
way.

2. Not anticipative or fearful ^danger, etc.
1666 W. BocHVKsr Laiwog^aphia (1894) 28 The patient

being unapprehensive of his danger. x67a Wilkins Nat.
Rtii^, 267 That stupor and benummedness of spirit, whereby
men are made unapprehensive of their afflictions. 1718
F.LiiA, HEVAvoon tr. J/wA de G&mez's Belle A. {1732) II.

227 Unapprehensive of the Destiny which attended him.
iSosWoRDSw. Prelude 11. 455 And for this cause to thee I

speak, unapprehensive of contempt. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott
Napoleon (1885) I. xxvi. 409 For there were thousands of
travelers on the Continent, unapprehensive of danger.

b. With clause, or without const.

««705 J- HowKZiV/wr Temple \. ii.§8, lam not unappre-
hensive that I might.. have proceeded in another method.
174» Dlair Grtnte 477 In gamesome Mood To froHck on
Eternity'sdread Brink, Unapprehensive. 1753 Richardson
Grandison (1781) I. xxxtx. 28.3 My heart is a little lighter:
Yet not unapprehensive. 18^ Scott W««(* ofG. ix, In the
hour of unaffected and unapprehensive ease and simplicity.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp, xxxvii. (1856) 340 note^ The
animals were entirely unapprehensive.

Unapprehe-nslvely, adv, [Un-1 ii b.]

t Undiscoverably, imperceptibly.
a 1659 OsRORNE O&serv. Turks Wks. (1673) 317 Till a

reverence, .be real, or unapprehensively feigned, it is folly

to expect performance of Oaths in the Members.

Unapprehe*nsiveness. [Un-^ la.] Lack
of apprehension.
1661 Baxter Mor. Prognost. (1680) i. §4 If.. a Natural

Unapprehensivcness Blocks up the Way, even Time and
Labour will never.. bring any, to any great Eminency of
Understanding. 1671 Woodhead St. Teresa 11. xix. 127
By reason of the Unapprehensiveness which God puts into
us. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (iSii) III. ii. 6 Unthinking
creatures have some comfort in the shortness of their views

;

in their unapprehensiveness. c 1833 Mrs. Sherwood Li/e
xxxL (1854) 567 That unaccountable unapprehensiveness
which so often foreruns any severe affliction.

Unappre'nttced, ///. a. {Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.J 1809
Cril, Rev. XVI, 500 How many await, unapprenliced, for
the interference of some overseer in their behalf?

Unappri'Sed, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not ap-
prised or informed : a. Const, of.

J7«8 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archil, p. xxii, Those who are
unappriz'd of the minuter Proportions. 1798 S. & Hr. Lee
Canterb. T. II. ^8 But he, unapprised of the anxious ex-
pectation he excited) loitered by the way. 183s I. Taylor
Spir. Despot, iv. 144 The author must not be supposed..
unapprised of the vast controversy of which it has been the
subject, 1851 MuNDV Antipodes (1857) 211 Aware that
Darlington had been a Probation Station, and unapprised
of its abandonment.

b. With dependent clause, or without const,
f74a Young Nt. Th. v. 539 Some mischievously weep, not

unapprts'd, Tears, sometimes, aid the conquest of an eye.
1746 Weslev Princ. Methodist 49, I suppose, you are not
unapprized,That during this Period, .they were continually
relieved by the Prayers of the Faithful. 1783 Pott Chirurg.
Wks. II. 65, I also am not unapprized what influence a
successful operation has had. 1816 P. Herv£ Beauties 0/
Paris I. 238 Truly mortifying is it to the unapprized visitor
to one of the first theatres in Europe, to find [etcl 1847
Grote Greece 11. xxxii. (1862) IV. 268 They doubtless were
not unapprised that the Spartans had actually equipped an
army for the support of Croesus.
Unapproachability. (Un-' 12 and 5b.) 1846 Mrs.

Gore Eng. Char. Introd., My Lord Duke, no longer
arrayed in his star, garter, and unapproachability, can be
trafficked with. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trail xxx, The
lumbcr.jack demands in his boss a certain fundamental un-
approachability.

TTiLapproaxlLable^ a. (and sK), [Un-i 7 b
and 5 b.J
1. Of things or places : That cannot be ap-

proached ; inaccessible.

1581 A. Gii.BY Test. 12 PatrinrchszZ We went to a strong
walled, and vnapprochable Citie. . whiche threatened to kill
vs. 1583 GoLDiNC Calvin on Deut, xxii. 130 To the ende
that wee shoulde learne to be humble and to know that
hee dwelleth in vnapprochable light. x6a5 K. Long tr.

Barclay's A rgenis iii. vii. 175 The Hill is unapproachable
toward the Sea.side. 1685 Boyle High Veneration § 6. 5
God.. is said to inhabtte an unapproachable Light, which
humane Speculations cannot penetrate. 174J Young Nt.
Th. IX. 850 He resides above them all. In glory's un-
approachable recess. i8z6 Scott Old Mort. xliii, All alone,
and in a place of almost unapproachable seclusion. 1891
Farrar Darkn.ff Dawn 1,

'1 here were districts in which
the heat was so intense that they were unapproachable.
fig. x686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 51 Which sort of
roficy, having neither Art nor Principles, was as it were
unapproachable.

2. That cannot be approached in confidence or
intimacy.
1848 Dickens Dotnhey liii, Mr. Dombey is unapproachable

by any one, and his state of mind is haughty, rash, un-
reasonable, and ungovernable, now. i86s— Mut, Fr. iii. viii,

All such things she would hear discssed, as we. .in our
unapproachable magnificence never hear them. 1904 Mrs.
M. Cheighton Li/e B^. Creighton vi. I. 158 The fisherfolk
..had,. the most imagination, and the hinds were the most
anapproachable,
3. Beyond the reach of rivalry ; matchless.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. in. xi, The epithet schneider-

Mdsiig (tailor-hke) betokens an otherwise unapproachable
degree of pusillanimity. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I.
i. 68 Out of the illuminations arose those paintings which
remain unapproached and unapproachable in their ex-
ccllence, 1871 E. F. Burb AdFidem xiv. 280 A sermon of
unapproachable eloquence, and pathos.

4. absol. as sb. One who, or that which, cannot
be approached or equalled.
x8oo CoLERiDCB Piccolotti. III. I, We shall view The Un-

approachable glide out in splendour. i8si Sheli.»y Sonn,

48

Byron 6 A worm whose life may share A portion of the
unapproachable. x886 Academy 22 May 357/3 One or two
[translations] from Heine come as near to the unapproach-
able as can fairly be expected.

Hence Unapproa'clia'bleiiess, -ably adv.
17*7 Bailey (vol. II), Inaccessi&leness, *unapproachable-

ness.
_ i8as Eng. Life II. 82 He became resolutely silent

and did not attempt to overcome his unapproachableness.
1874 Lisle Carh y, Givynne I, iii. 94 The unapproachable-
ness of the disdainful governess. 1846 Worcester, *£/«.

approachahly^ so as not to be approached. Dr. Allen. 1863
Ld. Lytton Ring Aulas is I. 36 I'he habitual consciousness
of an unapproachably high social position. 1890 ' R.
BoLDitEWOOD * /l/y«^r'i Right (1899) 177/2 I'he illustrious

Jake Challerson, unapproachably apparelled, redolent of
fabulous wealth,

Unapproached, ///. a. [Uk-i 8.] Not
approached ; not reached by advance (in space or
attainment).

1667 Milton P. L. iii. 4 Since God is light, And never
but in unapproached light Dwelt from Eternitie. 1725
Pope Odyss. xix. 53 Celestials, mantl'd in excess of light,

Can visit unapproach'd by mortal sight. 1817 Wordsw.
Lament Mary Q. Scots 19 Me, unapproached by any friend,
Save those who to my sorrows lend Tears due unto their
own. 1856 [see Unapproachable a. 3]. x^^Realm 22 June
8 To form , .a national style such as is yet unapproached by
native composers.
absol. c 1854 Faber Hymn, * Harsh Judgements ' x, Thou

art the Unapproached, whose height Enables Thee to stoop.

Unappropriate,///. a. [Un-i 8 b, 5 b.]
1. Not appropriated or assigned,
1767 Warburtom Serm. Wks. 1788 V. 513 Goods, which

God, at first, created un-appropriate ; and Nature threw in
common to all her children, 183a C. M. Goodridge Voy.
South Seas Title-p., A Statistical View of Van Diemen's
Land, Giving its. , Roads and Public Works, Unappropriate
Land (etc. J.

2. r-. Inappropriate a.
1818 Bentham Ch. Etig., Caiech, Exam. 153 With the

exception of the Scriptural, and surely not unappropriate,
part of the subject. 182a T, Taylor Apvleius 234 He
assigned unappropriate causes, 1898 Daily News 12 May
7/S He would not say that the treatment.. would be un-
appropriate for pelvic inflammation.

Hence TTnappro'priateness.
1838 [Mrs. Maitland] Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 208 They

had contrived with great ingenuity every possible un-
approprlateness that could be devised.

tTnappro'priatedy//'/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not allocated or assigned to a special person,
thing, or purpose.
1756 J* Warton Ess. Pope I. iii. 147 Ovid could not

restrain the luxuriancy of his genius. .from wandering with
an endless variety offlowery and unappropriated similitudes.

1791 Boswell Johnson II. 365 He has not owned to whom
he was obliged; so that the acknowledgement is unappro-
priated to his Grace. 1806 Surr Winter in Loud, \. 21
There remained thirty thousand pounds unappropriated,
and the whole was at her own disposal. 187a Howells
Wedding Joum. (1892) 310 She had found .. certain odd
corners in her trunks still unappropriated.

2. Not taken in possession by any one.
1776 BuRNEY Hist. Mus. I. I The land of conjecture,

however, is so extensive and unappropriated, that every
new cultivator has a right to break up fresh ground. 1796
Mathias Purs. Lit, 11. (1797) 24 This character.. shall ever
remain unappropriated by me. 1814 Jane Austkn Mans/.
Park viii. The envied seat, the post of honour, was un.
appropriated. 1884 Law Times Rep. 19 Apr. 230/2 A
common supply of unappropriated water in deep water-
bearing strata.

Unappro-priating, vbl. sh. (Un." 3.) 1641 Mii.ton
Reform, 11.85 The unappropriating, and unmonopoHzing
therewards of learning and industry, from the greasie clutch
of ignorance, and high feeding. Unappro'vaWe, a.
(Un-' 7 b.) 1647 Tbapp Comm.^ 2 Cor. xiii. 6 We are no
reprobates, counterfeits, or unapprovable, opposed to ap-
proved. 1685 H. More Reflect. Baxter i Seven unapprov-
able Particulars noted in the said Advertisement.

Unappro'ved, ppl a. [Un-i 8.]

fl. Not proved to be skilled. Obs.—"^

1421 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 158/1 Many unconnyng an[d]
unapproved in the forsayd science practiseih.

•t'2. Not demonstrated ; unproved. Obs.
IS97 Shaks. Lovcr*s Compl. 53 O false blood thou register

of lies, What vnapproued witnes doost thou beare ! 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. § 16 The nullity of baptism in
regard of the like defect is only a few men's new, un-
grounded, and as yet unapproved imagination. 1598
jb*LORio Diet, Ep, Ded., Rashnes in assuming so much for
it that yet is vnapprooued.

3. Not approved or sanctioned.
X667 Milton P, L. v. h8 Evi! into the mind of God or

Man May come and go, so unapprov'd, and leave No spot
or blame behind. i8ia Crabbe Talcs ix. 77 A Doctor
Campbell., Declared his passion, and pioclaim'd his worth;
Not unapproved. 18*7 Pollok Cowrj^ T.ww. 193 Unprofit-
able seemed, and unapproved That day, the sullen, seU-
vindictive life Of the recluse. 190Z Westm.Gaz. 20 May 3He recognised forces unapproved by the Royal College of
Surgeons.

Unappro-ven, ///. «. Sc. [Un-1 8 b.] ^
prec. I,

1619 A. SiMsoM in Sel. Biog, (Wodrow Soc.) I. 105 Our
unapproven hand may loss them and tyne our travells.
Unappro-ving,///. a. (Un-» 10.) 1787 Hawkins/.?/^

Johnson 275 He looked ujion the restraints on a life of
pleasure with an unapproving eye. [Also in recent use,
witli adv. unapprovingly.]

Una'Pty a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

fl. OF persons or things : Unfitted or unfit /(? do
something. Obs,

<^ "374 Chaucer Troylus\. qyr Was neuere man ne woman
yet bygete. That was vnapt to suffrea loues bete Celestial.

UNAPT.
1504 Atkynsom it, De Imitatione 11. viii, 186 Whan grace
deperteth fro the soule it is faynt & frayle, vnapte to do or
to suffre that vertue commaundith, 1597 Hooker EccL
Pol. V. Ixi. § I note. Those which were baptized in their
beds were thereby made vnapt to haue any place amongst
the clergie. 1610 J. Dove Advt. Seminaries 52, I might
happily have persuaded them, . . had they not been as a plot
of ground unapt to receive good seed. 1654 Gayton Pleas.
Notes IV. V. 199, I had some guests that were very unapt to
sleep anywhere but in their own houses. i68a Norhis
Hierocles 19 Those which constantly contemplate God, and
are unapt to converse on earth. 1726 Dk Foe Hist. Devil
(1840) 106 The wood unapt to burn by the moisture which
fell, scarce received the fire I brought to kindle it. 1736
Butler Anal. 11. vi. 225 In Proportion lo Defects in the
Understanding, Men are unapt to see lower Degrees of
Evidence.

2. Unfit or unsuited for some use or purpose :

a. Of persons.
a 1513 Fabyan Chron. viT. 408 A great nombre of olde

men and women, and children, vnapt for yc warre. 1595
Daniel Civ. Wars iv. xxix. The Larle being. .Vnapt for
issue, it must needes descend on those of his being next o(
Clarence race, n 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 33
Courtiers have those [arts] bjr which they govern their
Princes, when through any indisposition they grow unapt
for affairs. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. / (1655) i He was
exceeding feeble in his lower parts,..whereby he was unapt
for exercises of activity. 1791 Cowper Odyss. xxi. 159, 1

shall prove of little force Hereafter, and for manly feats
unapt. 1850 Ht. Martineau Hist. Eng. II. 22^ Unapt
for combination., as his colleagues were, his.. indifference
went to increase the evil.

b. Of things.

1S79 FuLKE Heskins* Pari. 20 A minde vnapte for the con-
templation of this doctrine. 1608 VIillkt Hexapla Exod.
836 Such beasts , . being vncleane, and vnapt for food.
1633 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. 108 Is there any thing more
heavy, and unapt for motion then Iron, or Steele? 1736
Butler Anal. i. vi. 116 Whoever will consider, how unapt
for Speculation, rude and uncultivated Minds are. 1765
Sterne Tr. Shandy vil xxx, I.. have a brain so entirely
unapt for every thing of that kind. i8a6 Kirby& Sp. /«/forf,
Entomol. III. xxxiv, 429 In the Lamellicom beetles,. they
{sc. mandibles] are soft, membranous, and unapt for masti-
cation. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. <5- Dogma (1876) 9 There are
heads unapt for this sort of work.

t3. Unsuited or unadapted /i) some end. Obs.
'539 N. T. (Cranmer) Tit. i. 16 They ace.. vnapte vnto

euery good_ worcke. 1579 Gosson Sch, Abuse (Arb.) 72We must neither be laboured too muche . . nor toyter too long,
for making ourselues vnapt to any thing. i6ao Vknner
Via Recta viii, 179 Men after a full meale are, .very vnapt
vnto any labour.., either of minde or body. 1647 Jer.
Taylor Lib. Proph. ii. 47 That, .every clause in the Creed
should be clear, and. .inopportune and vnapt to variety of
interpretation.

4. V^^ithout const. Unfitted, unsuited, unad-
apted : t a. Of persons. Obs,
«iS«3 Fabyan Chron. vii. (1811) 422 An vnredy and dis-

purueyed boost for the warre, as.. spyrytuell men of the
churche, with husbonde men and other vnapte people. 1577
tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 269 He must be no lither-

backe, vnapt, or slothfnil fellow. ai62i Bacon Disc. Saville
in Resuscitatio (1657) 230 The contrary Advantage (in Na-
tures very dull, and unapt) of working Alacrity, by framing
an Exercise with some Delight, or affection, a 1656 Hales
Gold. Rem. (1688) 277 'I'he longer we defer, the more un-
apt still we grow, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I- 4^2 Such
Men are commonly the most unapt in Things, that require
Judgment and Reason.

b. Of things.

1588 Lambarde Eiren. iv. Epil., I may neyther altogether
condcmne it as unapt, nor reiect it as unserviceable. 1598
Greene Jos. IV, u. ii. When the mould is barraine and vn.
apt. They toyle, they plow, and make the fallow fatte. 1638
Penkethman .^r/rtcA. K 4 Thewhole Earth . . is growne more
unapt and backwards in bearing. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy
Living ii. § 6. 132 There are many worse [diseases] then to
dye with an atrophy or Consumption, or unapt and courser
nourishment, 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 261 Such
a union was very unapt and improper. 1842 H. Rogers
Introd. Burke's Wks. I. 56 Thus disorders become incurable
. .by the unapt and violent nature of the remedies.

5. Of language, etc. : Unsuitable, inappropriate.
»5S3 Wilson Art Rhet, 88 7iiarg., Vnapte vsyng of apt

wordes. 1588 E. YoRKEin^«/;y. ^(r/.dSo;) I. 261 Of which
worde of Calibre, came first this unapt terme wee use to call
a Harquebuze a Calliver. 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's
Lett. A 2 Those, who witn unapt complements imagine
they have composed a good letter. 1783 Colman Prose Sev.
Occas., Ep. Pisos (1787) III. 13 Chauntingnoodes between
the acts, that seem unapt, or foreign to the general theme.
1796 Mrs. M. Robinson Angelina I. 228 Seldom she
speaks: if question "d, she returns The answer incoherent
and unapt. x8ax Scorr Pirate xxv, No unapt representa-
tion of thesea in the Vision of Mirza. 1866 Geo. Eliot
F. Holt xvi, Your comparison is not unapt, sir.

6. Of things : Not readily tending or likely lo do
something.
1587 TuBBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 64 But commonly when

men in fancie burne. Then womens hartes are most unapt
to turne. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v, iii. § i Feare . . is of all

affections (anger excepted) the vnaptest to admit any con-
ference with reason, a 1628 F. Gmevil Cxlica liv, Rage,
feare, griefe, Powers as unapt to take, as give reliefe. i(5Ss

HooKE Microgr. 13 The parts of the body of some are so
loose from one another, and so unapt to cohere, . . that [etc.].

1819 Scott Ivanhoe xl, A mind which w.is unapt to appre-
hend danger. 1856 Bryaht Vello7u Violet v, Unapt the
passing view to meet, When loftier flowers are flaunting
nigh.

b. Of persons : Not apt or prone, not readily

disposed, to do something.
i&^ Wilkins New Planet 11. 32 Men being naturally

unapt to beleeve any thing that seemes contrary to their '

senses. 1665 Hooke Mtcrogr. 2^2, I am not unapt to think,



UNAPT. 49 UNABBANGED.
ehat the Vale may have Vegetables analogous to our Grass,
Shrubs^ and Trees. 1785 T. Balguy Disc. 5 Unaccustomed
to sufter harm, we are unapt to suspect it. 1828 Scott
F. M, Perth viii, You may have thought me unapt to be
moved by light complaints. 1874 Micklkthwaite Mod.
Par. Churches 241 Men of little CT;eative power, but not
unapt to take up ideas suggested to tTiem.

o. Without const. : Unreadyj backward.
1849 Mill Ess. (1859) I^* 4*^^ Lord Brougham has conde-

scended to bestow upon these unapt scholars his view of
some of the essential requisites of a popular Constitution.

fUna'pt, V, Ols. [f. prec, or Un-^ 6a +
APTrt.] trans. To render unapt.

1593 Nasiie Christ's T. (1615) 156 Our full platters, .vn-

apt vs to any exercise of Christianitie. 1628 R. Hobart
Ediv. Ily cccxvii, I^et not . . false surmises Unapt their

meanes, and crosse their owne devises, 1641 Exavi. Abstr.
Anstv. a^st. Votes Bps. in Pari, 77 It puts them out of
their C.illing, unapts them for the proper worke of it.

fUna-ptitude. Obsr^ [Un-I 12 and 5 b.] In-

aptitude. (Const, of = for.)

I545_Ravnald Byrth Mankynde \\\ Most communely the
vnaptitude of conception (in women hauynge iher helth)

spriiigeth of the superfluyte of cold & moy&t humours.

Una'ptly, adv. [Uu-l ii and 5 b.] Inaptly.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par,Luke Pref, Whythan should
the ghospell seme lo be vnaptely sent vnto those which are
h.iniJlers andlouers of the ghospell? 1579 W. Wilkinson
Confitt. Earn. Love 20 Vet are these places by him very vn-
skilfully cited and vnaptly to the purpose, c 1643 Ln. Her-
KERT Autobiog. (1824) 56 It may be not unaptly called the
paying our debts with another Man's money. 1659 Genti.
Cailing- $y In this respect therefore I may not unaptly apply
that Exhortation which the Apostle makes in another. 1748
Smollett R. Random xxxiti, This composition was, by the
sailors, not unaptly stiled Necessity. 17988. & Hr. Lee
Canterb. T, II. loi Dennis, my silver-headed foster-father,

may not unaptly personate my real one. 1853 Mrs. Stowb
Uncle TomsC.xx^ Mr. Wilson's mind was one ofthose that

may not unaptly be represented by a bale of cotton. 1866
Felton Anc. ^ Mod. Gr. I. j68 A soft, yet spicy vivacity,

in which it has been not unaptly compared to the Castillian.

Una'ptneSS. [Un-1 12 and 5 b.] Inaptitude.
X557 Act 44-5 Phil. ^ Mary c. 3 § i The same Disability

and Unaptness notwithstanding, thesameunableand unmeet
Persons..have been also released. 1595 Daniel C/f. Wars
IV. xviii, And languishing luxuriousnes had spred Feeble
vnaplnes ouer all the land. 1605 Verstegam Dec, Intell.

ix. 291 The trees grow but low..byreasonoflhe vnaptnessc
of the soyle. 16^ W. Hartley In/, Bapt. 12 The prohibi-

tion hath peculiar relation to the unaptness of the sacri-

fleers. \6t6 Phil. Trans. II. 730 That seminal root..hin.

dred bji the unaptnes-i of the place. 17x0 Norris Chr.
I'rnd. li. 98 He often fails as to his Means, as well as to his

Knd, I don't mean as to their unaptness.

b. Const /t^r, to (with sb. or inf.),

1548 Elyot, Prosedaniunit a disease which happeneth to
..Leastes. whiche is vnaptenesse to generacion through to
muche labour. 1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 165 M.
Dlackwels simpHcitie and vnaptnesse to gouerne. 1654
Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 55 The naturall unaptness
hee has for that exercise. 1670 Clarendon Contempt. Ps.
Tracts (1727) 729 An unaptness to be confident of what they
see and feel, a 1688 W. Clacett 77 iVr?«. (1699) 216 There
will be laziness and slothfulness, and unaptness for instruct

tton, x86o Rawlinson Herodotus ix. txx. IV. 442 ttote^

A general unaptness for the mechanical arts?

Unaraced: see Unrackd///. a. Obs.
Una'rbitrariness. (Un.* 12.) 1825 Coleridge in Lit,

Rem. (1836) II. 359 The coincidences would bring the truth,

the unarbitrariness, of the preceding exposition .is near to
demonstration as can rationally be required. UnaTbi-
trary^o. (Un-' 7.) 1793 Holcroft tr. Zavater's Physiog.
iv. 35 If unarbitrary Nature patched up countenances like

arbitrary Art. UnaTbltrated, ///. «. (Un-* 8.) xSai
SiiRLLKY Let. to T. L. Peacock 10 Aug., All these [animaU]
..walk about the house, which every now and then re*

sounds with their unarbitrated quarrels.

tTuarcll (maitj), v. [UN-^i 3.] trans, and
intr. To uncurve; to straighten.

1598 Floh;o, Disarcare, to vnl)end, to vnarche. X885
Jepffkies Open Air (1890) 234 His flexible back bends and
undulates, arches and unarches, rises and falls as a wave
rises and rolls on.

Unarchdea'con, v. (Un-' 6 b.) 1555 Philpot Exam.
loo In dede MlastcrJ D(octorl ye hauc among you vnarche-
dia''oned me as nowe.

TJnarched, a, [Un-1 9.]
1. Not covered over with an arch.
1658 Osborne Adv. Son (1896) 132 [A] tomb also hinders

the variety of such contingent Resurrections as unarchcd
Bodies enjoy.

2. Not provided with arches.
183a Fkoudh in Rem. (1838) I. 299 The awkwardness of

mixing up arched and unarchcd ardiitecture is thus entirely
avoided.

Unarchitectuijal, a. [Un- i
7.]

1. Not in accordance with the principles of archi-
tecture.

1849 RuSKiN St-v. Lamps ii. S i8. 47 It is lawful to paint
cither pictures or patterns. . . But it is not less true, that such
practices are essentially unarchitectural. x86a E. Falkkner
Ephesusi. iv. 49 The old style of buildin 1;, which, from its

irregularity and unarchitectural character, resembled that
still used in Eastern climates. X873 Mrs. Whitney Other
Girls xxxi, An odd rambling wing,.. slanting offat a wholly
unarchitectural angle from the main house.

2. Not skilled in architecture.
1884 Pail Mall G. iB July ii/i It is difljcult from the

mere text of thLs report for the unarchitectural reader to get
a clear notion of what is proposed.
UnaTRuable, a. (Un-^ 7 b and 5 b.) x88f Times n May

6/5 'I'he President said that point was wholly unarguable.
1885 Law Times I.XXIX. 2(4/' '^^ case for the first

mortgagee would have been absolutely unarguable.

VOL.X.

Una-rffued,///. a, (Un-i 8.)
1616 B. JoNSON Epigr. i. ex, He wrote with the same

spirit that he fought ; Not that his work lived in the hands
of foes. Unargued then. 1628 Bp. Hall Old Reltg. Kp.
L)ed. H vj, No corner of truth hath lyen vnsearclit, no plea
vnargued. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 636 To whom thus Eve. .

:

My Author and Disposer, what thou bidst Unargued I obey;
so God ordains. 1777 Howard Prisons Eng. (1780) 152 The
orders given by the commissary of the marines encharged
with the care of prisoners are to be strictly complied with
unargued and undisputed.

Unargumentative, a, (Un-i 7.)

172a Lett.fr. MisVs Jrnl. I. Pref. p. ii, The most..
impudent and unargumentative weekly Paper the Town
was ever infested with. 1837 G. S. Faber Prim. Doctr.

Justly, v. 235 The doctrine would not have been a whit the

worse, had the .. unargumentative curses be<-n omitted.

1870 J. H. Nkwman Gram. Assent i. v. 119 The inward
voice of that solemn Monitor, personal, peremptory, un-
argumentative.

Hence Unargiuue'utatively adv.
X840 G. S. Faber Prim. Doctr. Regcn. 66 Just as if the

writers unargumentatively thought, that no one.. could
ever doubt its propriety.

Unari'sen, /^/. A. (UN-'8b.) 1865 Swinburne //«/^nrt
74 Now that the white skies thrill with a moon unarisen.

1894 IVoman^s Signal 5 Apr. 224/2 A working principle.

.

as yet unarisen in the public mind. Unaristocra'tic, a.

{Un-' 7.) 1841 in Monypenny Disraeli {11^12) II. 123 We
do not know the latest appointments; but up to the latest,

except Gladstone, there is not one single untitled or un-
aristocratic indiviJual. 1863 Sat. Rev, 7 Feb. 183/2 Stung
at times into unaristocratic ebullitions of rather helpless

spleen. Unarithme'tic, a. Obs.-^ (Un-" 7.) 1789 H.
Walpole Let. to Mrs. //. More 4 Nov., My head is as un-
mechanic as it is tin-arithmetic, un-geometric, un-meta-
physic, uncommercial. Unarithme*tical»<z. (Un-' 7.)

1671 Crowne yuliana i, Five times ten hundred crowns !

most monstrous, prodigious, gigantique, pedantique, un-
arithmetical sum. 1858 Miss Mulock Th. about IVom.w'i.

156 Unarithmetical ladies, who have always reckoned their

accounts by sixpences. Una'rk, v. (Un-' 5.) x6ix J.
Davies Sco. Folly cclxxxv. Till thou be left: vpon Th'
Armenian mount of safety, ioy and rest; Where when thou
art thou maist thyselfe vn-arke.

TTnaTm, v. Also 4-5 onarm (4 oun-), 4-7
unarme (5 .SV*. wnarm), [Un-'*^ 4.]

1. trans. To relieve (a person) of armour ; to

assist in putting off armour.
13. . Sir Beues (A.) 1081 King Ermin..clepede is doujter
& saide : ' losian, |»e faire matde, Vn-arme Beues, he wer
at mete. £'1386 Chaucer Sqr^s T, 173 This knyght is to
his chambrelad anoon, And is vnarmed, and vn to mete
yset. 1470-85 Malory Arthur \u. xviiL 241 The mayden
Lynet .. vnarmed hym and serched his woundes. c 1489
Caxton Sonn£S 0/ Aymon xv. 357 He made hym to be vn-
armed, and made his wounde to be wrapped. 1568 Grafton
Chron, II. 252 Assoone as the King was vnarmed, he. .went
vp to the Castell to salute the Countesse of Sarisbury.
x^73 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (190S) 202 [To] Roger
'lyndalL.for his seruauntes Attendaunces to arme & vn.
arme the children in the play. x6o6 Siiaks. Tr. ^ Cr. 111.

i. 163 Sweet Hellen, I must woe you, To helpe vnarme our
Hector. ..Vou shall.. disarme great Hector. 1720 Mrs.
Manley Po7uer of Lcve (1741) 337 (He] commanded the

Con()ueror should be unarm'd and set before his Face, to
receive the Reward due to his Valour.
absol. x6o6 Shaks. Ani. 4- CI. iv. xiv. 35 Vnarme Eros,

the long dayes taske ts done, And we must sleei>e.

b. re/i. To free or strip (oneself) of armour.
(Also with head as obj.)

X3.. Guy iVanu. (A.) 5506 Otus to his pauiloun he ^ede,

& vnarmed him of his w«le. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 10241
Vn-Arme the at my prayere. £'1430 Pilgr, LyfMatihode
L cxxxtv. (1S69) 70 Alias, whi woldest thou euere vnarme
thee? CX477CAXTON yrtJi»«7b,TheIousters vnarmed them,
And put hem in fayr araye. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
lix. 206 I'hey vnarmyd them, and went to dyner. X581 A
Hall Iliad iv. 66 He soft vnarmes him, and bis scarfe, and
Curet off doth take. 1609 Hkvwood Brit. Troy xin. Ixxxv,
Kin^ Priam by Antenors mouth desires To unarme him
streight and to the Courte returne. 1624 — Gunaik. v. 246
When with the slaughter of his enemies tyred He doff'd his

cushes, and unarm'd his head. X719 D'Ukfev Pills I. 175
The Great Mars of the Battle unarms him and plays. 1823
Scott Quentin D. xxxvi, Gck tell no man to unarm himself;

and let them shoot, in case of necessity.

absol. £'.1450 Merlin xxvii. 555 Elizer was l>esy to seme
sir Gawein..and helped him to vn-arme. x6o6 Shaks. Tr.

4- Cr. I. L I Call here my Varlet, I vnarme againe. Ibid.

V. iii. 3 Vnarme, vnarme, and doe not fight to day. ai62<
Fletcher Hum, Lieut, iii. vi. Will ye unarm, and yield

your selves his prisoners ?

+ 2. To deprive of arms or armour ; to disarm.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comnu loi To send their ayde
agaynst the Turke .. were to unarme them selves and to

cut their owne senewes. X569 J. Sanfokd tr. Agrippa's
Van. Artet 125 b, To kill them,' to take them, to unarme
them, to spoile them, a x6x8 Raleigh Maxims St. in

Rem. (1661) 43 To unarm his people of weapons, money,
and all means, whereby they may resist his power. 1635
Pagitt Christiatiogr. i. ii. (1636) 48 The Turke usually in

his Conquests unarmeth the Christians. 1654 Eahl Monm.
tr. Bentivoglio's Wars Flanders 106 A Brigade of the

Spanish foot forthwith entered the Town, and unarmed
every one therein.

t b. trans/, and Jig. Obs.

xs68 Grafton Chron. II. 757 If deuision and dissencion

of their friendes had not vnarmed them, and left them
destitute. 1646 Sik T. Browne Pseud. Ef>. 385 Galen.,

would not leave unto the world too subtile a Theory^ of

Poisons; unarming thereby the malice of venemous spirits.

a 1668 Davenant Epithal. Wks. (1673) 312 So an excessive

purity of Love Unarmes you to invite offence.

1 3. To empty or strip of arms. Obs.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 405 By unarmyng the

armaries, and openyng the waye to confiscation. 1636 G.

Sandys Paraphr,, /'f.xlvi.He breaks their Bowes, unarmes
their Quivers, The bloody Speare in pieces shivers. X665
Manlkv Grotius' L010 C. Wars 209 The Queen . .Commands
by her Letter, the Lord Admirall Howard.. that he should
unarm and discharge the best of her Ships.

1 4. To disarm, render harmless. Obs.~^
1700 Dryden Ovid's Met. viu. Melea^er 120 No blood

he drew ; Dian unarm'd the Javelin as it flew.

Uua'rmed, ///. a. Also 3 uniarmed, 5 Sc,

unermyt, onarmed. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not armed ; having ho armour or weapons.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11274 Vn iarmed out he wende to

(>e barons wel stille. c X330 Arth. ^ Merl. 6947 (Kcilbing),
Vnarmed were t>e paiens alle, Our folk hem gun to talle.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 353 pey fi^tej* vnarmed,
naked in body. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy in. 1719
Cruelly J>ei had his hede of smet. For he vnarmyd al at
meschef stood. 1456 Sir G. Have Laiv Anns (S.T.S.) 113
A man that is outhir unarmyt, or eviU armyt may nocht
hald felde in bataill place, a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
Ixvii. 230 All his company were vnarmed, & all the other
.xl. were clene armed. X579 W. Wilkinson Con/ut. Earn.
Love Kp. Ded. *iij, Neither are able many of them being
vnarmed to withstand the enemy. 1632 W. Lithgow Trav,
III. 89, I neuer could see a Greeke come forth of his house
vnarmed. 1671 Milton P.R. iv. 626 He all unarm'd Shall

chase thee with the terror of his voice. 1748 Anson^s Voy.
11. vi. 200 He came down unarmed to a centinel of ours.

1794 S. Williams Vermont 170 An unarmed defenceless

stranger. 1839 Thirlwall Greece VI, 223 The I'hracians

were keeping very negligent guard, and, in imagined
security, were mostly unarmed. 1882 De Windt Equator
69 The remainder of the tribe were unarmed, as it is made
a strict rule in Sarawak that.. all arms, .shall be left behind.

absol. XS90 Barwick Disc, Weapons 10 b, The musket.,
will kill the armed of proofe at ten skore yardes, . .and the

vnarmed at thirty skore.

trans/, 1634 NIilton Cornus 582 Th* unarmed weakness
of one Virgin Alone, and helpless I X827 Pollok Course T.
IX. 965 Sin's dark tactics, such as boyish man, Unarmed by
strength divine, could ill withstand.

2. Of animals, etc. ; Not fitted for attack ; not

furnished with horns, teeth, or the like.

X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xviii. Ixxx. (Bodl. MS.),
The schepe..is a nesche beeste and berel> wolle & is vn-

armed & plesinge in herte. 1649 Lovelace Lucasta Poems
(1904) 95 A Falcon. .Unarm'd of Wings and Scaly Oare.

1804 Shaw Gen, Zool. V. i. 14 Unarmed Silure, Si/urus
Inermis. 1834 M'^Murtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 495
Furcularia. . .The body is unarmed. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci.^

Inorg.Nat. 108 Reptiles,. whose two tusks, in an otherwise

unarmed jaw, strikingly distinguish them from any of their

contemporaries. 1869 Tanner Clin. Med. (ed. 2) 30^ The
unarmed or beef tape-worm,, .as its name implies, is un.
furnished with hooks around its head.

3. Of plants ; Destitute of prickles, spines, or

thorns.

X676 Grew Anat. Flowers \\. App. § xi The Top is

Thorny, as in Furz ; or Vnarmed. Vnarmed, either pro-

duced, that Ls, poynted, or at least, Roundish. 1793MARTVN
Lang. Bot.^ Inerme/oliurii, an unarmed leaf. 1845 Steele
Field Bot. 218 Bracts of invol. Hneardanceolate, almost

unarmed. 1855 Miss Pratt Flower. PI, II. 298 Unarmed
Hornwort. Fruit without either spines or tubercles. 1870
Hooker Stud. Flora 107 Prunus communis, .. Suh-&p.

dotnestica ; . . branches straight unarmed.

4. Of things : Not provided with anything that

assists or strengthens.

1693 Drydem Juvenal x. 319 The same foulness does to

Age belong, "The self same Palsie,..And Gums unarm'd to

mumble Meat in vain, a \j%x Prior Journ. to Copt-Hall
12, I mount, and great as Hudibrass, With unarm'd kick

urge on my horse. x86o Tvndall Glac. i. xxvii. 200 Pattens

..sank less deeply than the unarmed feet, i860 Emerson
Cond. Life v. 156 In Siberia, a late traveller found men who
could see the satellites of Jupiter with their unarmed eye,

+ 5. Of a magnet : Not provided with an arma-

ture. Obs,
x66a J. Bargrave Pope Alex. Vll (1867) 120 Two largo

loadstones, one armed with steel.. .The olner,.is unarmed.

1730 Phil, Trans. XXXVI. 325, I placed the Pole of the

upper Armour about 4 or 5 Inches from the Top of the un-

armed Bar. 1777 //;(/. LXVIL 135 A fine, smooth, un-

armed load-stone.

Hence UnaTmedness.
x68^ H. More Ansiver 20S This Lamblike condition of it

ts chiefly represented in this present Vision, its seeming
harmlesiiess and unarmedness.

nuanuoured, a. [Un- 1 9.]

1. Of vessels : Not armour-clad.

1869 Sir E. Reed Our Iron-Clad Ships iv. 73 When we
pass from unarmoured to armoured ships, the contrast is

still more striking. X879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 61/1

In the unarmoured iron ships recently built for the navy
tie-plates have been entirely dispensed with.

2. Of persons : Not protected by armour.

X873 Morris Lozie is Enough iB Barehanded, unarmoured,

he handled the spear-shaft. 189a 1'ennyson EWesters iv,

And walkest [thoul here Unarmour'd ? all these walks are

Robin Hood's And sometimes perilous.

XJnaroused,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1855 Singleton Vir^l
II. 207 Burns Unaroused and moveless hitherto Ausonia.

Unarrai'^able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) j886 Swinburne Misc.

52 Work unarraiynable alike by fair means or foul. Un-
arrai gned, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars
III. xxii, Neuer shall this poore breath of mine consent That
he.. Should here be iudgd vnheard, and vnaraignd. 1858

Merivale Hist. Rom, Emp. liL (1865) VI. 286 He did not

venture to command his execution, unarraigned and un-

convicted. Unarra-nged,///. a, (Un' 8.) [1775 Ash.]

179X BoswELL Johnson an. 1737, The disjecta membra
scattered throughout, and as yet unarranged. 1840 Carlylk
Heroes v. (1904) 160 How many powerful forces are seen

working in a wasteful, chaotic, altogether unarranged
manner. 1897 Pullen Burry Blotted Out 51 Death is an
unsurveyed (and, an unarranged science.

U7



TINARRAY,

f TJnarray'f »• Ohs. [Un-2 4.] trans. To
deprive of array; esp, to undress, disrobe.

14.. Chauctr's Sqr.'s T. 173 (Camb. MS.)» 'Ibis knyght
..is on*arayed [ot/ur Ji/SS. vnarmed] & to mete i-set.

a 1483 Liier Niger in S. Pegge Cur. Misc. (1783) 79 Two
[Esquires of the IJodyl to be attendant on the King's person
to array and unarray him. x^^Catk. Angl. 12/ 1 To vn
Aray, ^jr(»rmT>v, 4- cetera\ vbi to dys.nray. 1590 Stock-
WOOD Eng^. Accidence 65 This verbe cxuoy of araying, or

rather indeed of vnaraying, hath two accusative cases.

i(Sox Lambabde Diet, Angl. Topogr. (1730) 69 She forlh-

with unarrayeJ her selfe, untrussed her Heare.

Unarrayed, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not arrayed or pot in order.
C1340 HAMroLB Prost Tr. 28 If t>ou . . latis l>ame spill for

defaute of kepynge—unarayede, unkepide, . , thou pleses

Hrm noghte, 1300 Gower C<»«/: III. 175, I sih also The
noble peple of Ir.-ihel Dispers as schep upon an hell, With-
oute a kepere unarraied. f 1400 Brut 13 Whan Humbar
saw hem come, he was sore adrad, forasmyche as his men
wist it not, & also J>ey were vnarrayed. 1727 Bailev
(vol II), Unarraytd^ not ranged in Order of Battle.

2. Not dressed ; unclothed ; unarmed.
C1380 Sir Ferumb. 821 Duke Roland ban was sore

amayed, So wern J>c doJ>J>epers,..for t>ay wern oun-araid.

f 1440 York Mjfst. \x\v, 6 We will here witnessc.How we
hir raysed all vnarayed,..Wher sche was with hir leman
laide, a 1450 Kttt. de la Tour (1906) 153 There shall now
be sheued you of the good ladyes that were vnaraied,

duellyn^e in Rome. 1611 Cotgr., DesahiUi, vncloathed,

vndressed, vnarrayed. 1665 Dbvdkn /«</. £;«/. i. i, As if

this Infant World, yet unarray'd, Naked and bare, in

Nature's Lap were laid. 1685— Thren. August. 54 Half
unarray'd he ran to his Relief, So hasty and so artless was
his Grief. 1839 Bailey Festus 187 Thou art as the cloud-
less moon, Undimmed and unarrayed ; No robe hast thou.

Unarre'Stable, a. (Um-' 7 b), -ablv, adv. (Un-' h).

1855 pRiNCK Albert Sp. in B ham -21 Nov., The former is

an unarrestable movement towards the fountain of truth.

1884 E. ABBOrr Flatlami 75, I could feel him slowly and
unarrestably slipping from my contact.

Unarre'sted, ///. «. [Un-1 8. Cf. MDu.
ojtgearresUert^

1, Not arrested or apprehended.
c 1400 Beryn 2188, I woU. .assay, yf I may, in eny maner

wise, Ascapen vnarestid more in suche maner wise. 1498,
1531 (see Unattached ///. a. 1]. 1533 Morr Apol, 259 b,

By thys pacyfyers good deuyse, heretykes maye go unar-
rested. i6zi Cotgr., Descalengi^ vnarrestcd, vnappre.
headed. 1891 E. Kinglake Australian at Home 77 The
wife of a certain unarrested absconder was observed to have
command of plenty of money.
2. Not stopped or checked.
«733 TuLL Horse-Hoeing Hush, xiv. 199 The under

Stratum must be the richer for receiving what the upper
Stratum lets pass Unarrested. 1859 Tennknt Ceylon II.

VII. V. 197 The temples of Kandy. .are dilapidated edifices,

apparently perishing from unarrested decay. 1869 G. Law-
SOM Z>/j. Eye (1874) 79 If the disease be unarrested by
treatment, the whole pupillary margin becomes sealed to
the lens capsule.

Unarrrved, ///. a, [Un-1 8.]

1. Not yet arrived (at a ]>lace, or in time),
1626 in Foster Eng. Factories India {igoq) III. 155 The

&hipp» expected and unarrived. 174J Young Nt, T/i. ix.

294 "These, as two monarchs, on their borders meet,
(Monarchs of all elaps'd, or unarriv'd I)

b. That has not yet attained success.
i{>oa Academy 25 Jan. 76/2 Liverpool offers great possi-

bilities to the unarnved novelist.

2. Not yet arrived at ; unattained,
1669 [see Unaimed///. a.].

Una-rrogant, a. (Un-> 7.) 1831 D. E Williams ^:>
T. Lawrence I. 12 He had an unarro^ant self-possession
which few men enjoy. Uaa'rrogating, ppi. a. (Un-' 10.)

174a Melmoth Fitzoshorne Lett, (1763) 349 Whoever pur-
sues his speculations with this humble unarrogating temper
of mind [etc]. 186^ E. Sargent Peculiar I. 152 The
quiet unarrogating air of one whose nobility is a part of
his nature.

+ Una-rted, a. Obs. [Un-i 9.]
L Ignorant of the arts ; unskilled.
1603 Florio Montaigne I. li. i66 They are. .rude, simple,

and unarted in the combate of talking. x6o6 Warner Atb^
Engl. XIV. To Rdr., Shunne Eares vnarted, rude, precise.

1699 Gibber Xerxes ii, I am unarted, Sir, in any grace
of speech To stir the soul f My words are plain and honest,

2. Unartificial; plain.
i6a8 Feltham Resolves ii. xcix. agi Wise Innocence,

friends like, and good Vnarted-meat, kind neighbourhood!.

Unartful, a. [Un- 1 7.]

1. Not artificial or contrived ; artless.
l6«9 DRVOEN& Davenant Tempest iii. (1670)32 I'm sure

unartful truth lies open In her mind, as Crystal streams
their landy bottom shew. i6j} Concreve in Dryien's
Juvenal xi. (1697) 291 A chearfuT Sweetness in his Looks
he has. And Innocence unartful in his Face. I'ji-xGuard.
No. 137 Crt. Kc«»j 70 Unartful Tears, and hectick Looks,
that show With silent Eloquence the Lover's Woe. 1763
Falconer i''o«rfZ,<7r/eri4 Since all her thoughts by sense
reBned, Unartful truth express. 1820 W. Tooke tr. Lucian
I. 147 Much less can it be affirmed, that it [sc. spungingl
u an unartful art. 1899 Vkrhal in A. C. Brown Li/e
E. IK BensonU^) I. 219 The same delightful and un-
artful arts were displayed.

b. Free from artifice or cunning.
1703 RowE Fair Peiiit. II. ii. 596 This Son, if Fame

niutakes not, is more hot. More open, and unartful.
2. Displaying no technical skill ; inartistic
167s Cocker Morals 49 Rashness draws crooked and un.

artful Lines. 1703 Savaoe Letl. Antients ix. 52 Beneath
this humble Roof he stood, and this plain unartful Floor
supported him. 171a Blackmobe Creation 111. 179 So full of
faults IS all the unartful frame. 1759 Goldsm. Bee No. 5.
90 To have almost every personage on the scene almost of
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the same character., was unartful in the poet to the last

degree. 1883 Pall Mall G. 24 Nov. 4/2 Prose which
borrows in a manner pleasant enough in result, and bjf no

means unartful, the more obvious and seductive attractions

of verse.

b. Of persons: Unskilful, maladroit, rare.

1683 Mrs, Behn Yng. King 11. iii, I am a man, whose
martial disposition Renders unartful in my language. 1709

Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 88 A swift and sure

Contempt succeeds upon what-ever the unartful Husband
shall happen to do after.

Hence TTnaTtftilly adv.
fj%\S>\\iVT Drapier''s Lett. iii. Wks. 1841 II. 17/2 The

report, which, although it be not unartfuUy drawn,.. >^et

there was no great skill required to detect the many mis-

takes. .in it. 17316 — Gulliver iv. ii. Malts of straw, not

unartfully made. 1793 Minstrel III. 137, I discovered a
door, not unartfully concealed by some rude chizeling in

the rock. iZifl'X.wKCViV.'AK^ Pict. Rhapsody Ji6 This plan

has been not unartfully contrived.

TJnarticulate, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

fl. = Inarticulate a. 2. Ohs.

1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I.

12/2 No Be.ist .. But in his voice (though vnarticulate)

Salutes these times. x6ix CoTGR.,.S)>Ai'«^i-, the. .Sphinx. .;

his vnarticulate voice like that of a liastie speaker.

2. = Inarticulate a. i.

iS$s'PvsEY Doctr. Peal Presence Note 440 The one.. is

upright, articulate, ..but tlie other, .is round, iinarticiilate,

inanimate.

Unarticulated, ///. a. [Un-1 8. Cf. G.
unaflkitlirtf Sw. oarticulerod.'\

1, Not articulated or distinct.

rt 1700 Vi^n Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 25 God
from the Moment we draw breath,. .Our words, wlien un-
articulated, hears. 1823 Lamb Let. Old Gentl. ^lisc. Wks.
(1871) 451 That unarticulated language, whicli was before

the written tongue. 1840 Willis Loiterings H. 139 The
touching attitudes and utter abandonment of all around
to their unarticulated devotions.

2. Not jointed ; not fitted together.

i86i HuLME tr. Moquin-Tnndon 11. vn. xiii. 399 The egg
encloses a short unarticulated embryo, a 1894C H. Peak-
son in Stebbing Life (1900) 77 A cupboard full of unarticu-

lated human bones.

"Unartificial, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b,]

1. Not displaying special art or skill ; unskilful,

inartistic, clumsy. Now rare or Obs.

1591 HARiNGTONOr/, .Twr, Pref., If I shold confesscthat
my verse is vnartificiall, the stile rude, the phrase barbarous.

IS97 MoRLEV Introd. Mus. 80 It is an vnartificiall kinde
of descanting in the middle of a lesson, to let the plainsong

sing alone. x6oa Campion Art Efig. Poesic Ded., The
vulgar and vnarteficiall custome of riming. 170a S. Parker
tr. Cicero's Dc Finibus in. 154 The Common-Places and
suggestions of your Advocates for Pleasure are, at best,

but very Shallow and Unartificial. 1790 Bukke Fr. Rau
275 They have levelled and crushed together all the orders

which they found, even under the coarse unartificial

arrangement of the monarchy. 1825 Bentham Ration.

Reward 204 Art and science, on the one hand, and unarti,

ficial practice and unscientific knowledge, on the other.

2. Not artificial ; simple, natural.

1603 Fuomo Afontaigne in. xii. 628 It representeth in an
vn-artificiall boldiiesse, and infantine securitie, the pure im-

pression and first ignorance of nature. 1656 Earl Monm.
tr. Boccalinfs Advis.fr. Parnnss. i, Ixxvii. (1674) looMen
who live in sincerity .

.
, with an undisguised and unartificial

goodness. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 345 Example arising

from a natural unartificial developement of incidents.

Unartifi'Cially, adv. [f. prec] t Inartistic-

ally, unskilfully.

iS9t Harington Orl. Fur. Pref., And yet for Arlostos

tales that many thinke vnaitificially brought in, Homer
him selfe hath the like." 1598 Hakluvt Voy. I. 484 Alie

barrel is rudely and vnartincially made. i6aa Peacham
Compl, Gent. x. (1634) 89 Hee goeth unartificially to worke
even in the very beginning. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. in,

Wks. 1851 V, 102 The material being only Turf, and b^ the

rude multitude unartificially built up. ., avail'd them little.

X706 Stevens Span, Did. i, Inhabilmente, unhandily,
unartificially, unskilfully, ignorantly.
Unarti'stic, a. (Un-* 7 and 5 b.) 1834 Grace Green-

wood Haps <5- Mishaps 68 It certainly strikes the unartistic

as a most unsuitable alliance. X865 Athenaium No. 1955.

520/3 A vague unartistic tale. UnaTttstllke, a, and
adv. (Un-' 7 c and 11 b.) 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in.

iii. 81 It was very improper, and unartist-like done in

Sancho, to permit him to sleep. 1757 Grose Voy. E. Indies

173 Their naval, like their other architecture, has always
something clumsy, unfinished, and unartist-like in it. 1837
LvTTON Athens II. 115 The elaborate description of this

work [a bridge] given by Herodotus proves it to have been

no clumsy or unartistlike performance.

t XJ*nary. Obs.—^ [f. L. iin-us one.] A unit.

1576 Fleming tr. Catus' Dogs (1880) 36 This counlrey
was cleerely dischan^ed of rauenyng wolfes, & none at all

left, no, not to the least number, or the beginnyng of a
number, which is an Vnaii.
Unasce'ndable, a. (Un-' 7b.) i6isG. Sandys Trav.

171 He., confined the Royall progeny within high and vn-

ascendable mountaines. 1628 Feltham Resolz'cs 11. [i.]xxix.

90 A Hil! almost vn-ascendable. x8oi Southey Thalaba
XII. xvi, The depth was unascendable. Unascendcd,
PPl. a, (Un-' 8.) xBzx Shelley Adonais xlvi. It was
for thee yon kingless sphere has long Swung blind in

unascended majesty. 1861 F. W. Jacomb in Penks^ Passes

^ Glaciers Ser. n. I. 315 Removing a mountain from ttie

unascended list. Unascendible, a. (Un-* 7.) i8ox

Southev Thalaba vii. iv, The heights precipitous. Impend-
ing crags, rocks un.iscendible. Unascertainable, a.

(Un-* 7 b.) 180S-XS Bentham Ration. jFudic. Evid. (18-27)

V. 237 It is only . . to an amount altogether precarious and un-
ascertainable, that it does away the mischief. 1876 A. S.

Murray Mythol. 14 By keeping constantly before the mind
a sense of the unascertainable and infinite powers of nature.

UNASPECTIVE.

Unascertai-ned, //>/.«. [Un-18.] f a. Not
certified or apprised. Obs. b. Not ascertained or

known.
x6a8in Foster Eng. Factories India (1909) III. X93 What

is become of Beale, whether living or dead, we are yctt un-

ascertained. X75x Harris Hermes 11. i. (1765) 217 The
Article (A) leaves the Individual itself unascertained,

whereas the Article (The) ascertains the Individual also.

X784 Cook Third Voy. vi. iv. III. 269 The only part of the

Russian empire that now remains unascertained. X815J.
Smith Pajwrama Sci. ff Art II. 319 The standard tern-

peratures desired, remained unascertained till the lime of

Newton. 18795/. George's Hosp. Rep. \X. 127 An unas-

certained quantity of oxalic acid and white precipitate.

fUnaseri-ed, ///. a. Obs.-^ [Un-1 8.] Un-

descried, unobserved.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 32 So that alwaies it was

forsene that.. the Frenchemen shoulde not come on them
sodainly vnaskryed.

Unasha-med, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

Hence, in recent u.se, unashamedly adv., 'Uess,

1600 Fairfax Tasso v. Ixxi, This foolish crew of louers,

vnashamed,..Ran forward still, in this disordred sort. 1619

H. Hutton Follie's Anat. (Percy Soc) 24 See this incar-

nate monster of lier sex Play the virago, unashamde, per-

plext. x8a7 Pollok Course-T. viii. 782 Lust of wealth and
power Inordinate, and lewdness unashamed. 1855 Browning
Two in Cavtpagna vii, Let us, O my dove, Let us be un-

ashamed of soul. 1887 Lowell Democracy^ etc. ico Cole-

ridjje's words have the unashamed nakedness of Scripture.

ITna'sinous, a. [f. L. un-us one + asinus ass,

after ttnanivious.'] Agreeing in stupidity.

X656 HoBBES Six Lessons vl ad fin., Go your wayes you
uncivil Kcclesiasticks,.. De-doctors of Morality, unasinous

collegues [etcl.

Unaak, v. (Un-' 3.) 1843 Geo. Ei.iot in Cross Li/e

(1885) I. 120, I cannot desire that you should una.sk violin

and Flute, unless a postponement would be. .as agreeable

to you and them. Una'skable, a. (Un-' 7 l'-) 1854
Ferrier Inst. Metaph. ix. xxxv. 4g8The truths which it has

reached renders that question absurd. It is unanswerable,

because it is unaskable.

tJna'sked, //>/. fl- Also 6, 9 dial.^ unaxed.
[Un-1 8, 8 c]
1, Without being asked ; not requested or in-

treated ;
uninvited.

a xass Ancr. R. 338 pe hwule \>et tu const siggcn out Jin

shrift], seie al unasked. X456 Sjr G. Hayk Law Arms
(S. T. S.) 139 Gyf a knycht .. had ge\'yn a coursour to

the Provost of Paris unaskit. xsSa Stanvhuhst j^neis lu

(Arb.) 55 In gentil manner thus he soone discoursed, vn*

risked. x6i8 T. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless PUgr, Wks.
(1630) 123/1 Master Taylor, at the Sarazen's head, Vnask'd

(vnpaid for) me both lodg'd and fed. X697 Dryden Virg.

Past. 111. 100 Fair Amynias comes unasked to me. And
offers love. 1710 Prior Examiner^ To Earl Godolphin 10

Unask'd you offer, and unseen you give. X746 Francis tr.

Hor.^ Sat. i. iii. 3 Sing they can never at a friend's re-

quest, Yet chant it forth, unask'd, from morn till night.

x8xo Crabbe Borough xviii. 56 He shows the shipping;..

He makes (unask'd) their ports and business known. X879

Meredith Egoist xxiv. She went to the music-rack and
gave the song unasked.

t b. Left uninvited. Sc. Obs.

(rx73o Burt Lett. N. Scot. {1754) H. 204, I have several

times been unasked to eat.

2. Not asked for; not made the subject of a

request.

X4S6 Sir G. Have Law Anns (S. T. S.) 06 Quhat thingis

. .has sanf condyt be privilege unaskit at the princis. x^
S. Fish Svpplic. Beggars (1871) 8 There was giuen theim
ynough vnaxed. xsga Shaks. Ve7t, i^ Ad. 102 Yet hath he

. . begg'd for that which thou unask'd shalt have. x6x8

i. Taylor (Water V.) Penniless Pilgr. Wks. (1630) 123^2,

I thought it no good manners to refuse, But thank'd him
for his kinde vnasked gift. 1658 Osborne Jas. I, 53 The
Scots, by whom nothing was unasked, and to whom
nothing was denied. X7ia Addison Sped. No. 357 p 10

Adam, .expostulates with his Creator for having given him
an unasked Existence, xwx Warbuhton Pope's IVis. IX.

247 note. To the issue of that unasked and unsought com-
pliment these words allude. ^

X819 Scott Leg. Montrose x,

He delivered his unasked opinion as follows. X870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. ui. 426 Indeed I thought That news of

ill unaaked would soon be brought.

b. Similarly within
X714 Mandeville F'ao. Bees (1733) 11. 117 The unask'd-

for bounty and downright generosity of his benefactor. 1861

Lady Lvttelton Let. 15 Dec, The Queen.. sent me an

account on the loth (unasked for . .) through Lady Augusta

Bruce. X876 T, Hakdy Ethdberta xxxvi, .An unasked-for

concession to their cause.

Una-sking, ///, a. (Un-^ io.)

X7aa Wollaston Reli^. Nat. v. 116 That he. .should have

many things granted him, which are not given to the care-

less, obdurate, unasking part of mankind. 1799 in Spirit

Pub. Jrnls. III. 271 Laid under contribution to the unask-

ing necessities of tlie pupil of Mercury. X876 Lanier C/*wr

97 This cool, unasking Ox Comes browsing o'er my hills

and vales of Time.

b. ,ln ppl. use : Without asking for, (Un-I 5 d.)

X754SHEBBEARE Matrimony {ijCt) \. 225 Unai^king more,

he implored only the Continuationof Health to himself and

Family.

t Unaspe-cted, ///. a. Ods.-^ [Un-i 8: cf.

Aspect v. i.] Unsuspected, unexpected.

X578 Florid jsi Fruites 86 The forreyne knyfe doothe dis-

barke it [sc. a tree], the bee of unaspected causes dooth con-

sume it.

+ Unaspeotive, a. Obs.-^ [Un- i
7 + Aspect

z;.] Unregardful.
x66x FevthAM Resolves II. Ixxiv. 348 In which the Holy

Ghost is not wholly unaspective to the custome that was •

used among men.



UNASPIED.

t Unaspied, ///. «. Obs. = Vnnianw) fpl. a.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 428 Of a sparke unaspied, spred vnder
askys, May feston vp fyre to mony frcike sorow. 1508
DuNDAR 'i'uft Ulariit IVemen 427 That 1 may spy, vnaspyit,
a space me beside.

Una'splrated, //i/. a. (Un-' 8. Gf. G. uxaspirlrl.) Uns
Ash.] 1793 Parr Combe s HaraceV^k%. 1828 III. 33 Lambin
gives opoMt for the >Eolic verb unaspirated. 1887 Fali Mail
<7. 26 Aug. 3/1 Mr. and Mrs. \ViIIi.-\nison's unaspirated piety
nilRht have been spared with advantage,

Unaspi-ringf, /y/. a. (Un-1 lo.)

,
'I "7*9 J- RocFRS ^t'rwr. (1736) 173 An easy unaspiring

Temper which rests satisfy'd with its present Share of the
Bounties of Providence. 1806 R. Manx Poems, To B/f.

Durham i. 2 She loves. .To cheer with unaspiring lay The
dear domestic shade.^ 185a Lrx Cockburn yej^rtyl. 103 The
unaspiring life, I believe, has the least positive wretchedness.
Hence Unaspl'rln^uess.
1681 IV/ioU Duty Nations 64 The Humility, Modesty.and

unaspiringness of Christianity, 1861 Mill Repr. Govt, iii, 64
Inactivity, unaspiringness, absence of desire, are a more fatal
hindrance to improvement than any misdirection of energy,
Unass, V. (Un-' 5.) 1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes iv. iii, 184

pines Passatnont ..With Sancho's Asse untoa Fare was pack-
ing ; The quick-eyed Uore had spied him, and unass'd him.

Unassailable, a. [UK-i7b.]
L Not assailable ; not open to assault or attack.

Also fig.
1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ix. 5 Thereto both his ownc wylie

wit (she sayd), And eke the fastnesse of his dwelling pl.ice,
Both vnassaylable, gaue him great ayde. 1601 Shaks. yul.
C. III. i. 69, 1 do know but One That vmossayleable holds on
his Ranke, Vnshak'd of Motion. 1825 J. Neal Bro. yona.
tluin III. 121 He was always the same, ..alike unassailable
—inscrutable, _j84i Elphinstonk Hist. hid. I. 543 The
chief had occupied an unassailable position, but was drawn
out by a pretended flight. 1871 Macdufi' Hem. Patmos
xii. 167 They have a.. heritage of tribulation: but their
spiritual safety is unassailable,

2, Not open to adverse criticism.
1*30 Mackintosh Progr. Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. tso

In both cases he occupies the unassailable ground of an
appeal to consciousnes.s. 1884 flfancA. Exam. 17 Sept. 4/6
The President's address, .does not actually lead us to any
unassailable conclusions.

Hence Unassal'lableness ; -ably adv.
Also, in recent use, nnassailnhility.
1870 Pail Mail G. 10 Oct. 3 America possesses over us the

advantages of distance and unassailableness. 187S Ban-
CMfT Hist. U. S. VI. xxxvii. 184 The twooccans, between
which ths rL-pub!ic has unassailably intrenched itself.

Unassailed, ppl. a. (Uk- i 8.)
a 1586 Sidney Arcmiia iii. vii. (1912) 385 The quietnesse

of his unassailed senses. 1593 Shaks. a Hen. K/, vi, iL 18
It greeues my soule to leaue thee vnassail'd. 1634 Milto:*
Camus 220 The Supreme good.. Would send a glistring
Guardian if need were To keep my life and honour un*
ossail'd. 173s Thomson Lilierly 111. 456 Unarm 'd he siray'd,
unguarded, unassail'd, 1819 Scott Ivaxhoe xliv, If un-
assailed, we depart assailing no one. 1887 Molonev Forestry
W. Africa 194 Nevertheless the trade in jute holds its own
unassailed.

Unassa ssinated, ///. a. (Uk-' 8.) 184a Pqe Marie
Roxet Wks, 1865 I. 227 If starting from the living Marie,
we find her, yet find her uiia.ssassinatcd.

TTuassanltable, ". (UN-i7b.)
I57« GoLDiNG Caivin on Fs. xlviii. 11 A Citie very wel

fortified and unas:^ultable. is8a Bentlev Moh. Matrones
334 When I bethinke me what a tower of strength ., and
unassaultable habitation thou ha.st euer beena 161 1 Spekd
Hist. Gt. Brit. \y.. xxiii. 114 A breach made in the wall, not
Jarre from the Water-gate, but yet vnassaultable, the Eng-
lish within so_ maintained the defence. 1653 A. Wilsom
Jtu, /, 216 It is a great disadvantage for living Bodies to
fight against dead Walls, being so high, and unassaultable.
a iTii Ken Chrislofliil Poet. Wks, 1721 I, 516 O Realm of
undisturb'd repose. Thrones unassaultable by Woes 1

ITnassau-lted, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.

)

i«n Si'EKD Hist. Gt. Brit. v. vi. } 17. 37 The German
Saxons .

,
neuer left their attempts vnassaulted till they set

the glorious diademe thereof vpon their owne heads. 1655
MouketS Bennet Health's Imprmi. (1746) 207 He.. left
no fair Woman unassaulted. a 1711 Ken Psyche Poet, Wks,
'72' 'V. 209 That I secure may grow. When unassaulted by
my Foe. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 20 p 11 The commanders
..durst not leave the place unassaulted.

Unassayed, />//. a. (Un-i 8.)
<^ >374 Chaucek Boeth. it. pr. iv. (1868) 42 Alwey to euery

man jjere is. .somwhat (>at vn.-lssaied he ne wot not, or ellys
he drcdi)) |)at he ha(> as^ied. c 1403 LvoG. Tem/iU Glas
1249 For vn-assaied men may no troupe preue. 1513 Doug-
las jEittid VIII. iv. 58 Na maner of wickitnes nor dissait
Mycht be, that he ne durst nocht tak on hand, Ne onassait
leif Js6o Daus tr. Siiidane's Comm. 195 b. Who leaveth no
waye un.issayed to accomplyshe his ambition. 1617 MoRV.
SON llin. 1. 275 These good fellowes leave nothing unassaied,
in the wished discovery of these fraudes. 1640 Milton

thy Stock i no Way, or Rule Be unassay'd. 1784 CowppR
lask III. 451 To raise the prickly and green-coated gourd,
. IS an art.. at this moment unass.ay'd in song, igia Ladv
BuBGHCLERE Li/c Dk. Ormoiuie I. x. 317 He could not
afford to leave unassayed any issue that promised escape.
Unaaso-ntlng;, M. a. (Un." .0.) 1836 Sir H. Taylor

statesman xin. 88 Otherwise the hand, if an unassenting
one, will carry an advantage over the head. 1883 Miss
Betham-Edwards Disarmed XX. Arthura smiled, a sad, un-
assenting smile. UnasseTted, />>>/, a. (Un-' 8.) fi77«
Ash). 1856 Lever Martins o/Cro'M. Ixv, He is now back
here once more ; come to insist upon his long unasserted
rights. Unasse rtive, a. (Un.' 7.) 1861 Dickens Gt.
Expect. Ivii, He would sit and talk to me.. in the old un-
assertive protecting way. i88j Ch. Q. Rev. Apr, 140 Un-
anxious and unassertive, where certainty fails it.
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t Unasserved, Z;^/. rt. Obs. rare, [Un-18.]
a. Unserved, b. Undeserved,
c i^oo Bgryn 56 ' Graunt mercy, gentil Sir I 'quod she, 'J^at

yee been vnaservid '. <: 1400 K. Gloucester's Chron. 1256
(MS. Digby 205), I haue holde him on his ionde and my
mede t>er of is 'I'hat he me wolde dryue awey and unas-
serued j wis.

Unassi'daous, a, (Un-^ 7.) 1776 Bentham On Goz't.
Wks. 1843 I. 295 Ail these leading point-s,.. with as many
points of detail subservient to each as a meditation not un*
assiduous has suggested.

Unassignable, a. (Uk-i 7 b.)
Hence, in recent use, unassignability.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk -y Selv. 62, 1 see this roomthiness
in the whole, must as well have unassignable parts or such
as cannot be laid out. 1780 T. Twining in R, Twining
Rccreai. <$• Siitd. (1882) 76 In gracing, he does the most
beautiful, most unassignable.. things 1 ever heard. 1780
Bentham Princ, Legid, xii. § 15 Such party may be either
an assignable individual.. or else a multitude of unassign-
able individuals. 1883 Sir E. E, Kay in Weekly Notes 15
Dec 212/1 A vested reversionary interest subject to a life

interest^ in leasehold property.. [b] not an unassignable
possibility.

Unassi'gned, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

149s Cov. Lcet Bk. 565 Yf. .eny persone vnassigned take
vppon hym to ruyde contrarie to t>is ordenaunce, they to
lese at euery defalt x s. i8ia Woodhousk Astron. xvii. i8i
Effects with unassigned causes. 1870 Swinburne Ess. ^
St/id.iiSj^) 2^1 Many sketches by hands unknown. ..Also
unassigned, is a vigorous drawing of a monk's head.
Unassi'milable, a (Un-^ 7 b and 5 b.) 1873 E. H.

Clarke Sex in Educ. 33 Our girls revel in those unassimil-
ab!e abominations. x88a Athenseum 4 Mar. 286/1 America
is being invaded by Socialist Germans.. and unassimilable
Chinese. Unassl'milatable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1858 J. H.
Bennet JV«/f-iVxV« iv. 89 The kidneys.. fremove] from the
circulating fluid effete unassimilatabfe nutritive elements.

Unassimilatedy ///.a. (U^'-l 8. Cf. G.
unassimiitrt.)

1748 Hartley Obsero. Man i. iii. § 6. 393 It circulates with
the Fluids in an unassimilated State. 1811 ABiiRNEXHY
Surg. Wks. (1827) II. 201 Much unassimilated matter being
conveyed into the blood with the chyle. 1866 Whipple
Char, ft Ckarac. Men 11 Unassimilated knowledge—know>
ledge that does not form part of the mindj but is attached
to it.

Unassi-milating, ///. et, (Un-* 10.) 1796 Mme.
D'Akblay Camilla i. i, [Fortune'sJ most rapid vicissitudes,
her most unassimilating eccentricities, are. .distanced by the
wilder wonders of tlie Heart of man. Unassl'stant, «.
(Un.' 7.) 17^ Plain Sense {ed. 2) III. 203 To suffer, .her
most strenuous protector, thus to depart unassistaut to her
wants,.. pressed.. heavily on her mind.

Unassisted, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)
Hence, in recent use, unassisiedly adv.
1614 Gorges Lucan v. 179 Ca:sar.. As vnassisted now he

stands: And almost left to his owne sword. 1705 Clarke
Disc. Attributes 11. xiii. Many of them not discoverable by
bare Reason unassisted with Revelation. 1751 Earl Orrery
Remarks Swt/i (1752) 120 The pure instincts of brutes,
unassisted by any knowledge of letters. 1820 Scott Monast.
ii, In case of assault, the proprietor would have to rely upon
his own unassisted strength. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps ii.

( 7* 33 '^he pillars would be, if unassisted, too slight for the
weight.

b. Spec. Ofthe eye or sight : Unaided, naked,
1661 Boyle Certain Physiol, Ess. (1C69) 196 Notwith-

standing the unassisted Eye can discern no such matter.
1707 Curios, in Husb. <V Card. 27 A naked and unassisted
Eye. 1781 CowFER Retirem, 56 Contrivance intricate, ex-
prcss'd with ease, Whrre unassisted sight no beauty sees.

1794 G. Adams Nat. ff Exp. Philos. I. 1. 28 Microscopical
observations that discover animals, thousands of which
could scarce form a particle perceptible to the unassisted
sense. 1865 Mrs. L. L, Clarke Common Seaweeds ii. 42
How could we with the unassisted eye see aught that is

lovely in those dark purple or oUve-brown tufts?

Unassi'sting, ///. a. (Un.> 10.) 1694 Drydf.n L(n<€
Triumph, iv. i, They stretch their una.ssisting Hands in
vain, But none will plunge into the raging Main, To save
the sinking Passenger from Death. 1716 Pope Hioii v. 395
Nor Sthenelus, with unassisting hands, Remain'd unheed-
ful of his lord s commands.
XTnassi-zed, ///. a. [Un-^ 8.] + Not brought
up to the proper assize ; under weight.
t6i6 Southanipton Court Leet Rec. (1907) 111. 512 We have

. . from cache of them . . taken some smale (juanlities of there
howtsholde vimssized bread.

Unasso-ciable, (T. (UN-'7b.) x8i6 J. GrLCHRisT /*/;//«.
I-.tym. 215 Not to mention the unassociable, repellent
natures of their tastes and styles. x8a9 Jas. Mill Num.
Mind (1869) I. 98 There is therefore a further condition
required to render two ideas unassociable. Unasso'Ci*
ably, adv. (Un-' 11.) 189a Pater Marius II. 72 The im-
memorial waterfall, plunging down so unassociably among
those human habitations.

t Unasso-ciate, /^/. ii. Obs, [Un-1 8 b.] «
next. (Const, of = with.)

154s Ravnald Byrth Maukynde 17 Nether is there any
notable vaine vnassotiat of an artyre. IHd. 33 None of this
vaynes run to the matrice or otherwhere, vnassosiat of an
Artyre,

Unassociated,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1709 Shaktksb. Charac. (i7ii) II. 311 Even on the sup-
posat, that there was ever such a Condition or State of Men,
when as yet they were unassociated, unacquainted. 1790
Hamilton W^^r. (1886) VII. 48 The accommodation, .of un-
associated persons and families who may emigrate thither.

1839 Dk la Bechk Refi. Geol. Connuall, etc. x, z86 The
manganese ores of North Devon are, however, unassociated
with trappean rocks. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 17 Mar. 2/2 In this
case the unassociated schools were better off than the
associated.

Unassoi'led, a. [Un- ^ 8.]

X. Not assoiled ; not absolved from sin.

UNASSUBEB.
c 1440 Alph. Tales i6 He was wrothe J^at Hs monke died

vnasoyhd. a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vir. 335 This Frederyke
dyed vnassoylyd. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lost Bo7verxxxiv,
Unassoiled by Ave Marys Which the passing pilgrim prays.
x888 Lowell Heartsease ^ Rjteji The unclean bird Hoot,
ing to unassoiled shapes as they pass.

t 2. Not settled ; undecided. Obs. rare.
i387TREvisA///>rf<-«(Rolls)VII.45i pe pope.. now. .leveb

(« stryf al unassoilled [L. ifideterminatum\ a 1313 Fabyan
Chron. vn. ccxxvui. 257 The pope gaue suche a defuse
sentence in this mater y» he lefte yo stryfe vndeterinyned &
vnassoyled.

even conflicting units, 1877 Raymond Statist. Alines *
Ahning 253 Assays, unassorted, from ^200 to #300.
Unassua-geable, a. (Uk- 1 7 b.)
161 1 Florio, Inpiacabile^ vnasswageable. 1802-12 Ben*

THAM Ration, Judic, Evid. Wks. 1843 VII. 436 No mischief
IS so unassuageable as that which employs for its instrument
a mass of corrupted language. 1817 Shelley Address Pr.
Wks. 1888 I. 374 A calamity. .such as the English nation
ought to mourn with an unassuageable grief. 1884 G. Mac-
DONALD Unspoken Serm. Ser. 11. 39 The unassuageable rest
of repulsion with which he regards such conditions.

Unassna-ged.i*//. a. (Un-i 8.)
1654 R. Bakkr tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) r. 119 There is

no.. pain unasswaged by his words before it be expelled by
his wit. 1784 CowpER Task vr. 463 The pangs Of hunger
unassuag'd. 1799 Camtdell Pleas. Hope 11. 434 That spark
.. shall beam on Joy's interminable years, Unveiled by
darkness, unassunged by tears. 1815 Wordsw. Artigal 9t
Elidure 35 Till she, in jealous fury unassuaged, Had slain
his paramour. 1892 Pall MallG.wOcX.. 2/3 The unassuaged
agony of the animal.
Unassu'ined,/>/.a. (Un-' 8.) [1775ASH.J i8i8Hazlitt

Table T. xviil, '\1\\q true, unassumed equality of greatnes.s.

Unassu'ming,///. a. [Uk-1 id.] Free from
assumption ; unpretentious : a. Of persons.
X726 Thomson Winter 7 -j^ See now the cau.'^e, Why un*

assuming worth in secret liv'd, And dy'd, neglected. 1780
Mirror No. 90, In his manners simple and unassuming,
1839 Dickens Nickleby xviii, A very unassuming young
woman. x862Calverley KfrjW(S-j''*rt«-J^' (ed. 2)49 Once, an
unassuming Freshman Through these wilds I wandered on.

b. Of character or manners.
1796 Mme. D'Abblay Camilla IV. 401 His character [wasj

unassuming.
_ 1797 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. (1799) I. 369

The unassuming and simple dignity of Lothaire. 1805
Southey in Ann. Rcz'. III. 570 A gentleman of unassuming
talents. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 1 1. 392 He walks about
on the sea snore in an unassuming way,

C. Of things.

180s WoRDsw. Prelude xiii. 46 The unassuming things
that hold A silent station in this beauteous world. 1838
'LMTtoii Alice I. V, The expensive, yet unassuming robe de
sole. iZyS Mrs. Cafkvn Quaker Grandmother 146 Slop-
ping to hit at the blackened unassuming remains of a dock.
Hence Unassu'minfiriiess.
Also, in recent use, unassumin^qly adv.
1768 Woman of Honor I. 4S An unassumingness, which

was the result of most perfect modesty. 1799 Southey in
Robberds Mem. W. Taylor (1843) ! 303 Davy is a surpris-
ing j^oung man, and one who, by his unassumingness,.. soon
conciliates our affections. 1830 James Darnley xxi, A sort
of unassumingness, which seemed to hold his own high
qualities as light, silenctd much tnvy. 1876 Mrs. Whitney
Sights

(J-
Insights xxx. 124 That unassumingness which is

conscious of nothing to assume,

t Unassu-re, a. Obsr-^ [Cf, Unassured and
Sure a.'\ Unreliable.

1531 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 216, I.-wyll prove
niyselff, though the powrest, , . yet not the vnassurest or vn-
trustiest of your frends.

t Unassu-re. z/. Obs.-^ [Un-2 3.] trans. To
cancel the assurance of.

1643 Caryl Sacr. Govt. 20 When at any time ye can.,le
resolved that these are insufficient grounds of making a
Covenant,.. ye may goe, and un-as.sure the Covenimt which
ye make this day.

Unassured,///, a. [Un-i 8.]
1. Not assured or safe; insecure.
C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 76 Riche with

wysshis, pore of possessioune ; Stable unassured, assured
eke unstable. 1596 Spenser Hymn o/Love 263 The doubts,
the daungers, the delayes,..The fayned friends, the un-
assured foes. x6ii CoiCR., Desassurer, to disassuie;..to
make vnsetled, ^ nas.sured. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng.
I. xlv. 117 In the middestof his strong and conquering army
he held nimselfe unassured. 1896 Daily News 29 Oct, 6/5
The confusion, .superinduced by unassured peace.

2. Not certain or sure (^something),
a 1539 Skeltom Rcplyc, 93 Your selfe thus ye discured As

clerkes vnassured. With ignorance obscured. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades (1502) 504 The sentence definitive is

suspended or else it is otnerwise ghessed at by humane and
vnassured suspition. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 194
To invent or assign a cause, when we remain unsatisfied or
unassured of the effect. 1651 HobShs Lc7>iath. 11. xxvii.

156 When men are by any accident unassured they have
slept, [dreams] seem to be reall Visions. 1736 Thomson
Liberty v. 718 As thick to view these varied Wonders rose,

Shook all my soul with tiansport, unassur'd, The'Vision
broke. 1776 M. Morcann Ess. Dram. Char. Fals(aff{\-j7j)
la Their ill-gotten . . gold feels loose in their unassured grasp.

3, Not self-possessed or confident ; not sure of

oneself or of one's safety.

1627 Lisander <v Cal. v. 81 A troubled countenance and
an unassured voice. 1607 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. \u
(1709) 153 He that is Embarrassed in his Liberty, is apt to
be unassur'd in his Actions. 1713 Guard. No. 32 f 8 He
moved towards her with an ea.sie but unassured air. 1760-
72 H. Bkookk Fooln/Oual. (1S09) IV. 73 [They] stood yet
awhile, pale, astonished, and unassured. 1821-2 Worusw,
Eccl, Sonn. 111. xxxvii. 8 Had we, like them, endured Sore
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UNASSUREDLY.
stress of apprehension,.. From month to month trembling

and unassured. iSaj Scorr Betrothed xxvii, Lady Eveline

approached his bedside with unassured steps, fearing she

knew not what.

4. Not insured against loss or damage.
i8a&-3s Wfrster s.v.

Hence TTziassu'redly adv.^ ITuassu-redness.
1648 Hexham 11, OnginvisscHck^ Vncertainly, or Vnassur-

edly. x66o Ingelo Btntiv. <V Ur, i. (1682) 130 Incredulous

Philosophers, of whose vitious lives I cannot but think ihcir

unassuredness in this matter to have been a great cause.

Unasto-nislLed,/M a, (Un-i 8.)

1533 Hf.llknden Livy v. xxi. (S.T.S.) II. 220 Fabius. . past

sturdelie throw all J>e statiouns and walche of Inemyis vn-

astonist be ony of J>are wourdis or terrouris. c x6<^ Rowley
Birth. Merl. iv. i, Mother speak freely and unastonished ;

That which you dared to act, dread not to name. i6«
Sanovs Ovitfs Met.ym.^^j She.-vnlocks aposternedoore;

Then past the foe (bold by her merit made), Vnto the King
not vn-astonisht, said. i8a8 Carlyle M^sc.UZs^) 1. 224 Cool,

unastonished, holding his equal rank from Nature herself.

1891 Const. MacEwenj lyonien in 1 Boat 117 Xenia rose

slowly, iDdifferently,and quite unastonished from her lounge.

t Unastrai-ned, ///. a. Obs,-\ In 5 Sc vn-

astren^et. [Un-^ 8.] Unconstrained.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iit. {Andrew) 341 He tholit J^ar one

for to hynge, vnastren3et, bot of fre will.

Unastronomical, a. (Un-' 7.) ax8i}9 Poe Eureka
Wks. 1865 II. 127 The difficulty, if not impossibility, of

presenting.. to the unastronomical, a picture at all com-
prehensible. x887 RusKiM Prxtcrita II. 391 This—un-
astronomical readers will please to note—being one of the

leaden influences on me of the planet Saturn.

Unat, variant of Unnait a. Obs.

Unathletic, a. (Un-' 7.) X759 H. Walpole Let. to

Mann 13 Sept., With your unathletic constitution I think

you will have a greater weight of glory to represent than

you can bear. x888 Daily News 25 Aug. 5/2 The absence

of nerves in the unathletic Chinaman.

Unatonable, a. Also -eable. [Uk-1 7 b.]

f 1. Unaccordable. Obs-"^

X64S Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 267 He who sees

not this argument how plainly it serves to divorce any un-

tunable, or utiattonable matrimony, sees little.

2. Irreconcilable.

1683 HowK Union among Proi. Wks. 1^24 II. 243 Ifsuch
men were capable of being reason'd wiih..I would ask
them, ' What, are yoa altogether unatonenbleV Will nothin;;

divert you from this pursuit?' 1830 W. Taylor Hist.

Surv. Germ, Poetry L 213 How the waves rush, the

thunders roar, and the voice of winds tells of this unaton-

able vengeance. 1853 Ruskim Stones Ven. \\. viii. § 45. 312
The great unatoneable division between the disciple and
the adversary.

3, That cannot be atoned for or expiated.

X689 Apol. Fail, IValker^s Ace. 19 The unattoneable

Guilt of retarding the Conveyance of those Arms and
Ammunition. i88x W. Collins Black Robe i. x, I have
committed the one unatonable and unpardonable sin.

Unato*ned,/>>/. a, [Un-i 8, 8 c]
I. Not atoned for or expiated. Also -wlih/or.

(a) 17*7 Thomson Britannia 60 And his guilty stores,

Won by the ravage of a butcher*d world, Yet unatton'd,

sunk . in the swallowing deep. X77X Mrs. Grifi^ith

Hist. Lady Barton III. 220 There is a hope beyond the

grave, and nought but vice, unatoned by penitence and
piety, need ever urge despair I x8ix Scorr Don Roderick
II. xlix. Nor unatoned, where freedom's foes prevail,

Remain'd their savage waste. X837 LvrrON Athens U. 7
Time past on, the injury was unatoned, the remembrance
remained.
{b) X7S3 Richardson Grandison (1781) V. x. 50, I

acquainted her with bis former fault, tinatoned for as it

was, x8s6 Lever Martins of CrdM. 279 The great fact

remained unatoned for—his family, his own connexions,
* had done nothing for him*. 1876 Bancroft ///j/. U.S,
III. i. 316 They cherished a deep sense of the wrongs un-
atoned for and unavenged.

t2. Unreconciled. Obs."^
1730 T. Boston Fiew Covt. Grace (1734) X67 That Spirit

they could not have from an unattoned God.
Unatoning, ppi. a. (Un-* 10.) 1838 Lytton Alice xi.

iv, What hand could dare to send a criminal,. so black with
crime, unatoning, unrepentant, and unprepared, before the
jtidgment seat of the All-Just ?

Unatta-ch, v, [Un-2 4 b.] trans. To free

from attachment.
X671 F. Philifps Reg. Necess. 246 When it is and hath

been not unusual for the Judges, .to free or unattach goods
attached in the City of Lond.
Unatta'chable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1843 in Life A. Fon-

blang lie (1874) 257 There is no temple, and there is to be
no temple, and the unattached and unattachable gates are
mere lumber.

Unattaxlied, ///. a. Also 5-6 Sc -attechit.

[Un-1 8.]

I I. Not arrested or seized. Obs*
X498 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 34/2 AH his men.. to l)e

une-sumond, une-attechit, une-arrestit, in his or thairis
persoun or gudis. 1531 Ibid. II. 134/2 The saidis personb
..to be unattechit, unarrestit, ..and untrublit. 1639 R.
Junius 5f// Stigm. 368 He that is pursued, will cry, Stop
rheife, that by this meanes he may escape unattached.
2. Not attached or nnited [to somethinj^).
In the first set of quots. used with reference to physical

attachment or connexiotL
(a) x8»a J. Parkinson Outl OrycioL 96 Mr. Mantell..

ascertained it to have been an unattached animal, and
without a column. x86x H. Macmillan Footn. fr. Page
Nat, 46 It [the bog-mossl has no roots whatever, but floats
unattached in an upsjght position in the water. 1878
Abmey Photogr, 100 Bromide of silver with unattached
atoms of metallic silver, is formed.
(i) a x&ix V. Knox Spir. Despotism g 34 True patriotism

and true philosophy, uoattacbcd to names of particular
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men, or even to parties. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby vni. yi,

Her eye soon glanced over the page, unattached by its

contents. x88s 'Mrs. Ali-xandeh At Bay iii, ' Pr.iy do

not trouble yourself,' returned Deering hastily, * I can exist

for half an hour in an unattached condition '.

3. Of persons ; Not attached to, or definitely

associated with, a particular body, institution,

sphere of work, etc : a. Of military officers : Not
attached to a particular rejjiment or compnny,

1796 /-«/ Officers Army 13 Thomas Nesbitt,. .Cipt. of

Foot, unattached. 1806 Ibid. 17 Late Unattached Officers.

\'&9&Gt-n(l. Mag. I. 638 Promotions. .J. Haverfield, from

unattached full pay. X83S Marryat Olla Podr. vii, He was

put on full pay unati.iched. 1853 Burn Naval ^ Milit.

Diet. s.v. Disponibilit^, To place on the unattached list.

1859 J. Lang IVand. India 363 As aGeneral of Division, he

had been un.-ittached, and had never done a single day's duty.

1876 VoYLE & Stevenson Milit, Diet. 445/1 Unattached list^

in the British army, officers not attached to regiments.

b. Of clergy : Not attached to a particular

diocese or church.

186s PusEY Truth Eng, Ch. ^Bsftote, Lord Wcstburyhas
..declared him in fact an unattached Bishop. X9oa R.
Bagot Donna Diana v. 43 One of the unattached priests

to be met with by hundreds in the streets of Rome.

C. Of students : Not attached to any college

;

non-collegiate. Also iransf, and as sb,

X870-1 A nn. Reff. Deleg. Stud, not attached 16 A Grocers'

Company's Exhibitioner and Unattached Student in the

University of Oxford. Ibid. 4 The amount of intellectual

life and industry developed by the Unattached system.

1897 Kscott Soc. Transform. Vict. Age xiv. 184 The Davis
scholarship in Chinese was for the lifth time won a few
years ago by an unattached.

d. in miscellaneous uses.

x888 'R. BoLDREwooD ' Robbery under Arms xl, We
must get you in the police force . .or make you an inspector,

unattached. 1893 Joyce Short Hist, Irel. 70 The oldest..

passed out of the organization altogether, and liecame an
ordinary unattached member of the tribe. 1899 Daily
News 26 June 8/4 Reporters attached to no_ particular

journal have dashed up with news . . , though the importance
of the unattached men has waned.

4. Not engaged or married. Also absol.

1874 Lisle Carr y. Gwynne II. vii. 184 You lovers have
such a provoking way of showing your immense superiority

to us unattached creatures, 1897 Westm.Gas, 9 Dec lo/i

We are absolutely out of single young ladies just now, and
. .they specially invited some charming ' unattached ' from
Johannesburg.

b. Not belonging to any family, owner, etc.

xS88 Pall Mall G.\x Oct. 1 1/2 Th.it would bring to

decent places the unattached children. 1898 Tit- Bits

26 Feb. 420/2, 4CMXX3 cats,, .of which half are 'unattached ',

and live largely on refuse.

C, Not assigned to any special group.
xZ^ Alibutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 855 The Microsporon

Audoiiini is as yet ' unattached *.

Unattackaljle, a. [Un-1 7 b.]

1. Not liable or open to assault.

180S Ld. Grenville in Dk. Buckingham j1/i?w. Geo. Ill,

(1855) III. 457, I am confident that Toulon is absolutely

unattackable with such a force as you speak of. i86a

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xiii. xiL (1872) V. 122 Height which
he judged unattackable, and on the side of which he pitches

his camp accordingly.

2. Not susceptible to the effects of detrimental or

dissolvent agencies.

x88x Nature XXIV. 249/1 The oxides formed on the

surface may preserve It by their very presence, furnishing

a sort of unattackable varnish. t88a U.S. Rep. Prec. Met.

649 To make some of the particles of gold wholly unattack.
able by mercury.

Hence Unatta'ckablyfZj/z'.
1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xviii.xiii. (1872) VIII. 56 So

unattackably strong was this position at Klein Kaniin.

XJnattaxked, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)

1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman-St. Pref. ad fin., There are

others.. who think it a sign of weakness or stupidity to let

anything pass by them unattaqued. i6g^Mem. Ct. Teckely

II. 145 it having not been imagin'd that the Turks would
leave behind them Comorra and Raab unaltack'd. X77a

Burke Sp. Acts Uniformity Wks. 1812 V. 525 However,

as none of them wholly abandon that post, it will not be

safe to leave it behind me unattacked. i8a8 Lytton Pclham
III. iii, I am undisturbed and unattacked in the enjoy-

ments Ijcst suited to my taste. 1878 Adnev Photogr. 28

Treat all these residues with nitric acid, and they will all be

found 10 remain unattacked by it.

Unattainabi'lity. (Un-» 12 and next.) xSgo Carlyle
Latter Day Pamphlets, fcsnitism 29 Moral evil is unat-

tainability of Pig's-wash ; moral good, attainability of ditto.

TTnattai'iiable, a. and sb, [Un-i 7 b and 12.]

A. adj. That cannot be attained or reached.

i66a Bp. Hopkins Scrtn.^ Funeral (1685) 52 Those thirty

or forty years, which were judged by thee in thy childhood

an unattainable age. X690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxL §40
The will.. cannot, at any time, be moved towards what is

judged, at that time, unattainable. X736 Popk Let. to Swift

25 Alar., A View of the useful and therefore attainable,

and of the un-useful and therefore un-attainable, Arts.

X77I Junius' Lett. Ixiil (1788) 334 This, though a wicked
purpose, is neither absurd nor unattainable. 1809 Edin,
Rev. XIV. 283 The great body of the people never yet

engaged eagerly in the pursuit of an unattainable object

x86o RusKiN Unto this Last (1862) 80 Though absolute

justice be unattainable, as much justice as we need for all

practical use is attainable.

B. sb, 1. An unattainable thing, rare,

x66x Glanvill Van. Dogm, 112 Temperatnentum ad
Pondus, may well be reckon'd among the three Philoso-

phical unattainables. 1786 Cowper Let. to Lady Hesketh
10 Apr., Range and jack [in a kitchen] are not unattain*

ables; they may be easily supplied.

UNATTENDED.
2. With the : That which is not attainable.

X857 Maurick Ep. St. John xx. 340 In one sense I can
admit that man is always striving^ after the unattainable.

X882 Miss Bkaudon Mt. Royal 1, iii, loi All women sigh

for the unattainable.

Hence Unattaiiia1}leness; -a^ily adv.
1690 LoCKK Hum. Und. 11. xx. § n Despair is the

thought of the unattainablencss of any Good. 1863 Haw-
thorne Our Old Home (1879) 371 A strange repulsion and
unattainableriess in the very spell that made her beautiful,

1894 Hall Caine Manxman in. xxv, She would be with
him always;, .the more reproachfully and uuattainably,

because she would be the wife of another man.

Unattai'ned, a. and sb. [U.n-1 8.]

+ 1. Untouched, imaflectcd. Obs.~^
1613 Sir a. Shehley T?av. Persia 136 Any of those

bring extrinsicke danger, or intrinsicke errours, from both
which you must Hue free and vnattained.

2. Not attained or reached.

1671 Clarendon Dial. Tracts (1727) 326 The art of

Logick..is rarely unattained there by any who spend their

time there with any application, X774 Goldsmiih Nat.
Hist. (1776) 11.92 When the mind reflects with regret upon
some good unattained or lost. X794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst.
Udolpho xxvi. Unless the crime.. was instigated merely by
resentment, .. its object must be unattained till the niece

was also dead. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) 1. 11. 585
Days once bright, With foolish hopes of unattained delight.

b. sb. With the\ That which is not attained.

x8s4 LoNGF. Efimet/ieus xii, Thou makest each mystery
clearer, And the unattained seems nearer. 1870 Whittier
Afy Triumph vii, I better know than all How little 1 have
gained, How vast the unattained.
Unattaining, a. (Un-* 10.) 183X Carlyle 5"tfr/. Res.

11. iv, No mortal's endeavour or attainment will, .content

the as yet unendeavouring, unattaining young gentleman.

TTnattaint, a, [Un-1 7 : cf. next.]

1. ^ Unattainted///, a, 2.

x64() G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, cclxxv. These, by a
Publicke Act, stand vnattaint. Ibid., Hen. IV, xxii. The
rest who fell Confederates with them, are vn*attaint.

2. = Unattainted///. a. i,

1850 S. DoBELL Roman ii, Unaitaint, Perchance the

Arethusan blood of Rome Hath coursed the conduits of a
tyrant's veins. 1856 E. Fitzuerald Salaman (1009) 59
From Darkness came to Light a Child, Of Carnal Com-
position unattaint.

Unattainted,///. a, [Un-1 8.]

1. Unstained, unspotted ; free from blemish.

xS9]Shaks. Rom,ff Jul. i. ii. 9o\Vith vnattaintedeye, Com-
pare her face with some that 1 shall show. x6oo W.Watson
Deeacordon (1602) 274 [The catholics] liue in sorrow, heaui-

ness, and suspition had of their vnattainted loy-alties in

generall, for some priiiate offences in speciall. 1641 \s\\\.-

ton Reformation w.WVs. 1S51 III. 54 To..ingage the unat-

tainted Honour of English Knighthood, .for so unworthy a
purpose. 1716 Swift Misc, Poems, To Earl of Oxford 8

Virtue repuls't, yet knows not to repine ; But shall with un-

attainted Honour shine. 1845 Hifst Cotn. Mommoih, etc.

44 That bears on high in knightly fight An unattainted crest.

2. Not attainted in law.

1794 W. Hutchinson Hist. Cumbld, I. 37S \Vhereupon it

was adjudged that the title remained unattainted. x8ai

Uybon Two Foscari i, i, Wouldst thou have His state

descend to his children, as it must, If he die unattainted?

Unatte'mpered, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash;] 1884

WvLiE Hist, Protestantism viti, i. I. 411/1 Nor have their

.souls remained unattempered by the grandeurs amid which
they daily move. Unatte'mptable,a. (UN.'7b.) 1656

Cromwell Let. 28 April (Carlyk), Whether Cadiz itself

be unattemplable. x86s Caklylk Fredk. Gt. xx. v. (1872)

IX. 94 Hopes there were of getting back Dresden itself;

but that, on closer view, proved unattemptable.

Unattempted, ///. a. [Un- i 8. ]

1. Not attempted or tried.

fl 1548 Hall CArf7«., //^«. VI, 105b, Thei..assauted the

walks, and left no thyng vnattenipted, whiche might bee

to llieim, any aduantage. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia w. xv,

(1912) 250 Leaving no meanes unattempted ofdestroying bis

son. 1653 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 191 Vet no meanes
shall bee vnattempted to discharge my duty. X667 Milton
P, L. I. 16 Things unattempted yet in Prose or Rhime.
X734 Col. Ree. Pennsylv. III. 561 That we might leave no
means unattempted for the Relitf of these. .Men. X744

Akenside Pleas. Imag, i. 696 To adorn 'Ihis unattempted
theme. 1816 Ukntham Chrtstom. 239 The imperfection, so

long as the work has any use, will not afford any sufficient

reason for leaving it unattempted. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh
Father Darcy II. xiiL 230 Whatever the work left unat-

tempted at home [etc].

2. Upon, or against, which no attempt has been

made.
1595 Shaks. John u. i. 591 My hand, as vnattempted yet,

Like a poore begger, raileth on the rich. 1687 Shadwell
Juvenal 27^ While flourishing Troy Yet unattempted, did

full peace enjoy, a 1704 T. Brown Walks round London,
f-Vestm.-Abby (1709) 48 The Thief stole the Head and left

the Trunk unalleiiipted.

TInatte'mpting, ///. a, [Un-1 5 d and 10.]

ta. Not attempting. Sc. Obs. b. Unenterprising.

1585 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 759 That thay con-

tene thameselffis, in peceable and quiet manerat this tyme,

unattempting ony.. revenge aganis ony Englishman. 1730
Wateri.and Script. Vind. Pref. 23 Many have been loo

forward and enterprizing in that way. . ; and many also have
been too cautious and unattempting,

Unatte*ndanoe. [Un- 1 i 2.] + Inattention.

£1449 Pecock Repr. iv. ix. 470 Al tho lay persoonys..y
biseche for to attende into these thingis,..whos vnattend-

auncc hath causid ful myche yuel.

Unattended, />//. a, [Un- i 8.]

1. Not attended or waited upon ; unaccompanied.
x6o3 Drayton Bar. Wars v. xxiv, Card for of none, nor'

lookM on, vnatteiided, Sadly letiurning, with a heauic



UNATTENDING. 58 UNAVAILING.
Heart. 1667 MiLTOM P» L. viit. 60 Forth she went : Nor
unattended, for on her as Queen A pomp of witinin;; Graces
waited still. X708 Pope Lett. (1735) I. tti What a Number
have here drop'd off, and left the poor surviving seven un-
attended I a 1795 Philiixjr Studies o/Chess (1817) 36 The
unattended king should adv.ince to intercept the pawn.
2846 Mrs. Gore Eni^. Char. (1852) 60 It suited hitn to ride
thither unattended. 1893 Swettenham Malay Sk. iig The
Shabandar, unarmed and unattended, accompanied him.

b. Of horses, etc, : With no one in attendance.
1796 CoLERitxJE Destiny of Nations 197 In the first en-

trance of the level road An unattended team ! 1897 Daily
Ne^vs 5 Oct. 6/3 When vehicles were left unattended the
wheels should be chained.

2. Not attended or accompanied by or wilh some
thinsj, circumstance, etc.

{a) 1687 Dryden llimi ^ P. m. 607 Night came, but unat-
tended with repose. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) 11. 678
Every benefit . . procured for any individual, . . if unattended
with bad consequences, is a profit made to the whole. 1787
W. TiCKKix Ace. Nciv Chym. Afed. (title-page). Its specific

virtue in.. all coughs unattended with inflammation. 1837
LvTTON Athens II. 4 It seldom happens that their renown
in life was unattended with reverses equally signal, i88<
Alanch. Exam. 6 Jan. 5/2 The collision was unattended
with grave consequences.

(1^) 1726 PopK Odyss, XIX. 601 Unattended by sincere re-
pose, The night assists my ever-wakeful woes. 1749 Fieli>
iNG Tout Jonts VIII. xi, I could have gladly embraced Death,
. . if it had offered itselfto my Choice unattended by Shame.
1847 W. C. L. Maktin t?jr ii/i Nor is the chase unattended
by danger, for a wounded bison often turns on his assailant.
1884 Manck. Exam. 12 Sept. 5/3 The accident to the Fen-
ella..was fortunately unattendedfby worse consequences.

3. Not attended to^ (Also without prep.)
17*9 UovER Diet, Roynl n. Unattended to, (disregarded)

..negtigi. 1791C0WPER /?tf//rtfrfCa/ 66 The sun descended,
And puss remained still unattended. 1803 Edwin III. ix.

150 No circumstance, however trivial, should be unattended
to, from whence aid to our purpose may be derived. 2874
RuSKiN Fors Clou. IV. xxxvii. 4, I don't suppose any man
with a tongue in his head and zeal to use it was ever lefl S4j

entirely unattended to.

Unatte*nding,)>//. a. [Un-1 io.] Inattentive.
1634 Milton Comus 272 Nay gentle Shepherd ill is lost

that praise That is addresst to unattending Ears.
Unatte'ntion. 06s.-^ (Un.' 13 and 5 b.) 1691 Norri3

Pract, Disc. 290 Our Unattention b the Shield that repels
thy Darts.

t Unatte ntive, a, Obs, [Uw-l 5 b.] = In-
attentive a,

1501 Haringtom Orl. Fur. Pref., A loose vnattentiue
reacfcr will hardly carrie away any part of the storie. i66S
BoYLB Occas, Reji. iv. Advt., A Reader that is not Un-
attentive, may easily collect.. That they were written
several years ago. 1710 Steele TatlcrHo. 167 r3 Voung
Men, who are too unattentive to receive Lectures. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 547 There isa virtue in keeping
one's self unconcerned at abuse or slander, unattentive to
noise and impertinence.

Hence t^i^^^^'z^tiTely aJv.j -ness. Obs.
1611 CoTCR., Soitrdemenf, dcafely; also vnattcntiuely.

a 1649 Drumm. of Hawtii. ffist. Jos, III, Wks. (1711) 44
By the ambition and unattentivenc&s of his friends, his
worth was made the scaffold of his ruine. i68a Norris
lleirocUs 133 Their unattentiveness to the Instructions of
others.

Unatte-nuated,///. rt. (Un-' 8.) vj^y Vin, BHian. ^^
The gross and umtticnuatcd Parts of the Liquor, 18x6 W//
0/Braving {cd. 2) 31 Keeping a quantity of this ferment'
able matter unattenualed. c 1900 Buck's Ilandbk. Med,
5c/. VL 833 (Cent. Suppl.), Rabbits inocubted wilh an-
attentiateil rabies virus.

Unattested, ppi. a. (Un-i 8.)
i66< J. Spenckh Vul^. Propk. 83 AH these unattested

Prophets generally fail in all their Prophecies, a 1677 Har-
row On the Creed (1697) 27 'nius..God has not left him-
self unattested, doing good. 1818 Cruisk Digest (cd, 2)
VI. 84 A charge by .^n unattested codicil will not be gootl.

1853 Gkoik OWrctf II. Ixxxviii. XI. 454*^/^, This is the best
opiniun which I can form on matters lamentably unattested
and uncertain. 1858 Ld. St. Lkonards ilnnd^bk. Pro/i.
La:v xviii. 143 If there are any interlineations in your will
unattested, it will I>e presumed that they were made after
the execution of your will.

Unatti*re, v. (Un-' 7.) 1791 Mme. D*Arblay Diary
(1842) V. 2<)9 We both left Mrs. Schwcllenberg to unattire.

Unattired, /»/>/. a, [Un-1 8.] Unclothed.
e 1400 Land Troy Bk. 8300 Sithen I se the, I haue desired

to se the, Ector, vn-atired. 1624 Bolton Nero 247 Coignes
represent that lady in this vnattired dressc, and posture.
1781 CowpcR Ta&U T, 722 Unattir'd in that becoming vest
Religion weaves for her, and half undress'd. 1813 y. N.
Bretvet^s Beauties En^. ^ ly^ales XII. 11. 449 Mrs. Lucy
Waters, with an unattired infant.

Unattra-ctable,* (UN.'7b.) tZo» Phil. Trans, XCII.
i83, I separated the particles attractaiJv by a magnet;
and digested the un.ittractable portion with nitric acid.
Unattra'cted, ;»^/. (I. (Uh-' 8.) 1717 Thomson yVjl/rw.
Newton 55 The tide revertive, unattracied, leaves A yellow
waste of idle sands behind. 1909 Pull MallG. 12 Apr. 6/2
Those who are unattracted by the South Pole. Un-
attra'ctlng, /*//. a, (Un-' 10.) 1776 S. J. ^uktt Pu/'tlo/
Pleas. (1777) I- 219 A woman whom even the depredations
of four lingering months, passed In the languors of sickness,
have not rendered nnattracting.

TTnattractive, a. (Un-1 7,) Also Comb.
[1775 Ash.] 1813 Shellev Q. Mnh v. 29 Compelled, by

Its deformity, to screen.. Its unattractive lineaments, 1880
McCarthy Oivn Times IV. 56 It was evident.. that the
proposed measure was only, .a compromise of the most un-
attractive kind. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 242/1 A very
unattractive-iookin;; dog thai put us into precipitate (light.

Hence TTnattra'ctively (uiv,^ -ness.
1836 Jas. Gkant Random Recoil. Ho. Lords xvi. 379 The

unattractiveness of his manner, i8te (Eliz. JohnstonI
Gifts ff Graces xvi. 159 The.. condition of lady-like un-

attract veness so indispensable in a governess. 1863 A.
Gilchrist Life Blake (1880) I. 426 They are very small

and very unattractively engraved.
Unattri'butable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1812 [Leigh Hunt] in

Examiner \\ May 289/2 Whatever may be the., cause of

the misfortune, and however unattributable to the people.

Unattu'ned,//*/. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash. J ij^ Elvina
II. 23 Spirits.. so unattuned as mine. 1806 Subr lyinierin
Lond. III. 185 Wild and unattuned to the social duties.

1887 Swinburne Stud. Prose Sf Poetry (1894) 135 A poor
creature whose ear was yet unattuned to the cadence of
'chants democratic \

II
Unau i^u'\i^). Zoot» [Brazilian of the Island

of Maranhao.] The South American two-toed

slotli, Cholopus didactyliis.

Adopted by IJuffon fromC.d'Abbeville^//«/(!7« des PSres
Ca^ucinsjetc. (1614) 252. Of the two kinds there mentioned
by the names of (fnaU and l/naii ouassou the former is

Buffon's Ait the latter his Unau.
"774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist, IV. xxii. 343 Of the sloth there

are two different kinds,, .the one, which in its native country
is called the unan [sic], having only two claws upon each
foot. 1834 M<'Murtkie Cuvier's Anim, Kingd, 93 Only one
species (of ^rrt^/*K^] is known, the Unau.., less uniform in

its organisation than the Ai. 187a Humphry Myology 11

A recess and dimple in the astragalus of Unau and of AT.

tUnau'dible, «. Obs. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

= Inaudible a,

i6n Florio, Inaudihilcy vnaudible, not to be heard. 1650
R. Stapvlton StradtCs Latu C. li^ars vii. 68 The man read
it in French, and Low Dutch, but with such a hoarse vn-
audible Voyce, that very few understood him. 1667 Decay
Chr. Piety \\, P 18 Shall the superaddition of our Religion
damp ours into a whisper, a soft unaudible sound. 1784
R. IJace Barhatn Downs 1 1. 106 Only heaven has blessed
him with the gift of unaudible sighing.
Unaudienced, ppt, a, (Un-' 8.) 1748 Richardson

Clarissa (181 1) V. 183 To send back to town, un-audienced,
unseen, a man of his business and importance I Un-
audited, /*//. a. (Un.* 8.) i8is Examiner 5 Oct. 6^3/1
Which suffers an Irish Defaulter of unaccounted milhons,
to remain unaudited . .after his dismissal. i86gj. Martineau
Ess. II. 57 Honorable men do not wish their accounts to
pass unaudited. Unaugmentable, a, (Un-* 7 b.)

1868 W. R. Greg Lif. ^ Soc. Judgm. 372 If, indeed, there
were only a certain fixed and unaugmentable quantity of
work to be done.

Unaugme'nted, ///. a, [Un- l 8.] Not aug-

mented or increased ; in later use spec, of Greek
verbs (see Augment sb, 2).

15SS Eden Decades (Arb.) 296 The residue of the Ryght
that receaueth no light by the sayde..twilightes, is accoin-

plysshed by the lyght of the moone, so that the nyghtes are
seldome vnaugmented. 1648 Hexham n, Ongcgrooted, vn-
augmented. 1776 Richardson Arabic Grammar -2^ Chiefly
from the simple or unaugmented three-letter words and
their feminines. 1848 Veitch Irreg.Grk. TVr^j (1856) s.v.

'Ai'oAiVkw, Thuc and the Trag. seem to have preferred iho
unaugmented, Plato and the Orators the augmented forms.

t TTnau-gurate, a. Obs.-^'^ [Un-1 8b: cf.

AUGURATE v."] Unconsecrated by augury,
1600 HoiXANu Livy, Topogr. Rome vii. 1365 In it the

Senat sate in counsell, because they might not assemble in

any place unaugurate or unhallow^.

t Unauspi-cionS, a. Obs. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

= lNAUsriciou3 a.

1601 Shaks. Txvel, N. v. I. ii6 To whose ingrate, and vn.

auspicious Altars My soule the falthfuU'st olTrings haue
breath'd out. 1656 Larl Monm. tr. Boccalints Advts./r.
Pamass, n, L (1674) 200 Some unauspitious Aspects of the

Heavens. 1708 Rowk Royal Convert iv, Seo. Haste, and
break off your unatispicious Rites: The instant Dangers
summon you away. 1768 IVoman 0/ Honor II. 332 To
consummate so unauspicious a sacrifice as that must be.

Hence + TTnanspi'donsly adv, Obs,

a 1797 H. Walpolk Mem. Geo, II (1847) III. x. 276 A
Minister so unauspiciously seconded by fortune.

Unanstere, a. (Un-* 7.) 1740 in Richardson Pamela
(1741) I. y. xix, \ gradual moral Sunshine of un-austere and
compassionate Virtue shall break upon the World,

Unanthe-ntic, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)

1631 Bratiiwait lyhimzieSf Zealous Brother 119 He vents

such unauthenticke stuffe, as it proves pregnantly from
what spirit it comes. 1660 Gauden GoiVs Gt. Demonsir, 51
Thy humane traditions, and unauthcntick because^ un-
catholick observations, instead of Christ's institutions.

1778 Warton Dissert, in Hist. Eng. Poetry {\^Z\) p. xx,
Sliakcspeare is thought to have formed his play \Anthony
ami Cleopatra\ on this story from North's translation of
Amyot's unauthentic French Plutarch. 1831-3 E. Buhtom
EccL Hist. xxii. (1845) 474 The evidence is equally un.
authentic, which speaks of Zottcus, an .Armenian Htshop,

being put to death at this same period. 1851 I. Taylor
/K«7<y(i852) 132 But the Methottists took orders in another
manner, less direct and explicit indeed, but yet.. not un-
authentic or unimjKirtant.

Unauthentical^ a. (Un-' 7.) 1549 Coverdai.e, etc,

2\tf. xxii. 40 Nor it is not lawfutl to confirme and inain-

teyne any maner of doctrine, concerninge our faithe and
relyj;ion by the anrtoriiieof anysuche vnautentlcall bookes.

Unauthentically, ad^, (Un-' n.) x6oo W. Watson
Dfcacordon ix, x. (1602) 332 A maxime in the lawes, either

vnaiithentically defined, or remaining litigious.

Unautlieiiticated, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)

1787 Wiutaker Mary Q. Scots Vind. I. 62 They thus

condemn the Queen, .upon letters unanthenticaied by the

producers. 18*3 Lincard Hist. Eug. VI. 316 The contra-

dictory and unauthenticated statements of her friends and
enemies. 1882 Farrar Early Ckr. II. 533 No Apostolic

Church would have paid attention to an unauthenticated
epistle.

TTnantlienti'city. (Un-i 12.)

1776 MicKLK Cnmoeus' Lusiad Introduction 130 Though
Voltaire still retains this sentence, its unauthenticity lias

been detected by several critics. i86s Latham Channel Isl.

II. xiii. (ed. 2) 325 The general unauthenticity of all the

earliest monastic grants and charters. 1890 Gladstone
Impregnable Rock v. 187 The question is not so much what
particulars can be convicted of unauthenticity,
Unauthenticness. (Un-' 12.) 1657 J. Sergeant 6"c/i/iw

Dispach^t 533 Ihe perfect weaknes of his corroboratory
proof, and utter unauthenticknes of the Welsh Pueriles.
Unau'thorish, a. (Un-' 7.) 1798 Coleridge Let. in
Biogr. Epist. (1911) I. 161 May God love you and me, who
am, with most unauthorish feelings, your true friend.

UnantlioTitative, a, (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)
1644 Hunton Vind. Treat. Monarchy v. 39 Is that..

Authoritative; or merely Consiliarie and unauthoritative?
1780 IJentham Frinc. Legisl, xix. § 22 A Book of exposi-
tory Jurisprudence is either authoritative or unauthorita-
tive. 1851 H. W. Torrens JrfiL Asiat. Soc. Bengal 14
The vague and unauthoritative character of this learned
writer's deductions. 1884 Dowell Taxation iv. lii. L 67
An abstract, im[>erfect and unauthoritative, of the Regent's
Act of confirmation.

Hence Unanthcritatively adv, ; -ness.
1644 Hunton Vind. Treat. Monarchy iv. 27 It biings

an illegality and unauthoritativenesse on acts exceeding,
a i8a7 in Bentham Ration. Judic, Evid, V. 595 note. To
speak of the unauthoritatively. .described act as evidence of

the authoritatively, .expressed one.

XTnauthoTitied, ///. a, [Un-1 8.] Unau-
thorized.

1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 185 Nor to do thus
are we unautoritied either from the moral] precept of
Salomon, .nor from the example of Christ.

UnaU'thorize, v. Also 6 -ysh. [Un-2 3.]

trans, +To reject or annul the authority of.

1554 Bale Declar. Bonner's Art, xix. 68 He bathe vn-
authoryshed his owne naturall king Edwarde the syxte,

notynge hym an vsurper. x6ii Cotgr., Exauthorer, to
exauthorize, or vnaulhorize; to dispossesse of, or degrade
from, authoritie.

Unautliorized,///. a, (Un-1 8.)

1596 Warner Alb. Eug: xii. Ixxii. (1612) 300 To armor
vnauthorised should subiects neuer ronne. 159^ Hooker
Ecel, Pol. v. Ixli. § 16 The exercise of vnauthorized iuris-

diction. a 1637 1*. Jonson Wnderw.f Vis. Muses M, Drayton
46 A wild and an unauthoris'd wickedness I 1684 T.
GoDDARo Plato's Demon 14 Any private person, who un-
authoriz'd by our lawful Government, shall publish.. any
arguments or discourse [etc.]. 'ixj6<f\ Gray Metrum
Wks. 1884 I. 325 [To] insert words and syllables, un-
authorized by the oldest manuscripts. 1858 Froude Hist.
Eng. IV. 290 Henry so far listened, .as to forbid the sale of
unauthorized editions. 1885 J. Martineau Types Eth. Tk.
II. II. lit. L § I He was threatened with penalties still un-
repealed for unauthorised theological teaching.

Hence TTnautliorizedly adv.
1854 Grosakt Spenser's Wks. III. 29/2 The spelling and

grammatical forms, etc., of the later date are made to
supplant.. the earlier— unauthorised ly.

Unavai'l, v. [Un-1 14, after unavailing^
trans, and intr. To be of no avail (to) ; to fail.

1866 J. B. Rose tr. OvicCs Met. 23 Aye, all my knowledge
unavails its lord. Ibid. 186 And lest medicaments should
unavail [Medea] Chanted another magic silent spell.

Unavai'lable, a, [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.]

1, Unavailing ; inefficacious ; ineffectual,

1549 CoVERDALE, elc. Erosm. Par. Jas, 31 b, Of like sorte

doubtles shall the profession of faith, whiche consisteth

only in worde and worketh nothyn^e in dede, bee vn-

auayleable, but lyeth .slugging like as it were deade. a 1600

Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. xi. § 2 Their proofs are unavailable

to shew, that Scripture aflTordeth no evidence for the

inequality of Pastors, x6i6 J. Havwakd Sanct. Troub.
Soul I. V. (1620) 86 Where shall I hide?..To go forward it

will bee intolerable, .. to turne aside vnauailable. 1673
Dryden Marr. a la Mode iv. i. Your pity, madam, Is

generous, but 'tis unavailable. 1746 Hkrvey Medit. 81

What can they do in this Day of Visitation?. .To fly, will

be impossible; to justify themselves, impracticable; and
now, to make any Supplications, unavailable. 1777 Potieh
j-Kschylus^ Prom, Chained 12 To complain, or not com-
plain, alike Is unavailable, 1808 Mem, Female Philos, 11.

91 They displayed . . the greatest valour and patriotism, but

they were, alas, wholly unavailable in opposition to a
superior force, 1850 Mebivale Rom. Emp. xiii. {1865) IL
I30 He unburdened his feelings to Atticus in unavailable

lamentations.

2. Not available ; incapable of being used.

1855 Orr's Circ. Set., Inorg. Nat. 202 Storage in reservoirs

..if the river supply is for any reason unavailable. 1888

Brvck Amer. Commiv. iii. Ixx. II. 558 In the event of the

man they chiefly favour proving 'unavailable'.

Unavai'lableuess. (UN-I12.)
Also, in recent use, unavailability.

1548 Gf^tk Pr. Masse E j b, Whych dyde {- deed] as it

is a grounded proufe of falshode so of y' vnauaileablenes of

y* masse. 1599 Sandys Europm Spec. (1605) L 3 b. Doubt-
ing else the vnavaileablenesse of those former inconven-

iences. 1611 W. Sclater Key (1629) 130 Vncertaintie,..

vnprofitablenesse, and vnauaileablenesse eylher to decline

wrath, or procure saluation. 1638 — Scrm. Experimentall
63 The unavailablenesse of all outward benefits, to stead us

in the day of Gods wrath. 1829 K. Bather Serm. II. 564
The utter unavailableness of man's presumed merits.

_ 1870
RusKiN Led. Art v. 123 The impossibility of using it [oil-

colourj with safety..and its unavailableness for note-book
sketches and memoranda.

Unavai'lably, adv. (Un-* i i .) i860 Ruskin Mod.
Paint. V. VI. viit § 5, I know that nearly all in such matters
must be said or shown, unavailably.

Unavailing,///, a. (Un-i io.)

1670 Dryden Cong. Granada iii, i, I.. would your un-

availing Valour call, From aiding those whom Heav'n has
doom'd to fall. 1728 Eliza Heywood tr. Mme. de Gomez's
Belle A. (1732) II. 286 In hope that.. I might bring him to

a just Sense of his Folly, and cure a Passion so unavailing.

1788 Gibbon Decl. ^ P\ 1. V. 216 Their mummies were em-
balmed . . to preserve the ancient mansion of the soul, during
a period of three thousand years, but the attempt is



UNAVAILINGLY.
partial and unavailing. 1843 Bethunb Sc. Firende Sior.
117 The heavy sea which was then runnings rendered their
efforts unavailing. 1891 Farrar Darkiu ^ Dawn Iv, The
inventiveness ofcruelty which Tigellinus and Nero studied ,

.

amid the faint, tm.availing remonstrances of Poppsea.
Hence TTnavai'lin^ly adv.
1810 Lee Odes Pindiir vii. 83 Approaching age serene I

view, Nor unavailingly deplore The time, when I shall be
no more. 1885 Lout Rep. 10 P.D. 99 Every effort was un-
availingly made to avoid the collision.

tXTnava-luable, a. Obs.-^ [Un-1 7 b + obs. K.

avaltur (Cotgr. avalluer) to value.] Inestimable.
1638 Knyvett in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. IV. 211 For not

only the estate went to wrack, hut neglected my education
and breeding, a loss to me unavalleuablc.

trnava(u)nced, obs. ff. Unadvanced.
Unavengeable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1814 Wordsw. Excurs.

'" 375 Wrongs unredressed, or insults unavenged And un-
avengeable.

TTnave'nged, ///. a. Also 6 vnad-. (Un-I 8.)
x4St Caxton Reynard \\. (.Arb.) 6 That shal I neuer hyde

ne suffre it vnauengyd. 1548 Udaix, etc. Erasm. Par. Rev.
xxii. 40 God wyll not suffer any suche thing to be vn-
punysshed nor vnaduenged. i6;k> Milton Hist. Eng. iv,

169 T"hey were by him and his Heathen Neighbours cruelly
butchered : yet not unaveng'd. 1700 [see Unavowed
/*//. a\ x8x6 Scott Oid Mort, xxvii. The sword of liberty
..is in my hand, and I will neither fall meanly nor un-
ayenged._ 1859 Tf-nnvson Afarria^e 0/ Gcraint 1544
Tyrants in their d.iy of power. With life-long injuries burn-
ing unavenged. 1876 [see Unatoned///. a. ij.

Unavenging,///- a. (Un-' 10.) 1827 Campdell Lines
St. Greece vi, To see her unavenging ships Ride fast by
Greece's funeral pile. UnaVenued, a. (Un.' 9.) 1817
PoLl.oK CourseT. IX. ri73 The gulf Of an uiiavenued,. .In-
terminable, dark Futurity. Unaverred,///. a. (Un-'s.)
[1775 Ash.] 1830 Mrs. Browning Sonn. fr. Fortug. xxxi,
with souls that Iremble through Their happy eyelids from
an unaverred Yet prodigal inward joy. Unave'rtable, a.
(Un-' 7 b and 5I).) i8ao Southev in For. Rev. ^ Coiit.

Misc. III. 3 The Moorish historian considers it as an un-
avertablc fatality. 1883 U.S. Ref. Free. Met. 540 The
theory of an unavertable decline of the Australian gold
fields. Unaverted, ftt. a. (Un-' 8.) 1733 Richard-
son GrandisMt (1781) VI. xlii. 264 He stole gently my
handkerchief from my half-hid face ; with it he dried my
unaverted cheek. i8ao Shelley (Ed. Tyr. I. 374 Let not
man or beast Behold their face with unaverted eyes 1 1836
J. H. Newman in Lyra Afost. (1849) 3 Upon Death's un-
averted day As I speed upward. UnaTriaiija. (Un-'t.)
1890 W. H. Hudson Natur. La Plata ii. (1892) 27 Its (the
rhea's] figure and carriage have a quaint majestic grace,
somewhat unavian in character.

TTnavised, -ly, obs. varr. Unadvised, -lt.

tXTnavlsy, a. Obs. rare. [f. Un-I 'j-h-avisy

Advisy fl.] Not well-advised.
c 1430 Prose Life Alex. 13 pe vnavesy lightenesse of5onge

men. c 1415 SI. Mary Oignies in Aiiglia VIII. 138 Soo b.it
hee, vnavisy man,, .leeryd with schame by experiens what
bee schulde doo.

Ii Una voce (y«'n«' v^u-ss). [L. una abl. sing,
fenv of untis one + voce, abl. sing, of vox voice.]
With one voice ; unanimously.
1567 Harman Caveat vi. 14 And, vna voce all sayde that

no such man dwelte in their streate. 1619 Bacon Lett.
* Rem. (1734) 100 Unto which, .all the Lords and the rest
uni voce assented, a 1708 T. Ward Eng. Reform. I. (1710)
113 The Congregation hearing this, Cry'd, Vni voce. So it

is. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 194 We
concluded, una Voce, to leave all Things in the same Con-
dition. 1834 Dickens Sk. ISoz, Mrs. f. Porter, ' It's sure
to do.' ' Sure I sure !

' cried all the performers nnA voce,

UnaToi'dable, a. [Un- l
7 b and 5 b.]

1. Not avoidable ; that cannot be avoided or
escaped ; inevitable.

1S77 tr. Butiinger's Decades (1592) 511 If..meere and vn-
auoidable violence is offered to a godlie man. 1600 E.
Blount tr. Conestaggio 241 Bceing an vnauoyd.able passage
for the ships that come from the Indies, a 1688 Cudworth
Immut. Mor. (t73i) 1 1 The necessary and unavoidable Con-
sequences of this Opinion. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let.
toCtess Mar 10 Mar., Surprise at her beauty and manner..
IS unavoidable at the first sight. 1783 Miss Burnev Cecilia
v. xiii. The change of habitation that now seemed unavoid-
able. 1836 F. Reynolds Life 4- Times II. 406 Within,and
without, the walls of his theatre, he has a host of unavoid-
able enemies. 1883 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay i. You may
be sure the delay was unavoidable or I should not have kept
you waiting.

2. Law. Not liable to be voided.
1638 Coke On Litt. 2 b. But if the man of non sane

memory recouer his memory, and agree vnto it, it is vn-
auoydable.

Hence UnaToidableness.
Also, in recent use, nnavoidability.
1S99 Sandys Europx Sfec. (1632) 115 The unavoidable-

nesse of those former inconveniences. 1653 Gataker
Vlnd. Annot. Jer. 103 The unavoidablenes of ihe Evils by
these signs portended, a 1688 W. Clacett 17 Serm. (1699)
J06 The unavoidablcness of heresies in the church. 1894C«rr.,///„/. (Buffalo N.Y.) IV. 900 Francis Joseph, cot-
vinced of the uiuvoldabUness of the proposed reforms, sup-
ported his ministers steadfastly.

^?^°j**''^y' '^'"- (Un-1 1 1 and s b.) •

«,^j!!?,w: f n "'*u
'?'"'''"' ^'-^^ ""^ 86 Then it vn-

f, *« Tk*^
followeth, that [etc.]. 1695 Ld. Preston Boelh.

II. 60 Ihey whom they have left must unavoidably submit
to Poverty. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 256 Natural evils will
Kimetimes unavoidably ensue. 1798 Coxe Waltole I. 727nie time unavoidably to be taken up in drawing orders at
the exchequer. 1837 Jarman Powell's Devises II. 177
Uilferent minds will almost unavoidably form different
opinions. i8«i Mill Repr. Govt. (1865) 4/1 There have
been states of society in which even a monarchy, .unavoid-
ably bioKc up into petty pcindpalities.

54

TTnavorded, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not avoided or escaped,

1565 GoLDiNG Ovid's Met. n. 24 b, Phebus. . by and by with
deadly stripe of unauoyded blow strake through the breast,

1596 Dravton Legends iv. 670 O powerfull Doome of un«
avoyded Fate. 1616 Ii, Jonson EMgr. i. xciv, Yet, Satires,

since the most of mankind bee Their vn-auoided subject,

fewest see. 1642 H. More Song Soul w. xix, The silent

Preachers thoughts, .will.. Find each man out, and in a
moment hit With unavoyded force. 184a Is. Williams
liaptistery i. ix. (1874) 109 Every night He sends his image,
wraps us in his cove Of unavoided sleep.

f 2. a. Unavoidable ; inevitable. Obs.

1591 Shaks. I Hen. VI, iv, v. 8 A terrible and vnauoyded
(langer. 1594 — Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 218 All vnauoyded is the
doome of Destiny.

+ b. Unexceptionable ; irrefutable. Obs."-^

1617 MiDDLETON J'^air Quarrel v. i. Mine accusation shall

haue firme cuidence. I will produce an unauotded wltnes.
Unavonchable, a, (Un-' j.) 1650 Fuller Fisgah in.

xii. 403 What ever politick palliations may be pleaded for

the contrary, such sacrilid<;e was unavouchable in it self.

Ibid. V. iii. 149 An opinion , , unavouchable by any strong
arguments. Unavou'Ched, ppi. a. (Un-- 8.) i6a8
Gaule Pract. The. (1629) 182 They lash out the largest
pennyworths, whose Ware is either vnknowne, or vii-

auouched. Unavowable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) [1775 Ash. J

i8oa Bentham Panopt. Corr. Wks. 1843 XI. 140 Any such
clandestine and dishonourable, and unavowable and un-
avowed assurance. 1892 Times 26 Apr. 9/3 Gladslonian
adhesion to crazy and unavowable schemes.

Unavowed, ppL a, (Un-^ 8.)

[177s AsH.l 1790 BuKKE Fr. Rev. 124 If the French king
..has in his own person.. really deserved these unavowed,
but unavenged, murderousattempts. xZ^oX^YivHr Aittohiog.
xii. 11.94 Coleridge, .lamented that an endeavour unavowed
had been made to catch his tone. 1876 Gladstone in Con-
tetup. Rev, June 5 Votaries who are scattered and Isolated j

or whose creed is unavowed.
Hence Unavowedly adv.
1861 yiKinv. Attc. LwivW, (1866) 31 The moment the judg-

ment has been rendered and reported, we slide uncon-
sciously or unavowedly into.. a new train of thought.

tUna^ait, error for in (or on\ await : see Await
sb. lb.
145a Paston Lett, I. 238 Item, iij. of the Seid felechep lay

unawayte upon Emond IJrome,..and tokehym presoner.
Unawakable, a, (Un-' 7 b.) 1691 E. Taylor Beh-

men's Theos. Philos. 348 In the Eternal Nature lyeth the
Turba, though unawakable.

Unawa-ked,///. a. [U\-i 8.] = next.
1647 Hexham i, Vnawaked, ongeiveckt. 17JX Young

Revenge iv. i, How soft the breast, on which I laid my
peace For years to slumber, unawak'd by care ! 1742 —
Nt. Th. 11. 618 Strange I the theme. -shou'd sleep unsung !

And yet it sleeps, by genius unawak'd.

Unawakened, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)
1705 Atterbukv Serm. Luke Jtn'i. 31 (1726) II. 57 Every

day the Impression loses somewhat of its Force,. .till at
length it comes .. to operate .. faintly upon careless un-
awaken'd Minds. 1761 Wesley Jrnl. 39 July (1S27) III.
103 A harmless, unawakened.. woman came to one of the
meetings for prayer. 1819 Shelley Ode West lVind68 Be
through my lips to unawakened earth The trumpet of a
prophecy ! iSSoW.h.CoLuns Lucl- o/Lad_}'smede {1S62) 1

.

275 The eyes.. in whose soft depths a mighty unawakened
love had seemed always sleeping. 18^ Fd/tc. Rev. I>cc.

472 The dull and unawakened have their rights.

Hence Uuawakeuedness.
1879 Meredith Egoist x, Chewing the cud in the happy

pastures of unawakened ness.

Unawakening, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) X846 Worcester
(citing Foster). 1866 M. Arnold Thyrsis xvii, There
thine earth-forgetting eyelids keep The morningless and
unawakening sleep. Unawaking, ppl. a. (Un.' 10.)

1863 [H. W. Wheelwright] Spring Lapi. 131, I should.,
gradually pass off into an unawaking slumber. Un-
awaTded, ppl. a, (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1897 Outing
XXX. 346/1 The cup ofrered..to the member who should
ride upon the road the greatest number of days.. is un-
awarded after a whole year having elapsed.

TTnaware (^nawea'j), adv, and a. [Un-1 lib
and 7 : cf. Uniwaee and Unwaue.]
A. adv. 1. = Unawares adv, 1 a.

1593 Shaks. Ven. «5- Ad. 823 .A,s one that unaware Hath
dropp'd a precious jewel in the flood. 1667 Milton P. L.
II. 156 VVill he, so wise, let loose at once his ire, Belike
through impotence, or unaware. 1700 Dkyden Pal. fy Arc.
II. 18 To his Keeper this [beverage] he brought, Whoswal-
low'd unaware the sleepy Draught, a 1800 Cowper Odyss.
(ed. 2) XIX. 634 She pours her echoing voice,. .Deploring
Itylus, whom she destroy'd (Her son by royal Zethus) un-
aware. i86a Mrs. Browning False Step ii, Thou only hast
stepped unaware,—Malice, not one can impute.

2. = Unawares adv, 2,

1667 Milton P.L. ih. 547 Some high-climbing Hill, Which
to his eye discovers unaware The goodly prospect. 1700
Drvdkn Pal. \ Arc. i. 258 A Glance of some new Goddess
gave the Wound, Whom, like Acteon, unaware I found.
1818 Keats Endym. iv. 879 Long have I sought for rest,

and, unaware, Behold I find it 1 1885-9^ R. Bridges Eros
<5- /'yc/w Apr. xxviii, A Zephyr.. gathering round her un-
ware FillM with his breath her vesture and her veil.

3. In phr. at unaware : cf. Unawares aiiv. 4.
1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Hcautont. iv. i, Thou doest

all things at unaware and unadvisedly. 1644 T. Cksv. Serm..,
Quarrel of the Covenant 6 Floods of wrath and vengeance
might break in upon them at unaware. 1700 Drvden Pal.
9r Arc. I. 492 A Serpent shoots his Sting at unaware. 1855
Browning An Epistle i<^t So we met In this old sleepy
town at unaware, The man and I. x866 (^hr. Rosetti
Prince's Progr,, etc. 20 At unaware They met eye to eye.

B. adj. 1. Not aware; not cognizant; ignorant.
Const, ofy or with clause.

1704 Swift T. Tub i, I am not unaware how the Pioduc*

UNAWARES.
tlons of the Grub-street Brotherhood have.. fallen under
iiiany_ Prejudices. 1809-10 Colehidce Friend (1865) 121
Of this important fact Rousseau was by no means unaware.
x866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. iii. (1878) 34 He
spoke in tlie most matter-of-fact tone, unaware of anything
poetic in what he said.

2. Reckless ; lacking caution ; unwary.
18x7 Shelley Rev. Islam vl xv, I lost all sense or care,

And like the rest I grew desperate and unaware.
Hence fUnawa'red a, \ Uuawa'redly adv.

;

Unawa'rexiess.
x6sa Sparkb Prim. Devot. (1663) 114 A barbarous sur-

prise of unawared sufferers, affording them neither oppor-
tunity of defence or preparation. 1847 L. Hunt Men^
^K(7///<?«<y/>.I.ix. 145 He stood holding the door open,., in the
blandest tones of unawareness saying— ' Ah, dear me— I'm
very—I beg pardon '. 1895 W. Sharp in Li/exv. (1910) 244
It is unawarediy that she whispers to me.

XJnawa'res C27nawe»*jz), adv. Also 6 un-
awarres, 7 unawars. [f. as prec. + -s. Cf,

Uniwares, Unwabes advs-l

1. a. Without being aware ; unconsciously ; in-

advertently; unintentionally. Cf. UNAWAREtff/v. i,

1535 Covekdale yosk. XX. 5 They shall not delyuer the
deedslayer in to his handes, for so moch as he hath slayne
his neghboure ynawarres. 1585 'W Washington tr. Nicho'
lay's Voy. 11. vi. 35 b, If any drinke of it vnawares. 1641

J. Jackson True Eyang. T. i. 70 Lactantius was slipt un-
awares into this opinion, and S. lerome doth.. animadvert
him for it.

169J)
R. L'Estrange Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 276

Money might lie upon the Ground, and they tread upon it

unawares. 17*6 Berkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 139, 1 have
unawares run into this long account. 1787 Bentham DeJ.
Usury xiii. 184 So great a master having fallen unawares
into an error. 1832 Ht. Martineau Weal ^ Woe ix. 133, I

might have spoken unawares, with authority, 1865 Kings-
lev Heroes 11. ii, I will tell you, lest you rush upon your
ruin unawares.

b. Without being noticed ; unobserved.
x66^ Drvden & Davenant Tempest in. ii, I fear'd the

pleasing form of this young man Might unawares possess
your tender breast. 1690 Locke IIuvi. Und. in. i. § 5 By
which we may give some kind of guess, . . how Nature, even
in the naming of Things, unawares suggested to Men the
Originals and Principles of all their Knowledg. 17x8 Prick
Solomon Pref. T 8 Age steals upon Us unawares. 1796
Mmk. D'Arblay Camilla V. 531 [In] confidence unlimited
..hours might have passed, unnumbered and unawares,
2. Without intimation or warning (given or

received) ; unexpectedly, suddenly.
XS35 CovERDALE Ps. xxxiv. 8 Let a sodane destruccion

come vpon him vnawarres. X584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr.
II. ii. (1886) 16 Witches must be examined as suddenlie, and
as unawares as is possible. 1657 Trapp Comm. Job \. 19
No guest Cometh unawares to him who keeps a constant
table. X667 Milton A'./.. II. 932 He., meets A vast vacuitie:
all unawares Fluttring his pennons vain plumb down he
drops. X7ia Steele Sped. No. 504 P i Commend me also
to those who,. do not give up their Pretensions to Mirth.
These can slap you on the Back unawares. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camilla II. 353 He had just surprised her in
tears, by coming upon her unawares. x8ia Byron Ch.IIar.
II. Ixxi, He that unawares had there ygazed With gaping
wonderment had stared aghast. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Cong, viL(i877) II. 63 The King, accompanied by the three
great Earls, came unawares upon the Lady.

b. In the phr. to take (or catch') , . unawares.
X593 Shaks. 3 Hen, VI, iv. viii. 63 Away betimes, before

liis forces ioyne, And take the great-growne 'J'raytor vn-
awares. 1791 Burns Tarn O'Shanier 86 Glowring round
wi' prudent cares, Lest bogles catch him unawares. 1849
Lytton Caxtons i. iii. He seemed incapable of acting for

himself; he,. .if taken unawares, was pretty sure to be the
dupe, 1865 KiNGSLEY Herew. li, The famous soubriquet of
' Wake

' ; the Watcher, whom no man ever took unawares.

3. In quasi-adj. use : f a. Ignorant, not aware,
^something. Obs,~^ (Cf. Unaware a. i.)

1548 CovERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Acls ^fih. But thou,
in persecucion of my disciples,.. doest persecute me also,

vnawares thereof. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 86 b, He, as
they are vnawari.'s of him, sodainely snatcheth vp with his
Pawes certaine of them.

b. Unknown, unperceived, unrealized. Const,
to or + ^(oneself or another).
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 94 b, Neyther is it

vnawares to me that ye shall not fully vnderstande these
thynges whiche I nowe speake. 1584 Leycesicrs Commonw.
(1641) 36 They sent on day (unawares to her) for Doctor
Bayly, and desired him to perswade her to take some little

potion at his hands. 1635 J. Hayward tr. BiomiPs
Banish'd Virg, J40, I submissively kneeling down, and
kissing his [hand] unawares of him. X643 E. Svmmons
Loyal Subjects Beliefj^ It is not wisdome for any man . . to
trust himself in a suspicious path, lest unawares to himselfe
and them, he be on the sudden in mcdiis mails. X748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. 70 Unawares to myself, I

had moved onward. 1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago I. 144
She found.. that she watched, almost unawares to herself,

for his passing. 1874 S. Wilberforce Ess. II. 15 The very
features of men . . assume, unawares to themselves, something
of unnatural severity.

4. In phr. at unawares : a. — sense 3,

1564 Haward Eutropius iii. 31 Anniball assaultinge Eneus
Fulvius at unawares beinge then in Italye slue him. XS93
Shaks, 3 Hen, VI, iv. iv. 9 He is taken prisoner, Either
betrayd by falshood of his (juard, Or by his Foe surpriz'd
at vnawares. 162a R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 90 We
used all our best endevours to take them at unawares, yet
comming within fortie paces, we were discovered, a t66y
Cowley Ess. in Verse ^ Pr., Avarice, He.. Must run the
danger.. of the rapid stream it self which may At unawares
bear him perhaps away. X737 Whistom Josephus, Antiq^
II. X. §2 Serpents. .some of which. .fly in the air, and so
come upon men at unawares, a 1774 Goljdsm. Hist. Greece
II. 225 Darius fearing he should be attacked at unawares,. .

-

obliged his soldiers to continue the whole night under arms.



UNAWABNIST.
x8» Scott Halidon Hill i. il. 167 You might slay him At
unawares before he saw your blade drawn. 1868 Nettle-
ship £«. Brmvning i. 40 It is like coming to the edge of a
precipice at unawares.

b. = sense i a and i b.

1596 Danett tr. Covtines {1614) itg The King feared
especially . .least some word should escape him at vnawarcs.
X613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 570 A Roman, at vn-
awares hauing killed a Cat, could not.. be detained from
their butcherly furie. 1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 213 It
stole into the world.. un^ensibly and at unawares. 1853
Miss Yonge Heir 0/ Redelyffe xv, All this was told at un-
awares, drawn forth by different questions and remarks,
till Guy inquired how much * it would take to give them a
start ?

' 1870 Chr. Rossetti Poems (1904) 65 When friend
shall no more envy friend Nor vex his friend at unawares.

+ XTnawa-miBt,///. a. Sc. Obs. [Un-1 8 : cf.

Unwarnist.] Unannounced. So ttTnawaTnistly
adv.f without warning. Obs,

1533 Bellenden ^i\y "- *• (S.T.S.) I- 165 Brokin of J>are
purpois be vnawamjst cummyng of romane legiouns.
Ibid. IV. xii. II. 89 This 1. posthvmeus-.Invadit t>e Inemyis
vnawarnistlie.

Unawed, ///. a, [Un- i 8.] Not awed or
awestmck. Also const, by.

1693 Drvden Ovifs Met. i. 1 16 Unforc'd by Punishment,
un-aw'd by fear, His words were simple, and his Soul
sincere, 1748 Pope Dunciad iii. 223 Persist, by all divine
in Man unaw'd. xnf&-']\ Tucker Li. Nat. (1834) I. (^,
I have proceeded all along with an unawed freedom, doing
my utmost to cast all prejudices aside, 1807 Byron Episode
o/Nisus 95 With anxious tremors, yet unawed by fear, The
faithful pair before the throne appear. 1867 H. Macmillan
Bible Teach. 73 The pine, .standing lonely and unawed..
in the midst of fearful horizons ofsnow-mountain and glacier.

Unaw-fnl, a, [Un- i
7.]

+ L Not inspired or tinged with awe. Obs»
1627 Wrkn Serm, be/. King 17 Feb. 33 All negligent and

perfunctorie performance of our Religion, all slight and un-
awful Expressions in it, as in Gods presence, are the foulest
Scorn and Abasement that may be. 1656 jeanes Fuln.
Christ 70 Men come with as unprepared, unrcverent, un-
awfull, and undevout thoughts and affections to a sermon,
as to a play.

2. Not inspiring or causing awe.
1799 H. T. CoLEBHOOKE in Life (1873) 42a In the valleys

the gloomy confined view is not unawful. 18x6 Milman
Anne Boleyn iii. 50, I go.. where wild men howl around
Their blood stain'd altars—to uplift th' unknown, Unawful
Crucifix.

t Unawned, ///. a. Obs, (SeeUN-13.)
Unawned, a. [Un-1 9.] Awnless.
i8»i W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 105 Anthers

linear, unawned.

Una'zotized, ///. a. [Un-18.] Not deprived
of oxygen.
1838 Lancet 29 Mar. 940/1 Unazotised food increased the

symptoms. i86i Bentley ^a«. ^o/, 726 The various azot-
iied and unazotizcd compounds which are concerned in the
development of new tissues
Un-backboarded, a. (Un-' 9.) 1858 Mrs. Cork Heck-

ington xvi, God be praised I there is still one good, natural,
honest, un.hackboarded girl left in the world.

Unbacked, n. [Un-i 8.]

1. Of horses: Unmounted; untrained.
159a Shaks. Ven. ^ Ad. 320 The vnbackt breeder full of

fears, Icalous of catching, swiftly doth forsake him. 1613
W. Bkowne Brit. Past. i. v. 98 A stubborne Nagge of
Galloway; Or vnback*d lennet, or a Flanders Mare. 1656
Stanlky Hist. PkiLys. iv. (1687) 1 ^6/2 Being demanded how
the Learned differ from the unlearned, he answered, as
Horses unback'd from such as are well manag'd. 1753
Hogarth ^«a/. Beauty xv'i'u 223 A fine Arabian war-horse,
unbacked, and at liberty, and in a wanton trot. 1767 Gemr-
ous Attachtnent II. 66 My Louisa's lon§ unbacked mare.,
frisked like a fawn across the neighbouring meadow.
2. Not backed or supported ; not endorsed,
i6m Daniel Civ. Wars ni. Ixxix, He. .will not avouch

thy fact, But let the weight of thine owne infamie Fall on
thee, vnsupported, and vnbackt. 164a H. More Son^ of
Soul To Rdr., Nor is reason unback'd with better principles
malhematically satisfiable in matters of this kind. 1658
Earl Monm. tr. Parutas Wars Cyprus 34 Most . . were new
men, and unexperienced, especially ficing unback'd by
Horse. 1846 Mrs. Gorb En^. Char. (1852) 115 A sucking
Dolitician unbacked by parliamentary interest. 1854 H.
Miller Sch. ^ Schm. (1858) 548 They were in danger of
being put down, unbacked by the popular support which in
such a cause they deserved. X89S Daily Ne^us 25 May 2/3
An arrangement which gives only an unbacked promise of
half interest.

b. Not backed by betting.
• 1881 Times 22 Oct. 10/2 This year he took part in the
race for the Great Yarmouth Handicap, ..but he was un-
backed and unplaced.

3. Not furnished with a back or backing.
1861 Dailv Tel. 19 Aug., The target fired at was an un-

backed slab of wrought iron. 1895 Funk's Stand Diet.,
Unbacked, having no back, as a stooL

t Unbad, obs. variant of Unbid ppi. a.
1641 H. More Song 0/ Soul 11. ii, Men ybrought Into

some spacious room, who when they've had A turn or two,
go nut, although unbad.
Unbadged,///, rt. (Un.' a) 187s Browning /^Wf/ry*A.

Afiol. 195 No unbadged buffoon is licensed here To shame
us all. Unba ffleable. a. (Un-';.) xSap Examiner
642 txtraordinary penetration and unbaflleable acutencss.

Unbaffled, ///. a. (Un-is.)
X795.S0UTHEY yoan ofArc 1.251 * Maiden, thou hast done

Thy mission here,' the unbaffled fiend replied. 1829 Lvtton
Disowned \\, The first glow and life ofyouth,, .unbaffled in a
single hope. 1855 Browning Old Pict. Florence xxxvi,
Inat morning the scaffold Is broken away, and the long-
pent fire.. unbaffled Springs from its sleep,

55

Unba-g, z'. [Ux-li 5.] Irans. To take or let

out of a bag.
i6n Florio, Dissaccare, toemptieout ofa sacke, to vnbag.

1854 De Quincey War Wks. 1862 IV, 279 To carry the
knaves like foxes in a bag to the English border and there
unbag them. 1860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Floss 111. iii, Mrs.
Tulliver, with a confused impression that it was a great
occasion, like a funeral, unbag^ed the bell-rope tassels, and
unpinned the curtains. 1884 Pall Mall G. 5 Mar. 3/2 A
crowd of spectators assembled to see the fox unbagged.

Unbai'labley f7. [Un-I 7 b.] a. Not entitled

to be released on bail. b. Not admitting of bail.

16*7 in Birch Crt. ^ Times Ckas, I (1848) I. 295 If the
cause be unexpressed, he shall be unbailable, a 1718 Penn
Life Wks. 1726 I. 228 We are. .then thrown into a noisom
Gaol, and there we must lie unbailable. 1861 W. S. Perrv
liist. Ck. Eng. I. iv, 185 The unbailable imprisonment which
lighted upon those who declined it. 1884 Imp. Diet, s. v.,

The offence is unbailable.

Unbai'Xly a. Now only dial. Also 4-5 vn-
bayn(e, -bein, 5 -beyne, 9 dial, unbane. [f.

Un-1 7 + Bain a., or ad. ON. Hbeinn not straight,

crooked (Norw. itbein crooked, awkward).]
+ 1. Not ready or willing ; disobedient. Obs,
axyjo Cursor M. 17735 He sal find mani hern vnbain.

For mani sal him sai again, c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse)
16^9 If ony be so vnbayne In word or werk to groch ogayn,
. , With penance sal scho be chastid. c 1460 Tozvneley Myst,
xxiv. 356 Thou shall forthynk it, in fayth % Fy, what thou
art fre I vnbychid, vnbayn ! 7<zi5oo Chester PL n. 338
Thus shalt thou lyve, . .for thou hast bene to me vnbeyne.

t b. Unfriendly, disagreeable. Obs,
atjooProv. HendifiginAnglialY. i86Drawe Jjinehonde

sone ajein, 5efman doth |>e ouht unbein, ]>ar |)ine herte is

ilende.

1 2. Slow, inactive. Obs,—^
ax4^ Harding Chron, LXiir. xii. So was he kyng of

Brytain then again, And sone then after, he fell in age vnbain,

3. dial. Inconvenient, awkward.
1828 Craven Gloss., Unbane, inconvenient, distant. 1863

Mrs. Toogood Spec, Yorksh, Dial. (MS.), I ought to have
a fork ; the Kpade is very unbane for the work. 1899 Leeds
Merc. Suppl, 5 Aug. (E.D.D.), T* doors b as unbane as
can be.

Unbai*t, v. (Un-* 4.) 1598 Flobio, Disinuescare, to
vnsnare, to vnbaite. 1844 P. Parley's Ann, V. 231 As to
cheese, I'll unbait all the mousetraps for you ; but you shall
not eat dry bread.

Unbai'ted,///. a, [Un-i 8.]

1, Not baited or worried by dogs.
ifi.. J. Balnavis 'C> Gallandis all* 86 (Bann. MS),

Ouer oft to hound in vnkowth ground, Thow ma tak vp
vnbaittit. 167a in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec, (1883) I. 341
a bull unbaited.

2. Not famished with bait.

_ x88o Carnegie /'r^jc/. Trapping 61 A sure way of catch-
ing this destructive little animal., is to cut a groove in some
of the posts or g.Tte posts, in which set an unbaited steel
trap.^ 190S Macm. Mag, Dec 90 Two rods dangled an
unbailed hook and a bedraggled fly in the water.
Unbaizedfl. (Un-' g.) 1853 C. Bronte Villette xxviii,

It slid down the polished slope of the varnished and un-
Laized desk.

Unba'ked (»nb^kt), ///. a. Also 6 unbackto.
[Un-1 8. Cf. Sw. obakad. Da. ubagt.'\

1. Of tiles, brick, etc. : Not baked in a kiln ; not
exposed to heat.

1563 HyLi- Art Garden. (1574) 33 Y« water, in which the
vnbaked Tile hath bene soked, poured vpon their holes,
doth destroy them. 15^ Lancham Card. Health (1633)
191 The stones burned in an vnbaked pot., and the ashes
burnt wil scrue for Spodium. 1598 Flokio, Mattoni crudi^
vnbaked brickes, white bricks, x-j^ Phil. yVa/w. LXXVII.
291 This handle consists of turned unbaked mahogany.
"853 J. Lang Wetherbys 171 Badly-built walls, which had
been made of unbaked bricks to save expense t 1869 Tozer
Highl. Turkey I. 375 Miserable hovels of unbaked brick.

2. Of bread, etc. : Not prepared by baking.

»S77 tr* Bullinger^s Decades (1592) 370 There was offered
. .cleane meale vnbaked. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. cxvi. 310
Maynardus-.putteth it into the midle of an vnbackte loafe,

so letting it bake vntil the bread be wel backte. 1611
Florio, Incotto, vnsodden, vnbaked, vnrosted, vnboyled.
1737 Bailey (vol. II), Dough,. .the Mass of Bread unbaked.
1769 Cook. l^oy. round World i. xvii. (1773) 202 A quart of
the pounded bread-fruit, which is as substantial as the
thickest unbaked custard.

3. Ji^. Left in an unfinished or immature state.

1601 SiiAKS. Airs Welltv. V. 3 All the vnbak'd and dowy
youth of a nation, a i6as Fletcher Elder Brother n. u,

A little unbak'd Poetry, such as the Dablers of our time
contrive. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr, 11. vi. (1636) 40 Their
Masse was then unmoulded, Transubstantiation unbaked.

fXrnba-ken, ;>//.«. Obs.-^ [Un-1 8 b. Cf.

MDu. ongehacken (Dii. 'bakken)^ OHG. ungi-
pachan (MHG. ungebachen, G. 'backen)!\ = prec. i,

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 46 Ane of the tabilis vas of baikyn
stane, and the tothir tabil of onbaykyn stane.

Unba'lance, sb. (Un-' t2.) 1887 Alienist 9f Neurol.
Oct. 524 The paralyzing influence.. arising from congenital
deficiency and unbalance. 1895 Strand Mag. Oct. 383/1
His mind was still in a terrible state of unbalance,

trnbalance, v. [Un-2 3.]

fl. trans. = UNBALLAST V, I. Obs.-'^ (Cf.

Balance v. 17.)

1^86 B. YoMHGGuazzd's Civ. Conv, iv. 103b, He. .without
anie more wordes unballanced [It. votli\ the ship.

2. To throw (a person or thing) off the balance.

1856 RtfSKiN Mod. Paint. III. IV. xii. § 10 His ways are

stedfast; it is not this or that new sight which will at once
unbalance him. 189a Pall Mall G. 21 Jan. 3/2 Alcohol.,
disturbs and unbalances the nervous system.

UNBALLASTED.
Hence Unba'lanclng vbL sb»

1889 Pop. Sci. Monthly July 368 A further unbalancing of
the relations between the railroad companies and the public.

Unba'lanceably, arfv. (Un-' it.) i66x Feltham Re-
solves, etc. 392 Albeit his loss without Gods mercy was
unballanceably irrecoverable.

Unbalanced,///, a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not balanced or equably poised : a. Of the
mind, judgement, etc. , or persons in respect of these,
1650 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. (ed. 2) 388 Wherein yet I cannot

much blame an unballanced judgement, whiles I find the
Septuagint contrary to themselves. 1737 Pope Hor. Epist.
1. vi. 25 Thus^ good or bad, to one extreme betray Th*
unbalanc'd Mind, and snatch the Man away. i88> J.Parker Apost. Life I.^ 62 We know what he has been up
to this time, ardent, impulsive, unbalanced, enthusiastic,
cowardly. 1886 A. Wkik Hist. Basis Mod. Europe (1889)
III Interference with the old order was so far-reaching,
that the minds of all were quite unbalanced.

b. Of material things.

xjrsa Pope Ess. Man i. 251 Let Earth unbalanc'd from her
orbit fly. 1784 Cowper Task v. 40 No needless care. Lest
storms should overset the leaning pile Deciduous, or its

own unbalanc'd weight. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 192/1, I

was several times unbalanced, and on the very point of
being hurled backward into the gulf. 1901 Fcildens Mag,
IV. 442/2 A running test of 16 hrs. with an average un-
balanced load of 3,000 lbs.

C. Jig, or iransf, in various senses.

17x1 Blackmobe Crra/iVw in. 487 Then would unbalanc'd
heat licentious reign. 1818 Byron Ch, Har, iv. cxxxii,
Thou, who never yet of human wrong Left the unbalanced
scale. 1855 Bain Senses ^ hit, 11. ii. § 9 'Ihe variegated
aspects of the fields and gardens, .have more beauty than
the unbalanced verdure of the leaf, 1879 R. K. Douglas
Confucianism iii. 91 He hated those who possess valour
unbalanced by the observance of propriety. xZ^Alibutt's
Sysi. Med. VIII. 333 Deviation lakes place in the opposite
direction through the unbalanced action of the healthy
muscles on the unparalysed side.

2. Of an account : (see Balance z*. 14).
i8a8-3aWebster, Unbalanced, . . not brought to an equality

of debt and credit. 1902 Daily Chron. 25 Nov. 6/2 Com-
plicated, confused, and unbalanced accounts.

XSnhalefV. [Un-2 5.] /•?-a«j. To undo (goods)
from a bale or bales. Hence TJnba'Ied///. a,

175a Phil. Trans. XLVII. 516 There should be found
very honest men.. who will take the trouble of seeing all

the good unbaled, and every particular parcel exposed to
the air, 1879 T. H. S. Escott England I. 221 The unbaled
cotton., passes through a series of machines.

Unba-lked, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1888 Talmage in Foice
(N.V.) 10 May, That passion of jealousy, livid, hungry,
unbalked, rages on.

ITnba-11, v. [Un-2 5 ; cf. Unbale v.] trans.

To unpack.
a 1694 Sir A. Balfour Lett.iijoo) 96 You must . . then cause

unball them at the Custom-house, and set your Mark upon
them.

tUnba'Uassed, ppl. a, Obs, Also 7 vn-
ballac't, -aced. [Un-1 8.] = Unballasted.
1606 Bp. Hall Heatien upon Earth § 25. 185 A light, vn-

ballaced vessell, that rises and falls with euery wave. 1621
G. Sandvs Ovid5 Met. 11. (1626) 25 As vnballac't ships are
rockt and tost With tumbling Waues. 1694 Addison Ovid's
Met, H. Wks. 1721 I, 157 As at sea th' unhallassed vessel

rides Cast to and fro.

t TJnba'llast, ppl. a. Obs. [var. of prcc. Cf.

Du. ofigeballast.'] = Unballasted.
1622 T, Scott Belg, Pismire Pref., I have.. saved much I

might have lost, had I ventured any thing in so light,

weake, and vnbalast a bottom. 1655 GurnaLl Chr. in Arm.
I. 275 The opinion of others, whose breath of applause
possibly was a means to over-set thy unballast spirit. 1659
W.Chamderlavne Pharonnida 11. 103 The vexed prince,.,
to entertain Them now with strength unballast, calls in haste
His late neglected Council.

Unba-llast, z*. [Un-2 4. CtVtu. onlbailasten,']

L Naut, To clear (a ship) of ballast. Also
tTnba'naating vbl, sb,

a 1684 Lf.ichton Com. Pet. v. 6 (1849) ^I- 4^0 It is neces-
sary time and pains that Is given to the unballasting of a
ship. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), To unbalasi, to
discharge the ballast of a ship. [Hence in later diets.]

//'£(i^. (French Terms), [The] Vl/rt/Zr^ (/^ ^wa/, , is besides to
appoint the proper places for ballasting and unballasting
vessels.

2. fig. To render unsteady.
xS^ Blackiv. Mag. XXXIX. 466 This pleasure.. more

completely unballasts the mind than any other.

Unballasted, /»//. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Of vessels : Not ballasted or rendered steady

by ballast.

1657 F. CocKiN Div. Blossomes 22 And such a heart, like

an unballast'd Ship, Is turned o'r with eVy breath of wind.

1678 CuDWORTii Intell. Sysi. i. iv. §31, 472 These have cut
oft the most excellent Fulcrum of the Soul,.. by means
whereof, like unballasted ships, they are tossed up and
down perpetually. 1829 I. 'Iaylor Enthus. ii. 41 Yester-

day the unballasted vessel was seen hanging out all the
gaiety of its colours. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 334/1
No better demonstration of^ the superiority of the light-

draught and unballasted sailboat over the deep, heavy one
has been given.

b. fig. Not steadied or kept in order by serious

or solid qualities.

1644 Milton ^^MiT. 2 To be tost and turmoild with their

unballasted wits in fathomles and unquiet deeps of con-
troversie. x6^o C. Gataker in Gataker^s Antid.Errour
Ep. Ded. A iij, The shame and misery will light heavie at
last upon these unballasted mindes. 1697 Collier Ess,
Mor. Subj. I. (1703) 182 An unexperienced unballasted



UNBANDAGE.
Divine most be an improper missionary. 1701 — AT.

Aurel., U/e p. xxi\; Lucius Vcrus had none of these good
Qualities J his Inclinations were eager, unballasted, and
lewd. 1796 Charlotte Smith Marchmont III. 144 The
unbdiasted head of I.inda .. was quite overset. 1809

SouTHEV Lttt. (J856) II. 151 ISoth these men are such

unballasted politicians, that the public mind could not be

worse guided. 1870 Lowell .SVi/rfr Whid. 179 PercivaL.

offers an example.. of the poetic temperament unballasted

with those less obvious qualities, which make the iioetic

faculty,

2. Ofa railway line : Not filled in with ballast.

1887 M. Roberts Western Aitrnus x>\, I could not step

in between, for the line was unballasted. 1891 Cycli'ig

21 Feb. 75 Riding over the 'sleepers' on an unballasted

railroad would be preferable.

Unbaildage, zf. [UN-24.] trans. To remove

the bandage from. Also ahsol.

1840 Marrvat Poor Jack xliii. The hospital mates un-

bandaged Spicer's leg. 1857 R. Tomes Ainer.in Japati

viiL iSt Dr. P.Trker prevailed upon a girl of thirteen, who

was « patient in the hospit.al, to uiibandage in the presence

of her mother. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 8 Sept. 3/2 Mr. L. (the

oculist . .) unbandaged the weak eye for a few moments.

Unba-nded, ppl- a- [Un- 1 8.] Not furnished

with a b.tnd or bands. Also fig.

IS70 ir,V/j * Inv. N. Co, (Surtees, 1835) 329 It[elrn I do

Bjueand bequiethe vntomy doughto' margreatt dychbourne

a brass pan vnb.inded. iSooShaks.^.I'./-. in. h. 397 Your

hose should !« vngarter'd, your bonnet vnbanded, your

sleeue vnbutton'd. 1608 Merry Dci'il Kdmonton v. I. 85

Did not this good knight. .Confesse with you,.. To deale

with him about tli' unhanded marriage lictwixt him and

that faire young MiUisent!
. „. , „ -,

t TJnba-ndoned, ///. a. Sc. Obsr^ [Un-> 8.]

Not kept under control ; loose.

137s liARonuR Bruce X. 382 (Camb. MS.), Richt as thai ky
and oxin weir. That war vnbawndonit left therout

Unba-nished, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)

IS33 liELLKNDEN Z/ry' V. XV. (S.T.S.) II. iQ? Quhcn Camyl-
lus . . was on l>i3 wise exilit, quhilk remanand still . . vnbanist,

Rome micht never haue bene tane. 1597 Warner Allf.

Eng. V. xxviL 137 Make-shifts, and I'awdes did thriuc,

Nor was an ancient English Peere vnbanisht or aliue.

1648 Hexham ii, Oiigeiannen, Vnbanished, or Vn-exiled.

iSai I'entham Lib. Press 17 Under whom it has hitherto

been my good hap to live unhanged, unsabredi unini-

pri.soned, unbanished, and unruined.

Unbank, z'.i [UN-ii4.]

L trans. To free from a bank or barrier. In

quot.^^.
184a Sir H. Taylor Edwin the Fair i. v. 36 Unbank the

hours To that soft overflow which bids the heart Yield

increase of delight.

2. To clear (a fire) from banked-up matter.

1890 Sci. Amer. 17 May 315/3 The first duly of an

engineer.. is to ascertain how many gauges of water there

are in his boilers. Never unbank or replenish the fires

until this is done.

Unba-ak, z;.2 (Un-2 4: cf. Bank rf.3 7.)

1834 Calhoun Wks. (1874) II. 363 We must, .use a bank

to unbank the banks, to the extent th.it may be necessary.

Unba-nkabli!,a. (UN-'7b.) i16^ Weekly Times CH.^^

9 Apr., The loss the treasury may sustain from unbankable

notes. 1890 Gildersleeve Ess, fj Stud. 55 A poor ex-

change for the treasure of German idealism, unbankable as

it is. Unba-nked, /(/(/. o. CUn-' 8.) (177s Ash.] 1898

Cycling 82 [The cycle-tracks] were unbankcd, and in sonic

cases the corners were very sharp. Unba"nnered,///. a.

(Uk-' 8.) 1827 PoLLOK Course T, vil. 421 Innumerable

armies rose, unbannered all.

ITlxbapti'ze, v. [Un- 2 3.] trans. To divest

(a person) of the effect of baptism. Also ahsol.

1611 Florio, Sbattezzare, to vnchristen, to vnbaptize.

1641 Milton Ch. Govt. ll. iL 55 Ye have bin bold,, .baptizing

the Christian infant with a solemne sprinkle, and un-

baptizing for your own part with a profane and impious

forefinger. 1709 J. Johnson Clergyin, Vade M. it. p. Ixxi,

'J'he Priest can baptize, but he can't un-baptize. (11714

M. Henry Treat. Baptism Wks. 1853 I. 549/1 To un-

church, unchristianize, unbaptize, all those who are not in

every thing of our length, is.. destructive to the catholic

church. 1841 A. R. C. Dallas Past. Superintend. 147

Therefore, a person who acts thus would become a heathen

if he could unbapiize himself. 1858 Edin. Kev. July 220

In the Roman Qitholic Church.. a man can no more be

tmmarried than he can be unbaptized.

•Unbapti'zed, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

c 1375.Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George) 789 Quhat..salbe of

me gyf I de in sic degre vnbaptyst jet 7 14. . With an O and
anlm Anglia XXVIL 2B8 He l>at will lende Vnbaptist, he

brae feffed wit> l>e fende. 14. . Siege Jerus. (E.E.'l'.S.) 155

3it vnbaptized wer bolie liarnabe & Poule. 1534 More
Treat. Passion Wks. 1287/2 As forinfantesdyeng vnbaptised

...many men wil peraduenture thynk otherwyse. 1386

Warner Ali. Eng. iv. xxi. {1592) 90 He putteth all to Sword
and Seas that vnbaptized wair. iSji Baxter Inf.Bapt. 71

It b true that many unbaptized are in the Kingdom of

Christ. 1689 Sherlock Death iiL § ; They are in the state

of unbaptized Jews. 1708 I. PiiiLics CytAf^ 11. 652 Th' un-

baptiz'd Turk Dreads War from utmost Thule. 1796
Coleridge To a I'riend 11 And with those recreant un-
baptized heels Thou'rt flying from thy bounden ministeries.

i8s6 Scott Woodst. ii, Unbaptized (log, speak civil of the
Martyr in my presence. 1867 Pearson Hist. Eng. I. 153
He bethought himself of asking what fate his unbaptized
ancestors were undergoing.
Unbaptizing, pit. a. (Uu-' 10.) 1846 Worcester

(citing Coleridge), Unbaptizing, a., not baptizing.

Unbar, v. [Un-'-' 3 and 7.] a. trans. To
remove the bar from (a door or gate, etc.) ; to un-

fasten, undo. Also absol.

13.. Gaw. ^Gr. Knt. 2070 The brygge was braydedoun,
& pe brode gatez Vnbarred, & Ijom opetL 1433 Lydc.
St, Edmund ill. 1201 A-nother [thief] besy..To vnpyke

56

lokys, another to vnbarrc. £1430 Mirk's Festial 4a

Thomas jede to |>e dyr, and vnbarret l>e dyrre. CI530

Ld. Wv.mussArih.Lyt. Bryt.{ji^i) 81 He vnbarred helnies,

and claue asounder sheldes. 1590 Spenser /-. Q. 11. xi. 17

Hebehight Those gateslo be vnbar'd, and forth he went. 1603

KKOiA.y.s Hist. Turks (1621) 995 The Turkes..vncouered

and vnbarred their arlillerie against the assailants f 1610

Fletcher & Massinger Trag. Bamavctt v. 111, Who Un-

b.ard the Havens th.it the floating Merchant Might clap his

lynnen wings up to the windes. 1700 Drvden Ovid's Met.,

Ajax xm. 573 Sure I may. .Enter the Town, I then

unbarr'd the Gales, When I reniov'd their tutelary Fates.

>75a Johnson A'am/'A-r No. 190 r 7 The servant immedi-

ately confessed tliat he unbarred the door. 1815 Scott

Guy M. xlv. The house-door was next unbarred, unlocked,

and unchained. 1859 Dickens Haunted House iv, With

soothing words the sister l).ade her wait, Until she brought

the key to unbar the gate.

b. In fig. context.

1601 Wkever Mirr. Mart. C iij b, Looke when the sun .

.

doth rise, Soone as the morne vnbarres her christall gate.

i6it Shaks. Cymb. v. iv. 8 Th' sure Physitian, Death, who
is the key T' vnbarre these Ixickes. 1667 Milton P.L. VI.

4 Till Morn, .with rosie hand Unbarr'd the gates of Light.

1715 Pope Odyss, iv. 412 The morn.. Unbarr'd the portal

of the roseate East. 1746 Hervev Medit. (1818) 87 The
returning hours have unbarred the ^ates of light. 1855

Brewster Newton II. xvii. 133 That intellectu.-il strenRth

which had unbarred the strongholds of the universe. 1B67

RusKiN Time * Tide iv. § 17 You practical English !-will

you ever unbar the shutters of your brains? 1878 Seeley

Stein III. 565 There is nothing he likes better than un-

barring restrictions, throwing open closed doors.

c. intr. To undergo unbarring.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (iSii) IV. 396, 1 heard her lady's

door, with hasty violence unbar, unbolt, unlock, and open.

Hence UnbaTring vlil. sb. and ppl, a.

161X Florio, Sbaraglio, rout, vnbarring, scattring. 1829

Scott Anne of G, xix. They heard the noise of the unbolt,

ing and unbarring of the gates of the inn. 1834 Marryat
/'. Simple xix, The unbarring of the prison doors. 1857

Dickens Dorrit 1. xvi. The possibility of her father's release

from prison by the unbarring hand of death.

Unba'rbarize, v. [Un- 2 6 c.] trans. To
render less barbarous ; to civilize. Hence (or f.

Un-1 8) TJnba'rbarized />/>/. a., civilized.

1648 J. Beaumont Psyche viii. ccxxv. Mothers Who in

their arms their tender Burdens brought, A sight which

might all Beasts unbarbarize. 1719 Ozell tr. Misson's

Mem. 150 Of these original Irish, most of the Persons of

Quality understand English, and lead a Life totally un-

barbarized. 175a Chesterf. ic//. cclxxviii C1792) III. 27s

The courts of Manheim and Bonn I take to be a little more
unbarbarised than some others. l8i2 Southev Let. to

Landor 16 April, Peru maybe unbarbarized—made worse

than it was under tlie Incas by the victory of the Indians.

1893 G. Tyrrell in M. D. Petre Life (ijis) II. ii. 57 If

Newman were studied and assimilated it would tend to

unbarbarise us.

t UnbaTbed, ///. a-i Obs. [Un-1 8. See

15Aim V. 1 and 2.]

1. O cloth : Not barbed or clipped.

IS3S ^ct 27 Hen. VIII, c. 13 § i No wollen cloth, .shuld

be conveyed ouer the See iinrowed, unbarbed and unshorne,

1541-2 Act 33 Hen. Vlll, c. 19 Any coloured Clothe

above the value of thre poundes, unrowed, unbarbed orun.

shorne. 1643 Docq. Lett. Pat. at Ox/. (1837) 363 To
transporte all wollen clothes vnrowed, vnbarbd, vnshorne,

and not fully drest.

2. poet. Unmown, uncut.

i6ia Drayton Poly.olb. xiii. iia When with his hounds

The laboring Hunter tufts the thicke unbarbed grounds

Where harbor'd is the Hart. 165a Benlowes Theoph. xil.

Ivii, The Virgin-meads, whose gaies Unbarb'd perk up to

prank the curled stream.

XJnba'rbed, />/>/. a.^ [Un-i 8 -i- Babbed ppl.

a.'^] Unarmed ; not caparisoned ; unbarded.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Eguus patens vulneri, a horse

vnbarbed, and in daunger to be wounded. 1607 Shaks.

Cor. 111. ii. 99 Must I goe shew thein my vnbarb'd Sconce?

Unba'rbed., ppl- a.^ [Un-i 8 + Baebed ppl.

o.l] Not furnished with a barb or barbs. Also^^.

1844 J. ToMLlN Mission. Jrnls. 84 The point sharp as the

finest needle, but unbarbed. 1880 Dawson Fossil Men v.

(1882) 135 In the north barbed bone spears were used, and

also little unbarbed bones with two elastic pieces of wood
at the sides.

b. Const, by. (Cf. Barb v. ^.)
1863 Miss Hraddon Aurora FloydX, The busy tongues.,

were not unbarbed by malice.

Unbarbered,7>/S/. <j. CUn-' 8.) 1845 Thackeray 7i>«>7<.

Jr. Comhill to Cairo ix, We'd a hundred Jews to larboard.

Unwashed, uncombed, unbarbered. 1891 Century Mag.
Dec. 236 Their long black locks unbarbered.

TTnba'rded, ppl. a. [Un-1 8.] = Unbabbed

pp/. rt.^

1598 Barret Theor. Warresv. ii. 142 Well mounted vpon
a strong horse vnbarded. 1846 H. W. Torrens Kem. Milit.

Hist. 95 The real Greci.in cavalry . . used un-barded horses.

t Unba're, a. Obs.—'^ [UN-^g.] = Unbared
ppl. a.

1624 Heywood Gunaik. viil. 391 The people stare To see

mv garments tome, and brests unbare.

UnbaTe, v. Now rare. [Un-2 9.] trans. To
lay bare, to expose to view. (Cf. Bare v^
1530 Palsgr. 766/1, 1 unbare a thyng, je dcsnue. Ibid.,

Sythe I se the vysage, it is ynough, I wyll unbare nothing

else. 1598 ToFTE Alba (1880) 108 Because thou seest my.

selfe with Love I cloathe, Another shall despoyle me and

vnbare. 1615 Sylvester yob Triumphant 11. 204 Destruc-

tion's Sword shall hunt him every bower. Consume his

.Sinews, and un-bare his Skin. 1630 Lord Banians Ep.

Ded. A 2 b, Not unbaring the roote of their guilt and
criminalitie. 1650 H. Moke Obsen. in Enthus. Tri., etc.

UNBASED.
(1S56) 108 He has not done that which is impossible to doe,

unbare to us the very substance of the Form. 1858 Karrar
Eric II. ii. The least boys seemed the greatest proficients

in unbaring, without a blush, its hideous ugliness.

Hence Unba'red ppl. a, TTnbaririg vbl. sh.

1585 Q. Eliz. in Motley Netlurl. (1868) I. vi. 340 This is

no small succour, and no little unbaring of this realm of mine.

a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 203 When
there is an uiiliared arm of Gotl, then the work is said to be

done from heaven. 1879 Farrar St. Paul U883) 418 The
unbared palpitations of his inmost being.

Unbargained,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1839 Times 1 Apr., An
unbought, ulibargaiiied support to theConservalive govern-

mciit. 1874 H. SiixiwicK Mcth. Ethics iv. iii. 409 Some-
times such unbargained requital is even legally obligatory.

ITuba'rk, v.^ [Un- ^4+ Bark sb.^] trans.

To deprive or strip of bark. (Cf. Bark v.'^ 3.)

c 1557 Aup. Parker Ps. Ixxviii. 224 He dyd unbarke ol

vyne the trees. 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. 11. 30 Smooth
canes and poles of byrch Peeld or vnbarkt. i6a6 Bacon
Sylva § 654 A Branch ofa Tree being Un-barked some space

at the Bottome. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. 20.; Spoyl-

ing the stick and unbarking that body, which is vitiated.,

by the approach of outward air. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 165

'rhe Tree being within as hollow as a Drum, and its out-

most surface, where unbark'd, dead and dry beside. X719

London & Wise Compl. Card. 103 In speaking of good and

bad Roots, it may be thought, that the meaning of these is

only such as are broken, or unbarked.

Unbark, i'.'^ t!ov/ dial, or Obs. [UN-^s-f
Bark sb.'^] To disembark.
iSSjEden Decades (Arb.) 194 The gouernour had vnb.arked

.xvi. horses which were also at the battayle. 1560 Daus tr.

Slcidane's Comm. 83 The Emperoure unkirked hym selfe

in spayne & arryvcd at Genes. 1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. i.

214 Where they.. doe vnbarke themselues and vnlade their

goods. ciSso in Eug. Dial. Diet. (Devonshire dial.).

Unba-rhed, ppl. a. [Un-1 8 -i- Bark w.'-i]

+ 1. Not treated witli bark ; unlanned. Obs.—^

So Sw. obarkad. Da. ubarket.

\ef^ Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 218, ijbarked horse skyns,

and one vnbarked.

2. Not stripped of bark.

1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. i. I. 237 The other had

an unbarked hiccory stick. 1800 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col.

Ke/oriner (1891) 1B5 The unbarked pine.posts of the rude

verandah.
Unbarking, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1833 Mrs. Browning

Prometh. Bound Poems 1850 I. 177 The griffins, those un-

barking dogs of Zeus.

Unbarmed : see Un-1 4.

Unba-rrable, a. (See Un-' 7 b and next.) 1818 Cruise

Di/;cst (ed. 2) V. 525 An entail. .h.Td lasted three hundred

and sixty years. ..Its having been so long unbarred, gives a

presumption, that the owners knew it was unbarrable.

TTnbarred,//'/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Of harbours : Not obstructed by a bar.

a 1550 Leland Itin. in. (1907) 192 Ther cam to this place

ons, the haven beyng onbarrid and syns chokid with tynne

workes, good talle shippes. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II.

177 These are.. the principal unbarred havens.

2. Not secured or blocked with a bar or bars.

1S03 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 165 Making no resistance

to his appetites and demaunds, but letting all ly unfortified,

unbard, and unlockt. J708 J. Philips Cyder i. 656 Wey-
mouth,., whose hospitable Gate, Unbarr'd to All, invites a

numerous Train Of daily Guests. 1811 Ld. Dudley Lett,

to ' Ity ' (1905) 147 The doors are all left unbarred, and yet

I never beard of anything being stolen. 1871 Daily Nnvs
18 Sept., Gallopers explored the railway line right and left

to find sound bridges or unbarred level crossings.

3. Law. Not excluded or blocked. (Bab v. 5 b.)

1818 [see Unbarrable n.]. 1877 Blackmore Erema Ii,

As to the property, . . the greater part would descend to me
under unbarred settlemenL

4. Not marked with a bar or minus sign.

1878 GuRNEY Crystallogr. 16 All of these numbers are un-

baiTcd.

5. Of music : Not divided into bars.

1879 Grave's Diet. Mus. I. J37/2 In this kind of unbarred

music the relative v.alue of the notes must be .
.
preserved.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 5 Feb. 1/3 Old madrigals from the

separate and unbarred part books for the Musical Antiquar-

ian Society.

Unbarrel, ». (Un-' 5.) i6ji Florid, Sbanllare, to vn-

b.arrell. [1775 AsH.] \Wg]. 'L.'^\\.\.va Minutes Congreg.

Council 295 How can we, upon the s|Xit, unbarrel the salt I

Unbarrelable, a. (Un-' 7.) 1838 Emekson Addr., Lit.

Ethics, Truth is. .so.. unbarrelable a commodity, that it is

as bad to catch as light. UnbaTrelled, //A o. (Un-'8.)

1482 in Charters, etc Edinb. (1871) 168 Salmound and sic

lyke fish vnbaralit. Unbarrenness. (Un-' 12.) 1656

Jeanes Fuln. Christ 161 From all which he concludeth the

perpetuity, indeficiency, and unbarrennesse of the Church.

Unbarricade, v. [Un- ^ 4.] trans. To free

from a barricade or barrier.

i6«3 Webster Duchess Malji v. v. You shall not unbarra-

cade the doore To let in rescew. 1768 Sterne iVd/. "Journ.,

Passport, The li.Tstile is not an evil to be despised—but.,

unbarricade the door— .. the evil vanishes.

Unbarricadoed, //»/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1795

HURKE Let. to W. Elliott Wks. VII. 35' "hat he could

find in the glutted markets, the unb.arricadoed streets.

t Unba-rrowed, ppl. a. Obs. [Un-1 8: cf.

Barowe v. and Unbekbied.] Unthrcshed.

1569 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 218 Haver barrowid and

unbarrowed bye estimacion xv quertars..; 1. stroke queat

unbarrowed. ^ . r-..j
Unba-se, a. (Un-' 7.) 1601-3 Daniel Cert. Epist. ^^

Wks. (Grosart) I. 218 How should we know thy soule had

beene secur'd In honest counsels and in way vnbase . Un-

based, «. (Un-' 8.) i860 Pusev jl/m. i""y>/'. 82 !• rorn

that unsolid, unbased, inflated greatness it vanisheth in air.

1884 H. Spencer in Contcmp. Rev. July 25 the theory

commonly accepted is ill-b.ased or unbased.



UNBASHED.

fUnba-shed,///. rt. Ohs-^ [Un-1 8.] = Un-
abashed///, a.

'S36 Stories^ Propk. Script. H viy, Geue vs a bolde and
an onbashed harte to resiste all temptacions.

Unbashfol, a. (Un-i 7.)

1563 Man Musculus' Commonfil, 13 b, Thebenefiteofclere
conscience, and the unbashfull [L. intrcpida:\ familiaritie

with God. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. iii.50 In my youth I

..did not with vnbashfull forehead woe The meanes of
weakncsse and debilitie. i6n Florid, Inucrecondoy vn-
bashfull, impudent. 1834 Wordsw. Even. Voluntaries vi,

17 Meek eve shuts up the whole usurping host (Unbashful
dwarfs each glittering at his post). 1858 IVIasson Milton I.

280 Throughout all Slilton's works there may be discerned

a vein of noble egotism, of unbashful self-assertion. 1887
SwiNBURNB Stud. Prose ft Poetry (1894) 140 The laurels of
Gotham, with which the critical sages.. have bedecked his

unbashful brows.

Hence Unbashfally adv.^, Unba'shfalness.
179s Monthly Rei: XVIII. 129 Probably Mr. Pye cared

not unbashfully to contest the authority of Aristotle. i6ix

Fr.ORio, Inuerecondia, vnbashfulnes, impudency.
Unbastardized, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1769 H. Walpole

Let. to Mr, Cole 12 Aug., Abp. Wareham's tomb at Canter-
bury being., the last example of unbastnrdized Gothic.

1794 W. "^o^Y.vns Looker-on Na 90III. 448 A line of honest
yeomanry, untainted by spurious grandeur, ..unbastardized

by kings and nobles. Unbastilled, a. (Un-' 9.) 1817
Bentham Pari. Reform (1818) 77 So long, in a word, as it

shall be my lot to remain alive, unkilled, and unbastiled.

TJnba-ted, ppL a. [Un-i 8.]

1. = UXABATED ppl. a.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. ii. vi. ii Where is the horse that

doth vntread againe His tedious measures with the vnbated
fircj That he did pace them first? i6ix B. Jon'SOn Cataline
III. iv, fly guards Are you, great Powers, and the unbated
strengths Of a firm conscience. 1670 Cotton Espernon i.

II. 80 His brave, and unbated Courage. i68oOTWAvC>y^/ia«
IV. vi, I still love him with unb-ited Passion. 1810 Scorr
Lady o/L. i. vii, Alone, but with unbated real. That horse-

man plied the scourge and steel. 1893 ' M. ¥\e.\.x>' Sight
fk Song 95 Yet round the place whence flows Thy blood
Thy conscious patm with fervour ofunbated will doth cling.

t 2. Not bated or blunted. Obs,
x6oa Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 139 You may choose A Sword

vnbaited, and in a passe of practices Requit him for your
Father. 1815 W. H. Irru^nd Scribhleomania v, At ye I

point the lance unbated by the poison of envy. [i8«6 Scott
Woodst. xxxii, I would have struck him through. .with an
unbated weapon, as Will says.]

TTnbatied, ///. a. (Uk-i 8.)

1570 Fox V. A. ff M. (ed. 2) I. 57 He leaped out of the bathe
vnbathed, because he feared the bathe shoulde haue fallen.

a xfias Fletchkr, etc. Love's Pilgr. iii. 11, Let her but shew
me A ruin'd cheek like mine, that holds his colour;. .Anun-

|

bathed body. 1697 Drydem /Enets vii. 1103 Her flying
j

feet unbathed oti billows hung. 1700 — Cymon ^ iph. 599
The Blade return'd unbath'd, and to the Handle bent 1791
CowpER Odyss. XIX. 409 For how, my honour'd inmate !

shall thou learn ..if unbathed, unoil'd, Ill-clad, thou sojourn
here? 1803 Viscr. Strangford Poems 0/ Camoens, Souti.

XX. (1810) 106 Not unbath'd by Memory's warmest tear I

x888 Pall MallG. 12 Sept. 2/2 During the three days that
we spent under his roof I remained unbathed.
Unba'ting,///. a. (Un-' io.) 1744 Akf.nside Pleas.

Imag. II r. 373 The virgin's radiant eye, Superior to disease,

..Shines with unbating lustre. Unba*tterable, a.

(Un-* 7 b.) 1576 Fleming Pnnopl. Epist. 266 Not taking
strong towers, huge castles, aad unbatterable walls for their

fortifications.

Unba-ttered,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

x6o3 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 324 If these wals stood
still nrme, and vnhattered. 1605 Shaks. Mach. v, vii, 19
Else my Sword with an vnbaltered edge I sheath againe vn-
deeded. 1607 Dekker Knt.'s Conjur. iv. F ij, Captains,
some in guilt armour (vnbattred), some in buffe lerkens,

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. iil i. vii, Bnuiswick may rA:ross the
dell, . .not unbattered by the way.

unbawndonlt : sec Unbandoned///. a.

TJnbay, error for ini-, Embay v.^ i.

1615 J. Gi-ANViu.E Voy. to Cadiz iiZS^) in It was danger-
ous, in tyme of Winter, to unhay our selves soe deepelie as
wee must doe by touching att Rayon.

tUnbay, v. Obsr^ [Un-^ 4 b + BAT sbJ>'\

trans. To free from barrier or restraint.

1687 NoRRts Coll. Misc. 326, I ought now to let loose the
reins of my affections, to unbay the current of my Passion.

+ Unba-zled, ///. a. Sc. Obs, [Ux- 24: cf.

Sc. dial. (Roxb.) bizzel ' a hoop or ring round the

end of any tube* (Jam.).] ? Having the ring(s)

started or loose.

17x9 in W. R. Mackintosh Glimpses of Kirkwall (1887)
81 The puns belonging to the Brui;h have been long un-
wrought for whereby they or some of them may be unbazled.

Unbe'y v.^ rare. [Uk-1 14.] intr. To lack
being ; to be non-existent.

X434 MiSYN Mending^ Life 122 As qwo say: syn in vs
may vnrene ( = not relgnf, bot it may not vnbe. a 1795
Bonnie James Campbell iv. in Child Ballads IV. (1890)
143/2 My house is unbigged, my barn's unbeen. 1885
R. F. Burton Arab. Nts. IV. 248 This ecstasy would see
my being unbe. 1898 T. Hardy IVessex Poems 1S2 But for
the charge that bles-^ed things Td liefer have unbe.

XTnbe-, v.'^ [Un-2 4.] trans. To deprive of

being; to make non-existent.

x6a4 Trag. Nero in. ilL in Bullen O. PI. (1882) I, 51 How
oft, with danger of the field beset Or with home mutineys,
would he unbce Himselfe. 1646 S. Bolton Ai^aignm.
jFrr. 13 God., could as easily destroy them, as subdue them,
unbee them as conquer them. 1759 R. Siiirka in Rem.
(1850) 118 He would not only dethrone, but un-be God*
un«God him.
Unbeaconed, ppl. a. (Un.' 8.) i8s8 Campbkll De-

Parture of Emigrants 72 Where shipless seas now wash
Vol. X.

57

unbeaconed crags. 1850 Illustr. London News 25 May
372/1 Her starboard bow suddenly struck upon ihedanger-
ous and unbeaconed rocks in question. Unbea'med,
///. a. (Un-2 8.) (11843 Southev Comm.-Pl. Bk.izSsi) IV.

198 'Ihe barber... Without his wig he is Jove without his

thunder. Venus uucestused, Phoebus unbeamed.

"Unbea-r, v. [Un-^ 4 b.] trans. To free (a

horse) from the bearing-rein.

1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. Ivi, Unbear him half a moment
to freshen him up.

UnbeaTable, a. [Un-1 7 b.] Unendurable,

intolerable.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. v. 507 This man hath a bodili

sijknes. .bi which he schal lyue in huge vnberable peine or

be deed. i6oi Sir W. Bkown in A. Collins Lett, fr Mem.
5/a^*(i746)II.22BThehurtMen..makesuchanoysomSmell
in the Towne, that is allmost vnberable. 1690 C. Nessb
0.f( N. Test. I. 175 The first covenant,. hath impossible as

well as unbearable conditions. 1791-3 in Spirit Publtc

yrnls. (1799) I» tsg The consumption of provisions in such

an army as this, may be objected to as unbearable. i8ia

J. Henrv Camp. agst. Quebec 212 He was almost unbear-

able to many men. 187SC L. Kennev Mem. M. W. Balfe
60 This state of mind was heightened to an almost unbear-

able strain of suspense.

Hence Unbearableness, Unbea'rably adv,

1730 Bailey (fol.), Insupportahleness^ *unbearableness.

X867 Miss Broughton Cof/teth up like a Flower vi, This
bearableness or unbearableness of the various burdens laid

on the shoulders ofpoor humanity. 1873 Daily News 26 Aug.,
An ordinary mortal would have found the beach in the middle
of the day hot to unbearableness. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias
VII. L F II You are become so ^unbearably hateful to her.

x86a C. H. ATdA Carr of Carlyon II. 255 Since her dog's
death she had been more unbearably silly . . than ever.

Unbea'rd, v. (Un-- 4.) 1598 FLORro, Sbarhare^ ..to vn-

beard, to cut offones beard. 1786 tr. Dulaure's Pogonolo^ia

127 One of their lay brethren, .unbearded all of them whilst

they were asleep.

TJnbeardedy a. [Uk-1 9. Cf. NFris. Un-
biarded, Du. ongebaard (Kilian onghebaerdi)^ G.
(botan.) ungebartet."]

1. Of persons : Not having a beard.
xs6o Becon Jewelofjoy Pref., What a swarme ofpopyshe

shauelyngs brought he forth, . . some bearded, some vn-

bearded. 1567 Drant Horace^ Ep, A v, Unbearded youth,

at last rid from the Tutors barrmg ch^ge. 1586 J. Davis in

Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 104 The people are of good stature

. . ; the most part vnbearded, . . and close toothed, a 1637 B.

JONSON Horace^ Art Poet. 230 Th' unbearded youth, his

guardian once being gone. Loves dogs and horses, a X653

G. Daniel IdylL iii. 162 Truth shall find A Narrow Roonie to

tread in. and the few Vn-bearded Criticks, Cloth her out

a new. 1855 Singietom Virgil 11. 186 O'er it stand amazed
The inexperienced and unbearded groups. 1891 Kinns
Graven in Rock xvL 599 Behind the king stands an un-
bearded olBcer.

2. Of plants, etc : Not furnished with bristles or

hairy tufts; awnless.
x688 Drydem Brit. Rediv. 260 As when a sudden Storm of

Hail and Rain Beats to the ground the yet unbearded Grain.

i88a Garden 28 Jan. 66/3 The throat of the flower is un-
bearded.

Unbea-ring, ///. a, [Un-I io, Cf. OHG.
unberenli, -perendi, Goth, unbairands^ Unfertile,

unproductive, barren.
cSaj Vesp. Psalter cxCx. 9 Se cardian doe3 unbeorende

[L. sterilem\ in huse modur bearna. (^950 Lindisf. Gosp.

John XV. 2 inarg.t t>2ct unberende treo he ^enimes. c 1000

i^LFitic Deut. vii. 13 Ne bi3 mid eow nan ^ing unberendes

ne on mannum ne on nytenum. c laoo Trin. Coll. Hom.
125 pe holi man .. was of michel elde, & his woreldes

make was.. unberinde. 1685 Dkyden Horace., Ep. ii. 21

(Hel Does .. with his pruneing hook disjoyn Unbearing
liranches from their Head. 1863 J. G. Mukphv Comm.^
Gen. xi. 6 Unwittingly provide a store for the unbearing

period of the year, 1874 C R. Smith Rural Life Shaks. 4
Fruit-trees must be continually lacerated to decrease the

growth of unbearing wood.

+ TJnbea'St, sb, north, and Sc. Obs. Also 4-5
vnbe3t(e, 6 wn-, vnbeast, 6 vn-, 9 unbeist,

8 Sc. onbeast. [Un-1 12. Cf. MDu. and Du.

ondier, MHG. and G. untUr^ Da. and Norw. udyr^

i^w.odj'ur.'l A wild beast; a monster; a ravenous

or vile animal. Also transf,

a X300 durser M, 19859 Quen pctre J»ais vnbcstes sagh,

O J>aim pan thoght him mikel agh. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
XVI. {Magdalene) 50a Pytuisly J>e prince can pray, )?at bai

hyr kest nocht in t>e se, met til vnbestis to be. c 1400

Destr. Troy. 7766 Heauntrid on this Vnbcst angardly fast.

a 15^ Montgomerie Flyting i'^Z (Tullibardine MS.), Bot

this bargane, vnbeist, deir sail bou by it. 1619 Z. Bovd
Last Battell i. 47 Fye upon barnes, a nest for myce and
rattons. Would yee desire to Hue for to enjoye the

leauinges of viibeastesT 1768 Ross Helenore i. 8 Has the

onbeast your lambie taen awa' ? Ibid. i. 18. 1808 Jamihson
s.v. Onbeast^ Unbeisty..^ noxious member of human society;

An<;[usl.

Unbea'st, f. (Un-^ 6 b.) i6ix Florio, Disbestiare, to

vnheast, tovnrude. i6ax G. SandvsC>;vV/'j Vl/c^ if. (1626) 35
Let him vnbeast the beast. .and her wanton shape restore.

t TJnbeat, obs. variant of Unbeaten ppl. a.

1533 Bellendbn Livy 11. v. (S.T.S.) I. 145 Nocht was
left b'lfcof vnbet doun bot ane small parte. 1635 Bbath-

WAIT Arc. Princ. Ded., You shall here mtet with an Author

walking in an unbeat path.

Unbea-table, a. (Un-' 7-) 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX.
483/2 The dogs.. were, however, very pretty and almost

unl)eatable on the show-hench.

Unbeaten,/-//, a. [Un-1 8 b.]

1, Not beaten or struck.

a x»7S Prtn*. Mlfred 448 in O, E. Misc. 129 Betere is

child vnborcn J>enne vnbeten. ax635 Corbet Iter Bor.

Poems (1647) 12 His Mare went truer then his Chronicle j

UNBECOME.
And even for Conscience sake unspurr'd, unbeaten. Brought
us sixe miles, and turn'd taile to New-Eaton.

b. Not pounded ; not broken up or softened by
pounding,
tSo-jTovsKU. Fourf. Beasts $1^ Voong mice being beaten

into small bits or peeces. ..The same being vnbeaten and
roasted. X65S Moufet & Bennet Health's Improvement
169 Stockfish whilst it is unbeaten is called Buckhorne,
because it is so tough ; when it is beaten upon the stock, it

is termed stockfish. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 3 June 5/3 The
daily labour required is the picking of 2 lb. of unbeaten or

4 lb. of beaten oakum.

2. Not beaten or trodden down. Also^^.
1617 Morvson Itin, 1. 294 The unbeaten waies make them

[miles] seeme longer. 1634 W. Wood Ne^v Engl. Prosp, i. ii,

To hit home through the unbeaten Woods, was strange.

1690 T. Burnet Theory Earth 11. 142 Natural reason can
determine neither of these, sees no tract to follow in these

unbeaten paths. 1716 Swift Horace in. ii. 12 Some new
unbeaten passage to the sky. X796 Moksk Amer. Geog. I.

Pref. p. iit, He does not pretend that this design is com-
pleted ;. .he has trodden, comparatively, an unbeaten path.

1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) 11. 144 One of the first

excur.'^ions made by that illustrious philosopher into the

then unbeaten tracts of pneumatic chemistry. 1880 Miss
Bird Ktitle\ Unbeaten Tracks in Japan.

8. Not conquered or defeated.

X7S7 Pol. Ballads (i860) II. 338 What joy it must be to a

nation like Britain, To see such a Fleet return safe and
unbeaten ! 1884 St. L. Herbert in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 243
The Basutos, unbeaten, are thrown back upon the Imperial

Government.

4. Not scoured for game.
i88a N. Y. Tribune 12 July, With these companions the

sportsman is taken over unbeaten ground.

Unbeau'teous, <i: (Un-' 7.) ax66o Hammond Serm.
Luke xviii. jj Wks. 1684 IV. 610 The sanctifying spirit

that beautifies the soul, is an humbling spirit also, to

make it unbeauteous in its own eyes. X839 Lady Lvtton
Ckeveiey i. They., turned away from every inn within

that most dirty and unbeauteous town. 1876 Mary M.
Grant Sun.Maid i, The long tracts through which the

railroad passes.. are very dreary and unbeauteous. Un*
beau'teousness. (Un-' 12.) x886 Miss Braddon One
Tiling Needful x, She had felt keenly the sting of her own
unbeautcousn ess.

Unbeautified,///. a- (Un-1 8.)

1625 Quarles Sion's Sonn. xii. 4 Thy Necke (vnbeautifyde

with borrow'd grace) Is whiter then the Lillies of thy face.

x68o C. Nesse Church-Hist. 137 Nature had spent all her

strength in beautifying their bodies,, .but she had left iheir

souls altogether unbeautified. z^\ Smiles Charac. xi. 314
Fine features unbeautified by sentiment or good-nature.

TTnbeautiful, a, (Un- i
7.)

1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xix. viii. (W. de W.)
hh vij b/2 Euery mannes face is moste made bcwtefull or

vnbewtefull with colour. X580 Lupton Sivguila 60 Both
fayre and foule, beautiful and unbeautiful, go so al alike,

that none can know the fair from the foule. 1647 Clarendon
Coiitempl. Ps. Tracts (1727) 503 If we.. by.. adorning it

(jc. guilt] with specious Excuses.. render it less unbeautiful

and unpleasant to our View, a 1680 Charuock A ttrib. God
(1834) II. 223 To.. deny him this, is to frame him as an un-

beautiful monster, a deformed power. x69a South Serm.

(1727) III. xi. 434, I cannot persuade myself, that God ever

designed his Church for a rude, naked, unbeautiful Lump.
i8a8 Tennyson Lover''s Tale i. 342 Nothing in nature is

unbeautiful. X870 Swinburne Ess. <y Stud, (1875) 379 No
good art b unbeautiful ; but much able and effective work
may be, and is.

rtbsol. X887 HissEY Holiday on Road 399 Once the

unbeautiful puts her foot in anywhere, there,. she remains.

Hence TJnbeau'tlfaUy adv. (1847 Webster),

Unbeau'tifulness (1727 Bailey).

Unbeautify, v. [Un-2 6 c] trans. To
render unbeautiful.

XS70 Levins Manip. 98 To vnbeautifie, dedecorare. x6ix

Florio, Disabcllire^ ..to vnbeautyfie. a x68o Charnock
Attrib. God{\%-ii^ I. 753 Sin unbeautifies man, and ravisheth

his excellency. X7a9 W. Reeve Serm. 20 They depreciate

and unbeautify the whole work of Redemption. X798 Lamb
The IVitch in Lucas Lamb 9f Lloyds (1898) 94 Heaven's
music, which is order, seems unstrung. And this brave world
..unbeautify'd, Disorder'd, marr'd. 1876 W. Alexander
Witness Ps. io Clirist (1877) 181 It is characteristic that the

same hand should have unbeautified the Psalms for a shallow

generation.

t Unbeau'ty. v. Obs. rare. [Un- 2 4.] = prec.

1405 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xvii. Ixxv. (W. de W.)

U IV b/2 The floure . . defoyleth nother vnbewtieth the

rodde: but makyth it..perfyte & fayr. i6xx Florio,

DisbeUettare, to vnpaint, or vnbeautie.

Unbea'vered, «.' (Un-' 9 or Un-' 4 + Beaver'.) i7ao

Gay The Espousal 81 Brethren unbeaver'd then shaP. bow
their head. Unbea'vered, a.' (Un-' g or Un.' 4 +
Beaver^) (11851 Moir Sir Eliduc xvi, From the echoing

streets of Exeter March'd a thousand men and more, With
banners, and unbeaver'd all. Unbeclo'ggcd, ///. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk c^ Selv. 40 'Tis hoped we
may have leave to settle Gods whole Everlastingness, as

untimcsom, and altogether unbeclogg'd with onwardness.

Unbeclou'ded, ppi. a. (Un-' 8.) 1709 Watts Ilymn^
' There is a land v. Oh ! could we.. see the Canaan that

we love With unbeclouded eyes! X857 Susanna Wink-
worth tr. Life Tauler 251 The beams of the eternal and
divine sun.. shining with unbeclouded force. 1884 J. Parker
Appst. Life HI. 68 On another day, unbeclouded and in-

finite in light, thou wilt show the answer to the riddle.

Unbeco'ine, z;.l [Un-2 4.] trans. To deprive

{of something).
1634 Heywood Captives l. i, Shall I, bycause bee pcrisht

in the sea, ..Despoyle my shipps, and unbeconi tlie dcepes

Of iheire fayre Sayles and tackles?

Unbeco'nxey ^.2 [UN-I14: cf. Unbecoming
ppl. a.'\ trans. To fail to become or suit ; to be

unbecoming to,

U8



TJNBECOMED.

i6a8 Abp. Williams Srrm. 8 It doth not vnbecome fortun<

ate men to swell a little. 1653 Shirley Caurt Secret n. i,

It will not unbecome your royal justice To let me know his

crime. 1670 Penh At^tir. Prot. 11. vi. (1692) 221 They draw

to Strife, ..Hatred and Persecutions, which unbecome the,

Man of God. 1716 M. X>K\\%%Atken, Brit,\\\, Dcd.Ajb,
I thought it did not unbecome me.. to pay and raise such

Tribute of Loyalty and Gratitude as lay in my Power.

1893 Yeats Celtic Twilisht^, x, I.. shall be well content

if it do not unbecome me.

+ TTnbeoo-med, ///.«. 06s,^^ [Un-^ 8c: the

sense of decants is nnusual.] Unadorned with

something.
1646 J- Gregory Notes i^ Ohs. iisTheEarth was without

Forme and voide, Ic.unbecomcd with that glorious fumi-

ture which now it hath.

tTTnbecOTnely,'^. Obs. Forms: 3 unbiooTne-

lich, -curaeliche, 4 onebycomeleche. [Un-1

IJ,] Unbecoming; unsuitable.

czmoa Trin. CoU, Horn. 97 Hwu come t)U [hlidcr in mid
unbicumeliche weden? axyya K. Horn 1145 He makcde
him vn-bicomelich, Hes [ = as] he nas neuremore ilicb. c 13x5

Shoreham Poems vii. 589 One.by-comcleche |>yng hyt were,

jcf eny I05 \^x let>y were,

Unbeco*ming, vhl, sh, (Uh-* 8.) 1883 Maudsley Body
ff Will III. vii. 317 Are we to look forward to a continued

becoming or to an ultimate unbecoming of things T Will

evolution on earth go on for ever?

Unbeconiing', ppl^ «. [Un-1 io and 5 d.]

Not becoming or oefitting ; unsuitable ; improper,

a. Without const.

1598 Florio, InconueneuoU^ ., vnbeseeming, vnbecom-
ming. 160$ Shaks. Macb. iii. i. 14 If he had beene for-

gotten, It had bene as a gap in our great Feast, And all-

thing vnbecomming. 1659 W. Chamberlavne Pkaronnida
III. 187 Some this bold Act of her's Term un.becoming
Passion. x688 in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser. ii. IV. 155 One
of his own officers. .had provoked Mr. Howard to give

him some unbecoming language. 1717 Swift To Young
Lady Wks. 1755 II. 11, 49 Those of our sex, who presume
to take unbecoming liberty before you. 1775 Sheridan
St, Patrick*s Day i. ii, It is very unbecommg in you to

want to have the last word with your Mamma. 1816 J.
Wii-SON City of Plague 11. i. ac^ With frantic outcry and
with violent steps Most unbecoming mid the hush of death.

1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng' xxi. IV. 541 They pointed out
..with a grave irony which is not unbecoming, the ab-
surdiiie'«..of the statute. 1885 Sir J. Hannen in Law Kep.
i5Q-B-n>,i43 It wouldbehighlyunbecomingif the justices

were present when the medical man made his examination.

b. Governing a sb. (Cf. Become v. 8 b.)

X658 Whole Duty Man x. 823 This savageness . . is so
unbecoming the nature of a man, that Jetc.]. 1670 Cotton
Espernon 1. 1. 12 An assiduity and diligence unbecoming
his Spirit, and Blood. 1749 Fielding Tout Jones v. viii,

Behaviour, so unbecoming a Christian, a 1774 Goldsm.
Hist. Greece I. 21 They. .had a power of arresting.. their

kings, if they acted unbecoming their station. 1830 Scott
Pirate vii. note^ The woman's dwelling and appearance
were not unbecoming her pretensions. x84a Tennyson
Ulysses 53 Some work of noble note may yet be done, Not
unbecoming men that strove with Gods. xBSa Daily Neivs
22 Aug. 6/4 Temper unbecoming of all places the Judgment
seat.

o. Const, of,

1741 Chesterf. Lett. May, What was not unbecoming of
a child would be disgraceful to a youth. <; 1800 U.Cumber-
land ^<»A« De Lancaster {itog) II. 254 You must not do
what IS unbecoming of your situation. 1803 Censor i Nov.
T24 He never offered any thing unbecoming of a man who
has serious intentions of wedding a woman. i86a J. F.

Stephen Dff. I\07vl. WilUnvis 180 It would be unbecoming,
I think, of the character of any man [etc.].

TTubecoiniiigly, adv, (,Un-1 ii.)

1653 H. More Connect. Cetbbal. (1713) 203 He has unbe*
comingly and indiscreetly ventured out of his own
Sphere. 174a Richardson Pamela IV. 231 A Gentleman
would not attempt to penetrate unbecomingly, thro' the
Disguises that a Lady thinks proper to assume. 1749
Ctii^TERF. Lett. 7 Feb. (1774) I, 303 What Cicero, very
absurdly and unbecomingly for a Philosopher, says with
regard to Plato. 1843 Bethunk Sc. Fireside Stor. 99 For
one so near her grave,.. I must confess I have acted unbe-
comingly. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta xlviii, Why did you
come so mysteriously, and, I must say, unbecomingly ?

Unbecomingness. (Un-1 12.)
165a J. Hall Height ofEloquence p. ix, All these extream

unbecomingnesses have defaced Eloquence. 1693 Locke
Educi 8 75 If Words are sometime*; to be used, they ought
to be grave, kind and sober, representing the ill, or unbc-
comingness of the Fault. tSio Bentham Packing (iBsi)

98 Flippancy. . . Deviation from decency. . . Unbccomingness.
x87a Geo. Rliot Middlem. xxxiv, She felt the unbecoming-
nets of saying anything that might convey a notion of it

to others.

Unbe'd, z'. tUJ^-^S-] trans. To remove from
a bed ; to disembed. Also refl,

x6ii Fix>Rio, Dislettare^ to vnbed, to vncouch. x6s3
Walton /Jngler v. 129 That learned man has made me to
believe that Eeles unbed themselves, and stir at the noise
of the thunder. xSai Clare K/V/. Minstr. JI. 122 The
plough unbcds the worms. 1883 R. Bridtks Prometheus
102 Tn the ruined dwellings and old tombs He d«g, un-
bedding from the wormed ooze Vessels and tools.

XTiibe*dded, ppi. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Geo/. Not arranged in beds.
1843 Sedgwick in Hudson^s Guide Lakes {jB^H 198 Great

masses of granite and other kinds of crystalline unbeddcd
rock. 1800 Q. yml, Geol, Soc. Aug. M3 There are two
crags., .of which one is slate, striking directly at the other
which is unbedded grit.

2. Not put to bed. (In quot. spec.^

1877 Sir H. Taylor Edwin the Fair m. viii. Wks. II,
tai We dceni'd it l>est that this unbedded bride Should
visit Chester, tliere to live recluse.

58

Unbedewed, ppl. a. (Un.» 8.) [1775 Afii.] i860

PusEV j1//«. Proph. 14 The soul of the sinner.. is unbc-

dewed by God's grace, unwatered by the Fountain of living

waters. Unbcdi'mmed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) I177S Asii.]

1840 WoRDSw. Misc. Sonn. 111. xxxii, 'Tis a fruitless task to

paint for me, Who.. By the habitual light of memory see

Eyes unbedimmed. 1857 Susanna Winkworth tr. Life

Tauler 333 There reigns perpetual light, clear and unbe-

dimmed. Unbedinned,///.a. {Un.> 8.) 1816 L. Hunt
Rimini 1. 131 A princely music unbedinned with drums.

+ Unbee-ned, ///. ff. Obsr^ [Un-2 8: cf.

Unbe v'^'\ Deprived of existence.

1642 H. More Song ofSoul ii. i. i. xv, The hidden might

And root of motion unliv'd, unbeen'd they leave In their

vain thoughts.

Unbefi-t.r'. [Un-1 14.] trans. To be unfitting

or unbecoming; for.

1611 Q\}KJ(L-ES I/adassa Med. lo Wks. (Grosnrt) II. 57/2

Kinss by their Royall priuilcdge may doe, What vnbefits

a mind to search into. 16*4 — Jobxvi. 104 It vnbefits our

wills, to stint his pleasure.

Unbefi-tting, ///. a, [Un-1 io and sd.]
Not befitting or suitable: a. Without const.

1588 Shaks. L.L.L. V. ii. 770 Loue is full of vnbcfitting

straines. 1659 Milton Civ. J'ozver 48 Then was the state

of rigor, childhood, bondage and works, to all which force

was not unbefitting. 1836 J. Giloert Chr. Atottem.'ix.

(1852) 27s To imagine that,.. were of all extravagances the

most wild and unbefitting. 1864 Pusev Led. Daniel viii.

472 It would be unbefitting to speak of the Creator as the

'throne * of the creature. 1891 Meredith OnecfourConq.
XXX, Mrs. Blathenoy resented her unbefitting queenly style.

D. Governing a sb. (Cf. Befit v. i.)

a 1643 J- Shute Judgem, ^ Mercy ix. (1645) i98Moses.

.

loved not to.. provoke him [Pharaoh] and use him unbe-
fitting a Magistrate. 1667 Milton P.L. iv. 759 Farrbe it,

that I should.. think thee unbefitting holiest place. 1815

L. Hunt Feast Poets 70 The stanza.. has always an air of

direct imitation, which is unbefitting the dignity of an
original seriousness. 1880 MissBraddon Just as I ant vii,

She never wore a garment unbefitting her years. 1890

'R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (i8gi) 115 A species of

rest . . not unbefitting the d.iy.

Hence Uiibefl*ttlngl7 adv,^ tTnljefi'ttlng-ness.

187X Macduff Metn. Patmos iv. 49 The form which these

seven letters or addresses assume is unique; or, as it has
not unbefittinglybecn called, 'artistic'. 1865 Pusev Truth
Eng, Ch. 194 The longing for the vision of God, from which
the unbcfittingness, yet cleaving to her, still excludes her.

Unbefoo'l, V. (Un** 3,) a 1684 Leighton Serm. Ps.

cvii. 43 Wks. (1859) 512/' The strange woman.. calls the

fools to befool them:.. but wisdom calls them, to unbefool

them, a 17x6 South Serm, (1744) VII. viii. 175 He that

recovers a fool must first unbefool liim to that degree, as to

perswade him of his folly. Unbefrie*nd, v. (Un-> 14.)

\^^ American XXIX. 104 And will not unbefriend the

enterprising any more than the timid,

Unbefriended,///. a. (Un-I 8.)

1628 WiTHEK }>rit, Rememb. viii. 1212 All those reeds on
which thou hast depended. Will faile thy trust, and leave

thee unbefriended. a 1661 Fuller Worthies^ Berkshire i.

(1662) 94 God and himself raised hitn to the eminency he
attained unto, unbefriended with any extraction. 1767
Woman ofFashion I. 134, I am. .convinced ofyourRcadi.
ness to afford an Asylum to hopeless and unbefriended Inno-

cence. \ZioQQ,K\AVR^\A.SceneinBavarias\\\, Forsaken scene,

how like tothecThefatc ofunbefriended Worth t 184a Mi all
in Nonconf. II, i Alone and unbefriended,. .it set out on its

course. 1877 ' H, A. Pace ' De Quincey I. iv, 72 AVhilst he
had every hardship to face that is most painful in unbe-
friended poverty,
absol. 1717 KiLLiNGBECK Serm, xiiu 287 The Patronage

of the Poor and Unbefriended.

Unbege't, v, [Un-^ 3.] trans. To annul or

undo the begettint]; of.

a\t%% Fletcher Hum. Lieut. Vi. li, He raise em to a
Regiment, and then command 'cm, When they turn dis-

obedient, unbeget 'em. 1676 Drvden Aurengzebe i. i, He
.., Repining that he must preserve his Crown, Wishes.,
he could unbeget Those Rebel-Sons, who dare t* usurp his

Seat. ^11721 Sheffield (Dk. Huckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 200

There would be yet a greater pleasure in unbegetting such

a Son, if possible, c 1825 Bkddoes Pcems^ Torristnomi 1, iv.

Unwrap me of my years. And hunt me.. Into my mother's

womb I there unbeget me !

fUnbegete (also -^et), obs. var. Unbegotti:n.
a 1300 XV Signa 31 in E, E. P. (1862) 8 We wold loucrd

)>at we ner in world icomc forte bene and vnbe5ei of ure

fader wer, cx^'CfiCav. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 274 Bettyr it

haddc hym for to a be Bothe unborn and unbegete.

Unbe*ggared, ///. <«. (Un* 8.) 1538 Latimer Let. io

Croiuwe/l 6 Oct.tKem. (Parker Soc.) 403 Popishness changed
into holiness, beggars unbeggared to avoid beggary.

Unbe-gged,///. a. [Un-1 8.] a. Not begged

or entreated, b. Not obtained by begging.

1579 Sc. Acts yas. VI (1814) III. 141/1 To see quhat
they may be maid content.. to accept daylie to leif on vn-

beggit. 1634 Massinger Very Woman Epil., If you are
pleased, unbegged you will bestow A gentle censure. 1648
Hexham ii, Ongebedelt broodi, Vnbegged bread. 1683 E.
Hooker Pref. Pordage*s Mystic Div. 91 His(unexspected,
undeserved, tho* I trust not undesired and unbegged)
Mercie. C1828 Praed Poems^ Parting ix. When between
us lay Long tracks of sand and sea. The carrier pigeon went
his way Unbegged, unbought, by me.

Unbegi'lt, ppl a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1850 S. Dobell Roman viii.

Poet. Wks, 1875 I. 151 That uncrown'd presence, unbegilt,

unfeather'd, Naked and full of God. 1850 Sir H. Taylor
Virgin Widow v. v. 178 Sire, the sense Of loyal service

done is, unbegilt, Worth, .the ransom of a King.

Unbegiimiiig, ///. ff. [Un-i io.] Having
no beginning.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas \. 1. 343 [The world_ is)

nought but all, in't selfe including All: An un-bef^inning,
midlesse, endlesse Hall. 1756 X^vti Lett. Important Subj. ii3

The unbeginning, never-ending, never-changing trinity of

UNBEHOLDABLE.
love. ^1761 — Bekmen's Myst. Magnum iv. (1772) 18

Threefold in its eternal unbeginning Birth. 1842 Mrs.
Bkowning Grk. Chr. Poets iv. ad fin., That unbeginning

light of Thine. 1887 E. Johnson Antiq. Mater 217 The
doctrine of the unbeginninjj and unknowable God.

Hence Unbeffi-nnijigrly adv.^ -ness.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 9^- Sclv. 165 You can no wayeshalve

them, and say, This half is unbeginnlngly, and ihat unend-

ingly. i86a F. Hai.l Hindu Philos. Syst. 35 By the un-

beginningness of transmigration.

Unbegirt, ///. a. (Un-' 8b.) 1603 Deeble in J.

Davies (Hercf.) J/zjro«jwwjP p, That curious Hand Which
could the Pen most perfectly coramaund Had not a Finger

unbesirt with Gold.

t Unbego-t, ;>//. a. Obs. [Un-1 8 b.] = next.

1593 Shaks. Rich. If, in. iii. 88 They shall strike Your
Children yet vnborne, and vnbegot. 1604 Prituer Blessed

Virgin^ Hymns 20 Vnto the father unbegot. And to his sole

begotten sonne. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 988 In thy power

It lies, yet ere Conception to prevent The Race unblest,

to being yet unbegot.

Unbegotten, ppl. a. [Un-1 8 b.] Un-

generated.

1531 Sir T. More Con/ut. Tindah iv. Wks. 5B0/2 Where,

in the sonnes will that is yet vnbegotten, can nothyng make
nor marre. 1561 T. Norton Calvin s Inst. I. 40 By the

Scriptures we teach, .that the essence as well of the Sonn
as of the Holy ghost is vnbegotlen. 1587 GolDiNC De
Momay (1592) 133 The world euerlasting and unbegotten.

1613-31 Primer mr Lady (1669) 367 Glorie to th' unbegot-

ten Father, And to the sole begotten Son. 1678 Cudworth
/«/£«. S)'si. I. iv. § 36. 587 The First Divine Hypostasis is

altogether Unbegotten from any other. 1884 Addis &
Amo\.o Cath. Diet. (1897) 895/a The Father is unbegotten,

the Son begotten.

Hence UnbegfO'ttenly adv., 'Oriibego'tteniiess.

l63r I. R. Pair Spectacles ix. 340 Consubslantiality of the

Sonne, Diuinity of the Holy Ghost, and euen vnbegottenesse

of the Father. 1736 Chandler Hitt, Persec. 49 The son

co-exists with God unbegottenly.

fUnbegra-ve, ///. fl. Obs. [Uk-1 8 b + BK-

OBAVE V. I. Cf. MDu. and Du. onbegraven, MIKJ.
andG. unbegraben. Da. ubegraven,e\c.'\ Un buried.

1S13 Douglas /Eneiit xi. i. 54 Lat ws to erd haue The
Corpsis of our fallowis onbegraue.

irnbeglli-le, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To un-

deceive.

1601 Daniel Lei.fr. Octavla li, Break from these snares

—thy judgment unbeguile. 1654 H. L'Estfance Chas. I

(1655) 182 The Arihbishop.. resolved to spe.ik out, and un-

beguile them both, a 1711 Kkn Prefarat. Poet. Wks. 1721

IV. 58 Our God in that great King designd To unbeguile

e.ich Worldly mind,

XJnbegniled,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

a 1S33 hn. Bernehs Ootd.Bk. M. Avrel. xlii. (1535) 76b,
And to the enlent thou lyue vnbegiled I will tell the a
secrete, a 1729 Concreve Homer s Hymn to Venus r4

Blue-ey'd Minerva free preserves her heart, A virgin un-
beguil'd by Cupid's art. 1820 Shelley Hymn Merc, xxvi.

The Goddess, his fair mother, unbeguiled, Knew all that he
had done being abro.-»d. 1833 Tennyson Lady Clara Vere
De V. 5 At me you smiled, but unbeguiled I saw the snare.

tlnbegul'leful, a. CUn-' 7.) 1604 R. Cawdbey 'tabic

Alph. (1615), In/allihle, undeceiueable, vnbeguilefull. Un.
begui'lefulness. iUn-' 12.) c 1456 Pecock Bk. o/Failk

(1909) 156 He knewe bi experience the treuthe and the sad-

nes and the unbigilefuines of hise felcwis.

Unbegun, ///. a. Forms: i unbegucnen,
3 unnbigunnenn, 4 unbegunr.o (7 vn-), 6 vn-
begon(ne, vnbegun, 7- unbegun. [UN-'Sb.
Cf. Du. onbegonnen, OHG. unbegunnen.'\

1. That had no beginning ; ever existent.

c 1000 iELFRic Saints^ Lives I. 16 An jelmihtij; god a;fre

unbegunnen and unsejendod. cxaoo Ormin 18574 Forr
e55|>err iss wihi>utenn ord, & sefre all unnbigunnenn. 1390
Gower Con/l III. 275 'Ihe myhti god, which unbegunne
Slant of himself. 1610 J. Healev St. Avg. Citie 0/ God
xn. xvii. 458 Hee needed none of these creatures, ..hauing

continued . . blessed without them, from all vn-begunne
eternity, a 1680 Charnock Attrit. Cod (1834) I. 375 We
were nothing from an unbegun eternity. 187a Liddon Elem.
Relig. ii. 79 That unbegun, unending, self-existent Life;

that boundless Intelligence,, .what is He, our God, to us?

2. Not yet begun ; not commenced.
156a W. WiGHTMAN Ep. Ded., in Phaer ^neid (ed. 2) i

He.. premised to vse all hys possible diligence for the
finishing of the other three bookes then vtterly vnbegonne.
a r568 .'\sciiam Scholem. 11. (.Arb.) 159 The other part of the

head beyng hidden, the bodie and the rest of the members
vnbegon. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ivi. §5_A worke vn-

begun is in the Artificer which afterward bringelh it into

effect. J706 Watts Horx Lyr. 111. 266 Nations unborn,

and ages unbegun. 1738 Gcntl. Mag. VIII. 485/2 There-

fore, the' more than half my days are done, My days of life

are un-begun. i8ij Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 14 We prevent

what is unbegun, we hinder what is unfinished. x868 Mrs.
Whitney P. Strong xvi. The smoothness of that which is

unbegun.

Unbehea-ded, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) <jiS78 Lindesav (Pit-

scottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 49 w<ir^-.,Theerleof angus
eschaippit onbeheiddit be meanis of the lard of blanerne.

Unbehe-ld, ppl. a. (Uk- i 8 b.)

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 674 These then, though unbehtld

in deep of night. Shine not in vain. 1796 Anna Shward
Lett. (181 1) IV. 172 In my best days, however I might
admire and revere unbeheld excellence,, .yet |etc.}. 1819

Shelley Cenci 11. i. 192 Constellations quenched in murkiest

cloud. In which I walk secure and unbeheld Towards my
purpose. 1867 G. Macdonald Poems 3 The good, the

lieavenly land, Though unbeheld, quite near them lay.

Unbefao'ldable, a. (Un.' 7 b.) 1855 Pusev Doci. Real-
Presence Note 3. 173 Afterwards his face is changed by
brightness unbeholdable. 1863 R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist.

^ Art 29^ The mystery of whose unbeholdable splendours

nut unaptly symbolised the presence of Him.



UNBEHOLDEN.
Uubeholden, ppl. a, [Un-i 8 b.]

L Not under an obligation {to a person) ; inde-

pendent, rare,

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Sdv. i8 Both unmade by God,
and unbeholdei) to, or independent on God. <r 1848 J.
Kef.gan Leg, Sf Foemi (1907) 489 Dandy Delaney and his
familjr grew rich all at once. People.. wondered how the
mischief he grew so ' unbeholden ' in a moment.
2. Unbeheid, unseen.
x8ao Shelley Skylark 48 Like a glow-worm golden..

Scattering unbeholden Its aereal hue. 1867 Jean Incelow
Potms^ Tired v, And were it good to go, And unbeholden
in the vessel's wake Look on the man thou lovedst, and for-

give. 1876 Swinburne Erechtheus 813 At a shrine unbe-
loved of a God unbeholden a gift shall l>e given for the land.

Hence Unbeho'ldenness. rare~^,
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ff Selv. 63 They who hold this wild

emptiness, hold also., its independency on, or unbeholden-
ness to, God himself.

tUnbeholding,///.a. (9^f. [Un-1 lo.] =Un-
BEHOLDEN I.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 182 Where we saw. .a fountaine
not vnbeholding to Art. 1654-66 Earl Orrery Partheru
(1676) 164 Perhaps I have not been unbeholding to her.

+ UnbellO'Vabley a. Obs. rare. Also 5 vnbe-
huvable. [Ua'-1 7b.] Unsuitable; unprofitable.

c 14^ Alph. Tales 63 t>an Joseph thoght J^at & sho haiid
euer-ilk a man, sho sulde not be vnbehuvablc vnto hym.
1550 Chkke ill Haringtons Nugce Ant. (1804) \. 42 Heareby
all sortes of students.. be.. enabled to attatne to a greater

and pcrfecter trade of learning, not unbehovable for the
commonwelthe.

tUnbeho-vefal, a. Obs, [Un-i 7.] Not
profitable or useful ; unnecessary.
1439 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 417/2 [Fortresses and places] suche

as bhall be thoght.. unbchovefull. cxsao Barclay ^rt^wr/Aa
4 b, Neuertheles so to do it is vnbehoucfuU & vnexpedyent.
1619 W. ScuTER Exp. J Tkess. (1630) 554 Things UwfuU in

thcmselues may be vnseemely for our state and calling ; vnl>e.

houefull also to benefit of others. 1624 Bp. Mountacu A'^v
<7*i£^ 205 We hold it needlesse,..as unbehoovefull, and to

no purpose. 1648 Hexham ii, OnbehoejUck, Vnbehovefull.

t XTnbeho'vely, a, Obs. rare, [IJ^-'^ 7.] -
prec
1390 GowEK Con/. Ill, 133 Scorpio., of his kinde ismoiste

and cold And unbehovely manyfold. Ihiil. 372, I am unbe-
hovely Your Court fro this day forth to serve. 14. . ycc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 588 Illicitus, vnbchoucly vel unlefful.

Unbeho'ving. (Un-'i3.) 1844MHS. Browning H^oman^s
Shortcoming v. Unless you can dream that his faith Is fast.

Through behoving and unbehoving.

fUnbedng,!'^/. J^. Obs. [Un-^ 13.] Absence
or lack of being ; non-existence.

1435 Misyn Pire 0/Love 84 To deed bastand & to yd-
beingis to mevingis of fleschly atTeccions. XS87 Goldinc De
Mornay it. (1502) 22 A tending to the vucr vnbeing or not
being of the whole. Ibid. 23 Which matter they termed the
veric vnlieing, that is to saye, in verie troth no being at all.

t Unbeing, ///. a. Obs, [Um-1io.] Non-
existent

1607 ). Davies (Hercf.) Summa Totalis Wks. (Grosart) I.

aj/i 'I hose Things haue eucr an viibeing Beeing Which in

his Vndcrstanding onely Bee. a 1631 Dohnb Ess. Divinity
(1651) 130 All [those] now cmincntaiidin actions, and all yet
undiscovered, and uiibeiiig. x68a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor.
iig He must answer, who asked ic ; who understands en-
tities of preordination, and beings yet unbeing.

Unbekend, -kent, pph a, Sc, and north.

[Un-1 8, 8 b. Cf. WKris. on-, 4nbikend, Du. and
Flem. onbekendf f onbekettdt, G. unbekannt, Sw.
obekantf Da. ubekendt."] Unknown,
15x3 DoucLA-s yEneidvni. ii. 15 And thou, O haly fader

llberyne, . , Ressaue Eneas to 50U onbekend [v.r, vnj.
/6id, IX. vii. 61 Quham the dtss.iitfull onbekend [v.r, vm-J
dera way.. Betrasit had. 180Q Jauiesoh, C/nlrckent. 1894
Heslop NorthumJ}ld, Gloss, 754.

Unbeknown,///, a. Also dial, onbeknown,
unbeknawn, etc. [Un-1 g b.]

1, In absolute or adverbial const, ia the phrase
unbeknown to^ without the knowledge of.

1636 T. Goodwin Return ofPrayers iv. 75 To sympathize
with another in praying for such a thing unbeknowne one
to another. 1836-7 DrcKENS Sk, Boz^ Seven Dials, If my
'usband had treated her with a drain..unbeknown to me.
I'd tear her precious eyes out. 1837 — Picktu, xxxiv, 'I

was there,' resumed Mrs. Cluppins, 'unbeknown to Mrs.
Bardcll '. 1885 La7v Times 28 Feb. 321/2 The chalk had
been opened, .unbeknown to the tenant.
cllipt. x866 Rkadk G. Gaunt xvi, I shall send you some

stock from the castle, and you can cook his vegetables in

good strong gravy, unbeknown. 1896 Hous.man Shropshire
Lad xxi, My love rose up so early And stole out unbeknown.

2. Unknown ; lying outside of one's knowledge
or acquaintance. Also absoi.

18x4 Monthly Mag. LVII. 408 They agreed to be both at
tlie tourney, But unbeknown and clad in common armurc.
1861 Clouch Poems^ etc (1869) I. 262 Gentlemen unbeknown
to ladies give their arms to ladies aforesaid, to conduct them
into dinner. x888 Pall Mall G. 7 May 2/2 He. .is loath to
prophesy as to what is possible or is not possible in that
'land of the unbeknown .

Unbeknownst, a. or adv. colloq. and dial.

Also unboknowna, etc. [f. prec. The analogy
on which the -s or -st has been added is not clear

:

cf. the earlier Unknownst.] « Unbeknown 2.

1854 HuxLXYin L. Huxley/.//^ ff Lett.{\Q\<:i) I. m, I hate
doing anything of the kind ' unbeknownst to people. 1854
Poultry Chron. I. y^^l^^ It was found that she was sitting

on a nest of eggs,—unbeknownst. 1887 Kipling Plain
Tales fr. Hiili (i3S8) 147 Perhaps they were afraid that
their wives had come from Homo unbeknownst.
Unbelaw yered, a. (Un-'q.) 1830 H^estm, Rev.Oci.

59

445 Not to speak of unsold justice, unbelawyered justice.

Unbe'lched, ppL a. (Un.» 8.) 1854 S. Dobell Balder
xxiv. 169 Like an embowelled earthquake yet unbelched.

TJnbeld, obs. variant of Unbold a.

Unbeleue, obs. f. Unbelief, -lieve v.^

Unbelie'd, />//. rt. (Un-" 8.) [177s Ash.] 1834 Wordsw.
^ So/t as a Cloud* 24 If yet To-morrow, unbelied, maysay,
I come to open out [etc.].

Unbelief. Forms: a. 2 unbelefe, 4 vn-
bylefe

; 3 unbileue, -leaue, 4 vnbi-, vnbyleue,
4, 6 unbeleue (4 -leeue, 6 -leva). 0, 6 vnbelefe,
6-7-leefe, -liefe, 6- unbelief (6-7 -liefe). [Un-I
1 2.] Absence or lack of belief; disbelief, incredulity.

a. In matters of religion.

a. c 1160 Hatton Gosp, Mark xvL 14 Heom atewede
se hzelend & here unbelefen & heora heorten je-tremede.
f 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 81 He..blamede here un-bileue &
here unwreste liflode. a 1325 Leg, Kath. 259 Wi3 neauer
an ne keccheS he creftiluker cang men, ne leadet^ to unbi*
leaue. X38a Wyclif Matt, xiiu 58 He dide nat there manye
veriuesj for the vnbyleue of hem. a 1^00 Nexo Test, (Paues)
Heb. iii. 12 Loke ^e, whether ^r be in any of ^ou an efel

herte of vnbylefe. 1546 Tindale Rom. xi. 20 Be cause of
vnbeleve they are broken of. 1567 Gude ff Godlle B. (S.T.S.)

13 Saif vs . . from dispair, From unbeleue, and Lollardis lair.

^. i53« TiNDALK Exp. I John ii. (1538) 39 The doctrine of
them.. that say, vnbelefe to be the mother of at vyce. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol, v. xxii. (4 Their vnbeleefe in that case
we may not impute vnlo any weakness .. in the meanes,
1634 Milton Coitius^K^Snch there be, but unbelief is blind.

z68o Flavel Meth. Grace xxxii. Positive Unbelief, is the
Sin of Men and Women under the Gospel. 1705 Atterdurv
Serm, (1726) II. 51 For the Mind doth, by every degree of
affected Unbelief, contract more and moreofa general Indis<

position towards Believing. 1809-10 Coleridge />;VW(iS65)
57 As much as I love my fellow-men, so much and no more
will I be intolerant of their heresies and unbelief. 1858 T.

Maktineau Stud. Chr. 27 The second of these books would
be condemned for heresy, and the first for unbelief. 1897
LioDON, etc. Li/e Pusey IV. iii. 73 Those forms of German
unbelief with which., he had become painfully familiar at
Guttingen.

b. In general use.

1649 J. Taylor (Water P.) \yesterti Voy, 15 It is a hazard
of the losse of a traveller's liberty by either their unbeliefe or
misprision, a 1800 Cowper Odyssey (ed. 2) xiv. 177 Since^

hopeless of thy lord's return, Thou art thus resolute in un-
belief. 185s Poultry Chron, II. 566/1 The tables were
turned on me by the man, who had I suppose observed my
pteviousgestureof unbelief. 1900 Lougm. Mag. Mar. 465,
1 had received the news with contemptuous unbelief.

C, Personified,

>744 Akknsidk Pleas. Imag.^ ni. 122 Where watchful
Unbelief Darts through the thin pretence her squinting
eye. 1781 Cowper Truth 445 Thus often unbelief, grown
sick of life, Flies to the tempting pool, or felon knife.

t XJnbelie'ffal, a. Obs, Forms; a. 4-5 un-
bilevefuli vnbileueful. 0. 4-5 Tnbelefiful,

vnbileefful(l, vnbyleeful. [Un-I 7, or f, prec
+ -FUL.]

L Unbelieving; wanting in belief. Also abso/,

0.(1380 Wyclif Jr/. lyics. II. 149 He )»at is unbiteveful

to l>e sonc, shal not se l^e blis of hevene. 1388 — Deut. t
26 ^e weren vnbileueful to the word of oure Lord God.
^. ^1380 Wyclif If^ks. (1S80) 45 Who euere of freris bi

inspiiacioun of god wilen goon among sarasyns & o}>ere

vnbelefful. 138a — Acts xxvL 19, I was not vnbileefful to

heuenty visioun. c 1430-40 R . Gloucester's Chron. (KoUs)
4920+20 To byleue [ = remain] ^e Among mys bylyuede
(MS. « vnbelefful] men.

2. Incredible, rare^^,
1388 Wyclif yudg. xx. 5 Thei bitraueliden my wijf with

vnbileueful woodnesse of Ictcherie,

Hence f Uubelieffulne«s. Obs,'~^

1383 Wyclif Mark ix. 23 Lord, I bileue ; help thou myn
vnbileuefulnesse.

Unbelievability. (Un- i i 3 : see next.)

Also, in recent use, unbelicvableness.

1851 Carlylk Sterling i. xv, Boiling mud-oceans of Hypo>
crisy and Unbelievability.

TTnbelie'Table, ^. Also 6 Tnbeleu(e)ablo,
6-7 vnbeleeu(e)able; 7 unbeleavable ; 6 un-
belieuable. [Un-1 7 b.] That cannot be
believed ; incredible,

1548 G^RTE Pr, Masse A viij b. Which graunt (= admis-
sion] as it is erronyouse and vnbeleueable so vngodly and
exchuable. 1549 Coveroale, etc Erai?H. Par. Acts vii, 36
Though it semed to be a thynge vnbeleuable that was pro-

mysea, ..Abraham beleucd. 1580 Apol. Prince 0/ Orange
liv. Some . . will thinke it vpbeleeueable,that euer there could
be founde, such great inconstancie in them. 1614 Heywood
Gnnaik, vii. 346 Hugotio. .began to recite many unbeleav*
able things concerning his appetite in his youth. 1633 J.
Done tr. Aristeas'' Hist. Septuagint 63 This is a thing yet
more admirable, an4 almost vnbeleeuable. 1797 Mrs. Rad>
cliffe Italian xxii, However unbelievable it may seem,
you may depend upon it, it is all true, 1833 Carlyle Misc.

Ess.t Diderot (1888) V. J2 He believes that pleasure is plea-

sant: that a lie is unbelievable. x^sSMHiSMVViy Corrected
Impressions x^/. 144 Almost unbelievable faults oftaste.

Hence UnbelloTably adv.

1839 Bailey Festus 359 Made pure, and unljelievably uplift

Above their present state. 1893 Chamb. Jml, 19 Aug. 514/'
It seemed almost unbelievably sweet.

Unbelie'Tey v.^ Also 6 vnbeleue, 7 -leeue.

[Un-1 14, ] To disbelieve: a. trans.

1547 Baldwin Mor, Philos.Usso) Gv b, Aristotle, .beeyng
asked what vauntage a man might get by lying, he answered

:

to be vnbcleued whan he telleth truth. 1615 Daniel
Hyp/ten's Triumph II. ii, A counterfeited shew Of passion,

which you may. . Make him as easily to vnbcleeue, As what
he neuersaw. 1646 Sir T. Browne /'ww^. Ep. i. viii. (1686)

24 Such as amass all relations, must erre in some, and may

UNBELIEVING.
wittiout offence be unbelieved in many. i67aEACHAHDZ.*^/.
70, I must desire you to unbelieve all that you have said.
1711 Medley No. 42 He seems to think he may. .make us
unbelieve what we have seen. 1813 J. Adams /i''>fej. (1856) X.
57 What does Priestley mean by an unbeliever, when he
applies it to you? How much did he unbelieve himself?
187a Lever Ld, Kilgohbtn Ixxix, Fellows who are realistic,

. .who have little to speculate on and less to unbelieve.
b. intr. or absol,

\6Aj Reason. Toleration 2 Let neither Her nor Him that
unbelieves depart, if pleased to stay, a 1718 Penn Tracts
\yks. 1726 I. 451 Where Men believe, not because it is

True, but because they are required to do so, there they
will unbelieve. 1855 Browning Bp, Blougram's Apol. 263
And so you live to sleep as 1 to wake, To unbelieve as I

to still believe?

Unbelie've, 2^.2 [Un-2 4.] trans. To give

up belief in ; to discard or abandon (belief).

1605 'DMivt.i. Queen's Arcadia y,\y. {1606) Kiij, How were
1 cleer'd of griefe, Had I the power to vnbeleeue beliefe.

1795 Paine .(^^e of Reason ii. 8 To believe therefore the
Bible to be true, we must unbelieve all our belief in the
moral justice of God. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer, II.

38 note^ You know nothing of those people. They will be-
lieve everything, and unbelieve nothing.

Unbelie'ved, ppL a. Forms : 3 imbilefde,
-bileued

; 4 vnbylefed, 5 vnbeleuedj etc, ; 7-
unbelieved. [Un- 1 8.]

1 1. Unbelieving. Obs.
CISCO Trin. Coll. Horn, 81 pe grimliche woides ^le ure

helende..gaf to andswere )e unbilefde iudeuisshe men.
as.x%^Ancr. R. 260 Unbileued he b Jwt luue^ to muchel
&_5isce3 worldes weole& wunne. a i\oo Neiv Test. (Panes)
Titus i. 16 pei bej» abhomynabel, & vnbylefed, & reprefabel
to eferich good werk. c 1450 Mirk^s Festial i. 139 Phylyp
was send..forto prech Godis worde to ^e vnbeleued pepull.

f 2. Unbelievable, incredible. Obs.

cn^S in Austin X, 342 Turmentede with vnbylevede
sorowe. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 19 Nay, to so
vnbeleeued a poynt hee proceeded, as that no earthly thing
bred such wonder to a Prince, as to be a good horseman.
x6xi Beaum. & Fl. King ^ No King 11. ii, I made his
valour stoop, and brought that name soar'd tosounbeliev'd
a height, to fall beneath mine.

3. Not believed ; disbelieved.

1603 Shaks. Meets, for M. v. i. 119 Heauen shield yotir

Grace from woe As 1 thus wrong'd, hence vnbeleeued goe.
a 16 1

J)
FoTHERBV Atheom. Pref. (1622) B ij b, But yet speci-

ally, in the first point, of beleeuing that there is a God, that

is of all the rest the most vnbeleeued. 1655 J. Jans in

Nicholas Pa/^ers iCamden) II. 223 It cannot be long vnbe-
leeved, being soe farr advanced especially in the French
leauge. 1819 Wobdsw. Haunted Tree 27 Nor is it unbe-
lieved, By ruder fancy, that a troubled ghost Haunts the
old trunk. 1844 Kinclake Eothen viii. The unbelieved
Cassandra was right after alt. 1877 Ruskin P'ors Clav,
Ixxxi. 250 All which teachings have . . passed from deed and
truth into mere monotony of unbelieved phrase.

Unbeliever. [Un-^ la,] One who does not

believe ; spec, one who does not accept a particular

religions belief, an in6del.

isa6 Tindale 2 Cor. \\, 14 Beare nott the yooke wyth the

vnbelevers. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxx. § 2 The name
of Pagans, which properly signifieih country people, came
to be used in common speech for the same ihat infidels and
vnbeleeuers were. z6i8 J. Taylor (Water P.) Pennylts
Pilgr. F ij, This sounds like a lie to an vnbelecuer ; but I .

,

knowe that I speake within the compasse of truth. 1653 W.
Kamesev Astrol. Restored 32 In the dark corners of the
Gentiles, who were then unbelievers. 1709 Addison Tatler
No. Ill P4 To become conspicuous, [he] declares that he is

an Unbeliever. 1777 Priestley Matt. jrSpir. I. Pref. (1782)

p. viii. The cry agamst me as an unbeliever., was. .general

and loud. 1815 Scott Talism. iii, The miseries imposed by
the unbelievers upon the Latin Christians in the Holy Land.

1837 W. A. Butler 6Vrw. Doctr. <(• Pract, Ser. 11. xx. (1856)

2C2 The unbeliever may chafe at the mysteries of faith.

Unbelie-Ving, vbl. sb. [Un-I 13.] The ac-

tion of not believing ; disbelief; an instance of this.

a 1400 Ne^v Test. (Paues) Heb. iii. 19 pei ne my^le not

entren in-to his reste for hure vnbyhfynge. i6ix Cotcr.,

///<:/-<-rf«///^, ..vnbeleeuing, lackeof leliefe. 16x7 K. Ashley
Almansor 60 God permitteth vnbeleeuing in this world.

1883 J. M. Wilson Theory Inspiration ii. 30 It is as wrong
to count a man a fool for believing as for unbelieving.

U&belie ving, ///. a. [Un- i ic] Not giv-

ing 01 having belief (esp. in religious matters) ;

incredulous ; infidel.

a 140a New Test. (Paues) Heb. iii. 18 Towhom swor he ]jat

(jei schulden no^t entren in-to his reste, bote to J^ilke J>at weren
vnbylcfynge? X5a6 Tindale i Cor, vii. 14 For the vnbelev-

ynge husbande is sanctifyed by the wyfe : and the vnbelev.

ynge wyfe ys sanctifyed by the husbande. 1567 Jewel Def.

APol. II. vi. Div. 3. 141 As often as he shuttctn vp the Gate
of the Kingdome of Heauen against vnbeleeuing, and stub-

borne persons. 1613-fi W. Browne Brit. Past. \\. iv, VVhich

vnbeleeuing man, tnat is not mov'd To credit aught, if not

by reason prov'd,..Held as most fabulous, a 1656 Hales
Gold. Rem. \. (1673) 95 'Tis true indeed, in spight of un-

beleiving miscreants, it hath pleased God.. to save those

that are his. 1785 Pope Odyss. xiv. 431 And why, oh swain

of unbelieving mind I. .Doubt you my oath ? 1728 Eliza
Heywood tr. Mme. de Gomez' Belle ^.(1732) II. 270 There

is nothing I would not endeavour to suffer, or perform, to

keep you mine, indifferent and unbelieving as you are. i8a5

Scott Talism. iii, A barefooted friar would have been a
better associate than the gay but unbelieving Paynim. 1864

Pusev Lect. Daniel (1876) no It is no uncommon resource

of unbelieving criticism. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 111. 41

The age of miracles has ceased, and the world is an unbe.

lieving world.
absol. 15*6 Tindale Rev. xxi. 8 The fearfull and vnbelev-

ynge, and the abhominable, and murdres. 1594 Drayton
Sonn. Minor Poems (1907) 7 See myracles, ye vnbeleeuing;

see A dumbe-boin Muse made to expresse the mind.
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UNBELIEVINGLY. 60 UNBENIGN.
Hence Unbelie-vlng-ly adv, ; -l>«lie*vingrne8S.
ifiSs Baxter Parapkr. N. T. i Pet. ii. 7 Even they that

•unbelievingly reject.. the Gospel, and disobey it a\^d&
Bevkkidge Thes, Theol. (1711) I. 340 He is angry with
them (ic. the wicked].. For all Aatons; as done 1) From
wrong Principle. 2)..Inobedientially. 3. Unbelievingly.
1850 Lynch 'HtfopK TriHal\\\. 134 Many true tilings we
unbelievingly say. 1561 T. Norton CalvitCs Inst. i. 34 It

is Iherfore no maruelt if Christ alleged his miracles to con-
found the *vnbeleuingnesse of the Jewcs. 1581 J. Bkll
}Iaddim's Aksiv. Osor, 231 The fault hereof is their own un-
bcleevingnes, not the will of God.

Unbeloved, ///. a. (Un- 1 8.)
1597 Waknkr A/i. En^. ix. xlvi. 217 Eccho, an amiable

Nymph, long amorous of him, Hut louing, vnbeloued. 1647
Clarendon //«/, AV^. 11. §101 If it lind not concerned a
person notoriously unbeloved, and so the more unpi tied. 1697
Drvdem yEMCi'du 536 Whoe'er you are—not unbeloved by
Heaven..—Hax-e courage. tjo6\^ktts I/oraf Lyr. i. 118
Wild and wand'ring all alone, Unbeloved and unknown.
181S Shellev Summer Evening 5 Silence and Twilight, un-
belo\-ed of men. 1890 Baker ll'iid Ihasts I. 230 Atigeror
some unbeloved animal was before them.
absol, laso Lamb (////<)» The Unbeloved.

tUnbe-lt.///. a. Obs. [UN-i8b.] Unbelted.
x66a Hibbkrt Body Divinity i. 130 Truely here (as one

saith well) if ever unhclt unblcst\ he is a loose man that
wants this girdle of sincerity.

Unbelt, V, [Uk-2 4 and 5.]

L trans. To ungird.
X483 Cath. Angl. 27/2 Tovn Belte, discingere^ incingere.

2. To detaeh or remove (a sword, etc.) by un-
fastening the belt.

^ t8x4 ScoTT Lord ofIsles iii. xxiii. But why waste time in
idle words? Sit to your cheer—unbelt your swords. 18*5— Talism. xxvii, As if thy knight, who hath not yet buckled
on his armour, were unbelting it in triumph. 1879 J. D.
Long /Encid \x. 389 From off His shoulder he unbelts the
golden sword.
Unbe-lted, a. (Un-* 9.) 18x4 Bvron Lara i. xii, They

..snatch'd in startled haste unbelted brands. 1870 Bryant
Il:a*ix\\, II. 135 Sarpedon as he saw his friends The un-
belted Lycians. x88o L. Wallace Ben-Hur 32 He wears
..a loose gown, sleeveless, unbelted, and dropping from the
neck to the knee. Unbemoa'ned, ///. a. (Un-' 8.)

x6a3 tr. Favine's Theat. Hot. v. i. 41 By his vnbemoaned
death, Henry his Brother..came to enioy the Crowne of
England. ax7xx Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I.

375 When he.. Had no known Sin left unbemoan'd, And
with fresh Tears haa God aton'd. 18J7 Pollok Course T.
II. 773 God. .lets them ever try. .To walk alone, unguided,
unbemoaned. Where Evil dwells.

Unbend, V. [Un-^ 3 and 7.]
I. irans, 1, To release or relax (a bow) from

tension ; to unstring,

c xaso Gen. f\f Ex. 483 Lamech wi3 wreSe is knape nam,
Vn-bente is bo'je, and bet, and slo^. c izgo St. John 331 in

S. Eng. Leg. I. 412 J'are-aftur sone he nam is bouwe, and
unbende it ase he coujje. C1375 ^<^- ^^S- Saints v. iyohn)
481 par-for he his bow vnbent. pane sad sancte lohne:
' tel ^\ entent, quhy \>w vnbent J>i bow sa sone *, 1390 Gowhr
Con/. I. 108 Thanne was I furthest ate laste, And as a foil

my bowe unlwnde. 1413 26 Pol. Poems 53 Pray we god
his bowe of wraJ>J>e vnbende. crx44o Alph. Tales 274 pe
apostell askid hym whi it was vnbendid. X503-4 Act ig
Hen. Vil^ c. 4 Yf . .servauntcs . . shote with their Crosebowe
otherwyse than, .to unbend the same. X530 Palsgr. 766/1
Unbende ^-our bowes, syrs, nowe you come into the towne.
x6x4 Porchas Pilgrimage vi. v. (ed. 2) 590 Others 3. times
vnbent their bows, & thrice again bent them whiles their
horses ran. x6»7 Drayton Agincourt 61 Their bloody
swords they quietly had sheath'd, And their strong bowes
already were unbent. x8as Scott Talism. xij, Unlwnd thy
arblast, and come into the moonlight

"t" b. To uncock (a fire-arm). Obs.^^

_
x6m Lithgow Trav. vin. 351 Holding vp my hand, and

impToring for our Hues.., theyvnbend their fire-locks, and.,
did me homage.

f 2. To slacken or weaken, Obs.
x6os Shkks* Mach. 11. ii. 45 Vou doe vnbend your Noble

strength, to thinke So braine-sickly of things. i6ix

—

Cymb.
III. iv. Ill Why hast thou gone so farre To be vn-bcnt?
«83x James PkiL Augustus vi. My curse upon time ! for
lie . . saps our castles, and unbends our sinews.

3. yf^. To relax, to give relaxation to (one's
mind, etc.) ; to free from serious occupations.
X594 Southwell 3f. Magd. Funeral Teares (1823) 139

Unlesse thou wilt unbend her thoughts, that her eyes may
fully sec thee. 1604 Marston Malcontent iii. ii. E j b,

Thou that..Vnbendst the fecbled vaines of sweatie labour.
X656 Cowley Pindar. Odes^ To Dr. Scarborough vi, Un-
bend sometimes thy restless care. X7a5 Pope Odyss. i. 33s
Social mirth unbent his serious souL 1753 Hanway Trav.
VII. xcviii. (1762) I. 459 In this palace.. the king most
unbends his mind. 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. in. vi. 5 5 The
extemporaneous comedy had always been the amusement..
of all who wished to unbend their mmds. 1856 N. Brit.
Rev. XXVI. 217 The mind of the reader is unbent, he puts
aside for a time his own cares.
rejl. x67« VVvciierley Love in Wood ". ii. Men in office

too, that adjourn their cares and businesses, to come and
unbend themselves at night here. X711 Addison Sped. No.
93 Pio The Mind never unbends itself so agreeably as in
the Conversation of a well chosen Friend. 1791 Boswell
yohnson Ded., Dr. Clarke,. was unbending himself with a
few friends in the most playful and frolicksome manner.
X89X L. Falconer A///*. Ixe ii. 38 A very difTerentperson
from the Mademoiselle Ixe who unbent herself with E^rdyn.
4. Naut. To unfasten, untie, undo (a cable, line,

or sail).

x6v Capt. Smith SeamatCs Gram, vii. 30 fTo] vnbend
the Cable, is.. to take it away, which we vsually doe when
we arc at Sea. X7»o De For Ca^t. Singleton {if^ab) 220
We immediately unbent all our sails,, .and set up seven or
eight tents with them. 1745 P.Thomas yml. Anson's Voy.
37 We split the ForcMil and unbent it, and beot another.

X793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 158 We found it equally diffi-

cult to get the bridle cb:iin unbent from the swivel. 1840
R. H. Dana Bef. Matt xxvi, We unbent the mainsail, and
formed an awning with it. 1875 Board 0/ Trade Instr,

Saving Li/e by Rocket^ Unbend the Rocket Line from the

Warp. x88ji Nares Seamanship (ed, 6) 124 What ropes

are bent and unbent from the sail ?

6. To allow or cause (the brow) to relax from

a serious, severe, or fiowning aspect.

X718 Prior Henry ^ Emma 6 Wilt thou awhile unbend
thy serious Brow? Ibid. 138 A softer Look unbends his

opning IJrow. i8ix Lamb Hogarth Wks. 1909 L no The
. .joke which has unbent his care-worn hard-working visage.

1816 Byron Parisina xx, But never.. smile his brow un-
bended.

6. To straighten from a bent or curved position

;

to unfold. Also reji.

X663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxx, They are the Souls
whose Prayers God hears, who employ their hands as soon
as they have unbent their knees. X817 Kibby & Spence
Entomol. xxiii. H. 315 These [spines] are of great use in

pushing them off when the legs are unbended. 1834-6 P.
Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VliL 99/2 A spring,

which, in order that it may exert any force or give motion
to a ^^aclline, must first unbend itself. 1886 N. Zealand
Herald Z Nov. 6/5 Three nets were unbent and a number
of opening games played.
eUfsol, x8i6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xxiii, (1817) II. 315

They bend ihcir legs like the grasshoppers, and then un-
bending kick them out with violence.

II, inlr. ox absoL f7. To abandon an effort or

attempt. Obs. rare,
a x^oQ-^ Alexander 1744 (Dubl. MS.) For-Jri is better

vnbende & of J^i biathe leue. Ibid, 1974 For-tii it wer
better vnbenden or J»ou bale suffre.

8. a. To free oneself from constraint or cere-

mony ; to act in an unconstrained or genial manner;
to relax one's seriousness or severity.

1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. i. xviiL 106 Yet oft at
home you can unbend, And even to trifling Sports descend.
X784 CowPER Tiroc. 608 Ev'n in his pastimes be requires a
friend, To warn, and teach him safely to unbend. 183X
D. E. Williams Life ff Corr. Sir T. Lawrence XL 351
notef He seemed to unbend, and give way to his humour.
1869 FiiEBMAN Norm, Conq. vii. (1877) II. 28 In private
company though he never forgot his rank, he could unbend.

b. Of the features : To lose severity ; lo relax.

x8i8 Scott Rob Roy xviii, His hard features pradually
unbent. X857 A, Dobson Poems, Tale ofPolyphcme xviii,

Soon the Child Filled the lone shore with louder merriment,
And e'en the Cyclops' heavy brow unbent.

C. To relax in purpose.
1877 C. Geikib Christ XXXV. (1879) 413 His soul never

unbent from its grand enthusiasm.

9. To .liter from a bend or curve ; to become
straii,^lit or less curved,

i8isJ. Smith Panorama Sci.^ArtW. 35 The spring, by
unbending at the same time, loses a part of its power. i86x
Oho. Eliot Silas M. xii, But the complete torpor came at
last: the fingers lost their tension, the arms unbent. 1867
Auc;usta Wii.soN Vashti xxx, The brow wore its heavy
cloud, and the arch of the lip had not unbent.
Unbe'ndable, a. (Un-> 7 b.) [1775 Ash.] 1884 G.

Macuonald tr. Zf/jf.Xr. //^// (1885) 62 In such things her
will was unbendable. 1889 Baden-Powell /';^i/;V^/«f 94
The neck connecting the socket to the blade should be
strong and unbendable.

Unbe'uded,///. a^ [f. Unbend v.] Relaxed.
1693 llumaurs Town A fib. If it does but Contribute to

your Diversion, at your more unbended Hours. 1745 Eliza
Hevwood Female Spect. No. 10 (1748) II, 192 The con*
stantly chearful and entertaining companion of his more
unbended moments. 1751 Smollett Per. Pick, ii, His
features were a little unbended. 175X Johnson Rambler
No, 89 p 12 A wise and good man is never so amiable as in

his unbended and familiar intervals.

TTnbe-nded, ///. a.2 [Ux- 1 8.] Not bent.

1648 Hexham n, Onbesweken, Vnbowed, or Vnbended.
X7a6 PoPK Odyss. xxl 62 She. .To the proud Suitors bears
in pensive state 'Ih' unbended bow, and arrows wing'd with
Fate.

TTiibe*nder. rarr'^. [f. Unbend z;.] That
wliich unbends or relaxes.

1637 QuAHLEs Elegie i, Away, those Ioyes:..The late

vnbenders of my thoughtfull minde.

TTnbe'iiding, vbL sb. [f. Unbend v.I The
action of the verb, esp. in senses 3 and 8.

xsgj HuLOET, Vnbendinge, remissio. x6ix Cotgr., Des-
tenture^ an vnbending, vnstretching, slackening, loossing.

1648 Hexham, Ontspanntnge, a Loosening, an Vnbending, or
an Vnspanning. 1693 Drvokn Juvenal's Sat. Ded. (1697)
p. xxlx, Recreation, for the unbending of our Minds. 1709
Mrs. Manlkv Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 105 He found his
Understanding return with double Force after such Un-
bendings. X756 Monitor No. 53 IL 12 The rest of the
evening was spent in table talk, and the easy unbendings
of these little nocturnal assemblies. 1840 Dickens Old. C.
Shop xxxvi. With such unbendings did Richard.. relieve

the tedium of his confinement. 1859 G. A. Sala 7"w. round
Clock 218 He was of a disposition, save in casual moments
of unbending, quite surprising for its saturnine taciturnity.

b. attrib. {ox ppi. a.).

X701 RowK Amb. SteP-Moth. Ded., I hope it may in.

differently Entertain your Lordshifj at an unbending hour.

1740 CiBBER /!/(»/. I, Ded. (1756) p. viit, Where like the fam*d
orator of old, when publick cares permit, you pass so many
rational unbending hours.

TTnbendixig, ppl a. [Un- i lo.]

1. Not giving way or departing from a position or
principle; unyielding, inflexible, steady: a. Of
feelings, dispositions, etc.

rt 1688 CuDwoRTH Imtnut. Mor. (1731) 270 Truth is the
most Unbending and Uncompliabte.. Thing in the World.

x8oo Mrs. Hervev Mourtray Faui. IV. 115 Recollect,
that Mr. Sitbourne is rather of an unbending temper. 1848
Lytton Heirold viii. iv, His unbending hate of all that
was Norman, 1861 May Const. Hist. (1863) L L 82 A
kind but most unbending answer was returned to Mr. Pitt.

b. Of persons,
X796 Mathias Purs. Lit. {1798) 128 Firm, constant, and

unbending, he has the principles of a man, who knows and
feels what is demanded of him by his country. X831 Scott
Ct. Rob. xxxiii, The veteran and unbending conspirator,
Harpax, thus strengthened, .the failing spirits of Stephanos.
1871 C. Gibbon Lack ofGold viii, Annie knew how doggedly
unbending her father was,

2. Not bending or curving ; rigid ; esp. of persons,

remaining erect, not stooping.
X709 Pope Ess. Crit. 373 Swift Camilla.. Flies o'er ih*

unbending corn. 1726-45 Thomson iVinter 3064 Ye noble
few ! who here unbending stand Beneath life's pressure,
yet bear up a while. x8os Paley Nat. Theol, xvi, The
short unbending neck of the elephant is compensated by
the length and flexibility of his proboscis. 1884 V. M.
Crawford Rom. Singer 1, 25 The tall old foreigner stood
erect and unbending.

Hence Unl)endingly ad"}., Unbendingness.
1847 Webster, * Unbendingly. 1894 C. N, Robinsoh

Bfit. Fleet 439 The usage of the time was unbendingly
severe. 1824 Landoh Imag, Com: I. 96 note, *Unbending-
ness, in the moral as in the vegetable world, is an indication
as frequently ofunsoundness as ofstrength, 1855 I. Taylor
Restor. Belief {1856) 59 I'he spread of Christianitj-,, .[con-
sidering] its utibendingness, and the furious hostility it

encountered,., is proof of its reality. x8gx Meredith Ottt

ofour Cong, xxxviii, She met them with the slender tin-

bendingness that was her own.

fUnbene, a, Obs.—^ [Un-1 7 : see Bein a.]

Ungenial, wild and rugged.
13., Gatv. ^ Gr. A'nt. 710 pe knyjt tok gates straunge,

In mony a bonk vnbene.

Unbe-neficed,///. a, (Un-i 8.)
X623 Marston Duchess of Malfi \\\. ii. No question but

many an unbencfic'd scholar Shall pray for you for this

deed. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Suoj. u (1709) 50 There
would be a strange Improvement in the unbeneficed Clergy,
if they had a better Salary, 1749 Fielding 7'om Jones xiv.

viii, The brother., married the daughter of an unbeneficed
clergyman. X828 Q. Rev. XXXVII. 39 Some hoary, un.
beneficed Oxonian unburthening his heart in a garret.

X884 Centl. Mag. Feb. 106 Me the unbeneficed and insigni-

ficant, with my wretched pittance of j^^o per annum,
Unbene'ficent, a. (Un-' 7.) x8as*P. BEAuciiAMp'CGeo.

Grote) Anal. Injl. Nat. Relig. (1875) 21 If. .he is depicted
as unbeneficent—as having personal affections seldom co-
incident with human happiness. X864 Sat, Rev. XVIII.
398/2 Mr. Sturm . . bad a face, . fit to belong to some wood-
god (not unbeneficent) of heathen fable,

Unbeneficial, a. (Uk-i 7.)
1626 Bp. H, King Serm. Deliverance 63 Salubrity 01

Aire is His Gift \ shift of Places, smells to prepossesse
the Senses, but for Him had been vnbeneficiall. 1687
NoRKis Coll. Misc. (1699) 125 That it becomes unbene-
ficial to him \sc. God] . . is purely by accident. 17x8
Entertainer No. 24, 162 If duly apply'd, it may be, not
unbeneficial. 1828 P, Cunningham N.S. Wales (ed. 5) U.
70 It would admit an exchange amongourselves beneficially,

instead of an unbeneficial exchange with distant parts.

1839 Palmerston in G. H. Francis Opin. ^ Pol. (1852) 418
We shall be doing that which will not be unbeneficial or
unacceptable to some of those persons.
Unbe'nefitable, a. rare. (Un-' 7 b.) x688 Norris

Loi>e \. V. 59 This is plain in God, who., is the most self-

sufficient and unbenefiiable,. Being.

Unbenefited,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

X73S Pope Let. to Swift Wks. 1751 IX, 195 A friend

and benefactor even to your un-friended and un-benefited
Nation. 1753 Kichardson Grandison (1781) V. xxvii. 166
Religion., will not, I hope, leave me unbenefited by its all-

chearing influence, n iBxi V. Knox Liberal Educ. App.
Wks. 1824 IV. 263 Men who have acquired their excellence
..utiinstructed by tlie tuition, unbenefited by the founda-
tions, and undignified by the graduation of Oxford and
Cambridge, X879 St. George s Hasp. Rep, IX. 57 Unbene-
fited by treatment.

Unbenevolence. rare. (Un-* 12.) x688 Collier
Several Disc. (1725) 352 To imagine God has ordered this

World for the Advantage of.. Pride, of Sordidness, and
Unbenevolence,. .seems inconsistent with his Attributes.

1720 — Further Def. Restor. Prayer-bk. 79 I'm sorry to see
such Marks of Unbenevolence.

Unbene'volent, a, (Un-i 7.)
X697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. i. (1703) 106 To be fond

of anything, ..because the generality of mankind wants
it,.. arises from an unbenevolent and ungenerous temper.
170X — M. Anton. (1726) 205 If not, they [the gods]
must either be mistaken in their measures, or unbenevolent
in their design. 1775 S. J. Pkatt Liberal Opin. iv. (1783)
I. 83 To prevent an action, which I thought, on all hands,
unlawful and unbenevolent, a X832 Bentham Deontol. i.

(183^) II. 65 The meekness of a man whose meekness is

pernicious to others, and useless to himself, is unbenevolent,
and the contrary of virtuous. x8s3 G. J. Caylkv Las
Alforjas II. 291 Anoilier interstice of apathy, followed by
a frown of unbenevolent impatience.

Unbeni'ght, v. [Uk- 2 4 b.] trans. To free

from night or obscurity.

x62x QuARLES Argalus ^ p. I, Wks. (Grosart) III. 252/2
When sad Athleia's dreame had unbeiiiglited Her slumlicr-

ing eyes, her busie thoughts were frighted. 1638 — Hiero-
glyph, i. 20 Ibid. 187/1 Thou great Originall of Light, Whose
errour-chacing beams do unbenight The very soul of dark-

nesse. X674 N. Fairfax Bulk <S- Selv. 40 Having thus far

unhenighted our selvs, and clear'd our way.
Unbeni-ghted, ppl. a. (Un-' 8 ) 1667 Milton P. L. x.

682 I'o ihcrn Day Had unhenighted shon.

Uubenign, a. (Un- i
7,)

165X Cromwell Z*/, to Greenwood 4 Feb. (Carlyle), I

should wrong it. .if, either by pretended imxlesty or in any -

unbcnign way, I should dispute the acceptance of iL X667



UNBENIGNAITT.
MiLTOM P, L. X. 66i When to joyne In Synod unbenigne.
\^^ Christ Exalted z\yi, 88, I proceed to convince. .my
Dear Kratiste of his unbenign Temper. 1809-14 Wordsw,
Excurs. IV. 1014 As if the act removed.. all traces from the
good Man's heart Of unbenign aversion.

Hence TTn'bezil'gtily adv.
a 1893 Tennyson Hertdecasylla&ies 21 As some., half

coquette-like Maiden, not to be greeted unbenignly.

Unbeni-gnant, a. (Un* 7.) 1856 Hawthornk Ertg^.

Not£-i>ks. (1879) II- 76 A thoughtful.. and not unbenignaiit
face. i86oGeo. Eliot in Cross Li/g (1885) II. 202 A really
grand woman of fifty, with firm mouth and knitted brow,
yet not unbenignant. Unbeni'gnity. (Un-* 12.) 1867
H. liusHNKLL Mor. Uses Dark Th. 188 We have, in our
winter, a whole season of the year that bears a look of
unbeiiignity.

XTziDe'nt, ppl a, [Un- 1 8 b ; also (in sense i)

f. Unbend z/.]

1. Not bowed or curved ; also, freed from bend-
ing, straightened.

1483 Cath. Angl. 28/1 Vn Bent, laxus^ reiaxus. x6ix
CoTCR., Desbandi^ disbanded; vnbcnt; vnbound. 1813
livBON Giaour 27 His queen, the garden queen, his Rose,
Unbent by winds, unchill'd by snows, i860 GossE Rom,
Nat, Hist, 61 These venerable giants of the forest, that
have stood unbent beneath the weight of a thousand years.

b. Of a bow : Not bent ; released from a bent
state.

1513 Douglas Mneid xi. xvii. 18 IThey] on thar wery
schuldris wyth grcit schame Thar byg bowys onbent has
tursit hame. t6oz Donne Frogr. Soul ^qo Like an unbent
bow, carelesly Hb sinewy Proboscis did remisly He. 1663
Up. Patrick Parab, Pil^. xxii, Do not think you shall be
in danger to lose the Victory over them, if you suffer your
Bow sometimes to be unbent. 1728 Eliza Hevwood tr.

Mme, de Gomezes Belle A. (1732) II. ^i She had a Quiver
at her Back, and an unbent Bow in her Hand. 1830-4
Whittier Mogff yt/<fi?«* 386, I only meant To draw up
again the bow unbent.

a. Not wrinkled or knit.

1593 Shaks. Liter, 1509 An humble gate, calme looks, eyes
wayhng still, A brow vnbent that seem'd to welcome wa
3. fig. Not subdued or made subservient.
1697 Drydeh /Eneis vi. 143 Thou, secure of soul, unbent

with woes, a 1718 Prior Soloinon 11. 554 She looks with
Majesty, and moves with State : Unbent her Soul, and ia
M isfort u ne great, She scorns the World. 1815 Scott
Betrothed xxix, The high-spirited entreaties of Eveline,
unbent by adversity and want, gradually lost effect on the
defenders of the castle. 1845 {see UNBETTKREO/Sy*/. a.\.

XTubenU'mb, v. [UN-23.] trans. To free

from numbness. Hence TTnbenu'xnbing vbl, sb,

1598 Sylvester Du Burtas ii. i. iv. Handy-cr. 23^ The
fire Dries his dank Cloathes,.. And un-benums bis smnews
and his flesh. 1601 Florio Montaigne in. iii. 492 Most
wittes haue neede oiextravagant stuffe, to vn-benumme and
exercise themselues, 1611 Cotcr., Desdormissement,..3L
quickening, or ynbenumming. 16*4 Quarles Job xvi. 25
The vcrtue of his breath, can vnbenumme The frozen lips,

and strike the speaker dumme. 1706 Stevens i, Desentor*
Pecer^ to unbenum.
Unbenu-mbed,///. a. CUn-' 8.) i86« Geo. Eliot J/Voj
M. xii. She knew this well; and yet, in the moments of
wretched unbcnumbed consciousness [etc]. Unbepi'SSed,
PPL a. (Un-' 8.) a 1550 Imctge Hypocr. iii. 172 in Skelton*s
W^ks. (184O II. 43S/i He is sutcb a scolde. That no play
may hym nolde For anger vnbepyst, Unbcpra'nkea,
///. a, (Un.* 8.) 1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 31 And of her
wooers vnbepranct and sole, Both from the land, and from
the lookes she stole.

TTnbequea*thed, ppl. a. Also 5 unbo-
quethyn, -queithen, 6 -ciueith. [Un- 1 8 and
8 b.] Not bequeathed.
a. 1483 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 243 My money and

plate that remayneth unbequethyn to be'kept by my seid
executours. 1494 [see UnbesetJ. 1511 in Test. Ebor. (Sur-
tecs) VI. 4 The residew of.. my goodes unl>equeith I freely
gif unto Jeneit my wif. 1553 Wills 4- Inv. N. C. (Surtees,

1835) 141 The Resydew off all my goods vnbequeith I gyue
to my brother.

fi, c \w Lane. Wills (Chetham See.) I. 3, I will and be-
qweth. .all the residew of my goodes unbeqwethcd unto the
mariage ofmy son. 1544 Knaresb. Wilts (Surtees) I. 42, I

gyffe all my goodes unbequythcd to the usse of Richard my
Sonne, a 1613 Overdurv CAaroc/rrf (1615) Hj b, Hecroakes
like a raven against the death of rich men, and so gets
a Legacy vnbcqueath'd. 1618 in Buccleuch MSS, (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 253 He hath. .given him the residue of his
goods unbequcathed. 1655 Fuller Hist. Cambr, (1840) 214
She left.. five thousand pounds, besides her goods unbe<
queathed, for the erection of a College. t8s9 S. H. Cassan
Lives Bfis. Bath ff Wells 224 The residue, unbequeaihcd,
was applied to the Vicars' Close at Wells. 1846 Groik
Greece 11. vi. (1863) II. 475 Conflictini; claims at law for the
hand of an unbequcathed orphan heiress,

fig. i6sa Wk^ Htif n, Dj, Her Ladies heart doe yet stand
free And vnbequcath'd to any.

tUnbeciuestCed,///. a. Obs, [UN-i8,8b.]
prec

1506 Test, Ebor, (Surtees) IV. 255 All my oder goods un-
bequest I gyf them to Kateryn ray wife, xw Lane, Wills
(Chetham Soc) 1. 18, 1 will that alt my goodis moveable and
unmoveablc unbequcst be sold. 1540 Test. Ebor, (Surtees)
VI. 108 Residue of my goodes unbcqueslcd I put unto
the full disposicion of my sones. 1564 Richniond. Wills
(Surtees) 175 All my goods unbequested I give and bequeth
to Cecile Swale my wiff.

t XJnbequo'then, obs. var. of Unbeqdeathed.
148a Marc Paston in P. Lett. III. 288 The residewe of

the stuffe of myn houshold unbiquothcn.

Unberea'ved,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1889 Sat. Rev. 23 Mar.
359/2 'I'hat iron philosopher .. had, in his unbcreavcd
moments, a keen eye for the main chance. Unberea'ven,
///. a, (Un-' 8b.) 1849 Mrs. Browning ChiltCs Grave
xxiv, Arms, empty of her child, she lifts, With spirit un-
bercaven.
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tXnbere-ft,///. a, (Un-i 8 b.)
i6ai G, Sandys Mneis i. 411 Lost Phrygia I with twenty

sliips for50oke;..seauen, unbereft By seas, and cruell
stormes, alone are left. 1648 Hexham 11, Onberooft^ Vn-
bereft, or Vnspoiled. 1820 Wordsw. River Duddon, Faery
Chasm 3 A sky-blue stone, within this sunless cleft, Is of
the very footmarks unbereft Which tiny Elves impressed.
1839 Whittier Relic 24 Flower of a perished garland left,

Oflife and beauty unbereft I

t Unberi'sped, ///. a. Obs,-^ [ad. Du. and
Flem. onberisply f. berispen Berisp z/.] Uncen-
sured, unreproved.
1481 Caxton Reynard x\\. (Arb.) 36 Tho commanded the

kynge openly that eche of them shold be stylle, and suflfre

the foxe to saye vnberisped what that he wolde.
Uiiberou'ged, ppl. a, (Un.' 8.) 1778 The Auction 3

Half-dress'd and unberoug'd, she hastes away,

Unbe-rried,///. a. [Un-18: see Berry f.l,

and cf. Unbarrowed ppl, a. So Norw. dial, ubard,
obart.'] Unthreshed.
1570 Wills «5- Inv, N. C, (Surtees, 1835) 341 In vnberied

whete xiiij thraves;..in pease vnberied iij quarters. 1582-3
Durham ^Vills II. 77 In come berryed and vnberyed.

Unbe'rtlied,///. a. [Un-18: see Berth v. 2]

Unboarded.
1589 in iV. 4- Q. 9th Ser. X. 373/a The church stool which

is appointed for women to sit in, is very insufficient, being
unbirthed and kept very fowle. 1640 Ibid. VII. 505/2 That
many of the pews . . are old, ruinous, unbirthed.

Unbeseem, v, [Un-i 14.]

1. trans. To be unseemly or unbecoming for (a

person) ; to suit (one) badly,
a 1657 R. LovKDAY Lett. (1663) 30, I.. write his Letters,

and [doj whatever else that unbescems not his command or
my obedience. 1678 Gale Crt, Gentiles iv. iit. Pref Aij,
Passionate emotions, personal reflexions, or whatever may
unbeseem one that lies under essential obligation [etc.). 1846
H. G. Robinson Odes 0/Horace a. xii. Whom it ne'er un-
beseem 'd to bear foot in the dance.

2. To fail in, fall short of.

i8xa BvRON Ch. Har.y To lanthe ii. Ah! may'st thou ever
be what now thou art. Nor unbeseem the promise of thy
spring. 1870 Creasy Hist. Eng. II. 336 But he soon un-
beseemcd that promise.

Unbeseeming, a. [Un-i lo and 5 d.]

1. With object : Not beseeming or befitting (a

person, etc) ; unbecoming or inappropriate to.

(Very common in 17th c.)

1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Deut. Ixv. 394 Nowe it were vn-
beseeming his power that hee coulde not execute the thing
that he had determined with himselfe. 1586 T. B. La Pri-
maud. Fr. Acad. i. igi They judged the verie remembrance
thereof to be unwoorthie & unbeseeming men of honor.

1631 GoucK Go<Cs Arrouos 1. § ^^^ You shall find them all to

be very toyes, much unbeseeming Gods excellent Majesty.

1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. i. ii. 40 But some
thinke it a thing unbeseeming the dignitie of a physician, to

prepare his Medicines. 1676 Halk Contempt, i. 493 An un-
necessary breaking of the rest of this day, and unbeseeming
the solemnity of it. i7ix in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. VIII. 301
As being a thing Unoeseemtng a Religious house, a 17SX

Sheffield (Dk. of Buckhm.j Wks.{^^sii IL 153 'ITie truth

of it is, a criminal there had put me into a passion, a little

unbeseeming a Judge. 1880 Swinburne Study Sliaks.

(189s) 60 An office., no more unbeseeming the pupil hand of
the future master, than [etc.].

+ b. In quasi-adverbial use. Obs,

i&lS Tqmbes Anthropol. 9 Ye doe unbeseeming your
prtviledge. 165s Gurnall Chr. in Arm. 11. xviii. § 2. 190
He dare not think or speak unbeseeming the glory or good-
nesse of God.

2. Unbecoming ; offending against propriety or

good taste, (Very common in lythc.)

1594 Hooker Ecel. Pol, u viii. § 9 All those things which
men by the light of their naturall vndcrstanding euidently
know.. to be beseeming or vnbeseeming. i6ai Burtom
Anat. Mel, i. ii, in. xiii. They.. break many limes into
violent passions, oaths, imprecations and unbeseeming
speeches. 1664 Pepys Diary 23 Sept., Minnes took occa-

sion, in the most childish and unbeseeming manner, to re-

proach us all. 1671 H. M. tr, Erasm, Colloq. 433 What is

more unbeseeming, than that an ignoble merchant should
have store of money, 1716 M. DAVits Athen. Brit, I. 296
Larding their unbeseeming and inconsistent Prophecies,
with, .incongruous Latin. 28a5LAMa£'//a 11. The Vvedding,

The unbeseeming artifices, b^ which some wives push on
the matrimonial projects of their daughters. (3(1843 Southey
Doctor ccxxii. Nor has it any unbeseeming levity, like this

which is among Browne's poems, i860 Geo. Eliot in

Cross Life (188^) H. 244 The Almighty above is as un-
beseeming as painted Almighties usually are.

Hence Unbeseemlngly adv.y -see*ininfirnes8.
1617 Collins De/. Bp. Ely 11. x. 407 They dare not for

horrour say that our Sauiour did vnwisely, or any way *vn.
beseemingly. 1660 Stahukv Hist. Philos. ix. (1687) 521/2
They, under the pretence of his Doctrine, do many strange
things, inveigling the young men unbeseemingly. a 1677 Bar-
bow .S'^r^w. Phil. iv. 7/ Wks. 1686 III. 63 All reason dictatcth

..that in being discontented we behave our selves very un-
beseemingly and unworthily. 1623 Bp. Hall Contempt.

^

O.T xvMi. IV, Against the disguise she had pleaded the 'un-

beseemingnesse for her person and state. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk^ Selv. 191 That would be an unbeseemingness. 1723
Dk. Wharton True Briton No. 48 II. 422 He is to learn

from the Unbeseemingness and Intemperances of others

Passions, the better how to govern his own.
Unbesee'inly, a. rare, [Un-1ii.] Unseemly.
1648 Hexham 11, Onbehoorlick, Vnbeseemly. 1801 Eliz.

Helme St, Mag.'s Cave xi. (1819) I. 121 It is unbeseemly
for youth to press thus before age to the grave.

ftJnbesee-n.fl. Obs—^ [Uw-iSb.] Unprovided,

destitute, devoid.

1390 Gower Con/. III. zSu Love, which is unbesein Of
alle rcson. as men sein.

UNBETOKBN.
fUnbesee'nness, Obs,"-^ [Cf. prec] Heed-

lessness ; want of care.
a IM5 Ancr. R, 344 Of alle kudde & kuSe sunncn, ase..

of keorfunge, oSer of hurtunge, l>uruh unbiseinesse [MS, T,
unbisehenesse).

XTnbeset, var. Umbeset v, Obs.

t Unbese-t, ppL a. Obs. [Un-1 8 b + Bkset
V, S.] Not bestowed or apportioned.
1494 Will Maude Parterich 23 Feb. (Somerset Ho.), As

long as my goodis vnbyset and vnbequeithen will strecche to.

Unbesie'ged, /*/*/. a. (Un-' 8.) x6io Healey^^^k^.
Citie 0/ God 148 But Sulmo.. being unbesieged..was..
appointed for a direct spoile. 1644 Prynne & Walkkr
Fiennes' Trial 89 Unlesse they leave tlie Castles unbesieged.

Unbesot, z/. rare, [UK-23.] ^rawj. To free

from dulness or stupidity.

1603 Florio Montaigne in. v. 532 He that could recouer
or vn-besot man, from so..verball a superstition, should not
much prejudice the world. 16x1 Cqtgr., Dessoter^ to
vnbesot; to quicken, refine, or cleere a dull vnderstanding.
JJnbeso'tted, >//.«. (Un-' 8.) rZjs'^MSKm Fors Clav.

liii. 126 The meaning of the parable, heard with ears un-
besotted, is this.

Unbesought, ppl, a. (Un-1 8 b.)
X667 Miltony. L. x. 1058 Least Cold Or Heat should

injure us, his timely care Hath unbesaught provided. 1739
' R. Bui.L* tr. Dedeiindus Grobianus 173 In case tliey

come, which sure no Mortal ought, Unlook'd for, unexpected,
unbesought. Receive 'em not. i8a7 Pollok Course T. vii.

2o'rhns the bard, Not unbesought, again resumed his song.

1874 Holland Afistr. Manse iv. 30 Poor precious gift,

that goes for nought From willing heart and ready hand,
And wins no favor unbesought.

t Unbesou-nd,///. a. Obs.~^ [Un-MK] Not
sounded,
c 153a Du Wes Introd. Fr, in Palsgr. 898 What letters

shall be lefte unbesounde.

t Unbespea k, zf. Obs. [UN-23.] trans. To
countermand ; to cancel an order or request for.

x66i Pepvs Diary 30 Oct., Pretending that the corps
stinks, they will bury it to-night privately, and so will

unbespeak all their guests. 1693— Let. in Academy g Aug,
(1S90) 109/3 ^ou will force me elce to..unbespeake y« con-
tinuance of a Kindenesse I cannot repay, 1740 Garrick
Lying Valet i, I can immediately run back and unbespeak
what I have order'd. 1743 Mrs. Delany in Li/e .j- Corr.
(1861) II. 207 He says he has not strength to perform the
journey. The lodgings are unbespoke, the coach forbid.

UnbespO'ken, ///. a. Also 8 unbespoke.
[Un-1 8 b.] Not bespoken; not ordered, engaged,
or arranged for.

x68x Drvdbn Abs. ff Achit. i. 242 Swift, unbespoken
Pomps, thy steps proclaim. 1796 Campaigns 1793-4 1. 1. ix.

85 Ob, spare me a Muse (if there's one unbespoke). 1843
Geo. Euot in Cross Li/e (1885) I. 124 We need not be
idle in imparting all that is pure and lovely to cliildren

whose minds are unbespoken. i860 E.merson Cond. Li/e
vi, {1861) 118 The horses come up with the family carriage
unbespoken to the door.
Unbespri'nkled, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1653 Urquhart

Rabelais 11. xxii. 153 liiese villainous dogs, .left none of her
attire unbesprinkled with their staling.

Unbestowed,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1534 More CiJ/zy^ <7^f/. Trib. ni. xiii. Pvj, He woulde not
haue lefte them vnbestowed, if he had foreknowen the
chaunce. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvi. (1887) 137 Is

not that most dangerous .. as the vnbestowed scoller by
profession isV 1622 Bacon Hen, VII, 216 Hee had now but
one Sonne, and one Daughter vnbestowed. 1794 Wordsw.
Guilt tS" Sorrow lix. Comfort by prouder mansions unbe-
stowed Their wearied frames, she hoped, would soon regale.

fUnbe-t, ///. a, Obs. [Un-I 8 b + BsKT v.

Cf. OE. ungeb^U, ON. tibdltr.] Unamended.
CISCO Trin. Coll. Horn. 173 He bit here unbette sennes
..cumen biforen hem. (71300 Cursor M, 26649 ^ ^^'^ ^^
tua Vnbette l^ai drau ai toward maa. Ibid. 28371 My
sucrnes me has don for-gette And many sinnes left vn-bett.

Unbet, V, rare-^. [Un- 2 3.] trans. To free

from .1 bet.

x668 Drvden Even, Love v. i, I'll be unbetted again if

you please, Sir, and leave you all the Honour of it.

t Unbetea'Jning, ppl, a. Obs—^ [Un-* io +
Beteem v.'\ Unconsenting.
1642 D. Rogers Naaman 27^ Cease thine enmity, thine

hard thoughts, thine unbeteaming heart.

UnbeteaTed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1635 J. Hayward tr.

BiondPs Banish'd Virg. 30 With unbcteared eyes to see

him at parting, /bid. 217 There was not an unbeteared
eye among all the spectators.

Unbethink, variant of Umbethink v.

Uiibethougbt, ppl^a, [Un-i 8 b. Cf.

MDu. onbedocht, -dacht (Du, dackt)^ G. unbedacht
thoughtless,]

1. Unpremeditated; also as arfi/,, without premedi-
tation, unintentionally, unexpectedly. Now dial.

1558 Phaer ^neid ii. D 4 b, As one that unbethought
hath hapt some snake among the briers To tread. 1823
E. Moor Suffolk Words 438 Unbethoivt, unpremcdiiated,
unintentionally, ' 'Twas wholly unbethowt o' me.' 1854
Miss Baker Northafnpt. Gloss. 368.

2. Unlhought of, unrealized.

i85sBAiLEYjT/}'j/;V,etc 135 When, i'th' end, Unnumbered
times, duration unbethought, Have passed.

tTTnbeti'de, v. Obs. rare, [Un-1 14,] inlr.

To fail to happen.
C1374 Chauckr Boeth. v. pr. iv. (1868) 161 pilke )?inees

|>at ^e prescience woot byforn ne mowcn nat vnbitide, ^at
is to seyn }>at ^ei moten bitide. Ibid. pr. vi, 175 pat )jilke

J^inge Jrat god seej> to bytide it ne may nat vnbytide.

Unbeto'ken, v. (Un-* 14.) 1844 Lo. Houghton Me$n.
Many Scenes 151 Like a glorious maiden dreaming music



TTKBETEAYED.
in the drowsy heat. Lies the City, unbetokeaing where its

myriad pulses beau

Unbetrayed,//'/. a. (Un-i 8.)

XS9S Daniel Civ. Wars m. xli. 53 For many being priuy
to the fact How hard it is to kccpe it vnbetray'd? 1805
\<!oKos\\'. SoftH. /r, Micha£l A n£;clo i. 2 Yes 1 hope may
with my strong desire keep pace. And I be undeluded,
unbetmyed. iSax Shelley Epipsyck.^ Fragnu 43 Start

not—the thine you are is unbetrayed.
Unbetray*mg» ppL a. (Un-* 10.) 1788 Anna Seward

Lttt. (iSii) II. 8 It is either genuine, or assumed with
guarded and unbetraying art. 1893 K. Graham Pagan
Papers 64 Only we three, the wide world over, she and
1, and the unbetrayiDg* gate. Unbetro'thed, ///. a-

(Un.^ 8.) 15^7 Ir. Bullingers Dtcadts 11. x. (1592) 231 Some
. .are of opinion that they are not culpable of adultery, if

they haue the company of an vnbetrothed maiden. _»66o

R. Coke Power ^ Subj. 153 If a man corrupt a virgin

unbetrothed, . . let him be fined. 1904 Howitt Native
Tribes S.E. Australia v. 178 Some other woman .. who
has an unbetrothed daughter.

Unbe-tterable, a. [Un-1 7 b.] Incapable

of being improved.
t8o6 Anfi. Rev. IV. 82 The country is not only bad but

unbetterable. 1874 Ruskin Fars Clav. xl. IV. 76 A lovely,

classic, unbetterable sentence of Marmontei's, perfect in

wisdom and modesty.

Unbe-ttered, ///. «. [Un-i 8. Cf. Du. onge-

Uterdt MHG. ungebezzert (G. 'besser£)y MSw.
obdtrad.'l Not made better ; unimproved.
X63S Wither Brit. Rememb, iv. 941 All they that goe

Unbctter'd from such objects, worse doe grow. 1648

Sparks Pre/, to J. Skute's Sarah ^ Hagar bj, He. .so

tempered the wine and oil together, that none (but through
hisown default) might go away unbettered. 1813 Shicllev

Q. Mai IV. 8i From kings, and priests, and statesmen, war
arose, Whose safety is man's deep unbettered woe. 1845
I3AILEY Festus (cd. a) 310 Even these.. Unbent, unbettered

will again rush forth In all the might of madness and
despair.

t Unbetty, z-. Ca«/. [Un-2 .v] (See quot.)

x8x2 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet. s.v. Betty, To unbetfvt or

letty a lock, is to open or relock it, by means of the betty

[= a picklock],

TTnbe-velled,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1593 Kyd up. Trag. iii. xi. 23 A Sonne, The more he
growes . ., The more vnsquard, unbeuelled he appeares.

x6ai QuARLES Div, Poc?ns, Esther Med. 19 The Law of

God. .doth justly paize The ballances of his \sc. man's] vn-
beuelled wayes. 1651 Ruskin Stones Ven, I. xvi. § 5 The
bevelled wall cannot conveniently carry an unbevelled arch.

187S Carpentry ^ Join, 47 A chisel is inclined to draw into

the work on the plain or unbevelled side.

Unbewailed,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1586 W. Warner Alb, Eug. iv. xxi. (1592) 88 He wandred
vnbewailed long, as man whom men exempt From house,
and helpe. x6o6 ^iKKVj&.Ant, i^ CI. in. vi. 85 But let

determin'd things to destlnie Hold ynbewayl'd their way.
i66x HiCKEKiNGiLL Jamaica 99 Not unbewail'd was his

Catastrophe. 1676 HoBDEs///rtf/3;j8 Why should this come
how into my head, When unbewail'd Patroclus IJeth still?

1837-6 SouTHEV Poems, To Hymen iii, Tho' doomed per-

chance to die Alone and unbewailed.
Unbewai'ling, fpL a. (Un-* 10,) i8ao Siiici.lkv

Prometh. Unb. 11. iv. 16 The radiant looks of unbewailing
flowers. Ibid, II. V, 71.

t Unbewa'ref ctdv, Cbs, [Alteration of Un-
WABE adv,^ after Bewaue z/.] « Uxawake adv,

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. x. 28 To com by thees wayes
vpon theyre enemyes vnbeware. £'1489 — Blanchardyn
XXX, 113 A grete sorowe toke hym at his herte of that he
was so taken \Tibeware. 1565 Golding Ovid's I^Ut. 1.

'1593) 7 ^*^ meant, .To stealc upon me in the night and
kill me unbeware.

t Uubewa'res, adv. Obs, [Cf. prec] = Un-
awares adv.
1483 Vulgaria abs Terentio 23 b, He com vnbywarsc.

1568 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 192 Leest per-

aucnture sodeyiily vnbewares it fall in decaye. 1550 Bale
Apol. 35 Fulfyll not that thou hast vowed vnbewares.
a 1557 Abp, Parkkr Ps. F ij. And thus I offend unbewares,
thoughe afterwards I perceiue it.

Unbewi'lder, f. (Un-'s.) x668 H. More Dtv. Dial.
V, xvii. (1713) 464 For it can be no unbecoming office to

unbewilder some over-serious Souls, that may be too much
captivated with such kind of Writers. XJnbewi'ldered,
///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1805 Wokdsw. Prelude vi.

41 What keen research. Unbiassed, unbewildered, and un-
awed. 1855 MiLMAN Lat. Ckr. xiv. iii. VI. 461 Vet he
himself seems to walk unbewildered in his own labyrinth.

TTnbewi'tch., v. [Un- 2 3.] trans. To deli-

ver from witchcraft ; to disenchant.
X584 R. Scot Discov. IVitchcr. xu. xviii. (i8S6) 219 There

be masses of purpose for this matter, to unbewitch the be-

witched. X646 Gaule Cases Consc, 4 Their bewitched
body or goods has served to unbewitch them. X679 Oates
Senn. at St. Michaels Pref. A 4 b. That God., would un-
bewitch thb Roman Catholick Synagogue, who believe none
to be Christians but themselves. X7S1 Ljivincton Enthus.
Meth.tf Papists iii. (1754) 194 Barbara Dorea, .confessed
that she had unbewitched several whom she herself had be-
witched.
Unbewi'tched, pfl. a, (Un-» 8.) X648 Bi-. Hall

Select Th. § 12 A Christian can hold his eyes and yet
behold beauty, unbewitched. 1827 Polloic Course T. ix.

242 By fashion's revelry uncharmed, liy honour unbe.
witched—he left the chase Of vanity. Unbewi'tching,
///. a. (Un.» 10.) x8s9 G. Meredith R. Feverel xxt, A
similar unbewitching fear. Unbewrayed, ///. a. (Un-'
_io.)_ X605 Daniel Philotas m. i. And that the keeping of
it [i-e. an offence] vnbewraid, Was that 1 held the rumor
vaine to be. Unbewri'tten,/;*/. a. (Un-> 8.) x83o in
Mrs. Wyndham Corr, Lady Lyttleton (1912) 228 This
perfectly fresh and unbewritien sort of subject.

Unbi-as, v. [Un- 2 3.] trans. To free from
bias.
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1708 Swirr Sent. Ch. Eng. Man Wks. 1755 11. i. 5+ The
truest service a private man may hope to do his country is,

by unbiassing his mind as much as possible.

Aff.,

aiir
and Iiitej^rity.

Unbiassed (wnbai-ast), a. Forms : 7-8 un-

byassed, 7- unbiassed, 8- unbiased
;

7-8 un-

byasa'd (7 -byas'd), unbiassed (7, 9 -bias'd),

8 unbyast. [UxN-1 S.]

1. Of bowls, etc. : Having no bias.

1607 G. WiLKiNS Miseries EnforcedMarr. iv, These men
. , headlong run, like an unbiasM bowl. iSas J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 173 The piston, therefore, being in an

unbiassed state, as regards the pressure, will again be raised

to its original situation by the counterpoise weights.

2. fig. Not unduly or improperly influenced or

inclined; unprejudiced, impartial: a. Of persons.

X647 Clarendon ///i/. AV^. n. §77 1'bey were as sure,

that so many so unbiass'd men, would never be elected

again. 1686 W. Hopkins tr. Ratramnus Dissert. v._ (1688)

100 Which are the Sentiments of Ratramnus, as will evi-

dently appear to any unbyass'd Reader.
_
X710 Tatter No.

235 rz My Lady.. IS wholly unbiassed in dispensing her

Favours among them. 1775 Weslev Calm Address 12,

I am unbiassed : I have nothing to hope or fear from either

side. x8a3 Keble Serin, iii. (1S48) 72 A considerate un-

biassed man, acting steadily by this rule. x86x Brougham
Brit. Const, xvii. 265 Its [the House of Lords'] veto upon
all the measures that pass the Commons,. .its more calm
deliberation on all questions, unbiassed by mob clamour.

absol. ciyzi Mrq. TuLLinARDiNi; in loih Rcfi. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I, 126 The unbiass'd are strangely disjoynted

through the busie artifice of those who find their account

in unexpressable confusion.

b. Ofthe judgement, mind, feeling, standards of

action, etc.

X654 Whitlock Zootomia 209 In humane Learning I

appcale to every Mans own impartiall Breast, whether he

can boast an unbiassed Judgement? xdn-^T^vriMv.-^ Amboyna
Ded. Aiij, You have serv'd him with unbyass'd Honor,

and with unshaken resolution. 1724 Svf1¥t Drapier''s Lett.

Wks. 1755 V. 11. 104 The minds of a jury, which ought to

be wholly free and unbyassed. X776 Gibbon Decl. 4- F. x.

I. 252 He submitted the choice of the censor to the un.

biassed voice of the senate, x8o8 Helen St. Victor Ruins
ofRigonda II. 6 A heart, unbiassed to any particular indi-

vidual. X846 Mrs. QfQVi&Eng. Char.l. 117 The Linkman
sees with unbiassed eyes, and declaims with unblushing

enunciation. X873 C. M.Davies Unorthod. Lond. (1876)

104 And probably in no section of religious development is

this unbiassed judgement more essentially necessary.

c. Of particular actions, opinions, etc,

x663 Temple Let, to Bridgman Wks. 1720 H. 63 The
general Opinion conceived here, of your Lordship's.. un-

biass'd Pursuit of the true Interest of the Kingdom. 1690

Locke Hum. Und.x. iv. §25 Without any other design,

than an unbiass'd enquiry after Truth, X742 Richardson
Pamela III. 248 He will judge us according Jo the un.

forced and unbyassed Use we make of that Light.
_ 1791

Burke Corr. (1844) III. 193 All. .which a man without

authority can give,—his unbiassed opinion, his honest ad-

vice, and his best reasons. x8i2 Sir H. Davy Chan. Philos.

25 Every field of enquiry was open for the free and un-

biassed exercise of the powers of genius. X843 Bethune
Sc. Fireside Stor. 7a Upon these concurring circumstances

—

supported as they were by the unbiassed testimony of

Dr. G , he was set at liberty. x86» H. Spencer First

Princ. I. i. §6 (1875) so An unbiassed consideration of its

general aspects.

3. As adv. =s next. rare~^,

X796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla vii. iv, If impartially and
unbiassed, the Major is refused.

Hence TTnbi'assedly adv,, TTubl'asseduess.
1676 Doctrine of Devils 150 As is plain, if any man do

but *unbyassedly consider the several places, where the

word is used, as I have intimated afore. 1699 Locke in

Fox Bourne Life (1876) II. xv. 472 With a free mind that

unbiassedly pursues truth it cannot be other wise. X718

HicKES & Nelson J. KettkwcH iii. ciii. 443 Who.. shall

Faithfully and Unbj'asedly Persue the Blessed Work of

Christian Union. 1886 Cyclist 25 Aug. 116^/1 The same
printer very unbiassedly turned out both bills. 166a Bp,

HalVs Remains Pref. b ij b, He claims the liberty of re-

serving his own Judgement, and more especially topag. 387.

where in the close of the Tract his *uiibyassedness is clearly

professed. 169a Locke Toleration Wks. 1714 UL 462 *Tis

Want of Attention and Unbyassedness in you, that puts

your Religion past doubt with you.

TTnbi'blical, a. (UN-I7. CLY>yx, onbijbelschy

G. unbiblisch., Sw. obiblisk.)

1828 PusEV Hist. En^. I. 92 Even unbiblical terminology,

except what was admitted by the universal church, was
excluded. X87S E, White Life in Christ v, xxviii, The
custom. .of representing Faith and Reason as opposites, is

unbiblical and pernicious.

Unbi'bulous, a. (Un-' 7,) 1864 J, Ormsuy Autumn
Rambles N. Africa 44 Bushes of an unbibulous kind of

brushwood that seemed to have taken a pledge of total

abstinence early in life,

t Unbi-ched, a. Obs.-^ Ai>p. « Biccueu a.

C1460 Toiuneley Mysi. xxiv. 356 Thou shall forthynk it,

in faythe ; Fy, what thou art fre ! vnbychid, vnbayn 1

Unbi-ckered, ppl. a. (Un-' 8 c.) 1855 IIrowning Bp.

Blougram 894 You are not I—Who needs nmst make earth

mine and feed my fill Not simply unbutted at, unbickered

with, But [etc.l.

Unbrd, ///.«. Also 5 vnbedde. [Un-1 8 b,]

1. ^ Unbiiidkn ppl. a.
;

14.. Gosp. Nicodemus (A.) 174 l>is niess.-»gere to ihesu

knelid;, .|>es baners sone gan belde And bowed to ihesu
\

vnbedde. X593 Shaks. 3 Hen. V/, v. L 18 Oh vnbid spight,
:

is sportfuU Edward come? x6a3 J. Tavi.or (Water P.)
;

DiscoT'. by Sea A vij, The waues amaine (vnbid) oft boorded
vs. x66x pEi'YS Diary 3 Feb., So to Mr. Fox's, unbidd •

UNBIND.
where I had a e^od dinner and special company. 1700

Dkvden Iliad I. 784 He said no more but crowu'd a Bowl,
unbid: The laughing Nectar overlook 'd the Lid. X715P0PE
flicut II. 485 And Menelaus came, unbid, the lasL X725 —

'

Odyss. VII. 269 As yei, unbid they never grac'd our feast.

i8a7 PoLLOK Course T. viu. 16 The ministers Of God's
unsparing vengeance waited, still Unbid. 1876 [see Un-
boukn///. a. i\.

t 2, Unprayed for. Obs.
X590 Spenser F. Q. \. ix. 54 He^ chose an halter from

among the rest, And with it hung himselfe, vnbid vnblest.

Unbi'd, V. [Un-2 3.] ab^ol. To cancel a com-
mand or invitation.

1597 J. King On Jonas (1618) 450 A man may impute it to

unconstancy, to bid, and vnbid. X598 Florio, Disinuitaret

to vnuie at any game, to vnbid, to disinuite.

Unbi'ddable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) x83S Jamieson. X83X

CoDBETT Eng. Spelling'Bk. 91 He was not in general what
is called an unbidable child. 1809 Crockett Black Douglas
xxi, A great ram-stam, unbiddabfc, unhallowed deevil he is.

tJnbi'ddeu, ///. a. Forms : 1 , 4-5 unbeden
(3 Orm, unnbedenn) ; 4 vnbiden, 5 -bidyn,

-byden ; 4, 6-7 vn-, 6- unbidden, [Un-1 s b.

Cf. NFris. iinbedeuy MDu. and Du. ongebeden,

MHG. and G. ungebeiett^ ON. ^bedittn^ Icel.

6beiinn (Norw. ubeden)^ Not asked or invited;

not commanded or directed,

pred. c loio j'Elfric Past. Ep. xlix. in ITiorpe Anc. Laws
(1840) 11,386 Sume preosias,,unbedene gaderiaft hi to Sara

lice. £'I20oOrmin 17081 Forr^i toe Crist forrj^ribht anan
Unnbedenn & unnbonedd .. To maelenn & to_ spcllenn.

aiyM Cursor M. 1491Z He wil him all vnbidcn [v.r.

vnbidden) bede. r 1380 Wvclif Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 120

And si\> alle l>e5 fallen to men, how shulden |>ei fijte un-

beden of God? trx4oo Destr, Troy 9943 Breisaid the burd,

vnbidyn of hir fader, Full duly to Dyamede dressil to wend.

14*7 Wills <V Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 1. 74 |*ai Jjat come thidir

bat tyme vnbyden be fewe. X583 in Strype Ann. Ref (1709)

III. xvi. 183 The painful pastors and ministers of the Word
. . are condenmed, . . Some for leaving the Holidays unbidden.

x6o8 DoD S: Cleaver Expos. Prov. xi-xii. 122 That we goe
not unsent, nor come unbidden. 1685 Baxter Paraphr,
N. T. Matt, xiv. 28 Yet none must tempt God, nor go
unbidden into danger. X7a6 Pope Odyss. xvii, 365 Adown
his cheek a tear unbidden stole. 1796 Mme. U'Ardlay
Camilla x. x, Thou art come, uncalled, unhidden, thy task

unfulfilled, thy peace unearned. x84a Manning Senn. ii,

(1848) I. 30 Thoughts.. thrust themselves unbidden now
into the abode where they were wont to be welcomed before.

1859 Tennyson Merlin ^ V. 426 And beasts themselves

would worship ; camels knelt Unbidden. X873 Black Pr.

Thule iv. 47 Tears had sprung to her eyes unbidden.

atirib. a X425 Cursor M. 14243 (Trm.), pere_ were fele

hem to rewe And also mony vnbeden iewe Pider coom.

X548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke vii. 74 She did not

onely ieoperde as an vnbidden geaste bolde'y to entre into

the house of a Pharisee, but [etcj. 1573 G. H arvey Letter,

bk. (Camden) 42 He lookith like.. an unbidden geste that

knowes not where tositt him downe. x6ao Bkinsley Virgil

58/3, I do not sing vnbidden (vncommanded) things. 1697
UitYDEN Virg. Ceorg. \, 227 Burrs and Brambles, an un-

bidden Crew Of graceless guests, th' unhappy Fieid subdue,

X718 Poi'E Iliad xiv. 396 Glad earth . . from her bosom pours

Unbidden herbs, and voluntary flowers. X805 Scott Last
Minstrel iv. xxv, Gush'd to her eye the unbidden tear. X850

F, W. Newman Phases Faith 163 Judaism also unlearnt

polygamy, and made an unbidden improvement upon- Moses.

TJnbide, variant of Onbide.

Unbi'gged, ppl. a. Also Sc. 5-6 vnbiggit.

[Un-1 8, Cf. ON. and Icel, li-, dbygtr (Noiw.

ubygd, older Da. ubyggefy ubygt, Sw. obyggd),^ a.

Uninhabited, b. Unbuilt, c. Not built upon.
cxzooOrmin 3199 He..fleeh himm inntill wessle land paer

itt wass all unnbiggedd. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.

\. 270 For tyminir and diners odir expens maid apone the

bigging of the harnes mill, quhilk 5it is vnbiggit. 1555
Sc, Acts, Mary (1814) II. 490/1 Gif the awnaris latiis the

ground to be vnbiggit. 1597 Skene De P'erb. Sign. s.v.

Annudly Quhen the ground and properlie of onie land

bigged or vnbigged, is disponed and annalied. 1x795
Bonnie James Campbell iv. in Child Ballads IV, (1890) 143/2

My house is unbigged,. .My corn's unshorn.

Unbi'goted, a, (Un-' 9.) 171X Addison Sped. No. 213

PJ5 Erasmus, who was an unbigotied Roman Catholick.

X784 R. Bage Barham Dotvns 11. 311 Sir George has free

notions; the Professor is an unbigolted Catholic. X841

F. E. Paget Talcs of Village (1852) 317 He is.. so iin-

bigotted, has such a liberal mind,.. that it was quite im-

possible not to admire him. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross

xliv, A Protestant not quite unbigoted.

+ XJnbiheve, sb. and a. : see Un-1 3.

Unbi lified, >//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1823 Lock hart 7? <c-

Dalton II. vii, A firm, sound, unseasoned, and unbilified

stomach.

Unbi-Ued, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not enrolled.

1587 Harrison England 11. xvi. (1877) i. 280 A third part

of this like multitude [of soldiersl was left vnbilled and
vncalled.

Unbilleting, vbl. sb. (Un-> 13.) 1654 H. L'Estrance
C/toj. /(1655) 78 Personal liberty being thus setled, next

they fall upon.. the unbilleting of Souldiers and nulling of

Martiill Law in times of peace.

Unbind, v. Forms: (see Un-2 and BiNDZ/.).

[OE. linbindan (f, Un-2 3 -j- Bind i/.), onbindan,

= Du. onlbinden, G, entbindcnl\

1. trans. To free from a band, bond, or tie ; to

make loose or free by undoing a band, etc. Also

absol.

4:950 Lindtsf. Gosf>. Matt. xxi. 2 Je infindes asal ^ebunden
& fola mi6 hia, unbindas & to-lsedas me. Ibid. Luke xiii.

i^ An eghuelc iuer on symbel-doeg ne unbindeS vcl woj.o

hts vet assald of bdsih, c 1x75 Lamb. Hpm, 5 Ure drihten

sende his .ii. apostles . . t>et heo unbundeu l>at assa. c X150

Gen.
<S-
Ex. 2223 Quan men 3o scckes ".'or un-bond, .\nd i;i



UNBIND.
5e coren 5o a^^tes fond. 138J Wycuf Luke x\x, 31 And
if ony man sch.1I axe, whi 50 vnbyndcn [sc. the ass]» thus
se scnulen seye to him. 1436 Lydg. De Guii. Pitgr. 3038
Pcreyl ofTdeth. .ys a cnuse evydent That thow mayst wel .

.

The swerd ydrawe,.. And the keyes vnbynde also. £"1450
LovELiCH Grail y\\x. 213 Thanne let this Sarrazin losephe
vnbynde his hondis that bownden eren behinde. 1484
Caxtom FahUs of Al/onee ix, Whanne the nyght was come,
the labourer vnlwnde his oxen. 1596 Shaks. Toju. Shr.
Ii. i. 4 For these other goods, Vnbinde my hands, He pull
them off my selfe. 166^ Sturmy Mnrmers Ma^. i. ii. 17
Get the Sail into the Ship, and unbind all things clear of it.

1683 }, Reid Scots Gardner (1907) ^\ Set the graff on the
west-side.. .Unbind when yoit find their bands harme them.
X707 Mortimer //kj(^. (1721) n.262 When you unbind them
you may discern which are good and have taken, and which
not. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest ix, The ruffians

unbound me from my horse. j8»x Scott Kenilw. xxxix,
He unbound his horse from the tree.

Jlg,etooo ^LFRTC Hotu. I. 352 pars fxder tungan bis
nama unhand, f 1400 Rom, Rose 2226 To vilayne speche
in no degre Late never thi lippe vnbounden be. 1859
1'vM^\soH Guinevere 164 O maiden,.. Sing, and unbind my
heart that I may weep.

b. transf. To loosen, open up or out, set free,

detach, etc.

1577 Grakcb Golden Apkrod.^ etc, Sjb, So doth the
morne (me thinkes) vnclose and eke vnbinde, Each thln^
whiche in the night, are closed in their kynde. 1633
Fletcher Purple Ish i. xxxvi. Vain men^ too fondly wise,
who plough the sea.s,.. The earths vast limits dayly more
unljjntlc I 1697 Drydkn Virg. Georg. \, 64 While Earth
unbinds Her frozen Bosom to the Western Winds. 1733
A. H I t.L Zara V. Co His absence shall unbind his si.ster's

tongue. 1743 Francis tr. Nor.^ Odes i. xxii. j3 Place me
where never Summer Breeze Unbinds the Glebe, or warms
the Trees. 1781 Cowper Tiroc. 439 The most disintVested
and virtuous minds. In early years connected, time unbinds.
1817 Shelley Rru. Islant vii. xl. Like wind Which.. can
wake the stilt cloud, and unbind The strength of tempest.

C, To take the bandage off (a limb or wound).
1639 T. DE Gray Expert Farrier 30 Binde upon it a

linnen cloth,, .then.. unbinde the foot. 169^ Dampier Voy,
II. 11. 91 The next Morning the Clo.-iih being rubb'd off, I

unbound it, and found the Worm broken off, and the Hole
quite healed up. i8>x ^^txmSardanap. lit. t, I will unbind
your wound and tend it.

2. fig. a. In renderings of Matt xvi. 19, etc.

Cf. Loose ». i c.

f 950 Lindlsf, Gosp. Matt. xvI. 19 Sua huset Su unbindes
ofer eorSu bi»5 unbunden in heofnum. tioooi'ELFRic/^tfwi.
1. 542 Swa bwzt swa hi unbinda*!! ofer eorSan, )>zt biS
unbunden on heofonum. f izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 65 AI
^t pre<(t bindeS sodliche bu3 ibunden ^ al )>at he unbindeS
be_3 unbunden. i38« Wyclif Matt, xviii. i3 What eucre
thingis ^ee shulen vnbynde vpon erthe, tho shuleii be vn-
bounden and in heuenes. C1400 Love Bonavent, Mirr.
(19C8) 123 What that je vnbynde in erthe schal be vn.
bounden in hcuene.

^
ethtol. i8«o WoRosw./'r»»crj'Jw//j67That licentiouscraving

in the mind To act the God among externa) things, To bind,
on apt suggestion, or unbind. i8a>— Eccl. Sonn.u-xxxxx^
Through earth and heaven to bind and to unbind I

+ b. To free from sin or its consequences; to
absolve. Ohs.
c ^y> fJrtdis/.Gos^. Luke, Contents Ixxvi, Done aldormono

unband [L. aSiolttit] sc3c cuom hal ;^edoe l^aette losade.
tfiooo/ELFRic //<?«/. I. 234 For.^i st-eolon ?a lareowas fla

unhindan fram heora synnum ha 8c Crist ::^eliflxst t»urh
onbryrdnysse. axaoo Viees ^ Virtues 53 Hw.i 5e..is mid
heued-senne ibunden, (>« naure ne mai ben unbunden bute
3nrh priestes mut^e ooer 5urh biscopcs, e 1*73 Passion Our
Lord 610 in O. E. Misc. 55 peo Jjat ye alese> here of heoro
sunnes tjcnde. Hi schuMe bcon vnbunden eucr buten endc.
1503 R. Brunnk ///»«*//. Synne 1014 Certys we oujt l>an
with ful mynde To prcye god vs of synne vnbynde.
e \\oa Rom, Rose t^\^y t amunboundej..For he that myght
hath in his honde, Of alle my synnes me unbonde. (1x450
Knt. de /« 7Wr(i>>6) 53 The deuell holdithe hem bounde
in his seruice till ihei be vnboundc by confession.
ahsol. a 1300 CursorM, 28742 Sin crist is buxum to vnbind,

Qui sal man preist ouer hard find, \ytfl Ayenh. 172 He
ssel zeche zuych ane confessour, l»et conne bynde and
onbynde. X396-^ in Eng. Hist. Rev. (r^;) XXII. 301
pei scyn i>at. .J-ci mown cursyn and blissi'n, byndin and
unbyndinat here ownc wil. <^X440 Jacob's Wellt^ Here it

semyth J»at acursyng byndyth, & absolucyoun vnbyndyth.

to. To set free, deliver, cure (from sickness or
trouble). Obs,
C9$<i Lindis/. Gosp. Luke xiii. i6Dios..dohter abrahames

..nc wcre..rcht to unbindanne I'el to undoanne of bend
Sissum da^ie symbles? cxooo Saxon Leecful. I. 98 M'f
hwa on ^arre unlrumnysse sy h^t be sy cis, t«>nne meaht flu
hine unbind.an.^ ^^TfiS Chaucer L. G. IV. 1339 Dido, O
cloth, whil Jubiter hyt Icste, Take now my soule, vnbynd
me of thys vnreste. e 1430 Hymns yirginii&6-j)g7 How my\t
god me of care vnbinde Si>en god IoueJ> trou}?c so verrili ?
e 1440 Jacob's Well 63 Jyslerday, whan ^e absolucyoun was
red ouyr my graue, I was vnboundyn of my peyne.

fd. To make free, to release, from some legal
restraint or obligation. Also abM>U Obs,
1197 R. Gtjjoc. (Rolls) 3370 In oJ>er halue he founde

loye in is hrrte, uor l>e contasse of spousho.! was vnbundc.
Ibid. 649 po was he al dene louerd, to binde & unbinde.
X340 Ayenb. 97 La^c is yzed J-eruore \>cX. h/ hare.zelue neb^ ake Pe o^r'! byndel> and t>is onbynt. x38a Wyclif Rom,
vii. Now for=iothe we ben vnbounden fro the lawe of
dee ft. £ri386 Chaucer Mereh.ProL 14 Were I vnbounden
al so moot I thee I wolde neuere eft comcn in the snare
tofmarria^el. /1X470H. Parker Dives /^ Pauper{V^.dcV/

,

1496) IV. VI. 166/2 By his relygyon he is unhoundcn from
this commaundement. 1491 Caxtom Vitas Patr. (W. dc W.
1495) V. xiv, 344/2, I nraye the that it please the to doo to
me that grace, .to unnynde me of the sentence of excomy-
nycicyon in whiche I am bounden. xjSx Marbbck B/t.

0/ Notes 978 New things, that is, the sweete tidings of y«
Go»pell to vnbinde us.

68

t e. absoL To give up an enterprise. Ohs, rare.
4x400-50 Alexander 1744 fAshm. MS.), Korthi is bettir

vnbynd & of J>e brathe leue. Ibid. 1974 For-)"! ware bettir
vnbynde or )>o\x bale suffire.

3. a. To set (a person) free from bonds; to

restore to personal liberty in this way. Also in

fig. context.
C950 Rit. EccL Duneltn, (Surtee^) 7 From synna bendum

unbundeno .. vsig .. sihald. cxooo ^^lfric Horn. L 466
iEfter bis behate ic oe unbinde, ^-art jju fare to westene.
a xoa3 Wulfstam //o;«. (1883) 83 ^fter h"send ;;^earum bi^
Saianas unbunden. cxzoo Ormin 3682 Forr J>att he wolide
unnbindenn iiss Off hellepiness bandess. C1300 Ilavelok
6oi [TheyJ Vnkeueledenhim.and swibe unbounden. ex3So
Will.Palerne 1-227 P^n bei him vnbond bliiie & broujt
him his stede. 138a y/\c\av Ads xxii. 30 Forsoih in the day
suynge he..vnbound him. ai^z^ Cursor M. 14912 (Trin.)

pat wit> \>e: fend dwellynge ware He wolde hem vnbynde
in dede. X483 Caxtom Gold. Leg. 180/1 Thenne came an
aungel that unbonde them, a XS33 Ld. Hbrners Huon I.

168, I reqiiyre the vnbynd me & brjmge me out of this

dolouros payne. xs83 Shaks. Tit. A. iii. i. 24 Vnbinde my
sonnes, reuerse the doome of death. X63S Life Long Meg
of Westtn. 11871) 27 Help to unbind me, for I am undone,
and almost killed, x-j^ Hull Advertiser 3 Aug. 4/1 A..
girl.. tied up by both arms to a tree... I implored that she
mightbe immediately unbound. 18x7 Shelley ^n/, Islatn
iiL xiii. 3 They bore me to a cavern in the hill Beneath that
column, and unbound me there. 1839 Whittier Worlds
Convention 228 Methinks I see my country rise:,. Her
captives from their chains unbound. 1851 — Pris. Naples
13 Whom man hath bound let Thy right hand unbind.

A'- »39<' GowER Con/. III. 369 Scbe which mai the
hertes bynde In loves cause and ek unbinde. 1400-xo
Clanvowe Cuckotv <5- Night, ii. The god of love .. can
binden and unbinden eke What he wol have bounden or
unbounde.

t b. To deliver (a woman). Obs.~'^

CX31S Led U Freine 85 Sone iherafter bifel a cas. That
hirself with child was. When God wild sche was unbounde,
And deliuerd.

t C. To clear of phlegm, Obs."^
155* HuLOFT, Vnbynde the breaste, expect&ro,

4, To unfasten, untie, undo (a bond, cord, etc.),

^950 Lindisf. Gosp, Luke iii. 16 Da;s ne am ic wyrfle to
unbindanne Ouongas sceoea his. ^rxsoo Ormin 10412 pa
shollde an oJ>err cumenn forJ>..& sholldo unnbindenn l^in

sho>wang. trxsos Lay, 5926 Heo unbunde (>a locun,
drowen ut J»a baizes. X38a Wyclik Acts xvi. 26 And
a-noon alle the doris ben openyd, and the bondis of
alle ben vnbounden. X4a6 Lyog. De Guil. Pilgr, 22023
For the osyers nygh echon Were broke ffyrste.., Wherffbre
the hoopys were vnbounde. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. xi.

8 But she resolu'd no remedy to fynde, ..Till Fortune
would her captiue bonds vnbynde. X697 Drvdem jEneis
viL 563 Unbind your fillets, loose your flowing hair. 1757
W. WiLKiE .£"//^(»«. VI. 170 They.. the helmet loos'd, the
buckled mail unbound. X79X Cowper Odyss. v. 419 Unbind
the zone. Which thou shalt cast far distant from the shore
Into the deep. x8ia Byron Ch. Har. in. civ, 'Twas the
ground Where early Love his Psyche's zone unbound.
x8»o Shelley Vis, Sea 56 The sharks and the dogfish
their grave-clothes unbound.

b. In fig. context.

tf 950 Lindisf Gosp. Mark vii. 35 Sona untyndo woeron
earo his & un-bunden waes /^ebend tungxs his. a xaoo Moral
Ode 188 in O.E. Horn, 1. 171 Vre bendes he vnbond & bohte
us mid his blode. X388 Wyci.ip Isaiah Iviii. 6 Vnbynde
thou the byndingis togidere of vnpitee. a 1500 Ratis
Raving 1. 1067 Gyf thai twa frendis can nocht find That
scho may syk a band [sc. as that of marriage] wnbynd,
I pray thee, reul the as that red. 1559 Mirr, Mag., Dk.
Clarence xi. Loves strongest bandes vnkindnes doth vn-
binde. x7»8 Pope Dune. L24 Whether thou, .magnify Man-
kind, Or thy griev'd Country's copper chains unbind. X744
ItERKELEY Sirls } 302 Theology and philosophy gently un-
bind the ligaments that chain the soul down to the earth.

x8io Scott Leidy of L. v, xxviii. Those cords of love I

should unbind, Which knit my country and my kind. X843
Whittier Knight ofSt. y(»/;«7oThen let the Paynim wort
his will, And death unbind my chain.

C. fig. To dissolve, undo, destroy,
f X300 Ormin 13590 Ure Laferrd..se3^de: UnnbindeI>I>

all |>iss temmple, & ice Itt i |>re da;hess rej^se. 0374
Chaucer Trqylus w, 675 Al l>e world ne koude here loue
vnbynde, Ne Troylus out of here herte caste, c X386 —
Pars, T, F511 Thanne comeih discord that vnbyndetn alle

manere o( freendshipe. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf ManJtode iv, 1.

(1869) 200 pis byndinge, quod she, is clepcd silence; Bene-
dicite, ^is IS ^ilice l>at oonlichevnbynt it. 1490 Caxton //two
to Die (1491) 19 Thou vnbondest the synne ofall the worlde.
1529 More Su/>pi, Soulys 28 b, Ky thys place ye se..that
cryste at hys resurreccyon dyd lose and vnbynd paynys in
helL X643 Baker C/tron., lien. VIIf^ ig Both Kings had
given authority, .to the Cardinall toafBrmeand confirme,
to bind or unbind, whatsoever should be in difference be.
tweene them. X697 Drvden yEneis iv. 704 Her charms un-
bind The chains of love, or fix them on the mind. Ibid.
XII. 304 No force, no fortune, shall my vows unbind, Or
shake the steadfast tenor of my mind.

+ 5, a, absol. To aid the natural flux of the
bowels, b, trans. To detach, clear away, Obs.
X398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. vii. Ixix. (Bodl MS.) fol.

73b/2 With laxatyue medicens welaxej»&vnbindej>aswith
scamony. X54x Bk. Properties Herbs E ij, Thys herbe.,
wyll vnbinde wormes in a mannes stomake.

0, inir, +a. To dissolve. Obs.~^
^X450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 220 Tak gomme of

chjTj-trees, or of plumtrees,..& put hyt in old wyn forto

onbynde.

b. To become loosened,
x8a7 Keole Chr. Year St. Peter xvi, Touch'd be upstarts

—his chains unbind.

Hence TTnbi'nder, one who unbinds,
X837 LvTTON Athens IL 17 Bacchus,. .the God of the

Vineyard and the * Unhinder of galling ciures'.

UNBIT,

X7nbi-nding, vbi. sb. [f. prec. +-ing ^.] The
action of the verb in various senses.
138a Wyclif Prol. Bible ii. 3 In the tymeof .\ntecrist, and

of vnbyndyng of Sathanas. X383 — x Cor. vii. 27 Thou art
boundyn to a wyf, nyle thou seke vnbyndyng. c 1400
tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lonish. loi But it nedys be doon
with consideracion. .yn byndynge, & vnbyndynge, 1598
Florio, Stralciamenti, vntanglings, vnbindings, vnty-
ings. 164X Milton Animadv. 52 There comes another
strange Gardener that.. challenges as his right the binding
or unljinding of every flower. 1875 Poste Gains iii. (ed. 2)

443 Nothing more natural than the likeness of the means
of binding and of unbinding.

Unbinding, ///. a.i [Un-1 io.] Not bind-
ing ; esp. having no binding force, invalid.

x6sa Persuasive to Compliance 14 Rules.. unbinding to
the Parliament. 1803 in Spirit Publ. Jrnh. VII. 189
Assurances of the most satisfactory and yet unbinding
nature, 1846 M'Gee Gallery Irish Writers 121 He pub-
lished a treatise against the proceedings of the nuncio ns
uncanonical and unbinding. X853 Kane Grinneli Exp.
XXX. (1S56) 263 It is drawn on like the shirt, and, except at
the neck, is perfectly loose and unbinding.

Unbinding, ///.a.^ [f,Unbind z/,] Loosening,
dissolving.

179X Cowper Vardley Oak 78a (MS.), All-bindtng frost and
all unbinding thaw.
UnbirdUmed, ppi. a. (Un.» 8 and Un-» 8.) x8oo Cole-

ridge in Campbell Life (1894) vi. 112 If God grant me
health, I shall have my wings wholly unbirdlimed.

Unbi-rdly, a. [Un- i
7.] Unlike a bird ; not

maintaining the character of a bird.

a X667 Cowley Verses <? Ess., Ode upon Liberty iii, None
so degenerous and unbirdly prove,.. None but a few un-
happy Houshold Foul. [1B34 K. H. Digby Mores Catli. v.

vi. 185 If we would not degenerate below our species, and
even unbirdly prove, we should rise to salute the dawn.)

UnbiTSed, ppL a. north, and Sc, [Un-1 8.]

Unbraised,

143^ MiSYN Fire of Love 11. vi. 82 Goddis holy lufar in
cristis name onbyrsyd & als (it] wer without stryfe glad-
ynde, i^, . Christ's Kirk xv. (Bann. MS.), He come hame
with vnbirsd banis, Quhair fechtaris wer mtschevit.
Unbi'rthday. (UN.'i2b.) 187X ' L. Carroll Through

Looking-Glass vi, ' What is an un-birthday present ? ' 'A
present given when it isn't your birthday, of course.'

Unbl'Shop, V. [Un-2 6 b and 4.]
1. trans. To deprive of the office of bishop,
xgoB Florio, Smetriare^ to vnmytre, to vnbishop, to de-

grade from a mytre. 1628 in Cosin's Corr. (Surtees) i. 153
You in the north, I in the south, are the object of tonngs
and penns, and I must be unbishop*t a-geyne. X657TRAPP
Comm, Job xxxi. 30 The one died ere he came home, and
the other was unbishoped. X691 Grascombe Reply Vind,
Disc. Unreasonableness Nero Separation 11/2 It was in

their power to take away our Orders, and Unpriest and Un-
bishop us.

refi. 164X MiLTOM Reforin. i. Wks. 185X IIL 11 When he
steps up into the Chayre of Pontificall Pride, ..then he
degrades, then he un- Bishops himselfe, 1680 Spirit of
Popery 15 By which he did really unbishop himself.

2. To deprive (a place) of a bishop. rarer~*^.

a i66x Fuller IVorthies, Glouc. t. (1662) 368 Some ques-
tioned its Charter, and would have had it Un-Citied, because
Un-Bisboped in our Civil Wars.
Hence U"nbishop(p)ing vbt. sb,

1636 Prynne (title), The Vnbishoping ofTimothy and Titvs.
X64X Lords Spiritual y That this un-bishoping intends oncly
the losseof his Barony and place in Parliament. X711-2 M.
Henry Li/e P. Henry vii. Wks. 1853 ^I* 691/2 Rfnch was
said,/rtf and con, touching, .the bishoping and unbishoping
of Timothy and Titus [etc.].

Unbi'Sil0p(p)ed, ///, o.^ Also 5 Sc, wn-
byschoppy t. [Un- 1 8.]

1. Not blessed or confirmed by a bishop.
a^rjoCfxnons Edgarc. TsAnd welzeraS. .I>jctaeni5 man to

lange unbiscopod ne wur?e. a xoaj Wulfstan Horn. (1883)
120 We lsera&, J-aet man seni^^ne ne laete unbisepod [v.r, un-
biscopod) to lange. a 12*5 Ancr. R, 208 Al soas..longe
been unbishoped, & falsliche igon to schiifte. e X470 Henry
Wallace vii, 549 Wnbyschoppyt ?eit, for suth I trow ye be;
Your selffsall fyrst his biyssyng tak for me. [1844 Lingahd
An^lo'Sax. Ch, (1858) I. vii, 298 «<>/*, That no man re.

mam unbishoped too long.]

2. Not consecrated as a bishop.
x6ox F. Godwin Bps. of Eng. 373 \ruch against his will he

died vnblshopped twelue daies after his nomination.

Unbisliop(p)ed, ///. ff.2 [Un-2 g, or f,

Unbishop v.\ Deprived of the status of a bishop.
X563 FoxE A. j- M. 1353/1 Shaxton byshop of Salisburyc

resigned also with him his bishoprick. And so these two
remained a great space vnbishopped. X607 Haringtom
Nugx Ant, (1804) II. 32 Once I thought to have sayd som.
what of Bonner, because I may remember him living in the
late Queens tyme unbishopped. 1666 South Dolben Con-
seer. Serm. 2, I must profess that I cannot look upon Titus
as so far Vnbishopt yet but that he still exhibits to us all the
E<;sentials of that Jurisdiction.

Unbishoply, a. (Un-' 7.) 1865 Ruskin Sesatne i, § 22
The most unoishoply character a man can have is therefore
to be Blind. 1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxv. 576
After the days of the unbi.sboply Ulf had passed away.
Unbi't, /;»/. a, (Un.' 8 b.) X74a Young Nt. Th. iv. io3
Some avocation deeming it to die; Unbitbyrage canine
of dying rich.

Unbit, V. [UN-a 4b.] trans. To free (a

horse) from the bit. Also absol.

X565-6 Blundevil Horsemanship iv. Ixx, (1580) 29b,
Then vnbitte him, and if it bee in Winter, offer him a hande
full of Wheaten strawe; 1639 T. de Gray Expert Farrier
116 Let him stand upon his trench foureorfive houres, .. then
unbit him, and give him sweet hay. te6a J. Davies tr,

Olenrius' Voy. Ambass. 228 We were told the Herb of it

i3,.yenemous,..upon which accompt it was, that we durst^



^a:

UNBITT.

not unbit that day. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Optn, cxi.

(1783) IV. 51 Jack Bookwit. .unbitted his horse.

TTnbi'tt, v. [Un-- 3.] trans. To uncoil or

unfasten (a cable) from the bitts. Also absoL

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Unhittint;, the

oper.ition of removing the turns of a cable from off the bits.

Ibiii.^ Dibitter le cable, to unbit the cable, a i860 H.
Stvkvt Seaman*sCaiech. 54 It is used for stoppering the

cable, when bitting or unbitting. 1883 Man. Seamanship
for Boys 1 89 A . . Blake's stopper . . is used for stoppering the

cable to bitt or unbitt it

Hence ITnbitted ///. a^
1864 Daily Tel. 25 Feb., In what particular the public

money is running through Admiralty hawse-pipes like an
unbitted cable.

Unbi-tted,///.fl.2 [Un-1 8,] Not furnished

with a bit ; unbridled, unrestrained. M^ofig.
as586 Sidney Astr. ft Stella Sonn. xxxviii, Tliis night

while, .vnbitted thought Doth fall to stray. 1604 Shaks.

Otk. I. iii. 335 We haue Reason to coole our raging Mo-
tions, our carnal! Stings, or vnbitted Lusts. 1628 Feltham
Resolves n. xciiu 270 A limitlesse tongue is a strange vn-

bitted Beast, to worry one with. 1826 Mrs. Shei.lev Last
Man II. 248 Like a troop ofunbitted steeds. i88a Steven-
son Mem. 4" Portr. xii. (1887) 211 The same fatal conflicts

of unbitted nature with too rigid custom.

Unbi-tten, /*;*/. A (UN-'Sb.) 1796 W. H. Marshall 7?«r.

F.con. W. England II. 204 Instance of unbitten aftergrass.

Unbla'cked, ppL a, (Un-' 8.) 1836 Hood's Comic Ann.
So So like Othello, with his face unblack'd. 1887 T. Hardy
l^oodlanders IL viii. 143 He. .had sometimes been.. seen

on Sundays with unblacked boots. Unbla'Ckened,
fl. Ot (Un-^ 8.) 1864 Loud, Rev. 28 May 563 A fair spring

ay, with the young green of the trees still unscorched by
sun and unblackened by smoke. 1867 M. Arnold Epil. to

Lessine's Laocoon^ The grass had still the green ofMay,
And still the unblacken'd elms were gay.

XJnblade, v. [Un- ^ 6 b,] trans. To divest of

the character of a blade or ruffian,

i6« Shirley Gamester v. i, I shall take it as a favour too

If, for the same price that you made him valiant. You will

unblade him.

TJnblaiueable, nnbla'iuable, a- [Un-1

7 b.] Blameless, irreproachable.

1531 TiNDALE Exp. I yohn (1537) 100 A man of maruay-
lous integrete and vnblameable. 1579 ^^* Wilkinson CoH'

fut. Fam. Love Ep. Ded. •iij b, [They] would fayne in lyfe

seeme innocent and vnblameable. i6xa T. Taylor Covim.
Titus \. 6 (1619) 93 tnargiti, The most commendable con-
formitie is to ioyne to vncorrupt doctrine an vnblameable
life, 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 15, I know not a more un-
blamable Company of men upon Earth than the Episcopal
Clergy of Scotland. 1738 Warburton Div, Legat. i. v. I.

72 His Followers, whom their very Enemies acknowledged
to be unblameable in their actions. 1781 Cowper llopeti-z

If, unblameable in word and thought, A man arise. 1840
Carlvle Heroes iv. 230 That Scotland would forgive him
t Knox] for having been worth to it any million ' unblamable

'

Scotchmen that need no forgiveness f

Hence Xrnbla'ni(e)ableiie8s.
1638 Bp. Reynolds Serm. 12 July 42 Piety and unblarae-

ablenesse of living, a 1661 Fuller Worthies., Lane. \\.

(1662) 107 Elizabeths unblameablenesSj ..the Canaanitish
Womans faith, Mary Magdalens charity. 1698 Killing-
beck i'<rr;«. (1717) 23 The Integrity of his Heart, and the
Unblamableness of his Life.

TTnblameably, unblamably, adv, [Un-1
II,] Blamelessly, irreproachably.
X539 Bible (Great) / Thess. ii. 10 Ve are witnesses, .how

holyly and iustly and vnblameably we bebaued oure selues.

x6xa T, Taylor Cotnm. Titus ii. 7 It is possible for a man
by grace to Hue vnblameably. 1650 Jfr. Taylor Holy
Living I. iii. 33 It is a great.. ingagement to do unbiame-
ably, when we act before that Judge, who is infallible in his

sentence. 171a Addison^/^c/. No. 343 f 4 From that time
forth I lived so very unblameably, that I was made President
of a College of Brachmans. 1883 F. D. Huntington in

J, G. hni\tt Bible-lVork (1887) II. 266 Even in these self-

seeking earthly streets the Christian is to walk unselfishly

and unblamably,

Unblamed, ///. a. [Un-1 8. Cf.MDu.^«-
geblaemt.'] Not found fault with ; uncensured.
14., Love-Longing in Rel. Ant. I. 71 Wo worth hope

unblamyd ! 1570 Levins Manip. 50 Vnblamed, incuipatns.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. ii. 43 loying together in vnblam'd
delight. 1603 B. Jonson Sejanus 11. iv, They that durst to
strike At so exampless, and unblamed a life. 1651 Stanley
PoemSf Moschus 42 Before unblamed Europa's feet he stood.
1700 Dryden Flower ff Leaf 513 And all her Train with
leavy Chaplets crownM Were for unblam'd Virginity re-

nown'd. I7a5 Pope Odyss. 1. 397 Unblam'd abundance
crown*d theroyal board. 1767 Sir W. ToNES^rt/^M Fountains
Poems (1777) 38 Say, gentle damsel, may I ask unblam'd.
How this gay isle, and splendid seats are nam'd? 1840
Cablyle Heroes vi. 350 Now he was, there as he stood
recognised unblamed, the virtual King of England. 1876
Geo. Euot Dan. Der. Ixii, The bright, unblamed young
fellow.

t TJnbla-mefta, fl. O^j.-i [Un-1 7.] Blame-
less. So + TTnbla'mefuUy adv.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 17 t»e kirk may not do it iustli, ne vn-

blamfully. 1570 Levins Manip. 186 Vnblameful, tncuipabiUs,

Unblanclied,///.a. [Un-18.] Not bleached.
a i4«o Liber Cocorum (1862) 1 1 Take almondes unblanchyd,

wasshe bom and grynd. 1598 Epulario D j, Take a pound
and a half of Almonds vnblanched. 1658 A. Fox WUrtz^
Surg^., Children's Bk. 342 Course unblanched Hnnen. 1725
/Viw./>/W.s.v.5a//^/, With unblanch*dEndive,Succory and
Purslane. 184a V-qmoo-^ Suburban Hort. 677 The points of
the unblanched leaves arc used to flavour soups.

tUnbla-nked,/'//.a. Obs~^ [Un-1 8 + Blank
V, 2.] Not disconcerted or silenced.

1570 FoxE A. ^ M. (ed. 2) I. 753/1 Yet was ther none of
a1 those that interrupted him which scaped vnblanckt, but
he brought them all to confttsion.

64

Unblasted, ///• «- (Un-i 8.)

1589 Warnkr Alb. Eng. v. xxiii. (1592) 102 We here a

blisfull Vintage gayne, That . . euermore vnblasted may
remaiiie. x6ia Peacham Minerva Brit. 209 Th' vnblasted

iiay, to conquests due. 174a Young Nt. Th. 111.79 Those
Few our noxious Fate unblasted leaves In this inclement

Clime of human Life. 1819 Byron Proph. Dante i. 16

Midst whom.. Beatrice.. led the mortal guest, Unblasted by
the glory, though he trod From star to star.

Unblazoned, fpl. a. (Un-> 8.) (1775 Ash.] 1830 W.
CoBBETT Rur. Rides (1853) 578 The memory of the virtuous

Catharine is unblazoned. 1859 Tennyson £/<a!"'^ 378 When
Lavaine Returning brought the yet-unblazon'd shield.

TTnbleaxhed, ///.«. [Un-is. Cf.MDu.and
Du, ongebleekt^ G. ungchleicht^ Sw. oblekt^ Da.

ubleget, 'b/ggt.'i Not bleached. Also e//tpt,

xgii-a Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 68 Et in isi ulnis

nnbleched emptis. X570 Wills Hf Inv. N. C. (Surtees, 1835)

337 Thie peces of vnbleched lynne xxx«. 1648 Hexham 11,

Ottgebleyckt lijnwaedt, Vnbleached linen. 1756 F. Home
Exper. Bleaching 182 Into this mixture the same quantity

of the same unbleached cloth was put. 184a Mrs. Carlyle
Lett, (1883) L 17s Mr. Byng..was dressed from head to

foot in unbleached linen. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework

79 In the North, . .unbleached diaper can be procured.

transf. SLn^ Jig. 1815 Jane Austen j£";«;«rt Iv, The stain

of illegitimacy, unbleached by nobility or wealth, would have
been a stain indeed. 1865 Slang Diet. 264 Unbleached
American, the new Yankee term for coloured natives of the

United Svates.

Unbleaching, ppl. a. CUn-' loj i8xa Byron Ch. Har,
I. Ixxxviii, Let tlieir bleach'd bones, and blood's unbleach-
ing stain, Long mark the battle-field with hideous awe.

tUnblexked, /-//. a. Obs. [Un-1 8.] Un-
stained.

CX380 Wyclif Wks. {1880) i2g_pis is clene religion. .to

kepe hym selfvnblekkid or defoulid fro \>\s world. Ibid. 211

Ypocritis of feyned religion.. kepe not hem self vnbleckid

fro Jjis world. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 130
Syne efter that this ladie he did wed.., Quhilk.. Martha..
In all hir tyme wnblekkit weswith blame.

Unble'd,///. a. (Un-» 8 b.) 1835 Sangrado {title), The
Great Unbled. An Allegorical Tale. Unbleedlng, ppl, a.

(Un-* 10.) « 1619 Daniel To Sir T. Egerton v. in I'ane-

gyrike, etc, (1623) 50 Making as deepe, although unbleeding
wounds. x8ia BvronCA. ^ar, l xci, To.. mix unbleeding
with the boasted slain.

Unble-mishable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1607 Dekker Kni.'s Conjur. (1842) 69 It went away chaste

and vnblemishable. 16*5 Modell Wit 67 Her inhasrent

vnblemishable vertue and honor. 1651 W. Jane image
Unbroken 229 A sobrietie vnblemishable by a Traytours
malice. 1720 Welton Suffer. Son of God II. xiv, 369 So
Pure and Unblemishable was His conversation, that He
defied His Enemies to convince Him of any sin. 1875
Myers Poems qS Her sweet unblemishable soul.

Unble'iuished, />//. «. Forms : (see BLEM-
ISH z^.). [Un-18.]
1. Free from moral blemish or stain : a. Of

persons. Also abso!.

13.. E.E.Allit. P.h. 782 Vnblemyst I am wyth-outen
blot. i6a6 QuARLES Feast for Worms 1594 His Spouse
is chaste, vnblemisht with a spot. 1646 Crashaw Sospetto

(CHerode xxiv. The unblemisht Lambe, blessed for ever,

Should take the marke of sin, and paine of sence. 171X Pope
Temp. Fame 523 Unblemish'd let me live, or die unknown 1

1784 CowpER Taskwi. 83 'Twas..an wholesome rigour in

the main. And taught th' unblemish'd to preserve with care

That purity, whose loss was loss of all. 1800 Misc. Tr. in

Asiat. Ann. Reg* 58/2 Fines are enacted tor abandoning
an unblemished girl, and forgiving a blemished damsel.

1870 Bryant Iliad \\. I. 194 Priam's sons in law And their

unblemished consorts.

b. Of honour, name, character, etc.

143a Pasion Lett. I. 35 The said Erie.. desired, and ever

shal, to kepe his trouthe and worship unblemysshed. a 1475
AsHBY Dicta Philos. 11 55 Thus ye shuL.come to grete

glory and noble fame Thurgh your goode liffeS: vnblemyshed
name. 1634 Milton Comus 215 O welcom pure-ey'd Faith,

..And ihou unblemish't form of Chastity. 1670 Pettus
Fodinae Reg. 45 They must be Men of upright and un-

blemisht Lives and Conversations. 1738 Warburton Div.
Legat, \\. iv. I. 139 He should be of an unblemished and
virtuous Character. 1779 Mirror No. 33, I am now in

affluent circumstances^ and I have reason to think that I

am so with an unblemished character. 1823 ^zott: Quentin
D. xviii, For the unblemished faith and unfaded honour of

Scotland. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV.^ 387 All the
authority which belongs to unblemished integrity.

2. Not substantially or materially blemished or

impaired.
c 1450 St. Cuihbert (Surtees) 6802 pe text of wangels fell

in be water... pe text was foun vnblemyst J>are. ^1460
Fortescue Abs. ^ Lim. Mon. vii. (1885) 125 For be this

meane )7e kynges estate shall alwey be kept vnblemyshed.
a 1500 in Amolde^s Chron, (1811) ig So that all the forsayd
citezens of London . . haue alle tlie frauncheses of the wareyn
and forest vnblemysshyd. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. xi. 62

What foule disgrace is this, . . To blot your beautie that

vnblemisht is? 1598 Haklovt Voy. I. 618 The religious

houses only being spared, and left vnblemished, 16^5
QVKV.L.V.S Sion''s Sonn. xvii. 3 His eyes are. .Vnblemisht, vn-
distayned with a spot. 1883 Schaff Encycl. Reltg. Kno-wl.
2365 The tenth one [of cattle, etc.] being set apai t, no matter
whether it were bad or good, blemished or unblemished.

Hence Unble'iulsliednesB.
1656 Jeanes Fuln. Christ 239 The unblemished nesse re-

quired in all the Priests, that ministered in the sanctuary.
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc, 58 After a due search into
their Pedigree, and the unblemishedness of their body.
1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (174?) IH- 148 The Necessity of
a moral Cleanness and Unblemishedness.
Unblemishing,///. a. (Un-» 10.) 1661 Feltham .y^rw.

Luke xiv. 20 in Resolves, etc. (ed. 8) 392 If at most they
leave a Mote behind, it is but dead, and with the next fair

wind unblemishing blowes away.

UNBLESSED.

Unblenched, ///. n. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not blenched or turned aside ; undismayed,

unflinching.

1634 Milton Comus 430 Yea there, where very desolation

dwels,,.She may pass on with unblench't majesty. 1839
Hallam Hist. Lit. (1855) IV. 101 His eye roams unblenched
in the light, before which that of Pascal had been veiled in

awe. 1863 Is. Williams Baptistery 11. xxiv. {1874) 90 He
who seem'd an unblench'd eye to bear. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. t/.^S". IV. xxiv. 494 Wesley's mental constitution was not
robust enough to gaze on the future with unblenched calm.

2. Unstained, untarnished.
Perh. vaguely associated with Blench v.*

1813 Coleridge Night.Scene 66, 1 swore to her, that were
she red with guilt, I would exchange my unblenched state

with hers. J815 — Zapolya, Prelude i, 286 Let the Queen
Dowager, with unblench'd honours, Resume her state.

Unble'nching, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) [1828 Wf.bster.] 1837
R, Nicoi.L Poems (1842) 132 The Poor and Honest Man
can stand, With an unblenching brow, Before Earth's

highest. 1843 Prescott Mexico v. iii. (1864) 293 He looked
with an unblenching eye on his past reverses. 1898 Watts-
DuNTON Ayltuin ii. iv. So different from the unblenching
child who loved to stand hatless 1 Unble'nchingly,
adv. (Un-* II.) 1864 E. Sargent Peculiar I. 27 Mrs.
Charlton.. looked him unblenchingly in the face. 1885
Atkenseum 3 Jan. 8/3 He takes his death as the Eng-
lish hero should take death, unblenchingly. Unble'nd-
able, a. (Un.> 7 b.) 1716 M. Davifs Athen. Brit. 111. 67
'I'he Romists value themselves to an unblendable Obstinacy,
upon such pretended Superiority of Parts and Performances.

Unblended, //>/. a, (Un-i 8.)

C1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 8 Thay hafe othyr vertus vn-

blendide with \>e fylthe of syne and vnclene luste. x6xi

Florio, Immescolato, vnmingled, vnblended. 1614 Quarlfs
Job vi. 31 The Hiue No hony yeelds, vnblended with the

Wax. i66x Glanvill Van. Dopu. vii. 65 It dwels no where
in unblended proportions on this side the Empyreum. 1795
Anna Sewabd Lett. (1811) IV. 108 Herliliesandrosesareex-
changed for the unblended flush of sun-burnt health. i8so

Shelley Areihusa iii. Behind her descended Her billows,

unblended With the brackish Dorian stream. 1887 Morbis
Odyss. IX. 204 The drink of the Gods, unblended sweet wine,

for me did he pour Into twelve fulfilled pitchers.

Unble-nt, fpl. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1835 Court Mag. VI. 229/1
Nothing could exceed the distortion of those naturally

large and unblcnt lineaments. 188a Good Literature 8 Apr.,

Born of the old Puritan stock, unblent with other strains.

Unble'SS, z^- [Un-^^.] trant. To deprive of

a blessing or of happiness.
1600 Shaks. Sonn. iii. 4 That face should forme an other,

Whose fresh repaire if now thou not renewest, Thou doo'st

beguile the world, vnblesse some mother. 1631 Quarles
Samson Wks. (Grosart) II. 149/1 Too great excesse Makes
loy a Madnesse, and does quite unblesse So sweet a gift.

1641 M. Frank Serm.^ Annunc. (1672) 319 Because they
bless her too much, these unbless her quite.

Unblessed, unblest, fP^. a. Forms : (see

Bless z;.). [Un-1 8.]

1. Not formally blessed or consecrated.
<:i3io in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 231 per ich finde a

wiif \>zX lifter is of barn, . . 5if it be vnblisced, y croke it fot

or arm. 1340 Ayenb. 41 Huanne mestelj). .be kueadeskele
out of holy stede yblissede Jiinges o^er onblissede, huet J>et

hit by. CZ530 More Answ. Frith Wks. 842/2 Whether the

blessed sacrament be consecrate or vnconsecrate, ., [bel

biddeth care not but take it for all that vnblessed as it is.

1546 Wyclifs Wycket A viij, Ve gyve vs after the breade
wyne and water, and sometymes clene water vnblessed
rather conlured.

b. Deprived of, excluded from, left without, a

blessing or benediction.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ix. 54 He chose an halter from among
the rest, And with it hung hiniselfe,vnbid vnblest. 1633 Bp.
Hall Contempl.^ N. T. iv. xii, ' Ungirt, unble-ssed,' was the
old word ; as not ready till they were girded. 1687 Drydek
Hind ff P. III. 637 He breath'd his last, exposed to

open air, And there his corps, unbless'd, is hanging stilL

X757 Gray Bard 102 Stay, oh stay I nor thus forlorn Leave
me unbless'd, unpitied, hereto mourn. 1783 Cfabbe Village

I. 346 The crowd retiie distress'd, To think a poor man's
bones should lie unbless'd. x8i8 Byron Ch. Har. iv. Ixviii,

Pass not unblest the Genius of the place ! 1847 H. Bushnell
Chr. Nurt. 11. ii. This always unblessed, tedious look of
sanctimony.

2. Not blessed in fortune or lot ; unfortunate,

wretched, miserable.
1340-70 Alex. ^ Diiid. 1124 5ehen vn-blessed of lif, for.,

pat ;e holden so her holsome dedes Gret wante is of wo &
wikkede paine. c 1375 Cursor M* 13108 (Fairf.), f>at man
salle vn-blessed be ^ qullk trawes no5t in me. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 5883 That day the Troyens were glad... But
Ector was that day vnblessed, Off grace certes that day he
myssed. c X450 Myrr. our Ladye 220 O moste blyssed of

women, socoure vs vnblyssed synners. xmi Warner Alb.
Eng. vii. xxxvii. 166 What might remainebut death forme
that liued so vnblest ? X604 Shaks. 0th. v. i. 34 Minion,
your deere lyes dead. And your vnblest Fate highes. 1649
miwTQVi Eikon.ix. 79 That unblest expedition to the Jlc of

Rhee. 167s Hobbes Odyssey (1677) 25 Unblest Ulysses,
who at Ilium Together with you fought. ax7xi Prior
Fortune-Teller 27 What matters, if unblest in love. How
long or short my life will prove? 1798 Monthly Mag. IV.

48 Unchang'd, eternal be your misery. I rule you, and
am only more unblest. 1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3> 169

Which IS more unblest Whose love is shunned or soupht let

time attest ! 1865 Dickens Mut, Fr. m. i. Gaslights flared

in the shops with a haggard and unblest air.

absol. 1814 WoRDSw. Excurs. il 596 That poor Man taken
hence to-day. .must be deemed, I fear, Of the unblest.

3. Unhallowed, unholy ; wicked, evil, malignant.
X388 Wyclif Ecclus. xxvii. 24 To schcwe opynli the

pryuyteesof afrend, is dispeir of a soule vnblessid. 1416
Audelay Poems (Percy Soc.) 15 We were put in paradise to
have wele withoutyn woo Hent.we had unblest brokyn the
commaundmentis of our Kyng. cx4So Mirk's Festialixt)



UNBLESSBDNESS.
Then sayde I^urcns: *VnbIessyd, hes tormentys I haue
lore desyred '. ciSao Skeltom Alagny/. 134 if Lyberie

sholde lepe and renne where he lyst, It were no vertue, it

were a thj-nge vnblyst. 1591 Spenser A/. Hubberd 915 For

none but such as this bold Ape vnblest Can cuer thriue in

that vnluckie quest. x6io Bp. Cableton Jurisd. 71 This

vnblessed deuise of forgcrie, being attempted in a number of

decretall Epistles. 1667 Milton P. L. i. 238 Such resting

<bund the sole Of unblest feet. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

t. 229 Oats unblest, and Darnel domineers, And shoots its

heatf above the shining Ears. 1761 Gray Odin 35 Who is

he, with voice unblest, That calls me from the bed of rest ?

1793 HoLCROFT Lavater's Phyiiog.S. 11 Wilt thou teach

man the unblessed art ofjudging his brother by the am-
biguous expressions of his countenance? 1800 Coleridge
Christabel u. 529, 1 had vowed with music loud To clear

yon wood from thing unblest. 1837 Cahlyle Fr. Rev. ii.

V. V, Why were not (they].. in their beds, that unblessed

Varennes Night 1 xZ^o— HerPCS v. 304 The world, .can

either have it as blessed continuous summer-sunshine, or

as unblessed black thunder and tornado.

4. Not favoured or made happy ^^ orWM some-

thing.

1743 Francis tr. //<?r.. Odes l. xx, z$ My meagre Cup's

unblest With the rich Formian, or Falernian Vine. 1795
Campbell Elegy 13 The cloudy heavens unblest by sum-
mer's smile. 1844 H. G. Robinson Odes ofHorace i. xxxi.

Nor let me an old age prolong, Unhonour'd or unblest by
song. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Hlancs Hist. Ten y. II. 269

Lyons was plunged into a silence, unblessed with repose.

Hence Unble'S8«dnes8.
"549 CovERDALE, etc. F.rastn. Par. Kev. xix. 32 An euA-

lasting supper of al bitternes & vnblessednes wherof they

maye eate and be partakers altogether, 1836 T. Hook G.

Gumiy I. 141 Without having changed her stale of single-

unblessedness. 1881 Bruce Chief End Rev. \\. 302 The
grace of God is represented as finding men in a state of

serious moral corruption and consequent unblessedness,

Unble'ssing, ppi. a. (Un-' id.) i76o-7» H. Brooke
Pool of Qual. {lioq) IV. II All the. .fond relations, .must

ever have remained, unblessing and as dead. 184* Geo.
Eliot in Cross Life (1885I I. 116, I. .have thought. .my life

the shallowest, muddiest, most unble^sin;^ stream.

t Unble-stful, a. Obs.-^ [Un- l 7.] - Un-
blessed ppl. a. 2.

s6o8 Sylvester Du Sarins iii. IL iv. Schisvte ^xiT^ wn-

sivory breath of Serpents ci.-»wling oVe The Lybians pest-

full and u;i-blesl full shore.

UnbUghted, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)

1784 CowpER I'asi IV. 334 In such a world; so thorny, and
where none Finds happiness uublighted. 179a Charlotte
Smith Desmond 11.217 That world which has, at your age,

and with your unblighted prospects, so many charms. 18*7

Lytton Falklxnd ^1-^ She went to that last home with a
blest and unbliiihtcd name. 1861 H. Macmillan Footnotes

Page Nat. 34 Though subjected to the scorching rays of the

summer's sun, they \ic, mosses] continue green and un-
blighted.

Hence tfnbli'ghtedly adv.

I1847 Webster.) 187X Ii. 'I'avlor Faust v. vi. 373 Roses
..Branching unblightedly, Budding delightedly.

Unbli'nd, a. (Un-'7.) 1818 Keats Visit fiuttts's Coun-
try 48 That be may.. keep his vision clear from speck, his

inward sight unblind.

Unbli'nd, v, [Un- 2 3. Cf. Do. ontbHndai:\

1, trans. To free from blindness.

In some instances implying sense 2.

1598 Marlowe & Chapman Hctji ^ I.eander \\\. 365 We
know not how to vow, till loue vnblinde vs. 1605 .Sylves-

ter Miracle of Peace xxiv, Unblinde thy hlinde soule, ope
thine inward sight. 1681 RvcAUTtr. GracinnsCrittck 202

How well is my innocency. , rewarded, wherewith I desire

to unblind the World.

2. « Unbijndpold V.

XS90R. WIilson) Three Lords ff Ladies Lond.h I iijh,

Wei one day he wil pay for alL Vnblind Simpliciiy.

x6o6 Armin Nest Minn. (1842) 20 They all shout aloud and
cry rarely welt done, and one unblindes him, while another

puts the glove on the speare. 163a Brome Crt. Beggar in. i,

Here set him downe: unbind him and unblind him. 1655
tr. Sorel's Com. Hist. Fmncion ix. 16 Having unbUnded
him, thfjy demanded of him, who did put him there ?

UnbUnded, ppi. a. [Un- i 8.]

L Not blinded or deprived of sight,

i6ix Florio, /«<»r^(i/ff,. . vnblinded. 1833 Tennyson Pal.
v4r^42 Who shall gaze upon My palace with unblinded eyes?

2. yf^. Not dehided or deceived.

1755 Man No. 20. 8 A man unblinded by prejudice, is not
far from being a Christian. 1797 Coleridge Let. to Cottle

8 June, I speak with heartfelt sincerity and, I think, un-
blinded judgment. i8aa-ia Bentham Ration, yudic. Evid.

(1837) 1. 3S7 A judgment unblinded by prejudice. 1871

KusKiN Fors Clav. vii. 24 Learn, .how to obey gcxxl Men,
who are living, breatliing unblinded law.

Unbli nded, «. \}^^- ^ 9.] Not furnished

with, or covered by, a window-blind.
186s Mrs, Norton Lady of La Garaye iv. 113 The cold

fine star That glitters through the unbUnded window-pane.
1876 T. Hahdv Ethelberta xlv. An unblinded window
revealed inside It a room bright and warm.

Unblindfold, v. Also 5 vnblyndfelle, 6

vnblindefilde. [Un- '^
4.] trans. To tinbandnge

(the eyes) ; to free (a person or animal) from a
bandage over the eyes. Alsoyf^.
f 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xix. (1869) t86 l>at J>ei

vnblyndfelle so here cyenj>at l>ei mownbiholdeto^ehcueiie.
i<8o HoLLYBAND Trcos. Fr. Tong, Dessiller^ to vnwr.ippe
his eies,. .to vnblindefilde. 1596 Spenser F.Q. vi. vii. 33
He bad bis eyes to be vnblindfold both, 'J'hat ne might see
his men. 1607 Markham Cavel. vim. (1617) 28 You may
blindfoUle the horse and. .after vnblindfolde him. 1643
Phvnse Sov. Power Pari. w. 79 Which I hope will fully

Lit-b!indfold the hood-winkt world.

Vol. X,
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Unblinkingly, a/fe. (Un-i ii.)

Also, in recent use, unbliMking adj.

X867 Augusta Wilson Vashti v, Her large, brilliant eyes
followed the sinking sun as steadily—as unblinkingly—as
an eagle's. 1888 Daily News 7 Dec. 3/2 Until now he had
looked none in the face. Now, however, he did it unblink-

ingly.

Unbli'SS. [Un- i 12. So OE. unbiiss.'] Lack
of bliss ; unhappiness.
a i6a8 F. Grevil Poems, hiquisitionupon Fame and Hon.

II. xix. So as between perfection, and unblisse, Man, out of

man, will make himself a frame.

Unbli-SSfol, a. [UN-I7,] Unhappy; desti-

tute of bliss.

1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 543 To ^oure souorain of sinne

lye] sacrifice maken Wi|> ^at vnblisful blod |jat J>ei bled

hauen. 138a Wvcl:f Prm). xix. 26 Who tormentiih the

fader, and fleeth the modir, shenful shal be, and vnblisful

[L. infelix\ 1833 Tennyson Dream Fair Worn, xxi, From
within me a clear under-tone Thriil'd thro' mine ears in

that unblissful clime. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) I,

1. 149 Ah ! soothly, well remembered Was that unblissful

wretched home.

t Unbli*tlie, a. Obs. Forms: (seeUN-l and
Blithe a.\ [OE. ujtl>il6e (f. un- Un- 1 •j + biiSe

Blithe a.), - MDu. oubiiiie (Kilian -biijde), OHG.
utthiidi, -f>/fdt {MHG, unbnde), ON. and Icel. ?/-,

^blldr (Sw. oblid. Da. ublid).'\

1. Unhappy ; sad, sorrowful ; not delighted.

Beoivulf\-^\ MaereJ>eoden..unbli3e sa;t, Jwlode Sry5swy5,
J>e5nsor5e dreah. C897 K. /Elfred Gregory's Past C.

xxvii. X87 Monije beoS 5eah bliOe & eac unblide. .for 3;es

blodes styringe. c 1000 ^lfric Saints* Lives xxxiii. 348

pa se abbod ^is gehyrde ba wearfl he swy3e unbliae.

a 1*50 07vl^ Night. 1585 pe lauerd into [lare t>eode FareJ>

ut.., An[d) is \>nt gode wif unbliae For hire lauerdes houd-

sibe. a 1300 Cursor M, 14867 pai went )>am ham, all \>at

sitb, Bath wrath, waful, and vn«blith. 13.. Gaw. ^ Gr.

Knt, 746 With mony br>*ddez vnblybe vpon bare twyges,

pat pitosly her piped for pyne of be colde. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 8029 For Bresaide the bright vnblithe was his chere.

153s Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) 1 1. 272 So Columba tuik on
hun greit cuir And bissines, suppois he wes wnblyth.

2. Of things : Unpleasant, disagreeable.

In OE. also of persons = showing displeasure.

cx'^aSir Tristr. 240 As god wil, it schal be, Vnblibe.

13,. E, E. Aim. P. B. 1017 per faure citees wern set, nov
is a see called,. .Bio, blubrande, & blak, vnblybe to ne^e.

a 1400-50 Alexander 48 pan was him bodword vnblyth

bro^t to be sale.

Hence f Unbli'thely adv. Obs,

HTSPol. /Ww* (Rolls) II. 127 Many of hem her hert-

blode Unblythly bledden upon that bent.

Unbloxk,?'. [UN- 2 3.]

1. trans. To free from an obstruction ; to open
up, to clear, Also^^.
1611 CoTGR., De5blouquer,\Q vnblocke, or open the (blockt-

vp) passages of, 1656 Baxter Reformed Pastor 193 Our
credit may do much to remove prejudice, and to unblock
the entrance into mens minds.

2. Cards, To give free scope to (a partner's suit)

by playing an unnecessarily high card. Also absol,

1885 'Cavendish' Whist Developments Pref. p. x.The cases

where the leader's partner, when he does not head the trick,

should play to unblock by retaining his lowest card (plajjng

a higher one). 1899 Melrosr Solo IVhist 12 This principle

is known in whist as * unblocking ' partner's suit.

Hence TTnblo'cking vbi, sb.

1885 'Cavendish' IVhist Developments Pref, p. x, Hitherto

it has been left to the ingenuity of individuals.. to decide

when and how the unblocking should be dnne.

Unblocked, ///. a. (Un-* 8 c.) i66a Gurnall Chr. in

Arm. in. 83 This River is unblockt up which makes glad

the City of (loi).

Unbloo ded, //A a. [Un- i 8,]

1. = next I.

('77S Ash. J 1784 Cowper Ttsk v. 215 The .shrew'd Con-
triver who first.. forced the blunt and yet unblooded [1800

unbtoodied] steel To a keen edge. 1818 Milman Samot 78

To Hcla's realm. Unblooded, woundless must the maid
descend. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. vii, As a man who dies in

peace, and with unblooded hand.

2. Of an animal :
* Not marked or distinguished

with improved blood *.

i860 Worckster (citing J. N, Brown).

Unbloo died, ppl. a. [Un- 1 8.]

1, Not smeared or stained with blood.

1593 SiiAKs. 2 Hen. VI, iii. ii. 193 Who finds the Partridge

in the Puttocks Nest, But may imagine how the Bird was
dead, Although the Kyte soare with vnbloudicd Beake ?

1701 HuDDESPORD Salmag.f Monody Death of Dick 138

Within the tender velvet of his paw Tho' yet unbloodied

lurks each virgin claw. 1815 Scott Betrothed xv, The
spirit of the murdered person,., if favourable, ..appears

with a smiling aspect, and crosses them with her unbloodied

hand. 1881 %ViV^vi.M9.^v. Mary Stuart \.'\. 29, I am sick with

shame to hear men's jangling tongues Outnoise their swords

unbloodied.

f 2. = Unbloody a. 2 b. Obs.''~^

1644 Sir E. Bering Prop. Sacr. 39 Your Sacrifice is

avaifiaKTO^t unbloiidyed.

Unbloo'dily, adv. Also 6 vnbloudely, 7
unbloudily. fuN-l 11.] In a bloodless manner;

witiiout shedding of blood. (Chiefly Theol.)

1548 Gestk Pr. Masse Cvib, Ye ones offering of christ

neuer to be reuyued eyther . , bloudely or vnbloudely to

purge our synnes withal. 1565 Harding Anszv. M.Ivelles

Chalenge 145 The lambc of God being laycd and sacrificed

of priestes vnbloudely. 16x4 Gatakkr Transubst. 46 He
salih, that Christs blood is offered in the Eucharist, un-

bloodily, or not aa blood. 1670 C. Gataker Harmony

UNBLOWED.
Tritth 67 To beleive that the blood of Christ is really shed
in the Sacrament unbloodily. 1749 Weslev IVks. (1872)

X. 120 In the sacrifice of the mass, the same Christ is con-
tained, and unbloodily offered.

UnbloO'dy, a. [Un- l 7, So OE. unbUdii
(once), = Du. onbhedigy G. unblulig, ON. ublSSigTy

Da. ublodigy Sw. obiodig.']

1. Not attended with (much or any) bloodshed,
1544 Betham Precepts IVar i. cxciv. I v, Nothynge is

more profytable,..then by vnbloudye batlayle towynne the

mastrye. ifiS3 Brende Q. Curtius iv, 47 b, There were
slaine of the Percians and Arabics ten thousand, and the

victorye was not vnblodye vnto the Macedones. 1607
TopsELL Fourf. Beasts 88 The Spartanes.. esteemed more
of an vnbloudy then a bloudy victory. 1654 R. Codri ngton
tr. lustine v, 82 They fell not in a sluggish or an unbloody
war, but fought to the last man. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng.
11. Wks. i85t V. 64 Petilius Cerealis..had to doe with the

populous Brigantes in many Battails, and som of those, not

unbloodie. 1870 Bryant Iliad xvii. II. 177 The strife was
not unbloody, though of Greeks There perished fewer.

2. Not involving the shedding of blood; not char-

acterized by bloodshed,

"548 Esee b]. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1663) 201

The unbloody and spiritual Sacrifices of prayers. iSfio

Swinburne Testaments 67 Verie likelie it is to bee vrged

with more violent arguments . . then by the vnbloodie

blowes of bare words. 1606 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. iv.

Magnif. 868 Here, many a Mars un-bloudy Combats fights.

1649 Milton Eikon. ix. Wks. 1851 III. 402 Those many.,
corporal inflictions wherwith his raign also before this Warr
was not unbloodie. x7oa Echapd Eccl, Hist.^ (1710)26

Prohibiting the use of wine, and using only inanimate and
unbloody sacrifices, a 1797 H. Walpolf. Mem. Geo. // (1822)

1. 324 By the character of the age that disposition is

systematized into little mischiefs and unbloody treacheries.

1858 Fkolde Hist. Eng. 111. 154/2 note., The cause of the

unbloody termination of the crisis was more creditable to

the rebel leaders. 1899 Capt. A.T. Mahan Lessons ofWar
•with S/>ain, etc. (1900) iii. 106 Blockade.. is but one form

of the unbloody pressure brought to bear upon an enemy
by interruption of his commerce.

b. 7heol. Used with reference to the eucharist,

esp. in the phrase unbloody sacrifice.

1548 Gkste Pr. Masse C vi b, Theyr auouching .. our

synnes clerely to be clensed wyth theyr vnsuffeiable &
vnbloudye sacryfyce of christ. 1559 Bp. Scott in Strype

Ann. Ref (1700) I. App. x. 30 Manyfestly affirmynge

Christe to be offered daylye after an unl)loody m.^nner.

1581 J.
Bell Haddon^s Ansiv. Osor. 432 That unbloudy

Sacrifice of the body and bloud of Christ, which is dayly

exequuted by so many handes of sacrificing shavelinges.

1610 Bp. Hall Hon. Marr. Clergy Conclusion, I leave my
refuter..to the acting of his vnbloudie executions of the

Sonne of God. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Relig. 1. 71

S. Clem. Apost. calielh it a reasonable, unbloudy, and
MysticallSacrament. X7iaP.METCALFEii^ St. Winefride

(1917) 23 Saint Beuno was preparing to offer the Unbloody
Saciifice of our Redemption. 1753 Challonhr Cath. Chr,
Instr. 81 In the Sacrifice of the Altar he [Christ] onlydies
mystically, and therefore this is an unbloody Sacrifice.

1833 J. Waterworth Ir. Veron*s Rule Cath. Faith 127 In

this divine sacrifice, .the same Christ is present and offered

in an unbloody manner, who. .offered himself in a bloody
manner, i860 Pusev Min. Prpph. 595 To Malachi alone

it was reserved to prophesy of the unbloody Sacrifice.

3. Not covered or smeared with blood. Unbloody

gravCy that of one who has not died by bloodshed.
a 1590 1st Pt. Contention E 3, Although the kyte soare

with unbloodie beake. a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche xvi.

xciv, Prayers and Persuasions her Engins be. Prepared pure

unbloody Bays to gain. 1733 [see UnbribedJ. 1819 Scott
Leg. Montrose xiv, You might yet lay your head on an
unbloody pillow to night. 1829 — Anne ofG. xx, As thou
desirest to sleep in an unbloody giave, let me warn thee,

that the secrets of this night shall remain with thee.

t4. Having no blood ; bloodless. Obs."^

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 258 All these kinds of genera*

lion are maimed and imperfect, and therfore the creatures

so procreated, are called, .vnbloodye and insectile creatures.

5. Not bloodthirsty ; averse to bloodshed.
£-1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem.Col. Hutchinson {iZ^t) 339

His unbloody nature desiring to spare the rest of the

delinquents. 1824 Landor Ivtag. Ccnv. I. 324 Such is the

characteristic expression of this brave unbloody people.

Hence Unbloodinesa.
1851 \V. Anderson The Mass iv. 48 The unbloodiness of

the Mass.

Unbloo'med, /j^/. a. (Un-' 8.) igoi Douglas Pal Hon.
I. iii, Muscane treis. ., Combust, barrant, vnblomit and vn-

leifit. 1518 LvNDESAv Dreme 76 Because vnblomit was baiih

bank and braye. 189a Daily News 20 Dec. 3/8 Unbloomed
pieces of Odontoglossum. Unblo'ssomed,///. a. {Un-'S,

Un-'9.) x6ii Florid, ^yffjri'^^w^(7,vnblossomed,disflowred.

1861 W. BiLLiNGTON Sheen Sf Shade 23 Like dainty fruit

on the unblossomed boughs. Unblo'ssoming, ppl. a.

(Un.' 10.) 1699 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (ed. 9) Ma>; 60 You
may now give a third Pruning to Peach-trees, taking away
and pinching off unblossoming Branches.

Unblo-tted, />//. a. (Un-1 8.)

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 172 Few or none of this

company were unblotted, or undestroied by this dolorous

drink ofdissimulacion, i6iaBRiNSLEY/,M^. ///. 39 That the
schollars. .keep their copies and books fair, vnblotted and vn-

scrauled. 1615 Sylvester yo^yr/ww//!. 1.69 Aman..Of Life

unblotted, and unspotted Fame. 1809 [see UndlurkkdJ.
1841 DTsRAKLi Amen. Lit. (1867) 475 He seems to have
been satisfied with his first unblotted thoughts. i86iT.A.
Trollope Marietta vii, You would by such an alliance blot

the hitherto unblotted scutcheon, which [etc.).

t XTnblowed. /^/. a. Obs.~^ [Un-1 8.] = Un-
blown///. a.2

1613 (Shaks.) Rich. Ill, IV. iv. 10 Ah my poore Princes 1

ah my tender Babes: My vnblowed [Quartos vnblownej
Flowres, new appearing sweets,

U9



UNBLOWN.
Unblown, //A aA [Uk- i 8 b, 8 c + Blown

L Not driven, lossed, or fanned by the wind.
1658 G. Sandvs /*ara/Ar. Job xx. 27 Thick darknesse

shall infold, a fire unblowne Devoure his Race. 1648 H.
DuppA Soules Sola. 17 He.. might the next year at liis

return 6nd the same Lettersun-blowiieaway. 1835 Campbell
Fra^nt. Oratorio Bk. Job 29 By the fire of his conscience
he perislieth In an unblown flame. 1878 11. Tavlok Deu-
kaiion in. v. 135 Groping first on fields of unblown mist.

2. With -out : Not extinguished.
164s H. MoRR Song ofSoul 1. 11. cxviii, When others ej-es

plainly can nothing see. Then thy prodigious lamps by
night unwet And unblown-out, can read right readily.

3. Not sounded.
1815 Byron Hebrtiu MeL^ Destr. Sennacherib v, The

tents were all silent, the banners alone. The lances unlifted,

the trumpet unblown.

Unblown, ppL a.^ [Uk-1 8 b + Blown ///.
fl.2] Of flowers: Unopened ; still in the bud.
1^7 GoLDiNG De Momay xiii. 213 The little flowers,

which vree see vnblowen in the morning and withered at
night. 1775 T. Pebcival Ess. (1776) III. 203 A purple
flower, unblown, was suspended in the vessel with the Hlas.

a i8u [see Unborn ///. a. i b]. 1845 Ballard & Garrod
Mai. Med. 226 Rosa Gallica, The dried petals of the shops
are the unblown flower-buds. 1850 jrnl, Asiatic Soc,
BengaiWX. 18 note. The formation shaped like the un-
blown water-lily.

^f• 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill f1507) IV. iv. 10 Ah my young
princes, ah my tender babes f My vnblowne flowers.

a i6«s Fletcher Hum. Lieut. 11. iv. How yet unripe we
were, unblown, unharden'd. «i6a5^Z(TTtf'j Pilgrimage
lii.ii, 1 hold my beauty. .As right and rich as hers,. .My
youth as much unblown. 1784 Cowper Tiroc 446 Boys
are at best but pretty buds unblown. 1821 Shellkv
Epipsych. 265 As hair grown grajf O'er a young brow, they
hid its unblown prime With ruins of unseasonable time.

1893 B. Cabman Lyrics^ Why i, A name unknown. Whose
fame unblown Sleeps in the hills.

Unblu'nder, v. (Un-' 4 b.) 1665 J. Sergeant Sure
Footing 21^ In the mean time let him consider what Logick
tells us, that The Conclusion is in the Premises, which
reflexion will much unblunder his Thoughts,

Unblu-nted,///. a. (Un-i «.)
1656 CowLEV Davideis 111. 12 A Sword whose weight

without a blow might slay, Able unblunted to cut Hosts
away. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. Ivi. (1783) II. 168
My feelings were, as yet, unblunted by habitual trespasses.

1779 Mirror No. 67, While the warm feelings of benevolence
remain unblunted by those artificial manners. 1818 Byron
yuan XVI. cix, Anacreon only had the soul to tie an Un-
witbering myrtle round the unblunted dart Of Eros. 1867
Mrs. Whitney L. Goldthivaite viii. (1873) 127 The full
white light of such unblunted day. a 1894 .Stevknson
South Seas 11. ti, [I] woke again with an unblunted sense
of my surroundings.
Unblurred, ppl a. (Un-' 8.) 1809 W. Blake Descr.

Catal. 51 Mr. B. left it [a picturej unblotted and unblurred.
x88o Baring-Gould Mehalah iii. (1884) 43 The sky was
absolutely unblurred, and thick besprint with stars.

Unblu-sh, V, [Un-2 7.] fig^ To cease to be
ashamed.
i6ao tr. St. Augustine's Confessions vnr, ii. 350 Esteeming

himselfe guilty. .if he should be ashamed, ..he did vnblush,
and shew a bold face against errour.

t Unblushed, ppl. a.i Obs.-^ [Prob. ad. Du.
or Flem. ongehhtscht \ see Blksche r/.] Unslaked,
c 1550 Vertnous Scholehous B ij b, Nowe arte thou lyke

vnto vnblusshed lymestone, whiclie, whan colde water is
poured vpon it,, .smoketh and burnetii vnnaturally.

1

Unblushed, ///. ^.2 (Un- i 8.) !

1854 S. DoBELL Baidi^r \. 4 Who to me Is a*; your airy
fragrance and mere hues To your unblushed substantial.
Unblushing, vbl. sb. [Un-1 13 or Un-2 8.]
The fact of not blushing or of recovering from a
blush.

1S96 Warner Alb. Eng. xi. Ixvi. (1597) 280 Her blusshing,
and vublushing, made that Stafford doubted whether It
pleased, or displeased.

Unbln shing, ppL a. [Un-i id.]

1. Not blushing or reddening.
1595 Daniel Civ. IVars u. Ivi, People vntrue To God

and man, ..And with vnblushing faces foimost thrust.
a 1711 Ken Hymnotkeo ix. That (Beauty] modest, pure,
this full of Stain, Unblushing, vain, a 1757 T. Edwards
Sonn. xiv. 3 That bold bad man.. pretending still With
hard unblushing front the public good. 1773 Goldsm.
Stoops to Conq, Epil., Th' unblushing Barmaid at a country
inn. 18x5 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 124 Bold and
unblushing comes Theodore Hooke, For ever enroU'd in
rank plagiary's book. 1865 Ellen C. Clayton Cruel Fort.
I. 207 The very next day, perhaps, she would utter a false-
hood with the most unblushing face.

2. Immodest, shameless, unabashed.
1736 Thomson Liberty v. 180 The buzz Of masquerade

unblushing. 1776 Micklr Camoens' Lusiad Introd. 128
Ihis last unblushing falsity, that Gama prays to Christ.
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ix. II. 415 He tried to show.,
that strenuous and unblushing servility, even when least
successful, was a sure title to his favour. 1875 Jowett
J'lato{td. 2) V. 14 In several passages the Athenian praises
bimself in the most unblushing manner.
Hence Vn\tln'nlxingly £uiv. , UnWushingness.
1781 V. Knox Ess. viii. I. 38 They. .end whh bankruptcy

as naturally, as unreluctantly, and as *unblushingly, as if it
bad been the object of their pursuit. i8ia ' Lucius * in
hxamtner 5 Oct. 633/1 Though undented, and even un-
blushmgly acknowledged. 1894 Sir E. Sullivan IVoman 26
Ihey so unblushingly affect virtues that they have not cot.
1891 Meredith 0>te of our Conq. xxxviii. The appalling
theme .

.
was taken for a proof of the girfs ^unblushinynes^

/iy"*'?*J**f*'* ^^^- ",• -
^^'':' ^-^ "*»5 J- Nicholson

pj^ra/. Mechanic 451 It is at last brought to a part that is
left unbearded, aud it falls through into troughs placed to

66

receive it. 189s G. Hakb Mem, So Y. ixvi. 281 Tlie floor

k, ill one place, ostentatiously unbearded, to show (lie

foundation to be rocl^.

TTuboa-stful, a. (Un- i
7.)

17*7-46 I'lioMSON Siitiitner 684 oft in hiiml>le station
dwells Unboastful worthy above fastidious pomp. 1747

i

CoLr.iNS Odt: Simplicity li, O chaste, unljoastfut Nymph,
to thee I call ! i8$S Milman St. I'aiiFs xix. 494 Unlike
most great men, the more he is revealed to posterity,
(Wellington] shows more substantial, unboastful, un-
questionable greatness. 1890 Ld. Coleridge in J. K. Butler
KecoU. G. Butler (1893) 483 An athlete quite unboastful, a
sportsman silent about his exploits.

Unboa-stlng, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) iSoa Mrs. J. West
Infidel Father III. 346 The same manly virtue, .and un-
bbasting goodness. 1854 Cdl. Wiseman Fabiola (1S55) 174
So frank, so generous, so bn-tve, yet so unboasting.

TTnboa-ted,/^/. a. [Un-2 8.] Disembarked;
landed from a Ijoat.

[
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 26/2 The Oare

by beating the water forceth the boate forward to the place
desired : the hooks holds it close to the shoare till all be
vnboated.

UnbO'deu, ;^//. a. Obs. exc. dial. [Un-1 8 b.

Cf. OE. tmieboden, = MDu. and Du. ongehoden,
MHG. and (j.ungeboten, ON. and Icel. «J-, iboSinn
(Norw. uboden. Da. ubttiUn, Sw. obJuden).1

1. Uninvited ; unbidden.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14243 par was fele boden, als i tru. And
mam als-sua vnboden lun J>ider com. 1876 Robinson
Whitl'y Gloss, mi Unbid,..ot Unbodden, uninvited.

1 2. Sc. Not provided with arms. Obs.—^
i4iS Sc. Acts, yni. //(1814) 1 1. 45/2 And at na pure man,

na vnbodyn, be chargyt to cum to ony raidis in Inglande.

Unbodied, a. and ///. a. [Un- 1 g and
Un-2 8.]

1. Of souls or spirits : Having no body ; not
invested with a body ; also, removed from the
body, disembodied.
The two senses are not clearly distinguishable.
attrii. 153^ More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 387/1 By his

power mai the bodily water as wel be a working instrument
upon y« vnbodied & vnbodily soule. 1589 Warner Alb.
Eng. VI. xxxii. (1592) 143 He wonne his Subiects loue, . . But,
as must ours, so lastly his vn.lxxlied .Soule departs. 1643
DiCBY Oiseni. Sir T. Bmuiie's Relig. Med. 10 A Separated
and unbodyed Soule. x6^ Stanhope CZ/r. /'a^/fm (171 1)

177 To indulge tho.se longings and pleasures, which refined
and unbodied spirits feel. 1711 Pope Temple Fame loi
These. .call'd th* unbody'd shades To midnight banquets
in the glimm'ring glades. 1711 TlCKEl.l. Epist. Death 0/
Addison 48 In what new region to the just assign'd. What
new employments please the unbodied mind ? 1791 Cowper
Iliad \x. $10 No force arrests Or may constrain th" unbodied
spirit back. z8io Crabbe Borough xxii. 327 There were
they, hard by me in the tide, The three unlxxiied forms.
i8»7 Keble Chr. Year 2 Lent v. Then may th' unbodied
-soul in safety fleet Through the dark curtains of the world
above.

fred. 1S13 Douglas ^neid m. v. 42 Oft wald .sche
cleip and call, and oneith stint, Apone the saulis that
wnbodeit war, Besyde Hectouris void tomb standand thair.

l6<s J. Spencer Vulg. Proph. 7 1 The Souls of men become
half unbodyed, while they hang upon the lips of these
extraordinary persons. 167B Lively Oracles in. § 23 (1O84)
270We must be unbodied our selves before we can perfectly
conceive what he is. 1726 Pope Odyssey xxiv. 19 The
spectres.. rest at last, where .souls unbodied dwell. CI7S0
Collins Ode Suferst. ilight. 60 When, o'er the wat'ry
strath, or quaggy moss, They see the gliding ghosts un-
bodied troop. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. ix. My .spirit shall
resume it— if we may Unbodied choose a sanctuary.

2. Of abstriict or immaterial things: Not having
a corporeal form.
>6o6 SiiAKS. Tr. t, Cr. i. iii. 16 That vnbodied figure of

the thought That gaue't surmised shape. 1678 Cudworth
Intcll. Syst. 1. iii. § 37. 157 As Knowledge and Understand-
ing only, which is Art naked, abstract and unbodied. ci8oo
H. K.White On Sutiiey Heavens v. Say, foolish one—can
that unbodied fame.. Give a new zest to bliss? i8ao
SiiiiLLEV Skylark 15 Thou dost float and runj Like an un-
bodied joy whose race is just begun. <i 1851 Moir Poems,
Night-Hawk xiii, Most lonely voice I most wild unbodied
scream 1

3. Of substances or material things : Not having
a dcfinile form.
1630 Davenant yust Italian Wks. (1673) 457 Wilt thou

not Weed ? not yet 1 I skirmish with unbodied air. 1651
French Distill, v. 163 Salts unbodied are farre more acid
then when they have assumed a body. 1652— Yorksh. Spa
vii. 67 Those .spirits,.. becoming to be unbodied (for before
they were incorporated with the water),, .penetrate even the
glass it self. 1845 Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 215 Command
of mind alone, and of the world Unbodied and all-lovely.

Unbodily, a. Now rare. [Un-1 y.] in-
corporeal.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. m. iii. (Tollem. MS.), A
soule IS an unbodili. .substance. 1435 MisvN lure of [.one
76 pe lufar.

. byrnand into vnliodily halsynge. c 1491 Chast.
Goddes Chyld. 47 Whanne the insighle of the sowlc.is
cleerly fastnyd in unbodely substaunce. 1531 More Con/ut.
Tindale Wks. 387/1 That y« bodely water can not worke
vpon the vnbodyly soule. 1587 Goluing De Momay xiv.
(1592) 203 Herevpon inseweth another controuersie, whether
this substance bee a bodily or an vnbodily substance. i6io
Healev St. Aug. Citie 0/ God XI. xxi. 424 His intention
runnes not from thought to thought, all thinges hee knowes
are in his vnbodily presence. 1686 Parr Life of Ussher
App. 14 The leal presence of a Body, and yet unbodily; I
suppose those that speak thus, understand as little as I do.
1876 Kmerson Lett, f, Soc. Aims, Immort. Wks. (liohn) III.
288 Thinking the soul as unbodily among bodies, . . the wise
man casts oflf all grief.

|

UNBOLT.
Hence ITnbo'diliness.
1611 Florio, Incorporeita, vnbodilinesse.

Unbo-ding./yj/. a. [Un-1 io and 5d.]
1. iic. 'Unpropitious, unpromising' (Jam., 1825).
2. Not anticipating.
1841 Tennyson //-"/// Walerproif v\, I grow in worth, and

wit, and sense, Unboding critic-pen.

Unbo'dkinetl. a. (Un-' 9.) 1844 Mrs. Browning
Duchess May Ixii, Calm she stood ; unlxxikined through, fell
her dark hair to her shoe.

Unbody, v. [Un-2 y and 3.J
fl. inlr. To Ic-ive or quit the body. Obs.
(1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1550 The fate wold his soule

sholde vnlxidye. And shapcn hadde a mene it out to dryue.
1387-8 T. Use Test. I^ove i. i. (Skeat) 1. 88 These diseses
mowen wel, by duresse of sorowe, make my lyfe to unbodye,
and so for to dye.

2. Irans. To remove from the body ; to dis-
embody.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. K/, 83 Death .. vnbodiyng the

solle of this iiodly prince, . . appalled the hertes . . of the
Englishe nacion. 1577 Holinsiieu Chron. I. Hist. Scot.
138/1 Herevpon followed a feuer..that after xiiij. monethes
space vnbodied his ghost. 160a Warner Alb. Eng. Epil.
(1612) 394 Prince Edward,, .also formerly vnbodied by that
'I'yrant Gloucester. 1650 T. Vaughan Anthroposcphia 53,
1 am unbodi'd bjj thy Books, and Thee, And in thy Papers
finde my Extasie. 170 A. Murphv Gray's-ltm Jrnl.
No. 60 It. 46 As soon as the Spirit sh.ill be unbodied, it will
instantly smile at our wi.sest Employments in this World.
1787 Generous Attachment I. 174 Would to heaven it was
in my power to unbody myself, and like a celestial being, to
come to you on a sun beam !

fig. 1678 CunwoRTH /ntell. Syst. I. ii. 51 Plato and Aristotle
..took. .the Theology and Doctrine of Incorporeals, but
Unbodied, and Devested of its most Proper antl convenient
Vehicle, the Atomical Physiology.

t b. Chevi. To render amorjihous. Obs.~*
1651 French Distill, v. 163 We must .. consider which

way we may unbody Nitre (because it is scarse possible to
get it before it hath received its body).
Unbodylike a. : see Un-1 ^ c.
Unboggy, a. (Un-' 7.) 1887 Ruskin Prxterita II.

358 Une of the best bits of unboggy ground by the TummeL
Unboiled, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)
i6iz Florio, Incotto, vnsodden, vnbaked, viirosted, vn-

boyled. 1611 Malynes Anc. Latu-Merch. 233 Strong wort
new runne, or vnboyled wort also luke warme. 169S Phil.
Trans. XX. 439 When as the same Water unboyl'd rose J.
1756 F. H0.VIE Exper. Bleaching 273 Six grains of the efl^ete
lime required 26 drops.. to saturate it ; 6gr. of the unboiled,
41 drops. 1794 G. Adams Nat. ^ Exp. Philos. II. xx. 378
Where this transparent blue colour of the unboiled lobster
is thinner. 1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 149/1 This disease
generally occurs in stalled cattle fed upon unboiled potatoes.
1875 Huxley & Martin F:Um. Biol. (1877) 29 In a day or
two abundant Bacteria will be found in the unboiled flask
Unboisterous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1768^14 Tucker i;/. A^a/.

(1834) II. 404 Christians of all denominations. .will find
themselves actuated by the same spirit of a steady, un-
boisterous zeal.

Unbokel, variant of Unbuckle v.

Unbo'ld, a. 1 Obs. Forms : a. i vmbeald, 3
onbald, i, 3-6un-, vnbald(4-baald, -balde), 6,

9 Sc. unbauld
; 4-5 un-, vnbolde, 4, 6 onbolde,

6-7 vnbould. /3. 4-5 un-, vubelde. [Un-1 7.
Cf. OHG. unbald.'] Lacking in boldness ; defi-

cient in self-confidence or energy ; timid, bashfnl

;

backward, slow.
a. c 897 K. /Alfred Gregory's Past. C. x\. 289 He for bis

monnowaerncsse aslawa^, & wierS to unbeald. <i9oo
Cynewulf Juliana ^:!j Wende ic, l>a;t t>u l>y wa:rra weor|>an
sceolde. .& (jy unbcaldra. c laos Lay. 16306 per fore ma^en
Bruttes beon muchele J>e vnbaldur [C1275 onbaldere).
Ibid. 28159 t>a weoren Bruttisce menswifte vnbalde uor)>a;n.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvi. 100 When we sliule suen
thy wounde blede, to speke thenne we bueth unbolde.
13.. Minor Poems of Vernon MS. xxxvii. 172 As a lord
schalt J)OU be cald, per ol>ure schul stondebeliynde vnbald.
ri46o Lament. Virg. in Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II.
206/2 But whan he lyste they were on slepe. For to
wakyn they were unbolde. c 1480 Henryson Thre Deid
Pollis 8 (Bann. MS.), Ofl^ thy self, man, thow may be richt
vnbald. 1530 Palsgr. 632, I make unbolde or shamfull.
Ibid., Twenty honest women can nat make her onbolde
agayne. i6n Florio, Inaudace, vndaring, cowardly,
fearefull, vnbould. 1825 Jamieson, Unbauld, humble,
self-abased, Cfydes(Jale).

elde, reble a wexej* and vnbelde pour^ rijt resoun. 13
Mctr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's Archiv. I.VII. 277Whon |>is Monk com to feir elde To worchen ouhl he was
vnbelde. a 1470 Harding Chron. ccix. iii. The which the
duke of Eurgoyn wold haue weld. Because to hym they were
so vnbelde, Theim to haue slayn.

Unbo'ldened, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1591 Daniel To C'tess
Pembroke Wks. (Grosart) I. 33 My vnboldned Muse is
forced to appeare so rawly in publique. Unboldness.
(Un-' 12.) cisjo liAiiCLAY Jugiirth Sib, For a great part
therof is wasted and spent . . by the vnbolldjnessc and
cowardyse of their captayns. 1611 Florio, Slaldanza,
vnboldnes.se. vnhardinesse.

+ Unbolne, 7A Obs. rare. [Un-2 7.] intr. 0(
a swelling : To go down ; to subside.
a 1415 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 93 It make)) )«

place for to vnbolne, and it remeue|> ))e rede colour.

Unbolt, V. [Un-^ 7 and 3.]
1. intr. Of a door: To have "the bolt withdrawn.
1470-85 Malory Arthur xi. i. 571 And when he came to

the chamber.. the dores of yron vnlocked and vnbolted
1680 OiwAY Orphan in. Stage Direct., The door unlrolts.
1711 Mrs. Centlivre Marplot i. Ha! the door unliolts

;

which way shall I get nd of this puppy? 1748 [see
Unbar v. c].
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2. iraus. To draw back tlie bolt of, to unfasten

(a door, etc.).

1598 Klorio, Discoiienacctaret to vnboult a doore, to
vnbar. 1606 Shaks. Tr. .y Cr. iv. ii. 3 lie call mine Vnckje
down; He shall vnlKtlt the Gates. 1650 A[.sop Serm. in

A. B. Grosart Smnll Sins (iS6j) •j^noic^ They bring Utile

boys along with them,.. who.. unbolt the doors, and let in

the whole company of tliieves. xj6o-^* H. Brooke Foal
oyQiiai* {i&og) IV. 124 He. .unbolted a door that opened
into a garden. 1767 /Vt//. Trans. LVIII, 7, I tried the
experiment of untjolting my windows. 1819 Scotp Ivanlwe
XX, The hermit speedily unbolted his portaf. 1835 Dickens
i'ickivick xxvii, Putting his arm over the half-door of tlie

bar, coolly unbolting it, and leisurely walking in. 1887
Bowi;H ^neid 11. 266 [TheyJ unlwlt Troy's gates, to the

hosts of the fleet Entrance give.

b. In fig. contexts.

160K Dknt Patkw, Hcat'tn 258 To betray vs into the
hands of Satan : ye to vnlxjlt the doore, and let him in tociit

our throats. 1648 Bp. Hall Breathings Devout SotU (iZs^)

194 To enable me with strength to turn the key, and to

unbolt this unwieldy bar of my soul. 1828 T. Bhowm Scriif.

116 We cannut unbolt or break open the gate of the temple
of Knowledge.

fc. absoi. To unfold, explain. Ol's.

1607 SiiAKS. TimoH I. i. 51 Painter. How shall I vnder-
stana you 7 Poet. 1 will vnboult to you,

3. To withdraw, draw back (a bolt),

1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv, § 69 To bolt and unbolt
..an hundred Bolts through fifty Staples, two in each.

4. To detach by the removal of bolts.

17^3 Trans. Soc. Enc. Arts, etc (ed. 2) V, 207 By un-
boltuig and taking off the side pipe.

Hence Unbelting vd/. sb.

[1775 Ash.] i8>9 Scott Anne o/G. xix, The noise of the
unt>oIting and unbarring of the gates.

Unbolted, //A «.» [Un-I 8 and Un- 2 8.]

L Not fastened with a bolt; released by with-

drawal of a bolt.

cisSo Bugbears i. H. 132 A window which I left un-
bolted. 1711 Mrs. Ckntlivrk Marplot i, Let me see, is

my trap-door unbolted? 1779 Johnson L, P., Milton
(1868)45 '^o sleep with doors untwhed. 1874 Swinburne
Bothtoell II. xviii, The strait garden-plot .. Whereto the
door that opens from beneath Shall stand unlxilted. i8px

C Roberts Adrift Amer. 57 Most are content to hunt for

an unlwlted end door.

2. Not fastened together with a bolt or bolts.

1793 Smf.aton Edystone L. % 262 The bolt and shackle.,
had Kot its forelock broken or beat out, and then.. it could
not be long before the shackle became unI>o1ted.

TTnbO'lted, ///. a.^ Also 6 vnbulted, 6-7
unboulted. [Un-I 8.] Not bolted or sifted,

1598 Ft.omo, Semolato^ a kind of course vnboulted bread,
full of branne. 1611 Cotcr., Pain de/enestre^ . -bread made
of vnboulted come. x6i6 Surfl. & ^fARKll. Country Farme
V. XX, 577 It is made of meale vnboulted, the branne and
the meale being all knotlden together. 1857 R. Tomf3
Atner, in Japan \x. 200 The flour, however, remains un-
bolted, but makes a good and sweet bread. 1871 Naphkys
Prcj. + Curt Dis. ii. L 406 Take a tablespoonful of un-
bolted flour,

fis- 'S7° foxK A. 9f M. (ed. 2) lit. 2033/a Leauyng the
very truth of the matter vnbulted out by the word of God.
1605 Shaks. Lear ii. ii. 70, I will tread this vnboulted
villaine into niorter, anddaubethe wall of a lakes with him.

tUnbombast, I'. Obs—^ [UJf-- 3.] trans. To
take the stufTing out of.

1596 Nashk Haffron.WaliUny^V^, (Grosart) III. 49, I

came to vnrip aiidvnbumb;ist this Gargantuan bag-pudduig,
and found nothing in it butdugs.trii>es..and sbecpes gutis.

ITnbonairty : see Undebonaibty Obs,

Unbended,///, a. (Us-' 8.) 1878 Abnev Plwto^r. 102

The unbonded alum of silver in the subsalt. 1880 F. G.
Lkk Ch. under Q. Eliz. I. p^ xlii, Without it the others are
unltonded to;;ctlier.

TTnbo-ne, v, (Un-2 4.)
1570 r.KviNs i/<ifl//. 168 ToVnbone, exossare, 1598 Florio,

DisossarCy to vnbone, to pull out the bones. i6ix Cutgb.,
Descssi, vnlwned ; whose bones are taken out. 164s
Milton ApoL Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 267 So many of the
yoiin^ Divines, .have bin scene so oft upon the Stage
wrlttung and unboning their Clergie Ummes.
Unboned,///, a, [Un-i 8.]

L Not furnished with a bone ; boneless,
n 1650 May Satir, Puppy {1657) 32 Her Chastitie being

slarv'd..and her Fort vanquishi by an unboned Member
(the Tongue).

2. Not manured with bones.
1849 Johnston Exp, Agric. 57 On the old boned field,

the crop was four times as bulky as on the unboned licld.

3. Of meat: Not having the bone(s) removed.

TJnbonnet, v. [Un-2 7 and 4.]
1. iiitr. To remove the bonnet.
xSioSlott Latlyo/L, v. xvii, With that he, .Unbonncted,

and by the wave Sate down his brow and hands to lave.

1850 Mrs. Gaskcll Let. in IJ/e of C.Bronte (1857) II. vii,

171, I went up to unbonnet, &c; came down to te.-w

b. esp. To do this as a mark of respect; to un-
cover. Also rejl,

i8st Scott Kenilw.vu, They hurried to bespeak favour
by hastily unbonneting. 1829 — Anne of C xxxii. Do
nothing but rise, unl>onnet yourself, and be silent. 1879
pixuN IS^'indsor I. ii. 14 His pride disdained to unbonnet
in the presence of a King of Scots.

2. irans. To remove tlie bonnet from,
i8a8 Miss Mitfokd Village II. 62 She sat down on her

dear sofa, and w.-is forthwith unclogi;ed. .and unbonneted.
1868 F. E. I'agkt Lucretia 183 Wlien people attempt to
exert a power which they do not possess,—be they judges
unbonncting quakers, or bishops exasperated at 'ribbons',
1896 Daily News 4 Apr. 2/3 ^s^rx a foreigner may only

disregard the pious custom.. at the imminent risk of being
rudely ' unbonntted ' by any devout Russian whom he may
happen to encounter.

Hence XTnbo'nneting vbl, sb.

c 1844 Mrs. Ukowning Lett. R. II. Home xlili. (1877) II.

S4, I excuse the unbonneling. You are Orion, and I can
estimate you.

Unbonneted,///. «. \S>^-^ S.]

1. Nut wearing a bonnet ; having the head im-

covercd, spec, as a mark of respect. Also^^'.
1604 Shaks. Otk. 1. ii. 23 My demerites May speake (vn-

biinnetted) to as proud a Fortune As this that I haue
reach'd. 1605 — Lear in. i. 14 (Qo. 1), This night.. vn-

l>onneted he runnes, And bids what will lake all. 1818

1,amb6'(j««. X, Wet and chilly on thy deck I stood Un-
bonnetted and gazed upon the flood. «8a3 Storr Quentin
D. xxvi, 'No,* replied the gray-headed seneschal, who
attended upon him unbonneted. 1863 Thornuury True as
S/eel I. 2o8 Standing unbonneted before his good master.

2. Of the head : Not covered by a bonnet,
i8»o Scott ^/^£»«aj/. xi, Halbert, his head unbonneted,.,

sped up. .the little valley of Glendearg, 1876 Maria M,
Grant Sun-Maid ix, A broad parasol shielded her un-
bonneted head.
Unbonny, a. dial, (Un-* 7.) 1830 J. Wilson A'tv/w

Ambr, (1856) III. 7t Nortlu She sat and smiled to see

her long dishevelled tresses reflected in the Fatry*s Pool.
Shepherd. That's no unbonny. 1894 Crockett Lilac Suu-
bonnet 34 'Deed I'm nane sae unbonny yet.

Unbooked,///.^. [Un-i 8. Cf. Du. on-

geboekt^ G. tttti^cbuchl.^ a. Not entered, registered,

or recorded in a book. b. Not boolcleamed.
Also, in recent use, * not pre-engaged by booking*.
1586 Hooker Hist. Iref.m Holinshea II. 140/1 If any

of them were found vnbooked and not registered, that he
should be used as a fellon where so euer he was taken.

1859 Masson Brit. Novelists iv. 220 There are rich fields

of yet unl>ooked English life both in northern and in

southern England. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 139 From
the unbooked freshness of the Scottish peasant to the most
far-sought phr.ise of literary curiosity.

Unbookish., a, [Ux-i 7.]

1. Not bookish or studious; unlearned.
1604 Shaks. 0th. iv. i. loz His vnbookish lelousie must

construe Poore Cassio*s smiles, gestures, and light be-

hauiours Quite in the wrong. 1644 Milton Arcop. (Arb.)

36 It is to be wonder'd bow museless and unbookish they
were. X79a G. WAKKFrKLD Mem. (1804) II. 135 Alexander,
like the unbookish bigots who are molesting me, would take
ofl'ence at the speculations of his preceptor. 1863 .'V. ff Q.
3rd Ser. HI. 349 We would submit the following explana-
tion of the unbookish housekeeper's little bill. x88s
Century Mag. XXII I. 95 J Even the most unbookish reader
will kindle into a momentary sympathy.

2. Free from bookishness.
1887 sped. 10 Mar. 383 Luther, the most unbookbh ofmen.

TTnboo-klearned, ///, a, (
Un- 1 8 d

.

)

1633 D. R[oGEKsl Treatise 0/ Sacr, ii. 67 Meane folkes

who . . being unhook-learned cannot comprehend such depths
as tlicse. a i645x Fullkr Worthies, Northampton (1662)

II. 291 The Hi:)tory of the Bible.. hath done as much good
to uu-book-lcarn'd people, as any of that kind.

UnbOO't, V. [Un-2 4 and 7.]

1. trans. To take the boots off (a person).

1598 Florio, Dtstiuallare, to vnbootc, to pull off boots.

161 1 CoMiv., Dehous^,. .vnbooted, or whose boots arc pulled
off. 1865 }. M. Ludlow Epics Mid. Ages II. 219 Has he
no servant nor squire to unooot him? 1893 Voice (N. Y.)

2c Sept., * I will never unl>oot the son of a slave,* was the
lady's gracious response, referring to a marriage ceremony
of the time.

2. absot. To take off one's own boots,

>8ia IJvROM /Ka//z To Publ., I unl>ooted, and went to a
ball. 1873 Lflanu Fgyptt Sketch-Bk.^-j They were very
particular at the door in making us unbout and put on
canoes of the native pattern.

Unboo'ted, ///. a, (Un-* 8 or Un-* 8) 1727 Bailkv
(vol. II). 1881 CAtv/. Career 39 Their comely unbooied
feet in the stirrup.irons,

tUnbore, ///. a, Obs. [Un-1 8 b.] = Un-
BOUN ///. rt,

a i^so Proi'. Alfred 4^9 in O. E. Misc, 128 Belere is

child vnborc bane vnbuhsum. cino S. Eng. Leg. 1. 19/2
MiratJe ore louerd dude for him pe juyt he was un-boie.

1390 Gower Conf. I, 149 Sche wissheth furto ben unbore.

C 1400 li'eryH 12 10 It wer better be were vnbore, For he doith

nat ellis, save atte hazard pley. 1605 Sylvester Z^m Bartas
11. iii. II. Fatliers 133 Hut (O !) more millions of Babes yet
un-I)ore, Then theie be sands upon the Libyan shore.

XJnbO'red, ppl. a. Also 7 unboared, (Un-1
8. Cf. Uu. ongcboordy G. tuigebohrt.)

1598 Florio, Disforato, without holes, vnbored. 1626 B,

ToNhOM Staple of N. 11. iv. We ha the dullest. Most un-
Doar'd Eares for verse amongst our females. 1799 G, Smith
Laboratory I. 16 It is best to give the turner an unbored
rocket. xZzf^Nat. Philos. I. Heat ii. 4(L.U.K.), He took

an unbored cannon, witli the large projecting piece. .which

is usually cast with cannon to ensure solidity. i86k Rep.
Smithsonian Instil. 1S60 215 A flat, spiral shell exactly

like an unbored Ualiotis. 1868 G. Stephens Runic Mon.
II. 576 The unbored and therefore current Roman Coins.

trnbOTn, ///. a. [OE. unboren (Un-1 8 b),

= OKris. ««-, oen-, onbern (WFris. on-, ^tnbeme)^

MDu. and Viw, ougeboreHj OHG, unffi-, nngaporan
(MUG. ungebont, G. -boren)^ ON. nnd Iccl. ii-y

dborinn (MSw, oborin, -btirin^ Norw. ubonn. Da.

ubaar€$t).'\

1. Not yet born ; still to be born. (Freq. with

preceding ^-irA) Also in fig. context,

c 897 K. /Elfred Gregorys Past. C. xlviii, 367 Mid 3y 5e

hie ofsni?fen mid 3y seaxchefijtices jedwolan Ga unborenan

beam, 5e..l>eof^ mid wordum ?;eeacnode on ^eleaflTullra

mode, traooo ^Elkkic LtTes Saints xxiii. 429 Urc hxlcnd

se \>e unborenum cildum lif syl3 on hcora modra InnoSe,
ciiooOkmin 17327 Forr ('att Nicodem wass ^et Unnlrorenn
i Jjatt time Off Hali? Gast. e 1375 Cursor Af. 12232 (Fair.),

I wende my make ware vnborne [Colt, noght bornj. c 1386
Chaucer Melih. r 2231 Ther is fu! many a child vnborn of
his niooder th.it sh;d sterue yong by cause of that like
werre. c 1465 Chevy Chase g The chylde may rue that ys
vn-born, it wos the mor pitte. 1535 Covkhdale Eccl. iv. 2
Wherfore I iudged..him that is yet vnborne lo be better at
ease then they both. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidnne'sCon/m. 1 18 b,

Young chyldren, as well borne as unborne. 1634 Eliz.
JocEMN [title), The Mothers Legacie, To her vnborne
Childe. 1695 Prior Ode after Queen's Death iii, Ages to
come, and Men unborn Shall bless her Name. 1717 Popk
Iliad X. 6i Yet suth his acts, as Greeks unborn shall tell.

1779 Warni:k in Jesse Selivyn ^ Contemp. (1844) IV. 294
I'hey had just discovered, by what means I know no more
than the child unborn, that [etc.]. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. z) VI. 190 The devise would have been void, being to

an unborn person for life. 1840 Tiiiklwall Greece VII.
Ivi. 169 The throne was to be sh.nred between an idiot and
an infant yet unborn. 1887 Spectator 22 Oct. 1406 The
total abolition of settlements upon unborn lives.

b. trans/, or Jig. Of time, etc.

1596 Shaks. 1 //en. IV, v. i. 21 A Portent Of broached
Mischeefe, to ibe vnborne Times. 1667 Milton P. L. \\i.

220 Nor staid [He], but . , in Paternal Glorie rode Farr into

Chaos, and the World unborn. 171a Sped. No. 316 P 5
The present Ttnie alone is ours, the future is yet unborn.
1757 Grav Bard 108 Ye unborn Ages, crowd not on my
soul ! 1776 Gibbon Decl.

«J-
F. \. (1782) I. 26 Venice was

yet unborn ; but the territories of that state . . were inhabited
by the Venetians. i8sa Shellev Unfinished Drama 203
A nook of unblown violets And lilies-of-the-valley yet un-
born. — To Jane, Invit, 7 The brightest hour of unborn
Spring. 1884 Chr. Treasury Feb, 92/2 It is not a function

of human intellect to read the secrets of unborn ages.

2. Not born ; deprived of birth. h\%^Jig.
ais75 Prov. Alfred 447 in O. E. Misc. 129 For betere

is child vnboren ^nne vnbeten. a 1300 Cursor M. 15372
To mare blis it had him ben Vnborn if )?at he ware.
C1386 Chaucer Shipmnn's T. 1372 Yet were me leuerc
that I were vnborn Ihan me were doon a sclaundre or
vileynye. 14.. Lat. <V Eng. Prov. (MS. Douce 52) fol. 27
Better is a chylde vnborne J^en vnlerned. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 87 Yf God had don vengeans, anon the world had
ben endyd mony a day agoo, and so mony had be vnborne,
(»at now ben holy sayntys yn Heuen. 1546 J. Hevwood
Prov. (1867) 20 Better vnborne than vntought, I haue heard
saie. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars 11. xcvii, This mighty burthen
wherewitliall they goe Dies vndeliucred, perishes vnborne.
1618 hv. Hall Contempt, N.T. i. i, Many a father repents
him of his fruitfulnessc, and hath such sons as he wishes
unborne. c 1645 Hevwood & Rowlev Fortune by Land ff

Sea 111, These mischiefs make me wi^h my self unborn. ai66x
[see Unbred///, a. 2].

transf 1390 Gower Conf. II. 109 Withdrawgh the Banere
of thin Armes, And let thi lyhtes ben unborn.

3. Existing without having been bom.
1821 Shelley Hellas 769 Look on that which cannot

change— the One, The unborn and the undying.

Unbo-rne, ///. fl. [Un-1 8 b.] Not borne or

carried away or out.

X483 Caxion Gold. Leg. 89/1 On a tyme whan the Jewe
was oute tlieuys cam and robbed alle his goodes and lefte

unborn away only thyniagc. 1847 Mkuwin Shelley I. 105
This startling and unborne-out proposition.

Unborrowed, ppL a, [Un-i 8. Cf. obs.

Da. uborget.^ Not borrowed or taken on loan

;

esp. Jig.y not adopted from another, native, in-

herent, original. (Common from c 1700.)
2638 G. Daniel Eclog i. 256 Oh doe not thinke but She

may be as faire In nature's bounties, with vnborrwed haire.

1697 Dkvden Virg. Past, iv, 52 The luxurious father of the
fold, With native purple and unborrowed gold, Beneath his

pompous fleece shall proudly sweat. 1704 Moderat. Displ.
IX, Bathillo, in his own unborrow'd Strains, Young Sachar-
issa's Angel Form profanes. 174s Richardson Pamela ill.

325 For your Arguments are always new and unborrow'd.

1793 W.Roberts Looker-on No. ,^3(1794)11.144 His taste was
unborrowed, as well as the principles on which he supported
it. i8a8 Ld. Gkknville Sinking Fund 55 Eveiy portion

of unborrowed wealth which this fund has ever received.

1871 Fkaser I^ifd Berkehy ix. 351 His unborrowed, evi-

dently self-eIalK>ratcd thought.
UnboTrowing, ///. a, (Un." 10.) 1776 Mickle tr.

Catnoens* Lusiad Introd. 134 In this unborrowing same-
ness he artfully interweaves the history of Portugal.

trnbo'SOm, v. [Un-2 g. Cf. Du. ontbo€Z€men.'\

1. trans. To bring out from the breast or heart

;

to give vent to ; esp* to disclose, reveal.

1^88 SiiAKS. /.. L. L. V. ii. 141 Their seuerall counsels they
vnbosome shall. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant, v. 31 Here
may thy Griefs unlx>some all their grones. a 165a J. Smith
Sel. Disc. ix. (1821) 412 But God. .is pleased io unbosom his

secrets, and most clearly to manifest theway into the holiest

of all. 1715 De Foe Fam. instruct, i. 1. (1841) II. 9, 1 have
longed a great while to unbosom my sorrows to somebody.
1749 Fielding 'J'om foues xvi. viii, He then unb< somed the
violence of his passion to Lady Bellaston. 1844 Thirlwall
Greece VIII. 149 It was difficult to find a friend to whom he
could safely unbosom his views or wishes. 1854 J. S. C.
Abbott Napoleon (18^5) U. xxv. 468 He was freely un-
bosoming his perplexities and his anguish to Geneial Coletta.

b, rejl. To disclose or reveal one's thoughts,

secrets, etc.

i6s8 T. Ball Life Preston (1885) 171 To him he, therefore,

now unbossomed hitnselfe. 1673 True Worship God 44
When men unbosoine themselves to their Ministers. 171J
Stkele sped. No. 528 p i, [I] have now taken Pen, Ink,

and Paper, and am resolv'd to unbosom my self to you,

1749 FiKLDiNC Tom ^ones xiv. ix, Mr. Nightingale, taking
the old gentleman with him up stairs, ..unbosomed himself
as follows. 1803 Censor 1 Oct. no Having been lately in

great distress of mind,.. I was led. .to unbosom myself to

several friends. 1848 Thackeray Van. /'Wr vi,The fat fellow

could not be brought to unbosom himself of his great secret.
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UNBOSOMER.

a aisal, — prec.

1733 P. Shaw ir. Bacon*s Dt Sap. Vtt, B.'s Phil. Wks. I.

593 I'rinces usually treat such Persons familiarly; and..

ihink ihcy may with safety unbosom to them. 177a Foote
Nabob I. Wks. 1-99 11.295 Similarity of sentiments.. may
have induced him to unbosom to you, 1804 H. K. White
Lett, to B. ifada'ock Sept., I am long l>eforc 1 can unbosom
10 a friend, 1879 Merkuitii Egoist x.xix, She was really the

last person to whom he could unbosom.

2. To lay open or disclose to the eye.

16x0 G. Fletcher Christ's Vkt^ 9r Tri, \\.y^^ Rose-buds

bright, Unbosoming their btesls against the light. i72&^6
Thomson S/rttt^ 526 Along these blushing borders, bright

with dew, ., Fair-handed Spring unbo^ms every grace.

1845 Bailey Fcstus (ed, a) 258 The world in vain unbosometh

her beauty, We have do list to live.

3, To empty or exhaust (the bosom), rarc~'^,

x6io G, Fletcher Christs Vict* ^ Tri. i. xiii, Greefes

companie..That lankes the cheekes, and pales the freshest

sight. Unbosoming the cheerefull brest of all delight.

Hence Unbo'somer.
1850 Thackeray l\tui<nnis xxiv.That great unbosomer of

secrets, a cigar. 1895 Pvrceli. Li/d Ceil. Manning I. xxii.

475 Not as a teacher, but as an unbosomer of hisown Durdens.

Unbota'nical, A (Un.> 7.) ti775 Ash.] 1883G.ALLES
in Lons»t. Mag. July 306 The two plants really differ

sufficiently to attract the attention of an unbotanical eye.

XJnboi;tle, v, [Un-2 5.] trans. To extract

from, or let out of, a bottle. Also 7?^.

i8>i Q. A'rtf. XXIV. 497 As good an insight. .as Don
Cleophas, by the help of the unbottled Asmodeus, obtained

into the intrigues of Madrid. i86a Carlvle I-'redk, Ct. xn.

lit {1872) IV. 149 The general population . .turned out, with

emotion again like to unbottle itself. 1895 Advance
(Chicago) 18 Apr. 1038/2 Without warning he [a blue-jay)

unbottled his shrillest whistle.

Unbo-ttom, v. [Un-2 4 and 7.]

1. trans. To divest of a bottom or foundation
;

^fiS'^ to deprive of support or stay ; to unsettle or

make unstable.

1598 Florio, Diffondare^ to vnbottom. 164a D. Rogers
Naaintiit 156, lam willing to be informed,.. yea,tounbottome

my seife of my old rotten mixtures. 1655 Gurnall Chr, in

Ann. I. 252 This one consideration might be of excellent use

to unbottom a sinner, and abase him so as never to have

high thought of himself. 1693 G. Firmin Rev. Davis's Vind.

i. 6 Commonly whei we speak of unbottoming a Man from
hintself, we mean [from] his own goodness.

2. intr. To make oneself bare-breeched.

1651 Cleveland Poems^ News fr* Newcastle 45 Then
you'll unbottom, though December blow, And sweat i' th'

midst of Isicles and Snow,

Unbottomed, ///. ay [Un- i 8.]

L Having no bottom; bottomless. Also^/Tf.

1615 Sylvester Tobacco Battered 192 Tobacco's ^moakie
Mists Which. . No small addition of Adustion fit Bring to the

smoak of the Unbottom'd Pit. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)

IVorld^s Eighth Wonder Wks. n. 67/r The nine and forty

wenches, water filling, In tubs vnbottom'd, which was
euer spilling. 1667 Miltom P. L. it. 405 Who shall tempt
with wandring feet The dark unbottom'd infinite Abyss?
J704 Moderat. Dispi. x, From Faction's dark unbottom'd
Cell \ come. 1778 Conciliation 7 Mir'd and flound'ring in th*

unbottom'd Pit. 180a Leyden Mermaid 44 If, from the

unbottom'd deep, . .The sea.snake heave his snowy mane.

b. fig. Unfathomable.
X76o-7a H. Brooke Fool c/Qual. (iSog) I. 150, I will no

longer, .make my ignorance a sounding.line for his [God's]

unbKfttomed wisdom,

2. Having no proi>er foundation ; unsupported ;

not founded on or in something.
1640 Gauden Lave o/Truth (164 1) 21 For errour is so feeble

and unbottomed, that it must have somebu tresses and seeming
basis of truth to support it. 1650 Ashmole Chyvi. Collect.

Prol. 3 Others there are, who out of Ignorance or Mistake,
have delivered blinde and unbottomed Fictions. 1675 H.
More in R, Ward Life (1710) 272 The Question, ..whether
there be no Love unbottomed on Self.Iove? x74a Voung
Nt. 7!*. viH. 801 Can joy, unbottom'd in reflection, stand?
And, in a tempest, can reflection live?

Unbo*ttOined, />//. a.2 [Un-^8.] Deprived
of a bottom or foun<)ation ; imscttled.

1674 Penn Christian Quaker i. xxv. 126 Thus is this Man
Unravel'd, Unreligion'd, Unbottom'd as to hb former State.

ft 1684 Leighton Cow//«. X Pet. iii. (1849) 263 Vou are your
own deceivers in it,,, and are not careful to nave your souls
really unbottomed from themselves, and built upon Christ.

UllbOTlgh.t (pnbo't), /*^/. fl. Forms; (see Buy
v.). [UN-l8b.]

i. Not bought ; unpurchased.
1:950 Lindisf. Gosp, Matt. x. 8 Unboht vel unceaped (L.

gratis} jie onfengon, unboht sellas. a 1300 Frov. liendyug
in Rel. Ant. I. J14 Of un-lx>ht hude men kcrveth brod
thong, a 1300 Cursor M. 5410 In all e;;ypti lefte he na land
"Vn-boght in-til tc king hand. 1535 Stewart Cron, Scot.
(Rolb) II. 451 Thus tha strave about ane wnbocbt gait.

/1 1593 Marlowe OvvCs Elegies i. x. 43 Thankes worthely
are due for things vnbought. ci6oo Chalkuill Theaima
4- CI. (1683) 24 On unbought Delicates their Hunger fed.

1637 Cowlky Sylva, A Vote xi. In this true delight, These
unbought sports, and happy state, I would not feare, nor
wish my fate, c 1720 Prior Pontius ^ Pontia 23 Some hair
I have, I'm sure, unbought. Pray bring your brother-wits to
sec't, 1790 Burke /'V. Rev. 113 The unbought grace of life

..is gone! 1845 Kitto's Cycl. liibl. Lit. (1847) I. 604/1
Wandering shepherds . .depending solely upon the unbought
gifts of nature. 1895 Cornish W^/W England ^^o The
unbought beauty of the county is still its main and most
potent charm.

t2. Unpunished. Obs.~'^
fTiaoo Aforal Ode iqiLsimh. MS.), Ne seal nan ufel bon

unbocht, ne nan god unfor;olden.

68

trnboniicl, PP^- "-^ Forms : (see Bind v,).

[Un-1 8 b. Cf.MDu. and Du. ongebondm^ MHG.
and G. angcbunden, Nl'ris. unbiinjen, ON. and

Icel. 7/-, dhundinn (Da. ubttnden^ Sw. obunden).]

1. Not bound or tied up ; unfastened. Also withw/.

a. rt 900 Laws o/yEl/redc. 35 5if he bine to pieoste bescire

unbundenne. mid xxx scill. gelxite. axcooAgs. Aiddlcs

xxiii [xxiv.] 15 Nelle ic unbundcn aem^^uiu hyran, nymOe

searosiclod. c 1375 Sc. Leg, Sainfs xlvii. {Kufiemia) A9

Vnbiindine the] gert liir cum J/areVmang ^ameM bundyn

varsar. 15*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 28 So the barley lyeth vn-

bounden .iii. or .iiii. dayes . . , and than to hynde it.

^, c 1440 Alph. Tales 357 With ^e ta sydc of hur headc

vnbun vpp sho ran to feght .^gayn J>aim of Babilon. 1570

Levins Manip. "221 Vnbound, liber. leocl-AiRFAX Fasso

xvi. xviii Her lockes vnbound, wau'd in the wanton winde.

1667 Milton /*. L. in. 603 Though., they binde Volatil

Herme-^-and call up unbound in various shapes old Proteus

from the Sea. 1757 W. Wilkie Epigon. 11. 47 Now, tani d

by age, his coursers stood unbound. 1808 Scott Marm.
IV. iv, Some damsel flying fast, With hair unbound, and

looks aghast. 189a Gunter Miss Dividends (1893) 248 'Ihe

moonlight shining through the car window gets into her

unbound hair.

h,fig. Unconfined, unconstramed ; not bound

by any engngement, vow, etc.

1390 Cower Con/. II, 393 It helpeth more .. than forto

crave Of othre men and make him bounde, Wher elles he

niai .stonde unbounde. c 1470 Gol. ^ Caw. 1040 IJot ilk

heme has bene vnbundin with blame. 153a More Confnt.

Tindale\^)ii?..6B^(t God.-hauing his power absolute, fre,

and vnbounden vnto any maner of hys ordinary course.

1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosiiios Wks. (Grosart) I. 66/1

To court bright beauty match'd, as t'were vnbound. 1790

CowpEH Mother's Pict. 87, 1 should ill recjuite thee to con-

strain Thy unbound spirit into bonds acinii. 1859 Tennv-
SON Elaine 1377 Yet tliee She faiPd to bind, tho' being, as

I think, Unbound as yet,

C. Not bound as apprentice, rare,

1497-8 in Archaeol. Jrnl. XLIU. 168 A fyne lost by R.

Bancrofte for, .settyng to werk a child vnbound & vnablid.

2. Not secured with a band or border of some

strong material.

1531 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 38, viij kettelles bound and
vnbond. , 1547 in Keuilleiat Revels Edw. ^7(1914) 17 One
lilack chest bounde with lrone& ij other Chestes vn bounde.

3. Of books : Not provided with a binding or

cover. Also with up,

1541 Ads Privy Council 25 Apr., Anthony Marler..

might sell the bibles of the Gret volume unbounde for x, s

sterl[ing]. 1549 (Mar.) ^>&. Com. /'rrtj'fr Colophon, That no

mancr of person do sell this present booke unbounde, aboue

the price of ii. Shyllynges the piece. 1690 Lockk Hum.
Una. III. X. § 27 A Book-seller, who had in his Ware-house
Volumes that lay there unbound, and without Titles. 1720

Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) VII. 161 The Textus..will be

sent unbound, as desired, 183X Carlvle Sart. Res. i. xi,

One other leaf of that mighty volume.. left to fly abroad,

unprinted,unpublished, unbound up. 1896 T. L. ue Vimne
Mo-xon's Mech. Exerc, Printing 401 The complete book
on printing, unbound, then cost 14s. 4d.^

Jig. iS9a Shaks. Roi/i. ^ Jul. 1. iii. 87 This precious

BookeofLoue, this vnbound Louer, To Beautifie him, onely

lacks a Couer.

4. Of substances: In a loose or free state.

1697 Drvdem Virg, Georg. i. 98 While the Turf lies open,

and unbound. Succeeding Suns may bake the Mellow
Ground. 190a Brit. Med. Jrnl. 14 June 146 Their methods
. .would only extract and precipitate the unbound purin.

XXnbou'nd, ///. a.2 rare-K [Un-1 8 + Bound
/fpl, a.l] Unprovided, destitute,

a 1300 CursorM. 24034, 1 stakerd sua i moght not stand,

Bot als |jai me up-held wit hand Vn-bun was i o bote.

tTTnbou'nd,///. fl.3 Obs. [Un-i + Bound z/.]

Unbounded ; boundless.

1593 Q. Eliz. Boeth. 11. pr. vii. 53 The lasting of any
longest tyme, if it be matcht with viibounde eternitie, not
small but none shall seeme. a 1619 Fotherby AtJicoiii. 11.

ii. § X (1622) 198 The vnlimited and vnbound extension of

the Appetites of Man. c 1658 Elegy on Cleveland 16 C's
Wks. (1687) 284 Such was the Fate of my weak Streams,
that ran To drown themselves in th'unbound Ocean, c 1735
Ramsay Some of Contents ii, Dunbar does with unbound
ingyne, In satyre, joke, and in the serious schyne.

Unboil'Ildy V, rare. [Un-2 j.] trans. To
deprive of bounds or limits.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas iii. ii. Colonics 178 The thirst

of Vengeance, and that puffing breath Of elvish Honour..
Un«bound all Countries, i6ia Drayton Poly-olb. v. 104

Gowr, whose promontory (plac'd to check the ocean's pow'r)

Kept in Severne yet herself, till being growne too great

Shee with extended amies unbounds her ancient seat.

Unbound, pa. pple. of Unbind v.

Unboundable, a, (Un-^ 7b.) xtzz R. Harris Gods
Gooiines 17 Mercy in the first sense, is Negatiuely endlesse,
that is, vncapable of end, because vnlwundable for being.

1837 Emerson Misc. (1855) 91 Who shall set a barrier on
any one side to this unbounded, unboundable empire?
Unboundably, culv. (Un-' u.) 1607 Dekker IVcstiv.

Hoe Wks. 1873 II. 289, 1 am so infinitly, so vnboundably
beholding to you.

Unbounded, pph a. [Un-i 8,]

1. Not bounded or limited in extent, Also^^.,
of the Deity.
1598 FtORio,/»/fr»<iff<z/(7,vnbounded,boundles, vnlimited.
X667M1LTON/'. L. X. 471 With what paine[I have] Voyag'd
th' unreal, vast, unbounded dfjtrp Of horrible confusion, a 1711
Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet, Wks. 1721 1. 270 God's Presence
is himself; for none Unbounded is but God alone. 1730
Thomson Autumn 902 Mean-time, light-shadowing all, a
sober calm Fleeces unbounded ether. x8o8 Scott Marm.
IV, Introd. 160 The wild unbounded hills we ranged. i8ji
Byron Heav, 9[ Earth i. iii, Earth shall be ocean ! And no

UNBOWABLE.
breath, Save of the winds, be on the unbounded wave I

x87o-a LiDDON Elem. Relig. iv. § i The Unbounded, All-

powerful Being is alone the good.

b. Unlimited in amount.
1646 Crashaw Steps to Temple^ Miracle 0/ MuUiplyed

Loaves 3 See here nn easie Feast,.. A subtle Harvest of

unbounded bread. liSgS Prior Ode Queen's Death xxiit,

As Waters from her Sluces, flow'd Unbounded Sorrow from

her Eyes. 1709 Hearne in A'. Glouc. Ckron. (1^24) II. 603

Ador'd and llatter'd upon account of their Dignity and un-

bounded Wealth. 1763 Wilkes Corr. (1805) J. 8g Testi-

monies of an unbounded confidence in your veracity and

good faith. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 257 The
writers generally expressed unlxjunded reverence and

affection for William. 1867 Dickkns Lett. (1880) II. 273

Theenthusiasm has been unbounded. 1897 Mary Kingslev
W. Africa 474 Owing entirely to.. her own unbounded

courage and energy.

2. Not restrained or kept within limits ; un-

checked, uncontrolled.

Not always clearly distinguishable from prec. sen'^e.

x6o8 CiiAiMAN Byron's Consp. 11. 1 47 In such air breathe

his unbounded spirits, Which therefore well will fit such

conjurations. 1647 N, Ward SimJ>le Cobler 49 They are a

good People, that undoe not their Prince, by any one of

their unbounded Liberties, 1736 Butler Anal, 1. v. Wks,

1874 I. 108 Prosperity itself.. begets extravagant and un-

bounded thoughts. 1794 R- J.SuLiVAN Vietv Nat. I. iii.

14 Their unbounded claims. .to temporal. .dominion. i8»3

Scorr Quenlin D. i, A tone of romantic and chivalrous

gallantry (which, however, was often disgraced by un-

bounded license). 1830 Herschel Study Nat. Phil. 7

Cherishing as a vitaf principle an unbounded spirit of

enquiry. 1854 Bancroft Hist. U.S. I. ii. 34 L'^aving his

wife to govern the island, he and his company, full of un.

bounded expectations, embarked for Florida.

3. Of persons (and animals) : Unchecked or tm-

controUed in action.

1613 Two Noble A". 1. 11. 70 A most unbounded Tyrant,

X656 Cowley Davidets iv. 241 Let his power loose, and you

shall quickly see How mild a thing unbounded Man will

be. 1681 Dryden Abs. <$ Achit. i. 762 Then they are left

Defenceless, to the Swoid Of each unbounded, Arbitrary

Lord. 17*5 De P'oe Voy. round World (1840) 312 The
fellows were so rude, so ungovernable and so unbounded in

their hunting after gold. 1718 SAVAtiE Bastard 19 Nature's

unbounded son, he stands alone, His heart unblas•^'d, and

his mind his own. x8x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxvi, Number-
less flocks and herds, which seemed to wander unrestrained

and unbounded through the rich pastures.

b. Profusely generous or liberal.

a 1704 T. Beown Praise Drunken. Wks. 1730 I, 35 Their

darling humour, avarice, is lost, and their hearts become

unbounded, and free as the God by whom they are

possess'd. 1825 Scott Talism. xxiii, It is well known
that the high esteem of the European knowledge and

courage made the Soldan unbounded in his gifts to those

who.. had been induced to take the turban,

Unbou'udedly, adv. [f. prec] Without

limitation ; beyond all bounds.
x6xi CoTCR., Librement^ freely, frankly, vnboundedlv.

1619 HiEBON Wks. II. 431 Nor to bee so viiboundedly

subiect vnto kings, as not to regard what is owing from us

vnto God. 1674 Govt. Tongue ix. § 1. 150 So unboundedly
mischievous is that petulant member, that heaven and earth

are not wide enough for its range. 1781 H. Downman tr.

Voltaire's Dram. Wks. I. 248 My heart relies upon thy

faith, Unboundedly relies. 1845 Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 227,

1 was born To gratify myself unboundedly, So that I

wronged none else. x88x Mrs. H. HuntC/»/<^. Jerus. 122

She was unboundedly fond of babies.

TTnbou'ndedness. [f. as prec] Unlimited-

ness, boundlessness,

X640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xviii. 192 This unbounded-
nesse of Desires we are to take heed of. 1678 Clcworth
Iniell. Syst. 389 The unlimitedness and unboundedne-vs of

its power, declareth it to be infinite. 1715 Cheyne Philos.

Prtnc. Nat. Relig. n. ii. 58 Infinitude [imports] the un*

boundedness of these Degrees of Afl'ections, or Properties,

1839 Bailey F'estus 240 When thus to one poor spirit He
gives His hand, He seems to impart His own unbounded-
ness Of bliss, i860 VvseyMin. Proph. 321 With increased

knowledge of Him, come higher perceptions of the un-

boundedness of God's love to us.

Unbounden, obs. var. Unbound ppl. a., and

obs, pa. pple. of Unbind v.

fXJnbou-ndless, a. Obsr^ [Un-1 5 a.] Un-
bounded, boundless.

1624 in Capt. J. Smith Virginia m. ii. 45 Thus God vn-

boiindlesse by his power, Made them thus kind.

Unl)ou'nteous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1645 Milton Tetrtich.

Wks. 1851 IV. 156 Nay such an unbounteous giver we
should make him, as in the fables Jupiter was to Ixion.

Unbou'ntifulness. (Un-^ 12.) x66o Ingelo Beutiv. «t

Ur. I. (16S2) 144 Want. .is not from God's unbountifulness,

but men's folly and wickedness. X730 Bailey (folJi

Hliberality, . . unbountifulness.

t Unbow, V. Obs. [Un-2 3.] trans. To un-

bend, to straighten.

1538 Elyot, Decircino,., to vnbowe, or to brtnge out of

compasse, or roundenesse. i6ai Quakles Hadassa u.

Wks. (Grosart) II. 57/2 Her lowly bended body she vn-

bow'd. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. i. § 6 As in little

pieces of Wood naturally bow'd like a Man's Elbow, the

Carver doth not unbow it but.. shapes it into the Compleat
Figure of a Man's Arm.
^^- '639 Fuller Holy War in. vi. (1840) 124 Because
looking back would unbow his resolution.

tTTnbowable, a. Obs. [Un-i 7 b.] Un-
bcndable, inflexible.

X537 Bible (Matthew) Ps. \u g note, A rodde of yron foe

a sure and unbowable domynyon. X583 Stubbes Aniiit.

Abus. I. (1879) 76 So long as a sprigge, twist, or braunche,

is yong, it is flexible and bowable . .
, but if we tarie till it be-

a g-eat tree, it is inflexible and unbowable. x6xi Cotgb.,
/mployable, inflexible, vnbowable.



UNBOWDLERIZED.
Unbowdlerized, ppL «. (Uh-* 8.) 1894 Wilkins &

Vivian Green Bay Tree II. 50 A privaic and unbo«dleri/ed
version of ' Helen of Troy , 1696 Mrs. Caffyn Quaker
Grandmother 54 An entirely un«bowdlerised library.

Unbowed, ppl- a. [Un-I 8.] Not bowed
or bent. Freq. //^. *

^ >374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. met. vii. (1868) 148 pe laste of
his labours was ^at he sustenede |>e heuene vpon his nekke
vnbowed. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. K/, 111. i. 16 He..passe(h by
with stiflTe vnbowed Knee. 1610 — TV////, i. ii. 116 Con-
federates. .To giiie him Annuall tribute. .and bend The
Dukedom yet viibow'd..To most ignoble stooping, 1648
HKXHAMTr,(?//^^^r<»////,Vncrooked, or Vnbowed. i8i6Bykon
Ck, Har» III. xxxix, He stood unbow'd beneath the ills upon
him piled. 1865 W. G. Palgkavk Arabia I. 205 His tall

stature, absolutely unbowed by years. 1879 M. Pattison
Milton^ 131 In Andrew N[arvei Alilton found one congenial
spirit, incorruptible amid poverty, unbowed by defeat.

Unbowed, a. [Un-I + How sby\ Of pigs:
Not furnished with a bow-shaped piece of wood
to impede their movements.
1624 in H. Maclean Watermillock Reg. (1908) 157 That

none, .shall keep their swine unbowed, .sub poena for every
swine so unbowed iiijd. 1794 W. YlvKHiNsON //isf.CufiMt/,
I. 163 «(7/r, ihe tenants are subject to pains. .for swine
going unbowed in the time of harvest.

t Unbow;el, v. Obs, [Un-'-^ 4.]
1. tram. To disembowel (a person or animal)

;

to eviscerate, exenterate.
155a HuLOKT, Vnbowell, exeniero. 1591 R. W(ilmoi1

TancreH ^ Gisiii. Argt.j Afterward .. he commanded the
Earle to be attached, imprisoned, strangled, vnbowelled.
x6o6 S. Gardiner Hk. Angling 123 The hand of this cunning
worke.man vnbowelleth him. 1651 Howelf, Venice 84
After the Ouke is dead, he is unboweil'd, his body embalm'd.
a X69X liovLE Hist. Air (1692) 182 This prepared, they first

unbowelled the corps.

fig. i»i N^siiK Four Lett. Confut. Wks. (Grosart) U. 198
Before f vnbowell the leanc Carcase of thy book any further,

1654 CoKAiNE Dianea iv. 3^6 AH Vices are Vices; but
Cruelty holds the preheminence. It spoilesunbowcis, un-
soules the World. J7i3C'rKss Winchelsea Misc. Poems 389
Wou'd you then have me live, when thus unbowell'dr
Without the Charms of my Aristor's presence?

b. refl. {a) To exhaust oneself; to expend one*s
strentjth or means ; 1,^) to unbosom oneself.
(ai 1647 A. Ross Mystag. Poet. i. {1675) 30 Covetous men

arc like spiders, they unbowel, that is they consume and
spend themselves with care and toyi to catch a fly. 1650
HowKLL Giraffi.'s R€V. Naples \. 27 With such cries.. they
did unljuwell themselves to provide furniture for the War.

(d) 1650 H. Brooke Conserv. Health 205 Thus, .did this
famous fJcviner unbowel himself and thereby, .made some
amends for his former impostures. 1655 Sanderson Serm.
(16S1) II. Pref., Since I bad thus adventured to unbowel
my self.

2- fig- To empty of contents; to open up; to
make hollow. Also in fig. context.

«S97 J- K'«G Oh Jtmas (1618) 78 They ransack all the
cornels of the shippe, vnbowell her inmost cells, ihrowe out
commodities. 1610 tHstrio-m. in. 62 Then stooping sutlers
..May groaning come, unlxiwelling the bagges Of their
rich burthens in your wide-mouth'd deskes. i^ Gataker
Mistake Remoi'ed To Rdr. 2 Partly to unbowel and lay
open some part of that un^und stuff that lies closely couched
in this covert vault. ai785GL0VF.R /IMr/fa/f/xxvti, A native
arch .. Expands before an excavation deep. Unbowelling
the hill.

^* *•

b. To open up or disclose by investigation or
exposition. (Common in 17th c.)

1606 J. King Serttt. Sept. 15 The whole book of God must
be vnbowelled, and all the wit of man ransackt, to finde out
a stile honorable enough for their new erected presbytery,
1659 E. HonoN Encomium in T. Barker Art of Angling
(ed. 2), Thou hast unboweil'd Dame Natures part In a. Vailt
t/iecum. 1693 NoRR\sPract. Disc. (i6a8) IV. 178 When this
Great Thought comes to be open'd and unboweil'd, to be un-
ravell'd and laid bare.

C. To display or reveal,
1650 Baxter Saints* K. i, vii. 91 When we shall feed at

Josephs own house,.. when be shall fully unbowel bis lovo
unto us, and lake us to dwell in Goihen by him.
Hence t TJnboweUiugr*z/^/, sd. 06s.
a 1619 Stottiswoook Hist. Ch. Scot, C1655) vi. xiii. 306

Whether they perceived any sign of poyson at his un-
bowelling. a 1653 Binning Serm. (1845) 340 The not
unbowelling of our hidden affections. 1694 Wrsimacotf
Script. Herb. 41 The embalmer. .then salted, without any
Incision or unbowelling, the whole body with Sal Nitri.

t Unbowelled, ///.a. Obs. [f. prec] Disem-
bowelled. Alsoyf^.

159* Kyd5>. Trag, I. ii. 61 There legs and armes lye bleed-
ing on the grasse, Mingled with weapons, and vnboweld
steedes. 1637 N* Whiting Albino ^ Hellama 32 Th' hollow
belly of th un-boweld earth. 1655 Vaugham Silex Scint,
I. (1B58) 27 Unbowcl'd nature, shew'd thee her recruits And
change of suiis.

Unbowelled, a. [CJn-1 9.] Having no
bowels ; fig. unafiectionate, pitiless.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 17, I issued foorth of the
unbowelled monster. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccaiini^s
Aiivts. /r. Pantass.,eic. 241 The unbowcl'd love which they
bear unto tliem, is more prejudicial to them, then is their
enemies implacable hatred. Ibid., Pol. Touchstone 403 That
unbowcl'd beyond-sea Rencgado. 1815 Milman Fazio{,\Z2iS
81 As deaf and hollow as the unboweil'd winds.

Unbowing, ppL a, [Un-I 10.] Unbending,
unyielding. Hence XTnbowingness.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27243 Wandring in qucre, Vn-boandnes

a.boie ^ autere. Ibid, -xyyij/d O sueines cums . Haidnes
ofhertaiid vnboaiid [v.rr. vnbowand, vnlK^ghandel. 138s
Wyclif //eb. X. 23 Wcholde the confessiouti of ouie hope
Vnbowynge, or that may not be foldyn.
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Unbowsome, «. Obs. exc. diai. [Un-i 7.

Cf. NKris. 7//th'f^som, MDu. onbccc/isam, Du. on-

bui_gzaam, G. unb£ugsam.]
1. = Unbuxom a. I,

<rz29o S. Etig. Lee. I. 266/185 Ake )fa.t ich onbou^sum ne
beo i-seie . . I-chuUe bidde for J>e, mi leoue fader. 1340 Ayenb,
21 pou best y-by onbo^sain to Jjine uader and to J?ine modtr.
crx34a Hami-ole /'r. CV/if. 8596 Grysely devels salle gang
and com On \>g synfulle ^at lylle God war unbowsom,
1818 Hogg Brmvnie of B. 1, Ve hae a dour, stiff, imbowsom
kind o' nature in ye.

2. dial. Unbending, Stiff.

1818 Hogg Wool-gatherer Tales (1S66) 80, '2 It makes.,
but an unbowsome overleather. 1894 Heslop Northumbld.
(iloss. 755 He's,. ungainly an' unbowsome.
Hence XXniTOWsonieness.
1340 Ayenb. 33 \fe uerste [point] is onbo^mnesse, huanne

\k man nele do ))et me him /ayi» ine penonce. c 1400 Cursor
M. 27616 (Cott. Galba), Of pride cunies als vnbowsunmes.
c 1450 -S7. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5377 pai wer glad and soinwhat
shamed,, .paim shamed of J^air vnbowsomnes.

UnbO'Zi V. [Un- 2 5.] trans. To take out of

a box.
161 1 CoTGR., Desboetcr, to vnbox, or take out of a box.

1817 Keats Let. Wks. 1889 III. 51, I went and unbojt'd
a Shakespeare. 1864 P. M. Irving Life JK Irving IV. 31
He brought home also a picture.. .After tea he took mallet
and chisel, and proceeded to unbox it. 1883 Standard
10Aug. 3/1 Minehead reached, horses were quickly unboxed.

Unboy, v. [Un-^ 7 and 6 b.] a. ifttr. To
grow oat ofboyhood, h. trans. Todivest of boyish-

ness; to make a man of.

1611 (YoRio, Sgarzonare, to become from a boy to a man,
to vnboy, to vnlackie. 1647 CLARRNimN Hist. Reb. vtiu

§ 179 He began to say. .that it was now lime to unboy him,
by putting him into some action and acquaintance with
business.

Unboyish, a. (Un-'?.) 1864 Miss Yonce r^^/rt^ I. 277
The steady low voice, and unboyish language. z88i Mary
C. Hay Missing, etc. II. 43 It might have grown into an idle

and unboyish habit.

Unbrace, v. [Un-2 3.]

1. r^fi. or trans. To free (oneself or another)

from bands or braces forming part of clotliing or

armour. Also absol.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. yoof Ector affter cuere chases, At
eche a lepe his stede vnbtabi<te x4aO'a LyixiAiB T/tebes 4284
llealightedoun. And brotherly, with a pitous face, To saue
his lyf gan hym to vnbrace. 1598 Florio, Sbracciarsi, to
vnbiace ones sclfe. 1633 Rowley Match, at Midn. iv,

lVido7V. You will not be so uncivil to unbrace you here?.

.

Alex. I will off with my doublet to my very shiit. 1637
Hevwood Pleas. Dial, xviii, 147 Par. Have them all slript

naked. . . Merc, Vnbrace your selues, put off, and nothing
hide.

b. fig. To lay oi)en ; to disclose, reveal.

\6vj ToURNKUR Rtt'. Trag, iv, Now y'aie both present,

I will unbrace such a close private villain Unto your venge-
ful swords.

2. trans. To imdo, to loosen or untie, to relax

(a band, grasp, etc.).

c 1475 Rau/Coifyar 629 The jaip ^eman to the ^et is gane

;

Enbtaissit [read vn-] the bandis b<;tiue. C147S Lament.
Mary Magd. xxxi. Than gan 1 there min armes to vnbrace
Up lifting my handes ful niourninjjly. 1590 Si-enskr P. Q.
11. iv. 9 The knight.. Knit all his forces, and gan soone
vnbrace His grasping hold. 1598 Vong Diana i8g A faire

and dainiie band he did vnbrace. 1718 Pore liiad xiv.

345 The queen of love.. from her fragrant breast the zone
unbraced. 1763-9 Falconer Shi/nvr, 11. 531 Arion..The
cordage of the leeward guns unbraced.

b. To loosen, detach, or set free by the undoing
or removal of braces or bonds,
1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 71 The resplen-

dent eye>out<brauing buildtng-i ofyourTemple, (like a Drum)
shal be vngirt & vnbraced. 1637 Drayton Agincourt ccix.

Now with inayne blowes their Armours are vnbias'd. 1654
Whitelocke jrnl. S;ved. Emb. {1772) II. 365 The gunner
was so amazed with the daunger, that he forgott to unbrace
the gunnes, and shott away the mainesheate. i7t4*NESTQR
Ironside' Orig. Canto Spenser xH, So gan they soon her
Armoury unbrace. 1813 Scott Triertti, 11. xxiv, Gay shields

weie cleft, and crests defaced, And steel coats riven, and
helms uobraced. i8a8 Landor Imag. Conv. III. 133 Un-
brace bis armour— loose the helmet first.

o. To relax the tension of (a drum).
'593 I^e 2b|. 1636 Massinger Bash/. Lover iv. i, Had

you been Employed to mediate your father's cause, My drum
had been unbraced, my tiumpet hung up. 1691 Dkvden
K. Arthur in. i, fr'uil up our Colours, and Unbrace our
Drums.

1 3. To carve (a mallard or duck). Obs.
The two earlier instances are repeated in many later copies

of the list of * proper terms '.

c 1470 Hors, Shepe, <fr G. (Roxbt) 33 A malard unbrased j a
cony unlaced. 1508 \V. de Wordk Bk, Keruynge in Babees
Uk. (1868) 265 Vnbrace that malarde. 1687 J. SniRi,RV Rich
Closet of Rarities 52 In unbracing a Mallard, Obbcrve jhat

you raise up the pinion and leg, not taking them off. 1688

R. Holme Armoury iii. 78 Unbrace that Duck or Mallard.

1771 Mrs. Haywooo Neiv Presentfor Maid -zbr^'Vo unbrace
a Duck. Ibid. 270 To unbrace a Mallard. 1804 Farley
Loud. Art Cookery (ed. 10) 293 To unbrace a mallard or

duck, first raise the pinions and legs.

4. fig, t a* To allow or make (the heart) to relax

in feeling; to free (oneself) from restraint.

C1485 Sk ELTON Death Edw, iy,ij^O ye curies commyns,
your hertis vnbrace Benyngly now to piay for me also.

tai^oo Chester Pl.^ Ador. Sheph. 448 Nowe pray we to

hym with good intent. And sing I will, and me unbrace,

ViSii SiK T. ^}\^\.\\vv^'m Early XVI Cent. Lyrics\xr{\.2\

The rose I suppose thyu hart vnbrace.

UNBRANCHED.
b. To render lax or slack ; esp. to deprive of

fiinincss or sticngili in this way; to enleeble,
weaken.
171X Addison Sped. No. 249 r 5 Laughter, while it

lasts, slackens and unbraces the Mind, weakens the
Faculties, 1713 Pope Iliad im. 365 But wasting years, that
wither human race, Exhaust thy spirits, and thy arms
unhnice, 1758 Johnson Idler No. 9 p 2 What rules has he
proposed totally to unb^.^ce the slackened nerve? 1799 Phil.
Trans. XC. 2 The muscles of the malleus havmg been
deemed sufficient for bracing and unbracing it. 1865 Lowell
Wks. (t89o)_V. 293 The war.. which invigorated bolder men,

,

unbraced him. 1884 Fortu. Rev. Jan, 37 Everything has
been done that could be done.. to unbrace the sinew of
national resistance.

c. absol. To become lax ; to lose firmness.

1693 Dkvden yu-enal \t. 210 Let her Eyes lessen, and her
Skin unbrace. 1699 Garth Dispcns. 37 At thy Approach
the Springs of Nature start, The Nerves unbrace, a X718
Parnei.l Gift 0/Poetry 455 When spirits stop their course,
when nerves unbiace. And outward action and perception
cease.

Unbra'ced,///. a. [Urr-i 8 or Un-2 8.]

1. With dress or part of dress unfastened or

loosened.
4:1510 Barclay Mirr, Gd. Manners (1570) Ev, Their

false heare inuolued, in nettes intiicate, 'I'heir brestes vn-
biaced, their sincrkiiig paynted chin. <i 1529 SK^:LT0^^ E.
Rummym; 134 Some wenches come vnlased, Somehuswyues
come vnbrased. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 308 Women,..
with their haire hanging loose about their eares, vngirt,
vnlaced, and vnbraced. 160a Shaks. Ham. 11. i, 78 Lord
Hamlet with his doublet all vnbrac'd, No hat vpon his

head. i6a3 Fletcher Sea'Voy. it. 1, Methought a sweet
young man.. Stole slylie to my Cabin all unbrac'd. 1821
Scott Kenilio. xiv, He found Lord Sussex dressed, but
unbraced and lying on his couch. 1875 Whyie Melviilb
Kaier/elto xiiL 120 Presently steals in a slipshod drawer,
unbraced, uncombed, unwashed.

2. Ofa drum: Not made tight or tense ; released

from tension.

i6as B. JoNsoN Staple o/N. Induct., He doth sit like an
vnbrac'd Drum with one of his heads beaten out. 1669
Drvden Tyrannic Love 1, i, Like the hoarse murmurs of

a trumpets sound, And drums unbraced. 1703 Prior
Advice to Pointer ^T, Near this, erected on a Drum unbrac'd,
Let Heaven's and James's Enemy be plac'd. 1713 Mrs.
Centlivre Woudcrii. i, PoorGentleman, ne is as melancholy
as an unbraced drum.

3. Looscne<l, relaxed. A\%o Jig.
i6ai OuARLES Argalus i\ P. (1678) 55 The little winged

god with arm unbrac'd, And Bow unbent. 1760 Cautions

•V Adv. Ojfftcers of Army q8 Little Good can be expected
from him whose.. unbraced Nerves, .denote him fitter for

his Grave. .than for his Duty. 1776 Paine Com. Sense
(•79') 73 The property of no man is secure in the present
unbraced system of things.

4. Not braced or strengthened {by something).
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1S63) 216 'I'heir sensibilities

unbraced by the co-operation of fixed principles. 1883 H.
Drummond A'at. Law in Spir, IV. (1884) 354 His charatter

untouched, his will unbraced.

Unbraceleted, a. (Un-' 9.) 1855 Patmore Anget in

Ho. II. iii. 2 With arm and wrist All w.nrmih and light, un-
braceleted. tUnbrack, v. Ol's, (Un-*5: cf. Brack sb.^)

16x1 Flohio, Scassare vn pczzo, to vnstocke, to vnbiacke
or dismount a piece. Unbra'gging, ///. a. (Un-' 10.)

1570 Levins Manip. 137 Vnbragging, inglorius. Un-
brai*d,r'. (Un-' 3.) 1828-32 WEBsTKi{,6'«^rrtrV, to separate

the strands of a braid. x88o J. Cook Monday Led. Ser. i.

6, I shall unbraid the reasoning and show its strands

Unbrai'ded,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1 1. Untarnished, undamaged. Obs.~^
x6is Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv, 204 Thou talkest of an admir-

able conceited fellow, has he any vnbiaided Wares?

2. Not braided or plaited.

1821 ScoTT Kenihv. vii, Her unbraided hair escaping from
under her midnight coif. 1879 H. W.Warren ^fcr. Astron.

ii. 30 Just above the color vibrations of the unbiaided sun-

be;>m.

Unbrarled, /»//. «. [Un-1 8.J Not confined

by a brail or thong.
1618 Latham Falconry (1633) 97 Beware you giue no tiaines

vnbrayld of both wings, vntiU the Hawke be well blouded.

+ Unbrai*ned,///. a. Obs.-^ [Un-1 8.] Not
deprived of brains,

c 1614 Fletcher IVit at Sev. Weapons iv, i. Hast thou

ever hope 'I'o come i'the same roome where lovers are; And
scape unbrain'd with one of their velvet slippers?

Unbra'D, v. [Un-2 4.] trans. To divest of

bran. Hence ITnbra*tiniDg vb/. sb.

1863 Wynter Subtle Brains 383 The invaluable process

of unbranning wheat. 1884 Knight Diet. ATtfc/i. Suppl.

911/1 Unbranning machine, a machine for removing the

bran or cuticle of the wheat grain.

TJnbranclied, a, [Un- 1 9.]

1. Of trees or plants, their stems, etc : Not fur-

nished with branches.

1665 Rea Flora g6 The Lily Asphodells flower in the end
of May;., the unbranched kind is the first and ihe branched

the last. 1731 AIiller Card. Diet. s.v. Palma, 'J'he Palm-
Trecbathasingle unbranch'd Stalk. ij$^Chambers'Cycl.
Suppl. S.V. F'iliXt The unbranched, dentated fern. i8<s

Miss Pratt Flozver. PI. (1861) V. 314 Unbranched Upright

Ijur-reed. 1897 Maky Kingsley IV, Africa 464 A great

hard wood forest tree, which has a tall unbranched stem,

teiminating in a crown of branches.

2. Not divided into branches ; having no rami-

fications. Chiefly Hot. and Zoo).

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 755 Leaves

fenerally unbranched. 1847 W. E. Steele Field Bot. 171

,eaves with unbranched. mostly paiallel ribs. 1857 T. Moore



UNBRANCHED.
Hntuihk. BriL Ferns (ed. 3I 58 The veins, which are alter-

nale, mostly iinbranchcd, and extending to the margin. 1875

Huxley & Martin KUm. Biol. (1877) 37 A bud-like process

is thrown out, which, usually, grows only into a very short

nnbranched hypha.

Unbra-nched,^/, a. [Un-18.] Not deprived

of branches.

157« Mascall Plant, 9f Graff. (1592) 37 The other sorts of

Trees may well passe vnbranched, if they hauc not too great

or large branches.
Unbranching, ///. a. (Un-' id.) 1774 Goldsm. Nat.

Hist. in. iii. 80 The other has black unbranching hollow

horns that never fall. i8j6 Kirbv & Sp, Entowal. III.

xxviii. 13 He has made the first deviation from the beaten

track of an unbroken and unbranching series.

Unbranded,///. «. (Un-1 8.)

1641 Milton Annuadv. Wks. 1S51 III. 230 Lest his con-

versation unprohibited, or unbrandcd, might breath a pesti-

kntiall murrein into the other shcepe. 1886 Daily Ne-.vs

4 June 6/3 Butler :.. price of unbranded, 78J, 71J, 66j. 1890

'R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (i8qi) 233 Cows, un-

branded calves, and pen-branded bullocks. 189a Academy
23 Jan. 81/3 What is false and heartless is not allowed to

pass unbranded under its screen of art.

Unbra'ndied, a. (Un-' 9.) 186a T. A. Trollope Afarietia

1. X. 195 Unbrandied juice of the grape.

+ Unbrangled, ppi. a. Sc. Obs, rare. [Un- ^ 8.]

Not shaken or made uncertain.

167X R. MacWard True Nonconf. 368 The more serious

Presbyterians.. remain sledfast and unbrangled with these

delu^ons. C17J0T. Boston Zi/t' ix. (1908) 182 God's calling

me to the place remained clear, plain, and unbrangled.

Unbranning : see Unbran v,

fUnbra-nslable, a. Obs."^ [Un-1 7 b: cf.

Bbanle c] Unshakable.
1633 Ld. Warriston Diary (S.H.S.) I. 170 On the quhilk

luo my saule doeth bottom itself as one ane unbranslable rok.

t Unbras-hed, ///. <2. Obs,-^ [Un-18.] Un-
attacked, unassailed.

1596 Dalhymple tr. Leslie's Hist, Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 104

Quhen the armie is in sicht, the space of thrie dayes thay
byd nocht vnbrachte with vs.

Unbra"ve, a. (Un-' 7.) a 1681 T. Raymond Autohiog,

<Camden) 35 Soel had in this brave place [the Hague] a very

unbravelife. Unbra'ved, //*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1608 Sylvester
tr. Afathieu, Mem, Mortality 1. Ixxx, Th' art loth to leave the

Courts Delights, Devices, Where None lives long vnbrav'd, or

vnabhorred. Unbra*ze,r'. (UN-24.) [1775 Ash, i/wZ-raz^..,

to unsolder brass.] 1898 Cycling 19 A useful bar is made
by unbrazing the centra! lap-joint. Unbrea'chable, a.

(Un*' 7b.) 1B66 M.Arnold Tfiyrsis 156 Unbreachabie the

fort Of the long-batter'd world uplifts its wall. Un-
brea'ched, PpL a. (Un-' 8.) 1876 Swinburne Erechthcus

1451 Unbreached of warring waters Athens like a sea rock

stands.

Unbreakable, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

c 1480 Hf.nkvson Orpheus <V Eurydice 405 Hard is J>i law,

y\ bandis vnbrekable. x6ii Coixjr., /r^r/rrt^'aW^,. . vnbreak-

able. 1845 Bailey Eestusi^A. 2) 130 He m.ide earth,.. Lined

it with fire, and round its heart-fire bowed Rock-ribs unbreak-

able. 1890 spectator 20 Sept. 374/2 This Moloch that

devours young girls' lives is an idol that appears unbreakable.

Unbreakfasted, a. (Un-' 9.) 1646 J. Hall Poems t^z

Three such as you Unbreakfasted miKht sterve Seraglio.

i8a6 D'isKAEL! V. Grey v. ii, 1 see you smile at my supposing

a horseman unbreakfasted. 1847 L. Hunt Alen^ Women ff

B. I. ix. 159 This personage.. persisted in giving poor un-

breakfasted Jack in charge. 1865 Ihevklyan Ca^unpore 115

Half-cladf unbreakfiisled, ..our countrymen huddled. .into

the precincts of the fatal earthwork. Unbreaking,///.
«. (Un-' la) 1869 MoKRis Earthly Par. II. 111. 183 And
ever as the shadows fell, More formless grew the unbreaklng

swell Far out to sea. 1876 Geo, Ei-iot Dan. Der, xl, Part

of my Jewish heritage is an unbreaking patience.

TJnbrea'St, v, [Un-2 5,] trans. To take or

force out from the breast ; to unbosom. Chieflyy?^.

1559 Mirr, Mag. (1563) C vii. My fault wherein because

mine vncle tolde . . I found the meanes his bowels to vnbrest.

1603 Flobio Alontaiene \, xvii. 28 Feare then vnbre.ists all

wit, That in my mmde did sit. 1631 P. Fletcher Pise.

Eclogs IV. xxiv, Could'st thou unmask their pomp, unbreast

their heart, How would'st thou laugh at this rich bcggerie !

1633— Purple Isl. XH. Ixiii, Out from his mouth a two-edg'd

swordhedartsj..And with hb keenest point unbreasts the

naked hearts.

Hence TTnbrea'sted ppl. a,

1610G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. 11. xl, To whose open eye

The hearts of wicked men unbresied lie.

Unbrea'thable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1846 Worcester (citing

F. Butler). x86a Cornh. Mag. Vl, 485 No one pretends

that the worst air in a closed railway carriage is unbreath-

able. ci88s Chr. Rossetti Resurgam Poems (1891) 378
He stumbles on the darkened mountain-head. Left breathless

in the unbreailtable thin air.

XJnbrea-the, T'. [Un-2 7.] intr. To cease to

breathe ; to expire, die.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vl xxxiii. 144 Now is the time

and place (sweete Frcnds) and we the Pf-rsons be That must
giue England breath, or els vnbreath for her must we.

TJnbrea-tlied, (///.) a. [Un-i 8, 8 c, 9. For
pronunc see Breathed ppl, a.]

fL Unexercised; unpractised. Obs,

1590 Cokaine Treat. Hunting C 4 Who so hunteth vn-
breathed hounds at the Hucke first in hot weather. 1590
Shaks. Mid. N. v. i. 73 Hard handed men,.. Which ncuer
Libour'd in their mindes till now; And now haue toyled their

vnbreathed memories With this same play. x6so Quakles
JonaJt 99 A Muse vnbreath'd, vnlikefy to obtaine An easie

honour, bysostoutaTraine. 1644 Milton Areop.^kxh.) ^^.

I cannot praise a fugitive and cloister'd vertue, unexercis'd
and unbreath'd.

2. a. Not having recovered breath.

169a Peior Ode Imil. Hor, v, Yon' Hero, crown'd with
blooming Victory, , . And yet unbreath'd from Catties gain'd.

70

b. Not out of breath or exhausted,

1901 Kipling Kim 369 Kim's messenger dropped from the

steep p.isture as unbreathed as when she had set out.

3. Not breathed {upon)\ not respired.

1817 Moore Lalla RooAh, yelled Prophet 11. 186 When
from those lips, unbreath'd upon for years, I shall again kiss

off the soul-felt tears. 1831 Wordsw. Varrow Rcx'isited vi.

9 Kocks, rivers, and smooth lakes more clear than gla.ss

Untouched, unbreathed uiwn. 1884 //;//. Did. s.v., Air

tinbreathcd.

4. Not Uttered or whispered.
a 18*7 J. Hisi.op Cameronian's Dream 30 The vengeance

that darkened their brow was unbreathed.

Unbreathing, //>/. fl. [Uu-^ lo.]

1. Not breathing or respiring ; esp. holding tbe

breath ; breathless.

1709 Rnii'e's Sha/csp.f Rich, III, 111. vii. 25 Like dumb
Staines or unbreathing stones. 1736 A. Hill Zara v. i, Th*
unbreathing World is hush'd, as if it heard, And listen'd to,

your Sorrows. 1789 E. Darwin liot.Gard. 11.(1791) 53 Silent

with upturned eyes unbreathing crowds Pursue the floating

wondertothe clouds. 1814W0RDSW. .^.rcKrj. iv. 1281 Htishtd

As the unbreathing air, when not a leaf .Stirs in the mighty
woods. i8j4 Galt Rothelan HI. 237 The audience sat in

silent admiration and unbreathing astonishment, a 1867

Willis Lazarus ^ Mary 68 A fearful and unbreathing hush.

Stiller than night's last hour.

2. Not taking breath ; continuous.

1893 Scrihner's Mag. June 821/1 It is neither recital,

analysis, nor exposition; but soaring, sweeping, unbreathing
rhapsody.

Unbre-d,///. a. [Un-1 8 b,]

tl. Unborn. Obs.-^
c 1600 SiiAKS. Sonn, civ, For feare of which, heare this thou

age vnbred, Ere you were borne was beauties summer dead.

2. Not properly bred or brought up ; not imbued
with good manners; unmannerly, ill-bred.

i6s] in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1008) II. 146 Borish

unbred upslartts, whoe abound in all prycfe and insolenceey.

a i66x Fuller Worthies 1. C1662) 34 Seeing much of Truth
is contained in our English Proverb, it is as good to be
unborn as unbred. 1700 Congreve Way of World in. xvii.

My nephew's a little unbred, you'll pardon him, madam.
171a Steele Spect. No. 492 P2 A little Country Girl.. that

makes her use of being young and unbred. 1760-a Goldsm.
at. W. xxxix, Would he not be reckoned more fantastically

savage than even bis unbred footman?

b. Not trained ?'«, not brought up lOj some
occupation,
A 1683 Oldham WJ^s. (1686) 68 Dull Northern Brains, in

these deep Arts unbred, Know nought but to cut Throats.

1697 Drvden Aineis vii. 1096 A warrior dame ; Unbred to

spinntne, in the loom unskilled. 1878 N. Amcr. Rev.
CXXVI. 304 With no education, . . often unbred to any handi-

craft.

t Unbre'de, v, Obsr^ (Meaning obscure.)

13 . . Satire in Pol. Songs (Camden) 156 Heore hoc a&e un-

bredes. Heo wendeth bokes in-brad.

Unbreech, v. [Un- 2 4. Cf. Du. ontbroeken^

1, trans. To remove the breech or breeching

from (a cannon, etc.),

a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. I'Uft 259 b, The portes [were]

left open, ..and the greate ordinaunce vnbteched, so that

when the ship should turne, the water entered, and sodainly

she sanke. 1598 Florio, Scalcagnare,. .to vnbreech, to vn-

heele, to vnstock, or dismount any kinde ofgreat ordinance or

arlillerie. cxtzo Fletchkr & ^lAss. Double Marriage it. i,

Gnu, Let the worst comcj I can unbreech a Cannon, and with-

out much help Turn her into the Keel. l6a5MAKKHAM.V(V(/.
diers Accid, 8 He shall.. shew them how to scoure their

Pieces, and.. how to vnbreetch them.

2. To Strip (a person) of breeches,

1598 Florid, Scalcidre^ lo vnhose, to unshoe, . . to vnbreech.

183s Court Mag. VI. 2Q, I was afraid of feeling formy snuff-

box, lest I should unbreech half Naples. 1846 Landor Imag,
Conv. Wks. I. 29 Kings have been stripped bare, and em-
perors unbreeched, by the popes, a 1896 Mohris Suudering
Flood {iSgj) 123 If I catch thee not and unbreech thee and
whip thee as a grammar master his scholar, then [etc.]

Hence Unbreeching vbi, sb,

1598 Flokio, Scalciatura, an . . vnhosing, vnbreeching.

Unbreeched, a. [Un- l 9.] Not dressed in

breeches.
1611 Shaks. Wint, T. t. ii, 158 Me thoughts I did requoyle

Twentie three yeeres, and saw my selfe vn-breech'd, In my
greene Veluet Coat. 1800 Wordsw. Tivo Thieves 13 The
One, yet unbreeched, is not three birthdays old, 4:1837

Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851) I. vi. 112 All at once, the

devil of their fathers entered into the unbreeched fanatics.

1879 DoWDEN Southey i. 5 Southey, an unbreeched boy of
three years, was borne away one morning.. to be handed
over to the tender mercies of a school-mistress.

Unbrent, obs. f. Unbuknt,
Unbresed, obs. f. Unbruised.
Unbrewed,///.a. (Un-' 8.) iy»s Fam. Diet. s.v,Strawt

In case you have not sweet Wine, take some thick or un-

brew'd Wine of the Colour of Hulls Hlood. 1742 Young
Nt. Th, VII. 288 They graze the turf untill'd ; they drink

the stream Unbrew'd, and ever full.

tUnbrewing. Obs.-^ A fanciful aame for a
* company* (of carvers).

i486 ISh. St. Albans f vij, A vnbrewyng of kerueris,

Unbribable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1661 Fkltham Resolves (ed. 8) n. Ixxxiit. 68 Though it be
cry'd up for impartial and unbribeable, yet I do not see but
in many 'tis erroneous, mutable, and uncertain. 1678 CuD-
woKTii lntcli.Syst.\.\v.% 16. 291 God is., the Header Leader
of all Good, Unbribable. 1849THOHEAU Week Concord Riv.
SVedn.304Theinipartial and unbribablebeneficenceofNature.
186a Thornuurv Turner II. 169 My object is. .to draw his

real likeness with the unbribable fidelity of a photograph.

1893 Saltus Madam Sapphira 166 iieyond that we won't
go. The unbribable Conistock won't let us.

UNBRIDLED.

Unbri-bed, ppl a, [Un- i 8.]

1. Not bribed ; not corrupted by bribery,

1607T0URNEUR Rev. Trag. i. ii, Thejustice Of that unbribed
euerlasting law. 1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks. (Grossarl) I.

56 She commands Who ballanceth the world with unbrib'd

hands. 1668 Dkvden Dram. Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 44
That praise or censure is certainly the most .sincere, which
unbribed posterity shall give us. 1733 Poi-e Ess. Man iii.

158 Unbrib'd, unbloody, stood the blameless priest. 1796
Mme. D'Arbi.av Camilla V. 230 (He was] unbribed by the

high praise of his son. i8oa—la Bentham Ration. Judic.

Evid.(i^-2-j) II. 424 Two hundred unbribed witnesses agree

in deposing that.. he was seen by them at Prague. 1845
Eliza Cook Old Alan's Afarj'el x'lx, It [the heart] stands

unbribed by an Eastern mine— For a ducat of dross 'tis

bought and sold.

fg. 1608 Heaum. & Fl. Four PI. in O'le Wks. 1912 X. 340
Have I not here enough to thank Heaven for?.. The water

that I touch, unbrib'd with odours To make me sweet to

others.

2. Not obtained or brought abont by bribery.

1667 R. Wild Poems (1870) 75 Unbribed loyalty I his

highest reach Was to be Master Calamy, and preach. 1735
Thomson Liberty i. 79 The commonweal inspiring every

tongue With fervent eloquence, unbrib'd, and bold. 1781

CowPER Hope 580 Paul's love of Christ, and steadiness un-

brib'd. 1803-12 Uentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 93
Perjury, if unbribed, will be without a motive.

f Unbri'che, a. Obs. In 4 vnbryche. [OE.
unbryce : see Bkiche a.] Useless, nnserviceable.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6786 God. .deynej? nat to

nemne hys name,.. But callej? hym yn )>e gospel, ryche, As
vnkynde and vnbryche.

Unbri'Ck, v. [Un-2 4.] trans. To remove

bricks from ; to open up, set free, by the removal

of bricks.

1598 Florio, Smattonare, to vnpaue, to vnbrick, to pull

downe brick.s. 1873 Whitney Other Girls xx. Couldn't the

fire-place be unbncked ? 1900 Academy 4 Aug. 90/2 A
climber had stuck there [in a narrow chimney] and died

before he could be unbricked.

fig. 1894 B. Pain Kindn. Celestial 179 Three days after the

engagement he had unbricked * a bright and sunny tempera-

ment ' in my father.

Unbri-cked, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1814 Afonthly Afag. July

594 No more than 130 yards of the tunnel., were unbncked
on the 31st of May. 1894 Daily Neivs 6 Sept. 1/3 He
desired to be buried in an unbricked grave. Unbri'dge-
able, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1799 Southey in Sir H. Davy's
Rem. (1858) 37 One channel,, .unbridgeable from its depth,

unpassable from its whirlpools. tZj^ L^-^es Study Psyc/tol.

50 An unbridgeable gulf, which no dexterity of speculation

can pass. 1881 Standard 30 Aug. 3/4 Between them
there was an all but unbridgeable abyss. Unbri'dged,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) i8oo Wordsw. Brothers 254 Every
water-course And unbridged stream . . Was swoln into a
noisy livulet. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xiv. 121

The gulf of separation was unbridged by even a friendly

word or signal. 1884 Spectator 4 Oct. 1322/1 'I'he traveller

who left England with the intention of proceeding overland

to Ceylon, with the exception of the three unbridged

channels.

Unbridle, v, [Un-2 ^ b. Cf. Du. ontbrei-

de/en.']

1. trans. To remove the bridle from (a horse).

Also absoL
? a 1400 Alette Arth. 2509 Thare vnbrydilles iheis bolde,

and baytes l^eiie horses. C1435 Torr. Portugal 1552 Down
light this gentille knyght . . And vnbrydelid his stede. c 1450
Mirk's Festial ^b He fell wod, and so vnbrydylt his hors ^at

bare hym into a maner of J«: lordes. 1530 Palsgr. 766/2

Unbridell my horse and gyve hym otcs. 1607 Markham
CflZ/tf/. III. (1617) 31 Then you shal come vnto him and vnbridle

him. 1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. xxiii, 2 They would neither

unbridle their horses, nor untie their armor. 1809 Malkin
Gil Bias VI. ii. p I We unbridled our horses, and turned them
out to grass. 1890 L. C. D'Ovle Notches 134 He led the

horses by their bridles down to the gate of the enclosure;

here he unbridled them and let them go.

b. trans/, ^n^Jig. 'Jo free from restraint.

a 1440 Found. St. l>artholome7v*s{K. E.T. S ) 57 l"he tonge

was vnbridillid to blasfemy and rybawdy. 1567 Trial Treas.

(Percy Soc.) 23, I doubte not but I shal oe unbridled by
Luste. 1576 Gascoigne Philomenc Ii, Forth he floong the

raines, Unbridling bUnde desire. 1604 T. Wright Passions

I. iii. 14 Selfe-love..inticeth the citizens.. to prosecute plea-

sures, unbridle their senses. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche vni.

cclvii, Loe, There unbridle thy Extremitie, And give thee

leave in free carreer to goe.

c. absol. (in fig. use). To stop or halt.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais i. xxii, Then did he sleep without
unbrideling until eight a clock.

2. Sttrg, To free (a woimd) from a bridle. (See

liRiDLE sb. 5 b.)

1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg, (1771) 333, 1 h.id not
sufficiently unbridled it, nor penetrated deep enough into

the Body of the Muscles.

Unbridled, ppL a. [Un-1 8. Cf. MDu.
ongcbreideit^

1. fig. Not restrained or held in check ; abso-

lutely uncontrolled or ungoverned : a. Of conduct,

feeling, utterance, etc.

f 1374 Chaucer Troylus iii. 429 He.. in hym self wij?

mannod ganrestreyne, Eche rakel dede and eche vnbrydled

chere. £'141* Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 2433 Vnbridlid

wordes ofte man by-weepi)j. i4ia-ao Lydg. Chron. Troy i.

2019 No cher vnbridled pat tyme hir asterte. c 1530 Remedy
of Love Prol., Seeing the manifolde inconucnience Falling by
vnbrideled prosperiiie. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 4
We reade of none that euer did breake fonh into more
presumptuous and vnbridled despising of God, than Cai;-j

Caligula. 1590 SwiNTiURNE Testaments 200 By this meane
to restraine the vnbrideled lusts of some. 1636 T. H[awkinsI
CaussitCs Holy Crt. 120 After the concupiscences of the

belly, commeth vnbridled irreuerence. 164J Milton ApoL



UNBRIDLEDLY.
Smtct. Wks. iSsj III. 273, 1 go on to shew you the unbridl'd

impudence of this loose rayler. 171 1 Stkele Sfiect. No. 38

p 5 When we give the Passion for Praise an unbridled Liberty.

17SI Earl Orrery ^««(ir^-i57wy2(i752)99 A wild unbridled

indulgence of bis own humour and disposition. i8ax Scott
Keiiihv. xxxi, His flights are too unbridled for any place but

Parnassus. 1855 Paley /Eschylus Pref. (1861) p. xxiii, To
keep in check the otherwise unbridled pa^ions of a fickle

multitude. 1888 Bryck Amer. Caiiiiiiw. I. iii. 2$ note. An
alarming example of what the unbridled rule of the multitude

may come to.

b. Of persons, the ininil, tongue, etc.

a IS47 Surrey Parafihr. Ps. Iv. 13 Rayne those vnbrydled

tungs; breake that coniured league. 01548 Hall CAro«.,

Hen. V, 56 b, When he hud once tamed and framed to his

purp*>se this young unbrideled gentlem.-in. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad IV. 69 After our vnbiideled youth coms sage and
wrinckled yeares. 1606 SllAKS. Tr. fi Cr. ML ii. 130 My
thoughts were like vnbrideled children growln] Too heail-

slrong for their mother. 1&44 Milton ^rw/. (Arb.) 37
Nievius was quickly cist into prison for his unbridl'd pen.

i«7« H0B11F.S //iaii I. 322 That they may be To Gods and

Men, and to th' unbridled man My witnesses. 1840 Alison

//isl. Eur. VIII. liii. 5 39. 433 The usual.. intemperance of

the unbridled populace of great towns. 1876 Bancroft

Hist. U.S. I. xviii. 517 They were exposed, without defence,

to the fury of an unbridled soldiery.

C. Of natural forces.

I1814 WoRDSw. Brmvnic'sCetldi, Towers rent, winds com-

bating with woods, Lands deluged by unbridled floods.

2. Not furnished with a bridle.

«SS3 Eden Treat. Nnu hid. (Arb.) 16 They are all vn-

brideled, hauinge neither withe nor coller aboute theyr neckes.

t6oo Hakluyt Voy. \\\. 315 They fel on running like vn-

bridled horses, through the middest of the thickest woods.

«6s6 EARk MoNM. tr. Bocratini, Pal. Touchstone (1674) 253

That unbridled Horse which the State bears for her Ensign.

1694 Mottkux Rabelais iV. xlviii. 188 An unbridled Mule,

with green Trappings. 1798 Hull Advertiser 8 Sept. 1/4

Our picquets were attacked ; this caused some bustle, as our

horses were all unbridled. 1841 Spaldino Italy «i It. Isl. IL

27 Pride, clothed in a lion's skin^ rushes forward on an

unbridled horse. 1871 Head Sel. lirk. Coins Brit. Mus. 16

The unbridled horse may be a symbol of Liberty.

Hence Unbridlediy ailv. ; Unbxi-dledness.

1J61 T. Norton Cnl-.in's Inst. I. 37 Yet the boldnesse of

Sophislers could not be restrained by them from babling

•vnbrideledly. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I. vii. 211 Yet

tnie it i^, that hum.ine things (seem) slide Unbridledly with

so uncertain tide (etc.). 1571 GoLDlNC Calvin on Ps. v. s

With howe muche more *unbrydlednesse his enemies ronne

royet. a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 11. xxvL (1640) 65

The unbridlcdnesse of your evill natures, a 1684 Lkightom
Comiit. t Pet. V. (1819) IL 32a The presumption and un-

bridledness of youth require the pressing and binding on of

this rule. _
Unbriefed,/>//.a. (Un.' 8.) tWg Pall Ma/lG.iS Dec

6/2 The Great Unbriefed—or aifflearned counsel as they are

sometimes called.

TJnbright, a. (Un-1 7 ; cf. OE. unieorhie adv.)

Ijaj (Coverdale) Old God (1534' B j, lieynge through

du^t & longeljeyngc unoccupied, unbright and defiled with

ruste. 1570 Levins Manip. 119 Vnbright, iUucidut.

Unbri-ghtened, /V"- « (Un.'8.) 1817 Colfhii>ce Wori
with:'ut Hope II With lips unbrii;htent:d, wrealhless brow,

I siroll. 1873 Morley Rousseau 1 1. 29 Saint Preux's egoism

is unbri^httned by a single ray of tender abnegation,

Unbrl-ned, ///. a. (Un-' 8 ) 173? I'ui-'- Horse-Hoeing
Hush. xii. 1 44 The Oblest Farmer Ijeliev'd Brining to be but

a Fancy, and sow'd his Seed Unbrined.

Un-Bri'tish, a. (Un-i 7.)

1746 Young Thoughts on Late Reh. 191 By thoughts

inglorious and uaUritish deeds. Their cancell'd will is

impiously profaned. 17S4 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. II (1822)

I. 328 As un-l!rilish an age as ever was. 1755 Youno
Centaur vi, May they cease from this hour to sing or dance

..our British, unbritish youth, manhood, and a^e, out of

their senses! 1894 Dail^ Ne7vs 12 Nov. 6/4 This extra-

ordinary and most un- British freedom from prejudice.

Unbrlzzed, Sc. form of Unbroibed.

Unbroa-ched, ///. * (Uu-i 8.)

1689 Gazophyl. Anfl., To Blink beer. .. to keep it un-

broached, till it grow sharp. 1741 Young Nt. Ph. in. 319 His

luxuries have left him . . No maiden relishes, unbroacht de-

lights. //)/,/. viil.6;i His full drau.;lit of pleasure,fromacask

Unbm.ich'd by just authority. 1814 MissVf.Kmr.H Inher.m,

Which she was reading unconsciously for the third time with

unbroached delight. 1871 Hawiiiokne Sept. Fclton (1879)

176 Septimius..left the box imbroached.

t Unbroaded, />//. a. Obs.-'^ [Un-I 8 : see

Ukowd r.] Unt>raide«l.

xtffa C'tf.ss Pembroke Antoute 302 The Comets flaming

through the scat'red clouds With fiery lieames, most like

vnbroaded hiiires.

tUnbroid, v. Obs.-^ [Un-2 3.] trans. To
unljraid, disentanjjle, make plain.

ij86 Stanvhubst Vescr. Irel. Ep. Ded. in l/olinshed.That

I m.iie the sooner unbroid the pelfish trash that is wrapt

wilbin this treatise.

fUnbroided, -en, ///. a. Obs. [Uh-1 8, 8 b.]

Unbraided, loose, dishevelled.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 817 The myghty tresses of

here sonnyssh hcrys Vnbroyden hangen al alK>ute herc_ eris.

1582 Stanviiukst /Eneis 11. (Arb.) 56 Lo ye ; the wood virgin,

with locks vnbroyded is baled Cassandra.

Unbroi-led,/y»/.<i. (Un.' 8.) 1613 Fletcher & Rowley
Maid in Mill iv. ii. Do not look to find. -so much flesh

unbroll'd of all that mountain, As a worm might sup on.

Unbro'ke, fpl- " [var. of next]

1. - Uniihokkn//*/. a. I.

a i3»s MS. Kami. /.'. sio fol. 31 b, pulke l>at we graunteden

taholde..in |>e forme hoi bi-forseidc ant vnbroke. c 1460

Oseney Reg. 14 Ordeynyng bat all maner possessions.,

to l>em, and to [rere successours sure and vnbroke abyde.

IbitL 161 pat sure and vnbroke bit abide. 1593 Smaks.

Rich. II, IV. i. IIS God keepe all Vowes vnbroke are made

71

to thee, a 1637 C. Jonson Underw., to Browne, See, that

thou By olTring not more sureties, than inow. Hold thyne
owne worth unbroke.

2. = Unbroken/)//, a. 2. PA%ofig.
163a LiTHGow Trav. v. 182 These larres are all . . interlarded

with pitch to preserue the earthen vesselis vnbroke a sunder.

17^5 Pope Odyss. vill. 149 How broad his shoulders spread 1

By age unbroke! 1761 Wilkes Corr. (1805) III. 43,1..

return it with the seal unbroke, as the clearest demonstration

that I never have re.-id the contents of it. 1805 Scott Last
Minstrel iv. xxi, Unbroke by age, erect bis seat. 184s
LoNGK. Arrow iii. Long, long afterward, in an oak I found

the arrow, still unbroke.

3. = Unbroken///, a. 4.

a 1716 Addison tr. Horace in. iii, Wild from the desart and
unbroke : In vain they foam'd. J743 Francis tr. Hor.,Oiics

II. V. I See, thy Heifer's yet unbroke To the Labours of the

Yoke. 1810 Soutuey Kchavia vill. ii. His neck unbroke to

mortal yoke. Like Nature free the Steed must be. 184a

Borrow BiUe in Sfain xix. He was a bl.ack Andalusian

stallion, . . unbroke, savage, and furious. 1865 Tom Taylor
Ballads ^ Sougs 0/ Brittany 172 An unbroke filly.

4. = Unbroken///, a. 5.

1703 WoRDSw. Evening Walk 429 The scene is waken'd,

yet Its peace unbroke, By silver'd wreaths of quiet charcoal

smoke. 1808 Scott Marm. III. vi. All gaz'd at length in

silence drear, Unbroke, save when.. Some yeoman, .whis-

per'd forth his mind. i8»6 Byron Siege Cor. xi. That deep

silence was unbroke. Save where the watch his signal spoke.

Unbroken, ///. a. [Un-1 8 b. Cf. MDu.
and Du. ongchroien, MHCi. and G. ungebrochcn.']

1. Of compacts, etc. : Not broken or infringed

;

nnviolated, inviolate.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6ii Hot for to b.ild it wel vnbroken, J)e

forbott>at was be-twix(>am spoken. i58oHoLLYBAND,/»rOT//,

inuiolated, sound, vnbroken. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 691 That
Traitor Angel, .. Who first broke peace in He.iv'n and Faith,

till then Unbrok'n. 1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes i. xvii. 20

To sing frail Circe's guilty Fire, And chaste Penelope's un.

broken Vow.
2. Of material things : Not broken or fractured ;

intact, whole.

149s Trevisa's Bartk. De P. R. xix. cxxx. 939 Men in olde

tyme callyd a thynge y* was hoole and vnbroken, Solidum
tt Totum. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. I. xviii.

21 (There are] many towers and goodly buildings ruined. .,

amongst which, one which was vnbroken. 1613 Tourneur
Pr. Henry 97, I wonder how Or he or anye other souldier

now Can hold his sword unbroken. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. IV. 426 His bowels, bruised within. Betray no wound
on his unbroken skin. 1707 Morti.mer Hush. (1721) II.

357 Put into the Hogshead ten new-laid Eggs, unbroken or

cracked. 1790 J. Bruce Source Nile II. 460 The seal [w.as]

examined, and declared to be the patriarch's, and unbroken.

1864 Mrs. Cablvle Lett. (1883) III. ai8 There is hardly a

kitchen utensil left unbroken. 1889 J. C. Jeaffreson Q. of
Naples t, Nelson I. iii. 93 Escaping, .with unbroken bones.

fig. a 1650 Crashaw Carmen, Ansm./or Hope i6 Nor will

the virgin joyes we wed Come lesse unbroken to our bed.

1753 Richardson GrandisonUjSi) II. xxxvi. 341 My for-

tune, which is unbroken, is the same sum that be gave my
Brothers.

3. Not crushed, humbled, or subdued; not im-

paired or weakened.
1513 Douglas yEneid xu. i. 4 Turnus...saw thar curage

faill,..Quhilk war tofor onbrokin and stowtofhart. 1549
Coverdale, etc. Erasni. Par. i fohn ii. 47 A mynde that is

vnbroken and vnconquered agayubt al wanton enticemcntes.

1609 Ii.JoNsoN Masque o/QueenesV/ks. (1660)960A Heroine

of a most inuincible and vnbroken fortitude. i6ia Two
Noble K. v. iv. loi If thy heart. Thy worthie, manly

heart, be yet unbroken. 1607 Dryden /Eneis x. 1102 But,

glancing thence, the yet unbroken force Took a new bent

obliquely. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla W. 288 Her, as

yet, unbroken powers of encountering adversity. 1817 Lady
Morgan France 11. (1818) I. 261 Courage unsubdued, spirits

unbroken, indignation unrestrained. 1856 Kanr Arct,

Expt. I. xviiL 219 The journey was an arduous one to be

undertaken, even by unbroken men. 1907 Verney Mem. 1

1

239 Her.. cheerful spirits, unbroken by poverty and depen.

dence.

4. Of horses, etc : Not tamed or rendered tract-

able; untrained.

1538 Elyot, ludomitus, wylde, vnbroken. 154* Udall
Erasm.Apoph. 230 To ride the vnbroken horse Bucephalus.

1593 Nashe Chrisfs T. Wks. (Gros.art) IV. 170 We are the

vnbroken-Colt . . which bee \sc. Our Lord] commaunded
(will, the Asse) to be brought vnto hym. 1705 Stanhope

Paraphr. I. 30 A Colt unbroken on which never Man had

sat. 1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) 11.

xxvii. Driving an unbroken horse. 1864 Boyd Ess., Com-
monpl. Philos. vii. 203 No man likes to think that he is being

managed as Mr. Rarey might manage an unbroken colt.

1908 Animal Managem. 252 Traders carrying unbroken

horses through the tropics. ,. .

transf. 1743 Francis tr. Hor., Epodes vu. 7 Britons yet

unbroken to our War, In Chains should follow our triumphal

C-ir. 1747 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. xvu. 119 You are

young and unbroken.

5. Not interrupted or disturbed; continuous,

uniform.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 5 b, There ought to haue

ben one continual vnbroken course of obedience in their

whole lyfe. a 1578 I.indesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.l.S.) I. 23 Sick amitie and freindscheip..that all men

supponit the samyn for to indure for ever and euer onbrokin.

I7aa VVOLLASTON Relig. Nat. iii. 60 Truth is the offspring of

silence, unbroken meditations, and thoughts often revised

and corrected. 1736 Butler Anal. II. vii. 260 An unbroken

Genealogy of Mankind for many Ages. 1783 Burke hep.

AMliidia\iVs.i&ii II. II It required an unbroken attention,

to form a true judgment. iSaj Waterton tl^and. S.A iiier.

1 (1003) 2 An unbroken range of forest covers e.ach bank of

tiie river. 1852 KofliRTSON Serm. Ser. 111. xii. (1882) 151

One unbroken series of cruelty and crime. 1887 BowEN

JEnetd 1. 495 While yet silent he stands in a long and un-

broken gaze.

UNBKOUGHT.
b. Const, by.

1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes I. xiii. 19 In equal rapture, and
sincere delights. Unbroken by complaints or strife. 1796
Mme. D'Arblay Camilla If 1. 137 Miss Dennel grew., weary
with the length of the way, unbroken by any company. 1809
Campbell Gert. Wyom. \. x. Many a halcyon day he lived

to see Unbroken but by one misfortune dire. 1882 Oe Windt
Equator6t The landscape being unbroken by hill or habita-

tion of any kind.

6. Of ground : Not broken by ploughing or dig-

ging. Also with up.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 26 They did take oflF the

plougheshare, and draw the ploughe, with leaning a certain

space ofearthe vnbroken up. 1638 Junius /'aiw/. /I «c/Vm/j 245
An unbroken and untilled ground doth now and then b^ing

forth goodly hearbs, 1646 Earl Monm. tr. Hiondt's Civil

Wars IX. 206 The ground is for the mostpart unbroken up.

1697 Dryden yirg. Georg. 1. 75 E'er we stir the yet unbroken
Ground. X746 Francis tr. Horace. Epist. i. xiv. 36 You
complain, that with unceasing Toil, You bre.ak, alas I the

long unbroken Soil. 1855 Delamer Kitchen GardenitSbt)
142 If you are making a new garden on unbroken ground.

7. Not broken in ranks; not thrown into dis-

order.

i7ai De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 129 The imperialists,

eager in the pursuit, left him unbroken. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

4- P. XXX. III. 153 He.. withdrew from the field of battle,

with the greatest part of his cavalry entire and unbroken.

185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 93 The obscurity

enabled Sarsfield, with a few squadrons which still remained

unbroken, to cover the retreat. 1898 Westtit. Gaz. 24 Sept.

2/1 As cavalry are not ordinarily required to charge large

masses of unbroken infantry.

8. Bol. Not variegated. (Cf. Breaks. 32 c.)

i8a9 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1836) 267 Instead of saving

the seed, .from the finest variegated tulips, they prefer un-

broken flowers or breeders.

Hence Unbro'kenlyocfe., Unbrokenness.
1850 Lynch Theoph. Trinal xii. 232 The years 'unbrokenly

march on. 1866 Liddon Bampt. Led. vi. (1875) 322 Like

a ray of light from the parent fire with which it is unbrokenly

joined. 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers I. iii. 246 rhe unbroken

wholeness oftbis Altar-stone was a symbol of the *unbroken.

ness of the Church. 1889 Abp. Benson in A. C. Benson Life

(1900) II. 284 1 he whole crowded congregation sing in most
perfect unbrokenness.
Unbroo'kable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1653 T. Adams Exp. a

Pcterxu 8 How unbiookable is dulness in any work to a man
of spirit I 183s Hogg Tales f, Sk. (1837) V. 357 A feeling

of horror that was quite unbrookable.

Unbro-Bten,///. a. [Un- 1 S b. Cf. OHG. and

MHG. ungebrosten, Du. oitgeborstcn.'] Unburst.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 365 Was no brymme l>at abod

vnbrosten bylyue. 1876 H^hitiy Gloss. 204/2 Unbrussen.

tjnbro'tner, v. [Un- * 6 b.] trans. To de-

prive of brotherhood.

1634 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. iv. xxxiii. 520 It is not in

the power of the sins of our infirmities to unbrolher us. 1657

M. Lawrence Use tr Pract. Faith 211 Yet he beareth with

them ; he will not presently cast them off, and unbrotber

them. i7Sa Young Brothers lit. i, Unson'd ! unbrotber 'd !

nay, unhumaniz'd ! Far from affection, as thou'rt near in

blood I 1804 ^«M. Rev. II. 197/2 Brother Broomhall turned

metaphysician. .. As they could not confute Mr. Broomhall

(for of course be was immediately unbrotbered) they excom.

municated him.

ITnbro'thered, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not pro-

vided with a brother. Alsoyf^.

1798 Monthly Mag. V I. 454 He from Tbrugelmer descends,

Aurgelmer's unbrotber 'd son. 1853 Miss E. S. Sheppaku

Ch. Auchesler III. 194 The perfect form, the distinct con-

ception of this unbrotbered work.

Unbro therlike, a. [Un-i 7 c] = Un-
BROTHEIILY a.

1594 West md Pt. Symbol. Chancerie §ii8 To Ihintent

onely and thereby of set purpose, malice, and unbrotherlyke

dealing to defraude..your said Orator. 1667 Decay Chr,

Piety xvii. p 3, 1 mean Victor's unbrotherlike heat towards

the Eastern churches in the controversie about Easter. 1877

Tennyson Harold v. i, O brother, most unbrotherlike to me,

Thou gavest thy voice against me in my life.

Unbro-therlineas. (f. next. SeeUN-ii2.)

1647 N. Ward Simple Coblcr 32 Nor would I declaime of

the uncomlinesse, unbrotherlinesse, unseasonablenesse and

unreasonablenesse of these direfull digladi.ations. 1885 C. J.

\.i\\.\.Anc. Arab. Poetry iia Ye took your stand far away

from unbrotherlincss.

Unbrotherly, a. [Un-1 7. Cf. Du. on-

broederlijk, G. tinbriiderlich.l Not brotherly or

characteristic of a brother.

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 113 The treacherous and vn.

brotherly attempts of.. the Kinges brother. 1605 Willet

Hexapla Gen. 470 Dishonouring their holy profession with

vnbrotherlie strife. 1680 Mather Irenicum 3 Forbearing

and avoiding unbrotherly and provoking terms and words.

1741 Richardson Pamela IV. 36 How did all their Hearts

burn with sordid and unbrotherly Envy against their Father s

favourite Son? 1796 Monthly Mag. I. 200 The people no

longer view them with .. mistrust, or unbrotherly emotions.

l8a9 Scorr Anne ofG. v. Here is the scroll, coldly worded,

but far less unkindly than his unbrotherly message. 1891

F. W. Newman J. H. Newman 21, 1 shall be told that these

revelations are unbrotherly.

tUnbrotlierly, fli/z'. Obs. [Un-1 ii. Cf.

ON. ubr^Surliga.] In a manner or spirit unbefit-

ting a brother.

1574 Whitgift Def. Aiiusw. i. 74 As the name was first

by the Papistes maliciously inuented, so is it of you verie

vnbrotherly confirmed. 1605 Camdisn Rem. 202 Brotherly

to pardon his manifolde oflences, that be had vnbrotherly

committed against him. a 1635 Sibbes Confer. Christ 4-

Mary{i6s(s) 31 They had dealt most unbrotherly with him.

XJnbrought, ///. a. [UN-I8b, 8 c.] Not

brought {Jorth, in, or t»/fl).



UNBRUISED.

xus TiNDAtE M T. Prol A serpent yet yonge, or yclt

unbrought forthe. 1595 Danmel Cw. Warsui. xxii, ludges

incompetent To iudge their Icing unlawfully detaind, And
vnbrought forth to plead his guiltles cause. 1600 Fairfax

Tasso X. xviii, If in thy skilfuU hart this lore be writ To
tell th* euent of things to end vnbrought. 1817 Khatinge
Trtiv, II. 138 Not afoot of vertical superficies should remain

unbrought into account.

Unbrui sed, ///. a. [Un- l 8.1

1. Not injured by bruising or crushing.

c 1440 Pallad. OK Hush. in. 353 So sawe hit that the bark

vnbtcscd be. is»6 Pilgr, Per/. (W.de \V. 1531) 83 A floure,

whati it is fresshe,,.vnbrused & hole, is moche deleclable &
swete. 1579 Si'KNSKR Shcph. Cal, Oct. 42 Doubted Knights,

who^c . . helmes vnbiuzed wexen dayly browne. 1606 Shaks.

Tr. * Cr. Piol. 14 On Dardan Plaines 'Ihe fresh and yet

vnbruised Greekes do pitch Their braue Pauillioni;. a 165a

ItROME City l^it V. i, Unbruised bones, and smooth fore-

heads to face lK)th. 1801 Surr S^iendid Misery 1. 172 Foul

imps of ignominy will sguat their loathsome forms on my
unbiuised bones. 1816 Scott Antiq. viii, The callant bad

come off wi' unbrirzed banes, xooo F. T. liuLi.EN Men
Merck. Service xxxii, One man.. beat me until there was
not a squaie inch of my small body unbruised.

fig. 14SS Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 280/2 Alwey kepyng oure

trouthe to his said Highnesse unspotted and unbrused.

2. Not crushed small; uniwunded.
1607 TopsELL Foiir-f. Beasts 527 It should seeme that none

of his meate should fall thereinto vnbruised. 180a Palev
Nat. Tht'ol, ix. § 6. I The rough action of the unbruised

spicule. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 191 The horses

fed on unbruised raw and on boiled grain, gave results . . very

nearly alike.

Unbru'sbed. ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1640 Fuller Joseph's

CtHxt vi. (1S67) 167 Men of a rugged, unbrusheJ nature, such

as were never licked, hewn, or polished. 1888 Barkie When
a AIan*s Single li'i, I'he coat had hung unbrushed on a nail

for many years, f Unbra'Shen,//*/. a. Obs. (Un-* 8 b.)

Ci^fto J. Russell Bk. Nurture 944 Lett neuer wollyn

cloih ne furre passe a seuenyght to be vnbrosshen &
shakyn, Unbru'talizCi v. (Un.» 6af.) 185a Mill
Lett. (1910) I. V. 165 AH reading .. which must tend to

..give them some of the meaning of self-devotion and
heroism, in short, to unbrutalise them. 186a H. Kingsley
Ravenshoe lii, I am afraid of their getting too much un-

brutalized for another struggle like ours. Unbru'te, ?'.

(Un-* 6b.) 1670 Penn Lib. Conic. Wks. 1782 111. 21 That
it does not unbrule us, but unman us. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Bergera^s Com. Hist. 49 Not being able to unbrute my self

so soon. Unbru'tiiy, ». (Un-* 6c.) 181a Tennant
Anster F, 111. xiv, The very waving of her arm Had pow'r a
brutish lout to unbrutify and charm. Unbrti'Hzed,/*//. rt,

(Un-' 8.) a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III.

336, I certain am I must the Godhead fear, Since all Men
unbrutis'd some God revere.

fUabu-bble, z;. Obir-^ [Un-2 3.] tnms. To
explode, dispel.

01640 Jackson Wks. (1844) VII. 416 So may every novice

in arts unbubble all that some great ..schoolmen have been
twenty or thirty years in contriving.

Unbu'cked, ///. a, (Un-' 8 + Buck v?") 1638 Mavne
Litcian (1664)337 'Tisnot inal-yonsskinne.as I have heard,

said Dinomachus, but in a Virgin Hindesskinne unbiickt.

XTnbuckle, v. [Un-2 4 b.]

1. trans. To unfasten the buckle of (a shoe, belt,

etc.); to undo or set free in this way.
C1386 Chaucer Syr.'s T. 555 Ne neuere..Ne koude

man . . Countrefete the Sophymes of his Art Ne were worthy
vnbokelen his galoche. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xx. 63 Ho
vnbokelede hus boteles, and bobe be a-tamede. c 1430 Pilgr,

Lyf Manhode 1. cxxxviii. (1869) 72 Thanne the boclc j

vnboclede. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur x. Ix. 516 Soo the
vartet wente to vnbockel his helme. xS48UDALL,etc.£'rrt(w.
Par. Luke iii. 32 b, I . .am vnworthy to vnbuccle the latchet

of his shooes. 1577 Test. 12 J'atriarchs {1604) 90 The young
man unbuckled Joseph's shoes at the gate. 1606 Shaks,
Ant. 4- CI. IV, iv. 12 He that vnbuckles this, till we do please

To daft for our Repose, shall heare a storme. 1755 Young
Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV. 223 'Ihis is a militant state; nor
must man unbuckle his armour, till he puts on his shroud.

i8ao Scorr Monast. vi, He is like a miser, who will not
unbuckle his purse to bestow a farthing, i860 Froude
Hist. Eng. V, 389 Dropping his cloak he unbuckled his

sword. 1886 C. E. Pascoe London of To-day i. (ed. 3) 23
The Major. .fell to unbuckling the straps of his trunk.

b. In lig. context. (Cf. Mail sb.^ 1 c.)

c 1386 Chaucer Millers Prologue 7 This gooth aright vn-
bokeled is the Male; I>at se now who shal telle another tale.

a 1400 Partonope 7308 Of J)i woo vnb^cle J^i male, And ttll

me all the vcrey trouS?e. a x6oo Delonev Gentle Craft 11.

viii. Wks. (1912) 186 Neuer be afraid man to vnbuckle Your
Budget of close counsell to me. 1805 Ann. Rev. III. 164

We much doubt whether any one, not educated in the
catholic schools, could have detected wheie the collar may
best be unbuckled.

O, fig. To free or separate frovi ; to open up,
display ; to detach, break off.

a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. K/, 177 b, This noble realme..
shall neuer be vnbuckeled from her quotidian feuer. 1638
Brathwait Bamahees Jrnl, (1818) 191 Some comfort un-
buckle, my sweet honeysuckle. 1736 (Chetwoou] Voy.
Vanghan (1760) I. 264 The congregation immediately un-
buckled their Devotions, and were crouding out as fast as
they cou'd.

2. absol. To undo the buckle or buckles of a
belt, garment, etc.

1611 Beaum. & Fl. Kine ff No King in, Why do you wear
a Sword then? Come unouckle... Unbuckle I say, and give
it me. 161X Shaks. Ii^r«/. 7". iv. iv. 659 Vnbuckle, vnbuckle.
Fortunate Mistre^scyou must retire your selfe Into some
Couert. i6a9 Davenant Lofoe ^ Hon. \. \. 160 Unbuckle,
Calladine, the day is hott. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz^ Gt.
Winglebniy Duel, Up started the ostlers. . unstrapping, and
unchaining, and unbuckling.

b. transf To become slack.

1648 I. Beaumont Psyche xiii. clxxxii. His Joints un-
buckled ; and his Eyes did start ; His hair stood staring up.
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C. fig. To unbend, l>ecome less stiff.

1886 Stevenson Kidnapped v\\\i Even the captain.. would

sometimes unbuckle a bit, and tell mc of ihe fine countries

he had visited.

Hence Unbu'ckling vbl. sb.

1598 Florio, Sfibbiatura, an vnbuckling, an vnlacing.

a 1859 De Qutncey Posth. Wks. (1891) I. 272 Through the

unbuckling of human nature under higher inspirations.

tJnbuxkled, ///. «. [Un.2 s and Uir-i 8.]

a. Having the buckle undone, b. Having the

buckle not fastened.

In quot. c 1723 misused for 'not unbuckled *(in sense 2).

c X4B9 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon i. 42 There sholde ye haue

seen . . many . . helmes vnbocled and sore beten. 1667 M ili on

/', L. XI. 245 His starrie Helme unbuckl'd shew'd him prune

In Manhood, c \^^z Ramsay The Nuptials 145 That zone

..lang unbuckled grows a hatefu' thing. x8oo Med. ymt.

XXI. 389 The girths being unbuckled, the whole of the b.ick

may be exposed and dressed, 1835 Scott Talism. ii, The long

and ponderous Gothic war-sword which w.-is flung unbuckled

on the same sod. 1875 Ueoford Sailor'^s Pocket Bk, vii.

220 Whilst in the boats they are to keep them unbuckled.

Unbu'ckramed, a. (Un-' 9.) 1813 Colman P>road

Crins^ Vagaries Find. li.'l'hence I appeal, for judgment on

my pen. To moral but unbuckram'd gentlemen. UnbU'd,
7'. (Un-'4.) 1669 WoRi.iDGE Syst. Agric. (16S1) 220 In

a little time they have almost totally unbudded the IMum-

trees, Currant trees, &c. of a whole Town. Unbu'dded,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1820 Keats Lamia il 54 Like the hid

scent in an unbudded rose. Unbu'dget, v. (Un-' 3.)

1611 Flokio, .V/WiV/M/-^, to vnbudget. 1843 [James] Cc«/-

vtissioner 63 Mr. Longmore was infinitely relieved by un-

budgetting his griefs. x886 Cd. H-'ords 332 He had made
the most extraordinary unljiidgettings about his pet bees,

guinea-pigs [etc.]. Unbu'ffeted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) I177S

Asm.] 1855 Lynch Rivulet Lxxxviii. vi, While unconfu^ed

by riot, UiibulTcted by storm-

TTnbxiild, 7A [Un-2 3.] trans. To pull down,

destroy, demolish (a buildinjj or structure).

1607 Shaks. Cor. in. i. 198 To vnbuild the Citie, and to lay

all flat. 164a T. Goodwin Zerub., ttc. 25 Thou didst unbuild
Hierusalem and my Temple. 1684 T. Burnet Theory F.arth

I. 91 God buildsand unbuilds worlds: and who shall build up
thatarch that was broke down at the deluge? 1751 Labelye
Westm. Bridge 8i Whilst the Arches were unbuilding and
taking down. 1820 Shelley Cloud 84, 1 arise and unbuild it

a.^ain. 1829 Carlvle Misc. (1857) II. 49 The Ephesian
Temple, .could be unbuilt by one madman, in a single hour.

1878 \\\\o\im-:AG Poets Croisic 13 Priestesses Unbuilt and then

rebuilt it every May,
b. In fig. uses. Also ahsol.

1640 Habington Edw. /^', 75 The Almightie. .permitted

perjurie now to unbuild the greatnesse of Lancaster. 1667
SliLTON /*. L. viiL 8r When they come to model Heav'n, .

.

how they will weild The mightie frame, how build, unbuild.

Ibid. XII. 526 What will they then, .but unbuild His living

Temples, built by Faith to stand? 1856 R. A. Vaughan
yi/ys//Vj (i860) I.v. i, 112 First of all exerting his extra-

ordinary will to the utmost to unbuild his body. 1875
WiinNKV Life Lang, iv. 74 The component elements of

speech are first unified, then unbuilt and destroyed.

Hence "UnbuiTding vbl. sb.

1879 Trench Poems 155 I'uild it this time. .A holy house,

..And we, though in the unbuilding there be pain, Will still

affirm,— 'tis well.

Uubnilded, ///. a, [Un-1 8.]

1. ^ Unbuilt///, a.

1519 in Somerset,
.J-

Dorset. N. ff Q. (1893) III. 244 Every
half yere that the said sidehouse shall be unbuyltled or un-

leedefyed. 1535 Coverdale Isaiah vi. 11 Till the londe

be also desolate, and lye vnbuylded. 1560 Ph.kington
E.xpos. Agseus{j^62) 163 Chuse you whether ye will let my
house lye unbuylded stil,..or ye will repare it diligently.

Jig. 1594 HooKKR Feci, Pol, II. vii. § 5 When bare and vn-

builded conclusions are put into their mindes. .they fall into

anguish and perplexitie.

2. Not employed in building.

1867 Howei.ls Itnt, Journ. iii. 21 Mixing their weary
brick and mortar with the earth's unbuilded dust.

Unbuilt,///, fl. [Un-1 8 b. S c : cf. prec]

1. Not (yet) built or erected.

I4S5-6 Cal. Anc, Rec. Dublin (1889) 290 Yf yt be unbylyt

aftyr the fyrst yere. .than the M.iyre. .shold require hym
to repeyre hit. 1582 Stanvhuhst j-Kneis iii. (Arb.) 74
Theare picht he his kingdoom, for then Troy cittye w.is vn-

buylt, And castels stood not. i6ia Drayton Poly-olb. iv.

375 Tuisco, Gomer's son, from unbuilt liabel brought His
people to that place. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (ed. 2)

5 The Rhodian Colossus had been lostj-.the Egyptian
Pyramids unbuilt. i86x Ri-.kesf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. igtk

C. iv. 112 As 1 have given some unbuilt designs of modern
architects.

b. Made without building.

i88a J. Parker Apost. Life I. 48 Elijah hid himself in an
unbuilt chamber in the rock.

2. Of land : Not occupied with buildings ; not

built on or upon,
1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon, 607 All which he pulled

downe, . . leauing the ground vnbuilt for a Cemitery or

Churchyard. 1819 in V\cion L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II.

378 Such part of their unbuilt land as will be sufficient

for a Public Market. 1855 ^J* R* Leifchild] Cormvnll 66

Scarcely in any other district so open and unbuilt on, would
you find the agriculturist so completely subdued. 1893
A. Cawston Street Improv. London 124 In the as yet

unbuilt parts grounds are to be reserved.

Unbu-lk. z'. (UN-23.)
Probably an error for Unbuckle v. 1 b.

j$Z6Pilgr.T.2Ti inThynne^«/;«rt</T/. (i875)84*But her,'

he sayd, *cowd I tell a tall * *now I piay the,* quod I,

< vnbulke thy inalle, and tell forthe*.

Unba'lkyi a, (Un-' 7.) 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst.

7B0 I ncot poreal . . activities, . . though they act upon bulk and
extension, yet are themselves unbulkie, and devoid ofquantity

TJNBURDENSOMENESS.

and dimensions. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. in. xix. § 2 (1876)

369 This.. must be occasioned by.. the unbulky character of

these commodities. Unbumptious, a, CUn' 7.) 1865

Tennyson in Ld. Tennyson Mem. (1897) U. 28 Me, who
am physically the most unbumptious of men and authors.

Unbu'nched, //'^. a. {Un-* 8.) 1615 Marr.ff Wivingxx.

in Ilarl. Misc.(i&og) II. 173 This destinyshall preserve him,

to wear his brow.. as unbunched as the front of a bachelor.

TJnbU'ndle, v. [Un- 2 3.] trans. To unpack,

take out of a bundle. AUo^^.
1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling in Who so is a wise mer.

chant will not vnbundle his seuerall wares to such. 1611

Florio. Disfagottare, to vnfaggot, to vnbundle. a 1739

Jarvis Quix. (1749) II. III. vi. 220 Unbundle your giiefs,

m.^dam, and let us into the particulars.

Unbu'ng, v. [Un- 2 3.] Iraus. To take the

bung out of (a barrel). Hence Unbu'nging vbl. sb.

1611 CoTCR., Detapper^ to vnbung, to open the bung-hole of.

ait^-iUrguhart's Rabelais \i\.ViQ\.fi'i\\tXG<i\f\ he. .unhung
ii,..unstopple it. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. Ii. 199 This

Stuff has unbung'd the Orifice of my M iistard-Harrel. 174a

Land. .5- Country Bre7v. u. (1743) 143 When Servants have

the Runging and Unbunging of such Casks of Malt-Liquors.

Unbu'nged, p-pl. a. (Un-' 8 or Un-' 8.) 1731 Millkr
Card. Diet. s.v. Wine, Let it [the vessel] stand unbung'd

'till cool. 1817 W. Sf.lwvn Laiv Nisi Prius (ed.4) H. 1261

The act of the warehouseman in leaving them unbunged

after filling them up. 1897 Daily Ne-fs 23 July 3/1 Un-
bunged barrels were left at the mercy of the rising water, the

contents being spoilt. Unbuoyant,fl. (Un-' 7.) 1866

J, Ii. RosK tr. OviiCs Met. 1 Untnm the earth, unbuoyant

was the wave.

Unburden, unbuTtben, v. [Un-2 4 b.

Cf. G. ejzlbiirden,']

1, trans. To unload; to free from a. load or

burden. Chiefly
fig.^

to relieve (a person, the

mind, etc.) by the removal or disclosure of some-

thing. Freq. const, of.

a. 1538 Elvot Addit., ExonerOy .rare, to discharge or vn-

burdeyn. 1568 GismondofSalerne i. ii. 34, I may perhappes

devise some way to be unburdened of my life. 1622 S. Ward
Life ofFaith in Death {1627) 105 '1 he inner man ages not,

. . but rather lifts vp the head,, .and expects to be unburdened.

1634 Sir T. Hawkins Pol. Obscrr, 11 Tiberius by him
unburdened from the greater toyles of Empire,.. would not

sosoone.. precipitate him. 1797 Mrs Radcliffe //«//«« xii,

I would fain sing to unburden it of some of its joy. 1846

Mrs. a. Maksh Father Darcv II. xi. 204 She felt that

irresistible necessity to unburden her heart. 1858 Sears

Athan. 11. iii. 194 'ihey unburden their minds to each other.

^. a 1595 Southwell Hundred Medit. {.\%t^ 231 Thou.,
commandest us to love to unburtben us of the heavy weight

and griefs that we suffer. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr.

Chirurg. 22 b/2 Ther ensueth an effluxion of bloode, because

that parte may be therof released and vnburthened. 1641

Chas. I Commons Remonstr, Wks. 1662 II. 68 We desire to

unburlhen the Consciences of men of needless and super-

stitious Ceremonies. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasvi, Collog. 406

If I had not unburlhened my Boat, 1 had been cast away
together with ray IJoat, passengers, and fraught. X777

Shf.ridan Sih. Scand. iv. iii, There is a subject, my dear

Friend, on wbich I wish to unhurthen my Mind to you.

x'j^Vioyn^'E.Ainer.Geog, 11. 17 The glutton., unburthens his

stomach by squeezing himself between two close-standing

trees. \%%q^\\vaa.v.h Liberty xva^ As summer clouds dissolve,

unburlhened of their lain. 1875 Wiivth Melville Kater.

felto iv. 31 He unburlhened his mind while watching Waifs
stealthy movements.

b. refl.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 67 Fame, .vnburdened hir

selfe of hir secrets in the presence of yong Pleusidippus.

1600 }Iakluvt Voy. III. 81 It is not possible that so great

course of floods. .can be digested here without vnburdening

themselues into some open Sea beyond ihis place. X634

Sir T. Herbert Trav. 54 A violent storme of raine vnbur-

thened it selfe. 1674 tr. Schemer's Lapland xxxiv. 146

Several less rivers unburdenini;; themselves at last into the

Botlmick sea. 1859 J. Lang Wand. India 400 A trooper in

the dragoons.. thus unburlhened himself. 1862 Trollope
Orley F\ xxxi, She thought to herself that she would. .then

unburlhen heiself of the whole story.

2. To cast off, get rid of, discharge, after the

manner of a burden ; to disclose, reveal.

/ZIS93 Marlowe & Nashe Dido v. i, The Sunne from

Egypt shall lich odors bring, Wherewith his burning beames
. .Shall here vnburden their exhaled sweetes. 1596 Shaks.

Merch, V. I. i. 133 From your loue 1 haue a warrantie To
vnburihen all my plots and purposes. 1830 Lytton P,

Clifford iv, All that rage which it was necessary for her

comfort that she should unburlhen somewhere, 1876 E.
Mkllor Priesth. viii. 372 There is, at times, a great relief in

unburdening to a friend the sins and sorrows of one's life.

Hence Unbu-rdening vbl, sb. ; UnbuTdenment.
1550 Thomas Ital. Dict.^ Scaricajnento, a dischardge or

vnburdenyng. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton ii, The
unburdening of her fears and thoughts to her friend. 189a

Mrs. H. Ward David Grieve ii. vii, S. moment of unburden-

ment, of intimacy. X90S Fortn, Rev. June 104B The un-

burdening of sins is generally a more irksome task.

Unbu-rdened, ///- a. (Un- 1 8 and Un- 2 8.)

1548 Act 2^3 Edw. VI, c. 21 § I Bein^e free and un-

burdened from the care and coste of fyndinge Wyef and
Children. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. i. 42 Conferring them on

yonger strengths, while we Vnburthen'd crawle toward death.

1724 Swift Poems, On Dreatns 8 When in bed we rest our

weary limbs, The mind unburden'd sports in various whims.

1775 llURKE.S'/*. Concil. Amer. Wks. III. 116 The obedient

colonies in this scheme are heavily taxed; the refractoiy

remain unbuithened. 1875 C. L. Kennev Mem.M. W.Balfe
148 His exchequer would be unburdened with superfluous

expenses. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq, 122 Even for a

man unburthened, the ascent was toilsome and precarious.

UnbuTdensome, a. (Un.» 7.) 1792 G. Wakef-tld
Mem. (1804) I. 363 Judiciall processes, speedy, decisive, and
unburdensome. 1817 Coleridgk Biog. Lit. xi. (1S82) i\\

The establishment presents a patronage at once, .effective

and unburthensome. Unbu'rdensomeness. (f. prec:



UNBURQESSED.
seeTjN.* 12.) 1795 Bentham Supply witkout Burthen -rj

Thus stands the resource in point of unburthensomeness.
UnbnTgessed, a. (Un-" 8.) 1671 E^ Chamberlayne
fr^j. 5/. A'Mjf. II. 136 The petty decayed Burroughs [peti-

tioned] that they might not be obliged to send Burgesses

to Parlament, whereby it came to pass that divers were
nnbur^essed. UnbuTiable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1853 G. J.

Cayley Las Alforjas I, 203 It would be an inconvenience

to have an unpleasant, unburiable moral corpse of an unjustly

supposed immoral ancestor always lying at their door. \Z^%

Tennysos Gareth ^ Lynette 79 A yet-warm corpse, and yet

unburiable.

UnbuTial. [Un-2 8.] Disinterment.
187a RusKiN Fors Clav. xv, 15 The persons thus rever-

enced in iheir burial, or unburial, being all, by profession)

soldiers.

UnbUTied, ///. a. Forms: (see Burt v.).

[Un-1 8.] Not buried ; not interred.

a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 22 Jan. 28 Se casere |>a behead b^et

hine man forlete unbyr?;edne. a 1325 Ancr. R, 352 pe dead
nis (:'.r. ne wis] nout of, Jiauh he Tigge unl)uried & rotie

buuen eoiSe. 1*97 R. Glouc. {Rolls) 44S6 Men bysyde of

J>e lond he let burye is fon, Vor he ne Icepte uor reut>e J>at

ber were vnbured non. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 713 His
loue rather for to dyen chees Than for to suflTre his body
vnburyed be. 1:1430 Life St. Kath. (18S4) 59 He bad ^>at..

her hedes (should be]smytenofan(i her bodycs left vnburyed.
X460 Capgrave Ckri>H. (Rolls) 75, XXX, dayes lay his body
onburied, til Seynt Petir..bad him bery it. 1513 Douglas
^neid xi.vii. 191 So that we. .Be nocht down strowit in the
feildis ded, In cump.-ineis vnlieryit or bewalit. 1560 Daus
tx.'SUidane's Conni. 286 b,\Vherof the one departed xi yeares

fast, ..and remayned unbuiied hitherto. 1600 Hakluyt P'oy,

11. 806 Euery Fort had in it one cast peece, which peeces
were buryed m the ground, the cariages were standmg in

their place vnburied. 1697 Drydem A£neis xi. 4 The pious
chief, whom double cares attend For his unbury'd soldiers

and his friend, a 1745 Swift Hen. I!^ Wks. 1768 IV. 317
When he., found that., he must draw upon himself the
scandal of leaping a father unburied. 1836 Thirlwall
Greece III. xxvL 4)9 The sight of the unburied dead struck
theirsurvivingfriends with pious grief. 1891 Fabkar Darkn.
^ Da-.vn Ixv, The stench of an unburied corpse which lay by
tbe roadside.

Unburle'sqtied, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) 1827 Pollok Course
T, Ml. 586 Unfaded work of Deity, And unburlesqued by
mortal's puny skill 1876 Mekeuitii Bettuc/t, Career 1,

Politics.. (enough, when unburlesqued, to blow the down off

the gossamer-stump of fiction..) must be treated of.

fUnbUTly, a. and adv, Obs. In 5 unborely,
vnburely. [Un-1 7 and 11.] Uncomely; not

elegant(Iy).
a 1400 Sir Fere. 525 Thofe he unborcly were dyghte.

c 1475 RaufCoil^ear 522 Thocht thatr brandis be blak and
vnburely. Ibid. 807 His blonk was vnburelyj braid and
ouir hie.

Unburn, v, [Un-2 3.] trans. To restore

from the effects of burning.
1815 J . Smith Panorama Set. ^ Art 11. 485 To deprivethem

of oxygen Is virtually to unburn them. 1869 Q. A'rr.CXXVI.
363 The duty of the plant, on the other hand, !s to unburn
carbonic .icid, to sunder the molecules of that compound
back again to their elements of carbon and oxygen.

Hence UnbuTning vd/. sb,

1866 OoLiNG Anini. Chem, 72 The heat absorbed in the
unburtitng, so to speak, of the hydrogen.

Unbu-rnable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) i88z irnrpe**s JVreify
XXV. 455 There is scarcely a town that does not contain
his unbuinable chests [~ safes]. Unbu'ming, ppi. a.

(Un.' ioj cf. OE. tmbyrnende.) x6^ Digby Nnt. Bodies
vii. (1658)61 Theunburning fiie (which we call light) stream-
ing from the flame of a candle. i8aa T. Taylor Apuleius
263 The purity of the vivific and unburning fire of the
heavens. 1867 Morris Jason 11. 666 Some happy summer
isle Whereon the kind unburning sun dolb smile For ever.

Unbu-mislied,///. a, (Un-^ 8.)
Z691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2654/4, 7 Silver Tankards, one nn-

burni-shed weighing about 32 Ounces. 1795 Soutiiey yonn
0/ Arc vu. 40 Their bucklers lay Unburnish'd and defiled.

184a Tknnvson Ulyises 2^ How dull it is to pause, to make
an end, To rust unburnish'd, not to shine in use ! 189A
Daily t^evis 1 1 Nov. 5/3 An olive branch in old unburnished
gold i^.. thrown across the oak branches.

Unburnt, nnbunied,///. a. Forms: (see

buuN 7'.). [Un-1 8 and 8 b. Cf. MDn. ungehernt^
'branty I)n. ongebrand^ G, nttgebrannt^ ON. and
Icel. ubrendr^ dbrendr (Sw. obrdml^ Da. ubrsdndf)^
1, Not burnt or consumed by fire.

a, c XS90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 29/97 His bones (rat weren bi-Ieft

vn-barnd amidde ^ se to caste, f 1440 Alph. Talcs j6a
pat was fon vnbyrnyd einang t»e hate colis. 1563 Foxk
A. 9f M. 1224/1, 1 will geue vi fagottes to burne the with all

or thou shuldcst be vnbumed. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. i. 27 He
said, 'twas folly, For one poore graine or two, to leaue vn-
burnt, And si ill to nose th' offence. x6a3 Hingham AVn£>/^f7«
57 They came, .to the vnburnt villages, setting afire the vil-

lages, whereihey last quartered. i676GitEW Exper.Luctation
iii. S II EuK-shells.. being burnt, are far stronger Medicines,
than when unburnt. 1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 133
Put what Wood is left unburn'd over them. 1849 Thoms Ir.

IVorsatie's Frinteval Antiq. Denmark 94 The ancient crom-
lechs or giants* chambers, with unburnt bodies and objects
of stone. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 71/2 Stoves. .con-
structed specialty to bring all the air into the room.. pure
and warm but unburnt.
p. C1384 Chaucer //. Fame \. 173 Anchis.cs.,Bare the

goddesse of the londe Thilke that vnbrendc were. X4ia-ao
Lvi>G, Ckron. Troy iv, 65a7 ['ei ne lefle with*inne t>e cite No
bing vnbreni. ^1450 Mirk's Festial 163 So [he] saiiet his
Dokes vnbrent )>rogh l»e grace and te mercy of Ood. 1509
^K^c^kH Shyp of Folys (1570) 171 Because the lightning or
thunder violent. .sufTreth ihee and thy house to be vnbrent.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 346 They,.made a road into Scot-
land,., and left nothing vnbrent to Edenbourgh.
y. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. {Alachori 188 pe barne stil

Vol. X.
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can ly, Ay kepand it sa godis grace J>at in J>e fyr vnbrynt it

w.-is. c 1480 Henryson Animnciaiion 40 Tbe low of luf

haldand b« hete Vnbrynt full blithlie birnis. ISSS Sc.Acts,
A/ary{iBn)U. 490/1 Gif samekill restis vnbrint of the haill

tenement. iS7i-a Feg. Privy Council Scot. II. 121 For
sauftie of the houssis .. being within the same unbrint and
dimolissit.

Jig. a 1584 Montgomerie Cherrie ^ Slae (1597) 243 Bot
now na bluid in me remaines, Vnbrunt and bruil^eit throw
my vaincs, Be luiffis bellowes blawin.

2. Not subjected to the action of fire for a specific

purpose. Esp. of bricks, clay, lime, etc,

x6a6 Bacon Sylva % 89S We see also, that burnt wine is

more hard and astringent, than wine unburnt. c 1650 Nor-
gatk il//«ra/«ra (1919) 15 Cologne Earth nnburnt..is a

very good colour for deepe shadowes. 1815 Elphinstone
Ace. Caubnl (1842) I. 305 The commonest house by far is

built of unburned brick. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines if

Mining 382 When the pile is finished the outside crust of

unbumed pyrites is taken off and put onto the next pile.

Unbu'rroWy v. [Un-2 7 and 5.] a. intr*

To come out of a burrow. Also^^. b. trans.

To brinp or force out of a burrow,
1744 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 280 If

Ma[rshallSaxe will not unburrow I have advised our sending
strong partys of horse [etc.]. x8a7 J. Montgomery Pelican
Isl, III. 158 Hence the young brood, that never knew a
parent, Unburiowed and by instinct sought the sea. i860
Dickens Uncomnt. Trav. x. He feigns that he can bring
down sparrows, and unburrow rats.

UnbuTse, v. Obs.~^ (Un-* 5.) 1570 Levins Manip. 191
To Dispurse, expendere. To Disburse, idem... Ho Vnburse
and Vnpurse, idem.

XTnbu'rst, ///. a. (Un-1 8b; cf. Unbbosten.)
X78a F. Douglas E. Coast Scot. 44 In one of them, called

the Murray-gate, . , several bombs,unburst, were lately found,
deepsunk intheearth. 1855 T. H.JoNEs/l«;"w/./r/«^^/.(ed.2)

333 Another membrane, which in the unburst egg is external
to this and lines the interior of the shell.

UnbuTStable, tf. (Un-» 7.) 1890 r/M/« 25 Oct. 5/1 The
power tliat will make guns unburslable and a'niour impene-
trable.

Unburthen, -ed, -some, varr. Unburden, etc.

TTnbu ry, z'. [Un-2 j,] trans. To disinter;

to take out of the ground again.
14.. /Vc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 5S1 /:>//««/(», to vnberye. i^x

Caxton Godfrey c\\. 162 Whan tbe peple afoote knewe this,

they ranne. And there vnburyed them, And toke them out
of theyr sepultures and graues. 1530 Palsgr. 766/2 It

shulde seme that he hath done some great offence, that they
unbury hym nowe. 1567 Jkwel D^. Apol. 100 The same
Pope Steuin vnburied his Predecessour Pope Kormosus, and
defaced, and mangled his naked carkesse. 1605 Willet
HexaplaGen. 250 The Sichemites.. would rather haue vn-

buried them. 1647 Tbapp Comm. Rev. xi, 9 They unburied
and burned the bones of Hermannus Ferrariensis after they
had sainted him. i848Galli:nga Holy I. 61 As long as there

remain.. inscriptions to decipher, or ruins to unbury. 1876
Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 132 The medicine by which
vampires were cured was to unbury them, drive a stake
through them [etc.).

b. fig. or in fig. context.
i6ao Shelton Qnix, if. xlix. 321 Because they come not

in a fit time to haue audience : straight they back-bite, .him,
gnaw his bones, and vnbury his ancestors. 11739 Jarvis
Quix, (1749) 11. ni. V. 217 Speaking ill of us, unburying our
bones, and burying our reputations. 1839 Lytton Richelieu
I. i, Your breast holds both my secrets ; Never Unbury either !

s86a H. ATd4 Carr of Carrlyon I. 309 The secret is ours.

No one has a right to demand us to unbury our past. 1887
Browning Parleyings^ Fust f( Friends^ Unbury that brow !

Look up, that thy judge may read clear in thine eyes 1

Hence XTnbuTying vbl. sb.

1899 S. HuTLER Shaks, Sonn. 117 To suppose that he
sanctioned the unburying, is to deny the commonest instinct

of humanity.

Uubu'sied, ///. o. (Un-1 S. Ct "Dvl. oftge-

bezigd.)

1570 T. Wilson tr. Demosth, Oral. vii. loi Why wouldest
thou not rather follow a quiet and vnbusied life? i6a8 J.
DoUGHTV Serm. Church-schismes 13 Rather then rest vn.

busied, they will doe some vnnecessary mischiefe. 1658
Rowland tr. Moufefs Theat. Ins. 920 Vet,. they are not
unbusied neither ; but they build houses for the Kings,

Unba'siness. (Un-' 12 b.) 1901 IVesttn. Caz. 19 Mar.
4/2 The unbusiness methods which mark the administration

of the War Office. Unbu'sineas-Iike, a. (Um-* 7 c.)

x8a4 Scott Reiiganntlet ch. li, Hisown very unbusiness-like

mistake of shuming the Provost's letter, .among some papers
belonging to Peter Peebles's affairs. x86a Helps Organiz.
Dnily Life 21 Great efforts will be made in a scattered, un-
comprehensive, and unbusinesslike way,

Unbu'Sk, V. [Un- 2 4 and 7,] trans, and intr.

To undress.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) \\\. 178,1
would we might know her, and see her vnbuskt and naked
once. 1673 R, Head Canting Acad. 29 We had got Money
enough to new cloath our selves, which we did, having first

unbusk'd.
Unbu'sked, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1798 Macneill Porw/f,

Sc. Muse xxxiv, 'Tween pastoral Tweed and wand'ring Ayr,
Whar unbusked nature blooms sae fair. Unbustling,
ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) ]8a6 Sherer Notes 9f Refl. Ramble
in Germany 123 She. .then resumed her occupation with a
plain unbustling air. Unbu'sy, a. (Un-' 7.) 1731 A.
Hill Adv. Poets Ep. p. xivj I am so devoted a Lover
of a private, and unbusy Life. 1747 Richardson Clarissa

(1811) I. xviii. 132 [She] continued looking into a drawer
among laces and linen in a way neither busy, nor utibusy.

x8a7 Colkkidgk IVork without Hope 5 All Nature seems
at work,.. And I, the while, the sole unbusy thing. 1853
Meanderings of Mem. I. 196 If bigotted, or most unbusy
herd, O'er stocked with time and talent, were preferred.

Unbn'sy, T*. (UN.'6a.) '11657 K,. Lovedav Z,*^/. (1663)

120 Error has humbled my Reason, and unbusit^d my reaches

at futiurity to a quiet resignation to the great Disposer,

UNBUXOM.
Unbu'tchered, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1835 Lvttom Rienzi ix.

iv. To live unbutchered by the Barons, and untaxed by their

governors. Unbu'tted, ppl. a. (Un-' 8 c) 1855 [see

Unbickered].

Unbu-ttered,///. a. [Un-1 8. Cf. Y^yx.onge-

boterd.'] Not spread (or cooked) with butter.

1584 CoGAN Haven Health 29 The greene beanes they vse

to butter, & the other they eate wiih salt vnbuttered. 1655
MouFET & Bennet Health's Improv. 40 If it be too lean

and dry.. it is far worse, and nourisheth the body no more
then a piece of unbuttered stockfish. 1869 Mrs. Whitney
Hitherto I. vii. 145 The going in to eat beans or porridge

and unbuttered bread.

Unbu'tton, T'. [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To unfasten (buttons) ; to undo the

buttons of (a garment).
c 1335 Gloss. \y. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 149 Unbotone

[glossing Tachet]. ci$2° Redforde Play iVit Sf Sci.

(Shaks. Soc.) 29 tjnbuttun thy cote, foole; canst thow do
nothyng? 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxix. 113 Here-

upon she unbottoned one of the sleeves of a red Satin Gown
she had on. 1688 R. Holme Armoury iv. xi. (Roxb.) 44?/^
The oyntment being thus prepared, the Kings buttons are

to be vnbuttoned, 1737 Swift Circumcision E. Curll Wks.
1755 III. 1. 166 Six Jews.. laid hands upon him, and un-

liuttoning his breeches threw him upon the table. xBag

Lvtton Disotvned 28 The stranger slowly unbuttoned his

gaiters. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 118 Unbuttoning

my coat I pulled my six>shooter round handy over my right

hip.

fie. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) IL 124

Vnbutton thy vanity, and Vnlase thy folly. x6sa T. Wright
tr. Camus'* Nat. Paradox v. 107 Wee shall never nave done
contesting.. unless I quite unbutton my breast to you. 1830

Galt Laivrie T, 11. vii. (1849) 6a Unbuttoning my bosom
and showing him all the profitable secrets I had learnt in

business. 1893 Stevenson Across the Plains 25, I.. un-

buttoned my wrath under the similitude of ironical sub-

mission.

b. With personal object. Also rejl.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. /F, 1. ii. 3 Thou art so fat-witted with

drinking of olde Sacke, and vnbuttoning thee after Supper.

x6i9 R. Tones Serm. Resurr. (1659) 64 Help them, good
Women 1 unbutton the Souldiers, ye need not fear their

Halberts. 1650 Greaves Seraglio 5 He puts off his upper-

most Coat,. .then turns up his sleeves, and unbuttoneth
himself. 1696 Vanurugh Relapse 11. i. Call a surgeon there.

—Unbutton him quickly. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 304 The little

ones, unbutton'd, glowing hot, Playing our games.
absol, iTag Fam, Diet. s.v. Swoon, The most common

way of relieving the Patient, is to throw Water in his Face

;

to make him He on his Back, to unbutton or unlace.

O. abso/. To undo one's own buttons; also

(quot. 1605), to become unbuttoned.

1605 Shaks. Lear ni. iv. 112 Off, off you Lendings; Come,
vnbutton heere. 1664 [J. Scudamore) Homer a la Mode 54
'lill th* were so cramd with beef and mutton, That every one

was faine t' unbutton. (2x697 Aubrey Lives (1898) 1. 110 A
man that is buttond or laced too hard, must unbutton before

he can be at his ease. x76o-7a H. Bkooke Fool of Qual.

(i8og) IIL 142 Gluttony stuffs till it pants, and unbuttons

and stuffs again. X817-8 Cobbett ^f«V/. i/.i". (1822)201 You
are here disgusted with none of those eaters by reputation

that are found, .in England ; fellows that unbutton at it,

2. transf. To open up or unfold (a bud).

X663 Bp. Patrick Parab, Pilgr. xxxvii. It swells into

small knobs or buttons. . . Suppose you should unbutton it as

soon as it swells,., would you not endanger the spoiling of its

beauties 1

Hence Unbu'ttoning vbl. sb,

159X Percivall, Desabotonadura^ vnbuttoning. 1893

Fhotogr. Ann. W. p. xxxi. With the unbuttoning of a strap

..three legs unfold and give us a most rigid Tripod.

Tlnbu-ttoned,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not furnished with a button or buttons.

1583 Rates ofCustome Ho. F iv, Caps vnbuttoned English

the dosen xvis. viij d. X9aa Daily Chron. 8 Dec. 3/6 Woe
to the man who has to encounter an enemy like M. Merignac
with a duelling sword or an unbuttoned foil.

2. Not fastened with buttons ; having the buttons

unfastened.
In some instances possibly f. Unbutton v.

159a Greene Courtit-r D iv b, A thredbare blacke coatc

vnbuttond before vpon the brest. x6oo Shaks. A. Y. L. iii,

li. 3q8 Your hose should be vngarter'd, your bonnet vn-

banded, your sleeue vnbuiton'd. X645 Milton Colast. Wks.
1851 IV. 368 This is not for an unbutton'd fellow to discuss

in the Garret, at his tres-sle. X71X Addison Sped. No. 129

f9 His new silk Waistcoat, which was unbutton'd in

several Places to let us see that- he had a clean Shirt on.

1790 J. C. Smyth in Med.Commuu. II 477, I ..found him.

.

sitting in a great chair with the collar of bts shirt unbuttoned.

1838 Lytton Eugene A. i. ii, The one short, dry, fragile,

and betraying a love of ease in his unbuttoned vest. 1854

A. Fonblanque in Ltfe ^ Labours vi. (1874} 513 If he had
seen the same officer with an unbuttoned jacket, or any other

disorder in his dress,

ftg. 1898 l^estm. Gas. 27 Oct. 4/1 An example of the

master in an unwontedly unbuttoned mood.

Unbu*ttressed,^//. tf. (Un* 8.) jS^g Freeman Archil.

280 Ihe analogy which its vast, unbroken, unbuttressed height

bears to the campaniles of that country. i8g^ Archaeol.

LUI. 550 On account of its unbuttressed length.

fTTnbU'XOm, A- Obs. Forms : (see Buxom a.),

[Un-I 7. Cf. Unbowsomb a.]

1. Not submissive or compliant; intractable,

disobedient. Freq. const, to.

a laso Prov. Mlfred 450 in O. E. Misc, ia8 Betere is child

vnbore, pane vnbuhsum. n 1300 Cursor M. 2B089 To crist

ic haue vn-buxum bene, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace
(Rolls) 15378 Monk ne clerk wolde J>ey non spare, For J?ey

byforn unbuxom ware. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. 713 (Lamb.
MS.), Rebel men.. ben vnbuxum to cryst and his chyrche.
<r 1440 Jacob's IVell 112 pis vyce makyth a mannys herte

hard & vnbuxom to gcd. a 1470 H* Parker Dives 4r

UIO



UNBUXOMHEAD. 74 UNCANNY.
/\tw/fr(t4o6) IV. viii. 171/1 Chiklern unbuxum to fader &
moder sholde be stoned to deth. 1559 Avlmer Harhonnve
Q 4 God punished thatstnne with .inoiher by sending them
vnbuxome hartes.

ahsol. 1389 in Eh^. Gilds (1S70) 5 5if eny l>e rebelle. .J>e

forsaide bretherhede shul be Iielpyng a^eins |>e rebelle and
vnboxhum.
2. Unready to bend ; stiff.

c 141a HoccLEVE De Reg, Princ, 985 My bak unbuxum
hath swich thyng forsworne, At instance of writing,.. 'I'hat

stowpyng hath hym spilt with his labour.

Hence f tJnbu'xomly adv. Obs.
x39oGowF.R Con/, 1.88 Evere unbuxomly theipleigneUpon

fortune. Ibid. III. 212 The more unbuxomliche he cride.

a 1400 MS, Harl. 2260 fol. 3, 1 usedde wronge with my body,
And serves the unbuxumly.

t XTnbuxomhead. Obs,—'^ [f. prec] a. Dis-

obedience, b. Stiffness of body.
c 1150 Gin, 9f Ex. 345 Vn-buxumhed he hauen hem don,

Vn-buxumhed is hem cumen on; Vn-welde woren..Here
owen limes hem wiS-in.

t TTnba-XOmneSS. Obs, [f, as prec] Dis-

obedience; obstinacy.
'I 1300 Cursor M. 27616 O pride bicums vnbuxumnes

Strif, and strutt, and frawaidnes. c 1315 Shoreham vii. 806
God wyste wel J>at man schold erry, And J>or^ on-boxamnesse
uerry Fram alle healbe. 1390 Cower Conf,\. 89 And in this

wise I me confesse Of that ye clepe unbuxomnesse. 1426
Audelay Poems (Percy Soc.) z8 A^ayns my gret goodnes
Thai chewyn me unbuxumnes. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 22
When angeles seon t>at hor Lorde was wroth wyth man for

vnbuxamnes. ci53oi'<»«jf5,Carf7/f,etc.(E.E.T.S.) 55 Marcy,
God, & forgevenes For pride & for vnbuxvmnes I

Une, var. Unk/;v«. Unea, var. Unco ^SV.

Unca'bined, a, (Un-' 9.) 1891 Hardy Tess ii, There
was an uncribbed, uncablned aspect in his eyes and attire.

Unca'bled, rt. (Un-' 9.) 1791 Cowper Odyss, xiii. 117
Within it, ships (The port oncegain'd) uncabled ride secure.

187a J. S. J KANS Western Worthies 93 The uncabled oceans
that separate the families of the earth.

ITnca'd, So. f. Uncalled.
Unca'denced, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) <:i:838 Mrs. Browning

Pet-Name i, I have a name, a little name, Uncadenced for
the ear.

XTnca'ge, z'. [Un-2 5.] trans. To let or take
out of a cage, Also^^.

ztfao Shelton Quix, 11. xxxviii. 250 But pray vncage your
griefes, and tell tnen. us. 1659 Torriano, Sgabbiare^ to un-
cage, to let loose. x66o Kat». Philips Poems (1664) 77
Thou wert all Soul, and through thy Eyes it shin'd : Asham'd
and ansiry to be so confin'd, It long'd to be uncag'd. 1837
W. A. Butler Serm, Ser. 11. xxii. (1856) 326 The aged saint,

..turning round, bade them uncage the lions. 18^5 J. R.
LeifchildJ Cornwall 167 Let Imagination have her flight,

uncage her, and sit down on the top of this smooth bank.

Hence Unoa'ged ///. a,"^

1647 Fanshawe Poems, VirgiVs Mneas 296 This said, cut
off her hayre, Heat left her, and th' uncaged Soule flew
through the Ayre.

Unca-ged, ///. a.2 [Un-1 8.] Not shut up
or confined in a cage.
a 1734 Pope Epigr, Dennis 7 Uncag'd then let the harmless

monster rage. 1775 Ash, Uncaged,.. not put into a cage.
1890 *R, Holdrewood *Col. Re/ormer{iZgi) 260 'J'he capture
of an uncaged bird. 1893 in J. H. Barrows Worlds Parlt,
Relig. II. 820 The [Jewish] spirit..shows in this free land
the elasticity of the uncaged eagle.

Uncairdly, var. Uncaredlt adv. Obs.
UncalcaTeons, rt. (Un-^?.) it^^Siae-ktoh Edystone L,

S 193 It may be accounted a pure limestone . .as containing no
uncalcareous matter. Unca'lcifled, »/. a. (Un-" 8.)

1854 Owen in Orr's Circ, Sci,, Org. Nat. I. 295 Certain
tracts of that soft and vascular substance were left uncalcified.

x88o Huxley Crayfisk'w. 155 An uncalcified plate, bent into
the form of a half cylinder.

XTnca-lcined, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)

x6oi Holland Pliny II. 58S The same are much used also
crude and uncalcined ..for the king's evill. 1676 Grew
Ex6er, Luctation \\\. § 17 Millepedes likewise calcined,
matces a stronger Effervescence, than when uncalcined.
1796 KiRWAN Elem, Min. (ed. 2) I. 395 Limestones are
frequently ejected from volcanos uncalcined. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts 322 A small quantity of uncalcined matt must
be introduced. 1861 Sir \V. Fairbairn Iron 76 The use of
raw coal and uncalcined ore.

Unca'lculable, a, (Un.' 7 b and 5 b.) 1848 Mill Pol,
Economy 11, vii. § 4. 337 The habit of foreign service, by
opening to the children a career indefinite and uncalculable,
sometimes calls forth a superabundant population. Un-
ca'lculableness. (Un-' 12 and 5 b.) X831 J. Foster £«//.
in Ryland Life (1846) II. 192 There are few things more
remarkable than the total uncalculableness, if I may make
such a word, of the ultimate local destinations of a young
fiamily.

Uncalcnlated,/;^/. a. (Un-i 8.)
1828 Life Planter Jamaica 153 In addition to these un.

calculated incidents, the wet weather letarded the forwarding
of the work. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxxii. 443 This
uncalculated accession of numbers makes our little room too
crowded. 1883 Sir N. Lindlev in Law Rep. 25 Chan Div
355 If the Plaintiff were to sue the Defendant again for that
uncalculated interest, his action would be con'^idered frivolous.

"CJnca-lcTilatiiig,/^/. (z. (Uy-i lo.)
ax83» Bkntham Deontol. ii. (1834) II. 84 That sacrifice ismere asceticism; it is miscalculating or uncalculating

b mdness. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. iii. Trying to turn his
g^oom into uncalculating anger. 1873 W. Cory Lett, ff
Jptls. (1897) 331 These uncalculating disinterested lovers
of truth.

Hence Vncalcnlatinffly adv.
185a Hawthorne Blithedale Rom, ix. She seemed ready

Jo fling it away
. .uncalculatingly. a 1853 Robertson Lech

II. (1858) 192 It consecrated certain acts as right, uncalcu-
latingly, and independently of consequences,

Uncalendared, ///. a. [Un-2 8 and Un-1 8.]

a. Removed from a calendar or roll. b. Not
entered in a calendar.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iii. vii. 113 He, .is Uncalendred
for ever, and his name expung'd the Ephemerides of King
Arthurs Knights. 1850 Wx-Kfi^w./Eschylus II. 39'l'he flower-

strewn Spring, and the fruit-laden Summer, Uncalendared,
unregistered, returned. 1898 Westm. Gas. 7 IJec. s/i With
certain other uncalendared manuscripts placed at his disposal
bvLord Salisbury.

Unca'lled, ///. a- Also 8- Sc, unca'd, [Un-1
8, 8 c. Cf. MSw. and Sw. okalladj Da. ukaldet^

1. Not called or summoned ; not invited.

a 1400-50 Alexander 832 And I to consaile vn-calHd I can
nojt par-on. C1440 Alfh, Tales 243 pis Hillarius come to
|>is cowncell vncallid. a ijoo in Ratis Raving, etc. 9 Be
curtas ay in company: To consell cum Jkjw nocht wncald.

'533 More Debell, Salem Wks. 973/1 The ordinary shal

know who can tell more, and will also if they be called and
sworen.and wyll not vncallcd and vnsworen, tel no tale at all.

1587 Harrison Englaudw. xvl. (1877) 280 Yet were they not
so narrowlie taken, but that a third part of this like multitude
was left vnbilled and vncalled. 1667 Milton P. L, ix. 523
Hee boulder now, uncall'd before her stood. 1697 Dkvijen
Virgil Postscr., For who would give physic to the great,

when he is uncalled? 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla x. iii,

[He] would, uncalled, have given his whole attention. t8io
Shelley Spectral Horseman 20 The shade of a murdered
man, Who has rushed uncalled to the throne of his God.
1856 Mrs. Browning Aur, Leigh iv. 84 He came uncalled
wherever grief had come. i86x Mrs, H. Wood East Lynne
III. xix. Uncalled, unprepared, . , you hurried that unfortunate
man into eternity.

b. transf. Of things.
a 1586 Sidney Astr. Sf Stella Bonn. Ixi, Oft with true

sighes, oft with vncalled teares, . . I Stella's eyes assaid.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 175 F 2 The knowledge of
crimes intrudes uncalled and undesired. c 1790 Cowper
Comm. Milto>Cs P. L, 11. 220 Rhyme is apt to come uncalled,
and to writers of blank verse is often extremely troublesome.
a 1839 Praed Poems (1865) II. 15 Sudden tears uncalled
spring up. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander' Valerie's Fate vi,

Bestowing frequent sudden uncalled hugs and kisses on her
friend.

2. Spec. Not called or summoned by some
power or influence to a special function or state.

1561 T, Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xviii. §9. 144 b, They
must confesse y* the honour is not of God, into which
they haue with wicked rashnes broken in vncalled. 1619
HiKRON Wks, I, II All preaching, all exercises of religion
ayme at one of these two, either to conuert those that are
vncalled, or to builde vp those which are conuerted. i66a
H. Hibbert Body Divinity ii. 155 We pray thee then, O
Heavenly Father, to call the uncalled Jew and Gentile. 1690
C Nesse O, fr N. Test. I. 142 Such as continue In an
uncall'd condition yield up themselves to Satan, c 1700 Prior
Sat. Poets 128 Something beyond the uncall'd drudging
Tribe, Beyond what Bayes can write, or I describe,

b. Not invited to a pastorate.

1854 H. Miller Sch. ^ Schm, vii. (i860) 74/1 Better be
a poor mason, better be anything honest, however humble,

—

than an un-calied Minister.

3. Withy^r : Not called for ; not asked for or re-

quested; unnecessary, intrusive.

Hence, in recent use, uncalledfor-ness,
pred, A1610 Healev Theophrastus (1636) 90 When the

people consult, . . hee steppeth forth uncalled for 1623
Massinger Dk. Milan i. iii, Enter Francisco. Sforza. Why,
uncalled for? 1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins Annalinc II. 168
The thought comes uncalled for into my mind. 1846 J,
Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I, p. xv, 'Ihe course he
had adopted was uncalled for. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barsct
II. Ixvii. 243 No one could now press uncalled-for into liis

study.

(xttrib. 1635-56 Cowley Davidcis iii. ad fin., Uncall'd for
sighs oft from her bosome flew. 1817 Bennet in Pari. Deb,
340 He would oppose . . this arbitrary, impolitic, and uncalled-
for measure. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst, Clin, Med. xxix, 393
The uncalled for administration of mercury. 1874 Burnand
My Time vi. 50 A satisfactory issue of an uncalled-for
interference.

4. Of capital : Not called up.
x88a Pall Mall G. 26 July 6/1 The whole of the remaining

uncalled capital would have to be called up in order to pay
the creditors.

Unca'lloWy sb. local, [f. next.] = Callow
sb. 3.

X787 W. H, Marshall Norfolk {1795) I. 151 The depth of
uncallow is generall>; very unequal. Ibid. II. Gloss., Ufi-

callow, the earth which covers a jam of marl. 1841 Civil
Eng, if Arch. Jrnl. IV. 341/2 To the above must be added
the expenses for removing the uncallow. 1871 J.

Phillips
Geol.Oxf. * Vail. Thames 471 Thick bed of 'Uncallow',
consisting of gravel, brickearth, loam, and sand, in horizon-
tal, curved, and aggregated masses.

Unca'llow, v. local. [Un- 24 + Callow sb. 3.]

traits. To clear (clay, marl, etc.) of the surface soil;

to remove (soil) for this purpose. Also intr.

Hence ITnoa*llowing vU. sb.

17*9 Act a Geo, II, 313 They are hereby obliged and re-

quired to uncallow and take off all the Soil, Mould, or other
Compost, lying upon the said Earth, 1787 W. H. Marshall
Norfolk (1795) I. 396 note. One individual gives 4d...and
6d. ..a load for casting; besides the uncallowing, which
he pays for extra by the day. 1824 Mechanics' Mag. No. 33.

77 This is done by removing the vegetable mould from the
surface, which is called uncallowing. 1842 Civil Eng. (V

Arch. Jrnl. V. 85/2 The uncallowing and resoiling together
..must be taken at the lowest price of 3d. and 3id.

TTnea'lm, sb. -. "te Un-1 12,

CTnca'lm, z/. [TTN-2 6a.] trans. To deprive of
calm ; to agitate, disturb.

1655 Vaughan Silex Scrnf., Storm u, Thus the enlarg'd,
enraged air Uncalms these [waters] to a flood. 1665 Dryi>en
I/td. Emp. II, iv, What strange disquiet has uncalmed your
breast ?

Unca'lm, n, (Un-' 7.) 1817 Moore Lalla Rookh^Veiled
Prophet I. 378 'Ihe momentary meteors sent Across th'

uncalin, but beauteous firmament. Unca'mbered, //*/.<«.

(Un-' 8.) 1881 CoLQunouN Let. in Times n Apr. 10/5
If the boats were laid on a straight or uncambered keel.

Unca-mp, v. (Un- 2 5.)

1670 Milton Hist. Urit. Wks. 1851 V. 37 Freeing them-
selvs from the fear of like invasions heerafter, ..if they could
but now uncamp thir Enemies.

Unca'nceliable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1606 Trnc <V Perfect Relat. H h 3 It is cleare that..onely
by the character of regall unction uncancellable he was so
far priviledged. 1646 Eakl Monm. U. Biondi's Civil Wars
viii. 136 To cancell tlie uncancellable memory of his cruelty.

1716 M, Davies Athen. Brit. II. 151 He would. .have laid

uncancellable obligations at home and abroad.

Uncancelled, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1557 Kecohde Whetst, Ojb, The whole nomber aboue
that is vncaiicelled. 1594 Constable Diana vii. iv, When
posteritie in time to come, shall finde th' uncanceld tenor of
her vow. 1622 Malynes Anc. Latu-Merch. 226 The new
bond being made, the old is void, and yet may be viican-

celled, 167s Dryhen Aurengz. iv. (1676) 64, 1 onely mourn
my yet uncancell'd score. 1772 Phil. Trans, LXII. 334 The
first uncancelled number that appears in the series, after 3,

is 5. 1836 Keble in Lyra Apost. (1849) 220 O trust his seal

Baptismal, yet uncancelled on thy brow. 1875 Jkvons Money
xviii. 218 Equal in amount to the aggregate of the uncan-
celled notes.

Vncandid, /7. [Un-1 7.] Not candid or open;
disingenuous : a. Of opinions, utterances, etc.

1681 Kfttlewell Meas. Chr, Obed. v. iii. 633 Peevish,
or uncourteous, or uncandid. .behaviour. 1694 — Compan.
Penitent 59, All the. .evil and uncandid surmises, .which I

Stand guilty of towards any. i^fsg Fbanki.in Ess. Wks.
1840 III. 305 How grossly uncandid and clumsily crafty this

rhapsody was, appears at the first glance. 1771 Encycl.
Brit, I. 651/2 The experiment is incomplete, and the con-
clusion drawn from it uncandid and precipitate. 1825
Coleridge Aids Refl. (1848) I. 84 That Leighton attached
a definite sense to the words above quoted, it would be un-
candid to doubt. 1884 Church Bacon \. 26 Bacon's reply

..is not more one-sided and uncandid than the pamphlet
which it answers,

b. Of persons.

1771 Smollett Huviph. CI. 8 June, Will you be so uncandid
as to exclaim against Italy for the practice of common
assassination? 1784 Cowpf.r Task in. 275 The proud, un-
candid, insincere, Or negligent, inquirer. 1840 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. i. I. 27 'Ihe temper, not of judges, but of angry
and uncandid advocates.

Hence tTnca'ndidly adv. ; ITnca'ndidness.
1681 Kettlewell Measures Chr. Obed. v. iii. 633 Has

any man.. committed any action of. .Uncandidness, Un-
mercifulness, Unpeaceableness, or the like? 175^ Miss
Talbot Lett, (i8og) II. j6o The uncandidness of disliking

and throwing aside such a book, on casually dipping into

the midst of it. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Proc. E, hid. Ho.
132/1 It had been most uncandidly, because untruly argued.

1852 Reade Peg Wo^, X. 195 She offered to come to him.
He answered uncandidly.

Unca ndied, ppl. a. (Un-* 8. Cf Discandy %i.\ 1612
T%oo Noble K. i.i. 115 O my petition was Set downe in yce,

which by hot greefe uncandied Melts into drops.

Unca ndour. [Un-1 12.] Lack of candour.

1879 Howells L. Aroostook (1884) II. 178 A generous un-
candour like this. x8^ Whitney 7^/iwr ^/w/Z^r 79 What I

had more right to object to was the uncandour and mis*
representation.

Unca*nkered, >;J/. tf. (Un-> 8.) 1768-74 Tucker Lt,
Nat. (1834) II. Ill Provided he emjiloy healthy slocks of the
genuine kind, uncankered with prejudice or peculiarity . . the
fruits will be the same.

Uncannily, adv. [f. Uncanny a.]

1. dial. (See quot.)
1825 Erockett N. C. Gloss.y Uncannily, unthinkingly,

thoughtlessly.

2. In an uncomfortably strange manner ; weirdly.

X873 Murdoch Doric Lyre 98 Slates an' tiles an* chinda
cans Uncannily were fa'in'. x888 R. Buchanan Heir of
Linne xxv, He talks so uncannily. 1895 Atlantic Monthly
Aug. 225 A gigantic eye which uncannily turns around.

Unca'nniness. [f. next.] The quality or

state of being uncanny ; unpleasant strangeness,

x86o Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. vi. iii, Now I see how it is

you.. have learned so much since you left school; which
always seemed to me witchcraft before—part of your geneial
uncanniness. 1880 Coutemp. Rev. Sept. 382 They gain

a terrible reality from the uncanninessof their surroundings.

1893 Lri.and Mem. I. 39 There was a quaint uncanniness, as

of something unknown, in my nature.

Unca'nny, a. Orig. Sc, and north. Also 6-7
uncannie, 7 uukannie, 8 unkanny. [Un-^ 7.]

1 1. Mischievous, malicious. Obs^"^

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scott. II. 58 Sum now,
vncannie sawers, sew sum causes of contenlioun betuene the

Chanceller and the Gouernour.

2. Careless, incautious.

1638 R. Baillie Lett. 4- Jmls. (1B41) I. 100, I [was]..

made hopefull he would not suffer it to be spoiled by the

imprudencie of mony uncannie hands which are about it.

1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss., Uncanny, giddy, careless, im-

prudent.

1 3. Unreliable, not to be trusted. Obs.

1639 R, Baillie Lett. «V Jmls, (1841) I. 211 It was
thought meet.. to make all, without dinn, march forward,

leist his unkannie trewes-men should light on to call [ = drive]

them up in-their rear. I7.,Pennecuik Coll. (1787) 36 You're

an hawK of an unkanny nesL

4. Of persons : Not quite safe to trust to, or

have dealings with, as being associated with super-

natural arts or powers.
1773 R. Feugusson Poems (1789) II. 8 For this son}e ca'd

him an imcanny wight; The clash gaed round, *he had
the second sight '. 1815 Scott Guy M. liii, I wish she



UNOANONIC.

binna uncanny t her words dinna seem to come in God's
name, or like other folk's. 1868 Nettleship Ess. Bro-Miiing
II. 68 These gipsies were a queer uncanny folk. 1884 J. Gil.-
HOUR Afoiigols 241 The Mongols.. were inclined to think
him uncanny.

b. Partaking of a supernatural character ; mys-
terious, weird, uncomfortably strange or unfamili.ir.
(Common from c 1850.)
1843 LvTTOS Last Bar, i. vii, If men, gentlemen born,

wdl read uncanny books,.. why they must resolve to reap
what they sow. 1856 Emebson A'«y. Traits, Sloncluiifc,
We walked in and out, and took again and again a fresh
look at the uncanny stones. i88a Miss Braddon Ml. Royal
II. X. 229 A slate quarry under the cliff—a scene of uncanny
grandeur.

O. In comb, uncanny-looking adj.
l8«l Miss E. k. Beauport Efyp't- Sepul. !, Syr. S/ir, II.

XX. 184 Between the hill of Ophel and the str.inKe, uncanny,
looking village of Siloam. 1886 Corbett Fallc/Asgard
'•33 Frightened at her uncanny-looking companion's strange

5. Unpleasantly severe or hard.
1773 R- Fercusson Poems (1789) II. 6g Whinstanes..May

thole the prancing feet o' naigs. Nor ever fear uncanny
botches Frae clumsy carts or hackney-coaches. 1814 ScOTT
IViiv. Ixvi, I rode whip and spur to fetch the Chevalier. . ; and
an uncanny coup I gat for my pains.

6. Dangerous, unsafe.
1785 Poems Buchan Dial. 7 Thus wi' uncanny pranks he

fights. 1837 LocKHAET .Scolt IV. vii. 217 He said it was
uncaJiHy,3.aA would certainly have felt it very uncomfortable,
not to welcome the new year in the midst of his family and
a few old friends, a 1881 W. Dickinson Lit. Rem. (1888)
193 (E.D.D.), Times was raderly uncanny than, An' laal
better now,

Unoanonio, a. [Un-1 7.] = next.
<i I7U Ken Dcdicat. Poet. Wks. J72r I. a Forc'd from my

Flock by uncanonick Heat, In singing Hymns, thus solace
my Retreat. 1868 Browning Ring ^ Bi. x. 70 This act was
uncanonic and a fault.

XTncaiio-iiical, a. [Uir-i 7.]
1. Not in accordance with ecclesiastical canons.
163* Star Cham/i. Cases (Camden) 172 He sought for this

place in an uncanonicall order. 1676 MakvellCco. Councils
Wks. (Grosart) IV. 104 And God forbid too that any measure
of wealth should render a clergyman uncanoniciU 1693
LuTTRELl, BriefKel. (1857) III. 17 Yesterday lord bishop of
LlandalT exhibited articles, .against Dr. Jones, .for un-
canonicall pr.ictices and misdemeanours committed by him.
1709 Bingham Orig. Eccl. II. 172 Among hb other Irregu.
latitics he [j<r. Novatian] was ordained at an uncanonical
Hour. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shaiidy iv. xxvi, A single word
and no more [was) uttered..—a word I am ashamed to write
—yet must b« written—must be read—illegal—uncanonical.
1845 La Campbell Chancellors ix. (1857) I. i3oUncanonic.M
and fixced cleclions..were made to vacant ecclesiastical
dignities. 1871 FREE.MAM Hist. Ess. (ed. 2) Pref., The
marriage of bis widow was uncanonical.

b. Of dress, pastimes, etc. : Unclerical ; unbe-
coming to ' the cloth '.

«747. Carte Hist. Eng. I. 676 Wearing long hair, and a
dress in any respect uncanonical. 1809 Malkin Oil Bias
VII. vu Pi In the archbishop's pal.ice..all such profane
shews were condemned as uncanonical. 1819 .Scott h'an/toe
xvii, ..\re you not afraid he may pay you a Vl^it during some
of >;our uncanonical pastimes? 1829 — Aline ef G. xv,
Begiit, not with a suitable sash such as clergymen WKir, but
with a most uncanonical bulT-ljelt. 1867 Felton Anc. f^
MoH. Cr. II. iii. 299 He [St. George) exhibited a most un-
canonical greed for money.

2. Not belonging to the canon of Scripture.

183s Penny Cycl. IV. 369/r Lists of Biblical books were
promulgated by the orthodox Greek church in order to pre-
vent the use of Apocryph.il or uncanonical books. 1884
Churton (title), The Uncanonical and Apocryphal Scrip-
tures, bving the additions to the Old Testament Canon.
Hence Uncano'nicalness,
•fas Fuller CIi. Hist. Ml. 38 This m.lde him connive at

Jcflcry Plantaginet his holding the Bishoprick of Lincoln,
though uncanonicalness on uncanonicalness met in his person.
1684 Bp. I.iovd CIi. Govt. Brit. vi. 130 Here was another
Unc;.noriicalncss, . . that he intruded into a See, into which
another had been Elected.

TJncano'iiically, adv. [f. prec.] Not canoni-
cally or in a canonical manner.
1713 E. Calamv Li/e Baxter (ed. 2) I. 508 He admits that

the deposed Bishop was unjustly dcpiiv'd and the New one
Uncanonically promoled. 1774 J. Collver llisl. Eng. II.
'50 He had been uncanonically elected. i8^a Wright /j'/u^.
Ilrit. 174 He h.id been consecrated uncanonically by British
bishops. 1865 KiNCSLEV Here-M. i. Now, why were the two
ecclesiastics so uncanonically kind to this wicked youth?
Uncanonize, v. [Un-2 6 c]
1. trans. To remove from the canon or calendar

of saints.

1607 R. Qarew] tr. Estienne's World iVond. 348 A Monke
..who was almost as soone vncanonired as canonized. 165Z
Jane Imttj-c Unbr. 32 The Aulhots Pageantry playing with
a picture is not the way to uiicannonize a saint. 1751 Lav.
iNtiToN Enthus. Meth. >, rapists 111. (1754) 214 He (Boniface
VIII] uncanonized St. Herman of France, and ordered his
Bones 10 be dug up and burned.

2. To reject from the canon of Scripture, or of
authoritative writings.
a 1706 EvELVM Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 409 And it is enough

to read the two last verses of the second of Maccabees quite
to uncanonize them. x8ii Jefferson lyrtt. (1830) IV. 179The exclusion from the courts of the malign influence of all
authorities after the Ceorgium sidus became ascendant,
would uncanonize Blackstone.

Unca-nonized, ///. <7. [Un-i 8.]
1. Not admitted into the canon of Scripture.
iM8 Geste Pr. Masse 129 The last consayl . . regestered

ye bible bukes without any mencion made of the Machabces

75

at al, which argueth that then the bokes of Machabees were
uncanonisetl. x86o Westcott in Smith's Diet. Bible I. 251/1
The uncanonical books were described simply as ' those
without ', or ' those uncanonized'.

2. Not formally recognized (as a saint).
a 1643 A. TowNSHEND Poems (1912) 34 If he tooke the style

before, And name uncanonized wore, ..This Saint [etc.].

1718 Atterburv Sertn. Acts xjcx'i, ^6(1734) III. 17 The
Members of it boast very much ofmighty Signs and Wonders
wrought by some Canonized, and some Uncanonized Saints;
their Legends, their Sermons are full of them. 1771 Mrs.
Griffith 11ist, Lad^ Barton III. 220, 1 passed six days with
this uncanonized samt. x86a Miss Uraddon Lady Attdley
xiv, The uncanonized saint and benefactress to the poor.
Unca'nopied, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1613 W. Browne Brit,

Past. I. iv. 74 Gladly I tooke the place the sheepe had giuen,
Uncanopy d of any thing but heauen.

Unca nvassed, ///. a. \\5'S- 1 8.] Not can-
vassed, in various senses of the verb.

, [«77S Asji.) a x-j^-j H. Walpoie Mem. Ceo. II (1847) ^^•

1. 3 His brother. .rose.. to adistinguished situation entirely
unsought, uncanvassed. 182a T. Mitchell Com. Aristoph.
II. 246 Where the loud-voiced herald cries, 'Who's uncan-
yass'd?—lethim rise I* 1884 Laiv Times i^ Dec. 120 There
is not a large town in England except London in which
such transactions would be allowed to pass uncanvassed.

Unca-p, t'. [UN-24.]
1. irans. To remove the cap from (the head or a

person). Also absol,

156a Painter Pah Pleas. \\. 219 All they that weare
homes, be pardoned to weare their capps...For they be
so sweete and pleasaunt, as they vncappe no man. 1598
Florio, Sbercttare^ to vncap, to put off hat or cap. 1836
L. HuNT/'ctf/«f,^fjrfr)'^f/rt«93Thegard'ner..Uncapp'd his
bent old silver hair. 18^5 H. James Transatlantic Sk. 247,
I felt really like uncappmg, with a kind of reverence.

2. To divest (a thing) of a cap or covering.
1688 R. Holme Armoury ni. xix. (Roxb.) 170/a The

Words of command for the pistolls. i. Vncape your pistolls.
2. Draw forth your pistoIL 171X Milit. 9f Sea Diet. (ed. 4),
Uncap ^our Caitridges, Is to take off the Top of the Paper,
which ts folded down at the End, that so the Powder may
fall loose to the Touch-hole. 1750 W. Kllis Mod. Huslandm.
VI. I. V. 28 Farmers are emboldened to let their wheat stand
..in the field without uncapping. 1859 Jephson & Reevk
Brittany 88 Mr. Taylor was watching eagerly for a si^n from
me to uncap the lenses. 1859 f- A. Griffiths ArtilL Man,
(1S6?) 112 No. 3 loads, assists to ram home, elevates, uncaps
fuze when in bore.

tUnoapabi-lity. Obsr^ [Cf. next.] = Incapa-
bility.
c 164a TwYNE in Wood Life (O. H. S.) I. 84 The Vice-

chancellour's supposed uncapabilitie.

t Unca'pable, a, Obs. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.]

L — I.NCAPABLK a, I.

1587 W. Fowler /F*j. (S.T.S.) I. g8 My daisied eyes, vn-
capable of suche a splendant light. 1634 Abp. Williams in
Laiuft llfAs. (1857) VI. 405, 1 do endeavour, by my life and
conversation, to make myself a vessel not altogether uncap-
able of that sacred oil. 1637 C. Dow Ansiu. to II. Burton
40 Men were uncapable of these doctrines. 1713 Steels
Englishm. No. 55. 356, 1 know some, .uncapable of the deep
Secrets which lie in iheir Bosoms.'

2. « Incapadle a, 2.

1586 T. U. La Primaud. Fr, Acad. I. 191 The brutish
part of the soule, depending of the feeding beast, and un-
capeable of reason. 1597 Hooker Eccl. PoKv. xlix. § 3 Such
as should be vncapable of so great a blessing. 1636 Prvnne
Perpct. Rcgen. Man's Est. 55 These promises which I haue
mentioned must needes be absolute,., because that most of
them are vncnpable of any condition, a 1677 Hale Prim.
Orig, Man. i. v. 113 All which will produce multitudes un-
capable of Infinitude, as much as the several individuals of
M ankind. 1683 Kennet Erasm. on E<>//y(ijog) 30 He would
be . . uncapable ofany ease or satisfaction. X737 Watebland
Eucharist in Being utterly uncapable of any certain Proof,
the Argument built thereupon, must of consequence fall to
the Ground.

3. =» Incapable a. 3.
i6xx TouRNEUR Ath. Trag. ii. i, I am uncapable of com-

foit. 1651 Hoi(HF.3 Lcviath, i. xvi. 8i There are few things,
that are uncapable of being represented by Fiction. 1717
J. Keill Anim. CEcon. (1738) 263 Things that lessen Per-
spiration, by being uncapable of Reduction. 1758 Reid tr.

Macquer^s Ch^m. I. 6 The Earth, which we look upon as
uncapable of vitrification.

4. =, Incapable a. 4 and 4 b.

1596 Shaks. Merck, V, iv. i. 5 Thou art come to answere
A stonie aduersary, an inhumane wretch, Vncapable of pitty.
X619 Naunton in Eortesctie Papers {C!im(X<:n) 105 It would
make him uncapable to do the service he pretends he can
from Rome and other partes. 164a Complaint Ho. Comm.
jQ We shal be made uncapable of^ taking fruit by it. 1716
M. Davies At/ten. Brit, II. 426 He is as uncapable to cal-
culate Eclipses as he is unfit. .to Judge of the three first

Christian Centuries. 1745 P. Thomas yrnl. Anson's U'oy.

154 Left us., to help ourselves, of which we were utterly un-
capable. 1775 Adair Amer.Ind. 176 Which mi^ht. .render
them uncapable ofreceiving the supposed divine inspiration.
x8o5-€ Carv Dante, Inf. xxxiii. 91 Them .. their tender
years, thou modern Thebes, did make Uncapable of guilt.

6, = Incapable a. 5. Also absol.

i6j7 Hakewill Apol. Preface cv, Nature hath not made
vs more vncapable then our Auncestours. 1631 Lithgow
Tray. X. 437^ Preachers . . who make conscience of their
calling, and liue as Lanthorns to vncapable ignorants. 1653
R. Sanders Physiogn. Ash, The eyes of the uncapable and
icnorant debase, rather than illustrate and adorn them. 171a
W. Rogers l/oy. (1718) 309 Who have put the care of the
said ship under an uncapable command. 1719 in W. S. Perry
Hist. Coll. Amer. Col, Ch. (1871) I. 331 Of which we are
very uncapable Judges.
6. = Incapable a. 6.

1589 Act 3r Eliz. c. 6 | 2 Everle person, by whom, .anye
Monye..shalbe given or agieed tobepayde,.,shalbeuncape-
able of that Place or Roome for that tyme or tutne. z6oa

UNCARED-FOB.
Hisl. Eng. in Ilarl. Misc. (1809) II. 439 A notorious offender,
exempt from the ordinary protection of the laws, uncapable
of any preferment. 1678 Sir G. Mackknzie Crim. Laivs
Scot. I. xvii. § 10 (t699) 93 Kor though the Law make them
uncapable to succeed as Heirs, yet it does not make thtm
uncapable to receive a Disposition. 1706 De Foe ^re Div.
VIII. 189 The League deposed Henry the Hid, anifcleclar'd
him a Tyrant, a Murtherer, and uncapable to Reign. 1726
Swift Gulliver I. vi. The disbelief of a divine Providence
renders a man uncapable of holding any public station.
Hence f Unca-pableness. Obs.
iSii CoTCR., Incapacit/, .. incapacilie, vncapablenesse.

161J 1. Iavlok Comm. Tilus iii. 6. 662 Oh let vs bewaile
our owne vncapablenesse in the sence of our wants. 1657
J. Watts Vind. Ch. Eng. it6 liy reason of your uncapable-
ness of them, by your ignorance. 1737 Uailev (vol. 11),
lilacerableness, wholeness, or uncapableness of being torn.

Uncapaxious, a. (Un- i 7 and 5 b.)
1S3S H EvwooD Hierarchy Ii. 77 It is not fit .. to enquire for

that, which should we finde. Our limited and uncap.itious
minde Could not conceiue. c 1638 Keltham Let. to Johnson
\i\ Resolves, etc. (i66r) 87 The poor and uncapacious Vulgar
think him to be such as they see. 1854 James Ticonderoga
III. 8r The narrow.minded man, the man of an uncapacious
soul. <ii8s9 De Quincev Posth. Wks. (1891) I. 279 It is

remarkable how mean, vulgar, and uncapacious has been
the range of intellect in many first-rate Grecians.

t Uncapa-citate, f. Obs. [Un-2 3,] //ww.
--= Inc.vpacitate v.

i6<a H. More Div. Dial. iv. II. 17 Tell me the difference
that uncapacitates the one from being the membtrs of the
Kingdom of God more then the other. 1693 Mem. Ct.
Tcckcly I. 45 Separating from Count Strasoldo .. instead of
enlring llosnia with him after the defeat of the liasha : Which
uncapacitated Scrasoldo {sic\ to do anything.

t Uncapa-city. Obs. (Un-' \i and 5 b.) 1681 Baxier
Ansiv. Dodwcit li. 16 One who hath no Authority through
uncapacity, or usurpation. Uncapa'risoned, fpl. a.
(Un.' 8.) I177S Asii J i8<s Mrs. Wihtnev Gayiuorthys
XV, The uncaparisoned steed,

t TJnoa-pe, y. Obs.-^ (Of obscure meaning.)
T'he inteipretations ' to unbag * or 'to uncouple ' are not

supported by any evidence.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. m. iii. 173 lie warrant weele vn.

kennell the Fox. Let me stop this way first: so, now
vncape.

TJnca'pped, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1548-63 Uecon Nc^v Catech. {i^6^) I. 330b, A sorte of

Popett^ standing in euerye corner of the Church, some hold-
inge ill theyr handes a Swoorde, ..some capped, some vn-
capped. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals II. III. 1E6 The Nuntio
[was] unca{)t for some time, and not one word to be heard of
his promotion. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. xx. (i8(io) 347 The
large wrinkled features ofthe old women, with their uncapped
gray hair, strike you at first as singularly plain. 1902 Fair-
BAIRN in E-xpositor Sept. 171 The great mountains raised.,
their uncapped heads crowned with perennial snow.
Unoa-pper. [f. Uncap v. 2.'\ A tool for re-

moving an exploded cap from a gun.
189s Eunk's Stand. Diet.

Uncapping, vbl. sb. [f. Unc.m' v."] The
aclion of removing a cap or cover. Also attrib.
1681 HicKERiNGicL Dial. De/, Eullnood's Legis Angl. 6,

I now find thy knack at capping of verses and ur.capping of
names. 1SS6 Pall Mall G. 23 Sept. 6/2, I claim that we are
before them in the matter of uncapping machines [for honey-
combs].
Uncapsl-zable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1883 Fisheries E.xhii.

Catal. 48 LifelJoat IJuoy, uncapsizable, carries pi ovisions and
water ; also .signal lights. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 442/2
The rule .

. produced a boat that was . . uncapsizable. Un-
ca'ptained, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1895 Meredith Amazing
Marr.xWx, An uncaptained vessel in the winds on high seas.
Unca-ptious, a. (Un-' 7.) i6«i Feltiiam Resolves 11.

xliiL (ed. 8) 267 Among uncaptious and candid Natures,
plainness and freedom are the preseives of amity, i860
Times 26 Oct. 5/r Supporters of a fair and uncaptious inter-
pretation of Government lights.

Uncaptivate, v. [Uh-2 3.] trans. To free

from c.Tptivity.

1611 CoTGR., Dcca^tiver, to vncaptiuate ; fiee fiom
captiuite, set at libcrtie. 1681 Rvcaut tr. Gracian's Critiih
134 To consult about a remedy which might uncaptivate bis
beloved Friend.

Uncaptivated, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1678 CuDwoRTii Intcll. Syst. Pief. 12 Those of the most

accomplished intellectuals and uncaptivated minds. 1700
Paper to W. Pcnn 21 And this may be a Conviction to any
of them that are but uncaptivated to observe what they find
usual, and will confess it.

TJncaptived, ///. fl. [Un-18: cf. prec] Not
made captive.

1601 Daniel Cleopatra I. Wks. Fvb, For come what will,
this stands, I must die free. And die my selfe vncapliu'd and
vnwonne. 1629 H. Burton Truth's Triumfh 23 Innocent
as Adam,.. his will most free, vntainted, vncaptiued. 1669
Address to Hope/. Ytig. Gentry Eng. no The fiist and
wisest of men had_ not larger notices of the creation, than
the uncaptiv'd spirit instanUy enters upon.
Uncaptnred, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1885 Pall Mall G.

15 May 3/2 As long as Kiel is uncaptnred the Canadian
Government is not out of the wood. Unca rded, ppl. a.

(Un-' 8. ^{.^vt. okardad.) [177S AsH.] a 1833 in Cailyle
Misc. (1840) IV. 375 Uncombed, uncarded, like a ma&s of
tarry wool.

tJuca-rdinal, v. (Un- 2 6 b.)
1642 Fuller Holy f, Pro/. St. v. vii. 383 Borgia's active

spirit disliked the profession, .. wherefore he quickly got a
dispensation to uncardinall himself. 1654 Gavion Pleas.
Notes IV. ix. 230 Ungovern'd, Uncardinall'd, Unlordcd,
Outed of all his hopes, but not Unworded. 1746 Young
Th. Late Rebellion 87 On what then smote his heart, un-
cardinall'd, .^nd sunk beneath the level of a man?
Uuca-red-for, a. [Un-1 8 c.] Not cared for

or looked after ; untended, neglected.

10-
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TJNCABEDLY.

/«<A ij9f Hooker Ecct. Pol. v. L §4 Their Kings.. left

their owne and their peoples ghostly condilion vncared for.

177s Ash, UncarM. . , not regarded ; .

.

' 1 1 was unc.ired for '.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi, Circumslances which, in

families of rank, are left uncared for, because it is supposed

impossihle they can be neglected. 1850 I'knnvson In Mem.
ci, Ihe brook shall.., Uncared for, gird the windy grove.

iSg^ Persian Pict.tp Somewhat desolate and uncared for

in appearance.
atlrib. i6>i G. Sandvs 0;n<Ts Mtt. 11. (1626) 37 He fetcht

a grone,,.And now vncar'd-for odours powr'd vpon her.

1856 jV. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 109 A slatternly wife and eight

or ten uncared-for children. 1887 Moloney Forestry i(-'.

Africa i-jx, I have seen species of this pUint in an un.

cultivated and uncared-for stale in the interior districts of

the Odd Coast.

t Unoa-redly, <»</». .SV-. Obs. [Un-Iii.J \\itli-

oat taking care ; recklessly.

1590 BuREl. Pilg- H. in Watson Scot! Poems (1709) II. 45
Dispairdly, vncairdly, I hasert ouer the hilL

Uncareful, a. [Un-i 7.]

L Not exercising care ; careless, not cautious or

watchful.

fiS33 Latimer in Foxe A. ff M. (1563) 1317/1 We be

secure & vncarefuU, as though false Prophetes coulde not

haue meddled with vs. iS9» Breton C'tess Pemliraoie's

Lone Wks. (Grosart) I. 25/1 Vnhappy hart, that euer thee

offended,.. VncarefuU eare, that euer tale attended I 1604

T. Wright Passiom 11. ii. 58 An vncarefuU Magistrate

neglectelh the good of the common-weale. 1647 Bp.

Reynolds Passions iii. 15 An eagernesse to take in, makes

uncareful to retain. 1861 Flor. Nightingale Nursing

(ed. 2) 83 Careful nursing h.-is done in a few weeks what

uncareful medical observation has declared it impossible to

do in less than two years. 1867 Howells Ital. Journ. xi.

(1883) I. 165, I had noticed (in an uncareful fashion enough,

no doubt) the great changes which had taken place in Italy.

2. Not taking any care or consideration of otfor

(a thing or person).

1559-60 MS. Cott. Caligula B ix. Our eyes are opened, we
espy how uncareful they have been of our weile at all

tymes. 1571 H. Middelmork in Ellis Oriff. Lett. Ser. 11.

III. 7 So ame I not uncarefull of hir in any thinge that I

maye knowe to be for hir preservation and good. l66a J,

Chandler Van Helmonfs Oriat. 263 Such [Gods] as are

uncareful of us, and despisers of small matters, and therefore

also ignorant of us. 1664 Chas. 1 1 Sf. Botli Ha. Parll 6

That Bill, .passed in a Time very uncareful for the Dignity

of the Crown, or the Security of the People. i88a Mrs.
Oliphant Lit. Hist. Eng. I. 90 A delusion.. which.. he

suddenly adopts and sanctions, unoareful of the misery

which it might produce. 1897 Ch. Times 6 Aug. 135/3

The exclusiveness of official Anglicinism, un-careful of the

masses, and caring only for the big purses.

3. Free from care ; not anxious or troubletl.

1643 QuARLES Emblems iv. xiii. 40 There shall thy soul

possesse uncarefull treasure. 1646 — Judgem. ff Mercy
Wks. (Grosart) I.97/1 How hast thou liv'd O my uncarefull

soule to see these piophesies fulfill'J? 1858 Hawthorne
Fr. ff It. Note-bks. II. 291 This journey from Rome has

been one of the brightest and most uncareful interludes of

my life. 1874 Ruskin Vat D'Arno (1S86) 117 The uncare*

fui happiness of men clothed without labour, and fed with-

out fear.

Hence TTnca'refnlly adv., TTuoaTeftilness.
1567* Paynell Treas. Atnadis 0/ Gattle 255 [We] shall

soone breake them, being thus open, and it may be through
uncarefulnesse and negligence cnauncing unto them. 1654-

66 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 548 He began so uncato.

fully to thrust at my Prince.

Uncare'ssed,///. a. (Un-* 8.) 1814 Wordsw. 5.rc«rj.

IV. 577 He, whose hours Are by domestic pleasuie un-
caressed And unenlivened. 1815 Lytton in Life ^ Lett,

(1883) II. 23 Contempt for all encaged slarlinjjs, who have
not the privilege of being as free and uncaressed as myself.

Unca'ricatured, ^fil. a. (Un-' 8.) 1880 Ruskin in itpt/t

Cent. June 948 That book is an earnest and uncaricatured
record of states of criminal life.

Uncaring, ///. n. (^Un-I io and 5 d.)
1786 Burns £/>. Vonng Friend viii. Debar a' side-

pretences, And resolutely keep its laws, Uncaring con-
sequences. x8s6 Miss MiTFORD KrY/a^tf Ser. 11. (1863) 27S
She was so overflowing with health and spirits, so fearless

and uncaring. 1844 Kinglakb Eothen xxvii, A few Persian
carpets,—thrown about near the divan,—give to the room
an appearance of uncaring luxury. 1896 Kipling Seven
SeaSy Hymn be/. Action ii, Deaf ear and soul uncaring. We
seek Thy mercy now I

Hence TTnoaTingly adv.
1868 H. Bushnell Serm. Living SiibJ. 208 Put into lan-

guage outspoken, it says, 'Plunge thyselfunciringly into evil'.

t TJnoamate, a. Obs,-^ [Un-1 7, after In-
CABN,\TE.] Not incarnate.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. xvi. 372 Nor need we

be afraid to ascribe that unto the incarnate Son, which
sometimes is attributed unto the uncarnate Father.

t UnoaTnating, vbl. sb, Obs, [UN-a 8: cf.

prec] Tlie action of rendering unincarnate.
16S9GAUDEH Tears Ch. 11. xvi. 198 "^heyset forth their

pageantries of new-drest Divinity to be . . spirituall inani-
festations... unheard-of emanations, .. the uncarnating of a
Christian (etc.].

Uncamivorons, a. (Un-> 7.) iSu T. L. Peacock
Maid Mariaii xv. The fiist-day dinner of an uncarnivorous
friar.

Unca-rpeted, a. (Un-i 9.)
[177s Ash.) 1816 J. ScoTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 117 A small

room or two, uncarpeted and bare, must be hired, i860
Maria L. Charlesworth Eng. Yeomen xxx. (1861) 302
You scarcely heard a footfall, though the parlour boards
were uncarpeted. 1894 Doyle S. Holmes 63 Little rooms,
uncarpeted and uncurtained.

TTnoa-rried, ^//. a. (Uu-i S.)

1584-S Act 27 Etiz. c. 19 5 3 In default therof, [to] pay.

.

foe euerie tucn load (of gravel, etc.] due and uncalled,

76

Two Shillings and Sixe Pence. (1775 Ash.] 1890 Pall

Malic. I Sept. s/i Operations are., much hampereil by

the standing and uiicarried crops.

Unca'rt, ^'. [UN-25.] Irans, To take out of

a cart ; to unload from a cart.

x64x J. Tavu>r (Water P.) Last I'oy. A 7 b, I being vn-

carted (with my boate) at a place called Stonehoiise. 1857

Geo. Eliot Sce'tes Cler. Li/e, A, Barton n, He carted

and uncarted the manure with a sort of flunkey grace.

1865 M. Collins ly/to is the Heir? xxxi, A noble deer was

uncarted, and went straight away wiiliout a pause. 1890

Uaker lyiid Beasts I. 300 We now uncarted a fresli

cheetah,

Unca-rtable, a. [Un-1 7 b.] fOn which

carting is impossible.

1658 FitANCK Northern Mem. (1694) 195 What have we
here? Cawses [= causeways] uncartable, and Pavements

unpraclicable, pointed with rocky stumpy Stones,

Unca-rved, /M «• [Un- ^ S.]

1. Not caivetl or cut up for eating.
^

a 1593 Greene Jas. /K, i. ii, I cannot abide.. a fat capon

vncaru'd.

2. Not carved or cut artistically or ornamentally.

1611 Florid, /wJCt'/AVt;, vncarued, vngrauen. 1613-^ 1.

Jones in Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742) II. 45 This

Architrave is..uncarv'd. 1830 Q. Rev. XLIII. 21 It was a

rude uncarved wooden log about six feet long. 1831 W.
Ellis Polynesian Res. (ed. 2) I. xiv, 354 A straiuht log of

hard casuarina wood, . . uncarved) but decorated wit h feathei s.

Uncase^ v. [Un-2 4 and 5.]

I. trans, f a. To skin or flay (an animal or

person). Obs.
1S75T0RBERV. Faulconrie 12 As well the browne Eagles

as the blacke are skynned and uncased as the Vultures be.

1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 1380 The Foxe, first Author of

that treacherie, He did vncase, and then away let flie. 16^8

Cttillim's Heraldry iii. xiv. 176 You shall say a Foxe is

Vncased. 1658-9 Morrice in Burton's Diary (1828) IV.

191 Cambyses once uncased a corrupt judge, and made a
cushion of his skin for his son to sit on. 1677 W. Hubbard
Narrative Postscr. 10 As men use to do. with a slaughtered

Beast before they uncase him.

absol. 1711 Steele Sped, No. 473 f i It can be proved

upon him, that he cuts up, disjoints, and uncases with in-

comparable Dexterity.

b. To strip (a person) ; to undress,

1570-6 Immbarde Pcramb. Kent (1826) 147 He was openly

uncased, boxed about the eares, and sent to the next lustice.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) y. -261 He tare

him from his throne, and vncased him of his habiliments.

j6oo Holland Livy xxix. ix. 715 Whiles there was some
lime spent in turning ihem out of their apparrell and un-

casing them. 1635 {Glapthornk] Lady Mother i. i. in

Bullen O. PI. (1883) II. 107 If you uncase him, you will find

his sattin dublett naught but fore sleaves and brtast. 1699

Farquhar Constant Couple v. ii, I'll ha' you into the

dungeon, and uncase you, 1823 Mrs. Shekwood Henry
Milncr iii. xxi, He.. uncased him from a huge great coat.

rejl. 1588 Greene Pandosto (iS^^) 43 Dorastus..went to

the grove where hee had his rich apparel, and there uncasing

himself as secretly as misht be [etc.]. 1596 Shaks. Pam.
Shr, I. i. 212 Tranio at once Vncase thee : take my Coulord

hat and cloake. 'Z 1634 Chapman Alphousus iii. 1.227, I..

straight uniruss'd my points, uncas'd myself. 1704 Norris
Ideal World n. vii. 338 It seems impossible that bodies

should thus intirely and simultaneously strip and uncase

themselves of these iheir outer coats or membranes.

C. absoL To put off a garment or garments.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 707 Do you not see Pompey is

vncasing for the combat? 162a Fleicher Prophetess iv. vi,

I know that glory Is like Alcides's Shirt..: when we would
uncase, It brings along with it both flebh and sinews. i6gi

J. Wilson Belphegor 111. v, The Sham won't pass on me—
Come, come—uncase. 1733 Fielding Don QuixAnEns.w.
vi, Sancho, uncase this instant, and handle tliat squire as he
deseives. 1781 C. Johnston Hist. ^. ')uniper 1. 192 As soon

astheyarrived at the Jew's Kennel in Houndsditch, our hero

directly uncased. 1837 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser, i. Leech of

Folkestone, Quick, Master Marsh I uncase, or you perish 1

%Jig. To uncover, lay bare, expose to view or

observation.

1587 HoLiNSHED Chron. I, 77/1 He vncased the crooked
conditions which he had couertlie concealed, a 1591 R.
Greenham Wks. (1599) 56 Nakedly to vncase tliy sins

before God, is a hard thing to flesh and blood. 1627 Hake-
will Apol. (1630) 520 His hypocrisie shall be uncased and
laid open to the view of the world, 1643 Fuller Holy Sf

Prof. St. V. viiL 390 Thus God at last shall unca.se the

closest dissembler to the sifjht of men. 1677 Gilpin Denwnol.

(1867) 23 Those secret thinkings j . . the very inside and outside

of them are uncased, cut up and anatomised by his eye.

1710 Palmer Proverbs 167 A hypocrite shou'd be uncas'd

and shewn to the world.

b. To strip or deprive ^something.
1583 Melbancke Philotimus T ij b, Thy prickemedainlie

Cornelius shallbee vncased of his vaine vizarde, and dis-

burdened, -of his hypocriticall apparitions. 16x3 Day Dyall
xii. (1614) 326 What? to uncase themselves of al they had,

and to give it to the Poore?
o. To take out of the body.
t6s9 QuARLES Argalus ff P, i. Wks. (Grosart) III. 252/2

Death could ne'r uncase Thy soule. 1631 — Samson Ibid.

II. 160/1 Betwixt them both, his fury did uncase A thousand
soules.

3. To free from a casing or covering,

1643 A. RossE Mel Helic. 41 O Ixird, when thou dost call

on me. Uncase my eyes, that I may see.

4. To draw or take out of a case or cover.

1589 Greene Tully*s Love Wks. (Grosart) VII. 126 As the
foes of Perseus when hee vncased the head of Medusa.
1600-9 Rowlands Knane 0/ Clubbes (Hunterian CI.) 8 A
swagjjering rogue breakcs open dore, And's Rapier did vn-

case. 1688 R. Holme Annonry iii.xtx.(Koxb.) 153/r Take
forth your Granade. Shut your pouch, Vncase your fuse.

Z743 Londtif CcutUry Brcw.i,{!i^ ^) iglieie they save the

UNCASTRATED.
Charge of emptying or uncasing it out of the Bin. 1791
CowpER Iliad IV. 122 So Palias spake, to whom infatuate he
Listening, uncased at once his polisb'd bow. x8o2 James
Mint, Dili., To uncase, in a military sense to display, to

exhibit— As to uncase the colours. 1826 P, Pounden Prance
f^ Italy 66 A crystal cofiin in a small repository. .being un-
cased to our view. 1893 Daily News 14 Dec. 2/2 The gun
was here uncased by an officer and handed to the witness.

\ 5. To cast, throw off. Obs."^
1582 STANYHURST.^«^/f II. (Arb.) 58 The owtpeakingfrom

weeds of poysoned adder, . . H is slougth vncasing.

Hence Unca'sed ppl. a.^

1598 E. GuiLPiN Si-ial. (1878) 42 Who fur deluding vs, to

plngue their sinnc. Are turnd to counierfaits, which their

vncasde skin Quickly discouers. 1611 Cotgr., Salcoque, an
vncased Prawne. 1658 J. Robinson Endoxa i. 19 What an
uncTsed or discovered Hypocrit* is, 1 could never apprehend.
1760 Impostors Detected iv. viii. II. 232 D. Nunez was not

a little surprised at seeing me at that time of night, and so

uncased. 1791 Cowper Odyss. xi. 741 With uncas'd bow and
arrow on the string. X809MALKIN <7(V/>VrtJ i.ix.P4 Leaving
the carriage and the uncased carcases by the road-side.

1818 ScoTT Rob Roy xxxi, He arose a forked, uncased, bald-

pated, beggarly-looking scarecrow.

Unoa-sed, ///. a.2 [Un-1 8.] Not cased.

1840 Clouch Early Poei/is i Come back again, my olden

heart !—With incrustations of the years Uncased as yet.

Unca'semated, a. (Un-' g.) 1611 Coigb., Veues mortes,

close, or vncasemated windowes. Unca'sbed, ppl, a.

(Un-' 8.) 1896 Harper's Mag. XCIII. 35/1 It happentd..
that I had two or three uncashed checks in my pocket.

Unca'sing, vb/. sb. [f. Uncask j*.] The action

of taking out of a case, etc.

1589 Nashe Almond for Parrat 12, 1 am a shreud fellow

at the vncasing of a fox. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)

356 Goropius beslowes much paines in the vncasing of them.

1643 Milton Animadv. Pref., In the serious uncasing of

a grand imposture. 1693 Evelyn Misc. Wks. (1825) 719
Un«casing, for the taking them out of the case or vtssel.

a 170X Seuley Tyrant K. of Crete 11. iv. Sir, commit the

uncasing Him to me I

XJnoa-sk, v. [Un-2 g.] trans. To lake or

biing out of a cask
; Jig. to open up,

1594 Nashe Unfort. Ttav. Wks. (Grosait) V. 69 Oratorie

vncaske the bard hutch of thy complements, and with the

triumphantest troupe in thy tieasurie doe trewage vnto him,

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Eighth Womi. IVotld Wks. 11.

60/ 1 If thou in kindnesse wilt accept this taske, Hereafter
I wilt better things vn-caske.

Uncasque, v. (Un-2 g.)
1818 MiLMAN Samor j^Z Thiough files of warriors, who

uncasque their brows To fill their curious gaze, she hurries

on. x88o Barikg-Goui-d Mehalah xxi. II. 101 'I here she
was wont to unca.'.que, and lufifle out her white cap,

t XJncassable, a.y XJnca*ssed, ///. eu Obs.

(Un-1 7 b, 8. See Cass v.)

1599 Q. Eliz, in Moryson Itin. (1617) 11. 56 You may keep
the Captaines uncassed, but not give any wanant to them
to supply their Companies with any more Irish. 1609 Skene
Keg. Moj\ 12 In that case he affirmes the brieve to be valide,

and vncassable.

Unca'SBOck, v. (Un-2 j;.)

164s Sai red Decretal 2 He hath so uncassock'd our mis-

ter ious divinity.

TJncast, ///. a. Also ^S"^. 5 vncastyne, 6
-castin. [Un-1 8. Qi.^yt. okastad.'\

1. Not cast or thrown.
c 137S Sc, Leg. Saints \n. {James) 246 fat stane one stane

in-to J>at towne suld nocht be lefit vncastyne done. X533

Bellenden Livy 11. xx. (S. T. S.) I. 209 pe daitis war left

vncastin on athir side, a 1547 Surrey Aincid 11. (i557)Cj,
But sone an other sort slept in iheyr stede, No stone vn-

thrown, nor yet no dart vncast. x66a R. Vekables Expcr.
Angler X. 100 The flie were better uncast, because it frights

the fish.

2. Not founded or moulded by castirg.

1617 Bk. Rates Marchandise Njh, Leade .. vncast the
Fodder. .xx.L. .cast, the Fodder, .xx.l.

3. Not reckoned {up) or calculated.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. Dcd. Sonn. ii, Our small

Ait's-stock .. is even beggerd witli ih' uncast Expense.

174s De Foe's Eng. Tradesm. xxxii. (1S41) II. 58 Other
accounts are left open and uncast up.

4. Not disfigured by a squint.

1629 Gaui.e Holy Madn. 328 He sees well, and his eyes
were uncast,

Unca'st, V. (XJtt-^ 3.) 1874 Ld. CoLEuiixiE in LifeU^K^)
11. 244 The die is cast: it cannot be uncast now.

tXTnca-stJgate, ///. a. Obs.-^ [Un-1 8 b.]

— next.

1539 Taverner Bible Ded., But now though many faultes

perchaunce be yet left behind vncastigat,..! trust your
maicstie.. wyll pardon me.

XTnca'Btigated,///, a. (Un-1 8.)

X657 Tomlinson Rcnou's Disp. 582 Trochisks of Alhandal

were safer then ColcKpiiniida uncastigated. i8ia L. Hunt
in Examiner 14 Sept. 589/1 Any uncastigated edition of

such a writer. 1896 Daily Netvs 7 Dec. 4/7 The editor alone

walks the earth uncastigated.

TTnca-stle, v. (Un-2 5.)
1611 Florio, Dtscastellare, to vncastle. 1655 Fuller Ck.

//rj/.iii. xii.27 He uncastled Roger of Sarisbury, Alexander
of Lincoln, and Nigellus of Ely, ax66i — Worthies, Lond.
fi662) 11. 197 The first of these [houses] is so uncasttlled, the
Glory of the second so obscured, that very few know, .where
these houses were fixed. 1775 Ash, Vncastle. , , to drive out
of a castle.

TTnca'strated, ///. (I. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not castrated ; ungclded ; entire.

XT*%Fam. Diet., Ram, the uncastrated Male of the Sheep-
Kind. X764 C. Churchill The Times ygWhetc is the Mother,

,

..Who not permits, e'en for the sake of pray'r, A Piiest,

uncastrated, to enter there?



UNCASUAL.
2. Not mntilated or expurgated.
•737 Oldys Librarian 159 note^ About the middle of the

late King's Keign, an uncastrated Copy did aiise. 1817
p'IsRAELI Cur, Lit, III. 196 nolet It is a quarto tract,.,

inserted in the uncastratcd edition of Milton's prose works
in 1738. 1822-56 De QfiNCEY Cpn/ess, {1862) 145 An un-
castrated Decanierone or other dazzling jcetMiiAiot', 1886
Athcrutuin 16 Jan. 103/2 The genuine Giunta uncastrated
edition Ifetched] 81/,

Unca'snal, a. (Un-' 7.) a 1618 Sylvester Panaretus
781 liesides tli' ofT-cutting of All Passages, . . Is even to con-
quer by uncasuall course. t Unca'suistly, adv. Obs.
(Un.* 1 1.) 1649 Bowttis Puhl. Obcti. 3 With an .icknowledge-
nient of their aulhoriljr and right, which is very uncasuistly
and uncoiiscientiously inserted here.

TTnca talogned, pph a. (Uk-1 8.)

1837 J. II. Newman Pr,^h. Office Ch. 249 Unsorted and
uncaLilogued treasuies. 1858 O. W. Holmes A ut. Brcak/.-t.
iv. 81 Then we will go together into the solemn archives
of Oblivion's Uncalalogiied Library ! 1870 J. H. Newman
Gram. Assent IL viii. 297 The combination of many uncata.
logued expetiences floating in my memory.
llnca-tchable, a. (Un.i 7 b.) 1834 Mlss Mitford

Vitiate Ser. 1.(1863) tS2 She w.is a sad romp;, .as uncertain
as a bulteifly, as uncalchaLle as a swallow 1 1891 Starij
May 1/7 Some Indian gentlemen with uncatchable names
were much admired.

U-noate, a. Bol. [ad. L. umat-us, f. unc-us
hook.] = Uncinate a.
i86« Treas.Bot.ugt/t £/«<:a/f,.. hooked; curvedsuddenly

back at Ibe point.

Uncatechized (cnkx-t/ksizd),//)/. a. [Un-1
8.] Not formallyinstructedorexaminedin religion.
Also aisol.

1619 W. Sclater Ejrf. i Tliejs. (1630) 28 The manner of
ascending to assurance of Election, . . wherein . , these men are
yet uncatechized. 1667 Decay Chr. PittyWlid. azi But
would God the uncatecliiz'd were the only persons we h.-id

tocomplain of in this matter. l68s J. Scott C/ir. Li/t 11.137
The hair-brain'd and uncalechised youths of the Town. 183a
Maccillivrav Trav. HuiiiboMt xvii. 237 They found sw
houses inhabited by uncatecfaiscd Guahiboes. 184a PusEY
in Liddon Lt/e (1893) I. xi. 258 It will be thrust on mintls
unprepared, and on an uncatechised Church.
Hence TJnoa'teohizedneas.
1659 Gauden Tears Ch. IV. xxiii. 619 What means the

Uncatethisedness, the Sottishness, Profaneness, Impudence
and Itreligion which are so much spreading and prevailing ?

UneatbedraUed, a. : see Un- ' g.

Uncatholic (onkx-JwUk), a. and s6. [Un-1
7 and ij.]

A. cu/j. Not catholic or universal, in an ecclesias-
tical sense ; also spec, not Roman-Catholic.
j6qi (7W. WatsonI /«//). Consiil. Sec. PriesU (1675) 61

This intolerable and very uncatholick course thus held by
divers, to the gieat otTence of many good Catbolicks. 1660
Gauden CottsGt. Dcmomtr. 51 Thy humane traditions,
and unauthentick Ijecause uncatholick observations, instead
of Christ's institutions. 1678 T. Jones Heart ^ its Sav.
522 Our Romanists, .are so restiain'd, and Vncatholick, and
Jewish-like, in the bounds of iheir Church, which they so
confine to Rome. 1685 ). Scott Chr. Life 11. vii. I9 No>v
that Church which lequucs sinful or uncatholick Terms of
Communion, doth hereby exclude., all Paris of the Calholick
Church from its Communion. 1711 G. Hickes Two 'Treat,
C/tr. Priesth. (1847J I. 271 A new uncatholic mission of their
own ciealing. 1845 J- H. Newman Ess. Dei'cL'pm. 328
Such a doctrine is in no sense uncatholic, 1896 Gore A'. C.
Claims App. 1. 210 We in the Church of England. .are yet
unfetteieu by any uncatholic dogma.
trans/. 16x4 MiDDLEToN Game at Cfiesx 11. i, VW tell thee

what a most uncatholic jest He put upon me once.

B. sb. One who is not a Catholic.

186s PrsEY Trutk Eng. Ch. 133 The Bishop of Treves
dauhled for a lime on account of the un-Catholics, but
decided that the deciee would be advantageous.
XJnoatholioalness. (See prec. and Un-1 u.)
Also, in recent use, nncathoiicity.

169S J. Sage Fundamental Charter (1607) 247 The im.
politicalness the uncatholicalness of most, if not all, of these
Proporiitiuns.

Uncatho'licize, v. (Un-2 6 c.)
i8o« G. .S. Kaiier Disc. Prophecies (1814) II. 279 As I have

no inclination to uncatholicise myself. 1842 PusEY Crisis
Eng. Ch. 126 Our Church h.is been in pait un-Catholicizcd
by those who helped in a degree to unsecul.orize her.

Hence TTnoatho'licized ///. a., Uucatholiciz-
ing vbl. il>.

"822 C. HuiLBR Remin. xv. 211 The uncatholicizing of the
calendar. 1824 Bentham Bk. Fallacies Wks. 1843 II. 468/2
All the doctots.,of the as yet uncatholicized university of
Mexico. 1863 O'lJwvER fins IX, xxxi. iS3 In reformed
and uncatholicised England.
Unoatholioly, adv. : see Un-1 h.
Unca-ttle, v. (Un-2 4.)
1643 .Merc. Brit. No. 27. 213 Colonell Cromwell hath un.

catleled them about Oxford, and.. both drove away the
Cattell & the Rebells into Oxford at the same time.

Uncau-ght, ///. a. (U.v-i 8 b.)
'iV>-^oAlex^ l)iH,t. 33 pei Iwu fonde wi|> (.i folk to

fi3iie wi|, usalle. We schulle us kepe on-caujt oure cauus
wi|.inne. ^ a fSfxt Chester PI. xim. 117 He sc.peth not vn.
cought. 160S SiiAKS. Lear 11. i. 59 Let him flv farre : Not
I
'"" 'i>"° *""" "<= Temaine vncaught. 1619 HiEHON IVis.

r '
1- •

""" °^ "J"^" ^'^. "'""'*' *''0 bee as fishes ranging
after their owne disfiosition, vncaught. 1711 Gay Rural
V"'''', '45 His bosom glows with treasures yet uncaught.
1820 C. R. Maturin Melmoth (1892) III. xxviii. 147 When-
ever you have seen the tear, which your hand might have
wiped away, f.dl uncaught. 1894 BarincGoulu Kitty Alone
II. 95, I live in fear of hini as long as he is uncaught.
Uncau'lk, v. (Un-» 3.) 1608 Sylvester Da Barias

11. IV. .Schisme 949 The billows, beating round about the
ship, Unthauk (j/cj her keel, and all her scams unrip.

11

Uncau'Iked,//^.r. (Un-'8.) 1748 Smollett/?. A"aWtJw^
xxiv, 164 Another observing my wounds, which remained
exposed to the air, told nie, my seams were uncauiked. 1841
Lkver C. 0*Malle^ xxxi. 166 Where the uncauiked deck
but fiUers every rain on your head.

ttTncau-ponated, /-/>/. a. Obs, [Un-18.] Not
sold, or tampered with, by hucksters.
a 1753 Smart Hop Garden r. 1 76 When great Eliza reign'd .

.

,

when our brave sires Drank valour from uucauponated beer.

Uncau'sed; ///. a. i^Un-i 8.)
Common from c 1730; hence (in recent use) uncauscdncss.
a 1628 F. Geevil Lei. to Honorable Lady (1633) C iv, To

giue al!, and take nothing, proceeds of an uncaused good-
nesse, and so necessarily of an vnabusing. 1722 Wollaston
Rclig, Nat. V. 65 Where there is a subordination of causes
and effects, there must necessarily be a cause in nature prior
to the rest, uncaused. i768-7;4 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I.

366 We know that He is almighty, self-existent, uncaused,
1796 Bp. Watson ApoU Inble 367 What think you of an un-
caused cause of every thing ? 1849 H. Spknckk in Academy
25 June {1904) 690/1 An uncaused deity is ju-st as incon-
ceivable a.s an uncaused universe. 1871 Tylok Prim. Cult.
I. 4 He has simply thrown out.. the whole fabric of motive-
less will and untaustd spontaneity.

t Uncaa telous, a, Oos, [Un- 1 7 and 5 b.]

Incautious, unwary.
1628 PRVNNB Brief Survay^ 2 They may the more insen-

sibly Insinuate, .themseiues into the Hearts, and Iniralls,
of vncauteIous,and ouer-credulous Christians, a 1656 Hales
Gold. Rem. i. (1673) 284, 1 would you would advise him to
beware ofsuch uncautelous speeches, 1697 Evelyn Numism.
ix. 316 Those_ of Savoy, Swisserland, and many parts of
Germany, which abound in Foxes, etc., are the dullest,
simplest, and most uncautelous of all their Neighbours.
Hence fTJncau'telousness. Obs,
fli6s6 Hales Gold. Rem. \. (1673) 256 He hath laid it

down in such terms, that nothing but negligence and un-
cautelousness can hazard it.

t XTnoau'tioned, ppi. a, Obs. ^ next.
1671 R. MacWahd True Nonconf. 383 Your blunt and

uncautioned general, viz. that private persons may punish
dimes in case of the supinness of the Aiagistrat

tUncau-tious, a. Obs. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]
Incautious. Also ahsoL
16^ Dir.nv Nat. Bodies xii, § 6. 105 A man that was vn-

cautious and sucked strongly that had his foreteeth beaten
out by the blow of the bullett ascending. 1677 Gilpin
Demonol, (1867)31 There is no small cunning and working of
Satan in them, insomuch that the uncautiousand injudicious
are deceived. 1710 Palmer Proverbs Trff. p. xiv. An un-
cauiious wanton writer can possibly give the vice he has too
lusciously describ'd. 1741 Kichardson Pamela I. 205 O
what has this uncautious man said?

1 fence flTncaa'tioasly ^z;.,fVncaa'tiousness.
1680 H. Dodwell Two Lett. (i6gi) 154 Arguments.. en-

dangered by the very uncautiousness of the expression, x-j^x
Waterland Case A riaH'Hubscr. Consid. iv. 41 (Plea xiv. § 4),
It b very uncautiously and unaccuraiely said, that King
Chark-s I. patronized the Subsuribing the same Articles
either in contradictory^ or diiTerent Senses. 1759 Goldsm.
Bee No. 7. 128 Uncauttously suffering this jealousy to cor-
rode in her breasL

tUnoe. Obs.—^ [pid. L. umus.'] A claw,
1609 HhYwooD Bnt. Troy vii. Ixxvi, The Rtuer-waking-

Serpent to make sleepe. Whose horride crest, blew scales,
and vnces blacke, Threat euery one a death.

XTnoe, obs. f. Ounce sb.^ and sb:^

t XTnoea-aable, a, Obs. [Un-I 7 b.] Incessant.
1604 Dekker Ma^nif. Entertainm. K. Jos. Wks. 1873 I.

268 Zealous prayers, and unceasable wishes for his most
speedy and longed-for arrivall. x6ix Cotgr., InceuiblCt vn-
ceasable, vnendable, vndeterniinable.

Uncea-sed,///. a. (Ux-i 8.)

1598 Sylvester Du Barias \t. ii. Colonies -i^i, Not that I
send Sem, at one flight unceast. From Babylon unto the
farthest East.

Uncea'sinif, ppl a. Also 4-5 vnce(e)s(s)-
ynge, 5 vncecynge, [Un-1 lo.j Never ceasing,
incessant, continuous. (Common from c 1750.)
1382 Wyclif %Pet. ii, 14 Hauynge i^en ful of auouiiie, and

vnccsynge irespasse, deceyuynge vnstedefast soules. 14x0
Prymcr in Maskell Mon. Kit, ill. 16 To the cherubyn and
seraphym crien with uncecynge vois. 1743 Francis tr.

Hor.y Odes iii. xxix. g Nor [do thouj with unceasing Joy
survey Fair /Esula's declining Fields. 1774 Gol[>sm. Nat,
iliit. (1776) VIU. 157 Still millions more [ofgnats] succeed,
and produce unceasing torment. 1803 Malthus PopuL
I. vL 75 The elforts of the German nations to colonize or
plunder were unceasing. 1842 Manning Serm, i. (184S) I. 6
Carrying on unceasing, universal warfare against Heaven.
1873 Leland Egypt. Sketch-Bk. 196 They are still singing,
those unceasing children of Egypt, that quaint old refrain.

Hence tTncea'singiLess.
1717 Bailey (vol. M), Incessantness^ Continualness, Un-

ce.isingness. (Also in recent use.)

Unceasingly, adv. Also 4 vncesendly,
-cessandly, -soshandle; 5 vncessyngly, -sess-

yngly, unsessyngly. [f. prec, + -LY i*.] Without
ceasing; incessantly.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 3 Wharefore, what may do faile

vn-to hym bat couaytes vn-cessandly for to lufe !« name of
Ihcsu ? 1382 Wyclip Isaiah Prol., For the present bacbityng
by which me enemys vncesendely to-tern, he to me 5elde
meede in tyme to come, c 1425 Found. St. Barth. w. xxviii,

All the benefetys-.that hath be don yn the poriysof the see

..unsessyngly. 1435 Mis\n Fire 0/Loue 101 pal bai godis
giftis knawand in al l»er hart hym ba suld glorify & lufe

vncessyngly. 1779 Mirror No. 37, To wear high feathers,

and to wave them more unceasingly than any other ladies.

1809 PiNKNf:Y Trav. France 147 Ihcy are temperate, un-
ceasingly gay, and sufficiently clad. iWo' Ovxuh' Moths \.

vii. 161 She was harassed by the sense of being unceasingly
criticised.

Uncei led,//*/, a, {\Jji-^ 8.)

UNCENTRB.
ti77S Ash.] i8ig Craube T. oJ Hall xii. 708 The roof,

unceild in patches, gave the snow Entrance within. 1865
KiNcsLEY Herew. iii, A low lean-to roof; the slates and
rafters unceiled. 1891 T. Hardy Tess xxxviii, The room below
being unceiled she could hear most of what went on there.
UnceMinged, a. (Un.i g.) 1849 Lever Con Cregan v,

In a large unceilinged room. .sat Betty in a straw chair.

Uncele, var. Unseel v. Obs.

Uncelebrated,///, a. [Un-i 8.]
1. Not observed with festivities or in some formal
manner ; not specially honoured or extolled.
x66o Milton Free Comjinu. Wks. 1851 V. 425 Nor was

our Victory., unprais'd or uncelebrated in a written Monu-
ment. 1667 — P. L. vii. 253 Thus was the first Day
tev n and Morn : Nor past uncelebrated, nor unsung By the
Celestial Quires. X736 Pope Let. to Swift 30 Dec, I have
seen a royal birth-day uncelebrated but by one vile Ode, and
one hired bonfire. 1781 Mrs. Guam Lett.fr. Mount, (1813)
II. xiv. 75 The freedom, ease, and gaiety, which.. has not
p.issed uncelebrated or unsung, a 1843 Southey Comm.-pt.
Bk. Ser. ir. (1849) 138 Christmas wrtcelebrated there.

2. Not famed or renowned.
1740 CiBBER Apol. (1756) II. 4 There came over from Dublin

Theatre two uncelebrated actors to pick up a few pence among
us. 1782 V, Knox Ess. Ixvi. I. 288 Such is that uncelebrated
virtue, common and moral honesty. 1840 Willis Loitcrings
Trav. III. 38 This out-of-door's world, unvisited and un-
celebrated.

Uncele-stial, a. (Un-i 7.)
1661 Feltham Resolves (ed. 8) 11. Ivi. 301 It. .gives the lips

a trembling ; the eyes an uncelestial and declining look. 1742
Young .\V. Th. ix. 713 'Xis nature's structure, broke by
stubborn will, Breeds all that un-celesti.il discoid there.
x86o Trollopk Framley P. xxiii, Any uncelestial envy or
malice. 1897 Blackmore Daricl 193 And the last of these
was Dariel, looking as if she had never dreamed of anything
uncelestial.

Unce-llar, v. (Un- 2 5.)
i6ti Florio, .Z3w(rrt«//;mn'jtovncellar. 1879J.T0DHUNTKR

Alcestis 78 Set the banquetmg.hall in order ;..uncellar my
choicest wines.

Unce-Uared, ///. a. (Un- 1 8.)
1564 Reg. Privy ConncitScot. I, 299 That it remane within

schip onsellarit to that effect for the space of four dayis.

Unceme-nt, v. (Un-2 3.)
a 1634 Chapman & Shirley C/iabot iv. i. 56 They have

frighted My fancy into my dreams with their close whispers
How to unccmerit your affections.

Unceme'nted, ppi. a. (Un- 1 8.)
17x7 Berkeley 7''"^' /'"«'' //«6' 2S May, Wks. 1871 IV.

552 Parched pasture, amidst wall of huge uncemented stones
grown rough with age. x84x W. Spalding Italy ^ It. Isl.

1. 312 Some huge fragments of uncemented blocks. 1851
RusKiN Stones l^'en. I. vi. § 2 With all tlie joints, perhaps
uncemented, or imperfectly filled up with cement, open to
the sky.

b. iransf. and_/f^.
X783 Beattie Theory Lang. ir. iv. 480 This uncemented

composition has of late become fashionable among the French
and their imitators. 1792 Charlotte Smith Desmond II. 53
That, uncemented hy blootl, the noble and simply majestic
temple of liberty will arise. 1856 Merivale Rom. Emp.
XXXIX. (1865) ly. 379 The state itself has stemtd. .to become
a mere collection of uncemented atoms. 1864 Pusey Lett.
ZJaw/V/ (1876) 412 Subdued, but warlike nations, uncemented
into one with the conquering empire.
Unce-nsored, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1890 Blackiv. Mag.

Oct.442 No foreign journalist may send uncensoied telegrams
to his editor.

Uncenso-rious, a. (Un-1 7.)
(11711 Kks Edmr/nd Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 272 Her Speech

was unceusorious and restrain'd. 1823 De Quincky Lett, to
Vng. Man Wks. i860 XIV. 19 Leibnitz was always uncen-
sorious, and yet patient of censure. i88x L. A. Tollemache
in Jriil. Edttc. Oct. 225 Straightway the dove was expelled
for his uncensorious mildness.

Unce'nsnrable, a. (Un-i 7 b,)
X643 Pkynne Sov. Poivcr Pari, rii. 121 Our Opposites

must grant all Bishops, Priests, Ministers,.. as irresistible,
uncensurable, undeprivable. X678 Cudworth Intell. Syst.
I. V, 897 I'hese sovt-reign legi^lative powers may be said to
be..un.judicable or un-censurable by any humane couit.
1810 Bentham Packing (1821) 58 An inteiest, than which
..nothing should be mote innocent and uncensurable. <'r 18x7
T. DwiGHT Trav. New Eng., etc. (1821) 1 1, 1 rz, I have been
informed, .that he was uncensurable in his life.

Unce'nsured, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)

1574 A /yi' yoth Ahp. Canterb. To Rdr, E2bj A masse of
there intolerable supeisticions deeds and sayinges vncen-
sured. i6ofi Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv, Tropheis 1055
But David's foule defect Was yet un-seen, un-censur'd, un-
suspect. 164S I\IiLTON Tetrach. Introd., It was pieaclit
before ye.. that there was a wicked Book abroad, and ye
were taxt of sin that it was yet uncensur'd. X693 Dkyden
Fersius i, 219 Rather than so, uncensur'd let 'em be. 1728
R. ^IoKRls Ess. Anc. Archit. 65 From these considerations

I pass not uncensur'd. X767 Wilkes Corr. (1805) HI. loi

All these papers have passed uncensured . . by the t wo hou-ses

of parliament. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. W. 11 This
breach of the law for a time passed uncensured. X879 Farrar
St. Paul (18S3) 754 Children of God, uncensured in the
midst of a crooked and distorted generation.

Unce'ntral, a. (Un-' 7.) 1782 Paine Let. Abb4 Raynel
(1791) 54 The greater part of the Abbe's writings.. appear to

me uncentral and burthened with variety.

Unce'ntref z'- [UN-25,] trans. To remove
from or as from a centre. Also refl,

X615 T. Adams Serm. Wks. (1629) 944 Let the heart be
vncentred from Christ, it is dead. 1G42 H. ^iQ^'e. Song of
Soul III. 3 For then we fell,. . Uncentring our stives from our
great stay. 1693 NoHRis/'ra^r/. Disc. III. 195 To find herself

loosen'd and uncenter'd from the Creature, and not lodg'd
upon God. 1788 Wesley Wks. (1872) VI. 447 Whatever uu-
centres the nnnd from God does propeily dissipate us.

lleuce Uuce'utring vbl, sb.



UNCENTRED.
1669 Address U hope/, yng, Genity Eng. Ep. Ded. A 2 b,

His \'antty 10 prombe the uncentring of that vast body and
unweildy.
Unce'ntred,///. a. (Un-* 8.) 1653 Bf.nlowes Theopk,

VII. xi, Jehovah s zone to this uncentred ball Ecliptick and
meridionall. 1839 Lvtton Disowued xxxviii, Hers is the

real and uncentred poetry of being, which pervades and
surrounds her as with an air. Unce'reclothed, a,

(Un.' q.) i86a Gbattan Beaten Paths I. 142 The unsepul-

chred, uncoffined, and uncerecIo:hed tailor. UncCTC-
mented,///. a, (Un-' 8.) 1880 T. Hodukin Italy ff her
Invaders iM.vii, The bodies were unwashed, unceremented.

Unceremo'iiious, «. [Un-1 7.]

L Of conduct, actions, etc. : Characterized by
lack of ceremony or formality.

1598 Chapman Contn. Marlmve's Hero ^ Lcander in. 156

She vanisht, leaning pierst Leanders hart Witli sence of his

vnceremonious pan. 1717 Blackwall Sacr. Class, (ed. 2)

1. 206 In the more plain and unceremonious times it [woman]
was a title apply'd to ladies of the greatest quality and merit.

1779 J. MooRB View Soc. France 11. Ixxxv. 332 The un-

ceremonious and easy manner, in which this great prince

Uves with his subjects. 1825 Scott Talism, viii, Expressing

strongly the displeasure he felt at this unceremonious rebuke.

X891 Farrar Darkfu i^Dawn xxxix, Now the people laughed

at the unceremonious way in which he shook one of them.

2. Of persons, etc. : Acting without ceremony.
x8« Scorr Ct, Rob, xiiij If it happens that they actually

need gold, they are sufficiently unceremonious in taking it.

183a Lytton Eugene A, i. v, Forgive me if I seem uncere-

monious—adieu.

Hence Vnoeremo'iiioiisly adv.^ -mo'nionsness.
1755 Johnson, Familiarly^ 'unceremoniously; with free-

dom like that of long acquaintance. 1796 Mme. D'Abblay
Camilla vi. xv, Resentful of the liberty he had so uncere-

moniously taken. 1835 Scott Betrothed -k^xx^ The message
of the Archbishop, so unceremoniously delivered. 1878
Church Bacon ix. (1884) 215 Setting down unceremoniously
..the real rules which he had felt to be true. 1815 Jane
AusTBN Emma xii, All the 'unceremoniousness of perfect

amity. 1866 Geo. Eliot F, Holt v, "Well, they're right

enough there,' said Felix, with his usual unceremoniousness.

t UnceTt, a. Sc, Ods, rare, [ad, L. incert-us :

cf. Un-1 5 b,] Uncertain.

1543 Sc. Acts, Maiy{iZi4) II. 440/2 Tharforjw said decret

of foifaltour is vncert, Inept, and generale, & following and
promulgate vpoune ane vnecert, Inept & generale libel!.

Unce'rtain, a< Forms: (see Un-1 and Cer-
tain a.), [Un-1 7 ; cf. F. incertain Incertain a.,

xind L. imertus^
1. a. Not determinate or fixed in point of time or

occurrence ; that may happen earlier or later.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23733 Es nathing certainur l>an dede,
Ne vncertainner J>an es ^e tide f 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

1952 What es mare uncertayn thyng, pan es l>e tyme of the
dede commyng. 1388 Wvclif IVisd, x. 7 Trees hauynge
fruytis in vncerteyn tyme. <;i48o Henryson Thre Deid^
Pollis 12 (Bann. MS.), The hour of deth and place Is vn-
certane. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 240 Vncertayne
is thy deth, remember tnyne ende. 1549 Compl. Scot. 36
The terme of cristis cumming is schort, ande the day on-
certane. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 462 b, To be
differred to a tyme uncerien. a 1627 Sir J. Beaumont
Miserable St. Man 39 Which fixe our minds on that vn-
certainp day When these shall faile, most certaine to decay.
18x1 Regiil. ^ Ord. Arvi^ 135 The Captain and Subaltern
of the Day of each Kegiment are to visit the Hospital at
different and uncertain Hours.

b. Not determinate or fixed in amount, number,
or extent,

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6688 Betwyxe cure ioye,
and ^oure peyne, ys endles tyme, and vncerteyne. 138a
Wyclif yoS XV, 20 The noumbre of jeris of his liraundisc

is vncertein, c 1460 Fortescue Abs* <5- Lim. Mon. ix. (1885)
127 Sithyn the said extraordinarie charges bith so vncertayne
bat thai be not estymable. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v. Yard-land^
I'his uncertain quantity in 28 of Edward IV. is call'da Verge
of Land. 177^ Goldsm. Nat. Hist. I, 339 The activity of
the winds, their continual change, and uncertain duration.

1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 14 A duty of very uncertain
extent 1816 Shelley Hymn Intell. Beauty iv. 2 Love,
Hope, and Self-esteem, like clouds depart And come, for

some uncertain moments lent. 1839 Stonehouse Axholme
as The warp along the shores of the Trent forms a bed of un-
certain thickness.

O. Having no regular shape. rare~^,
1742 Leoni PcUladios Archil. \. 81 It was pav'd with un-

certain Stones, that is, such as had unequal sides and angles.

2. Not certain or determined in respect of occur-

rence ; dependent on chance or accident.

1303 R. Bruhne Handl. Synne 5995 Here mercy ys ful

on.certeyn But i>ey jelde hem here gode ajeyn. 1484 Coven-
try Leet Bk. 518 Because they shuld not come in ^le market
. . Howe-so-euer J>e price of whete went higher or lower,
which was thought vncerteyn. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie 1. xix. 32 The things future, being also euents very
vncettaine, and such as can not possibly be knowne because
they be not yet. 1634 Milton Comus 360 Peace brother,
be not over exquisite To cast the fashior. of uncertain evils.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 269 Such remainder is con-
tingent, because it is uncertain which of them will survive.
1853 Abp. Thomson Laws Th, (ed. 3) § 124. 332 Uncertain
events are those wherein no cause or law appears, to deter-
mine the occurrence of one rather than of another. x88o
Science-Gossip XXV. 116/1 There are small ledges here and
there formed . .by the u ncertain deposit of material, or by the
uncertain slip of shingle.

b. Devoid of, lacking in, certainty or settled
character ; liable to change or accident.
1477 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 168/1 The lyf of every creature is

tinceruyn. 1503-4 Act iq Hen. VII, c. 25 Preamble, Lyfe
(isj as uncertayne to suche as survyve as was to them now
departed. 15*6 Tindale 1 Tim.w. 17 Charge them. .that
they be not excedynge wyse. and that they trust not in the
voccruync tiches, but in the Uvynge god. x6c^ Shaks.
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TimoH v. i. 205 Their Aches, losses, Their pangs of Loue,

with other incident throwes That Natures fragile Vessell

doth sustaine In Ufes vncertaine voyage. 1655 Stanley

Hist. Philos. in. (16S7) 86/2 He ought not voluntarily to

thrust himself into destruction..; that he should leave

his Children in an uncertain mean estate. 1690 L-ocke

Hum. Unti. 1. iii. § 13 Truth and Certainty.. are not at all

secured by them : But Men are in the same uncertain,

flotiting estate with, as witliout them. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.,

Odes III. XXIX. 39 For the World's uncertain Fate Alarm'd.

1828 LvTTON Pelhain III. x. My mother was much better,

but still in a very uncertain and dangerous stale of health.

1850 McCosH Div. Govt. 11. ii. (1874) 163 There is nothing

so uncertain as bodily health and human destiny. 189Z

Farrar Darkn. ^ Dawn xlv, His philosophic teacher.,

persuaded him that a firm death was preferable to troubled

and uncertain life.

3. About which one cannot be certain or assured j

subject to doubt.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 324 Who may now in Rome
haf any sikernesse, pat ^jer is hiest dome, & 511 vncerteyn es?

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. iii. (1868) 154 pan ne sholde t?er

ben no stedfast prescience of hinge to comen but rat>er an
vncerteyn oppinioun. 138a Wvclif i Cor. ix. 26 Therfore

I renne so, not as into an uncerteyn thing ; thus I fijte, not as

betynge the eyr. C1400 Destr. Troy 9206 Hit semilh me
vnsertain, all serchyng of wayes. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/
Auian xvi, Men ought not to lete goo. .what they be sure

of, hopynge to haue afterwards that, .whiclie is vncertayne.

iSSS Eden Decades (Arb.) 126 Petrus Arias.. hath offered

hym selfe to aduenture his lyfe. .vnder vncerteyne hope of

gayne. 2596 Shaks. i Hen, /F, 11. iii. 12 The purpose you
vndertake is dangerous, the Friends you haue named vncer-

taine. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 2 Vncertaine stories,

which not only perplexe the hearers, but beget incredulitie,

oftentimes amongst the credulous. 1669 Sturmy Mariner^s
Mag. v, xii. 70 It is very difficult, and a thing uncertain also

to arrive herein unto Exactness. 1718 Prior Solomon i. 740
Forc'd by reflective Reason I confess, That human Science

is uncertain Guess. 1794 S. Williams Vermont (1809) I. vii.

221 If the facts had been true, the conclusions which have
been drawn from them would have been wholly uncertain.

1798 WoRDSW. Tintern Abbey 11^ With some uncertain notice,

as might seem Of vagrant dwellers in the houseless woods,
1827 FARADAYChem.Manip, xxi. 548 New, important, and un-
certain or unexpected results, are lobe repeated once or twice.

absol. 1484 Caxton Fables ofAuian xvi, Men ought not to

leuc that thynge whiche is sure & certayne, for hope to haue
the vncertayn. 1548 Hall Chron. Hen. VI, 129 It was
not the poynt of a wiseman, to leave and let passe, the cer-

tain for the uncertain.

b. Of ways, etc. : Not clearly leading to a certain

goal or destination.

^1380 Wvclif ^V/. \Vks,\\\. 363 Certis J>at man were a fool

J)at wolde take i?is uncerteine weie, and leeve |>e certeyn witt

and feyjj. 1563 Cooper Thesaurus, Iter ambiguum, vn-

certayne way. IS94 Shaks. Rich, lll,\v.'\\, 64 Murther her
Brothers, and then marry her, Vncertaine way of gaine.

1640 Denham Cooper's H, (1655) 295 He.. more Repents his

courage, then his feare before; Finds that uncertaine waies
unsafest are. 1653 J. Tavlor (Water P.) title. The certain

Travailes of an uncertain Journey. 1784 Cowi'Er Task in. 3
One who, long in thickets and in brakes Entangled, winds
now this way and now that His devious course uncertain,

seeking home. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude vi. 696 Doubting not

that . .by no uncertain path . . Led, as before, we should behold
the scene. 1818 Keats Endym, 11. 48 For many days, Has
he been wandering in uncertain ways: Through wilderness.

c. That cannot be relied on to produce a particu-

lar result.

1382 Wvclif Wisd, ix. 14 The tho3tis forsothe of deadli

men [ben] dredful, and vncerteyn oure purueauncis. xS9'5

Si'enser F. Q. VI. iv. 25 So vp and downe he wandred many
a mile, With wearie trauell and vncertaine toiie. 1759
R. Brown Compl* Partner 11. 1 19 Hops are a very uncertain

crop. 176s Museum Rust. IV. 314 He admits the spring-

sowing to be uncertain. 1781 Gibbon Z?jc/. .5- F.xxx. III. 17s
These expensive and uncertain treaties. 2833 Penny CycL
I. 186 In this arid region.. maize, barley, and caffre corn,

afford the husbandman a miserable and uncertain crop.

4, Not known with certainty ; not established or

proved beyond doubt ; doubtful, dubious.
a\yi% Prose Psalter \. 7 pe vncerteyn Jjynges and pryue

of t)y wisdom \>oyx made to me apert, 1338 R. Brunne Chron.

(1810) 334 Roberte's men |>ei slowe, J)e numbre vncerteyn.

1387 Trevisa Higdcfi (Rolls) II. 63 Hit is vncerteyn who
bukle first t>iscitee. 1538 Starkev England {\ZjZ) 61 For-

tune, or els what other name soeuer you wyl gyue to the biynd
and vncertayne causys wych be not in mannys powar. 1561

T. NoRTOn Calvin's Inst. 22 Euen the wisest of them., in

theyr prayers do cal vpon vncertayne gods, a 1578 Lindesav
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot, (S. T. S.) 1. 68 The Earle of Saillis-

berrie quho was slaine be the schot of ane goun, wncertane
hou or be quhat way. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637)

288 Uncertaine it is, whether he made these buildings, or the

buildings made him. 1639 Ld. Balmerino in 10th Rep, Hist.

MSS. Comm, App. I. 48 Occurrents heere are vncert.-iin.

173a Berkeley Alciphr. vi. § 5 What was uncertain in the

primitive times cannot be undoubted in the subsequent.

1807 Robinson Archsol. Grxca iii. xiv, 260 It is uncertain
who was the inventor of divination by sacrifices. . . By some
it is ascribed to the Hetrurians. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

IV. 121 The relation Jof the Parmenides] to the other writings

of Plato is. .uncertain.

b. Without clear signification ; ambiguous.
1381 Wvclif i Cor. xiv. 8 If the trumpe ^yue vncerteyn vois

[1388 soune], who schal make him silf redy to bateil? x6ii
Bible i Cor. xiv. 8 If the trumpet giue an vncertaine sound.
1663 Bp. Patrick Parab.Pilgr.x-v'x, Metaphorical or borrowed
words, which, .make an uncertain sound, and leave the mind
in confusion. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 298 vtarg..

Where a Deed is uncertain, it is void. 1905 G. Thorne Lost
Cause X, When the most influential part of the Press began
to speak with no uncertain voice.

c. Not clearly identified, located, or determined.
1617 Moryson Itin. i. 192 Which King Phillip Augustus

began to build in . . 1 257, the foundations being before laid by
an uncertaine founder. 1631 Weever Atu;, Funeral Mon*

UNCERTAIN.
518 The vncertaine buriall of Vortimer..was in some part

of this Citie. 1638 Guillim's Heraldry (ed. 3) 1. vi. 41

According to that saying of an uncertaine Author. 1817

Byron Beppo xxii, The years Which certain people call

a ' certain age ', Which yet the most uncertain age appt-ars.

1821 Scott Kenilw. xxv, A large and massive Keep, which
formed the citadel of the Castle, was of uncertain though
great antiquity. 1900 A. S. Murray Catal. Sculpt. Parthen.

in Brit. Mus. 77 No. 30 is a maiden holding an uncertain

object, perhaps a footstool, on her left arm.

d. Not clearly defined or outlined.

1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 89 The uncertaine shai>es of

clouds most commonly are likened unto anything our wan-
dering minde conceiveih. 1833 Tennyson /*«/««^^?/ 238

But in dark corners of her palace stcod Uncertain shapes.

1853 Kane Grinnelt Exp. xlvij. (1856) 444 Every thing, in

short, grew blurred and uncertain.

5. Not certain to remain in one state or condi-

tion; unsteady, variable, fitful.

1591 Shaks. Two Cent. i. iii. 85 How this spring of lone

resembleth The vncertaine glory of an Aprill day. r 1600
— Sonn, cxlvii, My loue is as a feauer,.. Feeding on that

which doth preserue the ill, Th* vncertaine sicklie appetite

to please. 169^ J. Smith Horolog. Disquisit. 87 To make
the more certain Guess at what Weather will after ensue,

especially if the Glass be at Changeable and Uncertain.

1738 Grav Tasso 48 As when athwart the dusky woods by

mght The uncertain crescent gleams a sickly light. 1743
Francis tr. Hor., Odes x. xiii. 6 On my cheek th' uncertain

color dies. 1753 Miss Collier /3;Y Toniitnt.x. i, When the

weather is c|uiie uncertain. 1794 Mes. Radcliffe Myst.

Vdolpho xxix, The moon gave a faint and uncertain light,

for lieavy vapours surrounded it. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel

Introd. 85 Amid the strings his fingers stray'd, And an un-

certain warbling made. 1828 Sir J. E. Smith Eng. Flora

II. 109 It may be observed that our uncertain summer is

established by tlie time the Elder is in full flower. 1866

HowELLS Venetian Life ii, I could see by that uncertain

glimmer how fair was all, but not how sad and old.

b. Of persons : Variable, fickle, changeable,

capiicious.
?ai6ix Beaum. & Fl, Fo^ir Plays, Tri. Death ii, Un-

certain as the Sea, Sir, Proud and deceitful as his sinsGieat

Master, a 1625 Fletcher Double Mart: i. i, 'Ihou art

constant; I an uncertain fool, a mcst blind fool. 1664 J.
Wilson A, Commenius v. viii, The uncertain people,

Constant to nothing but inconstancy, a 1721 Prioh Ess.

Opinion ri3 If Vou trace this Man thro life..You will find

him always uncertain. 1808 Scott Mann. vi. xxx, O,

Woman 1 in our hours of ease, Uncertain, coy, and hard to

please.

6. Of persons : Not fully confident or assuied &j

something.
CJ400 Destr. Troy 12050 Now Priam.. [was] Uncertain of

his Sister for seyng hir euer. 1548 Udall, etc. AVaiiw./^ar.

A/ark xiii. 83 b, These seruauntes, because they be vncer-

tayne of theyr Lordes returnyng home, do siyl endeuoyre

them seines to do theyr office & duety. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen,
IV, I. i. 61 He.. in the very heate And pride of their conten-

tion, did take horse, Vncertaine of the issue any way. 1631

Weever Ane. Funeral Mon. 579 He. .being infected with

the plague,.. was landed about Portsmouth, and Leing vn-

certaine of any house, died vnder a hedge. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. 111. ijo Thir \sc. the Saxons'] multitude wander'd

yet uncertain of habitation. 1718 Pkior Sclcvwn iii. 290

What is a King?.. To bhnd Events, and fickle Chance a

Slave: Seeking to settle what for ever flies; Sure of the

Toil, uncertain of the Prize.

b. Const, how^ what, whether^ etc. : Having no

clear knowledge ; in a state of doubt.

1526 Pilgr, Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 7 Whan he k vncerteyn

whether he shall be iudged for euermoie to ioye or to payne.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Covnn. 444 b, And the people be

lefte in this doutfull state of thinges, to be uncertaine howe
pacientlye all menne woulde take it. 1597 Hookkr Ec<U
Pol. V. Ixii. § 18 St. Augustine was not himselfe vnceitaine

what to ihinke. 1697 Drvden Aincis 111. 9 Uncertain

yet to find What place the gods for our repose assigned.

1794 Mrs. Kaucliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxiv, As she ad-

vanced, terrified and uncertain w-hat to do. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camilla \i, xiii, Camilla was still more agitated;

for though uncertain if she weie right or wrong in the

appeal she meant 10 make [etc.]. 1851 1 hackerav Eng.

Hum. vi. 302 He is always looking in my face, watching his

efl'ect, uncertain whether I think him an impostor or not.

1865 Mrs. CarlyleZc//. (1885)111.253, lam uncertain how
long he will be away.

c. Undecided ; not directed to a definite end.

X38a Wvclif i Sam. xxiii. 13 Dauid..and his men..hidir

and thider weren vagaunt vncerteyn [L. incertt]. 1607

Shaks. Cor. \. vi. 17 The People will remaine vncertaine,

whil'st 'Twixt you there's diffeience. 1697 Drvden ^//t/j

Vii. 692 Ascanius young, and eager of his Game, Soon bent

his Bow, uncertain in his Aim. 1808 Scorr Mann. iii. xx.

The King Lord Giflbrd's castle sought, Deep labouring

with uncertain thought. 1821 — Kenilw, xxv, That anxious

and uncertain gaze, which indicated a doubt whether her

brain was settled. 1855 Poulity Chron, III. 428/1 In their

droning flight they move very irregularly, darling hither

and thither, with an uncertain aim.

1 7. Into uncertain^ at random. Obs,

I38a\^^'CL1F X Kings xxii. 34 Amaner manbente aboowe,

into vncerteyn [L. in incertum\ — 2 Chron, xviii. 33 Oon

of the puple in to vncerteyn kast an arowe.

8. Quasi-rtt/z/. In an uncertain manner.

a 1718 Prior Cloe Hunting 4 She lost her Way, And thro'

the Woods uncertain chance to stray. 1784 Cowier 'J ask

X. 358 The constant flail, That seems to swuig uncertain, and

yet falls Full on the destin'd ear.

t Unce*rtain, v, Obs, rare. [f. prec] trans.

To render uncertain.

1614 Ralf.icii///j/. World X. i. §11. 14 It being manifest,

that the diuersity of seasons, the Winters, and Somme s.

more hot and cold, are not so vncertained by the Sunne and

Moone alone. « 16x9 Fotheruy Atheom. i. xiii. §4 (1622),

J45 It might greatly vncertaine the mindes of the people

about it.



UNCEBTAINED.

t UnceTtained, ///. a. Obs.-^ [Un-1 S.] =
Uncertain a. 6 b.

1470 R€b. Line. (Camden) 16 The tewsday,in the momyng^
ihe King, uncerteined how they woI<le demean theym upon
tlie saide summons. ., addressed hymself to tlie felde.

Uncertainly, adv. [Un-1 ii.]

1. In an uncertain or variable manner; atrandom,
by chance or accident.

1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) III. 217 pese trowed J>at al

t>ing was vncertenhche i-made. 1530 Palsgr. 160 They use
these siie.. uncertainly, somtyme of the masculyne gendre
and somtyme of the feminyne. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc.
Weapons la With the swelling of the salt water., they shall

shoote verie vncertainlie. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst.
Pref., That Motion of Sensless Atoms Declining Uncertamly
from the Perpendicular, 1737 Whiston yosephus, Autitj.

V. vii. § 7 The affairs of the Hebrews were managed uncer-
tainly, and tended to disorder, and to the contempt of God.

b. At an indefinite time, rartr^.
1683 E. Hooker Pref. Pordage's Mystic Drv, 25 When

the inexorabl Messenger, whose Name is the First Death|
shal com (as certenly, and yet, as uncertenly hee wil),

2. Without definite result, course, or aim.
I5SS Eden Decades (Arb.) 129 Whyle the matter was thus

vncerteynly debated. 1567 Jewel Def.Apol. 152 Therefore
the Prieste iudginge that, y* he cannot Icnow, muste needes
wander vncertainely, and be a very doubteful ludge. 1603
HoLt^AND PlutarcfCs Mar. 484 It were better for them to
settle in any one certaine place whatsoever, than still to

wander uncertainely upon the seas. 1662 Plavford Skill
Mus. HI. (1674) 3S Doing that safely and resolutely which
others attempt timorously and uncertainly. 1696 Whistom
Th. Earth iii. (1722) 278 (Thcyl floated in theWaters among
one another uncertainly. 1M3 Century Mag. XXVI. 44
The poor beast ran uncertainly in all directions.

3. Without clear or definite knowledge or state-

ment ; donbtfuliy, undecidedly.
16x3 William / in Harl. Misc, (Malh.) III. 144 The

slaughter of the English is_ uncertainly reported. 1664
Pepvs Diary 1 1 Nov., Some in Germany do derive them-
selves from the patrician families of Rome, but that un-
certainly. 174a Jura Ecciesiastica II. 351 To that two
great Objections were made, that this Custom is unreason-
able in itself and uncertainly set forth. 1795 Phil. Trans*
LXXXV, 154, I have perceived this phaenomenon only
eleven times with perfect certainty, and only a few other
times uncertainly, i860 Pusey Min, Proph. 104 Joel fore-

told, not as uncertainly, not as anticipation, or hope, or
longing, but absolutely and distinctly, that (etcl. 1878
La[jy IJrassev V'oy. Sunbeam xv. 255 A group of low islets

whose position is very uncertainly indicated in the charts.

Unce-rtainness. rare-^. [f. as prec] = next
1601 W. CoRNWALLis Ess. II. XXX. R iv b, All which . . carry

man from his destinated mediocritie, & so leaues him to the
pleasure of irresolution and vncertainenesse. 1677 MiEcu 11.

s.v., Uncertainness what to do.

TTuce'rtainty. [Uw-i la and 5 b.]

L The quality of being uncertain in respect of
duration, continuance, occurrence, etc. ; liability to

chance or accident.
For the phrase the glorious uncertatnty of the law see

Glorious o. 5 b.

138a WvcLiF I Tim. vi. 17 Ncthir for to hope in vncer-
teynte of richessisj^but in quyk God. 1495 Act 11 Hen, VII^
c. 36 Preamble^ Create uncertente and troble myght her-
after growe bytwyne the seid Duches and the scid nowe
Duke. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W.de W. 1531) 230 Bolhc for the
vncertaynty of the same t!ifel,and also for the paynfulnes..
therof. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. /K, 20 Whose study
was euer to procure malice, and to set ai thynges in broite
and vncertenlie. 01586 Sidney Arcadia \u xxvl (1912)
318 The uncertainty of his estate made you take armes. 1617
MoRVSOM ///'/. t. 278 Ky reason of the aforesaid uncertaintie
in receiving money by billcs of exchange. 1677 Yarranton
Ent^, improt'. 19 Such hazards at Sea as attend Merchants,
with the badness and uncertainty of Personal Security, xyss
Earl of Corke in J. Duncombe Lett, (1773) III. 29 The
uncertainty of the weather was still more surprising than
the cold : we have had all kinds of seasons in a day. 1704
R. J. Sulivak I'ie^v Nature I. 164 There is, besides this,

great uncertainty of colour, according as the heat varies,

x8io Scott Lady o/L. in. it, Neither broken nor at rest ; In
bright uncertainty they lie. x86o Tvndall Glac. 1. xi. 75
The uncertainty of the footing between the blocks of ice.

b. With a and pi. Something of which the
occurrence, result, etc., is uncertain.
1619 in Foster En^. Factories India (1906) I. 174, 1 send

him not uppon uncertayntyes but uppon sure grounds. 1653

J.
}\K\i.Paraiioxes 37 We love to toyl for uncertainties, ana

in this are worse then children. 1691 Andros Tracts II.

351 Most of the Persons in our Government understand little

or nothing of Trade, and so they leave it always at uncer-
tainties. 171a Lady M. W. RIontagu Lei. to Mr. IV.
Montagu 9 Dec., I would not advise you to neglect a cer-
tainty for an uncertainty. 1757 Pitt in loM Kep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 214 Exposed to the most alarming Uncer-
tainties. 178a Miss Burnky Cecilia in. ix, Mr. Arnott was
wretched from a thousand uncertainties. 1846 M rs. A. Marsh
Father Darcy II. viii. 141 Every thing seems so certain, so
inevitable, a consequence of the enterprise— yet my mind is

harassed by uncertainties. 1864 Bowen Logic xtii. 443 The
probability. .of two independent uncertainties happening
conjointly.

C. An uncertain gain or emolument.
1650 Greaves Seraglio 168 He hath then but a thousand

aspars a day, as the Cadeeleschers have. .; howbeit their un-
certainties amount atwayes to a far greater matter.

2. The state of not being definitely known or
perfectly clear ; doubtfulness or vagueness.
«i38o Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 133 pat sum men graunten

and sum men denyen, for uncerteynte of )>e dede. 1395
Purvey Rentonstr.\\t^\) 47 The multitude and vncertaynte
of siche lawis. i^ Cooper Thesaurus^ Incertum,. .doubt.
falnesse: vncertaintie. 1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. Pref. *4 b,

besides the foresaid vncertaintie, into what dangers and

79

difficulties they plunged themselues,.! tremble to recount.

a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 95 This is the briefe of the un-

certainty of the History. 1696 Whiston The. Earth iii.

(1722) 285, I might.. leave the following Conjectures to the

same State of Uncertainty they have hitlierto been in. 1763

Museum Rust. IV. 291 The uncertainty in which of the

stages the delineation of the plant has been taken. i8oz

T.Thomson Cheyn. 11. v. II. 189 He acknowledged.. that

there were two sources of uncertainty, which rendered his

conclusions not altogether to be depended upon. 1869

Fboude Short Stud. Ser. n. Educ. (1871) 322 So far as our
' special occupations go, there is no uncertainty. 1902 J.

I

Gairdner Eng. Ch. xbth Cent. viii. 141 The name of the
|

I celebrant was kept a profound secret, and to this day it is

! a matter of uncertainty.

b. Law, In phr. bad, or void, for uncertainty.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 298 Where the words of a
deed are so uncertain that the intention of the parties can-

not be discovered, the deed will be void. Thus a gift.. to

one of the children of J. S., he having four children, is void

for uncertainty. 1890 Sir A. Charles in La7v Times

Rep. LXIII. 767/1 There is some variation in the mode in

which the custom is stated, but not enough to make it bad
for uncertainty.

c. Something not definitely known or knowable

;

a doubtful point.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II, 377 It is vncerteynte

whiche Mercurius |>is was. 1577 tr. Bullinget's Decoiies

(1592) 24 What, .is more euident than that which, .no man
doeth referre lodarkenesse and vncertainlies. 1590SHAKS.
Com. Err. n. iu 187 Vntill I know this sure vncertaintie,

lie entertaine the free'd \sic\ fallacie. 1653 W. Ramesey
Astral. Restored 38 To what end. .is it for a man to busie

his head about such uncertainties. 1878 Stanley Addr. fy

Sertn. U.S. iii. (1883) 141 Many a one. .has been perplexed

by the uncertainties and contentions of history. 1889

Renin's Bk, Job p. xxxix, There is but one remedy for such
uncertainties.

3. The State or character of being uncertain in

mind ; a state of doubt ; want of assurance or con-

fidence ; hesitation, irresolution.

1548 Elvot, Suspension a hangyng vp ; also doubte or vn«
certayntee of the mynde. 1598 R, IIernard tr. Terence^

Phormio iv. iii. Let me vnderstande. .if they will giue me
her, that I may let this alone, least I stay in an vncertaintie.

1607 Shake. Cor. iii. iii, 124, I banish you, And heere

remaine with your vncertaintie. Let euery feeble Rumor
shake your hearts. 163S D. Dickson Expl. Hebr. x. 242

Doeth not this Exhortation impcrte the Elects vnsetled-

nesse, and vncertayntie of perseverance? 1746 Wesley
Princ. Methodist 43 When I have been in gfreat distress of

soul, or in utter uncertainly how to act in an important case.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffk Myst. Udolpho i, She was compelled
to rest in uncertainty. 1851 Hawthorne Ho, Sev. Gables

ix. Pacing the room . . with the uncertainty that characterized

all his movements. 1879 Lubbock Addr. Pol. <V Educ. iii.

57 Uncertainty as to the educational value of Science.

pl. 1846 Mrs. A. MABSH^a/A^rZ^arc>'II.viii.j39, 1 marvel
at. .these hesitations and uncertainties^ in a man of your
resolution. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 11. iii, I suppose, he was
full of uncertainties.

t b. In phr. ai uncertainty ^ upon uncertainties.

1G6B Howe Bless. Righteous (1825) 267 Though he be
upon great uncertainties as to his enjoyment of them. 1690

LocKR 2nd Let. Toleration Wks. 1714 II. 272 Whereby we
are as much still at Uncertainty, as we were before, who
those are who. .are to be punished.

TTncerti-ficated,//'/. a, (Un-i 8.)

Frequent in recent use, esp. of teachers.

183(^-7 Dickens Sk. Bozy Scenes xiii, A disappointed
eighth-rate actor, a retired smuggler, or an uncertificated

bankrupt 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv. 88 Study
not merely private and uncertificated, but evidenced by a
regular api>earance in the public schools for disputation.

Uncertified, ppL a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not made certain; not assured.

153s Stewart Cron, Scot. (Rolls) II. 170 Vncertifieit tha

war into sic thing Into that cace quhome that tha wald mak
king. z8oi Southey Thalaba vi. xviii. The astonish'd

Thalaba .. closed his eyes, And open'd them again; And
yet uncertified, He prest them close.

2. Not attested as certain; not guaranteed by
certification.

1681 Calr. Treas. Bks. 7 That he do not issue out process

upon any uncertified bond. 1760-1 Smollett Launcelot
Greaves xx, Ihe mercy of the legislature in favor of in-

solvent debtors, is never extended to uncertified bankrupts

taken in execution. 1846 Grote Greece 1. xix. II. 47 Any
chronological system which may be applied to it, must be

essentially uncertified and illusory. 1876 Meredith Beauck.
Career xxxiv. She touched the double chords within us

which are. .a divine discord if on uncertified harmony.

Unce*rtitude. [Un- i i 2.] = Tncertitddk.
154X Cranmer in Si. Papers Hen. VIIIA. 717 Wheropon

myght growe most uncertitude of Your Graces succession,

with.. unquiet nes.. to this Realme. 1870 J. H, Newman
Gram. Assent u. vi. 194 That uncertitude on the subject is

just the explanation, .of the strange violence of language.

+ TTnce'Bsable, a. Obs,^^ =* JycEssABLE a.

1596 Z. J. tr. Lavardin*s Hist. Scanderbeg 212 Mahomet
was noted aboue the rest to vse an vncessable kind of

diligence.

t tTnce'SSant, a. Obs. Also 6 vnceassa(u)nt,
-oessaunt. [Un-^ 7 and 5 b.] = Incessant a.

(Very common fi 550-1690.)
a. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xxiv. 178 b, Hauyng

within hymselfa perpetuall vnceassaunt power to dooe what.
soeuer his wille is. 1593 Kvd MurtherL Brciven Wks. (1901)

293 Bloud is an vnceassant crier in the eares of the Lord.

p. 1555 Eden Decades {kxh.) i6i The vncessaunt mouynge
and impulsion of the heauens. 1583 Bauington Commandm.
(1590) 190 Parents, that take such intollerable and vn-

cessant paines to leaue much vnto their children, a 1641

Up. Mountagu Acts ^ J/(?m. (1642) 429 Wicked mens soules

they thrust and imprison in a darksome roome below, where
I torments unccssant doe attend them, ai66x Holyuav

tJNCHALKED.

Juvenal (1673) 263 They.. bid their sons with uncessant

industry imploy their time, x^z Ray Creation 11. 47 The
Heart. .by its uncessant Motion distributing the Blood.

t TTnce'SSantly, adv. Obs. Also 5 vncess-

antle, 6 vncessaunt(e)ly(e, 6-7 uncessantlie

;

6 vnceasaantly. [Cf. prec] = Incessantly adv,

(Very common c 1550-1690.)
C1460 Toiuneley Myst. iii. 147 It shall begyn full sone to

rayn vncessantle. 1548 Udall Erasvi. Pat. Luke xix.

147 b. But the lewes . , kepyng sylence of the glorie of Christ

.., the stones vnceassauntely crye it out. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 282 Such a one searcheth the very heart and
entrayles of the ground, for gold and siluer, unteassantly.

1600 Holland Livy xxxii. xv. 817 The assault and batterie

continuing uncessantly both night & day, overcame at

length the. .valour of the Macedonians. 1651 H. More
^nd Lash in Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 213 Putting the body
..into a perpetuall motion, so that the parts fridge one

against another uncessantly. 1691 Nobris Pract. Disc.^ 329

They.. must needs.. be carried out uncessantly and intirely

toward the Supream Good.

tUnce-ssantness. Obs. [Cf. prec.] =
Incessantness.
1627 H. ScuDDER Chr. Daily Walk xvi. §6 (1637) 639

Those [evil thoughts] which come onely from Satan, may
usually bee knowncby their suddennesse and uncessant-

nesse. 1677 Gilpin Demonol. 111. 19 If they urge the un-

cessantness of the Devil's Attempts, Christ and others have

felt the like.

Unce'stused, a. (Un-' 8.) 01843 Southev Comiu.-Pi.

Bk.{\%$i) IV. 198 Without his wig he is Jove without his

thunder. Venus uncestused, Phoebus unbeamed.

XJnch, obs. form of Inch sb.^

fUnch, reduced form of Nuncheon.
Nunch is common in English dialect use.

1668 R. B. Adagia Scot. 7 An unch is a feast (of Bread

and Cheese).

Unchafed,//*/. «. (Un-I 8.) [1773 Ash.] \Us Pall
MallG. 19 June 4/2 One is glad.. to be dismissed in peace,

tinchafed and unwearied.

t ITnohaghe. Obs.—'^ [a. Ir. 6inseach,'\ A fool-

ish or wanton woman.
1534 St. Papers Hen. Vllh H. 215 That no Yryshe..

bardes, unchaghes, nor messangers, come to desire any
goodes of any man dwellinge within the Inglyshrie.

Uncliaiii, z/. [UN-2 4b.]
1. trans. To set free, release, from a chain or

chains ; to remove the chain(s) from.

xgSa N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda^s Conq. E. Itid. i.

Ixxiii. 150 Bein§ in a readinesse to uncheine his Mastes, he

was presently informed that the king of Calicut was re-

forming a new his Castles. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, v. iii.

31 Vnchaine your spirits now with spelling Charmes, And
try if they can gaineyour liberty. 1664 Dkvdkn & Howard
Jnd, Queen in. i, Ubey may By force unchain, and crown
him in a day. 1679 Alsop Melius Inq. 1. ii. jo8 When the

Righteous God saw it necessary lo unchain the Devil, and
let him loose upon the English Protestants. 1704 Prior

Prol, Her Majesty's Uirth-day 37 So was his Fame com-
pleat, and Andromede unchain'd. 1831-7 Praed Bridal of
Belvwnt 113 The young Count clamoered down the rock.

Unfurled the sail, unchained the oar. 1868 Dickens Vn-
comm. Trav. xxvlii, He used his utmost influence to get

the man unchained from the bedstead.

absol. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Gt. IVitigleburpf Duel^ Up
started the ostlers, .unstrapping, and unchaining, and un-

buckling, and dragging wiUing horses out.

b. transf. and^^. To set free ; to liberate,

1793 H. Walfole in Miss Berry Jmls. ^ Corr. (1865) I.

425, I unchain my impatience, which has behaved like an
angel. 1796 Coleridge Destiny of Italians 111 Vet the

wizard her.. Forces to unchain the foodful progeny Of the

Ocean stream. 1811 H. G. Knight Phrosyne^o Stern

Winter. .Unleafs the forest, and unchains the wind. 1855

[J. D. Burn] Autobiog. Beggar Boy (1859) »3 Vo" »"ay

form some little opinion of my position when my father un-

chained his lawless desires. 1890 'R. Boldrewood' Col.

Reformer (1891) 175 The storm. .swept over. .as if a fiesh

blast had been unchained among the far south ice-fields.

2. To free from obstruction by the removal of

a chain. K\&ofg.
1613-6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iii. Gaze on mine eyes,

whose life-infusing beames Haue powre to melt the Icy

Northern streames, And so inflame the Gods of those bound

Seas They should vnchaine iheir virgin passages.
_

1663

Davenant Siege of Rhodes i. 31 Away I unchain ihe

Streets, unearth the Ports !..And bravely sallyout fiom all

the Forts I

Hence Unehai'ning vbi. sb.

[1775 Ash.] a 1835 Mrs. Hfmans Corolan^s Prophecy 13

Many stood waiting around, in silent earnestness, Th' un-

chaining of his soul. 1871 W. B. Jerroid At Home in

Paris II. vii. II. 147 It was a wicked, reckless unchaining of

the hates long nursed, of the two foremost military nations

of the world.

Unchainable, a. (Un-1 7b.) r 1836 Mancan Poems

(1903) 9 Though he were even a pleasant salmon in the

unchainable sea. 1899 F. T. Builen Way Navy 12 Like

sentient monsters m.id with unchainable energy.

TTnchained, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

1660 Ingelo Bentiv. ^ Ur. ii. (1682) 184 Ihe unchain d

Barges separated themselves from one another. 1704 Prior

Let. to M. Boileau Despreaux 174 The Eagle,.. Unchain'd

and Free, directs her upward Flight, a 1721 — Female
Phaeton vi. Dearest Mamma, for once let me, Unchain'd,

my Fortune try. 174a Young Nt. Th. ix. 614 Come, my
Prometheus, from thy pointed rock Of false ambition if

unchain'd, we'll mount, x8i6 Bvron 6"/>^tf Cor. viii. Given

to none, Had young Francesca's hand remain'd Still by the

church's bonds unchain'd. 1865 Esquiros Corn-wall 156

One must have lived there to know what is the violence of

the unchained winds.

Unchai-r, v, (Un-2 5.)

164s ToMBEs Anthropol. lo What is this lesse then to

unchaire Christ?
Unchalked, ///. a. [1775 Ash.] 1786 Phil. Trans.



UNCHALLENGEABLE.
LXXVII. 30 No other book would do the same, though the
ades were scraped unch.ilked.

TTncha llen^eable, a, (Un-^ 7 b.)
1611 SrEED Hist, Gi. liiit. ix. xx, 731/1 Our vulgar

Bookes extant can hardly passe with a Jury of ordinary
Criticks and Censors for vnchallengeable euidence. 1824
Scott St. KoHitn'sxxxWx, His title and his paternal fortune,

which he thought.. might be rendered unchallengeable.

1847 Lp. LiNDSAV Sk. Hist, Chr. AriL6i The IJyzantines .

.

maintained a pre-eminence, unchallenged and unchallenge-
able, in the three sister arts. 1880 Muikhead Gaius 11.

§119 »/>/«, A man, whose position as heir under the civil

law was unchallenged and unchallengeable.

Hence Uncha*Ueng'eably adv,
18*7 Scott Na^Uon c. VIII. 330 Annual expositions of

national receipt and expenditure,, which were, to outward
appearance, iinchallengeably accurate. 1866 F.G. Stephens
Kn^. Children (1S67) 32 'i'his is unchalleneeably true.

Unchallenged, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

a iSjoSeortiswooiiK J/ist,Cft. Scof.(i6ss) "-97 He was.,
much nated by the clergy. ..Nolthelesse he went unchal-
lenged and was not brought in question. 1805 Scott Z>ast

Minstr. v. xii, Unchallenged thus, the w.irder's post, The
court, unchallenged, thus he cross'd, 1847, 1880 [see Un-
CHALLF.N'GEABLEa.]. X898 * Merkiman ' Koticft's Cortterx\\\.

176 ' Ves,* continued the unchallenged speaker, in ..the
typical voice of the tavern-talker,

unclia'nibered, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)
1650 Fuller Pisgah 373 The east end where the Porch

stood, was clear, and unchamberetf, 1870 E. T. Stevens
Flint Chips yyinotCy Skulls from unchambered long barrows
in South Wilts. idi^sChamhers^s Encycl, VII. 409 This shell

\q{ the nautilus] is unchambered, and peculiar to the females,

Unchampioned,///. rt. (Un-1 8.) 1819 Scott /r/rtw/m*?

xxxix, Championed or unchampioned, thou diest by the
stake and faggot. 1878 Spectator 5 Oct. 1261 Will he,

isolated and unchampioned, have the courage .solemnly to

bring his matters of complaint before a committee of squires.

TTnclia'nce. north* and .5V. [Un-1 12. Cf.

Wanchanck.] Mischance, misfortune.
A 1400-50 Alexander 82a* (Dublin MS,), [He] Comand

kenely hys knyghtez to kepe to hys blonkez, pat no vn-
chaunce paim achefe. 1533 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)

III. 405 Quhen this wnchance wes to king Richart kend,
i8j3 Galt Gilhmze Ixxvi, Those grevious unchances which
darkened the latter days of so many of the pious.

Uncha-ncellor, v. (Un- 2 6b.)
1676 Row Contn, Blat/s Auiobiog. xii. (1848) 512 The

King took from Hyde the great seals (so he was unchan-
cellered).

Uncha-ncy, a. Chiefly ^r, [Un-i 7. Cf. Wan-
CHANCV a.]

L Ill-omened, ill-fated, unfortunate.

1533 Bellenden Livy ii. iv. (S.T.S) I. 142 Sen his hous
was vnchancy, & his son dede. 1536 — Cron. Scot, (1821)
II. 468 The lordis thocht that Johne was ane unchancy
name to be ane king. 1589 Warner Alb. Eug. vi. xxxii.

141 Lastly slaine By Edward, whilst he did vphold vn-
chancie Henries Raigne. 1768 Ross //t'/^//cr^ 11. 98, 1..

raouie a weary foot synsyne hae gane, Born \' the yerd wi*
that unchancy coat. 1863 N. <(- Q. 3rd Ser. IV. 264
Another of this difficult lady's unchancy wooers was a
Scottish laird. 1893 Stevensom Cairiona xiii. The devil
any other sight or sound in that unchancy place.

b. Inconvenient, ill-timed.

i860 Trollope Framlfy P. xxix, Why had his Grace
come at so unchancy a moment ?

2. Dangerous; not safe to meddle with.
1786 Burns To J. Kennedy i, Down the gate, in faith,

they're worse, And mair unchancy. x8t8 Scott Rob Roy
xxiii. We gang-there-out Hieland bodies are an unchancy
generation when you speak to us o' bondage. 1833 M,
ScoTT Tom Cringle x\\^ A stalwart unchancy customer, who
will not be gainsaid or contradicted. 1874 Wood Nat.
Hist. 281 The Brown Owl, . . when roused to anger or urged
by despair, is a remarkal>ly unchancy antagonist.

Uncliangeability, [f. next.] = Unchange-
ABLENESS.
c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton, 1483) n. Hi. 54 He myght not

be rcfourmyd by cause of his vnchangeabylyte. 1813 T.
Busby Lucretius 1. i. Comm. p. xviii, Objections like these
only serve to throw difficulties in the way of our faith ia
the unchangeability of the Divine Being. 1865 Living-
stone Zambesi xxiv. 509 The African traditions which seem
possessed of the same unchangeaTjility as the arts to which
they relate.

tJnclia'ngeable, a. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.] That
cannot change or be changed ; not liable to change

;

immutable, invariable.
Also, in recent use, *not exchangeable'.
ax34o HK}AfOi.Vi Psalter IV. gli istendant in til lastandnes

and vnchaungeabile ioy. c 1340— Pr. Consc. 8332 How God
invysible es, And unchaungeable, and endles. 1383 Wyclip
yob XV. 15 Amon^ his seintus noon is vnchaungable. c X430
Lt/e St. Kath. xiii. (1884) 28 For god is vnbodyly inuisible
and vnchaungeable. 1434 Misyn Mending Life 106 Qwhat
is turnyng fro god hot turnynge fro guyde vnchawngabyll
to guyde chawngabjjll. 1516 Pilgr. Per/, (W. de W. 1531)
271 h, Seynge in spiryt the immutable or vnchaungeable
trewth of god. 1587 Golding De Mornay iv. (1592) 44 By
this terme Vnchangeable we deny him to be lyke the
immortall soules, which admit passions. <xx6io Healey
C«^« (1636) 152 Shee giueth the true knowledge of profitable
thmgs a gift of unchangeable goodnesse and security. 1676
Hale Contempl. 1. 191 An eternal slate of unchangeable and
perfect happmess shall succeed. 173a Berkeley Alciphr.
VI. % 31 Ahhough the light of truth be unchangeable. 1774
GoLDSM. Nat Hist. 1. xx. 341 They.. talk of a friend or
a mistress as fixed and unchangeable as the winds. 1817 J
Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 71 The latter method will in-
evitobly produce., a more unchangeable fideliiy, 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 450 The thousands of
clergymen, who had so loudly Itoasted of the unchangeable
lojraltyof their order. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach.
xvu 322 About the average age of forty, when the character
becomes nnchaogeable.

80

ahsot. 1875 JowKTT Plaio (ed. 2) HI. 535 For the un-

changeable is never older or younger.

Unchangeableness. [f. prec. + -ness.]

Immutability,
1548 Elyot /w//«w/(2/'////rtJ, ..vnchaungeablenesse, con-

Rtancie. 1587 Golding De Mornay xvii. (1592) 279 Surely

the vnchangeableness of Spirits was created to depend
vppon their linking in with their maker. 1607 Hikron
IVks. 1. 156 The stablenesse and vnchangeablenes^ie of that

worke of saluation which is wrought by Christ Jesus.

a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb. xii. (1655) 271 The Apostle

giveth us to understand .. the unchangeablenesse of the

Gospel. 1736 Chandler Hist. Persec. 51 He expressly

asserts the immutability and unchangeableness of the Son.

1777 Priestley Matt. Sf Spir. (1782) I. xvi. 190 The
eternity and unchangeableness of the first cause stands

upon the very same grounds. 1827 Karadav Chem. Manip.
ii. 28 This is fully compensated by the unchangeableness
in weight. 1871 Jowett Plato I. 427 The realm of purity,

and eternity, and immortality, and unchangeableness.

Unchangeably, <idv, [f. as prec. + -ly.]

Immutably.
/Z1340 Hampole Psalter Ixxxviii. 35 Antyme, Jjat is, vn-

chaungabilly i sware in my haligh. 1608 Willet He.xapia
Exod. 790 God yet himselfe being vnchangeablie present.

1683 NoRRis Hierocles 17 .Shining with liim in a happy life,

but not uniformly and uncliangeably. 1743 J. Morris .SVr/;/.

ii. 37 Him, who is so perfectly wise, so unchangeably liappy.

1781 CowPER Table-t. 443 A dire effect, by one of nature's
laws Unchangeably connected with its cause. 1829 Southey
Allfor Love i. xxi, U'herein to be for life and death Un-
changeably array'd. 1875 J. P. Hopps Princ. Relig. viii. 26
There is such a thing as the eternally right and the unchange-
ably good.

UncliaTlged, ///. a, [Un-1 8.] Unaltered.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 431 [To] chaunge \fi

iiknesse wil> oute and leue J>e kynde vnchaunged wij> ynne.
C 1420 Lydg. Ballad Commend, our Lady 95 'I'hu louyst hem
unchaungid J>at serue the, isji More Confut. Tindale 135
He shold rather haue kepte styll the worde presbyteros
vnchaunged, bycause that worde is yt yt sygnyfyeth autho-
ryte wyth the grekes, (Z1586 Sidney Arcadia i. v. (1912) 34
Malice sooner ceased, then her unchanged patience. i6«
P. Fletcher Purple Isl. x. xii, The faces change prov'd tn^

hearts unchanged grace. 1667 Milton P. Z-. vii. 24 More
safe I Sing with mortal voice, unchang'd To hoarce or mute.
X718 Prior Solomon 1. 64 Whilst the distinguish'd Yew is

ever seen, Unchang'd his Branch, and permanent his Green,
X794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udoipho xxxiv, Tell him my
heart is unchanged. 1827 Scott Highl. IVidozu v. Noon
found him in the same unchanged posture. 1894 Sir E.
Sullivan IVoman 23 Throughout Asia and Africa the relative

position of women, legal and social, is unchanged.
Hence Unchangedness.
x88o Mrs. CRAiK/*^ir;«j,/;;/;//«/.a^/tf 31Yet still Our change

yearns after Thine unchangedness.

Unchanging,///, a. (Un-1 io.)

^593 Shaks.
"i
Hen. i^/, i. iv. 116 I'ut that thy Face is

Vizard-like,vnchanging,.. I would assay,, to make thee blush.
a 1625 Fletcher P'air Maid Inn in. i, Tlie husband Of my
remembrance and unchanging vowes. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit.

315 But true expression, like th' unchanging Sun, Clears and
improves whate'er it shines upon. X757 W. '^w.v.iv.Epigon.
vii. 198 If fame's unchanging voice to all the earth, VVith
truth, proclaims you author of my bii th. 1792 Burns The
Posie II The hyacinth's for constancy wi* its unchanging
blue. x8i2 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 91 The summits [of

the Andes] are covered with unchanging snows. 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. I, XXV. 326 The horizon showed an unchanging
circle of ice. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 456 The soul.,

being in communion with the unchanging is unchanging.

Hence TJncha'ngingneas.
1878 A. L. Walkkr Lady's Holm II. viii. 163 No place.,

has the same look of unchangingness.

Unclia'ngingly, adv. (Un- ^ i i .)

1435 Misyn Pire ofLore 14 So Jje generacion of l>e sone
withTpe euerlastynge of l>e godhede vnchaungyngly bydis.
1817 Moore Ledla Rookh, Nourmahal 130 There's a beauty,
for ever unchangingly bright. 1827 — Epicur. xvii. (ed. 4)

271 God. .proceeds, .unchangingly to the great, final object
of his providence. 1883 Whitelaw Soplwcles^ iEd. Col.

613 And the same spirit never of friend and friend, Or state
with state, abides unchangingly.

TIncha'nnelled, (//A) a. (Un-i 8 and 9.)
1600 S. Nicholson Acolastus (1876) 65 Then brake th*

vnchannel'd issue of mine eyes, My teares gaue vent vnto
my tired soule. 171a Blackmorb Creation vii. 622 She next
essay'd the embryo's rise to trace From an unfashion'd, rude,
unchannell'd mass. [1775 Ash.) 1872 Daily News 12 Oct.,
The lanes and byways unchannelled,

Uncha*nted,///.rt. (Un-' 8.) r>77SAsH.] xSaoSHELLEV
Prometh. Unb. i. 513 Leave Hell's secrets half unchantcd
To the maniac dreamer. 1840 Mangan Poems (1903) 14
The Chief whom nothing daunted.. fell in distant Spain,
unchronicled, unchanted I

Unchaperoned, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
X858 Miss MuLOCK Th. ab. IVornen 33 Anxious mothers,

whowould not for worlds be guilty of the indecorum of
sending their daughters unchaperoned to the theatre or
a ball. x886 Miss Braddon One Thing Needful vii, She
was willing, .to allow her daughter to stroll across the fields

unchaperoned.

Uncha-plain, v. (Un-2 6 b.)

ai66i Fuller IVorthies^ Dorset i, (1662) 280 Dr. Hackwel,
for opposing the Spanish Match, was un-Chaplain'd and
banished the Court.

Uncha'pleted, ppl. a. (Un-^ 8.) 1864 Swinburne Ata-
lanta (1865) 114 With unch.ipleted hair. With unfilleted

cheek, x^o Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 51 Her golden
head,,.uncoifed, unchapleted.

Uncha*raoter, v. (Un-2 (5 b.)

1570 FoxE A.
(J-
M. (ed. 2) 193/1 Making ol a priest a non

priest, or a layman : vncharacteryng his owne order.

Uncharactered, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Having no distisctive sign.

1633 C. Butler Eng. Gram. To Rdr., If first wee reforme

UNCHARIOT,
our Alphabet, by adding those uncharactered letters which
are wanting, and giving fit names to those that want them.

2. Of persons : Destitute of moral character.
X84X Gen. P.Thompson Exerc.(iB^z) VI. 37 The profligate

and the uncharactered of lioth sexes.

Uncliaracteri'stic, «. (Un-I 7.)

1753 RiciiAKDsoN Grandison (1781) IV. xviii. 141 Wisdom
itself. .is sometimes thought to sit ungracefully, when it is

uncharacteristick, not to the man, but to the times. 1807 OriE
in Lect. Paint, iv. (1848) 329 Important events disgraced by
mean and uncharacteristic agents. 1853 Rlskin Stones Wen.
II. V. § 26. 139 This cross, though graceful and rich, ..is

uncharacteristic in one respect 1893 f- Adams Nctv Egypt
41 Everything that is characteristic of the Egyptian is un-
characteristic of tlie Arabian.

Unch.aracteri'stically; adv. (Un-^ n.)
1753 Richardson Grandison {i-jZi)\ .xxx'x. 208 They won't

let me write on,.. or 1 should not have concluded so un-
characteristically, 1804 Something Odd II. 76 A quantity
of fair hair floated gracefully (uncharacteristically 1 might
also add) upon the shoulders. 1856 ^\jiiK\t* Mod. Paint. 111.

IV. xiii. § 26 His ideas respecting all landscape being not
uncharacteristically summed, finally, by Pallas herself. 1S98
Century Mag. LV. 772 It ends, uncharacteristically enough,
in rich simplicity.

UnchaTacterized, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) 170X Beverlev
Apoc. Quest. 13 Seeing the Time between the Weeks and
the 1260 Days, would be otherways uncharacteriz'd, and the
Space unknown. i86a E. Falkener Ephesus, etc. 11. iv. 268
Vitruvius's definition of hypxthros is said to be uncharac-
terized by his usual precision.

TTncnarge, v. Now rare. [Un-2 j.j

1. trans. To free from a charge or burden.
1303 R. Brunne Haudl. Synne 11942 But yn euery tyme

bat Jjou shryuest J>e, Of pyne shalt ^>ou vncharged be. 1377
Langi-. p. pi. B. XV, 338 For chariie wilh-oute chalengynge
vnchargeth l>e soule. c\\y> Pilgr. LyfManhode ii. xlvii.

(1S69) 94 So iniche we dide, she and j, ^at J>e conlracte was
ouerihrowe from me, and j vncharged.
abiol. X340 Ayenb. 97 pe ojjere [law] chargef»; and J>is

Onchargep.

b. To acquit of guilt.

160a Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 68 Euen his Mother shall vn-
chargc the practice. And call it accident.

2. To unload ; to dischaige (a vessel).

13.. Coerde Z-.2584 Thedrowmound..was diownyd in the
flood, Ar halff unchargyd wer that good. 13. . Propr. Sanct.
(Vernon MS.) in Herng's Archiv LXXXI. 312/171 A beest
jat charged is In plaas Mai not passe ^rwh narwh paas
Til he vncharged be J>at tide. X388 Wvclif Acts xxi. 3 We
..seilidcn in loSirie, and camen to Tire. For there theschip
schulde be vnchargid. c 1435 Eng. Cong. Ireland 10 Thay
vncharged hare shippes, & niade ham loges on lond. C1475
Cath. Angl. 59/1 'lo vn-charge; vbi to discharge.

iransf, X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 201 After mete
J>ey wente into Jjc feeld by cause for to uncharge |)aire

stomakes.

3. To remove the charge from (a gun).
1687 Mi£ge Gt. /'>. Did. I, Decharger un Cnnon^eu iter

la charge^ to uncharge a Gun.

Unckargeable, «. (Un-i 7 b.)

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp, n, x. 136 Offer was made of
private and unchargeable arbitrators. 1659 Gentl. Calling
IX. § 8 Will any man renounce a rich unchargeable reveision,

when he is not only wooed, but bribed, -not to disclaim it ?

t "CTnchaTgeant, fl. Obs.-"^ (Un-1 7.)

(ri38o Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 412 Sib Crist ches to be
unchargeaunte to ]>o puple, ne gif non occasioun of avarise

to oJ>er, bei .shulden fie ^is doynge.

Uncharged,///, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. t a. Not called upon ; unsummoned, Obs,

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S. T. S.) 91 Gyf a man gais

to the weris unchargit, sail he tak wagis? 1539 Reg, Frizy
Seal Scot. II. 472/2 The said Johnue to bcunchaigit to

find souerte to the law.

b. Not burdened {with something).
c X475 Golagros ^ Gaw. 435 Sen hail our doughty elderis

has bene endurand, Thriuandly in this thede, vnchargit as
thril. 1746 Eliza Heywood Female Sped. No. 24 (1^48)
IV. 317 When the Almighty, offended with our presumption,
gives his fiat to our wishes, they seldom come uncharged
with ills. 1896 IVestm. Gas. 25 Sept. 5/1 The national desire

to be at any rate uncharged with responsibility.

C. Not formally accused.
1900 IVestm. Caz. 3 Apr. 3/2 His two native evangelists,

who were arrested with him, are reported to be still in prison,
untried and uncharged.

2. Unassailed, unattacked.
1607 Shaks. Timon v. iv. 56 Then there's my Gloue

Desend and open your vncharged Ports.

3. Her. Not furnished with a charge.
1610 GuiLLiM Herald'y 11. v. 49 The Bend containeth in

breadth the 6flh part of the Field, as it is vncharged. 1845
Antiq.?f Archit. I'ear Bk.-^\2 Beneath each figure appears
a shield, but uncharged.

4. a. Not loaded with powder and shot.

17x9 Dk Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 307 Snapping an uncharg'd
Pistol, close to the Powder, [1] set tt on fire. 1745 Mrs.
Eliz. Montagu Corr. (1906) I. 203 The first was my servant,

valiantly armed with two uncharged pistols, a 1829 Farcy
Reed XV. in Child Ball. III. 26/2 You ha^•e left ine in a fair

field standin. And in my hand an uncharged gun,

b. Not charged with electricity.

x8is J. Smith Panorama Sci. ^ Art II. 263 A coating was
then put on the uncharged glass. 1873 Maxwell Electr. ff

Magn. I. 53 When they are gone, other uncharged particles

tof air] take their place.

c. Not furnished with a load.

1796 T. Twining Trav, India, etc. (1893) 157 The jolting

of the uncharged machine became almost insupportable.

5. Not subjected to a financial charge.
1894 Daily Tel. 5 Dec. 5/7 A Four and a Half per Ctat.

Gold Loan, secured on the uncharged revenues of the Treaty
ports.

Uucha-iiot. v. (Un-2 5.)



UNCEL&.RITABLE. 81 UNCHECK.
C171S Pope Lett (1735) I. 140 The poor distressed Roman

Cathufics, now unhors'd and uncharioted. 1877 Talmage
Seriti. 9, The Lord h.is unhorsed us, uncharloted us.

TTnclia'ritable, a- Also Sc 5 uncheritable.
[Ux-^ /b and 5 b.] Not charitable; lacking in

charity : a. Of persons, etc. ^

1436 Sir G. Have Lmv ofArmes (S.T.S.) 237 And rycht

sa..gif thare war ane uncheritable prelate, quhilk war..

a

counsailour to mnk were. 1348 Udall, etc._ Erasm. Par.
Mark xi. 71 b, With his frownyng browes, with his stately

loke, with his contencious or viicharltable mouthe. 1592
G. Harvev /"tf.vr /,^//. iii. Wks. (Grosart) 1. 195 His conclu-

sion. That the worlde was vncharitable, and he ordained to be
miserable. i646CKASHAW.SVi-/j/i' TevipL'^ Charity 58 What
can the poore hope from us, when we bee Uncharitable ev'n

to Charitie ? 1673 Lady's CalL I, i. § 29 In this uncharitable

age, things are apt to be denominated not from the greater

but worser part. 1743 J. Morris Scrm. \\. 49 If he remains
uncharitable he is utterly ur.fit for heaven. i8a8 Lvtton
Pelkam III. iv. Why be so uncharitable to this poor and
persecuted principle? 1880 'OuiDA'^/i'Mj 1 1 1. 82 People are

so horridly uncharitable.

ahsol. 1837 W. Irving Adv, Capt. Bonneville II. 191 The
uncharitable were apt to surmise that he had, in the interim,

been well used up in a buffalo hunt
b. Of actions, feelings, etc.

a 1631 Donne Serm.^ Ps. U. 7 (1640) 640 An uncharitable
condemning ol other men. 1683 I). K. Art Com'erse 22
With most uncliaritable exa^cjerations of their least, or

fancied misdeme.^nou^s. J764 Burn Poor Laws 137 It were
an uncharitable action to relieve them in a course of idleness.

1814 WoRDSW. Excurs. vii. 775 Her unch.-\ritable acts, I

trust. And harsh unkindne^scs are all forgiven. 1833 H.
Coi.ERir>CEZ./VcjA't'rM^r«f II Marvell. neveragain uttered
so uncharitable a surmise as that with regard to Morus.

tTncharitableness. [f. prec. + -NE33.] The
quality or character of being uncharitable.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer^ Litany^ From enuy,
hatred, and mali:e, and alt uncharitablenes, Good lorde,

deliuer us. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 35 The morrall

common places of vncharitablenes, and humblenes. 1641
Smectymnlx'S Annv. § i3 (1653) 74 It is no unusuall thing

with the Prelats..to charge such as protest. .with uncharit-

ablenes and Schisme. 1653 Jer. Taylor Serm. for i'ear,

lyin.'er it. 17 The unchariiablenesse of men towards his

poor. 1710 Waterlanu Christ's Div. Vinii. 418 There's no
uncharitableness in believing, that He gives us at least his

own true meaning. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trum/. {tBj6)

j}i Those outpourinixs of envy or uncbaritabkness which
ineviuibly harden the heart. 1867 Ai'CUSTa Wilson / 'as/iti

xxi, I never before beard you utter sentiments that trenched

so closely upon harsh uncharitableness.

Uncha-ritably, aJv, [Us- 1 1 1 b.] In an un-

charitable manner; without chirity.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 626 If he reprcue hym vncharit-

aWy of synncthanne apperteneth that to the reioysjmge of
the deud. 1^9 Act 21 //irn. Vlfl^ c. 4 § i The resydue of
the same Executours uncharitably, .have refused lo inter-

medic. .with the execucion of the said wyll. a 1548 Hall
CAnm., Hen. /K, 7 He uncharitably commaunded that no
man.. should once entreate him for the retonrne of Henry
noweduke of I-ancastre. i6a4GATAKER Transubst. 147 He
very uncharitably passeth them by. ifijj Cowley Pimlir.
Odes, Life iii, We.. wish uncharitably for them, To bi as

lon^ a Dying as ^lethu-:alem. 1718 EurzA Heywood tr.

Miite.de Gomez's Belle A. {1711) II. 288, 1 know not,, which
of my Actions should make you jud^e so un':haril,ibly of
me. 1831 James Pkil. Augustus li. iv, Vou speak but un-
charitably of the reverend canon of St. Berthe's. i860

Trench Scrm, in ll^tst'/t. Abb, xi. 122 We pray that we
may not speak uncharitably; but oh ! let us pray that we
may not think uncharitably.

unckaTity. (U.v-i 12 and 5 b,)

a ly^ Hall dnron., Edw. IV^ 200 The mother of this

pernicious commocion was unchantie, or very impietie. 1598
E. GuiLPiN Skiai. A v, It is a strange sceld secne vn.
charitie. To make fooles of themselues to hinder thee. 1643
Sir T. Browne Kel/g: Med, i. § 56 Thus we,, .with as much
uncharity as ignorance, doe erre. .in points, not onely of our
own, but on(e]anothers salvation. x6gi Norris /'/<w/. Disc.

53, 1 mi.^ht without any danger of Censoriousness or Un-
charily, write Mystery upon the Triple crown, i7JaWoDROW
Corr. (1843) II. 655 rorgive the seeming uncharity in the
supposition ; I shall be glad it be groundless. 1837 Jkfwey
in Ld. Cockburn Li/i- (1352) II. 293 But I will have no un-
charity. They too should have been richer. X874 Farrar
Christ (ed. 2) II. xliv, nS The frenzy which filled them
when He set at naught their Sabbatarian uncharities.

XTnclia-rm, v, [Un-2 3.]

1. Irtins. To deprive of magical powers; to nullify

the efficacy or virtue of (a charm).
1575 Vautroluer Luther on Ep. Gal. (1577) 95 We labour

both by preaching and wryting vnto you, to vncharme that
sorcerie wherewith the false apostles haue bewitched you.
i6ia J. DAViEs{Heref )i?/«j/j i'(w:r. Wks. (Grosart) II. 53/1
Vncharme the Charmes then, of th*!se grieuous ioyes, that
still allure my sense ofthem to taste. 1624 HEVwooot7««(i/i&.
viii. 40a Amasls King of Egypt was by the like exorclsme
bound . .till those ligatorie spells were after uncharmed, i860

J. Wolff Trai', ff Adv. 1. 362 Tde Russians convinced them
that they could uncharm a talisman.

2. To free from a spell or from enchantment ; to

deliver from the influence of a charm. Also absol.

1631 Lady M. Wroth Urania 554 He ran to take her vp,

and try how to vncharme her, but he was instantly throwne
out of the Caue in a trance. 1638 Godoiphin in G. Sandys
Paraphr, Divine Poems Prcf. Verses **j b, That Harp,
whose Charms uncharm'd the brest Of troubled Saul. 1688
E. Ravenscroft London Cuckolds 71, 1 will go home to my
Wife,and uncharm her Mouth, and set lier 'I'ongue at Liberty.

1779 Mme. D'Arblav Diary 16 June, .She charms and un-

cnarms in a moment ; she is a bane and an antidote at the

same time. 1883 Meredith Lett. (1912) II. 341 Where to

go this year I do not know; perhaps nowhere. My last

year's experience uncharined me.

b. To deprive or rob of charm or fascination.

Vol, X.

1835 Willis Pencillings II. xli. 28 But one look at the

terms that might describe it, written on paper, uncharms
even the remembrance.

Uncha'nned, ///. a» [Un-2 8.] Not subject

to a spell or charm ; not invested with charm ; not

delighted or pleased.

1592 Shaks. Kom.9{ Jul. i. i. 217 From loues weake childish

Bow, she Hues vncharm'd. 1757 H. Walpole Lei, to Mann
20 Nov., Still uncharmed, he said it was too little ! 1818
Coleridge Let. to Mrs. Gillman (1895) 691 We come to a

wood, full of birds and not uncharmed by nightingales. 1857
Tennyson Merlin ^ Vivien 549 That full heart of yours.,

may now assure you mine j So live uncharm'd.

UachaTming, /•//. (7. (Un-^ io.)

1687 Drvden Hind 9f P. iti. 209 Conscience would not let

him rest : 1 mean, not till.. old, uncharming Catherine was
remov'd. 189* Pall Mall G. 15 Nov, 3/1 He earned no
little distinction by keeping outside that uncharming circle.

Uucha'meli ^< [Un-^ 5] trans. To take out

of a charnel. Hence UnchaTnelled///. a.

c 1805 H. K. White Poems {1825) 366 They tell..ofunchar-
nell'd spectres, seen to glide Along the lone wood's unfre-

quented p.^th. 1817 Byron Man/red n. iv. 8z Nemesis.
Whom wouldst thou Uncharnel? Man. One without a
tomb—call up Astarte. 1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger Sou
III. 232 More like corpses uncharnelled, than living men.

Uncharred,///. rt. Also S -chared. (Un-^ 8.)

[1775 AsEi, Uncharred.] 1799 J. Robertson /I^nV Perth
30 It is also calculated for drying malt, to which the acid,

the oily particles and phlegm of unchared coals would be
detrimental. 1898 Daily JVdws 23 Nov. 6/6 Charred wood
was more active than uncharred.

TJncIia'rted, ^//. «. [Un-^ 8.] Not marked
on a map or chart. (Common in recent use.)

[1847 Webster.) 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly July 404 To
establish the latitude and longitude of uncharted places.

1897 Edift. Rev. Oct. 322 In tracking the Siberian coast
through the month of August, many uncharted islands were
discovered.

f XJnchaTteral, a. Ods-K [Un- 1 7.] Not in

accordance with a charter.

a X718 Penn Tracts Wks, 1726 I. 687 The most ignominious
Death of our Country, .was hardly satisfaction enough to

the Kin:jdoni, for their Uncharterall Proceeding.

Uncliartered,///. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. jf^. Not authorized as by the terms of a charter

;

irregular, lawless.

i8os WoRDSW. Ode to Duty 37 Me this unchartered free-

dom tires. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. ix. 215
The unchartered wind that ' bloweth where it Hsteth '. 1885
Athen^rum 25 July 105/1 Faust. .has mistaken unchartered

freedom and limitless desires for the true human ideal.

2. Not furnished with a charter; not formally

privileged or constituted.

x8i8 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) III. 1 12 The representation

of unchartered, or at least unincorporat*^ boroughs. 1822

J. Flint Lett. Amer, 283 At the time when this happened,
the people had just become jealous of unchartered banks.

1901 Harper's I^lng. CI I. 700/1 The Squatters—or unchar-
tered settlers—roamed, at first, rent free.

Uncharv, a. (Ux-t 7.)

1601 Shaks. Pivel. N. in. iv. 222, 1 haue said too much vnto

a hart of stone. And laid mine honour too vnchary on't.

s8i8 Keats Endym. 11, 532 The unchariest muse To em
bracements warm as theirs makes coy excuse 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aitr. l^eigh 11. 622 To make a good man, which
my brother was. Unchary of the duties of his house.

Unchas ed, ///. a. (Un- 1 8 )

a 1533 Ld. Bernbrs Gold. Bk, M. Aurel. {1535) ^oi b.They
leaue no cattayle vnslayne, no gardeyne vnroobed, no wyld
beest vnchased. 1533 ISellenden Livy i. xxi. (S.T.S.) 1. 118

The vnchangeabil sett of god terminus (quhilk alanerlie..

sal abide vnch.Tsit away fra his mansioun). 1648 Hexham n,

Qngejaighty Vnbunted, or Vnchased.

Unctia'ste, a- [U^-i 7.] Not chaste ; lacking

chastity; impure, lasdvious : a. Of persons, etc.

iiSj WvclifA*<T'. xxii. 15 Forsothe with oute forth, houndes,

and venym doers,, .and vnchaast men, and manquellers. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 173 Sardanapallus . . was ful

vnchast, and. .t>ey J>at beel> swijjc vnchast beej? i-cleped

Sardanapally. <:i4»J Hoccleve Mtn, /Wwj 216 This tale

..is of a womman ^tat was vnchaast. i5«6 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531J 95 He is so inconiynent & vnchaste yt his

mynde is biynde. 1564 tr. Martyr's Comm. Judges xxi. 287 b,

Semprorya a certayne la^iuious & vnchast woman. x6s6

Bacon New Ail. {1650) 2j Their usuall saying is. That
whosoever is unchaste cannot reverence himselfe. X671

Milton Samson 321 To seek in marriage that fallacious

Bride, Unclean, unchaste. 1780 Cowper The Dodoes 2; If,

fickle and unchaste,. .Thou couldst become unkind at last,

And scorn thy present lot. 1856 Mrs. Browning /I «r. Z^/^'//

VII. 71 These unchaste girls are always impudent.

abspl. 1390 GowER Con/. 1 1 1. 260 And thus thunchaste was
chastised. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 286 p i The Unchaste

are provoked to see their Vice exposed. x888 Hookers
Wks. III. 789/2 The unchaste, excluded from absolution by
TertuUian.

b. Of life, habits, etc.

1541 Act 31 Hen. VIII. c.21 § 8 Withoute plaine declara-

cion before of her unchaste lief. 1546 Bale {title\ The Actes

ofEnglysh votaryes, coinprehendynge their vnchast practyses

and examples by all age-i. 1605 Shaks. Lear \. i. 231 It is

. . No vnchaste action or dishonoured step That hath depriu'd

me of your Grace and fauour. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab.

Pilgr. xxiii. (1687) 237 What a loss they are at sometimes.

.

to saiisfie an unchaste desire? 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. II.

log Even the unchastest Love borrows largely from this

Source. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. ix. (1855) 145 Vou
rend of the victims of unchaste life hurried on the dark

whirlwind for ever.

TTnchastely, adv. [f. prec. + -ly.'-^] In an un-

chaste manner ; impurely,

C1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 6 A ?onge mane,..vn-chastely

and delycyousely lyfande and full of many synnys. 1340-70

Alisaunder 36 Hue loued so lecherie & lustes of syiwie.
pat her chylder hue chase unchastly to haue. 1548 Udall,
etc. Erasm. Par. John iv. 23 One that had naughtely &
vnchastely misused her body with diuerse, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia \\. xv. (1912) 245 She (unchastly attempting his
wonted fancies) found.. a bitter refusall. 1634 Habington
Castara 1. (Arb.) 36 Who while he ey'd, Vnchastely, such
a beauty,..Turn 'd marble. 1690 C Nesse O. ^- A", Test. I.

316 Dinah,.. whom.. he had unjustly as well as unchastly
possessed.

Uncha-stened, /;*/. a. (Un-i 8.)
1641 Milton Ch. Govt. w. Concl. 62 A sort of formal outside

men.. whose unchasi'nd and unwrougbt minds [were] never
yet..subdu'd under the true lore of religion. 1760 72 H.
Brookk f'ool o/Qual. (1S09) HI. 136 He. .has left his own
household uncnasiened and unguided. 1819 Keats Otho i. u,
I blush to think of my unchasten'd tongue. 1846 Klskin
Jilod. Paint. II. m. x. § 6 In language coarse, in thought
undisciplined, in all uncha^tened. 1875 Maine I/ist. Inst.
i. 6 A school [of thought] almost infamous for the unchaslened
license of its speculations on history and philology.

tTnclia'Steness. [f. Unchaste a. + -ness.]

The quality or state of being unchaste ; impurity.
1530 Palscr. 285/1 Unchastnesse,7'/«/«(/;V//<-. 1548 Cran-

MKR Catech. 66 Wher yought doth both heare and see vn-
chastnes, there the infection of vncleannes spreadeth abrode.
1610 Healev St. Aug.Citie o/God \. xviii. {1620) 27 It were
no vnchastenesse in her to suffer the rape vnwillingly. 1653
Ba,\ter Worcester Petit. De/. j8 Would you permit any
rogues that will, to have access to your wives, and solicit ihem
to Unchasteness ? 1828 K. Irving Last Days 239 If 1 were
to come to speak of unchasteness.

fUncha-stied, ///. a. Obs.~^ [Un-1 84
Chastv t'.] Unchastised.
€ 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5544 Vhlt sons and doghters Jrat

tinchastyd war Sal accuse t>air fadirs and modirs )>ar.

TTncliasti'sablei a. Also 6 Sc, vnchesti-
able. (Un-I 7 b.)

X38a WvcLiF Ezek. ii. 4 The sones ben of hard face, and of

herte vnchaastisable,. .to whom I sende thee, c 1430 Lvnc.
^//«. /Vc;«.r(PercySoc.)57 Achicid tothryve that is unch.as-

tisable,..lt may wele ryme, but it accordith nought. (£^1580

Maitland Folio MS. (ST.S.) Iv. 36 A chyld to thryff quhilk
is vnctiestiable.] 1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 194
The hard hearts of others unchastisable in those judicial

Courts, were so remitted there, as bound over to the higher
Se'^sion of Conscience.

Unchasti'sed, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)

f 1380 WvcLiF Wks. (1880) 272 A bischop l>at conse.";ti|> to

ol^er mennus synnes schulde ra^ere be clepid an vnchastised
hound J)an a bischop. 1388— £Vf/tfj.xxx.8 An horsvntemyd,
ether vnchastisid. schaTascape hard, and a sone vnchastisid

schal ascape heedi. a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold Bk. M. A urel.

xlviii. (1^35) 94, 1 neuer lefte ylnesse vnchastysed.nor good-
resse without rcwarde. a 1547 Surrey Paraphr. Eccles.

iv. 2 Wks. (1815) 73 When I bethought me well, under the

restless Sun V>y folic of power what cruel works unchastised

were done. 1688 Shadw ell Sgr. Alsatia iii, Do you think

you shall dishonour this family and debauch my sister, un-
chastiz'd? 17x1 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V.
123 The lebtlls. .must not goe unchasti/ed. 1779 Cowper
Olney Hytuns xxxvii, Oh ! hadst thou left me untliastiz'd,

1 hy precept 1 had still despis'd. a 1814 Intrigues o/a Day
III. i, m New Brit. Theatre 1. 116, 1 think it my duty, as a
member of society, not to let it pass uncha.stised.

IT&cha'Stity . [Un- ^ 1 2 and 5 b.] Lack of

chastity ; sexual impurity ; lasciviousness.

1381 WvcLiF Rom. xiii. 13 Not in couchis and vnchastitees,

rot in stryf and in enuye. a 1400 Pauline Ep. (Powell)

sCor. xii.2i Penaunce of J^eyre vnclennesse. .and vnchastite

I at J>ey ban done. J483 Cath. Avgl. 60/1 \'n Chastite, iu*

continencia. 1550 Bale A/ol, 141 b, They haue in con-
fessions, made kinges wiues and daughters to make vowes
of vnchastyte vnto them, 1590 Nashe Lenten Siu^e 42
That she nnglit Hue chaste vestali Priest to Venus the queene
ofvnchastitie. 1639 HabingtonC<w/''^«ii- (Arb.) 80 Against

them who lay unchastity to the sex of Women. 1685 Baxtp.b

Paraphr. N. T. i Tim. v. 1-2 Carefully shunning all that

savoureth of Immodesty or Unchastity. rt 1763 W. King
Polit. <? Lit. A need. (1819) 49 It might perhaps be too severe

B censure to charge a woman with unchastity, who had only

transgressed with one man. 1846 Wright Ess. Mid. Ages I,

ii 56 [In] the thirteenth century.. unchastity was certainly

not regarded as one of the greatest of sins. 1871 B. 'Javi.or

Eaust (1875) I. 257 Church-penance for unchastity was for-

merly common in England.

Unchaw, v. (Un-2 3.)
161 X CoTGR , Desmacher^ to vnchaw. 1616 J. Lane Cr«/«.

Sor.'s T. 95 note, 'i'h 'intestine motive wheareof tind his

blood, and soone cau.sd to vnchawe his late chawd cud.

TTnchawed, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] ~ Unche\vei).

1566 Blundevii. Ilorsivianship iv. xl. (1580) 18b, To let his

meate fall out of his mouth, or at the least to keepc it in his

mouth vnchawtd. 1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-troth 609 Bits

vnchaw'de in her bulke, a^ in a forge, Kindle the coales

whereof foule lust is bred. 1695 Dryden Persiiis v. 8 Wh;
wou'dst thou these mighty Morselschuse,OfWords unchaw*
and fit to choak the Muse?
So XJnchawn ///. a. (Un- ^ 8 b.)

1648 Hexham ii, OngeknauwU vnchawne.

Unoheat, v, (Un-2 3.)

1650 H. More Obset-v. in Enthus. Tri.^ etc. (1656) L 2 b,

Nor could his lofty soul so low descend But to uncheat the

World I a noble end. i68i Crowne Hen, VI, 1, They are

fools, and know not men, nor what they love ; Uncheat 'em ;

but however save the King.

Unohea-ted, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1746-7 W, Collins The Manners 19 Vouth of the quick
uncheated sight. Thy walks. Observance, more invite I i8jo
T. Mitchell Com. Aristoph. 1. loi Uncheated he his stalls

may spread, nor lose his lime and labour.

fUnche-ck, v. Obs.-^ [Un-1 14.] trans. To
fail to check.
1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. .147 The Lawes, your curbe and

whip, in their rough power Ha s vncheck'd Theft.

\



ITNCHECKABLE.

Unche'ckable, a. {Un-';!*.) (1x734 North /./?•« (1826)

II. 317 His lordship used lum in his most private and un-

checkable trusts. 1836 T. Hook C, Gurncy (1850) III. 389
Welk, . . whose volubihty when once ' ofT' was unchcckable, .

.

would not let me pause here, x88x Echo 11 Apr. 3/6 Flying

before the uncheckable onslaughts of the interviewers.

TJnclLe'Cked,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not checked

or repressed ; unrestrained. Also const, by,

X469 in Housek. Ord, (1790) 92 Cleikes at wages certein,

unchekked, to have a yeoman and giooine's parte. XS33
More ApoL xlvii. Wks. 921/1 Vet he they suffied boldely to

talke vnchecked. 1577 G. Whetstone in tiascoigne Steele

GL^ etc. (Arb.) i3 Trueth is the garde, that keepeth men
vnchect. X667 Milto;^ /*. Z. viii. 189 Apte the Mind or

Fancie is to roave Uncheckt. X683 Hurnkt tr. Mare's
^//^(^/rt (1753) 114 If they were not strictly restrained from

all unchecked Appetites. i73> Pope ICss, Man 11. 40 M.in's

superior part Uncheck'd may rise, and climb from art to art.

X783 Burke Re^, Aff, India Wks. XI. 100 The effects of

commercial servitude during its unchecked existence. 18x3

SiiELLEV Q. Mab ix. 84 The growing longings of its dawning
love, Uncnecked by dull and selfish chastity. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India II. 170 The mountaineers.. were com-
mitting unchecked ravages in retaliation for invaded rights,

x89x Farrar Darkn, <V Dawn Ivi, Mankind was to see.,

unchecked power smitten with fatal impotence.

fb. Of a report: Uncontradicted. Obs.

X596 Shaks. Merck. V, in. i. 2 It Hues there vncheckt, that

Anthonio hath a ship..wrackt on the narrow Seas. 1619

Visct. Doncaster Let. in ling. ^ Germ. (Camden) 208 There
is there an unchecqued report these threeor fouredayes that

the Count of Mansfell [etc.].

Unchee'red, //>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

['775 Ash.) 18x7 Wordsw. Ode to Lycoris 24 Yet cool

the space within, and not uncheered . . By stealthy influx of

the timid day. 1849 M. Arnold Resignation 235 Who
treads at ease life's uncheer'd ways. X864 Trevelyan Com*
fet, lyaliah (1S66) 301 He must go through the dreary
remainder of life uncheered by friendship.

TTnchee-rful, a, [Un-i 7.]

1. Not enlivening or gladdening; cheerless.

c 1449 Pecock Refir. 11. xvi. 244 Forto cleue to a thing as

to his Souereyn Lord, .and jit for to haue noon homelynes
with the same thing were an vnchereful tiling. X586 Bright
Melanch. xvii. 103Thebody thus possessed with the viicheare-

fulldarknes of melancholic. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1024 In vaine
1 raile at-oportunitie, At time, at Targvin, and vnchearfuU
night. 1648 Milton Ps* Ixxxviii. 11 My life at death's un-
cherful dore Unto the grave draws nigh. X656 Cowlev
Davideis iv. 536 'Twas the last Morning whose unchearful
Rise, Sad Jabes was to view with both their Eyes. 1798
Jane Austen Northang. Abb, xxi, The furniture. . was hand-
some and comfortable, and the air of the room altogether far

from uncheerful. 1853 Ruskin Stones Ft-n. II. iv, § ja 63
The Cathedral square., laid out in rigid divisions of smooth
grass and gravel walk, yet not uncheerful X856 Hawthorne
Eng* Note-bks. (1879) 1. 256 It is an uncheerful old hotel.

2. Not exhibiting, or partaking of, cheerfulness.

C iJSo /)/« /*/a>' ( Percy Soc.) 6 Stalking up and down..
with such heavy and uncheerful countenance, as if he had
some hammers working in his head. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
V. viL 18 But by the change of her vnchearefull looke, They
might perceiue she was not well in plight. 17x2 Addison
S^ect. Ka 483 PI People of gloomy uncheaiful Imagin.i-

tions. 1753 Richardson Grandison (17S1) I. v. 2^, I cannot
bear an- unchearful brow in a .servant. 1882 C L. Norton
Lett. (1913) II. X. 131 * Ah, Charles,' he answered, with a
not uncheerful smile, ' there are no good days now'. x89a
G. Hake Mem. 80 Vrs. Ixviii. 293 A quiet, not uncheerful,
but almost complaining way,

b. Not cheerfully performed.
a 1664 Leighton Comm. i Pet. iii, i (1849) 11. 4 Now, if it

l>e such ob-'dience as ought to arise from a special kind of
love, then tlie wife would remember this, that it must not be
constrained, uncheerful obedience. 1858 Faber Spir, Confer^
IIS There is no vigour in uncheerful penance.

3. Of persons : Lacking in cheerfulness ; melan-
choly, gloomy. Also transf,
i6ia Bp. Hall Contempt.^ O.T, iv, iv, Wheresoeuer meere

Nature is, she is.. niggardly in her grants, and vncheer-
fulL x6«i Burton Anat. Mel, 1. iii. i, i. 231 They be coin-

monly leane, hirsute, vncheareful in countenance. x68o-t
Penn in Wks, I. Pennington I. p, viii, When he did Speak,
he was Serious, yet sweet and not uncheerful. 1740 Cibher
APol. (1756) 1. 17 Let them call me any fool but an unchear-
ful one. i860 BuSHNELL New Life i. 7 There ought never
to be a discouraged or uncheerful being in the world. i86a
LvrroN Str, Story xlviii, She said that Lilian was quiet, not
uncheerful.

Hence UncheerfaUy adv,
rtx6a8 Preston New Covt. (1634) 104 Who comes not more

uncheerfully before God, because of it? 1753 Richardson
Grandison (1781) VII. xvii. 98 We had hopes, .she would be
brought to give her hand, not unchearfuUy, to the Count of
Belvedere. X890 * R. Boldrewood' Col, Reformer {\%q\) 299
Save for the inevitable death-scene of the morrow, the even-
ing would have passed not uncheerfully,

Unchee-rfulness, [f. prec. + -ness,] The
quality or state of being uncheerful.
1617 Hiebon Wks. II. 342 It is a checke to our common

lumpishnesse and vncheerefulnesse. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. vii, J 231 Those indispositions.. grew into a perfect
Jjabit of unchearfulness. 17x2 Addison .Sped. No. 494 F2
TTiere arc many Persons, who, by a natural Unchearfulness
01 Heart, ..love to indulge this uncomfortable way of Life.

J733W. Crawford /«/ff/^///y (1836) 211 Lumpish uncheer-
fulness may not be taken for gospel sorrow.

Unchee;rine, spl, a. (Un-> xo.) 1796 Monthly Mag. 1 1.

451 The kisj of thy mistress shall be cold and uncheerine.
1856 Ykomdz Hist. Eng. I. 79 It is not uncheering to look
back upon a time when the nation was in a normal condition
of militancy against social injustice. i8;^i B. Pavlor Eaust
(1875) II. u. i. 87 The incomprehensible disappearing Of that
great man to him is most uncheering.

t Unchee-rly, fl. Obs.—^ (^Un-1 7.)
1617 J. Cartbr Plain Expos. 109 A very narrc way or

83

Uine (which we know is often mirie, and many w.iyes vn-

cheerly to travellers.)

Unchee ry, a. (Un-1 7.)

1760 Stkrne Serm, {1766) I, ii. 31 The sad accidents of

life, and the uncheary hours which perpetually overtake us.

Ibid. IV. vii. 16 In some uncheary corner it nourishes its

discontent. 1847 Mary Howitt Ballads 58 The chill light

from the window fades; I'he fire it burneth all uncheery.

X87X B. Taylor Fauit (1875) IL iil 224 Bat-like to squeak

and twitter In whispers uncheery and ghostly.

fUncheque, a, Obs.~^ [Un-1 7: see Check z/.

9.] Without check or stoppage.
1671 V, Philipps Reg. Nccess. 367 That such of them as

have none Offices.. to the value of two pence by tlie day,

shall have the wages of six pence by the day uncheque.

Unch-cquered, ///. a- i,Un-i s.)

1796 M.ME. 1J'Ariu.ay Camilla vii. li, Ah ! what in this

lower sphere can be unchequered ? 1825 Jefe-krson Autolnog.

Wks. 1S59 1. 51, 1 had lived the last ten years in unchequered
happiness. 1840 Arnold Hist. Rome II. 243 Nor was even

this latter period of the contest unchequered by some changes
of fortune. 1877 R. H. Horne in F. Collins M. Collini'

Lett. <v Friendships I. 37 My pleasant and unchequered
memory of Mortimer Collins.

Unclie'rislied, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

X3.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 11Z5 Andif hitcheueljechaunce vn-

cheryst ho worj^e. [1775 Ash.1 X817 Kirby & Sp. Entomol.
xix. IL 136 An infant. .fed with unwholesome food, or un-
cherished by genial warmth. 1859 Cornwallis Panorama
New World L j86 The obscure light shed by the yet un-
cherished fires.

UncheTishing, ^pl. a. (Un.' 10.) X876 Geo. Eliot
pan Der, xxxiii, Wnen the uncherishing years have thrust

it far onward in the ever-new procession of youth and age.

Unohestiable : see Unchastisable a.

TTncliew'ed, ///. a, [Un- 1 8. Cf. Unchawed
///. a., and MDu. ongecottxvet , -kauzuety Du. onge-

kaatiwdf G. u>igekaut.'\ Not chewed.
X646 QuARLES Shcph. Orac. ix, Say, do you eat and grind

it, ..Or like an uncnew'd Pill, but swallow't down? 1697
DRYDENyff«f/jx. 1025 His mouth runs o*re ^yith unchew'd
morsels. 1742 Voung AV. Th. v. 973 All, ..wide-expanding
their voracious jaws, Morsel on morsel swallow down un-

cliew'd. X766 Compl. Farmer &.w. Cnbbitting O 2/2, Horses
addicted to this vice are but of small value i they drop a
great part of their food unchewed. 1884 Browning Ferish-

iah. Two Camels^ No sprig Of toothsome chervil must I

leave unchewed I

-Af. 1643-5 Milton Divorce Introd., If she presume to

bring forth ought, that sorts not with their unchew'd notions

and suppositions. x68i Dbydkn Abs. c^ Achit. i. iij Not
weigh'd or winnow*d by the Multitude, But swallow'd in tlie

Mass, unchewed and crude.

Unchi-d, />//. a, [Un-1 8 b.] = next.

[1846 Worcester.] i860 Macm. Mag. Aug. 292 There,
unchid,her tears may flow. 1893 Westm, Gaz. 22 Sept. 3/2
Meditating..on his own sins, and leaving the world to sin

unchid.

Unchi-dden,///. a, (Un-i 8 b.)

1473 Paston Lett. IIL 50 We go not to bed unchedyn
lyghtly, all that we do is ille doon. 16x4 T. A. in Latham
Falconry A iv, Pleasure it selfe hath still vnchldden stood.

1753 Glover Boadicea iii. i, While massacre, unchidden,
cloys his famine. And quaffs the blood of nations. X826 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 295 It was no time for scold-

ing ; so the whole chain of delinquents . . escaped unchidden.

X870 Morris Earthly Par. IL in. 366 Still stronger grew
that thought, Unheeded, and unchidden.

Unchild, v, [Un-2 4 and 6 b.]

1. To deprive of children ; to make childless,

160S Earl Stirling Alexandr. Trag. iv. ii. First orphan'd,

widdow'd, and vnchilded last, A daughter, wife, and mother
all accurst. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 153 Though in this City
bee Hath widdowed and vnchilded many a one. 1791 Cowper
Iliad XXII. 48 He hath unchilded me of many a son,

2. To deprive of the status of a child or of the

qualities peculiar to childhood,
1615 Bp. Hall Contempl.^ O. T, x. iii, Whosoever now

dispose of themselves without their parents, they do wilfully

unchild themselves. 1864 Browning A/r. Sludge Wks. 18S8

VIL 230 In brief, she may unchild the child I am.

Unchilded, ///. a, [f. prec. or Un-1 8.]

Destitute or deprived of children ; childless.

16x0 Heai.ey Si. Au^, Citie o/Godyiv. xv. (1620) 521 Nor
is it credible that their fathers Uued all this while either

immature or vnmarried or vnchilded. x866 J. Conington
./Eneid 58 With death in view, the unchilded sire Checked
not the utterance of his ire. x88j Swinburne 7>istr. of
L^onesse^ etc, 155 So bitter burned within the unchilded

wife A virgin lust for vengeance.

TTnohi-ldish, a. (Un-1 7.)
1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrte (Arh.) 45 Some. .haue es-

pecially made choyse of such vnchildish stuffe, to reade vnto

young Schollers.

XJnchildlike, a. (Un-^ 7c.)

(1775 Ash, Unchildlike..,ux\\\VQ a child, unbecoming^ a
child.] 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xxv, Something in-

finitely worse, so ghastly and unchild-like in its cunning.

1879 Miss Bird Rocky Mts.$-j,'W\^ family consists ofa grown-
up son.. and three hard, uncluldlike younger children.

fUnclii-ldly. a. Obs.-^ [Un-1 7.] Unfilial,

undutiful.

XS97 Beard Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 222 He first

remoued his lodging.. to a base vnder roome, and after

shewed him many other vnkind and vnchildlie parts.

Unchrlled, />M «• (Un-i 8.)

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho i, Yet, amidst the

changingvisionsofiife, his principles remained unshaken, his

benevolence unchilled. X813 Byron Giaour 27 His Queen,
the garden queen, his Rose, Unbent by winds, unchilVd by
snows. 1856 Kane Arct. Expi. I. xxxi. 434 Even an Arctic

temperature leaves the mind unchilled. X890 ' R. Bolure.
wood' Col. Re/i7rmeriiSgi) 130 The prompt and unchilled
service aton«s fully for want of artistic merit.

UW CHRISTEN.
Unchi'nked, ;*/^, a. (Un-' 8.) 1879 Miss Bird Rocky

Mts. 45 The roof was in holes, the logs were unchinked.

1883 Harper's Mag. Sept. 625 Her eyes wandered over..

the unchinked, dirty cabin.

Uiichipped,//>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1647 Hf.krick Noble Numb., Thanksgiving to God 27 A
little Byn, Which keeps my little loafe of Bread Unchipt,
unfiead. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 296/2 Nine htalthy living

chicks and five unchipped eggs. 1865 Lubbock Preh.
Times 251 One of these peculiar forms has one side left

unciiipped.

Unchiro'tonize : see Chirotonize v.

Unchi selled, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

177a J. Ives //. Swinden's Ct. Yarmouth Pref. i The
unchizelled stone, or rudest hieroglyphic, accompanied the

songs of th6 Bards, to perpetuate a whole nation. 1830
Wistm. RfZ'. Jan. 46 IJnchiselied stones, according to

I'ausanias, were the first images of the gods of the Greeks.

1854 Grace Greenwood HaPs <S-
Mishaps 3 'J'he pure and

graceful Greek column makes no solid or defiant show of

strength, like the unchiselled stone or the jagged rock.

ITnchi'valric, a. [Un-^ 7.] - next.

1851 Westm. Rev. April 12 With much self-gratulation on
our own unchivalric aspect. 1868 W. K. Greg Lit. ^ Soc.

yudgtn. 217 A coarseness and a cruelty, as well as an un-

chivalric and ungenerous roughness,

TTnclii-valrous, a. (Un-I 7.)
1846 Worcester (citing Scott). X853 C. Bronte Villette

xxxvii. Such a bad pupil, monsieur! so thankless, cold*

hearted, unchivalrous, unforgiving. xB8o Swinburne .SVwrf.

Shaks. 274 A garb of transforming verse under a guise at

once weak and wordy, coarse and unchivalrous.

Hence Unchi'valronsly adv,
[x8^7 Webster.] x889.S"rt^. Rev. 26 Jan. 103 He somewhat

unchivalrously refused her request, .for a safe-conduct.

ITnchi'vali^. (Un-1 12.)

1858 Kingsley Misc., Winter-Card. I. 14B That world-
famous ancestor of his, whose deeds of unchivalry were the

delight. .of knight and kaiser. .in the Middle Age. i86s
— Herew. xxvi, All the chivalry, and the unchivalry, of the

Baltic shores.

Uncho'ke, v. (UN-23.)
X588 LucAR tr. Tartaglia's Colloq. Shooting^ 36 If the

Artillery should be choked with nayles or otherwise, whether
it be possible to devise a waie to unchoke quickly the same
Artillery. x888 Times (weekly ed.) 3 Feb. 3/3 She tried to

unchoke it and took three parts of a pailful out.

Unchoked,/*//. a, (Un-' 8.) 1833 Poe Tales, MS. in

Bottle (1902) 54 We found the pumps unchoked. i860

H. GouGER Two IVa". Imprisonment xxiii. 255, I.. again
luxuriated in a well-cleansed exterior, and pores unchoked
with grime. UncholeriCja. (Un-' 7.) X83X Carlvlk
Sari, Res. 11. iv. On some points, as his Excellenz was not
uncholeric, I found it more pleasant to keep silence. Un-
choo'sabley a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. iv.

iii. I. 407 A man. .unchoosable at hustings or in caucus.

Unclioosing,///. a. (Un-^ io.)

a 1586 SioNF-Y Arcoiiia i. (1598) 94 Like a Lambe, whose
damme away is fet, (Stolne from her young by theeues vti-

choosing-haste). 1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor iv. i. rule i.

§ 17 They are natural, or unavoidable, or the productions of
fancy, or some other unchusing faculty.

Uncbo'pped, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) X64B Hexham ii, OngC'
hackeltf Vnhackt, or Vnchopt. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift
Amer. 101 A large stack of unchopped firewood. Un-
choral, a. (Un-' 7.) 1865 Miss Vonge Clever Woman
ofFam. iii, Cathedral music had been too naturalto him
lor the endurance of an unchoral service. UnchoTded,
///. a, (Un-' 8.) 1859 Ld. Lytton Wanderer {^A. 2) 189 From
the unchorded harp and vacant shell New notes reveal.

UncliO'seii, ///. a. (Un-1 8 b.)

1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 273/2 And that euery roan
is either chosen or vnchosen. .. And yf we bee of the
vnchosen sorte, no good dede can auail vs. c 1593
Marlowe Jexv of Malta m. In spite of these swine-
eating Christians, (Vnchosen Nation, neuer circumciz'd).

X644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 54 To be made the per-

Jetuall reader of unchosen books and pamphlets. X655
er. Taylor Unum Nccess. vi. i. §29 To be born, was a

thing wholly involuntary and unchosen. X7xa Blackmore
Cfcation v. 397 Can actions be denominated wise,, .The
means unchosen; and unknown the end? X814 Wordsw. £jr-

curs. VII. 309 [To] Beguile A solitude, unchostn, unprofessed.

1871 Carlyle in Mrs. Cariyle's Lett. (1883) II. 249 [She]

never did complain once of her unchosen suffeiings.. under
the writing of that sad book.
absol. X849 Froude A'cmesis of Faith 127 The sucking

children of the unchosen were not saved in Noah's flood.

TJnchri'Som, «. rare-^. [Un-^ 7.] Unchristened.
1831 Lamb £lia 11. Shade of Elliston, The schoolmen

admitted a receptacle apart for Patriarchs and un-chrisom
Babes.

fUncliri-sted,///. fl. Obs. [Un-2 6 b.] De-
prived of the attributes or nature of Christ.

1646 Evance Noble Ord. 4a God blasphemed, Christ un-

christed. x6s4 T. Warren Unbeleevers 145 Let some frenzy

take them and bereave them of their reason, .and they are

un-Christed apain. 1677 W. Hughes Man ofSin 11. iii. ^5
Is She not.. God Un-godded, and Christ Unchristed; in

saying, 'Ihat at death there is none other Hope but She?

t Unchri'Sten, a. Obs, [OE. uncristen (see

Un-1 y and Christen a.),= ON. Ukrislinn (Da.

ukristen, Sw. okristen)^ OHO. unchristtini (MHG.
uftkn'slen).] = Unchristian a. Also absol.

ciooo tr. Baeda's Feci. Hist. iv. xvi. (MSS. O and Ca.)

Deah i^e hi l>a ?yta uncristene waeron. X362 Lascl. /'. PI.

A. I. 01 Cierkes l^at knowen hit scholde techen hit abouie.

For Cristene and vn-cristene him cleymel> vchone. (.1400

Rowland ^ Otuel 21& For-thi hathe he sent the worde by
mee, pat )>ou schall vn-cristen bee. 1456 Sir G. Have Laiu
A rms (S.T.S.) 86 And a cristyn man war in a bataill . . agayn
the uncristyn. Ibiel. 298 Paganis that we call unCnsly/.'

men. 1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys (1570) 201 All the land

about, Trembling for feare of the unchristen route, Of cursed ,

Turkes and other infidels. 1553 Res/>ublica i. i. 71 My
veray trewe vnchristen Name ys Avarice.
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Hence f Unchri'stenness. 0/>s~^
f 1548 in Strype Cranmerii. vai. (1694) 176 Making the

same . .a Den or Sink of all Unchrisiiness,

Uncliristeii, v, [Un-2 3.]

1, trans. To reverse the christening of; to deprive

of the name given at christening.

1598 Florio, Sbaiiczzare, to vnchristen, to forget ones
proper name. 1831 Q. Rev, XLV. 416 The church of St.

GeneviirTe was once more unchristened, and ana-paganized
by its absurd name of the Pantheon, 1868 H. Bushnell
S£rm, Living Subj. 167 These desolating doubts., are
present as powers of the air to unchristen the new born
thoughts of religion as fast as they arrive. 1893 in J. H.
Barrows World's ParIt. Relig. II. 1152 Before you can
strip the discovery [of America] of its religious character,

you must unchristen the admiral's flagship.

t 2. = Unchbistianize v, Obs.

*fi43-S MiLTOs Divorce ii. xxii, To constrain him furder
were to unchristen him, to unman him. 1653 Baxter Chr.
Concord 50 They would unchristen all the Reformed
Christians in all these Nations. 1670 — Cure Ch. Div, 396
Therefore on one side let us take heed how we unchurch
and unchristen any with whom we do not corporally join.

17x8 CiBBER NoH'j'uror Prol.,There safe, he lets his thundring
Censures fly,Unchristens, damns us, gives our Laws the Lie.

Hence Unchri'stening ppl. a.

J659 Baxter Key Cath. 11. iii. 429 It would be a damning
unchristeoing sin to deny the Headship of the Pope or
General Council^ if they were indeed the Head of the
Church.

Uncliri'steiied, ppL a. [Un- i 8. Cf. MSw.
okristnadher, and Uxkibsened///. a.]

1. Not made Christian; not converted to Chris-

tianity, unbaptized,
c 1330 R. Brunne Ckron. Wace (Rolls) X1974 Me l>>'nkct»

hit were but tynt, Jie stounde, To write ^e names of so fele

bounde pat were vncristned in (»ys mounde. c 1350 Lybeaus
Disc, 1358 What wendcst thou, fendes fere? TJncrystenede
that were '1 yll y saw the wyth syght, c 1400 ApoL Loll. 2
Cornell centurio, ^et vncristund, is clensid wip \>q Hooli
Goost, c t\^o A ip/t. Tales 3i() pai&all |?er how sold become
crestend, l>at war haythen befor and vncristend, X470-85
Malorv Arthur ix. xxvii. 381 Nay said syre Persydes, hit

is syr Palomydes, that is yet vncrystened. 0x548 Hall
Chron^t Hen, Vlly 23 b, The Moores cr Mawritane nacion,
beyng inhdeles and vnchristened people. 1570-6 Lambarde
Perantb. Kent {1826) an A Pagan (or unchristened) King
of Northumberland, had married a Christian woman. 1649
Jer. Taylor Gt. JSxemp, iir. xvii. 74 The Holy-land is now
in the dominion of unchristened Saracens. 1659 Baxter
Key Cath. ir. iii. 429 Else most of the Christians of the
world at this day are Apostates and unchristened. 1815
Scott Talism. xxv, Edith Plantagenet scorns the homage
of an unchristened Pagan. x868 J. H. Newman I'erses

Var. Occas. 114 Why should we fear, the Son now lacks
His place Where roams unchristened man ? x88x A thenseunt
34 Sept. 393/2 A survival of the feasts of our unchristened
forefathers.

trans/. 1805 Scorr Last Minstrel in. ix. Those iron
clasp*.. Would not yield to unchristen 'd hand. 1899 R.
Bridges Poet, ll-'ks. (1912) 348 Thy soft unchristen'd smile,

That shadows neither love nor guile.

b. Spec. Of children. Also trans/.

17*5 Ramsay Gentle Skcpk. \\, ii, At midnight hours o'er

the kirkyard she raves. And howks unchristen'd weans out
of their graves. X777 Bkano Pop. Antiq. 74 note^ Children
dying unbaptized;.. It is thought here very unlucky to go
over their Graves. It is vulgarly called going over 'un-
christened Ground '. X791 Burns 'Fain o* Shatiter 133 Twa
5pan*lang, wee, unchristen'd bairns. X855 Macauu^y Hist.
Eng.Ttxy, III. 463 Annihilation is the fate of the greater
part of mankind, of heathens, of Mahometans, of un-
christened babes.

2. Unnamed.
183a M iss M iTFORD Village Ser. v. (1863) 456, 1 do not mean,

in this catalogue, to include the large proportion of bright,
shallow trouting-streatiis. for the most part unchristened and
unregistered. 1853 E, K. ¥iKS%OriHtuil Kxp. xxiv. (1856)
IQ4 A large cape and several smaller headlands were seen,.

.

all on the western side. They rem.tin unchri'^tened.

t Unohri-stenlike, a, Obs—^ [Un-1 7c.] =
UlfClIRISTUNLlKK a.
X570 Dee i\fatk. Pre/. A ij. Their particular deuises, fables,

..and vnchristenlike slaunders.

t UnohriBtenly, (w/z^. Obs, [Un-1 u.] = Un-
CHRISTIANLV aiht,

153s Shaxton in Strype EccL Mem, (1721) I. A^)p. Ixi. 153
Take al in good part.. .Construe notldn:; unchnstenly: &
become again my good Lord, a 1568 Coverdale Bk. Dt-ath
(1579) vii. 28 It is better to Hue ill, then to dye well. Whiche
wordes are very vnchristenly spoken.

Unchristian, a. and sb, [U^-^; and 13.

Cf. UwCUKISTEy a.]

L Of persons : Not Christian ; not professing,

or converted to, Christianity ; devoid of Christian
principles or feeling.

155s Latimkr in Foxe A. ^ M.ix^ft^ 1373/1 That iuris<Jic.
tion whiche the vncliristian Princes "before by tyranny did
resiste. 1594 Hookkr Eccl. PoL 11. v. 8 7 Whereupjn grew
a question, whether a Christian Souldicr might herein do^
as the vnchristian did. x6o6 Arraignem. 9t Execution Late
Traitors (1872) 5 They wanted nothing, that. .was thought
fit. and, indeed, too good for .so unchristian offenders. 1755
Magens Insurances II. 250 Any Turkish, Moorish, iJaF-
banan or other unchristian Pirates. xBsa Mrs.Stowe I'ncle
TonCs C. xiv, ' Well, I hate those old slaveholders !

' said the
boy, who felt as unchristian as became any modern reformer,
1864 Miss YoNGE in Mag./or K/j««^May 152 The allowing
an untaught un-Christian population to grow upamong them.

b. Imposed by non-Christians.
x8i6 HvRos Siege Corinth ix, Ere that faithless truce was

brc^e Which freed her from the unchristian yoke
O. sb. One who is not a Christian.

X817 Carlyle Germ, Rom. III. 285 This morning the little

Unchristian, my godson, was precisely the person least
attended to.

2. Of actions, etc.: At variance with Christian

principles; devoid of Christian spirit ; unbefitting

or unbecoming a Christian.
1581 Aldersev in HakUiyt Voy. (1599) II. 152 We are not

indeede all good Christians, for there are in the ship some
that hold very vnchristian opinions. 1585-7 T. RogersJ9/] ;/,

iv. (1633) 18 Vtterly false then, and vnchristian is the opinion
of those men. 1605 London I'rodigal iii. ii. 185 1 hat were
vnchristian, and an vnhumane part. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
III. xlii. 279 Disciples that obstinately continue in an un<
christian life. 1679 Shahp Serm. St. Margaret's 11 Apr. 18,

I mean the Unnatural, Un-Christian Feuds and Divisions
that are amongst us. 1739 Berkeley Skel. Serm. Wks. 1871
IV.639 Their own unchristian life and neglect of instruction.

X755 Young Centaur'x. Wks. 1757 IV. 115 He was for making
religion familiar and inoffensive. And so he did ; and un-
christian too. i8xa Henry Camp. agst. Quebec 131 The
unchristian wish, that he might be hanged- 1849 Macaulay
Hist, Eng. viii. II. 389 He.. had repeatedly assailed them
with unjust and unchristian asperity. 1876 Bancroft Hist,
U.S. I. V. 131 Some years later, John de Wycliffe asserted

strongly the unchristian character of slavery.

b. Improper; unnatural; objectionable.
X630 A', Johnsons Kingd, ^ Commzv, 475 The most Un-

christian aliuse is, that in every great towne he hath a Caback
(or Tap-house) to sell Aqua-vite. 1633 Fletcher & Shirley
Night IValker iii. My Aunt has turn*d me out a doors, she
has, At this unchristian hour. 183X Trelawny Adv, Younger
Son III. 89 This was the unchristianest, beastliest liquor I

ever tastetl.

tUncliri'Stian, z/. 0*5^. [Un-2 6 a. Cf. Du.
onfchrislenen (Sewel),] = Unchbistianize v.

1633 Prvnne Histrio-m. 172 Is this a light.. effeminacie,
for men.. thus, .to vnman, vnchristian, vncreate themselues?
1658 Baxter Saving Faith § 8. 60 If I deny this, I must
unchurch and unchristian almost all ., of the Churches
and Christians in the world. 2661 Beveridge Priv. Th,
II. (1730) 46 By this means, he renouncing his Baptism,
blasphemes Christ, unchristians himself, x^xa Bp. Taldot
Charge 16 How many Thousands does this Doctrine un«
christian of those that were born., from.. 1648, to. .1660?

Unchri'stianed, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

X579 W. Wilkinson Con/ut. Fam. Love 53 b, Hee trembled
and was affrayde . . which was an vnchristianed Heathen man,

ITncliristia'nity. [Ux-^ 12.] Lack of Chris-

tianity.

1652 Heylyn Cosmogr. 297 The customs have not more
unchristianity in them, than this of those Scotish Christians.

1859 Habits 0/ Gd, Society \t It is not mere vulgarity, it

is positive unchristianity, hopeless injustice. 1885 Aur.
Benson in A. C. Benson Lr/eiiBgc)) 1 1, i. 60 Is Unchristianity
and Antichristianity to invade us yet more?

Uncliri-stianizey z'- [Un-2 6c.] trans. To
deprive of the character or status of being Chris-
tian ; to render unchristian,

a 1714 M. Hknry 7V^a/. Baptism v. Wks. 1853 I. 549/1.
To unchurch, unchristianize, unbaptize, all those who are not
in every thing of our length. 17^6 Brit. Mag. 95 Debasing
and unchristianizing the more polite and younger Part of the
Nation. iZygi^iMorn. Herald i July, To enslave the people
andun-Christianisethecoimtry. i^^tiKWhwuDi^cAn^lic.
I. i. (1891) I. 24 Why, half the country is unbaptized. . .Shall
the country uncbristianize itself^ a 1878 Sir G. Scott Lect,
Archil, 1. 13 Surely this does not unchristianise the already
Christian architecture of the soldiers of the Cross.

Hence Unchri'stianized ppl, a.l, -izing vbl. sb.

X636 H, BuRTOM Afiolo^ 0/AppeaU 20 The basenesse of
Degenerate English Spirits, become so unchristianized, as
[etc. J. 1853 Bright Sp., Admiss. Jews to Parlt, (1868) 524
Whence this notion or feeling of unchristianising springs,

nncliri-stianized, />//. a.2 (Un-i 8.)

x;r78 Ai-THOupE Preval. CAn 43 These nations, as yet un-
christianized, found no power in Italy more respectable than
that of the bishops ofRome. 1849 Kincsley Misc^ N. Devon
(i860) II. 300 There before me great countries uiitilted,

uncivilized, unchristianized. X859 W. Anderson Disc, (i860)

88 That must be a lifeless heart which lies cold and inanimate
within the bosom of every unchristianized man,

XTncliri'stianlike, a. (Un-i 7 c.)

x6io in Uari. Misc. (Malh.) III. iii This vnchristian-Uke
conspiiacie. 1646 K. K{ishek1 Marro^v Mod, Divin, (ed. 2) 3
Neither let us have such unchristianlike expressions amongst
us. 1709 Steele Tatlcr No. 38 P i That Unchristiaii-like

and Bloody Custom of Duelling. 1754 Connoisseur No. 13.

77 Thaf unchristian-like instrument the Jews-Harp. 1824
Miss L. M. Hawkins /I »ff/i//«£ I. tS8 Do not think that any
observations I make are allied to so unchristianlike a spirit.

x866 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 197 It is one of the most
ungentlemanly and blackguardly things.., not to say un-
christianlike and despicable.

ITnchri'stianlike, adv. (Un-1 ii b.)
X700-X R. GouGji Hist. Myddle {187s) ^^4 Hee grievously

complained that his nephew had soe unchristian-like used his

owne father. X784 P. Wright New Bk. Martyrs 796/1, I

thank God I have not led my life as unchristian-like as many
have (lone.

tXTncliri-stianly, a, Obs, (Un-1 7.)

1643-5 Milton Divorce ii. xx, A most unnatural and un»
christianly yoke. 1645 — Colast. Wks. 1851 IV. 364 Whom
to leave thus without remedy. .1 say is most unchristianly.

Uncliristianly, ^z'. (Un-1 ir.)

X547 J. Harrison Ex/iort. Scottfs 209 The feldes lie ful

of their Ixxiies, whose deathes thei moste cruelly and vn-

christianly haue procured. X599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 309
As they behaued themselues most vnchristianly toward their

brethren, so and much more vngodly . . did they towards God.
X654 Gatakeh Disc. Apol. 71 A wicked and wretched censure,

most uncharitablie and unchristianlie passed upon persons of

well-known piety. 1694 F. Bragge Disc. Parables 11. jo Why
must communicating with such ministers. .be unchristianly

abstained from? X743 Wf.slev yr«/. (1749) 6g, I look upon
myselftobe under no kind ofobligation., toobserve any thing

contained in that scandalous paper, so unchristianly imposed

upon me. 1879 Meredith Egoist xxxi, She feared be might
be speaking unchristianly,

TJncliri stianness. [f. Unchristi.\n «.]

The character of being unchristian.
X648-9 Eikon Bas. xxiv. 207 The Unchristianness of those

denials. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xx. r i We have now seen
the unhappy riddle of the unchristianness of Christians un-
folded.

trnehri'stlike, a, {Vn- ^ 7 c.)

X869 W. p. Mackav Grace ^ Truth (1875) 153 Un-Christlike
divisions in theChurch of the living God. iSB^Or/j^Cambr.
Undergrad, Jrnl, 14 Feb, 232/1 The most un-Christ>Iike
outcome of a so-called science.

Hence tTnchristlikeness,
1882 ' Edna Lyall ' Donovan xxxiv, The un-Christlikeness

of Christians.

Unohri-stly, a. (Un-1 7.)
x88o World 0/ Cant x. 73 Both your objects and your

means are unchristly, 190X Pop. Sci. Monthly LVIII. 435/1
Ages have. .fought over. .this subject until history points
with scarlet finger to unchristly deeds and impotent creedsj
all in His name.

Hence TJnchri'stliness.

X90S Mrs. J. E. V>\i-xi.^vi. Atttohiog. (1900) 307 The manifest
unchristliness of the teaching of many of the churches,

Unclironicled, ppl, a. (Un-i 8.)

1598 Muccdorus Epilogue 19 Stcdie to act deedes yet vn-

chronicled. 1833 L. Rhchie Wand, by Loire 194 Events
of the mof^t stupendous magnitude passed unchronicled.
1840 [see Unchanted///. a.\. x88s J. E. 'I'avlor Biit. Fos"
siis ii. 49 The heroes.. of many an unchronicled feud and
deed of daring.

Unchronolo gical, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Not chronological ; not arranged in order of

time ; not in accordance with chronology,
1763 Burn Eccl. Law II. 320 This is unchronological and

absurd. x8oi R. Patton Asiaf, Mon. 149 The history is

called, 'A modern unchronological Account of Bengal '. 184X
L. Hunt Seer ir. (1864) 18 But the truth of the painting
makes amends, as in the unchronological pictures of old
masters. x88j Farrar Early Chr. II. 348 ncte^ The assertion

..is an unchronological guess.

2, Of persons : Not skilled in, not observing,

chronology,
1817 Byron Let. to Murray 26 Apr., What is necessary but

a bust and.. a date? the last for the unchronological, ofwhom
I am one. 1817 G. S. Fauer Sacr. Calend, Prophecy (1844)
I . 29 All the matters, which unchronological prophets desci ibe

as taking phice at tlie epoch of the Restoration of Judab.
Hence Unchrouolo'gically adv,
X879 Farrar^"/. /'rtK/(i88,}) 7 Mentioned only so cursorily,

..so unchronologically, that scarcely one of them can be
dwelt upon.

XTncllurcll, v, [Un-2 4, 5, and 6b.]
L trans. To remove or exclude (individuals) from

membership of a church ; to shut out from church
privileges; to excommunicate,
ai6ao J. Dyke Sel. Scrm. (1640) 372 Hee will cast men

out of the Temple, will unchurch them, ..because men doe
not buy in the Temple. X655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. i. $ 53
Ihese holy men.. were loath to unchurch any, and drive
them off from an Ecclesiastical communion for such petty
ditferences. 1677 W. Hughes A/ano/Sin 11.xii.217 Gregory
3d... lets fly against the Emperour Leo also, to Unchurch
and Uncrown him together, a 1703 Burkitt t?« A'^ T^iCor.
i. 24 Our apostle doth not unchurch them. ..but endeavours
to reform their disorders. i7ix Medley No. 21. 243 All

Candidates, .. if they vote with Dissenters, are (however
Orthodox themselves) ipso/euto unchurch'd. 1876 Fairbairn
in Contemp. Rev, June 127 He did not mean to be un-
churched, was thoroughly happy and at home in the Christian

religion.

absoL a X658 Durham Comm. Revelation ii. 6-7 (1660) gx
They might Excommunicate and un.Churcb for spiritual

ofl'ences.

rejl. 18x3 Bp. J. Milner in Husenbeth Li/e (1862) 225 By
his obstinacy in' adhering to his schismatical errors, Ihc]

does in fact unchurch himself.

2. To exclude (a nuraLer or class of persons) from
participation in the Church (or some branch of it)

;

to divest (a community) of the character of a church

;

to deprive of the possession of a chnrch.

1633 Sanderson .S'frw/.(ie8i) II, 43 These our brethren ..of

the separation are so violent and peremptory in unchurching
all the world but themselves. 1657 J. Watts Vind. Ch. Eng,
8 If they be able to unchurch Ei gland, they may unchurch
also all the World. 1709 J. Johnson Clergym. Vade M. 11.

p. xcvi, We are told . , that by this judgment and practice we
unchurch all foreign piotestants. ijs* Carte Hist. Eng.
III. 578 Unchurching all bodies of Christians who did not

adopt this discipline of his predecessor Calvin's iiivention.

1773 T. Allen Serm. at S. Mary's^ Ox/, 12 A contempt of

morality would be a reason sufficient for unchurching any
Communion. 1833 T/eicts/or Times No. 4. 5 Do you then

unchurch all the Presbyterians, all Christians who have no
Bishops? X856 Emf.rson Eng. Traits, Relig. Wks, (Bohn)

II. 101 Of course, money will, .steadily worlf to. .unchurch

the people to whom it was bequeathed. 1899 Guardian
28 Sept. 1447/1 It 'unchurches' whole communities of

sincere Christians.

reJl. 1679 C. Nesse Antid. agst. Popery 102 The Jews . .did

apostatize, .. unchurching and uncovenanting themselves.

c X700 Howe in H. Rogers Li/e x. (1863) 306 This church.

.

has not, by adding some much disputed things,.. thereby

unchurched itself,

b. With chui'ck as object. (Cf. unkirk Un- 2 6 b.)

X636 Prvnse Unbish. Tim. (1661) 80 They. .Un-church
most Protestant Clmrches in foreign parts, and Un-minister
their Ministers.^ x68oC. Nesse Church Hlst.^o^ He wrote
those seven Epistles to the seven Churches which were not
un.churched. X711 G. Hickes 7\vo Treat, Chr. Priestk.

(1847) 1. 270 Invidious clamour, .for unchurching the reformed
churches. 1830 Cassan Lives Bps. Bath <y Wells II, 36
His Lordships argument thus practically unchurches the
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UNCHURCHED. 84 UNCIECUMCISED.
Church. X889 Gore A'. C. Cialms x, i6a But undlscipUne
does not utchurch a church.

Unchu-rclied, ///. a, [Un-1 8 and Un-2 8 :

cf. prec] a. Kxcluded froai, deprived of, (the

status oQ a church, b. Not provided or connected
with a church, c. (See c^uot. 1727.)
x68i Baxter Ansiv. Doiintliui. 2 1 The Protestant Churches

are in the same unchurched damnable case that have Bishops.

1717 Bailey (vol.11), Unchurc/udt dissoXv^d from h^xug a
Church, excommunicated i also not churched, as a Woman
that has lain in. 1870 M. D. Conway Earthw, PUgr. xxvi.

311 The great interests of our time gather about the un-
churched world. 1889 J. H. Ward Church in Modern
SjcUty 224 There is more activity to-day in the ciiurches,

but there are ako more unchurched people tlian ever before.

UxxchuTCliingyt'^/. sb. [f. Unchurch vJ] The
action of the verb, iu various senses.

x6ss Baxter Quaker's Catech. Pref., The decrying of the
Ministry, the unchurching of our Churches, a 1658 Durham
Comm, Revelation ii. 6-7 (i66j) 99 Un-Churching and Ex-
communication in such cases, isan Ordinance ofJesus Christ.

a 1715 Burnet ^wrt 7V««(i897)1. 247 King James., thought
it went too far towards the unchurching of all those who
had not bishops among them. i8sa H. Newland Led.
Tra.iar. 61, I wish 1 had time to say a few words on.. the
unchurching of our neighbours.

UncllXlTClling, ppL a. [f. as prec] That un-

churches.
1681 Baxter Search Schism, ii. 26 Bishop Gunning and

Mr. Dodwell hence draw dismal degrading and uncimrching
Consequences. 17*1 A. Campbell Doctr. Mid. State Pref.,

Those Men, who.. valued themselves chiefly.. upon their
own Unchurching Principles. 1846 G. B. Cheever Led.
Pilgr. Progr. vi. 79 He. .was completely free from the un-
churching spirit of his age.

Unchu rchlike, a. (Un-1 7 c.)

x64aMiLTOs Apol.Smcct, Wks. 1851 III. 390 Shall not all

the mischiefe which other men do, be layd to his charge, if

they d^>e it by that unchurchlike power which he defentis.

171 1 Medley No. 21. 243 The Name Church-men . .not only
..wipes off all former Blemishes how unchurch-like soever,
but [etc.]. 1845 G. A. Poole Chiirch<:s i. 3 We have trim,

parsimonious, unchurchlike preaching-houses, under the
name of churches. i88x Loud. ^ Vravinc. Music Trades
Rev. 15 Feb. 7/3 This anthem is,.crude, amateurish, and
unchurchlike.

j

Unchu'rclxly, a. (U.v-l 7: cf.G. nnkirchlick.)
1858 in Lit, Churcf^man 15 May 184/1 A sentence which,

according to their own explanation, arose from the un-
churchly tone of the lectures themselves. 1883 P. Bkooks
Serin, in En^, Ch. 280 Churchmen, .bringing to the Cliurch
unchurchly hearts.

Unohut, obs. variant of Uncouth a.

Unci, pL of Uncus.
II Uncia (fnjia), PI. unoiaa (»-nJiji). [L. uncia

a twelfth part (spec, of a pound or foot): see
Inch sb.^ and Ounce j^.ij

1 1. Malh. (See quot. 1 704.) Obs,

169s Phil. Trans. XIX. 60 That admirable Invention of
Mr. Newton,wliereby he determines the Unctae or Numbers
prefixt to the Memliers composing Powers. X704 J. Harris
Lex. Techn. I, Undx^ in Algebra, signify those Numbers
which are prefixed before the Letters of the Members of any
Power'produced from a Binomial, Re!^idual,or Multinomial
Root. 1763 W. E.MERS0N Meth, Increments 106 Where the
numeral coefficients are the uncix of the several powers of
a binomiaL

2. A Roman copper coin, equal iu value to the
twelfth part of the ' as'.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 431 '2 The l/ncia,.. or piece of one
ounce, is marked by a single globule. 1853 Humi'Huf.vs
Cain-coil. Man, I, 260 The uncia here engraved is of the
same period as that of the ' as ' of nine-and-a-half ounces.

Uncial (cnpal), a. and sb. [ad. L. uncidl-is per-

tiining to a twelfth part, i.uncia\}^ci\. In sense

3 after L. unciales litterm (Jerome). Hence also

It. oticiale^ Sp. uncial^ Pg. oncia!, F. oncial {iin-

cial)i G., Sw. uncia/,']

A. a<i/. 1, a. Pertaining to, connected with, etc.,

an inch or an ounce.
1650 J. WvBARD Tactometria 30^ The solid measure of one

ounce-troy will be (in uncial[ or mch-measure) 1-8947 inch ;

and of one ounce-avoirdupois, 172556 inch. 1656 IJlount
Glossogr.\cQp^f\n% Cooper], Uncial, of or belonging to an
ounce or inch. 1834 Scott Redga:milct Concl., I am sorry
I have not room (the frank being only uncial) for his farther
observations.

b. Based on a duodecimal division; divided
into twelve equal parts.
i&fs Smith's Did. Grk. ^ Rom. Aniiq. s.v. Uncia, The

uncial system was adopted by the Greeks of Sicily. 1853
Hu-MPiiREYS Coin-coU. Man. II. 375 note. It seems probable
that both the name of the weight, and the uncial coinage,
mav have been derived from Sicily. 1884 Encycl. Brit.
XVII. 652/2 The denarius was struck at 80 to the pound,
and the as became uncial.

2. Of letters or writin;^: Having the large
rounded forms (not joined to each other) charac-
teristic of early Greek and Latin manuscripts ; also
(in looser use), of large size, capital.
The term is also applied to letters having the form of the

uncial, irrespective of size. When used in its strict sense,
$tH:tal is distinguished from capital, which denotes the more
original, unrounded forms of the letters.

Jerome's K/Kr/a/^i//V^('ny(Prol.Job) is commonly explained
as meaning ' letters of an inch long '

j his use of the word is

accompanied by the phrase ut vulgo ainnt^ and the literal
sense was perhaps not seriously Intended. The emendations
iniiiaUs 'initial 'and wwc/wa/tj-* 'hooked, bent', have been
suggested.
^^x% Hkmlev tr, Montfaucons Trav. Italy ii. 19 The Book

is writ in the Oblong uncial Character, rt 1734 North
Lives (1826) I. 20 It is not well to write, as the fashion now
is, uncial or semiuncial letters. 1784 Astle Orig. f,- Progr.
Writ, 82 Uncial writing began to be adopted about the

middle of the fifth century."" 1844 S. R. Maitland Dark
Ages 207 A copy of the Gospels, . . written in uncial charac-

ters. 1869 J. J. Raven Ch. Bells Cambr. (1881) 12 Bells

inscribed 111 the uncial medixval lettering, commonly called

Longobardic. 1881 T. Walrond in Macm. Mag, XLIV.
151 All those that have been mentioned are written in the
great uncial or capital character.

Comb, 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVI i I. 150/2 The minuscule
character is maintained intact, without intrusion of larger

or uncial-formed letters.

b. Written, cut, etc., in uncial characters.

1849 CuRZON Monast, Levant xi. 134 The one [inscription]

on the other side was either Coptic or uncial Greek. 1863
Smith's Diet. Bible III. 1201 note. An uncial MS., brought
by Tischendorf from St. Catherine's Monastery. i88s H.
Sweet Oldest Eng. Texts 422 The latest uncial charter.. is

dated 736, and. .it is Mercian.

C. Characterized by the use of large letters.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. 11. xiv, The address was in a
lady's handwriting (of the delicate kind which used to be
esteemed feminine before the present uncial period).

B. sb. 1. An uncial or c ipital letter.

1^75 Ash, Uncial..
,_
a letter of a larger size formerly used

in inscriptions. 178^ Asti.e Orig. S( Progr. Writ. 66 All
writing may be divided into capitals, uncials, and small
letters, i860 I. Taylor Ess, iii. 203 His [Franklin's] name,
until his later years, drew after it no cumbrous length of
academic Uncials. 1875 Scrivener Lcct. Text N. Test. 19
These uncials attract the eye for their minuteness.

b. An uncial style of writing.

So F. onciale fem., oncial masc.
1883 I. Taylor ^i^//a.V/ viii. § 6 If. 204 In the 7th century

the Irish uncial.. came into competition with the Roman
uncial. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 148/1 In this class of
writing there is again the same dearth of dated MSS. as in
the round uncial

2. A manuscript written in uncial characters.
1881 Westcott & HoRT Grk. N. Test, Introd. § 98 The

Greek MSS. of the New Testament are divided into two
cbisses,—Uncials and Cursives. 1883 Schaff Hist. C/ir.

Church, A^ast. Chr. Ix-vxi. II. 642 «£»/tf, It is omitted in

several uncials and ancient versions.

Uncialize, Z'. [f. prec] trans. To convert into

uncial characters; to write in uncials. Hence U'li-

cialized p/>l. a,

1883 I. Taylor Alphabet viii. § 6 II. 204 The Irish uncial,
which was the old Roman cursive uncialized. Ibid., The
Glagolitic might prove to be merely an uncialized form of
the Greek cursive.

U'&ciallyy adv. [f. Uncial a.]

1 1. In uncial measurement. Obs.
1630 J. WvBARD Tadomctria 306 And so the solid measure

of one pound-troy of water, wil be, Uncially, 22 7368; and
of one pound-avoirdupois, wil be Uncially 27*609.

• 2. In uncial letters.

1885 H. Sweet Oldest Eng. Texts 422 As there is an entire
absence of Northumbrian charters and of uncially written
West-Saxon ones.

t U'nciary, a. Obs.—^ [ad. L. unddri-tis, f. un-
cia Uncia. Hence also F. onciairc.'] Amounting
to a twelfth part. (Wrongly explained in quot.)
1386 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. i. 497 There was a lawe

amongst the ancient Grecians and Romanes, which forbad all

usurie surmounting one pennie for a hundred by the yeere,

and they called it vnciarie vsurie.

TTnoi'oatrized, ///. a. (Un-^ 8.)

['775 Ash.) 1841 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 301 The
wound remains uncicatrised imtil the next moult. 1854
De QuiNCEY /lKi'(7(5/<T^. i'A. Wks. 11. 271 Nothing was new,
nothing was raw and uncicatrized.

Uncifonu (»'nsz'f^im),(z. and j^. Anat, [ad.

mod.L. unci/orm-isj f. L. nnc-us hook. So P\ and
Sp. nnciforme,'\ A. adj. Hook-shaped ; esp.

unciform bone, process.

i'^) '733-4 G. Douglas tr. Winslow*s Anat. Expos. (1756)
84 In the fourth Bone.,we are to consider the.. hooked
or Unciform Apophysis. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat.
los^The inferior turbinated bone., which, .seems suspended
by its unciform process. 1855 Holdfn Hum, Osteal, 74
The unciform proce^^s . . is connected . . with the inferior spongy
bone and the superior maxillary bone.

{b) 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Wade M. 198 The Flexor ossis

nietacarpi , . Arise-i from the unciform bone and annular
ligament. i86x Hulme tr. Maqnin-Tandan i. li. 4 1"he

carpus has 8 bones arranged in two rows. . . In the second . . is

the trapezium, the trapezoid, the os magnum, and the unci-

form bone. 1884 CoUES N. Amer. Birds 107 A carpal bone,

supposed to be unci/onn, later fusing with metacarpus.

B. sb. The unciform bone of the wrist.

Also used in the L. form unciforme (sc. os'^.

1840 G. V. Ellis Anat. 459 One is placed on each side of

the OS magnum, uniting this bone to the trapezoides on the

one hand, and to the unciform on the other.

XTnoMiated,/-//. a, (Un-^ 8.)

x8^i G. F. Richardson Geol. viii. 217 The Anthozoa have
unciliated tentacula.no intestinal appendage to the stomach
Letc.]. i86o Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XXI. 1008/2 The niajority

of the species produce only unciliated gelatinous grains.

Uncinate (»'nsin^t). a. and sb, [ad. L. uncindl-

us, f. nndn-us hook. Hence also It. ancinato.']

A. adj. Hooked ; furnished with hooks ; unci-

form, uncinated : a. Bot.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. \. xiv. (1765) 36 Uncinate, hooked.

1830 LiNDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 58 Flowers in termirial and
lateral racemes, covered with uncinate hairs. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 375 Grasswrack ;.. embryo large, ovoid, with
a small uncinate subulate plumule.

b. Anai. and Zool,

i8a6 K1RBV& Sp. £'«/tf/«c/.xIvi.lV.322 Antenna;. Uncinate
(Uncinate), when their apex is incurved so as to form a
kind of hook. 1852 Dana Crust. 1. 191 The moveable finger
being very strongly uncinate. 1884 Coues A'. Amer. Birds
142 'these ' sacral ribs ' are furthermore distinguished by being
devoid of the epipleural or uncinate processes.

B. sb. An uncinate process.
1891 Cent. Did. 1903 Proc. Zool. Sac. Land. 17 Mar. 274

The third pair [of ribs] always bear uncinates. Ibid., The
uncinates are broad and strong.

Uncinated,///. a. [f. as prec. +-ei).] = Un-
cinate a.

175* J. Hill Hist. Anim. 579 The Capra, with erect, un
cinated horns. Tlie Rupicapra, or Chamoise. 1772 Phii.
Trans. LXIII. 150 The whole skin tougli, covered with five

rows of uncinated scales. 1826 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. III.

XXXV. 630 The uncinated, forked, ..and insulated nervures
of Coleopterous insects. 1851 S. P. Woodward Mollusca i.

(1856) 72 The uncinated calamaries are solitary animals, fre-

quenting the open sea.

Uncrnch, z-. (Un-^ 3 or 4b.) 1891 M.Cole Cy Ross
12 Pull up for the night, uncinch the packs. 1900 Vachell
y. Charity xx, 272 He and Quijas had dismounted and had
imcinched their horses. Unci net, ///. a. (Un-' 8 b.) x88o
Browning Pan i^ Luna 28 She teemed Herself with white-
ness,—virginal, uncinct 13y any halo. Unci'nctured,///.
a. (Un-' 8.) 1775 H. Downwan Infancy n. (1803) 97
Cloath'd be thy child;.. but in airy garb, Loose, and un-
cinctured. 1791 Cowper Iliad xvi. 510 When he saw Such
havoc made ofhis uncinctured friends.

llUncinus (»ns3i-n£Js). Zool. ri.uncini(-D3i).

[L. unctmts, f. uncus hook,] A hook-shnped part or

process ; esp. one of the hook-like teeth of mol-

luscs.

1851 S. P. Woodward Mollusca 1. 113 Lingual dentition

like murex erinaceus ; teeth transverse, 3 crested ; uncini

small, simple 1850 J. R. Greene I^lan, Anim. Kingd.
I. Protozoa 67 The seta; ' or ciliary bristles of Oxyiticha,
..the* uncini' (hooks) and * sty\t%' oi Euplotes. 1878 Bell
tr. Gegcnbaur s Comp. Anat. 360 The outermost uncini of

the transverse rows may. .also be articulated.

t Uncipher, z'. <?.5j. [Un-2 6 b.] trans. To
decipher. (Common in 17th c.)

1598 Klorio Disciferare, to vncifer, to decifer. 1640
Howell Dodona's Gr. 170 The bookes of Kings are written

in darke Cliaracters which few can uncyphtr 1644-5 in

Charles Ts Wks. (1662) 322 If You believe that 1 should be
capable to shew them to any, onely to Lord Jer. to uncypher
them. 1668 Temple Let. Ld. Arlington Wks. 1720 U. 96
Your Lordship will have found that all I could uncipher in

your last was already performed here. 1710 Steele Taller

K'o. ip5 r-2, 1 wanted the true Key to uncipher your Mysteries.

X737 in 10/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 474 Send me
his answer if you can Uncypher or guess the meaning of y"
Spanish Phisick Latin.
UnciTCular, a. (Un-' 7.) 1775 R. Chandler T'mz'.Wj/rt

I\I. (1825) I. 4 The other portion (of the sun] put on several

uncircular forms. UnciTCulated, ///. «. (UN-' 8.) 1x775

Ash.] 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 39 We live in crowded
rooms with gas-consumed and uncirculated air.

t XTncircumcided, obs. var. Ukcibcumcised,
138a Wyclif yosh. V. 6 The puple that is bore in deseert

bi fourti yeer..were uncircumcidid to the tyme that thei

weren wastid. 138a — Jcr. vi. 10 Lo ! vncircumcidid the

cres of hem. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xxxiv. 14 That can ¥re

not do, to geue oure sister to an vncircumcided man.

tUacircumciB, ///.«. Obs.-"^ [Cf. CiBCUMas
fa. ppie."] = next.

c 1x50 Gen. <V £-1.2841 Moyses and hise wif sephoram And
hise childre wi3 him nam; And ?at on was vncircumcis.

Uncircnmcised,///. a. [Un-i s and 5b.]

1. Nothaving undergone circumcision, Aho absoi,

1387 Trevisa tiigden (Rolls) IV. 115 V>y ensample of hem
tneny of t'e Iewes,.lefte hem uncircumsised.and cleped hem
self Antiochenes. C1400 ApoL Loll. ^$ \\V. alien kynd &
vncircumsisid in hert, and vncircumsisid in flesch, sclial not

go in to my sanctuari. 1526 Tindale Rem. ii. 26 Yf the

vncircumcised kepe the right thynges contayned in the lawe,

shall nott his vncircumcision be counted for circumcision?

X565 Allen Def. Purg. xvii, 285 b, ludas or any otherin the

lawe, offered for his friend, or any man elles being vncircum-
cised. 1608 Bp. Hall Epistles v. iv, As a seale of the

righteousnes of that faith, which he had when he was vn-

circumcisecJ. x668 Drvden Ezening's Love iii, We of the

Vncircumci:^ed, in a civil way, as Lovers, have somewhat
the advantage of your Musullman. x68«i Baxter Pat-aphr.

N. r. Gal. v. 6 For in our State of Christianity, .a Man shall

not be accepted and justified as circumcised, or as uncircum-

cised, 1825 Scott Talism. ix, I will not reason with one
uncircumcisedupon thevirtueof the medicines. 1850 F. W.
Newman Phases Faith 180 In the conversion of Cornelius

was the justification of Peter for admitting uncircuincised

Gentiles.

trans/. xS35 Coverdale Lci: xix. 23 All maner trees wherof

men eale..: thre yeares shal ye holdc them for vncircum-

cysed. [Also in later versions.]

2. fg. Not spiritually chastened or purified ; ir-

religious ; heathen. Also absoL

a 1400 New Test. (Paues) Acts vii. 51 Harde-frownted ande

vncircumsised hertes ande eares. t:x4oo Apol. Loll. 34 Alien

sonis vncircumsicid in hert. 1526 Tindale Acts vii. 51 Ye
stiffenecked and of vncircumcised hertes and eares: ye have

alKvayes resisted agaynste the holy goost. 1591 Sylvester

Du liartas i. ii. 1185 Uncircumcised ! O hard hearts ! At
least Let's think that God those Waters doth digest In that

steep place. 1642 Milton Apol. Smed. Wks. 1851 IU. 310

In tne Hebrew text, which is so necessary to be understood,

except it be some few of them, their lips are utteily uncir-

cumcis'd. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Acts vii. 51 Ye are

an unruly obstinate people, whose hearts are unreformed

and uncircumcised, 1800 Weems Washington xi. (i&77)

149 The pirates of Morocco laying their uncircumcis:^!

hands on our rich commerce in the Mediterranean. 1823

Scott Betrothed vii, Such an uncircumcised Philistine as,

thou or thy master.



UNCIRCUMCISEDNESS. 85 UNCKED.

Hence TJncircumci'sedness.
^^3 Goi.DiNG Cah'in on D^vfJxxii. 443 This people.. who

therefore were oftentimes vpbrayded with the vncircum-
ciseiines of their heartes. a 1639 Whatelev Prototypes \,

xvi, (1640) 158 We make use of the outward seale, thereby
to be made to see and feel our uiicircumcisediiesse of heart.

Vncircumci'sion. (Uk-i 12 and 5 b.)

i5a6 TiNDALE Rom. ii. 25 But if thou breake the lawe thy
circumcision is made vncircumcision. 1561 T. Nokton
Ctxlvin's Inst. 11. 145 Now there is no respect of Greke or

Jewe, circumcision or vncircumcision. 1643-5 M ilton
Dh'orce 11. vi, How vain then,.. to exact a circumcision of
flesh from an infant,, .and to dlspence an unclrcumcislon in

the soul of a grown man. 1685 Uaxter Paraphr. N. T,
GaL vi. 16 Placing acceptable Religion in this, and not in

Circumcision or Uncircumcision. 1816 Scott Old Alort.

xxvii, Even while thou, .wert fighting in the ranks of un-
circumcision. 1879 Farrar St. Pauli. 163 The idle fancies

that circumcision alone was enough to save them from God's
wrath, and that uncircumcision was worse than crime.

Uncircmnlo'cutory, a, (Un-' 7.) 1808 Bentham Sc
Reform 104 Those instruments ofdistinctconception.as well

as unambiguous and uncircumlocutory reference.

Uncircumscri'bable, a. (UN-i7b.)
x6o8 tr. Gregory's Dial. (1874) 216 He isuncircumscribable

and invisible. 1698 Norris Treat. Ser. SubJ. 395, I do not
see how they can make it, or he can call it Uncircumscribable,
a 1706 Evelyn Hist, Relig. (1850) I, m Now, that which
was first has no parts or dimensions, and is therefore . . uncir-

cumscribible,andimmen-;e. 1848 IJAiLEV/>i/tfj(ed,3)202ln
so far as worded it is not The entire truth uncircumscribable,

UnciTCumscribed,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

x6io Healev St, Aug. Citte ofGod x*x'm. ^jg Hee desired
to behold that cleare vncircumscribed nature [of God]. 164a
Chas. I Afess. both Houses 28 Apr. 3 So arbitrary and un-
•ircumscribed a Power, a 167a Sterry /^r«</(7/« /KiV/(i675)
12 The uncircumscribed Amplitude and Majesty of God.
1713 Guard. No. 164 F 3 The Pow'r of Pluto stretches all

around, Uncircumscrib'd by Nature's utmost Bound. 1798
Monthly Mn^. V. aSo They b jast the proud recommendation
of moral beauty, in the most extensive and uncircumscribed
acceptation of the term. x8ao Shelley Prometk. Unb, in,

iv. 194 The loathsome mask has fallen, the man remains
Sceptreless, free, uncircumscribed. i88i Mrs. C. Pbaed
Policy <V P. I. 264 Imagination presented an uncircumscribed
field of action.

absol. 1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory (1869) 184 Thou Cir-

cumscription (if I may so say) of the Uncircumscribed I

Hence Unci'rcumscribedness.
1679 J. Goodman Penitent Pardoned i. ii. (1713) 27 ITie

uncircumscribedness of the divine Goodness.

tUnoi-rcum8oript,///.a. [Ux-i 8 b.] = prec.

tf 1374 Chalxer Troylusx. 1865 Thow..That regnest ay
yn thre, and two, and oon, Vncircumscript [v.r. -scrit] and al

mayst circumscrj'ue. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.y Hen, K,
xxix. The vnresisted Emanations Of a true Maiestie..baflle
Questions To their Activity vncircumscript.

Unoiroumsori'ptible, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1577 tr. Bitllinger's Decades iv. iii. 606 His etcrnall. .power
and vnspeakable maiestie are altogether vncircumscriptible,

Unoircumscri-ption. (Un-1 12 and 5 b.)

185a I!p, Forbes Niceue Cr. 145 Immensity, and uncir-
cumscription, and supralocal existence, are the qualities of
the irui God.

UnciTcamspect, a. [Ux-^ 7 and 5 b.]

1. Of jjersons : Not circumspect or caatioas ; im-
prndentj unwarj'.

150a Atkynson tr. De imitatione i. xxiti. 173 O thou vn-
circumspccte soule, of howe great perell & fere myghtest
thou delyuer thy selfe of nowe. isl^o Elyot Image Gov,
143 If there had been a senate uncircumspect,. .or an
Emperour a tyianne. 163a J. Haywood tr. BiotidPs
Eromena 119 Yet was I not therein uncircumspect, for

some of them I tooke.., others would I not take. 1669
Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727) 157 Such like trivial imagina-
tions, which make us so unwary in all our actions, so uncir*

cumspect throughout the course of our lives. z886 A. Weir
Hist. Basis Mod. Europe (i88c)) 38 The evident connection
between the causes of his failure and his uncircumspect
pliilanthropic temperament.

2. Of actions, etc. : Not marked by circumspec-
tion ; incautious.

1563 FoxE A.tf M. (jQili Dalaber goes on, * . . by this your
vncircumspecte comminge vnio me, and speaking so before
this yoiige man, ye haue disclosed your selfe and vtteriye
\-ndijne me'. i6a5 K. LoNGtr. Barclay's A rgenisxs. xL 275
Of her owne will, with a rash and uncircumspect ha^ttinesse,

she looked up^n the shoulder of the child. x68a Hunyan
Holy War (1905) 220 Yet I cannot bttt (a little) chide you
for your late uncircumspect action.

Uncircnmspection. (Un-1 12 and 5 b.)

1598 Gbeskwev Tacitus, Ann. iv. viii. (1622) 101 The
witlesse vncircumspeciion of such as lhinke..they can also
extinguish the memory of future limes. 1810 G. Lawson
Serm. \x. 314 Your spiritual ardour is greatly abated
through your uncircumspection.

Uuci'rcnnispectly, adv, (Un-1 i i and 5 b.)

1535 Joye Apol. 'J'indaU (Arb.) 30 Sithe he cannot iustifye

his writing so vncircumspectly put forth. 1560 Daus tr,

Sleidan^s Comm. 3x> In case you wj'll obstinatly perseuer
in the opinion, whiche very vncircumspectly you hauc ones
embraced. i6it Speed /list. Gt. Brit. vi. vi. § 18.63 They
intercepted the scattered troopes of the Romanes that vn-
circumspectly wasted and spoiled the Country. 1669 Earl
Orkeky Parthen. (1676) 746 He sounded his inclinations,.
so uncircumiipecily, tliat he discover'd his own.

UnoiTOumstanoed, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not
justified or supported by circumstances.
1678 Rymer Trag. last Age 113 Both the Kings behaviour

and hers, uncircumstanc'd as we have them, are every way
so harsh. .that [etcj. X766 Museum Rust. VI. 12 He
should have considered, that nu sensible man can pay any
recard to so uncirctimst.'inced an account as he gives.

TTncircumsta-ntial, a. (Un-1 7.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. L 340 The like parti-

culars although they seem uncircumstantiall are oft set

downe in holy Scripture. 175a Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 18

Cleomedes, who perhaps saw tb« same treatise of Hip-
parchus, is as uncircumstantial as Theon. 1813 Bentham
Not Paid 332 Note here two things—the narrator one of

the party ; the narrative so loose and uncircumstantial.

Uncisor'd, obs. f. Ukscissored ppl. a.

Unci'te, v. (Un*^ 3.) 1721 Amherst Terrx Fil. No. 24

(1726) 126 Whom he order'd to cite the two proctors of the

university into the court; as soon as the proctor had done
this, the vice-chancellor order'd him to uncite them.

Uncited, ppl. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not called or summoned.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. ii. jii. (1886) 18 A witnesse

uncited, and offering hiinselfe in this case is to be heard.

x62a in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 72 So principal a Person

..who uncited, unheard, and without all knowledge of the

Cause hath been condemned. 1665 Boyle Occas. Re/I. v.

v. 161 There being nothing more easie,.. than for Rluhitudes

to pass uncited before Man's Tribunal, to receive their Con-
demnation at God's.

2. Not quoted or mentioned.
1581 J. Bell Haddons Ansiu. Osor. 116 Here withall is

also coupled that saying of Christ with like uncited place.
* They that * [etc.]. 1891 Meredith One o/onrCong.^ xxxiv,

She had her charges to bring against them for injustice

;

uncited, unstirred charges,

XJnoi'tied, a. (Un-1 9.)
180a Landor Crysaor 80, I am Jove, Thou Neptune

;

happier in uncitied realms. 1844 Ld. Houghton Metn.
Many Scenes, Valentia 202 For thou. .Wilt. .bid him dwell
at peace with thee In thy uncitied modesty.

XJncrty, Z'. [UN-2 6b.] trans, a. To deprive

of the privileges of a city. D. To destroy as a city.

a i66; Fuller Worthies, Glouc, i. (1662) 368 Seeing some
questioned its Charter, and would have had it Un-Citied,
because Un-Bishoped in our Civil Wars. 1850 Blackis
Mschylus I. 211 The ancient city of famous Priam thou
Didst sheer uncity.

Unci'vic, «. (UN-* 7.) 1791 Mackintosh Vind.GalUcx
Wks. 1846 III. 28 The spirit of resistance to uncivic com-
mands broke forth at once in evefy part cf the empire.

i8s8 Lights ^ Shades 1. 129 So uncivic and and-commercial
an offence. 1892 J. W. Headlam in Classical Rev. vl^tI%

Anyone who incurred suspicion of uncivic conduct, either

political or moral, would be summoned before the CounciL

Unci'vil, a, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

1. Not civilized ; barbarous ; unrefined : •[•a. Of
persons. Obs.

1553 Brende Q. Curiius iv. 35 The Bactrians be the most
hardiest people amongst these nations, uncivill men. 1590
Spenser /'. Q. 11. vii. 3 He sitting found in secret shade, An
vncouth, saluage, and vnciuile wight. 1630 R, Johnson's
Kingd. ff Commiv. 336 Among all men that professe Christ,

there is not a more uncivill creature than the Calabrian.

1644 tH. Parker] Jus Populi 42 No creature is now so un-
civiil or untame as Man.

b. Of actions, places, times, etc,

XSM Brenob Q, Curtiut v. 86 This nacion for al their vn-
cymlTand rude raaner, could not escape to be subdued with
the same force of fortune y» others were. 1596 Spenser
State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 633/i,_ I thought this manner of
lewd crj'ing and howling not impertinent to be noted as
uncivill and Scythian-like. 1630 Bulweb Anthropomet. 113
They of Goa also eat their pottage with their hands, mock-
ing at the use of spoons as if they were uncivil. 1663
Davbnant Siege 0/ Rhodes 11. i, Their gladness is but an
uncivil Noise. 1790 Burke Fr, Rev. Wks, V. 88 Men cannot
enjoy the rights of an uncivil and of a civil state together.

2890 Charity Organis. Rev. Jan. 5 So is their project of feed-

ing a barbarous and uncivil method in civic administration.

+ 2. a. Undeveloped, rude, primitive. Obs,
iyi% TwYNE Dionysius' Surv. World E vij b, These in-

habite a very wilde, and vnciuile countrey, the mould beeing
very sandy, and not meeie for anye tillage. 163J Lithgow
Trav. X. 433 Bad and unciuill Husbandry in Ireland,

•f" b. Irresponsive to culture. Obs.

1675 Evelyn y^ra(i676)69That Soil may be so strangely
alter 'd.. as to render the harsh and most uncivil Clay
obseauious to the Husbandman. 1733 Tull Horse-hoeing
Huso. 50 note, I take harsh uncivil'Clay to be the least

Profitable of any to keep in TilLage.

3. Not civil or courteous, impolite ; rough, rude,

lacking; in manners: a. Of actions, etc.

1591 Shaks. T7V0 Gentl. v. iv. 60 Ruffian: let goe that

rude vnciuill touch. Thou friend of an ill fashion. 1596
Eihvarti III, n. ii. 60 Now we thinke it an vnciuill thing,

To trouble heauen with such harsh resounds. 1613 W.
Browne Brit. Past. i. iv. 439 IThey] Bad me begone; and
then (in terms uncivil) Did call me counterfail, witch, hag,
whore, divell. 1653 W. Ramesev Astrol. Restored 25 The
which rugged, preposterous and uncivil answer, caused me
presently to believe him to be whom I found him at the
fast. iMg Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Acts xv. 12 The proud
Magisterial Talkers, .stop and silence him by rude uncivil

interruption, on pretence that he is too long. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camilla vn. xi, I'm not going to offer any thing

uncivil. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's xiii, Having found him.
self aggrieved by the uncivil behaviour of.. Francis Tyrrel.

1878 Browning Poets Croisic xciv, You've learnt your lesson

..By this uncivil answer of La Roque.
Comb. 1600 Nashe Snmmers Last Williv, Presumptuous

Ver. vnciuill-nurturde boy, Think'st I will be derided thus

of thee ?

b. Of persons.

i6ii CoTCR., Ma/iduict, . .i\\ brought vp, vnciuile, rude.

1619 Beaum. & Fl. Knight 0/ Malta v. i, Hard-hearted,

and uncivil Oriana. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxw.

He was forced to be more uncivil to her than otherwise he

should have been. 1712 Aruutiinot John Bull i. viii. He
was a very uncivil fellow to use such coarse language

before People of Condition. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 16

r 7 His riches neither made h»m uncivil nor negligent. 184^

James Arrah Neil III. ii, We do not intend to oe uncivil

to you. x88a Miss Braduon Mt. Royal II. v. 87 He was
not absolutely uncivil to his cousin.

4. Not decent or seemly ; indecorous.
1586 T. B, La Primaud. Fr. Acad. \. 172 No eflfeniinate

or loose maners, no clownish or uncivill fashions are scene
in him. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit, xxvii. (1614) 53/1
Her faire haircso covered her nakednes, that no part of

her body was uncivil to sight. i68a Bunvan Holy War
(1905)377 His two servants.. catcht them together in un-
civil manner more than once. 1687 Drvden Hind * /'. ni.

joio That he should.. vex th' Etherial Pow'rs With mid-
night Mattins at uncivil Hours.

6. Not in accordance with civic unity ; contrary

to civil well-being.

XS97 Beard Theatre God's Judgem. (x6is) 277 So that
great trouble and vnciuill warres were growne vp . . in euerie
corner of the realme. i6ao J. Tavlok (Water P.) Jack a
Lent B ij b, They run starke mad, assembling in routs and
throngs numberlesse of ungouerned numbers, with vnciuill

ciuill commotions. 1642-4 Vicars Goditi Mount (1844) 29
Our home-bred and inbred distractions and uncivill-civill

warres, 1647 N. Ward Simple Colder i Civiil Commotions
make roome for uncivill practises. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus
Ixvii. 13 Comes to the light some mischief, a deed uncivil

arising.

t6. Not civilian. Obs,~'^

1590 Swinburne Testaments 67 To be decided and ruled

by the dead stroke of vnciuill and martial cannons, rather

then by anie rule of the ciuiU or cannon lawe.

fUnoi-vil, z'.
(9^j.-i [Un- 2 6 a.] tra7ts. To

render uncivil.

1615 Daniel Hymen's Triumph iv. iii, I trust your lone-

nesse hath not so Vnciuil'd you, to force a messenger To doe
against good manners, and his will.

XTnci-vilish., a. (Un-1 7.)

i8a8 Landor Imag. Conv. III. 280 It is uncivilish to

speak to a lady, witn a leg of a turkey in limbo, between
the gullet and grinder.

Uncivility. Now rare. [Un-1 12 and 5 b.]

Absence or lack of civilization or of civility.

1508 Florio, Immodestia, immodestie, intemperancie, vn-

ciuifitie. 1612 Peacham Genii. Exerc. n. ii. 121 His crabbed
lookes signifie the sauage vnciuility of the people in those

parts. 1648 Gage West Ind. xiii. 73 Their uncivility and
barbarous properties tell us that they are most like the

Tartars of any. 1697 T. Brown Dispens. w. Wks. 1709 III.

m. 67 If thee woul't have no Excuse made for thy Un-
civility, 1 have done. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Paint. 11.

78 The uncivility of his opponents.

Uncivilizable, a, (Un-i 7b.)

1879 M. I'attison Milton 99 Though the savage Irish are

barbarians, uncivilised and uncivilisable. 1880 Miss Bird
Japan II. 74 They are uncivilisable and altogether irre-

claimable savages.

TJncrvilization. (Un-1 12 and 5 b.)

[1828-33 Webster.] 1884 Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 307 They, in

their uncivilisation, would have regarded me with contempt.

Unci'Vilize, v. [Un- 2 6 c] trans. To de-

prive of civil, civilized, or civic character ; to de-

civilize. Also absol,

1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosntos Wks. (Grosart) I.

18/1 When the civiil Sword's vncivilliz'd In mightiest

Empires. 1633 Rowley Match at Midn. iv. H 2 b, I will

uncivillize that injured civilitie which you so scurvily

slander. 1690 T. Burnet Theory Earth 11. 16 Th.^t is

commonly the vanity of great empires, to uncivilize in a

manner all the rest of the world. i8ii Henry ^- Isabella II.

207 If the principle of force is to be sanctioned, the tendency

of it is to uncivilize. Ibid.-ixz Nor do I mean to denj" that

. . it would not have the same effect of uncivilizing.

Unci-vilized,///.«. [Un-1 8 and 5 b.] Not
civilized; barbarous.
1607 TopsELL Four-/. Beasts 33^ Vulvar, illiterate, and

vnciuilized men, do participate in their conditions, the

labors and enuye of brute beasts. 1647 Cowley Mistr.,

Welcome iii. What joy couldst take, or what repose In

Countrys so unciviliz'd as those? 1711 Addison Spect.

No. 119 f 5 Several of our Men of the Town, .make use of

the most coarse uncivilized Words in our Language. 1777
Cook Voy. Pacijic 1. viii. (1784) I. 159 They shew as much
ingenuity, both in invention and^ execution, as any un-

civilized nations under similar circumstances. 1825 T.

Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man 0/ Many Friends I. 283 The
young gentlemen.. with difficulty suppressed a most un-

civilized laugh. 1869 Uowden Stud. Lit. (1890) i6i The
first thing we are tempted to say of him.. is that he was
emphatically an uncivilized man.

Hence Unci'villzedness.
1879 M.Arnold MiJced Ess., Equality S6 Weowcour

uncivilisedne.ss to inequality.

Unci'Villy, a^^v. [Un-^ ii.] In an uncivil

manner ; not in accordance with civility ; roughly,

rudely; f barbarously.

1577 tr. Bullingcr^s Decades 11. v. (1592) 150 Al vertue..is

vtterly ouerthrown,.. virgins defiled, matrones vnciulUy

dealt withall. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586)

22, I must first aske if you know anie citizen which liueth

unciuillie. 1600 Holland Liiy 897 He was loth to con-

verse there uncivilly, at so unseasonable a time. 1646 Sir

T. Browne Pseud. Ep. (ed. 2) 1. i. 3 When he brake forth as

desperately as before he had done uncivilly. 1676 Shad-
well Libertine III, Ha! 'tis uncivilly done to leave a man
in a strange country. 1798 Southey Lett. (1856) I. siSome
English soldiers storm the ale-house, and are proceeding to

behave somewhat uncivilly to Joan and her sister. 1825

Scott Betrothed xvii, Turning sternly on the huntsman, as

one who has been hastily and uncivilly roused from a
reverie. 1888 Freeman Four Oxford Led. ii. 99 Those
Breton followers of Ralph of Wader whom Lanfranc so un-
civilly called 'filth '.

Unoizar'd, obs. f. Unscissobed ///. a.

tUnoked, a. Obs.-^ [f. L. imc-us hook.]

Hooked, uncate.
1621 Quarles Esther Sect, vii, Enuie did ope her snake-

deiiounng lawes, Foamd frothy blood, and bent her vnked
[ed. 1717 : uncktd] Pawes.



UNCKLE.

t tJnokle, obs. var. Inkle si.

c is«S in Fabric Roth York Minster (Surtees) 136 For ii

p«c«s of buckerham, i«. For ij do. of white uncklc.., yrf.

Unokle, obs. f. Uncle.
Unda'd,///. a. [Un-1 8 b. Cf. MDu. onge-

cleel (Du. ongekked), MHG. ungekhidet, -kkit,

ON. and Icel. >/-, iklmddr (Norw. uklauLl, MSw.
and Sw. oklddd. Da. uklcBdt):\ Not clad or clothed;
undressed ; naked.
1:1410 Avirai. Arth. liv, Qwenne ho se him vnclad, Then

the lady wex drede. 1500 Ortus Wocai. (W. de W.) S viij b,

/nuesiitus, vncladde. 1531 Ei.YOT Gov. 11. xii, He was
a shamed to approche nigh to it, beinge in so simple astate
and unklad. 1647 Hexham i, Vnclothed or unclad, ofit-

kUedt. 1761 GlXJVER MfcUa i, i, Creon knows, thy altar
Unclad with garlands still proclaims thy firmness Against
his daughter's marriage. 1768 Murphy Desert Isl. it, That
1 may su, With unclad sides, upon some blasted heath. 1827
PoLtx)K Course T. IX. 109s Decrepit, withered wretch, un-
housed, unclad. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. xiv. ix. VI. 601
Men, women, rose unclad from their tombs.

TJaolad, pa, t. and pple. of Unclead v.

Unclai-med, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1600 Shaks. .4 . K Z. II. vii. 87 If he be free. Why then my
taxing like a wild-goose flies Vnclaim'd of any man. 1738
JoHNSos London 173 Has Heav'n reserv'd, in pity to the
poor, ..No peaceful desert yet unclaimed by Spain? X783
Crabbe Village It. 26 Yet still, ye humbler friends, enjoy
your hour, This is your portion, yet unclaim'd of power.
l8a6 SoUTHEV K/W. Eccl. Angt. 306 The quiet, unassuming,
unclaimed influence of the one may appear to you less than
it ought to be. X867 Smyth bailor's li^ord.bk. 705 Un-
cliiimcd, as Derelict. Vessels found at sea , . are good prizes,
if not cLiimed within 366 days.

Unolainte, obs. pa. t. of Unclench v.
Uncla-morous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1849 Lytton K. Arthur

V. xxvii, The Prophet mark'd the deep unclamorous vow Of
the pent passion.

Unclamp, v. (Un- 2 3.)
1809 ritil. Ttans. XCIX. i2o Unclamp the apparatus,

1849 Herschel Aslron. io6 Now unclamp the level, and.,
turn round the circle on the axis. x85o H. Stuart .SVa;«a«'j
Caieck. 46 The outside men will, .unclamp the booms.
tUnolap,!'. Obs. [Un-Sj.] trans. To open up.
i6j« T. Williamson tr. Coulart's Wise Vieillard A 4 b.
My fingers did euen itch to set pen to paper, and to vnclappe
so good a Worke.

TTnclarified,///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1591 Pebcivall SJ>. Diet., Agrnz, a sower grape, honie

vnm.ide, oile vnclarified, Veriuice. 1599 A. M. tr.Gaielhouer's
Bk. Physicke 45/2 Then take vnclarifyede rosin. i6ao
Venner Via Recta vL 104 It is. .hurtfull to such as abound
with winde, especially the crude and vnclarified honie. 1725
Fam. Diet. s.v. Whey, Its best they should take it uncbri-
fy'd. li7S5 Johnson (quoting Bacon), and in later Diets.]
Uncla-shing, ppt. a. (Un-' jo.) 1642 W. Price Serm.

24 Like the ieviternall unclashing sway of the Orbs in the
Heavens. 1825 R. Wilson Si. Hist. Hawick 297 In this
momentous matter \sc. religion] human interests are so un.
clashing, .

.

that [etc ). 1854 Cdl. Wiseman FabialaM^^) 312
Glorious Church of Christ ! great in the unclashing com.
bination of thy unity !

Uncla'sp, V. [Un-2 3 and 7.]
L trans. To unfasten the clasp(s) of.

1530 Palsgr. 766/3, I pray you, unclaspe my boke, for I
am nat stronge ynough. 1592 Soliman ft I'ers. 11. i. 85,
I must vnclaspe me, or my heart will breake. i6n Cotgr.,
Desagrnfer, to vncLispe, vngraple, vnhaspe. a 1699 J.Beaumont Psyche xvi. xvii, Disrobe me of my 13e.-tuty..j
Unclasp my Joints ; unlace my nerves. 1798 Edgeworth
Pract. Bdiic. (1811) I. no A little boy. .trying to clasp and
unclasp a lady's bracelet. 180S Scott Last Minstrel v.
xxiv. His beaver did he not unclasp. 1859 Tennyson Elaine
975 Then, when she heard his horse upon the stones, Un.
clasping flung the casement back. 1891 Farrar Darin. 4-

Dawn xiv. He unclasped the armlet from his wrist.

b. In fig. conle.xt.

1592 Daniel Delia i, Heere I vnclaspe the booke of my
chargd soule. 1607 Dekker Hist. Sir 'J'. Wyatt Wks.
1873 in. '00 When ere the blacke booke of my crime's vn-
claspu 1633 Deumm. op Hawth. Entertainm. Chas. I, ii.

31 Heavens volume to unclaspe, wast pages spread. Mys-
terious golden cyphers cleere to reacfe. 1833-4 Encycl.
Metrop. (1845) VI. 688/2 It will be prudent before thus en-
tangling ourselves in fetters which it may be difficult to
unclasp, to wait for a full investigation of the subject.

fc. Jig. To open up, display. Olis.

IS99 Shaks. Much Ado i. i. 325, I will.. tell faire Hero I
am Claudio, And in her bosome He unclaspe my heart. 1611— Wint. r. 111. ii. 168 He. .to my Kingly Guest Vnclasp'd
iny practise. 1637 N- Whiting Albino * Betlatna 5 All had
their speakers which unclasp'd their graces.

2. To loosen the grasp or hold of; to open or
force open (the clasped hand).
i6«7 May Lucan iv. Gv, His fresh limmes vnclaspe the

others hands. 1681 Flavel Right Man's Re/. 251 Neither
of them, .can unclasp the arms of divine love. 1810 Scott
Lady of L. \\. xxxiv. Sullen and .slowly they unclasp. As
struck with .shame, their desperate gras-. 1831 James /'/://.
Augustus IV, Unclasping his arms from the slight, beautiful
form round which they were thrown. 1898 'Merriman'
Rodens Corner 1, Von Holzen..soflly unclasped the dead
man s hand, taking from it the crumpled notes.

b. intr. To relax a grip or grasp.
t6o8 Shaks. Per. 11. iii. 107 Vnclaspe, vnclaspe. Thankes

Oentlemen to all. J751 Smollett Per. Pic. xxix, The
ojdgel flew from his unclasping hand. 1850 Lynch Theoph.
Irtnalw. no fhe ;aws of their grave shall unclasp. 1851
I.ONOF. Gold. Leg. ii. Village Church, I feel iny feeble hands
unclasp, And sink discouraged into night

!

3. trans. To release from a clasp or grip.
1885 'Mrs. Alexander' At Bay ix, He remained silent

for a minute, his bands clasping and unclasping the arms of

86

Hence Unolaaping: vhL sb,

1592 Soliman ^ Pers. ii. L 87 But inward cares are most
pent in with greefe ; Vnclasping, therefore, yeeldes me no
releefe. 1599 B. Jonson Ev. Alan out of Hum, 11. ii, A
whole volume of humour, and worthy the vnclasping.

Uncla'Sped, ///. a, [f. Unclasp v. i or Un-1
8 + Claspeu ///. rt.] Having the clasp undone or

not fastened. Also^^.
1609 J. Davies Holy Roode G, None other Booke but thy

vnclasped Side (Wherein's contaiu'd all Skils Angelical).

i6j8 Gaulk Pract, The, (1629) 24 In him Law and Gospell
conspire together ; the Law as a closed Gospell; the Gospell
as an vnclasped Law. 1825 Scott Taltstn. viii, The hood
which he wore, ..now unclasped and thrown back for heat.

1856 J. Richardson Recoil. I. iii. 69 He was an incessant
talker. .. When once unclasped, it was with difficulty he
could again be closed. x88o L. Wallace Ben-Hur 474 Iras
began, toying the while with one of her unclasped bracelets.

Uncla'Sping, ///. a,^ (Un-' 10.) 1640 O. Sedgwick
Christs Counsell 174 The impotency..of an unholding and
unclasping memory. Uncla'Sping,///. a.^ (See Unclasp
z'. 2 b, quot. 1751.)

Unola-ss, v, (Un-2 6 b.)

1873 MoRLEY Rousseau I. 108 «(?/*:, 'A bourgeois unclassed
by an alliance with a tavern servant

' ; . . but surely Rousseau
had unclassed himself long before.

Uncla'ssable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1848 Rickman Styles
Arc/lit. Efi^. 234 Roslyn chapel.. is certainly unclassable
as a whole, being unlike any other building in Great Britain
of its age.

_ 1870 H. Spencer Psychology (ed. 2) 1, 11. i. 148
Mind remains unclassable and therefore unknowable. Un-
Cla'ssed,/^/. a. (Un-^ S.) i8zo Shelley Prometk. Unb.
III. iv. 195 The man remains. .Equal, unclassed, tribeless,

and nationless. 1865 Tvlor Early Hist. Man. viii. 203 He
would have to leave a large fraction of the whole in an
unclassed heap.

Unola'ssic, a. (Ux-i 7.)
17*8 Pope Dune. nr. 258 Angel of Dulness, sent to scatter

round His magic charms o'er all unciassic ground. 1894
Outing^.'i.) XXIV. 46/2 It is now known as the unciassic
and plebeian Bay de Vache.

Uncla'ssical, a. (Un-1 7.")

1725 Blackwall Sacr. Class. {1727) I. 76 That it \sc. the
repetition] is not unclassical but pure, I shall shew by
parallel forms of expression in the noblest classics, 1767
S. Patf.rson Another Trav, I. 350 They are either too
classical (You are unclassical) or too illiterate, c x8a8
Arnold in Stanley Li/e .5- Corr. (1844) I. 50 If the sermons
are read, I do not care one farthing if the readers think me
the most unclassical writer in the English language. 1871
Blackie Pour Phases i. 11 The Athenian philosopher made
a jest of his unclassical nose.

Hence Uncla'ssically adv,
[1775 Ash.] i860 J. Whiteside Italy xvii. 168 As we

reach the unclassically-named town of Poggibonsi.

Uncla'SSifiable, a. (Un.' 7 b.) a 1849 Poe E. B. Brou-n-
ing Wks, 1865 in. 401 Setting aside, .certain rare com-
mentators..—creatures neither precisely men, women, nor
Mary Wollstonecraft's— . . as unclassifiable. 1875 [see next].

Uncla-ssified,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1865 Tylor Early Hist, Man. \. 12 Our accounts of the
culture of the lower races, being mostly unclassified. 1873
Whitney Life Lang. v. 82 Neglecting the unclassified and
perhaps in part unclassifiable residue. 1884 J. Tait Mind
in Matter 132 Like the floraand the fauna in nature, miracles
are unclassified in the Bible.

TJnclay, v. (Un-2 4 b.)

1655 Jer. Taylor Guide Devot. 144 Oh, end the Strife,

And part us, that in Peace I may Unclay My wearied
Spirit. [1706 Stevens I, Z^(rjtv«3(ir7-ar, to unclay, to undaub.)
1796 C. Marshall Gardening xx. (1813) 407 Graffs that have
clearly taken, unclay and unbind.
Unclayed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1883 Daily Ne%vs a6 Sept.

3/4, 600 bags unclayed Manilla [sugar].

Uncle (»'qk'l), j^. Forms: a. 3-7 vncle (5"
wucle), 4- uncle (5-6 oncle). ^. 4, 6-8 unkle
(vn-), 6-7 uuckle (vn-, 7 wn-). 7. 4 unkel, 5
vnkel, 6 unkeU (vn-), 5-6 vn-, unkil(l, -kyll

(5 hunckyl, onoyll, ownkyll, 6 onkill) ; 5 vn-,
uncuU, 6 unckaU. See also Nuncle. [a, AF.
uncle

J
OF. uncle ^ oncle (mod.F. oncle, whence G.,

Da,, Sw. onkel), — Pr, oncle, avoncle, Roum.
unchiu ;—L. avunculus mother's brother.]

1. A brother of one*s father or mother; also, an
aunt's husband ( = imcle-m-law).
a. c 1290 .S". Eng. Leg, I. 20/27 To his vncle he gan go, pe

Erchebischop of caunterburi. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1937
pre vnclen is moder adde. c 1380 Sir I^'erttmb. 169 pe duk
..drow ys swerd anon, & wolde ys vncle Jjar-wiJ) herte.

1387 Trevisa Hi^^den (Rolls) lU, 389 Alisaundre exiled
dwelled awhile wij? his uncle in Epirus. 1412-20 Ly'dc.
Chron. Troy \, 3751 lason-.gan his vncle in ful lowe nianer
First to l>anke. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 15 Henry the
vto..made Thomas IJeauford then erle Dorset hys oncle
capteyn of yt. c 1500 Melusine xix. 97 For neuer I shall
ete tyl that ye be hanged with your vncle. c 1520 Barclay
7k?«''M vi. (1557) 6 b, Se that ye worshipe and loue this

Jugurth your worthy vncle. 1581 G. Pettie tr. Guazzo's
Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 120 b, In families there are the Uncle
and the Nephew, the Father in law and the Sonne in
law [etc.). 1653 W. Ramesey Astrol. Restored 109 [This]
signifieth-.also the Uncle or Ant of the Querent by the
fathers side. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Shepk. v, iii, At last he
spak and won, And hopes to be our honest uncle's son.
x756-7_tr, Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 214 Offering him the
immediate payment of a debt due to his uncle. z8i8
Cruise Digest (ed. a) III. 353 If the son, in this case, die
without issue, and his uncle enter into the land. 1866 Geo.
Eliot /•'elix Holt i, Your uncle thought 1 ought to have
you to myself in the first hour or two.

/3. CX380 WvcLiF Scl. ll^ks. III. 47s How may oure
hy:je prestis . . be grettur worldly lordis >en . . kyngus unklis
ande kvngus sonys? 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Auunculus,
the vnkle oa the mothers side. 1584 Knaresb. WilU

UNCLE.
(Surtees) I. 145 Ric. Roundell ther unckle. 1610 Holland
Camden^s Brit. (1637) 696 King Edward the Fifth his
Unkle by the mothers side. <xx6^Lady ^\m.kkii Autobiog.
(Camden) 32 Pretending his wife was dead,.. and that her
unckle Sir Ralph S. had assured them both of itl. a 1727
Newton Chronol. Amended ii. (1728) 239 Orus, with his
motlier Isis,,.and unkle Typhon. 1779 Johnson L. P.,
Pope Wks. IV. 15 She was obliged to converse only with
those from whom her unkle had nothing to fear.

y. X387 Trevisa Htgden (Rolls) IV. 235 Herodias, J>at was
afierwarde Phelip his wif, |>at was Aristobolus his eme and
unkel. 1415 Sir T. Grey in 4-^ Deputy Keeper Public
Records 585 pe Erie of Somerset zowr uncuU. 1451 Paston
Lett. I. 202 On of myn unkyll men., told it myn unkill.

1472 Ibid. III. 41 Item, as for myn ownkyll William, I

have spook with hym. 1539 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889)

407 For as mych as my sayd unkyll ys well willyng. 1540
Cko.mwell in Merriman Life <y Lett. (1902) II. 255 A true
copie of your unckaU ys testament .-.nd last will. 1570
Levins Manip. 126 An Vnkil, auunculus,

b. Uncle-in-law, the husband of one's aunt.
1561 Child-Marriages 3 All the premisses this deponent

knowis to be true, bie cause he is Vncle-in-Iawe to the
said Homfrey. 1667 Uuchess of Newcastle Life Duke
ofN. (1886) I. 2 These two brothers were partly bred with
Gilbert, Earl of Shrewsbury, their uncle-in-law. x^jt^ Mirror
No. 53 P 8 Among the rest was rtiy uncle-in-law 's partner

C. In allusive use.
In the first two quots. directly from French usage.

1578 H. WoTTON Cottrtlie Controv. 275 Wberas other men
accustome to visite their vncle when they determine to take
truce for a time with their amorous trauailes. x6ii Cotgr.
s.v. Oncle^ He is my neerest friend that fills my bellie; or
he is my kindest vncle who doth feed me. 1678 Ray Prov.
227 She is one of mine Aunts that made mine Uncle go a
begging. X78S Grose Diet. Vulgar T. s.v.. He is gone to
visit his uncle, saying of one who leaves his wife soon after

marriage.

d, Welsh uncle (see later quots.),
X747 T. Carte Hist. England I. 210 Aeddon, who was

Welsh-uncle to Rydderch, made hi.t escape to the Isle of
Man. X820 Southey Wesley II. 108 He was placed under
the care of the husband of his father's first cousin ; which
remote relationship comes under the comprehensive term
of a Welsh Uncle. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. II. App.
645 A 'Welsh uncle', that is the first cousin of a parent.

e. Dutch uncle (see quots.).

1838 J. C. Neal Charcoal Sk. 201 If you keep a cutting
didoes, I must talk to you both like a Dutch uncle. 1853
N. <5- Q. ist Ser. VII. 65/a In some parts of America, when
a person has determined to give another a regular lecture,
he will often be heard to say, *1 will talk to him like a
Dutch uncle'; that is, he shall not escape this time. 1869
East Anglian III. 350 There were the squires on the bench,
but I took heart, and talked to 'em like a Dutch uncle.

1873 Helps ^ «////. ^ Mast, v, 131 Milverton.. began reason-
ing with the boys; talking to them like a Dutch uncle.,
about their cruelty.

2. Used in addressing or desii,Miating one's uncle.
C374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 210 Nay blame haf I, my

vncle, quod she J>enne. 1547 Edward VI in Ellis Orig,
Lett. Ser. 1. II. 148 Derest Vncle,.. we have at good length
vnderstanded.. the good success [etc.]. Ici^jo Bugbears
V. vii. 97 O good vncle Donatus, ther is cawse I shold love
you. X598 Shaks. Merry IV, in. iv. 49 Pray you Vncle, tel

Mist. Anne the iest how my Father stole two Geese out of a
Pen, good Vnckle. 1640 Brome Antipodes 111. v, Beg. Sir
excuse me. .. Gal. Vet good unkle. X656 Stanley Hist.
Philos. Ded., The gratitude of. Dear Uncle, Your most
affectionate Nephew. 1700 N. Rous in Jrnl. Friends Hist.
Soc, (1912) IX. 184 With mine and Wifes..kind respects to
Unckle and Aunt Abrams, ..I rest [etc.]. 1793 Mrs. Inch-
BOLD Midn, Hour 11, Do not be alarmed, uncle ; force is

seldom used but to her that is willing. 1828 Scott F. M,
Perth xxiii. Uncle, you are a good huntsman. 1850 Tenny.
SON In Mem, Ixxxiv, W'hen-.boys of thine Had babbled
' Uncle ' on my knee.

b. local and U.S, Used as a form ofaddress to

non-relatives, esp. to elderly men.
X793 Gentl, Mag, Dec. 1083/2 It is common in Cornwall

to call all elderly persons Aunt or Uncle, prefixed to their
names. 1835 J. H. Ingraha.m South West II, 241 Nor are
planters indifferent to the comfort of their gray-headed
slaves. . . They always address them in a mild and pleasant
manner as 'Uncle ' or ' Aunty '. X853 Lowell Wks. (1890)
I. 16 Formerly, every New England town had its repre-
sentative uncle. 185s KisGSLEY Westw. Ho ! xx, ' Put this

coat on your back, uncle,' says some one. 1859 Bartlett
Diet. Avter, (ed. 2) 492 UnclCy used in the Middle and
Southern States in accosting an elderly colored man.
transf, X847 Emerson Repr. Men, Plato ad fin., Plain old

Uucle as he [Socrates] was,, .the rumour ran, that [etc].

o. Uncle Sam, the government (or people) of
the United States of America.
The history of the expression has been traced by A.

Matthews in Proc. Amer, Antiq, Soc, XIX. 21-65; see
also R. H. Thornton Amer. Glossary gi6. The suggestion
tliat it arose as a facetious interpretation of the letters U.S.
is as old as the first recorded instances, and later statements
connecting it with different government officials of the name
of Samuel appear to be unfounded.
1813 Troy Post 7 Sept, (Matthews), L-oss upon loss, and

no ill luck stir[r]ing but what lights upon Uncle Sam's
shoulders. X839 N. Hawthorne in Longfellow Li/i (1891)
J- 334 Uncle Sam is ratlier despotic as to the disposal of my
time. X850 — Scarlet L. Introd. (1852) 3 The thirteen

stripes turned vertically,, .thus indicating that a civil.. post
of Uncle Sam's government is here established. X884
Harper's Mag. June 48/1 To cheat Uncle Sam in revenue
matters is regarded as a . .venial sin.

d. Uncle George,^ ^^ing George HI.
X829 Marrvat F. Mildmay iii, We make 7tncle George

suffer for the stores.

3. slang. A pawnbroker.
Usually preceded by a possessive pronoun.
X756 ToLDERVY Hist, a Orphans IV. 113 The next week ,

carried the new cloaths, which they bought at Bath, to



UNCLE. 87 UNCLEANNESS.
their nncle s (if Humphry's expression may be used). 1796
Grose The Olio 230 A shirt and hose I'd at my uncle's

lodg'd. 1807 E. S. Barrett Rising Sun II. 131 The bed-
furniture was carefully preserved by my uncle, and when.

.

I had gained a bed, and money enough to redeem the

furniture, I put them up. 1855 Thackeray Ntivcontes xli,

' Dine in your frock,,. if your dress-coat is in the country.'
' It is at present at an uncle's,' i86<) M. Collins Ivory
Gate II. i. 19 You may want to take it to your uncle, you
know, now that your secret ary.ship is about to be abolished.

4. appositive and Comb., as uncle devil, father,

"guardian, -marquis; uncle-given adj.

i6oa Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 393 My V'nckle Father, and
Aunt Mother are deceiu'd. 1638 Ford Fancies 11. ii, Our
great uncle-marquis. Disabled from his cradle. 1789 M.
Madan tr. i'ersiiis II. 292 no/e, The relish or savour of
morose uncle-guardians. i8a8 Lights ^ Shades I. 27 At
the very first uncle-given dinner. 1897 Marv Kingslev
\y. A/ricag^ Any leg or arm I saw that undo devil pulling

out to place withm reach of the crocodiles.

Hence TT'nclehood. rare~^.
1846 B. Barton Select, (1849) 100 Those five uncles of

mine, .grew not up to mature uncle-hood.

Uncle, V. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To address (one) as uncle.

'593 Shaks. Rich. If, 11. iii. 85 Grace me no Grace, nor
Vncle me, I am no Traytors Vnckle. 187a B. Taylor in

Li/e ff Lett. (1884) II. 592, 1 am ' uncled ' from morning till

night. 1884 J- T. Trowbridge FamelCs Folly I. xix. 196
Uncle ! uncle !' chattered old Carolus,. .' don't uncle me !'

+ 2. To cheat or swindle (^something). Obs.
Perhaps originally implying a pretence of being uncle to the

person victimized ; but the association with Cozknt^. and sb.,

which appears in the quots., makes it also possible that uncle
16 merely a punning vari.ition of cousin.

a 1592 Greene JiV//;««j-( 1 594) H ij. This is some cousoning
conicatching crosbiter, that would faine perswade me he
knowes me, and so vnder a tence of familiantie and acquaint-

ance, vncle me of victuals. i6o6 Sir G. Goosecappe v. i,

And Neece tho you have cosind me in this, lie uncle you
yet in an other thing. 1608 Drkker Belman 0/ London
Wks. (Grosart) III. 127 If the Cozen be such an Asse togoe
into a tauernc, then he is sure to be vnckled.

fb. To deprive (an uncle) ^life. Obs.~^
x6oa Chettle Hoffman i. (1631) C 3, Vncle, ile vncle thee

of thy proud life.

-uncle, suffix, representing OF, -uncle {-oncle)

and ultimately L. •unrnlits, -uncula, in a few words,

in most of which it retains its diminutive force.

The earliest of these is carbuncle from the I3-I4th

cent.; "^portiuncle appears in the 15th, cartincle^

furuncle, homuncle in the 1 7th, peduncle in the

18th, and oratiuticle in the iplh. New formations

without Latin originals are rare, and the suffix has

little independent existence though occasionally

employed as in the foUowinij examples.
1815 IJentham Offic. Apt. Maximiud^ Indic. (1B30) 71 Not

a rejormatiuncle of his (as \\ artley would have called it) did
Romilly ever bring forward, that he had not first brought
to ma 187S [see PseudonymuncleJ.

Unclea'd,z^> Obs. or arch. Also 4 vncleth(e

;

pa, i» 4 vnclede, 5 -clodde, 5-6 -cled ; 4-5, 7, 9
unolad; /./. 7 vncled, -clad. [Lfx-^ 4. Cf.

MDu. ontcleden {-cleiden), Du. ontkletden^ G. ent"

kleiden,']

1. trans. To unclothe, undress. Also refl.

a X300 Cursor M. 16339 Pilate,.Of his clothes vn-clethes
him. C1375 Sc. Leg, Saints xxx. {Theodera) 781 pe abbot
..vncled hyr, as custum was, t>e ded body for to weschc.
C1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 145 pe Priores sal hafe hir

befor )>e auter & vncleth hir of hir seculer clething. 1483
Caxtos Gold, Leg, 85 b/i He dyspoylled and uncUd hym
and g.af hys clothys unto the bochyers. f 1520 M. Nisbkt
A/a//. xxvii. 31 Thai vncled him of the mantil. X84S Tenny-
son Godiva 48 Godlva. .Unclad herself in haste.

2, Jig. To divest oneself of; to put off,

1659 W. Chamderlayne Pharonnida. i. 44 Argalia thus
unclad .Amazements dark disguise. Ibid. iv. Bi We there
unclad All our deform'd misfortunes.

Unclea'll,^. Forms: (see Clean a,). [OE.
uncliene : see Ux-^ 7 and Clean a.]

1. Morally impure or defiled ; unchaste : a. Of
persons.

^900 Cynewulp Crist 1017 Woruldmonna seo unclasne
Secynd. a iioo l''oc. in Wr.-wulcker 308 /ucestus, uncbcne.
c 1^5 Spec, Gy IVar-iv. 834 For jit wole he noht sinne fle

;

Iwis, vnclcne he shal be. 1340-^ A lex.
<J-
Dind. 636 panne

schutle 56 for ^our sinne soffre pame. For je unclene bi cleped
& cicuen in jour sinne. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 364/2 Onclene,
immundus, inpurus. 1490 in Somerset Med, Wills (1901)
292 After her deceese, other else that she mary, other leve
unclene of her bodyayenst the lawesof God. X5s6Tindale
Eph, v. 5 No whormonger, other vnclene person,or coveteous
person. 1506 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I.

240 (^uhen he gathiret his vile, vnhonest, maist jmpure, and
vncleine secte. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1098 That this new
commer, Shame, There sit not, and reproach us as unclean.
1680 Charac, Toivn.miss (Hindley, III) 8 She becomes
a Loathsome thing, too unclean to enter into Heaven. 1738
Wesley Ps. v. ii, In Souls unholy and unclean Thou never
canst delight. 1755 - Jml. (i:j6i) HI. 5 The fierce, un-
clean, brutish, blasphemous Antinomians.
absol. 1381 Wyclif Eccl. ix. 2 Alle thingus euenli comen

..to the goode and to the euele, to the clene and to the
vnclene. ijw Coverdale /^/V., It goeth..with the good &
cleane as witn the vncleane. 156^ J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's
Ka/i. Artes W\\\. 83b, Sinners with the faithfuU,,.tbe vn-
cleane with y< cleane.

b. Of thoucjhts, conduct, etc.

^900 Cynewulp Crist i^i6 pier we nu ma?;on . . jeseon on
u^^um sawlum..uncla:nc mse)wncas. 971 Blickl. Horn. 25
Moiiige men syndon J>e..beo|j bcsmitene mid Jjcm uncla;nan

firen-luste. xag? R. Glouc (Rolls) 7208 Vor prustes mid
vnclene honden & mid lechors mod Al isoyled sa,criel>

godes (less & is blod. a 1300 Cursor M. 28509, 1 haf Jjam
wit delt..Wit handling vnhende, kissyng vnclene. 13..

E. E. Allit. P. B. 710 Now haf t>ay skyfted my skyl &
scorned natwre, & henttez l?em in hej^yng anvsage vn-clene.

c 1400 Prymer 49 From vnclene t)OU5tis, lord, deliuere us I

C1480 Henryson Test. Cres. 285 Thus hir leuing vnclene
and Lecherous Scho wald returne on me and my Mother.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 84 b, With elacyon of

mynde, or other vycyous and vnclene thoughtes. 15*^7

Gude <5- Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 1 Then sal thay.. cause them
to put away baudrie & vnclene sangis. 1605 Bacon Adv.
I^earn. 1. i. § 3 It is mere imposture.. to offer to the author

of truth the unclean sacrifice of a He. 1651 [see 2], 1707
Watts Hymn, * Vain are the Hopes '

i. Their Hearts by
Nature [are] all unclean. 1728 Pope Dunciad ".99 Her
servants.. List'ning delighted to the jest unclean Of link-

boys vile. 1781 CowpER Tiroc. 735 If thy table be indeed

unclean. Foul with excess, and with discourse obscene.

x88g R. Buchanan in Contemp. Rev, Dec. 925 Unclean
sexual pathology, .now threatens the Drama.

2. Unclean spirit, a wicked spirit; a demon.
Also transf,

C950 Lindisf. Gos^. Mark i. 26 Se gasl unc!£en2B..of-eode

from him. c xooo Alfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 144 Spira-
cula^ uncljenra gasta wunungstow. c 1200 Ormin 4635 Forr
deofell iss unnclene gast, & \iife)>]> unnclsennesse. 1382
Wyclif Mark'i. 23 In the synagoge of hem was a man in an
vnclene spirit, tz 1400 Neiu Test. (Panes) Acts v. 16 Hem
^at wore traueiled wi}> vnclene spirittes. [1534 Tindale
Luke iv. 33 A man which had asprete of an vncleane devell.]

1548 Udali^ etc Erasm. Par. Matt, xii. 56 b, Whan the
vnclene spirite is gone out of a man. 1651 Hobbes Lcviath.
I. viii. 38 The spirit of man, when it produceth unclean
actions, is ordinarily called an unclean spirit. 1727 De Fog
Syst, Magic. \. ii. (1840) «;3 A cage of devils, and as the text

calls them, unclean spirits. x86i Palev ^schylus (ed. 2)

SuppiicfS 637 uote. Hence fnanTTbip became a general term
for an unclean spirit, or evil genius. 1870 Dickens £.
Drood t, He has to withdraw himself to a lean arm-chair .

.

until he has got the better of this unclean spirit of imitation.

3. Of animals : Regarded as defiled or impure,

and esp* as unfit to be eaten on that account.

Hence also of food.

C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. i. xxviL (1890) 80 Mid )>y seo a;

monij |»ing bewereS to etanne swa swa unclaene. a xooo
Colloq. ySl/ric in Wr.-Wuicker 93 Hwast gif hit unclaene

beol> fixas? Ic utwyrpe )>a unclsenan ut, & genime me
clasne to mete, a 1300 Cursor M. i960, I warn yow als-sua

ail be-deine Etc o na best o kind vn-clene. 1382 Wyclif
Lev, xi.8 Ne towche ^e the careyns, for thei ben vnclene to

30W. <^i4oo Destr. Troy 11185 Let hir bones with baret
abide in this aire, As a caren vncleane, for hir curst dedis.

153s CovERDALE Hosca ix. 3 But Ephraim. .eateth vncleane
thin^es amonge the Assirians. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

Ixviii. S I They are Dogges, swine, vncleane beasts. 1604
E. G[rimstone] D^Acosta's Hist. Indies vii. ii. 497 They
hunted.. vncleane beasts, as snakes, lizards, locusts and
wormes. 1671 Milton/*.^, ir. 328 Nor mention I Meats
by the Law unclean, or ofier'd first To Idols. 1796 H.
Hunter tr. St.'Pierre's Stud, Nat, (1799) I. 347 Why are
those animals pronounced unclean? 1841 Lane Arab. Nts.
\. 18 The distinctions of clean and unclean meats. 1854
Badham Halieut. 6i The remarkable Divine interdict

obliging the Jews to abstain from certain fish as unclean.

1864 PusEV Led. Daniel USy6) 322 Eating of unclean food.

b. In general use : Ceremonially impure.
fTisoo Ormim 1712 He wass unnclene t>ohh patt da55 anan

till efenn. c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 1867 A5te unclene ne wulde
he beren, for he dredde him it sulde him deren. 0x300
Cursor M. 19932 Nu wit sight i haf it sene pat o man-kind
es nan vnclene. X382 Wyclif Lev. xii, 2 She shal be vnclene
seuen dayes. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 57 A woman |?at was
delyuerde of a man.chytd sculd be holden vnclene by J>e

lawe vii dayes aftyr hur burth. X535 Coverdale Lev. xi.

38 Whan there is water poured vpon the sede, and afterwarde
eny soch deed carcase falleth iheron, then shall it be vncleane
vnto you. X630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent Wks.
iig/i, I hold it a conscience to abstaine from flesh-eating in

X^nt : not that I thinke it to bee vncleane to the cleane.

1643 Caryl Expos. Job I. 1326 The uncleanness of the
giver renders his gift unclean. 1836 J.

H, Newman Par.
Serin, (ed. 2) II. xxi. 335 The Gentiles were no longer
common or unclean. x%^'P\}sz^ Doctr. Real Presence Note
S. 429 But if he who is merely unclean.. has so fearful a
judgment, how much more will he, who is in sin, . .draw upon
himself a more dreadful punishment

!

transf.i^&a Miss Braddon Just as lam xxvii, Avonmore
is one of the genteelest towns in England. There is posi-

tively nothing common or unclean in it,

4. Not physically clean ; dirty, filthy, foul. Of
the tongue : Coated with fur.

a 1250 Ovjl ff Night. 91 pu art lodlich & vnclene Bi J^ine

neste ich hit mene. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8969 Is bis wel
ido pat ypGW (>es vnclene limes handiest & kust so ? 1390
Gower Con/. I. X79 For who so wole his handes lime, Thei
mosten be the more unclene. a 1400 Octavian 885 Clement
broght forthe schylde and spere, That were uncomely for

to were. Alle sutty, blakk, and unclene. 1440 J. Shirley
Dethe K. James (1818) 17 The Kyng..cryed. .that they
shuld cume with shettes, and drawe hym up owt of that

uncleyne place of the privay. 1552 Huloet, Vncleane,..

Loke in filthy and fowle. x6oo Shaks. A. Y.L, in. iii. 36
To cast away honestie vppon a foule slut, were to put good
meate into an vncleane dish. 1609 Dekker Gulfs Hont-bk.
iii. 14 To carry away all noisome filth that is swept out of
vncleane corners. 1683 Burnet tr. More's Utopia 92 Nor
do they suffer any thing that is foul or unclean to be

brought within their Towns. iBoo Med. Jrnl. IV. 423 As soon
as they see an unclean tongue, an emetic is pronounced
unquestionably necessary, i864HAZLiTTin E. P. P. Ill, 1^1

The moist and unclean thumbs of a wide circle of readers.

1898 lyest/u. Caz. 12 May 5/2 A common way of introducing
it to the system is by the use of an unclean instrument.

absol. 13^2 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxiv. 4 Of the vnclene what
shal ben clensid ?

+ b. Of air or smells : Foul, impure. Obs.

c 1400 Destr, Troy 1639 The clowdes horn clede in vnclene
ayre. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 35 Al this is preef of hol-

sum aier and clene, And ther as is contrair is aier vnclene.
Ibid. IV. 971 From bathes aliene, vnclene odure, . . auyse

.

Thee wel to been.

C. Of land : Foul with weeds, etc. rar^^.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb, 11. 74 The lond vnclene al doluen

up mot be, Of rootis, fern, & weed, to mak hit fre.

d. Of fish : In an unhealthy or unwholesome
condition.

i86x Act 24-5 Vict. c. 109 § 14 No Person shall.. wilfully
take any unclean or unseasonable Salmon. 1883 Standard
13 J^i- 3/6 Summoned for being in the possession of five

unclean salmon.
Unclea'nable, a, (Un.> 7 b.) X724 Swift Blunders ff

Misfort, Quilca Wks. 1841 II. 78/2 The empty bottles all

uncleanable. Unclea*ned,///. a. (Un.' 8.) 1859 R. F.

Burton Centr, A/r. in Jrul. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 437 The
Americans exported the gum uncleaned, because the openv
tion is better performed at Salem. 1902 Muusey's Mag.
XXVI. 492/1 Should father find the tables and counter and
windows uncleaned, my back would suffer.

Unclea uliness. [f. next + -ness, Cf. MDu,
onclein-, ojicleenlijcheit,^

1. Lack of moral cleanness ; moral impurity.

1509 Barclay ShyP o/Folys (1570) 238 The newe disguises

hath, .come to Englande, and eche vnclenlynes Doth leade

vs wretches. 1540 Hyrde tr. Vivcs' Instr. Chr. IVotn. Pref.

A iv b, I wolde not fall in to any vnclenlynes, which were the

grettest shame that can be, for hym that shuld be a maister

of chastilie. 1603 Shaks. Meas. /or M. 11. i. 82 My wife,,

might haue bin accus'd in fornication, adultery, and all vn-
cleanlinesse there.

2. Want of physical cleanliness.

XS42 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 142 b, Beeyng chidden, for

y' he was a gooer into places full of , . vnclenelynesse.

XS98 Florio, Immonditia, vnclenlines, filthines. 1722 Loud.
Gaz, No. 6057/1 The Poverty and Uncleanliness of the

Parents. x8oa Mrs. Sherwood Susan Gray 18 However
poor you may be, there can be no necessity for uncleanliness.

X859 R. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jml, Geog. Soc. XXIX.
417 The village., is not only healthier,., despite its uncleanli.

ness, but is also more comfortable. iSggAllSutt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 747 Personal uncleanliness is a powerful general cause
[of Acnitis],

Unclea'uly, a. [OE. unclknlic, see Un-* 7

and Cleanly a. Cf. MDu. oncleinlijCy onclecnlijc

foul, dirty,]

L Morally or spiritually impure.
c 950 Rit. Eccl. Dunelm.(SuTiees) i loContactus inlidiorum

/ugat, cunnvnga t>a vncljenlico jifliae. X540 Ayenb. 42 Ich
clepie onclenlich : huanne Jje semises byep y-do uor onclen-

liche cause. XS26 Tindale 2 Pet. ii. 7 Lot vexed with the
unclenly conversacion off the wicked. 2548 Udall, etc.

Erasm, Par, Acts xii, 4^ b, And princes on the other parte

flatter the people, exhibitinge vnto them shewes to gase vpon,

and vncleaniy playes. x5^ Tofte Aiba Div. Poems (1880)

131 Soyled with beastly Thoughts vncleaniy gore. x6o4
Shaks, 0th, iii, iii. 139 Who ha's that breast so pure,

Wherein vncleaniy Apprehensions Keepe Leetes, and Law-
dayes. 1710 Addison Tatler No, 224 r 8, I cannot excuse
my fellow. Labourers for admitting into their Papers several

uncleanly Advertisements. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even.
Ii. (1790) II. 368 He pursues his subject so far, as frequently

to lead his reader to uncleanly scenes. 1871 Fahbar Witn.
Hist. iv. 138 Yet there was a needless and uncleanly abject-

ness in several of his precepts.

2. Lacking in physical cleanness ; dirty, foul,

filthy.

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xvii. xi. (1495) 600 Men that

must nedes passe by stynkyng places other vnclenly rotyn

places. 1502 Arnolde Ckron. 108 Item that many of the

priestis and clerkis often were foule and unclenly surplesis.

X548 Elvot, Incultns, vncleaniy apparaylyng, contrary to

Cultusi negligence in apparaylyng. 1595 Shaks. John iv.

iii. 112 Th' vncleaniy savours of a Slaughter-house. X604

J as. I, Counterbl. to Tobacco (Arb.) 100 The vncleaniy and
adust constitution of their bodies. 1670 Clarendon Ess.

Tracts (1727) 173 This uncomely and uncleanly wardrobe.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 261 Who is there so un-
cleanly.. as to wash his feet in the water used by another?

x8os Med. Jml. XIV. 340 The crouded and uncleanly parts

of the town. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/Fathers I. ii. i88_Long hair

on a clergyman, besides being uncleanly, is quite against

the canons of the Church. 1896 Kiiling Sei'en Seas, The
King iii, By sleight of sword we may not win, But scuffle

'mid uncleanly smoke Of arquebus and culverin.

Unclea'nly, adv, [OE. undienl/ce -, see Un-^
II and Cleanly adv.] In an unclean manner;
foully, filthily.

c 1000 i^LFRic Horn. I. 432 We wilnia3 midurum hiaforde

cia:nlice swellan, swiSor oonne unclEenlice mid eow lybban.

1583 Babington Commandm. (1590) 178 Wee walke and
taike idlely, vainly, vncleaniy, and vngodlily. 1584 Cogan
Haven Health 262 Much people in small roume, liuing vn-

cleaniy and sluttishly. x6n Cotcb., impuremeut, impurely,

foulely, filthily, vncleanely, 162X V>\iKio'^ Anat. Mcl.\,\\.\\.

v. (1651) 83 The inhabitants are slovens, and the streets

uncleanly kept. 1727 Bailey (vol. \\), Uncleanly, filthily.

Unclea'nness. [OE. unclknnesy f. uncliene

Unclean a. Cf. Cleanness.]
1. The quality or state of being morally or spirit-

ually unclean ; moral impurity ; an instance of this.

C807 K. i^LFRED Gregorys Past. C. xiii. 75 Se reccere

scealbion simle clasne on his ?;eftohie, Tsette nan uncla:nnes

hine ne besmite. c xooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 25 Je synt

innan fulle reaflaces and unclasnnysse. ^iioo in Napier
0, E, Glosses i. 4225 Lascivae obscenitatis, wra;nre uncla;n-

nysse. ciaoo Ormin 2168 Swa summ J>att laj>e ma^^denn
iss pat sekehh unncla;nnesse. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8949
Vor mene mijte hire neuereise vnclannesse [z/.r.vnclennysse]

do ene. X340 Ayenb.-2o-i Uoule wordes het wendejj to ribaudye
andtoonclennesse, 1382 Wyclif iPet.xx.^o Men forsakinge
the defouiinges,or vnclennesses, of the world. 141 x-2 Hoc-
CLEVE Dc Reg. Princ, 3724 Natheles eschued he l>e taaat



UNCLEANSABLE.
Of vnclenncsse, and kepte his body chaast c 1^50 Capgra\*e
Li/i St. Avg. xxiv. 33 Sche defouled neuer hir lippis with
no vnclennesse. igad Filgr. Ftrf. (W. de W. 1531) 90 b,

Scurrilite or spekynge of fylthy wordes, vnclennes, tnoche
speche or many wordes. 1577 Holinshed Chron. II.

^40/2 Diuers of those . . myghte haply fall into moste
horrible vncleannesse. i6xx Bible Ezek. xxxvi. 20, I wil

also sane you from all your vncleannesses. 1643 Milton
Dh'orce 16 Let him not put her away for the meer surmise

of Judaicall uncleannes. 17x4 Berkeley i"*-**;;/. Wks. 1871

IV. 606 Their Sacred Rites were polluted with acts of un-
cleanness and debauchery. 1748 Smollett R, Random vii,

There bting no scandal equal to that of uncleanness. 1865

C. J. Vaughan Plain Words iv. (1S66) 70 Still is the living

fountain open for all sin and all uncleanness.

2. Physicalimpurily; filihiness, foulness; squalor,

rogo Rit. Eccl, Dunei/n.iSxiTtees) 121 Svas livaid in hvsvm
., ffks yti eft astrxgde bevxrle vnclxnnisse [L. ctreat
immund:tid\. a xioo in Napier O. E. Glosses i. 4455 Olidos
sgmilorcs, fule unclannessa. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 100
The Splen doth him to lawhe and pleie, Whan at unclennesse

is aweie. 1487 Rolls o/Pa'lt, VI. 391/1 To great hurt and
disease of the Kyngs Leige People . . goyng . . in the said

Stretis and Suburbes, and also grete unclenness of the same.

XS34 Act 26 Hen, I'/ll, c. S Vacant groundes. .replenisshed

with muche vncleanes & filth to the great annusance of the

said inhabitantes. 1598 Gbknewey Tacitus^ Ann. xii. xi.

(1622) 172 The horse-men ..were put to flight.. by reason of

the difficulties arid vncleannesse of the place. 1663 Cowley
Ess. in Verse 4- Pr. viii, Yet the very sight of Uncleanness
is loathsome to the Cleanly.

tlnclea'nsabla, a. rartr^. (Un-1 7 b.)

X483 Cnik. AngU 65/i Vn Clenceabylle, jnexpiahtUs^
jnpurgabilis,

^

tJnclea*n89, v, [tJN-2 3; cf. OE. unclmnsian^
trans. To make (or declare) unclean.

1585 T. Washington tr. Kicholay's Voy. i v. ii. j 15 No drop
of the bloud should fall into the water, least the same shuld
therby be polluted and vncleansed. 187a J. G. Murphy
Comm,f Lei', xiv. 7 As the priest uncleanses, that is, pro-

nounces unclean, trie leper.

TTnclea'nsed,///. rt. [Un-^ 8.] Not cleansed

or made clean.

£897 K. i'ELFBED Cregor^fs Past C. viL 51 Dylxs ainis
unclxnsod dorste on swa micelne lialijdom fon Ssere claenan
5e::;nenga tixs sacerdhades. c 1200 Ormin 10617 patt all

folic wass unnclennsedd Off J^att missdede J>att wass don
J>urrh Adam & J>urrh Eve. 1439 A\7/j Parlt. V. 32/1 Eny
such Espiceries uiigarbi:led and uncleiisyd. 1467 in Eng,
Gilds itSyo) ^S5 That noblode putte be vnclensyd oueraday
and a nl^ht. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 2 Cor. xi,

32 b. He without reuerence, and with an vnclensed conscience
presumed to come vnto so great a niisteiie. 1555 Eden
Decades {\rh.) 26^ It is sould vnclensed or vnpurged. 163a
Shebwood, Uncleansed, tion iiettoy^. 1821 Scott Kenilw.
xxxi, We fori;ive your aadaciiy, and your uncleansed boots
withal. x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 712/1 The imperfectly
cleansed sewage and the wholly uncleansed surplus.

Hence nnclea'nsedness.
. x5aa W. Whately Go(Cs Hnsb. 11. 1 22 You would not suffer

your selfe-loue to hinder you from taking notice of your
vncleansednesse.

Unclea'r, ^. [Un-^ 7. Cf. WFris. /J«-, onkiear

(at variance), MDu. onclaer {pncleer)^ Pu. onklaar,

AILG. unkL'ir^ G. unklar, ON. vhhirr. (Norw,
uklaar. Da. ukJar, Sw. oklar).']

1. Not clear or distinct; not easy to understand
;

obscure, dark.
13 . . E. E.A Hit. P. C. 307, 1 calde & l»ou knew myn vncler

steuen. la 1500 Chester PL xvi. 279 But my might in this

manere Will Inot proue,,.my cause u iclear Were then, in

good fay. a 15x3 r abvan Chron. 2 Ryght mysty storyes,

doughtfull and vnclere. x6iz Tourneur Ath, Trag. iv. iii.

The time, the place, All circumstances argne that uncleare.
1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. La-vs Scot. 11. xxix. § ii,

(1609) 277 It were very hard upon testimonies, tliat have so
unclear a causa sciential .. ^Xo take a way a mans life. 1798
Monthly Mag. VI, 99 The mythological allusions in the xoth,
nth and 12th verses are unclear. x8z8 Pusev Hist. Eng. i.

p. xiv. To fix the stampof misconception upon every th ing else

which is unclear in the work. 1884 Ld. Coleridge in Law
Tinus Rep. L. 297/2 That these otherwise clear and plain
words are made doubtful and unclear by the 3rd clause of
this section.

b. Not clear in understanding, perception, or
statement ; confused.
f 1430 LvDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 27 A philosophre
..Had a frend that somwhat was aged, In suche tymes as
wyttes wex under. 1734 La Hervev Mem. Geo, //(1848)
I. 324 From having a most unclear head. .he was absolutely
useless to his brother, x8a8 Pusey Hist. Enq. 1, 142 The
unsystematic and unclear mind of his disciple. x88s Century
Mag. XXXI. 276 So unclear in their statements that we can
make nothing of them.

c. Of persons: Uncertain, doubtful (about
something).

1671 (R. MacWard] True Nonconf. 172 If you be still

unclear, answere this demand with your self in sobriety.
1715 WoDROwCo/r (1843) lI.94The\.hole brethren present
seemed very unclear as to the abjuration. x886 Sir J. Paget
Let. 1 Aug. in Mem. vi. 362, I am unclear as to their \sc*
certam patients'] names,

2. Not clear of, not free from, fault or blame.
a X400 Pistill 0/ Susan 306 Nou schal H concience be

knowen, pax. cuer was vnclere. 1436 Audelav Poems 13
Thai are the lanternys of lyf . . Bot thai be ca?t with covetyse
with conscions unclere. 1607Tourneur Rev. Trag. ii. D ivb,
1 haue ^reat sins; I must haue daies..To lift 'em out, and
not to die vncleere.

3. Not clear or bright ; dark, thick.
c 1400 Anturs of Arth. x, Al glowed as a glede l>e goste

(»ete ho glides, Vmbeclipped him with a cloude, of cle[th]yng
voclere. 15*7 Andrkw Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters Bij,
Lyquor or sape, which ye wyl puryfye from all trowblous
and unclere substaunces. X53S Coverdale Esther xi. 8

88

Ye same daye was full of darcknes & very vncleare, full of

trouble & anguysh, 1594 Carew Tasso{iZ^i) 80 Sometimes
the Sun shines through white cloud vncleere.

Jig. c 1440 Capgrave Li/e St. Kath.v. 1207 Fro al onclen-

nesse Of lust and filthe, and fro that lone on-clere Whiche
hei calle letclierie. 1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xvii. 80 Those
Horrid Crimes of Mortalls Shall appeare Vgly and Mon-
strou.';, vile, deform'd, vncleare.

Unclea-red,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not cl'.-ared off or settled ; undischarged.

1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 132 When he & I fall in

reckoning, we are both behinde, ..&so marches lie still unrid
& counts uncleared betwixt us. x?* . Ramsay Evergreen
Gloss., Unguitf uncleared or unpaid.

2. Not cleared or freed from something which
encumbers ; esp, not cleared of trees.

X772 Cook Voy. i. v. (1773) 60 I'here was neither gnat
nor mu'iquito,, .which perhaps is more than can be said of

any other uncleared country. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. I. 391 The water. .is conveyed in a rut perpetually

descending along the whole line of the uncleared moss.

1822 J. Flint Lett. Amer. 239 In the uncleared woods,
which are not suitable pastures for sheep. X829 Tvtler
Hist. Scot. (1860 I. 234 Savage animals abounded as much
in Scotland as in the other uncleared and wooded regions

of northern Europe. x88o J. C. Crawford A^. Zealand ^
Australia 27 The whole distance traversed .. was through
dense and uncleared forest.

3. Not freed from the imputation of guilt.

X7a4 Savage Sir T. 0^'erbury iv. i. 35 To fly, wou'd be,

to leave my Fame unclcar'd. X903 Westm, Gaz. 26 Ian,

8/2 Were the Crown to.. release the prisoner, he would for

ever remain an ' uncleared ' man.
4. Not cleared up ; not removed or explained.
x8o2-xa Bentham Ration, yudtc. Evid. (1827) II. 405 A

repugnancy, which, for want of cross-examination, remains
uncleared up. x86x [F. W, Robinson] Under the Spell
III. 237 That would necessitate another long night of sus-

pense, with doubts ' uncleared '.

5. Not freed from impurities ; not made clear or

transparent.

X837 M. Donovan Dam. Econ. II. 343 It appears to me
that uncleared coffee has a less agreeable taste than the
same quality if transparent.

Unclea'rly, adv. (Un-1 ii.)

X844 Darwin in Life * Lett. (iGB?) II. 29 If I had seen
how hypothetical [is] the little, which I haVe unclearly
WTitten, I would not [etc.]. X875 Whitney Life Lang. xv.

317 The germs of all tlie most important modern doctrines,

. .but unclearly apprehended,

TTnclea'mess. [f. Unclear «.] Lack of

clearness ; obscurity.
a 1658 Durham Comm. Rev. xvii, (1660) 665 From this un-

clearnesse it ariseth, that it is holly disputed, a 17x8 Penn
Tracts Wks, 1726 I. 748 The Voluminou^ness of the Bool>;s

is no small Token of the Uncleamess of the Writers. 1811-

31 Bentham Logic Wks. 1843 VIII. 242/2 Where unclear-

ness (why not uncleamess as well as uncleanness) has place
in a discourse. 1842 Pusr-v Crisis Eng. Ch. 51 It is no dis-

respect to spea!i of the uncleamess or narrowness of a
system. x88x W. R. Smith Old Test, in Jew. Ch. v. 29
This uncleamess of view rests upon an error.

Uncleavable, a. (Un-* 7b.) X839 Ure Diet. Arts^
etc. 744 Op il, or uncleavable quartz. 1855 Orr''s Circ. Sci.j

Geol., etc. 514 Uncleavable Staphyline Malachite.

TTnolea've, z'. [Un-2 7.] inir. To become un-

fastened or detached. So Unolea'ving vOl. sb.

XS96 Thomas Diet. (1606), Deglniinatio, an vncleauing or
vngluing. 1648 Gage West Ind, xii. 45 Which did glew so
strong, that it scarce ever uncleaved again,

Unclea'ved, rf?i/. a. (Un-> 8.) 1882 Geikie Text-hk.
Ceol. IV. vi. 522 Fragments of cleaved rocks in an uncleaved
conglomerate.

Unole-ft,///. a. (Un-1 8 b. Cf. Dii. ongekliefd.)
x6ii CoTGH., Bois de brin, round, or vncleft-small-wood.

1647 Hexham i, Vncleft, ongedeylt. [Also in later Diets.]

t Uncle'iaent, a. Obs. [U.v-i 7 and 5 b.] =
Inclement a.

1598 Florio, /wc/cw/n/tf, ., mercilesse, sterne, fell, vn-
clement. x6xx Cotgr., Inclement, vnclement j rigorous,

austere. 1751 Young Nt. Th. 111. 80 Those few [buds which]
our noxious fate unblasted leaves, In this unclement [1742
inclement] clime of human life.

nncle'nch, v. [Ux-2 3. Cf. Unclinch v.'\

1. trans. To undo the clenching of (bars, etc.).

1340-70 Alisaunder 1172 Hee unclosed he caue, unclainte
be barres. 1773 Ash, Unclench,.. io raise the point of a
bended nail. i8as [see Unclenching %>bl. sbJ\.

2. To relax or open (the clenched hand, a grip

or clutch, etc.).

[1775 Ash.] x8i6 Monthly Mag. XLI. 143 Nor dares
unclench the hand of her relief. 2868 Browning Ring l^

Bk. X. 600 Revenge . . would pluck pang forth, but unclench
No gripe in the act, let fall no money-piece, 1888 'I. S.

Winter' Bootle's Childr. vii, So he stood there clencning
and unclenching his hands, ..the very picture of misery.

fig. 1839 Bailey Festus^ VEnvoi 361 God was with him

;

and bade old Time, to the youth, Unclench his heart,

b. To cause to relax ; to force open.

^792 Minstrel HI. ^o, I flew on the wretch who held him,
unclenched his grasping hand from the throat of my darling.

184X Dickens Barn. Rudge Ixxi, 'We have time for no
more of this,* cried the man, unclenching her hands, and
throwing her roughly off. 1888 G. E. Post in Centen. Conf.
Missions I. 323 A grasp of iron which the crusaders could
not unclench.

c. rejl. and absol. Of the hand : To relax from
a clenched state.

[1755 Johnson.) X900 Daily News 11 Oct. 3/1 The nervous
hand, clenching and unclenching as his pnssions swayed
him. X901 Mrs. E. L. Voynich Jack Raymond 87 He let

his hand fall by his side, and unclench itself slowly.

3. trans. To loosen from a grasp or hold.

UNCLING.
i860 YMtn.KROrig. Lang.{i%6$) 2 Her lessons .. have been

unclenched by sheer labour from the granite hand of

nature. X87X R. Ellis Catullus xxv. 9 Unglue the nails

adroit to steal, unclench the spoil.

Hence Uncle •nching vbi. sb.

[1775 Ash.] x8a5 Scott Betrothed ConcX., Hasten thy un-
clenching and undoing of rivets.

Uncle'rgiable, rt. (Un-* 7b.) 1802-12 Bentham ^a/rVw.
Judic. Evid. (1827) III. 556 In the penal branch, in cases

of felony unclergyable and clergyable. 1819 Macdonald
in Rep, ft, Comm., Crim. Laws VIII. 49 The Black Act is

full of unclergyable felonies.

UncleTgy, z'. rare-^. (Un-2 6b.)
1695 Hickeringill Lay-Clergy Wks. 1716 I. 348 Till

Holy Church was pleased to Depose, Disrobe, and unclergy
the Traytor or Murderer.

Uncle'rical, a. [Ux- 1 7.] Not approi)riatc

to, or characteristic ot, the clerj^y or a clergyman.
X762 Foote Orator i. Wks. 1799 I. 201 Many individuals

. . are obliged to have recourse to very unclerical professions

for the support of themselves and families. X7M V, Knox
Winter Even. (1790) II. xiii. 88, 1 have no doubt but that

it is one reason why many clergymen are seen to take

delight in unclerical occupations. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Pair xxxiv, I am a martyr to duty and to your odious un-

clerical habit of hunting. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayxvorthys
ii,A very unclerical gesture of—to say the least—impatience.

Hence Uncle Tlcally adv.
X883 Harper's Afag.Jane 5/2 The., canons unclerically.

,

fi-H upon him.

Uncle'rklike, a. (Un-1 7 c.)

1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. vi. ii8 Such an emendation
as is a plain contradiction to the sense, and that so un-cterk*

like.

UncleTkly, a. (Un-' 7.) 1875 Blackmore Alice Lor-
raine II. i. 4 'lliis unclerkly clerk had a good supper. 1895
Atht-naeunt 4 May 567/2 The manuscript ..was a very
unclerkly one. Unclerkly, adv. (Un-* 11.) 153X S.

Vaughan in Ellis Orig. Lett. ber. iii. II. 208 You wrot that

the answer whiche he made to the Chancellour was un-

clerkly done,

TJ'nclesliip. [f. Uncle sb. + -ship.] The
state or condition of being an uncle ; the relation-

ship of an uncle,

X742 Richardson Pamela IV. 410 Must you, my Lord. .,

add to my Plagues, if I have any ? Is this your Uncleship?
1826 Lamb Elia \\. Weddings I feel a sort of cousinhood,

or uncleship, for the season. 1827 Socthey Lett. {1856) IV.

SI And how, Mr, Bedford, do you feel yourself under the

honours of uncleship? iMx Athenaemn 24 Dec. 844/1 She
was a niece of that unlucky General, .whose unclesliip

bribed Southey into omitting a sentence in his ' Peninsular

War '.

Unclever, a. (Un-i 7,)
Also, in recent use, vncleverly, uncleverness.

[X775 Ash,] 1870 Daily Nexvs 23 Dec, Those garments
. .which her lazy or unclever fingers do not care to preserve

tidy. X890 Sara J. Duncan Social Depart. 112 We felt

most clumsy and bungling and unclever.

XTnclew, uncltie", v. [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To unwind, undo ', fig. to ruin.

1607 Shaks. 1'imon i. i. 167 If I should pay ycu for't as
'tis extold, It would vnclew me quite. rx645 Howell Lett.

IV, Ded., They [sc. letters] can the Cabinets of Kings un-
scrue. And hardest intricacies of State undue. 1654 E.
Johnson Wonder.wrkg. Provid. 221 With watry tears un-
clued we will be, From creature-comforts. 1855 Singleton
Virgil II. 72 Dicdalus himself The cheats and windings of

the dome unclewed.
refl. x6aa Mabbe tr. Aieman's Guzman SAlf. \. (To

Vulgar), Who is he, that can be so happy, as to vndue him.
selfe from this Labyrinth \

2. To let down the clews or lower ends of (a sail).

1855 Singleton Virgil \. 384 Take your seats upon the

banks; Unclew the sails with speed, x^o^ Atlantic Monthly
Aug. 197 The sailboat. .lay alongside the wooden pier, with
ballast stowed amidships and her mutton-ham unclewed.

U nclify, v. [t. Uncle j<5.] trans. To make
an uncle of.

x?99 Lamb Let. to Southey 21 Jan., Did Lord Falkland die

before Worcester fight? In that case I must make bold to
unclify some other nobleman.

Uncli'iubable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

In frequent use from c 1880.

1533 Bellenden Livy v. xv. (S. T. S.) II. 199 At )>e fute

of ^e montanis, quhilkis stude sa hie aganis him )>at )ui
apperit vnclymabil. X827 Lincoln ^ Lincolnshire Cabinet

9 The almost unclim[b]able street which, as before stated,

runs directly up the hill. 189a Rider Haggard Nada the
Lily 211 It was of no great height, and yet unclimbable, for

. .the sides of it were sheer.

Uncli'mbed, ppl. a. (Un-i S.)

[l77S,^SH.] tZoo Monthly Mag.'K. 426 When on mountains
unchmb'd encamps tremendous a nigh storm. x8^ Masson
£ss.,Shaks. <$ Goethe 24 Like a universal ivy, which has left

no wall uncovered, no pinnacle uncUmbed.

Uncli'nch, T'. [Un-2 3.] trans. ^ Unclench
V. Hence Uncli'nching vbi. sb.

1598 Florio, SbrancarCyXo rid or free from any pawes
or clawes, to vnclinch. x688 R. L'Estrance Brief Hist.

Times \\\. 158 When the Word was once pass'd, and the
Charge Rivetted to Somerset-House, there was No Recalling,

No UncHnching of it. 1699 (^arth Dispens. v. 66 The Hero
thus his Enterprise recalls, His Fist unclinches, and the

Weapon falls. 1710 Humourist 25 The Miser, when Love
has once warm'd his Heart, unclinches boti his Fists, and
throws away his Money in Handfuls. X75« Vol'ng Brothers
IV. i, Unchiich thy talons from thy prey. X887 Rider
Haggard ^fj^r ii. Clinching and uncUnching his great hand.

Uncli'nched,///. a. (Un-' 8.) X877 Morlev Crit. Misc.
Ser. II, 287 We may think the reasoning, .halt of foot; we
may discern arguments unclinched.

Uncli'ng, v. [Un-2 ^ and 3.]

1. intr. To loosen hold.



UNCHP. 89 UNCLOTHEDLY.
1645 Milton Tetrack,x\ K canonicall infection Hver-grown

to their sides ; which perhaps will never uncling, without the
stroDE abstersive of som heroick magistrat. 1710 J. Norris
Chr. Frud. viii. 358 When even this cleaving Folly.. shall

unclinc; and drop from us.

2. trans. To unclasp ; to loosen from clinging.
afjw Ken Frcparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 34, I have

got the Wing, You without Fear your Fingers may uncling.

1750 G. Hughes Barbados 305 It is found to be a difficult

task for a very able man to uncling one ofthem from the rocks,

ITnclip, V. ran'—\ [Un-^^ 3.] frans. To unclasp.
1598 Marston Sc(y. Villanie i. (1599) 171 Daphne, vnclip

thine armes from my sad brow.

Uncli'pped, -cli^pt, ///. a. [Un-i s. Cf.
Da. uklippet^ Sw. oklippt.'\ Not clipped or cut : a.
Of hair, wings, etc., or with reference to these.
1388 WvcLiP 2 Sam. xix. 24 Myphibosech..cam doun..

with berd vnclippid, in to the comyng of the kyng. 1483
Catk. Ant^L 67 (Vn) C!ippyd,/«/fl«j«j. 1573 Tussfr tlusb.
(1878)118 Let lambes go vnclipped, till June be halfe worne.
1586 Ffrne Blaz. Centric 20 Hath your Eagle her wings
vnclipped? 1658 Melrose Regality Rcc. (S. H. S.) I. 193
He ought therefore to deliver the ewes with their Iambs,
undipped. 1878 Drowning Poets Croisic joi Grant A fledge-
ling novice that with wing unclipt She soar her little circuit.

b. Of money.
1691 Locke Consid, Money Wks. 1714 II. 43 Clip'd and

nncIipM money will always buy an equal quantity of any
thing else. 1696 DELAPRYMEZJ/arj'(Surtees)g8, 1 have seen
unclip'd half crowns that has weigh'd down fifteen shillings

dipt. i8a3 livRON Juan xii. xii, Ingots, bags of dollars,
coins (Not of old victors, .. Uut) of fine unclipt gold.

+ XTncli-psed, /^/. a. Obs,—^ [Un-I 8.] Not
eclipsed.

c 1485 Fisby Mysi. (1S83) m. 1349 O, J»e on-clypsyd sonne,
tcmpyll of salamon I

Uncli-t, V. [Un-2 3 : cf. Clitch ».] trans. To
unfasten.

1587 M. Gbovk Pehps
<J- HiH. (1878) oi My lady cals it

follic plaine, With toong such nardned knot to knit. As all

the teeth with helpe of braine, Shall ne be able to vncHt,

Uncloak, v. [Un- 2 4.]

1. trans. To divest of, free from, a cloak. Chiefly

reft. Also absoL
1598 Florio, Smaniellare^ to vnmantle, to vncloke. 1775

Ask, Uncloak, ., to take off a cloak, to free from the incum-
berance of a cloak. 1816 Scorr Old Alort. iii, The young
plebian, . . as he took his stand, half-uncloaked his rustic coun*
tenance. i8a6— Woodst. xxx, A bustle occurred in receiving
the General, assisting him to uncloak himself. 1845 Ford
Hamllk. Spain 1. 146 All men give the wall to her, many
uncloak themselves. Ibid. 201 Spaniards always uncloak
when, .the host or the king passes by.
2. fig. To expose, lay bare, reveal.

1659 ^''"^^- Calling (1696) 12^ Will none have so much
Charily, so much Zeal for publick Concern, as to uncloak
this Impostor ? a 1847 Eliza Cook Poems^ He that is withoui
Sin ii, The herd, Whose dark and evil works are all un-
cloaked. 1877 Mrs, Oliphant Makers Flor. xii. 302 The
price of uncloaking the false pretensions of the., priest.

Hence Uncloa'king vbl, sb. Also attrib.

(1775 Ash.] 1845 Ford Ifandbk. Spain xviii. 240 Un-
cloaking in Spain is..a mark of respect, and is equivalent to
our taking off the hat, 1877 Mrs. Forrester Migntm II.

56 Kitty is awaiting her friend, .in the uncloaking room.

Uncloaked, ///. a. [Uk-18.] Not provided
with, or covered by, a cloak. Also^^. and a^W.
1540 MoRvsiNK fives* Introd, Wysd. K iij, It is better,

that all thinges be open, playne, unclooked, and symple.
1839 LevFR Lorreq. v. 34 It tcing now settled to my satis-

faction, that Mr. Beamish and the great uncloaked were
'convertible terms'. x86a J. Spence Avier, 164 It must
stand out unshielded, uncloaked, in the light ofopen day.

Unclog, ^'.^ [UN-2^^b.] trans. To free from
acloj^, hindrance, or encumbrance.
1607 Shaks. Cor. IV. ii. 47 Could I mecte 'em But once

a day, it would vndogge my heart of what lyes hcauy too't,

1678 G. G. in H. Scougal Wks. (1735) 304 Such ardent sighs,
and groanings..as perhaps unclog d his spirit, and made his
soul take its ilight^so soon. 1766 KIrs. S. Pennington Lett.
III. 172 Soft magic welcome, welcome angel dream, Unclog
me quick, and let me far expand. 1834 Ht. Martineau
Moral III. 119 Which must..undog the system of manufac-
tures and commerce. 1886 Lester Under Fig Trees 161
Vou can*t be stooping down for ever to unclog your machine.
Unolo-g, r;.2 [Un-2 4.] trans. To divest of

clogs or jtaltens.

i8aa [see Unronnet ?.*].

Unclo-gged,///. <2. [Un-1 8.] Not clogged or

hampered.
1563 FoxE A. <5- M. 1046/2 That we may Hue and kepe

our consciencesvnclogged. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 345
Ranging Licentiousnesse, which such Satyrists call Liberty,
and unclogged Freedome.

^ 01721 Sheffield (Dk. Duckhm.)
Wks. (1753) I. 313 Our minds unclogg'd with farther c.ire,

Except to overcome or die. 1^42 Richardson Pautela III.

356 The Wheels of Nature Ijeing unclogg'd, new-oiled, as it

were, and s*t right. 1839 T)e la Keche Rrp. Cent, Vormvall^
etc. iv. 101 Thus leaving the subject unclogged by this kind
of entangU:nicnt.

Uncloi'Ster, V. [Un-2 5.] trans. To turn out
of, remove from, a cloister ; to set free, lil)erate.

1611 Florio, Dischiostrare^ to vncloister. 1687 Nohbis
Paraf>hr. 3rd Chap. Job vi, Why did I not undoister'd
from the Womb Talce my next lotlging in a Tomb? 1795
tr. Afercier's Fragm. J'ol, ^ Hist. 1 1. 424 These . . burnt the
arcbives.and unclolstered the monks and nuns. iS^N^.Brit.
Rev. XXVI. 276 The monks and friars were uncloistercd.

Hence Unclorstered ///. a.^

16*7 P. Fletcher Locusts iv. x, Can ihat uncloist'red Frier
with those light amies. .Wake all the sleeping world? 1853
Cot.. Wiseman £ss. iii. ^7 He was brother to the patron and
was. .an undoistered friar.

V0L,X.

TTncloistered, #/. a.'^ [Un-i 8.] Not
shut up in a cloister ; not organized as a cloister.

1652 Benlowes Theoph. xn. xxxiii, Uncloystred, we this

course beyond Courts splendor love. 1859 Sala Tiv. round
Clock (i86i) 115 'I'hese preux chezialih-es of womanhood,
these uncloistered nuns. 1902 Mrs. Tout in O-wcns Coll.

Hist. Ess. 51 This order arose in an uncloistered institute for

the Christian education of young girls.

trans/. 1874 Ruskin Val D A?no ii. §35 If you.,return
to the uncloistered sunlight of the piazza.

ITnclosable, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

1820 L. Hunt Indicator No. 14, Another, .shall find his

eyes as uncloseable as a statue's. 1866 Neale Sequences <5-

Hymns 139 Who are these that next the unclosable portals .

.

Gather in one.

UnclO'Se, «. Now rare, [Un- I 7.] a. Not
closed ; open. b. Unreserved, c. Not intimate

;

distant.

c\^QQ Destr. Troy i^Ci%^ The Grekes..Comynto the castell,

(vnclose were the yalis), 1605 Sylvf.ster Dh Farias 11. iii.

Captains 1075 Known Designs are dangerous to act ; Antl

th" vnclose Chief did never nol)Ie fact. 1651 Ihichanan"

s

Detection Mary Q. Scots 59 A house, .not [only], .unclose,

but [evenJopcn to pass througli. 1659 A. \\k\ Diary {^.\\.%S

2-2J Notwithstanding my unclose walking, yet the Lord had
been very kind to me.

UnclO'Se, v, [Un-2 3 and 7.]

1. trans. To make open ; to cause to open.
13. . E. E.Allit. P. B. 1438 He with keyes vn-closes kystes

ful mony. c 1430 Lvix;. Min. Poems {Percy See.) 23 Aurora,
ageyne the morowe gray, Causith the daysy hir croune to un-
close. 1530 PAI.SCR. 766/2 These letters shall nat be unclosed
for me, I wot nat from whence they come. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb ) 101 They vnclose and shake theyrnandes.
f 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. (1823) Lxxvin. x. He unclos'd
the gamers of the skies. 1700 Uryoen Cymon ^ Iph. 177
At length awaking, Iphigene the fair.. Unclos'd her eyes.
1761 Gray Descent Odin 49 Unwilling I my lips unclose.

1794 Mrs. Raixtliffk VI^jA Udolpho wW^ She unclosed the
casement to listen to the strains of t hemusic, 1827 Scott Surg.
Dau.ix, Surely the demons of Ambition aijd Avarice will

unclose the talons which they have fixed upon this man.
J852 Mrs. Stows Uncle Pom's C. ix, The woman slowly
unclosed her large dark eyes, and looked vacantly at her.

altsol. 1426 LvDG. De Guil, Pilgr. 20333 Vifif they hadde
commyssioun . . Itothe to shette and ek vnclose.

b. fig. To disclose, make known, reveal.

13. , E. E. Allit, P. B. 26 Me mynez on one amonge olier,

as mal>ew recordez, pat (?us of clannesse vn-closez a ful cler

speche. 1426 Lydg. De Guil Pilgr. 2760 How sore aforn
that they yt close, ye muste hem make yt to vnclose l!y

trewe reuelacyon. 1446 — Tivo Nightingale P. ii. 51 The
briddes song 1 shal to the vnclose. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant
Makers Flor. viii. 212 He.. uncloses the treasures of that
celestial wisdom which speaks to men.

•f-C. To detach, unharness. ObsJ~^
16x5 Chapman Odyss. iv, 32 Inform your pleasure, if we

shall unclose Tlieir horse from coach.

2. itttr. To become open.
f 1385 Chaucer/.. 6'. J(^. Prol.6s Hire (the d^y's]chere is

pleynly sprad in the brightnesse Of the sonne for ther yt
wol vnclose. c 1400 Desir, Troy 807 In hor mouthe caste
(it], And t>ai clappe shall full clene, & neuer vnclose aftur.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. \\. 218 Take roses that bigynneth
forto vnclose. 1725 Pope Odyss. xvni. 235 Wak'd at their

steps, her flowing eyes unclose, a 1785 Glovkr A tlienaid
XXVII, Now they reach The further mouth unclosing in a dale
Abrupt. 1808 Helen St. Victor Ruins ofRigonda II. 94
.She perceived her curtains unclose, and the form of her
mother leaning over her. xZ&e>*Omi>K* Moths I. 54 She
heard the door underneath unclose.

t3. trans. To hatch. Obs, (Cf. DisCLOSK z/, 3 b.)

1486 Bk. St. Albans^ Haivking aij, And when they \sc,

hiiwks] bene unclosed and begynneih to feder any thyng
of lengthe anoon be kynde they will draw somwatt out of
the nest. 1581 Marbeck Bk.o/ Notes 325 Of Eagles it maie
be taken, that their young ones doe sucke bloud anone after

they be unclosed.

Hence XTnclo'sing vbL sb.

1705 Stevens ii. s.v., An Unclosing of that which was
shut, abertura. 1840 Poe W. Wilson Wks. 1864 I. 428 The
violent, although partial unclosing of the door. 1874 Con-
temp. Rev. Oct. 6qo The unclosing of the potential parts of

a plant in its development from a germ.

unclosed,///, a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not enclosed or shut in ; unenclosed.
c i^oo'Rom, Rose 3921, I wole with siker walle Close bothe

roses and roser. I have to longe. . Left hem unclosid wilfully.

1426 Lvix;. De Gutt. Pilgr. 3208 Thogh thow sest hem
bothe two Ber swerd And keyes in ther bond Naked & vn-

closyd. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxxx. 306 And a
thre leages in y* way there stode the townc of Mardyke,
a great vyllage on the see syde vnclosed. 1543 Act 35
Hen. Vllly c. 17 8 2 Every Month that the same Coppice.

.

shall.. be unclosed, not fenced, saved or preserved.

2. Not closed ; open.
c 1450 Merlin xxix. 597 Than thei . , be-helde towarde the

see where thei saugh the cristin a Utill vn-closed. ^1470
Col. ff Gatv. 6q The berne bovnit to the burgh with ane
blith cheir, Fand the yettis vnclosit, and ihrang in full

thra. 1563 SiiUTK Archit. Ciij, The other side is lefte

vnclosed. 1790 Coleridge Inside the Coach 2 'Tis hard
on Bagshot fleath to try Unclosed to keep the weary eye.

1827 ^coT V Highl, Wid(nv iv, Night by night.. she removed
from lier unclosed door to throw herself on her restless

pallet. 1888 Hon. Morten Sk, Hospital Life 35 If a man
,,has the smallest unclosed wound on his liody.

b. trans/. Of an account. (See Cr.o.sE v. 8.)

1723 .Steele Cohsc. Lovers iv. i. 63, I don't love to leave

any part of the Account unclos'd.

3. Not joined so as to enclose a space. (Cf. Close
V. II.)

1551 Recorde Pathiv. Kuffivl.x, Defin., Tospeake properlie,

a figure is euer made by platte formes, and not of bare lines

unclosed.

Unclosing,///, a.^ [Un-1 ic] Not coming
close ; keeping apart.

1643 Milton Divorce 6 Where the miiide an<l perRon
ple.ases aptly, there some unaccomplishment of the bodies
delight may be better born with, then when the minde hangs
off in an unclosing disproportion.

Unclosing', /^/A a.^ [f. Unclose z/.] That
unclose(s) ; opening.
1792 J, Barlow Conspir. Kings 159 The hour is come, the

world's unclosing eyes Discern with rapture where its wisdom
lies. 183X T. L. Phacock Crotchet Castle iv, 1 he Captain
anxiously watched the unclosing door for the form of his
beloved. 1894 Aug. Webstkr Mother,'^ Da?/ghter {iBgs) 28
'I'he flower's unclosing growth.

Unclo'tlie, V. [Un- 24; cf. Unolead v."]

1. trans. To divest (a person) of clothing ; to

nndress; to strip.

c 1300 Havelok 659 Crim dede maken a ful fayr bed;
VncloJ>ede him, and dede him |>er-inne. i382WvcLiFyi/iT/^
xxvii. 28 And thei vnclothinge hym, diden aboute hyin a rede
mantel. 1485 in Rutland Papers (Camden) 16 Wher as the
King shalbe vnraied and vnclothetl by his Chaniberlayn.
1556 Anrelio <V Isab. (i6o8).Piv, They unclothede him of his

gaimentes. 1632 Lithcow Trav. x. 476, I was..vnclolhed
to my skin. 1790 Uurns Let. in Cromek Reliques fi8o8) loi
Unclothing the naturalist [in a picture], and giving him a
rather more resolute look.

trans/, c X440 Paliaii. on Husb. iv. 449 In the wynter
seson, Coucrt of stre their coldes most appeson. When somer
comth, vnclothe hem.

b. refl. (i* Also with double object.)

1382 Wyclif Ezek. xliv. 19 Thei shuin vnclothe hem her
clothingus. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/ Aytiron xxii. 491 He
wente to his chambie, & vnclothed hymselfe from his goode
raymentes. 1530 Palsgr. 766/2 Unclothe you at ones, for

you shall be trymmed slarke naked. 1585 T. Washikcton
ir. Nicholay^s I'oy. 11. xxi. 58 Seats. . vppon the whiche they
vndoth themselues. 1604 E. G[rIiMStoneJ D*Acosta's Hist.
Indies v. xxiv. 397 'I'he ceremonies, dancing and sacrifice

ended, they went to vnclothe themselves.
trans/. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry i. vi. 87 The Sheep dolh

undoth it self to apparel man.
c. In various figurative uses.

1526 Pilgr, Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 82 To vnclothe our olde
man and make hym all naked, that he may be renewed in god.
1586 T. B. La Frimaud. Fr. Acad. r. 440 Let us learne to

uncloaih our harts of all envie and hatred. 1622 S. Ward
Life 0/Faith in Death 104 Though they doe not Cynically
reuile the body as a Clog, a prison,.. yet are they willing,

yea and sigh to be vncloaibed. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's
Eropuena 23 You'l uncloath your owne shame, and thereby
procure your selfe many los.ses and disgraces. 1671 Flavel
Fount. Li/e v. 13 The Seleusians affirmed that He unclothed
himself of^His Humanity. 1849 Stovel Canne's Nccess. 55
The sombre but joyous mngnaniinity of Frith unclothed an
element in human nature which human expedients can never
overcome. 1870 Nkwman Cram. Assent 11. x. Why am
I. .unclothing my mind of that large outHt of existing

thoughts, . .desires, and hopes, which make me what I am ?

2. To Strip of leaves or vegetation.

In the first quot, perhaps ;«/?-., ' to shed the leaves '.

a X547 Surrey in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 16 When lioreas gan
his raigne, And eiiery tree vnclothed fast, as nature taught
them plaine. 1613 Dknnis Seer. Angling i. v. When.,
blustrint; Boreas with his chilling cold, Vnclothed hath the

Trees of Sommers greene. 1707 Mortimer Husb. .Ss 3 b,

Nov[emberl,. generally proves dry, and the Earth and Trees
are wholly uncloathed.

3. To remove a cloth or cloths from.
In early quots, perh. strictly uncloth.

1607 Markham Cavel. iii. (1617) 21 First let your Groom
vncloath him, then , .dressc him in such sort as belongs to his

place and office. 1623— Eng. Housew. v. 217 Couer it ouer
with some thicke wolTen clothes,, .the warmth whereof will

make it Come presently: which once perceiued, then forth-

with vndoth it. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 39
Many wind-mills are provided with flying-balls, which,
by very ingenious meclianism, dothe and unclothe the sails

just in proportion to the strength of the wind. 1893 N.ffQ
8th Ser. III. 75/2 When the force of the wind increased, the

miller was obliged to bring each of the sails in succession to

the ground, in order to ' unclothe '
it.

Hence XJnclothing vbl. sb.

1643 Caryl Expos. Job \. 104 Death is called an un-

doathing,.. because it pulleih all outward things off from a
man. 1650 Baxter Saints' R. v. § 2. 54 If unclothing be
the thing thou fearest ; why, it is, that thou mayst have
better clothing put on.

Unclothed, ///. a. [Un- 1 8.]

1. Not covered with clothes; bare, naked.

1440 J. Shirlev Dethe K. James {iZiB) 15 The Kyng..
stondyng in his night gowne, all unclothid s.-ive his shirt,

his cape [etc. J. 1495 'Frevisa's Barth. De P. R. xviil i.v. 762
A serpent dredyth a nakyd man & dare not touche hym
though he lepe on hym whan he is vnclothed. x6oi Ld.
MouNTjOY Let. in Moryson Kin. 11.(1617) 204 Then will the

souldier be vnclothed, which rather then he will indure, he
will runne away. 1616 Surfi„ & Markh. Country Farjne r.

xxviii. 128 Vpon his necke, and other outward parts which
are vnclothed. 1816 IJvuon Siege Cor. xxvi. Their leader's

nervous aim is Ijare,. .Unclothed to the shoulder it waves
them on. 1862 .Sharpe F.g^pt. Antiq, Brit. Mus. 13 The
unclothed parts of their bodies are painted red. 1874 Lisle
Carr y. Gwyune I. vii. 237 Prone to cravings after a savage
ideal of untaught, unclothed freedom.
trqns/. igSi Howell Deznses (1906) 32, I sawe the naked

Fields vndothde on euery side. 1855 Orr^s Circ. Sci., Inorg.

Nat. 85 The unclothed jaws—covered with hard enamel
instead of skin—are lined with a double row of teetli.

2. Not covered witli a cloth or cloths.
1856 Kank Arct. Expl. II. ix. 93 [The table]still stands in

its simple dignity, an unclollied platform of boards. 1891
E. KiKGLAKK. Australian at Home 94 A plainly furnished
room with an unclothed deal table.

Hence Unclo*thedl7 adv,
a 1648 Ess. on Death in Hacon's Remaines (1648) 8 For*
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UNCLOTTED.
getting how unclothedly they came hither, or with what I

naked ornaments they were arrajed. 1683 E. HooKEa I'ref. f

Pordagt'i Mystic Dh: 67 Where, unclothedly, uncoveredly,

nakedly, iincompoundedly,. .Hee stood.

Unclo'tted, />/>/• « (Un.' 8.) 1770 Hewson Blood in

Phil. Tram. LX. 380, I had the curiosity to compare, .the

clotted part with the unclotted.

TTnclou d, v. [Un-2 4 b.]

1. tran$. To clear or free from clouds.

IS98 F..ORIO, DiiHchbinre^ to vncloude, to cleere vp. c x6lo

Eeaum. & Fu I'hilaster iv. i, Tis the King Will have it so,

whose breath can still the winds, Uncloud the -Sun. 165a

Beslowes 7V1C0/*. v. lixiii. This Monarch Star, Malting his

progresse through the Signes, unclouds the air.

2. Iramf. and Jig. To free from obscurity or

gloom ; to clear, make clear.

IS94 Constant's Diaxa Printer to Rdr., Obscur'd wonders

..visited me.., and I in reg-trd of Aene.is honour, liave vn-

clouded them vnto the worlde. 1607 I;ari. Stirling J.Caesar

IV. i. When friend-ship one of them pretends, The other like.

wke doth un<loud the face, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet.

Wks. 1721 III. 375 Down from high Ilcav'n rush'd a strong

gracious Wind, Dispelling Mists, uncloudlng ev'ry Mind.

1789 T. TwiNiKG Aristotle's Treat. Poetry (1812) I. 305 It

is in the true spirit of a modern drinking song ; recommend-

ing it to the servant to uncloud his brow. 1841 C. E. Norton
Dante's Pnrgat. xxviii. 1 79 The psalm . . affords light which

may uncloud your understanding.

refl. a 167a P. S[terrv1 Appear. God to Man Wks. (1710)

328 Thing-i seen in their Unseen and Divine Forms, un-

clouding themselves, shining out upon the Soul.

3. absol. To become clear.

1874 KisGsi-Ey Lett., etc (1877) II.43ii I »" hopeful that

as she gets weaker the brain will uncloud. 1879 G. Mac-
lx>KALD P. Faker I. XV. 1 76 Every now and then she cast up a

glance, and there were black suns unclouding overa white .sea.

Hence Unclou'ding vbl. sb.

1704 NoRRis Ideal World 11. iii. 162 It is for the unclouding

of both, to observe a definitive strickness in the use of our

words.

Unclouded, #/. «. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not obscured or darkened by clouds.

1505 G. W, On Spenser's Sonn. 3 But when they see his

glorious raies vnclowded, With steddy steps they keepe the

perfect way. 1639 Habington Castara 11. (Arh.) 91 Th' un-

clouded Sun had never showne them day Till that bright

minute. 1655 Vaughan Silex Scint. 11. Ascension-day 46
AH the Planets did unclouded pass. 1765 Wilkes Corr.

(1805) II. 160 A fine blue the arch of heaven is here,—pure,
serene, and unclouded. 1796 H. Hunter St.-Pierrc*s Stud.

Nat. (1799) II. 36 The unclouded azure in the Heavens.'

1858 Lardner Handbk. Nat. Phil. 377 A clear unclouded

sky in the absence of the sun radiates but little heat towards

the earth. 1887 Bowen /Encid 111. 518 He beholds that the

heavens are one unclouded expanse.

2. iransf. andy?^. Not darkened or obscured.

1641 Milton Ck. Govt. 11. ii, 'I'hat more then angelick

brightnes, the unclouded serenity of Christian Religion.

c 1^5 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 355 A clear unclouded counten-

ance, a 17II Ken Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 398 And where
the Mind falls short, Love taking Flight, Obtains of God a

more unclouded Sight. 1796 Mme..D'Arblay CainiilnV.

189 A brighter, though not unclouded scene, was exhibited

at Cieves. i8ai Scott Kenilw. vi. The graceful ease and
unclouded front ofan accomplished courtier. X847C. Bronte
y. kyrexxxvin. No fear of death will darken St. John's last

hour : his mind will be unclouded . 1890 ' R. Boldrewood *

Miner's Right (1899) 160/3 My conscience was unclouded.

Hence TTnclou"dedly adv. ; TTnclou-dedness.
1648 Bovle Seraph. Love iii. (1700) 14 The Love.. that

makes nothing more conducive to it than the greatest un-

cloudedness of the Kye. 1804 Eugenia de Acton Tale
without Title 1. 62 Why then, fond foolish heart, so sad I

Think not to pass uncloudedly thy days.

TJnclou-dy, a, (Un-1 7.)

167s Gascoigne in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (184 1) I. 223

A clearer and more uncloudy sky than ordinarily England
doth allow. 171X Gav Kural sports 1. 10& Now., twinkling

orb-t bestrow th' uncloudy skies,

UiiclouTed,///.a. Sc. [Un-1 8.] Not injured

with blows or hard knocks.
X719 Ramsay Ep. to Hamilton 4 Aug. vii, Be thy Crown ay

unclowr'd in Quarrel.

lJnclo*ven,//A a, (Un-1 8 b. Cf. MDu. on-

gedovetiy MSw. oclyffvin^ Sw. okhtfvcn.')

1620 Fletcher Chances ii. t, My skulls uncloven yet, let

me but kill. 17*5 Fam, Did, s.v. Aniviai, There are those

that are cloven-footed ; as black Cattle ; or uncloven, as

Horses. 184a Borrow Bible in Spain v, They will not
partake of the beast of the uncloven foot. 1893 Swinburne
Stud, prose <5- /V^/ry (1894) 290 A sea uncloven by the share

or by the prow of an adventurer in verse.

Uncloy*. v. [Un-2 :^.] trans. (See quots., and
cf. Ci-OY v.^ I and 4. In this sense Obs.)
x6ii CoTGR., DescloUer^ to vnnayle, or vncloy; to loose,

pull off, draw out, a nayle. 1627 Capt. Smith Seamarks
Gram. xiv. 68 To uncloy her \sc. a gun], is to put.,oile..

about the naile to make it glib, and by a tratne giue fire to

her by her mouth, and so blow it out.

Uncloyed, ///. a, [Un-i 8.]

tl. Uuhurl, uninjured. Ohs.
156J Phakb jEneid x. Dd ij b, Yet . . let me Ascanius keepe

vnctoyed: Let nie my nephew small withdraw from Mars.

2. Not cloyed or surfeited.

i6»7 Sanderson Serm. I. 268 Depending upon the ministry
thereof with unsatisfied ears and unwearied attention, and
feeding thereon with uncioyed appetites. ai703PoMFRET
Ode Gen. ConJla^alion xiii, Where undisturb'd uncloyed
they will possess IJivine substantial happiness. X797 Godwin
Entjuirer 1. xv. 139 The man of genius, .feeds with an un-
cloyed appetite. 1827 Keble Chr. K, 4th Sun. Advent viii,

These eyes.. In fearless love and hope uncloy 'd For ever on
that ocean bright Empower'd to gaze. x866 Liddon Bamfit,
Lect.^ V. (1875) 230 All His infinite powers and faculties turn
ever inw^ru wiib uiicloycd delight.

90

Uncloying, fpl- « (Un- i lo.

)

1768-74 TucKEK Lt. Nat.Wn) II. 263 1
- . „.. _ Thou endest not

but in endless7uncloying fruiiioiT.' i8jp Shellkv Cyclops 26*

The Cyclops vermilion, With slaughter uncloying, Now
feasts on tlie dead. «856 Grindon Li/e xx. (1875) 253 Ihe

pure and uncloying charms of virtue and nature.

Unclubbable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

Hence, in recent use, j/<<c/"M<i*i/i/c.
, , ,- c-

? 1764 Johnson in Mme. IJ Arblay Diary (1842) I. 66 i>ir

John W.1S a most unclubable man ! l8s9 Saua Tw. round

Clock (1861) 215 Moreover, they are a people who drink

standing, . . a most unclubable characteristic. 1867 K. Yates

Forlorn Hope X, Kilsyth is not popular at Barnes's, Ijeing

decidedly an unclubbable man.

Undue, var. Unci.ew v.

XJnolu-ng,///.a. (UN-i8b. Cf. Clung///, n. 2.)

1587 GoLniNG De Mornay xv. 233 Or els the earth yet yoong

the seede thereof vncloong Reteined still in fruitfuU wombe.

"iTnclu-tch, z-. (Un-2 3.) ,, , ,
1667 Decay Chr. Piety iv. r 3, If the terrors of the Ixird

could not have force enough . . to unclulch his griping hand,

or disseize him of his prey. 1816 Scott lU. Dwar/v'm, it

unclutched the burden, and let it drop. .noon the ground.

i8<54 E. .Sargent I'cculiar Ml. 56, I should not feel much
compunction in compelling such a man to unclutch his riches.

Unco {v-x^Vl!), a., adv., and sb. Sc. and north,

dial. Also 5 vnkow, 6 vnoow, 7, 9 uncow, 8-9

unko, 9 unoo', unoa. [Shortening of Uncouth «.]

A. adj. 1. Unknown, strange ; unnsual.

ei4io Chaucer's Troylus ill. 1797 (Campsall MS.), And
oner al ()is so wel koude he deuyse Of sentement and in so

vnkow wy.sc, Al his aray, (lat [etc.]. 1500-W) Dunbar Poems
xxxi. 13 He that..schuttis syne at ane vncow scheIl,..He

wirkis sorrow to hiin seH. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. (S.T.S.) 1 1. 132 At this tyme an vncow and sair seiknes

. .invadet hail Scotland. 1S83 Law Mem. (1818) 246 Taken
with an uncow disease, like unto convulsion fits. 1725

Ramsay CeM. Sheph. in. ii. They're here that ken, and
here that disna ken The wimpled meaning of your unko

tale. 1785 Burns Halloween xxviii, Wi' merry sangs, an'

friendly cracks, . . And unco tales an' funnie jokes. t8i6

Scott Antig. xxxii. It was an unco thing to bid a mother

leave her ain house wi' the tear in her ee. 1871 W. Alex.

ANDER Johnny Gibb xliv. 306 Buyin'a twa three rigs o'grun'

an' sittin* doon wi' a' thing unco aboot's.

b. Weird, uncanny.
x8a8 MoiR Mansie IVatich x, It w.is an unco thought, and

garred all my flesh creep. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xv,

It was an unco phace by night, unco by day.

2. Remarkable, notalile, great, large.

17J4 Ramsay's Tea-t. Misc. (1733) 1. 25, 1 had amai.st forgot

My mistress and my song to boot. And that's an unco faut

1 wate. 1786 I'.URNS The Calf 4 There's yoursel just now,

God knows, an unco Calf I 1815 Scott C«y j1/. xi, [The boy's

disappearance) made an nnca noise ower a' this country.

1820 — Monast. xxxiii, It would be an unco task to mend
the yetts. x86g A. Macdonai-d Love, Law ff Theol. viii. 133

She thinks an unco heep o' Mr. Ochlertyre.

B. adv. Kxtremely, remarkably, very.

lyz^Pamsay's Tea-t. Misc. (1723) 1. 26, 1 hate to live; but

O I'm wae And unko sweer to die. 1786 Burns Twa Dogs
116 Whyles twalpennie-worth o' nappy Can mak the bodies

unco happy. 1816 Scorr Antiij. xi, Though you're near

enough, yet Miss Grizel has an unco close grip. 1869 C
Gibbon K. Gray iv, Ye're getting unco fine in your ways.

b. 7he unco guid, those who are professedly

strict in matters of morals and religion.

1786 Burns (title). Address to the Unco Guid, or the

Rigidly Righteous. 1859 Habits of Gd. .Society iv. 160

Indifference and consequent inattention to dress, ..extolled

by the ' unco gude ' as a virtue. 1887 Daily Tel. 12 Mar.
5/2 'I'he absurdities initiated by the 'unco' guid' in their

futile attempts to promote public morality by legislation.

C. sb. I. A strange or unusual thing or tale ; a

novelty or piece of news. Usu. //.

1785 Burns Cotter's Sat. Nt. v. Each tells the uncos that

he sees or he.irs. 182a Gait Steam-Boat xvii. 359, I . . was

thankful for being returned in safety among my friends, after

seeing such uncos. 1886 Ii. Brierlev Cast upon World xi.

(E.U.D.), Jone knew all the ' uncos ' that were afloat.

2. A stranger.

1800 Adair in Currie Burns' Wks. 1. 172 She gave .as her

first toast after dinner, Ama, Uncos, or, away with the

strangers. 1821 GAl.T/J««./'nm/;xx, We had advised her,

by course of post, of our coming, and intendment to lodge

with her, as uncos and strangers.

tJnooa-ch, v. (Un-I^ r.)

i6ts Chai'Man Odyss. vi. 124 These (here arriv'd) the Mules
vnco.acht, and draue Vp to the gulphie riuers shore. 1630

DAVENANTCr«.//j'roM«-lll, Watch my Lordscomming from

the Duke, and bring Me word, before he is vncoach'd.

tTnCOia-cted, ppl- a. [Un-1 8 and 6 b.]

1. Not compelled or constrained.

1545 •'>''• Papers Hen. VIII, V. 485 Donald Maclane of

Kengeiloch,wncoakit or incompulsit. 1567TURBKRV. Pipit.,

etc. 4 b, With free and vncoacted minde. 1577 tr. Bullinger's

Decades 111. ix. 470 Such an vncoacted affection, volunlarie

loue, and free goodwill as children . . beare to their parents.

2. Not forced together.

1642 II. More Song of Soul To Rdr., All homogeneall,

simple, single,, .unknotted, uncoacted.

Uncoia'guIable,<i. (Un-I 7 b and 5 b.) 1669 W. Simfson

Ilydrol. Cliym. 103 This wild nncoagulable spirit we call

wind. 1809 /'////. Trans. XCIX. 333 It appeared that.. it

might be dissolved in alcohol, and tliereby liecome nncoag-

ulable. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 152/1 The animal

matters thus mixed with the blood.. constitute the.. nn-

coagulable animal nialter of the blood.

Unco,a-gulated,///. «. (Un-I 8.)

1770 Phil. Trans. LX . 408 A p.irt of the blood . . was found
uncoagulated thirteen hours after death. 1845 Todd _&

Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 39 Not a particle of caseine. .will

remain uncoagulated. 1873 Rolfe Phys. Chem. 153 Place

in it 5 ounces of fresh uficoagulateti blooc).

UNCOFT.

UncO|a*gulating, //>/. «. (Un-1 io.)

X82Z-7 Good St^idy Med. (1829) IV. 402 The blood itself

was black, uncoagulating, and of an oily appearance.

f Un-ooaloarrying, ///. a. Obs."^ (See Un-^
10 and Coal sb.'^ 12.)

16x1 Chapman May Day in. Now sir he (being of an vn-

cole-carrying spirit) fals foule on him,cals him gull openly.

Unooa-t, V. (Un-i^ 4.)
x57t GoLniNG Cah'in on Ps. 1. 1 To bee uncoted out of that

their masking garment of holynesse, whereof they vaunted
themselves.

Uncoa-ted, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not covered witli a coating ofsome substance.

1663 Boyle Uscf. Exp. Nat. Philos. ii. App. 351 Put it

into a strong glasse retort uncoated. 1798 Phil. Trans.
I.XXXVIU. 577 When the flints appeared perfectly un-

coated, and in tlieir usual state, i decanted the liquor. 1800

find. XC. 339 A piece of the polished or uncoated red coral

was now taken. 1878 Abnky Photogr. 26 If the plate be
cxi>osed..with the uncoated side next the image.

2. Not wearing a coat.

1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. 1. 106 You must .idd

life 10 the landscape :.. the uncoated ploughman [etc.].

TTnco'ck, v^ [Un-s; 3.]

1 1. trans. To take (the match) out of the cock

of the old matchlock gun. Also absoL, and with

piece as obj. Obs.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 33 Let him vncocke his

match, clap his musket vpon his shoulder, and so retire.

1639 Verney Papers (Camden) 240 Charles Price.. bedd
them uncock theyr peeces. 1650 R. Elton Military Art
(1659) 192 Uncock, and return your Match.

2. To lower the cock or hammer of (a fire-arm)

in order to prevent accidental discharge.

(1775 Asil.] 1804 tr. La Martelier's Three Gil Bias I. 30

One of my pistols, which. .1 had forgot to uncock, went off.

1818 Scott Br.Lamni. xxxiii, Ravenswood. .uncocked and
returned his pistol to his belt. 1824 W. Irving T. Trar.

(1 849) 422 The pistol was uncdcked ; the burden was resumed.

XInco-ck, v.'i (Un-2 3. cf. Cock v.*)

1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons ^ W. v. To uncock and toss

about Karmer Read's hay.

UnCO-cked, ppl- a.^ [Un-1 8.] Of a hat :
Not

Clicked or turned up.
1721 Ramsay Morning Intervieiu 13 The sons of Bacchus

stagger home to rest. With tatter "d wigs, foul shoes, and
uncock 'd hats. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 109 r6 With
. . my hair unpowdered, and my hat uncocked. 1785 Grose
Diet. Vulgar 'J'., Zouch, or Slouch, a slouched hat ; a hat

with its brims let down, or uncocked.

Uncocked,///. 1.2 [Un-1 8.] Of crops: Not

put up in cocks.

1641 Best Farm. Bis. (Surtees) 58 If theire come any great

raines, then they [pea-se] are better uncocked then cocked.

XJncoxted, ///. a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b.] Not
properly prepared or digested by heat, etc. ; crude.

1598 Sylvester D/i Barlas ii. i. til. Furies 481 An impot-

ence for Generation "s-deed. And lust-lesse Is'.ue of th" un-

cocted seed. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 476 [Vermilion] un-

cocted and crude is. .brought to Rome in the masse as it lay

within the veine. 1622 Donne Serm. xvL 157 In a devotion

perchance indigested, uncocted, and retaining yet some
crudities.

t TJneod, obs. var. Uncouth a. or UnkST) a.

1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 364 Her eldest bryd his taken

her fro, into an uncod place.

Uncodified, >//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1867 Nation 12 Sept.

205 The uncodified regulations required by public opinion.

tUn-codpieced, a. Obs.-' (Un-'9) 1580 G. Harvkv
Let. to .Spenser S.'s Wks. (1912) 625/2 Largebelled Kod.
peasd Dublet, viileodpeased halfe hose. tlncOiC'rced,

pp*l. a. (Un-' 8.) 1791-2 Bkntham Anarchical Fallacies

Wks. 1843 II. 505 The liberty which the law ought to.. leave

uncoerced, unremoved. x8o2-ia — Ration. Judic. Evid.

(1827) V. 657 Gain or loss. .from the uncoerced conduct

of individuals. 1864 Sir F. Palgbave Norm. ^ Eng. Ill,

363 The first community which had made a formal and un-

coerced submission oflheir own freewill.

Unoo'ffer, v. [Un- 2 5.] trans. To take out of

a coffer.

c 1412 HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4245 fe bagged gold by

J)e marchaunt hym lent He hath vncofred. a 1470 Harding
Chron. cxxil. i. Then went he forth to Duram wher he offi ed.

And to tlie Churche he gaue great good vncoffred.

Unco'ffered, ffl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1870 Baring-Gould In

E.X itu Israel 1. viii. 118 There remained still one of Gabrielle's

dresses uncoffered.

UnCO'fSjied, ///. a.l [Un-1 8.] Not enclosed

in a coffin.

1648 Hexham ii, Oiigekist, Vnchested, or Vncoffined.

a 1680 Glanvill Sadducisiiius ii. (1681) 218 An uncoffined

body being laid in a ground exposed to wet [etc]. 1742

Blair Grave 152 A Dungeon-Slave, that's bury'd In the

High-w.'iy, unshrouded and imcoftin'd. 1855 [J. R. Leif-

ciiii.D] Cormuall 30 A small ancient dungeon, wherein were

found the uncoifincd bones of a l.-irgc man. iti^ Athenaeum
16 Aug. 203/3 This is the last instance^ we remember of

a body being buried uncoffined when laid in consecrated

grountl with the rites of the Church.

Unco'fflned, ///. a.- [Un-2 8.] Taken out of

a coffin.

1836 F. M/iHonY Rel.Fathcr Prout 164 A newly uncoffined

mummy (warranted of the era of Sesostris).

Unco-ft, ///. a. Sc. [Un-1 g b. Cf. MDu. and

Du. unfeioc/it.'\ Unbought.
1536 Bellenden Descr. Alb. iv. in Crou. Scot. (i54>)

Bijb, Thay mycht..haif aU necessaris within th.iym «elf

vncoft. 15.. J. Balnavis 'O (Ja/Zaorf/i "/'' 15 (Maitland

MS), With stufe oncoft, set vpone loft, Aneuch is ewm
a feist. J721 Kelly Sc. Prav. 388 You strive about uncoft

(jait \i.e. goats]. 1737 Ramsay Sc. Prov. xliii. 1 1 6 Ye cangle'

about uncoft kids.



UNCOGGBD. 91 UNCOMELILY.
Uncogged, ///. a.l [Un- ' 8 + Cog vA} Not

blocked or stopped.

1637 GtLLESPiE £»^. Pop. Cerent. Ep. Aijb, Those who
arc wealthy and well at eo^se, and mounted aloft upon the

uncogged wheeles of prosperous fortune,

Uncogged, ///. a^ [Un-I 8 + Cog v,^ Of
dice : Not coi^'ged or loaded.
1870 Lowell ^Xmoug my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 230 Honest

dice, uncogged by those three hoary sharpers, Prerogative,
Patricianism, and Priestcraft.

t Unoo-gible, a. Obs."^ [Un-1 7 + L, cdg-^re to

compel.] Incapable of being constrained.

1646 S. Bolton Arraii^nm. Err. 314 Those acts of con-
science which are intcrnall, are free and uncogible ; they fall

not under mans coenizance.

t Unco'gitable, a. Obs. (Un-^ 7 b and 5 h.)

15*9 More Suppl. Souls 43 But [they] haue in them selfe

a farre more excellent syght,..by nieanys vncogitable to
man. 1534— Com/, agst. Trib. iii. xxvi. (1553) Uvj, Y^ loys
uf heauen are . to mannes hearte vncogitable.

Unco'gnisant. a. (Un-^ 7.) i860 Gosse Rom. Nat.
Htst, X 53 There exists a world of animated beings . . of which
our senses are altogether uncognisant.

UlLCOgni'zable, a. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

17*0 Wklton Suffer. Son of Goti I. iii. ag Constrained to
continue in that Covert, and Uncognisable State,..many
Years. 1827 Perils <(* Captivity in ConstabU^s Misc. 326
Until he came to the spot where their corpses laid, already
putrid and uncognizable. 184(9 Herschel Outl. Astron. 590
This displacement, however, is. . uncognizable byany phjeno
nienon, so long as the solar motion remains invariable.

Uncognfzed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1877 Blackie Wise Men
216 So all in all, believe me. Lies hidden, uncognised.

Uncoguoscibrlity, (Un-1 12 and 5 b.)

i8oa-i2 Bentham Ration. JuiHc, Evid. (1827) IV. 152
Making more and more rubbish, with the help of factitious

and groundless diversification, thence uncognoscibiliiy, un-
certainty, and so forth. 1865 Mill Exam. Haiuilton 56
Our author has merely proved the uncognosctbility of a
being which is nothing but infinite.

Uncogno scible, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1810 Bestham /'uc-(r/«^(iS2i) 23 Rendering the subject.,

as incomprehensible, or.. as uncognoscible as possible. 1840
PoLSON I.ajtt ff Laivyets (1S5S) 107 Perhaps abstractedly
speaking law phrases are not one wnit more barbarous and
uncoenoscible than those of any other science.

t Uncoherent, a. Obs. (Un- 1 7 and 5 b.)
1588 Fraunck Laiiicrs Log. Ded., Neyther hiniseife can

well understand his unjoynted discourse, nor the hearers
conceave his uncoherentjangling, 1611 VLOKiQflnGo/iircntc^
vncoht-rent.

Uncoif, ». (UN-23)
1598 Florio, Dischijiiiartt lo vnhaire, to vncoifie, to dis-

heuelt, to touze ones haire. 1611 Cotcr., Descoefft'r, to vn-
coife ; to disarray,, .vncoucr, the head, c 17x4 Poi-k, etc.

Mem. M. Scribitrns vi. Wks 1797 VI. 109 Yonder are two
Apple-wotiien scolding, and just ready to uncoif one another.
187)5 F. K. Robinson iVhitl^ Ctoss. 205.

Unooi-fed, ///. a, (Ux-l 8 and Un-2 8.)
1611 Qojcvi.f Desioefft't vncoifed. 17*7 Bailey (vol. II).

»74j Young N't, Th. viir. 601 Lorenzo I thou, her majesty's re.

nown'd, Tho' uncoift, counsel, learned in the world ! 1870
[see UnciiailkieuI.

Uncoil, V. [Un.2 3]
1, trans. To unwind; to take out ofa coiled state.

1713 Drhiiah Phys.'Theol. x. Utzi') 406 noti', Between
which [great fibres), may be seen the Spiral Air-Vessels (like

Threads ofCobweb) a little uncoiled. i8n zudRcp. Records
/n/. 26 The Parliament Rolls.. often extend many perches
in length \ actually requiring a machine to uncoil and wind
them up. 1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. \. 19 Where the stream
uncoils into long streaks the froth collected in the eddies.

i860 TvNDALL Glac. I. xi. 73 We.. paused while our guide
uncoiled a rope and tied us all together.

riyf. i8»4 Dibdin Libr.Con/p. 742 His muse.. is capable
of uncoiling and rousing herself, as it were, for attacks of
tremendous severity. 18^ Tennyson i'rviotT^Z The snake
of gold slid ftom her hair, the braid Slipt and uncoil'd itself.

2. al'SoL To become uncoiled.

1854 Owen in t?'V* Circ. Sii. , Org. Nat. I. 195 The con-
stiictor slowly uncoils. 1870 Hookeh Stud. Elvrit 47

j

Klaters, which are coiled round the spore when moist, and
uncoil when dry.

Hence Unco i led ppl. a. ; ITncoi'ling vhl. sb.

1839 Ure /?/(/. W/7t, etc. 1284 The coiling and uncoiling
of the cord. 1844 ^V. Upio.n P!tysio_glyphii.s 176 The English
capital repiesents it uncoiled, but still quiescent. 1856
Kmerson Eng. Traits, Result^ Who would see the uncoiling

uf tliat tieriiendous spring.

t TXncoi n, var. of (or error for) Uncoined/'//, a.

1640 Shikley Arcadia ii. i, Be there a myne Of Coyne or
viicoync m<rttall, it is mine.

Uncoin, v, (Un-^^ 3.)

1833 Ht. Maktineau Berkeley \, ii. 33 Every week uncoins
what was coined the week before. 1875 Jevons Money viii.

81 These are the people who ficnuently uncoin money,
cither by nieUii)tr it, or by exporting it.

Uucoi-ned, ppl. a, (Un- I 8.)

14*3 Rolti o/Farlt. IV. 256/2 Silver is lx>ught and soold
unkoyned atte pris of xxxii s. the pound of troie. c 1550
K. BibstoN Bayte Fortune A vj,That tyine was I vncoyned,
therfore man chaunge thy mynde To blame me of all euyllcs.

'555 Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 290 The Ruthenians vse
money vncoyned. 1625 T. Godwin Moses -V Aaron (1641)

269 Though at last they used coined money, yet at first they
Weighed their money, uncoined. 1696 Lofui.Gaz. No. 3238/3
A free Exportation of Gold and Silver, both coined and un-
coined. 1715 Lkoni Pallailio's Archit. (1742) II. 80 The
first Money in Rome, was of Brass, and uncoined. 1790 in

Nairne Peerage Evidence (1874) 99 Gold & silver coined
& uncoined. 1862 Lond. RfV. 23 Atig. 175 AH the mentions
of money in the Bible befoie the Babylonian captivity may
be explained as of uncoined money. \d^ Pall Mall G, 12

June g/a The scarcity of the supply both of the coined and
uncoined metal.

Jig. 1599 Shaks. I/en. /
', v. ii. 164 While thou liu'st, deare

Kate, take a fellow of plaine and vncoyned Constancie.
Unco-ked, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1868 Jovnson iMetals 24

Uncoked coal— that is,.. coal in its ordinary condition.

TJ'nco-like, cl. and adv. Sc. [f. Unco rt.] a. adv.

In a strange manner, b. adj. Strange ; abnormal.
1636 RuriiERFORD /,£//. (1836) I. 126 He looked fremed

and unco like upon me when I came first here. 184a D.
Vedder Poems 139 Rax doon the nuts, ye uncolike loon.

1891 H. Johnston KHmaliie i. iii, It's an unco-like sus-

picion, I in sure.

Uncollar, v. (Un-^ 4 b.)

1611 CoTGR., Escollete, vncollered ; whose coUer is taken
off, or pulled away. 1613 Pukchas PUgr. (1614) 702 Then
they are vncollaied, freed, and dignified with the Title of
Soldiours. 1755 Mem, Capt. P. Drake ILL 2, 1 ..unbridled

and [unjcollared iiiy Horse, and put the Hay before him.

Uncolla-tea,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

[177s Ash.) 1787 Whitaker Mary Q, Scots Vind. I. 62
They thus condemn the Queen.. upon letters unauthenti-
cated by the producers, untollated by themselves. 1885
Athenaeum 2 May 566/3 'J he text of various MSB. of the
Septuagint unknown or uncollated in Montfaucon's time.

UncoUected,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

a. Of persons, the mind, etc. : (see Collect v. 3).

16x1 Beaum. & Fl. Maid*s />*%'. iv. ii. What a wild beast

is uncollected man ! 1613-6 Browne Brit. Past. i. i, Fearing
lest those often idle fits Might clean expel her uncollected
M its. 1639 Bp, Reynolds Lord's Supper xviii. Sudden, un-
composed, & uncollected thoughts. 1718 Prior Solomon 11.

291 Asham'd, confus'd I.,to my Soul yet uncollected said:
Into Thy self, fond Solomon, return. 1833 Marrvat P.
Simple Ixiii, Aly mind was so uncollected,.that I could not
feel assured of it for a minute.

b. Of things : (see Collect v. i, i b).

1730 Thomsos Autumn 731 As when of old. ., Light, un-
collected, thro' the Chaos urg"d Its infant way. 18x8-33
Wehster s. v.. Uncollected taxes; debts uncollected. X847
L. Hunt Title-p., Men, Women, and Books. A Selection.

,

from his uncollected Prose Writings.

UncoUegiate, v. (Un-» 6c.) 1851 Hanna Cltalmers
III. 446 The uncoUegiating of the five parishes which
enjoyed^ a double ministry. 1867 Black IHst. Brechin
(ed. 2) xi. 278 There is a talk of uncoUegiating the parish
church. Uncollo'quial, a. (Un-' ;;.) 1840 London .^

Westminster Rev. XXXIII. 113 It is impossible that the
impression m.ide upon the audience of the native story-

tellers can be of the same uncoltoquial and semi-scriptural
sort. .as that which [eto.]. Uncolo*nial» a. (Un-' 7.)

x86i Dickens Gt. Expect, xlv. III. 9a A certain person
not altogether of uncolonial pursuits. UncoTomze, t.

(Un-' 6c.) 1834 Medwin Conrcrs. Byron L 96 When once
she obtained a footing inside my door,.. I had great
diniculty in uncolonizing her.

VnGO'lour&hly, adv, (Un-1 ii.)

1541 WvArr Decl. m Poems (1913) IL 265 Synccarely and
vncolourably from tyme to tyme to declare the trouthe.

Uncolonred, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not having a colour or colours.

1538 Elyot, Adap/tus, vndied or vncoloured. 1541 R.
Coi'LANu Galyen's Terap. 2 Ciij, The p.irtye of the vIcctc

that is stony and harde and vncoloured ought to be cut.

1667 Milton /'. L. v. 189 Whether to deck with Clouds the
uncolourd skie, Or wet the thirstie Earth with falling

showers, a 1684 Leigmto.s Com. i Pet. (1693) 184 When
you look.. through pure uncolour'd glass, you receive the

clear light. 1784 Cowper TnsJk \i. 178 All this uniform,

uncolour'd scene. Shall.. flush into variety again. 1843
pRiciiARD Nat. /list. Mttn 89 When the light., shone
througli the transparent texture uncoloured. 1876 O. C.
Stonk in Jml. ^. 0.)^'. .S^ic, XLVI. 42 The substitution of

a yellow-stained belt for a plain uncoloured one.

2. Jig. a. Not invested with any specious or de-

ceptive api>earance or quality ; open, undisguised;

not inlluenccd or affected by sotnething,

1585 Aup. Sandys 6'<rrw. 21 Without trecherie and deceit,

..in naked simplicitie, in trueth vncoloured. 1775 Burke
Corr. (1844) II. 65 The insolent and uncolouied act of

injustice wliich has been done to my brother. 1827 Carlylk
Misc. (1840) 1. 30 Such, seen through no uncoloured medium,
. . are some features of. . Richter and his works. 1868 Farkar
Seekers i. U. (1875) 32 They have been even entirely un-

coloured by his teaching.

b. riain, simple,
?i845 t)K QuiNcEY £m.. 7. Foster Wks. (1858) 29a The

uncoloured style of his general diction.

Hence XTnco'lonredly adv.\ TTuoo'lonredness,
1561 T. Norton Cahin's Inst. in. 216 They saw them-

selues to be openly and uncolorcdly scorned of the Pope
and hi.s Bulbcarers. 1660 H. More Myst. Godl. u x. 30
mnrg.. The invisibility and uncolouredness of the Air is

cntted Hades or Hell.

Unco-lted, a. [Un-2 8.] Deprived of a horse.

1596 SnAKS. I Hen. 11^, ii. ii. 41 Fahtaff. What a plague

meane ye to colt me thus? Prince. Thou ly'st, thou art

not colted, thou art vncolted.

Unco-mbated, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

1649 Lovelace Poems 102 Captive they in Triumph lead

each care and eye. Claiming unconibated the Victorie.

1796 Mmk. D'Arblay Camilla \\\. 65 The uiicombaied

sway of an unavailing, however well-placed attachment.

TJncO'mbed, ///. a- Also 6 VDcomde, vn-
comed, 7 vnkombt ; Sc. and north. 7 unkamed,

9 unkaimed. [Un-^ 8, Of. Unkempt///, a, and

Sw. okammadj Du. ongfkamd.'\

1. Not coml>ed; not dressed or smoothed with

a comb : a. Of hair (or of i)ersons in this respect).

1561 T. Norton CalvitCs Inst. iv. xii. §17. 79 Accused

men . . with lung banging beard, with vncombtd heare. 1591

Spenser DapknaiMi 43 His carelesse locks, vncombed
and vnshoiiie. Hong long adowne. 1606 Danikl Queen's

Arcatiia 2509 Worthier people too, of subtler spirits, Then
these vnfashion'd and vncomb'd rude swaines. 1648

Crashaw Steps to Temple, Sospetto ix, Their lockes are

bedsof unconib'dsnakes. 1745 Mrs. MoNTACuC<'/-r.(i9o6)L
203 The doctor's man, whose uncombed hair so resendjled
the mane of the horse he rode. 1809-zi Combe Syntax
xxni. 98 My uncomb'd wi^,—my suit of black, 1849-30
Alison Hist. Eur, XII. Ixxix. § 4^. 37 The rustic air and
uncombed locks of these Scandinavian warriors. \^-^Sivord
>V Tro7vel]\x\y 355 All these ragged, unwashed, uncombed
children.

b. Uf wool.
164a Bk. Rates Merchnfidizcs H2h, Irish wooU uncombd

the hundred weight,.. ;{; 2. 16s. 1844 H.Stephenh />'-&. /Wr/w
III. 89+ Combed and uncombed wool of different varieties.

2.yf^. Rude, inelegant. (C(. Incomi-t fz.)

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. in. iii, How may I hope to
quit your strong desires, In verse uncomb'd such vvondeis
comprehending t

Uncombinable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1791 Walker Pro-
nouncing Diet. S.V. Chamber, mb being uiicombinable
consonants, we cannot end the first syllable with a. 1871
Browning Pr. Hoheustiel'Schiv. Wks. 1896 IL 307 Health,
strength, beauty, ..untonibinable with flesh and blood.

Unoombine, z*. [Un-2 3.] trans. To disunite.

159S Daniel Cn: Vicars in. vi, When out-breaking
vengeance vncombines The illioyn d plots so fairly ouer-

cast, 1847 Dickens Haunted Man i, Some of these

phantoms trembling at heart like things that knew his

power to unrombine them.

Uncombined,/'//. a. (Un-1 8.)

x6ii Florio, Incombinato^vv\Qox\\\m\^A. 1803 Wellf.sley
in Owen Desp, (1S77) 222 Uncombined with the power of

Scindiah, Holkar will not probably venluie to resist the
Peishwa. 1858 H. Bushnell Nat.

.J-
Supernat. ix. (1861)

251 Nature, unapplied or uncombined by our wills, could
do no such thing.

b. spec, in chemical or technical use.

1783 Phil. Trans. LXXV. 293 There was never any
sensible quanliiy of uncombined fixed air mixed with the

inflammable air. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 708
The specific gravity of the alloy is greater than that of the

two metals in an uncombined state. 1876 IHmx Rcc. Adv.
Phys.Sci.vW. (ed. -2) 161 Theie may be. .enormous masses of
as yet uncombined iron and uncombined sulphur.

Unoombi'ning, ///. a. (Un-1 lo.)

164J Milton Divorce 18 To sowe llie fuirow of mans
nativity with seed of two incoherent and uncombining dis-

positions. 1631 Jer, Taylor Serm. for Year IL ii. 22 His
purposes untwist, as easily as the rude conjuncture of un-
combining cables, in the violence of a Noithern tempest.

Hence Uncombi'ningness.
1850 Tail's Mag. XVI L 735/1 The very same chaiacter-

istics of inertia, unintellectuality, and uncombiningncss.

fUncombu'St,/;*/. a. Obs. (Un- ' 8 h ) a 1568 in B.mna-
tyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 110/43 Thow, Moyses busk re-

manyng vncombust. 1673 Hickerinoill Greg. F. Grtyh. 34
Jove being uncombust and free. Uncombu*stibI^ a.
(Un-' 7.) 1576 G. BAiiEK tr. Gesncrs yewetl p/ Health itji

An oyle of Naphta, that is of Brimstone unconibustible or

never burned.

t Uncome, sh. Obs. [Of obscure formation :

see Oncome sb, and Ancome.]
1. »= Oncome sb. I.

1538 Elyot, /l(/«r«//V/KJ «/tf>-^//j, syckenes that cometh
without our defaute, and ofsome inenne is called an vncome
2. =1 Ancome, Income sb.*^

i54a-3 Act 34 <5- 35 Hen. Vllly c. 8 § i Vncomes of handts
.. & such other like diseases. 156a Bullein Buhvarke,
Dial. Sorenes <y Chir. 10 b, Apostumacions that spryng of
blood, or chollcr, be diuersly termed by sundrie names as
botches,.. uncomes. 1597 Qt.RMiUF. Ilerdal 2,^2 Xn inipos-

tume in the ioints of the fingers (called among the vulgarc
soit a fellon or vncoine). i6ox Holland /V/mj' II. 188 'Ihe

seed [of the tamarisk], .is singular good for any uncoiii or
fellon. X697 I'ieio Penal Laivs 208 It is lawful for persons '

skilful in the Nature of Iierbs..to Practise and Minister to

any outward Sore, Uncom, Wound.

UncO'me, ppl. a» Now north, dial. Also Sc.

6 unoum, vncuming, 7 oucuiu. [Un-2 8 b. Cf.

ON. and Icel, //-, dkominn (Norw. ukomen, MSw.
okomin)^] Not (yet) arrived.

151a Aec. Ld. High Treas, Scot. IV. 295 The Kingis
schippis boght and as 3it uncnm to Scotland, 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) HI. 441 The lordis. .Quhilk in England
vncuming hame war than. X649 L Basike Corr. (i8ji) 98
A bill of 50/ which should have come in August last, is yet

uncome, 1659 Nnaresb. Wills (Surtees) 11. 240 Yeares of

a lease.. which are yet uncome and unexpired. ^1670
Spalding Troub. Chas. I (1851) IL 343 He mist sum of

Stiaihbugie menoncum thair. i^tZCra^enGloss., Uncome,
not come. X877 Holderness Gloss. 151 He's uncome yit,

Uncome-a't-ablef «. (Freq. unhyphened.)

Also 7 uncomatible, 8-9 -able, [Un-1 7 b.] Un-
attainable ; inaccessible.

Characterized by Johnson as 'a low, corrupt word *.

a. 1694 CoNGREVE Double Dealer 11. v, My Honour is in-

fallible and uncomatible. 1706 E. Ward Wooden Wottd
£>/jj. (1708) 69 It's an uncomatable Maik, that's ceitain.

1726 Adv. Cnpt. R. Boyle (176S) 231 The Juice of the Grape
is very uncomatable there. 182a Scott Nigel xxxii. To
whom, I doubt, he awes an uncomat.able sum,

/3. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 12 P 18 He has a perfect Art

in being unintelligible in Discourse, and uncomeatable in

Business. 173a Hist. Litteraria 1 1 1. 549 Some have asserted

..that Truth was absolutely uncomeatable. x8i8MissMrr-
Fowoin L'Estrange Lt/e (1870) IL35 He is un-comeat-able.

One never knows where to catch him. X847 Ulustr. Lond.
Neiis ^ Sept. 158, I have never seen so uncomeatable a place.

X890 D. C. Murray John Rede's Guardian xv, The hidden
uncomeatable parts of his purchase.

Hence Uncome-a't-ableuess.
i7a7 Bailey (vol, II).

t Unco-melily, (7^/2/. Obs. (Un-1 ii.)

ci^o Anturs oj Arth. 106 (Thornton MS.), Bare was hir

body, and..AHe by-claggede in claye, vn-comlyly clede.

xs6i T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. v, J 17. 31 The dignitie
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fNCdMELINESS.
of the Chirch is l>y that magnificence not vnconiUly vpholden.

1658 GuRNALL Ckr, in Ann. 11. (1669) 50/1 He walks not

haltingly and uncomelily.

tJxico'meliness. [f. next.]

1. The quality of being uncomely ; want of come-

liness (t or scemliness) ; an uncomely feature.

iS4a liECON Potationfor LentG iij, To make clene y« face

of our hart, from all fylthinesse of synnes & from tlie vii-

comelynes of trespa«;e. 1589 Puttknham Eng, Pocsk m.
xxiv. (Arb.) 257 In euery vncomlinesse there must be a cer-

taine absurditie and disproportion to nature. x6a4 Heyvvood
Gunaik. u. 64 I'hey raj-scd a kind of uncomelinesse and

deformitie in the faces of such as playd upon them. 1670

Milton Hist. Urit, n. 60 Her own Subjects, who detested

. .the uncomeliness of thir Subjection to the Monarchic of

aWocman. 1711 Stkele Sped. No. 53 p 3 The native and un-

affected Uncomeliness of her Person. 1795 Bubkk ^^rrrf^;;/.

Eng, Hisf.Wks, 1842 II. 509 He has joined to these powers

of fivine existence uncomeliness, want of strength, want of

distinction. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. iv. (1875) 164 That

brick-and-mortar image of English Protestantism, repre-

senting it in all its prose, all its uncomeliness.

+ 2. Unruliness. Ohs~^
t6o7 Markham Cavel. v. 22 If you finde bis [a horse's]

vncomelinesse onelye proccedes from ticklishnesse.

Unco'iuely, a. [Un-' 7.]

1. Not pleasing or agreeable to the moral sense

or to notions of propriety ; unbecoming, improper,

unseemly.
c tzya Hail Meid. 25 As lah ha nefden wit in ham ne tweire

schead as mon haueft, ba of god & of uuel, of cumelich & of

uncumcUch [r/. r. vnkumelicbl. 1362 Lancl. /'. PL A. x. i8s

Hit is an vn-Comcly Couple. .To geuen a ^ong wencbe to an

old feble Mon. a 1400 Sir Dcgrcv. 1638 The body syttys

opon the hors, Hyt was uncomely to the cors. 1538 Stakkey
Engldud 52 He . . began to persuade the rest . . to forsake that

nidnes& vncomlylyfe. 1583 KADiNGT0NCf7/«;«aMi//H. (1590)

271 Whereunto for an other inticement to vncleaniies, wee
may referre all vndccent and vncomely pictures. 1632 in

HarL Misc. (Math.) III. 459 All such reasons are uncomely
and unchristian to be objected. 1653 A. Wilson Jas. /, 39 If

any man speaks any thing uncomely there, the Chancellour
..interrupts him. (I1683OWEN Two Discourses Holy Spirit

II. iv. (1693) i6g Uncomely Artifices of intrciguing Secular

Courts. 1759 KouEKTSON Hist, Scot, App. x, To avoid broad
and uncomely speech.

2. Not pleasing or agreeable to the senses ; not

comely or fair to look upon. Also ahsol.

A 1400 Octavian 884 Clement broglit forihe schylde and
spere, That were uncomely for to were, Alle sutty, blakk, and
unclene. 1513 More Hist. Rich. UI^ Wks. 36/2 In hys later

dayes with ouer liberall diet, sommCwhat corpnlente and
boorelyc, and nathelesse not vnconielye. 1531 Elyot Goz<.

\. xi, We se, that therof-.the childrens personages do waxe
uncomely and lassegrowe in stature. 1607 Markham Cavcl.

IV. (1617) 36 To make horses amble wltliout either marring

their mouthes, vnsetling their heads, or breeding any other

vncomely disorders. 161X Bible 1 Cor. xii. 23 Our vn-

comely parts haue more abundant comlinesse. 1710 S rEELE

Spcct. No. 17 P 1 Since our Persons are not of our own
Making, when thtjy are such as appear DefectiveorUncomely,
it is, methinks, an honest and laudable Fortitude to dare to

bi Ugly. 18x4 BvKON Def. Trans/. \. i, Your aspect is Dusk>\
but not uncomely. 1847 I3konte J. Eyre xvi, Mrs. Poole's

squarQ,fiat figure, anduncomely, dry,even coarse face. x868

WiiiTriER Margaret Smith's jrttl. 12 Nov, 1678, Charity

. . maketb the weak strong and the uncomely beautiful.

tTTncO'lIiely, fl'^'z'. Ohs. [Un-1 H.] Inantm-
comely manner ; unsuitably, unbecomingly.
C1375 Cursor M. 891 (Kairf.), Worme bou sal be vncumly

di^t, mare ^an any oj^er wiji. cx^q Anturs 0/Arth. 106

(Douce MS.), Bare was ^^e body, and. .Al bi-clagged in clay,

vTKomly cladde. c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570)

A ij. A man with hoare beres vncomely doth incline To
misframed fables or gt^sture feminine. 154' Uuall Eras/n.
Apoph. 300 Will uoinan cbastice this feloe here uncomely
demeanyng hymself? 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, \.\\\. §9
The great Ladie.. would needs haue bJm carie her little

Dogge, which he doing ofiiciously, and yet vncomely, tlie

Page scoffed. 1619 Fletcher & Mass. False One \\\. i,

'Tis most uncfjiiiely spoken.

Uncomfort, J^. (Un-^ 12.)

1805 Miss IJekrv Jrnls. ^ Corr. (1B65) II. 297 Nouncom-
forts of situation, no sufferings, shall ever tempt me to any
step [etc. J. 1853 G. J. Cavlev Las Alforjas 1. 154 Getting
tired of., the uncomfort of our rude, straw-stuffed pads.

XTnoomfort, v. rare—K (Un-^^ 3.)

1637 Whiting Albino ^ Bell. 22 The gods.. have ravel'd

thy content, Sorrowes uncomfort will thy virgine yeares.

XTnconifortalale, a, [Un-i 7 b and 5b,]

1. Not comforting ; causing or involving discom-
fort or uneasiness ; disquieting.

1591 Shaks. Rom. 9f Jul. iv. v. 60 Vncomfortable time, why
cam st thou now To munher, murther our solemnitie? 16x5
G. Sanuvs Trav. 92 The lightning ministring uncomfortable
light, intermixed with thunder and tempests. 1653 W.
Kamesev AstroL Restored To Kdr. 8 But pass we these five

troublesome, uncomfortable years alsc. 1680 W. Allen
Peaces £/n/7> Pref. p. iii. To put all end to our dishonourable
and uncomfortable contentions. X711 kDinsoaSpect. No. 159
f 8 The Genius, .bid me quit so uncomfortable a I'rospect.

1785 BuitMEv in Parr's Wks. (1828) VII. 397, I lament. .the
uncomfortable account which you give of your health. 1843
\'»HSCOTt Mexico iii. i. (1850) I. 347 They were loo sanguine
to allow such unconifortaljle surmises long to dwell in their
minds. 1873 Tristkam J/^Jd^ i. i6The^ehaUn look..most
uncomfortable ruffians to meet in an unfriendly way.

+ 2. Incapable of i)eing comforted; inconsolable.
xijQa R. D. Uypnerotomachia 22 b, The uncomfortable and

still mourning Cyparissus. x6ii Cotgr., Inconsoiablc, incon-
solable, vncomfortable, not to be comforted. 1667 Makvell
tVrr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 402 On a private loss,.. to be im-
patient, to be uncomfortable, would be to dispute with God.
3. Feeling discomfort ; ill at ease ; uneasy.
1796 Mme. D'AkBLAV Camilla IV. 427 (She was] impelled

62

by this notion, yet wavering, dissatisfied and uncomfortable.

i8js J. Neal Bro. Joiuithan I. 3 The whole family were

afraid of him;.. felt uncomfortable, if he looked into their

eyes. 1841 Helios Ess.^ Aids Contentm. (1842) 16 Tliey are

most uncomfortable if their little projects do not turn out

according to their fancy. 1887 Spectator 20 Aug. 1115 One
of them wanting the window open and the other wanting it

shut, one of tlicm must be uncomfortable.

TTncomfortableness. [f. prec]

1 1. Inconsolableness. Obs, ^

rtx639 W. Wh.\telev Prototypes 1. xxi. (1640) 267 Isaac

outlived Josephs selling into Kgypt, and was afflicted 111

Jacobs uncomfortablenesse under that crossc. 1727 Bailey

(vol. II), Inconsolableness, a State of uncomforubleness, or

ihat will not admit of Comfort.

2. The quality or state of causing or involving

discomfort.

1677 MitcE, Uncomfortableness, tHat trisie^ouf&cheux

de queque chose. 1727 Bailev (vol. II), Uticotnfortableness,

Uneasiness, Unpleasingness. 1743 IJulkelkv & Cummins
Voy, S. Seas 82 Add to our Uneasmess, the Uncomfortable-

ness of the Climate. 179S Frances Uillon in Jerningham
Lett. (1896) I. 83 The Uncomfortableness of y[ou]r long

absence. 1853 Kane Grinncll Exp. xxix. (1856) 240 Our
abiding-place below has a smoky atmosphere of lamplit

uncomfortableness. 1856 Hawthorne Ens;. Note-bks. (1879)

I. 379 The vile uncomfortableness of a military life.

3. The fact of feeling uncomfortable,
1828 LvTTON /"tV/w/w II. XXV, There is such a certain un-

comfortableness always occasioned to the mind by stillness

and mystery united, that [etc.]. 1847 Mks. Sherwood
P'airchild Family III. ii. 24 Keatiy to cry from fatigue, sleep,

and uncomfortableness. 1872 Huxley Physiol, viii. 188 Such
are the sensations of uncomfortableness.

Uncomfortably, odv, [f. as prec] In an

uncomfortable manner; witli discomfort or uneasi-

ness, disagreeably; f inconsolably.

C142S St. Mary of Oignies 11. iii. 13 >" AngliaVUl. 158

pe holy man.. made dule vncomfortabely for defoylynge

of chirches. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 60 b, This

miserable people vncomfortably forsaken & vnnaturally

dispised of their owne nacion. 1594 Drayton Matilda
xxxvi, Tlius in my closet being left alone, Vpon the fioore

vncomfortably lying. i6ia T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 6

Water is so necessarie a creature, as nothing can be more
dangerously or vncomfortabljj wanting to the life of man.

1643-5 Milton Divorce 11. viii, Rather then to live uncom-
fortably and unhappily both to himself and to his wife,., he

might dismisse her. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 112, I

wander'd about very uncomfortably. 1796 Mks. M. Robin-

son Angelina I. 104, I felt most uncomfortably, and would
have given anything I possess to have been out of the car-

riage. 185G Kane Arct. Expl. II. ix. 96 Long and uncom-
fortably have I pondered over these opposing calls. 1879

CasscU's Techn, Educ. IV. 236/1 The native article becomes
uncomfortably sticky in the heat of tropical climates.

TJncomforted, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

1583 Bauini;ton Commamhiu (159^) 344 *' •» very bar-

barous crueltie to leaue them vtterly vncomfortcd, with any
portion of that which was taken about them, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 1. xvii. (1912) 110 So (uncomforted therein) [he]

sent him away, a 1625 Bkaum. & Fl. Laws oj Candy iii. i,

Let me yet by tliese Awake your love to my uncomforted

Brother. 1797 Coleriuge Dungeon 12 And this is their

best cure I uncomforted And friendless solitude. 1832

Tennyson (Enonens^i Lest their shrill happy laughter come
to me Walking the cold and starless road of Death Uncom-
forted. 1835 Tkench Justin Martyr 130 Our great Father,

when he sat Uncomforted on Ararat.

Unco-mforting, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1798 Monthly Mag.
IV. 47, I wander And look upon the busy Danaids Alike

uncomforting, uncomforted. tUnccmfortless, a. Obs.

(Un-' 5 a.) 1598 YoNG Diana 23s Wofull man vncomfort-

lesse, and sad. ^\}nzo'VD.\si%yVbl. sb. Obs.~^ (Un-' 13.)

"593 'i* Mathews in Tytler Hist. Scotl. (1864) IV. 199

Mr. Lock, whom these two days he hath looked for, and
mervaileth not a little at his uncoming.

fUnoomma-nd, z/. Obs.—'^ [UN-23.] trans.

To countermand, to abrogate.

C1430 Pilgr. Ly/ Manhode ii. xxi. (1869) 83 \Volt thou

hold the gospel at faljle and lesinge? thou seist it vn-

comanded that that god hath ordeyned.

Uucomma uded, ppl- ^t, [Un- ^ S.]

1. Not ordered to be done or observed.

14.. Chaucer's Pari. Foulcs 518 (Camb. MS.), For office

vncomniaundet full ofte anoyth. 1538 Bale 'J'hrc Laiocs

1682 In vayne offer yow that vncommaunded seruyce. 1594
Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv. vii. § 5 Except the one doe^ auuid

whatsoeuer Rites and Ceremonies vncommanded of God the

other doth embrace. 1643 Let. from Grave Gentleman 3

'I'he People, engaged . . under Pretence ofan unconimanded

protestation. 1692 Souni Senn. (1697) 1. 39 Those affected,

unconimanded, absurd Austerities,, .exercised by some of

the Romish Profession. 1723 Atteruukv Scrm. (1726) I. x.

352 They were, I say, Unconimanded Instances of Virtue.

1794 Mrs. Piozzi 6>»i7«.II.323 Such uncommanded seclusion

is evil for society.

2. Not ordered to do something.

IS34 More Com/, agst, Trib. in. Wks. i-z^^/x Th.it they

niaye. .commaunue and controlle other meime, and hue vn-

commaunded them selfe. ^1x586 Sidney Arcadia v. (1598)

449 Pardon me most honoured ludge, saith he, that vncom-
maunded I begin my speech vnto you. 1646 Eakl Monm,
tr. Bioitdi's Civil Warres vi. 54 Lewis after this commanded
his men to retire; and Edwards men forthwith withdrew
unconimanded. « 1667 Cowley On Death W. Hcrvey i.

My eyes with Tears did uncommanded flow.
_
a 1716

Blackall IVks, (1723) I. 133 If any private Soldier quits

his Station, and runs himself uncommanded upon a danger-

ous Adventure, he deserves Reproof.

3. Not dominated or overlooked {by somctliing).

1693 Mem. Ct, Teckely 111. 56 Being seated upon an in-

accessible Rock uncommanded, . .a few Men might be able

to defend it against a great Army. 1821 Byron Sardanap. v,

i, The river's broad and swoln,and uncommanded. .by these

besiegers. 1829 Scott Anne 0/ G. xv, It was in a corner,.,

uncommanded by any of the angles of the fortification.

UNCOMMODED,
Hence Uncommaxidedness.
1646 Hammond Tracts Pref., Perswading theiii-.elves and

others.. that the uncommandednesse of any thing induces

that excesse.

Uncomma'nder-like, a. (Un-1 7 c.)

1644 Mll.TON Divorce II. xi. 53 What more un-Judge-like,

more un-Magistrate-like, and., more un-commander-like

?

Uncoinine'udable, «. (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)

1509 Barclay Shyp ofF'olys (1570) 228 It is thing lawfull

and not vncommendable. 1548 Udall Erasni. Par. Luke
Pref. Cj b. It is vncommendable thorough vain arrogancie

to take vpon vs that we haue not. 1603 Breton Dial. Pith

<^ Pleas. Wks. (Grosart) II. 9/2 The most dishonourable,

and vncommendable of all creatures in the world. 16^7 Jos.

y^QOxyyjAKViRelig.Soc.i. (1701) 15,1 knownoworldly.sinister,

or uncommendable design proposed or prosecuted thereby.

1758 Wali'ole Crt/d/. Koy.Authors (1759) II. i72Thisisthe
only uncommendable performance of our Author's life.

Hence Unco2U2ne*ndabl7ai/2'.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Povsie 11. xii[ij. (Arb.) 126 As he

that translated certaine bookes of Virgils Encydos in such

measures and not vnconimendably. 1882 Acadcuiy 16 Dec.

433/3 He dipped a little into scholarship, too, and not un-

coinmendably.

Uncommended, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1570 Levins Manip.

50 Vncoinmended, illaudatus. 1645 Wallkr ' Goe lovely

Rose' ii, Hadst thou sprung In deserts where no men abide,

Thou must have uncommtnded dy'd. tUncommcn-
surate, a. Obs. (Un' 7 and 5 b.) 1676 Glanvill Aw. i.

18 Our Senses are short, imperfect, and unconnnensurate to

the vastness and profundity of things. 1702 S. Parker tr.

Cicero's De Finibus iv. 237 Upon what Account therefoie is

Nlan so singular as to. .take up with a Suvimum Bonum
uncommensurate to the whole of his Person ? Uncom-
me'nted,;*//. a. (Un-' 8.) \'j<^\].'\iwi'ii\iSha/tesb.Charac

318 The only method.. is to search for them in the un-

cominented pages of the Gospel. 1877 Browning La Saisiaz

359 T aversed heart must tell its story uncommcnted on.

UncommcTciable, rt. (Un-' 7 b.) 1787 Jeifkrson /*^'W/.

(1859) II. i8g By prohibiting all his Majesty's subjects from

dealing in tobacco, one third of the exports of the United
States are rendered uncommerciable here.

Uncommercial, « (Un-^ 7.)

1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. I. 23 The uncommercial genius

of the people. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat.

(1799) III. 116 There reigned at that time so much hontsty

and simplicity in this un-comniertial island, that [etc.]. i860

Dickens {title). The Uncommercial Traveller. 1892 E.

Reeves Homexvard Bound 271 Cordova.. is the quiet, un-

commercial centre uf an excellent wheat and olive country.

Uncommi'ngled, //^. a. (Un' 8.) i86iS.WiLiiERi-oRCE

/i'w. (1874) 1. 181 Both natures being uncommingled, though

both eternally united in the person of the Son. Un-
co'mminuted, fpl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1757 Phil. Trans. L.

156 This part will be retained, after long trituration,.. un-

comminuted by the pestle. Uncommi'serated, ppl. a.

(Un-' 8.) i6iiSi'EEn//w^G/./.'77'/. IX. xvi. §45. 831/2 Thus
Sommerset^and the English.arecompelled to quit Normandy,
not onely inglorious, but also in England it selfe vncum-
miserated. Uncommi'scrating,///, a. (Un-' 10.) 1679

Establ. Test 41 Uh Injustice and uncomiserating Cruelly !

Uncommissioned,///, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not commissioned or aiitiiorized.

1659 FuLLtK App. Inj. Innoc. (1840) 618 Commissioned
plunder begun with the war, but uncommissioned plunder

was befoie it. a 1711 Ken Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721 III.

460 Whose Voice I labour to suppress ; While she my State

bemoans, In uucommission'd Sighs and Groans. 1738

Warburton Div. Lc^at. I. 168 A little Priest's bringing the

Mysteries into Etruria, on his own head ; uncommissioned

by his .Superiors. 1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid.

(1827) I. 533 Uncommissioned inspecting judges. 184a

PusEY Crisis Eng. Ck. 107 The one holds Ordination to be

derived from the Apostles ; the other, that Presbyters, un-

commissioned, may confer it.

2. Of ships : = Non-commissionei) a. 2.

1863 Pond. Rev. 10 Jan. 7 'Ihe order of Earl Kussell tode-

tain her at Nassau must have btcn made under the impres-

sion that she would have reached that port unconunissioned.

Uncommitted,///. «. [Un-1 8.]

L Not entrusted or delegated.

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foulcs 518 Whoso hyt doth fuUfowIe

hymsylf accloyeth For ofTyce vncommyttyd oft anoyeth.

2. Not committed or perpetrated
;
(left) undone.

1598 IJahret Tluor. Warres 11 Gracelesse fellowes which
do Icaue no kinde of lauening crueltie vncommitted. 1607

lIiERON Wks. 1. 183 He would haue giuen a world, if he bad
beetle able, that the fact of betraying Christ had beene vn-

committed. 1643 Hammond Lent Scrm. at O.t/ord VlVs.

1683 IV. 511 because he hath.. no strength to maintain, no
injury to provoke the uiiconunitted sin. 1814 Byron Corsair

II. xi. 22 siie scarce had left an uncommitted crime. 1891

Meredith Ofte 0/our Conq. xxxiv, To have the forgiveness

for her uncommitted sin dashed in her face.

3. Not referred to a committee.
1807 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 95 We propose, .to leave

the question of war, non-intercourse, or otlier measures, un-
committed, to the legislature.

4. Not pledged to any particular course.

1814 Chalmers Let. in Haniia Life (1849) I. 444, I trust

you will concede to me the right of bringing a free and
uncommitted mind to this matter, 1826 Disraeli I'iv.Grey

in. i, A young man, uncommitted in political principles.

1884 Mamh, Exam. 28 Oct. 5/3 Up to the present.. the

deputation . .prefer to regard themselves as uncommitted.

Uncommized, ///. a. (Un-1 S and 5 b.)

c i6n Chapman lliail x. 369 The Thracian quarter lies

Utmost of all and uncommix'd with Trojan regiments. 1660

J. H[arding] Basil. Valent. Chariot Anti$n. 3 The Chalf

being separated from tlie uncommix'd and undefiled Corn.

1814 SouTHEV Roderick xv. 250 A feeling uncommixed witJj

sense of guilt Or shame. .tin ill'd through the King.

t TTnoommoded,^//. a. Obs. (Un- ^ 8 and 5 b.)

1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc.-, Printing ii. p i A Window . . on

'

the Nortli-side the Room, tiiat the Press-men.. may be the

less uncommoded with the heat uf the Sun.



UNCOMMODIOUS.

t Uncommo'dious, a. Obs, (Un- i 7 and 5 b.)

'539 Klvot Cast. lielthe (1541) 54 b, If any grefe bapneth
of the heade, voiiiite is than uncominodious. 1597 Bkard
Theatre God's Judgeni. (1612) 463 How hurtfuH and vncom-
modious the desire, .was vnto them. 1643-3 Milton /^/z^iJ^ce

II. x.xi, To forbid dislike , . were indeecf^n uncommodious rude-
nesse, not a just power. 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. x. 184 To
tire it [tlie leg] quickly witii bringing it down again, after

it is raised to so uncoinmodious a position.

So f Uncomxiio'dionsly a^Z'. Obs.
i545ELYOT,/7/C('/«wwrft*,..vncommodiousIy,yUefauouredIy.

1647 Hkxham I, Vncommodiously, otigcrievelick,

VnCO'iniUOZl, a. (and adv^). [Un-1 7.]

1. Not possessed in common. rar£~^.

1548 UiJALL, etc., Erasifi. Par. John xiv. 85 b, Betwenc vs
two is no vniykenes, or any thyng vncommon as toucbyng
the hier, and our diuine nature.

2. Not commonly (to be) met with ; not of ordi-

nary occurrence; unusual, rare.

x6ii CoTGR., Incommune, vncommon; or, not common.
1665 HovLt Occas. ReJI. vr. vi. 209 'Tis so uncommon a thing
to see Tulips last tilt Kosescometobe blown. i676Gi,anvii,i.
Ess. vi. 28 To give us some general notice of those uncommon
Events which they foresee. 171a Addison Spect. No. 421
P 2 Whatever is New or Uncominoii is apt to delight the
Imagination. X73» IJekkflky Alciphr. v. § 20 Nor is it an
uncommon thing to behold i:;norance and zeal united in men,
1770 yunius Lett. xli. (1788) 227 Yours is not an uncommon
character. x8i8 Bykon Juan t. I, I want a hero: an un-
common want, When every year and month sends forth a new
one. 1884 Thompson Tumours of Bladder i There is little

doubt that these growths are by no means uncommon.
absol. 1806 SuRR Winter in Lond. 1 1. 58 He was compelled

to admit, that the uncommon is nevertheless the possible.

3. Unusual in amount, extent, or degree ; re-

markably great; above the ordinary.

1700 PaioR Cartn. Sec. xxiii, She, from the noble Precipices
thrown, Comes rushing with uncommon Ruin down. 1736
Uekkeley Z7/V£'. Wks. 111.427 Such bad notions have, .been
propagated with uncommon industry in these kingdoms.
'774 J* iJfiVANT Mythol. II, 100 Semtramis, a woman of un-
common endowments, and great personal charms. x8a5
CoBBKTT Rur, Rides 450 He seems to have taken uncommon
pains it) the exccutionof this work. 1864 VnQXin^Short Stud,
(1867) I. 2 He was a man of uncommon power.

4. Of .an unusual type or character; exceptional

ill kind or quality. Also absol,

1705 Addison italy Pref.^ His masterly and uncommon
Observations on the Religion and Govemmenls of Italy,

1758 S. Havwaru Ser/fi. xvii. 550 We could not but value so
uncommon a friend. 1819 Shellky Peter Bell 3rd iv. xvi,

The Devij was no uncommon creature, x88a W. Sharp
Kossetti iti. 105 The spiritual is ever foreign to the material,

the ///(common to the coinmoiu

5. Miis. (See quot.)
*: 1833 Ettcycl. Metrop. (1845) V. 778 Uncotnmon chord,Kh<^

choruof the sixth, not so called because unusual or improper,
but in contradistinction to the common chord.

6. \^adv. = Uncommonly «</y, 2. coUoq. ox dial.

1784 Nciv Spectator No. 15. i To hear another of austere
gravity, burst into an uncommon loud fit of laughter at a
trifling incident. x8x8 Lady Morgan Autobiog, (1859) 19^
He uas uncommon afraid of the custoni-hou^e olTiccrs. 1851
KiNGsLKY YeaU ix, He consorts with them poachers, sir, un*
common. I hope he ben't one himself. i89i'J,S. Winter'
Lutuley i, They're an uncommon thirsty lot to-night.

Unco'mmonable. a. (Un-' 7 b.) X768 Blackstonb
Coinm. III. 237 In cos*.. the uucommonable cattle of a
commoner be found upon the land,

tJuconuxionly, cuiv. [Cf, Ukcomhon a. and
Un-1 II.]

1. Not utuommonlyy not rarely
;
pretty frequently.

'747 J- Smith Mem. Wool Pref. aj notCy A Person more
tlian urdiiiarily concerned, and not uncommonly employed.
1883 SiUBHs Med. -V Mod Hist. xv. {1886) 343 We are not
unconuiionly told that Henry VII. had oot ui his own per-

».m the shadow of hereditary right.

2. la an uncommon or unusual degree ; unusually,

leinarkably.

175X Karl Okrkkv Remarks Swift (1752) 10 Otherwise it

was thought impossible, that he could be so uncommonly
munificent to a young man, no ways related to him,

^ 1794
Mks. KADCLK'fE Myit. Udolplta liv, There was S'lmething in

hiscoiiritenaiiLcunconnnonly interesting. 1840 R. H, Dana
lief. Mast x\iv, He wrote an uncommonly handsome hand.
x88s TruUt 28 May £47/2 The high-priced nobodies who.

.

do vj uncommonly little.

UncO'nLiiiOiiiiess. [f. Uncohmox a.'] The
quality or state of bciii^ uncommon; unusualuess.

X70S AnnisoM llnly 225 Our admiration of 'eni does nut
Mjmucli arise out of their Greatness as Uncommoiuicss. 1730
Gay Let. to Siuift 6 Dec, For the uncommoimess of the
thing. 1 faiisy, your curiosity will prevail over your fear.

i83oCAHLYLEJ//jrc.(i84o)II. 365 Soiiic features of Originality,

as wcllasof uncommormcss. i8Ba /*rt//>JA///0'.3 April, This
..preM:nts the common with due unconimonness and sug-
gestiveness,

TTncommonplace, a. (Un-I 7.)
1873 Hkli-s Aniin. ^ Mast. t. (1875) 23 Everything seems

clever and uncominonplate in a language of which you know
Irit little. 1887 Lo. Granville in Fitzmaurice Z,//t (1905)
II. 497 The charm of your . . uncommon place character.

tTncommunicable, a. [Un- i
7 b and 5 b.]

L That cannot or may not be coinmuuicatcd ; in-

communicable.
X38a WvcLiK Wisd. xiv. 21 'Jhe vncotnunycable name to

atones and trees tliei putten. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.)2c>7
The diuine prouidence hath made nothynge vncommunic-
able. 1587 GoLoiNc; De Mornay vi. (1592) 70 Men were
forbidden to vttcr the vncommunicable name of God. 1611
Selden Illustr. Drayton s Poly-oih. xiii. 269 A perfect and
unconimunicabic power royall. 1650 Cowley Let, 9 July,
Wks.(Grosart) II. 348/2 Their hopes of an uncommunicablu
Victory. 174J Wauuumton in Pope's Wks.iijZZ) VI. 133

93

His havin,[j no Delight in any thing uncommunicated or
uncommiinicable. 1780 Burke Sp. at Bristol Wks. 1808
III. 369 The peculiar, reserved, uncommunicable rights of
England. 1833 Ld. Houghton Mem. Many Scenes, To
Landor (1844) 144 The power of uncommunicable Art.

t 2. Uncommunicative. Obs,"^
1628 Fkltham Resolves 11. vii. 16 Neither [master nor ser-

vant] can haue comfort, where both are vncommunicablc.
Hence TTnconiiuu'nlcably adv.
1817 Shelley To Constantia Singing I'z \htz3Xh.\G^^^ o.yie,

. .Wild, sweet, but uncommunicably strange.

+ Uncommu'nicant, Obs.-^ [Un-' 12.] = Non-commu-
NicANT, 1600 l^'estry Bks. (Surtees) 278 Our certificate con-
cerninge the recusantesand uncommunicantes. fUncom-
mu'nicate, rt:. £?/'j.— ' [Un-> 7 and 5 b.] = next. 1664 H.
More Antid. Idolatry ii. 34 If it be not, we give an uncom-
municate Excellency to the Creature, and rob God of his
Right and Honour.

tTncommunicated./^//. a, (Un-i 8 and 5 b.)
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. liii. § i Whatsoeuer is naturall

to Deitie, the same remainetli in Christ vncommunicated
vnto his Manhood, 1647 Clarendon Contcmfl. Ps. Tracts
(1727)438 Whose uncommunicated prerogative It is, to discern
clearly ihe thoughts and inclinations of all hearts. i7ao
Waterland Eight Serm. 224 Supreme Power, whether
communicated or uncommunicated, is supreme Power. 1826
Southey Vind. Eccl. Angl. 278 Disposed to uphold the[ir]

ascendancy . .by uncommunicated knowledge, and unrelent-
ing severity.

nucommauicating, ///. a. (Un-i io, 5b.)
1650 Jer. Taylor E'uncral Serm. C'iess Carbery 5 There

are exterminating Angels that fly wrapt up in the curtains of
immateriality and an uncommunicating nature. X765 Ulack-
stone Comm, I. 95 From a diversity of practice in two
large and uncommunicating jurisdictions. z8oi Southey
Thalaba iv. xxv, In uncommunicating misery Silent they
stood. 1821 Lamb Elia i. Quakers' Meeting, The uncom.
municating muteness of fishes.

Uncommunicative, (t- (Un- i 7 and 5 b.)
169X NoRRis Pract. Disc. 297 To be selfish and strait-

laced, niggardly and covetous, reserved and uncommunica-
tive. X730 Swift Dean's Reasons 43 Whose uncommunica-
tive heart Will scarce one precious word impart. 1756
CowpER Wks. (1837) XV. 285 Our nation has, indeed, been
generally supposed to be of a sullen and uncommunicative
disposition. X807 G.Chalmers Caledonia I. Pref. p. vii, The
scholars of Scotland remained inert, and uncommunicative
of what they did not know. 1865 W. G. Palgrave ^ra^/V*
1 1. 296 We made sail . . in company with some islanders, silent

uncommunicative men.
Hence Uncoxamu'nicatlvenoss.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV. 291, I might justify

my secrecy and uncommunicativeness by her own. 1829
Disrakli in Monypenny vOj/^Cigio) 1. 123 Though generally
accused of uncommunicativeness, I like a gentle chat with
a friend. x8j5x Gallenga Italy \. 22 The Italians had given
him blame for a dark simulation— which proceeded from
sheer timidity and uncommunicativeness.

Uncommu'ted, ppi. a. (Un- l 8.)

X870 W. R. Greg Polit. Problems 151 He believes (cor-

rectly) that his fair share, uncommuted and unadvanced,
would be 23J. in good years. 187a Geo. Eliot Midilem.
V, Such a lady ^ave a neighbourliness to both rank and
religion, and mitigated the business of uncommuted tithe.

Unoompa*ct, a, (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1705 Addison Italy 237 How could a Liquid, thatlay harden-
ing by degrees, settle in such a furrow'd uncompact Surface?

Uncompa'Cted, ///. a. (Un-1 8 and 5 b.)

i66x Fkltham Resolves (ed. 8) ii. xxiii. 230 He catches at

that which is not yet in his reach ; which seems to unfold
but an uncompacted mind. 1781 Johnson L.P., Lyttelton^
Lord Lyttelton . . had a slender uncompacted frame, and a
meagre face, X793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 36 (1794)
II. ji Democracies were all either loose and uncompacted,
or violent and distorted. 1863 Dana Man. Geol. 49 Whether
solid or uncompacted earih.

t Uncompanable, a, Obs. Also 6 vnoom-
paignable. [Uk-^ 7 b.] Uncompanionable.
>555 Watkemam Fardle Facions w. iv. 143 Thei waie

Sterne men, and vncompaignable. x6iz Cotgr., Insociablf,
vnsociable, vncompanable.

fUncompane, v. Obs.-^ [Un-» 14 or Un-* 7.J tntr. To
avoid or shun 5<.ciety. 1589 Warner ylM. Eng.\j.xxxx. 128
She vncompaned. To flie He bids her solitarie moodes.

UncO'mpanied, /»//, a. [Un-1 8,] Unaccom-
panied,,
ax547SuuK£y^»f/(/ iv.(i557)Fijb, And still her thought,
that she was left alone Vncompanied gieat viages to wende.
1570 LxviNs Manip, 50 Vncompanied, incomitatus. x6oo
Fairfax Tasso \. xlviti. Vet thence she fled, uncompaned,
unsousbt. X791 Cowi'RR Odyss. v. 38 Our fixt resolve, that
brave Ulysses thence Depart, uncompanied by God or man.
1814 Southey Roderick iii. 161 The daughters of the land.,
to the Mostjue Holding uncompanied their jealous way.

Uncompanionable, a. [Un- ^ 7 b.]

1. Of persoHS : Not companionable ; unsociable.

1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. 149 Uncompanionable
poor creatures. 1796-7 Janb Austen Pride ff Prej. xxwu.
With such a niothtr and such uncompanionable sisters,

home could not be faultless. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 425
Do you desire, or not, to fly This uncompanionable man?
X873 Hbli's W «//;/. .y Moit.vWx. i-jj But any thing more un-

companionable than the society of London cannot well be
imagined.

2. Of things : Not fitted to go together.

xSsslJ.D. hvKu] Autobiog. Beggar Boy iiBsg) 121 Philo-

sophy and hungry bellies are as uncompanionable as they

were at the siege of Jerusalem I

TTncompanioned, />/>/. a, [Un-^ 8.]

1. Unmalclicd, unccjualled.

1608 Machin Dumbe Knight i. i. Dost thou not thinke

She is. , Vnparaileld, and vncompanioned 1

2. Not provided with a companion ; not accom-
panied by any other (person or lliinj,').

tTNCOMPEIiLED.

x8op Campbell Cert. Wyom. i, x'u, All uncompanioned
else her heart had gone. aiB^i Moir Poems, Tombless
Man iii, With uncompanlon'd step, measured and slow,..
Up a long vista'd avenue I wound. 1863 Ld. Lytton Ring
Amasis I. n, i, v. 264 Now, completely uncompanionetl, he
had withdrawn himself from his retinue,

b. Characterized by the absence or want of a

companion or companionship.
1822 J. Wilson Lights ^ Shado^vs Sc. Life 229 In his

hours of uncompanioned darkness. x86o Lo. Lytton Luetic
II. iii. §5. 18 A sense Of his own uncompanion'd, remote, and
intense Isolation. 1885 M. Arsold Poor Matthias, Fare for

ever well, nor fear. . to stray Down the uncompanion'd way !

Uncomparable, <i. [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.]

1 1. = Incomparable a. Obs,
138a Wyclif Judith x. 4 That she aperede to the e^en of

alle men with fairnessc vncomparable. 1483 Caxton Cato
e iv b, I consydere and suppose that god is so ouer souerayn
and uncomparable and unlyke. 1548GKSTE Pr.Masse Avh,
What an vnspeakable and vncomparable vyce is thee Pryuee
Masse. 1586 F. Greville in Sidney Poems {1873) 1. p. xix,

Sir Philip's uncomparable judgement. 1634 P. Smith in

Fuller Abel Redtv. (1867) II. 316 Had thatfaiher been born

and lived in Italy or France, his wit, though uncomp:irable,

had been much more refined.

2. Incapableof being compared (to anything else).

XS36 Southey Viml. Eccl. Angl. 177 An unexpressible,

uncomparable, unimaginable stench.

Hence Unco'mparably adv.
1548 Geste Pr. Masse E v b, By reason wheruf thee pi iest

sacryfyce as it most hyghly empayrethc christes hououre &
maiestie so vncomperablely offendeth god.

UncompaTatively, a</z'. [Un-' 11.] fAbsoIutely, posi-

tively. 1702 S. Parkp:r tr. Cicero's De Pinibus iii. i74_What-
ever touches not upon the Confines of Vertue or Vice is in its

own Nature Uncomparalively Indifferent. Uncompa'red,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1755 Younc; Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV.
146 Come you.. to make these young criminals appear more
innocent, than they could appear uncompared with superior
indiscretion ?

IXncO'inpassable, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

C1530 tr. Erasmus' Serm. Ch. Jesus (1901} 7 He abydeih
in hymselfe vncompassable and vnmeasurable. i6ix Florio
s.v. Incircondiuole, 1644 Digby Nat. Soul Concl. 456
So extreme must the rauenous inclemency, .be of such an
vncompassable desire gnawing eternally vpon the soule.

Unoompassed, a, [Un-1 9.J Not provided

with a compass,
X827 PoLLOK Course T, 11, 242 Choosing, tlius unshipped,

Uncompassed, unprovisioned, and bestorined,Toswinia sea
of breadth immeasurable. <t 1844 Camtueli, Napoleon ^
lirit. Sailor j,^ A wherry.. Untarr'd, uncompass'd, and un-
keel'd. No sail, no rudder.

Uncompassed, ppl. a. [Un-i 8.] Not
bounded or circumscribed ; unlimited.

1577 tr,Bullin,^er's Dccatlis Preface, The Churche in

this time is like lande that hatli lyen. .vnmanured, vncom-
j)assed, vntilled. 1602 J. DAViE5(Heref.) Mirum in Motinm
I. Wks. (Grosart) I. 5/1 Center of true Rest, Compass'd with
glory,and vnconipass'd blisse. 164a H. Moric Song ofSoul
II, III. iv. 27 Why not dispred The world withouten bounds,
endlesse uncompassed ? 1665 Codrington Life Earl Essex
II When the ambition and the excesse of the Bishops did
swell them up to such an uncompassed greatnesse.

TTncompa'ssionate, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

Wanting in compassion ; unfeeling.

1591 SiiAKS. Two Gent, hi. i. 231 Neither bended knees,.

.

nor siluer-shedding tcares Could penetrate her vncompas-
sionate Sire, a 1663 Sanderson 6>r/«., /I(/i1/a^/j/. (i6£i)

80 To wrestle with the unjust and bitter upbraidings of un-
reasonable and uncompassionate men. 1671 ^livtoa Samson
8i8 If thou in strength all mortals dost exceed, In uncom-
pa:!>sionate anger do not so. 179a (i. Wakefh.ld Mem.
(1804) II, 3C}2 Nor can a single syllable in support of such
uncompassionate persuasions be produced from the Christian

Scriptures. 1871 Alauasier Wheel of Laxu 6r This js un-
compassionate and wicked. 1877 Wallace Russia iii, 39
The personification of uncompassionate, inflexible law.

absol. 1688 Colli KR Several Disc, (1725) 351 The Designing,
the Parsimonious and Uncompassionate.

Hence TJucoiupa'sslonately adv, ; -neSE.
1608 Hieron Wks. I. 743 The vncompassionalenesse which

I finde among the men of this yrun age. 1612 Shiilton
Quix, I. in. X. 225 Catching hold of one anothtrs beards,
andbe-fistingthemselues..vncom|)assionately. i86a F. Hall
Hindu Philos. Syst, 124 Cruelty is uncompassionateness.

Uncompa'ssionated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1867 'Ouida*
Idaliii xxix.'I'hose. .uncompassionated millions who are the

preyalikeof despot and of demagogue. 1882 Farrak Early
Christianity I. 159 Once not a people, but now a people
of God ; once uncompassionated, but compassionated now.
Uncompa*ssionating, ///. a, (Un-' 10.) a 1711 Ken
Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 279 They, .with an uncompas-
sionaling Eye Into tlicir panting Breasts began to pry.

Uncompa'ssioned, />/,/!. (Un-' 8.) x8a!7PoLr.oK Ccwric
T. III. 597 A cold .. Forsaken thing, that wandered on, for-

lorn, Uiidestined, uncompassioned, unnpbcld. Uncom*
f)ee*red, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) x6oa Warner Aib. Eng. xn.
xxviii. (1612) 321 For Good must God be vncompeer'd.
Uncompe'Ilable, -ible, a. (Un-' 7, 7 b.) 1613 Drumm.
OF Hawtii. Cypress Grove Wks. (S.T.S.) U. 91 Thy Will is

vncompe]lable[i7ii uncompellible], resisting Force,daunting
Necessitie, despising Danger. x66i Feltham On Luke xiv.

20 in Resolves (ed. 8) 386 A noble Courtesie.. conquers the
uncompellable mind, and disinterests Man of himself.

Uncompe lied,///, a. (Un-i 8.)

X470-1 Rolls ofParlt.W. 233/1 The other pety Citpytayiies

affermed to be trewe at their Detbes, unconipelled, unstured
or undesired soo to doo. 1548 Paiten Exped. Scotl. Oj b,

Thear wear but fewe of Lordes..and gentlemen in the feld,

but.. did thearin right willyngly & vnconjpeld their partes.

1549 CovEHDALic, etc. ErasiH. I'ar, i 'Jim. 4b, 'J hey..ruime
vncompelled,anddoe more than al the whole law retiuireth.

1621 G. Sandys Ovids Met. 1, 3 The Golden Age was first

;

which vncompeld. And without rule, in Faith and Truth
exceld. X648 Uoylu Seraph. Lovt xxv. (1700) 152 The



UNCOMPENSABLE. 94 UNCOMPBIZED.
; Needle, once joyn'd unto the Load^stone, would

never uncompeird forsake the inchanting Mineral. 1735
Pope Oi/yss. 11.4-20 But. .swear To keep my voyage from ihc

royal ear. Nor uncompelled the dangVous truth betray. x8i6

BvRON ChiUie Harold \\\, xU, Still uncomiHiH'd, He would
not yield dominion of his uiind. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur,
Leigh IV. 544 Of course the people came in uncompelled.

Uncompensable, a. (Un-' 7 b and 5 b.) 1734 \Vatts
Kelig. Jut. 121 The Destruction of such a rare Piece of

Workmanship would have been an uncompensable Loss.

Uncoinpeiisated, //>/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not comiJcnsated by any gain or good.

1774 BuKKE Sp. Amer, Tax, 23 To join together the

restraints of an universal, .monopoly, with an universal.,

taxation, is an unnatural union ; perfect uncoiiii>ensated

slaveo*. 1787 Ann, Rc^., Hist. Eur. 81/1 Mr. Fox inferred

that the revenue of this country would suffer a very serious

and uncompensated loss. 1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic.
Evid, (1827) III. ^84 The vexation and expense incident to

the production of it, is uncompensated. 1898 Edncat. Rev,
Oct. 277 Their story is one of almost universal and uacom-
pensated disappointment.

2. Not balanced or made up for.

1789 Phil, Trans, LXXIX. 283 The uncompensated elec-

tricity which is as essential to the charge as that whichistii

equiiibrio. 1835 Mrs. Somerville Conncx,Phys, Sci. i'lu

(ed. 2) 22 An uncompensated portion of the direct motion.

3. Unreeompensed.
1830 CoBBETT Rur. Rides 163 That gentleman remains

uncompensated for his sufferings. 1882 Amc?: Missionary
(N. Y.) Apr. 100 The House of Refuse, . . to whose interest he
gave untiring and uncompensated tunc and attention.

tUnco'mpetence. Oifs.—^ [Un-' i2and5b.] Want of
fittingness. 1541 R. Copland Calycn's Tcrap. 2 Ej b, In
Ametrie, that is to saye, in vncompetence and immoderacyon.
tUnco'mpetent, (Z. Obs. [Un-' 7 and 5b.] Incompetent.

1563 Fo.xE A, ^ M. 721 Him that is conuented before an
vncompetente and suspecte ludge. 1650 Genii. Calliiig^it^b)

45 All, whose value and wishes of a Mahometan Paradise

render them not uncompetent to estimate these purer and
refined pleasures. t Uncompetible, a, Obs.—^ (I/n-' 7
andsb.) a 1628 Ln. Brooke Aialiam n. ii. He first de-

spiseth thee, Then triumphs in thy once forsaken loue;

Proclaimes deceipt to be thy state of mind, Vncompetible,
vnpossibietofmde. Uncompe'titive, a. (Un-'?.) 1885
RusKiN in Pall Mall G. 2 Mar. 4/2 An English officer,.,

totally inexperienced in war, . .uncompetitive m any manner
of examination. x886 Hissev On Box Seat 242 The shops
are uncompetitive ofcourse, and . . provokingly uninteresting.
Uncompla'ceot, a. (Un-> 7J 1805 Fostek Ess. (1806) I.

189 This new desire must have been a very uncomplacent
associate for them. Uncomplai*ned,/^/. «. (Un-' 8.)

1648 Hexham II, C'«Ziir^A«:i'^/]:/,Vncomplained. z69xT.H[ale]
Ace. New Ifwent, {y Instances of Complaints. ., and obser-
vation of a greater number of Ships resting uncomplained qf.

ITucomplai'iiing, />/>/. a. (Un-i io.)

1744 Thomson Springy 390 The bleeding Breast Of the
weak, helpless, uncomplaining Wretch. x8i6 Shelley Sunset
48 Whether the dead.. are the uncomplaining things they
seem.^ 1848 Dickens Dombey iii, The child, .was so gentle,

so quiet, and uncomplaining. 1873 Svmonus Grk. Poets 295
The uncomplaining submission of Iphigeneia and Polyxena.

Hence Uncojnplai'nin^ly cr^/z'. ; -ness.
[1847 Webster.] 1861 Wiiyte is\v.iMi\.\.v.GoodforNothing

1. 63 Ada bore with it all, sadly, but uncomplainingly. 1876
Smiles _5'<r, Naiur. xiii. (ed. 4) 252 Edward's perseverance,
self-Klenial, and uncomplainingness.

Uncomplaisance. (Un-' 12,) 1707 Nokris Treat,
Humility vii. 311 Pride is hated, .as an uncomplaisance, as
something that opposes and binders, and stands iu the way,

Uncomplaisant, a, (Un-i 8.)

1693 Locke 2.V/«<r.§ i43 A natural Roughness, which makes
a Man uncomplaisant to others. 1704 Cibder Careless Husb,
IV. 73 This is very Uncomplaisant to Engross so Agreeable
a Part of the Company to yourself, a 1734 North Lives 1. 93
His lordship, of one that was not morose and uncomplaisant,
was the most sober that [etc.]. 1802 Phil. Trans. XCl. 154
This metal is so uncomplaisant as to retain the white colour.

Hence XTxtcoiuplaisaiitly adv,
1766 Blackstone Comm. II. xiv, 213 Thus sons shall be

admitted before daughters ; or, as our male lawgivers have
somewhat uncomplaisantly expressed it, the worthiest of blood
shall be preferred.

Unco'mplemental, a, (Un-* 7. Of. Complemental a,
6.) 1673 Cave Prim. Chr. 11. iii. 61 The severe and uncom-
plemcntal man . , bluntly entertained her with this discourse,

t Uncomple'te, <z. Obs, (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. Ixxix. (1495) llvb/2
Wynde egges . ,ben lesse in quantite for theyben vncomplete.
ci^yt Art 0/ Nombryng 19 The last ternary other uncom-
plete nombre. x6ix Coigr., Imperfaict^ imperfect, vncom-
pleat. 1725 Pope Odyss, I. p. xii, These various incidents
. .are only the uncompleat and unfinibh'd par,.s of one and
the same Action and Fable.

Uiicomple*ted, />/>/. a. (Unt^ 8 and 5 b.)
i5<3 Douglas ySneid vii. Prol. 148, I ..wolx ennoyit..,

Thair restitvncompleittit so gret ane part. i66i Feltham
On Luke xiv. 20 in Resolves^ etc. (ed. 8) 393 Marriage is

Creations perfectness, barren Virginity is but uncompleted
Man. x68x Burnet Hist. Re/. II. 3^3 The other more
pressing things that were still uncompleted, a 1771 Gray
Dante 44 In low and uncompieated Sounds I heard em wail
for Bread. 1858 Longf. AI, Standish \\. 67 Each with his
plan for the day, and the work that was left uncompleted.
1875 J. P. Hopps Princ. Relig. xiv. 46 'J he salvation that is
left uncompleted here will be continued in the brighter
world beyond.
t Uncompletely, adv, Obs.~^ (Un-i i i and s b.l c 1380

Wvci.ip Sel. Wks.yi. 197 And J^es blasfemes out of bileve,
bat seien J?at Crist speki]> here falsely or uncompletly.
Unco'mplex, a. (Un-' 7 and 5 b.) 1702 S. Parker
tr. Cicero s De Finibus v. 292 The Six Uncomplex Accepta-
tions of Sutnmum Bonum I have now laid before you.
x8^ Mill Lett, (igio) II. 368 Small things, or at least
things uncomplex and composed of few parts.

Uucompli'able, «. (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)
x6a6 ia Cosifi's Corr. (Surtees) i. 95 The disposition of

some men.. who will not be won, but are uncompUable and
intractable. 1687 H. MoHE/^wiw. Psychop. (1689) 127 How
uncompHable tins DifTercnce is with History.

Hence Uncompliabi lity, -ableness,
1687 H. MoHE Contn. Remark. Stor. (1689) 427 His dis-

pleasure against her uncompHableiiess. 1880 Buu ion Reign
Anne I. ii.62 Their uncompliabilily was neutral, not active.

TTncompliant, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

3659 Gaudln Tears Ch. in. xv. 305 By which you and they
must needs be so well informed, as to be justly opposite and
uncompliant to those Errours. X678 Cudworth Inteli. Syst.

I. v. 672 When.. the stubborn necessity of matter proves

uncompliant. X768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 581

They generate a stilTiiess and preciseness. ., rendering men
troublesome and uncompliant. 1828 D'Iskaeli C/uis. /, I.

viii. 259 The King, in despair, dissolved this uncompliant
Parliament. x86o W. L. Collins /.wc^ 0/Ladysmede\iZ62)
I. 320 A miserable wife, as some said,—an uncompliant
mistress, according to others.

Unco mplicated,///. a, (Un-i 8.)

[1773 Ash.] 1792 IJuRKp; Let. Sir H. Langrishe Wks. VI.

369 Von may leave that deliberation of a parliamentary
reform, .uncomplicated and unembarrassed with the other
question. X879 Spencer Data 0/ Ethics viii. § 51. 139
Observing, in their uncomplicated forms, what are the nega-
tive conditions to harmonious social life. x88x Macvt. Mag.
XLIII. 359/2 The worship, .in its primitive form, and un-

complicated with elements of later mythic growth.

b. Spec, in Path.
1835-6 Todd^s Cycl, Anat. I. 456/1 In a simple and un-

complicated case (of necrosis] recovery is nearly certain.

187X A. Meadows Man. Midwi/eryicd. 2) 418 Thus what
was originally simple uncomplicated local inflammation may
become a specific contagious disease.

Uncomplime'ntary, a. (Un-* 7.) X846 Worcester
(citing Qu. Rev.), 1861 Mill Repr. Govt. (1865) 88/1 If he
forms an uncomplimentary o|iinion of their part in the affair,

1878 Masque Poets 228 With Robert Lome's Florinda's

name was coupled In terms uncomplimentary to both.

Uncomplying,///, a, (Un-1 io and 5b.)
1643 Milton Divorce ii When he shall find hiniselfe bound

fast to an uncomplying discord of nature. ax66i Fuller
IVorthies^ Carmarthen, iv. (1662) 27 A man not unlearned,
but somewhat indiscreet, or rather uncomplying, which
procured him much trouble. 1724 .Swift Verses Whitslu-tfs
Motto on Coach 14 To shew my Fury Against an uncom-
plyingjury. 1777 Robertson ///*/. -^;«er. vi.(i778) II. 234
He was endowed only with integrity and courage; the
former harsh and uncomplying. 1834 De Quinci-:v in Tail's
Mag. I. 21/2 His sturdy and uncomplying morality. x86a
S. Lucas Secularia 197 Others of the company. .incurred
the Protector's displeasure by too uncomplying principles.

XJncompo-sable, a, (Un-1 7 b,)

X640 Lo. DiGuy sp. Triennial Pari. 14 Al! the rest of the
world at the .same time in Tempest, in Combustions, in un-
composable Warres. a 1734 North Exam. i. ii. § 63 A Differ-
ence . . at length flamed so high as to be uncomposeable.

UncOmpO'Sed, pph a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not composed or made up ; not composite,
1570 BiLLiNGSLEY-£'«c/iV/vii.def, xii. 186 Numbers vncom-

posed, baue no part to measure them, but onely vnitie.

x64^ DitiBY Nat, Soul \, § 3. 358 We can not diuide the
actions of mans mind, further then into apprehensions; and
therefore we called them simple and vncomposed,

2. Not put together in proper form.

1598 Flokio, DiscompostOy vncomposed, sbapelesse, forme-
lesse. c x6io iVomen Saints 189, I haue sett downe her life

in playne and vncomposed wordes. X753 Hogarth Anal.
Beauty ii, 17 Variety uncomposed, and without design, is

confusion and deformity, 1838 Carlvi.e Misc. (1S57) IV. 140
Scott's Piography if uncomposed, lies, .here, in the elemen-
tary state, and can at any time be composed, if necessary.

3. Not reduced to an orderly or tranquil state

;

disordered, excited.

x6oi B. JoNSON Ev. Man in Hum. (Qo.) v. i. 526 It is a
vertue that persues Any saue rude and vncomposed spirites.

X639 Br, Reynolds Lords Supper xviii. Sudden, uncom-
posed, & uncollected thoughts. 1691 Haktcliffe Virtues
205 The Scum of an empty Mind, the very froth of an
unsetlcd and uncomposed Spirit.

b. Unregulated ; disorderly,

163X Brathwait IVhimzies, Traveller 93 Not an irregular
baire about him, nor an unset looke to attend him, nor an
uncomposed cringe to accoutre him. 1649 Alcoran 411
The uncomposed gestures of the drunkard.

4. Not brought into a state of concord,
1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Loiu C. IVars v. 133 In his

Letters to the Governess, the Emperour promised her his

endeavours, ifany thing was yet uncomposed, 1651 C. Cart-
WKiGHT Cert. Kelig, 1. 87 Whilst the Catholicks have no jars

undecided, no differences uncomposed.

t Uncompou-nd, a, OOs. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)
x539KLYOTC"rtj/. Helt/ie (1541) i b, The Elementes be those

originall thinges uninyxt and uncompounde, of whose.,
myxture ail other thynges be compacte. 1557 Recohde
Whctst. A iij b, 2. is accompted truely an euen number,
originall, and vncompounde.
Uncompotx'ndable, a, (Un-* 7 b.) x6gi E. Taylor

Behinen's Thvos. Philos, 66 Tin and silver .. coming of
different Properties are uncompoundable.

Uncompoundedy///- a. [Un-1 s and 5 b.]

1, Not compounded ; not made up of various

elements; unmixed: a. Of theDeity or hisessence.

1587 Golding De Mornay iv. 45 By these conclusions we
come to another, which is, that God is not compounded.
\marg.\ God is single and vncompounded. x6o2 Warner
Alb.Eng. xiii. Ixxix. 326 Sufficeth vs to know he is .. Vn-
passiue, vnmateriall, vncompounded. a x6x9 Fothekuv
Atheom. li.x. § 3(1622)304 His vncompounded simplicitie, is

the true matter of his Vnitie. a 1676 Hales Prim. Orisc,

Man. 1. i. (1677) ^ ^ Though he is but one, and one most simple
uncompounded Being. 1720 Waterland Eight Serm. 200
Theproof of the Father's being.. one simple, uncompounded,
undivided, intelligent Agent. « 1751 Bolingbroke /"/ii/VM.

Wks. 1754 V. 77 Various manifestations of tlie iuliuite wisdom

of one simple uncompounded being. 1867 IJp. Forbes
ExplaH.3c) Art. i. 10 If God is absolutely, He is simple and
uncompounded.

b. Of material things, their nature or qualities,

161S H. Ckookf Body 0/ Man i. xx. yi Aiistotlc calleth
them.. Simple and vncompounded Parts, because they are
not compounded of other parts. x66s Hooke Mitrogr. 1

We must endevour to follow Nature in the more plain and
easie ways she treads in the most simple and uncompounded
IxKiies. 1743 H. Hakkr Microsc. 1. Introd. 12 In the School
of Nature we must begin with .. the smallest and most un-
compounded Parts. X794 Hutton Philos. Light, etc. 212

I
The antiphlogistic theory maintains, that sulphur and meials

; are simple substances, or to us uncompounded bodies, 1808
! J. Wkbstek Nat. Philos. 171 The divisions of the untum-

pounded colours on the spectrum. X875 E. White Life iu
Christ I. viii. (1878) 72 That the soul of man is an uncom-
pounded substance, or indivisible essence, has never been
proved.

fg. a 1633 W. Austin Medit. {1635) 103 Alwaies, in secret,

Men are most direct, plaine, and uncompounded : when
(often) in publike they play the Hypocrites. X703 Mrs.
Centlivre Stolen Heiress iv, It was her single uncom-
pounded self, her self without addition that I lov'd.

C. Of ideas, abstractions, etc.

x6so^ Earl Monm. tr. SenauWs Man bee. Guilty 115
Christian Eloquence is uncompounded. X690 Locke Hunt.
Und. iL ii. § I Those simple Ideas; whicli being each in

itself uncompounded, contains in it nothing but one uniform
Appearance. 1713 Berkeley Hylas 9f Phil. \. Wks. 1871 I.

267 Fire affects you only with one simple, or uncompounded
idea. X785 Reid Intel/. Po^vers 234 To consider them as
one uncompounded operation. i8aa-5r Good Study Med.
(1829) IV. 16 The sensorial power in its simplest and un-
compounded state. 1862 Marsh Lect. F^ng. Lang. iii. 6z
It is, however, rarely the case that a simple uncompounded
word so well repays the labour of investigation,

d. Const. %vith.

«i<S33 W. Austin Medit. (1635) 33 They were simple men,
uncompounded with the world, 1803 W. Klackburnk in
Med. Jrnl. X. 463 Accumulated human effluvia.. uncom-
pounded with limose or paludous gas.

1 2. = Uncomposed ///, a, 3. Obs.
X659 Rushworth Hist. Coll. I. z To keep his Majesty from

declaring himself opposite to Spain in the business of Cleves
and Juliers, which still remained uncompounded.
Hence Uncompoandedly adv. ; -ness.
1628 T. Spenceu Logick 163 It is a simple Axiome : because

one thing barely, and *vncompoundedly, is referred to
another. 1683 [see Unclothedlv adv.\ 1653 Blithe Eng
Improver Impr. xxi. 136 The description of it [sc. marl] is

not so much in Colour, .as in the Purity and *uncompounded-
ness of it. 1835 Blackiv. Mag. XXXVIII. 751 There is

a oneness, a wholeness, an uncompoundedness of character
iu these elect instruments.

Uncompou'nding, ppl. a. (Un.' 10.) 1782 J. Brown
Comp, View Nat, «y Rev. Relig. iv. i. zy8 It is an uncom-
pounding union, both the united natures retaining their

distinct essential properties. 1821 Tales Landlord, Fair
Witch ofGlasLlyn 1 1, igi His wanton cruelty was accepted
as the pledge of uncompounding sincerity. Uncompre-
hcndiZ/. (Un.' 14.) x6q2-3 Daniel Musophilusted If this

grosse spirit.. Neglect, distaste, vncomprehend, disdaine.

TTncomprelie nded,///. a. (Un-i 8 and 5 b.)

1598 Florio, Incompreso, vncomprehended, incomprehen-
sible. X829 Lytion Devereux iii. vii, What wonder that ye
should have gleaned from the uncomprehended earth an
answer to the enigmas of Fate I 1866 Geo. Eliot E. Holt
xi, A large experience in the effect ofuncomprehended words.

XTncomprehe'iidiiig, ///. a. (Un-i io, 5 b.)

X838 Mrs. Browning Song agst. Singing iv, Thou..
Wouldst .. Upturn thy bright uncomprehending eyes And
bid me play uistead. X871 Farkak IVitn. Hist ii. 64 The
light which . . shone quietly in the uncomprehending darkness.

Hence ITncomprehe'ndingly adv.
1858 Miss Mulock Th. ab. Worn. 260 Tell her this, and

the chances arc she will stare at you uncomprehending Iy.

tUucoinprelie'nsible, a. Obs, [Um-i 7
and 5 b.] ^ Incompkkuensible a.

1388 Wyclik yer. xxxii. 19 Greet in councel, and vn-
comprehensible in thou^t. c X532 Du Wes Introd, Fr. in
Palsgr. 1057 [The soul] is uncomprehensyble. 1567-9 Jewel
Def. Apol. 239 It is vntoucheable, and vncomprehensible
vnto our senses. XS87 Golding De Mornay xxiv. (1592J 370
The matters of God which are vncomprehensible to man.
X740 Chevne Regimen 185 An uncomprehensible and inex-
plicable Mystery,

Uncomprehe-nsion. (Un-' 12 and 5 b.) x86a Mrs.
Olii'hant Last rfMortimers 11. 27 The child looked up..
with an amazed uncumprchension ofany order issued to her.

Uncomprehensive, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

f 1. 7 hat cannot be comprehendetl. Obs,
x6o6 Shaks. Tr. ^ Cr. iii. iii. igS The prouidence that's in

a watchfuU State.. Findes boitome in tn' vncomprehensiue
deepes.

2. Lacking in comprehension.
1667 South Serm. (1697) II. 46 Some narrow-spirited, Un-

comprehensive Zealots, who know not the world.

3. Not sufficiently comprehensive or inclusive.
1862 Helps Org. Daily Life 21 Great efforts will be made

in a scattered, uncomprehensive, and unbusiness-like way,

TTncompre'ssed, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

1666 Boyle Orig. Forms <V Qual. (1667) 17 The Learned
Horstius. .ascribes the Indolence of the Part, whil'st uncom-
press'd, to some slimy Juice. X713 Dekham Phys.-TkeoL 5

note, 1 shall leave the ingenious Reader to juitge what the

cause was of both the Birds living longer in compres-^cd,

than uncompressed Air. 1808 J. Webster Nat. Philos. 77
It produces considwable pain in the part which is uncom-
pressed. X863 TvNDALL Heat ii. 24 The uncompressed lead

they said had a greater capacity for heat than the com^
pressed substance.

Uncompri'zed, ///. iu (Un-i 8.)
X598 Dravton Heroical Kp, xii, 31 Whose vncompri:»ed

wisedomes did fore-see, That you iu marriage should be
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linck'd tomee, ifixo Hkalky Si. Au^. CitieofGodz\-i It is

no way credible that he would leave the kingdomes of men .

.

uncomprized in.. his eternall providence, 1652 Benlowes
Theoph. V. Ixxiii, Thou alUcomprizing, uncompriz'd I

Unco'mpromlsed, ///. «. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash) x88a
Miss Braddon Mt.-Royat I. iv. 105 He might.. ride off at
the last uncompromised.

Unco'iuproiaising,///. a, [Un-i io.] Not
willing or seeking to compromise ; unyielding, un-
bending ; stiff, stubborn : a. Of persons.
1838 Lytton Pelham 1 1, i,We must pursue the same course
—stern and uncompromising. 1849 h\,\ChM\.K\ Ilist. Eng.
V. I. 541 The most honest, fearless, and uncompromising
republican of his time. 1863 * Ouida ' Held in Bondage vi,

Among uncompromising patriots as among poor foreigners.

b. Of feelings, attitudes of mind, etc.

1830 Forrester ill, 89 [He was] aroused.. to a full sense of
the danger he had incurred by his uncompromising hostility.

i88s*Mrs. ALEXANi)KR\*fi /^rt^* vii,Whose uncompromising
sincerity might convince the hardest skeptic of its reality.

o. Ji^. Of things.

187s I-ADY Barker Veat^s Housekeepings. A/rica\. (1877)
7 The ' Devil's Peak ' is uncompromising enough for any
one's taste. 1889 Hissey Tour in P/iaeion 363 A square
house 'with no nonsense about it',.. an uncompromising
square house.

Hence Unco'Dxpromlsincfly adv. ; -ness.
1837 PusF.Y Let. in Liddon Li/e (1894) I. 388 However

•uncompromisingly they maintain the maxim. 1888 Miss
Braddon Fatal Three i. iv, The dressmaker sent home
three new frocks, all uncompromisingly ugly. 1865 Pusev
Eiren. 284 The *uncompromisingness of the Church of
England in maintaining Catholic truth. 1894 Fortn. Rev.
May 690 Even her nncompromisingness is preferable to the
ostentatious abandonment of principles,

f UncO'inpt, a, Obs, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

1, Of persons: Not neat in dress or appearance.
a 164X Bp. Mou.vtacu /Jr/j \ Afon. (16^2) 247 The cited to

appcare in Court, came in humble manner, . . attired in black,
uncompt, undrest. 16^7 N, Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng, i. xli,

104 Nor was this the ortginall trick of the rude and uncompt
Germans, or Barbarous Britons, but of the wise Greeks.

2. Of style: Incompt, inelegant, unpolished,
1633 pRVNNK Hisiriomastix 925 Whenever I fell to read

the Prophets after I had lieene reading Tully and Plautus,
..their uncompt stile became irkesome to me.
Uncompulsoi^, a. (Un-' 7.) 1567 in Tytler Hist. Scot.

(1864) III. 271, I a-,ked him what freewill there might be, or
uncompulsory consent, for a priM>ner. Uncompu'table, a.
(Un-' 7 bands ^0 1678 C(;dworth /«/£//. Syst.i, iv. $14. 241
Proclus contends.. that the world had lasted such a length
of time, as was in a manner inestimable to us, or uncom-
putible by us. Uncompu'ted,///. a. (Un-* 8.) [1775
Ash.] 1885 Leeds Mercury 31 Jan. 7/2 The millions of
dollars . . required to provide these Civil War pensions seem
to have been uncomputed.

tUncO'nable»'>. Obs. [UN-i7b.] Improper,
unbefitting,

01340 Hampole Psalter Ixxii. 9 pair bostus speche, sua
vncunable was, ( nt it passed inlto] be earth. Ibid.^ Cant.
Marit I pat soul worshippys cod, t»e whilk .. vnkonnabil
beryng heghis not. c 1440 joioo's If^ell 294 Vnconable ioye
of ony wordly v.inyte.

Hence fVnco-naMe&eas; -ablety ; -ably a^z^.

ai34o Hampole Psalter xxxviiL 1 pe haly man. .thynkis
..to be sliil, |»at he say nathynge vnconabiilj-. /l>id. Ixxii.

14 If god war nought wytand al things, or punyscht not
synne, J»ere vnconabiltes folouid. /did. cv. 31 Moyses wcs
for ^ mykil vnconabilnes of |>e folk lettid in thoght.

Unconand, of«. f. Uncunnino.

t Unconca-tenable, a. Obs. (Un- 17 b. Cf.

CONCATEIiATE V.)

16$^ Gaytoh Pleas. JVoles m. yiil. 117 His Auditory smiling
at. .wh;it an irrcconcilcable piece of Scripture they had pro-
posed, and uncoiicatenable to his usuall subject.

tTncoucealable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)
Also, in recent use, unconcealably adv.
1809-14^ WoRDSw. Excurs. vi. 158 Through his frame it

crept With slow mutation unconcealable. i860 Emf.rson
Cond, Lijfe, Behaviour Wks. (Bohn) II. 380 The power of
manners is incessant,—an element as unconceaUble as fire.

1879 H. Gkorgk Progr. ^ Pov. viic. iii. {1881) 375 The im-
movable and unconcealable character of the land itself.

Unconcealed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

J177S AsH.l 1831^ Db La Bfchr Rep. Geol. Cornwall^^ic.
iii. 71 'l"hc whole is unconcealed by more modern deposits.
i860 Tristram Gt. Saliara iv. 62 The nests which are..
Unprotected and unconcealed among the mud and grass.

Unconceaiing,///. a. (Un-* 10.) 1804 Ann. Rev. II.

2B9 To what dire resources the alarmists at length had to
recur, is thus related by this unconcctling writer, a 182a
SiiKLi-KV Matilda joThislwater], whose unconcealing dew,
Dark, dark, yet clear, moved under the obscure Eternal
Khades. Unconce'ded, fipl. a. (Un.' 8.) 1674 Bovlk
F.xcell, Theol. 11. v. 229, I stiould have forborn to make use
of divers ot the arguments I have employed, as fetched from
unconceded topicks. Unconcei'ted, a. (Un-* 9.) [1775
Ash.] 1838 I.ij.CoLERfix;R in K. il. Coleridge Z/>^ (1904) I.

50, I pray God I may be huml)le and unconceited like you.
Unconcertedly, /T4^z'. (Un-'h.) \8\% Examiner ^\k\x%.
541/1 You. .(vtry unconceitedly to be sure) boast that you
do not condescend to read it.

UnCOncei'Vable, a. [Uy-1 7l)and 5 b,] In-

conceivable. (Common in i7-i8lh c.)

i6it CoiG^.^ Incomprehensible^ incomprehensible, vncon-
ceiueable. >6ia T. Taylor Comm.^ Titus ii. 14 Christ,.
willingly suffered such torments as are vnconceiuable. 1647
IfiAfP Comnt. Rev. u. 17 The feast of a good conscience,
which is unconceivable and full of glory. 1705 Stanhock
Paraphr. 11. 203 Many and great Pleasures, yet hidden
from our Eyes, unutterable, unconceivable. 1768 IVouian
0/Honor II, 133 The effect this had. .would be unconceiv-
able but for one just reflexion. 1838 [see Unconceivrd
^pl, a. ij. 1867 Pusev Eleven Addresses xi. (1908) 143 The

souls of those, who are departed hence in the grace of God,
are in unconceivable bliss.

Hence Unconcei'Tableness.
1611 CoTGR., Incompre/tensibilit,', incomprehensiblenesse,

vnconceiuablenesse. 1655 H. More App. Antid.^ Ath.
(1712) 185 The unconceivableness of that line that is pro-

duced by the Motion of a Globe on a Plane. 1704 Norris
Ideal il^'orld 11. vii. 337 The unconceivablenes?;e of supfiosing

th.-it a body.. should always send forth from itself species on
all sides. 1854 Hallam Hist. Lit. (ed. 4) in. iii. § 119 marg.^
Unconceivableness of inhnity.

Unconcei'vably, adv. [f. prec] = Incon--

CEIVABLY adv.

1630 Bp. Hall Serm., Hypocrite Wks. 1837 V. 381 How
then ? what is their case 7 Surely inexplicably, unconceivably
fearful. 1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Pordage's Mystic Din. 67
Imperceptibl subiilities of unconceivably profound Contem-
plators. ai7ix Ken Hywnotkco Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 45
Yet curs'd Abaddon's Diabolick Crew, Death's Terrors un-
conceivably outdo. 1861 Page Past t\ Pr, Life ofGlobe 239
The divine idea of moral perfection.. [is] unconceivably un-
attainable by created existences.

Unconceived, />/>/. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. a. Not conceived or thou|Tht of; unimagined.
1434 MisvN ATending of Life 126 God truly isinfinit..,

of all wro^ht kyndes vnconsauyd. 1591 Sylvester Du
Bartas I. iii. 949 Renowned Load-stone, which on Iron acts,

, . Attracts it strangely. .With unknow'n cords, with uncon-
ceived hooks. 1598 Bp. Hall Sat. Postscr., Sith..that is

almost unseene which is unconceived. 1648 J. Beaumont
Psyche xiv. Ixii, Judas who neer this place did frying lie

With unconceived anguish enash'd his teeth. 1710 Berkeley
Princ. Hum. Knorvl. % 23 It is necessary that you conceive
them existing unconceived or unthought of. 174a Young
Nt. Th. I. Ill They live I they greatly live a life on earth
Unkindl'd, unconceiv'd. 1838 Pok A. G. Pyvt Wks. 1864
IV. 89 Events., of the most unconceived and unconceivable
character. i&^» Morley Vauvenargues in Crit. MiscSer. i,

(1S78) 9 The Encyclopaedia was yet unconceived.

tb. Uncomprehendetl; not understood. Obsr'^
1619 Purchas Microcosmus \x\x, 689 In the meane while,

sometimes without dores, on Horse-backe, they heare their

vn-conceiued Liturgie.

2. Not brought into being; not properly formed
or developed,

1599 Marston Sea. Villanie iii. ix. G viij b. Whilst I . .abuse
chast virgin time, Deflowring her with unconceiued lime.

1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 205 All the forms Of plant, fish,

brute, bird, insect, and the lives Insensible and unconceived.

Vnconcei'ving, ppi. a. [Un-i io,] Not
apprehending or understanding ; dull-witted.

1593 Nashe Strange Nerves Wks. (Grosart) II. 253 Art
thou so innocent & vnconceiuing that thou shouldst ere hope
to dash mce quite out of request? 1614 R. Tailor Hog
hath lost Pearl m. EjbjWhy should I teach them, and
go beate my braines, Io instruct vnapt, and vnconceauing
dolts? 1740 Gibber /?/(>/. (1756) I. 124 A broad laughing
voice, . .round shoulders, an unconceiving eye.

TTnconce'm, sb. [Un-1 12.] Lack of concern,

anxiety, or solicitude ; indifference, equanimity,
zyxx Steelk Sped. No. 75 P 5 He is in a fair way of

doing all things with a graceful Unconcern, and Gentleman-
like Ease. J760 E. Bancroft Guiana 326 Their unconcern
for futurity., is by no means singular. 1849 Eastwick Dry
Leaves 93 Their faces were pale with terror, and they vainly
attempted to simulate unconcern. 1865 W. G. I'algravb
Arabia I. 116 We put on an appearance of great ignorance
and unconcern.

tUnconcein, Z'.^ Obs. [Un-I 14.] rcjl. Not
to concern or interest (oneself) in a thing.

1670 Penm Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 488, 1 might here over-look
his abusive reflections upon me..byunconcerning myself in

the Matter. i68a Grew Anat. Plants 220, I also know,
that Your Lordship unconcernetb Your self.. in what I even
now spake.

Unconoe-m, v.^ rare. [Un-2 3.] trans. To
free from concern or anxiety.

X653 Snm\.%w Court Secret ii. iv, I was taking pains to
unconcern the jcalousie Of Antonio, and find him my own
Rivall.

TTnccnceTned,///. a, [Uk-i 8.]

1. Devoid of concern or interest ; uninterested,

indifferent, unmoved.
?c 163S Waller Misc.^ On Lady isahella 2 Such moving

sounds from such a careless touch I So unconcern'd her self^

and we so much ! 1659 Gentl. Calling (1696) 2, I have
been no unconcerned .. Spectator of the Depression the
Gentry have fallen under. 1715 Pope Odyss. xxiii. i6g Canst
thou, oh cruel I unconcern'd survey Thy lost Ulysses, on
this signal day? 1796 _Mme. D'Arblay Camilla III. 8t
See but how he smiles, .in defiance of all his efl'orts to look
unconcerned ! 182a Scott /'rz/^yiVxxxiil, H.id Pevcrilcomc
thither as an unconcerned visitor, his heart would have sunk
within him.

b. Const, about, at^ in,

1659 Pearson Creed \\\. 614 If thertf were no other judge
beside our own soules, we should be., wholly unconcem'tl in

our own condemnations. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. SubJ. i.

(1709) 155 To suppose that he has made the Nature of Man
suchj that.. he should be unconcerned about the Happiness
of his Neighbour. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones iv. xiii. He
was not unconcerned at the accident. 1823 Lamb EUa i.

Artificial Comedy^ A passing pageant, where we should sit

as unconcerned at the issues, ..as at a battle of the frogs

and mice.

C. Of feeling, conduct, etc.

1658 Phillips, Indifference^ a carelesse, general, and un-
concerned affection, 170a Echakd Eccl. Hist. (1710) ^17
'i"be holy man gave hJtn an unconcern'd answer. i8ao
Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 14 The same strength and depth
and richness,, .poured out in unconcerned profusion from
the lap of nature. 1853 R. S. Surtkes Sponge's Sp. Tour
xxxvii. He saw Soapey Sponge's preparations for departure
with an unconcerned air,

2. Not affected by concern or anxiety ; free from
solicitude ; undisturbed.
1660 Cowley Ode his Majesty's Restoration xv, Me-

thoughtsl saw the three Judae.Tn Youths.. In the Chaldean
Furnace walk ; How chearfully and unconcern'd they talk !

168s Drvhen Thren. August, i, We liv'd as unconcern'd
and happily As the first Age in Natures golden Scene. 1747
Hervey Mfdit.f Contempl. Night (1840) 226 To be utterly
unconcerned, where it is the truest wisdom to take the
alarm. 1800 Mrs. Hkrvey Mourtray Fam. II. 226 If I

had been cool and unconcerned..; but I was in a fright.

1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa 351, 1 attempted to look as
unconcerned as possible.

3. Indifferent or uninterested between two parties

;

disinterested, impartial.
i66a Atkyns Orig. Printing Ded. C ij b, I have so far pre-

vailed upon your Royal Goodness, as to ask unconcernM
Councel what_ is best to be done. 1697 Dhvhen Mneis x.

166 Each to his proper fortune stand or fall ; Equal and un-
concerned I look on all. a 1718 Prior Poems, Democritus
<J- Heraclitus 5 Between You bolh I unconcern'd stand by.

1748 Smollett R. Randotn xxx, I Ijegged to be examined
by some unconcerned person on board.

4. Not concerned or involved, having no part or

share, in something.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reh. ir. § 7 They believed there was

no part of their Civil Government, uninvaded by them, and
no Personsofwhat (Quality soever unconcerned and., unhurt
in them. 1683 Apol.Prol. France \. 9 The two Sncccssois of
Henry the Fourth look'd not upon themselves as unconcern'd
in this Edict. 1764 Harmer Obse?v. iv. § 14. 163 The robbof
grapes.. is, I should think, unconcerned in this enquiry.

b. Not concerned or occupied with something.
1667 Milton P. L. xi. 174 The Morn, All unconcern'd

with our unrest, begins Her rosie progress smiling. 173a
Bkrkelky Alciphr, iv. § 16 They were indolent gods, uncon-
cerned with human aflairs.

C. Without const. Also ellipl.^ not affected by
drink ; sober. (Cf, Conceuned///. a. 2.)
1668 Howe Bless. Righteous 5 Not.. as an unconcern'd

circumstance, that hath nothing to do wiih the businesse
spoken of. 1699 IIentley Phal. Pref. p. Ixxvi, It's a very
difficult thing, lor a pwrson unconcern'd and out of the leach
of Harm, to be a fair Arbitrator there. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa VII. 373 Mowbray and Tourville grew very noisy.

..As to myself, the little part I had taken in their gaiety
kept me unconcerned.

TJnconce'rnedly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly ^.] Tn

an unconcerned manner j without anxiety or con-
cern ; with indifference.

1636 Destr. Troy 1 Not the most cruel of Our conquering
Foes So unconcern'dly can relate our woes, As not to lend
a tear. 1679 Everard Popish Plot 12, 1 unconcernedly
expected a speedy enlargement, ai'jzx Sheffield (Dk.
Buckhm.) If^hs. {1722) II.Si To discourse about the serving of
the Tide., as coolly, and unconcernedly, as if it had been only
a common journey. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 603
We shall never do it.. unconcernedly, but as an unavoidablp
means for attaining some greater good. 1828 Lytton Pelham
III. i. Thrusting the miniature in my bosom, and turning
unconcernedly away. 187a Black Adf. Phaeton xv. 208
We were unconcernedly having luncheon.

Unconcernedness. [f. as prec. + -ness]
The quality or state of being unconcenrcd; free-

dom from anxiety ; indifference.

^ 1647 Clarenixjn Hist. Reb. i. §46 So Uttlc dejected with
it, that he answered the Articles with great sieddyness, and
unconcernedness, 1673 Wvcherley Country \\ ife v. i. To
shew my unconcernedness, I'll come to your wedding. 1738
Gv.A\ Let. Poems (1775) 36 My resolution and unconcerned-
ness in the midst of evils. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 65 To attain a perfect unconcernedness at every-
thing past, ..is more plausible in theory, than fe.-isible

in practice. 1800 Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Fom. I. g He
possessed great equanimity of temper, and a quiet uncon-
cernedness of mind, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 290 This
union of inherent strength and unconcernedness about
foreign aid is an adequate test of days anterior to Ahaz,

UncoxLce'ming, ppl. a, [Un-1 io and 5d.]
Not concerning or affecting one; unconnected with

one's affairs or interests ; having no importance or

relevance.
1612 Donne Progr. Soule, 2nd Anuiv. 285 To know hut

Catechismes and Alphabets Of unconcerning things, matters
of fact. ^ 1651 FuLLiJH./l/'t/A*(v//z'., yerome(i&6j)l. 29 They
vexed him with trivialobjections about unconcerning matters.

174a Melmotu Fitzosborne Lett. (1763)438 With other topics

of the same unconcerning kind, a 1779 Warhurton Unpubi.
Papers (1S41) 568 It will teach him to distinguish real from
imaginary knowledge, .. useful from unconcerning. 1821
Coleridge Lett., Convers.^ etc. II. 22 Lonely in an uncon-
cerning crowd ofhuman figures. 1833 Lamb Elian. Barren-
ness Imag. Faculty in Modern Art, As if unconscious of
IJacchus, or but idly casting her eyes as upon some uncon-
cerning pageant,.. Ariadne is still pacing the. .shore.

fb. Const, lOj or with direct ohjcct. Obs.

1647 L. Haward Charges Crown Rev. Ded., Having
medled with the publishing ofsuch a Subject so unconcerning
my own quality. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 87 Tliey will

satisfie the Pnlients thirst with cooling Juleps, be they never
so improper for the Malignity Nature hath to .struggle with,
or unconcerning her assistance to resist. 1667 Decay Chr.
Piety v. p 10. 228 Those things that are either impossible in

their nature, or unconcerning to us, cannot beget it.

Uuconce'immeiit. [Un-i 12.] The fact of

not concerning oneself; unconcern.
1660 Stanley Hist. Philos. ix. (16S7) 507/1 This happened

from two Causes, as well by reason of the unconccrntnent of
the Cities, .as by reason of the Death of the most excellent
persons. 1676 Glanvill Ess. i. 31 If there bo any r«pose
attainable by the Methoils of Reason, there is nothing so like

10 afford it, as unconcernment in doubtful Opinions. 1716-7
Bentley Serm. xi. 383 The Seat of Selfishness and of Un.
concernment for all about him. 1833 W. Stephenson Gates-



UNCONCERNNESS.
htmi LtKmi r«ems (xi No matter where these daring souls

have been, They nlwaj-s are in unconcemment seen. 18^
Nation (N.Y.) 12 May 364 They show the scholar among his

iKXjks handling his thoughts with a certain unconcemment.
fUnoonce-rnness. Obsr'^ = prec.

1700 r.LACKMORK Job xix. 8o Job in Affliction you refuse to

know, And a shy Stranger's unconcernness show.

Unconcerted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1594 Carew Iluarte's Exavt. Jf'V/j(i6i6) 215 The Stoicks

held opinion, that. .there was another tcausc] vnwise and
vnconcerted, whose workes prooued without order. 17XX

Sn.\rrESD. Charac, III. 325 A Company where alternate

Discourse is carry'd on, in un-conccrtcd Measure, and un-
premeditated language. 1793 Monthly Reiu X. 376 In so

much that the unconcerted composition,of the gospels.. is

with some dtlTicuUy to be proved.

Unconce-ssible, a, (Un-^ 7.)
1643 Hun-ton Tri-a/. TI/ow, ii.vii. 69 It is strange to sec, how

in this Epidemicall division of the Kingdome, the Abettors
of both parts claime this unconcessible Judgement.

t XTnoonci-liable, a. Obs.-^ (Ux-i 7 b, 5 b.)

1610 J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 554 Peace betwixt

the unconciliabiU natiounes of Scottis and English.

Unconci-liated, ///. a. (Un-1 8.) 1828-38 Wf.bster.

x868 Once a Week 18 Jan. 66/2 But the company was un-

conciliated. Unconci"Hating, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1807

CoxE House ofAustria I. v. 72 He oflended the natives

by his stem and unconciliating manners. x8§s Macaulay
Hist. Eng. XV. III. 578 Hjs clemencj' was peculiar to himself.

. . It was cold.unconciliaiing, inflexible.

Unconciiiatory, a, (Un-1 7.)

X789 Jefferson /Fr/V. (1859) II. 572 Ternant will see that

his predecessor is recalled for unconciiiatory conduct. x86x

TnOLLOPE Tales All Countries I. 4 She was. .unconciiiatory

when any change even for a day was proposed to her. i87|

SvMONDS Grk. Poets iii. 00 We may gather.. that his friend

Cyrnus was of a rash and haughty and unconciiiatory temper.

Unconclu'dable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1641 J. Ball Answ. to

Can. I. 131 To reason from the effect of things (you .say) is

unsound and unconcludable. X653 H. More Conject. Cabbal.

A 4, Nor does it at all follow, because a truth is delivered by
way of Tradition, that it is unconcludable by Reason.

Unconcluded, />/>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

15&4 Palfreyman Baldwin's Mor. Philos. 146 So many
matters laid aside and left vnconcluded. a 1633 Austin jl/e/Z/V,

(1635) 73 But this (as well as the rest) stands unconcluded,

since (peradventure)God would not have itcertainelyknowne,

tSaa Ranken Hist. France IX. x. ii. 241 The court pro-

nounced the businesb unconcluded. X837 Lytton Athens
1. 103 Yet he wrote in an age when the struggle was still

unconcluded. 1886 A. Weir Hist. Basis Mod. Europe (1889)

165 When the peace of Amiens was yet unconcluded.

fTJnconcludency. Obs.-"^ (Un-1 12 andsb.)
1654 Hammond /i«Jw.^«/V««^7^/^«a/.iv. §1.91 Produced

by me as an argument to convince the unconcludency of

Blondel's collection.

t Unconclu'dent, a, Obs, (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)

1634 Jackson Creed vii. xv. § 3 It was then an allegation

unconcludent and impertinent . . to say [etc.]. X647 Hammond
Power 0/Keys vv.^T\\& arguments.. being utterly uncon-
cludent against us. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. i. vi.

(1677) 1 16 All our Argumentations touchingthem are inevident
and unconcludent
Unconclu'dible, a. (Un-' 7.) 1647 H. More Song of

Souiiioles 352 Endeavouring., to comprehend and conclude
that which is so unconcludible and incomprehensible.

t TTnconclu'ding,///. «. Obs. [Un-i io and

5 b.] Inconclusive.

a X643 Ld. Falkland, etc. Infallibility (1646) 200 You
are to wise to claime by Tu es Petrus or any other so
unconcluding an argument. x66a H. More Philos. IVrit.

Pref. Gen, p. iii, The Author's Excuse for his omitting.,

to confute the unconcluding Reasons some use for the proof
of a God. X713 E. Calamy Life R. Baxter xiii. 356 He
shews his arguments both cut Rem and ad Hominem to be
unconcluding.

Hence t Unconclu'dlngness. Ohs.

1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. vi. no The uncertainty of
the truth of its decrees, by reason of the unconcludingnesse
of the Arguments brought to attest it. x66x Boyle Scept.

Chym.w. (1680) 440 The unconcludingness of the Analytical
Experiments vulgarly Relyed on.

tUnconclu-sive, a. Obs. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1640 Hammond Poor Man's THhing Wks. 1684 IV, 554
Had the Promises been of any other sort, ..the Apostles
illation..had been utterly unconclusive, if not impertinent,

1672 H. Dodwell Two Lett. Pref. Ciij.There being no more
politick way for I>etraying the Truth . , than to offer to defend
It by unconclusive arguments.

Hence f Unoonclu'sively adv., -uess. Obs.
1660 Coke Justice Vind. 13 When a man talks unconclus.

iveiy, thev say he talks not sense, 1723 Mather Vind.
Bible 209 The api>earing unconclusiveness of the reasoning
nsed in Scripture.

t UnconcO'Ct, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] = next.

x^x Sylvester Du Bartas i. ii. 132 Too-much Moist,
which (unconcoct within) The Liver spreads betwixt the
flesh and skin. 1625 Hart A fiat. Ur. n- i. 53 A great agita-

tion and stirring of crude and vnconcoct humours.

nnconcO'Cted, />/>/. a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b.]

L Not dif^^ested in the stomach.
x6xx Florio, IndigestOy vndigested, vnconcocted. 1615

Cbooke Bod^ of Man 110 The stomacke ..rcceyueth the
meate when it is harder and vnconcocted. x6sx Wittif. tr.

Primrose's Pop. Err, in. 1 50 The meat . . being unconcocted
doth encrease the disease, and the symptomes thereof. 1774
GoLDSM. Nat. ///r/. V. 244 The red-beaked toucan.. feeds
chiefljf upon pepper, , .gorging itself in such a manner that it

voids it crude and unconcocted. i8oa Lamb John Woodrnl
IV. i. 3 A weight of wine^ lies heavy on my head, The un-
concocted follies of last night.

2. Not brought to a proper state or condition

;

crude, immature.
X649 E. Reynolds Hosea iii 12 Those fruites. .are sowre,

96

unsavoury, nnd unconcocted. X693 Sir T. P. Blount Nat.
Hist.s$o Erastus affirms.. that in Germany there hath been
Unripe and Unconcocted Silver found in Mines. X7a6 Lloni
Al&ertCs Archil. I. 34 When it [sc. lime] is used too soon. .,

tliere will be some small unconcocted Stones in it. X770
Langhorne Plutarch (1879) II. 792/1 The fruits were so
crude and unconcocted, that they pined away and decayed.

3. ft^. Not properly worked up or elaborated.
ci6a8DoNNE5'frw/.(i64o)5Q9Evermore there will be some

things raw and unconcocted in every church. 1658 Osbokn
Adv. Son Wks. {1673) 89 Such unconcocted Rebellions turn

seldom to the hurtof any, but the Parties that promote tlicm.

1745 Wesley IVks. (1872) XII. 68 Such frothy, iinconcocted

Iriflcs, such undigested crudities, as a man of learning,,

would h-ive been ashamed to set his name to. 1846 Landor
/mag. Com: Wks. I. 201/2 The smoky, verminous, uncon-
cocted doctrine of passive obedience.

t Unconco'Ction. Obs-^ (Un-1 12 and 5 b.)

x66a J. Chandler Van HehnonVs Oriat. 193 Because the
one only ignor.nnce of ferments hath caused digestions, and
the remedies of unconcoction to be unknown.
UnconcU'rTent,a. (UN-"7and 5b.) 1613-8 Daniel Co//.

Hist, Eng. (1626) 49 A league, consisting of seuerall Nations,
emulous and vnconcurrent in their courses.

UnconcuTring, ///, a. (Un-1 10 and 5 b.)

1639 Fuller Holy War v. xiii. 251 The confluence of
Princes otherwise unconcurring in their severall courses.

1728 Savage Bastard 36 While your backward Will re-

trench'd Desire, And unconcurring Spirits lent no Fire.

Unconde-mnable, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

X643 Prynnr Soil, Pmver Pari. iir. 121 Therefore our
Opposites must grant all Bishops, Priests, Ministers, ..as

irresistible, uncensurable, undeprivable, uncondemnable, for

any crimes whatsoever, as they say kings are,

Uncondemned, ppt. a, (Un-i 8.)

X526 TiNDALK Acts xxii, 25 Ys it laufull for you to scourge
a Romain vncondempned? £^1545 IJbinklow Compi, xii,

(1874) 27 To put a man to death vncondemnyd is to commyt
murder. 1600 [see UnconfutedJ. x68o Uaxter Answ.
Stillingfl. xxxvii. 62 How few were there un-Cursed, and
un-Condemned in the Roman World ? 1842 Manning Scrm.
xvi. (1848) I. 236 Set side by side.. your rules and your acts;
and who shall go uncondemned? x86iSiani.ey A'/mAC/i. p. 1,

See.,what evils are left uncondemned.
Unconde'nsable, (Z. (UN^7bnndsb.) X846 Worcester

{citing Turner). 1857 Miller Elem. Chein., Org. ix. 555
A large amount of volatile matter is expelled, partly in the
form of uncondensalile gases.

TJnconde'nsed,///. a. [Un-^ 8.]

1. Not condensed or compressed.
rt X711 Ken Hyinnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 212 By

Manna uncondens'd, and Heav'nly Dew. 1859 Gregory
Egypt I. 330 The clouds, the centre of which furrowed by
uncondensed lightnings, reflected a silvery light.

2. spec, (See Condensed ///. a. 2.)

xSxo Henry Chem. (ed. 6) 1. 43 The gas passes, uncondensed,
through the second right-angled tube. 1838 Granville
Spas Genu, 255 The steam, at such a temperature, must
diflfer little from that of uncondensed distilled water. x86z
Miller Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) ix. 638 The remaining
portion of the distillate, consisting of uncondensed gases.

t TTnoondescendable, a, Obs~^ [Un-i 7 b.]
Incapable of coming down.
x68^ E. Hooker Pref, Pordage's Mystic Div, 67 These

Sublimities in Religion,.. uncondescendabl to the meerly
Rational, or uncompliabl with the Rules of Syllogism,

Uncondesce'ndlng, ///. a. (Un-I 10.) 1660 Gauden
God's Gt, Demonstr. i6 Who will carry himself, .with an
uncondescending height, and divine stiffness against those
that are not humble in his sight. Uncondesce'nsion.
(Un-* 12.) x68x J. Kettlewell Mens. Chr. Obed. ii. iv. 165
The Law. .against uncourteousness, against stiff"ness or un-
condescension. Ibid. 11. vi. 197 Stateliness or difTicully ofaccess
and uncondescension. tUncondesccnsive, a. Obs.-"^

(Un-* 7.) x68x J. Kettlewell Meas. Chr. Obed.v, iii. 633
Has any man. .been surprized into rash words and censures,
..or uncandid, or uncondescensive behaviour?

fDrnoondi'ted,///.fl. Obs."' [Un-1 8.] Un-
seasoned, unfiavoured.
a 1667 Jer. Taylor Svppl. Serm.for Year (1678) 86 While

he estimates the secrets of Religion by such Measures, they
must needs seem as insipid as. .the uncondited Mushroom.

t Uncondi'tionable, a, Obs,—^ = next.

1643 yieiu Print. Bk. int. Obscmat. 7 The King hath in

nothing appertaining to His Crown, an unconditionable
Property.

unconditional, a. [Un-1 7 and 5b.] Not
limited by or subject to conditions or stipulations

;

absolute, unlimited, complete.
1666 Dkyden Ami. Mirab. cclxix, O pass not, Lord, an

absolute Decree, Or bind thy Sentence unconditional. 1726
AvLiFFE Parcrgon 19 Our Saviour left a Power in his
Church to absolve men from their Sins; but this was not an
absolute or unconditional Power. 17^6 Adam Smith W. N.
II. ii. I. 399 The obligation ofan immediate and unconditional
payment of such bank notes as soon as presented. 1839
Jami:s Louis AVF, I, 404 The chamber of accounts leaned
towards unconditional obedience, and prepared to quit
Paris. X844-8 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 351 He pre.
tended that he liad come to off'er an unconditional surrender
of the fortress. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander' At Bay viii, There
must he nothing about possil)ility,. .Give me an unconditional
promise, or I shall not leave you I

Hence Uncondi'tionalness.
X843 Mill Logic I. 372 If there be any meaning which

confessedly belongs to the term necessity, it is unconditional-
ncss. X884 Expositor Feb. 151 The unconditionalness of
God's election.

Unconditionality. [f. prec. Cf. Incondi-
TiONALiTY.] The quality of being unconditional.
ai7i4 M. Henry Treat. Baptism \\. Wks. 1853 I. 509/1

Those who speak so much of free grace, and the uncon-
ditionatity of thegoyjel covenant. x8xx-3X Urntham Univ.
Cram. Wks. 1843 VIII. 355/2 The verb at large, considered
independently of. .conditional ityand unconditional it y. 1870

UNCONFESS.

T. H.Newman Gram. Assent Iv, 38TTie realityof the thesis

IS almost a condition of its unconditionality.

Unconditionally, adv, [Un-i n,] Without
conditions.

a 1660 Hammond Serm. 2 Cor. 7>ii. 3 Wks. 3684 IV. 503
We are the special Favorites to whom those Promises are
imcondilionally consign 'd. 1743 Wi-.SLF-Y^r«/. 23 Aue;., That
God before the foundation of the world, did unconditionally
elect certain persons to do certain works. X791 Boswell
yi'//;/yf7M July 1762, Thus, then, ..there was nothing incon-

sistent. . in Johnson's accepting of a pension so uncondition-
ally and so honourably offered to him. 1837 Ht. Maktineau
.Soc. Aiiier. III. 287 That faith which would lead them. .to

appropriate all truth, fearlessly and unconditionally. i83a
Fahrak Early Clir. 11. 469 Yet Christ prayed uncondition-
ally for his murderers.

tJncondi'tionate, a, [Un-i 7 and 5 b.] Not
subject to or limited by conditions.

1642 Answ. io Printed Bk. 1 1 So unconditlonate and high
a propriety in all the Subjects lives. 1668 H. More Div.
Dial. I. XX. 84 The Divine Decrees, when they finde not
men fitting TooU, make them so, where Prophecies are
peremptory or unconditionate.

So Uncondltionated/M a,

1836 F. Mahony Reliques FatJier Proui^ Painter-, Barry
(1859) 503 He claimed, .unconditionated pedigree, ascending
. . to the ancient masters of the world.

UnCOUditionately, adv. [Un-1 n.] Un-
conditionally.

x6;70 CuDWORTH Serm, 1 Cor. x7/.S7i 234 The Divine Spirit

of Grace doth not work absolutely, uiiconditionately, and
irresistibly in the Souls of men. i^S Ki^nnett/'^?-. Antiq.
IX. 607 All Ecclesiastical dues are to be voluntarily and un-
conditionately paid. xSao Milner Suppl. Mem. En^. Cath.
s3 I n those times . . no orthodox Catholic could uncondition-
ately swear that [etc.].

Unconditioned, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not subject to, or dependent upon, conditions

or stipulations.

a i6^i Donne Serm, xxxix. {1640)391 Thou must stay out
that time,,. and by no practice, no not so much as by
a deliberate wish, or unconditioned prayer, seeke to be
delivered of it. 1692 Beverley Disc. Dr. Crisp 10 Therein
it must needs be, as unconditioned, as Election is. xyxz
liERKELEY Pass, Obcd. Wks. 1871 III. 139, 1 speak of non-
resistance as an absolute, unconditioned, unlimited duly.
X776 Gibbon Decl. ^ F. xi. I. 301 With the choice only of
submitting to his unconditioned mercy, or waiting the utmost
severity of his resentment. 1852 Bailey Fcstus (ed. 5) 491
Whothus pour forth Unmeasured,unconditioned, your divine
Riches of works and words. X864 R. A. Arnold Cotton
Famine 477 They had grown used to 'th' relief ', and re-

garded it as their unconditioned right.

2. Not dependent upon, or determined by, an
antecedent condition.

1829 Sir W. Hamilton in Edin. Rev. L. 204 We are..
inspired with a belief in the existence of something uncon-
ditioned beyond the sphere of all comprehensible reality.

X846 Lewes Hist. Philos. IV. 205 An entirely unconditioned
Thought. 1862 H. Spencer First Princ. 1. iii. § 15 (1875) 50
If Space and Time are the conditions under which we
think, then when we think of Space and Time themselves,
our thoughts must be unconditioned.

3. absoL Tliat which is not snbj'ect to the con-

ditions of finite existence and cognition.

1829 Sir W. Hamilton in Edin. Rev, L, 198 The first of
these ideas. .is variously expressed, under the terms unity,
identity, substance, absolute cause, the infinite, pure thought,
&c. ; we would briefly call it the unconditioned. 1836

—

Metaph. xxxviii. (1859) II. 373 The Conditioned is that
which is alone conceivable or cogit.ible ; the Unconditioned,
that which is inconceivable or incogitable. X877 E. Cairo
Philos. Kant iii. 45 The form of time, in which we always
find condition beyond condition, cause beyond cause, and
never reach the unconditioned, the causa sui.

Hence nncondl'tionedness.
i860 J. Young Prov. Reason 47 Only through and on

account of this undefinedness (unconditionedness) is Being
Non-Being. 1903 Edin. Rev, July 71 Nor is the test of this
unconditionedness arbitrary.

Uncondo'led, ///. a, (Un.i 8.) axjix Ken Hymns
Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. jo2 Bless*d are the Merciful,..
Who uncondol'd pass no one's Sorrow by.

UncondU'Cing, ///. a, (Un-1 10.)
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. i. iv. Wks. IX. 209 The

affairs of the world . . are . . unconducing to the affairs of the
spirit. X67S E. Phillips Theat. Poet. Pref. 4 bj I judged it

a Work in some sort not unconducing to a public benefit.

Uncondn'cive, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)
1661 liovLE Style Script. (1675) 79 Those volumes, which

. . must contain nothing unconducive to those designs. 1776
S. )f,>iyks Internal Ez-id. C/ir,Rdig. 33 A religion.. totally
unconducive to any worldly purpose. x8o2-ia Bentham
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV.435 A short experiment will

be found not unconducive to his purpose.

Uncondu'cted, ///. a. (Un-1 8.) a X677 Barrow Sertfr.

Jer. Ii. jj Wks. 1686 1 1. 96 An undisciplined and unconducted
troop of atoms rambling up and down confusedly.

U-nooneas. Sc. [f. Unco a.] Strangeness.
1637 Rutherford Lett. (1836) I. 330 Our Lord loveth not

nicenessand dryness and unconess in friends. 1652 Wariston
Dtary (S.H.S.) II. 164 My awen mynd found an uncounesse
and deadnesse of my sprite in exercises.

Unconfe'cted, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) X650 Bulwkr Anthro-
pomct. 119 If it carry the unconfected meat, it works nothing
upon the meat. Unconfe'derated, fpl. a, (Un-1 8.)

[1775 Ash.] X802-12 Bkntham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827)
V. 118 If. .it be necessary for the acquirer to have recourse
to an ordinary and unconfederated dealer. Unconfe'rred,
ppl.a. (Un-»8). X645M1LTON 7'(7rrt<-^.Introd.,Who..Iialh
notforlKjrn to scandalize him, unconfeir'd with, unadmonisht,
undealt with by any P.-istorly or brotherly convincement.
Unconfe'SS, v. (Un-^ 3.) 1749 I.avington Enthus. Meth.
S( Papists II. Pref. (1754) p. xxvi, Whether..! have not in

'

some measure unconfessed my confessions.



UNCOWPESSED.

TTnconfe'ssed, />//. «• Abo 6 Sc. wnoon-
fesayt, 7-8 unoonfest. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not confessed or avowed ; unacknowledged,

f Also const, of.

a ijoo in Miith Rnving, etc. 3 >^e bryngis to his mynd..

the synis that he lias done, wnconfessyt ofor rapenlyt. 1509

Fisher /K/ii. (1876) 86, 1 sliall. .Ihynke on my synne tliat

no thynge of it be vncontiyte & vnconfessed. 1516 I'ltgr.

J'tr/.(\\. de W. 1531) 227 b, Leuyng no mortal! synne vn.

confessed. 1S48 Hexham it, Ou^^-toc/i/, Vnconfessed. l8«3

Julia Kavaxach Q. Mab II. 306 It was love mutijal—un-

confessed, but ardent and impassioned. 1871 R. H. Hutton

Ess. I. 4 All unconscious and unconfessed acts of surrender

to the divine influence.

b. Of persons : Not self-avowed.

1741 Young A7. 'J'k. v. 8
1
7 Like princes unconfest in foreign

courts, Who travel under cover. 1898 A. MacKensal in

Life xix. (1905) 3M, 1 think tliat unconfessed Christians..

must have brought the gospel into liritain.

2. Not having confessed ; unshriven.

1607 J . Carpenter I'laiiu Mans Plough 205 For want of

Confession, thou shall \x danmed, as unconfest. 1638 Pemt,

Conf. xiL (1637) 331 He came into the Forest to hunt, and

there was wounded with an arrow : and forthwith died im-

penitent .and unconfessed. 1808 Scott Mariii.l. Introd.

267 A sinful man, and unconfess'd. He took the Sangreal s

holy quest, liio — Laily of L. 111. v, Alice. . lock d her

secret in her breast, And died in travail, unconfess d. 1889
' Mark Twain ' VaiOiteat Crt. K. Arthur xvii. It were peril

to my own soul to let him die unconfessed and unabsolved.

XJnoonfe-ssing, y>^/. a. (U.v-i 10.)

1641 Milton Aniiiiadv.si Because hee may not as a Judge

sit out the wrangling noyse of litigious Courts to shreeve

the puises of untonfessing and unmortify'd sinners.

Unco-nfldence. (Un-1 i2and 5 b.)

(11670 Hacket Al-p. Witlianis I. (1692) 124 In all his

employments for this (the Spanish) match,, .he never mised

his style higher when he wrote than with Ifs and suppositive

unconfidence.

Unconfideut, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

Also, in recent use, unconfidetilly adv.

a i&s» A. Wilson jas. I (1653) 51 The Jesuits unconfident

of him (inclining more to the hot zeal of Spain) one of their

Instruments stab'd him into the mouth with a knife, without

much hurt. i8«9 Alhcmuin 13 Feb. 2<2/i, I mean, us un-

confidefit loveis. 1871 KuSKiN J'ors Clav, ix. 8 I He] turned

to nie with an anxious, yet not unconfident expression.

Unconfidential, a. (Un-i 7.)

177» liUKKE Corr. (1644) I. 384 As 1 have stated this matter

so much at large,, .it is not necessary to say more by this

unconfidential conveyance. 1834 Lytton /V/«/«V I. yi.

Why is it to me thou art thus unconfidentl;il ? 1839 John

Bull 15 Apr., Showing however unconfidential they may
be, that they are at .iny rate confident men. 1847 Mrs. Coke
Castles in Air I. xL 227 The unconfidential terms on which

we lived.

Uncoitfi'diag,///. a. (Un-' 10.) i8»o Mrs. Opie Ta/w

0/ IItart IV. 344 Rash unconfiding boy ! 1870 J. Bruce

Lift GiJenn xx. 368 (iideon's for long unconfiding and un-

dutiful because uiibel.eving demeanour.

Unconfinable, a. (Un-1 7 b and 5b.)

1598 Shaks. Merty H'. II. ii. 21 You stand vpon your

honor : why, (thou vnconfinable basenesse), it is as much as

1 c-in doe 10 kcepe the termes of my honor precise. 16*9

Earu Okrerv I'arlhcn. (1676) 771 Your pity is so great and

unconfinable. 1794 G. AuAMS Sat. f, Ext. Philos. (1806)

I. 523 [ Light and caloric) being of too subtile a nature to be

confined in any vessel that we posses-S, have.. been termed

unconfinable boilies. 181S J. Smith Panorama Sci. ff Art

II. 291 Light and caloric, those unconfin.Tblc powers which

so many of these manipulations elicit or require. l8ao W.
iKviNG SheUh Ilk. (1821) I. 152 It is the dii inc attribute of

the iiiuiginalion, that it is irrepressible, unconfinable.

Hence Vnconfl-nabljr aJv.

a i6S7 R- Lovr.DAY Lett. (1663) 161 But I outrun the Con.

stable : Dear Brother, Unconfinably yours to serve you, R. L.

XTnCOnfilie, z'. [UN-24I).] trans. Tore-

lease from rcstr.iiiit ; to j;ive free course to.

1651 Stanley Poems i6 Yet there's a way to unconfine thy

heart. <i 1711 Ken llyiiinatheo I'.el. Wks. III. 35 Curs'd

Infidelity to reinstil. Unfix the Mind, and unconfine the

Will. >8ao KtATS Isabella xxi, Each unconfiiies His bitter

thoughts to other.

Unconfi ned, />/>/. o.^ [Un-1 8.]

1. Not restrained or restricted in resjiect of free-

dom of action. Also const, to.

1607 Beaux. & Fl. Woman Hater \n. i. Were wc not made

our selves, free, uneonfiii'd Commanders of our own affec-

tions ! i6«4 Massincir Kenegado I. ii. It is his pleasure .

,

provided (For so fur I am uiiconfincdl that I Affect and like

your l>erson. 1694 Gracian's Courtier*t Orac. 49 Never to

be too forward nor p.issioiiale, is the sign of a free and uncon-

(ined heart. 1709 IVpe Ess. Crit. 639 Blest witli a taste

exact, yet unconfinM. 171 1 Steele iy«f<r/.No.2 ri His being

unc.nfined to Modes and Forms. 1784 Cowiee Task m.

713 I'ure is the nymph, though lib'ral of her smile.s. And
chaste, though iintoiifiii'd. whom I extol. i8o8.Scott Harm.
IV. Introd. i6j Oft our talk ili topic chang'd. And. .Uang d,

unconhnd, from grave to Ray. 1820 J. 1'. Nkale Views

Seats Eng., etc. 111. Porkington 2 To the cast the eye

rixims imcoiifined over the richand highly ornamented plains

of Shropshire.

b. Unlimited, tiiibonnded.

i6>6 Massiscer lioman Actor I. ii. As his rule is infinite,

his pleasures Are unconfined. 1663 Bp. Hopkins .Serrn.

(1685) 26 We begin to grow more unconfined in our know-

ledge, as well as oiir being, a 167a Stekrv Erecd. Will

(1675) 109 As an heavenly Marriage eternally established m
its own unconfined Unity, a 17H Prior An. Opinion Wks.

1907 11.202 However our Vanilies or desires are unconfined.

1738 Oi OVKB Leonidas xil. 82 Now dcva-starion. unconfin'd,

involves The Malian fields. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV.

279 The former was subject to some restraint..; the latter

consisting in general and unconfined dominion.

Vol. X.

97

2. Not kept in confinement ; not shut np or en-

closed ; not secured or kept in place.

1649 Lovelace To Althca i, When Love with unconfined

wings Hovers within iny Gates. aJ7ii Ken Psyche Poet.

Wks. IV. 299 The Soul in Vision seemd from Flesh unloos d

To fly abroad, and spatiate unconfin'd. 1739 ' R. Bull tr.

Dedeliindus' Grobianus 5 Thy Hairs, uncut and unconfin d.

With loose Disorder wanton in the Wind. 176a R. OuY
Pract. Obs. Cancers 30 The Matter having a free and un-

confined Discharge. 1808 Scott Harm. in. Introd. 22

Then, wild as cloud, or stream, or gale, Flow on, flow un-

confin'd, my Tale ! 183a Ht. Mar itnf.au Ella ofGar. 1. 9

Her hair (was) unconfined by any cap. 189a Greener Breech

Loader \b^ Unconfined wood powder, .miiy be ignited with-

out obtaining a third of the available explosive force.

ilence TJnconfl'nedly adv. ; Unconfinedness.
1654-M Earl Orrery Parthen. U676) 598 Sorrow, to which

they so justly and unconfinedly abandon'd themselves. 1673

A. Walker Lees Lachrymans 3 The healthful Vigour, the

agile Unconfinedness,.. of his Youth. 1687 Drvuen Hind
A P. It. 617 Prove any Church, oppos'd to this our head. So

one, so pure, so unconfin'dly spread. 1899 Macm. Mag.

LXXIX. 455/2 The sense of the desert was upon me, the

embracing, soothing spirit of unconfinedness.

XJncoQfi-ned, ///. a.^ [Un-2 8.] Released

from confinement.

1833 Tennyson Two Voices 371 And men, ..From cells of

madness unconfined. Oft lose whole years of darker mind.

UnconB-ning,//»/. a. (Un.' 8.) 1846 Worcester (citing

Chesterfield). UnconflTm, t: (Un= 3 ) 1550 Bale

Eng. Votaries 11. 66 Anselme intreated for.hys dysgraded

abbottes and vnconfirmed prelates, whyche was graunted

foorthwith, and they restored to their dygnytees. 1598

Flobio, Disconfermare, to vnconfirme, to disestablish. 1843

Carlyle Past Ii Pr. 11. ix. Long ages of. .entirely confirmed

Vaiethood—which will have to w/iconfirm itself again.

TTnconfi rmed, ppl- a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not havint; received the rite of confirmation.

1565 CALFiiiLL/iwsTO. Mnrtiallt^, 1 besech you, how many
be sulTered to dye, vnconfirmed.

2. Not strengthened or fortified; not yet made

firm or sure.

ciS9a Marlowe 7«oi>/V/<i//«lil.iii,Then were my thoughts

so fraile And vnconfirm'd. And I was chain'd to follies of the

world. 1609 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. xxxvi. In th' unconfirmed

troupes, much fear did breed. 1706 Rowe Ulysses iv, A boy 1

. .feeblein Infancy.Essaying the first RudimentsofManhood,

With Strength unpractis'd yet, and unconfirin'd. 1750 Phil.

Trans. X LVl. 399 As 1 observed the Callus to be unconfirmed,

I re-applied the Bandage. 179S Souihey Joan of Arc 1. 98

Thoughts of politic craftiness arose Within him, and his

faith, yet unconfirm'd, Determin'd to prompt action.

fb. Uninstructed, iynorant. Obs.

1588 Shaks. /-. L. L. IV. ii. 19 After his. .vntr.iined, or

rather vnlettered, or ratherest vnconfirmed fashion. 1599

_ Much Ado III. iiL 120 Con. I wonder at it. Bor. That

shewcs thou art vnconfirm'd.

C. Not supported or established by further evi-

dence ; uncorroborated.

diction and 5entiment,and unconfirmed by authorities. 1897

Westm. Caz. 26 Aug. 2/1 The report that 300 of these brave

fellows have been cut to pieces is unconfirmed.

3. Not formally confirmed or sanctioned.

1656 Bramhall Keplic. ii. 105 Therefore we give the same

priviledges to a Councell unconfirmed..and to a Councell

confirmed by the Pope.
, , -,

t TJnconform, a. Obs. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

1. = I.NCONFOHU a.

1653 Gaudes Ilieras/-. 14 How unscriptural, how uncon-

form to the examples of all ancient Churches, ..do they

seem to many judicious and gracious Christians? 1667

MiuTON P. L. V. 259 From hence, .he sees. Not unconform

to other shining Globes, Earth and the Gard'n of God.

2. = NON-CONFOKM a.

i6S3 R. Baillie Dissuiis. Vind. Ii6s5) 74 No' only the

Separatists but the unconform ministers. 1676 John Row
Coutiu. lUair's Autobiog. viii. (1848) J13 The jireachlng of

the Word by honest unconform and anti.uiekltic men.

Uncoaformabi lity. [U.n-1 12. Cf. next.]

The state or ipiality of being unconformable.

Chielly Geo!.

1833 LvLLL Princ. Geol. III. 30 The frequent uncon-

formabllity in the stratification of the inferior and overlying

formaiion. 1865 Livingstone /.aml'esi ii. 54 A picture of

dislocation or unconforinability which would gladden a

geological lecturer's heart. 1873 Earle Pliilol. Eng. Tongue

(ed. 2) j6 One iin|X)rtant cause of unconformabillty is the

introduction of foreign words.
, , n

TTnconformable, a. [Un- i 7 b and 5 b.]

1. Not conformable or correspondent to some-

thing. Also without const.

1(94 Hooker Eccl.Pol. in. vii. § 4 Vnto those generall rules .

we doe not defend that we may hold any thing vnconforinable.

"59*"9 E. FoRDK Parismus 11. (1672) 73 So far is this Pictiire

unconformable to the (wrfect description of her cailestial

perfections, as far as is black from white, a 1S88 CuDwoln H
Immut. Mor, (1731) 157 This must not lie granted, ihat the

Modes of Conception in the Understanding, .are di.sagree-

able 10 the Reality of the Things conceived by them; and

so ticing unconformable, are therefore False. 171 1 Steele

Sped. No. 145 T 7 We retain still a Quilted one [sc petti-

coat) underneath, which makes us not altoi;ether uncon-

formable to the Fashion. 1736 Leoni Albcrifs Archi!. 1.

II The.. Parts may not l)e unconformable to the Rules of

Art. x8oa-ia Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) 1. 156

In so far as it is the will ..of the wilne,ss, that his testi-

mony, .be in any respect unconformable to the real state of

the case. 1883 M. Pattison jl/««.(i885) 299 He wanted to

get me out as an unconformable element.

b. Of]iersons: Unwilling to conform. (Cf.next.')

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. § 173 That People, .would

UNCONFORMITY.
not appear unconformable to his Majesty's wish in any

particular. I7a8 Morgan Algiers I. iv. 76 His libidinous

and unconformable Proselytes.
^

2. Spec, in Eng. Hist. Not conformmg to the

usages of the Church of England, in later use esp.

as prescribed by the Act of Uniformity of 1662.

Also const, to. (Cf. Non-confokmable a.)

1611 A. Stakford Niobe 175 These men, whose puritie

hath made them vnconformable to the piesent Discipline

of the Church. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. § 10 Ihe

recommending some seditious. Unconformable Ministers, to

be Lecturers in Churches about London. 167a Baxter

liagshaw's Scand. iii. 32 Could you wish.. that the..

Protestant Religion were kept up by none but the uncon-

formable Ministers in private? 173a Neal Hist. Purit. I.

307 Many ministers of his diocese being returned unconform-

able, were suspended. 1736 Chandler Hist. Persec. 358

A warrant from the Council . . to stop all ministers uncon-

formable to the discipline and ceremonies of the Church.

1861 W. S. Perry Hist. Ch. Eng. 1. xvi. 591 Unconformable

clergy could be reduced . . into a sullen outward compliance.

3. Geo/. Not having the same direction or plane

of stratification. Also const, to.

1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. (1815) 76 Granite is sometimes

met with not under the slate rocks, but resting upon them

in an unconformable position. 1830 LvELl. Pnnc. Geol. I.

201 The travertin is unconformable to the l.TCUStrine beds.

l88a Geikie Textbk. Geol. iv. x. 601 Wherever one series of

rocks is found to rest upon a highly denuded surface of an

older series, the junction is unconformable.

Hence TJnconfoTjnableness.
1711 Phil. Trans. XXVI I. 329 The unconformableness

that the Figure of the compounded Globe had to a perfect

Sohere. t ^ /

TJnconformably, adv. [Un-i ii.] Geol.

In an nnconfoimable manner or position.

1839 MuRCHisoN Silur. Sysl. 1. xxxiv. 451 In the former

district, it has just been shown to lie unconformably upon the

coal measures and more ancient strata. 187S Dawson Vawn
0/ Life ii. The crumpled, .strata.. are seen to underlie

unconformably.

TJnconformed,///. a. [Un-18.]

1 1. Not confoiming ;
nonconformist. Obs.

a 1631 Donne Lett. (1651) 36 That more single [duellism],

and almost self-homicide, between the unconformed Ministers,

and Bishops. 1676 Row Contn. Blair's A utobiog. xa. (1848)

454 All the unconformed ministers were summoned.. to come

to their meeting.

2. Geol. (Cf. Unconformable a. 3.)

•833-4 J- Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 656/2

A little appearance of the chalk is ol),servable North of the coal

of Elberfeld, to which it is unconformed. 1876 Page Adv.

Textbk. Geol. 32s Where any beds of the oolitic systeni are

really unconformed to others of the same system below them.

Hence Unconformedly adv.

1833-4 J. Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 590/1

The Northern and Southern portion of this great tract.,

agree in being, .covered unconformedly by the magncsian

limestone.

Unconforming, ///. rt. [Un-1 lo.] Failing

or refusing to conform ; sfec. = Nonconfokmikg.

1641 Vind. Smtct. xiii. 131 There is one practice of our

Bishops he is something more laborious tojiistifie: That is,

their casting out unconforming brethren. 1656 Sanderson

Serm. (1689) 13 Unconforming Ministers have no cause to

complain. 1680 Dial. Pope !, Phanatick 7 We post within

the Establish'd Church as many Unconforming Ministers as

we can. 1753 Chesterf. in World No. 29. 256 I o be plagued

by the unconforming obstinacy, the low vulgar excesses,.,

if my son. i8ai Wordsw. Eccl. Sann., Clerical integrity 2

Nor shall the eternal roll of praise reject Those Uiicon-

forming ; whom one rigorous day Drives from their Cures.

i8as Monthly Rev. CVI. 513 Calvinislic laymen are seldom

tolerant, their women less unconforming.

t Unconfo-rmist. Obs. [Un-1 12 and 5 b.]

= NoNCONFOltMlST.
1640 R. Bah.lie Canlerb. Self-convict. 117 Since by severe

punishment the number of the unconformlsts have decayed,

. .their cause can not bee from God. 1653 — Dissuas. I liid

(1655) 15 This no niecr unconfoiniists had ever done. i68»

C'TESS OF Claee in lluccleuch ;)/ii'.(Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1.

348 Mr. Gilbert, an unconformist minister.

tUnconformitable, a. Obs.-^ [UN-i7b:

cf. ne.\t.] = Uncunfoumable a. 2.

1647 Clarendon //(S/. AV.. in. § JS(i8B8)L232«»/'«,Many

preachers, whom he named and who he knew were of precious

memory with the unconformitable party.

t Unconformitant. Obs. rare. [Un-1 12.]

= Nonconform ITANT.

1605 HlERON Short Dial. 43 The vnconformitant and the

not subscriber for just reasons perswading his conscience.

1629 W. ScLATEU E.xp. 2 Thess. 82 What one Separatist,

or but vnconfor[mi)tant, hath ihe contrary course woniie?

Unconformity. [Un- i h and 5 b.]

1. Lack of conformity {lo something).

a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. xxiii. § ii So odiously to he

upbraided with unconformity unto the pattern of our Lord

and Saviour's estate. <Jl7l6 South iVr/«. (1717) HI. 4^5

The Moral Goodness or Evil of men's Actions, which consist

intheirConformity,or Unconformity to Right Rea.son. 1728

R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archil. 69 In a dnect Unconformity

to the Rules. 1781 M.Madan 77K/y/A//iOTa 111. Ptef.p.vii,

He. .has been at the pains to shew its unconformity to the

Divine system, in the former parts of this work.

f 2. = NONCONFOIIMITV. Obs.

163S Bp. of Peterborough in Bucclench MSS. (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) I. 275 No man's learning and piety shall excuse,

with me, his unconformity. 1657 J.
Sergeant Schism Dis-

pach't 580 I'o wit, distractions, dissentions, Uncon/ornuty,

with a perpetually-fleeting Changeablenes of their tenet.

a 1677 Manton Serm. John xxni. it Wks. 1872 X. 330 Every

niodest dis.sent and unconformity is branded with ihe name

of schism,
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UNCONFOUND.
3. C^l. The fact of being unconformable or un-

conformed ; difference of plane.
1819 J. Philups Gcol. Yorks, 1. 135 Proving the great

onconformicy cf strata beneath the Yorkshire woMs. x88o
HAUGinxjN Pkys. CUogr. iii. 81 The general uncoiiformily of
the Permian and Triassic rocks.

b. With a and pi. An instance of this.

«863 J. G. MuKPHV C(»w., Gen. i. 12-13 1*ie stratifications

of the earth's crust with all their slips, elevations, depressions,
unconformiiies. 1895 J. W. Powell in Nat, Geog. Monogr.
1. i. iS Ore deposits are often found in unconformities.

Unoonfound, z;. [Un-2 3.] trans. To free

from confusion.
Z&48 Milton Tamre A'ifffrs (1649) 40 His people.. now.,

against ihir own disciplin,. .absolve him, unconfound him,
thou^^h unconverted, unrepentant.

UnconfoTL'iided, />//. a, (Un-i 8.)
'577, tr* ^"^iif^er's Decades 677 Thesclfe same sonne is.

.

true Ood and man..abideing in two vnconfounded natures.
l6ia W. ScLATER Ministers Portion 36 Alienation of pos-
sessions . . was flatly forbidden . . that Christs linage and
descent might bee kept vnconfoundcd. 1676 Boyle in Phil.
Trans. XI. 783 .\s if some odd subtile matter.. interposed,
to keep them unconfounded. 1758 Warburton Div, Legat,
IV. S 6 II. 414 The only place where they could remain, for

so long a time, •vS^ and unconfounded with the natives,

1836 I. Taylor Phys. The. Anotlur Life (185S) 113 Then
does the mind hold each of these sets of signs . . unconfounded
and distinct. 1856 G. Wilsox Gateways Knoxvl, (1859) 50
M usic forms the universal language which . . the Qonfusion of
Babel left unconfounded.

Hence Unconfou'ndedly cuh.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq, Apol. 525 Son, Lord, onely-

begotten, acknowledged to be unconfoundedly, immutably,
indivistbly and inseparably in two natures.

Unconfronted, ppL a, (Un-i 8.)

a 1656 UssfitiR Ann. vi. (1658) 555 To provide, that they
should die free women and unconfronted. 1802-ia BfciNTHAM
Ration, yudic. Evid. (1827) H. 141 If these several modes
. .were to be left altogether unconfronted and uncomparcd.
1891 Pall Mali G. 9 Nov. 6/2 Are these by no means in-

efTectual tactics to go on unconfronted, unchecked?

Unconfa'sed, ///. a. (Un-I 8 and 5 b.)

f6o9 J. Davies Holy Roode G 3 b, Ye vnconfnsed order's

Angellick In order come to take this Blood effuz'd. 1635
Jackson Creed viii. vi. § 3 The diversity of these two natures
might still remaine unconfuscd without diversity of persons.
a 1676 Hales Prim. Orig. Man. i. ii. (1677) 56 In that it is

more distinct and unconfused than the sensitive Memory.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. A'a/. (1834) 1. 304 When we see qualities

afTeciing our senses, we may have an unconfused idea of
something exerting them. 1853 Ruskin Stones l^en. II. vi,

5 97. 322 A few of the most common forms are represented,
unconfused by exterior mouldings. i88j Edin. Rev. Oct.

344 He keeps hb eyes open and bis senses unconfused by
prejudice or sentiment.

Hence TTnconfa'secUy adv.
1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv. % 42 To write.. by these

three. Senses as perfectly, distinctly and unconfusedly, yea
as readily as by the sight. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. vii.

8 4 He knows them distinctly and unconfusedly one from
another. 1709 Bekkelky Th. Vision § 50 To treat accur-
ately and unconfusedly of vision.

unconfu'table, a. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

1643 Chas. I Treaty at 0-v/ord Wks. 1662 II. 28^ So just
and unconfutable a Censure. 1684 Cudwortii Let. in Birch
Li/e R. Boyle (1744) 257 Your pieces of natural history are
unconfutable, a 1849 H.Coleriik;e £^^^.(1851) 1. 259 Though
..little beholden to llie privileged orders, Mr. Green was a
sound unconfutable Tory.

Unconfa-ted, ///. a. (Un-i S.*)

1600 Nashe Summer's Last IVill D 2, If Enny vnconfuted
may accuse, Then Innocence must vncondemned dye. 1645
Milton Teirack., To Park. A 4, That what he writes though
unconfuted, must therefore be mistrusted. 1720 Waterland
Eight Serm. Pref. p. xxviii, It is in vain to think of any
Expedients in this affair, while our Doctrine stands uncon-
futed- 1760 Law Spir. Prayer 11. 60 Till then, the Appeal
must, and therefore will for ever, stand unconfuted.

TTnCongeal, v. [Un-2 3 and 7.] trans, and
intr. To unfreeze ; to thaw.
1593 ^f^sHzChrist's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV, 246 The infected

ayre will vncongeale, and the wombes of the contagious
Clowdes will be clenscd. 1664 Power Ejcfi. Philos. i. 35
When I came again about two or three hours after to un-
congeal the Liquor, by keeping the glass in my warm hand.
1833 Tennysos Two Voices 407 Like soften'd airs that blowing
steal, When meres Ixj^in to uncongeal.

TTncongealable, a. (Un-i
7 b and 5 b.)

j6n CoTGk,, Incongelable^ vncongealable, not to bee con-
gealed. 1704 R. J.SuLivAN Vievo Nat. I. 191 Air., being
uncongealable, or incapable of being fixed by any known
method. 1799 Southf.y Nondescripts^ Cool Reflect. 22 A
road whose white intensity Would now make platina uncon-
gealable Like quicksilver.

tJncongeaied,/*//. a. (Uk-1 8.)
1646 Sir 'rT Browne /'«i«^. Ep. \\. \. 51 The aqueous parts

will freeze, but the spirit retyre and be found uncongealed
in the center, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 3 Feb 1645, A quantity
of uncongealed water. x8i6 Hvron Parisina xx, Those tears
.

.
in its depth endure, Unseen, unwept, but uncongeal'd. 1883

Standard 31 Aug. 3/6 Congealed or uncongealed milk.

Uncongenial, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.] *

L Not congenial or kindred ; unsympathetic.
I177S AsH-l 1813 ScoTT Rokeby ii. iv, And small the inter-

course, I ween. Such uncongenial souls between. 1846
Trench Mirac. xxix. (1862) 402 The disturbing influences
of that uncongenial circle. 1884 Black Jttd. Shakes, xiii,
Refusing to harbor such uiKongenial guests.

2. Unsuited to the nature of the thing mentioned
or under consideration.
1788 V. Knox IVinter Even. xxx. (1790) II. 202 In England,

a cold northern country, where I imagine its growth is im-
peded by an uncongenial climate. 1830 LvELL/*riw. Geol.
III. vii. {1835) III. 86 Insects, .can readily spread themselves
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wherever their progress is not opposed by uncongenial
climates. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 67
The stratum beneath,.. if uncongenial to the growth of the

tree, will assuredly cause it to canker. 1873 Svmonds GrU.
Poets v. 136 Into the i'Eolian style Anacreon introduced a
new and uncongenuil element.

3. Not suited or agreeable to one*s temperament;
not to one's taste.

iSos Ann. Rn'.Wl. 58 This is best resisted by uncongenial
employment during youth. x86o Mrs. Carlvle Z,*//. {1883)

III. 20 The reading of that book will be an even more un-
congenial job. 1905 'Guv Thorne' Lost Cause iii. He felt

that he was in a thoroughly uncongenial atmosphere.

b. Const, to, with, f Also as aiiv., in disagree-

ment, at variance witk.

1799 Sickelmore Agnes ^ Leonora 1 1. 190 They trusted .

.

that their father., would, .relinquish his intention ofmarrying
his daughter uncongenial with her wishes. 181J Shelley in

Dowden Li/e (1887) 1. 221 Oxonian society was insipid to me,
uncongenial with my habits of thinking. 1839 Hallam Hist.
Lit. III. ii. § 23 This, .ituportant book, .must have been very
uncongenial to the ruling party. 1871 Jowett Plato I. 66
The good is congenial, and the evil uncongenial to everyone.

Uncongeniaiity. [Cf. prec. and Un-1 12.]

The quality or state ol being uncongenial.
1805 Foster Ess. iv. ii. 129 This feeling of uncongeniaiity.

1848 Dickens Dovibey xx-x.^ Dombey found no uncongeniaiity
in an air of scant and gloomy state that pervaded the room.
1873 MoRLEv Rousseau II. 298 The vicious excess.. in his

character .. was irritated into further activity by the un-
congeniaiity of the surrounding medium.

t tJncongru-ity. Ods. (Un- 1 i 2 and 5 b.)

C1449 Pecock Repr. w. xviii. 255 And thei ordeyneden..
certein figuris..forto excuse tho spechis fro vncongruyte of
granier. 1587 Golding De Mornay xi. (1592) 155 There
starts me vp a whole world of Grammarians, which inforce
their wittes..to findesome elegancie in thine vncongruities.

•f-Unoo-ngruouB, a. Obs. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1709 in Hardiniaii O'Plaherty's lar Connaught {i8^$) 441
Hanmer,. .to rectify that as uticongruous, must invent that

they were consecrated by the Archbishops of Canterbury.

tTnconjectnrable, a. (Un-i 7b.)
1806 J. Wilson Let. in Mem. iv, (1879) 78, 1 have long been

conjecturing the reason of your unconjecturable 'silence.

x8a9 Bentuam Justice ^- Cod. Petit. 88 Not to speak of an
unconjecturable variety of other circumstances. 1863 Lvtton
Caxtoniana I. 308 Thus Faith.. loses itself no more among
the phantom shadows of the Unknown and Unconjecturable.

So Unconjecturabi'llty.
i8o2-i2 Bentham Rationale {1827) IV. 37 From this uncon-

jectiirabiiity, two.. advantages accrue to the partnership.

tTnconjextured, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)
<ti647 Bovle in Birch Lrye

(17-J4)
27 The true catise..

remained long unconjcctured, until the effects betrayed it.

1850 Tennyson /m Mem, xciii, 'I'herefore from thy sightless
range With gods in unconjectured bliss,. .Descend, and touch,
and enter. x86a Lvtton Str. Story 1. 165, 1 imagined that .

.

the discovery might lead to some sublime and unconjectured
secrets of science.

Unconjngal, a. (Un-1 7.)
1644 Milton Divorce i. i, What hinders that more then the

unfitnes and defectivenes of an unconjugal mind. 1671—
Samson 979 My name.. may stand defam'd, With maledic-
tion mention'd, and the blot Of falshood most unconjugal
traduc't. 1809 Malkin GH Bias iv. iv. r 18 An unconjugal
and litigious defence of her insulted virtue. 1877 Blackmore
Cripps xxi, Unconjugal, perhaps, is what I mean ; unuxorial,
or what it may be.

Unconju'nctive, a. {UN-I7.) 1644 Milton Divorce u.
xvi, Parted from each other, as two persons unconiunctive
and unmariable together. Uncoiijured,///.a. [Un-' 8.]

tUncoiisecrated. 1546 Wyckliffe's Wycket {1828) p. xii.

Then makest thou to worshyppe a false god in the chalyce,
whych is unconjured when ye worshyp the breade. Un-
connextjp. [Un-^ 3.J trans. To disconnect. 1796 Lam n
Lett, (igo-j) I. 36, I can unconnect myself with him, and
shall manage all my father's moneys in future myself.

Unconne'cted, />/>/. a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not connected or associated with something.
1736 IJutler Anal. i. i. 13 There would be no apprehension

that any other power or event unconnected with this of death
would destroy these faculties. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog, \.

471 The colony of New Haven, though unconnected with
the colony of Connecticut. 1843 Sedgwick in Hudson's
Guitie Lakes (1843) 191 We find.. great masses of alluvial
drift, entirely unconnected with any erosion of the existing
rivers. 1885 Law Times 10 Jan. 183/1 A surveyor. .who is

entirely unconnected with the neighbourhood.
ellipt. 1813 Shelley Q. Mal> iv. 74 This is no unconnected

misery, Nor stands uncaused, and irretrievable.

b. Not physically joined with something,
1819 T. Castle Inirod. Hot. 150 The flowers have upwards

of twenty-five stamens, all unconnected with the calyx.

2. Characterized by want of connexion.
176a GiBuoN Misc, Wks. (1814) V. 250 His epistles, ..trans-

lated in a very bad style, and unconnected method. 1834
L. Murray Eng, Gram. (ed. 5) 1. 193 As the fashionable mode
of unconnected composition is less improving to the mind of
the reader. x886 Willis & Clark Cambridge III. 249 His
buildings are disposed in an unconnected manner about a
quadrangular court

3. Not joined together in order or sequence ; dis-

united, isolated.

X777 Richardson Pers. Did, 1925 Incongruous, uncon>
nected speech. x79tBoswELL yohnsonKx%-^\) 1. 180 Addison's
note was a fiction, in which unconnected fragments of his

lucubrations were purjjosely jumbled together. 1809-xo
CoLERiDGK Friend (1865) 9 These short and uncoimected
sentences are easily and instantly understood. 1889 Gkei ton
Memory's Harkb. 55, 1 simply record unconnected anecdotes
and disjointed facts.

4. Not having personal connexions ; not related

by family ties, common aims, etc.

xSoa Mar. Edgkworth Moral 7*, A Summons^ An indi-

unconquerable.
vldual in society who has friends., and a home, is in a more
desirable situation than an unconnected being. i8sa Byrom
Werner iv. i. 516, 1 could only guess at one, And he to me a
stranger, unconnected. 1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. I. 40
But without this .. what would become of the vapid, un*
meaning, unconnected Lady P ?

Unconnectedlsr, adv. [f. prec] In an un-
connected manner ; disconnectedly.
X778 TooKE Let. to Dunning B.d fin.. He thought the best

way to make his zany talk unconnectedly and nonsensically,
was [etc.]. X799 V. Knox Lord's Supper xvii. Wks. 1824
VII. 423 This petition therefore comes in very abruptly and
unconnectedly. 1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 389
Enabling them to regard it unconnectedly with circumstances
of humiliation. 1841 iAhnfiSKt Poacher xxx'xx. They. .would
talk unconnectedly, ninning from one subject to another.
X877 Raymond Statist. Mines J^ Mining 192 'Iwenty-six
mining districts are distributed irregularly over the county,
occupying unconnectedly the various mountain-ranges.

Unconne ctedness, [f. as prec] The
quality or state of being unconnected.
X77a MACKF.NziK^fiM Worldi.\x\Xf?t\\G relapsed into her

former unconnectedness. 1780 M. AIadan Thelyphthora
(1781) I. 146 The marriage destroys their unconnectedness,
distinctness, and independency on each other. 1837 Lanuor
Pentameron,4th Day's lnteni.^\i%. 1853 II. 339/2 The loose
and shallow foundation of so vast a structure ; its uncon-
nectedness. 1877 'H. A. Pace' De Quitice^ II. xix. 168
Hence the unconnectedness, the obtrusive digressions and
rangings from date to date.

Unconne 'ction. (Un-i 12 and 5 b.)

rt 1756 CiiANoLiiR Life of David {17(^) I. 113 There is a
force and elegance in the very unconnection of the expres-
sions. 1794 Monthly Rev. XIV. ^20 English ode-writers..
seem, .to nave coiiiiidered eccentricity and unconnection as
the very characteristics of their task, a 1834 Coleridge
Notes ^ Lect. (1849) I. 14 That unconnection by contradic-
tions of the inward being, to which all folly is owing. X876
Mrs. Whitney Sights ^ Ins. xiii, [ Ihese ideas] rushed
through my thought in a connected unconnection.

Unco'nned, ppl, a. (Un-' 8.) 174* Shenstone School-
inistr. ii, They, .oft-times on vagaries idly bent, For unkempt
hair, or task unconn'd, are sorely shent.

t Unconne -xed,//./. a. Obs.-^ (Un-1 8.)
1716 M. Davies Atlu-n, Brit. 11. 30^ In the unconnex'd

heaping of Texis in that and most of his Sermons.

Unconning, obs. f. Uncunning sb. and a.

Unconni'ving, ;>//.«. (Un-*io.) 1671 Milton/'. 7?. 1.363
'To that hideous place not so confin'd By rigour unconniving.

Unconquerable, a. [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.]

1. Of persons, places, etc. : That cannot be over-

come by conquest or force of arms ; not yielding to

superior force ; invincible.

1598 YiXi^iOylnuincibiUy inuincible, vnconquerable. 1608 J.
King Serm. 24 Mar. 10 Whose priuiledge and right vnques-
tionable, is, per me reges regnant^ and his might vnconquer-
able. 163a LiTHCOW Trav. i. 40There is neither out-going nor
in-comming, without a Pylot, which maketh the Citty vncon-
querable. 1649 Milton Eikon. ix. 76 So farr was any man.,
from esteeming him unconquerable. X760 Pitt in Ellis Orig.
Lett, Ser. 11. IV. 421 To give stability and happiness to the
fortunes of this unconquerable Monarch. 1798 Pennant
Hindoostan \\. 196 The most unconquerable fort in the
world. 1855 Singleton Virgil II. 360 The buckler, which
the Lord of Fire himself Vouchsafed, unconquerable. .1878
Uosw. Smith Carthage 315 1'hey forgot now that. .Hannibal
was still in Italy, still unconquered, and, as far as they
knew, unconquerable.

b. Of the mind, feelings, etc, with similar im-
plication.

(a) 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 106 All is not lost ; the unconquer-
able Will, And study of revenge, immortal hate. 170a Rows
Tatnerl. 111. i, But to subdue th' unconquerable Mind,.. Im-
possible 1 1754 Gray Progr, Poesy 65 'lb' unconquerable
Mind, and r'reedom's holy flame, x8oa Wordsw. Poems
Independence <y Liberty i. viii. 14 Man's unconquerable mind.
X87S Henley Life <V Death iv, Bk. Verses {1888) 56, 1 thank
whatever gods may be For my_ unconquerable souL
ib) X776 Gibbon DecL ^ F. xii. I. 339 Their unconquerable

love of freedom, rising against despotism, provoked them
into hasty rebellions. 1797 Mrs. I<adclii-fe Italian xvi,
He fought with unconquerable audacity and fierceness. x8as
Scott Talism. ii, Animated by a zeal as fiery as their own,
and jxjssessed of as unconquerable courage, address, and
succe.ss in arms. i88x Jowett Thucyd. 1. 154 The uncon-
querable quality which is inherent in our minds.

2. Incapable of being overcome, mastered,
brought under control, etc
1643 Fuller Holy <^ Prof. St. ii. viii. 78 Nothing was un*

conquerable to his p.^ins, who had a golden wit in an iron
body. x6s4 Cokaink Dianea \. 53 That there was nothing
more unconquerable than love. X69S Ln. Preston Boeth.
IV. 166 Uy thLs almost unconquerable Bent and Help of
Nature. 1771 Beattie Minstrel i. i, Check'd by the scoff of
pride, by envy's frown. And poverty's unconquerable bar.

1781 GiHBON Decl. <V F. xviii. II. 118 Vet he mentions with
admiration the unconquerable fertility of the soil. 1828
D'IsRAELi Chas. /, I. i. 7 Something of pity and terror must
blend with the story of a noble mind wrestling with uncon.
querable Fate. X846 Trench Mirac. Introd. (i86a) 72 His
argument is.. unconquerable so long as it is permitted to
rest upon the earth out ofwhich it sprung. ai88i A. Barratt
Phys, Metempiric (1883) 17 As this asbumpiion..is perhaps
not wholly unconquerable, it will be wise not to lay too
much stress on it.

b. Of feelings. (Cf. Invincible a, i b.)
i7a7 De Foe Hist. Appar, x. L 73 An unconquerable

aversion to any restraint. 1767 Wilkes Ct^rr. (1805) III.

217 The same fixed and unconquerable hatred to the enemies
of freedom. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 492
Actuated by an unconquerable curiosity. 18x8 Thtler Hist.
Scot. (1864) I. 49 His unconquerable thirst of vengeance
against the English influenced their choice. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola \\i. vi, Komola. .shrank with unconquerable disgust
from the shrill excitability of those iliuniiuated women.



UNCONQUEEABLENESS.

Unco'nquerableiiess. [f. prcc. + -ness]
The quality or state of being unconquerable.
i647Spkicg.'/«^//V( RfdizuTo Engiishmen,We would least

of all be thought. .to fixe unconquerablenesse. .upon this
Army. i6sj Hkvlin Cosmogr. ii. 254 When all the Persians
soothed the King in the unconqiieiphleness of his forces;
Artabanus tuld him [etc]. i866Kuskin i^'M. Dusi jSa Some
real notion of the extent and the unconquerablencss of our
ignorance. 1901 ' Linesman ' Words ly E^ciuitness {.if^o^)

75 The greatest of the three failures which ,. nerved her
retreating soldiers to a pitch Of absolute unconquerableness.

Unconquerably, iirt'z'. [f.asprec. + -ly2.] in
an unconquerable manner or degree ; invincibly.

1654 CoKAiNE Dianea 220 Which.. obtained more hearts
which gave up their Liberties to it, than it met with eyes
that unconquerably could behold it. 17*5 Pope Odyss, xi.

js6 Wild, furious herds, unconquerably strong ! 1797 Frcre
in Aytti-Jacobtn 25 Dec. (1852) 26 True to herself unconquer-
ably bold. 1826 M[ss MiTFORD Village Ser. u. (1863) 342
But it would not do: she was unconquerably stupid. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. U. 103 His temper acrimonious,
turbulent, and unconmierably stubborn.

Unconquered, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not con-
quered or vanquished : a. Of persons, places, etc.

^ 1549 Udall, eta Erasnu Par. i John ii, 47 A mynde that
b vnbroken and vnconquered agaynst al wanton entice-
mentes, agaynst all iniuries, aheweth a man to be a Christian.
X591 Shaks. I Hen. K/, iv. il 32 Loe, there thou standst a
breathing valiant man Of an inuincible vnconquer'd spirit.

1618 J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr.Wks. (1630) 120/2,
I baue seene many Straights and Fortresses.., but they
must all giue place to this vnconquered Castle, both for
strength and scituation. 1684 Burnet tr. More*s Utop. i

Henry the 8th, the unconquered King of England. 1715
Pope Hiad i. 378 That imperious, that unconquer'd soul, No
laws can limit, no respect control. 1765 Bij^ckstone Comm.
I. 93 Wales had continued independent of England, uncon-
quered and uncultivated. 1813 Byron Corsair \\\. i, 'J'he

mountain sliadows kiss Thy glorious gulf, unconquer'd
Salamis I 1867 *Ouida' C. CastUmatne s Cage 3 So she
would put them alt aside, .and go on her own way, proud,
peerless, ..conquering and unconquered.

b. Of things, in various applications.
1651 \WiTViE. Primrose's Pop. Err. L viiL3o Woodannointed

with Alome remaines unconquered of the fire. <zi7i8
Pmiosl Henry ^ Emma 22 While my Notes to future Times
proclaim Unconquer'd Love. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr.
Stones 6^ The diamond.. had its name from the Greek in-

terpretation, which is, an unconquered virtue. 1813 Shellf.v
Q. Ma6 111. 97 'i he unconquered powers Of precedent and
custom interpose Between a king and virtue, i860 Tvndall
Glac, I. xi, 78 The chief difficulties remained unconquered.
1887 spectator 5 Nov. 1497 Saint EIias,..the still uncon-
quered peak of Alaska.

t Unco-nqueat, ///. a. [Uk- i 8 b.] « prec.
1584 Hudson Z>«^ar/rtj' 7iw//M v.3oBut now..hisminde

doth frame To conquer this most chast vnconquest Dame.
<ix6oo MoNTCOMERiE SoHH, viii. 5 The hundreth saxt, by
lyne, vntonqueist king.
Unco-nscienced.dr. (Un-' 9.) 1833 Tennyson in ;)/^///.

{1897) 1. 130That luxurious, eye-glass-wearing, unconsciettced
fellow. x888 Andover Kev. Oct. 363 The riot of uncon-
scienced power.

t Unconsciencely, adv, Obs, [Un-i ii.]
>B UNCONHCiKNTlOUSLY adv.
1450 Roils 0/ Parit, V. 206/1 The seid late predecessours

have made divers Kelesscs, Obligacioiis, and other Suertees
unconciensly. 1485 Kolls 0/ Parit* VI. 322/1 The said
Morgan, .unconsciencely causyd theym to fynde by their
Verdyt, that [etc. J.

Unconscientious, «. [Uk-^ 7.] Not con-
scientious; not scrupulous or careful: a. Of
actions, etc
(1775 Ash]

son was shocked at this unconscientious conduct. 1803
Mackintosh ZJ^^/*r//;<-rWks. 1846 III, 246 An immoderate
and unconscientious exercise of power. 1818 Scott R06 Koy
xvii, 1 his base and unconscientious scheme of plundering his
benefactor. 1S84 Law Ti$ties 1 1 Oct. 382 The Act supposes
that the real owner is actuated by unconscientious motives.

b. Of persons.
i8j7 Scott Napoleon. v,This unconscientious tribunal found

the prisoner guilty, x^-j — Surg. Dau. xii. An able and
active, but unconscientious man. 1884 H, Spenccr in Pop.
Set. Monthly XXIV. 73a Representatives are uncouscieu-
tious enough to vote for bills [etc. J.

Hence Unconscle-ntlouBness.
i860 Kkoudk Hist. Eng. V. 256 The Earl of Warwick

himself was untroubled with religious convictions of any
kind, and might take either side with equal unconscientious-
ness. 1879 Spkncer Data Ethics xii. 210 Not in large ways
only ..docs each suffer from the general unconscientiousness.

Unconscientiously, adv. [f, prcc + -ly.^]

Ill an unconscientious manner ; unscrupulously.
1649 [see Uncasuistlv adv\ 1780 Ann. Reg., Ckron.

208/a The attorney had acted very unconscientiously. 1855
PusEv Doctr. Real Presence Note S. 428 In that, uncon-
scientiously and unprofitably, ..he approacheth ihankkssly
to such a mystery, he bringeth on him the jmlgment of
slothfulntss. 1898 G. W. Stkevf.ns Ef^ypt xix. 219 The
Chi*:ago colonel. .uncon*.cientiously copies them.

Unco'n8cionable,^.(j^.,a£/z'.). [Uw-i 7b,5b.]
1. Of persons : Having no conscience; not con-

trolled by conscience ; unscrupulous; unreasonably
grasping, extortionate, harsh, etc,

1J70 Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 374 Christ's holy
religion,, .as it may be choked with overmuch in unconscion-
able men's hands, so it will fall to ground amongst beggars.
1583 Stuuhi'.s Anitt. Abus. 11. (1882) ^i I^cast these cunning
barbers might sceme vnconscionable in asking much for their
paines. 1611 Spekd Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. iii. § io None were
rich but Treasurers and Colieciors, none in fauour but vn-
conscitjnable Lawyers. 1667 Watehhousk Eire Lond* qx
Occupancy is judged by men unconscionable, the best title,

1681 Drvuen Abs,
<J-

Achil. To Kdr., You cannot be so Ua-

1791 BoswELL Johnson (1831) III. 183 John

-

:ked at this unconscientious conduct. 1803

99

conscionable, as to charge me for not Subscribing of my
Name. 1708 Mrs. Ckntlivre Busy Body ir, Can you be so
unconscionable, Madam, to let me say all these fine things

to you without one single Compliment in return? 1765
Sterne Tr. Shandy vn. xvii, How can that unconscionable
coachman talk so much bawdy to that lean horse? 1S34

W. Irving 7*. Trav. I. 242 Sometimes the unconscionable
editors will clip our paragraphs. 1865 Dickens Mut. Er. \.

viii, I am not so unconscionable as to think it likely. iS8s
'Mrs. Alexanper ' Valerie's Fate i. What an unconscion-

able old slave-holder !..Why do you submit to such an im-
position ?

absol. 1633 Hall Contrmpl., O. T. xix. ii.The unconscion-

able will know no other law, but their profit, their pleasure.

b. With depreciatory terms, as an intensive.

1597 Beard Theatre God's yudgem, (1612) 457 Barnal>e,

Vicount of Milan,. .was an vnconscionable oppressor of his

subjects and tenants. 1609 W. M. Man in Moone (1849) 27
He is an insatiable cormorant,, .a mercilesse mony-monger,
..and unconscionable extortioner. 1655 Fuller CA. //«/.
I. V. § 30 Unconscionable IJars, though they most hurt them-
selves, do the least harm others, 1687 M. Clifford Notes
Dryden iL 7 You are therefore a_ strange unconscionable
Thief. 1732 FiKLDiNG Miser v. xviii, I am an unconscionable
beggar. 1755 Smollett (?k/j'. (1803) IV. 93 Your excellency
may perceive what a shameless and unconscionable rogue
he is.

o. As sb. An arrant rogue.
zSas KNArF& Baldwin AV^t/^a/^C^AIII. 496/1 One of the

trading unconscionables.

2. Of actions, etc. : Showing no regard for con-

science ; not in accordance with what is right or

reasonable.

1565 Calfhill Ahsw. Martial 79 Was not thys a goodly
councell then? The cause so vnlawfull?. .The order so vn-
conscion.ible? Brag, as ye please, of your Nice councell.

1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Holinshcd II. 106/2 Which
he rather of pleasure vttered, than of anie vnconscionable
meaning purposed to haue doone. z6a8 Withf.r Brit.
Rememb. \\, 1251 P>'n in our Court of Conscience, some
things are Unconscionable. 1653 Prvnnk Gospel-plea 14 It

must needs l)e most unjust, unre.isonabic, unconscionable,
and against the common rules of war. 1656 II. Phillips
Purch. Fait. (1676) 145 The errour..is so much the more
unconscionable, because it gives the buyer so much less th.in

his due. 1738 A. Hill Let. to Pope 29 Aug , When I

remember'd you had read it four limes, I found not enough
of the Poet, within me, to presume the unconscionable fifth.

17516 Mhf.. I^'Arblav Camilla III. 425 So difficult was even
this, in an affair so dark and unconscionable. i8a8 Keiuht-
LEY Fairy Myihvl. (1850) 95 They plundered their pantries

in a most unconscionable manner. 1890 Spectator 19 July,
St. Kevin's behaviour on a famous occasion was not quite so
unconscionable as that attributed to him by Moore.

b. Unreasonably excessive.

a 1586 Sidney Arcatlia 1. xv. (1912) 99 She tooke the .id-

vauntage one daye uppon Phalantus unconscionable prays-

inges of her. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum, 1. ii, Draw
your bill of charges, as unconscionable as any Guildhall
verdict will give it you. i6ox F. Godwin Bps, ofEng, 295
That wrongful! and vnconscionable raunsome. 1654 White-
LocKE Jml, Stved. Emb. (1772) II. 264 Such is their uncon-
scionable exaction uppon strangers. 1671 Milton Samson
124 s HisGiantshiptsgonesomewhatcrestfairn, Stalking with
less unconsci'nable strides And lower looks. 1760 Stkrne
Tr. Shandy iii. xxxtii. What an unconscionable jointure,

my dear, do we pay out of this small estate of ours I 1785
Martyn Lett. Bot. x. (1794) 108 This letter not being of so
unconscionable a length as the former. x8x8 Scott llrt.

Midi, xii, We are out unconscionable sums just for barkened
hides and leather. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng, iv. 1. 439 He
had been, he said, a most unconscionable time dying. 1871
* Holme Lke ' Miss Barrington II. xiii. 203 He had stayed
an unconscionable time—had made her quite a visitation,

o. As an intensive : Egregious, arrant.

«593 Tell.Troth'sN. K^///'(i876) MToblabb such vncon-
scionable vntrothes. 1603 H. Crossf. Vertues Commw. {1878)

43 Tearing out the bowelles of his brethren, with vsurie,

extortion, and vnconscionable brokerie. 1650 Fuller Pisgah
V. i. 143 It seems not onely an ungentile harshness, but an
unconscionable injustice, a 1734 Nohth Exam. hi. ix. $ 14

(1740) 6!i7 A due Reward of unconscionable Cheating.
X78a-3 W. F. Martyn Geog. Mag. I. 308 Which sum he
consented to abate in favour of those who were called U|>on

to make up the amount of this unconscionable imposition.

3. As adv. = UNcoNacioNABLY ativ. 2.

1596 Nashe Saffron IValden Fij, Tis an vnconscionable
vast gorbellicd Volume. 1807-8 W. Irving Sa/mng. (1824)

272 One of Christopher's unconscionable long stories. 1847
KotiB S'/uattcr Life (Bartlett), ' That's an unconscionable
slick gal of your'n, says I.

Unconsciouableness. [f. prcc.] The
quality or state of being unconscionable ; unscru-

pulousness, unreasonableness.
1607 HiERON Defence \. 179 Observe further, his uncon-

scionablenes and whether . . he hath not sold hiinselfe to

speake he careth not what. 1657 G. Starkey Helmont's
Vind. 173 A cover-slut of idleness, ignorance, and uncon-
scionableness. 1670 Baxtkr Cure Clu Dii'. 380 Are not the

most conscientious, necessary helpers of the Ministry, by
their example, to cure the unconsciouableness of the restT

Unconscionably, adv, [f. as prec]

1. In an unconscionable manner ; without regard

for conscience ; unreasonably.

1583 GoLDiNC Calvin on Deut, ii. 65 If a poore man deale
vnconscionablywhen he hath not wherewith to Hue, . . yet shall

he bee condemned. 1589 Acts Privy Council (1898) XVII.
19 Hewas vcrieunconscionabliedealteand proceeded withall

by his credytours. 1631 T. Powell Totn All Trades [i^yt)

161 To a good old Vsurer, or one that had got his great estate

together vnconscionably. 1646 P. BulkkleyCoj/c/C*;?'/. iv.

298 Such as live loosely, carnally, unconscionably, doe but

deceive themselves. 1705 Hickekingill Priest-cr. 11. v. 56
The ..Avarice and Ambition of some Highflyers, have.,

most Unchristian like and Unconsionably. .endeavoured to

monopolize by Law all Places of Honour, Profit, Trust.

UNCONSCIOUSNESS.

2. To an unconscionaljle extent or degree ; inor-
dinately.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. \\. (1882) 37 For whereas the
others inhanse the price of their hides excessiuely, these
felowes racke it very vnconcionahly. x6oa in Moryson Hin.
\\. (1617) 265 Her Siibiects.., by the excessiue rates in the
sale of all commodities, haue beene vnconscionably ouer-
charged. fli66i Fuller Worthies, Cheshire 1. (1662) 171
Some have Flesh, Salt,.. but so unconscionably dear, that
Common people have Httle comfort therein. 167J Marvkll
Reh. Traitsp. \. 270 The Fanaticks..made them pay for it

most unconscionably and through the nose. 1771 Mme.
D'Arbi-Ay Early Diary Aug., His visit was unconscionably
long, and.. I had the whole weight of it. 1787 Beckforo
Italy, etc. (1834) II. 54, I felt no inclination to prolong a
walk which already had been prolonged unconscionably. 1863
^' ^ Q' V^ Ser. IV. 214 Having trespassed unconscionably
on your valuable space, I will now conclude at once. 1884
A. Birbell Obiter Dicta Ser. i. 183 The age has remained
transitional so unconscionably long.

Unconscious, a. [Un- » 7 and 5 b.]

1. Not conscious or knowing within oneself; un-
aware, regardless, heedless.
171a Blackmore Creation vi. 646 Unconscious we these

motions never heed, Whether they err, or by just laws pro-
ceed. 1848 Dickens Dombey vXn, h% he stood.. surveying
his (of course unconscious) clerk, from head to foot. 1889
Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 202, I mean the unconscious
model. I.e., one taken unawares with a detective camera.

b. Const, ofy thaiy etc.

171a Bi.ACKMOBE Creation vn. 632 Through every dark
recess [they] pursue their flight, Unconscious of the road.
1789 Burns Kirk's Alarm vii, Are ye huirdin' the penny.
Unconscious what evils await? 1820 Scoresbv Acc. Arctic
Keg. II. 172 Never having been disturbed, these animals
were unconscious of danger. 1841 Caklyle Heroes i. (1904)

33 Silent, with closed lips, as I fancy them, unconscious that

they were specially brave. 1863 Kinclake Crimea 1. 158 All
this time he was unconscious of exercising any ascendancy.

2. Not characterized by, or endowed with, the

faculty or presence of consciousness.
i7xa Blackmore Creation in. 266 Unconscious catises only

still impart Their utmost skill, theii' utmost power exerL
X744 Akenside Pleas, Ima^. 1. 527 For what are all 'ihe
forms which brute, unconscious matter wears, Greatness of
bulk, or symmetry of parts ? i8oa Paley Nat. Theol, iv. $ i,

55 Can any distinction be assigned, .between the producing
watch, and the producing plant? both passive, unconscious
substances. 1890 W. James Princ. Psyih. I. 199 .Sleep,

fainting, coma, epilepsy, and other ' unconscious ' conditions.
— absol. 1843 Carlyle Past

<J-
Pr. 11. xv, The Unconscious is

the alone Com jjlete. 1876 Westm. RevieivyL.V.VA.^\-i Those
who are acquainted with the * pessimist ' conclusions of the
•philosophy of the Unconscious'. 1884 Coupland {title).

Philosophy of the Unconscious, by Eduard von Hartmann.
b Temporarily devoid of consciousness.

1860O. W. Holmes Elsie ^V««rrxxvi. {1861) 302 A man is

stunned by a blow with a stick on the head. He becomes
unconscious. 1890 Retrospect Med. CI I. 118 The patient
had a temperature of 1058" for thirty-six hours, and was
unconscious for twenty-four hours.

3. Not realized or known as existing in oneself.

x8oo Coleridge Christabel 11. xxvii, Still picturing that

look askance With forced unconscious sympathy Full before

her father's view. 1870 L'Estrange Miss Mitford I. vi. i66
And is not the sunny felicity ofchildhood in itself unconscious
virtue! 1890 *R. Boldrewood ' Col. Riformer (iBgi) 150
[She] rode.. extremely well, and with an unconscious grace.

absol. 1817 CoLrRii>GE Bio^r. Lit., Poesy or Art, In every
work of art there is a reconcilement of the external with the

internal ; the conscious is so impressed on the unconscious
as to appear in it.

4. Not attended by, or present to, consciousness;

performed , cm ployed, etc., without conscious action.

Unconscious cerebration : see Cerebration.
s8ao Lamb Elia 1. Oxford in Vacation^ He has long taken

up his unconscious abode, amid an incongruous assembly of

attorneys, attorneys' clerks [etc.], 1836 C. Wordsworth
Athens xxiii. (1855) 156 It may be considered as an uncon.
scious emblem of the consecration of earthly history and
glory and maje>ty to the Cross. x866 J. Martineau Ess. I.

133 It is wrong to punish an unconscious act. 1878 S. Butler
Life ^ Habit ii. i>6 In like manner, the most jierfect humour
and irony is generally quite unconscious.

Unconsciously, odv. [f. prec] In an uncon-

scious manner; witiiout conscious action or effort.

1779 Johnson L. P., Milton Wks. II. 119, I cannot but
remaik a kind of respect, perhaps unconsciously, paid to this

gieat man by his biographers. 1813 Shellev Q. Mab iii. 234
Slan, like these passive things, Thy will unconsciously ful-

filleth. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.{,\%-~,Z) I. v. 422 The populace
of England were unconsciously on the rapid road to protes-

tantism. i88^ W. P. Frith Avtobiog. I. xx. 243 Pretty

groups of ladies were to be found, .unconsciously forming
themselves into very paintable compositions.

Unconsciousness, [t. as prec]

1. The state or fact of being mentally unconscious

or unaware ^something.
1779-81 Johnson L. P., Addison Wks. III. 51 The work

did not suffer much by his unconsciousness of its commence-
ment. 1794 Paley Ez'id. i. ix. § i We perceive also in

Clement a total unconsciousness of doubt whether these were

"Ihe real words of Christ. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer.
II. 336 In a society where things like these are said and done
, .there is a prevalent unconsciousness of the existing wrong.

1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent 11. vi. iSi Our uncun-

sciousness of those innumerable acts of assent, which we are

incessantly making.

b. Without const.

z8a8 Lytton Pelham III. xx, It was Dawson who shut the

door, through utter unconsciousness. i88a Farrar Early
Chr. I. 264 Josephus.. falsifies and colours. .. Philo on the

other hand wrote with far greater unconsciousness.

2. The fact of being devoid of consciousness.

1759 Johnson Rasselas xlvii, All the notices of sense and
13 -a
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investigations of science concur to prove the unconsciousness

~bf matter.

8. The State of being unconscious ; loss of con-

scionsness ; insensibility.

1849 Frol'ue Xeutesis 0/ Faith 223 When he c.ime he

found her in a stale of almost unconsciousness. 1868 Morkis
Earthly Par. (1S70) II. in. 135 The peace of dull uncon-

sctoosness His wild torn heart at last did hless. 1890 Retro-

^ct hfed. Cn. 160 A longer or shorter period of continued

unconsciousness, without convulsion.

Uncoiisecrate, v, [Un-2 3.] trans. To
render unconsccrated ; to desecrate or profane,

1598 Florio, Disconsecrare^ to degrade, to profane, to vn-

consecrate. a 1660 Hammond Serm.y z Cor. x'ii. 2 (1664) 86

Heaven must be unconsecrated by such violence. 1667 South
Serm,^ Fs, Uxxz'ii. 2 {1715) I, 258 Ihe Sins of Israel had

even unconsecrated and prophaned that Sacred Kdifice.

1711 Brit. Apollo III. No. 143. 3/1 To Unconsecrate his

Dust. 1768-74 TccKER Lt. Nat. (1S34) II. 450, I should

apprehend it might by natural effect prove an unconsecrating

the place with respect to m>'self.

Unconsecrate, ppL «. [Un-^ 8 b.] = next.

xSag Mori: Dyahgc i. xiv. Wks. 134/2 Diuers times she was

houseled.,with an^host vnconsecrate. Ibid. 11. 193/1 If we
worshlppe an host in the masse which percase the neglygence

or malice of some lewde priest hath left vnconsecrat. 1607

G. Wxxjmiiis Miseries Enforced Marr. K iij b, Here wil I scale

the children that are born, From wombes vnconsecrate. 1673

[R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 13 Except only this unconsecrate

Lay-Clergy. 1850 J. Martineau Misc. (1852) 330 The heroes

of modern fiction and biography are unconsecrate according

to the measure of theology.

Unconsecrated, ppl a. (Un-i 8.)

1579 FuLKE Ilcskins' Part. 99 It was better then y« vncon-

secrated bread and wine. 1641 Milton Ch. Goi't. 11. iii. 54
They fear religion . . and think . . that any uncleannesse 13

more sutahle to their unconsecrated estate. 1684 Bunvan
Pilgr. lu 159 One questioned if it was lawful to go upon

unconsecrated Ground. 1790 Pennant Lontion 116 A chapel

was erected, well-pewed, well-warmed, dedicated, unendowed,

unconsecrated. 1816 Bykom Parisina xix, No tomb, no

memory had they; Theirs was unconsecrated clay. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair xxxv. There the young officer was

laid by his friend, in the unconsecrated corner of the garden.

Unconsentaneous, a. (Un-I 7.) 1818 T. L. Peacock
Nightmare Abbey \v. The results are unconsentaJieous, and

ihcir respective necessitated volitions clash.

Unconse-nted,///. a. (Un-i 8 and 8 c.)

1631 Fuller Davids Funishm.nvx. in Joseph's Coat^ etc,

(1867) 233 Sins unconsenied to no souls impair. 1643

MiLTOM Divorce Pref., Not that Hcenceand levity and un-

consented breach of faith should herein be countenanc't.

1668 Clarendon Vind. Tracts (1727) 79 He read all the

articles, .which remained undetermined and unconsented to.

1800 Monthly Mag. VIII. 601 From Scandinavia have

poured the only barbarians who ever achieved an uncon-

sented conquest of the British isles.

Unconsenting, />//. «. (Un-1 io.)

a 1693 T. Yalden Rape o/TheutUla 42 Vanquish'd by that

repose from which he flies, Now slumbers close his uncoil-

Kcntingeyes, 1713 Rowe Jane Sfiore v. i,Tho'the King by
Force possest her Person, Her unconsenting Heart dwelt

still with you. x^%% Pope Odyss. xv. 221 Let not Pisistratus

in vain be prest, Nor unconsenting hear his friend's request.

a 1859 De QuiNCEY Postlu Wks. (1891) 1. 192 Blood, lawless

blood—a horrid Moloch . . revelling in a thousand uncon-

senting women. X889 Anthonys Photogr. BulL II. 20 The
right to photograph unconsenting strangers.

Unconseqnential, a, [Un- i
7 and 5 b.]

L Not properly or necessarily following or ensu-

ing; inconsequential.

1760 Blackstose Comm. IV. 37 A. though accessory to the

burning, is not accessory to the robbery, for that is a thing

of a distinct and unconsequential nature. 1779-81 Johnson
L, P.t ll''aller\Vks. 1 1. 261 Some applications may be thought

too remote and unconsequential : as in the verses on the

Lady dancing, a 1849 I'oe F. S. Osgood Wks. 1865 lU. 90
The ' situations * of Elfrida are improbable or ultra-romantic,

and its incidents unconsequential, 1885 Athenxutn 19 Dec.

804/3 H^f^ punishment is , , too unconsequential to be accepted

as a natural transcript from every-day life.

2. Of no consequence ; insignificant,

1782 1. V^^%\yBakers Biog. Dram.X. iZ-jf^ Notwithstanding
an unconsequential figure and uncommon timidity, he says,

he succeeded beyond his most sanguine expectations. 1789
Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France 1. 146 [It] is . .crowded with small
unconsequential figures.

tUnconsequently, rt^p. Ohs* (Un-* 11 and 5 b.) 1565

Cooper /"A^jawwr, /«JtfyKf«/fr,. .vnconsequently : not to

the purpose. 1647 Hexham i, Vnconsequently, niet ten

propooste. UnconseTvatlve,a. (Un' 7.) 1877 D. M.
Wallace Russia 1. i. 11 Even in unconservaiive Russia

customs outlive the conditions that created them.

t Unconsiderable, a. Obs, [UN-i7b.] =
IirtX)N.SIDEBABLB a.

X643 pRVNNE Sov. Power Pari. 11. 43 Better then either

Ihe King himselfe, his Cabinet-Counsel 1, or any unconsider-

able Privadocs, Courtiers, Favorites. 1654-66 Eakl OrkerY
Parthen. (1676) 501 My Crime . . merited a hi.i;her punishment
than these unconsiderable wounds. 1668 Cressy Ch, Hist.

Brit, Errata, Unconsiderable ones t^*^- errors] which have
hapned by mistake of single Letters resembling one the other.

tUnconsi'derance. Ohs.^"^ (Un-' 12 and 5 b.) 1546
Bale 1st Exam. Anne Askewe Concl. 44 b. If I sbuld holde
my peace,. .my conscyence wolde both accuse me and con-
dcmpne me uf vntonsyderaunce of my lorde God.

t Unconsi'derate, <t, Obs, (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1594 Damkl Cleopatra i. I vij, Thus much beguiled haue
Poore vnconsiderat wi;;hts These momentary pleasures,

fugitiue delights. i6i> Cotta {title\ A Short Discouerie of
the Vnobscrucd Dangers of seuerall sorts of ignorant and
vnconsidcrate Praciisers of Physicke in England.

Hence + Unconsl'deratoly at/v. ; -ness. Obs.

1570 T. Norton tr. NoweVs Catech. iii. 56 They that

: rashly and vnconsiderately tu prayer. x6sx Florio,

100

tiicomideransa. vnconsideratencssc. i6>i G. Sandvs OvitFs

Met. III. (1626) 56 IHe] Admireth ail;.. And vnconsideralely

himselfe desir'd.
. ,^ ^ i i_\

fUnoonsideration. Ohs. (Un-' 12 and 5b).

c 1440 I'ECOCK Refr. I. xvi. 89 The vnconsideracion of tins

hath be a greet cause of the wickidli eiifectidscole of

hercsie among the lay peple in Ynglond. Il'id. IV. ix. 474.

Tlnconsi-dered, ///• a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not considered or thought of; not taken into

consideration.

1587 GoLDiNG Dl Mornay xii. (1592) 167 Those that haue

the distributing of goods and honors, are blamed for leaning

them vnconsidcrctl. i6n Siiaks. WM. T. iv. in. 26 A
snapper-vp of vnconsidered trifles. 1613 — Hen. ^/''i '. "•

17'ihat you would.. Not vnconsidered leaue your Honour,

..is the poynt Of my I'ctilion. 1619 DoNNKiVc//;. 139 This

is the unexpected and unconsidered strangenesse of that day.

1729 Young Mcrc/miit Contents, The unconsidered benefits

of liberty, i8j6Miss Mitfobd Village Ser. n. (1863) 454 1 he

gift of some uncon.sidered trifles. 1856 Fkoude Hist. Eng.

1. 152 There was a third party in the country, unconsidered

as yet, who [etc]. 1873 PiiocTOR Expanse lleav. vin. 86

A different opinion h.as long been entertained, owing to the

details of the matter being left unconsidered.

2. Unaccompanied by, not done with, considera-

tion or intention.

1876 T. Haruy Ethelberta. xxv, She got up in an uncon-

sidered and unusual impulse to seek relief. 1877 Mrs.

Oliphant Makers Flor. iii. 82 The cruel levity of these

probably unconsidered jests.

t Unconsiderer. Ofa.-i (Un-i u)
C14S6 Pecock Bk. cf Faith (1909) 122 Which favour,

peraventure, sum hasty unconsidere(r)s schulen not aspie.

Unconsi dering, ///. a. (Un-i io and 5 b.)

1660 Rope for Pol To Rdr., 'Tis incredible what influence

they had upon numbers of unconsidering persons. l68a

T. Flatman Hcraclitus Ridens No. 79 (1713) H. 2.37 'JJey

take up with the unconsidering People who admire their

Wealth. 1700 licACKMORE I'araphr., Moses'Song 246 O that

these unconsidering tribes were wise 1 1710 .Swift Jrnl.^ to

Stella 13 Oct., I'll never do it again, though all mankind

should persuade me, unconsidering puppies T

absol. 1691 Locke Tolerat. iii.viii. 172 Some ofthe ignorant

anil unconsidering that are in the National Church.

DTnconsi-gned, />//. «. (Un-1 8.)

1S47 Jer. Tavlor Lib. Proph. xviii. 227 This mercy which

appertaines to Infants is so secret and unJeclar'd and uncon-

s^n'd. 1891 M. Cole Cy Ross 142 The ship sped on, bearing

its unconsigned merchandise of sin to a haven of safety.

t trnconsi-stent, a. Obs. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1638 Chilungw. Relig. Prot. I. ii. § 65. 76 Nor lyable to

any such exception, as is unconsistent with due Intention in

giving the Sacranient of Orders.

Unoonsooiable, a. [Un-I 7 b: cf. Conso-

CIATE w.] Incapable of being united.

1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. 90 To clap these most

uncoiisociable Things, Light and Darkness, into one Dusky
Compound.
TTnconsO'lable, a. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

n 1618 Raleigh Sou's Advice Rem. (I66.^) 115 Oh how un.

consolable were your case, your friends being fled. 1654-66

Earl Orrery Pnrthen.\i(>yf>) 598 This lebtion . . had a

resembling operation on the unconsolable Emilia. 1731

Fielding Mod. tlusb. v. ix. What an unconsolable creature

would you be if [etc.].

Hence Unconso'laWy adv.

1895 W. Platt tVomen, etc. 61 She went off and wept
unconsolably.
Unconso-latory, a. (Un.' 7.) 1760 Sterne Zf/A (1775)

I. 91 The consolation you give me.. is very unconsolatory.

1803 Mary Charlton lyi/e /^ Mistress III. 73 Laura, wearied

bythis unconsolatory nonsense, shook her head*

TJnconso led,//>/. a- (Un-1 8.)

x8x4 VVoRDSW. Excurs. IV. 310 Therefore, not unconsoled,

I wait, i860 Ellicott Li/e Our Lord viii. 384 Standing

weeping by the tomb, unconsoled and inconsolable. 1879

B. Taylor Stud. Genu. Lit^ 82 Tristan is wandering alone

and unconsoled.

XTncouso'lidated, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

[177S Ash.] i8oa Plavfair Illustr. UuttotL Th. 49 The
opposite sides of the rock, .have the interval between them
filled with soft and unconsolidated earth, x8st Carpenter
^[an. Phys. (ed. 2) 263 Having the fibrous element of the

shell., unconsolidated by the intervening deposit of chalky

particles. 1874 Stuubs Coust. Hist. \. iii. 41 Tiiey are not

only unconquercd, but unconsolidated.

Unconso'llng,/S/>/. a. (Un.'io.) 1846 Worcester (citing

Buckininstcr). Unco'nsonancy. (Un.' 12.) 1665 J.
Si:rgeast Sure Footing 216 Not to note the unconsoiiancy

of this carriage, I shall yeild him the honour [etc.].

1Tuco'iisonant,a. [Un-1 7.] = Inconsonant

a. a. Const, to or -Mith.

1535 Stewart Ov«.6V(?^ (Rolls) III. 33 Vnconsonand is to

the veritie To do to ws so greit inormitie. a 1600 Hooker
Serin, on Pride IV. § J If.. it be a thing most unequal and
unconsonant unto justice. 1657 Tomlinson Reuou's Disp,

Pref., Which is not altogether unconsonant to reason, rt 1676

Hale Prim. Orig. Man, III. ii. (1677) 260 As his Supposition

of these Seiiiiiia, thus casually produc'd, seems unconsonant
both to the Reason and Course of Nature. 180S Foster Ess.

IV. v. 183 A certain order of opinions unconsonant, or at least

not identical, with the principles of that religion. 1843 in

J. Hawthorne N. Ilamtliorue
,<r

H^'/e (1885) I. vi. 273 It was
a magnificent comedy to watch him,.. so unconsonant to

what was .about him.

b. Without const.

1597 Hooker Ecel. Pol, v. Ii. § 3 It seemeth a thing vn-
consonant that the world should honor any other as the

Sauiour but him whom it honoreth as the creator of the

world. i6s8 Manton Exp. Jude 4 Wks. 1871 V. 167 To
observe, .whether we embrace it liiwn undue ground.s, or

match it with unconsonant practices. 1665 J. Sekgkant
Sure Footing -2^1 If hedoesj he m^l^t hold it was Eternal;

If not, how unconsonant is his parallel?

Hence Unco'asonantly adv.

UNCONSTANTIiY.

1863 Cowcen Clarke Shaks. Char. v. 128 He is gradually

led on to act unconsonanlly with his real nature.

Unconspicuous, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1802-11 Hen 1 ham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V.659 Latent

and unconspicuous the single force of a pecuniai y interest is

capable of rising. 1816 — Chrestom. 187 these properties

are. .recondite and unconspicuous. 1861 Mill Vlilit. 11. 22

A part however small and unconspicuous, in the endeavour.

1874 MiCKLKTllwAlTE Mod. Par. CIturclus 216 Placing venti-

lators in some unconspicuous positions in the walls.

Unconspiringness. (Un-' 12.) 1661 Bovie Stjle 0/

Script. 76 A Harmony whose Dissonances serve but to mam.
fest the Sincerity and Unconspiringnesse of the Writers.

t Unoonstabl-lity. [Un-1 12. Cf. late L.

imonslai'ililio.'] Want of stability ; changeableness.

1611 Speed Ilist. Gt. lirlt. vi. xlviii. § 2. 166 Gregory

Nazianzen charging him with . . vnconstability, say th ; That

by. .his vnsteady and halting pace [etc.].

tUnconstanoe. Cbs. (Un-1 12 and 5 b.)

C1449 Pecock Repr.u. vii. 177 Forto remove. ..M vn.stable

vnconstaunce and variannce and vnperseucraunce. 1603

Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1034 So great unconslance and

repugnance of words, as to affirme one and the same nature

to be created and uncreated.

tUnco'nstancy. Oh. [Un- i 1 2 and 5 b.]

1. = iNtONSTANCV I.

1548 Elyot, lustal'ilitas^ vnconstancie, instabilitee. 1583

Golding Calvin on Deut. i. 2 Because he saw the lightnes

and unconstancy of the people. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn.

I. v. §2 We seethe leuitie and vnconstancie of mens iudge.

ments. l6s» J- Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox 11. 45

The thoughts of them.. who are not Reeds of the DtMrt in

unconstancy, but Pillars of the Temple of Stabilily. 1699

BurnetJ9 .Art. xxviii. 335 The scandalous Unconstancy of

the Councils of those Ages.

2. - Inconstancy 2.

1587 Golding De Moruay xi. (1592) 162 The vnmoouable

decree of his euerlasting Prouidence, which.. directelh all

the vnconstancies of this world to one certeine end. 1627 in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 483 The Frame of other States

are subject, some to Unconstancy, some to Faction.. and to

many Distempers. 1650 Baxter Saints'" R. i. vii. (1662) 95

But there is none of this unconstancy, nor mixtuies in Heaven.

+ Unconstant, a. Ohs. [Un-1 7 and 5b.]

1. = Inconstant a. \.

1:1480 Hesrvson Test. Cres. 570 Traistii-.g in vther als greit

vnfaithfulnes, Als vnconstant, and als vntrew of fay. 1483

Caxton Cato c vj, And by the contrarye the man unconstaunt

..falleth in to many vyces and synnes. 1564 Palfreyman

Baldwin's Mor. Pkilos. 45 All men are ignorant, and as fraile

and vnconstant as ye shadow of smoke. 1581 Pettik tr.

Guazzo's Civ. Couv. I. (1586) 26 b. To some, stout haidinesse,

and deuout holinesse, haue been alwaics proper ard naturall,

who neuerthelesse are worldlings and vnconstant, l6oj

Fl'lbecke Pandects 89 For the /Egyptians as others report

of them, are men vnconstant, raging, proude,. .desirous of

nouelties. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. I. Ixvi, 229 They
found the King either wilfuil or unconstant. 1653 Mem.Ct.
Teckely iv. 25 The Will of the .Soveraign, which is as uncon-

stant as his Passions. 1711 Arbuthnot John Bull i. v. Bull

. .was. .of a very unconstant temper.

Comb. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 194 A mutable, wavering,

unconstant-minded per.son.

b. spec. Unfaithful in love or wedlock.

1361 Chaucer's IVks. 340 A balade whiche Chaucer made
agaynst women vnconstaunt. 1593 Marlowe Edw. //, v. i.

My vnconstant Queene, Who spots my nuptiall bed with

infamie. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. King ^ No Ring iv, She lives

to tell thee thou art more unconstant. Than all ill women
ever were together. 1676 D'Ukfey Mine. Fickle iv. i, I am
grown jealous of my Mistriss, several Reports declare she is

unconstant. 17S7 W. Wilkie Fpigou. vil. 196 To reclaim

The hero's love, . .If e'er, devoted to a stranger's charms, He
stray'd, unconstant, to her widow'd arms.

c. Of actions, conduct, etc.

1549 Compl. Scot. xii. 100 Tliai culd nocht n-.eruel aneucht

of his onconstant ansuer. 1563 1). Gooce Eglogs vii, ( Arb.) 59

Men do smarte not through your words hut your vnconstant

deeds. 1609 DANlELC/r'. Wars vlll. Ixxxvii, Without which,

nor his Greatnes, nor his Wits, Could ward him from the

Kings vnconstant fits. l6al Quarles Hadassa Iiitrod.,

Bleare-eyd mortals, .. with vnconstant frailty, ..vary From
wh.1t is good, to what is cleane contrary. 1694 Keitlewell
Conip. Penitent 66 My good Thoughts are unconstant and
Changeable.

2. = Inconstant a. 2.

1574 HvLL Couject. If-VaMtrr ii, The winter shall be windie

and unstable, the Spring windy, and unconstant of weather.

159s tr. Junius on Rev. xvii. 15 As unconstant and variable

as are the waters, a 1619 Fothfrby A theoin. II. viii. $ 2 (1622)

284 Error is alwayes vnconstant, and neuer true vnto it selfe.

164s Quarles Sol. Recant, in, 2t Vnconstant earth ! what
can thy treasure show. That is not, like thy self, unconstant

too? 1691 T. H[ale1 Acc. New Invent. 79 An unconstant

and unequal deciy. 1703 R. Neve City 4- C. Purchaser 3
Being kept in an unconstant Temper, it decays in a little time.

1781 Ramsay Keithti 93 'the powers, dinna like to gie o'er

meikle trust To this unconstant earth, m ith what's divine.

b. = Inconstant a. 2 b.

t6jo Fletcher Foithf. Sheph. 11. i, Ne'rdid my unconstant

eye yet greet That beauty.

t TTnco'listantly, aJv, Obs. [f. prec] = Ih-

constantlv adv.
<iiS4» Wyatt Sonnet, 'Alas the gree/e' iii, in Anglia

XVI 1 1. 275 Ocruell causer of vndeserued chaunge, by greatt

desire vnconstantly to raunge. 1586 T. B. La J'rimaud.Fr.

Acad. I. 121 Philosophic is.. not a plaie or priltle prattle,

unconstantlie uttereel to obtaine honor onelie. 1607 M iddle.

ton P'am. Love I. ii, As chaff, which when our nourishing

grains Are wiruiow'd from them, unconstantly they fly. >65<*

HoBBES LIum. Nat. v. Consider, .how unconslanlly name.*

have been settled, and how subject they are to equivocation.

1714 Fortescue-Aland Pre/. F'ortescue's Abs. ^ Liin. Mou.
7 The others have only Names and Words, and such as some-

times are unconstantly used.



UNCONSTANTJiTESS.

fTTnoO'DBtantness. [f. asprec] Inconstancy.
1551 IJiDt E 2 Cor. I. tioii-, Yea, yea, Nay, nay ;. .in this place

they are taken for vnconstauntenes of inynde, as to s.-iy both
yea, and nave to one tliynge. 1581 '1'. \io\\'¥.i.i. Deuiscs {i%-]ij)

175 Which change full oil h.ilh falne through her vnconstant-
ne-se. 1600 Sir W. Cornwallis F.ss^i. Bjb, So much haue
I haled thisgid(.iy vnconstantnesse,

t TJnco-nstanty, variant of Unconstancy.
1563 Wii'is ^ /m: iV. C. (Stirices) 213 I -.knowing the con.

stantie of De.Tth & ye vnconstantie of ye houre & time.

Unco'nsteIlated»///.a. (Un-' 8.) i78a-3W. F.Martvm
(7*vy. Mac- I. Intro*!. 13 OI»servations on the unconslellated
bodies. 1866 J. H. Rose tr. OvWs Met, 230 'I'he great
brother twins, not yet on high, Unconstellated yet. Un-
co nstituted, ///. a, (Un-" 8 ) 1660 Waterkouse Anns
1S6 Whatever is new, unconstilulfd, an<l of a spurious birth.

TXuconstitu'tional, a. [Un-I 7.]
1. Not in harmony with, or authorized by, the

political constitution; at vnriance with the recog-
nized principles of the state.

176s lJLACKSTONEC<?w/«i'. I. 245 Whenever the unconstiiu.
tionaloppressionf!, even of the Sovereign power, , .threaten
desolation to a State. 1770 yuniiis Letf. xxxi.v. (1778) ryo
The unconstitutional employment of the military. 1849
Macxulav Ilisi. Eng. vii. II. 210 That the Declnration of
Indulgence was unconstitutional is a point on which both the
great Eiigiisli parties have always been entirely agreed.
1893 Times 29 Apr., I^rd S. descriljed such a step as in the
highest degree unconstitutional,

2. Not inherent in, or in accordance with, a per-

son's constitution.

1704 GoDWis Caleb Williams 198 The keeper once more
made his appearance.. with his former unconstitutional and
ambiguous humanity.

Hence UncouBtita'tionally adv.
X791 Centl. Mag. Jan. 32, I am concerned .. to see you un-

constitutionally adopting a French word when there is no
occasion, 1845 I,u. Campbell Chancellors {\%si) IV. Ixxxix.
215 The bill had been unconstitutionally got rid of. 1889
Sir S. Walpolk Li/e Ld. y. /\ itssell xx'iv. II. 202 It was.,
asserted, .that the Prince was interfering unconstitutionally
both in foreign and domestic affairs.

TTnconstitationa'lity. [f. prec] The
quality of heinj; unconstitutional.

79s Washisgton /M. Writ. 1892 XIII. 73 The unconsti.
tutionality of the measure. xB^ dftOTE Grgecg u. IxiL VIII.
48 Indictment on the score of informality, illegality, or un*
const it utiotiality. 1890 Hosmf.r Anglo-Sax. FreeHotn 215
A popular explanation of the unconstitutionality of govern-
ment acts.

Unconstrainable, a. (Un-^ 7 b.)

1659 Mri TON Civil Pmver Wk^ 1851 V. 319 Hoth our beleef
and practise, .flow from faculties of the inward man, free and
uncoMstrainable of themselves by nature.

Unconstrained,///, a. [Qn-I 8.]

1. Not constrained or forced ; not acting under
constraint or compulsion,
c 1386 Cmauckr Doctor's T. 6i And of hir owene vertu vn-

C'jnstreyned -She hath ful oftc tyme syk hire feyned. 1513
Douglas j^ne/d vii. v. 25 Vtjconstrenyi, nocht be law bound
thairtill, Itot be our incHnatioun and fre will Just and
equ.-ile. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm, Par. John xix. 108 b, The
luste to rcuenge was so grcate, that vnconstrayned they
adiud^ed thcmselues to perpetuall bondage, a 1614 Donne
Bia^afarcK (1664) 201 He dyed,as the same man saves, with
the same /eale as Christ, unconstrained. 1665 Glanvill
De/. fan. Dogtn. 27 A free and unconstrained will, a 1704
T. Bkown Sa.t. ai;st. Womnn Wks. 1730 I. 56 Unconstratn'd
by want of choice they lie Wallowing in all the filth of
boundless luxury. 18*7 Pol lok Count T. it. 145 Making
His soul an offering fyrsin,. . By doing, suffeting, tiying, un-
constrained. 1831 Scorr Ct. Kob. xxviii, Let me find my
way to the grave, unnoticed, unconslraitied.

t b. Without exertion. Obsr"^
1539 Elvot Cast. Ileltlu (1541) 55 b, If he whiche oflen-

tymcs unconstrayned hath had great sieges [=evacuations],
w. sodeynly stopj^rd.

2. Not done, made, given, etc., under constraint
or compulsion ; free, si>ontancous.

1535 Act 27 Uen. I'llf^c. 25 The voluntary and vncon-
streincil almes & charitie of the pari>hens. a 1600 Hooker
Txtfo Serm. JutU \ \\i What meaneth this Apostasie and
ynconstraincd departure? Why doe His seruanis .«o will-

ingly forsake him ? 163a I-ithgow Trax>. i. 7 Thy voluntary
wandring, and vnconstrayned exyle. i<^ i;fiAMiiAi.LAV///V.
iit. 116 These Acts were unconstrained, a 1704 T. IJrown
Let, Dissent. Preacher Wks. 1711 IV. 191 Thanks must be
Voluntary I not ouly unconstratn'd, but unsolicited. 1770
GiBbON Misc. Wks. (1814) IV. 504 'J'he unconstrained work-
ings of nature.

3. Free from constraint or embarrassment ; natural,
1704 Modcrat. Displ. iv, So Free, so Unconstrain'd in his I

Address. 1707 Sir W. Hope AVw Method Fencing vii. 205
In a Good Guard, the whole Body should be easy, and as
much imconstraiti'd as p^^ssible. 1759 Stebnk Tr. Shandy
II. xvii, He looked frank,—unconstrained,— something as-
sured^—but not bordering upon assurance. 1818 Scorr Rob
Roy IX, Dismissing from his countenance some part of the
hypocritical affectation of humility, .and saying, with a more
frank and unconstrained air [etc J.

4. Not subject to restraint ; nnreslrained,
1796 Mmk. D'Arblay Camilla IV. 278 The unconstrained

freedom with which he was empowered to have more Iraoks
upon the tabic. 1891 Fakrar Darkn. ^ Daxun xlvii. The
intercourse which the pris<jner could hold with .any who
came to visit him was uncoii-sirained.

Hence Unconstral'uedness.
1656 Fa«l Orrery Parthen. in. iv. 12 He acr|uitted him-

selfe withsomuchgraceandunconstratn«!dnesscin the dance.

Unconstrai'nedly, adv. [f. prec] In an
unconstrained manner; without constraint.

is6i T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. i6b, Vnconstrainedly
publishing.. that the principall auncesterof the familie..was
an abhoininable doer. 1594 Hooker Eccl. PoL iv. vii, § 6

101

To thinke.. that, .wee did vnconstrainedly those things, for

which conscience was pretended. 1686 Plot Staffordsh.
14 Some of the Witches, .unconstrainedly confest, that the
Devil appeared to theiu like ashort black Man. 1854 Faber
Ilytnn, ' The I'.ternal Years'' xiv. Keep unconstrain'dly in

this thought, Thy loves, .and tear*;. 1875 Glaustqmk Glean,
(i879)VI. 107 So long, .as it naturally and unconstrainedly
bears some sense not entailing such a consequence.

XTnconstrai ning, ///. a. (Un-1 ic)
1644 Milton Areop. (Aib.) 51 Those iinwritt'n, or at least

unconstraining laws of vertuous education. 1691 Norris
J''ract. Vise. 80 When the Allurements to Vice were strong,
and the ingagements to Duty but weak and unconstraining.

Unconstraint. (Un-i 12.)

1711 H. Felton Classichs {i-j\Z) 56 Dryden. .wanted that
Easiness,, .that Air of Freedom and Unconstraint,. .which is

more sensibly to be perceived, than described. 1851 D,
CoLERiiKJK //. Coleridge's Ess., etc. II. 268 The character-
istic unconstraint and naivete of the style carries with it an
air of genuineness. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayicorthjs xxviii.

It was so hard for him with. .his habits of unconstraint, to
lemeniber the traditional sanctities of the place.

Unconstru'able, a. (Un-' 7 b and 5 b.) 1856 Dove
I.o^ic Ckr. I-aith iv. i. § i Nothing and infmity are equally
unconstruable to human thought. 1896 Law Times Cll.
125 I He poiirlrays the Legislature passing unconstruable
statutes. Unconstni'ctive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1859 **• l"'*

Burton Ccntr. A/r. in JnU. Gffg. .S"*xr.XX I X. 45 The uncon-
structive African . . loves his hut, and hasa superstitious horror
ofstonewalls. Unconstru ed,///.a. (Un-'8.) I75sVol'ng
f^///*rKrii, Does this yet unconstrued,unde'"yphered creature
consider himselfas an immortal being ? Uiiconsu'ltable,
a. (Un-' 7 band 5 b.) 1843 K. Fokbes /.^/.in Wilson & CJeikie

Mem. XI. (i86i) 330 The Zoological Society's collection is

boxed up and unconsultable in an old warehouse. 1887 H. G.
Hewlett in Academy 26 Mar. 220/1 The preparation of
trustworthy calendars and indexes to records previously un-
consultable.

Unconsu'lted, ///. a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b.]

fl. Uncounselled, unadvised. Obs.~^
iSfijRee. Pri7y Council Scot, I. 515 (Duhat is abill to be

objectit that evir hir Majestie tuke on hand unconsultit be
the nobill men, hir Counsall.

2. Not consultetl {with) or referred to.
'1619 Sir J. Sempil Sacrilege Handled Ded., God was vn-
consulted ;. .his Church spoyled ; the Commons oppressed.
164a Milton Afiol. Smect 7 A suspicion that in setting forth

this pamplilct the Remonstrant was not unconsulted with.
1839 Cassan Lives Bps. 0/ Bath ff Wells 268 He left no
history or chronicle of this nation unconsulted. 1847 De
QuiNCEY Milton Wks. 1857 VII. 318 The reasons assigned
to Labienus for passing the oracle of the Libyan Jupiter un-
consulted. x88^ St. yames' Gaz. 4 Apr. 5/2 Our feelings
having been entirely unconsulted in the matter.

TJnconsu Iting, ///. a, [Un-^ io and 5 d.]

1. Taking no counsel ; inconsiderate, rash,

a 1586 SiUNKV Arcadia it, xxii. (1912) 290 It was the faire

Zelmane, . . whom unconsulting affection . .had made borrowe
so much of her naturall modestie, a5[etc].

2. With object : Without consulting (something),
1848 LvrroN Harold xi. vii, The oath that would bestow

on a .stranger the fates of a nation, against its knowledge,
and unconsulting its laws.

XTnconsamable, a, [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.]

1. That cannot be consumed ; inexhaustible.

1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. xviii. 17 From whence the
rivers have so unconsumable store and abundance of waters.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad, i. 418 The wealth which
proceedeth from liberalitie is unconsumeable. 1615 G.
Sandys Trat\ 127 [Arms and legs] from the Mummes
(whereof there are an vnconsumeable number),

2. Incapable of being destroyed by fire.

1670 IJkooks Wks. (1867) VI. 207 How will an unconsum-
able soul and body be able to endure the scorching flames of
hell for ever? 18C9SAIA Tii\ round Clock (1861) 381 It was
. .suggested that he was unconsumable, m.^de of asbestos.

1870 Mi:rkdith Odes Fr. Hist. (189?)) 57 Ever invoking fire

from heaven, the fire Has grasped her, unconsumable.

Unconsu xa-^^tppl* a. (Un-1 8 and 5 b.)

'549 Compl. Scot, vi. 46 Of this sort the art of astronomic
suld ay remane onconsumit. 16*7 Mav Lucan vni. P vij.

The bones halfe-burnt, not yett di->sohrd hee takes, Stil full

of nerues, and vnconsumed marrow. 1697 Concreve Mourn.
Bride II. v. The poor remains.. Vet fresh and unconsum'd
by time and worms. 17x4 Kamsay Health 86 Long un-
consum'd the oak can bear the beam'^ 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed, 2) V, Qt Every such fine. .should l>e of the same
force and effect, as if it had siill remained upon record un-
consumed or not lost. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem.^ Org. 329
A chaired mass remains, consisting of carbonate of potash
and unconsu:ned carbon.

Unconsuniing, ///. a, (Un-1 io.)

i6a8 Fl-xtham Resolves 11. x.xv. BoThough pleasure merries
the Sences fur a white : yet honor after vultures the vncon-
suming heart. (1718 Entertainer No. 15. 97 No sooner shall

the enjoyment be over, when Horrour will, .act the Prome-
thean Vulture upon the unconsuniinc Conscience.) 1836
Keble in Z-^ra /I/ar^ (1849) 204 Godof the unconsuming
fire. On Horeb seen of old. 1851 Trench Sonnet Poems
(1865) 92 It straightway kindled then, and was afire. And
with the unconsuming radiance blended.

Unconsanunate, ///. a* [Un-^ 8

b

and 5 b.

Cf. next.] Not consummated ; uncompleted.
1609 IJiULE(Douay) Deut. xx'iv.comnt., Nothing, .can loose

the band of Mariage..uncot]sunimate, but death, or solemne
vow in anapproved rule of religion, a 1643 W.Caktwkicht
Siege III. i, I cannot then retire me from the sin, Though
I do leave the action unconsummate. 170a S. Parkfr tr.

Cicero's De Ftnibus in. 1^ Whatever Action bears tlie Name
of a Compleat Good one isa Duty perform'd.as there is also

Duly Unconsummate. x868 Uhowning Ring ^ Bk. ix. 431
The unconsummate blow, Adroitly baulked by her,

Unco'nsammated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1813 T. Busby
Lutretius I. ni. 1138 Joys unconsummated round thee

play. i8j3 Is. Williams Apocalypse 119 The unnumbered
company [intimates] the gathering in as yet unconsummated.

UNCONTESTABLE.
Unconta'gious, a. (Un-' 7.) 1822 Goon Study Med.
II. 71 The production of uncontagious intermittent fever.

Uncontai-nable, a.- (.UN-i7b.)
1618 T. Adams General. Serpents Wks. (1629) 8t,o His vn-

containable poyson would soone burst him. 1681 RvcAur
tr. Gracians Critick 40 Pythagoras calls it a Tuned- Harp,
whose me.isure and liarmony wraps up our Contempla-
tions and Thoughts with uncontain.ible Ravishments. 1883
Harper^s Mag. Jan. 284/2 Jim had sn awkward expression
of itncontain.ible happiness.
Uncontai-ned, ///, a. (Un-' 8.) c 1611 Chapman Hiad

I, 93 1 hi'^ still will empty in our hearts His deathful quiver,
uncontain'd till to her loved sire 'I he hlack-eyed damsel be
re-ign'd. 1836 Emkrson Nature 13. I am the lover of un-
contained and immortal beauty. UrcontS'mlnable, a.

(UN-'7b and 5 b.) 1637 Earl Monm. tr. Parutas I'ol.

Disc. 52 So well disposed towards the gooil of their Country,
and so uncontaminable by any other affection.

Uncontaminate, ///. a, (Un- 1 8

b

and 5 h.)
167S Cocker Morals 24 A Conscience uncontaminate. 1784

Cowper Task \ I. 789 The pure and untoniam'nate blood.
184a R. I. WiTBF.RFORCE RutH/us <$ Lucius 164 The cor-
rupted traditions, .(lowed frcm a source which originally
was clear and uncontaminate. 1876 I.oweli. Aniongmy Bks.
Ser. ir. 249 Abstinence, exercise, and uncontaminate air.

Uncontaniinated, ///. a. (Un-^ 8 and 5 b.)

i6n CoTGR., Incontafnine, vncontaminated, vnpolluted.

1774 GoLDSM. Kat, Hist. II. xvi. 375 Naiure has piovidenlly
stopptd the fruiifulness of these ill-fornud productions, in

order to preserve the foim of every animal uncontaniinated.
1831 Miss Mitfokd Village Ser. v. 7 Our village, though
in the centre of the insurgents, contim ed uncoiUaminated.
1879 Froldk Cxsar ii. 19 Whose minds were still uncontam-
inatid, in whom the ancient habits of life still survived.

Uncontemned, ppl, a. (Un- 1 8.)

Z613SHAKS. Hen,l'HI, in. ii. 10 Which of the PeeresHaue
vncontemn'd gone by him? 1634 Habincton Costara 11.

Wi/e^ Shee is so true a friend, her Husland may to her
communicate even his anibiiions, at d if succes-^e Crowne not
expectation, remaine neveithelesse uncontemned.
Hence Uncocte'innedly adv.
1628 Feltham Resolz-es 11. 206, 1 beg no more, then may

keepe mee vncontemnedly, ana vnpitticdiy-honest.

Uncontemplated, ppl, a, i^Un- i 8.)

1709 Shafte.sh. Charac. (1711) II, 424 Never can the Form
be of real forte where it is uncontemplated,, .unexamin'd.
1837 LvTTON Athens 1 1. 2^8 So do the most important results

arise from causes uncontemplated by the providence of

siatesmen. x86o Dickfns Uncomm. Trav. x, He may be
seen . . haling the blind man away on exj editions wholly un-
contemplated by. .the man.
UDContempora'reous, a. iUn-' 7.) 1859 0. Wilson

Mem. E, Forbes i. (1S61) 26 The unconttmporaneous events
which are recorded in the same page of an almanac. 1870
LowKi.L Among my Bks, Ser. i. 6 Unless, like G< ethe, he
is of a singularly unconieniporaneous nature. Ur.con-
te'nded, ///. a. (Un' 8.) 1697 Drvden ^neis v. 510
Peimit me, Chief, permit without Delay, To lead this un-
contended Gift away. Unconte*nding,///. a. (Un-' 10.)

1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) III. 248'ihcu knowest my
getienjsity to my uncontending Rosel ud. 1881 Ruskin Lett,
to Faunthorpe (1895) I. 43 The reccgnition of uncontending
and natural worth,

XTnconte*nt, sb, [Un-1 12.] Absence of con-

tent ; dissatisfaction.

1873 Miss Rroughton Nancy II. 131 Overall the landscape
there is a look of plaintive uncontent.

Uncontenx, a. [Un-1 7] « next.
1502 ARNOLim Chron. (1811) 125 Ai.d so wolde leue dyuers

j-eisones that I am in dett to vncontent. 1591 Tioub. Raigne
K. yohn (1611) A 2, Yet lohnyour Lord, contented vncontent,
Will (as he may) sustaine the heauy yoke Of pressing cares,

1885 L, Oliphant Sympneumata 167 The records of the in-

tellect., cannot evince a perfect understanding. .of this vast

subject, so long as. .its moial whole is unccnttnl.

Uncontented,///, a. [Uk-18. Cf. Dis-
contented.] Not contented ; nmati^fied.
1568 T. HowELi- Newe Sonets (1879) 124 Mtwsing bow I

best might ease mine vnccntented minde. 1586 1. h.La
Primaud. Fr.Acad. i. 31 Peituilations.. which fill ihe soule
with eiidlesse trouble and di^quielnes, causing man to live

alwaies uncontented. 1605 Damkl Philotas Ded. A iv. When
your iudgment shat ariue so far, As t'oueilocke th* intricate

desigiies Of vncontented man. 1^75 Art Contentm. t. xii,

'J he torture which every repining uncontented spirit provides
for its self, 1718 G. Skwell Priclam. Cvpid 4 Thus uncon-
tented with a private Wrong, He sfreads his Baseness with
a busie Tongue. 1861 Mill Rcpr.Go^t,{\%t>^ 24/1 Nothing
b more certain, than that improvtmeiit in human affairs is

wholly the work of the uncontented characters.

Hence Unconte'ntedness.
a 1660 Hammond F undomentals xi, Wks. 1674 1. 298 Con-

tentednessis most eminently one of these specialties, ..as it is

opposed to ambition, covttou>ness, injustice, uncontentedness.
Uncontcntin^, p^l. a. (Un-' 10.) 1698 Noifuis Pract.

Disc. IV. ^57 His future Expectations shall piove exery
whit as vain and uncontenting as his past Fruitions. Un-
conte'ntingness. (Un-' 12.) 1648 Bcylk Seraph. Love
viii. (1700) 51 The decreed uncontentingness ofall other goods.

TTnconte ntions, a. (Un-i 7.)
Also, in recent use, iiticonteniiousncss.

i8b8 Pusey Hist. Eng. i. 66 Either pupiLs of Calixtus, or of

the same uncontcntious di^po^ition. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh
I.iv,63 [He]proposed that all difficulty. .should be referred

to lawyers for uncontentious decision. x^\ Manch. Ejca»n,

25 June 6,1 A comparatively uncontentioi s mea?,ure.

Unconte 'stable, a. (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)

1681 Whole Dnty Nations 13 Religion, .being a most un-
contestable duty and obligation in these lesser Kingdoms,
Families. 1714 Swii-T Pres. St. Aff, Wks. 1755 II. 1. 217,
I must therefore lay it down as an uncontestable truth. 1725
Favi. Diet. s.v. Vegetation^ As to what is said concerning
the heat of the Sun, it is uncontestable. 2826 Wcstm. Rev.
Oct. 483 The arrangement, which Mr. Humphreys, and with
uncontestable reason, proposes. xSit Ld. Palmerston in
Westm. Rev. July (1855) 60 note^ The will of a sovereign
whose rights are uncontestable.
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Hence Unconte'stably adv.
1709 {titU\ An Kxact Narrative of the many Surprizing

Matters of Fact uncontestably wrought by an KvH Smrit.
X740-Z JohnsoHS ParUamentary DchaUs (1787) I. 201 That
where this maxim is not . . adhered to, rights and liberties are
empty sounds, is uncontestably evident.

Unconte'sted, ppi, a. (Un-1 8 and 5 b.)
1678 Oldham On Wks, /.'. JoHStm x, Poems (1684) 8i Thou

ihy own Works didst strictly try By known and uncontested
Kulfs of Poetry. 169a Norris Cttrs. Reflect. 14, I afTinn
that there are.. as uncontested Propositions in Morality as in

any other Science. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 45^2 You
seem.. to have allowed as an uncontested principle, that
marria,^ is generally unhappy. 1800 Misc. Tr. in Asiat.
Ann. Reg: 248/1 The Goosaipns maintained an uncontested
authority, till the arrival of about 12 or 14,000 Seik horsemen.
18^ Macaui-av ///>/. £Mg, xvii. IV. 47 A government of
which the title was uncontested. 1874 Disraeli in Froude
CarlyU's Life in Lond. xxxiii. (1884) II. 429, 1 see only two
living names which. .stand out in uncontested superiority.

Hence ITncontestecUy a<yz'.

1699 T. Baker Reji . Learn, ii.io AsforthcGreek[tongiie],
which is uncontestedly Learned, most know, how copious it is.

J719 J. T. Phillips tr. Thirty-four Confer. 298 These sorts

of Beads had been for some thousand Years uncontestedly an
efficacious Mcdccine for Souls.

t Unco'ntinent, a. Ohs, [Un-1 7 b.] «
Incontinent a. Also fUnco'ntinently adv,
138a WvcLiF 2 Tim. iii. 2 Men schulen he.,fals hlanicris,

vncontynent, vnmylde. ai4ao Wyclif/'ite Bible (1850) 111.

12 marg,. He that is vncontynent, ether a lecchour, rennelh
in to the snare of synne. 1565 CooptR Thesaurus^ Incott'

tinenst . . vncontinent. Jbid,j Incontinenter,

.

. vnconlinently,

1598 Florio, Incontinentei vncontinent, vncleane of life.

+ TJnoontinent, van Incontinent adv.
1506 in Charters, etc. Edinb, (1871) 189 We charge you

strattlie and commandis vncontinent [etc],

Unco*ntinented, a, (Un-' 9.) 1847 Emerson Poems,
Monadnac^i'he bullet of the earth Whereon ye sail, Tumbling
steep In the uneon tineiited deep. Unconti'nued,///. a.

(Un-* 8.) 1576 Abp. Sanuvs Serm. (1585) 171 Their seruice
was vnrewardcd, because it was vncontinued. Uncon*
ti'nuoas, a. (Un-' 7 and 5 b.) 1846 Mozley Ess. (1878)
II. 154 A succession of momentary, uncontinuous, fragmen.
lary impulses, ideas, and feelings. 1863 Cowuen Clarkb
S/iaks. Char. x. 257 He is liglit-minded, being inconsequent
and uncontinuous, which is very French. Unconto'rted,
fipl.n. (Un-' 8.) 1834 Foster in ¥,y\a.\\dLife ^ Corr.(iZ^t)ll.
248 If.. the diction be perspicuous, natural, and uncontorted.

Unoontra'Ct, v. [Un-^ 3.] To relax, unbend.
i6a8 Felthah Resolves it. Ivi. 162 The best way is, to

vncontract the brow, and let the worlds mad spleene fret,

Uncontraxted, ///. a. [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.]

+ L Not affianced or betrothed. Obs.

iW [see UnaffiedI. is^-S AVj^. Privy Council Scot. I.

325 Hesould. .keip the said Jane, .asfre woman uncontractit
or inariit..for the space of ane yeir. ciftzs [see Unaffied],
2. Not brought into smaller compass.
*758 Johnson Idler No. 9 r 2 To give the smooth feature

and the uncontracted muscle. 1864 Pusey Led. Danieli. 49
In the Biblical Chaldee the older uncontracted forms prevail.

1877 Raymond Mines ^ M. 1 16 This serpentine belt . .extend-
ing its course southeasterly with uncontracted dimensions.
Uncontradi-otable, a, (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

1707 Curios, in Hush. ^ Card. 134 We know by uncontra-
dictablti Experiments, that N itre . . attracts . . Humidity. 1825
Bentham Ofjic. Apt.^ Maximized, Indicat. (1830) 70 That
conBdence^commanding and uiicontradictable hand.
Hence Uncolitradictably adv,
i86a T. A. Thollope Marietta I. iv. 64 The means by

which one moral nature speaks . . uncontradictably to another.

Uncontradicted, //>/. a, (Un-i 8.)

1606 Wapner Alb, Eng, xv. xcvi. 383 And new Rome,.

.

Vncontradicted, for that Plot from Hell the Palme doth win.
1651 HoBBES Leviath. i. xvi. 83 The excesse of Negatives,
standing uncontradicted, are the onely voyce the Repre-
sentative hath. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. ii. § 21. 92
The People.. let it pass uncontradicted. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci* J^ Art II. 71 The inference drawn by the
Florentines, remained uncontradicted by any experiment, till

about 1762. 1885 Lav} Rep. 14 Q. B. Div. 248 There was
uncontradicted evidence given at the trial that [etc.].

Hence Uncontradictedly <z^z/.

2653 Gaule Mai^astrom. 129 So they may (more easily
and uncontradicted'y) resist the truth.

Unooatradi'ctory, a, (Un-I 7.)
In quol. — uncontradictable.

1698 NoRRis Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 231 He need not deny
it 1)ccause it is an uncontradictory Truth.

Uncontrite, a. (Un-i 7.)
c 1440 Jacob's li^ell ibj Sclie wolde no^t leve here synne &

dyed vncontrite. 1509 (see Unconfessedi]. 2646 Hammond
Pract, Catech, i. iii. (ed. 2) 28 (The priest] by absolving an
uncontrite sinner, cannot sure make him contrite. z86x
Lytton & Fane Tanniiauscr ifi Even though unabsolved,
not uncontrite.

Uncontrived,/'^/. a. (Un-1 8.)
i6xa \V. Parkes Curtaine-Dr. (1876) 49 If he shall practise

vncontriued conclusions vpon our Hues, 2646S1KT. iJROWNt:
Pseud, Ep, I. xi. 44 Thus hath he deluded many Nations.

.

from casual 1 and uncontrived contingcnces divining events
succeeding. 1790 Pai.ey liorx Paul. iv. § S A species of
confirmation . .evidently uncontrived.

Uncontri,-ving, /;*/. a. (Un-' 10.) 1774 Goldsm. Nat,
I/ist. I. xxii, 401 To the savage uncontriving man the earth
is an aljode of de>olation. Uncontro'l. (Un-' 12.) x86x
Mrs. Ii. Wood East Lynne i. xvi. She burst forth in pas-
kionate uncontrol.

Uncontrollable, a, [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.]
tl. Incontrovertible, indisputable, irrefutable.

1577 tr.i?«///«^^r'x/?tfc*i^« III. ix. 460 That diuine saying
of Sainct Peter remaineth foreuer vncomptroleable. x6oi
Warner Alb, Eng. Epit. (r6o6) 362 It is to he noted, as
warranted out of vncontrowlable authours, that [etc.] X646
Sir T. Browne Pseud, Ep. vi. 1 273 His labours are rationall,

and uncontroulable upon the grounds assumed. 1673 Cave
Prim. Chr, 111. iii. 304 He makes it an uncontrolable Argu-

ment of the Truth. 170X Swn-T Contests Nobles ^ Coiiim.

i. The error of those, who think it an uncontrollable maxim,
that power is always safer lodged in many bands than in one,

X738 — Pol. Convetsat. Introd. 74.

2. Not subject to control from a higher authority ;

absolute.

1593 G. Harvev Pierce's Super, "Wks. (Grosart) II. 180

Armed with that supreme & Vncontrowlable authoritie,

whicli they affect in causes Ecclesiasticall. 2630 A", yo/in-

son's Kin^^d. * Covnmv. 526 His sentence in matters of L:iw

and Religion is uncontrollable. 267a Marvell Reh. Transp.
I. 140 He had vested them with an.. unlimited power, and
uiicontroul.iUe in the Government of Keligion. 172 1 Steele
sped. No. 167 r3, I have grasped imaginary Scepters, and
delivered uncontroulable Edicts. 275a Humr Ess. f^ Treat.

(>777) I- 39 Authority. .can never, .become quite entire and
uncontroulable. 2809 Mar. Edgewortii Manvcuvring xv.

She had an uncontroulable right to marry as slie thought

proper. 2836 J. Gii.nEiiT Chr, Atoncm. ii. 49 The power of

the Creator overall his creatures is entirely uncontrollable,

b. In (iuasi-advcrbial use.

a 2704 T. Brown Praise Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 35
Consider whether 'tis not the Drunkard, that.. acts so un*
controulable as the Gods themselves.

3. That cannot be controlled or restrained.

2648 R. JossEiJN Diary (1908) 54^ The wofull uncontroul-

able encrease of all manner of wickedness. 2665 Sir T.
Heubert Trav, (1677) 263 Cardarigas.. fancies to himself
that they were brought thither by some uncontroulable
destiny to be destroyed. 2748 Richardson Clarissa (1811)

I. i. 2 His natural imperiousness and fierce and uncontroul-

able temper. 2823 Scott Qucntin D. ix, His horse, seizing

the bit with his teeth, went forth at an uncontrollable gallop.

2846 McCuLLOCH Ace, Brit. Empire (1854) II. 629 Poverty
and misery produced by accidental and uncontrollable causes.

1879 H. C. Wood Therap, 570 Hydrophobia is a perfectly

uncontrollable disease.

absol. 27S4 Richardson Corr, (1804) IV. 89 Dr. Young is

another uncontrollable, therefore unaccountable. 1829
Shelley Ode West ll^ind 47 The impulse of thy strength,

only less free Than thou. O uncontrollable 1

ITncontro'llableness. [f. prec] The
state or quality of being uncontrollable.
Also, in recent use, uncontrollability.

^

2634 Bi", Hall ContenipL, N.T, iv. vii. Vices, ..when they
grow inveterate, have a strong plea for their abode and
uncontroulableness. 1673 Cave Prim, Chr. in. ii. 2^3
The Uncontrolableness of the Miracles performed in his

Name. 2748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. xxx. 102 My
charge upon htm of unpoliteness and uncontroulableness.

2833 Carlvle Misc. Ess., Diderot (1888) 62 With vehemence
enough, with even a female uncontrollableness. x86a Mill
Syst. Logic (ed. 5) II. 416 t It) cannot fail., to create a feel-

ing of uncontrollableness in the former alsa

Uncontro'llablyi adv, [f. as prec. Cf. In-

CONTKOLLABLY adv,'\

i* 1. a. As if uncontrovertible. Obs,

16*9 Prvnne Ch. Eng. 52 Being alwayes. .unanimously,

Srofessedly and uncontroUablie entertained. X646 Sir T.
rowne Pseud. Ep. vi. viil. 312 Hereof uncontroulably and

under generall consent many opinions are passant, which not-

withstanding..do admit of doubt.

f b. Incontrovertibly, indisputably. Obs.
2676 Hale Contempl, i. 222 Abundantly and uncontrollably

convincing the reality of our Saviour's death and true Resur-
rection. X678 JoNKS Heart ^ Right Sov. 134 Our Brittlsh

Churches appear to be uncontrollably of apostolical descent.

2. Without submission to control or restraint

;

absolutely ; unrestrainedly.

2637 Declar, Pfaltzgrave's Eaith 34 In which Commande-
ment God hath forbidden two things vncontroleably. 2672
(H. Stubbe] Rosemary <5- Bayes 22, I conceive it is uncon-
troulably settled by law. 17)58 Tucker Lt. Nat. III. 311
Though it be certain God may uncontrolably and lawfully
deal with his creatures as he pleases. 2809 Mar. £ix:eworth
Mamcuvring xv. He became uncontroulably impatient to

declare his own attachment. 2873 Svmonds Grk. Poets \, 26
Pericles governed the most uncontrollably free of nations by
Reason.

Uncontro'Ued, ppl, a, [Un-1 8 and 5 b.]

L Not subjected to control; unrestrained, ua-
govcrned, unchecked : a. In predicative use.

2523 More Hist. Rich. Ill, Wks. 56 To rule..y« realm
at their pleasure, & therbi to pil and spoil whom thei list

vncontroled. 2595 Spenser Col, Clout 662 Happie..! him
hold, That may that blessed presence still enioy, Of fortune
and of enuy vnconiptrold. 1614 Gorges Lucan iv. 147 The
coasts on 'both sides shall behold Valour vn-vancjuisht vn-
controld. 2655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 311 To suffer

so greate a prodigy of baseness to goe vncontroUd, were an
injury to humane society, a 1718 Priok Cloe Jealous x, Fall

uncontroli'd my Tears, and free. 2755 Young Centaur i.

Thus the sluices are set open for all sensuality.. to pour in
uncontroiiled. 1844 H. H. Wilson Btit. India HI. 542
The whole of India would fall under the dominion of one
Governor, unassisted and uncontrolled. 1890 ' R, Boldre-
wood' Col. Reformer (1891) 332 Possessing no very near
relatives, she was uncontrolled as to her. .mode of life.

b. In attributive use.
£-2586 C'tess Pembrokk Ps. (1823) lxxv. ii, Then [will I]

denounce my uncontrolled pleasure, a is9zGkf.esk Selimus
961 Or have the uncontrolled Christians Unsheath'd their
swords to make more war on us? 2624 Markham Cheap
Husb. I. i. 3 He withstandeth ail effects of sicknesse, with vn-
controled constancy. 2660 Genii. Calling 46 The Affections
..will have as free and uncontrolled a sway in men, as they
have in rneer animals. 2742 Richardson Pamela IV. 56 An
Example to all who know him and his uneontrouled"Ternper.
X777 Robertson Hist. Amer. 11. (1778) I. 156 They flattered

themselves that now they should enjoy an uncontrouled
liberty. 2824 Dibdin Libr, Comp. 745 note. The spleen.,
broke out with uncontrolled bitterness in . . the Third Canto.
1875 }ow^rr Plato (ed. 2) III. it2 The uncontrolled licence
and freedom of the democrat.

+ 2. Not checked by comparison with facts; un-

tested as to accuracy. Obs,

2529 More Snppl. Souls Wks. 297/2 Sith he knoweth bys
tale false : it is wisdome to leue the lime vnknoweii, that

hys lye may bee vncontroiled, 1584 in Cnth. Rec. Soc. Publ,
V, 81 To make this slaunder more probable, Or at the lest

to be the longer uncontrowled.

*|-3. Not called in question ; not gainsaid or dis-

proved ; undisputed. Obs,

2534 More Comf. agst. Trib. ni. Wks, 1223/2 If he per-
ceyued that they sayde but the trouthe, he woulde lelte it

passe by, vncontroiled. 2592 Troub. Rai^ne K. John 11.

(161 1) 86 Faire Lewis of Fraunce.. Hath title of an vncon-
trouled strength To Kngland. 2672-5 Comber Comp. Temple
(1702) 44 The main part of them is genuine, as the uncon-
trouled Tradition of the Eastern Church assures us. 2724
Swift Drapier's Lett. 14 Dec, I ever thought it the most
uncontrouled and universally agreed maxim. 1732 —Let. to

yentoso 28 Apr., It is an uncontrolled truth.

Hence nnooutTolledly adv,
2579KnewstubC('///'«/. To Rdt.,ThesInnesofourCountrey

. .are done so openly and so vncontroUedly in the sight of the
Lord. 2667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 17 'I'o let thy htart
habitually and uncontrouledly wander from God. 2768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 559 Men commonly place it m
a license to do uncontrolledly whatever their desires, .shall

prompt them to, 285^ Dokan Queens of Eng. I. ix. 400
Uncontrolledly exercising the power she had attained.

tUncontrovCTsable, a. Obs. (UN-'7b.) 2627 Hales
Gold. Rem. i. (1673) 18 The littcral, plain, and uncontroverb-
able meaning of Scripture. tUnco'iitroversed,//*/. a.

Obs. (Un-' 8.) 1634 Jackson Creed vn. iii. § 3 The deduc-
tion of Mathematicalf conclusions from the uncontrovers'd
Maximes of the same Art.

UnoontroveTsial, a, (Un-1 7.)
xB6i

J. G. Shepiard Fall Rome vii. 359 Races of uncon-
trovcrsial warriors, such as were the Vandals and the Goths,
1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent 1. v. 144 Foreign, strange,
and hard to the pious but uncontroversial mind.

So TTncontrove Tsially adv,
2847 PusEV Paradise Chr, Soul v. Advert, p. vjii. No one

can look uncontroversiatty at such occasional addresses.

tUncontrove-rsory, a. Obs. [UN-I7.] ==prec,

2642 Up, Hall Def, Humble Remonstr. ii. 10 The Devotion
of it yeeldeth no cause of offence to a very Popes eare, as
onely ayming at an uncontroversory Piety.

f Uncontrove-rtably, Wv. Obs, [Un-1 ii.]

«= Uncoktuovektibly.
a 2658 Durham Comnt. Rev.xvxx. (1660) 660 These things

being.. uncontrovertably applicable to Rome.

TTncontroverted, ///. «. (Un-J 8.)

2654 Wariston Diary (S.H.S.) II. 250 They..wer angrye
to heare of the acts of uncontraverted assemblies, a 26^4
Clarendon Sun'. Lcinath. (1676) 63 His speculation is

contradicted by constant and uneontroverted practice. 271a
Addison Sped. No. 529 r 6 A standing and uncontroverted
Principle. 2772 Junius Lett, xlviii. ^1788) 264 The resolu-

tions, .stand upon your Journals, uncontroverted and unre-
pealed. 2800 Med, Jrnl. III. 527 It is uncontroverted that

the original author intended to destroy contagious matter.

Hence TJncontrove'rtedly adv,

1644 Hp. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings \u 31 By Thrones,
Dominions, Principalities and Powers, uncontroveitedly
Angels are meant. 270s Clarke Disc. Nat. Relig. xve.

(1738) 445 Most of the Books were uncontrovertedly written

by the Apostles themselves.

tTncontrove'rtible, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

2664 H. More Myst. Inig. 350, I mean the latter end of

his leal and uncontrovertible reign,.. not that imaginary
one. 2693 Humours I'envn 62 A good Assurance dubs any
one an uncontrovertible Critick. 174J Johnson's Parlia'
tnentary Debates II. 251 Even the positions.. which are

laid down as uncontrovertible, are generally false. 2794
R. J. SuLiVAM View Nat. xliv. II. 253 This is a pobition,

uncontrovertible in some points, but in others, .much to be
doubted. 2828 Bentham Ch.Eng. Introd. 23 May not then
this positionbestaicdas uncontrovertible? 2B94H. Gardener
Unoff. Patriot 24 The watchwords and uncontrovertible basis

of belief for the succeeding generation.

Hence UncontroveTtibly adv,

2755 Johnson, /«ctf/i^ri^a^/j',- .indisputably ; uncontrover-
tibly. 2770— False Alarm (ed. 2)24 It is uncontrovertibly

certain, that [etc.]. 2828 Bentham Ch. Eng. p. xli, Shew me
..that proposition in Euclid which is more uncontrovertibly
demonstrated than is this one.

tUncontu'nded,///. rt. Obs,~^ (Un-* 8 and 5 b.) 2599
A. M. tr. Gabclhouer's Bk. Physicke 125/1 Take Horsedung,
as much as an Egge,..& half a drag, of vncontundtde
Safferne. tUnconvale'sced, ///. a. Obs.—^ (Un-' 8)
2590-2 Reg, Privy Council Scot. IV. 578 He wes lyand bed-
fast,, .unconvalesitt of the said woundis. Unccnven-
able, a. Obs.— * (Un.' 7.) 2542 Udall Erasm. Apoph.
256 b, Y' there was nothyng more unconvenable for a per-

fecte good Capitaine, then over muche hastyng. Un-
conve'ned, ///. a. (Un' 8.) [2775 Ash.] 2855 Grotk
Greece 11. Ixii, [The conspirators'] design was to appropriate

the powers of goveinnient..; leaving this body of Five-

thousand not merely unconvened, but non-existent.

t Unconve-nience. Obs, (Un- 1 1 2 and 5 b.)

'535 i" Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 56 We shall not

be drevyn be necessyte nether to btgge, nor to fall to no
other unconveniyr.ee. 2635 Feltham Resolves n. it. 325 If

I must have one, give me an unconvenience, not a mischiefe.

TJncouve'Uieilt, a, and sb. Obs, exc. dial,

[Un-1 7, 5 b, and 12.]

A. adj. =^ Inconvenient a, (in various senses).

1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 8 The name of skarste is vn-

coiivenient to a kyng. 1523 Fitzhekb. Htisb. § 154 It

shoulde seme vnconuenient for a lemporall man to take vpon
hym to shewe or teache any suche spirytuall matters. 2552
Roiunson tr. More's Utopia 11. (1895) 278 It were an vncon-

uenient thinge, that the blessed shoulde not be at lihertye tc

goo whether they wold. 2590 Disc. Span. Invasion in fiajt.

Misc. (1809) II. 158 It seemed unconvenient that he should .

in every thing be inferior to tlie EngUshnien. 1683 MoxoN



UNCONVENIENTLT. 103 UNCORPORAL.
Meek. Exerc^ Printing p. iii, A Low Case Is unconvenient
for a Compositer to work at. x88o- in dial, glossaries.

f-B. sb. = Inconvenient j<5. 3. Obs.
?ct536 in Ellis Orig,Leit. Ser. in. 111,43 It was thoght..

the matter. . wolde have growen to forthervnconueniaunts.

Hence Unconveliiently adv,

1538 Elyot, Ituiccore, vnhonestly, vnconueniently, X548
Udall, etc Erasfii, Par. John xix. 108 b, Ihat it myght
appeare howe vnconueniently the cryme of any cruell
auctoritie . . was layd agaynst hym. 1561-6 Chitd-Marriages
iia She .. had sene the said Custance Wade and Robert
Rile, .unconvenientlie together in thcchambre.

Unconventional,^. [Un-i 7.] Not limited
or bound down by convention ; free and easy.
Also, in recent use, uuconventionaUy adv.

1839 G. I>ARLKV Beaumont ^ Fletcher*s Wks, I. Introd.
pw xxxii, The unsettled and unconventional state of our lan-
etiage at that peri>xl. z86x [H. S. Cunningham] Wheat ^
Tares 3S7 His views as to grammar were entirely uncon*
ventional. 1884 E. D«ew Elocutionist Nov. 3/1 The book
..is entirely unconventional.

Hence tTnconTentionalism.
x868 Round Table No. 202. 374 The freedom and uncon-

venlionalism in such writing. 1883 No'iconf. ^ Indep. 28
Dec. 1167 The work needs freshness and unconventionalism,

TTnconventiona'lity. (Un-1 12. Cf. prec.)
1854 H..Spkncf.r Kss. I. i53Suchof hisunconventionalities

as can be atiributed only to eccentricity, he has no qualms
about. 1866 G. MACtxiNALu rf4«/*. Q, Neighb. xxiL (1878)
v^ The fact of his unconventionality and jtistice in leaving
his properly to my sister.

Unconve'ntioned, a. (Un-' 9.) 1876 Whittier June
on hlerrimot: 77 What cares the unconventioned wood for
pass-words uf the town?

Unconve-rsable, 17. AUo-ible. [UN-i7b, 7,
and 5 b.] Unfit or misnitable for social converse.
a. i593NASHE.SVrflr«f^iWzwcjEp. Ded., I loue and admire

thy pteusant witiie humor, which no care or crossc tan make
vnconuersable. i68z J, Scoxr Chr. Life i. iii. S 3 I» what
a miserable state shall we be, when every Memlwr of our
Society shall be of the same unconversable Tcmj>er with our
selves. 1697 Collier Kss. Mor. Subj. 1. {1703) 79 What
a rugged, tempestuous, unconversable mortal was Achilles,

1718 SwiKT Let. to Carteret 18 Jan., If I had not been con-
fined to my chamber by the continuance of my unconvers<
able disorder (/.r. deafness). 1803 Laub Let. to Manning
in Final Mem. vii. 69 Among nasty, unconversable, horse-
belching, Tartar-people.

p. 1674 Coz't. Tongue 158 Nothing rendering a man so un-
conversible [as pride). 1687 Land. Gaz. No, 2302/2 The
Ignorance or unccnversible Humor of the Turks. 1736 H.
Walpole Lett, (1861) I. oGreatmathematicians have been of
great use, but the generality ofthem are quite unconversible.

Hence XTnconTersableness.
1684 H. More Ansuwr 3:5 Contemptuousness, Malepert-

ness against their Betters, ..Unconversableness. 170a S.
Parker tr. Cicero's De Finibus \. 45 The many . Dangers and
Frights that go along with Unconversableness and ^litude.

TTnconversant, a. (Un-I 7 and 5 b.)

a 1674 Clarendon Suro. Leviatk. (1676) 57 If Mr. Hobbes
were not strangely unconversant with the transactions of
those times. 1^ T. Ma[X)X Exchetjuer Pref. p. xvi. Persons
who are haply unconversant in disquisitions of this kind.
1813 T. JJusBY Lucretius I. in. Comm. p. xxxiii, A being,
unconversant with its own existence. 1853 Topographer ff

GetuaL II. 6 Thouch this may sound marvellous to those
unconversant with the subject.

Unconversible : see Unconversable. UnconveTS-
ingf,///. a. (Un-' JO.) 1643-5 Milton Divorce \. iii. How
preposterous [it isj in the Canon Law.. to have had no care
about the unconvcrsin>; inability of minde. UnconvcT-
Sion. (Un-' 12,5 b.) 1846 WoRChisTER (citing r/i.tJ^.). x86x
F. W. Robinson No Church 1. viii. 169 He might never wake
again, but die. .in his brutal ignorance and uoconversion.

ITnconve-rt, v. [Un-^ 3.]

1. trans. To transform.
i6s4 Oayton Pleas. Notes iv. xvii. 258 Who with head full

addle, U'ould unconvert his Pannell from a saddle.

2. To undo ihe conversion of.

1825 R. P.Warij Treniaine II. xv. 146 As he indeed wished
to convert Monsieur Dupuis, so the valet, .thought it but
a fair return of kindness to endeavour to unconvert her. 1887
Advance (Chicago) i Ucc. 760 Wc are not suffering so
much from disturbing methods of converting people, as we
are from the inlluencs which un-convert them.

XTnconvexted,///. a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b.]

L That has not been brougnt over to a rciij^ions

faith or profession ; not changed from one faith or
opinion to another.
1648 Iscc Unconfound v.\. 1685 Baxter Paraphr, N, T,
MatL XXV. 7 Self-love, and fear, will make ihem cry for
Mercy, with some kind of Kepenlance, though they be un-
converted. 1745 Wf.sLF.y Answ, Ch. 35 Our I^^jrd com-
mandcd those very Men who were then unconverted,.. to do
this in Remembrance of Him. 1835 Scott Taiisin. viii.

There is no doubt that the primitive Christians used the
services of the unconverted heathen. 1865 R North Our~
selves 7 These are solemn statements, and surely they should
make every unconverted man who hears them, Think.
trans/, rt 1864 Fi-;rkikr6>^. /Vi/Voj.( 1866) I. xii. 340 The ig-

norant and unconverted soul supposes that its knowledge of
sensiljle objects is due to the impressions which it receives.
abwl. 1657 I'AXTRK y'nviACo«Z'^r«(7/i(titIe-p.J, The lament-

able Slate of the Unconverted. 167a Alleink ^/*ir/« iv. 88
Some of the Unconverted carry their marks in their fore-
heads, more openly, a iSo<i Paley Serm. Several Subjects
vii, It has been usual to divide all mankind into two classes,

the converted and the unconverted. 1828 Carlylk Misc,
(1857) I. 239 They arc in the camp of the Unconverted.
2f. * Not turned or chanjjed from one form to

another' (Webster, 1828-32).

3. law. (See ("ONVKUT V. IS.)

1884 V. K, SMtru in La^v Times Rep. LI. 83/2 The p'remises
. .were taken improiKirly, and are therefore unconverted.

TTnCOnve*rtible, «. [Un- l 7 and 5 b.] Incap-

able of conversion (in various senses); inconvertible,

X69S Congreve Love for L. iv. xii, III stars, and uncon-
vertible ignorance attend him ! 1805 Ann. Rev. 111. 622 I'he

Mohammedans have been found unconvertible for this plain

reason. 1864 Howen Logic v. J39 Unconvertible are A and B.

Hence UnconvertiM'lity.
i8o4SouTHt:v/.(r//. (1856) I. 2S5That the common opinion

of the unconvertibility of this people is ill-founded.

Unconveyed,///. a, (Un-^ 8 and 8 c.)

14. . Chaucer's Pari. I'oules 518 (MS. St. John's, Oxf.) For
office vnconveyid ofTt tym Anoyithe. 1696 Stanhope Chr,
Pattern (1711) 218 No property or claim any longer remain,
ing unconveyed over.

t Unconvi-ct, ppl. a. Obs. [Un-1 8 b.] = next.

a x6i8 Sylvester Job iv. 12 Against Job began his wrath
to flame,. .And.. his Foe-friends, for so strict Condemning
Job, untry'd and unconvict.

Unconvi'cted, iV-/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1675 Otway Alcil'itults iv. iii, The basest wretch not un-
convicted dies. 1760 Sternk Tr. Shandy iv. Sia^vkenb.'s

Tale, Am I to be the sport of Fortune and Slander—destined

to be driven forth unconvicted—unheard—untouched ? z8a8
P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 135, I see no reason
whatever for excluding a man who has been once convicted,

from any office the unconvicted now enjojf here. 1858
Merivale Rom. Emp. lit. (1865) VI. 286 He did not venture
to command his execution, unarraigned and unconvicted.

1894 H. NisBET Bush Girls Rom. 20 To personate the dead
but unconvicted criminal.

Uiiconvi'nce, v. (Un-* 3.) 1813 Zeluca II. 42 Mrs.
Delvayne said she would, .unconvince herself if possible.

Unconvinceabi'Iity. 1868 [see Un-' 12]. Uncon-
vi'nceable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1875 Ruskin Fors Clav. Iii.

too [I'he bees] knocking themselves .. again and again,
unconvinceableof their fallacy. 1887 Rider Haggard Jess
xiv, Sturdy, determined, unconvinceable Englishmen.

tTnconvi'nced, />/>/. a* [Un-i 8.]

+ 1. Undisproved, nnrefuted. Obs."^
1643-^ Milton Divorce lu xv, He lets go that sophistry

unconvinc't, for that had bin to teach them else.

! 2. Not convinced or persuaded,

I

1675 J. Owen IndxvelUngSin xiiL (1732) 175 God is pleased

I

to leave no Generation unconvinced of this Truth. i68z

i
Flavel AUth. Grace iv. 73 Never was there one tear of true

i
repentance seen to drop from the eye of an unconvinced

\
sinner. 1797 Mrs. RADCLiFFK//a//a« ii, Vivaldi quitted her
unconvinced by her arguments, and unmoved in his designs.

1819 Lady Morgan Auiobiog, (1859) 313 The man retired,

satisfied at not losing his place, but unconvinced of his error.

1897 Mary Kingsley W, A/rica ^26 Th^ official is uncon-
vinced and goes up the ladder to see other officers about it.

Hence UncouTi'ncedly tu/v, ; -convi'ncedness.
164a D. Rogers Naaman 847 Another let is unconvinced-

ncss of heart. 1850 F. \V. Newman Phases iv. 120 The soul

,.has to learn from, and unconvincedly submit to, some
external authority.

Unconvincibi'lity. (Un.' 12 and 5 b.) 1883 Blackw.
Mag. Apr. 534/1 The obdurate unconvincibility of a fool.

Unconvi'ncible, rt. (Un-' 7 and 5 b.) 1787 tr. Klopstock's

Mcsiiah ill. 102 Uf an unconvincible mind, [In recent use.]

Unconvincing,///. «. (Un-1 id.)

1653 Milton Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 357 To heap such
unconvincing Citations as these in Religion, . . argues not

much Learning nor JudgmenL 1885 W. S. Gilbert Mikado
\\. 41 A bald and unconvincing narrative.

lience TJnconvi'ncing'ly (uiv,

1891 F. W. Newman CdL Newman 18 He quoted Scripture
unconvinctngly.
Unco*nvoltited. ppl. a, (Un-' 8.) c 184J Todd's Cycl.

Anat. 111. 2Q1/2 In the Phalangers ,
.

, the surface of the

cerebral hemispheres is. .unconvoluted- Unconvu'lsed,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1794 G. Adams Nat. ff Exp. Philos. 1. ii.

SoTlie liquor will flow out steadily and unconvulsed.

uncocked, ppi. a, [Un-1 8. Cf. Du. onge-

kookl, G. ungckocJU^ Sw. okoki^ Da. ukogt^
1. Not cooked for eating.

[1775 Ash.] 1846 SovEK Cookery 381 Haifa pound of lean
uncooked ham. 1856 Kane Arct, Expl. II. i. 21 Fire would
ruin the ..vitality which belongs to its uncooked juices.

1870 N. F. Helk Aldeburgh vii. 78 They would cat freely of

birds and uncooked liver.

2. Jig. Not altered to suit a purpose.
i860 Gen. p. Thomi^on Audi Alt. III. clxxx. 223 The

earliest reports, .(which are always most to be depended on,

as being un-cookedj. 1865 Buckstonk in Morn. Starx-^hpx.^
We :ilways present an uncooked balance-sheet.

UncOOled, />/»/. /». AisoG-yf. onculyt, (Un-18.)
1513 DoufiLAs .'Ent-id xi. v. 65 And ^it all warm, onculyt,

sone thai have Ik-delvyn tliame, and in th<i erd begrave.

1648 Hexham w^OngekocltySwcooXudi. 1894 F. A. Steel /'(?/-

tcr's 'I hniiib iii, I nsipid as uncooled wattron a summer's day.
Uncoo'pered, ///. a. (Un' «.) 1757 W. TiioMrsoN R.

N. AdT. -j(i Your Alemorialist,. Prevented many hundred of

Casks fiesh packed, from l>eing many Weeks uncoopered.
Unco-crdinated, ///. a. (On-' 8.) x8^ Spectator 30
Apr. 612/2 1 here is plenty of imagination in the story, but

it is uncourdiiiatcd.

Unoope, V. (Un-2 3 : see Copb sb."^ 9.)

1703 R. Neve C//j'.V^./*«''t^/'^*'*'''i9To remove the Earth
over the Stones, or uncope it, as Workmen call it. Jbid. 356
The Stone. Jay alinast level with the Ground, and requir'd

but very little uncopeing.

Unco-ped. ppl, a. (Un-1 8 c)
1594 Nashe Un/ort. rrrtf.Wks. (Grosart) V. 58 Those that

beholding him at the stake yet vncoapte with, wisht him
a siitable dt;ath to his vgly shape.

TJnco'piable, a, (Un-1 yb.)
1846 Worcester (citing Ware). 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint.

III. IV. ix. §17 H is li£^. Turner's! finish is so delicate as to be

nearly uncopiable. 1870 I^owell Among my Bks. Ser, i.

(1873) 226 This country tradesman's son . . couM set high-bred
wiis. .uncopiable lessons in drawing gentlemen.

TJncopied,///. a. (Un-I 8.)

'737 ^* K.N0WLER in Camden Misc, IX, (1895) p. ix, There

is four or five times the number of Letters uncopied for one
transcribed. 1859 Ladv Morgan Autobiog. p. vii, Theauto-
graph letters, from which uncopied they have been printed.

t uncoqued,///. «. Obs, [Un-1 8.] Uncooked.
1617 AiNSwoRTH Annot. Exod. xvi. 31 As it was gathered,

and uncoqued, [it] was like honey wafers.

Uneoque-ttish, a. (Un-^ 7.)
Also, in recent use, uncoquctiishness.

1798 Jane Austen Northaug. Abb. vii, So pure and un-
coquettish were her feelings. 1876 Daily News 8 Nov. 5/6
With a not uncoquettish shrug of the shoulders.

Unco rd, v. [Un- ^ 4 b.] trans. To unstring

(a bow) ; to free or disengaj^e from a cord or cords.
c\^yi Pilgr. LyfManhode \\.W\\\.Kitbi:i)2Q^ t^ecorde[with]

wbich Jje bowe was corded, and |>at j baue vncorded. 1611
Cotgr. S.V. Desencorde. 162a Mabbe tr.Aleman's Guzman
d'Alf. II. 73 His servants punctually performed that, which
his Master had commanded him; vn-cording.. the very selfe-

same Trunke. ?x7ia Dangerous Present 4 If the Box had
been uncorded, and the Cords drawn leisurely. 1754 G. K,
in Connoisseur No. 33. 198 Pinning baskets, and cording
trunks; as again. .in unpinning, uncoiding, locking up foul

linncn. 184a IJorrow Bible in Spain viii, The fellow, .began
to pull the trunks off the sumpter mule and commenced un>
cording them.

XJncO'rdial, a. Also 5 .SV. -uall. [Un-^ 7.]

+ 1. Sc. Uncongenial. Obs,~^
c 1470 Henrv Wallace ix. 430 Still in to pes he couth nocht

langendur; Wncorduall it was till his natur.

2. Not cordial ; lacking in heartiness.

1643 Pkynne So7', Poiver Pari. 111. 150 In which to

be.. cold, uncordiall, or timerous.., demerits a perpetual!

brand of infamy. 1797 Jane Austen Sense ^ Sens, xxxiv,

A little proud-looking woman of uncordial address. 1834
Scott ..SV. Rofian's xxv, We were bundled off to Scotland,

coupled up like two pointers in a dog-cart, and. .with much
the same uncordial feeling towards each other. 1871 Mere-
dith //. Richmond xxxvii, I took upon myself to be . . always
courteous, deliberate in my replies, and not uncordial.

Hence ITncoTdlally adv.
181X Ora <^ Juliet 50 She begged his forgiveness, which he

granted, though somewhat uncordially.

t Uneo-re, ppl. a, Obs,-^ [Un- l 8 b.] Un-
chosen ; not employed,
13., Si, Gregory (Vernon MS.) 530 Be stille, dame, and

hold \>\ pes, let suche wordus ben vnkore.

Unco-re, v. (Un-2 3.)

i6n Florio, DiS'Callire, to suple, to vnharden, to vncore.

1615 Chai'Man Odyss. xvii. 194 Vour son.. knows clearly

nothing more, Hear me yet speak, that can the truth uncore.

II Uncore prist, Obs, [AF, uncore (F. ^«-

(-(?rir) still + ^^7^/ (F./nV) ready.] (Secquot. 1607.)
1607 CowELL Inictpr.y Vncoreprists is a plee for the Defen-

dant, being slewed for a debt due at a day past, to saue the

forfeiture of his bond ; saying, that he tendered the dept at

the time and place, and that there was none to receiue it, and
that he is now also readie to pay the same, a 1613 Overhurv
Characters^ Mcere Common Lawyer {1615) E 4 His loue

letters, .are stuft with Discontinuances, Remitters, and Vn-
core prists. 1685 J. Kkble Rep. K, B. II. 178 He pleaded
a tender by the Stranger and did not .say ttncore prists for

which cause the FlaintifF demurred. 1768 Bi^ackstone
Comm. 111. 303.

Unco-rk, z'. [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To draw the cork of (a bottle, etc.).

1727 Pope, etc. Art of Sinking 113 Uncork the bottle.

1784 Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 375 'Ihe funnel was taken out,.

.

and uncorked over a weighed cup. 1848 Thackeray Van,
Fair vi, He made the salad; and uncorked the Champagne.
1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girl's Rom. 222 Timothy,. biought
out a fresh bottle of brandy. This he uncorked cautiously.

b. trans/. 2i\\&jig.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvii. iv. The froth bursting forth

from his lips the moment they were uncorked. 1892ZANGWILL
Childr. Ghetto i. x, In the ferment of freelhought he had
uncorked his soul, and it had run over with much froth.

1894 A. Robertson Nuggets^ etc. 17 Their courage had been
uncorked.., and they felt as Ump as a wet riig.

2. To draw out, withdraw (a corlc, etc.).

1740 Cheyne Regimen p. xlix, To uncork the Plugs, and
concreted Recrements, that stop the Mouths of the perspira-

tory Glands.

1 fence UncoTker ; XTDCOTkiiig vbl. sb.

1855 Owen in R. Owen /-//^' (1894) ii. 8 The uncorker un-

corks the bottle. x88i Miss ^n himoxi Asphodel I. 250 She
snt.. sipping her lemonade, half of which had been lost in

the process of uncorking.

XXncOxked, ppL a. [Un- ^ 8 and Un- 2 8.] Not
fitted or stopped with a cork; also, having the

cork removed.
1791 O'Keeh-e Wild Oats i. i, You found the tenth bottle

uncorked. 1835 Wilson's Tales Borders I. 305/1 Dead as

uncorked small bter that has stood an hour in the sun. 1854
y. II. Sr. John Amy Moss 206 'Ihe whiskey Lottie stood

before him uncorked. 1878 Ahnky Photogr, 148 'Ihe water
..should stand in an uncorked bottle for twenty-four hours.

fTTnccm, [UN-i4b.] Evil grain ; 'wild oats'.

1513 Douglas ^neld iv. I'rol. 13 Quhar schame is lost,

thair..Kipis ^our perellus frutis and oncorn. 1710 Rudoi.
MAN Gloss. Douglas* Aimis s.v., In some places of Scotland

they say, that one hath sown his uncorn.

UncoTonated, rt. (Un-' 8. Cf. next.) x8oa H.Martin
llcleno/Glenross HI. 162 If an uncoronated cloathin^ was
nut on any one of these ducal steeds, lie would kick it to pieces.

UncoToneted, a. (Un-' 8.) 1817 Hentkam /'(ir/. A'c/^rw
Introd. 19 Great Landholding, and :ls yet uncoroneted Com-
moners, styled Country Geuilemen. iSja RoBKRrsoN Lect,

(1858) 159 That daring warrior.. who has been laid aside

uncoroneted and almost unhonoured.

Uncorporal, a. ? Obs. {\3'ii-'^ 7 and 5 b.)

1565 Goi.oiNG Ovid's Met. Epist. (1567) b j b, God the father

. . made first of all Iloth heauen and earth vncorporall. JS7<*

T. Norton tr. NoivePs Catech. 25 b, God .. made .. the

vncorporall spirites whom we call Angels. 1590 Swindurn



UNCOBPULENT. 104 UNCOSTLY.
Testmmenis 218 All the goods, & cattels,. .whether they bee
moueable or immoueable, corporal or vncorporall.

Unco*rpulent,a. (Un-'?.) 18*7 Voi.\.ovi Course T'.viii,

70! lie man Oftiihei,. .ungowned, unbeneficed, Uncorpulent.

TTncorre'ct, ///. a. and «. [Un-1 8 b, 7, 5 b.j

1 1. = Uncobkectkd ///, a. Obs.
ijoa Atkvnson tr. De Imitatwne i. xvi. (1893) 165 We wolde

that other that ofTendeth shulde be straitly correcte & our
selfe more coulpable vncorrecte. 1553 Rcspublica Prol. 51
That yls whiche long tyme have reigned vncorrecte shall
nowe foreuer bee redressed wilheffecte.

2. = Incorrect a.

1568 Charteris Pre/. Lytuiesny's ll'ks. Ajb, Quhat dif-

ference is bctuix .. correct and vncorrect Impreniing, salbe
cleirlie sene. 1669 Dryden H'iid Gallant Pref. A 2 b, You
have . . receiv'd with Applause, as bad, and as uncorrect Playcs
from other Men. 170a Kh£^. Theopkrast. 23 The Ancients,
tho' generally uneven and uncorrect, have yet here and there
some 6ne touches. 175a Salmon Universal Trazu 1. vjii. 20
Before the Missionaries taught them, their tables of eclipses
were very uncorrect.

Uncorrectable, a. (Un-1 7 b,)

Also, in recent use, uncorrectible.

1560 Wii [TEHORNEA tie Warre 6 b, Parte oftheim are wonte
to bee enemies of warre, parte vncorrectahle.

XTncorre'cted,///. a. [Uk-1 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not freed from error or inexactness ; not re-

vised or emended.
X387TRKvtSA Higden (Rolls) III. 73 He putte laneuer and

Feuerrer to \>t. bygynnynge of t>e jere, and so J?e acre leftc

among l?e Romayns vncorrected anon to lulius Cesar his
^me. 1548 Elvot, Incorredus, . . vncorrected. 1598 Florio,
Sccrr^l/o, vncorrected, vnpoHshed, rude, rough. 1699 liENT-
LEY Fkalaris 251 Whole Lines were omitted by the Stone-
Cutter, and pass'd uncorrected. 17x1 G. Hickes Two Treat.
Ckr. j'yyViM. (ed.3) 1. 170 If these holy Men's Notion ..be.,
a Mistake, it. .stood uncorrected for almost sixteen hundred
Years, 17^8 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 55 They are, I know,
hastily wiitten and uncorreuied. 1819 Shellkv Let. Pr.
Wks. 1SS8 II. 299 You are to write me uncorrected letters,

just as the words come. 1837 Goring & Pritchard Microgr.
77 Perfectly direct day-light also gives apparent achromatism
unth any common uncorrected lenses.

2. Not chastised or punished.

1475 Bk, Noblesse (Roxb,) 56 So many wrecchid synnes as
among us dailie uncorrectid hathe reigned. 15x3 More Hist.
Rick. Illy VVka. 40/1 Robbers and riuers walking at libertie

vncorrected, 1548 Er.voT, IncastigatitSy . . not chastised : vn-
corrected. X647 Hexham i, Vncorrected, (7/<^<'j^^a/J'. 1670
Baxter Cure C/u Div. 338 Parents must not be so patient
with sin as to leave their children uncorrected,

3. Not improved by training or discipline ; not
guided into tlie proper course,

"599 Shaks. Hen. K, v. iL 50 The freckled Cowslip, Burnet
and greene Clouer, Wanting the Sythe, withall vncorrected,
ranke ; Conceiues by idlenesse. 1718 Freethinker No. 23 f 6
Amongst the many Abuses, of which we stand uncorrected.
1750 Caktc Hist. En^. II. 790 A tine youth, but. .having too
much of his mother's spirit, uncorrected as yet by reflection
and experience. X865 Froude Short Stud. (1867) I. 161
Submissiveness, humility, obedience produce if uncorrected
in Dolitics a nation of slaves.

4. Not counteracted or neutralized.
1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens.Uji^) 573/2 If any of the

kmds <rf F'lowers be used uncorrected, it is much better to use
their Infusion in Wine. 1825 Scott Betrothed xxi, During
slumber, when Imagination, uncorrected by the organs of
sense, weaves her own fant;islic web. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VI. 829 Such consequences may be produced in un-
corrected hypermetropia.

fUncorre-ctly. adv. Obs. (Un-1 ii, 5 b.)
1706 Stevens Span. Diet. 1, Incorrettaniente, un'correctly.

1716 M. Davies a then. Brit. in. Diss. Physick 32 It had been
printed long before uncorrectly, at Norimberg 1532,

tVncorrectness. Obs. (Un-i 12, 5b.)
X669 IJkvuen iVild Gallant Pref., I doubt not but you will

see in it the uncorrectness ofa young writer. X7X1 Shaftesb.
Chtirac. III. 274 I'heir Kemis[sjiiess, Uncorrectness, Insipid*
ness, and downright Ignorance of all literate Art.
UncoTrelated,///. n. (Un-> 8.) x88i Med. Rev. II. 43

Occurring at haph.^zard, or as uncorrclated coincidences.

Uncorreapo-ndency, (Un-1 i 2, 5 b: cf. next.)
X659 Gauden Tears Ch. iv. xi, 459 This uncorrespondency,

to which I am upon those grounds compelled.

ITncorrespo ndent, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)
a\t^\ Sir W, Coknwallis Ess. ii. Iii.(i632) 334 Wee must

offer the eyes of men nothing vncorrespondent to the peculiar
grace of our callings. 1659 Gaudkn Tears Ch. in. xxviii.
363 Vicious extremes , . are contrary to each other, and
yet uncorrespondent with that vertue from which they are
divided. 1784 J. PonER Virtuous Villagers I. 43 Nothing
can be more preposterous or uncorrespondent. 1844 Kli.iott
Horae Apoc. (1862} IV. 14 Very much as in a famous, and
probably not uncorrespondent, prophecy of Ezekiel.

Uncorresponding, ppl. a. (Un-I io and 5 b.)
i8a6 Lamb Elia \\. Pop. Eallacies xiii, His insufferable

procerity of stature, and uncorresponding dwarfishuess of
observation. x886 [see Un-' 10].

t Unco-rrigible, a. Obs. (Un. i
7 and 5 b.)

ax42o Wycliffite Bible (1850) III. 39 marg., Stryuc thou
not.. with vncorrigihle men hi word of blamyng. £-1440
Oesta Horn, xxxvii. 151 We vncorrigihle wrecchis conne not
sece of oure synnynge. 1539 Elvot Cast. Helthe 69 Either
lor vncorrigihle vices, or infortunaie chances. 1583 Golding
CalviH on Deiit. xiii. 77 To hlinde the reprobates and such as
are vncorrigihle. 1655 Guhnall Chr. in Arm. i. (1669) 62/1We wrestle against Providence, when uncorrigible under
the, dispen^lions of God towards us. x69a SouiH Serm.
(i697)I.48y.SiichLs the peculiar Insolence of this sort of Men.
such the uncorruible Vilenes-; of all slavish Spirits.
Uncorroborated,///, a. (Un.> s.) [1775 Asn.] X911

CRAiK Llarendon 1. 100 He found a ' copy ' of a paper which
supported his father's uncorroborated evidence. Uncor-
ro-ded. /// a. (Un-' 8.) 1685 Bovlk .Salubr. Air6s It will
leave all the rest uncorroded, and fall oncly upon the Gold,

Unco'rrugated,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1863 Cowden Clarke
Shaks. Char. ix. 228 How the velvets would have escaped
with uncorrugaied pile ! f Uncorru'mped, ppl. a. Obs,
[Un-' 8.] Uncorrupted. a 1400-50 Ale-iantler 4^^^ For )>e

aire within oure hahitacle is ai vn-corumpid.

Uncorrupt, a, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

1. = iNCOBUUi'T a. 1

.

1383 WvcLiF I Cor, ix. 2j Thei [strive], .that thei take a
cornptible crowne,we forsothe vncorupt, a 1415 ir. Arderne's
Treat, /'istula, etc. 43 It is certayne \ta.i bones shul no^t be
corrupte wi|>in a founni^t if J>ai war vncorrupte afore \r.it

tyme. c 1450 Capgrave Lrye St. Gilbert 75 Xher was bred
kept sextene 3ere aftir his deih, on-corupte.on-inouled. a 15x3

Fabvan Chron. v. cxxvii, io3 Thou shalt fynde our thre

bodyes hoole & vncorrupte, 1555 Edkn Decades (Arb.) 264
If it [sc. ruby] coomme owt of the fyer vncorrupte, it be-

commeth of the coloure of a burnynge cole. x6oo Sukflkt
Countrie Farme in. xliii. 509 The leaues of the Bay tree doe
lireserue, keepe vncorrupt and make faster the fish that is

fried. x69a Ray Disc. \\. iv. (1693) 127 The real Shells them-
selves .. remaining still entire and uncorrupt. X733 Tull
Horse-Hoeing Husb. viii. 82 The Seeds,. are so hardy, as to

lie sound and uncorrupt for many Years, .in the Earth. 1794
R. J. SuLiVAN Vie^v Nat. I. 254 So that several substances
may be preserved in it uncorrupt for a considerable time,

2. = Incorrupt a, 2.

CX440 Alph. Tales 2A^ Sho sent bur one Jjat was a inaydyn
and vncorrupte. XS3S Coverdale IVisd. vi, 19 The kepinge
of y» lawes is perfeccion & an vn corrupte life. is6x T. Norton
Calvin's /nst.ui. 269 Honest in dede and of vncorrupt maners.

1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. Ivi. § 8 'J'hat which in him made
our nature vncorrupt. X638 Junius Paint. Ancients 6 Such
Artificers, .carry in their mind an uncorrupt image of perfect
beautie. X670 Cotton Fs/ernon n. vn. 304, I have..pre-
serv'd my Hands clean, my Conscience uncorrupt. 171$
Berkelkv Proposal, etc., Wks. 1871 III. 215 The pure un-
corrupt doctrine of the gospel. X784 Cowper Tusk 11. 400,
I would express him simple, grave, sincere ; In doctrine un-
corrupt. cx8x4 SoUTHK\ Ode IVar Amer. vi. Thy martyrs
purchased at the stake Faith uncorrupt for thine inheritance.
X87X Meredith H. Richmond liv, History, like the air we
breathe, must be in motion to keep us uncorrupt,

b. Of language, texts, etc.

XS96 Dalrymple tr. Leslie^ Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1,^5 Mair
than 2 thowsand ^eirs thay haue keipet the toung hail vncor-
rupte. x6oo E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 1 An enimie to the
vncorrupt writing of Historiographers. X693 J. Edwards
Author. O. Sf N. Test. 53 'I'hese Masoretick Doctors have
kept it [sc. the Hebrew text] undepravcd and uncorrupt.

184s KiTTO Cycl. Bibl. Lit. I. 377/1 That.. their writings.,
should be preserved entire and uncorrupt.

3. =« iNCORKUPTa. 3.
165X HoBBEs Leviath. i. x. 42 A learned and uncorrupt

Judge. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts./r. Parnass.
I. V. (1674)9 I he eternal glory of the uncorrupt Venetian
Justice. X724 Swift Drapiers Lett,\^Vs,. 1755 V. 11. 114 The
greatest, the wisest, and the most uncorrupt minister I ever
conversed with. X774 J. Reade in Bucclench MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 416 A respectable, unshaken, uncorrupt
majority. X84X Borrow Zincali I. xii. i. 192 Pure and un-
corrupt justice has never existed in Spain.

Uncorrupted, ///.a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b,]

1. Of organic mailer : Not corrupted or dccom>
posed.

<: X400 Destr. Troy 8724 The body. .may not long vpon
loft ly vncorruppit. 1555 Eden Decades (Aib.) 131 Only
one remayned vncorrupted, the other being putrified by
reason of the longe vyage. x6xo Holland Camden's Brit.
(^637) 541 His hand remained heere uncorrupted many
hundred yeeres after. x6x5 G. Sanuvs Trav. 134 The iuycc
of Cedars, .preserued them vncorrupted. X707 Mortimer
Husb. (1721) I. 286 It keepeth all things uncorrupted which
are put into it. X734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. xvi. i. {1827)
VI. 344 The body continued uncorrupted all that time. 1870
Lkvant Iliad xix. II. 230 The body shall remain Even more
than uncorrupted.

2. Of persons: Not rendered morally unsound;
not debased or depraved ; not in/luenced by bribes.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus^ Inte^ri testes, witnesses vncor-

rupted. 1570 T, Norton tr. NoweCs Catech. 41 h, Their
life, which, .shnlbe examined by the vncorrupted and seuere
iudge according to the truth. 1599 Life Sir T. More in
Wordsw. AVc/. 5/(7^. (1853) II. 185 John More his father
a civill man,, .just, and uncorrupted. x6ao Middleton &
Rowley World Tost at Tennis 826 Thou, uncorrupted
Lawyer, Virtue's great miracle. 173J Pope Epit. on Gay 6
Above Temptation, in a low Estate, And uncorrupted, ev'n
among the Great. X7S4 Wilkes Corr. {1805) I. 26 Gentle-
men, I come here uncorrupting.and I promise you I shall ever
be uncorruptt:d. 1849-50 Alison Hist. Fur. VIII. Ii. §8. 231
Calamities . . draw forth the energy of the uncorrupted portion
of mankind. X87S Jowett Plato (ed. 2j I. 367 Not the
corrupted youth only, . . but their uncorrupted elder relatives.

b. Of personal attributes, actions, etc.

XS71 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixvi. 245 He expresseth trew
and uncorrupted woorshippinge. 0x586 Sidney Arcadia
III. (igi2) 401 Glad to receyve an uncorrupted libertie. 16x5
G. Sandys I'rav. 8 The nuptiall sheetes. .are.. preserued.,
asatestimonieoftheir vncorrupted virginities. 1697 Ukvden
ACneis vm. 548 Thus frugally they earn their children's
bread, And uncorrupted keep their nuptial bed. X713
Bekkklev Guardian No. 49 p 5 It is this alone that makes
them desirable to an uncorrupted taste. 1797 S. & Hi. Lee
Canterb. T, (1790) I. 303 The lad, whose good-nature was
yet uncorrupted by the world, greeted her with cordiality.

1847 Helps Friends in C. i. i. 7 To do that, he must have
an uncorrupted judgment.
3. Unadulterated.
1539 Ei.voT Cast. Helthe (1541) 57 So true a poticary, that

hath always drowges uncorrupted. X683 Roxb. Ball. (1885)
V. 564 Springs and Streams that still run pure. Nature's un-
corrupted Goods.

Hence nnoormptedly adv. ; -m'ptedness.
X570 r. Norton tr. NoweCs Catech. 2 h, How godlynesse,

holynesse, and Religion, are to be purely and vncorruptedly
yetded to God. 1611 Florio, Jncorrottibilita, vncorrupted-
ncsse. X644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 48 The grace of infal-

libility, and uncorruptednesse. X783 Blair Lect. Rket.
xxviii. II. 97 The purity and uucorruptedness of their
morals. i88a Mayne Keid in N.Y. Tribune 19 July, Even
when the contest is conducted, .uncorruptedly.

Uncorruptible, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

1. = INCORKUI'TIBLE (2. I.

X383 Wyclif John Prol., Bigyniiynge the work of an vn-
coruptible word, other Goddis sone. 138a — Rovi. i. 23 The
glorie of God vncorruptible. 1535 Covekdale i Peter v. 4
Ve shal receaue the vncorruptible crowne of glory. X594
Carlw Huarte's Exatn. Iyits'[i6i6) 49 One of the greatest
arguments . . that the reasonable soule is vncorruptible. i6xx
BiULE Rom. i. 23 The glory of the vncorruptible God.
2. = iNCOltULlTlBLE a. 2.

x8^3 tr. Custine's Empire 0/ Czar II. 316 It was to the
advice of these uncorruptible men that he owed much of his
glory, t^ Olive Schreinek Trooper P.Haiket iJed., An
uncorruptible justice and a broad humanity.
Hence XJncorruptibi'lity ; -ru'ptibleness.
X38a WvcLiF 1 Pet. iii. 4 The ilke that is the hid man of

herte, in vncoruptibilite of quyetcand mylde spirit. 1579
Fulke Heskins Pari. 186 ihis corruptible nature, .could
not . . be brought to vncorruptiblenesse and life. 1645 Pagitt
Heredogr. (1661) 150 They that leach this, do thereby deny
the uiicorruptibleness of that divine seed.

Uncorru-pting, ppl. a. (Uk-1 10.)
a X7H Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 223 For

uncorrupting Myrrh, an Heart sincere I'll bring. 1754 [see
Uncokrui-ted ppl. a. 2j.

tJnconmption. [Un-1 12 and 5 b.] Absence
of corruption ; uncorrupt character or condition.
138J Wyclif Rom. ii. 7 Glorie, and honour, and vncorip-

ci<>un, to hem sekynge euerelasting lyf. a X420 Wycliffitt
Bible Wisd.vi. ig marg.. That is, of goostly vncorrupcioun,
Li eschewing of 5>;nne. I5»6 Tindale Titus ii. 7 Shew vn-
corrujjcion, lionestie, and the wholsome worde which cannot
be rebuked. 1542 Udall Frasni. Apoph. 74 b, Onely in the
children remained the aunciente integritee & uncorrupcion.
x8o2-ia Bentha.m Ration. Judic. Fvid. (1827) IV. 56 'Ihat
perfect purity and uncorruption which has so long been
regarded as a characteristic. of an English judge. 1834— Bk. Falleuies I v. vii. 284.

TTneorru-ptive, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b,)

1737 R. Glover Leonidas vii. 412 Those other climes di
uncorruptive joy, Which Heav'n in dark futurity conceals.

ITncorruptly, adv. [Un-1 ll and 5 b,] In
an uncorrupt manner ; genuinely ; correctly,

X553 Brende Q. Curtius vii. 57, 1 shall declare vncorruptly
the sayinges which the eldest of those enibassadours dyd
speake. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Jntegre, To bestow
his time vncorruptely and honestly. X647 Hexham i, Vncor-
ruptly, onverderjiick. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 8 Feb. 1678,
The Conte de Castel Mellur . . had behaved himselfe . . uncor-
ruptly in all his ministrie. X736 Butlek Anal. 1. vL 164
Whether the revelation itself be uncorruptly handed down.

Uncorru'ptness. [Un-I 12 and 5 b.] The
quality of being uncorrupt ; incoiruptntss,

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xlviii. 287 Wee must, .wor-
shippe him with such vncorruptnesse, asall ydoles beevtterly
cast downe. x6ii Bible Titus ii. 7 In doctrine shewing vn*
corruptnesse, gravity, sincerltie. 1671 E. Cmamuerlayke
J'res. St. Fng. i. (td. 5) 194 These are the Principal Judges,
.. persons for Knowledge, Courage, Uncorrupine^, &c.,
equal ,. to any other in former Kings Raigns. f 1728
Earl of Ailesbuky Mem, (1890) 705 He makes amends by
the high stock he hath of zeal, industry and uncorruptness.
[i860 S. WiLBbRFORCE Addr. Cand. Ordination 124 Gravity,
sincerity, uncorruptness and habitual soundness of speech.)
tUncoTsayed, //*/.(!. Obs.—^ iUN.> 8. .Scnscdoubi-

ful.) a 1400-50 Alexander yj-]^ Sone as \<^\ wist of his will

J>ai wi^tly him sente Ten vncorsayd coltis.

tUncorse,2'. Obs. Also 5 vncorce. [UN-25.]
trans. To remove from the body.
c^x47o Hakuinc Chron. xcv. x. This Audry..In Ely bode

. .To tyme hir soule were lesed and vncorced. Ibid. cv. xv.
Before his sonle was passed and vncoiced.
UncoTseted, ///.«. (Un-'8.) 1856P. H.Gosse 7V«^

ii, Uhe busy battiing-women—uncouth, uncorsetted figures.

t Uncorven, ppl. a. [Un-1 8 b, Cf. MDu. on-
gccorven^ Du. ongekorven.'\ Unpruned.
c X380 Chaucer Former Age 14 Vn-koruen [f.y. Vncaniyn]

and vn.grobbed lay the vyne.

tXTnco-sti. Obs.-^ [UN-I4 b + CosTi^.i] Bad
disposition, evil nature.
c 1220 Bestiaty 192 in O. E. Misc. 7 Oc walke..mildelike

among men ; no mod du ne cune, ..ne mannes vncost.

tUnCOSt*''. Obs. [ad. MUu. (also mod.Du.)
onkosten pi., f. oti- Un-1 4 b + >&i7j/ Cost j3.2 So
G. ufikosten.'] Additional or incidental expenses.

(Cf. Oncost.)
C1480 Howard Househ. Bks. (Koxb.) 285 Paid for the

aparayll of a chymeny...Item, for uncostes of the same to
brynge it to the water syde, .xd. X488 .-icta Dom. Audit.
(1839J i'?/" N Custcmez. fiaucht & vncostis maid be the
said george of he said malt. 151 x-2 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. IV. 334 For fraucht of sex kistis of sukkoure,..and for
the uncostis of thame fra the Feir to Leith. 158X Bur^h
Rec. Edinb. (1882) IV. 217 The pryce he gaif ihairfor with
all vncostes maid thairon to be payit to him.
XTnco-stii. [Un-I 12.] Lack of cost.

x868 PusEV Serm. Pharisaism 9 Such acts, .cost us indi-

vidually little, . .and may give evidence of their valuelessness
by their uncost.

UncO'stly, a. [Un-1 7. Ci.MDM.otuosUtijCt
-lie, Du. otikostclijk, MLG. unkostlik^ Inexpensive.
X638 Junius i'aint. Ancients 52 Making a very fine and

uncostly shew. x65x Jer, Tavlor Serm./or Year i. xv. 186
A mans spirit is naturally carelesse of baser and uncostly
materials. 1798 I'oetry Anti-Jacobin No. 15.76 Uncostly
cabbage springs from cabbage seed. 1837 Lockhart 6"cc//

(1839) VII. 384 A volume every second month in this new
and uncostly form. 1893 J. W. Babrv Stud. Corsica 204 The

'

simple, primitive, and uncostly type that one sees at Pompeii.



TJNCOIJCH. 105 UNCOURTLINESS.
Hence TTnco'stliness.
i86z Mill Vtilit. \\, ii The greater permanency, safety,

uncostliness, ..of the former [pleasures].

tJnCOUXh, V, [Un- ^ 5 and 7.]

1. trans. To raise up from a couch.
C1430 Piigr. LyfManhode ir. xxx*. (1869) 154 It is .1 god

that, .wole that men cowchen him ofte and vncowche him.
1611 Florid, Dislettare^ to vnbed, to vncouch.

2. To drive (an animal) out of its lair. h\%oJig.
Axs6a G. Cavendish IVohey (1893) 89 The kyng..com-

maunded the hunts tooncouche the boore. 1609 T. Jackson
Londons NciV'Yeercs Gift 14b, They are resembled vnto
Foxes, whom we are now to vncouch. Ibid. 20 h, In the
next [jlace, we are to vncouch the Foxes Ecclesiasticall.

b. intr. Of an animal : To come out of its lair.

x86o Ld. Lvtton LuciU 11. iv. § 11. 4 As a young fawn un*
couches. .from the fern where some hunter approaches.

Hence TXncouched///. a., ITncou'chiug vbl. sb.

1609 T. Jacksos {ii'tic), Londons New-Yceres Gift, or the
Vncovching of the Foxe. Ibid. Ded, Aij b, My selfe [shall]

remaine the safer from the teeth ofvncouched Foxes, if [etc. J.

Uncounsellable, fl. [Uw-iyb, 5b.]

1. Of|>ersons: Not open to counsel.
Very common in the 17th century.

«XS78 LiNDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 266
Takand no thocht as ane man wnconslal^ble. 1(546 J.
WiiiTAKER Ucziah a8 Pride, .makes the soul uncounselable.
1680 C, Nesse Ch. /list. 60 Those sturdy rebels were un-
counsellable. i8»5 Jamieson, Unbiddable^ unadvisable, un-
counselable.

+ 2. Of things : Inadvisable. Obs.

a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reh. (J.), It would have been un-
counscllable to have march'd to any distance, and have left

such an enemy at their backs.

Uncounselled, /-//. a. (Un-1 8.)

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6863 Wher so they clad or naked be Vn-
councciled goth ther noon fro me. n 1500 Voc. in MS. Harl.
aisy fol. 69 L, Inconsultusy vnconsiled. 1648 Hexham 11,

Onberaden^ Vncouncelled. 1786 Francis the Philanthrop-
ist III, no ParenlIess,uncounseIlcd,and unguided, I yielded
to his solicitations. 1796 Burke^^/. AV(5/«Z/»r(f Wks. VIII.
17 When it appeared, nothing to subdue it was left uncoun-
selled, nor unexecuted, as far as I could prevail. x8i8 Scott
Br. Latum, xxix. Alone and uncounselled, I involved myself
in these perils. 1887 lIowEN^£"«^7V^in.4^2 Pilgrims depart
uncounselled, and'bear no love to the shrine.

Uncountable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

1. = Unaccountable a. a b. Oh.~'^
a 1400-50 />-6. Curtasye 544 in Babees Bi:, The Countrol-

lour shalle wryte to hym, . . Vncountabulle he is, as y )ou say.

2. Too numerous to be counted; innumerable.
ijSa Stanvhurst ^ncis, etc. (Arb.) 142 But toe what ecnd

labor I..Thee stars too number, poincts playnely vncounct-
abil opning. 1586 W, Webbe ISm^. Poetrn (Arb.) 36 The
vncountable rabble of ryming Ballet makers. 1614 Kalrich
Hist. World I. i. 5 "• 15 So were not those vncountable
glorious bodies set in the nrmament, to no other end, than to
adome it. 18x9 M arrvat /''. Mildmay y\x. Nests in numbers
uncountable. 1876 Mrs. Whitney.V/^fA/j^/ffj.xxi, Millions
of little uncountable, inseparable threads.

b. Of the pulse, etc. : Too rapid to be counted.
x8a3GR.KKNNEDV^/iMrrC/r///f«^x. (1824) 293 Ernest gave

his hand, and Dormer pressed it on his temples. The full

throb seemed uncountable, x^yj AllbutVs Syst. Med. III.

623 The tongue soon becomes dry, the pulse is uncountable.

3. Inestimable, immense.
1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. in. viii. I. 263 Which has been

ofuncountable advantage to Brandenburg. \96oCornh.Mng.
134 To give uncountable happiness and delight to the world.

Hence Uncou'ntably adv.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 27 Her Maiesties tributes and
customcs. .augmenteth and enlargeth vncountably.

XTncou*nted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

aiw in Makculloch ff Gra^ MSS, (S.T.S.) 55 Kingis &
knichtis in company Vncountit curiously vp I kest. 1597
Shaks. 2 I/eu. /K, Induct. 18 The blunt Monster, with vn-
counted heads, The still discordant, waueritig Multitude.
t6ix CoTCR. S.V. Brebis, The wolfe eats counted, as well as
uncounted, sheepe. 1677 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 3) 375
'Above threescore millions of Men, Women 1>eing uncounted.
178*Johnson Ode Death Lez'ei viii.The busyday— the peace*
ful night, Unfelt, uncounted, glided by. x8o3-ia Bentham
Rattan, Jttdic. Evid. (1827) V. 700 A mass of uncounted
money. 1837 Carlvle Misc. (1840) V. 17 How they lay, for

uncounted ages and xons,.. Silently imbedded in the rock.
x868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) I. 11. 511 Upon the floor

uncounted medals lay.

Uncou-ntenanced, ppL a. (Uir-i 8.)

1776 Mickle Camoens' Lusiad Introd, 129 Fanshaw's
Lusiad, where.. there are puns, conceits, and low quaint
expressions, uncountenanced by the original. 1810 T.
lAucHVi-h Aristo/>lt. 1. 159 Desertion, uncountenanced as yet
by the example of the unprincipled Atcibiades, was held in

strong and merited abhorrence,

Uncountera-cted, ppi. a. (Un-1 8.)
1809-10 Coleridge Friend{\?,\Z) III. 256 Some general law

by the untempcred and uncounteracled action of which both
would be prevented, a 1864 Ferrier Grk. Philos. (1866) I.

X. 317 All the.. difliculties.. would continue uncounteracted.

Uncounterbalanoed,/-^/. a. (Un-1 8.)

J780 Bkntham Princ.Le^isl.yXx. % 23 In proportion to that
part of tlie primary Imischief] which remains unexcluded or
uncounterbalanced. i86a Lvtton Str. Story II. 226 Power
infinitely greater, and, when uncounterbalanced, infinitely

more dangerous than that which superstition exaggerates
in magic.

Unconnterfeit, a, (Un-i 7.)
a\^^\^sKX\'mAn>:Ua (1896) XIX. 1 86 And as it isitdoeth

appeare Viicontrcfaict mistrust to barr. <ri585[R. Browne]
Answ* Cart-wright 24 They are true and vncounterfaite
sacraments, n i6a6 Br. Andrewes Serm. (1620) 64 If it l)e

true, and vncounterfeit, a first decree it is, and not lightly
to be accompted of. 1669 Cokaine Poems 150 Her breath
was sweet as Venus bower of bliss, Her joycs uncounterfeit

;

Vol. X.

and not remiss. 1834 De Qi-incey Antob. Sk. Wks. 185^ I.

98 These proportions are best measured from the fathoming
ground of a real uncounterfeit sympathy.
Uncou-nterfeit, v. (Un-2 3.)
1580 T. LupTON Sivgila lo Sivgila. Alas, they counterfaite

themselues, vntyll they get in. Omen. And when they vn-

counterfeite themselues againe, why are they not thrust out?

Uncounterfeited, /M «• (Un-^ s.)

1571 OoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. Ep. Ded. 2 If your vertues be
uncounterfayted. 1613S1R W.Alexander in Sidney Wrca<^z/i

(1622) 343 Hee went with an vncounterfeited reuerence.

1615 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argcnis v. xiv. 383 All that were
present honoured this reall and uncounterfeited vertue.

Uncounterma*ndable,a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1846 Worcester
(citing M. Hale). Uncou'ntrified,///. a. (Un.> 8.) 1859
Hood Rur. Felicity 86 So one isn't so very uncountrified in

the very heart of the town.

Uncountry : see Un- l i 2 b.

Uncou'ple, v. [Un-2 ^ b. Cf. MDu. ont-

coppelefiy -coppien, Du. onikoppeien.'\

1. trans. To release (dogs) from being fastened

together in couples ; to set free for the chase.
13. . Gjty IVarw. (A.) 2512 A gret bore J>ai founden, y-wis,

& hij uncopled her houndis. 1390 Gower Con/. I. iig The
houndes weren in a throwe Uncoupled and the homes btowe.
CZ410 Master o/Game (MS. Digby 182) xiii, pe firste bolde.
houndes hunteth alle manere of beestes J?at his maister will

vncouple hym la a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (j868) 43 The
houndes were uncoupeled on hem, and chaced and bole hem
spilously hi the eeres and thies. 1555 Instil. Gentl. H vj b,

Likewise huntyng in his kinde, as to fleshe a dogge, to
vncupple houndes, to foUowe them [etc.]. 1576 Turberv.
Venerie 102 They shall place their houndes in some faire

place.., forbidding the varlet that he uncouple them not
without their knowledge. x6ooSuRFLETC(?w«/r/<r/ar;//tfvii.
XXV. 847 He must not vncouple any of his dogs; but onely
marke the way that the Hart runneth. 1821 Scott Keniliv.
xii. Ere we had uncoupled the hounds, he . . turns bridle . . and
leaves us to bunt at leisure by ourselves. 1842 Mrs. Gore,
etc. Fascination xi. Order the hounds to be uncoupled, and
I will beat the underwood with three or four of the surest.

b. absoL (Also in fig, use.)
f 1386 Chaucer Monk's T, 512 He makedhym sokonnyng

and so sowple That longe tyme it was er tirannye Or any
vice dorste on hym vncowple. c 1410 Master o/Game (MS.
Digby 1B2) XXXV, pe herte houndes.. Jjat before naue be ladde
by somme forster or parker t»edur as t»ei .shull vncouple.

1596 Edward l/I, i. iu 91 What, are the stealing Foxes fled

and gone. Before we could vncupple at their heeles? 1599
Skaks. Mids. N. IV. i. 112 My Loue shall heare the musicke
of my hounds. Vncouple in the Westerne valley.

2. To unfasten, disconnect, detach.
0x533 ^'°' l^i^i'^'KBS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Nnj b,

How far is our vnderstandyng vncouplcd for thy thoughtes.

1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par, John xiv. 87 b, That shall so
couple you and vs together, that neyther lyfe nor death can
vncouple vs. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxv. (1887) 124
Being so neare companions in linke, and not to be vncoupled
in learning. 1685 Drvden Lucretius m. 10 When our
mortal frame shall be disjoyn'd, The lifeless Lump uncoupled
from the mind, From sense of grief and pain we shall be free.

1786 Jefferson Writ. (1851^) II. 23 Congress have desired

those States lo uncouple the grants, so that each may come
into force separately. 1858 O. W, Holmes Aut. Breakj^.-t.

viii, Will nobody block those wheels, uncouple that pinion,

cut the string that holds those weights? 1884 Harper's
Mag. July 273/1 The locomotive is uncoupled from the cars.

Hence Uncou'pled ///, rt.^, TJncou'pler.
1687 Drydkn Pal. 4- Arc. ir. 236 Th' appointed Place In

which th'uncoupl'd Hounds began theChace, 1705 Stevens
II, An Uncouplcr, desunidor. 1728 Chambers Cycl.^ Decouple,

in Heraldry, the same as Uncoupled^ i e, parted or sever "d.

1803 Scott Cady<nv Castle x. Steeds snort ; uncoupled stag-

hounds bay.

TJncou-pled, ///. fl.2 [Un-i 8, Ci.yiViM, onge-

coppeil, Du. ongekoppeid.'\ Not coupled or joined

;

left detached or separate.

X377 Langl. p. pi. B. ProW 162 Vncoupled \>^x wenden
Bot^e in wareine & in waste where hem leue lyketh. Ibid.

206 Coupled & vncouplcd. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy
Soc) 32 Thouhe she be yong, yet wol .she wele abide, Un-
coupled to a fresshc man of iunesse. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie 11, x. (Arb.) 102 There is a band to be giuen euery
verse in a stafTe, so as none fall out alone or vncoupled. 1625
Milton On Death ofFair Infant 13 Th' infamous blot. Of
long-uncoupled bed, and childless eldf. 1659 Chamiierlavne
Pharonnida (T.), Vows, whose harsh events must be Un-
coupled cold virginity. 1818 Colebrooke Obligatious 55
Exorbitancy of price too, uncoupled with fraud. 1869
Coluurn in Eng. Mcch. 19 Mar. 579/2 There was not.. an
engine . . having . . uncoupled driving-wheels.

tJncon'pling, vbl. sb. [f. Uncouple ».] The
action of ine verb.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 377 With a grete home [he]
blewe thre mote At the vncoupylynge ofhys houndys. c 1410
Master pf Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxv. He shulde blowe
iii. longe moot to )>evncoupelynge. 1470-85 Malory /4rM«r
X. Iii. 500 To the vncoupelynge, to the sekynge, to the re-

chate [etc.]. ifiii Cotgr., Descouple, the vncoupling of
houndes, or loossing them Jifter their game.
Uncoura'geous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1878 Dowden Stud. Lit.

123 Wordsworth's, .uncourageous elder years.

UncOUTSed, a. [Un- ^ 9.] Of masonry : Not
laid or set in courses.

i8»5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 537 In imcoursed
rubble the stones are placed promiscuously m the wall. x886

Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 17 Its wall. .is of rough
uncoursed rubble work.

Uncou-rted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

'595 DANti?L Civ. Wars ii. Hi, Uncourted, unrespected,

unobeyed. 1640 Habington Castara iii. (Arb.) 117 While
I my life of fame beguile And under my owne vine uncourted
sit. 1714 Mandkville Fob. Bees (1733) II. 224 No female

of twelve would be refractory, if applied to ; or remain long

uncourted, if there were men. 1796 Mmk. D'Akblav Camilla
V. Z95 Devotion paid straight forward, and uncourted.

TTncoU'rteouS, a. [Un-1 7.] Wanting In

courtesy ; discourteous : a. Of persons.
a. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6798 pys ryche man, as

|>e gospel seys, Was but lo o man vncurteys. a 1352 Minot
m Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 79 Unkind he was and uncurtayse,
a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye 128 in Babees Bk.^ Dip not l^i thombe
hy drynke into, pou art uncurtayse yf J>ou hit do. 1470-85
Malorv Arthur iv. xxiii. 151 Yf syre Pelleas had ben as
vncurteis to yow as ye haue ben to hym ye hadde bene a
dede knyghte. 1533 More Apol. ix. Wks. 865/2 Were not
a manne . . worthye to bee compted vncourteyse, that woulde
[etc.]. 1548 Elyot, /«c/t*;«tf«j,..vngentil : vncurteis.
^. 13.. E, E. Allit. P. A. 303, I halde >at iueler lyttel to

prayse,..& much to blame & vn-cortoyse. 1530 PALSCR.328
Uncourtoyse,z«^a/. 1552 Huloet, YncuTtoyse, illrberalis.

y. 1426 Audelav Poems (Percy Soc) 14 He is unkynd and
uncuries. 1456 Sir G. Have Laiv Arms (S^T.S.) 222
Quhasa did the contrair he war ungentill, uncurtas, and un-
connand. ?rt 1500 Chester PI. II. 105 God forbyde that we
were So uncurtise to you heare. 15^ \Jdal.i. Erasm. Apoph,
264 b, Hymselfe lemained prisoner emong the most uncour-
tise Silicians. 1575 Laneham Let. 41 Yoor only prezens
shallbe matter su^ictent of abandoning thisvncurtess Icnight.

5. 1535 CovEBDALE Bar. iv. 15 An vncurteous people, and
of a straunge language. 1551 Recorde Pathw. Kno^vl.
Pref., If I were as vncurteous as you vnkind, I shuld vtterly

refuse to do them any good. 1652 J, Taylor (Water P,)

Short Relat. Long Joum. (Spenser Soc.) 23 Then most un-
curteous Mistris, quoth I, I doubt I must bee necessitated
to take up my lodging in the Field. 1801 Lusignan II. 49
Strangers, you seem not uncourteous. 1858 Trollopk Dr.
Thome xxxiii. She was more than ordinarily anxious not to
appear uncourteous or unkind to him.

b. Of actions, speech, etc.

c 1490 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 71, I besech you speake
to my master, that no uncurtes dealing be had with none of

bis servants, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. /F, 19 He beyng
netteled with these uncurteous ye unvertuous prickes &
thornes, serched out the authours. 1594 Hooker EccL Pol.
IV. xiii. § 10 They ease us of that vncourteous burden. 1601
Shaks. Twcl. N. v. i. 369 Vpon some stubborne and vn-
courteous parts We had conceiu'd against him. i8z8 Scott
F. M. Perth xxiv, It would be, therefore, uncourteous to
leave my readers under any doubt concerning the agency.
1875 W, S. Havwabd Lmie agst. World 11, ' I know what
I am doing,' was the uncourteous reply.

Uucou'rteonsly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2. Cf.

ON. ^kurteisliga and Incourteously.] In an

uncourteous manner; discourteously, uncivilly.

a. 1338 R. Brunne CArow. (1810) 143 Loke how kyng Philip
said vncurteisly, Da)>et haf his lip, & his nose J>erby. 1303
Langl. P. PL C. xiv. 172 Ich took kepe How vn-corteisliche

J>e cok hus kynde forth strenede. 1477 Earl Rivers Dictes

(1877) 56 b, If he demaunde ony thing he shal axe it vncur.
laisly. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Inclementer,'\^o speake
vncourteisly or churlishly to his father.

p. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 655 He & I com both of

your kyn, And that ye kithe vn-curleslye. 1523 Ld. Beknrrs
Froiss. I. ccxxxii. 131 b/i They be men of warr,suche as can
nat lyue, but by pyllage & robbery : and haue vncurtesly

ouer ryden oure countrees. 1^8 Cranmer Caiech. 49 b,

Beware good children y' you dispise not your parentes, or
vncurtesely entreat them.

y. 1535 Coverdale i Esdras vi. 33 To deale vncurteously
with the house of the Lorde at lerusalem, 1575 Vautrollier
Luther on Ep.Gal. 25 Paul might have handled the Galatians
more uncurteously. 1632 Sherwood, Vncourtcouhly, /«-

civilement. 1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves 118 They were.,
at last dismissed uncourteously with a refusal. 1856 Kank
Arct. Expl. II. ix. 94 A cordial meal it is. I am sorry to

hurry over it so uncourteously.

UiicoTi'rteousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being uncourteous; discourtesy.

1530 Palsgr. 285/1 Uncourtesnesse, ingratitude, 1531
Tindale Exp. 1 yohn (1537) 99 Al blamelh his vncourteous-
nesse. 1597 J. King On Jonas (1618) 598 The time inuiting

mee thereunto,, .and the vncurteousnes of these our times,

requiring no less. i68i [see Uncondescension]. 1843
Florist's JrnL (1846) IV. 95 He accuses us of ' uncourteous*
ness * and ' partiality *.

t UncouTtesy. Obs. [Un-i 12. Cf. ON.
ukttrteisu'] Discourtesy, incivility.

C1380 Sir Ferumb. 2058 ' Mahoun,' quaj> sche, '3yue J»e

schame for Jiyn oncortesye !
' c 1400 Rom. Rose 3587, 1 wole

in no wise..I)enye that ye haue asked heere ; It were to

gret uncurtesie. C1449 Pf.cock AV/r. 11. iii. 151 Thou art

to be excusid of vncurlesie bi thi greet foHe and madnes.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cvii. 129 Certaynly cosyn, ye
haue done me great vncourtesy, to fight with our ennemyes
without me. 1569 Newton Cicero's Olde Age 4 Unbrideled
insolencie, and blunt uncurtesie. 1605 1st Pt, Jeronimo 11.

iii. 97 Your wife condemns you of a vncurlesie.

Uncourtierlike, a. (Un-1 7 c.)

1786 Mme. D'Abblav Diary {184a) III. 103 Here we had
new court scenery, in which I acted but an uncourtier-Iikc

part. i8ia R. H. in Examiner 23 Nov. 747/2 Excuse my
..uncourtier like language. 1857 Ld. Granville in Ld.
Fitzmaurice Life (1905) I. ix. 224 He talked of the advan*
tages and disadvantages of being Prince of Wales in a very
uncourtierlike manner.

UncouTtlng, />/>/. a. (Un-1 jq and 5d.)

1744 Eliza Hevwood Female Speci.^Q. 3 (1748) I. 133
Uncourling, unindebted to favour, a native greatness shines

through his whole deportment. 1887 C. C. ^.Minora Car-
mina 303 She came.., Uncourting gaze of curious men.

UncouTtlike, a. (Un-1 7 c.)

1659 Fuller/4//./m/1/««(7c.iii. aiTheroughnesseofhisun-
court-like nature, sweetned many men when they least looked
for it. 1733 La Chesterf. in Lett. C'tess Suffolk (1824) II.

63 Your letter.. I must look upon as a most uncommon and
uncourtlike piece of friendship. 1865 Stopford Brooke in

Life »V Lett, (1917) I. x. 179 He is—they say on account of
this uncourtlike manner—a great favourite with the Queen.

TTnCOnTtliness. [f. next.] Lack of courtli-

ness ; uncourtly behaviour.
1668 H. More Div. Dial, v, xxl (1713) 474 A great piece
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of roughnes-s rudene« and uncourtliness. 1710 Addison
iVhig Exam. No. 5^11 Notwithstanding the uncourtliness

c/their phrases the sense was very honest. 1748 Richardson
Ciartssa (iSii) I. v. ^4 Our sex perhaps expect to hear a
little—uncoutlliness shall I call it 7 from the husband.

TTncouTtly, a. [Uk-1 7.]

L Not adapted or suited to the Court ; esp, not

safficiently polished or refined ; a. Of persons, their

attributes, etc.

2^98 Chapman C(*ntn. Marl<nue*s Hero ^ LeamUr iii. 251
This euenl vncourtly Hero thought Her inward guilt would
ID her lookes haue wrought. 163a Massincer & Field
Fatal Dinvry \\\. i, You will find it safer Rather to be un.
courtly than immodest. ax66a Hcvlin Laud (1668) 57 A
man of independent Fortune . . but otherwise of an uncourtly
disposition. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 11. ix, A little squat,

uncourtly figure. 1838 Emerson Mjsc. Papers^ Afilion

Wks. (Bohn)in. 294lx>rd Bacon., shrinks and falters before

the absolute and uncourtljj Puritan. X876 Bancroft Hist.

US. IV. xxiv. 491 The retired and uncourtly scholar.

b. Of things or actions.

1640 Habincton Q. 0/Arragon i. i. B ij b, His Garbe was
so uncourtly. 17*7 Pope Let. to Gay 16 Oct., I can only
add a plain, uncourtly Speech. 1775 Adair Amer. fnd. 341
The uncourtly leave he took of our gallant, and faithful old

friends. xSay Pollok Course T. ix. 653 No longer hid by
coarse uncourtly garb.

2. Not subservient to, not seeking to please, the

Court
X71J Swift Cond. A//r'es\VUs. 1751 II. 127 The present

Lord Treasurer,., not entering into those refinements of pay-

ing ihe public money upon private considerations, hath been
so uncourtly as to stop it. i8ai W. H. I.vttelton in Corr.

Lady LyttcUon ix. (1912) 237 The Archbishop's sermon [at

the Coronation]. ., on the whole uncourtly enough to.. dis-

please the courtiers, 1855 Macaulav Hist. Etig. xx, IV.

476 Two eminent orators, who had, during some years, been
on Iheuncourtlyside ofevery question.

U*ncou8, a. rare. [f. h. u»c-us hook, or UfU-MS

adj., hooked.] Hooked, curved.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus lit. 124 The calicular

shafts [of the teasel] and uncous disposure of their extrenii-

lies, a i68a — Pseud. £/>. (1686) v. 1. 191 The uncous and
pointed extremity of their Bill.

TTnCOUtll (ynk«'J>), a. and sb. Forms : a. i uu-
cuj>, 1-3 uncuS (3 vn-), 2 unkuj), 3 -IcutS, 4 un-,

vncuth (cut), 5 vnchut
; 3 vnecouj?, 3-4 one-

couj?, 4 vnkoujj; 4-7 vn-, 4- uncouth (5-6 .9;:,

wn-, 6 on-), 4-6 vnkouth (5 -koud, 6 Sc, wn-,
onkouth), 6 Sc. oncoiitht, 6-8 uncooth, 7 un-
cough ; 4 oncouJ>e, 4-5 vn-, unkouJ>e, 4-6 vn-,

uncouthe (4 -kouthe, 5 Sc. wncou(y)the, 6 vn-
covthe) ; 3-5 vncow))e, -the (5 -k(u)owthe),

4 vnkowth (6 on-), 5 oncowth, 6 oncowght,
/3. 2 unco's-, 3 vnco})-, vneko})-, 4 vncho]?e, 5
-kpth, 5-6 -cothe, 6-7 vn-, uncoth. (See also

UNguoD, -QUOTH, and Unco.) [OE. um^Jf (f. un-
Ux-i+crf^ Couth a.\ = MDu. omont (Dii. on-

kond)t OHG. trnkumi, -chnnt (MHO. trnkunC),

ON. i&kunnr (obs. Da. ukund), Goth. utiknnj>s.

In many examples from the 17th and 18th centuries

the exact sense is difficult to determine.]

A. adj, fL Of facts or matters of knowledge :

Unknown; also,notcertainlyknown,imcertain. Oh,
C897 K. jElfred Gregorys Past. C. Pref. ad fin., Untufl

(hit is] hu longe 3xr sws gelairede biscepas sien. r9oo tr.

Baeda's Hist. 11. xiii, (1890) 134 To wiflmetenesse haere tide,

l>e us uncud is. 971 Blickl. Jfow. 51 Us is swihe uncup
hwaet ure ytfeweardas. .don willon a;fter urum life, c 1000
yELFBic On Old Test. (Gr.) 4 God..seaIde heora aelcnm
synderlice sprarce, t>xt heora aslcum waes uncud^ hwa^t o5er
sxde. a 1x00 Vices^ Virtues 23 Ic bli3eliche Sine rad wile
hlesten,..vf Su me oin uncuSe name woldest kySen. 1303
R. Brunne Handl. Synne 4296 Ful fewc bedys are yn hys
mouhe, He vsyj> none; J>eyare vncouthe. 1423 Jas. I Kingis
Q. Ixiii, Quhen sail ^our merct rew vpon ^our man, Quhois ser-

uice is ^it vncouth vnto 30W? 1447 Bokenham .^fj/n/^f Introd.
(Roxb.) 4 Wych stoiy is no thyng unkuowthe At mownt
Flask. 1S33 Bellenden Liiy i. viti. (S.T.S.) I, 48 This
ordour ofpreisthcde was..nocht vncouth to (>e pepill of
aihane. « 1577 Gascoigne Dan Barth. Wks. (1587) loi
With stopping sobs. . he sought To utter that which was to
one uncouth. i6i6 Boys Wks. (1622) 871 Now the whole
superficies of the earth as well vncouth as discouered, is but
a little point. 1650 R. Gell Sertn. 8 Aug. 2 A kind of
attestation not uncouth among the Poets.

2. With which one is not acquainted or familiar

;

unfamiliar, unaccustomed, strange : a. Of ways,
paths, etc. (frequently passing into sense 5).
a. Beoivulf 1410 Ofereode J>a a:l>elinga bearn..enge an-

paS.is, uncuS ?,eiad. a 1000 Bocth. Metr. xiii. 58 Merecondel
sc>"fS on ofdaile, uncuAne we^ nihtes ^eneSeS. 1387-8 T.
UsK Teit. Love 11. xi. (Skeat) 1. 45 Folisshe ignorauncc mis-
ledeth wandring wrccches by uncouth wayes that shulden
be foileten. CX450 Merlin xx. 314 Riue euer be nyght
and by the moste vn-cowth weyes that ye may, 158a
Stanyhurst Mneis it. (Arb.) 67, 1 wandred through streets
and passages vncooth. i6si Florio, /www sentiere,&n vn-
gone, vntroden or vncouth path or way. 1667 Milton P. L.
X. ^75 But I Toild out my uncouth passage, forc't to ride
Th untractable Abysse. 1691 Swift Athenian Soc. Wks.
'.755 IV' '- 23' To grope her uncouth way After a mighty
light that leads her wand'ring eye. 1704— T. /"w^xi. They
would make choice of the., most uncouth rounds, .that they
might be sure to avoid one another.

^• »579 Fewtom Guicciard. xiv, 829 Frauncis Sforce taking
a straunge and vncothe waye, was receyued at Sesto by Pros-
peiCL 1588 Greene Alcida Wks. (Grosart) IX. 55 Wandring
awhile by many vncoth paths, at last wee came into a faiie
place.^ 1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-troth 69 Nature . . Is now
infoic'd in vncoth wallces to stray.

b. Of lands or places.
a. C960 Rule St. Benet Ixi. 109 Seutancumena munuc, \>c of

uncuoiim eardum cym3. CI175 Lamb. Honi. 157 Wume nu
..|>et ic seal wunien in unku^ londe. cxaoo Trin. Coll.

//0W.53HU mu^ewe singengodesloftsonginuncui?elonde?

c laoo S. Eng. Leg. I. 325 pus feor in one-cout>e londe Mit
deoland soruwe ich habbe i-leoued. 13.. Guy Wat-iv. (A.)

1 192 Time it is l>at ich fond To winne priis in vncou|>e lond.

CX400 Destr. Troy 12510 The sea . . Depertid the pepull,

pyne to be-hoJd, Incostesvnkowthe. a x^^Le Morte Arth.

851 She it yaff to the scottisshe knight, For he was of an
vnkouth stede. a 1470 Harding Chron. ccxi.i. vii, Who hath

power to make you resistence In any wise, in any vncouth

lande? 1534 More Cont/.agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1237/2 Whan
they shall., caryvs farre from home into a straunge vncouth

lande. 163a Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. xxvi. 97 The silly

stranger in an uncouth country must take with a smoky inn.

1671 Melton Samson ^33 Brethren and men of Dan, for such
ye seem, Though in this uncouth place, 17M De Foe Plague
(1840) 97 [They] wandered into fields and woods andinto
secret uncouth places. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. xi, Ve
see, birkie, it is nae chancy thing to tak a stranger traveller for

a guide, when you are in an uncouth land.

^. i«97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6445 pat he horn to de|>e bro^te

So ver in vnekoj^e lond, )>at no mon of horn ne ro^te. c 1400
Destr. Troy 531 A sure knyghtcayres into vnkoth lond
auntres to seche.

C, Of persons.
For the early legal use see Hoghenhine, For the phrase,

uncouth^ rinkisscd, see Unkisskd.
f 893K.i'ELFRED Oros.w.xxx'x, 286 pa com him on^^ean an

uncu'S mon, & ofstong luHanus. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.}o\\n x. 5
Ne fylia8 hij uncujniin, . .forj^am J>e hi;^ ne ^ecneowon un-
cut»ra stefne. ciooo >Elfric Snints* LItcs xxiii. 613 p^t
J>a:r jehxht wxre binnan ^>aere byrig an uncud geong man.
rtiX7S Cott. Horn. 231 Scewie we t>es unco3e ina:n ur 5efo.

c i«os Lav. 7107 Seodflen her com vncu3 folc faren in hessere
Jjeode. a 1225A ncr. R. 54 A meiden . , eode vt uor to hiholden
uncuSe wummen. a 1300 Cursor M. 5495 par ras an vncut
king J>at had to ioseph na knauing. 156a Langl. P. PI. A.
viii. i4r Vnkout»e knihtes schul come Jn kingdam to clayme.
c 1400 VtvaineifGaw. 501 Unkowih men wele may he shende,
That to his felows es so unhende. 1446 Lydg. Nightingale
Poems ii. 44 From the god of love To me Wiis sent an vnkouth
messangier. 1470-85 AiALORV Arthur m. vi. 105 Vncouth
men ye shold debate with al & no broder with broder. 1596
Warner Alb. ling. xi. Ixii. {1612) 273 They, seeing vncouth
Men and Ships, weare wondringly agaste.

d. Of peoples or nations.

cxooo iELFRic Deut. xxviii. 36 Drihten sent uncuSe J>eode
ofer eow, t>a J>e ge ne cunnon. ^1300 Cursor J^L 1171 In
vncuth lede sal end mi wa. Ibid. 4177 pan sagh t>ai cumand
be|»estret Marchandsof an vncuth thede. cx^oo St.Alexius
(Trin.) 258 Tydynges none hy ne hro^te Of his sone, t>at him
so'^te In vncoul>e t>ede. f i4SoLvr)G.^Vcrfff 219 InRethoryk
he hadde experyence Of euery strange, unkouth nacyoun.

"t"
e. 5"f. Pertaining to other nations; foreign. Obs.

1533 Bf.llenden Livy 11. xv, (S.T.S.) I. 187 How beit he
ciete was in quiet l?is 5ere but ony vncouth or domestic weris.
Ibid. V. xxiv. II. 232 Nocht standing oure neir |je sey to
resaif dammaige be pcrell of oncouth flotis.

3. Of an unknown or unfamiliar character ; nn-
ustial, uncommon, strange ; marvellous. Now r/rr^.

Very common c 1590-1700. In Liter use passing into 6.

Beou>uif%-j6 Secg..welhwylc gecwjeS, l>aet he fram Sige-
munde secgan hyrde ellendsdum uncuh^s fela. trgoo tr.

liaeda^s Hist.u.x\\.[\Z'}o) 128 pageseah he,.sumne monwid
his gongan. .uncutSes ?;e:^yrlan. c looo Sax. Leechd. I. 194
?>if men Y^ct hc.ifod berste, o33e uncu(> swyle on.^esitte.

a 1122 (>. E, Chron. an. 1 106, Hi^ ma on |>ison timon uncuSra
steoiragesawon. <:iaooOKMiN228 pe?^ wisstenn hatt himm
wass |>att da3^ Summ unncu)> sinhjje shaewedd. ^z 1300
Cursor AT. 22494 Efier l>e lua fules l»e l>rid, An unculh dai
J>an es it kidd. 1340-70 AHsaufidcr 683 Queme yce me
might, Of this unkouth case too karp fe soothe, c 1384
Chauckr//. /'Vzw^i. i279Ther saugh I Colle tregetourVpon
a table of.Sygamour Pley an vncouthe thynge to telle, c 1386— Sqr^s T, 284 Who coujje telle you |>e forme of daunces So
vncouthe. C1430 Lvix;, Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 25 The
tragides divers and unkoulh Of morall Senec. 1430-40 —
Bochas IX. xxxiii. 34 b, His vncouth story breuely to compyle.
1448-9 Metham Amoryus ^ CI. 1278 The venym owte off

hys tayle in-to hys mowth He drawyth anone..; Thow
yt gretly be ineruulus and oncowth. a 1513 Fabvan Chron.
v. Ixxxiii. 6i The Kynge had maryed a woman of vncowght
l>eleue._ 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xxi. loi Moued
with thisuncouihesyght, 1582 Stanyhurst y^wrMiii. (Arb.)

80, I through pangs vncoth vnhabled,.. thus fumbled an
aunswer. 1603 B. Jonson Sejanus 111. iii, It is no uncouth
thing To see fresh buildings from old mines spring. 1648
Hunting 0/Fox 24 Saint Bridgit her selfe, the mother of so
many uncouth Revelations. 1693 N. Mather in Owen Holy
SpiritVx^{.^ Novel and uncouth Terms foreign to the Things
of God. 1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum. Kuotul. i. § i We are
insensibly drawninto uncouth paradoxes. 1748 Hartley
Observ. Man 1, iii. 350 The Speculations may seem un-
couth to those who are not conversant in Mathematical In-
quirie<;. 1801 tr. Gabrielli's Myst. Husb. III. 173 When
James's uncouth story was absolutely confirmed. 1847 G.
Harris Ld. llardivicke II. viji. 237 To gaze on the uncouth,
unaccustomed spectacle presented by the Highlanders. i86a
BowEN Logic v. 136 It would certainly be accounted a forced
and uncouth assertion.

f b. Alien or foreign to something. Obs. rare.
f 1374 Chaucer Bocth, 11. pr. iu (1868) 34 Syn l>at stedfast-

iiesse is vnkouJ> to my maneres. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid
Philos. 273 Any other and higher Points, especially such as
are Uncouth to.. Natural Reason.

t C. Unrecognizable. Obs.~'^

1390 GowF.R Con/. II. 318 So what with blod and what
with teres.. He made hire faire face uncouth.

t4. Of a strange and unpleasant or distasteful

character. Obs.
c 1380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks. III. 242 pis unkou)>e discencioun

hat IS bitwixe l>es popes. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas n. xxviii.

(1554) 64 Atwene ihcm, there was an uncouth strife. 1586
Dav Eng. Secretorie i. (1625) 46 The sight became so vn-
couth, as all men shamed, each one feaied, and none dnist

abide it. 1641 Brome yoviall Crew 1. (1652) B iv, 1 liop'd

thou hadst abjur*d that uncough practice. 1696 Whiston
The. Earth (1722) 7 An uncouth and incredible system. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Glolje) 382 The Sight, you may be sure,

was something uncouth to our Spaniards. 1785 Burke
Nabob Arcot Wks. IV. 320 To some tlie subject is strange
and uncouth ; to several harsh and distasteful. 1797 Godwin
Enquirer i. vi. 43 They will not accept an uncouth and dis-

gustful lesson.

fb. Of smells, sounds, etc. Obs.
1600 Holland Livy xx\. Iv. 425 The Elephants.. frighted

the horses especially, & not onely with the straunge sight,
but also with as uncouth a sent and savor. 1658 Rowland
tr. Mou/eCs Theat. Ins. 909 Poysoned Honey .. hath a
strange and uncouth smell. 1665 Sir '!'. Herbert Trav.
(1677) 29 Toddy. .tasts like Rhenish; at first draught it is

uncouth, but every draught tasts better than other. 1710
De Foe Capt. Singleton xv. (1840) 257 A strange noise more
uncouth than any they had ever heard.

+ C. Unseemly, indecorous. Obs.
1^ Grf-ene Menaphon (Arb.) 40 Samela meruailed at

such an vncouth banquet. 1600 Fairfax Tasso i. xviii. 4
Nor sweld his brest with vncouth pride therefore, That
heau'n on him aboue this charge had laide. 1659 Brome
Eng. Moor 1. iii. Which uncouth Policie to sorrow leads
Thousands a thousand wayes.

6. Of places : Not commonly known or fre-

quented ; solitary, desolate, wild, rugged, rough.
o. a i54aWYArrin Anglia(iSgy) XX. 432 So close the Cave

was and unkouth V* none but God was record off his payne.
1600 Shaks, a. V.L. II. vi. 6 If this vncouth Forrest yeetd
any thing sauage, 1 wil either be food for it, or bring it for
foode tothee. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 1. xviii. (1821) 191
Lurking in desart, uncouth, and unknowen places. 1653
H. Cogan Diod. Sic. 256 Wandring alone through desert
and uncouth places, he died with sorrow. 1728 Morgan
Algiers 1. iii. 72, 1 have met with the Ruins of several stately
Buildings.. in uncooth Mountains. 1748 Anson''s Voy. \.

vii. 73 J his uncouth and rugged coast. 1814 Scott Wav.
Ixiii, He soon pursued a very uncouth path. 1830 J.G.Strutt
Svlva Brit. 119 The Prior of St. Mary's at York was chosen
Abbot by the Monks ; with whom they withdrew into this
uncouth desert.

/3. i582STANYHURSTy^«miv.(Arb.)99When iheytoethee
mountayns and too layrs vncoth aproched. 1595 Locrine
III. vi. 7 Where may I findesome hollow vncoth roclie, Where
I may. .ban my fill ?

b. Of life, surroundings, etc. : Unattractive,

unpleasant, uncomfortable. Obs, ox arch,
i6ii CoRvAT Crudities 4t>g Duke lohn.Jiued a most vn-

couth and solitary life in the desert forrests. a 1627 Middle-
ton Witch n. i, 'Tis so uncouth Living i* th' country, now
I'm us'd to th' city. 1670 Clarendon Hist. Rcb. xii, § 130
[He] order 'd his other small Troops to contain themselves
in those uncouth Quarters, in which they were. 1685 in

Verney Mem. (1907) IL 404 This place is very uncouth to
me now you are gone out of it 1 1888 Stevenson Black
Arro7U III. iv. The pair were left to their uncouth reflections
for the night.

f c. Strange ; uneasy ; at a loss. Obs.-^
1660 Pepvs Diary 26 May, All the great company being gone,

I found myself very uncouth all this day for want thereof.

6. Of an unfamiliar or strange appearance or

form ; spec, having an odd, uncomely, awkward,
or clumsy shape or bearing.
1513 Douglas /En^id xi. xv. 12 In brovne sangwane weill

dycht Abuf hys onkouth armour bloniand brycht. 1600
Fairfax Tasso ir. 38 In vncouth armes yclad and stiange
disguise. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 685 An vncouth Idoll,

great and hollow, fastened in the wall with lime. 1653
H. More Antid. Ath. 11. ii. § 14 The Frost and Wind will
drawupon Doors and glass-Windows pieity uncouth streaks
like feathers and other fooleries. 1713 PorE Windsor For.
403 Then ships of uncouth form shall stem the tide. 1770
Cook Voy. round World 11. ix. (1773) III. 453 The dress
of a New Zealander is certainly. . the most uncouth that can
be imagined. 1838 Lvtton Leila 1. v, A profusion of strange
and uncouth instruments and machines. 1845 Foro Handbk.
Spain I. 53 The ponies of Gallicia, ahhough ugly and un-
couth, are admirably suited to the wild hilly country. 1879
H. Phillips Notes Coins 12 A heavy and uncouth gold
British coin of remote antiquity.

b. Of persons : Awkward and uncultured irr

appearance or manners. Also transf.
i7p Sir C. Wogan Let. to Swift 27 Feb., The very name

of Irish carries so uncouth an idea along with it. 1740
Somervillk Hcbbinolia 1. 165 The jocund Troop, .incessant
shake Their uncouth brawny Limbs. 1798 S. & Ht. Lf.e
Canterb. T. II. 64, I have never seen this redoubtable,
troublesome, uncouth cousin of mine. 1825 Macaulay Ess.^
Milton (1851) 1.24 People saw nothing of the godly but their
uncouth visages. 1828 Lytton Peiham iii, A raw, uncouth
sort of young man, with a green coat and lank hair. 1868
Farrar Seekers I. vi. (1875) 75 He dragged out an uncouth
panic-stricken mortal.
Comb. 1809 W. Irving Kmckerh. (1861) 57 Several uncouth-

looking beings seated on rocks. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey
I. 292 The shepherds were an uncouth-Iooking set.

c. Of language, style, etc.

1694 Penn Rise ^ Progr. Quakers v, Though that side of
his understanding which lay next to the world, and especially
the expression of it, might sound uncouth and unfashionable
to nice ears. 1699 Garth Dispens. iv. 50 Harsh words, tho'
pertinent, uncooth appear. 1717 Lady Montagu Let. to
Pope 1 Apr., An expression in an ancient author.. may be
extremely fine with them, when at the same time it looks
low or uncouth to us. 1761 Falconer Shipivr. 1. 82 Tho*
terms uncouth shou'd strike th* ofl'ended ear, For s.ike of
truth the uncouth measures bear. 1773 ^*RS. Chaponb
Ifuprov. Mind (1774) II. 128 Buried in obsolete words and
uncouth constructions.^ a 1834 Coleridge Shaks. Notes
(1875) 14s The scholastic and uncouth words homogeneity,
pioportionateness. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. i6a
Wheie it does not make Shakespeare write bad sense,
uncouth metre, or false grammar.
absoi. 1737 Pope Hor.^ Ep. n. ii. 174 Prune the luxuriant,

the uncouth refine, But show no mercy to an empty line.



UNCOUTHIE.
d. Of manners, actions, etc.

1740 Johnson Life Drake Wks. IV. 42S Nor were their
other customs less wild or uncouth. 1763 J. Hrown Poetry
^ Music iii. 27 Their Gestures are uncouth .and horrid. 1837
W. Irving Ca//. Bonne-jille I. 274 It was a day of uncouth
gambols, and frolics, and rude feasting, i860 Adler Frcv.
Poet, ii. 29 The uncouth heroism of the barbarous times.
1868 Nettleship Ess. Broivning ii. 62 This uncouth mind,
so cramped, .by the exigencies., of rhythm and rhyme.
1 7. Unknowing, ignorant. Also aisol. Obs. rare.
etna Bestiary n2 in 0. E. Misc. 4 His mu3 is jet wel

unltu3 wi 1 pater noster and crede. llid. 512 Der-fore o3re
fisses to himdra5en;.,of his swike he am uncutS. c 1340
Ha.mpole Prose Tr. 25 For he taght the vn-couthe and vn-
kunnynge by his prechynge. 1624 in AbbotsfordClnb Misc.
4 viargiK, T he pannell denyet not, but scho said scho was
vncoutb, and wbt not quhat to say.
B. L absol. An unknown person ; a stranger.

<tiizs Ancr. R. 348 Ich halsie ou..alse unkuSe & pile-
grimes, |>et l,e wiflholden ou from vlesliche lustes. a 1300
Cursor At. 6835 To pilgrime and to vncuth pou ber be wit
t>l dedis cuth. 1340 Ayeni. 37 pe priue t>yeues bye^ t>o (>et
ne stelet> najt of oncout>e ac of priucs. 14.. Sir Beiies {.C.)

2134 What |x>w?' sche seyde, '\>o\i onkowth ?'

2. sb. pi. Things not commonly known ; news.
a 1529 Skelton Col. Clout 1054 The people, .wyl talke of

such vncouthes. 1684 G. Mkhiton Yorks. Dial. 42 What
uncuths hes ta brought Come tell me seaun ? c 1746 j. Colliek
(1 iin Bobbin) Vitvi Lane. Dial. Wks. (1775) 33 I'd ash him
. .whot Uncoth's he heard sturrink. s8i8 Craven Clots.
\Z. Spec. (Seequot.) Obs-'^
1589 PUTTENHAM Ettg. Poesie III. xxii..(.\rb.) 262 Ye haue

another vicious speech which the Gieekes call Acyroii, we
call him the vncouthe, and is when we vse an obscure and
darke word.

UacOU-thie, a. Sc. [Uk-1 7.] Dreary; un-
comfortable ; unfriendly.
1768 Ross Helenore ll. 68 Tyn heart, tyn a'j we'll even

lak SIC bield, As thir uncouthy heather hills can yield. 1835
D. Webster Orig. Sc. Rhymes 25 (E. D. D.), Think ye the
auld uncouthie byke Wad wish them parted?
TJncou-thly, a. [f. Uncouth a.] Awkward.
i8it CiA«E I'ill. Minstr. 1. 19 A more uncoulhly lout was

hardly seen Beneath the shroud of ignorance than he.

TTncOU'tllly, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.] In 3,

strange, unfamiliar, or uncouth manner.
c 900 Laws K. /Elfred c. 47 ( Liebetmann), pam elSeode^an
« ulancumenan ne laet 5u no uncu3lice wij hine. ciaoo
OliMIN 14341 patt he space till hiss moderr t>a;r puss unn-
cul>li3 wi}>(. worde. a lyn Cursor M.^^^^Ca\\^ (,ai wit him
na kything tak. And vncuthli to t>am he spak. ta 1366
Chaucek Rom. Rose 584 She hadde no thought.. but if it
were oonly To giaythe hir wel and vncouthly. 1413 Jas. I
Kiugis Q. IX, Is non estate nor age Ensured, more the prince
nor than the pag«: So vncouthly hir werdes sche deuidith.
<:i440 Pronip. Para. 511/1 Vncowthly, exlraiiee, 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 396 Out throw the home
ilkone that tyme Iha spak Richt vncouthlie, and with sic
awfull sound. 1703 Rowe Eair Penit. V. i. H iij, What
Charnel has been rifl d for these lionesl Fye I this is
Rigeanlryi they look uncouthly. i777SllKEluANi'c/i.5<:a/i(/.,
Portrait 50 She,.. Not stilT with prudence, nor uncouthly
wild. 1784 CowfEii Task IV. 276 The shadow.. IJancing
tincouthly to the quiv'iing name. 1834 J. Foster Ess. Evils
Pif. Ignorance 246 These are still further and most un-
couthly confounded by the admixture of the ancient heathen
notion of fate. i88s Fowler Z)W<wi 160 What are, somewhat
uncouthly, called the Idealisu, the Materialists, and the
Dualists.

nnCOU-thnesS. [f. as prec] Tliequ.ilityor
condition of being uncouth, in various senses.
143s MisYK I-ireofLmie 2 Forvncuthnes ofslike helcfull

habundance oft-tynies haue I giopyd my bteste. Z44a Rec.
CoUUngltam Priory (Surtees) 1. 138 The unkouthness at is
lyke to lyss be(tween) S' Alex' Howme & S' David Howme.
1600 (.awrie's Con\pir. in Select.fr. Hart. Misc. (1793) 192
llishienes beeing stricken in gre.it admiration. .of the vn-
coulhnes of the tale. i6a8 World Encoiiif. lySir F. Drake
13 Notwithstanding the vncouthnes of the way. 1654-6$
Earl Okrkkv Partheu. (1676) 267 My Piince, by the un-
couthness of the ground, advanced slowly with his Battalion.
1671 MARVEtL Reh. Traitsp. i. 220 A peculiar uncouthness
and obscuiily of stile. 171a Steele Siect. No. 514 r4
Some in the Habit of Laplanders,, .notwithstanding the Un-
couthness of their Dress, had lately obtained a Place upon
the Mountain. 1778 (\V. H. Marshall) Minutes Agric.,
Digest 47 I he uncouthness of the Yoke and Goad. 1815
Jane Austen Emma iv. The uncouthness of a voice,
which I heaid to be wholly unmodulated. 1871 Frekman
Norm. Conj. IV. xviii. 154 The building whose combined
uncouthness of outline and perfection of detail makes it
unique among English churches.

Uncou-tnsome.fl. rare. fUw-ly.] Unfavour-
able, unpleasant.
1684 tr. Bucaniers Amer. i. i. 3 This uncouthsom weather

being spent, we had again the use of very favourable gales.
1814 J.Telfer Border Ball. 6i The witches.. grinded with
their mucke-rake teeth, Uncoutlisome to the view.

tUncoTenable, «. O*/. [Ux-iyb.]
L In.T])propriatc, unsuitable, unfitting.
In the first quot. rendering L. importuna.
c 1374 Chaucer Boetli. iv. pr. vi. (i868) 141 Perauenture \k

nature of som man is so ouerjrrowyng to yuel and so vn-
couenable (etc). 138a Wvclipi Tim.\i.y Forsotheschonye
thou vncouenable fablis and veyn. Kl4a5 tr. Ardeme's
Treat. Fistula, etc 47 Oon aposteme come to a man.. fiat

was hard to breke for vncouenable emplastres puttc (.erto
first. C1450 tr. De Imitatione I. xxi. 26 Yeue not Jriself to
unconenable gladnes. 1477 Earl Rivers Dictes 41 Do not
vncouenable wtikis, take compaynie with wyse men and
studte in their bookis.

2. Unseasonable.
c 1380 WvcLii" Sel. Wks. II. 121 We mai leme, over )>isi

to^ fede not uncovenable axingis. 138J — 1 Kings iii. 20
Risynge with silence of the vnkouenable nijt, she took my
sone fro myn syde.

107

Hence + tTnco'venably adv. Obs.
138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxxii. 6 Vncouenabli wile thou not

ben enhauncid in thi wisdam. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)
VI. 473 Sche was J>erfore i.blamed of seint Ethelwold, antl
sche answerede nolier unkovenabeliche no^er fulcurteisliche.

Unco'venant, v. (Un-2 3.)
1643 W. Greenhill A.xe at Root 8 Now the Lord did un-

covenant them, un-church them, un.power them. 1679 C.
Nesse Antid. agst. Popery 102 The Jews. .did apostatize,
. . unchurching and uncovenanting themselves. i88t Edin.
Rev. Apr. 483 There it was that, so to speak, Carlyle un-
covenanted himself.

Unco-venanted, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]
1. Not promised or secured by a {spec, a Divine)

covenant.
1648 Hexham It, Onievoonvaerdet, Vncovenanted. 1689

Sherlock Death iii. § 7 (1731) 207 They must be saved by
uncovenanted Grace and Mercy, a 1711 Ken Hymnarium
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 133 Since we the Grace that we obtain,
By Superefliuence uncovenanted gain, a 1806 lip. Horsley
Serm. (i8i6) III. xxxviii. 165, I will cast me on his free un-
covenanted mercy. 1887 S. Cox Ejcpositions Ser. III. xiiL
177 On the testimony of the Bible itself, .his uncovenanted
mercies are just as sure as his covenanted mercies.

b. Lying outside of any Divine covenant.
i8s8 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 114 Many a parable did

Jesus utter, proclaiming his Father's intended mercy to the
uncovenanted nations, i860 lip. S. Wiloerforcb Addr,
Ordination 41 Men who lay in the uncovenanted darkness
of a fallen nature.

2. Not sanctioned by, not in accordance with, a
covenant or agreement.
1727 E. Lawrence Duty of Ste^vard 55, I have known

Instances of Gentlemen's Estates sinking very much by
irregular and uncovenanted practices.

3. Not bound by a covenant ; spec, in the Indian
Civil Service (cf. Covenanted/// a. 4).
1790 Burke Fr. Rni. 88 The first fundament.M right of

uncovenanted man, that is, to judge for himself, and to
assert his own cause. 184$ Stocqueler Hniuibk. Brit.
India (1854) 105 The uncovenanted servants, the East
Indians, and the natives themselves. 1884 Truth 13 Mar.
3S6/2 A meinberof the uncovenanted service of India.

b. Not having subscribed the Covenant.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xviii. The present government,

which, however mild and paternal, was still uncovenanteti.
1855 Ut.cAvi.r.v Jlist. Eng. III. 706 These men continued
.

.
to disclaim all allegiance to an uncovenanted Sovereign.

1889 Lowell Latest Lit. Ess., Walton (1891) 74 Some
foraging party from Leslie's army which would not have
spared his uncovenanted chickens.

XJnco-venanter. (Un-1 12.)
640-1 Kirkcudlir. War-Comm. Mm. Bk. (1S55) 131 Johne

Cutlar.. declares no..uncovenanters within his bounds.

'D'llC0"ver, !<. Also4-5vnkeuer(e,5onoowyr,
5-6 vnoouere, etc. [Un-^ 3, 5, 7.]
1. Jig: To disclose, lay bare, make known.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27425 Ami sua his rede ask he pat naman

scrift viicouettdj be. 1628 Feltham Resolves ir. xvii. 52 In
our deinaunds, we vncoiier our owne desires. 1649 M 1 lton
Eikoii. xxviii. 238 Neither was it to cover thir perjury as he
accuses, but to uncover his perjury to the Oath of his Corona-
tion. 1674JeakeWWM. (1(^)405, 1 nowcometoreview them
111 their common nature .. and uncover their Comparative
Elements. 1891 Hardy 7'cjixlix,The terrible evening over
the hearth, when her simple soul uncovered itself to his.

2. To lay open or bare by the removal of some
covering thing or matter.

<"37S 7i>seph A rim. 559 Eualac . . vn.keueted his scheld
& on J>e cros biholdes. c 1400 Brut I. 125 pis Hardiknoght
.. Icte vncouere his broj>er Harolde, and smote of his
Heuede..at Westmynstr. 14.. J /tret Rings Cologne 28
(Camb. MS.), Whan hit [the snow] is vncoucred oute of |je

chaf, anoone hit dissolueh and wasteb awey. c 1430 Pilgr.
L}fManlwde \. xxxv. (1869)22 Itisbettere the keyes..ben
hid than vnhyd, For al bi times may men come to vnkeuere
Ixjth that oon and that oother. 1553 Brenue Q. Curtius
IV. 56 'Ihe teares yet distilling downe his chekes (hej vn-
couered his face. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcau's Fr. Chirurg.
9/2 Which we can not certaynlye espye, without inakinge
denudatione of the Cranium, and to our sight vncover it.

1603 [see Uniiar v. a). 1779 Mirror No. 64, 'That mental
feast with which I was to be regaled when the table should
be uncovered. 1796 Mme. D Arblay Camilla V. 276
Weeping always, and never, .uncovering her face. 1839
VEOWELL«^«<-..Sr//. CA-xii. (1847) 133 Human bones, which
from time to time have been uncovered by the winds, and
lie bleaching on the sand. 1891 Photogr. Ann. II. 414 It
really does uncover the inches set forth below, whereas
many other patterns only uncover about two-thirds.

b. To make bare or naked by removal of cloth-
ing ; to ex|x)se unclothed or unveiled.
1530 Palscr. 767/1 Uncover this man, take nwaye the

clothes. 1560 liiDLE (Genev.) Isaiah xlvii. 2 Vncouer y"
legse, & p.asse through the floods. 1609 — (Douay) IHd.,
I>iscouer the shoulder, vncouer the thighes. 1769 CooK
Voy. round World I. xix. (1773) 242 When an Indian is
about to worship at the Moral, or brings his oflcring to the
altar, he always uncovers his body to the waste. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sci. >t Art II. 200 On uncovering the
foot, at that part was found a blue mark. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 167 Uncover your chest and back to me that
1 ni.iy have a better view.

'V'- '535 Coverdale 2 Sam. vi. 20 The kynge..hath vn-
coucred himselfe before the maydens of his seruauntes.
1734 in Sale A'orax 291 note. It teing reckoned, .indecent,
for a woman.. to uncover her self before one who is an
infidel.

absol. 1713 Addison Guard. No. 109 p 3 We were forced
to uncover after them, being unwilling to give out so soon.

c. To drive (a fox) out of cover.
1811 sporting Max. XXXIX. 185 Proceeding to Minting

Wood, they uncovered a fox. 1814 MACTACtiART Gallouid.
Entycl. 414 The bounds could not uncover him, so the ron
was set in flames about his lugs.

UNCOVEBEB.
3. To remove a cover or coveting from, to take

the cover or top off (something).
c 1400 Beryn 3935 The Cup was vncoverid, \>e swerd was

out l.brayid. c 1410 Sir Cleges 364 Sir Cleges oncowyrd
the panyere, And schewed..the cheryse. 1507 Coz'entry
Leet Bk, 609 That on loh. a Woode, mercer, let on-couere
the Redde diche, which renneth throwgh his gardeyn. 1534
TiNDALE Mark ii. 4 They vncovered the rofe of the housse
where he was. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Holinshed
II. 1 14/1 The churches for the most part were all deslroied
& vncouered. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 47 A long Pole or
Bambo..with a Cutting-hook at the end of it, purposely for
uncovering the houses. 1737 Challoner Cath. Chr. Instr.
(1753) 220 Our Altars we also uncovered and stript of all their
Ornaments.

4. To remove the hat from (the head), as a mark
of reverence, respect, or courtesy.
1530 Palscr. 767/1 Why do you thus, I pray you, be nat

uncovered for me. 1335 Coverdale Lev. x. 6 Ye shall not
vncouer youre heades, ner rente youre clothes. 1608 York-
shire Trag. iii. 60, I that neuer could abide to vncouer my
head ith Church. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 129 None of the
Eastern people use the Complement of uncovering their
Heads when they meet, as we do.

b. absol.

1607 Shaks. Tiinort ni. vi. 95 Vncouer Dogges, and lap.
1627 May Lucan IX. Siij b, Thus hauing spoke Straight
hee vncouers. 1841 Macaulay Ess., W. Hastings (1851)
595 The House of Commons which uncovered and stood up
to receive him. 1889 F. E. Gretton Memory's Harkb. 37He stopped short, reverentially uncovered, and stood bare-
headed till the line of mourners bad passed.
5. Mil. a. To expose, leave open, by the moving

or manoeuvring of men. b. To leave unprotected
by withdrawal of troops.

,.'79* Instr. t) Reg. Cavalry (1813) 122 As soon as the rear
division 15 uncovered, it receives the word, March I i8oa
James Milit. Diet. s. v., The different leading companies or
divisions, &c. successively uncover those in their rtar. l8}a
Prop. Reg. Instr. Cavalry in. 72 The Jroop.. advances till

Its right uncovers the left of the Base Troop. 1899 Daily
News 27 ^Iar. 7/4 The old battle lines surrounding the city
are maintained, and the city cannot be safely uncovered.
Unco'verable,rr. (Un-' 7 b.) 1837 Carlyle /^..^fi;. iii.

II. V, To stretch out the old Formula. ., so that it may cover
the new, contradictory, entirely i/«coverable Thing ?

Unco'vered, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]
1. Not roofed or closed in overhead ; not shel-

tered by a roof.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11667 The walles were wroght to he wale
rofe. All clanly by course vncouert aboue. 1563 Goluing
Cxsar vn. (1565) 192 Bycause they saw the penthouses of
otir turrettes burned downe, and that oure men could not
with e.ise go vncouered to saue them. 1587 Southampton
Court Leet Rcc.{tqQ6) n. 255 The wollon liawle is vncovered
and decayed which wee desier maye be amended. 1600 J.
PoRY tr. Leo's Africa in. 125 The middle part of the house
IS alwaies open or uncouered. 1697 Drvden .cEneis 11. 700
Uncovered but by heaven, there stood in view An altar.

2. Not covered by clothing ; bare, n.iked.
c 1400 T. Chestre Launfal 291 F'or htte her clothes down

sche dede, Almest to her gerdyl stede. Than lay sche un-
covert. 153s Coverdale C<r«.ix. 21 Noe..wasdronken,and
l.aye vncouered in his tenle. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Isaiah
XX. 4 Bothe yong men and olde men, ..with their buttockes
vncouered. 1605 SllAKs. Lear in. iv. 106 1 hou wert better
in a Graue, then to answere with thy vncouer'd body, this
exiremitie of the Skies. 1817 Faraday Chcm. Mauip. ii.

(1842) 54 It is requisite that the bottle should not be handled
by uncovered hands. 1831 Loncf. Cold. Leg. v. At Foot of
Alps, A band of pilgrims, moving slowly On their long
jouiney, with uncovered feet.

b. Not wearing a hat ; bareheaded.
1S70 in W. H. lurner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 331 Every

maiL.spekeyng within the sameCounsell bowse, shall stand
upp bare headed or uncovered. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. '/I, iv.
i. 128 Rather let my head. .dance vpon a bloody pole, 'I'hen
stand vncouer'd to the Vulgar Groonie. 1611 Bible i Cor.
xi. 13 Is it comely that a woman pray vnto God vncouered i

<»l«56 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 242 The Fiench Divines
preach with their hats on, ours uncovered, 1710 Addison
Tatler No. 253 r ^ The Censor, who continued hitherto un-
covered, put on his hat with great dignity. 1831 Scott Ct.
Rob. ix. Sitting stationary, .when so many noble knights.,
stand uncovered around. 1884 Manch. E.ram, 26 Nov. s/l
The members of the House of Commons stand uncovered,
the peers sit and wear their hats.

O. Of women : Unveiled.
1585 r. Washington ir. Nicholay's Voy. i. viiL 8 b, I'he

wiues of the Tuikes..are not scene goe vncouered.

3. Having no covering ; left open or exposed ; not
covered by or with (also t of) something.
1530 Palsgr. 840/t Oncovered, a descouuert. 1563 Hyll

Art Garden. (1593) 12 They wil also that those furrowes
so lie all the winter open and vncouered. 1638 Mavne
Lucian (1664) 24 Let's finde out some eminent place, un.
covered with Snow, where we may the firnielier chain him.
1650 Earl Monm. tr. Senault's Man bee. Guilty 368 Whilst
any mountains were yet uncovered with water,the remainilers
of man-kind were fixed there. 169a Ray Disc. II. (1693)65
He sent forth Birds, that he might try whether they could
espy any Land uncovered of Water. 1793 CowPER A Tale 1

7

'\tii:. heaths uncover'd, and the moors. Except with snow.
1807 WoRDsw. White Doe vi. 144 One of the Norton
Tenantry Espied the uncovered Corse. 1819 Sizo\t Ivanhoe
iii. The board was uncovered by a cloth. 1827 Faraday
Chem. Manip. iv. (i 842) 93 The sand being cleared off. . leaves
the metal uncovered. 187s W. S. Hayward L(rve agst.
World I, The polished oak flooring, uncovered by carpet.

b. Not furnished with the usual coveiing.
1565 in Hay Fleming Reform. Scotl. {1910) 6io Item, in the

Uuchechalmer, fourstullisoncoverit. 1907 E. Glvn jWwii
xiv, The bed unmade and piled with uncovered hotel pillows.

t4. Not having a cover laid for meals. Obs.
1494 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 116 For all manner of estates

that are to bee uncovered.
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UNCOVEREDIiY, 108 UNCRITICAL.

6. Not protected or screened by another or
others. (See Cover r.l 8 and 12.)

«*79S PHitiDOR Studies of Chess (1817) 98 It would be
scaicely possible to prevent the uncovered king .. from
doubling on the same line, 183a Prcf^, Keg, Instr^ Cavalry
II. 17 If the numbers are uneven, the last man but one.,
must remain uncovered.

6. Not covered by insurance.

^ x89a Pall Mall G. 22 Aug, 2/1 The building only was
insured, and all the furnishings were uncovered,
Hence TTnco'veredly adv.
1683 E. Hooker Prc/l Pordagis Mystic Div, 67 Where,

uncloihedly, uncoveredly, nakedly,., Hee stood.

TJncO'vering, vbl. sb. [f. Uncover v,\ The
action of the verb, in various senses.

»49S Trciisa's Barih. De P, R. v. xxvii. 137 [In acute
fe\'er5l vncouerynge and puttynge out of bare ai mes is token
ofdeth, 1598 Florio, ScoJtiigiio,Rn vncouering, an vnhilHng.
x6ix CoTGR , DcscoMTteinent^ a discouering, vncouerinp, de-
tecting, disclosing. 1647 t'. MooRK {title). An Uncovermg of
M^'stei ious Deceits. 1817 J. Scott Pan's Krz'isit. fed. 4) 70
'1 he uncovering of the established and fruitful face of things.

135s Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 414 That the sitting and
rising, the co-eiing and the uncovering, should have been
regulated by exactly the same etiquette. iSgs A t/ufixum

J Oct. 460/2 To cany out a complete uncovering of the
immense accumulations of rubbish.

- tUncovert, a. [Un-1 7.] « Discoveut a.

1485 Ko/ls c/Parlt. VI. 285 To vest and be in her sole .
.

, as
she wcie sole and uncoveit. 1487 -4r/ 4 Hen. VIl, c. 24 Five
ycnis next afterlhat they . .be. , uncovert, and of whole Mind.
Unco-veted, pp/. a. (Uk-i 8.)
xy^o-jx H. Brooke Fool of^ Quality xiv. (1792) III. 45

Uncoveled wealth came pouring in upon me. 1833 AIks.
Brow ning Protueth, Bound 16^, I . .keep An uncoveted watch
o'er the world and the deep. x88a ' F. Anstev ' Vice yerstl
V. 92 He had conli ived . . to evade the uncovetedwooden spoon
by jusi two places.

"Unco'vetingly, adv. (Un.' 11.) 1862 K. H.Patterson
£ss. Hist. *V Art 47 To beg for the rose, yet look uncovet-
ingly on the dandelion.

TTnco'vetons, «. (Un-i 7.)
a 1500 Palis Paving i. 624 Scho h louand in kind lawtee,

Vncouatice, of gjftys free. 1648 Hexham 11, Onbegcerieh,
Vncovelous. 1871 RusKm/'VrrC/az'. v. 22 An uncalculating
and uncovetoi« wisdom. Ibid. x. 7 The healthy delight of
uncovetous admiration.

XJncow, obs. f. Unco.
Uncowed, /»//, a. (Un-' 8.) 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in

Karf. 127 The children sharp, clever, and uncowed.
tJncowl, V. (Ux-^ 4.)
x6ii CoTGR.,Z?«i-rt/ttt//^««c?-jtovnhood,vncowle,vncouer.

i8ia Coleridge Remorse i. ii. 260, I pray you, think us
friends—uncowl your face. 1829 I. Taylor Enthus. ix. 242
Let him uncowl his ears, and cover his naked feet. 1840
BB0WNiNG6(TrrtV//tf VI. 348 One blood-drop to the bowl Which
brimful tempts the sluggish asp uncowl At last.

Uncowied, />/>/. a. (Un-i 8.)
1728 Pope Dune. iii. 114 Behold yon' Isle, by Palmers,

Pilgrims tiod, Men bearded, bald, cowl'd, uncowld, shod,
unshed, 1868 Geo. Eliot .V^. Gypiy iii. 301 To work the will
of a more tyrannous friend Than any uncowled father.

TTncra'cked, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)
J581 Br. AvLMER in Nicolas ^/e7«.^;VC.//<»//^«(i847)24o

Ifyou w 111 have, .your credit kept uncracked for commending
me x6a3 Middleton & Rowley Sp Gipsy iv. i, The un-
ctackd diamond of my faith shall hold. 1648 Sanderson
Setm. (1681) II. 226 The ice.. is of that firmness, that it will
bear a loaden cart uncracku 1763 Churchill Ghost iv. 1397
Good men. .With names uncrack d, and credit sound. 1826
Lamb Lett (1886) II. 228 Heaven send him his jars un crack'd.
189X KuLiNG Light that Failed (1900) 244 The person who
demanded mufiins and an uncracked teapot.

Uncraftily, adv. [Un-1 ii.] + Unskilfully.
1519 Horman Vulg. 42b, Woundis..yf they be touchyd

vnciaftelye out of season,.,waxe angry and rauncleth. 1538
Elvot, In/abre, vnkunningly, vncraftily.

Unoraftiness. [Un- i i 2.] t Unskilfulness.
cisao Barclay Jugurth 88 They dispyse my..vnnobIe

lynagc, and I dyspyse the vncraftynesse and slouthe of theiu.

Uncrafty, a. [Un-1 7. Cf. (with the sense
of * weak, feeble *) OS. unkra)Uag, MDu. oncrach-
tick, Htechtich, -neftich (older Du. onkrachtig),
MLG. unkrechtich, OHG. umhreflicQMlC^.un'
kreftig, G. unktafiig), MDa. ukrafti^^
1 1. Not dexterous or ingenious ; unskilful. Obs,
X483 Cath. Angl. 80/1 Vn Crafty, inartificiosus. CX520

Barclay Jugurth 47 Whiche armye was vncraftie.sluggishe
and feble. 1543 Bellenden Livy 1. iii. (S.T.S.) L 23 pe rude
and vnciafty pepill of |?at legioun.

2. Not crafty or cunning
; guileless.

1647 Hexham i, Vncraftie, sender schalckheyt. 1660 Jer.
Tavlor Dnctor Pief. (1676) p. vii. By the new methods, a
Simple and Unciafty Man cannot be wise unto salvation.

Uncra mp, v. (Un-2 3.)
1851 .Sir F, Palgrave Norm. ^ Eng, I. 353 Uncramping

or shattering the pedestals supporting the idols. x86o Miss
YoNCE Slokcsley Seer, viii, Susie extended each hand to its
broadest stretch to uncramp them.

Uncra-ttiped, /^/. a, (Un-1 8.)
1797 Monthly Rez: XXIV. 194 Providing him with the

"L'^"n°
^'"'^"'"g ^'>s inquiries uncramped and at leisure.

«86o Pi;sEV Min. Pfoph. 519 An unconfined, uncramped
population,spreadmgitselffreely,without restraint of walls,
s8^ KoDWAY Gi.tana fVilds 109 Their broad backs were
quite unaffected by burning sun or pouring rain, and their
limbs uncramped by sitting on the bottom of the canoe.
Hence Uncra'mpedness,
i88a Academy 18 Nov. 358 The free handling and absolute

unciampedness of the landscape.

Uncra-nnied, ppi. a. (Un-i 8.)
?a 1615 Wf.bster Appius 4- Virg. i. iii, Trust my Iwsom
lo be the closet of your private griefs: Believe me, I am

uncrannicd. axtzj Dbayton SJuph. Sirena 70 There is

nothing lo that friend. To whose close vncranied brest. We
our secret thoughts may send. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.y
Hen. /', cxxix, Where Loyahie vncranied, doth kcepe out
The Subtle Flame, the Fsces, cannot doe't.

Uncrava'tted, ///, a. (Un-' 8.) 1847 Helps Friends
in C. I. ii- 31 A great, unhatted, uncravalcd, bearded man,
Uncra'vingly, Wf. (Un-* ir.) 1849 M..Arnold AV«^//rt-
tion j6i Beautiful eyes meet his; and he Bears to admire
uncravingly.

Uncra-zed, /^/. a. (Un-1 8.)

x6o8 Heywood Lucrece iv, iv. So I keep unstaln'dThe un*
craz'd honour I have yet maintain'd. 1613-8 Danii-l Coll.

Hist. Eng. (1626) iig Who in that broken time, onely held
vncrased. .the part of an euen Counsellour and Officer.

Uncreia-table, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1846 Worcester (citing Tillock). 1883 H. Drummond
Kat. Law in Spir. IV. 297 Matter is uncreatable and in*

destructible.

Hence TJncreiatabi'lity ; UucreiatablGiness.
1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron. iv, iii. 502 The uiitreatable-

ness and indestructibility of niatier. 1883 Glasgow IVeckly
Her. 6 Oct. 8/2 The incontrovertibility of matter and energy
..and their consequent indestructibility and uncreatability.

Uncreia'te, ppL a. [Un- i 8 b and 5 b.] =
UXCUEATED///. a.

1548-g Bk. Com. Prayer, Quicungue vult. The father un-
crcate, ihe sonne uncreale, and tlie holy gost uncreaie. 1608
L. IMachin Dumbe Knight in. i, A creature vncieate in
paradise, And one thats onely of a womans making. 1807
One in Lect.. Paint, i. (1B48) 240 All that poets yet have
feigned.. of uncieate or unembodied being. 1842 Manning
Scrm. {1848) I. i. 3 We talk of powers, and qualities,, .and
the like; but. .ihey do not exist apart from beings, create or
uncreate. 1870 Myers /*i7f/«f 120 Then in scorn My lips
are silent ; uncreate, unborn, Evanishes the visionary lay.

absol. 1851 KiNGSLEY Yeast xvii, You can only see the
Uncreate in the Create—the Infinite in the Finite.

Uncreia-te, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To undo
the creation of; to unmake. Also 7-efl.

1633 Pkvnne Histrio-m. 172 Is this a light, a despic-
able effeminacie, for men . . thus purposely . . to vnman, vn-
christian, vncreate themselves? 1640 Habington Edxv. IV^
37 It was as easie for him to uncieate as to cieate a King.
1690 C, Nesse O, 9f N. Test. I. 2 When we are once created
in Chiist, we can, indeed, do something to uncieate our
selves. 1760-73 H. Brooke Fool o/Qual, (1809) III. 107
Could I have had my wisli, creation would again have been
imcieated. 1847 lit'SHNELL C//r.jV«;/. viii. (1S61) 209 One
religion was cieating and the other uncieating manhood.
1894 Fallen Angels xxj. 112 God himself could not preserve
^e uiifilial from suffering, save by uncrealing them,
absol. a 1634 Chapman & Shiri:ey Chabot v. i, 89 With one

breath they uncreate, 1651 Stanley Poems 74 Thus thy
diviner Muse a power 'bove Fate May boast, that can both
make and uncreate. 1744 Young Nt. Tk. vii. 1221 But tho'
you can deform, you can't destroy; To curse, not uncreate,
is all j'our pow'r.

Uncre.a-ted, />/>/. a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not brought into existence by a special act of
creation ; of a self-existent or eternal nature.
1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer, Quicnnqne vult, As also there be

not., three unci eated: but one uncreated. i587GoLDiNGZ?tf
Mornay ix. (rs92) ii8 If it were created after the example of
a thing vncreated, can it come to passe that it should be
eueilasting? a 1633 W. Alstin Medit. (1635) 246 Certaine
Hereticks held them [jc. angels] to be uncreated, and Co-
ctein.iU with God. 1667 Milton P. Z. 11. 150 To perish.. in
the wide womb ofuncreated night. 1704 Clkrkk Attributes
iii. (1738) 22 Original Being, Uncreated, Independent,and of
it self Eternal, 1777PKIESTLEY J/a/'/,(5-i>/>-.(i782) I,xix.225
Uncreated light could not be seen by mortal eyes. 1801
SouTHEY Thalaba iv. ix,Of these Angela* fate Thus in the
uncreated book is written, i860 Pusey Min. Propk. 481
Love, joy, peace.. are created in man. Only in God they
exist, undivided, uncreated.
absol, 1678 CuDwoRTH IntelL Syst. Pref., The Pagan

Polytheism and Idolatry consisted not in worshipping Many
Creators, or Uncieateds, but [etc. J. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude
11.413 Every form of creature, .looked Towards the Un*
created with a countenance Of adoration. 1877 Sparrow
Serm. vi. 78 What we are as creatures we never can know,
as we ought, but by studying tlie uncreated.

2. Not created ; not brought into being.
1607 Beavm. & Fl. Woman-Hater \\, i. Nor will I Wish

my self uncreated for this evil. 1667 Milton P.L, vi. 268
How hast thou.. into Nature brought Miserie, uncreated
till the crime Of thy Rebellion ? 1890 Spectator 18 Oa., In
the case of an uncreated book, of course the argument is
infinitely stronger.

ITncreia'tedness. [f. prec] Thequality or
state of being uncreated.
X648 Hexham n, Ongcschapenheydt, Vncreatednesse, or

Vnshapennesse. 1678 Cudworih Intcll. Syst. i. iv. § 6. 197
Some Modern Sects.. do also assert the Vncreatedness of the
Matter, a 1740 Waterland IK^-^. (1823) II. 326 M.^king
a distinction between derived uncreatedness, and undL-rived
uncrcatedness. 1857 Susanna Winkworth tr. Life Tattler
288 God.. is egual to the soul as touching freedom, and un*
et]ual as touching uncreatedness, for the soul is created. 1877
W. Bright in Diet. Chr. Biog. I. 181/2 When Alius.. ex-
pressly denied . . the uncreatedness of the Son of God.
tTnereia-ting, ppi, a, [f, Uncueate v.] De-

stroying ; reducing to nonentity,
174a Pope Dune. iv. 654 Light dies before thy uncreating

M'ord. i8ao Shelley A'a;*/« 138 The Anarchs of the North
lend forth their legions Like Chaos o'er creation, uncreating.
Uncreia-tion. [Un-2 8: cf. prec] The action

of uncreating.
1884 Fdin. Rev. Oct. 334 The famous lines on the uncreation

of the world by ' Chaos old '. 1885 G. Macdonald Brok 0/
Strife 16 Dec, A thing. .Which uncreation can alone release.
Uncre,a-tiye.«. (Un-' 7 and 5 b.) 1855 ]\riLMAN Lat.

Chr. xi\. vni. VL 566 The East. .settled down in unpio-
gressivc, uncieative acquiescence, and went on copying that
type. Uncre,a-tivenes8. (Un*'i2.) 1855 Lewes OVfMtf

I. III. viii. 2pi The contempt of Prometheus for the idleness,

theuncreativenessoftheGods. Uncrea'taral,^. (Un-'?.)
*<S49 J* Ellistonk ir. Behmen's Epistles 30 We our selves
are the property of the foure Elements, and they are in Us
creaturall ; and without us they are uncreaturall.

UncreatTirelyi a. [Un-i 7.] Not belong-
ing, natural, or proper to creatures.
1668 Howe Bless. Righteous (1825) 89 That diabolical un-

creaturely pride that is long since banished heaven. 1707
NoRRis Treat. Humility vii. 295 Hatred of God., is strictly

an uncreaturely sin. 1877 Sparrow Serm. 334 U'he proud,
selfish, ungrateful, rebellious, impious, uncreaturely temper,

tUncredible, a. Obs. [Un-1 7 and 5b.]
1. ^ Incredible a. i, (Common c 1550-1650.)
CX440 WydiJ/ite Bible Judg. xx. 5 (MS. Bodl. 277), I?ei

han traueilid my wijf wij? vncredible wodnesse of leccherie.

148a Monk of EvesJuun xUx. (Arb.) 98 An oncredyble and
inestymable conforte of ioye and plesure, 1560 Daus
tr. Sleidane's Cotnm. 424 b, It is vncredible, with what
rebukes and railinges y® people receiued hym. 1605 Bacon
Adi>. Learn. 1, iv. § 10 Rarities and reports, that seeme vn-
ciedible. 1653 HoLCKotx Procopius, Vandal Wars 11. 47
A thing seeming difficult, and unciedible to such as have not
seen oiir former actions. 1680 Morden Geog. Rect., Turkey
356 Taken by ..Mustapha..with an uncredible Slaughter.

2. Incredulous, rare,

tSS3 Pouglas's ASneid iv, 87 Quhy dois he refuse my
wourdis an^ prayers To lat entyr in hys dul vncredyble
[Small vntretable] eiis ?

Hence f TTncredibl'llty ; + Uncre-dibly adv.
i486 Bk. St. Albans f vj b. An vncredibilitie of Cocoldia.

1565 SiArLETONtr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. Pref. 9 We see as
much vncredibilite . . in the one as in the other. 1565 Coofer
Thesaurus, fncredibiliter,. .\ncredih\y : meruaylously.

t Uncredit, v. Obs. [Un-»1 14 and Un-2 3.]
trans. To distrust; to discredit.

x6r5 Daniel Hymens Triumph ii. ii. Such meanes can wit
deuise To make mens mindes vncredit their owne eies. z6a8
Feltham Resolves ii, xxi. 70 Affirmations are apter towinne
beliefe, then Negatiues to vncredit them. 1655 Fuller CA,
Hist. XI. ii. § 82. 136 Then was it Kilvert his designc to
uncredit the Testimony of Pregion, by charging him with
several accusations.

Uncreditable, a, [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.] Dis-
creditable ; disreputable.

1643 Hammond Serm. Wks. 1684 IV. 511 He .. that
abstains only fiom uncreditable or unfashionable, from
branded or disused sins. z688 Collier Scveial Disc,
(1725) 2 The Design. .being to make all Injustice and En.
cioachment an uncreditable, as well as an unpiofitable
Practice.

^ 1710 Palmer Proverbs 342 A brawl, in which
both parties use a hundred impertinent and uncreditable
expressions. 1783 Palev Serm. 21 Sept., The vocation in
time comes to be thought mean and uncreditable. 1818
Bentham Ch. Eng., Catech, Exam. 427 No need has he of
any such uncreditable and hazardous practice. tB66Hlustr.
Lond, Nexvs i Dec. 526 The credit which Mr... has received
..is very uncreditable to the English nation.

Hence Uncre'ditableness.
1667 Causes Decay Chr. Piety xix. 415 To all other dis*

swasives we may add this of the Uncreditableness.

TJncre'dited, />/>/. a. (Un-A 8 and 5 b,)
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. ii. ix. (1592) 36 It cannot weepe,

nor wring the handes, but say that she did so : .\nd saieth
so vncredited. 1607 Chapman Rev. Bussy D'Ambois Plays
1873 II. 140 God (said she) Would haue me vtter things vn-
credited. 1670 Clarendon Contcmpl. Ps. Tracts (1727) 532
Who.. does render, .their virulent suggestions against our
reputations ineffectual and uncrediled. 1777 Ann. Reg.,
Antiq. 134/2 This opinion remained, .uncredited by all skil-

ful medallists. 1828 Lights <v Shades 11. 133 Being at the
same time..uninannered, uncredited, unwitted.

Uncree*ping,/>/. a. (Un** 10.) 1727 Fam. Diet. s.v.

Dogs Ca-vl, The uncreeping Apocynon shoots forth great
Twigs of an ill Scent.

Uncrested,///.a.i [Un-1 8.] Not adorned
or furnished with a crest.

1635 .MouFET & Bennet H£aWis Improv. 103 Some of
each soit are high crested like a lapwing, others un-
crested. 1757 Dyer Fleece iv. 436 Soldier, and statesman,
and uncrested chief. x888GuNTERil/r. /'(;//<rr ix, 117 Plain

I letter paper and uncrested envelope.

i
XJncre'Sted,///. a.^ [Un-2 8.] Deprived of

' a crest,

!

i6xx CoTGR., Ecreti^ topped, vncrested ; whose top or
i

crest is taken off^ 1834 De Quincey Autob. Sk. Wks. 1853
I. 181 twtt\ Supposing the city to be uncrested, as it were;

I its upper tiers to be what the sailors call imshipped.

j

Uncri bbed, ///. a\ see Uncabined a,

j
Unerie-d, ///. a. [Un-1 8 c] Uncried up,

\ not extolled or praised.
I 1630 B. JoNSON New Inn iv. ii, Huf So you will name no
j

Si^aniaid, I will pledge you. Tip. I rather choose to thirst,
I ..Then leaue that creame of nations vncry'd vp.

I

Uncriminal, a. (Un-' 7.) 1864 Carlvlk Fredk, Gt. xvi,

I

xi. IV. 432 With other the like uncriminal fancies. i88t

j

Daily Nexus 25 Jan. 3/1 The uncriminal but poweiful or*
1 ganization of tht Land League. Uncri minally, otlv.

I

(Un-' II.) a 1864 Hawthorne 6\/V/;'^« (1SS3) 258 A human
life, taken (however unciiminally) by his own hands,
ITncri'ppled, //>/. a. (Un-1 8.)
a 1800 Cowi'EK Odyss. {ed. 2) xx. 437, 1 have eyes and ears,
Two feet uncrippled. x8i2 Gary Dante, Purgat. xxv. 2 It
was an hour, when he who climbs, bad need 'i'o walk un-
crippled. 1894 Daily News 1: June 8/2 l/ove of beauty
and of uncrippled happiness.
Uncrisp, y. (Un-^ 3.) 1598 Florio, Discresfare, to vn-

curie, to vnfrizle, to vncrispe, to vnwrinkle. Uncrisped,
ppl. a. {Un.= S.) 1827 Hood Hero 4- Z.<raW<.v- Ixiii, His
unciispt locks uncurling in the brine.

Uncritical, a. [Un-1 ;. Cf. Du. onhitischy
G. tmkritischy Da. ukrilisk.']

1. Not critical ; lacking in judgement ; not ad- ,

dieted to ciilicism.



UNCBITICALLY.

1659 Gauden Tears Church i. i. 24 We are not so rude
understanderSj or uncriticall speakers. 1767 Sterne Tr,
Shandy x. xxiv, A most uncritical fever which attacked me
at the beginning of this chapter. ^

i8a6 Miss Mitford
Village ^r. 11. (1863) 361 She discovered none of the

imputed sublimity ; her uncritical eye could only scan the

tremendous number of pages. 1854 Maurice Mor. <V Met,
Philos. (ed. 2) 20 It has been the ungrateful fashion of some
modern historians to speak of him as an uncritical retailer

of anecdotes. 1890 ' K. Boldrewood' CoL Reformer xx,

He played. .well enough to satisfy the uncritical audience.

ahsoL iBj^Spesczr St fttljf Stfctol.v.Si Statements, .readily

accepted by the uncritical who believe all they see in print.

2. Showing lack of criticism or critical exactness

;

not in accordance with critical methods.
1846 J. Kenrick £ss. Primxval Hist. Pref, p. xli, An

arbitrary and uncritical preference of the Septuagint to the

Hebrew. 1855 J. Phillips Man. Geolo^ 420 A perverse

and uncritical application of the Mosaic narrative. 1874
Mahaffv Soc. Life Greece vii. 215 It Is uncritical to judge
an age by Its greatest men.

Hence Uncri'tically rttfe.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledotiia I. 402 Huntington, however,
copies it, uncritically. 1858 Spencer in Westm. Rev. July
19s We see that the notion, of late years idly repeated and
uncritically received, .. involves us in sundry absurdities.

1895 BUtckw. Ma^. Nov. 634/1 You took with you a
temperament uncitucally alert to fresh Impressions.

Uncri'ticizable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1858 Hawthorne Fr.

^ It. Note bks. (1872) II. 1^7 Pictures.. cold, proper, and
uncriticisable. Uncriticized, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) 1846
Worcester (citing Scott). 1884 Pall Mall G. g Dec. 3/1
The most intolerable government in the world—an alsolute

and uncriticized bureaucracy. Uncri'ticizingly, adi*,

(Un.' II.) 1850 F. W. New.man Phases vi. 212 The claims
..implied., the duty of all to sit at his feet uncriticlalngly.

TTncrooked, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1611 Florio, InobliquOy vncrooked, straight. x6i8
Flf-tcher Loyal Subj. in. ii, Now you have moulded us.

.

To easie and obedient ways, uncrooked. Where the fair

mind can never lose nor loiter. 1776 S. J. Pratt Pupil of
Pleas. (1777) I. 184 Plain, clear, clean, uncrooked honesty.

Uncro'pped, ppl a, [Un-^ 8.]

L Of flowers, etc. : Not cut or plucked ; not

eaten by cattle. Alsoyf^.
s6oi Shaks. AlVs Well v. iii. 328 If thou beest yet a fresh

vncropped flower, Choose thou thy husband, and lie pay
thy dower. x6io Fletcher Faithf Sheph. i. i, If I keep
My Virgin Flower uncropt, pure, chaste, and fair, 1667
Miltos P.L. IV. 731 Where thy abundance wants Partakers,

and uncropt falls to the ground. 18x5 J. Neal Bso.
yonnthan III. 396 A bright circle of uncropped herbage
w.Ts about the root. x8^ E. ] esse G/can. Nat. /list. Ser. iii.

228 Nature has given theni a distaste for several flowers

which are. .left uncropped.

2. Not cropped or cut ; left uncut.
x8oa Coleman Br. Grins, Knt. Sf Friar (i8ig) lor Un-

cropp'd his ears, undock'd his flowing tail. 1895 Wcstm.
Gaz, 7 June 3 Nineteen black*and-tans with uncropped ears,

/^/i/., The first prize.. was won by.. an uncropped dog.

3. Of land : Not used for cropping.
1857 Miller Blent. C/um,^ Org, xiii. $ i. 733 Allowing

the land to lie uncropped for a year.

UncrO'SSy v, [Un-2 5.] trans. To take out

of, change back from, a crossed position.

1599 G. Silver Paradoxes Def, 4 He slial haue great dis-

aduantage, both In making of a strong crosse, and also in

vncrossing againe. 161 x Cotgr., Descroiscr^ to vncrossej

to open, ..lay, or set straight a thine which stands acrosse.

X760 Sterne Tr, Shandy iv. Slawienb. Tale, Having un-

crossed his arms with the same solemnity with_ which he
crossed them. 1815 Scott Guy M. iii. The Dominie groaned
deeply, uncrossed his legs. 1871 * M. Legranu' Cattibr.

Fresfim, ix, 169 Mr. Samuel uncrossed the knives, and let

the salt lie, In a reckless manner.

Uncro'ssable, a, (Um-* 7b.) x88a R. H. Patterson
New Gold. Age I. 112 The hardly known region beyond the
almost uncrossaLIe mountain wall.

Uncro-ssed, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

L Not wearing or invested with a cross.

X5160BKCON ycivelofyoyVx^i.^ What a swarmeof popyshe
shauelyngs brought he forth, . . some crossed, .some vncrossed.

1858^ Bailey Age 78 Unstarred, uncrossed, uneagled, pure
of mind.

1 2. Not obliterated or cancelled, (See Cross v. 4.)

x6ix Shaks. Cymb. iii. iii. 26 Such galne the Cap of him,
that makes him fine, Yet keepes his Booke vncros'd. 1640
Wand, ^ew telling Fortunes C2, These rich clothes cost

me nothing, the Mercets uncrost Ixwke shall sweare for me.
1690 NoRRis Beatitudes Ep. Ded., I am got too far in your
Accounts . ; some part of tnem i must ever leave uncrossed

as a standing Hold upon me.
3. fig. Not thwarted or opposed.
a 1634 Chapman Rev,for Honour mux. 118 With as secure

an CISC *T shall be accomplish'd as the blest desires Of un-

CTOSs'd lovers. 1833 Wqkusw. ,S>««., * Desire ive pent ' 3
Conquering Reason, if self-glorified, Can nowhere move
uncrossed by some new wall Or gulf of mystery. ,1899

Ailbiitt's Syst. Med. VI. 516 An uncrossed influence arising

somewhere alwve the lower end of the fourth veiitiicle._

etbsol, 1846 Lanuok Ima^. Conv. I. 249/2 The studious

..the uiihaidciied in politics, the uncrossed in liieiature.

4. Of a cheque : (see Ckoss w. 7 c).

1884 La7v Times 29 Nov. 79/3 Three.. were crossed

generally 'and Co.', and three were uncrossed.

Uncross-exa'xninable, a, (Un-' 7 b), -exa*mined,
PPl.a. (Un-' 8.) i8o3*ia Bentham Ration, yudic. Evid.
(1827) V. 285 Unsanctioned ajiduncross-examinableevidences.
Ibid, III. 563 The evidence unsanctioned, and the author
uncross-examined. a 1873 Mill Ess. Relig. (1874) 236 The
uncross-examined te-'>timony of extremely ignorant people.

Unoro'ssly, adv, [Un-I ii.] Not adversely.

1615 Marr. + Wiving in Harl, Misc. (Malh.) III. 253
l*hat the joy their forward youth haih sought, Uncrossly
matched, may come more near their thought.
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TTncrow-ded, PpL a, (Un- 1 8.)

1701 AddisonZ^/. //aif>'76, Wks.i7ai 1. 49 An amphithea-
ters amazing height . . 'I hat on its publick shows Unpeopled
Rome, And held Uncrowded nations in Its womb. 1732

J. Whalev Poems 162 There roll your River's wide extended
Waves, That on its Side uncrouded Fleets receives. 1791

CowpER Yardley Oak 55 The numerous flock That graz'd It

stood beneath that ample cope Uncrowded. a 1817 T.Uwight
Trat'. New Epig., etc. (1821) II. 412 The situation is.. at

a sufficient distance from the Green Mountains to furnish

a fine, uncrowded view of them. xZ^ \.\\right Depopula-
tion 124 Strong for what? For the crowded millions, or for

their uncrowdt;d masters only ?

Uncrown, v. [UN-24. Cf. Du. ontkroomn
(Sewel), G, enlkr'onen^

1. trans. To take the crown from (a ruler) ; to

deprive of royalty.

a 1300 Cursor M, 9084 ' Tas of,* he said, ' mi klnges croun

pat 1 na langer agh to here... I will l?at yee vncroun me'.

'593 Shaks. -iJlen. VI, 111. Iii. 252 He hath done me wrong,

And therefore lie vn-Crowne him, er't be lon§. 1605 Sil-

vester Du Bartas II. iii. n. 85 The voyce which made all

things, Which sceptereth Shepheards, and un-crowneth

Kings. 1645 E, CALA.MY tndicim. Eng. 18 They seeke his

life, and would uncrowne Him and his Posteritle. 170S
HiCKKRiNCiLL Pricst-cr, (\T2\) I. 3Q The insulting Priest.,

let him know, that he that Crown'd him could Uncrown him.

1747 W. HoRSLEV Fool (1748) II. 222 Where an Inquisitor-

General.. is uncrowning the Monarchy. 1855 Macaulav
Hist, Eng. xi. III. 7 Iney had meant to obtain from him
some guarantee. ., but not to uncrown and banish him.

fg. 1638 FoKD Lady's Trial \\. iy^ Prepare a welcome to

uncrown the greatness Of his prevailing fates.

refl. xZtfi Literary Gaz.0zx..Z\-2 Francis II uncrowned him-
self, declaring that the holy Roman empire was at an end.

2. To remove a crown from (the head) ; to di-

vest of (a crown).

1S98 Florid, Disghirlandare, to vnf;arlande, to vncrowne.
a 1658 LovELACK Poems (1864) 167 Of the wet pearls uncrown
thy hair. 1657 Drvden yEneis xii. 449 Ihe Italuins strip

the dead Of his rich armour, and uncrown his head.

h, fig. To uncover; to display,

1849 M. Arnold Shakespeare 4 The loftiest hill That to

the stars uncrowns his majesty.

Hence TTncrowning vbl. sb,

i6xx Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. §45.499/1 That the

mindes of the vulgar should not bee vnpossessed with like

expectation of lohns vn-crowning. i86a R. H. Paiiekson
Ess. Hist. ^ Art 357 The uncrowning of the Seven-Hilled
Queen by the barbarians of the North.

Uncrowned, ppi. a. [Un-1 8. Cf. MDu.
ongecroontf Du. ongekroond^ G. iingekiont.^

fl. Untonsured. Obs~^
1393 Langl. p. pi. C* VI. 62 Hit by come () for clerkus crLst

for to seruen. And knaues vncrouned to cart and to worcbe.

2. Not invested with a crown,
1(534 Bp. Hall Contempt. N.T.^ Faithful Catiaanitc,

Never did such grace goe away uncrowned, 1810 Ckabiik
Borough xi. 58 Unlike the nobler beast, the Dear Is bound,
And with the Crown so near him, scowls unciown'd. 1889
R. Ijriuges Souh. Ixvli, And Autumn with a sad smile fled

uncrown'd From fruitless orchaidsand unripen'd grain.

3. Not consummated or perfected,

174a Blaik Grave 731 The glad Soul Has not a Wish un-
crown'd.
Uncru'cified, pft. a, (Un-' 8.) 1528 Tindalb Obed,-

Chr. Man 87 b, Yf Chrisle had not rebuked the Pbareses..

be iniijhte haue be vncrucified vnio thisdaye.

tXJnoru-d, v, Obs, [Un-2 3.] =. Uncuku v.

1398 Trevisa Harth. De P. R. xix. Ii. (Bodl. MS.), It is

tcinpred wip a litel hony and salte and ^an It cruddej; neuer
but vncrudde^ [1495 vncui dyth] ;if it bigynnel^ to crudde in

)>e stomake. 1598 Flohio, Sf/uagHare, lo. .vncrud milk.

TJnoruddeSi, pp/, a, [Un- 1 8.] ^ Uncuudlep.
1594 Spenser Epithal, 175 Her baest like to a bowle of

crt^aine vncrudded.

Uncrude, a, (Uff-l 7.)
1 574 N Kwr ON HealthMag. 3 1 b, H ippocratescommaundeth

vs to minister Phisicke to those thinges that be concoct and
to iiiooue the vncrude. 1675 Evelyn Terra 161 Minf;le the

residue with the grosser Compost., frequently iiioistned with
unciude water.

Uncru'el,a. (Un-1 7.)
i6ii FLORio,/«tr»-wrf^/tf,vncruelI,miIde. i7aoMKS. Manlev

Tower of Love (1741) 272 If this Gentleman., had pressed

her to make Him happy,. .the uDCiuel fair One would not

have been so hard-heaited to deny him. 1863 CowoiN
Clarke Shaks. Char, xiv, 363 Such a destiny would have
been a sorry climax to thy unciuel misdemeanours.
Uncru'mbled, //*/. a. (Un.» 8.) (177s Ash.] 1878

B. 'Iaylor Deukalion i. iii. 30 There the sun Sheds, .hoary

splendor on unciumbled stone.

Uncmmple, v^ [Un-2 3.]

1, trans* To restore from a caimpled state.

1611 CoTGH., Deffroncer^ to vnfrounce, vnwrinckle, vn-

crumple. Ibid.t Despiissure, an vnfoulding, vnplaitlng,

viiwrinkling, vncrumpling. 1863 Lyiion Ca.xtontanii I.

vii. 92 No hand save his own could unciuiiiple the rose-leaf

that cliafed him. 1887 Ubowning Parleyings^ G. de Lairessc
v, Ciisp buds a struggling bee Unciuniples.

2. intr. To become free from crumples.
1866 M.Arnold Thyrsis 84 Next year he will return, ..

With whitening hedges, and uncrumpling fern.

Uncru-mpled,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1854 Cdu Wiseman Fahiola (1855) 39 The same scarf

streams out, like a pennant, unruffled and uncrumpled by
the breeze. 1873 Browning RedCott. Nt.-cap 37 The varech

limit-line, Burnt cinder-black with brown uncrumpled swathe
Of berried softness,

"CTnoru-shable, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

1873 M iss Bkaddon Str. Sf Piter, i. xiii, * I have more sense

of tne fitness of things,' replied the unciushable youngest.

1804 Westm. Gaz. 22 Feb. 3/3 Its good wearing and uncrush-

able habit recommend it still more.

UNCTION.

Uncrushed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
i6a6 Jackson Creed \\n. xxxi. §6 The adoration of this

serpent, whilst it stood uncrusht, was. .the most preposterous
idolatry. 1759 Sterne TV. Shaiidy 11. xlx, Provided all

goes right after, and his cerebellum escapes unciushed. 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh i. 457 Her head uncrushed by
that round weight of hat. 1875 Huxley & Martin Ehm.
Biol. (1877) 8 Note the.. solid and uncrushed transparent
sacs ; the soft crushed stained protoplasm.

Uncru*sted, />//. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1880 Cc«-
tcmp. Rev. Feb. 210 An incandescent, unciusted molten ball.

•j-Uncry, z;. [Un-2 3.] trans. To countermand.
159^ Carew Tasso (1881) 66 Who in his name their ouer-

hardiiiesse Vncries, and straight to turne doth straight impose.

Uncrystalled, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1796 Kirwan Elan.
Min. (ed. 2) I. 446 The adherence of some uncrystalled sub-
stance. Uncrystalline, a. (Un-' 7.) 1833-4 J. Phillips
Geol, In Eucycl. Metrop. (1S45) VI. 702/1 The exterior of

most uncrystalline rocks. .seems to be slowly eaten away.

187s RusKiN Fors Clav. Ix. 329, Such uncryslalHne termina-
tion muist now happen to all my woik.

Uncrystalli zaWe, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1791 W. Hamilton Bertholiet's Dyeing I. 1. 1 xil. 37 The
unciystallizable residue of the alum. 1812 Sir H. Davy
Chem. Philos. 496 This body is strongly acid and uncrystal-

lizable. 1830 Ure Diet, Arts 398 The small quantity of

uncrystallizable sugar present in them. 1887 A. M. Brown
Anii/t. Alkaloids 142 Azotlzed uncrystalllzable substances.

Hence tJacrystallizabi'lity,
1841 Brande Chef/i. (ed. 5) io7;r The uncvystallizabillly of

molasses is partly referable to a similar cause.

Uncry stallized, ppl. a, (,Un-i 8.)

1759 SiERNE Tr. Shandy L xxiii, A daik covering of un-

cryslallzed flesh and blood. 1794 R. J. Sulivan View Nat,
I. 467 The spherical, .masses called geodes, are also crys-

taline, though they are, as it were, externally uncrystalized.

1830 Herschel Study Nat. Phil. 242 The division of bodies

into crystallized and uncrystallized, or impeifectly ciy?.lal-

lized. 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 277 Amoiphuus
quinine, which bears the same relation to the crystallized

alkaloid .is uncrystallized .lyrup does to oidinary sugar.

tUnct, V, Chiefly Sc. Cbs. Also 5-6 vnt-,

5 vynte. [f. L. unct-i ppl. stem of ungSre^ ttn-

gii^e lo smear, etc.] trans. To anoint.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 577/44 Delibuius^ bebawd>;d or

vntyd. £'1435 Wvntoun Cron. vim. xxii. 2930 All kingis of

Scotland Suld be sa vnctit befor legnand. c 1500 Kennedy
Passion of Christ 358 Thai lailhly lippis vntlt with frils

tressoun. 1540 Compl. Sect. Iv. 30 Osias vas hot aucht jeir

of aige quhen he vas vnctit k^ng. 1596 H. Clatham Briefe

Bible I. 75 [DavidJ having raigned..33 yeares In lerusalem,

where he was the third time vncted.

Hence f U'netiDg vbl. sb. Obs.
i5§x Hamilton Catechism 131 Quhen the uncting Is com.

pleitt, yair followis ane Catechlsme.

t Uncteous, obs. var. Unci'ious a.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 510 The same also in the bruising

will.. be uncteous or fatlie. 1603 — Plutarch''s Mor. 659
That sea water is uncteous, Aristotle. .beaieth witnesbe.

Unction (o'ljkjon), Foims: 4-5 vnccioun,

5-6 vnociou (5 Tone, 6 -yon) ; 5 unxioun ;
5-6'

uncion (5 ovnoion)
; 5 unctioun, 6-7 vncticn

(6 VUU-), 6- unction, [ad. L. tinctiOn-j tmcdoj

noun of action f. unct-^ ung{ii'/re : see Unci* z>.

So F. onction (12th c), It. unzione, Sp. umion^
IV. tin<^ao,'\

L The action of anointing with oil as a religious

rite or symbol; occas. ellipt, = b.

1387 Trevisa Higdcn tRolIs) 1. 113 Seynt Austyn..clepel>

it \sc. Mount Olivet] ^ hulle of crisma and of vnccioun.

c 1400 Maundev. iRoxb.) iii. 10 [ ai make bet ane vnccioun,

when l^ai christen childer. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Peicy

Soc.) 253 The hooly unctioun, shilft, hosyl, repentaunce.

?rt 1500 Chester PI. viii. 280 Then both vnctions, sacia6ces,

and rites Ceremoniall Of tne old Testament, .shall vtterly

ce.^se. 1560 Daus ir. Sleidane's Comm. 24 Then [he] trcateth

also of the other fouie [saciaments], confirmation, oider,

matilmonye and Unction. 1697 J. Poiier W«;'?V.C77(eitf 11.

ii. (1715) 196 The Act of Consecialiun chiefly consisted in

the Unction, which was a ceieniony deiived fiom the most
pTimliive Antiquity. 1745 Butler Lives Saints (1821) XI.
169 The ancient councils oider ihem {sc, allars] to becon-
secialcd by the unction of chiisin,and the blessing of priests.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat, (1834) II. 414 The pnmhive
fatheis.. practised exorcisms, unctions, signatures of the

cioss, and lustrations by holy water. 1856 R. A. Valghan
Mysliis (i860) I. 94 'Ine three sacraments,— Baptism, the

Eucharist, and Unction. 1879 R. T. Smith Basil Gt. x. 121

We bless both the water of baptism and the oil of unction.

Pcrsonif. (^1435 Lyug. Assembly of Gods 1444 Then came
to ihe fylde the mynystie fynall, Called Holy Vnccion, with

a crysmatory.

b. Extreme unction : see Extkeme a. 3.

X513 Life Hen, Kdgii) 182 After he had leccaued the

Sacraments of the Alter, and of extreame vunclion. 1558

Up. Wat son Sev, Sacram. xxx. 193 To remoue these twoo
euils, God hath ordcyncd this Sacrament of extienie Unction
to bee ministred. 1579 f^*^® Exikemk a. 3]. 160a J. Col-
viLLE Parxnese u j, Dispysing the Sacrament of the allar,

Celibat and extrcm Vnction as many do nou a dayis.

1663 Drydkn Rival Ladies v. il, 'Tis like giving the ex-

tream Unction In the beginning of a Sickness. 1734 in

Cath. Rec, Soc, Publ. (1914) XIV. 122 Her List Sickness..

only left time for y« Extrem unction. 1783 W. Thomson
Watson's Philip III (1839) 373 The blessed sacrament was
administered to him about midnight. He received the ex-

treme unction at two o'clock in the morning. 1871 Miss
MuLOCK Fair France vii. 218 He lold us a woman lay

dying, and the priest was administering extreme unction.

2. The action of anointing as a symbol of invest-

ing with a certain office, esp. that of kingship.

c 1400 Three Kings Cologne (1886) 32 pe Iwes..seyden

hat longe tyme aftlr J>e Natiuite ofcrist her vnccioun cesyd

nojt, but J>ey had many kyngls aftir. a 1500 Cov. Corpus



UNCTIONAL.
Chtisti Pi. ii. 204 Of that kyng that I ma haue a syght, ,.

At whose cumyng the tru ovncion of Juda schalf seyse.

i6a6 p'EwKS in Ellis Ori^. Lett. Ser. i. Ill, 218 The
Archbishop performed the unction, which I doubted hee
should not. 1690 IJoylk Chr. Virtuoso ii. 30 The Heavenly
Coronation has a Virtue like that of the Unction of Saul.

1757 BuRKK Abridgttu Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 430 He pro-
ceeded..to London to be crowned, and to sanctify by the
solemnity of the unction the choice of the people. 1761
Hume Hist. Eng. I. ii. 43 Leo lU gave Alfred the royal
unction. 1845 Sarah Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. I. ig Otho
could receive the unction without scruple. 1^59 Freeman
Norm. Conq. {1875) IIL %\. 41 The hands of Stigand might
not administer an unction which was held to confer some-
what of sacramental grace.

3. fig. A spiritual influence acting upon a person.
Chiefly in renderings and echoes of i John ii. 20 and of

the hymn Ventt Creator spiritus 8.

i38a\VvcLiF I 7e»A« ii. 20 But ;e ban vncciounof the Holy
Goost, and ban knowe alle thinges. 15*6 Pil^. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 154 They can not leaue & forsake the delect-

able wyne of contemplacyon & swete vnccyon of oyle of
the holy goost 1549 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer^ Order.
/*r;«/j, Thou art the very comforter .. and Unction spirit-

ual!. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Iv. § 6 There is no other
way how it should grow but either by the grace of vnion
with deitie, or by the grace of vnction receiued from deitie.

i6i7CosiN ' Ftf«/Crtfa/(7r/ Thou the anointing .Spirit art;.

.

Thy blessed vnction from aboue Is comfort, life, and fire

of loue. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parah. Pilgr. xxxvi, When he
felt those distillations on his head, he could think of
nothing else but the Vnction from above. 1693 Drvden
* Creator Spirit * ii. Come, and thy Sacred Unction bring
To Sanctine us, while we sing ! 1763 J. Payne tr. //«//,

Christ HI. xix. 21^ Give me, instead of all worldly comfort,
the Divine Unction of Thy Holy Spirit. 1858 Neale
Bernard de M. (1865) 26 The mention of thy glory Is

unction to the breast. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. III.

xi. 46 So now the oil poured on the head of God's servant
mieht be a true sign of the inner unction of the heart.

D. Deep spiritual feeling, or the manifestation of

this in language and utterance ; a manner sugges-

tive of religious earnestness or appreciation of
spiritual things.

In later use freq. in deprectative sense, implying that the
feeling or manner is superficial or assumed, or is tinged
with obvious self-complacencj'.

1693 Burnet Past. Care Pref. p. xxxiv, I began my
Studies in Divinity with reading these, and I never yet
grew weary of them; they.. carry so much of unction and
fife in them, that [etc.]. 1817 Lady Morgan France (1818)
1. 85 The peasantry..were seen.. chaunting the office with
as much faith and unction as if they had been paid. 1830
CoLERiixiE Tabie-t, 1 June, There is a great decay of
devotional unction in the numerous books of prayers put
out now-a-days. 1870 Lowell Among viy Bks. 235 That
clerical unction which in a vulgar nature so easily degener-
ates into greasiness.

C. trans/. A manner of utterance or address

showing real appreciation or enjoyment of the
subject or situation.

• 1815 Scott Guy M. xvi, I have heard you too often
describe the scene with comic unction. 1849 C. Broste
Shirley vi, He delivered the haughty speech of Caius
Marcius to the starving citizens with unction. x886 Pall
Mall G. 7 Dec. 4/2 Is an actorsubject to dismissal . . because
he does |iot ' throw enough unction ' into his part ?

4, The action of anointing or rubbing with an
ointment or oil as a lubricating or preserving sub-

stance.

1580 Hester tr. FioravantPs Disc. Ckirurg. ai The first

thin^ is to euacuate the stomacke, the second to sweate, the
ihirde vnccion. 160^ B. Jonson Volhone 11. i, Applying
onely a warme napkin to the place, after the vnction and
fricace, 163a Lithgow Trav. (1506) 235 We saw. .the place
of Unction, which is a foure squared stone;, .on which (s.iy

they) the dead body of our Saviour lay, and was embalmed.
17*6 Pope Odyss. xix. 590 The bath renew'd, she ends the
pleasing toil With plenteous unction of ambrosial oil. X740
Johnson Li/e VraheWks. IV. 425 In hot countries,, .the
natives only use unction to preserve them from the other
extreme of weather. 1887 D. Maguirr Art Massage iii.

(ed. 4) 39 Unction does not, properly speaking, form part of
the manipulations classified amongst frictions.

5. Any soft composition used for anointing or

lubricating ; an unguent or ointment
1580 Hester tr. FioravantPs Disc. Chirurg. 26 b. Glisters,

Vomittes, Purgations, and Vnctions;..the vnctions dissolue
the winde. x6oa Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 142, I bought an
Vnction of a Mountebanke. 1631 Mabge Celestina vi. 78
Clothing them [sc. their faces] with diuers colourings,
glissenings, paintings, vnctions, oyntments. 1760 K. James
Canine Madness 132 He must, .get a considerable quantity
of the unction rubbed into the arm-pits. x86o Fkoude
Hist. Eng. VI. loi The next day, Arras having sent the
necessary unction, the ceremony was performed at the
Abbey. 1884 F.J. URiTTEN/*^a/cA^C/tf^>t///.202Theunction
orpaste obtained by rubbing two blue stones together.

fig. 1657 Trap» Comm. Esther ii. 12 Let women learn
and labour to smell of Christ, who is the royal Unction,

b, fi£. A soothing influence or reflection.
160J Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 145 Lay not a flattering

Vnction to your soule, That not your tresp^sse, but my
uiadnesse speakes. 1836 Hoh. Smith Tin Trump. I. 7 The
stings of conscience would be intolerable, could we not lay
some flattering unction to our souls. 1877 Farrar Days 0/
Youth 108 '1 hink not to lay to your diseased conscience the
flattering unction that your sin wastheresultof circumstance.

U'lictional, a. [f. prec. 3 b.] Full of spiritual
unction ; deeply religious.

^
X849 TwEEDiK ti/e 7. Macdonald iv. 398 The discourse.

.

IS rich, unctional, and full. 1864 Metn. G. Paterson 31
There was., no glib use of a sweet unctional phraseology.

ir-iictionle88,a. [f. as prec] Devoid of spiritual
unction.

110

184a Bladnv. Mag. LI. 163 Tillotson and Burnet . . show it

in all the unctionless elegance . . of its philo:>ophtc good sense.

tTr'nctioilS, a. Oh. Also 5-6 vnctius, vnot-

yous, 6-7 vnotious, [f. L. unct-um ointment : see

-1003.] = UNCTUOUSa. I. (Common ri6oo-i 725).

1477 NoRTONC>^rf'.^/(^/^v.(MS.Ashm.I445)foI.67 pesame
degrees.. Vnctius sapor engender euer shall, x^z Boorue
Dyetary xlii. (1870) 265 Kuerythyng that is vnctious. .doth

swymme aboue in the brynkes of the stomacke. 1594
Carew Huarte^s Exam, Wits vi. 84 That [moisture) which
springs fiom the aire makelh them to prooue vnctious

and ful of oyle and fat. 1639 T. ue Gray Expert Farrier

274, I will never use any other oyle or vnctious matter in

any medicine. 1697 Tryon Way to Health vi. (ed, 3) 100

Whereby it is made more Spirituous than other Waters, and
of a fat unctious Quality. 1764 Hahmer Observ. 408 Lamps
that are supplied with more than ordinary quantities of oyU
or other unctious substances.
/ig. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant, vi. 66 Or is she gone to

oyle the wings of Time With unctious pleasures in some
foraine Clime? 1646— Judgem, ^- Mercy Wks. (Grosart) 1. 6g
Steepe thy stupid senses in unctious, in delightful sports.

Hence f U'nctioxisuess. Obs.

1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldionrs 27 So that nothinge
else be burnte but . . certaine grosse vnctiousnes of the
saltepeter. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, War^vick. iii. (1662)

115 It burneth. .clear and bright, as_ if the Sappe thereof
had a fire-feeding UiictJousness therein.

TJnotment, obs. Sc, f. Ointment.

t Unctuo'se, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. ««r///J5-

?/j.] = Unctuous a.

£'1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 1 37 Also y seye (lat oyle of roses
..is iio^t vnctuose,but is dreyje. 1471 Ripley Comf*. Alch.
I, vi. {MS. Ashm. 1445), And we make calxes vnctuose both
white & red.

Unctuosity (»r)kti«if?*sTti). Forms: 4-5 vnctu-
osite, 6 -yte, 0-7 -itie, 7 -ity ; 6 vnctuositee, 7
unctuofiitie,-ocity, 7-unctuo3ity. [a. OK, «/«^-

tiiosite (F. onduositi)^ or ad. med.L. unctuositas^

f. imcluos-ns UNCTUOua : see -ity. Cf. It. unluosit^j

untositdy Sp. tmtuosidad^ Pg. unciuosidade.'\

1. Unctuousness ; oiliness, greasiness.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xxxiii. (Bodl. MS.),
For vnctuosite leide to J?e tunge openeJ> swit>e & dissolue|»,

& sotel substaunce entrej? ful swit>e. 1:1460 tr. Secreta
Secret.^Cov. Lordsh. 98 Swetnesse, bitternesse, saltnesse, &
vnctuosite. 1539 Elyot Cast. Heltlie (1541) 37 Whay,..by
the vnctuositee of the butter,.. is both moist and norish-
ing. 156a BooRDE Dyetary xiii. Ej, The vnctuosyte of
it doth..augmente the heate of the lyuer. i6ox Holland
Pliny II. 558 A certaine unctuositie or fattinesse it carrieth
with it. 1644 DiGBY Nat. Bodies xix. §8. 173 They haue
a high degree of aqueous humidity loyned with their
vnctuosity. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs 1. 102 The more
nitrous and fossile the Salts are, the more Unctuosity they
have. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters 11. 58 The gentlemen
who talk of..unctu'isity in sea water. 1805 Saunuers il/i«.

Waters 487 Inhabitants of hot climates, protected by the
greater unctuosity of their skin, ..are enabled to lead an
almost amphibious life. 1873 Beeton*s Diet. Comm.y Musk
. .comes to us dry, with a kind of unctuosity,

2. _/?^, Unctuous religiosity or complacency.
1884 Tennysom Becket in. iii, From whence there puffed

out such an incense of unctuosity into the nostrils of our
Gods of Church and State. 1885 Spectator 22 Aug. 1114/1
The author's style,, .its well-known grace, and its at least
equally well-known unctuosity.

Unctuous (o-qktiKOs), a. Also 4-7 vnc-
tuous, 6 ouuctuous

; 5, 7 vnctuos. [ad. med.L.
tmcluos-us, f. L. unct'Um ointment, f. tmcl-^ ppl.

stem of ung(uyre to anoint. CC OF. unctiieus
(F. onctuetix). It. and Sp. nntuoso, Pg. unctuoso^
1. Of the nature or quality of an unguent or oint-

ment ; oily, greasy.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 1. 1 13 pe fruit of olyue is ful of
li^t, hkynge, and vnctuous. 1528 Pavnell Salcrne^s Regim.
b ij b, The vnctuous fieme whiche is engendrcd by mynglynge,
of vnctuous bloud and fleme. 1555 Eden Decoiies (Arb. ) 293
Gummes.. and other vnctuous frutes and trees growing in
hotte regions. 1604 F. Hering Mod. Dc/cncc 22 Sallet oile,

butter, or any other vnctuous things, a 1691 Bovle Hist.
Air (1602) 203 As if all the unctuous parts that were wanting
in the dried portion of the cheese had retired thither. 1733
Phil. Trans. XXXVIIL 64 When this Operation succeeds
rightly, there comes forth. First, a thick unctuous Oil. 1818
Art Preserv. Feet 105 The unctuous matter which exudes
from excretory vessels. 1875 C. C. Blake ZoqI. 152 The
poison itself is an unctuous gelatinous fluid.

b. Of meat : Greasy, fat, rich. Now arch.
149s Trevisa^s Earth. De P. R. xix. xlv. 888 Vnctuous

meete fletyth aboue for the lyghtnesse tlierof. 1539 Elvot
Cast. Helthc (1541) 18 b, Meates. .fatte and vnctuous,
nourisheth, and maketh soluble. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.)
147 When their fingers are imbrued with any ounctuous
meates. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 11. ii. The swelling vnctuous
paps Of a fat pregnant sow. 1650 Bulwer Anthrdp. 241
'Jhey feed upon unctuous and sweet meats. 1821 Lamb Elia
I. Grace be/ore Meat, Those unctuous morsels of deer's flesh.
trans/. 1675 Grew Disc. Tastes Plants i. § 13 Contrary to

an Unctuous Taste, are Astringent and Pungent. 1879
CasseWs Techn. Educ. IV. 162/2 The exquisite and unctuous
taste which this excellent mollusk gives.

o. Characterized by the presence of oil or fat.

1641 Milton /;'^or7«.M. Wks. 1851 111.66 Warming their
Palace Kitchins, and from thence their unctuous and epi-
curean paunches, with the ahnes of the blind. 1768 [see i d].

1791 CowpEH///rt/^TL664 Pallas rear'd him: her own unctuous
fane She made his habitation. 1837 Dickens Pickw. iv,

'J'here was something in the sound of the last word, which
roused the unctuous l>oy. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
CAarac. Wks. (Bohn) 11.62 English day-labourers .. are of an
unctuous texture.

d. Unctuous sucker : (see quot.).

UNCULLED.
1768 Pennant Brit.Zooi.iipS) III. 1^5 Unctuous i

This fish takes the name of sea snail from the sc

Sucker.
soft and

unctuous texture of its body, resembling that ofthe land snail.

2. Of ground or soil : Of a soft adhesive nature
;

fat, rich.

iSSS Eden Decades (.Arb.) 227 As fat and vnctuous gronndes
..yelde a fast and firme moysture. 1675 Evelyn Terra
(1676) 30 Good and excellent Earth should be.. not too
unctuous nor too lean. 1693 — De la Quint. Comft Card.
I. 18 Some [soils] are Unctuous and Sticking together.
1707 Mortimer Htisb. 68 A soft unctuous Chalk, which is the
best for Lands. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. {1778) I. 474
Their hunger is so great as compels them to eat,.a kind of
unctuous earth._ 1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. (1815) 297
When the matrix, or the substance which principally fills

veins, is a soft unctuous clay. 1839 Mubchison Silurian
System 435 A layer of unctuous shale or fullers earth. 1867
D. G. Mitchell Rural Studies 293 There are farms I know,
unctuous with an accumulated fertility.

3. Of vapours, etc. ; Partaking of the nature of
oil or grease.

1606 N.^ B[axter] Sydney's Ourania D 3 b, For Shepbeards
faync.That from Bodyes buried in Summer season, An
vnctuos vapour, hot and dry, doth rise. x6io B. Jonson
Alch. 11. iii, A humide exhalation, which we call Materia
liguida, or the vnctuous water. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis
in. Note xl. Lambent fire is, A thin unctuous exhalation
made out of the Spirits ofAnimals. 171J ^\.KQVMov.Y.Creation
IV. 173 Evening trains of unctuous vapours. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist, 1. 390 Falling stars, which are thought to be no
more than unctuous vapours, raised from the earth to small
heights. i8ia Sir H. Davy Chem, Philos. Introd, 19
Vnctuous or inflammable gas. 1820 Shelley 6Vm«V. PL 111.

74 Unctuous meteors from spray to spray, .flitted in broad
noonday Unseen. 1840 Dickens OldC. Shop xviii. And an
unctuous steam came floating out.

4. Having an oily or greasy feel or appearance.
Also of feel, touch, etc.

1668 WiLKiNS Real Char. 82 Being of an unctuous touch,
and used for Sallets. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 44 But it

is not at all unctuous to the touch. i8a8 J. E. Smith Eng.
Flora II. 9 Pubescence mealy, friable, and unctuous. 1863
Hawthorne Our Old Home (1879) 96 Excellently carved in
oak, now black with time and unctuous with kitchen-smoke.
1876 DuHRiKG Dis. Skin 17 Uo the touch the skin has a soft,

smooth, somewhat unctuous feel.

5. Characterized by spiritual unction (in later use
€sp. of an assumed or superficial nature) ; compla-
cently agreeable or self-satisfied : a. Of persons.
174a Chkyne in ByroiiPs ^^w. (1857) 331, 1 think him. . more

plain, ..luminous, and unctuous, than any I ever met with.
X854 Poultry Chron. I. 292/2 Bland, unctuous, and ro-^y as
they appear, they are nevertheless excessively fastidious.
i88a J. Ashton Soc.Li/e Reign Q, Anne IL 138 A Quaker
could not be drawn without being caricatured intoan unctuous
rogue. 1896 * Ian Maclaren ' Kate Carnegie 171 A certain
class of smug, self-contented, unctuous men.

b. Of speech, conduct, etc.

x82a Lamb Elia i. Chimney-Sweefersy It was a pleasure to
see the sable younkers lick in the unctuous meat, with his
more unctuous sayings. 1848 Dickens Dombey iv. Laying
an unctuous emphasis upon the words. 1871 Morley Carlyle
in Crit. Misc. Ser. x. 217 In the corrupt and unctuous forms
of a mechanical religious profession.

Unctuously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly2] In an
unctuous manner ; with unction.
1864 Weuster. 18:^2 GoLDW. Smith in Fortn. Rev.M^t.

246 The [religious] faith in the name ofwhich the aristocracy
had unctuously stolen the property of the nation. x888 M iss

Braudon Fatal Three i. v, ' I think hers is about the best
case,* answered the Doctor unctuously.

Unctuousness. AIS04 vnctuosnes. [f. as

prec. + -NKSS.] The quality or state ofbeinji unctuous.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xxxiii. (Bodl. MS.),

Somme vnctuous ^inges greue^ l>e breste wt drynes \>^ is

J>erin, as it fare!? in oile of nottes, for suchc haue not pure
vnctuosnes. 1644 Dicby Nat. Bodies xxix. (1658) 316 Soft-
nesse, unctuousnesse, and viscousnesse, encreaseth black

-

nesse. 1682 T. Gibson Anat. {1697) 25 Whilst Nature takes
care that it . . besmear both the Stomach and Intestines
with its Unctuousness. 1705 Adujson Italy (1733) 140 Its
Unctuousness will make it heavj*. 1758 Reid tr. Macgucr's
Chym. I. 23 We shall afterwards see that, bating this
unctuousness, it has none of the properties of oils. 1891
W. A. Jamieson Dis. Skin (ed. 3) i. 11 The office of the coil

glands is to impart unctuousness to the skin.
/ig. x866 Pali Mall G. 3 Jan., The coarse, self-exhibiting

unctuousness with which his book overflows.

t Uncture. Obs. [a. OF. unctttrc {ungture^
ointure)^ or ad. L. unctiira,i. unit-yUng{uyre. So
Sp. and Pg. untura.l Ointment.
C1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 41 For J>ys vndure ratefie(> &

efenyt> Jjo placys by whom akl>e golh to [^e brayn. Ibid. 103
l>enne y dede efte sonys ^e same niedycine & ^ i-ame vncture.
C1440 Pallad. OK ihtsb, \i. 128 For sheep yshorn make
vncture of lupynys.

Uncu-ckold, v. (Un-» 3.) 1789 J. Moore Zf/w^tf xxi,
I never yet heard of any method by which a man can be un-
cuckolded. Uncu'ckolded,//*/,a (Un.' 8.) 1606 Shaks.
Ant. <^ CI. I. ii. 76 It is a deadly sorrow, to beholde a foule
Kn.iuevncuckolded. Uncu-dgelled,///. a. (Un-> 8.) 168a
Shadwell Medal i The fool uncudgell'd, for one Libel swells.

TJ-nctllar, a. rare'-'^. [f. Uncle sb.^ after avun-
cular.'] Belonging to an uncle.

1847 De QuiNCEY Span. Nun vi. Misc. (1854) '2 The grave
Don., clasped the hopeful young gentleman., to his uncular
and rather angular breast.

Uncu-Ued,///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1667 Milion /'. /-. XI. 436 A swe.-itie Reaper from his

Tillage brought First Fruits,. .Uncutl'd, as came to hand.
i8ao WoRDSW. River Duddon vii. 12 There are whose calmer
mind it would content To be an unculled floweret of the glen.
i8a6 Galt Last 0/ Lairds \. 7 She was neither particular in
her attire, nor methodical in her work, and her words were
unculled.



UNCULPABLE.

tUnculpable, a, Obs. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.] Not
culpable or blameworthy ; free from fault or blame.
138J WvcLiF Nitm. xxxii. 22 Thanne ^e shulen be vnculp-

able anentis God, and anentis Irael. 153J More Con/ut.

Tindale Wks. 355/1 For then is the fayth of the church in

that point infallyble, or at y« lest vnciilpable. 1594 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. IM. vii. § 2 Which the lewes obseruing as yet vn-

written,..are notwithstanding in that respect vncuipable.

1613 Jacksom Creed 11. vii. § ir We vpon inuincible or vn-

cuipable ignorance, did not apprehend it for such. 1659

Stanley Hist, Philos. xiii. (1687) 912 It behoves us. .not to

suffer wickedness to escape unculpable, 1748 Richardson
Clarissa VII. 55 You shall set over me, instead of my poor

obliging, but really unculpable Hannah, your Betty Barnes.

+ Uncu-lt, a. Obs. [Un-1 7, 5 b.] Unculttired.

1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig;. App. 11. L 4 The Gallick Druides
(that most uncult Tribe of Divines).

t UncU'lted, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Uncaltivated.

1548 Act 2 <5- 3 Edw. VI, c. 13 § 16 The saide Countrey
of Wales was throughe civile dissencion unculted. 1685 R.
Burton Eng. Emp. Amer. vii. 107 Whatever wast or un-

culted Country is the Discovery of any Prince, it is the

Right of that Prince.

Uncu'ltivable, a, (Uif-i 7 b.)

1663 Heath Elagellum (1672) 12 Which like Weeds,
sprung out of his rank and uncuUivable nature. 1849
Florist 185 This interesting class of plants. .a few years

ago were thought uncultivable by common people. 1869

RusKiN Q. ofAir § 79 The sedges are essentially the cloth-

ing of waste, and more or less poor or uncuUivable soils.

Hence Uncultivabi'lity.
1880 A. GRAV-V/n*^/. BotS\\. % i. 38 This occurs in species

of Gerardia and other plants of the same family, the un-

cultivability of which is thereby explained.

Uncu Itivatable, a. (Un-*^? b.) \Z-jo Puinam's Mag,
Sept. 290/1 The land. -is. .perfectly uncultivatable.

Uncu'ltivate, ///. a. [Un-I 8 b. 5 b.] =. next.

1659 H. More Immort. Soul iii. x. 428 The greatest part

of the Univeise. .would lye as it were uncultivate, like a
desart of sand. 1694 Addison Acc. Eng. Poets 19 An age
that yet uncultivate and rude, Where -e er the poet's fancy

led, pursu'd..the unfrequented floods. 173a J. Whaley
Poems 286 A pleasing Wildness.., That seems uncultivate

and rude to he. 1785 Anna Seward Lett. (i8ti) 1. 36 Un-
cultivate minds are always in extremes respecting those high
.ihilities whose elevation they cannot clearly discern.

Uncultivated,///, a, [Uk-1 8 and 5 b.]

L fig. Of persons, their faculties, etc. : Not im-

proved by education or training ; unculture<l.

i60 SiH T. Browne Pseud. Ep. i. lii. 8 Whereof their un-
cultivated understandings scarce holding any theory, they
are but b.-»d dUcerneis of verity. 1746 Hervev Mcdit.
(1818) 145 Such are the usual products of savage nature I

such, the furniture of the uncultivated soul 1 1796 M.mb.
D'AuBT.AvCa/rt/V/a III. 146 Mr. Dennel was a m-in as un*

favoured by nature as he was uncultivated by art. 1864
Mrs. Carlvlb Lett. (1883) III. 224 He was a coarse, uncul-
tivated man. 1898 }. Arch Story 0/ Li/i 247 Their uncul-

tivated minds were like dark lanterns with a rushlight inside.

b. Of nations, times, etc. : Not improved by
culture ; uncivilized.

17*5 Berkeley Proposal V^Vs. 1871 III. 227 They shew
a«i much natural sense as other uncultivated nations.^ 1779
Mirror No, 13, The lude and uncultivated age in which the

poet is supposed to have lived. 1817 Jas. Mill Prit. India
Pref. p. xiii, Tacitus . . was cei talnly not acquainted with the
language of our uncultivated ancestois.

2. Of land: Not cultivated or laboured ; untilled.

1683 Burnet tr, More's Utopia 90 .\ part of their Soil,

of which they make no use« but let it he idle and uncul-

tivated. 1697 Drvden y-Eueis i. 425 It looked a wild
unculiivated shore. 1719 Swift Hist. Engl. Wks. 1841 I.

555/1 The fields lay uncultivated, all the aits ofcivil life were
lanished. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <V_ P- xviii. II. 95 A more
numerous band. .were casilyadmittedtoshareasupetfluous
waste of uncultivated land. 1849 Macaulav J/ist. Eng.
iii. I. 313 How many square mites* which were foimerly un-

cultivated or ill cultivated, have., been fenced and carefully

tilled. 1869T0ZES tiighl. Turkey I. 340 The open country
extends in a sea of green vegetation, which gives way.. to

uncultivated land.

fiS' '693 ^^adies Petit, in Harl. Misc. (1809) IV. 329 Will

you not provide that so many longing young ladies shall

not lie unploughed, unhatrowed, and uncultivated? 1738
WoLLASiOM Kelif. Nat. (ed. 6) S 3. 55, 1 believe many more
[things] will in time be cleard, which.. are yet in their dark
and uncultivated estate. i8»8 B. White in Liddon Life
Pusey (1893) I. 166 The growth of some weeds which were
breaking out in the long uncultivated ground of my mind.

b. Of plants: Not produced or improved by

cultivation ;
growing without tillage or care.

1697 Drvdkm yirg. Georg, ii. 601 Trees of Nature, and
each common Bush, Uncultivated thrive. 1809 W. Irving

Knickerb. i. v. The roots and uncultivated fruits of the

earth. 1871 Garrod Met, Med. (ed. 3) 286 The uncultivated

plant is staled to be preferable to the cultivated.

3. Not attended to or practised ; not properly

trained or developed.
1684-5 BovLB Mill. Waters no A First essay upon so

difficult and uncultivated a Subject as I have ventur'd to

treat of. 171a Steele Spect. No. 334 f 3 Jhc Art (of

. lies altogether unculiivaleo. "" "dancing]

.

175X Eabl Orrery
Retuarkx Swift (1752) 50 Swift indeed has left no weapon
of sarcasm untried, no branch of satvr uncultivated. 1796
Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV. 93 The superior foice of

goodness, even where most simple and uncultivated. 1837

Hallau Hist. Lit. i. iv. 6 11 He became. .a comic writer

..in the same vein of uncultivated genius.

Hence Uncu*ltlvatediies«,
1744 Harmhr Observ, Pref., There is a sameness in human

nature every where.under the like degree of uncultivatedness.

trncidtiva'tioil. [Un-^ 12 and 5 b.] Lack
of cuUivation ; want of culture.

1796 J. MosFR Hermit of Caucasus I. 52 The disoider

and unculiivation that reigned in it. 1839 Carlyle Mtsc.

Ill

(1857) II. 112 It is the sign of uncultivation to wonder.

1840 Mill Diss. Sf Disc. (1859) 1. 94 The question often is,

which is least prejudicial., .uncultivation ormalcultlvation ?

t XTncu-ltived. ///. a. Obs. [Un-1 8.] =
Uncultivated///, a. 2.

160s Verstecan Dec. Intell. ix. 292 Leyland, [so named]
of the lying legk or empty thereof, to wit, vncultyued. 1614

Raleigh Hist. World 11. xvii. 484 Hee had now both horse

and chariots good store to cary his prouisions through those
\

vncultived places.

Unculturable, a. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.] In-

capable of receiving culture or cultivation.

i860 I. Taylor Spir. Hebrew Poetry (1873) 118 The
endeavour to find your way to the mind and heart of un-

tutored and of unculturable and sanguinary savages. i88x

Athendeum 10 Sept. 329/2 The existence of large areas of

forest, mountain, and unculturable waste in each province.

XJnCTl'ltTire. [Un- ^ i 2, 5 b.] Lack of culture.

cx6»4 Bp. Hall Sernu Wks. 1837 V. 205 Idleness, ill-

husbandiy, in mistiming, neglect of meet helps, uncnlture,

ill choice of seeds. i8is Shelley Let. to £, Hitchener

6 June, Might not your father,. .led on by the unculture of

his mind, form conclusions of the utmost asperity? 1896

Daily News 10 Mar. 6/4 The humiliation of western culture

before Russian unculture and Turkish fanaticism.

XTncultured, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Of soil or plants : Not cultivated or subjected

to cultivation.

'555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 299 By reason of so many
marisshes, . . it is yet rude vncultured, and lyttle knowen.
X607 J. Cari'Enter Plazne Matts Plough 197 Brambles and
tares, such as naturally spring of evill and uncultured fields.

1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 85 Some obscure valley that

lies . . utterly uncultured. 1761-^ Falconer Shipwr. in.

247 A sanguine train, With midnight ravage, scour the

uncultured plain. 1804 Charlotte Smith Conversations^

etc. 1. 150 Blushing, the uncultured Rose Hangs high her

beauteous blossoms there. 187a Stopford Brooke in L. P.

Jaciis Life ^ Lett, {jgiy) I. xiiL 267 The uncultured breast of
Blackford and the Pentlands.

2. ^g. Not developed or improved by education
;

not characterized by culture ; unrefined,

1777 T. Swift Gamblers i. 56 At school half brute, the

self-same passions roll. And stamp for life his low, uncultur'd

soul. 17^ Mme. D'Arblay Camilla II. 369 Those who
unite native hardness with uncultured minds and manners.

1840 Carlyle Heroes li. (1904) 67 The man [Mahomet] was
an uncultured semi-barbarous Son of Nature. 1878 Bosw.
Smith Carthage 377 He was a rough soldier, uncultured
as Marius and hardly less cruel.

UncU'inber, v, [Un-2 3.] trans. To free front

encumbrance ; to disencumber. Also reji.

^1440 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 51 Haue up this stones j

storne \sic\ vnto the wallis, They may thy feefd vnkomber &
defende. 15J9 More Dyaloge 11. x. 60 b/2 For a pek of otys

she wyll not fayle to vncumber theym of theyr husl>ondys.

1571 Goi.DiNG Call-in on Ps. xviii. 37 When he was browght
to utter despayre, he w.is uncombered agein by the help of

God. 1630 SnELTON^w/>. II. Iviii. 385 When Don Quixote
saw himselfe in open field, free and vn-cumbred from Altist-

dora's wooing. 1876 Whitby Gloss, 205.

Uncu-mbered,///. ^. [Un-1 8. Cf. MSw.
okumbradh,^ Not encumbered,
1551 Rfxorde Pathw, Kno'.vl. To Rdr., For neither is._.

mi laiser so quiet and vncombered, that I maie perform iu&tlie

so learned a Liboure. i6ooHakluvt Voy. III. 64 But a ser-

uant, . . a good footman, and vncombred with any furniture .

.

ouertooke one of them. 1690 Drvden To J. Driden iS

Lord of your self, uncumber d with a Wife. 1738 Pope
Epil. Sat. I, 31, I have.. Seen him, uncumber'd with the

Venal tribe, Smile without Art. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol.

II. xxii. Unless. .mighty patrons the coy sisters call Up to

the sun-shine ofuncumber'd ease. i8a3 J. Badcock Dotn.
Amusem. 2to He is. .uncumljered with the concealment
sometimes practised, cf bushes or sprigs hung about his

person. 1870 Bryant Iliotl viit. I. 261 The Trojans,.. In

a clear space uncumbered by the slain, Held council.

tUnca'lining, -Tt^. Obs. Forms: (seeCuNNiNO
sb,), [Un-1 12.] Lack of knowledge; ignorance.

Common in i4-i5th c.

ci>9o Beiet 1028 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 136 For euere

ich diadde for oncunninge mi soule forto spille. 1338 R.
Brunne Chron. (1810) 256, I wile bis no man, Bot myn vn-

conyng, ^is folic myself bigan. c i^SoWvcup Sel. Wks. U.

394 perfore trewe men in Crist shulden be wel paied of |>is

uncunnyng. ct^xz Hoccls.\e De Eeg. Princ. 325 Myn vn-

konyng of |>at me schal excuse. Of whiche matere know-
lechebaue I non. C1449 Pecock ^c/n 11. iv. 156 At whiche
men mowe law^e and take bouide for her symplcnes or her

vnkunnyng as of folis, a 1470 H. Parker Dives ff Pauper
(W. de W. 1496) I, Ivii. 99/1 They wolde excuse them by un-

connynge yf they dyde amys.

Uncu'nninfiff «. Now arch. Forms : (see

Cunning fl.). [Un-1 10. Cf. OHG. unchunnenltj

Goth, unhinnands.']

1. Of persons: Ignorant, unlearned, unskilful.

a. 1340 Ayenb. 59 Hi. .zigget> ^et hi bye^), ,zuo zenuol and
zuo onconnynde. ^ 1340 Hampolk Pr, Consc. 152 Bot som
men has wylte to understand, And yhit l>ai er ful unkunand.
f 1400 Rowland ^ O. 293 Unconnande Sarazene,..in J)is

place bi wykkednes es 5are. 1456 Sir G. Have La7v Anns
(S.T.S.) 222 Quhasa did the contrair he war ungentill,

uncut tas, and unconnand.
0. <:i374 Chaucer Boeth. i. pr. \. (1868) 7 Any vnkon-

nyng and vnprofitable man. c\^90 Chron. Vilod, 4 pys
weike, J>at y, so vnconnynge, Presumpswysly haue vndere-

take. 1:1450 Mirk's Festial ^\-^ Lcbt any vnconyng man
take on for anol>ir, I will tell you (jcs woymen. 1483 Caxton
Gold, Leg. 287/1 The bisshop^repreuyd hym sore as uncon-

nyng and an ydeote. 1549 Chalonek Erasm. on Folly F iv,

The lasher, the uncunnynger, and lesse circumspect,.. the

more yet is he regarded a 1577 Sir 'J'. Smith Commw. Eng.

III. viii. (1584) 112 Some vncunning Lawyers that would make
a newe bnrbarotis Latine worde to betoken lande giuen tn

Jidem. 1601 AK'NDAV & Cuettle Death Earl Huntington

UNCUBABLE.
V. ii, Thus is Matildaes story showne in act, And rough
heawen out by an vncunning hand.
[x79x WoLCOT (P. Pindar) Ode to my Ass ix, But I'm a

modest, not unconnyinge elf. X79a — Odes Kien Long v. ii.

This to my simple and unconnying mind Seems occonomical.j

i8a6-7 K. DiGBv Broadst. Hon. 11, Tancredus (1828) 280 A
theme which requires a far less earthly and uncunning tongue
than mine.

b. absoL (chiefly as pi.).

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 244 Wardeynsgodehe sette,

..Justise Jjat l>e lawe gette to vnlconand |>ei kende. 1477
Earl Rivers Dictes (1877) 36 b, Awyseman ought not to
exalte him self byfore the vnconning. 1495 Festivall 186 b,

The fyrst is teche the vnconnynge that he sauour rightfully.

igii-a Act 3 Hen. Vlll^ c. xi. Many of the Kynges liege

people . . cannot descerne the uncunnyng from the cunnyng,

c. Const. /«, oft or with inf.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii. 92 He is vnkunand in gastly

batayle. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 1146 To teche

men l?at be vncunnynge of goddys lawe. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

B. XII. 185 Person or parisch prest,.. Vnconnynge to lere

lewed men. r 1440 Gesta Rom. xliii. 170 (Harl. MS.), They
coude fynde noon, but that they wer corruple,. .or vncun-

m-nge in the mystery, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour {.i^tZ) 159
That b gret pite, as in youthe to be vncunnynge and vn-

knowynge of hym selff. [1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta I.

278 But ye be also uncunning in many things, which the

Aarab ken.]

2. Of actions, etc. : Arising from, indicative of,

ignorance or nnskilfulness,

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 245 William put J>at

kny^t out of ^>at chivalrie, for he hadde i-doo an unkonnynge
dede. c 1449 Pecock Refr. \. x. 51 The wanton and vnkun-

nyng bering of hem whiche wolen not allowe eny gouern-

aunce to be the lawe. .ofGod, 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm.
Par. Titus iii. 31 b, Folyshe and vnconnyng questions, and
entangled genealogies, a 165a Bbome City Wit i. i. Wks.
1873 I. 284 If my uncunning Disposition be my only vice.

So t Uncu'nning'liead, -ship. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26206,1 wat notquar-on iteslang, Quejwr
on mi plight or on j^in, ..Or min vnconanscipe [v.r. un-
kunnandeshepe], mai fall. 1340 Ayenb. 33 Efterwaidcoml>
slacnesse ; . . hit comJ> of onconnyndehede, and of fole hete.

Ibid. 40 Be hare kueadnesse, ot>er uor onconynghede.

TJncU'nningly, adv. [f. prec] In an un-

cunning manner ; ignoranlly, unskilfully.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixxiv. 2 For many fals brej>ere

vnconandly demes, cast says.., i sail deme itghtwisnes.

1397 Rolls of ParIt. III. 379/1, I dede evyll and unVun-
nyngelych. 1408 tr. Vegetius De re tnilit. (MS. Digby 233)

fol. 185/2 Long tyme ofpees hal> maad vs to chese vnkonnyng-
liche oure kny^tes. c 1440 Pallad. on Hnsb. iv. 87 Vncon-
nyngly they do right as they are. 1319 Horman Vulg. 218 b,

This mater was vncunnyngly or indiscretly handled. 1550

Bale Eng. Votaries 11. 88 b, And whan she had vnconnyngly
perfourmed that acte, they toke vp the peces. 1631 Sher-
wood, Vncunningly, lonrdement.

Uncn-nningness. [f. as prec] Ignorance ;

unskilfulness.

a J3a5 Prose Psalter Ixxxi. 5 Hii ne wyst nou^t ne vnder-

stode nowit, and hii ne gon in vnconandnes \v, r. vncunnyng.
nesj. <:x37S Cursor M. 27571 (Fair.), Oft be-tidis ^at man
I-wis be-comis proude for vn-kunningnes. 1408 tr. Vegetius'

De re tnilit. (^lS. Digby 233) fol. 186/2 Vnkonnyngnesse of

swymmynge. X4aa Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 235 Ful smale

leggis tokenyth vnconyngnesse. c i475 Partenay 12 By
iachesse, Or.. by vnconnyngnesse. 1513 Douglas Mneid
VIII. Prol. 87 Clerkis for oncunnandnes mysknawis ilk wycht.

t Uncunyed, ///.«. ^f. O^f. [Un.* 8.] Uncoined. 1513
Douglas Mneid x. ix. 53 Ane huge wecht of fynast gold

tharby, Oncun^eit jit. a^^^z Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846

I. 373 Silver, gold, and mettall, alsweill cun3eit as uncun^eit,

Uncu'p, V, (Un-' 5.) 1857 Heavvsege Saul (1869) 222

This victory's new-tisen splendour Hath gathered and un.

cupped itself, as ifAn ocean were condensed there to a drop.

Uncu'pidate, a. [Un-' 8 b.) Divested of the form of Cupid.

163X P. VLY.icH^9.Sicelidesni. iv^Now must I be vncupidate,

& shortly appe.are here Cosmaned. Uncu'pped,//*/. a.

(Un-'8.) iWi Morris Jason x. 32B On their heads fell down
The uncupped acorn, and the long leaves brown.

t Uncu'rabley a. Obs, [UN-l7band5b. Cf.

MDa. oncurabie.^

1. «= Incurable a. i. (Common c 1400-1650.)

a. Of wounds, diseases, etc.

138a WvcLiF Deut. xxxii. 33 Venym of eddres vncurable.

1388— /5a/VrAxiv.6The3eideofloidis, that beet puplis.. with

vncurable wounde. a 14*5 tr. Ardernes Treat. Fistula, etc.

4, I afferme nojt that I mijt hele al ffistulae in ano, fforsom

\xn vncurable. c 1430 Lydg. Stcrees 1425 The tyme dyuerse

..sodeynly men schent, be seknessys which be unkurable.

1516 Filer. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 82 Lepry, fiansy, & suche

other, whiche be in maner vncurable. isiSa Turner Batlis

Pref., Many sore and oiherwyse uncurable syknesses. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. K/, iii. i. 286 Send Succours (Lords) and stop

the Rage betime, Before the Wound doe grow vncurable,

i6aa Gataker Spirituail Watch 86 Decay of naluie, old age,

and some vncuieable diseases. 1650 Trapp Comm. Exod.
XV. 26 To an Almightie Physician no diseas is uncuiable.

_fig. 165a Heylyn Cosmogr. iv. 22 Of all Surfeits this of

Forraign supplies is most uncurable.

b. Of persons. Also^^.
a 1435 tr. A rderne^s Treat. Fistula, etc 1 Sir Adam . .made

for to aske counsel at all the lechezand cirurglenz that hemy^t
fynde... And all forsoke hym for vncuiable. c 1440 Gcita
Rom. xxxvii. 152 (Add. MS.), Vit he dothe many synnes

ayenst god, and so he is vncurable. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane s

Comm. 36 b. As al those Romish be utterly uncuiable. 1609
Bible (Douay) Deut, xxviiL 35 Be thou uncuiable from the

sole of thy foote unto the toppe of thy head. 1657 Sparrow
Bk. Com. Prayer 138 Malice or revenge which makes us un-

pardonable and uncurable. 1775 Ash.

2. Iransf. and^^. = Incurable a. a.

ai34o Hampole /'frtZ/tfrcxxxix. 3 Thai hafe. .malice vn»

curabil in ^aire herl. c 1545 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture Ii iiij,

An olde man & a yonge woman, to saty&fye is vncuiable.

1626 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1909) III. 136 Her



imCURABLENESS.
le$ike prooved uncureable. 1650 Baxter SatMfs' K, in. ui.

(i66a) 325 An eternal, absolute, tormenting, uncurable de-
spair, a 1676 Hai.k Prim, Ori^, Man. I. iv. (1677) 103 The
aWurdtttes and incongruities, .are infinite and uncurable.

Hence f Uncn'rableness ; f UncuTaljly adv.
a 1435 tr. Ardcnie's Treat. Fistula, etc 38 Whiche . . make}?

euermore pronostlcacion . .als wele of de|> as of vncurablenes.
1548 Udall Eritsm, Par. Luke v. 59 b, Wheras theim selfes

wer euen for this verai po>'Tite vncurably wicked enemies of
God. 1643 Milton Divorce vii. Juadiug^ A matrimony
found to be uncurably unfit. 1651 Biggs Neiv Disp. p6i
The uncurablenesse of diseases.

UncUTb, V. [UN-ii 4 b.] trans. To free (a

horse) from a curb. Also /%*.

iSSoHoLi.VBAND Trens.Fr, 'J ougyDesgourmcrvnchcial,
to vncurl>e a horse. 1684 T. Goddard Plato's Demon i6t.,

It is like uncurbing, or laying the Reins upon the Necks of
head.strong Horses, lyag Vol'ng Merchant\. ix.Whocurbs
the tide, Uncurbs, extends, throws wide Britannia's reign.

UncuTbable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1606 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI. 11. ii. 67 So much vncurbable, her
Garbciles (Caisar) Made out of her impatience.

Uncurbed, /»/>/. a, [Un-1 8.]

1. Not curbed ; unchecked, unrestrained.

XS99 Shaks. Hen. I', i. ii. 243 Therefore with franke and
with vncurbed plainnesse, Tell vs the Dolphins minde. 1621
8L'ARLES Diz: Poems, Esther Med, 19 True 'lis, the Law of

od's the rule and squire, Whereby to limit Man's vncurb'd
desire, 1660 H. More Afyst. Godl. v. xvii. 207 Their death
conducing so much to the uncurbed fruition of all worldly
and carnal enjoyments. 1734 tr. Koiiin's Anc. I/ist, (1827)
I. 120 So licentious and uncurbed a liberty. 1821 Krats
S0HH.yOn Peace 13 Give thy kings law—leave not uncurbed
the great. 1879 Dixon IVindsor I. vii. 67 Uncurbed by
scruple, she gave orders to employ material force,

2. Free from a curb.
x68o C. Nesse Church'Hist. 143 Absaloms mule.. runs

from under him with the reins uncurbed. z8oi Southev
Thalaha vi. iv, But when he saw the mouth Uncurb'd, the
unbridled neck, Then his heart leapt. 1825 Losgf. Burial
0/Minnisink 38 Leading the war-horse of their chief, . .Un-
curbed, unreined, and riderless.

Hence TJncuTbedly adv.
1685 H, More lUustr. 150 The King of Pride, or Anti-

christ, reigneth uncurbedly for a time.

UncuTd, p. (Un-^ 3.) 149s [see Uncrudz'.] 1598 Florio,
Disguagliare, to vncurd as milk is. 1611 Cotgr., Sc Des-
cailler, to resolue, vncurd, fall asunder.

ITncuTdled, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

[177s Ash,] 1823 Bv RON ^uati\x. xliii, White stockings
drawn uncurdled as new milk O'er limbsi whose symmetiy
set off the silk. 1894 H. ^\sv.^-x BushGirVs Kom. n His
coming disclijles were still in long clothes, ..being satisfied

then with their milk uncurdled.

UncUTdling, t'/'/. f^. (Un-'8.) 1673 /^/«7. Trans.VlW.
6169 The Secretion of the Serum from the blood is ingeni.
ousfy cleared up by the curdling and un-curdling of Milk.

t tTncu-re, z/. Obs, [Un-2 s + Curet^.s] trans.

To uncover ; to disclose.

c X440 Promp. Parv. ^fi^li Oncur>-n, or on-hyllyn, dHego^
discooperio, £^1450 Lvdg, & Burgh Sccrccs 2347 SwyfTt
m,-Lssageerys..To whoom thou niay&t thy wyl also vncure.
c 148s Digby Myst, (1SS2) iii. 769 He hath oncuryd J^e therk-
nesse of J>e clowdy nyth,

Uncu-red, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not healed or restored to health; not reniedied.

a. Of wonnds, diseases, etc.

1548 Elvot, /«twrrt/«j,..vncured, vnhealed. 1597 A. M.
tr. Guillemcau's />. Chirurg. 3ob/i The, perforation of the
artery tarrieth vncured and open. 1676 Hobbes IHad 119
Let thein imbark at least in haste, and bear Along witli
thern tlieir wounds uncured home. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe
xliii, Thy wounds are uncured—Meet not that proud man.
1879 St, George*5 llosp. Rep. IX. 742 The mother had milk.
fever and abscess of breast. This last remained uncured.
/ig. 1598-9 B. JoNsov Case is Altered v. iv, I am ashamed
That my extreame affection to my sonne Should giue my
honour so vncur'd a maine. 1642 Fuller Holy ^ Pro/. St.
II. XXIV, 152 Thus, .the Wounds to the Commonwealth (in the
breach of the Laws) are left uncured. 0x683 Owen 7wo
Disc. Holy Spirit (1693) 74 The uncured Darkness of their
Minds. 1793 CowrEK Stauza/or ]Var33That want, uncur'd
.., Speaks him a criminal, assur'd Ofeverlasting de.ith. 1884
Sir C. S, C. Bowen in Laiu Rep. 12 Q.B.D. 170 Uheblot in
the proceedings of the respondent stillremains uncured.

b. Of ]>ersons, Also^^.
160X Sir W. Brown in Collins Lett. ^ Mem. State (1746)

II. 22B The hurt Men that lye in the Streets, vncured, for
Want of Surgins, make, .a noysom Smell. 1674 R. Godfrey
Inj.

<J-
Ab. Physic 150 Many times, .they go uncured through

deficiency in Medicine. 1757 Uvrke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. 111.

iv. Wks, 1812 X. 432 Uncured by his misfortunes of a loose
generosity,.. he.. mortg[aged every branch of his revenue.
1825 Scott Talism. xiv, We physicians are sworn not to
send away a patient uncured. 1899 Aillmtt^s Syst. Med.
VII. 683 It does not appear that there is any material differ-
ence in the i>ercentage of cured and uncured cases.

2. Not dressed or prepared for keeping.
i6m in Foster Eng. Factories Ind, (1908) II, 103,(4000

pieces of cloth,) most partt uncurd, but ours are all cured.
X770 Phil. Trans. LX. 304 The certain consequence.. will
be, that maggots will be generated in such uncured parts [of
BtnflTed birds). 1828 Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 77 Cart-
ndges, uncured. 1883 Day Imlian Fish 3 (Fish. Exhib.
Publ.), Inland places having no special facilities for carriage
do not receive uncured sea fish in a wholesome condition.

+ 3. Of land : Not cleared for cultivation. Obs.
1719 De Foe Crusoe i. 37, I purchased as much Land that

was uncur d, as my Money would reach,

Uncnrious, a. [Uk-I 7 and 5 b.]
1. Of persons : « Incliuols «. 3.

1570 Levins Manip. 226 Uncuriouse, imurius, ignnuus,
x6ax Quakles Div. Poems, Esther 'Jo Rdr., It is enough
for an vncurious questioner to know it was indited by the
Spirit of God. 1641 — Enchyridion iv. Ixxxviii, If thou

112

art not worth more than the world can make thee, thy
Redeemer had a bad pennyworth, or thou an uncurious
Redeemer. X7ia Steele Spect. No. 340, That I have not
been so uncurious a Spectator, as not to have seen Prince
Kugene. 1716-710 Collect. Hist. Aberdeen If,- y>'rt«_^(Spald-
ing Club) J. 39 A most elegant and powerfull preacher,.,
uncurious of politeness, save in the puipit.

+ 2. - I^cuRIous (z. 5. Obs.
i5<)SSvL\ESiER Du Bnrtas n.'i.iv. //andycra/ts Argt.,The

praise of Peace, the miserable slates Of E'leii's Exiles : their

un-curious Cates ; Their simple habit, silly habitation.

1 3. = Incurious a. 6. Obs.
1601-3 Daniel ^.6';> T. £^c/-/(T« 54 The state of truth..

dwells free in the open plaine, Vncurious, Gentle, easie of
accesse.

4. = Incurious a. 7.
1684-5 BoVLE Min. ll^aters 69 This Glass was judged

capable of holding Water tnough for not uncurious Tryals.
ij7ia Steele Spect. No. 546 p i He added very many Par-
ticulars not uncurious concerning the Manner of taking nn
Audience. 1768 H'oman 0/Honor I. 96, I was by chance
witness to a not uncurious scene, 1846 Th ack erav Crit. Rev.
Wks. 1886 XXIII. 97 A not uncurious specimen of the bio-
graphy of a literary man. (T1860H. H.Wilson £ss.^- Lect.
(1862) I. 136 It is not an uncurious feature, .that the venera-
tion paid to their Gos.lins is paid solely to their descent.

TTncn'riously, adv. [Un-1 ii; cf. prec]
1 1. In a plain or unelaborate manner. Obs.
1490 Caxton Eueydos ii. 15 Ensiewed creusa his wyf,

vncuryously aourned, Nothyng appertenaunt to thestate
Royall. x6ii Cotcr., Incurieusefnent,\'\\z\\x'\o\x<\y, plaineiy,
after a homely manner. I'ji^-zo Lett./r. I\list'syfnl.{i-j2-z)

I. 284 Handling the Subject uncurionsly and unpoUtely.

2. Without curiosity. Cf. Incuriously adv.
x66j G. Digby Elvira i. 15, I should have thought you

strangely chang'd in humour Should you have gone aw.ay
so uiicuriously. i86a *Shirlev *

(J. Skelton) Nugx Crit.
XI. 483, 1 began, not uncuriously, to peruse these latest pro-
ducts of the English imagination.

UnCUTl, V. [Un-2 7 and 3.]

1. zntr. To come out of curl ; to unfold from a
curved or spiral form.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii. 34 My fleece of Woolly haire,

that now vncurles, Euen as an Adder when she doth vnrowle.
x6oi B. JoNSON Poetaster Introd. 8 Cling to my necke, and
wrists, my louing wormes. And cast you round, in soft and
amorous foulds. Till I doe bid, vncurle. 1697 Drvden
Virg. Georg. iv. 693 The Furies harken, and their Snakes
uncurl. 1827 Hood Jlero <§- Leauder Ixiii, His uncrispt
locks uncurbng in the brine. 1873 ' Ouida ' PascarelW. 162
The green corn uncurling underneath the blossoming vines.

2. trans. To take out of curl ; to untwist.
XS98 Florio, Discrespare, to vncurle, to vnfrizle, to vn-

crispe. 1687 Drvden Hind ^ P. iii. 270 He sheathes his
paws, uncurls his angry mane. 1697 — Mneis v, 367 The
laging billows.. Uncurl their ridgy backs, and at his foot
appear. x8i6 Scott Bl. Dwar/xvx, On the other side sate
Isabella,. .her long hair uncurled by the evening damps.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair i, A black servantj who reposed
on the box beside the fat coachman, uncurled his bandy legs.

1887^ M. Arnold KaiserDead x, I see the tail, . . Inmoments
of disgrace uncurl'd. Then at a pardoning word refurl'd.
rcjl. 1606 Dekker Seuen Deadly Sinnes 32 The vgliest

Serpent hath not vncurld himselfe. 1884 Nonconf. <V Indef.
5 June 545/1 The bracken has not yet uncurled itself.

UncU'rled, ///. a. [Un-I 8, or f. prec]
1. Of hair : Not formed into, or growing in, curls

or ringlets ; out of curl,

XS96 Spenser F. Q. iv. vii. 40 His faire lockes..He let to
grow and griesly to concrew, Vncomb'd, vncurl'd, and care-
lesly vnshed. j6ix L. Barry Ram Alley 11. i, Thy head,
Which is with greasy hair orespred. And being vncurld
and black as cole [etc.]. 1693 Congrf.ve in Dryden's Juvenal
XI. (1697) 291 Two home-bred Youths. .With honest Faces,
tho' with uncurl'd Hair. X712-4 Pope Rape Lock v. 26
Curl'd or uncurl'd, since Locks will turn to gray. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 72 Their black hair, long and un-
curled. x8s8 Scott Tapcstr. Citamb. r 25 His hair., was
dishevelled, uncurled, void of powder, and dank with dew.
X848 Lvtton Harold i. i, His foreliead shaded with short
thick hair, uncurled, but black, .as the wings ofa raven.

b. Not adorned with curls or ringlets.

X799 in Spirit Pub. Jmls. III. 322 Leave me uncurl'd,
undiuner'd, here to mourn.
2. Not disposed in coils or spiral convolutions ;

also, relaxed from a spiral form.
1597 Middleton Wisd. Solomon iii. i The adder is not

always seen uncurl'd. X708 Pope Ode St, Cecilia's Day iv,

The Furies sink upon their iron beds. And snakes uncurl'd
hang list'ning round their heads. 1820 Keats Hyperion 11.

4*3 A serpent's plashy neck; its barbed tongue Squeez'd from
the gorge, and all its uncurl'd length Dead. 1841 T. R.Jones
Anitn. Kingd. 259 When not in use, the proboscis is coiled
up-. ; but when uncurled, its structure is readily examined.

uncn'rling, ///. a. (Ux-i lo.)
1728 Thomson ^>i/7«^ 185 Th' uncurling Floods, difFus'd

In glassy Ereadth, seem, thro' delusive L.apse Forgetful of
their Course. x8oo Monthly Mag, VIII. 726 When on the
tea's uncurling leaves it lies, With golden hues the porcelain
vases flow. 1854 Whyte Melville Gen. Bounce (1855) 119
None . . would have thought the long golden brow n hair
spoiled by hanging down in those rich, uncurling clusters.

1883 Dixon Mano \. ii. 5 A heavy fall Of dark uncurling
hair flowed either side.

UncuTrent, a. [Un-1 7.]
1. Of money ; Not current ; not in circidation.
x6oi Shaks. Twel. N. \\\. iii. i6, I can no other answer

make, but Ihankes, .\nd thankes : and euer oft good tunies.
Are shufTel'd offwith such vncurrant pay. 1639 S. Du Verger
tr. Camus* Admir. Kvents 33 It is a strange thing, that
reasonable spirits can be payd with such counterfeit and
uncurrant coyne. X655 tr. SoreCs Com. Hist, Prancion 11. 39My neighbours, .ciyed me down more than uncurrent Money.
1855 ^ ' Irving Washington Ixii. II. 497 Paper money issued
by Congress which was uncurrent among the Canadians.

UNCUSTOMARY.
1883 F.uc^cl. Brit. X\'L 484 After a certain amount of wear
a gold coin, .loses weight and bcLomes legally uncurrent.
Jig. 1618 Fletcher J.oyal Subj. n. v, Ihou crackt uncur-

rant Lord. 1646 G. Daniel Poems \Vks. (Grosait) I. 201
Such for vncurrant Knij;hts or new-coyn'd Si^uire Might
suite. \Zz'}Vo\.\.ovi Course 7'. viu. 597 Honour,. Bearing the
signature of Time alone, Uncurrent in Eternity, and base I

^, Not commonly accepted or recognized.
161X Shaks. Wint. T. in. ii. 50 Since he came, With what

encounter so vncurrant, I Haue strayn'd I'appeare thus.

163P Ld. Digby, etc. Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 77 Conceits of
their own, and otlier uncunent doctrines. 1665 \^o\\.v.Occns.
Rejl. n. xiii. 233 Tis hard ..to be sure, that his piesent Re.
pentance is not of the same ignoble and uncunent kind.

3, Of a warrant: Having no legal force ; invalid.
1647 Clarendon IHs-i. Reb. v. § 156 'Jhe Messenger would

scarce have return d to have reported how uncurrent such
Warrants were like to be in Yoik.
Hence ITncu'rrentness.
X641 Sir T. Roe Sp. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 457

Another cause of .scarcity of coin, may be the over-sliict
rule of the uncurrentness of any good coin,

Uncurried,///. a. (Un-I 8.)
c j6i6 Fletcher Thierry ff Theod. v. i, Out upon you,

you uncurried colts. x;[34 Prompter ag Nov. 1/2 Stray d,

. .a lean, ragged, uncurried creature, calKd Common Sense.
1888 DouGHiv Arabia Deserta I. vii. 198 We saw the
Prince's gift-mare standing. . .weak, and uncurried.

Uncurse, v. (Un-2 3.)
'593 Shaks. Rich. II, ni.ii. 137 Againe vncursetheii Soules;

their peace is made With Heads, and not with Hands.
C1831 \\. Coleridgk Ess, (1851) I. 180 Old Prynne and
Jeremy Collier, if their heaits were in the right place,..
would liave uncnrsed the stage.

Uncursed, uncurst, ///. a. (Un-^ 8.)
a 1628 F.GuEviL t>//ca cii, All things vncuist, nothing yet

done aniis^e, And so in liim no base of bis defection. x68o
Paxter Ansitf. Stilling^, xxxvii. 62 How few weie there
un-Cursed,and un-Condemned in the Roman World? 1759
Young Conject. Grig. Composition 60 What we mean by
Blank verse, isverseunrallen,uncurst. X8J7P0LLOK Coune T.
VII. 497 'ihat morn When first they met in Paiadi.se, unfallcn,
Uncuised. X843 Lo. Cockbubn Jml. (1874) II. 5, I see no
ground for expecting that .,wc can even be uncuised by
these heartrending visitations.

UncuTsing,///.rt. (Un-' 10,) x8o6Wol(ot (P.Pindar)
Trisiia\lV<>. 1812 V. 317 How thou. .with uncursing breath
Couldst see Saint Paul., Stoned,., a second time, to death.

TTncurtailed,///. a. (Un-1 8.)
X74X RiCK.AKosoN Pamela II, 21 Will you,. .on your

Honour, let me see them uncuitaird, and not offer lo make
them away? 1820 T. Mhcheil Aristoplt. I. 25 'Jo our
share Fell some fine oxen—whole, siis,— uncuitaiTd. 1856
Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iv. 288 Making use of their yet
uncurtailed powers of persecution. 1861 W. S, Perry Hist.
Ch. Ping. I. iv, 171 The ancient canon law was still in force,
uncurtailed by the Reformation.

TTncUTtaiu, v. [Un- 2 4,] trans. To remove a
curtain or veil from; to disclose or reveal. Also refl.
1628 Feli HAM Resolvts H. 1. 147 The honest man will rather

be a graue to his neighbours faiies, then any way vncui taine
them. X659 W. Chambeklavne Pharonuida in. iS6 She in

these woids uncurtains niy.^ck Fate. X817 Moore Lalla
Rookh, Veiled Prophet 766 Now thou seest my soul's angelic
hue, 'lis time these features were uncurtain'd too. X858
Carlvle Fredk. Gt. ix. x. II. 499 Watching the great War-
theatre uncurtain itself in this manner, from Dantzig down
to Naples, 1887 P.owen /Encid iv. 120 When Phcebus at
earliest morn.. with radiant light uncuitains the land.
absol. X897 ' O Rhoscomvl ' White Rose Arno 242 The

tender smile of Night's white queen uncurtained to the world.

UncuTtained, a. (Un-1 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1804 J.Grahame Sabbath 49 The toil Of minis-
tering around th' uncurtain'd couch Of pain and poverty.
184a Dickens Amer. Notes (1850) 49/2 A blazing fire shone
through the uncurtained windows. 1865 Miss Lkaddon
Eleanor*s Viet, ii, Broad uncurtained open windows.

II Uncus (»'rjk/Js). Zool.^ etc. PI. unci (msai).
[L. uncus hook.] A hook or hook-like process.
x826 KiRBV & Sr. Entomol. III. 390 Unci (the Unci), two

pair of robust organs.. with which the anus of Locvsta..
IS furnished. xSSB Rollesion & Jackson yl«/w/. Life 158
A stout decurved pointed process terminating in two hooks,
the uncus of Gosse or tegumen of White. X899 Allhutfs
Syst. Med. VII. 324 Smell was impaired on the side of the
lesion, by a tumour which caused erosion of the uncus.

Uncu'shioned,///. rt. (Un-'8.) I1775ASH.] 1873 Mrs.
Whitney Other Girls xxvii, There weie window-seats in the
two windows, uncushioned. Uncu'sped, a, (Un-' 9.)

1859 RusKiN Perspective 1 16 A square niche ofgood Veronese
Gothic, with an uncusped aich.

+ Uiicu-stom, sb. Sc. Obs. [Un-1 4 b.] An
improper or illegal tax.

fSfigReg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. I. 672 He hes send
bis cfficiaris to tak up uncustomes sic as ane cott hen. .fiora
every cottar.

tUncu'stom, v. [Un-2 3.] To disaccustom.
1530 Palsgr. 767/j, I uncustume, I leave ofa thyng that I

w.TS wonie to use,/*; desacoustume. Ibid., 1 couidcshoote
with any man iliat came, but nowe I am uncustomed. X570
Levins Manip. 162 To Vncustome, desuefacoe.

Uncu-stomable, a. [Ux-i 7 b.]

1 1. Not according to custom ; unusual. Ohs,
X387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) VIII. 241 pe pope gieved be

chirches of Engelond wijj taxes, .undewe and uncnsiemable.
X570 Levins Manip. 4 Vncustoniable, inccmueius.
2. Oi goods : Not liable to pay custom.
X7J7 Bailey (vol. II).

Uncu'stomaty, a. [Un-1 7.] Not according
to custom; unusual, unwonted.
X650 H. Brooke Conserv. Health 115 Meats also that are

uncustomary..mustverysparely befedupon. X744T. Birch
Li/e R. Boyle 296 1 n such private meetings it was not uncus-

'

tomary for any one of the hearers, who was unsai isfied alxxit
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any matter then uttered, to give in his objections. 1798
V^mtKarlfituioosian 1. 173 A female reign In these parts is

not uncustomary. 1802-12 Bentham Ration, yiidic. Evid.
(1827) I. II If the lamb were to be cut up into uncustomary
joints. 1871 Alabaster //*A«//y/.aw 208 Such is not un-
customary among the higher classes.

tUncu-stomate,///. a. Sc. Ods. [Un-1 8 b.]

Not having paid duty.

1510 Re^. Pri'zy St'al Scot/. I. 326/2 With power to eschaele
all custumable gudis passand furth of the realmeuncustum-
ate. 1565 Ay,f. Privy Council Scot. I. 332 Certane mali-
volus personis ., fraudulentlte transportis thair gudis and
marchandices, sumtymes uncustumat.

Uncustomed,///, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Of merchandise : On which no custom or duty
has been paid, f Also, not charged with or liable

to duty,

"393 ^'^' ^/^'w (New Spald. CI. 1903) 1. 19 Al ye wol, ye
clathe and al vthir thyngis y* gais be schipe owte of wre
hafine of Spec vncustomyt. 1427 Ko/h ofParlt. IV. 318/1
To passe oute of this Koyaume be way of Marchandisc, un.
custumed.

^ 1487 Naval Ace, Hen. y//iiSg6) 32, vij hausers
forfeited, .in brin^yng the same on land uncustumed. a 1548
Hai,l Chron.^ Hen, VIII, 65 A great numbre of rascal Sc

pedlers.. brought ouer hattes and cappes, and diuerse mer-
chaundise vncustomed. 1594 J. Dickenson A tishas (1878) ^ 3
Hee had aboord certayne vnlawfuU and vncustomed wares.
1631 HKVwooD^a/ril/<jt/V/^/F(rs/v. An Englishman Hath
forfeited his ship for goods uncustom d. i669STUR.Mv/l/(ir7.
ner's Mag.^ Penalties ff Forfeit, 7 Liberty to go on batrd
and take out Prohibited and Uncustomed Goods. 1718-9
Act 5 Geo, /, c. 1 1 ititle)^ An Act against clandestine running
of uncustomed Goods. 173^ Getitl. Mag. May 266/a The
Watchmen.. seized iioo Weight ofuncustom'd Tea. ^rxSao
Hogg Tales Jir Sk. (1836) I. 304 Uncustomed wine and spirits.

1887 Times \o Sept. 4/4 Dealing wiih uncustomed gCKxls

—

i.e., tobacco—with intent todefraud Her Majesty's Customs.

2. Unaccustomed to something. Obs, or arch.
ti520 Babclay Jugurth {1557) 41b, Other vncustomed

to suche busynesse of bataylc.fered the losse of their
libertie. 1607 C. Lever ^ C'rj/c/^j:cxv,ToaduIationtbey
vncustomd are. «79i Cowper (^(/yw, vim. 553 Glad he beheld
The steaming vase, uncustom'd to its use E'er since his
voyage from the isle of fair Calypso. 1877 Blackip. lfV«
Men 179 They show like moles uncustomed to the light.

3. Not customary ; unusual. Ohs or arch,
xSSa Huloet, Vncustomed or out of vse, disnetus. 1565

Stapleton tr. Bede's Hist, Ch. Eng. 79 An Abbat . . to whom
. .the blshop<; them selues ought after a straunge and vn-
customed order to be subiect. 15S1 Makbkck Bk. ofNotes
730 A Miracle is a worke, hard and vncustomed by the
power of God. 1603 Yi.o»\q Montaigne i. xxv. 85 My fothtr
purposed to make mee learne it [sc. Greek) by arte; But by
new and vncustomed meanes. 187a Blackie Lays Highl.
35, I feel the keen, uncustomed temper of the thin, clear air.

Uncu-t, ///. rt. Also 5 unkyt. [Un-1 8 b, 8 c]
1. Not cut, gashed, or wounded with a sharp-edgetl

instrument ; not having received a cut.

1426 AunELAY Poems (Percy Soc.) 12 Who mai kepe hym
unkyt fro a kene knyfe, ^if he boldly that blad touche in

his tene. 16x5 lyork for Cutlers 4 He make a Capon of
ou before I haue done with you, you shall nere come
lome vncut He warrant you, 1623 Massinger & Field
/landman IV. li,Graccttlo. [We'll] not leave One house un<
fired. Cimbrto, Or throat uncut of those We have in our
power. S834 M. Scott Cm ise Midge (1Z62) 236 An oi>en
book, the leaves kept down . . by a most enticing uncut pine
apple. 1840 Eliza Cook To Favourite Pony v, Thy knees
uncut, my bones unshatter'd.

b. Without being operated on.
0x548 Hall Chron., Edw, K, i b. Shee could not be

delivered of hym uncut.

2. That has not been subjected to cutting ; not
severed by cutting ; not mown, lopped, etc.

1548 Udall, etc. Erastn. Par. John xix. 110 Tberfore
the souldiers thought good that it should be kept whole
unkut, 1583 Gbeenk Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) if. 49 The
grasse lookcih better Iwing vncut, thenthat which wilhcreth
with the sieth. 01593 Mamlowk Ovid's Elegies 111. i. 1

An old wood, stands vncut of long yeares space. 1630
Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl,\xx. % 641 HeathenisQ
Priests in their Temples & uncut giovcs, dedicated presents.

1745 Transl, ff Pam^hr. Sc. Ch. xxiv. i, Say, crows the
Rush without the Mire?.. Green and Uncut, it quickly
fades. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. \. 27 Clad in bark,.

.

with his hair and nails uncut. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Agric.{cd.4) M. 323 Keep these branches uncut till

you arrive at the season of grafting, 1885 Times (weekly
ed.) 25 Sept. 13/4 A few of the fields being still uncut.

b. With dtnon or up,
1546 J. Hevwood Prov. (1867) 27 He that hangth him

selfe a sondaie Shall hang still vncut downe a mondaie for
mee. 1607 Bkaum. & Fl. Woman Hater 1. ti, Great| cum*
beisom, unK:ut-up pies, .to make a shew with.

3. Not fashioned or shaped by cutting.
Uncut diamond, veh'et, etc. : cf. Cut ppi. a,

1596 Ace. Bk. IK iVra^ in Antiquary XXXII. a8r, j li.

cut and uncut fringe,^ iiij s. 1605 Drayton Poems 69 b.

Which being now but in so meane a bed. Is like an vncut
diamond in lead, a 1700 Evklyn Diary 22 Oct. 1644, With
m terrace at each side having rustic uncut balustrades.
X77X Mme. D'Ahblay Early Diary (1889) I. 121 She fixed
upon a suite of dark blue, uncut velvet. 1875 Kmawv Diet.
Mech. 6qsf'2 Until 1476.. the lUamond was worn uncut.
x^ Marshall j*/ip/a/7'(w/x4i Most flat files are provided
with one plain, uncut edge.

4. Of books: Not having the leaves cut open.
i8a8 Macaulay Misc, IVrit. (i860) I. 273 The new novel

lies uncut. 1850 Mrs. Carlvlk Lett. (1883) II. 125 'J'he

new * Copperfield '. .to this hour remains uncut. 1893
LiDDON, etc. Life Pusey I. xii. 276 The copy of the putilishetl

sermon which was sent him ' from the author ' is still uncut.

b. Not having the margins cut down.
1B09 DiBDiN DiblionKmia 60 Uncut Copies, .. books of

VouX*

hi

which the edges have never been sheared by the binder's
tools. Ibid. 61 An uncut first Shakspeare, as well as an
uncut first Homer. 1863 Hotten Handbk. To/>ogr. 95/1
Fine uncut copy (sells SX /^^ 5s.) 35s. 1888 Jacobi Printers'
Vocab., Uncut edges, books not cut down, but not
necessarily 'unopened'.

c. Iransf. (^iven to collecting 'uncut* books.
i86a Burton Bk. Hunter (18S2) 19 He was not a black

letter man or a tall copyist or an uncut man.

5, Not curtailed or shortened.
1896 Westm. Gas. 7 Dec. 3/2 The uncut ' first night * is

apt to cause great injustice to the performers.

t TTn.CTl*t, t'. Ods. [Un-2 9.] irans. To sever

by cutting.

1611 Speed Hisl. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. 13 Behold how God
began to vncut the knot of those bands with which the
English held France bound, ifiaa Prosopopoeia in Phoenix
Brit. (1732) I. 314 You see It is of a greater Consequence
than to uncut a Gordian Knot.

fUncuted, a. Obs.—^ [Un-1 g-t- cu/e Cuit.]

Not converted into cuit or sweet wine.

x6is G. Sandys Trav, 224 Wines that seldome come vnto
vs vncuted, but excellent where not.

Uno'weme, var. Unqueme a. Obs.
Uncynical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1824 Bvron Juan xvi. xliii.

«('/<, A table-cloth, or some other expensive and uncynital
piece of furniture. Uncynically, adv. (Un-' 11.)

1895 Meredith Aviazing Marr. xxxviii, Mus^t we be
proxy if we are profoundly, uncynically sincere? Un-
cypressed, a. (Un' 9.) 1799 m Spirit Pub. Jrnls. III.

105 Slow to th' uncypress'd church-yard he was borne.

tXTnd. Obs. rare. Also a unde, 6 vnd. [a.

OF. umicy or ad. L, unda wave,] A wave; Her.,
a wave-like marking. (Cf. Uxdeb a.)
cjMoo Trin. Coll. Hom. 177 De water stremes on-heueden

up here undes [L. /7uctus]. 1490 Caxton Eneydos ii. 15 By
Iroblous reuolucyons of the vndes or wawes [they] were
broughte into the He of Anchandron. 159* Wvrlky Ar.
ntorie 13 John Basset of new place. .left the I-abell, and
charged the blacke vnds with manie besants dispersed all

uuertbem, [1694 ^Xoti^mx Rabelais 249 Lute, Unds and
Sands did long our March oppose.]

fXIndade, -adie, a. Obs. [Cf. prec] Her.
= Undated a., Under a.

i^6*L.^\GH A rmorie xyj Hebeareth Or, and Tenne, parted
per Saltier Vndade, which is as much to say as watried with
a flood. 157a liossEWELL Armorie 111. 9b, These bendes
sinister vndadie or waterie, maye foreshowe some.. enter-
prise done by force, violence, or rage of the waters.

t XTnda'ftlness. Obs.—^ [Un-1 12.] Untidiness.

xsss Watbkman Fardle Facions 11. iv. I vj b, As for checkes
or reuilinges, was to them muske and Honie, and slouenly
vndaftinesse, a greatc comelinesse.

t XXndai-nteoxis, a. Obs.-^ [Un-1 7.] Not
dainty through rarity.

<-x449 Pecock Repr, \i. viii. 184 Tho ymagis,.schuldc be
vndeinteose forthegrete plenteof hem ;..ptente isnodeinte.

Undam, z". [UN-23.]
1. trans. To release from a dam. Alsoyf^.
1697 D^sii¥.ii yirg.Georg. i, i6o The wary Ploughman,

on the Mountain's Brow, Undams his watry Stores. 1SB5
Pall Mall G. 27 Oct. 5/1 A stream of imi>ertinent chatter
such as the most voluble sciolist would hesitate to undam.
2. To deprive of a protective dam.
ai^is A. PiTCAiRNE in N. ^ Q. Ser. v. VIII. 498/1 Am.

phibious wretches, Sudden be your fall I May man undam
you, And God damn you all I (Cf. Undamn v.)

Unda*mageable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1648 Hexham 11,

Ondeerlick, vntianjinageable. 1884 Stubbs' Mercantile Cir-
cular 3oJ:in, (y4/i Iron wire declared to be undamageable.

Undaiuaged, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)
X648 Hkxham II. Onbeschadighty Vndammaged, or Vn-

barmed. i7o8J.PHiLipsryfiV^i. ^osThoult find that Plants
will frequent Changes try, Undamag'd, and their marriage-
able .'Vims Conjoin with others. x^9 Geo. Eliot A, Bede
xxvii. So long as there was hope of gathering in their own
corn undamaged. 1897 M^Rv Kingsley W. Africa 604 The
only point I congratulate myselfon is having got my men up
so high, and back again, undamaged.
Unda'masked, a. (Un-' 9.) 1838 Eliza Cook Old
Water-MiU vi. Our seats were undamasked, our partners
were rough. Unda'mmed, p^I. a. (Un-' 8.) a 1849
PoE Monos ff Una Wks. 1865 ll. 278 Holy, august and
blissful days, when blue rivers ran undammed, between
hills unhewn. 1896 Fortn. Rev. LIX. 632 The undammed
iitream of sarcasm, invective and calumny.

XTnda'mn, v. (Ux-2 3. Also a punning variant

of Undam v. 2.)

1719 T. Gordon Cordial/or Low Spirits (1763) 90 The
most gross sinners are now innocent, being undamneci by the
priest. 1741 Pol. Ballads (1B60) II. 267 Let France damn
the Germans, and undamn the Dutch. 1809 in Spirit Pub.
frnls. XIII. 2o6 Turned-in to my cot; muttered a short
prayer; d—nd the French; ««d—<1 the Dutch.

Unda-mned, ///. «. (Un-i 8.)

138* WycLiK Atts xxii. 25 If it is leefful to 50U, for to
scourge a man Romaynj and vndampned? a 1400 New Test.

(Paues) Acts xvi. 37 pei hauen beten vs vnrightly ande vn-
dampned. ^1450 Mirk's Festial 89 pen schall non scape
vndampned. 1631 Dekker Match me in London in, A
Broaker that's vndamn'd for halfeadram For halfe a scruple.

185a James Pequinillo III. 1:5 'I hope my blood will

remain uiid—d," replied Doctor Pequinillo. i86a T. A.
TuoLLOfE Marietta II. xi. 191 Thus the work dragged on—
undamned—10 the end of the first act.

tUnda-mnified,///. rt. Obs. [Un-1 8.] Un-
damaged, unimpaired.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 199 Returne I pray thee,

retiirne, in hope to be saued harmelesse and undamnified.
1658 Karl Monm. tr- Partita's Wars Cyprus 140 He., past

through the midst of our Fleet with some 30 galUes, un-
daninided. 1686 Lnnd. Gas. No. 2197/3 There lemains not
one Beam undamnified. 1709 T. Robinson I'iftd. Alosaick
Syst. 31 To keep undamnify'd his. .beloved Hypothesis,

tTudamped, ///. a. [Un- 1 8.]

1. Of persons, their spirits, etc. : Not discouraged
or checked ; undepressed.
1742 Young A'^ Th. n.693 Undampt by doubt, undarken'd

by despair. Philander, thus, augustly rears his head. 179a
S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. i. 301 Undamped by time, the
generous Instinct grows. 1834 Wordsw. Lines Album C'tess
Lonsdale 62 They, who marlc thy course, . .See cheerfulness
undamped by stealing Time. x86^N.^Q.3rd Ser. III. 506
With ardour undamped, and obstinacy undrowned.

b. spec. (See quots. and Damp v. 1 c.)

1883 A. J. HiPKiNS in Grove Diet. Mus. III. 636 In the
edition of 1797 he remarks that the undamped register
of the Fortepiano is the most agreeable. 1906 IVestni. Gaz.
28 Nov. 5/2 He obtained a million or more vibrations per
second, and.. produced continuous or undamped waves.

2. Not damped or made wet.

1898 Westm. Gaz. zo Sept, 8/2 Having a surface undamped
by rain.

Unda'Dcing", ///. <7. (Un-' 10.) xSyx^nsnuE. Histriom.
249 If this be true, how many happy Husbands are there
now, when there are so few undancing wives?

Unda-ngered, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)

f 1400 Beryn 2410 For, had ye dwellid within yeur shtppis,

. .Then had yee been vndaungerid, & quyt of al hir wrong.
1816 J. Scott Visit Paris (ed. 5) 245 Undangered and in-

evitable duration can be promised to nothing in this world.

TTndangerous, a. (Un-1 7.)

1727 Thomson Britannia 205 Then cherish this, this un-
expensive power, Undangerous to the public. i8i8 Bentham
Ch. Eng., Catech, Exatn. 113 To which these modern
effusions, .are but inadequate, and not altogether undanger-
ous, substitutes. X831 (jEN. p. 'I'hompson Exerc. (1842) I.

423 The charge, .was not more futile,..and it may be added
undangerous, than that advanced against the Radicals.

Hence Vnda'zigeroasness.
18x7 Bentham Pari. Reform Introd. p. i, The necessity,—

and., the uiidangerousness,—of a Parliamentary Reform.
Undared,///. a. (Un-'B.) x^-jYixiowY-s MisJort.Arth.

I. ii, O wrong content with no reuenge; seeke out Vndared
plagues. x6ii Flokio, InausOy vndaring, vndared.

Unda-ring, ///. <a!. (Un-1 io.)

Also undaringness (Florio s.v. Innudacia).
161 1 l''LOKio,/«a«^<w:tf,vndaring, cowardly, 1650LLUBLLYN

Elegie in J. Gregory^s Posthuma, Graie Customs, which our
dead dismettled Sloth Gave up, to surfet the undaring Moth.
1815 J. CoRMACK Abol. Fern. Infanticide Guzerat xii. 219
We might be excused.. for cherishing hopes of a very un-
daring nature. X877 Lanier Poems, Florida Sunday 57
Mine thy dole Of shut undaring wings.
Undaxk, ^. (Un.' 7.) 1876 Morris 6'/^rrfL 4 On Mid-

SummerEven ere the undark night began. Undaxk, v.

(Un-' 6 a.) 1644 QOarlks Shefih. Oracles v. How each spark
Contends for greater brightnes, to undark The shades of

night. Unda'rken, z/. (Un-» 3.) 1598 Vi-omo, Stene-

brare, to..cleare vp, to vndarken. 1866 W. Stokes in Meyer
yoy. Bran (1895) I. 222 Chief lights irradiating and un-
darkeiiiii^; the City,

Uuda-rkened, ppL a. (Un-1 8.)

X74S [see Undamped i]. 1818 Shelley yt/a»r;/f/// 20 Recon-
ciling factions, .swear to keep each spirit Undarkened by
their country's last eclipse. 1847 j. Martineau Chr.Life
130A heaven undarkened by adoubt. i889RusKiN/'r^/^r/V/i
III. 181 Fireflies. .shone fitfully in the still undarkened air.

Unda-med, //>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1797 Brydces Hovi. Trav. 1. 337 His dear Nelly, who had
scarce An undarn'd smicket. 1880 Lee Church under Q.
FJiz. \. 317 His lawn-sleeves perfectly clean and undarned.

1894 Eliz. Banks CajuP. Curiosity 39 Basket upon basket
of gentlemen's undarned socks.

Undashed, ///. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not discouraged or dismayed ; undaunted,
i6oi Daniel Civ. Wars vi. Ixxviii, Yet standes he stifTe,

vndasht, vnterrifi'd. x6i6 R. Weldon in B. Holyday Persius

A vij, I think't a taske too great for humane sleights, Vn-
graueld or vndasht to passe those streights. 1896 C. Allem
Papier MAchi 12 'But who plays on them now?* asked
Paul, undashed by this dismal possibility of a future.

2. Not mingled with^ or affected by, something.
1803 Edwin III, vii. 125 And may the tide of friendship

gently glide undashed with sorrow. 1868 M ii.man St.Paufs
xi. 267 Whose creed w-is therefore in a continual state o(

change, not undashed with doubt. 1885 Athenxum 2 May
565/1 The same quaint humour not undashed by pathos.

3. Provided with a dash or dashes.

1879 Encycl, Brit. X. 401/2 Replacing the dashed letters

by thi)se undashed ones which denote the same points.

Unda-table, a. (Un-' 7 b.) \^%SchaJfs Encycl. Retig.

K»o7vl. 74 A momentous but undatable event.

U'lldated,f7. 'i^oyf rare ot Obs. [f. med.L. ««-

ddt-usy i. L. unda wave.]

1. Her. = Undee a., Wavy a.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. 94 Palyt armys oftyme ar
founde vndatyt, that is to say watteri. Ibid., They be
called barrit viidatit for they be made of ij colouris metyng
togedre by the maner of a floyng watre. 157a Bossewell
Armcrie 11. 31b, These pales may be borne vndated, whiche
is as moche as to saye, as watered witl) a floode.

2. Ornilh. Having wavy markings.
Also Bot., waved (Webster, 1828, citing Lee),

1783 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds IV. 391 Undated L[ark].

Ibid. 477 Undated Wfarbler).

Undated, ppL a. [Un-1 8. Cf. G. undatirly

Du. ongedaleerdf Sw. odalerad.^

1. Not furnished or marked with a date ; left

without indication of date.

X570 FoxR Acts <5- Mon. (ed. 2) 383/1 The certein tyme..
I cannot searche out, neyther may it be [in] his epistles

vndated, easly found out. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. 24
The undated mines of winds, flouds or earthquakes. 1710
H. Bedford Vind. Ch. Eng. 177 The Latin Edition.. is

without Numbers, as well as bis undated English one.

18x4 Miss MiTFORD Village Ser. 1. 159 The precious epistle

was undated. 1856 Frouue Hist. Eng. I, 383 This letter
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UNDATION. 114 UNDECAYED.

k Ululated, but U was wriiten. .some time in the year 1532.

1886 Wiixis & Clark CatMbridg;e II. 104 I'he Statement is

undated. Ibid. 578 The list.. is unfortunately undated.

2. Having no fixed date or limit; unending.
In quot. 1637 misused for Mated*.
i(^ QuARLES Shn's Elegies 11. xxii, Yet my vndated

Euilts no time will minish, Though Yeers, and Months,
though Daies and Howers, finish. 1637 D. Digges Elegy in

ycmsonus Virihus (1638) 23 They did receive new life from
you; Which shall not be undated, since thy breath Is able

to immortfill, after death.

3. Marked by no striking events.

1878 W. C Smith Hilda 184 A wild, black night of tem-
pest, such as men remember long In the dull undated life of

a sleepy country town.

t Unda'tion. Obs. rare. [ad.L.typc*KWrt//t>,

f. L. littdare to rise in waves. Cf. OF. uudatiofi^

•act'onJ] A waving; an undulation.
1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Undation^ a flowing or rising of

waves. x668 CuLrEPPER & Cole BarihoL Annt. 11. vi. 101

A certain Undation or waving towards one side according
to the carriage of the right Ventricle.

Undati'b, V. (Un-' 3.) 1611 CoTGR^ Desetiduire, to vn-

dawbe; to bare; to pull the dawbing off. i6ao Brinsley
Virgil 129 If.. you will emptie (Vndaube or vncouer) their

stately scale (ic. the honeycombs]. Undau'bed, ppl. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1648 Hkxham m, Ongettwrii-ri, Vnplaistered, or

Vndawbed. 1885 Harpers Mag. Dec. 136 Within the rude
stable of unhewn logs, all undaul^d. Undau'ghterly, a.

(Un-' 7.) 1748 Richardson C/rtr/jirt VII. 149 Any-thinsuu-
daughterlytUnsisterlytOrunlikeakinswoman. \9I^ Academy
6 Mar. 162 It was at least ungenerous and undaughterly for

Capri to expose all the seamy side of his nature to her friend.

Undan-ntable, a- [UN-iyb.] That cannot

be daunted ; indomitable. (Freq. in 17th c.)

1587 Harmar tr. Beza 381 The vndauntable insolencie of

Pharao. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart)

n. 112 He will welcome me with a fierce reioynder :, . and
so forth in infinitum^ with an vndauntable courage. 1611

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. §222 Their enemies nolesse
fierce and vndauntable, then fortunate. 1631 Wekveu Anc.
Futural Man. 580 Of an hauRhtie and vndauntable spirit.

aiitjet Hacket Life Abp. Williams 1. (1693) 181 That
heroick and undauntable Boldness. Z848 Dickens Dombey
Hv, She w.is resolute, he saw; undauntable.

TTndau nted, ///. a, [Un-i 8.]

+ 1. Of horses : Not broken in ; untamed. Obs.

Z4xa YoNCE tr. Secreta Secret. 168 Hit happid, that

Traiane his Sonne rod* an hors vndauntid. £:is6o A. Scott
Poems (S.T.S.) xxx. u Thay rin lyk wyld vndantit hors,

But brydillis, to and fro.

+ b. irmuf. Unbridled, unrestrained. Obs,
Chiefly used by Sc. writers of the x6th cent.

1513 Douglas /Eneid vi. iv, 82 The felloun Hungir with
hir vndantit rage. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 103
This king he wox rycnt vile ;. . Drokkit and dull throw vn-
dantit delyte. f 1550 Holland Crt. Venus i. 341 Weill I

knaw thy vndantid barnage Will haif ane May. 1683 D. A,
Art Converse 21 Nothing [is] more destructive than an un-
daunted passion.

t c. Sc. Undisciplined ; disorderly. Obs,

1533 Bellenden Liz'y 111. v. (S.T.S.) I. 261 Ane cumpanye
of aoung vndantit men. 1549 Compl. Scot.xw. 128 Rustical
andinciuile, ondantit, ignorant, duIHt slauis.

+ 2. Unsubdued, unconquered. Obs. rare.

1513 Douglas j^neid iv. i. 84 Heir the vndantit folk of
Numyda duelL a 1547 Sukrey Mneid iv. 52 Eke the vn-
daunted Numides compasse thee.

3. Of persons : Not daunted or discouraged ; un-

dismayed ; intrepid.

1587 TuRDERv. Trag. T. (1837) 126 The lone Rossilion
c:a1de, a bold undaunted knight. 1594 Selimus Dij, 'J'hey

are strong vndanted enemies. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis
in. 125 Th' undaunted Prince, though thus well guarded
here, Yet his stout Soul durst for his Parents fear. 1671
Clarendon Dial. Tracts (1727) 290 They are undaunted
when it may be we look pale. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
IV, 113 To War they follow their undaunted King. 1708 J.
Philips C^rf^ri. (1728) 31 Where shall we find Men more
undaunted, ..More prodigal of Life? I78iCowi'er Table-t.

366 Undaunted still, though wearied and perplex'd. x8z8
DTsRAELi Chas. /, I. xii. 325 The courtly patriot was dis-

concerted ; the undaunted Duke was facing his accuser.

1891 Farrar Darkn, iff Dawn vii. If he had been a Regulus
or a Fabricius he could not have been more undaunted.
trans/. 1820 Wordsw. River Duddon iv. 9 Starts from a

dizzy steep the undaunted Rill.

b. Of courage, spirit, etc.

1591 SvLVKSTER Du Bttrtas I. ii. 806 Th* vndaunted strength
of the Diuine right-hand. 1631 Gouge Go^s Arroivs
IIL Ep. Ded. p. iv/i Joshua, a Generall of an undaunted
spirit. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xviii, I have known
many Pilgrims of great courage and undaunted Resolution.
1727 Gay Fables \. x. 1 The man who with undaunted toils

Sails unknown seas. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. iii. Wks,
1813 I. 167 The spirit of Knox, however, still remained un-
daunted and erect. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 54
With undaunted courage, with considerable talents.

. , he was
emphatically a bad man. x86S Mii.man St. PauVs 306
Norfolk's, .undaunted mendacity., was unknown to Nowell.
Undauntedly, adv, [f. prec] In an un-

daunted manner; without fear; boldly.
1598 Flokio, Strenuaifiente, valiantly, stoutly, .. vn-

dantedly, courageouslie. z6xo Healey St. Aug. Citie of
Cod 326 Our martyrs.. bore all tortures undantcdiy. 1653
Gataker Vind. Annot. Jer. 51 The Roman Souldiery..
undauntedly and cheerfully addressed themselves to en.
countCT with the enemy, 1694 K ettlewell Contp. Persecuted
145 Give me Courage,. to behave myself undauntedly.
tf X7«o Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. 3 He had preached
the gospel undauntedly. 174a Fielding J. Andrews iv.

xiv, She walked undauntedly to Slipslop's room. 1851 M iss
Yonce Cameos I. xxx. 259 The princes undauntedly strove
tocollect their shattered forces. 1^ BARiNc-GouLu/^^-ffr/^
S. France II. 270 He stood upright, proudly and undaunt-
edly facing the soldiers.

Undau-ntedness. [f. as prec] The quality

or state of being undaunted, (Freq. in 17th c.)

1598 Florio, Strenuita, valiancie,.. courage, vndantednes.

i6a6 Gouge Serin. Dignity Chivalry § 6 Stoutnesse and
courage of mind, Vndauntednesse m danger, Discretion

mixed with passion, a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 300 Anti-

ponus.. stood amazed at this bold attempt of his, and un-

dauntednesse of his high courage. 1709 S. Clarke Serm.
Vict, near Mons 16 'Tis by his blessing, .that generals are

inspir'd with wisdom, and troops with undauntedness and
bravery. 1879 S. IJkooke Milton 12 He moved so that men
said he had cour.age and undauntedness.

TJndau-nting, ///. (7. [Un-1 lo.] Not quailing.

1786 Burns Ep. to Young Friend 84 May_ Prudence,

Fortitude and Truth, Erect your brow undaunting !

t Undau'ntless, rt. Ohs.-'^ (Un-> 15 ) 1654 Earl Monm.
tr. Bentivoglio's IVars Flanders 106 Death will come the

more welcome, when sought.. with undauntless valour.

tUndau-ntoned,///. ^. Sc. Obs. [Un-1 8.]

Not tamed or broken in ; unsubdued.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 5 'J'hat. .he may breake downe the

?iroudnes of the vnreuHe and vndantoned people. « 1653
{inning Serm. (1743) 564 To tame and danton that un-

dantoned wild beast. 1678 Geneal. Campbells in Highland
Papers (S.H.S.) II. 77 He was a wild undaunloned person.

Undawned. ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1854 J. S. C. Abbott
Napoleon{\Zs^ 1. xxx. 472 'J'he gloom of the yet undawned
morning, a i860 D. Gray LuggiCy etc. (1862) c) The light

Quickens in the undawned east. Undawmng, ///. a,

(Un-' la) 1784 CowPKR Task iv. 130 Thou hold'st the sun
A pris'ner in the yet undawning east.

Unda-zed, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)

'757 ^V. Thomi'son Hymn to May xvi. 13 He who undaz'd
can wander o'er her face, May gain upon the solar-blaze at

noon, x868 Adah I. Menken Jnfelicia 101 The Eagle's
gray eyes .. Undazed by the sun. 1871 B. Taylor Faust
(1875) II. in. 198 Her glance Gods only bear undazed.

TJnda-zzle, v. (UN-23 and 7,)
i6n Fi-ORio, Sbarbaglinre^ . . to vndazle. 1833 Tennysom

Dtvant Fair Worn, xlv, Slowly my sense undazzled.

Unda'zzled, //>/. a. (Un- i 8.)

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 72 Kindling her undazl'd eyes
at the full midday beam. 1665 Bovlk Occas. Rejl. iv. ill. 16

Ev'n upon such bright Eyes. . I could gaze undazel'd enough
to approve my self a right Eagle. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.,
6'(^Mii.ii.28Tohim. .Whocanatreasur'd Mass ofGold With
firm, undazzled Eye behold. 1799 Campbell I'leas. Hope 11.

270 As the spirit eyes, with eagle gaze, The noon of Heaven
undazzled by the blaze. 1834 A. F. Tvtler U?iiv. Hist.

(1850) 11.278 Undazzled by the splendor of so high an object

of ambition. 1875 Jovvett Plato{ed. 2) III, 137 There too
he may remain undazzled by wealth or the allurements of eviU

Unda-zzling,///. a. (Un-1 lo.)

1601-3 Daniel Ep. Ld. H. Howard %o They carry things
assuredlie Vndazlirig of theire owne or others sight. 1814 \\\

Orrs Circ. Sci.^ Pract. Chem. (1856) 498 [The light was] soft

and undazzlin^ as moonlight. 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc.

(ed.3) 347 To His Sight Heaven's secrets are undazzling light.

185s W. Irving Washington xviii. I. 151 The sterling, en-

during, but undazzling qualities of Washington.

Unde, Und6, varr. Undee a.

Undea-d, a. [Un-1 7. Cf. ON. ^dautir.\ Not
dead ; aUve,
a 1400-50 Alexander J58 And many was J>e bald berne at

banned par quile, pat euer he dured J>at day vndede opon
erthe. c 1475 RaufCoilynr 855 Ane of vs sail neuer bine
Vndeid in tnis place. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasni. Par. John
vi. 41 b, Where as all men did eat therof, they neuertheles

dyed, nether did any one ofso great a number remain vndead.
159a Warner Alb. Eng. vii. xxxiv. 149 'I'he same .. That
thought he liued not because his Neeces weare vndead.

Undea-dened, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)

1813 T. BusBV Lucretius I. ni. 119 While o'er the soul

undeadened transports steal. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics
x. i. II. J 72 That heaven, where.. glorious powers shall be
gloriously developed, undeadened by any lethargy. 1895
Outing XXVI. 70/1 The noises, which wide-open windows
admitted undeadened.

tUndea'dliness. [f. next.] Immortality,
ciooo Ml. v\i\c Horn. II.484Urea;htasindece on heofenum,

J>a;r 5asr undeadlicnys ricsati. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1119 He
ne losede na lif, onont J>et he godd wcs, ne undedlichnesse
onont his drihlnesse. £^1380 Lay Folks' Catech. (L.) 1115
He wyle cloj^e oure sowlys..with h^ stole of vndedlynesse
and biysse of heuyn. c 1420 Prose Life Alexander 73
' Gyffe vs," quol> ^>ay, ' vndedlynesse, so ^at we mow no^le
dye". 1481 Hotoner Txille on Old Age (Caxton) H v, It

nedilh not also that I .speke eulrofthe undedlynesse of the
soules, but I hoIde..that the soules of men be undedly,

XJndea'dly, a. [Un- ^ 7. OE. had both ««-
dt^adlic and und^aplic (see Un-1 ^'^^ corresponding

to one tmtddlih (MHO. untOtUch, G. unVodt-

Iich)f ON. Hdatttiligr (Sw. odbdliff, Da. ud&de/t^).']

-j-l. Not subject to death ; immortal. Obs.
c^SoRit. Feci. Dunelm. {Surtees) 169 HalisGod, ..strong,

hahj, & vndeadlic. c 1000 /Kli- rig //^w. 1. 150 He. .wuna(^
. . undeadlic, se J>e a;r his c^rowunge wais deadiic. c 1000 —
.Vrt/w/i'/r/z/i^jiv. 385pa;rbi5a;freecefyr and undeadlicwyrm.
a 1200 St. Marker. 10 Kelser of kinges, drihtin undedlich.
fZ 1225 Leg. Kath. 390 Hwen J>u forcweSest, for \i\ Crisr,

ure undedliche godes. c 1230 Hali Mcid. 39 Eadi is te were
..hwas streon is undeadlich. a 1340 HAMPOLE/^.ia//i'rxxiii.

4 He..feland his saule vndedly, enterlygaf him tilgodis luf,

138a WvcLiF I Tim. i. 17 To the kyng of worldis, vndecdly
and invisybleGod aloone, honour and glorie, 1:1425 St.
Christina iii. in AngliaWll. 120/45 TosufTre peynes of an
vndeedly soule by a deedly body, c 1449 Pmcock Repr. 11.

xyi. 243 Tho spiritis were vninade and vndeedli withoute
bigynnyng or eending in tyme. ? 15S4 Coverdale Hope of
Faithful xxiv. 169 Vndeadlye or immortall is it called, be-
cause it neuer ceaseth to lyue. i6iz T. Jamks Corrupt.
Scripture III. 8 For rightfulnes is euerlasting and vndeadiie.

2. Not causing death ; not mortal.
C1611 Chapman Hind xi. 390 Ulysses knowing well The

wound uudeadly . .'I'hus spake to Socus.

Undea*f, v. (Un-' 6 a ) 1593 Shaks. Rich. 11, 11. i. 16

Though Richard my Hues counsel! would not heare My
deaths sad tale, may yet vndeafe his eare.

Undea'lt, ///. «. [Un-1 8 b. Cf. OFris. itm-

deld, ondeld, MDn. ongedeelt (Du. ~dceld\ OHG.
ttmhideiiil [G. ungeteilt), ON. udeildr (Da. udelt^

Sw. odeiad) undivided, unshared.]

1. Undivided. (OE. und^ied.)
n 1300 Cursor M. 9761 An-fald godd vndelt es he.

2. Not dealt with.
1645 Milton Tetrach. Introd., Unadmonisht,undeaIt with

by any Pastorly or brotherly convincement. 1648 Hexham u,

Ongehandelt,\ T\\\zv\d\ft6,ox Vndealt withall. 1870 Proctor
Other Worlds xiii. 319 tiote. Certain difficulties suggest
themselves which must not be left undealt with.

Undea'n, v. (Un-' 6 b.) 1857 Tbolloi-e Barchcster T.
xIvi.Thornegave him a look which uiideaned him completely.

Undear, a. [OE. undeore (see Un-1 y and
Deak a.l), c= MDu. ondiere, -dure, -duyr (older

'Du.ondter)jO¥LG,ufidturij-lJuri{MliG.unlture)f

ON, lidyrr (Icel. ^dyr)."]

fl. Of little value or estimation; worthless,

cheap. Obs.
cS^y K. i^LFKED Gregory's Past. C. Ivii. 439 He nemde 8a

undiorestan wyrta fSe on wyrtiunum weaxe. c 1000 ^lfric
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 130 Uile unlet, undeor hit is. a 1225
Ancr. R. 408 Vndeoie he makeS God, & to unwurft mid alle,

het for eni worldliche luue hisluue trukie, a iyx> Cursor M.
16034 Parfai, pilate, wel J>ou aght to hald him ful vn-dere.

2. Not dear ; not rej;aided with affection,

1748 Richardson Clarissa (iSu) IV. 168 So hasty, dearest

Madam—And so slow, undearest Sir, I could have said.

1^90 Mme. D'Abblav Diary V. iv. 182 Adieu, my dear
friends 1 Adieu—undear December ! 1881 Mrs. A. R. Ellis
Sylr'estra 1 1 . 76 One art Sylvestra gained, not undear to her,

..the getting-up of * small linen ',

Undea-thlich, a., etc. : see Un-1 3.

Undeba-rred, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

1595 Danif.l Civ. Wars v. v, For warelesse insolence

whilst vndebard Of bounding awe, runneson to such exccssc.

1852 M. AiJNOLD Summer Night 59 Awhile he [ic. Man]
holds some false sway, undebarr'd By thwarting signs.

Undeba-sed,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

17S3 Glovf.r Boadicea i. ad fin., We can shew.. Firm
hearts, and manners undebased by fraud. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 24 So. .gold is pure when undebased by
any alloy. iSasSouiHEY Tale Paraguay iv.v,A peaceful lot

. . By Avarice undebased, exempt from care. 1846 Z'. Parley's
Ann. VII. 191 The lama seems to be the only animal that is

undebased by being subjected to man.
Undeba'table, a. (Un- i 7 b.)

Also, in recent use, vndebatably adv.
1869 F. W. Newman Misc. 200 Seas, Desarts or gieat

Mountain ranges have always been the chief arbiters in ibis

undebateable question. 1898 Mission. Herald {Hoston) Mar.
104/2 Ihe pastors settled it by saying it was undebatable.

Undeba-ted, />//. a. (Un-i 8.)

1620 DoKSE. Serm. \Vks. 1839 IV. 551 It must not be a rash,

a sudden, an undcbated Resolution. 1648 Milton Observ.
Art. Peace Wks. 1851 IV. 563 Men whose serious considera-
tion thereof hath left no certain precept, or example un-
debated. 1897 Daily Neivs 15 Mar. 5/1 'Ihe undebaled
clauses of the Home Rule Bill,

Undeban-clied,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

A 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 255 He sends us for

the determination of decency, to the judgment of our right

reason, undebauched nature, and approved custome. 1693
Dryden Juvenal w. 17 For when the World was bucksom,
fresh, and young, Her Sons were undebaucb'd, and iheiefoie

strong. 1710 Tn tier No. 191 f 2 There are some thru preserve
their Relish undebauched with common Impressions. 1784
CowpER Task III. 744 Were England now What England
was; plain, hospitable, kind, And undebaucb'd.
Undebilitated, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.) 1879

Spkncer Data ofEthics vi. 89 Those who are undebilitated
by voluntary or enforced submission to actions injurious to

the organism. Undebi'litatin^, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1811
Abehnethy Surg. Obs. II. 20S Uniiritaiing and undebiliiat-

ing doses,, were given, f UndebonaiTty. Obs.-~* [Un.*
12.] Ungraciousness. 13. . Prose Psalter Ixxii. 6 Hij ben
couerd wyj? her wickednes and vndebonerte [t'.r. vnbonertej.

tUnde-bted,///.fl. Obs-"^ [Un-1 8.] Not
due as a debt or obligation.

a 1564 Bfxon Art. Chr. Relig. iv, The goodnesse of God,.

,

which by the vndebted death of the same hys sonne, had
chosen them into the inheiytaunce of euerlasting life.

Undecagon (»nde*kay^n). Geom. [Irreg. f. L.

undec-im eleven, after decagon (cf. Hendecagon).
SoSp. and Pg, undecdgono, 1*". ondi^cago)ie.'\ A plane

figure having eleven sides and angles.

1728 Chamueks Cycl., Undecagon, is a regular Polygon of
eleven Sides. 1798 Hutton Course Math. (i£o6) 1. 271.

1879 Casscil's Techft. Educ. I. 251.

XJndecayable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

153^4 MoKK Treat. Passion Introd., Wks. 1270 '2 The
infinite perfection of their.. vndecayable glory. 1586 Day
Eng. Sccrctoric I. (1595) 145 Feruent and assured loue
grounded vpon the vndecaiable stnie and prop of your
vertues. c 1610 Women Saints 78 Let vs Hue.. that.. we
may leceyue in heauen vnmeasurable and vndecayable ioyes.

187a Hawthorne S. Felton (1883) 318 Safe against disease,

and undecayable by age.

Undecayed, ///. a. Also 6 Sc, ondekeyt.
[Un-1 8.]

1. Not decayed or impaired ; not reduced in

quality or condition.

1513 Douglas j^neid x. xiv. 71 Hys stalwart hart And
curage ondekeyt was gude in neyd. 1697 Drvukn jEueis x.

860 How fierce in fight, with courage undecay'd ; Judge if

such warriors want immortal aid. 1815BVKON Hebrew Mel.,
* When coldness wraps ' ii, Eternal, Iroundless, undfc.'\y'd, A
thought unseen, but seeing all. 1869 L)k. .Vkgvliv Primeval



UNDECAYEDNESS.
Man IV. 158 Accidents which did not happen to civilized

nations so long as their civilization was yet undecayed.

2. That has not begun to crumble or fall ir.

pieces; not physically waste<K
163J W. LiTHGOW Trav. iii. 86 The Temple.. Is a worke..

as yet vndecayed. a 168a Sir T, Urowne Tracts (16S31 39
Coffins of this Wood, which he found yet fresh and unde-
cayed. 1799 KiRWAN GeoL Ess. igSWe find the quantity of

iron much the same as in undecayed basalts. x8a6 Kirov
$i. Sv. EntomoLXS. xlviii. 469 The one in a putrescent and
the other in an undecayed state. 1864 J. Raine Hexham
(Surtees) I. Pref. p. Iv, In the grave were. .a chasuble, a
tunic, and a napkin uninjured and undecayed.

Hence T7ndeca7*edness.
1650 Trapp Conmt, Nitiit, xi, 7 This might be some cause

of Moses his undecayedness.

XTndecaying,///. (J. (Un-1 io.)

1599 Daniel Musoph. Wks. (1602) Avj, These Lines are
..the arteries, And vndecaying life-strings of those harts

That stil shall pant. 1641 Milton Prel. Episc, 11 The intire,

the spoilesse, and undecaying robe of Truth. 1725 Pope
Odyss, IX. 239 Unmingled wine, Mellifluous, undecaying,
and divine ! x8io Southev Kchama x. vii, Every amaranth-
ine flower Its deathless blossom interweaves With bright
and undecaying leaves. 1868 W. Cokv Lett. ^ Jrnls. (1897)
128, 1 don't care for Henri Deux and the undecaying Diane.

XTndecea-sed,///. a. (Ux-i 8.)
a 1583 MoNTCOMERiE Cfurryff Ulae (1597) 272 Like loane

6sche fast in the nette. In dead-ihraw vndeceist. 1589
Warner Alb, Eng. vL xxix. 127 For often Vprores did
ensue for him, as vndeceast. C16H Chapman Itiad xiii. 679
Of whom, some were not to be found unhurt, or undeceas d.

Undecei-tful, (7. (Un-1 7.) Also -fully adv,

1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. xviii. 31 God helpeth lus

seruants vndecejt fully. i68a Grew Anal. Roots \v. §14
Undeccitful and accurate Observation of both their Number,
and Size, must be made by the Microscope. 1744 Akensidb
Pleas. Imag. i. 383 Where is.. the seal of undeceitful good,
To save you." search from folly?

Uudecei vable, a. [Un-1 7 b.]

1 1. Incapable of deceiving ; undeceptive ; cer-

tain, sure. Obs.

1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. w. xvL (1553) I vj. Shall you
not lacke to enquyer, by what sure & vndeceiuable tokens,

a man maye descerne y* true reuelacions from y* false illu-

sions? x^i J. Bell Haddon^s Annv. Osor. 453b, Where
be those irreproveable Testimonyes, and undeceivcable
examples, whereupon you crake so luslely? 1650 Baxter
Saints' E. II. iv. {1663) a^o The way that this Testimony
hath come down to us is a certain and undeceivabte way.
i6<Sq Sturmv Marifur*s Mag. V. viii. 36 These Rules are
unoeceivabie with Authority,

2. Incapable of being deceived,
1608 Bp. Hall Epist, i. i. Shame not to haue the weake eyes

of the world see that, which once your vndeceiuable ludge
shall see. 1687 Bovle Martyrd. Theodora ii. 20 They look
on Sufferers for truth with His undeceivcable Eyes. x8a^

PoLLOK Course T. vim. 290 His votaries, who left the earth

Secure of bliss, around him, undeceived, Stood, undeceivabte

till then, i860 Kuskin Mod. Paint. V. vl ix. § 14 An un-
deceivable common sense, and an obstinate rectitude.

llence Uiidecei*vableiie8a; Undecel'vably a^z/,

ig6o Becon New Catech. Wks. 1564 I. 314 b, Tokens or

markes, whereby we may truely and vndeceaucably knowe
the true Catholyke and Apostolyke church. 1685 H. More
Paralip. Prophet, Pref, p. xii, 'lo acknowledge the Autority
and Undeceivedncss. .though not Undeceivableness or in-

fallibility of the ancient Catholick Church.

Undeceive, v. [Un-2 3.]

1. Irans. To free (a person) from deception or

mistake ; to deliver from an erroneous idea,

1598 Klorio, Disingannare, to vndeceiue, to cleare, lo free

or resolue from any doubt. 1651 Baxtkr Let. to Ch. at
Bezvdley ^ If this much will not undeceive the misled, let

them for me be deceived still. 1687 T. Bkown Saints
in Uproar Wks. 1730 I, 83, I am resolved to undeceive
mankind. 171a tr. Pomet*s Hist. Drugs I. 215, I think my
self oblig'd to undeceive the Publick. 1769 Junius Lett.

XXXV. (1788) 183 Nothing less than your own misfortunes can
undeceive yoiL 1839 Alison /list. Eur. liv. VII. 305
No sooner was he undeceived in this particul.or, than be
despatched the most pressing orders. 187s W. S. Hayward
LoT'eagst. li^orld ^$, I will very soon undeceive his lordship.

re_^. 1687 Mi^GE II, To undeceive himself, se desa&user.

1708 J. Hughes tr. E'ontenelle's Dial. \, v. 21 Undeceive
yourself, 1 beseech you, 1839 Lvtton De-,'ereux 11. vii.

It is hard to undeceive ourselves. 1890 'K. IJoldrkwooo
Miner's Right ii, My heart had only now undeceived itself,

b. Const, ^(an error, etc.).

1653 W. Ramksey Astrol. Restored To Rdr. 1 To un-

deceive my Country men of such Calumnies as are cast upon
this. .study. 1710 J. Clarke tr. Rohault's Nat. Philos.

(1729) I. Pref., A Man who had undeceived the World of

an ancient Errour. 18*3 Southev Hist. Penins, War I.

427 He was undeceived of both errors in the Peninsula.

2. To instruct by removal of error.

1649 MiLTOM Eikon. i. 13 Thus much be said in general to

bis Prayers ;..anough to undeceive us what esteem we are

to set upon the rest.

Undecei'Ved, pp^. a, [Uk-^ 8.] Not de-

ceived or imi>osed upon,
c 1400 Apol. Loll, 1 5 To haue t>e more clere and vndeceyuid

knowyng of Jjis mater. 1SS9 NIoke Dyalo^e ii. Wks. 186/

a

It may well.. happen, that the good men wel beleuing &
vndeceiued, be those that beleue the worship of ymages
& praying to saintes to be ydolatry.

_ 1747 Li>. I.yttei.tom

Monody xii, A prudence undeceiving, undeceiv'd, That
nor too little, nor too much believ'd. 1799 Wobdsw. Ruth
148 Deliberately, and undeceived. Those wild men's vices

he received. 1827 [sec Undeceivable a. 2].

ahsol. 183a WoKDSw. Rural Hlnsions 29 The World's illu-

sive shows . . For the undeceived . . Are melancholy things.

Hence Undecei'vedneas,
x68s [see Undeceivableness].

Df my youth.

sb. [f. as prec.] The

115

Undecei*ver, [f. Undeceive z/.] One who
or that which undeceives.

1643 (title\ The Vn-Deceiver. 1668 R. L'Estrange Vis.

Quev. (1708) 114 Some call me the Plain-Dealer; others, the

Undeceiver General. 1825 Lytton Falkland 20 My man-

hood has been the undeceiver of my youth.

ITndecei'ving, vbl,

action of the verb.

1648 [P. Heylvn] {title\ The Undeceiving of the People

in point of Tithes. 1653 T. Nicols Lapidary Title-p.,

Cautions for the undeceiving of all those that deal with

Pretious Stones. ^1708 Beveridce Thcs. Tlieol. (1711) HI.

331 Godliness is profitable for the soul.. in its will, by un-

deceiving of it. 1886 Hall Caine Son 0/Hagari. ii, The
undeceiving came at length, and then the Laird Fisher was

old and poor.

Undecei-viug, ///. a. (Un-1 io.)

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in, x. (1012) 403 In paying the

tribute of undeceyving skill. 1607 Hiekon Wks, I. 319 Who
would not esteeme such vndeceiuing engagements of Gods
vnchan^ing loue? X704N0RRIS Ideal World n. iii. 170 The
undeceiving answers of Truth itself,, .whose instructions are

faithful and unerring. 1747 [see UndeceivedJ.

Unde'Cency. '^o^ Obs. ot rare* [Un-1 12 and

5b: cf. Undecenta.] = Indecency i,

1589 PuTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie III, xxiii. (Arb.) 271 Diuers

points, in which the wise and learned men of times past haue

noted much decency or vndecencie. 1656 Clarke Papers
(Camden) III. 75 Upon a motion against blackpatches used

by women on their faces,all undecency in apparrell was also

moved again. 1692 South Serm. (1697) I. 482 From this

springs the Notion of Decency or Undecency; that which
becomes or mis-becomes.

b, « Indecency i b.

16X4GATAKER Transubst. 1S9 Itshould be subject to many
iindecencies, as corruption, putrefaction, mice-eating.

^
1660

Ier. Taylor Worthy Commun. Introd. 5 A disproportionate

instrument is an undecency, and makes the effect imjKissible.

111716 South Serm, (1744) VII. po Every vacuity is (as it

were) the hunger of the creation, both an undecency, and a
torment.

Uadeoe-nnary, a. rare. [f. L. undec-tm eleven t

after decennary.'] Given, occurring, or observed

every eleventh year, or once in every eleven years.

a 1847 E. Stiles (Webster), It appears from an undecennary
account laid before Parliament.

80 ITndece-nnial a, (1864 Webster.)

UndO'Cent, a. Obs. exc dial. Also 5 vnde-
sent, 7, 9 dia/,f ondocent. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

1, Unfitting, unbecoming, improper; — Indecent

a. I. Now arcA.

1546 Stipplic, Poore Commons (1871) 72 That it were farre

vndesent to musell the oxe that trauaylleth all the daye. 1576

Fleming Panopl. Eipist. 177, I thincke it undecent, that I

writing of mine owne matters, should, in yours, shewe mee
selfe negligent. x6o8 D. T[uvill] Ess. Pol. ^ Mor, 51b,

As beeing a thing altogether vndecent, that one of her com-
position should any way intermeddle with Armes, 1658

T. Wall Cl^aract. Enemies Ch. Ded. i To entitle a Book
to the name of a brother, is neither unusual or undecent. 1703

R. Neve City ^ C. Purch. 86 It would be undecent to see a

great Fabrick, consist of little Apartments, aij'ti Sheffield

(Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1723) II. 208 Tis suiely not undecent

to mention one's self when 'lis rather with censure than

approbation. 18*3 Lamb ToSouthey Wks. 1908 1. 290, 1 have

endeavoured there to rescue a voluntary duty, .from the

charge of an undecent formality.

b. Const._/i?r (a i>erson).

1559 MoKwvNG Evonym. 196 All the use of Cosmetical..

thinges oughte to be taken for unbonest ami undecent for a

man that is. .godly minded. \^xYv.n\%Cuazzo'sCiv.Conv.
III. ( 1 586) 1 59 It is an undecent t hinge for a woman to resemble

a man. 1604 T. Wright Passions iv. ii, 5 1. 1 27 Such passions

are. .vndecent for graue persons. 1660 N. Ingelo iienirv. ^
£/r, 11.(1632)113 [No more] than it is undecent for a man to

stand upon two Feet. 1685 South Serm, (1727) V. i. 28 It is

very undecent for a Master to jest or play with his Scholars.

t2. Uncomely, unhandsome, unbecomingly mean;
= Indecent <2. 2. Obs.

i6u Wither Philarete (1633) Fsb, "Twixt the Eyes, no

hollow place, Wrinkle nor undecent space, Disproportions

her in ought. 1637-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I.

118 F.iircr accesse to their Chappell, w*^** is now most un.

decent. \6^oXyv.\Dv.ii2ndPt,Conq.Cranada\tOzym. least

it from rne, like a Garment torn. Ragged, and too undecent

to be worn.

3. Offensive to propriety or moral feeling ; «= In-

decent a, 3. Now dial.

1563 Homilies 11. Excess 0/Apparel P 10 Thou, .makest of

thy vndecent apparell of thy body, the deuilles nette. 1573-80

G. Hakvev Letter-bk, Wks. (Grosart) I. 135 What Stoick or

Eremite will bar them of any merriments and iestes that are

notethermerelyundcceiitorsimpleunhonest? 1654GATAKER
Z?/jc./I/<7A 77 Away with all undecent, unwashed and defiled

langage. 1693 Dryden's yttvenal xiv . {\6<^j) ^4,-2 Much more
is it their Duty to their Children, that nothing appear corrupt

or undecent in their Family. 1711 E. Waru Quix. in He
spy 'd her stretch'd out in an undecent Manner on the Ground.

1717 /i'«/<rr/a/«tfrNo. 8.48Shocking Sentences and Undecent
Dialogues. 1810 S. Green Reformist I. 86 Aren't you
ashamed, you undecent fellow, to be appearing on the stair-

case in that there manner? 1861 J. Harr Poems 108

(E.D.L).), Twas a shamefu' undecent remark.

t TTnaexently, (i^z'. Obs. [Cf. Un-i ii and

5 b, and prec.]

1. Unbecomingly, unsuitably, improperly; = In-

decently adv.

1563 Homilies 11. Sacrament i. f 2 Lest . . this com-
fortable medicine of the soule vndecently receaued, tende

to our greater harme. 1577 tr. Jiiillingers Decades (1592)

637 Hee ought to be free, least the image of God .should

secme to bee bond vndecently. 1638 T. Spencer Logick 171

We may not thinke, that he hath omitted it : for that is to

UNDECIMAL.
charge him vndecently :.. and against reason. 1671 Gkew
Attain Plants iii. App. § 4 The Branches whereof ._. must
needs by their own weight, and that of their Fruit, un-

decenlly fall. 1716 M. IJavies /(Mm. />>/<. II. 96 Hemade
early Applications to King Henry's Queen Dowager, who
comply'd with him a little undecently.

2. Unhandsomely, inelegantly.

1587 Freseiitmt. in Essex Rev. XV, 43 The church is un.

decently and unsemely and filthily kept. 1644 Laud ilisi,

Trouh. <v Trials (1695) xxxti. 310, I Fay so too, or else my
Chappel must lye more undecently than is fit to express.

1664 J. WiiBB Stone-Heng (1725) 38 They are most unde-
cently high, saith Scamozzi. 1673 Lady's Call. I. v. § 32
Sliali she take no care how sordidly, how undecently she
appear when the King of Kings gives audience ?

3. With impropriety or indecency.
X589 PuTTENHAM Etig. Poesic III. xxiti. (Arb.) 275 It was

not vndecently spoken .
.

, for it was the cleaneliest excuse he

could make. 1603 Florid Montaigne 111. v. 522, Iknow a
hundred Cuckolds, which are so, honestlie and little vn-

decently. i6ss Stanlev Hist. Philos. m. (1687) 02/2 Another

time she offered to go to a publick show attired undecently.

1689 Burnet Trav. iii. (1750) t40 The great LibertinaRe that

is so undecently practised by most Sorts of People at Venice.

Undece'ption. [Un- 2 8.] The action of un-

deceiving or the fact of being undeceived.

1694 Gracian's Courtier's Orac. rgt At present undccep-

tion is politick, it goes commonly betwixt two lights. 1820

C. R. RIaiurin Melmoth xxix. IV. 309 Oh Margaret---that

undeception plants a dagger in tiie heart. 1870 K. I'.lack

tr. Guizofs France I. xiii. 3ot Length of life brings, in the

soul of the ambitious, days of hearty undeception.

XTlideceptioUB, -titious : see Un- 1 7.

Undece-ptive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1846 Worcester (citing

Foster). 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts i. (1885) 2 With an

undeceptive pretence of gaiety.

TTudeci'dablei «• [Un-1 7 b.] Incapable of

being decided.
1640 Bp. Hall Episc. in. v. 244 Things so utterly undeter-

mined, that they are indeed altogether undecidahle. 1683

MoxoM Mech. ExerCt Printing r An undecidable Contro-

vcrsie about the original Contriver, .remains on foot. 1737

L. Clarke Hist. Bikle (1740) II. 224 The question being

undecidable among themselves, they appeal to Jerusalem.

1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1872) V. 16 As this matter of the

Kingship is to me even now, very ' dark ' and undecidable !

tTndeci-de, v. (Un- 2 3 and 7.)

1601 Daniel Civ. Wars vl. xc, To vndiscide Th- late

concluded Act they held for vaine. 1853 Mrs. Gaskeli. Ruth
xxi. She was weary of hearing all the. .deciding, and unde-

ciding, and re.deciding, before it was possible for her to go.

Undeci-ded,///. a. and sb. [Un-i 8.]

A. adj. 1. Not decided ; unsettled ; uncertain.

IS40 in Charters, etc. Edinb. (1871) 212 The pley beand.

.

as yet ondecidit, na innovatioun suld be maid. 1588 Lam-

barde Eiren. III. i. 330, 1 find it both doubted and undecided.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxvi. 89 Glory, .forbids vs to leaue

any thing vnresolued or vndecided. 1651 Hobbks Leviath.

I. XV. 78 For else the question is undecided, and left to force.

1607 Drvden Virg. Ccorg. Iv. 132 A Cast of scatter'd Dust

will.. undecided leave the Fortune of the Day. 1731 Hist.

Litteraria HI. 762 Finding, that not^thstanding the great

pains he had taken, many Controversies remained still un-

decided. 178a Miss BuRNEY Cecilia 11. vi, Ifany thing is yet

undecided. It will not, perhaps, be amiss that I should be

consulted. i8as J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 671 It

appears to us that this point still remains in a very undecided

state. 1853 RusKlN Stones Ven. (1874) II. vi. § 91. 217 This

is not an unimportant distinction, nor an undecided one.

b. Lacking in decision or defmiteness.

i8aS Lvtton Pelham III. vii, To engage a certain rather

than a doubtful and undecided support. 1864 Trevelyan

Compel. Wntlah (i866) 292 To have.. an undecided opinion

on the question of Eternal Punishment.

c. Coursing. Not decided between the compet-

ing dogs ; indecisive.

1839 in Vouatt Dog (1845) 261 In running a match the

judge may declare the course to be undecided. 1856 ' Stone-

HENGE ' Brit. Sports 206, etc.

2. Irresolute, hesitating.

1779 Mirror No. 66, He knows .. that the undecided mind,

without choice or actiie sense of propriety, is equally acces-

sible to the next [feelings] that occur. 1791 Cowper Hiati I.

242 So doubted he, and undecided yet Stood drawing forth

hisfaulchion huge, i860 Tyndai.l C/nr. 1. xi.71 The man.,

stood beside the chasm manifestly undecided as to whether

he .should take the step. 187S Jowett /'ii/:)(ed.2) III. 173

Wlien action above all things is required he is undecided.

B. sb. Coursing. An indecisive course.

1876 Coursing Calendar 5 Miss Steel and No More ran a

short undecided. Ibid. 222 We did not make the anticipated

headway, only getting thirty courses, including the two un-

decideds.

Hence Undeoi'dedly adv.

[1847Webster.) '*5* Olmsted .Slave Slates to They seem

to move very awkwardly, slowly, and undecidedly. 1885

Sir J. F. Stephen in Law Q. Ret: Jan. 8 Their language

hovers undecidedly between two meanings.

Undeci'ding,/»/5/. «. (Un.' 10.) i8ojWoi.cot (P. Pindar)

Gt. Cry -V Little Wool ix. ii, A certain Law Lord of our days,

Agreat ««-deciding decider. 1846 Worcester (citing liurkc).

Undeci'duous, a. (Ujt-i 7 .-ind 5 b.)

1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Ctiidi Wind. 11.380 FVom bole

to bole Of immemorial, undeciduous trees. 1893 .^^* ^*
Hudson Patagonia 136 The grey undeciduous foliage of

the tree and shrub vegetation.

Uude'Cimal, a. [f. L. umiecim eleven.] Char-

acterized in some way by the number eleven.

1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 1. 24 Undecimal Silurc.Silure

with single dorsal fin of eleven rays. 1845 Encycl. Mctrop.

XXV. 1397/1 The numeration [of the New Zealanders) is un.

decimal by successive multiples of eleven.
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UNDECIMAW. 116 UNDEFACEABLE.
Unde'oiman, a. [f. as prec.] Connecteil with

eleven o'clock. Also ITndecima*rian a.

1883 C>i. Times -If Apr. 393 The service began at ten instead
of eleven. After this revolt fromihe true "Undeciman FaUh
[etc.]. 187^ MicKLETHWAiTB Afoii. Far, Churches 308 But,
says "undecimariiin respectability, we should go tocliurcb to
say our prayers and be preached to.

Undeoimarti-culate, a. Zooi. [f. L. undecim
eleven + articul-us joint.] Havinfj eleven sectionr>.

1856 W. Cl.\rk Van Her Itocven^s Zool. I. 340 Antenna;
undecimarticulate, perfoliate.

II Undeoi-mvir. Gr. Antiq, Also undecom-.
[f. L. utuiecim eleven + vir man, after Gr. ot «i'8««a.]

pi. The body of eleven magistrates in ancient

Athens. Hence Undeci'mvirate.
i7»8 Chambers Cycl^ s. v., The Functions ofthe Undedutviri

at Athens, were much the same .is those of the Prei'ots de
Afarechaussce in France. 1775 .^sn, Undccenwirate . . y the
office or dignity of the undecemviri.

Undeci'pher, 7^. [Un-^q.] irans, a. To de-

cipher, b. To make undecipherable.
i^ Gavton Pleas, Notes 1. ii, 6 It were very good policy

in times of warre, suites, or jealousie, to learne to undeciphcr
mouths, lookes, and gates. 1764 D. E. Hakkr Compan. to

Play'fu>use\\.%.\. Deniianty All bis Letters, .were constantly
decTOhcr'd f = ciphered] and undecyphered by Mr. Cowley.
1856 h^. FiTzGERALD.S'a/rtOTifrt Prelim., Ohdistracted Lover !

writing What the Sword-wind of ihelJesert Undeciphersso
that no one After you shall understand.

Undecipherable^ «. [Un-^ 7 b and 5 b.]

That cannot be deciphered or made out; indeci-

pherable: a. Of writings, inscriptions, etc.

1758 H. Walpolb Lett, to Mann 23 Feb. (1846) IM. 346
Your copyist or his original have made undecypheraule
mistakes. 4x1837 Miss Bknger in Literary Souvenir 39
This paper.. being in many parts almost undecypherable.
x86a Stanley Serm. in £*?/ (1863) 136 In another fifty years
it is probable that many of them will be almost undecypher-
able. 1877 ' H. A. Pagb' De Quincey II. xviii, 128 The rest

of this letter is so mutilated as to be undecipherable.

b. trans/.

1757 Chesterf, Let. in Misc. Wks, (1777)! IL 435 Public
matters have been long, and are still, too undecypherable
for me to understand, consequently to relate, 1823-^6 Dk
Quincey C<?«^«. (1862) 272 Its cause, its nature, and Us un-
decipherable issue. 1850 Gv.oT}i Greece Wl\. 574 In settling
the undecipherable portions of the problem. 1876 T. Hardy
Ethelberta This deep undecipherable habit sometimes sug-
gested.. Ethelberta's busy brain to her sisters.

Hence Undeolpherabi'Iity ; -ably adv,
1847 Webster, Undecipherably. x88c Ruskin Morn.

Florence 35 The whole landscape is quite undecipherably
changed and spoiled. 1890 Standard j 7 Jan. 5/3 Owing to
the undecipherability of many of the sigiiaiuies.

ITndeci'pliered, ppl. a. \\}^-^ 8.] Not de-

ciphered or made out.

a 1668 Davenant Pkilos. DiS'^uisition'WVs. (1673) 326 She
steals to Natures Closet, and from thence, Brings nought
but undecypber'd Characters. 1755 Young Centaur ii. Wks.
'757 IV. 153 Does this yet unconstnied, undecyphered
creature consider himself as an immortal being? 1837 Hood
Hero

/(f
Leander Ivii, As one, who pores on undecypber'd

books, Strains vain surmise. 1897 P. Warung Tales Old
Rfginie-2^1 The fear that, .any written message from their
friend, .might remain undeciphered.

t Undeci-sed, ///. a, [Un- l 8.] Undecided.
1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 3 For the tryall

of certen laundes and rightus which lately did depende. .in
contraversie, and yet doith depende undecised.

t Undeci'siou. Ods. (Un-1 i 2 and 5 b.)
«6ii CoTGR., Indecision, an vndecision; a doubtfull, vn-

determined, or vncleered state of things. 1795 Jemima I.

56 This state of torturing undecision shall teiminate.

Undecisive, «. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

1. = Indecisive a. i.

1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm, 132 The two Nations differing
about the antiquity of their Language, made appeal to an
undecisive experiment. 1769 Junius' Lett. xxxv. (1788) 178
Undecisive qualifying measures will disgrace your govern-
ment still more than open violence. 1796 Kirwan Elem,
Min.(c6. 2) I. 24 The analyses,. present different results,

and consequently are undecisive. 1807 G. Chalmers Ca/e-
dontal.2gi At Air-Giaila.. an undecisive conflict was fought.

1855 Singleton Virgil \. 278 When a bull.. from his neck
Hath shaken out the undecisive axe.

2. » Indecisive a. 2.

1780 Mirror No. 104, My poor friend, naturally of an un-
decisive temper,, .had accustomed himself to deliberate on
every trifle. z8o3 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Pitt ^ Statue Wks.
1812 IV. 510 So very undecbive in decision. Leaving for

future Chancery-traps provision.

Hence Undeci'sively adv. ; XTndeoi'siveness.
1771 Macpherson Introd. /fist. Gt. Brit. 174 Their law-

giver and prophets, .speak very obscurely, as well as unde-
cisively, upon the subject. 1778 A nn, Re^.^ Hist. 30/3 The
undectsivenessofthecarnpaigiihad . .occasioned a prodigious
desertion on both sides.

ITnde-ck, v. (Un-2 3.)
«593 Shaks. Rick. //, iv. i. 250, I haue giuen here my

Soules consent T' vndeck the pompous Body of a King.
1598 Florio, Disornare^ to disadorne, to vndeck.

Undecked,///, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not decked, adorned, or emf>ellished.
1570 Levins ManiS. 50 Vndecked, incultus. 1596 £"</•

ward III^ I. iL 150 The ground, vndect with natures tapes-
trie,Seemes barrayne, 1631 G. Sandys Ovid's Met.x\. (1626)
225 A Fane, vndeckt with gold or marble stone Adioynes.
1667 Milton P. L. v. 380 Eve Undeckt.save with her self. .,

Stood to entertain her guest from Heav'n. 1740 Dyer Ruins
Rome 247 Those piles undeck'd, capacious, vast. 1811 Willan
in Archaeol. XVII, 162 Undight, undressed, or undecked.
2. Not furnished with a deck or decks.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Couloirs^ The sides

of undecked vessels. 1834 Smvth Mem. Sicily, etc. iv. 123

The undecked boats of the Khegians. 1841 Emerson
Ess., Si-l/-rdiance Wks. (llohn) I. 37 Columbus found the

New World in an undecked boat. 1894 C. N. Robinson
Brit. Fleet 202 I^rge, undecked row-boats.

XTadecla-rable, a. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

c 1449 Pecock Rt'Pr. \i. xvi. 245 Of the spirit and of the

ymage to gidere in an vndeclarable niancr schulde be

maad asensibleGod. 1675 PEtiti Sn//tmons toChristendom
Wks. 1782 III. 319 Oh the peace, the joy, the pleasure and
the uiKleclarable comfort !

Undeclared, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)

1526 I'ilgr, Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 172b, Here we may pcr-

ceyue that we touched in the first peticyon, ik lefte vn-

d.eclared. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 185 'I'he breaches
whereof, he neither forgat, nor omitted vndeclared. 1599
Li/e Sir T. More 111. in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1818) II, 180

Seeing to declare the causes is so dangerous, then to leave

them undeclared is no obsiinacie. 1647 Jkr. Tavlor Lib.

Prcph. xviii. 227 This mercy which apperiaines to Infants is

so secret and undeclaretl and unconsign'd. a 1665 J. Goodwin
Filledw. the Spirit (i2>6j) ^%T M yf/G zonsi^cr God. .as un-
declared unto the world in that covenant and word. 1751
Smollktt Per. Pic. Ixviii, Pickle's intention, .was still

dubious and undeclared, 1B40 Thackeray Skabhy-gentecl

Story v, He was allowed to remain in the house, an unde-
clared but very assiduous lover. 1884 American IX. 182 A
war ne.irly unprovoked and entirely undeclared.

XTndecli-nable, a. [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.]

1. Gram. = Indeclinable a. 3.

1530 Palsgr. 77 Any other of the partes that be undeclyn-
able. 1775 Ash, Undeclinable..^ not admitting achange of
termination.

2. Unswerving; = Indeclinable ^r. i.

1610 Healey St, Aug, Citie ofGod xxii. xxx. 919 An vn.
declinable and sted-fast delight of not sinning.

3. Unavoidable ; = Indeclinable a, 2.

1653 Charleton Darkn. Atheism Dispelled 1^1 The
malignant impressions of the Stars, epidemick contagions,
or other undeclinable Accidents, a X670 Hackkt Abp.
Williams r. (1693) 107, I have shewn how blameless the Lord
Keeper was, ana that the Ofl"ence on hi?. Part was undeclin-

able. a\'j\\ Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 HI. 90 At
ev'ry Sense. .Shall Horrors undeclinable rush in.

4. That cannot be refused.

1641 Sir E. Dering Carmelite 20, I offer you a fair tryall,

and ludges undeclinable.

Hence Undecll'nably (Z^/z'., f unswervingly,
x66a STiLLiNGFL.C^r/i^. Sacrae m.iii. § 15 Speaking of tho^e

souls which are undeclinably good.

t "Crndecli-ne, v. [Un-1 14.] = Descend v. 7 b.

1651 Cleveland Poems 5 Were the note I sing Above
heavens Ela, should I uiidecUne, And with adeep-mouth'd
Gammut sound agen.., I could not reach her worth,

Undeclined,///. a. [Un-1 8.]

X. Gram. Having no cases marked by variations

in the termination.
In the following quot. the meaning is not clear :— 1509

Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. ee vij, This verbe niorior after

saynt Augustyne is vndeclyned.

1530 Palsgk. 77 Partes that be undeclyned. n(rvs^x\Avovs
remayne undeclyned. iS^S Cooper Thesaurus (') 4 This
varietie of construction is not onely to be considered in the
diuersity of cases, but also of other partes vndeclined. 1613
BRiNSLEvZ/ri^. Lit. vi. <i627) 56 The other foure last are un-
declined ; that is, such as cannot be so turned, and have but
onely one ending. aiyziyaiORDial.DeadfCAas.^ Clenard
p 2 Adverb, Conjonction, Prepo.siiion, Interjection undc-
clined. «733 J. Bhamston Man o/'l'aste 6 Good Parts are
better than Kight Parts of Speech: Since thesedecUn'd those
undeclin'd they call, I thank my Stars, that I decHn'd 'email.

+ 2. Not turned as'ide. Obs.—
'^

1638 G. Sandys Paraphr. Job 31 For in his tract my wary
feet have slept ; H is undeclined wayes precisely kept.

UndecUnin^, ///. a. (Un-' 10 ) 1830 Shelley Prometh.
Unb. I. 281 [I] thus devote to sleepless agony, This undeclin-

ing head.

fUndeco'Ct, fl. Ohs. [Un-1 7] Undigested.
1543 BooRDB Dyctary xi. (1870) 261 Hote breade is vn-

holsome. ., haustyng vndecoct humours.

Undeoocted, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] fUncookcd.
154a IJooRuii Dyetary xiii. (187a) 267 Rawe crayme un-

decocted, eaten with strawberyes or hurtes.

Undecompo'sable, a. [Un- i 7 b and 5 b.]

*= Indecomposable a. Also const, by,

1807 SoUTHEY Espriell(Cs Lett, III. 363 Nothing will

vegetate upon it, and it is undecomposable by the weather.

186s Mill Fxavi. Hamilton 13 Many of our intellectual

ideas are regarded by him as ultimate and undecomposable
facts. 1870 Jevons Elem. Logic ii. 15 A simple undecom-
posable subst.ince called by chemists an element.

TTndecomposed, ppU a. [Un-i 8.] Not
decomposed: a. Of chemical or mineral substances.

1758 Reid tr. Macquer^s Chym. I. 248 If the Fixed Alkali
be desired perfectly free from any mixture of undecomposcd
Nitre. 1789 Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 307 The volatile alkali

..will frequently pass over in great quantities undecom-
poscd. 1849 D. Campbell /M<7rjf. Chem. 49 Sometimes there

is a very small quantity of undecomposed matter remaining
undissolved. 1880 J. Lomas Man. Alkali Trade 277 Large
quantities of undecomposed manganese.

b. Of substances liable to organic decay.
(Z 1835 McCulloch Attributes (1837) III, xlii. 120 The

fallen wood in particular is useless to future vegetation while
it is undecomposed. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci., Inorg. Nat, 64
The flesli having been preserved in a sufficiently undecom-
posed state to serve as food for wild animals.

Undecompo-Bible, a. [Un-^ 7 and 5 b.] =
Undecomposable a. Also Undecomposibi'lity.
1866 Odlin(; Anim. Chem. 126 Its undecomposibility save

by oxidation. Ibid. 129 Without this additional oxygen it

has hitherto proved undecomposible. xSjqCassell's Techn,
Educ. I. 211 The other colours of the spectrum are due to
simple or undecomposible rays.

Undecompounded, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

'795 Fhil. Trans. LXXXV. 340 Wrought iron is to be con-

sidered as a simple or undecompounded txxly. 1804 Edin.
Rev. IV. 126 A number of substances which are still undecom-
pounded. 1843 Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jml. VI. 420/1 The
earihi being classed as undecompounded bodies.

Unde-corated,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

a 1763 Shenstone Ess., Gardening Wks._i777 II, 113 A
sufficient quantity of undecorated space is necessary to

exhibit such decorations to advantage. 1844 Marv Howirr
My Chvn Story ix. 84 His horn, undecorated with ribands.

1874 Lubbock Afod. Savages 107 If in the very low races ihc

women are often wholly undecorated [etc.]. 1897 J. R.
Tanner in Eng. Hist. Rev. XII. 31 The Commons found the

undijcorated facts alarming enough.
Unde corative, a. (Un-' 7.) 1881 (fee Un-' 7]. 1886

RusKiN Preetcrita II. v. 162 The undecorative structural

arran;4ement, Swiss to the very heart, .of it. Undecrea'S-
ing, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1587 Golding De Mornay vi. 72 'lo

be hhort, he calleth him ye myndly speech, ..vncorrupiible,

vnincreasing, vndecreasing, ..and firstbeknowne after God.
Undecree*, z'. (Un.^ 3.) 1667 WA7ERHousE7^/>^Zf«rt'. 182

lie that Judgment.O Lord, undecreedby thee. 1691 Drvden
A*. Arthur in. ii. As if eternal doom Could be levejsed, and
undecreed for me. 1898 [see Un-^ 3]. Undecri ed, ///, a.

(Un-' 8.) (177S AsH.J 1868 H. Bushnfll Serm. Living
Subj. 202 'i'hey fall into their places, unenvied, tmdecried.

Unde-dicated,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1661 Kovle Style o/ Script. Ep. Ded. 2 That I should let

this iJook come forth Undedicated, 1675 Han. Woolley
Gentli-wom, Comp. 100 You would not let one minute pass
undedicated to some good employment. 1794 W. Tindal
Hist. Ez'esharn 31 It is difficult to conceive., that it should
have remained long undedicaied after being built. 1881

Times 20 Dec. 4/1 With the intention of walking over the

defendant's undedicated land,

Undee* iinde(ei ^* //^^. Also 6-7 (9) unde.
[a. OF, utule^ ~ee (F. ondt^y -k\ f. L. unda (F.

(?«(35?)wave,UND.] Having the form ofwaves; wavy.
(Cf. Undy a.y OuNDY a.y Undated a., Undadea.)
1513 in Glover Hist. Derby (1829) I, App. 61, 3 I arrs

upon his nek,pabul undeot wave. 1572 Bossewell W^/w^r/tf

26 Crosses, .. vairee, vndee, nebulee, cordee [etc. J.
Ibid. 11,

28 G. beareth Or and Gules, parted per Pale, vndee. It is

termed Vndee, because t wo colors are caried one into an other,

by the maner of water trt uMed w ith ye wind. 1611 Guilmm
Heraldry 11, v. 50 This is termed a Bend Vnde. 1688 K,
Holme Armoury i. 19/ 1 Wavee, or Wavey, or Waved, or

Unde, or Surged. CS828 Berky Awf^c/. Her. I. Gloss., Unde,
L/ndt'e.. is applied to charges, the edges of which curve and
recurve, like the waves of water. 18*53 Bouiell Her, Hist.

9f Pop. xxi. 287 Barry undee of six, arg. andaz. i868Cussans
//cr. ( 1 893) 47 The lines by which a shield is divided, .may
assume any of the., forms:,. Unde, or Wavy. Nebule [etc].

t Undee-ded, a. Obs,-'^ (Un-1 9.)
1605 Shaks. Macb. v. vii. 20 Either thou Macbeth, Or else

my Sword with an vn battered edge I sheath againe vndeeded*

Undeemed, ///. a. [Un-i s.]

fl. Not judged or condemned ; iinccnsiired. Ob$,
<:iaooOHMiN 16725 Whase lefet>J>upponnhimm, patt mann

iss all unndemedd. Ibid. 17045 Ec off f^att, tait illc an mann
Issall t>wcrrtut unndemedd. c 1460 TowneUy Myst. xxi.230
Sir, the law will not he gang on nokyn wy.se Vndemjd.
iSoo-»o Dunbar Poems xviii. 50 Do weill, and sett not by
deinying, For no man sail ^ndemit be.

2. Unsuspected, unimagined.

184s Bailey Fcstus (ed. 2) 152 The words of gods. And
fragmentsof the undeemed tonguesof Heaven. 1856VAUGHAH
Mystics VI. vi. I. 3C)4 The consciou^ne<;s that all possessed is

but a drop of the illimitable undeemed Perfection yet beyond.

UndeemOUS, ^7. Sc. and •\norih. Forms:

4 vudemes, 6 vndemua, -ous, 9 urdeemoua,
-deemis, ondeemas, etc. [ad. ON. uddmiSf gen,

of lidami (Norw. tidenie, MSw. cdome) an unex-

ampled or monstrous thing or deed, f. 1/- Un-1 +
f/ffw« example, instance, related to Dfem z*., DoOH
sb. The ending has paitly been taken as -018.] Un-
exampled, unparalleled, extraordinary, remaikable.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23235 (Gott.\The fijft [paini es vndemes

of dint [Cfl/A vndemnes dint ; £'(^/«^. vndemenesof dint], ("at

J>a wreches J-ar sal hint. 1536 Bei lendf n Cron. S(ot. i. vii.

(1^41) 6 b/2 Suppone we be vincust (quhilk may nochl sue-

ceid but vndemus murdir of 30W} than sail ye l.e ane facyll

pray to 3our ennymes. Ibid. vi. xvi. 76 b/2 Thay ruschit..

on the said Komanis ; and maid sic vndemus slauchter on
thaym, that [etc.]. 1596 Dalhvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

I. 349 Edward. .gathiiis..anearmie vndemous. x8o8 Jamie-
son S.V., i/ntleemis. .money, a countless sum. >foi W.
Alexander Johnny Gibb x, An ondeemas thing o* siller.

Hence Undee*moasly adv. Sc.

1846 W. Cross Disruption xiv, It's groun just undeemously
since we cam' to Embro'.

Undeepy sb. [f. next.] A shoal, shallow place.

1513 DotGLAS /'Eneid v. iv. i:^ First Sergest behind sonc
left hes he, Wreland on skelleis and wndepis of the see.

1847 G. Lee tr. Hist, Ceylon 6 Some of their vessels were
driven into the undeeps near the place, .called Chilaw,

Undee'pi ^. [OE. tmdiep (see Un-1 7 and
Deep a.), = WFris. /Jw-, ondjip, Du. and Flem,

ofuiiepy G. iinlief.'] Not deep; shallow.
c^j K, Mlvh^g Gregory's Past, C. Ixv. 469Nis?2et raedlic

Sing, i^if swa hlutor waiter hlud and undiop tofloweS aefter

feldum. //'/(/. Ixiii. 459 On 3a;t undiope mod._ 1154 O. E.
Chron, {h^\id MS.) an. 1137, Sume hi diden in crucethus,

?a2t is in an ca;ste ^at was scort & nareu & undep. 1597
A. M. tr. Gnillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 4/2 Smalle .ind vndit-pe

woundes. J67X Phil. Trans. VI. 3074 These Galleys are
of great use both in Rivers and Un-deep Seas.

Undefa'oeable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1587 in T, Norton Calvin s Inst. Table XX x 6, Of the
undelible character or undefaceable niarke of the oyle where-
with popish Priestes are annointed at their creation. x6ii
CoTGK., Inejfa<^al'le^ vneffaceable, vndefaceable.
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Undefaced, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not defaced or disfigured ; not destroyed,

C 1400 Desir. Troy 8730 He fraynet . . How the Worse might
be keppit. . Fresshc, vndefacetic, Sl in fyne hew, 1537
Lett. Suf'Pr. Monast. (Camden) 164 The churche and house
remenyihe as yet undefacede, 15^6 £"«;'. Ch. J''ur>iiturc'

(Peacock, 1S66) 115 John hyxon hayihe ij candelslickes &
sensors vndefased, 158a tt-'iUs fj- /«:. A'. C, {Siirtees, iS6c')

100 The chamber, as yt now standeth, vndefaced. 1631
Vu'w-EYZR A/jc. Funeral Mon. To Rdr., Such memorials.. ns
were remaining yet vndefaced. 1676 Hobejes Iliad yi\ Yet
is his body uncomipt,.. And.. doth whole remain And unde-
fac'd, ihebloud all washtaway. i77j[ShrI'bso[,e & DenneI
Hist. Rochester 63 The monuments of the dead, .escaped
undefaced. 1839 Darwin I'oy. Nut. xxiii.604 'J hepiimeval
foiests undefaced by the hand of man. x8<S3 W'hvte Mel-
TiLLK Gladiators III. 165 Never again would she lie in the
moonlight, beautiful and gracious and undefaced.

2. Not obliterated or blolted out; untffaced.

1565 MS. Cott. Cal. B. to. fol. 270 Which charters remain
still undefaced. ax^x^VojwvMV^ Atheom. i, iii. § 3 (1622) ig
There is a sense of God still vndefac't. 1633 T. Nasmk
Quatemio (16^6) 224 Both he and shee are liranded with
infamie, and the stigmaticall characters remainc as yet vn-
defaced in them, ijo^ Brit. Apollo 1 1. No. 15. i/zUndefac'd
Impressions ofour Maker's Image. x8i8 Scott Br. Latum.
xxi. The softer substances, when they receive an impression,
retain it undefaced, 1873 W. Corv Lett. 9f ymls. (1897) 333
The undefaced cross and duU on the door-post.

Undefalcated, /•//. a. [Un- l 8.] Not cur-

tailed or reduced ; undiminished.
a 174s Swift l^ks. 1841 U. 223/2 A real undefalcated in-

come of 600 /. a-year. 1803-12 Bentham Ration. Judtc,
Evid, (1827) V. 187 A perfect and undefalcated interest in
the establishment of the will.

t Undefa'ine, irreg, var. of next. Obs»
1560 Holland Seven Sages 10 Lord, I am auld, and neuer

[sic] vndefame On ^our counsall, and hes bene mony jeir,

Undefa med, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)
a 1450 Knt.de la 7'cwr(i868)36Ther she might abide atte

home with her worshippe saued, vndefamed of her good
name. I53&;i Act 22 lien. Villy c. 14 Whiche apperiayne
to the libertie of the kynges subiectes undefamed. 1578
Rtg. Frizy Council Scot. III. 60 He isane trewman, knawin
honest and undefamit sen he was borne. 1623 tr. Favinc's
Theat. Hon. iil vi. 374 That the Order may lemaine pure
and vndefamed, according as it ought to doe. 1648 Hexham
II, Ondr/aemt, Vndefamed,
fUndefa-tigabl©, a, Obs, (Un-1 7 band 5 K)
1630 tr. Cnntden's Hist. Eliz. iv. 89 Aleane whil-, the Lord

I>epuly with vndefattgable paynes prosecuicth Mac-Hugh.
i66«GuRNALL CAr. in Arm. im.xx. § i Men, furnished by the
blessing ofGod on their undefatigable lal^jurs and studies,

t Undefauiting, ///. a. [Un-1io.] Unfailing.
a 1440 Found. St. Bnrthchmeiv's (E.E.T.S.)45 Hepreyid

the vndefawtynd mercy of criyst.

tUndefea-sed,///.rt. 5r. (?/»f. [Un-'8.] Undischarged.
149a Activ Dom. Co'ic. (1839) 273/1 pat f>e said James .sail

content & pay to |?e said Johne |>e somme of v li contenit in

J»e said sentence aiblirale Sc vndefesit tharintill.

tVndefeasible, <2. Obs, Also -able. [Un-1

7, 7 b.] = Indekkasible a. (Freq. in 17th c.)

1461 Rolls 0/Parlt. V. 465/2 By auncient maters of.. not-
able recor<lc undefaisiblc. 1548 Udall Frasm. Par. Luke
xxii- 165 And the said vii,torie tonsistcth in the vndcfeasable
scriptures of ye olde and newe testament. 1650 Klderfiei.d
Tyt/us 38 Foundation of dominion cannot but have settled
me a sufficient title and undc^easihle, 1695 'Ifvon Dreams
vii. 1

1 7 This great and undefeazable Law of the Creator.

Undefea't, ?'. (Un-* 3.) 1746 Gray Let, to IVnlfiole 3 Feb.,
Our defeat to be sure is a rueful affair. .; but the Duke is

gone it seems.. to undefeat us again. Undefea'table,
a. (Un-'7 b and 5 b.) a 1640 Jackson Creed x. iv. { 2 Either
by the power of their almighty Creator, or by the undefeat*
able contrivance of his wisdom, [Also in recent use.)

Undefeated, ///. a, (Un- i 8.)

[1775 Asm.] 1818 Shelley A'w*«//m^ 701 Faith, the Python,
undefeated, Even to its blood-siaincd steps dragged on Her
foul and wounded train. 1875 Whyte-Mklville A'rt/('y!f//«?

ii, Game*cocks, of which he ownt:d a choice and undefeatvd
breed, [Common in recent use.J

Hence Undefea'tedly adv,
1897 QuiLLER.Couch in Stevenson St. Ives xxxiii, He was

pale, but undefeattdly voluble,

Unde'fecated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1817 Conwm Mande-
vilU If. vi. 115 liliiie was pure, simple, undefecated >agc,
that did not dream of contrulii.g itself, Undefe'ctive,
a. (Un*' 7, 5 b.) 1599 SANnvs Europe Spec. (1632) 45 The
raost heavenly order reaching from the hcighth of al power
to the very lowest of all subjection, with admirable harmony
and undefectiue corcspondence. Undefe'Ctivencss,
(Uh-* 12.) >70» S. Parkf.r tr. Ciicro's De Finibus v. 318
As certainly as our Nature is desirous ofConsummation and
Undeftciiveness,

tUndefenced,///. a, Oi^j. [Un-1 8.]

1. - Undefkndei)///. a. 2.

1451 Capgrave Life St. Cillxrt g± So was our old man eke
disposed ^at he wold not leue J>e chirch on-dtfetised. 1544
lit! HAM Precepts War ii. li. L ij b, Let hym btware ibat he
leaue not his campe vndefenced and vnmanned. 1586 1>AY
Eng. Secretorie ii. (1595) 100 The nature of the Dolpliin is

nut to suffer the yongonesof her kind to straggle vndefenced.
1609 UibLB (Douay) Gen.^ xlii. 13 You cama to consider the
unoefensed partes of this land, 165a Hkylvn Cosmogr. 4
God sends man into the world, .nalced, and weak, anu un-
defenced against all violences and dangers
2. Un fenced.

1607 J. NoRDEH Surv. Dial. v. 239 It is common.. where
men sow their corne, in undefenced grounds, there they make
a d^ad hay. .to keepe the cattle from the corne.

Undefended,///, f?. [Un-i 8.]

tl. Not forbidden, Obs.

'399 GowER Praise of Peace 223 WcsoefTrln eveiy loud
To sfen ech other as thing undefendid. 1598 FlobiO| In*
diffeto^ vndefcnded, not forbidden.

2. Not defended or fjuarded ; tin protected.

xs6a Dorman Froo/c Cert. Articles Rcli^. 28 b. Why haue
they left bim so long vndefended, who did no other thing

then whereof them selues wer theauihois. 1660 J er. Taylor
Ductor 1. iv. rule 2 § 22 If a sober man shall st;ind alone un-
arm 'd, undefended, or unprovided, and shall tell that he will

make the Sun stand still. 1687 Dryden Hind 9f P. iii. 626
The rest were strugling still with death, and lay The Crows
and Ravens right.*., an undefended prey. 1795 IIurke Let,

to IK Elliot Wks, VII. 363 Property, left undefended by
principles, became a repository of spoils to tempt cupidity.

1810 Crabbe Borough I. 136 There siands a cottage with
an open door. Its carden undefended blooms before. 1869
TozER Hiehl. Turkey I. 200 [A] bridge, . with a single lofiy

arch undefended by a parapet.

3. Law, a. Not defended ; not assisted by legal

defence,
1607 Cowell fntcrpr-t In/ormatus non sjitn, is a formall

aunswer or of course made by an atturney,..by the which
he is deemed to leaue his client vndefended.

_
183a Miss

MiTFORD Village v. (1863) 323 The judge.. hearing that he
was a voluntarj: witness for the undefended prisoner, pro-

ceeded to question him. 1900 Daily News 4 May 5/5 The
accused is undefended.

b. Ag;ainst which no defence is raised,

i8p8 Daily Nnvs '--6 July S/7 The undefended petition of

Major.. for a divorce. 1899 //-/(/. 4 May 8/4 Action was
brought against bim. .and was undefended.

Undefe-nding, ///. a, (Un-1 10.)

1651 Jer. Taylor Strtn./or Vrar I. xx. 253 Ilirds, sheep,
and beversj who.. have not the foresight to avoid a snare,

but by their fear and undefending follies are driven thither.

1888 O. Crawfurd Sylvia Arden 329 Having to slay an un-
defending man in cold blood.

t Undefe'nsablei a, Obs, Also 7 -ceable.

[Un-1 y b.] a. « next 2. b. Unpreventable,
c i4ta HoccLEVK De Reg. Princ, 2610 Wearmes here A-geyn

the armed men, hem for to dere, Ancf naght a-geyn children
vndefensable. £1440 Jacob's Wellxo^ A knyjt wyth-outen
armoure, or armoure wyth-outen a kny^t, is vndefensable.
i6aj Callis 5/rt/. Sewers (1647) 114 Things which happen
extraordinarily by the Sea or great waters.. are counted in-

evitable and undefenceable.

TTndefensible, <t, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

1. ~ Indkfunsible a, 2,

1529 More Dyalo^e iv. Wks. 256/2 Luther hath bee fayne
fur the defence of his vndefencible errours, to. . forsake aly«
maner of profe & trial, 1830 Westm. Rev, July 85 Perhaps
it is to a little undefensible latitude this way . . that he owes
a portion of the affected contempt of Pope, Swift, and Co,

2, Incapable of defence. Also absol.

i6t6 SuRFL. & Markh. Country Earme v. v. 531 To take
away the stones were to impouerish the ground, and make
it bare and vndefensible both against the wind, heat, and
cold. 1661 J. DaviesCw. Warres 87 He.. enters the un-
armed and undefencible Town without resistance, i66x
Feltham Resolves{td. 8)11, i. 174 How l>elow the gallantry
ofman is it, to tyrannize upon the undefensibleandsenselesse?

t Undefe-naive, a» Obs. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1587 A. Day Daphnis 4- Chloe (1890) 16 Loue..had. .pre-

parea a secrete ambush wherewith to frame some notable
Dreache into the vndefensiue imaginations of these., louers.

Undefere ntially, adv, .(Un-' ii.) 1876 Rusktn y^t^rr

Clav. Ixix. 291, 1 looked at h!m, in one sense, not undt-feren-

tially, Undefi'cient, ^. (Un-'7, sb.) i854pATM0RE-4«:g'*'/
in Ho.f Betrothal ji And therefore in herself she stands
Adorn "d with undencient grace.

t Undefie-d, ///. a,^ Obs, [Un-I 8.] Undi-
gested ; unconcocled,
i398T»EVisA/>ar/A./?tf A^.iv,ix.(Tollem.MS.),Aristolel

saye^> |»at flcmme is an undeHed superfluite of mete. Ibid.

V. xxxix, (Bodl. MS.), H ('c blood is vndefied J>e body l>at is

ifed ^rewitb 8welleJ> and strecchit*. C1440 Promp, Parv,
364/2 On-defyyd, indigestus. c 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret,

25 That mete dwellith vndefied in ]pe bottom of the stomak,

Undefie-d,///. rt.2 (^Un-I 8.)

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. viii. 31 Miscreant, thou broken hast
The law of armes, to strike foe vndefide.

_ 1670 Orydkk ist

Pt. Cong. Granada i, Tarifa. .Chang'd his blunt Cane for a
Steet-potnted Dart, And. .basely threw it at him, uodefy'd.

Undefl'lable,A (UN-'7b.) 1835 Cdl. Wiseman y^f(/'/Wrt

xvL 99 Simple as light is His nature, one and tl e same
every where, indivisiole, undefilable.

Undefiled, ///.«. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not rendered morally foul or impure; unpol-
luted, untainted.

i^..E.E. A Hit. P. A. 725 He com ^yder ry^t a& a chylde,
Harmlez, trwe & vnde-fylde. c i44oCArGRAVE Life St. Kath,
v. 576 Heoffred hym-sclue on-to the fadyr of blis An oste ful

tiene, ondefiled with synne. 1504 C'tess Richmond tr. De
Imitatione iv. ii. (1893) 263 Lorde, kepe my herte and my
body vndefyled. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 13 The
law of the Lord (sayth he) is vndefiled, conuerting soules.

i6a8 Sir W. Mure Spir. Hytnne 16 That I may spreade thy
praise, thy might, With heart pure, vndefyl'de. x66a Stil-

LiNCFU Orig. Sacrge iii. iii. $ 7 He had a pure and undefiled

soul. 1784 CowpER Task 111,260 Immortal Hate!..fam'd
For sanctity of manners undefil'd. a 1839 Praeij /,<i'(r«(^

0/Draehenfels Poems 1S64 1. 150 Thou, in whose aTl-search-

ing sight No human thing is undefiled, 1851 Froude Short
Stud7{i%ti) I. 379 To., keep themselves ifpossible undefiled

by so much as one corrupt ihouKht.
absol, i6n Bible /'j. cxix. i Blessed are the vndefiltd in

the way. 1837 Monsell Hymn, * God 0/that glorious gi/t'

V, Make him and keep him Thine own child, ^leek follower

of the Undefiled I

b. Sexually pure or unpolluted ; chaste.

£1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 141 A mayd undefyled I

hope lie xal me preve. c 1470 Pol., Rel.,
(J-

L. Poems (1^03)

4 'Ihove vergyne knight ofwhom we synge, Vn-DelTiUd sithe

thy begynnyng. 1531 Elyot Gtfv. in. xviii. But whan he
knewe that tht-y were of noble lignace, he sent them un-
defiled to their parentes and kynnes folke. 1539 Ckanmer
Heb. xiii. 4 Wedlocke is to be had in honoure amon^ all men,
and the bed vndefyled. x6xi Bible IVisd. xiv. 24 'I hey kept

neither Hues nor mariages any longer vndefiled, 1667 Miltom
P. L. IV. 761 Perpetual Fountain of Domestic sweets. Whose
P.ed is undefil'd and chast pronounc't. 1710 Steki.k TatUr
No. 210 P 6, I have lived a pure and undefiled Virgin these
Twenty seven Years. 1793 Cowpkr A Tale 6 Husband.,
and wife may boast Thtir union undefil'd. 1816 Bvron Siege
Corinth xxvii, She is safe . . In heaven ;. . Far from thee, and
undefiled.

t 2. Undefaced, unimpaired. Obs, rare.
«43"-5o f. Higden (Rolls) I. 1S5 That mownte..in whom

letters wryten [in dust] were founde vndtfikde [L. illibats\
at the end of the yere. c 1460 Ostney Keg. 14 And what-bO-
euer thyng..may be i-purchased, to >em or to \txf: suc-
cessours.-vnbroke and undefylyd [L. rV/iV'd/a] abyde,
3. Not rendered foul or dirty. AlsoJ'ff.
1590 Spenser F'. Q. iv. ii. 32 Dan Chaucer, well of English

vndefyled. 1660 J. HtARDiNcJ^aj//. Valent. Chariot Antim.
3 The Chaff being .separated from the uncommix'd and un-
defiled Corn. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Verses written
in the Chiosk nt Pera 34 The streams still murmur, undefil'd
with rain. xSxt Wohdsw. Mem. Tour Continent xxxiii. 35
A sea-green river, ..With current swift and undefiled, 1826
Scott IVoodst. ii, Perhaps it is a punishment on me, who
thought the luyalty of my house was like undefiled ermine.

4. Not violated or desecrated.
1586 J. Mush Life Margt. Clitherow in Morris Troub.

Cath. Forefathers Ser. in. (1877) 363 Insomuch as now not
one Religious house standeth, not one allar unrascd and
undefiled. 1715 Rowe Lady jane Grey 11, Mercyful, great
Defender ! Preserve thy holy Altars undefil'd. 1818 Bvbon
Ch. Har. iv. cliv. In this eternal ark of worship undefiled.
1865 Miss YoNGE Clei'er Woman 0/ E'omily I. ix. 225 He
did think he had one lawn in the world undefiled by those
horrible [croquet] hoops 1

Hence TTndefl'ledly adv. ; Undefi'ledness.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. v. 24 But I wyll haue

Matrimonye obserued more holyly and "vndefyledly amonge
them that professe ihe new la we. 1583 Golding Calvin on
Dent, xxxiv. 200 Wee cannot serue him vndefyledly, except
wee bee separated from the defylings that are contrarie to

him. 1868 Nettleship Ess, Brtmming sjk, Here only could
he be led to yearn undefiledly. .after truths. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. li. 8 God requiieth *undefylednesse in the
inward partes. 71657 Farindon Scrnr. xiii. (1672) I. 274 The
colours and Beauty of it [sc. religion]; first, in its Purity.. ;

secondly, its Vndefiiedne^s, having no pollution.

Undefi'nable, a. and sb. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

1694 Locke Hum. Und, (ed. 2) ni. iv. 8 4 warg.. Names of
simple Ideas undefinable. 1750 Chfsiekf. Lett. (1774)49
That is the occasion in which manners, dexterity, ad;iiess,

and the undefineabley£«^ j^a/j quoi,, triumph, 1780 Burke
CEcon. Reform Wks. III. 3»j5 Othtr persons meriting as little

as they do, might be put upon it to an undefinable amount.
1827 Disraeli V. Grey v. xv, When he was experiencing
emotions, which, though undefinable, he felt to be new. 1884
Church Bacon viii. 201 The undefinable but very real char-
acter of greatness.

sb. 1809 Mai.kin Gil Bias x. xi!. P 23, I had no mind to

meddle any more with the dish of undefinables.

Hence Undefl nableness ; Undefi'&ably adv.

7170S Berkeley in Fraser Life (1S71) 437 There may be
another cause of the undefinablcness of ceitain ideas, ..viz.

the want of names. x886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe i2J Every
village one passes through has .. something undefinably
characteristic about it,

Undefi-ned,///. (J. [Un-1 8.] Not defined or

clearly marked ; indefinite.

i6xi Florio, Indefifiito, vndefincd. 1658 Phillips, Inde-
finite, not limited, undefined, undetermined. 1716 Addison
Freeholder No, 31 P 5 The Terms which the Author makes
use of are loose, general, and undefined. 1797 Godwin En-
quirer I. xii. 105 A sort of floating and undefined reverie.

1844 KiNGLAKE Eothen viii, 'ihe prestige created by the

rumours of her high and undefined rank. 1875 Jowett
Plato {^A. 2) IV. 156 Theology.. is full of undefined terms
which have distracted the human mind fur ages.

Hence TTndeflziedly adv. ; Undefi'nedness.
x8a7 MoNTGOMt:RY Pelican Isl. ix, icjo His soul explored

immensity. In search ofsomethingundefincdiy great, a 1833
Bentha.\c Language Wks. 1843 VIII. 304/1 Clearness, as
opposed to: i. Obscurity, 2. Ambiguity, 3. Undefiiiedness.
i96o J, YovNG Pr07'. R I asm 47 Only through and on account
of this undefinedness. .is Being non- Being.

t ITnde-finite, a. [Un-1 7.] = lM)EriNiTE«.
1589 Nashe Anat. Ahsnrd. Epistle, The vi definite desiie

to be suppliant vnto you in some subiett of witte. 1603
Florio Montaigne \. ix. 17 The opposite of truth hath many
many shapes, and an vndefinite field.

TTndeflexted, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

i8s« Bailey Festus{*iA. 5) 475 The sun-sire and the death*
world too, And undeflected spiiit, pure from Heaven, 1882
GbiKiE Textbk. Geol. iv. vii. i. § 3. 554 'J he d>kes may be
traced undeflected across some of the largest faults.

t Undeflore, «. Obs. [Un-1 7.] ^ Indeflobe«.
a 1568 Bellkndkn BcnncrofPietie 138 (IJann. MS.), The

secund wes ane richt excellent thing, (juhen moderfull wes
the Virgin, vndetloir.

TJndeflowered, ///. a. (Un- i
8.)

(rt) a 1533 Ld. Berneks Gold. Bk. M. Autel. li. (1535) loi b,

They leaue no cattayle vnslayne, no gardeyne vnrobbed,
no wyld beest vnchased, nor no mayde vndtfloured. 160a
Dekker Stittrom. Wks. 1873 I. 225 A charme, that shall lay
downe the spirit of lust, and keep thee undeflowerd. 1641
Earl Monm. tr. Biondi's Civil liars 11. 83 No maidenhood
was undeflowred, nor marriage Ijed unviolated,

{b) 1641 Milton Reform. 11. Wks. 1851 in.6s Much more
may a King injoy his rights, and Prerogatives undeflowr'd,

untouch'd. 1678 Cudworth lutell. Syst. i. v. 728 The
Atomick Philosophy [has been]resturcd,as it was in its first

genuine and virgin state, undeflowred as yet by Atheists.

1746 VouNG Nt. Th, IX. 1210 Minds elevate, .alone obtain
Full relish of existence un-deflowcr'd. a 1B61 D. Gray Poet,

W^Xf.(i874)23 He feels As one newborn to being undeffowered.

tUndefoi-led,/'/^. a. Obs, rare, (Un-18. Of.

de/oil Defoul v.)

at^*%ProsePial.'er{,iZ<)i)iqi^'fi\\{f:.)i bol Jif ichon kepe
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hole &nou5t de-fouled (r'.r.vndefoylidj,. .he shal peris wy|>.

omen ende. [1859 J. T. Staton Song Sol, vi, 9 Ma dove,

ma undercut, is but one.]

t Undefoi-ling, vbl. sb, Ohs. (Un- l i 3 ; cf. prec.)

c 14*5 .S7. Mary c/ Oignics ii. iii. 26 in Anglia VIII. 158
Vndefoylynqe of |>c forseyde holy virgyns.

Undeformed, ppL a, (Un-i 8.)

i67a-3 Grew A nat. Roots i. v. § 8 To be chosen, while the

Pl.-int is yet growing ; at which time, it may l)e often found
dry, yet undeformed. C1714 Pore Let. Wks. 1751 VII.

127 The sight of so many gallant fellows, with all the pomp
and glare of war, yet undeform'd by battles, . . may possibly

invite your curiosity. i8ia Urackenridge yieivs Loutsiaua
(1814) 34 Those clean smooth meadows,- -covered with a
short sweet grass .. , undeformed by a single weed ! 1886 E.

Ward Dress Problem v. 84 Strong, healthy lungs and an
undeformed pelvis.

tUndefon-led,///. fl. Obs, (Uk-i 8.)

Common from c 1380 to 1450.

13.. Fropr.Sanct. (Vernon MS.) 95 in Herrig's Archiv
LXXXI. 86 He him kneuh for Innocent And vndefoulel.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. iv. (1868) 40 Yif t?at J-ilke J?ing

. . be kept to }>e . . vnwemmed and vndefouled. c 1410 Hoc-
CLKVE Mothero/God i Modir ofgod and virgyne vndefTouIed !

a 1450 Kilt, lie la 7'^Mr(i868) 157 She that hathe atte al tymes
putte her payne in trauaile to kepe her body vndefouled and
in clennesse. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg, 392/1 That I may
haue the prepucye vndefouled.

t Uadefou'lingness. (Un-' 12.) ci^oo H^yclifiie Bible

I Pet. iii. 4 Ihe hid man of herte, in vncoruptibilite [MS.
AVrt/C/'/A 67vndcfou]it>gnesse]ofquyete..and mylde spirit.

Undefrayed,///. «. (Un-i 8.)

1611 CoTGR., /«j(»/«, vnpayed, vndischarged, vndefrayed.

17*7 Bailev (vol.m 1817 Monthly Rev. LXXXIV. 520
The expcnces of alterations at Osmanstadt were still unde-
frayed. 184a Madden Uttited Irishmen I. x. 325 No ex-

penses of these gentlemen were left undefrayed.

Undegeneraoy. (Un-1 la.)

1793 HoLCROFT ir. Lavater^s Physiog. xxxy. 180 Much
has been said of the openness, undegeneraoy, simplicity and
Ingenuousness of a childish and youthful countenance,

Undegenerate, a. (Un-i 7.)

1743 Blair Grave 470 Fantastic schemes, which the long
livers In the world's hale and undegenerate days Could
scarce have leisure for. i8za Cami-iiell ' Men ofEngland^
i, Men whose undegenerate spirit Has been proved on land
and flood. 1854 H. Miller Sck. ^ Schiu. xiii. (t86o) 135/1
While the as yet undegenerate plant had merely borneatop
a few florets. 1870 Ruskin Led. A rt i. 27 We are still un-
degenerate in race. 1C97 AUbutt's Syst. Alcd. VII. 229'1'he

quick normal response of the undegenerate muscle-fibres to

the negative closure.

Undege-nerated,///. a, (Un-1 8.)

1794 Mrs. Piozzi Synon. I. 354, I believe large oxen, .do
no more work., than beasts of the common undegenerated
size. 1897 Trans. A mer. Pediatric Soc. IX. i68Aconstant
and potent factor in,. maintaining the type undegenerated.

Undegenerating, ///. a. (Un- i i o.)

1606 in Nichols Progr. ;?a5. /(1828) II. 51 We of hereditary

and fee-simple blood, and undegenerating valour. 1603

EvEi.VN tr. De la Quint. CompL Gardener^ Melons x The
most Undegenerating sort of Melonsarc.ofa middling Size.

1753 West Odes Pindar^ Nemean Odes xi, Him, whose un-
degenerating Breast Swells with a Tide of Spartan Blood.

tUndegra'de, obs. Sc. var. of next.

c 1560A. ScoTT /W7Wj(S.T.S.) xiv. 13 In lykwayis dois hir

bewty vndegraid Transcend all vj>iris, wyfe, wedow, or maid.

Undegra-ded,///. a, (Un-^ 8.)

1*775 Ash.] 1821 V. Knox Rem. Grammar Schools 24
The intention of a founder in preserving grammar studies

undegraded ought to be held sacred. 1825 Scott Talism.
3tv, It is King Richard's pleasure that you die undegraded.

1853 Ruskin Stones Ven. II. vi. 179 It can shrink into a
turret, . .or spring into a spire, with undegraded grace.

Unde'ined, ppL <*. [f. next.] Reduced from
the position of a deity,

1643-^ Milton Divorce \. vi,ThatoriginaIl and firle vertue
giv'n him by Fate, all on a sudden goes out and leaves him
undeifi'd and despoiPd of all_ his force. 1858 Fkoude Hist.
Eng. III. XV. 287 The undelfied images passed by a swift

transition to the flames.

Unde'ifyf ^. [Un-2 6 c] trans. To deprive

of the status, character, or qualities of a deity.

1637 R. Ashley tr. Malvczzis David Persecuted 119 All

sinners in regard of themselves doe undeifie him. 1664
H. Mokb Myst, Inig. vi. 121 It is plainly to un-deify him,

if I may so speak, and to declare him to be no God at all.

X71X Addison Sped. No. 73 f n An Idol may be Undeified
by many accidental Causes. 1789 J, Whitk Earl Strongbotv
1.93 Modern Nobleswho employ their pens in writing down
religion, and undeifying their Redeemer. 1845 R. Wabdlaw
in Ess. Chr, Union vi. 307 The acknowledgement of Him
undeified all else besides. 1871 hlhcnvrv J'atmos 161 Let
usnotdethtoneand undeify the great Maker and Sustainer.

re/l. 1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. App. i. 15 They must un-

deiBe themselves, and become no Gods of other Cities, before

Ihey are allowed to be Gods in that. 1700 Asgill Argu-
ment 36 God cannot lie without undeifying himself. 1709
Brit. Apollo II. Na 44. 2/1 To act contrary to his own..
Eternal Essence, and Consequently to Ur-Deify himself.

absol. 1718 WouROW Corr. (1843) II. 353 This would infer

a superior excellency in the First, and undeify.

Hence Unde'lfying vbi. sb. and///, a.

1637 R. Ashley tr. Mah-ezzPs David Persecuted 4 It is

an undeifying of God. a i68oCharnock Attrib.GodiiZ^^)
I. 201 When we come before him with undeifying thoughts
of him. 1864 PusEY Led. Daniel 271 noti\ The whole
boasted theoiy then.. was at stake, and, with it, the whole
undeifying of prophecy.
Undei'stical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1755 Young Centaur 218,

I, therefore, drop this dispute, not only as Unchristian, but
Undeistical too.

Undeje-cted, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1613 WiTHKR Abuses Stript Ep, Ded. Av, In despight
of outward Destinies haue a care to keepe an vndeiected
heart still free for Vertue. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant, vii.

118

19 Wisdome affords more strength, more fortifies The un-

dejected courage of tlie wise. 1729 Conghevk Epist. to Ld.
Cobham 6 Not so robust in Body, as in Mind, And always

undejected, tho* declin'd. 1783 V. Knox Ess. iv. I. 19 We
shall indeed often fall; but let us rise again undejected.

1862 LvTTON Sir. Story W, My children would have entered

on manhood., undejected by the charity of strangers.

tfndela'ted,///. rt. (Un-* 8.) 1597 in Maitland CI. Misc.

(1840) I. I2Q That na eldar..sufrir ane singill woman. .to

dwell hir allane in ane hous undelaited to the sessiouiie of

the kirk. Undelay able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) i6a8 Feltham
Resolves n. xxii. 72 With what vndelayable heate, does the

lime.twig'd Louer court a deseruing lieautie ? 1887 Lowell
Democr.t etc. 6 The undelayable year has rolled round.

Undelayed, ///. ^.i [Un-1 8 + Delay v^'\

Not delayed or deferred ; unretarded ;
immediate.

1439 in Eenland N. ^ Q. July (1905) 221 Hasty and un-

delaied provision of gret and notable puissance. 147J

Paston Lett. III. 64 The Kynge hathe specially doon
for me in thy case,.. that iff thys fayle..I shalle have on-

delayed justyce. 1540 Ad 32 Hen. VIII, c. 48 More redy

& vndelaicd paimentes herafler shallje had and made to all

officers. 1591 in Picton L'poot Munic. Rec. (188.^) I. 82 The
first buier of the same shall, .geve undelaied notice. .hereof

to Mr. Maior. 1611 Speed Hist, Gt. Brit. jx. xxlv. § 190

The demand of the Queene was, to haue,. a present and
vndelayed truce. 1667 in xoth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. V. 40 It may p!ease your Grace to require the said

Christopher., to make your petitioner undelayed satisfaction.

rti7ix Kkn Serm, Wks. (1838) 204, I earnestly exhort you
to a serious and undelayed repentance. x8i8 Scorr Rob
Roy X, He wished to get back to his own country, undelayed
and unembarrassed by any. .judicial inquiries.

b. qiiasi-flf/z/. Without delay.

1470 Harding Chron. cxix. iv, Vpon the holy euangells

sworne vndelayed, The kyng graunted hym his grace. 1653

Milton Ps. vii. 59 His ill irade Of violence will undelay'd

Fall on his crown with ruine steep.

Hence Undelayedly adv.

1S34 Hen. VIII in Froude //«/. ^«^. (1858) II. 231 We.,
command you that you do make, undelayedly, and with all

speed and diligence,, .advertisement to us. 1603 Flokio
Montaigne it. v. 213 AH the assemlilie, a.id even his accuser

himselfc did vndelayedly follow him towards the temple.

t Undelayed, ///. «.2 Obs, [Un-i 8 + Delat
z;.-] Undiluted ; not weakened by dilution.

1600 SuHFLET Countrie Earme vi. xxii. 780 The learned..

haue alwaies reiected and disallowed pure and vndclaied

wine. 1601 Holland/'/Zm^' II. i74The same being vsed with

pure vndelaied wine, is singular for the prick of scorpions.

Undelay ing, ///. a. (Un-i io.)

1791 Cowper Hiad xxiil 163 Undehying each Complied,
and in bright arms stood soon array'd. i8ao Shelley
Prometh. i/n^. in. iii. 157 Trampling the. .glassy lakes With
feet unwet, unwearied, undelaying. 1882 Myers Renewal
0/ Youth 76 Von unhurrying undelaying star.

Undele-ctable, a, (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

i6io Healey St. Aug. Citie of God ix. xv. 352 The
diuels immortality is mi.serable;: But Christs mortality hath
nothing vndelectable. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shatuiy iv. xxvii,

The genial warmth.. was not undelectable for the first

twenty or five-and-twenty seconds.

Undelegated, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1790 liuKKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 398 It is one instance,

among many indeed, of your assumption of undelegated
power. 1815 Monthly Rev. LXXVII.468 [He] would never

have usurped an undelegated authority.

Undeliberate, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)

15. . [see Undelivered///, d,']. 1593 Nashe Christ's T.

91 b. Let not worldlings Judge thee inconstant, or vndeliber-

ate in thy choyse. 1753 Richardson Grandison (1781) V.

xxxviii. 237 It was not a request made on undeliberate

motives. 1874 Lowell Agassiz iii. i, With no pedant

blindness to the worth Of undeliberate mirth. 1876 Ruskin
Eors Clav. Ixviii. 271 The difference between deliberate and
undeliberate heartlessness..is for God to judge.

Hence Undeli'berateness.
1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1907) II. 41 With due allow-

ances for the undeliberateness, and less connected train, of

thinking natural and proper to conversation.

Undeli-berated,///. a. (Un-i 8 and 5 b.)

a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. viii. § 87 The strange manner
of the Prince's coming, and undeliberated throwing himself

and all the King's hopes into that suddain and unnecessary
ICngagcment. 1874 Pl'Sf.y Lent. Serm.252 Our undeliberated

close-cleaving weaknesses.

Undeliberating,///. a. (Un-1 io.)

31763 Shenstone Economy ii. 78 It much avails to seize

the present hour, And, undeliberating, call around Thy
hungry creditors. 1768 Sterne Sent, j^ourn. (i;j82) II. 10

She did it of herself with.. undeliberating simplicity.

t Undelible, «. [Un-1 7.] = Indelible a.

1534 MoitE Treat, Passion Wks. 1316/2 The caracter and
spirituall token, by baptisnie imprinted in the soule, is vn-
dclible and neuer canne be putte out. 158;^ [see Undeface-
able a.]. 1679 Jknison Popish Plot 13 Which I knew would
undergo an undeleble blot. 1747 Carte Hist. Eug. I. 213
That army composed of their followers, was branded with
an undelible mark of reproach.

Undelicious, a. [Un-1 7.] fa. Not dainty

or delicate. Obs. b. Not pleasant or agreeable,

a 1618 Sylvester tr. Mathien s Mem. Mortalitie u. xcvii,

Little sufficeth Life in th' un-delicious. 1829 I. Taylor
Enthus. ix. 246 The spiritual Monk . . there passed his hours,

not uncheered, not undelicious, in prayer and meditation.

Undeli'ght. [Un-1 12.] Lack of delight.

1821 Shelley Ginevra 20 The weary glare.. Vexing the

sense with gorgeous undeUt;ht. 1835 Trench Poems 176 If

at seasons this world's undelight oppressed him.

Undeli-ghted, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)

1667 Milton /'. L. iv. 286 From this Assyrian Garden,
where the Fiend Saw undclighted all delight. ijiT^Guardian
No. 68 f 2 If she has no Relish for rural Views, but is undc-
lighted with Streams, Fieldsand Groves, a 1763 Shenstone
Ess. Wks. 1765 II. 228, 1 love painting and statuary so well.

UNDELUDE.
as to be not undelighted with moderate performances. 1805
WoBDSW./'n'/«(/« in. 217 Could 1 behold.,, with undelighted
heart, So many happy youths ? 185a M. Arnold Empedocles
ir. 296 Uncaring and undelighted.

Undelightful, 3. (Un-i 7.)

Frequently used witli preceding negative.

1585 IIuLLOKAR /Esopz Eol'lz 1 55 Go-away bene* with a
mischef, with that thy vn-deliht-ful howsband. 1599 Daniel
Lei. Odnvia xli, Wretched Mankind, wherfore hath nature
made The lawfull vndelightfull? 1616 Breton Good^ Bad
Wks. (Grosart) II. 5/2 Hee is.. an vndelightfull friend, and
a tormentor of himselfe. i66a J. Daviks tr. Olearins' Voy.
Ambass. 274 The Dancing of the Women.. was not un-
delightfull. 1683 Sir T. Ukowne Chr. Mor. 111. § 22 In such
an Age Delights will be undclighiful and Plf.isures grow
stale unto him. 1743 Richardson Pamela IV. 221, lam
now . . quitting this undelightful Town, as it has been, aiid is,

to me. 1775 S.J. 1'katt Liberal Opin. xc\i\\. (1783) III. 215,
I never felt such feverish, yet not undelightful attacks befoie.

('1819 Shelley Ess. <y Lett. {1887) 305 Tacitus, or Livius, .

.

are. .undelightful and uninstruciive in translation. 185^
Mrs. Olii'Hant Curate in Charge viii, The odour of this

very undeliglitful feature in the scene.

>Ience Xlndeli-ghtfally adv, ; -fulness,

1653 Cloria f^ Narcissus 1. (1665) 79 They soon retired,

with the undelightfulness of the prospect, into their own
l^gings. 1783 Johnson Let. io Airs. Thrale 13 Aug., Ovid
says that the sun is undelightfulty uniform. 1893 Swinburne
Stud. Prose (5- Poetry (1S94) 32 In this, .his real.. kinship to

his beloved Dr. Johnson. .was not undelightfully manifest.

Undelighting, ppi. a. [Un-I io.]

1. Taking no deliglit or pleasure {in something).

1570 FoxE A. ^ M. (ed. 2) 37/1 The vndelityng wil of man
to God and hys word. 17918 Monthly Mag. VI. 556 Un-
delighting in so artificial a deception, he would have fallen

off in the courage to persevere.

2. Affording no delight or pleasure.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) 11. 546 What keeps them
in slavery under an undelighting habit, but because it would
cost them pains to break it?

Undell'ghtsome, a. (Un-' 7.) c 1586 C'te.ss Pembroke
/v. cxxxix. iv, O whither might 1 take my way?.. To dead
mens nndclightsume stay? There is thy walk. Unde-
li'neable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1767 Mrs. S. Pennington Lett.

1.122'lhe utter impossibility of expressing what ihey feel to

bcctjually true and undelineable.

Undeli-verable, a, (Un- ^ 7 b.)

In recent use esp. of postal matter, as in quot. 1862.

1843CARLVLE Past f^ Pr. 11. xvii, Fix thyself in Dandybood,
undeFivcrable : it is thy doom. 1862 Trolloi'E N, A tner, 1 1.

388 The task of returning to their writers undelivered and
undeliverable letters.

t Undeli'verance. [Un-^ 12.] Non-delivery.
a 1578 LiNDESAV (Pitscottiej Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 313

The erle of argyle vas put to the home for ondclyuerance w
certaine jowallis.

Undeli'vered,///. a.^ [Un-1 8 + Deliver vA]
1. Not handed over or transferred to another's

possession ; not delivered or distributed,

1472-3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 5/2 [The money] there to be
kept, undelyvered by eny mean unto You, Soverayn Lord.
1561-2 Reg. Priz>y Council Scot. I. 203 To kcip the samyn
in his handis and keping undeliverit to George Dowglas.
a 1600 Hooker EccL Pol. vii. xxiv. § 17 To withdraw any
mite of that , . bequeathed, though as yet undelivered into the

sacred treasure of God. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comtn,
Alin, Bk. (1855) 7Q We resolve to keip the commissione un-
delyverit till we heir from you. 1767 in Nairne Peerage
Evidence {1874) 169 These presents shall be habit and repute

a valid & delivered evident albeit found.. undelivered the

time of my death. 1775 Sheridan Duenna \. iii, 1 must slip

out to seal it up, as undelivered. 1842 Tvti,f,r Hist. Sipt.

(1864) IV. 29 If lie found the fortress, .undelivered, he was
to remonstrate loudly against its being surrendered. 1887
Daily Neivs 6 Oct. 2/8 Discovery of undeUveied letters.

2. Not set free or released. Also const. /?vot.

121513 Fabvan Chron. vii. 382 The prynce . . remayned
longe after vndelyuered w' many other ^>rysoners. 1653
Milton Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 330 'Jo deliver us the only
People of all Protestants left stnl undeliver'd from the

Oppressions of a simonious decimating Clergy. 1721 Strvpe
Eccl. Me$n. ill. xliii. 355 He.. did as much as possible he
might to see them undelivered. 1837 Wordsw. White Doe
Introd., The soul.. from mortal bonds Yet undelivered.

f 3. Not dispatched or disposed of. Obsr'^

1535 Stewart Cron. Scotl. (Rolls) 1 1. 240 The Saxone herald
thair remaning maid, ^it wndeliuerit on bis ansuer baid.

4. Of a child : Not brought forth or bom.
1595 Daniel Civ. Wars ii. xcvii, This mighty buithen

wherewithall they goe Dies vndeliuered, perishes vnborne,

6. Of a woman : Not disburdened of offspring.

1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 434 It is not improbable that.. the poor

woman . .survived as long as she would have done, if she bad
l)een permitted to perish undelivered. 1871 A. Meaix>ws
Man. Midwifery (ed. 2) 242 Rather than see the mother die

undelivered, I used the perforator and extracted,

6. Not made or attempted.

1895 Re7-unu ofRev. Aug. 148 An attack, which now, alas,

must remain for ever undelivered.

t Undeli-vered, ///. ^.^ Obs.-^ [U»-i 8 +•

Deliver z;.-] Unconsidered ; unwise.
r 1425 WvNTOUN Cro7t. V. xi. 3172 OfiF I?are counsall and

assent, And vndeliuerit [ 15 . - Lansdoivne MS. vndeliberaitj

avisment, Thare estait hat renunsit haill.

Undeli'Very, [Un-1 12.] Non-delivery.
1679 in W. M. Morison Did. Decis. (1807) 16178 The de-

fences, for Lothian, which resolved into two, the incomplete-
ness, and undelivery [etc.].

Undelu'dable, rt. (UN-'7b.) X839J. Sterling £«., etc
(184S) I. 365 Those who hold themselves undeludable.

Tlndelude, v, [Un-- 3.] trans. To fref

from delusion or deception ; to undeceive.

1654 EarlOhrkry Parthen, (1676) 77 All things had con-

tributed to undelude you. a 1711 Ken Hymnotlieo Poet.
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Wks. 1721 III. 325 She. .Would not consult her Adam first,

lest she Should by his Counsel undeludcd be.

Undelu-ded, ///. a. (Un- 1 s.)

1746 Young Nt. Th. ix. 1022 There.. she [the soul] can
rove at large ;. .And, undeiudcd, grasp at something great,

1756 Dtnn-Rep 22 Ye undeluded shun the fiow'ry shore,
Nor split, where thousands have been wreck 'd before ! x8i6
Byron A Skitch 20 That high Soul, .panted for the truth it

could not hear, With longing bre.ist and undeluded ear.

Undeluged, ///. a, (Un' 8.) 1791 Cowper Odyssey
XXIV. 621 Peace, O ye men of Ithaca ! while yet Ihe field

remains undeluged with your blood. 1819 Campbell Rain*
bow 21 When o'er the green, undeluged earth, Heaven's
covenant thou didst shine. Undelu'sive, a, (Un-* 7.)
1817 TiENTHAM Pari. Reform Introd. 104 Sound, dispassion-
ate, and undelustve information. 1829 VJov.o^'*!. Humanity
14 Inviting. . ears and eyis To watch for undelusive auguries.
Undeive, v. [Un-2 q,] trans. To dig up.
1340 Ayenb. 6i pet is l>e felHsie best l>et me clepej* hyane^

J>et ondelfb J>e bodies of dyade men and hise etep.

Unde-lved, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)
]6oa Kyd's Sp. Trag. iii. xii. a 84 All the undelued mynes

cannot buy -An ounce of iustice. 1623 Lisle yEi/ric on
O.^JV. Test, Ded.xviii, This three-cornered He,. .Unfens'd,
undelv'd, ungardined, unset. 1704 Southev Botany Bay
Eel. i, Welcome, ye wild plains Unbroken by the plough,
undetved by hand Of patient rustic

Undema-gnetizable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1876 S. Kensington
Aftfs. Catal. No. 1703, Pair of Undemagnetisable Coiis, de-
signed in i866. 1882 Crystal Palace Intemnt. Electric
E.xhib. Catal. 17 Hrittan's Undemagnetizable Needle.

Vndemanded,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1513 DoiGLAs /Eneid vl viii. 46 Vndemandll. with freyndly
wordis and soundis Enee hym giat, sayand teicj. a 1652
BttOME Mad Couple \\\. i, Will you never, .receive that onety
fit for you to understand, which 1 deliver to you undemanded?
1748 Thomson Cast. Iniiol. i. xxxiv, Some hand unseen these
silently display'd, Even undemanded by a sign or sound.
S796 AIme. D'Arblay Camilla V. 409 To present herself.,

undemanded and unforgiven at Etherington, she thought
impossible. i860 Forster Gr. Remomtr. 28 With new
conditions of restraint and constitutional safeguards before
undemanded, assistance is rendered again.

t Undeme-rited, ///. a. <?(^j. [Un-1 8.] Un-
merited ; undeserved.
J629 pRYNNE God no JtH^stoT 13 PulHng downe many vn-

demerited blessings, vpon Reprobates and Castawayes. 1644— Check to Britannicus 4 His undemerited free Pardon.

fUnde-mnified, ///. a. Obs. rare, [Un-18:
cf. Indemnify- z/.^] Uninjured, unhurt.
1576 Newton Lemnie''s Complex, 15 b, Hee therefore that

woulde prescrue his spirites vndemnifyed . . must endeuour .

.

tokeepe his body in right good plight. x66&V<l max.t Ifexapla
Exoti. 487 How much should he remaine vndemnified, ..

which goeth to the bosome of his mother the Church?
Undemocra'tic, a, (Un-i 7.)

1839 T. Mitchell Frogs of Aristopk, Introd. p. cv,
j'Eschyliis,j;oung, ardent, and at that time not undemocratic
in his politics. 1856 Olmsted Slaz'C States 183 Through
a similar undemocratic, uneconomical and unjust, .exercise

of power. 1895 Tilinker \l\l. -2^2 All assumptions of sacer-
dotal superiority and sanctity are undemocratic
Hence XTndeittOcra'tically adv.
1865 E. BuRRirr li^alk to Lauifs End ^6^ How we glory

in the humljle origin, as it is most undemocratically called^

of our great men I

Undemo'lishable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1837 Carlvle Fr.
Rev. II. V. xii, Will jingle and fanfaronade demolish the
Veto ; or will the Veto, .remain undemolishable by these?

TTiidemo'lislied, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

1571-J /x eg. Pn'ry Council Scot. ScT. I. II. 121 Forsauftie
of the houssts.. being within the same unbrint and [unjdi'

molissit. 1610 J. Healey St. Aug. Citie 0/ God 82 This
Nasica would haue Carthage stand stil vndemolished. 1634
SmT. Heriiert Traz>. 117 Astately Palace, which rcmayncd
vndemolisht for many ages. 1708 J. Philips Cyder i. 182
Then also, tho* to foreign Yoke submiss. She undemolish'd
stood, and even 'till now Perhaps had stood. 1837 Carlyle
/r. Rev, II, in. V, Vinccnnes stands undemolished, reparable.

Undemonstrable, a. (Un- i 7 b and 5 b.)

1594 Hot^KER Eccl. Pol, III. ix. § 2 Out of the precepts of
the tawe of nature as out of certaine common & vndemon*
stiable principles. 1865 Reader i^ Oct. 420/2 The theological
or undemonstrable part of the question.

TTndemonstrated, ///. a, (Un- i 8.)
1648 Hkxham ii,0«^.Vo(f«/,Vnshownc,orVndemonstrated.

X657 Houbes Absurd Geom. Wks. 1845 VII. 378 Your first

forty*one propo>itions are undemonst rated. 1794 Monthly
i?n/. XIV, 285 We seek in vain for the facts that should di$>

prove., this undemonstrated but very passible circumstance.

1833 Hamplien Bampt. Led. 433 He professes also not to
rest the proof of his point on mere undemonst rated faith,

but on exact argument. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent
II. viii. 334 We are bound to give heed to the undemon-
strated sayings and opinions of the experienced and aged.

ITndemo nstrative, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Not {jiven to, or characterized by, outward ex-

pression (of the feelings, etc.),

1846 Edin* Rev. Jan. 48 That type of an undemonstrative
Englishwoman, Cordelia. 1847 C. Uronte "Jane Eyre xxix,
* You sliall,' repeated Mary, in the tone of undemonstrative
sincerity which seemed natural to her. 1880 Mrs. Rollins
New Eng. Bygones {\ZZi) 87 Repulsive siK:ctacles..on the
surface of its pure, calm, undemonstrative life.

2. Cram. (Cf. Dkmonstkative a. 3.)
1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue 457 Two or three viry

undemonstrative conjunctions, such as if but,for, tliat, &c>
Hence TJndemo-iiBtratively adv. ; -iveness.
1858 Miss MuLocK Tit. ah. Worn. 167 Its total absence of

sentimentality, its undemQnslrativeness, depth, and power.
iftSf W, Hanna Earlier Years our Lord's Life vi. 133
Ltvine so naturally, unostentatiously, undemonstrative! y.

UndetnuTe, a, (Un-' 7.) 1538 IJalr Thre Lait-es n.

A viij h, The Ixj-ostes oft vndcmure, Whych were It-ft to
mannys cure, Wyll hyni sumtyme deuoure. Undcn, ?'.

(Un-' 5.) 1598 Florio, Scopare,. .to rouze, to vndenne, to

vnkenell. 1613 Heywood Brae. Age 11. li, Some plant the
toiles, others brauely mount To unden this sauadge.

Undeniable, ^. [Un- ^ 7 b and 5 b.j

1. That cannot be denied or refuted ; incontro-

vertible, indisputable,

1547 CovEKDALE Old Faith E viij b, Now is it certayne and
yndenyable, that he which speaketh, & he to whom ought
is spoken.arenot one, buttwopersonnes. 1594 Hookkr AVc/.
Pol. 11. vii. § 9 If there be either vndeniable appearance that
so it doth [avouch], or reason such as cannot deceiue. 1631
Gouge God's A rroivs i. Ded. p. vii, This ancient, undeniable
aphorisme. 1651 Baxter /nf Bapt, 229, I will name some
undeniable Arguments. 1727 De Foe Hist, APfar. ii.

(1S40) 19 These apparitions of angels.. are undeniable on
other occasions. 1794 R. J. Sulivan Vic^v Nat. I. 455 The
fact is undeniable. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (iBts) 118
The system commences with an undeniable truth, and an
important deduction therefrom equally undeniable. 1880
Swinburne Stud. Shaks. 301 What he did say was undeni-
able by any but those who trusted only to their ear,

b. Of witnesses: Irrefragable.

1619 Mrq. Buckhm. in Fortescue Papers (Camden) 78 You
were accused of nothing that was not proved by oath of
divers witnesses alltogither undeniable. 1663 Bi'. Patrick
Parab. Pilgr. xxviti, Together with the testimony of many
undeniable Witnesses. 185s Milman Lat. Chr. ix. v. IV.
Ill note. The hi.<;torians, all ecclesiastics, are undeniable
witnesses. 1883 Contemp. Rev. June 774 Karema is there
as an undeniable witness of the success of these efforts.

2. Incapable of being refused ; admitting or ac-
cepting no denial.

1549 Olde Erasm, Par. Peter Dedication, I toke it in
hande for none other ende, but only to doe at my hartie
frendes vndenyable request. 164^ Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp.
II. xii. 42 The multitude found him out, imprisoning him in
their circuits and undeniable attendances. Ibid. in. xiv. 42
The seeming denial made her importunity more bold and
undenyable. 1839 Lady \jmo\iChe%>eley (ed.a) III, vi. 150
Thoughts, those.. undeniable visitors, will intrude.

3. Not open to objection; unexceptional, excellent.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. Contents p. ix, Mcorstone being
undeniable. 1799 H. Mitchell Scotticisms 87 His public
character is undeniable. 1808 Times a Mar. 4/1 Nursery
Maid.. ; can have an undeniable character from the Lady
she last served, 1861 Whvte-Melvillk Market Harh, viii.

Her foot and ankle were undeniable, and her hands white
and well.shaped. 1884 Graphic 9 Aug. 134/1 Italian fruits

. .are open to much criticism, but the grapes and green figs

are undeniable.
absol. 1861 Whvtk Melville Market Harb. xx, A dry bis-

cuit and a magnum of the undeniable make their appearance.

Hence Undeni'ableness.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia-2$\ What Author so ever denyeth

the undeniablenesse of any of our received 'I'enets. 1677
Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 463 The plainness and undeniable-
ness of this inference. 1889 jqth Cent. Sept. 404 The un«
deniableness of ihe facts he adduces.

Undeniably^, adv. [f. prec]
L In an undeniable manner ; so that denial (of

the fact) is impossible; incontrovertibly.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. viii. 314 It is undeniably
rejected by the Modernes, and must be warily received by
any. 1679 Bedlok Popish Plot Ep. A 3 b, By this Letter
. .the Witnesses evidence, .is undeniably confirmed. 1758
Mrs. Delanv Life <V Corr. (1861) 111. 483 My present
situation is undeniably an anxious one. 1825 M^Cullocii
Pol. Econ. II. ii. 135 It is undeniably certain we shall have
to export ten or twenty millions worth . . to pay them. 1848
Dickens Dombey \, The son was an undeniably fine infant.

1881 JowETT Thucyd. I. 47 The event proved undeniably
that the fate of Hellas depended on her navy.

2. Without heeding any denial, refusal, or protest.

1705 tr. Bosmnn's Guinea 74 Some Negroes are so unreason-
able that they will undeniably take back all their pure Gold.

nndenred,///.^. Also 7 -denayed, (Un-1 8.)
i6ai QuARi-KS Div. Poems, Esther ii, Perhaps (Asuerus)

Vashti might haue stayed Vnsent for, and thy selfe been
vndenayed. 1660 Trial Regie. 11, 1 think it is an undenied
consequence. He must needs be Superiour over them. 1760
Law Spir. Prayer 1. 63 If self is undenied, if thou livest to
thine own will, . . thou art dead whilst thou livesl. 1887 Pall
MallG, I July i/i This is undenied and undeniable.

Hence TJndeni'edly adv.
1837 G. S. Fabrr Prim. Doctr. Justif. 226 For there,

undeniedly and undeniably in the case of the regenerated
and converted, the Apostle says: The Flesh [etc].

Undcnizened,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1635 Hf.ywood Ilier*

archie iv. 208 Words at which th' Ignorant laugh, but the
Learn 'd smite, Because Adulterate and Vndenizen'd. Un-
de'nizing, vbl. sb. (Un-' 3, 8.) 1716 AL Davies Atlien.
Brit. II, J"o Rdr. p. v, To give the Athenian Law. .a new
Vigour and Sanction, under the Forfeiture and Penalty of
Undenizing and Expulsion.

tXndeno minational, a. [Un-1 7.] Not be-

longing to any particular religious denomination.
Freq. in recent use in connexion with religious education

in elementary schools.

1871 At/tenaeum 15 Apr.465 It has ruled that the new Board
schools are to be strictly undenominational. 1885 Mauch.
Exam. 20 Mar. 8/5 The . . advantage of an undenominational
system of education.

Hence Undenominationalism, -alist, -alize v,^

-ally adv.
1883 Christian i Nov. 12/2 His strong protest against *un-

denominationalism. .does not appear to us well-timed. 1884
Pall MallG. 14 Aug. 4/2 The most animateti debate of the
whole Conference was that between Churchmen and *un-
denominationalists. 1805 Forum (N.Y.) June 435 Our own
scattered colleges, now ' 'undenominationalized ', if not secu-
larized, can be gathered into groups and unified, 1906
ll^estm. Gaz. 8 Feb. 2 How this is to be done *undenomina-
tionally I do not know.

Undeno'ted, ///. a. (Un.' 8.) 1859 Cornwallis New
World I. 52 Many a lifeless tenant of an undenoted grave,

x88a Stevenson Mem, 4r Portraits iii. (1887) 41 Among the

thousand undenoted countenances of the city street. Un*
denou'nced,;*^/.rt. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1837CABLVLK
J'r.Rev. in. ii.vj, Lethim withdrawagain; not undenounced.
1896 Ld. Roseberv in Daily News 10 Oct. 2/5 There is a
nmch more drastic instrument in existence undenounced,
unrepealed. Undenu*ded,/i//. a. (Un-' B.) 1872 W.S,
SvMONDs Rec. Rocks xi. 406 An outlier of undenudcd rocks.

t Undepa'rtable, a. Obs. [Un- 1 7 b and 5 b.]

Inseparable ; indivisible,

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. iii. (1868) 120 No wise man ne
may doute of ^e vndepartable peyne of shrewes. 138a
WvcLiF Luke ist Prol., Bi the entringe of the generacioun of
vndepartable God, c 1450 ir. De Imitaiione iii. xxvii. 97
loyne me to J^e wij* an undepartable bonde of loue. 1483
Cath. AngL 96 Vn Depariiabylle, indiuisibilis, indiuidnus.
Hence UndepaTtal)leness; Undepartably iia^iy,

C1449PEC0CK Kepr. 1. iii. isTweyne pointisof matrimonie,
which ben vndepartabilnes and fleischit vce of bodies into
childe bigeting. c 1456 — Bk. ofFaith (1909) 245 Oon man
(ohave bithelaweoon wyf undepariabili. a 1470 H. Parkkr
Dives <5- Pauper tW. de W. 1406) vi. viii. 244/2 There wolde
no man knytte hym undepartably to ony woman,
Undepa'rted, ///. a. [Un-1 Sands!).] fNot

parted or separated ; undivided.
i43<*-4o LvuG. Bochas i. viii. (1544) 13 b, And, undeparted,

(I] yeue to you mine herte. 1453 Rolls ofParit. V. 231/2
Kept bole, undepartid, undevided and unsevertd. a 1470
Harding Chron. ccvl iv, Twenty strokes with eueiy wepeii
smyten, Vndeparted without any mote. 1610 Healkv St.
Aug. CitieofGod j^-j$ Thus is hee.. not yet in death, because
the soule is vndeparted.

UndepaTting, vbl. sb. IUn-' 13.) tAbsence of separa-
tion, c 1400 Ir. Secreta Secret., Go7'. Lordsh. 90 In \)e whilk
we sail delermyn of singuleryte, and vndepartyng of some
planetis vegetahlez.

Undepa-rting,///. a, (Un-1 10.)
1581 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 436 He hes..kepit the
lid burgn, undeparling as yit thaiifra. 1587 Ibid. IV. 105

The Senatouris to remane undepairting oute of the burgn.
1842 WoKDsw. Poems of Fancy xxix. 23 Each stood com-
panioide.ss and eyed This undeparting Flower in crimson dyed.

TTndependable, a, [Un- i
7 b.] Not to be

depended upon ; unreliable, untiustworthy.
i860 Sat, Rev. 10 Mar. 303/2 The praises of the official

world are, from obvious reasons, quite undependable, 1865
W. G. Palckave Arabia 1. 193 The fickle and undependable
Bedouins. 1894 '

J. S. Wintek ' Red-Coat 63 Just a fickle,

changeable thing, ..an undependable nothing.

Undepending, ///. a. [Un-1 io and 5 b.]

1, Not depeiidingy>(7w or on somelhing.
X649 Milton Eikon. x. Wk.s 1851 III. 414 If the power of

the Sword were any where separate and undependmg from
the power of Law. 1659— ///VcZ/w^j Ibid. V. 387 While they
are thus upheld undepending on the Church, on which alone
they anciently depended.

2, Not dependent ; independent.
1649 Milton Observ. Peace Ormond'^Vs.\Z$i IV. 569tTo]

claim an absolute and undepending Jurisdiction. 171a [P,
Metcalfe] Life St. Winefride 19 That with an undepending
Freedom, they might be more absolute Masters of .short time,

1724 Swift Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 60 But the
landed uiulepending men ..will never leceive it.

t Undephle-gmated, ///. a, Obs, (Un-1 g.)
1664 BovLF, Exp. Colours in. xl. 309 Common and un-

dephlegniated Aqua-fortis, 1758 Elaboi atory laid Open 161
The undephlegmated spirit may be used.

So + Undephle-gmed///. a. Obs.

1673 Phil. Trans, VIII. 6002 Not when 'tis undepblegmed,
but when highly rectified.

UndeploTed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
Chiefly in renderings of Greek and Latin originals.

c i6n Chapman Iliad xxu.3y> Dead, vndeplor'd, Vnsepul.
cberd, he lies at fieete, vnthought on. 1621 G. Sandys Ovitfs
Met. XI. (1626) 232 Arise, weepe, put on black: nor vnde-
plor'd For pitie send me to the Stygian Ford. 1654 Owen
Doctr. Saints'* Persev. 17 With these Garlands, .doth he
surround the Head of the Sacrifice, .. that so it may fall an
undeplored Victim. 1791 Cowper Odyss. xi. 60 But we bad
left his corse In Circe's palace, tombless, undeplored. 1818
Byron Ch. Har.iv, xWn, Then mighi'st thou,, .less desired,

Be homely and be peaceful, undeplored For thy destructive
charms. 185s Singleton Virgil II. 442 We, despicable
souls, A rout unsepulchrcd and undeplored.

Undepo*sable,(i. (Un-' 7 band 5b.) 1669 E. Chamber.
LAYNE Pres. St. Eng. 83 England is an Hereditary Paternal
Monarchy, governed fiy one Supreme. Independent, and
Undeposable Head. 1855 [see next). Undepo sed,/;*/.a.
(Un-' 8.) 1624 Bedell Lett. \. 4^ They are Maityis that

are executed for plotting to blow him vp with Gun-powder,
though vndeposed. 1855 Milman Lai. C/ir. vii. iii. (1864)
IV. 115 The actual, undepo.sed, undeposable King. Un-
depo'sited,///. a. {Un-' 8.) 1646 Hammond Tracts 37
'Ihe hypocrisy of him which keeps any one close undeposilcd
sin upon his soul.

TJndepraved, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not morally depraved or corrupted; not
lowered in character or tone.

1646-7 J. Hall Poems 95 There did he loose his snowy
Innocence, His undepravcd will. iCOoStanlev //ist. Phi/os.
XIM. (1687) 909/2 Thus doth every undepraved animal, its

own nature judging incorruptly and entirely. 1697 Collier
Ess. A/or. Sul'j. I. (1703) 152 ifwe hearken to the undepraved
suggestionsof our minds. 178a V. Knox -Ajj. (1819) II. Ixxi.

67 Who possess all the faculties of perception, in a state

undepraved by artificial refinement. 1784 Cowpek Task i,

124 The palate, undeprav'd By culinary arts, x8a6 Q. Rev.
XXXIII, 2S3 Men whose sense of right and wrong is un-
depraved.

2. Not vitiated textiially.

1686 W. Hoi'KiNs tr. Ratramnus Dissert, ii. (i68S) 33
Whether it (a book] be come pure and undepraved to our
hands, I shall enquire in the next chapter. 1693 J. Edwards
Author. O, (V A'. 'J'est. 53 These Masoietick Doctors,, have
kept it {sc. the Hebrew textl undepraved and uncorrupt.

Hence Undepra'vedness.
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1713 Mather I'tfui, Bible 337 The sense of the place
pleads for ihc undepravedness of the Hebrew in this verse.

Undepre'ciated, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1818 CoLEiiRooKE Obligations 30 Movables .. of small

account and such as could not be preserved undepreciated.

1845 M«CuLLOCH 'J'axatioH 11. xii. 369 Loans and engage-
ments, .[to] be made good in an undepreciated currency.

Undepressed, -pre'st,///. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not depressed in si^irit; not dejected,

1697 D. F. Char. Dr. S. Anruslcy 6 When Griefs come
threatning on, or Comfort flaws, He was undepress'd by
these, unrais'd by thosie. 178J D. E. H.aker Btog: Dram. I.

222 He maintained hisi wit and good humour undepressed by
misfortunes. 1813 Bvron Corsair m. viii, Tis he indeed

—

disamiM but undeprest. 1880 McCarthy O^vn Times III.

225 Undepressed by early poverty, unspoiled by later and
almost unequalled success,

2. Not pressed down or bent ; not hollowed or

sunken.
1807 WoRDSw. White Doe iii. 146 A stature undepressed

in size. Unbent, which rather seemed to rise. 1819 Scott
Ivaiihoe XXXV, His gait, undepressed by age and toil, was
erect. 1879 .SV. George's Hosp. Rep, IX. 314 The depressed
bone was much driven in, and the margins of the surrounding
undepressed portions formed, .irregular edges.

Undeprivable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 1643 [see Uncon-
DEMNAbLKa.]. 1860 K¥.M>^ 8th Co'itmaftilm. 15 He could
not give me any undeprivable possession of his work.

Undepri-red, PpL a. (Un-i 8.)

1564 Haward Etitropius To Rdr. 7 Worthy to be..un.
depryved of theyr wel deserved prayse. 1655 Full^.r Ch.
Hist. VIII. i. § 20 Only two Protestant IJishops. .found the
favour to be last undone, as remaining un-deprived at the
beginning of the Parliament. 1700 Drvden Fal'ies, Gd.
Parson 126 Much to himself he thought; but little spoke

:

And, Undepriv'd, his Benefice forsook. 1709 Strvi'e Ann.
Kef. I. xii. 154 Papers wherein.. are shewn, who were dead,
who deprived, and who were yet alive and undeprived.

Under, sb. rare. [f. Under a4v, and Under-
prefix 1.]

1. a. A state of lowness or inferiority. In phr. to

be at a great under. Now diaL
1600 Holland Lii'y xxi\. Ixi. 471 They were unwilling..

that Anniball (who as the voyce went, was at a very great
under for money) should be inriched thereby. 1869 Lons-
dale Gloss. Bq/2 To be at a girt nnder^ to be in a stale of
thraldom, subdued.

b, dial. An undervalue.
1838 Carr Craven Gloss. s.v.

2. pi. Underclothes, underwear.
1731 Fielding Lctter,writers Wks. 1775 1 1. 158 Hell make

us pope [ = pawn] ourunders for the reckoning : we'll not go
with him. 1905 ' E, Nesbit' Amulet vii, Let's.. get into

flannels. We can't go in our unders.

Under, obs. var. Undeun sb.

U'lider, a, [f. Under- //-^.r 1, detached from
compounds on the analogy of Over a.

There is no clear distinction between the prefix and the
adj. when immediately preceding a noun, beyond the writing
of the latter as a separate word.]

L Having a lower or underlying place or posi-

tion ; lying beneath or at a lower level : a. Of
places, their contents or inhabitants.
a 1300 Cursor M. 541 pe oner fir gis man his sight, pat

ouer air of hering might ; pis vnder wynd him gis his aand.

1597 liEARD Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 222 He first

rernoued hts lodging. .to abase vnder roome. c 16x1 CHAr-
MAN //zVrrf XIX. 2 'Ihe Morne arose, and.. Gaue light to all.

As well to gods, as men of ih' vnder globe. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. 11. 49 The Sunne had imparted his brightnesse to our
vnder neighbours. 1874 Swinburne ^t^Miuf/Ziv. i, Vox look
where yonder.. Comes up to usward from the under field One
with a flag ofmessage. 1897 Daily News \$OqU 5/2 He took
to the water, disappeared, leaving it on the low under bank
of the stream.

b. Of things (esp. one of a pair).

1648 [see Sub- id). 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. vii. iii. 7
The Wyre at the under end at D. 1704 Diet, Rust, (1726)
s.v. Cartf The under pieces which keep tlie bottom of the
Cart together. 1723 CHAMBi:nstr. LeClerc's Treat. Archit.
1. 89'J"he upper Order must always be less Massive than the
under. 1774 Golusm. Nat.\Hisi. II, v. 91 'Ihose [adults]

whose upper and under row of teeth are equally prominent.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 765 The upper stopcock is closed, and
the under is opened to run off the liquor, 1859 Tennyson
Geraintff Enid(>T$ At this he turn'd all red... Now gnaw'd
his under, now his upper lip,

2. a. Lying under (so as to be covered).

1547 in Feuillerat Revels Kdw. y/ (igi^) 12 "Twoo vnder
ffrockes without sieves. 1611 Hiblb 2 Esdras xii. 19 The
eight small vnder feathers sticking to her wings. 1611
Florio, Sottoco/>erta, an vnder couerlet. 1746 Kxmoor
Scolding (K.O.S.) 30 That wan tha liv'st up to tlia Cot, iha
wart the Old Rager HilTs Under Bed-blonket, 1819 S. But-
ler in Life ff Lett. (1896) I. 164 One under and one good
upper blanket. 187a [see UNDtR-CARMENi].

b. Facing downwards.
1731 P. Miller Gard, Diet. s.v. Leaves^ The upper and

under Surfaces of the two Leaves. i738[see Underside^],
1839 Ure Diet, Arts 999 'I'he under face of the licker-up
is made roueh like a rasp. 1893 Photogr. Ann. II. 267 This
lever is sunk into the under surface of D.

c. Of sound : Low, subdued.
1806 Woi-coT (P. Pindar) Tristia Wks. i8ia V. 319 Tones

in the Minor Key, so sweet, so under. 1834 Wordsw. Lines
in Album of C'tess Lonsdale 33 Those seif-solacing, those
under, notes Trilled by the redbreast

3. Inferior, subordinate; oflower rank or position.
1580 BriefDisc, ivhy Cath. refuse to goe to Ch. 41 b. For

that they haue not receaued the vnder Orders, which they
should haue done before Preisthoode. 1611 CoTCB.,.S'(?«^2a-

cazement^ a dead Fief, rent secke, mesne, or vnder rent.

1693 Humours Town 86 The under classes ofthem,Attorneys,
Soliicitors, and Peliifoggcr&. 1727 PoiE, etc. A rt oflinking

120 For the under characters, gather them from Homer and
Virgil, and change the names as occasion serves. x8j3 Egan
Grose's Diet. Vulgar T., Under dublur, a turnkey. 1890

R. C. Lkhmann H, Fludyer 33 The poor dear servants..

going in batches to the pantomime—at least, tlie under ones.

4. IJelow the proper standard, amount, etc. ; de-

fective, insufficient.

1673 Essex Papers (Camden) 103 Getting a long Lease of

it at an under rent from y* Cilty. 1710 Palmer Proverbs

294 Men.. rarely fail of over-measure in the return of an
injury, and under in the acknowledgment of a kindness.

'737 Brackhn Farriery /;///r. (1757) II. 258 'Tls best to

l)egin rather with an under than over Dose. 1817 Keatinge
Traz). I. 9 Flat tracts of hungry pasture ground in under
proportion to the tillage.

Under (i'-ndsj), prep. Forms: i- iinder (3

Orm. unnderr), 3-7 vnder (5-7 wnder), 4-5
vndere, undere (undre), vndire, 4-6 vn-,

wn-, undlr, 4-5 vn-, undur, 4-5 vndyr (5 hun-,

6 wn-) ; 4 vnj?er, 5 vnther, vnj)ur; 4-6, 7 5c.,

onder (4 bonder), 5 ondre, ondyr, 5-6 ondir ; 5

onJ)er, onther ; Sc. 8 oner, 9 oonder, oon'er,

unner. [Common Teutonic : OE. under^ = OFris.

under, onder {W¥ns. iinder^ onder, NFris. onner,

onner),OhFT, under, undtr(M.Du, and Du. onder)^

OS. undar (MLG. under, LG. under, unner),

pHG. uniar, unlir, undar, undir (MUG. and G.
unter), ON. and IceL undir (Norw,, Sw., Da.
under), Goth, undar. The stem is regarded as iden-

tical with that of Skr. ddharas lower, inferior {adh'

amds lowest, atihds below, down), and L. in/rd.^

I. In senses denoting position beneath or below
something, so as to have it above or overhead, or

to be covered by it.

L With reference to: a. The heavens or heavenly

bodies. (See also Heaven- sb, i , Sun sb. i e, Cope
sb,'^ 7, Canopy sb. 2 b.)

£*^yK^ He.. weox under wolcnum. /bid.s^ HaeleS under
heofenum, a 900 Cvnewulf Elene 13 (Gr.)j i'Kflelinges weox
rice under roderum. c xooo i^LFRic Gen. i. 7 pa wa;teru l>e

wa;ron under t>a;re fa:stnisse. CI175 Latub. Horn. 151 Ure
drihten him solf..seide l>et under houene ne Iwes] nan his

ilike, c 1205- [see Son sb. i e). 1340-70 Alex. <V Dind. 219
We weren tauht..|>at non ha^l vndur heuene so holi is

founde. a 1400-50 Alexander 247 |>are enhabetis in l?at erd
..pe wisest wees in l^is werd ^e welken vndire. c 1400
Destr. yrty/ 3873 Was neuer kyng vnder cloude his knlghtes
more louet. 1458 Agnes Paston in P. Lett. I. 423 The
biyssyng of all seyntes undir heven. 11542 Wvatt in

TottcCs Misc. (Arb.) 64 Thinke not alone vnder the sunne
Vnquit to cause thy louers plaine, 1555 {see Firmament ij.

1609 liiuLE (Douay) Deut. xxix. 20 Our Lord abolish his

name vnder heauen. 1644 Milton Educ, 7 They are by a
sudden .. watch word, to be call'd out to their military

motions, under skie or covert, accordin;; to the season. 171a
liERKELKY Pass. Obcd. Wks. 1871 III. 108 In every kingdom
or society of men under heaven. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar xiv,

The greatest rascal under the canopyof heaven, xSxz
WoRDSw. Three Cottage Girls 56 Gay vision under sullen

skies ! 1885 Manch. Exam. 29 June 5/3 They rush off

immediately..and bathe under a hot and broiling sun.

fb. The Deity as dwelling in heaven. Obs,

c 1205 Lav. 27976 Neo3eles heo auered weoren, .l>at nusten
heo under criste nenne raid godne. c 1320 Cast. Love 225
pat vche J>ing vnder heuene-driht So muchejes of strengl>e

and miht. c 1400 Destr. Troy ii-j-jb There is no greuaunce
so grete vndur god one, As the glemyiig of gold.

C. Special parts ofthe heavens, esp. as indicating

terrestrial locality.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrot. i. § 21 Whan the planetes ben vnder
thilke signes, ^>ei causen vs..efrectes Hk to the operaciouns
of Itestes. c 1400 [see Planet sb.^ i b]. 1432-50 [see Pole
sb.* 1]. c 1453 Holland Hoivlat 31 Under the Cirkill solar

thir sauorus seidis War nurist be dame Natur. 1559 W.
Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 82 There be some that sup-
pose. .Paradise to be situated vnder th' Etjuinoctiall. 1590
Spenser F. Q. iii. iii. 6 The learned Merlin well could tell,

Vnder what coast of heauen the man did dwell. 1611
R. Johnson Kingd, «5- Commiv. 437 Authours affirnie, that
vnder the very pole lyeth a black and high rocke. 1634
Hekbf:kt Trav. 186 This day we were under nine degrees
fifieene minutes North. 1679 Moxon Math. Diet. 162
Under the Sun Reams. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Current^
Under the Equator, where the Motion of the Earth is the
greatest. 1783 Justamond tr. RaynaVs Hist. Indies (ed.3)

1 . 3 A man living under the equator or under the pole.

d. The stars ns havini; influence on persons,
1583 Stubbks Aunt. A/'us. 11. I 4, Whether alt the host of

Pharao were borne vnder one and the same starre and
planet. 1590 Spenser F. Q. u. ii. 2 Ah lucklesse babe, borne
vnder cruell starre. 1601 [see Star sb. 3]. a xyis Burnet
O'WH 7Vwf(i724) L 525 Great applications were made to

the Duke for taving his life: But he was not born under
a pardoning planet. 1823 Scott Queiitin D. xii, This.,
youth h.is his de-^tiny under the same constellation with
mine. 1837 [sec Planet sb.^ i b].

2. With reference to the surface of the earth or

water. (Cf. Undergkound adv.)

In early use without the l>efore the noun.
Beowulf itst Ic \>2E:t unsofte ealdre :^edisde, wigge under

waetere. Ibid. 2415 Goldmadmas heold eald under eori^an.

^900 Cvnewulf Elene 218 (Gr.), Hwasr se wuldres beam
hali;:^ under lirusan hyded waire. a 1300 Cursor M. 1079 P^
bodi moght he nan-gat hide, For vnder erth most it not rest.

CX330 K. Hrunne C/iro«. Wace (Rolls) 2068 He dide hure
kepe Vnder erthe in a seler depe. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. VI. ii. (Bodl. MS.), He is iputte aside and iberied vndur
l>e erthe. c 1400 Gamelyn 68 A-none as he was dede and
vnder gras grave. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dicics 22
But nowe they may not be perceyued for they ar Iiidde

vnther the erthe. C1511 ist Eng. Bk. Amer, Introd. (Arb.)

28/1 There dwellyng is vnder the erthe. 1530 Palsgr. 328/1
Under the grounde, soubzterraitie. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 142 They had cerieyne dyuers or fysshers exercised.

.

in swymmynge vnder the water. 1601 Holland Pliny \\.

408 Anon it is swallowed up within a hole under the ground.
1721 [see Turf sb} 2]. i79o[see I'^akth sb.^ 2]. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) V. 21 In cases of copyholds, a lord may have
a right under the soil of the copyholder. 1880 R. M. Ballan-
tyne (title). Under the Waves ; or, Diving in Deep Waters.

3. With words denoting natural or artificial struc-

tures or means of shelter ; freq. = beneath the cover
or shelter of.

See also Glass jZ-.^ 3b, Hatch sb.^ 3, 4, Roof sb. i b. For
examples with abstract terms see Cover sb.^ 3 c, Covert
sb. 2 c, Shade sb. 8, Umbrage sb. 2 b.

a 900 Cvnewulf Fleue 653 (Gr.), ^e )>a. byr:5enna under
stanhleo3um. .on jewritu setton. 971 Bliikl. Horn, sog
Under \>s:m stane was niccra eardung & wear^a. f 1000
Ml FBic Geu. xxi. 15 Heo t>a alede Jwne sunu under sumum
treowe. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xiii. 44 Wormes wowetb
under cloude ( = clod). 1338 R, Brunne Chron. (1810) 14
Sibriht, )>at I of told,..t>at a suynbird slouh vnder a busk of
thorn. 1340-70 Alex. ^ Dind. 435 We ne ban none hous
bote bolus in l>e holou cauus Vntfur hillus ful hie. c 1374
Chaucer Anel. <l(- Arc. 1^ 'I'how .. Syngest with voice
memorial in j^ shade Vndir the laurier. £1400 Maunuev.
(Roxb.) iii. 9 Vnder l>e stages er stables. 1422 Yong tr.

Secreia Secret. 192 Lik as a man ne restilh not well vndir
a dropping hous. c 1470 Gol. (^ Gazu. 356 Thus with trety

ye cast yon trew vndre tyld. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit
IVemen 11, I hard, vnder ane holyn.., Ane hie speiche at
my hand. 1571 Campion Hist. Irel. 11. ix. (1633) 115 You are
served under a Canopy. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy, II. vi. 36 [He] giueth vnto the inhabitants, .these trees

..vpon condition that euer>' one.. shall trim them & keep
the ground cleane that is vnder them. 1662 Extr. St.

Papers Friends Ser. 11. (1911) 148 These Anabaptist. .meete
..privately vnder hedges at vnseasonable houres in the
night. iC^^Humours Town 43 Ifthey had kept under their

own Vine in the Country. 1711 Si eklf. Sped. 82 pi Passing
under Ludgate the other Day, I heard a Voice bawling for

Charity. 1761 Mks. F. Sheridan Sidney Biduiph 1. ^19
Whatever your designs may be, it will be less to my dis-

lionour if you prosecute them from under your husband's
roof. 1843 P'raser's Mag. XXVIII.649 Under this canopy
was the coffin. 1891 Fahrar Darkn. ij- Dawn Ixiv, They
reached the green level under the trees.

fig. 1711 Sped. No. 67 r 5, I love to shelter my self under
the Examples of Great Men.

b. Sc, With reference to the cover or shelter of

darkness. Under night, during the night, by night.

Under cloud ofnight : see Cloud sb, 9.

1434 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 391 That na fischar of
sawmound.. house nane hot thai be tane vndir nycht, and
on the morn brocht to the markete. 1508 Kennedie hlyting
w, Dunbar 428 And ondir nycht quhyle stall thou staggis

& stirkis. 1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 592 The said

Oliver. .come to the said Androis dwelling hous. .under
silence of nycht. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Shcph. 11. iii, He
brought east the howdy under night. 1730 T. Boston Mem.
xi. (1899) 371 Under night we lost the way again. 1824
Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. 450 To sing undernight for
' bawbees 'in the large towns on their way. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm I. 129 Some mares.. are known to drop their foals

under night in the stable.

4. In general use.

In some phraseswiihdevelopnient of figurative senses: see
Foot j3. 33, Nose j^ 7 b, RosEiiJ. 7, Winga.^. Under metal:
see Metal 5^. 7. In quot. 1553 the reference is app. to
relative position on the map.
c 825 Vesp. Ps, ix. 28 Under tungan his [bio3] ^ewjn & sar.

^950 Lindisf Gosp. Maik iv. 21 HueSer cuom leht-fst..

l>^tte under mitta. .Resetted biA vel under bed. a 1000
Kent. Gloss, in Wr..WuIcker 82 Sub ascella sua, under his
oxne. a 1250 Owl ^ Night. 86 pe were icundeie to one
frogge pat sit at Mulne vnder cogge. £1320 Sir Trisfr.

1947 A slue he fond tite And bond vnder his fete, c 1386
Chaucer Knt.^s T. 1727 And in that selue moment Palamon
Is vnder Venus Estward in the place, a 1400 Octouiofi 1851,
1 fond my chyld lye yn 00 place, Onther a lyone.. With
whclpys tweyne. C1430 Art of Nombryug (E.E.T.S.) 15
Theifor vnder the last in an od place sette me mo^t fynde
a digit. 1508 Kennkdie Flyting iv. 2^««^i?- 364 Thou wald
be fayn to gnaw, ..Wnder my burd, smoch banis behynd
doggis bakkis, 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. §27 If it be a newe
bouse, they thacke it vnder theyr fote. 1553 Eden Treat.
Nexu Ind. (Arb.) 8 3he situation of the cyiie of Saba in
Ethiopia vnder Egipt. 1669 Sturmy Mariner s Mag, v. xiL
72 If the said Work be under the Platform, Substiact the
Difference found by your Quadrant. 1683 TIoxon Mech.
Exerc.^ Printing \\. P23 The Stoking-hole lying far under
the Caldron. 1727 BAiLh.Y(vol. Ii),ToCA«cA one under the
Chin. 1762 Mills Syst. Prad. Husb. I. 265 The share will

be more inclined, .if the wedge under the beam is loosened.
x8i5 J. Smith Panorama Set. ^ Art II. 525 Here the
bracket .. denotes, that these two substances .. form the
compound written under it. 1862 Thackeray Philip xxxVi,
Those scratches or dashes under her words, by which some
ladies are accustomed to point their satiie. 1888 *J. S.

Winter' Bootle's Childr. vii, A goodly crop of curly brown
hair which he held under the pump.. almost every morning.

b. Denoting the relationship of a horse to the

rider, or of a ship to a person on board.
«900 Cvnewulf Elene 1192 (Gr.), pses cyninges sceal

mearh under mode^um midlumgeweoiSod. 1338 R.Brunnk
Chron. (1810) 183 Fightand on a gate, vndir liim t>ei slouh
his stede. 1485 Caxton Chas, (T/. 210 Also that same day
the hors of diaries was slayn undtr hym. 1709 Steele
Tatlertio. 17? 4 My Lord Galwayhadhis Horse shot under
him in this Action. 1720 Dk Foe Capt. Sin^^leton iii. (1840)

46 We might have some better vessels under us. 1795 Ann.
^^'''£'-t Hist. 30 Three horses were killed under him. 1806 A.
Duncan Nelson 15 His ship sunk under him. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XXI. 492/1 Having had a horse shot under him.

e. = At a point just below (a part of the Ikk^^V
c 1275 Passion ofour Lord 3S8 in O. K. Misc. 48 S>c)>\>c hi

knowede and seyde, hayl gywene king, And smyteii vnder
J>at ere, ne sparede hi no l>ing. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2097 He
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touchide me Vndir the side full softly, c 1475 RaiifCoiliear
150 He. .bit him vnder the eir with his richt hand. 1539
Bible 2 Sam. til. 27 Joab.. smote hym vnder y* short

rybbes y* he dyed. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy*

in. X. 86 Breaches, .gathered and made fast vnder the knee.

1604 Shaks. 0th. I. ii. 5 Nine, or teg times I had thought t'

haue yerk'd him here vnder the Ribbes. i6ii-[see Kikth a.

X a]. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais i. xxvii. 128 With a sound
bounce under the hollow of their short ribs, he overturned

their stomachs. 1886 Elworthv \V. Somerset Word-bk, 500
I'll gi thee a nap under the ear.

d. Denoting position between the arm, etc. , and
the body.
1377 Langl. p. Pi. B. XV. iig A peyre bedes in her hande

and a boke vnder her arme, c 1480 Henrvson FabUsy Lion
ft Mouse 37 Ane Roll of paper in his hand he bair ; Ane
Swannis pen stikand vnder his eir. 1485 in Yorkshire Deeds
(1909) 3 Lawrence ..brought with him a small coferet under
his arme and bar it hens. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. vii. 24
And now he her away with him did beare Vnder his arme.
x6oa znd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. Prol., Stage Direction,
Stagekeeper carrieth the boy away vnder his arme. 1721
Kelly Scot. Prov. 319 She is welcome that brings some
Present under her Arm. 1820 Keats Cap ^ Bells Ixviii,

Under one arm the magic book he bore, c 1850 A rah, Nis.
(Rtldg.) 741 She shut the box, put it under her arm, and
returned to the house.

e. Passing into the sense of * in '.

i8ia Sir H. Davy Chem. Pkilos. 285 It maybe purified by
..passing it under water through shamois leather. 1827
Faraday Chem. Manip. xv, (1842) 343 The transference of
gas from vessel to vessel under mercury. 1855 Ory^s Circ.

Sci.f Inorg. Nat. 215 The resulting lime, .sets rapidly in a
damp atmosphere, and even under water.

5. Denoting the relationship of persons : a. To
something worn on the head. (In ME, esp. in

conventional phrases.)
Beowul/2^-2 Word lefter sprjcc, heard under helme. Ibid.

1163 pa cwom Wealhbeo for3 gan under gyldnum bea^e.
a i3ioin Wright Lyric P. x\\. 53 With browenblysfol under
hode, c X400 Emare 303 Ther was noJ>er olde ny 5ynge,

That kowbe slynte of wepynge, For J>at comely vn^ier

kelle. 1508 Dunbar Poems \v. 22 He takis the knythis in

to feild, Anarniit vnder helme & scheild. Ibid. v. 4 Scho
wes like a caldrone cruke cler vnder kelUs. 1550 [see Hooo
sb. y\. 1667 Milton P. L. iii. 640 Under a Coronet his

flowing haire In curies on either cheek plaid. 1825 Bentham
Offic. Apt. Maximized^ Indie. (1830) 38 Think now of the

scene; . .culpritandjudge under one hood. i846G.£.Corrie
in Holroyd Mem. (1890) xi. 241 There may be. .more pride

and hypocrisy under a close plain bonnet, than under a veil

of silW. 1853 Thackeray Eng. Hum. i. 17 What small men
they must have seemed under these enormous periwigs.

D. To something carried or raised above the

head, as a standard, etc. Hence in pregnant sense,

denoting military service, nationality, etc.

Beowul/i3o$ Si5^an he under se^nesinc eal;;ode. £1500
[see Standard sb. 1 bj. 1517 Reg^. Privy Seal Scotl. I.

451/1 William Turnbule. .deit under umquhileour soverane
lordis baner. 11548 Hall Chron.^ Eatv. /K, 243 Therle
of Northumberlaiide, vnder whose ^tanderd were . , sixe

thousande and seuen .c. men. 155* [see Banner sb} i bJ.

15^ Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 277 Wndir
this croce, scotis men ar sure. x6ix Cotgr. s.v. Subhasta-
tion. The auncient Romans V!%ed . . to hold their Outcries

[=auctions]vndera kind of speare, or ianelin. 1667 Milton
P. L. VI. 533 Him soon they met Under spred Ensignes
moving nigh. 1725 Da Foe Foy. round tl^'orld (1840) 313
A small ftigate-built vessel, under Spanish Colours. 1750
Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752) 9 Very soon all the commerce
of those parts was only carried on under French colours.

1769 [see Banner sb} i j. 1852 [see Standard i^.' i b]. 1869
in Cornh. Mag. June (1918) 635 Some of the Colonies, .may
in process of time find themselves under the Stars and
Suipes of the Flag of the United States.

C. Naiit. Of ships, with reference to the sails, etc,

C893, 1508- [see Sail ji.' 3 d}. 1669 Sturmy Mariner*sMa^.
I. ii. 17 Thus have you the Ship a trije under a Mizen. Ibid,

i3 Thus you have the Ship, .steering under all her Canvas.

1707 Lond.Gaz. No. 4380/3 The Firebrand, .forc'd in under
a tore-course for the Light of St. Agnes. 17x9 D'Urfey
Pills III. 306 She lies a try under her Mtzen. 17B0 Coxr
Russ. Disc. tv3 Drove 24 hours under bare poles. 1840 R. H

.

Dana Be/l Mast ix. 22 A large ship under top-gallant sails.

1885 Lajv Times^ Rep. LIII. 54/1 The J. M. Stevens was
proceeding under all sail close-hauled on the port tack.

6. With reference to something which covers,

clothes, envelops, or conceals; passing into the

sense of ' within*.

In ME. freq. in phrases ; see quots. and Gore sb.* 2, Lacb
sb. 3, Link sb.^ a b, Shield sb, 1 b. Under arms (see Arm
sb.* 5) is prob. an extension of this sense. For the fig. sense

of under a cloud see Ci-oud sb. 10 b. Under ivater ( =
flooded): see Water sb.

BeoTvul/i2og He under rande^ecranc. a itxzO. E. Chron.
(Laud NIS.) an. 683, He sy5ilan..for5ferde.. under Cristes

clacSum. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 809 Schome ow is to schuderin
lengre under schclde. 1382 Wyclip Jude \. 6 Sothliche

aungels . . he reseruede . . in euerelastinge boondis vndir derk*
nessc. ^1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 381 pis matere.. Vnder
his brest he baar it moore secree Than euere dide Pamphilus
for Galathee. c 1400 Emare 250 Then sayde \>a.x. wordy
vni>er wede. Ibid. 501 That semely vnjjer serke. c 1402
Lydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. 64, I sawe ther Daphne closed under
rynde. cx^y> Holland Howlat 8a That is the plesant

Pacok. .Constant and kirklyk vnder his cler cape. 1579 W.
Wilkinson Con/ut. Fam. Love Ep. Ded. " ij b, While the
watchmen slept, many . . vnder Lamoes skJnnes craftely crept

into the shcepfold. 1W9 Greene Ortharion Wks. (Grosart)

XII. 33 And vnder a (aire face resteth a faithfull hart. J621

T.Williamson tr. Goulart's liaise Vieillardid Our life may
be compared to.. the Moone,.. often ecclipsed and vnder a
cloud. 177s Franklin Let. in Europ. Mag. (1804) XLV.
349 2 Please to send your letters to him, undercover, directed

to Mr. Alderman Lee. 1791 Cowper Odyssey vii. 357 There,
under wither 'd leaves, forlorn, 1 slept All the lonj; night.

X796, 1804 [see Cover sb} sd]. 1817 Bowdich Mission to

Vol. X.

Ashaniee ix. 375 It proceeds by ulcerating under the skin.

1859 Habits of Gd. Society 50 If you do not wear silk

stockings under your boots. 1872 Routledge's Ev. Boys
Ann. 185/2 All addressed, .to him undercover to the agents
of his regiment.

fig, 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiii. 5, I tell 30W this vndir
confession n.

b. Denoting the relationship of land to crops
grown, or animals reared, on it: Planted, sowed,
or stocked with ; used for growing or rearing.

(rt) 1569 Reg. Privy Couttcil Scot. I. 676 Peciabill posses-
sioun of the landis and stedingis of Cullard and Conege,
under crop as it is. 179S Vancouver Agric, Essex 53 The
marshes which were formerly under grass, are now very
generally under the plough. j8o6 [see Crop sb. 8 b]. 1845
Jml. R. Agric. Soc. VI. 11. 524, I put the ground, .under
early potatoes. 1868 Ibid. Ser. 11. iV. 11. 322 This field has
been laid under grass. 1890 Stanley Darkest Africa I. x.

232 The Manyuema had . . five acres under rice, and as many
under beans.

(b) 1799 [A. Young] Agric. Lincoln 194 [The pasture] that

had been under sheep [was] so greatly superior. 1891 Fall
Mall G. 24 Aug. 2/2 Again, in Ross-shire, the area under
deer has advanced, .to a little more than one-half.

7. Denoting position at the bottom or foot of

something, or beside it bat at a lower level : By the

side of, close by (a wood, town, etc.). Sometimes
with implication of shelter or protection.
Also with abstract terms, esp. Lee sb,^ i, Shelter sb, 2.

Under the wind : see Wind so.

Beo7uulf211 Flota wa;s on y5um,bat under beorse. Ibid.

710 Da com of more under misthleot^um Grendel gongan.
97X Blickl, Ilorn. 211 J>a:t w^ter waes sweart under tiaemclife

neo(!ian. c 1205 Lay, 37163 pa be com in ane dale vnder ane
dune, ]>er he gon at-stonden. f 1305 Judas Iscariot 70 in

E, E. P. (1862) 109 So t>at )>is tuei schrewen..Adai ^eode
alone pleye vnder an orchard. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T.

1123 And dounward from an hille vnder a bente Ther stood
the temple of Mars Armypotente. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) V. 329 pat ryver renne^ under tbe citee of Wygnn,
f 1402 Lydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. 77, I sawe a litel welle, That
had his course .. Under a hille. 1495 Cov. Leet Bk. 563
Such grounde as the seid Maister had vnder the parke syde.

a 1^48 Hall Chron.^ Edw. /K, 201 So vnder a woodJes side,

ihei couertly espied them passe forward. 1585 T. Washing-
ton tr. Nicholay^s Voy. 11. i. 31 b, (We lay] seuen daies vnder
the castle and fortresse called Capsali. Ibid. 11. x. 44 b, The
castle,, .vnder which lieth a vallie very fertile. 16013 1st Pt.

Sir y. Oldcastle iv. iv. 75 Hard vnder Islington wait you
my comming. x66a Stillincfl. Orig. Sacrm in. iv. 5 12 T hat
part of Thessaly which lyes under the mountains Ossa and
Olympus. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xi. (1840) 185 We
were obliged to come to an anchor under a little island.

1751 Labelye Westm. Bridge 28 The Carpenters began to

makeand erect, under the SurryShore, 12 Frames of Timber.
1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 402/3 Under the rock where the
fowls build they row their boat. 1840 Alison Hist. Eur.
VIII. Ixii. 365 Seeking refuge under any projecting ground
from the intolerable musketry. 1842 Loudon Suburban
Hort, 625 Either in the open garden, ..or under a wall.

)>, In military and naval use.

1677 Lond. Gaz. No. i237/2*The slaughter would have
been much greater, but that by the favor of the night they
got under the Cannon of the Foit of Kiel. 1710 Ibid. No.
4731/2 TbeDuke ofAnjou was encamped, .under the Cannon
of Lerida. 1805 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VI 1. 167 note^

At 2.5 The French Admiral's Ship under our Quarter had
lost her foremast

8. With verbs of motion, impulsion, etc., denot-

ing change of place to a position below or beneath

something.
Beowulftfil pa secg wisode under Heorotes hrof. Ibid.

820 Scolde Grendel t>onan. .fleon under fenhleo3u. c888 K.
tElfred Boeth. xxxix. 8 3 Hwa ne wundraS Sies ha;t sume
steorran jewita^^ under ^a sse. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke vii. 6
Ne eom ic wyrSe J>a:t 3u ga under mine J^ecene. c 1200 Ormin
1551 And |»urrh ^att tatt tu fullhtnesst hemm & unnderr
w'aterr dippesst. c 1205 Lay. 8406 Tweien scalkes..scri3en

under hordes & skirmden mid ma;ine. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.
C. 179 A lodes-mon ly^tly lep vnder hachches. 1382 Wyclif
Luke vii. 6, 1 am not worthi, that thou entre vndir my roof.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholafs Voy. 11. xxiv. 65 The
arcenal. .hath neare an hundreth arches or vaultes to builde

and hale the Rallies vnder couert and drye. 1617 Moryson
Itin. I. 210 All which, at the ringing of this bell to prayer,

went vnder the hatches. 2648 Hexham ii, Onderduycken^
to Dive vnder water, as in swimming. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Ge^rg. IV. 72 When Golden Suns appear, And under Earth
have driv'n the Winter Year. 1702 Addison Dial. Medals
(1726) 102 She thrusts a lighted torch under a heap of armour
that lies by an Altar. 1806 Med, Jml. XV, 275 He admits
that various active substances may be introduced under the

cuticle. 1827 Mirror IL 254/1 Chance. .led him under an
apple-tree. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 251 Rude Boreas, who
likes to let dayught under the focussing cloth.

II. In senses denoting subordination or subjec-

tion.

9. With reference to persons acting in a certain

capacity, considered in relation to one holding a
superior position or office.

C893 K. Alfred Oros. in. xi. 142 J>a J?e under Alexandre
fyrmest wa:ron. c 1000 Rule of Chrodtgang vi, Se bisceop

o<^3e se 3e under him ealdor is. a 1300 Cursor M. 16026

pai . . sen t to pilate ^air procuratur, . . For he sett vte-ouer J>am

Vnder cesar >e king, c 1380 Wyclif Senn, Sel. Wks. I. 316

So Syryne, \>va was t^ere cheef undur t?e emperour, bigan to

make ^is discripcion. c 1420 Lydg. Assembly o/Gods 1259

Then made Vertu Frewyll haylle vndyr Reson. c\^v^
Eng. Cong. Ireland €> In that lym was prince in wales, Rys,

GryfTynes son, on^er the kyngof en^land. 1473 Rental Bk.
Cupar.Angus (1879) I. 166 We hafe grantyt hym. .to niak

tenandis onder hym. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. xxxvi. 75
'i'he pope is the vycar generall vnder god. 1546 Vorks,

Chantry Surv. (Suriees) 348 The same prebendaries have

vj vicars inducted under them. x6ii Cotgu., SouHurateur^

. .one that hath the. .charge of a thing vnder another. 1667

Milton P. Z.. v. 695 Hee together calls,, the Regent Powers,
Under him Regent. 1761 List Officers Army 195/2 Ca[Dt.

Sir Duncan Campbell, lit. Staff-om. la. under L. G. St. Clair.

1820 Lamb Elia i. South,Sea House, Deputy, under Evans,
was Thomas Tame. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 55 The
King was, under Christ, sole head of the Church. 1854 R. S.

SuHTEES Handley Cr. vii, Betsey, a maid of all worlc, and
a girl under her. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon I. 133 He
had worked under Clark.

b. Under God^ Heaven^ etc., in parenthetic use.

(Cf. God sb. 9 d.)

1544 Star Chamb, Cases (Selden) II. 279 The ship.,
wherof one John Goodladc.then vndir god was master.

1616 R. Cocks Z>/a?:v (Hakl. Soc.) I. 199 Of his arivall there

in our junck,. .he under God saveing her. a 1704 Locke Ess,
Undersi. St. Paul's Eiist. (1707) 17 This is the only safe

Guide (under the Spirit of God..) that can be rely'd on.

1719 Dk Foe C^«j<?^h. (Globe) 332 Hc.thank'dmethathad,
under God, given him and so many miserable Creatures their

Lives. 1841 Lytton Night ^ Morn, in. xi, The husband and
wife . . looked up to her as the author, under Heaven, of their

happiness. Ibid. v. xix, It is from you, under Providence,

that [etc.].

+ C. = In addition to; besides. Obs,
£ri4oo T. Chestre Launfal 48 For the lady bar. .swych

word. That sche had lemannys unther her lord, c 1440 Gesta
Rom. i. I (Harl. MS.), pis woman lovid by wey of synne
an ot>er kny^t, vndir hire husbond. Ibid. v. 12 There was
a knyjt hadde a faire wife, \}3X tooke an ojier vndir him.

d. With reference to derivative rights or claims.

18x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 505 As to the grantee of the
rent-charge, he was in under the first joint tenant who
released. 1896 Law Times C. 410/1 The acts or defaults of
any person other than himself and those claiming under him.

10. Denoting subordination to, or control by, a

person or persons having or exercising recognized

authority or command ; occas. = in the service of.

' c^y^ Lindisf.Gosp. Matt.viii.9Ic. .haefounder mec3eignas.
' c 1000 >Elfric Num. iii. 9 Beon hig (lenas under Aarone
, and his sunum. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 223 He ane is to herien,

\>\\x\i hwam & under hwam alle kinges rixleO. _ci23o Hali
Meid. 31 For, beo hit nu, t>at. .[J>ul habbe nionie under be,

hirdmen in halle. 1382 Wyclif Matt. viii. 9 For whi and
I am a man. .hauynge vndir me kni^tis. c 1400 Maunmjev.
(Roxb) XXX, 133 Prestre lohn has vnder him many kynges.

c 1450 Holland Howlat 133 For all statis of kirk that wnder
Crist slandis. 149^ Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 22 § i A maister

Ship Carpenter taking the charge of the werke havyng men
undie hym. 1538 Starkey England i. i. 24 Now also vse

your lyme, vnder so nobul a prynce, lothe mayntenance. .of
'' the same. <( 1548 Hall_ Chron., Hen. V, 38 While all was

vnder one [king], no nacion durste. .attemple warre against

i

the lirilons. 1639 A. Wheelocke in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)

I

157, I could wish that our learned gentrie.. would imploy
I some scholars to be under them. .to compile a body of our
I Divinity. 1726 Swift Gulliver iv. iv, In my last voyage I

1
was commander of the ship, and had about fifty Yahoos
under me. 1779 Mirror No. 4, An uncle of my wife, who.

.

had obtained a very considerable office under government.

1838 W. Bell Diet, Law Scot. 168 The society is now under
the keeper of the signet, 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. \. I.

141 Favourable to the plan of reviving the old civil constitU'

tion under a new dynasty.

b. spec. Denoting relation to military com-
manders or political leaders : Led or commanded
by ; in the forces or following of.

X297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1332 Vor i>e maistrie nis no^t a
kinges.. Ac kni3tes J>at vnder him vi^teh & ssede|> hor blod.

1564 Stapleton tr. Stnphylus' Apol. Pref. 11 His wisedom
..he well declared.. in the like seruice vnder the Catholike

and vertuous Duke of Bauaria. 1599 Shaks, Hen. K, iv.

vii. 154 King.^'\iO seru'st thou vnder? IVill. VnderCaptaine
Gower. x6i2 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 6 Let them now
serue as voluntaries vnder the Capiaine lesus Christ. 1718

Prior Poems Sev. Occas. Ded., In the first Dutch War He
went a Voluntier under the Duke of York. 18x6 Scott Old
Mort. xxxvi, I made my first campaigns under him. 1839
Penny Cyd. XIV. 347/2 On the i8th May, 1565, the Turks,

under ^Iustapha Pacha,.. landed on the island of Malta.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng, xVi. III. 204 He.. had fought
bravely under Monmouth on the Continent. i86x M.
pATTisoN Ess. (1889) I. 45 The great communistic uprising

under Wat Tyler in 13S1.

c. Denoting relation to teachers or instructors

:

Subject to the instruction, direction, or guidance of.

To sit under (a preacher) : see Sit v. 28. See also Study
V. IC.

1^24 Reg, Mag. Sig. Scot. 200 The said M. Hary .. has

maid under him gude and perite scolaris now laitlie the

tyme that he was maister of our scule. X691 Wood Ath.

OxoH. II. 693 His first education in Grammar learning was
under one Thom. Sibley. 1711 Stekle Sped. No, 154 p 2,

l..had the finishing Part of my Education under a Man of

great probity. 1724 H. Bedford tr. Li^e J. Barwick App.

362 Under this Instructor he learnt the Art of blurting out

crude Sermons. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vii. xii, There
were likewise two Ensigns,.. one of whom had been bred

under an Attorney. 1808 Scott in Lockhart Life I. i. 43i

I made some progress in Ethics under Professor John Bruce.

X837 K. H. DiCBY Alores Cath. viii. vi. (1846) II. 594/2 He
studied under Albert at Cologne and Paris. 1900 D. C. Tovey
in Grays Lett. I. 3 note, Birkett was the tutor under whom
Gray was admitted a Pensioner at Peterhouse.

d. = As a tenant of.

1754 in Nnime Peerage Evidence C1874) 51 She lived under

said lord Nairn very near his house.

e. = In the hands of (a doctor).

X898 Hutchinson's Arch. Surg. IX. 382. I go once a week
to Dr. Brown, but whether I am under him or he is under me
I never can quite tell.

11. With names or designations of rulers, passing

into the sense of * during the reign or administration

of*, *in the time or period of*.

<:888 K. Alfred Boeth. i, He ha Kemunde..l?ara ealdrihta

be hi under t>am caserum Itajfdon. la^ooO. E. Chron. {Par-

ker MS.) an. 653, Her MiddeUSeaxe onfengon under Peadan
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UNDEB.
aldormen ryhtne jelcafan. C950 Lindisf. Cosfi. Luke iv.

17 Moni^o hreafo weron . . under [ Helisaeo] Scene witgo. 1340
Ayenb. 12 pe uerl>e article belonget> tohU passion, J>et is to

ligKc, J»et he ^lede dyaj> onder pouns pilate. c 1375 ^V. Leg.
Saints ii. {Pan/) a8 Quhen he come to rome, Wndir fell

nero iholit dowme, And ded wes. 14^$ in An^^it'a XXVlll.
»77 What so evir we loste toforne vndir our prjncis fele IJy

Ihi comforte.. may soon be yoldcn ageyn. 1548-9 (Mar.) 5*.
Cotft /'roy^r, C*»/«w««i(^«, [He]was crucified also for vsvnder

Pontius Pilate. 1565 Harding ^«j7f. to ,1/. Iv^lies Challenge

41 b, Soter Byshop of Rome, .who suflTred martyrdom vnder
Antoninus Veriis the Emperour. 16x8 Holton Florus Ep.
Ded. A 3 b, An heathen man, and living under Tr.ijan the Em-
perour. 1756-9 BuTi^R Lt'rvs of Saints i\82i) XI. 105 Bishop
Fisher, who was put to death for his religion under Henry
VIII. 1807 Syd. Smith Lett. Catholics \. P 12 There were
as many persons put to death for religious opinions under the

mild Elizabeth as under the bloody Mary. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. /•»£. iii. I. 280 The national wealth., was greater under
the Tudors than under the Plantagenets. 1891 Fabrar
Darkn. 4- Dawn xxvi, He would have lost his head under
Caligula.

b. Similarly with other nouns.
a XAOo Ncm Test. (Paues) Heb. vii. 11 For vnder I>at prest-

hod i>e pcpel vnderfong >e lawe. 1641 J. Jackson Tr-ue

Evam. 7". II. 89 They are such beasts as while the Law was
up, . .furnished Gods Altar with Sacrifices, and now under
the Gospelt, our tables with meate. x66j Stillingfl. Orig.

Sacrm 11. vi. § 8 The Prophets under the old Testament, when
they speak of things to come to pass in the New. z688

Dryden tr. Life Francis Xavier \. 39 OverjoyM, that under
his Pontificate, a gale shouM be open'd to the Gospel, in the

Oriental Indies. 1807 Syd. Smith Lett. Catholics i. p 8

Under the reign of his present Majesty. i8a6 V.M\Yi Popular
Fallacy Wks. 1908 \. 368 But who can show it?.. Under
what king's reign is it pretended ?

12. Denoting subjection to power or force exer-

cised by some person or persons ; Beneath the rule

or domination of ; subject to.

41950 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 942, Burga fife. .Da;ne
wa:ran ar, under NorSmannum nydegebei^de. a laag Leg.
Kath. 1092 He is godd seolf, l^e duste dea<\ under him. 1297
R.Glouc. (Rolls) 9873 Hii-.Rret raunson him jeue, In t>ral-

dom as vnder him t>ere to bileue. a 1340 Hampole Psalter

xvii. 43 pou supplaniid rysand in me vndire me. C1400
Maundev, (Roxb.) xxix. 132 Cristen men schall be vnder

Jrnim. X517 ToHKiNCTON Pilgr. (1884) 63 'J'he havyn of
Corfewe, whiche Cite and yle ys vnder the Venycianns. 1526
TiNDALE I Cor, XV. 27 It is manifest that he is excepted,

which did putt all t'tynges vnder him. 1610 Healey Si.

Aug. Citie 0/ God 122 What Hues the cittizens lastly led,

vnder so huge a bed-roll of gods Guardians !

b. Under the sea (see quots.).

Under the ifeatlur (dial, and U.S.) : see Weather sh.

x6zy Cavt.Smith Scai/!an's Gram, ix. 40When thty would
lie obscurely in the Sea, or stay for some consort, [they] lash

sure the bclme a lee, and so a good ship will He at ease

vnder the Sea as wee terme it. 1867 Smyth Sailor's It^ord*

l>k. "joS Under the sea, a ship lying-to in a heavy gale, and
making bad weather of it.

13, With abstract or other sbs. denoting autho-

rity or control, with or without specification of the

person or persons exercising it,

Cf. CoMHAND sS. 3 d. Also in fig. phrases with Hand s&.

35 a, Foot s6. 30 c and 33, Thumb sb. 5 aX £"1 Eyk s&.^ 6.

(a) c888 K. j^lfred Boeth. xxxvi, § i t)a:tte a;fre swylc
yfel seweorftan sceolde under JSiesajlmihtganGodes anwalde.
C9I0 O. E, Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 901, Se waes cyning ofer

call Ongelcyn butan Ssein dale J>e under Dena onwalde wa;s.

g't Blickl. Horn. 99 Eat^modgia)) eow sylfe under t^zere mihte
odes handa. ^1175 Lamb. Hoin. 13 Mur3he sculen

wunian on londe het bi5 on gri3e and on friSe under mire
onwalde. <;iaoo Ormin Introd. 35 To ben unnderr deofless

)>eowwdom. c 1340 Hampole /'r. Consc. 5S84 Prelats..Sal

acount yhelde in sere degre Of ^air suggets undir Jjair

powere. 1390 Gower Con/, I. 18 So that under the clerkes

lawe Men sen the Merel al mysdrawe. 1399 — Praise of
Peace 39 Of all the world to winne tiie victoire, So that undir
his swerd it myht obeie. c 1450 Merlin xxviii. 576 The xix

kynges . . comaunded alle hem that were vnther theire

lustice that [etc]. 1457 Harding Chron. in Eng. Hist.
Rev. ()ct.( 1912) 744 Compleyntes of wrong alway in general
Refourmed were, so vndyr his yerde egall. 1511 Act 4
Hen, Vlily c. 19 § 4 Every alien & stranger nott borne under
the Kynges allegiance & not made Denyzen. a 1533 Ld.
Berners Gold, Bk. M. Aurel. Z 5 b, Thou shalte tourne to

be bonde to theim that are nowe under thy bondage, 1667
Milton P.L. in. 242 Under his gloomie power I shall not
long Lie vanquisht. 1754 A. Murphy Grays-Inn Jml. No.
95, In all Ages the Managers of Play-houses have acquiesced
under the Gallery-Jurisdiction. 1781- [see Supervision i],

1817 JAS. Mill Brit. India 1 1, v. lii. 412 He proposed that it

should no longer act under the orders of that Presidency,
2850 Tait's Mag. XVII. 366/1 Banking operations come
necessarily under its sphere. 1888 Contetup. Rev. July 36 A
person who is under the direction of amateurish cferks.

(^) f 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. viii. 9 Ic monn amm under
mzht. \c xooo Ags. Gosp. ibid., So31ice ic eom man under
anwealde.] a zooo Colloq. jElfric in Wr.-Wiilcker 102
For3am cild ic eom under gyrda drohtniende, a 1300 Cursor
M. 12117, pou est vnder [lagh] and t'ar-in bunden, Bot i am
ar l>e lagh was fuiiden. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4923 That he
may er he hennes pace Conteyne vndir obedience Thurgh
the vertu of pacience. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Subiugo^ .

,

to bryng vnder yoke. 1615 Jackson Creed iv. ni, ix. § i,

348 In the Fort. .of the soule, where it bath euery. .desire
as it were vnder shot, or at., commaund, 1667 Milton P. L.
II. 322ToremaineIn strictest bondage,.,Under th' inevitable
curb. i68a Dryden Medal Ep. Whigs, Laws under which we
were born. 1784 P. Wright A'i^tf /•'>&. il/ar/yri 806/1 He. .was
at last taken..by three Moss-troopers, under no discipline.

183J Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds Pref, 3 How the uni-
verse was formed and under what rules its movements pro-
ceed. 1846 Raikes Life ofBrenton 125 The Santa Dorothea
frigate, then under orders for Entilancf. 1890 Ld. Ksher in

Law Timet Rep. LXIII. 734/1 Whenever that official acts
under the rules ordinarily regulating his duties. 189a
Photop: Ann. II. 397 U must be obvious how much the
light IS under control.
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b. With words denoting guidance or direction.

Under correction : see Correction i b.

a 157S tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 108 Thei
camen home under the coiiduile of their lodesmanne Fer-

guslus. 1598 Hakluvt V(^. Ep. Ded. f 3 As. .our skill in

Nauigation hath hitherto bene very much bettered.. vnder
iheAdmiraltie of your Lordship, 163a- [see Conouctj^.' i^\
a 1700 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. (1911) IX. 336 She was both
loved & fear'd by those y' had y* happines to be under her

conduct. 1711 Sped. No. 67 r 6 My eldest Daughter, .has

for some time been under the Tuition of Monsieur Rigadoon.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udoipho xxxi, She saw herself

at the approach of night under his guidance, among wild and
solitary mountains. 1827 Faradav Chem. Manifi, xxi. 546
Unless tliis be done by tlie experimenter, or under his parti-

cular directions, itshould be left untouched. iS8sLa7u'J'i>ues

23 May 63/1 A fourth edition.. has just appeared under the

editorshipof Mr. Charles IJurney.

c. With words denoting or implying subjection

to,or being the subject of, (a) some form ofhandling

or treatment, (3) consideration, trial, or notice.

(«) i535> 1659 [see Hand sb. 35c]. « 1670 Hacket Abp.
lyillianis ii. (1693) 28 The Subject which is no^v under the

Quill is the Bishop of Lincoln. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 61 He may with Justice boast, that very
few die under his hands, a 1719 Addison Firg. Gcorg.yMks.

1 72 1 I. 25S That Poem, which lay so long under Virgil's

correction, and had his last hand put to it. 179J Cowi*ek
Let. 26 Jan., But no laurels are to be won by sitting patiently

under the knifeof a .surgeon. 1837 Disraeli Venetia i.xvi,

As the Doctor was under the operation of the barber. 1843
Blackw. Mag. LIV. 616, I left him under the hands of his

valet. 1884 Marshall's Tennis Cuts 234 He is . . now under
medical treatment.

(/') 165a Nkedhah tr. Seldens Mare CI. 2 As to what con-

cerns the point of Law, this Question falls chiefly under
debate. 1664 Extr. St. Papers Friends Ser. ni, (1912) 214,

I have had them thrice under private examination. 1677
Earl Essex in E. Papers (Camden) II. 112 The throwing
ye man overboard, for w[hilch ye Master, .of the ship will be
brought under question. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 6^/2 Let

me next suppose the Payment now under our Consideration

to be made to the Bank. 1780 I\lirror No. 102, It is not the

character itselfthat falls under my observation. 1827 Faraday
Chem. Manip. xii. 278 Any number of parts by volume of the

acid under trial. 1849 Tait's Ma^. XVI, 163/2 The first

judge who comes under our notice is William Fitz-Osborne.

189a Photogr. Ann. 1 1. 198 The subject under discussion has
nuthing to do with cliemicals.

d. Under the plough, employed as arable land.

So under cultivation ^ tillage ^ etc.

179s [see 6 b]. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric, I. 296
Land.. under an arable system of cultivation. Ibid. 314
Soils, .under tillage. 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke I''arm'\^y

Lands that have been under the plough for hundreds of years.

1862 Anstf.d Channel Isl. I. lii. (ed. 2) 37 Of this area, about
lOjOjo acres are under cultivation.

e. Under steamy etc. (Cf. 5 c.)

1839 Civil Eng, Sf Arch, Jrnl II. 475/2 She can scarcely

fail to attain an uncommon speed under steam, i860, 1873
[see Steam sb. jd]. 1883 Law Times R<p, XLIX. 332/

1

About to round BlackwallPoint under a port helm.

14. With words denoting or implying restraint,

confinement, or safe keeping.
a^oo CvNEWULF Elene jfis (Gr.), In byr^enne [he] bidende

wa;s under beostertocan. a 1300- [see Lock sb.^ i bj. 13 . .
-

(see Key sb.^ 1 b]. c 1386- [see Arrest sb.^ 9b, 10]. 1^93
Cov. Leet Bk. 569 pat they be puite vnder suertie fro sesMon
vnto session. 1611 KLORiQ,.S"i7/i'(7i'rt!r<//(i, vnder guard, keeping
or custody. 1629 Wadsworth Pilgr. viii. 90 He left mee
alone ...lockt vnder seuen doores. 1645 Howell _77y(7ftf

Treat. (1661) 338 Their faculiies have a kind of ubiquiiary

freedom, though the body be never so under restraint. 1689

.S"^:, Acts Parlt. (1875) XII. 50/2 The petitioner was sent

for to be brought to the meeting under a gaurd \,sic\. 1737
in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 48B While he was
Under confinement He liv'd very magnificently, z-jgg Hull
Advertiser 17 Aug. 2/4 No officer could be landed, the ship

being under quarantine. 1841 Dickens^. A' mj^c?4 Sent under
a strong guard to the tower. 1847 [see Restraint sb. 2 d].

b. With words denoting an obligation, compact,

or formal engagement : Subject to, bound or con-

strained (legally or morally) by.

x4S6SirG. HAVE/^(i2w.^r;«j(S.T.S.)io^ Cristin men that

ar duelland in the mistrowand menis housis under malis suld

be lele to thalr malaris, 1538 Stabkev England i, iv. 115

Certayn landys were gyuen out . . to inferyor personys . . vnder
such condycyon that [etc.], a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. K/,

98 b, My Lorde of Winchester, .hath subscribed with his

awne hande, under the worde of priestehod, to stande at the

aduise . . of tlie persones abouesaied. 1626 C. Potter tr.

SarpVs Hist. Quarrels 185 He had particular Commande-
ment from the King his Master, to oblige him vnder the

Word of a King, to a neere Vnion with the Republique.
171a Steele Spect, No. 362 p i All who vend Wines should
be under oaths in that behalf. 1790 Vk\.ym HorxPaul.yi\,% i

As he was also under a promise to the church of Philippi

to see them. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 488 A covenant
to renew a lease, under the same rent and covenants as those

contained in the original lease. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz,

Steam Excurs., Mr. Samuel, the eldest, was an attorney,

and Mr, Alexander, the youngest, was under articles to his

brother. 1848 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. (1883) II. 26 This time
I am under engagement logo. i86i M. Pattison Ess. (18S9)

I. 47 Every master was under an obligation., to keep an iron

helmet and harness.

15. With reference to physical weight or pressure.

(Orig. in literal sense.) Also in fig. context.

a 1300 Cursor M.G&yo If )>on find. .Vnder birthin his beist

lii^and. Help him. a'1400 Ne^v Test. (Paues) 2 Peter ii. 16

He spak not as resonable man, but as a doume Iwste J>at

vnder synne was ^oked. 1591 Spenser Ruins ofRome 161

Th' earth vnder her childrens weight did grone. x6ii Bible
Exod. vi. 6, I will bring you out from vnder the burdens of

the Egyptians. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 539 So shall the

World goe on, .. Under her own waight groaning. X714

Addison Spect. No. 559 P 7 They wandered up and down

UNDER.
under the Pressure of their several Burthens. 1794 Mrs.
Radcliffe .Afyj/. Udoipho x%\\. Her reason seemed to totter

under the intolerable weight. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip.
XV. 374 The glass vessels intended to retain gases under
pressure. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 346 The health of
the tree must decline under the load of. . imperfectly nourished
fruit. 1891 V. Hardy Tess iii, The cradle-rockers, . .under
the weight of .so many children, ..were worn nearly flat.

b. With words denoting pains, penalties, or

similar consequences : Subject to the risk or cer-

tainty of incurring or suffering. Sometimes ellipt.

c 1449 [see Pain sb.^ i b]. 1560 [see Penalty 2 d]. 1599
Sandvs Europae SPec. (1632) 112 Whom they charge under an
high degree of mortall sinne and damnation, .to appeach
even their neerest and dearest friends. 1632 Lithgow Trav,
II. 49 Neither may they stay, .all night vnder the paine of
imprisonment. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. \. iii 56 Vn-
doubted verities, and to be believed under the Popes curse.

1665 in Extr. St. Papers F'riemis Ser. 111. (1912) 231 I'lhey]

shalhe vnder such penalties as the law may inflict vpon them.
17H SiEEi.E Spect. No. 66 r 5 Under Pain of never having
an Husband. 1737 Challoner CaM.CAr. /wj/r. (1753) 123
Which is the Case of all who refuse., to comply with any Part
of their Duty, to which they are obliged under mortal Sin.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 154 Of these, no subject was
permitted to drink undpr severe penalties. x8zo Milner
Suppl. Ment. Eng. Cath. App. 305 An obligation, .under the

guilt of a grievous sin. 1845 Lingard Anglo-Saxon Ch.
II. ix. 67 He.. forbade his sons, under their father's tnaledic*

tion, to molest them.

c. With words denoting something oppressive,

distressing, or restrictive of free action : In the con-

dition of suffering from, being afflicted or distressed

by, etc.

Cf. the use of OE. under with words meaning 'grip or
' grasp '. With somewhat weakened force, the sense occurs
frequently with certain words, as contribution, dif^culty,

disadi>antage, necessity, sentence.

138a WvcLiF Ca/. iii. loWhoeuere ben of the workisof lawe,
ben vndir curs, xgia Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 365/2 Thai
stand now under accusatioun for crime of tresoun. 1569 Reg.
Privy CouncilScot.X.tZz [He] ressavit fra ilk ane . . the sowme
of thre puiidis, and yit hes thame under danger of the rest.

1644- [see CoNTRiBuiioN I b]. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies

{1665) 335 The more modern Rabbins were under a despair of

. . equalling the 'I'raditionat . . Commentators upon their Law.
1688 Collier Several Disc. (1725) 369 The Publishers of it

..lay under Discountenance and Persecution from the civil

Powers. 1711 J)/ff:/. No. 116 P7 If I wasunderany Concern,
it was on the Account of the poor Hare. Ibid, p 8 A noble
Soul struggling under innumerable Pains and Distempers.

'75° Johnson Rambler No. 6 p 6 Those that suffer under the
dreadful symptom of canine madness. 1779 Mirror No. 8,

It was with regret that the Editor found himself under
the necessity of abridging the following letter. 1806-7 }•
Bkhksford Miseries Hum. Life 11. x. If. . it may afford you
any consolation under the recollection of a calamity so
dreadful. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng, v. I. 612 note, Wade
was writing under the dread of the halter. 1869 Freeman
Norm.Cong. III. xiv. 360 Harold was under the ban ofRome.

d. With reference to mental impressions : Pos-

sessed, swayed, or affected by.

1667 Milton P. L. i. 313 Under amazement of their hideous
change. 1683 Isee Mistake j6. 2 a]. 1759 [see Impression 6 b].

1779 Mirror No. 16, A man under the impressions I have
described, will be led to look into himself. 1843 Lover
Handy Andy xlvi. That Tom wouldn't hurt a ffy, only
'under a mistake'. 1849 Macaui^y Hist. ling. v. I. 662
Evidence was produced which proved that Goodenough wais

also under the influence of personal enmity. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. a) I. 395 Are you under the impression that they
will be better cared for. .here? 1885 [see AIisapprehension].

e. elHpt, = Under the influence of.

1884 Thompson Tumours ofBladder 95 Some phosphatic
deposits, which were removed.. under ether, x^^^ Science-

Gossip XXV. 220/1 A fixed oil. -is obtained from the seeds
by expression under heat, 1892 Hugh Lane Differ. Rheum,
Dis. (ed. 2) 72, I have seen these cases frequently treated.,

under chloroform.

III. In senses implying that one thing is covered

by, or included in, another.

16. Denoting that a thing is presented or observed

in a certain form or aspect.

See also Kind sb. 13 b, Species 2.

a xooo Gnthlac 682 (Gr.), Eom ic l>ara twelfa sum, )>e he
^etreoweste under monnes hiw mode gelufade, c 1320 Cast.
Love 657 O^ God nis l>en he J>at.. vnder vre wede vre
kyiide nom. c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 189 This hymprie ys
spoken vnder ful fayre and darke examples, 1561 Rastkll
Confut. Ivelles Serm, (1565) 128 The people receiued under
both kindes. 1586 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. (1911) IX. 171

At w^** time vi or vii of the said company did communicate
. .by receaving the sacrament under one kind only. 1659
Pearson Creed xii. 780 Life eternall may be looked upon
under three considerations; as Iniiiatl, as Partial, and as

Perfectional. X663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxvii,

bidding him to take great heed lest under the guise of this

Humility., he pioved unthankful for Gods favours. 171a
Addison Sped. Na 419 P7 When the Author represents any
Passion, Appetite, Virtue or Vice, under a Visible Shape.

1713 — Guard, No- 101, The painter has represented his

mort Christian Majesty under the figure of Jupiter. 1774
GoLDSM. Nat, Hist. VIII. 26 Some insects continue under
the form of an aurelia not above ten days. 18x7 Jas. Mill
Brit. India II. v. vii. 608 Under the ignominious light in

which imprisonment is regarded by the Indians. 1870 J. H.
Newman Gram. Assent 11, viii. 307 We must contemplate

the God of our conscience as a Living Being.. under the

aspect of this or that attribute. 1879 E. Waterton Pietas
Mariana Brit, 225 The several types under wliich our

Ladye was represented in England.

b. With words implying a specious or deceptive

appearance. A\%oeliipt. - ' under the pretence of*.

See CoLOUH sb.^ 12 d, Cover sb. 3 d, Coveet sb. 2 c, Guiss -

sb. 5 b. Pretence sb. ^ b, 4, 6, Prete.xt i^.', Semblant sb, 2,

Snow f/'.' 7 c, Veil sb.^ 5.



UNDER.
x6o7 Shaks. Timon m. ilL 33 Like those that vnder hotte

ardent zeale, would set whole Realmes on fire.

c. With suggestion of one thing being hidden
or disguised beneath another : Beneath the form,
guise, or concealment of.

a 1340 HAMPOLE/'fa/?^rcxxxix.?[t>e snare isendles pyne,
l>at bai hid vndire delit of syn. iiSaWvcLiF Pre/. St. Jerome
viL (1830) 70/1 Vndir name of Nynyue, [he] tellith helthe to
Gentils. rx4oo Destr. Troy 11489 He ihoght his falshed
to feyne, vndur faire wordes. 159a KvD Sfi. Trag. iii. x. 22
Vnder fained iest Are things concealde that els would breed
vnrest. 17*3 Pres. St, Rttssia 1 1. 46 The Vaguliizes . . have
their own Language, and worship the Devil under their
Idols. 1779 Mirror No. 27, A. .friend of mine, whose real
name I shall conceal under that of Wentworth. 1854 Mrs.
Jameson Commonpl. Bk. (1877) i Extreme vanity sometimes
hides under the ^arb of ultra modesty. 1857 Pi'sev Doctr,
Real Presence i. 156 Asacramental invisible presence of the
Body and Blood of Christ, under the Bread and Wine.

d. Under the name (etc) of^ = by the name of.

(See Namb sd. 13.)
x64z-a Laud Diary 20 Feb., There came a tall man tome,

under the name of Mr. Hunt, 1663 Extr. St. Papers
Friends Ser. 11. (igii) 150 Seuerall Persons who are under
the names of Quakers and other names of separacion now in
the Goales of London and Middlesex. 1744 Berkeley Siris
% 268 The Ei^yptians . . had . . even deified her under the name
of Isis. 1780 Mirror No. 80, The authors of those little

essays which appear in the learned world under the title of
Advertisements. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit, India 1 1, v. ix. 704
Under the stile and title of a commutation, an additional
window tax. . was imposed. 1843 Pereira Foodf^ Diet 120
Hard confectionary, .sold under the names of Lozenges,
brilliants, Pipe, Rock, Comfits, Nonpareils. 1876 Benedens
Anim. Parasites ts Naturalists had recognized some crust-

aceans under the name of A ncei.

t e. « In (a manner or fashion). Ods. rare.

15*3 in Cent!. Mag-. {I'jSs) ii. 939/1 I..dyd christen the
same childe under this manner. 153a Tindale Fx^. Matt.
V. (1550) 22 With greate paj-ne they can suffry their gross*
synnes to be rebuked vnder a fassion, as in a parable.

17. Denoting inclusion in a group, category, class,

etc. t Under {tkeni) ail, in all, altogether.

^960 iEtHELWOLD Rule St, Beuet xvii. (Schroer) 40 JE\c
[psalm] on sundron and nan under anum gloria, a 1225
Ancr. R, 222 pe oi>er, & te ueor3e [temptation], ualleS under
J>e uttre. c 1290 S, Eng. Leg, \. 59/176 (Francis, Giles, and
Bernard] and seth[>e ol»ur breo, So J:>at vnder heom alle sixe

freres to-gadere weren i-brou^t. 1J97 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

6996 pe ktn^..)ef al so Tueie gode maners sein swithin f^er

to, pat wolde be tueniy vnder aL 1576 Fleming Panppl.
Epist. 352 margiuy Under that word : lightening, thunder,
..mysts, fogges earthquakes, &c. are to be understoode.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay*s Voy. iv. iii. 115 b, The
Persians.. whiche went vnder tlie armie of Darius. 1635
Pagitt Ckristiannp'. 1. ii. (1636) 43 Under these eight pro-
vinces all France is conteined. a i66a Hevlvn Ccsmogr.
III. (1674) 173/2 Principal Cities of the whole at this present
time under the notion of Cathay, are [etc.]. 1676 Office
Clerk 0/Assize F iij, They shall speak without Oath unless

the Fact be under Felony. 1711 Addison Sfect. No. 21 f a
The re»t are comprehended under the Subalterns, 1756
P. Browne Jamaica p. xxxiii, I have.. distributed the

^species under their proper genera. 1793 Smeaton Edystone
L. 1 291 The fitting or adapting the parts of matter together,

comes under no calculation in point of time. 1853 Our
Coal-Fields ^ Coal-Pits 221 Many matters which would
come under this head have already been incidentally men-
tioned. 1885 Tiines 6 Apr. 7 The owners of 'ravelling

booths and circuses come strictly under the class.

b. Denoting occurrence in a particular section

or article of a literary work.
S589 Hakluvt t^oy. To Rdr. P 6 Vnder this title thou

thalt first finde the old northerne Natiigations ofour Brittish

Kings. 1738 Ceiamiieks Cycl. s.v. Snistraction. Write the

less Number under tlie greater,, .as we have directed under
AtlditioK. 1783 Encycl. Brit, (ed. 2) X. 8307/2 Under the

article Natural History, .Sect. I. it is observed, that [etc.],

18*3 ScoRKSUY Jrnl. 280 Thc day of the present voyage
unoer which these remarks are introduced. 1846 Penny Cycl,

Suppl. n. 431 As explained under House, ..'\x. is frequently

necessary [etc.]. 1879 E. Watebtom Pietas Mariana Brit.

221 As I have mentioned in the Series under Stowe.

O. Uniier one, in one, united(ly), conjointly,

to;jether, at one time. Obs, exc. dial.

Cf. Du. ondereen^ together, pelUmell.

1596 Nashe Saffron W^alden Ep. Ded. Bijb, And so [I]

leave them, .outright to hang, draw, and quarter them al

vnder one 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Chemin, Tout aun cHemin, all

vnder one. 164a O. Rogers A^xam^n 170 So that be seeks his

owne and bis Masters advantage both under one. a 1667

C. HooLK School-Colloquies (i683) 105 Come, I pray you,

and you shall sup with us all under one, 1839- in Eng, Dial.

Diet, s.v. Under a.

d. Of figures or angles in relation to the lines

determining their size.

1570 BiLLiMGSLEv EucUd i\. def. i. 61 Rectangle parallelo*

grames which are comprehended vnder equal lines are

equal the one to the other. 1660 Barkow Euclid \, prop.

xlviti, The angle comprehended under those two other sides

of the triangle. 1764 [see Com i'rehend v. io]. 1798 Hutton
Course Math. U. 124 The rectangles under the sum and
difference of the ordinates. 1854 Tomlinson Arago's
Astron. 167 The angle under which we see objects.

18. With words denoting protection, care, or

benevolent interest.

Sec also Auspice 3, Protection i b. To this sense may
be assigned the apologetic phrases underyiworir {Favour
sb. 3 a), leave, pardon.

971 Blickl. Horn. 41 Ne \>\\t{ox\ Re wenan ]?xi ;^e hat or-

ceapc sellon, t'set :^e under Drihtnes borh syllaK c 1230 Hall
Meid, 7 Se seli sikernesse as ha was in,& mahte beon under
Codes warde. c\yjs ^c. Leg. Saints iii. {Andn-w) 943
Vndir ?our proteccione to luf in contemplacione. c 1400 [see

Carb */'.' ii 1470-85 [see Safe-conduct sb. i). 1550 Reg.

Pr.vy Council Scot, 1. 84 Thair is diverse assurJl personis.

.
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sittis under assurance duelland within the boundes of the
Merse. x*/^ Edward 111^ v. i. m Vnder safe conduct of
the Dolphms seale. 1692 E. Walker tr. Efiictetus' Mor.
xxxvii, Melhinks they've given enough, in that you live

Under their prudent Care. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 106 r 4
Sly worthy Friend has put me under the particular Care of

his Ijutler. 1768 (W. Donaldson] Life Sir B. Sapskull I.

X. 105 To.. institute an independant academy, under the

auspices of that great name. 1803 Scott Let. in Lockhart
(1837) I. xi. 392 'Ihe mode of telling the story approved by
thc French minstrel, under the authority of his Tomas. 1844
Alas. Browning Drama 0/ Exile yi^ I hold that Eden is

impregnable Under thy keeping. i8i56 [see Patronage 3].

1885 Laiu Rep, 14 Q.B.D. 867 Even if the plaintiff succeeds

the action may have been defended under good advice,

19. Denoting a state or condition (frequently one

imposed by implied circumstances).
In later use common with circumstaHcesise& Circumstance

sb. 4) and conditions. In parenthetical phrases, as rmder
these circumstanceSfthe sense passes into 'having regard to',

' taking account of '. For umier -way or iveigk see the sbs.

fiaoo Ormin Ded. 9 purrb |>att witt hafenn takenn ba
An rejhellboc to folhhenn, Unnderr kanunnkess had & lif.

Ibid. io;;3o Unnderr Crisstenndom, & unnderr laefe oCriste.

c 1205 Lay. 395 Assaracus heuede enne broher, pe wes under
wedlac iboren. 1438 Munim. de Melros{V>zxi\\. CI.) 519, I

wes requerit, .for to wytnes vnder wryt ]>e thyng at wes
determynyt befor me in iugement. 1490 Caxton Emydos
xxvi. 93 Thou haste deliuerde me my traytour & peruerse
enmye, vnder hope of loue & benyuolence. 1564 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 276 James Barry..quha allegeit him to be
undir the King of Denmarkis wageis. 1581 Rich Fareiv.

(1846) 58 She beyng under covert barne, your obligation is

unpleadable. 166a Stillingfl. Grig. Sacrx 11. v. § 1 A
meer seducer was to be stoned to death under sufficient

testimony. 1668 Pepys Diary 7 July, Because of Fleet

Bridge being under rebuilding. 1689 in Sc. Acts Parlt.

(1875) XII, 76/1 Such personcs as he hes already put under
baile. X7ia Addison Spect. No. 349 r 7 He died under
a fixed and settled Hoj>e of Immortality. x^*Q Welton
Suffer. Son 0/ God I. viii. 200 All things here are under
a perpetual vicissitude and alteration. 1780 M. Madan
Tkelyph. II. 61 Augustus rejected the testament of a man
who died under a state of celibacy. 18x7 Jas. Mill Brit,

Imiia II. V. vii. 607 He knew, under the sentiments which
prevailed at home, by what a slender and precarious tenure
he enjoyed his place. 1855 Bain Senses ^ Int, 11. i. § 11 The
physical state ofa muscle under contraction may be inferred

from the details already given. 1884 Duncklev in Manck.
Exam. 26 May 6/2 Under the ballot it is as easy to vote as

to pay a morning call.

D. Under Iruslj in a «tate of supposed safety.

Obs. exc. arch.

1545 in Tytler ///V. Sc<?/.(i864) II, 340) The Lord Maclanis
fader was cruellie murdressit under traist, in his bed. 1589
R. Robinson Gold. Mirr. (1851) 5 Then ftlischief calde for

treason vndcrtrust; Helpe now (quoth he) or els I am o're-

throwen, 1609, 181S [see Trust sb, 5 a].

20. Denoting participation in the authoritative

or confirmatory effect of a seal, signature, etc,

:

Authorized, warranted, or attested by.

See also Hand sb. 35d, Sbal sb.^ i c. Signet sb. 2, 3, Sign-

manual I.

1338 K. Brunne Chron. (1810) 288 He kept his castels, his

vitaile, his mone, Underc )>e kyng scales, a 1400-50 Alex^
andir 1845, I send to 5owe my sawe vndir my sele wreten.

1417 [sec Signet sb. 3]. 1460 in Rec. City 0/Nonvich (igro)

II. 94 If J?e cloth be tokened and founde defauty under t>e

tokene. 1471 K. Eow. IV in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.^ I'ar.

Coll, IV. 209 Veven undir oure signet at oure I'aleis of

Westminster the xixth day of December. 1546 Langley tr.

Pol. Verg. de Invent. \\\. iv. 135 b, Gregorie the nynth..

canonised Dominickc, and by his Bulle vnder Lead, allowed
him for a sainct 1551 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914)

62 .\ warr.inte vnder the kinges Maiestiesowne handes. 159a

in J. Morris Troub. Cath. Forefathers {1S77) =3 And this

averred by writing under all or most of his neighbours' hands.

1613 PuitcHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 215 The bill of dluorce is.

.

deliuered to the woman before three credible witnesses, vnder
their hands and scales. i6SyAssur. Abby Lands 120 Altho'

we have empowered thee., by divers of our Letters, as well

made under-Lead as in the Form of Breves. 17^-8 [see '

Signature sb. i], 1838 W. Bell Diet. LmvScot. 8S9 Under
this seal commissions of tutory, gifts of bastardy,, .are passed,

f b. Under {Ihe) nanie of, ~ in thc name of, (See

Namkj^. h c) Obs,

144s tr. Claudian in Anflia XXVIII. 265 His shrewde
seruauqtis. . Pretendyng evir the Kyngis title . . vndir his name
^ wrongid. 1535 Coverdale Zech. xiii. 3 Thou shalt dye,

for thou speakest lyes vnder the name off the Lorde. 1585
T. Washington U. Nicholay's Voy, \. x. 12 b, [He] coyned
money vnder his name. 1596 Shaks. Tam.Skr. iv. iii. 12

He docs it vnder name of perfect loue.

C. Implying a statement or suggestion as to the

authorship of a work,
i66a Stiluncfu Grig. Sacrse n. i. § 3 Who would ever

undertake to prove . . that Euclide was thc undoubted Author
of the Geometry under his name? i^ia P. Metcalfe Life

St. tl 'inefride ii:)i7) s Altho' the mention 'd Author publish 'd

hisTomes under the Borrow'd Names of Alford, alias Griffith.

1803 Mar. Edgewortii Moral T., Forester xvi, Our hero.

.

inserted his compositions, under a fictitious signature, in his

master's newspaper.

d. = In accordance with (some regulative power

or principle).

1779 Ann. Reg., Chron. 216/2 Numbers of them had been

long sufwrscdable, or inlitled to their discharges under in-

solvent acts. 1867 Froude Short Stud. Ser. i. I. 47 Under
this edict.. more than fifty thousand human beings.. were

deliberately murdered. 1S74 Nairne Peerage Evidence 169

That is the lady who was examined under a commission from

this House? 1884 Manch, Exam. i6_ Feb. 4/6 The first

contested county election under thc provisions of the Corrupt

Practices Act.

IV. In senses which imply falling below a cer-

tain standard or level.

UNDER.
21. Beneath or below in point of worth or dignity.
c 888 K. iELFRED Boeth. xxxiii. § 5 Under hire selfre hio bi5

Jjonne, Sonne hio lufa5 Jras eor31ican ]>ing. Ibid, xxxvii. § 4
Hiora yfelnesawirpft hi under J^a menniscan j^ecynd. a 1340
Hampole Ps. xvii. 40 Til l>a J?at ere vndire me, (^at is, ill

men vndire me in merit bifor god. 1548 Uoall, etc. Erasm,
Par. Matt, 100 b, This they thought a goodly prayse, al-

though that it was farre vnder his maiestie. 155^ Gbenewev
Tacitus, Ann.ui. \. 63 Tiberius and Augusta abstained frum
mourning in publicke: iudging it a thing vnder their

maiestie.

b. Below the rank, standing, or level of.

i6io B. Jonson Aich. 11. vi, No, sir, shee '11 neuer marry
Vnder a knight. 1632 M assinger & Field Fatal Do^vry iv.

i, Fight with Romont ? No, I '11 not fight under a lord. 1650
Fuller Pisgah iv. vii. 123 Nothing under an Infinite can
expleat and satiate the immortall mindeofman. 1711 Addison
Spect,.^Q, 122 P9 It was too great an Honour for any Man
under a Duke. i8xa Lamb EUa \. Distant Correspomients^
No person, under a diviner, can.. conduct a correspondence
at such arm*s length. 1847 L. Hunt Men, IVofnen, ^ B. II.

vii. 96 He uttered nothing under a gentility or a dulcitude,

22. Below, less, or fewer than (a specified num-
ber or amount).
c i3£to WvcLtF Last Age Ch. (1840) 30 pat we ben undir \>t.

hundrid geere of .x. letire I schewe schortly by Bede. 1530
Tindale Pract. Prelates Hiij, The Emperours host was
vnder xx. thousande. 1557 North Gueuara's Diall Pr.
It. xi. 95 b, There was a lawe amongeste them, that no man
should marye under three wiues. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc.

Weapons 6b, In case they should compose smaller bands of

300 to an Ensigne, or vnder that number. 1601 R. Johnson
Kingil. ^ Commw. (1603) 154 They receiue,some 1000. some
80. rubles a yeare, none vnder 70. 1664 P. Henry Diaries

^ Lett. (1882) 155 That interdict lasted under 5. yeares. 1699
R. L'Estrange Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 174 Sometimes ten,

sometimes twelve, but never under six. 1745 H. Walpole
Lett. (1857} I. 406 Repeated accounts niake them under five

thousand. ? 1800 ^ORXisw.Andreiv Jones 28 Under half a-

crown, What a man finds is all his own. 1833 Macaulay in

Trevelyan Life (1876) I. 287 The voters are under 4,000 in

number. 1855— Hist. Eng. iv. IV. 624'! he weight, .proved

to be under one hundred and fourteen thousand ounces.

b. Below, not having attained to (a specified age).

1:1400 Maundev. (i839)xxvii. 278 The faireste Damyseles,
that myghte ben founde undir the Age of 15 Zere. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus s.v. Minor, Vnder .xxv, yeres of age. 1570-4
Bp. Cox Injunct. in aW AV/. Ritual Comiti. {1868J 406/2

Their chyldren and seruauntes. .bcyng of sixe yeres of age,

and vnder twentic. 1658 Harrington Prerog. Pop. Govt.

Wks. (1700) 335 It is provided, .that no man under thirty

years of Age he capable of Magistracy. 1692 O. Walker
Grk. <V Rom. Hist, g Then was Augustus under nineteen

years old. 1729 Jacob Laiv Diet., Nonage,. . is all the 'i ime
of a Person's being under the Age of One and twenty; and,

in a special Sense, where one is under Fourteen, as to Mar-
riage, &c. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. II. 247 He is

under fifty-seven. 1885 Lmv Rfp. 10 P.D. 189 Till their

only child should attain twenty-one, or die under that age.

c. At or for a less sum or lower price than (that

specified).

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc) 107 ' Thou scapst not

here, quod he, ' under ij. pence '. 1496 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 6

'rhey be sold far under the Price that they be worth. 1583

Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. M i, Vou will not sell a sermon
vnder a roiall, or a noble. 159a A rden ofFeversham 11. ii. 76

But, were my consent to giue againe, we would not do it

vnder ten pound more. 17IZ Steele Spect. No. 362 p 1 They
can have no advice for him under a Guinea. 1733 Tull
Horse-Hoeing Husb. 142 note. Wheat was under Three
Shillings a Bushel. 1831 James Phil Augustus^ III. i, I

should .suppose they would never free a knight of his renown
under a ransom often thousand crowns.

d. In less time than (that specified).

x63a J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 114 Great Fleets,

which cannot be rigg'd under a great deale of time. 1639

W. Mountagu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) i.

380 We. .can get none, neither can any be made under three

weeks' time, 1711 Addison Spect. No. 102 P 4 Flirts and
Vibrations (of the fan].. that are seldom learned under a
Month's Practice. 1726 Leoni Alberti's Archit. I. 29 Cato

advises to dig the Stone in Summer.., and not to use it under

two Years. 1728 Fielding Love in Sit. Masques i. v, I shall

hardly reduce it to any tolerable consistency under a fort-

night s course of acids.

e. With less than ; of less size, depth, etc., than.

1570 FoxE^.<5-;»/. (ed.2)I.32i/2 For commonly he neuer

rode vnder a 1500 horses of Chaplaynes, Priestes, and other

seruyng men waytyng vpon hym. 170a Eng. Theophrast. 15

They will scarce believe that two and two make four, under

a demonstration from Euclid. X719-20 Swift To Yng,

Clergyni. Wk-s. 1727 II. ii. 12, I remember several young
men in this town, who could never leave the pulpit under

half a dozen conceits. 1795 Act 35 Geo. Ill, c. 20 Sch. A,

Ufers.. under eight Inches square. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

IVord-bk., Handdead, a small lead, .for sounding in rivers

or harbours under 20 fathoms. 1883 ReP, Channel Tnjinel

Cojnvt. App. Case IL 546 Barbarous orders.. to sink every

Spanish ship under 100 tons.

f. ellipt., esp. in atid wider^ or under, placed

after statements of size, price, etc.

148a in Eng, Hist. Rev. XXV. 122 The firste and lecste

soortc is of vj. ynchesse in lenghte and vndre. 1495 Act 11

Hen. VIL C.61 § I To lette and demyse fermes ther for the

terine of vij yere and undir. 1526 Tindal Matt. ii. 16 All

the chyldren,.. as many as were two yere old and vnder.

1576 Act 18 Eliz. c 6 In good Wheate after vjs. viijd. the

Quarter or under, c 1580 in Eng, Hist. Rev, July (1914) 521

Yf you will by 100 IJallettes of woade together they will

asshewre it to be good ;
yf you by under you shall bye it at

your owne adventure. \i^ G. Pi.attes in Hartlib's Legacy

(1655) 211 When Barley is at two shillings the bushel, or

under. 1670 in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App. V. 15

Courser [hangings].. your Honour maybe served with from

Flanders, att i8j. per stick or under. 1708 Land. Gaz. No,

4422/7 'I'he Commodore appeared to be a Ship of 50 Guns,

'..and the rest of 20 and under. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3;
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UNDER.

XVII. 43J/i Courses and topsails.. for 44 gun ships and

under. 1803 Bkddoes Hjtgcia xi. 40 Dr. C... estimates the

infecting distance of patients in the plague at a foot or under.

1911 Jacques in 36/* Prov. Mating Latv Sx. 363 Leaving

property worth only j^ 500 or under.

23. a. Under age (or \ years), below the (legal)

age of majority.

luo Spenser F. Q. 11. x. 64 Three sonnes he dying left, all

vnder age. 1603 G.OK^ti Feiiiiirokeshire {.\i<)i) 12 Willi.-im,

who was then onder age. 1617 Mohvsos //;'». I. 274 The
Lords of Eriskin..vsc to haue the keeping of the Prince of

Scotland, being vnderyeeres. 163a SHERWooofUnder-yeares,
minenr, en boi age. 1765-8 Erskink Inst. Law Scot. l. vii.

S I But minority.. includes all under age, whether pupils or

tiihtres, i8si Keats Cap >, Belh xxi, This was his page, .

.

Sent as a present, while yet under age, From the Viceroy of

Zanguebar. 1843JARMAN (C.VA (1881) I. xiv.^46Under the

old law.. personalty was..disposable by the will of a person

under age.

b. Below (a certain standard).

See also Mark i*.' la c. Par j*.' 3 b, Prook sh. 11.

1615 W. Lawsos Country Housezv. Card. (1623) 30 Your
graffe. .will grow but to small purpose,, .and lightly it will

be vnder growth. 1661 Walton Angler (ed. 3) it. 52 So
many Nets and Fish, that are under the Statute size. 1748

(see Proof sb. 11]. 1799 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 271 The
frost.. was 20 degrees under the freezing point. xSag J.Neal
Bro. Jonathan \. 364 Poor fatty 1 you know he's rather

under par. 1857 Miller Etem. Chem., Org. 121 If the

spirit burned off and left the powder damp, it was considered^

under proof. 187S E. C Stedman Victorian Poets 275 The
statement of Bulwer's preface is under the truth.

o. Under (one's) breath, in a low voice, in a

whisper.
183a [see Breath sh. gb]. 1883 Whitelaw Sophocles,

Oedipus Col. 489 Pray, under breath, not lifting up Ihy

voice. 1898 'Merriman' Roden's Corner xv. 155 'Oh,

hans 1 ' she added, . .under her breath.

V. t 24. Among. Obs. rare,

c 893 K. j'Elfred Oros, iv. x. 196 pa ne mehton ^»a sen.ltus

n^enne consul under him findan J>e dorste on Ispanie..

jefaran. c laos Lay. 915 Wet speke 5e kempen vnder eou alle ?

+ 25. During ; in the lime of. Obs.

Also Sc. \ vnder arte time, at the same time.

c 893 K. /Elfred Oros. i. x. 46 pa under \>xm sewinne hie

Senamon frit> wi3 J>a waepnedmen. 971 Blickl. Horn. 35 t>a:t

wesceolan under t>a:m feowertiseot>an gerime. .syllan |>one

teoban dael ure worldspeda. c laos Lav. 32028 Vnder 1
issen

uare.coste he sumnede ferde of alle t)ane monne t»at he

bi-^eten mihte. £1425 Eng. Ctnq. Ireland 8 V'nder that

tyme, Robert Steunes.son hym dyght to wend in.to Irland.

'533 Bellenden Livy l. ix. (S.T.S.) I. 51 Legatis war send

on athir side vnder ane tyme desiring redres of all dis-

pleseris. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exck. 5 Now ys the tyme
vnder lyfe to help one another ; but when, .breathe ys gon,

neytber angells nor Apostles can geve any help. 1662

Stilungfu Orig. Sacrie II. vi. § 8 Not that these things

should really be under Gospell times, a 1670 Spalding

Tronb. Chas. I (1B51) II. 396 Wnder speiking this Williame

Forbes schootis the gentilman with ane pistoll deid.

f b. With demonstrative pronouns : During this

or that time ; meantime, meanwhile. Obs.

cr893 K.iELFRED Oros. 11. ii. 66 He.. him jjehet 5set he his

rice wi3 hiene daelan wolde, & hiene under Ssem ofslog.

a 900 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 876, Hie J>a under |>am

hie nibtfisbestielon.. into Escanceaster. a 112a /ij/i/. (Laud

MS.) an. J046, Da wearS hit under bam l>et ))am cynge com
word [etc], c 1205 Lay. 6433 Wnder |?on hjer com tidinde.

ibid. 9660 Vnder |?an comen tiSende. a 1225 Leg, Kaih.

1858 Under \>\l> com ^le j^urs Maxence . . a^ein to his kineburh.

1197 R. Glouc (Roils) 2503 per come out of germaynie

vrrder ^t..ssipes ei^tetene. a 1300 Floriz <5- Bl, 635 The
children awoken under thon.

TTader (cndaa), adv. Forms : I- under, 3-7

vnder (6 Sc. wnder), 4-5 vndyr, 5 vn-, undir,

-dre, undur, owndir. [OE. under, = OS. undar.

etc : see prec]

L Below, down below, beneath.

Bemmlf 1417 Wacter under stod, dreoris and scdrefed.

tbid. 221 3 Stis under Ije^ eld urn uncuS. a 900 O.E. Martyrol,

5 May 76 Se dael Jjare ciricean . . hair t?a:s lia;jendes fotlastas

sindon under. cxoooiELFRic Saints' Liz'esW. 393 He. .bet

ba..fyr under betan. ciiso Gen. /^ Ex. 3188 Moyses it

lolwede Sider it flet. And stod 3or 8e graue under let [ = lay].

13.. Cursor M. 377 (GOtt.), He wro3t..|)e sky..wid watir

schinand als cristall, ^at es on hey, J)at es vnder. 1390

GowER Con/. I. 173 And under al aboute he seth The faire

lusti floures springe, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) iv. 12 Men
may see |>are i>e erthe of t>e toumbcsiirre and moue, as

J>er ware a qwikke thing vnder. 1422 Yonge tr. Sccreta

Secret. 241 Yf the lyght mettis vndyr be, whan hit is defiet.

•S3S CovERDALE Gcn. xlix. 25 Helped . . with blessynges of

heauen from aboue, with blessinges of y« depe yt lyeth vnder.

X591 Spenser Vis. Worlds Vanity 65 A sword-fish , . in his

throat him pricking softly vnder. 1648 Crashaw Poems
(1904) t52 Storme and Thunder Would sit under. And
keepe silence round about thee. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry

Storm'd (1827) 48 At anes the bells bailh up and under

Begoud to rattle on like thunder. 1820 Shelley The Cloud
10, 1 wield the flail of the lashing bail, An-* whiten the gfeen

plains under.

b. With verbs expressing or implying movement.
\To look under, to look down (Look v. 44).

a Xiao O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1083, pa wreccan
munecas la^on onbuton ham weofode & sume crupon under.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1297 pen the Troiens . . Gird euyn to the
Grekes with a grym fare, . . Wondit of he wightbt, warpide
horn vnder. 1539 Bible 1 Kings xviii, 23 Let them . . laye
hym on wodd, and put no fyre vnder. 1608 Sylvester
Vn Bartas lu iv. Schism loia Like as a Roach, or Ruff, or

Gudgeon .. Frbks to and fro, aloft and under dives. 1818

Byron Juatt i. cliii, There is the closet, there the toilet,

there The antechamber—search them under, over. 1846
Sover Ci»c>&tfr)/ 176 Saw the rib bones asunder in the middle ;

pass your knife under.

SL In special senses : a. Beneath the rider.

124

c iioo O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1079, His hors wear3

under of.scoten.

b. Lower down on a page, etc.

Chiefly in combs., as under-mentioned, -named,^pecified;

cf. also Hereunder adv. t To seal under: see Seal j'. 4.

c 1362 [see Underwritten ///. a.\ 1474 Cov. Leet bk.

390 These ben the names vnder folowyng of the Collcctours.

1786 Burns Inventory 74 This list,.. I wrote it. Day an

date as under notit. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 257, 1 have

designed a slide as under.
_ -j r

c. Below the garments ; on the mner side ot a

garment.
c 1400 Brut clxxviii. 199 He.. smote him wyh a knyf

;
but

he false traitoure was armed vnder, so hat he stroke myght

done him none harme. i4S7 Sc. Acts Jas. II, c. 13
f
at iia

woman weir, .talysof vnsittande Icnthe nor furry t vnder bot

on he haliday.

d. Of the sun, etc : Below the horizon ; set,

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon i. 46 Nyghe was the Sonne

vnder, and it was well aboute complyn tyme. Ibid. xiv. 346

Whan reynawd sawe all redy that yo Sonne was goon vndre,

& that the nyght cam fast on. 16^9 Skene Reg. Maj. 104

He may cast the Proces, s.iying, that . . it was made vnlawfiillie

vnder Sunne. 1850 R. G. Gumming Hnnter's Life S. A/r.

(1902) 93/2 The sun was under before I laid him low. Ibid.

1 1 8/2 The moon was now under, and it was very dark. 1859

Meredith R. Feverelv^y-yiiy, The sun was under.

e. Underwater; submerged.
1830-1873 [see Gunwale b]. 1890 Cent. Diet. s.v. Rail,

The vessel sailed rail under.

f. Down tinder, in the Antipodes.

1899 IVestm. Gaz. i Tune 5/1 He had once made 74 for

Australia against England ' down under \

3. a. Into a position or state of subjection or

submission. (See also Bring v. 26, Get v. 71.)

c\z<pGen. !, Ex. 4041 Of 3e sal risen.. a wond 3e sal

smiten ri^t NIo.ib kinges,and under don Al sedes kin Sis werld

up-on. a 1300 K. Home 1420 (Cainb.), To schupe we mote

draje ; Fikenhild me hah i-don vnder. 1390 Gower Conf.

I. 5 Love, which doth many a wonder And many a wys man
h.ith put under. /Wrf. 117, I that lawe obeie Of which the

kinges ben put under. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. VI. (Percy

Soc) a6 It is alwaye at mannes pleasaunce To take the good

and caste the evyll under. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest i

Wherefore the Greekes call it Fickleforce, for that it can

not be brought under. 1646 Deumm. of Hawth. Ansiv. to

Objections Wks. (1711) 214 We are not brought to such

a Nonplus, and so under,. .but that we dare both say and

maintain, They proceed unjustly with us. 1723 Lockhart

Paf'crs (1817) II. 112 Both the contending partys did desire

to promote unity and peace, provyded their opponents would

knock under. 1791 Ann. Reg., Chron. 4' The fire was got

under. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxix, I've begun

now to bring them under. 1882 [see Knuckle ?'. 2I.

b. In subjection or submission ; in a subordinate

or inferior position.

13.. K, Alls. 3054 (Laud MS.), For no power, ne for no

wonder, 5itt ne weren we neuer vnder. c;i46o Osency Reg.

19 Know he hym-selfe gilty, . . And be he vndur to he streyte

veniaunce in he last dome. 1463 G. AsiiBY Prisoner's Rrjl.

292 The ryche slepeth, the pore laboreth vnder. 1480 Robt.

Devyll 341 Nowe the people dyd wonder To se that all

knyghtes to hym wer vnder. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 330
Why should we then be so kept vnder lyke be.istes and
slaues? 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Andria i. i. How
couldst thou know his nature, . .whilst, .awe and his master

kept him vnder? 1611 liiPLE i Cor. ix. 27_ But I keepe

vnder my body, and bring it into subiection. 1647 N.
Bacon Disc. Gcrvt. Eng. I. xvii. 54 The new stemme o(

Kingly power, .sucked much from them, and kept them
under, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 15 Aug. 1687, The King
keeps them under byan army of 40,000 men.

c. To go under : see Go v. 93.

4. With preps, fa. At under, in an inferior

place or position ; in subjection. Sc. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce vn. 365 For he ves put at vndir swa.

That he ves left all hym allane. c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. v.

X. 2396 Dycius..held haim euer at vnder ay. 1456 Sir G.

Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 36 Sum men wenis to be at outhe

and abune that is at undir. 1500-20 Uunbab Poems 1. 23

He hes att warslingis beine ane bunder, 5ett lay his body
nevir at wnder. X573 J. Tyrie in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 3

Sufficient to put at vnder the euill foundet fortres my ad.

uersar hes budded. 1653 Urquhart Jewel 197 The cruelty

of whose perverse zeal, will keep the effects of his vertue

still at under. 1677 Gilpin Dxmonol. (1867) 153 They kept

them at under, as captives in a dungeon,

b. From under, from below.

1535 CovERDALE Amos ii. 9, I destroyed his frute from
aboue, and his rote from vnder. x6xx Bible Ezek. xlvii. i

The waters came downe from vnder from the right side of

the house.

5. Less in amount, etc. ; lower in price.

1574 W. Bourne Regiment for Sea ii. (1577) 9 b, The
Epacte sheweth the age of the Moone or chaunge day, within

12 houres under or over. 1632 Lithgow Trav.iy. 137 The
price of a virgin was too deare for him, . . and widdows were
fnrre vnder.

6. Under and over, a gambling game with dice.

1890 Nc'.vcastlc Even. Chron. 26 Dec. 3^1 Fined.. on a
charge of playing ' under and over ' with the dice and box.

tU'llder, V. Obs.-~^ [f. Under adv^ trans.

To cast down, depress.

150a Atkynson tr. De Imitatione in. xxxviii. 227 As
longe as the symple entent of his soule amoiige all suche
varyacyons is nat vndered, but dyrecle to me contynually.

Under- (fndaj), prefix'^, representing OE.
under-, = OS. undar-, OHG. untar-, ON. undir-,

etc. (see Undeu prep.). In OE. about eighty

words with this prefix are recorded, but only fifteen

or sixteen of these are of frequent occurrence. Of
the total number about fifty are verbs, and twenty-

five nouns, the adjectives being few and rare. In

UNDER-.

OHG. there are also many examples both of verbs

and nouns, in ON. of nouns only ; on the other

hand there are few recorded examples in OS., and

none in Gothic.

2. In OE. (as in OHG.) a considerable number

of the compounds with under- were clearly sug-

gested by Latin forms with mb- {sue-, etc.) and

occur only as renderings of these, e.g. underberan,

supportare, sustinere ; underbeged, subjectus ;
««-

derbrxdan, -breidan, substernere; undercerrende,

subvertens ; undercujnan, subvenire. The fre-

quency of such forms no doubt contributed greatly

to establish the vogue of the prefix in ordinary nse.

The practice of rendering L. sub- by under- is ex-

tensively followed in the earlier Wyclifhte version

of the Bible, and gives rise to a large number of

unique or unusual forms, as underburn, -cry,

-drench, -follow, -grow, -heave, -hile, -join, -laugh,

-lead, -minister, -mow, etc., which are illustrated

below, together witli some others occurring in the

anonymous translation of the Pauline Epistles.

Similar examples are occasionally found in other

ME. translated texts, as underorn, -slake (q.v.),

after L. subornare, summiligare.

X382 WvCLiF Nahum ii. 13 And Y sbal *vndre brenne

[L. snccendam] thi cartis of foure horsis. — Gen. xxxix.

14 Whanne Y hadde "Yndercried IL. succlamassem], . .he

forsoke the mantil that I heelde. — Luke xxiii. 21 Thei

vndircryeden [L. succlamabant], seyinge, Crucilie, crucifie

him. — Exod. xv. 10 The see couerde hem ; and thei

ben "vnder dreynt [L. subinersi] as leed in hidows watris.

a 1400 Pauline Ep. (Powell) Gal. ii. 4 pe false breherene

he whyche *vndyrentredyn [L. subintroierunt] to spye oure

freenesse hat we hafe in lesu crist. X382 WvcLiF Ps. xxii. 6

Thi mercy shal *vnderfolewc [L. subsei;uetur] me alle the

dajis of my lif. a. 1400 Pauline Ep. (Powell) i Tiiii. v. 24

pe synnus of summe men ar schewyd opyn goande bifore to

he dome and of summe forsohe h<:i vnderfolewyn [L. subse-

quunturl 1382 WvcLiF Gen. xxvi. 13 He jede profytynge

and *vndurgrowynge [L. succrescens} to the tyme that he

was maad hugeli greet. — Exod. xxiii. 5 If thow se an

asse of hym that hatith thee lye vnder the charge,.. thow
shalt 'vnderheue [L. sublei'abisi with hym. —Num. xii. 14

Whether shulde she not . . seuen days with reednes be *vnder-

hilid [L. suffundi\1 — Ps. Prol., Heer also is ta5t..what

bi penaunce be purchasid, whan he *vnderioyneth, ' 1 shal

teche wicke men thi weies '. — Ecclus. xiii. 7 And "vnder

lajbende [L. subridens] hope be shal jyue, tellenrfe to thee

alle goodes. — Ezek. xxiii. 3 There the breestis..of hem
ben *vndirled [L. siibactn]. — Ecclus. xxxix. 59 Alle the

werkes of the Lord [are] good ; and ech werk in his hour

shal "vndermynestren [L. submitiistrabitX —_i Tim. v. 10

If she vndirmynistride to men suffringe tribulacioun. a X400

Pauline Ep. (Powell) Eph. iv. 16 On whom alle he body is

. .knyt to gydere by alle ho ioynture of "vndermynystraciori

[L. subministraiionis]. 1382 WvcLiF Ps. xxxiy. 16 Thei
"vndermouwiden [L. subsannaverrmt] me with vnder-

mouwing. — Rom. Prol., He writeth therfore to
_
the

Romaynes, the whiche..wolden with proud contencioun

"vnderpoten either other, — Gen. xxvii. 36 Now secounde

he hath *vnder rauyshide [L. surripuit] my beiiysoun.

— I Sam. ii. 7 The Lord..mekith, and "vndurrerith [L.

sublevat]. — Acts xxvii. 4 We •vndirsailiden [L. subtuivi-

gavimus] to Cypre, for that wyndis weren contrarie. — Acts

xxvii. 17 The vessel "vndirsent [L. summisso], so thei were

borun. a 1400 Pauline Ep. (Powell) Col. ii. 19 pe hetl, ot

whom alle he body is bildid in to one hurgh coniunccions

and "vnderseruyd [L. subministratum] hurgh h^ bondys

of charite. 1382 Wyclif £fh. iv. 16 Al the body sett to

gidere, and boundyn to gidere by ech ioynture of "vndir-

seruyng [L. subministrationis\ — Dent.xxxa. 22 Fier is

"vndurtent [L. succensus] in my woodnes. — Ps. xvii. 9 Colis

ben vndertend of hym. — Dan. viii. 3 Oo wether . .hauynge

hee3 horns, and oon hee3er than an other, and "vndrewex-

inge [L succrescens]. — i Sam, Prol., Fro thens thei "vn-

durweuyden Sophym, that is, the book of Jugis. — Gen.

xxvii. 37 Alle his britheren 1 haue "vndir 3ockid [L. sub-

jugavi\ to the seruyce of hym. — Nehemiah v. 5 We han
vnder ^okid our sonus and oure do3tris in to seruage.

3. In combination both with verbs and with nouns

various senses of the prefix were already developed

in OE., and further variations have arisen in the

later language, the starting-point for new develop-

ments being usually the Elizabethan period. In

most of its senses under- can be freely employed to

form new compounds, the meaning of which is ob-

vious except when they are used in some special or

technical connexion. In some of these general

types under- is correlative to Over-, and not in-

frequently the actual compound in under- is en-

tirely due to the previous use of one in over-.

In the following sections a number of the more
casual formations are given by way of illustration

;

those which have a more permanent character, or

which for some reason require special treatment, are

entered in their alphabetical places as main words.

The uses which are most capable of giving rise to

new formations, of which complete enumeration is

impossible, are 4 a, 5, 6, 9, 10 a, b. Altogether

the senses of the prefix may be classed under four

heads :

—

I. Denoting local position.

4. With verbs. The following variations arc

found in OE. and in the later language : a. De-
noting action (or continuance of a state) carried

on under or beneath something, as OE. underberan



UNDER-.
to support from below, undeidelfan to dijj beneath,
underetan to eat away, to sap, underieman to run
beneath, etc., ME. undercut, -dig, -grnu, -hole,
-mine, -pitch, -shore, -strnv, and the later under-
bitid, -brace, -build, -gird, -hew, etc. b. Denot-
ing the action of moving so as to be or to get under
something, as OE. underJlSwan to flow under, un-
derhnigan to descend beneath, undersciotan to pass
under

; ME. undercreep ; also with causative force,
as OE. utuierbregdaii to spread under, underddn
to put under, understingan, to thrust under, ME.
underput, -set. Additions to this group are not
frequent in the later language, but occur in under-
cravil, -dive, -run, -work, and with slight variation
of sense in underpeep, -peer. c. Rarely, the sense
of ' from below ' is found, as in underpeep, -shine.
In the dictionaries of Florio (1611) and Hexham (1647),

uiuUr-\^ used in the above senses to form a numl>er of com-
pounds which are merely-suggested by Italian forms msog-,
top-, sot{ta)- and Dutch in onder., as uitdcrienii, -knit, -lo/t,
.murk, .note, -roof \Y\or\o),uncier/ume, -gripe, .li/t, -press,
•smoke (Hexham). In addition to verbs, the following mis-
cellaneous examples include instances of the ppl. adj. and
agenl.noun.
c 1900 BKck's Hatidhk. Med. Set. VIII. 142 (Cent. Suppl ),The building is very solidly built, but *undercellared only.

1890 Nasmith Cotton Siiimiiig litack. x. 148 The ' 'under
clearer spring is attached to the roller beam. iSoi —
Students' Cotton Spinning ix. 329 An underclearer D', is
sustained below the bottom front rollers. 1883 A. DoBSON
Oldiyorld Idylls, Dead Letter iii, Bonzes witli squat legs
•undercurled. 18x8-31 Webster, • Underditch, v.t., to form
a deep ditch or trench to drain the surface of land. 1904
Aature 13 Oct. 593/2 An 'underfolded and underthrust
knot of younger strata, a 1815 Forby Koc. E. Anglia,
Under-^rui, to undermine. 180S Coleeidgk Lett., to T.

7<^'-0' (1895) 537 When I first wrote it I 'undermarked it.

1839 O. Rev. LXIII. 415 No accuracy in •underpiling the
platform is thus practicable. 1846 tr. Port Royal Method
Grk. Tongue B The three "under-pointed (Greet vowels], a,

n, <f. i8<4 KlNCSCEV Roman ^ T. p. liv, We shall believe
not merely in an over-ruling Providence, but (if I may dare
to coin a word) in ,-in •under-ruling one. 1800 Murdis lav.
Village 133 Behold I where now he 'undersaps the sward.
1846 Lanoor Imag. Com. Wks. I. 472/2 One hath fallen
the moment when he had reached the last step of the ladder,
having 'undersawed it for him who went before. 1877
Blackie Wise Men li<) The hidden working ofthe travelling
fire That 'underscoops the earth. 1879 Lanier Poems, To
B. Taylor 2 To range, deep-wrapt, along a heavenly height,
O erseeini; all that man but 'undersees. 1885 W. K . Packer
Mammalian Descent vii. 169 We have a. .ploughshare bone
large and long in proportion to the . . beam which it *under-
sphces. 1889 Voice (N.Y.) 28 Nov., A pure serious aim
undersweeps his work and comes out in it like a trans-

figuration. 1803 Amer. JrnL Set. XLV. 306 (heading),
•Underthrust Folds and Faults.

d. A noun of action with under- may have the
same form as the verb, as undercut, -gnaw, -hang,
-lay, -lie, -lift, -mint, -run, -score, -spin, -thrust.
'895 J. J. Raven Hist. Suffolk i The coast line has

luflfered, and still suffers, from the constant undergnaw of
the German Ocean.

6. Withnoims: a. In names of garments worn
under other articles of clothing, found in OE. under-
hwltel, -syrc, but not common till the l6th cen-
tury, when undercap, -forebody, -frock, -garment,
-girdle, -sleeve occur. The following are examples
of recent or less usual compounds.
Contrasted with Ovcx 8 c, and in modem use sometimes

replaced by Sub- 3.

189s Daily News 24 Dec. 6/3 The chiffon 'nnder-bodice
being visible between the two sides. 161 r Florio, Sotto.
tnanto, an "vnder-cloake, a Cassocke. 1894 ' G. Ecerton '

Keynotes 177 They {sc. trousers] ruck up at the knees, and
show the end line of his *under.drawers quite plainly. X859
Habits 0/ Cd. Society iii. 144, I should like to know how
often the advoeates of linen change their own •under-flannel.

b. Denoting that the thing specified is either
placed below something else, or is the lower in

position of two similar things ; the two cases are
only clearly distinguishable when it is usual for the
things to go in pairs. The use is very rare in OE.
and ME., but begins to extend in the 16th century
and is common from the r7th. When pairs of
things are contrasted, under- becomes equivalent
Xq lower {as over- to upper), and readily assumes an
adjectival function : see Under a. i b.
1878 P. H. Carpenter in Quart. Jml. Micrasc.Sc.XVlH.

366, 1 shall shortly show that these second or "under basals
are also present in the calyx of Pentacrinus briareus. 1889
Science-Gossip XXV. 261/ 1 A starling was found.. having
its *under-beak evidently shot off. 1611 Cotgr., Soupoid-
treau, an •vnder-beamc. l86a in Veness El Dorado (1866)
App. 140 An "underbox fora pump. 1707 Mortimer HusS.
363 To rub off all the •Under-buds, leaving only a few near
the top to draw up the Sap. 1738 Chambers Cycl. s.v.
Letter, Printers distinguish their letters into capital. .or
upper-case letters,, .and minuscule, small, or *under-ca>e
letters. 189a Nasmith Cotton Spinning Mach. Index,
•Undercasings for carding machine. 189a — Students'
Cotton Spinning iv. 1 12 The relative position of the . . knives
and underciising. 1690 C. Nesse O. ^ N. Test. I. 23 If
the outside and the "underceiling , . of this glorious room be
•o glittering. 187s W. McIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire
7 Many of these smugglers had "under-ccllars in their
houses of concealment. 1611 Florio, Sotto camera, an
•vnder-chamber. 1805 Wordsw. Pret.vi. 3-2-j Her exulting
outside look of youth And placid "under-countenance. 1852
Mrs. Craik Agatha's Huso. xx. 281 He took out a paper,
. . tore it open—tore likewise an "under-cover addressed to

125

his wife. 184s M. Pattison S. Langton in Lives Eng.
Saints vu. 124 A more honourable place . . than the damp and
dark undercrypt. i6ri Florio, Sottotazza, an 'vnder-cup
ot essay. 1897 Daily News i Jan. 6/6 After a diver has
been down to examine the 'under-fittings ofthe Delta. 1611
Cotcr., Beisle, th' Orelop, or "vader-hatches, of a ship. 1867
Augusta Wilson Vashti xxxv. There were tears hanging ..

?? 'i'pJ°"S )•=' *under-lashes. 1841 Florist's Jml. (1846)
11. 266 They are natives of the table land of Mexico, . . wholly
below the 'underlimit of frost. i6ii Florio, Sopnlco, an
vnder-loft, or sellar, or seeling. 1895 Arclueol /F.liana
XVII. II. 287 It lias apparently been moved.. for use as an
'underpacking when the Early English arcade w.as built.
1855 Poultry Chron. 1 1. 49B How again can they avoid mis-
takes when half the birds are hidden in dark "under-pens ?
1750 A. Gordon Maffei's Ainphith. 402 The Pedestal or
* t nder.Pilaster. 1871 tr. Schcllen'sSpectr.Anal xxv. 87 This
micrometer consists.. of a sliding-plate,. .[and] an *under-
plate on which the first plate travels. 1598 Florio, Soppor-
tico, an *vnderporch. 1839 Carlvle Lett. (1904) I. 15B
Chorley sunder jaw went like the hopper or *under-riddle
J. of a pair of fanners. 1883 Greslev Class. Ccal-m. 234
i/«Ar-ro>^[= S-rope, the winding rope which passes round

the under side of the drum]. Ibid. 268 * Umier-seams, lower
or deeper coal seams. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltern f, Vale
Farm. 128 I he Drip of their Heads falling upon their
Under-shoots. 1883 F. Day Indinn Fish 28 Where laree
under.sluices are present, fish can pass up such when open
1843 Civil Eng. <$• Arch. yrul. VI. 265/2 A cross sheth..to
be bolted down to the "undersole. 1877 Ruskin St. Mark's
Lest IV. (1894) 49 With such solid "under-support that, from
J480 till now, it stands rain and frost I 1902 Westm. Caz.
29 Jan. 9/2 A large Government order for 2, 100 "undertrucks
and 150 complete wagons. 1821 J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol.
150 note. Attached to an operculum, or 'undervalve.

o. Denoting position below a surface or cover-
ing, or at a depth. Examples of this occur from
the 1 7th century, but are not common until the 19th.
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. i. 26, I hope that the •under-

bottom ice exceeds that height. 189a M eredith Poet. Wis.
(1912) 325 There chimed a bubbled 'underbrew With witcli-

"o'i rl'"^y °l
''°^'"' '''*'• ''S* Crockett Raiders (ed. 3)

286 The rippling tide, .swirling in the smooth places with
an oily "underbubble. 1869 J. Martineau in Zr/e (1902)
1. 446 Howcuriously the religious tendency .. finds an *undcr-
TOurse, and breaks out at unexpected points 1 1858 Caswall
Poems 192 Up from the "underdepth unsearchable of primal
Being. 1897 Mary Kiscsi.ey W. Africa 257 Hour af;tr
hour. .we passed on, in the'under-gloom of the great forest.
1885 Mabel Collins Ld. Vanecourt's Dan. I. vi. Bo The
light..brought outa warm'underglowin her h.nir. a 1825
Forby Koc. E. Anglia, ' Uiider-grtip, an under-drain j a
concealed water course in wet soils. i6n Florio, Sotto-
i/a«a»jan*vnder-lodging. 1856RUSKIN Mod.Paint. IV. v.
XV. 5 a The most fantastic . . curves, governed by some grand
•under-sweep like that of a tide. 1899 B. Capes Lady 0/
Darkness xviii. 151 There must be "underwarmth somewhere
for the surface so to flower into colour.

d. Denoting something which is either covered
(completely or partially) by, or is subordinate to,

something of the same kind. An early example of
this is underwood (1335), followed later by under-
growth,-shrub{c \(>oo). Other examples are mostly
of recent date, and show considerable extension of
the usage, as in underfleece, -fur, -marking, etc.
i8«« Sartoris Week in French Country Ho. (1902) 33Working like a galley-slave in order to get the underpainting

cf mypicturedonebeforecomingover. x873E.SroN H'ork-
shop Receipts Ser. i. 420/1 The colour should be a ttitle
da: ker than the undergraining. 1001 Smithsonian Rep.
4^5 Where sheep have been allowed to graze.. the under-
vegetation is destroyed, ijoo Mrs. Smith Lewis Codex
Climaci Reser.latrod.p.x'tu, The under-script of a palimp-
sest is seldom homogeneous.

e. With the sense of 'situated on the under side '.

iSaa Century Mag. XXXVI. 703/1 Its head and back are
blue, its throat and breast red, and its underfeathering
white. 190a Cornish Naturalist Thames 45 The parti,
coloured grey and yellow under-colouring of their wings.

II. Denoting inferiority in rank or importance.
6. a. With designations of persons, esp. of sub-

ordinate officers or officials. This use occurs in
OE. in undercyning, -diacon, -gerifa, -Iddtiow,
-P^viv, becomes common in ME., and is extensively
employed frota the Litter part ofthe 1 6th century.
The meaning is however as frequently expressed
by Sub- 5 a and 6.

Examples of under, prefixed to a term of general import
are rare, but underman occurs in the 14th cent., underbeing,
under/elloui in the i6th, undersioain in the 17th.
1751 Eng. Gazetteer s.v. Preston, It.. is governed by a

mayor, recorder, 8 aldermen, 4 *under-aldermen. 1687
Ml^GE Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, "Under-Brigadier, Sou-Brigadier.
l6u CoTCR., Soubcliantre, an •vnder-chaunter. .inferiour to
the head Chaunter. 1857 Livingstone Trav, (1B61) 189
An imposing embassy from Masiko. It consisted of all his
•underchiefs. 1888 'J. S. Winter ' Bootle's Childr. ii, All
the ' lads '. . had gone home for the night, with the exception
of the 'under-coachman. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St, Gt.
Brit. (1710) 565) A Chief-Crier, Two *Under-Criers, Two
Ushers. 1846 Ltheriix;e Syrian Churches 200 After which
is read the Gospel in Syriac ; an 'underdeacon reading it in
the vernacular Arabic. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 265/1 Some
competent feeder to look after the whole, and see that the
•under-feeders. .are constantly at work. 1891 Daily News
30 Nov. 6/6 The first footman.. had an altercation with.. an
*under.footm.in. i6ilCoTCR.,Suiministrateur,. .an*vnder-
fumisher, an inferior officer. 1876 E. A. Abbott in Contemp.
Rev. June 141 To serve him as "under-gamekeeper. J708
J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. (1710) 707 Edinburgh-
Castle:.. Master-Gunner,.. 6 •Under-Gunners. i8»o Scott
Abbot iv. The famous university of Leyden, where they lack
an 'underjanitor. x6li Florio, Sequestratore.. .^r\ 'vnder.
iudge, an arbitrator. 1898 Atlantic Monthly LXXXII.474
The cooks and the under.cooks, the laundresses, the 'under.

UNDER..
laundress 1852 Eailev Festus (ed. 5) 338 The more We feel
of poesic do we become Like God in lov e and power,-*under-
makers 1818 Mrs. Shelley Fmnkenst. ii. (,897) 6 Twice
I ac ually hired myself .is an 'under-mate in a Greenland
wli.Tler. 1839 J. Rogers Antifopopr. x. S 2. 25-1 We readnothing in Holy Scripture about the submediatlon or the
undermediators. 1868 Holme Lee B. Godfrey xxiii. 122Rebecsa was the 'under-nui^e. 177, LedwTch Antiq.

Satisb.:,^-, He Joined himself tea tallow-chandler, as

f,%i;"^"5"D
''•"'"' ''1'?,'""'= business. 1648 Hexmm

11, Een gxrfVr./'rro.jr an* Vnder-Priour. 1818 Moore FudgeFam. Parts vi. 32 Friends, whom his Lordship keeps in

7?/7:o i ""der-savtonrs of the nation. ,614 Selden

„ A
'^'"""»«7Earle Churl, Thane, and 'Underthane.

ISS9 Avlmer Harborowe L 2 b, Then must the hyghe Shrifebe his frende: And the 'vnderthefe (vndershiife I should
saye) his man. 1748 Melwoth Fitzosborne Lett. Ivi. (1749)
IJ. 79 All that numerous •undertribe in the commonwealth
of literature 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xiii, Just the post of
under-turnkey, for I understand there's a vacancy. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Sub-vicar, an "Under-Vicar. i6n
K-OTOK., A rr/eri-vasseur, an vnder-vassall

i or, an 'vnder-
villaine. 1657 J- Watts Vind. Ch. Eng. 125 The ministers
1"^ h/'X 'under.vine-dressers. 1854 Poultry Chron.

jf/' ^°°""<i"'g with game.. which, by game-keepers
and under-watchers ', was . . rigorously preserved.

b. With other nouns, in the sense of ' subordin-
ate, subsidiary, minor '. An early iiisLince of this
IS underhelp (1579) ; others, such as underaccideiit,
-action, -cause, -ministiy, etc., occur in the 1 7th cent.
In later use the tendency is to employ either sub-
(see Sub- 5 b, e, d) or an adjective, but A. Tucker
Light Nat. (1768) ha.;, under-aim, -plan, -scheme,
-society, -species, -stage.

'598 Florio, Sottodistintione, an *vnder.distinction, or
subdistinction. 1711 Swh-t Jml. Stella 28 Apr. (1901) 203
All the 'under-hints there are mine too. 1691 NoRRls Pract.
Disc. 205 1 he Desire of Happiness . . governs all the 'under-
™"ons of the Man. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. v. ico

,\ La'he and the Rape may represent the 'undershires
of the Heptarchio kingdom. 1648 Hexham ii, Oiider-vooght,
•Under-tuterage, or ' Under-wardship.
7. With verbs, denoting reduction to (or accep-

tance of) an inferior or subordinate standing.
Chiefly OE., as nnderbleian to subject, underbiigan
to submit, undcrpiodan to subject, subjugate ; and
ME., as undercast, -put, -ihew. See also under-
shining, -sphere, -study, -sioeat, -thrown.
Under- is rarely employed in the sense of Sun- 9 (,});

Florio (161 1) has undcr-appoint rendering It. sottodclegare.
III. In figurative senses.

8. With verbs, a. In OE,, various secondary
meanings o[ under- aie represented by such verbs
as under(be)iimmn to begin or attempt, underfdn
to receive, undergictan, niman, -standan to imdei-
stand, underskan to investigate. Several of these
survive in ME , as underfo, underiete, -nim, -stand,
underseche ; and a few more are added, as under-
fnd, -grope, -take. In later examples the sense
is usually that of (secret) investigation, as under-
fed, -look, -search, -watch, or of unobserved action,
as underhear. In addition to the verbs some agent-
nouns occur, as under-dealer, -plotter, -puller.
Florio (161 1) renders It. sottosapere, -rideie by under-

know, .stitile.

b. From the end of the 16th cent, under- is used
with verbs in the sense of ' below ( =: at a lower
rate than) another person ', as in underbid, -btiy,
•sell, -spend, -work.

C. Occasionally the sense is 'to a point or degree
below what is normal or customary ', as in under-
cooled, -hew.

d. Very rarely, subordinate action is implied, as
in underlet = sublet.

8. With nouns, denoting actions, etc., which lie

or are kept beneath the surface or in the background.
An early instance is undercroft (c 1400) ; others
occur from the 1 7th cent., as underdealing, -thought.
Modern instances are chiefly of an individual
character.

1857 Heavvsege SauUiiiq) 421 Thine eyeballs roll, As if
from some great 'under-agilation. 1830 Colekidce Church
<S.J>/a/tf (1839)274 A sort of *under-consciousness blends with
our dreams. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta xix, Simply an
•underfeeling I have that [etc.]. 1863 Bp. S. WiLaERFORCE
in Life (x'&Z-i) III. 100 The curious 'under-history ofTrench's
appointment to the archbishopric. 1817 Coleridge Biog.
Lit. (1907) II. 207 Ihere is a dull *ijndcrpain that survives
the smart which it had aggravated. 1876 Mrs. Whitney
Sights ft Ins. II. iii. 362 'Jo me, who felt an "underpulse in all
these things, there was a plain perception [etc.]. 173a Sir
C. WoGAN Let. to Swift 27 Feb., A very grave phiz that
carried a wicked 'undersneer. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 29 June
475/3 The effect is artistic, while the 'undersuggestion is
scientific. 1805 Wordsw. Prel. vi. 558 Something of stern
mood, an "under-thirst Of vigour seldom utterly allayed.

b. With words denoting sound of a subdued or
subordinate character, esp. when produced or per-
ceived at the same time as a louder or more dis-
tinct sound. (See also Undeubkeath, -song,
-STRAIN, -TONE, -TUNE, -VOICE.)
1904 E.RicKERT Reaper 10 He could hear the *underbeat

of the surf on the rocks. 1863 Is. Williams Baptistery 11.
xxiv. (i8:f4) 102 Or deep Gregorian chaunt of plaintive
'underchlme. 1893 E. H. Barker Wand. Southern Waters
43 that continuous "undercry of the iron tongues. 181$
Scott Guy M. iv, She answered in the sihie tone of •under-
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dialogue. 1831 J. P. Kp.knkdy Swaiicw B. xxi, Ducks and
|;eese, . . with a sedate *under-gabble, like that ofold burghers
in conversation. iSga Meredith Poemst Spring 134 But
now the common life has come;. .The grasses one vast
*underhum. 1859 Mrs. Craik Romantic Tales 182 The
low, woman's voice, whose *under-melody,..lost amidst the
tempests of life, was now needed to soothe its ending, a 1835
Mks HEMANs/'<w««,/VoKv/-f <S-^/im/c(iS75)572, 1..caught
an *under-music of lament in the stream's voice. i8jr6

Meredith Bcauch, Career I. iii. 39 He quoted s.iyings..m
which neither his ear nor Wilmore's detected the *underring
Stukely was famous for. 1874 Lanier Poettis^ Corn 28 Frag-
mentary whispers, blown rrom *undertalks of leafy souls
unknown. 187a T. Hardy UrnUr Greento. Tree 1. 1, Dick
Dewy, .continued his tune in an *under-whistle.

IV. Denoting insufficiency or defect,

10. a. With verbs. From the latter part of the

1 6th cent., by contrast with Over- 27, under- is

pre6xed to verbs to imply that the action falls below
the usual or proper standard, and thus acquires the

sense of * at too low a rate*, *too low *, * too little*,

* insufficiently ', Early instances are underprize^

rvalue, others of slightly later date are underbuy,

•charge^ -rate, -reckon^ -seU^ etc. Subsequently the

use becomes extremely common, especially in the

sense of* insufficiently, not enough ', and occurs fre-

quently with pa. pples. and ppl. adjs. Examples of

vbl. sbs. (cf. b) are also included in the following

illustrations.

188s Pall Mall G. 14 Feb. 3/3 The . . over-worked and
•under-accommodated class of reporters. 186a Land. Rev.
16 Aug. 141 Another baker will make his loaves originally of
short weight, and will then *underbake them. 1901 Scotsman
S Mar. 7/8* Under-ballasted vessels were, .a source ofdanger
to themselves. I&id., Accidents to British ships.. due to

•under-ballasting. xSSa St. yames* Gaz. 3 Apr, 5/2 The
Cantabs were slightly "underboated this year. 1725 Fatn.
Diet. s.v. Brewin^^ This is generally attributed to their

•under-boiling their strong Worts. 1889 Boy's Own Paper
3 Aug. 700/2 My boat being considerably *under-canvassed,
the weather was rarely too bad for me to make a start. x866
Ecclesiologist XXVII 220 The reproach usual in French
provincial towns, of being lamentably *under-churched.
X737 Waterland Eucharist 202 But there may be danger
of "under-commenting, as well as of interpreting too high.
x86i Mrs. Beeton Bk. Housek. Managem. xxxviii. 893 If
the patient be allowed to eat vegetables, never send them up
•undercooked. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 259 It might have
been printed from a much *under-developed negative. 1889
Antltonys l''hotogr. Bull. II. 155 We lose the strength.. by
ovcr-timing and *under-developing. 1778 [W. H, Marshall]
Minutes Agricy Digest 134 Whose Farm is for ever under-
stocked, *under-dunged, and under-tiUed ! 1856 Miss Yoncb
Daisy Chain it. vi. 393 He has been *under-educated,..and
is not very brilliant. 1648 T. Hill Spring o/Grace 11 We
are apt to overgrieve or *undergrieve at crosses. x866 Odlinc
Anim. Cheni. 144 Strongly suggestive of these animals being,

sotospeak, "under-lunged. i778[W.H.MARSHALL]i7/'/«K^<7j
Agric, Digest 66 Re-load *under-made Hay. 18^7 Helps
Friends in C. I. iv. 67 An ugly phantom of a caricature,
which. .*under-mimics its wisdom, over-acts its folly. 1884
Spectator 4 Oct. 1298/2 If.. only the pure Milesian race
should own the soil . .the country would be *under-populated
xSSa Garden 25 Feb.135/3 Use manure water freely. .to all

[ferns] that are •under-potted. 1849 Maurice Let. in Li/k
(1884) II, 9 A misunderstanding, cor. traction or "under-
realising of the truths of God's Absolute, Fatherly Love.
1776 Adam Smith iV, N, i. x. i. (1869) I. 105 In point of
pecuniary gain. .they. .are generally *under-recompensed.
1884 Manch. Exam. 16 Oct 5/1 We are told that the counties
are enormously *under.represented. x^i Daily Tel.^oOct.,
An absurdly •under-rigged steamer, 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm II. 673 The •under-ripened seed of the bad season of
1841 produced the good crop of potatoes of 1842. 1838
J^al. Philos.f Electric, ii. § 49. 13 (L, U. K. ), In a deficiency of
fluid, or in matter *under-saturated. 1786 Trans. Soc. Arts
IV. 102 The land was *under seeded. 1878 H. W. Beecher
Led. Preach, iv, 109 Some men *under-sleep, and some
over-sleep J some eat too much, and some too little. 1900
Christian 15 Nov, 9/1 We frequently have to pay.. excess
en delivery of *understamped letters. 1778 Under-tilled [see

under-dunged above], 1889 Antliony's Photogr, Bull. II.

227 The negative was so badly *undertimed as to be useless.

i86x O. W. Holmes Pagesfr. Old Vol. Life (1891) 9 They
are very commonly pallid, •undervitalized, shy, sensitive
creatures. 1838 Prop. Reg. lnstr,Cavalry m. 09 The Troop
Leaders may know whether to over-wheel or under-wheel.

ellipt.^ i6a8 Feltham Resolves 11. xxviii. 89, I bold it a
greater iniurie to beeouer-valued, then vnder. 1847 C. Bronte
Jane Eyre vii, The under., or the over dressing of a dish.

b. With nouns, in the sense of * insufficient, de-

ficient, defective', contrasted with Over- 29. Ex-
amples occur in the I7tlicent.in underprice, -rate,

-value, -wages, and are not uncommon in later nse,

though less frequent than the verbal forms.

X89S Wcstm. Gaz. 8 Aug. 2/1 What the world is suffer*

ing from is under-production of everything and •under-
consumption. 1891 Lancet 14 Mar. 624/2 Cases.. of under-
growth, and *underdevelopnient. x89a Photogr. Ann. n.59
When from..uiider-development, only a poor slide results.

1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly July 380 The result is always over-
eating and *under-exercise. i86x M. Arnold Pop. Educ.
France 11, 1 shall proceed to point out.,some inconveniences
of *under.government. 1899 Pattem Developm, Eng. Th.
vi. 382 Overnutrition as well as *undernutriti6n weakens the
body. cx<joo Buck's Haudbk. Med. Sci. VI. 158 (Cent.
Suppl.), The foul air. .inakesadirect escape,. .providing. .it

meets or passes no compartment on its way in which *under-
pressure exists. 1887 Pa/l Mall G. 28 Feb- 1/2 Over pro-
duction may exist in manufacturesowing to "under production
of crops. 1894 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Sept. 1/3 More important
..IS the *under-representation of the big societies. 1864
RusKiN in Daily Tel. %i Oct., An *un4pr-supply of washes
andanover-supplyof labourer^;. xZ&^G^%%i.¥.\ Gloss. Coal-m,
268 * Under ventilation^ too little air circulating in a mine.

C, With adjectives under- is rarely employed as

the opposite of Oveb- 28, except when directly sug-

gested by the latter, e.g. under-scrupulous as the

converse of ever-scrupulous ; underhonest (Shaks.)

in contrast to overproud \ under-ripe, etc.

11, In words formed with under- the stress is vari-

able. Normally it falls on the stem in verbs (in-

cluding participles in predicative use) and on the

prefix in nouns, adjectives, and attributive parti-

ciples, with a secondary stress on prefix or stem

respectively, whenever form or sense makes a double

stressing natural or necessary. Even in verbs,

however, the prefixnaturally takes either the main
or an equal stress whenever it becomes emphatic
through contrast either with the simple verb or with

a compound in Over-.
12. Compounds in which the two parts are not felt

to be distinct are written as one word without a

hyphen. In other formations the use of the hyphen
is variable, and depends to a great extent on the

form or the frequency of the word. Complete
separation of the prefix, common in older usage, is

now restricted to instances in which under may be
taken as an adjective. Examples of these have
been included under the compounds, as no clear

distinction can be drawn between the two.

Under- {p-n^^i),prejix^, originating in the co-

alescence of the preposition Under with a follow-

ingnoun,the compound being then usually employed
as an adj. or adv., as Underfoot, -ground, -hand,
-STA1E3, -WATER. In attributive use these com-
pounds have the stress on the prefix.

Purely adjectival formations, as under<elestial (Florlo),

-natnrcil {.\(i\2,), -Proficient {,\1qI\^xqxzx^ Anunusualtype
occurs in Undergraduate.
1893 Daily News i Feb, 2/3 The Indian season being.,

dull in consequence of *under-avera5:e grain crops. 1854
Poultry Ckron. I 288/2 It is obvious that . .an ' *under.cover
show' has. .manifest advantages over an exposed one. 1899
Kipling Stalky 83 By some accident of *under-floor drafts.

j886 Pall Mall G, 24 Aug. 4/2 The substitution for the old
*under-guard lever of the * snap ', or spring action for opening
the breech. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta ii, Everything turned
upon whether the postmaster .. would be in his *under-
government manner. 1887 Mkrkuith Ballads <$• P. 149
Some *undermountain narrative he tells. 1894 Daily Nezvs
3 Sept. 4/1 The work of real difficulty is. .the *under-river
portion of the tunnel. 1897 Mary Kikgsley IV. Africa 301
A bridge across an *under-swamp river.

U*nder-aby:ss. (Undkr-* 5c.) i66a Glanvill Lux
Orient, xiv, They are disposed of into those black under-
abysses. U'nder-a'ccident. (Under-* 6 b.) ^1630
H. R. Mythomystes A3, Nor in thevnder-Accidents, butin
the Essentiall Forme, of true Poesy.

Undera'Ct, z/. [Ukdeu-1 io a.] trans. To
perform inefficiently or inadequately ; spec, to act

(a part) insufficiently.

ai6a3 Buck Rich. Illy i. (1646) 9 Faulconbridge was ap-
pointed Admiral!, with Commission to take or sinkeall Ships
he met ; . . who did not under act it, but made many depreda-
tions on the Coasts._ 1775 Ash, Underact..,io perform in a
manner below what is required or expected. 1847 Macready
Remin.y Diary ^ Lett. ( 1 875) 1 1. 293 The play was so under-
acted by the people engaged in it, that it broke down under
their weight, i£k>9 Daily News 4 Dec. 6/6 It was reserved
for Mr. Coghlan to underact the part.

U'xider-actioii. [Undeb-1 6 b, lo b.]
1, Subordinate or subsidiary action, as in the plot

of a play or poem.
1697 Drvden ^neis Ded. p i The least and most trivial

episodes, or under-actions, which are interwoven in it, are
parts either necessary or convenient to carry on the main
design,

2. Insufficient or defective action ; less than nor-
mal activity.

1887 Buck's Handhk, Med. Sci. IV. 656 Correction of
underaction and overaction of muscles, nerves, and their
central reflex apparatus,

U'nder-a^ctor. [Under- i 6 a.] A subord-
inate actor or agent.
1723 Blackmore Alfred Pref. 46 The chaste, discreet, and

honourable Characters of the chief Heroe and other under-
Actors. 177X GoLDSM. Hist. Eng. IV. 79 Some of the under
actors, seized with fear or remorse, res'jtved to prevent the
execution by a timely discovery, a 1797 H. Walpole Mem.
Geo, II (1822) I. 199, I take leave of tlie reader, to add this

person's portrait to those of the under-actors.

U*nder-a=dmiral. (UNDKR.'6a: c(.Du. ender-admiraal,
G. 7interadmiraL) 16.. Black Bk. Admiralty (Rolls) I. 17
If bee hath an under-admirall (or rear-ad mlrall). 1739
Jacob La^v Diet., Vice-Admiral, an under Admiral at Sea.
U'nder-adve nturer. (Under-' 6a.) 1607 in E, India
Co. Crt. Bks, II. 48 (MS.), Any man coming in as an under-
adventurer under any of the forenamed 50 adventurers.

Uuder-a'ge, a, and sb. [See UNDEB/r^/. 22 b
and UN'DHU.ii.]

1. adj. Not of full age
;
youthful, immature.

XS94 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 52 Farre bee
it my vnder-age argumentes should intrude themselues as a
greene weake prop to support so high a building. i6ia
Webster White Dei'il i. ii, I myself have loved a lady, and
pursued her with a great deal of under-age protestation.
1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta xH, As secret as if I were some
under-age heiress to an Indian fortune.

1 2. sb. The time during which a person is under
age ; minority. Obs.
16x3-8 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 28 The Duke. .re-

couers his peace, and the Castle of Thuilliers taken from him
in his vnder-age. X64X Earl Monm. tr. Biondfs Civil Wars
III. 147 The underage and weaknesse of his succeeding sonne.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. iv. i. (1654) 289 Neither do the

Roman doctors generally hold otherwise this day in case of

an under-age

So Undera'gedness, rare~°,
1648 Hexham 11, Onbejaertheyt, Vnder-agednesse.

tJnder-agenoy. [Undkr-1 6 b,] The office

of an under-agent.
1856 Lever Martins of Cro" M. xxviii, I told him I'd hold

the under-agency till he named some one to succeed me.

U'nder-ageut. [Undek- 1 6 a,] A sub-agent.

1677 Gilpin DemonoL (1867) 191 The woman Jezebel.. was
Satan's under-agent. 1679 Everard Popish Plot 2, I askt

her . . who were the leading-men in the contrivance, and who
the Under-agents to carry it on? 1711 Addison Spect.

No. 225 P 3 Discretion, .is like an Under-Ageni of Providence,
to guide and direct us in the ordinary Concerns of Life.

1733 T. Steward Ordination Charge, You \sc. clergymen]
are made Ministers of Christ, and, as I may say, his Undcr-
Agents. 1805 WoRDSw. Prelude xiii. 273 Words are but
under agents in their souls. 1883 Manch. Guard. 15 Oct. 5/3
The Earl of Dalhousie was driving near Carnoustie with his

under agent.
U*nder-aid, sb. (Under' 6 b.) 1579 Tomson Calvin's

Serm. Tim. -212/2 The woman is rather giuen to the man for

an vnder ayde. 1611 Cotgr. , Soitbs-aide, an vnder Aid j

the Aid which tenants pay vnto their mesne Lord [etc].

Under-ai*d, &. (Under-' 4a.) 1613-8 Vasibl Coll. Hist.
Eng. (1626) 23 Robert. .is said to have under-aided _Roul
secretly, of purpose to make him friend his destgnes.

U*nder-air. (UNOER-isb.) 1831 TztttiVBOs ^ filler's Dau.
xix, I heard,. . When all the under-air was still, The low voice

of the glad new year. 190s Westm. Gaz. 16 Jan. 1/3 A dust
of snow is in the under-air of the streets-

Undera'nged, ppl. a. (Un 1 8 ) 1817 Kirbv & Sp. En.
tontol. xxiii. II. 353 The wings of many male butterflies, .are

distinguished by a remarkable apparatus . . for keeping them
steady and underanged in their flight.

UnderaTCh, z^. [Under- 14 a.] trans. To lie

under, or support, as an arch ; to span with an in-

verted arch.

161Z Florio, Subbarcare^ to bow vnder as a bow, to vnder
arch, to vnder vault. 1837 Montcomerv Pelican Isl, i. 148
One sevenfold circle, That spanned the horizon, meted out
the heavens, And underarched the ocean.

+ Under-area*r, v. IUnder-* 4 a.] trans. To suborn.

150a Arnolde Chion. 174 AUo al thei..whiche such false

witnesse in-bryng or vnder-areren in cause of matrimony.
U-'nder-aTgue, v. (UnderI 10 a.) 1645 Rutherford
Tryalff Tri. Faith(x%^^ 55 We are not either to over-argue
or to under-argue, neither to faint nor despise.

TJ-nder-arm, a. [Undeu-2.]
1, Cricket. = Undekhand a. 1 c, d,

x8i6 in Box Cricket (1877) 33 The ball may be twisted by
the usual mode of under-arm bowling. 188a Daily Tel 19
May, This brought on Humphreys, slow under-arm bowler.

2. Swimming. Of a stroke: Made with the arm
below the level of the body. Also ellipt.

1905 Times 10 Aug. 10/4 Burgess,, .using his favourite
under-arm stroke, . .went off at a good pace. 1906 Westm.
Gaz. 18 Aug. g/2 After the second hour he varied his stroke
for a while to the underarm
Under-aTming, a. [Under-' ] Worn under the armour.

C1611 Chapman iiiad vui. 341 Then put she on her ample
breast her under-arming tire, And on it her celestial arms.

Underback. Brewing, [Undeu-1 5 b,] A
vessel placed below the mash-tub or mash-tun to

receive the raw wort when let out from this. (See
also Underbeck.)
^ 1635 Toke (Kent) Estate Ace. (MS.) fol. 178 Undeibacks
in the bruehouse. x686 in Essex Rev. (1906J XV. 173 One
mashing tubb, and underback. ijz'^Fam. Dict.s.\. Brezving,
When all is run out into the Receiver, or Under-Back, lade
or pump out your second Liquor. 1763 Museum Rust. I. 203
The first wort is then let out in a small stream into the under-
back. 1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 159 When the tap
has been set, and the worts are allowed to run from the mash-
tun, the transparent liquor is received into a large vessel

called the underback, 1887 Pall Mall G. 25 Oct. 6/1 A
hugedispiay ofsaccharometers, hydrometers, . . false bottoms,
copper underbacks, and live steam injectors.

b. (See quot.)

187s Knight Diet Meek. 267c)/2 The name underback is

also applied to a similar vessel m a vinegar factory,

U'nder-bai Uflf. (Under-> 6 a: cf. MDu. onder-bailliu,
Du. -baljuw.) i6ai Elsing Debates Ho, Lords {Camden) 33
The undersheriffknewenotthathewasthe Kingesservaunte;
nor the underbayllifies. 1631 StarChamb. Cases (Camden)
118 The underbayliffes come into the roome. Under-
ba lance. (Under-' 10 b : cf. Da. underbalance^ Sw. -balans
deficit.) 1641 Decay of Trade i The profit or losse which is

made by the over or underbalance of our Forraigne Trade.
U'nder'ba rber. (Under-' 6 a.) 1666 Harrison in Bedloe
Popish Plot (1679) 16 He answered. The King's Under-
Barber, Phillips. U'nder-bea die. (Under-' 6 a.) 1679
Vi^ViXXiV. Popish Plot 9 The under Beadleof White-Chappel-
Parish. 175s Johnson, Subbeadle, an under bctdle.

UnderbeaT, v. Now rare, [OE. underheran :

see Under- 1 4 a, and Bear v.'\

1. trans. To sustain, suffer, endure. Also ab'iol,

C950 Rit. Eccl. Ditnelm. (Surtees) \-^Subportantes invicem,
vnderbeara3 bitvien. a 1050 Liber ScintHl. v. (18S9) 24 ^!id

gel'ylde underberende [L. supPortantcs] gemasnelice & for-

gyfende eow sylfum. 1340 Ayenb. 84 Uirtue make}? wynne
heuene..and alle \>e kueades of l>e wordle onderbere and
gledliche Mye. 138a Wyclif^cc//^ xii. 14 If forsothe thou
bowe doun, he shal not vnderbern tL. supportabit]. a 1400
Pauline Ep. (Powellt Col. iii. 13 Onderberande o^t>cr ol>er

and forgifande. Ibid. Heb. xiii. 22, I preye 5ou..J'at 5ee
vndyrbere [L. suff^eratis} pacyently l>e woord of solace, 159s
Shaks. yokn in. i. 65 Get thee gone. And leaue those woes
alone, which I alone Am bound to vnder-beare. a 1634
Chapman Alphonsus iv. i. 183, 1 am not able for to underbear



UNDEBBEARD.
The weight of sorrow which doth bruise my soul. 1697
CoNGREVE Mourn. Bride iv. vii, All pains and tortures That
. .dire revenge can think Shall he accumulated under-bear,

x888 G. Young tr. SopkocUs 265 My misery No mortal but
myself can underbear.

2. To sustain, support, bear tip.

138a WvcLiF Ezra VL 3 Cirus the king demedcthat
thei putte groundis vnderberende [L. supportantid\ the

bei^te of sixti cubitus. 1593 Nashe Christ's T* Fiij, I will

corroborate my Crosse Giant-like, to vnder.beare the Atlas

burthen of her insolences. 1595 Y'e^ix Anglorum Ferix noi

Show the way To help to underbear with grave advice The
weighty beam whereon the state depends, a x6i8 Raleigh
Rew. (J644) 154 The first would soon be broken from their

bodies, were they not underborn by many branches.

t3. To introduce, apply. Obsr~^

138a WvcuF 2 Peter i. 5 Forsothe ^e vndir beringe, or

5euynge, al cure [L. curam omncm subin/erentes^ mynistre

in pure feiih vertu.

4. To trim round the lower part.

X599 Shaks. Much Ado 111. iv. 20 Cloth a cold.. set with

pearles,..and skirts, round vnderborn with a olewish tinsel.

Hence UnderbeaTing vbi. sb.

1593 Shaks. Rich. 11^ i, iv. 29 Wooing poore Craftes-men,

with the craft of soules, And patient vnder-bearing of his

Fortune. 1598 Florio, Sop^rtatiofie, a toleration, ..a suf-

fring, a supporting, an vnderoearing. 1600 Surflet Countrie
Farme vi . vi. 737 To vines so planted there neede no propping
or vnderbearing,

t U'nderbeard. Obs.~^ (Under-' 5b: cf. Beard sb 8.)

1753 Chambers* Cych SuppI,, Beard, or under-beard, called

also ckuckf of a horse,

UnderbeaTOr. Now dia!.a.nd. C/.S. [Under- 1

4 a. Cf. Bkabeb sb. I c] One who assists in

carrying the coffin at a funeral,

1700S. Sewall Diary 22 Mar., She is buried.. .The under-

bearers were honest men. 1755 Johnson, l/nderbearer, in

funerals, iho^e that sustain the weight of the body, distinct

from those who are bearers of ceremony, and only hold up t he

pall. 1777 \lR\tii> Pop. Anti^. iiL 35 St. Jerom. .informs us,

that Bishops were what in modern Language we call Under-
bcarers at ner Funeral. 1859 Geo. Eliot A.Bede x\, All th'

ui»dcr-bearcrs and pall-bearers as I'n picked for my funeral

arc i* this parish and the next lo't. 1885 Century Mag,
July 394/1 The * underbcarers ', who earned the cofBn,..

were provided with plain gloves.

U-nderbea'ring, ppL a, [Under-* 8 a.] Unassuming,
i8oa R. Mant Mem. It^arton in IV.'s Poet. IVks. I. p. ci,

Fie was, as a friend of his once described him to me, the most
under-bt-aring man exbting.

Underbeck, var. of Undeuback.
1764 Museum Rust. II. xcviii. 326 Large fats, or vats, (con-

taining, .wood ashes) with under-becks. x%AHull Rocking*
hof/t 14 June 84/2 Three large guile tubs, several mash tubs

and under becks. 1839 I/ist. Chester/ieid Antiq. 274 The
instrument used in brewing, which is now called by some a
betony, and by others an underbeck.

U'nderbed. (Undkr-' 5 b : cf. Du. onderhed. G. unterhctty

Sw. utuierbiidii.) 1648 Hexham ii, Omier^edde, an Vnder-
bed. i8a7 Steuabt Planter's G. ^1828) 375 The thickness of

the mass of roots and earth together, from the upper part of
the collar, to the underbed of the roots. U*nder-be ing.
(Under-' 6 a.) 1587 Golding J)e Mornay v. 65 As we can
not imagine God without his actions, so can wee not con-

sider., any other underbecings that proceede from thence.

fUnderbei-t, v. Obs. [UKDEB-l4a.] trans.

To work under. Hence f Underbeiting vbi. sb.

1670 Pkttus Fodiitm Reg. 88 And if any Miner of his own
tinderbcit bis Neighbours Meer, that then he shall fill bis

Undcrbcitlrigs with such as he got out,

U-nder-Wlly. (Undeb-I 5 c.)

1607 TopsELL Four-/. Beasts 20 Vnderneath the common
belly, there was a skinne like a bagge or scrip, wherin she
kecpeth..her young ones,..so that the same vnderbetly is

her best rcmcdie..to prcserue her young ones.

U-nder-be:velliiig. [Under-I ^ b.] (See quots.)

1754 [see Standing vb/. sb. 6). ^ xSaS A. Young Naut. Diet.

33 'rhe bevelling of a timber implies the angle contained

between two of its adjacent sides: if an acute angle, it is

termed an under bevelling (or bevel). 1875 Knight DJct^

Mech. 278/2 A standing beveling is made on the outside

;

an under beveling is one on an inner surface of a frame of

timber.

Underbid, V. [Undeb-1 8 b, lo a. Cf. Da.
umierbyde^ Sw. -bjuda^

fl. trans. To value atalowerrate; to undervalue.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 67 When bee hath resolued to prize

himseire..so great, and some man (as proude as himselfe)

comes and vnderbids him. 1645 Ruthehford Tryalf^ Tri.

Faith (1845) 99 Oh, we under-bid, and undervalue that

Prince of love, who did overvalue us.

2. intr. To make too low an offer.

1611 CoTGR., Mesoffrir^ to vnderbid ; to offer lesse for a
thing then tis worth. 1679 Drvdkn Limberham 11. i, Before

George, Son Limberham, you'll spoil all, if you under-bid so.

3. trans. To outbid (a person) ; to supplant by

making a better offer.

X677 MiEGE Fr. Diet. II, To under-bid one. 1694 Concreve
Doublt Dealer iii. v, "Tis only an inbancing the price of the

Commodity, by telling you how many Customers nave under-

bid her. 1864 Lowell Stitdy IVimt. (1886) 124 Strepsiades

striving to underbid him in demagogism.

b. Spec. To supplant by making a lower offer

;

to offer services, labour, or goods at lower wages

or prices than (nnother).

i8»5 J. NEAL^rt?. 7'£'««Ma«II.78 Apauper, wh<^m],.the
Major had got for a coachman by underbidding everybody
else, 1871 ^lILI. Pol. Econ. iv. vii. § 7 II. 378 It is also to

be protected against being underbid for employment by a less

highly paid class of labourers. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ.

131 No tradesman or manufacturer likes to sec himself

underbid by those who offer better goods at lower prices.

Hence ITnderbi'dding vbi. sb. nnd ///. a.

164a D. KoGEKS Naaman 143 That we might bee dispensed

127

within our underbidding of the price which God calls for.

Ibid. 146 To take out of thine heart this slavish, base, and
unbeteaming and underbidding nature. 1900 Contemp. Rev.

July 128 We must abolish competition, preventing under-

bidding by fixing prices.

U-nderbi:daer. [Under- 1 10 b.] One who
offers a price next below the highest bid.

x883/?fl//vA>:i;ji3july 3/6 Mr. H. Stevens.. in this case

was the underbidderat 600/., the book being bought by Mr.
Quaritch for 605/.

Underbill, 2^. U.S. [Under-1 lo a.] trans.

To bill or enter (goods) at less than the actual

amount or value. Also "Underbi'lling vbL sb.

x888 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 13 Apr. ^/s The Interstate

Commerce Commission has been investigating., the matter

of underbilling. 1889 Advance (Chicago) 17 Jan., The
bribing of a railroad servant to underbill goods or in seme
other way to give an advantage to a shipper.

U*nder-bi llow. (Under-' 5 c.) 1608 Chapman Byron s

CoHsp. IV. i. 29 His high spirit That stoops to fear, less than

the poles of heaven, Should doubt an under-billow of the sea.

t TJiiderbi'iid, v. Obs. [Under- i 4 a, Cf.

MDti. and Du. onderbinden, MHG. and G. unter-

binden (OHG. untarpintan)^ MSw. and Sw. ««-

derbinday Da. underbinde.'] tranf. To bind by a
fastening placed beneath; also,to bind down, keep

down firmly.

1538 Elyot, Subligo, to vnderbynde. x6oo Fairfax Tasso

XIX. xviii. But the good prince his hand more fit for blowes

With his huge weight the Pagan vnderbound. 1647 Hexham
I, To Vnderbind, onder-binden. (Also in Bailey and Ash.]

U*nder-bi=shop. (Under.' 6a. Cf. MDu.and Du. (^wf^^r-

bisschop, Olcel. urutirbiskup, G. unterbischo/.) -bi-sliopric.

(Under-' 6b.) 1574 Li/e yoth Abp. Canterb. To Rdr. Da
Then followeth the I-orde suffraganes, which euery vnder-

bishoppe may haue vnder him. Ibid. C 8 Somwhat they

strained at the vnderbishoprikes. Underbl'te, v. (Undkb-'

loa.) 1876 P. G. Hamerton Etching ^ Etchers 427 It is

better to underbite a plate in the darlcs thaa to overbite it,

because if underbitten in these lines it is easily darkened
afterwards by rebiling.

Under-bl-tted,///. a. north, dial. [Under- i

4 a.] Earmarked in a special manner.
Cf. mod. U.S. under-bit (a semicircular earmark indicating

ownership), and uuder-bitten ppl. a.

1555 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. da To my doughter..a

browne rigged cowe, under bytted of^bothe eyres. 1899 in

Cumbld. Gloss. 381/2 Cheviot ewe, under bitted both ears.

t Under*blade-lurker. Obs. [Under'.J The sub-

scapular muscle. 1683 Snape Anai. Horse iv. xviii. (1686)

180 The second Puller or Drawer back «f the shoulder b the

subscapularis, the under-blade-lurker.

U'nder-boardv sb. [Under- l 5 b and Under
a, I b.] The lower oftwo boards forming an organ

bellows or wind-chest.

1781 Encycl. Brit, (ed, 2) VHI, 5747/1 [In] the church-

organ . . the sound-board . . is composed oftwo parts, the upper
board.. and the under board. 1845 Stimpson Gt. Organ
l>*ham 8 Directly over the under-board is situated the upper-

board^ which is perforated with holes to correspond with

those m the under-board.

t Underboard, rt^. Obs, [Under-2.]

L a. Under the table. A\^oJig.
a Z548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI^ 99 b. When the greate fire

of this discencion..was thus..vtterly quenched out, and
laied vnder boord. i6so Gataker Marriage Duties 46

Like those that cUmbe and take paines to get nuts, which
hauing crackt and eaten the kernell out o^ they cast the

shels vnder.bord. 164a D. Rocebs Naaman 309 [They will]

be idle otherwise, as they were at their worke never well,

till they have drunk themselves underboord.

b. Under deck.

xs88 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 118 They do make
their dwellinges in ships,.. where they haue their.. families

under borde to defende them from the sunne and rayne.

2. In an underhand or secret manner ; clandes-

tinely ; not openly or honestly. (Opposed to abcve-

board.)

1581 GossoM Plates Confuted F 5, fThus] to shake off

the yoake of seuerer discipline.. is to luggle vnder boarde.

1590 Nashe PasquiCs Apol. i. Biijb, My Reformer doth

nothing but play the Ingler, he packs vnder-boord, and
shewes not how farre forth the Archb. hath affirmed it.

a 1603 I*. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 641 The
better to discouer your ligier-deuiain and your playing vnder-

board. 1664 H. More Myst. Inig. 445 Then shall that

Wicked one be revealed (who has dealt under-board hitherto

with his Conspirators). 1703 Seer, Policy of Jansenists 6

It play'd now no more underboard.

tr-nder-bo dy. [Under- i 5 b, c]
1. t a. The lower part of a woman's dress. Obs.

i6at Brathwait Times Cvrtaine Drawne D 4, About the

May pole while she tripps, Downe fell her vnder-bodie from
her hipps. x6»l — Nat. Emboisie 204.

b. U.S. A corset-cover ; underwaist.

2. The underside of an animal's body.

1879 J. Burroughs i«:«i/'J * W. Hontjt 128 Adog..will

in.inosuvre round the porcupine till he. .fastens on his quill-

less undcrbody.

3. a. Naul. The part of a ship's hull which is

below the water-line.

"895 Westm. Gaz. 6 Sept 7/2 A coat of black composition

. . has been given to the underbody of Valkyrie.

b. The under portion of the body of a vehicle.

1904 Daily Chron. S Sept. 6/7 The wagons . . were lifted

bodily at ihe end of a trace of chains, hooked to the under,

body of the vehicle.

tJ'nderbom, ppl. a. [Undeb-1 jo a.] Born

with insufficient development.
1884 D. Gray Homesick in Home in Poetry (N. Y.) 162

The winter is decrepit, underbom.

UNDEEBRUSH.

U'nder-bougll. [Under- i 5 b.] One of the

lower boughs or branches of a tree. Alsoyf^.

1523 FiTZHEBB. Husb, § 135 And than the vnder bowes
woTde be cutte awaye. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 532 It is certain

that timber trees in Coppice-woods grow more upright and
more free from under-boughs, than those that stand in the

fields. 164a Fuller Holy i^ Prof, St. 11. xxii. 143 These
under-boughs grow from the same root with the top-branches.

a 166 1 — Worthies^ Wilts, in. (1662) 153 His father...

a fortunate Gentleman in all his Children,.. some of his

under-boughs out-growing the top-branch. 18x4 Wobhsw.
Excurs. V. 148 The roof upheld By naked rafters intricately

crossed, Like leafless underboughs, in some thick wood.

U'nder-bow^ser. [Under-' 6a.l An under-bursar. a 1659

Cleveland Rustic^ /?a;///. Wks. {1687) 458 The Under-
Bowser*s House, standing over against the Fish-market.

U-nder-boy. [Under- i 6 a.] A boy belonging

to the lower or under-school.

1843 Thackeray Fitz.Boodle P.^Mr. ff Mrs. Berry i, Here,

under-boy, take my coat. 1856 J, Richardson Recoil. 1 . iv.

06 Ifthe under boy refuses or declines to obey, he is punished

by blows at the discretion of his tyrant.

Underbra'oe, v. [Under- i 4 a.] trans. To
fasten together underneath,

1791 CowPER Iliad HI. 440 The broider'd band That under-

braced his helmet at the chin.

Underbreath, sb.j a,, and adv. [Under- 1^

9 b and Undek-2.]
L sb. A low subdued tone ; a whisper.

1844 Mrs. Browning Rime Duchess May iil x, I said in

underbreath,—All our life is mixed with death. 1884 H. R.
Haweis Musical Life 175 All the point was taken out of it

[a story] because I had lo hurry over it and end in a guilty

kind of underbreath.

b. Whispered rumour.
x88o Meredith Tragic Com. ii, She heard things related

of Alvan by the underbreath.

2. (idj, Low-toned, whispered,

i8s3 H. LusHiNCTON Italian \Var{\%s<^ 259 Rather ex-

travagant in his liberalism, and given to undeibreath con-

fessions of conspiracy. 1874 Avlward in Manning Ess.

Relig. (^ Lit. III. 106 The audience was greatly excited, and
under-breath communications were made.

3. €tdv. In an undertone or whisper.

1865 Swinburne Chastelard v. i. 177 Small broken oaths

..And underbreath some praise of Asntaroth Sighed laugh-

ingly.

U'nder-brea=thing, ///. a. (Under-* 4 a. Cf. piec.)

1760-7* H. Brooke Foot of Qual. (1792) IV. 26 A kind of

under-breathing bustle, and whispering commotion,

[In the earlier WycHffite version of 2 Mace vii. 5 v?idir-

brethinge is used to render L. sPiraniem ; the translator

probably read suspirantetn (cf. Under-' 2).]

U'liderbred, ///• a. and sb. [Under-1 io a.]

1. Of inferior breeding or upbringing ; wanting in

polish or refinement; vulgar: a. Of persons.

1650 B. Discolliminium 50 Our late.. under-bred Com-
mittee-men. 1706 Farquhar Recruiting Officer v, Pray,

Sir, dunna be offended at my Sister, she's something under,

bred. 1771 Goldsm. Haunch Venison 37 An under-bred,

fine-spoken fellow was he. iSag T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

III. 154 The boisterous mirth of the under-bred village

belle. 1885 Spectator 30 May 715/1 All the gentlemen and

ladies he has to do with are just a little underbred.

Comb. i8a4 Scott Redgauntlet ch. vi, Behind a long table

..sat a smart, underbred-looking man.

b. Of manners or conduct.

1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla III. 209 The under-bred

positiveness of her father. i&|o Willis Loiterings \\. 161

His underbred politeness of insisting on following his host.

2849 C. Bronte Shirley vii, His somewhat underbred manner
and aspect,

2. Of animals: Not pure bred; of inferior strain.

1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Refortner {i%gi) 337 Australian

horses.. seem wretched underbred creatures.

b. sb. An underbred nnimal (esp. a horse).

x88o£«cyc/. Brit. XII. 108/1 When the thoroughbred is

but cantering, the underbred will be doing his utmost. 1807

Times 11 Mar. 12/2 At recent shows in Ireland he thought

there were more under-breds than 15 or 20 years ago,

U'nder-bree^ding, vbi. sb. (Under-* 10 b. Cf. prec.)

1673 Ess. Educ. Gentlfwom. 22 Doubtless this under-breed-

ing ofWomen began among Heathen and Barbarous People.

1850 Bentlty's Misc. Sept. 234 Some of the lords and ladies

..used to. .ridicule Mrs. Rawlings before her face, and when
they were gone, criticise her underbreeding.

U-nder-bridge, Also dial, -brigg. [Under-1

5 c] A bridge spanning an opening beneath a road

or railway.
i8a8 Carr Craven Gloss., Under-brigg, an arch under a

road to open a communication between two fields. 1876

Encycl. Brit. IV. 284/z The over and under bridges of

railways. 1891 Daily News 19 June 6/1 The state of the

under-bridges throughout the [railway] system.

U-nder-bright. [Under- i 5 c] (See quots.)

2824 Carr Craven Gloss. 119 Under-breet, a bright light

appearing under the clouds in the horizon. 2867 Smyth
Sailor's IVord-bk. 705 Under.bright,..y.h^ strong light

which sometimes appears below clouds near the horizon.

t TJnderbri'ng, z*. Obs. [Under- 14b and 8.

Cf. Du. onderbrengen, G. unterbritigen.']

1. trans. To bring into subjection.

c 13*0 Cast. Love 1316 For whon )>& world was furst wrou^l.

He nal> him vnder-i-brou^t [v. r. underbrowght]. c 1440

Eng. Cong. Irel. 91 Smyrte agayn the bolde, meke wyth
ham that weryn vndyr-broght.

2. To bring in surreptitiously,

2382 WvcLiF Gal. ii. 4 For false britheren vndirbroujt yn,

the whiche priuely entriden for to aspie oure liberie.

U'uderbrusll, sb. [Undeu-I 5 c] Shrubs

and small trees forming the undergrowth in a forest.

Originally and chiefly U.S. ; common from c 1845.



UNDERBRUSH.
n 18x3 A. Wilson Foresters Poet. Wks. (1846) 256 Here

piles of logs like furnaces appear, The rows of underbrush
rage far and near, 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xix, 'Jhe

next thing was to clear away the underbrush, and have fair

play at ihe trees. i838 Stkvenson Black Arrow vi, It was
a tall grove of oaks, firm underfoot and clear of underbrush.

Hence Underbrush v. trans.y to clear of under-

wood. AUo>%.
1865 P. B. St. John Show Sktfi vi, A thorough good

chopper, after the land is underbrushed, will, in eight days,

on an average, fell the trees. 1896 Home A/isshnary (N.V.)

Jan. 461 The minister, .be.ijins to underbrush and cut down
the ciant sins that have grown on such fat soil.

Underbuild, v. [Under- i 4 a, 10 a.]

1. trans. To build under, as a means of strength-

ening or supporting ; to underpin. Also intr.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i8^ In the underbuilding,

pinning and propping up of their pits. 1653 liLiniE Eng;.

Improver hitJ>r. lo Rdr., I shall a little by way of Repara-

tion in some parts underbuild, and some lean-to, or less

necessary, quite pull down of the old work. i8a8 OwE^f &
Ulakeway Hist. Shrewsbury II. 245 A stone-mason.. pro-

posed to cut away the lower parts of the infirm pier, and to

underbuild it with free stone. i86i Smiles Engineers II.

322 Directing him to cut away the injured part of the pillar,

in order to underbuild it.

2. To build or pile up under one.

1627 May Lucan viii. P 6 b, Fire brought, not vnderbuilt

great Pompey takes.

3. To fall below in respect of building.

1847 Disraeli Tancredi. iv, It was built by the first duke
of the second dynasty, who was always afraid of underbuild-

ing his position,

Under-builder. [Under- i 6 a.] An assis-

tant or subordinate builder. Also^^.
1651 Jer. Taylor Holy Dying: Ded_. (1719) Aviijb, It is

enough for me to be an under-builder in the House of God.
X658-9 Sir H. Vane in Burton's Diary {182B) III. 177 Now
shall we be under-builders to supreme Stuart? 1841 Trench
Parables 185 The great master builder was about to take

down the temporary scaffolding.., and this. .the under

builders were setting themselves to resist.

U*nder-buoy, (Under-' 5 b.) 1793 Smeaton Edystone

L. § 152'He. .proposed to fix an under-buoy..nine fathoms

under the surface of the sea.

t Underbum, v^- (See Under-T- 3,)

TT^nderbuTU, z*.^ [Undkr-1 io a.] trans.

To burn insufficiently. Also TJ'nderburnt ///. a.

1841 Civil Eng. S( Arch. Jrnl. IV. 341/2 Theloss from
over-burning, from under-burning and other accidents [to

bricks], 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm. I. 555 An undcr-

liurnt as well as an over-burnt tile is bad.

Underbury, v. [Under- l 8 b.] trans. To
bury for lower charges than (another).

x753H.WALPOLK/-tf//. {1857)11.3370—dd—n the bishops.

..So they will hinder my marrying. ..I'll be revenged ! I'll

buy two or three acres of ground, and. .underbury them all !

Underbush, J^. [Under- l 5 c] Underwood,
underbrush.
1891 Stevenson South Seas iv. ii, Smoke ro^e in the green

underbush. 1897 Mary Kincsley W. Africa 114 Preuy
trailing lycopodium climbing.. over the cardamoms which
abound in the under-bush.

Hence U*nderbush v, trans., ~ Underbrush v,

x836 iVtiture 21 Jan. 269/2, 1 was watching a cooUe under-
bushing in the bush.

TJ-nder-bu tier, (Under-1 6 a.)

1611 CoTGR., Soubscelerier, an vnder Butler, 1708 J.
Chamberlavne St. Gt, Brit. (1710) 651 The Establishment
of.. the said Hospital [of Chelsea includes].. 2 Under-
Butl[ers] at 5/. each, z8ai C. Butler Hist. Mem, Cath.
III. xxxvi. 238 He himself was, for some time, under-butler

in Gray's-inn. 1887 Miss Braddon Like Sf Unlike \tT\\Q
under.butler was over fifty.

Underbuy, 2'. [Under-1 8 b, lo a.] trans.

To buy at less than the actual value, (»r for less

than another. Hence Underbuying vbl, sb.

/ti6x4 Fletcher Valentinian ii. iv, Madam ye have a
witty woman. Mar. Two Sir, Or else ye underbuy us.

c 1630 Sanderson Serm. (1681) II. 274 The underbuying of
commodities far below the worth,

U'ndercap. [Under- i 5 a.] A cap worn
under another ; ? a night-cap,

1531 Rec, St. Mary at Hill 43 Item, two olde Caps and
two ondercaps, x d, 1547 in t'euiUerat Revels Ediv, VI
(1914) II, vij vnder Cappes or nyght Cappes lo the same of

Crymsin Satten. 1651 in Verney Menu (1907) I. 480, 6 serge

undercapps and 6 Browne calUco under-capps. iSasjAMii;-

soN Suppl.y Hoomet^ . .a child's under cap.

U naer-ca*pitalled, ppl. a, [Under-1 io a,]

Not furnished with sufficient capital.

X794 Monthly Rev, XV. 185 Many facts here stated fully

prove tfciat the country is under-capitalled. 1804 Crit, Rev.
Ser. III. I. 382 An habitually lower rate of profit than can be
accepted by the merchants of under-capitaled countries.

t U-nder-ca ptain. OOs. [Undeb-1 6 a.] A
captain subordinate to another.

In quots. 1526 = ' centurion '.

144a Rolls of ParIt. V, 60/1 All these saide Shippes..
lo obey suche rewlc.as be their Capitayne and undre
Capitayns shall to hem be ordeyned. c 1450 Harl. Contiiu
Higden (Rolls) VIII. 4^3 That he delyvered. .the castell. .,

when he was undercapiten. to the kynge of Fraunce. 1526
TiNDALB Acts xxi. 32 The hye captayne. .toke soudiers and
vndercaptynes. \Ibid.yi When they sawe the vpper cap-
tayne, ctcl Ibid, xxvii. II The vndercaptayne beleved the
gouerncr . . better then . . Paul. 1550 Crowlev Way to Wealth
641 He woulde not barken to the right aduice of Achior hys
vndarcaptaine. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World \\\. 112 He lost

fame and high reputation as easily aijaine, by meanes of
some sleight injury done to them by his under-Captaines.
1648 Gage West Ind. x. (1655) 35^ Also there were other

GratlemeDt that were Uader-captains, but a small number.
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U-nder-ca rriage. (Undeb-i 5 b.)

1794-6 W. KELTONfarr/rtffX (1801)1.49 The fore or under

caniasie, united to the upper carriage by the perch-bolt.

1886 Elworthv IV. Somerset Word-bk. 813 The under-

carriage [of a wagon].. includes all the framework which
suppoits the body.

XJ-ndercarry. [Under- l 5 c] The move-

ment of water beneath the surface.

1894 Crockett Raiders x. 94 The Seahorse . . came swiftly,

swaymg with the undercarry of the sea into the harbour

mouth.
XJnder-caTve, 7/. [Under- i 4 a.] trans. To

cut away from below or from behind.

1904 Lkthaby Medixval Art i. 15 At Baalbec the frieze

..has become a band of carving.. under-carved so that the

light falls through it as through a trellis.

U-nder-ca rved, ppl, a. [Under- i 4 a.]

Carved below or lower down.
1616 B. JoNSON Forest^ 7'o Ctess of Rutland 85 There

like a rich and golden pyraniede, liorne up by statue^;, shall

I reare your head, Aboue your vnder-carued ornaments.

TJ'ndercast, J/^. Mining. (Under- ^ 5 c)
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-m. 266 Undercast^ an air course

or wmd road carried underneath a wagon way or other

road. 1886 I. Barrowman 6'^-. MiningTerms&g Undercast^

the lower of two air courses at an air crossing.

tUnderca-st,^'. Obs. [Under-Is b, 7,8. Cf.

MDa. and Da, underkaste^ MSw. undir-y Sw.

tinderkasta^

1. trans. To cast down; to make subject, subdue.

a 1340 HAMroLE Psalter viii. 7 All thyngis J»ou vndirkast

vndir his fete. 1383 Wyclfp \Visd, xviii. 22 In wrd hym
that ouertrauaileJe hym. he vndircaste. a 139s Hylton
Scala Per/, w. xxxvii. (VV. de W. X494), Thenne forsakyth

he vtterly hyniself& vndercastyth hym holyto Jhesu. 1483
Cath. Angl. 259/2 To Ondyr cast, subicere^ subieciare.

<zx6i8 Svlvkster Mysterie of Myst.^ The Father y Vnder
All things, not under-cast : Over all things, not over-plac't.

b. To subject to a penalty.

138a Wyclif Exod. xxi. 21 If. .he \sc. a servant] lyue over

a day, or two, he shal not be vndurcast to that peyne.

2. To cast under or below.
£'1440 Pallad. on Husb. in. 11 s"? Of vines that forwepe, ..

the fattest roote away they tere, . . And aisel kene is vnderkest

in ground.

3. To consider, reflect.

1489 Barbour's Bruce V. 552 (Edin. MS.), Till he..Intill

hys hart §an undercast [Lamb. MS. vmbecast] That the

King had in custome ay For to ryss arly ilk day.

tT'nder-catlse. [Under-1 o b.] A subord-

inate or secondary cause.

164s Rutherford TryalSf Trz. Faith (1845) 3S5 In regard

of irresistible elTicacy and success, under-causes. .are but

idol-causes. 1768-74 Tuckkr Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 591 No
more than a declaration or record of the causes in act, and
operations of under-causes flowing from them.
tUnder-cele*stial, a. Obs.-^ [Under-^.1 Subcelestial.

1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xl. (1647) 529 Creeping alwayes
like those under-caclestlal Orbes into another motion.

Under-cha mberlain. (Under- i 6 a.)

13.. K.Alis. 246 (Laud MS.), SheclepeJ? tohiranesweyn,
Pat is hire vnder chaumberleyn. 1607 Cowell Inierpr. s.v.,

Vnder-chamberlaine of the Exchequer. 164J C. Vernon
Consid. Exch. 44 The two Vuder-Chamberlaines bee both

the Chamberlaines Deputies for the Recept, 1729 Jacob
Law Diet. s.v. Chamberlain, There are also Under Cham-
berlains of the Exchequer, who make Searches for all

Records in the Treasury.
U'nder-cha mbress. (Under-' 6 a.) c 1450 in Aungler

Syon (1840)292 The sexteyne.and undersexteyn, the treseres

and undertreseres, the chambres and under-chambresse.

U'nder-cha ncellor. (Under-' 6 a.) 1707 Land. Gaz.

No. 4382/3 They write from Lemberg.That the Primate and
the Under-Chancetlor of the Crown arrived . . last Month.

U-nderchange. [Under-1 2.] (See quot.)

1589 PuTTENHAM Eng. Poesic III. XV. (Arb.) 183 The
Greekes call this figure Hipallage the Latins Submutntio,
we in our vulgar may call him the vnderchange but I had
rather haue him called the Changeling.

U'nder-ch.ap. [Under- i 5 b.] The lower jaw.

1607 TopSELL Four-/. Beasts 29 Their vnderchappe doeth

in a deformed manner stretch foorth it selfe beyond the

vpper, as it is in many fishes. <xi6o8 Dee Relat. Spir. i,

(1659) 78 Hestriketh him with an yern,. .griping his brain

and underchaps, and so he fell down and disappeared. X774

GoLDSM. Nat, Hist. V. 382 The stork. .produces no other

noise than the clacking of its under chap against the upper.

180a Paley Nat. Theot. xxiii, The skin which lies between
the under chaps.

U'ndercharge, sh. (Under-' 10 b.) 1864 Webster,
Under-charge, a charge less than is usual or suitable.

U:ndercliarge, v. [Under-i io a.]

Florio (1611) has Sottocaricare, to vnder-charge.

1. trans. To impose insufficient charges on ; to

charge (a person, etc.) too little; to make an in-

adequate charge for (a thing).

1633 Strafford Lett. ^ Disp. (1739) I. 223 They have
swallowed down this Maxim, that the Revenue of this

Crown must ever be rather over than undercharged. 171a

pRiDEAUX Direct. Ch.'7vardens (ed. 4) 57 If any be over-

charged, or others undercharged, the Ordmary will condemn
the Wrong done. 1747 Gentl. Mag, 99/1 Any defraud in

houses undercharg'd, the persons, &c. to pay double rates.

1864 Webster s.v., To undercharge goods or services. 1895
Daily News 15 Mar. 5/6 He affirmed that so far from over-

charging India, India was undercharged

2, To fill or furnish with less than the average

charge.
1794 R. J. Sui.ivAN View Nature II. 23 A body that has

lost part of its natural quantity, is said to be undercharged,

or negatively electrified. i88x J. C. Maxwkll Electr. ^
Magn. I. 40 If the quantity of fluid in the body is.. less

[than that required], the body is said to be Undercharged.

UNDERCLOTHING.

Hence Undercharged ///. a.

x8is J. Smith Panorama Sci. ^ Art II. 180 There is an
attraction exerted between the overcharged extremity of one
magnetic body, and the undercharged extremity of the

other. 1834 J. S. ^IACAULAV Field T-orti/ 193 When it is

required to determine the charge of an undercharged mine,
the same rule may be followed.

U-nder-chord, [Under-1 5 b.] (See (^uot.)

1890 Cent. Diet s v. Major, According to this view, the

major triad of C is called the oi'er-chord of C, and the minor
triad of F is called the under.chord of C, etc.

Underci'rcle, v. [Under- ^ 4 a.] trans. To
pass round below.
1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. i. xiv. 34 A broad

Membranous and thin Ligament,.. arising from the Peri-

tona'.um which the Midriff undercircles.

U*nder>ci tizen. (Under-' 6 a.) 1711 Addison Spect.

No, 179 P7The next that mounted the Stage was an Under-
Citizen of the [city of] Bath.

Undercla-d, ppL a. [Under-1 io a.] In-

sufficiently clad or clothed, KX^ofig.
1622 T. Scott Belg. Pismire %\ With vs the only glory is

to be gay, and the greatest shame to be under-clad. 1647

N. Ward Simple Cobler 77 Not long since, I met with a

book, the best tomee I ever saw j.. yet under favour, it was
somewhat underdad. 1896 Voice {H.Y.) 27 Aug. 4/6 The
underfed, underctad, and needy millions.

tr-ndercla;BBnian. U.S. [Under-1 6 a.] A
junior student ; a sophomore or freshman.

1896 F. Cohen & Eliz Boyd Vassar 53 Other much prized

delicacies which tantalize the underclassmen as they pass by.

TT'iiderclay. [Under- i 5 b.] A bed of clay

beneath a stratum, now spec, under a seam of coal.

1661 J. Childrey .Cr/V Baconica 58 Therains th.-it fall,

wash by degrees the uppermost mould down into the Valleys,

. .but leaves the underclay behind. 1840 [iee Underci.ift].

X845 Lyell Trav. N. Amer. I. 84, I was curious to know
whether the Stigmarim would be found here in the under-

clays. 1867 Smythe Coal 25 The floor, thill, or seat, .of the

coal is an underclay, generally good for fire-brick.

U'nder-clerk, (Undeb-1 6 a, Cf. MDu.
onderclerCj Du, -klerk.)

1393 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 1. 185 To the paresch clerk xij^

and to the onder clerk vj d. 142)5-7 Rec. St, Mary at Hill

64 pe rode lofte & \>e vndir clerkes chambre. 1450 Rolls of
Ptirlt. V. 195/1 John Browne, undir Clerk of oure Kechyn.
X516 Will R. Peke 0/ Wakefield 4 June (MS.), To the

clarke iiij d, to the under-clarke ij d. 1611 Cotcr., .S'ifw^-

rt'ff^^ffr/Vr'jan vnder Cater, or an vnder Clerke of a kitchin.

1670 Clarkndon Hist Reb. xiv. § 73 An Under-Clerk for

writing Letters and Commissions. 1708 J. Chamberlavne
St. Gt. Brit. (1710) 573 Clerks of the Jurat, or Under-Clerks

of the Treasury. 1779 Mirror No. 37, Certain concurring

circumstances, .placed him as an under-clerk in a counting,

house. 1837 B. U. Walsh Aristoph., Knights ly. i, 1*11 ask

but. .to.. serve you as your under-clerk in actions. 1841

Thackeray G/. lioggarty Diamond ii. We under-clerks all

thought it was a fine thing to sit at a desk by oneself.

TJndercliff. [Under-i 5 b or Under-*.]

1. A terrace or lower cliff formed from landslips

caused by the action of rain and sea,

[1781 Worsley Isle of Wight ^xz The country below this

range of cliffs, is called, by the inhabitants, Under Cliff,_or

Under Way.) i8a9 Phillips G^i?/. Ktfr^i.S^ A very extensive

slip of the superior heights, forming an 'undercUff'. 2865

J. H. Bennet Winter Medit. (ed. 3) i. iv. 60 A small amphi-
theatre, formed on the coast-line or undercliff of the moun-
tains of southern Europe. 1880 Daily Tel. 23 Sept., The
gradual movements along the undercliffs in the Isle of Wight,

2. (See quot. and next.)

1883 Grf.sley Gloss. Coal'Vt. 267 Undercliff, argillaceous

shale forming the floor of many coal seams in this coal-field.

U'ndercUft. (Under-' 5 b.) 1840 W. Logan in Trans.

Geol. Soc. Ser. ir. VI. 491 In South Wales, immediately

below every regular seam of coal, . . lies a bed of clay, which
is commonly called underclay, underclift, understone.

Underclo'se, v, (Undeb-I 5 a.) c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.
II. 94 The first is good ij fote & half or thre Feet depe to

turne vp alle,but diligent Thou be lest balkis vndirclosed be

IL. ne cruduin solum..fossor includat],

U'lidercloth.. (.UwDER-isb. C£ MDu. ^m/«?r-

c/eet, Du. -k/eed; MHG. underkleit, G. unterkleid.)

c 1440 Promp, Parv. 511/1 Vnder clothe, of a bedde, lodix,

145a Maldon (Essex) Court Rolls Bundle y. No. a' (MS.).

An olde materas, two pilewys, A vnder clothe of old towylle,

*53'"3 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 157, 16 ulna^ pro a

mappis vocatis underclothez pro tabula domini. 1552-3 /«!'.

Ch. Goods, Sta^s., It[e]m ij underclothes for alters, on cope,

ij corporases with a case. 1570 Bury Wills (Camden) 156
One bed.. withe a vnderclothe, and my best coverlet,

IT nderclothe, z'. [f. Undebcloth-ino.] trans.

To provide with underclothing.

1857 Putnam^s Monthly Mag. Mar. 244/1 We were, one

and all, stoutly underclothed with flannel. 1904 G. B. Shaw
Comm, Sense Municipal Trading 70 If you have to choose

between underclothing your daughter comfortably [etc.].

UnderclO'tlied,///. a. [Undeb-1 lo a.] In-

sufficiently clothed.

1890 Lancet 17 May 1056/1 No one was either underfed,

underclothed,.. or overworked. 1895 P. Hemingway Out of
Egypt I. i. 9 Women, underclothed and overpainted.

U-nderclothes. (Under- 15a.)
1884 May Crommelin Brown-Eyes xviii. Letters A. H.

embroidered on the little xaiderclothes I wore.

Undercloiihing. [Under-i 5 a.] Clothing

worn below the upper or outer garments, esp. next

to the skin. Alsoy?^.
1835 T. Mitchell Acharn. of Aristoph. 1061 note. Used

also of veils, and women's underclotliing. 1866 Rogebs
Agric. ^ Prices I. xxii. 572 Linen for two purposes—for

under-clothing, and for the table. 1878 Spurgeos Trcas.Dav.
Ps. cix. 29 Where sin is the uaderciothingi shame will soon
be the outer vesture.



UNDERCOAT.

U'ndercoat. [Under- i 5 a, c]
1. A coat worn beneath another. Alsoj^*.
1648 Hexham ii, Ken Ofiei<r-rock, an Vnder-coate. a 1680

Butler Rettt. {1759) II. 449 A Pettifogger is an under-Coat
to the Long-robe, a Kind of a coarse Jacket, or dirty daggled
Skirt and Tail of ihc long-Robe. 1683 /.i>«^. Gm. 'No.ijgj/^
In a new-fashion'd Campaign Coat of sad colour'd Frize,..

his under-Coat of grey Stuff turned. 1723 /h'd. No. 6150/3
His Under-Coat of a fine light Colour.

+ 2. A woman's underskirt ; a petticoat. Ods.
X741 Richardson Pameia (ed. 3) I. 50, 1 bought two Flanel

Under-coats, not so good as my. .fine Linen ones. 1759 y4««.
Ke^., Chron. 73/2 She was stript of ail her cloaths to her
shift and under-coat. 1858 H. Baird Poet, Lett. Ser. i. 52
(Devon dial.).

3. The under layer of hair or down in certain long-

haired animals.
1840 Dallas Syst, Nat. Hist. 1 1. 447 The hair [of the goat]

covers an undercoat of fine soft woolly down. 1884 Field
6 Dec. (Cassell's), The dog looked fresh and well.. though
lacking undercoat.

Undercoat(e, varr. Undercot v.

Under-colle-ctor. (Under- i 6 a.)

x^jS Roils o/Parlt.yi. 152/1 The Collectours. .deputed
and ordeyned the maire and Aldermen. .to be their under-
collectours. 1570 Foxe/J.<V M. {ed.2) I. lo/i Which Sanction
was also practised, .agaynst the Popes collectors and vnder-
collectors. 1S7*^'^^ t^EHz. c. 7 Preamble^ Great Deceits
done, .by Under-Collectors of the Tenths and Subsidies of
the Clergy,

U'nder-co^lour. (Under.' 5 c.) i6n Florio, Sotto
colore, vnder-colour. 1891 Cent. Did., Undtr-color, color
beneath the exterior or surface color [as in feathers or fur],

XJ'nder-co loured, ppL a. (Under- i lo a.)

iy77 H. VValpole Let. to R. Jephson 17 OcL, In 1and.<;cape.

painting some parts must be under-coloured to give the higher
relief to the rest. 1870 Spectator 20 Aug. 993 We have
steadily asserted that France was outnumbered, and now
believe that our statements were under-coloured.

U'nder-comma^nder. (Under-' 6 a.) 1617 Purcha-s
Pilgrimage (-id. 3) sSS The Gouvernour wa<; an Abassine, with
Seuen other vnder-Commanders, al 1 renegado->Iahumetanes.
TJ-nder-condi tion. [Under- i 6 b.] A sub-

ordinate condition or estate.

1681 Whole Duty Nations 23 The Messiah then . , must rest
in a very low and under-condition of small, private, and
particular Assemblies of his servants.

t U-nder-conduct, Obs-^ [Under-! 5 c.] A
subterranean conduit.
i6s4 WoTToN Archit. 24 Wee should. .Digge Wels and

Cesternes, and other vnder-conducts and conueiances.

U*nder-co=n8table. (Under- 6 a.) i647HAwARDCr(n<;«
Rev. 38 Deputy to the under Constable. Y^r^perdiem^ i2.d.

Uriderconstumble, var. Undercumstumble v.

TJ nder-COOk. (UNDER-I6a. a,U\)\x. onder-
cocj Uu. -kokjij. unterkochj Da. underkok^ Sw. 'kock.)

1598 Florio, Sotto cuoco^ an vnder-cooke. 1620 {title), The
Historic of Frier Rush : how he came to a house of Religion
to seeke seruice, and. was first made_ vnder Cooke. 1660
Blount Boscobel 35 Col. Carlis the while being but Under-
cook . . made the fire and lurn'd the Collops in the pan. 1734
Berkeley in Fraser /-//* (1871) vi. 227 On breaking up of
the I)uke*s kitchen, one of his under-cooks may be got.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. iiL p 10 The cook, the under.cook,
and the scullion. 1900 Daily News 9 Oct. 5/1 An under,
cook, aged 55, who had served 39 years in a boys' orphanage.

U'ndercooled, fipl* a. [Under.' 8 c] (See quot.)
i9(n Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 568/1 It is generally possible
to cool a liquid several degrees below its normal freezing,

point without a Mparation of crystals. . . A liquid in this state
IS said to be ' undercooled ', or ' supcrfused ',

U'nder-coo'per. (Under-' 6a.) 1745 in W.Thompson
R, N. Advoc. it7sy)$ Mr. William Thompson (now an under
Cooper in your Office).

U'nder-corrext, v. (Under.' loa.) 1831 Brewster
Optics xViii. 363 In which the flintlens either over corrects or
under corrects the colours of the crown glass lens,

tUnderco't, v. Sc Obs. Also -coat(o.
[Undbu-I 5 a, with obscure second element : cf.

QuAT sb.^'\ intr. To suppurate or fester inwardly,
158^ H unsott Du Bartas* yuditk 11. 182 To Medciners, the

medcijie vailed not j So sore the poisond plague did vndercoi.
1591 R. Bruce Serm. Tij b, The outwarde scroofe, suppose
it appeareth to be whole when the inward is festered auailcth
notmn;;, hot maketh it to vndercoate again. 1637 Ruther.
FORD Lett. I. cxI. (1664) 275 These, .cannot have but such a
peace with G'jd, as will undercot and break the flesh again.
1669 R. Fleming Fiiljilling Script, i. (1726) 77 Too soon
Icitmg out of a sore may cause it undercot and gather new
matter. 17*7 P. Walker Biog. Presbyt. (1827) I. 226 A
slight Way of Healing indeed, which now is uudercotted,
and seems to be incurable,

Henc'j tUnderco'tted, TJnderco'ttingf///. adjs.
1636 KuTHERKOKi)/^<f/'/.(i664) 315, 1 finde old sores bleeding

of new; so dangerous, .is an undercotted conscience. 1637
Ikid. 222 My dumb sabbaths are undercotting wounds.
fU-nder-counter. Feming. Obs, (UNDER-lsb
+ CoUNTBIt Sb.^)

169s Sir W. Hope Fencing.Master (ed. 2) 73 The con.
tranes to the parade and slipping of under-counter. Ibid. 78
The second way is just done as you play under-counter.
U*nder.cou rtier, (Under.' 6 a.) 1709 Steele Taller

No. 78 r 5 This Gentleman seems to have the true Spirit,
without the Formality of an Under-Courtier.
Under-covering. (Under- i 5 a, c.)

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 131/2 Of hys skynne was made
to the kyng of Perscs a vndercoueryng. 1903 Hannan
Textile Fibres 0/Commerce 213 The downy under.covering
of the Cashmere goat.

Under-covert. [Under- i 5 b, c]
1. A covert of undergrowth.
1805 WoRDSw. Prelude III. 433 A primeval grove,. .[Not]

indigent of songs warbled from crowds In under-covert s.

Vol. X.

129

2. Ornith. One of the small close feathers on
the under-side of the wing or tail,

1817 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool. X. f. 259 Tail like the
wing-coverts, with its under<overts white. 1895 Funk*s
Standard Diet. s.v. iVing-cox'ert^ Feathers..of the lining of
the wing are called nnder-coverts.

t U'ndercraft. Obs. [Under- i 9 and 6 b,]

1, Hidden or secret craft or cunning.
^1400 Pilgr. Sowle I. xxii. (1859) 27 If thou be vnwise

how that thy sowle asayled is with synne and vndercraft,

2, A sly, underhand trick.

1691 NoHRis Pract. Disc. 11 Are not. .the little Under-
crafls of the Plebeian all put into Motion by this Spring?
1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy vii. xix, *Tis an undercraft of
authors to ktep up a good understanding amongst words, as
politicians do amongst men.
3, atlrib. Belonging to inferior crafts.

1733 Dk. Wharton Tnie Briton No. 59. 23 Dec. 2/1 The
Under-Craft Traders ; such as Tide-waiters, Tidesmen, and
Supern uiiieraries

.

Under.cra'wl, v, (Under-' 4 b.) 1844 Mrs. Bkowning
Lost Bovver xvii, Under-crawling, overleaping Thorns that
prick and boughs that bear, I stood suddenly astonied.

Undercree'Pv i>* Obs. exc. dia/. [Under- i

4 b and 8 b. Cf. OE. undercriopan^
1. intr. To creep in (stealthily),

1383 WvcLip Deut. XV. 9 Be war lest perauenture vndur
crepe [L. snbrepat\ to thee a wickid lhou5l. 1:1407 Lydg.
Reson <(• Sens. 6226 For age, or they taken kepe, Lyche a
thefe wil vnderkrepe, And appallen the beaute.

2. trans. To creep in beneath. Alsoyf^.
a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomeivs (E.E.T.S.) ^o And now

hath vndircrept them necHgence, charite chyillith. 1558
Phaer Mneid v\, Qjb, That seat, men say, do Fansics
keepe, And Dreames vncertaine dwell, and euery leafe they
vndercrecpe. C1597 Harington On Play in Niigx Ant.
(1804) I. 227 The olde wall standes by the hclpe of that ivey
that was the first cawse of rottinge and undercreepinge the
fowndacion thearof. 16x3 Chapman Odyss. ix. 587, I then.
Choosing myself the fairest of the den, His fleecy belly
under-crept. 164a H. More Song 0/ Soul iii. lii, When we
that stately wall had undercrept. We straightway found our
selves in Dizoie,

b. ^g. To subvert secretly ; to outdo by craft or
stealth ; to undersell in trade,
159a in R. W. Cochran-Patrick Records Mining in ScotL

(1878) 59 And thairby sum persones seikand thair avin com-
moditie myndis tovndercrepe my rycht and tytill. /3/rf. 61,
x6o» in H. Foley Rec. Eng. Prov, Soc, yesus (1875) I. i. 10
He approved it for better policy to undercreep the Scottish
agents here. x6s3 Sir J. Ei.iot in Forster Li/e (1864) I.

169 Now, for the price, others under^:reep us, and so fore-

stall our markets.

c. To evade, escape.

_
a 1618 Raleigh Prerog. Pari. (1628) 34 Surely my Lord,

it is a greater treason (though it vndercrepe the law) to teare
from the Crowne the ornaments thereof.

Hence ITndorcree'ping vbl. sb. tmH ppi, a.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xin. xix. (Bodl. MS.), Bi
vndercreping and. .preuey rennynge of water crl?e is ywasted
sommeandsomme. 1847 Halliwell, Undercreefiing,n\G3.x\\
pitiful; in an underhand way. Somerset. (Also 1863- in
south-western glossaries.) 1893 W. Raymond Gentleman
Upcott's Dau. ix. (E.D.D.), Above everything he hated
undercreeping.

Underorest, v, [Under- l 4 a.] trans. To
support as on a crest.

1607 Shaks. Cor. I. ix. 72, I meane to stride your Steed ;

arid at all times To vnder-crest your good Addition, To th'

fairenes^ of my power.

Undercroft. [Under-1 sborc + CaoFT j^.2]

The crypt of a church; an underground vault or

chamber.
In early use app. limited to the crypt of Canterbury

Cathedral.

'395 ii ^S? ^ Hope Intfentories (1902) 99 Prope altare
beate Marie dicte ecclesie Cant, in Criptis que under croft
vulgariter nuncui>atur. z6oz F. Godwin B^s. 0/ Eng. 50
The monkes. .buried it (the body] immediately in the vnder.
craft. 163X Weever Anc Funeral Mon. 202 This murdered
Bishop was buried first in the vndercroft of the Church.
ibid. 213. 1640 SoMNBR Antiq. Canterb. 175 Let ine now
leade you to the Undercroft. A place fit.. to keepe in

memory the subterraneous Temples of the Pritnitives in the
times of^ persecution. X77J S. Denne Hist. Rochester 61
From this chapel you descend into the under croft. 1790
Pknnant London 330 This undercroft, as these sort of
buildings were called, had in it several chauntries and
monuments. 1839 Ciinl Eng. 9f Arcft. yrnl, II. 250/1 The
body of the church might be made to stand upon an under-
croft. 186^ Morris Jason xv. 1021 Now went those maids,
groping with outstretched hand Betwixt the pillars of the
unclercroft. 1869 Fr(-:eman Norm. Cong. III. xiii. 292 A
vaulted undercroft supported the hall.

t Undorcrop, v. Obs. [Under- 1 8 a.] trans.

To question stealthily ; to sound,
X596 Forman Diary (Halliw.) 27 When I com home,

Henry Pepper cam to me craftely to undercrop me.

TT'ndercrust. (Under- i 5 b.)

1738 -Swift Pol. Conversat. 158 If you please, my I^ord, a
Bit of Undercrust. 1764 ¥ootw Mayor o/G.\, 1 don't think

I have eat a bit of undei -crust since we have been married.
jig. 1893 Adimnte (Chicago) 13 July, The real teacher

knows that shallowness is often due to a second ' undercrust
*

which lie must break.

Underciimsta-nd, v. dial. [Alteration of

understand.'] To understand.
18x4 Carr Craven Dial, 39. 1840 Haliburton Clockm.

Ser. iiL iii. 39 Six bottles of iced champaigne,. .then two
dollars for tickets, makes a total of twenty-five dollars ; do
you undercumstand ? 1869- in northern dial, glossaries.

TTndercumstu-mble, v. dial. Also -con-.

[Alteration of prcc] To understand.

UNDER-DATARY.
1854 Miss Baker Northnmpt. Gloss. 368. 1865 Miss

Braddon Sir Jasper xxx, Why the gentleman required a
boat and a bark is more than I can underconstumble.

U'ndercurrent, sb, and a. [Under- 1 5 b or c]
1. A stream or current of water, air, etc., flowing

beneath the upper current, or below the surface.

Also^^. of Time.
1683 T. Smith in Phil. Trans. XIV. 565 My conjecture is,

that there is an under-current, whereby as great a quantity
of water is carried out, as comes flowing in. 1687 Nor it is
Coll. Misc. (1699) 110 Time shall no more her under-current
know, But one with great Eternity shall grow ; Their streams
shall mix. 176a Phil. Trans. HI. 448 Recourse is had to
the notion of an under-current. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geot, I.

181 The descending water sinks down and forms an under-
current. 1878 Huxlev Physiogr. xx. 346 Part of this air
then returns as an undercurrent.

b. In hydraulic gold-mining, a settling-box ad-
ditional to the main sluice.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines 9f Mining 95 The company
has this season added a series of under-currents near the
point where the washings empty into the river.

^.Jig. An activity, force, tendency, etc., of a sup-

pressed or underlying character.
18x7 Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. i. 23 Our genuine admiration

of a great poet is a continuous under-current of feeling, i860
Tyndall Glac. i. xvj. 115 That undercurrent of emotion
which surrounds the question of one's personal safety. 1878
Bosw. Smith Carthage 371 That gift of humour, that genuine
under-current of the soul.

3. attrib. or as adj, Thatrnns or flows out of

sight; concealed, hidden ; suppressed.

1855 Tennyson Maud \. xviii. viii, My heart more blest

than heart can tell. Blest, but for some dark undercurrent
woe. 1896 Daily Ne%vs 9 Apr. 3/2 There was a good deal of

under-current protest.

XJ'ndercnt, sb. [Under- i 5 b and 4 d.]

1. The under-side of a sirloin of beef.

1859 Habits o/Gd. Society v. 223 The sirloin has an upper
and an under cut, about which tastes differ. 1890 Mrs.
Beeton Cookery Bk. 165 The undercut, or fillet of a sirloin,

is best eaten when hot.

2. U.S. A cut made in the trunk of a tree on the

side towards which it is intended to fall.

Several other technical senses are recorded in recent
American dictionaries.

X883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 201/1 In about an hour the
undercut had approached the heart of the tree.

Undercut, v, [Unijeii-1 4 a and 8 b.]

1 1. trans. To cut down or cut off. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Isaiah xxxviii. 12 Kut of is as of a weuere
my lif ; whil jit I weuede, he under kutte me.

2. To cut (away) below or beneath.
1598 Florio, Sottotagliare^ to vnder-cut. 1725 Fam.

Diet, s.v- Turing Spade, Its of very great Use to some to

undercut the Turf, after it is mark'd out with the Trenching
Plough, i88x J. (Reikis Prehist, Europe 71 Cliffs of homo-
geneous composition are often undercut by streams. X883
Grkslev Gloss. Coal-m. 135 Hole, to undercut a seam of

coal, &c., by chipping away the coal, &c., with z. pick,

b. spec. To cut or carve so as to leave the upper or

exposed portion larger than the under or hidden part.

1874 RusKiN Val D'Arno (1886) 141 He has undercut his

Madonna's profile.. too delicately for time to spare. 1875
Sir T. Seaton Fruit-Cutting 61 You must now commence
to back carve the whole ; iliat b to say, to undercut the
leaves, stems, and branches,

C, Goif. To strike (a ball) below the centre,

causing it to rise high in the air. X89X Cent, Diet.

3. To supplant by working for lower wages or

payment, or by selling at lower prices.

X884 Manch. Exam. 30 July 5/2 We do not want the Post
Office to ' undercut ' private agencies at the expense of the
national taxpayer. 1886 Mrs. Lynn Linton in Fortn. Rtv.
Oct. 500 They are able to undercut the men, and can afford

to work for less.

Undercutf ppl. a. [f. prec] Cut or carved

so as to have material removed from beneath the

surface. (Cf. prec. 2 b.)

X793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 39 The hole was somewhat
under-cut ; so that, when the lead was poured in, the whole
together would make a sort of dovetail engraftment. X853

Rock Ch. of Fatiiers III. 1. 111 Their slight open skreen-

work looks but a frame for the deeply undercut thin foliage

roving every where about it. 1x1878 Sir G. Scott Led.
Archit. (1879) II. 187 They are most wonderfully carved,

the leaves being so much undercut as in places to be quite

detached.

TJnderou-tter. [f. Undercut t'.] One who
undercuts ; a tool or machine for undercutting.

189X Engineer 16 Jan. 59/3 [Patent for] An expanding re-

versible Undercuticr.

XTndercu'tting, vbl. sb, [f. Undercut p,]

The action of the verb in various senses ; the result

of cutting away below.
1613-39 \, Jones in Leoni Palladio*s Archit. (1742) II. 45

The under cutting of the Corona too, is simple. Ibid., Many
times the Ancients did carve the Undercutting of the Corona,
with Leaves. 1836 Palgrave Cal, Se Inv. Exchequer I.

p. xxi, The ground [of the seal] is grained, and the under-
cutting and nllagree are so deep [etc.]. X853 Ruskin Stones
Ven. III. ii. 89 Elaborate backgrounds, ..together with use-

less undercutting, and over-finish in subordinate parts. 1877
Raymond Statist. Alines .^ Mining 37 This will allow an
undercutting of the old works from ^io to 1,000 feet.

t Under-dark, a. Obs, [Under- i 2, after L,
subobsatrus.'] Somewhat dark; darkish.
X38a Wyclip Lev. xiii. 26 If. .thilke spice of lepre were

vnder derk, he shal recluse hym senen dales.

t Under-datary, Obs.~-^ (Under.' 6 a.) 1670 0. H.
Hist. Cardinals 111. ni. 320 He confirm'd Monsignor the
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Under-Datary likewise. Under-dauber. (Under-' 6 a.)

1667 J KB. Taylor Dissuas. I'opery 11. i. ii. 64 That truth.,

will . . cast down this new mud-wall, thrown into a dirty heap

by M. W. and his under-dawber M. S. Under-dead.
(Under-* 5 c) 1648 Herhick IUs^., Death 0/ S/>arr<nv,

Are n»»t here .all flowers,. .Met in one Hearce-cloth, to

orc-spred The body of the under-dead? tU'nderdeat
Obs.~-^ [Under-' 6 b.] Discomfiture. 1553 Ascham 6>r.

many Wick (1904) 144 He . .should hauehad that countrey his

onelv refuge, if that in warre he had come to any vndcrdele.

+ Underdea-ler. Obs.—^ [Under- 1 8 a.] Aa
underhand dealer or agent.

i68a SouTHERNE Loyal Brother v, All underdealers, as

procurers, and retailers of pleasure.

+ Underdea-ling, vbl. sb. Obs. [Unukk-i 9.]

Underhand or secret action,

1649 Milton Eikon. xii. \i% He. .mentions not that by his

underdealing to debaush Armies heer at home..hee had

broujiht the Parlament into . . a diffidence of him.

Under-debauchee. (Under-' 6 a.) 1676 Etheredgb
Man cfMode iv. i, A dozen such good men as you would be

enough to atone for.. all the under-debauchees of the town.

Under-deck. [Under- 1 5 b. Cf. Yyyx.onder-

dtk^ G. untenieck, Da. undirdxk, Sw. 'dd<:k.'] The
lower deck of a vessel. Also attrib.

i8a6 Scott Provinc. Antig. Scot. 73 Each inhabitable .space

was crowded like the underdeck of a ship. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk. 705 Under deck, the floor of a cabin, or

'tween decks. 187a Talmace Serm. 43 Allow your appetites

and passions only an under-deck passage.

TTnder-degreed, fl. [UNnEB-i6b.] Of lower
degree ; of inferior rank.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 rj IV. 48 The reputation of

persons of birth must not lie at the mercy of every under-

degreed sinner,

t Underde'lve, v. Obs. [Under- i 4 a, after

L. suffodin. Cf Do. onderdelven^ trans. To dig

under ; to undermine by digging.

c 1000 jElfric Saints' Lives xxxii. 204 Sum eac underdealf

fraduiamidspade. c\oQoAss,Gosp. Luke xii. 39 He wacode,

and ne :5eJ>afode (jset man his bus underdulfe. 138a Wvclif
Gen. xlix. 6 In her owne wil thei vndurdelueden the wal.

a 1400 Pauline Ep. (Powell) Rom. xi. 3 Lord J>ey haue slayn

^i prophetis ; J>ey baue vndyrdolue byn auteris. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 511/1 Vnder delvyn, suffodio.

Hence fUnderde'lvingz'^/. j^,, Underdo'Iven

///. a, Obs.
138a Wyclif Ps. Ixxix. 17 The tend vp thingis with fyr,

and the vnder doluen. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 511/1 Vnder
deluynge, ..JM^jJKrrt, sitb/ossio.

U*nder-de-vil. (Under-' 6a.) 1650 R. Wilde Poems
(1870) 8 He raised of armed sprites—Elves, goblins, fairies,

Quakers, and new lights,—To be his under-devils. i8ox

Strutt Sports if Petst. iii. li. 118 Beelzebub seems to have
been the principal comic actor, assisted by his merry troop

of under.deviis.

+ Underdi'g, v. Obs. [Under- 1 4 a.] trans,

»= UXOERDELVE V.

138a Wyclif Ezek. xxxvi. 35 Citees desert and destitute

and vndirdiggid. 1548 Patten Ex^ed. Scotl. B vj, Y« Caste!,

whose walles were so thick.. that it was not an easy matter
sone to vnderdig them. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong,
,S'fl/yO«/r,..tovnderdigorvndermine, i6ooSuRFLETCo««/r«
Farme-wx. iv. 430 So soon as they growe, they must be.,

clensed from weedes, and vnderdigd.

TJ'Ilder-dip, <?• Mining. [Under- 1 5 c] Ly-
ing below the level of the bottom of the engine-pit.

Also const, of.

1839 Ure Diet A rts 075 What is not included, is termed the
under-dip coal. Ibid. 994 Under-dip workings have been
already executed more than an English mile under-dip of the
engine-pit bottom. 1886 J. Barrqwman Sc. Mining Terms
69 Under-dip coals.

U'nder-dish. (Under.' 5 b.) 1653 Greaves .S"fr«f^//£jin

A deep Purcelain dish covered, standing upon a flat under*
dish of the same mettal U*nder-distri:butor. (Under.*
6 a.) 1708 f. Chamberlavne .S"^. Gt. Brit. (1710) 11. iii. 51a
There are also several Under-Distributors employ'd [by the
distributors of stamped vellum],

Underdl-ve, v. [Under- 1 4 b.] trans. To dive

down into.

1615 Chapman Odyss. 11. 198 How is it, O my son, that you
alive This deadly-darksome region underdive?

n^nderdO'i z'- [Under- i 10 a.]

1, intr, a. To refrain from full action.

i6ii B. JoNSON Catiline w. iii, You ouer-act when you
should vnder-doe.

b. To do less than is requisite or necessary,
x6ia F. Markham Bk. IVaru.vn. 67 lis[sc. the corporal]

must equally vnderstand both how to obey and how to com-
mand,and therwithal it must be mixt with such a temperance,
that he must neither ouerdoe nor vnderdoe, lest he utterly
undoe. 1643 W. Price Serm. 8 We would not cry, that
Preacher overdoes, this underdoes, and that goes too farre,
this falls short. 1681 Grew Alusxum i. iv. iv. 79 Nature
u so intent upon finishing her Work, that she may be observed
much oftener to over do, than under do. 1710 Priokaux
Orig. Tithes li. 121 He may either overdoe, and give too
much,., or he may underdoe and give too little. 1739 J.
Trapp Righteous Over.much 5 We may . .under-doe, and be
defective.

2. trans. To do, or deal with, insufficiently or
imperfectly.

1716 Derham Phys..Theol. To Reader A vij, In the former
of which 1 fear he will think I have as much under-done, as
in the latter over-done, the Matter. 1776 Adam Smith W. N.
I. V. (1869) I. 47 I'hey sometimes overdo the business, and
sometimes underdo it. 1886 Mrs. Huncerfokd Mental
Struggle iii, Once or twice . . it struck me that you were rather
iinder-doing it. 1888 Rickaby Mor. Vhilos. 77 Doing right
is opposed to overdoing the thing, and to underdoing it.

D. To act (a part) inadequately. Also used attrib.

]30

1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. 401 Thou must, however,

own a good deal of blunder of the over-do and under-do kind,

with respect to the part thou actedst. 1754 — Grandison I.

XV. 95 Can I do it, if I place him in the light of a Lover, and
not . . underdo his character as such ? a 1770 Jortin Serm.

(1771) I. V. 87 A disposition and behaviour which may be

overdone as well as underdone.

0. Spec. To cook insufficiently. (Cf. Under-
done///, a.^

1864 Webster. 1894 JVestm. Gaz. i Jan. 7/2 An adept at

underdoing the meat and overdoing the potatoes.

Hence Underdoer.
1753 Richardson Grandison V. ix. 45 These overdoers, my

dear, are wicked wretches. What do they, but make religion

look unlovely, and put underdoers out of heart?

U'nder-do ctor. (Under-' 6 a.) 1639 Drumm. of Hawth.
Consid. to Pari. Wks. (1711) 187 'Ihat it shall be lawful for

tlie school-boys.. to Like the schools against their masters,

, .and in their places appoint new doctors, under-doctors,

masters, for the space of twenty days.

XT'nderdog. Orig. U.S. [Under- 1 5 b; cf.

top-dogTov sb.^ 32.] The beaten dog in a fight

;

Jig. the party overcome or worsted in a contest ; one

who is in a state of inferiority or subjection.

1887 Daily Tel. 30 Apr. 3/3 There is an indefinable ex-

pression in his face and figure of having been vanquished, of

having succumbed, of having been ' under-dog ' as the saying

is. 189a Daily Chron. 23 June 5/2 The mission of the Demo-
cratic party is to fight for the under-dog.

nnderdone, ///• «. (Stress var.) [Under- 1

10 a, or f. Underdo v."] Of meat: Insufficiently

cooked ; left slightly raw after cooking.
1683 Trvon IVay to Health iii That it [sc. roast flesh] be

neither over nor under-done, but of the two, it is better that

it be under-done, 1798 Spirit Public Jrnls. (1799) II. 202,

I shall give an account of every dinner I eat, . . whether under
or over-done. 1807 Jane Austen Lett. (1884) I. 315 A boiled

leg of mutton, underdone even for James. 1843 Dickens
Amer. A^tf/«x, A plate ofunderdone roast-beef. 1874 H. W.
PuLLEN Mod. Christianity (1876) 65 You,. make quite as

much fuss, if the mutton is under-done.
trans/. 1837 Barham Ingol.Leg. Ser. \. Spectre of Tapping,

ton^ A little ferret-faced woman with underdone eyes.

U'nder-dose, sb, (Under.' 10 b.) i8za-7 Good Study
Med. (1829) IV. 592 Given in a full dose, they destroy the life

instantly; but, in an under-dose, the circulation is continued
feebly.

Underdose, "v, [Under-1 io a.]

1. trans. To dose (a person) insufficiently ; to

administer too small a dose to.

1740 Chevne Regimen p. liv. Nature will, ..by acute and
intolerable Pains from Hunger, apprize him at least in some
time, if he has under-dos'd her.

2. To give in insufficient doses.

1744 /V«V. 7'r(2?ij-.XLIII.2i6 On the contrary, I was rather

induced to think, that it had. .been usually under-dosed.

Underdo-tted,///. a. [UNDER-l4a.] Marked
with a dot or dots beneath.

1874 Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 6S note, These three words
under-dotted. 1897 Anne Page Afternoon Ride 96 The
message conveyed by letters under-dotted in a newspaper.

+ ITnder-dou:ble. Obs, [Under- 1 6 b: cf.

sttbdonbh s.v. Sub- 10.] =x Subduple. Also

+ Under-doubled ///. a. Obs.

c 1430 Art of Nojnbryng (E.E.T.S.) 16 It shewithe that a
nombre componede was the quadrat, and his rote a digit last

founde with vnder-double other vndirdoubles. Ibid., Nejjer

to sette the doublede forwarde nether the vnder doublede.

Under-down. [Under- i 5 c] The down
below the outer feathers of birds.

184a J. B. Fraser Mesopot, ^ Assyria xv. 363 Cold winters

..have everywhere theetfectof lengthening the hair or fleece

of animals, or of supplying them with an under-down. 1857
DuFKERiN Lett. High Lat, (ed. 3) 42 Where the eider ducks
..build nests with the soft under-down plucked from their

own bosoms.

U'nder-drain, sb. [Under- l 5 c] An under-

ground drain.

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 151 Where under-
drains are formed for taking oflFthe water below the footways.

1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. {1869) 354 The longi-

tudinal underdrains are to be made of broken stones, and
are to be filled up to the level of the surface.

Underdrai'n, v. [Under- i 4 a.] trans. To
drain by means of underground trenches.

1B05 R. W. Dickson Pract, Agric. 1. 13 Those clayey soils

where water stagnates on the surface of the ground, and.

.

cannot be removed by the more general modes of under-
draining. xZ^zScorel^ Farm Rep. jj'in Ilusb. Ill (L.U.K.),
The land was.. completely underdrained with liies. 18^
YearbJc, U. S. Dept. Agric. 318 If it is not underdrained in

all wet spots, [surface draining] should be the first work done.

Hence Underdrai'ner.
183a Scorel>y Farm Rtp. 25 in Husb. Ill (L.U.K.), The

great enemy to underdrainers, the mole.

Under-drainage. [Under-i 5 c] Under-
ground drainage.
1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 23 The System of under-

drainage.. in tne neighbourhood of Edgwarehury. 1898
Yearbk. U. S. Dept. Agric. 504 A proper system of under-
drainage.

Under-draught. [Under- i
5 c] An under-

current.

x8s3 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxvi. (1856) 330 Our log-line
..showed still a marked under-draught toward the south.

Underdraw, v. (mdaj-, z^ndaj-). [Under- ^

4 a, 10 a.]

1. trans. To mark by lines drawn underneath.
1799 Anna Seward Lett, (1811) V. 195 The motto you will

find underdrawn in the lines which suggested my design.

UNDEH-ESCHEATOR.

2. To cover (the inside of a roof or the under-side

of a floor) with boards or with lath and plaster.

Hence dial, underdrawing^ a ceiling.

1843 WoROSW. Prose IVks. (1876J III. 201 The interior of it

has been.. made warmer by underdrawing the roof, and
raising the floor. 1865 Spectator 22 Apr. 435 1'he mud walls
bulging in here and out there ; the roof of thatch, and not
underdrawn.

3. To represent or depict inadequately.
1865 Mrs. H. Wood M. Arkell I. xvi. 282 The sufferings

described . . were underdrawn rather than the contrary. 1890
Academy 3 May 300/2 One seems to be overdrawn, while
the other is underdrawn.

4. To draw from a bank-account so as to leave

a reserve. Also absol.

1898 Times 12 July 13/4, I.. generally underdrew so as to

leave a margin.

t Underdrawn, ///. a. Obs."^ (Meaning ob-

scure
;
perhaps an error for undraivn.)

1581 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) 1. 141, 1 give to Henry Pott
seaven kie, . . one oxe, . . and fower stottes under drawen.

TT nderdress, sb. [Under-i 5 a.]

1. Underclothes ; a set of underclothing.

1785 Burns Mauchline Wedding 17 IJut modest Muses
only think What ladies' underdress is On sic a day. 1856
Kane Arct. Expl. II. xviL 181 Each man had a woollen
underdress.

2. A dress or gown worn beneath another ; a part

of a gown so made as to present the appearance of

being worn in this way.
i86x Archaeologia XXXIX. ssoThe sleeves of his doublet

are cloth of gold ; the under-dress is of a lavender gray. 1897
Daily News 23 Jan. 6/3 The under-dress, which showed in

front, had three slashes of velvet at the sides.

U nderdre'ss, z'. [Under-i id a.] intr. To
dress too plainly.

1908 R. Bagot a. Citihbert xxvi. 339 Miss Cuthbert
assured her that there was no greater mistake than to under-
dress on occasions such as this.

Underdressed, ///. a. (Stress variable.)

[Under- 1 10 a.] Too plainly dressed.
a 1784 Johnson in Mrs. Piozzi Anecd. (1786) log No

person (said he one day) goes under-dressed till he thinks
himself of consequence enough to forbear carrying the badge
ofhis rank upon his back. 1853 Mrs. GoKE2?t'a«'.sZ>a«^///^r
xxvii, [She] ventured to whisper that Mrs. Hargreave had
a sadly provincial air—that she was unde; -dressed, and a
dowdy. 1861 Mrs. Beeton Bk. Househ. Managem, 10 As a
genera] rule . . it is better to be under-dressed than overdressed.

U'Uderdrift. [Under-1 5 c] An undercur-

rent
; Jig. a tendency beneath the surface of things.

1849 CuppLZS Green Hand xiv, Either she [the ship] stood
still, or she'd caught some eddy or under-drift. 1891 Daily
News 12 Jan. 215 Thus the underdrift of things is in favour
of an easier money market.
Under-drn dgery. (Under-* 6 b.) 16x4 Middleton
Game at Chess 111. i, I'd make him do all under-drudgery,

Under-earth, sb. [Under- 2.]

1. a. The earth or soil lying below the surface.

1765 Museum Rust, IV. 157 To defend the roots of my
young trees from the damp, raw under-earth.

b. Mining. (See quot.)
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-m. 267 Underearth, a hard

bastard fireclay forming the floor of a seam of coal.

2. The regions below the earth,

1878 Gladstone Homer \v. 56 Tartaros.. standing to the
Under-earth as the heaven stands to the Upper, .world-
surface. 1896 Boston (Mass.) youth''s Cotnjr.nipu 10 Dec.
659/2 The economical resources of the undereaiih were the
goals of the first practical studies of the rocks.

Under-ea rth., a. [Under-2.] Subterranean,
underground.
159a Nashe p. Penilesse K 3, The vnder-earth spirits, are

such as lurk in dens and little cauernes of the earth. 1613
PuRCHAS Pilgrimage 11. i. 104 Philip the Tetrarch.. first

found out this under-earth p.issage. i66a J. Chandler Van
Helmont's Oriat, 322 Paracelsus reducing all things into an
under-earth off-spring. x8i6 hvRON * Could I remount' 33
The under-earth inhabitants—are they But mingled millions
decomposed to clay?

+ Under-earthly, a. Obs. = prec
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. i. Ark 2S1 No hoorded

waucs Of ayrie clouds or vnder- Earthly caues.

Under-ea'ten, ppi. a. [Under- i 4 a.] Eaten
away or eroded below.

1877 Tennyson Harold i. ii, The sea may roll Sand. ., not
the living rock Which guards the land, . . Except it be a soft

one, And undereaten to the fall.

TT-nder-edge. (Under- 1 5 b.) Also attrib,

1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv. r ig With the
under-edge of the bottom of the Brayer. 1733 Tull Horse-
hoeing Husb. xxiv. 394 Its Under-edge. .wilTstand upon the
prick 'd Line £r^ 1797 Encycl. Biit. (ed. 3) XVII. 395/1 The
under edge of the false keel. 1883 Gresi.ey Gloss. Coal-m.
267 Underedge stone^ the floor of an iron-stone mine.
U-nder-engra:ver. (Under-' 6a.) 1656 Ckomwell in

Antiq. Rep. (1808) II. 408 Thomas Synion, Sole chiefe En-
graver,, .by his sufiicient deputy or under- engraver [etc. J.

Cr:nder-enter, z*. [U^DEE-l lo a.] trans. To
enter at less than the actual quantity.
1692 in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec. (18S3) I. 300 All salt.,

shall be measured, and a reasonable proportion thereof taken
..if y« entrey be right, but if underentred, then y« town
officers to take so much of y* said salt.

+ U'nderer. Obs.—^ [f. Under cuiv."] An in-

ferior ; one of lower rank.
C1449 Pecock Repr. rir. xvii. 393 How el lis my^tc.hane

be ordeyned..suche staiis in the chirch to be in subordina-
cioun of vndrers and ouerers.
U'nder-escheator. (Under-' 6 a.) 1543 tr. Acts, 5

Ediu. III^ c. 4 B ij, Item it is enacted that no shyriffe, vnder*
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eschetour, baylyffe of fraunchises,.. shall [etc]. Under-
espi-aL (Under-' 6 a.) i8ao Sqott A6i>ai xx'iv, His loyal
ami faithful service as under-espial.

U'nder-e stimate, ^<^. [Undeb-i lo b.] Too
low an estimate (of value, expense, etc.),

i88a Cornh. Mag. Feb. 169 He scU a high value on wealth,
combating., the stoical underestimate of its importance. 1895
BibU Soc. Record (N.Y.) Dec. 178/2 The statements.. are
underestimates rather than overestimates.

nnder-estimate, v. [Unuer-1 io a.]

1. trans. To estimate at too low an amount,
quantity, number, etc.

i8ia Q. Rev. VIII. n,v^ He states the annual consumption
..at. .from three to four hundred, evidently with no disposi-

tion to under-estimatethe amount. 1869'rozER Highl.Turkey
1 1. 24 [He] seems to have greatly under-estimated the height.

2. To rate or rank too low ; to undervalue.
aiBso Calhoun Wks, (1874) I. 73 It is not my aim.. to

underestimate the great power and influence [of the press].

1882 Farrar Early Chr. 1 1. 96 Exactly as St. James neither
ignores nor underestimates faith, so neither does St. Paul
ignore nor underestimate the value, .of good works.

Hence U nder-estima'tion. (1S91-.)
U:ader-expo'se, v. Photogr. [Under- 1 10 a.]

intr. and irans. To give too little exposure (toV
1890 A nthony's Photogr. Bull. Ill, 287 The best negatives

are not those taken the quickest; sooner over expose, than
under expose.

Under-exposedf ///. &. (Stress var.) Photogr.
[Undek-1 10 a.] Of a sensitized plate or film :

Having received too short an exposure to light.

1861 in WyidesCirc. Set. (1865) I. 162 This is an. .advan-
tage when the picture is under-exposed. 1878 Abn ey Pltotogr.
81 An under-exposed picture will develop very slowly.

U'nder-ezpo sure. Photogr, [Under- 1 10 b.]

Insufficient exposure to light.

1873 E. Spos Worksfwp Receipts Ser. \. 255 If the negative
is deficient in density,.. it is the result of under-exposure.
189a Photogr. Ann. II. 30 Rodinal. .gives much softer nega-
tives than quinol, especially in cases of under-exposure.

t Underf, a. : see Un- 1 3.

Under-face. (Undkr-* 5 b.) 1869 Swinburne Ess. ^
SttiJ. (1S75) 346 A large priestly head, ..a heavy lax lustful

under-face. U'nder*fa ction. (Under.' 6b.) 1643 Fuller
//oty ^ Prof. St. v. xi. 405 Thus is it given to all Heresies
to break out into under-factions. 1667 Decay Christian
Piety xi. p 4 'Tis abundant evidence how much Christianity
loses by these contests of under factions. U'Dder-fa'ctor.
(Under-' 6 x) 16*3 .S7. Papers, CoL 168 A purser's mate
or underfactor. Under-facuity. (Under.' 6 b.) 41628
Prestos Serm. he/. His Maj. (1630) 81 How many impedi-
mcnts doth he finde in the vnder.faculties? a 1685 Otway
F.pist. to Duke 101 And there methinks, Fancy sits Queen
of all; While the poor under Faculties resort, And to her
sickly Majesty make Court. U'nder-falconer. (Un-
UBR-' 6 a.) x66o Fuller Mixt Contentpl. (1841) 252 He was
preferred one_ of the King's underfafconers. x8r5 Scott
Betrothed xxiii, Blaming alternately the carelessness of the
un^Jcr-falconcr, and the situation of the building.

U'nderfall, sh, [Under- i 5 b.] A foot-hill

slope.

1857 Smith's Diet. Grk. ff Rom. Ceog. II. 1274/2 The
underfalls of the Alps that are thrust forward towards the
plain. 1883 Standard 8 May 4/3 The last * underfalls ' of
the.. plateau terminate to the North of Tonquin.

0nder-fa-U, v. (Under-I 4 b.)
Prob. trans., to fall under (the hands, etc).

1614 Raleigh Hist, ii'orid iv. i. 5 i. 157 It commonly
falleih out with euery man of markc.that they vnder-fall,

and |>crish,by the hands and harmes, which they least fearc.

TJnderfang, var. Uitderfong v, Obs.

Uuder-farmer, (Undkb-i 6 a.)
1609 T. Cocks Diary (1901)77/5 Rec'ofthe vnderfermerof

llramblinge, . . ijs vjd. a 1751 Bolingbrokb ReJ/. St. Nation
Wks, 1754 III. 160 All who served, cheated the public, ..from
the commissioners of the treasury down to the under-farmers
and the under.trcasurers. 1890 Seton-Karr Cornwallis vi,

131 A law. .defining the extent of the legal coercion which
landholders mii;ht exercise over under-farmers.

Under-featTire. [Under- i 6 b.] A minor
feature in a landscape ; a small elevation,
\%'j^CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 115/2 All the smalt outlying

features, such as hillocks or ridges;., the details of the^
' undcr-featurcs ' [are] sketched in. igoo Daily News 10
Mar. 5/6 The whole.. Division, which was lying in front of
the enemy's left, concealed by an underfeature.

Underfed, a. and sb. (Stress var.) [Under- 1

10 a.] Insufficiently fed or nourished.
1835 Sir J. Ross Narr. 2nd Voy. xli. 545 We were often far

underfed. 1868 M. Collins Sweet Anne Page 1. 67 The boys
were not starved, but certainly undcr-fed.
trans/. 1893 Month July 326 Places.. overstocked with

labour or underfed with orders.

b. As sb. An underfed person.
1893 Advance (Chicago) i June, And Growler's so stuffed

now he needs to divide his rations with under -feds.

t TJndor-fee. Obs, (Under-! 6 b + FEE j^.i!)

1594 R. Ashley tr. Eoys le Roy Kd Wherehence are come
the termes of fees and ynderfces, of vassals and vndervassals.
Ibid. 117 b, The Nobilitie of the countrte are bound to go to
the warre, by the fees, and viiderfees which they possesse.

U nderfeed, a. [Cf. next, 2.] Of furnaces

:

Fe<l with fuel from below. (In recent use.")

XTxiderfee'd, v. [Under- 1 10 a, 4 a.]

1. trans. To feed insufficiently ; to stint in food.

x6S9 Gauden Tears Ch. iti. xxviii. 563 The Fanaticks strive

to underfeed and starve it tu a despicable feeblenesse. 184s
A. CoMBF. Physiol. Digest, ix. (1845) 75 Underfeeding and
great mortality of the poor. 1861 Goldw. Smith Inaugural
Led, 32 The fully of overworking and underfeeding the
Isibourer.

2. To feed with fuel from below.
1904 Jml. Franklin Inst. Dec. 439 He was convinced that

the fundamental principle of underfeeding was a success.

+ Underfeel, ^. Obs. [Under- i 8 a.] trans.

To examine, pry into, quietly or secretly.

x6oo Holland Livy 639 The young man .. practised

secretly to underfeele and sound his mind. 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Bawd Wks. ii. 92/1 The Priest.. wil know her
disposition, .. and craftily vnderfeele her policies. 1654
Gatakkr Disc. Apol. 81 Emissaries, who,, .to underfed and
undermine men, repair to them with counterfeit errands.

Underfeet : see Underfoot adv.
U*nder-fe-llow. (Under-' 6a.) a 1586 Sidney .^rtra/Zm

II. viii, A principall officer.. Who with no more civilitie

(though with much more busines then those under-feHowes
had shewed) beganncto put interrogatories unto him.

Under-fiend. [Under-1 5 b.] One of the

fiends under the earth,

1607 Shaks. Cor. IV. V. 98, 1 will fight Against my Cankred
Countrey, with the Spleene Of all the vnder Fiends.

Under-filling. Arch. (Under- ^ 5 c.)

1624 fsee .Substruction i].

Underfind, v. Now dial. [Under- 1 8 a. Cf.

Du. ondervinden.'\ trans. To perceive, understand.
c laoo Vices ^ Virtues 99 Jif hie cumeci fram mannen, hie

cann hwatliche underfinden, an hwos half he is icumen.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3664 If mi fader ^at es now blind Mai mi
fallace oght vndernnd, I dred me sare, for benison He sal me
giue his malison. i3ao-3o Horn Ch. 623 pe kni^t toke a
schaft in hand, & horn wele vnder-fand, pat he couhe ride.

a iBoo Pegge Suppi. Grose, Underfind^ to understand. Derb.
1877 N. ly. Line. Gloss. 263 He was here last neet, I underfind.

under-fired, ///. a. [Under- i 4 a, lo a.]

1. Supplied with fuel from below.
1890 D. K. Clark Sttam F.ngine I. 74 The furnace of an

ct;g-end stationary boiler, under-fired, burning coal.

2. Insufficiently fired or baked. 1891 Cent. Did.

U-nder-flame. (Under- 1 5 b, 6 b.)

163X Sir L. Gary Elegy on Donne 44 To make us know the
Crosse, and value it, (Although we owe that reverence lo that

name Wee should not need warmth from an under flame.)

1830 Tennyson Arab. Nts. 91 Dark-blue the deep sphere
overhead . . Grew darker from that under.fiame.
U'nderfiood. (Under-' 6 b.) 16x5 Chapman Odyss.

xvii. 606 But every fountain hath his underfloods.

Under-flooT, v. [Under-1 4 a.] trans. To
provide with, or form, a floor or under-tloor.

1778 Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 890 The method of under-
flooring I have also applied . . to a wooden stair-case. 1884
CoUES Key N. Amer. Birds (cd. 2) 155 The basitemporal
and par.isphenoid bones which underfloor the whole skull.

U'nderflow, sb. [Under- i 5 c] An under-

current. AHoJig.
1854 S. Dobell Balder xxiv. 169 That underflow and sub-

stance wherein the future heaves. 1875 CROLLClimnte ^ T.

viii. 133 An underflow of polar water south into the Atlantic.

nnderfiow-, v, [Undee-i 4 a, b. Cf. OE.
underfldwan^
1. intr. To flow beneath.
x6io Holland Camden's Brit. \i. 45 It looketh downe to

the underflowing sea. 1647 Hexham i.

2. trans. To flow in under (something).
187a Dixon Switzers y, ^$Thc waters, .underflowed the

beams, and lifted the strong habitations.

tUnderfo, v. Obs. Pa. t. 1-4 (5) -feng (4
-fenge), 3-4 -ueng, 4 -uinge, 5 -fynge

; 4 -fang,

-vong, 4-5 -fong(e. Pa. pple. 1-2 -fangeu, 4-5
-fongen (4 -un, -yng), 3-6 -fonge, 4 -uonge,
-venge. [OE. under/Sn, *= MDu. ondervaen,

OUG. iintarfdhan, MllG. underv&hen. See
Under- 1 8 a and Fang z/.i]

1. irans. To receive (a thing) ; to have (some-

thing) given to one ; to come to have or possess.

c888 K. Alfred Boeth. x\v. § 3 Eala t^aet hit is god-.t^aet

men micelne welan ha;bbe, nu se nsefre ne wyrS orsor^ ^je

hine underfehd. 96a-3 Laivs Edgar Suppl. i |*a Godes
Jjcowas, J>e )»a sceattas underfoS l»e we Gode sylla3. c X040
Bidding Prayer in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. (1912) 10 Kor ealle

ba saula )>e fulluht under-fengan. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 97
pis dai is bicumelich time husel to undcrfon. c ia75 Sinners
Beware 317 in O. E. Misc. 82 To day ye schulet> y-fiede

And vndcr-fo lul»re niede. x-^oAyenb. loi AUe ourc bro^ren

..J-et byt|? children of holy cherchc, be |)e byleaue l?et hi

onderuinge ine cristnynge. <; 1400 Brut 13 And Guentolen
..vndirfonge feautes & homages of all \>^ men of jje land.

/11513 Fabyan Chron. 4 Of the peas that hath been vnder-

fonge, Both by great othes, and eke by maryage.

b. To receive willingly ; to accept.

c 1000 Ags. Psalter (Spelman) vi. g Drihten ^ebed min he
underfeng. C1175 Pater Noster in Lamb. Hotu. 65 God
wule hit underfoii, Werme ic for^eue min hating, c i«« Lay.

10141 For l>e king wolde wel don, & Cristes la^en vnderfon.

a XM5 Leg. Kath. 982 pu. .underfest |»c an half & dustest

adun he ofterc. a 1300 Cursor M. 2700 His fader [was]

nineti and nine J?at day pai vnder-fang l»is neu lai.

c. To admit into a receptacle ; to conceive.

a iioo in Napier O. E. Glosses i. 3819 [Cadaver} receptet^

..underfo. CI17S Latttb. Horn. 77 pu .scald underfou an
child in Y\ wombe. c XJ75 XI trains 0/ Hell 236 in O. E.
Misc. 153 VurJ?er, her his on ojwr put. ..Seoue duren Jwr

beoh on, pe saulen for to under-fon. 1379 Glouc. Cath. MS.
tg No. I, Lib, I. iii. fol. 2 Whenne thy duodene hath vnder-

fongyng & receyved the fode out froo the mawe gutte.

d. To have understanding of or skill in.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1519 Cubal \v.r. Tobal] t?er bro)»er first

vnderfang Music, bat es J»e sune o sang.

2. To take in hand ; to undertake.

^893 K.i'ELFRED Oros. II. ii 66 Romulus a;ftcrljiosan under-

feng Cirinensa ^scwinn. 1^897 — Gregoty^s I'ast.C.xxi. 161

Donne hie 3ara eorSlicra monna heortan underfofl to lacronne.

c 1000 i^LFRic Numb, xl 17 His underfod |>is folc mid )>e,

J>aet l>u ne si ana jehefesod. 1399 Gowbr Praise 0/ Peace
264 The heved above hem hath noght undirfongen To sette
pes, bot every man sleeth other.

3. To receive (a person) ; to admit to one's pre-

sence, society, or friendship ; to accept.
9x4-5 Laws Edward 10 Ne underfo nan man oSres mannes

man butan h^s leafe t>c he aer fyligde. rxooo Ags. Gosp.
Matt. X. 40 Se t>e cow underfehS, he underfehS me. crxaoo
Ormin 12936 patt Godd iss r£cdi3 tunnderrfon patt folic batt
rihbt himm foll^heb^. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1679 And a maiden
was hire bi-tagt, Zelfa hi name. . . lacob gan hire under.fon.
13. . A'. Alis. 7046 (Laud MS.), pise vnderfongen ^e Emper-
oure. And duden to hym al honoure. 138a Wyclif Rom.
ist Prol.,The Lord.. not onli ^ee wolden not resccyuen, but
also ?ee slowen ; whom we vnderfongen.

b. To receive in a specified manner.
ansa O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1022, yE3elno3 biscop

for lo Rome& wa^ under-fangen J>ser fram Benediclc.myd
mycclum wur3scipe. criaoo Trin. Coll, Horn. 141 Ore
drihten underfeng eadmodliche ane sinfulle wimman and
forciaf hire hire sinnen. c xzyi Hali Meid. 41 He vnderfeS
blioeliche, & bicluppeS swoteluche, ^e aire laclukest. c 1290
Beket 1367 in S. Eng. Leg. L 145 po seint thomas to Rome
cam, faire he was onder-fonge. a 1330 Roland ^ V. 87
pemperour was glad y-wis, & vnderfenge wih niiche blis Sir

tharls |« king. 1387 Thevisa Higden (Rolls) L 239 At his

coinynge he schulde wih J>re manere worschippe be vnder-
fonge. c 1400 Brut 9 And when Brut wyste whens h*-* were,

he t>o vndirfong hem with mychelioyin-to his Shepys. <ri4a5

F.ng, Conq. Ireland 8 pe bisshop well wyrshipfully vndre-
fyiige \v.r. vndyrfonge] Macmorgh.

c. Spec. To receive at baptism,
136a Langl. p. PI. A. I. 74 Holi church Icham. . . Ich )?e

vndurfong furst and ^\ feih pe tau^te. 1377 Ibid. V>. xi. 113
On holicherche I J>ou3te, pat vnderfonge me atte fonte.

4. To receive by way of hurt or harm ; to under-

go, suffer.

c 1000 ^LFRic Numb. xiv. 34 On feowertijum ^earum je
underfoS eowere unrihtwisnissa, |)ast ge witon mine wrace.
c wj^ Lamb. Horn. 119 Vre drihtnes..J>rowunge l>e he for

moncunne underfeng. a xzag Leg. Kath. 2234 Streche forS
|?ine swire scharp sweord to underfonne. c X150 Gen. <J-

Ex.
480 Lamech dro^e is arwe ner, And letet fle^en of 3e strcng,
Caim unwarde it under-feng. a X3«5 MS. Rawl. B. 520 fol.

53 pat he l>at hat vnderfonge J>e harmes habbe bref of wast.

6. To reprove, rebuke. rara~~^.

ciioo Brut 138 pe Erchebisshope .. vnderfonge [z'.r.vndir-

tokej him of his Wickednesse.
U'nderfold, sb. (Under-' 5 c.) ai6i8 Sylvester yob

Triumph, in. 286 Earths surface yeelds him corn & fruils

for food, Her under-folds, some burning Sulphury flood.

ITnderfo-ld, v. [Under- 1 8 a.] trans. To
wrap up, hide, conceal.
161S W. Parkes Curtaine-Dr. (1876) 42 Thou hast often

fingered my Curtaine, and beene content therewith to shadow
and vnderfold many black and vgly disguises.

t Underfollow v, : see Under-1 a. So Under-
following ppL a, Sc, Obs,
14.. Ada Parlt. Scot, (1844) L 711/2 And sa ofvnder-

followand [L. de subsequentibus\ that is to say of sub-
armigeris. .[etc.].

+ Underfo'ng, z'. Obs. Pa. t. 4 -fanged, -id,

-fonged. [Under- i 8 a + Fang v^- Cf. Underfo
V. and MDu. and Du. ondervangen^ MLG. under-
vangen^ G. unterfangen."]

1. trans. = Underfo v. i.

CX175 Lamb. Horn. 51 Hwenne Jiu scrift underuongest of

J>e sunnen pe pu idon hauest, ciaoo Ormin 11112 Forr
tunnderrfanngenn Crisstenndom & fulluhht unnderr Criste.

a 1300 K. Horn 345 (Harl. MS.),Sliame he mote by shoure.
Ant euet hap to vnderfonge. c 1330 Will. Palerne 5259 To
vnder-fonge in fee al J»at faire reaume. c 1400 St. Alexius
(Trin.) 44 po pis child to cherche com, To vnderfonge
cristendom. c X430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3075 At the last we
shal vndirfong For oure reward grete maugre. 1553 Becon
Reliques of Rome (1563) 253 Al y*..giuen or vnderfongen
in way of simonie. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Nov. 22 If thou
. .lust light virelaye.s, And looser songs of loue to vnderfong.

b. = Underfo v. i b,

fz X325 Ancr. R. 38 Swete lefdi seinte Marie,, .vnderuong
mine gretunge mid ten tike Aue. 13.. Guy Warzv. {K.)

1015 Ich vnder-fong pis present, & ponke hir pat it hider

sent; Hir druerie ich vnder-fong. X36a Langl. P. PL A.
in. 208 pe pope and his prelates presentes vnderfongen.
c 1400 Frytner in Maskell Mon. Rit. (1846) II. 107 God, to

whom it is propre to be merciful, . .vndirfonge oure preieris.

c. To comprehend ; to conceive.

^x3oo Cursor M. 1542 For-pi lete god ham lijfsua lang

pat pai moght seke and vnderfang pe kynd o thinges pat

ban were dern. Ibid. 10354 A maiden child noght par-to

fang O pe pi wijf sal vnder-fang.

2. = Underfo z/. 3.

rtii75Cc^/.//o/«. 239perbeo3anu5erediepewere3edegastes,

Jje hine nniredlice underfangeS mid siiarne swupen. a laaj

Ancr. R. 190 Nedlunge jenioten underuongen mc.Hwose
underuongeS me gledliche, & makei\ me ueire chere [etc.].

X3. . Coerde L. 743 The kyng comaunded., In strong presoun

they schuld be done. His jayler hem gan underfong. And
took Kyng Rychard be the bond, a i4o<^-5o Alexander
2793 (Dublin MS.), And crls of our empire. .Karyn paim to

sir Alexander,.. And he paim fair vnderfongez & feffys paim
in Landes. C1440 Gesia Rom. 1. 226 (Harl. MS.), Be thow
tornid to me, thow synfulle soule, and I shalle vnderfonge

the. 1553 Bkcon Reliques ofRome (1563) 253 That no man
vndirfong or take any folke into his house.

3. = Underfo v. 2,

c 1330 Amis <V Amil. 1255 Yif thou this bataile vnderfong,

Thou schalt haue an euentour strong, c 1400 Rom. Rose

5710 He vndirfongith a gret peyne That vndirtakith to

drynke vp seyne. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas Prol. 35 To under-
fong this labour they him prey, a 1500 Medwall Nature
(Brandl) 11. 32 Hard yt wyll be for vs.. Agayn them warre or

batayll to vnderfong. ? 1525 La Conusaunce Damours
(Pynson) c j, Our ornate Chaucer other bokes amonge In his

iyfe dayes dyd vnderfonge To translate .. the sayd story.
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UNDERFONGING.
4. « UkdbbfO V, 4. rar€~^,

z38a Wycuf Rev. Prol., What schc \sc. the church] schal

suHre in this present tyme, and what schc schal vndurfongc

in tyme to come.

- 6. To seduce, entrap, overcome.

XS79 Spenser Sheph. Ca/. June 103 Thou . . that by trccheree

Didst vnderfong my lasse, to wexe so light. 1596 — F. Q.
V. ii. 7 With hispowre he., makes them subiect to his mighty

wrong ; And some by sleight he eke doth vnderfong. 1614

J. Davies (Heref.) Eclcgue 117 For, time will vndertong vs ;

and our voice Woll woxon wcake.

6. To surround, enclose. rare~^.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 14 They hauc towres vpon them
sixteene: mounts vnderfonging and enflancking them.

Hence f Underfonging vbl. sb. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 37 pc ontrewe reuen ..l>et..rckeiiej> more ine

dcdes and ine spendtnge an lesse ine onderuonginge and ine

rentes, c 1400 Love BtmaTent. Mirr. (1908) xJv. 90 His

souereyn mckenes in the vnderfongynge of his baptisme.

TT-nderfoot, a. [Attrib.use of Underfoot a^z;.]

1. Lying under the fool or feet. Also spec, (see

later quots.).

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden K 4, The strange vntraffiqu't

J>hrases, ..as of incendarie for fire, . .an vnder foote abiect

or a shooe or a boote. i8a4 Mactacgart Caliovid. Encycl.

454 Underfit peats, peat turf, digged beneath the foot not

in the common way of cutting tliem of a hreest, 1844 H.
Stephkns Bk. Farm II. 318 In the undci-foot wheel, the

horses draw by means of trace-chains and swing-tree.

2. Inferior, abject, low, downtrodden.

1594 Nashe Unfori. Tmv. Bib, Eueric vnder-foot

souldior had a distenantcd tun, as Diogenes had his tub to

sleepe in. 1641 Milton Re/orvi. 11. 90 The most dejected,

most underfoot and downe-trodden Vassals of Perdition.

1645 — Tetrach. 17 What a stupidnes then is it, that ..wee

should deject our selvs to such a sluggish and underfoot

Philosophy. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. iii, My School-

master, a downbcnt, brokenhearted, underfoot martyr.

Under foot, imderfoo t, adv. Also imder-

feet. [Under /;v/. 4 (cf. Foot sb. 33), Under-2.

Cf. MDu. ondej-voetie.']

L Beneath the foot or feet ; on the ground : a.

With vbs., esp. ti-ead, (Also in fig. use: cf. 2.)

o, £-1200 Obmis 2561 Forr 5ho tradd deofcll unnderrfot

^werrt ut onn alle wise. £7x400 Hymns Virg, (1867) 12 To
fclle oure foomen vndir foote. c 1475 Mankind \<^<i in Macro
Plays 8 Yt doth my souU myche yll, To se Jw flesch pros-

perouse, & b* soull trodyn wnder fote. 1560 Da us _tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 30 b, Yet is not iheyr authoritie so decaicd

herby that euery man may treade it vnder foote. 1596

Shaks. Tarn, Skr. v. ii. 122 Katerine, th.it Cap of yours

becomes you not, Off with that bable, throw it vndcrfoote.

1603 Dekkeb Wonderfidl Yeare Wks. (Grosart) 1. 107 His
lockes that hang wantonly dangling, troden in durt vnder-

foote. 1678 Wanley Wonders Little World iv. viii. 374
His Wife.. overthrew the Table, and tumbled down all the

Provision under-foot. 1708 T. Ward Eng. Re/, iv. (1815) 429

t HeJ Slamp'd underfoot a crucifix, As Hollanders are wont to

do When on Japonian shore they go. i8oa Mrs. Guthrie
Tour through the Taurida6i Instead of effecting this ad-

hesion by the pressure of cylinders, it is done, .by treading

them underfoot for a few hours. x868 Morris Earthly Far.

(1870) 1. 1. 349 A fair ivory image of the god That underfoot

a golden serpent trod.

|3. 1339 Bible (Great) Isaiah xlv. 19 As a dead coarse that

is troden vnder fete. cx6zo Morvson Itin. iv. (1903) 496
The Empire . . of the Greekes . . hath beene vtterly abolished,

and the people haue beene troden vnderfeete. 1641 Bur-
boughs Sions yoy 33 They sought to cast shame upon the

Saints,, .trampling them underfeete as dirt. 1760 Impostors

Detected 11. ii. I. 170 Sacred relicks trampled under feet

!

1857 Holland Bay /*rtM xxix, Her memory., trodden under
feet by malice, prejudice, and superstition.

b. In Other constructions.

Z599 E. Wright Voy. Earl Cumbld. 22 in Cert. Errors
Navig., Some licked with their tongues, .the boardes vnder
feete. 1603 HollasoFluta rch's Jifor. 1225 Lysitheus mount-
ing upon the boord, lated him along on the floore, and
there under-foot dispatched him. 1667 Milton A L. iv. 700
Underfoot the Violet, Crocus, and Hyacinth with rich inlay

Broiderd the ground. x8oa NIrs. Guthrie Tour through the

Taurida 203 They \sc. skins] are next worked under-Teet in

an infusion of oak-leaves in warm water. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. xcv, By night wc Hnger'd on the lawn, For under-
foot the herb was dry. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-IIur i. i.

Dried leaves in occasional beds rustled underfoot.

o. Natt£, (See Foot sb, 33 b.)

d, Down below ; underneath ; underground.
1840 Carlvlk Heroes iii. (1904) 96 The obscure sojourn of

dzmons and reprobate b underfoot. 1886 Stevenson Kid'
napped xxvi, Coming to the edge of the hills Lwel saw the

whose Carse of Stirling underfoot.

2. Jig, In(to) a state of subjection or inferiority.

ciao5 Lay. 11693 ^^^"^ ^^ lond..he hit haefde al vnder fot.

a tzzsAncr. R. 40 ^if me worpen mid himal ^e world under
Tet. c 1190 BeJket 1995 in .S". Eng. Leg. I. 163 Ake nolde it

god i>at holi churchc onder fote were so. 1340 Ayenb. 85 Ac
uirtue arere^ ^ne man an he^ and him dej? ^e wordle
onderuot. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 7 Tho was the vertu sett

above And vice was put under fote. 1422 Yonce tr. Sccreia
Secret. 172 He ne holdyth hym not^-lowet ne vndyrfote of

thedyssa)rseswhyche hehatheescapid. 1508 Fisher 7 /'^n/V.

Ps.%xx\\\\. Wks. (1876) 52 Slie enhaunced herselfe ferrc aboue
the derknes of synnc putlynge vnderfote thoccasyon of it.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. cxxxvi. 833, I sawc that that
man was nothing vnder foote, and as for myselfc I was in

extreeme ncede. 1891 Meredith One ofourConq. xxxiii,

No, not he the man to have pity of women underfoot

!

f 3. Below the real or current value. Obs.
X594 Death of Usurie 12 -The man beeing driuen to dis*

tresse, sels his corne farre vnder fooie. x6oo Holland Livy
591 The very same plot of ground whereon bee was en-

camped, happened at the same time to be sold : not under-
foot, but at the full price, a 1654 Seldkn Table-T. (Arb.) 64
When men did let their Land underfoot, the Tenants would
fight for their Landlords.

132

4. Quietly, secretly, rare~-^.

x86o Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. cxxxiv. 102 But it

is not the same with the minor martyrdoms. A store of

these is cherished under foot.

Underfoo't, v. [Undeu-I ^ a.] trans. To
provide with (new) footings or bases.

1870 Baines' Hist. Lnncs. I L 27 In 1815 some of the pillars

of the N. aisle having given way,.. they were all skilfully

underfooted and restored.

tUnder-forebody. Obsr^ (Under-' 5 a.) iS47 in

Feuillerat Revels Hdw. VI (1914) 10 Longe gannentes
narrowe ofclothe of golde, . . vnderforebodyes,colers& vnder-

sleves of clothe ofsyluer. U'nder-form. (Under-' 6 b.)

1637 C. Dow AnsTv. to H. Burton 203 Vulgar Christians and

the under-forme or ranke of Professors. t U*nder-foud.
Obs. (Under-' 6 a.) 1576-7 in Balfour Oppressions in Orkney

•V Shetl. (1859) 58 '^'he Underfowde (quhilk is the baiJlie of

the parochin or yle).

XJ-nder-frame. [Under- i 5 b.] The sub-

structure of a railway-carriage, forming the frame

on which the body rests.

1855 D. K. Clark Railway Mach. I. 266 The underframe
is the foundation of the vehicle, as the frame is that of the

locomotive. 1889 G. Findlay Eng. Raihvay 105 The under-

frames of these carriages are constructed of steel.

So tJ'nder-framiiig'.
i86a Chambers's Encycl. HI. 93 The body of the Co.ich is

made by one set of workmen, the under-framing by another.

1898 Daily News 11 Oct. 8/1 We have acquired a sufficient

store in ourownreservoirs,sto\ved away in the under-framing.

Under-freight, v. (Under- i 8 d.)

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776), Sousfriier^ to under*

freight a ship, or hire her out to a second person, after

having contracted for her freight with the proprietor.

U'nder-fringe. (Under.' 5 b.) iSgcj Tennyson Geraint
A- Enid 544 Broad-faced with under-fringe of russet beard.
U'nder-frock, (Under-' 5 a.) 1547 in Feuillerat Revels
Edw. VI (1914) II, viij vnderfrockes .. of blewe Satten.

U'nder-fur. (Under-' sd.) 1895 Funk's Standard Diet,

1898 Guide Mammalia 70 A thick woolly under-fur.

Under-fur, a. Sc. [Under-=^.] (See quot
and Furrow sd. i a, quot. 1523.)
1743 Maxwell Sel. Trans. Soc. Improv. Agric. Scot. 34

Sow the Rye above the Dung, plow it down witn an ebb Fur,

(which is termed under-fur Sowing).

U nder-fuTnish, v. (Under-' 8 a.) 1697 R.Collier
Ess. Mor. Su/'j. i. (1703) 158 Can we suppose that God
would underfurnish man for the state he designed him?

TJnderg&'llgy v. Obs. exc. dial, [OK. under-

gangan^ = MDa. undergange, Sw. -ganga.^ —
Undergo v. (in various senses).

c 1000 j'Elfric Gram.. xxxvii.(Z.) 217 Ic undergange, subeo,

c 1200 Ohmin 10661 Me birrj) beon fullhtneddalt tin liannd,

J>in blettsinngtunnderrganngenn. 1425 Alnni/n, de Melros
( Bann. CI.) 544 Tyll wndirgang asyse of purale of be marchis
debatabil. a 1470 Harding Chron. cxlii. xii, His defaules

all to mend . . And vndirgange all his punycioun. 1743 Relph
Poems (1747) 94 Fie, Roger, fie—a sairy lass to wrang, And
let her aw this trouble undergang. 1855- i" Yorks. and
Lanes, dial, glossaries.

Hence Underga'nging vbi. sb. Obs. exc. dial.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xl, 10 For man of mi pees . . In wham
mikel hoped I,..Mikled vnderganginge[v, rr. -gaiige,under-

going] ouer me. 1855- in Yorks. dial, glossaries.

U'nder-gao-ier. (Under-' 6a.) 1534 More Com/.agst.
Trib. m. Wks. 1246 \Ve forget with our foly, both ourselfe

and our gayle, and our vnder gaylers, aungellesand deuilles

both, and our chief gayler god. 1627 R. Bernaud Isle of
Man III Now the Chiefe Gaoler., hath with him three

Vnder-Gaolers to looke well to the Prisoners.

IJ-nder-gaTdexier. (Undeb-i 6 a.)

1687 NoRRis Coll. Misc. 112 So 'tis in Eden, let me but
have An under-gardener's place, 'tis all I crave. 1710 Swift
Mem. Change Q. Anne's Ministry p 20 The letter.. was
delivered him by an under-gavdener. 1830 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. iv. III. 109 His elder brother, Tom, could take

an under-gardener's place directly, 1863 J. H. Ingraham
Pillar oj Firexiv. 170 This venerable man.. was followed by
not less than fifty under-gardeners.

TJnder-ganueut. (Under- i 5 a.)

1530 Palsgr. 285/2 Undergarment for a woman, seurcot.

1547 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 11 Gownes or

vndergarmentes of playne clothe of Syluer. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 68 Their vnder-garments (which within doores are

their vppermost) do little differ from those that be woriie by
the men. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xiv. Over these under-

garments was flung a rich velvet cloak. 1864 Mrs. Caklyle
Lett. (1883) III. -^07 A good supply of woollen under-

garments. 187a Earl Pembroke & G. H. Kingsley S. Sea
Bubbles i. 29 Every kind of sail being hoisted, from new
white canvas to the under garments of the lady passengers.

U'nder-ga'rnished,///. a. (Under-' 4a.) 1596 Edw.
Ill, I. ii. 159 These ragged walles, . , like a cloake,doih hide

From weathers Waste the vnder garnisht pride. U'nder*
gear. (Under-' 5 a.) 1883 Atlantic Monthly Sept. 365/1
Their undergear hanging out un a pwle from an up[>er window,
in full sight of passers-by. Under-ge'neral. (Under-'
6 a.) 1698 Lond. Gaz. No. 3367/2 His Majesty has ap.

pointed the General of Great Poland, and the Under-
General of Lithuania as his Commissioners. 170a Luttrell
BriefReL{iZs7) ^ ' 162 The under general of Lithuania has

cut in peices 500 Suedish horse. U*nder-ge ntlcmati.
(Under-' 6 a.) 1766 Goi.dsm. Vtcar ix, We found our land-

lord, with a couple of under-gentlemen and two young ladies.

-j- XJnder-get, v, Obs, [Under- l 4 b.] trans.

To catch up with, overtake,

1390 Gower Conf. I. 197 Hire Schip. .stinte noght, er it.

.

hath the vessell undergete. Which Maister was of al the Flete.

Undergird, v. [Undek-1 4a. Cf. Flem.

ondergorden 'subcingere' (Kilian).] trans. To
secure or fasten from the under-side, as by a rope or

chain passed underneath.
In actual use chiefly in renderings or echoes of Acts xxvii.
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UNDERGO.
1526 Tindale Acts xxvii. 17 Wc.had mochc woike to

come by a boote, which they toke vppe, and vsed helppe

vndergerdynge the shippe. 1611 Florio, Soccingere, to

vnder-guiri, or guird. 1702 Echabd Eccl. Hist.{iyio) 335
They undergirt the ship to secure it from splitting. 1857
DuFFERiN Let. High Lat. 20 By uiidcrgirding the ship with
chains, St. Paul fashion, the leaks were partially stopped.

fg. 1848 H. Rogers Ess. (1874) I. vi. 202 The infirmity of

human nature requires to be ' undergiraed ' by all sorts of

supports. 1874 Holland Mistr. Manse 3 Its fragments
build and undergird The songs and stories we rehearse.

Hence UndergiTding vbl. sb. z.x\Appl, a.

j868 H. Rushnell Serin. Living SubJ. (1872) 218 That
which is the undergirding import and reality of second death.

1895 Advance (Chicago) 17 Oct. 546/2 The preacher himself
needs them, .for the undergirding of his own convictions.

Under-gi rder. (Under-' 5 b.) 1875 JowEiT/'/rt/o(ed.2)
III. 148 Ihe undergiiders of a trireme. U'nder-gi=rdle.
(Under-' 5 a.) c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. aod
The under gyrdell, /<• dempf chaint. 1648 Hexham 11, Ecn
Onder-gordel, an Vnder-girdle.

Under-glaze, a. and sb. [Under- 2.]

1. Under-glaze paintings the process of painting

on pottery before the ai)plication of the glaze.

J883 Harper's Mag. July 259/1 The underglaze painting

of pottery. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 643/2.

b. absol. as sb. in the same sense.

1882 Worcester Exhib. Caial. iii. 4 Plaques painted in

under-glaze. 1884 American VII. 217 The mysteries of
' overglaze * and ' underglaze '.

2. Of colours : Used in, adapted for, this method
of decoration.

»883 American VII. 119 The good efl!ects of underglaze

colors depend so essentially upon the firing. 1885 Emycl.
Brit. XIX. 643/2 The soft suixiued colours of the under-

glaze pigments.

Undergo, sb. [Unj)EB-1 5 a.] (See quot.)

1876 Holland Seven Oaks x. 123 They were blue under-

goes—in other words blue flannel shirts.

TJudergO (»ndajgJ"*),f. [Late OK, undergdn

(f. under- Undbr-1 4 b -i- gdn Go v.)^ = MDu.
ondergaen (Du. -gaan), OHG. untarkdn (MHG.,
MLG., LG. undergdn, G. untergehen), Da. under-

gaay Sw. undergd."]

1 1. trans. To work under, so as to impair or

destroy ; to undermine. Obs.

cioooSax. Leechd. 111. ^i^ Ne sy la nan eorflcund cyning
mid ;^itsunge to |?aem swijjc under^an. a 1300 E. E. Psalter

xvi. 14 Ris vp, laucrd; forcome him swa, And als-swa him
vnderga [L. stUn>erte\ c 1315 Shoreham vii. 622 Ac ^o t>e

deucl hyt aspyde pat man hym scholde J>er abyde..He
bou^te gyle al onder-eo. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman 146

Be [thou] affraid lest thou shouldest undergo thy selfe in

purchasing the pearle.

fb. To deceive, get the better of. Obs,

c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1147 Dis maidenes redden sone on-on.

.

Hu he mitten vnder-gon Here fader,3at he ne wore 5or gon.

a 1380 St. PauU 479 in Horstm. Altcngl. Leg. [1878) 33
pou hast megyled and vndur-gone [L. circumvenisti\.

fc. To get under, search below. Obs.'~^

1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. Verses by Author, That all

men seeke all what they may to know ; Yea Tyme in his own
cours to vndergo.

t2. To submit to (do something). Obs,"^,

c laoo Ormin 2527 patt jho wass raidi? tunnderrgan
Drihhtiness will to folljhenn.

fb. To accept, admit, allow. Ob5,~^
c 1315 Shofeham VII. 187 5et oure by-leaue wole onder-gon

pat ^yse ^re bej> ry5t al on.

c. To be subject to, to serve, rdre.

1586 G, Whitney Emblems 223 Here, man who first shoiild

heauenlie thinges attaine,.. First, vndergoes the worldc with

might, and maine, 1864 Urowning in Mem. Tennyson (1897)

II. i. 16 The new metre is admirable, a paladin's achievement.

, .So have you made our language undergo you.

"I*
3. To go or pass under. Obs.

c 1220 Bestiary 601 in O. E. Misc. 22 And tus adam he
under-3ede, leisede nim up, and al roankin. a 1575 ir. Pol.

VeTg, Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 37 Howbeit, hoping eylher

to wiiine it by assault, or compell it to yeelde, they undergue
the wall. C161X Chapman Iliad vi. 444 Belter my shoulders

underwent the earth, than thy decease. 1627 May Lucan
V. I 4, That day the sea seem'd mountaines topps t' orefiow.

And yeilding earth that deluge l' vndergoe.

t b. To sink below (one's sight), Obs,

1614 GoRGi^s Lucan \x. 386 'Jhy sight the North-starre

vndergoes, ..And each starre, that is most of light, Seemes
(by the sea) hid from thy sight.

t4. To occupy oneself with; to investigate.

(Also with of.) b. To get knowledge of. Obs,

cizso Gen, ^i-
Ex. 1160 Nv bi-oue3 us to wenden a-gen

And of abraham song under-gon. c 1200 6". Eng. Leg. I.

353/273 Hislettre he sende, Jiat he scholde of swuchet>tngue
onder-go [v.r. schoide such J-ing vndergo). c 1330 Amis «V

Amil. 603 Yif. .ani wight of all |>i kinne Might it vndergo,

Al our ioie and worldes winne We schuld lese. a 1400 Sir
Beues (MS. S.) 1514 That hors wel gerne \-nder-5ede That
Beues nas not on is rigge.

5. To bear, endure, sustain, suffer, go through

(pain, suffering, danger, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 9748 And thol on me \^ dom i sal, pat

he suld vnder-ga, yon ihral. r 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxviii.

{Adrian) 243 For-H mare ardent wes his wil hard mariir-

dome til vndirga. C1400 Apol. Loll. 39 We wel ^at >e

bischops t>at are nccligent in bis, vndir go J>e .<ame peyn.

159S Shaks. yohn iv, i. 135 Silence, no more
;
go closely in

with mee, Much danger do I vndergo for thee. 1609 Tour-
NEUR Funeral Poem Sir F. Vere 216 If some were still so

Ijold to undergoe his doome. 1666 in Vemey Mem. (1907)

11.259 In that or other disappointments or crosses that your

sister and I have undergone. 1711 Spec:. No. 161 r 5 They
were,. fit to undergo any Fatigues of bodily Labour, ^1770'
JoRTiN Serm, (1771} VII. xiii. 270 What security halh our



UNDER-GOD.
Church from undergoing Ehe same fate? 183J Ht. Mar-
TiNEAU l^eal^ ii^oe ix. 124 His tine spirit was broken by the
anxieties he had undergone. 1887 P. McNeill BlaweaHt
S3I Soon all speculation anent the punishment we had to
undergo was at an end.
abso/. 184a Tennyson Godiva 10 §he Did more, and under-

went, and overcame.

fb. To bear, sustain (a burden, etc.). Obs.
C1460 Oseney Reg. 162 All charges to J>e saide tithis

longyn^ we..w:haile here and schall vndergoo for euer.

a 1618 J. Davies Witte's Pi^gr. 11. xvii, Though Atlas on
him Hcau'n impose, He that huge Burden, staidly under-
goes ! 1656 H. Phillips Purch. Fatt. (1676) B 4 b. There
may be an equality in the loss and charges, that so the
buiden may be the more easily undergone by both parties.

6. a. To subject or snbmit oneself, to be sub-
jected, to (a law, inspection, examination, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 9114 It semes wel. .J>at he wan mere! of
his mis. .for l>e scrift he vndei-yede. c 131S Shoreham v,

152 Ope l^e he^e e^tynde day He onder-^ede J^e gywen lay,

And was ycircumcysed. a 1425 Cursor M. 12755 (Trin.), In
watir baptized he alle |?o pat wolde bapieme vndir go. 1594
Carew I'asso (18S1) 18 They al! agree lo vnder go his lawes.
a 1704 T. Brown Txvo Oxford Hcholars Wks. 1730 I. *,, I

must undergo an Examination. 1711 Strvpe Eccl. Mem.
11. xxvi. 215 The Book of Public and Common Prayer, which
about this time underwent a diligent inspection and reforma-
tion, by some of the bishops. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India
11. V. y. 479 The danger to which this event might expose the
expedition..underwent deliberation in the Counci!. 1844
H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 547 On the ist July several
clauses again underwent examination.

b. To come or fall under, to experience ; to

have imposed on one.

"599 Shaks. Much Ado v. li. 57 Claudlo vndergoes my
challenge, and either I must shortly heare from him, or I

will subscribe him a cowaid. ai6^i Bp. Mountagu Acts ff

Mart. (16^2) 22 Those Elders, who. .had seen and undergone
the wars of Canaan. 1650 Earl Monm. tr. Senauit's Man
bee. Guilty 145, I_ foresee I cannot condemn this Action
without under-going the jealousie of such. 1668 Halb
RolU's Abridgm. Pref. 2 It is a Posthumous wotk, which
never underwent the last Hand or Pensil of the judicious
Author. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Miss S. Chis.
Weill Apr., Every year thousands undergo this operation.

1774 Pennant Tour Scotl. in 1772 96 The castle has under,
gone its different sieges. 18*7 D. Johnson Ind. Field Shorts
J55 The Hindoos eveiy morning.. undergo ablution. 1840
Dickens Old C, Shop xvi, It wouldn't do to let 'em see the
present company undergoing repair, 1873 C. M. Davies
Unortk. London (1876) 81, I made up my mind to undergo
a Sunday morning service at one of tnese churches.

O. To experience, pass through (a change or

alteration).

1634 MiLTONCtfwK*84i She revtv'd And underwent a quick
immortal change. 1711 Hkarnk Colled. (O.H.S.) III. 225,
I know not what Alterations the Stone may have underwent.
X765 Afuseuin Rusf, IV. 330 After this has undergone a
strong fermentation. 18*5 J. Neal Bra. Jonathatt I. 23
Seeing the error of his ways he had undergone a conversion.

1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 116 The situation of
the British forces.. bad undergone a rapid improvement.
1884 L. J. Jennings Croker Papers I. iv. 116 His views
underwent a very thorough change in course of time.

+ d. To partake of, enjoy. Obs^ rare,

1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. i. i. 34 If any in Vienna be of
worth To vndergoe such ample grace, and honour, It is

Lord Angelo. i6a| — Ham. 1. iv. 34 (Q 2), His vertues els

be they.. As infinite as man may vndergoe, Shall in the
general! censure take corruption From that particular fault.

+ 7. To expose oneself to (risk), Oos.~^
^1315 Shoreham i. 288 ^et gtet peryl hy vndergo^ pat

ciistneb twyes enne.

8. To take in hand ; to undertake. Now rarg,
x6ox Shaks. Jul. C. 1. iii. 12^, I hauc mouM already Some

certaine of the Noblest minded Romans To vndergoe, with
me, an Enterprize. 1605 Svlvfster Du Bartas iif. ii.

Law 291 Mnlce me no excuse On thy. .unworthinesse '1'q

uoder-goe so great a Businesse. 1655 Stanlev Hist. Philos*
1. 108 Since him a perfect Agent we may call. Who first con.
siders what he undergoes. 1739 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb.
(1740} 233 [They] gave me such an Kmbairas, that if I had
foreseen, 1 would not have underwent. 1817 Jas. MiLt.
Brit. India II. v. viii. 670 Responsibility, thus limited, be
had no objection to undergo.

+ b, I'o perform or discharge (an employment,
office, etc.). Obs. (Common in 17th c)
1609 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. xvii. gi Havin« the chiefest

actions undergone Both foreign and domtrstical of late. 1631
May tr. Barclay's Mirr. Mindes ii. 38 Kew they are. .able
to undeigoe perpetuall employment, and not confounded
with the difTetent face of businesse. 1667 Pepys Diary ir

Sept., [He is] a very younis man to undergo that place. 1726
Avi IFFK Patergon 266 It has been a Question among the
Doctors, Whether an Executor may be compelled to undergo
this Office ?

+ 9. To go under or by, to bear (a name"). Obs.

160s Gunpaivder Plot In Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 26 Mr.
Fawkes underwent the name of Mr. Percy's man. 1809
Mai kin Cil Bias vii. xiv. p6 A large ape, which underwent
the name of Cupid.

Hence IT udergo ing ^^/. a.

1610 Smaks. Tem^. 1. ii. 159, I haue.. Vnder my burthen
gioan'd, which raisd in me An vndergoing siomacke.

Under-god. (.Undek- 6 a. Cf. Du. onder-

god., G. iinlergott., Sw. undergud.)
1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Deut. xlv, 270 As soone as we fall

to bringing in of vndeigoddes we forsake the liuiuR God.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. 20 The High-priest (the vnder-god
of your Cittie). 1605 A. Wotton A nsw. Popish Pamph. 47
Vou Papists, .make our Sauiour, as it were an vnder God.
171J Blackmore Creation v. 235 Of his own Substance does
he Parts convey, Whose Motive Force the Under-Gods obey.

1891 K. W. Newman Early Hist. Cdl. Newman 20 'J his

Power is an under-god. . . If we have »o awe for this under*
god, why letc.].

133

TTndergfoer. rare, [f. Undergo w]
1. One who endures or is subjected.
i6oi Sir W. Cornwallis Ess. 11. xxxviii. Aa7b, Dracoes

lawes [were] very good for the behouldcrs, whatsoeuer they
were for the vndergoers.

2. ? An assailant.

1612 R. DABOVtHE. Christian iurn'd Turke 869 All religious
lawes Must suffer violence, your wife be exposed Vnto all

vndergoers.

UndergO'ing, vbL sb, [f. Undergo v."]

1. The action oi the verb, in vaiious senses.

^1380 E. E. Psalter xl. 10 [see Undebgancing i*^/. *^.].

c 1440 Promp. Par7\ 511 Vndergoynge, submeatns. 1608
D. TfuviLL] Ess. Pol. ff Mor. iig The prayse of hauing well
conducted the course of one, is a bayte, which drau es them on
to the vnder-going of another. 161J W. Sclater Christians
Strength o What avails it., whether on the right hand, or on
the left; by overgoing or undergoing; we be depiived of
salvation? 1645 Bp. Hall Rem. Discontents Pref, 4 A meek
undergoing of those sufferings. 1711 Berkeley /'rtjj. Obed.
Wks. 1871 III. 136 The undergoing an execution is worse
than the hazard of a battle.

2. = Holing vbl. sb. 3.

1883 Grksley Gloss. Coal-m. 135,

Under-go re, T'. (Under-* 4a) cx6ii Chapman Hiad
XIV. 408 'Ihe dart did undergore His eye-lid, by his eye's
dear roots, and out the apple fell. Under-go verness.
(Under.* 6a.) 1669 E. Chamberu^yne Pres. St.Eng. i. 3r7
Governess, Lady Francis Villiers, 400/. Under-governess,
Airs. Mary Kilbert, 150/. x688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2355/4 The
Lady Marchioness of Powis was Sworn by the Lord Cham-
berlain . .

, Lady Governess of their Majesties Children ; And
the Lady Strickland Under-governess. U'ndeF'go vernor.
(Under-' 6 a.) 1579 J. Stubbes Gaping Gulf D j b, By re-

ferring you to the proconsulates of Rome vnder that Empire

:

to the vndergouernors in the former monarchies. 1587
GoLDtNG De Mornay iii. 29 To be short, hee setteth downe
some Gods as principall, some as meane, and othersome as
vndergouernours. Undergown. (Under-' 5 a.) 1819
Scott Ivanhoe iv, Her dress was an under-gown and kirtle

of pale sea-green silk.

TJndergra*d, abbrev. of Undergraduate.
\Z^7 Brasenose Ale 16 Why, Undergrads, dine ye so eaily?

1853 *^' Bede' Verdant Green vii. 63 The temporary sojourn
that any undergtad has been forced to make there. 1884
Ornsby Mem. J. R. Hope-Scott I. 34 A brilliant Oxford
undergrad of nineteen.

XTndergrade, a. [Under- 2.] (See quot.)
1884 KNiCHTZ'/<:/.yi/«'cA. Suppl. 911/1 Undergradei2.\.^xm

as applied to bridges synonymous with deck bridge, in which
the track is above the truss.

TTndergra'dnate, sb. and a. [Under-2.]
Also formerly written under-graduate tiRfi (rarely) under

graduate.

A. sb. 1, A Student in a university who has not
yet taken a degree, and thus is still below the

academical standing of a graduate.
1630 Laud IVks. (1854) V. 29, 1 think fourteen years is little

enough for a bachelor of arts or undergraduate abroad.
01670 Hacket Abp. IVilliams i. (1692J 20 He was an
assiduous overseer and interlocutor at the afternoon disputa-

tions of the undergraduates. 1721 Amherst Terrae Filins
No. 33, The Thesis pitch'd upon by the excluding doctors
for the undergraduates to moralize upon. 1850 Kingsley A.
Locke I. xiii. 199 They have no influence over tire rest of the
under-graduates. x88a Miss Braddon Ml. Royal I. i. 18
'ihe traditionary college misdemeanours handed down from
generation to generation of undergraduates.

2. Jig. One imperfectly instructed, or as yet in-

expert {in something),
a 1659 OsBOBSK Charac, Wks. (1673) 624 Which is but the

single and wild Opinion of some under-giaduates in the Arts
of Liveing. 1693 Humours Town 97 Thus far I niystlf have
proceeded (that am yet an Under-graduate) in this admirable
Science. 1^48 Richakdson Clarissa VI I. Ixxviii. 258 Now-
aiid-ihen flitted in.. subordinate sinners undergraduates,
younger than some of the chosen phalanx. 1795 VANcocvtR
Agric. Essex no Here ihe under giaduaies in iniquity com.
mence their career with deer stealing. t^^zEdin. Rev. LVI.
163 That Mr. Johnson . , is still an uiidei-graduate in modern
German, will.. be sufficiently appaient. 1897 P. Warunc
Tales Old Regime 88 The Three who were undergraduates
lin crime] muttered assent to the spokesman of the Three
graduates.

B. adj. f 1. Of lower degree; of inferior im-
portance. Obs.
1654 H. L'EsTRANGECA*ii./(i655) 119 Sir Giles AUington

fell also under censure for a sin of grand, though under-
graduate abomination. 1659 — Alliance Div. Off. ^yj It is

..to be supposed that in this conseciation set forms were
used, considering withal that they were assigned lo under-
graduate concernments.

2. Havinglhestandingof an undergraduate; that

is an undergraduate. Alsoy?^'.

1685 in Roxb. Ball. (188^) V. 602 See here the minor Under-
graduate Tool Takes his degree i' th' Doctor's flogging

school. 1687 W. Sherwin in Magd. Ct;//. (O.H.S.) 216 There
was a Cloth laid in the Hall for the undergraduate Fellow.

3. Of or belonging to an undergraduate ; charac-

teristic of undergraduates.

1854 Kaber Growth in Holiness x\x. (1872) 387 There is

something undergraduate about this levity. 1M9 GKEnoN
Memory's Harkb. 241 In my undergraduate days, one Ash
Wednesday, there came down. .a tornado of the tropics.

4. Consisting of undergraduates.
1868 M. PAnisoN Aeadem. Org. iv. lo^ The discipline of

the undergraduate body is usually administered by the vice-

gerent.

Hence Undergra'dnatedoiu, the body of under-

graduates.

1893 Westm. Gaz. i Mar. 3/3 He became an absentee, so
as to remove the voice of undergraduatedom from the juris*

diction of the University.

UNDERGROUND.
Undergraduateship. \i. Undkroraduate

sb. I.] The condition or status of an undergraduate,
x8is Whewell in Todhunter Ace. Writ. (1B76) U. 13

Behold the end of my undergraduateship is at hand. 1850
1lhkcv.^^kh Pendennis lxx,Time,I think, has. .rendered him
a more accomplished rascal than he was during your under-
graduateship. 1885 Q. Rer. Jan. 12 Mansel was rewarded
for his laborious undergraduateship with a ' double-first '.

U-ndergrasa. (Under.> 5 c) 1838 Mks. Browning
Seraphim i. 144 The yew-tree bows its melancholy head.
And all the undergrasses kills and seres.

t Undergri-nd, v. Obs. [Under adv."] tram.
To grind by pressing on (something placed below),
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iii. Fufies 731 Like falling

Towers o'rturned by the winde, That break themselves on
that they under grinde. 1608 Ibid. iv. iv. Decay 847 As with
his weight, a hollow Rocky-Hiil., Shivers it selfe on stones
it uiider-grindes.

Under-groa-n, 7'. (Under-' 4 a.) c 1611 Chapman Hiad
II. 653 Earth undergroaiied their high-rai.-.ed feet.

t Undergrope, v. Obs, [Undkr-1 8 a.]

trans. To search into, to investigate ; to learn,
lai^iz LvDG. Two Merch. 351 And whan his freend the

solhe gan vndirgrope Of this myscheef. 1413-so — Chron.
Troy IV. 4644 But he anon.. Gan vndergrope, pleinly, what
I?ei ment. 1447 Bokeniiam Seyntys (Roxb.) 28 The secuiide
yer of the forseyd pope, As be cronyculers I vndyrgrope, Kel
a ful greuows dissencyoun. 1678 Littleton Lat. Diet.,

SubtentOf to assay or try underhand, to under-grope.

Underground, adv. [Under- -i.]

Also written under-ground znd underground.
1. Below the surface of the ground.
1571 [see Ground sb. 81. 1598 Florio, Sotteraneo, of or

pertaining to things vndcrground. / 1615 Sylvester Job
Triumphant iii. 273 Mines and veinlings (vnder ground)
Whence Silver's fetcht. 1684 T. Burnet Theory Earth u
259 The., passage of the paradisiacal rivers undergroundor
under-sea, from one continent into another. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. River, Some Rivers bury themselves under Ground
in the middle of their Course. 1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 68
1 heir dwellings underground are similar to those oi the
Kamtchadals. 1850 Thackeray /'^«</'r«///^ xlvi, He. .wished
that lady.. underground rather than there. 1878 Huxley
Physiography 31 The laws which regulate the flow of water
underground.
Comb, c 17K) C. Place in Mem, W. Stukeley (Surtees) I.

157 The old Giants are represented to us as underground-
livers all of them. 1857 Henfrey Bet. § 634 They are
Truffles, or underground-fruiting Fungt.

b. Governed hyfrovi. [Qt Frou pre/>, i$ a.)

z6za Ttuo Noble K. Prol. 18 How will it shake the bones
of that good man, And make him cry from under ground.
1697 Drvden Vtrg. Georg. 111. 820 Tisiphone, let loose from
under Ground. 187a Tennyson Gareth 4- lyncite 1386
Then sprang the happier day from underground.

2. Jig. In secrecy or concealment ; in a hidden or

obscure manner.
163a Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 104 If he had medlcd

with St. Austin and the Fathers, and not medled so much
with these workes underground, he might have knowen the
ditference betweene the Church of Rome and us. 1679
Animadv. Sp, Five Jesuits 16 Since they may still work
under-ground, and not be discovered. 1709 Shaftesb.
Charac. (1711) II. 269 Supplanting and Uncernnning may,
in other Cases, be fair War : But in Philosophical Disputes,

'tis not allowable to work underground. i8ao Wazlut Lect.
Dram. Lit. 30B (JeremyTaylorjdoes not dig his way under-
ground, but slides upon ice. 1875 J. H. Newman Let. 29
Oct., The pains and achievements of an editor are empha-
tically underground and out of sight.

Underground, a. and sb. [f. prec]
Also occas. written under-ground,

A. adj. = SUBTEKHANEAN a.

1. a. Found below the surface of the ground.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 745 Vnder.grownd trees,

or which haue Hen a long time buried there. 1673 Kav
Journ. Low C. 6 in Kriesland.. there are gieat numbers of
these under -ground Trees found.

b. Glowing, living, or developed underground.
1757 Phil. Trans. L. 404 A compressed pod of the. .Under-

f

[round-Pea. 1807 Southky Lett.iiBs(>) 1. 417 Some Jerusa-
em or under-giound artichokes. 184a Loudon .S/^^Mr/^aw

Hort. 113 The most injurious of all underground larvse. Ibtd.

279 Tubers, or underground stems. 1875 Bennett & Dyer
tr. Sachs* Bot. 673 The buds on underground rhizomes,

o. Dwelling underground or in the underworld.
1833 Keichtley Fairy Mythol. I. 314 A treasure which the

underground-people must redeem at any price. 1866-7 BaR-
ingGould Myths Mid. Ages (1872) 216 The undergiouhd
folk seek union with human Icings.

2. Situated below the surface of the ground.
161X CoTGB , Hyppgee, a vault, celler, or such like vnder-

grouiid Tootne. 1664 Ingelo Bentiv. <$ Ur. 11. vi. 172 An
under-ground 'i'emple consecrated to Melancholy. 1665-6
Phil.Trans. I. 109'i he Divine Stiucture of the under-ground
World. 1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. Vll. 353 Ihe Mole-
Cricket, .at night, .venluics from its under-ground habita-
tion. 1813 P. Nicholson Tract. Build. 357 If a projected
building is to have ct::llars, or under-ground Icitcliens. 1846
Mrs. a. Marsh Father Darty II. l 8 One of those long
underground passages, used for communication between the
different houses. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 31 After slowly
trickling through a long dark underground course.

b. Jn fig. context, (Cf. 4.)
1675 Owen Indwelling Sin vi. (1732) 51 It will increase

..until it. .makes it self an underground-passage, by .some
secret Lust that shall give a full Vent unto it. 182a Dk
QuiNCEY Con/ess. 48 The stream of London charily flows in

a channel.. noiseless and underground.
C. Underground railroad^ raihvay^ (a) a railway

running under the surface of the ground, esp. beneath
the streets and buildings of a city ; {b) U.S. The
secret system by which slaves were enabled to escape
to the Free States and Canada, (Also n. line^



UNBERGROUNDEB.
(a) 1834-6 P. Barlow in EncycL Mftnyp. (1845) VIII. 240/1

The under-ground Railways.. in Newcastle, and its imme-

dtate vicinity. 1885 C E. Pascoe London of To-day xiii.

137 The stuffy underground railway journey to Baker Street.

(^) 185a Mrs. B. Stowe Uncle Tom's C viiL 43 Till the

gal's been carried on the underground line up to Sandusky

or so. 1856 — Dred II. xxx. 318 An indefinite yet very

energetic institution, known as the underground railroad,

1875 N. Avur. Rev. CXX. 67 More fugitives than ever came
from the slave states, and the underground railroad was in

fuller activity than fc«fore.

3. Carried on, taking place, underground.

1709 T. Robinson Nat. Hist. IV'estfuoreld, Pief. A vj. The
In^peclion of Under-ground Projects of several Kinds. X795

Earl Duniwnald Connex. Agric. w. Chem. 171 1 he clay.

.

may be wrought by shafting and under-ground mining. 1831

T. Hope Ess. Orig.Man 11,73 The earth-worm, ..to whoin

a body dense and rigid . . would only impede his underground

progress. 187a Yeats Techn. Htst. Comm. arS The aban-

donment of ridges will render underground drainage even

more necessary.

b. Worn while underground,

1817 Q. Rev. XXXVI. 89 As soon as the men come to

f'rass ihey repair to the engine-house, where they generally

cave their underground clothes to dry. 1888 F. \\\)uv:Mmi.

Midas \. V, They arrayed themselves in underground gar-

ments.

C. Working, having control, underground.

185a Eng. * Foreign Mining Gloss, {i860) 60 (?jrrwm«, an

underground overlooker. 1871 Daily News 21 Sept., The
underlookers, and the underground manager [of the colliery].

1879 Miss Jackson Shropshire l^ord-U: 348 Reeve, the

UDoergTound overlooker of the pits.

d. Adapted for use underground.
X884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl. 911/1 Stevens's under-

ground engine.

4. Ji^. Hidden, concealed, secret.

1677 Gilpin Demonol. (1S67) 250 This is their help, that

some seciet underground hopes which they espy not, do

revive, at least sometimes. 1848 Keble Serju. Pref. p. xlv,

There may be an unseen, underground unity. 1886 Gurney,

etc. Phantasms of Living I. 538 We have already had

numeious.. instances of what may be called 'underground

telepathy'.

b. Not open or public ; concealed from or avoid-

ing general notice.

i8ao J. W. Croker Diary 12 Apr. in C. Papers, Brougham
. . I believe has been for some time in underground communi-
cation with Carlton House 1883 tr. Kravchinsky's Under-
ground Russia 49 The ".nner life of Underground Russia.

B. sd. 1. The region below the earth ; the lower

regions or underworld.
1590 T. Watson Poems (Arb.) 159 That. .they may lament

with guosts of vnder-ground. 159a Kyd Sp. Trag. i. vi. x

Come we for this from depth ofvnder ground? a x6i8 Syl-

TE51ER 'Job Triumph, iii. 278 Beyond the bounds of Datk-
ness Man hath pry'd And th' excellence of underground
desciy'd. i&&-j Scrioner's Mtxg. II. 449 The open spaces of the

underground may.. be divided into several distinct classes.

b. An underground space or passage.

1594 K\TiCornelia\i. i. 377 Those seas.. Returne to springs

by vnder-grounds. c i^xx Chapman ///W xv. 176 This

Jupiter, and I, And Pluto, God of under-grounds. 1884

Daily Neivs ^^Sipl. 3/2 The financial success, .had not been
such as to encourage costly exploration in unknown under-

grounds. .

2. a. Underlying ground or soil i subsoil.

So Du. ondergrondt G. untergrnnd.
1811 Sir J. Sinclair Sy^t. Husb. Scot. \. 231 A dry, free

soil, on a sound under-giound or bottom. 1897 Allbutt's

Syit. Med. \\\, 10 The underground of houses in certain

localities being infiltrated with the virus [of rheumatic fever],

b. Ground lying at a lower level or below trees,

1842 Proc. Bervt). Nat. Club II. 7 Rushes and. .marsh
thistles filled up the under ground. 1878 Mhs. Oliphant
Primrose P. II. 124 The mossy underground beneath the firs.

3. An underground railway.

1887 DovLE Study in Scarlet (1892) 38 A third class car-

tiage on the Underground.
Hence U'nder^rou^nder, -^ou:iidling.
Also underground v., to place or lay under ground (i8gi

Cent, Diet.).

s868 Ome a Week 18 Jan. 66/1 The Melropolitan railway
(the undergroundlin'4s). i&Az Belgravia July 67 That the
aeronauts had the advantage of the undergioundcrs.

TJnder-grove. (Under- i 5 b, 5d.)
1731 J. Trapp Ir. l^irg.y Eclogues \. 35 But that above

al) other Citys tow'rs. As the tall Cypress o'er the Undcr-
Grove. 1798 WoHDSW. M IVhirlblast' 6, I sat witliin an
undergrove Of tallest hollies. x8zo Keats Isabella xiii,

Though Dido silent is in under-grove. a 1851 Moir Sirt/t

ofFlowers xiii, 'I'he undergrove Glow'd brignt with rhodo-
dendron flowers.

Undergrowe, obs. var. Undergrown.
Undergrow iutf, ///. a. [Under- 1 4 a, 8 a.]

Undergrcnving shouliTprob. be read in the gloss, (a 1400)
in R^l. Ant. 1.6 Erutex^ undirglowyng.

+ 1. Arising, occurring. Obs.~'^
a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 16 But

dyuerse vndirgrowynee ympedymentys, and, at the last,

lettyng the Aiticlc of deith, that he wold had fuIfiUid he
myght nat.

2. Growing beneath trees, etc. ; growing up from
below.
1598 Sidney's Arcadia ill. 3^9 Sitting her downe vnder

one of them, and making a posie of the fayre vndergrowing
flowers. 1616 W. 1'>kown& Brit. Past. n. i. 17 On his legs
Like fetters hang the vnder growing Segs.
U'nderprowl, (Under' 9 b.) c 1848 J. Keegam Leg.

fif Poems {igo7) 480 ' Och, you thief of the world !
' cried the

woman, in a kind of under growl. 1895 M eredith Amazing
Marriage xxxii. The shaking of her gown and the snarl in
the undergrowl sounded insatiate.

UudergrowHy ppl. a, [Under- 1 4 a, lo a.]

134

1. Imperfectly grown or developed.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 156 She haddea fair forhced. It was
almoost a spanne brood I trowe. For hardily she was nat

vndergrowe.

f 2. Showing signs of puberty. Obs,

1601 Holland /^//wy I. 345 As well men as women-kind,.,

when they are come to four teene yeares of age, and be under-

growne. 1609 — Amm. Marcell. xxvi. iii. 287 He had put

foiih a Sonne of his, scarce undergrownc, unto a Sorcerer.

3. Furnished with an undergrowth.
1895 Westm. Gaz. 14 Aug. 3/1 A thicket of thorn trees,

undergrown with long drled-up grass.

Undergrowtli. [Undek-1 5 d, 10 b.]

1. A growth of plants or shrubs under trees or

other tall vegetation ; brushwood, underwood.
1600 SuRFLET Countrie Fartne vi. x. 744 There must good

regard be taken euety where, what plants of branches or

vndergrowth are dead. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 175 The
undergrowthOf-shrubsand tangling bushes. 1794Vancouver
Agric. Cambridge 117 In this parish is found some very

good woodland,.; ihe undergrowth is cut once in fourteen

years. i8aa Shelley tr. CalderotCs Mag. I'rodig, i. 3 This
intricate wild wilderness of trees .. and undergrowth of

odorous plants. 1884 Q. Victoria More Leaves 308 The
tangled undergrowth of fern, &c. is almost like a jungle.

b. The shorter stems of certain cultivated plants.

1765 Museum Rust, IV. 457 What is commonly called

nnder-growth [of flax], may be neglected as useless. 1865

Pall Mall G. 3 July 5/2 Much of what farmers call the

under-growths or under-siems of wheat are not coming into

ear at all.

2. A growth of (shorter and finer) hair or wool
underlying the outer fur or fleece,

1641 Uest Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 20 Such sheepe as have
their wooll t hus r isen, have, without question, a goode under-

growth. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 709/1 This undergrowth [of

the Cashmere goat), .is beautifully soft and silky.

3. ihe condition of being undergrown or under-

sized ; imperfect growth.
1891 Lancet 14 Mar. 624/2 Cases of heart disease,.. of

undergrowth, and underdevelopment.
U'tider-^uardian. (Under-' 6a) 1554 Dial.onLaws

Eng. w.xWx. 135 'ihe shetifshal make such vndergardeins for

the which they will aunswere. 1611 Cotcb., Soubcnrateur,

an vnder Gardian. U'nder-ha bit. (Under-' 5 a.) 1771
Ann. Reg., Chron. App. 216/2 The Knights companions in

the full habit of the order,.. the Knights elect in the under-

habits of their order.

t Under-hale, v. Ohs,-^ [Under- i 4 a.]

tram. To under-run.

1615 Admiralty Court of Oyer ff Terminer 76 No. 10,

Underhale the cable.

Under-hammer. [Under- ^ 5 b.] In a piano-

forte: (see quot. i860).

1840 [see HoiTER ' g]. 1845 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf. IV. 160

The key acts on the ' grasshopper ', and the ' grasshopper' on

the ' under-hammer '. i860 R imbault Pianoforte 396 Under-
hammer, a hinged lever.. to which the hopper is adjusted;

u.sed in upright pianofortes.

TTnderha'nd, adv. [Under- 2, cf. MDu. on-

derha>ide{n) by degrees, slowly ; Du. onderhandsch

secret, private; Da. undcrhaanden secretly, pri-

vately.]

1 1. a. In (or into) subjection ; under rule or

command. Obs.
a900 Daniel 71 Hie. .gelteddon. .Israela cyn on eastwejas

..under hand. .haeSenum deman. a 1000 in Thorpe Laws
(1840) II. 218 note, iEghwaeSer ^a bisceope undeihand.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6442 pis ilk folk was vntelland, pat

moyses had vnder hand. Ibid. 7057 Labdon pan had J^am

vnder-hand, Was ouerman aght ycir lastand.

fb. In (one's) possession or power. Oh.
a 1200 in Kemble Codex Dipl. (1846) I V. 26S Dat lond 5at

Beriic hauede under hande. cxzoo in Thorpe Dipl. Angl.
Sax (1865) 581 Alle pinge pe hi under honde habben buten

lat lond. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2084 po he adde pe luper

king agag vnder honde, He let him Iiewe to peces.

fo. In hand ; in course of doing. Obs.

f 1400 Vwaine ^- Caw, 3478 This hatayl wil lie undertake,

And he haves yit in other land Ful felle dedes undeihand.

1693 Mifn. Ct. Teckely iv. z6 Which made the People have

a suspicion that there was a Design under hand, but it could

not be discovered.

t2. a. Archery, (Meaning uncertain.) Obs. rare,

IS4S AstHAM Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 126 Those that be I^-tle

brestcd and big toward the hedc.be fit for them whiche
shote vnder hande. Ibid. 164 A byg brested shafte [is l^ad]

for bym that shoteth vnder hande..: a little biested shafte

for hnn yat shoteth aboue ye hande. ? 15 , . Robin Hoode ^
Qu. Kath. xxix. (Percy MS.), Loxly puld forth a broad
arrowe, He shott it vnder hand.

b. (See quot. 1834.)
17JI S. Sewall Diary 18 Nov., Went to the Funeral...

The Sight was awfull to see the Father, and then the

daughter underhand by four. 1854 Mrs. Brav Warhigh
XX, The coffin.. was borne 'underhand', as it is called in

Devonshiie, that Is, carried by bearers, about a foot from the

ground, Ijy napkins passed through the coffin-rings.

C. (See quot.)

1771 LucKOMBE Hist. Print. 502 The Light and Easy, or

Heavy and Hard Running in of the Carriage. Thus.., the

Press goes light and easy under Hand, or it goes heavy or

hard under Hand. 1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab. s.v.

d. With the hand held below ; spec, \\\ Cricket

(see Underhand a. i c).

i8a8 in Box Cricket (1868) 77 The ball must be bowled.,

and delivered underhand with the hand below the elbow.

1885 Graphic 14 Feb. 166/1 He..drew out a pair of steel

handcuffs, which he.. threw up and caught underhand in

the air.

3. In a secret, covert, or stealthy manner; by
secret means

;
quietly or unobtrusively.

UNDERHAND.
Common from c 15B0; formerly often written as two words

O), or with hyphen (yj.

a. 1538 Elvot, Suppilo, to steale vnderhand [1545 vnder
handejor craftily, 1580 Campion in Allen Martyrdom (i5k>8)

22 Neither can I tell who altered his determination saving

God, to whom vnderhand I then humbly praied. 1615 G.
Sandvs Trav. 215 The rest being put to the sword, saue

those that were vnderhand saued by the Sidonians. 1654
Gataker Disc. Apol. 44 Being underhand backed and fed

with money by two Tenants. 1684 W. Hedges /^/ary(Hakl,

Soc.) 1. r48 He told me that M*". Richard Frenchfeild was,

underhand, a creat favorer of y« Interlopers. 1733 Neal
Hist. Punt. II. 605 His Majesty was underhand preparing

for war. x^oa Burke Ccrr. (1844) III. 375, I should not be
surprised if he did all he could, underhand, to lessen yon in

the opinion.. of those who employ you. 1814 Scott Way.
Ixiv, Bailie Macwheeble provided Janet underhand with

meal for their maintenance. 1894 Stevenson & L. Osbourne
Ebb Tide vii. Approaching that island underhand like eaves-

droppers and thieves,

P* '54S Uee o]. 1577 Hounshed Chron. II. 305/1 The
same Stigand was an helper vnder hande for king William
to atteyne the Crowne. 1611 Toukneur Ath. Trag. in. iii,

He does it under hand, out of a reseru'd disposition to doc
thee good without ostentation. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's

Trav, x. 31 He, .used the interposure of a Man born in the

country, who under hand went to the fishermen. 1726

Cavalijer Mem. 1. 103 Commonly we liv'd by the As?.istancc

of our Friends, who under Hand supplied us in our Marches,

with Bread and other Necessaries.

y. 1583 Bowes & Davison in B's Corr. (Surtees) 336 He
laoouieth under-hand to work a peace between the duke
and Cowrie. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events
221 Meane time he under-hand advertises AppolHnaire to

go always well accompanied. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1807/3

They begin very much to suspect that.. he does under-hand
encourage the Turks to the War. 1705 tr. Bosman's Guinea
362 These Gentlemen . . agree under-hand with those who sell

the Slaves. IJ4B Ansorts Voy. 11. iii. 148 In appearance to

acquiesce in this resolution, whilst he endeavoured under-

hand to give it all the obstruction he could. 1818 Scoit i?r.

Lamm, xx, That friend, .was labouring hard under-hand to

consolidate a band of patriots.

1 4. = Underfoot adv. 3. 065.—"^

16x7 MoRVsoN Itin. in. 55 If he bring his Horse thither,

those*that are to buy him, are such crafty knaue5,..as he
shall be forced to sell bis Horse vnder hand.

Underhand, a. and sb. [f. prec]

A. adj. (In predicative use underha'nd.)

1, t a. Archery. Used in shooting * under hand ',

(Cf, Underhand adv. 2 a.)

1545 AscHAM 'Toxoph. II. (Arb.) 126 Thus the vnderhande
[shaft] must haue a small breste, to go cleane awaye oute of

the bowe.

b. Made with the hands kept below the level of

the body.
1705 tr. Bostnan's Guinea 129 Paddling the Water with an

under-hand stroke.

C. Cruket. Of bowling: Performed with the

hand held under the ball and lower than the

shoulder or (formerly) the elbow. (Cf. Under-
arm a. 1 and Underhand adv. 2 d.)

1850 * Bat' Cricket Man. 33 By the underhand method of

bowling, the ball. .went directly to the wicket. 1867 Lilly-

ivhite's Cricketers' Comp. 8 Underhand bowling is almost

extinct. 1905 F, Sugg's Cricket Annual 47 It is very essen-

tial that he should cultivate the under-hand throw.

d. Using underhand bowling.
1848 W, N. Hutchinson Dog-breaking ii. 13 Similar to the

swing of an under-hand bowler at cricket. 1851 Lillvwhite
Guide to Cricketers 68 He is a capital under-hand bowler
and a dangerous bat.

2. Secret, clandestine, surreptitious. Also absoL
159a Nashe p. Penilesse G ij b. All under-hand cloak-

ing of bad actions with Common-wealth pretences. i6ai

Elsing Debates Ho. Lords t\y^. (Camden) 149 It was ordeied

..that. .the sollicitor should goe with the officer, whoe had
the warrant, and showlld searthe all undeihand workers'

howsses. 1649 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 139 The foimcr
endeavouring by underhand treaties to undermyne him. 1678

Wanlev IVond. Lit. It^'otldv. ii. § 59. 471/1 Manuel. -was
an underhand enemy to the Western Christians, and an open
enemy to the Turks. 171a Addison ^cc/- No. 550 p i Seveial

indirect and underhand Piactices. 1823 Scott Quenttn D. i,

These turbulent cities.. never failed to find underhand coun-

tenance at the Court of Louis. 1868 Fkeeman Norm. Cong.
(1877)11. ix. 366 Their influence mu^t have been exeicised

in a purely underhand way. 189a Stevenson& L. Osbourne
IVrecker x, A new element of the uncertain, the underhand,
perhaps even the dangerous.

b. Of persons : Not straightforward.

184a J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) II. .^03, 1 am often accused
of being underhand and uncandid. 1858 Lytton What wilt

He do ? I. xvi, You could not mean to be sly and underhand.

3. Not open or obvious ; unobtrusive
;
quiet.

1600 SiiAKs. A . y. L. I. i. 142, I had my selfe notice of my
Brothers purpose heerein, and haue by vnder-hand meanes
laboured to disswade him from it. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

Boccalini's Advts.fr. Pamass.i. xxxviii. (1674) 50 By this

handsom under-hand dealing, I have reduced the formerly

ruinous. .State, .into the condition that now it is. 18x4 Miss
Ferrier Inher. xxiv. For, as she observed, in an underhand
way, there was no disputing with a man who held the key of

the post-bag. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. iv. § 14 The
most subtle moves of a game of chess, . .which are, in dim.

underhand, wonderful way, bringing out their foreseen and
inevitable result.

4. Held in, manipulated by, the hand.
1706 Baynard in Sir J, Floyer Hot f,- Cold Bath 11. 274 He

went, .with Crutches, and was in six or eight times Bathing
so much relitv'd as to walk with an underhand Stick. I78i5

Abercrombik Card. Assist, 136 Ridge out melons in under-

hand glasses.

5. Mining, Worked from above downwards,
1877 Raymond Statist. Mines $ M. 226 Fifteen men were

engaged in underhand sloping from the top of winze No. 3.



UNDERHANDED.
B. sb. 1. An underhand ball ; underhand bowling,

z866 Le Fanu ah in Dark I. xxxiii. 282 He handles the

willow pretty well, and would treat you to a tolerably st might,

well pitched slow underhand. 1885 V\ncH.\\\iton Advance
A uitralia 1 338 All display a precocious talent for round-hand
bowling, very different to the sneaking underhand affected

by the uneducated youth of Great Britaio.

2. A position of inferiority.

1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xii, I paid the less attention to

this, for I knew it was usually said by those who have the

underhand.

Underhanded, adv. and a. [f. prec]

A. adv, 1. = Underhand adv. .^.

iSaj CoBBETT Rttr. Rides (1830) I. 342 The Quakers have
been urging it on, underhanded. 1857 Dickens LittU Dorrit
II. XX, Vou are reproaching me, under-handed, with having
nobody but you to look ta

2. (Cf. Underhand a. i c)
c x8aa Laivs ofCricket in Q. Rev. (1884) CLVIII. 471 The

ball must be delivered underhanded, not thrown or jerked.

B. adj, (In attributive use u-nderha-nded,)

1. = Underhand a. 2.

1806 [implied in Underhandedly ar^?-.]. 1853 Dickens
Bleak House xxxvii, Under-handed charges against John
Jarndyce. 1865 — Mut, Fr. i. ix. Dark deep underhanded
plotting, 1884 Harpers Mag. Feb. 395/2 Life seemed to go
on in an underhanded, secret way.

b. = Underhand a. 2 b,

1865 Dickens Afui. Fr. ii. vii, That's an underhanded
mind, Sir. 1809 Mrs. F. H. Burnett W^Hloughby Claim vi,

You confounded, sneaking, underhanded little thief I

2. Short of * hands *
; undermanned.

1834 Coleridge Tailt-t. 4 Jan^ If that country could be
brought to maintain a million more of inhabitants, Norway
might defy the world :..but it is much under-handed now.
1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. 143 He was still underhanded,

and entreated assistance. 1874 S. Wilberfobce Ess. II. 97
The clergy are utterly undei handed.

3. dial. Undersized,

1856 P. Thompson Hiit. Boston 728 A little, underhanded
fellow. 1868- in Yks. and Cumb. glossaries.

4. Placed or printed below.
1884 American VIII. 347 Many of the caricatures were

originally published in connection with the * poem ', which is

underhanded.

Hence U nderha-ndedly adv. ; -ha'ndedness.
1806 Felthavts Resolves i. 106 To applaud virtue would

procure us far more honour, than underhandedly seeking to

dispatage her. 1884 Tennyson Becket Prol., All left-handed-

ness and under-handedness. 1886 Atheuxum ji Sept. 335/1
A great deal of indirectness—not to say underhandedness.

1891 H. C. HALLitJAY Someone must Suffer \\\. xii. 213
You had acted underhandedly and deceived him.

t Underha-nding, vbl. sb. Obs. [Under- 2.]

The action of taking in hand.
1639 T. DE Gray Expert Farritrto Rdr., Thou wilt be

much bettered and enabled in thy underhanding.

tr-nderhang, sb. (Under- i 4d. Cf. Undkb-
HANGING Vbi. sb.)

1903 Smart Set IX. S/a He was a short man,, .with the
undeihang ofjaw which tells of indomitable peiseverance.

t Unaerna-ng, v. Obsr"^ [Under- i 4 a.]

trans. To hang, suspend,
1603 Holland Ptutanh's Mor, 1064 This saying of Antis-

thcnes,..that a man is to be provided either of wit to under-
stand, or else of a with to under-hang bimselfe.

Uiiderlia n^ng, vbl. sb. [Under-i ^ a,

Cf. Underhung ppl. a.] Projection, protrusion (of

the lower jaw).
x84a YouArr Dog iv. (1845) 09 A second cross considerably

lessens the undet hanging of the lower jaw. 1876 T. Brvant
Pract, Surg. (ed. a) I. 545 In some cases complete under-
banging of the jaw is present.

Underha nging, ///. a. [Cf. prec.] Having
a prominent lower jaw,
1665 Mrs. Craik Christian's Mistake ii. 41 Her full,

lipped, underhanging mouth.
U'Dder-ha^ngman. (Undbr ' 6 a.) s6ii Smaks. Cymb.

II. iii 135 'Ihou weit dignified enough .. to be stil'd The
vnder Hangman of his Kingdonie.

t Under-hat, Obs.-^ [Under prep.'] Some
gambling game.
1699 Maldon (Essex) Dotuments Bundle aio, No. 3, They

went to plaie at a game with shillings and testers called

vnder batt.

tTnderliead. [Undkr-i 6 a,]

1. A subordin.tte official.

1599 Lewkenor Contarints Commw. Venice 163 These
heads & vnderheads aie all elected by lot. 1876 Whitby
Gloss. 205/2 Underheeads, minor officials.

+ 2. A person of inferior intelligence. Obs.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. i. § 55 Wiser discretions

..onend without a pardon; whereas under heads may
itumbte without dishonour. 1686 W. de Britainr Hum.
Prud. xix S6, I find by experience, that under Heads and
narrow Souls by Industry, .work Wonders.

So t U*nder-hea ded a.^ of inferior intellect or

parts. Obsr-'^

i64fiCraihaw's Steps to Temple Pref. A 4 It wereprophane
but to mention here,, those under-headed Poets, Ketaineis
to seven shares and a halfe.

fUnderhear, v. Obs. [Under- 1 8 a, after

obs. It. solloudire {c(, I., subaudire) ."] To overhear.

c 1570 The Bugbears v. ii. 4, I wold not that the maydes
..In theis so waightie matters shold hap to vnderhear vs.

[1598 Florio, Sottoudire . . t
to vnderheare, or as we say to

ouerheare.)

+ Underheave : see Under-' 2.

ITnderheaveii. (Under- i
5 b.)

1598 Chaiman ContH. Marlowe's Hero ^ Leauder v. 173
The yellow issue of the skie Came trouping forth, ietous of
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CTueltie To their bright fellowes of this vnder heauen. 1719
OLDiswoRTiiC(i//;/^rf/« 1. 117 When from the Azure Summit
awful Jove Beheld this Under-heav'n and World of Love.

t Underheild, a. Obs.—^ [Under-1 7; the

second element is related to Hibld v.'] Subject.

a lyoo Cttrsor M. 90^ And l^ou, womman,..sal be to man
vnder-heild, To him \>i buxumnes to yeild.

U'nderhelp. {Under-' 6 b.) 157^ Tomson Calvin's

Seriu. Tim. 927/2 If we say I haue a wise teacher,. .all this

is but an vnder help.

Underhew'i v. rare. [Under-^ 4 a and 8 c]
1. trans. To undercut, undermine.
15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. 675 They, .myned and vnder

hewed the walles. [i6xx Florio, Sottotagliare^ to vnder-

cut or hew.]

2. U.S. To hew (timber) in such a manner that it

contains less than the proper number of cubic feet,

1847 Webster (citing S. S. Haldeman).

TJnderhid,///. rt. (Under-1 4 a.)

1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love i. vi. (Skeat) 1. 72 The under-
hidde malice and the rancour of purposing envye.

U'Xider-hill. rare. [Undbr-1 6 b.]

1. A lower hill.

1687 NoRRis Coll. Misc. (1699) 52 Say sacred Mount, what
meant thy Trance, And you small under-hills, why did you
skip and dance?
2. attrib. (Meaning uncertain.)
a 1712 Lisle Husb. (1757) 332 He had lost many a pound

by not buying coarse or under-hill hay at the first hand of
the year for their ewes.

TJ;nderhx-ve, v. [Under- i 10 a.] irans. To
place (bees) in too small a hive,

1634 C. Butler Fern. Mon, 86 The Bees ma^ doo wel
enough in a middle-sized Hive : for beeing under-hived, they
will cast soomwhat the sooner. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 207
Rather under-hive a Swarm, than over-hive them.

Underhold, sb. [Under- i 5 b.] The hold

obtained by a wrestler who gets his arms below
those of his opponent. 1895 Funk^s Stand. Diet.

t Underho-ld, v. Obs.-^ [Under- i 8 d.] intr.

To hold land by a sub-tenure.
X594 R. Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 55 b, The Gentlemen in

France possesse, in high, base, and meane iustice,.. Princi-

palities, and Peereships patrimoniall : with vassalls holding,

and vndcrholding of them, bound by faith, and homage.

So t IJ-nderhoilder, a subtenant. Obs.

1605 Camden Rem. 94 Noted. .as men of least account,

and as all, or most vnderholders specified in that Booke.

Underhole, v. [Under- l 4 a] Irans. or inir.

To undermine ; spec (in coal-mining), to undercut.

Also trnderho'ling: vbi. sb.

S398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xni. xix. (Bodl. MS),
Vntier hoolinge and vnder crepinge and wastinge vnder
br^mmes..is icleped Alluuio. 1891 Cent. Diet, (as U.S.
mming-term).

Under-honest, a. (Under- i 10 c.)

1606 Shaks. Tr, <V Cr. 11. iii. 133 You shall not sinne. If

you doe say, we thinke him ouer proud, And vnder honest.

XT nderhoTsed, a, (Under-1 10 a.)

i860 Cornh. Mag. Dec. 689 Why won't he get something
able to cany him?.. It's the stupidest thing in the world to

be under-horsed. 1887 Illusir. Lond. News 24 Sept. 360/2
That such an institution \sc. the fire-brigade]. .should.. be
underhorsed and undeimanned.
U'nder>ho*rslng, vbl. sb. (Under-* 10 b.) 1839 Levee

H. Lorrequer xiv. 108 The dieadful state of the roads, . .the

frequency of accidents latterly from under-horsing, &c.

u nder-hou semaid. (Under-1 6 a.)

1796 Mmi. D'Arm,av Camilla III. 44 Nanny, the under
house-maid, now joining them. i86a Mrs. Craik Mistress

4" Maid xxW, The only foce. .that she was honestly glad to

tee. .was the under-housemaid. 1896 Mrs. Caffvn Quaker
Grandmother 131 She returned sadly and fell on the under-

housemaid.

UnderllU'ng, ppl. a, (In attrib. use under-

^""^) [Undkr-1 4 a.J
1. Having the lower jaw projecting beyond the

upper, or coming unusually far forward.

1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1800/4 Lost . .
, a icd fallow Colour'd

dun Bult.Bitch,..wtth a black Muzle under-hung. 1774
GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. \l. V. 91 Those whose upper and
under rowof teeth are equally prominent, and strike directly

against -each other, ate what the painters call under-hung.

c 1815 Jane Austen /^i'rjwaj. xv, He. .must lament his being

very much under-hung, a defect which time seemed to have
increased 1861 Hughes Tom Broivn at Ox/, ii, (He] had
pot the trick which many underhung men have of compress-

ing bis upper lip.

b. Projecting beyond the upper jaw.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. iv. P4 Waggmg his under-hung
jaw in a paroxysm of humour-stricken ecstasy. 1868 Darwin
Anim <V PI. I- i. 38 Hull-dogs.. after two or thiee genera-

tions.. lose the under-hung character of their lower jaws.

1899 AllbutCs Syit. Med. VIII. 235 1 he jaw heavy and
sometimes underhung.

2. Mefh. Suspended on an underlying sujiport

;

spec, of a sliding-door which moves on a rail placed

below it. ("Opposed to Overhung ///. a. 3.)

185s D. K. Clark Railway Mack. I. 207/1 Engine. Cylin-

ders underlinng, castings in two pieces bolted together.

Underi*ded, /^/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1603 Knolles Hist,

Turks {i62r ) 37 Tne Turkes attending vpon the SuUan could

not walke in the streets vndeiided. i6ix Klqrio, Inderiso,

vnderided, not mocked.

tTJnde-ringness. Obs. [Un-^ 10, 12: see

Dere v.] Harmlessness, innocence.

rti30o E.E. Psalter %xv, 11 In min underandnesse gane

am 1. Ibid. xl. 13, etc.

Under*! natniment. (Under-' 6b.) 1673 (R. Leigh]

Transp. Reh. 70 Those who were but accessai les and under-

instiuments of our late trouble*.

TTNDER-KING.

Underivable, a. [Un-1 7 b.]

1. That cannot be deiived {from a source).

1640 ToRBiANO {ttile)f The Italian Tutor, With an Alpha-
bet of primative and originall Italian woids, underiveable

from the Latin. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 24 Red and j^ellow

seem to be .Mill more essentially different and undeilvable
one from the other.

t 2. Not transferable. Obs.-^
1643 pRVNNE Sov. Fo7ver Pari. in. 78 Whose personall

Prerogatives, .being incommunicable, undetivable to any
other, and peculiar to himself alone, he can tiansferre no
such protection to others.

Underi'vative, a. (Un-' 7 -f Dehivativr a. a.) 1656
Jeanes Fuln. Christ 116 The fulnes-se agreeable 10 Christ,

as God, is underivative, without a cause. 1856 Dove Logic
Chr. Faith 258 Truths which are original and underivative.

Underi'Ved, ppL a, [Un- i 8.] Not derived or

^x^wwfrom a source
;
primary, original.

^1630 Sanderson Serm. (1681) II. 307 Because of the
eteinity of His own being, and that fiom Himself, and un.

deiived from any other. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vind, 5
If it be absolute and undeiived, then bow can it be rational 1

1719 Waterland Viud. Christ's Div. 289 To be able todis-

tinguish between a delegated, and a supreme undeiived

Power. 1799 KiRWAN Geol. Ess. 485 It must have had cal-

careous earth underived from shell fish. 1850 M^Cosh />«'.

Govt. III. i. 289 Suppose that man had been a self.existent

undeiived being like God. 1B60 PusEV Min. Prcph. 468 Life

specially belongs to God, since He alone is Underived Life.

b. Of words. (See Derive v, lo b.)

x668 WiLKiNS Real Char. 303 That kind of word, .is stiled

an Adverb; which maybe distinguished into Deiived and
Vnderived. 1827 Q. Rev. XXXV. 191 This not more useful

than abused veib... underived as it is from any parent or

adjunct dialect. 1841 Latham Eng. Latt^. a6i All, in resr)ect

to Verbs in general, which the Etymologist has lo determine,

is whether they be Deiived or Undeiived.

Hence Underivedly adv. ; Underl'vedness.
1644 Bp. Maxwell Pretog. Chr. Kings i. 19 It is unde-

rivedly, primarily, and natively in the Comuiunitie. 1850

r. W. Newman Phases ii.51 Ibis derivation of the Son and
Spirit and the underivedness of the Father alone. 1886 Mind
Jan. 39 What is that subjective nece^^sity..? ItJs..not its

underivedness in any one s mind, not its piiority in time.

TTnder-jaw. [Under- i 5 b.] The lower jaw
or mandible.
1687 A. Lovell tr. Tket'enot's Trav. i. 22 Mahomet the

second having taken Constantinople,, .beat ofFthe underjaw
of one of those beads. 176a Siekne 'Jr. Shandy \.'<x\\\\\.

Touching his under-jaw with the thumb. X774G0LDSM. Nat.
Hist. II. V. gi The under jaw in a Chinese face falls gieaily

more backward than with us. i8oa Palev Nat. Theol. xii.

f 2. 238 The retired under jaw of a swine. 1868 ^f/. U.S.
Commissioner Agric. (i86g) 329 [The female trout J has a less-

pi ejecting under-jaw.

Undexjawed, ///. a. (Stress var.) [f. piec]

Having a protruding lower jaw ; underhung.
X77a Lady Mary Coke Jrnl. 25 Jan., He is under jaw'd

and his chin advances a considerable way. s8ia Shaw Gen.
Zool. II. 495 Under-jawed Mysticele. 1864 Realm 2 Mar. z

Her mouth, which, slightly underjawed, loses in softness

what it gains in piquancy.
U'nder-jo bbing, ///. a. [Under-* 6 b.] Doing sub.

oictinate work. 1697 Kentlev Phal. (1699) 329 Some under-
johljing Assistant, of a low sordid Spiiit.

U-nderkeel. U.S. 1 Obs. [Under-1 5b, with

obscure second element.] ' A cut on the under side

'

of an animaVs ear as a mark of ownership.

1783 Maryland Jrnl. 4 Feb. {Thornton), A crop in [a cow's]

left ear, and an undeikeel in her right, 1784 ibid. 27 Jan ,

1 he right ear a ciop and sUt, the left a slit and undeikeel.

t Underkee'p, v. Obs. [Under- i 4 a.] irans.

To keep under 01 in subjection.

1590 Spenser /". Q. in. vii. 33 He lightly lept Vpon (he

beast, that with great cruelty Rored.and raged to be vnder-

kept. 1591 — Tears Muses 1-j Learned Impes. .They vnder-

keep, and with their spredding aimes Doo beat their buds.

U nderkeeper. [Under- i 6 a.]

1. An assistant keeper of a forest, park, etc.; an

u 11 der-gamekeepe r.

150a Pray Puru E.tp. Eliz. York (1830) 29 To the undre-

keper of Swalowfeld for the bringing of iij bukkes 1589 in

Essex Rev. (1906) XV. 65 [Another deer was] given away by
the undeikeeper to his lieends. x6aa Ld. E. Mountagu in

Buccleuth MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 257 Ihe Foiest of

Rockingham . . where Sir Francis Fane is under-keeper. 168a

Seer. Serv. Money Chas. <V 7*»J' (Camden) 58 Heniy Lowin,

underkeeper of New Lodge Walk within Waliham Foiiest.

i8a6 Scott Woodst. xxxii. The horses are at the under-

keeper's hut. 1891 C. Jamks Rom. Rigmarole 172 One of

the under.keepers cairied a little bamboo artangement.

2. A subordinate custodian or warder.

1598 Florio, Sotto custcde, an vnder-keeper. i6ia Sir T,

BoDLEV in Macray .^«» Bodleian 11880) 408 V« keeper of the

vniversitie Library, with his vnderkeeper. \tyj Davments
agst. Prynne (Camden) 69 The Keeper or Undei.Keeper of

the Castle of Lancaster. 1679 Hist- Jetzery] He waited till

the Under-keeper (of the jail] came in. lyixi Douglas Mneis
Pref,, Under-Keeper of the Advocates I.ibiaiy. 1760-78 H.
Brooke Fool of Qual (1809) IL 119 Sir, said the under-

keeper [of the jail], there are few men now at liberty, near so

wealthy as this gentleman.

t U'nder-kind. Obs. [Under- i 6 b.] A sub-

species; an inferior or lower kind.
i57iGoLDiNGC«/f/«tf«/*i.lxxii.i Itise.xpedienttodescende

from the geneial kynd to the undeikynd 1587^ De Mornay
15 We reduce the pai ticutars to an vnderkind, the vndeikinds

to an vppeikind. 1671 Drvden Even. Love i. i, I would use
thee like an under kind of Chymist, to blow the coals.

U *iider-king. [Under- i 6 a. Cf. Du. onder-

koningt G- unlerkonig, ON. undirkonnngr (Sw.

underkonungf Da. 'konge).^ A prince or ruler sub-

ordinate to a chief king.



UNDER-KINGDOM.
C9S0 Lhtdis/,Cosp. Matt. x. i8 Hia sheilas forSon iuih in

?emotum..& to under-cyningum. .fore meh. cio6q O. E.

Arm. (MS. C) an. 1056, Swa t>aet Griffin swor aSas \>xl he

wolde beon Eadwarde kinge hold underkingc cwjs '^^^

Cent. Horn. (1909) 22 Underkyng is ihaten t>e under l-am

cascre rixaiS. c i»o5 Lav. 31540 Cadwalan..nom him to rede

..J>athea-;ain woldc.and bi-teche Penda, ^jcwes his under-

kingc, folc and his ferde. 2387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI.

275 1 1 c put out Egbertus t>e sone ofAlcmundus J>e underkyng.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. v. cxl. 125 This kj-ngedome. .and the

Icynges therof, namyd vnder-kynges. 1587 Golding De
hforHay\\\u no From the great Monarks we come to the

Kings of seuerall Nations, and ftom them to vnderkings of

Prouinces. 1B67 Frfeman Norm. Cong. I. ii. 26 Each
having its own Ealdorman or Under-King, though united

under one supreme chief. 1874 Green Short Hist. i. § 3

(18S2) 18 The under-kings of Essex and Easl-Angliaieceived

the creed of their overlord.

Under-ki ngdom. (Undkr-I 6 b.)

1581 SiDNSv A^oL /Wtrii (Arb.) 63 Where you shal haue
Asia of the one side, and Affrick of the other, and so many
other vnder.kingdoms. 1859 Tennyson Merlin 4- V. 581

Thro' all The hundred under-Kingdoms that he sway'd.

1877 Freeman Norm. Cong. I. App. 774 Cnut, like Charles,

established a system of under-kingdoms,

IT nder-labourer. (Under- i 6 a.)

a 1667 Jer. Taylor Serm. Wks. 1831 IV. 140 Vou are ihe

ministers of Christ's priesthoodj under-labourers in the great

workof mediation and intercession. 1690 Locke //»/«. tjnd.

To Rdr., *Tis Ambition enough to be employed as an Under.
Labourer in cleaiing the Ground a little. 1704 Nobris /if^^/

lyorid n.y'n. 350 The proper office of this agent intellect, to

serve as an under-lalxjurer to that which is patient. 1836

Keble Serm. viii. (1848) 219 We, indeed, as Priests of the

second order, are but under-labouiers in that most holy cause.

Underlai'd, ///. a. (Stress var.) [Undeb-1

4 a. Cf. Underlay z/.]

1. Laid or placed under or below.
a 1x00 in Napier O. E. Gloss, i. 3518 Suppositis . . iorribus^

of under ledum, .biandum. xsgj Huloet, Vnder layed,

sitffundatus. 1598 Florio, Soffondato^ vnderlaide or laid

vnder. 1647 Hexham i.

2. Furnished with an under layer or support;

strengthened frona belowj fitted or supplied under-

neath {with something). Chieflyy?^.

c XS30 Hickscorner D iv, Therwiih can you cloute me a
payre of botes?.. I wolde haue them well vnderlayd and
easlye. 1618 Bp. Hall ContempL, O. T. xn. viii. That mans
faith is well undeilaid, that uptiolds it selfe by the Omnipo-
tencyofGod. i6soTrappC(?w//«. Z?^«/. iii. 6 Surely, every rnan

in his best estate, or when best underlaid, is altogether vanity.

1658
J.

Harrin-gton Oceana 91 If a Common-wealth have
been introduced at once,, .you are certain to find her under-

lay'd with this as the main foundation. 171a Budgell 5/«^
No. 379 P 12 The Floor of the Vault was all loose, and under-

laid with several Springs. x8ao Shelley IVitck A tl. WW,

They framed the imperial tent.. Of woven exhalations,

underlaid With lambent lightning-fire.

b. Const, by (what underlies).

1850 Ansted EUm. GeoL^ Min., etc. § 906 Seams of coal

..underlaid by a seam or bed of fire-clay. 1893 Sir H.
HowoRTH Glacial Nightmare H. 463 That the coal-beds.

.

are overlaid by drift I have no doubt ; that they aie also

underlaid by it seems to be most doubtful.

3. Printing. Of type, etc. ; Raised by means
of an underlay.
X77X LucKO.MOK Hist. Print. 362 These Underlaid Words

standing higher than the rest of the Matter. 1880 Scribner's

Mag. May 42/2 This addition to the plate spiings it up in

every part underlaid, so that the surface fairly meets the

inking rollers.

+ 4. Of a horse: ? Strong-limbed. Obs.

1674 Land. Gaz. No. 892/4 A strong undeilaid Brown Bay
Nag. Il-id. No. 909/4 A truss well underlaid Horse.

U'nder-laad. (Under-' 5b, c.) 1874 Holland Miiir.

Manse v, Down in to wonderland—Down to the undei-land
Go, oh go-! 1877 A. D08S0N Prcn: Porcelain, To Greek
Girl, From under-lands of Memory.
Underla'p, v, [Under- l 4 a,] To extend

some way beneath. Hence Underlapping />//. a.

1867 Dk. Argyll Reign 0/Law \\\. 141 The feathers of a
bird's wing are made to underlap each other, c 1900 Buck's
ffandbk. Med. Sci IV . 63o (Cent. Suppl ), The margin of the

underlapping side is sutured to the deep suiface of the
ovei lapping side.

U'nder-law'yer. (Under-' 6 a.) 1638 T.NABBEsCcrrrt/
Garden 1. ii, What's his piofession? An under-Lawyer, an
Attourney.

Underlay, sb. [Under- i 4 d.]

+ 1. (See quot.) Obs.

1583 PuTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie III. xix. (Arb) 211 Ye haue
another sort of repetition. ..The Greeks call him Epizen.xis%
the Latines Suliunctio^ we may call him the vndetlay.

2. a. A piece added to the sole of a shoe.
x6i2 PasquiCs Nighi<ap (1877) 25 She could line her shoes

with vnder-laies, So cunningly, that few the fault did spie.

b. Eke j^.i 2 b.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 63 They will or within a
monethes space worke downe to the bottcme of the hive, and
then muLt yow give them an underlay. There is in an
underlay usually hve wieathes, viz., one for the hive to stand
within, and fower belowe; yow are to putte in an underlay
two spelles.

C. A jiiece inserted as a prop or support, esp,

80 as to make one part level with another.
1683 MoxoN Meth. Exerc, Printing ii. f 1 Presses [should]

have, .an even Horizontal Floor to stand on. That when the
Presses are set up their Feet shall need no Underlays.
I6id. xxiv. p I The aforesaid Battens, will also keep these
Underlays from working out.

d. Printing. A piece of paper or cardboard
placed under type, cuts, or plates, to raise these to

the required level.

1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv. 291 He trici
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thicker or thinner Vnder-lays till he have evened the Vnder-

lay with the Face of the Letter. 1688 Hoi-mk Armoury in.

118/3 Underlays, are small slips of Scabbord put under

letters. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II, xv. 521 They will be

found to sink a little from Ihe repeated impressions, conse.

quently the cuts will require an additional underlay. 1880

Scribner's Mag. May 43/1 He puts a proper underlay under

every cut. .that contains much blaclc surface, and fairly

braces it to resist hard impression.

3. Mining. = Dip sb. 5, Hade j^.2 (See quots.

1831-55, and cf. Underlie sb^
1831-3 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 203/1 The underlay of

a lode is a term used to denote the direction of its inclination

with regard to the horizon. iSjglJ.K. Leifchild) O/wrfrf//

joi The dip of a lode. .being us inclination from a perpen-

dicular line, or its underlay. 1880 C. C. Adlev Rep. to

Pioneer Mining Co., Lim. 2 Oct. 1 A small shaft will also be

sunk, . .following the underlay of the lode.

attrib. 1850 Weale Diet. Terms, Underlay shaft, a shaft

sunk on the course of a lode. i88j U. S. Rep. Free. Met. 461

The mine is entered by an underlay or inclined shaft 150 feet

deep.

underlay, v. [OE. underhcgan (see Under- i

4 a and Lay v.\ = MDu. and Du. onderleggen,

MHG. underiegen (G. unter-), MSw. undirldggia

(Sw. underldggd), MDa. and Da. underlsegge.^

1. trans. To support by placing something beneath;

to furnish with something laid below. Also_/ff,

f 897 K. /Elfred Gregory's Past C. xix. 143 Donne bi^ se

elnboga underled mid pyle & se hnecca mid bolstre. ciooo
>Elfbic Mom. II. 144 pa heed he hi anre sylle, t?cet he niihte

t>Eet hus on 5a sae healfe mtd l^aere underlecgan. c 1*50
Gen. <5- Ex. 3383 He is under-Ieiden wi3 an ston, Til sunne
him seilede in 3e west. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 327 They
vnderlaye them with grasse. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's
Husb. II. {1586) 60 They vse to set the heads vnderlaying
them with a Tileshard. 1658 A. Fox WUrtz^ Surg. 11. xiv.

110 You ought not to stitch any wounded Finger, ..but

underlay it with little splinters. 1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc.
IX. 157 If the Board be too thin, they underlay that Board
upon every Joyst with a Chip. J7a6 Leoni Alberti's Archit.

II. 10b, Another way of making the weight slip along, .is by
underlaying it cross-ways with Rollers. 1851 Athenseuni
Oct. 1049/1 Their project of underlaying the sea with electric

wires.

b. To furnish with a lining or backing.
150a Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 302 Franch tanne to

be ane cote to Jacob. .v quartaris demy ostad lo underlay
the bordering otit.

+ c. To furnish (shoes) with additional soling-

pieces or heel-plates. Also in fig. context. Obs.

cisy^ [see Underlaid ppl. a. 2}. 1583 Stubbes Anat,
Abus. 11. F4, If the sooles be naught (as they be indeede)

yet must they be vnderlaied with other peeces of leather,

to make them seeme thicke. X587TURBERV. ^//. 190 b, The
heeles they vnderlay With clouting clamps of Steele. 1631

HoiXK^D Cyrupatdia 181 The Medes use..such a kind of

shooes.asthey might underlay closely and out of sight. 1661

K. W. Coiif. Charac. To Rdr. (i86o) 1 Should I, like an vn-

tlirifty cobier, haue vnderlayed the rotten soles of these now
worn out buckings, with the new and costly leather of

applause. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol.Gen. 1272 To un-

derlay a shoe, snppingere.

fis- 159* Nashe Four Lett. Confut. 7 Then wil I bind
my selfe prentise to a Cobler, and fresh vnderlay all those

wiitings of mine that haue tiodde awrie. 1603 Dekker
Wonderfull Yeare E 3 b, Being a pollitike cobler, and
lemembiing what peece of work he was to vnderlay. 7 162a

Fletcher Love's Cure v. iii, Our souls have trode awry in

all mens sight, We'll underlay 'em, till they go upright.

d. Printing, To place paper or cardboard under

(type, etc.) in order to raise to the required level

for printing.

X683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv. 291 If any
Wooden Letters.. are too Low, (as they generally be) he
Vndei-lays them. 1880 Scribner's Mag. May 42/2 The
pressman underlays the plate, by pasting on its under side

bits of paper of suitable size. x888 Jacobi Printers' l^ocai.^

Underlay, the process of making-ready under type or cuts.

2. To place (something) beneath.
c 1000 /Elfric Gram, xxviii. (Z.) 167 Stdypono, ic under-

lecge c x^ifi Pronip. Parv.^wfx Vnderleyyn, rrf«« guod
underputlyn. 1573 Twyne Aineid xu. Nnj, A tower
slronge..the prince. .had built alone. And choules \treail

roulesj had vnderlayd [L. subdiderntgue rotas]. 1683

MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing x\\\. f 10 If a Page be too

big for his Grasp, he underlays the Slice of a Galley.

b. To put underground, to bury.

Used punningly with allusion to sense i c.

1639 Conceits, Clinches, etc. {1S60) 40 If any aske why this

same stone was made? (Know) for a cobler newly under-

layd Here for his overboasting.

t 3. To make subject ; to submit. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter viii. 7 pou vnderlaide IL. suhjecisti)

alle pinges Vnder his fete a 13/00 Cursor Af. 18266 Sin ^ou
t>e king o blis werraid And sua \n-s^\( has vnder-laid. 138a

WvcLiF yer. xxvii. 12 Vnderlcith [L. subjicite] goure neckus
vnder the 50c of the king of Babyloyne.

4. To lie under or beneath; = Undeklie v. 3.

1591 Si'ENsr.R K;>y^. ^«rt^ 99 Ne cares he if the., glistering

of golde, which vnderlayes The summer beames, doe blinde
his gazing eye. i6ii Cotgk,, t/aulse, (he vnderlaying of a
shooe, or peece of leather that vnderlayes it. 1799 Kihwan
Geol. Ess. 178 In ilie south of France it occurs reposing on
granite, and undeilaying basalt, /bid.. In the Altaischan
mountains it sometimes underlays argilHtc. i8a6 E. Irving
Babylon II. vii.227 Our brethren and friends,who still under-
lay the curse. i86i Xihszm Burnt NjalX. Introd. p. xxviii,

[The right of duel] undeilaid all their early legislation.

5. intr. Mining. To slope, incline from the per-

pendicular ; = Underlie v. 5.

X728 Phil. Trans. XXXV. 403 The Sides of the Load.,
constantly underlay either to the North or South. z8ox J.
Mawk Min. Derby Gloss, s.v.. When a vein hades, or in-

clines from a perpendicular line, it,is said to underlay. 1855

UNDERLET.
rj. R. LeifchildI Cornwall 101 A lode which underlays
towards the north.

XJnderlayer^. [^ prec. Cf. Du. onderkgger,

G. untcrieger.']

f 1, All underlying part or thing ; a base or sup-

port. Obs.

In quot. 1609 applied allusively to a woman.
a 159a Greene & hoDGK Looking Gl. 1. ii.255 The Nutmeg

. . is, saith one Ballad, . . an vnderlayer to the braines. 1609
Ev. Woman in Hum. i. i, 1st not some vnderlayer, some
she Cammell that will beare as much of her belly, as three
beastes on their backes ? 1702 Bover Diet, Royal 11, Under-
layer,., (a piece of Wood to shore up any thing,) 7/Htf Etaye,
•nn Etancon. 1775 Ash, Underlayer.,,X)::^\. which is laid

under to bear up any thing.

t 2. A cobbler. Obs.~^
1692 R. L'Estrange Fables r. cccci. 375 How many Under-

layers,.. when ihey could not live upon their Trade, have
rais'd themselves from Cobbling to Fluxing?

3. Mining. ' A perpendicular shaft sunk to cut

the lode at any required depth.'

1850 Weale Diet. Terms.

U'Xiderlay-er^. [Under- i 5 b.] A lower

layer ; a substratum.
1896 Daily News 15 Dec. 2/2 The carpets are of heavy

velvet pile on an underlayer of elastic felt and cork. 1904
W. P. Ker Dark Ages 198 Rodulphus represents the per-

manent underla^-er of medieval absurdity above which Gcr.

bert rises so eminently.

Underlaying, vbi. sb. [f. Underlay r.] The
action of the verb, or the result of this.

1611 [see Underlay v. 4I. 1648 Hexham 11, Ondersetsel

van pileernen, the Vnderlaying or the Ground-worke of

f)illars. 1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv. f i, I am
oath to name the Vnder-laying of the Feet, because at the

best it is but a Botch, and Subjects the whole Press to an
unstable position. 1802 J. Mawe Min. Derby Gloss., Hade,
the underlaying or inclination of the vein. 188a Southward
Tract. Printing {1884! 429 In underlaying we put a piece

ofpaper.. under the type.

tr-nderleaf. [Under-i 5 b.]

1. A variety of cider-apple. Also attrib,

1707 Mortimer Husb. 540 The Underleaf. .is a very
plentiful bearer, hath a Rhenish Wine flavour. Ibid. 575
The best sorts for Cyder are found to be. .the Olive Under-
leaf Apple [etc.]. 1786 Abercrombie Arrangem. p. xL in

Card, A ssist., Apples valued principally for Cyder. . [include]

Underleaf.

2. The under surface of a leaf.

1873 Tristram Afoab xviii. 353 The charm of the silvery

[poplar] underleaf twinkling in the breeze.

TT'nder-lease, sb, [Ukdeb-i 6 b.] A lease

granted by a lessee ; a sub-lease.

1702 BoYER Diet. Royal i, Soubail, . . an under-lease.

1730 Act 4 Geo. II, c. 28 § 6 Those Leases cannot by Law
be renewed without a Surrender of all the Under-Leases.
1803 Act 43 Geo. Ill, c. 75 § 4 It may be for the Benefit of

such Persons that Leases, or Under-Leases, should be made
of such Estates. 1839 Penny Cyel. XIII. 378/2 Where the
property is transfeired for a part of the original term only,

the transfer is called an under-lease, and the under-lessee is

not liable to the original lessor. 1885 Law Times 7 Mar.
335/2The underlease contained a covenant that if the under-
lessee, .should, .assign the underlease [etc].

Underlease, z'. [Under- i 8 d.] trans. To
sublet by an underlease. Also absol.

1819 Rees Cycl. XXXV. s.v. Tenure, The takers having
the liberty.. to under-lease to other tenants. 1885 Law
Times LXX IX. 233/1 A l.irge plot of ground is leased for a
term of 999 years. A part of this is underleased for 990 years,

U'nder-lea-ther, (Under- i 5 b. Cf. MDu.
onderledery G, tinterhder^ Sw. underldder.')

1569 IVills ^ Inv. N. C. (Suitees, 1835) 307 Eleuen dakers
of vnderleathers xxvj /, ij daker of soles x /, vjj dakeis of

ouerlelhers xvj I xs. j6ii Cotgb., La solleite d'un esperon,

the vnder leather of a spuire, 1845 G. Dodo Brit. Manuf.
IV. 100 The shoes may have scarcely any ' under-leathers*

to keep the ' uppers ' together.

U'nder-le gate. (Under- ^ 6 a.)

X426 lA-rx;. De Guil. Pilgr. 2752 Seyn Peter. .Hath mad
yow . . Hys vnderlegalys, thcr to stonde, To kepe the passage.

tXJ:nderle*gged, a. Obs.-"^ [Under-1 10 a.]

= Underlimbed a,

x68i Lond. Gaz. No. 1566/4 A Brown Bay Gelding,. .his

neaiher-lip a little falling, and under-Leggd behind.

t ITnderlegger. Obs. [Under- 1 5 h + Ugger
Ledger sb,"] Some kind of oar.

1405 For. Acc3g last membr., ij orys vocat' undeileggers.

1406 Exch. Ace, 44/9 Remi vocati underleggers.

iJ'nderlessee:, (Under- 1 6 a.)

1730 Act 4 Geo. II, c. 28 § 6 The Under-Lessees shall hold

and enjoy the Messuages. 1839, 1885 [see Underlease sb.\.

Underle^t, //A a. [Under- i 4 a.] Let in

or inserted beneath.

1884 Harper's Mag. Aug. 347/2 Window-curtains of pale

greenish-white satin, with underlet appliqu^ of other pale-

hued silks.

Underlet, v. [Under-i S c, d.]

1. trans. To let at an amount or rental below
the true or full value.

1677 Capell in Essex Papers (Camden) IL 128 Oimond..
abusing King in underletting the excise to the value of

300,000 lbs. per annum. 1751 Johnson Kojubter No. 103

P 14 He. .knows how much one man's cellar is robbed by
his butler, and the land of another underlet by his Steward.
1791 Rep. Comm. Thames-Isis Navig. 24 The Two Pound
Locks, Tolls, &c. at Ifley and Sandford. .were previously
much under-let. x868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xiii. 181 Agricul-
tural land in England is rather under than over let. 1874
Gkekn Short Hist. vi. § 5 (1876) 320 The land indeed had
been greatly underlet.
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2. To let to a sub-tenant ; to sublet,

x8i9 Rees Cycl. XXXVI I. s.v. Underletting^ That tenants
should have the power ofunderletting or assigning the farms,
1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 400/1 The merchant may load with
his own goixis or those of others, or he may underlet the ship
altogether. 1872-4 in Jefferies Toilers Field (1892) 253 No
allotment, or any part thereof shall be under-let or exchanged.

Hence Underletter (Smart, 1S36); TJnderle't-

ting: vbL sb.

1819 ReksCvi:/. XXXVII. S.V., By a subset or underletting
there, the principal tenant or tacksman is not changed. 1883
Law Times 27 Oct. 433/1 Covenants against assignments
and underlettings without the landlord's consent.

U*nder-level. [Under- ^.] (See quots.)
x85a £«jf. ^ Foreign Mining Terms (i860) 66 Underlevel

drifly a drift driven from the pumping-pit to un-water dip
workings. 1883 Gresley Gloss. CoaUm. 267 Under-lerel^
winning the ironstone by driving drifts into the hill-sides,

&C., instead of sinking shafts.

U'nder'Ie-ver, a. (Under-' 5 c.) 1892 Greener ^r^^c^.
Loader 68 Guns . . with under-lever snap action.

TT nder-lid. [Under- i 5 b.]

L The lower lid of the eye.

1611 CoTGR., Soucille, th' vnder-Iid of the eye. 1859
Meredith J\. Feverel xxxlx. Her underlids worked. 1903
Smart Set IX. 12 His undcr>Hds were puffy and discolored.

2. A lid placed under another.

1907 J. H. Patterson Man-Eaters 0/ Tsavo x\. raa Open-
ing a tin of biscuits.., and not being able to pull off the
under-lid with his fingers.

Underlie, sb. Mining, [Undeb-1 4 d.] »
Undeulay sb. 3. Also atirib,

1778 W. pRVCB Min. Cornuh, 80 The underlie or inclina-

tion of the Lode. 1818 W, Phillips GeoL 106 When the
underlie is towards the north, the strata are universally
elevated on that side. 1855 [J. R. Leifckild] Cornwall 100
The curvatures and irregularities in the underlie of lodes,

1875 J. H. Collins Metal Mining 2^ The chief advantage
of an underlie shaft.

Underlie', 7^. [OE. underlicgan {U Under-1
4 a + licgan Lie vX), = MDu. and Du. onderliggeny

MHG. underligen^ G. unUrliegen, MSw. undir'

iiggia, Da. underiigge.']

fl. trans. To be subject or subordinate to (a

person or thing); to submit to or be controlled by.
Also (quot. 13S2) const, to in place of earlier dative.

C897 K.. w'Elfred Gregorys Past C. xxviii. 189 Da under-
Sieddan mon sceal l:eran..dxt hi him \sc. their superiors]

eaSmodlice underlicgen. c sooo ^F.lfbic Saints' Lives i.

155 Heo[jc. the soul] bi5 atelic |>urh leahtras jif he him
undcrliS. C 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. {Machyr) 807 Mony
printeise t>at redy were Til vndirly his dj'scypline. 138a
Wyclif Heb. xiii. 17 Obeye ^e to ^oure prouostis, or prelatis,

and vndir-ligge {L. subjacete] to hem. a 1500 in Katis
Raving, etc. 16 All elyk wnder-lyis vanite, and drawis till

a law place dawnwart. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821)

I. 205 The king..condiscendit to thir desiris x sa the said

Donald come.. at Dounstafage to underly his will. 1594
Carkw Tasso (1881) 92 But mongstour setues,. .[I say] That
others vnderly you, [who] safely might Cull out some ten to
patronize her right.

2. To submit or be subjected to ; to have (or

allow to be) imposed on one ; to undergo or suffer

under : a. a punishment, penalty, accusation, etc.

Very common in older Sc. use : cf. next. Also (quot. 1382)

const, to in place of dative.

cg6oRuleSt. Benet xxxii. 56Sif hebetan nele, underlicgge
he rihtlicre hrcale. a 1300 Cursor M. 6691 Qua smites his

thain wit a wand, . .If he liue ouer a dai or tuin, pe lauerd sal

vnderli na pain. Ibid, 22206 pan sal all l^aa. .underii sa
waful wrake. 1^ Wyclif Exod. xxL 31 The sone forsothe

and the doubter if it smyte with horn, to the lijk sentence he
shal vnderliggc. c 1490 Apol. Loll, ig pus it semi|> al onli in

effect an heretik schuld vnderly ^ curse of )>« kirk. 144a
Reg. Mag. Sig. 64/1 Till underly the charge of ath breking.

140 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 275 Sa that.. the
accusour be obltst to underly the payne of talyoun. 1540
Rec. Elgin {1^2^ L 52 [He] is content to vnderlie the sentence
of the bailzeis. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Answ. Let,,

They that would rather vnderly the reproche of obscuritie,

than ouercharge their medtocritie. i6ia J. Davjes (Heref.)

Muse's 5rtfr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 66/2 Praying for patience
still to vnder-ly The heauie waight of this Worlds iniurie.

1678 Sir G. MACKF.NZiECn'w. Laws Scot. i. xxi. § 4 {1699) 112

[He] shall incur and underly the pain and punishment of
death. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxvii, This defiance hath already
been sent to thee by thy sewer ; thou underliest it, and art

bound to answer me. 1857 J- W. Donaliwom Chr. Orthod.

259 He utiderlies also the graver charge of intentional mis-

representation. 1882 O'Donovan Merv Oasis l.xv. 354
Since my last visit to the Russian lines I had underlain a ban.

b. A", the law. (Common i6-i7thc.)
1453 Extr.Aberd. Reg.dS^i) I. 403 To ansueir and under-

lie the law, 1507 ICeg. Privy Seal Scotl. 205/2 To underly
the law for the said slauchter. a 1578 Lindf.say (Pitscotiie)

Chron. Scot. {S.T.S.) I. 51 To underly the law for sic crymes,

16^ Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. i. xi. § 16 (i6^!y)6;

Hts ForefauUure could not fall to the King, upon a simple
Denunciation for not appearing to underly the I,aw. 175a

LLouTHiAN Form 0/Process (ed. 2) 37 There to underly the

w for the Crime foresaid. 1838 W. Bell Diet. Laxv Scot.

489 To appear and uitderlie the law.

+ 0. Sc. (and north.') a char^^e or burden. Obs.
CX400 Rule St. Be'ret (Ver^) 1012 Who salbe meke,..Bus

hald l>am-self vile & worthy Al maners of charch to vnderly.

ti7\ Reg. Cufiar Abbey \. iSsThasal gane tothemonk myre
of Coup-frgrange, and thar tak thar feuale, vndyrlyand al

chargis of the wenyng of the myre. 1475 Ibid. 203 He sal

ondyrly and kep our conyngar fra all scath and peryl. 1565
in Hay Fleming Mary Q. of Scots (1897) 495 He onderlyis

charge and expensis for the keping of the said Castell. 16*2

Bruce in Serm.^ etc. (1843) 131 To show, .how unable I ani

to undertake and underly such a journey and charge.

3. To lie under or beneath ; to subtend.

Vol, X.

Esp. in Geol. of strata lying under others.

a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. viii. I § 2 In a figure triangle.

.

the selfsame Line is both a Base and also a Side ; . . a Base if it

chance to be tlie bottom and underly the rest. 1830 Lyell
Princ. Geol. I. 398 These deep-seated igneous formations

must underlie all the strata containing organic remains. x86i

L. L. aOBLE. Icebergs 139 The dark-blue inland hills., underlie

a sky of unutterable beauty. x88i Nature XXIV. 497
They must be everywhere underlain by the., Middle Coal

Measures.

b. 7?^. To form a basis or foundation to; to

exist beneath the surface-aspect of.

In common use from c i860.

1856 Kingsley Misc. (1859) 11. 13 Let the details go for

what they are worth ; the idea, the spirit which underlies

them, is still invaluable. x866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 46

Must a false postulate underlie the whole fabric? 1873

Symonds Grk. Poets x, 308 Theocritus.. fully felt the charm
which underlies the facts of rustic life.

1 4. inlr. To lie below ground ; to be buried.

1648 Herrick Hesper.^ Death of Sparrow^ She.. for this

dead which under-lies, Wept out her heart. 1739 in T. O.

Payne Rec. Eng. Cath. (1889) 54 Here underlyes William
Plowden honourably and very anciently descended.

5. Mining. =» Underlay v. 5.

X778 W. Pryce Min. Comub, 80 Some Fissures do not alter

much from a perpendicular; and some do underlie a fathom
in a fathom. 1800 Ann. Reg.^ Chron. 436 It dips or underlies

south, one foot in a fathom.
^ 1855^ ( T. R. Leipchild] Corn-

vaall Mines \oq Instances.. in which veins of almost every
description dip or underlie in almost every direction. X899
Daily Nevjs 3 Nov. 2/6 The vein underlies west 10 degrees
from the vertical.

Underlie, obs. Sc. var, Wonderly a.

Underli er, [f. Underlik v.'\

1. Something that lies under.
154a Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 74 Deliverlt to him

to be underlyaris laid dowbill under the jeit of velvet, thre

elnis blak sating. 1640 G. Abbott Job Paraphr. 522 The
weight of which burthen he is not well advised who seeketh
not to support by some firme under-lyer.

2. Mining. (See quot.)

1778 W. Pryce Min. Comub. 144 They sink the same Shaft

deeper in the body of the Lode, upon its inclination or
underlie ; whence the Shaft becomes, and bears the name of,

an Underlier.

U nder-lieute^nant. (Under-* 6 a. Cf. Du, onder-
luitenanttO.nntcrlieutenant.) 1691 Lond. Gaz. Na 2700/3
One under Lieutenant, one Aid-Major, .killed. X730 Bailey
(fol.), Sublieutenant, an under Lieutenant.

U'liderlife. [Under-1 5 c] A life beneath

the surface or on a lower level.

1847 Edin. Rev. Jan. 32 On looking more closely into

Hume's undcrlife. x8^ Mas. Whitney Gayivorthys xxiii,

The underlife that never had been spoken—that lay between
these three. 1878 Stkwart & Tait Unseen l/niv. vii. § 242.

345 What we are driven to is not an under.Hfe resident in

the atom but rather a Divine overlife. 1888 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 753/2 Paris; and the university, with its wilcfunder-liie,

—some debts, some follies.

U-nderlift. [Ukder-1 4 d.] A raising (or

rising) from below.
1867 H. BusHNELL Mor. Uses Dark r^. (i860) 367 The

tremendous underlift of its humble, once dejected people.

U'nderligbt. (Under-' 5 c.) 1876 Gladstone in Morley
Life (190^) II. 550, I see that eastward sky of storin and
of underhght, U'nderli=kin|f, vbl. sb. (Under-* lob.)

1581 MuLCASTER Positions XXXIX. 215, I feare nothing so

much, as the oucrliking of forreine, and so consequently
some vnderliking at home, which will neuer let them staye.

lT:nderli'inbed, a. [Under-i io a.] Having
legs too slender in proportion to the body.
x686 Lond. Gaz. Na 2142/4 A blackish brown Gelding. .,

long straight Legs, somewhat under-limbed. 1695 Ibid.

No. 3091/4 A red Roan,. .under Limb'd,..and flat Rib'd,

175X Gibson Dis. Horses 18 When he happens to be under*
hmb'd, it is reckoned a great fault. 1833 M. Scott Tom
Cringle xvi, A pair of well pijlished hessian boots,, .which by
adhering close to his tegs gave him . . the appearance of being

underlimbed. 1835 Burnes Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2) I. 132

All the horses appeared to be under-limbed.

Underline, sb. [Under- i 5 b, c]
1. The line of the lower part of the body (of an
animal).
x886 C. Scott Sheepfarming 173 The back should be level

ar.d evenly covered with meat, .. the underline straight.

1899 Jrnt. R. Agric. Soc. Mar. 18 Her back and underline

were nearly parallel.

2. a. A line drawn below words printed or

written, b. //. A set of ruled guiding-lines placed

under paper that is being written on.

1888 E. M. Galuvudet Life T. M. Gallaudet 23 It is

written on unruled paper, with a most careful regard for

lines and margins, suggesting tl'e use of underlines.

3. A line at the bottom of a play-bill announcing

the piece to be performed next. iZg\ Cent. Diet. s.v.

f IT nderline, obs. var. Underling//, r.

1750 KhtAsCountry House7v.2 Such Underlinesmall Kernels
make more Bran and less Flower than better Wheat does.

/bid.. The Underline or Blighted, or other Wheat Ears,

XXnder-line, cutv, rare~^, [Under- 2.] Below
the level of the sea.

1605 Chapman, etc. Eastward Hoe n, Tost from one waue
to another; Now vnder.line; Now ouer the house.

Underli*ne, ^.^ [Under- i 4 a + Line v}'\

trans. To furnish with an underlining ; to form an

underlining to. h\soJig.

154s Ravnald Byrth Mankynde B This ryme vnderlyneth

all the hole cauyte,..or aniplytude of the belly. (71639

WoTTON Reliq, (1651) 86 By a meer chance, in appearance,

though under-lined with a providence, they had a full sight

of the Queen Infanta. 1834 Wkangham Homerics 9 So

quick his raft Ulysses made ; And floor'd the deck, by spars

combined, And with long battens under•lined.

XJnderli'ne, v.'^ [Under- 1 4 a + Line z',2 Cf.

Du. onderlijnen^

1, trans. To mark (words, etc.) with a line or

lines drawn underneath; to underscore. (Cf,

Italicize v.)

X7ai Strvpe Eccl. Mem. (1822) II. xi. 579 There is also
another memorial, .with lines drawn under many of the
words and sentences, and a note of Secretary Cecyl's hand,
that what was so underlined was to be put in cypher. 177X
LucKOMBE Hist, Print. 361 A Proof sheet printed Black,
with the words to be printed Red under lined, 1856 Dickens
Lett.{\Z'^o) 1.423, 1 find myself underlining words constantly.

1901 Athenatum 24 July 119/1 Titles of books are printed in

italics, though not underlined in the MS.
b. Jig. To emphasize, esp. in utterance.

x88o Times 10 Nov. 9/1 A passage that was not intended
by the speaker to refer to Ireland.. was seized upon and
underlined by an appreciative audience. 1887 Daily News
15 Nov. 5/7 Madame Chaumont's tendency to ' underline

'

everything.. is certainly no less apparent now than it was
in former years.

2. To announce (a play) by an underline.

189s Funk's Stand. Diet. s.v., Faust is underlined for

Thursday. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 27 Oct. i Mr. Stephen Phillips's

historical play.. is underlined for production.

Hence IJ-nderlined /»//. a,

1866 Meredith Vitloria xxvii, He wrote a few underlined

words entreating Vittoria to grant an immediate interview.

x888 Hon. Morten Sk. Hosp, Life 35 An underlined note of

warning.

Underlineation. [f- prec, after interlinea-

tion.l The action or result of underlining.

ax8x4 Masquerade i. i. in New Brit. Theatre I. 223 It is

like Italics in print, or underlineation in writing, and always
means more than meets the ear. X864 Realm 17 Feb. 2 This
extract Mr. Cobden copied, with the due amount of under-
lineation,

Underli-nen. [Under- i 5 a.] Underwear,

underclothing made of linen or similar material,

i86a Eng. IVom. Dom, Mag. IV. 237/1 Talking cf under-
linen, we must not forget the pretty white petticoats. X882
Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 506 Underlinen is

made of a variety of materials. 1883 'Annie Thomas '.yi/<?rf.

Houseivife 66 A ' set of underlinen ' for children.

U'nderling, sb. and a. Forms : 2- uuderliEg
(3-7 vnder-, 4 vndir-) ; 2 undur-, 4-6 vnder-
lyiig (5 vndir-, vndyr-) ; 4 undur-, 4-6undep-
lyngo ; 3-4 onderling, -lyng, [Early ME., f.

Under adv. 3 + -ling.]

A. sb. 1, One who is subject or subordinate to

another; in later usg esp, a subordinate agent or

official, an understrapper.
CH7S Leg. Nathan in E. E. Horn. (1017) 89 Heo,.3et

synden underlinges, for |>an J>e heo heora hlaford belaewden.

c taoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 179 pe riche ))e ben louerdinges

struien \>e wrecche men, h^ ben underlinges. a laa^ Aticr.

R. 198 pet child |>et ne buh(> nout his eldre ; vnderling, his

pielat
; paroschian, his preost. c 1275 Lav. 22472 Alcus hehte

^e king: he hadde mam onderlyng. CX31S 'buov.^.uAiA J'oems
III. 176 pou ne a-nourest god ary^t, Ac dest is onderlynges.

1390 GowER Conf. III. iz8 The sterres. .worchen manye
sondri thinges 'I'o ous, that ben here underlinges. c:i4oo

Laud Troy Bk. 2640 My lord, . . I am goure knyght and ^oure

vndirlyng. a 1470 Hakding Chron. xxxix. iv, Enmian,.
reigned in all kynde of tiranny, For whJchc he was deposed,

as an vnderlyng. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. Pref. A iv. What
nianne.. would not ratner loke to rule like a lord, then to

lyve lyke an underlynge ? 1576 Fleming Pajiopi. Epist, 226

The seruice that an underling . . oweth to his Lord . . is neither

greeuous nor tedious. 1619 W. Sclater Exp. i Thess. (1630)

259 Compare thy sclfe with superiours, rather then with

vnderlings in Grace. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. J02 In the

next Paragraph he mentions Mr. Cant, whom he names
underling to Mr. Hamilton, 1727 De Foe Prot. Monast. 9
To hear the Daughter.. take up her Father in his Discourse,

as if he had been an Idiot or an Underling, 1796 Ld. Shef-
field in Ld. Auckland's Cinr. (1862) III. 357 What chance
have we., when the House of Commons is filied with moneyed
men, speculators, and underlings in office? 1847 Emerson
Repr. Men, Napoleon^ He undoubtedly felt.. an impatience

of fook and underlings. 1878 Stubbs Const. Hist. IIL xviii.

136 The work of an underling who hoped to secure his own
promotion.
trausf 1614 Raleigh Hist. Worldi. iii. xii. 153 Epaminondas

. .gauevnto Thebes, which hadeuer-morebeenean vnderling,

..the highest command in Greece.

b. A branch, plant, etc., growing under, or less

strongly than, another ; a small or weakly plant,

animal, or child. Now diaL
x688 R. Holme Annoury 11. 84/2 The Cyons. .are under-

lings, or small iwiRSofayears growth. 1787 W, H. Marshall
Norfolk 11. 148 When one of them has got the superiority

so far as to overhang the other, it is generally right to take

the underling away. 184a C. W. Johnson Farmer's Encycl.

1255 Of the Weeds called Underlings, or such as never rise

in the Crop:.. These are groundseUetc.]. 1854 Miss Baker
Northampt. Gloss, s.v., The least thriving in a titter of pigs,

or brood of chickens, is frequently called *a poor little

underling '. Fruit or vegetables smaller than the rest of the

crop are called underlings.

2. In predicative use, passing into adj. : Subject,

subordinate {to a person, etc.).

'1370 Robt. Cisyle 55 He was to alle men undurlynge, So
lowe was never 5yt no kynge ! c 1440 Projnp. Parv. 511/1
Vndetlyngc, subditus, infmus. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 187

peras he was befor . . prowde of hert, aftyr he was lowe and
vndyrlyng to al Godys seruantys. xS49 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm. Par. i Cor, xi. 30 b, Albeit the husbande be the
wiues gouernour, yet is he vnderlyng and subicct to Christe
his lorde and maisler. 1598 Marston Sco. Villanie viii,

Can our Soule Be underling to such a vile coDtroule ? x6x3

U18



UNDERLINING.
PuxctlAS Pilgrimagi (1614) 1S7 Lilis.. would not be vnder-

ling, and Adam would not endure her his equall. 1647 N.

BAca:< Disc. C.<n>t. Eng. I. xlvii. 1 24 A league of cohabitation

should be made between the two Swords, though the spirituall

were for the present underling.

b. Similarly in attribntive use.

161S-6 Bovs Wks. (1629) J35 The Lord of all submitted

himselfe to the gouemment of his supposed father, and vn-

derline mother. 1657 J. Watts Vitui. Ch. Eng. 265 We
underling Shepheards and Pastours may imitate our Para-

mount Shepheard and Pastour. 1693 Af'ol. Clergy Scot. 104

The underling Pedlars amongst the Presbyterians may write

what they please. 1714 PoiE Lett. (1735' I. =05 There are

indeed, a Sort of underling Auxiliars to the Difficulty of a

Work, call'd Commentators and Critics. 1764 Foote Patron

I, By.. underling bards that he feeds; and broken book-

sellers, that he bribes. l8oa-u Bentham Ration. Judic.

Evid. (1827) IV. 577 The underling sort of lawyer whom the

jud?e punishes every day without scruple.

B. adj. 1. Undersized, small, weak. (Cf.

Undebline a.)

a i7aa Lisle Hnsh. (r757) 410 The underling hog put up
with the rest, is longest a fatting. 174a Lond. fr Country

Brewer III. (ed. 2) 172 Seven Quarters of these underling

Kernels. 1788 W. H. Marshall Yorks. II. 72 CThe rtax)

remains weak, short, and underling. rZtfi\nJrHl.R.Agric.

Soc. (1841) II. 1. 120 Many short or underling straws, as they

are heretic. Pusey, Berks.] called.

2. Low-growmg.
1830 Maccillivray IViiherin^s Brit. Plants II. 548 In

gardens and other cultivated lands, it often proves a most

troublesome underling weed.

3. Trivial, unimportant.

1804 SoUTHEY in Robberds Mem. If. Taylor (1843) 481

While they can employ me more to their own advantage in

little underling works. .,»!..
U-nderli ning, sb. [Under-I 5 c.] A lining

placed under something ; the inner lining ofa gar-

ment. Alsoyf^.
1580 H0LI.YBANU, Vn haulse, the vnderlining of a shoe.

1631 Bkathwait Eng. Centtew. 176 When the Moath shall

be your vnderlining, and the Worme your couering. 1897

Daily Neivs 16 Jan. 6/s An underlining of fine soft flannel

makes them suitable for even the coldest weather.

TT&derli-mng, vbl. si. [f. Underline z/.2]

The action of drawing lines below words, etc. ; a

line or lines so drawn.
1864 Williams & Simmonds Engl Commerc. Corresp. i

Underlinings too are frequent, ..so as to catch the eye more

readily. 1891 Meredith One ofourConq. xxxi. She begged

Captain Dartrey. in double under-linings of her brief words,

to mount the stairs.

U'nderlip. [Under-1 5 b. Cf. Du. onderUp,

G. unlerlippe, Sw. underldpp, Da. underlxbe.']

1. The lower lip of a person, animal, or insect.

1669 Holder Elem. Speech 25 TheTongue and under.Lip .

.

are moveable. ^1735 ARBUTHN0T.S7a/i Learn. Lilliput Misc.

Wks. 1751 I. 145 At that .he put out his Under.Lip. 1737

Challoner Catli. Ckr. Instr. (1753) 71 His Tongue a little

advanced on his Under-lip. 1816 Kiebv & Sp. Entomol. III.

XXX. 124 These maxills of larva; were regarded . .as parts of

the under.lip, on each side of which they are situated. 1855

Tennvson Maud I. ii. 9 An underlip, you may call it a little

too ripe, too full. 1881 ' F. An.stey ' Vice Versi i, His big

underlip drooped rather weakly.

b. spec. (See quot.)

1908 Animal Managem. 32 ' Upperlip ' and ' underlip ' are

the names used to denote white skin at the edges of the lips

[of horses].

2. In an organ-piiw : (see quots.).

1851 Seidel Organ 78 The under lip, on the foot, and
immediately below the language. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

1705 'X\^&/oot is an inverted cone, formed iiia similar man-
tier, and having a corresponding indentation, c.tlled the

under lip.

tUnderliTe, w. Obs. [Undbr-i 8 b.j refl.

To live in a manner unworthy of oneself.

i6ss Fuller Ch. Hist. in. vL S 37 No wonder then, if easily

they did over-grow others in wealth, who bxsely did under-

live themselves in all convenient accommodations. x68a Sir

T. Browne Chr. Mor. i. § 24 They who are merely carried

on by the Wheel of such Inclinations are., rather lived than

living, or at least underliving themselves.

Underlook, sb. [Under- 1 9.] A covert look

or glance.
i8ai T. Moore Diary 2 July, She said it was. .the peculi.

arity of a sort of under look he used to give that produced

this effect upon her. 1889 Howells Hazard Neru Fort. IV.

viii. She said, with an underlook at her husband.

Underloo'lE, v. [Under- i 4 b.]

1. trans. To look at, or inspect, from beneath.

1681 HicKERiNciLL Block Non-Conf. iii. 14 They would

be Shepherds and feed his Sheep, and anoint them for the

Scab, and underlook them. 1873 Mrs. Whitney Other
Girls xviii, The place where they could lean in between the

trees, and overlook and underlook the shining tumult.

2. To miss seeing by looking toe low.

180a Beddoes Hyg?ia 11. 56 Do they not undertook that

sole essential condition to happiness, the inward state?

U-nderlooker. [Under- i 6 a.]

1. Mining. A subordinate to the manager, who
has the superintendence of the miners and workings.

1871 Daily News 21 Sept., Amongst the number were..

the underlookers.and the underground manager. 1883 Laiv
Times LXXIX. 119/2 No person was., to blast coal without

the charge having been inspected by the underlooker.

2. A subordinate overseer.

1885 Manck. Exam. 9 Jan. 5/1 An underlooker. .being

struck by a shuttle which flew out of a loom.

TTllderlOTlt, a. and sb. Obs. exo. dial. Forms

:

j-5 underloute (4-5 -lowte), 4-6 underlout

(4-5 -lowt), 4 iinderloto, -lut(te, 4-6 -lute.

138

(Also 3-5 vnder-, 4-5 vndir-, vndyr-, etc.) [Re-

lated to'OE. underliitan : see Undeu-1 ^ a and

Lout ».1 The second element may be a. ON.
Wr adj., bending, stooping.]

fA. ai^'. SuDJect, subservient, submissive. Freq.

const, to. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 678 pe bestes bond him all aboute, Als

to t>air lauerd vnderloute. Ci3as Hetr. Horn. log Under-

lout til thaim was he, Als god child au til elderes be. a 1340

Hampole Psalter xviL 11 He made anngels vndirelout til

man kyiid. 1434 Misvn Mending of Life 117 In )>e flcsch

if |)0U be tempyd, make it sugett, l>at [)e spiryt be not vndlr-

lowt. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 787 Sho was . . devoute To
fulfille gods wille all gyven and vnderloute. 1513 Douglas
jiineid xiii. iii. 71 The chance of kyngis standis onderlout,

To mekill dreid ay subiect. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus

Aa ivb, Barbulas..was now at the checke of bis vndcrlout

vassaile.

B. sb. 1. One who is subject or subordinate to

another ; an underling or servant ; an inferior.

Now dial, (see later quots.).

a 1300 Cursor M, 3705 pi bretjer be J)in vnderlute \GStt.

•lout), And alle [lat wonnes \>e a.boute. Ibid. 18206 pe erthis

werld. .has ben ai Vr vnderlut als to [lis dai. c 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 3877 Yhit may (>ai graunt Of t>air power pardon

aparty Til pair hawen underloutes anly. c 1400 Apol. Loll.

2 To wham Austeyn, Jerom, and Gregor tak awey_l>e name
of l>e bischop, or heldarman, l^at he may be correclid of wn-
derlowtis. cxWiAlph. Tales m-^ Sho made hur selfe..so

grete ane vnderlowte, l>at ilkone vggid with hur._ a 1470

Harding Chron. xxx. viii, Then stande he moste in paiell

to bee slain, Or els putte doune right by his vnderloute. 1684

Meriton Yorks. Dial. 6t Thou's nut think that He be thy

Underlout. 1790 Ghose Prov. Gloss., Under-lout, a drudge

in an inferior capacity. 1877 Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss.

264 Underlout, (1) a lazy servant.boy. (2) The least boy on

a farm. (3) Tlie weakest beast in a herd. 1886 Cole S. IV.

Line. Gloss. 153 Underlout,.. the weaker pig in a sty,, .the

smaller and weaker trees in a plantation.

f 2. Some part of a ship. Obs. rare.

i495-£ Ace. Exch. K. R. s/20 m. i In vnolignoad vnder-

loute cum quatuor aliis lignis ad Stalmas . . ix. s. vj. d. 1546

Ace. High Treas.Scot.^Wl. 486 Quhilk he debursit upoun

the calfating, dok casting, putting in oi the underlute of the

said Lyoun and oulred of hir to the raid.

t Underlout, z/. Obs. rare, [(i) = OK. under-

lutan; cf. prec. (2) f. prec] a. intr. To be sub-

ject, to submit, b. irans. To make subject.

a 1400 Pauline Ep. (Powell) Heb. xiii. 17 Obeschc Jee to

30ure prouostis and vndyrloute 5ee [L. subjacete] to ()em.

c 1440 Promt. Parv. 511/1 Vnderlowton, subjicio, subjecto.

tJ-nderlow. [UNDEU-i6b.] One of the lower

classes at Ushaw College, Durham.
1837 in Ushaiv Mag. Dec. (

1
904) 262 The Catechism Exam.

of the High.ind Low Fig. and Underlows. iSgfiJbid. Mar. 33

All the classes, from Divinity to Underlow.

t U-nderly, a. rare. Obs. [f. Under a. or (Kfo.]

1. Subordinate ; inferior, low.

1648 SvMMOSS Viild. Chas. I, 5 Themselves were then but

poor fellows of an underly condition. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk
4- Selv. Ep. Ded., Such an underly Shrub in Knowledge, and

unthrifty Sucker in Philosophy as 1 am.

2. In a low state of health.

171S Story Li/e, etc. (1747) S02 Her Brother . . was still very

weak and underly.

tU-nderly, «(&. Obs. [f. Under aa'z'. -i- -ly 2.]

At a lower level.

1S71 Grew Anat. Plants vii. § 17 The Seed-Branch.. is

presendy divided into two main Branches, and those two

into other less ; whereof some underly, others aloft, run along

the Coat.

U-nderlye. (Under-' 5 b.) 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII.
20^/2 It may be skimmed off the underlye.

Underlying, vbl. sb. Mining, [f. Underlie v.

5.] Declination from the perpendicular.

1778 W. Prvce Min. Comub. 80 This underlying varies

much in different Lodes.

TTnderly'ing, ppl- a. [Under- i 4 a, or f.

Underlie w.] Lying under or beneatli.

1611 CoTGR., Subiacent, subiacent, vnder-Iying. 1615 G.

Sandys Trav. 289 'Ibis appeared more warlike, to behold

from aboue the vnderlying country. i6t6 W. Browne
Brit. Past. 11. ii. 42 Thence they beheld an vnderlying Vale.

1850 Tennyson In Hem. ii. The stones That name the

under-lying dead. 1865 Lubbock Prch. Times 303 In the

pits at Amiens this bed is generally distinct from the under-

lying gravels. 1884 Leisure Hour June 345/2 They were

stripping the tough hide and underlying blubber.

fig. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxvi, A deep

underlying spirit of cautiousness. l88a Farrar Early Chr.

I. 321 The identity of phraseology does but serve to bring

into prominence the underlying differences.

Underjua:]!. rare. [Under- i 6 a. Cf. ON.
undirmair (Norw. undertnann, Da. -mand), G.

unlermann, a subject, vassal.] An inferior or sub-

ordinate man.
13. . Peter f,- Paul 65 in Horstm. Aliengl. Leg. (i88t) 77

Prelates and maisters pat Jjaire vndirmen so felli faisters

Wih chidinge. a 1661 Holvday Juvenal (1673) 152 You
under.men (say'st thou) are our base rout, Whose parents

country no man can find-out. 1905 N. <V Q. 9^^ ^^r. III.

273 These [heralds] were so expensive,, .that a set of under,

men arose, who acted in their stead.

U*nder-ma nager. (Under-' 6 a.) 1748 Richardson

Clarissa VII. Concl. 419 They were compelled, for sub-

sistence.sake, to enter themselves as under managers at.,

another house. 1894 Nortliumherland Gloss. 517 The
manager or under-manager of a pit.

IT'nderma'nned, ///. a. [Under-i jo a.]

Not furnished with a sufficient number of men
;

short-handed ; under-staffed.

UNDEBMEAL.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 706 Under-manned, when

a ship has an insufiicient complement. 1880 Boston Mission.

Herald }-ans 236 These are all wide.reaching centers, and

every one is undermanned. 1900 [see Undermasted].

IT'iiderma'uning, vbl. sb. [Under- i lo a.]

The fact of furnishing, or being furnished with, too

few men or ' hands '.

1890 Nature 3 April 520/2 [They] cannot get on with their

work on account of the undermanning of the DepartmenL

1901 Empire Km. I. 431 Caused by faults of organisation,

rather than by undermanning.

U-nder.ma rshal. (Under-' 6 a.) 1670 Blount Law
Diet. (1691), .Submarshal, is an Oflicer in the M arshalsea. .

.

He is otherwise called Vnder-Marshal. 17S3 Hanway Trav.

Vl.lxxxii. (1762) 1.373 Monsieur Nariskin,. .nowunder-niar.

shal to the empress, had a coach. U'nder-marshalman.
(Under.' 6 a.) 1763 Ann. Reg., Chron. 70/1 Four king's

under-marshalmen on horseback.

TTudermasted, ///. a. [Ukdkb-1 io a.] (See

quot. 1841.)

1594 DowNTON in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) H- "• 201 She was

much vndermasted, and vndersailed, yet she went well for

a ship that was so foule. 1617 Capt. Smith Seaman's

Gram. ii. 15 If eiilier too small or too short, she is vnder

m.-isted or low masted. 1674 Petty Disc. Dupl. Proportion

29 The chief cause why short, bluff, undermasted Vessels

sail cheaper than others. 1841 'Iotten Naval Text-book

(1862) 437 Under.masted, or under-sparred,. .Zf^Xxi to

vessels which have masts under the usual dimensions. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 706. 1900 Sir W. Kennedy Life

Sailor xiii. 202 She was nothing else than an undermasted,

undermanned coal-hulk.

TJ-ndermaster. [Under- i 6 a. Cf. MDti.

and Du. ondertneester, MLG. undermlster, MHG.
undermeister^

1. A subordinate instructor ; esp. in schools, a

master or teacher below the head-master.

By Wyclif used to render L. psedagogus.

1388 Wyclif Gal. iii. 24 And so the lawe was oure vndir-

maister in Crist. Ibid. 25 Aftir that bileue cam, we ben not

now vndur the vndurmaistir. 1561 in H. B. Wilson ///i/.

Merchant Taylors' Sch. (1814) 14 The high maister. shall

say to the ussher, . . I have chosen you to be the chief ussher

or under maister of this schoole. 1598 Florio, Sotlomaestro,

an vnder master, an vsher of a schoole. 1709 Ir. Act 8Anne
c. 3 § t6 Several protestant school-masters, .do entertain such

persons.. to be ushers, under.masters, or assistants. 1784

Johnson 13 June in Bosniell, They were written by one

Lewis, who was either under-master or an usher of West-

minster-school. i86z Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 1. iv,

[He] was earning his own living as an under.niaster in a

sciiool. 187s JowETT Pinto (ed. 2) I. 250 Masters and
under-masters of choruses.

2. A subordinate director or supervisor, rare.

1688 Loml. Gaz. No. 2322/3 The Under-Master of the

Horse. 1703 Ibid. No. 3914A The Earl of Marr served as

Carver,.. and Sir William Enstiuther, Baronet, as under

Master Houshold.

t U-ndermatch, ii. Obs. [Undek-1 lob.] One

who is no match for another ; an inferior rival.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Denbigh (1662) 34 He was no

contemptible Historian, but I confesse an under.matth to

Doctor Hackwell. 1769 Goldsm. Hist. Rome (1786) I. 281

Claudius Nero, .appearing an under.match for the cunning

of the Carthaginian general.

Underma tch, z'. [Under-' lo a.]

1. trans. To undervalue by comparison.

1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. Ix. 10 He passeth foorth to the

forreiners, whom bee far undermatcheth to his owne people.

2. To unite or bestow in marriage below the

proper rank or condition.

1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Advtir. Events 39 There

is none that so jealously preserve their Nobility, as the

German, nor more feare to undermatch themselves. J708

Cibber Lady's Last Stake lit, Dispose of the Child as soon

as you can ; rather under-match her, than not at all. 1831

Scott Ct. Rob. xviii,A damsel . . would think herself heinously

undermatched, if wedded to a gallant whose fame in arms

was yet unknown.

t XJnderma-tclied, ppl. a. Obs. [Undeb-i

10 a.] Not equ.il to another ; inferior.

1642 Fuller Holy ^ Prof. St. 11. iv. 60 He tyrannizeth

not over a weak, and undermatched Adversary. 1765

Johnson Slutkespeare's Cymb. 11. iii. note. His argument is

J ust and well enforced. . . As for rudeness, he seems not to be

much undermatched.

V'nderiuath. [Under-1 5c: cf. aftermath^

An undergrowth of grass, etc.

1881 G. Allen Vignettes xii. 119 Ferns.. grow in the

tangled shady undermath of the banks and thickets.

t XJudermeal. Obs. Forms : i undernmsBl,

4-5 vnder-, undermele (5 -mel), 6-7 vnder-
meale. [OE. undemmkl: see Undbrn sb. and

Meal sb.^

1. The time of undem ; in later use esp. the early

part of the afternoon. Also attrib.

Beowulf \j,iZ 5esawon..on nfeshleo^um nicras licgean,

Sa on undernmael oft bewiti;;aS sorhfulne sift, c 1000 jBlfric

Saints' Lives xxx. 319 pa an undern-msel sprascon hi betwux
him t).-er-inne. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 875 Ther walketh

now the lymylour hym self In vndermeles and in morwen-

ynges. c 1400 Trevisa's Itigden V. 373 Rosamunda in an

undermele tyde [L. meridiano tempore] bonde-.faste J»e

kynges swerd l^at was on slepe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 511/1

Vndermele, postnteridies, postmesitnbria.

b. An afternoon nap ; a siesta. Also attrib.

I4a6 Lydg. De Gnil. Pilgr. 9044 To leyn hym sofflely On
Fether beddys, mad ful wel, For to slepe hys vndermel. 1585

Nashe Greene's Menaphon Pref. (Arb.) 15 The blacke pot

;

which makes our Poets vndermeale Muses so mutinous, as

euerie stanzo they pen after dinner, is full poynled with a

stabbe. 1599 — Lenten Stuffe Ep. Ded., Hee hath dinde



UNDEBMEANINQ.
at a tauerne, and slept his vnder-meale at a bawdy house.
Ibid, II The forty yeares vndertneale of the seauen sleepers.

2. hn afternoon meal.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 511/1 Vndermele,. . w^»*rtr7;/w. 1530

Palsgr. 285/2 Under inele, ressigner. 1586 IVithals" Diet.
(1599) 57/2 Another greater supper or vnclermeale was made
rcdie for them. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair iv. ii, I thinke
I am furnish 'd for Catherne pcares, for one vnder.meale.

U*nderraea=ning. (Under-' 9.) 1846 Trench Mime.
xxxiii. 455 We must continue to see an under-meaning. .in
all this. 1865 RusKiN Sesame iL § 93 Have you ever con-
sidered what a deep undermeaning there lies., in our custom.
U*nder-mea=sure, j3. (Under-' 10 b.) 1596 [see Under-
wrightJ.

U nder-mea'sure, z'. [Under-i loa.] trans.

To measure insufficiently or not to the full amount.
167a Grew Idea Philos. Hist. Plants % ^ It is impossible

to Measure, what we See not. And since we are most likely
to under.measure [etc.]. 1845 Disraeli 5>(5// ni. i, Many's
the morn we work for nothing, . .and many's the good stmt
thev undermeasiire.

D':nder-meated, ///. a, [Under- i lo a.]

Underfed.

1653 J. Taylor (Water P.) youm, If^aies (1859) 6 He was
a beast, had beated been and cheated; Too much hard over
rid and under meated.

Xrnder-]ue'ntioned,///.a. [Under (wfe. a b.]
Named or noted below or in a place beneath.
1640-1 Kirkcmihr. IVar-Comm. Mitt, Bk. (1855) 10 The

Commissioners undermentionit are appoyntit in ilkparoche.
1683 in Picton L'pool AFunic. Rec. (1883) I. 330 We present
the persons undermentioned for absenting from divine
service. 1818 Thomson Land. Disp. 644 Oil of rosemary.

.

is chiefly used in the under-mentioned preparations. 187S
Croll Climate ff T. xx. 332 The number of years required
bythe undermentioned rivers.

tJnder-metal: see Metal sd. 7,

U'nder-miUer. (Undbr* 6 a.) 1815 Jamieson, Oude-
7vi//,..t\tc proportion of meal.. which is due to the undcr-
miller. 1843 ^'A Triai by Jury, Magistrates Jedburgh^
etc. 37 The under-miller always drew the multure.

Undermi nable, «. [f. Undermine v.\
Capable ot being undermined.
i6m Donne Serin. Wks. 1839 VI. 228 So underminable is

the love of this world which determines every minute. 1679
C. Nessb Antid. agst. Popery Ded. 1 Seated upon a rock
that is unaccessible and not underminable.

Undenuine, sb, [Under- 4 d, 5 c. Cf. next.]

tl. An underground excavation. Obs,
1599 Hakluyt Voy. 1 1. 86 They put fire in the vndermines,

weenmg to haue cast downe the wall. 1610 Holland Cam-
dens Brit. I. 650 Under-mines or caves of very great wide-
nesse. x6a9 Descr, S"hertogenbosk 36 We made an vnder-
mine through the walls of the Towne.

t2, A submerged mine. Obs.
1683 Roxb. Ball. (1885) V. 510 But thou, buoy'd up with

Providence Divine, Shall float above, and fearno undermine.
3. An undermining movement.
1898 Daily Nervs 12 May 8/4 The Bishop., said there was

a very strong undermine of disloyalty to the Church.
XJlldermine, v. Forms: a. 4-6 undermyue,

5- -mine, 7-nioine (also 4-6 vnder-, 4-5vudir-,
5 vndyr-). y3. 5 vudermynden, 6 -myndo, 6-7
vnder-, underminde, 7-8 (9 diat^ undermind.
[Undkr-1 4 a-t-MiNE V, Cf. Dtu omUrmijneny
older Da. undermine ; also MDu. onderi/tineren.

Da. underminere^ Sw. -era^ G. unterminiren.
In 15th cent, texts undermyne or 'tnine is occasionally

miswritten for underHim.)

1, trans. To dig or excavate beneath, to make a
passage or mine under (a wall, eta), esp. as a
military operation ; to snp.
a. «3.. Ct>er de L. 4721 The Crystene the walles under-

myne. 138a WycLip jer. Ii. 58 The wal of BabiIon..with
vnJermynyng shal be vndermyned. f 1450 Contin. Brut
577 And after, [they) vndermynet t>e walles and ^ toures,
and sette shores vndernethe. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. K,

43 Knowyngtbat their walles were vndermyned and shortely
like to fal. 158a N. Lichefield tr, Castanheda's Conq. E.
Ind. I. ix. 32 It U a verye great Citie, placed.. so that it

cannot be undermined. 1616 J. Lane Contn. Sqr's T. vir,

397 To lead his men safe to the walled towne, wnich vnder-
moine hee shoold. 1618 Boltom Florus (1636) 181 Under-
mining their port Pireus, and more than six Walls of theirs.

I7a5 Leoni Albertts Archxt, I. 68 When the foundation is

..on a rock, it will be in vain to think of undermining it.

1776 G. SEMpr.E Ihiildin^ in Water 40 We had no other
Way to break it, but by undermining it, and then break it

off in Pieces. 1834 Makbyat P. Simple xxi. We must under*
mine the gate, O'Brien; we must pull up the pavement
until we can creep under. 1848 Dickens Dombey vi, Build-
ings that were undermined and shaking, [were] propped by
great beams of wood.
0. 1:1440 Promp. Parv. 511/1 Vndermyndyn, idem quod

vndcrdelvyn. 1513 Douglas Mneidwn.xx. 38 Sum vnder-
myndand the ground with a hoill, 1571 Leslie Hist, Scot.
(Bann. CI.) lor [They] under myndit the neddir sole of the
yett of Dunbariane. a 1644 Spottiswoode Misc. (1844) I- H'^
In the late warrs-.the churches (were] undermynded and
fired. i8aa- in dial glossaries (Yks., Line, Surrey).

b. absol. To make excavations or mines.
1381 WvcLiP Exod. xxit. 2 If a, theef brekynge an hows,

or were foundun vndurmynynge. 1418-30 Lyew. Chron.
Troy II. 6335 pei..turnen vpso doun BoJ^e wal Sc tour.. pat
no Hng stood, so l>ei vnder-myne. 1601 Holland Pliny

"
467 Necessarie it is.. to undermine a great way by candle-
nght, & to make hollow vaults under the mountains. 1646
H. P. Medit. Seige 60 It is an ui^uall practice to under-mine,
and when they have brought the Mine unto the Works, to
blow it up with powder. 1685 Travkstin Siege Newheusel
34 This day we began to undermine on the side attackt by
the Troops of Brunswiclc

O. la fig. context.

139

£1400 Berym 3480 Ye wend.. bat ye had hym engyned;
But yee shul fele in every veyn pat ye be vndirmyned, And
I-brou^t at ground. 1559 Aye.mer Harboroive C ij b, These
..be., the pik-axes to vnder mynde the state. 1601 Shaks.
All's Well I. i. 130 Man setting downe before you, will

vndermine you, and blow you vp. 1668 Drydkn Tyrannic
Love in. i. Yet fierceness suits not with her gentle kind;
They brave assaults, but may be undermined. 1794 Burke
Corr, (1844) IV. 254 As yet, the house is not fallen ; but it

is completely undermined. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. vi. L
III. 409 Religious fanaticism had undermined the bulwark
almost as soon as reared. 1875 JowtTT Plato (ed. 2) V. 363
The fair superstructure falls because the old foundations
are undermined.

2. a. Of water: To work under and wash away
(ground, etc).

1398 Y^^sisK BariJu De P. R, xv. Ixxxii. (Bodl. MS.>,
pe parties of ilondcs beb ywasted, & vndermyned wi^
betinge of watres. 156a Pilkington Expos. Abdyas Pref.

5 A strong heady streame, undermining great hygh bankes.
t6io HoLLAtioCamden's Brit. 676 The riveret AIen..under-
mineth the ground and once or twice hideth himselfe. 1707
Mortimer Husb, 5 Alder makes an extraordinary Fence
against Rivers and Streams, and preserves the Banks from
being undermined by the Water. 1784 Cook's Voy, iv. ix.

II. 464 By undermining and washing away those parts that
lie exposed to the surge of the sea. 1855 Orr^s Circ. Sci.,

htorg, Nat. 155 The stream, .relieving the gloom of the
naked rocks, and at the same time tending to undermine
them. x86o Tyndall Glac. \. xv. loi The glacier.. is in-

cessantly undermined,.. till at length the projecting mass.

.

tumbles into ths lake.

^
absol, 1858 Macdonalo Phantasies xiii. J48 The spring-

ing waters were dammed back into hi-, soul, where, finding
no utterance, they.. swelled, and undermined,

b. Of animals : To bnrrow under or in ; to make
insecure, to canse to fall, through burrowing ; also,

to form (a passage) by burrowing,
1526 Pilgr. Per/,iyf. de W, 1531) 55 Catche these lytell

foxes, whiche with dyggynge of theyr dennes vndermyndeth
ourvyncs. is67MAPLETCr. Forest g^ He hath his cabbage
[ =den] in the yearth with two contrary waycs vndermined
to enter into it. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) log In a shorte
space, there was a Towne in Spayne vndermined with
Connyes. xdz^ Davenant Albovine hi. i. When she [sc. the
mole] undermines the earth, 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg, iv.

355 Lizards.. a dark Retreat Have found in Combs, and
undermin'd the Seat, a 1704 T. Brown Declam. Adverbs
Wks. 1720 I. 45 All Thessaly had in the twinkling of a
Shoeing.born been certainly undermin'd by lobsters.

C. Path. To erode beneath the surface,

1870 St. George's Hosfi. Rep. IX. 254 Hip-joint, .sur-

rounded with oedema and undermined by sinuses. 1898
Hutchinson's Arch. Surg. IX. iii The chronic infective
inflammations. .which ulcerate to a slight extent whilst
they undermine widely.

3* fi^' {^^* I C') To work secretly or stealthily

against (a person) ; to overthrow or supplant by
underhand means.
o. X430-40 Lydc. Bochas iv. ProI._ (1554) 99 b. Fortune

conld him vndermine That al hys wisedome stode in none
auayle. 1535 Coverdalb Gen. xxvii. 36 He maye well be
called lacob, for he hath vndermined me now two tyme?;.
156X T. Norton tr. Calvin's Inst. iv. xviii. To beguile and
vndermine an other man, al men know to be vnlawfull. 1633
P. Fletcher Purple fsl. 11, xviii, Whose pleasing sweet-
nesse.,Doth oft tne Prince himself with witch'ries under*
mine. 1678 Wanley IVond. Lit. World v. i. §100. 468/1
Rodolphus.. being undermined by his brother Matthias,
was forced to surrender to him.. Hungary and Bohemia.
1^59 Robertson Hist. Scot. 111. Wks, 1851 I. 237 Some of
his rivals he secretly undermined. 1775 Adair Amer,
/nd.gi The religious advantages and arguments by which
the French used to undermine us with the Indians. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. li. I. 197 Those who had assailed
and undermined him began to struggle for the fragments of
his power. 1876 Holland Seven Oaks xiv. 200 Are you to
sit tamely down and be undermined ?

p. 1530 Palsgr. 767/1 Medyll nat with hym,.. for surely
he wylT undermynde the. 1596 Spenser F, Q. v. vi. 32 He
was nothing valorous, But with slie shiftes and wiles did
vnderminde All noble Knights. 1613 Jackson Creed 11. vii.

S 7 Yet are they easily to be vnderminded by Sathan. 1663
Gerbier Counsel 103 If he be a Master workman, whom
they will, .suspect to have a design to underminde and sup-
plant them. 1869- in Eng, Dial. Diet, (Yks., Lane, Line).
ttbsol. 1584 Lyly Sappho i. iii. 26 Where we suspect, we

vndermine. 171a Blackmore Creation vii. 349 The
ambitious statesman labours dark designs, Now open force
employs, now undermines*

+ 4. To underlie and spoil. Obs.~^
1430-40 LvDO. Bochas 1. x. (1544) 21 b, Some fresh floures

haue a full bitter rote And iothsom gal can suger eke vnder*
mine.

6. To persuade or win over, to tamper with or
pervert, by subtle means. Also absol.

1457 Harding Chron. in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1912) 747
His language.. so benygne was and trewe it vndyrmyned
Thair hertes hole to loue nym at thair myght. isaa Skelton
Why not to Court ? 434 So he dothe vndermynde, And .such

aleyghtes dothe fynde, That the kynges mynde By hym is

subuerted. 1579 LvLY^«//:«^r{Arb ) 85 Ferardo.. desired

him to kepe silence, vnlil he had vndermined hir bysubtiltie.

1664 Dryden Rival Ladies iv. iii, She undermin'd my Soul
With Tears. 1671 Milton P. R. i. 179 The Father. .Ven.
tures his filial Vertue, though untri'd, Against whate're may
..Allure, or terrific, or undermine,

f 6. a. To ascertain, or inquire, in a secret or

underhand manner. Obs.
a 1575 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden Na 36) 56 Caesar

undermining their counsels throughe his Captives. Ibid. 80
When as Agricola hadd. .undermined the purpose of his

adversaries. 1596 Nashf Saffron Walden 82 He hath been
noted.. very suspitiously to vndermine, whither any man
knew such a fellow.

t b. To question (a person) guilefully, Obs.
|

UNDBBMINING.
1581 [A. GiLBY] Test. 12 Patriarchs 58 b, He wil talke guile-

fully with thee, and vndermine thee to doe thee a shrewde
turne. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. IL i. 266 There was a Dutch
Jesuitcsent vntothem, to vndermine and examine them.

7. To weaken, injure, destroy or ruin, surrep-
titiously or insidiously.
a. XS69 {title), A Bull graunted byThe Pope. . to vndermyne

..Aliegeance to the Quene. a 1596 Sir T, More i. iL 69, I
pray ye, ..Goe not aboute to vndermine my life. 164X
J. Jackson True Evang, T, n. 146 It is no fault. .to under-
mine fraud with fraud. 1699 Burnet 3g Art. xviii. 174
Which strikes at the Foundation, and undermines the Truth
of all Revealed Religion. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. i. § 3
A dangerous sort of men that would undermine received
principles and opinions. 1771 'Junius' Lett. lix. 272 Who is

he, that has made it the study., of his life, lo undermine and
alter the whole system of jurisprudence? 1850 Mkrivalk
Rom, Emfi, ix. (1865) I. 384 The authority of the nobles as
a class had been completely undermined, 1884 Kuskim
Pleas. Eng. 16 These controversies vexed and shook, but
never undermined, the faith they strove to purify,

^.1565 Stapleton tr. Staphylus' Apol. 152 To vnderminde
Christendom. 1694 R* Burthogge Reason no The Ground
of this underminded, and the nature of the Divine Omni-
presence represented. 1736 Cavallieh Mem. Ded. p. iv,

'I'heir Civil and Religious Liberties, which after having been
artfully underminded by several preceding Princes, were at
last totally subverted.

b. To weaken or destroy (the health or constitu-

tion) by degrees ; to sap.

i8z3 Crabbe Tales ii. 417 Augmented pay procured him
decent wealth, But years advancing undermined his health.

1843 R. J. Graves Syst, Clin. Med. xxv. 319 Mercury may
be given, .in such a manner as gradually to undermine the
constitution, i860 J. M, Carnochak Operat. Surg.ti The
constitution became, .undermined [by ostitis].

Hence Undermined ///. a.

1844 P. Parley's Ann. V. 13 The undermined bank of
some river, 1899 Allbutt's S^st. Med. VIII, 801 On exam-
ination of the undermined skin and granulations.

Underiui uer. [f. Undermine v. So Du.
ondermijner^
1. One who undermines ; a sapper,
1519 Horman Vulg, 257 b, Vndcrmynars ouerlhrewe the

waile. 1556 WiTHALS Diet. (1562) 79/1 An vnderminer,
cunicularius. 1610 Holland Catnden's Brit. \. 400 A frame
or engin.. under which the pioners and underminers had
their ingresse and egresse. 1658 Osborne Jas. /, 34 These
underminers . . intended in their calculation the destruction of
the house of Lords, 180a James Milit. Dict.^ Underyttinert
a sapper.

Ji^. x6oi Shaks. AlVs Well i. i. 131 Blesse our poore Vir-
ginity from vnderminers and blowers vp. x654'Palaemom *

Friendship 28 He that is an underminer of the Foundation
must of necessity ruine the Superstructure.

2. A secret or insidious assailant, subverter, de-

stroyer, etc.

1564 Palfreyman BaldwitCs Mor. Philos, (1600) 129 b,

The whole broode of.. secret vnderminers, hipocrits, and
double dealers. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps, xxvi. 4 Neyther
will I come in company with undermyners. 1608 D. T[uvill]
Ess. Pol, <5- Mor. 60 b, There are another kinde of cunning
vndermyners. 1656 Baxter Refortned Pastor i\\. \\. §4 Nor
suffer underminers or persecutors to scatter them. 1693
South Senu. 96 No one is bound to look upon . . his under.
miner.. as his friend, a 1734 North Lives (1826) L 386 At
court there are always a sort of underminers who [etc.}. 1838
Lytton Calderon i, To.. his foes, his underminers—he
asisumed a yet greater frankness.

b. Const, of (the thing or person assailed).

1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. Bij,The lesuites, vnder-
mindcrs and inveiglers of greene wits. 1650 Hubbert Pill
Formality 70 In all a^es there have been underminers of
the power of godliness in a secret way. a 1674 Clarendon
Surv, Leviath. (1676) 113 The neglect of Justice is an in-

fallible underminer.. of that security, a 1715 Bl'Rnet {!^wm
Titne (1766) L ^03 A secret enemy to their interest and an
underminer of it. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) 412 A
concealed infidel, a secret underminer of things sacred. i8oa
Mme. D'Arblav Let. 14 Mar., Depression, that cruel under-
miner of every faculty that makes life worth sustaining. 1879
Jos. Cook Marriage 8 Do you stand here, underminers of
the family life, and gaze into the eyes of these women 1

Undermi-ning, vbi, sb. [f. as prec]
1, The action of digging under, excavating,

eroding, etc. Also in fig. contexts.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. L 277 pis housebondis hous
is his bodi, j>at his soule is kept ynne ; and undirmynyng
of t^is hous mai be don on two maneres. c 1440 Protnp. Parv.
511/1 Vnder myndynge {P. vndermynynge), idem ^uod
vnderdeluynge, su/'ra. 1598 Barret Theor, Wanes v. 1. 124
Fortes are wonne. .by battery, ..by vndermining, and such
like. i6a9 Prynne Anti-Armin. 78 By the vndermining of
which alone, the whole superstruction . . [is] vtterly subuerted.

1679 C. Nesse Antichrist yj Their worshipping of saints lis]

..no better then real underminings of the sacred foundation.

1693 Bentlev Boyle Leet. 271 'Ihe banks..jagged and torn

by. .the silent underminings of waves, 1736 Cavaluer il/^w.

IV. 342 They came by underminding as far as the brink of the

Ditch. 1833-4 J» Phillips Geol. m Encycl, Metrop. {18^5)

VI. 705/1 The most characteristic effect of a cascade, is that

ceaseless undermining of its base and sides. iZgy Allbutt''s

Syst, Med. II. 765 There are ulcers with but slight under-

mining of their edges.

t b. An excavation or mine. Obs.'^^

1573 R. H. tr. Lauaterus* Ghostes 73 These [spirits] wander
vp and down in caues and vnderminings.

2. The action of insidiously plotting, assailing,

subverting, etc. ; an instance of this.

1433 Lydg. St. Fremund 559 By vndirmynyng, this was his

menyng; Affter Fremund he to be crowiiyd kyng, 1530
Palsgr. 285 Undermyndyng, subornation. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. Hi. 5 He had. .betrayed the giltlesse Preestes
by treason and undermyning. 1600 Nashe Summer's Last
Will Fsb, Familiaritie and conference, That were the

sinewes of societies, Are now for vnderminings oncly vsde.
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UNDERMINING.
i€67 Decay Ckr, Piety ii. r 5 The frauds and underminings,

the busie scramblings for Utile parcels of earth. 1709 [see

Underground adv, 2^ (841 Dickens Barn. Rudge xxiv,

We can't bear the plotting and undermining that takes place.

1904 Brit. Med. Jml. 17 Sept. 638 An undermining of

strength that lessens resisting power.

Undermi-ning, ppl. a. [f. as prec]

1. That excavates or erodes beneath a surface.

1617 MoRYSON Itin, III. 160 Ireland hath neither singing

Nightingatl, . .nor vndermining Moule. 1664 IngeloAVw/k'.
4- tJr. VI. 219 Those great Hills . . would have been worn away
..and. .their high Tops would have been levell'd by the

undermining Streams. 1853 Kane GrinnellExp. viil (1856)

57 The glacier, thus exposed to a saline water base.. and to

an undermining wave action, . . is ofcourse speedily detached.

1882 Floyf.r Vnexpl. Baluchistan lai It has now probably

been carried away piecemeal, for it was then perilously near

the undermining river.

b. In fig. contexts.

x66i Cowley Cromwell Wlcs. 1906 II. 35a No Guards can

oppose assaulting Ears, Or undermining Tears, a 1665 J.
Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit xiv. (1670)412 The Gospel.,

hath cast down., many a strong hold..; it is of an under-

mining nature. 171X Addison Sped. No. 124 F 7 Theie are

others who are Moles through Envy. . . I have already caught

two or three of these dark undermining Vermin. 1858 J.

Martineao5/«</. CAr. 271 Huge piles of curious learning,..

which ..may detain men from search after the living rock, or

notice of the undermining flood.

2. Insidiously subversive or destructive.

X583 Melbancke Pkilaiimus "Rivh, Vndermining easinge

droppers. .haue wroughte this estraungment betwene vs.

1616 R. C Times' IVkistle (1871) 44 Honours now are pur-

chased by stealth Of vndermining bribes. 1679 Roxb. Bail.

{1883) IV. 552 The Malice, and the restless Hate, Of Under-
mining Foes. 1709 Stanhope Paraphr. IV. 35 Undermining
Arts of Disputers and Deceivers. 1849 Claridge Coid
Water Cure 173 There are many sufferers from this under-

mining malady. x86o Geo. Eliot Millon Floss v. ii, Instead

o* whispering in comers, in that plotting, underminding way.

Hence Undermi-ning'ly adv.

c X590 Lady Bacon in J.Spedding^ari^KV Lett.i^xZS^) III.

V. 1 13 He commonly opened underminingly all letters sent to

you from counsel or friends. x6oi Deacon & Walker Spirits

^ Divels To Rdr. 8 Which these men..vnderminingly haue
publisht in print, without any..authenticaU priuiledge.

Under-mi nister, sk [Under-1 6 a.] t An
underling, subordinate, assistant.

X543 tr. Act 2 Edv: Illy c 7 To enquire of sbirifTes,..

constables, and all other ministers.., and of their vnder-

mynysiers. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. ii. iv. i55 A]l ^'^es

..needfull for any of the sayd Officers, or Vnder-ministers.

t Under-minister, v, : see Under- 1 2.

U'nder-ministry, [Under- i 6 b.] Sub-

ordinate service or office.

x6sx Jer. Taylor Serm. for Year \\. xxi. 272 That we
should do all the under-ministeries we can in this great work.

x66o — Ductor iiLiv. rule 5 § 2 The division of Ecclesiastical

charges, the appointment of under-ministeries in the Church,

XJ-ndermirthu [Under- i 9.] A comic under-

plot.

X63S Shirley Coronation Prol., There doth flow No under-

mirth, such as doth lard the scene For course delight.

Undermo*ney, v. [Under- 1 4 a.] trans. To
take by means of bribery.

a x66x Fuller U^orthies^ Suffolk in. C1662) 65 He took the

two Forts... but whether they were undermined or under-

monied it is not decided:

Uiider-mo-ral (Under-' 6b.) 17x1 Addison Spect.

No. 369 r 15 Besides this great Moral, . . there are an Infinity

of Under-Morals which are to be drawn from the several

parts of the Poem.
"IJ'iideriiiostja.andffifo. [UNDEROf/z;. + -most.]

1. adj. Holding the lowest place or position,

»5^ Eden Decades IK India Contents (Arb.) 45 The
Antipodes whiche inhabite the vndermost halfe of the bauie

of the earth, ax^ Sidney Arcadia in. ii. The fall is

greater from the first to the second, then from the second to

the vndermost. x66s Bunvan HotyCitie 171 This Jasper is

said to be one of the Foundations, and that too the first and
undermost. 1771 Encycl. Brit. 1 1 1. 4* The advantage gained
wiil be always equal to twice the number of pulleys in the

moveable or undermost block. 1797 Holcroft tr. 6"i^£7/^i:r^'j

Trcn). II. xlvii, The scenes were of three partitions: the

undermost of marble,. .and the upper of..wood. X838 T.
Tho.mson Chem. Ore-- Bodies 986 A force sufficient to counter-

balance this attraction of the undermost film.

b. adso/. The bottom.
X876 Mrs. Whitney Sights cj- Ins. II. xiii. 429 Living.,

with keen, conscious pain at the undermost of everything.

2. .Predicative, or as adv. In the lowest or lower

place or position.

X617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Obs, ^ Trav.fr. Lond. to Ham*
burgh Wks. (1630) 85/2 A good featherbed vndermost, with
cleane sheets. ..another featherbed vppermost. 166s Phil.

Trans. 1. 45 These Crucibles are laid sloaping, eight under-
most, and seven above them, X709 Berkeley J'h. Vision
\ 115 It is inverted, because the heels are uppermost and the
head undermost. 1781 Phil. Trans, LXXI. 391 Upon..
holding it with the snow undermost, the whole of it adhered.
i8sS Scots Talism. lii, The assailant.. flung himself above
the struggling Saracen, and.. kept him undermost. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 396 The party indeed which
had then been undermost was now uppermost.

•f* Undermo'w, v. : see Under- ^ 2.

t Undermye, 2/. Obs.—^ [UKDER-i4a.] trans.

To undermine.
The second clement, which rhymes with sleye ' sly *, may be
Mye v. in a forced sense.

c xrjo R. Bkunne Ckron, Wace (Rolls) 3432 Mynours J?ey
badde ynowe, & sleye, pe wal to perce & undermye.

TTlldem (c-ndsm), sb. Obs. exc. arch, and dial.

Forms : o. 1-5, 9 undem (a unnderm-),3 vn-,
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4 ondame, 3, 5 on-, 4-5 underne, 4 \indirne, 5

-dyrne, 4-5 undorne, 5 -dorn, 4 unduru, 4-5 un-

durne, 7 dial, aandorn, 9 dial, audern; 4-5 on-

deren, 4-5 (9) underen (4-5 -on) ; 2-5 undren,

4undriu, -on, -un, 5 oundron, undrone, 9 dial.

andren ; Sc. ontron, auntrin, antrum, andrura,

etc. /3. i-5under(4undur,4-5-yr), 4-5vndro;

4 ondre, bonder-, 6 ander- ; dial, 7 oneder, 7, 9
aunder, ownder, 9 ounder, oander (onder), an-

dra,etc.; 8-9 oandurth. [Common Teutonic: OE.

ntuiern^ = OFris. «;&/^«,^;k/ (older NFris. undem;
mod. unnem-ey i'lnjemy onner^n, onner), OS. un-

dorn, undem (MLG. tmdem^ LG, unden^ iinmr\

MDu, onderefif -em, -er, Du. dial, onder)^ OHG.
iintam, -om, undorn (MHG. undarn, -4?r«,G.dial.

undernyuniemiunnern,onnernye\.c.)y0^.undomi
undarn (Norw. dial, undonn, ondaan, nndaaly etc.,

Sw. dial, undarn, -dun, Da. dial, uttdeny unnen),

Goth, undaurn- (in undaurnimats dpiOTov) ; the

relationships of the stem are doubtful. In all the

Germanic languages the meaning shows a parallel

development to that traceable in English; where

the word survives it usually denotes either midday

or afternoon or a meal taken at these times.

With some variation of form, undern is common in OE. and
ME. down to the 15th cent.; in later use it is restricted to

dialects of the north-midland and northern counties and the

south-west of Scotland. In addition to the forms given above,

some northern dialects exhibit (from the i7ih c.) variants

with a prefixed d-, as downdrens, daundren^ dmunder, etc.

{Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Donundrins). The OE. xr undern
also survived in dialect use, and appears as earnder^ eender,

etc. (see Yeender), while OE. ofer undern appears in the

15th c. as orendron, ornedrone^ in the lytli as orndorny

arndem, and later as ournder, orntren, etc. {Eng. Dial.

Dict.s.v. Undern). Both of these have equivalents in mod.

N. Fris. (dialect of Sylt), viz. ironncr, trncr forenoon and

auronner, aurner afternoon.]

tl. The third hour of the day ; the time at or

about 9 o'clock in the morning. In ecclesiastical

use = tierce. Obs.
a. fl 900 O. E. Martyrol. 3 May 72 On ba I>riddan tid daeses,

Jiaet is on undern. c xooo Sax. Leeclid. II. 140 Sele drjncan

on |>reo tJda, on undern, on middae;;, on non. c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 117 Riht to-genes )>e undrene ;. .l>o com a dine

of heuene. c 1250 Kent. Serm, in O. E. Misc. 33 pat ferst

uut-yede hi J)e Moreghen;. .so ha dede at undren and at

midday also. 13. . Sir Beues (A.) 4168 pus to gederes l>ai

gonne dinge Fram prime til vnderne gan to ringe, 1338 R.

Urunne Ckron. (1810) 18 IJituex vnderon & noen was ^ feld

alle wonnen. 138a Wyclip Acts ii. 15 Whanne it is the

thridde our of the day, or vndirne. X470-8S Malory A rthur

XI. ii. 574 They lay to gyders vntyl vndorne on the mom.
[1855 Rock in N. <5- Q. XI. 150/1 The high mass., for

Sunday was celebrated immediately after undern or tierce.]

^. axx23 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 540, Steorran heo

ajtewdon ful neh bealfe tid ofer under, a 1225 Leg. Kath.

2496, I Nouembres mone5, be fif & twentuSe dei, & Fridei,

onont te under, at X3ioin Wrighti-j»'r/c/*.xii. 41 In marewe
men he sobte. At under mo he brohte. c X315 Shoreham 11.

72 (irucyfige I crucifige 1 Gredden hy at ondre. 13. . E. E.

A Hit. P. A, 513 Aboute vnder, J>e lorde to marked tos & ydel

men stande he fyndez J^er-ate. c X450 Mirk's Festial 66 A
liusband-man 5ede . . at pryme, and eftsones at vndyr, and efte

at mydday,..and hyryd men to his vyne^orde.

+b. High undem (see High a. n). Also half,

whole undern (see quot. c 1440). Obs.

C960 Rule St. Benedict xlviii, 74 From armor^enne o3
heane undern (L. adtertiam plenam]. c 1275 Passion ofour
Lord 657 in O. E. Misc. 56 At l>on heye vndarne a wit-

suneday. X303 R. Brunne Handl, Sytme 4059 Come ^ou

home at hygh vndurne, And no lenger yn ^e felde soiurne,

X3. . Floriz ff Bl. 555 Bi ^at bit was undern hi;, Floris was
|je brigge ni?. X390 Gower Conf. II. 250 He. .lay. .Til it

was undren hih and more. C1440 Pallad. on Hush. vi. 226

Half vndron hath but ix [feet] ; High vndron vj. Ibid. vii.

254 Half vndern viij, hool vndern v. [= L. hora tertia and
hora quarta\,

t c. With addition of dayes (also day) or of the

day. Obs.

c 1122 O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1122, pa wearS swiSe

mycel wind fram J^a undern dteies to ba swarte nihte. a 1225

Ancr. R. 24 Seoue psalmes..sigge3 abuten undern deies.

c laoo Beket 2445 in 5. Eng. Leg. I. 176 A-boute onderne of

|?e daie to )>is lioli bones heo come, c 1386 Chaucer Nun's
Pr, T. 402 Stille he lay Til it was passed yndren of the day.

£-1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiii.149 pai will hyde J>am in be

ertlie fra vndrun of pe day til efter noone. c 1425 Cast.

Persev. 1 3B'm Macro Plays Si Lokepat^ebe pere be-tyme,.

.

forweschul be onward be vnderne of pe day. a 1500 E. E.

Misc. (Warton CI.) 10 At under day to skole I was i-sete,

t2. The sixth hour of the day ; midday, Obs.

01300 Cursor M. 16741 Bi pis was vndren [Land MS.
vnder] on pe dai, pat mirckend al pe light. 13.. Gosp.

Nicodemus 657 At vnderon was pis done, oniang pam wcx
it mirk. CX380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 41 Late lewid frerisseie

..for prime, tierce, vndren & noon, for eche of hem seuene

pater nostris. 138a — John iv. 6 SothU the our was, as the

sixte, or vndurn. <r 1440 Promp. Parv. 511/1 Vnderne.,
submeridianumy submesimbria. 1493 Festivall 7 An hus-

bounde man went in to his gardeyn or vyne yerde at pryme
and ayen at vndren or myddaye, (Cf. Mirk*s Festial 66.)

3, The afternoon or evening. Now dial.

a. X470-8S Malory Arthur vii. xix. 242 Vpon themorowe
he took his hors and rode vn-tyl vnderne,. .and bitoke his

hors to the dwarf, and commaunded hym to watche al

nyghte. x8xx W. Aiton Sun/. Ayrs. Gloss. 693 Ontron,

evening. 1858 Morris Def. Guenevere, etc 206 Summer
Cometh to an end ; Undern cometh after noon.

p. c X480 Childe of Bristowe 235 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 119

Bctwcne mydday and under ther cam a blast of lightnyng

UNDERNEATH.
and dunder. 1674 Ray N. Co. Words, Tlu Aunder, or as

they pronounce it in Cheshire, Oneder ; The afternoon. 1684

Meriton Vorks. Dial, 46 To Morn tth' Ownder we raun

dod our Sheep, c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane.

Dial. (1775) 16 Th' last oandurth boh one me Measter had

lik't o killt meh. 1820 R. Wilbkaham Cheshire Gloss. 49

Ownder, or Aunder, the afternoon. X828 Carr Craven
Gloss. I. 13 Auudery afternoon. Nearly extinct in Craven.

184X Hart.shorne Salop. Ant. 525 6>w«(/^»-, the evening. ..

A word in general acceptation on the banks of the Severn,

betwixt Shrewsbury and Bridgenorth. 1879-81 Miss Jack-

son Shrofsh. Word'bk. 309 In places where this term obtains

tlie day is divided into morning, middle of the day, onder,

and night.

4. dial. A light or intermediate meal, esp. one

taken in the afternoon. (Cf. Andebs-meat.)
1691 NicoLSON in Ray N.Co. Words 139 Aandorn, Mer-

enda. 1866-86 in Lincolnsh. glossaries (in forms andern,

andren, andra, andrnv). x88o C. H . Poolk Gloss. Stafford

17 Ounder, ..an afternoon tea. X887 Darlington S. Chesh.

Gloss. 278 Ganders, the afternoon meal, often sent out in

harvest time to the labourers in the fields. 1887 Suppl.

Jamieson s.v. Andrum and Antruvi,

6. attrib., as undern-bell, -song [OE. -sang, -songl.

See also Under-meal, Undern-tiue, -time.

a 1400 Sir Beues 2250 So stcd Beues in patpring.Til noun

\v.r. vndern] belle be-gan to ring. 1478-9 Jn Peck Desiderata

Curiosaii-j^z) I. vi. 36 'Jhat no Person. .set ther Corn to sale

afore the Hour of Ten of the Bell, or elstheUndernonelj/c]

Bell be rongyng. [1853 Rock Ch. of Fathers III. 11. j8o

Every Sunday before undem-song or tierce.)

tUndeTn, a. Obs. [OE. undyme: see Bern
o.] Not hidden ; open.
a 1225 Juliana 75 5^ schulcn .. reopen ripe of pat sed pat

5e lier scowen, pat is underne ^jeld of wa, ooer of wunnc,

TJnderaa'iuey v. [Under adv. 2h.'\ trans.

To name or specify below.
1632 W. LiTHGOw Trav. ni. loi These Cities scuen (I

undername) did striue, Who first brought Homer to the

world aliue.

Undema*med, ///. a. [Under adv. 2 b.]

Named or specified below.
1599 Hakluyt l^oy. I. 162 The declaration of the rest is

proroged vntill a certayne ternie vndei named. x6o-^Philotus

¥ 4 b, The printer.. hes..printit sindrie viher dciectabill

Discourses vndernamit. 1660 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist.

MSS. Comm.) 1. 312 The persons undernamed, c \'j'jo Rolls

of ParIt. II. 433/1 Which of the ancestors of the said

William had the Woods undernamed.
Under-na-tural, a. [Undee-S.] Falling be-

low what is natural.

1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler 49 Peoples prostrations of

these things, .are. .under-natural! noddaries.

Undemea'th, prep., adv., a., and sb. Forms

:

I underneotSan, -nyflan, 2 -nsetJen, 4 -nepen, 5
undernethen, -nethyn

; 4 undemepe, -nuepe,

-neyjje, 4-6undornethe, -neth, 6- underneath.
(Also 4-7 vnder-, 5 vndir-, vndur-, vndyr-,

5-6 undre-, 6 Sc. wndir-). [OE. underneo^an

(f. Under prep, and adv. + Nethen adv.), => older

Da. underneden.^

A. prep. 1. Beneath or below (in local position).

C893K. Alfred Oros. in. ix. 134 Daer wearS Alexander
purhscoten mid anre flan underneotSan oper breost. aii22
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1070, Hi..namen pa pet fot-

spure pe waes undernaeSen his fote. C1375 Cursor M. 2380

(Kairf.), Abraham. .come and lendid.. vnder-neype a fairc

valay. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiii. 57 Vnderneth it es a

well, c 1450 Lovelich Grail xlvi: 129 Whanne that he say

kyng Mordrayn On the Erthe liggen..vnder-nethen here

hors feet. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. xvi. 362 Vndernelhe
that castel they sawe a knyghte standynge. a 1533 Ld.

liERNERS Huon lix. 203 Vnderneth it was the porte. 1591

Spenser Mother Hubberd 1322 The wicked weed.. From
vnderneath his head he tooke away. 1678 I^utler Hud. m.
i. 1116 He..Insconc'd himself as formidable As could be

underneath a Table. 1697 Dryden I'irg.Georg.iu. 597 If

a swarthy Tongue Is underneath his humid Palate hung.
Reject him. 1728 Young Love Fame in. 118 Tho' Phoebus
and the nine for ever mow, Rank folly underneath the scythe

will grow. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam v. 2185 Underneath thy

feet writhe Faith, and Folly, Custom, and Hell, and mortal

Melancholy. 1879 S. C. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. xx. 436
The immense quarries directly underneath the city.

b. fig. Under the form, cover, protection,

authority, etc., of (something).

1390 GowER Conf. I. 258 Bot undernethe such a jape He
hath so for himselve schape, That [etc.J. a 1470 Harding
Chron. Pref. (1812) p. vii, Vndirnethe ^oure fadirs magnifi-

cence He durste nought so haue lette hys righte fall doun.

»49S Rolls of Parlt. VI. 465/1 Dyvers Leesses. .hath be

made, .undrenethe the Seales in the.se parties of old tynie

used, 1560 Daus tr. Sliidane's Comm. 437 Wheiher Christ

is to be worshipped vnder the forme of bread and wine,

whether Christ be wholly vnderneath either kinde. 1845

Maurice Mor. Philos. in Encycl. Metrop. II. 627/1 The
truths which lay underneath its false worship.

2. In subordination or subjection to; under the

power or control of.

1375 Barbour Bruce v. 475 Schir amery. .That wes vardane

of pe land Vnder-neth pe Ynglis kyng. c 1440 Alph. Tales

88 A virtuos man..had vndernethe his gouernance in a

monaslerie ccc wommen. Ibid. 514 He had many servandis

vndernethe hym. 1538 Balk Gods Promises 11. Beynge
thy subject, he is undreneth thy cure, Correct hym thu

niayest, 1546 }'oris. Cluintry Sun.'. (Surtees) 348 The
chantor..hath a vicare indowyd underneth hym. iS97

Shaks. 2 Hen. /F, iv. iv. 10 Till these Rebels.. Come vnder-

neath the yoake ofGouernment. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.

Eng. II. xxvii. 205 A man underneath many Passions, b'-_t

above fear. 1667 Dryden & Davenant Tempest in. iii,

When underneath my power my foes have truckl'd. z8xs

Shelley tr. Calderon's Mag. Prodig. 11. 34 Philosophy, thou

canst not even Compel their causes underneath thy yoke.



UNDERNESS.
b. Below the level of; inferior to.

1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay Pref. 6 The least creatures
which lie fane vndemealh man,

t3. Subject to, under (a condition). Obs,
c X440 Alph. Tales 333, I will grawnt J>e a plyte of my

gown vnder-nethe a coudicion, at ^ou sal! not hurte me.

t4. Below, less than (in amount.) Obs.
\\^ Paston Lett. I. 355 Ther can noon be gete here.,

undrenethe itjj. the yerde at the lowest price. 1528 in W.
H. Turner Select. Rec, Oxford {1S80) 57 Above the somme
of vj», and. .under nethe the seyd somme.
B. adv. L Down below ; at an underlying or

lower point or level.

c 1000 >Elfric Exod. xxix. 12 And J»u nymst cealfes blod
mid J>inum fingre,. .and S'tst ^mx. o&er underny3an. 0x3x5
MS. Ra-ivl. B.S20 fol. 32 b, So >at >is stalut ne portenez
no^t tcgrete iroen[=trees], ware fore [j/c] hit be clervnder
nuel>e. C1375 Sc, Leg. Saints i, {Peter) 526 t>e hound ..

schot on symeon..And to t>e ^erde hym vndimethe Ruschit.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 123 Constantine .. made

1489 Caxtoh Faytes o/A. i. xvii. 27 Wher the watre is lest

and most low,, .there in trauers ought to be sett a route of
foike wel horsed and another in like wyse vndrcnethe. 15*6
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 268 Lyke as they y» wrestleth
be somtyme aboue, & somiyme vnderneath. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidofte's Cotttm. 24 b, The floore vnderneth was covered
with clothe of Arras. 16x3 G. Sandys Trav. 259 The streetes
are. .vaulted vnderneath for the conueiance of tbe sulledge.
1657 R. LiGOM Barbadoes 43 Leaving it hollow underneath
for Ventiducts. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physick (1763) 118 If
they heal too soon, and a Matter gather underneath. X79X
CowPER Odyss. XIX. 552 So thick it was, and underneath,
the ground With litter of dry foliage strew'd profuse. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. c, I climb the hill : from end to end
Ofali the landscape underneath [etc.]. x86oTvndallC/^c.
II. i. 232 The lines of light converged by the ripples upon the
sand underneath.

J^S' f .'374 Chaucer Boetk. in. pr. v. (1868) 75 Ry^t on J7at
same side nounpower entrij> vndimej> Jjat make)? hem
wreches. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 232 Bot undcmethe he was
bethoght In what manere he mihte aspie Achilles fro Deida-
mie. XS09 Hawes Past. Pleas, xi. (Percy Soc.) io In an
example, .the poetes do wryte ; And underneth the trouth
doth so shroude. X659 Milton Lett. Ruptures Commonw.
Wks, 1851 V. 404 If such a Union as this be not accepted on
the Army's part, be confident there is a single Person under-
neath. X674 Campion /JW Descant \. 4 A fourth above is the
same that a fifth is imderneath, and a fourth underneath is

as a fifth above.

b. Below or beneath other clothing.

^ c X386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. 5 A man that clothed was
in clothes blake And vnder-nethe he wered a white surplys.
C1394 P, PI. Crede 695 "^xi he haue vnder-net»en whijt,
(ranne he aboue werej» Blak. 1596 Spenser F, Q. v. ix. ro
On his backe [was] an vncouth vestiment, . . And vnderneath
his breech was all to torne, 1856 tr. Vehse's Mem, Court 0/
Austria 1. 124 He wore a suit of black armour,, .and under-
neath a shirt of close mail.

O. Lower down on a sheet of paper, etc.

1^ in Eng. Gilds (1870)3 Eche of hem liad sworen on
|»e bok to perfourine J>e pomtz vndernethe wryten. c 1550
in Keuillcrat Ret'els Q. Mary (1914) 250 Ccriayne sutes of
apparell as be heare vndernethe mentyoncd. a X577 Sir T.
Smith Commw. n. xxv. (15S9) 102 He. .deliueretb vp the
examination which he tooke of him, and vnderneath the
name^ of those whom he hath bound togiue euidence. 1653
W. Kamkskv Astral. Restored 106 On the head of the
fourth column you find magnitude, intimating that by the
Figures underneath ..is shewn the magnitude of each star.

1743 W. Emerson Fluxions 33 Then I take the Sum of the
Terms . . and set this Sum . . underneath.

2. On the under side.

1776 Withering Bot.Arr. yegetabletl.6g'j1jeayts.. with
little scales and fringed appendages underneath, x8ia New
Bot. Garden \. 7 The leaves.. not shining or hoary under-
neath. x8ao Shelley Prometh. Unh. i. 442 They come
Blackening the birth of day with countless wings, And
hollow underneath, like death.

C. adj\ \. Underhand ; secret, rare.
X747 Mem, Nutrebian. Crt, II. 118 This. .causes him to

determine, by a sly, underneath cunning, to work that
virtuous youth ruin. 1899 in £"«f. Dial. Diet. (Leeds dial.).

2. Situated below.
X894 Dail^ Neivs 9 Mar. 5/4 In an underneath room,

printers.. will be seen printing some.. newspapers.

D. sb. That which is in the lowest place ; the

under part or side.

X676 MoxoN Print Lett.
J33

You must make up the Top
and Underneath with straight lines. 1855 tr. Labarte s
Arts Mid. Ages \\\\.'i\oT\i^ underneath of his dishes. 1887
RuSKiN PraeterUa U. 159 tor all other rivers there is a
surface, and an underneath. 1889 Mrs. Lynn Linton Thro^
Long Night 11. 215 She rend the underneath of the cards.

TT'nderness. [f. Unoeu adv.'\ The state or

condition of beini^ below a given marlc or limit.

X864 RusKiN \x\ Daily Tel, 31 Oct., An under-supply of
wages and an over-supply of labourers... On what do this

underness .ind overness of supply depend?
U'nder-ni ceness. (Undkr-' 10 b.) 1748 Richardson

Clarissa VI. xxx. 107 Over-niceness may be under-niceness.
Have you not such a proverb?

t TTndenlim, z'. Obs. Forms: (see Undkr-1
8 a and NlM v.). [OE. undcrniman (f. under-
Under-1 ^k-nimaa Nim z*.), .= OS. undarnvnan
(to interrupt), MDu. and Du, ondernemen, OHG.
unlarfteman (MHO., MLG. undernemenf G. unier-
nehmen).]
1. trans. To take into the mind (or sense) : a. To

understand, comprehend, perceive; to feel. Also
const, that.

C xooo Agt. Gosp. Matt. xix. la Ne underfo3 ealle menn Jjis
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word. . .Undername, se J^e undernyman maes«> <* loasWulf-
STMi Horn. Iviii. (1883) 305 Man mxg swiJe eaSe witan, se
3e hit underniman wile, |>aet hit eallunga riht nis [etc].
ciaoo Trift. Coll. Horn, 11 Ac ich wile se^en, undernimeS
hit, hwat makeS swilch letten. c 1130 liali Meid, ig Ne
underneome3 nawt, quo3 he, t>is ilke word alle. c xaso Gen.
^ Ex. 1553 Quan ysaac it under-nam 3at esau to late cam,
X3.. E. E. Aliit. P, C. 213 He os>ed hym by vnnynges t>at

J>ay vnder-nomen, t>at he was fiawen fro J?e face of frelych
dry^tyn. c 1386 Chaucer .S^^. Nu/t's T. 243 Whan that he
the sauour vndernoom. Which that the Roses and the lilies

caste. CX400 St. Alexius (Laud 463) 199 Sone he it vnder-
nom, )?at he to a borugh com, Jjat mychel was.

b. To receive by instruction ; to learn.

c 1000 ^LFRic Saints* Lives xxix. 76 He. -folgode paule.

.

and deoplice under-nam drihtnes lare set him. c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn. 83 For t?at J>e hie undernomen ^e wise lore of
ionan |?e prophete. ai2z$ Leg. Katft. 117 Hire feder hefde
iset hire earliche to lare, & heo. .undernom hit se wel Jwet

nan nes hire euening.

2. To take upon oneself ; to undertake.
£xooo JEi,¥R\c Horn. I. 590 5if J?u leornian wille hu Jjaet

SewurSan maige, l>onne undernim 3u leorning-cnihtes hiw,
c X17S Lamb. //^w/. 55 Bute weo hes (= them] halden wo
do6 sunne, and uwilc mon hes undernim to halden wel.
c laos Lay. 26734 ^^e . . )>is feht habbeoft under-numen buten
ArSures rede, a 1235 Ancr. R. 202 Pusillanimitas, t>et is, to
poure iheorted,.eni heih Jjing to undernimen. 1340 Ayenb.
83 Non ne is aryjt pretis..f>et ne ys hardy and zyker to
greate t>inge ondernime, c X425 Seven Sages{y.'\ 2858, 1 am
comen For were that thou havest undirnome,For tohelpe the.

b. absoL To undertake a journey ; to travel.

c 1205 Lay. 8067 Al Jwit freoliche folc. . Jjene dale heo vnder-
nomen, & to Lundene heo comen. ^1325 Or/eo 441 With
ryght gode wille they can out gon. ..So long they have
undernome, That to Crassens they were ycome.
3. To reprove, rebuke.
Occas. miswritten or misprinted undermyn{e^ 'mine.
CIS50 Gen.. 4- Ex, 2727 Dis on wulde don 3e to3er wrong;

And moyses nam Ser-of kep, . . And vndernam him 3at it a^te
awold. 0x325 Prose Psalter xxxxw. 19 Hij vndernimmeden
nie wyb vnder-nyminge, & gnaisted vp me wy^ her tejje.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 292 Ech man schulde bi \>e lawe
of pe gospel vndirnyme ech broJ>er J^at synne)? a^ens him.
£-1425 Orolog, Sapient, vi. in Anglia X. 373/21 Whejt^r J>y
seruauntcdorste be so bolde fortoreprenende&vndirnime
. .his lorde. C1449 Pecock Repr. i. xvii. 97 He comith not
to li^t, that hise werkis ben not vndernome.
absol, a X400 Ne^v Test, (Panes) 2 Tim. iv, a Vndernyme

(>ou, & byseche, & blame ^ou in eferich pacyence & in
techynge. <rx449 Pecock Repr. Prol. 2 Wherbi he canne
schewe and proue it to be a defaute for which he vndir-
nymeth and blameth.

b. Const. 0/ (a fault, etc.).

e X310 Cast. Love 1420 He among hem com. And of mis-
bileue he hem vndemom. X377 Langl. P, PI, B. v. 115
Who-so vndernymeth me here-of I hate hym dedly after.

14.. HocCLEVE Min. Poems 126/455 What art thow now
presumptuous become, And list nat of thy mis been vndir-
nomel 0x450 Knt. de la Tour (186S) 87 As the wifT of
Amon, that undernam not her husbonde of his foly. 0x470
H. Parker Dives ^ Pauper (W. de W. 1496) iv. vii. 169/1
Byfore all the monkes he undername the cellerer of his pryde.

C. refl. To convict (oneself).

x5oa Arnolde CAr(7«. (1811)208 If otherwise he can not the
lawe of the Lorde he reproueth and vndernymeth himself to
be noo priest of his Lorde.

4. To take or catch, esp. secretly or unawares

;

to surprise.

«:xi7S Lamb. Horn. 151 Monie kunnes men fole^eden ure
drihten^..summe to kunnen if heo mihten him mid sunne
undernime. a 1225 Leg. Katk. 122 Modie meistres & feole
fondeden hire ofte . . for to undemeomen hire, c 1250 Gen- fy
Ex, 2135 Ic rede 3e..To. .gaderen coren, Sat Sin folc ne
wur3 vnder-numen, Quan So hungri sere ben forS-cumen.
13.. Guy /Karw. (A.)6i3 And he of mi loue vnder-nome were
. . Me J>enke y no myjt it him nou^t werne. 1340 Ayenb, 173
pe dyeal> ssef come ^et ofte ondernim)? )>ane zenejere huer
be ne nim}> none hede.

b. To take away by stealth. (Also OE.)
1483 Caxton Gold, Leg. 45 He supplanted meofmy patry-

monye and now. . he hath undernome from me my bfessyng.

6. To receive into one's hands or charge,
XZ'- St, Gregory x-j^m Hemg's^«-A/w LVn.6i pe kni)t

|?at leuedi vnder nom And ladde hire forl> wi^» moche honour,
c XM5 Or/eo 306 To his owne lady wel ny he come, And hur
weT ny had undernome ;. . Hb owe lady, dam Erodysse.

tUnderzu*inmer. Obs, [f. prec]
1. A taker-up or supporter,
a 1400 in Eng, Gilds (1870) 350 Non of |>e for-seyde fowre

and twenty ne shal..be tellere ne vndurnemere of wordes
in harmynge of J>e fraunchyse of J?e town,

2, One who reproves or rebukes.
x^Sa WvCLiF Prav. xiii. 18 Who forsothe assenteth to the

vndernymere, shal ben glorified, c 1449 Pkcock Repr, iv. vi.

452 These vndirnymers and blamers beren an hond to the
cferpie, that [etc.]. Ibid. v. xv. 565 Alle the seid ouer myche
vndirnemers and blamers.

t Vndemi'xuming, M.sd. [f, as prec] The
action of reproving or rebuking ; a reproof, rebuke,
a 1325 Prose Psal/er xVi'ii. 16 pou settest vs. .vndernimyng

and scorne to hem ^»at ben in our cumpas. 138a Wyclif
Ps. xxxvit. 15, I am maad as 1 man not herende; and not
havende in his mouth a^en vndernemyngus. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. u. xvii. 253 Se ^e that in )oure vndirnymyng je here
50U discreetli.

+ TTndemone : see Undern sb. 5.

TT'ndernote. [Under-1 9 b.j A subdued
note ; an undertone or suggestion.
X820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. 189 Listen too. How every

pause is fijled with under-notes. X857 W. Collins Dead
Secret iii. iii, There was an under-note of pleasure running
through its tones. X873 Svmonds Grk. Poets viii. 257 The
deep under-note of good sense and wisdom which gives
eternal value to the jests of Aristophanes.

UNDEBPAID.
Under-ao'ted, fa. fpU. (Under adv. i b.) 1891 Cent.

Diet.
^
X902 Trans. Glasgow Arefueoi. Soc. IV. 11. 303

Collation of certain identities of line and alliteration between
the poems as undernoted.

t XTndem-tide. Obs. Also undertide. [OE.
underntid: see Undbrn sb. and Tide sbl\

1. = Undebn sb. I.

a. £900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xxii. (1890) 328 Oftost his
bendas. .onlesde waeron from underntide, }>onne mon maessan
oftost singea. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 3 pa he ut-eode
embe undern-tide. n 1300 Cursor jW. 985 Adam . . was wroght
at vndern tid^, At middai eue draun of his side, c 1350
Lybeaus Disc. 8to Than seyde Gyfroun,..To all thys y
graunte well, Thys day at underne-tydc.
^. a 107s Rule 0/ Chrodegaiig xviii, To J)a:re undertide

se halja gast com ofer )ja apostolas. c 1160 Hatton Gosp.
Matt. XX. 3 pa he iit-eode ymbe under-tide [etc.). C1175
Lamb. Horn, gt Hit is undertid, hu mihle we on Jjissere tide
beon fordrencte? a 1325 Ancr. R. 400 pe so3e sunne i3e
undertid was forSi istien on heih. a 1300 Cursor M. 21931
It sal him last ful littel quil. For if it be at vnder tide, It sal
noght to );e none abide. 13. . Sir Beues (A.) 1756 pus (lai

leide on in boI>e side Be-twene midmorwe & vndertide.

^,'3"S Or/eo 74 The maydenes. . lete hur slepe tyl after none,
That the undertyde was agone. a 15x3 Fabyan Chron. vii.

ccxxvii. 256 At Notyngham from the mome to the vndcrtyde,
the ryuer of Trent was so fordryd..y' men went ouer drye.
[Cf. Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 446-7.]

2. = Undebn sb. 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19830 pan was it vnderntide \Trin. MS.
vndirtide] o J)e dai, ..^at petre went him for to prai. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 23 In an underentyde [v.rr.

under-, hondertyde ; L. /lora meridiaiia], while kyng Edgar
lay on his bed. 1398 — Bartk. De F. R. viii. xxviii. (ToUem.
MS.), The Sonne is red in t?e dawnynge, t>en he schinej? in )je

niorow tide, and he is hoot in J'e undornctide [L. in meridie]
and pale at even.

TTndern-time. Ois. exc. dia/. and arch. Also
4-6 vnder-, 5 vndyrtime. [OE. undemtima

:

see Undekn sb. and Time sb."] — prec.
a. c 1000 in Bouterwelc Cxdmon (1854) p.ccxiv. On undern-

timan Crist waes jjurh para ludea dom to dea>e fordemed.
c zaoo Ormin 19458 An da55 att unnderrn time I fir Jjejj
Sie^henn Godess Cast, c xa^ Gen. <$• Ex. s^6g 1 1 was vndren
time or more, Om cam ^at nche louerd ?ore. a X300 Cjtrsor
Jir. 25538 Suet iesu,at vndrin time [c 1375 vnder-time]..Sufrerd
. . Dintes sare and smert. X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII.
421 In pat book he radde priveliche in pe underne tymes
[L. ineridiariis horis].

x8s3 Rock Ch. 0/ fathers III. x. 473 St. Beda died a little

after undern-tiiue or tierce-song hour. X887 Suppl. Jajnieson
S.V. Andruin^ The afternoon or early evening repast ;. .called
also . . anierin-time,

/5- <: >37S [see a 1300 above], a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 2807
Hys strength shuUd wex in suche a space. From the vndyr-
tyme tylle none. X49S Trevisa's Barth. De I'. R. xviii.

xxiv. 783 Whan gete ben meuyd after the vnder tyme they
drynke the more water, xjjo Spenser F. Q. hi. vii. 13 He
comming home at vndertime, there found The fairest
creature, that he euer saw.

Under-o fficer. [Under- i 6 a. Cf. Du.
onderofficier, G. unteroffuier, -offizier. Da., Norw.,
and Sw. underofficer.'] A sub-officer.

C 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton, 1483) III. iv. 53 Confedered
and entendyd with other suche brybours, whithe that were
your vnder offycers. ? c 1425 Lucidarie (1909) 29 Hcdes &
vndirofBceres of hooly chirche. X555 Eden Decades (Arb.)
112 He spake to al the vnder officers sharplye. 1598 Bakret
Theor. Warres II. it 22 Vnto whom the souldiers and vnder-
officers are to obey. X626 Jackson Creed viii. xxix. § 5
Whether Pilate himselfe did write this title, or caused it to
be written by some under.officer of the court. X658-9 Ld.
Falkland in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 154 Major.general
Overton might have been committed by the general as an
under.officer. 1708 Lond. Caz. No. 4472/1 Bezeredi, with
several of his Under-Officers, ..divulged it to the common
Soldiers. 1796 Instr. fg Reg. Cavalry (1813) 121 Two under
officers are sent ^frorn the rear division. X876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. V. xiii. 470 All officers and under-officers were
obliged to appear at his head-quarters.

Hence XJ-nder-o;fflcereda.l, furnished with under-
officers.

1844 Thackeray B. Lyndon vi. The Prussian army.. was
officered and under-officered by native Prussians.

TJllder-o-ffioered, a.''' [Under- 1 10 a.] In-

sufficiently furnished with officers.

X887 in Gladden's Parish Probl. 368 Most schools are
undei-officered. X897 Daily News 19 May 5/6 The Greek
regiments are much under-officered.

tJnde-rogating, pres. ppU. [Un- 1 10.] With-
out losing dignity.

1808 Scott Harm. vi. Introd. 44 The heir..That night
might village partner choose; The L^rd, underogaiing, share
The vulgar game of ' post and pair '.

Undero'gatory, a. (Un." 7.) 1648 Boyle Seraph. Love
(1659) 132 The Apostle, . . to create in us Apprehensions,
underogatory from what we shall possesse, . . removes our
thoughts from all we Do Enjoy.

U-nder-opi nion. [Under-1 10 b.] Too low
an estimate of a person.
X629 Earle Microcosm. (Arb.) 79 Nothing threatens him

so much as great expectation, which he thinks more pre-

judicial!, then your vnder-opinion.

U'nder-orb. (Under-' 6 b.) 1591 Sylvester />w 5ar/<u
I. iv. 350 Th' under-Orbs..Each by himselfe an oblique
cour^ie doth slide.

t UnderoTn, v. Obs.~^ [Under- 1 2.] trans.

To suborn.
aiMMS. Rawl. B.sso fol. 31 pe schirreucporu his

frendes..procurez pe contreie ant underornez.

Under-over man : see ViewjBk i b.

tTnderpald,///. a. (Under- 1 10 a.)
X846 Mechanic's Mag. 4 July 7 Services.. so notoriously

underpaid by the government. 1866 W. COLUIM Armadalt



UNDEBPABT.
I. ii, The shopman gave warning on the ground that he
was underfed as well as underpaid.

U'nderpart, sd. [Under- i 5 b, 6 b. Also
Under a. i b.]

1. A lower part or portion.
x66a Wase Lot* Diet., Su&tutuh, to knock, or beat the

under-part of any thing. 1731 P. Miller GareL Diet, s.v.

t^ttves^ Their Leaves.. have shot out young Plants from
their under- Paris. 1797 Encycl. Brit, (ed. 3) XVII. 394/2
From the upper part of the lower deck to the under part of

the main raiL i8js Jamieson, Fair.grass,..%oSA to oe [so]

denominated from the whiteness of the under part of the leaf.

b. sp€c» A part of the under-side of the body (of

a bird or animal).
X783 Latham Gen, Synop, Birtfs H. 362 The ander parts

wholly white. 1815 Stephens in S/tnTv's Gen. Zool. IX. i.

21 The rest of the under parts dirtj; yellow. 1873 J. E.
Taylor Half-hours in Green Lnnes iv. 126 You could see

their. .hiack breasts and white underparts.

2. A subordinate part in action, esp. a minor role

in a play ; one who acts a subordinate part.

1679 Dbyden Troilus ff Cress. PreC p 20 Making CEdipus
the best and bravest person, and even Jocasta but an undcr-

part to him. i6s»3 — Juve/utl {j6g-j) p.Xxxxx, In the famous
Pastoral of Guarini, . . where Corisca and the Satyre are the

Under-parts. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 7 fi My Friend, I

found, acted but an under Part at his Table. 1746 Francis
tr. //tfr., Sat. i. ix, 98 You should have a Man of Art ; One
who might act an under-part. 1780 J. Berincton State
Eng. Catholics 66 Plot was set up against plot, all of them
under-parts of the same grand drama. x8aa-7 Good Study
Med, (1829) V, 490 The kidneys play merely an under-part,

and are only secondarily affected.

3. A subordinate part or portion ; a subdivision.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. III. 113 Our religious Pastors..

have quitted their substantial Service, and uniform Division

into Parts and Under-Parts. 1715 Pope Iliad Pref. Pp Nor
is this.. only in the principal Quality which constitutes the

Main of each Character, but even in the Under-parts of it.

t Under-part, v. Obsr'^ [Undeb-I 8 c] trans.

To subdivide.

x6a6 B. JoNSON Staple of N, \. v, The foure Emissaries.,
haue full parts : and then one part Is vnder-parted to a
couple of Clarkes ; And there's the iust diuision of the
profits.

0nder-pa:ssion. (Under- i 9 and 6 b.)

1711 Steele Spect. No. 208 p i The Under-Passion (as I

may so call it) of a noble Spirit, Pity. x8i8 Keats Endytti.

III. 179 Thy starry sway Has been an under-passion to this

hour.

U"iider«pay, sb. (Under.* ro b.) 1851 Mavhew Lond,
Labour II. 204/^ Over-work makes under-pay and under-
pay makes over-work.

Umder-pay, z'. (Under- i 10 a.)

s86i Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xix. 316 There can be no
worse economy. .in any State than underpaying such func-

tionaries as judges. 1899 Daily Neivs i Feb. 5/1 The Post
Office is having much trouble with people who under-pay
their letters.

XTnderpee'pf v. [Under- 14 b, c] a. trans.

To peep under, b. intr. To peep from under.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. ii. 11.20 The Flame o' th' Taper Bowes
toward her, and would vnder-peepe her lids, To .see th* in-

closed Lights. i8a7 Hood Hero S( Leander Ixi, Yet you
might gaze twice Ere Death it seem'd, and not his cousin,

Sleep, That through those creviced lids did underpeep.

Under-peeTf ^» [Under- l 4 b.] trans, and
intr. To peer under.

1589 PuTTENHAM Eftg. Poeste III. vi. 128 Within they are

stuffed full of browne paper and tow, which the shrewd boyes
vnderpecring, do guilefully discouer and turne to a great

derision. 16x4 B. joNsoN Barth. Fair ii. v. Are you under-
peering, you Baboon? up off my Hose, an you be Men.

U'uder-peo-pled, ppl a. (Under- 1 10 a.)

a 1687 Pettv Pol. Arith. Pref. (1600) a ib. There is no
Trade nor Employment for the People, and yet. .the Land
is under-peopled. X707 Arbuthnot Serm.on Union 8 This
is the chief Cause why Scotland., is underpeopled. 1776
Adah Smith IV, N. i. ix. (1904) I. 102 A new colony must
always, for some time, be. .more underpeopled.. than the
greater part of other countries, 1834 Ht. Martineau Aforal
L 24 The question is not now, as it was when the country^ was
underpeopled. x86a Q. Rev. Apr. 510 A valuable acquisition

to any underpeopled colony.

Under-pe tticoat, (Under-i 5 a.)

1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis i. xv. 41 She..herselfe

comes, having onely put on an under-pet ticoate.^ 1670 in

\ith Rep. Hist, MSS. Comvt. App. V. 21 Plaine black
skirts,.. and the under pettycoatt very richly laced. 1716
Lady Montagu Let. to C'tess of Bristol 22 Aug., Like a
poor town lady of pleasure ..with, .a ragged nnder-petticoat.

1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy V, vii, Her bed-gowns, and com-
fortable under-petticoats.

Hence U'nder-pe:ttlcoated a,

1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. Ixxviii. 257 They were all

slip-shoed ; slockenless some; only under-petticoated all.

t Underpi'ght, pa- t, and pa, pple, Obs,

[Under- 1 4 a : see Pitch z^.l] Supported from
below; propped up. Also^^.
^"375 Cursor M. 7495 (Fairf.), Here-til Jjou art ful ^ing:

5one mon wijj strenght is vnder-pi^t and t>ou lered neuer atte

"?*• *377 Langl. P, PL B.xvi. 23 Pieres..bad me toten on
)>c tree... With |>re pyles was it vnder-pi5te I perceyued it

acne. X4_.. Lydgate in MS. Soc. Antig. 134 (Halliwell),

And undirp>'^te this mancyoun ryalle, With .«veven pileris,

XS49 CovKRDALE, eic. Erasm. Par. Rom. 11 Nor yet repent
we our glory, with hope wherof we for this present tyme are
aduaunced & vnderpyght. Ibid., Gal. 12 By the obseruaunce

Uuderpiii, v, [Under-i 4 a + Pin v. 3

of this lawe then were menne so long stayed and vnderpyght,~ _* . I" '-^
.

1. trans. To support or strengthen (a building

or other structure) from beneath, spec, by laying

a solid foundation below the ground-level, or by

ildin
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substituting stronger or more solid for weaker or

softer materials.

1533 MS. Raivl, D. "^yd fol. 131 Vnder pynnyng the

Grownde plattes of the said wharff. 1583-4 in Willis &
C\a.rV.CambridgeUZ^6) II I. 22 To Mr. Stokes . . for stone, and
vnderpynnyng the whalles of the schooles. CX700 in Essex
Rezi. (1906) XV. 170, I underpinned the side of the dwelling

house. 1776 G. Semplb Building in Water b^ We under-

pinned that West End of it, where we found that there was
nothing supporting the upper Work, but the Bond of the

Stones. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. §234 All the window
and door frames to be properly bedded . .and the sills under-

pinned. x886 Willis & Clakk Cambridge L 24 A facing

added to the decayed clunch by way of under-pinning it.

b. fig. To support, corroborate.

i5aa More De Quat. Noviss, Wks. 76/1 It is better to.,

thinke on some better thing the while, than to geue eare

therto & vnder pinne the tale. 12x619 Fotherby Atheom.
Pref, p. vi, -I am called to vnder-pinne those foure maine
Corner-stones. 1646 Saltmarsh Groanesfor Liberty 9 Was
it uniawfulL.to underpin Episcopacy with some Texts of

Scripture? x866 De Morgan in At/tenxum 2 Sept. 312/3
If so, away goes free will for good and all ; unless, indeed,

we underpin our system with the hypothesis [etc.].^ 1884
American VIII, 294 These powers. .might underpin the

first lien on the property,

2. To form a base or support to,

1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 148 Above the precipitous

cliffs that underpinned the mountain was a broad plateau.

U'nder-pl:nneri, [Under-1 6 a + Pinner ^.]

A subordinate pound-keeper.
XS99 George a Greene E 4, I am vnder pinner of a towne,

And . . I shall be turned out of mine office.

TJnder-pi'niier^. [f. Undebpin z;.] A sup-

port or prop
; fig, a leg.

1859 Bartlett Diet. Avter, (ed. 2) 493 Underpinners, the
legs, which in English flash language are called pins. x86x
Reads Cloister ff H. xliii,The underpinners gave way, and
the tower suddenly sank away from the walls.

Tlnderpi nning, vbL sb, [f. as prec]
1. The action of supporting or strengthening a

building, etc, from beneath. (See Underpin z;. i.)

1489 in Dugdale Monast. (1821) III. 359/2 Paid for a
grounsell for the kechyn wall and for underpynnyng and
leiyng in of the same, xv d. 1493-4 Rec, St. Mary at Hill
198 Payd for vndyrpynyng of Mastres Atclyffe ys pewe, vj d.

Ibid., Payd. .for vndyrpynny[n]g of (>e newe pewys. 1528
MS. Ace. St. fohn's Hosp.^ Canterb., Paid to a tyler for

stanchonyng, dobyng, & vnderpynnyng of the store house.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 304 Underpinning for the Bricklayer
to dig the Foundation, .is a Penny a foot 1842 Gwilt
Archit. Gloss. 1049. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-m. 267
Underpinning,hm\dmg up the walling of a pit-shaft to join
that above it.

2. The materials or structure used for giving

support to a building from beneath.

1538 Elvot, Subsiructio, vnderpynnynge or groundyng of
a house. x6ox Holland Pliny II. 575 When Cambyses..
burnt all before him, as farre as to the very foundation and
underpinning of the Obeliske. 1668 Wilkins Real Char.
256 Foundation, . . Base, Bottom, fundamental, underpinning.
X741 Phil. Trans. XLL 852 [The houses] were all, in a
manner, rocked quite off from their Underpinnings. 1789
Massachusetts SPy 16 July 3/4 A new frame of a barn, un-
covered, ..was taken by a whirlwind from its underpinning.

1894 HowELLS Traveller fr. Aitruria 112 The sod was
backed up against the wooden under-pinning.

b, fig. A support or prop.

158^ R. Harvey PL Perc. 3 They are like to daunce after

his pipe, and set themselues vpon a miry pinne, ..till his

vnderpinning will faile him, I doubt. 1656 Artif. Handsotn.
71 Those grosse Soloecismes of Art, which by unseasonable
. .affectations (as so many pitifull props and underpinnings)
strive in vain to skrew and set up lapsed and tottering age.

1774 Burke Sp. Amer. Tax, Wks, 1842 I. 160 That this

house . . is itself held up only by the treacherous under-pinning
and clumsy buttresses of arbitrary power, a 1894 in Sunday
Reform Lea_^etslCo\\itnh\is) Sept. 6 The moral underpinning
requisite to sustain the superstructure of man's rights.

U-nderpitoh, a. Arch, (See quot.)

187S Encycl. Brit. IL ^66 When the main longitudinal
vault of any groining is higher than the cross or transverse
vaults which run from the windows, the system of vaulting
is called underpitch groining.

"CTinderprtched,///. a. (Under-1 10 a.)

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 274 Roofs, .whereof some are flat or
under-pitched, ..others due proportion'd, or over-pitched.

Underpla'nt, z^. rare. [Under- 1 2, 4 a.] trans,

fa. To supplant. Obs, b, (See later quots.)

Hence + Underpla'nter, a supplanter. Obs,
In OE., other senses of h, supplantare are rendered by

underplantian.
ciiooTrin. Coll. Horn. 151 lacob on boc leden is icleped

on englisse under-plantere of fule custumes [L. supplantator
vicio r7(m], . .nnd rithliclie.., for he under-plantede [h, sup-
piantavit] fule custumes.. mid his clenliche liflode. 1538
Elyot, Supplantare^ ..to vnderplante or .set a tree or vyne.
1598 Florio, Sotto piantarCt to vnder-plant, to vnderset, to
vnderprop. t^ogCent. Diet. SuppL, C/udefplant,. .to p\ant
(young trees) under an existing stand.

TJ'nderplay, sb, [Under- i
9.]

1. An underlying or hidden motion or action.
_x845 J. Martinkau Ess. (1890) I. 63 The under-play of a
living enthusiasm beneath the dry matter of the composition.
x86a R. Vauchan Eng. Nonconformity 224 The king was
a party to this underplay.

2. Card-playing. (See quot. 186.^.)
X850 Bohn's Handbk. Games 21. 1863 ' Cavendish *

Whist (ed. 5) 42 Underplay is keeping up the winning card,
generally in the second round of a suit, by leading a low
card, though holding the best.

"CT^iiderplay-, v. [Under- i 8 b, lo a.]

1. refl. To play below one*s ability.

X733 Ld. Harvkv in Craftsman Na 376, No person is ever

UNDBRPRINT.
known to flatter at this game [sc. chess], by underplaying
himself. ^

2. intr. To play a low card, though holding

a high one of the same suit, in hope of later

advantage. (Also used trans.)

x8so Bohn's Handbk. Games 71 To underplay, he wins the
trick with the ace, and returns the small one. 1863 * Caven-
dish' Whist (ed. 5) 42 Experienced players frequently
endeavour to obtain the entire command of their suit by
underplaying.

Underplot. [Under- 1 6 b and 9.]

1. A (dramatic or literary) plot subordinate to

the principal plot, but connected with it.

x668 Dbvden Dram. Poesy P 24 There may be many
actions in a play..; but they must all be subservient to the
great one, which our language happily expresses in the name
of under.plots. 1684 T. Burnet Theory Earth i. 146 Such
affairs are but the little iinder-plots in the tragicomedy of the
world, i/xx Addison Spect. No. 40 f 3 'Ihe skilful Choice
of an Under-Plot. 1779 Sheridan Critic 11. ii, I have laid

my under-plot in low life. 1847 Westm. Rev. XLVIL 62
The greater part of the underplot was by the inferior writer.

X873 Symonds Grk. Poets ix. 300 The under-plots of many
plays.. are not sufficiently subordinated to the main design.

2. An underhand scheme or trick.

x668 Kthekedck S/t^ 7vou\i tfshe cou'd 111.1, We cannot be
long without some Underplots in this Town. X711 Addison
Spect. No. 170 f 12 They still suspect an Under-Plot in every
female Action, a 1845 Hood Lamia vi. 62 Canst swear she
is.. No cheating underplot—no covert shape, Making a filthy

masquerade of nature?

0'nder-plo:tter. [Undbb-1 8 a.] An underhand
schemer.
X728 Ramsay Bonnie Lass ^ Looking-Glass 36 If you're

opprest By Parasites with fause Design, Then will sic

faithfu' Mirrors best These Underplotters countermine.

Underply. [Undek-1 ^ 5.] ^See quot.)

X883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-in. 267 Underply, a band or
division of the upper portion of a thick seam of coat.

t Underpoi'Be, v. Obs.~^ [Under- 1 10 a.]

trans. To underweigh, undervalue.
x6oa Marston Ant, <$ Mel. Induct., His worth being much

underpoised by the uneven scale, that currants all thinges
by the outwarde stamp of opinion.

U^nder-po'led, ///. a. [Undeb-1 10 a.]

1. Provided with poles of insufficient height.

X707 Mortimer Husb. 136 If. .you find a Hop over or

under-poled, you may. .place another Pole in its place,

2. Not stirred siitficiently. Cf. Pole v, 7.

x88x Raymond Mining Gloss., Under-poled copper, copper
not poled enough to remove all sub>oxide.

TJ-nderposed, ppl. a. [Under- 1 4 a.] Placed
beneath for support.
ax6s6 UsSHER Poiver Princes 11. (1661) 172 The power

doth not depart from the Xx)rd ; but he useth it by an under-
posed hand.
U*nder-posse=ssi3r. (Under-' 6a) 1653 Jek. Taylor

Serni.for Year I, xvii. 230 The disposing them into portions

of inheritance, the assignation of charges and governments,
. . are the reserves of the superior right, and not to be invaded
by the under-possessors. U*nder-pow=er. {Under-' 6 b.)

x8o5 Wobdsw. Prelude i. 152 General Truths, which are
themselves a sort Of. . Under-powers, Subordinate helpers of

the living mind.

tJ:nderprai-8e, v. (Under- ^ 10 a.)

X698 Dryden Ep, to Matteux 52 In underpraising thy
Deserts, I wrong. 1842 Mrs. Ukowninc Bk. of Poets ii. r 7
We must not underpraise Surrey to balance the overpraise

we murmur at.

U'nder-pre-ntice. (Under-' 6 a.) X633 Massinger
City Madam \. i, Emploiment.. Fitting an under-prentice,
or a footman.

U'nder-price, J^. [Undeb-1 lob. Cf. Sw.
underpris.'\ A price below the standard or usual

price ; an inadequate payment.
161X CoTGR., Non-prix, an vnder value, or vnderprice.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), To Undtr-work, to work for an
Under-price. i77oLANGHORNE/7«/a?-cA III. 268 He was sell-

ing a considerable estate, which he wanted a friend to have at

an under-price. 1771 W. Evans tr. Welshman's Candle 399
At under.price men's lands I often bought. 1807 Southey
Espriella's Lett. II. 354 To advertise in newspapers which..
insert their notices at an under-price. i86a Mavhew Ztnu/.
Labour II. 344/2 The employers of these cab-drivers are as
willing to receive it at an underprice.

U^nder-price, v, [Under-1 8 b, c]
1. trans. To price lower than the value.

1756 H. Walpolk Let. to Montagu 14 Oct., If you had
olTered ten pounds for a .set of'Pelhams, perhaps I should not
have thought you had underpriced them.

2. To undercut (one) in price,

1890 Daily News 31 Dec. 7/2 Brown, in answer to the
charge, said the prosecutor had underpriced him.

U'nderprioed, ///. a. [Under-1 loa.] Selling

at less than the usual price(s).

X851-6X Mavhew Lond. Labour III. 210/2, 1 next went to

work at a under-priced hatter's,, .but 1 was disgusted with
the price paid for labour.

U'nderpriest. (Under-* 6 a. Cf. ON. nndirprestr,

Du. onderpriester.) c 1200 Okmin 1146 Forr bisscopp & forr

unnderrpreost, & forr \>& foHkess nede. Ibid. 10882.

XJnderprint, v, [Undkr-i 4a, 10 a,]

1. trans. To print or stanap from below or on

the under side.

X598 Florio, 5<3/*/r(-J5tf,,. beaten vnder, drowned, boulged,
vnder-printed. 1626 hnpeachm. Dk. Bnckhm, (Camden) 63
Subscribed per me, . . and , . sealed with a seale of reade waX|
under.printed upon.

2. To print (an engraving or photograph) witK
insufficient depth or distinctness,

C186S Wylde's Circ, Sci. I. 154/1 It is better that the

positive should be over, rather than under-printed. X8S5



UNDERPRIZE. 143 UNDER-RENTING.
lAmgm. Mag. VI. 490 A series ofbook-illustrations that were
over-printed in Pans and under-printed in London.

XJ'nderpri'ze, v. [Under-1 lo a.] trans. To
prize too little ; to undervalue.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. ii. 129 How farreThe substance

of my praise doth wrong this shadow In vnderprising it, so
farre [etc.J. 1598-^ B, Jonson Case is Altered in. iii, If I

mistake not. He scorns to have his worth so underprised.

1647 H. More CupiiVs Conflict I, Nor while I live, heed I

what man doth praise Or underprize mine unaffected layes.

1665 Wither Lords Prayer 116 How is it neglected and
underprized, as a Form of Prayer fitting none but Ideots and
Children ! 1889 Skrine Mem, Thring 52 Boys thought
their own genius under-prized.

Under-profi'cient. (Under-'.) 1703 S. Parker tr.

Eusebius' Ecci. I/ist. vi. 103 Such Crowds of Scholars daily
throng'd to his Lectures, .that he was at last oblig'd to

assi:^n the Instruction of the Under-Proficients to Heraclas.
Underpr'ompt, v. (Under-' 4 a.) a 1548 Hall Chron.^
Edw. r , 2 b, Slipper youthe [must bel vnderprompted with
elder counsaill. Under-prompter. (Under-' 6 a.)

1779 Shkkidan Critic Dram. Pers., Under Prompter : Mr.
Fliillimore. Ibid. 11. i, [Stage direction.] Enter Under
Prompter.

Under-proof: see Under />«^. 33 b.

Underprop, -r^. [Undeb-1 5 b.] A prop or

support placed under a thing, Vsn.jig,
1579 ToMSON Cah'in's Serm. Titn.^^/i The Monkes, &..

alt those iolly vnderprops of that Romish Antichrist. i6ox
Breton Mother's BUssingYi %, Faiths strong pillars need
no vnderprops. 1629 H. Burton TruiKs Triumph 264 An
vnder-proppe or basis supporting and sustaining vs. 1836
W. E. Anurkws Crit. Rev. Fox s Bk, Mart. II. 204 Cran-
mer, ..this pillar and underprop of the reformation.

Underprop, v, [Under- i 4 a.]

1. trans. To support with a prop or props ; to

keep firm or upright with some form of material

support. (Common in 17th c)
1534 More Com/, agst, Trib, \. Wks. 1162/2 Some haue I

sene cuen in their last sicknes set vp in their death bed vn-

derpropped with pillous, 1591 Harington Orl.Fur. xxvii.

Ixix, One took him napping,.. And undcrprop't his saddell
with foure stakes And so from under him his courser takes.

1637 HeywooD Pleas. Dial. ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 124 Had you
not rather .. To see the trees full branches vnderpropt Laden
with ripe fruit? 1699 J. Potter Antiq. Greece 11 1. xx. II.

161 It was freguent also for Sea-men, underpropping their

Ships with their Shoulders, to thrust them forwards into the

Sea. 17*6 Leoni AlbertCs Archit. II. 129 Underprop the
Architrave with a strong arch. x8io Crabbe Borough xi.

100 A mirror crack'd, With table underpropp'd, and chairs

new.back'd. 1851 C L. Smith tr. Tasso xi. Ixxxv, They
who guided it their force applied To underprop it.

b. In 6g. context.

J531 More Confut. Tittdale »i. Wks. 473/1 But Tyndall
perceiuing. .howe fieble hys building is that he setteth

therupon, hath therfore..vndershoren, & vnderpropped it

with ccrtayn strong posies made of rotten redes. 1581 J.
Bill Haadon's Answ. Osar. 3^ b, Our deepe Devine doth
underproppe his lazie Monckene upon these pillars. 1633
T. Stafford Pac. Nib. (1821) i. xL 75 The effect thereof

was, to implore ayde of that Egj^ptian Reed, to underprop
their ruinous and almost rotten Building. 1645 Rutherford
Tryal ^ Tri. Faith 23 This doctrine is a . . Pillar, to under
prop the Chamber in Hell, which they call Purgatory.

2. fig. To support or sustain; to maintain, (Very

common c 1550-1675.)
1513 More Rick. 1/1, Wks. 39/1 Childehood must be

maintained by mens authoritye, & slipper youth vnder-

propped with elder counsaylc. 1561 T. Norton Calvin s

Inst. III. 255 To vnderprop and strengthen this faith with
y« signes of the good wil of God towarde it selfe. 1593
Shaks. Lucr. 53 Within whose face Bcaulie and Vertue
striued, Which of them both should vnderprop her fame.

1647 DiccF^ l/nlaw/. Taking Arms § 2. 22 This art. .of

underpropping their reputation. 1695 Blackmore Pr, A rth,

VI. 360 He could ih' unstable People's Tumults stop, And
a declining Kingdom underprop. 1738 Warborton Div.
Legal. I. 47 He thought fit to underprop it with his earthly

God, the Leviathan. 1773 Bf.rridce Chr. World Unmasked
(1805) 199 Moses is cailedin h.tstily to underprop his master
Jesus. 1827 PoL[-OK' Course T. v. 882 Leagues..on purpose
made to underprop Iniquity, and cro'^h the sacrea truth.

1849 Thorf.au IVeek Concord River Wedn. 300 Let such
pure hate still underprop our love.

reft. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. iii. 3 Assone as he hath
underpropped himselfe with assurance of comfort.

aAsol. 1596 Edward III, Ul. v. 78 Vet marble courage still

did vnderprop.

3. To form a prop or support to (something).
c 1590 Marlowe Faustus vii. 32 Know that this Citie

stands vpon seuen hilles That vnderprops the groundworke
of the same. ai66i Holyday Juvenal (1673)56 He had
yet forsooth a statue or two, particularly one of Cheiron,

which underpropp'd his table. 1678 Marvki.l Reh. Transfi.

I. 133 There is nothing more natural than for the Ivy to be

of opinion, .that the Church cannot hold up longer than It

underprops the Walls. 1794 G. Adams Nat. «V Ex^. Philos.

III. xxxi. 261 One consideriWc use of the wedge, is to raise

up the beam of a house, to underprop it, when a floor gives

way. 1830 Tknnvson Arab. Nts. 145 Six columns, .under,

propt a rich Throne of the massive ore. 1836 Huckland
Geol. «5- Min. xv. § 5 (1837) I. 360 The transverse plates.,

underpropping their flattest and weakest part.

Hence Underpropped, -propping ppl. adjs.

1614 D. DvKF, Myst. Self- Deceiving ^$ There is no sinne,

but we may. . fall into, if Gods vnderpropping h.ind withdraw
it selfe. 163J Lithgow Trav. i. 6 O heauy vnder-prop'd
wrong?!. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vi. § i The old under-
propped ScatTolds overladen with people, suddenly fell down.
Under-propoTtlon, v. (Under- 1 10 a.)

1813 Southev Nelson I. 129 That fatal error of under-pro-
portioning the force to the service.

U:nder-propOTtioned,///.«. (Undbr-1 10 a.)

1697 CoLLiKR Ess. Mor. Subj. I. (170^) 26 To make scanty

and under-proportioned returns of civility. 1813 G. Edwards

Meas. True Pol. 86 It is underproportioned to the capacity
. . and abilities of the nation.

Under-proposi'tion. (Under-' 6 b.) 1691 Norris
Tract. Disc. 113'Jaking the argument for, I shallihink my-
self furtlier concern'd only to justify the Under-Proposition.

Underpro*pper. [f. Underphop v,\ One
who or that which supports or sustains, f ^^so

spec, (see Supportasse).
153a More Confut. Tindale Wks, 473/1 This vnderpropper

is not very proper for to beare vp his bilding. 1583 Mel-
BAtiQKK Philotimus K ij, The strongest vndcrproppers of her

firincely state. 1655 Cromwell Let. to Coodson Oct. (Car-

yle), That Roman Babylon, of which the Spaniard is the
great underpropper. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. i. i. i For
which reason they.. style the chief Authour and under-
propper thereof., by the name of Antichrist. 1740 Cibber
Apol. (1756) I. 43, I had a third chance.. of becoming an
under-propper of the state,

Underpro'ppin^, vbL sb. [f. as prec] The
action of supporting with props, etc. ; also concr.,

that which serves to underprop.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr, Acad. 1. 391 Mauger all the

power and under-propping, which he receiveth from the
wicked. X59a Nashe P. Penilesse 17, 1 will not, by the
vnderpropping of confutation, seeme to giue the idle witted
aduersarysomuch encouragement. i6a8 Vkwhma Resolves
II. xix. 61 [The soul] rests full, in her owne approuement,
without the weake Worlds reedy vnder-propping. 1658
A. Fox Wiirfz' Surg. II. xiv. 107 Such Wounds must be
helped with underproppings and bolsters. 17J6 Leoni
Alberlfs Archit. II. 129 Let this underpropping be run up
as fast as possible.

U'nder-pro'spect (Under-' 5b.) a 1586 Sidney Ar.
cadia I. X, A pleasant valley (of either side of which high
hils lifted up their beetle-browes, as if they would over looke
the pleasantnes of their under-prospect). Underpry, v.

(Under-' 4 b.) x6oo Holland Liv^ 1073 Two Embassadors
. . sent rather as spies to under-prie and to learne somwhat
as touching those points.

tUnderpu'll, z'. Obs. [Under- l 8 a.] intr.

To work secretly ; to act in matters without ap-

pearing to do so,

1697 Coluer Ess. Mor. Subj, ii. (1703) 142 Covetousness
..engages honour in the most scandalous intrigues, and
makes it under-puH to cheats and sharpers, a 1734 North
Li/e Ld. Guilford (1742) I. 24 His Lordship,. .during his

Incapacity to practise aljoveboard, was contented to under-

pull, as they call it, and managed diverse Suits for his

Country Friends and Relations.

Under-pn'Her. [Cf. prec] A secret agent.
i68a T. Flatman tleraclitus Ridens No. 69, But 'tis great

pity this Scribler be not made an Under-pulier in the Work
of defending the City-Charter against the King, 1698 Fryer
Ace. E, India ^ P. 3S8 Underpullers to these are the Shop-
keepers, whose Mercurial Parts are fitted to put off the worst
Wares, a 1734 North Exanien 11. iv. § 138 For the King is

this . . Ridiculer, and this F'ellow, Fitzharris, his Underpuller.

fUnderput, sb. Obs,—^ [Under- i 4 d,] A
mistress.

1607 Middleton Michaelmas Term iii, i, Is she but your
underput, master Lethe? Let. No more, of my credit;.,

when all comes to all, 'tis but a plain pung.

t Underpu't, 2^. Obs. [Under-1 4 b, 7.]

L trans. To put (one thing) under (another) ; to

place or set beneath.
€ iMO Bestiary 669 Rennande cumetS a bungling, raSe to

him lute5, his snute him under puteS.^ 138J Wyclif Gen.
xxviii. 18 (TacobJ took the stoon, the which ne hadde vnder.
put to his heed. — Exod. xxvi. 21 Two stakis to eche table

shulen be vnderput. c 1480 Henrvson Orpheus ^ Eurydice
630 (Bann. MS.), Now pray we god . .That he wald vndirput

his haly hand Of mantenans, and gife ws forss to stand,

b. To furnish with something placed imder, esp.

as a support.
1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love 11. vii. (Skeat) I. 72 Hadden they

ben underput with any helpes, they had not so lightly falle.

c 147s Promp. Parv. (K.) 51 1/2 Vnder puttyn, or beryn up,

..suffulcio. tf x6ii Chapman Iliad xxi. 342 As a caldron,

underput with store of fire, . .up leapes his wave aloft.

2. To put under the power or control of; to

place in subjection ; to subject. Const, to.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. i. pr. vi. (1868) 28 pat l>ou byleuest

J»at (>e gouernynge of it nis nat subgit ne vnderput to J>e

folic of ^ise happes auenterouses. a 1400-50 A lexander %^o-z

Synches 1 hijt ; And to my powere vndire-putt is all_ |?e playri

wcrd. f 1456 Pecock Bk. ofFaith (1909) 217 If it like to

oure Lord God that be siibmitte and undirputte alte Cristen

personys to resoun and fre wil. 1559 Mirr. Mag., hen. VI^

xiv, Wheron the rest depende and vnderput remayne.

b. To lower (the voice).

138a Wyclif Prov. xxvi. 25 Whan he shal vndirputte [L.

submiserit] his vols, ne 3iue thou credence to hyra.

3. a. To put or take fraudulently, b. To sub-

stitute.

c 1400 in Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 133 Som men seij*.

,

J)at sche underput [L. suppo5uisse\ to nir self lyenge in

childebedde be forseide Swane. Ibid. 137. Ibid. 149 He
was.. deposed, and anoj^er i-ordeyned and underput [L.

subrogatus\

Hence f ITiiderpu'tting: vbl. sb. Obs.

X387-8 T. UsK Test. Lore i. ix. (Skeat) 1. 62 Though thou

be put to serve the ilke jewel durlnge thy lyfe, yet is that no

servage of underputtinge, but a maner of travayling ples-

aunce. C1440 Promp. Parv. 511/2 Vnder puttynge,. .jwi-

Posicio. x6ii Florio, Supposta^ an vnderputting o» setting.

Underputter. [t. Underput z^.] f A pander,

a procurer.

1608 Yorksh. Trag. \. ii, My second sonne must be a pro-

mooter, and my third a theefe, or an vnderputter, a slaue

pander.

U-nderqua-Ufied, ppl. a. (Under-' 10 a.) 1624 Hev-
WOOD Gunaik.iw. 119 Kach heroick and well disposed Ladie,

or woman lower degreed and underqualtfied. 1847 H,

Bushnell Chr, Nuri. u. ii. They are almost all disqualified,

or under-qualified. Under-qucen. (Under-' 6 a.) 1839
'^h\\.K-{ Festus 186, 1 am but here the under-queen of beauty.

TJnderquO'te, 2^. [Unoeh-1 8 b.] trans. To
quote a lower price than,
189X Engineer 20 Feb. 156 In some instances merchants

have been underquoting makers to the extent of 2s. 6d. toss,
a ton. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 9 Sept. 8/1 The American com-
petitors., are always ready to underquote the official prices.

U-nder-rangcr. (Under-' 6a.) z68s Seer. Sen'. Money
Chas. ^ yas. (Camden) 104 To.. Lieut, of Waltham forrest,
..for the underkeepers and underrangers within the said
forest. 1738 Birch Milton M.'s Wks. 1. p. i, Our Author's
Grandfather., was an Under-ranger or Keeper of the Forest
of Shotover.

U'uder-rate, sb. [Under- i io b.] A rate

lower than the true or proper one.
1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 240 Being valued.. at

a fauourable and farre vnder-rate. 1693 G. Stepney in
Dryden's Juvenal viii. (1697) 195 The worthless Brute is

from New-Market brought. And at an under-rate in Smith-
Field bought. 1712 Heakne Collect, (O.H.S.) III. 477, I

highly commend your Resolution of not letting Copies go at
Under-Rates. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 255 'Iho' her
conscience permuted her to take them [clothes] at such an
under-rate.

U'nder-ratey c- [Under- 2.] Inferior, sub-

ordinate.

1709 Swift Let. to Hunter 12 Jan., The Whigs carry all

before them, and how far they will pursue their victories we
underrate Whigs can hardly tell. 1776 Bentham Fragm.
Govt. Wks. 1843 I. 282 'Ihis deficiency is no other than what
an underrate workman might easily supply.

U-nderra'te, v. [Ukdkr-i io a.]

f* 1. trans. To depreciate, lower. Obs. rare.

a 1623 Buck Rich. III,\\i. (1646) 90 Dispatching Doctor
W illiam Warkam . . to under-rate his credit with those Princes.

1649 Lovelace Poems 69 He..under-rates himself below
mankinde.

2. To assess or tax (f lower or) too low.
1641 Rates for Poll-money^ Such as are under-rated of

what they were in the former Subsidies. i753./4t-/26Gfo. //,
c. 17 § 14 As often as they shall find any Person.. to have
been under-rated.

3. To rate or estimate at too low a value or

worth ; to undervalue.
1650 E. Williams P'irgo TriumPhans 3 Though Mr,

Bullocke be pleased to under-rate '\\\sc. wheat] at halfe the
crowne the bushell. X7ia Steele Sped. No. 272 r i [She]
so over-valued her self and under-raied all her Pretenders.
X774 Jkffekson Autobiog. App., Wks. 1859 1. 126 We do not,
however, mean to underrate those aids. 1831 D. E. Williams
Life ff Corr. Sir T. Laivreuce II. 393 In the following
passage, Sir Thomas, .greatly under-rates his own talents.

1869 TozER Highl, Turkey II. 337 [They have] underrated
the views of their opponents.
re/l. 1854 Whatelv Common'Pl. Bk. (1864) 150 And one

condition, I think, of forgiveness is to appear, or at least

pretend to underrate yourself 1863 Cowden Clarke 5//«^j,

Char. X. 246 Helena's affection prompts her to overx'jA.^ the
man she loves, and to underxzxt^ herself.

4. To under-estimate in amount or extent.

169X NoRRis Tract, Disc. 35 He made an interest with his

Lord's Debtors, by under-rating their Accounts. i8oz Play-
fair Illustr. liutton. Tk. 348 Jf we call it one fourth of the

whole surface, its extent is certainly not under-rated. 1844
Kinglake Eothen iii, I had enormously misjudged its di:i-

tance and underrated its height. ai86a Buckle il/MC. iVks.

(1872) I. 358 Nearly every author I have seen, underrates the
consumption of wheat in England during the middle ages.

Hence U:nderra-ting vOl. sb. and ///. a. Also
n^nderratexnent.
"599 Daniel Musoph. Wks. (1602) Cijb, Bring not downe

the prizes of the minde With vnder-rating of your selues so
base. X708 Brit. Apollo No. 76. i/i Affront him not by an
Under-ratement of his Merits, x^ax E. Erskine Wks, (1791)

78/1 It implies low and under-rating thoughts of ourselves.

TTnderrea'ch, v. [Under-1 4 a, 8 a.]

i" 1. trans. To stretch below, Obs,

1578 Banister Hist. Man vii. 90 [The] Membran to all

the ribbes..and to the whole brest bone vnderreached, and
coueryng the bodyes of the Vertebres.

2. To entrap or defraud by stealth. rare~^.
a 165a Brome Mad Couple 11. i. Your hopes are vaine..in

seating mee here to overreach or underreach any body.

UTider-rea-der. (Under-' 6 a.) X706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Sub.Rtader, an Under-Reader in one of the Inns of

Court. U'nder-realm. (Under-' 6 b.) 1591 Sylvester
Yvry 481 When Nile and Euphrate, as her under.Realms,
Through fruitfull Plains roul'd tributary streams. Under,
recei-ver. (Under-* 6 a.) X579AV^. Privy Council Scot.

III. 143 Collectour.generall of the thriddis of benefices..,

and. .his under ressaver. 1651 in Peterkin Orkney S( Zetl.

(1823) 1. 104 One to be chamberlain thereofand another to be
under receiver of the rents.

TJnder-re'ckon, z/. (Ukder-1 10 a.)

, 1629 Bp. Hall Serm, Wks. 1837 V. 354 So Suidas under-
reckons it by seven years. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. i, 29
Laertius under-reckons him to have lived but eighty seven
yeares. Ibid. 35 This lustration of the Citty, Eusebius
under-reckons. X876 Whitby Gloss. 205 Under-rcckon'd, pp.
undervalued.
Under-re=^on. (Under-' 5 b.) X7a7 Watts ' Eternal
Wisdom ' iv, T hose Under-regions of the Skies Thy num'rous
Glories show.

U:nder-re'nted, ^//. a. (Under- ^ 10 a.)

x8oi Farmer*s Mag. Nov. 448 A small piece of ground may
serve as an object of convenience, seldom of profit, unless it

is under-rented. X898 Wesim. Gaz. 17 Mar. 2/3 An inde.

pendent valuer.. reported that Mr. Morris was under-rented
to the extent of/^82 a year !

U^nder-re'nting,?/^/. J*. (Under-* lob.) a 1635 Naun-
TON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 22 One Carwarden.. presented her
with a paper, sliewing how she was abused m the under-
renting of her Customes.



UNDEE-BIPE.

'D':nder-ri-pe, a. (Undkr-1 io c.)

1707 Mortimer Husb. 127 You must be very cautious.,

that neither the Stalk nor Seed be under-ripe. 1778 [\V. H.
Maiishall] Minutts Agric. ja Aug. 1776, As I mean . . to sow
pea-beans for the sake of the halm, . . 1 will, at all events,

cut them under-ripe.

U'nder-roarer. (Under-* 6a.) 1713 GKarrf/^M No. 124

r a TiS my Request, that I may be instituted his Under-

roarer in liiis University, Town, and County of Cambridge,

U nder-roa-st, v. (Undke-1 io a.)

15S4 CoGAN Haven Health 1 16 Mutton, contrarie to veale,

should be rather vnder rosted than ouer. 173a Mandeville

Enf. Origin Honour p. viii. It is wrong to under-roast

Mutton for People who love to have their Meat well done.

i89o^(f«/»«. Cat. 24 July 3/1 If it tastes of the raw berry

(as Egyptian coffee generally docs), it is under-roasted.

IT-iiaer-robe. (Undek-i 5 a.)

17»S Pope Oiiyss. v. 297 An under robe, unbound. In snowy
waves flow'd glitt'ring on the ground. 1797 Holcroft tr.

SlolUrg'i Trav. (ed. 2) IV. xci. 37 He.. appeared in his

underrobe. <il8oi Dutl of Wharton * Stuart I. ill. in

Scott Minstrelsy, Say, have you got no armour on ! Have
you no under robe of steel ? 1907 IVestm. Gaz. 6 Sept. 10/2

An under-robe of very rich purple cloth.

Under-rogue. (Under-' 6 a.) 1706 E. Ward Woodtn
World Diss.{ijo8) 58 Were it not for this Under-Rogue, and

his Superiors, he would be a very rich Fellow.

Cr-nder-ro:lling, ;»//. a. [UNDEB-l4a.] Hav-

ing an underswell.

174s P. TH0.MAS yrnl. Anson's Voy. 114 We found a large

under-rolling sea.

Under-roof. (Under-' sb.) r6iz Vvo^to, Sotto cielo,

an vnder-roofe or testerne. 1830 Tennyson Dying Swnn
i. The plain was.. open to the air. Which had built up every-

where An under-roof of doleful gray. Under-room.
(UNDER-'sb.) 155)7 (see Unchildlv a.]. 1603 Daniel £)</.

Rhime H 3 b, My ignorance, that hath set me in so lowe an
vnder-roome of conceipt with other men.

Uader-roo-ted, ppl. a. (Under- 14a.)
1485 Caxton Ckas. G<. 210 The bowes & leues, wyth whyche

the leues [? read speres] were planted and vnder-roted.

TJnder-row:er. [UNDEB-'6a,afterGr.uin7pe'Tijs,

f. vTth under -I- IpcTijj rower.] (See quots.)

1647 Trapp Comm. I Cor. iv. i Ministers of Christ Gr.

Under-rmiers to Christ the Master pilot. i6ss Fuller Ch.

Hist. IX. vii. § 23. 1796 J. Benson in R. Treffry Mem. (1840)

22J The ministers of the Gospel.. are under-rowers in that

vessel of which Christ is the Pilot.

Under-ru'ler. (Under' 6 a.) 1615 Sanderson i'rrwi.

I. 120 At His command Moses striketh the rulers; and at

Moses his command, the under-rulers must strike . . those that

bad offended.

IT'lldenran, sb. [Ukdeb-1 sb.] An under-

current
1894 Pall Mall Mag. Nov. 381 You may. .watch her little

shape soar to tiie underrun of a billow. 1898 Geogr. fml.
March 291 The discovery of the underrun of the Hudson.

TTnderm'ii, v. [Undeb-1 4 a, b. Cf. OE.
UTiderirnan^

1. trans. To run, flow, or pass beneath.

1594 KvD Cornelia iv. ii. 47 Those braue Germains . . Beheld

the swift Rheyn vnder-run mine Ensignes. 1681 T. Flatman
HernclitusRidens No. 13 (1713) I. 86 These fruitful Meadows
came to be stock'd and under-run with those subterranean

Inhabitants, vulgarly called Moles. 1799 W. TooKE Vievj

Russian Emfi. I. 157 The granite is under-run by schistose

earth. 1855 Maurv Phys. Geog. Sea i. § 14 One part of it

underruns the Gulf Stream. 1880 Blackmoee Mary A nerley

III. vii. 94 A scowl of dark vapour came over the headlands,

and under-ran the solid snow-clouds.

fig. i88j W. B. Weeden Soc. Law Labor 68 The principle

..underran all these modifications.

2. Naut. a. To overhaul or examine (a cable,

etc) on the under side, spec, by drawing a boat

along under it.

1547 Admiralty Crt. Oyer fi Terminer 73 No. 21, They
toke y« kabyll in the botts bed and under rynned y® kabyll

tyll yt was a pyke. 1633 T. James Voy. 79 We vnder-run

our small Cable. 1667 Ld. Brouncker Let. to Pepys 3 July,

Not only in my own opinion is the chain broke,..yet we
could nether spare hands nor lighter to underrunn it. 1745

P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 156 They .. underran the

Cables by which.. [the ship) rode. 1798 Hull Advertiser

25 Aug. 3/2 The harbour.. is.. very rocky, the bottom so

much so as to make it necessary to under-run every cable.

1834 Marrvat p. Simple viii, Oblige me by under-rimning

the guess warp. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. 706.

b. (See quot.)

X769 Falconer Did. Marine (1780), To under-run a
tackle, is to separate the several parts ofwhich it is composed,
and range them in order, from one block to the other.

c. To pull in (a net or trawl) in order to clear

it of the catch and reset it.

1883 JONCAS Fisheries Canada 30 As soon as the seals are

caugnt in the meshes, the men under-run the nets. 1897
Kipling Capt. Conr. loi Underriinning a trawl means pujling

it in on one side of the dory, picking off the fish, rebaiting

the hooks, and passing them back to the sea again.

JJ. Inpa pple. (See quot. 18.S5.;

1855 yrnl. K. Agric. .^oc.XVl. i. 9 Cut away all hoof that

is separated from the sensitive parts, or, as a shepherd would
say, as much as is * under-run '. 1908 A nimal Managem. 337
Any horn [of an ox-hoof] which is underrun should be re-

moved.

Under-ranner. [Under- i 4b, 10b.]

L Printing. (See quot. 188S.)
i88a Southward /"rrtf/. Printing (1884)249 Underrunners

..are very unsightly and should be avoided. 1888 Jacobi
Printers' Vocab., Under r««;«rj, continuation of side-notes

run under the foot of the page in a similar manner to a foot-

note,

2. Cricket. A batsman who makes too few nms
foi his hits.

1903 Windsor Mag. Sept. 394/1 Marshall, a confirmed

144

under-runner at the best, w.is so nervous.. that he crawled

between the wickets.

Under-ru-nnlng, /»>'. a. (Under. 4 a.) a 1586 Sidney

A rcadia 11. xvii. Her teares falling into the water, one might

have thought, that she began meltingly to be metamorpliosed

to the under-running river.

t XTnder-sail, v. : see Under-! 2.

Under.sailed,/»/t/.a. (Under-' 10 a.) 1594 [see Under.
MASTED///, a.].

fU-nder-saker. Ofo.—' [Under- 1 6 b.] A
small variety of cannon.
1678 Earl Orrery in Cal. Ormonde MSS. (N.S.) IV. 104

The lesser guns, as sakersand under-sakers.

Under-salley : see Sally .fi.^, quot. 1688.

1668 [Stedman] Tintiniialogia (1671) 3 Next, that he [a

young ringer] know how to Ring Round, or Under-Sally.

Under-satisfaction. (Under-' 6b.) 1748 Richardson

Clarissa (1811) U. 65 That a person who has any over-ruling

passion, will compound by giving up twenty secondary or

under-satisfactions, ..in order to have that gratified. 1871

Mrs. Whitney We Girls v. 96 The work was getting on;

that was such an undersatisfaction.

U'nder-sawyer. [Under- l 6 a.] A sub-

ordinate or inferior person. (Cf. Top-SAWYEB.)
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. i. xii. There were no top-sawyers,

every passenger was an under-sawyer.

t trndersay, v. Obs. [Under- 1 8 a.] trans.

To say by way of answer.

IS79 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Sept. 91 They saye they con to

beauen the high way. But by my soule I dare vndersaye,

They neuer sette foote in that same troade.

TT'nder-scliool. [Under-1 6 b. Cf. MDu.
onderscole.'] A (or the) lower or junior school.

1629 Wadsworth Pilgr. iii. 15 After which time. .the

Students of the three vnder schooles go vp to those of the

vpper. a 1633 W. Au.stin Medit. (1635) 226 Such Societies

are not Separations from the great Congregation, but parts

of it, and as it wereso many Vnder-schooles. 1843 Thackeray
FitzBoodle P., Mr. ^ Mrs. Berry i. It was agreed that it

[sc. the combat] should take place behind the under-school

in the shade.

U-nderscore, sb. [Under- i 4 d.] A line

drawn below (a word, etc.).

1901 Phonetic frnl. 4 May 288/1 The correct way of

representing italicized words, .is to use the underscore.

UudersCO're, v. [Under- l 4 a.] trans. To
draw a score or line beneath ; to underline.

1771 LucKOMBE Hist. Print. 249 [They] either underscore

the word, or make some other token, which may inform the

Compositor of the Author's intention. 1838 Lytton A lice

XI. V, The notice to Howard, with the name of Vargrave
underscored, was still on the panels. 1874 M\.KzKiB.Self-Cult.

35 Underscore these disiinctly with pen or pencil.

fig. 1891 W. S. Gilbert Rosencrantz ^ G. in. He who
doth so mark, label, and underscore his antic speeches.

Hence Undersco-red^//. a., -seoTing vbl. sb.

1847 KiNGLAKE Eoihen viii. lot note. The underscoring

of the word 'ancient', is by the writer of the letter.

1865 Sat, Rev. 4 Mar. 243 The underscored passages in the

favourite sermon. 1871 \joviZLLStudy l^ind. (1886) 165 An
emphasis out of place .. reminds one of the underscorings in

young ladies' letters.

Under-scribe. (Under-' 6a.) 1610B. Jonsom /4/c/r. 1.

ii, No cheating Clim-o' tlie-Clovglis, . . Nor any melancholike

vnder-scribe. Shall tell the Vicar.

t Tlnderscri'ber. Obs. [Cf. Undek-i 4 a,

and older Du. onderschrijver.'] One whose name is

written or given below ; a subscriber to a document
1681 in Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. (1876) n. iii. 136 We under,

scribers, keepers of Latin Schools, bind and oblige ourselves,

that [etc.]. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2270/3 In Testification

hereof, we Underscribers. .Subscribed as followeth. 1 1785

J. Bkown (Haddington) Sel. Rem. (1807) 235 We under-

scribers having formed ourselves into a Society.

tr-nderscrnb. [Under- i 5 d.]

1. An undergrown or insignificant person.

x8aa Blackw. Mag. XI. 362* 'I'he less you have to do with

the Cockney underscrubs the better.

2. Undergrowth ; brushwood.

1894 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age (cd. 3) 455 The underscrub being

composed chiefly of hazels and occasional birches. 1895

Daily News2i May 6/3 They h.id been unable to commence
cultivation until aclearance had been made of the underscrub.

Hence U'nderscru^bbery, a collection of under-

scrubs.

1851 G. W. Curtis Nile Notes xxv. 116, 1 saw the Com.
mander assisting the confused crowd of under-scrubbery out

of the boat, with his kurbash or whip.

U-nder-aea, ji. rare-K [Under- 15 b.] An
underlying sea.

tSii G. Sandys Ovitts Met. xi. (1626) 220 High Tmolus
with a steepe ascent vnfolds His rigid browes, and vnder-seas

beholds.

TJ'nder-sea, a. [UndeR-2. Cf. Du. onderzee-,

G. untersee-{boot).']

1. Situated or lying below the sea or the surface

of the sea ; submarine.
1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage v. xiii. 511 The saltnesse of the

sea some ascribe, .to vnder-earth or under-sea fires of bitu-

minous nature. 1851 Chamb. Jrul. 27 Dec 411 Mr. Wheat-

stone first conceived the possibility of an under-sea telegraph

in 1837. '861 L. L. Noble Icebergs 256 The noises of the

waves at play in the long, concealed, under-sea piazzas.

2. Intended for use below the surface of the sea.

1901 Wesim. Gaz. 27 Aug. 5/3 The new submarines will be

as good as . . any under-sea vessel yet constructed.

Undersea', aJv. [Under- 2.] Below the sea

or its surface.

1684 [see Underground adv. i]. 1800 R. Bridges Achilles

in Scyros 2 This rocky isle. That far from undersea riseth to

crown Its flowery head above the circling waves.

UNDEB-SERVANT.

UnderseaTch, ». >'a«- [UNDER-i4a, b, 8 a.]

To search or seek under or into ; to investigate.

1609 Daniel Civ. Wars in. iv, Whil'st th' vnder-searching

water, working-on, Beares (proudly) downe, all that was
idly don. 1648 Hexham tl, Ondertasten, to Examine, or

Vndersearch.

TJ-nder-sea-ted, ///. a. (Under-1 4 a.)

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xv. 208 All The under-seated Deities

that circle Saturn's fall. Had heard of me.

U'lider-secretary. (Under- i 6 a. Cf. G.

untersecrctdr, Sw. undersekreter.)
Used esp as the specific title of a secretary immediately

subordinate to, or ranking below, a principal secretary of

state.

1687 Mi&ge I, Sou-Secretaire, an Vnder.Secretary. 1693
Luttkell Brief Ret. (1857) II. 372 Said, Mr. Poultney goes

undersecretary to Ireland. 1764 in 10th Rep, Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 376, 1 have known a great many under-

secretaries. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 176/2 Each [secretary]

is assisted by two Under-Secretaries of state. 1876 Bancroft
IHst. U. S. 111. xiii. 191 Consulted through the under,

secretaries, Franklin gave advice on the conduct of the . . war.

Hence TJ'nder-se cretaryshlp.
1687 MiicE £/./>. Dict.n. 1859 Levee ZJar'. Z3««Mlxiii,

He might . . mayhap have held some Lordship of This or

Under.Secretaryship of That.

U'nder-sect. (UNDER-'6b.) 1653 Jer. Taylor 5«rj«./>y

Year 1. xxii. 277 The whole religion which, .hath been rent

into innumerable sects, and under-sects. x68a T. Flatman
Heraclitus Ridens No. 65, What the Under-sects might have

claim'd upon the score of their wanting Opportunity only

..to do Mischief U'nder-see'dman. (Under.' 6a.)

1615-6 Boys Wks. (1622) 203 The Pieacher is not properly

the sower, but the seedcod, at most an vnderseedman,

tUndersee'k, '" Obs. Also 4 ondorzeke.

[OE. undersican (see Under- 8 a and Seekz;.), =
OLFrank. undersuocan (Du. onderzoeken), MHG.
undersuochen (G. untersuchen), Sw. undersSka,

Da. -sege.'\ trans. To search into ; to investigate

;

to seek out.

<:897 K.^Elfred Gregory's Past C. xiii. 79 Daet is 3:et hie

Sara Oing 5e him underSiodde bioS. .inweardlicc undersece.

13.. Guy Wanu. {.\.) 1838 Wib Jiat come Sadok prikeing,

pe douke Segyn vnder-secheing. 1340 Ayenb. 184 Huo t>et

heb b'se yefj^e, he onderzekj? l>e redes ^et me him yef)>, and
jjengb mid greate be|?enchinge..yef me him ret wel.

Underse'll, v. [Undeb-1 8 b, loa. Cf. Da.
undersselge, Sw. scilja.']

L trans. To sell at a lower price than (another

person) ; to cut out by selling at a lower rate.

i6a3 Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 230 The slriuing of

making commodities, and to vndersel one another, are

dangerous. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 115 Whereby
the Manufacture is always cheaply done, and thereby hath

the advantage of sending it to foreign Markets, and under-

sell others. 1713 Mercator No. 9/1 1 he French being able

to Underwork us, will also Undersell us. 1799 J. Robertson
Agric. Perth 213 The price of labour will become so enormous

that we shall soon be undersold in every market. 1649-50

Alison Hist. Eur. XIV. xcv. § 96. 192 England, which can

easily undersell India in cotton manufacture, .. finds its

cultivators undersold by Poland and America with grain.

1884 Zaru Times Rep. 31 May 421/1 The defendants are

selling cheaper materials and underselling the plaintiffs.

b. transf. (Said of the thing sold.)

1757 Rejl. Importation Bar-Iron 12 The American Iron

will always greatly undersell the British at Market. X79a

A. You ng Trav. France 262 I'^nglaiid buys the French cotton,

and works it into fabrics that undersell those of France.

2. To sell (a commodity) at too low a price.

AXioJig.
1647 N. Ward Simple CoUer 47 Just it is that such as

undersell them, should not re-inherit them in haste. i66a

Petty Taxes 20 The farmer for ha>te is forced to under-sell

his corn. x69aLYnELT0N in Hatton C'tJrr. (Camden) 11. 169

As to my pictures, . . I doubt those of more esteeme will not

be very ready money, unlesse niitily undersold. 1817 Mill
hrit. India II. v. iv. 469 They accused the Presidency of

underselling the lands. 1854 Patmore Angel in Ho., Be-

trothal 99 But lofty honours undersold Seller and buyer

both disgrace.

Hence TXnderse'ller; Underselling vbl.sb. and

;*//. a.

1671 Petty /"a/. /I Ma/. (16^1)75 The Interest must eriflame

the price of Irish Commodities, and consequently give to

other Nations the means of underselling. 1842 J. F. Watson
Ann. Pennsylv. (1877) I. 242 All prices were alike j. .there

was no motive to run about town to seek out undersellers.

1863 Wynter Subtle Brains, etc. 377 The uiider-seller, how-

ever, manages to turn out from ninely-four to ninety-six

[loaves]. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 16 Feb. 2/3 We doubt if the

underselling foreigner could be kept out by such artificial

maiiipulalions of the market.

Under-sense. (Under-' 9.) 1805 WoRDsw./'r</«(i'^vii.

735 To him who looks In steadiness, who hath among least

things An under-sense of greatest. 1859 D. Masson Biit.

Novelists 1. 60 Apart from the allegoric undersense .
.
the

romance is praLsed as a really interesting story. UTlder-
se-quence. (Under-' 6b.) ie63'CAVENDiSH '»'Arrf(ed.5)

19 Sequences which do not head a suit in a hand are called

under seciuences. Ibid. 24 When an under sequence is

formed by intermediate cards.

U-nder-se rvant. (Under- i 6 a.)

1548 Elvot, Subministrator, an vnder seruaunt. 1630 tr.

Camden'sHist. Kliz.w. 132 One of the ordinary sort of men, .

.

hauing beene . . an vnder-seruant in the Queenes stable. 1679

Bp. Croft Coll. Jesuits 3 The remaining Dwellers in the

House, .were but Under-Servants. 1768 Phil. Trans. LIX. 10

An under-servant in a gentleman's kitchen. 1809 Malkin Gil

Bias III iii. p 4 The steward., loves to see the uiider-servants

creeping and crawling at his feet. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb xlv, I ken my place better nor be forespoken by

ony oon'er-servan*.



UNDERSEEVB.
Underse-rve, v. [Under-i 8 a, lo a. Cf.

undcrserve s.v. Under- 1 3.]

1 1. To be subservient (to). Obs,
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viJ. § i Things which did but

oncly vnder-serue, and conduce to tfae. .principall end.
2. To serve insufficiently.

X710 ^M.K¥,A Prirz'erbs 147 He, that over-works a servant
to day, must be content to be under-serv'd to morrow.

Under-serrice. [Under- i 6 b.] Service of
an inferior kind ; subordinate service.

1598 Florio, Sumministrationc, a subministiation,..an
vndcrseruice. 1641 Milton CA.Ctw/. ii. Wks. 1851 III. 149
But were it the meanest under-service, ifGod by his Secretary
conscience injoyn it, it were sad for me if I should draw back.
i76o-7a H. Brooke Foolo/Qual. (1809) III. 4 Will you not
sufler a sister. .who may assist in the undcr-services to the
servants of our Master?

XJ'nderset, sb. [Under- i 5 b, 6 a.]

1 1. Sc. = Undersettle. Obs. rare.
1509 Reff. Privy Seai Scoti. 285/1 To be haldin and to be

had to him and his assignais,..subtenentis and undersettis
under thaim in all or in parte. Ibid, 288/1.

2. Mining. A lower vein of ore.

1747 HoosoN Miner's Diet. S 2 b. These Levells are called
Sets, as the first is the Top-Set, the second which is found
out by Sinking through the Deadness, is called theUnder-Set.
3. An undercurrent. (See first qiiot.)

1815 Bm9.H¥.\ Falconer's Marine Diet., Umier-sety a motion
of the water beneath the surface, produced by the wind im-
pelling the upper part directly upon the shore of a bay,
whereby the water, .necessarily takes a direction contrary
to the wind, . . below the surface. 1867 Smvth Saiior^s It^ard-

bk. 706 The resaca, or underset, is particularly dangerous on
those beaches where heavy surf prevails.

Underse't, v, [Under-1 4 a, etc. Cf. MDu.
oniUrsetten (Du. -zetten), MLG. undersetten^ MHG.
undersetzett (G. unier-)^ MDa. undersseiie.'\

1. trans. To support or strengthen by means of
something (esp, of the nature of a post or prop)
placed beneath ; to prop up.
c xno Bestiary 64,0 De hunte haueS bihoIden3is,..Sa5e3

3is tre and under-set, o 5e wise 3at he mai bet. a taa^ After.
R. 254 A treou |?et wule uallen, me underset hit mid on ol^er
treou, & hit stont feste. 13.. Seuyn Sages \y^.) 2101 We
schulle the ymage so undersette. That we ne schal hit
nothing lette. x3j^ Trkvisa Barth. De P. R, xvii. clxiv.
(Bodl. MS.), Ofte it nedet> to vndersette it wi|> a pelere or
a poste. c i4Ji< St. EUz. o/Spalbeck in A ngUa VI 1 1, r 15/28
Hir sistres. .lifte vp and vndir-sette hir..wi)7 two oiloues,

M77-9 R'C' St- Mary at Hill (1905) 90, ij postes of^tymbir
to vndirsette the kechyng. 1513 More RieA, /// (iSS^) g
The kynge lifiinge vppe himselfand vndersette with pillowes.

'555 Watheman Fardle Facions ii. x. 214 Thci make theim
..rounde cotages of wickres, or of Felte vndersette with
smothe poles. 1600 Surplet Counirie Farme i. x. 48 He
shall prepare props.. to vnder set his vines. 1678 [Bp. J.
Williams) Hist. Gnnp. Treason 22 A Bag of Powder, .that
they underset the Pan with. 1841 Civil Eng. f^ Arch. Jml.
IV. 379/1 The base, .has been underset with two pillars of
solid masonry. 184a Francis Diet. Arts s.v., The Custom
House, London, was underset some years ago, a new founda-
tion having been made to it without the superstructure being
disturbed. \

'

absoL 1538 in Lett. Suppression Monast. (Camden) i8r,
X of them hewed the walles abowte, amonge the whych ther
were 3 carpentars: thiese made proctes to underse'.te wher
the other cutte away.

b. To serve as a support to. KXsoabsol. rare,
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 284 pe hil was so

hey, as men hit leet \v.r. lette], pat heuen (men seye) hit
vnder-feet [».r. vnder settej, 1:1400 Lan/raHc*s Cirurg. no
Do boonys ^at vndir setten ben clepid ossa mendosa. 1609
Daniel OV. Wars viii. xxvi. She had of fatall Lancaster
Scene ail the piitars crusht and ruined, That vnder-set it.

f* c. To support or sustain by assistance. Obs,
13^ WvcLiF Eecl. iv. 10 If oon fallilh doun, he schal be

vndurset [L./"«/<:;V/wr] of the tothere. 1398 Thevisa Barth.
De P. ^.xn. ix. (I'ollem. MS.), Whan |)e fader and |>e moder
wexej* olde and feble, f^an |>e pnge crowes under-sette^ hem
and rere)} hem with hire owen wynges.

d. To act upon, furnish, fasten, etc., with some-
thing placed beneath, rare.
a 1547 Surrey Mneid it. 50 Capys. .wild it to drown, or

vnderset with flame The suspect present ofthe Grekes deceit,
1599 /!//««/« Wr(-<4(i'^flC(7«r)'CWcA«/^r (MS. )foI. 238 He and
they did vndersett the churchdore. c 1618 Mohvson Ittn. iv.

3S1 The ringe of her dore is all Couered with tape or Hnnen
cloth (and in some places vndersett with a small sticke).

2- fig' To support, sustain, or strengthen.
1395 Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 86 Bi here owne statute, .,

vndirset with ful strong oth and pcynis. a 1470 H. Parker
Dives if Pauper (W. de W. 1496) A v b/2 Whan youth is

vndersette with richesse, & is at his owne rule without drede
of punysshyng. 1538 Tindale Exp. \st lip. John v. 72 Yf
oure soules be truely vnderset wyth sure hope. 1579 W,
WiLKiNSoM Confute Fain. Love 38 Vnies the Lord vnderset
them, their fall is. .greeuous. 1605 Raleigh Introd, Hist.
Eng. (1693) 74 Our most renowned Kings have been best
underset with Counsel. 1670 Cudworth 6>r?«. i yohnVi.-^-^
(ed.2)i85 Ifwe would but vnderset it {truth J with the HoHnesse
of our Hearts. 1871 L. Morris Songs Tivo Worlds^ Wand.
Soul xxxlii, The archetypes which underset the world With
one broad perfect Law.
3, To set or place (a thing) under something else.
a 1340 Hampoue Psalter xxxv'i. 25 When a riehtwis has

fallen he sail not be hurt, for lord vndirsettis his hand. 1388
Wyclif Gen. xUx. 15 Isachar. .vndirsettide his schuldrc to
here. 1535 Coverdale 1 Kings vil 30 Vpon the foure cor-
ners there were proppes molten,, .vnderset vnto the keitell.

1587 GoLoiNG De Momay xxi. 376 lulian the Apostata
did vnderset his shoulder, to shore vp the seruice of the
false (}ods. x6ii Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xxiii. §9. 113
His monyes, whereon he sometimes formed a Trophy.,
vndersettmg the word VicU Brit. 1898 E. Glanville Kloof
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Bride xvxij While Miles pressed the rock forward, Hans kept
it from swinging back by undersetting a stone.

fb. To place in subjection. Ohs.—^
14" YoNGE Secreta Secret. 146 If t>ou wilt submyt or

vndreset al thyngis to the, submyt thy.selfe to reysone.

1 4. Sc. To beset. Obs.-^
C1470 Hrnry Wallace ix. 796 With Sotheroun sone we

sail be wndirset.

5. To sublet.

1804 Mar. Edgeworth Ennui viii, These middle-men will
underset the land, and live in idleness.

Hence U'nderset///. a.

»833-4 J- Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 588
In Swaledale the united thickness of the underset chert and
underset lime, .is nearly constant. 1865 LiviNCSTONEZaw-
beslx\\\. 344 It contrives to pop its underset mouth directly
over the unlucky victim.

Underse'tter. [f. Underset z*.] One who
or that which supports or upholds. PMoJig.
c t^oo Lanfranc's Ciriirg. no pe whiche J>a£ beh vndire-

scttery.>i to \>o bonys hat bep y-ciepyde nerualia, c 1430 Pilgr,
LyfManhode 11. cxxvi. (1869) 123 J am to orguill an vnder-
settere and a susteynour by especial. 1537 ISible (Matthew's)
1 Kings vii. 30 In y" foure corners were vndersetters vnder
the lauatorye. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. vi. 60
Outward Power, and Honourable places, are but under-
setters, or props to this Gourd of Prelacy. 1697 Jos. Wood.
WARD Relig. Soc. ii. (1701) 28 Undersetters, whom gain and
the promises of court-favour had brought over to their party,

TTndersetting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec]
1. A support or prop ; a supporting or sustaining

structure. Alsoy?^.
1388 Wyclif Ezek. xli. 26 In the litle vndursettyngis of the

porche. c 1440 Promp. Parv.^4,Z/i Schore,undur settynge
of a thynge j>at wolde faile, suppositorium. 1587 Golding
De Momay ix. 149 Their opinion was, that God was afore
the World, howbeit not in time, but in order and by way of
vndersetting only. 1624 Wotton Arekit. 32 They haue all
their Vnder-settmgs, or Pedistals, in height a third part of
the whole Columne. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 253/1 The
rock was supported by an under-setting of masonry.
2, The action of placing under, or of supporting
by something placed under ; underpinning.
fi440 Promp. Parv. ^\ili Vndersettynge, idem quod

vnderputtynge. 1598 Florid, Soggiontione^sin vndersetting
or ioining vnderneath. 184a Francis Diet. Arts, Under-
settings the supporting a wall or edifice, .after the lower
part has been removed.

TT'nderse ttle. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 3 -setle,

5 Sc. undirsettill, -sedell, wndersedyll, 6 Sc,
vndersitteU. [f. Under- 1 6 a + -settle, -setle., repr.

OE. -sella (see Cotsetla), f. set-.^ root of Sit v.'\

One who occupies a house (or part of one) held by
another; a subtenant.

"»3S-5» Rentalia Glaston. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 108 Si
famulus vel famula vel undersetles venerint, quisque dabit
ob. per diem._ X3a6 in Court Baron {Selden Soc.) 146
[Strangers coming from without, who hire houses from divers
persons and hold nothing of the lord,, .called] Undersettles.
1476 Peebles Bnrgh Rec. (1872) 178 Grantand to.. George
Robyson fwll power to mak rasonabyll tenandis and wnder-
sedyllis. 1480 Exchequer Rolls Scotl. IX. 30 De dicto loco
de Farnele de annoelapso pro uno undirsettill, . . xx s. 1510 in
C. Rogers Coldstream Cliartut. (1879) 58 With power to mak
subtenentis and vndersittellis. 1607 N. Riding Rec.UZZ^) I,

95 Leon. Marshall of Ravensworth (presented] for keeping
an undersettle for the space of a moneth. x6ia Ibid. 266
John Herdman..for keeping an undersettle in the house
wherein one Will. Dynnis now dwelleth. 1781- Parish
Terriers^ Welton (Yks.), For every messuage or cottage..
six pence and for every under-settle three pence.

So IT -nderse :ttler ;U*nderse
:ttUng" z/^/. j^. ,///. a.

1576 E. Worsely's MS. Sum. Mannor o/Felsted, Essex 47
It was granted to one John Lord. .by vertue of a coppy of
undersetting made thereof to the said John. /W. 147 Every
tenant customary commonly called an Underselling tenant.
"794 W. Hutchinson Hist.Cumbld. 1. 163 noteyT\i^ tenants
are subject to pains., for taking in inmates or underset tiers.

U nder-sew^er. (UNDER.ifia.) 1669 /;<»«*/. Gas. N0.414/2
Sepnior Poioski the under Sewer to the Crown,
u-nder-aexton. (Undek-I 6 a.)

CI4SO [see Unoer-chambrsss]. i7m De Foe Plague
(1756) 105 Under-Sexton of the Parish of St. Stephen... By
Under-Sexton, was understood at that Time Grave-digger
and Beacer of the Dead. 1839 Lvtton Devereux 11. ii, I was
..the under-sexton of St. Paul's, Covent-Garden,
tUndershad,/dE,///ir. Obs, [UNDEB-i4a; the

second element may be shod^ Faced at the bottom.
iSa8 Lett. 4- Pap. Hen. F///, IV. 11. 2228 The brayes

about the towne [Calais] to be mended and heythed and
under shadd with stone or brike.

U-ndersha^pen, ///. a, [Under- i i o a.] In-

sufficiently or imperfectly formed.
1859 Tennyson Enid 412 His dwarf, a vicious under-

shapen thing, Struck at her with his whip.

TT'uder-sh.eph.erd. (Under- i 6 a.)

1636 Massinger Bashful Loz'er m. i, I am no glutton,
but an under-shepherd. z66(} Penn No Cross xii. § 8 [The
Clergy] could be but Ministers, Stewards, and Under-
Shepherds. ai-jii Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III.

385 Each Pa.stor, , . Choice Under-Shepherds carefully
ordain'd. i8s6 Miss Mitford Village Ser. m. (1863) 468
He had a pet sheep-dog, (for.. he occasionally acted as
under-shepherd). 1876 S. C. J. Ingham White Cross,etc.
xlvii, [The rector] had little idea of the true motive power
which sustained his under-shepherd.

U'lldershe^riff. Forms: (see Sheriff).
[Under- 1 6 a : cf. Sheriff 2.] A deputy sheriff.

a. 1431 in Raine Scriptores tres (Surtees) App. p. ccxxi. Ye
shall noon hafe to be your undershireve or clerk that was
undershyreve or any of the Shyreves clerkes the last yere
passed. x4$a-3 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 48 He schall non
nndirshireve, ne non othir officer make. 1535 Coverdale

UNDERSHOT.
I Esdras\\. 7 The vnder shreue in Syria and Phenices.
1558 m Strype EccL Mem. (1721) III. Ixii. 457 The officers
of this town

. .and the undershereve. 1631 Lf.nton Charact.G 3 b, An Vndershriefe . . is the feare and terror of all debtors.
a 1658 Cleveland Poems, Young Man to Old Worn. 35 Like
Aldermen, or Under-shrieves With Canvas Backs, and
Velvet-Sleeves.

p. 1^ Rolls ofParlt. V. io8/i No SherryfT, ne Under
bhereff, ne Clerk of the Sherryff. 1501 Plmupton Corr.
(Camden) 159 Which Inpanell the sayd William Kossell had
oftheunderschereffe ofNottingham. 1589 K.Payne 5n>/t
Descr. Ireland 5 There is a sheriffe of euerie countie, with
vndershe riffes. 163a Massinger City Madam v. li. An
Under-sheriffe,.. being well paid, will serve An extent on
Lords or Lowns land. 1665 Extr. St. Papers Friends
Ser. III. (1912) 240 The Bishop of Durham., nominates both
high sheriffs and under sheriffs. 1723 in Harris Life Ld.
Hardwicke (1847) I. 130 He made a speech at the gallows,
and delivered a paper to the undersheriff. 1769 Weslf.v
Jml. 13 July, The Under-Sheriff had promised the use of
the Town.hall. 1835 App. Munic. Corpor, Rep. iii. 1991
(Nottingham), Officers of the corporation. .[include] Two
Sheriffs. An Under-Sheriff, who is also Steward. 1877
Burroughs Taxation 327 The under-sheriff cannot perform
the duties of collector.

Hence Undersherlffry, Undersheriffship,
Undersherifiwick, the office of an undersheriff,
a 16x3 OvERBURY A fK/>^, etc. (1638) M 7 b, His honesty

and learning bring him to Under-Shriveship. 1620 J.
Wilkinson Coroners ff Sherifes 50 All emoluments.. to the
office of sherifwicke or undersherifwicke belonging. 1625
Bacon Ess.^ Praise (Arb.) 357 The Cardinals of Rome, .call
all Temporall,.EmplGiments, Sbirrerie\ which is, Vnder
Sheriffries;.. Though many times, those Vndersherifferies
doe more good, then their High Speculations. [1666 Bp.
Parker Platonic Philos. 17 Being raised above the little

concernments and under-Shreiveries of this life (as the
Cardinals of Rome are pleased to stile all secular employ-
ments).] X782 Burke Let. Penal Latus Rom. Cath. Wks.
1792 III. 527 The exclusion from the law,.. from sheriff-
ships, and under-sheriff-ships. 1845 Lo. Campbell Chan-
cellors I. 512 He declined a handsome pension . ., which he
could not hold without resigning his under-sheriffship,

Undershi-ne, v. [Undeu- i 4 c] trans. To
shine from below.
1844 Mrs. Browning A Portrait ii A forehead fair and

saintly, Which two blue eyes undershine.

U-ndershining, ppl, a. [Under-1 7,] Of in.

ferior brightness.

1581 MuLCASTER Positions xyiK\'m. 174 We haue besides
her highnes as vndershining starres, many singuler ladies.

Undershirt. (Undeu- i 5 a. Cf. NFris.
onnersjiirti Da. underskjorte, Sw. -skjorta.)

1648 Hexham 11, Een Omier-hemde, an Vnder-shirt. 1856
Emerson Ejtg. Traits, Aristocr., Older than all epics and
histories, which clothe a nation^ this undershirt sits close to
the body. 1903 S. Brown in F. W. H. Myers Hum.
Personality I. 38 There was a sum of money in an inside
pocket of his undershirt.

Undershoe^ing : see Undersolino,
+ Undershoot, a. Obs. rare. = Undershot «:. i.

160a Carew Syn-v. Cornwall i. 26 b. So the imprisoned
water payeih the ransome of dryuing an vnder-shoote
wheele for his enlargement. 1678 Patent Office No. 208. i
To Retayne Back Water of all sorts of Mills and. .to make
Vndershoote to serve Overshoote Mills.

U-ndershoO't, z^. [Under-1 loa.] trans, and
intr. To shoot short (of) or too low (for). Also fig.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies^ Lincoln, 11. (1662) 151, I believe

they overshoot the Mark, who make it a Miracle, they
undershoot it who make it Magick. 1874 J. W. Long
Avier. Wildfowl. L 24 The rib should be.. sufficiently
elevated at breech to prevent under-shooting. 1883 Cent,
Mag. Aug. 492/1 The sportsman of unsteady nerve. .is apt
to undershoot, 1883 Hornaday 2 Yrs. in Jungle xviii. 199,
I. .fired at his temple... Fool that I was, I undershot the
brain because the elephant was below me.

Undersho're, v. [Undeb-1 4 a. Cf. Du. and
Flem. onderschoren.']

1. trans. To prop up ; to support or strengthen
with shores. Also in fig, context.

1393 Langu P, pi. C, XIX. 47 Ne were hit vnder-shored,
certes hit sholde nat stande, 1:1440 Promp. Parv. 511/t
Vndersettyn, or vnderschoryn, fulcio, suffulcio. x53a
More Confut, Tindale iii. Wks. 473/2 He sheweth himself
as wise, as one that lest hys rotten house should fall, wold.,
pull vp ye groundsel to vndershore the sides with the same.
1583 H. Howard Defensative B lij b, A sillye proppe to
vndershore the mines of olde Adams walles. 1608 Topsell
Serpents 72 To vnder-shore the ruinous walls. 1726 Leoni
AlbertCs Archil. II. 129 Undershore it with Levers made
of strong beams. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wordhk. 706 To
undershore^io support or raise a thing by putting a spar or
prop under it.

2. fig' To support, strengthen, sustain.
risoo Medwall Nature (Brandl) 327 Yfye wyll vnder-

shore Hys croked old age. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps,
xxxvii, 34 The faithful . . being undershored by himshould not
suffer themselves too bee drawen hither and thither. 1610
Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod xviii. xl. 729 The cittizens of
Babilon..know not which to beleeue. But we haueadiuine
historie to vnder-shore vs. 1665 Bunvan Holy Citie Pref.

p. iv. Here is neither paint to adorn thy wrinkled face, nor
Crutch to ujjhold or undershore thy shaking, tottering,
staggering Kingdom of Rome.
Under-shoTtening, vbL sb. (Under-' 4 a.) 18x4

Monthly Mag. XXXVill. 213 The higher the eye above
the level of the mirror, the greater is the under-shortening.
X815 /bid. LXXVI. 120 Under-shortening is to be acquired
only by fatiguing discipline.

U'ndershot, (ppl.) a. (and sd.), [Under- 14 a.]

1. Driven by water passing under.
Undershot wheel, a water-wheel turned by force of water

acting on the lower part of the wheel. Undershot mill^ a
mill worked by an undershot wheel.
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UNDERSHBED, 146 UNDERSTAIRS.
t6zo R. Vaughan Waier-HWkes P 3, To plant an vnder-

shot^mil vpon a Riuer. 1660 R. D'Acres Art lVater~
iiraTvifig^ qS The close bucketted wheels. .are of three sorts,

the close bucketted under-shot, which receive their charge
below tctc.J. 1759 PAj/. Trans. LI. 125 The undershot.
wheel was taken off the axis, and . . an overshot wheel . . was
put into its place. 1805 Brewster Ferguson's Led, I. 8r
Water mills are^ divided into breast mills, undershot mills,

and over-ihot mills. 1871 H. W..Bfecher Led. Preaching
viii. 149 If you have a great, full strong stream, . . then the
wheel is made under^shot.

b. sb. An undershot wheel or mill.

1705 S. Carpenter Let. in Penn & Logan Corr. (1870) \.

233 After it has passed through the saw-mill it comes to the
corn-mill, an undershot, and grinds very well. 1759 Phii.
Trans. LI. 137 All those that receive the impulse or shock
of the water, whether in an horizontal, perpendicular, or
oblique direction, are to be considered as undershots.

2. Having the lower jaw or teeth projecting be-

yond the upper ; underhung,
1881 V. Shaw Bk. Dog 39 Undershot^ the lower incisor

teeth projecting beyond the upper, as in Bulldogs. 1884
Live Stock yml. Aug. 1 30 The second prize-winner is leggy,
with straight shoulders, not good face, and is undershot.

t Undershre-d, v. Obs.—^ [Under- i 4 a.]

trans. To cut away below.

1545 Elyot, Subluco, to vndershreade boughes, that the
lyght may come vnder the tree.

"Cr-nderBlirie^valty. [Under-1 6 b.] The
"

office of an undersherifT; undersheriffship.

1836 Smart. (Hence in later Diets.)

tJader8hri9ve(ry, varr. Undeksheriff(by.

U'nderslirub. [Under-i 5 d.] A small or

low-growing shrub; spec, in Bot^ a plant having
a shrnbby base. (Cf. Subshruh.)
1598 Florio, SoffrMtice^ any maner of vndershrub. 1633

Ford T/f Pityv. iii, If I must totter like a welUgrowne
Oake,' Some vnder shrubs sh.^11 in my weighty fall Be
crusht to splitts. 1658 Rowland tr. Alou/cfs Thcat. Ins.

1086 Indeed every shrub and under*shrub is eaten by
Worms. 17x8 OzELL tr. Toume/ort's Voy, I. 173 The Stalk

..is full of Branches from the very bottom, ligneous, and
comes to be an Under-Shrub. 1731 Miller Card. Did.
S.V. Abrotanutn^ It is used in Gardens as an Under-slirub.

1794 G. Adams Nat, 4- Exp. Philos. I. x. 429 At last the
under-shrubs and trees put forth in their order. 1830
LiNDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 57 Haloragex. . . Herbaceous plants

or under-shrubs, often growing in wet places. 1897 J. E.
Willis Flower. PL ^ F. I. 165 Such low-growing shrubby
plants as heather., are termed undershrubs.

Hence Undershmtbby a, (Cf. Subshrubbv.)
X777S.R08SON Brit. Flora 117 Wild-thyme Cistus. Stem

undershrubby, leaves oblong. 1786 AnKRCROMBiE Gard,
Assist. 189 The young side shoots of under-shrubby ever-

greens.

XJnderslint, //>/. a. [Under- i 4 a, 10 a.]

-f-L Imperfectly shut. Obs."^
163a J. Hayward tr. Biondts Eromena 17 So vigilant was

the villanous Prodotima, who (expecting him, with the
doore under-shut) suddenly leade him the way in.

2. Meek, (See quot.)

1875 Knight Did, Mech. 2680/2 Under-shui'Valve, one
placed beneath the sole-plate of a pump or other object, and
not upon it ; shutting underneath by an upward motion.

Underside. Also under-side, under side.

[Under- 1 5 b and Under a. a b. Cf. Du. onJer-

zijde. Da. underside^ G. itnterseite.'\ The under
or lower side or surface.

o. 1680 MoxoN Mech, Exerc, x. 190 A Seat . . having an Iron
Pin fastned on either end the underside of it. 1704 Phil,

Trans. XXV. 1625 The back or underside of the Leaves.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II, 459, 1 cannot conceive
that surface separated from the table without an underside
distinguishable from the upper. x8oa James MHit, Did,
s.v. Gun-carriage^ The underside of the gun. 1890 Science-
Gossip XXVI. 215/1 The under-side of the wings was a
blackish-brown.

fig, i8S6_Gko. Eliot Ess. (1834) 321 Comfort, which Is

the under-side or lining of all pleasure. 1876 Fortn. Rev,
Jan. 108 Fear is the underside or wrong side of zeal.

^. X738 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Subscapularis, Spreading itself

under the whole convex , or under side of it. 1794 W. Curtis
in Bot. Mag. VIII. 272 The blossoms have been of a sulphur
colour, shaded.. especially on the under side. 1835 J.Duncan
Beetles 169 The legs and under side of the abdomen are
reddish yellow. 1&4 Bower & Scott De Bnry's Phaner,
476 At a greater distance from the stem the under side

usually has the advantage.
Undersight. (UNOKR-'iob.) x8o4H.DRUMMOND^jcf»^
Man 13 The reason.. is not oversight, but undersight.

Undersign, v, [Under- i 4 a.] trans. To
sign one's name below (a writing).

1580 HoLLVBAND Treas, Fr, Tone, Souhsigner^ to vtider-

signe. 1770 ScRAFTON Indostan (ed. 2) 80 Tliese words were
written in his own hand, at the beginning of the Treaty, and
were undersigned by him.

Hence Undersiyner, TJndersipming vbl, sb,

161X Florio, Sottoscrittione^ a subscription, an vnder
signing or writing. 1753 Scots Mag. XV. 19/1 The under-
sigiier has the honour to present . . copies of the decrees. 1800
CoLERiix^E Piccolom, II. ii. All rests upon his undersigning.

XTndersi*gned, ///. a, [Cf. prec. and Sub-
SIGNED //>/. a.] Whoie signature is appended to

a document, etc. Freq. absol. (in sing, or pi."),

»643 .in J- M. Stone Faith/, unto Death (1892) 174, I, the
undersigned,, .am about to-day to lay down my life, .in de-
fence of the Roman Catholic Church. x8a4 Svd. Smith Sp.
Wks. 1859 II. 201/1 We, the undersigned, hein? clergymen
of the Church of England. 1845 in Claridge Cold Water
Cure (1849) '2 We, the undersigned British and Americans,
..deem it our duty fete]. 1868 Deckens Z-^//. (1880) II. 384
The undersi'^ned is in his usual brilliant condition.

Dder-3i=nginK» vl>l. sb. (Unoeb-' 9 b.) X38J WvcLfF
/*/. 3rd Prol-; Eijtety and eijte forsothe seiden the salmys,

and two hundrid the vndersinging. x886 Good Words 308
A lark—a hundred larks are in the sky, A myriad birds an
undersinging make. U'nder-si^nner. (Under-' 6 a.)

1684 OrwAV Atheist i, Good, pretty, little, Under-sinners, .

.

that a Man may fool away an Hour or two witlial very
comfortably.

tU*nder-si:tter, Obs, [Under- i 6 a. Cf.

Undeksettle.] One occi;pying part of another's

house; a sub-tenant or lodger. hX^ofig.
1580 Prod. Q. Eliz. 7 July, For the ofTences in this part of

increase of many indwellers, or as they be commonly termed
Inmates, or vndersitters. 1607 Proclamations Jas. I (1609)

162 The letting of part of Houses and Chambers to Inmates
and Undersitters. 1609 Tuvill Vade-mecu7n (1629) 18

Vertue cannot endure to be an vnder-siiter to any.

U'nder-size, ^^. (Under-' 10 b.) 1791 \4.{j\i.^vh Forest
Scenery II. 236 If such a distance as this, .were painted on
a larger scale than common, . .we might be tempted to forget

it's under-size.

XJnder-size, a. [Under- 2.] b next 2.

x8zo ScoBESBY Acc- Arctic Reg. II. 254 Seldom more than
two harpoons are struck into an under-size whale. Ibid.^xg
The diminished value of under-size bone.

U-ndersi'zedf ppl* a- (In attrib. use wnder-
sized.) [Under- 1 10 a.]

1 1. Inadequately employed. Obs,~^
1657 Gauden y. IVaits' Scribe

<S- Let. Ans7v, Pref. II j. His
great abilities., were indeed much under-sized as to his

auditory and employment.
2. Below the jiroper or ordinary size.

1706 Loud Gaz. No. 4244/3 Each undersiz'd [Gallowayl to

be allow'd half a Stone for every Inch under. 1747 F^raitds

^ Abuses Coal Trade (ed. 3) 20 The like Abuse, practised .

.

by undersized Sacks. 182s T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. I. 319
Mr. Abberly's undersized man-servant, .delivered a note to

Louisa. 1851 KiNGSLUY Kfa^/xiii/l'lie lU-looksof the young
girls surprised him much ; . . the ^l.^jority seemed under-.sized,

under-fed. 1884 T. F. R. Cabr in Fish. Exhib. Lit. XI. 425
Fishermen.. should be compelled to riddle the mussels. .and
return the undersized to the scalps.

U'nder-skin. (Under-' 5 b.) 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn.
a 4 b, Open it \sc. a peony], and take the flowers forth from
that rinde or underskin, which represents the brain-pan.

tU'nder-skinker. Obs. (UNDER-16a: see

Skinkeu I.)

1596 Shaks. I Hen, /K, 11. iv. 26 This peniworth of Sugar,
clapt euen now into my hand by an vnder Sklnker. 1631
Hevwood ind Pt. Fair Maid oplVest iv, lie see and I can
be entertained to my old trade of drawing wine : if't be but
an under skinker, I rare not. [1867 Smyth Sailors Word'
bk, 706 Under-skinker^ assistant to the purser's steward.]

U'nder-skirt. [Under-I ^ a.] A skirt

worn under another, a petticoat ; also, a founda-

tion over which draj^ery or an overskirt is disposed.

x86x Mrs. Riddrll C/Zy ff Suburb (1862) 90 (H.), She.,
affected flounces and many petticoats, wearing as many as

eight or ten underskirts. 1883, 1884 (see Oversk rRT]. 1907
H. Wyndham Flare 0/ Footlights xix, Nearly all the latter

. .displayed a greater amount of silk underskirt than seemed
altogether necessary.

U'nder-sky. (Under-' 5b.) 1830 Tennyson 2>j'/«^.S"waM

lii, Floating about the under-sky,. .the coronach stole, .afar.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv, 87 Fiom this dull rainy

under-sky and low. Undersla'ke,^/. (Under.' 2.) c 1440
Pallad,on Husb. 11.434 Asoyl lauryiie is lentiscyne of take,

Whos rigour hoot water most vnderslake [gl. sunivtitigare\.

TJ'nder-sleeve. [Under-i ^ a.] A sleeve,

esp. one of light material, worn below another.

1547 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (19:4) 10 I.onge gar.

meiues of playne clothe of Syluer, . .thupper & nether Baces
& thunder sieves of clothe of golde. 1560 — Revels Q. liliz.

(1908) 21 Undersleves of Damaske liawdekyn. 1631 A.
TowNSHEND AUf. Triumph 13 The Labells of the sleeues,..

the vnder sleeues, 1861 Archaeologia XXXIX. 250 I'he

under-sleeve is grey puffed with white. 1893 Georgiana Hill
Hist, Eng. Dress II. 257 Fastening on with elastic or tape

those uncomfortable undersleeves.

fU-nderslops. Obs, (UNDEB-l.^a.)

1737 OzELL Rabelais II. 72 Drawers or Under-slops are

worn now by some.

t TJndersmall, a. Obs.-'^ [? Under- l 2 or

WoNDEK adv,"] Extremely small,

c 1530 Jiidic. Urines in. xviii. 60 b, They be bodys vnder-

small as duste.

tU-ndersock. Obs, [UNDER-lsa.] A stocking.

31556 Richmond. Wills (Suriees) 190 One payr of sloppes of

crayncoloryde fustyane, and the vndersokes belongynge the

sayme.

XJndersoil. [Under-1 5 b.] Subsoil.

1707 Mortimer Husb, 315 A Planter or Raiser of Trees
ought to consider the under Soil, as well as the superficies of

the Earth. 1863 Batks Nat. Amazon 1. 25 'Ihe difference

in colour from the superficial soil, .is owing to their being
formed of the undersoil, brought up from a considerable

depth.
Under.so ling. (Under-^ 5 b.) CX440 Promp. Parzu

184/2 Galache, or galoche, vndyr solynge of maiinys fote ( .

.

K. vndirshone, H. vnderschoyinge), crepiia. U"nder.
something. (Under-' 6a.) a 1718 Parnell Allegory on
Man iS Jove talk'd of breeding aim on high, An under-

something of the sky.

Undersong, [Under-i 9 b.]

1, A subordinate or subdued song or strain, esp.

one serving as an accompaniment or burden to

another. Kreq. transf, of natural sounds.

1579 Spenser Sheph, Cal. Aug. 128 And Willye is not greatly

ouergone. So weren his vndersongs well addrest. 1593
Drayton EcL ix. Gsb, When now at last..Was poynted

who the Roundelay shoold singe And who againe the vnder-

song should beare. 1613-6 W. Browne Prit. Past.w. iii. 1028

He thus began , .To prayse his love : his hasty waves among
The frothed rockes, bearing the under-song. 1697 Drvuen
Vi'g^ Past. in. 86 The challenge to Damoetas shall belong :

Menalcas shall sustain his under-song. x^zoVmuv^ Pastorals

VI. 8 As eldest, Hobbinol, begin ; And Languet's Undcr-Song
by Turns come in, 1795 Coleridge To J. Cottle 24 Th'un-
ceaslng rill. .Murmurs sweet undersong 'mid jasmin bowers.

J820 Keats Lamia 11. 200 While fluent Greek a vowel'd
undersong Kept up among the guests. 1885 Runcimam
Skippers 196 The hoarse undersong from the dim distance.

2. jig. An underlying meaning ; an undertone.
1631 R. H. Arraignin. Whole Creature xviii. 326 Which is

still as the conclusive undersong to the discanting of my
larger Ditty. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 111. 163
lobs sorrowfull Messengers make it their under song of sad
tidings. 1818 Keats /,</. Wks. 1889 111. 141 If there is any
fault in the Preface it is not affectation, but an undersong of

disrespect to the public. 1886 Hall Caine Son 0/Hagar \\,

XV, Beneath the chorus of their hearts* joy there was an
undersong of discord.

Under-so^rcerer. (Under-' 6a.) 1678 Butler Hud.
in, i. 300, I . . Prepar'd . . His Under-Sorcerer t' ingage.

U'nder-sort. cU.ndeu-i 6 b.)

1655 T. White Grounds Obed. ^ Govt. viii. 48 Of the
Authority given to an absolute Govemour ; and of under-
sorts of Governement. 1697 Collier Ess. Mar. Subj. i. 116
What if the under Sort of People should take the Hint, and
practice upon it. 1B28 Carr Craven Closs.^ Undersort^ the

vulgar.

U'ndersouL (Under-^ 6 b.) 1868 H. Bushnell Mot,
Uses Dark Th. (1869) 350 The under-soul, the man, the
everlasting, divinely moral personality. 1887 H. R. Haweis
Christ 4" Chr., Light 0/Ages i. i. 4 The Oversoul, which is

Divine Mind or God, embraces the Undersouls in all flesh.

U ndersound. (Under-^ 9 b.) 1847 C Bronte Jane Eyre
XXV, The gale still rising, seemed to my ear to muffle a
mournful undersound. i860 Ruskin Unto this Last iv. § 82

No air is sweet that is silent; it is only sweet when full

of low currents of under sound. U'nder-so-vereign,
(Under-' 6a.) a 1680 Charnock Attrib. Gcd {iZ-^^) II. 582
All under-sovereigns are .. to be obedient to his orders.

Undersow, ^^ (Under-' loa.) 1650 W. Brouch Sacr.
Frinc. (1659I 73 Let me prudently observe what each parcell

of ground will best bear, that I may not over-cloy some, and
undersow others.

fUnderspa-r, v. Obs, [Ujjder-I 4 a.] trans.

To force up by means of a spar thrust underneath.

1577 Stanviiurst Descr, Ireland in Holinshed \. 14/2

Vndersparring the gates, and bearing vp the dormitorie

doore, they slabbed the adulterer.

"D":nder-8paTred, ///. a. [Under- i lo a.] Of
vessels : Inadequately furnished with spars,

1841 [see Undermasteo].

t U;nder8pea*k, v, Obs.-^ [Under-1 io a.]

trans. To come short in speaking of.

163s A. Stafford Fern. Gloty 1 19 If in this rude speech of
mine 1 have over-talked my selie, or under-spoken thee,

impute it to my.. doting yeares.

Underspe-cified, ppL a. (Under adv. 2 b.)

X544 Extr, Aberd. Rec. 11844) 1. 209 The ressett of this woll

vndcrwrittin, fra the personis vnderspecifeit. 1561 Reg.
Privpf Council Scot. I. 188 'Ihe quhilk day. .comperit the

gentilmen underspecifiit. i68z Papers rel. Scots in Poland
(1915) 136, I resaved..all as here underspecified.

Under-spcnd,!'. (UNOEB-'Sb.) a 1661 Fuller /f^^^rM/w,

Lincoln (1662) 168 When his friend [called] for half a pint of
Wine, Mr. Sutton for a Gill, under-spending him a Moiiy.

XT nder-sphere, sb, (Under- i 5 b.)

1630 Drumm. of Hawth. Shadotv of Judgem. 4 The..
Raine-bow-sparkling Arch of Diamond cleare Which crowncs
the azure of each vnder spheare. ci63i Sir L. Gary Elegy
on Donne 86 He conquer 'd rebcll passions, rul'd them so. As
under-spheares by the first Mover goe.

UnderspheTe, v. (Under.' 7.) i6sa Urquhart J^wel
162 The imputation, which they deserve for having been in so

bad company, and ui>dersphering themselves to the bodies

of those vaster orbs,

U-nderspin. [Under-1 4 d.] A backward
spin on a ball while in motion.
1901 Westm. Gaz. 13 Aug. 2/3, 1 do not see that photo-

graphs.. 'prove decisively that a golf ball, truly hit, develops

underspin .

fUnderspo-re, v, Obs.~^ [Under- l 4 a -»-

spore Spur sbA 8.] intr. (cf. Underspar v,),

c 1386 Chaucer MUler^s T. 279 Get me a staf, that I may
vnderspore, Whil jjat thou, Robyn, heuest of the dore.

Underspre-ad, v. (Under- i 4 a.)

1609 Holland A mm. Marcell. 131 By that time it grew to

be faire day-light, the skie all over was under-spread with a
feeling, as it were, of yron harneis. 1857 Emerson Monatlnoc

296 Every morn I lift my head, See New England under-

spread.

XT nderspring. [Under- i
5 c]

1. attrib. Havinj^ springs beneath.

1837 W. B. Adams Carriages 84 The simplest kind of four-

wheeled spring vehicle for one horse is called an Underspring

Phaeton.

2. An underlying fountain,

1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Gjiidi Wind. \. 956, I feel how
nature's ice-crusis keep the dint Of undersprings of silent

Deity.
Undersprout, v, (Under-* 4 a.) 1584 Hudson Du

Bar/as' Judith iv. (160S) 58 As the painefull plowman.,
crops his hedge to make it vnder-sprout.

IJnder-spurleather : see Spur-lkatheu 2.

U ndersta'fif,!'. (Under' loa.) 1894 Wr^/w/. £7(1^.12 Sept.

2/2 The way in which the employers, .had overworked him

and understaffed his station. Understa' fifed, ppl. a.

(Under-' 10 a.) 1891 Sat. Rev. 7 Nov. 516 The country

abounds with small churclies understaffed.

Understair(s. [Under- 2.]

1. attrib. Situated below stairs; humble.
i6i6 T. Adams Soul's Sickness 6i Liuing in some vnder-

staire office, when he would vi^ite the countrey, he borrowes

some Gallants cast sute of his seruant.

2. A space below a staircase.

1750 A. Gordon Maffei's Amphitk. 290 There are two

Unuer-stairs, which form Rooms.



UNDERSTAND. 147 UNDERSTAND.
t "Understa'lld, sK Obs. rare. [f. the vb.]

1, Understanding; knowledge.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9326 ' Ne i herd neuer,' he said, ' in land

Mensuaherdofvnder.sland*. 1444 Extr.Aberd. Kec. (1844)
I. 10 It was cum lil his vnderstand that Mariounches
complaynit to the lorde of Erole tfaat [etc.],

2. Support, basis.

1580-00 J. Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. J49 Flie Sir, from
sic, and lerne to vnderstand. Stand qubair 5e vill, firm be
5our vnderstand.

Understand, v. Forms : (see Stand v.),

[OK. understondafi y -siatuian (Under- 1 8 a), =
OFris. understoiiday MDa. understande, MSw.
undi{r)stafuia^ Olcel. (as a foreign word) undir^
stattda, Cf. MLG. undersidn to understand, to
step under, MDa. ondtrstaen (Du. -staan^y MHG.
ttndersidtiy -st^n (G. untersiehen), to take upon
oneself, to venture, presume, etc. With a different

prefix, the same use of j/aW appears in OK. for'
siandatty OS, farstandatty OWO. far- ^ Jirstantan

{JirsUhC)y and MHG. verstduy-sten (G. verstehen),

MDu. verstaen (Du. -siaan).

la the 15th and i6th cents, three forms of the past pple. were
current, viz. {a) the original unriersianden (also -sioiuien), in
tise till about 1550; {b) the reduced form of this, understande
{•seonde\ -sianti {-stojui), common till about 1575, and sur-
viving into the 17th cent. ; {c) the new form undcrs.'anded
{stonded)^ very common from about 1530 to 1585. The
occurrence of understanded in the Thiriy-Nine Articles,
XXXV, in the phrase 'understanded of the people", has given
rise to recent echoes of it, especially in journalistic use. The
modern form vmferstood came into use in the latter part of
the i6th cent., and was usual by 1600.]

I, irans, 1. To comprehend ; to apprehend the
meaning or import of; to grasp the idea of.

c888 K. iELFBED Boeth. xxxix. J 8 Se godcunda foreJ«)nc
hit understent call swi3e rihte, t>eah . . we ne cunnon ^set riht
understandan. c 1000 /Elfric Horn. 1. 188 Wxs seo ealde ae

swi3e earfode and di^le to understandenne. a. 1225 Leg,
Katk. 1013 Liht to ure Lire, ^t tu mahe stihen to under-
stonden in him godes muchele strencSe. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg,
I. 11/343 I>e Aumperour \>\% onder-stod, t>ei he he^ne were.
1340-70 Alex. <V Duid, 609 5c ne vndurstonde nouht Jiat

stounde Jjc stone of J?is wordus. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love
iti. iii. (Skeat) I. 77 If these thinges be wel understonde, I

wene that non inconvenient shall thou fynde beiwcne goddes
forweting and liberie of arbitrement, a 1450 Mirk's Feiital
3 WKech noyse God hymselfc schall know and vndyrstond.
1523 [CovEHDALF.J Old God (1534) P V, The muliyiude of
dyuerse cerernonyes..not being vnderstanded nor perceyued
of the comen sortcof people. 1548 R. Huttbn Sum of
Diui'titie E 4 b, The sentence shal be belter understande if

it be changed into a comparyson to an other. 1600 J. Pory
ir. Leo''s Africa in. 155 A man may much more easily vnder-
stand the text then the exposition thereof. 1667 Miltom
/*. L. XII. 376 Now clear I understand What oft my steddiest

thoughts nave searcht in vain. 1733 Berkei-EV fh. Vision

§ 27,1 have considered and endeavoured to understand your
remarks. 1815 Jase Austen Emma \x. One half of the
world cannot understand the pleasures of the other. 1891
Farrar Darkn. ff Dawn xxi, The j*oung prince saw that
they were in possession of something more divine than the
world could understand.
red. c i»75 in O. E. Misc. 45/397 Peter a-non )»cr-aftcr hyne

vndersiod Hwat his louerd hedde iscyd.

b. To be thoroughly acquainted or familiar with
(an art, profession, etc) ; to be able to practise or

deal with properly.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe ( 1 541 )A ij, The science of phisicke,

. . beyng well vnderstande, tniely experienced, and discretely

ordred. i6as J. Tavlor (Water P.) Fare^v. Totuer-boitles

A 4, When Vpland Trades-men thus dares take in Hand A
wai'ry buis'nesse, they not vnderstand. i68x Chethau
Angler's Vade-tri. xxxix. (1689I 252, 1 will not deny but that
(as the times phrase it) I understand something of eating.

1737 A. Hamilton //etu Ace. E. Ind. n.93 He. .understood
a small Sword excellently well, but [was] not much versed in

Merchandize or foreign Commerce. 1768 Earl Carlisle in

Jesse Sel'wyn ff Contemp. (1843) H- 292 Get somebody who
understands it to taste it \sc. claret] for you. 1833 Scott
Quentin D. xxvi, Galeotti. .understood his own profession
100 well to let that ignorance be seen. 1859 Habits Gd.
Society v. 221 Thomas, bring that fowl to me; Mr, Jones
[who IS trying to carve it] seems not to understand it.

c. To apprehend clearly the character or nature

of (a person). Also refi.

i^ GoLDiNG De Mornay v. 57 God then conceyued and
vnderstood hiinselfe ; and it must needes be that he vnder-

stood himselfe seeing that the chiefcst wisedome is to know
ones selfe. 1588 Kyd Househ. Fliilos, Wks. (igoi) 267 So
that the seruaunt, if you will rightly vnderstancl him, is., a
liuely and seueral instrument ofaction. 1846 Mks. A. Marsh
Father JJarcy II. viii, 137 It is my misfortune to be little

understood ; but our praise is not of men, but of God. 1876
Parker Paraclete i. ix. 142 We cannot understand Christ
until we understand Moses, nor can we understand the spirit

until we understand Christ.

fd. refl, {a) To know one's place, or how to

conduct oneself properly, {b) To be in possession

of one's senses or faculties. Obs,
{a) x6os SiiAKS. HaiH. 1. iii. 96 Vou doe not vnderstand

your selfe so clecrely, As it behoues my Daughter, and your
Honour. 1687 MifecE, To understand himself, to know how
to carry himself, sazfoir se cotuluire. 1745 J. Mason Sel/-

Ktunvledgt i. iii. (1758) 32 Nothing is more common than to
say,when a Person aocs not behave with due Decency towards
his Superiors, such a one does not understand himself.

(^) 1696 Aubrey Misc. 136 He was an Hundred Years old
when my Friend was with bim; and yet, did understand
himself very welL

2. To comprehend by knowing the meaning of

the words employed ; to be acquainted with (a

language) to this extent.

a 1000 Colloq, Elfric in Wr.-Wiilcker 100 Spree us xfter
urum andjyte l>aet we magon understandan }?a ^>ing l?e Jju

specst. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2210 Wendti here non it on his

mod, Oc losep al it under-stod. c 1275 in O. E, Misc. 56/66S
Eueruych l^er vnderstod his icunde speche. a 1300 Cursor
M. lyi pis ilk bok es translate . . For the loue of Inglis lede.

.

For the commun at understand, a 1384 Chaucer H. Fame
II. 2 Now herkeneth, euery maner man Ihat englissh under-
stonde kan. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxix, 131 Neuer )jf?

latter Jiai wate no3t whare Jjai myght aryfe, and also |>ai

schuld no5t vnderstand |>er langage. 1535 Covekdale Gen.
xi. 7 Let vs . . confounde their tonge eueii tliere, y' one vnder-
stonde not what another saieth. c 1593 Capt. Wyatt Dud,
ley''s Ffjy, (Hakiuyt Soc.) 40 All theire conference was in the

Indian tounge, which our Captaine nor anie of his companie
did understande. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage {161^) 25o'l"he

Arabike I vnderstand not. 1659 in Burton's Diary (1828)

IV. 6 Seeing we all understand not French, let us take his

word; that is English. 1716 HKARNEOZ/fc/. (O.H.S.) V. 314
He does not understand Latin. 1719 De Fob Crusoe 11.

(Globe) 351 The Spaniards, two of whom understood English
well enough. 1842 Tennyson Vision ofSin v. 16 An answer
pealM.., But in a tongue no man could understand.

b. To grasp the meaning or purport of the

words (or signs) used by (a person).

ax^S Leg. Katk. 1641 Beo nu {>enne, Porphire, stille &
understont me. a 1300 Cursor M. 2260 Bot sua he mengud
l>am l>air mode, j^at naman ol>er vndirstode. c 1386 Chaucer
Ala?to/Law's T. 520 A maner latyn corrupt was hir speche.
But alj^ates ther by was she vnderstonde. a 1533 Ld. Bekners
Huon ix. 208 Thus they compleynyd them one to another,
and Huon, who was nere them, vnderstode them well. 1566
Stapleton Ret. Untr. Jewellwi. nob, To praie, it was not
requisit he should be vnderstanded, For that was done.. by
signynges. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 237 Thou didst vnder-
stand me by mysignes. 1667 Milton P.L. xn. 58 Forthwith
a hideous gabble rises loud Among the Builders; each to
other calls Not understood. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Tltevenot*s

Trav. I. 61 When he eats he speaks to no body, but makes
himself be understood by signs to the mute Buffoons. 1838
Lytton Leila n. i, ' Thou understandest me, father ? ' 'I do.

I know your pious heart and well-judging mind.' 1848
Thackf-RAY Van. Fair Ivi, Pretending to understand little

George when he spoke regarding them.

rf/^cx39S /'/(^rfwawV T. 792 Yet he jangleth as a jaie,

And understont him selfe no thing. x6i8 Fletcher Woman
Pleas'd IV. i, What Treason's that? does this fellow under-
stand Himself?

C, To understand each othery to be in agreement
or collusion ; to be confederates,

1663 Extr. St. Papers Friends Scr. ii. (1911) 171 The
Quakers . . with all other Sects are fully agreed in this business

and doe perfectly understand each other. 1675 Essex Papers
(Camden) 24 Its so apparent, .that they understand one
another. 1853 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour vii, * You
trust me,' replied Leather, . .with a look as much as to say,

*we understand each other'.

3. To comprehend as a fact; to grasp clearly, to

realize. Chiefly with clause as object,

c 1000 jElfric Saints' Lives xxv. 178 Under-stand be 3am
hu se aelmihti^a god hi ealte K^sceop .. of nahte. C1012
WuLFSTAN //(?w/. (1883) 156 Understinda3 eac. . J>aet deofol

Jias l^eode nu fela ^eara dwelode. a 1200 Vices ^ Virtues 19
Vnderstande 1>, alle 3e 3is radcj* o5er ihereS, ..l?e mnchele
Solemodnesse of us on Sese liue. a 1225 Ancr. R, 66 So )?«

ueond, l>urh hire word, understod anonriht hire wocnesse.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4349 Sir putifar wel vndirstod pat ioseph

was o gentil blod. Ibid, 14874 Quat he was l>ai noght vnder-

stode. c^ 1315 Shoreham 1.652 Nou onderstand : J>e signe

her Fourme hys of wyne and brede. 1390 Gower Couf. J.

140 And understond that al this peine.. Is schape al only for

thi pride. £'1425 Lyek;. Assembly ofGods 2040, 1 cowde nat

vndyrstande Where he became, but sodenly As he came, he
went, i486 Bk. St. Albans d ij, Understonde ye that a
Goshawke shulde not flic to any fowlc. 1335 Coverdale
John viii. 27 Howbeit they vnderstode not, that he spake of

the father. 1558 Bp. Watson Seven Sacram. xxi. 132 He
liath often tymes with his reason vnderstande.. what God
hath commaunded and the goodnes of it. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol, V. Ixvii. § 4 Thus much they knewe, although as

yet ihey vnderstoode not perfectly to what effect or issue the

same would come. 1710 Addison Whig Exam. 14 Sept. p 3
This CEdipus, you must understand, . . was son to a King of
Thebes, 1781 Cowper Expost. 159 They.. could not under-

stand That sin let loose speaks punishment at hand. 1819
Shelley Cenci iv. i. loi Tell her to come ; yet let her under-

stand Her coming is consent. 1867 H. Spencer First Princ.

(ed. 3) I. iv. § 23. 70 You now understand, .what has disabled

the partridge.

t b. ' With reflexive pronoun. Obs, rare.

c xvjS Lamb. Horn. 35 For-Jji teofemen understondet
eouseluen J>a hwile ^e mahten: Nis tjas weorld nawiht,

£1320 Cast. Lave 1131 A ! Mon, nim ^eme and vnder^tond

!?€ Hou fynliche in herte God louel> l>e.

t c. To ascertain the purport of (a letter, etc.)

by perusal and consideration, Obs,

1389 Eng, Gilds (1870) 50 We fulliche vndirstondend jour

lettres sent to vs,..do 50W openliche to wetyn [etc.]- c 1400

Brut 11. 318 Ihe which lettres, whan J>e kyng..had seyn &
vndirstonden, he had grete compassioun, 1430-40 Lydg.

Bochas VHL xxv. (1558) 16b, Your letters red and plainly

vnderstande. ifioa Arnoldr Chron. (i8ii) 14 We haue

understand the charter the whiche the Lorde Herry. .made

to ye citezens of I_<ondon in thes wordes. 1523 Ld. Beknicrs

F'roiss. I. xiv. 14 Whan all the cases and dedis that the kyng

had done, .were red, and wel understand,

4. a. To grasp as a fixed or established fact or

principle ; to regard as settled or implied without

specific mention.
c 1055 Byrhtferth's Handboc in AngUa VIII. 3?4 Pis y'ce

understand be >am o3rum da^um. c 1400 Love Bonnvent.

Mirr. (1908) 9 It is to vndirstonde. .as for a principal and

general rule. . that (etc.]. 1523 Fitzhkrb. Husb. § 156 Than

it is to be vnderstande, what goodes a man shall take with

hym. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 8 The lyke is to

be vnderstande of Popingiayes and spyces. 1667 Milton

P, L. I. 662 Warr then, Warr Open or understood must be

resolv'd, \Z^ Poultry Chron. II. 363 It must be also under-
stood that no alteration can be made in the prices.

b. To have knowledge of, to know or learn, by
information received, (Now merged in next.)
Freq. in to give or ido {one) to understand i see Doz/. 22 c,

Give v. 29 c.

rt 1131 [see Dot*. 22c]. ?<zi2ooin Kemble Cod. Dipl.lV.
218, 1 do 5owe to understonden Saf: i wolle ^at 3e prestes..
haue euere soke and sake ouere alle heore men. a 1300
Cursor Af. 12342 To l>e leones coue he yod, par he \>c quelpes
vnder-stod. /bid. 19Q19 Quen l>ai.. vnderstod His cuming,
son gain him l>ai yod. c 1350 Will. Pa/erne 5362 Whan J?e

wor^i William.. hade vnderston[dJ Jjg tidinges to Jjende, to
)?e menskful messageres he made glad chere. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. W. Prol. 470 Now wole 1 seyn what penaunce thow
schalt do For thyn trespace, & vndyrstonde it here. 1423
Jas. I Kingis Q. cxxvii, My son, I..vnderstond, Be thy
reherse, the mateie of thy gref. 1482 Cely Papers (Camden)
128, I wndyrstonde be Kobard Eryke that je hafe ij fayr
hawkes. 1560 Dai;s tr. Sleidane's Comm. 401 b, I require
you that you wyll make a direct aunswer. .and let me under-
stande it tomorrowe, 1585 T. Washin'gtoj/ tr. Nicholay's
Voy. I. XV. 16 b. The great displeasure he would take, when
he should vnderstand the great dammage which the Turks
had done. 161 1 B. Jonson Catiline iv, iv, I vnderstand by
Quintus Fabius Sanga,..you haue beene lately Sollicited

against the (Jommon-wealth, 1664 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem.
Col. Hutchinson (1B06) 428 When the colonell's wife under-

stood her husband's bad accommodation.

C. To take or accept as a fact, without positive

knowledge or certainty ; to get as an impression or

idea; to believe. Chiefly with obj. clause.

X7SX Paltock p. Wilkins II. x. 112 As I understand your
great Ancestor would have come into it, . . but for the Ragams.
1788 CowPKR Let. to Lady Hesketh 6 May, The General,

I understand by his last letter, is in town. 1825 T. Hook
.Toy/z/^j Ser. II. I. 217, I understood from Mr. Abberly.. that

I should find him, if I called at this time of the day.^ 1829
Scott Anne of G. xxxiv, They understood it was his wish
to observe incognito, 1858 CongressionalGlobe\% Feb. 752/1,

I understand the gentleman from Illinois to give way. The
Chairman. The CJhair understands not. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexan-
der'/}/ Bay vii, It was understood she had made an engage-
ment to go to India.

6. To take, interpret, or view in a certain way.
c 1000 Ags. Psalter xxi, 2 Ne understand l»u hit me to un-

rihtwisnesse. c 1000 iELFRic Saints* Lives xxv. 472iEwfest-
lice understandende be ure ealra seriste. c wj^ Lamb. Hom,

75 pis word.. mon mei understonden on \>xo wise, a 1300
Cursor M. 337 Bot )>o\x sal noght vndirstand pat he ^^Toght

al his were wit hand, c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4425 pe
dragon es understanden i>e fende.-And (« thred part of pe
sternes bright Er cristen men undirstanden right ci4>S
Wvntoun Cron. viii. xi. 1928 (Cott, MS.), pir wordis in to

propyrte Al \>xx& may vndirstandyn be. 7^1533 Frith /I «jw.
More (1548) A 3 b, I .shewed hym that it was not necessary,

that the words shulde so be vnderstonde as they sownde.

1566 Pasquine in Traunce 107 That which Christ speaketh

..of many false Prophets .. may be vnderstand to be the

sundry sectes of Monkes and Fryers. 1581 J, Bell Haddon's
Answ.Osorius 188 b, The Major must be understanded, that

Paule treated not of the cause.. but of the execution and
effect of predestination. 1645 Docq. Lett. Pat. at Oxf. (1837)

257 Which Forces shalbe vnderstoode to be in the nature of

Posse Coniitatus, x66a Stillingkl, Orig. Sacrae 11. iv. § 8

Some understand the first words.. that he was not born a

Prophet. 1772 Lett. Junius Ixviii. (1788) 343 You, Lord
Mansfield, did not understand me so. 1835 T. Mitchell
Acharn. of Aristoph. 339 note^ Elmsley understands this

word in its legal sense, i860 Warter Sea-board II. 492,

I do not quite know how Miss Bremer, .intended these words

to be understood.

b. Const, by. (In passive passing into the sense

of* is signified',)

(1340 Hampole /'n Consc. 1681 Bi be name of ded may be

tane. And understanden ma dedes pan ane, 1377 Langl.
P. PI. Ii. XII. 257 By l>e po feet is vnderstonde. . Excecutoures,

fals frendes. c 1400 Apol.Loll. 6g By J>is man is vndeistondyn

feynar|>at is fals, and lufij> his synne. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 10 All the cristin men that war undirslandin

be the grene blude, 1484 Caxton Fables ofMsop i. i, By
the cok IS to vnderstond the fool whiche retcheth not of

sapyence. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. iii. 34
By the coniuracyon the whiche is made unto the lefte ere is

understande that he ought to put out of us all euyl thoughtes.

tS^iDkvsU, Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 123 b, We read, .that

there was an Aungell of Grece, and an Aungell of Persia,

and that by them Ij" whole people are vnderstand. 1578

Banister Hist. Man i. 19 You shall heare what space is to

be vnderstanded by the name of Necke. 1600 Shaks. A.V.L.
IV. iii. 95 Ros. What must we vnderstand by this ? Oli. Some
of my shame. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Relig. 1.296

Estius . . saith that Chrysostome and his followers by sacrifice

then understand.. Baptisme. 1727 De Koe Syst. Mngic i.

I. (1840) 34 After this story no man need inquire what the

world understood by the magicians and astrologers and wise

men of those days. 1758 tr. Juan ^ Ulloa's Voy. (1773) I.

440 The llama, to which the Indians added the name of

runa, to denote an India sheep ; that beast being now under-

stood by the runa-llama, 1865 Ruskin Sesame i. § 3 We
do not understand by this advancement, in general, the mere

making of money.

O. Const, of.

1549 Latimer \st Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 22 The forsayd

words of Paul are not to be vnderstande of all scriptures.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 43 b, He demaundeth
of us, what is to be understanded of ihose Sacramentes which

we doe reteine. 1703 Addison Italy 110 Which is true, if

understood only of the Rivers of Italy. i86x Pai.kv Aeschylus

(ed. 2) Prometh. 898 note^ This is to be literally understood

of the gadfly's sting.

fd. To ttnderstand^ io \i\\.y Ti^m^y . Obs.

1579 J. Dee Diary (Camden) 5 To my heires and assignes

for ever, to understand, Mr. Bullok and Mr. Taylor,

t e. To mean, to imply, (Cf. 12 b.) Obs.—^

16x7 MoRVsoN Hin. i. 227 Distant from lerusalem some
fiue miles, (in Turky I alwaies vnderstand Italian miles).
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UNDERSTAND.

t 6. a. To give heed to, attend to. Obs,

c looo jElfbic Saints' Lives xxiii b i86 J>aet yeswinc his

syafaetes ne understandende. .[hej arn. cxx-jsO. E. Misc.

90/8 pu ert help in engelauiide. Vre stepline vnderstonde.

c X3«o Cast. Ltfveg^-^ ^'\( ^ou wole me louen and vnderstonde,

I chul J>e bringe in-to \nn owne londe. c 1400 tr. Secreta

Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 48 (Jouerne hem wyth goodnesse, and
vnderstonde hem wyth debonertee.

fb. To receive, accept. Obs.

c i»oo Trin. Col/. Horn. 99 Ech ^ understande^ J>at holi

husel unwurSliche, he underslant him seluen eche pine. Ibid.

167 pis bolie maiden,. steh^ J>is dai..in to J>an heuenliche

bure, t»ar heo was wurSliche uiiderstonden. c laso Gen. Sf

£x.22js Al 5o bri8ere..bedden him riche present... And he

leueUke it under-stod. c 1*75 0.£. Misc. 90/3 Haly thomas
of heoueriche AUe apostles eueliche pe Martyrs 'fte vnder-

stonde. c 1300 //azr/<?A 2814 And si^en shal ich under-sionde

Of you. .Manrede, and holde obes bo>e. c 1375 Cursor M.
3432 (Fairf.), pe king..comanded ^orou-out his lande men
sutde him mensk and vnderstande.

+ o. To conceive. Obs~^
exaoo Trifu Coll. Horn. 21 pu shalt understonde {Lamb.

Horn. 77, underfon] child on )>ine innoSe.

7. To recognize or regard as present in thought,

though not expressly stated or mentioned; to

supply mentally. Chiefly Gram.
1530 Palsgr. 342 Whan we use 'they' or 'them', under-

standyng femynin subslantyves, they use ever elles. 1533
Mors Ahsiv. Poysoned 5<t.\Vks. 1057/3 Though thosewordes
wer out, yet they be such as the sentence wold well require

to repete and vnderstande. a 1704 T. Bbown Sat, Ancients
Wks. 1720 I. 15 The Ancient Romans said Saturam under-

standing /^aMccm. 1861 "l^KUEX Aeschylus (ed. i) Seven agst.

Thebes 249 note^ Understand :t*P'Vo*-o ar, or something to

that efTect, suppressed by aposiopesis.

b. In pa. pple. : Implied, though not expressed.

1580 LvLY Ei^hues (Arb.) 419 You resemble in your sayings

the Painter Tamantes, in whose pictures there was euer

more vnderstoode then painted. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's
Answ. Osor. 300 Admit this also that god's name is not ex-

pressed, yet have ye not taught us that it is not understanded
here. 1631 Gouge God^s Arrows v. § i. 410 Circumstantiall

words, which are as bonds to knit word to word, it leaveth

to be understood, 1669 Milton Acced. Grammar 59 A
Noun and Pronoun with a Participle exprest or understood.

1754 R. Newton Char. Theophrastus 238 Here is an ellipsis

of the substantive ; which Lambert Bos hath not supply'd,

and therefore I will venture to do it by o5bi' understood.

1817 Mill Brit. India II. iv. v. 192 An exception in favour

of the Nabob was, from standing usage, so much understood,

that to express it had appeared altogether useless. 1835
'J'. Mitchell Ac/tarn, of Arisioph. 675 note^ The verb

aKoirct or Spa is here understood, \%i% Punch 13 July 19/2
In order that any matter of business should be perfectly

intelligible, nothing should be 'understood '.

fig. 1858 Hogg Shelley II. 417 There was an ellipsis of his

waistcoat ; it was not expressed, but understood.

t8. a. In passive: To be informed, advised, or

(so) minded. Obs.

c i»75 O. E. Misc. 52/518 We beoj? vnderstonde J>es ilke

swike seyde. .Ich wile J^ene J)ridde day aryse from de^Te to

lyue. 1197 R. Glouc. (Roll?;) 9300 5if bou seist it vor noble
kunne, ^>ou nart no5t wel vnderstonde, Vor ich was |>e kinges
sone, Jwu wost wel, of J>is londe. c 1440 Vallad. on Husb.
111. 196 Tho thre wol multiplie. As semeth me, in euery
maner lond ; Yet Columelle is so not understonde.

fb. To plan, devise. With refl. dative. Obsr-^
1297 R, Glouc (Rolls) 8877 Peking vor ireerilagehimgan

vnderstonde To bringe roberd is sone. .in is warison l>ere.

0. To stand under, f Also spec,^ to support or

assist ; to prop up.

13.. Northern Passion J751 (Addit. MS.), Sayne lolin

hir body \v.r. Cristis word wel] vndir stude. tiS9* Shaks.
Tiuo Gent. 11. v. 31 Why, stand-vnder: and vndev-stand is

all one. 1601 ^ TweL N.xn. i. 90 My legges do better vnder-
stand me sir, then I vnderstand what you meane.] a x6ii
Chapman Iliad v. 687 Alcander, and a number more, he
slew, and more had slain, If Hector had not understood.
1615 — Odyss, *v. 346 To let him reach the shore Of ships

and tents before Troy understood, 1633 Hevwood ist Pt.
Iron Age v. i. Thy rude hand Would lift a shield, thou canst
not vnder stand. 1883 Academy 16 June 419/3 A full set of
collations ' understanos ' the text.

II. intr, 10. To have comprehension or under-

standing (in general or in a particular matter).
c xooo i'ELFRic Horn, L 302 [pam men] is jemxne mid

nytenum, )7xt hegefrede; mid englum, bsetheunderstande.
cioxa Wulfstan Horn. (1883) 161 Eall b^et syndon mJcle
and ejeslice dacda, understande se 3e wille. 1297 R. Glouc,
(Rolls) 2221 Sire king, . . ^if \iq\x wolt understonde, Deol ^ou
mijt abbe in Y\u herte of ^^in kunde londe. 1340 Ayenb. 56
Huanne^ glotoun ge^in to J>e tauerne. .he..sp€cl7 weland
onderstant; huan hecom)? ayen,hehel>al )>is uorlore. ^1380
Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 13 ?it je knowun not, ne undir-
stonden j ait ^our herte is blyiidid. 1456 Sir G. Have Laxu
Anns (S.T .S.) 13 The quhilk lettis to have perfyte resoun.

.

to understand rychtwisly. 1530 Palsgr. 767/2 For as farre

as I can understande, it is so. 1587 Golding De Mornay v.

55 Albeit that of the things which are in this world, some
vndersund, and some vnderstand not;.. all of them are
appo^ted to some certeyne end. 1613 Fletcher, etc. Hon.
Mans Fort, v. 1, All women that on earth do dwell thou
lov'st, Yet none that understand love thee again. 1648
Milton Ps, Ixxxii. 17 They know not nor will understand,
In darkness they walk on. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist.
1. xiv. 64 By my Advice, let each with chearful Heart, As
best he understands, employ his Art. 1781 Cowper Con-
versat. 430 Man's heart had been impenetrably seal'd, . . Had
not his Maker's all-bestowing hand Giv'n him a soul, and
bade him understand. i85oTennvson In Mem. xcvii. 36
She dwells on him with faithful eyes, • I cannot understand

:

I love *.

b. Const, about^ fof. f Also with refl. dative.
c 1000 J^LVMC Horn. I. ioEngIa3..ne ma^on fulfremedlice

undcrstandan vmbe God. a lazsAncr. R. 210 Nis . .no mon
)iet ne met understonden him of his sunnen nomeUche. c 1375

148

[see 10 cl- c X477 Caxton 7ason 42 b, Certes gentil knight

I knowe wel my self & vnderstonde of this marchandyse.

i860 W. Collins Woman in ly/tite \. xv. 187 You quite

understand about that little matter of business being safe in

my hands ? 189a J. H. McCarthy loox Days 11. 7. 1 under-

stood alKiut precious stones, and I had reason to hope tliat

I should not do badly in the business. _

•f c. To know how to do something. OOs.

aivoo Cursor M. 24792 Willam basterd-.conquerur was

code, And for to warrai tci375 of l>e were heJ vnderstode.

17J3 Pres. St. Russia I. 337 A Hatchet, which their Car-

penters understand to handle with more Skill than those of

any Nation whatsoever.

1 11. To have knowledge or information, to learn,

ft/" something, Obs,

13.. Cursor M. 19919 (Gott,), Quen he of his comming
vnderstode, Sone he ras and gain i?aim him ^ode. a 1400

Octoi/ian 1589 Anoon the kyng..dede hem alle to vnther-

stonde Of the Soudanes fyght. 1401 in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. i[. I. 22 We do yow to understonde of tydynges the

weche we have yherd of Owein Glyndor. 1509 Mem. Hen,

VII (Rolls) 435 Howbe that ye wold mervel in case that ye

understode of al the maters that hathe passyd. 1573 ^' Li-ovd

Marrow ofHist. (1653) 116 The Philosopher, .having under-

stood of his mothers death. 1629 in Ellis Ori^. Lett. Ser. 11.

HI. 256, I was gladde to understande of your hfe and health,

which this bearer.. made knowen unto me. 1661 Reg. Privy

Coiinc. Scot. Ser. in. I. 5, I shall not know nor understand

ofany maner of thing., against his Majesties persone.. hot I

shall lett and withstand the same.

fb. To get news, receive intelligence. Obs."''^

1574 Hellowes Gucuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) sSPyrrhus..
was the first that inuented Currers or Posts : and in this case

he was so vigilant, that.. in one day he vnderstood from

Rome, ..and in five out of Asia.

12. a. In parenthetic use (chiefly Iunderstand) :

To believe or assume, on account of information

received or by inference.

1297 R, Glouc (Rolls) 133 pe kyng of norl>h9mberlond was
king, ich vnderstonde, Of al pe lond bi3onde bomber, a 135J

MisoT Poems vii. 92 pe teres he lete ful rathly ren Out of his

eghen, I vnderstand, 1390 Gower Conf. I. 10 For thilke

tyme, I understonde. The Lumbard made non eschange.

c 1440 Generydes 16 Hire fader was a man of grete powre.

And kyng of aufrike as I vnderstonde. c 1460 Merita
Missx igj Thow ned the to fyght, I vndeyrstonde, With youre
flesche, and with the fende. x^o8 Kennedie Flyting iv.

Dunbar 345 'Jhow lufis nane Irische, elf, I vnderstand, Bot

it suld be all trew Scottis mennis lede. 159a Ardcn of
Fcvershnm iv. iv. 4 He is coming from Shorlow as I vnder-

stand. 1642 H. More Song ofSoul i.n. 52 You are Heavens
Privy-Counsellour I understood. 1898 ' Merriman' ^fffi'*r«'f

CornerxW. 124 Mr. Wade, .was, he understood, distantly re-

lated to the mother,

tb. To speak of{ = to mean) something. Obs,""^

ci4aS Craft Nombrynge (E.E.T.S.) 4 Neuer-^e-les wen
he says Prima significat vnum <5-(r.,..he vndirstondes nojt

of J>e first figure of euery rew,

1 13. To be subject to one. Obs, rare.

? a 1200 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 193 Ice hate . .Saet alcc

Sa Seines of 3am landen hinnenfor3 understande to ftan

alibod. 1:1330 Cast. Love 246 He is J>orw riht J>euwe and
)>ral. To whos seruise he vnderstod with-al.

1 14, To give heed, attend, listen, to one. Obs.

a xaoo Moral Ode 227 Vnderstonde^ nu to me, edi men
and arme, Ich wulle tellen of hellepin. 13.. GuyofWanv.
1292 Lordin^es, J>an seyd J)e douk Otoun, Under-stond to mi
resoun. a 1325 Prose PsalterXvf. i Here myn oreisoun, and
ne despise J>ou nou3t my pratere, vnder-stonde to me, and
here me. c 1450 Merlin xxxii. 633 Vndirstonde to me, and
I shall telie the thy dreme.

XTndersta-ndable, a. Also 5 ondirstand-

abille. [f. prec. +-able.]

1. That can be understood ; intelligible.

C-X47S Cath, Angl, 260/1 (MS. A), Ondirstandabille, jn-

telligibiiis. 1577 HoLiNSHED Chron. 11. 735/1 Their lan-

guage was vnknowne, and not vnderstandable to any man
that coulde bee brought to talke with them. 1584 R. Scot
Discov. IVitchcr. xii. xxi. 228 Whether the words of ihe

charme be understandable or not, it skilleth not, 1625

A. Gill Sacr. Pkilos, Pref,, Faith is a supplie of reason in

things understandable, as the imagination is of sight in

things that are visible, 1651 Baxter Inf. Baptism 82

Otherwise we might pervert all Scripture, and none of it

would be understandable, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I

(1851) II. 294 This vncoiith act, scarss wnderstandabill, bred

gryte feir and perturbatioun.

1799 SouTHEV in Life (1850) II. 34, I suffer a good deal

from illness, and in a way hardly understandable by those in

health. 1832 Examiner 84/2 Putting the law in a readable

and understandable shape, 1870 Ruskin Lect. Art {iBjs)

73 There are two of the Puritans, whose work if I_ can
succeed in making clearly understandable to you. ., it is all

I need care to do.

t2. Ableto understand; capable of imderstanding,

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. iiL 32 The wis herte and vnderstandable
shalabstenenhymselffromsynnes. i^'jQovxiW.G De Mornay
vi. 93 Theodoras, .hath termed them, the substantiall Vnder-
standing, the Vnderstandable substance, and the Fountayne
of Soules, 1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes iv, 197 The daughters
of those mothers, .are forward and understandable ofwomens
matters, sooner than other children.

Hence Understa'ndaMeness.
Also, in recent use, understandably adv,

1656 tr. T. White's Peripat. Inst. 198 The Understandable-
nesse of a thing, or the quiddity, the whatnessc,

tUnderstandant. Obs.-^ [f. as prec.+

-ANT.] An understanding person,
CZ400 Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 51 God. .make his

riches to abounde largely in the soules of wyse men, & gif

graces to vnderstondantz & studiauntz.

Understa'nder. [f. as prec. + -eb.]

1. One who understands ; one who has knowledge
or comprehension (^something).
c 1430 Pil^, Lyf Manhode 11. xxi. (1869) 84 To good

UNDERSTAKDINa.
vnderstonderes it is the more gracious and the moreplesaunt.

145S Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 13 The thrid part of

the understandaris of the faith. 1501 Atkvnson tr. De
httitatione ill. xlviii. 236, 1 am the inwarde lecher of trouth,

sercher of marines hert, the vnderstander of mannes thought.

1577 FuLKE Coii/nt. Purg. 413 If you have not a better

vnderstander, then you are a rule eiuer, your rule is false.

1613 Hkywoou Btaz. Age 11. ii, In Greece springs The
fountaines of Diuine Phylosophy, They are all vnderstanders.

1677 Gll.rlN Daeinonot. Sacra 11. 214 Some are pleased tobe
accounted Vnderstanders by others, and rest in such high

words, as a badge of Knowledge, ijzt R. IjAlle Let. in

Atlunxum 5 April {1902) 435/1 By th' understanders of

sculpture, t'was att Florence esteemed next to the Duke's

Veneri. 1855 PusEV Doctr. J\eai Presence Note S. 527

Ihose among you who are yet called Catechumens or hearers,

could be hearers, when it was being read: could they be

understanders too?

1 2. a. A leg or foot. b. A boot or shoe. Obs.

1383 Melbancke Philotimus U iij. She leuieth her army
of huge boisterous hobs, wel beseming for their vnderstanders

to bee the ofFspringe of Giauntes. 1749 J. Ray Hist. Reb.

(1758) 135 They also borrow 'd all the Shoes and Hoots they

could meet with; so that many were depriv'd of their

Understanders.

1 3. A spectator standing on the ground or floor

spec, in a theatre. Obs.

1633 Shirley Contention Honour ff Riches C, When you
..make the understanders in Cheapside wonder to see ships

swimme upon mens shoulders. 1646

—

Doubt/ul Heir'V\6\.,

No shews, no dance, and what you most delight in. Grave
understanders, here's no target fighting.

4. poet. A supporter, upholder.

187s Browning Aristoph. Apol. 113 Strong understander

of our common life, Staple sustainmenl of morality.

•f TJndersta-ndible, var. Undeustandablf. a.

1638 CiilLLlNGW. Relig. Prot. 1. ii. I 103. gi As to be under.

standible is a condition requisite to a Judge, so is not that

alone sufficient to make a Judge.

TTndersta nding, vbl. si. [f. the vb. + -ikg i.

Cf. MSw. uuMrstiitidning, Icel. -sta6mng.'\

1. (Without article.) Power or ability to under-

stand ; intellect, intelligence. Sometimes spec. = c.

a 1050 Liber Scintill. Ixxxi. (1889) 221 Se ))e l>a on andgyte

inran understandincge [L. intelligfntix} onfehj^. a 1300

Cursor M. 320 Minning es to \v.r. \ie] fader cald, fe sune es

vnderstaiiding tald. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 605 Man
when he is til worshepe broght Right understandyng has

he noght. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xii. 300 Ac (>ese lewcde

laborers of lylelviKlerstondynge Selde fallen so foule and so

deepe in synne As clerkes of holy churche. i4aa tr. Secreta

Secret., Priv. Priv. 135 By witte and connynge of vndyr-

stondynge a man may well chese the goode and lewethe
ewiU. c 1460 H^isdom 245-6 in Macro Plays 43 The iij*"

pane of be soule ys ' wndyrstondynge ' ; For by wndyr-

stondyng I be-holde wat Code ys In hym selff. 1331 Elyot
Goi: ill. xxiv. To perceyue more playnly, what tlunge it is

that 1 call understandynge. It is the principall part of the

soule. 1587 GoLDlNG De Mornay v. 55 The beginner of

all ends is vnderstanding, and in the most of these there is

no vnderstanding. i6az Burton Anat. Mel. i. i. 11. x. 40

Vnderstanding is a power of the Soule, by which we per-

ceiue, know, remember, and ludge. 1667 Milton P.L. ix.

1127 For Understanding rul'd not, and the Will Heard not

her lore. 1716 Heabne Coll. (O.H.S.) V. 338 This Nibb is

a man of so little understanding that he was never known to

laugh. I7S9 Robertson Hist. Scot. 111. Wks. 1813 I. 245

Darnley was not superior to his father in understanding.

1779 Mirror No. 64, I found a perfect equality of under-

standing and of importance. 1811 Shelley Kpitsych. 162

Love is like understanding, that grows bright, Gazing on

many truths. 1894 A. Birkell Ess. xi. 131 He had not

enough understanding to obfuscate it by drink.

b. Of understanding, intelligent, capable of

judging with knowledge. ?>\m\\M\'j of some,of no,

understanding.
1418 Munim. de Metros (Bann. Club) 520 At l>e quhilk day

J>e saide assis askyt mar help of men of vndirslandyng. 153S

Coverdale I Kings iii. 12 Beholde, 1 haue geuen the an hert

of wy.szdome and vnderstondynge. 1537 Bible (Matthew)

M Vi<A xii. 24 They wente astraye. as chyldren ofno vnder-

standynge. 1600 Hakluvt Voy. III. 21 And what danger

that were, . .each man of reason or vndersianding may iudge.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. 111. 13s Men of some vnderstand-

ing. And wisedome. 177a Boston Gazette 3 Aug. 2/2 Men
of understanding. .view the Governor's Speech. .as an im
pertinent sophistical Piece of Toryism.

c. With the : The faculty ofcomprehending and

reasoning ; the intellect.

1388 Wyclif Mark xii. 33 That he be loued . . ofal the vndur-

stondynge, and of al the soule. 1620 T. Granger Div. Logike

108 The Vniuersall notions of the vnderstanding. 1663 Bp.

Patrick Parab. Pilgrim (1687) 180 It cannot exercise the

Understanding without provoking the passions. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. 1. 1. % 1 The Understanding, like the Eye,..takes

no notice of it self. 1701 NoRRis Ideal World 11. iii. (1704)

128 The business of the understanding can be no other than

to understand. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will i. ii. 12 Then the

Understanding must be taken in a large Sense, as including

the whole Faculty of Perception or Apprehension, a 1859

DeQuincey Knocking at Gate in Macb. Wks. i860 XIV.
192 The mere understanding, .is the meanest faculty in the

human mind, and the most to be distrusted. 1871 Mokley
Voltaire 5 Manifold ways, of all of which the emotions can

give good account to the understanding.

fd. Mind, purpose, intent. Obs. rare.

138a Wyclif i Pet. iii. 8 Alle of oon vndirstondinge, or

wiile [L. unaninics]. 1531 Elyot Con. lit. iv. (1883) 11. 220

In euery couenaunt, bargayne, or promise aught to l>e. .one

playne understandinge or meaning betwene the parties,

2. The intellectual faculty as manifested in a par-

ticular person or set of persons.

138a Wyclif WiA iv. 7 The pees of God . kefe 5oure hertis

and vndirstondingis in Crist Jhesu. 1387-8 T. Usk Test.

Love I. Prol. (Skeat) I. 31 Right so. .the understanding of

Englbhmen wol not strecche to the privy terraes in Frenche.



UNDERSTANDING. 149 ITNDEBSTBEW.
«X4ooMaundf.v. (1839) xvii. 186 So mochehathethe Erthe in
roundnesse, .aftre mynopyiiyoun and myn undirstondynge.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 228 Here ys no mencyon of our lady
by semyng to mony mennys vndyrstondyng. 1535 Coverdale
2 Mace. ii. 30 He that begynneth to wryte a story for the first,

must with his vnderstondinge gather the matter together.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 190 Haiie these stately ad-
uauncements of flourishing fortune, so blinded thine under-
standing? 16x5 G. Sandys yroz-. 59 Auicen. .reproueth.-that
saying ofour Sauiour. . as being weake and ill fitted to vulgar
vnderstandings. 1666 Bp. Parker Free ^ Impart, Censure
(1667) 77 A huge lushious stile.. rather loaths and nauceats
a discreet understanding, than informs and nourishes it.

1726 Swift Gulliver, Brobdingnag \\\, It gave him.. a very
mean opinion of our understandings. 1769 Robertson CAoj.
Vy I. Wks. 1813 V. 167 Her understanding, always weak,
was often disordered. 1815 Scott Guy M. xv, The idea of
parting^ from Miss Lucy.. had never once occurred to the
simplicity^ of his understanding. 1874 Carpenter Ment.
Phys. X. li. § 88. 98 Those who have obtained most influence
over the understandings of others.

•f 3. Signification, meaning, sense, Obs,
13.. Cursor M. 1475^ (Gtitt), Vr lauerd lesus I>aim gaue

ansuer, Bot t>ai ne wist quat vnderstanding it bar. 1340
Ayenb. 222 Huo |jet ine ^o onderstondinge yelt oj^er acset>
zuiche dette, he ne zene^ej* na5l. 1375 Barbour Bruce iv.

236 [Fiends] mak ay thair ansuering In-till dowbill vndir-
standing. Till dissaf thame that will thanie trow, c 1400
tr. Sccreta Secret., Gov. Lordih. 51 When ge haue fully ^
vnderstondynges of Jjc sentences, . .^anne shal 5e pursewe
fully. .5oure purpos desiryd.^ 142^ Faston Lett. I, 13 Billes

..makyng mension and bering this undyrstondyng that the
seyd William.. schuld be slayn. ^1500 Melusine 364 There
were ryche pictures where as were fygured many a noble
hystory,and the wrytyiig vndernethe that shewed thevnder-
standyng of it. 1538 Cromwell in Merriman Life ff Lett.

(1902) II. 153 As they be taught euery sentence of the same
by rote ye shall expoundcthe understandyng of the same
vnto them. 1589 Puttenham Engl, Poesie (Arb.) 189 Single
words haue their sence and vnderstanding altered and figured
many waves. X613 Pubchas Pilgrimage (1614) 259 He and
his fellowes were sent by.. the lewes, to Jearne the vnder-
standing of some obscurer places of their law. 1635 Gram.
Vi^aj^e C 10 b, Pasco receiued two vnderstandings, * to feed

'

and 'to bring vp ', x^aS QwK'sw.^^sCycl., Intendment of
Law, the Understanding, Intention, and true Meaning of
the Law.

f b. Reference or application (I0 something).

1433 Kolls ofPnrlt. IV. 451/2 pat l>is said worde Cloth.,
have relation and understondyng to hole Clothes.

4. f a. Intelligence, information. Obs,

473 Warkw. ChroH, 7 [He] had underslondynge that
Kynge Edwarde was in a vilage. ^1561 G. Cavendish
IVolsey (1893) 242 His scrvaunts .. havyng understandyng
of my lord s departyng awaye,. .began to grudge. 1585 T,
Washington tr. Nicholay's yoy. 1. xvii. 19 b, The day before
he had vnderstanding, that the Frigate., was of Malta.

b. Comprehension ^something, rare,

1548 Elvot S.V. IntelUctuSy To atteyn to the knowlage or
vndcrstandyng of a thyng.

5. A good (or f right) understanding^ amicable
or friendly relations (between persons).

1649 Cromwell Let. 8 March (Carfyle), I trust there will be
a right understanding between us, and a good conclusion.

1703 Steele Tender Ilusb. v, i, I love to promote among my
Client:> a good Understanding. 17J5 De Foe Voy, round
/K<7/-/(i'( 1840) 213 We came, .to .1 better understanding about
the frigate. X76a in loM Rep. Hist. A/SS. Comm, App. 1.

323 To cultivate a good understanding between the two
countries. 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom ^ Lugger i. iii. 37
The little hope there wasofestablishinga good understanding
between the Coast Guard and the people. x868 E. Edwards
Ralegk \. xii. 330 Ralegh strove to bring about a good under*
standing between Essex and Cecil.

trans/, 1765 Sterse 'Jr. Shandy vii. xix, "fis an under-
craft of authors to keep up a good understanding amongst
words, as politicians do amongst men.

b. A mutual arrangement or agreement of an
informal but more or less explicit nature.
i8xs Lady Granville Lett, (1894) l,^^ They have, I hear,

what is called, come to an understanding, i860 '1'vndall

Glac. 1. xxiii. 164 With this understanding we parted for the
night. 1876 B1.ACK Madcap Violet xv, I think it is better

we should have a distinct understanding about that.

c. spec, (See quot.)
x8«6 Oxberry's Dram. Biog. V. 97, 20 guineas per week

and an understanding at Covcnt-garden, [Note\ By this

is meant, certain emoluments.. that shall increase the real

amount of her salary.

6. siang or coUoq. B,. pL Foot-wear; boots or

shoes.

s8aj Mrs. Nathan Lattgreatk 1, 29 They have been seen
in the act of adapting their nethermost understandings to

the costume of the more wealthy, 1838 Jas, Grant Sk.
Land. 87 His toes began to peep out between the soles and
uppers of his * understandings *—as he sometimes facetiously

called his boots. X874 Slang Diet. 333 Men who wear
exceptionally large or thick boots, are said to possess good
understand ings

.

b. pi. Legs or feet.

x8t8 Lancet 23 March (jao/i His plump, well-formed, little

' understandings ' twinkling in the lustre of black silk hose.

1844 * loNATHAN Slick ' High Life N, York 1 1. 58 She had
on a short petticoat that showed a., considerable chunk of
understandings. 1856 ' Stonf.henge ' Brit. Rur, SPorts
381/2 Discount was. .the perfection of a strong, well-bred
horse, . . if only his understandings had been sound.

Understa'nding, ///. a. [f. asprec + -iNG2.]

X. Of persons (or animals) : Possessed of under-

standing; having knowledge and judgement; in-

telligent.

Very common in the 17th century.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn, lai Dc man is understondinde, l>e

him seluen cnoweS and gode leue3. 1338 R. Brunnk Chron.
(rSio) 35 He was boJ»e gode & wys in aFle his dedis, & right

vnderstandyng, to help at alle nedis. 136a WvcLiF Dent,

iv. 6 A wise puple and an vndirstondynge! £^1440 Promp,
/'rtri'. 51 1 Vnderstondynge, or wytty,i«/f//;'fC'«j.iS3S Cover-
dale Dcut. iv. 6 What a wyse and vnderstondinge folke is

this ? 1613 Wither Abuses Stript 11. ii. O 5 b, A selected

Crew, . . the Wisest, The Vnderstanding'st, yea, and the Pre-

cisest Of a wliole Empire. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 29
A modest and vnderstanding Gentleman. Ibid. 90 An
Elephant (an vnderstanding beast). 1681 Otway Soldier's

Fort. V, i, Aristotle.. was an understanding fellow. 1711

Addison Sped. No. 42 p 6 The more understanding Part of

the Audience immediately see through it and despise it. 1773
Priestley Inst.Kelig. (1782) I. 377 There were among them
many . .understanding persons. X817-8C0BBETT Resid. U.S.
(1822) 167 One of the most understanding and most worthy
men I ever had the honour to be acquainted with. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 132 The Athenians are an under-

standing people.

absol. X650 Gentilis Considerations 194 So that, .we may
say, that the understandingest doih command by cunning,

the most rash by violence.

b. Const, in (a matter, etc."). Now rare or Obs.

x6i3 Bacon Ess.^ Of yudicature (Arb.) 458 An ancient

Clearke, skilful in presidents, .. and vnderstanding in the

businesse of the Court, <:i643 Lo. 'S^^cM^^kv Autobiog.

(1824) 35 Howsoever he was very understanding in all other

things, he was noted yet to be of a very high mind. 173a

Lord Tvrawlv in Bnccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I,

381 My Captain, who is a very understanding fellow in these

matters. 1755 Mem. Ca/t. P, Drake I. ii. 19 A very under-

standing Man in the Business of Cow-stealing,

2. Oi Ihe mind, etc : Endowed with intelligence;

intellectual.

X38a WvcLiF I Kings iii. 12 I hauc.^euen to thee a wise

herte and an vndurstondynge \Xi. sapiens et intelligcns^,

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxviii. (BodI, MS.), Kinde
5eue^ to man vndirstonding instrumentes according to his

vertues. 1539 Bible (Great) i Kings iii. 9 Geue therfore

vnto thy seruaunt an vnderstandyng hert, X581 J. Bell
HaddotCs Ans^v.Osor, 141 Mans will and the understandyng

Earte of his soule. x66a H. Morb Antid. Ath. \\\. i. § 2

ome free subtile understanding Essence distinct from the

brute Matter. x68i Flavel Rleth. Grace xxiii. 401 The
understanding faculty like a dial is enlightened with the

beams ofdivine truth shining upon it. x8a7 Pollok Course T.

II [. 636 Be wise, Ye fools I be ofan understanding heart. 1853
F. D. Maurice Proph. cj- Kings v. 78 The understanding heart

of Solomon led him to revere as well as to suspect himself.

b. Of speech : Displaying intelligence, rare""^,

163s J. Taylor (Water P.) Very Old Man C, Loves Com-
pany, and Vnderstanding talke,

+ 3, Capableofbeingunderstood; intelligible. Obs,

X387-8 T. UsK Test. Love i. Prol. (Skeat) 1. 56 By thilke

thinges that ben made understonding here to our wittes.

1:1400 tr. Secrcla Secret., Gov, Lordsh. 93 All Jjare-by is

vnderstandant, and neghys negh, ^at Jrat ys remued of farre.

Understa'ndingly, adv, [f. prec. + -LTf 2.]

In a comprehending or intelligent manner; with

understanding. + Also, so as to be understood.

a X340 HAMpoLE/'j<z//^rxlviii. 12 For hewroght not vndir-

standan[d]lyhe is likynd..til vnwise bestis in vnwisdome.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov, Lordsh. \ox Besily and vn-

derstandandly y amonest t>e, and gyiies t>e good conseill.

1580 HoLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong, Entendiblement, vnder-

standingly, learnedly. i6oa Fulbecke Pandects 55 It is

more plainlie and understandinglie opened by hime in these

wordes. 1649 F, Roberts Claris Bibl. 46 Still fix your
thought upon the Occasion and Scope of every Book, when
you would peruse them understand ingly. 1697 Humfrev
RighteoHsn.God\.(i'Y\\\s\^zxn^ Man hath,. understand-

ingly exprest the very thing as it is. i;r54 Edwards Freedom
Will IV, viii. 248 A Work of his almighty Power, ..upheld

understand Ingly, and on Design, as much as if no other had
been made but that. 1833 Neio Monthly Mag. XXXVIIL
1 54 H is was one of those clear eyes which see beauty under-

standingly. xSjo Eraser's Mag. XLI. 524 The young
people began to look very understandingly at each other.

1890 NIaky E. Wilkins Far-away Melody 16 They had
studied the Bible faithfully, if not understandingly.

t Understa'ndingness. Obs, [f. as prec. +
-NE3S.] The state or condition of having under-

standing ; the faculty of understanding.
a x6a8 F. Greville Poems (1633) 60 In Mans youth, per-

chance, Fame multiplies Courage, and actiue vnderstanding-

nesse. x66a J. Chandler ^n« HelmonCs Oriat. 25 In the

understandingness of the understanding.

U ndersta'te* v. [U.vokr-1 io a.] trans. To
state below what is correct or warrantable. Also

absoi., to make an understatement.
x8a4 Mackintosh Sp. Ho. Comm. i June, Wks. 1846 III.

430 A pious and amiable woman, . .anxious rather to under-

state facts. 1850 Grote Greece 11. Ixiv. VIII. 252 note, I

have understated the number of lives in danger. 1874

Gladstone in Contemp, Rev. Oct. 673 In commenting on

over-statement, I do not seek to understate.

t U:nder-sta-ted, a, Obs, [Under-1 10 c] Of
too low or poor an estate.

a x66i Fuller Worthies, Bedford, i. (1662) 118 Sir Henry,

though heir to his Brother Richard after his death ; yet ;>er-

ceiving himself over-titled or rather understated, for so high

an honour, . .declined the assuming thereof.

nndersta'tement. [Under- i lo b. Cf.

Understate z/.] A statement which falls below

the truth or fact.

1799 Monthly Rev. XXVIII. 528 Stating at the lowest its

own populousness and produce, and. .favouring a similar

understatement by its neighbours. 18^7 Morlky Crit.

Misc. Ser. ii. 330 Mr. Mills remarks.. involve a distinct

understatement,

Understay, sb. (Under-' sb.) «x6o3 T. Cartwright

Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 729 That prop and vnderstay of

our faith . . is cleane ouerthrown. Understay, v. (Under-'

4 a.) 1679 A. Lovell Indie. Univ. 39 To prop or understay

the Vine. UnderstecT, v. (Under-> 4 b.) 1573 Twvne
^neidx.^e]. In sight she deare apeerd With left hand

coutching waues, and smoth herself she vnderstcerd lU

subremigat]. Under-stem. (Under-' 5 b.) 1853 Ruskin
Stones yen. II. ii. §6. 17 It is delightlul to see how he has
rooted the whole leaf in the strong rounded under-stem.
i86BRep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (i8t()) 94 The European
species . . is found upon low plants, gnawing the under-stenis.

U'nderstep, j^. (Under-' 5 b.) x6io J. Robinson Jnstif,
Separat, iii. 10 That by it, as by an understep, he might
climb up,. into the throne of iniquity. Understc'p, v.

(Under-' 10 a.) 1843 Blctckiu. Mag. LI V. 652 Were such
phraseology allowable, we should say that the sphere has
understepped itself.

tr-nder-stew^ard. (Under- i 6 a.)

1472-3 Rolls o/Parlt.Vl. 35/1 Depute and understeward
to John Erie of Wilteshire. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 6 5 i

No Steward, Under-Steward,..nor other Minister of such
Courts of Pipowders. X667 in Pettus Fodinae Rtg.{i6jo) 39
One Vnder-Steward to recide at the Mines. 1708 J. Cham-
berlavne St, Gt. Brit. (1710) 226 The Under-Steward of
Westminster is likewise an Officer of great Note.

Hence xr*nder-stew:ardsliip.
i47a-3 Rolls of Parlt, VI. 35/1 The said Office of under-

stewards hipp.

t Understi'pre, v, Obs.~^ [Under- 14a: see

Stipeb.] trans. To prop up, support.
The variant undcrstipen corresponds to WFris. stypje.

aizzs A ncr.R, 1^2 Heo wuneS under l)e chirche.ase uorte
understipren [v.r, understipenj hire, 3if hco wolde uallen.

U'nder-stock, j^. arch. (Under-' 5 b.) i8ai Scott
Kenilw, xxx'i, His shoes being of white velvet; his under-
stocks (or stockings) of knit silk.

XJindersto'ck, v. (Under- i lo a: cf. next.)

1765 Museum Rust. IV. 267 The same ill consequences
attend either over or under-stocking a farm with all other
cattle. X77X A. Young Northern Tour IV. 272 If it be
asked, why farmers.. so much understock themselves.

U-ndersto'cked, ///. a. (Under- i loa.)
1670 Sir T. CuLi-EPPEH Necess. Abating Usury 32 His

farme is understocked, ill fenced, and out of heart. 1733
TuLL HorsC'Hceing Ilusb. xiv. 166 The Ground may be.,
understock'd with Plants. 179a A. Young Trav. France 489
For the country.. to import so immensely, shews how
wretchedly they are understocked with sheep.

_
X846 M^Cul-

LOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 561 Farms in all parts of

Britain are decidedly understocked.
U'nder-sto=ckings. (Under-' 5 a.) 1605 Knaresb. IVills

(Surtees) I. 252 One paire of white under stockines. X648
Hexham ii, Onder.koussen, Vnder or Nether-stockins.

Understone : see quot. s.v. Underclift.

Understoo'd, pa. pple. and ppl. a, [f. Under-
stand £».]

f 1. Being made known or patent. Obs.""^

X576 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 152 This done and vnder
stoode to the Archbishop, she was by him appointed to

S. Sepulcres.

2. Comprehended ; thoroughly known.

160S Shaks. Macb. iii. iv. 124 Augures, and vnderstood
Relations, haue. .brought forth The secret'st man of Blood.

x66i Boyle Style ofScript. 48 By the light of understood
Scriptures to penetrate the sense of the obscurer ones, a 1700

Evelyn Diary 12 Oct, 1677, The gardens are large,, .and

the husbandry part made very convenient and perfectly

understood.

3. Agreed upon ; assumed as known or fixed.

1607 in W, H. Hale Prec. in Causes of Office (1841) 9 He
doth now confesse that it was an understood part of his

therein. 1833 Ht. Martinfau Fr. Wines <5- Pot. iii. 33
There had been established a tolerably stead)^ rate of

understood value. X853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth xxiii, It was
an understood thing that no one was to be ill or tired . . with-

out leave asked. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 317 Each
chief takes a certain understood value in goods as a com-
mission for himself.

4. Gram. Implied though not expressed.

1848 J. T. White Xenophon's Anab. Notes 38 Observe
the adverb between the article and the understood noun,

supplying the place of an adjective.

U*nderstrain. (Under-' 9 b.) ? i8oj Coleridge //«//>
Husband 22 A more precipitated vein Of notes, that . . leave

their sweeter undersirain, Its own sweet self.

TT'nderstrapper. [f. U^DEH-l 6a + Strap v.

Cf. Strappeu^ 2.] An underling; a subordinate

agent ; an assistant. (In common use from c I'Jio.)

a X704 T. Brown Walk round Lond.y Thames Wks. 1709

III. III. 60 Every Wapping Understrapper, that has but a

Congregation of old Women to hold himself forth to. 1753
Smollett Ct. Fathom xxix, I desire you will order him
and this barber, who is his understrapper, to be examined

on the spot. 184a Thackeray Fitz.Boodle's Conf. Wks.
1S60 XXlI. 211 Let one of your understrappers correct the

spelling and the grammar of my papers. 1894 Blackmore
Perlycross 297 The meanest . . understrapper of the * Private

Enquiry Firm '.

Understra pping, a, [Cf. prec.] Of a sub-

ordinate or inferior character or standing.

X76J Sterne Tr. Shandy w. xvii, I. .have as great a share

..of that under-strapping virtue of discretion as the best of

you. X793 J. Williams Calm Exam. 45 The understrap-

ping and base members of the awful mystery [of the law].

TX-nderstra turn. [Under- i
5 c] An un-

derlying stratum or layer ; a substratum.

1733 TuLL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xx. 290 These Drags draw
them sometimes into larger Heaps, leaving the Under-
stratum bare betwixt them. X783 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) X,

8307/1 However great differences there may be among the

under strata. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon{iZii) 19 The
soil and understrata of Little Torrington. x886 19M Cent.

Sept. 42 1 There is a vast and virtuous understratum in society

which really loves the right.

Understream, (Under.* 5c) X830 Tennyson /'-?«///*-

125 The glistering sands that robe The understream. 1883

Pall Mall G. 26 July 7/1 As the understreams formed by
the Horseshoe Falls rise to the surface.

Uuderstrew*, v, [Under- i 4 a.] trans.

To strew or spread beneath ;/'^. to cast under foot.



UNDERSTRIFE. IBO UNDERTAKE.

138a WvcuF Luke xix. 36 Thei vndir strewijen [L. sub-

sterminint] her clothis in the weye. 1471 Ripley Comp,
Alch. Ep. i. in Ashm. (1652) 109 So that old ranckors under-
strewed, Tempestuous troubles and wretchednes shall cease.

1589 Fleming yirg. Georg. iii. 46 T' vnderstrew or spread
the bare ground with.,Handfuls of feme.

XX-nderstrife. poet, [Under- l 5 b.] Strife

carried on upon tlie earth.

c i6ii Chapman Iliad xx. 138 We soon shall . .send them
to heaven, to settle iheir abode With equals, flying under-
strifes.

TTuderstri'ke, v. [Under-i 4 a, b.]

fl. trans. To let down (the sails ofa ship). Obs,

1615 Chapman Odyss. xvi. 474 Amphinomus in port dis-

play'd The ship arrived, her sails then under-stroke.

2. To strike (from) below.
1844 Mrs. Browning Lady Geraldine^s Courtship xlvii,

For the root of some grave earnest thought is understruck
so rightly As letc.].

Hence TJnderstriiking///. a»

x88o A. J. HiPKiNS in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 647/1 For
understriking grand pianos..and for upright pianos. Ibid.

712/1 Both overstriking and understriking apparatus.
U*nderstroke, sb. (Under-' 5 b.) 1837 Wheelwright

tr. Aristophanes, Birds in. i, By their feet the geese with
understrokes A-; 'twere with shovels, threw it in the hods.

Understro-ke, v. [Unuer-1 4 b. Cf. G. un-
terstreicketij Da. understrege.'] trans. To under-

line, underscore.
173J Swift Let. to Duchess of Queensbury 20 Mar., You

have understroaked that offensive word, to shew that it

should be printed in italic

U*llderstU:dy, sb, [f. next.] An actor or

actress who studies a superior performer^s part in

order to be able to take it if required ; also, the

study of a part for this purpose. Also trans/,
iZiz Society 7 Oct. 13/2 His place during his absence.,

having been filled by his understudy. 1884 G. Moore
Mumuter's Wife xv. The girl who . . had been entrusted
with the understudy. 1887 Lang Myth, /Ritual ^ Relig. I.

336 There is a. .tendency for gods to double their parts, or
rather,, .for each part to have its * under-study '.

Understu'dy, v, [Under- i
7.]

1. trans. To study (a part or character) in order
to be able to take the place of a principal actor

or actress if necessary.

1874 Slang Diet. 333 Some actors ofjsosition . . have always
other and inferior, .artists understudying their parts. 1880
Theatre Oct. 207 She was selected to understudy the
characters of the stars.

2. To act as understudy to (a principal actor or

actress).

1884 0. Moore Mummers Wife xv, Some one must under-
study Serpolette. 18^4 Crockett Play Actress ix, She has
to understudy Rose Sargeant and play her parts when that
l.idy's temper is out of order.

transf. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 23 June 5/2 (Racing), Water-
cress had no difficulty in understudying La Flcche last week.
Hence U'nderstu died///, a,

x88o Temple Bar March 321 An under-studied Part.
Understu'ffed, ppl.a, (Under-' 4 a.) 1573 Arte of

Limning A iij, A litle borde. .couered with a calues skin
ray^ or vnderstuffed with woUe or floxe or else vnstuffed.

•fUnderstu-mble, z/. coUoq, Obs, [AlteratioR

ofUnderstand v.^ after Stumble v. Cf. Undeb-
CUMSTUMBLE v.'\ traus. To understand.
(:i68i HicKERiNGiLt, Trimmer vi. Wks. 1716 I. 386 Oh !

ho ! 1 begin to understumble you, Edad, I will not tell you.
%T^'?i'f<\VT Polite Conv. 105, I understumble you,Gentlemen.

t TTndersubscrlbe, -scrive, v, Sc Obs,

[Under- 1 4 a.] intr. To subscribe to a document.
a. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 363 We, the Erlis..

and Baronis undirsubscrivand. 1605 in Abst. Protocols
Town Clerks ofGlasgow (1896) II. 115 With expres consent
. .of the counsall and deikinis of the said burght wndirsub-
scriveand. 1644 Reg. Privy Coutic. Seotl. Ser. 11, VIII. 97
In presence of me, notar publict undersubscryvand, and
witnesses efternamet.

/3. 1573 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 310 We undersub-
scriband to be bundin and obleist [etc.]. 1642 Declar.
Lords

(J- Comm.f To Gen, Assemb. Ch, Scat., Lond. 12
Divers other undersubscribing. 1708 Lond.Gaz. No. 4430/6
We,. .the Noblemen. .of the Shire of Ayr undersubscribing.

Hence + Undersnbscri-ber. Obs.
i68x W. Ker, etc {title\ A Blasphemous and Treasonable

Paper emitted by the Phanatical Under-subscribers. 1746
Shf.lvocke Voy. round World 39 We under subscribers,
Officers, seamen and others. 1799 Mitchell Scotticisms 88
We the under subscribers ; Sc.—Subscritjers, undersigned.
U-nder-8U:cking, ///. a. [Unokb-I 4 a, b.]

a. Sucking from below, b, .Sucking down.
xSttSvEF.uHist.Gt. Brit. vii. xxxvii. §2. 335 Y^ blossoms

of vnder-sucking plants, a i885 Chr. G. Kossetti Poems
(1904) 144/2 Who sinks, uplift from the undersucking silt

To set him on Thy rock.

U uder-snit. (Under-i 5 a.)

1598 Sidneys Arcadia in. 361 Hauing .. first put on a
sleigbt vndcr-sute of mans apparell. a i66i Fuller
Worthies^ llaiupsh. il (1662) 8 He. .put off his Robes of
State, resigning his Office : . . no danger of catching cold, his
own Under-suit was so well Hned, having gotten a fair Estate
. .in Sus.«icx, 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3204/3 The Knight Elect
.

.
being in his Under-Suit of tlie Order, of Cloth of Silver, .

.

was.. conducted.. to the Chapter-house.

U'nder-su rface. (Under-i 5 b,)
Also freq. as two words : see Under a. ^h,

• 1733 TuLL Horse-Hoeing l/usb. xxv. 404 The Under-stir-
face of the Limbers, .parallel, .to the Upper-surface.. of the
beam. 1836-9 Todd's Cyc/. A nat. II. 861/2 The pro-sternum
or under-surface of the prothorax. 1853 Markham Skoda's
Auscult. 9f Percuss. 214 Murmurs are produced at the
aortic valves, wbea their uader-surfaces are roughened.

tUndersustenta'tion. Obs. (Under-' sc), 1650
Eluerfield Tythes 180 Ihe bottome foundation f-iils, and
the whole frame must be left to sink and ruine with it for

wantofsustenance,or undersustentation. U'nder-swain.
(Under-' 6a.) 1644 Quarles Shtph. Orac, iii, She.. Cast

amVous eyes on every under-swaine. U'ndersward.
(Under.' 5 c.) 1883 G. Alles Colin Clout's Cat. 182 Stiff

wiry knot-grass forming.. a ragged undersward.

U'nderswearer. [Undeu-1 6 a,] One who
supports another by oath.

1724 Swift Drapier's Lett, iv. Wks. 1761 III. 77 The
infamous Coleby, one of his under-swearers at the Com-
mittee of Council.

Underswea't, v, (Under-1 7 + Sweat v. 6 h.)

1888 'Times (weekly ed.) 18 May 7/4 The English Jews
complain that they are * undersweated '. 1896 Globe 15 iJec,

The German toy-makers who undersweat the world.

Underswell. [Undeb-I 5 c] A swell

below the surface ; an undercurrent.

1849 Tait^s Mag. XVI. 760 This placid springtime of Hfe
had a strong underswell of sorrow. 1894 Cycl. Rez:
Current Hist. (Buffalo, N.Y.) IV. 733 A certain insistence

of tone which gives note of a strong underswell of feeling

and purpose.

tunder-swordfish. Obs, = Half-beak.
1681 Grew Musxum i. v. i. 87 The Head of the Under-

Sword-Fish.

Undertakable, a, [f. Undertake v. •^ -able.]

Capable of being undertaken.
1638 Chillincw. Relig. Prot, Ded., It was undertakable

by a man of very mean . . abilities.

t U'ndertake, sb. Obs, [f. next.] An under-

taking, enterprise.

1647 Sprigge Anglia Rediv. iv. ix, 295 The spoyle of the
Castle, which cannot be avoyded in extreame undertakes
against it. 1676 Doctrine of Detnls To Rdr,, 1 shall say no
more in vindication of the undertake.

Undertake (ipndsjtJ'-k), v. [f. Undeb-1 8 a +
Take v.., after Undebnim v. Cf. MSw. undertaka^

I. trans. •\\, a. To take by craft, to entrap; to

overtake, seize upon. Obs,
c 1200 Ormin 10314 Forr}ji Jiatt te33 haffdenn ni)> Wi^J>

hlmm..& wolldenii unnderrtakenn himm Off summwhatt,
aiff t)e55 niihhtenn. 1470-85 Malory ^r//:«yix, xxxvii. 400
So sire 'I'ristram endured there grete payne, for sekenesse
bad vndertake hym.

f b. To reprove, rebuke, chide. Obs,

1377 Langl. p. pi. 13. XI. 89 * Wher-of serueth lawe,' quod
lewte, * if no lyf vndertoke it, Falsenesse ne faytrye '. 1387
Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 133 He wente to Scotlonde wif>

grete indingnacioun, for Wilfrede vndertook hym for he hylde
vnlawfuUiche Esterday. c 140c Pi'.gr, So7vle i. xix. (1859)

19, I haue ful oftymes for thy mysdedys undei take the.

ci44oC«/fl A'tf/«. Ixv.ago Whanhe was come, the Emperour
vndirtoke hym of the cryme that he did to Guy. 1480
Caxton Chron. Eng. cliii, And he wold dysherite the good
erie . . for encheson that he undertoke hym of his wikkedness.
1691 tr. Emiliane's Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 53 When
he was in the company of Monks, who were not Reformed,.,
he would undertake them ia a high manner, yea, with
Insolence it self.

t2, a. To accept, receive willinj^ly, Obs,
a 1250 Ancr.R. 114 He..underueng [Titus MS. undertoc]

hit edmodliche. a 1300 Cursor M. 917 And t>ou, man, J>at

has vndertaken pi wijf red, and min for-saken, Ne sal ^u
nawight ^Jar wit win. Ibid.QoS^ Vee rede me nu, fordrightin
sake, Your consail wil i vncfertak. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 9984 For he wulde nat men hyt forsoke, But Jjat alle

menhyt vndyrtoke. x-^-^— Chron. (1810)60 pe barons said,

. .pare trespas we vndertake opon alle our fee.

fb. To receive; to have given. Obs,

13.. Cursor M. 4642 (GiJtt.), I wil )?at he here vndir-lake
All t^e worschip of mi land. 1393 Langl, /'. PL C. 1. 98 And
boxes ben broght forJ> i-bounden with yre. To vndertake ^>e

tol of vntrewe sacrifice In menynge of miracles. 16*3 Lisle
Ailfric on O. Sf N, Test. Introd., Moses, . . who wrote as God
himself directed, .while he abode with God upon Mount
Sinai. .& undertook [OE. orig., underfeng\ his law.

f c. To receive into the mind ; to hear. Obs,

13.. St. Alexius 54 in Horstm. Alten^l. Leg, (1881) 175
His fadir sette him sone to boke And wete clergie he vndir-

toke. 1382 Wyclif Ecelus. ii. 2 Howe in thyn ere, and
\txi\cr\^c [h. suscipe] the wrdis of vndirstonding. 1596SPEN-
SEK P". Q. v. iii. 34 Whose voice so soone as he did vndertake,
Eftsoones he stood as still as any stake.

"I"
3. To understand. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 307 And be l?e hette hou vnderta pe hali

gost commsof hem tua. Ibid. 20^0 Noe wil ^at mantil woke,
His sun hething be viider-toke. a 1400-50 Alexander 2067
Sone Jjis gouernour of grece is of ^is gaude ware, . . & vndue-
tuke he touched of him-selfe. c 1440 V'ork Myst. xxiii. 23
5e cowde noght vndyr-tnke The tales pat I ^ou tolde. c 1510
More Picus Wks. lo/i While she spake of tlie seconde death
and euertasting: & he vndertoke her of llie first death &
temporal.

4. To take upon oneself; to take in hand.
Sometimes contextually ' to enter upon, begin *.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4644, I wil him do at vnder-tak pe
wardanscippof al mi land. Ibid. 4795, 1 am all red! bun Our
ailer nedes vnder ta. (11340 Hampole Psalter xxiv. 7 A
joungman dredis noght to vndirtake pe peril l>at he is slane
in. C1374 CHAi;cEii Troylus u. 807 He which [>at no pyng
vnder-taketh No pyng ne acheueth. 1404 in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. 11. 1. 20 'I'be same cuntrees have undertake the seges of
hem til thei ben wonnen. £1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon
xxvi. 549 Telle me. .what he sayeth of this quarell that ye
have vndertake. 1597 Hooker Keel. Pol. v. liv. § 6 The.

.

offices of that inysticall administration . . whicli be voluntarily

vnder-tooke. a 1628 Pheston /i^c/«<i//'Vz///i (1630) 8There.
fore they vndertake the businesse, they goc about tlie enter-

prize, and it comes to naught. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 53
[They] are readie to undertake more than they are able to

undergo, or to go through with. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu
Let. to Pofie I April, I have gone a journey not undertaken
by any Christian for some hundred years. X78Z Cowper

Tahle-T. 284 They, that fight for freedom, undertake The
noblest cause mankind can have at stake. 1831 Scott Ct.
Rob. xviii, What is the enterprise too bold to be undertaken
on such a condition ! 1847 Marrvat Childr. N. Forest xvii,

1 hope you will undertake the post which 1 now offer you.
1874 Green Short Hist. vL § 4 (1S82) 306 Colet..was the
first to undertake the reform of the Church.
ellipt, 1605 Camden Rem.^ If any one would vndertake

the honour and precedence of Britaine before other Realmes
in serious manner. 1655 Stanlev Hist. Phiios. ill. 37 His
friends.. desired him toa;stimate it at 50. mina, promising to
undertake the sum.

b. Const, to with inf. (Sometimes implying a
solemn pledge or promise : cf. next.)
a X300 Cursor M. 3409 Now es god at vnder tak pe store

tell \Gdtt. stori to tell] of ysaac. c 1385 Chauckr L. G. W.
Prol. 71, 1 ne haue nat vndyr-take As of the lef agayn the
flour to make. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 151 Hcseith that
he wol undertake Upon hire wordes forto stonde. c; 1440
Generydes 3175 Among your knyghtez all that tlier is on
Shall vnder take to Answer for this lande. 1494 in Lett.
Rich. Ill ff Hen. l^II (Rolls) I. 389 Diuers noble personnes
hanne enterprised and undertaked to hold a jusiis roiall.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 259, I wold first vndertake
to geue ye charge vpon thennemy wt ii legions. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. 111. ii. 38 Then you must vndertake to slander him.
1637 W. SALTONSTALL£ttjf^mj'C^Mj/a«^/Htf26 Constantine
had undertooke..to free the Christians from his tyranny.
1667 Milton P. L. iv. 935, I alone first undertook To wing
the desolate Abyss. 1712 Blackmore Creation v, 281 That
matter .. in the immense from endless ages strove, 'J'he

Stagyrite thus undertakes to prove. 1754 Shehbrare Mairi'
vtony (1766) II. 259 Without this Power the Mother.in-Law
would scarce have undertook to have trafficed in the com-
merce of a Son committed to her care. 1821 Scott Keniliv,
xxvi, Wayland and she followed in silence the deputy-usher,
who undertook to he their conductor. x86o Tvndall Glac.
1. xxi. 150 A porter., undertook to conduct me to one of the
adjacent glaciers.

C. To give a formal promise or pledge that ; to

lake upon oneself to promise or affirm ; to venture

to assert.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {facoh) 606 Wil pu vndirla pat I

and ^ai f>at are with me. In gud fath sal vnschait be? 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. xxi. 20 Loue hap vndertake That pis iesus

of hus gentrise shal louste in peers Armes. cj^^ Mirk's
Festial 13 He wold vndyrtake pat jiay schuld want ryght
noghtof hor mette. 15.. Adam Bel cx\x, I dare vndertake
for them That true men they shal be. 1530 Pai.sgk. 767/2,
I dare undertake that he hath sayd nothynge but he wyll
parforme it.

_
a 1548 Haix Chron.^ Ediv. /K, 230, I . . vnder-

take, that this communicacion shal sorte, ard come to suche
an effecte, that [etc.]. 1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 63 Sir Richard
Moryson ( . . whom he would vndertake to be as worthy in his
profession, as any of his time), a X649 Winthrop Ne^u Eng.
(1825) I. 145 Mr. Maverick came and undertook that the
oflfenders should be forthcoming, a 1715 Burnet Own Time
(1766J II. 49 He undertook to me, that the King should ask
me no question. 1829 'SfiOTt Anne ofG.xxx'x, I have ridden
..to present you with this letter,., having undertaken to your
father that it should be delivered without delay. iBgs Funk's
Stand. Diet. s.v., I'll undertake I can run faster than you.

d. / (dare) undertake^ added to a statement.
1362 Langl. P. PL A. xi. 108 pei two, as Ich hope.,, Schul

wissepe to Dowel, I dar vndertake. ?a I366Chaucer /^(T/«.

Rose 175 Wei coude he pwynte, I vndirtake. That sich ymage
coude make, a 1400 Pistill of Susan 208 5't schal troupe
hem a-taynt, I dar vnder-take. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Roxb.) 18 The fals goddys doth ye forsake,.. Wych be not
ellys, I undyrtake, But gold or sylvyr, stonys or tre. £'1480

Henryson Fables^ Lion <v Mouse 128 Thy fals excuse. .Sail

not auailt ane myte, I vnderta. 1821 Scott Kenilw, i, You
have gallants among you, I dare undertake, that have made
the Virginia voyage,

e. With ellipse of inf. or obj. clause.

c 1440 Generides 7006 A rich woman I shal you make, That
dar I wel vndretake. 1638 Hamilton Papers iCaiiiden) 2

They [were] injoyned todou ther best, and to goe presentely

home, which they undertuck. 1651 Nicholas Papers (Cam-
den) 257 Hee himselfe goes into Plimouth till all the articles

be confirmd by Act of Parliament, which they have under-
taken.

f f. To guarantee to cure. Obs,

1479 .Stonor Lett. (igi()) II, 88 And [-if] he maykepehim
alive till Tuesday none, he will undertake him. 1480 Ibid.

100 The ffesisicion wolle do his cunnyng uppon me, but
undertake me he wol not.

fg. To be surety for. Obs,~^
1597 Shaks. Lover's Covipl. 280 Lending, .credent soul to

that strong-bonded oath That shall prefer and undertake my
troth.

6. To take in charge ; to accept the duty of

attending to or looking after.

cxyyo Havelok 277 [Theyjseyden, hemoucthehem [sc. the
children] best loke, Yif pat he hem vndertoke. f 1330 R.
Brunne Chron, /Fac^ (Rolls) 13112 pe kyng dide his prisons

loke Wip wardeyns ^lat hem vndertoke. 1382 WvcLip/'i. iii.

6, I sleep, and was a slepe, and ful out rus; for the Lord
vndertoc me. c:i44o Gesia Rom.\\\.-z^i (Harl. MS.), Thow
shalt bid me.. to kepe welle thi suster...And I shalle thenne
vndir-take hir. 1613 Shaks. Hen, VIII, 11. i.97To th' water
side I must conduct your Grace: Then giue my Charge vp
to Sir Nicholas Vaux, Who vndertakes you to your end.

1629 Donne Serm. 30S The Holy Ghost undertakes every
man amongst us and would make every man fit for Gods
service. 1658 Whole Duty Man Pref. A 8, If a Physician
should undertake a patient that were in some desperate
disease, and by his skill bring him. .out of it. 1795 Jemima
\. 60 Mrs. Wellon declared her readiness to undertake her.

1814 Byron Lett. (1875) 436, I am going to be married...
Miss Milbanke is the good-natured person who has under-
taken me. 1846 Trench Mirae. xiii, (1S62) 240 He w.is

rather chasinu away diseases, .than Himself undertaking
them. 1893 ' H. S. .Merriman' Slave of Lamp xv,It fell to
Hilda's lot to undertake the Frenchman.

b. To engage with, enter into combat with,
1470-85 Malory Arthur xix. x. 788 Syrc Vrrcand sir
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Alphegus. .encountred to gyders for veray enuy, and soo
eyther vndertook other to the Vtteraunce. 1616 B. Jonson
Cynthia's Ret-, v. iv, Sir, he shall yeeld you all the honor of
a competent aduer&arie, if you please to vnder-take him.
1667 Df.nham Direct. Paint, i. xvi. 4 As if in our reproach,
the Wind and Seas Would undertake the Dutch, while we
take ease.

c. To take in hand to deal with (a person).
1601 Shaks. Twei. N. i. iii. 6i By my troth I would not

vndertake her in this company. Is that the meaning of
Accost? 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. iv. § 32 The King
casually coming thither.., undertook the Priest himself,

though we never read liefore of his Majesties disputing.

1683 Cave Ecclesictstici, Aikanasius 58 An ancient Con-
fessor, . . unskill'd in the Tricks and Methods of disputing, .

.

offered himself to undertake him.

1 6. To assume, take to oneself. Obs.

1596 Shaks. Tatn. S/tr. iv. ii. 106 You are like to Sir
Vincentio. His name and credite shal you vndertake. 1596
Warner Al^. Eng: x. Iv. {1602) 243 Whilst she, in France,
did vndertake our royall Armes and Stile. x6o8 Topsell
Serpents 115 It changeth . .alwayes into the colour of that
which is next it, except red and white,which colours it cannot
easily vndertake.

7. To conduct the funeral of,

1000 Blackw. Mag, Jan. 97/1 Urijah . , gave a notable proof
of his filial affection, by gracefully and successfully * under.
taking ' his father.

rr intr. t 8. To enter upon, commit oneself to,

an enterprise. Obs,

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 405 Hardy he was and wys to vnder-
take. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 532 He was the man that

pryncipall wndirtuk, That fyrst compild in dyt the Latyne
buk. 1603 B. JoNSON Sejanus iv. iii. No ill should force the
subject undertake Against the sovereign. 1630 S. Du Verger
tr. Camus* Admir. Events 215 The sonne-in-Iaw undertakes
against the father in law, and the brothers are at division.

9. To give a pledge or promise ; to enter into a
compact or contract.

<ri47S RaufCoil^ar t^TZ Schir Holland .. left the Coil^ear

to cum, as he had vndertane. 1608 [see Underwrite v. 2

absolX 1667 Milton /*. Z. X. 74 The worst on mee must
light,.. for so I undertook Before thee, 1671 — P. R. n. 129,
I, as I undertook, . . Have found him.

10. To become surety or security, to make one-

self answerableorresponsibIe,yi?r a person, fact, etc
1548 Elyot, Spondere pro aiiqtio, to vndertake for one.

1586 J. Hooker Irel.'xn HolinshedW. 131/1 Hebroughtalso
his two other brethren, for whome he had vndertaken. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A.\.'\. 436 But on mine honour dare I vndertake
For good Lord Titus innocence in all. 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts ^2^ He. confessed hee would vndertake for the Wol/e,
if they would set him at liberty. 1655 M.Casaubon Enthxts,

(1656) 254 It shall not trouble me, who undertake not for the
truth of it. 1690 Locke Toleration ii. Wks. 1^27 1 1. 277 You
undertake for the Success of this method, if rightly used.

1713 Arbuthnot yohn Bull in. v, She.. undertook for her
brother John's good behaviour. 1770 X^khghqvlhyl Plutarch
(1870) if. 865/2 It was he who had principally undertaken
for the obedience of the Argives. 1817 Jas. ftluj. Brit. India
II. IV. V. 162 Cltve undertaking for his security, Dooloob Ram
joined the camp. x88o Froude Bunyan 60 His friends

undertook for his appearance when he should be required.

b. To engage oneself in a promise^v,
a 1715 Burnet Oivn Time I. 393 As there was no reason

that, -any discontents could be carried so far as to a general
rising, which these men undertook for, 1790 Bruce Source
Nile 1. 260, I sailed with . . three passengers, instead of one,
for whotn only I had undertaken, z8s7 Hai.lam Const. Hist,
vi. I. 367 Hacon ..laughed at the chimerical notion, that pri-

vate men should undertake for all the commons of England.

11. colioq. To carry on the business of a funeral

undertaker. (Cf. 7.) 1891 Cent. Diet.

t Underta-kement. Obs, rare, [f. prec +
-MENT.] An undertaking.
1678 Galb Crt. Gentiles (ed. 2) iv. in. iii, 48 For what is the

Psalmists intent and undertakcment, but to demonstrate
Gods infinite prescience. 1681 Flavbl Afeth. Grace xxiv.

419 In all.. undertakements the people of God so earnestly

be^ direction and counsel from him.

Undertaken, ///. a. [f. Undertake z/.]

1 1, Attended to, made safe, Obs."^
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb, i. 20J Eke as the grape is grene

and wol not shake, Vpbynde hit softe, and hit is vndirtake.

2. Taken in hand ; enterprised.
a 159s Grekne Selimus 2354 With willing heart great

Tonombey hath left.. my father's court. To aid thee in thy
undertaken war. x6o8 Uclat. Trav. IK Bush Qi\ Where
he had so great a wager, as the venture of his life, in the

performance of his vndertaken voyage. 1661 Baxter Last
Work Believer\^\is. 1830 XVIII. 35 May we not trust Him
in his undertaken office ? 178a J. Brown Nut. ^ Rev. Reli^.

V. i. 383 God was constantly preparing to demand his

undertaken satisfaction from his bon.

Undertaker (ondajt^'ioi). [f. Undertake v.]

1 1. One who aids or assists; a helper. Obs,

In early quots. rendering L. susceptor.

13^ WvcLiF Ps, iii. 4 1 nou forsothe. Lord, art myn vndir-

takere. Ibid. Hii. 6 The Lord is vndertakere of my soule.

f 1450 tr. De Imitatione ill. xviii. 85 In God, J>e consolacion

of poure & |>e undertaker of meke men. i6ia Two Noble K,
I. L 78, I hope. .some God haih put his mercy in your man.
hood Whereto hee'l infuse powre, and presse you forth Our
undertaker. 1634 Sir T. Hf.rbbrt Trav. 223 Columbus.,
repaires to some Christian Princes for his vndertakers. 1645
Rutherford Tryal ff Tri, Faith 56 If believers have not
Christ for their undertaker to bring them to glory, to inter-

cede for them.

f 2. A reboker, reprover. Obs.'~^

c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode ii, civ. {1S69) 114, 1 wole haae
noon vndertakere (F. repreueur\ no maister iie techere.

3. One who undertakes a task or enterprise.

Also const, ^(the thing attempted),
C1400 Detir, Troy 3789 He was.. falsest in his fare, and

full of disseit, Vndertaker of treyne. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems Ixxxi. 87 Schir Johne Kirkepakar, Offmany cures ane
michtie vndertaker. 1595 Raleigh Discov. Guiana (1596) 21

Neither could anj' of the forepassed vndertakers, nor Berreo
himselfe discover the country. 1603 DaniklZJ^/ Ryme H 3,

May wee not. .suspect these great vndertakers,lest they haue
conspired with enuy to betray our proceedings. 1647 N.
Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. \. xvii, 5^ That was like some enter-

prises that owe more to extremity of occasion, then to the
courage of the undertaker, a 1680 Butler Rem, (1759) I. 236
The Devil was the first o' th' Name, . .Who was the first bold
Undertaker Of bearing Arms against his Maker. 171a E.
Cooke Voy. S. Sea 251 All Attempts faii'd, either by the
Death of the Undertakers, or some other Accidents. 1779
Johnson L. P., Pope Wks, IV. 28 Perhaps no extensive and
multifarious performance was ever eff"ected within the term
originally fixed in the undertaker's mind,

+ b. Const, io with inf. Obs,
x6ox Holland Pliny II. 594 Wee find it expressely set

downe. That the undertaker to build a house at a certaine
price, shall use no mortar under three yeers of age. 1634
Rainbow Labour (1635) 40 Let the .. Constables.. be the
undertakers todraincthis fenny., ground. 1684 T. I'urnet
Theory Earth I. 214 Those projectors of immortality, or
undertakers to make men live to the age of Methusalah.

+ c. One who takes up a challenge. Obs.
x6oi Shaks. Ttvel. N. hi. iv. 349 Nay, if you be an vnder-

taker, I am for you.

4. Hist. a. One who undertook to hold crown
lands in Ireland in the i6th and 17th centuries.
1586 Acts Privy Counc. (N.S.) 208 A letter to the Lord

Deputieof Irelandc.in the favor of Mr. Smith wicke, ..that
he might be accepted into the oomher of those that were
Undertakers for landes in that Realme. 1589 R. Pavne
Descr. Irel. 10 The worsser sorte of vndertakers which haue
seignories of her Maiestie, haue done much hurt in the
countrie. 1617 Morvson Itin, \\. 26 The hatred which the
Geraldines bare to those English Vndertakers. .which pos-
sessed their Ancestors lands. 1633 T. Staffokd Pnc. Hib.
I. X. (1821) 121 A Castle, .appertaining to Master Edward
Gray, an Vndertaker. 1642 in Rushw. Hist. Coll, (1692) I.

III. 417 The Cities of London-Derry, and Coleraign,..and
some other places and Castles which were for the present
gallantly defended by the British undertakers. 1778 Phil.
Snrv. S. Irel. 311 The occupier of the ground.. was unable
to pay the fines, and therefore dispossessed by the wealthy
undertaker. 18*7 Hallam Const. Hist, xviii. II. 738 These
lands in the counties of Cork and Kerry.. were parcelled

out among English undertakers at low rents. i838 E. Law*
LESS /r^/rt«^xxxiii. 229 Something like a regular stampede
of men ambitious to call themselves undertakers, began to
cross over from the larger to the smaller island.

b. One of those who in the reigns of Jas. I,

Chas. I, and Chas. II undertook to influence the

action of Parliament, esp. with regard to the voting

of sitpplies.

i6w) Jas. I Sp. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1650) I. 23, I was in

my first Parliament a Novice; and in my fast there was a
kind of beasts called Undertakers, a dozen of whom under-
took to govern the last Parliament. 1668 Pepvs Diaty
14 Feb., The House is.. quite mad at the Undertakers, as
they are commonly called,, .that are brought over to the
Court, and did undertake to get the King money. 1670
MARVELLCcm Wks. (Grosart) II.314 His Majesty, fortified

by some undertakers of the meanest of our House, threw up
all as nothing, a 1734 North Examen iii. vi. § 38 At such
Times, a Sort of People slept in, called Undertakers, who
would answer that all should be smooth and well in Parlia-

ment. 1738 BoLiNCBBOKB Patriot.^ Idea of Patriot King
(1740) i8o Let our great doctors in politics.. compare the
conduct of Elizabeth in this respect with that of her suc-
cessor, who endeavoured.. to manage bis parliament by
undertakers. x8a7 Hallam Const. Hist,y\. I. 365 Neville,

and others who, like him, professed to understand the tem<
per of the commons, and to facilitate the king's dealings
with them, were called undertakers.

C. One of those Lowland Scots who attempted

to colonize the Island of Lewis towards the end of

the 1 6th century.
18x9 ScoTT Leg, Montrose ix. He mentioned the celebrated

settlement of the Fife Undertakers, as they were called, in

the Lewis.

6, One who undertakes to carry out work or

business for another ; a contractor ; + a collector or

farmer of taxes. Now rare.

i6oa in Moryson Itin. (1617)11. 242 So soone as any con-
tract Is made with the vndertakers, wee send an abstract

thereof vnto your Lordship. 1611 in loM Refi. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 604 One y* that hath inritched himselfe. .by
having been one of the'principall undertakers of y« greate
fanne of sake. i67oEachabuCo«/. Clergy 118 An ordinary
bricklayer, or carpenter (I mean not your great undertakers
and master-workmen). 1688 in Cal. Trens. Papers 28 The
further answer of the present undertakers for the Tynne
Farme. 1710 f.ond. Gaz, No. 4651/2 An Agreement is con-

cluded with Undertakers for furnishing the Magazines . .with

Forage. 1751 M^^Douall Inst. Laivs Scot. 393 If one give

Commission to demolish a house, which the undertaker
believes to belong to him, 1778 Pryce Min* Cornub, ^yj
The halvans of halvans are mostly dressed by an undertaker

for so much in the pound sterling of the money they produce.

1817 Scott in Lockhart (1839) V. 226 The other point is, to

take care that the undertakers in their anxiety for employ-
ment do not take the job too cheap. 1833^1^/ Rep. Comm.
Employment Childr.^ Western District 2TheTe is a class of

workmen [in Birmingham] called undertakers, who receive

the material from the master manufacturer, and undertake

to get it wrought up.

D. One who makes a business of carrying out

the arrangements for funerals.

1698 Pres. St. Trade in Chester Waters Parish Reg.
(18S3) 52 The furnishing of funerals by a small number of

men called undertakers. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Polli'ictor^ an Kmbalmer of Dead Bodies. ,; an Undertaker.

1708 Swift Wks. (1755) II. \. 164, I was sent, sir, by the

company of undertakers, ..and they were employed by the

honest gentleman, who is executor. 1728 Young Love of
Fame v. 505 While rival undertakers hover round, And with
his spade the sexton marks the ground. 1768 Goldsm.
Good-n. Man i. i. His appearance has a stronger effect on
my spirits than an undertaker's shop. 1832 Byron Kis.

jfiidgem. xii, He's buried; save the undertaker's bill, Or
lapidary scrawl, the world is gone For him. 1884 F. M.
Chawford Rom. Singer I. 55 You must look as solemn as
an undertaker.

6. t a. One who engages in the serious study o(

a subject or science. Obs.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, 1. iv. § 7 Those [School-men]..,
as they are,, .are great undertakers indeed, and fierce with
darke keeping. 16^ Hobbes Lib.^ Necess.y ^ Chance
(1841) 250 He who will speak with some of our great under-
takers about the grounds of learning, had need either to
speak by an interpreter, or to learn a new language. 1682
WnELER Joitrn. Greece v. 356 There is another Greek,, .an
Undertaker in Physick too, who understands Scholastick
Greek a little. 1695 Woodward Nat. Ilisl, Earth 11. 71
To free the Enquiry from the Perplexities that some Under-
takers have encumber'd it withall.

b. One who embarks on, or takes part in, some
business enterprise. Now rare,
1615E. S. Britaines BussK 2, 1 confesse the private gaine

to euery Vndertaker before propounded may seeme too great

to be hoped for. ai66i Fuller Worthies, Cumb. 1.(1662)

228, I understand two small manufactures are lately set

up therein;.. and I wish that the Undertakers may not be
disheartned with their small encouragement. 1677 W.
Hubbard Narrative n. 5 Some of the first Undertakers
were encouraged once more to try the verily of their hopes,

175a Phil. Trans. XLVII. 500 The mine, which was
formerly wrought on,.. yielded vast i)rofit to the under-
takers. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. iv. ii, (1904) II. 52 The
undertaker of a great manufacture. 1799 Young Agric.
Lincoln. 149 It has long been the common practice foi the

undertakers of this culture to hire grass land. i8z8 Act 9
Geo. IK, c. 98 (title). The Undertakers of the Navigation
of the Rivers Aire and Calder. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 479
The difference between the interest and the gross profit

remunerates the exertions and risks of the undertaker.

+ C. One who undertakes the preparation of a

literary work. Obs.
i6SsT)RVDEHSylv3rPref., Ess. (ed.Ker)!. 269, 1 hope it will

not be expected from me, that I should say anything of my
fellow undertakers in this Miscellany. 1704 Swift T. Tub
Auth. Pref. P 3 The undertaker himself will publish his

proposals with all convenient speed. 1787 J. Adams Wks.
(1854) IX. 552, I was told by a bookseller that he was about
getting it translated into Dutch. But 1 doubt whether any
of these undertakers will proceed. x8oo Monthly Mag.
VIII.878 It seems natural to expect..some patronage of a
translation, which must else be a mere sacrifice of toil and
time to the English undertaker.

+ d. A book -publisher. Obs,

1697 Evelyn Numism. p. Ixxiii, Finding it so miserably

deformed through the confident undertakers, the phrase

was expunged at Bentley's request. 1707 Hearne Collect.

(O.H.S.) II. 31 Mr. Wasse ..has so swell'd his Salust ..

yt the undertaker is quite weary. 176a H. Walpole
yertue's Anecd. Paint. (1782) V. 261 His performances by
no means deserved to be condemned as they were by the

undertakers, and the performer laid aside.
_ 1823 J. Badcock

Dovi. A mnsem. p. iv, The duty of rapid revision was imposed
upon the Editor.. by the undertakers.

fe. Aproducerof an opera or play; a manager,

impresario. Obs.

17H Addison Sped. Na 5 P 7 The undertakers [of the

opera] being resolved to spare neither Pains nor Mony, for

the Gratification of the Audience. C1720 in Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 367 The undertaker, .has

treated me ill.. ; I never heard a sound of his trifling son^s
till Monday se'nnight last. 1740 Cibber Apol. in, I laid it

down as a settled Maxim, that no Company could flourish

while the chief Actors and Undertakers were at variance.

1 7. One whoacts as security or surety yijr another.

1601 B. JoNSON Poetaster Ded., I send you this peece of
what may Hue of mine; for whose innocence, as for the
Authors, you were once a noble and timely vndertaker.

a 1652 Bhome Eng. Moor Epil., Now let me be a modest
undertaker For us the players, the play and the play-

maker. 1677 J. Owen JustiJ. xi. 349 Considering the Per-

son and Grace of this Undertaker or Surety. 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), Sponsor, Surety, an Undertaker for another,

f b. Spec. A baptismal sponsor. Obs.

1645 UssHER Body^ Div. (1647) 422 Of the vowes and
promises which we in our child-hood made by those who
were undertakers for us. 1673 Cave Prim. Chr. i. x. 326

A venerable old Deacon who had been tlie Undertaker for

him at his Baptism. 1697 Bubghope Disc. Rdig. Assemb,
126 We are brought to Christ by the charitable help of our
parents and undertakers.

Hence (from 5 b) U-ndertakerish, -takerlike,

-takerly adjs. Also TT'ndertakery.
i86x Wynter Soc, Bees 136 An attendant in sable habili-

ments.. and with an *undert:ikerish eye and manner. 1857
Dickens Dorrit i. v. One 'undertaker-like Cupid had swung
round on his own axis. 1876 Meredith Beauch. Career xix.

You introduced me.. to that ''undertakerly old Tomlinson.
1869 G. J. Chp:ster Transatl. Sk. 240, I had also a side-

ways view of a large patent-coffin shop.. .Americans, gener-
ally, are great in the matter of *undertakery.

Undertaking, vbi, sb. [f. as prec. -f--iNGl.]

1. fa. PJnterprise, energy. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 484 Bot he wes outrageous hardy,
And of so hye vndirtaking, That he neuir had none abasing
Of multitude of men. c 1400 tr. Secrcta Secret.,Gov.Lordsh.
Ill t>e Persiens & \>e Turkeys.. er right coraious men, and
of gret vndertakynge.

b. An action, work, etc. , undertaken orattempted

;

an enterprise.

f 1435 WvNTOUN Cron. vni, 3138 pat bai brocht sone till

ending Be sum iressonable vndirtaking. 1598 Florid,
Suscettioue, an enterprise, a taking of a thing in hand, an
vndertaking, x6oa Shaks. Ham, 11, 1. 104 This is the very
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eictasieof Loue, Whose violent property.. leads the will to
desperate Vndertakings. 1647 Clarendon Htit. Keb. i. § 23
He did not upon the Suddain comprehend the consequences,
which would naturally attend such a rash undertaking.
Z669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. i. ii. 3 Disastrous Periods have
ended their Undertakings. 1707 Moktimkr Hnsb. 148 The
Farmer is to consider, .the Cost and Charges of such a
Stock : that so he may suit his Undertaking to his Purse.

1780 S. J. Pratt Emma Corhfit (ed. 4) 1. 196, I am engaged
in a very unthrifty undertaking. 1809 Coleridge Friend
(1865) 8 In the preceding number I named the present under-
taking an experiment. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <V //. Isl.

I. 383 Not unfit preparatives for such extravagant under-
takings. 1880 L. Stephen Pope iii. 62 Both sides took a
pride in supporting the great literary undertaking which he
\sc. Pope] had now announced.

C. The action of taking in hnnd.
x6oo Hakluvt Vo^, 111. 185 They, who. .are well able to

spare that which is required of each one towardes the
vndertaking of this aduenture. 1634 W. 'I'irwhvt tr.

Balzac's Lett, 108 The lime of the yeare being as yet some-
what troublesome, for the undertaking thereof, you will

rather reserve it. 1640 Bp, Hall Episc. Ep. Ded. 2 I sate

downe, and waited for the undertaking of some abler pen.

d. spec. The business or occupation of a funeral

undertaker. Also attrib.

1850 Thackeray /^rw^/t-Mw/VxIvii, So Pen. .asked about the
undertaking business and how many mutes went down with
Ijidy Estrich's remains. i86s Macm. Mag. June 150 In
the way of business.. nothing seems stirring, except it be
the undertaking trade.

t 2. a. The action of lifting up ; support. Obs,
138* Wyclif Ps. cvii. 9 Myn is Manasses; and Effraym

the vndertaking [L. susce/tio] of myn bed.

fb. Reproof, rebuke. Obs,
CX430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode i. iv. (1869) 3 Bi whiche

cloumben wel swiftllche in to t>itke citee l^ilke ^at weren of
hise folke,..with oute vndertakinge of any. c 1440 Promp,
Part'. 461 /a Snybbynge, or vndyrlakynge, deprehencio.

3. A pledge or promise ; a guarantee or surety.

?ax4oo Morte Arth. 3187 Of this vndyrlakynge ostage
are comyne. X70J G Mather Magn. Chr. \. v. (1852) 75
All who dare not submit their children to be baptized by
the undertaking of god-fathers, c iSooPecge Anecd. Eng.
Lang, (1814) 338 'Give an Undertaking,' i. e. a Security,

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Xxtv^ Three hundred pounds a
year, which he proposed to pay to her on an undertaking
that she would never trouble him. 1879 M. Pattlson Milton
91 In each successive pamphlet he reiterates his undertaking
to redeem his pledge of a great work.

U'ndeirtakiiig, ///. a. Now rare. [f. as

prec. + -lNG2]
i^l. Ready to undertake an enterprise, task, etc.,

esp. one involving some danger or risk ; enterpris-

ing, bold. Obs,
? a 1400 Morte Arih. 2723 In 5one okene wode an osle are

arrayede, Vndir-takande mene of thiese owte londes. C1410
Master 0/ Game (MS. Bodl. 546) Prol., Men ben bettre

rydyng,..and more vndirtakynge, and bettir knowynge of
alle contreys and of alle passages. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Anns (S.T.S.) 60 His men war bathe wys, and hardy, and
undertakand. 16x4 Raleigh Hist. World v. iii. 5 12. 486
A thousand men, vnder .. an vndertaking and expert
Captaine. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. iii. §41 Romcenter-
tainingt and rewarding him as a man of a daring, and
undertaking spirit. 1671 tr. Pala/ox^s Cong. China xiii.

361 The General, who was very ambitious, undertaking,
and successful. 171^ Steele Euglishm. No. 24. 157 Daring
and undertaking tellows have ever been the Darlings of
the Populace.
trans/, 1561 T. Hqbv tr. Castiglione^s Courtyer 111.

Hbiijb, Inventions, merry conceiieSf vndertaking enter-
prises, sports [etc.].

t b. ? Engaged in literary work, (Cf. Under-
taker 6 c.) Obs,
1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy iv. xx, See I—if he has not gal-

loped full among the scafTolding of the undertaking critics t

to. Prepared to act as publishers. Obs.
x8s3 Scott Nigel Introd. Epist., Their power of annoying

the public will be soon limited by the difficulty of finding
undertaking booksellers.

2. Pledged, bound by promise.
1786 A, GiB Sacred Contemplations 1. 11. i. 85 For these

he became an undertaking Surety as their Covenant-head.
Hence U'nderta kingly cu/v., responsibly.

1665 J. Sergeant Snre Footing 39 What Certainty can
we underiakingly promise to weaker heads, that is, to the
Generality of Mankind ?

Underta'lk, v. (Under-' 10 a.) 1736 Hervey Mem.
(1848) 1. 109 Those.. used vt> say he undertalked his capacity,
that his conception was much superior to his utterance.
Undertaxed, ppl. a, (Under-' 10 a.) 1706 Arbuthnot
Servt. Edinb. Wks. 1751 II. 184 The Party of the North
and West, who are under-taxM.

U ndertea clier, (Undeb-i 6 a.)

1581 Mulcaster Positions xl. 230 Prouided that he.,
hasard not.. his childreiis profit vpon any absolute vnder-
teacber. 1607 in Hist. Wakefiela Gram. Sch. (1892) 67 A
fill underteacher or usher to be chosei.. 1847 C. Bronte
y. Eyre v, She looked, indeed, what I afterwards found she
really was, an under-teacher. 1878 B. Harte Man on
Beach^ 75 At last.. the underteacbcrs.. revealed themselves
in their true colours.

U*nderteller. (Under.' 6 a.) 1694 Luttrell Brief
Rel. (1857) III. 368 Mr. Squibb, an underteller (in the
Exchequer], is also dead. Under-te nancy. (XJnukr.'
6b: cf. next.) 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. viiL 136 The
widow is immediate tenant to the heir, by a kind of
subinfeudation cr under-tenancy.

Ullder-te naut. [Under- l 6 a.] A tenant
holding land or premises from another tenant ; a
subtenant.

1546 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 185 Yf the
undertenant be honest. ts8a ibid, 422 Undertenants com-
monly called inmakes. x6m Davies Why Ireland^ etc. 276

To settle and secure the Under-Tenannts ; to the End, there

may l>e a repose and establishment of euery Subiects Estate

;

Lord and 'tenant. x666 in \otk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. V. 23 The said Henry and his undertenants had been
in peaceable possession thereof for four yeaies. 1704 Lond.
(7az. No. 3990/4 'I'he Manor of Lizard, ..in the Possession of
George Caning Esg^., or his Under-Tenants. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. 11. viii. 123 A third incident to estates for life

relates to the under-tenantsor lessees. 1804 Mak. Edgewokth
Ennui \X\\\\, These fellows.. live in idleness, whilst iheyn^X
a parcel of wretched under-tenants. 187a Froudk Short
Stud. (1878) II. 556 He had no intention that the under-
tenant should be protected against himself.

transf. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x.v.f 7 They. .exalted him
to a level with the under-tenants of Olympus.

+ TJndertend (to kindle) : see Under-1 2,

U-ndertenure. (Under- i 6 b.)

1611 Cotgr., Subinfeudation^ a subinfeoffing ; the creating
of an vnder tenure, or tennancie in fee. 1775 Johnson West.
Isl. Wks. X. 476 We were told of a particular mode of under-
tenure. The tacksman admits some of his inferior neigh-
bours to the cultivation of his grounds, on condition that [etc],

U'nder-terre atrial, a. [Under-1 ioc; ren-

dering F. soublerrain.'] Below what is earthly,

1603 [see Supercelestial a, 3 b].

t Under-thaw. (Under-' 5 b.) xnaS Woodward Nat.
Hist. Earth Introd. 151 The Thaw unclerneath is frequently
considerably ad vanc'd.. before any Thing like a Liquation
or Thaw is perceived, above, at the .Surface. This the
Country People call a Ground, or Under-Thaw.
fU-nder-thesaurer. Obs. [UwDEa-i 6 a.]

An under-treasurer.

1534 Cromwell in Merriman Life ^ Lett. (1902) I. 373
Suche patenttes and grauntys as your highnes and, .your
father. .haue grauntyd vntcyour undertesawrer of your
exchequer. 1536-7 Act in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 104 So
as the said underthesaurer be one.

t Underthew, v. Obs.—'^ [Under-1 7 : cf.

Thew vi\ trans. To subject, subdue.
13. . K.Alis. 1^06 (Laud MS.), Me |?inkej? we! grete wondre

pat he mi5th, wil> so fewe, AI ^e werlde hym vnder (>ewe.

U'ttderthing. [Under- i 6 b.]

1. A lower or inferior thing,
1611 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster i. i, My womans strength Is

so o'recharg'd with danger. .that these under-things Dare
not abide in such a troubled sea.

2. pi. Under-clothing.
1864 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene -^$4. If.. woollen under-

things are worn, the perspiration is sufficiently absorbed.

U-ndertbi'iik, v, [Under- l lo a, 4 b.]

1 1. trans. To think too little of, to underestimate.
«i623 Buck Rich. HI {16^6) 52 Charles.. was so.. over-

weening of his owne..judgement, that he under-thought all
mens else.

2. intr. To think insufficiently.

17x1 Shaftksb. Charac. III. 301 They might rather thank
themselves, for having under-thought, or reason'd short, so
as to rest satisfy'd with a very superficial Search.
3. trans. To penetrate under by thinking.
1886 A. Weir Hist, Basis Mod. Europe (1889) 491 Man ..

can to some degree return upon his thought, can to some
extent underthiiik the conditions of cognition.

XJ-nder-thorougli, adv. [See Unuer prep,
and Thorough sb. 3.] Under furrow.
1733 W, Ellis Chiltem 9t Vale Farm. 223 This is half

Under-thorough, and half Over, and exceeds all others except
Drilling.

U'ndertliOTiglit. (Under-1 9.)
1601 B. ToNSON Poetaster iv. i, Carrie not too much vnder-

thought betwixt your .selfe and them. x886 Athenseum
6 Feb. 192 Without any disturbing underthou^ht. 1898
Wevman Castle Inn i, Until he had put it beyond question
that she had no underthought.

t ITnderthra-st, pa. pple. Obs,—^ [Under-1
4a: see Thkest z/.] Suppressed.
? 140S Quixlev Ballade xi. in Varks. A rchxol. Jml. (1908)
XX. 45 Who euil doth, he mon be vndertlirast.

tXJriderthrown,/*7.///^. Obs.—'^ [Under- i

7.] Subjected, made subject.
X387-8 T. UsK Test. Love in. viii. (Skeat) 1. 151 Thus fll

man un-to lykenesse of unresonable bestes ; and with hem to
corrupcion and unlusty apetytes was he under-throwen.
ITndertide, var. Undebn-tide Obs.
U'ndertide. (Under-' 5 b.) 1851 Mks. Bhowning Casa

Cuidi Wind. I. 56 The arrowy undertide Shoots on and
cleaves the marble as it goes. 1883 in Butler Bible Work I.

597 The undertide that bears all up and sweeps all along.
Underlided,a. (UNDER-*4a.) i855liAiLEv^^j//c95The
bells may clang. Still pendulous in those undertided towers.

XJudertie*, ^'. [UNi)ER-l4a.] trans. To tie

beneath. Also spec, (see quot. 1894).
155* Huloet, Vndertye, subligo. 1648 Hexham ii, Onder.

linden, to Vndertye. 1804 Outing XXIV. 258/2 The wings
are under-tied, as are alfour home-made flies; that is, the
wings cover the point of the hook.

Under-tiine, var. Undern-time.
U-ndertint. (Under- i 5 c.)

1885 K\3SK\}i Praeterita I. ii. 48 It was done, .in grey under-
tints of Prussian blue and British ink. 1889 Athenxum
12 Jan. 56/3 These clear golden and rosy undertints and
sub-tones of giey.

U'nder.ti tie. (Under-' 5 b.) 1687 Norris Coll. Misc.
{1699) 166 A Picture that.. wants an under-title to discover
whose it is.

XTndertoe, erron. var. Undertow.
Undertone, sb. Also under-tone, under

tone. [Under-1 5 c, 9, 9 b, 10 c]
1. A low or subdued tone : a. of utterance.
1806 Surr Winter in Lond. II. 44 "lis very strange !'

said Edward in an under tone of voice. 18x9 Keats Lamia
11. 881 ' Fool !

' said the sophist, in an under-tone. Gruff with

contempt. 1853 Kincslev HyPatia xv. All this was uttered
rapidly, and in a wheedling undertone. 1886 W.J. Tucker
E. Europe 79 Hearing a low, monotonous.. voice chanting
a dirge in an undertone.

b. of sound. Also attrib.

"833 [see Unblissful a.\ 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. vii.

(1856) 52 With it came a strange undertone accompaniment,
a not discordant drone, 1855 Kings).Ev West7v. lio t xxiiiy
If beyond the silence we listen for the faintest undertones,
we detect a stifled, continuous hum of insects,

2. 7?i'. a. An underlying tone {0/ feeling, etc.)

;

a subordinate or unobti-usive element ; an under-
current.

x86i Tulloch Eng. Purit. II. 211 The undertone of senti-
ment in the Elizabethan Church. 1879 Farrar St. Paul M.
180 Throughout all these high reasonings.. there runs an
undertone ofcontroversy.

b. A subdued or underlying tone of colour.
1891 Cent. Diet, s.v., There was a subtle undertone of

yellow through the picture.

c. The general basis of Exchange or market
dealings in any stock or commodity.
1897 Daily News 2 Feb. 3/7 Stocks were irregular...The

undertone was firm. 1903 Times 29 July 11/2 Maize has
bad a weak undertone during the entire session.

3. A tone (of health, etc.) below the normal,
1872 H. W. Beecher Vale Led. Preaching viii. zjo, I

have sometimes had a whole month of undertone, because
I let go and ran clear down.
Hence IT'xidertone v. trans., to accompany as

an undertone ; Undertoned///. o.^, expressed in

an undertone.
1861 Meredith Evan Harrington xxx, His hasty under-

toned questions. 1873 W. S. Mayo Net'cr Again xi. 145
\jyti harmonics Undertone the music's roll. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. vn. Ivi, She uttered this with the same undertoned
decision.

TTnderto'ned,///. fl.2 [Under-i lo a.] De-
fective in tone.

1849 Athenxnm 3 Nov. 1114/1 Its production appeared to
be of an extemporaneous character,—much in it was under-
toned. 1888 G. Wilson Centen. Confer. Missions I. 96 The
influence of a faithless under-toned Missionary on the
Church at home is appalling.

D'Udertow. [Under- ^ 5 c.] A sea-current

below the surface of the water, moving in a contrary

direction to that of the surface current.
iSiy Sporting Mag. h. 221 A current,,, at times counteracted
by means of a strung opposing ' undertow ', as it is called.

1829 Marryat /''. Mildmay xix, The recoil of the sea, and
what is called by sailors the undertow, carried him back
again. 1877 Huxley P/iysirgr. xi. 172 The water bursts
with great force upon the land, and then sweeps back, as a
powerful ' undertow ' to the sea.

trans/, and fg. 1840 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) V.
232 There is always a strong ' under-tow ', as the Americans
would call it, of honest and well-disposed men in such situa-

tions.
_ 1879 Jefferies Wild Life 41 The weathercock will

sometimes point in precisely the opposite direction, obeying
the * undertow ' of the gale.

Under-trader. (Under-' 6a.) 1677 Otwav Cheats of
Scapin i. i, The great Rooks and Cheats allow'd by publick
authority ruin such little Under-traders as I am.

t Undertranch, v. Obs. [Under-1 4 a : see

Tranch v.^ trans. To carve (a porpoise).

1508 Bk. Keruynge (W. de Worde) A i b, Vndertraunche y'
purpos. [Hence in later works.]

tU*nder-tra:verse. Obs.—'^ (Under- 1 5 b:
see TRAVEitSE sb. 16 0.)
1598 IJarbet Theor. Warres v. i. 125 The place or roome

for the .nrtillcry in the vnder Travesse or flanker.

Undertread, v. [Under-i 4 a. ZL MDu.
ondertredeHy MLG. undertreden^ MDa. under-
trxde, MHG. under-, G. untertreten.'] trans. To
tread under foot ; to subdue or subjugate.

1525 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. 11. 75, I doubte not but
that he will assist., to vndre treade them that they shall not
nowe lift vppe their hedds. 1558 PHAtR j^neid i. A4b,
Great warre in Italy haue he shall, ere he the people wyld
May vndertread. a 1618 Sylvester Mem, Mortaliiie ii. Iv,

Wasps break the Web, Flies are held fast and hurt: The
Guilty quit, the Guiltlesseunder-trod. 1859 Whittier Rock
in El Ghor iv, Unchanged the awful lithograph Of power
and glory undertrod.

Under-trea surer. (Uniier-I 6 a.)
Chiefly as the designation of the officer immediately sub-

ordinate to the Lord HighTreasurerof England (Treasurer
X b) : see also Chancellor 3.

1447 Shillingford Lett. (Camden) 7 There was myche
pceple, lordes and other, my Lord Tresorer, under Tresorer,
..and many strangers, isax Wolsey in St. Papers Hen.
VIII, I. 74 Sir Thomas More, your Undre Treasourer. x6xo
Holland Camden's Brit. i. 281 William Essex, Vnder-
treasurer of England under King Edward the Fourth. 1643
C. Vernon Consid. Exch. 33 The Vnder-Treasurer or Vice-
Treasurer [of the Exchequer] was not knowne till the time of
King Hen. 7. 1710 in Lond. Gaz. No. 4668/3 Ihey shall
receive an Order, signed by the Treasurer and Under-
Treasurer of the Exchequer. 1764 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. in
Lett. (1782) IV. 109 Harley.. was appointed chancellor of the
exchequer.and under-treasurer. iBz^Gentl. Mag. Feb. 176/1
Chancellor and Under Treasurer of his Majesty's Exchequer.
1863 H. Cox Instil. HI. vii. 696 He now holds, .the office of
Under-Treasurer,
So n-nder-trea snress. rare.
c 1450 (see Under-chamhressJ.
Undertrea-t, v. [Under- 1 10 a.] trans. To

treat with too little respect.
i7ai CiBBER Refusal 11. 1, She that has no Resentment ac

all, may be under-treated as long as she lives, I find.

t Under-treble. Obs. [Under-1 6 b.] = Sub-
'

TRIPLE. So t Under-triplat, -triple. Obs.



UNDERTBODDEN.
1430 Art of Nombryng (E.E.T.S.) 17 That triplat is to

be put under the .3 next figure , . And the vnder-trebiUe vnder
the trebille. Ibid.i And than most thow fynde a digit.. the

whiche withe his vnder-triplat. .sittethe away all that is

ouer his hede. Ibid. 18 It is open that the nombre pro-

f)osede was a cubikc nombre, And his rote a digit founde
a.st with the vnder-triples.

IT-ndertro:ddeii, ///. a, [f. Undebtrbad z;.]

Downtrodden.
X594 Nashe Unfort. Trav, C jb, I was no common squire,

no vndertrodden torchbearer.

Undertru'mp, v, [Under -l lo a.] trans, and
intr. To follow one's partner in trumping, but

with a lower card.

1863 ' Cavendish ' IVkist (ed. 5) 61, I should throw away
a small trump, undertrumping y, in order to keeptwo winning
queens.

Undertru'SS, v. (Under-' 4 a.) 1703 S, Parker tr.

Eusebius' Ecct. Hist. vui. 157 Some planted Face to Face
with their Feet off the Ground, and their Bodies undertruss'd

with Chains. Under-tub, (Under-' 5 b.) 1606 Syl-
VESTES Du Bartas ii. iv. u. Magnijicence 1139 As in Grape-
Har\'est..A willing Troup. ., dancing in the Must, To th'

under-Tub a flowry showr doe thrust. U*ndertune.
(Undkr-* 9 b.) 1865 Swinburne Poems <? Bait., August 26
In the mute August afternoon They trembled to some under-
tune Of music 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. 49 A steady
undertune to the 'click-nick' of the knives in the pen.

U'nder-tu'nic. (Under-' 5 a.) 1819 Scott /f<Mi/ii«iv, An
under tunic of dark purple silk. «88o L, Wallace Ben-Hur
379 An undertunic not unlike those of the enemy,

U'nderturf, a. [Under-2.] Of earth or soil

:

Situated or found below the turf.

1675 Evelyn 7'tfrrdt(i676) 14 The fatness of this Under-turf
Mould. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth i. 12 That
blackish Layer of Earth or Mould which is called by some
Garden-Earth, by others Vnder-turf-Earth. 1765 Museum
Rust. IV. ic:6 A tree..round the roots of which some under-
turf earth was piled.

UndertuTn, v. [Undeb-i 4, 7.]

tl. trans. To overturn, overthrow. Obs.

1383 WvcLiF Z?rt*/. vii. 5 The auters of hem vndurtiu*neth

[L. subvertite\ and brekith togidres the ymagis. — Ezck,
xxvi. 12 Thei shulen vndirlurne thi..housis.

2. To turn under ground ; to bury.
1600 Surflet Conntrie Eamu v. viii. 670 Those.. doe

presently thereupon bestow an earing vpon such ground^ and
so vndertume the said stubble and weedes.

U'nder-tutor, (UNDBR-'6a.) ijozBoyer Fr.Dict.fSou^
gouvemeur, ..an Vndcr.tutor. 1843 J. Bouvikr Law Did,
US, S.V., In every tutorship, there shall be an under-tutor,

whom it shall be the duty of the judge to appoint. Under-
twig. (Under-' 5 b.) 1768-74 Tucker Lt, Nat. (18 u) H.
319 The impulse of covetousness or lust of fame, and that

under twig of it, vanity. i8o< R. W. jyicvLSOH Pract.
Agric. 1. 135 To make the side of the hedge to slope inwards
a little above, which gives to the under-twigs a freshness

they could not otherwise be made to attain. U'nder-
ty-rant. (Under-' 6 a.) 1648 Heylin Relat. <V Observ.

x. 7$ Our Gencrall and Army, with their under-Tyrants the
Grandees. U'nder-u sher. (Under-' 6 a.) 1561 in

H. B. Wilson Hist. Aferc/uvtt-Taylors' Sch. (1814) 15 Ther
shalbc also in the said schoole two underusshers.

TTudervalua tion« [Under- i lo b.] The
action of undervaluing.

1. + a. Reduction or decline in value, Obs,"^
i6aa Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 482 The vnderualuation

of our moneys, causeth no more commodities to be brought
into the Realme than is carried out.

b. Valuation'at too low a figure; inadequate

monetary valuation.

1655 in Soraers Tracts 1. 523 That the said Inventory doth
contain all the Goods.., without any wilful Omission or
Undervaluation. 18*5 Hone Every-day Bk. 1. 1461 Another
person said he was willing to give three hundred for it*

This undervaluation was decisive. 1885 Manch. Exam,
22 July 5/1 Suggestions as to the best mode of preventing

undervaluations.

2. Insufficient appreciation or estimation ; de-

preciation, disparagement
16x6 Jackson Creedv\\\.xx\\\\, In this their undervaluation

of his person and paines they did portend their posterities

disestecme of.. the Lord himself. x68i No Protestant-Plot
6 Having been so unhappy as to have heard him spoken of
with too much disregard, and undervaluation. 1851 Db
QurNCEV Ld. Carlisle on Pope Wks. 1859 XIII. ao The first

error was., no more than an undervaluation of the truth.

U'ndervalue, sb. [Under- i lo b.]

1. Insufficiency in worth. rare~^,
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, i. To King $ 3 What defects and

vndervalewes I finde in such particular actes.

2. An inadequate monetary value ; an amount or

price below the real value.
z6ix CoTCR., Non-prix^ an vnder value, or vnderpricc.

1631 T. Powell Tom All Trades^ Poverty sells all at an
vnder value. 1690 Child Disc. Trade 101 We shall buy
Ships., for half their cost, which under value in purchase
will be a present clear profit to England. 1737 Ld. Hard-
wicKE in Harris Life ff Lett, (1847) I. 362 A bishop, .calling

in his tenants to fill up leases at an undervalue. 1769 War.
BURTON Lett, to Hurd (i8og) 438 The magnificent set of

Chelsea China.. she took care should not go at an under-
value. 1839 SotTTHEV Sir T. More (1831) II, 163 Persons
who buy.. becaase they are tempted by the undervalue at

which it is offered. 1885 Laiu Times Rep. LI 1. 648/2 Shaw
knew that he was buying at an undervalue.

•fS. An under-estiraate of worth or importance;
ae Undervaluation 2. Obs.

1615 A. Stafford Heav. Dogge 35 Diogenes knew his owne
deserts, and was neercr the ouer then the undcrvalew of

himselfe. i6s4 Whiti-Ock Zootomia 345 That gentlewoman
that inverted the undervalue of Marriages Maxime, * next

10 no wife a good wife the best '. 1680 J, Aubrey Brief

Vol. X.

153

Lroes (1898) I. 302 He did not care for chymistrey, and was
wont to speake against them with undervalue.

U uderralne, v. [Undhr-i io a.]

+ 1. trans. To rate as inferior in value io, Obs.

1596 Skaks. Merck. V. 11. vii. 53 Or shall I thinke in Siluer
she's immur'd Being ten titnes vndervalued to tride gold.
i6ia in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App. I. 602 Which
entertainment they could not afford him, tor that thei would
not undervalewe themselves to y« Spanishe greatenes.

2. To rate at too low a monetary value. Also^ff,

1599 Minnies Archdeaconry Colchester fol. 257 b (MS.),
Doniinus, eo quod constat that the goods ar vndervalued,
dyd appoynt the same goods to be again apriced. i6ig
Flf.tcher Knt. Malta v. i, How much you undervalue your
own price, To give your unbought self, for a poor woman?
1763 Museum Rust. IV. 68 In your note.. I observe you
think the price of the corn undervalued. 1885 Law Times
7 Feb. 269/1 There was a strong reason why Mr. Thomas
should over.valuc rather than under-value the goods.

b. To reduce or diminish in value; to make of
less value or worth.
1623 Malynes Anc. Law-Merch, 385 It followeth that

the Siluer is vnderualued, and the Goid aduanced. 169a
C. 0'K[elly] in Irish Narr, (Camden) 69 What undervalued
it [sc the coinage] most was the little esteem the great ones
about court shewed for it. 1700 Steele Taller No. 61 F 4
Tis such silly Starts and Incoherences which undervalue
the beauteous Sex. x866 Rogers Aerie. ^ Prices I. xi. 179
The currency has been undervalued by the fraudulent issue.

f O. To fall short of in value. Obs.

1657 J. Sergeant Schism Dispach't 182 What follows is

such pittiful stuflT, as would under-value the worth of a piece

of paper to vouchsafe it a confute.

3. To estimate or esteem too low ; to value or

appreciate insufficiently ; to depreciate.
1611 Florio, Sottostimare, to vnder-value or esteeme. x6so

Gatakrr Spin'tuall H-'atch 114 These that so highly ouer-

prize their owne priuate deuoiions, as thus to vnder.value
the publike assemblies of Gods Saints. 1653 W. Kamesey
Asirol. Restored To Rdr. 17 Vertue.. warning preferment,

and truth riches, shall be disrespected and undervalued.

1713 Arbuthnot fohn Bull 111. i, Extolling their own good
qualities, and undervaluing those of others. 1771 Junius
Lett. Iv. (1788) 302 A vain man does not usually compare
himself to an object which it is his design to undervalue.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i. aio We shall have a fine

sunshiny day to-morrow,—a blessing not to be undervalued.

1884 Church Bacon iii. sp He was no mere idealist or recluse

to undervalue or despise the real grandeur of the world.

refl. x6ax Burton Anat. Mel. i. il iii. xv, Schollers. .haue
store of gold, but know not the worth of it, they vnder-value

themselues. 1822 Hazlitt Table-T. Ser. 11. 341 He who
undervalues himself is justly undervalued by others.

Hence U'ndervalued^/. a,

i6a8 QuARLEs Argalus <5- P. i. 30 So rare a Branch, whose
undervalued worth Brings greater glory to the Arcadian
I^nd, Then can the dull Arcadians understand. i66t Boyle
Style p/ScHpt. {i6ts) 8g His so much undervalued Parables
..comprise important prophecies.

tJ-ndervaluer. [f. the vb.] One who under-

values or esteems too lightly ; a depredator.
165Z Baxter Inf. Bapt. 258 What judgements have befaln

the undervaluers of God's works, 16^ C. Nesse O. 9f N.
Test. 1. 361 All our under-valuers shall m time know it. 1804
Ann. Rev. II. 233 What was called the jacobinism of Great
Britain, that is the confederacies of undervaluers of church
and king. 18x4 Nao Monthly Mag, XI. 465 The civic

classes, no undervaluers of good cheer.

U ndervaluing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec] The
act of estimating at too low a value.

X636 Sandkrsom Serm. (1681) II. 65 Your under-valuing
of me . . hath made that glorying now necessary for me. x66i

Lowther in Extr, St. Papers Friends Ser. 11.(1911) 117 To
the undervalewing of his Majesties Authorety. 1697 Burg-
HOPE Disc. Relig, Assemb. 167 A manifest undervaluing of

Christ. 1831 E. Irving Exp. Rev, I. 85 Against all such
undervaluings I present these words of the Eternal and Un-
changeable. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. I. 120 Even in the

highest of the prophetic strains there is perhaps an under.
valuing of Nature.

ITnderva'luing:, ppl a, [f. as prec] That
undervalues ; depreciatory.

1639 Saltmarsh Policy 1. cxl 93 If any have had a poore

and undervaluing conceit of you. 1648 Jenkvn BlindGuide
iv, 88 Those undervalewing expressions. 16511 tr. Emiliaru's
Frauds Rom. MonksifiA. 3) 412 This Notion. .of the Pro-

testants was so far from giving me an undervaluing Conceit

of them [etc.]. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. vi. 148

To write a flippant, undervaluing word of one of Shake-

speare's characters.

Hence TTnderva'lxilnjr-lUce a.

;

-valuinffly «^^-

1637 Henshaw Medit. (1639) 18 Not slightly and under-

valuingly to speake of other mens vertues. 1707 Norris

Treat. Humility vi. 289 To lessen and vilify himself, and
speak . , very undervaluingly ofhis own worth. 178a J. Brown
Nat. ^ Rev. Relig. u, 1. 1 17 He uttered several undervaluing

like words to his mother.

U'nderva-ssal. (Under-' 6 a.) 1594 [see Underfee].

i6txCoTGR.t A rriere-vassalf^n vnder-vassal!. 1918 Times^

Lit. Suppl. 3% Mar. 135/2 Legal reforms which jjrotected

the under.vassals from the arbitrary use of seignorial juris-

dictions. Undervau'lted, ppl. a. (Under* 4 a.) 1843

Crifil Eng. 9f Arch. Jrnl. VI. 127/1 If not undervaulted, it

may be freed from damp by.. furnace slag. U'nder-
van^lting. (Under-' 5 c.) 18*3 Buckland Relig. Diluv.

115 These undervaultings have for the most part been en-

tirely filled up. U'nderverse. (Under-* 5 b.) 1579 E.K.
Gloss, to Spenser*s Sheph. Cat. Aug.,Perigot maketh hys song

in prayse of hisloue, to whom Willy answereth euery vnder

verse. Under-vest. (Under.' 5 a.) 1813 Scott yVzVrw.

ML xviii, With nought to f^nce his dauntless breast But the

close gipon's vnder-vest 1883 Ld. Lytton Life Lytton I.

47 A delicate pink silk kerchief, carelessly folded to answer

the purpose of our modern undervest.

UNDERWEIGHT.
U'liderviewer. Mining, [U»deb-1 6 a.]

An underlooker.
i88i Instr. Cetisus Clerks{\%Z^ 84 Miner : Viewer, Under-

Viewer, Underlooker. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Aug. 4/7 The
houses of the underviewer and of one of the men.
Un-de rvished,a. (Un-' 9.) 1884 Browning Ferishtah,

Eagle I Dervish—(though yet un-dervished, call him so No
less beforehand).

U-ndervoice. (UNDER-'gb.) 1810 Shelley ^af/r(?22i vii.

Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 42 ' Ah !
' replied Matilda, in an under-voice,

•look in that bed'. 1836 R. Howm Gipsy King iir. Ixv,
Whilst many an undervoice is soft From many a talking
dame. U'nderwa=ges. (Under-' lob.) 1669 Sturmy
Marifur's Mag. i. ii. 15 Lame and decrepit Fellows pre-
ferred. .by Serving for Under-Wages. 1835 Ure Philos.
Mannf. 327 Volunteering to work at under-wages from
necessity. U'nder-wai stcoat. (Under-' 5 a.) 1794
Mrs. Opie in Brightweil Memorials^ etc. (1854) 42 His green
coat and crimson under-waistcoat. 1836 Southey Vind.
Eccl. Atigl. 251 Ihe blessed Arnulph of the hedgehog skin
underwaistcoat. 1838 Lytton Alice n. ii, His black coat
neatly relieved in the evening by a white underwaistcoat.
1863 N.

<S- Q. 3rd Ser. III. 50 In some parts of Yorkshire.,
an underwaistcoat or 'Jersey 'is called a singlet '. U*nder»
walk. (Under-' 6 b.) 1651 Davenant Gondibert Pref.

f 29 Those compositions of second beauty I observe in the
Drama to be the under-walks. 1673 Bp. S. Parker ReprooJ
Reh. Transp. 10 Plots, and Scenes, and Walks, and under-
walks. U'nder-ward. (Under-' 5 b.) 1826 Scott Woodst.
viii, Wildrake passed through the under.ward or court.

U'nder-wa=rden. (Under-' 6 a.) 1375 Barbour Bruce iv.

400 The vndirwardane arivit was With thre batis. i6xx
CoTGR., Soulblgardien, an vnder Warden, vnder Keeper.
18x9 Scott Leg. Montrose xiii, A lackey of the Marquis of
Argyle, and occasionally acting as under-warden. Under-
warp. (Under-' 5 b.) 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthel,
Anat. Introd., Others said that the Groundwork or under-
warpe of the Parts is Seed. Underwa'sh,?/. (Under-' 4 a.)

1538 Elyot, Siibluere^ to vnderwashe, as water, whyche
runneth lowe vnder a banke or hylle. Under-wa'tch, w*

(Under.' 8 a.) 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. xi. 244 Every
step being under-watch'd with Dragons.

U-iiderwa=ter, sb. [Under- i 5 c, 5 b.]

1. Water below the surface of the ground. Also^^,
1637 Rutherford Lett. cxl. (1664) 275 False under-water

not seen in the ground of an enlightned conscience, is

dangeroas. 1703 Bp. Nicolson Misc. Ace. (1877) 6 The
Church-yard strangely (considering the Discents on each
hand of it) infested with Under-water. 1805 R. W. Dickson
Fract. Agric. II. 296 Where the under siratum is cl.iy, and
there is no under water. 1866 Grecor Banffshire Gloss. 203.

2. Water entering a vessel from beneath.

164s Rutherford Tryal Hf Tri. Faith 229 The Anchor is

broken, or she taketh in under-water, or the Sail is torn.

3. = Undertow. {Cent, Did. citing Herschel.)

U'nderwaiter, a, [Attrib. use of the phr.

under water \ see UNDER/r^/. 2, Under- 2.]

1. Placed, situated, carried on, etc., underwater.
x6a7 May Lucan iv. G ij b, Some from the rocke, some from

the snore oppose, Vulteius found this vnder-water traine.

1674 Petty Disc. Dupi. Proportion 117 The further Truth
whereof doth appear in the Under-water-Air wjthin the

Vessels of Water-Divers. 183a Planting 109 in Husb.
(L.U.K..) Ill, The wood, .is esteemed for uiider-water-work,

as piles, pipes, pumps, sluices. 1886 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept.

2/1 It is not sufficient to laydown the finest system of under-
water mines. 1894 Westtn. Gaz, 21 Feb. 6/1 A new under-
water vessel which might be either a gunboat or an ordinary

cargo steamer.

2. spec. In ships : Situated below the water-line.

i88a Nature XXV. 261 The ships would be secured against

sinking by an under-water deck. 1889 Welch Text Bk.
Naval Archit. i. 8 The under-water part of the hull.

U'nderwave. (Under-' 5 b.) 1838 Mrs. Browning
Soul's Travelling viii, When you hearken to the grave
Lamenting of the underwave. 1895 A. Nutt in Meyer tr.

Voy. Bran I. 232 An under- instead of a cross-wave locale

appearing for the first time.

f Underw^ax, v. : see Under- l 2,

U'nderwea^pon. (Under-' 6 b.) 1646 H. Lawrence
Cotnm. Angells 109 Unlesse this stone and sling, these

underweapons, be mannaged by the name of God.

XJ'nderwear. [Under-I 5 a.] Undercloth-

ing ; also, the fact of wearing, or of being worn, as

underclothing.
1880 Scribners Mag. 213 The general want of underwear

was not so cruelly felt as had been feared. 1885 T. M. Coan
Ounces of Prevention (1888) 10 Robust persons will get

along well enough with the ordinary ' mixed underwear '.

tUnderweave, v. : see Under- l 2.

tUnderweening. Obs. [Under- i lo b.]

Under-estimation (of self or ^something).

1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 16 The words that he [sc,

St. John] set here, .sauor of a certayne singular vnderween-

ing. x68a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. iil § 25 But the

greatest underweening of this Life is to undervalue that,

unto which this is but exordial.

Underwelgh', v. [f. the phr. underweigh : see

Weigh sb.'\ intr. To get under weigh.

1891 Times 25 Nov. 12/5 Witness at once underwcighed

and went to the rescue.

TT'iiderweiglit. [Under- ^ lob; Under /r^/.

23 b. Cf. Da. undervR'gt, Sw. -vigt, Du. onder-

wigt, G. Miiergewicht.l Insufficient weight; de-

ficiency in weight.
1596 Bacon Max. ^ Use Com, Leew n. (1635) 8 Tradesmen

of all sorts, selling with under weights or measures. 1647

N. Ward Simple Cobler 30 They never complain of me for

giving them hard measure, or under-weight. 1864 R. A,

Arnold Cotton Fam. 470 The underweight of these bales

made the stock seem larger than it really was. 1894 5<'j^o«

Arena June 44 The minutest difference of overweight or

underweight in the coin.
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UKDERWIND.
ttttriK 1890 Daily News 22 Feb. 5/4 The first cost of the

restoration of all underweight coins.

f TT-nderwind. Obs. (Under-I jb.)
i7a6 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth Introd. 129 The North

of England, where the Natives are wont to ascribe these

Phenomena to what they call an Under-Wind, or Vapour
ascending from the Bottom.

XT'nderwing. [Under- i 5 b and Undkr-2.]

1. A wing placed under, or partly covered by,

another.
X535 CovERDALE 2 EsHros xii. 29 Thou sawest two vnder-

winges vpon the heade that is on the_ right syde. 1801

SotTHEY Tkalaha iii. xx.xiii, The admiring girl survey'd

His out-spread sails of green ; His gauzy underwings. i8z6

KiRBY & Sp. Eniomol. III. 380 The part . .in many cases is

connected with the posterior basal margin of the under-wings.

2. Used atirib.f with adjs, of colour, to designate

various species of moths.

1749 Wilkes En^. Moths <V Butterflies 2 The great yellow-

onderwing moth. Ibid. ly'l'he willow red-underwing moth.

//'/(/. 83, 33. i8a6 KiRBY & Sp, Eniomol. III. xxxi. 272 A
red under-wing-moth {Noctua pacta), 1882 p7-oc. Bertv.

Nat. Club IX. 559 One captured a Yellow Underwing Moth.

b. eliipt. — Underwinjj moth.
1819 Samouelle Entomol. Compettd, 418 Noctua Myrtilli.

The beautiful yellow Underwing. 183a Rennie Consp.

Butterfl, Sf M. 51 The Pearl Underwing {.Agrotis xqua).

1871 Darwin Desc. Man n. xi. I. 394 The common yellow

under-wings (Triphasna).

3. aitrib. Situated beneath the wings.

XB96 Daily News 10 Jan. 6/7 The brightly-tinted varieties,

..lined like the underwing feathers of tropical birds.

TJ'nderwit. [Under-i 6 a, lob.]

1. A poor or inferior kind of wit.

165s Shirley PoUticiati Ded., Some abuses of the common
theatres (which were not so happily purged from scurrility

and under-wit—the only entertainment of vulgar capacities).

2. A person of defective urwierstanding ; a iialf-

Tvitted person.
Used as a surname in the Duke of Nevrcastle's Country

Captain (1649).

x68a T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 52 (1713) U. 75
Having often met with some of the Under-wits of that

Panel, who threatened what their Foreman could have
done. 1900 Everybody's Mag. III. 513/2 He was a single

man, and many said an underwit.

Under-witch. ( Jnder-' 6 a.) 1678 Butler Hrid. iii.

I. 2S2, I found th' Infernal Cunning-man, And th' Under-
witch, his Caliban.

U nder-wi'tted, «. [Under-I loa.] Of in-

ferior or defective understanding ; half-witted.

1683 Kennett Erasm, on Folly i8 Cupid.. is an under-

witted whipster. Ibid. 125 The Athenian Commander, .was
a little underwitted. 1856 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bis.ii8yo)

I. 424, I rather think it [sc. a child] was under-witted, and
could not talk.

Underwood. [Under- i 5 d. Cf. MSw. ««-

dtrvid/i.']

1. Small trees or shrubs, coppice-wood or brush-

wood, growing beneath higher timber trees.

a 1335 MS. Rawl. B, $20 fol. 32 b, pat te heiwes [ — high-

ways];. ben.. ilargiste, per ase is wode, hegges ol>er buskes
pre vnderwode. C1380 Antccrlst in Todd Three Treat.
Wyclit {\Zi\) 119 Histaileislikenyd toacedre,[t>at] wexyng
in to ne^Jje passi^? o)?er vnderwod. 1467-8 Rolls of Parlt,

V. 575/3 Every j>ersone or persones, wluch have bought eny
Tymbre, Woode or Underwode. 1480 Cov. Lcet Bk, 445
The people. .throwen down & beren away the vnderwode
of ^»e seid Priour. 1512 Ad 4 Hen. VIII, c. 18 § 17
Underwode growyng uppon the seid landes. a 1596 Sir '1\

More (Malone Soc.) Add. i. 65 Thinke when an oake fals,

vnderwood shrinkesdowne, And yet may Hue.though brusd.

x64a Fuller Hol^ <v Prof. St. 11. xiii. loo This underwood
serves for supplies to save timber from burning. 1669
Wobliixie Syst, Agric. (1681) 93 In a few years you may
observe many fair Trees to steal up amongst the Under-
wood. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltern ^ Vale Farm. 128 The
Underwood will be fit to fell in.. fifteen Years. 1794 Mrs.
Radcliffe Myst. Udol^ho xliv, .At a deep recess of the
forest, ..so overgrown with underwood that they proceeded
with difficulty. 1827 O. W. Rohkris Voy. Centr. Amer. 64
Our way.. was nearly free from underwood or any material

impediment. i88a 'Ouioa' Maremma I. 46 She made her
way through the dense underwood.
attrib. 1796 W. H. Marshall Planting II. 51 Its branches

..very much resemble those of the Beech :.. especially in

the shrubby underwood state,

a 1637 B. JoNsoM Underwoods To Rdr., I am bold to

entitle these lesser poems, of later growth, by this [name] of
Underwood, out of the analogic they hold to the Forest in

my former booke. 1693 Drvden Juvenal Ded. (1697)

p. xxxiv, But these are the Under.Wood of Satire, rather

than the Timber-Trees. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char.
ix. 230 It is from among the underwood of these stately pro-

ductions .. that we bring to remembrance gems of practical

wisdom.

2. With a and pi. A quantity or stretcb, a special

kind, of woody undergrowth.
1541 Act'i'hlien. VllljC. 39 All woodesand vnderwoodes,

belonging to your office. 1581-2 Catal, Anc. Deeds (1906)

V. 484 Breers, brembles, bushes and underwoodes. 1607 J.
Noroen Surv. Dial. 111. 140 Therefore must the Surueyor
be heedful.. to note what trees are among the underwoods.
1646 J. Hall Horge Veu. 101 Great Oakes breake their own
branches and neighbouring underwoods. 1708 Lond.^ Gaz,
No. 4475/3 Posting the. .Granadiers among the Thickets
of an Underwood. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar iv, Our little

habitation was. .sheltered with a beautiful underwood
behind. 1847 Emerson Poems, Humble-bee 29 Rover of
the underwoods. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. i. 5
Enormous groves of date-palms. ,> with an underwood of
poinsettias.
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Jig. 01637 B. JoNSON (title). Underwoods; consisting of

divers poems. [Cf. i b.]

3. The wood underlying a veneer.

i86» Catal. Interiiat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3411, The
veneering, .will bear an immense amount of heat or damp
before it will strip from the underwood.

Hence U'liderwooided a.

1861 RossF.TTi in Ruskin Li/,^ (1899) 277 A rich sweet

country, ber\utifully wooded, underwooded, and .sloped.

U-nderwork, sb. [Under-i j c, 9, 10 b.]

1 1. An under-current. Obs.-^

1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. l. Ivi, So curiously the

underworke did creepe, . . That afar off the waters seem'd to

sleepe.

2. A structure placed under or supporting some-

thing ; a substructure.

i6a4 WoTTON Elciii. A rchit. 79 The Couer, or Roofe, . .
[if|

too heauy, ..will suffer a vulgar obiection of pressing too

much the vnder.worke. 1772 T. Simpson Vermin-Killer

Introd., The rain forces its way through, and rots the

underwork [of the thatch]. 1776 G. Semple Building in

Water 18 The Under-work of the second Pier. 1890 W. J.

Gordon Foundry 158 As packed for export, it goes into a

flat CISC, .and takes up little more room than its underworks.

3. t a. Work done at lower rates. Ohs.-"^

1624 T. ScoTT Belgic Souldier E 3, There are so many of

all Trades, who confound one another by vnderworke and

indirect abuses, that [etc.].

b. -Subordinate or inferior work.

1645 Milton Colast, 26 To bee put to thisunder-work of

scowriiig and unrubbishing the low and sordid ignorance of

such a presumptuous lozel. 1708 Addison Pj-es, State War
20 You will iind most of those that are proper for W.ar

absolutely necessary for .. carrying on the Underwork of the

Nation.

C. Underh.ind or secret work.
1814 D'IsRAELi Quarrels Auth. III. 294 The Tyrant him-

.self had an openness, quite in contrast with the dark under-

works o( his Satellites.

Underwork, v. [Under- i 8 a, 8 b, lo a.]

fl. a. iJitr. To work secretly ; to take clandes-

tine measures. Obs.

1504 Pluintton Corr. (Camden) i86 It is sayd that ye be

lesse forward, & they underworketh falsly. 1603 B. Jonson
Sejanus Argt., He raiseth in private a new instrument,.,

and by him underworketh, discovers the other's counsels.

f b. Iram. To work against secretly ; to seek to

undermine or overthrow. Obs.

IS9S SlIAKS. John II. i. 95 But thou from louing England
art so farre,That thou hast vnder-wrought his lawful! King.

1613-8 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 45 His delay yeelds

the King time to.. vnder.worke ins enemies. 1627 Aup.

AliBOT Narr. in Uushworth Hist. Collect. (1659) 1. 440 He
will underwork any man in the World, so that he may gain

by it. 1659 Rusnw. Ibid. 4 He did first under-work his

Voyage to Guienna.

2. t a- Jo spend too little work on ; to leave un-

finished. Obs.

1691 NoRiiis I'ract. Disc. 228 There is no Artist, but will

perform 10 the utmost of his Skill, provided it be as easy for

him to make his Piece coinpleat, as to under-work it.

b. 'I'o impose too little work upon.
1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal I. iii. 78 Besides, he is not

underworked.

o. intr. To do too little work.
1902 G. Howell Labour Legislation xlii. 499 The man

that under-works is as bad as the man that under-pays.

3. trans. To work for less wages tlian (another).

169s Whether Prescn'in^ Protest. Relig. was l^htive 0/
Revolution 17 Who by their frugal and parsimonious Living

would be able.. to underwork and undersell them. 1713
Mercator No. 9/1 The French being able to Underwork us,

will also Undersell us.

ff-nder-worker. [UNDEB-16a.] An assis-

tant or subor<Unate worker.
1701 Swift Contests Nobles t^ Comm. iv. An usurping

populace is.. a meer underworker, and a purchaser in trust

for some single tyrant. 1709 Sacheverell Serm. 15 Aug.
10 There must he Co-operators, Partners, and Under-workers

in it. 1744 Young Nt. Th. vil. 415 Want and convenience,

under-workers, lay The basis, on which love of glory builds.

tlnderwOTkillg,^*. [UNUEB-lga.] Action

of a secret or unapparent nature.

1613-8 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1621) 26 Skornes, con-

spiracies and vnder-workings. 1679 Evehard Prot. Princes

Europe 20 The Emissaries of Rome have been thelnstru-

ments of the underworkings which have raised this War.
1811 Mrs. Grant in Mem. t, Corr. (1844) I. 286 The under-

workings of petty envy and malignity. 1833 Mill /.««. (1910)

1.45 Men who are now gaining.. a_ considerable and increas-

ing influence, .over the underworkings of our government.

Underwoxkiiig, ///. « [Undeu- i 8 a, 4 a.]

Working oractingina secret or unapparent manner

;

also lit., working beneath.

160S Daniel Philotas ll. iii. Chi>rusC\i, There dost thou

struggle . . Against some underworking pride that must
Supplanted be. 1679 C. Nesse Antid. agst. Popery 87 He
gives them up to the strong delusions of this under-working

beast. 1818 Milman Samor 283 Deep echoed out From th

underworking caverns. 1883 Century Ma^. XXVI. 373/2

As a strong character in underworking motive. Squire Gay-
lord seems to be his best.

Tlnder-woxkman.. (Under- 1 6 a.)

1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. 724 The chiefe workeman
doth the principall worke himselfe, and the other by his

ministers and vnderworkemen. 1651 C. Cartwkight Cert.

Relig. I. 142 As an Architect, or the like chiefe workman,
doth . . appoint under-workmen where they shall imploy

themselves. 1708 Swift Sent. Ch. Eng. A/an Wks. 1^55
II. I. 78 Under-workmen, who are expert enough at making
a single wheel in a clock, but arc utterly ignorant how to

adjust the several parts. 1771 Luckombe Hist. Print. 8 An
Under-workman in the Printing-House at Harlem.

UNDERWRITE.

Ullderworld. [Under- l
,s b, c Cf. Du. (?«•

derviereld, G. tmterwelt. Da. underverden.'\

1. The sublun,iry or terrestrial world.
1609 Daniel Civ. Wars viii. xxx. The glory of that

Mightinesse-.That ouer--spreds..This vnder-world. <z x6i6

1»EAUM. & Fu Bondnca HI. ii, L.oud Fame calls ye, Pitch'd

on the topless Apenine, and blows To all the underworld,

1700 RowE Ajnb. Step-Mother \. i. Thou, like the God thou
serv'st, shall shine aloft, And with thy influence rule the

under world, a 1719 Audison tr. VirgiCs Fourth Georgic
Wks. 1721 I. ig When th' under-world is seiz'd with cold

and night. 1822 Shelley Chas. 1st II. 140 For a king bears

the office of a God To all the under world.

Jig. 1694 Aiterburv Sernt. {1726) I. 173 Their Way was
. . to look down with Pity and Contempt upon a poor deluded
Under.World. 1795 WoLCOT (P. Pindar) Liberty's last

Squeak III. Wks. 1812 III. 425 Our Lords on high. Who call

ttie under-world of man. An assisb, mulish, packhor.se clan.

2. The abode of the departed, imagined as being

under the earth ; the nether world.

1608 Day Hum. out oj Br. \. i. Since proud Anthonio . . Is

in his iourney towards th' vnderworld. 1713 C'tess Win-
ciiEl-SEA Misc. Poems 18 When to the Under-world despis'd

he goes, A pamper'd carcase on the Worms bestows. 1858

Birch Anc. Pottery 1. 365 Few Argive representations,

except that of the Danaids in the under-world,, .are given on
vases. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 311 The western Hades,

the underworld of night and death.

b. A region below the surface of the earth ; a

subterranean or underlying area.

i88s Daily Nenvs 4 Nov., The extent to which the under-

world in the Potteries is honeycombed with coal mines.

1886 WiNCHELL Walks Geol- Field 56 Shall we venture

among the dangers of the oceanic under-world ?

3. The Antipodes; also, the part of the earth be-

yond the horizon.

1847 Tknnvson Princ. IV. 27 Fresh as the first beam glit-

tering on a sail, That brings our friends up from the under-

world. 1868 KiNGSLKY Cliristmas Day 34 New patriarchs

of the new-found underworld. 1890 ' K. Boldrewood ' Col,

Reformer (1891) 154 A shining sail came from the under-

world and swept placidly towards the city.

4. A sphere or region lying below the ordinary

one. K\iofig., a lower, or the lowest, stratum of

society, etc.

1859 Miss A. B. Edwards Hand >f Glove vi. 54 Slowly

I sank away, lower and lower, into the under-world of dark-

ness and dream-s. 1894 Harper's Mag. Mar. 630 The
mysterious processes which go on under the influence of

the bacteria in this underworld of life. 1899 F. T. Bullen
Way Navy 25 *lhe begrimed company of toilers.. in the

underworld of engines and boilers (in a ship].

Underwri'te, w.i [Under- 14a, after L. suh-

scriblre SuBSCitiuE v. Cf. OE. uttde>-writan.'\

In l.angl. P. PI. A. xi. 255 vndirwriten is apparently an

error foi the variant vnwriten,

1. tram. To write (words, figures, etc.) below

something, esp. after other written matter.

c 1430 Art Nond'tyng 3 The nombre to be addede is that

)jat sholde be addede "therto, and shade be vnderwriten.

Ibid., It is convenient that the les.se nombre te vnderwrit,

and the more addede. 1578 Lyte Dodoens jio Euphorbium

prepared in manner as shalbe vnder written, purgeth . .slymie

flegmes. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xiv. 614/2 The said

Author, obseruing the scope of those lines, . . doth vnderwrite

and annex this Slanza. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I. III.

86 His business is to under-write answers to all Petitions.

1709 'Patter No. 74 r 11 Each Subscriter should underwrite

his Reason for the Place he allots his Candidate. 1753

Richardson Grandison VI. xlix. 298, I will entreat her to

vnderwrite her mind on this subject. 1882 Act 45 ff 46 Vict,

c 61 Sched. I The bill, .should te annexed, or a copy of the

bill and all that is written thereon should be underwritten.

+ b. To write, subscribe, sign (one's name) below,

or at the end of, a document, etc. Obs,

1569 in Strype Ann. Ref. I,\iacfi I. Iv. 566 That we, whose

names are by ourselves underwritten, do acknowledge [etc].

a 1S93 Marlow E Edw. II, v. ii, Our tehoofe will beare the

greater sway When as a kings name shall te vnder writ.

i6i6Yi.}oiisoti Devil an Ass in. iii, I haue enough on't ! for

an hundred pieces? Yes, for two hundred, vnder-write me,

doe. Your man will take my bond ? i68a Scarlett Ex-
changes 61 The Acceptant, when he accepts, must under-

write his Name. 1793 Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) II. 493

When the subscription is proposed, I shall underwrite my
name for, .at least, six copies.

t o. absol. To become surety. Obs.

c 1650 Higford/«s«/. (1658) 17 For the most part the bor.

rowers of money . .are engaged one for another. . .Those that

stand engaged for you ; you must underwrite for them also.

t2. To subscribe (a document) with one's name.

»SS7 Order of Hospitalls C 7 b. Warrants, .underwritten

by the Thresorer . . what shall be paid to any such Pencioner

wokly. 1623 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1908) II. 320

The agreement mad betwixt us was underwrytlen and

sealed. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. viii. i. §4 No importunity

could prevail with him to underwrite this will. i68» in

Lond. Gaz. No. 1782/1 One part thereof Signed by such

Servant, and also Under-written or Endorsed with the Name
and Hand-writing of such Magistrate. 1713 G«<j»rf. No. 39,

I shall not retract any advertisement till I see those verses,

and I'll choose what to telieve then, except they are under-

written by his nurse. 1748 Richardson Clarissa C1811) VI.

36s A letter. .signed by his Lordship, .. and underwritten by

myself. .

absol. 1608 in Birch Crt. ^ Times Jas. I (184S) I. 84 Hu
brother, whom . . he hath now sent for up to undertake and

underwrite with him.

b. Spec. To subscribe (a policy of insurance)

thereby accepting the risk of insurance. Also absol.

1622 Malvnes Anc. Law-Merch. 102 If one te bound, and

two or more do put their hand and scale, and vnder-write,

'

and scale the said Bill as Principals. Ibid. 166 The custome



UNDERWRITE.
. .doth impose the losse vpon those Assurors which did first

vnderwrite, 1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3940/4 Whosoever.. hath
underwritten any Policy of Insurance on the Ship Samuel.
1755 Magens Insttrances I. 7 If this be declared when the
Insurance is made, the Insurers, .will never refuse to under-
write. 1766 W. Gordon Cen. Co^nting-ho.zi If you under-
write a policy mentioning, .the sum underwrote. 1809-ix
Combe Syntax xxv. 417 The Policies remain'd secure, Wait-
ing for arms of signature ; For what brave spirit e'er would
fight 'em When nobody would underwrite 'em. 1876 F.
Martin Hist. Lloyd's 365 Both non-underwriting members
and annual subscribers are .. forbidden to underwrite any
policy of insurance.

C. absol. To carry on the business of insurance.

1784 Ld. Macartney in Burke*s Corr. (1844) III. 27 The
impossibility of men's fairly acquiring great wealth, in a
short time, who neither lend, trade, play, nor under-write.

3. To set one's name to, subscribe to (a decision,

statement, etc.) ; to agree to or confirm by signa-

ture. Alsoy?^.
1606 Shaks. Tr. Sf Cr. 11. iii. 137 Worthier then him selfe. .,

vnder write in an obseruing kinde His humorous predomin-
ance. 1633 G. Hekbert i'empte, Ck. Porch xxiv, Man is

a shop ofrules, a well-truss'd pack, Whose every parcel!
under-writes a law. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinisAdvts.
fr. Farnass. i. Ixxvii. 161 All the Assembly had already
underwritten the reformation, when Thales put them in
mind [etc.J. 1678 Hutlbr Hud. in. iii. 148 All which they
took in Black and White, And cudgel'd me to under-write.
a 1853 Mrs. Opie in Brightwell Life fi854) 49, I could, with
a safe conscience, underwrite all that he there relates.

+ b. intr. To subscribe or agree to something.
1643 QuARLES Loyal C. 16 In case Papists should largely

under-write to your Propositions, . .would you not accept it ?

4. t a. To guarantee to subscribe or contribute

(a certain sura of money, etc.). Obs.
1623 Heriot in Mem. .App. iii. (i8aa) 72 AH my stock and

adventures in the East India Company,. . wherein I did under-
write one thousand pounds. 1649 Lane. Tracts Civ. War
(Chetham Soc.) 62 Such moneyes and plate as Mr, Thomas
Case.. shall underwrite for the defence of Lancashire, a 169a
PoLLHXFKN Disc. Trade (1697) 99 The last Stock was under-
writ by Vertue of a Charter granted Anno 1657. 1705
R. Bgverlev Virginia i. iv. (1722) 90 The Subscription-
Money did not come in with the same readiness, with which
it had been underwritten.
absot. 1680 R. L' Estrange C/V^ ff Bumpkin (ed. 3) 3

Masters underwrit for their Children, and Servants, Women
for their Husbands.

b. spcc^ To agree to take up, in a new company
or new issue (a certain number of shares if not
applied for by the public),
x88o LiNDLEV Company Law 761 A promoter ofa company

who had agreed to underwrite 10,000 shares. 1896 Times
Law liep.(tSg7)Xlll. 570 The Globe Company shall under-
write, or procure to be underwritten, ..the first issue of
350,000 shares.

O. To support by a guarantee of funds.

S890 Spectator 22 Nov., Many of the usual holders of
great sums of money have of late been ' underwriting ' great
industrial enterprises.

1 5. a. To undertake or guarantee in writing to do
something. Ohs.
x6ai in Foster Eng. Factories Imt. (1906) I. 346 The

Ballochs. .whoe undurwrot to carry the last yeares caphila
to Mando. 1643 Propos. cone. Kais. Horse, etc. 5 Whoso-
ever. .shall underwrite to furnish and maintain any number
of Horse. 1644 Vicars God in Mount 163 Persons. .who
had.. under-written to lend horse, and moneyes.

+ b. To guarantee or promise that. Obs.

1838 Calhoum Whs. (1S74) III. 237 Pass the bill, and
I underwrite that we shall never have again to complain of
a surplus.

Hence Underwriting ppl. a.

1876 K. Martin Hist. Lloyds 364 All underwriting mem-
bers pay. .an entrance fee of^ioo.

TTnderwri'te, v.'^ rare. [Undeu-1 loa.]
1. trans. To describe in too low an aspect.

1793-4 Dk. Wharton True Briton No. 69 II. 589 Who has
under-wrote his Character, and represented him in faint and
unbecoming Colors.

2. refl. To fall below (oneself) in writing.

1766 Monthly Rev. XXXIV. 407 An author capable of so
strangely under-writing himself.

Uiiderwriter. [f. Undebwbitk vy\
+ 1. A subscriber to, or shareholder in, a mer-

cantile venture. Obs.
x6s6 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 250 For

your venture in the East India Company I know not what
to say. ..It's thought the King might do well to call to all

the underwriters for a supply.

2. One who imderwrites an insurance policy;
spec, one who carries on an insurance business, esp.

of shipping.
i6u MAt.YNES Anc. Law-Merck. 166 The later vnder-

writers of the Assurors do not heare any part of the losse,

but make restitution of the Premio. 1713STEKLE Englishm.
No. 53. An Abuse crept into tlie Wurld for the Advantage
of the Under-writers. 1791 Bkntiiam Pmiopt.-jz He would
get undcrwriter*s profit by me ; but let him get that and
welcome. 1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863) 281 The plate
presented me by the merchants and underwriters of Lloyd's.

1874 BuRNAND My Time vii. 65 The fearful gales.. had
resulted in serious losses to the underwriters.

t3. One who appends his name to a writing ; a

subscriber. Obs,
a 1639 WoTTON in Feliq. (1651) 45B, I have now no more to

say, but that while the foresaid report shall be false, The
under-writer is Truly yours H. Wotton.

4. A subordinate writer or clerk.

i6s4 Taylor Real Pres. 288 Part of these words which
Bcllarmine, and from him the uuder-writcrs object, c X7Z0
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I

Cbua Fiennes Diary (1888) 262 Under them is the 60 Clerks
and other under writers.

I

5. One who engages to take up a certain number
j

of company shares (see Underwrite v.^ 4 b.)

1889 LiNDLEYCi77«/(J«j'/,rt7y Index S.V., Difference between
underwriter and person agreeing to place shares. 1897 Times
Law Rep. XIII. 570 If. .underwriter substitutes could not
be procured, the Globe Company remained underwriter,

j

Underwri'ting, vbl. sb, [f. as prec]
1. The action of writing beneath, esp, of append-

ing one's name to a document; also, that which is

so written.

1598 Florio, Sottoscritiione, a subscription, a signing, an
vnderwriting.

_
1622 Malynes Anc. Laxv-Merch. 166 The

later vnderwriters of the Assurors. .reserue onely.. loj. for
their vnderwriting in the policie of Assurance. 1642 {title),

That Great Expedition for Ireland By way of underwriting
proposed byboth Houses ofParliament, .is heere Vindicated.

2. spec. a. The action or practice of (marine) insur-

ance; the business of an underwriter, KXsoattrib,

1775 Ash, Underwriting^ the act of insuring by writing
the name under certain conditions. 1887 Daily Mews 26
Jan. 6/4 The Union Marine Insurance Company show an
underwriting income of 172,133/. 1905 Times 13 Sept. 3/6
One of the blackest years in the history of underwriting.

b. The action of agreeing to take up shares (see

Underwrite t/.- 4 b). Freq. attrib,

189s in Times Law /?-?/. (1897) XIII. 156 Underwriting
letter for ordinary sliares. 1897 Hud. 569 An underwriting
agreement, .between the two companies.

Uiiderwri:ting. [Under-1 5 b.] Writing lying

belowotherwriting; the first writing in a palimpsest.
1858 Wiseman Last Four Popes^ Gregory XVly v. 305 It

was this underwriting that Mai scanned withasagaciouseye.

Underwritten, ///. a, [Undeb-i 4 a: cf.

Underwrite t/.i]

L Of words, statements, etc. : Written (out), ex-
pressed in writing, below or beneath ; following
upon, coming after, what is already written.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 22 DeuouteHcho we begynnen
Jns fraternite by |3es ordynaunces vnderwriten. 1450-80 tr.

Secreta Secret. Prol. 3 On of his Epistelis is here vndir
writene, which he sent to Alexandre. 1483 Rolls 0/ Parlt.
VI. 340/1 All things said..and remembred in tlie said
Rolle, and in the tenour of the same underwritten. 1568
Grafton Chron, II. 352 And al these Justices were com-
maunded to set to their handes to the questions under
written, a 1586 Sidnev Arcadia i. xix, Lalus. .was by him
answered in the underwritten sort. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

BoccalinPs Advts. fr. /'amass, ii. vi. (1674) ^4^ These
under-written Articles were .. penned .. and sworn unto.
1667 Protests Lords I. 37, I, wiwse name is underwritten,
do [etc.]. 172X Strype Eccl. Mem. II. xviii. 389 She.. writ
English very well, as appears by her letter under-written.

1769 Weslev IVks. (1831) XIII. 211 We, whose names are
under-written, . .are resolved [etc]. 1874 Swinburns Both-
well \v, iv, His young child kneeling,.. And the word under-
written of his prayer.
absol. 1683 W. Hedges Diary {.Hakl Soc.) I. 113 The

underwritten is Coppy of Capt. Klinchin's affirmation. 1712
Steele Sped, No. 431 f z, I was sent for to see the Lady
who sends you the Underwritten.

2. Of things or matters : Specified or set down in

writing below, etc.

1423 Coventry Lcet Bk. 48 Ric. Hyckelyng & his felows .

.

saj'n, l»at thes ffcldys vndurwryton owt^ to be comyn from
Lammas. 1455 Rolls 0/Parlt. V. 295/2 In certayn sonmies
of money undrewreten. 1497 Naval Ace, Hen. VII (1896)

309 The StuflT takle. .and Abillamentes of warre vndre-
wrytyn. 151a Act 4 Hen, VIIly c. 19 § 9 The CoIIectoures
..in maner underwritten to bcappoynted. 1545 AVi*". I

Privy Council Scot. I. 3 To be sauld to the Franche army 1

upoun the prices underwrittiii. 1617 Mohvson /^i«. 111. 12

Let a Traueller obserue the vnderwritten things. 1669
|

Stubmy Marine*^s Mag. 11. 115 These Years in the first

Column under-written . . are all Leap-years. 1747 in Nitirne
Peerage Evidence (1874) 81 The debts and sums of money
underwritten viz. 1829 Cooper Good's Study Med. (ed. 3)

IV, 268 Mr. Buchanan also directs the underwritten injec-

tion to be used. 1883 Pictun L'pool Munic. Rec. I. 10
From the date of the grant of tliis deed . . you may take the
underwritten tolls, that is to say [etc.].

3. Of persons : Whose names are writtea or signed

below, etc..

1425 Munim, Metros (Dann. Q.) 544 J>e qwylke assyse

was thir personis wnder wryiyn. 1483 in Somerset Med,
Wills (1901) 238 The sadde discrecion of niyn executours
underwretyn. 1552-3 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. V/ (igi4)

94 Those persones be alredy furnj'shed so y* yt nedyth not
to provyde but only for these vnderwrytten. 177a Ann.
Reg., Chron. 74/2 We the underwritten liverymen.

absol, <r 1704 T. Bkown Let. Oxford Taylor Wks. 1711

1 V. 253 We the under-written , ,
, having maturely consider'd

the Purport of your Charge [etc.]. 1809 Bawdwkn Domes-
day Bk. 413 The under-written have not paid the King's

tax as they ought.

tXXnderwroot, z*. Obs. [Under- 14b.] trans.

To burrow under ; to undermine.
a 1272 O. E. Misc. 97/123 Hit stont vppon a treowe mote.
..Ne may no Mynur hire vnderwrote, ne neuer false l>ene

grundwal. (11300 Cursor M. 23281 par wormes sal l^aim

vnder wrote In bale wit-vten hope and bote.

+ "CTnderyaw^de, a pp. for -yode, gone or passed

under. Obs.~^

C1S57 Ai)p. Parker Ps. Iivb, Ungodlynes in folyshnes,

his long haih under yawde.

t Underye'te, z^. Obs. Forms : I -sytan, 3

-5iten; 2 -5eite, 3-4 -Jete; ^rd sing. 2-3 -Jit.

Pa, t. I -seat, -set, 3 -5eat, -5eet, 3-4 -Jat, -get,

5 -yate, -gat
;

pi. i -seaton, -seton, 3-4 -3ete(n.

Pa. ppk. I -siten, 3-4 -jite, -jete. [OK, under^

^ietan : see Unijek-1 8 a and Get v."]

UNDESECRATED.
1. trans. To get to know, to become aware of,

to ascertain, to observe (a fact).

C893 K.iELFRED Oros. lit. vii. iia pa Crece baet )>a under*
5eaton,..hie t>a ealle wi3 hiene jewin up ahofan. <:zo66
O. E. Chron. (MS. C) an. 1066, pa Eadwine eorl and
Morkere eorl J>aet underjeaton, |>a coman hi J>yder. a 1250
Owl i^ Night. 1055 pe louerd \)Z.t .sone vnder5at. c 1290
Be/cet 1194 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 140 Seint thomas it vnder-jat
and t>are-wiih ne paid hiui nou^t. a 1300 Floriz ^ Bl,
(Camb. MS.) 556 Ac loiige ne mi^te hi hem wite pat hi neren
vnderjete. a 1330 Otuel 1351 po garsie it vnder-jat, He was
swi^ sori for ^at.

b. With clause as object.

f xooo ^LFRic Saints' Lives xxxl. 762 pa underlet se
halsa wer l>urh haligne gast Y-a^t hit se sylfa deofol wies.
a 117S Cott. Horn. 231 Him a t)ance befell tounder5eite wa
..him were frend oter fend, c izoo Trin. Coll. Ham. 197
Wanne l>e neddre hit under3it )jat hie sechen after hire, hie
warneS hire wi3 hem, f 1205 Lay. 15028 Nu vnder-^at
Uortimer his sune, pet he hefde atter inomen. 1297 R,
Glouc (Rolls) 2227 pe londes abouten vs abbej>wel under
5ite pat Jjer nis no vole bileued J>at lond \x>r to wite. 13..
Sir Beues (A.) 1514 pat hors wel sone vnder-jit, pat Beues
nas noujt vpon is rigge.

2. To perceive, observe (a person or thing) ; to

catch sight of.

^1000 TElfric Judges xvi. 3 HwEct, ba Samson heora
syrwunga under^eat. c 1205 Lav. 1811 Brutus & his god

e

folc under-5eten l^eos feondes. a 1235 Ancr. R. 150 Hello
muchares, {jet robbeS al l^e gold-hordes J^et heo muwen
under5iten. c 1305 Pilate 200 in E. E. P. (1862) 116 Whan I>u

vnderjetc.be gywene falshede, Whi naddestou ispeke Jjer

aje? 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 4354 Beues at )>e mete sat. He
be-held and vnder-^at Al is fon, [at were per oute.

3. To learn or know the character of; to under-

stand the meaning of.

czooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii. 16 Fram hyra wsestmun ge hi

undergytao. 131240 Lofsong in O. E, Horn. I. 215 Me ne
hit under5it nout er )jen me hit leose. 13.. Seven Sag. (P.)

3151 The child was wys, ..And nadde wytof the Holy Gost,
And wat thay sayden he undirgat.

t Underyoke, v. : see Under- l 3.

U'nder-zeal, (Under-' lob.) 1841 Carlyle Heroes i.

(1904) 40 King Olaf has been harshly blamed for his over-

zeal ; . . I should have blamed him far more for an under-zeal 1

U'nder-zeaTot (Under-' 6 a.) 1682 T. Flatman Hera-
clitus Ridens No. 70(1713) U. i8i Those crafty Knaves.. do
usually drop their tinder-Zealots, when the success does not
answer expectations.

Undescanted, ///. a, (Un-* 8 c.) 1573-80 Tusser
Husb. (1878) 23 Leaue Princes affaires undeskanted on.

Undesce'ndable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1877 Tknnyson Harold
I. i, Steam'd upward from the undescendable Abysm.
Unde8ce'nded,<i. (Un-'8.) 1701 De Foe Trugborn Eng.
I. 169 Vet who the Heroe was, no Man can tell... The silent

Record blushes to reveal Their Undescended Dark OriginaL

TTndescri bable, a. (Un-I 7 b and 5 b.)

1728 Eliza Hevwood tr. Mme. de Gomezes Belle /I. (1732)

IL 2or, I have heard it reported, resumed the Marquis with

an undescribable Agitation, that he was.. in love with a
Spanish Lady. 1768 Sternk Sent. Jonrn. 217, I felt such

undescribable emotions within me. xSiS Bykon Ch. Har.
IV. liii, Let these describe the undescribable. x86o Emerson
Cond. Life v. (1861) 116 Graces and felicities not only un-

teachable, but undescribable.

Hence Undescribably adv.

1792 CuARLoriK Smith Desmond IL 149 She is in love !—

•

Oh ! undescribably in love. 1818 Mar. Edcewokth Let.

8 Apr., You., will understand, .how undescribably and
exquisitely it is mixed with pain and pleasure,

Undescribed, ///. a. [Uk-I 8.]

1. Not described ; not expressed in words.

1575 T. Cartwricht 2nd Reply to Whitgi/t 446 As the

Lord set forth the one, so he left nothing vndescribed in the

other. x6oo Poky Leo's Africa 11 A description of places

vndescribed by John Leo. 1697 Collikr Ess. Mor, Subj.

I. 11703) 32^ I nad rather leave it undescribed, than be

forced to give it its proper character. 1837 Carlyle Fr.

Rev. III. 11. i, It is a change such as History must beg her

readers to imagine, wwdescribed. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven.

(1874) I. Pref. p. vi, The reader will find, .that the buildings

..have been hitherto undescribed.

b. spec. Not yet scientifically described. (Cf.

Nondescript a, i.)

c 1680 Enquiries 2/1 Have you any undescribed Plants, or

others of special note? 1768 Pennant in Phil. Trans,

LVIII.94 We believe this species to have been undescribed.

1817 KiRUV & Sp. Entomol. xxi. II. 221 Two or three

Brazilian species in my cabinet, that seem undescribed.

1890 Science-Gossip XXVI. 76/2 A very beautiful species of

Metopidia, which 1 believe to be undescribed.

2. Not marked off or delineated.

1852 Bailey Eestus (ed. 5) 475 '^^e Atlantean axis of the

world And all the undescribed circumference.

Undescrie-d, /// a, (Un- i 8.)

I59S Daniel Civ. Wars in. xl. Within rests more of feare.

More dread of sad euent yet vndiscride, Than..l would

there were. x6n Shaks. Wint, T. iv. iv. C69 Mufile your

face, ..that you may. .to Ship-boord Get vndescry'd. X64S

Slikgsby Diary (1836) 83 He comes close up to yo town

undiscry'd. 1722 Wollasion Relig. Nat. lii. 49 Who can

tell at what undescried fields of knowledge eveii men may
at length arrive? 1830 'Iennyson Isai'el 23 Right to the

heart and brain, tho undescried. 1855 Browning Men if

Worn. II. In Three Days iv, But years must teem with

change untried,. .With an end somewhere undescried.

TJndescriptive, «. (UN-I7.)

1744 Essay on Acting j6 The Sentiment is languid, un*

inteUigible and undescriptive. 1827 Westtn. Rev. Oct. 431

The title. .is altogether undescriptive of the contents., of

the work. 1883 Fortn. Rev. July 42 It is undescriptive of

such limitations, .as were imposed by the Treaty of Paris.

tUndescri'ved,///. rt. Obs. (Un-' 8.] Undescribed.

-43S MiSYN Fire 0/ Love 86 '
* '

qwos fayrncs J>a ar rauischyd.

;d,/A - -

1435 MiSYN Fire 0/Love 86 pat lyght vndescryuyd with
'

' • Unde*secrated,/>/. a.

20-



UNDESERT.

(Um-' 8.) i86s Sat. Ra: 21 Oct, 527/1 They.. will leave

nothing undesecroted by their ribald impertinence. 1884 K.

Hakbison Ckcice Bis. (1886) 250 Conventual edifices sUU.

.

undestroyed and undesecrated.

TTndeaeTt. (Un-1 1 a and 5 b.)

1587 GoLDiNC De Momay xxviL 402 This infinite God-

head is not to recompence . . our vndesert otherwise than

with desert. 1841 Hon. Smith Moneyed Man III. vii. 180,

I felt . . my own total undeseri, my inexcusable presumption.

Undese-rted. ///. a. (Un-^ 8.) [1775 Ash.] 179*

WoRDSw. Descr. Sk. 146 The mazes of a wood In which

a cabin undeserted stood. x89a Ld. Lvtton King Poppy

Prol. 32 That undeserted garden of the gods.

Undeserve, v, [Un-1 14.] trans. To fail

to deserve. Also ahsoL
x6ax QuARLES Div. Poems, Esther vii, The blaze of

Honour, Fortune's sweet excesse. Doe vndeserue the name
of Happinesse. 1650 Gentilis Considerations 73 Where
they doe not undeserve wanting the use of reason, wee
should merit in rightly using it. x?*! Gibber Heroic

i?aH^A/^ii.Sp,23 Let us not.. undeserve the Grace by new
false Fears. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry * Frances

(1767) 11. 377 There are certain base natures, which not

deserving favours before hand, are sxae to undeserve the

more they receive. 1894 Ld. Rosebery in Daily News
3 May e/6, I am inclined to think that .. Government have

done nothing so far to undeserve that welcome.

Undeserved>///. a, [Un-i 8.]

1 1. Without having deserved it ; undeserving,

C1374 Chaucer Troylus in. loai O were it leful J^at \

pleyne of >e, That vndeserued suffrest lalousie. 1390

Gower Conf. 1 1 1. 13 Some comen to the dole In happ, and .

.

Drinke undeserved of the besle. x4is-ao Lydg. Ckron, Troy

I. 2407 And vndeserued \sc. of me] ben to me so trewe, pat

I ensure vpon my feith [etc.]. a 1536 Calisto ^ Melib.

A vj b, Yet vndescruyd now thou comyst hydyr. 1593 Kvd
Let. to Puckering yiV&. (iQoi) p. cviii, Atheisme,..wliich I

was vndeserved chargd withalL.

t b. Without reason ; xmjustly. Obs~'^
TCX570 Bugbears nr. iv. 8 Vnderservde [*«:] a thowsand

tymes I wysh to see hym deade.

2. Not deserved or merited (a) as a reward,

favour, etc., {fi) as a punishment, harm, etc.

((j) X300 GowER Conf, I. 43 Bot as the whiel aboute went
He yiftn his graces undeserved, c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye
132 That was hys othe, to gyue hymselfe to vs, A greate

gyfte and vndeserued. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia i,

(1895) 20 Your great gentlenes to me, of my part vndeserued.

X596 Shaks. Merck, V. 11. ix. 40 Let none presume To
weare an vndeserued dignitie. 1631 Gouge GoeCs Arrows
\. 5 33. 54 The whole cause therfore resteth in God ; even in

his free grace, and undeserved love. 1713 Wodrow Corr,

(1843) II. 681 The undeserved kindness you have heaped
on me. 1825 Scott Talism. xxiii, Permit me rather to

express. .my gratitude for . . this undeserved generosity.

xSss Macaulav Hist. Eng. IV. 459 He was widely known
by the very undeserved appellation of Honest Tom.

(^) "5*3 More Rick. Illy Wks. 62 What speke we of losse,

his vtter spoile and vndeserued distruccyon. 1590 Spenser
F, Q* I. ii. 26 Hart of flint would rew The vndeserued
woes and sorrowes, which ye shew. 1644 'iAw.-xo'^ Areop.
(Arb.) 61 The removal of an undeserved thraldom upon
lerning. X777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. iv. i. He was a
merchant in Dublin, but has been ruined by a series of un*
deserved misfortunes. X849 Eastwick Dry Leaves 63 The
undeserved injuries and insults which had been heaped on
the Amirs. 1896 \V. K. Leask H. Miller ii. 39 Undeserved
denunciations of the dangers of Chartism.

XJndeseTvedly, «<^z'. [Un-1 ii ; cf. prec]

1. Without having deserved (to suffer) ; without

contributory fault or demerit ; unjastly.

In ^roup (a) referring to the subject of the clause or con-

cept, in {Jb) to the object of the action.

(rt) 1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par. t Pei. u 3 Where
you suflfre suche thynges vndeseruedly, you shall, .reccyue

a ^reat fruytc of your fayth. 1583 Melbanckk Philotimus
Uivb, With these daungers vndeseruedlye was noble
Bellerophon distreste. x65a Gaule Magastrom. 289 lulian

..so died, .. cursing .. the Star-gazers and himselfe, for

adhering to them, not undeservedly. 17x1 Steele Spect.

No. 474 P 6 A yearly Relief of my undeservedly necessitous

Neighbours. X809-XO Coleridge Friend (1865) 29 That I

may have attracted notice to a writer undeservedly for-

gotten. X877 E. Venables in Diet. Chr. Biog. I. 201/1

Whose reputation for orthodoxy was not undeservedly low.

(^) X560 Daus tr, Sleidane's Comm, 264 [He] therfore

ascribeth vnto vs Tyranny, extortion and disturbaunce of
the Clergie, but vndeseruedly. X597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's
Fr. Chintrg. 51/1 Oftentimes Princes vndeseruedlye punishe
theire Chyrurgians. x6a5 Hart Anat, Ur. i. iv. 43 He had
wrongfully and vndeseruedly bene offended with me. X656
Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini^ Pol. Touchstone (1674) 269 A
perfect Braggadochio, [they] . . do not undeservedly personate
. .by a Spaniard. 1901 Atlunseutn 27 July 115/1 This curt
reference makes undeservedly light of'^ Mr. Langley'a
immense labours.

2. Without desert or merit ; in an immerited
degree.
In (*) referring to the object of the action,
(a) x6io Healev St. Aug. Citie of God 020 There were

kings in Israel, for some.. predictions of theirs, may not
undeservedly be called Proijhets. X651 Hobbes Govt. ^ Soc.
iv. § I. 58 The *ame Law.. is also wont to be called Divine,
nor undeservedly, xyxa Steele Spect. No. 302 F 5 Many
of the prevailing Passions of Mankind do undeservedly pass
under the Name of Religion. 177X Luckombe Hist. Print.
464 l*he great number of Boxes which they undeservedly
occupy. 1835 Court Mag.Vl, 55/1 S, Filippo Neri has a high
character, and not undeservedly.
C^) 1603 Fi.ORio Montaigne i. Ii. 167 Vnworthily and vn*

deservedly to bestow on whom we list the. .loftiest titles.

X700 Drvden E'abUs Ded., One of those Athletick Brutes
whom undeservedly we call Heroes.

Uudeservedness. [Uw-iia.] a. The quality
of being undeserved, b. Want of desert.

156

x6xi Speed Hist. Gt, Brit. ix. xix. 713/2 The reuerence

of the man, or vndeseruednesse of his wrongs, moued so the

affection ofthe Oxford Academians, that [etc.]. 1646 Jenkyn
Remora 16 Ponder it in thcunexpectednesse, undeserved-

nes, manner of bestowing iL xyii-a R. Newton Sertn.iMH^

458 If much be due. .on account of the Greatness of our

Blessing, how much more is due when we consider the Un-
deservedness of it ? a 18x4 J. Martin Disc. iv. 54 That con-

sciousness of sin and undeservedness which every one feels.

Undese'rver. [Un-i 12.] One who is not

deserving (^something) ; an unworthy person.

XS97 Shaks. 2 Hen. /K, 11. iv. ^06 The vndeseruer may
sleepe, when the man of Action is call'd on. 1630 mas-

singer Picture iv. i. Too great an honour For such an un-

deserver. 1709 Mrs. Manlev Secret Mem. (1720) III. 247

Since her Widowhood, she has been the perpetual Mark of

..a Croud of Undeservers. 1721 Gibber Cse^ar v. Sp. la

Hence,.. Ye undeservers of Pharsalian Honour !

Undese'rving, vbl. sb. [Un-i 13.] Want
of desert or merit.

1598 Florio, Ivtmerito, vnworthines, vndeseruing. a X63S

Sibbes Confer. Christ ff Mary (1656) 24 When any tempta-

tion Cometh for our unworthinesse, and our undeserving,

17XX M. Henry Hope 9f Fear Balanced 14 Let us keep up
an humble Sense of our own Vndeservings and lU-deservings.

X906 QuiLLER-CoucH Mayor of Troy xi, They came con-

tritely, conscious of their undeserving.

Undeserving,///, a, [Un-i io, sd.]

1. Not deserving (something good) ; lacking de-

sert or merit ; imworthy. Also const. ^^
IS49 Coverdalk, etc. Erasm. Par. Jos. \\. 30 b, He y*

hath . . preferred the vndeseruing rich man before the deseru-

ing pore man. xggx Shaks. Trvo Gent. iii. i. 7 WhenI call

to minde your gracious fauours Done to me (vndeseruing as

I am). X647 Cowley Mistr,, Discovery iv, One would give

with lesser grief, To an undeserving Beggar than a Thief.

xyag Pope Odyss. xv. 335 Mingling with the suitors' haughty
train, Not undeserving, [I may] some support obtain. 1748

G, White Serm, (MS.), So should we love others, though
undeserving of our Love. 1796-7 Jane Austen Pride <v

Prej. xlix, Wickham is not so undeserving, then, as we have

thought him. x8ax Shelley Adonais xxiv, Whose sacred

blood . . Paved with eternal flowers that undeserving way.

X847 Harris Life Ld. Hardwicke 1.8 Such influences.,

certainly were not. .undeserving of attention.

absol, X713 Gnardian No. 4 f i Fame .. promiscuously

bestowed on the Meritorious and Undeserving. X749 Field-

ing Tom yones ti.Vf We are liable., to confer our choicest

favours often on the undeserving.

b. With direct object.

X603 Daniel Panegyric Congratulatory xxv. There is no
accesse liy grosse corruption, bribes cannot effect For th

vndeseruing any offices. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla V.

515 [It] makes me. .feel undeserving my own hopes ! x86o

Mrs. Clive WhyPaulFerroil killed his Wife xii, Creatures

undeserving respect, incapable of goodness.

2. Not deserving (harsh treatment, etc.)
j
guilt-

less, innocent Also with direct object.

a X586 Sidney A rcadia it. x, I was caried . . to doo my best

to destroy this sonne . . undeserving destruction. 1598

R, Bernard tr. Terettce, Phormio i. v, I hard you long since

accuse vs all vndeseruing. 1697 Dryden jEneis vni. 763
If your hard decrees . . Have doomed to death his undeserving

head. X796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla III. 59 Unused to,

because undeserving control. Ibid. 404Thou_must linger

on, then, in captivity, thou poor little undeserving sufferer I

x86s CoNiNGTON tr. Horace, Odes i. xvii. (ed. 3) 21 Lest Cyrus
..His passion on your chaplet wreak, Or spoil your un-

deserving dress.

1 3. Undeserved, unmerited. Obsr''^

1588 Shaks. Z,.i.Z..v, ii. 366 My Ladie..In curtesie giues

vndeseruing praise.

Undeservingly, adv, [Un-^ ii.]

1. Withoutpossessmgdesertormerit; unworthily.

x55* Hulokt, Vndeseruyngelye, imvierito. x6ii Cotgr.,
Indignement, vnworthily, vndeseruingly,. .without merit.

1653 Nissena 118 Abusing the authority wherewith he was
undeservingly intrusted. 1695 Ld. Preston Boetlu m. 116

For they who are praised & applauded undeservingly, must
needs . . be ashamed.

2. Without having done wrong ; innocently.

1645 Milton T'tr^r^wA. 56 Hesuffer'd..in his comon wealth

some to bee undeservedly rich, others to bee undeservingly

poore. X781 G. Johnston Hist. J. Juniper 1 1. 43 That state

of happiness, from which she had so undeservingly fallen.

Undeseuered, obs. var. Undissevbbed.
fUndesiccable, a. (Un-' 7 b; see Desiccate p.) a X4a5

tr, Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 13 A fistule is nou ellez

ban ane vlcus vndesiccable, and for it is vndesiccable, perfore

by consequens it is vncurable. Undesignated,/*//, a,

(Un-*8.) X79S Seward Anecd. (ed. 2) II. 183 The miseries

of an idle and undesignated life. 187S Whitney Life Lang.
iii, 44 Linguistic changes, .produced for the designation of

conceptions before undesignated.

Undesi-gned,///. a. [Un-i 8.] Not designed

or intended ; unintentional.

x6s^ Earl Orrrry Parthen. (1676) 9 Having begg*d
Ambixules pardon for an undesign'd wrong. 1745 Fielding
Tom yones xi. vii, The most undesigned word, the most
accidental look,.. will be misconstrued. 1790 Paley //^srar

Paul. ii. § a Such coincidences may fairly be stated as un-
designed. 1847 J.J. Blunt Undesigned Coincidences iii.

iii. 235 Confirmed as a matter of fact.. by an undesigned
coincidence. 187a Yeats Growth Comvt, 40 A result un-
designed but of great moment followed the policy.

Undesi'gnedly, adv. [Un- i ii : cf. prec]

Without design or intention ; unintentionally.

1687 Boyle Martyrd. Theodora xi. 120 Having been,

though undesignedly, so .. accessory to the early loss of a
life, X768-74 Tucker /,/,_ A^a/, (1834) II. 679 It is better

they should do good undesignedly.. than not to do it at ail.

1829 I. Taylor Entkus. x. 29^ Insensibly and undesignedly
and from the operation of various causes. 1884 La^w Times
20 Sept. 345 It is this aspect., on which 'W. B.* seems, perhaps
not altogether undesignedly, to have thrown most light.

UNDESPAIBING.

TTndesi-gnedness. [f. Undesigned///, a.]

The quality of being undesigned.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 87 The very essence

of chance consists in undesignedness, and deviation from

rule. 1794 Palev £vid. 11. vii, The undesignedness of the

agreements . .demonstrates that [etc.].

Undesigning, ///. a- [Un-1 io.]

1. Not designing or planning, rare.

1673 Rctriargjies Humours Town 4 That careless and un-

designing way of living now in use. 1685 BovLE Ertq.

Notion Nat. vii. 260 What .. happens to deliberating or

designing, and.. to inanimate or undesigning beings.

2. Having no ulterior or selfish designs ; free

from designing or underhand motives.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Suij. 11. (t703) 164 Children.

.

believe others as kind and undesigning as themselves. 1748

Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. xix. 130 An undesigning,

open heart. X796 Mme. D'Arblay Catnilta III. 316

Unsiupicious as she was undesigning, [she] thanked the

Baronet for his message. 1866 Geo. Eliot Ess, (1884) 336

The undesigning ignorant poor.

b. transf. Of things.

1709 in Lady M. /F. Montagu's Lett. (1887) I. 47 "Tis a

plain undesigning truth, your friendship is the only happiness

of my life. 1779 J. Moore Vie-w Soc. Fr., etc (1789) II.

liv. 44 An open manner, and undesigning civility, distinguish

the German char.acter. i860 Dickens Uncoiii. Trav. x\u,

Of such undesigning aspect is his guileless yard now.

Undesirabi-llty. (Un-' : cf. next.) 1870 Miss Bboughton
Red as Rose I. 22 Quite affected by her lover's description

of his own undesirability. 1885 Manch. Exam. 25 Feb. 5/2

The undesirability of leaving Berber in his rear.

Undesi-rable, a. and sb. [Un- i
7 b.]

a. adj. Not to be desired ; objectionable.

1667 M ILTON />. Z.. IX. B24 So to . . render me more equal,

and perhaps, A thing not undesireable, somtime Superior,

a 1768 Secker Serm. (1770) I. v. 113 It will provoke the

better Part of their Inferiors to think ill of them, which is

a very undesirable Thing. 1813 Lamb in Gentl. Mag. June

618/1 A little excess in that article is not undesirable in

youth. 1887 RuSKiN Prxterita II. 142 A porter's lodge,

where undesirable visitors could be stopped.

b. sb. An undesirable thing or person.

1883 Atlunxum 20 Jan. 81/3 Why not, then, connect..
* glanders ' and ' gluttony ' as undesirables, at once ? X900

Daily News 12 Nov. 7/5 Having among her passengers 42
* undesirables ', deported from Capetown.

Hence Tlndesi'rableness.

167s Owen Indwelling Sin xi. (1732) 137 It casts Death
and undesirableness upon them all. c 1815 Jane Austen
Persuas. ii, The undesirableness of any other house.. for

Sir Walter. 1886 A thenxum 20 Feb. 267/2 The doctrine

of the utter unreality and undesirableness of all life.

Undesirably, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1890 Retrospect Med.
CU. 36 An undesirably large amount of glycerin. Un-
desi're, sb. (Un-' 12.) 1880 W. S. Blunt Love Sonnets q/
Proteus xciv, One winter's discontent, .[has] brought me to

this pass of undesire. t UndesiTe, t/. CJii. (Un-'3.) 31395
Hylton Scala Per/. II. xli. CW. de W. 1494), He that hath

ones sothfastly feled it, . . he maye not vndesyre iL

Undesired,///. 3. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not asked or requested ; nninvited.

1470-1 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 233/1 Uncompelled, unstirred

or undesired soo to doo. 1509 Fisher FuneralSerm. C'tess

Richmond Wks. (1876) 302 He prayed vndesyred of ony.

1598 Florio, Ingerire,..lo offer himselfe vndesired. 1634

Sir T. Herbert Trav. 123 Mahomet-.'Mly-beg vndesired,

bolted out, that he knew his Master, .stood more affected

to no one Prince, .then to our King.

2. Not desired or wished for; unsought.

1599 T. MIoufet] Silkwormes 38 Striuing no lesse to be

deliuered Than Thisbe did from vndesired life. 1617 Mory-

SON Itin. III. 4S As the Poet saith, Ignoti nulla Cupido

:

Unknowne, undesired. 1697 Dryden ^neis 11. 902 Your

gift was undesired, and came too late. 1751 Johnson Ram-
bler No. 175 f 2 The knowledge of crimes intrudes uncalled

and undesired. 1830 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1883) II. 112

Walked in Mrs. N— , of all undesired people 1 1877 Mrs.

Oliphant Makers Flor. v. 133 Filippo set his active mind to

work to get rid of his undesired partner.

Hence UndesiTedly adv,

184ST. W. CoiT Puritanism 276 Those who are undesiredly

tender of Puritan reputation.

Undesiring,///. 3. (Un-1 lo.)

1693 Dryden Persius v. 161 Money to despise, And look on

Wealth with undesiring Eyes. 1728-46 Thomson Spring

676 Away they fly, Affectionate, and undesiring bear The
most delicious morsel to their young. 1880 Meredith
Tragic Com. (1881) 88 The convalescent is receptive and
undesiring, or but very faintly desiring.

Undesirons, a. (Un- i
7.)

Chiefly const, of (also tliat, to).

1654-6S Earl (Jrrery Parthen. (1676) 289 That vice would

render me as unworthy, as undesirous to live. 1670 Devout
Commun. (16S8) 15 The qualms of undesirous Communicants.

1787 Jefferson Writ. (1859) H- =3° This_ hasty measure has

embarrassed England, undesirous of war if it can be avoided.

1860RUSK1N Mod. Paint. V.lx.i. § n To a being undesirous

of it, and hating it, revelation is impossible. 1879 Athenaeum

13 May, Forcing the crude productions of his mind on an

undesirous world.

UndesiTously, adv., -ness. (Un-' ii, 12; cf prec)

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1320/2 Therefore these

knights by the authoritie of darkenes verie vndesirouslie are

compelled to depart from whence they came. 1668 Howe
Bless. Righteous US^s) 261 An undesirousness or indifferency

of spirit towards the eternal glory.

Tlndesolved, obs. var. Undissolved.
UndespaiTed, />/(/. a. (Un' 8.) 1412-20 LvDcCArwi.
Troy IV. 3323 pis was hir hope, fully deuoide of drede,

Vnclispeired in ther oppinioun.

TJndespairing, />;>/. a. (Un-1 lo.)

1730 Thomson Sop)wKisba I. i, Mean time the dauntless,

undespairing youth Lay in a cave conceal'd. 1757 Dyer
Fleece iv. 601 'Twas there Perils and conflicts inexpressible



UNDESPISED.
Anson, with steady undespairing breast, Endur'd, 1824
Carlyle in Froude Life (1882) 1. 233 Who is it that has
struggled for me . . with undespairing diligence ? 1847 Fb. A.
Kkmble in Rec. Later Life (1882) HI. 313 'I'hat faith which
alone can bear us undespairing over the earth.

Undespi-sed, ppl. a, iUn.» 8.) c 1550 Vertitoits Scheie,
halts H iij b, He wyll haue wedlock kept pure and vndespised.
1S79 FuLKE Heskins' Pari. 76 That they may haue a princi-
pal! and vndespised sanctification. Undespi'sing, vbl. sb.
(Un-' 13.] tLackof (self-)depreciation. c 1400 Love 5tJ«rt.
cr«/.^/y>r. (1908) 304 They that dreden not god. .thoru5her
owne wickednesse and vndespisynge in soule taken hit and
etenhit. Undespoi'led,^/.a. (Un.'8.) x846Wokcester
(citing Scott). x88i Jqwett Thucyd. I. 53 Their fields will
be still untouched, and their goods undespoiled. Unde-
pendent, a, (Un.» 7.) i^ Lowell Among my Bks.
Ser. 11. 1 19 Such a life as his through all those sorrowing but
undespondent years. Undespo'nding, fipL a. iUn-' la)
x8i8 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) II, 271 The appearance of a
Nero so iindesponding. Undespo tic, a. (Un-'?.) xSm
Bektham Lib. Press Wks. 1B43 II. 286/2 The difference
between a despotic government and an undespotic one. t888
Brvce Affter. Commiv. I. 343 So undespotic an instrument
as the Federal Constitution of 1789. Unde'stmed,///.<z.
(Un-* 8.) 1827 (see Uncompassioned//*/. a.},

TTndestroyable, a, (Un-i 7 b.)
a 1430 Wycliffite Bible Wisd. \\. 23 For whi God made man

(vnable to be distried ; fnargiu] vndistriable. 1533 Gau
Richt Vay 67 Of it cummis ane ondistroyabil power and
heil in ye body. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. yo The sub-
stance of matter and body . . is the ©nly thing in the world
that is uncorruptible and undestroyable. 1846 Ruskin Mod,
Paint. \iu\.\y, §9 Atrace offeeling., undestroyable by any
reasoning.

Undestroy ed, Ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)
£1450 LovFLicH Merlin 9886 Al the Lordschepis . . That

this Lond defenden schal evere with*al Vndistroyed. 1523
JCoverdale] OldGod{i^2^) C j, Bee! contynued afterwardes
in bab^Ion..as long as that proud kyngdom dyd stondc vn-
destroied. 1598 Drayton Heroical Ep. 31 How can that
beauty yet be vndestroyd, That yeares haue wasted T 1637-50
Kow HisU Kirk (Wodrow Soc) 54 A principal act wes con-
cluded, and also remains undestroyed in the Books., of this
Kirk. 1758 Elaboratory laid Open 273 The leaving too much
(sulphurl unde^troved. 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i.

II. 245 The shrubs and flowering trees are undestroyed,
1^ Willis & Cu^rk Cambridge II. 383 The original
windows . . with the cusps still undestroyed, may still be seen.

Undestru'ctible, a. (Un.' 7, 5 b.) [1775 Ash.) 1807
Ann. Rev. V. 589 All good is progressive, prolific, and unde-
structible. X87J W. R. Greg Enigmas ofLifew. 157 Men
in whose nature Love is as undestructible as Thought.
Undeta-chable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1871 Mrs, Whitney Real
Folks xvii, [He] attached himself to her forthwith in a most
undetachableaud determined manner. 1898 Harper's Mag,
XCVI. 681 Every machine also must have a maker's number
stamped on some undetachable part. Undeta'Ched,///. a,
(Un-'8.) [X775ASH.I 1877 Raymono^Z/wj 449 The particles
showed plainly.. these tjrayish colors undetached from the
more white quartz. Undetainable, a, (Un-' 7 b.) 1630
Donne Serm. 249 Christ was and I am..undetainable in
the state of Death. Undetalncd,/^/.a. (Un-' 8.) 1795
Coleridge /Eolian Harp 39 Full many a thought uncall'd
and undetain'd,. Traverse my indolent and passive brain.
Undetectable, a. (UN.>7b, 5b.) i96^Comh.Mag.Y\l,
345 Substances which may cause death and yet be undetect-
able, with certainty, in the body.

Undetected,///, a. (Un-1 8.)
a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies in. v. 84 But woods and

groues keepe your faults vodetcctcd. 1663 Bovlb Usef
Exp. Nat. Pkilos. 11. v. ii. 124 Undetected properties
might in many others.. be discovered. 1740 Johnson Irene
III. ii. Strange ! that this gen'ral fraud from day to day
Should fill the world with wretches undetected. x8as Ld.
CocKBURN il/tfM, {1856) 206 Which show how much inaccuracy
may sometimes pass undetected. x86a Lytton Str. Story
I. 194 The gift. .is stored, unknown to the possessor, imde-
tectcd by the common observer.

Undete-ctlble,a. (UN-'7,5b.) xBoa-iaBENXHAM^a^ifWf.
Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 16 On a variety of undetectible,
though false, pretences. 1877 ^^ Conte Elem, Geol. (1879)
2^9 In the strata the quantity is sosmallastobeundetcctible,
Undeteriorated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1856 Ruskin Mod.
Paint. IV. v. xi. g 2. 130 The most delicate sculptures if

executed in good marhle will remain for ages undeteriorated*

Uudetenttinable, a, [Un- i 7 b and 5 b.]

+ 1, Incapable of being terminated ; unending, Obs,
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Annv. Osor. 444 Albeit the thing

it selfe..be past, and y« tyme thereof determined: yet doth
the power . . thereof remaine unmoveable, sure, and undeter-
minable beyond all ages. 1605 Chapman A II Fools v. ii. 358
Lastly, for continuance of the home, it is undeterminable
till death. i6aa Donne Serm. xvi. (1640) 160 He. .considers
farther . . the inevitable, the irreparable, and for all that,

undeterminable torments of hell.

fb. - Indeterminable a. i, Obs.
i<^33 Earl Manch. Al Mondo (1636) 33 An undeterminable

desire of more than present life can yeeld. 1653 H. More
Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 12 This vast Capability of things was
unsettled, fluid, and, of it self, undeterminable as Water.

2. = Indeteuminable a, 3 and 3 b.

.

1588 J. Habvev Disc. Probl. 44 The certaine Locall region
..lurketh stil undetermined, yea, and undeterminable to, in
my poore conceite.

_ 1644 Milton Divorce (ed. 2) n. xxi. 78
It doth all one as if it sent back the matter undeterminable
at law, and intractable by rough dealing fete.]. 1693 Ray
Disc. in. ix. (1732) 397 This is absolutely uncertain and un-
determinable. 175^ GooDALL|£'.raw, Lett. Mary Q. Scots
Introd. 38 More might have been expected from so high a
pretender to reason.. than to conclude the question to be
undeterminable. 1871 W. S. Svmonos Kec. Rocks viii. 301
The fish remains are scanty and undeterminable.

+ 3, = Indeterminable a. 2. Obs,
a 1639 WoTTON in Gnich Coll. Cur. I. 217 The fight was.,

surely undeterminable without the death of one of the
chiefcst. 1670 G- H. Hist, Cardinals i, 11. 54 Profound and
undcterminaDle Disputes.

157

TJndeteTminate, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

fl. = Indetkuminatk fl. 3. Obs.

1603 Holland PlutarclCs Mor. 768 Thus would not he
admit, or leave any thing.. infinit and undeterminate ; but
adorne nature with proportion, measure, and number. 1690
Ix3CKE Hum. Und. 11. xvii. § 10 As if this line ofnumber were
extended both ways to an unconceivable, undeterminate, and
infinite length.

t2. = Indeterminate a. 2 h, Obs.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Disc. vi. 11. § g He, under an
undeterminate reproof, intended those that were such. 1664

H. More Myst. Iniq, 213 Any determinate conception does
more vigorously. .affect the mind than what is more general

and undeterminate. 1736 Butler Anal, 11. viii. 276 Owing
to Half-views, ..and to undeterminate Language.

t3. = Indeterminate tz. 5, Obs.

1668 H. More Div. Dial. \. xx. (1713) 42 To know a free

Agent, which is undeterminate to either part, to be so un-

determinate, and that he may choose which part he will.

4. - Indeterminate a, 3 and 4. Now rare.

1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett, to People 162 This un-
determinate provision for the poor makes them depend on
the parish for all. 1813 T, Busby Lucretius I. i. Comm.
p. xxii, The argument is derived from that which is un-
determinate. 1863 D. Wilson Prelu Ann, (ed. 2) I. iv, 128
Caverns, .of undeterminate age,

tUndete'nninated, >//. a, (Un-* 8; cf. prec.) 1641
Earl Monm. tr. Biondis Civil IVars ni. 156 Betweene two
and three thousand ; an undeterminated number. 1653 H.
More Antid. Ath. 11. v. §6 Changing the fluid and undeter-
minated Matter into shapes so comely and symmetrical.

TTndeteTiiiinately/'^^^V. (Un-i ii and § b.)

1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. Iv. 10 The name of (citie) is

put undeterminately, too the intente [etc.]. 1588 Fraunce
Lawiers Log, r. vi. 3^ b, If the generall bee but indefinitely,

simply, or undeterminately put downe. 1670 H. Stubbe
Plus Ultra 95 When we speak undeterminately of the
Sinus, we understand those of the brain. x68i H. More
Exp, Dan. iv. 112 What was spoke more at large and more
undeterminately.. may here., be more punctually defined.

Undete'riniiiateiiess. (Un-^ i 2 and 5 b.)

1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 184 What Moses
may mean by the mobility of the Waters, Plotinus has
expressed by., the Indefiniteness or Undeterminateness of
Matter. 1656 tr. T. White's Peripat, Inst, 232 Quantity
implying a kind of undeterminatenesse and confusion.

ttTndetennina'tion. Obs. (UN-iiaandsb.)
a X63X Donne Serm. Wks. 1839 ^ V. 289 Though I do with*

draw myself from the woeful uncertainties and irresolutions

and undeterminations of the Court, a 1676 Hale Prim,
Grig. Man. (1677) 61 The undetermination, incertainty, and
unsteadiness of the operation of his Faculties.

Undetermined, ppl. a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not authoritatively decided or settled ; not
bronght to an end by decision.

1443 in Proc, Ktn^s Council Irel. (Rolls) 275 Many grete
tresons . . stonde yet vndetcrmyned. a 1513 Fabvan Chron,
vn. ccxxviiL 257 The pope gaue suche a defuse sentence in
this mater y* he left y« stryfe vndetermyned and vnassoyled.
1541 Act 33 Hen. K///, c. 39 Thinges nowcdependinge
before them vndiscussed and vndetermined. 1628 Coke On
Lift, {i62g) 40 b, Hanging thevoucher and vndetermined, the
wife ofthe feoffee brings her action of dower, X698 Luttbell
BriefRel. (18^7) IV. y^ To leave the points undetermined
to the arbitration of King William. 1^71 Luckombe Hist.
Print, I It long remained an undetermined point . .concern.
ing the place. x8s6 Art Brewing (ed. 2) 127 The question,
therefore, still remains undetermined. x88s Sir L. W. Cave
in Law ReP. 15 Q. B. D. 327 The question, .was discussed
and left undetermined in the case of Keg. v, RobsoiL

b. Not definitely settled or fixed; still subject

to alteration or uncertainty.
x668 [see Unconsented], \tv] Dryden Vi^^ Georg. 1.

30 Thou, whose undetermin'd State Is yet the Business of
the Gods* Debate, X736 Butler Anal. i. iv. (1834) 88 Which
miseries are, beforehand, just as contingent and undeter-
mined as their conduct, and left to be determined by it.

X779 Forrest Voy.N. Guinea \ti All the charts .. leave the

north coast of Waygiou undetermined by a dotted line.

183X ScoTT Ci.Rob. xxxiit, I vow.. that the combat was yet
within the undetermined doom of Providence, when [etc.J.

i86a Spencer First Princ, i. v. § 29 (1875) 102 That concep-
tion of disorder, or undetermined order, which underlies

every superstition.

2. Not definitely ascertained or identified; un-

certain^ doubtful,

xs88 [see Undeterminable a. 2]. x6^ Benti-ey Phal.

(1699) 191 Though the date be undetermined, it might fairly

be presumed to be more recent than He. X794R. J. Sulivan
View Nat. I. 435 Onyx, an undetermined transparent gem.
x83g De I.A Beche Rep. Geol. Comw., etc. viii. 223 A few
casts ofone or two undetermined species. 1884 Hiccs Magn.
Dyn. Electr. Mack 269 Where p, the only quantity remain-

ing unexplained, represents the undetermined factor.

3. Not definitely linaited or restricted in meaning
or application ; indefinite, vague.
i6xx Florio World of Words Rules 640 The Preterplu-

perfect or vndetermined tence. ^656 tr. Hobbes* Elem,
J'hilos. 21 Some names are of certain and determined, others

of uncertain and undetermined signification. 1705 Berkeley
Cave of Dunmore Wks. 1871 IV. 506 Such undetermined
expressions as wide, narrow, deep. x76{) Sir I. Reynolds
Disc. ii. (1778) 47 By precepts only, which will always be

fleeting, variable and undetermined.

4. Not restrained within limits ; left free or open.

x6*7 May Lucan Ep, Ded., The vast strength and forces

of the Prince gaue him too absolute and vndetermined' a
power. 1697 Congreve Mourti. Bride 11. viii, Not so the

mind, whose undetermined view Revolves, and to the

present adds the past. _i7ia Addison Sped. No. 413 p 2

Such wide and undetermined Prospects are . . pleasing to the

Fancy. x8i8 Shelley Let. to Peacock 5 June, The moun-
tains are wide and wild, and the wliole scenery broad and
undetermined.

UNDEVOTION.
5. Not determined or fixed in respect of character,

action, etc,

a 1676 Hale Prim. Grig. Man. (1677) 74 Possibly Matter
it self undetermined to any particular form, or under any
particular constitution. 17x2 Addison Sped. No. 458 f 3
False Modesty. .is only a general undetermined Instinct.
X7S4 Edwards Freed, Will n. ix. 83 A Self-determining
Power in the Understanding,.. independent, undetermined
by any Thing prior to its own Acts and Determinations.
6. Undecided, irresolute.

X718 Pope Iliad xv. 595 How long on these cursed con-
fines will ye lie, Yet undetermined or to live or die? 1796
Mme. D'Arblay Caffiilla III. 110 Perceiving him undeter-
mined, [she] called forth all her artillery of eloquence. 1862
Borrow Wales I. i We were undetermined for some time
with respect to where we should go.

TJndete-rred, ///. a. (Un- i 8,)

1607 TopsKLL Foitrf. Beasts 203 If their rage proceede
vndeterred, . . forth they go into the woods, c 1765 Falconer
Demagogue 55 The fearless muse . .True to herself, advances,
undeterr d By the rude clamQurs. X814 Wordsw, Excurs.
VI. 321 Who, by humiliation undeterred. Sought for his
weariness a place of rest. 1846 Trench Mirac. xviii. 306
Step by step ne had advanced, . . undeterred by opposition.

Undete*sting,/i^/. a. (Un-' 10.) 1736 Thomson Liberty
V. 2^3 Who these indeed can undetesting see?—But who
unpitying? Undethro'nable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1835 in

H. Martineau .S'(7i:. in America (1S37) III. 6g Like an Asian
monarch,, .unimpeachable, undethronable. 1848 Lowell
Biglow P. I. v, Justice, venerable with the undethronable
majesty of countless aeons. Undetra'ctingly, adv.
(Un.i II.) 1661 Boyle 5i'j»'/tf^^rr/>^. (1675) 156 As little..

as the water of a diamond can be undetractingly painted.

Undeveloped,/'//, a. (Un-i 8.)

1736 Thomson Liberty^ iv. 224 Where undevelop'd lay The
future wonders that enrich'd mankind. 1817 Lady Morgan
France viii. (1818) II. 381 Those profounder feelings.,

remained cold and undeveloped. 1850 Grote Greece n.
Ixvii. VIII. 459 Of all this, the undeveloped germ doubtless
existed in the previous epic. composition. X897 Mary
KiNGSLEY JF. Africa 659 A black man is no more an un-
developed white man than a rabbit is an undeveloped hare.

Unde-viated,///. a._ (Un.> 8.) 1^ Anthony's Photop-.
Bull. II. 40 The undeviated ray DE, drawn parallel to SA,

TJnde'Viating, ppl. a. [Un-1 io.] Showing
no deviation; maintaining the same course; steady,

constant : a. Of conduct, character, etc.

X73a Arbuthnot in Aitken Life ^ Wks.UZg'i) 138 The
undeviating pravity Of his Manners. 1763 Goldsm. Misc,
Wks. (1836) I. 526 Rational entertainment and undeviating
candour. x8o8 Scott in Lockkart I. i. 59 Stern, steady,
and undeviating industry. x84iMissMiTFORDinL'£strange
Life (1870) III. viii._ 123 Whose kindness is, and has been,
constant and undeviating.

b. In other applications.

1784 CowPER Task v. 37 With such undeviating and even
force He severs it away. Ibid. vi. 127 The race Of the lin-

deviating and punctual sun, 1836 Art Braving (ed. 2) 7
Undeviating and powerful causes of destruction or fermenta-
tion, X874 Sayce Cowpar. Philol. i. 11 Language .. obeys
undeviating laws of its own.

TTnde-viatingly, adv, (Un-1 iij cf, prec.)

i8ia J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec 10 A simple tale of

truth, which he undeviatingly throughout his book adheres
to, 1854 W. OsBURN Mon. Hist. Egypt I. i. 7 Its \sc. the
Nile's] course is undeviatingly from south to north. X894
Educat. Rev. June ^7 Their demands agree substantially,

though not undeviatingly.

Unde'vil, v. [Un- 24b and 6.]

1. Irans. To free from demoniacal possession.

x63a QuABLEs Div, Fancies i. xi, Whenas our blessed
Saviour did un-devill The Man possest, the Spirits.. Entred
the Swine. 1655 Fuller Ch, Hist. x. iv. §55 The Boy.,
would not be undeviled by their Exorcisms. 1890 Talmace
From Manger to Throne 81 Mouth of cavern, where mad-
man was undevilled.

2. To deprive of the qualities of a devil.

1726 De Foe Hist. Devil 11. iii. (1840) 199 If we should
take away his invisibility too, we should undevil him quite.

Hence Undevilling vbL sb.

1653 A. Wu.soN yas. /, 108 Some Romish Priests.. tamper-
ing with their Exorcisms, to the undevilling of the boy.

Unde'vious, a. (Un.^ 7.) X777 Melmoth Cato (ed. 2)

I. 206 So shall thy steps . . Undevious tread in virtue's

faths divine. X804 Eugenia de Acton Tale without Title

II. 206 He is not so impertinent as to put them out of their

undevious path. Unde'viously, adv. (Un-' n ; cf. jirec.)

X813 T. Busby Lucretius I. 11. 256 But did ihey undeviously
descend. Nor contact nor concussion would ensue. Unde*
vi'sable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) X858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. in. xiv.

Quirks did not prove undevisable on behalf of the Kaiser,

TTndevised, /»//. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not assigned by will.

1766 Blackstone Comm. II. xxxii. 515 The undevised
surplus of the estate shall go to the next of kin. 1875 Poste
Gains 11. (ed. 2) 239 The undevised or lapsed portion, .goes

. . to the devisee . . of the remainder of the heritage.

2. Not planned or intended.
i8()4 H. Gardener UitoJ^. Patriot 37 With long and un-

devised breaks in the continuity of sound and sense,

tUndevote, obs. var. Undevout a.

a 1300 Cursor M, 28368 Vn-deuote in my praier Seruid i

haue a-but t»e autere. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xlix. 17 Whi
J>ou vndeuot, takis my haly testament thurght \\ filed mouth ?

Undevo-ted,/>/^. a. (Un-'9, 5 b.) 1647 Clarendon ///j/.

Reb. II. § 36 The lords Say and Brook (two popular men, and
most undevoted to the Church, and in truth to the whole
Government), t Undcvo'tely, obs. var. Undevoutly adv.

t XTndevo*tion. Obs. (Un- i 12 and 5 b.)
CX340 Hampole Prose Treat. (1876) 10 Of new prechynge

t»at es vanyte and vndevocyone. c J386 Chaucer Pars. T.
F649 Thanne comth vndeuocion thurgh which a man is blent.

xsoa Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) n. xv. 122 Un-
deuocyon and foulencs ofspyryte unto us is foreboden. 1565



UNDEVOUBED.
Jewel Rt^l. Harding 14 Priuate Masse .. came in after-

warde by the negligence and vndeuotion of the people.

Undevonred, />?»/. a, (Un-'8.) xfAi PeachamsComfl.
Gtni. 235 The only Baron that is left undevoured by time of

those etghL 18*7 Pollok Course T. v. 79 Undevoured By
spurious appetites, she found enough.

Undevott-t, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

0139s HvLTOS Sella Per/, ii. xlii. (W. de W. 1494), It is

boibe olde & drye, vndeuoute & vnsauery in itselfe. c 1430

HymiuVirgin (1867) 89 pan l>i bodi hat was rank &Vndeuout,

Of alle men is bihatid. isoa Atkvnsos tr. De Imitatione 1.

XXV. 17S So vndeuout & remysse in the seruyce of god. 1575

Fenton Gold. Efhl. (1582) 96 No other thing i-s the religious

man \*ndeuout, than a candel dead. 1656 Jeanes ^''^**'

Christ 70 Men come with as . . undevout thoughts and affec-

tions to a sermon, as to a play, a 1701 Maundhell Jonm.
Jerus. (1707) 136 The Greeks being seemingly the most

undevout.. of any sort of People in the Christian World.

1746 Young Nt. Th. ix. 771 An undevout astronomer is mad.

1819 Carlvle Misc. (1857) II. 48 Destitute of Religious

reverence,..undevout both in heart and head. 1874 H. R.

Reynolds JohH Baft. v. § i. 301 Sceptical and supercilious,

frivolous and undevout.
aisol. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 111. 309 If he had

willed, of the vndeuout he niighte haue made deuoute.

t Undevou-t, f. Ots. CUn-'6.) c-maJacob'slVell^ii

Abraham kecche awey flyes fro l>e sacryfj-se ; Ryjt so, kacche

out flyes |?at vndeuoulyth thoujt.

Undevoutly, «dv. (Un-1 n.)
1377 Lancl. p. pi. B. Prol. 98 Here messe and here matynes

and many of here cures Arn don vndeuoutlych (C 1. 126

vndeuotlich). c 1380 WyCLiF Wis. (1880) 167 Be \k masse

seide..schortly & vndewoutly, litel sauour of holynesse schal

men fynden wib hem. c 1440 Jacob's IVcll 28 1 Whanne ()0u

slawly, & vndeuoutly, & heuyly,..doost ony good dcde.

1509 Barclay Skyf of Folys 203 In prayeng thou bokest

vnmanerly Spuynee vp thy prayers : god wot vndeuoutly.

1647 Hexham i, Vndevoutely, oiigodtsdiensteUck.

Undevou-tness. (Un-' 12; cf. prec) <:i44o Jacob's

Well 291 pe synnes of t>e herte arn . . dulhed, vndeuowtnesse,

wanhope (etc.). Undewed, /(/>/. a. (Un-' 8.) c 1440

PallaS. on Hiisb. Vll. 237 Now flouring grapes wilde vn.

dewed [L. sine rore] strie In sunne. Undewy, a,

(Un.' 7.) c 1440 /bid. V. 139 To X sester old wyn, v pound

inslake Of violet vndewy. 1771 Ann. Reg., Poetry 242 O
may thy sun . . Parch with unusual heat th' undewy ground.

TTndexterous, -trous, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1688 Mrq. Halifax Lady's New-years Gift (ed. 2) 59 You
must be very undextrous if when your Husband shall resolve

to be an Ass, you do not take care he may be your Ass.

1781 JusTAMONo Priv. Li/e Lewis XV, 1. 162 This was not

surely undextrous management. 1840 Clouck Difsychus 11.

iv. 63 If the occasion coming should find us undexterous,

incapable.

Unde-xterously, adv. (Un-' 11; cf. prec.) 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair Ixv, ' She hasn't a friend in the world,

Jos went on, not undexterously. Undi'ademed,/!. (Un-' 9.)

1846 Worcester (citing Milman). 1879 Merediih Egoist

II. 109 Movements of similarity.. in crowned and undia-

demed ladies. Undiagnosed, tpl. a. (Un-I 8.) 1864

E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene 426 Many of the diseases of

nutrition, which . .are yet undiagnosed. Undia'phanous,
a. (On-' 7.) 1666 Boyle On^-. /"<>/•//« 231 Swarms of little

Metalline and Undiaphanous Bodies, shining in the water.

XTndiota-ted, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

<ti797 H. Waltole Menu Geo. 11 (1847) I. xi. 361 Un-
dictated by.religion as those Bills were, . . they breathed the

very essence of it. 1804 Ann. liev. II. 275 These letters

have not so unaffected, iminspired, undictated an appearance

as the earlier. 1873M0ZUEY Univ.Serln.\M.(.\i^b) 189 It is

, . His own free and undictated choice.

Undi'eted, pf>l. a. (Un-' 8.) 1649 Markham's Country
Contentm. (ecL 6) i. xix. loq "The best cock uiidyeted, not

being able to encounter with the worst cock that is dyeted.

1855 Smedlev Occult Sciences 128 Undietei by ambrosia and
nectar. t Undiflfa ded, ppl. a. (Un-' 8 : cf. Deface v.)

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 178 Roosys reede,

Medlyd with lilies . . Fresshe undiffadid. t Undi'fference,
V. Obs.—^ (Un-' 14, 15 ; app. for Differesce 7'. 4.) 1654

Gavton Pleas. Notes 111. xi. 144 Whether a man may abdicate

bis reason. .for a time, and discover. .no reasonable Acts,

whereby a man should not undifference him from a Beast,

Dndifferenced, /^/. <z. (Us-' 8.) 18S9S1RW. Hamilton
Lect. (1877) II. XXXV. 295 Abstracting from differences,^ and
attending to resemblances, we arrive at naked or undiffer-

enced existence. 1865 Edin. Rev. Apr. 346 The trans-

gressors included.. cadets bearing their arms undiffereiiced.

Undrfferencing, pt>l. a. (Un-' 10.) 1634 Chapman
Homer's Hymn Hermes 1006 Thus.. Hermes lived. Who
truly help'd but few, but all deceived With an undifferencing

respect, ax66i Fuller Worthies, Essex 1. (1661) 320 Some
Sciolists will boast to distinguish bones of Beasts from Men
by their Porosity, which the learned deride as an undiffer-

encing diflTerence. t Undi-fferency. Obs.-^ (Un-' 12,

15; app. misused for ' partiality \) 1583 Golding Ca/f/« (?/£

Deut.cn.tz-] A continuall holding on so as no vndifferencie

may be perceiued nor any diuersitie of welphtes and ballanccs

nor any respect of persons. tUndi'nerent, o. Obs.—

'

(UK-'7,5b.l = Indifferent a.' i. c noo Destr. Troy y^is
The fourme of t>o freikes was .. Right suche as the syre, .

,

Vndifferent to deme fro Jjere dere fader.

Undiffere-ntiated, ppl. a. (Un-' 8 and 5 b.)

In very common use from c 1875.
l86a H. SlENCER First I'rinc. I. iv. § 26 (1867) 96 That

undifferentiated substance of consciousness which is con.
ditioned anew in every thought. 1879 G. Allen Colour
Sense iii. 27 Simple undifferentiated animal tissue.

XTndi-g, ». [Un-2 5 b.] trans. To exhume,
or open again, by digging.
164X Vermes de la Ley 87 Ncverthclesse the Coroner ought

to undigge the body out of the ground. 1824 Miss Mitford
Viilage Ser. i. I. 16s One is tempted to send for the sexton
and the undertaker, to undig the grave.

tTndi'genovis, a. rare-^. [f. L. und-a wave.]
Produced by aqueous action.

X7^ KiKWAN Geol Ess. 231 All stratified mountains were
considered as secondary, and called undigenous(flotzgebirgeJ.

168

+ Undige-st,///. a. Obs. [Un-1 8 band 5 b.]

Undigested. pAsoJig.
1398'Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. i. (Bodl. MS.) fol. t86

b/2, Leues springel> sone for moche watry humoure vn-

digeste. 1456 Sir G. Hay Gov. Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) H.. 120

Quhen it ressavis mare na it was wont to, that lemaynis in

the stomak undegest and rawe. 15x3 Douglas ^neidxi. iv.

63 This haisty deid [= death], sa ondegest. Ibtd.m. 104

A man nocht indegest lv.r. vndegest], bot wys and cald. 1570

Levins Manif. 92 Vndigest, incancoctns. 1590 Barrouoh

Meth. Physick I. x. (1596) 13 If the wine be yet vndigest,

and do flow in the stomacke. 1623 Hart Arraignm. Ur. I.

iv. 17 The urine may be thin, crude, and undigest or raw.

Undigestable.o. (Un.' 7 band 5 b.) 1612 SELDEN///«s(r.

Drayton's Poly-olb. xvii. 271 He was so besieged with con.

tinuall & vndigestable incentiues of the Clergy.

TTndige-sted, ///• a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b.]
,

1. Not brought to a mature or proper condition

by natural physical change.

1528 Paynell Salerne's Regim. b j b, Fleme is vndigested

bloudde. Ibid. B iv b, The vndigested & rawe humours are

y» cause of epilations. 1586 T. B. L^a Primaud. Fr. Acad.

I. 20I When we behold the sunne through thlcke clouds and

undigested vapors, we see it not cleeie. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. i63 Vpon Mount Taurus, where wee exposed our

heated bodies to vndigested vapours which easily penetrated

vs. 1700 Blackmohe Job 10 Deform'd he lay, disfigurd,

cover'd o'er With running boyls and undigested gore. 1738

Gray Tasso 58 Further they pass, where ripening minerals

flow, And embryon metals undigested glow.

2. Of food, etc. : Not digested in the stomach.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillcmeau's Fr. Chirurg. 27 b'2 When as

the stomacke is burlhened with anye cruditye of vndigested

meat or drincke. 1620 Venner Via Recta viii. 166 It is the

hurtfuUest thing to the body, to ingest meat vpon meat vn-

digested. 1693 Dryden, etc. Juvenal iv. (1697) 60 Thy own
third Story smoaks, while thou, supine. Art drench'd in

Fumes of undigested Wine. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 22 She

then took an emetic, which brought up some green undigested

stuff. 1892 H. Lane Differ. Rheum. Dis. (ed. 2) 87 Un.

digested mod giving rise to acute gastritis.
^

^g. C1610 Women Saints 122 Verie bitter speaches..

such as swelling and vndigested discord is wonte to belke

oute. 1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng. xiv. III. 460 His reading,

too, though undigested, was of immense extent. 1890 Daily

News 2 June 5/5 Trusts have found favour with the public,

and have relieved financiers of much undigested stock.

3. Not reduced toorder or harmony ; not properly

arranged or regulated ; chaotic ; confused.

1598 Florio, Iiuiigesto, vndigested, vnpollished. 1621

Sandys tr. OotiTj Met. i. (1626) i One face had Nature,

which they Chaos nam'd ; An vndigested lump. 1633

P. Fletcher Purple Isl. \. xxxix. When tliat great Power
. . Brought into act this undigested Ball. 1665 in Surtccs

Misc. (i860) 263 The Treasury and Registry are undigested

into order. 1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovids Met. i One dull un-

varied face Of matter undigested. 1884 Manch. Exam. 17

Sept. 4/6 A crude and undigested mass of useless rubbish.

b. Of discourse, ideas, etc.

1655 A^iV/w/aJ /'a/e" (Camden) II. 282 Thus haue I made
you a most broken vndigiested discourse. 1692 Washington

tr. Milton's Def. People Pref., M.'s Wks. 1851 VIll. 11 The
undigested and immethodical bulk of his Book. 1742 West
Let. in Gray's Poetiis (1775) 147 At least a volume of un-

digested observiitions. 1792 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 35 What
signifies their sputtering out a few hasty and undigested

invectives? 1839 Hallam Lit. Eur. 11. 1. II. 35 note. The
whole was published in an undigested, incoherent,and some-

times self-contradictory paragraph.

tUndige'stible, a. Obs. rare. (Un-' 7 and 5 b.) i6n
Cotgr., Indigestible, vndisgestible ! which cannot, or will not,

be disgested. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 696 Thecliaine

holding him.. and by his vndigestible nature deuouring the

deuourer. Undige'sting, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1725 Earn.

Diet. s.v. Nicotiana, The 1 ndians use it to comfort a weak and
undigesting Stomach. 1865 Kincsi.f.y£«//. (1878)11.215 Not

a mere formula to be swallowed by the undigesting re.ison.

tUiidige-stion. Obs. (Un-'i2, sb.) c 1450 Lydg. decrees

1252 That vndigestion . . Causith ofte sithe by processe that

they deye. 1650 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. § 292

Of rawness or undisgestion com belchings, hickoping and

windie rumbling. Undi-gged, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1580

LuFTON Sivqila 25 For what is it to sowe scede uppon the .

.

greene swarde, unplowed or undigged ? 1633 Saltonstall

tr. Ovi,i:s Tristia III. xii. (1637) Fjb, I see the snow melt

with the Sunne, The undigged waters now begui to run.

tTJndi-glit, z'. Obs. [UN-24, 4 b.]

1. trans. To divest (of clothing, armour, etc.)

;

to disarray, strip. Also refi. and with of.

a 1400 Sir Bcues (E.) 2064 ISeues anon l>o doun lyjte. And
be palmere hym vndyjte. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7030 The
stedis..ar vndight and set iti stable. /^'(/. 10348 Ector.,

wolde not him vndyght Off his armure & his a-tire. i6n
F1.0R10, Disornare, to disadorne, to vndight.

2. To unfasten, undo ; to unclench or open.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 4 From her faire he,id her fillet

she vndight, And laid her stole aside. Ibid. III. v. 31 His

mayled haberieon she did vndijjht. 1633 P. Fletcher

Purple Isl. X. xxxvi, When she deignes those precious bones

undight, Soon heav'nly notes from those divisions flow.

Undi-gllt, ppl- a- dial- or arch. [Un- 1 8 b.]

1. Not adorned, decked, or put in order.

1555 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 86, xxxvij dight dishes

viii' i
xviij undight dishes viij'. «S58 Phaer Mneid vi.

Q ij, His hoary bushe and beard both ouen;rown and foule

vndight. 1593 Drayton Eel. viii. 98 Sayth she, 1 may not

stay till night. And leaue my summer ball vndight. iBtl

WiLLAN in Arehaeol. XVII. 162 Undight, undressed, or

undecked. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam ix. xxxvi. Her dark

deep eyes, her lips, . .her locks undight.

2. Sc. Unwinnowed. (See Dight v. 14 e.)

1574 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 341, xvi boUis of beir

or thairby undicht in the said Archibaldis barne.

UndPghted, ;>/'•* (Un-'S.) Undressed. i673VVeddek-

BURN Voc. 21 (Jam.), Lanarudis, undighted wool.

UNDIMINISHED.

Obs. [Un- I
7, 5 b.] Unworthy.

c 1315 Shoreham 1. 425 pi bile:
+ TTudi'ffne, «• , . . _

.

C1315 Shoreham 1. 425 pi bileaueof ihesucrist Hisnoual

weuerinde, Vndigne. 1340-70 Alex, f, Dind. 745 For l>e

dedus undingne pat je don alle. .Je schuUe be. .put in paine

for euere. c 1400 Rule St. Bcnct (Prose) viL 13 pu sal ^mke

in \n herte t>at tu es vndinge to gode dede. a 1470 Harding

Chron. cxili. xvii. His barons, for cause he was vndignc,

Made hym his crowne for to resigne.

Hence f Tlndlgnely adv., unworthily. Oos.

c 1315 Shoreham i. 601 For, wo Jiat hy3t take)) ondygne-

liche. Hys iugement he gna3e^.

Undignified,///, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Of clergy : Not holding a position of dignity

;

not ranking as a dignitary. ? Obs.

1689 Apol. Fail. Walker's Ace. 24 All this by the Service

. . attributed to one of their undignify'd Clergy. 1776 Entice

London I. 95 A great number ol the undignified clergy. 18^
Alison Hist. Eur. I. iii. 125 The great body of the undigni-

fied ecclesiastics.

2. Not dignified by or with something; undis-

tinguished.

. . Body of Alen undignified with Titles. 1779-81 Joii^i^O"

L.P., Prior Wks. 111. 134 Through the reigns of William

and Anne no prosperous event passed undignified by poetry.

a 1821 [see Unbenefited].

3. Lacking in dignity of manner, etc.

1782 V. Knox Ess. iii. (1819) 1. 18 The undignified vivacity

of nations which have been taught by their philosophy to

degrade human nature. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin 'I rump. I.

14 Deep and genuine emotion, .is never undignified, never

ungraceful. 1880 McCarthy Own Times xli. III. 233 He
sometimes ran the risk of seeming undignified.

Hence XJndl'grnifledly adv.

1856 Faber Creator ^ Creature I. ii. (1B58) 70 Facts which

seem so undignifiedly familiar. 1859 F. Francis Newton
Dogvane XXX, Sneaking,, .undignifiedly, out of the gate.

Undignify, v. [Un-'' 6c.] irans. a. To
deprive of ecclesiastical dignity. 1 Obs. o. To make

undignified.

1702 De Foe Reform. Manners Pref. i All our Clergy are

undignified and suspended at a Blow. 1768 Woman of

Honor I. 224 Selfishness, which not only undignifies them,

but endangers their.. interest. 1840 Milman Hist. Chr. 1,

185 His father's humble station, .had. still farther undigni-

fied the person of Jesus to the mind of his fellow-townsmen.

1867 H DWELLS //.:/. Joum. iii. 33 Modern civilization has not

crossed the castle moat, to undignify its exterior with any

visible touch of the present.

Undi-ked, -dyked, ;»/'' «• (Un-'8,9.) ei6iiCHAPiiAM

Iliott XV. 311 'llie Greeks found time to get Beyond the

dike and th' undik'd jales. 1870 Morris Earthly Par.

IV. 261 Woodbine, and the odorous virgin's-bower. Hung in

great heaps about that undyked tower. Undila-pidatetl,

ppl a. (Un-' 8.) 1830 Scott Dejiiouol. viil 229 1 heir

comparatively undilapldated revenue. Undila'table, a.

(Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) l8«a IIeadows Man. Midwifery 173 1 he OS

[uteri] .. is still very undilatable. 1863 Bates Nat. A mason
iii. L 102 The undilaloble jaws, .also distinguish them from

other sn.-ikes. Undila'ted, A*'- "^ (Un-' 8.) [i77SAsh.1

1862 A. Meadows Man. Midwifery 243 If the pans are tin-

dilated and unyielding. Undi-latory, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.)

1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 471 inis

undilatory, uiiexpensive.. mode of redress.

Undi-ligent, a. (Un-i 8 and 6 b.)

1547 Baldwin Mor. Philos. 1 1 1 Those which be vndiligent,

carelesse, and sluggish. 1570 Levins Manip. 69 Vndiligent,

incurius. 1649 Jer. Taylor Ct. Excmp. i. Disc iv. 122 He
that is apt to be angry, .may at some time or other be sur-

prized when his guards are undiligent. a 1684 Leighton

Comm I I'et. iii. 19-21 Why weax you out the day of grace

..as uncertain of Christ, yea, as undiligent after Hini,asyou

were long ago ? i88« Ruskin Prxtcrita II. ix. 330 lliough

perfectly well-behaved, he was undiligent and effectless.

Hence Undiligently adv.

1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 209 Cameron..,

commenting this place not undiligently, affirmes that [etc. J.

tUndUu-cidated, /*//.«. Obs. (Un-' 8.) 1635 Person

Varieties 1. 23 Ferdinando Oviedes..leaveth that question

undilucidaled. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 14 1 he

mountaines, without doubt, abound with, .mineralls, which

for want of search are yet undilucidated. UndllU'te,

ppl. a. IUn-' 8 b.l = next. 1876 Bristowe The. ^ Pract.

Med (1878) 657 Undilute liquid exlract of opium.

Undilu-ted, />/>/. a. (Un-1 8.) .,,..,
1756 F. Home Exper. Bleaching 89 If. .the oil of vitriol

remains, in some parts, undiluted, the cloth is corroded into

holes. 1791 Cowper Odysi. ix. 343 When thus the Cyclops.,

had qualrd Much undiluted milk, i860 PuasE Lai. Client.

Wonders 14 An atmosphere of undiluted oxygen. 1873

RoLFE Phys. Cluni, 159 A concentrated solution of.. un-

diluted blood.

Undim, a. (Un-' 7.) c 1838 Mrs. Browning An Island

xxvii, The undim Unselting Godlight.
, , ,

Undiminishable, a. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

1653 H. More Conjcct. Cabbal. 145 It bemg no object of

sense but of intellect, and being also impassible and undimin-

ishable. 1661 Rust Origen's Opin. 43 By an unchangeable

and undiminishable necessity of Nature. 1817 Shelley / r.

Athan. 11. ii. 12 Sharing that undiminishable store. 1844

Emerson Ess., Character r i Character is of. .undiminish-

able greatness. 1893 K- 'I'- J •^""'^^' ''"''' Calvary 43" O"'

of His. .undiminishable fulness, thou mayest receive.

Hence TJndimi-nislialjleness.

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. III. xvi. heading. By reason of

the undiminishableness of their magnitude.

Undiminished, /;>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1587 GoLDlNG De Mornay iii. 34 He . .should be fayne to set

downe his whole treatises vndiminished. 1641 Milton th.

Govt. II. 64 While he keeps them about him undiminisht and

unshorn. 1693 Dryden Juvenal x. 443 Sergms, who a b.id

Cause bravely try'd, All of a Piece, and undiminish d Uy J.

1762 Falconer Shipwr. 11. 485 Now the sounding cord.



UNDIMINISHING.
Updrawm, an undiminish'd depth cxplor'd. 1820 C. R,
Maturin Melmoth xxx. With fading sight but undiminished
feeling. 1891 Farrar Darkn. <^ Daiim xlix, 'rhrasea,.set
out on his return to Rome with undiminished cheerfulness.

Undimi-nishing, ppl. a. (Un-> 10.) [1828 Webster.]
x88a H.S. Holland Lo^c ^ Lt/e {iSSs) 291 A permanent
and undtmtnishing gladness of soul.

TTndimmed, PP^. a. (Un-1 8.)

1723 A. HiLi. H£>i. K, III. i. 26 When Your great Father
shall perceive Your Flame, Burning, undimn'd. 1839 Baii.ev
Festns 187 Thou art as the cloudless moon, Undimmed and
nnarrayed. 1871 Macduff Mevi. Patnws xiv. 186 The
strong frame, the vigorous pulse, and undimmed eye.

Undimpled, ppL a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1821 Scott
Pirate X, The little lake lay in profound quiet ; its surface
undimpled. c\%j^ G. H. Kingsley 5<*. ^ Trav. v. (1900) 110
Tlie clear brown water,, .undimpled by the sign of a fish.

t TJndimy. Obs."^ [ad. med.L, undimia^
uiiimia, ad. Gr. otSrjfia CEdema.] An impostume.
2562 BuLLEiN BuhvarkCy Dial. SoreyUS <V Chir. 10 b,

Apostumacions, of Fleume or MelanchoHe, have loined unto
them these names, as undimies, knottes.

Undine (»*ndfn). Also ondine. [ad. m6d.L.
Undina (Paracelsus Z^^ A^'ot//"^ etc, Wks. 1658
II> 39i)f ^' L. unda wave. Hence also G, undine^
F. ondine (whence the a-forms),(?«^?«.] A super-

natural female being, imagined as inhabiting the

water ; a nymph. Also attrib.

(The following early instance is based upon the variant
Undena also employed by Paracelsus :—1657 Pinnell tr.

Croltius Pkilos. Reformed \. 26 To the Water there belongs
Nimphs, Undens, Melosyns.)
o. xSai Tales Landlord^ Fair Witch Glas Llyn III. 207

The ondines rich in the spoils of pearls and coral from the
deep bed of ocean. ^1865 Lecky Ration. (1878) I. i. 42 The
Cabalists believed in the existence of spirits of nature,
embodiments, .of the four element^ sylpn-S salamanders,
gnomes, and ondines.

iS. 183^ Hallam Hist. Lit. i. viL $ ig Nature. .is peopled
with spiritual being*;,., the silvains (sylphs), undines, or
nymphs, gnomes and salamanders. 1867 Augusta Wilson
Vashti vi, Their foaming cataracts braided glittering spray
into spectral similitude of Undine tresses and Undine faces.

Vndi-ned, ppl a, (Un-i 8.)

2500-20 Dunbar Poems xxii. 14 The gentill goishalk gois
vndynd. 1544 Betham Precepts IVar r. Ixxvii. Ejb, His
souldiours whych were wyllynge to fyght, fastyng and vn»
dyned. 1596 Danett tr. Cotmnes (1614) 35 Neuer was so
pfentifiill a marriage feast, but some departed vndined. 1602
L. Lloyd Confer. Lawes 55 They should goe away vndined
for that day. 1837 Carlyle Fr, Rezr, 1. vii. v, Dined or un-
dined, they march with one heart. 1865 — Fredk. Gt. xix.

iv. VIII. 146 This gallop home of the undined Generals.

Undi-nnered,///.fl. (Us-' 8.) x-j^ Spirit Pub. Jmh,
III. 322 I^ave me uncurl'd, undinner'd, here to mourn.

Undi-nted, ppL a. (Un- i 8.)
t6o6 Shaks. Ant. -V CI. n. vi. 39 To part with vnhackt

edges, and beare backe Our Targes vndinted. 1636 R.
Durham in ^n«. /JM^^'wj/a {1877) 56 With what nimble pace
Your coursers poasted, ore th' undinted face O' th' earth.

1863 Baring-Goulo Iceland 331 To our right lay.. the
uncfinted snow.

Undi'ocesed, a. (Un-' 9.) 1641 Milton Reform. 1. aa
He that will mould a modern Bishop into a primitive, must
yeeld him to bcundiocest, unrevenu'd, unlordfd. Un-
diplo maed, a. {Un-* 9.) 1790 J. Williams Shrm'e TneS'
rf/iy 23 Authoritative Oafs combine to teize Unhappy Oaflings
—undiploma'd Curs. Undiplomatic, a. (Un-* 7. Cf.

G. undiplomaiisch.) 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. in. iii, The
mo>t undiplomatic and unstralegic of these [men.J 1853
Lytton My Norel n, xi, The dark eyes.. went right into
Frank's unprotected and undiplomatic heart.

Undipped,///, a. [Un-i 8.]

L Not dipped (in a liquid).

1648 G. Daniel Eclog it. i6o A Qvill soc low, soe yet vndipt,
to cope with these wcTUmenlion'd worthyes. i6oi Dryden
Cleomenes iv. i, Like Achilles, Thou hadst a sou Egyptian
heel undipt, And that has made thee mortal. i8^ Gna
Eliot Sp.Gipsy 18 A fountain near,. .Where timorous birds
alight, ..And fly away again with undipped beak. 1886
Daily News 13 Oct. 3/4 They will during the dipping
season guard the undipped sheep.

2. spec. Unbaptized.
t693 (title). Semper idem : . . Dedicated to undipt John [sc.

TiUotson). 1821 Lamb Elia i. Valentine's Day, The con?
signer of undipt infants to eternal torments. x88o Ruskin
Fatliers have told us i. i. 28 That undipped people may be
as good as dipped if their hearts are clean.

t TJndirext, a. Obs, [Un-I 7.] « Indirect 3.

a 1592 Greene Selimns 929 His brethren both . . Do seeke
the Empire while your grace doth Hue, And that by vndirect
sinister meanes. 1614 Latham Falconry (1633) 80 When
through our disorder & vndirect courses, we haue wrought
their vnsoundnes, we forget to looke backe, 1653 T. Wright
tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox n. 45 Tiioiic, who by oblique and
undirect waycs do seek to accomplish their pretensions.

Undlre*ct,v. (Un.'i4.J /rawj. To mis<Jirect, lead astray.

1647 Fuller Gd. Th.in Worse T. 100 Some English People
on the Sea side.. who make false tires to undirect Seamen
in a Tempest.

TTndire'cted, ///. a. (Un-1 8 and 5 b.)

1596 Spenser St. Irel. Wks. (Globe) 617/1 The realme was
left, like ashippin a storme, . . unruled, and undirected of any.
1692 Kentley Boyle Led. 103 To make out, how matter by
undirected motion could , , fall . . into such a curious formation
of humane bodies. 1762 Sterne Tr, Shandy vi. xxxv,
Listlcssness, with her lax fibre and undirected eye, sat
quietly down beside him. 1822 Lamb Elia i. On Some Old
ActorSf A veering undirected goodness of purpose. 1882
MiNCHiN Unipl. Kinemat. icA \T\y quantity which has
merely magnitude but not direction is called an undirected,
or scalar, quantity.

tUndire'Ctly, a/fv. Obs. (Un-' it, 5 b.) 1535 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) 1. App. Ixiv. 158 That neither of both

159

parties shal give any help.. against the other, directly or
undirectly, secretly or openly, to the invasor. 1550 Baldwin
Mor. Philos. II. v. K ij, Lyfe iudgeth vndirectly of deathe.
Undisa'bled,///. a. (Un-> 8.) 1705 J. Collier Ess. Mor.
SubJ. III. Pain 6 Why then should we suppose the Touch
continues entire and undisabled ? 1875 Kinglake Crimea
(1877) V. i. 237 The survivors of the first line who remained
undisabled. Undisappoi'ntable, a. (Un.' 7 b.) 1871
RusKiN Fors Clav. v. 15 Ihe straightforward and undisap-
pointable effort to advance. Undisappoi'nted,///. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1750 Rambler No. 3 motto^ Undisappointed in

designs,With native honours virtue shines. Undisa'rmed,
Ppl.cu (Un-'8.) 1648-9 Eikon Bas. 130 Nor shall they be
long undisarmed and undeslroyed. 1879 FBOUDECarfflr 349
Pompey was still undisarmed.

TTndisba-nded, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

1641 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 32 If any soldioursbe kept
together, .undisbanded.lc will raysejelousies. 1649 Milton
Eikon. X. 92 There were 8000 Irish Papists which he refus'd

to disband, . .and so kept them undisbanded [etc.]. a 1754
Carte Hist. Eng. (1755) IV. 373 Ihere was at that lime
a body of 5000 foot, part of their army undisbanded. 1810
Monthly Rev. LXII. 495 Some events are too complex to
be wholly transacted in the presence of an undisbanded
chorus, i860 Korster Grand Remonstr, 166 The pay of the
five undisbanded troops of the Northern army.

UndisbuTdened, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1659 O. Walker
Oratory 11 The mind travelling with many conceptions at
once (undisburdened ofany) must needs be much surcharged.

t Undisce*mable, a. Obs. [Un- 17b and

5 b.] =Undisceunible a. (Common in 17th c.)

1^86 Hooker Disc, fustif. §23, I doe not meane.-that
building vndiscernable by mortall eyes, ..but Ispeakeof the
visible Church, a 1633 W. Austin Medit. (1635) 139 Let us
(then) not will, or strive to ascend to Honour.. by secret
and undiscernable meanes. 1656 Jeanes Fuln. Christ 229
If we take but a drop of the sea, it makes some diminution,
though it be unsensible, and undiscernable. 1710 Tatler
No. 205 F5 How undiscernable [is] the Transition from one
to the other I 1794 G. Adams Nat. 9f Ex^. Philos. IV. xliii.

169 The primordial threads, or first principles of the texture,
are utterly undiscernable.

Hence fUndisceTnableuess. Obs.

1645 Hammond Vie^o Infallibility (1646) 141 Your answer
to the undiscemablenesse of errours. 1654 Whitlock Zoo-
tomia ^-^t Compared with which.. the Stateliest Pallaces
lessen into undiscemablenesse.

tUndlaoe-mably, (Tf/z/. Obs. (Un-1ii: cf.

prec.)

15^ Nashe Ufifort. Trartf. H ij b, By the mathematicall
experimeiites oflong slluer pipes . . vndiscemeablie conuaid .

.

into their small throats. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. 54 If
they for lucre use tocreepe into the Church undiscernably,
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxxi. 5 15 The sensible Ideas.

.

are most commonly very near and undiscernably alike.

Uudisce-med, pph a. (Un- i 8 and 5 b.)

15*9 More Dyaloge w. ix. 57 b/2 Standyng as they do vn-
knowen and vndyscerned. a 1625 Fletcher Captain iv. iv,

Bring me to a place Where undiscerned of her self I may
Feed my desiring eyes. 1653 Holcroft Procopius, Vand.
Wars II. 41 The plot was undiscerned by any ; For though
many were engaged in it, yet none, .revealtd it. 1703 Rowe
Ulysses 11. i, Warriors from my Fleet Who undiscernM. .and
by Stealth Late came ashore. 178* Cowper Task 111. 242 If
his word.. reveal Truths undiscern d but by that holy light,

Then all is plain. 1819 Shklley Peter Bell 3rd \. m, But
he in shadows undiscerned Trusted.
absol. 1898 Mkhkdith Odes Fr. Hist. 16 She had. .Forgot

her faith in the Great Undiscerned.

Hence Uudisceruedly adv.
1660 N. Ingklo Bentiv. Sf Ur. (1682) 11. 61 The traiterous

dispositions, .in their own breasts j which though they might
lurk more undiscernedly before, will then be sure to shew
what they are. 1665 Boyle Occas, Refl.v. x. 18^ Death
has undiscernedly stoll'n upon them, and unawares intruded
into their Studies. 1734 Falle Jersey (ed, 2) vi. 243 Others
lavish theirs \sc. grants] out so wantonly and undiscernedly,
that to be ev n loaded with them is no argument of Merit.

Undiscernible, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b: cf.

UNDI8CEKNABLE a.\ = Indiscernible a,
16x4 Gataker Transubst. 162 Not by running into a

corner. .but by becoming undiscernible by them. 1706
Stanhope Paraphr. III. 384 Albeit the manner of working
be undiscernible yet the Work it self can be none but God's.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 618 Minute particles,

undiscernible with a microscope. 1837 Ht, Martineau
Soc. Afner, HI. 18 Where men, knowing how undiscernible
consequences are,, .abide them without fear. 1873 Proctor
Expanse Heaven 270 Those other stars separately undis-
cernible, which produce the milky light of the galaxy.

Hence Undisce'mibleness.
1646 HAMM0ND5r««cf 4The levity and undiscerniblenesse

of the matter.
_ 1743 J. Ellis Knowl. Div. Things li. 84

Because of their Remoteness, Subtilty, and Undiscernible-
ness, it cannot know them adequately.

Undiscernibly, adv. [Un-1 ii and 5b : cf.

Undiscernably adv.'\ = Indiscernibly adv.
1655 Jer. Taylor Repentance v. § 5 Disc. (1674) 6B5 While

one habit lessens, another may undiscernibly increase, x68z
Flavel Right Man's Ref, 183 The angels, .working secretly
and undiscernibly, but very effectually. 1802 Eng. Encycl.
VI. 118/2 The ideas.. are very near, and undiscernibly like.

x86a Geo. Eliot Romola u. v, Tt is probable that his im-
fwrious need of ascendancy had burned undiscernibly.

Undiscerning, sb. [Un-1 13.] Want of

discernment.
1711 Steelk Sped. No. 157 FiThe Ignorance and Undis-

cerning of the Generality of Schoolmasters. 1850 Browning
Christmas Eve vn. 14 Far alike from thriftless learning And
ignorance's undiscerning.

Undisce'rning, ///. a, (Un-^ io and 5b.)
x(;89 Nashe Pref. in Greene Menadhon (Arb.) 8 Which

being the effect of an vndescerning iudgement, makes drosse
as valuable as pold. 1643-5 Milton Divorce 11. xii, That
power the undiscerning Canonist hatli improperly usurpt.

UNDISCLOSE.
1673 Lady's Calling i. ii. § 5 These sophisticators o( divinity
desire the most undiscerning auditors, i^xi Pope Temple
ofFavte 297 Thus. .fickle Fortune.., undiscerning, scatters
crowns and chains. 1751 Johnson Rambler lio. 164 F6He
is on one side censured by undiscerning malice,. . and idolized
on the other by ignorant admiration. i8ia Crabbe Tales x.

132 All are appropriate—bog, and marsh, and fen, Are only
poor to undiscerning men, 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. viL
II. 240 Intemperate and undiscerning as was his zeal for the
Declaration.

Hence UndisceTningrly adv.
1707 W. Caroll Let. Dr. Prat 10 Not upon the loth Chap,

of that Essay, as this Gentleman very undiscerningly has it,

UndischaTgeable, a. (Un.> 7 b.) 1587 Golding De
Mornayxx. 354 These are so farre off from amounting to
a discharge, that they turne to a huge heape of worse and
more vndischargeable bonds.

Undischarged, ppl. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Unpaid ; not cleared off or settled.

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. Rom. xiii. 8-23 xi. 181 What
should wesay but . . confesse that wee haue left that debt of
loue..vndischarged? i6ri Cotcr., Insolu, vnpayed, vndis*
charged, vndefrayed. fz 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot.

(^655) 336 Some private accounts, that rested undischarged
at his parting forth of the Countrey. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No.
6183/2 The said four Exchequer Bills (which are all that are
now standing out and undischarged). 1800 Misc. Tr. \xiAsiat,
Ann. Reg. 34/2 The arrears have accumulated.. and the
claims of the government remain undischarged. 1908 Atton
& Holland King's Customs 16 The long-standing claims of
the Aquitaine mayors were still undischarged.

2. Not set free or dismissed ; not released from
office, liability, etc.

1603 B, JONSON Sejanus v. iii, Those (cohorts] we must
Hold still in readiness and undischarged. ** 1671 Ld. Fair-
fax Meiu. (1699) 125 Being yet undischarged of my place,
they set my name in way of course to all their papers. 1834
Coleridge Let. in Sotheby's Sale Catalogue 20 Nov. (1899)

17, I know myself an undischarged debtor. 1888 Pall
MallG. 6 Mar, 2/1 He was duly adjudicated a bankrupt;..
he paid nothing,., and is at present undischarged.

3. Not relieved ^something.
1670 Devout Commun, (1688) 27 An unfixed heart, undis-

charged of worldly thoughts.

4. Not accomplished or carried ont.
c 1705 Pope Jan. ff May 473 For whate'er work was un-

discharg'd a*bed, The duteous knight in this fair garden
sped. 1881 Atlantic Monthly XLVIII. 380 Fulfilling im-
portant.. functions which would otherwise go undiscbcrged.
5. Not fired off.

1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 46 Throwing down the
remaining pistol undischarged. x8ti J. Henry Camp,
agst. Quebec 130 A drunken sailor returned to his gun
swearing he would not forsake it while undischarged,

6. Not unloaded {from a vessel),

1864 Williams & Simmonds Engl. Commerc. Corresp. 325
Tincal undischarged from the country steamer at the Ghat.

TTndi'sciplinable, «. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

a 1652 J. Smith Sel. Disc. vi. i. (1821) 183 God.. would
not make us so undisciplinable in divine things. 1676 Hale
Contempi. 11. (1677) 97 Such [boys] as are undisciplineable,
are after some years of probation sent away to Mechanical
Imployments. 2749 Smollett Gil Bias xu. vi, I imagined
that the pedagogues, .would find their Latin thrown away,
believing one at his age undisciplinable. 1815 Simond Tour
Gt. Brit. I. 371 How can you expect to succeed with this

undisciplinable spirit. x86o Pusev Min. Proph. 52 The.,
wild ass of the east, is heady, unruly, undisciplinable.

Undi'scipline. (Un-i 12 and 5 b.)

1827 Scott Napoleon Introd., Amidst debauchery and
undiscipline. 1840 Alison Hist. Europe (1859) VIII. 668
The undiscipline of part of the Hungarian force. 1889
Gore Rovi. Cath. Claims x. 162 I'his undiscipline in doc-
trine is at least no worse than undiscipline in morals.

Undi'sciplined, ///. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. G.
undiscipiinirtj Sw. odisciplinerad.']

1. Not subjected to discipline; untrained.
138a Wvclip Wisd. xvii. i For these the vndisciplyned

soulis erreden. — Ecclus. v. 14 Lest thou be take in an
vndisciplined wrd, and thou be confoundid. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. VI. v. I Like this wyld man, being vndisciplynd. i6oa
Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 357 The Warr-intricated
Romaines vtterly left Britaine to the vndiscipliiid Britons.

1665 J.Spencer Vulg. ProPh.^t Their undisciplin'd mind is

unahle to disabuse it self by an appeal to some sober and
enduring principles. 1736 Berkeley Disc. Wks. 1871 III,

415 The savage state of undisciplined men, whose minds
are nurtured to no doctrine. 1796 Coleridge Destiny of
Nations 137 She was quick to mark The good and evil

thing, in human love Undisciplined. 184Z W. Spalding
Italy ^ ft. Isl. I. 19 The passions of the people were then
nearly as undisciplined. 189a Westcott Gospel ofL,ife 285
The fancies of undisciplined enthusiasm.

2. Spec, Not properly subjected or submissive to

military discipline.

1718 Prior Solomon ir. 728 Loose and undisciplin'd the
Soldier lay. 1792 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life ^ Writ.
(1832) II. 177 The French troops are extremely undisciplined.

1846 H. W. Torrens Rem. Milit. Hist. 240 The army. .as
yet wholly undisciplined by those to whom, .new and un-
wonted authority had been delegated. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage \. yj The discipline which he enforced on the most
undisciplined of his army.

Hence Undi'sciplinedness.
x66x BovLE Style 0/ Script. 55 Generous Horses, Tacting]

..not out of Undisciplinecfnesse, but purely out of Metall.
x888 Abp. Benson in Life (1899) II. 209 The undisciplined-
ness of the spirit which despised ' the day of small things '.

t Undisciplinous, a. Obs. (Un-' 7.) 1382 Wvclip
Ecclus. xxiii. 17 To the vndisciplynous speche [L. indis-
ciplinatae loqu€lx\ vse not thi mouth. tjndisclo'se, v.

[Un-> 14.J trans. To keep concealed. i6ox Daniel /?f/<a
xxxvi, The halfe blowne Rose,. .Whilst yet her tender bud
doth vndisclose That full of beautie, tyme bestowes vpon her.



UNDISCLOSED.

Undisclosed,///, o. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not revealed or made known.
1571 GoLDiNG Calfin on Ps. vi. 6 The ^ce of God being

yet undisclosed before the comming of Christ. 1648 Hexham
»it Ongeopenbaert^ Vnrevealed, Vndiscovered, or Vndis-

dosed 1814 BvRON Lara i.xxJii,\Vhate'er there be between

you undisclosed, This is no time [etc.]. x88o Muirhead tr.

Ulpian xxv. § 17 note, It is doubtful whether he could take

under a secret and undisclosed trust.

2. Unhatched. (Cf. Disclose v, i b.)

1581 T. Howell Deuises H j, Counte not the byrds that

vndisclosed bee. 1744 Thomson Sutumer 260 The sweet

task,. .where to wrap In what soft beds their young, yet

undisclos'd, Emplo>-s their tender care. 1817 Kirby & Sp.

EntomoL xxvU, II. 503 They place a guard over the cells

of those [bees yet] undisclosed.

Undisco'lonred, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

t666 Boyle Orig. Forms ff Qual. 318 An undiscolour d
mixture of s>TUp of Violets. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. v. 164

Fixed aloft A faded hatchment hung, and one by time Yet

undiscoloured. 1847 H. Rogers Ess. (1874) I. v. 237 The
severest railler>'. .flows on in a stream undiscoloured by one

particle of malevolence. 1876 Miss Broughton Joart xxvii,

A face unswollen, undiscoloured by any tears.

Undisco'mfitable, a. (Un.> 7 b.) a 15SS Philpot in

Exam. ^ Writ. (Parker Soc.) 351 But those things are so

undisconfitablc.that for want of good argument [etc.].

Undisco'mfited, ///. a. Also 4-5 Sc, vn-
disconfit, vrndiscumfyli. (Un-1 8.)

c 1374 Chaucer Boctk. i. met. iv. (1868) 12 He may holde

hys chiere vndiscomfited. 137s Barbour Bntce iii. 374

Thai that wald Thar hartis wndiscumfyt hald. 1513

L,D. Be&ners Froiss, I. cclix. 384 They.. fought.. and so

helde themselfe vndiscomfitted the space of ii. houres. 1856

Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh i. 775 That, .undiscomfited

Look steadfast truths against Time's changing mask.

Undiscontiimed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1629 DoN'.se Serm. (1839) V. 253, 1 shall have.. an uninter-

mitted,an undiscontinued Sight of God. 170a S. Pabkkk
tr. Cicero's De Finibus il 125 For a true Blessedness of Life

..is as Lasting and as Undiscontinu'd as Wisdom. 1719

Jas. the Pretender Let. in Pearson's Catai. (1894) 33,

I hope God will bless at last my undiscontinued efforts.

18x8 Bentham Ck. Enf. 47 The test above brought to view
..consistingof the undiscontinued assortment of quotations.

UndiscoTdant, a. (Un-^ 7.) 18x9 Wordsw. '/>ir/rtr/r«£'

Summer' 21 Wide is the range, and free the choice Of un-

discordant themes. Undisco'rding, ppi. a. (Un-* id.)

c X630 Milton At a Sohmn Mustek 17 That we. .with un-

discording voice May rightly answer that melodious noise.

X74a G. West Insiit. Order 0/Garter {i^y) ioq_ Attuning

to the sweet harmonious spheres Their undiscording lyres.

Undiscourageable, a- (Un-i 7 b.)

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps, xxii. 2 Such an one as was
undiscorageable in undertaking troubles. 1684 Gilbys

Test, 12 PatriarcJis B 8 b, My heart was stout, my mmd
unmoveable, and my stomach undiscourageable. 1865

H. BusHNELL Vicar. Sacr. 11. iv, His.. upright, impartial,

passionless, undiscourageable rule. 188a H. C. Merivale
Faucii of B. IIL 11. xv. 94 She had watched. .the fair

Emily's patient and undiscourageable angling.

Undiscou'raged, ///. cu (Un-i 8.)

a i6a8 F. Grevil Life Sidney xiv. (1652) 167 My yet un.

discouraged Genius. 164a in Chas. ts W'ks. (1662) II. 201

Your Parliament, whose constant and undlscouraged En-
deavours.-.have passed through Difficulties unheard-of.

X773 Cook's 1st Voy. I. Introd. p. xii, Mi. Banks however
returned, undiscouraged, from his first expedition. 1859
H, KiNGSLEY G, Hamlyn xiv, He, nevertheless, held on his

way undiscouraged. 1898 G. W. Steevens Egypt in iSgS
xvii. 203 The practical, undiscouraged Englbhman.

UndiscouTsed, ppL a. (Un-' 8.) a 1670 Racket Ab/,
WiliiafHs I. (1693) 130 We would submit to all with indefinitft

and undiscoursed Obedience. Ibid. 11. 217.

Undiscoverable, a. (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)
164a QuARLES Observ. Princes ^ States Ixxvi, It is the

bei|;ht of a provident Commander, .to keepe his owne
designes undiscoverable to the Enemy. x688 Bovle Fined
Causes Nat, Things ii. 79 Among the ends of God, which
he thought undiscoverable by us. 1768-74 Tucker Li. Nat,
(1834) II. 79 The multitude of events.,produced by the
concurrence of undiscoverable causes. 1841 Myers Cath,
Th. IV. § 36 What, .portion of such Plan it is, is at present
undiscoverable by us. 1885 Law Times 11 Apr. 420/2 The
undiscoverable flaw constituted a breach of such warranty.

Hence Undlsco'veraloleness.
t6g6 Jeanes Fuln. Chr. 383 His riches are said to be un-

searchable, .. which Epithet denoteth the undiscoverable-
nesse of them by the light of nature.

Undisco'verably, adv, (Un-i ii and 5 b.)
1645 Milton Tetrach.y9)x.% 1851 IV. 228 He.. permitted

by accident the evil of them who divorc't against the laws
intention undiscoverably, x68o Cotton Compl. Gamester
(ed. 2) X2 How neatly and undiscoverably he managed
his tricks. x89a Zangwill Botv Mystery 171 To assassinate
secretly, mysteriously, unintelligibly, undiscoverably.

Und!isco*vered, ///. a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

1 1. Uncovered, exposed. Ods."^
1543 BooRDE Dyetary viii, (1870) 247 When , . you do slepe,

let not.. your handes, nor fete, ., lye bare vndyscouered.

2. Undisclosed, unrevealed; not cleared up.
a XS4S Wyatt Psalm^ ' Oh happy ar they ' 20 As adder

freshe new stryppid from his skin, nor in his sprite is owght
yndiscoverd. X576 Fleming Panopl, Epist. 64 All your loue
is apparant and manifest unto me.., and neuer a part or
parcel thereof left undiscouered. x6xx Shaks. Wint, T. v.

li. 130 This Mysterie remained vndiscouer'd. 1697 Tutchin
Search HoTtesty y^ In whose Bigg Bellies undiscover'd lye
The Fate of Kings. 1867 M. Arnold A Wish vii. The
future and its viewless things—That undiscover'd mystery.
3. Not discovered, found, or come upon.
1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 285 What parts of the haul of

the earth remained yet vndiscouered. i6oz Shaks. Haml.
HI. i. 79 The vndiscouered Countrey, from whose Borne
No Traueller rctumes. 1676 Glanvill Ess. vn. i In that
immense undiscover'd Abyss, that was beyond both the Old
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World, and the New. J769 E. Banckoft Guiana 2 If we
may be allowed to form an idea of things undiscovered, by

the immense variety, .of its Animal and Vegetable Produc-

tions. 1806 Lamb Mr. H— ii. Wks. 1908 II. 758 Some yet

undiscovered Otaheite. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xl. My
paths are in the fields I know. And thine in undiscover d

lands. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush CirCs Rom. itl They were

not so pleased to hear that their cash was as yet undiscovered.

b. Not ascertained or made out.

1707 Mortimer Husb. A 2 b, The detecting of specious and

prevailing Errors,.. so as to clear the way to what remams

undiscovered. 1793 Beddoes Calculus ifT, The grasses (of

which the product is variable from undiscovered causes).

1855 Brewster Newton II. xxvii. 40B Those inspired doc-

trines which alone can throw a light over the dark ocean of

undiscovered truth.

4. Not found out ; unobserved, undetected.

IS93 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, ill. i. 369 Full often Hath he

conuersed with the Enemie, And vndiscouer'd, come to me
againe. i6«9 Sturmy Mariner's Mag., Penalties \ Forfeit.

4 Goods.. that shall be Exported, and escape undiscovered

unto the Officers of the Customs. 16^7 C. Leslie Snake in

Grass (ed. 2) 308 The Quakers take it verj; ill to^ suppose

that Jesuits cou'd Preach among them undiscover'd. ij^S

De Fob Voy. round IVorld (1840) 63 A little cape which

kept us perfectly undiscovered. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb.

7". II. loi Let me fly undiscovered. 1890 Retrospect Med.

CII. 310 In order to guard against the possibility of leaving

a perforation undiscovered.

Undisco'vering, ///. a. : see Un-* 5 d.

tTTiidiscree-t,a. Ofo. [UN-iyandsb. Cf.

MDu. ondiscreet-l = Indisckeet a. (Common
c 1400-1650.) a. Of persons.

1383 WvcUF Ecclus. xxxi. 33 Waking, and colere, and
anguysh to an vndiscreet man. c 1400 tr, Secreta Secret.,

Gov. Lordsh. 116 He t>at hauys a greet wombe, ys vndis-

creet, foltysch, proud. 1483 Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.) 97
He was lyght of behauyng and ondyscrete as in eatyng and
drynkyng. 1549 Latimer jr<; Serm. be/. Edw. F/ (Arb.)

77 We are noted to be rassh, and vndiscrete in our preach-

ynge. 1584 R. Scot Discov, Witchcr. xiv. viii. (1886) 311

Into what foUie and madnes vaine hope may drive undis-

creete and unexpert men. 1676 Hobbes Iliad 308 What
need we, like two women in the street, ..to rail and scoflF?

Who, say they true or false, are undiscreet. a 1704 T. Brown
Wks, (1709) III. II. 116 My Despair proceeded not from the

same Motive, as that of the undiscreet Lucretia.

absol. 153S CovERDALE Ecclus, xxvii. 12 Yf thou be

amonge the vndiscrete. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars l. 1, This

publique course .. compassion drawes;^ Especially in cases

of the great, Which worke much pitty in the undiscreat.

b. Of actions, conduct, etc.

C1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 17 He.. by vndiscrete trauel-

lynge turnes (je braynes in his heuede. 1420-a Lvdg. Thebes

III. 3114 Thorgh vndiscret and hasty gredynesse. £1440
Jacob's Welt 93 Be-cause of Hn vndyscret dyspysing it doth

hym vnworschip. 1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 276/2 Some
of them may haue som time either ouer feruent myndor
vndiscrete zele. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 133 By which
their vndiscreet dealing, they are like those sicke men which

reiect the..cunning Phisition. 1640 Fuller yoseph's Coat
182 The flames of ill-tempered and undiscreet zeal. 1694

Gracian's Courtier's Orac. 50 Blind passion, undiscreet

engagement, imprudent haste, fool-hardiness.

t UndiscreetlVt o^^'- [Un-1 ii : cf. prec]

= Indiscreetly adv. (Common c 1450-1650.)
f 1380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks. III. 362 For jif )>ei cursen un-

discrctly, . . t>anne )>ei cursen hemsilf first c 1440 Jacob's

Well 262 Whanne bou behotyst myche thyng vndyscretly,

and doost no^t \)i behest, c 1491 Ciuist. Goddes Chyld. 21

Suche men unresonably and undyscretly encline to the rest

and commodyte of the body. IS39 Elyot Cast. Helthe 63

Put to the heed vndiscretely, it hurteth both the heed and
the eies. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 201 Dionyse the

Charterhouse Monke, whom he matcheth vndiscretely with

Cyrill. i6i8 Barncvelt's Apol. G ij b. Seeing both the words

and meaning thereof are much different from that which

they vndiscreetely coyne. 1698 Phil. Trans.^ X_X. 75 '"Tis

very necessary for them to forbear much drinking undis-

creetly. 1704 Collect, Voy. (Churchill) III. 680/2 Heated

with strong Liquor, [he] reply'd undiscreetly.

t Undiscree'tiiess. Obs. [Un-i 12: cf. prec]

= INDISCBEETNESS.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 295 b. He gravely restreigned

and staled the heddie undiscretenesse of the oratours. 1587

Golding De Mornay xi. 181 The fault is in thyne owne vn-

discreetnesse, and not in their nature. 1647 Hexhami. s.v.

Undiscre'te, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) i8«a Beveridge Hist. Ind.

II. IV. iv. 119 Eternal matter, undiscrete, destitute of parts.

tXTndiscre-tiou. Obs. [Un-1 12 and 5 b.]

= INDISCBETION.
a 139s HvLTON Scala Per/, i. xxviii. (W. de W. 1494),

Therfor they by undescrecion oft sithes ouertraueyle her

witts. 1420-2 Lydg. Thebes 111. 3449 5oure-silf to drowne

in torment & in woo . . Is gret foly and vndiscreccioun. 1563

Harding Answ. to M. Ivelles Challenge To Rdr. (1565) 4 b.

The note of vndiscretion shall remaine to them.

Undiscrl-minated, ppl. a. (Un.' 8 and s b.) 1768

Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) V. 569 All M. de BufTon's wit-

nesses appear levelled by an undiscriminated equality.

trndiscri-minating, ppl a. (Un- i lo, 5 b.)

a 1800 Cowper Odyss. (ed. 2) xxii. 298 Hurl the spear At

once with undiscriminating aim Against them all. 1844

H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 440 The undiscriminating

nature of their outrages. 1871 Freeman //li/. £«. Ser.i. iv.

87 Morris writes in a spirit of undiscriminating admiration.

Hence Undisorl'mlnatinsfly adv., -ness.

1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xvi, They encourage a coarse

undiscriminatingness. li^ Athenseum 27^ Oct. 574/1 The
bookworm swallows all printed matter undiscriminatingly.

tUndiscuTrent,<i. Obs. (Un-' 7.) a 1529 Skelton .6*.

S Fools Wks. 1843 I. 200 Shee is so debylyte, colde,..vn-

naturall, and vndyscurrente, for the coldenes that is in her.

UndlscuTsive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1633 T. Adams Exp. a Peter

ii. 2 It is an inconsiderate, undiscoursive applyment of them-

selves to anothcrs wiil, without waighing the goodnesse or

ptncsse of the .iction. 1874 Lewes Probl. Li/e fi Mind I.

UNDISHEARTBNED.
141 Enough here to define it \sc. knowledge) as lapsed or

undiscursive Intelligence. Undlscu'ssable, a. (UN-'7b
and 5 b.) i86t Dickens Gt. Expect, viii. She said it finally

and in.. an undiscussable way.

TJndiscu-ssed, ppl. a. (Un-i 8 and 5 b.)

In older use (i5-i7thc) chieflyinthe sense of ' undecided,

unsettled '
: see Discuss v. 4.

c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5697 pe lest thoghtes (jat thurgh

use had yhe In be dome sal noght undiscussed be. 1439

Rolls o/Parlt. V. 17/1 Which Assise hangyng undiscussed,

ye same Phelip desired often tymes [etc.). a 1513 Fabyan
Chron. V. cxvi. 90 Not without great stryfe had atwene hym
and bis sayde vncle, . . whereof at this day some deale was
vndiscussyd. 1567-9 Jewel De/. Apol. (1611) 458 This

matter notwithstanding it had beene much beaten thorow

the world, yet lay still vndiscussed. l6io Healey St. Aug.
Citie o/God 561 This question wee touched at in our third

booke, but left it undiscussed. 1643 Pbynnk Sov. Power
Pari. 1. (ed- 2) 31 That the Parliament should not depart so

long as any Petition.. hangeth undiscussed or undecided.

[177s Ash.] 1818 COBBETT Resid. U.S. (i8ig) 294 There

remains a very important part of the subject yet undiscussed.

1898 S. Evans Holy Graal 30 The question was left undis-

cussed and unsettled.

Undiseased,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1 1. Free from discomfort or trouble. Obs. rare.

c 1450 Li/e St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6881 par was nane wery,

aide ne 3yng,..pai come to Rypoun all vndyseesed. 1535

CovERDALE jya«. vi. 2 Aboue these he set thre prynces, . .that

the lordes might geue accomptes vnto them, and the kynge

to be vndiseased.

2. Not affected by or suffering from disease.

1746 Young Nt. Th. ix. 1804 Where reason (un-diseas'd

with you) runs mad. And nurses folly's children as her own.

J807 SoUTHEV Espriella's Lett. (1808) II. 322 Undiseased

parts will not convey any remarkable impression to the ex-

aminer. 1879 H. Spencer Data 0/ Ethics xv. 277 Scientific

knowledge of organic actions that are undiseased.

Undisfigured,///. a. (Un-18.)
1720 Pope Iliad xxiv. 509 Yet undisfigured, or in limb or

face. All fresh he lies, a 1873 Lvtton Pausanias i. Severe

and early training, .had left, undisfigured by superfluous

flesh, the grand proportions [etc.]. 1897 Miss Kingsley W,
A/rica 223 Their teeth.. undisfigured by filing.

Undisfulfi-Ued, //>/. a. (Un-» 8.) 1823 Bentham Not
Paid 285 So long as the predictor lived, it [sc. the predic-

tion] would remain good and undisfultilled.

Undisgra-ced,///. a. (Un- 1 8 and 5 b.)

1748 Chestkrf. Z,f«. cxlvii. (1792) II. 24 If Shakespeare's

genius had been cultivated, those beauties . . would have been

undisgraced by those extravagancies. 1812 Byron Ch.

Harold II. xciu, So may our country's name be undis^aced.

1820 Keats Hyperion 11. 344 Hyperion, Our brightest

brother, still is undisgraced.

Undisgni sable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1673 K. Head Canting Acad. 89 Their speech is undis-

guisable. 1804 Southev in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor

(1843) I. 501 Your language is as undisguisable as my face.

1862 Mrs. Oliphant Last 0/Mortimers iv. v. Blushing in

the most violent undisguisable way.

Undlsgui se, sb. (Un.' 12.) 1804 Europ. Mag. XLV.
339/2 He told her with equal undisguise, but more warmth,

that [etc.], 1869 Pall Mall G. 9 Aug. 11 The bitter candour

and reckless undisguise of Heine.

Undisgui-se, v. [Un-2 4.] Irans. To strip

of, or free from, a disguise. Also reji. and absol.

1638 Mayne Lucian (i66^) A iv. Who stopt the mouthes of

Oracles, . . undisguised their Delusions [etc.]. Ibid. 390 As
soon as I undisguise him, I shall know the truth. 1655 tr.

Sorefs Com, Hist. Francion in. 60 You promis'd..to un-

disguise your selfe, and.give me a real account of your more
particular Adventures. 1671 Crowne Juliana v. Madam,
undisguize, and let the Duke afl'ront you if he dares. 1700

Motteux Quix. I. IV. iv. The Curate advis'd him to return

it, telling him that he might now undisguise himself. 1871

B. Taylor Faust (1875) I. iiL 53 Now, to undisguise thee.

Hear me exorcise thee.

XJiidisgTii"sed,//''.a. (Un-18.) a. Of things.

a isoo Cliaucer's Dreme 1450 The prince, . . in plaine

English undisguised, Hem shewed hole his journeys 1656

(see Unartificial a. 2]. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr,

vii. The naked and undisguised practice of real Godliness.

1697 Collier Ess. Mot. Sub/, i. (1709) 165 By parity of

Reason, we may court undisguised Ruin. 1726 Pope Odyss.

XVII. 18 The very truth I undisguised declare. 1828 Lvttom
I'elitam lU. iii, A friendly dinner, a family meal, are things

from which I fly with undisguised aversion. 1873 Holland

A. Bonnic.i. 19 With ingenuous and undisguised wonder.

b. Of persons.

1671 Milton P. R. l. 357 Whom thus answer 'd th' Arch

Fiend now undisguis'd. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magicj, iiL

(1840) 79 He did not walk about in person, undisguised and

open...and acting like himself. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay

Camilla III. 383 The declared and undisguised pursuer of

her favour. 1827 Pollok Course T. vlll. 137 Each,.. undis-

guised, was what his seeming showed.

Hence Undissui'sediiess.
1814 Shelley in Hogg Li/e (1858) II. 494 It ptt>ves..the

sincerity, undisguisedness, of your passion.

Undisguisedly, adv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)

1611 in 10//1 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 548, I dwire

your Lo[rdship] should undisguisedly bee informed of y"

truthe how things heere passe. 1805 Ann. Rev. III. 308

This corn-bill undisguisedly.. undertakes to increase the

price of necessary food. 1875 Poste Cains i. (ed. 2) 154

All power was undisguisedly absorbed by the emperor.

Undisgui-sing,/»/ti'.<i. (Un.' 10.) 1813 Shelley g.^/ai

V. 187 Those duties. .Arc bought and sold as in a public

mart Of undisguising selfishness. Hid ix. 42 Crime.. Un-

blushing, undisguising. Undisgu-sting, //>/.<!. (Un-' 10.)

1755 Young Centnur i. Wks. 1757 IV. 115 Rendering them

..undisgusting, and palateable to all the rational part of

mankind. UndisheaTtened, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1827

Hallam Const. Hist, xn.n.^}^ To this one object.. the

whole of his heroic life was directed with undeviating,

undisheartened firmness. 1877 W. R. Cooper Egyptian

Obelisks XX. (1878) 104 Undisheartened by this want of



UNDISHONESTED.
success, he waited till the fall of the Nile. tJndls-
ho-nested, /(>/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1631 T. Powell Ten Ail
Traces 5 While your Land is of virgin reputation, while it
is chast, and vndishonested.

UndishonoTired, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1590 SiiAKS. Cinii. Err. ii. ii. 148 I Hue distain'd, thou

yndihhonoured. 1613 Heaum. & Fl. Honest Mati's Fori. \.

i, Then you were So noble, that I durst have trusted your
Embraces.., And yet come from you—undishonor'd. 1638
Crome Antipodes lii. vii, In money I tender him double
satisfaction, With his own wares again unblemished, undts.
honor 'd. 1716 Pope Odyss. xxii. 350 Still undishonour'd or
by word or deed Thj; house, for me, remains. 1850 Thack-
eray Fendennis Iviii, The name of Pendennis..was left
undishonoured behind us. 1881 Swinburne Mary Stuart
ui. i, I liad rather die Thus undishonoured.
UndisinheTitable, a. (Un.' j b.) a 1631 Donne

Sermons i. (1634) 35 1 he undisinheritable sonnes of God.
Undisjoi-ned, ffil. a. (Un.i 8.) a 1800 Cowper Odyss.
(cd. 2) V.431 While yet the planks sustain This tempest un-
disjoin'd, I will abide A sufTrer on the raft. Undisjoi-nted,
/H. a. CUn-' 8.) 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Man. 778
An ashie dry carkasse .

.
, whole and vndisioynted. Undi*s-

located,///. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Asii.] 1876 Mrs. Whit-
NEY Sights >r Ins. xxix. 286 The wonder was that she.,
had comeolTwith undislocated vertebra. Undislo'dged,
//>/.«. (Un-' 8.) (177s Ash.] <n847 Chalmers AViV/^«.
water Treat. (1851) 1. 1. 64 Moral rectitude still undislodged
from Its empire. Undismantled,///. /j. (Un-' 8.) (177s
Ash.] 1830 WoRDSw. Elegiac Musings 28 Oh 1 severed too
abruptly, ..Rapt in the grace of undismantled age. 1871
Browning /V. Hohenst. 117 The fort which caps the crag,
All undismantled ofa turret-stone. Undismayable.rt.
(Un-' 7 h.) a 15B6 Sidney Arcadia in. viii. Neither could
danger be dreadful! to Amphialus his undismayable courage.
Undismayed, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)
i6is G. Sandys Trav. 83 His body (hers) she imbrac't

:

and undismaide, Betweene his lips, her cleauing soule con-
uaide. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 432 With reason hath deep
silence and demurr Seis'd us, though undisniaid. 171a
Blackmc^re Creation in. 227 But undismay'd we face the
intrepid foe. 1798 Mathias Purs. Lit. 7 England is siill

prepared, and alert,.. and bold, and undismayed. 1803
acoTT Quentin D. xxii, His look was composed and undis-
mayed. 1855 Singleton yirgil II. 40a He undismayed
remains. His high-souled foe awaiting.

Undisme-mbered,///.a. (Un.' 8.) I7s8J.Dalrvmple
Ess. Feudal Pnjferty (ed. 2) 50 The extent of the residue
of the fief remaining undismembered. Undiami'ssed,
tpl.a. (Un.'S.) ai8ooCowPER///a</(ed. 2)xxiiL5Thcir
valiant band Still undLsniiss'd Achilles thus bespake.
tJndisobliging,///. a. [Un-1 io + Disobligr

V. I b.] + Not causing disconnexion.

171S liROOME in Pope lliatt I. 235 note. All this he would
have expatiated upon with Connexions of the Discourses,.,
and the most easy,, .undisobliging Transitions.

TTndisonant, a. rare-^. [f. It. undisono, ad.
L. uiiilisonus.'] Making the noise of waves.
159a R. D. llyfmerolomachia 3 b, Their current.. still

augmented by other undissonant [It. undisont\ torrents.

Cndiso-rdered,///. a. (Un-' 8.) «8o5 Wordsw. />«-
lu<ie 111. 154 If things viewed By poets in old time. . May in
these tutored days no more be seen With undisordered
sight. 1847 De Quincbv Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. 1853 III. 13
Spanish diet and youth leave the digestion undisordered.
UndispaTaged,^//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1636 Hevwood Love's
Mistress 111. i, 'Ihus undisparag'd, Phtcbus leaves the
place. 1770 Langhorne Plularck (1879) II. 905/2 Demo-
sthenes., left none of the actions of tlie King of Macedou
undisparaged. Undispa'tcbable, a. (Un-' 1 b.) 1853
Mrs. Guke Dean's Daughter II. vi. 143 Devoting weeks
and nioiitiis to despatch of undespatchaljle business.

Undispa toned, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

t L Not having one's business completed. Obs.
e 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (Bano. CI.) loi Being yet at

Paris on dispatched, 1 rasauit wretingis to com in Gotland.
x68.i Col. Hec. PennsylzK J. J09 They have been soe long
uii-Disp.-icht of the Buisness proposed.

2. Not settled or disposed of.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. (1634) 435 This, .had caused
many men's private businesses to lie undtspatched. 1628
'mBnccleiich .USS. (HisL MSS. Comra.) I. 267 Your warden-
ship when I found undispatched I would not let longer to
stick. i7ai Strype Ecel. Mem. II. 1. xvi. 134 Which (bill)
was. .sent up to the lords' house, where it lay undispatched.
8. Not deprived of life ; not killed outright.

<S89 Warner All>. En(. vi. xxxii. 142 But not long His
Father nioned vndispatcht alike for death and wrong. 1888
Stevenson Black Arrow 71 Here and there. .horse or man
rolled, undespatched, in his agony.

Undispatching,/(//.a. (Un-' 10.) iS^ Petit. Eastern
Assoc. 4 The tedious .Suspensions of the undispatching
Parliament. Undispe*llable,<i. (Un.' 7 b, 5 b.) 1830 Lady
LvrroN Chei'eUy viu, All of which plunged his wife into an
undispellable fit of sulk.

Undispe-lled,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

[177s A-siiT) i860 Bp. S. Wilberforce Addr. Ordination
105 Delusion on our part and undispelled darkness on theirs.
1877 In Mem. J. M. Charlton a The shadows of the grave
remained undispelled.

tUndispe-nded,///.* (Un.' 8.) a x^^ Liber Nigeria
Ilouseh. Ord. (1790) 82 The chaundelers truelye..to bringe
to Ihc pantrey the rcmanentes undispended.

t Undispe nsable, a. Obs. [Un- i 7 b, s b.l
1. = lNUiSlEN.>)ABI.E a. 2.

ISS9 liP; Cox in Strype Ann. Re/. (1709) I. App. xxiL 51
Your Majesty s learned and godly clergy. .do think this
commandment of God to be undispcnsable. a 1600 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. viL xiv. J 4 Things whereunio everlasting, im-
mutable, and undispensable observation did Ijclong. 1651
HooDES Leviath. 11. xxviii. 164 The Punishment of the
transgression of a Law undispensable. 167a H. More Brief
Reply Pref. a 3 This . . could never affright me into the neglect
of so undispensable a duty.

2. =- lNLIISr£IfHAIlI.E a. I.

1C09 Bible (Douay) Gen. xvi. comm.. The Ciltholique
Vol. X.
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doctrin..sliswelh how pluralltie of wives was .. especially
since Christ altogether unlawful and undispensable. 1649
Milton Eikon. ix. 84 He was bound, .by a most strict and
u IIdispensable Oath to preserve that Order.
3. = Indispensable a. 3.
1658 T. Wall Characi, Enemies Ch. 27 Religion being.,

the undispcnsable prop of States.

So f Undispe usably adv. Obs.
a 1676 WKURFrim, Ori^. Man. i. 111.(1677)81 Some deter-

minate ;//'/' or situs.. x'i undispensably necessary to every
created individual Body.

Undispe-nsed, ///. a, [Un-1 S.] Not ab-
solved or released by dispensation. Also absoL
a 1300 Cursor M. 28367 In dedly sin i tok vnscriuen Myn

orders.., And. .vn.despensed sang i uiesse. 1604 Tooker
Fabiique Ch. 47 He. .doth not onelyseeke being vnqualified
and vndisi>ensed with to procure vnto himselfe two diuerse
Ecclesiasticail dignities. 1863 Bp. Wilberfobce in Life
(1882) III. 87 Then the undispensed are bound, because the
dispensed are released. 190a Academy 24 May 526/1 Even
undispensed, such [convent] vows do not invalidate a mar-
riage subsequently contracted.

Undispe-nsing, ///. a. [Un-1 io.] Not
giving dispensation.
'643-5 Milton Divorce 11. iv, Under such an undispencing

covenant as Moses made witii them, . .[thisj cannot give quiet
to the brest of any intelligent man.
UndispeTsed,///. a, (Un-1 8, 5 b.)
<riS86 C'tess Pemukoke Ps. (1823) lxxxix. iv, What one

thy foe did undis^rst abide? 1621 Quarles Div. Poems^
Esther Medit. xviii. M 3 b. The Sunne (whose beames so
bright And vndispers'd, are too-too much refm'd For view).
1673 HiCKERiNGiLL Gre^. F. Greyb. 284 There is or at least
was such a nation undispensed. x86o Ellicott Life Our
Lord\\\. 327 Still followed by the yet undispersed Eleven,
our I^rd now leaves that upper room.
UndispcTsing, ///: a. (Un-» 10.) 1837 Carlvle Fr»

Ke7>. II. I. ii. To.. serve any undispersing Assemblage with
musket-shot, or whatever shot will disperse it. fUndis*
pi-teoas.rt. Ods.~^ (Un-' 7.) a 1500 Chaucer's Drcme
676 Save onely a looke piteous Of womanhecd undispiteous
That she shewed in countenance. Undispla'Ced, ppi. a,
(Un-> 8.) i8oa-ia Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (182-;) I.

570 The audience in the court remaining undisplaced. x88i
Lp. Havleigh m Nature XXV. 66 An eye applied to the
prism sees the di-sks undisplaced as a whofe. Undis-
played,///. a. (Un-' 8.) iSsa Byron Heaven ^ Earth
I. iii^ Their flashing banners, .. Yet undi.spiay'd. Save to the
Spirit's all-pervading eye. Undisplea*sed,///.a. (Un-'8,)
0x500 Chaucer^s Dreme 925 He would forgive all old
trespace And undispleascd be of time past. 1631 A. Towns-
iiEND Alb. Triumph 13 Sit not secure, nor thinke in ease
Still vndis^Ieas'd, your selues to please.

+ Undispo-ned, ///. a. Sc Obs. (Un-I 8.)
1488 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839)93/1 Gif (jar be oiiy of j^ar

fudis in place ondisponil apoun. 1530 Reg. Privy SealScot,
I. 66/1 The tua merk land and ane half..wer in his handis

..iindisponit to ony personis. ax65x Calderwood Hist,
A';r4r(iS-(3) II. 299 The reteaningofthem in her owne hands,
undispouned to qualifeid jjersouns, is ungodlie.

t Uildispo*se« v. Obs. [Un-1 14 and 5 b.]
trans. « Indispose v, (in various senses).
^1380 WvcuF Set. Wks. I. 218 But make we no general

reule to undispose men on )>e dai, whanne J>ei shulden do
workes of lijt. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 14 pat is dedely synne, bi
J>e wilka man..vndisposi> himsilfto tak part of t>e merits
of J»e kirk, c X430 Lydg. Mitu Poems (Percy Soc.) 23 The
wolf. .Saidc he maade his water unholsom, His tender
stomake to hinder and undispose. 1777 Potter Mschylus^
Persians Introd. 458 The poet.. indirectly undisposing bis
countrymen to a continuation of the war.

TTndisposed, ///. a. [Un-i 8. 8 c, 5 b.]

+ 1. Un luted ; unprepared; unnualified. Obs,
c 1380 WvcLiF Wks. (1880) 191 To maken men wery & vn-

disposid to studie goddis lawe. 1431 Hoccleve Min, Poems
xxiii, 546 He mischecueth Where as he wendehan reconered
be J Vndisposid to dye, stcrueth he. CX449 Pixock Repr.
in. v. 308 If eny man be . . vndisposid vnscapabili. lete him
abstene and forbere that become not into prelacie endewid,

t2. Disordered; out of condition. Obs,
CX380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks. I. 104 pus J?U lond is undisposid

bi t>ree eiiemyes of a man. Ibid. II. 348 Man J^at Jjus con-
trariefi himsilf mut nedis be undisposid bi synne. X509
Davies Immori. Souln. ccclxxvii, The Soule to such a body
knit. Whose inward senses vndisposed bee. X645 Quarles
Sol, Recant. xU. 6 Then shall the sinews silver cord be los'd
. . ; The undispos'd And idle liver's ruby fountain dri'd.

t 3. Of death : For which one is not prepared.
X4ax \^.ocQ\x.\e.^fin. Poems xx\\\. 474 Lest l^at heere-aftir

y. .In-tolyke peril haastemayand hye Ofvndisposid sodein
deeth. cx^% Orolog. Sapient, v. in Anglia X, 359/23,

1

wepe for l?e harmes of vndisposed dethe.

t4. Ill-disposed; unfriendly; adverse. Obs.
X4s6 Rolls ofParlt, V. 451/1 Your said Besecher, by the

untrewe synfull procuryng of the said undisposed persones,
. .was endited of Treason. 147a Coreutry Leet Bk. 384 If
eny mysdoers, or persones vnaisposid, be the occasion of
eny supportacion. x6at Quarles Div. Poems, Esther xvii,

Some curse Fate, Others blaspheme the name of heau'n, and
rate Their vndisposed Starres,

6. Not disposed of; not put to any purpose.
1483 Rolls 0/ Farlt. VI. 260/2 The residue of the said

money, goodes, and catalles . . undistributed and undisposed.
X653 Hartlib Discov. Divis. Land {\\\\c-^.)^ The Fens and
other Waste and undisposed Places in England and Ireland.
171X Lond. Gaz. No. 4946/3 The several Quantities of Tin.,
remaining undisposed. x827Hali^m Const. Hist, xviii. II.

770 The house took care.. to prevent the recurrence of an
undisposed surplus.

b. With Of. (Now usual ; cf. Dispose v. 8.)
1626 B. JoNsoN Staple ofN. i, ii, Emissarie Westminster's

vndispos'd of yet. 1667 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm,
App. V. 29 Other lands undisposed of, now remaining in his
Alajestie'sdisposall, 1743 Poi'e Last Wi/lV/ks. 1751 IX. 270
All the residue and remainder to be considered as undisjwsed
of, and to go to my next of kin. 1803 tr. P, Le L'rutt's M,

UNDISSEMBLING.
Boite III. 124 That preference which woidd have made him
..choose her, if her heart had been undisposed of. 1803
Baihy's Mag. Oct. 282/2 Finding himself with some undis-
posed-of stock.

6. Not inclined or willing, indisposed {^0 or to do
something).
1390 Shaks. Com. Err. i. ii. 80, 1 shall breake that merrie

sconce of yours 'Ihat stands on tnckr,, when I am vndispos'd.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixviii. § 10 Because the greater
part is carelesse and vndisposed to ioine with them. 1650
Baxter Saints' R. i. vii. (1662) 86 That I conceive the reason
also, why we are more undisposed to those secret duties.
Hence Undisposedness.
1600 Surflet Countrie Farme ni. xxxviii. 504 There

hapneth..vnto it {sc. the plum-tree] an vndisposednes,
through the fault of the gardener. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtz'
Surg. u. xii. 95 A rottenness, which you may know by the
Patients breath, . . and his daily undisposedness. X675 Baxter
Cath. Theol. n. i. 114 Can no man,. .notwithstanding the
undisposedness of his Will, yet so far.. prevail against his
undisposedness, as [etcj ?

Undispo'Sing,///. a, (Un-' 10.) c X400 Love Bonavent,
^/;rr. (1908) 132 He that taketh mete or drynke wilfully
knowynge that it is contrarie to hym and vndisposynge to
bodily hele. t Undisposi'tion. Obs. (Un-' 12, 5 b,)
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 28 Wan Crist . , may not . . hele l>e folk for
|>er. . vndisposicoun, and vnabilite to reseyue. c 1449 Pecock
AV/r. III. y. 308 In indisposid persoonesbiher vndisposicioun
oonli thei ben..occasiouns of vicis. Undispri'vacied,
ppl. a. (Un.' 8.) 1869 Lowell CaM^^'r^/ 224 He can find a
fireside. .By throngs of strangers undisprivacied.

Undispro'ved, ppl. a, (Un-1 8.)

'579 J- Stubbes Gaping Gulfk iij, I will aunswere such.

,

peruerse reasons as shall be lefte vndisproued in thys my
proofe. 1614 Jackson Creed iii. v,§ 3 Arguments unrefuted,
and probable pledges of God's Spirit undisproved. 1838
Mrs. Browning The Sleep iii, What do we give to our
beloved? A little faiih all undisproved. 1841 Wiseman
Remarks on Lett.fr. Palmer 84, 1 therefore, .consider it to
stand as ytt undisproved.
t Undispu-nged, ///. <«. Obs. (Un-'8.) ai67oHACKET

Alp. Williams 11. {1693) 120 The Court did all vote. that
the Defence should remain undispunged.

Undisputable, a. Now rare. [Un- 17b and
5 b.] = Indisputable a, i,

1598 Sylvester Dh Bartas w, \\. iv. Columnes 218 Un-
disputable Art, and fruitfuU skill, Which with new wonders
all the World shall fill. 1650 Bulweh Antkrofiomet. 254
Whereof there passe for current many undisputable examples.
X699 Burnet jq Art. \. 40, I think it is .'.afer to build upon
sure and undisputable grounds. x886 New Princeton Rev,
Sept, 156 A wealth of undisputable evidence is at hand,
Undisputably, <r(r'z'. (Un.' h and 5 b.) 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 107 Our Ships of War are undis-
putably the best in the World. 176a [see Undisputedlv.J
Undisputed, ///. a, [Un- i 8 and 5 b.]

1, Not disputed or argued with, rare~^.
1570 FoxE A. <S- M. (ed. 2) 2034/2 So in the end, the bi.shop

making to our ambassadours good countcnaunce,. .dismissed
them vndisputed wythalL
2. Not disputed or called in question.
a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valttur iv. i, That if my anger

chance let fall a stroke,. .Yet it may pass unmurmur'd, un-
disputed.

^
a 1698 I'emple Ess, Pop. Discontents Wks. 1720

I. 261 This Moral Principle, .is certainly the most undis-
puted. X73a Berkeley Alciphr. vi. § 5 If a man assent to
the undisputed books, he is no longer an infidel. X78x
Cowper Truth 527 Let heathen worthies. .Possess, for me,
their undisputed lot. X844 Kinglake Eothen viii, Her
superiority over all others.. remained undisputed. x866
Geo. 1£,uot F. Holt Introd., A man who.. held a position
of easy, undisputed authority,

Vndispiu-tedly, adv. [Un-1 ii : cf. prec]
Without dispute or question.
X778 Hume Hist. Eng. (new ed.) 1. 200 The reigning prince,

provided he be of the royal family, passes undisputedly
[1762 undisputably] for the legal sovereign. i8>i Bvbon
Let. to Murray 7 Feb., The Georgics are indisputably, and,
I believe, undisputedly, even a finer poem than the Aineid.
1896 Cent. Mag. Feb. 590 He is undisputedly one of the first

Latinists of our time.
UndispU'ting, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) x8a7 Pollok Course

T. IX. 49 Inquiring still. .to know their duty, When known,
with undisputing trust ..performing,

Undisquieted, />//. a. (Un-i 8.)
x627 May Lucan viii. C5 vb. If you, O Parthians, vndis*

quieted I euer left. 1649 'Lest. cone. y. Boehme ii. 7 The two
..witnesses, .have remained in their Graves undisquieted
by the BaI)ylonians. 1863 H. Allon Mem. y. Sherman
Introd. 6 He., spake with the power and passion of full and
undisquieted conviction.

Undissembled, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]
1. Not feigned or pretended; genuine.
i6Sx Baxter Inf. Bapt. 97 A reall undissembled Faith.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor, Subj. i. (1703) 170An infallible proof
ot a natural and undissembled goodness. X748 Melmoth
Fitzosbome Lett. Iv. (1749) II. 73 Tell me then, with the same
undissembled sincerity [etc.). X804 Larwood No Gun Boats
jo Capari-soned for undissembled Field-of-Battle contest.

2. Not disguised or concealed ; evident.
1671 Milton Samson 400 She purpos'd to betray me, and

(which was worse Then undisserabl'd hate) with what con
tempt (etc.]. 1751 Smollett Z**^/-. Pic. Ixxvi, Emilia., lis-

tened to hb protestations with undissembled pleasure. X814
Scott Wav, xxix, Galium ,. enjoyed, with undissembled
glee, the ridiculous figure of Mr. Cruickshanks. 1850 Hkw-
THORKE Scarlet L. xi. The anguish in his inmost soul, and
the undissembled expression of it in his aspect.

Hence Undisse-mbledness.
x68x Kettlewell Chr. Obed. in. viii. 301 The sincerity and

undis.-iembledness of our faculties,

Undissembling, ppl. a. (Un-1 io.)
1613 ZouciiE Dove 28 Helen in her undissembling glasse.

Viewing the wrinckles which her age had wrought. i7a7
Thomson .y«w«/fr 904 The Heart Of Innocence, and un-
dissembling Truth, 2788 Cowper Let. to S.Rose 39 Marcb
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UNDISSBMBLINGLT.

B« assured of an undissembling welcome. 1830 E. E. Crowe

Hist. France I. 259 The same frank and undisserabhng

Icmper made speedy enemies of those whom he disliked.

Undisae-mbUngly, adv. (Un- 1 n ;
cf.prec.)

1585 Cartwright in R. Browne Answ. 87 If there were

but in euery church one truely and vndissemblingly faithfull.

1607 HiEKON ll'ks. I. 296 To professe truely and vndissem.

blinely a dependance onely vpon Christ. i6ji Sanderson

Strm. 1. 184 Hadst thou not a faithful counsellour.
. ,

if thou

wouldst but have conferred with him. .undissemblingly ?

trndisseverod, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)

«. i5»i Fisher Wkt. (1876) 332 Though all theyr workes

be vndluyded & vndeseuered one from another. 1598 Stow

St4rv. 164 They found.. the Corps of a woman, whole of

skin, and of bones vndeseuered.

p. 1548 Patten Exfcd. Scot. G iv b, If they doo assaile

vndis-seuered, no force can well withstood them. ISS* Oloe
Aulichrht 45 A constant vndisseuered faithe.

tUndlssl-mulate,<». Ots.—' (Un.'?.) i6s»Cotterell

tr Calprnidt's Cassandra i. 21 That warlike, franck, and

nndissnnulate people. Undissl-mulated,/*//.a. (Un-'8.)

J77« S. J. Pratt Pupil rfPleas, (infi I. 189 Real, undis-

simulated love. 1779 G. Keati .Sietclies/r. Nat. (ed. 2| II.

S7 All tenderness and undissimulated nature.

Undissipated, fpl. a. (Un-i 8.)

i6«t Bovle Sceft. Ckem. I. ^i That it may not appear

absurd to conceive, that such little primary Masses. .may

remain undissipated. 1733 Phil. Trails. XXXVUl. 7

Capable of.. conveying the tender medullary Substance..

safe, unhurt, and undissipated to the several Organs. 1779

Ann. Keg., Hist. 52/2 If the reduction. .of France was the

object, the war against her might be pursued with undissi-

pated force. 1830 Ld. Granville in Life (1905) I. 1. 17

Although you say that it is such an undissipated season.

tUndi-ssoluble, a. Ois.-^ (Un-' 7 and s b.) 1587

GoLDlNG I>e Mariiajixv. 264 Now. .the Soule of Man is

very like the Godheadj..Vniforme, Vndissoluhle, and euer-

more of one sorte. Undissolu-tion. (Un-' 12.) i6«»

J. Chandler Ka« Helnwnt's Oriat. 267 Under the co-

resemblance of immortality, and undissolution.

Undissolvable, a. [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.] =
Indissoluble a.

(a) 1611 CoTCR., IndissoliMe, indissoluble, . .
vndissolueable.

i6aj T. ScoTT Belg. Pismire 64 God hath bound vs together

by an vndissolueable band of necessitie. 1656 Osborne

Adv. Son 57 This requires Love to be ushered into this un-

dissolveable noose, by Discreiion. 170a Rowe Tamerl. iii. 1,

That holy Knot, which ty'd once, all Mankind Agree to

hold Sacred, and Undissolvable.

(*) 170S T. Greenhill Art Eiiiialmvig 153 The Sands.,

over-whelm Passengers.., who .. are thro' the power of the

hot Sun.. so dry'd, they become.. for ever undissolvable.

1756 F. Home Exper. Bleaching 268 There remained halfa

grain of powder that was undissolvable by the spirit.

Undissolved, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not dissolved by loosening, undoing, annul-

ling, dismissing, etc.

IS3S ^et 27 Hen. VIIT, c. 26 § 15 Every suche celle shalbe

..ondyssolvyd..a5 yf this Acte had never be made. 1598

Drayton Heroical Ep. 23 b, By that firme and vndissolued

knot. Betwixt the neighboring French, and bordering Scot.

1649 Milton Eikon. v. 45 As necessity ofaffaires call'd them,

50 the same necessity should keep them undissolv'd, till that

were fully satisfi'd. 1833 Keble Serm. vi. (1848) 127 Those

members of the Church also believe.. the oaths and obliga-

tions, .undissolved and indissoluble. 1856 Froude Hist.

Eng. I, 166 By the law he could not have formed a second

engagement so long as the first was undissolved.

2. >fot brolcen up ; not dissolved by natural decay.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 54 [Andronicus' body) is

yet there vndissolued to be seene. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xii.

594 The mast torn down Tore her up piece-meal, and for me
to drown Left little undissolved. 1759 Johnson Rasselas

xlvii. It is commonly supposed that the Egyptians believed

the soul to live as long as the body continued undissolved.

3. Not reduced to a soft or liquid state; unmelted.

1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland iii. 8 The snows which as well

in Summer as Winter continue undissolved. 1694 Salmon
Bate's Dispens.(\Tii) 150/1 That which remains undissolvd

. .b the acid or saline Part of the Sulphur. 1765 A. Dickson

Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 377 Some things are digested . . by some

animals, that pass thro' others sound and undissolved. 1807

T. Thomson CA<-;«.(ed. 3) 1 1. 461 The dissolved portion having

the properties of a resin ; the undissolved, of asphaltum.

xiH&.lmer. Naturalist I. 39 Ice accumulates. .during the

winter, and lies undissolved until late in spring.

Undissolving, ///. a. (Un-1 lo.)

17XJ Blackmore Creation v. 351 A coherent, undissolving

chain Of causes and effects. 1726 Thomson Winter 657
Where undissolving from the first of time Snows swell on
snows amazing to the sky. 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner iv. 105

A moving shroud To form, an undissolving cloud.

Undistai-ned, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Incoluiitis, To keepe his good
name vndisteyned. i6aa Wither Philarete G ij b, I know
her Maker will Keepe her vndistained still. x6a5 Quarles
Sioit's Sonn. xvii. 3 Vnblemisht, vndistayiied with a spot.

tUndlsta-sted, />?>/. a. Obs. (Un.' 8i cf. Distasted
///. a. 2.) X607 Daniel Introd. Poems Wks. (Grosart) 1. 14
There will be found therein, that which .will sufficiently

allow T' an vndistasted iudgement fit delight.

Undiste'mpexed, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

c1^ Theses Martinianx 4 Hee might sitte long enough
vndistempered in his chaire for vs. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 79 See how mischiefe appeares in a lonely and vndis-
tempered Scene, a 1698 Temple Ess. Pop. Discontents Wks.
1720 I. 266 Some Parliament that . . shall be cool and undis-
temper'd from those Heats of Faction. 1814 Wordsw.
Excurs, v. 487 With undistempered and unclouded spirit.

Undlste-nd, v. (Un." 3.) 1868 Browning Ring < Bk. il

1502 Had Guido. .Cloven each head.. In one dean cut..
—Bidding, who pitied, undistend the skulls.

Undisti'lled, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)
x6oo SuRFLET Countrie Farme III. Ixix. J93 The very water

of the vine alone vndistilled doth the like. x65a French
Yorksh. Spa vii- 67 The two first spoonfuls, which were
distilled, and the rest undistilled that remained. X77X Phil*

162

Trans. LXL 125, I found, that.. tin distilled or sublimed

. . would produce finer colours than any solution . . of tin,

unsublimed or undistilled.

Undistinct, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

1. - Indistinct a. 3.

149s Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. v. xxiii. h vij/i Men that

ben kyndely dombe ben deef, and they haue voys & all

vndystyncte. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 367 Sum yelowe,

and sum of vndistinct colours. 1853 Miss Mulock Avilloii,

etc. II. 274 The image of a dim and undistinct divinity.

t2. = Indistinct a. i. Obs.

ISJ4 More Treat. Passion Introd., One vndiuisable &
vndistinct infinit almighty god. x6io Healev St. Aug.

Citie o/Cod 13 It doth not prone the persons vndistinct,

because so they both do joyntly indure like pains. 163X

Weever Am. Funeral lion. 74 The Church will haue them

to be of an vndistinct excellence.
_ ,

Undlsti-nctlon. (Un.' 12,5 b.) X647 Hexham i.Vndistinc-

i\o-a,onverscheydenhe}idt. x6«i J.Chandler VanHelmont s

Oriat. Prayer, Tis true indeed, that thou wilt be worshipped

by men in the Spirit, but not in such a manner that it may
remain in the undislinction of the first object. Undlstinc-
live, a. (Un'7, 5b) cii6a liKv-T.tis Reprinted Pieces

(1866) 220 As undistinctive Death will come here, one day,

sleep comes now. 1888 Stopi-oko Brooke in Life ff Lett.

(1917) II. 398 Undistinctive praise and blame.

t Undistinctly, (Mfo. Obs. [Un-1 ii, s b.]

= Indistinctly nrfz'. i.

1548 Elvot, Indistinct/, vndistinctely. 1597 Hooker Eccl.

Pol, V. Ixviii. § 9 To consider., their sundry ouer-sights, first,

inequallingvndistinctlycrimeswitherrours, i6oa Fuldecke

1st I't. Parall. joo Yet our law punisheth uudistinctly and

without difference, the immature electing of any of these.

X706 Stevens I, Iiidistintamenie,'and\%\\nc\\y.

tUndistl-ngued, ppl.a. Ois-'. [Un-' 9.I Undistin-

guished. 1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. A", vill. xvi. (1495) v.

vij/2 Shappes of thynges whiche ben vnknowen in derk-

nesse and vndystyngued. Undisti-nguish, i/. rare-'.

(Un.' 3.] trans. To make undistinguishable. 1690 NoRRls

/f^.//«»«.Z.i'4(i695)l32 0neGlancewhercofshall ..undis-

tinguish the greatest Doctor from the most ignorant Peasant.

Undistinguishable, a. [Un-i 7 band 5 b.]

1. Incapable of being made out or discerned;

imperceptible.
X590 Shaks. Mids. N. II. i. 100 The queint Mazes in the

wanton greene. For lacke of tread are vndistinguishable.

X64S Milton Tetrach. 19 The Form by which the thing is

what it is, is oft so slender and undistinguishable. 1768 H.

Walpole /list. Doubts 92 One does not learn any languiige

. . withagood, nay, undistinguishableaccent, between Christ,

mas and Easter. x8x6 Scott OldMart.^ xxxvi. The city and

port . .became undistinguishable in the distance. 1872 Black

Adv. Phaeton xii. 171 Two almost undistinguishable figures

pacing along. . .

2. Incapable of being distinguished or discrimin-

ated ; of which the different elements cannot be

distinguished or recognized ; inseparably alike.

1679 Drvden Troil. !, Cress. Pref. r 26 It has been prov'd

already that confus'd passions makeundistinguishablecharac-

ters. 1693 Humours To^vn 128 Drunken K.-lkes, and dirty

Beau's, . .besides a number of undir.tinguishable Mob. 1794

GiSDORNE Walks Forest lll. 9 Where sunk the parting orD,

and with the sky In undistinguishable splendor join d.

x8o»-n Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) y.662 Hope
and fear. .run into one another and are undistinguishable.

i860 Pusev Min.Proph. 124 The locust [-swarm].. becomes

in a few hours one undistinguishable, putrifying, heaving

mass.

b. Const, from. (Common in recent use.)

1686 Plot Staffordsh. 3B0 Altogether undistinguishable

from the best French wines. 1833-4 J. Phillii-s Ceol. in

Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 674/2 The badger (probably un-

distinguishable from the common European species). 1870

J. H. Newman Gram. Assent I. v. 112 That apprehension.

.

may become almost undistinguishable from an inferential

acceptance of tile great truth.

1 3. Indiscriminate. Obs. rare.

X701 Eng, Theophrast, 86 An undistinguishable Facility

shall never fail ofmeeting with an undistinguishable Infidelity.

Hence Undisti-nernishableness.
1717 Bailey (vol. II). 1843 Mill Logic I. iii. § 11.93 Resem-

blance, when it exists in the highest degree of all, amounting

to undistinguishableness, is often called identity. 1878 E.

White Life in Christ (ed. 3) iii. xx. 289 The undistinguish-

ableness of generic difference in character.

Undistingnishably.arfz'. [Un-1ii and 5b.]

1 1. Without distinction or difference. Obs.

X671 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1687 I. 427 So that righteousness

and mercifulness .. are in Scripture-expression.. undistin-

guishably put one for the other. 1710 Tatler No. 270 r 5

Gold and silver g.-illoon upon hats.. being undistinguish-

ably worn by Soldiers, Esquires [etc.].

2. So as to be undistinguishable.

a 1691 HoYlxHist. /4t>(i692) 248 Whilst the liguor was hot

. .they would swim together undistinguishably in the liquor.

X70S T. Greenhill Art Embalming 138 The Humour.,
assumes no visible Body, but undistinguishably mixes with

the pure Air. X780 Bentham Princ. Legist, x. § 27 In many
instances the desire of pleasure and the sense of pain run

into one another undistinguishably. 1869 M'^Laren Serm.

Ser. II. xii. 213 A faint etliereal echo, .which blends undistin-

guishably with its parent sound.

Undisti-nguished, ppl. a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not separated or kept distinct.

X598 Florio, Indistinto, vndistinct, vndistinguished, con-

fused. 1647 (iowLEY Mistress, Bathing v. Her Beauties .

.

will mixt and undistinguisht ly. With all the meanest things

that dy. 1760 Sterne Serm. Vorick vii. (1784) 197 The un-

distingubhed offers of his services. X79a Wordsw. Descrip.

Sketches 161 Where afar rich orange lustres glow Round
undistinguished clouds, and rocks. X879 J. Todhunter
Alcestis 10 If Zeus arms to smite thee,.. let us stand one

undistinguished mark For his stern thunder 1

b. In which no distinction is made 01 can be

I
observed.

UNDISTBACTED.

1608 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 278 (Q 2), O vndistinguish't space

of womans wit. 1666 Bovle Grig. Forms f, Qiial. 30 Nor
must we look upon the Universe that surrounds us as upon

a moveless and undistinguish'd Heap of Matter. X717

Thomson Summer w A dazling deluge reigns j and all

From pole to pole is undistinguish'd blaze. 1814 Byron

Address Caledonian Meeting 17 The lowly brave,.. Who
sleep beneath the undistinguish'd sod. X851 Trench Poems

155 Like undistinguished Night, darkening the skirtsuf Eve.

c. Not distinguished/cDOT or by something.

1612 Chapman Rev. Bussfi d'A inbois ly. i. 86, 1 grieve that

virtue lives so undistinguish'd From vice in any ill. 1693

Dryden Juvenal lil. 291 Their Habits (undistinguish'd by

Degree) Are plain, alike. X784 Cowper Task l. 592 Blest he,

though undistinguish'd from the crowd By wealth or dignity,

who dwells secure. X823 Scott Quentin D. xxxvii, '1 he

noise . . was of a character so undistinguished by anj- peculiar

or precise sound, that [etc]. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. I. 49X

The majority are only known to us as names, sometimes un-

distinguished by a single incident.

2. Not made distinct to perception : a. Indis-

tinct, confused. Now rare.

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars 11. Ixviii, Where diucrs.speaking

zeale, one murmure findes In vndistinguisht voice to tell

their mindes. x6xx Florio, Inarticolata voce, an vndis.

tinguished voice. 1678 Dryden All for Love v. i, Some
undistinguish'd Words she inly murmur'd. X781 J.

Ripley

Sel. Grig. Lett. 62 Standing upon the bank of a river, mut-

tering undistinguished prayers. 1814 ScOTt Lord 0/Isles

II, XXX, Flush 'd is his brow, ..And undistinguish d accents

broke The awful silence ere he spoke.

b. Not clearly perceived or discerned.

1814 Jane Austen Mansfield Park xxxviii. Finding her-

self undistinguished in the dusk. x8ai Scott Kenilw. xxxvii.

Mixing with the crowd, [he] stood in some degree an un-

distinguished spectator, .of the masque.

3. Not marked by any distinction ; not noted or

elevated above others.

x6oo E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 6 Being vndistinguished,

and allyed for money with some Noblemen of the conntrey.

a 1643 W. Cartwright Poems, No Drauing 0/ yalentines

Wks. (1651) 242 Cast not in Chloe's Name among the Com-
mon undistinguish'd 'throng. 1693 Congreve in Drydeu's

Juvenal XI. (1697) 283 Who . . tho' a Knight, 'mongst common
Slaves now stands Begging an Alms, with undistinguisht

hands. 1757 W. Wilkie Fpigon. 11. 31 Hissing amidst the ,

Spartan ranks it came, And struck a youth of undistinguish'd

name. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. ^bji He remained undis-

tinguished for any thing, except the infamous action, in

which [etc.]. 187S Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 140 \Vould not

their sons grow up to be distinguished or undistinguished

according to their own natural cajjacities?

Undisti ngnishing, ppl. a. [Un-1 ic]

1. Making no distinction or difference ; not dis-

criminating : a. Of persons, personal attributes, etc.

1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1629) 229 The blunt and un-

distinguishing witts of the vulgar. X64X ' Smectvmnuus
Ans7u. § 16 (1653) 67 If it be a fault in the impetuous, and
undistinguishing Vulgar. X712 Addison Spect. No. 291 r 7

A sower undistinguishing Critick. 1776 Gibbon Decl. ^F.
vi. I. 160 note. The undistinguishing compiler has buried

these interesting anecdotes under a load of trivial and un-

meaningcircumslances. 1836 J. Gilbert C/ir, .-I /('«fw. iii. 103

'i'here is still addressed to undistinguishing minds another

objection. 1871 Blackie Four Phases i. 129 I'he superficial

undistinguishing eye of the general public of Athens.

b. transf. Of things.

X665 Manlev Grotius' Low C. Wars 205 There « as none

of them so imprudent, as to trust their Lives and Fortunes

to the undistinguishing Sword of a Forreign Conquerour.

1753W. Roberts Looker.On No. 36, These furious advocates

, .are at issue with all governments..and would involve them

ail in one undistinguishing ruin. 1821 Sovthzi Vis. yudgem,
XI. 19 In undistinguishing battle, Or by pestilence stricken,

they fell. 1847 G. Harris Li/e Ld. ilardivicke II. 230

Numbers of people . . were sacrificed to the undistinguishing

vengeance of the victorious army.

C. Const, of.

i8xx Henry <S Isabella I. 259 Our. .dog.., haply undis-

tinguishing of crimes and evils, kindly fawned upon me.

2. Of actions, etc. : Marked by want of distinc-

tion or discrimination ; indiscriminate.

0x677 Barrow Serm. xxxvi. Wks. 1686 III. 403 Benefits

would not be scattered amon^ the crowd of men with so

promiscuous and undistinguishing a freeness. X710 Steele
Tatler No. 204 F 7 .'Vn undistinguishing Application of

Sounds of Honour. 1782 Eliz. Blower Geo. Bateman 1 1. 60

But don't you think the ridicule rather too undislinguishing ?

X853 Ruskin Stones Ven. III. 104 That opposition was. .in.

temperate, undistinguishing and incautious. X892 Lounsbury
Stud. Chaucer III. vii. 201 We need not make it an object of

undistinguishing depreciation.

Undistingnislxingly, adv. [Un-i ii : cf.

prec] Without distinction or discrimination.

i66s J. Sergeant Sure Footing 159 To alledge Authorities

undistinguishingly . . is such a wild proceeding. X725 Fain.

Diet. s.v. Mixing Colours, "Till you see it perfectly and
undistinguishingly mix'd together. 1780 Mrs. Cowley
Belle's Stratagem II. i, Her behaviour is undistinguishingly

polite to her hustiand, and all mankind. 1830 Mackintosh

Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 89 For a time the work was admired

more undistinguishingly than its literary character warrants.

a 187X Grote Elli. Fragm. v. (1876) 1^9 No man can blindly

and undistinguishingly follow every immediate impulse.

Undis'torted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1647 H. More Song ofSoul To Rdr. B3b, The undis-

torted suggestions of his own heart. x662 Stillingfu Orig.

Sacrx III. 1. § 15 Those more refined, .spirits who went only

upon principles of pure and undistortedreason. i^n Monthly
Rev. LXXill. 480 In a series of plays which imprint the

leading events on the memory in an. .undistorted manner.

x88x C. A. Young Sun 33 If the planet's edge were. .sharp

and definite, and the sun's limb undistorted.

UndistoTting,/;*/. a. (Un-' 10.) lOx^ Monthly Rev. CI.

513 A mirror so sincere and so undistorting.

'tJndistra'cted, ppl. a. [Un- i 8.]



UNDISTRACTEDLY.

+ L Not drawn apart by dissension. 06s.~^

ai649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. "Jos. V, Wks. (1711) 100

To turn the Imperial Crown Hereditary to his own House,

which, Germany being all of one Mindand undistracted, he

could never have brought to pass.

t2. Not drawn aside or perverted; genuine, real.

1656 Stanley //«/. /"/"Vol. V. ii. 149 That there is acredible

undistracted concurrence, is manifest from Menelaus. tbid.^

Such is undistracted phantasy, a 1659 Osborne Ckarac.,

etc (1659) 126 Valour and Cowardice, both strangers, if not

Contrary to the Practice of undistracted Nature.

3. Not diverted or interrupted by other occupa-

tions or interests.

1S48 Boyle Sera/^h. Lave (1659) 106 He was pleas'd..to

admit him to a yet Closer, more Immediate, and more Un.
distracted Communion with himself. 1683 ISril. Spec. 121 By
undistracted Prayers to renew their Courage and Patience

in their Apostolical Employment. 1817 Coi.mLiaa\f. Biogr.

Lit. ii. (1907) I. 30 In order to devote himself, an entire and

undistracted man, to the instruction, .of his fellowK:itizens,

1871 LiDDON in Life >f Lett. (1904) 153, 1 . .require an amount

of undistracted thought which 1 never get here.

b. Const, by.

1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. 11. Wks. 1813 I. 112 Undis.

tracted by those cares . . which occupy and oppress other men.

iSsa .M. Arnold Self-Dcj>end. v, Undistracted by the sights

they see. These demand not [etc.].

4. Not drawn aside or away/ro»» something.

1833 Lamb Elia 11. BarreHHCSS Mod. Art, [With] her soul

undistracted from Theseus—Ariadne is still pacing the soli-

tary shore. i86a LvTTON Str. Story I.87 Some one. .by whom
your thoughts would have been undistracted from the chan-

nels into which your calling should concentrate their flow.

Hence Undlstra'ctedness.
i6«o Boyle New Exp. Phyi. Mech. Prcf. p. viii. That

calmness of Minde, and undistractedness of Thoughts, that

are wont to be requisite to Happy Speculations. 1886

Alluiueitm 7 Aug. 166/3 The impression..as a whole is

one of undistractediiess and elegance.

'Undistra-ctedly, adv. [Un-1 ii: of. prec.]

Without distraction.

1648 Boyle Seraph. Lave i». (1663) 26 The afTections of one

being at liberty, to devote themselves more undistractedly to

God. 1687 — Mcirtyrd. Theodora iv. (1703) 56 The great

advantage of serving God more undistractedly. 1806 A.

Duncan Nelson 66 The attention of every captain could

almost undistractedly be paid to the condition of his. .ship.

187a Benson in A. C Benson Li/Hiigg) 1. 349Thework in

God's Church to which I should devote myselfundistractedly.

Undistracting, //A a. CUn-' 10.) 0x684 Leighton

Exp. /.eel. fsalni xxxlx/iilV/ks. 1805II. 375 It were good

we iLsed more easy and undistracting dilijence, for increasing

of these treasures. Undistrai'ned, ppl a. (Un-' 8.)

a lioo-sa AlexanJer^ijjq It semed nojt Joure seruand sire,

vndistreyned Vn-to Jour mekill maieste H* mater to write.

147s Aberdeen Reg. (1844) ' 34 'l'l'= sa'd Johne his landu

.-ind Eudis..to be vncompellit, vndistrengeit. .be onyjuge.

Undlstrau'ght,/*//. rj. (Un-'SK) imJ.Rosa Eratriadt

IV. 523 (MS.), His senses Yet undistraught remain. 187*

J. Thomson City Dread/. Nt. xxi. iii, The keen wolf-hound

sleeping undistraught.

TTndistre ssed, />M 1- (Un-i 8.)

1581 in J. H. Polleji Ads Ens- JIfartyrsMijl) 28 He sought

for honours uncorrupt, and undistressed joys. 1591 Haring-

ton Orl. Fur. xxv. Uxiv, He . .sweares that when his Prince

were undistrest.The siege quite raised(etcl. 1614 Sylvester

Parlt. yertues Rojiall 191 When for som pretence Hee hath

betraid . . hb Prince Or yeelded.up som un-distressed Place.

I77« Test Filial Duty\.\ii She was sensible an undistressed

heroine would make a very uninteresting figure. 1807

WonDsw. White Doe vil. 205 She . . Received the memory of

old loves, Undisturbed and undistrest. 1897 Westm. Gat,

9 Mar. 2/2 Thousands of pounds go to the relief of undis-

tressed land.

Undistributed, />/>/. a. (U.v-i 8.)

1483 [see Undisposed/^/, a. 5). 1802-ia Bentham Ration.

Judtc. Evid. (1827) II. 508 The keeping of the rule of action

..in one immense and unorganic m.iss, undistributed. X869

Gladstone Jitv. Mundi viiL 280 Their journeys are usually

undistributed and instantaneous. They set out, and . .
arrive.

b. Logic. (See Distribute v. 6.)

I8a7 Whateley Li^gic (ed. 2) 93 You will then have either

the middle Term undistributed, or an illicit process. Ibid,

gl> Another. .is an allowable mood in the third Figure! but

in the first it would have an undistributed middle.
_
1864

BowEN Logic vii. 193 It is a Negative with an undistributed

Predicate. ,,, , „ ,

ttrndistrou-bled, /»//•". Sc. Ods. (Un-i 8.)

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 29 The quhilkis has

maid trouble that was clere undistroublit. 1466 Acta Dam.
Audit. (1839) s/l To kepe & defend t>e saidc elisabeth vn-

distrublit..in tyrne locum. 1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I, 183 To be unharmit, unvexit, unmoTestit, and undistrublit.

Undistru'stful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1654 R. Codrinoton tr.

lusline 11. 44 IThey) had not only undislrustful but delightful

feaslings together. 1865 .Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xxiii,

There were hearts weary often, but undislrustful. Un-
distaTbable,<i. (UN-'7b, 5 b.) 1577 Knewstud C(w/«/.

(1579) 61 b, An everlasting fast standing Jerusalem,.. the

wlucb is the very true vndisturbable Kingtiome. 1883 T. M.
Healv in Pall Mall G. 38 Dec. 2/1 Then in turn the new
Act becomes perfect, final, and undisturbable.

XJndistuTbed, ppl. a. [Un-i 8, 5 b.] Not
disturbed or interfered with.

1. In predicative use-

It is doubtful whether vndistrobbed in Alexander 3418

(see IJndisturbled ppl. a.) belongs here, or is an error for

vndislrobled=VnD\STBOVBLi.o ppl a.

a itio Healey EpictetHS (1636) 70 So shall thy thoughts

temaine undisturbed. l6aa in Foster Eiig. Factories Ind.

(1908) II. 73 Wee shall not be undbturbed till the one or

other of us have given some kind of sattisfaxione. 1718

Addison .'ipect. No. 381 f 4 His Imagin.ation is always cle.ir,

and his Judgment undisturbed. I'm S. Williams Vermont

90 When undbturbed, this animal is without any ill scent.

»8o7 [see UmdisibessedJ. 1876 Banckoit Hist. U.S. I.

163

Introd. « Even the enemies of the state..have liberty to

express their opinions undisturbed.

b. Const, t'y, t ivith.

1*35-5* Cowley Dnvideis 1. 80 Where their vast Court the

Mother.walers keep. And undisturb'd by Moons in silence

sleep. 1674 Jackson's Recant. I) 4, On that day the Roads
are most quiet, being undisturbed with great quantities of

People. 1796 .M.ME. D'Arblav Camilla IV. 258 Undisturbed

by the various noises around him. 1827 Lytton Falkland

I. 36, I am undisturbed by a single intruder. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) 1. 373 Like the sleep of him who is undisturbed

even by the sight of dreams.

2. In attrib. use : a. Of things, places, or persons.

i6a7 May Lucan v. H 4 b, Shee vlters from an vndisturbed

brest Fain'd words with no confused murmure flowing. 169a

Bentley Boyle Led. 108 All the pans ofan undisturb'd fluid.

I7a8 Kliza Heywood tr. Mme. de Gomez's Belle A . (1732) II.

272 To retire from Court ; and in some safe and undisturb'd

Retreat . . pass the remainder of my days. 1819 Keats Fame
l2The undisturbed lake has crystal space. 18^ J. T. Fowler
Durh. Cath. 33 The undisturbed grave-covers of the bishops

buried beneath.

b. Of conditions, courses of action, etc-

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 162 A full, entire, and un-

disturbed Peace. 1728 Eliza Heywood tr. Mme. dc Gomez's

Belle A. (1732) II. 105 This Night was pass'd..in all the

Charms of an undisturbed Tranquillity. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. 197 By a long and undisturbed descent from his

ancestors. l86a Ansted Channel Isl. iv. xxiii. (cd. 2) 538

Undisturbed possession during thirty years is a good title.

1884 .Manch. Exam. 17 May 4/7 The volumes. .are left to

undisturbed repose on the shelves of our public libraries.

Hence 'OndlstaTbediiess.
1649 Rainbow FuneralSerm. ig May 25 They have health,

leisure and undbturbedness of understanding. 1718 Enter,

tainer Na 34. 229 None has given us a truer idea of..

Moderation, Calmness and Undbturbedness.

UndistuTbedly, adv. [Un- i i i : of. prec.]

Without being disturbed ; tranquilly, quietly.

1647 H. More Song o/Sonl Notes 350 For infinite animad-

version can discern all things unmixtly and undisturbedly.

1683 (^AVE Ecclesiastici Introd. p. Ixxi, The Gentiles undb-
turbedlybrought their Sacrifices., to their Images. 1768-74

Tucker/./. A'(i<. (1834) 1.517,1 expect, .that the healed will

accompany me as undisturbedly as the unwounded along

our future progress. 184a F. E. Paget Milford Malvoisin

94 She, .slept as calmly and undisturbedly as the infant at

her breast. 1877 Lady Bkassey Voy. Sunbeam xix, Ravens
croak, and pigeons coo, as undbturbedly as if. . in the deepest

woodland solitude.

UndistuTlring,///. <!. (Un.' 10.) i6o7MARKHAMCiK'f/.

11.(1617) 123 Letting him goe and come continuall with easie,

soft, and vndisturbing mouings. 1814 WoBDSW. Excurs,

VIII. i6t The punctual stars., in the firmament of heaven

Glitter—but undisturbing, undisturljed. a 1851 MolR Poems,

A ngler ii. At his feet . . An undisturbing spaniel lay. t Un-
dlstUTbled, />/>/. a. Obs. (Un-'8,) a hoo-^ Alexander

3418 The p,Tssage shall.. plane be & opyn, pe Comers oute

of athir coste to cayrc vndistourblett [v.r. vndistrobbed].

t Undi't, V. Obs. [Uk- 2 3-] trans. To open

(up). Msajig.
a laas Leg, Katk. 1821 Ne we nusten hwet we dutlen a5et

he undutte us, & table us treowe bileaue. c ia7S in O, E.

Misc. 153/234 Vurl)er )>er his on ol>er put pat ne cume)> neuer

vndut, c 1300 Childhood Jesus 1038 J>o Jhesu crist was i gon,

vndut was |>e Ouene a non.

UndiuTnal.o. (Un-'7.) 183a Lytton £'K^f«</(,iv.vh,

The solemn and undiurnal mood . . was reflected back in hues

so gentle. 1837 — ^"* Maltrav. IX, v. The novel glow of

Ernest's undiurnal and stately thoughts, UndiveTging,
ppl. a. (Un.' 10.) 179s Coleridge Lett. (1895) 139 The
wisdom ofmaking Self an undiverging Centre, t UndlveT-
slflcated,/>^/ '1. cWj, (Us.' 8.) 1659 H. More /;««;or/.

Soul t. ilirThe Ideaof ameer Undiversificated Substance.

UndivcTsified,///. a. (Un-' B,) 1684 T. Burnet Theor//

Earthwiqi I'o conceive it {sc. matter] undivided, undiversi-

fied, and unmov'd. 186% Mem. R.Craig'lx. jjoTheVlle.,

b generally of a very uniform and undiversified character.

Undive rted, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not turned aside.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. iv. ix. 57 Though these Grounds

have not any patent Passages, whereby to derive Water

and Fatness from the River, and therefore must suffer the

greatest part of it to run by them undiverted.
^
^1711 Ken

Psyche Poet. Wks. 1731 I. 205, I was ambitious of that

Height, To gain of Heav'n an undiverted Sight. 1794

Mathias Pnrs. Lit. (1798) 313 By a patient continuance

and undiverted attention to academical studies. 1859 Miss

MuLOCK Dom.Stories (1862) 124 Her mind, undiverted from

the past by any charms of the present, became dead to all

outward impressions. 1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol. 308

Such persons find it difficult to read their Bible in undiverted

remembrance of what it is,

2. Not entertained or amused.
179a G. Wakefield Mem. 8 The reader, however, may not

be undiverted with its unafl'ected simplicity and pathos.

UndiveTtlble, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) i8s6 Mrs. Browning

Aur Leigh vl. 21 Even so direct. So sternly undivertible of

aim. Is this French people. 1880 Daily Tel. 4 Mar., The true

and undivertible highroads of E.TStern traffic. UndlveTt-
Vo\y,adv. (Un-'ii, jb.) i8«s Bushnell Knar. .Sacny.

v, 81 A few of the passages that persbt most undivertibly m
this kind of testimony.

Undivertiiig,//Aa. (Un-1 io.)

1697 Collier Ess. Alor, Suoj. 11. (1703) 195 The charms of

authority made Cato aver that old age was none of the most

undiverting periods of life, 1754 Shebbeare Matrimony

(1766) II. 260 These accounts might furnish out a Novel not

undiverting and certainly useful. i8S9 Sat, Rev. 12 Mar.

293/1 A character not altogether undiverting.

Undive sted,/*/*/. a. (Un-'8.) 1753 Richardson Cra«</i-

son (1781) V. xxxvi, 223, 1 cannot be so great, so undivested,

as you can be 1 i8a Mrs. Moodie Life in Clearings IS4

The animals undivested of their harness were browsing

peacefully. Undive'stedly, adv. (Un-' ii, 15) 1748

Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. x. 64 As undivestedly as

possible of favour or resentment.

UNDIVINE.

TTndiTi'dable, a. (and sb,\ Now rare, [Un-I

7 b, 5 b.] Incapable of being divided ; indivisible.

1548 R. HuTTKN Suvt (?/ Diuinitie I 3 b, A person is an
undeuidable substaunce in vnderstandyiig. x594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. IVi/sgj In respect of which selfe qualitie,

Galen tearmeth them vndiuidable. 1617 HrEKON ly^^s. II.

215 Hee knew iustification and sanctification to be vridiuid-

able. 1650 Earl Monm. tr. Senauit's Alan bee. Guilty 83

Eternity.. in it's undividable unity. 1831 T. Hope Ess,

Orig. Man I. 48 Since mere space is undividable in parts

separate from each other.

b. As sb. An indivisible thing.

rt 1739 Jarvis Quix. ii. iv. viii. (1749) 351 Reducing the

undividenhles into money, he shared it among his company.
Undivi'dably, adv. rare. (Un-' ii:_cf. prec.) 1611

CoTtiR., Indivisiblcvicnt^ indiuisibly, vndiuidably. a x6^s

Bp. Mountagu Act& (^ i1/t?«. (1642) 472 Schisme and heresie

are not the same thing, nor ever incident undividably to the

same parties.

Undivided, ///. a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not divided, separated, or broken up into parts,

c 1412 HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4469 The blessid trinite,

Whiche I'at euery man of cristen byleeue Knoweth an vn-

dyuyded vnite. 1480 Cov. Leet Bk, 442 And so ye togeder,

as on holy body vndevided, to sewe for the redresse therof.

JS53 Eden Treat. Nciu hid. (Arb,) 16 Theyr fete..hauing

fyue toes like hoeues vndeuided. c x6ao Robinson Mary
Magd, 952 A robe hee wore, like to his essence, pure ; That
vndiuided ! vndeuided hee. i66a Stillingfl. Orig, Saxrx
III, ii. § 18 Some of them \sc. particles] are more undivided

then others are. 1780 Mirror No. 100, One great undivided

impression, or an uninterrupted chain of congenial events,

1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. 374 The feet.. are single and un-

divided, as in the horse. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 152

One unbroken level, which . . presents an undivided area of

dry and yellow soil,
^

b. Not separated or parted from each other.

1511 [see Undissevered /;>/. a.\. C1600 Shaks. Sonn.

xxxvi.We twomustbetwalne, Although our vndeuided loues

are one. 1636 Bacon Sylva § 752 There have been some

Men, that have had their Teeth undivided, as of one whole

Bone. 1760-71 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) IV. 34 In

death we will be undivided. i8a» Shelley Epitaph i These

are two friends whose lives were undivided.

2. Not divided by disagreement or dissension.

c 1440 Lydc. Hors, Shepe * C. 510 Vndevided with herte,

will & thouht To doon her office as nature hath hem wrouht.

3. Not divided between persons ; shared or held

jointly or in common. Also quasi-ao'z'., jointly.

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 67 They ought by the lawe to

occupy suche landes and tenementes in comon, and vn-

deuyded to take the profyles in comon. 1660 R. Coke
Power f) Subj, i To suppose, ,all men to be equal, and to

have a common and undivided Right to all things. 171J
C'tess Wincheusea Misc. Poems 243 Your unenlailed, your

undivided Air, Where no Proprietor was ever known, 1817

Shelley Rev, Islam ix. xxix. Let those, , Insult with careless

tread, our undivided tomb. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines

ff Mining 247 It.. is owned by Lewis Reese and Ca,..who
bold an undivided half interest.

b. Not divided between different objects; concen-

trated on, devoted to, directed towards, one object

;

whole, entire.

1746 Hervey Rcjl. on Flower Garden 81 Be it thy one

undivided Aim to glorify Him I 1779 Mirror No. 13, Where
the undivided attention has leisure to brood over the few.,

objects which surround him. 1856 N. Brit. Rev.XXV I, 261

A course of study. .sufficient to occupy the undivided time

of the longest life. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. I. Pref., The
present revision, to which a solid year of close and undivided

application has been devoted.

C. Not shared by others ; confined to one person.

1867 Pearson Hist. Eng. I. 39 The success of Agricola,

showed that the country was not too large for an undivided

command. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 177 On his own
undivided responsibility, he crossed the straits.

Hence TTndividediiess.
1889 Adp. BEN.SON in Life (1899) II. 283 To illustrate the

tindividedness o( the Church of Wales and England.

XTndivi'dedly, adv. [Un-1 ii: cf. prec] In

an undivided manner ; without division.

1539 ^'* 3' ^l'"- i'lIL c. I § I Dyuers. ,haue lyke righle

..in the same maners, , jointly or in common undevidcdly

logither with other. 1624 Gataker Transubst. 107 Under

them all and each particle of them undevidedly remaining.

1681 Flavel Metlt. Grace vi, 122 Christ is offered to us in ihe

Gospel, intirely and undividedly, as cloathed with all his

offices. 1704 NoRKls Ideal World 11. xii, 438 This universal

nature which so undividedly communicates itself to all that

is intellectual. 1848 Mill Pol. Ecan. 11. viii. § i. 347 'I he ca.se

in which the produce of land and labour belongs undividedly

to the labourer, 1887 Bp. W.How in Mem. (1898) 225 Pray f?r

me that God will give me grace, .to be more undividedly H is,

t UndlvlcUble, obs. var. Undividable a. 1569 J. San.

ford tr. Agri/pa's Van. Aries 65 b, Betweene the Atami,

that is undiuidible parts. „, , , , 1

t tTndivi -dual, a. Obs. rare. [Un- 1 7 and 5 b.J

Indivisible ; = Individual a. i.

1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosmos 195 Shee is Prides

second selfe, or other name, Morsters distinct, yet vndiuid-

uall. <ii66i Fuller Worthies, Wore. 111. (1662) 172 Indeed

true courage and courtesie, are uiidividuall Companions.

Undivi-nable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 1611 Cotgr,, Indivin-

able, vndiuinable, most obscure, not to be ghessed at 1858

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. Vl. iii. (1872) II. 159 He,, was compli-

mentary to a degree,—for reasons undivinable to Wilhelmina.

Undivi-ne, <J. (Un-1 7 and s b.)

1685 H. Moke in Norris Theory o/Love (i6SZ) 191 It were

a thing Uisangelical, if I may so speak, and undivine, 1731

Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 19 If divines are quarrelsome, that

is not so far forth as divine, but as undivine and unchristian.

1837 Carlyle Misc. Ess. (1888) V. 161 With force of genius

she represses, .her Undivine Idea, i860 Ruskin Unto this

Last (1862) 134 All attempt at concealment implies some

i practice of the opposite, or undivine science.
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UNDIVINED. 164 UNDOCIBLE.

Undlvl-ned,/*//.rt. (Un-U.) xSja Bailey F«/itf 500 The
sunsmile of Salvation beamed . . Unrecognized—unrccked of

—undivineid. 1880 ' Vernon Lee ' StiuL Italy \\\. \\. 122 An
obscure youth with undivined talents. Undivi'nelike,
ttdv, (Un-1 7c.) 1649 Milton Eikotu xvii. Wks. 1851 HI.
465 How tindivinelike writi'n, and how like a worldly

gosp^kr.., posterity no doubt will be able to judge.

Undivinely, adv, [Un-i n.]

+ 1. In a manner unbefitting a divine. Obs.

1618 Daniel Coll, Hist. En^. 182 The Bishop of Hereford
..concludes most undevincly, that an aking..Head of a
Kingdome was of necessity tu be taken of. 1657 J. Watts
yind. Ck. Eng. 110 You not onely inartificially but un-

divinely say From the University, whereas every good gift

is from above, as the Apostle saith.

2. In a manner which is not divine.

1884 CoHgregatiantd Year Bk. 65 There was nothing so
undivinely merciless as the divine beauty of Greece.
Undivi'ning, ///. a. (Un-' sd.) 1848 Lvtton Harold

IX. vii, Undiviiiinn tlie solemnity of the appointed snare.

tUndivi'sible, «. Obs. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1495 Trcvisas Barth. De P. R. xix, cxxiil mm iij/a That
nombre is par that isdepartyd in euen nombres alwaye vnto
one that is vndiuysible. 15^ Moke li''ks. 1 131/2 For he
seeth.-that the soule is vndiuisible and b in euery part of
the body, and in euery part it is whole. 1561 T. Norton
Calz't'u's fust. I. 7 Let Epicure answer me, what meting of
Vndiuisible l>odies . . bringeth to passe [etc.].

UadivoTceable, a. (Un.' 7 b.) 1825 Coleridge Aids
Jfiy?. (1S48) I. 205 From the same reluctance to abandon the
too dear and undivorceable Eve. 1884 Encycl. Brit, XVII.
86 'I'lie musical moiety undivorceable from the literary half.

UndivoTced,^/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1744 Young Nt. Th. v. 1057
These dy'd together ; Happy in ruin! undivorc'd by death I

[Also in recent use.] UndivoTcing,/<5. (Un-' 12.) 1644
Milton Divorce (ed. 2) it. ix. 51 Questionlesse this were a
hardheartednesse of nndivorcing, worse then that in the
Jewes. UndivoTcing, ppl. a. (Un-'?.) 1643 Milton
Divorce 13 Made the thrall of heavines and discomfort by
an undivorcing Law of God, as he erroneously thinks.

Undivu Iged, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)

i6osShaks. /-(-'.iriii. li. 52 Tremble thou Wretch, That hast
withm thee vndivulged Crimes Vnwhipt of Justice. 1854

J. S, C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) L xxxi. 477 He,, listened,

with emotions undivulged, to the acclamations of seventy
thousand voices. 1883 A. Dobson Fielding vi. 167 A secret

that, to this day, remains undivulged.

Undi'zened, ///. a. rare. (Un-' 8.) 1601 Holland /'//wy

IL 298 The peasants .. forbid their wives. .to carie their

rockes and distaves undizened or bare.

TJndo (»nd«*), V. [OE. an~^ on-^ unddn (see

Un-!^ 3 andDoz;.),:=OFris.w«(f/)fl?iM(z(WFris.^?/^,

Unldwaen)^ MDu. and Du. ontdoen^ OS. an{t)ddn,

-duan (MLG. entddn\ OHG, antloan^ in{t)duonj

etc. (MHG. entuon).']
The absence or scarcity of material illustrating senses i

and 3 in the 17th and 18th centuries is remarkable; the
evidence suggests that, in these senses, the word was revived
or reintroduced into literary use by Scott.

I. L trans. To unfasten and open : a. A door,

gate, or window.
f 893 K. ^Elfred Oros. vj, i. 254 pa wearS eft lanes duru

andon,..)>eh ^xr nan ^efeoht )>urhtosen ne wurde. cxooo
Ags.Psalter (Thorpe) xxiii. 7 UndoS nu eowre S^atu, . . and
onhlidad |>a ecan jeata. 11.. Grave 20 in Anglia V. 290
Nefst 3u nenne freond. .Dset zefre wndon 3e wule 3a dure.
c_ii75Z.a;K<^, Hpm.$ pet faire 5et me hat hit, &..nefre ouer
acii mon^ nis hit undon bute to dei. c 1250 Ccn. ^ Ex. 603
Arches windo^e undon it is, 3e Rauen ut-fle^. c ijag Lai le

Freine 183The porter of the abbayaros, ..The chirche dore
he vndede. CX386 Chaucer Miller''s T. 541 The wyndow
she vndoth, and that in haste. 1412-30 Lvdg. Chron. Troy
IV, 4691 We for fer dar nat issen oute, Nor be so bolde to
vndone a gate. 1520 in Collect. (O. H. S.) L 100 Vndo your
dore. 1581 A. Hall Iliad vi. 1 14 The dores of gold she doth
vndoe, vnfolded, rich and large. x8ox Scott Eve St. John
xvii, The door she'll undo, to her knight so true. 1821 —
Kenilw. xxxii, The Earl undid the lattice, and stepped out.
2841 Dickens Barn. Rudge ix, Undo the shop window, that
I may get in that way. x88o Mrs. Parr Adam ^ Eve IL
63 She undid the gate, and held it half open.
absol. at^oo K. Horn 1069 (Camb, MS.), He com to J?e

eateward. . . Horn bad undo softe. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 243
This Geta cam thanne ate laste Unto the dore and seide,
* Undo '. c X425 Seven Sages 1410 (P.), At hys dore he wolde
inne,. . He schof ther-onne and bade undo.

b. A box, sack, bale, etc,

crxooo iEtFRic Gen. xlii. 27 pa undyde hira an his sacc
ax3oo Cursor M. 5004 pai.. did J^air fardels be vndon.
rx3xs Shoreham l 2148 He se^ a bok was fast ischet;..Ne
myjte hyno man ondo, c 1350 Will. Palerne 4846 pe clerk
)>anne deliuerii vndede )>o letteres. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg.
Princ. 1112 Vn-to his cofre he dressith hym in hye;. .He it

vndoth, and opneth. c mso Mirk's Pestial Ss'ihcn made he
men to vndo be tombe. 1466 Pasion Lett, IL 293, I sende
yow . . iij. trade pottes of Geane ; . . they weer never ondoo syns
that they come from Geane. 1535 Act 27 Hen. F///, c. 14
1^ \Yhich packes.. be not vndone nor opened at their arriual
within the portes. 1573 Barbt Alv. O114 To viidooe, or
open a letter sealed. 1853 M. Arnold Scl^lar Gipsy xxv,
iTheJ Tyrian trader., on the beach undid his corded bales.
fig. axyM Sarmun xxxvi. in E. E. P. (1862) 5 Vn-do \>\n
bert J>at is iloke wi)? couetise. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.
xyiii.58SweteJhesu,..Uiidomynherteantlihtther-yn. 1596
Dravton Legends iii. 106 What is that Man, by whom thou
art controli'd, Or hath the Key of Reason to vndoe thee?

t O. To open by unlocking or uncovering. Obs,
a X122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 656, gif hwa hit halt,

S, Petrc mid heofne keie undo him heofenrice. a X300 Cursor
M. 6611 paa holes, (juen J>ai J^am vndid, pai fand hot wormes
creuland emid. Ibid. 6725 If anitnan vndus a pitt, And siben
wil It noght ditt,

+ 2. To open (the mouth or eyes). Obs*
a xooo Kentish Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 62 Aperientiir[labia

*wa\ siont ondone. c zooo iELFHic Horn. 1. 548 He undyde
hi» mu3, and hi terdc. c 1055 Byrht/ertlCs Handboc in

Anglia VIIL 317 pset he undo his ea?;an. c 1x75 Lamb. Honu
121 Imong alle pere pine, .ne undude he nefre ene his mu(^,

c 1250 Gen. <S- Ex. 3971 Halaam it spurei'^ and sunt i^or-on

;

Ai»d god vndede dis asses mud. 1297 K. Glouc (Rolls) 7185
He gan as lie awoke of slepe Is eyen l>o vndo. c 1420 Lay
Folks Mass Bk. 82 Lorde uii_-do my lyppis. <;x43o Syr
Gener, (Roxb.) 684 Yit a litle his eyen lie vndede.

3. To unfasten by untyinjj or by releasinj; from a

fixed position ; to unfix. Also in fig. context.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. John j. 27 Dies ic ne am wyrSe jixtte

ic undoe \Rushiv. ondoe] his duong scoes. <:iooo /Elfric
Horn. I. 572 On 3a;re ylcan nihte Godes engel undyde J^a

locu Sees cwearternes. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2114 Ne was non
so wis man in al his lond, 3e kijde vn-don 3is dremes bond.
X3.. Cursor M. 17357 (Gott.), [pai] vndid l>air lock all wid |)e

kay. 138a Wyclif Mark i. 7 Of whom I. .am not worthi for

to vndo, or vnbynde, the thwong of his schoon. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 365/1 Ondoon, or ondo lukys or speryngys, aperio.

cx^'^oMirk^'s Festial •z\%0\xt^ lady aperet..yn l>e prison,

and vndyd his boiides. 154* Udall Erasm. Apoph. 230 b,

Writhen, , withsodiffuseaknotte.thatnomancouldvndooeit.
^1586 C'lESS Pembroke Ps. (1823) lxviii. ii, The prisoners

chaines are by his hands undone. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii.

309 Pray you vndo this LJution. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc.^
Printing IV. ^^Th^ Cheeks may. .receive the Head, .without
un-doing the C^ap and Winter. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel v.

xxii, Some friendly hand Undo the visor's barred band ! 1818
Byron Juan i. cxxxvii. Do pray undo the bolt a little faster,

x868 Morris Earthly Par. (1S70) L i. 431 She. .turned the

box round, . . undid The clasp, and fearfully raised up the lid.

b. To unfasten the clothing of (a person).

1633 RowLKY Match at Midn. iv, lVid[ow]. Alas I you
will undo me. Alex. No, no, I will undo myself, look ye.

1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge ix, Having undone her mis-

tress, as she phrased it (which means, assisted to undress her).

1899 T. M. Ellis s Cat's-Eye Rings 90 ' Now undo me, I

shall get into bed.* * Yes, my lady.*

f 4, To unbind ; to release or free from a bond,

bandage, covering, etc. Obs.

c 030 Laws A thelstan i. 23 Beon l^reo niht, asr mon J^a bond
undo. C950 Durham Kit. 42 From allvin vsi;:;..synnvm.

.

vndo. c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 581 lie wateres springe here strengue
undedc. <:i39o S. Eng. Leg. L 34/30 Nov, he .seide, we
Rchullen iseo..5we)?er lie J?e mai a-3ein me vndo. (ZX300
Cursor M. 14970 A moder ass yee sal par find. And yee hir

sal vn-do Vte of hir band, C1380 Sir P^erumb. 1310 Oundo
Yxs prysouns on & on;..|jey schulleb out of \n% sory won.
c 1400 Melayne 785 The kynge vndid Iiis hede alle bare. X513
Douglas ^"««(Ai.vi. 45 Sche,..with that word, the branch
schew and vndid. That preualie ondir hir clok wes hid.

f 5. a. To remove, take away ; to detacli, cut off.

cxa7S Lay. 19205 Merlyn hadde al his craft ondo of J>an

kinge. 1340 Aycnb. 106 pe yefj^e of wysdom, Jjet uestnej?..

fie herte in god,.. (>et hi ne may by ondo ne to-deld. X5i3
Douglas ^neidvw, xii. 117, 1 man Vndo this hair, to Pluto
consecrait.

f b. To cut up (an animal). Obs.

13.. Gaiv. ^ Gr. Kut. i^^j Quykly of J^e quelled dere a
querre j^ay niaked,..8c didden hem derely vndo. C1400
Master 0/ Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxiii, penne he shulde
charge whome hym lyste to vndo J^e deere. i486 Bk. St.

Albans, Hunting e iii, When ye haue slayn the boore..,
Ye shall vndo hym vnflayne when he shall be dight,

f c. To cut Open ; to open with a knife. Obs,
£'X440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 451 Take

pykes, and undo horn on the bale, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.
I. 601 Al esely me may vndo the skyn With prickyiig of a
nelde or of a pyn. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr, 99 Teclie the

mydw>'f that scno hye For to vndo hyre wyth a knyf. And
for to saue the chyldes !yf. 167a Walker Parxm. 34 Un-
done, as ye would undoe an Oyster. x688 J. Grubb in Roxb.
Ball. (i888) VL 726 George undid the Dragon just as you'd
undo an oyster,

f 6. intr. To go apart ; to open ; to become un-

fastened, come undone. Obs.
XI23 O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.), Se wolcne undide on fower

healfe and faht haer to jeanes. CX300 Harrow. Hell 138
(Harl. MS.), Helle gates y come nou to, ant y wole }>at heo
vndo. c 1500 in Hazlitt E. P. P. II 1. 109 At the dore I will

assaie, If it will undoe. 1548 in S. H^xynfis St. Papers Cecil

(1740) 99 The Lady Elizabeth heryng the I*ryvie-lx>ck undo,
. . ran out of hir Bed.

II. 7. trans. To annul, cancel, rescind (somethinij

done, effected, or decided on); to reduce to the con-

dition ofnot having been done, effected, decided, etc.

CQ70 in Birch Cartul. (1887) IIL 417 pet hyra nan na;

undo |?e ic to 5am hali;^um mynstrum binnan J7a;re byrig

xedon haebbe. axiza O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an, 656,

Leidon )7a Godes curs, .[on him] ^76 ani J;)ng undyde l^ait

bier webs gedon. J123 Ibid. an. 1123, He saede J^one cyng
pact hit waes to ;^eanes riht, ..ac se cyng hit nolde undon.
c:xa5o Gen. <5- Ex. 3014 Pharaon wroo herte on hard, And
vndede hem Sat forward. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5692 He
vndude alle J)e lujjer lawes J?at me huld biuore, & gode lawes
bro^te vorj?. £^13x5 Shoreham i. 1669 For |jet complej* J>et

spou5hod..pat hyt ne maybe ondon. CX400 Bcryn 3355
For I have made a bargeyn, J^at may nat be vndo. X49S
Act \\ Hen. Vlly 0.56 § 2 Provided alweysthat this present
acte extend not.. to undo eny your lettres patentes, a 1533
Ld. BERNERsGe?/^^^'. M. Aurel. (1546) Bviij, Julius Cesar
..adnulled and vndyd all that Sylla hadde made. 1603
Shaks. Macb, v. i. 75 What's done, cannot be vndone. x6sx
HoBBKS Leviath. 11. xix. q6 The diligent appearance of a
few of the contrary opinion undoes to day, all that was
concluded yesterday. x68o Baxter Answ. Stillingfl. 1. 72
And what Princes do, they have power to undo. XTog
Addison Tatler No. 108 Ps To disappoint and undo wnat
the most refined Spirits have been labouring to advance,
1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. IL i. xiv. 196 Annihilating time and
space, undoing past events or producing contrary ones.

xSzo Shelley (Ed, Tyr. \. 384 With a little common sense,

..Only undoing all that has been done. X873 Dixon Two
Queens xxil viii, No one could recall a case in which the
peers had undone the finding of a grand jury.

absol. X440 Bone Flor. 151 1 He seyde, Thou haste wychyd
me,.. Undo or thou schalt abye. 1577-82 Breton Floorish
vpon Fatu'ic Wks. (Grosart) 1. C/i 'lo doo, and vndoo too.

so that they may obtaine Their mistresse looue. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. f'l, 11. vi. 105 Warwicke as our Seife,

Shall do, and vndo as him picaseth best. 1697 Vanbkugh
Prov. Wife \. i, Methinks, tliey do and undo, and make
but bad work on't. 1803 Wukdsw. Sonn. Liberty xxiL 3
One man. .Raised up to sway the world, to do, undo.

b. 'I'o reverse the doing or making of (some
material thing or effect) so as to restore the original

form or condition.

1426 Lvdg. De Gnil. Pilgr, 11328 Telme. .Why makestow,
& vndost ageyn Ihy werk \sc. mats] so ofFte sythe a day?
1606 Shaks. Ant. <5- CI. n. ii. 210 Whose winde did seeme
To gloue the delicate cheekes which they did coole, And
what they vndid did. 163a Sanderson Serm. L 309 He
never knoweth the end of his work : what he doth now, anon
he must undo. 1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. vii. 125 It is

sometimes used when Carpenters have committed error in

their work, and must undo what they did, to mend it. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVL 484/1 It will not stop till it has
turned as often as the end vt has been twisted, and now all

the twist will be undone. 1853 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 572
He went up.. to the workmen, and. .made them.. undo all

they had yet finished. x866 Geo. Eliot F". Holt i. She
liked to insist that work done without her orders should be
undone from beginning to end.

8. To destroy ; to bring to naught ; to do away
with ; to take away, remove. Now rare.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv. 58 Ic undoe vel ic toslilo

[L, dissolvam\\.^m'a^\. ctvj^ Lamb. Horn. 7 Ne swincke
J»u nefre swa muchel, a hit bi<i undon. £1250 Gen. <$ Ex.
3902 Quat stungen man so sa^ ?or-on, !5at werk him soneal
was vn-don. 01275 "^ O. E. Misc. loi Hwenne de^ heom
lat to t>e mureh^e J^at neuer ne byt» undon. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. 15. 562 Hym rwed l>at he hem vp retde.., & efte

)>at he hem vndyd, hard hit hym jK)5t. X38a Wvclif Matt.
V. 17, I came not to vndo the lawe, but to fulfille. c 1425
Eng, Conq. Ireland 94 Thay comen ayeyn hym . . for to mak
hym turne ayeyne; other, to vndo hym ryght yn the waiyr.
c X440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 284 Vnhusbondynge vndoth
fcrtilite. c 148a J. Kay in Gibbon Crvsndes, etc. (1870) 135
To undoo and suljuerte the holy cytee of Rome. 1573
Tusser Husb, (1878) 73 Look daily well to them, least dogs
vndoo them. X638 Sir T. Hekbfrt Trav. (ed. 2) 303 The
Bannyan is . . so innocent, as not to undoe the silliest vermin-
1669 Pepvs Diary 31 May, Having done now so long as to
undo my eyes almost every time that I take a pen in my
hand. xyo3 Rowe Fair Penit. i. i, Nor tell him that
which will undo his Quiet. 1788 Trijler No. 14. 186 This
hypothesis however is undone by the manifest design and
order displayed through the whole creation. 1871 Jowett
Plato \. 499 The love of Aristo^eiton and the constancy
of Harmodius had a strength which undid their power.

b. To destroy in respect of means or position

;

to ruin. fAlso (refl.) with {out) of.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 193 Thurgh the conseil of you tuo I

stonde in point to ben undo. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 199, I

beseche yow that I maye have an assyngnement of suche
dettes.. ; fTor-.I sholde ellys wylfully ondoo myselffe. 1483
Caxton G. de la Tour C v b, For a lytel thynge ye haue
vndo yow. 153X Star Chamb. Cases (Selden) II. 187 Ex*
tending vtterly to defame, inpouerisshe and vndoo your scid
oratours. 15^3 Tusskr Husb. (1S78) 24 The rich it com-
pelleth to paie for his pride ; the poore it vndooeth on
euerie side. 1612 'Ju'o Noble K. 111. vi. 137 Our Folly has
undon us. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot^'s Trav. l 32 It is

never heard in I'urkie, that a man hath undone himself by
House-keeping. 1712 Arduthnot John Bullii. iii. A foolish

and negligent husband, who. .was undone by bis wife's

elopement from him. X798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T, IL 15
A single error undid him. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos I. i. s
England had been well-nigh undone by them, when the
spirit of her greatest king awoke. 1867 Morris Jason ii.

81 For surely mayst thou lean upon me, when, .a king with
wrong Would fain undo thee.

{b) 1621 J. Taylor (Water P.) Uunat. Father Wks. (1630)

136/2 He was enticed to vndoe himselfe out of all his earthly
possessions. 1628 Gaule Pract. The. 4 He hath quite
vndone himselfe of Money, Wit [etc].

C. To injure (a person) seriously, rare.

X530 PAI.SGK, 767/2, 1 undo one by any.. hurt done to his
person by reason of any stroke. X7.. Christmas Ba'ing
xxi. in Skiuner^s Misc, Poet, (1809) 130 An't had na betn
for Davy Mair, The rascals had ondune him.

d. To ruin by seducing. Also absol. Now rare,
x6i2 Shelton Quix. i, ill. 16 Doing many wrongs, sollicit-

ing many widdowes, vndoing certaine maidens, a i6gS
Pkiok ' Whither would tny passion run '

i, Losing Her 1

am undone, Yet would not gain Her to undo Her. 1792
Wolcot (P. Pindar) Mo?e Money 11. ix. As Darkness oft

turns Pimp to undo a belle. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias n. vii.

P 14 In my eyes he was created to undo,

9. To explain, interpret, expound. Now rare.
Sometimes with suggestion of sense 3.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4474 Said ioseph, . . I sal vn-do J>e wel Yi
sueuen. Ibid. 12206 Vndos me first quat es alpha, la 1366
Chaucer Rom. Rose 9 Macrobes, 'J'hat.-vndothe vs the
auysioun That whilom mette kyng Cipioun. 1393 Langu
/'. PI. C. \\i, 40 Dauid vn«dol> hit hym-self, as "pe doumbe
shewed c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surlees) 680 Ga in my
blissing Y\ mayster to, He sail )>is dreeme |>e vndo. 1581
Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 82, I praie you.,
vndo me the knot of this Gentrie, which I see to be verie

intricate. x6x8 Fletcher Women Pleas'd iv. i, Here may
be so much wit (though much I fear it) To undo this

knotty question. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 252 Commend
them to such as can undo a Text (as they tearni it) with as

much ease as a bow-knot. 1833 Tennyson Two Voices 232
In seeking to undo One riddle, and to find the true.

Undo, obs. variant of Undonb ppl. a.

Undo-able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1863 Carlvle Fredk. Gt,
XVIII. ii. VII. 113 'Difficult, not undoable,' persists the King.
Undooli(t : see Undought,
t Undocible, «. [UN-I7, 5b.] =Indociblb.
^653 1^- Sanders Physiogn-^ Moles 17 He is undocible and

stubborn. x668 H. More Div. Dial. \, xxxt. (1713) 69 You
see.. that I am not altogether an undocible Auditor of
Metaphysicks. 1702 Dk Foe R<form. Manners 52 Th«



UNDOCILE.
hardn'd Guilt undocible appears, xyaz — C0L yack (1840)
157 A negro.. perfectly untractable, undocible.
tUndo'cile, ^ OSs. (Un-' 7 and 5 b.) 1656 Cowley

Pindar. Odes^ Plapies Egypt 241 What Blindness, .did
there e'er Like this undocii King's appear? 170^ Secret
Policy Jansenists (ed. 2) 25 Tliey give out they are
Undocii, but the truth is, they are not Instructed.

UndO'ck, z'. [Un-2 5.] trans. To take (a ship)
out of a dock ; sometimes speCy to launch,
1750 Naval Expos, 15 On docking and undocking Ships.

1804 Trans. Soc. Arts XXII. 277 Enabling large ships to
be docked, suspi:nded, and undecked, the same spring tides.

1897 Westin. Gaz, 30 Sept. 5/2 Before the Lynx could be
docked it was necessary to undock. .another destroyer.

XTndo'cked, ///. a, (Un-1 8 + Dock v.^)
%^ Land. Guz. No. 1231/4 A light dun Colt,.. three years

old,.,undockt. 1803 (see Uncropped 2]. 1859 F. Mahony
Rel. Father Prouty]^ Remotest posterity ..would enjoy thy
book undecked of its due proportions.
Undo'ctor. v, (Un-^ 6 b.) [1598 Florio, Disdottorare^

to vndoctor, to degrade a doctor.J 1833 Mrs. Cari-ylk in
Froiide Cariyle, First Forty Years II. 353 My brother-in-
law is a paraxon of i he class, . . but he is so oy . . undoctoring
himself. Undo'ctofed, ippl.) a. (Un-' 8, 9.) 1803 in
Spirit Pub. Jrnls. VII. 370 No diploma did he bring from
Jutland, but came undoctored and undubbed. 1882 Med.
Temp, jnd. L. 85 It would be much better to use the spirit
undoctored. Undo'ctrinal, a. (Un-* 7.) 1863 Geo.
KuoT Uomola xxv, Brave undoctrinal lovers of a sober
republican liberty, who preferred fighting to arguing.
Undoxtrined,///.*!. (Un-' 7.) 1869 Blackmork Lorna
Dotme i. (1891) 3 .'\ny boy, soever small and undi>ctrined,
Undo-CUmented, p^l. a, (Un-' 8.) 1883 Boston Herald
12 May 2 During such undocumented period. 188S
Athenxnm ^ \\\%. 153/2 The inexact and undocumented
synthesis of the insufficient student.

XTndo'er ^. [f. Undo v, + -kr i,]

+ 1. All cxponmJer, interpreter. Oos,
X38a WvcLiK yas. Prol., So also of interuretouris, or vn-

doeris, in to Latyn speche thei were turned treuly. c 1440
Pr0n{p.Fan>.2'^$Or\QCKkTyOv txpQVin3Lse^expositor^ interpres.

2. One who opens or unfastens, rare,
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 365/1 Ondoare, or opynnare of thyngys

schet or closyd .
.

, apertor.

3. A destroyer, wrecker, rniner.
c\^Q Promp. Varv. 365/1 Ondoare, or dystroyare.^j/r//^-.

tor. 1456 Sir G. Hav 6>r'. Princes Wks. (S. T. S.) 11. loi
'itus ar the lymes of somer and wynter bathe doare and
undoare to all erdly thing that growis under the hcvyn.
1567 Drant Horace^ Ep. i. xv. E vj, Th' vndoer, tempest,
and the hell of al the shambles then. 1598 K. Bernard
tr. Terence^ Adelpkos v. iii, Loe heere at hand the common
corruption and vndoer of our children. 1633 Hevwood Eni;.
Trav. IV, This my customary comming huner, Hath bin to
base and sorded purposes : To . . be mine owne vndoer. 1796C AssTEY P/eaders Guide (tSo^) i-jt Sure Lawwasmadeto
be the undoer Of just such Nincompoops as you are t 1844
Mrs. Browning Drama p/ Exile 423, I now confess myself
thy death And thine undoer. 1885 R. L. & F. Stevknson
Dynamiter 161 Greed.. has been your undoer.

b. Spec, One wh© ruins a woman ; a seducer.
X703 RowE Pair Penit. iv. i, Think, whom I shou'd devote

to Death and Hell, Whom Curse, as my Undoer, but
I^thario. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1809) II. 49,
X awakened.. in the arms of my cruel and accursed undoer,
1847 Lytton Lucretia 11. xiv, The child of, .your betrayer,
your undoer, stands between the daylight and your son.

Undoer2. rarg-^, [Un-J 12.] One who does
not act or perform.
x6a8 Felthau Resolves 11. 232 Hope without Action is

a barren vndooer.
Undo-ffed, ///. «. (Un-'8.) f 1440 .-////i. Ta/*-* 173 And

so (the priest) |Je shone lefte vndofte vnto his scrvand did
l»aim off. 1854 Miss Baker Northamf't- Gloss. ^ Umiojfed^
undressed. * He hasn't been undofTed this two days.' Un-
dog^ma'tic, a. (Un-* 7.) 1857 Pusev Doctr. RealPresence
i. 108 Mclancthon's mnid however was undogmatic. 1894
Dru'mmond Ascent Man 9 Of all men the Evolutionist..
must be humble, tolerant, and undogmatic. Undogma*-
tical,^. (Un.>7.) iSesa^iV. CXIV. 571 Itwasonlyon
the most dogmatic of all sciences.. that he lived for the
purpose of making all teaching undogmatical.

undo'ing, vbL sb.^ [f. Undo z'.]

+ 1. Exposition ; interpretation. Obs,
a i«o Seuyn Sages (W.) 2352 He scholde . . brenge a bcsaund

toonring, And of his sweuen have undoing. 1383 WvciJir
Gen, xl. 8 And Joseph seide to hem, Whether not of God is

the vndoyiig ? c 14*5 Wyntoun Cron. iv. xxvL 2576 Discrip-
cion is wrytynge In til our propj r vndoynge. c 1440 Promp,
Parv. 365/1 Ondoynge, or expownynge, *.r/(?r/c/tf.

2. The action of opening, luifastening, taking
apart, loosening, etc,

ct37S Sc, Leg, Saints vi. {T/zomas) 477 Of J>at ee J>e vn-
doynge Is of oure harte & vndirstandinge. a 1400 Pauline
Ep. (Powell) I Cor. vil 27 If Jjou art howndyn to a wif,
seeke ]K>n not vndoyng. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 365/1 On-
doynge, or opynynge of schettellys, or spoiellys, apercio,
i486 Z>-t. 5/. W/i<i«j, //««//«i.-eiii, Nowof thage^ undoyng
of the boore. 1598 Florid, Disciolare, . ,to put o(T hose and
doublet without vndoing of points. 1613 Puhchas Pilgrim-
age (1614) 484 The hceles of their shooes are seldome pulled
vp, to saue labour of vndoing them. 1897 ^^^^"1^*^ Syst,
Med. II. 912 They all bring about a loosening of the frame-
work of. , nervous matter. . . The muscular system also . . shows
a like undoing.

3. The action of bringing to nought, destroying,

or ruining; thefactof being so dealt with; the state

of being undone ; also (with a), an instance of this.

Quotations under (<z) illustrate the active, those under {b)

the passive, use of the word.

. ('0 1398 Tkevisa Uarth. De P. R. x. iii. (Tollem. MS.), It
u l;e Icste party and laste in undoynge of the body. 1433
Rolls of Parlt, IV. 198/2 In hy undoyng to the Kynges
Liege peple, and ayenis the ordenaunce and statuts. c 144a
Promp. Pitrzf. 365/1 Ondoynge, or dybtroy>'nge, dtssi'

Pcuiot deslruccio. c 1475 Golagros ^ Gaw. 497 May naue do

165

thame na deir with vndoyng. 1598 Florio, S/accimento, a
defacing,. .a defeasance, an vndooing. 1617 Hieron IFks.
II. 358 If thou leanest out the manner of doing, this is an
vndoing to thy doing. 1671 Flavel Fount, Life v. 13 An
Undoing to him in point of Reputation.
(^) c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 9125 The Grekes were in point of

vndoyng : Ne hadde iher comen ther riche kyng. 1415 Sir
T. Grev in 4^rd Rep. Dcp. Kpr. Kec. (1882) 583 Hit has
broghte me to J?is shame and undoyng. 1503-4 Plumpton
Corr, (Camden) p. cxiii. Sir Roger Hastings is at the point
of undoinge, because hee hath not money to pay where he
ought to pay. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades ir. vi. 171/1
Neither doest thou read that the state, .of the Israelites was
euer at any time in greater daunger and peril of vndooing.
16x4 K. TAiL0R//(^^/iflM lost Peat ie iv, How many country
Clyents then might rest, Free from vndooing 1 a 1716 South
Scrm, (1744) XI. viii. 183 He that ventures to be a surety for

another, ventures an undoing for his sake.

b. With possessive pronoun or genitive.

Chiefly in passive sense.

1377 Langu p. pi. B. XV. 589 Danyel of her vndoynge
deuyned and seyde [etc.]. c 1440 Jacob''s Well 127 He took
redyly (jo ^iftes, & |>at was cause of his vndoyng. 1478
/'rt'j/(j«Zf^/. SuppI.(i9oi) 151 Now heysuppon hys makyntf
by vertues governance, or undoyng to the coiitrarye. 156a
PiLKENGTON Expos, Abdias Pref. 16 They saved your lyves
and goods, not seeking your undoinge when it laye in thtir

handes. 1609 Holland Amm, Marccll. 353 For, exposed he
was. .to the accesse of as manie as sought the undoing of
others. 1679 J, Goodman Penit. Pard. n. i. (1713) 157 His
undoing was his making, and his misfortune proved his
recovery. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 64 You see
your undoing has been long hatching. 1823 Bvron yuan xiv.
Ixxxv, The latter works its own undoing. 1852 Tiiackfray
Esmond i\i, ix, He was not the first that has., brought about
his own undoing.

c. In the phrase io (one's) undoing,
?i456 Paston Lett. Suppi. (1901) 59 Thei wuld put alle

juparte up on me to myn utter ondoyng. 1526 Pilgr. Per/,
(W, de W. 1531) 97 b. Lest he gete helpe of thy superyour,
& so vanquysshe y* to thy vtter vndoynge. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Edw, K, 5 b, Whiche. .might abuse the name of his
commaundemente to any of our vndoyng. x6zx Elsing
Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) App. 138 By th.^t meanes all

his creditors came upon him to nis utter undoinge. 1641
W. Hakewill Libcrlie ofSubject 83 That desperate motion
that had been made against them to all their utter undoings.
1883 Whitelaw Soplwcles, Ajax 40a But me the child of
Zeus.. plagues To my undoing.

4. A cause of ruin or destmction,
1390 Gower Conf. III. 229 Which was to him his undoinge.

ai^y) Kut, de la yVwr (1906) 60 Adam.. beleued his wyff,
the whiche was dethe and vndoyng to hym and her, ancl to
us all. 157<S in Feuillerat Rer'els Q, Eliz. (igo8) 414 It is an
accion of accompt . . like to be the viter vndooing both of him
and his. 1605 Chapman All Fools n. i. 197 It had beene her
undooing t' have hime scene. 1659 Rushw. Hist. Coll, I. 420
The Soldiers brake out into great disorders.

. ; they were a
terror to all, and an undoing to many, 1727 Gay Begg. Of,
I. iv, Mary-bone and the Chocolate-houses are his Undoing.
1818 Scott Hrt, Midi, xxiii, She will tell the truth, if it

should be the undoing of her. 1871 Freeman Norm, Cong.
(1875) III. xiii. 264 Ihe marriage of Emma had well nigh
been the undoing of England.

6. The action of reversing, annulling, etc
1540 Act 33 Hen, VIll^ c 30 § 1 The said judgementes .

.

shall stande . . without any reuersell or vndooyng of the same.
i6h_Cotgr., Rompement, , , & cancelling, dissoluing, in-

fringing, vndoing. 1650 B. Discolliminium 16 Our Trade
of doing, and undoing, will be endlesse. x866 J, H. Newman
Let. to Pusey 36 He. .became man, that by what way the
disobedience arising from the serpent had its beginning, by
that way also it might have an undoing. 1891 J. Winsor
Columbus ii. 50 When Isabella decre^ the undoing of
Columbus's kidnapping exploits.

Undoing, z;(>/.
5<5.ii rare-^, [Un-1 12.] The

omission or neglect of doing ; non-performance.
1587 Goi^ding De Mornay ii. 25 To speake properly, we

must not seeke whence commeth the doing of euill, but
whence commeth the vndoing of good.

TTndo'ing, ///. a, [f. Undo z/.] Ruinous,
destructive.

1654 TucKNEY Death Disarmed y^ It is an undoing gain
to break their arm by catching at a feather. 1681 I-lavel
Meth. Grace^ xvt 305 Little do such men know how. .they
put an undoing cheat upon their own souls for ever. 1793
Anna Seward Lett. (1811) III. 292 The present fashion of
head-dress. . has an undoing influence upon youth and beauty.

Undo-ingnesa. rare-^, [Un-1 12.] Inaction.
1640 O. Sedgwick Christs Counscll 192 Forgetfulnesse

keeps us. .in an estate of barrennesse and undoingnesse,

Undomestic, a. [Ux-i 7.]

1, Not caring for, not pertaining to, home life or
duties.

1754 Richardson Grandison V. Iviii. 385 That wives and
daughters were never more faulty, more undomestic, than
at present. 1806 R. Cumberland Mem.{xZorj) II. 281, 1 am
very rarely called off by avocations of an undomestic kind.

1857 DuFFERiN Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 5 The undomestic
Mr. Ebenezer Wyse.
2. Unlike a home; lacking the character of a
home.
1798 Coi.ERiDGB Lett, (1B95) 265 When the tears rolled out

of my eyes, and this naked, undomestic room became again
visible, 1883 Centwy Mag. Oct. 859/1 As undomestic a
looking pile of brick and mortar as was ever put together.

Undome'ftticate, z*. (UN.'6a.) 1754 Richardson ^'raw/i-
son I. xlvii. 326 The turn our Sex take in w««domesticating
themselves. 1799 Han. More .SVr/r/, Mod. S^st. Fern. Educ.
xvi, Clu!»s.. generate, .every temper and spirit which tends
to undomeslicatc. Undomesticated, ppl. a, (Un-' 8.J

1847 Weuster {citing Ch.-xlmers).

Undone, ///• «.^ [Un-1 8 b. Cf. OFris. on-

dan (NKris. ihtdon)^ MDu. ongedacn (Du. •daan'),

MUG. titigetiin (G. -Ihan^ -tan).']

TJNDOUBTABLE.
1. Not done; unaccomplished, uneffected.
a x^oo Cursor At. 13176 Hiscomandment wasnoght vn-dun,

For he was heued and >;it als sun. c 1380 Wvclif IVks. (18B0)
90 He mot leue goddis comaundement vndon. c 1440 Jacob's
IVell 114 jif . . l>ou leve vnsayd or vndo \>q.x. is nedefuU . . Jjanne
is It dedly synne. a 1450 Mvrc Par. Pr. 1187 Hast f>ou any
pylgrimage laft vn-do When \)q\x were i-ioynet j7er-to? 1535
Act 27 Hen. VIl/, c. 25 Energy parishe..shal lose & forSt
.xx.s. for euery moneth, in whiche it is omitted and vndone.
1583 T. Washingjon tr. Nicholay's Voy. 111. xxi. no [They]
goe on such pilgrimage, leauing vndone al otiier houshold or
common affaires. 1678 Butler Hud, iii. u. i6oThe Publick
Business is undone, Which still the longer 'lis in doing.
Becomes the surer way to Ruine. 1706 Prior Ode to the
Queen xix, Nought done the Hero deem'd, while ought
undone remain'd. 1759 Johnson Rasselas xxx, I must not
. .leave at last undone what I came hither only to do. 1791
Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest iv, They went out of the
shop together, leaving my horse's shoe undone. 1847 Helps
Friends in C. I. 5 If I leave it undone, some one else will do
it to my mind. 1871 Macduff Mem. Patmos vi. 74 The
sword completed what the fire had left undone.

b. h% sb. That which is not done,
_x87a RusKiN /JrrtTTw ofChace (1880) II. 208 The condemna-

tion. .is all for the undones and not for the dones,

2. Not done atuay^ not removed.
1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 204 While this Vail and face of

Covering is undone away.

Undone,///, a.^ [f. Undo &.]

1. Brought to decay or ruin ; luined, destroyed.
Chiefly predicative, but the attributive use was not infre-

quent in the 17th and was common in the 18th century.
1340 Ayeub, 136 Hueruore his bodi is ondo, and his inwyt

uofueld. a t^oo-^ Alexander 1472 We ere dredles vnd one,
hot dri^ten vs help, ai^^ Mirk's /Vs/m/ 192 He..3af hym
all to foly aftyr, and laft bit neuer til he wer vndon. 1484
Caxton Fables of^sop 11. ix, Many one is vndone and lost
for faulte of obedyence. a 154a Wyatt in TottcVs Misc,
(Arb.)85 When her store was stroyed with the floode : Then
weleaway for she undone was cleane. 1573 Tusser Husb.
(1878) 91 Keepe hop from sunne, and hop is vndunne. 1608
Middleton Trick to catch Old One in. 1, That Witgood is

a riotous, undone man. 1646 P. Bulkkley GosPelCovt. \. 48
The low and undone condition they have brought themselves
into by their sins, a 1687 Petty Pol.Arith. (1690) 89 England
commonly beareth the whole burthen, and charge, whereby
many in England are utterly undone. 1714 Swift Drapiers
Lett, ii, We are all undone if Wood's halfpence must pass.

1749 Fielding Tom yones xvii. iv, I am the most miserable
undone Wretch upon Earth. i8io Crabbe Borough xiv. 14
Blaney, a wealthy heir at twenty-one, At twenty.five was
ruin'd and undone. 1839 Dickens NicklebyWx, I am undone.
Whichever way I turn, I am undone, a 1864 Ferrier Grk,
Philos. (1866) I. xii. 348 A soul without justice. .is a soul
undone.

2. Unfastened, untied, detached, etc.

15^5 Cooper 7"//**JrtKr«j-,K/«c/rt>-«£j/K/(T, loosed or vndoone.
1806-7 J- Bkresford Miseries Hum. Life vi. xxxvi, The
outer bandage of a hurt in your biidle-hand coming undone.
1884 W. S. Gilbert Princess Ida 11, Let all your things mis-
fit, and yourselves At inconvenient moments come undone.
Hence Undo'ueness. rard—^,
1835 R, M, McCHEYNE.^rf(///. Rem, (1847)35 Under a sense

of undoneness, to flee for refuge to the Saviour.
Undoomed,/^/. «. (Un-^ 8.) [177S Ash.] 1813 Byron

Giaour xvi, Unfit for earth, undoom'd for heaven. 1821
Scott Pirate xix. Visitor bold,.. Who hast hither presumed,—Ungifted, undoom'd, Thou shalt not depart.

UndO'Se, a. rare, [ad. L. undos-us, f, tmda
wave. Cf. Sp. and Pg. undoso^ It. ondoso^

f 1. Of the pulse : Having beats of miequal
strength. Obs,
X707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 13B Generally an un-

dose Pulse is a degree of slow Pulses from wtak Spirits.

\T^ Phil. Trans, h. 524 The pulse.. was sometimes heavy
and undose.

2. Ent, (See quot.)
1826 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvl, 271 Undose^ having

undulating nearly parallel broader depressions which run
into each other,

t TTndo'SOUS, a. OOs.-^ (Cf. prec. and -ous.)
1623 CocKEHAM I, I'ndosous, fuU of surgcs and wanes.

1644 l^index Anglicus 6 [in list of pedantic words].
Undo'tted, ppl. a,

^
(Un-' 8.) 1830 Lindlky Nat. Syst.

Bot, 101 Pinnated resinous undotted leaves. i8gi Science-
Gossip y^y^N il, i)^/ 1 The stonechat and whinchat seem to
have dotted and undotted eggs with almost equal frequency.

Undouble, v. [Un-2 6.]

1. a. trans. Vo take out of a doubled or folded

state ; to straighten out, b. intr. To become un-
folded or straight.

i6n Florio, Sdoppiare, to vndouble, to vnfold, 1683
MoxoN Meclu Exerc.^ Printtug xxiv. p 15 As he comes to
a Token-sheet, he un-doubles that, and smooths out the
Crease. 1730 A. Gordon Maffets Aviphith. 363 Then un.
doubling the Rope,.. I e.vtenoed the Rope with a Pin. 1850
Thackeray Pendcnnis Iviii, The diity fist.. was obliged to
undouble itself. 1889 v4n'z'rt«c<j (Chicago) 14 Nov., To Jim's
surprise, the fists undoublcd, and no angry words came.

2. Chess. To move (pawns) so that one no longer
stands directly in front of the other,
1868 Iliustr, Lond. Ne^vs 25 Aug. 187 By this advance

Dr. Lnnge undoubles and consolidates the Pawns on the
Q's side, and thus adds greatly to the strength of his game.
Undou-bled, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1598 Barret Theor.

Warres in. i. 40 The od file or rank which resteth vndoubled,
may. .close vp shoulder to shoulder,

undou-btable, a. (and adv.), [Uw-i 7b, 5b.]
That cannot be doubted ; indubitable.
c 142s St. Christina Prol. 40 in Anglia VIII. 119 As wee

haue leeryd be ful certeyne and vndoutabil tellynge. 1529
iMoKK Dyaloge iv. Wks. 265/1 Tliat the gospell he had
preached, was the plain, sure and undoubtable trouth.
1611 Cotgr., Indubitable, vndoubtable. 1665 J. Sergeant
Sure Footing 233 How can their Authority ever come to be



UNDOUBTABLY.
undoubtable'or certain t 1815 Lamb T.ttt. (188S) I. 284 1*1

me., mention that my brother .. has picked up an tindoubt-

able picture of Milton. 1870 Daily Nc^vs 21 Oct., Ihe
leading fads.. I have, .from an undoubtable source,

t b. As adv. = next. Obs.

c 1440 Alpk. Talis 196 pat t>ou may trow vndowtable at

\k rysyng of deade folk sail be trew. 1513 Douglas ^""a
VI. V. 56 Anchises get !. .Discend vndowuble of the goddis

Undou-btably, a^t*. ^ Obs. [Un-i 11,5b:

cf. prec] Without doubt ; indubitably.

<;i4iS SI. EUs-'m Anglia VIII. 107/26 poos binges ))at

1 perce>Tied vndoutably with myn eyen. c 1449 I'EcocK

Rrpr. 1. V. 26 Hise iij. parties schal conferme vnilout.-;bli al

»hat is seid here. 01513 Fabyan Citron, vii. ccxxi. 244

Where thou sayest . . th.-it Gregory myght..haue confirmed

all thincs vndowtably with this worde, ..that issothe.

TTndou-bted, ppl. a. .-ind cutv. [Un-1 8, 8 c, 5 b.]

1. Not held doubtful in respect of fact.

C1460 FoETEScuB Ah. f; I.im. Mon. v. (1885) 119 But

we must holde it for vndouted, )^at ther mey no reaume

prospere..vndir a poure kynge. 1487 Hen. VII in Ep.

Acad. Oxon. (1808) II. 514 Yff ye will t.ike hym as fore

a scolare, as we hold it undowted ye wyll nott do. 1590

SwiKBURNE Testaments 191 If it be certaine and vndoubted,

that the testament is written or subscribed with the testators

owne hand. 1634 Sir T. Hekbekt Trav. 81 The mighty

Army and vndoubted threats of the King. I757_ W. Wilkie

EpigoH. Pref. p. iv, This is his undoubted privilege ; and I

have no intention to break in upon it. 1791 Cowper Judgtn.

Pccts 36 Adorning May.. With Junes undoubted right.

1830 T. Mitchell Frogs ofAristoph. Introd. p. xci, It is the

undoubted business of learned men to profit by those hints.

2. Of persons : Not called in question in respect

of status or character.

c 1460 Bnit 11.514 The general Counsel of Basil deposed

Eugcny, which was only Pope & vndoubted. 1568 Grafton

ChroH. II. 643 King Richard the seconde was the true and

vndoubted heyre to the valiant Conquerour. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI, v. vii. 6 Three Dukes of Somerset, threefold

Kenowne, For hardy and vndoubted Champions. 1659

Pearson Creed (1839) 173 It is true, at first he was subject

..to his reputed fatber and undoubted mother. a^^lZ

Prior Pmver 464 He made Me to his Crimes undoubted

Heir. 1751 Earl Orrerv liemarks Swift (1752) 14 She was

..the concealed, but undoubted wife of Dr. Swift. 1827

ScoTT Su>g. Dau. iv, Mr. Gray is an undoubted judge.,

what person will best suit him as a professional assistant.

3. Not affected o.- impaired by doubt ; absolute,

complete.
1489 Cov. Lett Bk. 536 Wherin ye may be. .ioyous and

haue full trust and vndoubted affiance therunto. 1360 Daus
tr. Sleidone's Comm. 182 Wherof..the Bisshops Icgat hath

put him into an undoubted hope. 1813 Shkllev Q. Mali

IX. 82 'ITiose delicate and timid impulses.. with undoubted

confidence disclosed The growing longings of.. love.

4. About the nature of which no doubt is enter-

tained ; accepted as trtie, certnin, or genuine.

1S13 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 61/1 This is his own counten.

ance,..y' sure vndoubted image. .of th,it noble Duke. 1577

Hanmbr Anc. Eccl. Hist. 56 The undoubted writings of

Clement are apparent. 1665 J. Spencer Vulg. Proph. 42

That natural wisdom,.. of which the true prophets of Ood
gave such undoubted evidences. 1710 Berkeley Princ.

Hum. Kiurwl. % to An undoubted truth, which they can

demonstrate beyond all exception. 1808 L. Murray Eng.

Cram. I. 199 An historian of undoubted credit. 1897 J. W.
Clark Barmvell Intr. 13 Relics of undoubted authenticity,

t b. Similarly with of. Obs.

1683 D. A. Art Converse 40 'Tis an undoubted of truth,

that the greatest swearers are commonly the greatest liars.

+ 5. As adv. = Undoubtedly adv. i. Obs.

Common in the early part of the j6th cent.

a 1500 Ctrventry Corpus Chr. PI. I. 395 Ondowtid sche ys

cum of hy parrage. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 146 Vndouted

a woman can-not gette her lyuynge honestely with spyn-

nynge on the distaffe.

Hence tTndon-btedness.
1691 W. NicHOLLS Anstv. NnkedCospelVret. C j, When

he has full assurance of the undoubtedness of the Testimony.

Undou-btedly.aofi'. [Un-1 ii, 5 b ;
cf. prec]

1. Without or beyond any doubt ; indubitably,

assuredly, certainly.

\a\<fiaChtsterPl. xiii. 180 Our Sonne he is,. .And blynde

was borne undowtedlye. 1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 37

By searchyng euery borough he shall haue his purpose vn-

doubtedly. 158s T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv.

XXXV. 158 b, They (quoth he) are vndoubtedly condemned

by nature. i66« Stillingfu Orig. Sacrse \i. i. § 3 The
Records under the name of Moses were undoubtedly his.

176. Wilkes Corr. (1805) III. 13 This is undoubtedly the

handsomest compliment that has been paid to his present

majesty. 1838 jAMr.s Louis XIV, I. 164 He was, however,

undoubtedly a man of much courage. 1874 Green Short

Hist. iii. § 6 (1882) 147 The influence which the Friars un-

doubtedly exerted.

b. Used to introduce a sentence.

iSal WoLSEY in St. Papers Hen. VIIt, VI. 83 And on-

dowgtydly, by all apparance. He shall prove a very wyse
man. 1596 Edward III, 11. ii. 20 Vndoubtedly, then, some
thing is a misse. 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St. 11. vii.

Undoubtedly they had a Hand in't. 1765 Museum Rust.
IV. 185 Undoubtedly the farmers will think the charges of
this feed too great. 1834 J. H. Newman Par. Sertn. I. i. 3

Undoul>tedly He may prescribe the terms on which He will

give it. 1878 Sreley Stein II. 160 Undoubtedly this refusal

was honourable to him.
( 2. In a manner which removes or rejects all

doubt ;
positively, decidedly. Obs.

1513 LtfeHen.yt^i(^\\)iZi When this..Kinge was vn-
doubtedly acertained of his phisicions that the time of his

rcsolucion approached. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. iii.

xix. 56 They affirme undoubtedlie, that the divell plaieth

Succubus to the man. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzae's Lett.

(vol IIJ 36, I..as8uro you most undoubtedly, that [etc.].
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I6S3 H. More Antid. Ath. 1. ii. § 3 The thing that it doth

thus resolvedly and undoubtedly reject.

Undoubtful, a. [Un-i 7.]

1 1. Not mixed with or qualified by doubt ; firm,

sure. Obs.

£1450 Oseney Reg. i6i Vndowtefull feilh tojiese presente

writynges to 5eve. 1308 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. Ii. Wks. (1876)

94 He promyseth very true and vndoubtefull hope to hym-

selfe of the desyre that he asketh. a l6j6 \V. Sclater Exp.
Rom. iv. (1650) 134 Sure. .to us, in respect of our appre-

hension, and undoubtful perswasion.

2. Not admitting ofdoubt ; free from any dubiety
;_

positive, certain.

1533-4 ^c< 25 Hen. VIII, c 22 § 2 The laufull matiimonie

..shall be.. taken for vndoubtfull, trewe, sincere, and per-

fecte. 1610 W. Sclater Exp. i T/iess. (1630) 22 Is the clean-

nesse of the outw.ird life an vndoubtful euidence of the

cleannesse of the heart? 165s tr. Sorets Com. Hist.

Fraiuion Xll. 25 To render the affair more criminal and

undoubtfull, I came hither. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur.
Leigh III. 539 A girl of doubtful life, undoubtful birth.

3. Not feeling doubt; certain (^something).

1613 Fletcher, etc. //i7M. Man'sFortune i. i, Our husbands

might have lookt into our thoughts, And made themselves

undoubtfull. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide v. 630 (MS.), And
..Justice bids go on Undoubtful of his patronizing pow'r.

Hence Dndou''btfaliiess.
1619 W. Sclater Exp. t Thess. (1630) 241 Some Foole I

haue heard boasting of vndoubtfulnesse for the matter of

their owne saUiation.

TJndou-btfully, adv. [Un-1 ii ; cf. prec]

f Without doubt ; indubitably.
1628 Verstegan Dec. Intell. ii. 51 Such as so persuade

themselues are therin vndoublfully deceiued. 1629 Lynde
Via Tula 251 Little can be said of any certainty, or as

vndoubtfully true.

ITndou'bting, ///. a. (and adv."). [Un-1 io.]

fl. Sc. Undoubted; also orfz'., undoubtedly. Obs.

c 1400 Sc. Trojan IVar 11. 2887 At his moder he gan
Inquere Quho was his fader vndowtand. JSga Abp. Hamil.
TON Catcch. (1884) 4 It is iindoutand anc synfull.. thing to

varie and discord in materis of our faith.

2. Harbouring no doubts ; confident.

173s Berkeley Free-think. in Math.% i Asserting with

such undoubting assurance things so easily disproved. 1788

V. Knox Winter Even. xi. (1790) II. 71 When any man
speaks with the assurance of undoubting conviction. 1810

ScoTT Lady of L. I. xxxlii, Again returned the scenes of

youth. Of confident undoubting truth. 1828 Webster s.v..

An undoubting believer. 1870 Bryant Iliad iv. I. 112 All

this I know in my undoubting mind.

Hence XIndou'Mlngness.
1857 M. Pattlson Ess. (1889) II. 404 We can turn the

history of a foreign people into doctrine.. with a rapidity

and undoubtlngness which fail us when we attempt our own.

1871 W. G. Ward Ess. Philos. Tlieism (1S84) I. 14 The mere
undoubtlngness of an assent .. arises from mere accident.

Undou*btmgly, aiiv. [Un- in; cf. prec]

1. Without harbouring any doubts ; unhesitat-

ingly ; with confidence.

c 1400 5<:. Trojan Warw. 788 He lay befor )>e gret altere.

.

Wndoutandly [L. indubilanter] )>e dede bydand. 174a

Richardson Pamela IV. 337, 1.. shall then be able to let

you know all my Sentiments, .more undoubtingty, as I shall

be more improv'd by Years. 180a Mrs. E. Parsons Myst.

Visit 1 1. 9 Neither did she consign him over undoubtingly

to guilt and shame. i88a H. S. Holland Logic ff Life iv.

62 We know undoubtingly what good is, and what evil is.

t2. Sc. Undoubtedly. Obs.-^

iSSa Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 64 Undoutandly the

abhominabil abusioun of the name of God. .bringis apon vs

the vengeance of God.

t Undou-btly, obs. var. Undodbtedly adv.

1487 Hen. VII in Ef. Acad. Oxon. (1898) II. 517 Ourc
extent in thys partie shalbe undowtly executed. 1539
Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552) 48 Undoutly, nothynge is

more hurtfull to a man, then selfe loue is.

t Undou-btous, a. Obs.-^ [Un-1 7.] Un-
doubtful, undoubted.
c X374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. i. (i868) 149 Syn it nis nat to

douten of J>e hinges folwynge whan euery side of hi disputi-

soun shal be stedfast to me by vndoutous [ L. induditata] feij>.

TTndou'ght. Sc. Now rare or Obs. Forms :

6 WU-, 7 vn-, undought ; 6 wn-, vn-, 8 un-
dooht, 7 vndoght ; 6 vndoohe, 7 undooh.
[Un-1 12 + D0UGHT A or «. Cf. NFris. iindtight

worthless person; WFris. on-, Anducht corrupt

or morbid matter ; obs. Flem. ondocht a worthless

kind of crab (Kilian).] An ineffective worthless

person. (Cf. Wandought.)
1508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 508 Tak the a fidill, or

a floyt & geste, Wndought \v.r. vndocht), thou art ordanyt

to not ellis I a 1583 Montgomerik Flyting 454 (Tullib. MS.),

Let nevir l>is vndoche \v.rr. vndoght, vndoughtl of evill

doing Irk. 1636 W. Scot Apol. Narr. (1846) 239 Mr. George
Grahame, the undought of Bishops. 1679 in Wodrow Hist.

Suff. Ch. Scot.(,iS2i) IV. 501 Mr. Brown being removed, they

will have little to do to trample upon the poor undought that

is left behind. 1721 Ramsay Poems Gloss., Undocht, or

ivandocht, a silly weak person.

t XJndou-gllty, a. Obs. [Un-1 7. cf. MDu.
onduchlich, -dochtich, MLG. iindochiich, MHG.
untuchtic (G. untikhlig), MDa. and V>3.. ttdygtig.l

Laclcing in good qualities ; worthless, bad, vile.

a 1225 Juliana 4 (Royal MS.), Maximian jje modi keiser..

wift unmeS muchel bird & unduhtt duhecSe. c 1460 To^uneley

Myst, xxiv. 367 Now thise dyse that ar vndughty for los of

this good, here 1 forswere hertely. 1570 Satir.Poems Reform.
xxiv. 43 Deir sail 3e by 5one foule vnduchtie deid.

t Undow-ed, />//. a. Obs. [Un- 18 + Dow v.^
Unendowed.

UNDRAWN.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. 1 1 1. 357 As bis power were in vein

Jif fe Chirche were undowid. 1596 Warner Alb. Eng. xi.

Ixii. (1597) 288 How seldome Women come vndow'd with..

answerable Faults to these. 1648 Hexham 11, Onbegatft,

Vndowed, or Vngifted.

Undowered, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

1803 GoiiwlN Chaucer II. xlvL 378 The other (religionl

humble, naked and undowered. 1830 U'Israeli Clias. /, III.

viii. 161 Hiscelebrated but undowered daughter. 1876 Miss
Braddon Dead Men's Shoes I. ii. 27 He.., if Nature's

bounties are to be counted as a heritage, is not undowered.

Undowned, a. (Un-' 9 + Down j*.'). 1657 Lovelace
Poems (1864) 251 When thy undown'd face mov'd the Nine to

shake. Undrag.f. (UN.'4b.) 1809 Mar. Edgkworth
Ennui iii. When we had dragged and undragged, and came
up with Paddy, we found him. .mending some of his tackle.

Undra'goned, <i. (Un-' 9.) 1868 Browning /TtVijf .t ^*.

VI. 1772 The officious priest would personate Saint George

For a mock Princess in undragoned days.

Undrai-nable, a. [Un-1 7 b.]

1. Incapable of being drained tlry ; inexhaustible.

1611 Cotgr., Inespuisable, . .vndraynable, which cannot l>e

dryed vp, or laden dry. 1627 J. Carter Plain Expos. 108

Your heauenly Father, ..The undrainable Fountaine of all

goodnesse. 1652 J. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox 1. 6

A very plentiful and almost undreinable source of riches.

184a Tennvson (Enone 113 Overflowing revenue .. from

labour'd mines undrainable of ore,

2. Incapable of being freed from water by means

of draining.

1852 Henfrev Veget. Europe i8j Parts .. irreclaimable to

cultivation.. being cither steep arid slopes of the hills or

undrainable bogs. 1884 Harper's Mag. Apr. 761/1 Un.
drainable or undrained, .surfaces.

Undrai-ned,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1573 Tussicr Husb. (1878) 114 The fen and the quamu-e,..

Which yeerelie vndraineti..annoieth the meadowes that

thereon doo but. 1697 Dryden Aineis 111. 921 The.. fenny

lake, undrained by Fate's decree. 1761 Sterne Tr. Sluindy

IV. xxxi, A fine, large, whinny, undrained, unimproved

common. l8ia Examiner 11 May 292/1 Ill-cultivated and

undrained soils. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 350 In some

cases of small empyema, even when undrained.

Undrama-tic, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Lacking the essential qualities of drama.

I7S4 A, Murphy Gray's Inn JrnL No. 94, The following

Lines.. are certainly very inartificial and undramatic. 1805

Ann. Rev. III. 621 As works of literary art, these dialogues

are dull and undramatic. 1861 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life

(1885) II. 289 These less known undramatic tales of want,

2. Not gifted with or exhibiting dramatic power

;

not adapted for the production of drama.

1769 Gaj-rick's Vagary 10 Procuring the Stage's deliverance

from the many undramatic Beasts of Lumber. 1821 Byron

if/. Jan.,Wks. 194/2 Many people think my talentes-sentially

undramatic. 1870 Lowell A mong my Bks. Set. I. (1873) 205

Goethe affirmed, that. .Shakespeare was too undramatic lor

the German theatre.

b. Unable to appreciate dnama.
1836 T. Hook G. Gurney i, English audiences, who are . . as

undramatic in their notions as methodists.

3. Not written in the form of drama.
1840 L. Hunt in Dram. Wks. Wycherlcy, elc (Rtldg.)

p. XXXV, Congreve's undramatic prose writings are few.

So Undrama-tioal a., Undramatically adv.

1829 Beddoes Let. Feb., in Poems (1851) p. Isxx, The play

is too long ;. .the second [act] dull and *undraniaticaL 1827

Sir H. Taylor Autobiog. (1885) I. 97 If I were to write

another play at this rate, I might die *undi-amatically before

the fifth act. ijoi M. Pemberton Pro Patria xx. 223, 1 told

him, undramatically, that I was the man.

Undra-pe, v. (Un-' 4.) 1869 Sat. Rev. 30 Jan. 140/1

Our own women are encouraged to undrape themselves for

show and not for comfort.

Undra'ped, />/>/. a. [Un-1 8.] Not furnished

or covered with draperies ; nude, naked.

1814 Monthly Rev. LXXIII. 531 He observes that those..

intend to incur the contemplation of the undraped figure.

i86« Athenaeum 24 Nov. 676/3 He made of the little, lively,

happy fellow, a joyous, undraped child.

fg. 1870 Burton Hist. Scot. Ixii. (1873) V. 373 Although

his indulgence in drinking was..undraped by any outward
cover of decorum.

Undraperied, a. (Un.'9.) i8oj Mme. D'Arblay £>mrr
4 May, My feet in their native, undraperied state. 1837
Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851) I. vi. 95 The unplastered

walls, the naked woodwork, and the undraperied pulpit.

Undraw, v. [Un- 2 3.]

f 1. trans. To draw out, withdraw. Obs.

c 1400 Trevisa's Higden (Rolls) V. 373 Rosamunda . . bonde

so faste Jje kynges swerd..l3at it myjte not be undrawe
[MS. y. y-drawe] out of t>e scaberke.

2. To draw back (esp. a curtain) ; to unfasten by

pulling.

1677 MifecE II, ToUndraw the curtains, otnirirlesrideaux.

1744 Young Nt. Th. vii. 813 Death's inexorable hand Draws
the dark curtain close ; undrawn no more. Ibid. 1 107 .Angels

undrew the curtain of ihe throne. 1791 Mrs. Raucliffk

Rom. Forest iv, The door was held by two strong bolts.

Having undrawn these, it disclosed a flight of steps. 1839

Lady Lytton Cheveley if^A. 3) III. iii. 7' He undrew the

window curtain, and sat in the window. 1872 J. L. Sanfokd

Estimates Eng. Kings, Jas. I, 324 In the cause of the

Palatine.. the purse-strings of the English people would

have been willingly undrawn.

3. intr. To move back on being pulled.

1794 Mrs. Radcli FEE jl/)'j/.K/o//'//i'xxxiii, Emily presently

heard., the heavy chain fall, and the bolts undraw of a small

postern door. 1845 Browning Hozu they brought tite Ne^vs

3 ' Good speed !
' cried the watch, as the gate-bolts undrew.

Hence ITntiraw^'ing vbl. sb.

X'jfyj Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xix. She distinguished the

undrawing of iron bars.

Undrawn,///. a> [Us-i 8.]



UNDRAWN.
1 1. ? That has never drawn a plough. Obs,
iS»7 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc) I. 32 A heffur In calf

and ij bololcks of the best sort undrawen.
2. a. Not disembowelled.
156* Turner Herbal n. 25 At the tyme of yeare the felde-

fares fede only of luniper berries tke people Eate the feldc-
fares undrawen.

b. Unmilked,
i8ao Shelley Prometh. Unh. 11. ii. 90 Noontide would

come, And thwart Silenus find his goats undrawn,
3. Not drawn from a receptacle ; untapped.
1159S Southwell Christs Bloody Sweat 3 Fat soil, full

spring, sweet olive, grape of bliss,.. Untill'd, undrawn, un-
stamp'd, untouch'd of press. 1809 Bvron Bards ff Rev. 636
Beer undrawn, and beards unmown. 1868 R. Buchanan
Tragic Dramas^ Wallace i. iii, Even at the first assault,..

A drop of blood undrawn, the dastard fled.

4. Not drawn, dragged, or pulled along, out, etc.

Also with^rM,
1667 Milton P, L, vi. 751 Forth rush'd with whirl-wind

sound The Chariot of Paternal Deitie,..Wheele within
Whecle undrawn. 1730 Act 2 Geo. //, c 25 § 11 The same
Names shall be. .returned to the former Box or Glass, there
to be kept with the other Names remaining at that Time
undrawn. 1760 Sterne Tr, Shandy iv. Slawkenb. T., Was
there in the great arsenal of chance, one single engine left

undrawn forth to torture your curiosities? 1837 Lytton
Athens II. aig Lamenting.. that his sword was as yet un-
drawn against the invader, 1899 Westm. Gaz. 16 June 2/1
The casting-line should be of the finest undrawn guL

b. Of a lottery : of. Draw v. 34.
1730 Fielding Author's Farce L i, A Benefit-Ticket in an

un-drawn Lottery,

6. Not delineated or depicted,
174a Young Nt. Th, 11. 621 The Death-bed of the just I is

yet undrawn By mortal hand.

Xrndraw'Zi, ppL a,'^ [f. Undbaw ».] Drawn
back, withdrawn,

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. iii. 30, I have told

thee what were my transports, when the undrawn bolt pre-
sented to me my long-expected goddess.

Undreaded, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1535 Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), And cam nocht to be ondreyd
be him thairof. 1647 Stanley Poenis^ Europa 1 1 Oh whither
sacred Bull? who art thou, say ! That through undreaded
flouds canst break thy way. 169a Ray Disc. 339 A dreadful
indeed, but by thee formerly undreaded sentence. 1784
CowPER Task II. 811 Vice parries wide Th' undreaded
volley with a sword of straw. 1834 Tait's Mag. I. 338/3
Death, undreaded, approached ; and the spirit departed.
4^x873 Lytton Pausamas i. The unexpected, and not un-
dreaded, approach of the great Pausanias.

TTndrea'dfal, a. rare. [Un-i 7.]

+ 1. Having no dread ; unapprehensive (^. Obs.
C \^ooCotn>n. Luke L 13 (MS. Bodl. 143), pe deuelscruelte

is best ouercomon bi vndredeful feil>. 1648 Herrick tiesper.y

Christian Militant^ A man prepar'd against all ills to come,
..Undreadfull too of courtly thunderclaps.

2. Not causing dread.
x6xi Florio, Informidabile^ vndreadfull, not terrible.

So Undrea'dfuUy adv.^ f without dread or fear.

CX430 Life St. Katherine (Roxb. Club) 34 She made
vppon hir self J>c token of t>e crosse and vncfredfully went
vnto l>epaleys, ax^^Found. St. Bartholome^v's (K.K.T.S.)

55 For cause, yn rycchynge of thy-self othir men thou
spoylid vndredfully, now thou begvnnyst to nede.

Undrea'ding,/^/. a. (Un-' sd, 10.) 1745 Eiiza Hev-
WOOD Female Spect, III. 171 By them we sleep securely,

undreading all Incursions and foreign Depredations. 1750
Collins Ode Supersiit. Highlands 166 They.., Along th'

Atlantic rock, undreading, climb. 1830 Tennyson Grass,
hopper I, 16 Unknowing fear, Undreading loss.

Undreained,-dreanit, />/>/. a. [Un-18, 8c.]

L Not apprehended (even) in a dream or dreams

;

not imagined or thought of-

x6xt SiiAKS. Wint, T. iv. iv. 578 A Course more promising.

Then a wild dedication of your selues To vnpatb d Waters,
vndream'd Shores. 1827 Moore Alciphron iii. 378 A light

Leading to undreamt happiness. x88o E. White Cert.

Relig. 48 That Voice which ..lifted up men's thoughts to
heights undreamed before.

2. With of. (Cf. Dream v.'^ i.)

1636 Pagitt Christianography (ed. 2) II. 40 Ecclesiasticks

were unexempted, and deposingofKingswas then undreamed
of. 1674 Boyle Excell. T/ieol. 11. v. 313 Even practical

inventions, .by undreamed of discoveries may be brought
to lose the general reputation they had. x8<» Coleridge
Dejection v, A new Earth.., Undreamt of by the sensual and
the proud. x86o Ruskin i/nto this Last ii. (1896) 65 In
some far-away and yet undreamt-of hour. x88o Geo. Eliot
in Cross Li/e (1885) III. 406 The great, once undreamed-of
change in my life.

Undrea'ming, ///. a, (Um-* 10.) 1831 Lamb Elia 11.

Ellistoniana, The clays when, undreaming of Theatres and
Managerships, thou wert ascholar. 1850 L. Hvm Autobiog.
ii. 41 The most real of all things, and our only undreaming
lime. Undrea'my, a. (Us-' 7.) 1849 Lvtton Caxtons
II. i, My love for stucfy..was a vigorous, wakeful, undreamy
love. Undre'ggy, a. (Un-' 7.) 17*0 T. Boston Four,
/old State (1784) 12 Man had a life of piu-e delight and un-
dregey pleasure in this state.

t Undrergh, a, Obs, rare, [Uk-1 7 + dreigh

Dree a. Cf. ON, ^drj^gr (Norw. udrjug, Sw.
odryg, Da. tidrm) falling short, insufficient.]

1. ? Lacking in diligence; slack.

a X310 in Wright Lyric P. xii. 41 To hem he sayde an heb,
That suythe he[ml wes undrch, so ydel forte stonde.

2. Not tedious or tiresome.

a 1400 in HampoWs Wks. (1895) I. 80 pi dayes sal be vn-
dregh, t>at t>e na sorow schende.
Undre'nched, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) X617 May Lucan ix.

R 3 b, You slowly seeing Cynosure, suppose Her vndrench'd
Carre into the Ocean goes. X794 Campbell tr. Medea
Autist. II. 16 The blade, undrenched in blood's eternal dye.
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TJ'ndress, nndre'ss, sb. [Un-1 la.]

1. Partial or incomplete dress ; dress ofa kind not
ordinarily worn in public; dishabille. Also (esp,

of men), informal or ordinary dress, as distinct

from that worn on ceremonial cr special occasions.

a. Of women.
The common use during the i8th century.
X685 Crowne Sir C. Nice iv, To-day the beauty lyes

ambush'd in undresses, the hair pin'd up in papers, a 1704
T. Brown Pleasant Lett, to Gent. Wks. 1709 IIL 11. 15 How
he surpriz'd a famous Miss of the Town, dining at her
Lodgings in an Undress. 1767 Land. Gaz. No. 10716. a/i
The Ladies to wear black Silk or Velvet,. .Undress, white
or grey Lustrings [etc.], 1785 Sarah Fielding Ophelia I.

viii, The night-gowns and common undresses were grown
familiar to me. xSai Scott Keniiw, xxii, Where she sat.,

adorned with all that Janet's art, and a rich and tasteful

undress, could bestow. 4x847 [see Dishabille 2].

b. Of men.
1683 Drvden Li/e Plutarch 94 Here you are led Into the

private lodgings of the hero ; you see him in his undress.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 4 Feb. 1685, He had ben on the bed,
but was now risen and in his undresse. i7<57 Lond. Gaz.
No. 10716, 2/1 The Men to continue in Black full trimmed ;

..Undress, light grey Frocks. x8ai Scott Keniiw. xxxii,

Varney..had changed his splendid attire, and now waited
on his patron in a very modest and plain undress. X853
R. S. Surtees sponge's Sp. Tour viii, There are few more
difHcult persons to identify than a huntsman in undress.

C, Mil, tiXiA Naval'. Dress or uniform authorized

to be worn on ordinary occasions, as distinguished

itomfull or service dress.

X748 Smollett R. Random xx. To get into [Captain]
O'Donnelt's apartment, while he was abroad in an undress,
and examine his sword. 1783 Ann. Reg., Chron. 193/2
Undress. Admiral's. A blue cloth frock, with blue cuff
and blue lappels. 1829 S. Haigh Sk. Buenos Ayres ^ Chile
123 The soldiers wore what I supposed was their undress;
it consisted ofa military cap, a poncho, and sandals of hide,

1840 Lever Con Cregan v, A young officer, in a cavalry
undress. 1857 Dress Regul. Army 28 Scarlet Undress...
Blue Undress. 1879 Uni/. Reg. in Navy List July (1882)

487/2 Trowsers, without lace.—As in undress.

2. transf. &vid./ig.

{a) 1684 r. Burnet Theory Earth I. 141 Tis very useful
. .to look often upon such bare draughts as shew us nature
in an undress. 1693 Drvden Cleometus iv. i, This famine
hxs a sharp and meagre face: *Tis death in an undress of
skin and bone, c 1705 Pope Imit. Eng. Poets, Coivley's

Garden 6 Where Lilies smile in virgin robes of white, The
thin Undress of superficial Light. }^SZ 's.^ Williams
Baptistery i. xi. (1874) 138 Such Basil's Pontic home, ..

beautiful in nature's stern undress,
(b) 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 493/1 When we are able to

attend the author in the sequestered scenes of life, and con-
template the undress of his mind. 18*5 Examiner 738/2
We now and then detected a little calloquial undress in the
female dialogue. i9l66VKTKyi.Appreciatians{iZgo) 127 When
he writes (still in undress) he does but take the 'friendly

reader' into his confidence.

3. atlrib. Constituting an undress ; worn when
in undress ; spec, in MU. and Naval use (see i c).

1829 Marrvat F. Mildmayvxx, Theofficcrs in their undress
uniform. 184^ Regul. Sf Qrd. Army 132 When Officers

attend in Uniform as spectators at the Review,.. they are

not to appear in Blue Frock-Coats or Undress Jackets.

1894 Mrs. Dvan Man's Keeping (1899) 238 The Collector

of Poggulpore's portly form, in very much undress garb.
/ig. x8o6 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843) II. 135 The
simple, idiomatic, undress, conversational tone of Lessing's

blank verse.

Undre-ss, v, [Un-2 4.]

1. rejl. To divest (oneself) of clothing.

1596 Shaks. Tam, Shr. Induct, ii. 119 Madam vndresse

you, and come now to bed. 1674 J. B[rian] Harv. Home
IV. 29 T' undress themselves they all see cause, And catl'd to

come they seldome use to pause. 171a Spect. No. 506 r 5
A French Woman offering to undress and dress herself before

the Lover. 1788 Gibbon Decl. <5- F. 1. V. 184 Undress
thyself, thy aunt.. is without a garment. 1853 Arab. Nts.
(Rtldg.) 149 She then undressed herself and went to bed.

b. inlr. To take off one's clothes.

ax6a5 Fletcher Noble Gent, 11. ad fin., What are you
mad, to make me Dress, and undress,. . Because you find me
plyant T a xmx Prior Truth ^ Falsehood 25 Falsehood
more leisurely undrest, And laying by Her tawdry vest,

Irick'd her self out in Truth's array, c 1755 in B. Ward
Hist. St. Edmumi's Coll. (1893) 302 It is always one of the

Masters Business to be present while they are undressing.

1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 121 In cold weather, the bather
undresses in the former. 1885 Law Rep. 10 P. D, 93 She
lay down on the bed in her clothes, and for three hours

refused to undress.

+ 0. refl, and intr. To change one's dress. Obs.

x76o-7» H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1800) IV. 83 If such

a fine gentleman could condescend to undress himself, you
might come.. as a person who wanted hire. X769 Lady
Marv Coke Jml. 15 June, Being engaged to dine at the

Imperial Ambassador's at Kensington I undressed and set

out at four o'clock.

2. Irons, To divest or strip (a person) ofclothes.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 67 Women stand prepared to vn-

diesse her. X73a Lediard Sethos 11. ix. 282 He caus'd him
to be undress'd in his presence. 1796 Mme. D'Arhlay
Camilla V, 453 She resisted being undressed, and was seized

with an aguish shivering fit. X838 (Mrs. Maitlano] Lett.

/r. Madras (1843) 206 The ayah undressed me as quickly as

she could. X885 R. Buchanan Annan Water ii, We must
undress the ciiild at once and put him to bed.

b. In fig. uses.

1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc., Ps. Ixiiit ii, Till I slumber,

and dealh shall undresse me. Thus will I sing. x668 Bp.

Hopkins Serm., Vanity (1685) 143 It is childish to quarrel

at that hand which undresses us.. only to lay us to sleep.

a 1734 North Examen Pref. (1740) p. 1, The present Writer

UNDRESSED.
hath chosen .. to undress a filthy Libel not long since pub-
lished. X883 G. MooRE Modern Lover (1887) 7^ He was
conscious that Lord Seaton was undressing him with a look,

and already knew that his clothes had come from Halet's.

0. To Strip ^something.
1641 MiltonCA. G(^/. ii.Wks. 1851 IILi77Theprotestant

religion.. must undresse them of all their guilded vanities.

a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche xvi. xvii. Disrobe me of my
Beauty, and unty My closest veins ; undress me of my skin.

d. To dress scantily or lightly,

x8i8 La Belle Assemblie XVII. 75/1 She shrunk from the
gaze on that display which mamma had undressed her in.

t3. To undo or disarrange (the hair). Obs,
1598 Florio, Scapigliare,..to vndresse or vntie ones head

or haires. 1601 Werver Mirr. Mart. B ij b, The baulme-
sweet breathing of the aire . . diuides each haire, each plight
vndresses. 165a Crashaw Cartiten Deo Nostro, Epiphanie
(Close), Thus he undresses His sacred unshorn tres[s]es.

4, To remove the dressing from (a wound),
1651 Davenant Condibert i. vi. xxxiv. His hands the

duke's worst'Order'd wounds undress And gently binde.

Hence Undre'sser. rare.

161X CoTCR., Desapareilleur, an vndresser ; a maker vn-

readie; a disorderer. 1658 Cokaine Epithalamium ^oems
134 The fearfull Virgin's lead away j.. And her undresse[rls

tell next morn, What she must rise.

Undre-ssed, ///. a. [Un-I 8, 8 c.]

1. Not dressed by trimming, putting in order, or

preparing in some way,

1. Of the hair. (Cf. Dress v. 13 b,)

X445 ir.Claudian in Anglia XXVI U. z8i Gallia fers

with heere vndressid stode with a coler of price, Holdyng
in hande ij. dartys to gider. 1598 Florio, Scapigliata^ des-

heueled, vnkembd, vndrest about the head.

b. Jig. Inelegant, unkempt.
X588 Shaks. L. L, L. iv. ii. 17 To show as it were his

inclination after his vndressed, vnpolished. .fashion.

O. Of a horse : Ungroomed,
X73X Fielding Grub St. Op. i. ix, Have I not left my

horses undrest, to whet thy knives?

2. fa-. Of places (or things) in respect of orderly

appearance or arrangement. Obs.

X530 Nottingham Rec. III. 364 [He] sufTreth the merkett
places to be vndressed, x6ix Cotgr., Taudis,..SL foule,

sluttish, vnhandsome, or vndressed roome. 1635 Boston Rec,

(1877) 11- 4 That all the wood, .shall bee gathered up, and
layd or heaped in pyles, . . upon the forfeyture of 6j. for every
load left undressed up. X649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rlh. II.

ccxxxix, Ashes flew about The vndrest Hearth, and the ill

house-wif'd roome Lay all on heaps,

b. Of a shop-window. (Cf. Dress v. 8.)

X883 Miss Broughton Belinda 11. vii, In the haberdashers'
undressed windows . .are to be seen nothing but bare boards
and skeleton stands.

3. a. Oftextile fabrics or materials. (Cf. Dress
V. 13 g and II.)

1515 Act 27 Hen, VIII, c. 13 § i Whiche white clothe.

.

shalDe..solde for lesse price.. then thei shuld be vndressed.

XSS7 N. T. (Genev.) Matt. ix. 16 No man peceth an olde

farment with a pece of new clothe and vndressed. 1617
loRVSON Itin. Ill, 274 Strict Lawes are made., that the web

vndressed be viewed by three skillfull men, and be marked
according to the goodnes. X670 R. Coke Disc. Trade 3
'I'he Exportation of our White and Undrest Clothes. 1763
Act ^ Geo. Ill, c. 26 {heading). The Importation of. .rougli

and undressed Flax. 1834 McCulf.och Diet. Commerce
{ed. 2) 646, Undressed hemp imported in 1831.

b. Of skins or leather. (Cf. Dress v. 13 f.)

x8o8 Scott Mann. v. v, The hunted red-deer's undress'd

hide Their hairy buskins well supplied. 1853 Kane Grinnell
Exp. V. (1856J 38 A black-locked Esquimaux, enveloped in

an undressed seal-skin. 1898 Daily Nenvs 2 Dec. s/i The
bindings in undressed morocco which mellows with age.

c. Of stone or wood. (Cf. Dress v. ii.)

X846 Hull ?f Lincoln Railway Bill 11 All undressed

materials for the repair of public roads. 1854 H. Miller
Sch. ff Schm, (1858) loi Flat undressed stones lay thick

amid the rank grass. 1803 Earl Dunmore Pamirs I. 22

Piers composed entirely of undressed logs.

4. Of wounds or sores. (Cf. Dress z/. 10.)

XS97 A.M. U. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 45 b/2 Simple

Fractures,we keep sometimes sixe or seaven dayes vndressed.

1669 Earl Orkekv Parthen. (1676) 781 Those sleight hurts

I had received, were still undrest. 1747 Doddridge Col.

Gardiner 12 The poor Patient's Wound being still un-

dressed. 178a J. Warion Ess. Pope XL ix. 102 With their

wounds undressed and putrifying. 1848 T. Aird Christian

Bride m. xxxii, That I may know if, still his wounds un-

dressed, 'Tis safe to move him farther on his way.

5. Of grounds, trees, etc. (Cf. DuEsa v. 13c.)

x6ix Bible Lev. xxv. 5 Thou shall not. .gather the grapes

of thy Vine vndressed. — 2 Esdras xvi. 78 Like as a

field is.. left vndressed. X697 Drvden Virg. Past. ii. 104

Thy vineyard lies half-pruned, and half-undressed. X780

A. Young Tour Irel. 1. 26^ Crossing some of this undressed

ground, we came to the point of a hill. 1813 Scott Rokeby

n. xvii, Untrimm'd, undress'd, neglected now, Was alley'd

walk and orchard bough.

6. Of food. (Cf. Dress v. 13 a.)

X647 CowLEV Mistress, Annv. Platonicks 10 Beasts, .taste

those pleasures as they do their food ; Undrest they tak't.

X714 Advt. in Westm. Gaz. 18 Mar. (i9?9). 2/3 1*" any--

bring with them their own Provisions for Eating, undressed,

..they may have them dress'd after their own way. X771

GoLDSM. Haunch 0/ Venison Qi So I cut it [«. venison), and

sent it to Reynolds undrest. x8o6 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3)

220 A dish, that.. differs very little from the flesh of an un-

dressed lobster. x83» R. & J. Lander Exped. Niger 1. 1 22

The chief was eating an undrest onion.

II. 7. Not covered or invested with clothing

;

unclothed, naked (or nearly so),

16x3 W. Browne Brit. Past. i. iv. 474 To see misfortune

spending Her utmost rage on Truth, dispisde, distressed.



UNDRESSING. 168 UNDULATE.
Unhappy, unrelieved, yet undressed 1649 Marvell in

Lovelace Poems (1904) 5 The Ladies, .all in mutiny though
j-et undrest Sally'd. 1749 Fielding Tcm Jones 1. n\, He.

.

now.. recollected his being undressed, and put an end to

her terrors by desiring her to stay without the door. 1815

I* SiMOND Tour Gt. Brit. I. 3 The women highly dressed,

<a" rather highly undressed, in extremely thin draperies. iSjja

Daily Tel. 28 Apr. 3/3 What I would consider.. indecent is

a naked woman which represents an undressed woman.

fiS' '754 Warburton Bolin^broke's Philos. ii. 102 You
catch his First Philosophy.. undressed, and without a rag
offormt but flaunting and fluttering in Fragments.

8. Not properly or fully dressed j wearing in-

formal dress or undress.
1605 Chapman All FooUs i. L 73 Undressed, sluttish, nasty,

to their husbands, Spung'd up,adorn'd, and painted to their

lovers. 1668 Pepvs Diary 31 Mar., Took up my wife and
Deb., and to the Park, where, being in a hackney, and they
undressed, was ashamed to go into the tour. 1693 \V. Uowles
in DrydetCs Juvenal v. (1697) 96 Thus West, must Trebius
to his Levees run, . . Break off sweet Slumbers, drowsie, and
undrest, To shew his 2eal. 1753 Richardson Grandison
(1781) 11. iv. 43 You came, though undressed, with your
sword on. 179a A. Young Trax: France 313 The orchestra

powerful, yet .. the musicians all so dirty and undressed.

1850 Habits ofGiU Society iii. 155 To be ' undressed ' is to

be dressed for work and ordinary occupations.

b. trans/. Not of a dressy character ; not re-

quiring formal or full dress.

1798 Jane Austen Noithang.Ahh. v, Neither at the upper
nor lower rooms, at dressed or undressed balls, was he per-

ceivable, 1809 Malkin Gil Bias i. xv. r 3 Plain cloths..

I threw aside with contempt, as thinking them too undrest.

tTndressing, vbl. sb. [f. Undress v."] The
action of taking off (one's own or another's) clothes.

1677 MifecK Fr. Diet, 11. s.v., The Undressing of one,

1741-3 Wesley Jrnl. (1749) 60 Our children were always
put into a regular method of living,., as in dressing, undress-

ing, changing their linen, etc. 1789 Gouv. Mohris Diary
27 May, So we have the whole performance of undressing
and dressing except the shift. 1824 Byron J^^n xvi. xi,

But next to dressing for a rout or ball, Undressing is a woe.
1866 KiNGSLEY lierew, xiv, The queen-countess' chamber,
where a solemn undressing of that royal lady, .took place.

attrib. 1697 Potter Archseol. (7r^fa 1. 4oThe Undressing-
room, 1868 E. Falkener Ephesus i. iv. 93 The large room
at the back might be the apodyterium, or undressing-room.

TJndret, obs. variant of Hundked.
ITndrie-d,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

c 1440 Pallad, on Husb, xii. 454 Elm & asshe ydried beth
rigent. And while they beth vndrled, so curuable [elc.]. 1565
Cooi'ER, /««Vca/«J,..vndried. 1683 Moxon Mcch. Excrc.^
Printing xyCvt . r 10 Least his Weight pressing it cause the
un-dryed Inck to Set-off. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 139 Four
pounds of undried Hops, thorough ripe. 13^98 S.& Hr. Lee
Canterb. T. II, 372 The tears of apprehension were yet un-
dried on the cheeks of Emily. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Apr. 215
Anhalflx)ll of dried {about 8 pecks and a half ofundried) bear.

Undri lled,^//. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1837 Carlyle
Fr.ICev^ui. i. iv. All Paris shall, .have itself enrolled. Un-
armed,..and undrilled; but desperate. 1864 E. Sargent
Peculiar 1. 17 A mob of undrilled, uneducated Africans.

t Undrincled, ///. a, : see Un-1 3.

Undrinkable, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

z6ix CoTGR., Imbitvable., vndrinkable, vnfit to be drunke of.

i8j6 DIsraeli V. Grey vi. i, We . , refrain from refreshing our
bodies with that sanctified and most undrinkable fluid.

1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. iii. 107 Should be taste some of this

. .water he would fmd it salt and undrinkable.

Hence Undri'nkatoly adv,

1894 Pall Mall Mag* Nov. 455 It {sc. coffee] was not un-
drinkably bad,
Undri'nking, vbl. sb. (Un-^ 13.) 1692 fsee Uneating

vbl. sb.y. Undri'vable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1873 Lvtton
JCen. Chillingly 1. v, If it be hard to drive a common pig..|

a hog in armour is indeed undrivable.

XJndri-ven, ///. a. [Un-i 8 b and 15. Cf.

OE. undr{fen.'\ Not forced on by driving,

1615 Bp. Hall Contempl., O. T, x. vi. When maintenance
and honour calls him, hee goes vndriuen. 1697 Dkydicn
^neis X. 499 The doubtful rack of heav'n Stands without
motion, and the tyde undriv'n. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) 1, 214 It shall sooner burst than voluntarily, uncom-
pelled, undriven, dictate a measure that shall cast a slur.,

upon them, i^a M. Dods John 11. xiii. 195 To stand
before life as inclependent, unfettered, undriven men.

b. Of snow : (Ajjp. for Driven ///. a. 2).

1833 Disraeli Cont. Flem, v. xxii, Its [Sunium's] columns
against a dark cloud looked like undriven snow. 1865 Gosse
Land .^ Sea 195 Tlie purity of the undriven snow.

Undroo ping, ///. a. (Un-1 io.)

X736 Thomson Lioertyw.'jq Whate'er.. An ample generous
Heart, undrooping Soul, And firm tenacious Valour can
bestow. 18x4 WoRDSW. Excurs, vi. 1128 Bright garland
form they for the pensive brow Of their undroopmg Father's
widowhood. 1854 J. D, Burns Vis. Prophecy 121 Whose
undrooping eye alone can keep Watch over His beloved.

Undro'pped,;*^/.iZ, (Un-'S.) 1798 Coleridge iri*f/*//«-

fale 105 His fair eyes, that swam with undropped tears.

Fndrossy, a. (Un-* 7.) 1708 J. Philips Cyder il 228
Her watVy Skirts are edg'd With lucid Amber, or undrossy
Gold. 1716 Poi'E Jiind viii. 53 Of heaven's undrossy gold
the god's array Refulgent, flash'd intolerable day.

Undrowned, ///. a. [Um-1 8.] Not drowned,
in various senses.

(«) «S73.'l"ssER //^wj/^ (1878) xo4Toprouide ye of meadow
for hay; if fennes be vndrowned, there cheapest ye may,
(b) x6io SiiAKS. Tetnp. ii. \. 237 "lis as impossible that hee 's

vndrown'd, i\s he that sleefies heerc, swims. Seb. 1 haue no
hope 'I hat hee*s vndrown'd. a 1684 Leighton Com, 1 Pet.
iii. 21 (1849) i J* 240 What availed it wicked Ham, to outlive
the flood,. .to be kept undrowned in the waters? 1849
AusoN Hist. Eur. II, viii, $ 36 Such.. as were thrown un-
drowned upon the shore. 1858 Carlylk Fredk. Gt. v. vii,

(1872) II. 128 Gundling .. breaks a big hole in the ice, and
8Carceiy.,caa be got out undrowned.

(rf 1838 [Mrs. Maitland] Lett. /r. Moilras (1843) 222,

1 was in hopes. .1 might be able to make out some of their

tunes undrowned by their, .accompaniments. x86i Geo,
Eliot Silas M, \, A village where many of the old echoes
lingered, undrowned by new voices.

Undru*gged,///.a.' (Un-' fi.) 1868 Prowning King^
Bk.M. 1452 You lay down undrugged, I see. 1874 Tvnoall
Fragm. Sci. (1879) II, x. 221 Out of the conflict of vanities

his words emerj^e wholesome and strong, because undrugged
by dogma. Undru-gged,/>/. a.'-' (Un-' 4 b, 8.) 1868

Urow NiNG Ring .^ Bk. II. 919 While Guido was left go and
get undrugged.

Undru-nk,///. a. [Un-1 8 b, c]
1. Not swallowed by drinking ; not dnink,
.1637 HiiYwooD Pleas. Dial. ii. Wks. 1874 VI. 124 The wine

that men At merry meetings jovially dowue poMre, Is happier
far, than what (vndrunke) growes soure. 1796M me. 1J'Arblay
Camilla II. 47 Feeling lier chagrin almost intolerable, [shej

quitted the room with her tea undrunk. 1897 F>mly News
2 June 7/3 Kaiser's health undrunk. Odd omission at a
Hamburg banquet.

2. Not drunk io. (Cf. Drink vy 13 b.)

1618 Holyday Marr. Arts in. v, These Noune-Adiectiues
of the Foeminine gender sit all this while vn-drunke to.

Undru-nken,///. a. [Un-1 8 b. Cf. (in sense

a) ON. lidrukkinn, (in sense b) MDu. and Du.
ongedronken^ MHO. ttngctrttnken^

a. Not affected by drinking ; not partaking of
drink, b. =» Unouunk//*/. a. i,

C897 K. jElfred Gregory's Past C. xl. 295 He. .sua micle
bet his a;:;cn dysig oncnew sua he undruncenra wa;s. a 1275
Prov. ACl/red 459 Drunken & vndrunkin,ey(jer is wisdotne
wel god, a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye iii. 787 in Babees Bk., In
J>e lordys cupp (>at leuysvndrynken, IntoJ>ealmesdisshehit
schalle be sonlcen.

Undry, v. [Un-2 7.] intr. To lose dryness.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 70 Kk there is warm & drie

Ablaqueate hem that they may vndrie.

Undrying,///. a. (Un-' io.) 1541 R. Copland Galyen's
Terap. 2 U j, The salues that are layde to the saj'de vlccres

must be more vndryeng than they that are layd to a synglc
sore. Undu'b, V. (Un-^ 3 + Dub v.* 2.) i8ia J. H.
Vaux Flash Dict.^ Undub, to unlock, unfasten, &c.

TJndubbed, ///. a. [Un-i 8,]

1. Not invested with dignity or title.

x6oa t?SiR J. Roe] in Donne's Wks. (1912) 1. 403, I know
What made his Valour, undubb'd, Windmill go, Within a
Pintatmost. i8o3tseeUNDOCTOREDl. 1894 Stevenson .S'cm^j

0/ Travel, JVoodman x, I,. climb Where no undubbed
civilian dares, In my war harness, the loud stairs Of honour.

2. Of cocks: Having the comb and gills removed.
i8ss Poultry Chron. 111. 429/1 To know whether the game

chickens,. arc to be dubbed or undubbed. x867Tegetme!Er
Poultry Bk. 139 In these combats an undubbed bird is at
fearful disadvantage.

Undu'bitable, a. Now rare. [Un-1 7 b and

5 b.] = Indubitable a,

1643 Prvnne Sov. Po^ver Pari. ii. 59 b, This their ancient
undubitable oft-enjoyed Right and Privilcdge. 1664 H.
MoRic Myst. Iniq. 207 A sense of things.. so coherent with
undubitable Principles. 1816 Uentiiam Chrestom. 208 To
judge from the undubitable etymologies of the two words.

Undu'bitably, adv. Now rare. [Un-1 h
and 5 b.] — Injjubitably adv.
1660 R. Coke Power ^ Subj. 38 Extorting tt [fr. dominion]

from their rigtitful Kings in whom it undubitably was. 1700
Mrs. Manlev Secret iMcm. (1720) 1. 219 That to be well

receiv'dilt is undubitably necessary to become useful to those
we would recommend ourselves to. 1778 Steevens in Shaks.
Wks., Tit. A. VIII. 561 The performances on which the seal

of Shakespeare is undubitably fixed. \Z(yQ Retrospect Med.
CII. 133 Uhe beneficial effect of the operation was thus
undubitably established.

t Undu-bitate, a. Obs. [Un-I 7 and 5 b.] =
Indubitate a.

148a Caxton Polycron, viii. xiii. 406 b, To depose them
that were scysmatykes, and to chose one very heede and
vndubytate pope, (11548 Hall Chron,, Hen. /K, 15 An
vndubitate kyng, crouned and anoynted by the spiritualtic,

1590 liARROUGH Meth. Physick iv. xi. (1596) 243 This slialbe

a great and vndubitate signe to you. x6n Steed Hist. ix.

xix. § 26 I'he vndubitate heire to Richard Plantagenet.

So t Undu-bitately adv. = Tndubitately adv.
a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Edw. IP', 249 My hope is with a sure

anchor grounded, and myne inwarde conceipte vndubitatly
resolued. Ibid.^ Hen. Vlly -^i b.

Undu'cal,rt. (Un-^ 7.) 1824 Moore yi/rw.fiBss) IV. 161

The Duke of Montrose's most un-ducal letter. Undu'chess,
7'., Undu'Chessed, ///. a. {Un-= 6 b.) 1819 Metropolis
III. 239 How it would mortify my pride if I was, at a future

period, to be un-Duche^^sed ! 1887 Browninc, Parleyiugs^

D. Bartoli xiv, That a fervid youth . . loved, as boyhood can.
The unduchessed lady.

TTndne (wndi^*), a. [Un-1 7 + DuB «., after

OF, indeUf L. ifidUbttus.']

1. Not proi-)erly owing or payable.
1387 Trevisa ///[^(/e-w (Rolls) VIII. 241 For (je pope greved

he chirches of Engelond wif:) taxes and wil>paiemeiitis undewe
and uncustemable. x8i8 Colebkooke CW/^"''^'''"'* 9^ It was
not undue, though payment might have been postponed.
J843 Carlvle Past -y Pr, u. xii, My Lord of Clare, coming
10 claim his wwdue * debt * in the Court at Witham.
2, Not appro]>riaie or suitable ; improper. Also

of times, etc. : Unseasonable.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 11. xix. (1495) 45 Also in an

undewe manere the deuyll coueyted bighnes that fell not for

hyin. 1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 176 Thow this proverbe
be homly and undew. Vet be liklynesse it is for soth fulle

trew. f 1440 Jacob's Well 165 Whan playes am hantyd in

vndewe places & in vndewe tyme. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII,
C2I § I Culptrper and she met. .at an vndue houre of aleuen
a clocke in the night. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay*s
Voy. I. xvii. ig Wee woulde not at an vndue houre enter
ainongest the Turkes armie. 1641 Sir E. DKRiNU Sp. on

Relig. (1642) 77 Throwing that overboard which is adventi-
tious, borrowed, and undue. 1680 W. Allen Peace ^ Unity
Pref. p. Ix, Our undue separations, and unchristian Conten-
tions, a 1716 Bp. O. Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 250 It b a Sin
to omit the holy Duty, and it is likewise a Sin to perform it

in an undue manner. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. 1. 344 They
seem to have been aware, that they were guilty of an undue
representation. 1865 KiNGSLEY//e*rfif. xxi, Men-at-arms..,
who would, on due or undue cause shown, hunt men while
he hunted game. 187^ Jowktt J'lato{c6. 2) V.sS The undue
awarding of honours is the ruin of states.

3. Not in accordance \\ iih what is just and right

;

unjustifiable ; illegal.

f 1400 A^ol. Loll. 11 If l^e pope..graunt or behi5t ani
swilk J)ingis. .for vndeu seruise, or o^er vndeu cause and vn-
pertinent. c 1440 Jacob's Well 99 5if I'ou do it . . wyth exces
of vndewe mesure, wyth a strong wyll to sle,..it is dedly
synne. 1456 Coventry Leet Bk. 293 Diuers subbaillifs of
this Cite afore this han made many vndue returnes of pre-

ceptes directed., vnto theym. 1598 Klorio, Iritto, vnlaw-
full, vndue, vnfit, vnright. x6aa Bacon Hen. VII, 14 Which
proceeding being even at that time taxed for vigorous and
undue [etc.]. 1660 R. Coke Justice Find. Ep, Ded. 7 Such
miscreants,. had by undue ways devoured the patrimony of

the Church. 169a Luttreli. BriefReL (1857) il. 601 Irish

letters say, divers persons were committed for undue prac-

tices. 1783 Burke Rep. Aff. India Wks. XI, 149 Complaints
against the inferiour collectors of the Landed Revenue,
stating their undue and vexatious exactions,

b. In special contexts.
(<z) 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes lij b, To gadre

money. . by subtyl extorcion or other undewe meanes. 1534
Act 26 Hen. VlII^ c.2 Without gile, fraude, or other vndew
meane. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords ((Jamden) App.
136 Those innes.-that have benne lately erected by nis

undue meanes. 1676 Hale Contempl. \\. 132 Frauds, and
Plots, and Underminings, and Undue Means.
(^) 1687 Bp. Cartwkight in Magd. Coll. ^- Jos. II (O.H.S.)

134 The Election was undue. 1736 Cent I. Mag. VI. 440/x
T he Petition . . complaining of an undue Election and Return
for the City of Coventry. 1764 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass,
1.(1765)62 This election was immediately determined. .to

be undue, .[and] a warrant issued for a new.
(c) 173s BoLiNGUROKE On Parties 122 Thus He acquired

an undue Influence over the Elections. 177a Junius' Lett,
Ded. p. viii, Long parliaments are the foundation of the
undue influence of the crown. 1854 Act 17 ^- 18 Vict, c 102
{title\ An Act to..amend the Laws relating to Bribery,
Treating, and undue Influence at Elections.

+ C. Of persons ; Acting unjustly. Obs.'~^

a 1400 Pisiill 0/Susan 236 Hir domus men vnduwe do hir

be withdrawen.

4. Going beyond what is appropriate, warranted,

or natural; excessive.

a 1684 Leighton Comm. i Pet. iv, 8 (1849) II. 350 (Love)
delights not in the undue disclosing of brethren's failings,

1739 Hist, Works ofLeartiedX. 137 He seems to own they are
botli chargeable with some Instances of undue Warmth and
Zeal. 1780 CowpER Progr. Error ^tf^ Pleasure admitted in

undue degree, Enslaves the will. 1S14 Chalmers Evid, \.

21 An undue advantage has been given to that argumenL
1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. i. 2 An undue confidence in

the statements of ancient writers. 1893 Traill Soc, Eng.
Introd. p. xiv, The undue prominence formerly given. .to

these matters has produced a reaction.

Hence Undae*ness. rare.

1653 W. A[llen] {title), An Answer, .in which,, the Undue-
ness of mixt Communion is declared. 1680— Peace ^ Unity
Pref. p. XXXV, I shall . . argue the undueness of their practise

that withdraw, .upon the foresaid ground.

trnduely, obs. f. Unduly adv.

Undu-g,///. a. (Un-1 s b, c)
1637 W. KAND tr. GasscndVs Life Peiresc iii. 34 The

remainder [of the epitaph] being as yet,.undug up. ^1730
Waldron Descr. Isle of Man Wks. (1731) 18S Iheir lurf
lay in the IJowels of the Earth undug for. 1775 S.J. Pratt
Liberal Opin. xVm. (1783) I. 256 There may be still an undug
mine of knowledge. 1844 Mrs. Browning Drama ofExile
1149, 1 feel your steps. .strike A sense of death to me, and
undug graves 1 1894 Ouiing X\l\ . 427/2 In the few driHs

of undug potatoes which the improvident Casey bad left.

Undu'ke, v. (Un-^ 6 b.) x6ii Florio, Sducare, to vn-
duke. i663PEPVsZ?;rtrvi2Dec,Hehathlettersfrom France
that the King hath unduked twelve Dukes. 1893 Westm.
Gaz. 10 Mar. 3/2 Is it the Duke of Devonshire un-Duked ?

Undnlaxit (»*ndi;/lant), a. [ad. L. *iindti!ant',

nndtilaiis : cf. next, and Sp. undulante^ F, ottdu-

iant.l Moving after the manner of waves ; rising

and falling like waves.
Hence, in recent use, undulancy% wave-like motion.
1830 Maunder Diet. 1834 Ld. Houghton Tour Greece

138 Whose sweet undulant murmur the homeless mariner
hearkened, Over the undulant sapphire. i86s Sir H. Taylor
St. ClejmnVs Eve 11. ii, Sea-spirits. .Gliding and lapsing in

an undulant dance. 1896 Howells Impress. ^- Exp. 215
U'he lesser craft that plied upon the many channels of the
meadows, .seemed to sail upon their undulant grasses.

b. Undulantfever^ Malta fever,

1897 M. L. Hughes Medit, Fever u 3 note, During epi-

demics of undulant or enteric fevers.

tJ-ndular,a. [ad. L. type *undu/iJr-ts : cL next.]

Wavy, undulating. Hence TJ'ndularly adv,

1738 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Muscle, They contract themselves
into an undular kind ofsurface. 1805 T. Weaver tr. Werner's
Ext._ Charact. Fossils 275, 1. Spherically.. 2. Undularly.

t U'ndulary, a. Obs."'^ [ad, L. type *unduidri-

uSf f, unda wave : cf. next.] Coming in waves,
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. xvii. 377 The blasts

and undulary breaths thereof maintaine no certainty in tlieir

course.

XTndulate (»'ndi/n^), a. [ad. L, undu/dl-w^
diversified as with waves, f. uftda wave. Cf. Sp.
unditiado, ¥. onduU.']

L Jb'urnished with wave-like markings.



TJNDULATB. 169 UNDULY.
1658 Phillips Undulate, Chamolet wrought, or painted

like waves. ifiiSx l^ow.Li. Hist. Anittt. <V Aiin. Isagoge,
The cramp-fish, . .raie undulate and oculate. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Undulate, or Undulated, made in fashion of
Waves, as watered Stuffs and the Grain of Wainscot.

2. Bot, and Zool. == Undulm-kd ///. a. i.

Also comb., as undulaie-convex, -serrate, etc.

a. Bot. 1760 J. Lke Introd. Bot. \. xii. (1765)28 Undulate,
waved, as in Gloriosa. xSat W. P. C. Barton Flora N.
Aiiter. I. 91 Leaves.. entire, but undulate and irregular on
the margin. 1B70 Hooker Stud, Flora 305 Margins cartila-

ginous and undulate when dry.

b. Zool. ]8a6 KiRBv & Sp. Entomol. IV. 290 Undulate,.,
when fasciae, striga, lines, &c. curve into alternate sinuses
resembling the rise and fall of waves. Ibid. 293 Undulate,
..when the surface rises and falls obtusely, not in angles.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 167 Surface a little undulate.

undulate (p-ndi/Tl^^t), v. [ad. L. type *undu'
lilt' (cf. prec), ppl. stem of *undulare^ f. unda.
Cf. Sp. and Pg. undular, It ondulare, F, onduler.']

L intr. To move in, or after the manner of,

waves ; to have a wave-like motion.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. i. 69 The former Experiment of

the Snail,.. whose Animal Spirits never begin to undulate
till she begin to move. 1711 Bailev, To Undulate, to roll

as waves do. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Slud. Nat.
(1799) II. 41 Thc..«wa!low is continually skimming along
their surface, undulating like the waters of a lake. 1820
SMELLf:v To M. Gisborne 120 The ripe corn under the un-
dulating air UnduKates like an ocean. 1869 J. PiiiLLirs

Vesuv. IX. 253 The water undulates, the land vibrates.

b. iransf. Of sound, etc.

i76o-7» H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1809) IV. 158 An
universal shout . followed and undulated after our company.
1784 Cowi'F.R Task I. 175 Tall spire, from which the sound
of cheerful bells Just undulates upon the list'ning ear. 1818
.Shelley Rosalind 833 The light serene Of smiles, whose
lustre bright and soft Beneath lay undulating there.

o. To float on waves. KX^ofig.
1813 H. & J. Smith Horace in Lond, 24 He undulates on

Ocean's swell. 1891 T. Hardy Tess xix. She undulated
gpon the thin notes [of the harp] as upon billows.

2. Irans. a. To cause to move, esp. to rise and
fall, after the manner of waves.
1669 Holder Elem. Speech 47 It may very well be, that

Breath vocalized, i.e. vibrated or.unduIated, may in a different

manner affect the Lips. 17*5 Fatn. Diet, s.v. Hot-bath^ Like
a Fomentation, which. .by gently shaking and undulating
the Fibres, helps forwards those animal Motions. 1865
Intell, Ohser^t, Sept. 84 A snail-leech , .attaching its suckers
to the glass vessel in which it is confined, and., undulating
the intervening portion of the body. 1873 Leland Egypt.
Sketch Bk. 135 The first dancing of alt Gnawazi is simply
moving about to the music and undulating the body.

b. To invest with the form or appearance of a
wavy or rippling snrface.

1730 A. GoRtx)M Maffeis Amphith. 351 The red..and
yellow Coverings of the Theatre, reflected back on the
Assembly of^Spectators,,, undulating the whole with their

Odours. 1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 419 The body is obliquely
undulated by twelve lines of the same colour. 1843 tr.

Custine's Empire ofCzar I. 216 It is for man to build moun-
tains, when nature has not undulated the surface oftheearth.

3. intr. To present a wavy surface or outline.

1833 L. Ritchie l^and. by Loire 255 The vast plain un-
dulates in hills and valleys. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps w.

§ 13. 149 There is not one of the aiches the same in height
as another; their tops undulate all along tlie wall. x866
Geo. Eliot F. Holt i, A . . masculine face, with rich brown
hair .. undulating beside each cheek.

b. To have the effect of waves to the eye,
x888 H. W. Parker Spirit a/ Beauty 220 Silks of chang-

ing hues that undulate like a purple sunset on a billowy sea.

Undulated (o-ndi«l^ted), ///. a. [Cf. prec.

and Undulate «.]

1, Formed into a waved surface or outline

;

arranged in a series of wave-like curves,

1693 CocKERAM I, Vndulated, made like the waues of the
Sea. 1673 Grkw Anat. Trunks i. i. 5 31 Next there is an
undulated Ring of other Lymphieducts. 1753 Chambers'
Cyc/. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Undulated leaf, that whose.. edges
are necessitated to nse and fall in a regular manner. 1783
Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 181 'Ihe bridge nas taken an undu-
lated form, and the rail on each side b curiously scolloped.

01853 Pereira Polarized Light (1854) 117 A series of rods
disposed horizontally in an undulated form, so as to represent

a system of plane waves. 1873 J. Tomes Dental Surg.
(ed. 2) 7 The inferior edge of the Tower jaw., is undulated.

b. Of ground, hills, etc. (Cf. Undulating 3 b.)

181X T. Nuttall v4r>ta«ja n A deeply undulated country.
1845 E. Warburton Crescent ^ Cross \. 15 An amphitheatre
of finely undulated hills. 1893 Sir H. Howorth Glacial
Nightmare I. 59 A small elevated plain, slightly undulated,

2. Furnished or diversified with wavy markings.
1664 Evelyn Sylva xxv. 65 The Roots of this [Box] Tree

..do furnish the. .Cabinet-makers with pieces rarely un-
dulated. 1706 Phillips Isee Undulate a. i). 1787 [see 2 b].

2798 Lond. Gaz. 20 Nov., A Chief undulated Argent, thereon
Waves of the Sea. i8ix Shaw Gen. Zool. VI 1 1. 469 Yellowish
Green Parrakeet, undulated above with brown.

b. Spec. In the names of birds or fishes.

1785 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds III. 333 Undulated Fly-
catcher. 1787 Ibid. Suppl. 225 Undulated Trumpeter ;. . the
Clumage. .ofapalereddishbrown,beautirully undulated with
lack. 1803 Shaw6Vm. Zool, IV. 223 Undulated Coryphene.

i8it //W. VIII. 469 Undulated Parrakeet.

U*ndulately, adv. [f. Unijulate «.] In a
wave-like manner.
187a H. C. Wood Fresh-Water Algae (\^j^) 144 End lobes

..sinuately or undulately cut at the apex.

TT'ndnlating, ///. a, [f. Undulate z/.]

1. Movinj^ after the manner of waves ; risingand
falling in (or like) waves.

Vol. X,

»7ti PoPR Temple Fame 446 Thro* undulating air the
sounds are sent. 1758 Reid tr. Macguer's Chym. I. 268
From these cracks will issue undulating flames. 1816 Slit

H. Douglas Milit. Bridges 70 The intervals must be con-
siderable, and the balks be laid from boat to boat only, to

admit of an undulating motion. i8ao W. \v.\\ho Sketch Hk.
I. 12 To watch the gently undulating billows, rolling their

silver volumes, a 1874 in Coues Birds N, ly. 113 Its flight

is in undulating lines, like the Crossbill's.

b. transf. Of sounds.
1700 Dryden Ovid's Met. xii. 60 Whence all Things.,

thither bring tlieir Undulating Sound. 171a Blackmore
Creation \\\, lor Mark how the spirits. .Seize undulating
sounds, and catch the vocal air. 1844 VkIsglakf. Eothen \. 6
Those well-undulating tones [of speech] which belong to the

best Osmanlees.

cjig: Exhibiting variations comparable to the

rising and falling of waves,
1815 Uentham springs 0/ Action Wks, 1843 II. 302 The

maintenance of discipline among the undulating and
tumultuous multitude. 1849 De Morgan Trigonometry J^

Double Algebra i Trigonometry contains the science of
continually undulating magnitude. 1898 P. Manson T^-op.

Disease* x. 182 Those cases [of Malta Fever] with well-

marked waves of fever he calls ' undulating '.

2. Forming a series of wave-like cnrves.

1718 Chambkrs Cycl. s.v. Muscle, The Fibres.. contract
themselves into a wavy undulating kind of Surface. 1799
Kirwan Geol. Ess. 369 The strata are parallel to each other,

horizontal or undulating. 1846 Ellis Elgin Marb. II. 23
The undulating flow given to everypart of the drapery. 1884
ItowER St Scott De Bary's Phaner, 366 The endodermis..
only diners..in the undulating bands on its radial walls,

b. Of grounds, hills, etc. : Presenting a succes-

sion of gently rounded heights and hollows.

1794 Piozzi Synon. II. 353 The wavy corn floats very
beautifully upon the undulating downs. 1815 Elphinstonr
Ace. Caubul III. i. 351 It is an undulating plain, about
twenty-five miles long. X83J G. Downks Lett. Cont,
Countries I. 451 The luxuriance of the region, into whose
leafy and beautifully undulating bosom we were now to be
immerged. 1873 ^IRs. Vtvuoo^vi^x.^ Not a Heroine II. 163
Soft, undulating distant hills.

Hence U'ndulatinffly adv,
1796 Kirwan Elem. Mtn. (ed. a) I. 85 In some places it

was dark grey, and undulatingly slaty. i8« Blackw. Mag,
XXXV 1 1 . 34 1 'Ihe . . line of thesky, that . . plays undulatingly
from and into the., deeper tones of the river's visible bed.

Undulatiou (wndi/H^'-pn). [ad. mcd. ormod,
L. *undulatio : cf. Undulate a, and v. , and Sp. k«-
dulacion (Pg. -a^do)^ F. ondttlaiion^ It. ondtdazione^
1. The action of moving in a wave-like manner

;

a gentle rising and falling in the manner of waves.
1646 Sir T. Browne /*«»^. Ep. iir, xv. 142 Those animals,

whose bodies consist of. .annulary fibers, and move by
undulation, that is, like the waves of the Sea. 1664 Power
Exp. Philos. \. 36 1 heir motion is.. restless and constant,
with perpetual undulations and wavings, like Eels or
Snakes. 1707 Floyer Physic. Puhe'Watch 267 The
undulation of the Spirits towards the Brain produces all our
Sensations. 176a Falconer Shipwreck 1. 308 Soon this

transient undulation o'er The sea subsides. z8ao Keats
Hyperion 111. 132 His golden tresses .. Kept undulation
round his eager neck. 1854 Owen in Orrs Circ. Sci., Org^
Nat. I. 228 Whales and porpoises progress by bounding
movements or undulations in a vertical plane. 1875
Manning Mission H. Ghost iv. 106 We are as unstable as.,

the restless undulation of the water.
transf. 1777 Johnson Lett. I. 389 Mrs. * * grows old,

and has lost much of her undulation and mobility.

b. A wave-like motion of the air, ether, etc., as

in the propagation of sound or light,

1658 Phillips s.v.. Undulation of the air. 167J Phil.
Trans, VII. 5148 The other Secondary Affections of Winds;
as their Undulation, .. Opposition, etc. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Sound, A Wave or Undulation of Air. 1764 Reid
Inquiry iv, § i. 117 Each undulation must be made up of
the advance and recoil of innumerable particles of elastic

air. 180S YouNO in Phil. Trans. XCII. ai The undulations
of green light being nearly in the ratio of 6^. 1870 H.
Si'ENCER Priuc. Psych, I. \. iii. 4^ Those minute agents that
terminate the nerves of the retina are acted on by lumini-
ferous undulations.
Comb. 1838 Whewell in Todhunter Ace. Writ. {1876) II.

269 A curious, .paper upon the theory of the rainbow treated
undulation-wise.

C. iransf. Of sound.
1668 Drvdkn Ess. Dram. Poesy p 3 Those little undulations

of sound.. still seeming to retain somewhat of their first

horror, 1705 Addison Italy 42 Two parallel Walls that
beat the Sound back on each other, till the Undulation is

quite worn out, 1791 Mrs. Radclikfe ^(»/;/. Forest xi, The
notes floated on the air in soft undulations. 1851 Kroude
Short Stud., Homer (1867) II. 166 The actions of men..
crum1)Ie away into the softer undulations of prose.

fd. spec. (See quot.) Obs,"'^

1676 Grew Museum, Anat, Stomach vL 25 Vndulation,
is when the Contraction is made in several parts of the
Stomach successively.

2. A wave-like curve or a series of these ; an
undulating curvature or sweep.
1670 Evelyn Sylva (ed. 2) i»y The Root of the wilder sort

{is] incomparable for its crisped undulations. 1803 Shaw
Gen. Zool. IV. 497 Scales, .edged with yellow, so as to form
numerous obliquely transverse undulations over the whole
body. 1846 Carpentrr Man. Phys. 186 Minute tubuli,..

exhibiting numerous minute undulations, and sometimes
more decided curvatures, in their course. 1875 Sir T.
Seaton Fret'Cutting 36 How.. you will turn or bend the
stalks, so as to give a natural undulation and appearance to

the whole work.

3. The fact of forming or presenting a series of

rounded heights and hollows; an undulating rise

and fall of level.

X798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 441 For many a mile,
with graceful undulation, wandered the high road. 1835
Willis I'encillings I, xxiv, 167 A continual undulation of
rock and sand.

b. An instance of this; also, a single rise and
fall of this nature.

1823 RuTTER Fonthill 86 The undulations of the surface
occasionally give a beautiful variety to the scene. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. 214 Here the strata.. have been thrown
into a succession of gentle undulations.

Undulationist. [f. prec. + -ist.] One who
holds the undulatory theory of light.

1834 VVhewell in Todhunter Ace. Writ. (1876) 11. 194 We
undulationists do not conceive that we are in many points
inferior to our adversaries. 1881 Nature XXIV. 382/1, I

suppose that in the ordinary language of undulationists the
velocity of light means.. the velocity with which an in-
dividual wave travels.

U'ndulative, a. rar^~'*. = Undulatory a,
x86o Worcester (citing Fletcher).

Undula*to-, comb, form of Undulate a,, used
in some botanical terms, ^sundulalo-rugose^-striate,
i8a9 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1836) loij Stromatosphxria

deusta ; . . rigid spreading thick undulato-rugose. x866
Treas. Bot. 1191/1 Undulato-striate,

Undulatory (»'ndi/?lat3ri), a, [ad. mod.L.
type *undnlatori-US : cf. Undulate v. nnd -oky.

So Sp. and Pg. unduiatoriOj It. ondulatorio, F.
oudttlaloire.l

1. Of motion : Characterized by successive rise

and fnll after the manner of waves.
1728 Chambers C^cl, s.v. Undulation, The Undulatory

Motion of the Air, is supposed the. .Cause of Sound, 1759
Phil, Trans. LI. 531 The motion here appeared to be very
deep, and was rather undulatory than tremulous. 1833
Brewster Nat. Magic iv, (1833) 78 A tempest at sea is

imitated, by having the sea on one slider, and the ships on
other sliders, to which an undulatory movement is com-
municated. 1879 R. H, Elliot Written on Forehead x\\.

The translator, .(ells us that breadth across the hips, .would
give an undulatory motion to their walk.

b. Exhibiting, or acting with, undulating motion.
1794 R, J. SuLiVAN View Nat. I. 169 An elastic fluid.,

would cause an undulatory diffusion of the luminous
particles. 1813 J. Thomson Leet, Ivjlam. 525 This air..

gives an ehistic undulatory sensation to the fingers. 1883
Gd. Words June 382 Vast masses of white cumulus clouds
..piled up as in great undulatory breaking billows.

c. Undulatory theory (also hypothesis^ f system),

the theory that light consists in an undulatory
movement of an elastic medium pervading space.
180a Ydung in Phil, Trans. XCII. 13 That prepossession

which I before entertained for the undulatory system of
light. 1827-8 Hekschel in Encycl. MelroP. (1845) IV. 449
General Statement of the Undulatory Theory of Light,

1834 Mks. Somebville Connex. Phys. Sci, xxi. 190 These
intervals determine the lengths of the waves on the undula-
tory hypothesis,

2. =^ Undulating ///. a. 2 and 3 b.

1796 Morse Awer. Geog. I. 220 The other moccasin snake
is. ,of a pale grey, sky-coloured ground, with brown undula-
tory ringlets. 1845 Darwin Voy, Nat. xiv, In wooded
undulatory districts. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord.
I. 51 An undulatory rising ground. 1884 in H. Thompson
Tumours Bladder 94 'Ihe deep limit of the growth is

clearly defined, convex, undulatory or lobular in character.

3. fig.
:-= Undulating///, a. i c.

1897 M. L. Hughes Medit. Fever 99 Ihe remittent, .type
of pyrexia of the undulatory or malignant varieties.

Undu'll, a, (Un.' 7.) c 1400 Destr. Troy 13008 To the
noise oponone neghit Jse kyng..\Viih a dart vndull. Un-
du'U, t'. (Un-^ 6 a.) 1654 Whitlock Zootouna j^t] Poetry
. . is a most musicall Modulator ofatl Intelligib1eS| . . undulling
their Grossenesse. Undu*Iled, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775
AsilI 1837 Mangan /Ww/i (1903) 265 His laughing flowers

are Undulled by tears. 1899 Mackail Li/e Morris II. 337
His own admiration was undulled by their complete., frater-

nity. UnduUness. (Un-' 12.) 1793 T. Twining in

Kecreat. f( Stud, {iSB2i 180 His admirable sense, and un-
dulness of conversation.

Undulo-se, a, [Cf. next and -OSB.] « next.

1889^. yml. Geol.Soc. May 342 The curvature ofthetwin-
lamellas, which is accompanied by.. a marked ' undulose

'

extinction.

Undnlous (yndi/Hss), a, [ad. mod.L. type

*ufidiiids-i4s : cf. Undulate v. and -ous. So Sp.

and Pg. ufidttioso, F. onduieux."] Of an undulating

nature. Hence (in recent use) IT'ndulousIy adv.
i7a8CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Undulation, The adjoining Liquid

..forms the first undulous Circle. i86a Lvtton Sir. Story
xvii, A vague, dusky vapour, undulous, and coiling like a vast

serpent. Ibid, Ixx, Beyond stretch undulous pastures. 1869
Blackmorr Lorna D. Ixv, He felt the undulous readiness

of her volatile paces under him.

Unduly (»ndi«*li), adv. [Un-1 II : cf. Un-
due a.]

1. Without due cause or justification j without

proper regard to right and wrong; unrightfully,

improperly.

1399 Lancu Rich. Redeles n. 124 pus 5e derid hem vnduly
with droppis of anger. 1426 Audelay /W;«j (Percy Soc.) 35
A^ayns the order of hole cherch and Goddys ordenawns
This dole is undeule dalt, hit maketh dystans. 1477 Earl
Rivers (Caxton) Dictes ^4 b, Nether is nothing so [unjcouen-
able to a king as to coueyte vnduely the goodes of his peple.

1598 Florio, Indebitatuente, vndulie, vnlawfullie. 1657 '**

Picton L^pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 214 The same Ley shalbe
denyed and not paid, being unduly taxed. 1687 Reason,
Toleration 33 Unless it can be prov d that it is for the Com-
mon Good, . .the Penal Laws are unduly made. 17x1 Strypb
Eccl, Mem. III. xix. 161 Remitting and relaxing to all per-

sons, .all the fruits and profits from the same taken, however
U22

/



UNDUMPISH.
unduly. 1796 Mmr. D'Arblav Camilla HI. 394 She could

only feel reproach from a conquest, unduly, unfairly and
uningenuously obtained. 1B44 Mns. BuowNiNC Lost Bimvr
ix, While l«yond,. .Malvern hills, for mountains counted

Not unduly, loom a-row.

b. Irregularly.

i<&> Jek. Taylou Ductor in. iv. rule 16 § 4 Alexander the

third . . was a schismatical Pope, . . and unduly elected.

1 2. Without due care or industry ; badly; not in

the right way. Obs.

I4»3 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 255/a All the wcrk of Braudene

so undwcly made as above. 1444 Ibid. V. io8/i IJivers

SherryfTs .unduely and yvell and untruely served the Kyng
and his poeple. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictcs 35 b, Many
erre by cause they seke her [ic. Wisdom] vnduelyand blame

her without cause.

3. More than ig dne or proper ; excessively.

a 1779 Warburton Serjn. Wks. 1788 V. 431 The mechanism

of the body,..when unduly agitated cither by sensation or

reflection. 1841 MvERsCdM. Th. iv. § 19. 276 Unquestionably

External evidences .. have been unduly magnified. 1869

Frerman Norm. Cong, (1875) III. xiii. 281 On such mere

backslidings William had never been unduly harsh.

Undamplsh, v. (Un-' 6; see Dumpish <i.) ai66i

Fuller Worthies, Stafford, in. (1662) 47 When Queen

Elizabeth was serious.and out of good humour, he could

un-dumpish her at his pleasure,

trndu-nged,///. a. (Un-^ 8.)

C1440 PaWid. on Hush. II. 152 Vndonged sleek wole make

hem lene, as preue is. 1733 Tull Horse-hoeing Husb. 73

Wider and narrower Spaces, more or less Hoed, dun^ d and

undung'd. 1763 Mills Pract. Husk 1 1. 351, 1 perceived no

. .difference, .between the dunged and the undunged beds.

TJndur, var. of Ukdebn Obs.

Uudn-rable, a. (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)

c isso CovERDALE Bk. Death I. viii. 28 Among all thmges,

most vndurable and most frayle is mannes lyfe. i6oo

SuRFLET Countrie Fanae 111. xlix. 530 A rawe, weake,..

vndurable, and soone souring licour. 1650 Arnway Tablet

107 All unmeasurable vice is undurahle. X7»x R. Keith tr.

T. a Kempis, Vail. Li/lies xxx. 53 All temporal Things are

defective and undiirable. 1886 Dicey EnglaiicCs Case 65

As undurable as Grattiin's Constitution of 1782.

Hence UnduTableness.
1648 Hexham 11, Ongeducrigheyt, Vndurablenesse. 1691

T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent, 7 Its undurableness and

doubtful efficacy.

fUndure, v. Obs~^ [f. Un-2 6 a + L. aiir-us

hard.] Irans. To crumble, break up.

«i44o Pallad. on Husb. 111. 1174 And pocion forsayd in

sum mesure Half ful be don, quik erthe among viidure

\\j. resohas\ As ly is made.

IJndurn(e, varr. Underk Obs.

XTndu-st, V. [Un-2 4 b,] trans. To clear

from dust ; to wipe clean.

i6ii F1.0RIO, Dispoluerdre, to vndust. 1654 W. Montague
Vev. Ess. II. vi. § 3. 121 When we frequently dress up the

Altar of our hearts, and undust it from all these little foul-

nesses. 1884 in N. >, Q. 14 June 466/1 The piece [a play] has

been unearthed, or rather undusted, by Mr. Thicke,

UndTistea,///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not sprinkled with dust.

1648 Hexham ii, Onbeslaven, Vndusted,

2. Not freed from dust ; left dusty.

1861 TiioRNEURV Turner I. 308 The old Greek books, long

undusted, are brought out. 1868 Dublin Univ. Mag. Aug.

124/2 Dr. Johnson wrote a tragedy, but.. suffered it to

moulder on his undusted shelves.

trndu'teous, a. (and adv>i. [Ux-l 7.]

1. Undutiful ; also adv., undutifully.

1598 Shaks. Merry IK v. v. 240 This deceit looses the name
of craft, Of disobedience, or vnduteous title. 164s Miltom

Tetra^h. Wks. 1851 IV. 260 Perpetually unsociable, un.

racefull, or undutcous. 1694 Drvuen Lo!.'e Triumph. 1. 1,

. must condemn This carriage, as unduteous to your father.

1745 Matrimony pro >i con 7 What 1 teach a Child unduteous

to behave ? 18^ Lytton Harold xi. viii, Why this dispute ?

—why this unduteous discord ?

2. Spec. = Inofficious a. i b, rare~'^.

1861 Maine Anc. Law vii. 215 .\ new remedy, .called..

' The Plaint ofan Unduteous Will,' directed to the reinstate-

ment of the issue in inheritances, from which they had been

unjustifiably excluded.

TTndutiful, a. [Un-^ 7.]

L Contrary to the spirit of duty.

X582 (//V/*-), A Particular Declaration,, of the undutifuU and

traiterous Affection borne against her Maiesiie by Edinond

Campion. 1647 Cuirendon flist. Reb. 11. § 58 'Ihe Old Man
. . with some bitterness put his Son in mind of his Undutyful

carriage towards him. i6<)7 Luttrkli, Brief Kel. (1857) IV.

169 Undutifull words, which were.. spoken by him of the

King. 1870 J. Bbuck Life Ghieon xx. 368 Gideon's.. un-

dutiful because unbelieving demeanour.

2. Lacking in the observance of duty,

1593 SiiAKS. 3 Hen. VI^ v. v. 33, I know my dutie, you are

all vndutifull. »6a3 Gouge Serm. Extent God's Prov'ui. % 7

Such undutifull servants as take occasion from their masters

..weaknesse, 1641 'Iatham Distracitd State it. i, And
y'ave proved The most undutiful'st of all her children. i;700

T. Brown Amusem. Str. ^ Com. viii. (1709) 8i Many Citi.

zens Wives had hard Hearts, Undutiful Husbands, and Dis-

obedient Children. 17^ Richardson Clnrissa{\%\\') I.xli.

31a Come not near us, if you resolve to be undutiful.^ 1831

Society I. xii. 178 She. .begged him to remonstrate with the

undutiful girl. 1849 Macai'I.ay Hiit. Eng. y\. II. 117 The
King in reply sharpfy reprimanded his undutiful Councillors.

UndH'tiflllly, adv, (Un-1 xi : of. prec.)

1583 Babisgton CommandiH. (1590) 216 These boiling

hearts not bearing lust rcproofe, vnduetyfullle haue often.,

repined at their authoritje. 1643-5 Milton Divorce 11. xvi,

It justifies a man in so doing, that nothing is done undutifully

to father or mother. 1693 Dryden's Juvenal iv. (1697) 79
The Fish had long in Ca;sar*s Ponds been fed, And from Us
lx>rd undutifully fled. X824 Scott St. Rofian*s xviii, He had

170

a son who most undutifully laughed at all this. J849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 457 1 he Ruilt of having acted

undutifully and di-respectfully towards France.

Undutifulness. (.Un-I 12.)

1549 CiiEKK //KW.S<-rf//.(is69) Fivb.The h.aie .. hath bene

by mens ydlenesse and vndutifulnesse, let alone vntouched.
]

1571 Dk. Norfoik in 14//1 AV/. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. IV.

574, I confesse my unduetifuilnes nowe hath blotted the

same. 1661 Hibbert Body Divinity \. 278 Not to answer

when called. Is incivility in most, and it is undutifulness in

some. 174a Fielding J.Amire^vs 11. vi, He had seen such

examples of undutifulness happen from the too early

fenerosity of parents. 1815 T. HooK Sayings Ser. 11. I. i63

he extraordinary undutifulness of his child. 1876 Miss
YoNCE lyomnnkind xvi. Opposition or undutifulness are

fatal blots in a Christian chanacter.

Unduty. rare. (Un-' 12.) 1594 H. Walpole in Calh.

Rec. Soc. PuM. V. 266 For which my vndutye I humbly
cr.ave p.irdon. Ibid.-ib-j. UndwellaWe, «. (UN.'7b.)

1381 Wvci.iF yer. vi. 8 Be tajt, Jerusalem,. . lest par auenture

1 sette thee desert, a lond vndwellable. 1611 Flokio, In.

habitabile, vnhabitable, vndwellable.

Undwelt,///. a. [Us-lSb, c] Not dwelt

in \ f uninhabited.

tfiSSo Chkke Matt. xii. 44 He commeth and findeth k
vndwelt in, swept, and trimmd. 1613 W. Browne Brit.

Past. 1. i. 635 If beautie wanting lovers long should stay.

It like an house undwelt in would decay. 1S74 Marveli.

Ball. Ld. Mayor ff Aldermen ii, Whilst their churches [are]

unbuilt, And their houses undwelt.

Ulldy.rt. Her. [Anglicized f. Undee a.] Wavy.
i592 ^\mx.^ Armorie g 'I'he sonne of Thomas went away

with his ancestors marke without distinction (being yndie

golde and red). i6ix Cotgr., Vnd^,..\n Blason, vndie. or

wauie. 1718 Chambers Cycl., Undee, or Undy, in Heraldry.

See Wavy. 1780 Etuycl. Brit. (ed. 2) V. 3588/1 Vert, a

Chief undy Or. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 694/1 A bend undy
or wavy is not a mere bend with a wavy edge, but the

whole bend is in waves.

Undye', r". (Un-^ 3.) x\..\,-iTia.'mMS.Soc.Antiq. 134

fol. I (Halliwelll, Blakke into white may not be undyed, Ne
blood infecte with currupcioun.

Undye-d,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

X538 Elvot, AbaphuSy vndied or vncoloured. 1570 Levins

Manif. 50 Undyed, non tinctus. 1603 J. Davies (Heref.)

Extasie Wks. (Grosart) I. 91/2 Thou shall haue powre to

crush the crownes of kings.., and yet thy hands vndide.

a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (1661) 191 About fourscore thousand

undrest and undied cloaths. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe vii.

58 A hood of mountain-wool undyed. 1880 L. Wallace
Ben.Hur 32 An unbleached, undyed blanket.

Undying, ppl. a. [Un-1 io.] That does not

die ; immortal.
a 1300 CursorM.1S620 Heras..Bathgodd and man als he

was ar, Vndeiand (rr/M. Vndyinge] nu for euermar. 1608

Beaum. & Fl. Four Plays in One III. Wk.s. 1912 X. 337
And [I] wish heartily. That firm affection . . May take as deep

undying root . . Betwixt my Daughter Casta, and your good-

ness. 1M7 Milton /". Z..VI.739 Driven downTo ch.-iins of

Darkness, and th' undying Worm. i8i6 I'.vron Siege Cor.

XV, They fell devoted, but undying. 1887 Morris Odyss. xi.

>33Untothe (3ods undying of the widespread heavenly home.

absol. 1821 [see Unborn5>/. a. 3I. 1891 Morris («/i), The
Story of the Glittering Plain, . .or the Acre of the Undying.

b. Iransf. Of feelings, etc.

c 176s Falconer Occas. Elcgyi^ No more . . Shall . .hopeless

Love impart undying pain. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. 111. c, By
heavenly feet thy paths are trod,—Undying Love's. 1885
' Mrs. Alexander ' Valerie's Fate v. The undying interest

ever felt by kindly women in a question of love or marriage.

Hence Undyiugly adv., Undyingness.
a 1864 Hawthorne SeptimiusUij^) 33 That strange idea of

undyingness which had recently taken possession of him.

i88i Miss Braddon Asph. II. 282 He remembered how
devotedly,, .undyingly, he had once loved. .Madeline.

TTne, obs. Sc. var. Oven.

tTJne, z*. Obs. [ad. L. »<«(>i! (= It. »«!V^, OF.
and mod.F. ttnir, Sp. and Pg. unir), f. Hn-iis one.]

trans. To unite.

c 1400 Beryn 3724 The hole science of al surgery Was vnyd,

or the chaunge was made of both hit eye. With many sotill

enchauntours. c 14S0 Myrr. Our Ladye 104 So.. had yt

bene vnpossyble that thys worde. .shulde haue bene touched

. .but yf yt had bene vned to mannes body. 1526 Pilgr. Per/,

(W. de W. 1531) 295 This is how the hole ymage of god,

memory, vnderstandynge and wyll, be vned and ioyned to

god. 1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1348/2 He is not by

the spirite of god vnyd with holy saintes as a liuely niembre

of Christes..body, IS38 Hale God's Promises III. Cij, O
most myghtyegouernour of thy people, . .that of two maketh

one, vnynge the Jews with the gentyles in one churche.

rejl. 1533 f- Erasmus' Com. Crede 69 b, It vned or dyd
knytte itselfe into one hypostase or persone.

b. In Sc. use in pa. pple.

Perh. in some instances ad. L. iintt.us : see Unite ppl. a.

1456 Sir G. Hay Gov. Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 133 Ihan
is the naturale bete unyt in the body. 1529 Reg. Privy

Seat Scot. II. 49/2 'J'he barony of Wester Ferny with cer-

tane other landis and officis annexit and unit thairto. 1568

Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872) 73 The said prebendarie of the

Rude and Halie Bludealtare, baith vnit in ane. 1615 Reg.

Great SealScflt. 543/r Quhilk deanrie is unit and incorporat

to the patrimonie of the said coUedge,

Hence f TTninEf vhl. sb. Obs.

1545 Douglas in St. Papers Hen. VIII, V. 418, I .sal. .be

glade to set fordvart the uneing ofTthir two Relmis.

f Une, app. an obs. var. of liVEN adv.

C1400 Destr. Troy 1545 The walles vp wroght..Fro the

vrthe vpward vne of a mesure. Ibid. 5529 He w.as made
as a mon fro J>e myddell vp, And fro the nauyll byneithe,

vne an abill horse.

Uneaeer, a. (Un-' 7.) 1819 Keats Lamia i. 218 Like

a young Jove with calm uneager face. 1844 Ld. Houghton
Mem. Many Scenes 186 A youth.. with dull, uneager face.

Unea'gled, a. (Un-' 9.) 1858 (see Uncrossed i].

Uueais, Sc. var. Uneaths adv. Obs.

UNEARTHLY.

Unea'red, /// 3. Obs. t\c. arch. [Uk-18-i-

Ear zi.l] Unploughed, untilled.

nooo /^'.LFRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 147 Rus, unered
land, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 15 The balkis that they
calle vnered lond. 1558 Reg. Cupar Abbey (1B90) II. 268

[He] sail ere. .Roberts^nis land for this instant crope, s.afar

as is vnerit. C1600 Shaks. Sonn. iii, Where is she so faire

whose vn-eard wombe Disdaines the tillage ofthy husbandry ?

Unearned,///, a. [Un i 8.]

1. Not earned by merit or desert ; unmerited or

undeserved (as reward or punishment).
c I200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 Deflen. .biieueden him [Adam]

alle his riche weden, ^at wartn unerned giue, and undeS-
licnesse. 1599 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 439 If we haue vnearned

lucke. Now to scape the Strpents tongue, We will make
amends ere long. 1796 Mme. D'Arhlay CaniilLx II. 383
The sufferings, so utterly unearned by fault or by folly, of

a sister so dear to her. 1805 WoRDSW. Prelude vi. 16S .Such

dispositions then were mine unearned By aught, I fear, of

genuine desert.

2. Not earned by labour ; not worked for.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 225 Casual discourse.. intermits

Our dayes work brought to little,, .and tb' hour of Supper
comes unearn'd. 1708 J. Philips Cyder \. 374\Vilt thou.

.

rather chuse To lye supinely, hoping Heav'n will, .give thee

Bread unearn'd? 1799 (Joleridge Ode to Duchess of

Detionsh. 17 Rich viands. .Were yours uneamed by toil.

1850 Grote Greece 11. Ixii. VIII. 53 This anticipation of an

unearned salary. 1873 Hamerton Intell. Life l. iii. 11 One
of the unearned gifts of nature.

b. Unearned increment, such increase in the

value of land or property as takes place without

labour or expenditure on the part of the owner.

1873 J. S. Mill in Dissert, f. Discuss. (1875) IV. 299 The
detention by the State of the unearned increment of rent.

1884 in A. Cawston Street Imprav. London (1893) 115 The
increased value, the unearned increment of this property.

Unearnest, a. (Un-i 7.)

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 332 Al ye whyle [he] pronounced

suche an hainous matier w* an unearnest countenaunce.

1548 — Erasm. Par. Luke xii. 105 Except that euen those

veraie thinges..be possessed of vs after an vnearnest sorte.

x6xi Florio, Disferuorare, to make vnearnest, to coole.

1877 Abr. Benson in Life (1899) 1. 435 'Ihe state of things

in which she wrote was . . very une.arnest in many ways.

Unea-rth, v. [Uk-2 5 and 6.]

1. trans. To dig out of the eaith, to exhume ; to

disclose by the removal of eaith.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 7 When he his fadirs

body efter deth vnherthid. i6a6 T. H(awkins) Caussin's

Holy Ct, 67 As Diamonds buryed in a Dunghill, which if

once you vn-earth,. .will set the sunne before youreyes.

1798 WoRDSW. Simon Lee 75, I chanced to see 'this old

Man doing all he could To unearth the root of an old tree.

a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. in. Knight t, Laiiy, His

cane, . . which he used . . when unearthing his worms and his

grubs. 1877 Huxley Fhysiogr. 200 When the ruins were

til St unearthed, the upper floor stood much higher.

b. To force out of a hole or burrow..

1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman SAlf. l. 48 Hee was
jealous, that the Foxe was now vn-earthed. 1730 Thomson
Autumn 475 The sly destroyer of the flock., from his

craggy winding haunts unearth'd. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xii,

We will join the rest . and see their luck at unearthing the

b.adger. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 39 One man
. .dug a hole in the ground deep enough to give hira shelter,

..[but] he was speedily unearthed.

transf. 1841 Lever C. O'Malley cxii. Oh, it's yon, is it!—

at last ! so I've unearthed you, have 1

1

c. To free from, to clear by removal of, earth.

1S63 Davenant Siege ofRhodes l 31 Away 1 unchain the

Streets, unearth the Ports I Pull down each barracade I

2. Jig. To bring to light ; to disclose, reveal, dis-

cover, etc. (Freq. from c i860.)

1820 Byron Blues ii, Scamp. 1 hey have merit, I own. .

.

Ink. Then why not unearth it m one of your lectures ! 1863

CowDEN Clarke Shaks. Char. xii. 308 You may tru^t a

woman to unenrth a plot. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq.

114 What would I not have given to unearth a letter. . t

3. Jig. To free from earthly qualities.

1765 J. Brown Chr. Jrnl. 286 O to be unearthed, unselfed,

that I may be like him 1

Hence UneaTthed ppl, a}-; TJneaTthlng vbl.

sb. and ///. a.

1612 Two Noble K. v. L 58 Thou mighty one,.. whose
havocke in vaste Feild Vnearthed skulls proclaime. 1870

Morris Earthly Par. III.iv. 21 .An unearihed blind mole..

Was wandering there. 1876 Fox Bourne Loeke II. xv. 527

To in vent,., with much., material of his own unearthing, the

art of logic 1897 19M Cent. -Aug. 276, I got to regard a resur-

rection man as. .an uneartidy because unearthing demon.

TTnea-rthed, ///. a.2 [Un-1 8.] Not buried ;

not carried into the ground.

1513 Douglas yEneidw. ii. 14s Vnerdit lyis of new the

deidbody. Ibid. v. 62. 1905 klect. World f, Engin. 18

Feb. 339 (Cent. Suppl.), Giving over 14,000 volts between

the unearthed conductors.

Unearthliness. (Un-1 12 ; cf. next.)

(a) i860 PusEY Min. Proph. 569 A picture of our Lord's

humility and of the unearlblimss of His kingdom. 1896

G. A. SiMCOX in Academy 22 Ftb. 150/3 The world. .liked

him all the better for the elegant unearthlinessof his aspect.

(*) 1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach.\\. 33 There was a

coldness and uncarthliness about it.. which repelled .. me.

Unearthly, <i. [Un-i 7.]

1. Rising above what is characteristic of earth
;

exalted, sublime; celestial.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. in. i. 7 O, the Sacrifice. How cere,

monious, solemne, and vn-earthly It was i' th' OfTring ? 179s
(ioLEKlDGE ReJl. Place ofRetirem. 24 The inobtrusive song

of Happiness, Unearlhly minstrelsy ! 1855 Brimi.ev Ess.

(1858) 304 [An] almost unearthly intensity of faith, love,

and resignation. 1876 H. W. Pullen Mod, Christianity 73



UNEASE.
Having made choice of an unearthly Guide, you should be
content to follow Him along unearthly paths.

2. Not belonging to this earth ; supernatural,

mysterious, ghostly. (Cf. Sc. wanearthly,')
a x8oa Tamlane xxxv. in Scott Minstrelsy^ How shall I

theeknaw Amangso many uneartiily knights? 1828 Lytton
Felham II. x, A mysterious and unearthly communion of
the soul with the beings of another world. 1871 L. Stephen
Flayp-. Eur. ii. 82 There is something almost unearthly in
the sight of enormous spaces of hill and plain.

b. Of sounds or voices.

xSoB Scott Mann. 11. Introd., In the bittern's distant
shriek, I heard unearthly voices speak. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh
Father DarcyW. xi. i83TheunearthIysound. .immediately
ceased. 1890 ' R. Uolorewoou ' Col. Reformer (i8gi) 150
The half-heard music is full of unearthly cadences.

c. coUoq. Not appropriate to anything earthly;

absurdly early or inconvenient,

1865 AIrs. Carlvle Lett. {1883) III. 267 Your starting
from the Gill at an unearthly hour. 1891 Mrs. KrDDicLL
Mad Tour 63 In the streets of Cologne at that unearthly
hour in the morning.

Unease* sb, [Un-1 12, Cf. Waneasbj^.]
Want or lack of ease ; discomfort ; uneasiness.

App. not in use in the i8th cenUj and not common in the
19th till about 1880.

azyoo Cursor M. 2900c Discipline.. in askes and in hare,
And weping and vneses lair, c 1400 Rom. Rose 3102 Thanna
seide I, ser, not you displease To knowen of myn gret vnnese,
a 145a Knt. tie la Tour {igo6) 152 That none other creatoure
aught not to be ameruailed to suffre displesaunce and vnese,
U'hanne so high a lady suffered.. so gret sorw and tribula.

cion. 1523 Ld. Berners tr. Froiss, I. cxlvi. 174 We haue
endured moche payne and vnease, 1593 Nashe Christ's
Tears 13 More and more thou addest to my vnease. 163a
LiTHcJow Trav. vil 327 In this unease Of tackling Boarus,
we so the way make short. 1676 Hobbes llicui Pref. (1686)

3 Such uncase, as in a Coach a man unexpectedly finds in
passing over a furrow. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss.^ Unease^
uneasiness. 1857 Sir F, Palgrave Norm. 9( Eng, II. 458
The unease thereby occasioned was exceedingly enhanced .

.

when genera! belief superadded (etc.). 1894 J. Knight
D» Garrick vii. lop A tendency to self-consciousness with a
consetjuent unease was a fault of his style.

tTTnea'Se, v. Oh, [Un-3 4,] trans. To in-

commfxle, trouI>le, distress.

CX400 Laud Troy Bk. 14481 Vnnethea of vs is any That
we nare wounded or vnhesed. c 1440 Pallad, on Ifuslr,

III. 562 Carmetes old ek tyme is now to weJe, And of to
kylte hit that their roote vne-seth. 1464 Rolls ofParlt. V.

i63/i
The conion people.. is gretely uneased therby. c 1590

. Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 195 Not| Sir, till vneis 30W,
>ot mcuing to meis 30W,

TTneasefal, a, (Uif-i 7.)
1515 in Ellis Orig. Lett. .Ser. ii, I. 266 Forsomuche as tha

Quene-is lyeng here is uncasfult and costelye, by occasion
of f.irre cariage of every thing. 1567 Drant Jlorace^ E^,
xii. E iij, For thou this drosse, vneasefuU drosse, doste selte
but little by. 1840 I^wkll The Moon zS Howe'er its waves
above May toss and seem uneaseful.

Hence IT&ea'sefalness.
x66x Kusr Origens 0/>itt. 74 If this gentler smart and

uneasefulness will not reclaim them.

Uueasily, adv. [Ux-i 1 1.]

f 1. a. With difficulty on account of discomfort

;

only with pain or suffering. Obs.

ciago Beket 2211 in ^S". Eng. Leg. 1. 170 With luytet aise he
mi^tc siite, and ful on-aisi-liche ride, And on-aisiliche ligga
also. 1535 SrEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 534 Vneselia
thocht that he mycht ryde or go, ..Than vp he rais ryclit

fraklie on hi^i feit. 1600 Hakluvt K^. ill. 54 It was,,
counted a place very .hardly and vneasily to be inhabited
for the great colde.

+ b. Not in any easy or simple manner ; with
difficulty or trouble. Obs.
x6oo E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 233 Where (although vn-

easily).. they might imbarke and descend. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner^s Mag. A. 4, I might haply appear, .monstrous to
the eye of the World, and uneasily escape submersion. 1723
Sloane Jamaica 11. 17 They are uneasily kept from apes
and squirr^^ls.

2. In au uneasy or uncomfortable manner; ia
such a way as to cause discomfort.
In oldf r use {a) of physical uneasiness.
{a) im Langl. F. PL IJ. XIV. 232 He goth to cold beddynge, I

And his heued vn-heled vn-esiliche I-wrye, a 1425 tr.

Arderne's Treal, Fistula, etc. 38 J>ai slepe vtiesely ; (7ai ar
made heuy als wele in mynde as in body. 1550 Thomas
Ital, Dict.^ Distretto, stratctly or vneasilie. 1621 J, Tavlok
(Water P.) Sir G. Nonse'ice Wks. (1630) Aa i b, Resting
vneasily on a banke of Sicamores. 1822-7 CJood Stinly Med.
(1820) I. 211 Concentrated j-^llies. .sit more uneasily on a
weak stomach, than meat, .in a solid form.
{b) 1863 Mus. Oi.i?\\KST Salem Chapel \v. y> Mr. Vincent

stood une;isily at a corner when he was brought into the
apartment. 1887 Miss Bktmam-E[>warus Next 0/ Kin
Wanted W. xi. 140 He.. hemmed and ha'd uneasily.

t3. Without ease ; awkwardly, Obs.~^
1611 CoTG8.,/»A«^//t7«<:«/,..vnweldiIy, vneasily, vnhand*

somely.

Unea's^ess. [Un-i 12.]

tl. The quality of Ijeing troublesome. Obs,
1387 Tkrvisa ///fifert (Rolls) VII. 331 He commaundede

to put out Lanfranc out of Normandye for his unesynes
[L. pro sua importunitate\ 1712 in J. J. Vernon Par.^
Kirk Hawick {v/oo) 100 The s(ai}d day compeared Bessie
Pasley. .for her uneasiness among her nighbours.

f 2. Difficulty ; difficult nature or character.

1594 R. AsFiLEY tr. Lays le Roy 73 b, The vneasinesse of
the places where he made his Conquests. 1645 Ussher
Body DiT. 271 Frowardnes.se,and uneasinesse to be intreated.

X69XT. H(ALRl.^£r.A'*7y/«Tv«^. 38 Very apt to gather Filth,

and of no less uneasiness when fouled to be thoroughly
cleansed agaiiu
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+ b. Unwillingness, reluctance. Obs.
a 171S Burnet Chun Time 11. viii. (1897) I. 374 The king.,

charged him to tell him the truth. The other did it, though
not without some uneasiness. 1737 Whistos Josephus^ Hist,
IV, iii. § 3 The Roman garrisons,.. partly out of their un-
easiness to take such trouble,, .did hitle or nothing,

t c. Unpleasantness ; ill feeling. Obs.
^1734 North Liz'es (1826) III. 366, I mentioned before

some uneasinesses between the doctor and his seniors about
elections. 1771 Lkdwich Antiq. Sarisb. 42 The Prelate
stiffly refused, and thereby created much uneasiness between
Henry and Pope Paschal.

3. Discomtort, trouble, or anxiety, as affecting

one's circumstances or welfare. Also (with pi.),

an instance of this.

1599 Shaks. Hen. K, 11. ii. 27 There|s not I thinke a subiect
That sits in heart-grcefe and vneasinesse Vnder the sweet
shade of your gouernment. 1658 Whole Duty Man vii. § 9
An abundant amends for all the uneasine.ss and hardship
thou canst suffer in the way. 1681 J. Scott Chr. Life \. i.8
Slion intermisMonsofthe pains and uneasinesses of a wretched
Life. 1740 Richardson Pamela 1. 13 But, may-be, without
these Uneasinesses to mingle with these Benefits, I might be
too much puffed up. 1803 A. Knox Rem. (1834) 1. 29 When
we wish to rise above worldly uneasiness.

b. Physical discomfort (falling short of actual
or definite pain).

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. rr. xiv. 235 Having sadly Experi-
enc'd the uneasiness of Sicknes.-t. 1709 Phil. Trans. XXVI.
491 The Cause of this Peeping in the Shell, I take to be from
some Uneasiness ihe young Bird may find there. 1774
(ioLDSM. iVrt/. Hist. (1776] II. 55 The infant's cries are suffi-

cient indications of the uneasinesses it must at every interval
endure. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Set. <$• Art II. 446 With
nearly all persons who have breathed this gas, not the
least uneasiness or languor subsequently remains. i86a A.
Meadows Man. Midivi/ery 220 Pain in the seat of injury,
followed by a general sense of uneasiness and distension.

C. Mental discomfort ; anxiety, apprehension.
1683 NoRRis Hierocles 60 There is a necessity therefore of

Impatience and Uneasiness, and that otr misery he aug-
mented from the ignorance of our selves, 1709 Lady M. \V.
Montagu Let. to Miss A. Wortley 8 Aug., Till then I shall
be in terrible uneasiness. 1756 Cowper Wks. {1837) XV. 291,
I have lately been under some uneasiness at your silence.

1844 K1NGL.VKE Eot/ten xviii, My coming from an infected
city did not cause him the least uneasiness. 1885 'Mus.
Alexander ' A t Bay iv, The next day brought Glynn a few
lines., which struck him as expressing more uneasiness than
was intended.

Unea-stem, a. (Un* 7J 1760-a Goldsm. Cit. W. Ii,

Unnatural, un-Eastern,.. would be the whole cry. 1838
Thackeray Major Gahagan iv, The phraseology peculiar
to my own country., is so uneastern.

Uneasy, a. [Un-i 7.]
1. Not conducing to ease or comfort

;
productive

of physical discomfort. Also ia fig. context.

+ Occas. const, to (a person).
ria90 Bcket 1446 in 5. Eng. Leg. 1. 148 Swi|?eon-alsi[r'.n

unese] was is brech a-boute for-to ride, 1398 Trevisa Bartli,
De P. R. XVII. clxix. (Bodl. MS.), Wheie Jjat groweth in
vnmoderat tyme & vnesy wedre & tyme is vnperfite. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 265 If the skin be newly fretted off by

j

wearing some uneasie shoes. 1660 N. Ingelo Bentiv. ^ Vr,
j

11. (1682) 21 Golden fetters are as uneasie as those of Iron. I

17*3 Guardian No. 33 F 7 [He] appeared in Cloths, that
I

were sostrait and uneasy to him, that he seemed to move
!

with Pain. 1748 Anson's Voy. ir. v. 183 The heat in. .the
j

tropics must be much more troublesome and uneasy. i8ao
[

Kkats Hyperion \\, 64 Above her, on a crag's uneasy shelve, \

.. Shadow'd Enceladus. x86o Hawthorne Marh. F'aun
\

viii, A minute's walk will transport the visitor from the
j

small, uneasy lava stones,

t b. Causing mental discomfort or disquietude ;
|

unpleasant, disagreeable. Obs.
Very common in i8th cent., freq, with to,

1483 Corner's Con/. (Caxton) v. 459 Wherof it is y* he
conceyiieth That ylLe vnesy {orig. unseljj maladye, The
which is cleped jelou.sye. 1669 Earl Orrekv Parthen.
(1C76) 790 Till I knew my Fute..! should be in Horrors,
whose visible Effects were the least uneasie part of them.
1691 Stillingflef.t Charge 52 Nothing will be more uneasie
tome, than to be forced to make use of any Severity againiit

you. 1744 J[oHNSON Let, to y. Levett 3 Jan., Not to have
the satisfaction cf waiting upon [you], .will be a great and
uneasy ilisappointment. 1788 Charlotte Smith Emmeliiie
'i3i6)*IV. 240 The anxiety of Delamere. .is uneasy tven to
nie. 1798 — Vng. Philos. I V. 209 My mother, . . I thought,
wished,. to conceal something from me; that something
then must he uneasy.

C. Characterized by absence of ease or comfort

;

suggesting or manifesting want of ease in body or

mind.
a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vi. clxxii. 167 Alurede, beynge thus

ouerset in multytude of enemy<:s,. .ladde an vncertayne lyfe,

and vncasy. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. v. 36 Where was a Caue,

.

Deepe, darke, vneasie, dolefull, comfortlesse, 1647 Clarem-
uon Hist. Reb, u. § 55 TIiey,.made the residence of any
amongst them very uneasy, and very insecure, who were but
suspected by them not to wish well to tlieir Proceedings,

1667 Milton P. L. i. 295 His Si>ear..He walkt with to

support uneasiesteps Over the burning Marie. 1748 Anson s
Voy. II. V. 184 That uneasy lind suffocating sensation. 1^80
Mirror No. 88, 1 soon found my situation at the university

a very hard and uneasy one. 1846 Mrs. A. Mahsh Fat/ui*
Dany II. iii. 75 He sank into an uneasy slumber. 1893
Tout Eihv. /, 54 The surgeons exchanged uneasy whispers,

\ 2. Of persons : Troublesome, annoying, dis-

agreeable, unaccommodating {to others). Obs.

1387 Trf.visa Higden (Rolls) I. 87 Euere |>ei beef> vnesi [L.

inquieti\ to hir owne neihebouresol^er to strong [ =strangej
men, c 1400 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton, 1483) iv. xxxiv. 83
Shirreues shold speke for the peple, so that they be nought
mysfaren ne ouercharged with ouer sore seruyce ne by vnesy
lordes. 165a Nicholas Papers (Camden) 291, I am much

UNEATABLE.
afraid that Mr. Attorney will be very unquiet with his
associates and uneasy to the K[ingl in council. 16^8
Dryden All/or Love n. i. 26, 1 kept you far from an uneasie
Wife, a 1715 Burnet Own Time 11, xii, (1897) I, 481 He was
cynical in the whole administration, and uneasy to the king
in every_ thing. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antig. i. xviii. § 4
Not caring to be uneasy to his son,.. he resolved lobe silent,

t b. Unfriendly ; on bad terms. Obsr^
1715 P, WALKDENZ'/d!r»' (1866) 15, 1.. discoursed them con-

cerning the division that is among them, and they both own
they had been uneasy, but were now reconciled,

tc. Displeased, dissatisfied. Obs.
rtX7i5 lluKNET Own Time ni. vii. (igoo) II. 125 The king

was uneasy at this, and sent them several very angry mes-
sages.

_
Ibid. xvii. 449 The king seemed to be so uneasy

with him, that he was glad to send him away from the court.

d. Uncompromising, rigid.

1819 BvRON yttan i. Ixii, Ladies even of the most uneasy
virtue Prefer a spouse whose age is short of thirty.

3. Not easy or simple ; difficult, hard, trouble-

i

some. Now rare. (Common in J7th c.)

In first quot. = * having difficulty '.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. vi. (Tollem. M.S.), The
I

thycker and more troubled spiiite that a man haihe, the

I

uneasyer [L. tatito difficilior] and the feblier of syghle he is.

Ibid, VI. XX. (Dodl. MS.), In olde menne abstinence of mete

I

is eth and esy, and in ,onge menne & children hard and
!

vnesye. 1570 Levins Manip. 108 Vneasy, di/fi.cilis. 1591
Savile Tac. Hist. 1. XXI. 50 By lewdenesse and craft (a

matter not vneasy) [he] bare it away from good men. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World \.\\\, 139 About this time the Spar-
tans beganne to perceive how uneasie a thing it would bee
to maintaine the warre against men as good as themselves.

I

1663 BovLE Consid. Use/. Nat. P/iilos. 11. (1664) 348 To keep
the rectified Spirit, .is more uneasie, than any thing but trial

would make one think, a 1724 in Ramsay's Tea-t. Mtsc,

(^733) '• 22 If I can but get it \sc, a sword] drawn, Which will

be right uneasy. 1851 Heij-s Comp, Solit. iii, 37 By a not
uneasy diversion of mind, I turned to another branch.
J900-1 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

b. Const, with inf, (active or passive).
(<x) a\^^\iK\A.Chron.^ Edw. IV^ 241 The kyng of England

answered, that the tounes of Flanders were..vtrie uneasie
to bee kepte when they were conquered. 1603 H. Crosse
I 'ertues Comvitv, (1878) 45 A w ay vneasie to be trackt, hard
to finde. 1666 BovLE Orig. Forms

<?;
Qual. 268 Much more

elaborate, and therefore more uneasie to be restored, then
that of many other Concretes.

Kb) 1570 Buchanan Admonitioun Wks. (S.T.S.) 26 It is not
vneasie to persave. .that yai meane..ye deid of ye King.
1594 Sylvester Mcnodia 82 Till time. .had wori.e away
Her sorrowe's edge, uneasie to allay. z63X Quarles Div.
Poems, Esther \Vks. (Grosart) II. 58/2 To him there's

nought vneasie to atchieue. 1690 T. Burnet Theory Earth
II. 163 It w ill be very uneasie to give a satisfactory account
. .of the regeneration. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe ii, ' The rOad will

be uneasy to find,' answered Gurih.

t O. Of wa}S, etc.: Difficult lo traverse on account

of luggedness, steepness, or other obstacles. Obs,

1550 T. HoDV Trav. (1902) 46 It is a very uneasie waye by
the reason of the great quantitie of great and sharpe stones

that are upon yt. 1604 E. G[rimstonej D^Acosfa's Hist.
Indies IV. vi. 221 As he strived to getievp a way which was
somewhat rough and vneasie, bee was forced to lay holde

I
vpon a braunch. 1697 Drvden ^neis xi. 458 The floid,

i

constrained within a scanty space, Roars horrible along ihe

uneasy race. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour, Haly III. 38 Gentle-

men ..are in the wrong to choose to tra\el there in winter,
! for the ways are uneasy at that time, and dangerous.

I

fd. Difficult to handle. Obs.-""

161 1 Cotcr., /«/ia^//(^, ..vnweldie, vneasie, viihandsome.

S
4. Uncomfoitable or disturbed in mind ; anxious,

; apprehensive.

I
1680 Burnet Rochester Vtti. h.f,h, He.. seemed not un-

I

easie at my frequent Visits. 1693 in Vernt-^ Memoirs (1907)

I

II. 486 Nothing but the want of your blessing can make mc
uneasie, for othejwise I am ptrfectly happy. 1719 De

I

Foe Cn/soe 11. (Globe) 362 The Spaniard, .found himself
' very uneasy in the Night, and could by no Means get any

Sletp. 1748 Anson's I'oy. n. ix. 230 We began to be uneasy

j
for her safety. 178J Miss Burnbv Cecilia v. i, It contributed

to render htr thoughtful and uneasy. 183a Ht. Maktineau
! Ireland^ H is countenance brightened, . .but he still seemed

j

uneasy till he had put one question. 1859 W, Collins Q. of
' Hearts 1. 117, 1 was. .as anxious and as uneasy as our gucsL

b. Suffering physical discomfoit.

1725 N. Robinson Th. Fhysick 276 If he he vtry restless

and uneasy, let the following Prescriptions he exhibited.

c. Of animals ; Restless, unsettled,

i8ss Poultry Chron, II. 449/2 Should they not be fed at

regular intervals, it will lend lo make them uneasy and dis-

contented. 1897' Mrs. Ravner' T)Pe-writcrGirl jXx, Like
..restless Spanish sheep in spring, when they herd and leap,

uneasy to be driven to their pai>tures in the mountains.

d. trans/. Of things : Moving in a distuibed or

unquiet manner.
1816 L. Hunt Rimini iii. 61 Scattering smiles on this

uneasy earth, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 62

Weights at the extremities cause a ship to be uneasy in a sea-

way. 1894 Crockett Raiders 103 Ihe upper arch of the

cave is not less than forty feet above the floor of uneasy water.

5. Quasi-ij^/V. Uneasily.

1596 Mascall Govt. Cattle 120 Let your axeltrees..fill

close the nathes of the wheeles, for when they gaggle or

shake, they goe vneasie. 1597 Siiaks. 3 Hen. IV, mi. i. 31

Vneasie lyes the Head, that weares a Crowne. 1684 Con'
tempi. St. Man u. viii. (1699) 226 You.. will perswade your-

self, that you never laid so uneasie in your whole Life before,

1807 SouTHEV Espriella's Lett. I. 176 The farmer told him
it was but an uneasy-going beast. 1862 Thackeray Philip

xxviii, [So] thinks the general, rolling uneasy on the mid-
night pillow.

Unea-table, a. (Un- i 7 b.)

x<Sii CoTGR., Immangeable, vneatable, vnfit to be fed on,

1775 Adair Am'er. Ind. i6 The . . Indians. . formerly reckoned

ilisc. opossum] as.. uneatable an animal, as a hog. Z798
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UNEATABLENESS. 172 UNEPFACEABLE.

W. Bi.AiRSo/JtWs Friend 16 Biscuits would. . be preferable

:

a loaf becomes mouldy and uneatable in a few aa>'S. 1861

MusGRAVK By'rootis 13 A dreary breadth of sand hills,

dotted with tufts of uneatable herbage and rank weeds. 1876

Mrs. Whitney Sights ff ins. xviti, We got an uneatable

dinner (having blundered upon a wrong hotel).

Hence ITnea'taMeness.
1869 Trans. Entotn. Sac. I. 21 Thus showing that the spines

were not the cause of the uneatableness of the larvae.

Unea-ten, ///. a, [Un-i 8 b. Cf. ON.
ti-e/i/irt, Ml)u. ongeeien (Du. 'gegeten)^ MLG. un-
gegeten^ MHG.««^<f«sir«, -gezzen (G. ungegessen).']

Not eaten ; left undevoured.
c ia90 St. Bnndan 301 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 227 AI ore couent

nis nou5t here, ake muche it hath vn-ete [v.r, for moche del

is un-y-etej. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {yarnes Min.) 682
For nothire wes lewit in pat towne hwnde, na catte,..vn-

hetync, be bis wes done, c 1450 Bk. Hawking in ReL Ant,
I. 307 Of ihees fleschys lokc that she have good plente ech
day, so that sche leve sum what uneton. x6xi Bkaum. & Fu
fCifig <(• No fCing III, Therefore 1 will out-swear him and all

his fol'iwers,thal this is all that's left uneaten of my sword.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Siege Jerus. Wks. 15/1 B'rom
out their throats they tear the meat in haste, Halfe eaten,
halfe vneaten. 1791 Cowper OJyss. viii. 582 A huge brawn,
of which uneaten still I^rge part and delicate remain'd.
x868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 297 The re-

mains 01 the uneaten leaves must be carefully taken away.

Unea'th, a. Obs.oiarch. Forms: (see quots.)

[OE. utUahe^ -i^e, etc. : see Un-1 7 and Eath a.]

Difficult, hard, troublesome, distressing,

a 900 Andreas 205 Nis J?aet uneaSe eallwealdan code to
jcfremmanne on foldvve,^e. cxooo iELFRic Saints Lives
xiii. 247 pti cwa:d dauid him to : Unease me is Sis. c 1050
V<K. in Wr.-Wiilcker 444 Molestusy unyj>e, a 1200 Moral
Ode 181 Nis na suIHc [rech horn bo wa and horn bo uneade
(z'.r. unea&e]. cisos Lay, 2259 Corineus wes un.e5e, & wa
x>n his mode.
1570 Levins Manip. 213 Vneathe, difficilis. 1590 Spenser

F. (/. IV. X. 39 An altar ofsome costly masse,Whose substance
was vneath to vnderstand. 16x9 H. IJurton Truth's Tri-
umph 2ioThe..hare..makes many doubles,.. that vneath it

is for the most sagacious pursuer to. -finde her out. 1647
H, More Song ofSoul n. Hii, But what's within, uneath is

to convey To narrow vessels that are full afore. Ibid. Ixxxv.
17x4 Croxall Another Orig. Canto Spenser xii, Where
Freres and Monks swarm round, that it uneath May seem
*mongst them to live. 1767 Micki-e Concubine 11. xxxvii,
Uneath it is long Habits to expell. 1799 Scott Co7e'
nanter's Fate xxii, ' I fear me,' quoth he, uneath it wilt be
To match thy word with deed ',

Uneath. (vnrp)^ adv. Now only arch. Forms :

a. 1-3 uneaUs (3 -eDlSe), 2-3 uno'Ke (2 -iejje), 3
on-, 4 unej>e, 4-6 unetho (4-5 on-), 6 i>c, on-,
uneith, 6- uneath. /3. 3-5 unnej>e (3 -esepe,

-eUe, onneJ)e), 4-6 (9) unnethe (5 ounethe, un-
nythe) ; 3 unneade, -eape, 4 onn(y)eaJ)e, 6-7
unneath, 7 unneeth. 7. 4-7 uneth (5-6 oneth),

4 unnej>, 4-7 unneth. (Also 3-7 vn-.) [OE.
un/ade, f. un- Un-1 i i b + ^a6e Eatu culv.^

1. Not easily; (only) with difficulty; scarcely,

hardly.

In vefy common use from c 1300 to c 1600, Usually de-
noting limitation of the power to act in the way desired or
intended, so that the sense of ' scarcely ' becomes the promi-
nent one.

cB88 K, Mlfreo Boeth. v. §3 Uneajje Jc macg forstandan
)>ine acsunga. /bid.xxx'ix. § 4 Unea3e hirecymSzenig mon
of, sif he a;rest an cem5. cgso Lind/s/. Gos/>. Matt. xlx.

23 ForSon wlonc uneaSe 7'el hefi;^ inngeong.is m ric heofna.
atooo Col/of. JEl/ric in Wr.-Wiilcker 96 Hwylon forlide-

nesse ic l>ohe
.
, uneal>e cwic setberstende. Vaxos© O. E,

Chron, (MS. C) an, 1040, He..astealde ha swiSe Strang
Xyld, J^aet man hit uneac^e acom. cxaos LAV.31438 Muccliel
del heo slo5en of ^an mon«weorede, and be king Penda uneSe
gon anwende. a 1150 Owl ff Night, 1605 J'u me hauest
sore igremed

.
)>at ic may vnne^ speke. 13.. Sir Beues

(A.) 884 So mani arwes to him bai sende, Unnet>e a mi5te
him self defende. €7x369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche "jxi As
I yow telle Vnnetlie myght y lenger duelle. X38a Pol,
Poems (Rolls) L 267 Unnethe may prestes seculers Gete any
service for ihes frers. c 1440 Geneiydes 977 So sorowfuU he
was That he onnethe myght speke to the kyng. Ibid, 4946
[He] was. .sore for-bled that vnnethe myght he stonde. a X450
Knt. de la 7V«r (1906) 9 Making suche noise that unnethe
thei might haue herde the thundre. X54a Udall Erasm.
Apofik. 338 b, Whiche did asmuche benehte to the commen-
weale, as uneth any peiine maye wryte. XS78 Lvte Dodoens
V. Ixxiv. 641 The blades arc cut almost euery day harde by
the grounde,..and therefore it can vnethe or scarsely growe
vp. 1601 Holland Pliny U. 90 Thyme seed lyeth so close,
that unneth or hardly it can be found. X631 Gouge Gods
Arrows u 870. 117 There was so grievous a mortality of
people, as the quicke might unneath burie the dead, a x6s6
UsSHER Ann. (1658) 395 His army grew so loaden with the
spoiIe..that they were unneeth able to march above five
mile a day. X739 G. West Abuse Trav. xliii, A small river,
that full slow did glide, As it uneath mote find its watry
path For stones and rubbish, 1805 Scott Last Minstrel
VI. XXIX, The standers-by might hear uneath, Footstep, or
voice,

.
.Through all the lengthen'd row. X834 Hare Guesses

(1848) 546 Man s hard, clencht mouth, whence words uneath
do sup.

b. Scarcely, hardly, barely (in respect of extent,
amount, degree, etc.).

'^

******
J^'''^

^°^i'
'^'^"'- 53 penes.. wundeden him switSe

sore, and forleten him unneSe fiues. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

V^' ii*'
"'"^ *" Sayu** Lemperor] vif ;er vnne^e. CX300

Seyn Jultan (Ashm. MS.) 178 pat led l>at bolynde was,
vnnc^c It pay.^ hire warm. CX374 Chauckr Anel. J^ Arc,
135 On him IS al hir thought, pat wele vnnej>e of mete tooke
she keepe. X390 Gower Con/. I. 364 The remenant of folk
aboute Unethe stonden eny doutc To werre ech other and
to slec. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 44 Put hem in a panne. .,

& vnne)»e ony grece in J>e panne. X484 Caxton Fables of
Alfonce 1, 1 haue lyued lenger than thyself haste & vnnethe
1 haue gete half a frend. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 296
Uneth any tree [is] more goodly to behulde afarre of tlten

the cypres tree. 1596 Fitz-Geffrf,v Sir F. Drake (i83i) 58
Honour enmoves her to attempt the flight, And wave her
feathers (unneath taught to flie). 1606 N. Uaxtkr Sidney's
Ourania Dij, Ignorant, lewde, Uneth with one drop of
Nectar bedewde.

•}• O. With accompanying negative. Obs,
1^.. Guy IFarzv. (A.) 254 He no dar his loue ke|>e, No

sen hir wel vnne^e. 136a Langl. P. PI, A. v, 100 Al my
breste bolIeJ» for bitter of my galle ; May no suger so swete
aswagen hit vnne|>e. c 1400 Maundev, (1919) xxii. 128
Fisscnes..casten hem self to the see banke of J>at yle, so

fret plentee..^t noman may vnnethe see butfissch, 1412-30
fVIk;. ChroH. Troy 1. 3392 Wel onetlie he ne my^t endure
Hym to dismembre. X477 Paston Lett. IIL 175 'ihe causey
. . IS so over flowyn that ther is no man that may onethe passe
it. 1559 Primer in Priv, Prayers (1851) 90, 1 dare not
unneth make my prayers unto thee, for tliou art angry with
me. x6oo Fairfax Tasso v. xxxiv, And further ads, ..That
none offence could greater be vneath, And yet the place the
fault did aggrauate.

td. tiiipl. with but. (Cf. Bt'T conj. 7.) Obs.
x6oi Weevfk Alirr. Mai-t. C 2 b, A vUe contagious mist

which can vnneath Uut pestilence or worse diseases breede.

t e. erron. Almost. Obs. rare,
1590 Si'ensfr F. Q. I. xi. 4 A roaring hideous sound That

. .seemd vneath toshake the stedfast ground. 1600 Fairfax
Tasso IV. lix. Thus causelesse hatred, endlesse is vneath.

t2. a. Keluctanlly, unwillingly. Obs.
£900 tr. Baeda's Hist. 11. ii. 100 pa j;e3afodan |7a;t unea(5e

ba his ;^esacan. tnooo ^lfric (Jt«. xxxiit. n Ic hidde |>e,

Jja;t |>u onfo t»issa laca. . . pa underfeng he liiR uneaSe. a xaoo
Moral Ode 189 We ^eueili une3e [v.r, uneafte] for liis luue a
stucheof ure brede. 138Z Wyclif C^w. xxxiii. 11 Vnneth, the
brother compellynge, takynge [he] selth, Goo we togideres,

+ b. In difficult circumstances j in hardship. Obs.
X5<ji Spenser F, Q. 1. ix. 38 Is then uniust to each his due

to giue?. .Or let him die at ease, that liueth here vneath?
a 1^92 GREi:NE.SV//w«i 1,375 The gray-beard.. liu'd at ease,
while others liu'd vneath.

fS. Scarcely, in respect of lime; only just. Obs,
c xooo i'Ei.FRic Gen. xxvii. 30 UneaGe Isaac Jeendode ^as

spra:ce, (^a lacobut code. ciaoS Lay. 16397 Vn-neai3e [c 1275
oiinej^e] wes Y\s spel i.sa;id to |>an eiide, pa isejen heo Ha:]i-

gest halden ouer dune, a 1225 Leg. Kath, 1993 pis wes
unea3e iseid, pet an engel ne com: (1x300 Cursor M. 11685
Vnnethe had he said J>e sune, Quen be tre it boglicd dune,
X38a Wvci.iF 6"<:«. xxvii. 30 Vnneth Ysaac had fulfillid the
word, and Jacob goon out, Esau com. a \^oiy-*fi Alexander
41B5 Vnneth his prayer was past, quen purid all J?e cloudis.

XS13 IiRADSHAW St. Wcrburge 1. 1227 Whan kynge Vulfer
approched his castell And vnneth was entred into his hall.

1556 J. Hevwooi) Spidt-r
(J-

Fiy Ixxiv. S3, 1 was no soner
returnd vnneth, Ere 1 had. .iudgement of deth,

t Unea'tlLSy adv. Obs, Forms : a, 3 ime3es,
4 unepes, 4-6 unethea (5-6 -is), 5 onethea
(•ys), anedes, 6 uneathes. ^3. 2-3 uiine"5es, 4
unnepes (-is, -ys, -us), 4-6 unnethes (4-5 -is,

5 "ys)) 5 onnethis. 7. 4 xineths, 4-5, 7 un-
neths. 5, north, and Sc. 4unees, 4-5un(n)e8e,

5 onnese, un(h)es, unnes, wnes, 5-6 xineis, 6
uneais. [f. prec. + -s.]

1. — Uneath adv. i.

a, ^, y. cxaoo Trin. Coll. Horn, 179 UnneSes hie wlnnen
jiet here louerdes rihttes. ^'xaso Bestiary 134 IIe.,nime3
vnnei'ies 3ur3, for his fel he 3er leteS. c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 2341
He dede halle ut Se to5ere gon, And spac un-eSes, so e gret,

a X300 Cursor M. 12686 Hes knes war bolnd sua ^^at he ne
moght vnnethes ga. Ibid. 20982 Vneths he bar lif a-way.
CX330 R.Urunne Chron.lVace {Ko\U) 1176 Byhinde, bifore,

on heym (lei cam, ynel?es any a^wey l>er nam. c X380 Wyclif
iVks, (1880) 22 pei wolen travai]e.,sobisily bat vnne^jis may
bei at reste seie melenesor masse. 1450 Paston Lett, 1. 124,
I.. have soo wesshe this litel bille with sorwfidle terys,

that on-ethes ye shalle reede it. 1482 Monk of Evesham
iv, (Arb.) 23 In a voyce onethys audybille and noo thyng
intelligibille. c 1520 Barclay Jugurth (1557) 7 b, Vnnethes
coude he with moche paine induce him therlo, C1530 Ld.
Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 135 Rockes..of suche
heyght, that, .the toppe of them myght vnnethes be sene.

X590 Sfenser /'". Q, 11. vi, I Vneathes it can refraine From
that, which feehle nature couets faine; 1621 Bp, Mountago
Diatribse 22 For unneths shall we finde a man. .but hath a
tang one of these two wayes. 1635 Hevwood Hierarchy ix.

579 He lifts at juggs.., but they.. Had been so well fiH'd,

that he vnneths may Adiiance them, .to his head.
h. 4x300 Cursor M. 1648 Al ar l>ai worth)ji for to wite,

vnnes es ani funden quite, c X375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix.

{Christopher) i^j |'e lytil barne. .wox[h]euiaremare& mare,

J>at vTiese cure J^e watir he wane. c;i400 Vivaine <§• Garv,

342 There sal cum slik slete and rayne. That unnese sal thou
stand ogayne, c 1450 -SV. Cuthbert (Surtees) 282 par was
a grete clernes of lyght,..Vnnes l>ar on men luke myght.

£1475 Raiif Coil^ear 157 He start vp stoutly a^ane—vneis
micht he stand. X500-20 Dundar Poems Ixxii, 45 Vneis
with lyf he mycht sustene That croune.

2. = Uneath adv. 2 a.

X388 WvcLiF Gen. xxxiii, 11 Vnnethis, while the brothir
compellide, he resseyuede, and seide, Go we to gidere.

3. = Uneath adv. 3.
a X300 CursorM:Bts9 Vnnethes [Gfftt, vnese] had he monid

his mode, pat a lem fra )>g wandes stode. CX340 Hampole
Pr, Consc. 476 For unnethes es a child born fully pat it ne
bygynnes to.. cry. 1388 Wyci.if Gen. xxvii. 30 Vnnethis
Isa.ic hadde flllid the word, and. .Esau cam.
Unea'ting, vbi. sb, (Un.> 13.) X698 R. L'Estrange

Fables 1. 51 They, .that take Eating and Drinking, and Un*
Eating, and Un-Drinking, . . to be the Great Bus'ness of
Mankind. Unebbing;,///. a. (Un-' 10.) x6s2 Benlowes
Theoph. VII. xc, Flouds of unebbing joycs from Thee do rowl.
1822 BvRON Juan vn. Ixviii, Oh, glorious laurel I since for one
sole leaf, . , Of blood and tears must flow the unebbing sea.

Une'briate, A, [Un-'7, 5 b.] a. Unintoxicating. b. Unin-
toxicated. 1853 Lytton My Novel iv. xyii, There were..
imebriate liquors, pressed from cooling fruits. Ibid. vi. xxii,

Forth, unebriate, unpolluted, became from the orgy. Un-
ecclesia stical, a. (Un-' 7J. -ally, adv. (Un.' h.) X766
SxEiiNK Tr. Shandy ix. iv, Most un-ecclesiastJcally did the
Corporal do it. 1834 Mozley Lett. (18B5) 40 Newman and
all liis party declare it to be quite unecclcsiastical. 1870
F. R. Wilson Ch, Lindisf. 41 Carham Churcli is another of
the unecclesiastical buildings. Unechoed,///. a. (Un.' g.)

x6ox Sir W, Cornwallis Ess. 11, xlii, Speach and leason..
loue trafhcke and exercise, the former of which is vnecchoed
without company. Une choing,///. a. (Un*' 10.) X817
Moore Lalla R., Veiled Proph. Khorassan 486 The..
Priestess, whose light bound Came like a spirit o'er th* un-
echoing ground. X823 J. Wilson Marg. Lyndsay ix. 66
There was. .no sound in the misty and unechoing air,

Unecli-psed,///. a. (Un-i 8,)

1649 Rawlins in Lovelace Poems (1904) 8 More bright Then
the first day in *s uneclipsed light, Is thy Lucasta. a 1657
R. Lovedav Lett. (1663) 180 'lill the uneclipsed Sun shafl

chase keen winter before his victorious rayes. X764 Phil,
Trans. LIV. 106 A full digit of the Sun, or more, remained
uneclipsed. 1827 Pollok Course T. vi. 357 The moon . .grew
black and dark, Unclouded, uneclipsed. xSSa Nature'^^N,
573 Various phenomena observed on the uneclipsed sun.

j"jf- ^675 tr. Camden's Hist. EUz. 111. 269 Her Glory, .she

retained intire to herself and uneclipsed. X683 in Loud. Gaz.
No. 1856/5 An uninterrupted, uneclips'd Monarchy. X824
Galt Rothelan iv. vii, Increasing the lustre of your own
hitherto unclouded and uneclipsed renown.

Unecono*mical, a. (Un-' 7), -ally, adv., -alness.
x8i6 Bknvham Chrtstom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 117 As to un-
economical ness. 1840 Herschel ^"j^. (1857) 109 The aban-
donment of ancient methods as comparatively inefficient and
uneconomical. 1881 Nature XXIV. 137 It would work.,
not so uneconomically as to be, .fatal to the proposed use.

XTne'dge, v, [Un-2 4.] trans. To take the

edge off; to blunt. AIso^^,
a 16x4 Fletcher Valentinian i. iii. Here our weapons And

bodies.. Are both unedg'd and old with ease and women.
X638 Mayne Lucian (1664) 71 Least despatre should lessen

their flame, or unedge their desires. X718 D'Urfey Grecian
Heroine v. i, About good Kings, I grant there is a. .sacred

Virtue That would unedge the Sword of Treachery.

Une'dged,<^ (Un-' g.) X799 Lamb J. jFoodvil in Lett.

(1837) 1. 126 To instruct raw youth in., practice of the unedg'd
players* foils. Une'dible, a. (Un-' 7 and 5b.) x8iB4

Imp. Diet, (citing H. Miller). 1894 igth Cent. XXXVI. 421
We reposed under a spreading tree, a wild unedible fig.

Une-dified,///. a. (Ux-i 8.)
x6i8 Fletcher Women Pleas\t iv. i, This un-edified am-

bling, hath brought a scourge upon us. X644 Milton
Areop, {Xrh.) 59 Our Ministers.. frequented with such an
unprincipl'd, unedify'd, and laick rabble. 1740 Somerville
Hobbinolia 11. 261 In Shoals they come. Neglected, feeless

Clients, nor return Unedify'd. 1815 Lamb Lett, (1888) 1. 298
My zeal is great against the unedified heathen. x8^9 Sai.a

Tw. round Clock (1861) 58 Not wholly, I trust, unedified by
the cursory view we have taken of Babylon the Great.

TJne'difying, ///. a, (Un-i io, 5 b.)
Also unedijyingly adv. (Webster, 184^).
X641 Bi*. Hall Ansio, Vind, Smect.xx. 19 Bringing in loud

Musick; uncouth, and unedifying Anthems, X698 Norris
Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 2 Those that think and know most,
being remarkable for speaking least, which makes their con-
versation so insignificant and unedifying. X722 Wodkow
Corr, (1843) II. 649 Matters are yet before sub-conintittees,

and tedious, unedifying debates cast up. X834 Beckfuro
Italy 11.309 It was not unedifjing to witness the solemnity
..with which these devotions were perfonned. x88i W. K.
Smith Old Test, in Jew. Ch. i. 10 Finding much that seems
.., at first sight, positively unedifying.

Une-dited,///. rt. (UN-'S.sb.) x8a9(?,/:(w.XXXlX.368
The unedited Poem on the Superstitions of the North. 1834

J. Akerman {title). Descriptive Catalogue of Rare and Un-
edited Roman Coins. Une'ducable, a, (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.)

X884 Contemp. Rev. May 685 The sufferer, unless utterly un-
educable, is directed to a suitable dietary. Une'ducate, a.

Obs. cxc. Sc. [UN-'8b.l Uneducated. 1592 KvD.bV/. ^
Pers. 1. iii. 141 O harsh, vn-edicate, illiterate pesant. X871
W. Alkxander Johnny Cibb xxxv, An inhaudin, unedicat
taiipie ctiiel.

Une*ducate, v. (Un- 2 3.)
X838 R. MuDiE Man his Phys. Struct, ii. 66 That system

which uneducates the pliysical powers of the child. X851
^v¥.^<zv.v.Soc.Stat, xxvi. § 10. 355 A government can educate
in one direction only by j/weducating in another.

Uneducated, ppL a, (Un-i 8.)

i^ Shaks. Z.. L. L, IV. ii. 17 After his vndressed, vn-
polished, vneducaied . . fashion, a 1676 M. Hale Prov. for
Poor Pref., The multitude of Poor, and necessitous, and
uneducated persons. X780 Mirror No. 106, His mind was
as empty and uneducated as that of Drexelius. X847 Prhis-

QOTT Pemt (1850) II. 348 His uneducated mind had no relish

for.. intellectual recreation. 1879 Ii. Taylor Stud. Cerm.
Lit. 87 He was wholly uneducated, could not read and write.

Hence Une*ducatedness.
X825 Bentham OJic. Apt, Maximized, Indie. (1830) 59

Uneducatedness.. operating in extenuation of moral guilt.

Unee'rily, Oi/z/. Sc, [Un-1 ii,] f Fearlessly.

c X37S Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. {Cecilia) 379 pai brethire i>ane

vnerely Sad to be prcfet opynly [etc.!

t Uneffable, a. [Un-1 7»6b.] = Ineffable a.

C1400 Comm. Luke i. 20 (MS. P.odl. 143), pe heuenly &
vnefiable natiuyte of crist, 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
John 26 Therfore there is felt an vncffable strength &
efficacie. XS75-85 Abp. Sandys Sertn. 264 Yea, ineiitim-

able & vneffable was the loue of our graiious Lord. X614
Raleigh Hist. IVorLi i. i. i (jod, whom the wisest men
acknowledge to be a Power vneffable. X689 Contempt. St.

Man II. iy. (1699) 160 The Joy and Happiness of God, must
needs be infinite and uneffable,

Uneffaceable, a. (Un-' 7b and 5b.) x6xx [seeUNDE.
FACEABLE rt.]. X851 (J. B. Hume] Poems Early y'ears 169
A fragment of a sculptur'd stone.. ; there it lies Apart and
uneffaceable.



UNEFPACED.

UuefTa-ced, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

[1775MH.] i^gaV. KNox^'rrw.iL 46 If we have received
a good impression, let us bear it away uncffaced to our
graves. x8i6 Byron SUge Cor. iv. Unnamed accusers..
Within the 'Lion's mouth * had placed A charge against
him uneffaced. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel 564 Its own un-
changing briglitness..uiieffaced, ttoidimmed, uninjured.

Uneffe-cted,///. a.
^

(Un-i 8.)

X59a Kyd Span. Trag. m. iv. 80 One onely thing is vn-
effected yet, And thats to see the Executioner. 1653
Whitelockk yrnl. Svued. Emb. {x-jtz) I. 75 Butt the buisnes
was delayed, and uneffected, to Whitelocke's great dis-

couragement. 1846 Worcester (citing C. B. Brown).

Uaeflfe*ctible, a. (Un-' 7.) 1646 Earl Monm, tr.

BloiuiCs Civil Wars ix. 167 Moved by her womanish anger
to practise uneffectible Chimiera's, she lost her Honour,
Unefife'ctive, a. (Un-' 7 and 5 b.) 1670 C. Gataker in

Gataker's Aniid. Errour Ep. Ded. Aiij, The Stars, Skie,
Air, or other Elements, which are alL.uneffective upon the
wills of men. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. vii. (1677)

351 Yet a Law or Rule or Order is a dead, unaciive, un-
effective thing of itself. UnefiTe'ctless, d!. [Un-' 7.] Not
ineffective. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 347 This I haue
proued vneffectlesse for this disease, and also much auaile-

able for any other inward sicknesse.

t Unene'ctnal, a. Obs. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.] =
Ineffectual a. ((iomraon c 1550-1660.)
1548 Udall, etc> Erusm. Par. yo/ui i. 7 Moses, .brought

a lawe vneffectuall, sharpe, and hard. ^590 Swinournk
Testaments 240 The testament made by feare is vneffectuall.

i6ao Gataker Mariage Prater \-^'V)\q vndue manner of the
repairing euen of such to Gods board, maketh those holy
thmgs vnfruitfulland vneffectuall vntothem. 1668 R.Steele
Husbandman s Calling v. 117 They shall go to Hell for

their uneffectual knowledge.

So fUneffectuaUy odv.^ fUneffectnalness.
x66i Baxtkk Mor. Prognost, 11. xxxiii. 55 Nor (sliall]an un»

certain Evil be uneffectually resisted by a certain greater
Mischief. 1598 KLORto, [uejfficacsa^ *vneffectiialnes. 1651
Baxter h:/. Bapt. 319 His., reasons of the uneffectualnessof
baptism to some. 1663 Bovle Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. it. 228
Having found the uneffectualness of ordinary Remedies,.,
he resolved to try a sympatbetick Medicine.

+Uneffe'ctaou8,a. f7^j. (Uk-' 7.) 1549 W, Wycherley
\v\Lansd.MS.2,io\. 63b, About^two monethespast he vsed..
a sworde vnconsecrated, and therefor vneffcctuouse. Un-
e£re'ininate,(z. (Un-' 7.) 1606 Drumm.of Hawth. ^«jw.
Chall. Knts. Wks, (1711) 233 Men, overcome with Women,
are made, .far inferior to the Valour of uneffeminate Knights.
Uneffe'minate, v. (Un-* 6 a.) 1631 Quarles Sa>nson
Wks. (Grosart) II. 144/2 That strength of Nature., with her
manly bounty did begin To uneffemiiiate his smoother chin.

Unene'niinated,//»/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.1 1813
T. Busby Lucretius II. v. p. xxvii,Uiieffeminated by luxurV)

hb naked body braved the fcoisterous winds. fUnefferyde
{^ un-y/urred)f obs. var. Uni-urheo //*/. «, 1531 Rec. St.

Afary at Hill (1905) 44 Item, iiij parteletes of velveit, ..two
feryd with Cony and two vnefferyde. Uneffica'cious, a.

(Un-' 7 and 50.) i"^^ Johnson''s Debates (1787) II. 264
Mocking her calamities with unefficacious friendship. Un-
effl'giated,///. «. (Un-' 8 : cf. Epfigiate p.) 1747 Carte
Hist. Eng. I. 44 A great unshapen unefHgiated pillar or
obelisk. UneflFu'sed, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.1
i8a7 G. S. Faber Sacr. Calend. Prophecy (1844) lU. 236
'l*he contents of the still uneffused seventh vtaL

t Une gall, a. Obs, [Un-1 7, 5 b : cf. WFris.
on-^ iinci^iul, and Unequal a."] Unequal. Also

f Une'srally aJv,^ f Une'ffalness.
1308 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. IL Wks. (1876) 104 Isnot my waye

good and eg.ill, & yours shrcwed nought & more *vnegall
[L..pra7'a\. i^fi^ Puttenham Eng, Poesie i. xx. (Arb.) 57
Not onely because mens estates are vnegall, but for that
also vertue it sclfe is not in euery respect of egall value.

1541 R. Copland Galyen^s Terap. 2 D ij b, After the pustule
IS broken there commeth an vlcere dyscoloured with fretyng
•vnegally. 1589 Puttenham Eng, Poesie 11. iii. (Arb.) 8i

He must be sometimes swift, sometimes slow, sometime vn-
egally marchin::;. isSi T. Norton Caivin^s Inst, iv, g8 It

behoued that he shoulde shewe that there is no ^vnegalnesse
betwene vs and ibem in those good ihinges.

Unege*sted» /;*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 16x6 T. Adams Serm,
Wks. (1629) 1053 The former crudities vndigested, vnegested,
bauing the greater force, turne the good nutriment into them-
selues. Unegoti'sticaIIy,Wf'. (Un-' h.) 1854 E.G.
Holland Mem. Badger vii. 91 Unegotistically do I record
the simple fact. f Une £^al(ly, varr. Unegal(ly. 154a
Udall Erasm. Apopk. 48 b, Thou and I do carke & feare
for a.. life of 'vnegual valour [=: value). 1553 T. WiusoN
Rket. loib, Unegualtexainplescommendemuche the matter.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xiv. 127 b, To trye the
hasarde of batlayle with powers. .*vnegually matched.

Unela borate* «. (U.v-i 7 and 5 b.)

1663 Buvi-K Use/, Exp. Nat. Pkilos. ii. v. vi, 159 Either
simples, or cheap, or unelaborate Galenical mixtures. 1688
— Final Causes Nat. Things ii. 44 Most of them., are of
such easy and unelab-jrate contextures. 1747 Warburton
in Shakespeare's It^ks. VII. 349 The work of brief nature,
i.e. of hasty, unelaborate nature. 1819 Wokdsw. To Rcz'.

Dr. ll^ordsiv. 34 Whether the rich man's sumptuous gate
Call forth the unelat>orate sounds (etc.). 1853 Huskin
Stones i-Vw. III. ii. 106 The comparatively Hebraized and
unelaborate idiom.

Unela'borated,^*^/. a. (Un-' 8 and 5 b.) 1817 Coi e-

RIDGE Biog. Lit. xvii. (1907) II, 38 Simple and unelal>araled
expressions. 1850CARLYLE Latter-day Pamf>h. ii.(i872) 21
The materials of human virtue

. . lie yet unclalx>rated and
stagnant in., [theirJ souls. Unela'psed,//*/. a. (Un-' 8.)

1805 Ann. Rev. III. 307 The average unclapsed term of a
lease being three years and a half.

Unela'stic, a, (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)
17J8 Cmamheks Cycl. s.v. F.histicity^ The Difference

between Elastic and Unelastic Bodies. 1^4 Reid Inquiry
vi.ft 21 Are the small vessels distended with some redundant
clastic or unelastic fluid ? i8z6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV.
xlvL 25) A hard unelastic substance like wood. 1861 Berfsf.
Hope Eng. Catludr. /gth C. 14 An unelastic law of parochial
subdivision and endowment.

173

Hence Unelasticity. (Webster, 1847.)

ITnela*ted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1710 Palmer Prov. 236 How happy shouM we be, if we
cou'd. .bear prosperity with a steady undated mind. 1758

Johnson IdL-r No. 11 P 10 To make man unshaken by
calamity, and undated by success. 1885 Soc, in London
285 Unelated by the memory of past successes.

Une*lbowed,//>/. a, (Un-i 8.)

1732 Pope Ep. Bathurst 242 Is there a Lord . . Whose table,

Wit, or modest Merit share, Undbow'd by a Gamester,

Pimp, or Play'r? 1814 Wokdsw. A'-rcwrj. l-c. isoUnelbowed
by such objects as oppress Our active powers. 1866 Seeley
Ecce Homo xii. 135 When the Roman cannot walk the Via
Sacra undlxjwed by Greeks and Syrians,

tUne'ld. Obs.~^ (UN-'4b.] Weak or miserable old age.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixx. 18 Til in un-elde and alder elde,

God, ne forlete me in un-wdde. Unele'ct, v. rare ~'.

(Un-' 3.) 1570 FoxE W.-V A/.(ed. 2) 362/2 One lohn Blund
was elected, who . . was also repealed and vnelected agayne.

Unele'cted, ppl. a, (Uk- i 8.)

1581 SinNEV Apol. Poctrie (Arb.) 20 In these my not old

yeres.., hauing sli[>t into tlie title of a Poet, [I] am pro-

uoked to say somthing vnto you in the defence of that my
vnelected vocation. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 207 You should

liaue ta'ne th' aduantage of his Choller, And pass'd him vn-

elected. i6ax G. Sandvs Ovid's Met. v. (1626) 97 Then, vn-

elected, rudely stept forth one, Who sung the Giants warre.

1836 E. Howard A'. Ree/er vi, 'i'he agonies of a new-born
infant, under the torture of eternal fire, because it had died

undected. 1866 Sat. Re"o. 8 Sept. 286/1 The privilege of.

.

telling the undected many [etc.).

Unele'ctive, rt. (Un-'?.) 1666 Bp. S. Parker Free ^
Impart. Censure (1667) 161 The Issues of a necessary and
undective cause, a 1676 Hale Prin. Orig.Man. 111. v.

(1677) 274 An ignorant, unknowing, unelective Principle.

Uneie'ctric, a. (1775 Asn.) 1876 BLACKMOKECr/y^/Jxxvii,
To do ail this required some hours with a mind so unelec trie.

Unele ctnfied, ppi, a, (Un-i 8.)

1747 Gentl. Mag. 200/2 Six being addled eggs, among
which was one unelectrified egg. 1771 Phil. Trans. LXI.
654 A small unelectrified ball. 1867 Noau Text Bk. Elec-

tricity 20J In its natural or unelectrified state the natural
electricities., are in equilibrium.

Unele'ctrify, v. (Un-* 6 c.) ^ 1760 Phil. Trans. LI. 900
After undectrifying the bottle, it was set again upon the

stand of wood. Unele'ctrized, ;*/^' "• (Un-' 8.) 1761

Phil. Trans. LIII. 84, I placed myself on an electric stand,

and, being well electrised, threw my hat to an unelcctrised

person. fUne'led, ppl. a. Obs. (f. Un-' 8 + OE. xlan
to burn : cf. Anneal J'. J Unbaked, ci^o Pallail.onllusb,
IX, 103 A potters potte vneled wol alete. . Yf eny sprynge of

water iher wole rise.

t TTneiegant, a. Obs, [Ux- 1 7 and 5 b.]

= Inelkgant a,

1570 Levins Manip. 26 Vnelegant,/«f/Cjfa«j. 1611 Florid,
Inelegante, vnelegant, without grace. x666 Dkyden Ann.
Mirab. Pref., I hope they are neither improper nor altogether

undegant in Verse. 17H Sped. No. 67 r 18 Concluding.

.

that the Person who collected them is a Man of no unele^ant
T.-iste. 01768 Skcker Serm. (1771) VII. xv. 343 Possibly

in some of these Books you meet with Expressions.. which
appear unelegant and singular.

So + Unelegantly adv. Obs,

1603 Holland PlutarcJCs Mor. 517 Neither seemctb he
undegantly and besides the purpose, .to have expressed as

much in this verse. 1659 O. Walker Oratory 23 Transitions

..are not undegantly ushered in, by the Orators making
Interrogations himself. 1758 Jortin Erasm. 1. 142 It was no
wonder if they wrote it ill and undegantly.
Uneleme'ntary, a. (UN-I7.) a\'j<i6Y.\v.i.\in Hist. Relig.

(1850) 1. 185 Things unelementary, incorporeal, and conse-

quently immortal. tUne'lementatea,///.rt. (Un-' 8.)

Ibid. 1. 156 That they could tell us how to unite an unele-

mentated substance with corporeal matter.

Une-levated, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.

)

i6j7 W. ScLATfcR Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 243 Nature, I mean,
vneteuated aboue itselfe, and vnaltercd by grace. 1690
SiiADWELL Am, liigot I, Thou hast a gross unelevated

fancy. 1774 Trinket 198 A soul unelevated by nature, or

worn down by art. 1877 K. H. Laing Bacon's Fhilos. Exam.
7 So unelevated a ijliilosopher as the materialist Mill.

tUne-ligible, a. Obs, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

c= Ineligible a.

1690 Locke Hum. Und, i. iii. § 13 Unavoidable putiish-

ment, great enough to make the transgression very undigible.

1709 Shaftesb. Charac. (1711) II. 141 He himself may..
endeavour the utmost Prolongment of his own un-eligible

State. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. xx. 187 (The) state of

celibacy ; which to many of them is as uneligible, as it was
to the Hebrew ladies.

Uneli'minable, a. (UN-^7b and 5 b.) 1876 Contemp.
/^fi/. XXVIII. Boo The uneliminable element of dualistic

relation and difference.

Uueloquent, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Incolt\ A rude style without
eloquence ; vnelo<juenl. 1603 Florid Montaigne im. x. 6t s
If they once conceive a hatred against an Orator.., the next

day he becommeth barbarous and vncloquent. 164a Gauden
Serm. 61 Innocence is often timorous, uneloquent, unexpert.

1885 Pennell Fishing 241 The foregoing description, how-
ever unelotiuent,may give, .a faint idea of what every lover

of the sport feels on rising and hooking a salmon.

Une'locLuently, adv. (Un-i 11,5b; cf. prec)
1611 CoTGit., Indiscrtenient, vndoquently. 179J A. YoUNG

Tra7'. France (1794) I. i. 1:4 He speaks ungracefully, and
undoquently. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. ix. 412 W«
give many of you credit.. for kindly deeds, and for recom-
mending them not undoquently.
Unelucidated, ppl. a. (Un.' 8.) (1775 Ash.) 1845

Emycl. Metrop. II. 742/1 The most diligent research has
left many things obscure and unetuctdated. Unema'nci-
pated, //f. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.) 1841 Lane Arab.
Nts. I. 63 Unemancipaied slaves.. become the property of

his heirs. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. vii. 223 The home-staying,
unemancipated son . . is preferred to the others. Unema'S*
culated,///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.) 1791 Cowper Iliad

XXIII. 474 Borne by bis unemasculated steeds Of Trojan

UNEMOTIONAL.
pedigree. 1888 Pall Mall G. 6 June 6/1 If it becomes law
with its main provisions unemasculated.

Unembaoelled, obs. var. Unembezzled.
Unemba-Imed,///. a. (Un-' 8.) c 1730 Waldron Dcscr.

Isle 0/ Man Wks. (1731) 144 A human IJody, unembowdled,
unembalmed. 1800 in Spirit Tub, Jmls. IV. 294 Yet one
shall moulder unembalmed to dust. Unemba'nked,///. a.

(Un-' 8.) [177s Ash.] 1807 Britton Lincoln 547 He con-
jectures there may be..2oo,oco [acres] of commons, wastes,
and unembanked salt marshes. 1804 Daily News 2 July 5/a
The Thames, unpurified and unembanked.
Unembarrassed, ppL a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not encumbered, hampered, or impeded, (In

lit. or fig. uses.)

1708 Diss. Drunkenness 31 Temperance, how clean and
unembarassed it keeps the Senses ! 1717 Berkee.ev in Fraser
Li/e (1871) 551 [The church of) St. Spiritus [is) very neat
and unembarrassed (with ornament]. 1796 Instr. ^ Reg,
Cavalry {\^\^ 201 The movements of the second line to

conform to that of the first are free and unembarrassed. 1836
J.Gildert Chr. Atonem. ix.(i852) 296 Not a single doctrine
could remain unembarrassed with doubt. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 6 Oct. 5/2 To be left to pursue an unembarrassed
course in [governing] Egypt.

2. Not confused or constrained ; free, at case.

1746 YoKKE in G. Harris Li/e Ld. Hardivicke (1847) II.

235 'I'he second [ballad] is entitled, *The Unembarrassed
Countenance'. 176a Foote Liar i.i, Heisasunimbarrassed,
easy, and fluent . . as if he really believed what he said. 1786
Beck/ords V'athek (1868) 73 His gait was unembarrassed
and noble. 1850 Thackeray Pcndennis xxix, The young
man was perfectly easy and unembarrassed. 1897 Harper's
Mag. Apr. 726 IJeclining the unembarrassed entreaties..,

1 despatched my inquiries and fled.

Unemba'rrassedly, adv. (Un-' 11; cf. prec.) 1873
Miss Broughton Nancy iii, Looking frankljj and unem-
barrassedly up into his face. Unemba'rrassing, -ment

:

see Un-' 10 and 12. Unemba'ttled, ///. a. (Un-' 8.)

1615 G. Sandys Traz: 233 Ihe walls, .vnimbattald, and
sheluing on the outside. 1876 T. Haruy Ethelberla (1890)

366 The s(inare uneni battled tower of Kiiollsea Church.

TTnembe llished, />//. a, (Un-i 8.)

1630 Fanshawe Fastor F'ido, ^ic. (1648) 228 Let no darke
corner of the land Be unimbellisht with one Geinme. 171.
EusDi: N in Addison Calo A.'s Wks. 1721 1. 266 Such energy
of sense might pleasure raise, Tho' unembellish'd with the

charms of phrase, a 1^3 Shknsionk Past. Ode Lyttleton

148 And Grcnville. .prais'd these unembellish'd woods. 1803

WoRDSW. Prelude 111. 108 Earih, nowhere unenibeliished

by some trace Of that first Paradise whence man was driven.

1862 'SiiiHLEV '(J. Skelton) Nugx Crit. ix. i{i6 A liieral and
unenibeliished account of the fact.

TJnembezzled,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1546 /nv. C/t. Goods (Surtees) 87 One chalice of sylver.

.

and also two bells, .savely to be kept unspoiled, unembecyled,
and sold. 1553 /bid. 88 To. .kepe unspoiled, uneniLacelled

and solde. 1643 Chas. 1 in Carte Coll. (1735) 165 That the

houses, chattels and other estates, .be saved haimless,..tliat

so they may be found unimbezzeled. X744 Eliza Heywood
Female .Sped. No. 3 (1748) I. 120 We should leave it as

iniire and unenibezzled as we received it.

TTnembi'ttered, ///. a. Also 8-9 unim-.

(Un-1 8.)
a. a 17x1 Kem Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. loa

Bless'd are the Meek,.. Who unimbitter'd, the injurious

treat. 1748 Hervev Medit. (ed. 4) II. 69 Those happy
Regions, where Delights, abundant and un-imbitiered flow.

x8i6 Scott Anti'/. xvi, While the tear can drop unimbilteied
by any painful recollection.

p. 1744 Young Nt. Th, vii. 296 They drink the Stream
..un-embitter'd With Doubts, Fears, fruitless Hopes. 1786

Francis the Philanthropist 1 1. 92 Our parting . . w as however
unembittered by any apprehensions. 1834 WntWELL in

Todbunier Ace. Writ. (1876) IL 176, I am to have them
unembittered by that part of the business.

tTnembo'died, //>/. a. Also unim-. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not invested with a body ; incorporeal.

166a Glanvill Lux Orient, xiii. (1682) 104 To urge, that

there are., purely unembodied Spirits in the Universe. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 363, I am satisfied our Spirits

embodied have a Con\erse with, .the Spirits unembodied.

a 1766 Mrs. F. Sheridan Nourjahad {\^(i•J) 196 He felt as

it were unimbodied, and an involuntary adjuration burst

from his lips. 1848 K. L Wildereorce Incarnation xii. 393
The natural intercourse of the mind with its untmbodied

Creator. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr, xiv. iii. VI. 468 Matter

..subsisted potentially only, . .unembodied, immaterial.

2. Not embodied, in various senses.

1760 Ann. Reg., Chron. 189 The charge of pay and cloath-

ing for the unembodied militia. 1841 Miali. \\\ Noncov/. I.

17 A mere theoij',..an abstract uneml>odied principle.

Unembowelled, ppl. a, (Un-' 8.) c 1730 [s^e Unem-
balmed}. Unembowered, ppl. a, vUn.' 8.) [1775

AsH.l 1814 WoRi;sw. Exi.urs. vii. 55 All unembowered And
naked stood that lowly Parsonage. Unembra-ceable.rt.

(Un-' 7 b.) 1859 G. Meredith Poet. U ks. (1912) 92 The
bride .Scarcely faceable, Quite unt-mbraceable !

Unembraxed, /•//. a. (Un-i 8.)

[1775AS11.I 179a Elvina il, 83 [They] took their departure,

unattended,—unembraced.—unregretted. 1853 Talfouru
Castilian v. iii, It is hard To have her unembractd, yet on

a moment Hangs the last issue. 1867 Morris Jason x. 272

Another monster. . laised aloft his crest Against her unem-
braced tender breast.

Unembroi dered, ppl. a. (Un-> 8.) 1649 Lovelace
Poems (1904) 136 Naked a*; their own innocence, And unim-

broyder'd fromOff'ence. Unembroi-led, ///. a. (Un-' 8.)

'759 H. Wali-ole Let. to Mann 13 Sept., An opportunity of

embroiling the little of Europe that remains unembroiled.

XTnement, obs. form of Ointment.
Unemolumented, a. (Un-' 9.) 1810 Bentham OjTic,

Apt. Maximized, De/. Econ. (1830) 126 The expense. .they

have been at in obtaining their unemolumented seats.

Unemotional, a. (Un-i 7.)
Frequent from c i88c; hence also, in recent use, utumo*

tionalism, unemotionaltuss.



TJWEMOTIOITALLT.

1876 Geo. Euot Dan. Dtr, Ixii. I-apidoth.. thought of all

that this inscription sii^nilieU with an unemotional memory.
1887 Miss i5BAUix>N Like <5- Unlike x. He was the most un-
emotional youn^ man Colonel Ueverill had ever encountered.

Hence Unemo 'tionally adv,
1884 AthcHorum 12 Jan. 52/1 The aged cynic, whose

tmgraieful task it b to regard them unemotionally. 1894
Du Malhier Triiify 11. 202 He unemotionally, dispassion-
ately, wished himself dead.
Unemo'tionedy a. (Un-' 9.) 18x7 W. Godwin Maude-

vilU\\\.\. gS The dry,sarcaslic,unemotioned . . way In which
hedetailed them (j<r.anecdotes]. Une'mperor,Z'. (Un-^6 b.)

1643 FuLLKR Holy ff Pro/, St, V. xviii. {1841) 427 Prince
Manuel.. in vain opposed this decree, alleging this to be the
ready way for his father to un-emperor himself.

tTnenipha'tic, o. and j<^. (Un-i 7.)
x8oo Monthly Ma^. X. 317 An emphatic syllable is long;

an unemphaiic syllable, short. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton
Ltrct. Metaph. xxi. (1859) II. 19 The participle knowing is too
vague and unemphatic to be employed. 1874 Ulackie Self-
Cult. 74 The general action . . languid and unemphatic.

b. As sb. An unstressed syllable.

1815 J/^rt/A/y^/rtjf. XXXIX. 118 The regubr arrangement
of their longs and shorts, . . their emphatlcs and unemphatlcs.

So Unempha-tica-l a, (Worcester, 1846, citing

Brown), -ically adv, (Webster, 1847),
UnempiTically, at/zf. (Un-* ii.) (2x849 I'"^ Eureka

AVks. 1865 II. 137 This result is In the fullest keeping with
that which I have reached unempirically. Unemploy.
(Un-' 12.) 1887 F. W. Newman in Sieveking Mem. (1909)

X. 241 Unless.. the causes of Un-Employ be removed, we
must calculate on frightful dborder. x89Xtsee Ptochology].

Unemployable, a. and sb, (Un-i 7 b.)

Coinnion m recent use; hence uneuiphyability.

1887 St. James's Gaz. 22 Dec 4/1 Persons who are unem-
ployed because they are unemployable. 1900 Q. Rev. Jan,
2 74 The class of the casual labourer or the unemployable.

Unemployed,///, a. and sb. Also 7-8 unim-.
[U.N-i

8.

J

1. Not put to use ; not applied to some end or

purpose.
1600 SuRFLET Counirie Fartne 11. liL 205 Wherefore it

beliooueth that the vnimploied or fallow ground • be first well

cleansed from stones. X665 In De Foe Flague{iq^i^ 53 Till

their Coaches, .have stood unemploy'd by tlie Space of five

or six Days after such Service. 1748 Chestekf. Let. 16 Feb.,

Every moment maybe put to some use, and that with much
more pleasure than if unemployed. 1826 Kihbv & Sp.

Kntomol. HI. 363 The real instrument of suction, which
when unemployed Is retracted within the tubulet. x88a
Child Ballads Advt. p. vii, No becoming meaos has been
left unemployed.

2. Not engaged in any work or occupation; idle;

spe€. temporarily out of work.
1667 Milton P. L. iv, 617 Other Creatures all day long

Rove Idle uniniploid, and less need rest. 1677 Yarranton
En^, Improv. 6t Admit there be in England and Wales a
hundred thousand poor people unlmployed. 1740 Cibbkk
Apol. (1756) I. 167, I remember him three times for some
years unemploy'd in any tlieatre. 1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins
Annaline I. 40 Being unemployed they amused themselves
and others with conjectures, i860 Kuskin Unto this Last
lit. § 54 The vexed question ofthe destinies of the unemployed
workmen. 1887 [see Unemi'loyaole].

b. absol. or as sb.

1882 PallMall G. 10 May 3/2 The genuine total abstainers
among tlie unemployed. 1900 H. Lawson Oh Track 108 Here
I've been mooning round like an unemployed for three weeks.

c. Tertaining to, connected with, unemployed
persons.

1844 Stocqoeler Handbk. Brit. India 49 During this inter-

val he draws the unemployed salary of three Imndred rupees
per mensem. 1895 Daily Neivs 19 Aug. 5/2 Twenty-four per
cent, of its 10,000 members received unemployed benefits.

Unemployment. (U^-i 12.)

In common use from c 1895 (cf. Unemploy). Also attrib.

with insurance, problem y etc.

x888 Science XI. 192/1 The chief purpose of the inquiry
was to ascertain.. the extent of unemployment generally.

1894 Liberal i Dec. 67/2 These figures .. represent the
normal unemployment of the State.

Unempoi'soned, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [177s Ash.} 1791
Charlotte SMnHCV/«//«a(ed. z) II. 27 Till 1.. can see you,
with all those delicious hopes unempoisoned. Unem-
powered,///, a. (Un-' 8.) 1731 A. Hill Adv. Poets Ep.
p. vi, The Poet, ..unimpower'd to act greatly Himself,
asserts his Fire In describing the Great Actions of others.

TJne'inpt, v, dial, [Uk-2 9,] trans. Toempty,
to unload.
X798 J. Jefferson Let. to J. Boucher 19 Mar. (MS.).

X847- in dial, glossaries (midland and western).

Unemptiable* a^ (Un-' 7 b.) 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

II. i. § 4 A drop of that vnemptiable Fountaine of wisdome.
188a Fabkak Early Chr. 1 . 286 'I he unemptiable fountain of
Divine wisdom. t Uncmptible, a. (Jbs. (Cf. prea and
Kmkt &.) 1656 Jeanks Fuln. Christ 229 An indeficient

fulinesse, an inexhaustible fountaine, unemptible treasures.

Unemptied, ppL a. (Un- 1 8.)
1624 Massingkb Renegado in. iii. There is not a vein of

mine which yet is Unemptied In bis service but.. should
freely open. 1655 Vaughan Silex Scint., Rules ^ Lessons
xvli, Admire his ways Who fils the world's unempty'd
granaries 1 x8io Southkv Kehama xxiv. xx. Yielding to
the bony hand The unemptied cup, he moved toward the
Throne. x8i8 Bvbon Ch. Har, iv. Ixx, An unceasing shower
..With its unemptied cloud of gentle rain.

Une-mnlative, a. (Un-» 7.) X775 *

J.
Collier' A/«j.

Trav. (cd. 2) 68 The vulgar restrictions which reason Imposes
upon unemulative minds. Unena'bled,///. a. (Un-'8.)
x8oi .Southev Thaiabaw. xxiii, No eye of mortal man. If un-
cnabled byenchantedspell, Had pierced those fearful depths.
Unenacted,///. a. (Un-' 8.) i8oa-i2 liENTHAM Ration,
Jttdic. Evid, (1827J II. 587 Unpromulgated, and unenacted,
and spurious laws. 1843 Keblb In Newman's Corr. (1917)
S33 The unenacted leanings and tendencies of a particular
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generation. Unenamelled,/^/. «. (Un-*8.) iSsxG. A-

MANTELL/'tf/«/a<./. iii. 253 [Teeth havingl an unenameiled

triangular space. 1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 128, I

prefer the prints unenameiled. Unena"moured,///. a.

(Un-' 8.) [i77SAsH.l 1791 HuuDKSFOKL>.Sa/;«rt^. (1795) ^4

There Townsend threads the plcasins maze: Ah who can

unenamoured gaze ! t UnenaTTable, a. Obs. (Un-' 7 b

and 5 1).) 138a WvcLiF 2 Cor. ix. 15, 1 do thankingis to God
V[)on the vnenarrable, or that may not be told, Viftt: of hyin.

1382 — I Pet. i. 8 In gladnesse vnenai rable. Unencha'Dt,
V. (Un-2 3.) X654 Gavton Pleas. Notes iv. Ix. 237 Where by

this time tlie Don is uninchanted from sleep.

Unenclia'nted,///.'?. Also 7 uninchanted,

(Un-1 8.)

X634 Milton Covius 395 But beauty. .hath need the guard

Ofdragon watch with uninchanted eye. a 1644 (J uakles Sol.

Recant, x. 11 The rash reproving mouth of fools are arm'd

Like unenchaunted serpents, if not charm'd. X79X Cowper
Odyss. X. 359 Amaz'd I see thee with that potion ditjnch'd.

Yet unenchanted. xZio Monthly Mag.'iC^iyi^. 149 Itrequires

ascetic virtue, .to remain unenchanted by the glaie.

Unenclo'sed, ///. «. Also unin-. (Un-1 8.)

1676 AV(.7(7r'j/>^-.,C/rtjti'('rM(i9io)2o Such as had grounds

still unenclosed. 1712 IJlackmork Creation \n. 700 In the

dark and undistinguish'd Space, Unfruitful, uninclos'd and
wild of Face. X776 Adam Smith IV. N._ 1. xi. 214 In waste

and uninclosed lands, any person who discovers a tin mine,

may mark ovit its limits. 1809 Pinknev Trav. France 67

ISeing situated in an unenclosed country. 1867 Latham
Black 9f White p. ix, A country t\vo-t!iirds of which are

uninclosed. 1898 Taunton Eng. Black Monks I. 108 Un-
enclosed nuns doing God's work in the world,

Unenco-mpassed,///. rt. (Un-'S.) [1775 Ash.] a 182a

[? SniiLLEvl * There is no tvork ' 16 A lirain unencompassed
with nerves of steel. 1848 PusKy Paroch. Serm. 1. viii.

(1873) 152 His Own All-encompassing, Unencompassed Love.

Unencounterable, a. (Un-^ 7 b.) 1590 T. Fenne Frutes

73 b, Philip King of Macedon having by .. experience

found out the unlncounterable force thereof. Unen-
cou-ntered, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] x8zx Scott
Pirate ii, He was then most sure to wander unencountered

aud unobserved. Unencou'raged, ///. a. (Un-* 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1854 E. Fokdks in Geikie Mem. xv. (1861) 554
Tastes that might have speedily perished If unobserved and
unencouraged. Unencou'raging, ///. a. (Un-1 10.)

1844 STOcgUELEK Handbk. Brit. India 277 They are,

however. In an awkward and unencouraging position. X858

PoLsoN Law <5- L. 105 To the junior part of the bar. .Lord
Kenyon was unencouraging and ungracious. Unen-
croa'ching,///.a. (Un-* 10.) «i6z8 F. GKKviLLE.S'/</;/ir>'

(1652) 20S J udicious. . Favorites of unincroaching Monarchs.

TTnencumbered, ppl- a. Also 8-9 unin-.

(Un-1 8.) a. In pred. use and const, with or by.

a. 1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 22 Such People as were
unincumbred with Trades and liusiness. 1800 Asiat. Ann.
Reg., Hist. Ind. 13/2 His forces now consisting of light

horse only, unincumbered by artillery or heavy baggage.

1877 Mrs. Olii'Hant Makers Flor, \s. 117 He is unincum-
bered by any restrictions.

rf. 1727 Thomson Britannia 208 Unencumber'd with the

Lulk immense Of Conquest. x822ScottA^4'^/x, His address
was gallant, free, and unencumbered either by pride or cere-

mony. 1866 Geo. Ei.iot F. Holt iv, His small legs, unen-
cumbered by any other drapery than his black silk stockings.

b. Without const., in predicative or altrib. use.

c 1735 SoMERviLLE MartiaVs Epigr, xlvil. 6 An estate, . . un.

incumber 'd left, and free from debt. X781 Cowper Truth 22

Heav'n's easy, artless, unincumber'd plan. 1818 Syd. Smith
Wks. (1867) 1.235 This seems a very spirited, unincumbered
way of passing through life. X856 Y>.\v.¥.Arct.Expl. I. xvi.

188 My first impulse was to move.. with an unencumbered
party. X884 Sir E. Fry in Law Rep. 25 Ch. Div. 581 Jeffery

w as the unencumbered lessee . . of all the other plots.

Mence Unencumberedness.
x89i Atlantic Monthly Feb. 182/2 To step jauntily along

in airy unencumberedness.

Unencumbering, ppl. a, (Un-* 10.) [177s Ash.] 1824

'LhVi.MQV^ itnag.Conv. 11. 330 They would lose., no graceful

and unencumbering ornainentsof life. 1861 Sir F. Palgkave
NorjH.^ Eng. III. 306 The archers,, .arrayed in a light and
unincumbering garb. Unencysted, ///. «. (Un-^ 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 855/2 In rare cases

sporulatioii has been observed in uncncysted Gregarinidea.

tUne*nd, obs. var. of An-kni> adv. 1559 Mirr. Mag.^
Northuf/ib. xvii, \Vhereas the folke drew to ine stil vnend,

Uneuda ugered, ///. a. Also 7 unin-.

(Un-1 8.)
a 1658 Cleveland Rustick Rampant Wks. (1687) 409

These Impieties being once allowed, there can be neither

Peace, Society nor Government amongst Men safe and un-

indangered. 1746 Young Nt. Th. ix. iigi Un-endanger'd

in health, wealth, or fame. 1814 Wordsw. Excnrs. iii. 523
See, routed in the earth,.. The unendangered myrtle.

Unendea'red,///. rt. (Un-'S.) 1667 Milton P.L.vi,
766 Not in the l)oiight smile Of Harlots, loveless, joyless,

unindeard. Unendea'voured,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1656

Kakl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts./r. Parnass. 167 Nothing
was left unindcavoured, neither by himself, nor by other

I'rinces. Uneiidea'vouring, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1831

Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. iv, The as yet unendeavouring, im-
attaining young gentleman.

Une'nded, ///. a. Now rare, [Un-1 8 : c£
Oli. ungeendod.^

1, Not made to end or stop; having no limit or

bounds; continued, lasting, infinite.

CX350 Gen. A Ex. 3518 For if 3u It gernes and ^isse, 3u
tines vn-ended blisce. i-^o-^o Alex. ^- Dind.-j$i liochoura

ben \>c\ echon 5our body to dismembre, 8: euerich pinchen
his part ^ere paine Is vnended. 1382 Wyclif Job xxii. 5
For thi myche malice, and thi wlckldnessis vnendid. c 140a

tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsfu 84 Thes er tho J)at out

soght, and disputyd..of full, of voyde, of endyd, of vn-

endyd. 152a Vaus Rudiment. Grain, lib ij b (Jam.), /«-

finitivo modo, On-endyt or determyt mode to nowmyr or

persone. xfi^ Ediv. Ill, \\. i. 139 Wherefore talkest thou
of a period 'io that which craucs vnended admiration?

UNENFORCED.
2. Not brought to an end or conclusion ; un-

finished, incomplete.
138a WvcLiF Wisd, iv. 5 Forsothe braunchis vnendid [1388

vnperfitj shul be to-broken. 1471 Sc. ActSj Jos. Ill (1814)

il. loi/i AI materis..t>at ar now opynit in t»is prei^ent parlia-

ment & vnendit, 1535 Stewart Cron, Scot. (KollsJ II. 414
Kycht Weill 5e ken..Oure inierpryiss wnendit is and done.

1591 .Spabkv tr. Cattans Geomancie 235 The sute shall be

for unmoueable goods, and shall not last long unended. 1805

Monthly Mag.yJ^. 43 It would probably have remalnwl
untndcd for a long time.

Unending,///, a. [Un-1 io.] Endless.
1661 Feltham Resolves, etc. (ed. 8) 378 When we think we

have progress'd far in the un-endlng Circles of laborious

Science. 1739 Madden Themistocles iv. i. 50 Have I not
sworn at the conscious Shrines Unending Faith to Xerxes?
1767 GoLDSM. Vic. VV. xxix, When our bliss shall be unutter-

able, and still, to crown all, unending. 1813 .Shkllev Q.
Mab 11. 73 Countless and unending orbs In mazy motion
intermingled. 1875 Clodd Childhood 0/ Religions \\. 28
How Frost and Fire had fierce unending battle.

Hence tJuendingly adv., TTne'&diugness.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk f^ Selv. 165 Vou can no wayes. .say,

This half is unbeginningly, and that unendingly. 1845
Uailev Festus (cd. 2) 30 Though a thousand worlds.. were
elanced Each minuic into life unendingly. 1881 Brit. Q,
Rev. Oct. 490 The theory of the literal unendlngness of even
moral perdiiion.

+ Unendliche^ adv. : see Un-' 3. fUncndly, a. Obs.

[Un-' 7 : cf. Endly a.] Unending, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
III. i, Shall. .faith and loue be rewarded with mortal! dis-

daine, bent to vncndly reuenge? UnendoTsed,///. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1682 ScAKLETT Exchanges 196 When he makes
his Bills.. or accepts of unendorsed bills. x886 7V/«£j 20

Aug. g/6 Recommendations unendorsed by Government.

Unendowed,//^- «. Also 7 unin-. (Un-1 8.)

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. §142 A man rather.. tin-

indowed with any notable virtues, than.. transported with

any vitious inclinations. 1709 Poi-e jfan. ^ May sso Reflect

what truth was in my passion shewn, When unendowed, I

took thee for my own. 1790 [see Unconseckateu]. 1819

Crabbe T. 0/ Hall IX. 42 That every beauty.. Must be by
him, if unendow'd, resign'd. 1866 Geo. Eliot Ess. (1884)

348 The claims of the unendowed multitude of working men,

Unendne-d, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. v. §341 A sufficient Instance

how unendued Men were with that Spirit and Courage,
which was retjulsite. 2855 Pl'sey Doctr. Real Presence

Note t. 106 Things unendued with reason. i86a Ellicott
Destiny Creature^ etc. ii. (1865) 28 Individuals that belong

to lower genera unendued with foresight and reason.

Unendu'rablCj a, (and sb.). Also 7 unin-,

[Un-1 7 b.]

1. Incapable of enduring ;
•}• impatient^

1630 R. yohnson's Kingd. ^ Commiu. 79 In battellthey

are fearlesse,..and In service unindurable of tumporlzing.

X879 CassclCs Techn.EdiiC. I. 314 If It be soft, broken gianite

. .will prove a useless because an unendurable surface.

2. That cannot be endured ; insufferable.

1801 Southev Thalaha xii. xviii, No eye could penetrate

That unendurable excess of light. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exf.
xxxiv.(i856) 303 The sensation most unendurable.. is a pain

between the eyes and over the forehead. 2880 'Ouida*
Moths X, This ceaseless sense of unendurable reproach.

b. sb. An insufferable person.

i8a6 F. Reynolds Lr/e ^ Times II. 84 That my friend

Andrews may not be considered as one of the.se uncndur-
ablcs^ I will yet add another short, anecdote of him.

Hence tTnendu:ra'biTity.
1838 Carlyle Frcdk. Gt, v. viii, Some excessive pressure

of that lisping snutliing unendurabllity. 1862 Ibid. xii. xi.

Such Injustices and unendurabilities.

Unendurably, adv, [Un-1 ii: cf. prec]

In an unendurable manner or degree.

1832 South Ev/y/i/. Penins. /Farlll. 103 That sovereignty

..would become unendurably tyrannical. 1867 Augusta
Wilson Vashti xxvii, My ardent lover would be too unen-
durably miserable separated from me. 1890 ' R. Boldre-
wood' Col. Reformer (1S91) 177 The routine life.. would be
unendurably dull.

UnenduTing, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) [1775 Ash.] 18x4

Wokdhw. Excitrs, ix. 6 The stars Of azure lieaven, the un-
endurlng clouds. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. xi\'. viii. VI. 573
The architectural., conquests of Justinian were but partial

and unetiduiing.

Unenerge'tic, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)

1805 A. Knox Mem. I. 6 The cold, low, unenerpetic notion

of it. .is really btlow Cicero In moral matters. 1850 Thack-
eray Pendennis ii, He is a very good boy, rather idle and
unenergetic 1878 Seeley Stein 111. 532 A man of this

unenergetic character.. has no colour,

Une'nervated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1766 in Hansard
Pari. Debates (1813) XVI. 286 The supreme law with me
shall ever be to maintain, unrelaxed and unenervated, the

fundamentals of the constitution, 1854 J. S. C Abbott
Napoleon (1855) I. x. 174 We shall found a colony there

unenervated by the curse of slavery. Unenfeebled,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1648 Hexham 11, Ongckrtnckt, Vn-
weakned, or Vn-enfeebled. 1814 Wokdsw. E.xcurs. vii. 208

The comeliness of unenfeebled age, 1878 E. Jenkins
Haverlwlme 78 The new doctrine is, that the Crown has a
sacred trust . . to preserve the Regal prerogative unenfeebled.

Unenfo*rceable,rt. (Un.' 7 b.) x868 Benjamin OnSales
(1884) 5:^0 The terms of the bargain included a wager that

rendered it illegal : quaere—unenforceable. 1885 Law
Times 10 Jan. 183/1 A covenant to build or repair would be
unenforceable as ai^aiiist an assignee even with iioiice.

Unenfo*rced, ///. a. Also 7 unin-. (Un-1 8.)

1607 Hn:KON Wks. I. 220, 1 will let you see how this doc-

trine ariseth kindly and vn-enforced from this scripture.

1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents ii. vi. Bo Hy a slow and
uninforccd inhibition of the old discipline. 1646 Kakl Monm.
tr. BiondCs Ciz'il Wars ix. 177 'I'he Duke of Orleans would
not, unenforced, yeeld to any Pacification. 1832 Moohk
Mem. (1854) VI. 267 Sifilng both sides and leaving nothing



UNENFOBCEDLY.
unenforced on either. <z lUi Sir F. Pai crave Norm. ^ Eng:
III. 363 A form.'il.. submission, .unenforced by the sword.
Hence Unenforcedly miv.
1617 HiFRO>i lVks.\\. 165 Foure points doe very kindly

and vnenforcedly spring out of this place.

XTnenfrancliised, //>/, a. (Un-I 8.)

['775 Asm.] 183a A. W. Fonblanque Eiig^. under 7 AJ.
viinistr. (1837) II. 202 The identity of interest of the en-
franchised, and unenfranchised. 1878 Eosw. Smith Carthage
62 The long, .struggle between the privileged Patricians
and the unenfranchised plebeians.

trnenga-gedi/Z/.a. Also y-Sunin-. [Un-18.]
+ 1. Unimpeded. Ohs.-^
1653 Gauden llierasi. To Rdr. 2 b, From which free and

un-ingagcd prospect both he and they may.. behold the
Liter, .changes in exterior matters of Religion.

2. Not bound or committed in any way (esp. by
a pledge or promise).
a 1656 I!?. Hall Modest Offer 2 Both the Houses of Pari ia.

ment.. stand yet free, and uneng.iged to any part. 1697
CoLi.jER Ess. Mar. Suii. i. (1703) no 'Tis my humble
Opinion, that they should keep their Inclinations unengaged.
"757 W. WiLKlE Epigan. V. 148 The truce subsists with all
the rest ; are we Alone excepted, unengag'd and free 7

b. Spec. Not bound by an engagement or pro-
mise to marry ; not betrothed.
l7o» Vanbru&h False Frierul in. i, His Behaviour wou'd

engage anything that were iinengag d. 1709 Mrs. Manley
Secret Mem. 1. 217 He was handsome, he was young:.. She
was innocent and unlngag'd. 1814 Scott iVav. Iviii, \n
alliance, which to an unengaged person,. . holds out too many
charms to be lightly laid aside. 1877 Sir H. Taylor Auto,
i'iog. (1885) I. 218 He consented to our seeing more of one
another on an unengaged footing.

1 3. Not committed to a special view oropinion
;

unprejudiced. Obs.
1653 Milton Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 338 If it suRic'd . .to

convince, the nningag d of other Nations in the justice of
your doings. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 401 Persons
of more free and un-ingaged minds, and that use not to
believe «-ithout asking themselves wity,

4. Not hired.

1654 Dorothy Osborne Lett. (1888) 293 He is commended
to me, .for a most excellent servant. ..Ill keephim unengaged
till I hear from you. 1889 Glnter That Frenchman xiii,
She chances to find an unengaged cab.

B. Not occupied or busied {in something).
1711 Pope r.etl. (1735) I. 187 If your Thoughts are unen.

gaged, I shall explain myself further. 1750 Johnson
Rasselas xlv. The activity of Rasselas did not leave much
time unengaged. 1860 Mrs. Wr.t.wt.t Mourlray Fam. II.
78 HtT companion, who wandered about. . unengaged in any
pursuit. 1819 Crabbe T.ofJlaltn. 187, I took a trip. Rut
duty none, in a relation's ship ; Thus, unengaged, I felt my
spirits light.

b. Disengaged y9v7»;.

ifcj E.MiLV Clark Danks 0/ Douro II. 300 The first
moment she was unengaged from Minette and Lady Arch-
dale, she resolved to go and see them.

O. Not occupied or involved in fighting.
1806 A. Duncan Nelson 39 The ships., were, .unengaged

in the contest. 1895 .\. Forbes in Daily Nrais j8 Feb. 6/3
Mr. Herbert, in his redoubt in the centre of the Grivitza
heights, remained imengaged until 4 p.m.
6. a. Not appropriated or allocated to a par-

ticuLir purpose.
a 1731 Swift {J.)j When we have sunk the only unengaged

revenues left, our incumbrances must rem.iin perpetu.al.

b. Not assigned to a person.
J7SI Smollett Per. Pic. xei. Some profitable places were

at that lime vacant, and, as far as he knew, unengaged.
175s Johnson Let. to Kichardson 3 Fein in Pearson's
Calaf. (1900) 44 If you have any parts of the Univera.1l
History yet unengaged I know a gentleman desirous of
glvin.; his assist.ince.

Unengagingf, ///. a. (U.v-i lo.)

I74J Chfsterf. Lett. (1774) I. 429 Without them, your
Icirning will be pedantry,.. and your figure.. awkward and
unengaging. t7<8-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 592 The
one [lil'ej is pleasant, easy, smooth, and dispatchful ; the
other unengaging,_ toilsome, stilT. 1895 Kath. Simpson
Yorks, Stories 92 Too ugly and unengaging to be able to
boast of a lover.

Unenge-ndered, />/. n. (Un-' 8.) 1776 S. J. Pratt
Puiil 0/ Pleas. (1777) I. 159 At present, this is only in
embrio,. . unformed, uningencfered.

Un-E nglish, a. [U.y- > 7.]
L Not English in character; lacking the qualities

regarded as typically English.
1S33 Prvnne Histiio-m. 546 So unmanly, degenerous and

un-English (if I may so speake) in their whole conversation.
'745 H. Waliole Let. to //. S. Conway 27 May, This is so
un-English, or so unheroic, that I despair of you I 17*3
Ann, lieg.^ Chron. 89/3 One of the niembers.. called the
attack 'a horrid un-English .act'. 1803 Mackintosh De/.
Peltier Wks. 1846 III. 2S6 Though deserted by the un-
English Governiiieiit of England, they .Tsserted their own
aiicieiit ch.aracter. 1S48 in l.i/e A. Fonblanoue (1S74) 225
The iin.English practice of secret voting will be resorted to.
1871 Vkais Gtowtk Comm. 308 A false patriotism that
thuught It un-English to wear foreign fabrics.

2. Not English by occupation or pr ssession.
1738 Gentl. Mag. 427/1 Such beauties, .are,, .save ac

Finedon, hardly found On English or un-English ground.
ir9oj Daily Chron. 18 July 5/4 With Delagoa Bay the only
harljour still un-English passes into England's power.
Une-nglish, v. iUn.> 6 a.) 1745 H. Walpoi.e Lett.

(1846) II. 55, I would not for the world be so unenglished as
10 do otherwise. 1786 Microcosm (1787) 23 Having thus
anengti.shed himself, let him get his advertisement drawn up,

Unenglished, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not trans-
Intcil iijto English.
c 1546 Jove in Gardiner Declar. 52 b. He layd on scrip.
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turcs wryten and vnwr>*ten, englyshed and vnenglyshed as
tliicke as hayle. 1620 Bp, Hall Hon. Marr. Clergy in. ii.

(1628) 794 Wcretiirne his repistk]..to the next hand;
whereto I am no whit beholding for leaving it vn-En.t:U.shed.
1650 Fui-LKR Fisgak V. xix. 174 Such passages (which for
me shall goe unenglished) being found frequent therein.
Unengra-ven, ///. a. (Un-' 8b.) 11775 Ash.] 1831

Carlvi e Sart. Res. 11. iv, I undertook to compete his
Epitaph; .. which however .. still remains unengraven,
Unengro-ssed, ///. a. (Un.' 8.) 1681 Lond. Gaz. No.
1633/4 I'heie is no\v published a Printed List of all such
Fines as remain uningrossed.

Unenjoy able, a, t^Ux-i 7 b.)
a 1797 H. Walpolk Geo. II (1822) I. 195 A very few years

of unenjoyable power. 1850 Robf.rtson Sernt. Ser. iii. vi.

(1S64) 92 Life is an unenjoyalile Canaan. 1869T0ZER UigUL
Turkey L 90 How empty and unenjoyable life would be
without the range of European ideas.

Uneiijoyed,^/>/-a. Also7unin-. (Un-18.)
1643-5 iMii-TON Divorce 11. i, A good man who finds him-

self consuming away in a disconsolate and uninjoy'd matri-
mony. 1684 '1. BuBNET Theory Eaith \. 322 We cannot
suppose the better [parts] to lie as desarts, uninjoy'd and
uninhabited. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry .f Frances
(1767) n.245 The pleasure., which you have suffered to pass
by, unheeded, unenjoyed. 1827 Poli.ok Course T. iii. 229
The spectre . . threatened , , to blast it unenjoyed.

Unenjoying,///. a, (Un-i io.)

. '*97 Creech Manilius iv. 10 The more we have, the meaner
is our Store ; The unenjoying craving Wretch is poor. 1799
Coleridge Ode io Duchess ofDc^onsh, 18 Nor could you
see The unenjoying toiler's misery. 1851 Robertson Servi.
Ser. II. 15 'J'he shadow of our own melancholy unenjoying
national char.ncter. 1866 Geo. Eliot .'^. Hoit \^ When.. her
face looked bitter, restless, and unenjoying, like her life.

Hence Unenjoy-ingfly adv,
1844 Browning Cohutbe's Birthday 11. 106 Hurry one's

feast down unenjoyingly At the snatched breathing-intervals
of work ?

Unenla'rged, ///. a. {Un-» 8.) 1741 Watts Improve-
vient Mind 1, xvi. 219 These unenlarged souls are in the
same manner disgusted with the wonders which the micro-
scope has discovered. 1805 Foster Ess. (1806) L 58 Under
the habitual.. influence of one individual.. of unenlarged
views. X84A Mrs. Browning Lett, R. H. Home (1877) IL
24 You had better leave the notice unenlarged.

Uneuli'glitened, ///. a. Also 7 unin-,
[Un-18.]
1. Not illuminated or lit up.
166a Boyle S/ring ofAir ii. i. 22 For the Corpuscles of

Light that permeate that space may be so numerous, as to
leave r.osensiblepart of it un-inlightiied. 1789 yV«7. Trans.
LXXX. 8 During the time., when evidently we were turned
towards the unenlightened side. 1803 Ibid. XCV. 152, I
mentioned the probability that there existed.. unenlightened
stars (if I may be allowed the expres.sion) that have ever
remained in eternal darknes.<i. X833-4 J. Phillips 6^^(t/. in
Encycl. Metrnp.U%^^)\\. 715/2 The Phlegrean Fields,.,
unenlightened either by the rising or the setting sun.

•^/' '77f
Trinket 165 Faces unenlightened with the smile

of friendship.

2. Not mentiUy illuminated ; uninstructed.
rti656 Bp. Hall Rev. Unrei-ealed §8 A conceit, that

would have sounded very strangely in the ears of our un-
enlightened forefathers. 1768-74 Tuckeb //. Nat. (1834)
IL 638 The unenlightened Canadian takes pride in singing
while tortured by his conquerors. X797 Mathias Purs. Lit.
\\. 5 note. Such unenlightened and ignorant men as myself.
1865 M. Arnold Ess. CHt. v. 189 A strong, dogged, uncn-
iighiened opponent of the chosen people. zSta Farrar
Early Chr. IL 34a Imperfect, narrow-minded and unen-
lightened Christians.

b. Uninformed on some matter,
x8«9 Scott Anne 0/ G, xxxi, The old King was. .still

strangely unenlightened on the difference of her taste from
his own.

3. Marked by lack of enlightenment.
179a A. VoUNG Trav. France I. Pref. p. iv. Unenlightened

practices exist, and want improvement. 1870 Lowell
Antong my Books Ser. i. (1873) 148 Political or other doc
trines which seem to us barbarous and unenlightened.
Unenli'ghtening, ///. a. (Un-* 10.) X768 Pennant

Bnt. Zoo/. I. 793 Commentators, after loading whole pages
with unenlightening learning, leave us.. in the dark. Un-
etUisted, /*^/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.) 1840 J. H.
NEWMANC//.(/^a.'Acriix. 153 Yetunenlisted in God's army.
Unenlivened, ///. (7. (Un-^ 8.)
169a Atterbury Serm.2g May(i726)I.3i That Majestick

PIainr.e.ss and Simplicity of Thought which goes through
it, Unadorn'd by Words, Unenliven'd by Figures, f 1765
Beattie £>. to Blacklock 57 The cautious, slow, and un-
enlivened eye.

_ 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1907) 1. 169 The
distorting medium of his own unenlivened and stagnant
understanding. 1893 Liddon Life Pusey I. xiv. 330 Their
intercourse was not unenlivened by differences of opinion.
Unenli'vening, p^l. a. (Un-' io.) 1774 Trinket 158 My

ideas are more unenlivening than the desolate prospect that
inspires them. 1835 .\. C. Dick Church Polity vii. 194 [He]
falls into.. an unenlivening coldness of address. Unen*
no"bled^/A a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1830 IVestm. Rev. '

Oct. 3ooThe..deedsof the unennobled patriot-soldier. 1863 !

Q. Rev. CXIII. 4(:9 The unennobled inhabitants of the I

provinces that were to be annexed to Russia. Un-
enouncedf //A a. (Un-' 8.) 1859 Sir W. Hamilton '

Led. (1877) I: xvi. 286 It remains unenounced and unknown.
Unenqurred, ///. a. (Un-' 8 c.) /zi8i8 M. G. Lewis
IV, hid. (18341 167 He left their complaints unenquired into.

XTnenqui'ring, ppL a. (Un- i lo.)

1813 Lamb Play-house Mem. Wks. 1908 I. 202, I love th«
unenquiring gratitude of such spectators. 1850 RIarsdfn
Early Purit. (1853) ^5 He is a son of the church because he
is unenquiring. 186a M. Hopkins /^a7(w/V 373 It demands..
unenqniring condemnation and unpitying punishment.
Hence Unenqal'rinGrly adv.
1841 MvKRS CrtM. Th. III. § 50. igi They give themselves

up..unenquiringly to mere traditions concerning it. i86a
M. Hopkins //ait-a// 350 The American missionaries, .threw

UNENTERPRISING,
themselves nnenquiringIy..into a crusade against the pre-
vailing licentiousness.

Unenri'chableness, (Un-* 7 h, 12.) rti8i6 Benth.vm
0_l/ic. Apt. Ma.ximized, Introd. View (1830) 19 The French
[language, with].. its scantiness, unenrichableness, and in-
tractaljility.

Unenri-clied, />/•/. «. Also 8 unin-. (Un-18.)
1723 Dk. Wharton True Briton No. 55. II. 473 That ha

died iin-inriched by the Plunder of his Fellow Subjects. 1786
Mrs. Piozzi Anecd. o/Joiinson Pref. 7 The great parent of
African plenty, .

. unenriched by any extraneous waters. 18 .

.

WoRDsw. Micliael 19 A story—unenriched with strange
events. 1864 Realm 11 May 5 He has preferred to remain
..unenriched by the events which have enriched. .others.
Unenro'lled,///. <7. (Un-' 8.) [1775.^811.] 1837 Car-

LVi.E Fr. Rev. I. v. ix, Unenrolled men deposit their arms,
..and receive 'nine francs.' 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. 27
The treaty allows any unenrolled cities to join cither league.
Unensla've, v. (Un-^' 3.) 1644 Prerogative Anatomized
1 Th.1t the deceived people, .may see the nece.ssitie..to un-
inslave their snules, persons and estates, from Ecclesiastitall
..tyrannic. Unensla'ved, />/. /i. (Un-'S.) 1691 Nohris
Re^. Cond. Hum. Life Ep. I>ed. Avj b, If I happen to
bring over here and there an ingenuous aiid uninslaved
Spirit, ..I shall not think my Labour ill bestow'd. 1705
AuDisoN Remarks on Italy 108 By '1 "bee She sits a Sov'rcign,
Unenslav'd and Free. UnensnaTed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.)

a 17 J X Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 111. 186 No Danger
found them unprepar'd, 'I"hey kept their Spirits un-ensn:tr'd.

i860 MozLF.Y Univ.Serm. vii. (1877) 155 Free and unensnared
souls. Unensou'Ied, ppl. a, (Un-' 8.) i860 Pusey
Min. Propk.^\ When., they were lifeless bodies, unensouled
by His grace.

Unentailed,///, a, (Un-i 8.)

1713 C'tess Winchelsea Misc. Poems 243 Your unentailed,
your undivided Air, Where no Proprietor was ever known.
1784 R. Bagf. Barham Do7vns 1 1. 315 His unentailed estates
are to be sold. j8a7 Lytton Pelham iii, The whole of his
unentailed property,. he bequeathed to her,

Unenta*ngle, v. Also 7 unin-. [Un-2 3.]
iratis. To disentangle.
16x0 Donne Pseudo-ntariyr 226 It is impossible to..vn-

enlangle our consciences by any of those Rules. 1655 tr.

Sorel's Com. Hist. Francion iv. 13 All this was intei mingled
..inamore than a barbarous confusion, which wassoune;isie
to unintangle [etc.]. 1887 Eowen /Eneidv\. 29 Da:dalus..
of himself unentangled the woven trick of the grove.

Hence Unenta'ngler. rartT'^,

1610 Donne Pseudo-martyr 345 The lafe vn-entangler of
Derplexities,.. who vndertakestocleare so many cases, which
Kauarrus and many others left in suspence.

Unenta*nsfled, ///. (i. Also 7-8 unin-.
(Un-18.)
a 1586 Sidney Anadia iii. ix, So I In simple course, and

unentangled minde, Did suffer drousle lit's mine eyes,. to
blinde. 162a S. W/\bd Chist All in All (1627) 36 He had
now nothing left but. Chiist, whom hee.. would now with
vnlimed and vnentangled wings flye vnto. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Rib.sw. § 218 He was unintangled with any Acquaint,
ance or Friends, a 17x5 Blrnet Own Time i. (1766) I. 124
To keep the thread of the narration in an unintangled method.
*779~8i Johnson L. P., Collins, 'I'hat this man,, passed
always unentangled through the snares of life, it would be,,
temerity to affirm. x84a _f. B, Fhasfr Allee Keemroo I. 20
Its rider, shot forward from its back,. . fortunately unentangled
by its harne.ss. 1901 H. W, Holden yustif 96 We may be
free indeed to follow the Lord.. unentangled and unembar.
rassed by any other will.

Une*nted, ppl. a. [Un-' 8 -t- late L. ent-, ens: see Ens.)
Not endowed with being. 1657 'Rzv.w.Goti's Plea 241 God.,
out of. .an unshapen un-ented Nothing hath set up. .this
specious and spacious Universe. Une'nterable, a*
(Un-' 7 b.) 1650 Fuller Pisgah 366 That mysterious place
being unenterahle. .^ave [for] the high-Priest alone.

Unentered,///. «. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not recorded by an entry in a book,
148a in C/tariers,etc Edinb. (1871) 168 Gudis. . enterit in the

tovnis bukls.togidderwlth the eschete of thesammyn quhare
it beis futidin vneiiterit. 155^-5 in VtmWexaX Rer'els Q. Mary
(1914) 169^ xij dies of white & blewe s.arcenet. .left out
vnentred in the boke of the same [masque], 1763 Brit,
Mag. ly, 174 The makers of cyder or perry.. shall enter
..the mills,, .and other places to be made use of,,. under the
penalty of 25/. for using any unentered pl.^ce.

t 2. Ni)t initiated or introduced, Obs.

1548 Udali., etc. Erasm. Par. Luke i. 7 A people not
vtteily vntraded or vnentred In his di.scipline, but somwhat
prepaired already. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. 45 In the
Greek tongue most of them unletter d, or unenter d to any
sound proficiency in those Attick maisters of morall wisdome.

3. Sc. Law. Not formally adniitttd.

X711 in Nairne Peerage Evidence (1874) 142 [They are] not
to lye out themselves unentered In the superiority to their
prejudice. 1868 Act 31 <S- 32 I'ict. c, 101 § 6 'I'he rights and
remedies competent tea superior against his vassal lying out
unentered.

4. Of hounds : Not yet put into a pack.
X896 Sportsman 10 July 4/1 In young unentered hounds

the Eamont were first and Boddington second,

5. Not gone into ; not penttrated,

1775 Wahton Hist. Eng. Poetry I, i. 20 note. This cavern .

.

remained closely shut and unentered for many ages. i8ai
Bykon Cain 11. ii, 'Ihe intelligences I have seen Round our
regretted and unenter'd Eden.
Unentering, ppl. a. (Un' 5 d and 10.) 1583 Reg. Priiy

Council St ot. III. 603 For keping of his guides and cattell
unentering in the said forrest. 1801 Southey T/ialaba ix.

xxxii. The evening sun Pour'd Jiis unentering glory on the
mist, And it was night IhjIow. t Une'nterpen.z'. Obs.-'*
(Un-^ 3: see Enterpen 7-.) 1647 Hkxiiam i. (Hiids), 'J'o un-
enterpenaHawke, Ken Vaick ontwerren. 1671 Skinner s.v.,

The hawk unenterpenneth. Unenterprise: see Un-' 12.

Une'nterprising, ///. a. (^Un i lo.)
M&o unenterpf isingly lidv. (Webster, 1847).
1777 Robeutson Hist. Amer. 11. p 11 A maxim under which

the ignorant and unenterprising shelter themselves in every
age. 1791 Burkb Th. French Aff. Wks. VII. 29 Under a
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laiy and unenterprising prince. 1855 Macauuy Hist. Enf.
xviii, IV. a35 He would not again be told that he was a timid

and unenterprising commander.

TTnentertai-ned, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)

1628 Wither Bnt. Re»temb.\\. 1647 The Mother was
consirain'd To let her child depart unenteriain'd. 1669

Earl Orrery AirM^w. (1676) 737 These Generals.. afforded

me Particulars, which never left me unentertained. 1754
Fielding Fry- Lisbon ^j July, A man must.. have been.,

duller than Cfibber is represented in the Dunciad, who could

be unentertained with him a little while.

Unentertai-ning, ///. a. (Un-1 io.)

1697 CoLLiKR Ess. Mor. Subj. \\. (1703I 38 If he is silent

and uiientertaining to a visiter, the spleen is his excuse.

1748 Melmoth Fitzoshorne iMt. xlvii. (1749) J^* 20 His
conversation is unentertaining: for. .all that heutters is

delivered with labour and hesitation. 1796 Hist. NedJZvans
II. ii3 The ceremony of adoption being somewhat singular

it may not be unentertaining to relate it. 1837 Syd. Smith
ind Lit. io Singleton r 21 The idea of abandoning this

taxation.. is not unentertaining.

Hence Unentertal'ulnsfly adv.^ -ness.
17^0 Gray /,r/.^<» West 25 Sept., Last post I received a very

diminutive letter. It made excuses for its unentertainingness.

1847 Webster, Uneniertainingly. 1886 RusKrN Prxterita
I. v. 146 A conceited and uneniertainingly troublesome little

monkey.

nnenthra'lled,///. «. Also 7 unin-. (Un-^ 8.)

164^ Milton f/itt^w.Pref., Wks. 1851 III. 335 It must needs
be ridiculous to any judgement uninthrali'd, that they.,

should in this one particular outsiripp all preci-sianism.

1809-10 Coleridge Friend {i^iB) III. 172 Observation, un-

aided, but at the same timeunentiiralled, by partial experi-

ment, 1851 Trench Poems 153, 1 know not any, unenthralled
of sorrow.

Unenthu'siastic, a. (Un-^ 7.)

Also, in recent use, unenthusiastically adv.

1805 A. Knox 2\em. (1834) I. 38 'J'here is nothing supposed
here,which the,. unenthusiasticAddisondoesnot.. admirably
describe. 1865 Trollope Belion Est. xxviii, He had been
calm, unentliusiastic, and reasonable,

Unentlced,' ///.«. (Un-» 8.) [1773 Ash.] 1813 in

Spirit Pub. Jrnis. 102 Who scorned to share it with bim j

unenticed By shame's imperial bait.

UnentiTe, a. Also 7 unin-. (Un-1 7.)
a x6i8 J. Davies (Heref.) Witte's Pilgr, Wks. (Grosart) II.

50/2 The Elements, . .in firme accord, mine ende conspire : .

.

Which well agrees to make me vnintire. 170a S. Parker tr.

Cicero*s De Fiml'us 111. 177 Representing Vertue as Unentire
and Abortive.

Unenti'tled, ///. a. AUo 8 unin-. (Un-1 8.)

a 1768 Secker Scrm., Gal. vi. js (1771) V. 396 That State

Is undoubtedly a bad one;..unintitled to Pardon of Sin.

183Z ScoTT Red^auntlet Introd., Persons totally unentitled

to.. such a distinction, were presented to the unfortunate

Prince, 1869 Tanner Clin. Med. (ed. 2) 171 A boy appro-
priating a nicety to which he was unentitled.

Unentcmbed, ///.«. (Un-^B.) i697DRYDEN^«m vi.

508 Think'st thou thus unintomb'd to cross the Floods, . . And
visit, without leave, the dark abodes ? 1813 J. G, Todd
Strila 156 All gory and mangled he hung unentombed.
Unentomologlcal, eu (Un-' 7.) 1807 Kirby Let. in K.
& Spence Entomol. (1856) App. 579 Occupied with un-

cntomological affairs. 1817 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xvi. II.

10 Unentomological observers.. might easily mistake one
kind of,insect for another. Unentra*nce,T'. (Un-^! 3.)

1834 Sir* H. Taylor Artevelde, Fllena 278 As that common
day advanced His heart was wholly unentranced.

Unentrea'table, a. Also unin-. (UN-i7b.)
1561 Daus tr. BuUinger on Apoc, (1573I 97. Corrupt

Preachers, .haue. .borne men in hand that God is an un-
intreauble Rhadamantus. i<8i J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv.

Osor. 478b, The Pope.. did with unentreatable bloud-

thyrstynes rushe ufwn good and^ godly ministers. x6n
CoTGB., Inexorable, inexorable, vnintreatablc

Unentreated, ///. «. In 7 unin-. (Un-1 8.)

1601 Ml'ndav & Chettle Death Earl Huntington n. ii,

A gallant crue Of courtly maskers... Before whome, vnin-

treated, I am come. 1641 Earl Monm. tr. Biondis Civil
Wars I. 22 The doing of what of himself, as King, he ought
unintreated to have done, a 1651 Brome Ne%v Acad. 11. ii,

Will you turne Match-maker For others unintreated?

Unentre*nched, ppl. a. fUN-' 8.) xS4x Earl Monm. tr.

Blondes Civil Wars iv. 63 What doth Charles deserve, who
,,durst not confront him, whilst unintrench'd, hee stood
ready to receiue him. x^ifi Pope lUad II. 332 An army
that lay unfortify'd and unintrench'd. Unenu'merable, a,

(Un-1 7 b.) X895 Westm.Gaz. 12 June 3/' The countless

triumphs . . , the unenumerable charms. Unenu'merated,
ppL a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.] 1887 Moloney Forestry W,
Africa 198 Wood and timber imports. . .Unenumerated.
Unenve*nomed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1767 S. Pater.son
Another Trav. II. 134 Disarm them of their stings I—that

henceforward they may be all dartless unenvenomed buz.

X831 Trelawny /!(/:/. Younger Son III. 323 The rejection,

unenvenomed by ministers, was not offensive.

Unenviable, a. and sb. (Un-1 7 b.)

Z641 Milton Animadv. Pref. 3 Their hopes of ascending
above a lowly and unenviable pitch in this life. 1797 Mrs.
A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (\Z\-^ II. 205 All the unenvi-
ables of her situation recurred toher minu. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 143 He now daily proved that he was well
entitled to this unenviable reputation. 1885 C. E. Pascoe
Lond. of To-day 262 The church, .which has earned an un-
enviable notoriety in connection with . . Ritualbtic practices.

Hence Une'iiTiably adv,
X854 Huxley in Life (1900) I. 47 One of that class unenvi-

ably distinguished in the war-time as a * donkey frigate *.

Une-nvied, ppl. a, [Un-i 8, 9.]
fl. Not mixed with envy. Obsr~^
1390 Gower Con/. I. 7 Tho was ther unenvied love. The

was the vertu sett above And vice was put under fote.

2, Not made the object of envy ; not regarded
with envious feelings.

1615 Chapman Odyss. xvu. 285 Why thou vnenuied
Swaine, Whither dost thou leadc.this most nasty begger?

« XM7 Cowley Ess.^ Dangers Hon. Man^ Why yoti may
stay, and live unenvyed here. 1725 Pope Odyss. xiv. 452
Let us. .here, unenvy d, rural dainties taste. X741 Richard-
son Pamela III. 216, I shall, .injoy, unenvied, the Favour
of my dear Papa and Mamma. 1831 Worosw. Primrose of
Bock 33 Let myriads of bright flowers. Like Thee, in field

and grove Revive unenvied.

3. Not enviously desired or gnidged.
164^ Symonds Diary (Camden) 274 My witt, That seekes

no higher prise, Than in unenvyed shades to sett. 1667
Milton P. L. 11. 23 Mee..this loss, Thus farr at least re-

covered, hath much more Estahlisht in a safe unenvied
Throne. X7X3 Berkeley in Guard. No. 62 p i To draw
a secret unenvied Pleasure from a thousand Incidents
over-looked by other Men. 1816 Scott Aniig. xviii,

Martin Waldeck .. often regretted bitterly the laljours

and sports of Ids unenvied poverty. 1905 J. B. Bury St.

Patrick ii. 17 To be a decurion. .in the days of Calpurnius
and his father was . . an unenvied dignity.

Hence Une'nviedlyart^y.
X738 R. Whatley Lett. ^ AppUc. vii, A Right Reverend

Prelate, . .unenviedly possest of one of the most eminent
stations.

Unenvious, a. (Un-i 7.)

1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, snd Olympique x, Fortune's
free gifts as freely to impart With an Unenvious hand, and
an unbounded Heart. 1746 Akknside Hymn to Naiads 67
You too, O Nymphs, and your unenvious aid The rural
powers confess. 1754 Seckkk Serm. (1771) xi. 287 We shall

be far surer of finding these upright, unenvious, .. com-
passionate, than others, who have not equal inducements.
1838 Lytton Alice v. iii, Caroline gazed with honest but
not unenvious admiration at the fairy form. 1881 Fortn,
Rev. Feb. 199 7"he only unenvious people in Europe.

So XTne'nviously adv.
1896 Daily Neu>s 13 June 5/6 Though the naval architects

may look never so unenviously at the developement of the
German fleet.

Unenvylng, ^pl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1741 Richardson
Pamela III. 242 Ihey all yield to her the Palm, unenvy.
ing. 1820 Shklley Prometh. U/ib. 11. ii. 97 Delightful
.strains., which charm To silence the unenvying nightingales.

Unenwo'ven, ///. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1871 Swinburne .S>«£i

bef Sunrise, Alcntana 83 Lycoris, with hair unenwoven.
Uiie'pilogued, a. (Un-' 9.) 1773 Goi.dsm. Stoops to

Cong. Epii,, And now with late repentance, Un-epilogued
the Poet waits his sentence,

Unepi'scopal, «. [Un-1 7.]

1. Not controlled by bishops; not episcopalian

in character or government.
X659 Gauoen Tears Ch, x* 2 He never set up any sove-

r.iign and unepiscopal Presbytery as an Idol or Aloloch.

X863 A. Blomkield Mevt. BJ>. Blomfield \. xi. 298 The
High-Church party.. looked with dislike., upon any display
of friendly feeling towards an un-episcopal Church.

2. Not pertaining to or befitting a bishop.
a i66x Fuller Worthies^ Wilts, ni. (1662) 150 If any say,

this was an un-episcopal act; know, he did it not as Bishop,
but as Lord Treasurer. X7X6 M. Davies Aihen. Brit. III.

34 They could not havepleas'd the Dissenters, .better, than
by such Un-episcopal Ravings. 1889 Gretton Memory's
Harkb. 55 The sayings and doings of his early unepiscopal
days were remembered. X897 J. W. Clark Bamivell In-
trod. 20 The Bishop lost his temper, and used very un-
episcopal language.

Hence Unepi'scopally adv,
j886 MancK Exam. 6 Jan, 3/1 The uncpiscopally explicit

declaration.

Une'pitaphed, a, (Un-* 9.) 1827 Pollok Course T.
in. 434 To live unknown..: to dieunpraised, Unepitaphed !

1858 M. Arnold Merope 779 Those dead unepitaph'd, who
lie In the stone coffins at Orchomenus.

Une'quable, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)

X693 Bentley Boyle Led. viii. 261 March and September
. . are . . the most unsettled and unequable of seasons. X748
Hartley Obsen'. Man i. i. §3. 108 Unequable and irregu-

lar Motions of the Heart and Bowels. 1763 Phil. Trans.
LIII. 245 The true (or unequable) motions of the Sun,
Moon, and nodes. 1823 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
45 The unequable motion of the piston moved in the common
way by a crank. x8s5 Faber Gro^vih in Holiness xvii,

306 We are fluctuating and unequable in our very fears.

Hence Une'quably adv.
X834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Ph^s. Sci, iii. (1840) 20

As the planet moves unequably in its orbit. ax849PoE
Eureka Wks. 1865 II. 180 We have now reached a point

from which we behold the Universe as a spherical space,

interspersed, unequably, with clusters.

Une'C|.ual, sb. [Un-1 7, 12 ; of. next.]

1. //, Persons who are not on an equality with

each other in respect of rank or social standing.

1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 51 It is an act of great
humility, .neither to striue for the last or first word, or

place taking amongst not much vnequals. 1667 Milton /*,

L. VIII. 383 Among unequals what socletie Can sort, what
harmonie or true deliglit? 1768 Woman of Honor II. 56
Such is generally the end of that society among unequals.

X87S Poste Gains i. (ed. 2) 40 Tlie law of Persons considers

men as unequals.

2. pi. Things that are not equal to each other in

kind, magnitude, etc.

i5ii W. Sclater Key (162^) 149 An Antithesis of things

diuers;. .secondly, a comparison of vnequals. d 1653 (Jouge
CoMtn. Heb. iii. 2 Unequals may be compared in quality

and likeness, though not in equality. X719 Whiston Elem.
Euclid t If to Unequals you add Equals, the Wholes will

be unequal. 1789 T, Taylor Proclus II. 17 Let a be equal

to b, and add to each the unequals c, d.

UneclTLal, a. and adv. [Un- l 7 and 5b: cf. the

earlier Unegall (Uneguall) and Inequal,]

1. Not equal in amount, size, quality, etc.

a. Of two or more things or persons in com-
parison with each other,

1565 Cooper Thts.^ Calami dispares, vnequall reedes, one

smaller then an other. 1570 Billincslev Enclid 1. post v.

7 If to vnequall thinges ye adde equall thinges, the .whole
shall be vnequall. 1607 J . Davies (Heref.) Summa Totalis
Wk.s. (Grosart) I. 14/2 i'hen, if his Will and Prayer vn*
equall be, How shall we equall make his Properties? 1653
Blithe Eng. Improver Imp. 197, L.onely advise that if

your horses l>e unequall for height, then place the highest
foimost. 1693 T. Creech in Dryden's Juvenal xiii. (1697)
328 Ev'ry Age relates That equal Crimes have met unequal
Fates. X743 Francis tr. Hor.^ Odes \. xxxiii. 16 With spor-
tive cruelty she binds Unequal forms, unequal minds. 1784
AsTLE Ori^. (5- Progr. Writing ja The Rustic capitals were
bold, negligent, unequal. 1836 W. C. Taylor /Inc. Hist.
xvi. § I. 372 Tarraconensis was divided into two unequal
portions by the river Iberus. i860 Tyndall Glac. i. xlv. 95
I'hree stakes, .would, I think, move with unequal velocities.

x86i J. S. Adams S'^<^ Musical Terms 104 Compositions
written for both male and female voices are said to be for
unequal voices.

b. With abstract sbs. in the singular.

XS93 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. il 159 Shee did corrupt frayle

Nature.. To shape my Legges of an vnequall size. 1651
HoBBES Leviath, \. viii. 34 The Experience of men equall

in age, is not much unequall, as to the quantity. 1710
Tntler No. 235 f 1 That unequal Love by which Parents
distinguish their Children from each other. 1780 Cowper
Progr. Error 560 Halting on crutches of unequal size. 1827
Jarman Powell's Devises II. 265 There seems to be no solid

ground for treating with such unequal regard the two ob-
jects of the testator's Iwunty. 1838 Lvtton Calderou i, The
courtiers one by one approached the marquis, who received

them with veryunequal courtesy. j^/o& Anivial Managem.
1S5 The more unequal the balance of weight carried the
greater the risk of injury.

C. Of single persons or things.

a 1677 Barrow Math. x. 233 That will be called unequal,

which contains in it another.. and some thin§ besides. 1829
Scott Anne of G. xxxv. Surely. , a match with one so un.

equal in birth, .was too monstrous to be mentioned ? 1887
Bowen ^neid i. 475 Ill-starred youth, for Achilles unequal
match in tlie fight.

d. Of numbers : Odd ; not even.

X697 Drvden Virg. Past. vin. 105 Thrice bind about his

thrice devoted Head, ..Unequal numbers please the Gods.
1807 Robinson Archaeol. Grxca v. x. (1827) 447 The gods
were supposed to be pleased with unequal numbers.

2. +a. Of things: Inadequate, insufficient. Obs,

1582 Bentlev Mon. Matrones iii. 278 Continue, O God,
such goodnesse towards me, ..which doo here. .appeale..to
accept mine vnequall thanks for the same. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. EP. Pref., Authority, .which the privacie of

our condition, and unequall abilities cannot expect. 1676
Dryden Aurcngz. i. i. 74 Those Rebel-Sons, who dare. .To
sway his Empire with unequal Skill And mount a throne
which none hut he can fill. 1736 Gray Statius 1. 5 From
out the gazing host Young Pterelas with strength unequal
drew, Labouring, the disc, and to small distance threw.

b. Not equal or adequate ^0 some task, etc.

(Occas. with inf. or vbl. sb.)

01694 TiLLOTSON Serm. (1743) VII. 1991 We are very un-
equal to our religion, if we make a doubt of these things.

1776 Gibbon Decl. ^ F\ il (1782) I. 60 Four of them were
immediately rejected as unequal to the burden. x8o2

Marian Moore Lascelles II. 99, I was unequal to person-

ally opposing that dear ft lend. 1816 Scott Old Mori.
xxxiii, Unequal, .to arrange his own thoughts into suitable

expressions. i8« Macaulay Hist.^ Eng. xii. I II. 229 Avaux
had given it as his opinion that Richard Hamilton w^ un-

equal to the difficulties of the situation. 1885 ' F. Anstey *

Tinted l^enus m Imagination was unequal to the task.

3. Exhibiting inequality in some respect; varying,

variable : a. In movement or action.

1565 Cooper, luBeguabilis percussus venarum, vnequall

pulse. 1655 Culpepper, etc., Riverius viii. ii. 181 After an
unequal Pulse, he fell into a Palpitation and an Asthma,
and so died. 1715 tr. Gregory^s Astron. (1726) I. 463 The
Motion of this Body which is in its own Nature unequal,

ought to be reduced to an equality. 1799 in Spirit Pub,
Jrnls. III. 271 The gratitude of the depredator of Hibemia
walked forth with unequal pace by the side of his emolu-
ments. x82r Scott Kenilw. xxxiv. Her step was not only

slow, but even unequal.

b. In extent, amount, duration, etc.

X591 G. Fletcher Russe Commw. (Hakl. Soc.) 112 By
means of an unequall partition of the people and parishes.

1593 Fale Dialling 40 By an unequall houre is meant the

12 part of the day whether it be short or long. 1656 Earl
Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advis.fr. Parnass. i. xxiv. (1674) 26

is it not . . able to make a man die for anger, . . in so unequal

a thirst, to drink still the same measure? 1684 Earl
RoscOM. Ess. Transl. Verse 234 If you will unequal Num-
bers try. Their Accents on odd Syllables must lie. 1815

Stephens in Shako's Gen. Zool. IX. i. 6 Tail very long, un-

equal, the outer feathers the shortest : tip black. 1836
Macgillivray Trav. Humboldt xxi. 302 'I'he climate. .is

marked by an unequal distribution of heat at different

periods of the year.

spec. 1816 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 2) 204 Unequal
tourmaline, .is a nine-sided prism, having seven alternating

planes on one extremity, and three on the other.

C. In surface : Uneven, undulating.

X613 PuRCHAs Pilgrimage viii. iii. 624 The unequall Seas,

which might amaze the hearer, and amate the beholder.

1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 79 The Country it self is

unequal; full of Hills.., Valleys and Plains. 1718 Prior
Solomon 11. 5 The perplexing and unequal Ways, Where
Study brings Thee. X732 Munro Anat. Bones 131 This
Bone is extremely ragged and unequal. 1796 Mme. D'Ar-
blay Camilla I. 4 The parsonage-house.,, beautifully situ,

ated in the unequal county of Hampshire. X826 Kirby &
Sp. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 270 Unequal, having very slight and
indeterminate excavations. 1852 Bailey Festus (ed. 4) 342

Shining upon it like the quiet moon Illustrating the obscure

unequal earth.

d. In character, condition, quality, etc.

X703 RowE Fair Penit, iv. i. 1259 With what unequal

Tempers are we form'd? 1799 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb*



UNEQUALABLB.
T. (1800) III, 147 Her spirits were often unequal from the
delicate state of her health. 1811 Scott Let. \n Lockhart
(1837) 1 1. x\. 364 The unknown author of a fine, but unequal
poem, called Aibania. 1897GRANTDUFF Notes/rom Diary
(igii) 8i No man writes above himself; but most men are
very unequal.

t4. a. Not characterized by equal or fair treat-

ment ; inequitable, unjust, unfair. Obs,

'S3S CovERDALR Ezek. xviii. 25 Are my waves vnrifiht, o
ye house of Israel? .Are not youre wayes rather vnequall?
01578 LiNHESAv (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 66 His
unequal! puiiisching of innocencie. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ff

CI, II. V. loi To punnish me for what you make me do
Seemes much vnequall. 1620 E. Blount Horse Subs. 531
It is a thing both vnequall and vniust to insnare the people
with multitude of Lawes. 1647 J. Taylor Lib. Proph. Ep.
Ded. 12 Yet it will be unequall to say, that he who owns
this Doctrine preaches it lawfull. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng.
I. X. ao5 To lend [money] at exorbitant and unequal interest.

+ b. Of persons : Acting, or disposed to act, un-
fairly or unjustly. Obs.
1588 Grfene Pandosto (1607) ij lealousie is an vnequall

ludge. 1605 B. JoNSOM Volpone iii. ii, You are vnequall to
me, and how ere Your sentence may be righteous, yet you
are not. i6s8 Feltham Resolves 11. xxiiL 75 Few againe
are so iust, as that they seeme not to some vnequall. a 1731
PaiOR Kss, Opinion Wlc^. 1907 II. 195 You will find him
always uncertain, .. an Unequal Parent and a froward
Master. 1715 Pope Odyss. xiv. 73 Far hence is by unequal
Gods remov'd That man of bounties !

trans/. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 629 The sword,
the vne(|ualtest arbiter of etjuity, is now made vmpire. 1630
R. ^.tr. Camden's ifist. Eliz.u 11 1 She..admonisnedher,.

.

saying that the times were vnequall and maligne, and malice
bhnde. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.^ Odes 11. x. 4 And when you
hear the tempest roar. Press not too near th' unequal shore,

6. In which the two sides or parties arc not on
equal terms, or have not equal advantage.
1553 Elvot, [mpar certamen^ in contencion, or in game-

yng, where is an vnequall matche. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. K/, v.

V. 34 A poore Earles daughter is vnequall oddes, And there-
fore may be broke wit hout offence. 1604 Bacon Apol, Wks.
1879 I. 437, I doubter! his words would have so unequal a
passage above theirs that should charge him. 1671 Milton
Samson 346 Himself an Army, now unequal match To save
himself against a coward arm'd At one spears length, 1748
Akson yoy. III. X. 416 This was much short of her value,
but the impatience of the Commodore., prompted them to in*
sist on so unequal a bargain. 1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla
III. 390 She had entered the world, by a sudden and most
unequal marriage. 1833 Ht. Martineau Cinnamon ^
Pearls v. 92 The colony will not long fulfil its part in this
unequal bargain. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xx. 205, I left

my own tired dogs. ., and took from them their only team
in unequal exchange.

b. esp. Of combats or contests.

1654 Fuller Ttvo Serm. 4 The next verse presents an un-
equall combat between armed power., and nalced Innocence.
\im Drvden .-Kneis \x. 542 Or desperate should he rush
anti lose his life, With odds oppressed, in such unequal
strife? c 1750 Shrnstone Ruined Abbey 56 My pinnace.

.

shuns Th' unequal conflict, and declines the deep. 1817
Shellry Rev. /slant vi. xiv, Then the combat grew Un-
equal but most horrible. 1878 Davidson Inverurie f^

Garioch ix. 317 The struggle with England which ensued
was necessarily an unequal one.

to. Disproportionate, excessive. Obs,
X704 Swift Batlle 0/ Bks. r 10 Which, yielding to tlie

unequal Weight, sunk down to the very Foundation. 1717
Popc Eloisa IQ5 Unequal task 1 a passion to resign. For
hearts so touch'd,, .so lost as mine.

6. Co/lib. i as unequal'lenglhed, -hbed, -sided,

"tempered, -valvcd.

1853 R. S. Subtefs sponge's Sp. Tour Iv, The "iinequal-
tengtbed candles of the previous night's illumination. 1851
G. A. Mantkll Petri/act. v, 5 2. 433 Two genera.. which
are characterised by their *unequaMobed tail. 1735 W.
Halfpemmv Soumi Building ij An "uneciual-sided Groin.
1856 Henslow Did. Hot. Terms 208 Umquiil'sided^ when
opposite sides are not symmetrical. 1885 J. E. Tavi^jr
Brit, Fotsils 243 The shells are frequently unetiua1-sided.
1703 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. 169 Heavy *unequal tempered
Stuff. 1843 J. Parkinson Oitth OryctoL 187 An irregular,
adherent, 'une<tual-valved bivalve.

7. (ulv. or quasi-ai/z/.

x6o3 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 493 (Q i), Vnequall matcht, Pirrhus
at Priam driues. 166^ Geruier Counsel 50 To cause the
foundation,. to be.. laid, without leaving any toutctungs,
since walls new begun on them will settle more unequal than
those [etc.|. 1700 S. VVf,slky Epist, Poetry 12 Of Chaucer's
Verse we scarce the Me.isures know, So rough the Lines
and so une(]n.-)l flow. 1853 Markham Skode^s Auscult, 266
Unequal-bubblini; dull rales.

Unequalable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)
1648 IJoYLK .S>/-(i//(. Z.fw^(i659) 129 Christ. ., whose love to

God is questiunlesse Filiall and uneqnalable. 1799 Southkv
Lett. (1856) 1.87 Milton and Shaksi>eare,. .the two unequal-
able men. 1870CARLYLF. A^«y /.(•//crj(ipo4) H. 263 0urwtl-
come continues to be unsurpai>sable, or indeed une<{ualiable.

t TTneq.ua Uty, Obs, [Un-i 12 and 5 b.]
« iNEyUALITV.
1541 R. Copland Cuydon's Quest. Ckirurg. M iv, Whan it

is seen that it (sc the pulscj alyeueth to vnequalyte. .the
veyne ought to be stopped. 1587 Goluing De Mornay ii. 20
When . . wee see an equalitie of good l>ehauior in an vnequality
of degrees of people. 1623 Cockekam it, Vnequalitie, or
contrary to a thing, anomalie, 1710 Temple's Ess., Coz't.
Wks. 1. 106 The first must overturn whenever there happens
any une()uality I1680 inequality} in the Balance. 1770 4
A. Hunter's Georg. Ess. (1803} I. 289 Hence an unequality
of the ci'op,

TTne-quallzed, ppi. a. (Un-I 8.)
1596 Fitz-Geffrf.v Sir F. Drake {i88i)6g A vowed votarie

to honour still, Vnequaliz'd by valours chiefest peeres. i8aa

J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 6g The terminations of un-
equalizrd pentagon:^ and hexagons. 1880 Eaklb PhilcL

Vol. X.
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Eng. Tongue {gA. 3) §239 Its application is uneqtialized even
within the four seas.

Unequalled,///, a, (Un-1 8.)
i6a2 Klktchek Sea l^oy. iv. i, Do ye like wealth, and most

unequal'd beauty? 1639 Sir W. Berkelev Lost Lady i. i,

I will relate the story of his Unequal'd suffrings. 1667
Milton /'. L. ix. 983 Chiefly assurd..of thy so true, So
faithful Love unequald. 1746 Francis tr. Hor,, Sat. 11. ii. 38
No ; 'tis th' unequall'd beauty of its train Deludes your eye.
1794 R. J. SuLiVAN View Nat. 1. 177 Why should there be.,
such unequalled heats, and such unequalled evaporation?
1841 Miss Mitford in L'Kstrange Li/e (1870) 111. viii. 120
Our ancestors were rare architects. Tiieir painted glass and
their carved oak are unequalled. 187a Yeats Techn. Hist.
Comm. 81 Buildings which are unequalled for grandeur.

b. Const, by,

1760 Golosm. Hist. Rome (1786) II. 103 An act of un-
equalled heroism by anything that had hitherto appeared in

Rome. X796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 19 A violence and noise
unequalled b)^ the loudest cataract;;. 1829 Chapters Phys. Sci.

64 The battering-ram . . exerted a force which in some respects
rendered it unequalled by our battering cannon. 1869 Tozer
Highl. Turkey II. 124 A panorama ..unequalled., by any
view in Greece.

Une'qually, adv. [Un- in: cf. Unequal a.]

1. In an unequal manner ; not equally or evenly.
1548 Elvot, Inxgualiter, vnequally. 1563 Goiding Cxsar

VH. (1565) 208 b. The Romanes were vnequallye matched,
both in place and number. i6zi Bible 2 Cor. vi. 14 Be ye
not vnequally yoked together with vnbeleeuers. 1665 Manlev
Grotius LotvC. Wars 417 All this Region is divided, though
somewhat unequally, between wild Beasts, and these Savage
men. I7a6 Monro Anat. Bones 149 The square-bone is

unequally concave.. .Its. .Edge is unequally ragged. 1776
Gibbon DecL * F. i. (1782) I. 23 That great peninsula [SpainJ,
at present so unequally divided between two sovereigns.
1831 Brewster Optics iv. 40 Rule for finding the principal
focus . . for a glass unequally convex. 1880 Geikie Phys. Geog,
iv. 284 The rocks.. are worn down unequally.

t 2. Unfairly, unjustly. Obs»
1596 Spenser /^.O-vii-vii. 14 Damning all Wrong.. Which

any of thy creatures doe to other (Oppressing them with
power, vnequally).

TTnequalness. [Un-1 la: cf. Unequal <?.]

1. The quality of being unequal.
1550 Bale Image Both. Ch. 11. xxi. Nnn iij b. As for the

vnequalnesse of length in yo furlongs & cubits letcj. \<^x
T. Moby \.x.Castiglione'sCourtyer\y.{^^^^')'y vij b, Bestowing
promotions and honors according to the vnequalnesse of
desertes. z65a French Yorksh.Spa xiii. 102, 1 forbid much
variety of meats, because of the unequalness of their con-
coction. 1698 Atterburv Serrtt. (1737) IV. 308 This un-
equalness in acting, .will draw upon a man the suspicion of
hypocrisy. 1776 Ann. Reg. 148 Notwithstanding the un-
equalness of the wind., he only missed the target three times.
1880 Woods Guide Steam-Engine Indicator (title-p.). Geo-
metrical Sketch, showing the Cause of Unequalness.

t2. Lack of equity ; nnfairness. Obs,
i6a8 tr. Mat/tleu's Pinver/ull Favorite 126 The vapours of

his way-ward disposition, of his distrust and vnequalnesse.
1695 Def. Vind. Deprived Bps. 98 The very unequalness of
it \sc.3k contract] would be in Equity a strong Presumption.
Unequestrian, tf. (Un-' 7.) 1846 H. W.TorbensAVw/.

Miiit, Hist. 21 A remarkable proof of the unequestrian
habits of the Greek. Unequia'ngular, a. (Un-' 7.)

1805 R. JAMESON Char. Min. 41 These lateral edges are
either equiangular as in the icosahedron,.. [or J unequiangular
as in topaz. Unequia*xed, a. (UN-'g, 5 b.) ai8s3PKKEiRA
Polarized Light (1854) 164 In a very large proportion of
cases the axes are not all equal, and these crystals are said
to be unequiaxed. 1877 Le Contk Elem. Geol. (1879) 185
A plastic mass, with unetuiiaxed foreign particles dissemin-
ated through it. Unequila'teral, a. (Un-I 7, 5 b.) i66a

J. BARGRAyE/'<v»i'/I/^jr.K//(i867) 120, 1 have in my cabinet
another triangular unequilateral..lo.idstone. 1761 London
^ Environs IV. 145 Nineteen unequilatcral arches.. sup-
ported the street above. Unequili'brated,///. a. (Un-' 8.)

[177s Ash.] 1833 Herschkl Ess. (1857) 5^ The. .constant
fluctuation of an unequilihrated ocean. 1895 W. H. Hudson
spencer's Philos. 97 Remaining exposecf to surrounding
forces that are unequilibrateil. Unequipped, ///. a,
(Un.' 8.) [1775 Ash. J 1895 Hardy in Harper^s Mag. Mar.
569 The miserable struggle in which he had been engaged
thus unequipped.

TTneqnxtable, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1647 DiGGES Unlaw/. Taking Arms iv. 99 Not all, but in
an unequitable proportion. i66a

J.
Bargrave Pope Alex.

VII (1867) 82 For very fear of falling into the legate's dis-
pleasuJe, who they knew was averse to such unequitable
designs. 17*6 Amherst ferrae Fil. II. App. 169 It is almost
as unjust and unequitable, .as it would be to act. .against any
such authority. 1759 Sterne T'n ^V/awi/yiLxvii, A cunning
contexture of dark arts and unequitable subterfuges. 1844
Thirlwall Greece VIII. Ixi. loi This would seem perhaps
not unequitable.

Hence Uneqnitably adv.
1649 I F. Rous] Bounds Publ. Obed. 61 They being unequit-

ablydcriv'd upon us. i7SoSecker Eight Chart;es{iyji) 126
Any Fart of it, which is illegally or unequitably seized.

+ Une'quity. Obs. rare, [Un-I 12 and 5 b.]

a. Iniquity, wickedness, b. Unfairness.
f 1380 WvcLip IVks. (1880) 394 If it was vnequite . . for to

leue J«; prechynge of goddis worde, . .hon mycne more vn-
equite and wronge to god & man is it [etc.]. 138a — Rom.
iii. 5 If cure wickidnesse, or vnequyte, comcnde the ri^twys-

nesse of God. 1598 Florio, Itiequitii, vnequitic.

Une'quivalve(d), a. (Un-' 7, 9, and 5 b.) 1788 J. Barbut
Genera Vermium 42 The shell unetfuivalve, of a hard con-
sistency. 182a J. Parkinson Outl, Oryctol. 179 A regular
unequivalved, inequilateral bivalve.

Unequivocal, a, (Un-' 7 and 5b.)
In common use from about 1795.

1784 Cowper Task v. 653 In the deed, The unequivocal
authentic deed. We find sound argument. 1791 Newte
Tour En^. ^- Scot. 236 In the Highlands, .men of years, .are

struck with the most unequivocal proofs of depopulation.

UNERRINGLY.
1838 Thirlwall Crw^xlii.V. 213 He. .aided him in several
acts of unequivocal hostility against his country. 1858 Sears
Athan. in. v. 294 This .. is here asserted by the Apostle
in most unequivocal language. 1871 Earle Philol. Eng.
Tongue 340 An adjectival form which should be unequivocal.
Hence Vuequi'vocaluess.
1846 Worcestkr (citing Godwin).

Unequivocally, a^/v. (Un-i ii.)
17^ Palev Eyid. \. vii. The descent of Christ from David.

..his resurrection,.. are unequivocally referred to 1800
Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Earn. III. 26, I hope. .to receive a
hne from you, unequivocally tocontradict it. 1844 Thirlwall
Greece Ixvi. VIII. 467 Still the good-will of theearly emperors
was unequivocally manifested. 1884 Earl Selborne \^Law
limes Rep. 10 May 313/2 Such an intention.. might have
been expected to be made unequivocally clear.

Unera-dicable, a. (Un-' 7 b and 5 b.) 1818 Bvron C>5.
Har. IV. cxxvi, This uneradicable taint of sin, This bound-
less upas. Uneradicated,/>i/, a. (Un-' 8.) [iS28-3a
Webster.) x86i J. G. Sheppabd FallRome\\. 323 1 he un-
eradicatcdinfluencesofheathen taste. i87x Alabaster Wheel
o/Latu^x The believers in it., will still have their souls con-
taminated with uneradicated evil. Unera 8(e)able, a.
(Un.» 7 b and 5b.) x8a6 Mrs. Sheli.kv Last Man II. 156Now in words uneraseable . . the knowledge went forth. 1853
G. Johnston A^rt/. Histf. E, Bord. I. 233 The coloured un-
eraseable stain cries out for yet unavenged blood. Un»
erased,///. a. (Un-'S.) 1760-7* H. Brooke /Vxj/V'C'm^.
(1809) IV. 65, 1 discerned some unerased traces of the image
. .ofmy God. 1821 Bvron Tivo F'oscari \. i. Lor. It is written
thus. Bar, And will you leave it unerased ? Unerasible,
a. (Un-* 7.) i8n Shkllev St. Irtiyne i. Grief, in unerasible
traces, sate deeply implanted on the front of the outcast,
Unera-sing, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) sSao Shei.lev Prometh.
Unb. III. iii. 160 Where ever lies, on unerasing waves. The
imageofa temple built, above, t Unerrabi'lity. (Un-' 12
and 5b; cf. next.) x6s8 Prynne BriefS%ir%<ay 14 Hee doeth
..likewise apply this Popish Position.. euen to iustilie the
vnerrabilitie of these his Deuotions.

tUnerrable, a, Obs, [Un-1 7b and 5b.]
= Inerrable a.

i6t6 Sheldon Mirae. Antichrist vii. 142 This puddle of
Pope loane, whereout the ignominy of your vnerrable See
is so liuely discouered. 1664 H. More Myst. luiq. xviii. 67
I'he ancient Types, .already made use of by his choice who
was unerrable. 1715 M. Davies Athen. Brit, I. Pref. la
Those sole unerrable Records of the Holy Scriptures.

Hence f Une'rrableness. Obs.

164s Hammond Viezo Infallibility {\t^fi^ 186 Concluding
the truth of all their assertions from the unerrablenesse of
the asserter. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvi. f 3 The danger
of presuming upon the unerrablenessof a guide.

Unerrancy. (Un- i 1 2 and 5 b.)
1646 J. Hall Uorae Vac. 7 Hee takes the best course.,

that narrowly heeds upon what principles both parties
build . . , so long as no man can challenge an unerrancy. 1891
F. G. Lee Sinless Concept. 66 Unerrancy belonged alone to
the Church Universal,

UneTring, vbl. sb. (Un-' 13.) 1709 Strvpe Ann. Re/. 247
He was in Judgment for the unerring of General Councils.

Une'rring, ///. a, [Un-i io and 5 b.]

1. Making no error or mistake ; not going or
leading astray in judgement or opinion.
c;^i66o South Serm. (1697) I. 254 They believed his

Miracles upon the Credit of constant unerring Tradition,

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 565 With sure Foresight, and
with unerring Doom, He sees what is, and was, and is to
come. 173a Challonfr (.title). The Unerring Authority of
the Catholic Church in matters of Faith. 1795 Southey
^oan 0/Arc iv. 324, 1 know this vision sent From Heaven,
and feel of its unerring truth. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit.
India I, 565 The unerring principles of political economy.
187S JowETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 32 The unerring guides of our-
selves and of those who were under us.

absol. 1813 Coleridge Remorse ni. ii. 36, I breatb'd to
the Unerring Permitted prayers.

2. Corresponding with the utmost exactness or

closeness to some standard or aim.
1665 Glanvill De/. Van. Dogm. 39 The unerring exact*

ness we find in Animal formations. 1684 J. S. Pro/it 4-

Pleas.^ United 166 Therefore 1 thought fit to lay down such
Unerring Rules, as [etc.]. 1710 Prior Examiner 7 Sept.,
The Works of learned Men are weighed here by ihe unerring
Ballance of Party. 1^75 Tvrwhitt Chaucer's Cant. T. IV.
91 An operation, which every Ballad-monger in our days
..is known to perform with the most unerring exactness.

1819 ScoTT Leg. Montrose xiv, The Son of the Mist again
led the way, with an unerring precision. 1861 Bucklk
Civiiiz. (1873) II. viii. 434 We may trace with unerring
certainty the steps [etc. J.

3. Not going astray from the intended mark

;

certain, sure : a. Of missiles or other weapons.
1621 G. Sandvs Ovid's Met. xir. (1626) 240 With that, th'

vnerring dart.. [he] flung. 171a Sped. No, 527^3 Procris

..made her Husband. .a Present of an unerring Javelin.

f 1743 Francis tr. Hor,^ Sec. Poem 12 Goddess, whose un<

erring dart Stops the lynx, or flying hart,

b. Of aim, agents or agencies, etc,

1697 Dkvden Aincis xii. 712 One dart he drew, And with
unerring aim, and utmost vigour, threw. c 1709 Prior
tnd Hymn Callimachus 127 Thy uneriiiig Hand elanc'd

Another, and another Dart. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.^ Odes
V. V. 9 By the unerring wrath of Jove, Unerring shall his

vengeance prove. 1801 Scott Clen/inlas ii, How matchless
was thy broad claymore, How deadly thine unerring bow I

1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves 46 He was considered an un-
erring shot. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci., Inorg. Nat. 112 Occa-
sionally striking with unerring aim at its prey,

Une'rringly, adv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)
1645 ToMBEs Anthropol. 15 A power to interpret Scrip-

tures unerringly.
^ 1746 Hkrvev Rejlect. Flower Card. 76

Know, that God is unerringly wise, a 1774 Tucker Lt.
Nat. (1834) II. 309 It does imply an exact discernment. .,so
.as to distinguish unerringly what lies within its compass,
and what does not. x8a6 Svo. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 104/9
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UNERKINGNESS.

They first learn it practically and unerringly, 1873 EaulS
Pkiloi. Eng. Tongue (eii. 2) §239 Here is a distinction

which is unerringly observed hy the most rustic people.

Une-rringness. (Un-1 12.)

1670 Vaughan AV/. C1677) 139 If any man thinks that a

person., must submit in all, or any of these, to the implyed

discretion and unerringness of his Judge. 1866 Meredith
/ V//.>rjV« vii. The result corroborated his devotional belief

in the unerringness of his own powerful intuition.

Uneru'pted,///.rt. (Un-» 8.) [1775 Ash] 180a Play-

FAiK illustr. Ilutton. Th. 69 A subterraneous or unerupted

lava. 1833 LvKLL Princ.^ CeoL III. 107 These unerupted

newer Pliocene lavas of Sicily.

TTnesca-pable, «. i.Un.i 7 b and 5 b.)

1614 DossfiXr//. (1651) 197 In this particular, I am luider

an unescapable necessity, as [etc.]. c\t%% — Scrm. Wks.

1839 VI. 70 She exposes herself loan imminent and (for any
thing she knew) an unescapable danger of death. x83a L.

Hunt RedPs Bacchus in Tuscany 135 Gall of the satiric

poet, Gall from out his blackest well, Shuddering, unescape-

able. i836 W. Gkaham Soc. rrobUm 243 A power more
subtle and all-compelling and unescapable than that of the

sword.

Hence Unesca'pableness ; -ably adv,

x6xo DoNNK Pseudo-martyr 353 With how rnuch curiositie

and unescnpablenesse their formes of Abiuration vnder oath

are exhibited? x88a GiL Words Apr. 174 With a certain

twinkle at the back of his eye, . .full, unescapably full of fun.

TJneschew-able, «. (Un- i 7 b and 5 b.)

c 1374 Chaucer Po€th> v. pr. i. (1868) 151 pilkeordre pro-

cedynge by an vneschewable byndyngeto-gidre. 1513
Douglas Mneid yi\.y\y* 102 He..schuke in hand hys on-

cschewabill speir. 154a in ilatl. Misc. (1745) IV. 509/a

Ther came a sodeyne and piteous Calamyte or Mlserye

vneuilable or nneschuable. x6oa Carew CornwaU 124 b,

If an vneschewable destiny had not haltered him to that

aduancement. 1870 W. H. Gii.lkspik Being <V Attributes

Cod (1871) IV. ii. 149 Our dread but unescbewable topic.

Hence Unescliewably adv,

c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. v. pr. iii. (r868) 157 Yif |>at he deme
J>at pei Ijen to comen vneschewably.

UnescoTted, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

X774 Trinket 45 The chits knew I must attend them, for it

was not safe to go unescorted. 1805-6 Carv Dante, Inf.

VIII. 127 Passing the circles, unescorted, comes One, 1898

Rider Haggard Dr. Theme i. 13 Now, quite alone and un-

escorted, she was on her way to Mexico City.

Unescu'tcheoned, a. (Un-' 9.) 1814 Wordsw. Excurs,

VI. 412 Their bones. ., With unescutcheoned privacy interred

I'ar from the family vault.

Unespie-d,///. a, (Un-1 8.)

f 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1457 It is ful hard to lialten

vn-espied liyfore a crepul for he kan on J-e craft. 154a

Udall Erastn. Apoph. 8i No fauUe of the bodyemaye
escape vnespied. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. x. 11 He. .in the

couert of the wood did byde, Beholding all, yet of them
vnespyde. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xix. 67 He
got up close to this Junk, and.. boarded her on a sudden
unespied. 1697 Dkyden Mneis ix. 786 The second shaft

canie swift and unespied. And pierced his hand. 1742-3

Observ. Metiiodists 8 Of all other Religions every man
enjoys the free Exercise . . unquestioned and unespied. x83x

Scott Ci, Rob. xxvi, Nothing, however, in a p;ilace, passes

ahogether unespied. x84a Urowning 'Through theMetidja
ii, Through the desert . . Do I glide unespied as I ride J

Unessay-ed, ///. «. (Un-i 8.)

1643 in Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. § 266 They cannot leave

any means unessayed for their relief. x686 Jas. II Sp.
Edin. 29 Apr. in Lond. Gaz, No. 2135/3 l^^l will leave

nothing unessayed that may promote a work so beneficial.

1742 CoL Rec, Pennsylv. IV. 601 The French, who will leave

no methods unessayM to corrupt their fidelity. 1778 Miss
BuRNEV Evelina Ixxiv, Remains there one resource un-

essayed? 1855 Singleton Virgil II. 299 Lest aught there

had been or of crime, or craft, Unhaearded or unessayed.

Une'SSence, v. [Un-2 4.] trans. To de-

prive of essence or essential properties.

1642 T. Casf. God's Rising {16^^) 8 The Enemies of Gods
truth and people would. .not un-scepter him only, but un-
essence him, 1659 Revett in Lovelace Poems (1904) 212

While we sustain the losse that thou art gone Vn-essenc'd

in the separation. i8aa Lamb Elia i. Distant Correspon-
denis^ Not only does truth, In these long intervals, un-

essence herself, but [etc.].

XJuesse'lltial, a. and sb, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

L Possessing no essence or substance ; immaterial,

X667 Milton P,L. ii. 439 The void profound Of unessen-

tial Night receives him next. 1727 Thomson Summer 8i
Prime Chearer, Light I. .Without whose vesting Beauty, all

were wrapt In unes^iential Gloom. 1768-74 Tucker Z/. Nat.
(1834) I. 666 Ask me by what authority of history I prove
that Regulus had any notion of. .the unessential nature of
justice. i8a7 Pollok Course T. 111. 412 Most unsubstantial,

unessential shade. Was earthly Fame.
2. Not pertaining to or affecting the essence of a

matter; unimportant.
a 1656 Bp. Hall Beauty ^ Vnitie Ch. Wks. 1837 V. 245

Neither diflference of time, nor distance of place,, .nor any
unessential error, can bar our interest in this Blessed Unity.
1716 Addison FreehoLier No. 39 P 5 Tiiose, who differed
from him in the unessential Parts of Christianity. 1748
Melmoth Fitzosbome Lett. (1763) 169 So far is he from
thinking it unessential, that he acknowledged it as the only
separation which distinguishes them from prose. 1838
Arnold Hist. Rome (1845) I. 166 A form, .as unessential as
the crowd's acceptance of the king at an English coronation.
X873 M. Arnold Lit. ^ Do^ma (1876) 166 This excludes as
unessential much of the criticism which [etc.].

b. absoL That which is not essential.

_
1840 Carltle Heroes Vi. (1904) 139 He distinguishes what

is essential, and what is not ; the unessential may go very
much as it will. 1841 Myers Cath, Th. iii. § 33. 120 Who
b to determine . . the limit of the Unessential 1

3. sb. An imessential thing or feature.

1828-32 Webster s.v.. Forms are among the unessentials

of religtoo. 1876 Stainer & liARitbiT DicU Mus, 444/2

178

Umssenttals, notes not forming a neccssarv part of the

harmony. Passing, auxiliary, or ornamental notes. x88a

Nature XXVI. 523 A general conception, .is arrived at by

abstr.icting the essentials and neglecting the unessentials.

Hence ITnesse'ntially adv.

[1847 Webster.] 1856 Olmsted Slave States 182 With a

climate so unessentially dissimilar.

Unesta-blish, v. [Un-2 3.] To disestablish.

1649 Milton Eikon. xxvii. 215 In order to which the Par-

lament denuindcd of the King to un-establish that Prelatical

Government. 1834 W. P. Wood Lit. in Stephens Hook (1 878)

1. 261 Where we find a Church established we ought not to

lend any assistance towards wwestablishing.

XTnesta-bUslied, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

L Not established or firmly settled.

1646 Sir T, Krowne Pseud. Ep, 227 [A conclusion]

clapt up from petitionary foundations and principles un-

established. 1744 Young Nt. Th. vi. Pref., This great funda-

mental truth, unestablish'd, or unawaken'd in the minds of

men. 1776 Mickle Camoens* Lusiad Introd. 154 A work
which claims poetical merit, while its reputation is unestab-

lished. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. ^ Dogma xi. § 3. 346 A notion

unestablished, not resting on observation and experience.

2. spec. a. Of chiuches or religious bodies: (see

Establish v. 7).

1885 Abp. Benson in Life (1899) IT. 496 The difierence of

court made no difference to the union even of an established

Church, and how can it . . do so for an unestalilished Church ?

1887 Pall Mall G, 4 Oct. i/i Her communion embraces
Churches established, unestabUshed, and disestablished.

b. Of employees or employment : Not included

in the rej^ular staff or establishment,

1890 Pall Mall G. 7 July 5/2 Sanction., to.. increase the

minimum wage to postmen (including unestablished men).

1894 Daily News 15 Sept. 6/3 Within the same time 'un-

established situations '..have been given to 1,110 soldiers.

Unesta'blishment. (Un-^ 12.) 1776 S. J. 1*ratt Pupil
o/PlCiis. (1777) I. 182 Shall I once again confess to you.,

my unestablishment in the maxims of thy Preceptor?

Unestee-med, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

CIS50 CiiKKE Matt. xiii. 57 Theer is not a propheet. .vn-

esteemed but in his own contree, 1561 T. Norton Calvin's

Inst. I. 18 The Hebrue tong lay not onely vnestemtd, but

almost vnknowen. x6i6 Drumm. op Hawth. Madrigals^

Rose, O Show of Showes ! of vnesteemed Worth. 1852

Bailey Festns (ed. 4) 473 In thy voice The warning and
foreknowledge unexplained, Not unesteemed. iSsSCarlvle
Fredk. Gt. w. xii. 1. 167 An unesteemed creature, whostrove

to make his time peaceable in this world.

+ Une-stimable, a. Obs. [Un-i 7 band 5 b.]

1. ^ Inestimable a. i.

1542 Udall AVoJW. Apoph. 172 marg.^ A learned kyng [is]

an vncstiniable treasure. 1548— Erasm, Par. Luke xxiv.

i83 b, Beyng eiikiendled with the vnestimable fyer ofcharytee

& loue towardes mankynd. 1577 tr. Bullingcrs pccades
2zo/i Some by warre haue.. vnestimable riches with verie

little losse or iiodanimageatall. 1628 tr. Ma/hieu's Po7ver.

full Favorite 102 Here all the world laments the vnestimable

losse of the bookes of Cornelius Tacitus.

2. — Inestimable a. 3.

1654-66 Earl Orrery Parthen.{i6y6) 694 There can hardly
be a liigher evincement how unestimable most Worldly things

deserve to be. rt 1670 Hacket Abp. WHlia/iis i. (i6(>2) 41

None are so unestimable. .as those fickle-fancy*d men, whose
friendships will hold no longer then Pliny's peaches.

Unestra'nged,///.fl:. (Un-> 8.) [177s Ash.] .i 1851 Mom
Poems^ Iligiil. Return viii. Four years had lapsed in absence,

. .but his lieart was unestranged.
^

t Une-te, a. Obs. [OE. *unxie (cf. tnicel-, ofcr-

sete)yi. pret. stem of elaft to eat.] \Vithout eating.

1387 Trhvisa Higdcn (Rolls) I. 403 The men may dure
longe vnete. And loue^f wel coinune mete.

Unete-rnal, a. (Un-' 7.) [1775 Ash.] x86a F. Hall
Hindu Philos. Syst, 254 That which exists, and is destroyed

at a given time, is..uneternal and perishable.

Uneth(e, -ethes : see Uneath(3 adv,

Unethe-rial, rt. (Un-' 7.) (1775 Asii.J 1847 Busiinell

Chr. Nurt. II. iii. (1861) 283 This unetherial and undifTusive

kind of bliss. Une'thic, a. [Un-' 7.] = next. 1871

Tyi-OR Prim. Cult. I. 370 An imagination so little in keeping

with his unethic nature jars upon the reader's mind.

Unethical, a. (Un-i 7.)

1871 IvLOR Prim. Cult. II, 94 The savage, unethical

doctrine of continuance. 1879 Spencer Data o/Etiiicsxu

§ 68. 187 Etliics has to recognize the truth, recognized in

unethical thought, that egoism comes before altruism, i8fa

Pall Malt G. 15 July 4/2 The intermingling of so unethical

a people with, .societies of European blood.

Hence Une'tliicaliiess.

x886 W. S. Lilly in Fortn. />Vi'. 591 How can we predicate

ethicalness or unethicalness of a thing?

Uneupho-nious, a. (Un-' 7.) 1880 Burton Reign Q.
Anne 1. 1.36 The uneuphonious nameof Oodolphin has been

traced . . to certain words of Celtic origin, Un-Europe-an,
a. (Un-' 7.) 1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves 81 Ine un-

European officers might. .take the lead. 1870 Kingsley

At Last X, Around were, .all appliances of European taste,

even luxury: but in a house utterly un-European. Un-
eva'cuated, ;*//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1611 Woodall Surg. Mute
Wks. (1653) 201 Some choterick matter remaineth bchinde

in the right-gut yet unevacuated.

TTueva'daole, ^- Also -evadeabl6,-evadible.

(Un-1 7 b, 7, and 5 b.)

1839 De QuiNCEV Casuistry Wks. 1862 VII. 272 The..
downright unevadable pressures of realities, 1857T0ULMIN
Smith Parish 367 Efficient action on this matter was for-

merly unevadible. 1869 Rossetti Mem. Shelley p. liv,

[A] deadly, and, at last, unevadeable discovery.

Unevane'scent,rt. (Un-* 7.) i8os-iaHENiHAM Ration.

Judic. livid. (1827) I. 597 Signs of an unevanescent and
imperishable nature. UnevangC'lic, «. [Un-' 7.I = next.

1857 Baoen Powell Chr. ivithout Judaism 2ig Engrafting
on It an unevangelic formalism most alien from its spirit.

Unevaugelical, a. (Un-i 7.)

1648 Eikon Bai. xii. 103 Which . .un-cvangeltcall Zealis too

like that of the rebuked Disciples. 1661 Pbynne Unbish.
Tim. {ed. 3) 81 An unevangelical, malignant, or Romish
Spirit. 1710 T. Godwin Li/e Bp. Stillingjleet 28 Their un-
evangelical and destructive doctrines, 1842 Manning Serm.
xvii. (1848J I. 249 They are looked upon as carnal, legal,

unevangelical rites. 1881 W, R. Smith Old Test, in Jew. Ch.

i. 7 Tliis point of view is. .unprotestant, unevangelical.

Uneva-ngelized, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1813-5 Proc. Ch, Miss. Soc. IV. 519 If the

Heathen, un-evangelized, be considered as objects of salva-

tion. 1884 J. Pabkkr Apost. Life II. 135 The Church.,
would see every unevangelised country.. typified in this

Macedonian man.

Uneva'porate,/iS/. a, (Un-* 8 b.) 1864 Lowell /^^rt•

side Trav. 174 Faith and Awe survive there unevaporate.
Uneva'porated, ///. rt. (Un-' 8.) 1829 Bkntham Offic.

Apt. Maximized. Militia (1830) 6 Hostility from the small,

still unevaporated, remnant of the savage race, 1890 Nature
II Sept. 481/2 The natural salts.. with which the unevapor-
ated residue of water becomes saturated.

Une'Ven, «. [OE. unefen {{. un- Un-1 7 +
e/en Even a.), = OFris. oniovti •(Wf'ris. on-^ ftn-

even^ NFris. uneven^'tven), MDu. and Du. oneven^

effen^ MLG. uneven, OHG. uncban (MHG. and

G. tineben)^ ON. and Icel. ?/-, 6jafn (Norw. ujamn^

Sw. ojann, Da, njevn\'\

1. Unequal ; not properly corresponding or agree-

ing. Now rare,

(T900 CvNEWULF Crist 1460 Hu \mr wa:s unefen racu unc
sema;ne ! a 1225 Ancr. R. 312 Ure blod..a3ean his blodc

pet he shedde for us were ful unefne chaunge. a 13^
Hampole Psalter xlii. i My consciens and my gernynge is

vneuen til ^airs. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 279 Thou tellest

forth, Hou that hire weyhte of love unevene Is unto thin.

cri45a Myrr. our Ladye 104 Yf it were vneuen to thetother,

or faylynge in eny thynge tliat an other had. a 1470 H.
Pakker Dives ^ Pauper (W. de W. 1496) vii. xi. 293/1 By
wyckednesse of false couetyse in the people men ben uneuen
in rychesse, 1596 Si'Enser F, Q, vi. v. 9 So forth they

traueld an vneuen payre, ..A saluage man niatcht with a
Ladie fayre. 1609 J. Davies (Heref.) Holy Roode Wks.
(Grosart) I. .8/2 What difTrence is betweene those Hymnes
diuiiie L.They are as Fame, and Shame, no lesse vneu'n.

X669 HoYLE Contn, Neiv Exp. i. (1682) 40 Two pipes of Glass

very uneven in length. 1885 Manch, Exam. 14 July 4/5
Stands are very uneven, and the size of the plant varies

from 2 in. to 3^ ft.

b. Of numbers: Odd. Also ofthings: Making
up, or marked by, an odd number.
1577 B. GooGE HeresbacJCs Husb. i, (1586) 35 Which Plinie

accounteth to haue vneauen corners as Pease hath. 1598
Flokio, Disparo^ vneeuen, or od in number, vnequall. 1613

PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 173 Nothing ought to be eaten

l>y euen numbers, but by vneuen, wherewith God is pleased.

16x5 G. Sandys Trav. 78 Let rauisht Poets drinke thrice

three. Of whom tlie vneuen Muses be Belou'd. 1728

Chambers Cycl. s.v. Number, The Sum, or the Difference,

of two uneven Numbers, makes an even Number. 1771

LucKOMBE Hist. Printing 265 According to the folio either

of an even, or uneven page. 1875 ^owett Piaio (ed. 2) I.

485 Then the triad or number three is uneven. 1888 Jacobi

Printers* Vocab.t Uneven pages^ pages with odd folios, such

as I, 3, 5, etc

•|-2. Unequitable, unfair, unjust : a. Of acts, etc.

C1380 WvcLiF IVks. (18S0) 316 Summe ben too wel fed bi

vneuene partyng of liere goodis. 1398 Tkkvisa Barth. De
J'. R. XIX. cxxi. (1495) 922 For euen and vneuen dedes that

iiere ben doon. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm.i\.4o If merchaunts

..doe inriche themselues by impouerishing others, through

deceitfull shifts, the common wealth sufTereth dammage by

their vneuen dealings. 1613 J. Fletcher Christ's Bloody

Sweat II By courses indirect and lawes vn-euen,Of willand

sensuall lust.

fb. Of persons, etc. Obs,

cz^oo Apoi. Loll. 104 pel are vnfeibful to ^er souereyns, vn.

euyn to l^er lowar. a 1500 Ratis Raving I'rol. 60 He saw
..rychtwysmen and god-lyk baith. With wykyt men &
wnewyne lyk scaith. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's A nsw. Osor,

III, 392 They are in this their partition, so pare ia 11 and
vneuen dealers, that they will not leaue to Christ, the whole

cleansing of the guilt. x6ii Si'eed Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xxi.

780/2 N. D. with his vneuen hand (euerouerhard to shadow
the truth), 1641 Milton Animadv, 7 Sir Francis Bacon..

complainesof the Bishops uneven hand over these Pamtlets.

3. Diverging from a straight or exactly p.^rallcl

position. (In early qnots.^^.)

X390 GowER Conf. I, 30 Thei hemself divide And slonden

out of reule unevene. Ibid. II. 126 Among the vices. .Ther

is y it on.. Which al this world hath set unevene. 1639 Ld.

DicbyZ^^/. ftf«^r./^V/a^ (1651) c>o And lines many times that

at first appe.^^ parallels to the eie. .prove apparently uneven.

X683 MoxoN i1/i:£-//.ii"-trr^.,/';V«j'/«^xxiv.pi5lf.. the sides

of the Sheet lye uneven upon the Tympan-sheet. 1862 Miss
Braddon Lady Audley 1, The windows were uneven.

4. Not smooth or level; irregular, broken,nigged,

a. Of ground, etc.

c 127s in O. E. Misc. 75/88 pe weyes beo> vn-euene, Wil>

wepynde stefne To belle he schulle Jwnne. 1565 Cooper

S.V. Insequabilis^ An open place beyng high and low, or vn.

euen. 1577 Gooce tr. Heresbach's Husb. 1.42b, lleasles

.ind Poultry. .with tramplyng and skraping wyll make it

rugsed and uneven, isjje Shaks. 1 Hen. /K, ii. ii. 26 Eight

yards of vneuen ground, is threescoie & ten miles afoot with

me. 1618 J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr. E4,'Ihe

way so vneuen, stonie, and full of bogges. 1653 W. Ramesey
Astrol. Restored 91 Aquaries [goveins] Hilly and uneven

places. 1746 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Coinm. App. I. 440

As we march 'd, all the way up hill, and over very uneven

Ground, our men were greatly Blown. 1774 Ooldsm, Nat,

Hist. (1776) I. 290 In it [sc. the sea-bottom] we find the same
uneven surface that we do upon land. 1858 Hawthorne
Fr. <V It. Note-bks. (1871) II. 199 On the verge and wiihit.

the crater of an extinct volcano, and therefore. ..is uneven as

the sea in a tempest.

jtf^. 1592 Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul, IV. i. S Vneuen is the coiuse.



UNEVEN.
I like it not. a 1596 Sir 7". More iv. v. 4 You see the fioore

of greatnesse is uneuen.

b. In general use.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. lii. (1495) e vjb/i The
vtter partyes ben vneuyn wyth holownes soiike and had
parte^i areryd. 1590 Spenskk F. Q. i. viit. 48 For one of
them was like an Eagles claw, /.The other like a IJeares

vneuen paw. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 162 The sorting
together of Wools of seueral natures,, .which causeth cloth
to cockle and be uneven. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc.^
Printing xvii. P2 [He] cuts out what may remain in the
bottom of the Shanck by reason of the un-even breaking.
171a J. James tr. Le Biomfs Gardening 140 Its Bark is

somewhat rugged and uneaven. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb,
T. II. 431 The uneven writing.. proved that it was sent
while the young man was still fluctuating between life and
death. i8ia Crabde Borough xxii. 178 The sun-burnt tar
..And bank-side stakes in their uneven ranks. 1855 Paul-
try Chron. III. 522/1 The upper part of the cell.. being
more convex ; therefore, the comb is very uneven.
absol. 1796 KiRWAN Elem, Min. (ed. 2) I. 157 Fracturei

fine or coarse splintery, which sometimes pass into the un-
even of a fine grain.

O. transf. and^. (of immaterial things, sounds,
style, etc.).

OE. unefn^ unemn, occurs in similar uses.

(<0 1596 SiiAKS. X ifen. IV^ i. i. 50 Farre more vneuen and
vnwelcome^ Newes Came from the North. 1603— Mens.
forM. IV, iv. 3 In most vneuen and distracted manner, his
actions show much like to madnesse. 1649 Lovelace Poems
(1864) 114 Where is a joy uneven, There never, never can be
Heav'n. 17x9 De Fob Crttsoe i. (Glolie) 159 Such is the
uneven State of human Life, 1763 Scrafton Indosian iii.

(1770) 76 The uneven temper of the Soubah could never
long retain its disguise. 1886 J. J, H. Eurcess Shetland
Sketches^ etc, i. 48 He., went away down to the house, feel-

ing very sorrowful, and mad, and altogether uneven.
(<5) x6o8 WiLLKT Ilexapla Kxod, 50 The horses euill and

vneuen going proceedeth of his owne lamenes.
(c) x6^ Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat, in. ix, 150 Not

only wiih cold Air, but with any other uneven noise, passing
through their Mouth into their Ears. 173X Pope Ep. Bur-
lington 143 Light quirks of Music, broken and uneven. xSix
W. K. Spencer Poems Ded., His strain is weak, his voice
uneven.

(t/) X763 J.
Drown Poetry^ Mitst'cvi. iii Homer is equal,

large, flowing, and harmonious; Eschylus is uneven, concise,
abrupt, and rugged.

5. Comlf.f i\^jiH€Vcn-carrzagedy-numiferedf -roofed,

X670 Ukooks li^ks. C1867) VI. 342 Arotten heart, is a very
uneven-carriaged heart. x88a Contem^. Rev. Aug. 234 The
16 alternate or uneven-numbered sections in alt townships.
1887 HissKV Holiday on Road i. 3 Weather-stained out-
buildings, lichen-laden and uneven-roofed.

Uneveil, <tdv. [OE. unefne (f. un- Un-1 lib
•^c/ne Even adv.')^ = MDu, ontvene, -effene (obs.

Du. onev£n)y OS. unefno, MLG. unevene^ 'evetty

MUG, utubene, -cben.'\ «=« Unevenly adv,
ciooo Ags. Ps* (Thorpe) cxI. 9 Swa unefne is eorbe {^icce.

ci*j$ in O. £. Misc. 86/i Weole, t>u art awaried ping, vn-
euene constu dele. 0x300 Cursor M. 24178 J>ou..folus |?am
t^at )>e wald He, And luues all \*dX lettbes pe, ^\% part vn-
euen es delt. X390 GowER Con/. I. 9 So stant the pes un*
evene parted. 1500-ao Dundar Poems lxxxi.96 The ballance
gois vncvin.

Uneven, v. [Un-2 6 a.] To make uneven.
c X440 Pallad. on liusB, x. 100 For eny thyng no beest

vppon hit trede ; Vneven hit they wolde, hit is to drede,

t Unevenly, a. Obs, '[Un-1 7 : cf. OE. un-
e/eniic various, diverse.]

1. Incomparable.
a laas Attcr. R. 410 peo blisse )?et he )erke3 ham. .is un-

cfenlich to alle worldes blissen.

2. Unequal ; ill-matched,
c 14*5 Eng. Cofiq, irel, 30 Reymond & hys men—thogh

they fewe wer, they wcr nat feynt—with vneuenly host
wenten out & assembled wyth ham. 1513 Douglas ^Encid
XII. iv. 147 This ilk bargane Semyng. .To be ane rychc on-
evynly [v.r. vneuinly] iriterprys.

3. Uneven ; not level.

X683 J. Reid Scots Gardner i. iii. xi Though the ground
be unevenly, yet you must hold the chain level.

Une"veiily, a^/z*. [Un-i ii.]

fL Unfairly, nnjiistly. Obs,
138a Wyclif Gen. xvi, 5 And Saray seide to Abram, Vn-

euenlie thow dost a^ens me. c x^ooApoi. Loll. 74 Scho may
sey l^at Sara seid to Abraam, pu dost vneuenly a^ens me.
2. Inanuneven or unequal mamier; not regularly,

uniformly, or smoothly.
X398 Trbvisa Barth, De P. R, vmi. xvL (1495) 143 b,

Though it seme somtyme ^t he meue vneuenly, swyfter
other slower in comparison to other thynges. X4x>-ao
LvDG. Chron. Troy i. 2242 And |»us sclie stood in a lupardye
Of Loue and Schame, m maner of a traunce, Vn-euenly
hanged in balaunce. 1557 Records IVhetst. iij b, Euen
nombcrs vneuenly, are suche nombers as maie bee diuided
into 2 equalle partes, whicheare odde numbers, 1570 Bil-
lincslev Euclid II. Introd. 60 In this booke are set forth
the powers of lines, deuided euenly and vneuenly. X638
Rawlev tr. Bacon's Life ^^ Death (1650) 60 The same Abun-
dance unevenly placed, is in like manner hurtfull. x668 H.
More /J/f. Dial. \. xxxlv. (1713) 77 To harbour such un-
conceivable Notions, that lie so unevenly in every Alan's
Mind but your own. I'jo^Dict. Rust, s.v, l^nggons, There-
fore the lesser the Wheel Is, the heavier and more unevenly
and jogging they go. 1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Com-
wall. etc. xi. 318 An opening between the unevenly-frac-
tured surfaces of a fissure. 1879 R. K. Douglas Con/ucian-
ism iv. 95 A chair which,. stands unevenly on its feet, is

useless as a support.

1 3. Not in equal proportion. Obs."^
c 1440 Palltul. on Ilusb. xii. 234 OyUlreggis watertemprid

euenly, .Oroldvryncadinyxtvneuenly With water partb too,

Une'venness. [f. Uneven a.]

1, Inequality, discrepancy, difference.
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1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. ix. iii. (Tollem. MS.),
Sotstitium is moste uneuennesse of day and ny5te. x6a3
Malvnes Anc. Law-Merch, 487 Hee findeth twentie two
..peeces or thereabouts, because of the vneuennesse of the
sheyre. 1659 Gentl. Calling (1660) 18 The great uneven,
ness that is.. between Gentlemen and their Inferiors, 1884
Bower & ScottZ?^ Bary's Phaner. 44 The subsequent various
unevenness of height.. arises through the growth of the cells.

2. The quality or fact of being uneven in form.
X398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. iv, iii. (1495) e vj b/x

Roughnesse is not elles but an vneuynnesse in an harde
thynge. Ibid. iv. e viij/2 Contrary humours werke con-
traryousnes and vneuynnesse with roughnes in the vtter
parte of the body. 1560 Wiutehorne ^f r/t* /K.rrrt.* (158S)

49 b, Also the vneuennesse of the ground saueth them, for
that euery liile hillocke, or high place,.. letteth the shotte
thereof. 15776. Googe. Heresbach s Husb. 111.(1586) 115 His
cheekebones would be euen and small, for. .the vneuennes
of the Cheekes will make him headstrong. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 51 Hils of stupendious height and vneuen-
nesse to ascend, a 1688 Cudworth Imtnut, Mor. (1731) 200
We plainly observe much. .Unevenness and Inequality in
the Lines, and Bluntness in the Angles. 177J Ann. Reg.,
Nat. Hist. 82/2 Which extreme agitation and whirling, I

presume, must be owing to the unevenness of the rocky
bottom. 1853 Markham Skoda^s Auscult. 3 The finger
must be always used whenever, through unevenness of the
surface, the pleximeter cannot be well applied. 1S80 B/ad-w.
Mag. Feb. 243/1 The painful unevenness of the principal
roadways.

b. An instance of this ; .an inequality ; a rough
or rugged part, place, or feature,

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcatt's Fr, Chirurg. 12 b/a If there
remayne anye small splinter thereone, or other vnevennes.
X664 H. ^\oK^ Mysi. Iniq, i(yj To phansy one and the same
Hill for some little unevcnnesses in it to be more then one.
x68o Tides (MS. Bodl. Add. A. 202) fol, 3 In deep Rivers
the surface conceales these unevenesses. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. S.V. Filing, The.. File., serves to takeoff the Uneven-
nesses of the Work, left by the Hammer, in Forging. 1^53
Phil, Trans. XLVIII. 88 An horizontal thin edge, which
scooped up and carried off the little unevennesses of the
turfy ground. 1849 Eastwick Dry Leavet 140 There was
not the slightest jag or unevenness—a tolerable proof of the
sharpness of the sword.

O. In various figurative uses.

1636 B. JoNsoN Discoveries Wks. (1641) 98 They would
not have it run without rubs, as if that stile were more
strong and manly, that stroke the eare with a kind of un-
cvenesse. 1651 Gaule Magastrom, 255 Saturne was pressed
with uneveimesse or roughnesse, either in leaping or speak-
ing. 1707 Rejlex. upon Ridicule 319 The whimsical Un-
evenness of some People ruins the pleasure of Conversation.

1779 JohnsonZ. /'., Dryden Wks. II. 427 Such is the un-
evenness of his compositions, that letcj. 1805 Med, yrnl.
XIV. 395 The unevenness of disposition, the convulsive
sobs and strong paroxysms of weeping. i88s L. Keith
Alasnain's Lady ill, 105 Di hardly noticed the unevenness
of her mood.

+3. Unfairness, injustice. Obs,
a X470 H. Parker Dives ^ Pauper (W, de W. 1496) 293/1

Goodes of this worlde ben called rychesses of uneuenesse
and of wyckednesse.

Uneventful, a, (Un-1 7.)
tSoo Mrs. Hervev Mourtray Earn. I. 7 There is little to

keep up its energy in the uneventful tenour of domestic life.

x86a Gifts <V Graces xxv. 249 There is little to tell, for their

uneventful lives are gliding on as usual. X890 W. J. Gordon
Foundry 167 We have said enough to show that its story
has not been uneventful.

Hence Uneve'ntfully adv. , -fulness.
x86s Cornh, Mag. Apr. 405 The two next days passed

quietly and uneventfully. 187a Howells IVedding Journ,
(1892) 192 They rattled uneventfully down. .by rail. 1878
Grosart H. Mare's Poems Introd. p. ix, The uneven tfulness
outwardly of the * Life ' accounts for the few facts given.
tUnevesed, />/. rt. Obs. (Un.» 8.) tx^.. Lat.-Eng.
Voc. (MS. Harl. 2257), Intonsus, vnclipped^ vneuesed.
Une vidence. rare-^, (Un-' 12.) a 165P6 Hals Prim.
Orig. Alan, i. i. (1677) 10 So full of unevidence and un-
certainty, so full of precarious and imaginary Postula/a.
Unevidenced, /*//. a, (Un-' 8.) [1775 Asii.J 1842 G. S.
Fader Prov. Lett. (1844) II. 53 The unevidenced Popish
Innovations advocated by my two opponents. 1892 J. Tait
Mind in Matter 23iThe impression [made] on the illiterate

mind by the unevidenced assertion of miracles.

Unevident, a, (Un- i 7 and ^ b.)
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 9 As bis consonaunt is vnknowen to he

japer, so Jpis fendly marchauiidy b vneuident to be feibful

[leple'knowend liis. 1570 Levins Mauip. 69 Vneuident,
ineuidens. 1639 H, Burton Truth's Triumph 165 'Ihe
actuall faith hee cals a firme and certaine, but vneuident
assent. 1651 HoDUF^ Leviath, 11. xxv. 134 Hash and unevi-
dent Inferences. 0x670 \{.K(iVi}LX Abi. Williams I. (1692) 197
We conjecture at unevident things by that which is evident.
Unevidential, a. (Un-' 7.) x8a6 G. S. Faber Diffic.

Romanism (1853) 117 Arbitrary exertion of more unevidential
dogmatic authority.

t Une-vitable, a, Obs. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.]

= Inevitable a,

1530 Elvot Cast. Helthe 59 They receyue in medicine that,

whiche shall ingender, .vneuitable destruction vnto al the

l>ody, 1594 J. King Funeral Serm. (1599)677 Let his dead
..corpse adtfe one more [instruction] vnto you of common
& vnevitable mortalitie. i6ax G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vr.

(1626) 113 His haste th'vneuitable bowe o're-took, And
through his throte the deadly arrow strook. 1656 W.
Montague Wcci^w/^/^ Worn. 59 We have put on black, because
mourning is unevitable, since we must needs bewaile our
iiusbands. X711 W. King Heathen Gods^ ^ Heroes xiii. 38
[Pluto] bound them with unevitable Chains,

50 t TTne-vitably adv., inevitably. Obs.
x6j3 in Rushw. Hist.Coil. (1659) 1. 142 Seeing we. .cannot

but foresee and fear lest the like may . . unevitably bring such
peril to your Majesties Kingdoms.
t Unevitated, //*/. a. Obs. (Un-' 8.) i6ax G. Sandys

Ovid's Met. xiT. (1626) 240 With that, th*vnerring dart at
Cycnus [be] flung. Th'vneuitated on bis shoulder rung.

UNEXCEPTED.

Unevolved,///. a, (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1831 Landor /rX-i. (1846) II. 633, 1 held down
a branch And gathered her some blossoms... .So crisp were
some, they rattled unevolved. 1884 Congregational Year
Bk. 93 Nature., holds in her bosom, unsolved ami unevolved,
the problems and the germs of all the philosophies.

Unexa'ct, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] = Inexact (J.

1758 Maclaine Mosheim's Eccles. Hist. I. 407 note. Dr.
Mosheim'saccountofthetime ofNestorius's death is perhaps
unex.T.ct. 1776 S. J. Pratt Pupil of Pleas. (1777J I. 153
How is it that so scrupulous a man in point of equity is so
unexact a correspondent? i86a 'Shirley' fj. Skelton)
Nugae Crit. ii. 137 The literalness of an unpoetic intellect.,

is always comparatively steiile and unexact.

So Uneza'ctness, inexactness, rarer^,
1677 GiLMN Demonol. ii. ix. 389 Satan here plays upon the

untjxaclness of the Translation.

Unexa-cted, />//. a. (Un-1 8.)
X609 Tourneur Funerall Poem Sir F. Vere 23 All that I

speak is unexacted, true and free. 1607 Dbvden l^irg. Geo?g.
I. 196 All was common, and the fruitful Earth Was free to
give her unexacted Birth,

So TTnexa'ctedly ai{v,

C164J Observ. his Majesty's late Ansiver 18 The father
doth all his oflices meritoriously, freely, and unexactedly,
Unexa'ctlng, ///. a. (Un.' 10.) 1863 Milman in Proc.

Roy. Soc. XI, p. XV, A seat in Parliament, independent even
on generous and unexacting friendship. 1884 Mrs. Coote
St4re Harvest 24 The most unselfish, unexacting old lady I

ever knew. Unexa'ggerable,a. (UN.'7b.) 1818 Q. Rev,
XVIII. 41 Gongora's exaggerating and unexaggerable style,

Unexa-ggerated, ppi. a. (Un- i 8.)

1770 Armstrong Misc. \l. 272 In some places natural and
unexaggerated representations of life are not felt, x8ia Q,
Rev. VIII, 329 A mass of immediate evil. .of which the
unexaggerated report might almost startle our belief. x86x
Mux 7i'*7>>-. Govt. (1865) 34/1 it would be. .ungenerous to

ofler this, .as an unexaggerated picture of the French people,

Unexa-ggerating,///.a. (Un-'io.) X825L1). Cock burn
Mem. (1856) 332 Calm, clear, and unexaggeratlng, he went
into all the details with precision.

Unexa-lted, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
x6ii Florio, IfuussaltatOf vnexalted. 1648 Hexham ir,

Ongehooght, Vnlified up^or Vn-exalted. X746 Young Nt.
Th. IX. 755 Who sees it unexalted, and unaw'd? 1805
WoRDSw. Prelude xiii. 243 Not unexalted by religious
faith, Nor uninformed by books.
Unexaminable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 164X Milton Re/orm.

1. Wks. 1851 III, 4 The lowly, alwise, and unexaminable
intention of Christ. 1890 Abp. Benson Z^^. in Life (1901)373
She had read your book carefully, and I daresay knew it

(in an unexaminable sort of way).

Unexa mined, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)
X495 Act II Hen. VI I, ii. § 3 As often as eny suche of the

seid mysdoers..departen unexamyned and unpunysshed.
1536 Pilgr, Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 132 That no worde passe
out vntryed, & nothynge enire vnexamyned. 1568 Grai-ton
Chron, II. 765 Watching that no man shoulde. .passe vn-
serched nor vnexamined. 1620 Southampton Court Lcet
Rec. (1907) HI. 582 The teachinge of a Stranger vnexamined
and vnripe of yeres. 1684 T. Buknkt Theory Earth 1. 285
Those manuscripts that are yet unexamin'd in these parts of

Christendom* 1747 Richardson Clatissa (1811) II. 268

More pride and vanity than I could have thought had lain

in my unexamined heart. X779 Johnson L. /*., ll'atts Wks,
IV. 187 He has left neither corporeal nor spiritual nature
unexamined. 1875 Scrivener Led. Text N. Test. 14 To
Icive the great mass of copies wholly unexamined,

Unexa-mining, ///. a, (Un-i io.)

X682 in Lond. Gaz.rio. 1714/6 A means to ferment the
Factious Un-examiniiig Vulgar into Rebellious Heats. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (i8ri) IV. 213 Which concealed itself

from my unexamining heart under the specious veil of
humility. 1809-10 Coleridge F'rieftd (1837) I. 163 The
unexamining and boisterous youth of the world. 1835
W1LL13 Pencillings I. 90, I passed them with the same lost

unexamining . .fettling which I cannot overcome in this place*

Unexampled, ///. a, [Un- i 8.] Having no
preceding or similar example; unprecedented, un-

paralleled,

i6xo Holland Camden's Brit. I. 724 David King of Scots,

who with his unexampled cruelty had made this country
almost a wildernesse. a 167^ Hale Prim, OHg. Man. iv.

iv. (1677) 325 This admirable.. production of such a Nature
unexampled before. 1763 Wilkes Corr. (1805) I. 75 Your
lordship's unexampled caie of his majesty's youth. 1816

J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 176 With unexampled ability and
villainy, he fashioned the people to suit his views. 2855
Bain Senses ^ Int. 111. iv. § 24 This is an extreme case, but

not unexampled in the history of the world.

Unexa-sperating, //s/. a. (Un.' 10.) X855 Milman
Lat. Chr. xiv. vJi. VI. 549 The most quiet, uninsulting,

unexasperating satire. Une XCavatCQ, ///.rt. (Un-' 8.)

(1773 Ash.] X874 Withrow Catacombs (1877) 20 Some un*
excavated spaces have been observed traced in outUne.

Unexcee'ded, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) _
x8x3 T. Busby Lucretius

I. I. Comm. p. xii, The comparison . . is conceived with
unexceeded vigour.

Unexce-lled,///. a, (Un-i 8.)

a x8oo Cowper Iliad (ed. 2) v. 193 Say, Pandarus I Thy bow,
thy shafts, thy fame Unrivall'd here, in Lycia unexcell'd,

Where are they now? x8ai HuiSK George III, Introd. 3
Unexcelled as a father, unshaken as a friend. 1874 H. H.
Cole Catal. Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. 216 The textile fabrics

of India, .remain unexcelled by other countries.

Unexce'lling, ppl. a. (Un-' 5 d.) 1844 Mrs. Brownino
Dead /'an xxxvi'i, Shame !.. To think God ssongunexcelling •

The poor tales of our own telling. Unexce'ptable, a*

(Un-' 7 b.) 170a C. Mather Magn, Chr. iiL ii. 33/1 Waiting,
till God might furnish him with Unexceptable Opportunities!
for his.. Preaching of the Gospel.

Unexce-pted,///. a, (Un-1 8 and 8 c.)

1614 B, Jonson /?(i/-M..Fa/r Induct., Hee that will sweare,
leronimo, or Andronicus arc the best playes, yet, shall
passe vnexcepted at, heere. 17x0 Prideaux Orig. Tithes
li. 46 The Precedent doth become of unexcepted authority,
1813 Chalmers Posth. IVks. (1849) VI. 173 There is no
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UNEXCEPTING. 180 UNEXERCISED.
getting away from. .His ceasele;^, from His unexcepted
agency. 1851 Bailey Fesius (ed. 4) 265 Progress is nature's
unexcepted Taw,
Unexce'pting, /^/. a. (Un-* 10). 1716 M. Daviks

AtMcM. Bnt. II. 410 Arising Clergyman.. seem 'd to excuse
that .. Prelate's Prophctick Vein, or even exempt it from his

tinexceptin^ Censure. 1870 J. Bruce Life of Gideon xxii.

401 There ts a general and unexcepting revival. .within his
heart, even of all such graces.

Unezce-ptionable, a. [Un-i 7 b,]

1. To whom, or to which, no exception can be

taken ; perfectly satisfactory or adequate.
a. Of persons.

1664 Ingki.0 Bentiv. ^ Ur. vi. 276 All which I have said
was done in the Presence of unexceptionable Witnesses.

1699 T. Baker Rcfl, Learn, iii. 27 Cicero tho the most un-
exceptionable (authority] has not escaped their censure,

1740 CiBBEB ^>^/.(i756) 1.48 Not even the Revolution.,
has been able to furnish us with unexceptionable statesmen.

1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla II. 193 She affectionately

embraced the unexceptionable Lavinia. 1868 Freeman
Norm.Conq. (1877) II. ix, 431 There was now no such un-
exceptionable rival to oppose to the Norman.

b. Of material things. (Rare before 19th c.)

_i66k Flavkl Meth. Grace xvi, 301 The blood of Christ,.

;

*tis unexceptionable blood, being. .untainted by sin. 1756-7
tr. Keyslcr's Trav. {l^6o) II. 425 This statue. .is in all its

parts unexceptionable. 1835 Browning Paracelsus v. 455
Fest. This cell? Par, An unexceptionable vault : Good
brick and stone. 1851 H. Rogers Eel. Faith 168 Ques-
tionable as was the entertainment for the mind, that for
the body was unexceptionable.

C, Of character, conduct, style, taste, etc.

2607 C. Leslie .S"«a^< in Grass {ed. 2) 350 And the Lives
of these Seperatists were as un-exceptionable as any of the
Quakers. 1716 M. Davies^M^w. Brit. III. 31 His English
style is unexceptionable.^ x-j^'-^yo/inson's Debates {ijZj)l\.

503 The authorityof this man, my Lords, cannot indeed be
urged as unexceptionable and decisive, vj^ S. Williams
Vermont 183 The most unexceptionable evidence ought to
be produced. i8a6 F. Reynolds Li/e «V Times II. 126 His
taste was unexceptionable, and his judgment was never
sullied by prejudice. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 11. xv. § i. 478
Lending his capital on unexceptionable security. 1884
Law Rep, 9 App. Cases 558, I am.. of opinion that rule 3a
is unexceptionable.

2. Admitting of no exception. rare—\
1871 RusKiH J'ors Clav. vii. 9 That being the, alas, almost

unexceptionable lot of human creatures.

Hence 'CTiiexc9*ptionaM:lity.

1837 Chambers''5 yrnl. 8 July 192 Morals of pure unex-
ceptionability. a 1849 Pok ^K/:;)*/*/,?^ etc., Wks. 1864 III.

383, I—with a very partial modification of the imagery.,
—may elevate the passage into unexceptionability.

Unexceptionableness. (Un-i 12.)
1669 H-MoHK Exp. 7 Epist. Pref. a vij b, If it had been

accompanied with other parts of his Exposition of these
Epistles that had had the like unexceptionablenesse. X7ia
H, Mare's Antid* Ath. in, x. heading, A reflection on the
unexceptionableness of these Instances for the proof of
Spirits. 1753 Richardson GraM(/w« (1781) II. xiv. 151 My
Lx)rd.. modestly hinted at the unexceptionableness of his
own character. 1823 IIentham Not Paul 229 In order to
have the clearer view of the plan .

.
, from which will be seen

the unexceptionableness of it.

Uncizce ptionably, adv. [Un-1 i i.]

1, In an unexceptionable manner; beyond criti-

cism or objection.

i66» H. MoRK Antidote agst. Atheism vi. 58 Wee'I betake
our selves to., what is more unexceptionably stringent and
forcing, x^x^ Free-thinker No. 141 {1733) HI. 178 It is very
rare to find a Glass, that does Justice unexceptionably to
Objects, in every nice Circumstance. 1740 Richakdsom
Pamela II. 328 It will not be an easy Task to behave un-
exceptionably to him. 1827 South Ev/Z/jj'. Pcnins, WarXl^
626 'I"he Junta of Cadiz had obtained their prawer unexcep*
tionabty. X859GE0. Eliot .^. Bcde xvii. Let all people who
hold unexceptionable opinions act unexceptionably.
2. = Unexceptionallt adv,
1719 J. T. Phillips tr. Thirty-four Confer. 89 All your

Religious Women who assist at the Performances of Pagod
Ceremonies, are unexceptionably great Whores. 1799
Monthly Rev. XXX. 507 Such is not unexceptionably the
character of all treatises ; such ill consequences do not ob-
tain universally. 1806 Bloomfield Wild Flowers 106 It
has generally and ahnost unexceptionably appeared a sub-
ject oflittle promise.

XTnexce'ptional, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. = Unbxoeptionablk a. I c.

177s Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary (1889) IL jo She bears
an unexceptional character. x8o6 Ana. Rev. IV. 730 We
..secretly retain a higher esteem for the stimulant and
unusual, than for the quotidian accuracy of regular un-
exceptional composition. 1877 W. S. (Jilbert Foggerty's
Fairy (1892) 62 The duty is extremely light, and the county
society unexceptional.

2. Admitting of, subject to, no exception.
x8^ Kinglake AtJ/A^rtxxix, Declaring that the orders

received from Constantinople were imperative, and unex-
exceptional. 1883 Sir H. Cotton in Law Rep. 24 Chan. Div.
3^2, 1 should think that that would, almost as an unexcep.
ti^al rule, be of the greatest possible advantage to the infant.

Unexceptionally, flfl'z'. [Un-i n.] With-
out exception.
1866 RusKiN Crown Wild Olive (1873) 68 So completely

^ """."P*l^!?^l'y is this so, that [etc.]. 1871 W. G. Ward
Ess. Phitos. Theism (1884) I. 50 That which I have habitu-
ally and unexceptionally experienced, I regard as contingent.
tUnexce-ptioned,///. a. Obs.~^ [Un-' 8.1 = Unex.
CEPTiONABLE a. t. 1704 T. Bakeh Act at Oxf. IL iL 12 A
Oentlcman unexception'd in Person, Temper, and Estate.
Unexceptive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1856 N, Brit. Rev. XXVI.
54 An unexceptive Chrifttian belief, i860 I. Taylor Ess. i.

118 The Rights of Man. .are universal and unexceptive.
Unexcha-nged /;*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1618 in W. Foster Eng,
ractortes in India (1906) 1. & And we compelled to leave a

whole chestof ryallsand three ingotts unexchanged. 1777
Burke Let. to SheriJ/s of Bristol Wks. IH. 143 If. .we.,
contend that you may justly reserve for vengeance, thoi^
who remain imexchan>;ed.

Unexci-sed, (///.) a.i [Un-1 8, 9.]
1. Nol subjected to an Excise or tax.

f 1740 I. H. Browne Pipe of Tobacco v. 20 Come to thy
poet.. And let me taste thee unexcis'd by kings. x86i Sat,
Rev, 23 Nov. 532 So all the benefits of a free press, un-
stamped, unexcised, may he altogether thrown away.
2. Not appointed to a post in the Excise.
1820 BvBON Juan in. xciii, All are not moralists, like

Southey,..Or Wordsworth unexcised, unhired.

Unexci-sed, ppl. a.2 [Uw-l 8.] Not excised

or cut out.

1871 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, 203 The inflammatory
changes., in the unexcised cornea of the opposite eye.

Unexci'table, a, (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)

1839 Ld. Clarenix>n in Maxwell Life ^ Lett, (1913) I.

155, I nm of a mature age, unexcitablc temperament. 1859
CoHNWALLis Nexv Worldl. 297 He did the work simply as
a means of living, and he liked it because it was dry and
unexcitablc. 1895 t>w//«jf XXVI. 432/1 During this battle

royal, the other fish had darted .away, and.. only the unex-
citable sturgeon was to be seen.

Hence Unezcitabi'lity.
1885 E. G. Pakry Suakin ix. 215 'Hie extreme unexcita-

bility of temperament of these people.

Unexci'ted, ///. a, [Un- i 8.]

1, Not mentally stirred or moved.
X73S Ld. Lyttelton Lett.fr. Persian in Eng. iii. The

human brutes, who, unexcited by any rage or sense of
injury, could spill the blood of others. 1850 Rohektson
Serm, Ser. iii. ix. (18^7) 133 Remember Him pausing to
weep.., unexcited, while the giddy crowd around Him were
shouting ' Hosannas to the Son of I)avid !

' 1856 Kane A ret,

Expl. I. xvii. 202 A more unexcited inspection showed us.,
that their numbers were not as great.

2. Not affected by outward influence.

1746 Phil. Trans, XLIV. 734 There is an Endeavour by
the nearest unexcited Non-electric to restore the /Kquili-

briuni. 1839 G. Bird Nat, Philos, 399 lo produce upon an
unexcited eye the sensation of a colour corresponding to
that of the wafer. 1856 P'roudk Jlist. Eng. II. 26 [Pro-
testantism] sprung up spontaneously, unguided, unexcited,
, .amon^ tlie masses of the nation.

Unexciting, />/>/. rt. (Un-1 lo.)

*833j' H, Newman yJn'rtWji. § i. 20 Judaism.. indisposed
the mind for the severe and unexciting mysteries., of the
Catholic faith. z86x Mill Repr, Govt. 37 Uncivilized mces
..are averse to continuous labour of an unexciting kind.
1885* Mrs. Alexander' At Bay viii, He had.. led a quiet,
bu.sy life, humbly useful, but unexciting.

b. spec, of diet.

1880 Barwell Afieurism v. 44 If an aneurismal patient .

.

have a dry, unexciting diet. x888 P. FukHivall Phys.
Training 3 Substantial, nourishing solids, with simple un-
exciting tluids.

Unexclu-ded,///. «. (Un-' 8.) 1780 [see Uncounter-
balanced]. 18x4 Wordsw. E.vcurs.\. 542 [The sun] doth
dispense H is beams j which, uncxcluded in their fall, . . Have
gently exercised a melting power. Unexclu'dine,///.fl.
(Un- ' ro.) 183a Lamb Elitt 11. Detached Th. on bZs,, I can
read almost anything. I bless my stars for a taste so catho-
lic, so unexcluding. Unexclu'sive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1831
Sir W. Hamilton Z>/.fi:K«. (1852) 222 Muench's uncxclusive
views have found favor with MayerhofT. i86a J. Martinkau
Ess.,Sci. Nescience ^ Faith (1866) 180 To the Infinite,

as uncxclusive, every thing afiirmative belongs. Unex-
clusively, adv. (Un-' 11,5b.) X814 Wokdsw. Excurs.
IX. 392 From culture, unexclusively bestowed On Albion's
noble Race in freedom born. 1841-3 Sir W. Hamilton
piss, in Reids Wis. (1846) 886/1 note^ Mr. Stewart.,
is wrong in stating, unexclusively, that Reid's writings were
anterior to Kant\ Unexclusiveness- (Un-' 12.)
1818 Uentham Jifem. ^ Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 498 Though 1

should prefer universjility on account of its simplicity and
unexclusiveness. x86i Mill Repr. Govt. 157 A govern-
ment equally democratic in its unexclusiveness, but better
organized in other important points.

tJnexco'gitable, a. (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)

1592 R, D. ilypnerotomachia 8i b, Her virgineall aspects,
exceedingly beautified with a comely grace and unexcogit-
able elegancie. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World i. ii. § i. 24
Wherein can man be said to resemble his vnexcogilable
power and perfectnesse? £1624 Chapman Hymn Hermes
158 Unexcogitable thoughts in act Putting,
Unexco-gitated, /*//. a. (Un-| 8.) a 1706 Evelvn Hist,

Relig. (1850) 1. 23 Moreover, this unexcogitated division
would also have been illimited. Unexcommu'nicate(d,
ppl. a. (Un.' 8, 8 b.) 1588 Udall Demonstr. Discipline
(Arb.) 82 If they had not throwne out the incestuous person,
he had remayned still vnexcommunlcated. x68o Ansiv.
Stilling/leet's Serm. 15 Kvery one that dies Un-excom-
municate in the Parish, UnexcoTticated, ///. a.
(Un-' 8.) 1725 Fam. Diet, s.v. DiaJiexupte, Take Juniper.
iJcrries unexcoriicated, and liay-berritrs excorticated.

t Unexcu'sable, a, Obs. [Un-1 7 band 5 b.]

= Inkxcusable a. : a. Of persons.

_
Chiefly in a religious or moral sense, after Rom. iL i (Gr.

ai'OTToAovTjTo?, L. inexcusabilis).
138a WvcLiF Rom, ii. i For which thing thou ert vnexcus-

able, thou ech man that demest. a 1425 St. Elizabeth of
Spnlbeck'm Anglia VIII. 118/39 \*ov^, man, arte vnexcusabil,
if so qiiik argumentz..stir \>q not to strengthe of feith.

<ri56i Veron Free-ivill «^-j That they may.. be made un-
excusable agaynst the day of iudgement. 1583 Goiding
Calvin on Deut. \. 4 Therefore are we too uncxcusable if

we cannot tell what CJod saith to us there. 164a G. Moun-
tagu in Bucckuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 2^8 To
leave them altogether unexcnsabie, [he] sent them a licence
..for their absence. 1685 IUxter Paraphr. N, T. Matt.
X. 17 That both Jews and Gentiles.. may.. be unexcusable
in their sin.

b. Of faults, offences, etc,

1550 Latimkr Last Serm. bef. Edw. K/, Sermons (1580)
J13 b, An irremissible sixme, an vnexcusable sinne. x6oa T.

Fitzherbert ^/^/. 12 Whereby their martyrdome was far

more glorious, ..the iniury doime vnto them vnexcusable.
1659 Up. Walton Consid. Considered 3 The unexcu.sable
negligence of the (Jreck church. 1685 J. Scott Chr. Life
11. \. 32 As gross and uncxcusable a Stupidity as if [etc, J.

Hence f TJnezcTi'sableness ; -ably adv. Obs.
161X Cotgr., Inexcusablement, vnexcusably. 1647

Clarknixjn Hist. Reb. 1. §25 The Prince Elcctour. .had
unexcu.sably, and directly against his Advice, incurred ihe
I>an of the lunpire in an Imperial Dyet. a 1660 Hammond
Serm, \\\. Wks. 1684 IV. 642 We will. .rip up lo you the
unexcusableness of the heathen ignorance in general.
Unexcu'sed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) c 1650 Don BcUianis 84

Get you out of my Persepolis . . unless you will here dye, un-
heard, and unexcused. Unexcu'sing, ///. a. (Un-' 10.)

1853 RusKiN Stones Ven. II. 159 Sciipiuie History. .sets
down with unmoved and unexcusnig resoluteness the virtues
and errors of all men of whom it speaks. 1858 Miss Mulock
Th, ab. Wont. 275 With a resolute, uncompromising, un-
excusing veracity, f Unexcu'ssed, ppl. a. (Un-' S.)

x66o Stanley Hist. Philos. ix. (1687) 540/1 Concerning all

these, he delivered mo.st proper Sciences, leaving nothing
unexcussed, Unexe'cutable, a. (Un-' 7 b and sb.j

1794 Earl Malmksbury Diaries <? Corr. III. 223 'Ihe
instructions, .were nearly uncxecutable. 1850 GKoiK.Greece
11. Ix. VII. 455 Though sensible of the wisdom of his advicCi
the generals thought it wholly unexecutable.

Une-xecuted, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)
X58S T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy, II. xiiL 48 b,

There was no kind of. -cruelty by them left vnexecuted.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <5- CI. m. vii. 45 You therein.. leaue vn-
executed Your owne renowned knowledge. 1741-a Gray
Agrippina 155 Why do I waste the fruitless hours In threats
unexecuted? 1790 Pennant London (1813) 140 A vast plan,
left unexecuted on account of the unhappy times. 1850
Grote Greece \u Ixiv. VIII. 253 The duty remained un-
executed, and the seamen.. were left to perish unassisted.

1863 H. Cox Instil, II. viii. 499 The Court directs the
cancellation of unexecuted agreements.
Unexecutinp,///. a. (Un-' 10.) lyjo Lee*s Alexander

I. i, Curse on this weak, unexecutingarm 1

t Unexe-mplar, a. Obs. [Un- 1 7.] »= next 2,

1685 J, L, Papist MiS'Jeprcsented ^- Repr. 76 If some,., by
their unexeinplar lives, prove a scandal to their profession.

Unexe mplary, a. [Un-i 7.]

fl. Unexampled, unprecedented. Obs.
i64<) in Ellis Orig.Lett, Ser. ii. Ill, 340 To give you some

relation of the sad and unexemplary muriher of our
Soveraign. 1704 in Land. Gaz. No. 4058/1 Your Majesty's
unexemplary Piety. 1^30 Swii-t I'ind. Ld. Carteret Wks.
1761 III. 186 He hath in a most unexemplary manner led a
r^ular domestic life.

2. Not exemplary; not lo be taken as a model.
x64^ Shai-tesb. Inquiry cone. Virtue 1. ii. 3 Nothing

homd or unnatural, nothing unexemplary, nothing destruc-
tive of. .natural affection. 1894 Daily News 5 Feb. 3/3
A staunch upholder of that unexemplary husband [«".

George IV] in his long contest with his wife.

t Unexe-mpled, obs. var. Unexampled///, a.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt, Brit. ix. i. § x8 His eies, which now
beheld in a stranger, so strange and vnexempled kindnes.
1640-6 Sir J. Culpepper in Rushw. Hist. Coll. iii. (1692) 1. 35
'I'here are some worthy Gentlemen . , that carried themselves
. .with great wisdom and unexemplcd moderation.

Unexcmplified, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

a 1634 Chapman Rev.for Honour iv. i. 184 Dismiss these
tyrannous instruments of death And cruelty unexemplified.
1681 Owen Desigtt Impend, ^ud^m. To Rdr. A 2 b, There
is an unexemplilied Neglect in calling the Inhabitants of it

unto Repentance.^ 1755 Johnson Diet. Pref. Cjb, It is

remarkable that, in reviewing my collection, I found the
word 'Sea' unexemplified.
Unexe'mpt, /I//. rt. [Un-' 8b.l =next. 1634 Mii tow

Conius 685 Scorning the unexempt condition by whidi
all mortal frailty must subsist. Unexe*inpted, ///. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1636 Pagitt Christianogr. (ed. a) 11. 40 Ec-
clesiasticks were unexempted, and deposing of Kings was
then undreamed of. 1643-5 Milton Divorce i(. xiii, How
can the. .Law of God. .require an unexempted and impar-
tiall obedience to all her decrees,.. and yet [etc.]. tin*
exempting, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1857 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
I. 111. iv, Is there not Calonne's. .universal, unexempting
Landtax, the sheet-anchor of Finance? Une'xercisc.
(Un-' 12.) 1640 Up. Reynolds Passions xiii. 129 ISy reason
of the volubility of the minde joyned with an inlirmiiy and
unexercise of memory.

Unexercised, ppl. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not employed or made use of; not put in force

or practised.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. ii. pr. vii. (1868) 56 pat is to seyn,

J>at list l>at or he wex olde, His uertue pat lay now ful

btille ne sholde nat jjerisshe vnexcercised in gouernaunce
of comune. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. deW. 1531) 86 Let neuer
ony parte of thy good day passe and scape the vnexeic>-sed,

156a J. SiiUTE CambinCs Turk, Wars 19 A place wherein
no filthie exercise was left unexercised. 1635 Lrathwait
Arcad. Pr. 19 Their Comiiiall courts like departs, wilde and
unexercised. 1671 Clarendon Hist. Reb. ix. § 42 The enemy
left no manner of barbarous cruelty unexercised that day.

1796 Mme. D'Ahblay Camilla II. 278 Her judgment and
penetration had been wholly unexercised. 1893 Faiudairn -

in Selbie Life vii. (1914) 247 Certain faculties would remain
unexercised.

2. Not taking exercise ; remaining inactive ; not

put in motion ; left immovcd or unstirred,

1562 Turner Batlis 6 Some other [men].. cat euell and
vnholsome meates, ..and then being vnexercised..make
much euill humours. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 273 Be
not afraid . . of this sluggish and vnexercised people, for . . they
siir not out of the City. 1624 Wotton Archit. i. 3 That it

[sc. air] be not..vndigested, for want of sunne, not unexer-
cised for want of winde.

3. Of persons : Not accustomed or prepared bv
training or practice ; untrained.
IS77 tr. Bullingef's Decades 1. iii. (1592) 24 Whereby we

gather, that the scripture is difficult or obscure to the vn-
learned, vuskilfull, vnexercised, and malicious,, wib. 16x3



XTNEXEBTED.
BiNGMAM Xenophon^ Comp. Wats, An vnexercised Souldier

is alwaies raw, though he haue serued neuer so long.

a 1653 Gouge Comm. Ifed. xii. 5 'I'his teacheth us., to fit

and prepare ourselves for tryals. An unexercised man will

not dare to enter into the list. 1702 Echard Eccl. Hist.

(1710) 599 Some few. .being unprepared and unexercised,

through fear and frailty, fell away. 1768-74 Tucker Z-/.

Nat. (1834) I. 377 Unexercised in their understandings

and unpraciised in the ways of men. x8o2 Lamb Cooke's

Kick, lily Wks. 1908 I. 47 breaking out into., plaudits at

its own success, like an unexercised noviciate in tricks.

transf. 1587 W. Fowl er /f^/j. (S.T.S.) I. 16 With my
vnexcercised style [to] debai.se suche graces.

ITnexerted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

167s Tkxmernk Chr. Ethics 347 Without Its exercise it

reniaineth unexerted, is wholly vain. 1708 Brii. AfoUo
No. 88. 1/2 The Faculties of the Soul He Dormant and Un-
exerted. 1790 Han. More Relig, Fash. IVoritiU-jqi) iSi

To prevent the total stagnation of unexerted principles.

Unexha-led, />fii. a. (Un-» 8.) 1703 Phil. Trans.
XXIII. 1433 The little Water which remained unexhaled.

XTnexliau'sted, ///. a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not emptied or drained of contents.

1648 Boyle Seraph. Love (1659) 87 His Plenty being so

unexhausted a spring of poods. 165a E. Beklowes Theo/Iu

VII. xc, Flouds of unebbing joyes.. Thou dost exhibit in an
tinexhausted bowl! 1704 PhtL Trans. XXV, J786 As the

Vibrations in the unexhausted Receiver were a little con-

tracted, i7« Ramsay Prospect of Plenty 245 Neptune's
unexhausted bank has store Of endless wealth. 1833-4 J-
pHiLLiis Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI, 756/2 An un-
exhausted fountain of melted matter,

2. Not used Up, expended, or brouj^ht to an end,

1603 Lodge Joseph%*s^ Antig, vi. xiv. 149 Whatsoeuer they
be that spend their many and vnexhausted labours in their

seruice. 1656 Cowley Pindar. OdeSy 2nd Olynipigue vii,

In the Lands of unexhausted Light, a 1704 T, Urown Mr.
H. Silly Wks. 1711 IV. 249 Thy Ten.ints, ..With deep and
unexhausted Woe, I>amcnt their Generous Master dead.

i8»7 Jahman PowelCs Devises 11. 77 Such unexhausted
interest ..belongs to the heir as real estate undisposed of.

i857Dufi-'erinZ^//. High /,rt^(ed. 3) 112 Having separated

into two streams, the unexhausted torrent again recom-
menced its march, 1878 JevOns Prim, Pol, Econ. 93
Tenant right consists in givm^ the tenant a right to claim
the value of any unexhausted improvements.

Uuezhau'stible, a. Also 7 -able. [Un-1 7,

7 b, 5 b.] = Inkxhaustiulb a.

1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Adi'ts. fr. Pamass, i.

XV. (1674) 18 His own so unexhaustible riches which he had
accumulated. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 345 From the

divine Principle, .doth arise and flow, as from an unex-
haustible Fountain, all Friendly Qu.ilities. 1690 in Cath.
Kec, Soc. Publ. 1 X, 359 V" unexhaustable purse of Gods
divine providence. 1779 Johnsom L. P., Butler^ If un-
exhaustible wit could give perpetual pleasure, no eye would
ever leave half-read the work of Butler.

Unexhaustion. (Un-' 12,) a 17^1 Tvll //orsehocin^
Husb, (1822) 151 There unexhaustion is more effectual than
dung. Unexhi'bited, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 11775 Asii.)

t86a Thornmuhy Turner i. 263 Nor can 1 affix a certain

date to the unexhibited 'Squally Weather ', Unexi'l(e)-
able, rt. (Un-' 7 b.) 159* Nashe Strange Netves E iv, A
thousand more such vnexileable ouer-thwart inerrimentcs,

Unezi'stence. (Un-i 13 and 5 b.)

1503 Nasiik CAm^'j T. P 2 b. Some there be that fantasie

phylos'jphicall probabilities of the Trinities vnexLstence.

16x3 CocKKKAM I, Vnexistence, not being. i8a8 Blackw.
Mag, Sept. 300/1 Can it be tha: thou art numbered among
forgotten tilings— unexistences 1 1854 CuL. Wiseuah
Ftihiola II. viii. 179 Had he melted into unexistence?

Uneai-stent, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)

168a Sir T. Urowne Chr. Mor. ni.xiii. (1716)97 A Retro-
grade cognition of times past . . is more satisfactory than a
suspended Knowledge of what is yet unexistcnt. 1713
Blackmork Alfred V\tX. p. xlv, Only empty Ph.T,ntasms,

and the unexistent Creatures of human Invention. 1746
Young Nt, Th. ix. 812 Are there., those to whom Unseen
and unexistcnt, are the same?

TJnexi sting, ///. a. (Un-1 io.)

1785 Anna Skwaku Lett. (i8ii) I. 18 What you tell us is

an uncxisiing circumstance. 1804 — Mem. Darwin 33 It

is surely better to recede, even at the church-porch, than to

plight at it's altar the vow of unexisting love. 1834 Mrs.
Jameson I'isrts ^ SA, (1839) I. 138 'iherc arc those who
regard . . the unknown as the unexLsting.

t Unezorablei «. Ods. [Un-1 7 b and 5 U]
sa iNEXOUAltLE a.

1577 P'ruites ofPrayer H 5b, IfGod were (ina maner) vn-
exorable. 1608 Hp. J. King .S'erw.j JVcn>. 12 Is your malice
vnexorable as the grave? Deepc and bollomles as hellT

a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <V Mon. (1642) 422 They were.

.

unexorable against malefactors for breach of the Iaw.
Hence ttTne'xorableness. Ods.
1611 Florio, Ittessorabiliia, vnexorablcnesse.

Une-xorcised, //*/. a. (Un-i 8.)

c 1750 SiiENSTONB Knin'd Abbey 174 'J'hat their dis*

honour'd corse. .Must sleep with brutes. .in marie iin-

cxorcis'd I 1854 Milman Lat. Chr.wx, vii. (1S64) II. 152 She
, is possessed by a devil, who had been swallowed in the un-

exorci>ed lettuce, i860 Frouuk Hist. Eng. VI. 306 That
spei:lrc rtiiKiintd uii'-'xarci-icd in all its shadowy terror.

Unexpanded, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
166^ PowKR Exp. Philos. II. no The Quicksilver,.. over-

pownng the Atmosplixrical or unexpanded Ayr, falls

down. 1711 Hlackmorb Creation vi. 290 So every fojtus

bears a secret hoard, With sleeping, unexpanded issue
stor'd. 1796 Withering />y/V. /'/a'/^i(cd.3) III.657 Leaves,
and esi>ccially the unexpanded heads, with a good deal of
wooUiness. 1854 Hooker Himal. Jrnls. I. vi. 163 Most of
its (lowersdrop unexpanded from the tree. 1887 W. Phillips
Brit. Diicomycctes 358 TTie unexpanded cups somewhat
like a Cncurbitaria,

ITnexpa'nsive, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1846 Groie Greece (1862) II. 332 These bodies were close

and unexpansive. xe6a T. A. TnoLLOi'ii Marietta I. xv, 27Z

181

By nature an unexpansive man. i86i> Lecky Europ. ^(W*.

I. 433 The Jewish religion was essentially conservative and
unexpansive.

t Unexpe-ct,///. a. [Un-1 8 b.] Unexpected.

1633 p. Fletcher Elisa 1. xl, Not unexpect thou com'st

to claim thy due.

Unexpe'ctable, a. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

1598 liARRET The>r. IFarres i. lu o Brought through

manifold daungers, and vnto vnexpectable euents. j6o4 T.

Wright Passions v. §4. 289 The difficulty of obt.iyning

that we desire.. rendreth the thing desperate and con-

sequently vnexpectable. 1664 Ingelo Bentiv. <5- Ur, v. 30

The concatenation of like Successions. .seems to m.ike the

end of sinning almost unexpectable. 1749 Bvkom AV;;/,

(1857) II. II. 489 Your brother's journey to Smithills was
indeed unexpectable. 1825 Bentham Oj^ic. Apt. Maxitmzed,
Indie. (1830) 27 One of the most unexpectable of all

incidents. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1879) I. 260

Our kind friend kept bringing out one unexpected and
wholly unexpectable thing after another, 1892 Graphic
16 Apr. 478/1 Where the unexpected, or rather unexpect-

able, occurred.

TJnexpe'ctant, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)

x8ix WoRDsw. Epist. to Beaumont 209 Not unexpectant
that by early day Our little Band would thrid this moun-
tain-way. x88x E, F, Poynter Among the Hills II. 84
Abashed by the unexpectant calm that met her.

Unexpecta'tion. (Un-' 13 and 5 b.) x6ii Florio, /««-
aspettatione, vnexpectation. x6so Bp. Hall, Balm of
Gileeui vii. § i As every other evill, so this [loss] especially

is aggravated by our unexpectation,

Unexpe'cted,///. «. (Un-1 Sand 5 b.)

0x586 Sidney Arcadiax. v, In such an unexpected mis-
chiefe. XS97 A. M. tr. Guillcmeau s Fr. Chirtvg. 50/1
Because of vnexpected accidentes, he is blamed, disdayned

and diffamed. X634S1RT, Hekuert TVrtf, 5 An vnexpected
violent gust. 165X Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxviii. 162 The un-
expected addition is no part of the Punishment. X733
Berkeley /,*/, Wks. 1871 IV. 204 This circumstance, not

foreseen, occasions an unexpected del.iy. X78X Gibbon
Decl.ffP. XXX. (1787)111. 147 Stilicho.. suddenly repressed,

by his imexpected presence, the enemy, x8as Scott 'Palis'

man iii, His attention was suddenly caught by__an un-
expected apparition. x86o Maury Phys. Geog. xviii. § 750
The most unexpected discovery of all.

eUfsol. X&B4 in Littelts Living Age April 125/2 He is very
great in the art of the unexpected. 1891 Bartlett Fam.
Quels, (ed. 9) 70I The unexpected always happens.—

A

common proverb. 1892 [see Unexpectable].

TJueSEpe'Ctedly, ndv. (Un-1 i i, 5 b ; cf. prec.)

1605 Drayton Idea lit Calling to mind.. How things still

unexpectedly have run, As it please the Fates. 1693
Drvden yuvenal it6g7) p. xxii, A most Bountiful Present,

which.,came most seasonably and unexpectedly to my
Relief. X774 Pennant 7'our Scotl. in 1772, 283 A seat

beautifully wooded, gracing most unexpectedly this almost
treeless tract. X825 Scott Talisman xxiii, Engaged in

subduing the angry feelings which had been so unexpectedly
awaken^. X869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 220 We found
ourselves close to the beach.,, on which we unexpectedly
emerged.

b. With adjs. or advs,
x8i8 Scott Rob Roy xxvi. We took a kind farewell of

this unexpectedly zealous friend. 1850 Mhs. Carlvle Lett,

(1883) II. 123 She arrived yesterday unexpectedly early,

X877 Lady Brassby Voy. Sunbt-am xviii, Rejoicing that we
bad. ,a fresh fair wind, so unexpectedly soon.

Unexpe'ctedness. .(Un-1 12 and 5 b.)
1614 Tomkis Albumazar iv. ii, This man admires the vn-

expectedncsse Of my returne. X654 Earl Orrery Parthen.
(1676) 74 Vou should haue lessen'd my ruine, at least of one
misery, which is the suddenness and unexpectedness of it.

1725 Watts Logic 111, iv. § 8 This will plainly prove that he
describes the Unexpectedness of his Appearance, 1804-6
SvD, Smith Mor. Philos. (1850) 378 The unexpectedness of

the news excites, .tlie feeling of surprise. 1893 McCarthy
Red Diamonds III. 221 An adventure stranger in its ironic

unexpectedness than anything which had befallen him.

Unexpe'ctine, ppL a. (Un-' 10, 5 d.) 163a Lithgow
Trav. I. 7 The Tiarinlesse innocent, vnexpecting euill, may
suddenly bee surprised. 183X James Phil. Augustus I. ii,

The cold unexpecting fixedness of his companion's features.

Unexpe'ctingly, adv. (Un-* 11.) x8ox Eliz. Hei.me^V,
Mafgaret's Cave xx, Thus unexpectingly meeting with a
stranger, .had the most sensible effect upon the cood old

man, fUnexpe'diency. Obs. (Un-* 12 and 5b.) 1607
T. Sparke Brotherly I 'ersuasion 7 .Some inconucnience, and
vnexpediencie in some of the things commaunded.

tUnexpe'dient, a. OOs, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

= Inexpedient a.

c 1449 Pecock AV/r, II. V. 163 For ellis the sacramentis of
Crist weren vnlceful, vnexpedient, and vnprofitable. c X5»o
Barclay Jugurth (1557) A ij b, Neuertheles so to do it is

vnlx,houefuir and vnexpediente. 1583 Qqxmv^q Calvin on
Deut. xxiii. 134 For this kinde of speach were vnexpedient
if to make images were..lawfulL X643 Quarles Loyall
Convert Wks. (Grosart) I. 142/2 What is unexpedient in the
one, is lawfull in the other. 1655 Fuller Ch, Hist. ix. ii.

§25 Others did condemne the present excommunication..
as unexpedient. a X768 .Secker .S"tfr/«, (1770) II, 180 For
tlieir Abuse doth not of Necessity make our Use of them
unlawful, nor possibly sometimes unexpedient.

Unexpe'ditated, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) 1598 Manwood
Lanes Forest xvi. 97 b. The forfaiture . . onely for the
keeping of Mastiues within « Forrest vnexpeditated. X885
M. Collins in Eng. Hlustr. Mag. 586/1 Some Commoners
claimed aright to keep certain dogs unexpeditated. Un-
expe'lled, ///. «, (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.] 1811 Bvron
Hints fr. Ifor. 240 He.., unexpelled perhaps, retires M.A.

Unexpe'nded, /;^/. «. (Un-1 8.)
1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 4 § 9 Any Part thereof, .founde to be

owingand unexpended. [1775 Ash.) 1818 Scott 5r./-a;«w.
xviii, Computing how lons..lhe provisions which had been
unexpended might furnish forth the Master's table. 1855
PusEY^ Doctr, Real Presence Note R. 365 That which is

eaten is unexpended, 1884 Act 47 ^ 48 Vict. c. 73 § 5 The
unexpended balances of certain votes for navy services.

UNEXPERT.

Unexpeiisive,^. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] = In-

expensive a.

1642 Milton Apol. Smcct. Wks. 1851 III. 305 Providence

. .hath ever bred me up in plenty, although my life hath not

bin unexpensive in learning, and voyaging about. 17*7
Thomson Britannia 204 Then cherish this, this unexpensive
power, , . By lavish Nature thrust into your hand. 1^70
Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I. 74/2 His sacrifices.. consist-

ing chiefly of.. simple and unexpensive things. X834 Ht.
Martineau Farrers ii. 21 Mr. Farrer eschewed luxuries,

except a few of the most unexpensive. \^$glA\ix Lett,

(1910) I. 233 Neither they nor the Tories wish to make
elections unexpensive.

Hence Unexpe'nsively adv.^ -ness.
x8is Jane Austen Emma xxv, Keeping little company,

and that little unexpensively. iSzsCarlyle Schiller{\^^s)

App. 285 Add to this the unexpensiveness to me of such a
town as Weimar.

t Unexpe'rience,^^- Obs. [Un-i 12 and 5 b.]

= Inexpekiencb.
xGix Florio, Imperitia, vnskilfulnesse, vnexperience,

ignorance. 1617 Bp. Hall Quo Va^Hs? x, To recant that

which my vn-experience haih. .written in praise of the

French education. X691 Hartcliffe Virtues 61 Ignorance

and Unexperience makes men bold and foolhardy.^ X755

Mem, Capt. P. Drake I. xiii. 93 He offered to appoint me
his second Lieutenant, which I declined accepting, on
account of my Unexperience in maritime Affairs.

UnexpeTience, v» [Un-1 14.] trans. To fail

to experience.

X603 Harington in NugxAut. (1804) I. 3^6 Nor did I..

unexperience her love and kyndness on inanie occasions.

Unexpe'rienced, ///. ^. [Un- 1 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not furnished with, or taught by, exj>€rience;

not skilled or trained in this way.
1560 Underdown Otnd's Invect. Ibis Pref. A vj b, If you

wil bear with mine vnexperienced iudgemente._ x6o8

WiLLET Hexapla Exod. 273 No man wUl commit his..

bodie to an vnexperienced physitian. 167801 way Friend-
ship in F. IV. i, Her natural and unexpericnc'd tenderness

exceeded practis'd charms. i7S> Johnson RamblerNo. 175

r 10 Credulity is the common failing of unexperienced
virtue. 1793 Holcroft tr. Lavater's Physiog. i. 16 Shades
scarcely discernible to an unexperienced eye. x8» Cnis-

iiOLM in Good Study Med. (1829) II. 213 Let the young and
unexperienced practitioner guard himself against it x86o

A. L. Windsor Ethicaiiu X46 An unexperienced hand might
have expected [etc.].

b. Const, in.

x59g Hakluyt Voy. II. n. 138 Our English Surgeons (for

the most part) be vnexperienced in hurts that come by shot.

X620 E. Blount Horx Subs. 85 To be vnexperienced in the

first, argues much disability for the latter. 1654 tr. Mar-
tinis Cong. China 2n He quickly dispersed them, being

wholy unexperienced in Military Discipline. x76o-^a H.
Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) IV. 27 My., child here, is un-

experienced in the world. 1771 Smollktt Humph. CL Oct,

ii, Unexperienced as 1 am in the commerce of life.

c, absoi, (with the).

x63s pEACHAM Compl. Gcnt. xvi. 200 If it be the common
Law of Nature, that the learned should. .instruct the ig-

norant, the experienced, the vnexperienced. 1665 liovLE

Oecas. Kef. iv. xix. 125 Whatever the unexperienc'd may
imagine. x74a Johnsons Debates (1787) II. 100 By these

arts I have known the young and unexperienced kept in sus-

pence. x8io Crabue Borough xxiii. 87 The unexperienced

and the inexpert.

2. Not known or felt by experience,

X698N0RRIS Pract, Disc. IV. 89 A new and altogether

unexperienc'd State and way of Life. X7ai 'P^v^».\ Doggenli.

Breach 6g My Work was in a Method entirely new, and un-

experienc'd by those Persons appointed to carry on the same
in my Absence. X756 Monitor No. 27. I. 239 The towers..

gave ine an unexperienced delight, as I had never seen such

a place before. X844 Disraeli Coningsby ix. v, There was
. .no unexperienced scene or sensation of life to distract his

intelligence.

Hence Vnexpe'rlencedness.
x6s4 Gavton Pleas. Notes i, viii. 30 Whereat he vapoured

extreamely, shaking his head at the fellows unexpenenced-
ncsse. X727 Bailey (vol. II) s-v., Unskilfulness,

tUnexpe-rient, a. Obs, rare, [Un-1 7 and

5 b.3 Inexperienced.

X597 Shaks. Lover's Comph 318 The naked and concealed

feind he couerd,That th'vnexperient gaue the tempter place.

X750 Carte Hist. Eng. 11. 6^8 Errors and oversights.,

proceeding, .from unexperient ignorance.

Unexperimented, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

f 1. Inexperienced; unskilled. Obs,

X598 Barret Theor. Warres i. i. i My selfe, and other

country Gentlemen, vnexperimeuted in such martiall causes.

1622 K. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea 1^2 To commend such charges
to men vnexperimeuted in their profession. 1635 J. Hay-
WARu tr. Biondis Bauis/i'd Virg. 162 So ignorant and un-
experimented in all wylinesse..as to discover her love.

2. Not tried, known, or ascertained by experiment,

1594 K. Ashley tr. Leys le Roy 78 b, The diligence of

the auncients, who haue left nothing vnsearched, and vn-

experimented, X674 R. Godfrey Inj. ^ Ab. Physic 54,

1

cannot but., wonder, that any persons should be so stupidly

idle, and vain, to publish unexperiinented Processes. 1839
B. H. Smakt IVay out ofMetaph. 51 We may. .apply it to

similar particulars remaining unexperimented. 1870 Lowell
Study IVijtd. 194 Whether equally so to the most distant
possible heathen or not was unexperimented.

tTTuexpe'rt, <2. Obs, [UN-i7and5b. Cf.

MDu. onexperl,^

1. = Inexpeut a,

a\\z%\\. Ardernes Treat. Fistula^ etc. 55 Lewed men
and vnexperte men callej> al be infirmitez bredyng in J^e

lure emeroydez, or pilez, or fics, X509 Barclay ShyP oj

Folys (1570) 11 V, If yc consider the scarcenes of my wit,

and my vnexpert youth. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres n. i.

33 The expert souldier loth to obey the vnexpert Captaine.

S639 G. Daniel Ecclus, xxxiv. 25 Ignorance is vnexpert,



tJNEXPERTLY,

and tlie Face Of smiling Error leads to Wickedness. 1698

Fryer Acc. E. India -5- F. 269 The Men here being uncx*

pert how far the Friendly Offices [etc. J.

b. Const, of 01 itu

ia) a 1440 Found, St. Bartholomew's (E.E.T.S.) 62 Vtterly

^•ncxperi of mannj-s cownsell and helpe. cijao Barclay

yueurth 3a b, Theyr felowes whiche were fereful and un-

expert of suche chaunces of warre. a 1548 Hall Chron.^

Hen, K/, 150 b, Nor of ililiKence, studie, and busmesse.she

was not vnexperte. 1635 Hf.ywoou Hierarchy \\. 393 A
Barbarian,..Unexpert of yourGreekish plenitude, a 1689

Mrs. Behm Mem. Crt. K. Bantam (1722) II. 295 A pure

Celibate, and altogether unexpert of Women.
(/) 1526 Filgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 374 They that be

vnexperte in suche spirituall swetnesse. issx Robinson tr.

More's Utop. 11. (1895) 121 Yf they should be al together

newe and fresh and vnexperte in husbandrie. 1629 Wads-
worth Pil^. 35 Wee were young and vnexpertin sea fight.

X684 T. S. Profit <5- Pleas, United 166 Such Uner[r]ing Rules,

as will.. perfect the unexpert therein. 177B [W. H. Mar-
shall! Minutes Agric, Observ. 159 A man unexpert in

boxing the Compass.

C. elHpt. in special sense.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iii. v, Not doubting the easie con-

quest of an unexpert virgin. 1623 Wouroephe Marrow Fr.

Tengiie 322/a If a Woman bea Virgen, shee is vnexperU

2. Of things : Untried. rare~^,

ciSio Barclay Mirr, Gd. Manners (1570) B v, When
thou shalt ought do of unexpert or newe.

Hence +TTiiexpo*rtly ci/z'., -ness, Obs,

1538 Lat[Mek Rem. (Parker Soc.) 398 If affection do reign

in me, then I will not ; if ignorance and unexpertness, then

I cannot. 2565 Cooper, Imperitty vnexpertly : vnskilfully.

1598 Florio, Itnperitia, vnskilfulnes, vnexpertnes. x6xx

CoTGR., /w/i77V^;«f«/,..vnlearnedly; vnexpertly.

fUne-xpia'ble, a, Obs, [Un-1 7 b ands b.]

« Inexpiable a, i.

x6o6 Bp. J. KrNG Scrnu Sept. 46 The fault is unexpiable;

the blood of martyrdome cannot wash out this spot. 1657

Tbapp Comni. Esther ii. 10 Thislyeth upon them as a
punishment for their unexpiable guilt.

Unexpiated, ppL a, [Un-1 s and 5 b.] =
Inexpiated a.

x68x Earl Roscommon /*<?rwM (1721) 6 The Bar..Stain'd

vith the (yet unexpiated) Blood Of the brave Strafford.

xftog MalkinC///>V(WX. i.P4 It gives me the horrors.. to

think of my unexpiated murders. x8^3 Symoni>s Crk. Poets

vii. iQo Orestes.. has. .unexpiated crimes of father and of

granusire to atone for

Unexpi-red, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

XS70 Walsingham in Wills Doctors* Comm. ((Tamden) 70
All my leases, or so many of them as then shall remaync un.

soulde and unexpired. X63S Quarles Embl. v. x. 281 She
., begs th* untimely date Ofunexpired thraldome, to release

Th' afllicted Captive. 1659 A'narcsk /f^/V/j (Suriees) II. 240
Yeares ofa lease . . which are yet uncome and unexpired. X778

[W. H. Marshall] Minutes Aeyic, Observ, 191 The unex-
pired term of the lease. 1859 J. Lang Wand. India 27 The
unexpired portion of their leave having been cancelled.

X883 D. C. Murray Hearts xxiii. (1885) 189 The unexpired

lease of the theatre was supposed to be worth a thousand.

XJnexplainable, a, [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.]

Inexplicable,
flX7ix Y^YM\Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. X721 III. 357 Each

Plant, ^Vorm, Mite, Pebble we behold. Strange Wonders
unexpUiinable enfold. 1858 Mhs. Oliphant Laird o/Nor-
law 11. 88 The unconscious, unexplainable poetic elevation

of the lad. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. x. 195 Facts which
for the time seem unexplainable by ordinary means.

Hence Unexplai'xxably adv.^ inexplicably.

X899 Somerville & Ross Experiences Irish K, JIf. 247
At last we came, unexplainably, into smooth water.

Unexplained,///- fl. (Un-18.)
X72X Amhukst Terrs Filius No. 3r, All their doctrines

are generally embraced whilst unexplained and unexamined,
1784 CowpER Task n. 58 Fires from beneath, and meteors
from above. Portentous, unexampled, uiiexplain'd. 1843
Manning Scrm. (1848) 10 The great and unexplained fall of

the 'sons of God *. X879 St, George's Hasp, Rep. IX. 706 A
rule, subject doubtless to no few unexplained exceptions.

Hence TTnexplai'iiedly adv.
1811 Miss L. M. Hawkins C7wi^ Gertr, II. 366 These

insular situations,. .where nothing can occur unexpectedly
and unexplainedly, without, .carrying an inllammable train.

Unexpla'natory, a, (Un-' 7.) 1816 Bentham Chrestom,
Wks. 1843 VHI. 171 The arbitrary and unexplanatory
denomination given to them. X847C. Bronte ^^.^''^xxxiii,

The hasty and unexplanatory reply. t Une'Xpliable, a,

Obs, [Un-' 7 b, sb.l = Inexple(a)ble a. 16^ J. Jones
OvitCs Ibis 15 The Belides sieve [may be] the uncxpliable
desires of the soule.

+ Une'xplicable, a, Obs. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.]

1. = Inexplicable a. 2,

1531 More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 542/1 Which places of
Ihetnselfe all olde holy doctours confesse for diffuse and
almost unexplicable. 1644 Digbv Nat. Soul Pref. r 5 Later
Philosophers..hauefdied their bookes.. with vnexplicaUe
opinions, out of which no account of nature can be given,
x656_Earl Monm. tr. Boccalinfs AdvL. fr. Parnass, 1.

Ixxvii. 100 Justice being oppressed by the unexplicable
ambition of potent men. X803 Ann. Rco. I. 275 What
remains unexplicable in the conduct of public men is not
solved by conjecture. 1815 Monthly Ma^, XXXVIII. iix
Many hundred words obsolete, unexplicable, barbarous,..
wdt be dislodged.

2. = Inexplicable a. i,

^ x6is G. Sandvs TVoe;. 225 Him Minos doomes To durance,
in vnexphcable roomes. a 1624 R. Crakanthokp Vigilans
Dormitans xix.(i63i) 313 By most admirable and unexplic-
able frauds subtdty. X675 Evelyn Terra (1676) 61 Mould
to cntertam the fibers, which else you will find to mat in
unexplicable intanglements.

Hence fUne'xpUcableness. Obs.
«7"« ^ More*s App. Autid. Ath. 185 The unexplicable.

nessofa Spirit's moving Maker Is no greater argument [etc.)*

182

Une'xpUcated, ppl a. (Un-' 8.) 1666 Boylk Grig.

Formes <y Qual. Pref. B6b, Oualities.. which have been

by the Schooles either left Unexplicated, or Generally

referr'd, to. . Incomprehensible Substantiall Formes. 1698

LocKK Let. to Molyneux 6 Apr., To have..unraveird to

you that which lying in the lump unexplicated in my mind
I scarce yet know what it is my self.

Unexpli-citCly, a. and adv. (Un-1 7, II, 5 b.)

[1775 Ash, O'nexplicit.] 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xxvi, So
unexplicitly expressed,.. that it was by no means easy to

conceive the meaning of what he said. 1838 Sir \V.

Hamilton Logic xviL (1866) 1. 319 Very brief and unexplicit

in his treatment of this subject. 1852 Jamics PcquiniUo II.

211 It was Ijriefiy and unexplicitly tliat he explained himself.

Unexploi-ted. ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1888 Pall Mall G.

3 Sept. 2/1 Developing the wonderful resources of their un*

exploited continent. UnexploTable, a. (Un-' 7 b, ^ b.)

1859 *'• S. Henderson Life E. Henderson 149 The guide,

who regarded the region not only as unexplored, but un-

explorable.

Uuexplo-red, ppl a. (Un-1 8.)

1697 Dkvden ACneis iv. 600 No female Arts or Aids she

left untry'd, Nor Counsels unexplor'd, before she dy'd.

xyoo — Sigism. -V Guiscardo 678 Under thy friendly Con-
duct will I fly To Regions unexplor'd. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 137 f 7 I'he unexplored abysses of truth.

1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins Amialine III. 65 They had led

him round through an unexplored country. 1884 J. Gilmour
Mongols xviii. 225 The spirit which prompts men to. .seek

out unexplored knowledge.
Unexplo'sive.rt. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) a 1828 Sir W. Congreve

(Worcester, 1846). x866 [see Inkxi'Losive^/.I iBZ^Contcmp.
Rev, Nov. 617 (juns firing solid, and therefore unexplosive,

shot. UnexpoTtable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1827 P. Cunning-
hamM S. Wales II. 103 Paper-money, .being unexportable,
and consequently only available for home use.

Unexposed, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not Drought to light ; not shown up.

1703 Mrs. Centlivre Beau's Duel ii. ii, Would they take
my advice, no fop..shou'd 'scape unexposed. 1741 WArrs
Improv. Mind i. v. § 8 (1801) 55 They will endeavour, .to

render it useless by their censures, rather than suffer., the

little mistakes of the author to pass unexposed. 1817
CoDBKTT Taking Leave 2g While her infamous press was
revelling in unexposed falsehoods and calumnies.

2. Not rendered open, subject, or liable, to some-
thing.

a x6oi Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 82 A place unexposed to the

moons light. 1769 E, Bancroft ^wia«rt 17 The white in-

habitants., are unexposed to the rays of the sun near mid-
day. x8i4 WoKDsw. Excurs. iv. 757 Existence unexposed
'I'o the blind walk of mortal accident. x86sNealeHymns
Paradise 10 Unexposed to change and chance,

3. Photogr. (See Expose v. 3.)
1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 229 The principal constituent of

an unexposed dry plate is silver bromide.
Unexpo'stulatlng, ppl. a, (Un-' 10.) 1819 Shelley

Cenci 11. ii. 150 Her mother scared and unexpostulating.
Unexpou'ndable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) x6ix Cotgk,, Inexplic-
abUy . , vndisplayable, vnexpoundahle. 1835 Court Mag,
VI. 230/1 In spite of legal interdictions and unexpoundable
acts of parliament. 1844 North Brit. Rev. I. 147 Dark
sayings and unexpoundable dogmas, Unexpou'nded,
///. a. (Un-' 8.) X648 Hexham ii, Onbcdnydet, Vn-
expounded. 1651 Jes. Taylor Serin, for Year II. xxii,

279 When we are to choose our doctrine,, .we take that

which is in the plain unexpounded words of Scripture. 1826
Scott Woodst. xiv, 'As gospel unexpounded by a steeole-

man,' said tlie Independent. Unexpre'SS, a. (Un-^ 7.)

x85xCARLYLE6"/^W/«i''i. iv. The express schoolmaster is not
equal to much at present—while the wwexpress . . is so busy.

tUnexpressa"
"

Unexphessible a.

he uMexpi

Obs, [1Un-1 ;^b,] =

X548 G. WiSHART tr. Conf. Fayth xxii, We exulte and
rejoyce with a myrth unexpressable in wordes. a 1586
SiUNEY Arcadia in. x. As well consorted partes to such an
unexpressable [i6ax unexpressible] harmonie. 1607 Hikroh
Wks, I. 468 Now she,. still beggeth with Him by sighes
vnexpressable. 1652 Eliza's Babes 75 A felicity that fils

our hearts with an unexpressable delight. 1683 E. Hooker
Pordage's Mystic Div. Pref, 70 To the . . unexpressabl
refreshing of the .. faithful Servants of Christ, c ijzi Mrq,
TuiAAnhnDia^miotk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 126

Those who find their account in unexpressable confusion.

Unexpre'ssedj ppl. a. (Un-i 8 and 5 b.)

xs6i T. Norton Calvin s Inst. \. Pref., So that he do with
an vnexpressed Fayth (as they cal ii) submit hys mynde to

the iugement of the Chirch. x6ix Beaum. & Fu Maid's
Trag. Ill, And you will feel so unexprest a joy In chast

embraces, that you will indeed appear another, X659
Evelyn tr. Gold. Bk. Chrysostome Ep. Ded. Axj, The
Ellipsis, and Defects of Verbs and Nouns unexpressed.
i&j6 Lt/e Father Sarpi in Brent''s Cottnc. Trent 8 All their

regular orders continued with professions as yet unexprest.

1813 Byron Corsair m. xv, His thoughts.. ; deep, dark,
and unexprest. They bleed within.. his breast, 1876 Fox
Bourne Locke \. vi, 373 By its unexpressed terms all the
courtiers and politicians., were to be well bribed.

So Unexpressedly adv.

^ xs6x T. Norton Calvin's Inst. lit. 173 It is not enough,
if a man vnexpressedly beleue. . : but he requireth an ex-
pressed ackiiowlcgiiis of Gods goodnesse.

Unexpre'Ssible, a. (and sb.). Now rare or

Obs, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] « Inexpressible a.

1621 [see Unexpressable a., quot. a 1586I. X626 Downs
Serm. 746 That unexpressible worke of the Redemption,
X675 Trahekne Chr. Ethics y-^The first of these is occasioned
by a secret and unexpressible agreement of tempers. 173X
Hist, Litteraria 11,267 Tlie many, almost unexpressible.
Calamities he suffered, during his Captivity. X826 Southey
Vind, Eccl. Angl. 177 An unexpressible, uncomparable, un-
imaginable stench, .filled that whole place of darkness.

b. sb, ^ Inexpressible sb. 2.

x8io S. Gkeen Reformist \. 92 No, we called 'em ' fie-for-

shanies \ ' unexprcssibles ',
' inspeakables '; for 'small-clothes*

has been long out of wogue.

Hence Unexpre'ssibleness. Also *i1>i'Uty«

UNEXTINGUISHABLE.
X649 Ambrose Media iii. (1652) 56 The Infiiiitfness, and

unexpressibleness of God's Bounty, a 1672 Sterrv Freed,

Will {i6-js) 7 The unexpressibleness ofthe Divinity, and the

Divine Vnity. 1816 Bentham Chrestom, Wks. 18.J3 VIII.

117 Of impracticaljiliiy, in this case two causes present

themselves. . : viz. uncognoscibility and unexpressibility.

Unexpre'Ssibly, adv. Now rare or Obs.

[Un-1 II and 5 b.] = Inexpressibly adv.

1634 Bp. Hall Char. Man (1635) 47 Till then your con-

dition.. is unexpressibly wofull. 1668 H. Mohk Di?'. Dial.

Iir. xvi. 411 Tumbling ihem down into the pit of Hell, there

to be eternally and unexpressibly tormented. 1702 Eciiakd
Eccl. Hist. (1710) 598 Wliich meeting with a person of hb
age, ..must needs be unexpressilily burdensome.

Unexpressive, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

fl. = Inexi'iiessivk a. I. Obs.

x6oo Shaks. a. Y. L, III. ii. lo Run, run Orlando, carue

on euery Tree, The faire, the chaste, and vnexpressiue shee.

1629 Milton Hymn Nativ. xi. Harping in loud and solemn
quire, With unexprcssive notes to Heav'ns new-born Heir,

i6j7 _ Lycidas 176 So Lycidas. .hears the unexprcssive

nuptiall Song, In the blest Kingdoms meek ofjoy and love.

2. « Inexpuessive a. 2.

1755 World No, J50. V. 81 If the device had been a triple-

crown, it would not have been unexprcssive. x8i6 Bentham
Chrestom. 109 In so far as it simply fails of being subservient

to those purposes, it is unexprcssive—simply unexprcssive,

185X W. K. Gri:g Creed Christendom xv. 227 Kxnausting
superlatives, even to unexprcssive and wearisome satiety.

So Uuezpre'ssively adv.^ -ness.

[1846 Worcester, Unexpressively.\ x88s Athenaeum 21

Mar. 369/2 She is distiiiguislied from the other muses by the

unexpressiveness of her name.

t Unexprimable, a. Obs, [Un-1 7 band 5 b.]

Inexpressible.

1632 LiTHGOW TVffP. I. 9 An infinite treasure, of vnexprira-

able verlues. X727 [DohkingtonJ Philip Quarll 223 The
two Indians, .with unexprimable Activity leapt in it.

Unexpu'gnable, a. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.]

= iNEXPUGNAbLE a.

X382 WvcLiF Ezek. xxxii. 12 Alle thes folkis ben vnexpug-
nable, or mowen not be ouercomen. 1388 — 2 Mace, xii.

21. 1533 Bellenden Lix>y 11. iv, (S.T.S.) I. 140 He began
to edifieane Strang toure,.quhilk be municioun and straitnes

of ^e ground apperit Vnexpugnabil. x6o8 Chapman Byron's
Conspir. Plays 1873 II. 225 Their owne strengths Are not

so sure and vnexpugnable But that [etc.]. 1653 H. Cogah
Diod. Sic, 70 Arabia is a country unexpugnable to a for-

raign enemy. 1831 Scott Cf. Rob. xxiv, A safe and un-

expugnable barrier of the empire against the Saracens.

t Unexpoii-sable, a. Obs. [ad. ¥. in^puisable.]

Inexhaustible.
x6a3 Lisle JElfric on O. <$• N. Test. Preface b 2 b. That

vnexpuisable, that vnwastable light, ,. which they had of

old lime shining.. in their sepulchers.

Unexpu-nged, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1826

Malthus Popul. (ed. 6) II. 457 If the statute. .were to

remain unexpunged.

nnezpurgated, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

x88a Farrar Early Chr, II. 516 Even in the unexpur-

gated passages of the Amsterdam edition. x88g Hamerton
French ^ Eng. 315 Young maids and old maids read Shaks-

speare in unexpurgated editions.

Unearte'iided, ppl. a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not extended or stretched out,

X648 Hexham ii, £?«^crt:t^^.. Vnreached, or Vnextended.

1697 Congreve Mourn. Bride in, vi, Think on to-morrow,

when thou shalt be torn From these weak, struggling, im-

extended arms. X712 Blackmore Creation vii. 75 See his

right hand he unextended keeps. 1757 Johnson Let, to C*

(fConnor 9 Apr. in Boswcll, Of these provincial and un-

extended tongues, it seldom happens that more than one are

understood by any one man.

2. spec. Having no extension,

X674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv. 33 Nor is All-fillingness

any more unextended, ..becatise 'tis not thing enough to be

recht out. X678 Cudworth Inteil. Syst. i, i. § 20, ao

Aristotle, .did suppose Incorporeal Substance to be unex-

tended, and as such, not to have Relation to any place. X764

Reid Inquiry vii, 210, I appeal to any man of comnion
sense, whether extension can be in an unextended subject.

X803 Monthly Mag. XV. 322 If.. spirit be defined an active

sensitive unextended formless substance, i860 Mansel
Proleg. Log. (ed. 2) 49 An unextended colour is therefore a
purely negative notion.

So Unextendedly adv.^ -ness.
X674 N. Fairfax Bulki^f Selv. 16 If.. Gods eternity not be

an everlasting now, and his immensity an unbounded un-

cxtendedness, X678 Cudworth Inteil. Syst. i. v, 823 Such
considerations.. as tend directly to prove, Uiat there is

something unextendedly incorporeal.

Uuexte-nuated, //>/. a. (Un- i 8.)

X778 Johnson Shakespeare's Othello i. iii. 80 note^ The
main, the whole, unextenuated. 1823 Southey Hist. Penins.

War I, 237 The whole transaction was a business of pure,

unmingled treachery, unprovoked, unextenuated. 1844 R.

H. Horne AVty Spirit ofAge 1. 150 Licentious works, which

are unredeemed and unextenuated by any one sincere passion.

Unexti-nct, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

?i622 Fletcher Love's Cure m. ii, i'e there but one

spark Of fire remaining in him unexiinct, With my discourse

rll blow it lo a flame. 1678 Cudworth Inteil. Syst, 1. iv.

§ 18. 312 Their arcane 'Iheology remained more or less

amongst them unextiiict to the lasL X820 Shelley Ode to

Naples 168 Be man's high hope and unextmct desire Ihe

instrument to work thy will divine !

Unexti-nguishable, a, [Un-i 7 band 5 b.]

» Inextinguishable a. a. Of fire or flame (also

Jig, and trans/.).

X642 Forerunner ofRev. xn Select,fr. Harl. Misc. (1793)

274 The duke's fire of his anger and fury being unextinguish-

able. 1654 CoKAiNE Dianea iv. 351 Perceiving the flames

unextinguishable, and defence impossible. X762 Falconer

Shipwr. in. 169 There, all unquench'd by cruel fortunes

ire, It glows with unextinguishable lire, x86o Pusey Mitu



UNEXTINGUISHABLENESS. 183 UNFAIK.

Proph. 375 We see the arrow with the unextinguishable fire,

ready to be discharged.

b. Of feelings, qualities, actions, etc.

1656 Jeanes Fuln. Christ 156 A ground of unconquerable
comfort, and unextinguishable joy. 1697 Collier £w. Mor,
Subj. II. (i709> 14, I must repeat. That this E.irnestness. .is

an unextinguishable Desire. 17^0-^2 H. Brooke Fool of
Quai. (i8og) III. 52 The people's inseparable and unex-
tmguishable siiare in the legislative power. 1815 J. CoR-
UKCK. Aboi, Fern. lu/anticide iiuzerat viiL 143 The ardent
and unextinguishable zeal of female character. x873MozLEy
Unw. Serm. (1876) 201 The doctrine which. .declares most
unextinguishable war with materialistic ideas of the Deity.

C. Of laughter. (After the Homeric da^^aros

yiXoK, Ilioii I, 599, Odyss. viii. 326.)
1658 StR T. Browne Card. Cyrus ii. 42 That famous net-

work of Vulcan, which., caused that unextinguishable laugh
inheaven. 1801 Mar. Edgrworth -4«^f//«<2iii, The milliner

, . burst into uncontrollable and . . unextinguishable laughter.

184a Mrs. Browsing Grk. Chr. Poets iii. P5 That unex-
tinguishable laughter which is the laughter of gods orpoets.

Hence tTnextingtiisliableness; -ably adv,
A 1660 Hammond Hell Torments i. Wks. 1684 I. 615 So

theUnextingui-shablenessof the one must be answered with
the durableiiess of the other. 1775 Johnson, Unquench-
ahleness, unextinguishableness. 1779 — L. P,y Hammond^
Hammond . . was unextinguishably amorous, and his mistress
inexorably cruel.

TTnextiiiffnisli^d, ///. a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

Not extinguished, quenched, or put out : a. Of
fire or light (also^^.).

1697 Dryden ^neis vt. 6oi The souls whom that un-
happy flame invades. .Lament too late their unextinguished
fire. X730 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 230 One of

y« Candles.. happen 'd..tofaU down unextinguish'd. 1757
W. WiLKiE Epiffoniad vi}\, -2^1 The seeds of fire, Which un-
extingui-ih'd glow in ev'ry pyre. 1817 Shelley Rev, Islam
Ded. xiv, Two tranquil stars, .That burn from year to year
with unextinguished light. 1858 Hawthorne Ft.^ It.

NotC'hks. II. 175 The comet was already visible amid the
unextinguished glow of twilight.

b. Of feelings, etc. (Cf. Unextinguishable a.)

1700 Dkydes Sigism. 4- Guise. Tyz If thou hast remaining
in thy Heart Some Sense ofIxive, some unextinguish'd Part
Of former Kindness. 1757 W. Wilkie Epi^o/iiad vii. 198
But burning still the unextinguish'd pain, Tlie shore he left.

1800 Coleridge Talleyrand to Ld.Gren^'ille 71 Your merit
self-conscious, .keeps you up, Unextinguish'd and swoln.

1&0 Skars Athan. \\\. x. 331 There is conflict between
the Holy Spirit, .and our own unextinguished selfishness.

Une-xtirpated,/'//.a. (Un-i 8.)

1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nut. Philos.n. i. lo That I might
be sure there was not the least part of the spleen left un-
extirpated. 179J Horslev Serm. x\. (iSi6)III.22i Taking
offence at the sin which remains as yet uncxtirpnted. i8oa-
xs Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 189 So long as

that system of abominations remains unextirpated. 1867
PitsEY Eleven Addresses xl. (1908) 142 Our besetting sins,

still unextirpated.

UnextoTted,/^/./*. CUn-*8.) jjxxSwift Examiner'No.
25 f 5 The free unextorted addresses sent some time before

from every part of the kingdom. 1755 Cowi'ER To Delia 20
The soul's affection can be only given Free, unextorted, as
the grace of heaven. Unextra'ctable, a. (Un-' 7 b,)

1659 Fuller App, Inj. Innoc. ii. iv. 44 The Animadvertor
now proceeds to a new Intinxation of mine, utterly un-
cxtractable from my words. Unextra'Cted, ppl. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1630^. Johnsons Kingd. <V Commw. 37 Selling

their Sugars unextracted from the Cane. 1879 Pall Mall
Budget 13 Sept. 24 One passage is too characteristic of the

writer to be left unextracted. Unextra-va gating, ppl. a.

(Un-' 10.) 1865 J. Grote Explor. Philos. i. 105 It is im-
possible to find words un-extravagating in this respect.

t ITne'xtrioable, a, Obs, [Un-^ 7 b and 5 b.]

ea Inextricable a.

1659 H. More Immort.Soul. ii. ii. 126 Which supposition

we shall finde involved in unextricable difficulties, a 1677
Barrow Serm. Ps, cxlv. 9 Wks. 16S6 III. 40a Many times
the World is rescued from confusions, and distractions un-
extricable by any visible wit or force.

Unextruded, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.] z8o8 Ben-
tham .S'c. Re/. 100 More. .there may be. .as yet lying un-
extruded in the womb of time.

Uneyed,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Unobserved, un-

perceived, unseen.
a 1616 Fletcher Wit at Sev. If^eapons ii. tt, A pair of

Lips, oh that we were uney'd, I could suck Sugar from 'em.

1654 E. Johnson lyonder-iorkg. Provid. 164 Many thou-
sands uncyed of mortal man. 1820 L. Hunt Indicator
No. 23 (1822) 1. 184 The maiden. .Kept not her bloom un-
cyed Wliich now a veil must hide. 1852 Bailey Festus
(ed. 4) 500 Pure and mere autocracy, unchecked—Unled

—

unej'ed—ruled with a random hand.

Uneymable: see Unaimable a. Obs.

Uneyment, obs. Sc. var. Ointment.
Unfa-bled, ppL a. (Un-» 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1809 Syd.

Smith li^ks. (1859) 142 They are more amusing than plain,
unfabled precept. 1853 C. Bronte I'illette xxvii, Not
thickly, as the diamonds were scattered in the valley of
Sindbad. but sparely, as those gems He in unfabled beds.
Unfabling,//*/. a. (Un.> 10.) 1797 The College 33 Shall
the unfabling Aluse the tale pursue? t Unfa"bricate,
ppl. a. Obs. (Un.' 8 b.) 1630 J.Taylor (Water P) Epigr.
xxxvi. Wks. II. 266/1, I could wish man were vnfabricate,
His faults he doth so much exaggerate.

Un&'Ce, v. [Un-2 4.] trans. To strip of a
facing or disguise; to expose Ibe face of.

1611 Florio, Suisare, to vnface, to disuisage. 1640 Sir

J. Culpeppeh in kushw. Hist. Coll. iii. (1692) I. 34 Unface
these, and they will prove as bad Cards as any in the Pack.
1886 Cheshire Gloss. 374 To ' unface sand ' would be to dig
away all the soil so as to expose a face of sand.

Unfa'oeable, «. dia/. [Un- 1 7 b.] a. (See
quot. a 1825.) b. Unattractive in features.

a iBz^ FoBiiY P^oc. E, Anglian Un/accablt, unreasonable

;

indefensible. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy xxxiii, I hae
seen mony queer-lookin' and unfaceable ministers.

Unfa*ceted,///.a. (Un-'8.) 1893 K. A. Butler //tfwc^
Ins. 227 A pair of simple, rounded, unfaceted eyes. Unfa-
ce'tious, a. (Un-' 7.) 1831 [see Inficf.te a.]. Unfaxt.
(Un-' 12.) 1887 North Star 3 Dec, The astoundint; state-

ment, .was an unfact. 1890 C«///. News 4 Oct. 6/4 We will

call this an evangelical unfact. Unfaxtious, a. (Un-' 7.)

1834 1)e Quincky An/ob. SJ^. Wks. 1854 II. 220 The pure-

hearted and unfactious champions of liberty. 1853 Bp. S,

Wilberforce in /,//*? (1881) II. 170 Temperate, reasonable,

and unfactious in their conduct. Unfadable, a. (UN-'7b.)
x6a6 Bp. Hall Contempt. O. T. xxi. iv, A crowne incorrupt-

ible, unfadable.

Unfa-ded,///. «. (Un-i 8.)

?rtX55o in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 327 O fair sweit

blossum, .. Vnfaidit bayth of cullour and vertew ! 1607
Dryden j^neis xl 101 A lovely flower. New cropt by virgin

hands,.. Unfaded yet. 178a Miss Burnev Cecilia i. iii. Her
cheeks, .unfaded by bad hours and continual dissipation.

z8>i Shelley Giuevra Bi The flowers upon my bridal

chamber strewn Will serve unfaded for my bier.

t Unfa-dging, ppl. a. Obs. [Un-1 io.] Not
going properly ; intractable.

1629 T. ADKMsMedil. Creed Vlks. ii2oThe potter may erre

in framing his vessel, and so in anger dash the vnfadging clay
against the walles.

Unfa-ding,///, a. (Un-1 io.)

1652 P.enlowes Theoph, xii. xlii. Such suppling balm As
might vain trophies turn to an unfading Palm. 1738 Gray
Propertius iii, 9 Let on this head unfading flowers reside,

\Z\h^OM-XH^\ Poet's Pilgr, i. 216 The valHes with perpetual
fruitage blest, The mountains with unfading foliage drest.

1869 RusKiN Q. 0/ Air i. § 5 The real atmasphere, calm in
its dominion of unfading blue.

b. In tigurative use.

1665 BovLE Occas. Rejl. Sect. iv. iv. 73 We should..
receive unfading Honours, and uncloying Delights. 1728
Ramsay Bonny Kate viii. His pleasure each moment shall

blossom Unfading, gets her for his mate. 1765 Tucker Lt.
Nat. (1834} II. 312 He might have excited sensations, ideas,

and intelligence, ..permanent, unfading, and unsatiating.

1820 ScoTT Monast. xxxii, By His holy Word, that unfading
and unerring l.-'.mp of our paths.

Hence Unfa'ding-ly adv.^ I7ii£a.*dlngrnes8.

a 167a Stekrv Rise^ Race ^ Royalty Kingd. GodUtZ^) 2H
All flourish together *unfadingly in the person of Christ.

x8o6 Moore Epist. v, 44 That. .The rose and the stream..
Should still be before me, unfadingly bright. 1658 Phillips,
Immarcesccncey *unfadingness. 1797 Polwhele Hist.
Det'onsh. I. 160 That its use., was known to the Phenicians
will appear probable, when we consider the unfadingness of
their purple. x86o Pusey Min. Proph, qi Graces beyond
nature, in their manifoldness, completeness, unfadingness.

tUnfailable, a. Obs. [Un-1 7b and 5 b.]

1, — Infalijble a. 2 a.

c 1425 St. Eliz. ofSpalbeck in A nglia VIII. 108/1 5 Stronge
and vnfaylabil preefof hooland clene virginite. Ibid. 1 13/41
Bi an vnfailiabil clock. 1553 Eden Treat. Nciu Ind. (Arb.)
loMosle certayne. .demonstracions of Geometrye, and vn-
fayleable experymentes. 1623 Bp. Hall Gt. Inipostor\ilks.

(1625) 509 Trust them not, till you haue tried them by that
vnfaileable rule of nghteousnesse. 1673 O. Walker Educ.
49 [Religion] is a principle, universal, perfect, unfailable.

2. Incapable of failing; sure, reliable.

c 1450 Holland Howlat 383 Of Scotland the wer wall,.

.

Our fais force to defend, and vnfaileable. 1553 Short
Catech. Ediv. K/, 38 b, Christ, the author, earnest and vn-
failable pledge of theyr fayth. 164^ Trapp Comm. Gen.
xvii. 7 The sure or unfailable mercies of David. z68. in

Somers Tracts I. 276 That He left there one to be Heir of
His Grace and Spirit, in a perpetual unfailable Succession.

Hence f TJn&ilaWeness j -ably adv. Obs.

1555 Eden Decaiies W. Ind. (Arb.) 350 By the degrees is

•vnfaylably measured the hole circumference of the lande
and sea. 1641 Bp. Hall Dc/. Humble Remonstr. viii. 71
This is perpetually and unfailably done by us. 1624 —
Peacemaker Wks. (1625) 538 Euery where extolling. .the
assurance and *vnfailablenesse of that comfort. 1644 —
Serm, Rem. Wks. (1660) 137 He takes all beleevers into the
partnership of this comfortable unfailablenesse.

Unfaiied,/?*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1827 Pollok Course T. v.

S2_^ When, on the glittering dews of orient life, Shone sun-
shine hopes, unfailed, unperjured then.

Unfai'ling, ///. a. (and adv^* [Un-1 io.]

1. Not failing or giving way,
a 1400 Sir Perc. 1474 Thair scheldis were un-failande.

1648 Bp. Hall Serfn. Wks. 1B08 V. 545 Hereby, .are we
freed from the sense of the second death and the sting of the
first, to the unfailing comfort of our souls. 1653 Blithe
Eng. Improver Impr. 129 An unfailing Prevention of Crows,
Kooks, or Daws from Corn. 1718 Pope Iliad xv. 551 Some
god.. Has, from my arm unfailing, struck the bow. 1798
S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 554 May you deserve that
love, is the prayer of your unfailing friend. 1827 Pollok
Course T. x. 2 My God ! my Father ! my unfailing hope !

2. Never giving out or coining to an end ; un-

ceasing, constant, continual.
138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxiv. 6, I made in heuenus, that vn-

failende li^t shutde springe. 1435 Misyn F'ire 0/ Love 38
pi swetnes.., ^at end art of syghing, of desire begynjnge,

Jje jate of ^ernynge vnfaylinge, £1450 Myrr. our Ladye
180 But tbow in thyne vnfaylynge fayrenesse.,shutdest

abyde vndcpartably in bis n<oste loued loue. 1784 Cowfkk
Tiroc. 316 This foud attachment.. Maintains its hold with
such unfailing sway, We feel it ev'n in age. 1832 Lytton
Eugene A. \. i, He found a pure and unfailing delight in

watching the growth of their young minds. 1855 [J. R.
LEtFCHiLo] Cornwall 12J An unfailing bank of bituminous
bullion. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U, S. I. x. 29 A country.,
watered by unfailing rivers.

3- Infallible, positive, certain, f Also as adv.
c 1400 Sc. Trojan War 11. 273 Quharfor wtifal^eaiid ar we

Nlayd rylht certeyn t>at it shall be. 1553 Wood tr. Gardner's
True Obed, To Rdr. A ij b. The vndoubted truth of gods
vnfailing word. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 164

The event of battles, indeed, is not an unfailing test of the
abilities of a commander. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxix.

(1856) 240 This frost-smoke is an unfailing indication of open
water. 1862 A. Mf-adows Man. Midwifery 76 One almost
unfailing test may be here mentioned, namely, chloroform.

f 4. As adv. Without fail, unfailingly. Obs.
c 1425 WvNTOUN Cron. ix. xxi. 2146 (Cott. MS.), Off Matche

l>exxv. day.Wnfaillande l^at \sc. the Annunciation] sal be ay.

Hence lTiifai*llng-ness.
£'1630 Sanderson Serm. II. 307 The stability, unchange-

ableness, and unfailingness of Gods counsels, a 1656 Bp.
HALL^^r;;/. Wks. 1837 V. 576 We may be so much the
more infallibly assured . . by how much we do more know his

unfailingness, his uncliangeableness.

Unfailingly, adv. [Un-1 ii: cf. prec]
Without fail ; in all cases or circumstances.
c 1400 Sc. Trojan War ii. 319 Fra Gregeois Jjat shall ay

but les Be holden ay wnfal5eandiy \v.r. wnfen^eandly ; L.

inviolabiliter]. 1^36 Pol. Poems (RoWs) II. 191 God wote,

we have nede, Unfayllyngly, unfeynynge, and unfeynte.

That concience for slought you not atteynte. 1833 Arnott
Physics (ed. 5) II. 8 If the colds of winter arrive too early,

they unfailingly produce the wintry scene. 1888 H. Mortkn
Hospital Life 26 He was.. unfailingly patient with the

querulous babes.

Unfai'n, a. Now arcA. and dia/. [OE. uu/ee^cn

(f. ««- Un-1 y +/a?ien Fain a.), = ON. tifegmn

(Norw. 7ifeg€7i).'\ Not glad or delighted ; ill-

pleased, sorry ; reluctant.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3591 (3uen t>ai it \sc. eld] haue l>ai are

vnfayn, And wald ha youthed |>an again, 1338 R. Bbunne
Chron. (1810) 100 He seged bi J>at coste^e kastelle of

Tenkere.. .pe Courthose was vnfayn, him |>enk it a trespas.

CX400 Destr. Troy 12107 All j'e folke were vnfayn, & of fyn

will To haue reft hir the rynke. a 1450 Le Morte A rth. 2691

They made hem Redy to that Rese, There-fore was fele

folke vnfayne, 1533 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 43
Force it wes the Romania for till fie, And leif the feild,

thocht tha war rycht vnfane. a 1600 Flodden F. xiv. in

Child Ball. III. 35^ If Lancashire and Cheshire be fled and
gone. Of those tydings wee may be vnfaine.

1846 Whistle-Binkie II. 11 Though o' him the men were
a* rede and unfain, The lasses aye leuch when they met hiin

again. X876 Whitby Gloss. 1881 Macm. Mag, XLIII. 234
As she told. The hearers were unfain to hear.

Unfai-nt. a. (Un-I 7.)

1436 [see UnfailinglyJ. 1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Fj,
Durable & unfaynt in his kyngys battaylle [he] shall be. xgSiS

FiiKNE Blaz. Genirie 148 Dyamond [is] vnfaint and durable,

t XJnfarnted, /.//. fl. Obs. (Un-1 8.)

c 1423 Si' Cath. 0/ Senis in Anglia VIII. 187 Alwey and
wijj vnfeyntyd herte she spake of god. a 1539 Coverdale
Ghostly Ps. cxxix. Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 577, 1 wyll abyde
the Lorde paciently; My soule loketh for hym unfaynted.

Unfai-nting, />/>/. «. (Un-1 io.)

i6is G. Sandys Trav. 167 And o that I could retaine the
effects which it wrought, with an vnfainting perseuerance 1

1691 Andros Tj-acts II. 297 With inviolate Integrity, excel-

lent Prudence, and unfainting Diligence. 1850 S. Douell
Roman vi, Thou who in thy breast didst carry The fate of

worlds unfainting. 1852 Bailky Festus (ed. 4) 274 Some
with wings Like an unfainting rainbow.

Unfal'ntly, adv. (Un-1 11.)
c 1425 St, Cath. ofSenis in Anglia VIII. 186/27 Vnsuffur-

abil labours, vnfeyntly borne. 1844 Mrs. Browning Cata-
rina to Catnoens xvi. Since with saintly Watch unfaintly

Out of heaven shall o'er you lean Sweetest eyes.

TTnfaiTf a. [OE. tnifmger (f. un- Un-1 7 +

fm^er Faik a.), =» ON. ikjagr (Norw. u/ager),

Goth. unfagrs.'\

fl. Not fair or beautiful ; uncomely ; disfigured

;

ugly. Obs.
Beowulf 727 Him of eagum stod Hj^^e gelicost leoht

unfaejer. c888 K. i^LFRED Boeth. xli. $4 Sio ^efrednes

..ne ma;5 ;^efredan hwaider he biS ^>c blaec J>e hwit, 8e
fiejer 3e unfa;5er. 971 Blickl. Horn, iii [Him] l>inc3 his

neawist lajjlico & unfaeger. c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 530
Larbata, se unfaj^cra. a 1300 CursorM. 22509 pe sun pat

es sa bright.. It sal becum J>an fulvnfair. Dune and blaksum
ani hair. X3.. Gaw. .5- Gr, Knt. 1572 pe fro|?e femed at his

mouth vnfayre bi l>e wykez. ax^oo-^^ Alexander 4864
Rochis & rogh stanes, rokkis vnfaire. c 1449 Pecock Repr.
V. xii. 548 In oon maner ofsumwhat foul or vnfair schap and
in oon maner of poor and symple colour, a 1500 Ratis Rav-
ing I. i722pis eildis wnfairof fassoun, And faihesof perfec-

tioun. 1648 Hexham ii, Onschoon^ Vnfaire, or Vnbeautifull.

t b. Wicked ; evil, bad. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit, P. B. 1801 He was corsed for his vn-

clannes,..Done doun of his dyngnete for dedez vnfayre.

X375 Barhour Bruce i. 123 For wnfayr thingis may fall,

r;rfay, Als weill to-morn as jhisterday. Ibid, xv. 123 Bot
trow falsat euirmar Sail haue vnfair and euill ending.

2. Not fair or equitable ; unjust: a. Of actions,

conduct, etc.

1713 Berkeley Hylas 4- Phil. w. Wks. 1871 I. 319 This
shifting, unfair method of yours. 1746 Wesley Princ.

Methodist 5 If indeed it were so abridged as to alter the

Sense, this would be unfair. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb.

T. II. 98 This conclusion appeared so unfair,.. that she

burst into tears. X854 E. FitzGerald Lett, (1889) I. 229
There was a very unfair Review in the Athenamm, 1890' R.
Boldrewood' Col. Refonner (1891) 185 Riding a well-brecl

powerful horse, which evidently made little of bis somewhat
unfair weight.

b. Of persons, the mind, etc.

X724 Waterland Farther Vind. Christ's Div. ii. § 15. 57
Sometimes they complain of me as very unfair to take an
Advantage of an Opinion of theirs. 1736 Butl(:k Anal. ii.

vi. 315 Opportunity to an unfair mind of explaining away
..that evidence. 1812 Scott Let. to Byron July in Lock-
hart^ I do not know the motive would make mc enter into

controversy with a fair or an unfair literary critic. 1855
Tennyson Maud i. xiii, Who shall call me ungentle, unfair.

c. spec. Not paying the usual rate of wages,
x886 Pall Mall G. 22 Oct. 10/2 To give their priming con-



UNTAIR.

tract . . to what was known in the trade as an * unfair house '.

1888 Jacobi PriNUrs" Vocah.y Unfair officts,^ this term is

applied by society hands Renerally to those printing offices

where the existing scale of prices is not recognized.

3. Of the wind : Unfavourable.
1801 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845) IV. 299 If the wind

proved fair.. they should be sent up the harbour, but if un-

fair, no time would have been lost. i8oa Naval Chron,

VUI. 433 The wind being unfair at S.W.

4, Not fitting or corresponding exactly.

1869 Sir E. Rekd Shipbuild. xix. 415 That drifting unfair

holes would be considered bad work. 1874 Thearle Naval
Archit. 58 Great precautions are ., necessary to prevent un*

£air seams in the subsequent operations of laying the deck,

j-trnfaiT, adv. Obs. [Un-1 II b: cf. prec]

In a rough, disorderly, or untidy manner,
(X900 Genesis 2063 Gnpon unfa::^re under sceat werum

scearpe garas. a\\o^$o Alexamlcr 555 Cloudis clenely

to-c!efe, clatird vn-faire. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13891 With th«

remnond full rade he rixlit unfaire. ^1480 Hknryson Test.

Cres. 163 Atouir his belt his lyart loklcis lay Felterit vnfair.

UnfaiT, V. [Un-2 6 a.] trans. To deprive of

fairness or beauty.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. v, Those howers. .Will play the tirants

to the very same, And that vnfaire which fairely doth excell.

XSni£Liv\y, oifv. [Un-1 11.]

1. In an unfair manner; inequitably, unjustly,

1713 Butler Lei. toS. Clarke i.{iti(>)Z If I have.. in any
respect argu'd unfairly, I assure you it was without design.

ax768 Seckkr Sertn. (1771) VII, xiii. 283 To use even those

unfairly, who have used us so, is very bad : but to use any
one unfairly, because Another hath used Us so, is., mon-
strously wicked, 1796 [see Unduly i\ 1848 Kingslev
Yeast li, Argemone. .fancying herself, and not unfairly, very

intellectual. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 84 It might, therefore,

not unfairly be assumed that the carbonic acid., would tend

to settle down in a stratum near the ground.

2. By unfair or foul means.
i79t Mrs. Radcliffh Rom* Forest v, There were strong

reasons to believe he came unfairly to his end.

Unfai'rness. [Un-1 13: cf. OE. ww^^^rw^j.]

Lack of fairness or equity ; injustice.

1713 Bentley Reuiarks Disc. Frcc-Think. xlv. ii. 33 We
may observe from this Passage. . the unfairness and malignity

ofour Writer, rj^ Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV. 387 [They]
have a certain instinctive sense of its unfairness. 1833
'B\Jv.TOH Eccl. Hist. XX, 192 The unfairness which looks for

different results in th*; second century from those which are

produced in the nineteenth. 1875 Jowett Plato{cd. 3) IV.

232 He is occasionally playing both parts himself, and even
charging his own arguments with unfairness.

Uniai'tll. [Un-1 12.] Lack of faith or be-

lief, esp, in religion.

1415 Hoccleve y'(? Sir % Oldcastle 247 For thyn vnfeith

men maken many mones. 1826 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. II. 272 At the end of one of her daily professions of un-

faith in gipsies and their predictions, 1859 Tennvsom ^lerl.

4- V* 386 Faith and unfaith can ne'er be etiual powers:
Unfaith in aught is want of faith in all, 1870 Swinburne
Ess. ff Stud. (1875) 81 Another form ofbastard belief, another
cross-breed between faith and unfaith,

XJnfartlifnl, «. [Un-i 7.]

1. Not having the proper religions faith ; infidel,

unbelieving. Also absoL
138a Wyclif I Cor. vii. 12 If ony brothJr haue an vnfeith-

fuL.wyf, and sche consentith for to dwelie with hym, leue

he. .hit not. 1388— /'f, 1. 15, I schal teche wickid men thi

wcies; and vnfeithful men schulen be coniiertid to thee.

1456 SirG. Have Zfiw ^rwj(S.T.S.) 106 Thai landis that

the unfaithful! men haldis, 1534 More Treat.^ Passion
Wks. 1341/2 Tustinus., writing of our faith in his second
Apologye to the vnfaithful Emperour Antonius. 1560 Bible
(Genev.) 2 Esdras xv. 4 For euery vnfaithful shal dye in his

vnfaithfulnes, 1643-S Milton Divorce \, viii, The author
of a generall divorce between the faithfull and unfaithful!

seed. 1667— P. L, xii. 481 What will betide the few, His
faithful, left among th' unfaithful herd, The enemies of
truth? 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat, (1834) II. 484 Whatever
supernatural virtue or nutritive faculty the priest has infused

into the bread, are verily, .received by the unfaithful, 1800

Asittt. Ann. Reg.t Misc. Tr, 334/1 Therefore he who follows

Mahommedanism and .. violates this treaty, so comporting
himself like the unfaithful (etc].

fb. Not in accordance wfith faith ; irreligious.

1549 Compi, Scot. \. 23 Mony ignorant pepil hes confermit

ane ymaginet onfaythtful opinione in ther hede.

2. Not keeping good faith ; acting falsely or

treacherously. Also absol.

CX400 Destr. Troy tlj^ Vnfaithfull freke, with H fals cast,

pat such a lady belirt. 1530 Palsgr. 328/1 Unfaythfull of
promesse, desioyal. 1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. Li, Shall

they not truly say the subiectes to be more vnfaithfull in

disobedience, than other subiects worse ordered be. x6oo
Smaks. a. y. L. IV. i. 199, 1 will thinke you the most pathc-
ticall breake.promise. .that may bee chosen out of the grosse
band of the vnfaithfull. 1620 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind,
(1906) I. 200 Theis Pegu factors were fownde to be royotous,
vitious and unfaithfull. a 1739 Congrfve Ovitts Art of
Lave in. 63 The prince so far \ox piety renown 'd, To thee,
Eliza, was unfaithful found. 1803 Wellfsley in Owen
/>«/.(i877) 331, 1 propose to view this transaction as the
combined offence of two unfaithful servants. 183a Ht.
Martinbau DemeraraXxx. 35, 1 should be unfaithful if I had
ever promised either,

b. transf. Of things,
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in, xii, The unfaythfull armour

yeclding to the swoordcs strong-guided sharpenesse. 1615
G. Sandys Trnv. 2 A sea tempestuous and unfaithfull, at an
instant incensed with sudden gusts. 1660 Dkyden 7>>-a««/tr
Love I. i, I . . Did first the depth of trembling Marshes sound.
And fix'd my Eagles in unfaithful ground. lyafi Leoni
Albertis Archit. T. 35 Sea-sand . . is . . unfaithful in sup-
porting great Weights. 1779 Smkridan Monody on Garrick
14 As Fancy, oft, .. Has view'd by shadowy Eve *s unfaith.
ful Gloom, A weeping Cherub on a Martyr's Tomb. 1831

184

Jamks PMl. AvgusUs I. V, One of those people whose I!ps

—those ever unfaitliful guardians of the treasures of the

heart—are peculiarly apt to murmur, .unconsciously. 184a

Tenotson Love ft Duty 91 With quiet eyes unfaithful to

the truth.

0. Not following an original, not translating or

translated, faithfully ; incorrect, inexact.

111697 AUBHEY Lives (1808) II. 174 He was a learned

man,.. but is much blamed for his unfaithfull quotations.

1724 A. Collins Gr. Chr. Relig. 163 The Sepluagint seems

the work Iwlh of ignorant and unfaithful Translators. 1776

MlCKLE tr. Camoins' Lusiad Introd. 130 the unfaithful

and unpoetical version [of the Lusiad] of Fanshaw. 1798

Fehriar Illusir. Sterne, etc. 91 Burton h.is spoiled this

passage by an unfaithful translation. i8ss Macaulay Hist.

F.tig. xix. IV. 333 An unfaithful interpreter of the sense of

the nation. 1864 Pusey Lect. Daniel 370 To which act

this writer probably alluded in his unfaithful paraphr.Tse,

' chrism shall be removed '.

d. Spec. Not faithful in wedlock.

1818 Webster s.v., An unfaithful husband or wife. 1841

W. Spalding Italy 4- It. Isl. II. 147 Galeotto Manfred!,.,

having married Francesca Bentivoglio,. .not only was un.

faithful to her, but treated her with cruelty.

3. Of conduct : Characterized by want of good

faith ; not honest or upright.

156s CoorER s.v. Pcrfidia, To be deceiued by ones treach-

erie and vnfaithfull dealing. Ibid. s.v. Infidus, An vn-

faithfull league that will not long be Iceptc. 1651 Jer.

Taylor Serm. for Year xxiii. 292 Lying or craftinesse,

and unfaithful usages, robs a man of the honour of his soul.

1680 Otway Orflian iv. vi, I might think with Justice most
severely Of this unfaithful dealing with your Brother. 1704

Trapp Abra-MuU u, i. 451 Spies., who for hope Of a
Reward, will give the Sultan notice Of such unfaithful

Dealing. 1866 Geo. Eliot/-'. Holt v,Your father.. was, as

I understand, a man whose walk was not unfaithful.

Unfai'tllfally, adv. [Un- in.] In an un-

faithful manner ; with lack of good faith.

1340-70 Alisaundcr 239 And Philip unfaithfully lie faire

coste had, Arisba in exile euer w.is after. 1491 Act 7 lien.

VII, c 22 Preamble, The seiJ John cnfeithfully and un-

truly suffred the bringer of the seid writing to goo at his

plesure. c 1545 Ln. Mori.ey Hyst. Massiiccio fol. 2 b. You
!i.iue been vnfaithefuUy, vniustly and falsely [accused].

IS79 E. K. Spenser's Shcph. Cal. June, Argt., He is nowe
forsaken vnfaithfully. 1607-1J Bacon Ess., Counsel (Arb.)

316 The daunger of being vnfaithfullie coiincelled. 1679

Everard Popish Plot 5 Sir Robert must unfaithfully..dis-

covered all to Colonel Talbot. 17M Wollaston Kelif. Nat.

vi. § 19 (1724) 144 He, who acts unfaithfully, acta against his

promises and ingagements.

Unfaithfulness. [Un-i 12.]

+ 1. Lack of faith ; infidelity. Obs.

1388 Wyclif a Tim. ii. 16 But eschewe thou vnhooli and
veyn spechis, for whi tho profiten myche to vnfeithfulnesse.

1395 VvRVRY lieinoustr. (1851) 61 Unfeithful men that shulen

lie dampnitl uttirli..!f thei dien in unfeithfulnesse. 15*6

Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 129 Therof foloweth somtyme
infidelile or vnfaythfulnes. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst.

I. 56 Whoso therfore wil beware of this vnfailhfulnesse, let

him kcpe alwayes in remembrance [etc.].

2. The quality of being unfaithful ; lack of good

faith or fidelity,

c 1480 Henrysom Test. Cres. 570 Traisting in vthcr nis

greit vnfaithfulnes, Als vnconstant, and als vntrew of fay.

iS3a in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. im. II. 251 As towchinge the

onfaythfulnes..of Father Forest, I dyd wryte of unto my
I^dy Marcas of Penbroke. 1590 Swinburne Testaments

218 So the legataries and children of the deceased are often

defrauded .. by the vnfailhfulnesse of the executor. i68s

Baxter Paraphr. N. T. ^L^tt. xxv. 26-27 Unprofitableness

and omission of duty, is damnable unfaithfulness in us that

are but Stewards and Servants. 1737 in 10//1 Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. I. 493 It contains a clear Proof of the

Unfaithfullness of a Person in whom Your M.-ijesty has

placed a Trust. 1752 Carte Hist. F.ng. III. 14 Henry was
in the height of his resentment, at the unfaithfulness of his

allies. 1843 J. B. Fraser Allee Ncemroo II. 31 If you
impute to me any unfaithfulness towards you, I swear that

you are deceived. 1881 R. W. CiiURCll Cathedral ff Univ.

Serm. v. (1892) 59 The taint.. of insincerities, of treacheries,

of unfaithfulnesses to light.

b. spec. (Cf. Unp.vithful a. 2 d.)

1848 Thackeray Kan. Pair Ixvi, Is it unfaithfulness to my
huslwnd? I scorn it and defy anybody to prove it. 1851

Frouue S/iart Stud. (1867) II. 191 Nor, again, was unfaith.

fulness, .conclusively fatal against a wife.

t Unfaken, a. : see Un-^ 2.

UnfaIla'cious,n!. (UN-'7,5b.) 1802-13 Bentham ^rt//*^/.

yudic. Evid. (1827) IV. 490 Shutting the door against an
article of true and unfallacious evidence. Unfalla'ciously,
aiiv. (Un-'ii.) 1853 Bagehot /-//.^/Kfl". (1879)1.69 Pope
unfallaciously said, ' Once a heretic, always a heretic '.

TTufallen, ///. a. [Un-i 8b. Cf. G. unge-

fallen, ON. Afallinn (Norw. dial, ufallen).']

1. Not morally fallen.

i6s3 H. More Conject. Cabbal. ii. 41 The natures, .of the

fallen and unfallen Angels, or good and bad Genii. 1679

J. C[hkney] Vind. Oaths Iff Swearing 7 I n Paradise it self, .

,

while man was innocent and unfallen. 1740 Chevne Regimen
129 This . . must be the Constitution . . of the unfallen angelical

State. 1825 Coleridge A ids Rejl. (1848) 1. 242 We may say,

that in the unfallen rational .-igent, the will constitutes the

law. 1848 Kingsley Yeast vi. Who am I to demand her all

to myself? Her, the glorious, the saintly, the unfallen 1

fig. 1759 Young Conject. Orig. Composition 60 What we
mean by Blank verse, is verse unfallen, uncurst.

2. Not fallen (in literal sense).

173s Somerville Chase l 116 Fix'd as a mountain ash,

that braves the bolts OfangryJove : tho' blasted, yet unfall'n.

1878 Gilder Poet ^ Master 20 It was I who behold the

sun's level light strike through the unfallen . . leaves.

Hence tJnfa'Ilenness.
1876 W. Bathgate Deep Things o/Cod v. 79 A peerless

perfect man,—albeit entirely Divine m his unfallenness.

UNPANATICAL.

HTnfa-llible.a. Obs. [Un-i? and 5 b.] =In-
PAMIBI.K a. (Common c 1530-1620.)

1529 More Dyahge \. Wks. 168/2 If ye will.. take a sure

and vnfallyble way ye must . . l>eleue and oljey the churche.

154s liRiNKLOW Conipl. sh. It iscerten and vnfallible, that if

we knock, . .we shal be hard. 1592 R. D. Ilypnerotomachia

82 b, Disposing my selfe to her sweete loue, with an uiifal-

lyble, obstinalc.and firme resolution. 1614 Latham Falconry

68 Those my friendlie .idmonitions, being grounded vpon
the absolute truth of vnfallible experience. X653 Blithe
Eng. Improver Impr. 145 .\ very Excellent Unfallible

Remedy against Barrenness.

t Xlnfa'llibly, a(A'. Obs. [Un-1 ii and 5b.]

= iNFALLIlil.Y adv.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 32 b, A feloe . . who professed .

.

to bee hable unfallibly..to fynd out & iudge the naturall

disposicion of any manne. 1567 Drant Horace, Ep. 1. i.

Ciij, The wyseinan ames vnfalliblie. 1604 Hiekon iVks. I.

547 A christian man may bee vnfallibly certaine of his sal.

nation in his owne conscience. 1642 Rogers Naaman 44
The Lord.. beholds the effecting of the one, in the other,

neces-sarily and unfallibly.

t Unfa-llid, a. Obs.-^ [Un-I? and 5 b : see

Infallid a.] Infallible.

1624 Hevwood Captives iv. !. in Bullen O. PI. IV, By these

tokens. These of her childhood most unfallid signes, I knowe
her for my doughter.

Unfa Uowed, ppl. a. (JIn-I 8.)

1607 J. Carpenter Plaine Mans Plough 102 Why man..

is likened to the Earth, or to the unfallowed I^nd. 1634

Rainbow Labour (1635) 40 Let not us bee that unfallowed

ground where the Divell may sowe his tares. 1708 J. Philips

Cyder !. 540 Th' unfallow'd Glebe Yearly o'ercomes the

Granaries with Store Of Golden Wheat.

Unfaisified,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1687 Mi6ge ii. s.v., Pro-

vided the Account be true and unfalsify'd. 1855 Lewis
Cred. Early Rom. Hist.xiv. §2.n. 491 The current story.,

has descended.. in a substantially unfalstfied state.

Unfaltering, ///. a. (Un- i io.)

lya? Thomson Sttrnmer 299 With unfauUering accent to

conclude That This availeth nought ? 1744 Akenside Pleas.

Imag. I. 163 Thro' the tossing tide of chance and pain To
hold his course unfaltering. 1835 Scott Betrothed xxxx, He
tells meof it with..an eye composed, an unfaltering tongne,

x863'SHiBLF.Y'(J'Skelton) Nugx Crit. v. 233 The confident

and unfaltering witness of the strong man, who goes to the

stake with. .a sense of triumph in his heart.

So TJnfa-lterlnffly adv.

i66s BovLE Occas. ReJl. i. iv. i6g UnfauUringly to tra-

verse Adversitie's rough ways. 1850 Mrs. Sarah Ellis
Pique (187s) 269 Lady Catherine turned away, and. .unfal-

teringly approached the door. 1885 Manch. Exam, 9 Sept.

3/2 A character who is at once vividly human, .and unfalter-

ingly noble,

TJnfa med, PpU a. (Un-1 8.)

1606 Shaks. Tr. f( Cr. ii. ii. 159 There's .. none so Noble,

Whose life were ill bestow'd, or death vnfam'd, Where Helen
is the subiect. 1714 A. Hill Prol. to Savage's Sir T.

Overbury p. xi, Young, and unfam'd, and but by Hope
inspir'd. 1855 Singleton Virgil 11. 346 Thus laid aside,

untamed here let him pass His life. 1887 Hissky Holiday
on Road 156 Some few whose names and deeds will dwell

a little longer than the unfamed rest.

Unfamiliar, a. (Un-1 7.)

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. i. i. § 2 The matters which we
handle seeme by reason of newnesse..darke, intricate, and
vnfamiliar. 1648 Hkkbick Hisper.^ Oberons Feast ^ liecause

thou prizest things that are Curious, and unfamiliar, c 1698

Locke Cond. Underst. § 32 (17^4) 127 Abstruse and un-

familiar ideas which the mind is not yet throughly accus-

tomed to. 1753 Warton Obs. Spenser's E".
J?.

141 It must be

confest that his uncouth or rather unfamiliar language has

deterr'd many from perusing him. 1829 Lvtton Devereux
HI. vi, His face did not seem unfamiliar tome. 1848 Dickkns
Dombey xlix. Looking without interest or recognition at the

unfamiliar walls around her. 1891 Farrab Darkn, 4- Dawn
xii, When Onesimus recovered full consciousness he did not

recognise his unfamiliar surroundings.

Hence Unfaml'liaruess.
x88i Ti}nes 17 May 4/6 A multitude of little changes of

this kind, .arouse a general sense of unfamiliarness.

Unfamiliarxty. (Un-I 12 and 5 b.)

1755 Johnson />/W.Pref. C2 How shall it be. .recalled

ngain..when it has once by disuse become unfamiliar, and by
unfamiliarity unpleasing. 1B61 ^\\\.i.Repr. Govt. iiB6s) 6-2 ,'2

Theonly serious obstacle is the unfamiliarity... But unfamili-

arity is a disadvantage which.. it only requires time to re.

move. x88o Muirhead Gaijts iv. § 16 note. An inaccuracy,

due. .to his unfamiliarity with a procedure that had become

a mere matter of history.

Unfami liarized, pp/. a. (Un- i S.

)

X775S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin.xcvW.UyZ^) III. 211 When-
ever the eye is struck with scenes to which it is unfamiliarised.

1817 CoLKRiDGE Lay Serm. 109 The plan itself would, 1

suspect, startle an unfamiliarized conscience. X847-8 De
QuiNCRY Protestantism Wks. 1858 VUI. 163 The gay
mytholofiic religion of Greece,.; that of Egypt, more re-

volting to unfamiliarised sensibilities.

tUnfa-mouS, a. Obs. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

L Not famous ; unrenowned,
CX384 Chaucer //. Fame m. 56 Of the lettres oon or two

Was molte away of euery name, So vnfamouse was wox hir

fame, a 1560 Piiaer Mncid x. D d 2 b, Let him dwell there,

Vnfamous, free from wars, and honourlesse lead out his age.

2. Infamous, ill-famed.

CX380 Wyclif Set. Wks. \\\. 357 Bi J>es two unfamous
lawes mai men wite whiche ben oJ>ir. c X489 Caxton
Blanchardyn xlviii, 186 Olde vnfamouse myschaunt, how
arte thou soo folyshcas for to wene to haue her. 1530

Palsgr. 328/1 Unfamouse, yvell named, infame. 1596 D-
Black in Calderwood Hist. Kirk Scot. (1678) 337 To com-
pear and answer for certain unreverent, unfamous and la^

decent speeches.

Unfana-tical, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1826 Coleridge in Lit.

Rem. (1B36) III. 52 The prudential morals, .that have
characterized tbeunfanaticat clergy since the Kevolution in



tJNPANCIED.

1688 1818 J. T. RuTT in Burton's Diary IV. 441 note. The
signatures are 164, all quite unfanatical. Unfa*nciable,
a. (UN-iyb.) 1669 Karl Orrery Parthen, (1676) 796, I
could not hinder myseif from saying in unfanciabie Trans-
ports [etc.]-

Unfa-ncied, ^//. a. (Un-1 8.)
x65S Earl Orrery PartJun. i. r. 14 So many unfancy'd

joyes disclose themselves. 1771 Kelly Clementina v. 62
Hence with his more than crocodile complaining, . . Let him
teach tears of yet unfancy'd falshood. 1840 Browning
SordeUo i. 232 Till some growth, Unfancied yet, exuberantly
clothe A surface solid now.
Unfa-nciful, a, (Un.i 7.) 1815 L. Hunt Feast Poets^

etc. 48 There is something not inelegant or unfanciful in the
conduct of Mr. Hayley s Triumphs of Temper. 1839 G.
Darlky Beaum. ^ Fletcher's Wks. (Rtldg.) p. xxiv, Ambi-
tious fustian, ..unfanciful extravagance.

Unfa*nkle, v. Sc, [Un-2 4 b.] trans. To
unfetter, set free.

x8a4 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. 113 The auld fowk
left now closer draw, O* care their sauls unfankle.
Unfa-nned ,/>//. a. (Un-'S.) i764GoLDSM.7ya7'.222 Their

level life is but a mouldering fire, Unquench'd by want,
unfann'd by strong desire. i8x6 Scott Old Mart, xxxvii,
Their zeal, unfanned by persecution, died gradually away.
Unfantastic, a. (Un-i 7.)

1794 T. Taylor Plotinus Introd. p. xxv, Nature operates
without knowledge inanunphantastic manner. 184a Lyttom
Zanoni 22 His wife was a daughter of quiet, sober, and un-
fantastic England. 1871 Palgrave Lyr, Poems 2 That
unfantastic strain. Void of weak fever and self-conscious cry,
..What modern hand can try?
Unfantastical, a. (Un-' 7.) [1775 Ash.] x86a R. H.

Patterson Ess, Hist, ff Art 334 In any common-sense and
unfantastical view of the matter,

Unfa-rced,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

i7»S Fam. Diet, s.v. Potage^ They may be garni^'d with
farc'd or unfarc'd Lettice. 1775 Ash, Unfarced.., not
farced, not stuffed. 1890 Child Ballads IV, 232/2 C is a
briefer, that is, an unfarced, form of B.
Unfa-rcical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1850 L. Hunt Antobiog. x.

n. 25 Some of these comic actors.. are as unfarcical as can
be imagined in their interior.

fUnfa-rdle, v, Obs, [Un.2 4 b.] trans. To
unload, unburden, discharge.
Z599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe H 3, Our Fisherman . . vnfardled

to the King his whole sachel of wonders. 1706 Stevens i,

Desenfardelar, to unfardle, to unpack.
Unfarewe-Ued, rt. (Un-' 9.) 1704 D'Urfey A brad. ^

Panth. i. 15 The pangs she feels To part unfarwell'd to his
gloomy cells, From her loy'd Abradate.

UnfaTing, ///. a. Obs, exc. Sc Also Sc, 6
onfarrand, 9 on-, unfarrant. [Un-1 10.] Unat-
tractive, unpleasant. Also f UnfaTlngly rtl/z;. Obs,
1513 Douglas Mneid ix. ix. 52 Wyth drawin swerd In

band, And quhite targat, onseraly and onfarrand. 1519
HoRMAN Vulg. 57 b. He went with an vnfaryng chere {L.
vultu abditctd\. Ibid., He loked vnfaryngly [L.truci/uit
aspectu], 1 1530 tr. Erasmus' Serm. Ch. Jesus {1901) 38 So
that it, whiche a lytle to fore semed unfaryiige, waxeth
amyable: whiche semed amyable, waxeth vnfarynge. 1818
Hogg Hunt of Eildon li, O, man, ye 're an unfarrant beast

!

1W7 Suppl. yamieson 179 An onfarant body,

Unfarme, var. Unfrrme a, Obs.
Unfarming,///. <z. (Un-' 10.) 1797 J. Whitaker in

Polwhele Trad. ^ Recoil. {iZ26)\\. 4^()g,l have had cires and
anxieties, . . that you un-farming divmes can hardly conceive.

Unfarrant, Sc. variant of Ujjfarino///. a,

Unfarrowed, ppl. a. (Un-' 4, 8.) 184a Tknnyson
Walking to Mail 92 We took them all, till she was left..,

the Niobe of swine, And so retum'd unfarrow'd to her sty,

Unfashion, sb. (Un-1 12.)
x8aa Galt Sir A, IVylie xxv, I have fallen in, notwithstand-

ing the unfashion of my apparel, with some creditable ac-
quaintance. 1876 Miss Yo.n-ge IVomankind xiii, Sunday-
SchooU were the fashion ofone generation,then the unfashion.

UnfasMon, v. [Un-2 4.] trans. To undo
the fashion or make of,

1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van, Aries 170 b, They
rente our Sauioure Christe in peeces,.,and..do facion and
vnfacion him vnto what forme they liste. 1580 Lupton
Sivgila 23 Man., doth so disorder and unfashion hiinselfe,

that you wyll not take hym that was laste yeare.to behym-
selfe thys yeare. x6ix Steed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ii. 5 10 1 hey
to curry fauour with the Normans.. altogether vnfashioned
thcmselues to imitate them. 163X Q}}Km.^s Samson Wks.
(Grosart) II. 149/1 Our sinfull usage does unfashion What
heaven hath made, and makes a new creation.

Unfa-shionable, a. and sb. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

+ 1, Incapable of being fashioned or shaped ;

not admitting of a material form. Obs.
1563 Man Musculus' Commonpl. 47 They doe slnne ia

that they set forth to the invisible and unfashionable God an
image of an olde man with a bore beard. 1607 Hieron Wks.
I. 236 Thou, beeing a builder, when a stone breakes or is

vnfashionable, throwest it from thee.

+ 2. Badly shaped or formed, Obs,
X594 Shaks. Rich, III, i. i. 22 Scarse halfe made vp. And

that so lamely and vnfashionable. That dogges barke at me,
as I halt by them. x6xi Speed Hist, Gt. Brit. vi. v. § 6.

58 He was of stature tall, of complexion pale and wan, of
body somewhat grosse and vnfashionable. 1638 Straffokd
Lett. (1739) II. 107 The Pikes short and ill-headed, their
Arms unfashionable and very little good. 1663 Cowley
Cutter Coleman St. Pref.. The slight Reparations .. of an
Old and unfashionable Building.

3. Of actions, conduct, etc. : Not in accordance
with the prevailing fashion.
1648 Boyle Seraph. Love (1659) 158 As Unfashionable as

such a Profession may seem in a Gentleman not yet two and
Twenty, 1693 Locke Educ. § 70 All the Actions of Child-
ishness, and unfashionable Carriage, and whatever Time
and Age will of it self be sure to reform. 1^59 Johnson
Idler No. 48 f 8 They give the mind an unfashionable cast.

X776 Adam Smith W. N. i. ix. (1869) I. loi It is there \sc. in

Vol. X.

185

Holland] unfashionable not to be a man of business. X843
Bethune Sc. Fireside Sior. 16 She had herself been bred in

the country where unfashionable revels of this kind are quite
common.
4. Ofpersons : Not following the current fashion

;

not living in a fashionable way.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav, 340 These unfashion-

able Doctors had mind on nothing but to satisfie their in-

satiable avarice. 1693 Concreve in Dryden's Juveual
XI. (1697) 290 Then, that Unfashionable Man am I, With me
they'd starve for want of Ivory. 1704 Steele Tender Hush.
V, i, Let me come at the intruder on ladies' private hours

—

the unfashionable monster ! 1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide i. 70
When Sim, unfashionable Ninny, In public calls me Cousin
Jenny. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. ix. They sat side by side,

a hopelessly Unfashionable pair. 1890 Spectator 16 Aug.,
Far from the madding crowd of fashionable or unfashionable
society.

b. sb. An unfashionable person,
xSaz [Lady Blessington] Magic Lantern ig The crowds

. .tempted me to stroll into that gay rendezvous of fashion-
ables, as well as unfashionables. 1831 Westm. Rev. XIV.
436 The fashionables are almost uniformly witty and agree-
able, the unfashionables stupid and disagreeable.

Hence Unfa'sliionableiiess.
1693 Ixjcke Editc. § 184 Natural Unfashionableness being

much better than apish, affected Postures. 1884 Contemp.
Kex'. July 102 AH that people will see in this latter sort of
work., will be its shapelessness,//«j its unfashionableness.

Unfa'shionably, adv. [Un-1 n.] In an
unfashionable manner ; at variance with the pre-

vailing fashion ; so as to be unfashionable.
i6ax Lady M. Wroth Urania 122 Assuredly more there

was of this Song, or else she had with her vnframed and
vnfashioned thoughts, as vnfashionably fram'd these lines.

X683 Oldham Wks. {1686) 99 That sniveling Puritan, who
spite of all the mode Would be unfashionably good, a 1704
T. Brown tr. Sylvius' Death LucretiaWks. 1709 III. 11. 84
At thy Work among thy Maids unfashionably busy. 1797
J. Lawrence in Monthly Ma^, XLVIII. 490, I.. am most
unfashionably unacquainted with all.. the great post-roads
and cross-roads. iStx Figure Training ^o Her waist is not
only unfashionably, but. .almost disproportionately large.

Unfashioned, ppL a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not wroufjht into form or shape.
^538 Elvot, Ine^igiatus, vnfacyoned, withoute good pro-

porcyon. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 38 When Moses
sheweth that the very vnfashioned lump [of the world] was
susteined in him {sc. the Spirit], 1633 Donne Elegy xv. 97
Countlesse multitudes Of formlesse curses, projects unmade
up. Abuses yet unfashion 'd, X669 Sturmv Mariner's iMag.
bj, Go forth, thou shapeless Embryon of my Brain, Un-
fashion'd as thou art. xjizSpect. No. 554 f 9 Many a good
natural Genius is lost, or lies unfashioned, like a Jewel in
the Mine. X764G0LDSM. Trav. 330, 1 see the lords of human
kind pass by... By forms unfashion'd, fresh from Nature's
hand. 1848 T, Aird Winter Day^ Evening 24 A cloudy
confluence of unfashioned light.

t 2. Not refined or polished ; not made elegant

or fashionable : a. Of persons. Obs.
x^o/^ViKAXEX. Queen's A readiai^QC) Worthier people too,

of subtler spirits, Then these vnfashion'd and vncomb'd rude
swaines. 1673 Drvden Marr, a la Mode 11. i, An un-
fashioned untravelled mere Sicilian is a ^^/"f. X711 Steele
sped. No. 154 P2 A sober modest Man was always looked
upon by both Sexes as a precise unfashioned Fellow. 1821
Mar. & R. L. Edgeworth Mem. I. 75 She was a plump
goodnatured unfashioned girl, with little knowledge of any
sort and no accomplishments.

fb. Of things. Obs.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Water Cormorant Wks. in. 6/3

That nluId-Sack for his most ynfashion'd fashions Is the
fit patterne of their transformations. 1670 Dryden \st Pt.
Con^. Gra}iada in. i, There's something roughly noble there.

Which, in unfashion'd Nature, looks Divine. 1695 J.
Edwards Perfect. Script. 436 Illiterate, blunt, unfashion d
language.

Unfa'sty a. Now rare. Also 4 unfest(e. [OE.
unfxst (Un-1 7),= WFris. on-j hnfest, MDu. and
Du. onvastj MHG. unvastj MDa, u/ast ; OHG,
unfestiy -vesti (MHG, unvesie, G. unfest).']

1. Insecure.

t:888K.v^.LFRED Boeth. xi.§2 For J>jem l>e assizer isnnfaist,

Se seo wyrd ?;e seo ;^esa2l5. ^897 — Gregory's Fast. C. 37.
a X300 E. E, Psalter xvii. 40 pou tobreddest mi gainges
under pie, And mi steppes noght unfest Jiai be. Ibid. xxvi.

4 Mi faas ^t are, {^i are unfest and felle sare. 13-.

Prose Psalter cviii. 23 (Dubl. MS.), Myn knowes be^? vniast

for fastyng. c 1584 T. M athew Let. in Life Sir C. Hatton
(1847)407 You be not the first. Sir, ..that have found both
friends unfast and neighbours unthankful. 1818 Todd,
Unfast, not safe; not secure. 1883 R. W. Dixon Afano i.

xiv. 45 Ah, could he but have rent shame's unfast cloak, And
seen her heart.

2. Not close or tight,

1648 Hexham 11. s.v. Leken^ To Leake as unfast Vessels.

Hence Unfa'stness, want of firmness, rare.

X398TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii.cl.CBodl.MS.), pat treen

bep scharp with pikes & l>ornes. .come(> of vnfastenes & vn-

sadnes of t's tre. 16x6 T. Adams Forest of Thorns Wks.
(1629) 1055 Hee would haue it \sc. thorniness] caused by the

insoliditie and vnfastnesse of the Tree.

fUnfa-st. 2/. dial. Obs. [Un-2 3.] = next.

1684 Meriton Yorksh. Ale Gloss. 112 To unfest is to untye
or unloose.

Unfasten, v. Also 4 onvestne, 5 onfestyn.

[Un-2 3 and 7.]

1. trans, a. To unfix ; to deprive of firmness or

fixity ; to make loose or slack. Also absol.

<Ti325 Ancr. R. 252 Al his attente is uorte unuestnen
heorten & fort to binimen luue, \>ct halt men togederes,

138a Wyclif Isaiah xiv, 27 The Lord forsothe of ostes

demede, and who shal moun vnfastnen ? 153a Hkrvet
Xent'Phon's Househ. 55 b, Els the sonne dryinge the erthe

tTHTATHOMABLE.
away from the rootes of the plante, shulde lewse and vnfasten
it, and sokyll it. 1597 Shaks. iHen.lVyXs. i. 209 Plucking
to vnfixe an Enemie, Hee doth vnfasten so, and .shake a
friend, 1698 Atterburv Serm, (1737) IV. 316 He must lake
care not to . . come within reach ofanything that may anyways
unfasten his resolutions. 1736 Carte Ormonde II. 373 The
design of this proposal was, first to unfasten him, and then
to lay him totally aside.

b. To detach ; to undo or release.
C1440 Fromp. Parv. 365/1 Onfestyn, idem quod OTiAosyn.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. viii, He had no sooner unfastned
his hold, but that a wave forcibly spoiled his weaker hand of
hold. 163^ T. James Voy. 14 We vnfastened our Ship, and
came to saile. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 8^9Then. .every Uolt and
Bar Of massie Iron or sollid Rock with ease [she] Unfast'ns.
1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xii, We will see whether my
key cannot unfasten all the locks that hold it. i860 Warter
»S'ta-Mtr(f 1 1.459 Unfastening.as it were, the links that bound
the people to their Parish Church. 1862 Miss Braddon
Lady Audlcy vii.LadyAudley was standing unfastening her
dress, a 1873 Lytton in Life ^ Lett. (1883) I. 289 The man
b^an to unfasten the boat.

fig, 1655 tr. SoreVs Com. Hist. Francion n. 29 She.,
prayed me to come to her house as soon as I could unfasten
my self from my Mistresse.

2. intr. To become detached or loose ; to open

;

fg: to separate.

C131S Shoreham Poems i. 2093 Nou lestne: 5ef he ot^er
ojjren so by.swyket>, No moje hy nouit onuestne, CZ430
Pilgr. Lyf Manhode r. cxxvi. (1869) 67 The bode holt and
keepeth faste the girdel that it vnfastne nouht. 1865 Swin-
burne Atalanta 91 From this time.. My lips shall not un-
fasten till I die.

Unfa'stenable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1880 Blackw. Mag. Mar.
377/1 A belt not always unfastenable in a moment.
Unfa'stened, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay xxiii. 401 The Image of Serapis
hung vnfastened in the ayre. i6xi Speed Theat. Gt, Brit.
{1614) 132/2 An Hand that removeth from place to place, as
the winde forceth her spongeous and unfastened body. 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udoipho xlii, She asked the house-
keeper whether she was certain no door had been left un-
fastened. x86i Geo. Eliot Silas M. iv, Where could he be
, .on such an evening, leaving, .his door unfastened ? 1897
Mrs. E. L. Vovnich Gadfly (1904) 69/2 The unfastened
sleeve fell back, showing a series of. .scars covering the arm,

Unfasti'dious, a. (Un-i 7.)
1815 Jane Austen Emma x, So prosing—so undistinguish-

ing and unfastidious. 182a Lamu Elia i. Decay ofBeggars^
Well fare the soul of unfastidious Vincent Bourne 1 1865
Sat. Rev. 4 Feb. 141/2 An unfastidious taste is not o^ended
by its style.

Hence Unfastl'dlonsness.
1881 Grant White Eng, Without ^ IVitkin 476 None the

less, however, was I puzzled to account for the unfastidious-
ness of palate.

Unfa thered, a.i [Un-i 9.]
1. Having no (known or acknowledged) father;

illegitimate.

IS97 Shaks. s Hen, IV^ iv, iv. 12s The people feare me:
for they doe obserue Vnfather'd Heiresj and loathly Births
of Nature. 1716 Pope Odyss, xix. 187 Ihy port asserts thee
of distinguish d race ; No poor unfather d product of dis-

grace. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh vir. 327 Marian's
babe, her poor unfathered child. 1874 Thollope /,fl(^ /!//««
i, She would be a penniless unmarried female with a daughter,
her child would be unfathered and base.

2. Unfatherly, rare-^.
lyyS Langhornk Owen ofCarron xvni. 2 And Moray, with

unfather'd Eyes, ..Attends bis human Sacrifice, Without the
Grecian Painter's Veil.

3. Of obscure origin ; unauthenticated.
1830 De Quincey Bentley Wks. 1863 VI. 55 Unfathered

rumours, rumours unacknowledged and untraceable, x888
Bryce Amer.Covwnv. lll.ci. 419 Men are., therefore ready
to trust their own fancies or some unfathered tale,

Unfa-thered, a.'^ [Un-2 4, s.] Deprived of

a father; made fatherless.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xvii, lole had her owne father
killed by Hercules. .& yet ere long this.. unfathered Lady
could sportfully put on the Lions skin, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn.
Cxxiv, Vf my deare loue were but the childe of state, It

might for fortunes basterd be vnfathered.

Unfa'therlike, a. or adv. (Un-' 7 c.) x6io Heywood
Gold. Age in. 1, Haue not these ruthlesse and remorselesse
eyes (Vn-faiher-like) beheld their panting hearts?

Unfatlierlyy a, [Un-1 7. Cf. Du. onvader^

lijky MHG. and G. unvdterlich^ Da. ufaderlig^

MSw, qfaderelik; also OE. unfrnderlice adv.] Un-
befitting a father.

i6ax J.Taylor (Water P.) Unnatural Father WVs. {i^^o)

138/1 So hee performed his last vnfatherly deed vpon her,

x63X Lady M. Wroth Urania 209 To trie, if by his vn-
fatherly tortiu'es, shee may bee wrought to leaue louing you.
1784 CowpER Tiroc. 866 Nature, pulling at thine heart,
Condemns th' unfatherly, tb' imprudent part.

Hence Unfa'tlierllziess.

^ 1850 L. Hunt A utobiog. xxv. 1 1 1. 285 No hell. No unfather-
liness. No monstrous exactions of assent to the incredible.

Unfa^thomability. (Un-'is; cf. next.) 1866 Cari,vle
Remin. (188 1) II. 331 To my private self bis divine reflections

and unfathomabihties seemed stinted.. and uncertain.

Unfa-thomable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

!• fiS' ^^ feelings, qualities, conditions, etc.

:

Incapable of being fully ascertained, explored,

exhausted, etc.

X617 Collins Def B^, Ely ii. ix. 404 Who are you then to
gage hearts, which Hieremy sayes are vnfaddomable. X663
Bp. Patrick Parab. PUgr. xxvii, Thy Goodness is unfathom-
able, else we should have sunk long before this beyond the
depth of it. 17x9 Young Busiris v. i, An earnest Of vast
unfathomable woes to come. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)
1, 119 What their real sentiments may be I shall not pretend
to guess, for they are an unfathomable sort ofpeople. 1802- xi
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UNFATHOMABLENESS.
Bkntham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 315 Subjected
to an unfathomable mass of punishment. 1850 Thackeray
Pendennisvi^ Her eyes., shone with tenderness and mystery
unfathomable. 1891 Meredith One cfour Cong, xxvi, Lady
Cantor spoke to her of Dudley's unfathomable gloom.

2. Incapable of being fathomed or measured;
unsoundable, immeasurable, vast

:

a. Of space (esp. in depth).

01676 Hale Prim. Orr's. Man. 11. vii. (1677) 187 Not..
meerly by the Superficies of the Sea, but by its vast depth,
which in some places is unfathomable. 1712 Addison Sped.
No. 420 P 3 Those unfathomable Depths of Ether. 1799
KiRWAN Geol. Ess, 479 The unfathomable abysses of the
ocean. 1815 Shelj,ey Alastor 373 On the unfathomable
stream The boat moved slowly. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa
Guidi Wind. i. 760 Ye may well look up surprised To those

unfathomable heavens that feed Your purple bills ! 1879
Miss Braddon Cim>en Foot iv, The long dazzling boulevards
stretching into unfathomable distance before her eyes.

b. In fig. contexts. (Cf. i.)

1640 Bp. Hall Ckr, Moder. 11. §7. 47 These are indeed
unfadomable depths in that Ocean, wherin we shall vainly
hope to pitch our anchor. 167J Stillingpl, Serm. xii. (1673)

337 O the unfathomable Abysse of Eternity ! 171a Addison
S^ct. No. 3oppi4 Sounding the unfathomable Depths of
Fate, Free-will and Fore-knowledge. 1739 Wesley 'Lot
God is here I' v. Thou source and life of all I Thou vast,

unfathomable Sea ! 1830 Shellf.y Fiordispina 9 For thou
the wonders of the depth canst know Of this unfathomable
flood of hours. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng, xxi. IV. 575 In
truth the depths of this man's knavery were unfathomable.
X859 Geo. Euot A. Bede iii, An unfathomable ocean of love
and beauty.
ahsol. 1831 Carlyle Sartor Res. it. viii. Two little visual

Spectra of men, hovering . . in the midst of the Unfathomable.

o. fig. Of the eyes.

18x7 Shelley Rev. Islam vi. xxxviii, The sweet peace of
joy did almost fill The depth of her unfathomable look.

1854 Thackeray Newcomes xxx, Her unfathomable eyes
were wells of g!oom. x88a *Ouida ' Maremma I. 212 Her
Itistrous, unfathomable, star-like eyes.

Hence TTnfa'thomablexiess.
Z690 NoRRis Beatitudes (1692) 133 The Unfathomableness

of the great Dispensation of Mercy, 1832 tr. Toitr Germ,
Priitce Il.xii. 244 The immortal secret.., the unfathomable-
ness of which had so tormented the ' elegants ' of the metro-
polis. 187a Geo. Eliot Middlem. in. xxiii. In Mr. Horrock
there was certainly an apparent unfathomableness, which
ofi'ered play to the imagination.

XJnfa'tliomably, adv. [Un-1 ii ; cf. prec]
To an unfathomable extent.

169s Blackmore Fr. ArtK vii. 61 A wide mouth'd Den,
..That downward goes unfathomably deep, Beneath the
subterranean Vaults. 1771 Smollett HuvipJu CI. 3 Sept.,
A surprising body of pure transparent water, unfathomably
deep in many places. 1820 Shk.llev Witch Atl. xlix, The
tremulous stars sparkled unfathomably. 1833 Ht. AIar-
tineau Briery Creek L 4 His grandfather appeared to him
.. unfathomably wise.

Unfathomed, ppL a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Of unascertained depth ; unsounded.
_ 1628 Feltham Resolves ii. xxvii. 85 [The river] at last..
inwaves it selfe in the vnfathom'd Ocean. 1634 Milton
Comus in Birch Wks. (1738) I. p. vii, Halfe his wast Flood the
wide Atlantique fills. And halfe the slow unfadom'd Stj'gian
Poole. 1723 Mrs. Centlivre Stolen Heiress v, Ope' earth,
hide me in thy unfathom'd womb. 1757 Gray Elegy xiv,

Full many a gem of purest ray serene, The dark unfathom'd
caves of ocean bear. 1813 Shellev Q. Mab iv. 95 The
lovely silence of the unfathomed main. 1871 Proctor Ex-
Panse Huav, 302 He still saw that cloudy light which speaks
of star depths as yet unfathomed.

b. In fig. context. (Cf. a.)

1623 MiDDLETON & Rowley Sp. Gipsy in. iii, A soul
drown'd deep In the unfathomM seas of matchless sorrows.
X683 NoKRis Passions o/" Saviour $ Sing the unfathom'd
depths of love. 1755 Young Centaur iv, The first moment
man quits hold of his Creator, he drops ! In distraction
and ruin, how unfathomed his fall ! 18x7 Byko>j Man/red
I. i. 243 By thy unfathom'd gulfs of guile, . . I call upon tnee !

x86z W. F. Collier Hist. Eng. Lit, 146 The unfathomed
depths of the poet*s mind.

2. fig. Not fully explored or known ; unascer-
tained; immense.
1659 T. PeCke Pamassi Puerp, 181 Nature in the un-

fathom'd StagyritCj Compos'd a Body, abject to the sight.
1688 Prior Ode vi, Man does with dangerous Curiosity
These unfathom'd Wonders try. 1784 Cowper Task 11.

538 When in him reside Grace, knowledge, comfort—an
unfathom'd store. x8oy Coleridge Friend (1865) 61 If
the mere acquiescence in truth, uncomprebended and un-
fathomed, were sufficient. iZgj Atlaniic Monthly LXXIX.
35 'l"hat was the thought of the unfatliomed might of man.
t Unfa'thomless, d. (Un-* 5 a.) 1673 Jaukway Heaven

on E. 20 Oh that I might lose myself, .as a small drop In the
unfathomless depth of his Love.

t Unfa'tigable, «. Obs. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.]

Indefatigable.
c 1550 Clariadus v. 1925 Apollo restless and unfatigabill.

159a Nashe p. Penilesse F 2 b, As Industrie and vnfatigable
toyle rayseth meane persons

. . to high thrones of authoritie.
i6aa Malynes Ww:. Law-Merch. 84 Which cannot be done
without an vnfatigable Industrie. 1627 LisanderSf Cat. ix.
184 Hee seemed so unfatlgable In his armes.
Unfati ^able, a. (Un-1 7 b.)
1799 SouTHi.Y Songs A men Indians, Hnron^s Address to

Vead ui, 1 hose are the unfatigueable feet That traversed
the forest tract. 1805— Madnc 11, ix. 84 With fleet feet and
unfatiguable. 1873 Ruskin Fors Clav, xxxili. 5 The waist
clastic as a reed, and as unfatiguable.

TJnfati-gue,z'. [Un-2 4b.] refi. To restore
(oneself) from fatigue.

'734 Carey Chrononhotonth>logos i, Fatigu'd with the
tremendous Toil of War... on downy Couch.. Himself he
onfiitiguea with gentle Slumbers. 1836 B. Hall Schloss

186

Hain/eldx. 14 May I trust you will induce Mrs Hall to
•unfatigue ' herself, .in this Tadmore in the wilderness?

Unfati-gued, ppL a. (Un- 1 8.)

X70S J. PiiiLii's lUeniteim 39 Over dank, and dry. They
journey toilsome, unfatigu'd with Length Of March. 1775
S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. vi. (1783) 1. 19 Celebrated for

volubility of conversation, and so vinfatigued a coniinuer,
that nothing human could ever come in for a word, i860
Holme Lee Leg. Fairy L. 93 He was again standing beside
me, perfectly cool and unfatlgued. 1879 Spencer Data 0/
Ethics X. § 65. 179 Sounds, .which yield to unfatlgued ears
intense pleasure.

Unfati-guing, ///. a. (Un-1 10.)

1808 Scott in Lockkart \. i. 20 That imperceptible and
unfatiguing exercise. 1822-7 Good Study Med. (182c)) IIL
473 Provided the patient passes a quiet and unfatiguing
life. 1865 Pall Mall G, 31 Aug. 3/2 To accept scanty pay
for monotonous but unfatiguing work.

Unfa-tted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 175a J. Hill Hist. Auim.
486 The pheasant.. when in good condition, .is little less

than a common unfatted fowl.

Unfaulty, a. (Un-i 7.)
1548 Udall, etc., Erasm. Par. Matt, xxi, 83 Whom be-

cause he had prouoktd agaynst hym with well doynge, he
made them not vnfaultye. 1587 Mirr. Mag.^ Locrinusiii,
What meane 1 here th' unfaulty for to blame? 1628 Wither
Brit. Rememb. 289 b. In a Watch or Clocke When it is out of
order once, or broke. The whceles that are unfaultle move
awry. 1645 Milton Tetrach. 31 A Covnant therforc
brought to that passe, is on the unfaulty side without injury
dissolv'd. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. xiv. 252 And
glad I am that the poor unfaulty baby is so justly lieloved
by Mr. B—. 1855 Singleton Virgil 1 1. 27 Be it allowed to
me To pity my unfaulty friend's mishap.

Unfavourable, a. (and j<^.). [Un-i 7 b.]

1. Not favourable, in various senses : a. Of per-

sons, opinions, etc.

XS48 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xix. 147 The Pharisees
..thynke theimselues fortunate that they carry the deuill

on theyre backes, ye roughest sitter possible and ye moste
vnfauourable. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim, Laws Scot.
II. xxii. § i. (1699) 239 After a Crime Is proved, the Pannel is

most unfavourable. 1777 Robertson Hist, Amer. 11. f 12
Talavera, at last, made., an unfavourable report to Ferdi-
nand and Isabella. 1779 Mirror No. 32, He was pleased.,
to communicate his opinions. I'he last I found generally
unfavourable both of men and things. 1835 T. Mitchell
Acham. 0/Aristoph. 200 note. The insertion of a choriam-
bus.., viewed with an unfavourable eye by Bentley and
Elmsley. 1890 Retrospect Med. CIL 45 The prognosis
was unfavourable only in severe cases.

b. Of conditions, circumstances, times, etc. Also
const, to orfor»
1748 Anson's Voy. i. viii. 77 These tempests. ., though un-

attended by any other unfavourable circumstance, were yet
rendered more mischievous to us by their inequality. 1766
Smollett Trav. xi. L 174, I have always found a cold and
damp_ atmosphere the most unfavourable of any to my con-
stitution, 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla III. 444 [She]
thought the moment unfavourable for a tcte-h-tcte. 1846
Mrs. a. Marsh Father Darcy II. xvi. 277, I must dispose
of the outlaying estates In Northamptonshire, and these
times are unfavourable. 1874 J. Geikie 67. Ice Age xxiii.

302 In situations that would now be considered most un-
favourable to their growth.

c. Of winds or weather.
1788 Gibbon Decl. <5- F. xlL IV. 132 An unfavourable wind

detained them four days. 1789 Charlotte Smith Ethelifide
IV. 155 A successless hunt, the morning being frosty and i

unfavourable. 1820 W. Scohesbv ..^cc. Arctic Reg. I. 307
The winds were mostly unfavourable. 1865 Carlyle Fredk.
Gt, XIX. vilL V. 581 In spite of. .the unfavorablest weather,
it was.. his fixed purpose to recapture Dresden.

fd. Of diseases, physical injuries, etc. Obs,
1782 V. Knox Ess. clxiii. (1819) III. 217 They were seized

with an unfavourable small-pox. 1793 Cowper Lei, to J.
Hill 10 Dec, You mentioned.. an unfavourable sprain that

you had received. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxlli. Her mind
is fotally alienated, which.. is sometimes the consequence
of an unfavourable confinement.

2. Of features or appearance : Ill-favoured.

1776 E. TopHAM Lett. Edin. 83 The men are large and
disproportioned with unfavourable, long, and saturnine
countenances. 178Z A. Highmoke Ramble Coast Sussex
(1873) 47 She said I did not carry an unfavourable appear-
ance. 1825 Scott Talisin. v, With all this most unfavour-
able exterior, there was one trait in the features of both
which argued alertness and intelligence.

b. Creating a bad impression.
1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. vi. 230 A procedure

which bore a most unfavourable appearance.

3. sb. An unfavourable result.

1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 42 But of these 36 throws,
any one of the five unfavourables of the first throw may com-
bine with any one of the second throw.

Hence UnfaTourableness.
1764 Phil. Trans. LIV. 105 The best account.. of my

observation, however imperfect through the unfavourable-
ness of the weather, 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 123
The unsuitableness of the soil, the unpropitiousness of the
climate, and the uiifavourableness of the seasons.

Unfavourably, adv. [Un-1 ii.] In an
of opin"opinion,unfavourable manner : a. In respect

statement, etc.

1460 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 63 Thei reporten you un-
favorabely and withoute credence, as men seyn, and some I

haveherd. ai68o Glanvill(J.), Bacon speaks not unfavour-
ably of this, a 1768 Seckeh Serfn.iiyji) V. xv. 335 There
hath been . . something or another that should not nave been ;

else so many would not have judged, .so unfavourably. x8i6
Scott Olti Jifort. xv, If our summons is unfavourably re-

ceived we will instantly attack. 1866
J.

H. Newman Let.
to Pusey 86 That compromise of which our countrymen
report so unfavourably from abroad.

UNFEASIBLENESS
b. In respect of circumstances, conditions, etc.

'833 Carlyle Misc. (1840) IV. 337 A richly endowed, un-
favourably situated nature. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father
Darcy II. ix. 151 His tones and gestures, .contrasted un-
favourably with the appearance either of Catesby or Winter,
1871 A. Me«30ws Man. Midiui/ery (ed. 2) 230, 1 believe it.

.

to compare very unfavourably with the death-rate of the
su])posed more formidable operation.

Unfavoured, /•/>/. a, (Un-i 8.)
1774 (JoLDSM. Nat. Hist II. 25T There was a time, when

these unfavoured children of Nature, were the peculiar
favourites of the great. 1796 [see Uncultivated///, a. i).

1908 Wallace Children Chapel 175 This diminished the
reputation and profit of the unfavored players.

Unfa-vouring, ///. a. (Un-> 10.) 1835 Woman II. 203
In an unfavuuring soil, where many seeds are sown, we reap
a full harvest of weeds. 1878 Stevenson Inland Voy. 17We still spread our canvas to the unfavourlng air.

TJnfaysible, obs. f. Unfeasible a,

Unfeared, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1 1. Not affected Ly fear ; undismayed. Ohs.
1435 MisYN Fire o/Loz'e loo Als H saule criste truly has

soght & vnferde & in sekynge wolde not cees. c 1475 Catk.
An^l. 127/2 (A), Vn-Ferde, z/-^/ hardy. 1600 Fairfax 'J'asso

I. Hi, Vnfear'd in fight, vntir'd with hurt or wound. x6xi
JJ. Jonson Catiline w. i, Though Heauen should speake, with
all his wrath at once, . . we should stand vpright, and vnfear'd,
1627 M AY L ucan 11. 556 He yet vnfear'd, his anger doth retain.

2. Not regarded with fear ; xmdreaded.
i6xa Two Noble K. \. ii. 71 A most unbounded Tyrant,

whose successes Makes heaven unfeard. 1667 M ilton P. L,
IX. 187 Nor nocent yet, but on the grassie Herbe Fearless
unfeard he slept. 1796 Coleridge Destiny ofNations 146
That.. herself Unfeared by Fellow-natures, she might wait
On the poor labouring man willi kindly looks. 1839 Bailey
Festus 291 It is the thing Unfeared and unforethought which
tempts, betrays. x868 Morris Earthly Par, (1870) I. il 597
Till death unfeared at last shall come to me.

tTufea'rflll, <z. [Un-1 7.] Having no fear;

fearless.

1544 Betham Precepts War i, cxHIi. G vilj b, To chose
souldyours whyche ben vnfearfulf and couragious to en-
countre wyth theyr enemyes. a 1569 Kingesmyll Com/.
Afflict. (1585) E 6 Other notable women, that were so un-
fearefuU to suffer moste sharpe death. 1603 Breton Mad
World Wks. (Grosart) II. lo/i He.. led me into his house,
the doore open, as unfearefull of theeves, as vnprovided for
strangers. 1784 Unfortunate Sensibility IL 155 Thou
mayest enjoy thy full inheritance unfearful of the shafts of
envy.

^ 1850 Alison Hist, Eur. (ed. z) XIII. xc, 270 The
humming-bird, . . so quick in its motions, so unfearful of man.
1888 Efuycl. Brit. XXII I. 313/2 The very fish . . would glide,
unfearful, between his [Thoreau's] hands.

Unfearfally, adv. [Un-1 ii; cf. prec]
Fearlessly, resolutely.

c 1430 Life St, Kath, (1884) 33 pe holy seruant. . was ryght
nought troubled, but vnferfulJy sche commended |>e labour
of hir chyualrye vnto our lord god. 1563 Golding Caesar
(1565) 8i b. Our enemies fought stoutly and unfearfullye.

1571 — Calvin on Ps, iv. 3 Unfearfully to despise whatsoever
they wrought against him. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 270 The
vndanted giuing or receiuing of wounds j and life so vnfear.
fully parted with.

Unfearing, ///. a. (Un-1 io.)

17^ Monthly Mag. IL 615 Him would the storm-vext
Adriatic surge,. .The wreck of shattering worlds, Unfearing
smite. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 18 In addition to
these multifarious talents, he was ready, obliging, and un-
fearing. 1868 Lynch Rivulet clxl viii, Down with unfearing
heart I He, And wait sleep's healing mystery.

Hence Unfea-ringrly adv.
1895 Coutemp. Rev. Mar. 434 Unfearingly to allow the

total severance of the bond.

Unfeary, var. Unfeiuie a. Sc.

t Unfea'sable, a, Obs. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.]

- Unfeasible a.

1628 Mead in Ellis Orig, Lett Ser. i. III. 268 Their
works seem now altogether unfeisable. 1640 Sir K. Digby
in Lismore Papers Ser, 11. (1886) IV. 133 All those wayes
were not onely very difficult and peradventure vnfeazable
[etc.].

_ 1673 S'too him Bayes 15 Ihe bishop was a weak man,
and laid an unfeisable design.

Hence f TTnfea'salileiiess ; f Unfea'sably adv.
1613 WooDALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 390 To brand it

with pitliful inhibitions., and *unfeasablenesse [etc.]. 1678
Cudworth Intell, Syst. 682 Those small and pitiful attempts
..only showing the unfeisableness and impossibility thereof.

1638 Junius Paint. Aficients 331 Workes. .done by an un-
speakable way of Art, delically, divinely, 'unfeisably, etc.

insinuate nothing els.

UnfeasibiUty. (Un-* 12 ; cf. next.) 1655 Fuller Hist.
Canibr. 70 U'he failing is not in the unfeacibility of the
Design, but in the accldentajl defaults of the Vndcrlakers.
1839 Carlyle Chartism ix, The matter.. can at least solace
itself with hope, and die gently, convinced of ««feasibillty.

1850 — Latter-d. Pamph. il. 9 Nature.. taught him the
futility and unfeasibility of the system follo\ved here.

Unfea sible, a. (Un- i 7 and 5 b.)

1527 St. Papers Hen. VIII, L 247 As the discripcion..

shulde he to tedious, .to rede, so the explicacion therofshulde

be unfaysible unto me. 1648 J. Bkaumont Psyche xviii.

ccxix, But seeing this unfeasible, the sight Redoubled her
compassionate sorrows weight. X657G. Starkey Helmonfs
Viud. 145 This Logick would make almost all Mechanicks
to be impossible, if what ever you cannot do must straii;ht

be unfeclble. 1673 O. Walker Educ. (1677) 37 Harshnes is

discovered in..enjoyning things In themselves too difficult,

unfesible, unsupportable. 1804 Colebrooke Husb. Bengal
35 Circumstances that render it unfeasible to enter these

fields to select the ripe plants, without damaging the rest,

1886 Brit, Med. yml. 12 June 1 142/2 The use,. is doubtle»
charming in theory,, .but, in practice, it is unfeasible.

Hence Unfea*slble3iess.
x6§3 Hoi.CROFT Procopius, Pers. Wars w, 42 Seeing ex-

'

ccssive undertakings ever are rewarded with unfaislbleness. "



UNPEASTED.
Unfeasted, ppL a. (Un-' 8.) 1636 Hevwood L&ve's

Mistress i, Nor shall they part from hence with unfeasted
cores. 1897 R. Kkarton Nature ^ Camera 51 The trippers

had to return with .. tht;ir curiosity unfeasted. Un-
fea'Stful, (t. {Un-' 7.) t Non-festival, a 1564 Uecon Art.
Chr. Keli^. xvii, Not on y« feastful, nor on the vnfeastful,

dayes only, but at al lymes.

TTnfea-atly. a, [Un-I 7. Cf. G. unfestliih.']

Not in festival trim.

{*1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 3^8 Hir liste nat appalled for to

be Ne on the niorwe vnfeesthch [v.rr. onfestelyche, vnfestly,

etc.] for to se.

t Uafea't, a. Obs.-^ [Un- 1 7.] Not well dis-

posed ; unfit.

dciS33 Ld. Bbrnbrs Gold. Bk. M, Aurel. (1535) Cciijb,
They ar vnfete to do wel : & are holly disposed to do yl.

Unfea'tlier, v, [Un-2 4 and 7.]

L trans. To strip of feathers ; to unplume.
x483Ca/A./i«^. 124/2 To vn- Fed yr,tfjr^^««ar^,^a-//?/ff/tfrtf.

1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel, in HoUnsked II. 116/2 He so
handled the matter, that he had vnfetherod hini of his best

friend'^, aids, and helps. 1603 Florid Montaigne 11. x. 236,

I will love him that shall trace, or vnfeather me. a 1639 T.
Carew Poems Wks. (1824) 79 Love lent thee wings to flye,

so hee Unfeather'd, now must rest with mee. x68i Rvcaut
tr. Gracian's Critick 183 None are here of those who can.,
unfeather our Nests, whilst they enwrap us in the quilts.

1769 CoLMAN Oxonian in Town i. 8 Ay, ay, we'll unfeather

the whole nest in time.

2. intr. To lose the feathers.

X849 J. .\. Carlvle tr. Dante's Inf. 202 When poor Icarus

felt his loins unfeather by the heating of the wax.

Unfeathered, a. [Un-1 9. Cf. OE. unie-

feSeredy MDu, ongevederi, G. ungefiederty f •federt^

older Da. ufedret^ Sw. ofjddfad!\

\. Not provided or covered with feathers : a. Of
birds^ etc.

1570 Levins Manip. 50 Vnfethered, tmplumis. 1605 A.
WiLLET Hexapla Gen. Ded., L.haue brought forth my
unplumed and vnfeathered birds. 1653 Jkr. Taylor Serm,
for Year i. Ep. Ded., They are like callow and unfeathered
birds. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg, iv. 745 Whose Nest some
prying Churl had found, and thence, By Stealth, convey'd
ih unfeather'd Innocence. 1780 Cowi'kr Sparrows in Trin.
Coil. 14 In hope of crumbs, Which kindly giv'n, may serve

with food Convenient their unfeather'd brood. i8a6 S.

Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 83 A roughness which is

compared to the skin of an unfeathered goose. 1884 Coues
y. Amer. Birds 86 Feathered Tracts and Unfeathered
Spaces.

b. Applied generically to man.
£1600 Tinwn V. iv. (1842) 86 A peripatetick Is a two legd

lining creature, gressible, unfeathered. 1681 Drvujen Aos.
ff Ackit. I. 170 And all to leaue what with his Toil he won
To that unfeather'd two-legtj'd thing, a Son. 1754 War-
BUBTON Bolingbroke's Philos. i. 36 Ribaldry and ill language
disgrace the animalimphtme bipes^ the two-leg'd unfeathered
Philosopher. 1817 IJentham Pari. Reform Introd. 213 The
speeches of so many unfeathered bipeds. 1895 Atlantic
Montiily LXXVI. 141 '2 Such tastes.. have been known
among the unfeathered tribes. «

2. Of arrows : Not fitted with feathers.

1611 CoTCH., Materas desenipenni. .. an vnfeathered
quarrell. 1790 Cook's Voy. I. 75 But. .kneeling down, [he]

shot an arrow, unfeathered Cas they all are), near the

sixth part of a mile. 1837 Lytton Athens II. 122 Lycians
with mantles of goat skin and unfeathered arrows of reed.

i860 Maury Phys. Geog. (Low) iv. 103 The unfeathered
arrows represent winds.

t Unfea tly, a</z'. (Un-' ii.) 1548 Udall Krasm. Pref.
Par. Luke {.*.) ij b, It was a thynge not vnfeactly ne vnskil-

fully spoken in the prouerbes of the Grekes, that [etc.].

1611 CorcR., /w/rtj^nv/irt*^, . .vnaptly, vnfitly, vnfeatly,

Unfea tured, a. (Un-i 9.)

1693 Drvden Juvenal x. 308 A ropy Chain of Rhumes

;

a Visage rough, Deform'd, Unfealur'd, and a Skin of Buff.

1810 L. Hunt Politics 4- Poetics 30 Nightmare, horrid mass !

unfeatured heap I 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics xui. iii,

The sLiriess, unfeatured night. 189a Stevenson Across t/te

Plains 226 His whole unfeatured wilderness of an existence.

tUnfea'ty, a. (Un-' 7.) O&s, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
n. ii. (1598) 100 For his part, hee neuer saw more vnfeatie

(1500 unfeatliel fcUowes then great clearks were.

tfnfeoible, obs. f. Unfeasible a,

fUnfe'Ct, a, Obs. [Us-* 7: cf, Fect v.] Uninfected.

iSoa Atkynson tr. De Imitatione lit. xxxviii. 227 Seldome
suche persones be fre and vnfecte of the venym of theyr

owne sekyngc. tUnfC'Ctual, a. Obs. [Un-* 7; cf.

FEcruALi.Vi^i'.] UncfTectual, ineffective. 1549 Coverdale,
etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. 11 It was..meete, that shadowes
should gyue place to the truth; and the unfectuall, to that

whiche was. .effectuall.

Unfe-cundated,///. a, (Um-i 8 and 5 b.)

[1775 Ash.] 1857 Geo. Eliot Atnos Barton v, An tin-

fecundated egg, which the waves of time wash away into

nonentity. 1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat. V. 68/1 The mass of
the yolk and the germ, in their unfecundated state.

Unfed, ppl. a. [Un-1 g b. Cf. Mi:)u. onge-

voedetf 'Voel^ Du. -voed\mit<\, unnourished ; ON. and
Icel. ^-, 6f6eddr (Sw. ofodd^ Da. «/W/) unborn.]

1. Not supplied or nourished with food,
a 1300 Cursor M. 12925 lesus.. fasted fourti dais vn-fedd.

Ibid. 19650 Thre dais liued he jpar vnfedd. 1513 Douglas
Mneidix.vX. 71 The empty lioun, lang onfed, ..Trubland
the fald full of sylly schep. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. May
44 Shepeheards..That playen, while their flockes be vn-
fedde. 164Z Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 123 Carre -swannes,
that are unfedde, are usually at 2s. 6d. a peece. 1687
T)KynKii /find ^ P. iii, 195 Some sons of mine.. Have
sharply tax'd your converts, who unfed Have foUow'd you
for miracles of bread. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 570/1, I

wonder'd, why his oxen stray d, His sheep and heifers pine'd
unfed. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlvii. (1856) 442 Now the
half-tutored, luifed E:iquimaux Jog would cat a goat, bones,

187

slcin, and for aught I know, horns. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par. (1870) I. II. 565 Upon his perch the falcon sat Unfed.
transf. 1890 ' R. Iioldhewood' CoL Reformer xxvW, Tlie

diet.. became wcllnigh intolerable: the liaccid unfed meat,
. .the milkless tea [etc.].

2. fg. Not supplied with necessary material,
support, etc.

a 1625 Fletcher & Shirley Lover's Progr. iv. i, She that
is forfeited to lust must dye, That humour being unfed. 1664
Dkvden & Howard Indian Queen iv. ii, I shou'd. .like an
unfed strcini run on and dye. 1697 Dryden j-Eneis ,\i. lot
A lovely Flow'r, New cropt by Virgin Hands,. .Unfaded yet,
but yet unfed below. 1816 iJvRON C/t, Har. iii. xliv, Even
as a flame unfed, which runs to waste With its own flicker-

ing. 1883 Jml. Educ. XVIII. 148 A church unfed from
the public table.

Unfeeble, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1547 Salesbury Diet. Civ,
Dilesc, unfeble. iS<S9^. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes
Iviii. 83 b, Sinners with the faithfuU had already entred
into the Churche, the feeble with the unfeeble.

Unfee'd, //A a. [Un-1 8.] Not rewarded
with, or engaged by, a fee; unpaid.
1605 Shajcs. Lear i. iv. 142 Then 'tis like the breath of an

vnfeed Lawyer, you gaue me nothing for't. a 1628 Dabqrne
Poor-mans Comf. 11. (1655) C 4, Now he's as spcechlesse, as
an unfeed Atturney. 1709 Garth Dispens. (ed. 6) v. 39
Vaunt now no more the Triumph of your Skill, But, tlio'

unfeed, exert your Ann, and kill. i3o2-ia IJentham Ration,
jfudic. Evid. (1827) IV. 419 liut it is. .the honest interest of
the unfeed judge, that.. the truth shall come to light. 1850
Blackie Aischylus I. 148 And why walks Grief, an unfee'd
page, with thee?

Unfeedable.o. (Un-^ 7b.) 1867 Ruskin Timeff Tide
iii. fi 10 Have you considered what is to be done finally with
the unfcedable mouths? Unfee'dlng,/^/. a. (Un-' 10.)

1385 Abp. Sandvs Serm. xviii. 316 What can . . the vn-
feeding pastor, the vniust iudge, . . aunswere in that day
but pleade guiltie? 1610 Bp. Hall Apol. Brownists xxvii.

(1627) 596 The necessary patterne of an vntcaching pastor,
or an vnfeeding teacher.

Unfeel : see Unfele a, and Un- 2 3.

Unfeelable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

1 1. Unable to feel ; insensible. Obs,
c 1400 Love Bonavent, Mirr. (1908) 243 Sche was all out

of liir self and vnfelable made, as half dede. 1568 Turner
Herbal in, 51 The Nux methel is poyson and maketh num
or vnfelable.. .It maketh vnfelable the head.

2. Incapable of being felt ; impalpable, rare.
i6ii CoTGB., Impalpable, impalpable, vnfeelable. 1632 I.

DoD Ten Sermons, etc. 269 Ihis Christ, . . in whom we behold
God which is invisible, and touch him which is vnfeelable.

Unfee-ling, f/5/. j-^. [Un-1 13.] Lack of feeling.

1603 Florio Montaiene u.x\\. 285 Indolencie or vnfeeling

of paine, 1805 Monthly Mag, XIX, 657 The rapacity, the
selhsh unfeeling, the low cunning of Odysseus.

Unfee'ling, ppl. a. [Un-1 io and 5 d.]

1. Having no feeling or sensation, insensible

;

fig. not sensitive to inii)ressions, etc.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd, II, 264 Yfele swilas unfelende.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24426 Quen i sagh ]}us all thinges..Vn-
feland for f^air lauerd mum, Moght t me noght for-ber.

c: X430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 31 For ]jay wot not hem self

Jjatpayare [offended] whyl )>ay are hot vnfelyng matere.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. n. t 103 Vnfeeling fools can with
such wrongs dispence. 1593 — 2 Hen. K/, in. ii. 145 Fain
would I go to chafe his palie lips, ..And with my fingers

feele his hand, vnfeeiing. 1619 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Kicksey iVinsey Wks. (1630) 42/1 They must not take me
for a Stupid asse, That I (vnfeeling) will let these things
passe. x76o-7a H. Brooke F'ool ef Qttal. (1809) IV. 127

[He] pressed his lips to the pale and unfeeling lips. 1780
Cowper Progr. Error 528 So one . . Woo'd an unfeehng statue

for his wife. 1846 Trench Mirac. iv. 36 When lie blesses,

it is men; but when he smites, it is an unfeeling tree. 1876
li^\.Kcvi\%Songs Relig, if Life 223 All my weeping can recall

her never, Back from the cold unfeeling sod f

b. Const, of, to, or with direct object.

1744 Eliza Heywood Female Sped, No. 3 (1748) I. 113 It

is sure a pleasure which no words can paint 1—No heart

unfeeling it conceive ! 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 11. liv,

But should to fame your' hearts unfeeling be, ..Then hear
[etc.]. 1760-78 H. Brooke Fool of Quat. (1809) II. iig

They appeared so cheerful and unfeeling of their own
wretchedness.

2. Devoid of kindly or tender feelings ; uncom-
passionate, unsympathetic.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. t. 63 This is no answer thou
vnfeeling m.-in. To excuse the currant of thy cruelty. 1598-9
Ii. JoNsoN Case is Altered v. iii, O heauen 1 can it be? That
men should liue with such vnfeeling soules, Without or touch
or conscience of religion ? 1734 Popk Ess. Maniv. 319 The
broadest mirth unfeeling Folly wears. Less pleasing far than
Virtue's very tears. 1781 Gibbon Decl. ^ F. (1787) III.xxx.

167 note, The bloody actor is less detestable^ than the cool

unfeeling historian. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xviii, I was neither

a false lover nor an unfeeling son. 1883 Froude in Mrs.
Cariyle's Lett. III. 204 John Carlyle. .had been rough and
unfeeling.
absol. 174a Gray Prospect Eton Coll. 94The tender [groan]

for another's pain ; Th' unfeeling for his own.

Unfee'lingly, adv. (Un-i ii ; cf. prec)
c 1374 Chauckr Troyltis n. 19 Ek Jwugh I speke of loue

vnfcTyrigly, No wondir is. 1753 T. Ciuber Lives Actors,

Booth 74 The first h.is been unfeelingly mouthed and ranted

throughout. 1768 .Sterne Sent. Joum., Dwarf, The
German turn'd his head back, look'd down upon him as

Goliah did upon David—and unfeelingly resumed^ hjs

posture. 190a Monthly Rev. Aug. 187 ' Bid your mtnnie
good-bye, lad,' said Robin, not unfeelingly.

"Dnfee'lingness. [Un-i 12.]

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xxv._ (Tollem. MS.),

Austyne sayeb b-'^t slep is a kyndely unfelingenesse [L. in-

sensibilitas] comen to l»e body and to l?e soule. 1583
Babington Commandm. (1590) 99 When wee .. headlong

in vnfeclingnesse runne on. 15^ Florio, Insensibilita,

sencelesnes, vnfeelingnes. 1766 Mks. Cakter Lett. (1809)

UNFEIBIE.
III. 285 Surely it Implies rather the want of philosophical
pride and unfeelingness. 1780 Mirror No. loi, A warm
remonstrance against the inhumanity of parents, the un-
feelingness of age, and the injustice of the world. 1853
RouEKTSON Serm. Ser. iv. xvi. (1876) 209 Would it not be
coarse unfeelingness to treat such customs with anything
but respect. 1895 Pop. Sci. MontlUy Sept. 654 The same
predommance of self., is said to reappear m the., unfeeling-
ness of children.

Unfeigned, ppl. a. (and advX Forms : (see
Feign z/.). [Un-I 8.]

1. Not feigned, pretended, or simulated ; sincere,

genuine, true, real,

a. c 1374 Chaucer Anel. ^ Arc. 289 Verraylye yee slee me
with I^e peyne pat may yee see vnfeynid on myn huwe,
C1440 Pallad. on Husb. v. 194 Of vnfeyned curage [L.
sponte\ Of been therto wole come a multitude, X494 Act
II Hen. VII, c. 18 Or eliis he have such unfayned siknes,
letting or diseas that he may not, .come to do his personell
attendaunce. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 99 b
Neuer eate ne drynke out of due tyme, except.. vnfayned
nede comjiell the. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. L j, Neither
passed ibis tedious tyme. .without vnfayned ioyes & vn-
spcakeable pleasure. 1649 Bp. Reynolds Hosea ii. 68 Pro-
fession of faith, unfained, and sincere Repentance was made
before Bapiisme. 1713 Steele Sped. No. 402 F 2, I have
an unfeigned Love of Virtue. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina
Ixxxii, I need not tell you what unfeigned joy accompanied
our meeting. ^1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii. (1861) V.
82 Keppel . . looked up with unfeigned admiration to a master
whom be had been accustomed .. to consider as the first of
living men.

J3. CX375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. {Cecilia) 528 Of conscience
gud & clere, & fath vnfenset is6a W1N5ET IVks. (S. T. S.)

1. 2 Ane Exhortatioun.. For vnfen5eit reformation of doctrine
and maneris. 1609 Hume in Wodro^v Soc. Misc. (1844) 585
So I wische to God that.. the Prince's wrathe mycht be
appeazed,. .and his unfainzed favour reconcealed.

2. Of persons or the lieart : Plonest or sincere in

feeling or action.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 839, I loue oon which is most
ententyf To seruen wel vnwery or vnfeyned. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 7363 As it were in a pilgrimage Lyke good and hooly
folk vnfey;ied. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clxx. 195/2
Whan.. his companyons..herde hym speke those wordes,
they parceyued well howe he spake them witli all his herte
vnfayned. 1573 Barkt Alv. V 126 Your unfeined, trusty,

and assured friend. 1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. i. iv. 301
Succour a seely maid, that doth implore Aide, on a bended
heart, unfain'd and meeke. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng.
I. iv. 16 Of fained friends, becomming unfained foes to the
Britons. \6g6{title), Some Seasonable and Modest Thoughts
.. Concerning the Scots East India Company, by an un-
feigned and hearty Lover of England,

1 3, As adv. Without feigning ; honestly. Obs,

1463-7 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 8r, I shal and do pray -

God dayly to sende you such one . . that wil drede and faith-

fully unfeyned love you. aiSzgSKELTON Ware the HaukeZx
But the fawconer vnfayned Was much more febler l^rayned,

1550-3 Decaye Eng. in SuppUc. (1871) loo And then vn-

fayned, as we do thynke, we sholde haue corne ynough.

Unfei'guedly, adv. [Un-1 ii.] In an un-

feigned manner ; without feigning or pretence

;

sincerely, honestly.
a. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 77 b, He must subdue

& meke hym selfe in very treutti vnfaynedly. 15^7 tr.

Bullinger^s Decades 564 Then shall wee like true penitents

vnfeignedly reuerence & dread the Lord. x6a8 Wither
Brit. Rememb. 11. 1231 And if unfainedly we practise thus

He doth of safety also warrant us. i686 Horneck Crucif.

Jesus xiv. 308 Both parties do unfeignedly, and without
guile, or fraud, or equivocation, declare themselves willing

..to perform the things agreed upon. 1763 Burke Co7-r,

{1844) I. 51, I am very unfeignedly glad to hear from you.

1825 ScoiT Betrothed xix, If you will speak unfeignedly,

you must.. allow [etc.]. 1891 Farkar Darkn.Sf Datunxrim,
She rejoiced, .unfeignedly at the boy's recovery.

j3. igga Abp. Hamilton (Trt/^*:/!:. (1884) 56 Quhasaevirluffis

God with trew lufeuiifenyetlie. xt^jxSatir. Poems Refonn.
xlii. 774 Quha feiris God vnfenjeiilie Of that sweit word
will neuer Irk.

Unfeignedness. [Un- i 12.] The quality

of being unfeigned ; sincerity, etc,

1535 CovERDALE I Cliron. XXX. 17, I knowcthat vn-

faynednes is acceptable vntothe. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's

Inst. III. 299 That by prouing them y* be his he may haue
a triall of their vnfainedn esse. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb.
V. 041 Lord, remember thou, That with unfaiuednesse, I beg
thee, now. To keepe me alwayes mindful! of thy love, a 1684

Leighton Comm. I Peter ii. (16^3) 468 His feet strive to

keep pace with his Tongue, which gives evidence of its

unfainedness.

Unfei-gning,//*/. a. (Un-1 io.)

^1400 [see Unfeigningly adv.). 1436 [see Unfailingly
Oiiv.]. 1791 Cowi-KR Iliad x. 488 With unfeigning truth

Simply and plainly will I utter all. 1791 — Odyss. xxi. 247
He then, convinced Of their unfeigning honesty, began.

Unfei-gningly, arfz'. (Un-1 ii.)

CI400 .SV. Trojan IVaru. 580 Dyomed has furst sworne

he pees Wnfen^heandly [v.r. wnfen5eand] to hold, a 1568

Bannatyne MS. (Hunterian Club) 623 To yow..Unfenye-
andlie with hairtlie lufe..I me commend.

Unfei-rdy, a. Sc. rare. [Un-1 7 ^-feirdy able,

active.] a. Awkward, clumsy, b, (See quot.)

c 1590 J, Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II, 9/58 Than sail It

pertlie occupie the place, Thocht it be framd with my vn-

feidie fyle. 1866 Edmonston Orkney Gloss. 136 Unferdy,
unwieldy, overgrown.

Unfeirie, a. Sc. Also 6 vu-, onfery, vn-
felre, 8 unfiery, 8-9 unfeary, 9 onfeirie. [Un- ^

7.] Inactive; incapable of exertion.

1513 Douglas A£neid x. xiv. 70 Thocht the violens of his

sayr smart Maid hym onfery [v.r. vnfery]. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 437 Cruikit he wes, vnfeire of his

cors. 0x736 T. Whittell Poems (1815) 170 But Sawney
24-3
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srrew wean\.. Being auld, and unfearj*. and fail'd of his t feminized. 1895 F. AooLPHUs^tfw./'rtnj 296 The example
. .1 *-«_ ri^_.*j- /_no_\ii TU ,.U ^CT^^^A U,t tka TrnrrKi;!. ic ii nrominicino' l«ranrp. UntftTICe.

Strength, a 1779 Graham li^riittt^s (1883) II. 32 The auld

beast being unheryo' the feet, she fundred. xSoiSR. Jamie-
SON ro/. Ball. 11. 171 Thoch auld onfeirie and lyart I'm

now. 1809 Scott Let. in Lockhart II. vii. 263 Coursing is

my only and constant amusement, and my valued pair of

four-legged champions, .wax old and nnfeary.

XJnfe'lea a. Obs, exc. dial. Forms : 1-2 un-
f8ple(2 unn-), 3 unfeale; a-3unfele (vn-), 3-4
unvele (vnuele, onvele), 9 Sc. and north, on-

feel, unfeiL [OE. unfkle^ f. un- UN-i+/«/tf

good, Fblb a.2] Bad, evil, wicked ; wretched,

miserable, unpleasant.
rt9oo Genesis 723 Hit waes l>eah . . menniscra mortS, J>aet

hie to mete da^ion ofet unfxle. c 1000 A^lfric Gloss, in

SVr.-Wulcker xo8 Satiric w*/ y&K«/,. .unfaele men, wude-
wasan, unfaele wihtu. c xooo A^s. Gosp. Mark vi. 49 Hi wendon
^t hit unfile [cxx6o un-felej gast waste, c laoo Trin.

Coll. Horn. II. 79 5if be unfele man his wille (oV^^b and
. .te5 him to unwrenches. c 1205 Lay. 22018 Neh Jiere ss;

stronde is a mxre swifte muchel ; J>at water is un-fa;le. a 1350

OtvI^ Ni'sht. 1003 t^t lend is grislich & vnuele. Ibid. 1381

He is vnvele and forbroyde. c 1390 S. Eng. Leg, \. 468/231

J>e sarazins onvele weren fuUe of nyj)e and hete. 13,.

R. Gloucester's Ckron, (Rolls) App. G. 39 pe moder his

brote carf, |>o was heo vnfele. CZ400 Laud Troy Bk. 8830
The while that he hadde his hele, Ther he sclow Gregeys

as vn-vele. 1825 Jamieson, (?«yirtf/, ..unpleasant, disagree-

able, implying the idea of coarseness or roughness j as, ' an
onfeel day ', * onfeel words ', &C. Xeviotd. 1894 Northum-
berland Gloss. 756.
Unfeli'citous, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.) 1802-12 Bentham

Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 487 In principle, thearrange-

ment [isj . . correct, howsoever in the application misguided
and unfelicitous. 1876 M. Collius Midnight to Midn.lll.
viii. 136 Let us predict for them premature and unfelicitous

exit into the land of scoundrels.

Unfe-Ued,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

IS43 Act 35 I/en. VIIF, c. 17 § i There shall be left stand-

ing and unfelled . . twelve Standils or Storers of Oak. 1591
Marlowe tr. Lucan i. 448 In vnfeld woods, and sacred

groues you dwell, c i6ix Chapman Iliad vi. 68 Nor, like

the king of men. Let any scape unfell'd. 1839 Carlyle
Cliartism x, Where Canadian Forests stand unf«lled.

^ 1883
Harper s Mag, Feb. 435/2 Couriers are out summoning.

.

the wood-choppers to leave the half-cut tree unfelled,

Unfe'llied, a. (Un-> 9.) 1885-94 R- Bridges Eros^ <5-

P yche March xxlx, Melicertes drave His chariot .. with
swift unfellied wheel. Unfe'llow, v. (Un;^ 6 b.) 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh v. 552 Death quite unfellows

us, Sets dreadful odds betwixt the live and dead.

Unfellowed, a. (Un-i 9.)
IS97 Prayers in Liturg. Serv. Q. Etiz. (Parker Soc.) 671

So shall., the faithful [be] encouraged to repose in thy un-
fellowed Grace. 1634 Yo^^Perk. Warbeck iv. i, The Eng-
lish general returns A sensible devotion from his heart, .to

this unfellowed grace. 1649 Aknway Tablet-zi If it be high
treason against the AUmightie, to severe so unfellow'd a
Paire, 1M7 Meredith Ballads ^ P. 104 Every second
man, unfellowed, Took the strokes of two, and gave.

iJnfe'Uow-Uke, a. (Un-' 7 c.) 1608 Hieron Defence
ill, ig An act of abasement.. such as convtnceth us., to be of

an inferior and unfellowlike condition, with Christ at his

table, tUnfe*lon,rt. O^j, (Un-'7.) a 13,00 CursorM. 60^0
pan sent dnghtin a litel beist, O toth es noght vnfelunest.

Unfelo'niously, adv. (Un.' h.) a 1634 Chapman &
Shirley CAa^tj/ in. ii. If traitorous pride.. Were sentenc'd

unfeloniously before, I'll burn my books.

Vvfelt, />/>/. a. (Un-1 8 b. CWDn.ongevoeid,
G. ungefiikli.)

a 1586 Sidney Astr. ^ Stella Bonn, xxiv, Let him, de-

priu'd of sweet but vnfelt ioyes, . .grow in only folly rich I

1595 Daniel Civ. IVars v. xcviL Whilst Talbot. .Carries

his vnfelt age as if forgot. 1607 Chapman Hussy cCAvtbois
ill. ii, O, 'tis a subtle knave ; how like the plague Unfelt he
strikes into the brain of man. z68i Dryuen Abs. Sf Achit,

I. 603 Thus, form'd by Nature, furnished out with Arts, He
glides unfelt into their secret hearts. 1742 Gray Adversity
8 Purple Tyrants vainly groan With pangs unfelt before^ un-
pitied and alone. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. iv. 456 Nor is its

power Unfelt among the sedentary fowl That seek yon pool.

1883 Parker v4/((if/. Li/e II. 192 He was writhing m an un-
felt and unknown agony.
absol. z886 A. Weir Hist. Basis Mod. Europe (i88g) 487

Few have been destitute of some theory respecting the un-
seen and unfelt.

Hence + TTnfe'ltly adv. Obs,

1605 Sylvester £>M Bartas 11. ill. in. Latu 107 Into his

brest he blowes A banefull ayre, whose strength unfeltly
flowes Through all his veins.

UnfeTt, V. (Un-* 4 b.) z6ii Florio, Dis/eltrdre, to vn-
felt 1656 W. Du Gard tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. 135
Having unfelted the hair [the barber] partly polleth it with
sci<;ers.

nnfe'mininef «. [Un-1 7, 5b.] Not in accord-

ance with, or appropriate to, female character.
X757 Mrs. (^riffith Lett. Hen. <V Frances (1767) IV. 30, I

..continue still.. averse to theunfeminine Vanity of a liter-

ary Name. 1796 Mmb. D'Arblay Camilla III. 301 What
a lesson is this to youthful females against, .the false brilli-

ancy ofunfemlnine popularity ! 1849 Macaulay A^/j^. £"«^,
vi. II. 69 She had. .two brilliant eyes, the lustre of which,
to men of delicate taste, seemed fierce and unfeminine. 1875
Mrs. Randolph l^ild Hyacinth I. 14 Why should it be
wrong and unfeminine for us to do anything except dress,
and read novels, and play the piano?
Hence Unfeminineuess.
X856 Miss Yosge Daisy Cliain i. vi, If those high purposes

should, .grow out into eccentricities and unfemini[ne]nesses,
what a grievous pity it would be I 1876 — Womankind \. 7
She becomes ridiculous.,, and renders him averse to the
culture to which he erroneously ascribes her unfeminineness.
Unfeminity. (Un.> 12.) X863C0WDEN CLARKEiV/o-fej/.

Char. vm. 197 He has retained the two women from the
remotest charge of unfeminity. Unfe'minize, v. (Un-*
6 c.) x886 Miss Mulock in Gd, Words iizfi These young
students seem to go through the ordeal .. without being un-

offered by the English is unfeminising France. Unfe-nce,
T'. (Un-^ 4.) a 1716 South Scrfn. (T.), Whensoever it shall

please God to unfence it {sc. a vein or artery], and let in

some sharp disease or distemper upon it.

Unfenced,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

L Undefended, unprotected,

1548 Elyot, Immunitust not defended, not fortified, vn-

fensed. 1585 HoLiNSHED Hist. Scot, in Chron. II. 408/2

ledworth [isJ a towne which after the manner of the coun-

trie is vnwalled and vnfensed, but onelie with the strength

of the inhabitants. 1646 J. Hall Horae Vac. 90 When a

man is in earnest, he stands upon his guard ; in mirth he lies

open unfenc't. 1654 tr. Martini's Cong. China 115 The
Chineses ran all away.,, leaving the whole shore unfenced

to their landing. 1791 Cowper Odyssey xi. 316 Though
puissant Heroes both, in spacious Thebes, Unfenced by
towers, they could not dwell secure. 1867 Morkis Jason

VI. 331 For the unfenced head, Where we have been, soon

rests among the dead.

2. Not provided with, or enclosed by, a fence or

fences.

1608 Presentment in Essex Rev. XV. 46 The churchyard is

unfensed, the windows unglazed. 1623 LisLE ^Ifric on O.

»V N. Test. Ded. xviii. This ihree-cornerd He on ev'ry side,

Unfens'd, undelv'd, ungardined. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v.

Melonry^ These take in three Ridges, only the outermost

Ridge lies to the South unfenced. 1794 Miss Berry Jrnl.

(1865) I. 448 The country, tho* not without trees, is.. per*

fectly open and unfenced and unditched. 1847 Longf.
Evang. I. i. 9 Orchards and cornfields Spreading afar and
unfenced o'er the plain. jSAt^ Law Rep. 14Q.B.D, 918 The
footpath ran over an open moor and was unfenced.

b. Not provided with a ledge, guard, or the like.

1683 Moxon Mech. Excrc.y Printing xxiv. Pii He might
draw too great a body of I nek to the unfenced sides ; so that

the I nek would be subject to run otT. 1894 Daily News
4 July 3/3 Machine after machine was fount! thus unfenced,

the workpeople being too indifferent to take the trouble of

putting them on.

+ Unfencible, a. Sc. Obs. In 6 -fensabil.

[Un-1 ^.] Incapable of defence.

1513 Douglas Aineid ix. xii. 16 Lyke as ane rageand
wyld tygyr onstabill Amang the febill bestis onfensabill.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot.U'^i\)\. 239 The agit and febill

personis, that war left at hame as unfensabil bodyis.

tUnfended,///.a. Obs.—"^ (Un-' 8.) x576Gascoigne
Steele Gl. (Arb.) 76 Some other ranne, before the greedy
woolfe, And left the folde, vnfended from the fox. Un-
fe'nestrated, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) 1884 C. B. Kelsey Dis.

Rectum vii. 209 A good, fresh, unfenestrated drainage-tube.

Unfen5eit(lie, obs. Sc. ff. Unfeigneu(ly.

t Unfe'rCi ?<''. Obs. [Cf. next, and ON. i&f<ira

fern., lifctri neut., a state of trouble or difficulty.]

Infirmity, weakness.
a 1300 Cursor M, 3556 Sir ysaac J>at dughtl man, Vnfere

and eld a-pon him ran.

t Unfere, a. Obs. Also 3-4 unfer, 3 onver,

-viere, vnueren. [OE. unfire ( = ON. and Icel.

zi-, SfSrr, Norw. tt/^r^ MSw. and Sw. o/vr) : see

Un-I 7 and Fere «.] Infirm, weak, unfit for

or incapable of exertion. Also absol.

a X060 O. E. Chron. (MS. C) an. 1055, Tremerig se Wylsca
biscop . . waes ^l^elstanes biscopes ^espelia sydSan he unfere

was. ciaos Lay. 6780 pa iwajh^ ^>e king vn-fere [1:1275

on-ver]. Ibid. 11079 pa iweerS his fader vnueren [<:i275

onviere]. c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex, 2810 In hise bosum he dede his

bond, Quit and al unfer he it fond, a 1300 Cursor M. 3507
tlis fader jjat old was and vnfere. 13. . Ibid. 13263 (Giitt.),

pe vnfer fast tille him t>ai soght. c 1325 Metr. Hovt. (MS.
Ashm. 42) fol. 158 b, A man vnfere l)al nouther might speke

ne here. C1400 Destr. Troy 1357 Clulder..of chere febill,

Wyth olde ffolke vnfere. Ibid. 13618, 1 am febyll and vnfere,

fallyn into elde.

Hence f Unfe'reness, infirmity. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20744 He on hir here laid his band,

parof vnfernes son he fand.

t Unferme (also 6 -farme), obs. var. UNFiRMa.
1:1450 tr. De Iviitatione in. Ixiv. 140 In )?e J^erfore I sette

all my tribulacion, . . for I finde all vnferme & vnstable, what
euere I beholde oute of pe. 1483 Caxton Gold. Lee.?>^fi

Theuangelyste was not so unferme but that he myght gete

for hys syght that saynt andrewe gate for hym so lyghtly.

ai542 WvATT in Anglia XIX. 427, l.-fele my bonis con-

sume and wax vnfarme By dayly rage.

Unfermc'ntable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm II. 131 Filling the paunch with unfermentable matter.

Unferme-nted, ppl. a. (Un-i 8 and 5 b.)

1663 BovLE Use/. Ex^. Nat. Philos. ii. ii. 40 The volatile

salt of unfermented urine. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments v.

(1735) 123 All such Vegetables must be unfermented, for

Fermentation changes their Nature. 1799 G. Smith Labora-
tory I. 430 To make the wine keep unfermented. 1834 Bi-it.

Hush. I. 250 (L.U.K.), The effect of unfermented dung on.

.

crops. 1886 Axon Attn. Manchester 217 An unfermented
wine for sacramental use.

XJnfe'rtile, a. and sK (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1596 Ed2va7-dlll, I. ii. 151 The ground . . Seemes barrayne,

sere, vnfertill. i6ao Markham Fareiv. Husb. (1625) 24 That
barren and unfertile earth, ..which is overrunne only with

whinnes. x66x J. Childrey Brit. Bacon. 51 These unfertile

beds do intersect each other. 1792 Resid. France (1797) !•

121 Unfertile, neglected vallics and hills. 1818 Coleurooke
Import Colonial Corn 104 The permanent improvement of

poor and unfertile land. 1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia II.

244 A not unfertile strip of coast.

fig, x6i6 R. C. Times' Whistle (1871) no The abortive

issue of my vnferlile braine. 1667 Decay Chr, Piety xix.

P 12 Peace is not.. such a sapless unfertile thing. 1866

Whipple Char.^ Charac, Men 54 The thought .. would not

come into that unfertile brain.

b. sb. An unfertile egg.
1891 Bazaar iq Feb. 269/3 Purchasers should always make

sure that unfertiles will be replaced before giving their

orders. Ibid.^ I returned the unfertiles carriage paid.

UNFIGHT.

Hence TTnfe'rtileness, TJnferti'Uty.
x6n CoTGR., //{/irCiJwrfz'/i^, ..vnfertilnesse, vnfruitfulnessc.

1888 igth Cent. June 834 'I'he unfertility of the soil. 1899
Mary Kingsley W. African Stud, xi. 279 The unfertility

of the greater part of their country.

Unfertilized, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1893
TucKEV A mphioxus 37 A nucleus . . in the unfertilized [eggs]

..was always quite plainly to be seen. Unfe'rvency.
(Un-' 13.) 1787 J. Brown in Mackenzie Z.j/tf(i9i8) 285,1 see

..such unfervency, and unconcern,.. in all that I have done,

Unfery, obs, f. Unfeirie a. Sc.

t Unfe-st, V. Obs, [Un- 24b -^-fest Fast z/.i]

trans. To unfasten
; to untie.

a 1225 Ancr. R.-2\% He..make3 him swutSe sterne,. .uorte

uonden gete gif he muhte hire luue touward him unuesten.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 651 Loke py schip
be vnfest, & py folk be al prcst, 179c Grose Prov. Gloss.^

Unfest, to untie.

Unfestival, a. (Un-' 7.) 1603 Holland Plutarch 599
But a sacrilice, where no god is present, ..is profane,

unfestivall, impious. Unffe'Stive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1844
Thackkuav Greenwich Whitebait Wks. 1899 XIII. 615
Sudden gusts of genius unknown in the quiet unfestive state,

Unfestly : see Unfeastly a.

Unfe'tched, ppl. a. (Un-' 8c.) ci6xi Chapman Iliaa

xix. 196 Our friends by Hector slaine,..lie vnfetchtj/cl off.

1616 J. Lane Contn. Sgr.'s T. x. 430 Distroienge all and
some, that stood in 's way, nor left hee one vnfetchd vp.

Unfete : see Unfeat a. Obs.

Unfetid, a. (Un-' 7.) 1754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 829
Which must therefore be the effect of unfetid putrefaction.

Unfetter, v. [Un- 24 b. Cf. G. entfesseln.']

To free from fetters ; to remove the fetters from.

1362 Langu p. pi. a. iil 134 Heo jeuel? \>g layler Gold
and grotes..To vn-Fetere jie False, c 1400 Gamelyn 613

The shirreue unfetered him right sone anone. c 1412

Hoccleve /^e* /ir^. Princ. 2399 'I'oprison he gooth; hegette

no bettre. Til his mainpernour bis arrest vnfettre. 1485
ChXTO-A Paris ^ F.(iB68)8i He sayd to the freres that they

shold unfeter the doulphyn. 1598 Flohio, Scatenare, to

vnchaine, to vnfetter, to vnshakle. x6ii Cotgr., Destraver,

to vnshackle, vngyue, vnfetter. 1748 Smollett R, Random
xxvii. Captain Oakum . . ordered the fellow to be unfettered,

1799 Coleridge Devil's Thoughts xi, He saw the same
Turnkey unfetter a man, With but little expedition.

b. In fig, contexts or uses.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus n. 1216 She..gan hire hcrte vn-

fettre Out of disdaygns prison but a lyte. a 1470 Harding
Chron. cxi. vii, Fyftye l>atayls and syx he smote, Somiyme
the worse, and somtyme had the better ;. .Lyke as fortune

his cause leste vnfeter. 1627 Sanderson Serm. I. 280 As
for whatsoever other hank thou mayst think thou bast over

him,. .he can. .easily unfetter himself from them all. 1671

Woodhead St. Teresa i. xx. 136 Whom she desires to see

unfettered from the prison of this life. 1766 Blackstone
Comm. II. 345 The transcendent power of parliament is

called in.. to unfetter an estate. 1830 Herschel Study
Nat, Phil. 8 It unfetters the mind from prejudices of every

kind, c i860 Faber Hymn^ Desire of God v. And the

langour of love captive hearts can unfetter.

Hence Unfe'tterijxff vbl. sb. ziXi<\ ppl. a,

a X653 BwsiNG Serm. (1845) i8gTo bring along a Deliverer

unto your spirits, for the.. unfettering of them from the

chains of fleshly lusts. 1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins Mctn,^

etc I. 257 Too much of the spirit of John Knox, or .some-

thing equally unfettering. 1854 J. B. Baton in Ljfe iii.

(1914) 33 Those words which should for ever consecrate us

to His unfettering service.

XJnfe'ttered, ///. a. [Un- i 8 : cf. Sw. ofjei-

trad."] Not confined or restrained by fetters-

Chieiiy in fig. use : Unrestrained, unrestricted.

i6ox Donne Progr. Soul i. xviii, To an unfetterd soules

quick nimble hast Are falling stars, and hearts thoughts,

but slow pac'd. 1697 Dkyden Mneis Ded., Ess. (ed. Ker)

II. 220 Now, if a Muse cannot run when she is unfettered,

it is a sign she has but little speed. 1748 Smollett R,
Random xxiv. One of my fellow captives who was un-

fettered. 1787 Burns Let. to Moore 15 Feb., The unfettered

wild flight of native genius. 1855 Pkescott Philip lit >i-

i. (1857) 193 A people accustomed from infancy to the un-

fettered exercise of their faculties. 1879 Frouue Cxsar x.

117 He was left unfettered to act at his own discretion.

b. Const, by,

1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Ckron. 14/1 He took a new estate,

unfettered by conditions, and subject only to the quit rents.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxvii, 1 envy not the beast that

lakes His license.. Unfetter'd by the sense of crime.

Unfeu-dal, a, (Un-' 7.) ci8is Jane Austkn Persuas.

XV, Feelings.. too strict to suit the unfeudal tone of the

present day. Unfeu'dalize, v. (Un-' 6 c) 1837

Cari.yle Fr. Rev. ii. v. v, The Austrian Kaiser answers

that his German Princes, .cannot be unfeudalised. Un-
feu'dalized, ppL a. (Un-' 8.) x8oi Helen M. Williams

Sk. Fr. Rep. I. vi. 57 The lavish produce of the earth un-

feudalized, and untytlied. 1874 Act 37 ff 38 Vict. c. 94 § 9
A personal right to land under an unfeudahzed conveyance.

Unfeu-ed, ///. a. Sc. (Un-' 8.) 1819 Aberdeen Jrnl,

20 Jan. (jam.), The unfeued and unproductive property,

187X W. Alexander Johnny Gibb xliv, Half-a-dozen acres

of the unfeued land. Unfe'vered, ppL a. (Un-* 80

1864 Sir a. De Vere Tr.^ Cr. 4 Had I been worthy of the

love you gave, . . My bed had been unfever'd as my grave.

fUnfew a,', see Un-1 3.

Unfezable, var. Unfeasable a. Obs.

Unfi-brous. a, (Un-' 7.) 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat,

(1834) I. 355 That small mixture of uniibrous matter, which

may serve as an integument. Unfixkle, a. (Un- 7.)

1802 Marian Moore Lascelles II. 235 Frank, ingenuous,

and unfickle in his behaviour. Unficti'tious, a. (Un-' 7.)

1836 Todifs Cycl. Anat. I. 799/2 Scott's touching picture.,

has had many unfictitious counterparts. 1858 Carlyle
Fred. Gt. iv. xiii, For work is of an extremely unfictitiou-.

nature. UnfieTy, rt. (Un-' 7.) cx6ii Chapman ///W
vii. 84 P.ut you are earth and water all, which . . Have framed

your faint unfiery spirits. Unfi-ght, v. (Un-' 3.) 1720

T, Gordon Humourist I, 3 Fighting Battles and unfighiing



UNFIGHTING.
them in the same Paper. Unfi'ghting^, >//. a, (Un-' la)
1678 KvuER Trag. Last Age 27 'rhe Spectators were some
sort of feminine unfighting fellows. rtj704T. Brown Uks.
(1720) IV. 37 Their General gone, the rest like Lightning
fly, A cheap unfighting Herd. 1747 in Genii. Mag. XVII.
234 Descants upon unfighting captains at sea. t Un-
fi-gurate, a. Obs. (Un-' 7.) a 1752 R. Erskine in Fisher
Mem. (1765) 115 Christ is the second Adam, the real un-
figurate head of the human body. Unfigurative, a.
(Un«' 7.) 1780 Bentham Frinc. Legisl. x. § 4 The sense it

bears on these occasions may be styled its literal or un-
figurative sense. 1871 Macduff Metn. Patmos xxi. 287
St. Peter's unfigurative Epistle.

Unfi'guredy (/•//.) a, [Un-1 8 and 9.]
1. Not expressed in, or employing, figurative

speech.

1577 tr. BuUinger's Decades iv. I. 534/2 The vnfigured and
vnrecouered promises . . in the Psalmes. 1783 Blair Lect. I.

XV. 317 What we call the moral, is the unfigured sense or
meaning of the Allegory. 18*7 G. S. Faber Sncr, Cal.
Prophecy (1844) I. 8 The unfigured language of highly culti-

vated nations, 1904 Dowden Browning 68 A plain, un-
figured and uncoloured style.

2. Not marked with a numerical figure or figures.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden F 2 b, Hee . . in halfe a quire
ofpaper, .hath left the Pages vnfigured. 1873 H.C. Banister
Music 62 It is understood that the unfigured notes bear
Triads. Ibid. 387 All the Unfigured Basses,

3. Not including figures of persons, etc.

1624 WoTTOM Eiem. A rchit, 96 I n vnfigured paintings the
noblest is, the imitation of Marbles, and of Architecture it

selfe.

b. Not (yet) depicted by a figure.

xSaa J. Parkinson Oryctologyz^^ Natitilust^jx unfigured
species deeply umbilicated. 1869 D. G. Elliot {title\ The
new and heretofore unfigured Species of the Birds of North
America.

4. Logic, Of a syllogism : Not belonging to one
of the usual figures.

1838 Sir W. Hamilton Logic App. (i860) IV. 350 The Un-
figured Syllogism, or that in which the terms compared do
not stand to each other in the reciprocal relation of subject
and predicate. 1864 Bowkm Logic vJiL 244 Reducing all

Mediate Inference to what he calls the Unfigured Syllogism.
Unfi-lamentous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1831 k. Knox Chqttet's

Anat. 472 The whirc and unfilamentous cord. .behind the
rest of the nerve. Unfilched, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) x8i8
Byron yuan i. clxv. Nothing so dear as an unfilch'd good
name

!

XTnfiled, /M a,^ Obs, exc. dial [Un-18 4-

File v."^] Undefiled ; unfouled.
c i»oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 133 Ure drihten him shop of eorSe

J»at was unfiled, a 1300 E. E. Psaller xvii. 33 Mi God un-
filed es his wau a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 35 God Jjat

beltid me wij> vertii, & sett vnfiled my way. 1435 Misvn
Pire 0/Love 44 Fa>Tnes of Y\ mynde. .sail make pe beloued
if it to lufe of hym onely ^ou kepe vnfilyd. a 1470 Harding
Chron. cxxvi. iii. Clothes and meate and beudyng newe
vnfiled, Wyne also and ale she gaue. 1513 Douci^s /Eueid
II. iu 153 Be the hie goddis abuife^ ..And by the faith wnfilit,

..Gif it with mortale folkis ma fundin be. 1583-4 Burgh
Kec. Eiiinb. (1882) IV. 321 That thai keip the said nichtbouris
quheitt. .vnfylet. 1791- in Eng. Dial, Diet,

Unfi-led, ppl. a.2 [Un- l 8 + File z/.i] Not re-

duced or smoothed by filing; Jig. unpolished, rude.

1590 Spenser F,Q, hi. vii. 30 He was all armd in rugged
Steele vnfilde, As in the smoky ^orge it was compilde. 1633
Wither Juvenilia^ Sat. King 342 Pardon me. and daigne
a gracious eye On this my rude unfil'd Apologie. 1641 W.
Cartwright Royal Slave Epil., The unfil'd Author., rears
yet he may miscarry. 1774 W. Mason Heroic Postscript to
Chambers 12 Each glittering orb the sacred features bore
Of Geir)ie.., Unfil'd, unsweated, all of sterling weight.

Unfiled, /•/>/. ^.3 rUx-l 8 + File v.^ Not
arr.inged in or as in a file; not placed on a file.

157X Cami'ion Hist. Irel. v. (1633) 15 Of this f)eopIe there-

fore severally by themselves I must intreate. Yet none
otherwise then as they stand unfiled. 1864 Trevelyan
Compet. Wallah (1866) 36 Codes and translations of codes,
and letters of every size and age, filed and unfiled.

UnfiUal, a. (Un-J 7.)
Also unfilially adv. (Webster 1864), unjiliatness.

x6ix Shaks. Wint. T, iv. iv. 417 You offer him. .a wrong
Something vnfillialL 1648 Boyle Seraphic Love (1659) 121
To preserve them from the Contagion of Sinne, or (jure them
of the unfilial habitudes of it. 1756 Foote Eng.fr. Paris ii.

Ungrateful, unfilial wretch ! so soon to trample on his ashes.

1803 WoRi>sw, ' IVlun I Itave borne ' 8 Verily, in tlie bottom
of my heart. Of those unfilial fe.irs I am ashamed. 1880
MouLE Chinese Stories v. 78, I charged him with unfilial

conduct in compeUing his mother.. to connive at idolatry.

tUnfi'ltng, ///. a. (Un-' 10+ File v?) a 1400 New
Test. (Pauesj i Peter iii. 4 (p. 215), pat ^at is hydde wi(>-itme

in mans herte..in vnfilynge reste (of here body & soule).

Unfiil,v. [Un-2 3. Cf. obs. I'lem. ontvtUle)t.'\

trans, f a. To stop, break off. Obs. b. To empty.
X486 Bk. St. Albans, Huntings vj b, To fulfill or vnfill eche

maner of chaasThe hunteuermoore in his mowth that worde
he haas. 1607 Tournkur Kev. Trag. \u ii, Thy veines are
sweld with lust, this shall unfill 'em, x6ix Cotcr., /?«««///>,
to cmptie, or vnfill.

TTnfi liable, a. Now rare. (Un-1 7 b.)
ax34o Hampolk Psalter q. 7 WtJ» proude eghe & vnfilabil

[h. insatiabili] hert. X38a Wyclip Prov. xxvii. 20 Helle
and perdicioun neuere ben fulfild; and the c^en of men vn-
fillable. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Anns (S.T.S.) 27 Ane
unfillable gredy appetite. CX47S Cath. Angl. 130/2 Vn-
¥y\3^iy\\e, insaciabiiis. c x6xo lyonien Saints 178 Ouer^oing
that vnsatiable greedynes of euill, with vnfiUable desire of
goodnes. 1890 Brit. Med. Jml. 2 Aug. 293 Places which had
hitherto seemed unfillable by the pigmies of our later days.

Unfilled,///, a. [Uir-i8, 8 c. Cf. OE. ««-
gefylUd, Dti. ongevuld, G. unausgefulU.'\

1. Not filled; not made full.

1584 CoGAN Haven Health ccxiv. 201 That it were better
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to eate fine meates first, and grosser meates afterward, if

perchaunce any corner were left vnfilled. i6ox Shaks. Tivel,

2V. II. iii. 7 A false conclusion : I hate it as an vnfill'd Canne.
1646 Ckashaw Sospetto d'Herode xHi, A cursed J'east, Which
Harpyes, with leane Famine feed upon, UnfiH'd for ever.

1755 Johnson, L/nstuffld, unfilled, unfurnished. X837
Caklyle Pr. Rev. i. vii. i, Our mouths, unfilled with breaci,

are to be shut, under penalties ? 1893 Spectator j 5 Apr, 471A
The Colonies . . possess great properties in their untitled lands.

b. With up.
C1640 J.Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) II. 380 Hee. .being

within less then his length of an old Colepit unfilled up.
xSx^ J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 105 That their capacities
. . did not seem to be improved,—that much of them remained
unfilled up.

t2. Unfulfilled. Obs.
c 1400 Apol, Loll. 34 So is no man worjji to mak a letter or

title of his to go by vnfiUid. x6sx Baxter Inf. Bapt, 296
Those to whom that Promise is yet unfilled.

Unfilleted, ppl. a. (Un-' B.) [1775 Ash.) i8oa Cole-
ridge Picture 158 The hand Holds loosely its small handful
of witd-flowers, Unfilleted, and of unequal lengths. 1868
Swinburne Ess. <5- Stud, (187^) 363 The heavy straying
flakes of unfilleted hair. f Unfilling(like, U>pl.) a.

Obs. [Un-' 10,7 c.] Insatiable, a 1300 E. E. Psalter c. 6
With proud egh and un-fiUandlike {v.r. un-filland] hert.

Unfi'lm, T'. (UN-"4b.) 1839 Bailey Festus 16, I will.,

unfilm them, That so thou mayst not dally with the blind.

X871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 115 The callow bird unfilm'd
his fervent eyes. Unfiltered,/;*/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775
Ash.] 1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly April 857 The resulting
unfiltered stream of bacteria.

XXnfi ndable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1791 Bentham Metn. ^ Corr, Wks. 1B43 X. 248 Hampstead
is the road you must take, as the other would be unfindable.

1859 Green Lett. (1901) 32 Lady of my dream, unfindable
among human flesh and blood. 1895 Athenxum 17 Aug.
224/3 t-'^ book] not unfindable, scarce though it be.

Unfi'ne, a. (Un-1 7 ; cf. MDu. onfijttj MHG.
tinvin, G. unfeirty Da. k/S"??.)

C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) 149 Pissemyres . . disseuerez Jw
fynegold fiat>evnfyne. ik<S6'Dh\stHorace, Sat. u. iii.Gj b,
If oncdrincke nothing but vinaiger, vntastie and vnfyne.
1687 Montague & Prior Hind ^ P. Tramv. 26 Thou hast
brought us Wine, Sour to my tast, and to my Eyes unfine.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crewy Foul ll^'ine, when it stinks j

also when unfine. X763 H. Walpoi.e Let. to Jilonxagu S Junt^
The birth-day was far from being such a show ; empty
and unfine as possible. 1793 Sir J. Dinely Methods to get
Husbands 7 Your convenient legs, younger than mine, Can
nimbly travel in weather unfine.

fUnfi-ned, ppl. a. Obs. [Un-1 8 + Fine z/.3]

Unrefined, unpurified.

_ a 1500 Colkelbie Sovi iii. 857 (Bannatyne MS.), So long as
it lay on the ground, It was vnfynit as fruct nevirmoir found.
1606 W. Ckashaw Row. Forgeries 33 'I'his is new and vn-
fined wine put into this old vessel). x6ii Cotgr., Bitllue/ue,

gold ore, or gold vnfined. x6a8 Feltham Resolves 1. Ix.vxix.

83 In drinking the Wine, that is yet vnfined.

Unfi-ngered, ippi.) a. [Un-1 8 and 9. Cf. (in

sense 2) older Flem, ongevifigert.'\

1. Not provided with fingers.

1603 J_, Davies (Heref.) E,itasie Wks. (Grosart) I. c^/i
Not haire, but golden wire drawne like the Twist The
Spider spins with her vnfing'red fist.

2. Not touched with the fingers; unhandled.
181X W, R. Spencer Poems 190 When sighs ofseraph lovers

Breathe upon th' unfinger'd wire. 1889 Barrie IV^indow in
Thrums 173 The few shillings.. remained unfingered.

tUnfi-niaed,/*^/.*!. C^j. (Un.' 8.) xSogW.M. Man in
Moone (1849) 26 No friend to the barber it should seeme by
his rusticall, overgrowne, and unfinified beard. Unfiliish.
[Un-' 12.] Want of finish; unfinished slate. 1831 Fr. A.
Kemble Rec. Girlhood (.tSjS) III. 26 Found the stage in a
state of unfinish. 1875 Pitt-Rivers Evol. Culture {igo6) 3.^

Acelt. .somewhat rougher, and showing evidence ofunfinish.

Unflnisliable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

a 1729 JAHvisQui.r.i. '• 'i He commended in his author the
concluding his book with a promise of that unfinishable
adventure, 1835 Motley Corr. (1889) I. iii. 59, I thought, .of
strange, unfinished, unfinishable buildings. 18^8 T. Sinclair
Alou'it 166 Faust, .ever remains a torso unfinishable,

Unfi-nished, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

IS53 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914) 150 The same .

.

surseased and were lefte of vnfynysshed, 1590 Shaks. Com.
Err, HI. ii. 172 The chaine vnfinish'd made me stay thus
long. 167X RiiLTON Samson 1027 That inward gifts Were
left *for hast unfinish't. X714 R. Fiudes Pract. Disc. i.

144 We haue so great a work lying unfinish'd upon our
hands. 1797 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb.^ T. (1799) I. 373 'ihe
recital he was about to make remained unfinished. 1865
DicKKNS Mut. Fr. iL i, Here, another unfinished street

already in ruins. 1887 Bowkn .^t'^^/V iv. 77 She.. Speaks,
then leaves unfinished the speech already begun.

Hence Uufi-nishedness.
1887 Pall Mall G. 22 Jan. 4/1 There is an appearance of

hurry and unfinishedness about some [pictures].

Unfi-nishin^, vbl. sb. (Un-' 13.) 1642 Milton Apol.
Smeci. § 8 Their noble deeds, the unfinishing whereof al.

ready surpasses what others before them have left enacted.

Unfired, />//. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not set on fire ; unignited,

1590 Sir j. Smyth Disc. Weapons i8b, With the powder
next vnto the bullets vnfired. 1613 Massingek Bondman
IV. ii, Marullo. W^e'U right ourselves. ..6>ac:£:K/fl, And not
leave One house unfired. 1664 Evelyn Syh<a 102 It is con-
tinually to be fed with short and fitting wood, that no part

remains unfir'd. lytfi Demi-Rep 14 Chaste as unfired coals

they seem. 178X Phil. Trans. LXXI. 248 No less than 40
large grains of unfired powder were driven through the

screen. 1849 James Woodman ix, The abbey itself was
still unfired.

^g. 1729 T. Cooke Tales^ etc. 24 The human Brute, who
vicw'd her Charms unfir'd. a X788 Earl Nugent Ep. Vlsct.

Cornbury 154 Such gifts she to the happy few impartS|..To
beads unfir'd by youth's tumultuous rage.
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2. Not subjected or exposed to fire.

179X CowpER Iliaii xxiii. 1092 Then, last, Achilles in the
circus placed Apond'rous spear and cauldron yet unfired. 1888
A rchacol, LI. i. 52 These un-fired bricks lasted perfectly well.

3. Of a gnn : Not discharged by firing.

1892 Greener Breech-Loader 200 If one barrel is fired
repeatedly without discharging the other, it is advisable to
take out the unfired cartridge occasionally, igoa Daily
Chron. 16 Apr. 7/6 The starboard gun remained unfired.

Unfir'm,^. [Un-1 7 and 5 b; cf. Infirm a. and
the earlier form Unferme.]
1. Of a loose or soft consistency ; incompact.
iS9« Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. v. iii. 6 The Churchyard . . Being

loose, vnfirme with digging vp of Graues. 1625 K. Long tr.
Barclay s Argenis 11. ii. 71 Further onward the water very
deepe, and the ground unfirm. 1683 Tryon Way to Health
95 What is the reason that most Veal is so unfiim and like
a Jelly? 1726 Leoni AlbertVs Archit. II. 117 b, When the
banks of a River are unfirm, its channel will be stopt up
with shelves. 1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovids Met. i Unfirm the
earth, unbuoyant was the wave.

t 2. Unsteady, flighty. Obs,
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. iv. 34 Our fancies are more

giddie and vnfirme. .Then womens are.

t3. Weak; wanting in strength or power;
feeble, infirm, invalid. Obs.

^
1616 SuRFU & Markh. Country Farme in. ix. 345 A sub-

iect of a more feeble and vnfirme nature than the graft it

selfe. 1660 Jer, Taylor Duetor iir. v. rule viii. §8 For
without it, it \sc. marriage] is not only inauspicious and un-
lucky, but illegal, unfirm and insufficient.

4. Not firmly placed or planted ; insecure ; un-
stable, unsteady ; li.ible to slip or fall.

1697 Dryden Mneis x. 397 Now take the time, while
staggering yet they stand With feet unfirm. 1761 Earl
Pembroke Milit. Equitation (1778) 58 Depend upon it

those people are not only ignorant and unfeeling, but also
very unfirm in their seat.

_ 17^1 Mrs. Griffith Hist. Lcuiy
Barton III. 20 His supplicating eye. .may change my un.
firm purpose. 1809 Susan 1. 176 Uur best resolutions are,
however, unfirm.

Unfirmamented,///. a. (Un-^ 8.) 1B43 Cahlvlk Pasl
^ Pr. III. viii, Burying itself, .in the waste unfirmamented
seas. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xliii. He had touched
unfirmamented space.

Unfi-rmly, r7t/z/. (Un-1 ii, 5 b. Cf. Unfirm a.)

1633 Ford Broken H, iv. ii, Like tempest-threatened
trees, unfirmly rooted. 1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) II.

418 The child walks unfirmly, as though stepping over a
threshold.

Unfirmness. (Un-' 12, 5b; cf. Infirmness.) 1566 Act
8 Eliz. c. 8 § I Fenne Groundes, because of tlieir rottennesse,
unfirmnes, inoysture and wateryshnes [etc.]. 1828 Webster.
Unfi-shable, a. (Un-' 7b.) 1873 G. C. Davies Mount.
9( Mereii. 8 The other side was so shallow and muddy that
it was unfishable. iBgi A. Lang Angling Sh. 98 The loch
is almost unfishable. Unfl'shcd,///. a. (Un-* 8.) 1863
Johns Home Walks 47 The main reason why unfisheu
waters are most productive, is that they are then more
plentifully stockecl. 1883 in N. Okoshi Fisheries Japan 26
In his unfortunate country \sc. Ireland] they had at present
over 2500 miles of unfished coast. Unfi'shlike, a. (Un.'

7 c.)^ 1874 Wood Nat. Hist. 621 A creature so unfishlike
that its real position., was long undecided.

Unfi'St, V. [Un-2 4 b.] trans. To unhand.
169a [J. Smith] Scarron. 85 You goodnian Brandy.face,

unfist her ; How durst you keep my wife?—your sister.

Unfi't. a. (and adv.). [Un- 1 7 and 5 b.]

1. Of things : Not fit, proper, or suitable /or
some purpose or end. + Also const, to (a person).
In quot. 1709 app, ' badly fitting '.

1548 Udall» etc. Erasm. Par. John \. 11 b, For there is

no tyme nor place vnfit or vnconuenient for to learne those
thynges whiche pertayne to euerlastynge welth. 1584 in

Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ, V. 82 The Eartcgave thepooreman
many .. opprobrious wordes, unfytte and unseemely for a
man of that bowse and blod. ^1658 Lovelace Poems
(1904) 191 He that dares this, nothing to him's unfit. 1697
Dryuen yirg. Georg. iv. 190 Lord of few Acres, and those
barren too; Unfit for Sheep or Vines, and more unfit to sow.
X'jo^ Lond, Gaz. No. 4551/4 He wears. .a brown Drugget
Coat and Wastecoat. .verjj unfit for him. 1785 Cowper Let.

to Neivton 19 Mar., The sideboard-table., was equally unfit

for my purpose. i8ia Crabbe Tales xiii. 351 Those duties

were to her unfit, Nor would her spirit to her tasks submit.

1827 Faraday Client, Manip. v. (1842) 151 Mortars of wood,
marble, or iron, are unfit for ordinary laboratory service.

1884 Thompson Tumours 0/Bladder 2\ In cases considered
temporarily unfit for operation through exhaustion, etc.

b. Without prepositional const.

X545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 118 An vnfit and stafi'ysh bow.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia \\. xxix, Because of ibe unfit election

slie had made. X604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acfsta^s Hist.
Indies VI. xiv. 460 Although these buildings were great, yet

were they coninionty ill appoyiited and vnfit. 1661 Ruar
Origen^s Opin. 78 If old age it self can make the Soul quit

her unfit tenement. 1711 in Nairne Peerage Evidence
(1874) 133 Rendered the same unfit and in human proba-
bility impossible. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (187^)

317 The anxious fidelity with which they discharged their

unfit office.

O. Const, with inf. (active or passive).

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia i. xiii, A place for pleasantnes.not

unfitie to (latter sulitaiinesse. 1611 CoTOR.,Imbuvablt',vn,

drinkable; vnfit to be drunke of. 1651 Hobhes Lcviath.w.
xxix. 173 There be other [diseases], not so great; which
neverthelesse are not unfit to be observed. 1697 [see 1 a),

1710 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Mr. W. Montagu Aug.,
'1 here are a thousand things, not ill in themselves, which
custom makes unfit to be done. 1879 Hahlan ^^rJ/i'/:/viii.

117 The flame.. is never steady, and is unfit to read by.

2. Of persons (or other agents) : Not fitted,

suited, or adapted for some end or action. Also
Comb, (in unjit-like) and absol.

1551 T. Wilson Logike D j. We see many dull wittes for
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lerayng, and mache vnfit that wait 1577 tr. Butlingtt's

Vtcades (159a) 510 To giue an vnfitte man orders, . .is that

kinde of sin which we doe call anothers sin. 178a J. Brown
Nat. <J Rev. Rclig-. II. i. (1796) I05 In propagaling the

gospel by so unfit.like instruments. 1818 Cruise Digest

(ed. 2) III. 12S .\ person unknown and unfit. m,iy happen

to have the same, under an estate of inherit.ince. i88a

Kottcmf. ft Indep. 10 Oct. 986/1 The survival of the un-

fittest, instead of the fittest.

b. Const, to (chiefly with inf.) orfor.

(,i) 1586 T. B. ia Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1589) 1 1 1 It raaketh

him good for nothing, . . slothfull, and unfit to every good

thing. \iyiVKrs^^ Anti-Armin. 136 This makes them.,

open rebels against God, vnfit to take his word or name
within their lips, 164s Milton Colast. Wks. 1851 IV. 349
The unfittest man that could bee to offer at a comment upon

Job. 1747 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) II. 201, I am the un-

fittest person in the world to give you any satisfaction on this

head. 1816 Bvros Ch. Har. III. xii, But soon he knew him-

self the most unfit Of men to herd with Man. 1863 H. Cox
Inslil. I. vii. 91 Men who are morally or intellectually unfit

to be jurors.

(*) IS94 Shaks. Rich. Ill, i. ii. 109 Rich. He was fitter for

that place then earth. An. And thou vnfit for any place,

but helL 1660 R. Coke Pmicr f, .Sutj. 73 Being of all

mortal men the most unfit for a Churchman. 1697 Dryden
yirg. Georg. iii. 102 Then release the Cow, Unfit for Love,

and for the lab'ring Plough. 1736 Berkeley Disc. Wks,

1871 III. 413 Monsters, utterly unfit for human society.

i8ss Macaulav Hist. Eng. xv. III. 584 In order that one

man might fill a post for which he was unfit. 1880 DixoN
Windsor IV. i. a He was a man unfit for such a trusu

3. Not physically fit

Usually const._^r or with infinitive.

i66s in Vemey Mem. (1907) II. 251, I grow every day
more unfit for such a Jorney. a 1718 Prior Amaryllis 24

The furious heat forbids the reaper's toil. Both beast and

men for work are now unfit. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T.

II. 428 The Marquis was very unfit for a journey when he

left Naples 1856 Kank Arct. Expl. II. i. 26, I am myself

so disabled, .as to be entirely unfit. .to do any work.

4. As adv. Unfitly.

1653 J. Taylor (Water P.) Cert. Trav. uncert. yoiim. 8

Sometimes the wits and tongues do, most unfit, Travel!,

when tongues do run before the wit.

TJnfi't, J". [UN-ii 6.] trans. To render unfit

;

to disqualify.

161 1 Florio, Disadallare, to vnfit, to disorder. 1665

Boyle Occas. Refl. 11. x. (1848) 128, L.esteem'd sickness

more formidable for its unfitting me to learn. 1690

NoRRis Beatitudes C1692) 80 Consider again. How much caus.

less.. Anger unfits us for all the Parts of Divine Worship.

1770 Mirror No. 16, It may disqualify the mind for the more

active.. scenes of life, and unfit it for the enjoyments of

ordinary society. 1847 Helps Friends in C. (1851) I. 36 To
have erred in one branch of our duties does not unfit us for

all the rest. 1^ * Merriman ' Rodents Comer vi. 5;;
Those

whose birth and education unfit them for such pursuits.

Unfitly, «/». [Un-1 II.] In an unfit or un-

suitable manner ; unfittingly, inappropriately.

1561 T. Norton tr. Calvin's Inst. i. xiii. 37 b, Lerist if I

bryng foorth any thyng vnfittly, it shuld geue occasion.. to

the malicious to cauill. 163a Massinger & Field Fatal
Dowry in. i, Wherein hath Charalois Unfitly so demean'd
himself! 1676 Jas. Cooke Marrow Chirurg. i. in. vii. 590
There are chaps of the Lips and other parts, which if

neglected or unfitly dressed, may turn Cancerous. 1788

Gibbon Decl. ^ F. Ix. VI. 128 Their military talents were

unfitly recompensed by the lucrative offices of judges and
treasurers. 1807 G.Chalmers Caledonia 1. in. vii. 393 It

is, however, unfitly interpolated, by the editor, as a con-

tinuation of the Chronicon Pictorutn.

b. In the phr. not unfitly.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 160 The answer also

of an Egyptian was not unfitlie made to one that asked him
what he caried there folded. 1615 Crooke Body o/Man
54t Thence also they are not vnfitly called by a Poet . . The
leaues of the Eye. 1695 J. Edwards Perfect. Script. 236
They. .are not unfitly translated aprons. 17x0 Berkeley
Princ, Hum. Knawl. § 108 The steady consistent methods
of nature may not unfitly be styled the Language of its

Author. 1853 RusKiN Stones Ven. II. vi. 215 The three

architectures may .. not unfitly receive their names from
those nations by whom they were carried to the highest

perfection.

Unfitness. [Un-^ 12.]

1. Want of fitness (in various senses).

a 1585 Sidney Arcadia iii. xxiv, Having impatiently borne
the delay of the nights unfitnesse, this morning he cat up.

1614 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. III. 173, I represented to her

the unfitnesse of the seventh article. 1643-5 Milton Divorce

I. i. What greater, .unfitnes of mind then that which hinders

ever the solace, .of the married couple. 1736 Butler j^wa/.

L iii. 69 A Proof from Fact . . which is deduced from . . the Fit-

ness and Unfitness of Actions. 1750 tr. Leonardiis' Mirr.
Stones 31 A bad commixture., sometimes happens ..from
the unfitness of the place, which gives a diversity to

stones. i8j4 SouthEV .?//• T. More (1831) II. 94 There is

a natural unfitness in distant dominion. 1863 Cox Instit.

III. iii. 636 The rule.. has no respect to the fitness or unfit-

ness of tae persons.

b. Const yi>r, or to with inf.

x6ig in Foster Eng. Factories India (1906) I. 70 The un-
fitnesse of those comodityes for the Dabulleers. 1631 Gouge
Go£s Arrows III. § 22. 223 Mans unworthinesse and unfit-

nesse to appeare in Gods sight. 1750 Secker Eight Charges
(1771) 124, I have too much Cause, in every Thint;, to lie

sensible of my own Unfitness to direct. 1811 Regul. tf

Orders A rmy 283 The Causes of their unfitness for further
Military Service. 1885 Manch, Exam. 18 Mar. 5/2 There
was. .evidence of his unfitness to take care of himselt

2. With pi. An instance of lack of fitness.

1645 Milton Tetrach. _Wks. 1851 IV, 193 Law. .cannot
make equal those inequalities, it cannot make fit those un-

fitnesses. X674 N. Fairfax Bulk ft Selv. yi If they could
be brought in without other u-ifitnesscs.

190

Unfitted,/*/'/.* [UN- 18.]
1. Not adapted or suited ; unfit.

xsga in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. IV. 109, I am come upp
raggedlie suted and clothed, unfiltedst to geve duetiefull

attendance on Royall presence, a 1625 Fletcher Huiti.

Lieut. II. iv. How yet unripe we were, unblown, unharden'd.

Unfitted for such fatal ends. X794 S. Williams Vermont

351 Such a code is wholly unfitted to the uncorrupted state

of the people. 1809 Kendall Trav. I. i. 7 A scene, that

was not unfitted to leave on the mind a.. respectful impres-

sion. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets x. 340 Unfitted, perhaps,

by temperament for the most impassioned lyrics, Tennyson

delights in minutely finished pictures.

2. Not provided with something suitable.

1606 Chapman Gentl. Usher iv. iv, If it be nothing but the

jatre Of your unfitted fancie that procures Your wilfuU

coynesse.
• , ,

3. Not fitted up or out ; not properly furnished.

1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4414/3 Some [ships] in the Peer are

yet unfitted. 1908 Animal Managciii. 269 If for military

reasons long journeys have to be made in unfitted trucks.

4. Not adjusted by fitting.

189s Pall Mall G. I Feb. 5/2 Nations that have not

arrived at the artificial prettiness of finely-fitted dress had

best be content with the natural beauty of unfitted,

tlence Unfl •ttedness.
X654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 111. v. 94 The Actors were

privately to l)e tried upon the Stage, that upon the in-

sufficiency of the persons, or unfittednesse, tlie men might be

chang'd. X870 Hales Longer Eng. Poejns 112 Thissense
of his unfittedness to perform as yet a poet's high duties.

Unfi-tting, ppl. a. [Un-1 10, 5 d.] Not fitting

or suitable ; unbecoming, improper.

Apparent earlier examples, when verifiable, have proved

to be errors for unsitting. Cf. the note to VmlUGppl. a.

1590 Greene Orl, Fur. i. i. 220 Least little brooking these

vnfitting braues, My cholar ouer-slip the law of Armes.

X631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 318 These Canons did

not continue long at Otteham, the scituation of the place

being vnfitting. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Advts./r.

Parnass. II. Ixviii. (1674) 221 A thing which.. is altogether

unfitting to be named. 1687 in Magi. Coll. <5- Jas. II

(O.H.S.) 103 He was unfitting by reason of his Immorality.

X771 Bukke Prosecut. Libels Wks. 1842 II. 493 This is an

unfitting, it is a dangerous, state of things. x8S3 Aup.

Thomson Laws Th. (ed. 3) Pref. p. v, Some account of the

exact position which this work pretends to occupy . . may not

be an unfitting introduction to its pages.^

b. Const, yir, or with direct object.

1591 \st Pt. Troub. Raigne K. John C1611) Bjb,
These thoughts are farre vnfitting Fauconbridge. a 1593
Marlowe Ovi(Cs Elegies ili. i. 40 Small doores vnfitting

for large houses are. 1603 Florio Montaigne I. xxxix.

125 Qualities mis-seeming his place, and unfitting his calling.

1660 R. Coke Power ,5- Subj. ji Lest. .the seamen should

be forgetful, and unfitting for naval warfare. X84J RocK
Ch. 0/ Fathers 1. v. (1903I I. 293 What so unfitting the

solemnity of soul, .at a burial service?

Hence Unfi'ttingrness.

x86x Macm. Mag. June 134 Colour or form which repre-

sents an unfittingness would be likely to become itself an

unfittingness.

Unfittingly, adv. (Un-1 ii.)

1637 Abp. Laud .5^, Star-Chatnber 14 June 24 That

clause being unfittingly expressed, we thought fit to passe it

over. 1656 W. Montague Accompl. IVom. loi It were to

be ill advised ., to be so unfittingly pitifull to insolence or

detraction. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xiii, Men who have

matched unfittingly become careless in the choice of those

whom they love.

Unfi-tty, a. Nowrfia/. (Un-' 7.] Unfit. X613 Withers
Juvenilia, Abuses t. x, For, 'tis a shame to speake How
wonderfull vnfitty and how weake This ignorance makes
most of vs. X837- in s.w. glossaries (s.v. Unvitty).

Unfi-Z, V. [Un-2 3 and 7.]

1. trans. To undo from a fixed state or position

;

to unfasten, loosen.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, IV. i. 208 Plucking to vnfixe an
Enemie, Hee doth vnfasten so, and shake a friend. 1605—
Macb. I. iii. 13s That suggestion, Whose horrid Image doth

vnfixe my Heire. 177s Asn, UnJi.v,..lo loosen, to make
less fast. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath 554 Storms that loudly

threaten to unfix Islands. 1854 H. Miller Sch. fr Schm.

(1858) 438 Unfixing the haulser from the stem, and bringing

it aft to the stern, we commenced hauling.

b. Spec, in military use.

x8o2 James Milil. Diet, To un/t-t, in a military sense, to

take off, as Unfix Bayonet, on which the soldier disengages

the bayonet from his piece, and returns it to the scabbard.

X813 E.xamincr jo May 303/2 Two men lost their bayonets,

whilst in the act of unfixing them. 1859 F. A. Griffiths

Artill. Man. (1862) 13 Unfix Swords (or bayonets).

2. fig. To unsettle ; to render uncertain or

doublful,

x6so R. Stapylton Strada's Low C. Wars I. 6 Neither

gold, . . nor the noise of War, . . could any way unfix his mind.

X663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1663) 211 Now one Negative

instance will appear . . of far more force to unfix a pretend-

ing Rule, then two Affirmative to est.-iblish it. i8oa Pai.ey

Nat. Theol. xxvi. Wks. (1B34) 548/2 By unfixing those

motives which promote exertion, or by relaxing those habits

which engender patient industry. X849 Macaulav Hist.

Eng. viii. II. 322 The shock which had overturned his early

prejudices had at the same time unfixed all his opinions.

3. iiitr. To become unfixed ; to lose fixity.

1844 HoOD Forge n. 417 But the ruthless talons refuse to

unfix. 1863 RsADE HardCash 1 1. 57 As the blood escaped,

his eye unfixed, and the pupils contracted and dilated.

Unfi'xable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1831 T. Hope Ess. Ortg.

Man I. 26 The fleeting perceptions of that fugitive and un-

fixable present. X831 Coleridge Self-knowledge 7 Dark

fluxion, all unfixable by thought.

Unfi-xed, /'/'/. c. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not fixed in a definite place or position ; un-

fastened, loose, free.

UNPLATTEBING.

iSgS Sylvester Du Bartas ii. ii. iv. Columnes 131 The
Criticall and double-sexed Seven, The Number of th' un-

fixed Fires of Heav'n. 1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor i. ul

rule i. § 5 It is like a fire-stick, which, .being gently mov d

gives a volatile and unfixed light. 1721 Ramsay Morning
Interview 93 Her unfix'd eyes with various turnings range.

X787 J EFFKBSON Writ. (1859) II. 99 The Count of Vergennes

has. .had a very severe attack of what is deemed an unfixed

gout. 1805 Loudon Improv. Hot-Houses 65 A stripe o(

cloth.. is left unfixed at top. 1837 Dickens Pickw. in,

There was a low cinder fire in a rusty unfixed grate. 1844

Regul. ft Ord. Army 260 All Guards are to parade, with

shouldered Arms, and unfixed Bayonets.

t b. Of persons : Not restricted by ofiSce to one

or a s^iecial place. Obs.

x66x Papers on Alter. Prayer-bk. jo Generall unfixed

Bishops, like the Evangelists or Apostles, . .and the fixed

Bishops of Parochial Churches. 1683 Baxter Paraphr.

N. T. 1 Tim. iiL 7 The Ministerial Work was .. Indefinite,

by Itinerant, or unfixed Men.

2. fig. a. Unsettled, uncertain, undetermined

;

fluctuating, variable.

i6s4 Z. Coke Logick Pref., To guid the intricate and per.

plexed thoughts of the unfixed people through the great

Labyrinth of Time. 1697 J. Potter Antiq. Greece I. ix.

(1715) 48 It appears to have been unfix'd and arbitrary.

X763 Johnson 21 July in Boswell, He is totally unfixed in

his principles, and wants to puzzle other people. 1826 E.

Irving Babylon I. in. 197 Which.. doth exactly determine

the time of this trumpet which otherwise would have been

unfixed. 1861 Ansted Channel Isl. lii. xix. (ed. 2) 440 The
orthography is not only unfixed, but. .is varied.

alisol. 1B44 Mrs. Browning Vis. Poets clix. The tones.,

throbbed betwixt The incomplete and the unfixed.

b. Unstable ; lacking permanency.
i6«9 Boyle Notes A tmospheres in Contn. New Exp. 1. 196

The weights themselves.. are commonly made of Brass (a

Metal very unfixt).

1 3. Not properly fitted. Obs.-'^

1643 Chas. I in Tregaskis' Catal. (1907) 6 So many re-

covered men of that Regiment as are able to march, divers

of whom have unfixed muskets.

Hence Unfi'zedness.
1668 J . Corbet .Sec. Disc. Relig. Eng. S xix . 44 Christianity

it self would be much endangered in a state of Ataxy and

unfixedness. 1707 NoRRis Treat. Humility ii. 53 The un-

fixedness and dissipation of his spirit. 1754 Edwards FreeiL

Will HI. v. 174 There is a vast Indistinctness and Unfixed-

ness in . .very many of the Terms. 1840 Mill Ess. (1859) 65

"That entire unfixedness in the social position of individuals.

Unfixing, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1810 Cradbe Borough iii.

38 Who sought a readier way the heart to move 1'han by

faint dalliance of unfixing love. Unfl'xity. (Un-' 12.)

185S Bagehot Bioe. Studies (1880) 19 A certain unfixity

of opinion. Unflagged, />?>/. a. (Uk-' 8 and Fijic ».')

1608 Heywood L-ucrece v. vii, Yet grow our lofty plumes

unflagg'd with blood.

Unflagging,///, a- (Un-i 10.)

1715 SouiH Scrm. IV. i. 4 With a continued, unflagging

Vigor of Expression. x86o Fboude Hist. Eng. VI. 395 A
purpose., which he pursued with unflagging energy. 189X

E. Peacock A^. Brendon II. 347 Her unflagging spirits were

a great consolation.

bo Unfla-ggingly adv.

1858 Lit. Churchnran 15 May 186/2 A hundred pages, in

which the ' view ' of this writer is unflaggingly pursued.

X883 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 331 Forces that are constantly

and unflaggingly at work.

tUnflain, ///. a. Obs. [Un-1 8 b.] = U»-
FLEAD />/>/. a.

c 1310 Sir Tristr. 46S 5ond li(> a best vnfiayn, Atire it as fiou

wold. X486 Bk. St. Albans e iij.Ye shall vndo hym vnflayne

when he shall be dight.

Unfla-ky, a. (Un-' 7.) 1675 Han. Woollev Ccntlm.

Comp. 162 Green ginger ;. . the better sort is uiifleaky. Un-
fla-me, v. (Un-= 4.) 1635 Quarles Embl. iii. Prol, 22

Where neither.. doubt afflicts, nor baser fear Unflames your

courage in pursuit. Unfla'ming, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.)

1644 NvE Gunnery -AwX. (1647) 11. 24 Dbpart your peece with

a lighted and unflaming wax candle.

Unfia-nked,///. a. (U-n-1 8.)

1553 Brende Q. Curtius III. 25 It was the thing that he

doubted moste, that they.. should inuade the open side of

his battaile whiche lay vnflancked towardes them. 1756

Home Douglas iii. iii. 40 Water-wafted armies, whose chief

strength Lies in firm foot, unflank'd with warlike horse.

1870 Mint. Engineering I. v. 333 The points selected for

assault should he, if possible, unflanked parts of ihe work.

Unflattened, ppl. a. (Un-' S.) [1775 Ash.] 1884

McLaren Spinning 178 Four feet of yarn in its n.alural

state unrubbed and unflattened. Unfla'tterable, a.

(Un-' 7 b.) t6^oV>.Ci<.v;D?tE\CotnmissionforAssise{\6^^)

Q Such as Chrysippus would have all earthly J udges_^ In-

corrupt, unflatterable. X647 Teapp Comm. Matt. xxn. 16

He was inadulabilis, unflatterable.

Unfia-ttered,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

X634 Habington Castara I. (Arb.) 47 Time mocks our

youth ; and . . brings us to unflattered age. Ibid. u. 76

Retir'd like Princes from the noise ofmen, To breath a while

unflatter'd. 1742 Young Nt. Th. 11. 631 In vaults, thin courts

of poor unflatter'd kings. 1789 T. Twining Aristotle s

Treat. Poetry 352 The unsoftened and unflattered character

of Achilles. 1845 Darwin in F. Darwin Life (1S87) I.

333 At which I ought to be much flattered and unflattered.

Unfiattering, />/>/• a- (Un-i lo.)

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 62 They that delight

in Poesie it selfe, should .. looke themselues in an vnflatter-

ing Glasse of reason. x65x Sherburne Salmacis 283 The

Neighbouring Lake, . . In whose unflattering Mirrour, every

Morn, She Counsell takes how best her self t adorn. 1704

NoRRls Ideal World 11. iii. 257 A faithful and unflattering

representation ofhis beloved object. 1823 Byron Jnan IX.

X, To you the unflattering Muse deigns to inscribe 1 ruths,

that you will not read in the Gazettes. 1873 H. Rockrs

Orig. Bible ii. (1875) 96A plan so unflattering to man s self-

righteousness.



TTNFLATTEBINGLY. 191 UNFOLD.
So nnfla'tterin^ly adv.
1874 Forin. Rev. Feb. 246 Our most popular poet..UTi-

flatteringly compares them to ' broken lights '.

Unflawed, fpl. a. (Un- i 8.)

i66s HooKE Microgr. 97 A very solid and unflnw'd piece of
cleer white Marble. 1817 Scot^ Harold vi. vii, Firm was
that faith,—as diamond stone Pure and unflaw'd. 1856
RusKiN Mod. Paint. IV. v. ix. §7 Furnishing light, broad,
and unflawed pieces to serve for slates upon the roof.

+ XTnflea'd, ppl, a. Obs. [Un-1 8 \flea Flay
z*,] Not flayed or skinned.

1580 Blundevil Horsemanship in. 32b, Two sheepes-
head:^ vnfleade. \^A,^ Herrick Noble Niiiub.^ Thanksgh'ing
far House 22 A little Byn, Which keeps my little loafe of
Bread Unchipt, unflead. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iii. x.

142 Such a beardlesse boy as the unflead goatheard.

Unflechand : see Unfliching ppl. a. Obs,

Unflecked,^//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1865 J. Thomson Simdny
up Kiver VI. ill, White-robed, my own white dove un*
flecked. 1883 Stevenson Silverado S^. 4 Although the
upper sky was still unflecked with vapour.

Unfle-dge, v. (UN-24.)
1508 FLO^JOf Spennacc/tzarej. .to vnfeather, to vnfledge,to

vnpfume. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. x. F33 For fear he
should unfledge me, by taking away my livery.

t Unfle-dge, a. Obs. [Un-1 7.] = next.

1581 NKv^TON tr. Seneca's Plays Pref., Mine I confess to
be an unflidge nestling, unhable to flye. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 570 The nightingales instruct their yoong
birds in song, insomuch as those which be taken unfledge
out of the nest, . . never afterwards sing so well.

Unfle'dged, PpL <u Also 7-8 un^etoh'd,

7 unfl-etcht. [Un-1 8,]

1. Not yet furnished or covered with feathers;

callow ; unfeathered. Also in fig, context.

1611 Shaks. Cymh. iil iii. 27 We poore vnfledg'd Haue
neuer wing'd from view o' th' nest, X717 Poem Birthday
K. George^ Now boldly dare, With unfletch'd Wings, Nobly
to soar. 1751 FooTE Taste i. i, This superannuated BeU
dame gapes for flattery, like a nest of unfledg'd crows for

food. 181X Scott Kenilw. ix, The two-legged and unfledged
species called mankind. 1890 Science'Gossip XXVI. 19/2,
Two unfledged birds lying dead at the base of the walL

b, poet. Of an arrow: = Unpeathebed a. 2.

ITS* Young Brothers 11. i, Nor can he feather there his

tmfledg'd shaft But from ambition's wing.

2. Of things : Not fully developed ; still in a

crude or imperfect state.

1615 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 50 You that.. betake
to worser parts Your vnfledg'd fancies. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarck., Hen, K, xxxvii, Vnfledg'd Witt Imp't from the
ragged Sarcill Chaucer drop't. 1790 Sir J. Reynolds in

Leslie & Taylor Li/e ^ Times (1865) II. x. 592 Newly
hatched, unfledged opinions. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa
Guidi IVind. ir. 270 Alas, poor people, of an unfledged will I

3. Of persons: Immature, inexperienced, un-
developed in knowledge, etc.

1603 Shaks. Ham. i. iiL 65 But doe not dull thy palme,
with entertainment Of each vnhatch't, vnfledg'd Comrade.
1669 Drvden Frol. to lyUd Gallant reviv'd 14 By such
degrees, while knowledge he did want, Our unfletch'd
Author writ a Wild Gallant. 17x3 Addison 6/^c/. No. 305
f 15 This Society of unfledged Statesmen. 1769 Junius Lett,
XXV. (178B) 159 The unfledged race of ensigns, who infest our
streets. 1824 Dovle in Fitz-Patrick Life (1880) I. 314 To
stare with wonder., at what appears strange only because it

is unknown to some unfledged traveller or essayist.

4. Pertaining to, characteristic of, youth and in-

experience,
16x1 Shaks, Wint. T. i. ii. 78 In those vnfledg'd dayes,

was my Wife a Girle. i76o-7a H. Brooke Fool o/Qnal.
(1809) III. 134, I am but asa bird from the nest, and this is

the first of my unfledged excursions. 1809 Malkin GH Bias
X. X. P42 My unfledged youth might lead him to take me
for some graceless little truant. i88x World 28 Dec, She
has lost the innocence of unfledged girlhood.

Unflee'ce, c. (Un-' 4.) x6og Dekker ^(zz/^wf .^/w. Da
The CIcrgie.. shall haue thin cheekes, for euerie body shall

fleece 01 rather vnffeece them. Unflec'ced,/^/. a, (Un-'
8.) c x8a5 Moore Cojtntry Dance ^ Quad. 98 Yet unfleeced
by funding blockheads, Happy John Bull, .had..' Money
in both pockets '. Unfleeting, j^>/. «. (Un-^ 10.) a 1640
Jackson Creed r.. iii. § t The original controversy.. plainly
gropounded in constant or unfleeting terms. i8xx W. R.
fencer Poems 4^ Painting, . . whose magic-gifted hand

Can. .raise unfleeting visions of the past. Unflenched,
ppi, a. (Un-* 8.) 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 32
Leaving one ship with, .two whales and a half unflenched.

Unfiesh., v, [Uir-2 4.] trans. To strip of
flesh. Hence TTnfle'shing vbl. sb.

1598 Florio, ScarnarCy to vnflesh, to pare the flesh from
the bones. x6xx Ibid.^Scamatura^ any vnfleshing. 1683
E. Hooker Pordage's Mystic Div. Pref. 25 When the in-

exorable Messenger., shal come., and uncloath and unflesh
him too. 1894 Baring-Gould Deserts S. France I. 190 A
body had been deliberately unfleshed before it was laid in
its last li.T.bi'.ation.

Unfle-slied, ppl a^ [Un-1 8 -i- Flesh z;,] Not
yet stimulated by tasting flesh

; fig.^ untried, in-

experienced, new. Also absol,

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 280, I wil never present an
hoste unto y« high capitaine of Roome..unfleashed on their
enemies. i6n Speed Theat, Gt. Brit, i-z<tli Some.. who
(like unflesht souldiers) gaue ouer their enterprise without
further hope. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis iii. 499 With some
less Foe thy unflesht valour try. 16931 Drvden Cleomenes
v. ii, As a generous, unfleshed hound, that hears From far

the himters' horn and cheerful cry. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa VII. 409, I am no unneshed novice ; this [duel] is

a sport, tliat,.I love as well as my food. 1833 Lytton
Godolphin 8 Percy's heart was full of enterprise and the un-
fleshed valour of inexperience. 1895 Meredith Amazing
Marriage ix, Customary phrases of the unfleshed in folly.

TTnfle'shed, ppL a.^ [f. Unflesh v.^ or
Un-1 8,] a. Stripped of flesh, b. Not covered
with flesh.

1607 W. Barksted Mirrha D 4 b, Nor let the dead repine,

..let thevnflesht thronges, .be glad. 1795S0UTHEV Vis. A/aid
Orleans i. 99 Behold this skull, These eyeless sockets, and
these unflesh'd jaws, 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav., A t Sea,
May it be long before Professor Owen is comforted with the
sight of his unfleshed vertebrae.

Unfle-shly, a. (Un-1 7.)
iSssPusey Doctr, Real Presence 335 Forif someunfleshly

quality of a body be opposed to us, surely, .it will not have
blood. 1861 Rkade Cloister (^ H, !, Those unfleshly eyes,

with which they say the very air is thronged.

Hence TTnfle-sliliness.

a 1859 De QuiNCEY Posih. IVks. (1891) I. 186 Without the
idea of holiness and unfleshliness, eternity. .cannot sustain

itself.

Unfle'Shy,a. (Un-' 7.) i6xa J. Davies (Heref.) Muse's
Sacr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 13/1 At gastly Deaths vnfleshy
feet. \\in^Q% ppl. a. Obs.—^ (Un.» 8 b-HFLKET z'.*)

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 335/1 Dairy People.. make..
Flet and unflet Milk Cheese.

Unfletch'd, obs. var. Unfledged.

tUnfle-xible, a, Obs. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] =
Inflexible a.

^1x586 Sidney Arcadia in. xv, Falsly accounting an un-
flexible anger, a couragious constancie. i6n Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. IX. viii. § 44. 498 Seeing the Poi^e vnflexible, and
vnsensible of so many Christians calamitie. 1677 Gilpin
Demonol. (1867) 152 Some spirits are unfixed and volatile.

..Others are tenacious and unflexible.

tUnflixhing, ppl. a. Obs. [Un.' 10.] Unflinching.
ax34o Hampole Psalter ii. 9 pou sail gouern Jjaim..
in stabile and vnflichand \v.r. unflechande] rightwisnes.

Unfll'ckering, ppl. a, (Un-' la) X856 Mrs. Browning
Aur. Leigh iii. 173 With fixed unflickenng outline of dead
heat 1884 Pall Mall G. 23 June 16/2 A steady and un-
flickering light.

Uiiflincliing, ppl. a, (Un-1 io.)

X7a8 Morgan Algiers II. v. 315 The Vi.lour and Resolu-
tion of the unflinching Knights. iBii Scott Lord of IsIl's

VI. xxvi, Unflinching foot 'gainst foot was set, 1846 Mrs.
A. Marsh Father Darcy 1 1, ix. 145 A fresh element of
resolute, unflinching, persevering determination. xSSa
Macm. Mag, XLV. 372 Yet he is.. determinedly persever-
ing, unflinching as a foe.

Hence Unfli'nchingly adv,
1833 Coleridge Table-t. 5 Feb.^ Oh I for a great man.,

who could.. unflinchingly put it into act 1 1879 Chr. G.
RossETTi Seek ^ F. 236 The more unflinchingly we abide
by this truth, the keener will our spiritual faculty become.

Unfloatable, a. (Un-' 7b.) x88o *Mark Twain'
Tramp Abr. I. 231 The floating of iron cable-chains and
other unlloatable things. 1884 Ld. Blackburn in Law
Rep. 9 App. Cases 409 That natural impediment renders
the stream at that spot practically unfloatable. Un*
flo'ckfZ/. (UN-*6b.) 161 X Florio, ZJw^i-^^iaVtf, to scatter,

to vnflocke, 1778 H. Brooke Contending Brothers v. vi, It

were pity that birds of such a feather should be unflock'd,

UnflooT,!/. (Un-^ 4.) X589 PuTTENHAM Arte Eng. Poesie
III. xix. (Arb.) 230 They beate downe the walles, they vn-
floored the loftes, they vn tiled it. i6n Cotcr., DesplanchS^
. .vnfloored, or, whose floore is taken vp. UnflooTed,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1816 in Hone Every-day Bk. (1825) 1.

572 The upper story is unfloored. X897 Daily News 26 Nov.
8/5A tiny unfloored, corrugated iron shanty, UnflouTed,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [177s Ash.] 1795 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls.
IV. 229 With surly face and liead unflour'd. Un-
flou-lished.///. a. (Un.' 8.) 14865*. St, Albans, Her.
a j b, Adam the begynnyng of man kynde was as a stokke
vnsprayde and vnfloreshed. Unflou'rishlng, ppl. a.

gjN-' 10.) 178a Baker Bio^. Dramatica III. ga The
dinburgh theatre, at that time in no unflourishing con-

dition, Unflower, v. (Un-* 4.) x6xo G. Fletcher
Christ''s Vict. i. Ixxxv, Bring.. all your silver flaskets,..

That I may sooneunflow'r your fragrant baskets. To strowe
the fields with odours. Unflowered, ppl, a. (Un' 8.)

1648 Hrxham II, Ongebloemt, vnflowred, or without Flowers.

1775 Ash, Unflowered.. , not flowered, not ornamented with
flowers. Unflo'wn,///. a. (Un-' 8 b.) [X775 Ash.] 1791
Cowper Ilioiiw. 137 He chose a dart Unflown, full-fledged.

Unflu-ctnating, ///. a. (Un-1 id.)

1723 Blackmore Alfred \w. 129 Inthe Steerage they pre-

side. And, tho' in Storms, unfluctuating guide I'he agitated

State. x8j3 De Quincey Lett. Educ. 1, i That you had the
priceless blessing of unfluctuating health. 1858 Norton
TopifS2^2 The tax must be. .unfluctuating in amount. X896
A'. Amer, Rev. Dec. 743 A sound unfluctimting currency.

Unflu'ent, a. (Un-' 7.) x6oS Sylvester Du Bartas i.

vi. 29 Poure vpon my faint vn-fluent tongue The sweetest
hunnie of th' Hyantian Fount. 1659 O* Walker Instruct,

Oratory 25 The first making the language dull and slow;
the other,.. abrupt, and unfluent.- Unflu'iried, ///. a,

(Un-' 8.) x85^ Cdl. Wiseman Fahiola (1855) 287 She com-
pleted, unflurrted, the preparatioDS for supper.

_ UnflU'Sh,
V. (Un-' 7.) 1866 M. Arnold Thyrsis xvii. The west
unflushes, the high stars grow bright.

Unflu'shed, ///. a.i [Un-1 8 + Flushz'.i 2.] Of
game : Not driven up.
1769 Stratford Jubilee I. i. There will be rare poaching

for experienced sportsmen among unflush'd game,
Unflu-shed, ///. a.^ [Un-1 8 + Flush v.^
Not flushed in colour.

[x775 Ash.] i860 Ld. Lytton Lucile 11. i. § 16, 4 That
pale cheek for ever by passion unflush'd. 1868 H. Bushnell
Moral Uses Dark TJu (1869) 217 We see it in a laying out
of white, unflushed by mortal sympathy.

Unfiuled, ppl. a. (Un-^ 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1843 Civil
Eng. <5- Arch. jrnl. VI. 270/2 The columns are unfluted.

1854 tr. Hettner's Athens 4- Peloponncse 46 Pieces of
friezes, .. and unfluted drums of pillars. Unflu'tter-
able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1871 Mrs. Whitney Real Folks viii.

The quiet, unflutterable gray bonnet calmly horizontal.

Unflu'xile, a. (Un-' 7.) 1757 tr. HenckeVs Pyritol. 349
Crude, unmetallic, unfluxile earth. Unfoaled, ppl. a.

(Un.' 8.) X863 Miss Braddon Aurora FloydyX\\,'^'\\mm%
future Derbys..with colts that are as yet unfoaled. Un-
fee'd, a. (UN-'g.) 1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 111. xviii,

Augustus, .was Emperour alone; In whose unfoed Mon-
archie our comon health was known.
Unfoi-led, ///. a.i [Un-1 8 -j- Foil t;.i]

fl. Not injured, marred, or impaired. Obs,
1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 242 When the golden and

vnfoiled age remained yet whole.. at Rome. « 1640 Jack-
son Creed x. viii. § 3 The Naturalist . . bunts after the truth
with fresh unfoiled scent. i6gi Ray Creation 11, (1692) 22
To let in [to the eye] the Light and Colors unfoiled and un-
sophisticated by any inward Tincture.

2. Not overcome, beaten, or baflled.

1587 T. Hughes Misfort. Arthur v. i. 31 For had impa-
tient ire indu'rde abuse,..I mought haue liu'd in forreine
coastes vnfoilde. 1600 Sir F. Verb Comm. 93 Their foot-
men (which were old trained souldiers, and to that day un-
foiled in the field). 1672 Temple Ess.^ Govt. Wks. 1720 I.

107 The usurped Powers.. thought themselves secure m the
Strength ofan unfoiled Army ofabove Sixty Thousand Men.
ftJnfoMed, ;*//. a:^ Obs. [Un-i 8 -f Foil v.^

Unploughed.
1611 CoTGR., Terre vierge^ ground that is whole or vn-

foyled ; good ground that was neuer plowed.

Unfoiled, ppl. a,^ [Un-1 8 + Foil z;.4] Not
coated or backed with foil.

1640 in Entick London (1766) II. 165 Glass-plates, or
sights for looking-glasses, unfoiled. 1731 Phil. Trans.
XXXVII, 155 The second Speculum may have a Part un-
foil'd. 176X Ibid. LI I. 561 By reflexion from the unfoiled
part of the speculum.

TTnfO'la, v^ Forms : i unfealdan, 3 un-
uolden, 3-6 un-, vnfolde (5 onfolde), 4- unfold
(4-7 vn-), 6-7 vnfould

; 5 north. vnfald(e, 6, 8 Sc,

unfauld. [OE. unfealdan (f. tm- Un- 2 -ifealdan
Fold z/.i), = MDu. and Du. ontvoudenj -votiwcn
(eastern MDu. -volden^ -valden), G. entfalten.'\

1. trans. To open or unwrop the folds ofj to

spread open ; to expand ; to straighten out.
C890 WiERFERTH tr. Gregory's Dial. 333 pa boc.unlysan

is. unfealdan. c xooo Ags, Gosp, Luke iv. 17 Sona swa he Jja

hoc unfeold, J>a funde he [etc.], cxaosLAV. 10544 >Euere his
writen he vnf^eold {^er he forS ferde. X3.. Coerde L. 4809
Hys baner anon was unfolde, The Sarezynes anon gan
behold. 1338 R, Brunne Chron. (i8ro) 284 Bot if \>e bulle
vnfolden were red among vs here, 5our hote salle be holden.
X377 Langl. P, pi. B. xvii. 176 pe paume hath po\/ere..to
vnfolde ^e folden fuste. rt X4CO-S0 Alexander ^027 Bald
bernes on bent banars vnfaldis. c 1450 Lovelich Grail
xxxvi. 462 Whanne this body he hadde beholde, Anon the
clothes he dyde on-folde. 1530 Palscr. 767/3, I unfolde
any thyng that is folded up togyder, Je desploye. Ibid.j

Unfolde this clothe, a 1553 Udall Roister D, iii. iv. No
lessc.Than this letter purporteth, which ye haue vnfolde.
1665 Davenant Siege ofRlwdes Wks. (1672) 8 Sweeter then
Buds unfolded in a Shower. X697 Dbyden ^neis vi, 393
Strife, that shakes Her hissing tresses, and unfolds her
snakes, 1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes iv. xv. 5 Phoebus.,
warn'd me. . Not to unfold my little sail, 1784 Cowper Task
IV. 153 The pattern grows, the welUdepicted flow'r..Un.
folds its bosom. x8a8 Scott F, M. Perth xix, Come now, .

.

unfold your arms from about my patient. 1841 T. R. Jones
Anim. Kingd. 399 One of the snails unfolds from the right
side of its neck, .a wide sacculus,

b. transf. ovfig.
1390 Gower Conf. II. 24 For I ne mai my wit unfolde To

find o word of that I mene. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1621) 540 Unfolding his troupes (tnat standing there, they
might at more libertie use their swords). X633 G, Herbert
Temple, Dawning 3 Unfold thy forehead gather'd into
frowns. X744 Akenside Picas. Imag. i. 73 Till in time..
What he admired and loved, his vital smile Unfolded into
being. X839 Thirlwall Greece VI. 253 As these thoughts
had been nourished and unfolded in himself by the recent
change in his fortunes.

o. To Open (the eyes or lips) ; to open (a gate,

etc.) upon hinges.
a 1325 in Horstm. Altengl, Leg. (1878) 144 Adam hisei5cn

vnfeld; & sef»t>en his sone he bineld. 1620 Shelton Quix,
1. IV. xix. 518 He would not once vnfold his lips, vntiU he
might see what would be the period of his disgrace.

1667 Milton F. L. iv. 381 Hell snail unfould..her widest
Gates. i8ox Southey Thalaba vl xvi, The gates of iron,

by no human arm Unfolded, turning on their hinges slow.

1896 De Vinne Moxon's Mech. Exerc. 410 He.. unfolded
the frisket and tympan.

d. refl. (Also in fig. use.)

'779 Mirror No. 22, Her voice seemed to unfold itself in
singing, to suit every musical expression. x83i Shelley
EPiPsych, 480 An atom of th' Eternal, whose own smile
Unfolds itself. 1891 Fabrar Darkn. ^ Dawrr xxxv, The
whole world had turned . . to thorns ; would some new rose-

bud now unfold itself among them 2

2. To disclose or reveal by statement or exposi-

tion ; to explain or make clear,

a xo^o Liber Scintill, xxxviii. (1889) 140 Jejjancu un-
rihtwisnysse [hij unfealdacS. a 1235 Ancr. R. 100 pis is a
cruel word. . . Hit is bilepped & bihud, ac ich hit wulle un-
uolden. a X850 Prov, Alfred 659 Al he bi-fuUt his frend,

pen he him vnfoldit. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1563 Calle
nem alle to my cort.., Vnfolde hem alle Jjis ferly t>at is

bifallen here. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 10962 At the
grete lugement Wher tassyses shal be holde, Al couert
ftilsenesse to vnfolde. c 1475 Partenay 5124 The holy fader
wondred on that he told, (Jff tho merueles that ther [he] gan
vnfold. 1595 Locrine i, L 8^3, I will vnto you all vnfold Our
royall mind and resolute intent. 1658 Flecknok Epigr.
(5" Enigm. Char, i Clearly unfolding and explicating the
notions of her minde. 1693 Humours Town 38, 1 will only
unfoldit to you as the nature of the thing is. 178a Priestley
Matt. <5' Spir. I. Pref. p. xxxli, His system is.. perhaps the
same.. if Be would distinctly unfold it. 1817 Jas. Mill
Brit. India II, v, ix. 689 In a speech.. [he] unfolded the
causes and extent of the national cilamitics. 1875 Jowhtt
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Plato (ed. 2) IV. 339 The brethren whose mysteries I nm
about to unfold to you are far more ingenious.

rtfl. i6o« Shaks. Nam. i. i. 2 Nay answer me : Stand &
vnfold your selfe- 1637 B. Josson SadShefik. 11. v, What
riddle is this? unfcld your selfe, deare Kobin. 1831 Carlyle
Sari. Res. 11. v, The self-secluded unfolds himself in. .free,

,

glowing words.

3. To disclose or lay open to the view ; to dis-

play. Alsoy^.
- C1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. met. v. (i868)_ 132 Whi l»at

boetes J>e sterre vnfoldit* his ouer swift arisynges. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. i. i. 146 Uriefe as the lightning in the

collied night, That (in a spleene) vnfolds both heauen and
earth. 1713 Blackmore Creation i, 430 The hollow vales

their smilmg pride unfold. 18x2 S. Rogers Columbus xii. 32

To other eyes shall Mexico unfold Her feathered tapestries,

and roofs of gold. 187a Jenkinson Guide Eng, Lakes (1879)

Qi When the steep part of the journey is accomplished a
lovely prospect is unfolded.
reji. 1837 W. lRviNGCrt//.5o««rt'///ffIII.76Fromthislofty

eminence, a vast and magnificent prospect unfolds itself.

4, a. To nnwrap; to take oiitof something folded.

1553 Brends Q. Curtius 190 Vnfolding his wound,. .[hej

shewed his legge vnto them. 1827 Scott Chroti. Canon-
gate V, Then was unfolded, out of many a little scrap of

paper, the reserved sum of fifteen shillings.

b. To release, let go.
In Beaum. & Fl. Faith^. SfupJterdess 11, 'vnfould' is an

error for * infold ' or * enfold ' : see note to Un** 5 b.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. xii. xlviii, These suppliant

hands . .Will never let thee loose, will never more unfold thee.

6. intr. To open (up or out) ; to spread out or

expand ; to become patent or plain, etc
(<i) c 1350 Liheaus Desc. 2091 As he set \}\xs in halle, Out

of ^ stone walle A window faire unfelde. X697 Dbvden
u^ncis X.I The Gates of Heav'n unfold; Jove summons
all The Gods to Council. 17x5 Pope Iliad iv. i And now
Olympus' shining gates unfold. _X7a5_— Odyss, ix. 533 Seest

thou these lids that now unfold in vain? 1746 Francis tr.

Horace^ Epist. i. xviii. 122 Ears, that unfold to every Tale,

Intrusted Secrets ill conceal. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xix,

But the fingers do unfold. 1887 Bowen Mneid in. 94 The
gates unfold of the shrine.

{h) C1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. (1823) lxxxi. i, Letjoy-
full songes to god unfold. i6oi Shaks. TtveL N. i. 11. 19

Mine owne escape vnfoldeth to my hope. 1725 Pope Odyss.

xn. 240 Now all at once tremendous scenes unfold. X759

Robertson Hist. Scot, 11. Wks. 1813 I. 139 The queen's

schemebegan gradually to unfold. 1833 Tennyson £/tf<iM(?rg

V, I see thy beauty giaduall^ unfold. 1858 Sears A than.

III. i. 256 A system of infinite truth, which is to unfold

through the ages.

(c) a 1649 Crashaw Cartnen Deo Nostro^ To C'tess of
Denbigh^ Unfold at length, unfold fair fiowre. 1813 Scott
Rokeby vi. i, That morning sun has three times seen The
flowers unfold on Rokeby green. 1862 Thackicbav Philip

xvi, The pony-chaise unfolded into a noble barouche. 1875
Bennett & Dver tr. Sacks' Bot. 175 The position of the

leaves in the lateral buds before unfolding.

Unf0*ld,2'.2 [UN-2 4b + F0LDz;.2] /rans. To
release (sheep) from a fold or folds.

1530 Palscr. 768/1 It is lyme to unfolde our shepe. a 1613

OvERBUHY A lyi/e, etc (1638) 172 She dares goe alone and
unfold sheepe t'th'night. 1781 Cowper Rctircin. 397 The
boy, wlio. . Unfolds his flock.

tUnfo-ldable, a. Obs. [Un-1 7 b.] Incap-

able of being unfolded,
161X Cotgr., Inexplicable^ inexplicable, vnfouldable.

a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts ^ Mon. (1642) 420 The sense is

marred, intricate, unfoldable.

Unfolded, ///. a^ [Un-1 8 + Fold z-.i] Not
folded or arranged in folds,

1683 MoxoN Mech. Exercy Printing xxiL p lo Folding in

the un-folded corners. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 3047/4 Part

of them is Unfolded, so as to be useful to all Gentlemen and
others conversant in the Mechanicks. i860 Dickens i/>;-

comm. Trav. ix, A pretty large prayerbook in an unfolded

pocket-handkerchief!

TJnfo-lded,;>//. «.2 [Un-i S + Foldz^.s] Not
enclosed in a (sheep) fold.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 44 So long we. .forget our

labours, that both our flockes shall be vnfolded. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 14 Men cannot leave their sheepe

unfolded soe longe as there is any corne in the field. 183a

J. Bree St. Herberts Isle 81 Th' unfolded flocks that o'er

them bleat. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 11. 602 A
lamb's small shadow. ., Unfed, unfolded !

Unfolded,///, a:^ [f. Ua-fold vy\ Opened
out or up; fig. displayed, revealed,

i6oa FuLBECKE Pandects 29 Though the parties will, doe
appeare in a secret will,., yet consent is onely verified

in an expresse & vnfolded wil. 1629 H. Burton Truth's

Triumph 212 Euery beleeuer must haue . . a cleare, expliclte,

and vnfolded faith in Christ. x6p7 Congrkvk Mourn.
Bride II. v. The iron gates.. are still wide stretchM..And
staring on us with unfolded leaves. 1784 Cowper Task vi.

3B0 From shop to shop Wandering, and littering with un-

folded silks The polished counter. 1820 Shelley Liberty

iv, Like unfolded flowers beneath the sea-

Unfolder, [f. Unfold vy\ One who, or
that which, unfolds, in various senses of the word.
x6xi Cotgr., Expligueur^ an explicator, vnfolder, ex-

plainer. X651 Baxter inf. Bapt. 240 Himself was an
accurate unfolder of truth. 1728 Theobald Double False-
hood I. ii, Is your Father yet moved in the Suit, who must
be the prime Unfolder of tliis Business ? X797 Monthly Mag.
111.26^ Both copyists and unfolders [of papyrus rolls] are
injudiaously paid by the month. X84S Trench Huh. Led.
vit 115 The unfolder of all the nobler and higher life of the
world. 187X Macduff Mem. Patmos ix. 119 The sudden
appearance . . of the Unfolder of the roll.

Unfolding, vbL sb. [f. Unfold z/.i] The
action of the verb, in various senses.
X483 Cath, Angl. \ii.l\ An vn Foldynge, explido^

dtuoJucio. XS38 Elyot, Replication a replycation or vn-

192

foldynge of a thynpe. 1599 Minsheu Span, Cram. 80 The
|

farther unfolding of this language. 1615 Hieron Wks. I.

653 Death.. is (as it were) the vnfolding of the net, or the

breaking open of the prison doore. 1646 P. Bulkelev
Gospel Cmt. I. 121 The time of unfolding [of the blessings]

is not yet come. 1760^2 H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1800)

IV. 45 The growth and unfolding of any common vegetable

from.. the seed. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udo/pha i,

He watched the unfolding of her infant character with

anxious fondness. J843 Manning Strut. I. 276 The spring-

ing or unfolding of a stately tree. 1871 Tristram Moot 11.

26 The sudden unfolding [to view] of the Dead Sea basin.

ITufO'lding, ///. a.^ [f. Unfold i/.l i;.] That

unfolds, discloses, or develops.

1761 Falconer .Shifivr. 11. 285 The sailors.. Attend th' un.

folding brails at his command. 1798 S. & Ht. I.ee Cantcrb.

T, II. 355 The g.iy delights of unfolding nature. 1814

WoRDSW. F.xcurs. vi. 855 It was the season of unfolding

leaves. 1862 ' Shirley '

(J. Skelton) Nugx Crit. ii. 107 The
unfolding acts of a great drama.

Unfolding, ///. a."^ [f. Unfold w.2]

1. Indirating the time for unfolding sheep.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. iv. ii. aiB Looke, th' vnfolding

Starre calles vp the Shepheard.

2. Coming out of the fold.

i8n Clare Vill. Minstr. 1. 13 Raising the bleatings of un.

folding sheep.

Unfo'ldment. [f. Unfold z».i] The process

of unfolding.

x8so D. Thomas Crisis ofBeing iv. 64 Matter is. .the un-
foldmeht of ideas. 1884 Christian World 11 Sept. 688/2

All that is asked . . is your co-operation . . in its unfoldment.

tTnfoldresB. [f. Unfoldeu.] A female un-

folder.

1577 Stanvhurst Descr, Ireland Ep. Ded. in Holinshed
I. I b/i The learned haue. .adiudged anhystorietobe. .the

vnfoldresse of treacherie,

UnfO'ldure. [f. Unfold w.l] Unfolding.

1837 C. LoFFT Sctf/ormation I. 254 The relaxation and
expansion and gentle unfoldure of the mind.

Unfoliaged, ///.<!. (Un-' 8.) 1795 .\nsa Seward /,(•//.

(i8n) IV. 91 The pale unfoliaged ruins of Castle Dinas
Bran. 1804 — Mem. Darwin 123 There, indeed, we .see

rocks piled on rocks, unfoliaged and frowning. a 1843
SouTiiEvCi'w/w.-//. Hk. (1851) IV. 86 The ash is still un.

foliagcd. Unfoliated,///. a. (Un.> 8.) 1859 A. Nks-
BiTT in ^rc/mctr/. XXXIX. 105 Two segmental unfoliated

arches, on which rests a circle, also unfoliated. a 1878

ScOTT Led. Archil. (1879) I. 176 The use .. of moulded un.

foliated capitals.

Unf -llowed, ///. a, (Un- i 8.)

1508 [see Unaccused fpl. «.]. 1596 Danett tr. Comines
VIII. vi. 332 The Estradiols, .forsooke their men of armes,

who by means thereof were vnfollowed. 1630 J. '1'avlor

(Water P.) Trav. Ded., I shall hereafter saciiiice whole

Hecatombs, .at the shrine ofyour vnfellowed and vnfollowed

vertues. 1828 Q. Rev. XXXIV. 75 This example remained
unfoUowed by England for almost a century. 1864 E.
Sargent Peculiar 1. 121 We wil! allow Peculiar Institution

to quit this room free and unfollowed.

Unfoo'l, ^'. (UN- 2 6 b.)

1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 120, I, but if it proue true

(Mr. Page) haue you any way then to vnfoole me againe.

1633 Strafford in Life (1892) 301 The sooner wee vnfoole

ourselues of this errore, the sooner wee shall learne to know
our selues. X635 Quarles Embl. 11. iii. 5 Will no plump fee

Bribe thy false fists.. T'unfool whom thou hast fool'd?

Unfoo'lish, a. (Un-' 7.) 1603 Florio Montaigne 561,

I daylie heare fooles utter unfoolish wordes. 1883 Sat. lievt

3 Jan. 12/3 The foolisher sort of a very unfoolish people.

Unfoo't, z', [UN-24.] trans. To wash or wear

fiway the foot of.

1758 Borlase Nat, Hist. Cormu, 66 Vast masses of cliff,

which the sea has unfooted. Ibid. 109 The contiguous

strata have been unfooted.. many times.

UnfoO'ted, ;*//. a. [Un-1 8.] Not trodden by

the feet (of man) ; untraversed.
x8i8 Keats Endym. i. 77 Some unfooted plains Where fed

the herds of Pan. 1839 Bailey Fesius 338 And oft, at night,

. .We would breathe ourselves amid unfooted snows, 1895
Meredith .(4w(is/«^il/arr/rti;tf XXX, Calamity hung around,

with the future an unfooted wilderness.

tUnfoo-tsore,a. Sc. Obs. (Un-*7.) c 14B0 Henrvsom
Fables, Two Mice 15 Ane tyme quhen scho wes full and
vnfute sair. £-1500 Priests ^ Peblis 5 Thrie Preists..sat

richt soft and vnfutesair. UnfoTaged, ppl, a. (Un-' 8+
Forage V. i.) a 16^9 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jas. IV, Wks.

(1711) 75 By fighting in England, he kept his own Country
unforaged. unforba-de,//5/. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1844 Mrs.
Browning Vis, Poets ccxlii, Nor know I if the man who
prayed Rose up accepted, unforbade. UnforbeaTance.
(Un-' 12.) i699SHAFTESB.C/wr.(i7ii) II. 150 The Injurys

we do our-selves, by Excess and Unforbearance. Unfor-
beaTing, ;J//. «. (Un.' 10.) 1820 T. yixicw^'L'L Aristoph,

I, 113 A ranting, storming, unforbearing fellow.

Unforbi'd, ///. a. [Un-I 8 b.l = next.

1667 Milton P. L. vii. 04 If unforbid thou maist unfould

What wec.aske. 1817 Pollok Course T. viii. 350 He.,
took all joys, Forbid and unforbid, as impulse urged. 1869

Lowell ivinier Evening Hymn to Fire vii, Nicotia..We
worship, unforbid of thee.

Unforbidden,///, a. (Un-1 8 b.)

153s CovERDALE Acts xxviii. 3T Teachinge those thinges

. . with all boldnesse, vnforbydden. x6ii Florio, Inuietato^

vnforbidden. 1648 Hexham 11, Ongeboden.,.,Vx\iot\)\AAtxi.

1819 Shelley Cenci iv. iv. 29 All was prepared by unfor-

bidden means Which we must pay so dearly^ having done.

x86i Geo. Eliot Silas M. x. To.. take up his old quarters

unforbidden, and,swagger as usual.

Hence Unforbi'ddenly Ui^v.^ -ness.
1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. v. ix. 179 This unforbiddenness

they think sufficient to evince, that the Sumptuousness..i_s

not absolutely.. Sinful. x86o Ellicott Life Our Lordvln.

387 When., love., may hereafter unforbiddenly direct itself

to the ascended Lord.

UNPORESEEABLE .

•j- TTnforbo-den, obs. var. Unforbidden ///. a.

Cf. MDu. and Du. onverbodcn^ MHG. and G.unverboien.

X534 Tin-dale /4c^j xxviii. 31 Teachynge those thinges..

with all confidence, vnforboden.

XTnfOTced,^/. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not compelled or constrained.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas ii. ii. Colonies 513 Being fed..

With wholesome Fruits of an un-forced soyl. 1644 Hey-
WOOD Gnnaik. v. 231 Artimesia .. unforced and uncom-
peld followed the expedition of Xerxes against Greece.

1697 Dryden JEneis xi. 654 Why thus, unforced, should we
so tamely yield? 1741 Richardson Pamela HI. 248 He
will judge us according to the unforced and unbyassedUse
we make of that Light. 1805 Wordsw. To the Daisy 52
Unforced by wind or wave 'Yo quit the Ship for which he
died. 1884 igth Cent, Mar. 436 The unforced zeal and
docility of the horse.

b. Of plants : Not produced out of season.

1868 Daily News 8 July, Some of the fuchsias. . would have
borne comparison with any unforced flowers of their class.

2. Not pushed beyond the natural limits ; not

produced by exertion or effort; easy, natural.

1604 Shaks. 0th. 11. i. 239 This granted fas it is a most
pregnant and vnforc'd position) who stands so eminent.. as

Cassio do's? 1665 ). Spencer Vidg. Proph. 52 All the

great Prophets.. delivered themselves in a natural and un*

forc'd order of words. i^i;j Addison tr. Ovid's Met. in.

Notes, Wks. 1721 1.242 This is one of Ovid's finished stories.

The transition to it is proper and unforced. 1790 Paley
Horse Paul. xii. § 2 Here we have a fair unforced example of

coincidence. 1850 Irving Goldsmith i. 17 The unforced

humour, blending so happily with good feeling and good
sense. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts ix. His objections., were

unforced and genuine,

3. Requiring or involving no physical exertion.

1643 Denham Coopers H, 42 With such an easie and un-

forc't ascent. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy viii. xix, By an
unforced compression, .of his cap with the thumb and the

two forefingers.

Hence UnfoTcedly adv. ; TTnfo'rcedness.
1632 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xnr. Notes 451 This may

vnforcedly admit of the former interpretation. 1664 H.
More Mysi. Inig. 261 The naturalness and unforcedness

of this Imbibition shall be made good. 1696 M. Henry
Life P. Henry iv. Wks. 1853 II. 647/1 Such a distribution

as the matter did most easily and unforcedly fall into,

Unforcible, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Lacking force or power.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v, Ixv. §9 Wee cannot tbinke

that the signe which our new baptized foreheads did there

receiue, is either vnfit or vnforcible. 1754 A. Murphy
Gray*s Inn Jrnl. No. 90, Pieces.. unforcible in Sentiment,

and destitute ofCharacter.

2. Incapable of being forced or enforced.

x6ix CoTCR., Inferrable, vnforcible, vnexpugnable, im.

pregnable. 1649 SIilton Tenure Kings 39, I wish them
. -not to coiiipell unforcible things in Religion especially.

UnfoTcibly, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1831 Scott Ct, Roh.\, So
I did express myself, ..and, as I trust, not altogether un-
forcibly. C1890 A. Murdoch Yoshiwara Episode 8 Which
..illustrates not unforcibly what a glorious thing the..

system is for the capitalist.

Unfordable, a. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

x6ii Florio, Inguazzabile, vnwadable, vnfoordable, 1649
Tavlor Gt. Exemp. ii. §21 When he is to pass a sudden
or unfordable flood. 173a Lediard Sethos II. vii. 58*Their
excursions, .over unfordable rivers. 1834 V^iftci.^Afr.Sk,

187 A very heavy rain, .swells the river to an unfordable size.

1868 Rep* U.S. Commissioner Agric.{i2>6^) 351 Many of the
unfordable streams are still crossed by flat-boat femes.

/Jf. ai64i Bp. Moustagu Acts <5- Mon. (1642) 25 Many
deep hidden mysteries, and unfordable.

Hence Unfo'rdableness,
1651 Heylvn Cosmogr. w. 193 The unfordablenesse of the

River.
UnfoTded,///. a. (Un.' 8.) 1697 Dryden Virg.Georg.

III. 396 He.. contemns Unruly Torrents, and unfoordcd
Streams. Unforebo-ded,/*//. rt. (Un-' 8.) j8i8Colk-
BROOKE Import Colonial Corn 58 In the event of ultimate
failure of accustomed supplies not unforeboded. 1863 B,
Taylor //. Thurston III. 284 A power,, .as welcome as it

was unforeboded, had usurped her life. Unforebo'ding,
P^l. a. (Un-' 10.) 17*5 Pope Odyss. 11. 213 UnnumberM
birds glide through the aerial way, Vagrants of air, and
unforeboding stray. 1863 Mrs. Oliphant Chron. Carl. \.

Salem Ch. xvi. 146 She could see the half-awakened girl

starting up, . . unforeboding of evil. Unforego'ne,///. a.

(Un-' 8 b.) X&44 Mrs. Browning Vis. Poets cxlii, The life

lay coiled unforegone Up in the awful eyes alone. Un-
foTCign, a. (Un-' 7.) X718 Quincy Compl, Disp. 36 The
Amalgamation of Metals. .[is] not unforeign to this Head.
Unforeknowable,rt. (Un-' 7 b.) 1678 (Judworth Intell.

Syst. I. v. 710 Predictions of Future Events, otherwise un-
foreknowable to men. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid PhHos. 447
These, and a thousand other Unforeknowable Mischances.

XTnforeknown, ///. a. (Un-1 7 b.)

X667 Milton P. L. iii. 119 Foreknowledge had no lufluence

on their fault. Which had no less prov'd certain unforeknown.
ax68o Charnock Attrib. God (1834) I. 561 No man can

certainly prove that anything is unforeknown to hiin, x88a

Armstrong Garl.fr. Greece 95 Nor unforeknown it comes.

Unfore*nsic, a. (Un-' 7.) 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. viii.

iv. II, 323 Fancy the hurry -scurr>', the unforensic attitudes

and pleadings ! X883 Edin. Rev. Jan. 245 The turn of his

mind did not lead him astray into unforensic rhetoric.

Unforesee-, v. [Un-1 14.] To fail to foresee.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. IVilliams (1693) I. 171 The Lord

Keeper did not unforesee how far this Cord might be drawn.

tTnforeseeable, a. (Un-^ 7 b.)

Also, ill recent use, unforesetableness, -oily.

x67a Sooth Sertn. (1717) V. 300 By such unlikely and
unforeseeable Ways does Providence sometimes bring abou.

its great Designs. x8o3-ia Bentham Ration, jfudic. Evid^

(1827) I. 205 The suddenly put and unforeseeable question.

X877 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 377 The source of continual

and unforeseeable improvements.



UNPOEESEEINO. 193 UNFORMED.
Unforesee'ing, ///. a- (Un-i io, 5 d.)

i6oa Daniel Cleopatra i. F liij, My vnforeseeing weake*
nesse must intoorae My Countries fame and glory with my
fall. 1690 Child Disc. TrmU Pref. A 7 b, May we not
think that some.. People in the World may be as un-fore-

seeing as this Gentleman pretends to be? 1755 Man N0.4.

3 An indulgent but unforeseeinfe parent. 1801 Southey
Tkalaba iv. xv, Later years.. teach me to regret Youth's
unforeseeing indolence. 1886 Swinburne Misc. 130 The
unforeseeing security of a charmed and confident happiness.

absol, 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 94 Ne'er storm of rain

Hath to the unforeseeing scathful proved.

b. Const, with object.

1871 M. Collins Marq. ^ Merch, II. iv, 112 Amy, unfore-

seeing anything of this sort, had been doing what she
thought was her duty.

Hence XTnforosee'ing'ly adv.
16x1 Florio, Improuistamente^ vnprouidedly, suddainely,

vnforeseeingly. 185a Chalmers Pol. Econ. iii. 96 This sum
. .might have been imprudently or unforeseeingly vested in

the manufacture of luxuries.

Unforesee-n,/^/. a. (Un-i 8 b. Cf.MDu.
onvoresien, Du. onvoorzien ; MHG. unvcrs^n.)
1651 HoBBES Leviath. iv. xUv. 334 By reasoning from the

un-foreseen mischances. 1667 Milton P. L. n. 821 Through
dire change Befalln us unforeseen, unthought of. 1725
Berkeley Proposal'^\i%.\%-] 1 1 II. 33S Unforeseen difficulties

mayarise. 1778 Eahl Carlisle in Jesse Sehvyn ^ Contemp.
(1844) 111. 302 In case nothing unforeseen happens. 1836

W. Irving Astoria III. 132 Unless some unforeseen contin-

gency should render a modification necessary. 1875 Whitney
Life Lang.\\\. 127 The unforeseenconsequenceofan external

addition.

Hence Uziforeseeiily adv,^ -zxess.

1853 G. J. Cavley Las a l/orjas 1. 104 A peasant appeared
unforeseenly, and offered to carry me across. 1897 Daily
N'ews 21 Sept. ^'f The ' unforeseenness ' of the cycle is its

worst reproach in towns.

UnforeshoTtened, ppl a. (Un-' 8.) 1846 Worcester
(citing Godwin). 1866 Herschel Familiar Led. Sci, v.

S 19. 194 So as to be seen unforeshortened from the star.

UiuoTeskinned, (//*/.)«. {UN-'9orUN-'4.) 1671M1LTON
Samson iioo The glory of Prowess.. won by a Philistine

From the unforeskinn'd race. UnforestaUed,///. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1657 r. Howe in H. Rogers Life (1836)74 They
shall meet with unforestalled judgments. x65i8 Osbornb
Adv. Son Wks. (1673) 178 Unforestalled by a like custom.

Unfo'rested, pp^. aA [Ux-i 8.] Not covered

with forest ; not included in a deer-forest.

i9Ss Pall Ma/l G. ii Mar. 4/2 One class of incident.. on
unforested ground when in quest of deer. 1897 Outing
XXIX. 357/2 The snowskatc.is better adapted to an un-
forested, or partially forested, hilly country.

U^O'rested,///. *i.2 [UN-2 6b, 8.] Deprived

of forest, or of the status of a forest ; deforested.

xsoa Arnoldb Chron. (1811) 19 That alle the wareyn of
Stanes wyth the apertinaunce be unwareyned and vnforested

for euermore. i88i C. Morrison Hist. School Geog. w. 58
Sherwood Forest in Notts,..now almost unforested.

Unforethou'^^ht, ///. «, (Un-' 8 b, c) i6ox Daniel
Civ. Wars vi. vii, This unfore-thought-on accident confounds
All their dessignes. 1830 [see XJsfearzd ppl. a, aj. Un-
foretold, ///. a. (Un.' 8 b.) 1846 Worcester (citing Ec.

Rev.). 1853 RusKiN Stones yen. 11. iv. § 71 A silence has
followed them, not unforetold. UttforewaTned, /*//•«.

(Un-' 8.) i65t Cleveland Poems 38 The Devill sure such
language did atchieve, To cheat our un-fore-wamedGrandain
Eve. 1667 Milton A Lk v. 245 This let him know, Least.,

he pretend Surprisal, unadmonisht, unforewarnd. x8x4

WoRDSw. Excurs. vii. 685 All unforewarned, The household

lost their pride and soul's delight.

Vnfoxfeit, a. [Un-1 7. J
Unforfeited.

1631 Chapman Carjrtr<l- /*(?»i/(y' I. »»• 156That most strangely

Would put. .powers (Unforfeit by my fault) in others' wills.

174a Young Nt. Th. m. 96 This group Of bright ideas,

flow'rs of Paradise, As yet unforfeit

!

TJnforfeitable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1648 Nrthebsole Problems t. 3 Their rights ought, .to be
..unforfeilablc. rti754 Carte Hist. Engl. (1755) IV. 63

Conveying an actual right.. unforfeilablc by any act of their

father. 1874 W. R.Greg Rocks Ahea<l ^s Short ofdeclaring

this peasant's farm inalienable, . . unforfeitable for any negU-
gence, .

,—how is he to keep it?

Unfo-rfeited,/)//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1596 Shaks. Merck. V.

n. vi. 7 To keepe obliged faith vnforfaited. 1663 Cowley
Verses Sev. Occas., To Royal Society 3 All that Human
Knowledge which has bin Unforfeited by Mans rebellious

Sin. UnfoTgeable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1837 Lockhart
Scott III. X. 332 Stamped with the unforgeable seal of truth

and nature. 1889 Pall Afall G. 30 Dec. 2/3 There is., no
difficulty in the way of making a practically unforgeable note.

Unforged,///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not fashione.l at the forge,

c X374 Chaucer FormerAge 4gYnforged was thehawborke
and the plate.

2. Not forged or counterfeit
;
genuine.

x6ta Bp. Carletom yurisd, 102 You dare not auouch them
to be vnforged. i6a8 Ford Lover's Mel. iii, A letter printed

From my vnforg'd relation. 1804 Europ. Mag. XLV. 367/a
We have as much reason to doubt the existence of any un-
forged manuscript upon this subject.

Unforgetfol, a. (Un-' ^\ .nes8(UN.' 12). x6« Lfthcow
TVai'. VI. 285 A grateful and vnforgctfuU Frier. 1850
Blackie /ffi'jcA>'/wj I. Ill For vengeance unforgetful, From
their graves they call. 1888 Mackev Life Bp. Forbes ix. 76
The bishop's unforgetfulness of those to whom honour is due.

Unforgettable, a. Also -getable. (Un-1 7b.)
x8o6 Ann. Ra: IV. 608 The unforgettable scenes of this

fine poem. 1856 Emerson Eng, Traits i. 5 Wisdom, wit,

and indignation that are unforgetable. 1873 M. Arnold Lit.

* Dogma (1876) 173 In single sentences, which have their

ineffaceable and unforgettable stamp.

Hence TTnfor^e'ttably adv,

1871 Cari.yle in Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1883) II. 242 lean's look

unforgettably sad and grand. 1899 Mackail Li/e Morris I.

Vol. X.

213 The powerful, -face impressed itself unforgettably even
on those who saw it but once.

Unforge'tting,//*/.«. (Un-* 10.) 1777 Potter ^jfAy/wf,
Prom. Bd. 33 The triple Fates and unfor^etting furies. 1867
Howells Ital. Joum. 95 The latest witness of God's un-
forgetting justice.

Unf9rgiv(e)able, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

Sometimes spec, with sin, in allusion to Matt, xii. 31.

1548 R. HuTTEN Sum of Diuinitie H 3 b, Euerye persecu-
tion of the Gospell is not to be iudged synne unforgyueable.

1550 Latimer Last Scrm. be/. Edw. F/,Wks. (Parker Soc. ) I.

250 This sin it was that he thought to be unforgiveable. x83a

Southey ///i/. Penins. IVarlll. 195 Bad as his conduct was,

it would be his own fault if he made it unforgiveable. 1851

Carlyle Sterling i. vii, This is what it would have been the

unforgivable sin to swerve from and desert. x88s Manch.
Exam. 17 June 4/7 The circumstances.. ought to stamp it

as an unforgivable offence.

Hence Unforgl'v(e)ably adv*

1890 Pall Mall G. 15 Ma^f 2/3 All these books sin uh-
forgiveably against the scientific sense. 1897 *Mrs.
Rayner ' Type-writer Girl xxi. 243, I have never acted,,
grossly and unforgivably wrong.

Unforgi'ven, ppL a, [Un-1 8 b. Cf, (in

sense 2) OE. unforiifeny MDu. onv€rgeven.'\

1 1. Sc» Without any remission, Obs^
\\i% Sc. Acts fas. I (1814) II. 12/1 Ande quha sa..be

fundyn fautyfe sal pay ane vnlaw. . vnforgevin. X44a Extr.
Aberdeen Kec. (1844) I. 7 The said Master Jhon sal pay to
kyrk werk xl s. vnforgiffin. 1510 Ibid. 8r Ane amerciament
of viiis. vnforgiven. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot, (S.T.S.) II. 242 Nane sould eit fiescheon fn-dayes..
vnder the paineof xx poundis on forgivin for the first fault,

x6aa Extr. Aberdeen ^^fr.(i848) II. 378 The counsallour .

.

sail pay for ilk dayis absence .. twelff schillingis, money
vnforgiwen.1

2. Not forgiven. Also absol.

X56S Harding Confut. Apol. Ch. Eng, v. vii. 251 b, That
temporall satisfaction,which after the sacrament ofpenaunce
is left vnforgeuen. 1737 Chesterf. Epitaph Q, Charlotte
18 To her own offspring mercy she denied, And unfor-

giving, unforgiven died. 1796 M.me. D'Akblay Camillas

.

409 To present herself . . undemanded and unforgiven at

Etherington, she thought impossible. 1819 Shelley Cenci
IV. i. 89 As she shall die unshrived and unforgiven. 1843
Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 226 And thou wilt then be wretcheder
than I ;—The unforgiving than the unforgiven.

Unfor£^-veness. [Un-i 12.] = Unfor-
01VINGNES8.
x6iz Florio, Imperdonanza^ vnforgiuenesse. X748 Rich*

ARDSOH Clarissa VII. 118 They are sufficiently cleared

from every imputation of unforgiveness. 1797 Mrs_. A. M.
Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) I. 65 He became notorious for

ingratitude to his friends, and unforgiveness of his enemies.

i8a9 Westm. Rev. XI. 276 Adding at that fearful moment
the expression of his unforgiveness ^nd his hate. 1870 T,
Erskine Unconditional Freeness Gospel vii. 153 We can-

not have confidence in any one who, we think, regards us

with unforgiveness.

Unforgl'ver, (Un-* 12.) 1748 Richardson Clarissa

(181 1) VII. 26, I hope,however, that these unforgivers.. were
always good, dutiful, passive children to their parents.

Unforgi'ving, ///. (3t. (Un-i io.)

X713 RowE fane Shore iv. Accursed Jealousy ! O merci-

less, wild and unforgiving Fiend ! X784 Cowper Task 11.

247 Chatham.. Secur'd it by an unforgiving frown, i8a8

Scott F. M. Perth xi, I have brought the vengeance of an
unforgiving devil upon this helpless creature. x88o ' Ouida *

Moths II. 165 We are an unforgiving race.

absol. 1819 Shelley Cenci v. iii. 105 Canst Thou forgive

even the unforgiving? X845 [see Unforgiven 2].

Hence UnforglviziGrnesB.
1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. xlvii. 184 That cruelty

and unforgivingness, which.. have no example. 1850 L.

Ht;NT Auiobiog. II. xx. 55 An extraordinary mixture of

..good nature with unforgivingness. 1887 Marv Burt
Brownings Women 52 Unforgivingness beyond a certain

limit is a base crime.

TTiiforgO't, ///. '^. [Un-1 8 b.] = next.

1653 J. I'aylor (Water P.) Cert. Trav. Uncert. Journey 15

But to them all my thanks is unforgot. a 1847 Eliza Cook
Old Barn iv, Delight that is still unforgot. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv. 373 Many a tale vet unforgot.

Unforgotten,///. tf. (Un-i 8 b. Cf.MDu.
and Du. onvergeten^ MHG. unvergezun^ G. ««-

vergessen^
1813 Byron Giaour 103 Clime of the unforgotten brave 1

a x8m Shelley Triumph Life 200 The great, the unfor.

fotten,—they who wore Mitresand helmsand crowns. X850

Iawthorne Scarlet L. xviii, The foe that would win over

again his unforgotten triumph.

Unfo-rk.z/. [UN-2 5,6b.]
1. trans. To remove from a fork.

X598 Florio, Disforcare^ to vnforke. x6xx Ibtd.^ S/orcin,

atOt vnforked, vnhooked.

2. To make straight or plain,

X654 2. Coke Logich(a.})t It unforks Oracles, making them
Toothless. 1657 Tomlinson Renou^s Disp. Prcf., Their
Enigmatical expressions unforked and unvailed.

t tJnforlatit, ppL a. Sc, Obs. [Un- 18 +
MDu. verlaeien to draw off, rack (wine).] Not
drawn off from one vessel into another.

X5X3 Douglas Mneid v. Prol. 53 Bot my propyne..[is]

Vnforlatit, not jawyn fra tun to tun. ibid. Direction 90
Onforlatyt, new from the berry run.

t TTnibrle't, ///. a, Sc. Obs. [Un-1 8 b. Of.

OE. unforlkten^ Not abandoned or given up.

X5X3 DoL'GLAS Mneid XI. xi. 16 Ne this luf, suythly, is nocht

cummin of new,.. Bot of aUWcyndnes lang tyme vnforleyt.

XTnforloni,///. a, [Un-1 8 b. Cf. OFris.

onforloren (nnforfeited), MDu. andDu.owz/^r^rw/,

MHG. unvcrlorn (G. -/(?r^«). older Da. uforloren^

a. Not lost. b. Not bereft {of\

1567 Gude ff Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 146 Zit keipit gcho hir
madinheid vnforlorne. xfiM J. Hayward tr, Biondi's
Banish'd Virg. 13 Yet was nee alive, and as yet unforlorne
of either sense or memory.
tUnfcrm, obs. var. Inform a. or Unformed^/.*?,

?ai4oo in MS. Lincoln A i 17 fol. 276 b, Whilom when a
man was noghte, Bothe vnfourme and vn forthe broghte.

XTnfO'rm, v.'^ [Un-2 ^.J trans. To divest of
(a special) form ; to make formless. Also absoL
x6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 11. (1626) 35 How great our

act ! how is our powre display'd ! Vnform d a Woman, and
a Goddesse made. 1704 Hymn Victory xvi, He never
form'd a proper Scheme, But they unform'd it all again,
a i8» Shelley in Medwin Li/e II. 169 It was easier to
form, than unform or reform. 1876 Gladstone inConttmp,
Rev. June 12 It has formed Christian nations; or at least,

has not un-formed them. i88a Fall Mall G. 14 June 5/1 It

unforms his style, and produces scrappy.. sentences.

ITnfo'rm, v,^ [Un-2 5.] irans. To rouse (a hare)

from its form.
a 1773 in Ruddiman Coll. Pieces (1773) 277 Such with the

beagle rise, at dusky morn, . . Unfourm the hare close

squatted in her bush.

tTnfO'rmal, a. [Un-1 7, 5 b.] = Informal i,

<:x44g Pecock Repr, i, ii. 9 Thei schulden not be.. so
ruyde and vnformal and boistose in resonyng, 1597 Morley
Introd. Mus, 81 Your fift, sixt, and seuenth notes be wilde
and vnformall, for that vnformall skipping is condemned in

this kinde of singing. 1661 Campion Counterpoint 109 This
passage from the flat to the sharp would be unformal. X678
Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 11. xxiii. § 4 (1699)

249 Often times they return unformal verdicts. X799 H.
Mitchell Scotticisms 87 The contract was unformal.

b. = Informal a. i b,

i8»s Cath. Stanley ytnl. in Mem. (1879) an The un-
punctual [people] are easy, good-temperea, unfussy, .. un-
formal. 1858 M. Pattison Ess. (1889J II. 328 The rude
independence of character, which was generated by that

free and unformal life.

Hence TJnfoTmally adv.

XS97 Morley Mus. 86 Your seuenth and eighth notes,

wherein you fal . . so vnformallie to B fa P mi backe againe.

Unfo-rmalized, ///. a. (Un-' 8ac.) X853 C. Bronte
Viltette xix, He listened so kindly, so teachablys unforma*
lized by scruples.

UufOTXUed, ///. a> [Un-1 g andsb. Cf,

MDu. ongeformety -vomiet (Du. -vormd), MHG,
ungeformet (G. 'formt)y NFris. un/uaremd.']

1. Not formed or fashioned into a regular shape

;

not invested with any definite form.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxii. 9 pai ere fourmyd of vn-

fourmyd matere, 138a Wyclif Deut. xxvii. 6 Thow shalt

bild there up an auter..of stonus vnfourmedandvnpolishid.

1599 Daniel AIusoph.q$i Who.. knows.. What words in th"

yet unformed Occident, May come refin'd with th' accents

that are ours? x6ax G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xv. 406 [He]
sees Their bodies Hmme-lesse: these ynformed things In

time put forth their feet, and after, wings. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. i. xii. 55 The unformed matter of the World, was
a God, by the name of Chaos. X713 Addison Sped. No. 309
p 2 His Passage through the Regions of unformed Matter,

x8as Bull-baiting ii. in Houlston Tr. I. No. 28. 6 His head
so torn and mangled, that it appeared nothing but a frightful

unformed mass of blood. 1855 Poultry Chron, II. 571/1
Those amateurs who, like myself, prefer, .the breast small

and unformed. 1877 Caird Vhilos. Kant n._ 1. 203 While
matter altogether unformed is a mere abstraction.

b. transf. Of immaterial things ; Not brought

to a definite or properly developed state ; crude.

1689 Andros Tracts II. 195 They would.. endeavour to

prevent what ill effects an Unform'd Tumult might produce.

1736 Butler .,4 «a/. i. v. 86 Mankind is left, by Nature,

an unformed, unfinished Creature. 177^ Reid Aristotle's

Logic vi. § 2 (1788) 144 Every science^ is in an unformed
state until its first principles are ascertained. 1857 Buckle
Civiliz, I. xiv. 832 The cliemical department of mineralogy

is in an unformed and indeed anarchical condition. x88o

Sayce Introd. Sci. Lang. viii. II, 188 The rude and un-

formed Bushman and the polished Finnic [languagej.

Q. Jig, Of persons (or the mind): Not developed

by education or training ; unpolished.
xTxi Addison Sped. No. 66 r 2 You can't imagine how

unformed a Creature it is. She comes to my Hands just as

Nature left her. X798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 12 On
(him],. .in the helplessness of an unformed mind, his sister

threw herself. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain i. xx, Ethel

was very queer and unformed, and could do nothing by
herself. 1894 Mrs. H. Ward Marcellal. 104 Very clever in

some ways—and very unformed—childish almost—in others.

2. Not formed or made ; uncreated.

^1335 Prose Psalter (1891) 194 Vnfourmed is I^e fader,

vnfourmed is ]>e sone, ynformed is J^e holi gost. c 1400

Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton, 1483) v. xiv. 107 God hymself is

nature vnformed and vnwrought thatyeueth nature fourmed

to euery creature. i6n Cotgr., In/orm/,.. aho, vnformed,

vnmade, vnfashioned. 1757 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 313 If the New Ministry yet unformed, should

subsist. 1794 R. J. SuLivAN Vie^v Nat. IV. 99 Would it

not sound strangely to talk of a self-existent house, an un-

caused pyramid, an unformed statue ? a 18*4 Bvron Heav.

^ Earth i. iii. He broke forth Into the dawn, which lighted

not the yet Unform'd forefather of nmiikind. X855 Poultry

Chron. III. 195/2 Lime. .is especially necessary for making

the as yet unformed bones.

t3. Unforjfted Stars {q\ signs) \ {%ftc[yxo\.^.). Obs*

X590 T.Hoou f/wCfr/w/ifl/ G^/(?^«34b, The vnformed starres

about the Scorpion. 1638 Chilmead tr. Hues* Treat. Globes

(1889) 53 This Constellation hath.. three unformed. .Starres.

X700 MoxoN Math. Did,, Unformed Signs, such are those

that are called Nebulous or Cloudy, scarce to be seen by the

bare Eye or Instrument. X764 J. Ferguson i«/._i85 Those

stars which lie between the figures of those imaginary

animals, and could not be brought within the compass of

any of them, were called unformed stars. x8io Vince Elem,

Astron. 269.
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UNFORMED.

tUnformed,///. o."'' [Un-1 8.] = Unim-

roRMEi)///. a.

c-itfioDestr. Tr\-y)(x> Lest )>e day vs bedaghe. .
And I

Tnformet in faith how I fare shall.
, , ^

nnfonuidable, a. (Un-i 7 b and 5b.)

1M7 DicayChr. Piety xi. r2 A guik which nothing hut

our too familiar acquaintance with It could make unformid-

«ble 184S M'Gee Gallery Irish Writers 163 It was no un-

form'idablc degree of success which could call Clarendon

against him. 1898 Bodley France \\. ill. v. 235 When a

minister thus retains his portfolio, it is because he is un-

formidablc. , , ^ _„ -, , . *

Unfo-rmulated, />//<•• (Un-' 8.) 1866 5>«<. 14 Apr.

406/1 The trustful, free, unformulated attitude of mind.

1899 Mackail Life Morris II. 115 The ambiguities of an

unformulated creed.
, « , ^

Unforsaken,///.a- (Us-iSb.)
1648 Hexham ii, Onbegeven, Vnforsaken. 1654 Hammond

Fuadaiii. viii. Wks. 1674 I. 290 Any sort of sins continued

in or unforsaken. 1857 J- H. Newman Serin. Far. Occas.

n. loo Hearts polluted with mortal, unforsaken sm. 1B64

PuSEV Led. Daniel m\. 495 He. did not enter into a rela-

tion to His creature, only, of His own accord. Himself un.

forsaken, to end it.

Unforsaking,»/. * (Un." 10.) i8«2 Mrs. Norton
tady o/La Garaye Ded. 74 Towards thee their thoughts

«hall roam, Whose unforsaking faith time hath not riven.

Onforsook, tpl a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1838 Mrs. Browning

Seaside Walk v. Absent friends and memories unforsook.

UnforswoTn, M. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1636 Massinger Gt.

Vk. Florence v. li, Cozimo. You all conspire To force our

mercy from us. Charomonle. Which giv'n up To after-

times preserves you unforswome. tUnfortnbrought:
see Unform a. t Unforthi-nklng. sb. and ptl. a. Obs.

(Un.' 12, 10.) 1483 Cath.Angl. 139/1 An vn FortTiynkynge,

inpenitencia. Ibid., Vn Forthynkynge, jnfemiens.

UnfoTtifled, ppl. a. (Un-T 8.)

1515 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clx.x. 484 The lorde of the

Towre was sore blamed . . that he had lefte that place vn.

fortifycd and vnprouyded. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts

467 The which Beare . . finding the den vnfonified . .
en-

tred into the same. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 434 While their

weak heads, like towns unfortify'd, Twixt sense and non-

tense daily change their side. 177S Burke Sp. Concil.

Amer, Wks. III. 64 Pouring down upon your unfortified

ftontiers a fierce and irresistible cavalry. 1849 Grote Greece

II. xlvii. (1862) IV. J70 Samos remained.. unfortified, de-

prived of its fleet.

fii. 160a Shaks. Ham. l. ii. 96 It shewes..A Heart vn.

fortified, a Minde impatient. 1646 Hammond.S;««m 18 The
will will be taken unfortified, and so. .won to consent. 170s

Collikr Ess. Mor. SubJ. lii. Pain 14 Persons of the tender-

est Age, of the most unfortified Sex, . . encountered the Fury

of wild Beasts. i8o3-x3 Bentham Ration, yjtdic. Evid.

(1827I V. 659 A mere pecuniary interest, unfortified by any
admixture of sympathy. 1885 Manch._ Exam. 4 Feb. 5/2
This opinion,., unfortified by legal sanction.

UnfortifSr, z'. (Un-2 3.)

1574 Hellowes tr. Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (157?) 272* *

commaund you.. to discamp your camp, and to vnfortifie

TordisiUas. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xv. 359 A peaceable

time will require we shall vnfortifie them \sc. our houses].

tUnfo-rtunable, a. Obs. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.]

Unfortunate.

1S09 Barclay Sky^ ofFolys {ist^ 223 Which seeth and
feelethf. .That all his dedes are much unfortunable. 1567

pAYNELL tr. Treas. Ainadis 0/ GauU 77 This manner of

doing, .is so unfortunable, and so farre out of reason. 171S
H. Carey Contrivances (1729) 27 The Gentleman of this

House, who was so unfortunable as to be kill'd by Thieves.

tUnfO'rtTinacy. Obs, [UN-I12, 5 b.] Lack
of good fortune ; an unfortunate occurrence.

a 157s tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden Soc. 20) 124 The
rumor was spred that the same was doone by therles assent,

..but in dede yt wastheunfortunacy ofking Henrj*. ai66a
Heylvk Laud It. (1671) 312 The King he tacitly upbraids

with the unfortunacies of his Reign by Deaths and Plagues.

tri^OXtunate, «. and sb. [Un-1 y ^nd 5 b.]

A. adj. 1. Of persons, etc. ; Not favoured by

fortune ; meeting with bad fortune ; suffering mis-

hap or mischance ; unlucky.
For examples of the superlative in -est see (3).

1530 Palsgr. 328/1 Unfortunate, .. inal/ortiini. 1553
Brende Q. Curtins iv. 55 b, I haue learned to be vnfortu*

natc, and it is often tymes a comforte of a mans calamitie

to knowe his misshapp, IM7 tr. BulHnger^s Decades 254
Hce was of all the Jewishe kinges. . in biii lyfe the most vn-

fortunate. x65» Nicholas Papers (Camden) 315 He hath
been not only unfortunate in most of his counsels but incom-

patible in business. xG&oCharac. y*(?w«-jW/jj(Hindley III)

5 She shall, .fall a Sniveling and call herself the most un-

fortunate of Women. 1769 Robertson Chas. K, 11. Wks.
1813 VI. 81 It was late next morning before the fate of the

unfortunate prince was known. 1804-6 Syd. Smith Mor.
Pkilos. (1850) 218 Vou travel for twenty or five-and*twenty

miles over one of the most unfortunate, desolate countries

under heaven. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander' Valerie's Fate vi.

The unfortunate gentleman was well known. . . What a blow
bis death will be to . . bis partner !

absoL 1675 Drvden Aurengz. v. (1676) 72 Envious death
will shun tn'unfortunate. 1713 Pope Lett. (1735) 1. 177 The
Unfortunate of all People are the most unfit to be left alone.

1781 Gibbon Decl.^ F. xxvii. (1787) III. 7 He was taught,

by cruel experience, that every gate is shut against the un-
forttmate. i8»S Scott Talism. xx. To have doomed the
unfortunate to death might have been severity, but had a
show of justice.

{b) x6aa R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea 2 The Rerenge, which was
ever the vnfortunatest Ship the late Queenes Maiestie had.
1639 S. Do Verger tr. Camus* Adntir. Events %s Tearming
himselfe the unfortunatest of all lovers. 1840 Dickens Old
C, ShopxxxXf I remember the time when he was the un-
luckiest and unfortunatest of men.

t b. Const, of. Obs.-^
161X Speed England, iVales 11. vii, TheTownes for com-

^rce, . . two of them vnfortunate of their former greatnes.
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C. In specific uses : (see qtiots.).

1785 Grosk Diet. Vulg. T., Unfortunate gentlemen, the

horse guards, who thus named themselves in Germany.

1^96 — Unfortunate women, prostitutes. 1827 Hare
Guesses Ser. I. (1847) 154 As a strumpet is become an un-

forlunate female. 1883 Miss Betham-Edwabds Disarmed
xxxviii, Alice Ashe, seamstress, unmarried, 'unfortunate '.

2. Marked by, or associated with, misfortune or

mishap ; disastrous, inauspicious. Also, in weaker

sense : Untoward, unlucky, regrettable.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, lyS What number of noble

men haue ben. .executed, sith that vnfortunate day. 1560

Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 404 b, But after chaunced a

time more unfortunate. 1600 Hakluvt Voy. III. 318 They
put themselues to sea, and with so slender victuals, that the

end of their interprise became vnluckly and vnfortunate.

1616 D'EwES in Ellis Orif. Lett. Ser. i. III. ziB By reason

of suspicion of irregularitie upon the unfortunate killing of

a man some few yeares since. 1671 Milton Samson 747

In some part to recompense My rash but more unfortunate

misdeed. 1779 Mirror No. 33, But for this unfortunate

weakness, Mr. Gold . . would make one of the best of hus-

bands. 1846 Mrs. a. Marsh Father Darcy II. xxi. 354

Would not some link of connexion with this ' unfortunate

business', as he styled it, be detected? 1883 ' Mrs. Alex-

ander * ..4/ .Prty iii. Is it not unfortunate?..my father can

not return till to-morrow. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 103

'ihe word 'massage' seems rather an unfortunate one to

apply to the procedure.

B. sb. 1. One who is unfortunate ; an unfor-

tunate person.

1683 T. Hoy Agathocles 23 But of the brave Unfortunates

was none Whose glorious SufTrings Philoctes out-shone.

1697 BuRGHOPE Disc. Relig. A ssemb. 87 Out of pity to those

unfortunates that are design 'd for that place \sc. hell], 1776

S.J. V«k-n Pupil of Pleas. (1777) I. 206 You .. appeared

only in the light of a person . . not allied to the parent of

that dear unfortunate. 1801 Monthly Mag. II. 131 You
will not be able to avoid pitying these unfortunates when
they inform you that their souls are mortal. 187S Whitnev
Life Lang. i. 2 These unfortunates are wont to be trained

and taught by those who speak.

2. A fallen woman ; a prostitute.

1844 Hood Bridge of Sighs i. One more Unfortunate..

Gone to her death ! 1866 Rogers Agric. Sr Prices I. v. 118

Unfortun,ites committed to prison were in evil case.

3. In'sA. An idiot.

1881 Folk Lore Rec. IV. 113 Do you see that 'innocent'

or ' unfortunate ' or ' object '?

fUnfOTtunate, z". Oi5i. [Un-2 6 a.] trans.

To make unfortunate or unlucky.

1601 Carew Cornwall loi b, By his dreery influence, the]

unfortunaleth any birth that shal then casually befall. i6s3

W. 'Rto.ms^i Astrot. Restored ii-jP^n Eclipse of the Sun .

.

unfortunateth the Sea and the afliairs thereof.

Hence f UnfoTtunating ///. a.

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. xxii. 13J If the unfortunating

Planet be in the seventh.

trnfOTtunately, adv. [f. Unfortunate a.]

In an unfortunate manner ; unhappily, unluckily.

1548 Elvot, Infctliciter, vnhappily, vnfortunately. 1560

Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 282 b. The death of kinge

Fraunces chaunced unfortunately for studentes. x6ai Lady
M. Wroth Urania 536 Shee was.. the vnfortunateliest

married, and vnhappiest wife this Countrey had. 1651

HoBBES Leviath. 390 Sidney Godolphin, who.. was unfor-

tunately slain in the.. late Civill warre, 1700 Drvden
Sigism. iS- Guiscardo 630 She..Ev'n kept her Count'nance,

when the Lid remov'd Disclosed the Heart, unfortunately

lov'd. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 204 p 4 We use Words of

Respect sometimes very unfortunately.

b. In parenthetic or detached use.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 37 He might
unfortunately have grown up to be a Pedant. 1779 Mirror
Na 10, Unfortunately for us, _we found with our friend a

number of his jovial companions. 1827 Faraday Chem,
Manip. xviii. 472 Unfortunately this evil increases with the

heat. 1874 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age xiv. 183 These relics, un-

fortunately, have almost invariably been lost or mislaid.

Unfortunateness. (Un-i 12 and 5 b.)

1561 T. HoBY tr. Castiglione's Conrtyer IV. (1577) Xijb,
Although it putteth them in afflictions, daungers, trauels,

and..unfortunatenesse. 1608 T. 'i.iOKtm Preatnb. En-
counter 123 The vnfortunatenesse of this his declamatorie

calumniation. X654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. xxv. 285 O the

unfortunatenesse of this adventure I 1697 Collier Ess.

Mor. Subj. I. 205 To play upon the Indigence, .of another:

and take an advantage from the Unfortunateness of his Con-

dition. 18S7 Bp. Wilberforce Let. in Life (1882) III. 217,

I cannot agree as to the unfortunateness of the language.

TTnfortane. Now a?-^.*. [Un-1 12, 5 b. Of.

Wanfortune.] Misfortune, mischance ;
bad luck.

c 1470 Gol. Sf Gavj, 1225 Quhan on-fortone quhelmys
the quheil, thair gais grace by. 1483 Caxton Cato g iij,

Thys felawe mocqued . . suche one now late of his unfortune

and myserye. a 1533 Ld. Berners G^/</. Bk. M. Aurel.

(1546) Ff iv. The calme seson moste sure, is the vigile ofthe

more vnfortune. 1647 Hexham i. s.v., An unfortune that

cold not be avoided. x888 Stevenson Black Arrow 164

What unfortune [ye have had], ye have noways deserved,

UnfOTtuned, a. rare. [Un-1 9.] Connected

with, visited by, misfortune.

c 1403 Lvdg. Temple of Glas 389 puruj l>e cruelte Of old

Saturne, my fadur vnfortuned. 1909 R. Bridges Virgil's

ySneid VI. 61S Sitteth and to eternity shall sit Unfortun'd
Theseus.
Unfossili'ferous, a. (Un-'7.) 1836T. Thomson A//«.,

Geol., etc. II. 193 The unfossiliferous stratified formations.

1883 Geikie Geol. Sk. 292 The rocks of Scotland are, as a

whole, unfossiliferous. Unfossilized, /^/. a (Un-' 8.)

1846 Worcester (citing Qu. Rev.). 1848 Owen in Times
14 Nov. 9/1 The carcase of such reptiles. ,in a recent or un-

fossilized state. 1887 Moloney Forestry W. Africa 127

(unfossilized). Unfo-stered,///. a. (Un-'Newer resins (

8.) 174< Akmstronc Preserv, Health 170 No youth

UNFRACTURED,
of genius whose neglected bloom Unfoster'd sickens in the

barren shade. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre xiv, I was.. partial

to the unfledged, unfostered and unlucky. UnfO'thered,
ppl a. Sc. [Un-' 8.] Not foddered. 1725 KAVLSf,\ Gentle

Sheph. II. i, Like the pack-horse that's unfother'd And
burden *d, [they] will tumble down faint.

Unfou-ght, ///. ^. [Un-1 8 b, 8c; cf. next.]

I. Of persons : Not fought with oxfor.

1523 Ld, Berners Froiss. \. xviii. 25 He toke mede and
money of the Scottis, to thentent they myght departe
pryuely by nyght, vnfoughte withall. 1586 J. Hooker Hist,

irel. 148/1 in Holinshed II, Thinking it should be too great

a dishonour vnto him to be bearded with a traitor, and to

let him depart vnfought withall. 1619 Fletcher, etc Knt.
Malta I. iii, Mountferrat should perceive my Sister had A
Brother would not live to see her dye Unfought for. 1659
B. Harris Parival's Iron Age 211 Prince Rupert, .might

have gone away unfought with but that such counsell was
too cold for so hot a stomach. [i8s2 Scott Halidon Hall i.

ii. 9 If we leave it Unfought withal, it squares not with our

honour.]

b. Not encountered in fight ; without fighting.

iSg6 Edward /I/, 111. Vii. 139 These English faine would
spend the time in words, 'Ihat, night approching, they
might escape vnfought. 1697 Dryden ^neis ix. 159 For

fly they cannot, and, constrained to stay. Must yield un-

fought, a base inglorious prey.

2. Of battles, etc. : Not fought ; uncontested.

1669 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 738 How many Battels

..had been unfought? 1807 Wordsw. White Doe in. 217

We yield (and can it be ?) an unfought field ! i8ao Praed
Eve of Battle 68 Anticipation fires his brain With fights

unfought. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 6 June 2/2 We think that the

constituency ought not to go unfought,

UnfoU'ghten, //''. «• Now arch. [Un-^ 8 b.

Cf. MDu. and Du. ongevochten^ MHG. ungevohten

(without fighting^] = prec.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 47 Youre gret adversarie of

Fraunce. .fled and voided unfoughten at the said jorney of

Senlis. c 1500 Three Kings Sons 89 In-asmoche as we haue
ben so long vnfoughten with. ?X5.. Battle of OtterburnxXx.
in Child Ball. III. 207 If that I weynde. .onfowghten awaye,

He wolde me call but a kowarde knyght. a 1575 tr. Pol.

Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No, 29) 140 He had sufleryd

them. .to passe by him unfoughten withal. x8ii Scott Don
Roderick iii. viii, But thou—unfoughten wilt thou yield to

Fate ? 18^ MoRKis Jason ix. 369 Sootbly, have we no will

to fight with thee If we may pass unfoughten.

Unfoulable, a. (Un-> 7b.) 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib.

II. No. 2796, Unfoulable anchor. 1884 Health Exhib.
Catal. 82/1 Treated with our patent unfoulable enamel

Unfou'led, ///. ay [Un- i 8 + Foul v^I Not
made foul or impure; imdefiled.

c 1380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks. III. 388 Seynt Jame seis, For J>is is

a clene religioun, . .to kepe a mon unfouHd fro \>\j> worlde.

a 1425 Cursor M. 19504 (Trin.), God him kepte . . His hondes

vnfouled of monnes blood. 0x470 Harding Chron. lxxii.

vii, H ir wyfehode .. Afore that tyme euer was kept vnfouled.

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. n. xii. § 3 Light and Colours

unfoul'd and unsophisticated by any inward tincture.

t Unfou-led, ///. a:^ Sc. Obs. [Un-1 8 +
FouL 7^.2] Unexhausted.

JS35 W. Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 412 Kenethus than

. . maid efter thame till go The freschest men [that] onfowlHt

wer in feild.

UnfoU'ud, ///. a. [Un-1 8 b, 8 c. Cf. ON.
iifiwdinn, older Da. ufunden, Du. ong€V07tden.'\

Not found ; undiscovered. Also with out.

X584 Lyly Catnpaspe v. ii, Content to lyue vnknowne, and
dievnfounde. X644QUARLES .5fl?-«a^aj 4- 5.(1651)211 Being

lost,hee seekes him-selfe unfound.or findes himselfe unknowne.

1678 Drvden & Lee CEdipus i. i, But for the Murderer's

self, unfound by Man, Find him ye Pow'rs Ccelestial and
Infernal. X721 Ramsay Content 316 More than seventy

years. .I've sought this court, till now unfound by me. x8i8

Byron Ch. Har. iv, cxxiv, Unfound the boon, unslaked the

thirst. X895 Rider Haggard Heart of World xi, Our eyes

might behold the greatest of these cities, sought for many
generations but as yet unfound.

{.5)i6ai G. Sandys Ovids Met. \\. (1626) 28 To farthest

Earth afirighted Nilus fled ; And there conceal'd his yet vn*

found-out head.

Unfou-nd, v. (Un-2 3.)

c 14.30 Pilgr. LyfMankode iii. viii. (1869) 139 To a king it

is thing reprouable . . to vnfounde foundaciouns that hise

auncestres hauen founded.

Unfounded, ppl- a}- [Un- 1 8 + Found vy\
Having no foundation or basis ; chiefly^^., ground-

less, unwarranted.
1648 Hexham ii, t?«tf-c^<7«(fr/,Vngrounded, orVnfounded.

X667 Milton P. L. n. 829, I.. one for all My self expose,

with lonely steps to tread I'h' unfounded deep. 1785 Burke
Nabob of Arcot Wks. IV. 282 These debts, .[he] at one

stroke expunged.. as utterly irrecoverable ; he might have

added, as utterly unfounded. x8a8 Lytton Pelliam I. xxxiv,

I advance a claim not altogether new and unfounded. X85S

Orr's Circ. Sci., Inorg. Nat. 129 Vague speculations and

unfounded theories concerning the origin of things. 1883

Law Rep. 11 Q.B.D. 593 The imputation..was altogether

unfounded and absurd.

Hence TTnfou'ndedly adv.

xSao Scott Monast. xxvi, I should wish to know the author

..of all these suspicions, so unfoundedly urged against me.

X883 Law Times Rep. XLIX. 251/1 Bringing a civil action,

however unfoundedly.

tUnfou-nded, ///. fl.2 Obs. [Un-1 8 + Found
z/.'i] Not numbed or powerless.
14.. Sege Jerusalem (E.E.T.S.) 35/618 pei wynnen vp

why^tly l^e walles to kepe, Fresche vnfounded folke.

Unfoxed, ///. a. [Un-' S.] Sober. i6aa J. Tayl5«
(Water P.) Farcivell to the Tower Bottles A 2 b, Vet
alwayes *twas my chance in Bacchus spight, To come into

,

the Tower, vnfox'd vpright, Unfractured, ///. a.

(Um-» 8.) X74a De Foe's Tow Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 262 Xu



UNFRAGRANT.
huge Bulk lies unfractut'd. Unfra 'grant, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.)
1858 Hawthorne Fr. ,5- //. Note-dks.iiZ-ji) II. an Children
..exceedingly unfragrant, but very courteous nnd gentle.
1S80 RusKiN Bii'le Amiens 1. (1884) 4 Extensive plains of
useful and not unfragrant peat. Unfragrantly, adv.
(Us-' 11.) 1883 Har/>er*s Mag: June 121/1 It fumed not
unfragrantly. t Unfraisted, ///. a. Ois. [Un-' 8.]
Untried, inexperienced, lax^^o Mor(e Arth. 2736 Bot 1
ame bot a fawntkyne, vn-fraystede in armes. Ibid. 2861.
Unfra'm(e)able, a. (Un*' 7 b.) 1594 Hooker £"cc/. /^tj/.i.

xvt^ §6 The cause of. .their disposition so vnframeable vnto
societies wherein they liue. 1597 /bid, v. ix, § i The matter
which he hath to worke on is vnframable. Unfra*m(e)able-
ness. {Un-' 12.) 1648 Sanderson Serm. {1653) 9 The
unframableness of our nature, to the doing of anything that
is good.

t TJnfra-me, sb. : see Un- i 3.

ITnframe, v. [Un- 2 3.]

1 1. trans. To distress, trouble. Obs.-^
c 1150 Gen, Sf Ex. 1213 Wintres for3-wexen on ysaac, And

ysmael was him vn-swac; Often it gan ysaac un-framen.
2. To take to pieces; to destroy. Also/^.
a 1548 Hall Ckron.^ Hen, K, 46 All the bridges wer by

his enemies broken and unframed. 1603 J. Davip:s (Heref.)
Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 83/2 The Pynns, the Tenons,
Beams, Bolts, . . All which they marke when they doe it vn-
frame. i6ax Sanderson Serm. I. 179 The curse of God
.

. gnaweth asunder the pins and the joynts of the building,
till it have imfrcmed it, and resolved it into a ruinous heap.
a 1716 South Serm, (1744) VIII. v. 129 Sin has unframed the
tabrick of the whole man.

t b. To undo. Obs.
1567 TuRBERv. £>//., etc. 82 b, Those two agreed with

common voyce my bondage to vnframe.

3. To dislocate; to throw into confusion or dis-

order, to distract.

XS74 Hellowes Gueuara's Fatn, Ep. (1584) 109 You are
much offended by manie slaunderers that deprave your
doings, and unframe your attempts. 1603 J. Davies (Heref.)
Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 55/1 Disastrous Richard
second of that name, . .Who did the forme of this State quite
vnframe. x668 Owen MortiJ. Sin iL (ed. 3) 14 It unframes
our Spirit ; and thence is called the sin that so easily besets us.

17*7 [Dorrington] Philip Quarll 87 This unexpected but
lucky Adventure,likeasudden Surprize,unfram'dhis Reason,
Uufrained, ///. a, [Un-i 8.]

L Not formed or moulded, unfashioned.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John \\, 37 b, He fourmeth

and fasshyoneth the rude and vnframed witle with certayne
principles. 1591 Savile Tacitus^ Agricola 238 To compose,
though in rude and vnframed speech, a memory of our late
thraldome. i6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 1. (1626) i The Sea,
the Earth, al-couering Heauen vnfram'd, One face had
Nature, which they Chaos nam'd,

2. Not set or enclosed in a frame.
1718 Pope Lett. (1737) 201 He lugg'd out the tatter'd frag-

ments ofan unframed picture. 1885 Yio^^vi^ Silas Lapluiin
(1891) 1. 13 A large warped, unframed photograph.

unfrancliised, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1648 Hexham ii, Onbevrijdtt Vnfreed. or Vnfranchized.

[177s AsH.J 183* A. W. Fonblanque Eng:. under 7 Ad-
ministr, (itj-j) II. 284 The honest elector will only derive
from his suffrage a share . . which his unfranchised neighbour
will also enjoy. 1847 Grots Greece 11. xxxi. IV. 217 The
memorable partnership..between Kleisthenes ,and the un-
franchised multitude.

tUnfra*ngible,a. Ohs. (Un-' 7 and 5 b.) x6oi Dolman
La Primaud. Fr. Acad. {i6i8v in. 847 Iron, be it neuer so
thia,',is made vnfrangible by blowes. 1654 Jer. Taylor Real
Pres. 198 That body of Christ which is in heaven, .being
whole and impassible, and unfrangible. Unfra'nk, a*
(Un-' 7.) x86s C. W. S. Brooks Silver Cord xxvi, Imper-
tincnt curiosity, and . . unfrank conversation. Unfra'nk-
able, A (Un-» 7b.) X819 SouTHEY Lett. (1856) III. io6
The next question is how to transport them.., for they are
of an unfrankable shape and texture.

Un&anked, ///. a. (Un-1 8. Cf. G. un-
frankierlj Ua. ufrankeret^ Sw. ofrankerad^
a 1765 D. Mallet Let. in PearsotCsCaial. No. 8i (1900) 50
My last letter was franked by Mr. Nugent. Perhaps that
was the cause of its miscarriage. I therefore send this un-
franked, 1809 Sir G. Jackson Diaries Sf Lett, (1873) I. 3,
I wondered, .that a letter—an unfranked one, too—shoufd
follow mc, 1843 Carlyle Past ^ Pr. in. xv, Heavy Packets,
most of them unfranked.

Unfraternal, a. (Un-> 7.) 186^ Cablvle Fredk. Ct.
XX. V, A not unfraternal or unpatriotic procedure. 1879
VxKRARSt.Paul I.447T0 them. .he never utters one single
di.srespectful or unfraternal word. Unfrau'dulent, a,

{Un-* 7.) 1590 Swinburne Testaments 237 To take of the
goods, .by the lawful & vnfraudulent (rift of the testator.

fUnfrau-ght, sb. Obs-^ [Un-I 12.] Want
of cargo or freight.

1436 Libel Eng. Policy in PoLPoems (Rolls) II. 191 And
now so fele shippes thys yere there were. That moche losse

for unfraught \v.r. unfreyght] they bare.

"Unfran ght, ppL a. (Un- i 8 b.)

1587 TuRBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 16 With manly minde, and
mouth unfraught of feare. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. To
the King S 12 Mindes emptie& vnfraught with matter. 1650
Ashmole Chym. Collect. Prol. 15 Such Vagrants doubtless
are empty and unfraught. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 53. 2/1
Men of narrow Intellects are Unfraught with.. Noble Ideas.

fUnfranght, z'. Obs. [Un.2 3.] trans. To
unload, discharge.

"559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) X ij, Suffiseth nowe this playnt.

.

Whereof my hart his bottome hath vnfraught. 1633 P.
Fletcher Purple Isl, vi. xix. Then thou deare swain, thy
heav'nly load unfraught. 1^73 J. Ross Fratricide i. 413
(MS.), Alcantime, unfraughting thus returning love, He to
his Mother runs.

tUnfirayed, ///. a. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 8.1 Undaunted.
IS36 Bellenuen CVt?«. Scot, (1541) 142 b/a Thir men., went,
with vnfrayit curage, to ye wallis. 1680 in Proc. Soc,

Antig. Sect. XLV. 249 £teliving in the sufficencie of a

195

I

Saviour, .quherby ye may stand unfraid befor his tribunall.

I

tUnfrayned,//*/.rt. Obs.-^ [Un-' 8.] Unasked, axzjs
!
Ancr. K. 33S Schrift ouh to been willes, bet is, willeliche,
iureined (;]/5. C. vnfreinedj. fUnfre'deable, «. Obs.
[Un-' 7b + FREDE 7'.] Insensible; without feeling, f 1450
in W///://(X (Anecd. Oxon.) 123 noie^ A fishe (>at..yf fissher
put his honde upon hit hit makel> his honde onfredeabile.

Unfeee-, «. [ME. nnfre (Un-1 ;.), == mDu.
onvri (Du. onvrij), OHCJ. unfrt (MUG. tmvrt^
(i. unfr£i),V^Yx\%. on-, ilnfrij^ MDa. and Da. ajrij

MSw. and Sw. ofri^
1 1- Ignoble, base. Obs,—"^
c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 2727 pou slou3 his brejjer |>re In fijt

:

Vrgan and morgan vn-fre And raoraunt, )je noble knijt.

2. Characterized by want of freedom.
13 ..£".£. v4 Hit. P. B 1 129 So if folk be defowled by vnfre

chaunce,..he may polyce hym at J>e prest, by penaunce
taken. 1568 Grafton Chron, II. 120 The election beyng
viifree,..eche of them almost of necessitie must hate the
other. 1849 Kemble Saxons in Eng, I. 203 Serfs by reason
of unfree birth. 1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Rclig. Knowl.
z-zot The State.. must be invested with all power over in-

dustry, which thus may be called practically unfree.

+ 3. Not at liberty to do something. Obs.
£'1380 WvCLrF Wks. (1880) 284 5if lordis my3te 5eue here

heritage to clerkis. . t>ei were vnfree to helpe here soulis.

4. Not possessed ofpersonal liberty ; destitute of
freedom.
C1380 Wyclik Sel. Wks. I. 363 And so, as myche as in

hem is, \>^\ have maad Crist unfree. 1587 Golding De
Mornay xii. 207 If it be demaunded why God created man
free, and not vnfree. x6o8 J. Davies (Heref.) Mirutn itt

Modum Wks. (Grosart) I. 28/1 Better vnfree (saist thou)
then be so ill, But 'tis not III at libertie to bee.

1849 Kemble Saxonsin Eng. I. 203 The children., of pa-
rents who are both unfree, or. .of one unfree parent. 1863
KiNGSLEY Heretuard xx, All the folk, free and unfree, man
and woman, were out on the streets. i88a Weeden Soc. Law
Labor 40 The savage is the most unfree man in the world.
absol. x86^ Kincsley Roman ^ T. 54 The custom of

chiefs choosing.. their companions-in-arms, from amon§ the
most valiant of the unfree. 1874 Gbeeii Short Hist. 1. § 2
(1882) 13 A slave class, a class of the unfree.

6. Not holding the position of a free or privi-

leged member of a corporation. Obs» or arch,
X44a Extr» Aberd. Rec. (1844) I. 8 Item, that al the com-

munytie, alsweile vnfree as free men, be sworne to rise . . in

the defence of the toune. 1459-60 Cal. Anc. Rec, Dublin
(i88g) 303 Thay be put out of ther franches and ymad unfre.

X574 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 423 None
of the inhabitance of Galway, free or onfree, yonge or old.

r6o8 in Gross Gild Merch. (i8go) I. 150 note^ Anie Englishe
borne subiect beinge vnfree or no member of this ffellow-

shippe. 1687 LuTTRELL Brief R el, (1857) I. 407 The lord

mayor might drink to one as sherif free or unfree of the
citty, X717 in J. J. Vernon Par. ^ Kirk Hawick (1900) 205
Payd,.for the bells tolling at the burtall of every unfree
person within the said toun.

6. Not free of duty, tax, or impost ; not exempt
from commercial restrictions.

1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. i. xxvl, § ii.

(1699) 130 The Customers Officers were about to poynd
some unfree goods. 1684 Lond. Caz. No. 1Q16/1 No such
Clause or Provision as makes Free Goods to become Unfree
when Laden and taken in Unfree Ships.

Unfree, v. [Un- 2 6 a.] trans. To make un-
free ; to deprive of freedom.
£1380 Wyclif Sel. WkSt III. 431 Also oblishyng of men

unfreel? hem to God.

Unfree-d, ///. a, (Un- 1 8.)
1365 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 423 How lang that evir

the said Thom.as remanit in Ingland unfred or put to
libertie, 1648 Hexham ii, Onbevrijdt^ Vnfreed, or Vnfran-
chized. 27x5 Pope Iliad 11. 213 Shall beauteous Helen
still remain unfreed? 1853 M. Arnold Summer Night 50
Death in their prison reaches them Unfreed, having seen
nothing, still unblest. 1873 W. Morris L(we is Enough 127
Few folk as friends shall unfreed Pharamond meet.
Unfrec'dom. (Un.» 12.) ^ X380 Wyclif Jf^j. (1880) 286

pe moste vnfredom is vnfredom of synne, for J>al makij? a
man seruaunt . .to J>e fend. 1884 Athenmum 12 Apr. 465/3
Slavery as distinct from unfreedom died out very early

[in England]. f Unfree'holder. Sc.Obs. (Un.» 12.)

xso^ Extr. Aberd, Rec. (1844) I. 436 [Selling of ale] be fre

folkis, and.. be vnfrehaldaris.

t Unfree-ly, £Z. 0(5i [Un-1
7.J

Not beautiful.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8082 pair muthes wide, J?air eien brade,
Vn-freli was ^air face made ! c 1450 Holland Howlate $6
Quhy is. .My forme and my fetherem vnfrely, but feir?

Ibid, 851. <zxs68 Stewart in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter.
Club) ^07/35 Fast vnfrely fowl! flobbis. And bubillis full lyk.

TTn&eeman. Now arck. [f. Unfrke a. 5.]

One who is not a freeman of a corporation.

144s in Charterst etc. Edinb, (1871) 67 Of strangearis and
of vnfremen. 1480 Newcastle Merck. Vent. (Surtees) I. 3
The ackit [=act] of collarying of an unfremans gudes. xgii

Burgh Rec. Edinb, (1869) I. 134 Pakkis of lint..brocht to

the samyn be vnfreemen and strayngeris. 1584 in \oth Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 433 Any goodes that apertayned
to unfreemen (as it is termed), x6z7 in Irving Hist. Dum-
barton. (i860) 476 Gif ony freeman byis the same.. for the

use and behoof of an unfreeman . . or w' unfreemanis moneyis
to the unfreemanis behoof. 1707 Loud. Gaz, No. 4306/1
The Duties to be paid by the Unfreemen Importers of Coals

into the Port.-ofGreat Yarmouth. 1788 Faculty Decisions

II. 30-1 (E.D.D.), That the three saddlers should be dis-

charged to pack and peel with unfreemen. i8a4 Scott Rfd-
gauntlet ch. x, 1 am not a person tlo pack or peel with
Jacobites, and such unfreemen as poor Redgauntlet. X876

Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. 141 The supplying of instruction

to the son and daughter of every burgess and unfreeman.

t Unfree'ness. Obs. (Un-' 12.) 1648 Hexham 11, (?«-

vryigheydt, Vnfreenesse, or Subjection. X657 Thurloe in

State Papers (1742) VI. 281 The three great men professinge

their great unfreeaes to act, . . sayd, that [etc.].

UNPREQUENTIIira

Unfreeze, v. [Un-2 3 and 7.]
1 trans. To cause to thaw.
X584 Hudson Dti Bartas' yudith iv. 106 Loues firy dart

Could neuer vnfriese the frost ofher chast hart. X598 Florio,
Disghiacciare, to vnfreese, to thaw. 1651 OciLitv jEsop
(1665) II SuchTrumpeters would blood turn'd Ice unfreeze.
1879 Miss Bird Ladys Life Rocky Mount, I. 280 Eggs,
butter, milk,, .have to be unfrozen.

fg. 1637 N. Whiting Albino 8f Bellama 36 Such quick-
ning heat.. That thawd his voyce, and did unfreeze his
tongue. X670 Brooks London's Lament. 41 God by fiery
tryals will unfreeze the frozen graces of his people. i86s
Thornbury Turner II. 125 At an age when. .he could not
unfreeze himself into hospitality.

2. inlr. To become thawed. Also/^.
x66a J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 64 The cold

having. .pierc'd to the Centre of the earth, it must have
leasure to unfreeze. 1746 W. Horslev Fool (1748) I. 234,
I wish he would put off his Amour to the ensuing May,
when the Virgin Heart unfreezes.

Unfreezing, ppi. a, (Un-» 10.) X775 T. Smith Jrnl.
(1849)2^9 It has been a wonder of a winter, so moderate and
unfreezing. 1897 Outing XXIX. 555 Ghastly in its shroud
of snow and the blackness of unfreezing waters about it.

tUnfreight, sb. : see Unfraught sb.

Unfrei'ght, v. (Un-' 3.) X580 H. Gifford Gillqfl<nvers
36 Unfraight the shippe of all unlawfull wares. Un-
frerghted.///. rt. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] X854 Patmqrb
Angelin Ho, \. viii. 5 [I] Breathed with a heart unfreighted.

+ ITnfreme : see Un- 1 3.

Uu-French, a. (Un- i
7.)

1830 Miss Mitford Otir tillage Ser. iv. 74 A step, .so
un-French, so un-English. 1850 N. Hawthorne Amer,
Note-bks. (1883) 380 This poor little Frenchman, ..eating
our most un-French victuals. 1878 E. FitzGerald Lett.
(1889) 1. 423 Alfred [de Musset] appears to me a fine Fellow,
very un-French in some respects.

Un-French, v. [Un-^ 6 a.] trans. To translate from
French. 1605 Gaywood in Sylvester's Du Bartas Pref.
Sonn., Whom, .loue to Heau'n and vs, Mou'd to vn-French
his learned labours thus. Unfre nchlfled, ppl. a.
(Un-' 8.) X784 P. Oliver in T, Hutchinson's Diary (1886)
II. 400 Be sure, return unfrenchified in thought, word, and
deed. X833T. Hook Love ^ Pride, Marquess vii. Follow-
ing the extremely unfrenchified fashion,

Unfte-nchify, v. (Un-2 6 c.)

1598 Florio, .V'''*''"'''*'''^*'fVnfrenchifide. 1814 Edin.
^(fr. Sept. 297 We are glad.. to have the assistance of a
Parisian..to help to unfrenchify them.
Unfre-nzied, ;*//. a. (Un-' 8.) x8os in Spirit Pub,

yrnls, IX. 243 In thy calmer and unfrenzied hour.

XTnfre'quency. Now rare or Obs. (Un-1
12,5b.)
i6xx CoTGR., lufrequencey vnfrequencie, solitarinesse.

i66j Glanvill Lux Orient. 133 This may be the reason of
the unfrequency of their appearance. 1753 Miss Collier
Art Torment. 224 The frequency of corporal punishments,
and the unfrequency of rewarding men. i8o3-X2 Bentham
Ration, yudic. Evid. (1827) V. 708 The comparative un-
frequency of criminative perjury. 1834 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) IV. 397 A point, however, of less importance, from
the unfrequency of their occurrence.

Unfre quent, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

1. — Infuequent a, 3.

x6xx Florio, Infreguente, vnfrequent, seld, not frequent,
X7xa Steele Sped. No. 472 f i 1 Jiis Misfortune is so very
great and unfrequent, that one would think, an Establish,
ment for all the Poor under it might be easily accomplished,
1703 Coleridge Songs of Pixies iii. Beneath whose foliage

pale Fann'd by the unfrequent gale We shield us from the

Tyrant's mid-day rage. 18x4 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i.

246 In those unfrequent frosts which destroy all vegetation.

1866 HowELLS Venet, Life v. 63 The blond, unfrequent
beauty of the German aliens.

b. With preceding negative.

x66s BovLR Occas. Refl. \\. xiii, 230 As Deliriums and
Phrensies are not unfrequent in Feavers. 1749 J. Mason
Numbers in Poet. Compositions 57 This is a peculiar close,

but not unfrequent in Milton, X83X Scott Ct, Rob. vii,

A personage not so unfrequent in the streets of Constanti-
nople as to excite any particular notice. X871 Mill Pol.
Econ. (ed. 7) 200 There is, however, a not unfrequent case,

in which the purpose of the borrower is different.

+ 2. = Infrequent a. 2, Obs.'~^

z6i8 Rowlands Sacred Mem. 24 This place is solitary,

vnfrequent ; We are belated.

Unfrequent, v. [Un-1 14 or Un-2 3.] trans.

To refrain or cease from frequenting.
X598 Florio, Disconuersare, to vnfrequent, not to con-

uerse together. Ibid.^ Sconuersare, to disaccompanie, to

vnfrequent. 1708 J. Philips Cyder i. 404 Glad to shun his

hostile Gripe, They quit their Thefts, and unfrequent the
Fields.

TTnfrecLuented, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
X588 Sf!aks. Tit- A. ij. i. 115 The Forrest walkes are wide

and spacious, And many vnfrequented plots there are. 1653
H. CoGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xlviiL 277 Not one appearing in

the streets for the space of ten days, during which lime all

places were unfrequented. 170X Norris Ideal World i.

viii. 452 The straight and single, however unfrequented
path of truth. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 154 During
our stay here we found the islands unfrequented. 1817 J.

Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 275 Going round, .by one of the

more unfrequented walks, running through the woods, 1878
HuxLKY Physiogr. 189 There are no doubt many slightdis-

turbances, in unfrequented districts.

Hence Uufreque*ntednes8.
x6s4 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 79 A Grove, whose

unfrequentedness was fit for my melancholly. x68o H.
More Apocal. Apoc. 160 There would be a great deadness
of Trade,, .and so great unfrequentedness. .would seize his

principal Seat. 1717 A. Hamilton Nexv Ace. E. Ind. I. i. 5
The Unfrequentedness of the Coast between the Cape of
Good Hope and Natal.
Unfreque nting, z'<^/. sb, (Un>' la.) \6io Southampton
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ITNPREQITENTINQ
Court Lett Rec. (1907) in. 578 We fymJe thevnfrcquentinge

therof doth breed a murmer. Unfrequeiiting,///. n.

(Un-* laj t Unfrequented. 1607 Rowlands Famous
Hist. 46 Terr>', Guy and Osile wanting guide. Did stay

about the unfrequenting Wood.

Unfirequently, adv. (Un-1 ii and 5b.
Usually with preceding negative.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud, Ep. 7 They Uke Judas desire

death, and not unfrequently pursue it. 1674 Bovle Excell.

Tfuol. 196 'Tis not unfrequently so [prejudiced] by those,

that mention him with an Encomium. 1794 R. J. Sulivan
View Nat. I. 397 Systematic philosophy.. is not unfr©-

qnently involved in difficulty. 1845 Lindlky Sch. Bot. iv.

(185S) 35 Flowers white, unfrequently pink. 1893 Law
Times XCV. 56^1 Negotiations .. not unfrequently fall

through on some point of disagreement.

tUnfre-t. z;.i Obs.~^ [Un-2 3 + Fret v.^
trans. To unbind, untie.

%M/& Bk. St. Aibanst FisAin^hjh, Unfrette hym thenne
and lete hym drye in an hous roof in the smoke,

+ Unfre't, z/.^ Ods. [Un-2 3 + Fretz/.i] trans.

To make smooth ; to unknit.
X594 Greene & Lodge Looking' Gi. in. i, To loppa will I

flee, And for a while toTharsus shape my course, Vntill the
Lord vnfret His angry browes. i6ox Chester Lover's Mart.
xcix, O happie time since I with Nature met, My unmelo-
dious Discord I vnfret,

Unfretted,///. a, [Un-1 8.]

1. Not eaten or worn away ; unimpaired.
1577 Stanvhurst ffist. IreL 91/1 in Holinsked I, At

night aeaine he founde the Paper vnfretted, and musing
thereof ne beganne to poare on the writing. 1663 Boyle
Use/. Exp, Nat. Philos, 11. iii. 84 Shewing that the shell

was . . eaten away, . .but the thin skin . . contmu'd altogether

nnfretted. 1894 Mrs. A. Webster Mother ^ Dau. (1895) 30
She sees this [feature] fair, and that unfretted still.

2. Not vexed or worried.
1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. III. 47 When his mind was

Sufficiently unfretted. 1893 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 283 He
is . . unfretted by the cares of housekeeping.

XJnfri-able, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

1802 Paley Nat. Theol. vili. (1819) 105 The elastic and
unfriable nature of cartilage.

TTn&ie'nd, sb. (and a.). Forms: (see Un-1
and Fkiend sb.). [ME. unfreoitdy -frend, -= WFris.
on-, {infrjeon, MDu. onvrient (Du. -vriend), MLG.
unvrund, MHG. unvriunt (G. unfreMid)!\
L One who is noc a friend or on friendly terms

;

an enemy. In early use chiefly Sc, (sometimes in

predicate without article), and in the 19th cent,

app. revived by Scott.
c xa75 Lav. 5632 We sollen . . slean boure onfrendes and

wenden after Brenne. Ibid. 17612 Wend to oure onfreondes
and drif heom of londe. c 142S Wyntoun Cron, viii. xxvi.

3890 For he doutit J>e gret mycht Off his vnfreyndis, and
pare slycht. a 1475 Ashbv Dicta Philos. 885 Sliowe to al

maner freindis grete honnour..And pardon freendes & vn-
freendes errour. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix. (1887)

S13 Socrates. -uniustely condemned by the furie of the
people, and persuasion of his vnfreindes. x6oo W. Watson
Decacordon (1603) 125 Some night Crowes, or other vn-
friends or backe friends that may be set on to incense
against him. 1663 Lauderdale Papers (Camden) I. 127
His unfriends here had taken pains to procure ,. copies of
the books. 1814 Scott Wav. xv, He is a very unquiet
neighbour to his un-friends. 183s Gen. P. Thompson Exerc,
(1842) III. 158 With this reservation, there must be no un-
friends. 1877 Stubbs Med. <$ Mod. Hist. (1886) no, I am
ready to stick to my friends and vote against my un-friends.

b. Const, of^ to.

1513 Douglas Mjietd ix. vi. m The day lycht, quhilk is

to ws onfrend, Approchis neyr. c 1600 W. Fowleh Wks.
(S.T.S.) I. 241/30 Thow, o atropos, vnfreind to bir, and to

to freind to me. 1626 in Rusnw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I* 253
That one near the Crown of England should.. become an
unfriend to our State. 1693 Scotch Presbyterian Eloquence
(1738) 47 This Way will render us more formidable to our
Enemies, and Unfriends to our Way. i8ig Scott Leg.
Montrosem^ They are but unfriends to each other. 1888
Spectator 2z Dec. 1804 Mr. Courtney, certainly no unfriend
of the Pamellites.

2. One who is not a member of the Society of
Friends. Also attrib.

1828 SotrrHEV^i*. to A. Cunningham 387 From such a
barber, O unfriend Darton ! was that portrait made. 1846
W. E. FoHSTEBin T. W. Reid Life (1888) I. 186 To make
their movement a national one by adding the names of un-
fri'jnd ladies to their committee.
Unfriend, v. (Un-' 6 b.) 1659 Fuller App, InJ. Innoc.

III. xxxj b, I hope, Sir, that we are not mutually Un-
friended by this Difference which hath happened betwixt tis.

Unfriended, a. [Un-i 9.] Not provided
with friends ; friendless.

1513 More Rich. ///(iBSj) 55 In how much she is now in
the more beggerly condicion, vnfrended and worne out of
acquaintance. 1554 Ascham in Whitaker Richmondshire
(1823) I. 275 That [time] when I, unfreinded and unknowne,
came first to your lordshipp. i6ox ShaKj. Tivel. N. in. iii.

10 A stranger, Vnguided, and vnfriended. 1656 Jeanes
Mixt. Schol. Div. 5 And how should they, who were but.

.

poor unfriended persons, escape. .so potent, .amalice. 1735
Pope Let. Wks. 1751 IX. 195 He will be a friend and bene-
ftictor..to your un-friended, un-benefited Nation. X77a
Test Fihat Duty II. 2 [I] cannot think that lam unfriended,
unheeded. x84a Rogers Burke's iVks. Introd. I. 10 Barry
(afterwards the well known painter, then an unfriended son
of genius). 1875 Howii.LS Foregone Concl. 309A man more
than ordinarily orphaned and unfriended.
<U>sol. 1804 W. L. Bowles Spir. Discozu in. 120 Who stood

a guardian angel in distress To the unfriended.
b. Const, of,

1589 Wakner Alb. Eng. Prose Addit. 159 Fly Trayterous
Aneas, fly vnfolowed and vnfriended of EUsa. 1725 Pope
Odyssey iv. 631 Still on this desert Isle my fleet is moor'd;

196

Unfriended of the gales. 1868 Lanier yac^uene v. 18

That blade flew up. . And left Lord Raoul unfriended of his

weapon.

Hence Unfrle'ndedness.
x8ai Tales Landlord, Fair Witch of Glas Llyn III. 325

This sublime unft iendedness.

tUnfriendfully, rttr'f. Obs.~'^ (Un-' n.) isisDouglas
^neidw. i. 135 Hard fortoun has. .The Troianis. .persewit

vnfreindfully [1553 viifrendly]. Unfrie*nd-like, a. (Un-*

7 c.) X797 Lamb Let. to Coleridge 7 April, I did not expect

so long, so unfriend-like a silence. Unirie'ndUIy, adv.
(Un-* II.) X864W. J, LiNTON Claribel 11. ii, Your harsh
words Unfriendlily apparel'd.

Unfriendliness. (Un-1 is; of. next.)

a 1684 LiiiGHTON Comm.i Pet, ii. 11 (1693) 351 But by the

troubles, and unfriendliness of the World be gains this.

ax768 Secker Serm. (1771) V. iv. 71 Every Day we see

those, .return monstrous Acts of Injustice for slight In-

stances ofNeglect or Unfriendliness. 1790 Mme. D'Abblay
Diary 20 May, I never diminished from the frank unfriend-

liness to the cause with which I began. i86i Gko. Eliot
Silas M. ix. Not because of any unfriendliness, but because

. .courtesy is not a growth of such homes.

Unfriendly, a. [U.n-1 7. Cf. WFris. on-,

Anfrjconlik, MDu, onvriendelijc (Du, -/y-^j, MHG.
unvriunlHch (G. unfreundlich)^
\. Not characteristic of a friend or friends ; ex-

hibiting dislike or hostility.

X4as Rolls of Parlt. IV. 274/1 Pis delaye, of which were
like to growe unease and unfrendely love betwene me and
my said Cousj^n. a 15x3 Fabvan CA^-t^w. (1516) vn. 134^1
They mette with vnfrendely countenaunce, &..departyd
with lytle loue or charyte. a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Edw. IV,
229 The French kj'ng..knewe by his espials, .the vnfrendly
departyng of the Duke of Burgoyn. X663 Bp. Patrick
Parab, Pilgr. xxxvii, Nor have you given me cause to be
less your Friend than heretofore; unless it be by this un-
friendly jealousie. X757 Foote Author w. It was, d'ye see,

a very unfriendly thing to make love to Becky in my
absence. X837 De Quincey LcUee Poets, Coleridge, Dis-
coverers who would make a more unfriendly use of the dis-

covery. X898 Wistvi. Gas. 21 Jan. 2/2 We are very much
afraid that this would be looked upon by other countries

as an ' unfriendly act '.

2. Not having the qualities or disposition of a

friend ; esp. unfavourably disposed, inimical, hostile,

x^Z^Caih. Augl. 142/a Vn Frendly, inh7imamis,inimicus,

1553 AscHAM Germany Wks. (1904) 127, I am not so vn-

aduised..nor you so vnfrendly to looke for so much from
me. X579 Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 58 To his very un-
frendly frende that procurid y« edition of his slender and
extemporall devises. ai6i6 Beaum. & Fl. Wit at Sev.

Weapons v. i, Sure some unfriendly Messenger Is imploy'd
betwixt you. xdaa in Foster Eng. Factories India (1909)

in. 358 Our unfriendlie neighlxjurs the Dutch.
^ 1794

S. Williams Vermont 170 The Indians became unfriendly.

X836 Thihlwall Greece III. 379 They put forward .some

of their partizans, who were not so notoriously unfriendly

to him. X884 Church Bacon 18 His unsympathetic and
suspicious, but probably dot unfriendly relative.

3. Not propitious or favourable ijor or to).

XS13 Bradshaw Lrfe St. Wcrburge n. 1047 By fortune
vnfrendly,. Both horse and man fell to grounde sodendly.
x6o8 SiiAKS, Per. iii. i. 58 No light, no fire; the unfriendly
elements Forgot thee utterly, X707 Curios, in Husb, \
Card, 41 The \Vind that blows from thence, .is always un-
friendly to Vegetation. 1784 Phil. Trans, LXXIV. 468 It

must be supposed to have arisen from some unfriendly mix-
ture in the tin, probably from Arsenic. 1805 Dickson
Pract. Agric. 1, 406 It frequently happens that. ,a coarse,

unfriendly, stiff soil, is brought up. X815 Jane Austen
jfeV/i«;axvi, The atmosphere in that unsettled state. .which
is.. the most unfriendly for exercise. X845 Wtiately in

Encycl. Metrop. (18^5) I. 225/1 Qualities unfriendly to each
other are rarely combined.

Uufrie'udly, adv. Now rare. [Ux-1 11.]

In an unfriendly manner.
agoo Genesis 2689 pu us leanast nu, unfrcondlice fremena

Jjancast. x483Ca/«. -4«^/, 142/2 Vn FvcntWy,.. iuhumane,
inhumaniier. 1548 Elvot, Insequcr, . . to speake vnfrendly
agaynstone, XSS3 [see Unfriendfully], 1570 G. Harvey
Letter-bk. (Camden) 3, I delaied thus unfrendly. 172*
WoLLASTON Relig. Nat. vi. § 15 To covet to obtain what is

another man's by just means, and with his consent,.. has
nothing surely that looks unfriendly upon truth, or is

blameable, in it. X7S7 W. Thompson R.N. Advoc. j^(i[ThW\

I leave to be determined by the.. Wisdom of the Contract-

ing Coopers that unciurmine one another unfriendly.

unfriendsliip. Nowfl;rA. [UN-I12. Cf.

MDu. onvritntscap (Du. onvriendschap), MLG.
unvruntschap, OHG. unvrittntscap (G. unfrennd-

sckaft).'] Unfriendliness ; enmity.
a 134a Hampole Psalter xl. lo In signe l>at crist did tjl

him nane vnfrendschip. a 1400—50 Alexander 2722 And if

Jjou wirke f^aim all I'e wa & wrak at Jjou may. pe mare vn-
fryndschip J?arfore fall sail (>e neuire. 1549 Coverdalf^ etc.

E?-asm. Par. Jos. iv. 36 A Christian, if he assaye to

haue frendshyp agayne with the worlde, doeth vtterly re-

ceaue vnfrendshyp with God. x666 Despautere's Gram.
Iiistit, D8b (Jam.), Inimicitiaf^ unfriendstiip. X819 Scott
Ivanhoe i, An act of unfriendslup to my sovereign person
and royal wardrobe. xSo^ Ln. E. Hamilton Outlaws of
Marches xi, The auld unn-iendship betwixt the twa houses.

fUnfri-ght, a. Ohs. rare-^, [Un-^ 7. Cf.

Affuight ppl. a. and OE. unforht,] Unafraid.
f 1150 Gen. ^ Ex. 3713 Bur5es stronge and folc v(n)fri5t,

stalwur^i to weren here rijt.

Unfri^hted,///. a. (Un- i S.)

1611 B. JoNsoN Catiline v. vi, If. ,he alone, In so great

feare of all men, stand vn-frighted. 1624 Quari.es Job xvii.

54 Who euer heard the voyce Of th' angry heauens, vn-

frighted at the noyse? 7^1730 Ramsay Thimble 53 Could
you unfrighted view bell's dismal shore? X840 Browning
Sordello VI. 629 To the soft small unfrighted bee.

Unfid-ghtened, ppl. a, (Un- i 8.)

UNPBUCTED.
X675CROWNE Calisto Prol. A. 4 b, These beautious Nymphs

unfrightned too, ..Their innocent delights pursue. X835
W. Irving Tour Prairies 259 He.. fired, but without effect:

the deer remained unfrightened. x88j Punnell Fishing
(1889)417 He then.. renews hi-; attentions to the still un-
frightened fish above.

Hence Unfri^htenedness.
X858 Fabeh Foot of Cross 138 The manifest unfrightened-

ness of a creature who has for the moment forgotten Him.
Unfrightful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. vii.

iv, Not unfrightful it must have been; ludicro-terrific, and
most unmanageable. Unfringed, (ppL)a.^ [Un-' 8,9+
Fringed ///. a.] Not fringed; unadorned. 1646 Jenkyn
Remora 30 Plain and unfringed reformations, .are poor, dry,
dull things to such. t Unfringed, ///. a.' Obs,~^
[Un-' 8 + (In)fringe v.] Not infringed. X751 Eliza
Heywood Betsy Thoughtless II. 234 She. .thought it the

privilege of youth to do whatever it listed, provided the
rules of virtue were unfringed.

t-XJnfrith: see Un-1 3.

Unfri'zzled, ppl. a, (Un-* 8.) x6xi Cotgr., Drap etor
ras, smooth, or unfrizeled cloth of Gold. X76S Sterne Tr.
Shandy vn. xxxviii, She had better have gone with it [= her
hair] unfrizled.

Unfro'ck, v. [Un- 2 4. Cf. F. dtfroquet, and
Ungo\\n v."]

1, trans. To strip (an ecclesiastic) of his frock as

a sign of degradation ; hence, to deprive of priestly

function or office. Also Unfro'cking vbl. sb.

The second quotation Is the onK- source for the common
attribution of the term to Queen Elizabeth.

1644 Milton Areop. 30 It is not the unfrocking of a Priest

. .that will make us a happ>- Nation. ?a 1750 Forged Letter
Q. Eliz. in Ann. Reg., Char. (1761) 15/1 If you do not forth-

with fulfil your engagement, by , I will immediately un-
frock yoti. x8i7 T. L. Peacock Melincourt I. 10 He took
especial care that this.. should not reach the ears of his

bishop, who would infallibly have unfrocked him. X857
Tkollopf. Barckester 71 III. xvii. 296 Clergymen have been
uiifrocked for less than what you have been guilty of. 1884
Nonconf. <5- Indep. 22 May 505/3 Mr. Justice Stephen truly

remarked, there was no power to unfrock him.

refi. xSaa Q. Rev. XXVIII. 41 Who had been first a
Dominican friar, then, having unfrocked himself, a gardener.
X855 L. Hunt Old Court Suburb I. 150 Who had also been
a prelate, but had unfrocked himself to become a statesman.
absol. 1808 E. S. Barkett Miss-led General S5 He had

unfrocked, that is, given over the cure of souls in this world.

2. transf. To unmask or expose.
1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. xxix. 74 Spain had the

monkish Calderon... There no poet like MoHerc unfrocked
hypocrisy.

Hence Unfro'cked ppl. a.

X794 Matthias Purs. Lit. (1798) 44, I love no atheist

French Bishops, nor unfrocked grammarians in England.
x86i Pearson Early ^ Mid. Ages 357 The unfrocked priest

would of course be amenable to lay tribunals in future.

1880 Dixon Windsor III. xxiv. 245 On the unfrocked priest

attempting flight, he. .locked him in the Tower.
tUnfro'ckifyjf. [Un**6c.J «= Unfrock p. 1694 Motteux
Rabelais v. xxvii. 134 In Germany they pull down Monas-
teries and unfrockife the Monks.

+ ITnfronie, var. unfrente : see Un-I 3.

Unfro-nted,///. a. [Un-' 8.] Not faced or confronted.

161S Bhathwait Strappado 25 Hence Sergeants walk vn-

fronted (though they know it).

Unfro'st, V. [Un-2 ^ b.] trans. To thaw.
x6xi Florio, Disghiaccidre, to vnfrost,totbaw. 1853 Kane

Grinnell Exp. xxxii. (1856) 275 We celebrated it by an extra
dinner, a plum-cake unfrosted for the occasion.

Unfro'sted,7*?*/. a. (Un.» 8.) [1775 Astl] x886C. Scott
: Sheep-farming 45 The relative value of frosted and un-

frosted turnips in the feeding of sheep. 1887 W.Westau,
j

Her Two Millions xxi. The lightness of his hair.. as yet
;

unfrosted with white. Unfro'wardly, adv. (Un-' ii)
x8so Tennyson Pelleas ^ Ettarre 612 Hath the great heart

I

of knighthood in thee fail'd So far thou canst not bide,

unfrowardly, A fall from him? Unfro'wning, ppl. a.

(Un-' 10.) 1830 W. Taylor Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry III.

5 O Jove, Canst thou, unfrowning, view his per6dy? x888
A. S. Wilson Lyric Hopeless Love 123 Enough one solitary

ray From thine unfrowning sky.

tXnfrO'ze, var. of next.

1705 J. Philips Blenheim 234 The Memphian Soldiery That
swell'd the Erythraean Wave, when Wall'd The unfroze
Waters marvellously stood. 1774 Goldsm. Nai. Hist. (1776)
I. 178 The ice.. grown more bulky, by freezing, than the
water, which remains unfroze.

I Unfro'zen, //A a,^ [Un-i 8 b. Cf. Norw.
' ufrosen, S\v. ufrusen, MDu. (once) ongevroren^

I

Not frozen ; not congealed by frost.

I XS96 Dalrvmplh tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 31 Thair
fait, .freises nocht frahand. .bot certane dayes remanes vn-
frossin lyke oyle. 1598 Florio, Ingelido, not frozen, vnfrozfn.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. xxviiL 354 The Wine which
remains unfrozen in the midst will be very strong.^ a 1691
Boyle Hist. Air (16^2) 154 They, .were obliged to dig about
six foot deep in the ice, before they could come at unfrozen
water. itW Reid Wks. (18-16) I. 45/1 The unfrozen water
soon came to the temperature of the room. 1817 Kirbv & Sp.

Entomol. II. 451 Remaining unfrozen though exposed to the
severest cold. x86o Tyndall Gh.xc. 11. xxiv. 360 I he water..

! which has been carried down from the n^v^ unfrozen.

Unfro'zen, ppl. a.^ [f. Unfreeze v.} Released

from frost ; thawed.
X633 P. Fletcher Purple hi. vl Ixviii. The flowres that.

.

in the Spring.. Peep out again from their unfrozen tombe.

UnfrU'Cted, a. Her. [Un-1 9.] Not fur-

nished with fruit.

x688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 83/1 The branch is not to be
so termed {unfructed, or without fruit) except it be thus made,
and consist of nine leaves, c 182S Berry Encycl. Her. V.

Gloss. S.V., Slips of laurel, bay, and the like, consist of three

leaves, the sprig of five leaves, and the branch, being un-
fructed, of nine leaves.



tJNFBUCTPUL.
t Unfru'ctftil, obs. var. Unfruitful a. 1^49 Coverdale,

etc. Erctsm. Par. £p/i. v. 11 b, To doe fruictefuH honeste
offices of godlines, . . and from henceforth be ashamed to haue
adoe with the vnfructefull workes of darkenesse. Un-
firu'ctify, v, (Un-' 6 c] trans. To render unfruitful,
1638 R. HoBART Ediu. lit cclxiii, So may we see how God
unfructifies A fruitfull land for mtns impieties. Unfru'cU-
fying, ppl. a.^ (Un-' 10.) 18*7 Montgomery Peiiceui Isi.

IV. 55 While in the womb of earth their embryos tarried,
Unfructifying, yet imperishable. Unfrnctuosity.
(Un-' 12 and 5 b; of. next,) 1884 Manch, Exam. 29 Mar.
4/8 The intellectual unfruciuosity of the Royal stock.

XTufmctuOUS, a, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

+ 1. Producing no frnit ; unfruitful. Obs,
X38a Wyclif Exod. xxiii. 26 Ne thi loond shal be vn-

frucluous, ne bareyn. — Job xxiv. 20 Be he not in re-

cording, but be to-trede as a tree vnfructuous. c 1400 Piter,
^fm-ZcCCaxton, 1483)17.1158 The trees, .were bycomen wylde
and vnfructuous.

2. fig = Unfruitful a. a. Now rare.
c X380 WvcLiF Sel Wks. in, 3p My mou>. .Jiat bifore was

6Hd J>oru unfructuouse jangelingis. c 1430 Lydc. Min,
Pot-ms (Pero' Soc.) 258 Ryot and dronkenesse, Unfructuous
talkyng, intemperat diete. 1 1450 tr. De Imitatiom in. ii.

65 Speke,,J>ou, my lorde god, euerlastyng troujie; lest I
dye & be made unfructuouse. 1513 Douglas Mneid iv.

It-oI. 19 >our frute is bot vnfructuus fantasy. 1588 A. King
tr. Caiiisius' Catech. 135 Be 30 nocht partakers of the vn-
fruictuous warkis of wickitnes. 1838 Scott yrnl. 27 Feb.,
We had a final and totally unfructuous meeting. 1904 R#
Bridges Dcmeter 111. 954 Unfructuous night Stifles her
essence in her truthless heart.

Hence Unfm'ctnously adv.
1837 Scott Jml. 6 May, Wrought again at Hoflfmann—

unfnictuously I fear.

TJu&agsd, a. (Un-1 ^ and 5 b.)
?i6a^ T. Craufurd HUt. Univ, Edinb. (1808) 113 He was

not given to the cares of the world, though not unfrugaL
1710 Humomist Ded. p. xvi, They will, .restore us again to
our^ unfragal and unfortunate Ravings. 1780 Bkntham
Princ. Legisl. xviL § 19 This punishment, it is evident, is in
an eminent degree unfrugal, iBzSAri q/Bfrwtn^(cd. 2) 29
Some . . brewers adopt the following dangerous and unfrugal
practice. 1846 Landor Iviag. Conv. Wks, II. 113/1 Ladies
who have been unfrugal of their favours.

Unfrui tful, a, [Un-1 7. In early use after

L. infructuosuSy infecundzts.\

1. Not producing offspring ; barren.
1388 Wyclif Exod. xxiii. 26 Neithira womman vnfruytful,

neither bareyn, schal be in thi lond. 1535 Coverdale jud^.
xiii. 2 His wife was vnfrutefull & bare him no children.

1577 B. GooGE Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 169 The vn-
fruiifull.., and the otherwise faultie, ought cheefely to be
fatted. i6so Bl-lwer Anthropomet. 233 They cur'd them-
selves, but became unfruitful and impotent. 1735 Bei;kelev
Querist S 208 So many unhappy and unfruitful marriages.

2. fig. Not productive of good results ; unprofit-

able, unremunerative,
a 1400 New Test. (Paues) Eph. v. 11 Pe vnfruytful werkes

of darkenesse. c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 47 What euer we
dotoouregoddesme thinket> hit is bot veyn and vnfruytfulL
1536 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 76 b, The communycacyon
was not onely vnfruytful!, but also moche euyll. IS93 Shaks.
Lucr. 344 But in the midst of his unfruitful prayer, . . Even
there he starts. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 29 Conditions
dishonourable and vnfruitfull. a 1718 Parnell Donne's3rd
Sat, Versified ^ To laugh or weep at sins might idly show
Unheedfuf pas'^ion. or unfruitful woe. 1780 Mirror No. 72,
The cold unfruitful virtues of monkish solitude. iSai Scott
Pirate X, It was a time of idle and unfruitful laughter. 1869
J. Martineau Ess. II. 250 This hint has not been permitted
to remain unfruitful.

etbsol. 1781 CowpER Truth 500 She may., leave to mercy
..The worthless and unfruitful of mankind.

3. Of trees : Not bearing fruit. Alsoyf^.
1531 TiNDALE Exp. t John (1537) 94 He y* is cut from y«

vypestockccan not but abyde vnfruteful. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 177 The substratum ought
to be dry,..oth<.Twise trees planted will be liable to become
,, unhealthy and unfruitful.

4. Of ground or seasons : Not yielding fruit or
crops ; unfertile, unproductive.
1545 Brinklow Compl. 14 Moory ground, as Is vnfruteful

for come or_ pasture. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays
Vo^. Ill, xxi. no Manye desartes, sar.dye, wythered, vn-
firuitefull. 1615 G. Sasdvs Trm). i A hill not vnfruitfull in
Oliues. 1653 W. Ramesev AstroL Restored ^1% The year
shall be unseasonable, . . unfruitful or scarce. Ibid. 284. xyza
Blackmohe Creation ii. 197 Should but the sun h:s duty
once forget, - . Unfruitful earth her wretched fate would
mourn. 178a Martyn Geog. Mag. i. iii. I. aoi Mountains
and rocks, interspersed with unfruitful plains. x8ao
WoHDSw. River Duddm v, Unfruitful solitudes, that seem
to upbraid The sun in heaven.

fig. ai586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxix. She. .besought him,
not to cast his love in so unfruitfuU a place.

XJnfruitfaHy, adv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)
c 1450 tr. De Imitatiom i. x. 11 We speke muche of suche

|jinges as we loue or desire. . . But alias I ofie tymes veinly
& unfruytfully. 15*9 Supplic. Hen. Vlll (1871) 42 To
lyue both wickedly towardes God, and also vnfrutcfuUy
towardes the worlde. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus M j b,

Senior Mondaldo which netier mispent time vnfruitfuUy.
1654-66 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 568 Civilities were
not unfruitfully placed. 1833 S- Hoole Discourses xiii. 171
Wc shall, praise him—not tremblingly and unfruitfully,..
butjjyfuUy and profitably.

Unfmi-tfulness. (Un-^ 12; cf. prec.)
1565 CoopEn ThaauruSi /nfipcundi^as.. .h^rrainenesse;

vnfruitefuinesse. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. iv.

(1586) 158 The little Pullets, or Hennes, . .both for their vn-
fruitfulnesse, and other causes. 1615 Bp. Hall Contempt.,
O.T, XI. V, The unfruit fulness of Hannah. 16. . Middleton,
etc. Oid Law n. i, We judge Dotage complete then, as un<
fruitfulness In women at threescore. 1707 Mortimer Husb.
52/ The great Point to be taken care of about Fruit Trees,
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which is the Unfruitfulness of them. 1764 H. Walpole
Otranto i, I divorce her from this hour. Too long has she
cursed me by her unfruitfulness. 1850 R. I. Wilberforce
Holy Baptism 35 It is unreasonable .. to complain of that
unfruitfulness [of baptism] which results fronj their own
neglect. 1873 B. Stewart Conserv. Force v. 140 The un-
fruitfulness of the earlier views.

t UnfruitiHg,>>^/. a. (Un.' io.] Barren, a 1300 Cursor
M. 12257 A commament nu mak i here,.. pat i?e vnfruitand
t>air frutes find. t Unfrui'tous, a, Obs. [Un-* 7.]
= Unfructuous a. 1382 Wyclif Eph. v. 11 Vnfruytouse
workes of derknessis. — Tit. iii. 14 Oure men lerne for to
be bifore in good werkis,. .that thei be not vnfruytouse.

XTzifrU'Strable, a. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)

1714 R. FiDDES Pract. Disc. 11. 239 Here is a fix'd and
unfrustrable reward secur'd. 1791 W. Jay in Autobiog.
(1S55) vii. 74 Immutable in his nature, unfrustrable in his
designs. x83» Bp. L\w Charge to Clergy (R.). An irresist-

ible, or, what the schoolmen have called, an unfrustrable
power.

So Unfru'strably ffi/z'. (Un-1 h.)
1654 Owen Doctr. Saint's Persev. xii. 274 Those cloudy

expressions of * irresbtibly ' ^ and ' unfrustrably '. 1754
Edwards Freed. Will i\. xii. 123 Such Means, as shall

unfrustrably produce the End.

Unfu-elled, {ppL) a. (Un-1 8, 9.)
1687 Death's Vis, viii. But Let me Gaze on. .That Boyling

Ocean of Unfuel'd Fire. 1801 Southey Thalaba ii. ii,

Before them in the vault, Blazing unfuel'd.., Ten magic
flames arose. 1817 Coleridge Lay Serm. 61 It must be
Seraphs. .that can burn unfuelled and self-fed. Ibid. 102
Ill-fed, ill-clothed, and unfuelled winters.

Unfalfilled,///. a. (Un-1 8.)
X381 WvcLiF Rom. ix. 6 Sothli not that the word of God

hath falle down, or failide vnfulfiUid. 1516 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 187 b, Than one iote or lettre of y« lawe of
God sholde be vnfulf^lled or founde vntrue, 1548 Udaix
Erasm. Par. Luke iii. 34 b, To the entente that he would
leaue no one poynte of humilitee or of righteousnesse vn-
fulfilled. 1610 Healey St. Aug;. Citie 0/ God xvii. ii. 621
No part of the earthly promise was left vnfulfiUed. 1676
Glanvill Ess. Philos. 4" Relig, L 26 Had Authority pre-

vail'd here, .. Seneca's Prophesie had been an unfulfil'd

Prediction. 1796 Mme. D Arblav Camilla V. 459 Thou
art come,.. thy task unfulfilled, thy peace unearned. iSax
Shelley Adonais xlv, The inheritors of imfulfilled renown
Rose from their thrones. 1879 B. Taylor Germ. Lit, 275 The
promise of loftier development was not left unfulfilled.

Unfulfi'lling, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) i8ai Shelley Hellas

973 Alas ! for Liberty I If numbers, wealth, or unfulfilling

years, Or fate, can quell the free 1 Unfu*ll,<z. (Un-* 7.)

C1450 Mirk's Festial 80 And fore bycause bat Jjylke
nombyr may not be vnfulle, hit ys nedfuU to chese on of
Jres men. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. Handy*
tfr(j/?f 54oTh un-full Harmony Of uneven Hammers, beat-
in:; diversly. Unfu'Ued,///. rt. (Un-'B.) x^^t Rolls 0/
Parlt. V. 621 That noo persone. .carie,.by yonde the See,
any Wollen Yerne, nor untoked and unfulled Cloth. Ibid.^

To bie rawe Clothes, untoked and unfulled. <:x55o Cheke
Matt, ix. 16 No man doth lai on a patch of an vnfulled
r^igg on an old garment. Unfii'lly, adv. (Un-' 11.)

f 1449 Pecock Repr, v. xv. 564 It is no nede forto seie

ther of eny thing vnperfitli and vnfuUy..here.

'\XJnfxi'\yQit,ppi.a.Sc,Obs, [Un-1 8.] Not
exhausted or worn out.

X508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemeti 62 Birdis..ilk jelr..

fangis thame ane fresche feyr, vnful^eit, and constant, X535
Si ewart Cron, Scot, (Rolls) I. 71 We at all fresche vnfuljeit

into feild.

Unfu'med, ppL a. (Un-' 8.) X667 Milton P. L. v. 349
She.. strews the ground With Rose and Odours from the
shrub unfum'd. X891 Anthony"s Photogr. Bull. IV. 117 It

is often advisable to print . . on unfumed paper. Unfunda<
mental, a. (Un-' 7.) 1638 Chillingwobth Rclig. Prot,
I. ii. S 155. 114 This assertion, .is neither a Fund:itnentall

nor VnfundaraentaU point of Faith, a 17H Ken Hymnotheo
Poet, Wks. 1721 III. 236 How tenderly God treats all Hearts
sincere, Who tow'rds Mistakes unfundamental veer.

Trnfu-nded,///.fl. (Un-1 8.)

[1775 Ash.) X776 Adam Smith W, N. v. iii. II, 539 What
is called the unfunded debt of Great Britain, is contracted
in the former of those two ways. x8ia Examiner ^ May
285^1 The Unfunded Debt, up to the 5th of January 1812,

amounted to fifty-two millions. X879 F. Hitchman Public
Li/e Beaconsfield \. vii. 415 That notable device for swell-

ing the unfunded debt of the country.

tTixfunny, fl. (Un-1 7.)
1858 Hogg Li/e Shelley I. 318 The application was. ,' baud

illcpidum', not unfunny. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 30 June 489/1
It is most lugubriously unfunny.
UnfuT, V. (Un-' 4.) X598 Florid, SpelUcciare^ to vn-

skin, to vnfur. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv.
(1746) 29s To stir up Appetite, to unfur the Tongue and
relish the Mouth. Unturbelowed, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

X77J Test Filial Duty II. 64 My ruffles are short, and my
aprons unfurbellowed. UnfuTbished,//*/. a. (Un-' 8,)

['775 Ash.] 1829 Scott Anne 0/ G. iii, Near these, but.,
unfurbished and neglected, hung a helmet.

0nftiTl,z'. [UN-23.]
1. trans. To open or spread out (a flag or sail)

to the wind.
1641 Milton Re/ortn. 11. 6g Such poor drifts to..ingage

the unatiainted Honour of En:.;lish Knighthood, to unfurle

the streaming Red Crosse. 1667 — P. L. \. 535 A Cherube
tall : Who forthwith from the glittering Staff unfurld Th'
Imperial Ensign. 1717 Prior Alma i. 489 Antonius fled

from Actium's Coast, . . His Sails by Cupid's Hand unfurl'd.

X795 in Naval Chron. III. 117 The royal standard was un-
furled in the barge- X836 W. Irving Astoria I. 87 They
saw the sails unfurled, and that it was getting under way.
x86o Tyndall Glac, \. xvL 105, I took the glorious banner
thus unfurled as a sign of hope.

b. transf. ^wAfig.
1678 Poor Robin's True CJtar. Scold 4 When once her

Flag of Defiance, the Tippet, is unfurl'd, she cares not a
straw for Constable. X711 Addison Sped. No. 102 r 4 The
next Motion is that of unfurling the Fan, in which are com-

UNFURNISHED.
prehended several little Flirts and Vibrations. X796 Mod.
Gulliver 226, I once more unfurled my umbrella, and away
we went. X840 Dickens Old C. Shop xvii, Codlin pitched
the temple,.. hastily unfurling the drapery and concealing
Short therewith. X884 Harper's Mag.D^c 117/1 He ukes
the fan out, and unfurls it.

2. inlr. To open to the wind.
X813 Bvkon Corsair i. xvi, As marks his eye. .the sails un-

furling fast. 1854 Patmore Angrl in Ho.^ Betrothal 119
As to the breeze a flag unfurls My spirit expanded.
Hence UnfuTled///. a., TTnfuTling vbl, sb.

1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler 54, I am resolved to display
my unfurled soule in your face. 1780 Mirror No. 102, The
art which the ladies .. ixsed in the unfurling of their fans.

Unfurlable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1845 E. Warburton Cr«<:/«i
<5- Cross I. 188 The Arabs.. reel with the staggering boat,
and look fearfully up to the unfurlable sails.

nufarnisn, v, [Un- 2 4,]
1. trans. To divest (a place, etc.) of men or other

means of defence. Also const, of.

xs8o HoLLVBAND Trcos. Fr. Tong, Se Desgarnir de son
armie^.. to vnfurnish. XS91 Hahincton Orl. Fur. xxxi,
xlix, Renaldo had six hundred men and more, . .Though at
this need his Princes turn to furnish. He soon agreed his
own towns to unfurnish. x6oo E. Blount tr. Conestaggio
Vii. 225 He desired first to see the issue, before he wouTdc
bee vnfurnished of his forces, 16B6 Parr Li/e Usher 58 He
was now forced to unfurnish this, as well as others, of its

Souldiers and Ammunition. X829 Sir W. Napier Renins.
War VI. iii. II, 157 English troops should, without un-
furnishing Lisbon, co-operate for the relief of Oporta
fb. To make clear ^; to depopulate. Obs.

X603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 392 Europe is unfur-
nished of the Turks, busied in the Caramanian warre. x6x4
Markham Cheap Husb. i. viii. 50 This Pestilence.. hath
vtLerly vafiurnished whole Countries.

2. To divest of furnishings or furniture ; to dis-

mantle,
X598 Florio, S/ornire..^ to vnfurnish, to disaray, to de-

face. XS98 W. Phillip tr, Linschoten 66/2 All their ships
are brought into the riuer, and vnfurnished of tacklings.

a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672) 174 When men account them the
most religious to God-ward who do or would unfurnish the
House of God most. x66a J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav.
108 I-lis predecessour makes way for him,, .unfurnishes the
Palace, and leaves him only the Guards and the hare walls.

X707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4377/1 His Excellency dispatch'd
Orders to Rome to forbid his House being unfurnish'd.
x886 P. Fitzgerald in ^r/ y»-«/.324/i Among the incidents
of a flitting, or of unfurnishing a house.

t3. To divest or deprive ^something. Obs,
x6ii Shaks. Wint. T. v. i. 123 Thy speeches Will bring

me to consider that, which may Vnfurnish me of Reason.
a 1643 Sir W, Monson Naval Tracts v. (1703) 489/1 This
win., unfurnish them of all Materials to fit out Fleets. 1664
T. MuN Eng, Treas. 112 To unfurnish the poor Prince of
his provision,

t b. spec. To divest (a tree) of foliage. Obs,"'^

X7ia T. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 4^ Toraise..the
Palisade Itself, . .would certainly unfurnish it at Foot.

Trnfurnished,///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not furnished, in various senses; unprovided,

unequipped, unprepared.
(«) 1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (1569) Fij, Exeter, .being in

the middest of Rebeilcs, vnuittailed, vnfurnished, vnpre-
pared, for so long a siege. 1592 Shaks. Rom, 9f JtU. iv. ii.

10 Go, be gone, we shall be much vnfurnisht for this time.

iSj)9 -^ Hen. K, i. ii, 148 The Scot, on his vnfurnisht
Kingdome, Came pouring like the Tyde into a breach.

x6ox W. T. Ld. Remy's Civ. Considerations ix. heading^
Ambassadours of Princes ought not to shew themselues
bashfull and vnfurnished. 1638 T. Vernev in V. Papers
(Camden) 197, I need not putt downe tooles for euery trades-

man, for I beleeue you will not send them unfurnished.
X734\Vaterland Doctr. Holy Trin. vii. 396 [New servants]

who. .may be unfurnished for the Employ, or not well

affected to his Person and Government. xSas Shelley
Cltas. /, II. 266 We want money, and my mind misgives me
That for so great an enterprise, as yet, We are unfurnished.

x86o Froude Hist. En^. V, 183 As the treasury was un-
furnished, the lords.. raised money by every possible shift.

(5) X697 Collier Ess. Mor. Sub/ \. (1703) 25 What though
our Minds were poor, and unfurnished at first. X731 Field-
ing Grub St. Op. I. li. Whatever Nature hath done for him
in another way, she hath left his head unfumish'd. 1784
CowpER Task IV, 209 All the tricks That idleness has ever

yet contriv'd To fill the void of an unfurnish'd brain. 18x7

Coleridge Biogr. Lit. xvii. (1907) II. 43 An unfurnished or

confused understanding.

b. Const, of QX with,
{a] XS4I Act 33 Heit, VIII, c. 9 § 2 Other cities, .remaine

and be vnfurnished of artificers and craftts men before

rehersed. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur. Ded. A iv. Some nations

vnfurnished of frankincense, oflTer vp milkcto their gods.

1707 Norris Treat. Humility Pref. ^ So that, .he may not

be unfurnished of a competent consideration of the matter

in hand. i8oj Lamb J. Woodviii^ Nor am I so unfurnish'd,

as you think. Of practicable schemes.
ib) x6ix in Essex Rev. (1906) XV. 155 The sayd place

is very muche hindred and unfurnyshed with a convenient

Schole howse. 1691 T, H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 41 Eng.
land being never to be supposed unfurnished with Lead, as

bearing^ it within its own Bowels. 179X Cowper Iliad xvii.

173 Chieftain of excelling form, But all unfurnish'd with a

warrior's heart ! X833 Chalmers Const. Man v. (1835) I.

211 Because he is so unfurnished with the ideas of justice.

2. Of houses or apartments : Not provided with

furniture, spec, not furnished by the landlord or

person letting ; requiring to be furnished by the

tenant or occupant.
xs8x Anne Askew in Nicolas Hatton's Li/e Sf T. (1847)

223 This short warning and my unfurnished house, do ill

agree. X593 Shaks. Rich. II, i. ii. 68 Alacke, and what
shall good old Yorke there see But empty lodgings, and vn-

furnish'd walks. xfAo Lond.Gaz, No. 1553/4 A Fair House



UNFURNISHBDNBSS.
to be Lett Furnished or Unfurnished. 1769 Phii. Trans. \

LIX. 181 An unfurnished room of the Hospital i8a4 Miss
j

L. M. Hawkins Annaline II. 268 [He] pays for ships and

houses,, .the latter he would let if he could either furnished
j

or unfurnished. 1885 [W, H. White] M. K-uther/ord's

DttiiK \. (169a) II M<^Kay..had unfurnished apartments.
|

Jig. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. 1. 162 Such [cobwebs] as take
:

Lodgings in a Head That's to be lett unfurnished.

b. Not fitted up; devoid of the usual fittings,

tackle, etc.

1608 Sylvester Du Bartas \u iv. Schisme 298 Chariots,

unfurntsht and unharnest. 1613 State Papers, Col., East
Imdus {iZ-jS) 202 They utterly refuse unfurnished ships.

C. Destitute of foliage ; defective in flesh.

171a J. James tr. Le BlotuTs Gardening 151 If the Plant

be crooked,.. mishapen... or very much unfurni&h'd. 1893

Kennel Gas. Aug. 217/3 The latter [dog] is also smart but

quite unfurnished, and his feet are not good.

Hence Unfa'rnishedness.
1647 Boyle in Birch Lr/e (1744) 83 Trying such experi-

ments, as the unfurnishedness of the place, .will permit me.

f UnfuTniture. Ods. [Un- ^ i 2 + Furniture

a.] Lack of intellectual eq^uipment.

1640 Reynolds Passion xxxvii. 481 [His] hesitancy and
slownesse of resolution in matter of Learning proceeded

not from any emptines or unfurniture. find, xxxix.

UnfuTnitured, a. (Un-' 9.) ? 1879 Lowell 7> JK L,
Garrison i. The place was dark, unfurnitured, and mean.

Unfii-rred, (///.) «• [Un-is, 9.]

1. Not lined or trimmed with fur.

ai4So Knt, delaTour{iZ6Z) 165 She clothed her in a cote

hardy vnfurred, the whiche satte right streite upon her.

2. Not having or provided with fur,

1830 Miss MiTFORD Village Ser. iv. 80 The unfurred,

nnfeathered animals, who walk on two legs,, .and are called

rational. 1906 IVestnt. Gaz. 8 June 8/1 Unfledged birds,

and un-furred baby mice.

UnfuTrowable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) i860 Ruskin Unto this

Last (1862) 167 Their desert kingdoms, bound with un-

furrowable rock, and swept by unarrested sand.

Unfa-rrowed, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

1566 Drant Horace, Sat. iil Bab, In feildes vnforowde

frute is none, for brakes all over growes. axyoo Ken
Hyvtnotkeo Poet. Wks. 1721 L 67 The Wheels kiss lightly

the unfurrow'd Air. 1711 Ramsay Content 303 Unfurrow'd
was her brow, her cheeks were smooth. X791 Cowper Odyss.

IX. 140 The unseeded and unfurrow'd soil. 182^ Byron
Island II. xi. The unreap'd harvest of unfurrow d fields.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede xii, Such youngunfurrowed souls

roll to meet each other like two velvet peaches.

UnfuTtherBome, a. Sc (Un-1 7.)

c i8ao Hogg Tales t Sk. (1836) IL 131 The snow had been
accumulating all day, so as to render walking very unfurther-

some. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. iv. v. (18^2) L 310 Tear-

ing oflF..his own full-bottom wig,. .finding it unfurthersome

for actual business in battle.

Uiifu-sed,/>/. a, (Un-1 s.)

[1775 Ash.] 1796 KiRWAN Elem, Min. (ed. 2) L 396 Shorls,

which are fusible at 95°, are ejected [from volcanos], unfused,

and unaltered. 1875 Whitney Life Lan^. vii. 123 As
donner'ai, ' I shall give ', when compared with . .

* I have to

give ', its unfused equivalent.

Unfusible, a. (Un-* 7andsb.) ^^^^'E.m\.r. Macquets
Chym. \. 6 Earth, in general, with regard to its properties,

maybedistributedintoy>«/^/tf,and««/wj/i^/«. Unfu*ssy,<7.

(Un-' 71) iSasCATH. Stanley Vrw/. in il/^///. (1879) 211 Ilie

unpunctual are easy, good-tempered, unfussy, i86a H. R.

Reynolds in Life vii. (189S) 185 The annual meeting will

be made as quiet and unfussy as possible. Unfu'zed, a.

(Un-' g.) 1885 Science V. 74/a Three unfuzed shells. .were

fired from the eighty-pounder.

Unga-g, V, (Un-2 4 b.)

170SE1.STOB in Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 109 Then he
ungagg'd him. 1719 De Foe Crusoe n. (Globe) 580 Having
..ungagg'd their Mouths. 1890 C. Martvn W. Phillips

303 Here lips were ungagged when they were padlocked

elsewhere for thirty years.

Ungaged,//*/. a. [Un-' 8.) f Unentangled, free. 1617

Campion Wks. (1909) i8r Shall my wounds onely weepe,

and bee vngaged goe? Ungagged, ppLct. (Un-' 8.)

1863 W. Phillips Speeches viiL 226 They must be free and
ungagged. 1887 Pall Mall G. 8 July 4/1 A free, public,

ungagged meeting.

tungai-n, sb. Obs.-'^ [Un-1 12+ Gain sb.^

Cf. ON. tigagn (MSw, and Sw. ogagUy MDa.
ugavn), Norw. dial. w^V^ziZ.] Detriment, harm.
13.. St. Cristofer is\ in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (i88i)457

pere rynnes bysyde \n% heghe mountayne A water, |jat

turnes to mekill vngayne.

Ungai'llt ^' Now chiefly dial. [Un-1 y +
Gain a. Cf. ON. ^gegn unreasonable, obstinate,

MSw. ogen unsuitable, unpleasant.]

1. Of ways : Not plain or direct,

a 1400 Bone Florence 1421 The lady seyde. We ryde ylle,

Thes gates they are ungayne. 1426 Audelay Poems (Percy
Soc) 14 Therof the pepul wold be fayne, Fore to cum home
a^ayne, That hath goon gatis ungayne, for defaute of ly^t.

J613 Beaum. & Fl. Cupid's Rev, iv. i. Though she take th'

ungain'st wcas she can, I'll ne'er ha't frc" you. 1814 [Carr]
Craven Gloss, no Vngain, round about, indirect. 1854
Miss Baker Northampt. Ghss, s.v., An indirect roundabout
road is an ungain one.

1 2. Unsparing, severe ; rough. Obs.
c 1400 Destr, Troy 1332 Ercules . . Gird gomes vnto grounde

with vnga^ strokes, c 1435 Wvntoun Cron. i. xi. 952 Thare
reueris ragis for na rayne, Na muffis for na,wcdderis vngayne.

3. Unpleasant, disagreeable.
ai4*s Cursor M. 22751 (Trin.), Alas what shal ^e synful

say? vngcyn [earlier MSS, ungainand] |7enne shal be his

gamen. 1795 H. Walpole Let. to Miss Berry 28 Aug., The
assemblage was not so ungain as I expected, for. . there were
several I Icnew. 1851 Palcrave Norntandy ^ Eng. I. 313
The ungain character of Raoul Torta ., has been clearly

chronicled.

198

4. Awkward, inconvenient, troublesome, cUfiicult.

t At ungain, inconveniently.

«l46o Tcnviielcy Myst. ii. 379 Dot thii cors I wold were

hid. For som man myght com at vngayn. 1553 Balk
Gardiner's De Vera Vbed. C iij b. Left hande mater is vn-

gayne, and wicked what soo euer proceedeth of the fleshe.

163s QuABLES Eitihl. 1. xiii. How backward !^
how pre-

posterous is the motion Of our ungain devotion ! 1763

Wesley Compenti. Nat. Philos. (1784) 1. 11. i. § 2. 206 The
joints by which they bend are nearly in the middle, ..and

the large bulk which they are to support, makes their flexure

ungain. 1764 Museum Rust. II. 84 As they are ungain to

empty on the cloth, ..they are not much used. 1782 Miss
BuRNKY Cecilia ix. vi, But, Sir, that was but ati ungain

business., t'other morning. 1823- in dialect glossaries. 1837

Marrvat Dog Fiend iii. The ungain temper of his brute

companion. 1893 P. H. Emkrson Lagoon xxxii. 168 Are you
all alone in that wherry?., isn't she ongain for the bridges?

5. Unskilled, incompetent
;
good-for-nothing.

1658 W. Burton Itin. Anton. 229 Peutingers Military

Tables, which the noble Mark Velser set forth, but corruptly

(for how could it be otherwise after so long time, and so

ungain Transcribers ?). 1834 Beckford Italy 1 1. 93 One of

the most ungain, conceited professors of the art of murder-

ing I ever met with. 1851 Borrow Lavengro III. 374 For

fear that he should turn out what is generally termed un-

gain, my father determined to send him to sea.

6. = Ungainly a. i.

1709 Mrs. Manlky Secret Mem. (1720) III. 269 She

look'd wholesome, ungain, and country. Ibid. IV. 72 What
we see of her now is nothing but an old slatternly, ungain

Thing. 1779 G. Keate Sk.fr. Nat. (ed. 2) II. 66, I was. .a

pupil of the famous Marcel of Paris, though no one who
now views my curved and ungain figure, would suppose it.

183s Beckford Recoil. 108 One of the most ungain hobble-

dehoys I ever met with. 1844 P. Parley's Ann. V. 306 He
is the most ungain and foolish loitering bird in our domain.

Comb. 1834 J. J. Halls Life H. Salt I. i. 15 A tall, thin,

and somewnat ungain-looking young man.

b. Of movement, bearing, etc.

I7S71E' Perronet] Mitre I. xxxi. What ungain postures

of defence. As void of manliness as sense ! 1776 Mme.
D'Arblay Lei. 2 Dec. in Early Diary, She . . has a
carriage the most ungain that ever was seen. 1820 L. Hunt
Indicator No. 64 (1822) II. 95 Walking in the most ungain

manner upon its hind legs. 1824 Examiner 1 Feb. 71/1

The position on her knees is ungain.

Ungai'nable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) iMi Pierce Serm. ig May
35 The better protected your Peace will be from the un-

gainablc enemies of each extream.

+ Ungainand, ///. «• north, and Sc. Obs.

[Un-1 10.] Inappropriate, unbecoming, unsuitable.

^1300 Cursor M. 12404 Quen iesus him sagh sa bese be

Abute J>is ilk vngainand tre. Ibid. 17248 For for to seme
lauerds tuin It es vngainand to be.gin. 1493 in Laing

Abbey 0/ Lindores (1876) iSi Gyflf thar be ony vnganand
persons resett in the burgh.. that thair persons.. be removit

the tovne. 1533 Bellenden Livy iv. v. (S.T.S.) II. 66 pai

faucht in place richt vnganand to batell, and mare vn-

ganand to fle. 1362 W1N3ET Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 59. It is

weray iniust and vnganand, that we, . . for the self veritie of

the quheit, mot cheis the errour of fitches.

Ungalned,///. a. (Un-' 8.) i6o6Shaks. Tr.fi Cr. i.

ii. 315 Men prize the thing vngain'd, more then it is. x86o

Froude Hist. En^. V. 389 Thus it is that patriots and.. re-

formers show in fairest colours when their cause is ungained.

t XTngai-nful, a^ Obs.-" = Ungain a. 4.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Incommodus,..h\in{v\\: noy-

some : vngaynefull ; unhandsome.

XTngainfal, a.^ (Un-i 7.)

1599 Daniel Musoph. 2 Fond man, .. that thus dost spend
..In an ungainful art thy dearest days. X647 Bp. Hall
Account Wks. 180B I. p. xxxii, Sir Robert Urury, .. bear-

ing my errand, dissuaded me from so ungainful a change.

1803 A. SwANSTON Serin. ^ Led. II. 231 Their conduct may
be accounted for when they perform unfashionable or un-

gainful duties. 1849 Alford Grk. Test. I. Prol._ 45 Those

who carried on the by no means despised or ungainful busi-

ness of fishermen.

t UngainfuUy, <j(fi!'.' Obs. [Cf. Ungainful n.'] With dis-

comfort : severely, c 1320 Antichrist 564 (MS. Cott. Vesp.

A 111), Ungainfulli ))an sal t>ai quak, pat alle t>e erth it sal

doscak. Ungai-nfiUIy, orfz/." (f. Ungainful a."] Un-
profitably. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 93
Wherefore you Pilgrims,. .vngainefuUy you consume good
houres. 1611 CoTCR., /wctJ/w/wof^^w/fWi*, ..vngainefuUy, vn-

profitably. Ungaining, />/>/. a. (Un-' 10.) C1630H. K.

Mythomystcs 24 All vngaining Sciences, that conduce not

to worldly profit. 1801 Monthly Mag. XII. 579 The porce-

lain-makers of Paris . . saunter in ungaining idleness. Un-
Bai'n-like, a. (f. Ungain a.] Unsuitable. 1796 Mme.
i'Arblay Camilla IV. 166 It's ungain-like to speak for

one's self.

TTngai'nliness. (Un- 1 i 2 ; cf next.)

1755 Johnson s. v. Clumsiness. 1848 L. Hunt To^vn iv. I.

182 There is an ungainliness in the lines we have just quoted.

1870 Dickens E. Drood ix, His ungainliness ga.ve him
enough of the air of his simile to set Rosa off laughing.

Ungainly, a. [Un-1 7. Cf. Norw. dial.

ugjet;nhg vexatious, obstinate.]

1. Awlcward, clumsy, ungraceful.

1611 CoTGR., Saugrenu, vntoward, vngainely, ill-fauoured.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Blunderbuss, a Dunce, an

unganely Fellow. 1709 Steele Taller No. 193 Ti Persons

..so very aukward and ungainly, that it is impossible to

believe the Audience will bear them. 1752 Mrs. Delany in

Life If Corr. (1861) III. 79 Her person is fine, her arms

a little ungainly, and her voice disagreeable. 1814 Scott

Wav. xxix. At length the tall ungainly figure and ungracious

visage of Kbenezer presented themselves. 187B E. Jenkins
Haverholme 44 A man.. with a slow delivery, ungainly

gestures, an affected manner and accent.

f 2. Unsuitable, improper. Ods.~^

a 1660 Hammond Serm. (1664) xiii. 217 Their Misusing of

their knowledge to ungainly ends, as either ambition, super-

I
ttition [etc.].

HITGABBLED.

TTugai'uly, aJv. [Cf. prcc. and Ungain m.]

1 1. Tlireateningly, terribly. Obs.—^
a 1200 St. Marker. 9 He. .jeonede mid bis wide geneow

uppon hire ungeinliche.

•|-2. Improperly, unduly ; unsuitably. Obs.

cri400 Destr. Troy 9333 Oure godys, oure gold [are] vn.

gaynly dispendit. c 1460 Towncley Myst. xvi. ifo 'rhus

shuld ye not thrett vs, vngaynly to bete vs. 154B Elyot,
Incovwtodi,. .vngaynely,. .vnliansomely, vneasyly.

3. In an ungainly manner ; awkwardly, clumsily,

ungracefully.
a x66l Fuller Worthies, Cambridge. 1. (1662) 150 A Camel

passeth in the Latine proverb, either for gibbous and dis-

torted, or for one that undertaketh a thing awkely or un-

geenly. 1705 Vandurgh Confed. 1. iii. Why dost thou stare,

and look so ungainly ; Don't I speak to be understood ?

1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Skrauming, spread-

ing widely, stretching out the arms ungainly. 1896 Westm.
Gaz. 9 May 2/1 Mr. Record-Breaker, .waddles ungainly

by, and is lost in the crowd.

tTngai-nness. [f. Ungain a.] Ungainliness.

X727 Bailey (vol. II), i/w^a/««Mf, ..Awkwardness. 1896

Midi. Herald 28 May (E.D.D.), Their [k. cattle] lovely

ung.iinness when at play.

tTngainsai-d, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay xv. 263 With consent of all the

wyse men of olde tyme vngeinesaid of any. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. I. 365 The simame of Doctor Irre/ragnbilis,

that is, the Doctor ungainsaid, as bee that could not bee

gain.said. 1641 Milton Animadv. §1. 11 The Pope may
as well boast his ungainsaid authority.

TTugainsayable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1618 Banievelt's Afol. G 3 The hypothesis makes the

proposition ofan ungainsayable truth. 1634 Jackson Creed

VII. iv. § 3 Many matters of fact, .of which there can be no
ungainsayable proof or demonstration. 1718 Bp. Hutchin-
son Witchcraft 95 A Book that was Ungainsayable. 1890

Gen. Booth in Daily News 18 Nov. 6/5 In the first place

the facts were ungainsayable.

Hence TJniraiiiBay-ably adv.
Cf. the earlier Unagainsavably.
1637 Declar. P/altzgrave's Faith 35 Out of which vn-

gainesayably foUowes, that also wee ought to baue no
Images. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Cltr. in. iii. (1S52) 551,

1

wish that the ministers.. may be as ungainsayably im.

portunate. .as Mr. Eliot was.

Ungainsaying,///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1681 J. Scott CAr.

Life I. iii. 89 A full and ungainsaying Judgment.

tTngai'nsome, a. -somely, adv. (Un-1 7, 11.)

i6s5GURNALLCAr. !«.,4rw!. I. (1669)497/1 They know not

how to handle them \sc. tools], they go ungainsomly about

the work, and cut all into Chips. 1832 Lytton Eugene A.
II. vi, *Tis so ungainsome, and be d—d to it.

tTnga-llant, a. (Un-i 7.)

a. 1710 Shaftesb. Charac. (1711) I. 312 Nor is there any
thing ungalante in the manner of thus questioning the Lady-
Fancys. 17S2 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1765)

II. 128 Vandyck..wassoungalant as to dispute with her on
the price of her picture.

p. 1731 Gay Let. to Swift 27 Apr., All my fear is, that you
will give up me for her, which, after my ungallant declara-

tion, would be very ungenerous. Z829 Lytton Dfvereu.t i.

i. It must not be supposed that Sir William Devereux was
an ungallant man. 1863 ' Ouida ' Held in Bondage viii,

True enough !..It isan ungallant admission.

nbsol. 1808 Eleanor Sleath Bristol Heiress V. 282 His
behaviour was.. a little upon the ungallant.

Hence UnEra'llantuess.
1859 Jephson & Reevk Brittany 176 On my making him

aware of his ungallantness.

Unga-Uautlv, adv. (Un-1 i i : cf. prec.)

183s SIareyat Olla Podr. xv, The doctor.. ungallantly

told his wife she might remain all night. 1865 Tristram

Landoflsracl'w. 68 They had seen us indignantly chide one

of our fads for ungallantly threatening them with the stick.

Unga-Uantry. (Un-1 12.)

1723 Briton No. 7 (1724) 29 That I in a private capacity

may atone for the Ungallantry of my Brethren. 1891 Pall
Mall G. 29 Oct. 2/1 Such ungalhintry, while there were
partners sitting out, being considered most reprehensible.

Unga-lled,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

XS90 Shaks.Cc///. £/-nin. i. 102 Supposed by the common
rowt Against your yet vngalled estimation. 160a — Ham.
III. ii. 2S3 Why let the strucken Deere go weepe. The Hart

vngalled play? 1621 G. Sandys Oviits Met. 111. (1626) 45
Cadmus.. a Hecfer saw, by no man tended. Her neck vn-

gall'd with groning seruitude. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. Ii,

Her conscience was ungalled. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy

15 Men With limbs ungalled by armour.

Ungalling, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1744 Eliza Heywood
Female Sped. iv. (1748) I. 208 Follies .. exposed in the

ungalling satire of genteel comedy 1 Ungamboling,
/>/»/. a. (Un-' 10.) 1788 H. Walpole Let. to Mrs. H.
More 22 Sept., Your gambols, as you call them, after th^

most ungamboling peeress in Christendom.

t Unga-ng, v. Sc. Obs. [f. un- Um- -i- Gang
V.'] trans. To surpass, go beyond.

1768 Ross Helenore \\. 85 For it ungangs me sair gin at

the last. To gang together binna found the best.

Ungangrened, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1753 N. Torriamo

Gangr. Sore Throat 81 Those.. think that by cutting,.,

they can more easily separate the gangrened from the un-

gangrened Parts. UngaTbed, ///. a. (Un- 8.) 18^
Bailey Festiis (ed. 3) 199 A pure, cold . . rayonnance As is

the moon's of naked light, ungarbed In circumspheral air.

Ungarblshed, ///. a. (Un-' 8 and Garbage f.) 1641

S. Smith Herring Buss Trade 18 To sell them at sea UD-

garbished, salted or unsalted.

Unga-rbled,//-/. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not garbled, cleansed, or sifted ; not selected

or sorted out.

1439 Rolls ofParlt. V. 32/1 Uppon pejTie of forfaiture vi

the said Spiceries .so yfound ungarbeled and undensyd.

X483 Act I Riclu III, c. xi. ( I They will not sufTre any
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garbelyng of theym to be made but sell good and bad at so
excessyf price togedyr ungarbeled. 1614^'/. Papers, CoL,E.
Indies (1662) 294, 20 bagsofungarbled pepper. 1649 yrnl.
Ho. Commons Vi. 304/1 An Act for Liberty to transport
Spices ungarbled, was this Day read the Third time. 1859
R. F, Burton Cenir. Afr. in Jml. Geog;. Soc. XXIX. 37
At the end of the rains., [the cipal] is usually carried un-
garbled to Zanzibar. £1870 Toitmend^- Co.'s Circular Col.

<V For. Produce s.v. Coffee^ Mocha Coffee, ungarbled.

2. Of a fact or statement : Not mutilated or mis-

represented.

171X Amherst Terrx Fil. No, 41 C1726) 211 Some future
unprostituted, ungarbled history of a rebellion. 1810
Bentham Packing (1821) 116 A jury of the original, the
constitutional, the ungarbled, the uncorrupted stamp. 1834
H. N. Coleridge Grk. Poets (ed. 2) 141 It is not without
parallel in the ungarbled writings of greater wits than Zoilus.

UneaTdened, (///.) a. CUn-> 8, 9.) 16*3 [see Unfenced
2]. Unga-rlanded, {///.) a. (Un-* 8, 9.) x8j8 Wordsw.
Triad 108 The ringlets of that head Why are they ungar-
landed? Ungarment, v. (Un* 4.) 1805 Southey
Modoc in Wales 1. v. 73They..Ungarnientedmy limbs, and
in a net. .They laid and left me.

Unffa-rmented, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1798 Southey Joan ofArc (ed.2)iv. I. 245 And round her

limbs ungarmented, the fire Curl'd its fierce flakes. x8i8
Shelley Rosal. ff Helen ^jj 'Tis.. houseless Want in frozen
ways Wandeiing ungarmented. x866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's
Met. 73 Now tell, .that thou hast viewed Dianungarmented.
Unga'rnered, //*/. a. (Un-* 8.) 1850 Tennyson In

Mem. Ixxii, Thro' clouds that drench the morning star, And
whirl the un::arner'd sheaf afar. X883 Goode Fish. Indust.
U.S.A. 10 Where the harvest of the sea is still, for the most
part, ungarnered.

Uugarnisli, v. (Un-^ 4.)
1530 pALSGR. 768/1, I ungarnysshe, je dtsgarnis. . .tA^

thynke my cupborde isungarnisshed nowe 1 wante mysalte
teller. 1598 Klorio, Sfregiare^ to vn^arnish, to vndeck, to

disadorne. 1848 Dickens Dombey iii, When the funeral

was over, Mr. Dombey ordered the furniture to be covered
up. .and the rooms to be ungarnished.

Unga-mished, />/>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

13. . jR. E. Allit, P. B. 137 The gome was vngarnyst with
god men to dele, c X400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton, 1483) v. i. 74
How durst ony wyght trowen..that he wold leuenhisregne
..vngarnysedof his werkes. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw, IV,
349b, Thei shall.. deplore, and lament their vngarnished
estate, and naked condicion, X59X Svlvestkr Du Bartas i.

i. S91 A Heav'n . . Un-garnished, un-gilt with Stars apparent.
i(bi QuARLES Div. Poeifts, Esther \\\x^ May my vngarnisht
Quill presume so much. To glorifie it selfe. 1641 Miltom

pAnimadv. (4. 38 He that now for haste snatches up a plain
ungarnish't present as a thanke^offering to thee. 1705Watts
Lyrick Poems ii. (1743) 144 Beauteous she Hes;..Ungar-
nish'd ; yet not blushing. x8oo Wordsw. Michael 19 A
story . .ungarnished with events, a 1847 Eliza Cook Christ-
mas SongofPoorMan \\, Some scrap, ungarnished, cold and
scant. 1876 Fox Bol-rnk Locke II, xi. 189 Plain, ungar-
nished words were certainly the best.

Ungarrisoned,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

x66o Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. i8, 1.. hope to see
your Town once more ungarrisond. a 1701 Maundrell
Journ. fertts. (1721)48 On the north side it has aaold Turk-
ish ungarrison'd Castle, 1813 Edin. Rev. XXI. 193 The fron-

tiers were unguarded, . . the forts dismantled or ungarrisoned,

x86s W. G. Palgravk Arabia II. 389 It is crowned by an
old castle and tower. ., now ungarrisoned.

Unga-rter, v. (Un-2 4 b.)

1594 Nashs Unfort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 98 He that
h.-id then vngartered mee, might haue pluckt out my heart
at my hams. 1607 Markham Cavel. iv. (1617)9 Which as
soone as he doth, you shall immediately vngarter his legges.

1753 A. Murphy Gray's Inn Jmi. No. 31, Ungartering my
Stockings, and pulling off my Wig. 1886^ Pall Mall G.
2 Dec. 6 A native unbraceleting or ungartering himself.

Hence Unga'rtering vdl. sb.

1785 G. A. Bellamy Apology (ed. 3) II. 15 He loved his
good fat capon;.. and ttngartering, an he called it.

Ungartered, (/•//.) a, [Un-i 8, 9.]

1. Not tied with or wearing a garter.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent/, u. i. 79 When you chidde at Sir

Protheus, for going vngarter'd. 1607 Puritan ii. i. 233 A
man that would., go vngarierd, vnbuttend, nay, sir Reuer-
ence, vntrust, to Morning Prayer, X647 R. Stapylton
yuvenal 68 Trebius, oblig'd, has that for which he must
Break *s sleep, and run ungarter'd and untrust. 1749 Field.
ING Tom Jones iv. viii, Catching hold of her ungartered
stocking. x8a3 S. Rogers /!aly i. viii. 50 Gliding on, he
comes Slip-shod, ungartered. 1838 Lytton Pelham I. xxiv,

Thornton . .lounged idly in a chair, with one ungartered leg

thrown over the elbow.

2. Not invested with the Order of the Garter,

1845 Disraeli S^bil iv. xiv^ Ireland was not yet governed
by the Duke of titz-Aquitaine, and the Earl de Mowbray
was still ungartered,
Un-Ga-8Conated, ppl. a, (Un.» 8.) X658 R. Baker tr.

Balzac's Lett. I. iv. 102 You may.. teach them to speak
good French, now you are perfectly Vn-Gasconated.

Unsfa'thered, PpL a. [Un-1 8. Of. Du. on-
gegaaerd, -g£g<iard.']

1. Not gathered or brought together ; uncollected,
X46X Rolls ofParlt. V. 495/1 Youre dettes remaynyng un-
gadered. X48Z Coventry Leet Bk. 478 j)er rested behynde
vngadered. .of be seide hole some xiij H. ix s. vi d. xgag
Ld. Bernkrs Froiss. 1 1, cxvi. 332 A great parte of that money
as than nat payde and vngadered. 1590 H. Barrow in
Confer. \. 9 They being as yet vngathered to Christ. 1615
Chas. I Sp. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 177 Your love
to me . . you expressed by a Grant of Two Subsidies yet
ungathered. x8sx Buried City of East, Nineveh vi. 93
Finding, .the bundle of faggots for the evening fire yet un-
gathered. 1873 Proctor ExPanse Heav. 191 Enormous
quantities of as yet ungathered materials.

b. spec. (See quot.)
1888 Jacobi Printers" Vocab., Ungathered, books delivered

to binders in sheets, i.e. not gathered into books.

2. Of flowers, etc. : Not gathered or culled; un-

picked, unharvested.
159J ]:)aniel CompL Rosamond 13 b, Th* vngathrcd Rose,

defended with the thornes. x6oo Surflet Countrie Fanne
II. Ixv, 412 If at this time there be found euer a combe vn-

gathered and not pluckt away,.. you must not therefore kill

the Bees. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. i. 51 We wonder'd . . For
whom so late th' ungather'd Apples hung. 1825 Scott
Talism. xix, Is it not hard that.. I should be doomed to

see fade before me ungathered such a rich harvest of glory

to God? 1850 Tennyson In Mem. civ, This holly by the

cottage-eave, To night, ungather'd, shall it stand, 1896

Daily Ne^vs 4 Sept. 7/5 The barleys which are still un- ,

gathered will, it is feared, be spoilt for malting purposes.
j

3. Not drawn together. i

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 63 Ouer all when they goe abroad

they weare gownes.. vngathered in the shoulders. X690

C. Nesse O.^ N. Test. 1. 104 As a web of cloth is rolled up,

only a little left at the end ungathered.
Ungau'dy, a. (Un.' 7.) 1795 Southey Let. to G. C.

Bedford 29 Nov., The violet is ungaudy in the appearance.
n X834 Coleridge To Thelvjall Poet. Wks. 1912 II. 1090
Ungaudy flowers that chastest odours breathe.

Ungau-ged, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

174s Young Nt. Th. vin. 671 A cask Unbroach'd by just

authoiity, ungaug'd By temperance, by reason unrefin'd.

1871 Geo. Eliot Middlem. iii, Dorothea, .had looked deep
into the ungauged reservoir of Mr. Casaubon's mind. 1881 ,

M. A. Lewis 2 Pretty G. III. 207 There may be ungauged
depths behind oiu: chatter, and ungauged vanity behind
your silence.

Ungauntlety v. (Un-^ 4.) 1846 Landor Imag. Conv.
\

Wks. 1. 144/2 The kings, .ran against the chalice ofpoison,.

.

by which their own hands were, .ungauntleted, undirked, '

and paralysed. I

TTnffau-ntleted, (/»//.) «. (Un-i 8, 9.)
|

1800 C^OLERiDGE Talleyrand to Ld. Grenville 12 I'm no
;

Jacobin foul,.. That your Lordship's ««gauntleted fingers
j

need fear An infection I a 1876 M. Collins Th. in Garden '.

(1S80) II. 266 [He] offers his ungauntleted hand in knightly
fashion to his old opponent.

|

Ungayed, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) X670 Eachard Cont. Clergy
'

7 Getting by heart three or four leaves of ungay'd nonsense,

TTnga-zed, ///. a. (Un- i 8 c.)

x8x8 Mrs. %\\yx\x.h Frankenst. xix, I lived ungazed at and
unmolested. x8so Shelley Promcth. Unb. ii. iv. 5 The
meridian sun, Ungazed-upon and shapeless. 190s F. Thomp-
son in Academy 12 Apr. 378/x Ophir he saw, her long-
unc:azed at gold,
Ungaze'tted, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) i8as T. Hook Sayings

Ser. II. II. 352 An ungazetted commandery of Poyais.

Ungea-r, v. [Un-2 3, 4b.]

1. trans. To unharness. Now diaU
c 161X Chapman Iliad xi. 536 And Nestor's squire, Eury-

medon, the horses did ungear. [177S Ash, Ungear^..xo
unharness, to deliver from the gears.] x8js Brockett N. C.

Words S.V., Ungear the yoke. i8a8 Trial of W. Dyon 9f

Son at York Assizes ir, I was ungeering the horses. 1854
Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss.^ Ungear^ to unharness;
restricted to husbandry horses.

2. To disconnect the gearing of.

x8a8 Craven Gloss, s.v., A mill is also said to be ungeared^
when the water is turned off or the machinery displaced.

iSja MoRFiT Tanning ^ Currying (1853) 118 The necessity

of ungearing the pinion.

Ungea*red, ;*//. a. (Un-' 8.) 15.. Christ's Kirk 167
Bot quhair thair gobbis was vngeird They gat vpoun the

gammis. X5S8 Wills .5- Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 329, vj

geared yockes 4*, iiij yockes, ungeared, d*", v gcard forkes,

20'', ii forkes, vngeared, 6*.

t U*nged, a. Her. Obs, [Irreg. f. L. uug-uis

or ung-ula hoof.] Represented with the hoofs of

a different tincture from the animal itself.

xs6a Legh Armory (1597) 51b, He bereth Or, a Hart
tripping Geules. If you should haue occasion to tel of his

homes, you should saie, he were attyred, and so likewise of
the Bucke, and they are both vnged.
Ungelatinixable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) x8o;9 Phil. Trans.

XCIX. 338 Ungelatinizable oxide of animal substance.

1884 Encycl. Brit.'^\l\.6-j$/i Gelatin. .is converted into

an ungelatinizable modification.

Ungelded, ungelt, ppL a. (Un-i 8, 8 b.)
1. X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxiii, (Bodl. MS.),

Malishaue strengersenewes. .J>annefemalis. .,and vngelded
haue strenger Jsanne gelded. X598 Florio s.v. Integra.

fi. X573 TussER Husb, (1878) 83 Ungelt of the best [sows]

keepe a couple for store. 1607 Markham Cavel. i. (1617) 68
The longer that a Colt goes vngelt, the thicker and fatter

his head will growe. 1651 Howell i-''enice 124 What are
their soldiers but.. a multitude of unghelt Eunuchs? xtsS
Fam. Diet. s.v. Sow^ The Male [swine] ungelt being call'd

a Boar.
Ungendering, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1706 De Foe yure

Div. XI. 260 The Froth of Envy ! Vain ungendring Cloud,
To beat the Minds of Fools, and move the Crowd.

Unge'xieral, v. rare, [Un-2 6, 6 b.]

1. trans. To deprive of the rank of general.

a 1657 Loveday Lett. (1663) 80 My Lord F. his house (re.

tir'd thither to a private life since he ungenerall'd himself).

+ 2, To free from generality or vagueness, Obs.
<z z66x Fuller Worthies, Wales iv. (1662) 8, I doe not

despair, . . that having gained better intelligence, , . these

persons may be Un-general'd, and impaled in their par.

ticular Counties.

Ungeneralized, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) X843 Mill Logic 11.

iii. § 3 A number of.. unexpressed, ungeneralized analogies.

Unge*nerate, ppl. a. [Un-' 8 b.] = next. 1546 Langi.kv
tr. Pol. Verg. de Invent. 1. iii. 5 They which contende that

the worlde was vngenerate. a 1618 Svlvestkr Mysterie of
Myst., Holy-Ghost 2 The Comforter, ay Uncreate, Unmade,
Unborne, Unyenerate.

Unge'nerated, ///. a. (Un-i 8 and 5 b,)

1614 Kaleigh Hist. World I. iv. § i. 66 He foresaw, .that

Millions of soules must haue beene vngenerated, and haue
bad no being, if the first number.. had abode thereon for

euer. 1738 Wasdubton Piv, Legal. App. 52 He must

needs have made it ungenerated. 1861 Stanley East. Ch,
iii. 99 Ask a man how many oboli, he answers by dogmatis-
ing on generated and ungenerated being.

Unge-nerative, a. (Un-* 7.) 1733 Theobald Shnk-
spcre's Meas.for M. in, ii. 104 He is a motion ungenerative
[1623 generatme] that's infallible. 1854 Maurice Mor. ^
Met. Pkilos. (ed, 2) vi. §17 Justinian existed. .to declare
that the Greek Church and the Greek Empire were withered
and ungenerative stocks. Uagenero'sity. (Un-' 12;
cf. next.) 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry is- Frances (ijtj)
II. 91, I,, take it very unkindly that you will not recollect
yourself a little, before you treat me with so much ingrati-
tude and ungenerosity. x886 Stevenson Kidnapped xxiv,
I could open my mouth upon neither [subject] without black
ungenerosity.

Unge uerous, a. [Un- l 7 and 5 b,]

1. Not generous or large-minded ; illiberal : a.

Of actions, conduct, etc.

X64X Milton Ch. Govt. u. iii. To start back.. from the
mixture of any ungenerous and unbeseeming motion. 1699
Bentlev Phalaris 213, I will not say, how ungenerous a
design this is, to leave his Sicilian Prince in the lurch. 1748
Smollett R. Random xli, I recounted to him the un.
generous usage I had met with from Potion. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblav Camilla V. 514 The sense that now breaks in
upon me of ungenerous.. doubt. 1842 W. C. Taylor Anc.
Hist. xvii. § 9 (ed. 3) 552 An ungenerous attack on the
memory of the late emperor, i^z Miss Braddon Mt.
Royal II. ix. 168 She had never harboured an ungenerous
thought.

b. Of persons, disposition, etc. Also abso/,
aiyo4 T. Brown Eng. Sat. Wks. 1730 I. 25 His un-

generous Father-in-law., discreetly hang'd himself. 1753
Miss Collier Art 'Torment, u. iii. (1757) 141 Bent upon
defeating the purposes of ungenerous friends or relations.

X798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 350 The Duke too,

though not a tender parent, had never been an unkind or
ungenerous one. 1850 Mrs. Browning Sonn.fr. Portuguese
ix, Givers of such gifts as mine are, must Be counted with
the ungenerous, 1874 Mozley Univ. Servt. ix. (1876) 195
An ungenerous temper may be easily fostered unaer the

guise of generous condescension.

f 2. Inferior or poor in quality, Obsr"^

174^ Phil. Trans. XLIII. 163 A small armed Loadstone
,, which, being reputed but of an ungenerous Nature, took
up.. barely 2 Ounces.
Hence TTnge'nerousness.
X757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry ^ Frances (1767) I. 94

The poverty of my nature, and ungenerousness of my
principles. 1892 R. W. Church Cathedral ^ Univ. Serm,
6t The ungenerousnesses of the generous, the injustices of
the just.

XTnge'nerously, adv, (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)

X7aj woDRow Corr. (1843) II. 676 People very ungener-
ously take more liberty with him when he is not to answer for

himself. 1775 Sheridan Rivals in. ii, I am ever ungener-
ously fretful. 1830 D' Israeli Chas. /, III. iii, 29 Charles..
felt that the Commons had ungenerously used him. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvi. HI. 718 Halifax, who had.,
been ungenerously and ungratefully persecuted by the

Whigs. x8q5 Daily News 29 May 3/6 [The horse] running
ungenerously towards the finish, tie was beaded in the last

few strides by Boxer.

Uu^euial, a, [Un-1 7.]

1. Not favourable to growth or development.
Also const, to,

x7j6 Thomson Winter 718 Those sullen seas, That wash
th' ungenial pole, will rest no more, 1796 W, H. Marshall
W, England II, 100 The frequency of rain. .renders West
Devonshire, .. in a wet season, ungenial to Agriculture. X829
Southey Sir T, More II, 142 No plants will thrive in a
cold and meagre soil, ungenial to their nature. 1856 Emer-
son Eng. TraitSf Land Pi Art.. transforms a rude,. .un-
genial land into a paradise of comfort and plenty.

fg. X768 [W. Donaldson] Life Sir B. Sapskull II, i. 7
The citizen from the ungenial atmosphere of Watling>Strect.

b. Of weather : Cold or wet ; raw.
18x5 Jane Austen Emma 1, I did not quite Uke your

looks on Tuesday, but It was an ungenial morning. 1885
Manch. Exam. 14 May 5/1 The ungenial weather has com-
pelled the outdoor part of the programme to be abandoned.

2. Not agreeable or pleasant {to one).

1796 Mme. D^Arblay Camilla V. 243 She declined the

excursion, as.. ungenial to her feelings. xSaa Lamb Elia
I. Praise of Chimney'S-weePers, The rake.. curses the un-
genial fume, as he passetn, 1857 Dufferin Lett. High
Lat. (ed. 3) 401 Henceforth, the words., can convey no cold

or ungenial associations to my ears.

b. Not congenial or suited to the genius of.

X87X Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue 145 We must regard this

. .as being a creation of the English speech-genius. To the
Danish it is ungenial.

3. Not cheerful, jovial, or kindly.

X7g|6 Mme. D'AsBi.Ay Camilla V. 38 [I] appeared to you
too rigorous, too ungenial. 1867 Ld. Houghton in Brodrick,
etc. Ess. Reform 48 An ungenial German, ignorant of

our language and offensive to our manners. X870 Lowell
Among Bks. Ser. 1. 237 The Puritans had their fault?. They
were narrow, ungenial. x88g Gretton Memory*s Harkk,
25 He was of a somewhat ungenial, crusty temperament.

Hence Ungenia'lity.
1859 ^' Wilson Mem. E. Forbes iv. <i86i) 109 A deep,

quiet enthusiasm,, which his ungeniality of nature could not
prevent being contagious.

Unffe'nially, ^dv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. x. iii. II. 6og The Crown-Prince
reports to Papa, in a satirical vein, not ungenially. 1889
Swinburne Study yonson 85 He shows himself ungenially
observant and contemptuously studious of his models,

Unge'nitured, a. (Un-' g.) 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M.
III. ii. 184 This vngenitur'd Agent will vn-people the Prouince
with Continencie.

XTngenteelv a. Also 7 ungenteile, -iel, 7-8
ungentile. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] Not genteel: a.
Of manners, habits, employments, etc.
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a. 1633 PnvHNK Histrio-m. Ep. Ded., Yet I hope I shall

finde no such ungenteile, discourteous entertainment. 164a

Fuller Holy ft Prof. St. v. xiv. 413 Drinlcing is.. a most

uneentile quality, fit to be banished to rogues and rags.

1691 E. Rawson in Aiuiros Tracts 1. 68 The Buffoonry and

Railery of such ungentiel Pens. 1711 J. Greenwood Eng.

Cram, no It is counted ungentile and rude to say, Thou
dost so and so.

. .. ~
fi. 1683 MoxoN Atech. Excrc., Pnntmg xu. f i Some

Letter-Cutters, .scorn to use a Forge, as accounting it. .Un-

genteel for themselves to officiate at. 1716 M. Davies

Athen. Brit. 1, 180 Bale bestows another ungenteel Sarcasm

upon this great Armach. 1778 Earl Malmesburv Diaries

ft Corr, I. 211 His person was awkward, and his dress un-

genteel. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 93 It is con-

sidered ungenteel to cut the pastry. 1898 Watts-Dunton
Aylwin iv. ii, Have I not often told you the reason why I .

.

mii^sed my high vocation in ungenteel comedy?

b. Of persons.

t67< Shaowell Libertine 11, Thou art the most ungenteel

Knight alive : use yoiu: Ladies civilly, for shame. 171a

Spect. No. 404 r 6 Iras is ugly and ungenteel, but has Wit

and good Sense. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones \. x, (Thehalf-pay

officer) was not ungenteel, nor entirely void of Wit. 1813

Jane Austen Lett. (1884) II. 17J She is a large, ungenteel

woman, with self-satisfied and would-be elegant manners.

1844 Thackerav Barry Lyndon ix. With this sum of money

. .we were enabled to make no ungenteel figure.

Hence Ungentee'lness.
1706 Stevens i, Desalino, . . sluttishness, ungenteelness.

17J3 Briton No. 11 (1724) 50 Philander discovers some Un.

genteelnesses in his llanner and Behaviour. lyzT Art 0/
Sfeaiing in Piiblick 81 The indecency and ungenteelness

of clamour and noise,

IJngentee'lly, adv. Also 7 ungenti(le)ly.

(Un'-^ii ; cf. prec.)

i«6« Pepvs Diary 6 Aug., My Lord . . did treat her there,

upon very rudely and ungenteely. 1673 Bp. S. Parker

Reproof Reh. Tramp. 452 You might have done very

honestly, but yet very ungentily. 1709 Steype Ann. Ref.

L 505 And further, very ungenteely,.. Dorman. .charged

his Adversary with no less than Eighty Two Lyes. 182S

Waterton tyand. S. Amer. 1. ii. (1879) 132 Parson Evans,

the Welshman, was treated most ungenteelly by an enraged

spirit. 1875 W. Alexander /l!« foii 115 After you felt

that you had been ungenteelly treated.

tUngentilesse. Obs. (Un-' 12.) 1390 Gower Con/.

II. 30 Wher was ther evere such a knyht. That so thurgh

his ungentilesccAyein his trowthe brak his stevene?

Ungenti'lify, w. (Un-'6c.) 1614 in Birch CrA * 7V««j

yas. I (1S48) I. 299 It is propounded that all these shouldbe

disarmed or ungentilified, unless they will give twenty or

thirty pounds for confirmation of their gentry.

Ungentillty. (Un-1 12 and 5 b.)

iSaa Lamb Old Actors Wks. 1908 I. 849 Miss Pope, a

gentlewoman ever, to the verge of ungentillty. 1871 W.
Alexander Johnny Gibb xxxii. At the ungentilily of which

saying Miss Birse looked shocked.

Ungentilize, v. (Un-' 6c.) 1637 W. Saltonstall

Eusehiiis' Comtanline 36 Such as had beene ungenliliz'd,

and degraded from their Gentility.

Ungentlei «• Forms : (see Un-i and Gentle

a.). XUn-1 7.]

1 1. Of persons, their birth, family, etc. : Not

fentle or belonging to a family of position; not

istinguished by birth. Also absol. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. it pr. iv. (1868) 41 Som man hab

grete rycchesse, but he is ashamed of hys vngentil lynage.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 4.15 tHe]_ putte adoun

meny gentil men, and putte ungentil men in here stede.

C 1440 Promp. Parv. 363/1 On-gentylle of kynne, igiiobilis,

degener. Ibid. 363/2 On-gentyl be fadyr, and moder,

ybridus. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Aj, How gentilmen

•hall be knowyn from vngentill men. a 1533 Ld. Berners

Cold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1346) H viij, But for all he was not

called vngentyll, nor infamed, nor Iraytour. 1594 R. Ashley

tr. Loys le Roy 56 b. Of noble, and vnnoble, of gentlemen,

and vneenlle. 1648 Hevlin Relat. >, Observ. i. 23 Gentle or

ungentle, I write to all. 1688 R. Holme Armoury iii. 68/2

The Ungentle is bound.. to keep silence whilst a Gentle-

man speaks.

2. Of persons : Not possessing the attributes or

characteristics of good birth ; unchivalrous ; dis-

courteous, unmannerly. Now somewhat arch.

I4n-a Hoccleve De Reg. Print. 3300 He dredde hyrn ..

The peple hyih wolde ban for a proude man deemed. And
vngentiX <:i45o Capgrave Life St. Aug. 44, 1 aspied wel

bat I must chere men t>at cam on-to me with mete and

drynk, for if I ded not, I schuld be hald on-gentil. 156a

Lech Armory Pref. 1[ iv. The second sort are vngentile

gentlemen. 1593 Marlowe Edw. II, iv. ii, Sith the vn-

gentle king Of Fraunce refuseth to giue aide of armes To
this distressed Queene his sister heere. 1653 J. Taylor

(Water P.) Short Relat. Long Journ. (1839) 22 Quoth I, I

doubt I must bee necessitated to take up my lodging in the

field: to which the said ungentle gentlewoman.. gave me a

finall answer, that I might if I would. 1688 Shadwell J'yr.

Alsatia II, Belfond, thou art the most ungentle Knight

alive. 1819 Cunningham Brit. Paint. I. 344 They aided

him in the resolution, .of making bis escape from such

crushing patronage and ungentle company. 187a Tennyson
Gareth vj- Lynette 738 Too well I know thee, ay—The most

ungentle knight in .Arthur's ball.

trans/. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xil. xxxvii.

(Tollera. MS.), The lapwynke is ungentel [1535 most filthy)

and unclene.

b. absol. and as sb.

i|6a Legh Armory Pref. H iij b, I beseche your honours,

to aayne to be patrones of this my woorke, against the middle

finger poyntinges of the vngentiles. Ibid., The first wherof

are gentel vngentile.

o. Not appropriate to or befitting one of gentle

birth or breeding.

1565 Jewel Reply Harding (1611) 160 This seemeth to be

a very simple argument, and a grosse vngentle opinion ofthe

simplicity of the people. 1590 Spenser F. Q. m. i. 67 For

200

nothing would she lenger there be slayd, Where so I<rase

life, and so vngentle trade Was vsd of Knights and Ladies

seeming gent. 164a Milton Apol, Smect. Wks. 1851 III.

270 Whereof not to be sensible, . . argues both a grosse and

shallow judgement, and wilhall an ungentle, and swamish

breast. 1813 Scott Quentin D, x, According to the rules of

woodcraft, he held it ungentle to interfere with the game
attacked by another hunter. i86i Meredith Evan Har-
rington XXX, They had seen her ungentle training in a

dozen little instances.

3. Not gentle in action ; rough, harsh, unkmd,

violent : a. Of persons or disposition.

1509 Fisher FuneralSerm. C'tess RichmondVfVs. (1876)

307 Were not she an vnkinde and vn^entyl moder ? 1561 T.

Norton Calvin's Inst. 111. 202 The ludge that threatneth

that he wil be vnappeasable to them that be to rigorous

and ungentle. i6a8 Wither Brit. Rememb. 11. 1833 To
travell farre, and finde Those prove ungentle, whom you

hoped, kinde. 1693 Devden Ovids Met. I. 876 Her He.id

to her ungentle Keeper bow 'd. She strove to speak. 1763

G. CoLMAN Posth. Lett. (1820) 256 Pray hint this to him, but

let him not be ungentle with Sterne. 1837 Ht. Maetineau
Soc. in America III. 117 Men are ungentle, tyrannical. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 47 His temper, naturally un-

gentle, had been exasperated by his domestic vexations.

187a Calveeley Fly Leaves (1903) 7 She had gone from

the ken of ungentle men I

b. fig. Of things.

1551 Robinson tr. Mere's Utopia l. (1893) 62 Moyseslawe,

thoughe it were vngentle and sharpe, . . punnyshed thefte by

the purse, and not wyth deathe. 1S96 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. 1.

13 You haue..made vs dofle our easic Robes of Peace, 'lo

crush our old limbes in vngentle Steele, a 1649 Crashaw
Carmen Deo Nostra, Mary Magd. xxvii. Such Teares the

suffring Rose that's vext With ungentle flames does shed.

i8ia Byron Ch. Har. I. xxiii, Vain are the ple.isaunces on

earth supplied ; Swept into wrecks anon by Time's ungentle

tide I

c. Of actions, language, etc.

1603 Dekker & Chettle Crissil 2022 Why must my babes

beare this vngentle doome ? 1649 Jer. Taylor Ct. Exemf.
Disc. iii. I IS When two seas meet, the billows contest in

ungentle embraces. 1716 VofcOdyss. xvii. 548 His shoulder-

blade receiv'd th' ungentle shock. 1779 Mirror No. 43 r 2

Every better feeling, warm and vivid ; every ungentle one,

repressed or overcome. 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc. (1873) 180

Jesus in His babes .-.biding Shames our cold ungentle ways.

1890 DoYLK While Company xxviii. Taken aback at this

ungentlespeech,..AIleyne stood (etc.). ^_
t Ungentled,;*;*/. a. (Un-' 6 a, 8.) 71584 Sidney Disc. De/.

Earl 0/ Leicester Misc. Wks. (1829) 269 Even of charity

sake he should.. not leave him not only ungentled, but

fatherless. .tUnge-nUefy, ». (Un.'6c.) is9S R- John-

son Maroccus Extaticvs 10 The state of gentlemen that

have ungentlefied.. themselves by buying and selling.

Unge-ntleman, I'. [Un-2 6 b.] trans, lo
deprive of the standing or character of a gentle-

man. Also refi.

1671 F. Philipps Reg. Necess. 204 A man disenabled, or

ungentleman'd by reason of his Fathers attainder of Trea-

son. 1713 Gentl. Instructed lii. vi. (ed.5) 419 Some tell me
home-breeding will ungentleman him. 1719 De Yov.Sertous

Refl. ii. 58 The minute he does that, he ungentlemans him-

self. 175J Chesterf. Let. Misc. Wks. 1777 II. 558, I- ?"
persuaded, that you do not give into this cochoniurie,vV\Cti

ungentlemans every body.

TJnge'utleiuaulike, a. and aiiv. [Un-i 70.]

A. adj. 1. Of character, actions, etc. ; Not be-

fitting or natural to a gentleman.

159a Nashe Four Lett. Confuted H i b. Neither was I .

.

pincht with any vngentleman-like want, when I inuented

Pierce Pennilesse. 165a WADSwORTiitr.5aMrf<rc'n/'jCif.
Wars

Spain 363 Hee was mightily condemned by all that saw or

heard of that ungcntleman-like action. 1718 Leti./r. Fog s

Jrnl. 21 Dec. i/i, I cannot conceive the Causefrom whence

that base, that unworthy, that Un-Gentleman-like Quality

[11:. avarice] should arise. 1800 Mar. Edgeworth Limerick

Gloves iv. Complaining of the ungenerous and ungentleman-

like behaviour in the grocer. 1884 Macm. Mag. Nov. 12/2

Work just as dirty, and tricks just as ungentleman-llke.

2. Not resembling a gentleman.

1718 Free-thinker No. 126, The most Illiberal, Ungentle-

manlike, Members of Society. 1749 Chesterf., Lett. 13

May (1774) I. cl. 413 They come home, the unimproved,

illiberal, and ungentleman-like creatures, that one daily

sees them. 1814 Jane Austen Mansfield Park xli, Un-

gentlemanlike as he looked.

B. adv. Not after the fashion of a gentleman.

i6«4 Pepys Diary 14 July, My Lord Chancellor, .said that

I did most ungentlemanlike with bim. 1687 Settle Rett.

Dryden 74 Do not deal so unnaturally and ungentleman like,

to treat so honourable a man.. so rudely. 1813 Scott

Quentin D. xxiii. How unklngly, unknightly, ignobly, un-

gentleman-like, he hath conducted himself towards us.

Hence Unyeiitlemanlikeness.
1848 J. H. Newman Loss fi Gain i. iv. (1853) 201, 1 have

behaved quite rudely to the Puseyites sometimes, and then

been ashamed of my ungentlemanlikeness.

Unffe-ntlemanliness. (UN-I12; cf.next.)

i8a8P. Rev. XXXVIIl. 560 A charge of bigotry, intoler-

ance, calumny, and ungentlemanliness. 1877 Miss vonge

CameoslW. xxxii. 329 The ungentlemanliness of the ludor.

Ungentlemanly, a. (Un-1 7-)

156a Legh Armory 122 There are nyne rebatings of

armes, which for nyne sondry vngenlilmanly dedes done,

are resembled as hereafter foUoweth. 1614 B. Jonson Barth.

Fair I. iii. What an vnmercifull companion art thou to quit

thy lodging at such vngentlemanly houres 1 1684 Otway
Atheist V, It is an opportunity I should make no ungentle-

manly use of. 1741 Richardson Pamela (ed. 3) I. 84, 1 can

jtoop to the ordinariest Work of your Scullions, .. sooner

than bear such ungentlemanly Imputations. i8as T. HooK
Sayings Ser. 11. III. 303 This letter produced an abusive,

vulgar, and ungentlemanly answer. i88i W. G. Ward Ess.

Philos. Theism (1884) II. 286 They thought it thoroughly

ungentlemanly so to speak in the presence of ladies.

UNGET.

Hence TTngfo-ntlemanly v.

1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 117 There were some
unetntlemanlying themselves, by giving it against the horse.

unge ntlemanly, adv. (,Un- i i i .)

157a BossEWELL Armorie 12 b. The rcbatinge of Armes
for diverse vngentle deedes vngentlemanly donne. 1603

Holland Plutarch's Mor. 179 They; .so defraud and cousin

them ungentlemanly of their parents love. 1713 S. Sewall
Diary 24 Apr., [She] said Mr. Alford had done ungentle-

manly by her. 1819 MetropolisW. 207 He speaks ungentle-

manly loud, as all sailors do.

t tTnge'iitlemanny, (T. Sc. Obs. [Un-1 7.]

= Ungentlemanly a.

1667 Sir R. Moray in Lauderdale Papers (1885) II. 42

How ungentlemanny a thing it is to use a fady rudely. 1770

Bp. Forbes Jrnl. (1886) 31s No man dare say he has ever

been guilty of a dirty or ungentlemanny Action.

Uugentleness. [Un-i 12.]

fl. Lack of good breeding or manners; dis-

courtesy ; boorishness. Obs,

1387-8 T. UsK ?"«/. ^<^«iLii.{Skeai)l. 132 And therfore,

he that wol ben gentil, he mot daunten his flesshe fro vyces

that causen ungentilnesse. 1470-85 Malory ..4r/A*r viii.

xxxviii. 332 For your curtesy and gentilness I shewed you
vngentilnesse, & that now me repenteth. a 1533 I.D. Berners

Cold. Bk. M.AureL u. xv.(i536) 150 The whiche forgetlyn^e

is as straunge to be in him that serueth, as vngentilnes in

the ladye that is serued. a 1577 Sir '1'. Smith Commtv.

Eng. (1609) 131 It is taken for vngentlenes and dishonor,

. .if any gentleman doe take an other gentlemans seiuant

[etc.]. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. ii. 83 You haue done me
much vngentlenesse. To shew the letter that I writ to you.

2. Meanness of birth. rare-°.

155a HULOET, Vngentlenes of bloude, ignobilitas.

3. Harshness, roughness, unkindness.

1548 Patten Exped. Scotl. Pref. d ij. It was too muche

vngentlenes and inhumanitie sure in suche a case too be

shewed. 1598 Flobio, Inhumanita, inhumanitie, vngentle-

nes. i6a3 Cockeram 11, Vngentlenes, inclemencie. 1716-ao

Lett./r. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) I. 23r There runs through the

Male Line an odd Ungentleness of Temper. 1871 Smiles

Charac. ix. ^1876) 240 Their own cross^rained ungentleness.

1889 F. C. KoLBE Minnie CaldwiU iv. 30 Whatever un-

gentleness or unkindness she had shown.., had proceeded

from thoughtlessness, not ungenerosity.

Ungentlewomanlike, a. (Un-f 7 c.) 1789 Anna
Seward Lett. (1811) II. 29s Vulgarisms, of most ungentle-

womanlike choice, and most unscholar-like frequency.

TJngently, o^J'- [Un-1 ii.] In an ungentle

manner; unkindly ; roughly; discouiteously, rudely.

c 1440 Jacob's Welt 200, I seyde of hym vnkyndely, vn-

dewly, vngentylly, vnwysely, folyly, & perylously. 1483

Vulgaria nbs Terentio 25 Thow hast seruyd me vngentilly.

I5a3 (Coverdale] Old Cod (1334) Dj, It shall make the

sorye..to see that Paulc.was so vnkyndly and vngentily

entreated. 1575 Vauthollier Lutheron Ej>. Cat. 210 Paule

handleth you very vngentely, he calleth you foolish,, .and

disobedient to the truth. i6ai Bp. Mountagu Dialrilm 25

In this poynt you are to be taxed deeply, for dealing vn.

gently and vnthankfuUy with your much admired. .Josef h

Scaliger. 1655 tr. SorcVs Com. Hist. Francion iv. 23 It was

not by these people alone that I was. .so ungently intreated.

i8aa Lamb Gentle Giantess Wks. 1909 I. 269, I have seen

these shy gownsmen.. ungently neglecting the delicacies of

her polished converse, i860 Ruskin Unto this Last 1. (1896)

13 The servant who, gently treated, is ungrateful, treated

ungently, will be revengeful.

Uuge'liuine, a. rare. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 178 Making ungenuine

and false Translations. 1698 Jer. Collier Immor. Stageu

i3 His best Plays are almost alwaies Modest... His Amphi-

trio excepting the ungenuine Addition, is such. \^\Schaff's

Encycl. Relig. Knowl. 2400 The writings that had been

declared ungenuine.

Hence TTngenulnenesB.
1848 Fb. a. Kemdle Rec. Later Li/e (1882) III. 328 There

is an element of ungenuineness about her. x866 Felton

Anc. i Mod. Gr. I. v. 84 Internal evidence of ungenuine-

ness or genuineness, founded on mere style.

Ungeogra-phical, a. (Un-' 7.) 170a C. Mather jl/(iir«.

Chr, I. i. (1852) 41, I would not quote any words of Lac-

tantius,.. because of their being so ungeographical. 1873

W. Cory Lett. ,5- Jmls. (1897) 301 They sav thmgs wildly

ungeographical. Ungeometric, a. (Un.' 7.) = next.

1789 [see UNARITHMETIC a.].

trngeometrical, a. (Un-i 7.)

1570 ciLLiNGSLEV Euclid XII. prop, xviii. 385 A notable

Error, which among.. vngeometncall Masters and Doctors

hath . . been vpbolden. a 1696 Scarbubgh Euclide (1703) 13

Of all our late Transformers of Euclide, He is the most Un-

geometrical in Demonstration. 1788 T. Taylor Proclus

p. cvii. The testimony of the first mathematicians., against

the unlawfulness of this ungeomelrical invasion.

Hence TTn^eometxlcalneES.
1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 771 For they that object

against Him anUngeometricalness in the Hypothesis, have

not yet solv'd his Problem.
.

Un-German, a. (Un-'7.) ity>CiM.\i.^ Richter Again

Ess 1840 II. 298 Even the Un-German part of the public.

i8s5 Geo. Eliot in Cross Li/e (1885) I. 374 Lessingj
' LTocoon '-the most un-German of all the German books

that I have ever read. UneeTmamsm. (Un-' 12.)

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. vl v. II. 61 Friedrich Wilhelm.

.

snorting contempt on ' Ungermanism {L ndeiitschkeifi .

Ungerminated, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1899 J. R. Green Sol-

uble Ferments ii. 19 The diastase . . of ungerminated gram.

Unget,!-. [Un.2 3.]

1. trans. To cause to be unbegotten.

1775 Sheridan Rivals u. i, I'll disown you, I'll disinherit

you, I'll unget you! 1788 Colman Ways f, Means m. 47

I'll disclaim him, I'll discard him,.. I'll unget hmi,..Thats

disinherit hini.

2. To give up possession of.

1893 Daily News 14 July 2/7 Having got the conviction,

how was he to unget it f



UNGET-AT-ABLE. 201 UNGLAD.
Unget-at-able, a, (Un-i 7 b.)

x86a H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 204 The lusus more
usually refers to some unqetatable new fashion. 1886 W. J.
Tucker E. Europe 2 The country swarms with quiet,

retired, remote, cheap, and un-get-at-able towns. 1897
Ouiing XXX. 271 / 1, I always h,ave the feeling . . that we do
not know him at all. He seems so unget-at-able.

Unge'ttable, a. (Un-'? b.) 1554 E.xtr. Aberd. Reg.
(1844) I. 282 [If the sum is) vngettable of his office, thai

obli-^sis thamcto releiff him therof.

UnghO'Stly, a. [Un-1 7, Cf. (in sense i)

MDu, ongeestelijc, MHG. and G. tingcistHch.'\

1. Unspirilual.
15*6 TiNDALE I Tint. iv. 7 Cast awaye ungostly and olde

wyves fables. 1535 in Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden)
78 The mayntenans of the busshope and hi<: ungostly spirit-

uall officers. 1565 Stapleton Fortr. Faith 94 Martin
Luther the first preacher of this vnghostely ghospell. 182a

T. L. Peacock Maid Marian 219 The abbot of Rubygill
picked up the. .arrow. .with a very unghostly malediction
on the sender. 1864 Carlvle Fredk.^ Gt. xvit. ii. IV. 524
Whom the Pompadour has brought with her as henchman,
or Mffghostly counsellor.

2. Not belonging to a ghost.

x888 Daily Tel. 26 Jan. (Casscll's), A most unghoslly-
looking pair of boots.

Ungho'Stly, adv. rare-'K • [Un-1 ii. Cf.

prec. I.] + Unspiritually.
a 1400-50 Alexander 44J0 ^oure grete garisons of gold

vngastly ;e spende In biggingof burgis & bilding of toures.

Ungibbet, v. (Un-^ 3.) 1747 W. HoasuEv Faoi (1748)

II. 195 When.. you become a sincere Penitent,.. you shall

be fairly ungibbetted again, and exposed to the Public

View. Ungi'ddy, a. (Un-' 7.) 1615 BRATHWAiT.SVra/-
^adoUBjSi 158 If I had liu'd in Phaeton his daies. When
with vngiddy course he rul'd the Sun. 1904 E. Nesbit
Phcenix 4- Carpet ii. 28 When, .they were ungiddy enough
to look about them, they were out of doors.

Unffifted, (/•//.) fl. [Un-18, 9.]

1. Having no spiritual or intellectual gifts.

1637 Ld. Waristom Diary (S.H.S.) 276 Thou knouest
thy servant,., hou ungifted, unfit, unready, x^si^v. SoreCs
Com. Hist. FrancioH x. 16 We ought not to believe such
an ungifted Prophet as he is. 171a Arbuthnot Hist. John
Bull II. i. 7 A hot-headed, ungifted, unedifying Preacher.

1850 Robertson Scrm. Ser. ui. iii. Introd. (1857) 33 The
Eternal Word spoke.. to those who were uninspired and
ungifted. 1891 Farrar Darkn. <$• Dawn xvi, While he w^s
still young and beautiful, and not ungifted.

b. Not gifted wilk something.
1831 Palmerston in Francis Opinions ^ Policy (1852) 176

The conduct of a child ungifted with reason. 1861 Berksf.
Hope Eng. Cathedr. igth C. ii. 41 The man ungifted with
architectural tact.

2. Having received no gifts ;
giflless,

01631 Donne Lett. (1639) A 4b, Pure Virtue; an un-
gifted Deity.. without Oblation, Altar, or Temple. 1791
CowPER Odyss, XV. 258 He. .will himself enforce 'i'hy longer

stay, That thou may'st not depart Ungifted. xSaa Milman
Mart. Antioch 19 'I'he sad priests of all our Gods do sit

Round their cold altars and ungifted shrines. 1887 Bowrs
/^neidw. 304 This festival day None of the number around
me shall go ungifted away.

Hence Ungi:ftedneBS.
X646 Mayse Serm, agst. False Propji. 35 The ungifted-

nes of the persons, who have drawn thiareproofe upon us.

fUngl-g. V. Obs,-^ [Un-2 3 + Gig vy (?).]

trans. To unravel, extricate,

x686 F. Spsscs tr. Euvremonfs Misc, Pref. C 3 In a
Comedy nothing is so unmercifully insupportable as toun-
gigg or explicate the Intrigue bya Miracle.

Ungi'ld, V. (Un-2 4.) Also Ungi'lding z'^/.

ib. (also alirib),

x6ii CorcR., Dedorer^ to vngild. 1641 ^\\\.tq'A Animadv.
Wks. 1851 III. 238 By ail this wee may conjecture, how little

wee neede feare that the unbuilding of our Prelates will

prove the woodeiiing of our Priests, 1651 Staslev Poems
20^ Night began to ungild the skies. 1743 Voung A7. Th.
V. 174 Vice sinks in her allurements, is ungilt. And looks,

like other objects, black by night 1873 Spon lVorksh.>^ Fee,
Ser. I. 205/2 Iron and steel articles are ungilt.. by dipping
them into tetcl. //'/V., Removing the gold from articles.,

which cannot be submitted to the ungilding bath.

UnKi'ldated. p/H. a, (Un.> 8 a.) i^ Gross Gild
Merc/t. I. 49 Ungildated merchants could purchase. .ex-

einption from the many restrictions.

Ungilded,///. a. [Un-i 8.] = next.

1674 Drvdf.s I'rol.at Opening ofNfw House 7 You, wno
each Day can Theatres behold, Like Nero's Palace, shining

all with Gold, Our mean ungilded Stage will scorn, we fear.

1688 Lond.Gaz. No. 2329 ''4 A good Quantity of all sorts of
Pictures, and Frames gilded and ungilded. 1815 Kirdy &
Sp. Eniomol. iii. (1816) I. 67 Terms. .not strictly applicable

to ungilded pupae. 187a Holmes Poet Break/.-t. ii, A..
chamber. .obliged to content itself with ungilded daylight.

Ungilt, ///. a. (Un-1 8 b. Cf. ON. and
Icel. "-, dgylldr^

1444 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 112, I wil y' William my
sone haue..vj sponis gilt, a dosen vngilt. 1497 Naval Ace.
Hen. VII (1896) 98 Halberdes gilt in a chest, I ; Halberdes
vngilt in the same Chest, xx. i53a-3 Act 24 Hen. VUl^
c. 13 It shall be lefuU for him to weare. .a home tipped or
flewed with siluer, gilte or vngilte. 150X Sylvester Du
Bartas i. i. 291 A Heav'n..Un-garnisned, un-silt with
Stars apparent. 1691 Lond. Gaz, No. 2806/4 A large gilt

Plate for the Bread and a large Cup ungilt. i8is Monthly
Rev. LXVII. 529 They. .forbad any other than.. gondolas
unvarnished, ungilt, undecorated. 1866 G. Strphens Runic
Mon. I. 183 The staves are carved on the ungilt back.

t Ungilt, V. Obs. rare. [Un-' 4.] = Ungjld v. a 1533
Ld. Berners Golden Bk. M. Aurel. Prol. (1536) A ij b,

Bycause that there was none yll that did vngylt it, xgSo
HoLLYBAND Trens. Fr. Tong^ Desdorer, to vngilt.

Ungiltyf, obs. variant of Unguilty a. i.

Ungi-nned, ///. a. (Un* 8 + Gin v.» 2.) a 1858 in

Vol. X.

HomansO't/. Comm. ^2^/2 An acre of ground will produce
about 600 lbs. of unginned cotton.

Ungi-rd, v, [Un-^ 4, 4 b. Cf. MDu. on{t)-

gorden (Du. ont-)^ OHG. ingurten^ -curten (MHG.
engiirten^ G. entgiirten).'\

1. trans, and rejl. To divest of, or free from, a
girdle or girth.

In OE. (quot. C900) also with instr. (of the thing) as well

as ace. (of the person).

C900 tr. Baedas Hist. in. xiv, (1S90) 196 Se cyning J>onne
.ongyrde hine J?a his sweorde & sealde his j'e^ne. c 1000

iEtFRic Saints' Lives xxx. 409 Se caserc.het hine un-
gyrdan and bewsepnian. 14.. in Wr.-Wulcker 578 DiS'
c/«jf(?, to ungyrd. 1530 Palsgr. 768/1, I ungyrde a horse.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John xxi. 117 For thou
vngirdedst or gyrdest thy self at thyne owne wil and
pleasure. 1568 GRA^ roN Chron. II. 391 As he stoode at the
Barre, the Lord Neuel was commaunded. .to vngyrde him.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 501 Let the man come, ..and after

he hath ungirt himsetfe, gird her about the middle with his

owne girdle. t6ii Bible Gen. xxiv. 32 The man. -vngirded
his camels.

fig. X593 NASHEC/zr?j/'i- T. E iv b, The resplendent, .build-

ings of your Temple, (like a Drum), shal be vngirt & vn-
braced. 1825 Macaulav Ess.y Milton (1897) 5 'Ihe sportive
exercises for which the genius of Milton ungirds itself.

2, To release, or take off, by undoing a belt or

girth.

148s Caxton Ckas. Gt. 158 Rychard. .descended fro hys
hors for to vngyrde and lose hys sadle. 1623 Bp. Hall
Contempl.^ Q. T. xix. iii. Was not this he that advised
Benhadad, not to boast in the putting on his armour, as in
the ungirding it. 1641 J. Jackson Trjte Evang. T. 1. 63
How many. .in the hot sun-shiiie of prosperity have ungirt
and cast off that cloake. 1810 Scott Lady 0/L. vi. xxii,

When mourns thy tribe thy battles done,.. Thy sword un-
girt ere set of sun ! 1848 Bp. A. Jolly Observ. Sunday Ser-
vices (ed. 4) 293 We must. . never ungird our armour.

^g. 1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. iv. i. 15, I prethee now vn-
gird thy strangenes, and tell me.
Hence XJngi*rding vbl. sb.

1639 J. Corbet {title\ The Ungirding of the Scottish
Armour: or, an Answer to the Informations [etc.].

Ungirded, t ungird, ppL a, [Un-i 8 or

Un-^ 8.] = \JHGiiiT ppl. a,

1382 Wyclif I Kings XX. II Ne glorye euenly the gird as
the viigird. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 213 pe
abbot and l>e cnanouns of Osenay . . com barefoot and bare-

legged and ungerd [v.r, ungurd] (jorugh Londoun. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 11. i. 135 That a man wole were a girdel, or

that he wole go vngerd. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxiv. 89
[She was) alle vngyrde, and vpon her knees, as a vassall

that doeth homage to his lorde. 1523 Fitzherb. Surv.
31b, He shalbe vngirde and his heed vncouered. 1565
Cooper, ^tf««c^«j, vngirded. 1865 W. G. pALGHAVE^ra/'m
II. 42 His attendants caught up their swords where they
lay ungirded for prayer. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti xxx.
Her white merino robe de chambre was partially ungirded.

UngiTdle, ^- [UN-24, 4 b.] « Ungibd V.

1618 Bolton Florus 11. iv. 132 For iEmilius having the

victory, ungirdled them in the Capitoil. 1629 J. Maxwell
tr. Herodian (1635) 141, I command my souldiers to un-
girdle you ; and divest you of all Military Attire.

Ungi-rdled, ppL a, (Un- i 8 or Un-^ 8.)

i6ix Florio, DiscintOy vngirt, vngirdled. 1834 Lvtton
Pompeii i. iii. Loosening to a yet more luxurious ease his

ungirdled tunic. 1867 RIvers St. Paul {1908) 23 Oceans
ungirdled of the ocean-stream. 1887 Bowen j^neid iv. 518

One foot all unsandalled, her robe ungirdled, she stands.

UnglTlish, a. (Un.' 7.) x8so Lynch Theoph. Trinal
v. 80 Are not . . these last lines a little ungirlish ? x863[Miss
M. Roberts) Denise I. 92 Her new acquaintances tnought
her odd and un^^irlish.

Ungi'rt,///. a. [Un-1 8 b or f. Ungibi) v. Cf.

OFris, un-y ongert, MDu. ongegort (Dm •gord)^

MHG. (and G.) nngegiirlet,']

1, Not girded or wearing a girdle ; having the

girdle or belt undone, slackened, or removed.
i«97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10826 Vn-hosed & bareuot & vn-

gurt al so. 13.. Coer de L. 4153 Out com the wardayn
Orgayl, And an hundryd knyghtes.., Barefoot, ungyrt,

withouten hood, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1943 Bar-fot t>ou most
go, Al open-her, & eke oungerte. ^ 1400 Gamelyn 215 Bar-

foot and vngirt Gamelyn In came, 1550 Thomas Ital.

Gram.y Disciuto, vn^yrte. 1586 Ff.rne Blaz. Gentrie log

Tha idle and sluggish person .. goeth loose and vngirt.

1604 Littleton's Tenures C 2 b. When the Tenaunt shall

make Homage to his Lord, he shall be vngirt, and his head
vncouered. a 1658 Cleveland Old Gill vi. She has always
the Squirt, She is loose and ungirt. 1700 J. Tvrrell Hist.

Eng. II. 835 Prince Lewis coming Barefoot and Ungirt
from his own Pavillion. a 182a Shellev Fragm. Elegy
Death Adonis 18 Aphrodite. .is wandering through the

woods, 'Wilderedj ungirt, unsandalled. 1850 Rossetti
Blessed Damozel li, Her robe, ungirt from clasp to hem,

t b. In proverbial use. Obs.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. v. 18 Fie on the man, that did it

first inuent, To shame vs all with this, 'Vngirt vnblest'.

1635 QuABLEs Embl. HI. xiii, Am I a fitting Guest. .With
hands and face unwash'd, ungirt, unblest? 1690 C. Nessk
O. ^ N. Test. I. 451 Here, if ever, doth that proverb Ungirt,

Unblest, hold true.

2. fig. a. Deprived or destitute (3^something.
c 141a HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 3653 Dignite had ben

vnlaced And vngirt of honour, nad vertu be.

b. Not drawn together; left loose or incompact

;

not braced up for action.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Ep. Ded., What in most English
wryters vseth to be loose, and as it were vngyrt, in this

Authour is.. strongly trussed vp together. 1644 Milton
Divorce fed. 2) Pref. A 4 b, Let him bethink him withall how
he will sodcr up the shifting flaws of his ungirt permissions.

1670 Devout Cotnmun. (1688) 27 If I go with a loose, ungirt

spirit, I cannot instantly entertain my Lord. 1878 Emerson

Sou. Ethics Wks. (Bohn) III. 381 Our later generation
appears ungirt, frivolous, compared with the religions of the
. .Calvinisiic age.

+ Ungirt, z*. Obs. [Un-2 4 b.] = Ungibd z;.

1598 Florio, Discingere, ..to vnguirt. x6ia R. Dabobne
Christian turn'd Tur^e 127$ The Muffty.. girds his sword :

then sweares him on the Mahomet's head, vngirts his
sword [etc.]. x66x Morgan Sph. Gentry iv. i. 5 He un-
girteth himself of liis Sword, and . . to God offereth it there.

Ungirtll, 2/. [Un-2 4 b.] /^ck^. To free from
a girth ; to release or remove by undoing a girth.
1580 HoLLVBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong, Descengler vn cheval,

to vngirth a horse. 1760-72 H. 'B'rookk Fool o/Qual. (1792)
IV. 180 Two knavish wags came, and, ungirihing his saddle,
supported it on either hand. 1787 W. Taylor Scots Poems
joo You hear, an e'en ungirth their laigen. i8ao Scott
Monast. \x. Ye may ungiiih your horses, ..and dismiss.

Ungirthed, (///.) «. [Un-18, 9.] Not pro-
vided with, or secured by, a girth, A\?,oJig.
1628 Feltham Resolves ii. ix. 24 Many times, honest

Industry spends a man more, then the vngirthed Solaces of
a sensuall Libertine. 1813 Scorr Rokeb^ vi. note. The
major.. clapped the saddle, ungirthed as it was, upon his
horse. 1901 Wesi7n. Gaz. 13 Aug. 8/2 If. -there bad been
a saddle thrown upon the pony, it was ungirthed.

Uiigi've,z'. [Un-^ 7, 3. Cf. obs. Flem. ont-
gheven to fail, Du. (2?V^)f?«/^^z'^K to yield, desist.]

1. inlr. To give way, to relax ; to lose tenacity

or firmness. Novi^ dial.

15*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 25 Make it in greatter hey-cockes,
and to stande so one nyght or more, that it maye vngiue
and sweate. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. ii. § 40 That Religion
which is rather suddenly (^>aiched up, then seasonably
ripened, doth commonly ungive afterwards. 1670 Evelvn
in Phil. Trans. V. 1063 When the wheels will not turn
round because of the clay and over-much moisture, it is a
signe, that 'tis not fit for cultivation, until it ungive, and be
dry. c J700 in Beli*s Anc. Poe/nsiiSsj) ig Who thinks that
love dotn live In beauty's tempting show, Shall find his
hopes ungive, And melt in reason's thaw. 1854 Miss Baker
Northatnpt. Gloss. 369 Gingerbread losing itscrispness, and
Salter any other substance relaxing from the humidity of
the atmosphere, are said to ungive. x88i- in Eng. Dial.
Diet. S.V. (lanes., Chesh., Leics., Bedford, Hants).

f 2. trans. To relax ; to yield or give up. Obs,
1645 LiGHTFOOT Comm. Acts vi. 104 It is a daring that

deserves castigation in him,. .that hee should. .deny the
puritie of the Greeke text, before hee will ungive any thing
of his owne groundlesse opinion. X655 Fuller Hist. Cambr.
118 He was over.frozen, in his Northern Rigour, ^nd could
not bethaw'd, to ungive any thing of the rigidnesse of his

Discipline.

Ungi-ven, ///. a, [Un-1 8 b. Cf. ON. and
Icel. «'-, dgefinn (^MSw. ogivin)^ MDu. ongegeven,

MHG. utigegeben.']

1 1. Not given in marriage. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron, Wace (Rolls) 6545 Gcntil damy-

sels vngyuen, pat able to mennes conipanye were Jjryuen.

2. Not given or bestowed as a gilt; not imparted.
151X Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 253 To hald in un-

gewin the Kingis goune..quhilk the King ordanit to be
gewin. 1541 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 230 b, Fortune leaft

nothyng vngeuen to hym. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iii. viii,

Philanax himselfe could haue wished the blow vngiuen,
when he saw him fal. x6oo Sir R. Cecil Lett. (Camden) 62,

I beleeve that office wilbe for a while vngeuen. 1661 H.
HiBBERT Body Divinity i. 172 Sometimes men take offence
ungiven. 1713 Mrs. Ci.ntlivre Wonder n. i. What proof
remains ungiven of his love? 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat,
(1834) I. 63 Neitlier let him harbour such an overweening
conceit of his own ungiven strength. 18x8 Colebrooke
Obligations 48 By the Hindu law, whatever has been given
by mistake, mu.-<t be considered as ungiven.

3. a. "Hoi gwtn over \ unsurrendsred.
A 1670 Spalding 'Jroiib. Chas, I (1850) I. 272 It \sc. the

castle] wes not long on-givin over.

b. Unaddicted to something.
X876 Whitby Gloss. 206. 1897 IVestm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 3/1

Silent of speech, morose of nature, not ungiven to beer.

Unffi'viiig,///. a. (Un-1 lo.)

1681 Dryden Epil. Unhappy Favourite %Q.oyxxx\^x%X\\m%

on the Rents Of the three last ungiving Parliaments. 169a
Dryden Cleonienes in. ii. In vain at shrines the ungiving
suppliant stands. 1737 Hebvey Mem. (1848) xxyiii. II. 251
'Ihe costive nature of the King's ungiving spirit. 1829
La m b Gypsy's Malison 14 So sang a wither'd Beldam .

.
, And

bann'd the ungiving door.

Unglaciated, ^//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1883 Science I. 270/2
The average proauction. .is nearly twice as large in the
glaciated as in the unglaciated portion.

Ungla'd, a. [OE. unglsed (Un- i
7 + Glad a.)

= ON. i4g/a6r (MSw. cgladh, Norw. and Da,
uglad),'\ Not glad or joyful; unhappy, sorry,

£888 K. jElpred Boeth. vi, {>on wyrS heo swiSe hra^e
ungladui )>eah heo aer gladu wxre on to locienne. X3. . Guy
Wanv. (A.) 1554 Now ha)> Gij miche sorwe made, For his

felawes he is vnglade. c X350 li-'ill PaUrne 2106 He..got»
to Jjemperour of grece vnglad at his herte. 1390 Gower
Conf. III. 370, I..sih my colour fade, Myn yhen dymme
and al unglade. c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 4081 At
the la>it, NIen (»iiike shullen |>ei to mochil haue had. And of

i^is worldys muk be ful vnglad. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
X. iii. 499 Whanne this crye was made many knyghtes were
gladde and many were vngladde. 1536 Bkllenden Cron,
Scot. (1821) II. 128 The Scotiis wcr not unglaid thairof.

1620 Shelton Quix. ir. x. 60 Don Quixote, .beheld with
vnglad. .eyes her that Sancho call'd Queene and I.ady. 1648
Hexham ii, Onblijiiey Vnglad, Vnjoyfull. 1819 Lamb 5£J«m.,

Work 8 Sabbathless Satan ! he who his unglad Task ever

plies mid rotatory burnings. 1873 Dixon Tivo Queens ix.

IV. II. no Max bad been as loth to let him go, as he had
been unglad to see him come.

t Ungla-d, V, Obs. [Un- 2 6 a. Cf. ON. tSgledJa.']

trans. To afflict, distress.

U2«



UNGLADDENED. 202 UNGODLIKE.

1300 GovterCom/. II. 317 O thou, which alle love ungladest,
Andartensample ofalleuntrewe. cx43o5yrG««/r.lRoxb.)
9202 The first assaute that euerthei made,Gwynan thei gan
to vnglade.

Ungfla ddened, pp/. a. (Un-1 8.)

a 1851 MoiR Lament of Setim i. The soul Of lum whose
diiys ungladden'd roll On, month by month. z86i J. G.
Sheppard Fall Rome iii. 148 A howling wilderness, un-
gladdcned by the sight of ' Flocks, or herds '.

tUngla-dly, a, Obs~^ [Un-1 7 ; cf. OE. w«-
glxdiic morose.] Of the eyes : Dull.

c 1450 Bk. Hawking in Rel, Ant. I. 301 At his eyen ihu
mayst percevc [it], for his eyen woll be derke, and ungladly.

Ungladly, adv, [Un-1 ii.] Without glad-

ness (for brightness.)
aiu5 After. R. 338 Hwon ich hit do, ..ot'er ichhitdoun-

glcdiiche, . . o5er lete wel J>erof. i486 Bk. St. Allans, Haiyk*
iupQ'w b, When yowre hawke is encombred in the bowUlis
. . nir Eighen will be derke and she will looke ungladli. 1903
Westm. Gaz. 25 Jan. 1/3 Men and women who know their

Asia and are now returning to it ungladly.

n&Efla'dneSS. [Un-1 la.] Want of gladness

(t or good spirits).

a 1300 Cursor M, 15545 Time sa! cum l>at yee Sal yur
vngladnes J>at es nu haf tumd in to gle. c 1450 Bk. Hatvk~
ing in Rel. Ant. I. 304 K man may knowe by the unglad-
nesse after the chear that he maketh. [1486 Bk. St. Albans,
Hawking C iv, A man may knaw by the chere and vnglad-
nes of an hawke this infirmyte.}

Ungladsome, a. (Un-' 7.) 1358 Phaer JEneid in. I j,

Than hauen at Drepanus I tooke, in that vngladsome
shore [L. illagta^'iUs ora]. Unglamoured,/*//. a. {Un-*
8.) 1891 T. Hardy 7Vw x, However terrestrial and lumpy
their appearance just now to the mean unglamoured eye,

Ungla'Zed, PP^- a, [Un-1 8, Cf. (in sense a)

MDo. ongeg/asel.]

1. Not glazed or having a smooth shining surface,

IS99 A. M. Ir. Ga&.-'lhouers Bk. Physicke 43/2 Combure
it to poulder in an vnglazede poL 1612 Woodai.l Surg.
JJ/a/*\Vks. (1653)211 Put these into an earthen pan unglazed,

1694 Salmom Bate^s Dishens. (1713) 497/2 Lemery heats
an unglazed Pot or Crucible red hot. 1744 Berkeley in

Fraser Life {1871) viii. 303 Tar-water is best made in glazed
earthen vessels; . . it is finer and clearer when so made than if

in unglazed crocks. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 95 Then
take an unglazed pot, or a large cmcible. 1844 Noao
Electricity {^6. 2) 160 These porous jars, .are now composted
of the thinnest unglazed biscuit ware. 1874 H. H. Coi.s
Cntal. Ind.Art S. Kens. Mus. 208 Made of common red
clay, unglazed.

2. Not filled in with glass; lacking glass windows.
1608 Presentment in Essex Rev. XV. 46 The churchyard

is unfensed, the windows unglazed._ /i 1721 Prior Down-.
Hail xxxvii, O now a low ruin'd white Shed I discern, Un-
tyl'd and unglaz'd ; 1 believe 'tis a Barn. 1816 Q. Rev,
XVI. 346 Unglazed windows, balconies, and laiiices,—shops
without windows. 1862 Lyttom Str. Story I. 215 The cor-

nice of the ceiling rested on pilasters, within which the com-
partments were formed into open unglazed arches.

tUngle. Obs. [ad. F. ongU (cf. Ongle) or L,

ungula Ungula.]
1. A claw, nail, or hoof.

1^ Caxton J/^rr. n. iv, 70 The gryffons wylde..whiche
easily b'ere a man away.. whan he may sease hym with his

clawes and vngles. 1491 — Vitas Patr. {W. de W. 1495)
I. xlviii. 93/2 The ungles or naytes of his fete and hondes
weren merueyllously longe. 1566 Adlingtos Apnleius 39
We fleade of the skinne. .of the beare..and kept his ungltfS

whole. 16S7T0M1.1NSON Renou's Disp. 457 It hath bifidoits

ungles like a Goat.

2. A hooked instrument of torture.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 122/2 The tormentes of the pryson,
the naylles, the vngles, the streynynge combes of yion.

3. A morbid growth in the eye; = Ungula 2.

1590 Barrouch Meth. Physick i. xxxvi. (1596) 59 Som-
lime.. another vnglc ariseth in the other corner (of the eye].

4. Geont. ~ Ungula 4.

1669 Wallis in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 508 He
proceeds to a sum of squares to find the solid ungula, or the
moment of that plane; and so to the sums of cubes, to find
the moment of that ungle, and so on.

Ungleaned, ppL a. (Un* 8.) (1775 Ash.] 1838 in
Homans* Cycl. Commerce 1775/1 Scarce a field [has been]
Jefi ungleaned. 1869 Ruskis Q. ofAir § 157 Remnants of
tiadiiion,. which remain ungleaned.

TTngled, ppl. a. Her. [f. Unglb. Cf. F. oniU-l
= Unguled.
1675 Wood Life (O.H.S.) II. 311 .\ lyon rampant sable

ungled and lang d gules. 1684 List Military 11 Vnicorn
passant, argent, armed, ungled. 1722 A Nisbkt Syst. ifcr.

I. 333 A stag..atiired and ungled, Or. 1892 Daily Tel. 12

July 5/1 A cock..armed or ' ungled '.

tUnKlee. Obs.—^ [Us-' 12.] Sadness, a xyxy Cursor M.
24120 (Edin.), Bot for na bod ^at he me mad, Ne moht he
min vngle ma [= make] glad. Ungli'ttering, ///. a.

(Uh-| 10.) 1813 Monthly Rev. LXX. 458 The unglitterin^
dilation of their stanzas. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy i. 51,

The time of sweet serenity When colour glows unglittering.
Unglo'be, v. (Un.^ 3.) 1611 Flokio, Disglobare^ to vn-
globe, to make vnround. 1855 Patmore An^el in Ho. ii.

iProl, ^ The beast [jer. the hedge-hog]. Found stock-still..
And fei'^ning so to be deceased, . .Unglobed himself. Un-
eloo med, ///. a. (Un.' 8.) 1737 Green 5>/«« 700 With
kKjk unglooiii'd by euile. And wearing Virtue's Hvery-smile.

Unglo rifled, /;>/. a. (Un-1 8.)
a 1395 HvLTON Scala Perf, i. xliiu (MS. Bodl.l, pe resoun

was maad cleer and bri^t. .as parfytli as a soule m a bodi
vnglorifyed my^te haue. 1533 More Ansiv, Frith Wks.
839/1 But I am sure glorified or vnglorified, yf hee sayed
it hee is able to doo« it 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xliii.

1 3. 90 Least God should be any way vnglorified, the greatest
part of our dayly scruice they know consisteth..in much
varietie of Psalms and Hymne^;. 1653 W. Ramkskv Astrol.
Restored joSo long as we carry this earthy Tabernacle about

us unchanged and unglorified. 1876 Mrs. OiAVWkVi^ Curate
in Charge II. ii. 34 The triumphant sunshine, .leaving not

an inch even of the common high road unglorified.

TJnglorify, v. (Un-2 6c.)
ti 1740 Watts Remnants of Tivie^ etc. § 21 Forbid it, O

my God, that ever I should be so unhappy as to unglorify.

.

my Saviour, or my Sanctifier. 1751 R. Shirka in Remains
(1S50) 75 The Word should as u were unglorify himself.

1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap ni. 145 Unglossed was
shrubbery, unglorified Each copse, so wealthy once.

UnglO'rious, a. Now rare. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.

Cf. MOu. onglorioos.\ - Inglokious a.

In earliest quots. rendering L. inglorius.

1382 Wyclif Job xii. 19 He bringeth the prestis of hem
vnglorious, and the beste men of wrsbipe he supplauniith,
— Isaiah Iii. 14 So vnglorious shal ben among men his si^te.

C1400 '^^ B^^i ccxxvil 298 pe same vnglorious Philip

wi^drowe him, wi^j J)e residue of al his peple. c 1450 Myrr.
our Ladye 183 Tho aungels,. .made vngloryous for thyr

wyckednes, felle from glory. 1663 Cowley Ess. in Verse ^
Pr.t Virg. Georg. 46 In the next place, let Woods and
Rivers be My quiet, though un^lorious destiny. 1744
AuMSTRONG/'rMfj-z/. Health iii. 13 Needlessly toJjraveUn-
glorious dangers. 1882 Froude Carlyle II. 153 Something
should be found, .neither unglorious nor unprofitable.

Unglo-ry, v, [Un- 2 4.] To deprive of glory.

i6z6 Laud Serm, Ps. Ixxiv. 22, 16 Wee must not looke that

God sliould Arise to help vs, if wee arise to oppose and vn-

glorie him. 1655 Shirlicy Politician m. i. The triumph he
Expected.. Will be ungloried in our sudden match.

Unglo'SS, V. (Un-' 4.) 1873 [see Unglorify r'.].

Unglossaried, a. (Un-' g.) 1887 W. Beatty-Kingston
Music <5- Manners II. 341 Why has he been thus branded,
dateless and unglossaried. 1894 J. R. C. Hkli. A7i£lo-Saxon
Diet. Pref., I do not profess to nave searched unglossaried
matter. Ungloss»d, ppl. a.^ (Un-' 8 and Gloss w.')

1866 Morris Ayenbite Pref., Editors have left the word
unglossed. Unglo'ssed, ppl. a.^ (Un-' 8 and Gloss
f.') x8o2 H. Martin Helen of Glenross III. 293 Her errors

you saw unveiled, unglossed. 1862 Mks. H. Wood Chan-
nings xxiv, Tell me,. the simple truth, unglo.«sed over.

Unglo ssing, ///, a. (Un-' 10.) 1827 L^MB in Hone Table-

bk. I. 488 The honest unglossing pages of the homely New-
gate Ordinary. Unglo'ssy, a, (Un-' 7.) 1822 Good
.Stud Med. IV. 693 A dull or unglossy white diffused over

the body. 1854 H. Mjllkr Sch. .^ Schm. xxi. 438 The dull,

unglossy coat given . , by the agencies of friction and water.

Unglo ve, V. [Un-2 4 and 7.]

1. trans. To divest of a glove or gloves.

e 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhodt iv. xliiL {1869) 196 Weel J>ou

wost !>e name of ^e gloouen...A fool jjou were whan | ou
vngloouedest )?ee of hem. 16x1 Florio, Disguantare, to

vngloue. 1624 Massinger Pari. Love 11. iii, See, I dare
touch this hand, And without adoration unglove it. a 1625
Fletcher & Shirley Lover s Progress 11, 1, Cla. 'Tis said

you can tell fortunes to come. Lan. Yes Mistrisand what's

past, Unglove your hand. 1823 Scott Qttentin D. xii,

The King, ungloving his right hand, courteously handed
the Countess Isabelle and htr kinswoman to their apart-

ment. 1861 Eng. IVom. Dom. Mug. HI. 142 He laid the
hand which he had ungloved upon his heart.

2. intr. To remove a glove or gloves. Alsoyf^.

1797 Mrs. a. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (iBi^) IV. 212 The
earl, on every occasion a complete courtier, got out_ to un-
glove to Mrs. Woudbe. 1853 Lynch Rivulet lxvi. iii, The
covered buds ungloving Seem with offered hand to greet.

Hence Unglo'ving vbl. sb.

1818 Keats To Lady at Vauxhall 4 Snared by the un-
gloving of thine hand. 1873 T. W. HxGGMiSoa Oldport Days
V. 129 The turning of her head, the ungloving of her hand.

Unglo ved, ///. a. t.Ux- 1 8.)

1626 Hacon Nezv All. (1650) 26 Holding forth his Hand
ungloved, and in Posture of Blessing. 1626 Breton Fan-
tastickes Wks. (Grosart) II. 8/1 It is now March,, .and the
faire hands must not be vngloued. x8oa Coleridge Lett.

(1895) 417, I.. would shake hands with them ungloved. 1844
W. Irving in Life .5- Lett. (1866) III. 359 On one h:tnd is a
black glove ; the other hand, ungloved, is small. 1888 A. K.
Green Behind Closed Doors v, She had laid her ungloved
hand upon his arm.

Unglozed,///. a, (Un-^ 8.) 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. iv.

145 Late^owre confcssoure, sire Kynge.construe Jiis vnglosed.

Unglue*, V. [Un-2 3 and 7.]

1. trans. To free from the binding or adhesive

effect of glue ; to detach or niake loose in this way.
1548 Elvot, Reglutijto, .. to vnglewe. 1598 Florio,

Sgomtnare, to vngum, to vnplaister, to vnglue. i685
Aglionby Painting Illustr. i. 29 Being Vexed at the Suns
ungluing some Pictures of his. 1703 R. Nkve City -y C.

Purchaser 277 To prevent.. Brick-walls from Ungluing the

Joynts of the Pannels. 1718 Ozell tr. Totif-neforfs Voy. I.

130 Their Strings or Filaments separate. .in parcels, as if

they had been glued together at first, and now w eie unglued.
X859 MoRLEY Mevi, Bartholojneio Fair i. 12 There was a
young man.. whose head stuck to his left hand. He was
unglued at St. Bartholomew's establishment. 1872 T,
Hardy Under Greemo. Tree i. v, 'I'hat there instrument
{a fiddle] will be unglued and spoilt in ten minutes.

b. trans/. To open (the eyes) after sleep.

1606 Dekker Senen Deadly Sinnes Wks. (Grosart) II. 31

Another.. arriu'de at one of the Gates, before any Porters
eyes were vnglewd. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin iv. 207
But yet the Noise that had unglew'd their eyes Could not
perswade the Sluggish Chanons rise. 1728 Swift yrnl. of
Mod. Lady 42 She stretches, gapes, unglues her eyes. And
asks if it be time to rise.

e. fi^. To detach, separate, dissolve.

1619 Hieron Wks. I. 641 Happy were it for vs if the

meditation of this point.. were able to vnglue and vntwist
our affections, which are so neerely tyed vnto it. 1649 B p.

WkiA^Cases Consc, iv. ii. {1654) 307 Heresie and Infideljtie,

which are enough to unglew all natural! and civill relations

betwixt father and son. 1675 Hobbes Odyssey {idjj) 130
Your death.., for which Age shall prepare you, and your
soul unglew Insensibly. 1831 Syd. Smith in Lady Holland

Mem. (1855) II. 314 Where is it to end? Are all political

agglutinations to he unglued? 1897 Hall Caine Christian
IV. iii, Unless we unglue ourselves from the vanities which
imperil our existence,

a. infr. To lose cohesion ; to become detached,
1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. II. 112 Other-

wise they are apt to unglue, that is, to separate cleverly
from the part where they are Graffed, in great Storms of
Wind. X703 R. Nevr City <5- C. Purchaser 29 When ever
the Joints shall happen to unglue.

Hence Unglu-ing vbL sb.

1591 Percivall sp. Diet., Desengrudamiento, vngtuing.
1623 CocKEKAM I, Reglutination, an vngluing. 1703 R.
Ne\e City <V C. Purchaser 277 Yet neither of these ways
will prevent their ungluing in .some Hou.ses.
Unglue'd,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1694 Strype Mem. Cranmer

11. XV. 206 They had Leaves put in as Additions to the Book,
some glewed, and some unglewed. Unglu'tinate, z:
4Un-2 3.] _ Unglue %>. i c. X683 Pettis Ess. Metallick
Words s.v. Lcadstofie, To be kept Itlm . . moist places, which
do unglutinate, and so destroyes or subdues their Virtues.

Ungln-tted, ///. a. (Un -
1 8.)

x8i3 BvRON Corsair \\. viii, For Seyd's unglutted eye
Would doom him ever dying—ne'er to die ! X847 Lvtton
Lucretia ii. viii. The two inheritors of a revenge unglutted
by the grave. 1897 Rhosco.mvl White Rose Amo 46 His
eyes all hell with unglutted murder.

t Ungly, eironeous f. Ugly a. and adv.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 55 But wo is be. .biginning of bis |>us

gret iuel, 1 drede ungly to sey. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. v.

cix. 83 Such an vngly numbre of multytude of monkes.
Ungnaweci, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1836 F. Mahonv Rel.

FatherProut (18591 376 Thy MSS. have comedown to us.

.

ungnawed by the tooth of Time. 1881 Dafwin Veg. Mould
80 Ungnawed petioles had not become more decayed near
the base than elsewhere. Ungnawn, ;*//. a. (Un-' 8 b.)

a 1560 Phaer AiJteid viii. Y 3 To thee he trembling shooke,
and left his bones begonne ungnawn. 1648 Hexham ii,

Ongikuaeght, Vngnawne. 1775 Ash, Ungnaivn.

fUngnede, a, Obs. [Un-1 7: cf. OE. un-
gnietie^ Unsparing, liberal.

a X300 Cursor M. 9933 pat castel brightnes sua vngnede,
Oueral bat curt on lenght and brede. a 1400 Pistill of
Sinan 276 Grete god, . .of gyftes vngntde.

UDgnement, obs. form of Ointment.

t UngO', V. Obs.~^ [Un- 2 7. Cf. MDii. ont-

gacn (^l)u. -gaan\ LG. und ^ untgSn, MHG. «//-,

engdn (G. etJlgeken)^ to escape, fail, etc.] intr.

To pass away, pe^i^h.

C1450 Hyvms Virgin (1867) 121 They schalle se heuyn
viigo. And be erthe schall also.

Ungoaded,/^/. fl. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 18x7 Lady
Morgan Prance vi. (1818^ II. 130 Ungcaded by the neces-

sities of a commercial ei^istence. 1873 W, Cory Lett. ^
Jrjtls. (1897) 313 A.. creaking wheel turned by an un-
goaded, tall, lean ox.

UngO'd, V. [Un-2 6 b. Cf. Du. ontgodcn^ G.
entgdtlern.\ To deprive of the qualities or position

of deity ; to nndtify. (Ccmrr;on c 1640^1740.)
x627 Wren Serm. lef Kiug 17 Feb. 33 All slight and un-

fiwful Expressions. .Vngodding him no lesscihtn does
rash and unadvised blasphemie. i6s5GuRNALC"/ir. ;« ^rw.
II. 61 Though mtn cannot come to pull God out of his

throne, and un-god him. X677 [see Uncmbisted ppl. «.].

»7o8 O. Dykes En^. Prcv. <V RejL (1-09) 243 Attempting
saucily to rival, to insult, or to ungod his Creator, a 1750
T. Gordon Ancthtr Cordial{\-j^i) II. 203 The Jew crucifits

his Saviour, the Socinian and Mahometan ungod him.

a 1834 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 534 A consistent

Socinianism. .in ungodding the Saviour must deify cats and
dog*;. 1892 Gospd Watchman Dec. 191/1 God. .will be
dethroned and ungodded btfore it shall come to pas.<;.

rejl . 1672 Vii-i 11 Rs (Dk. Euckhm.) ^Mrarfd/ iv. ii, For
fair Parthenope, Gods would, themselves, un-gc^ themselves
to see. 168s J. ScoiT Chr. Life 11. vii. § i Which would be
to destroy his own Being, and un-god himself.

Hence TJngodding vbl, sb.

1656 Beake in BurtoH^s Diaiy (1828) I, 59 It is a crime
that deposes the majesty of God himself,.. the ungcdding
of God. 1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. §20. 381 His
Ungodding of the Sun, Moon and Stars. X7X6 M. Dami.s
Aihen. Brit. II. 407 What a horror the Primitive Christians
had of the Notions, of Ungodding our Saviour.

ttXngodded,///. a. Obs. [Un-J 8 : see God
V. 2.] Not spiritually united with God.

i
'579 "^

• Wilkinson Confui. Fam. Lo7-e B iij b, They are
..vnrenewed, vngodced, vnsent. x66o H. More Myst,
Codl. VI. xii. 248 What the ungodded or unilluminated men
. .preach and teach. X687 Dkyden Hind i^ F, hi. 742 Thus
men ungodded m;iy to places rise.

;

UngO'ddesS, 7^. [Un-2 6 b.] trans. To de-

;

prive of the status of a goddess,

1760 Mi'RPHV Way to Keep Him \. i. They whisk about
the Town,., as if they were treated at home like so many
Goddesses, though every body knows possession has un-
goddessed them all long ago. X797 Mi;s. A. M. Bennett
Beggar Girl (1813) III. 290 Fortune, .was at this moment

I most unmercifully ungoddessed. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev.
' iir. V. iv, What articulate words poor Mrs. Momoro..

uttered, when she had become ungoddessed again.

t Ungo-derly, a. Obs. [Un-1 7; the second

element is obscure.] Squalid, filthy,

13. . E. E, A Hit. P. B. 145 pow art a gome vngoderly in

\>&i goun febele. Ibid. 1092 [Christ] nolde neuer towche
0;t pat was vngoderly oJ?er ordure was inne.

TTngo'dlike, a. (Un-1 7 c)
a 1652 J. Smith Sel. Disc. viii. (1660) 364 But alas, such

an ungodlike Religion as this can never be owned by God.
1684 T. Burnet Theory Earth 1. 165 This, I confess, seems
to me. .away ofworking very un-God-!ike. 1729 W. Reeve
Serm. 149 The pleasures at God's right hand must Lc
t.isteless to an ungodlike filthy spirit, 1854 P. Fairbairn
Typol. Script, (ed. 2) I. 11. ii. 218 How cheering to know -

this ungod-like state of disorder and confusion is not to be



UNGODLILY.
perpetual. 1869 Gladstone Juv, Mundi vii. 211 It did not
assign to deity that most ungodlike quality, respect of persons,

Ungo'dliljr, adv. (Un-1 ii.)

1583 J. FitxD Godly Exhort, C j b, Being thus vngodlilie
assembled, to so vnholy a spectacle. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr.
(1647) 66 Ungodlily alledging the.. Scriptures. 1674 Govt.
Tongue 114 Tis but an ill essay bf that reverence and godly
fear, to use that very gospel so irreverently and ungodlily
as men now do. i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 413 Israel . .slay-

ing ungodlily Him who was by nature His Begotten Son.

TTn^O'dliness. (Un-1 12: cf, next.)
15*5 PiNDALE A'cvw, i. 18 For the wrath of god of heven

apereth agaynst all vngodlynes and vnrightewesnes. Ihid,
xu 26.

^ 15SS Edex Decades IK Ind. (Arb.) 58 He dyd not
keepe silence ofso wicked an vngodlynesse. 164J L. Hughes
{title), Certain Grievances : or, the Popish Errors and Un-
godlinesse of the Service-book plainly laid open. 1671
Barrow Duty

<S-
Re^vard Charity 21 Performing such acts,

is a good sign of true Piety ; and omitting them, is a certain
argument of ungodliness. 1742 Young Nt. Th. in. 165
Oh ! the curst ungodliness of zeal ! 1865 C. J. Vaughan
Plain Words -x, (1866) 183 The recollection of His love in
contrast with our ungodliness.

TJngO'dlv, a. [Un-1 7. Cf, MDii. ongodelijc

(Da. ongoddeltjk),^i\{G, ungotlich (G. ungbttlich)^

(M)Da. ugiidelig, MSw. ogudhlik (Sw. ogtidlig)^

L Of persons : Not fearing or reverencing God ;

irreligious, impious, wicked.
1526 TiNDALE Rotn. V. 6 Christ dyed for vs which were

vngodly. 1587 Goldwg De Mornay xx. 358 There is also
a certeine Religion,., and the vngodlyest man that is cannot
scape from it. ai6i3 Ovebburv -^ /(^//tf, etc. (1614) H 4b,
The charitable man dreames of building Churches, but
starts to thinke the vngodly Courtier will pull them down
again. 1653 Holcroft Proco/ius, Pcrs. Wars 11. 48 His
son succeeding hini, bein? the ungodlyest man living. 16^
NoRRis Pract, Disc. IV. 180 Which justifies a certam
English Phrase., wherein we use to call a Man of a Wicked
Life, an Vngodly Man. 1731 Watfrland Script. Vind. 11.

100 Shimei was an ungodly wretch. 1849 James Woodman
ii, The admission into her own private chamber of such very
ungodly personages as Mars and Venus.
ahsol. i5a6 Tindale i Pet. iv. 18 Vf the righteous scasly

be saved: where shall the vngodly and the sinner appere?
x«s CovERDALE Zeph. iii. 5 But the vngodly will not lerne
tobe aszshamed. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows i. § 12. ij Of
the godlies exemption from the ungodiics destruction. 1738
Wesley Ps, i. iv. But no Success th' Ungodly find. 18*5 J.
Neal Bro. yonathan I. 34 While he was rebuJcing the un-
godly. 1847 S. Austin Rankes Hist. Re/. III. 385 He did
not doubt that the ungodly, as well as the pious, partook of
the body and blood of Christ.

trans/. 1595 Shaks. John 111. i. 109 Let not the howres of
this vngodly day Weare out the daies in Peace.

b. Of the stomach : Gluttonous, greedy.
f 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Goose 78 You must not

Pamper your ungodly Belly. 1746 Ainsworth (ed. 3) 1, An
ungodly gut, venter improbns. i8s8 [Carr] Crtrven Gloss.,
Ungodly, insatiable, or squeamish and nice; used of the
stomach or guts.

2. Of actions, etc. : Not in accordance with the
will or law of God.
1516 [see Ungodlv adv.\. 1555 Edem Deccules (Arb.) 109

They sayde it was vngodly to feyght ageynst any, not belnge
prouoked. 1577 Googk Heresoach's HusS, 15 Let hym in
no wyse suffer them.. to vse filthy or vngodly speache.
1617 WooDALL Surg. Mate Pref , Wks. (1639) 6 Wherefore
it were a very ungodly thing . . to forbid a Surgeon to learne
all, or any thing that concerneth his calling. 1671 Mii.toh
*S'fi//ifi7M 898 Gods unable To acquit themselves and prose-
cute their foes But by ungodly deeds. 1851 Longfellow
Gold. Leg: iv. Refectory, Were Peter Damian still upon
earth. To be shocked by such ungodly mirth. 1864 Pusey
Led. Daniel'i. (1S76) 3 The moral b.w. .strongly condemned
forgery even when not ungodly,

3, colloq. Outrageous, dreadful.
1887 Stevenson Merry Men, Olalla^ The windfsj. .un-

godly and unintermittent uproar, would not suffer me to !

sleep;
j

UngO'dly, ^z*. 0<5j. exc. flrc^. [Un-1 II. Cf. !

MDu. ongod^e)like (Dn. ongjddelijk)^ MHG. ««- ;

gottlich, MSw. ogud[e)Hke (Sw. ogudligtyi = Un-
\

GODLiLT adv, (Common in i6th c.)

15x6 Tindale Jude i$ To rebuke., all their vngodly
dedes, which they have vngodly committed. [Also in later
versions.) 1533 Frith Judgm. Tracy Pref., But this I dare
boldly professe, that his godly sayinges are vngodly handled.
1564 Brie/ Exam. Aiij, All true Godly men, may Godly
vse those rites, which wicked men haue abused, howesoeuer
vngodly. 1606 G. Woodcock litst. fvstine Ii 2, Leontius . . ,

being made Emp-jror, ruled most vngodly eleuen years.
Ungo'dmothered, a. (Un.' 9.) ? 1714 Wido7u 0/ Wat.

ling Street I. i, You Half Christened Katomite^—ungod-
mothered varlets. t Ungo'ingable, a. Obs."^ [Un-^ 7 b.]
Impossible to traverse. 1483 Monk 0/ Eveshatn {kxh.) 39
Sothly to owrc semyng the lengthe of thys fyrste place afore
seyde was on goyngable. Ungo'ld, v. (Un-' 4.) 1637
N. Whiting Albino ^ Beltama 28 Saturne's exilde, Jove
awes this massie Ball, And now the Iron age un^goldeth all.

Ungon, obs, var. OxioK.
1

Ungo-ne, ppi. a. [Un- i 8 b.] I

1. Not (yet) gone or departed, f To keep ungone
\

(Sc), to keep from going.
;

c 147s Rau/Coil^ar66z 5it was the King in the hall, And
mony gude man with all, Vngane to the meit, 1597 in

!

Archpriest Controv. (Camden) I. 2 Mr. Gwyn tould me i

that fissher was vngone at his comyng from London. 1638
Sir E. Stanhope in Strafford's Lett. (1739) II. 239 A Letter I

..to intreat me to meet him the next Day, and if he were
j

ungone, to bring my Son John with me. 1657 Rec. Burgh
j

Letnark (1893) :6o Tokeip their prenteissis, servands, and >

childrin ungone avaiging on the Lordes day. 1824-77 in
|

dialect glossaries (Yks., Line).

t2. Untraversed. Obs.-o

203

1611 FLortiOf /nuio sentiere, an vngone, vntroden or vn-
couth path.

UngOO'd, a. Now rare. [OE. ungJd (Un- ^ 7),
= MDu. oiigoet (older Du. ongved), MLG. ungli^

(LG. ungSd), OHG., MHG. unguot {G, ttngut)^

ON. ^g66r (Norw. dial, ugod)."] Not good; evil,

bad ; wicked.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. Ill, 184 Seldan he biS eald, ungodan

deaSe he swylt. Ibid. 188. c laoo Ormin 16739 ForrJ>i Jjatt

tej^re dede iss all Unngod & all unnclene. ibid, 17056.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter i. 1 In strete of sinfulle noght he stode,

Ne sat in setel of storme un-gode. c 1305 Judas Iscariot

22 in E. E. P. (1862) 107 LoJ»hem was. .a bern to norischie,

so lil^er and vngod. 1390 Gower Con/ \. 20 The vice of

hem that ben ungoode Is no reproef unto the ^oode, £^1445

Pecock Donety] pat [>ing whiche resouii knowil>..tobebad,
or vngood. C1485 Digby Myst. (1S82) iv. 675 His synows..
Are brokyn sonder by payns vnijude ! 1904 C. N. & A. M.
Williamson Princess Passes xH, You have been so good to

us ; don't be ungood now.

b. adsol. or as sd.

a 1250 Oivl ^ Night. 12a Al so hit is bi }>an vngode pat is

icumen of fule brode. Ibid. 1364 Vor nys a worlde Jjing so
god t>at ne may do sum vngod. a 1568 in Bannntyne MS,
(Hunter. CI.) 203/86 Vngud and gud sail fair, . . Bot richteous
gud.-lestisforeuir mair. 1885 L. Oliphaut Sympneumata
248 For universal good, and for suppression of the ungood.

t Ungoo'dlihead. Ods.—^ [Un-1 12: cf. next.]

Lack of goodness.
1430-40 LvDG. Boc/iasvi, iii. (1554) 150 b, She her cours

gan varye. .To shewe her malice and ungoodlyhed.

tUngOO-dly, a, Obs. [Un-1 7. Cf. MDu. on-
goedelijC' (Du. ongoedelijk')^ MLG. tmgMik^
-gotlik^Vi^G. nngttotlich^-giietlich (G. tmgutlich).'\

1. Lacking goodness; bad. wicked : a. Of persons.

1390 GowER Con/. I. 293 He is that ilke ungoodlieste
Which many a lusti love hath twinned. Ibid. II. 338 Ha,
thou ungoodlich ypocrite. 143a Paston Lett. 1. 32 The
whiche lak or defaulte mightc be caused by ungodely or
unvertuous men. 147* Coventry Leet Bk. 374 Wher ther
be diners and many vagabundes, and vngoodly & ille dis-

posed persones. 1553 Becom Reliqites 0/ Rome {156^) 159
This is yo goodly Oodlye Catholyke doctrine vvherwith the
vngoodly vngodly Papists infecte the mindes of such
Christians as are simple.

b. Of actions, language, etc.

1390 GowER Con/, II. 333 Which thing, mi Sone, I thee
forbede, For it is an ungoodly dede. 141S-20 Lydg. Chron.
Troyuh 3352 Epistrophus . . Rebuked hym in vngoodly wyse.
145s T, Beckincton Ctfrr. (Rolls) II. 342 That I sholde
haue vttered and seid vngoodly langage touchynge yor
noble persone. 1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec, Ox/ord
(18S0) 84^ For his ungoodly maner so then usid to the
comyssarie [hej did send hym to prison.

2. Uncomely ; imhandsome.
1495 Trcvisd'sBarth. DeP, R,v. xWu 42 Vfthe noselackyth,

all y* other dele of yo face is y^ more vngoodly & vnsemely.
1519H0RMAN l^/ilg. 14 b, No man that, .hatha mahaymeora
blemmysshe, that maketh hym vngoodly, shall take orders.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erastn, Par. i Cor, 34 Suche [parts]
as seme vngoodly, to them ioyne we some comly vesture.

\JSll.gQQ6Xjsadv,0bs. [Un-1 11. Cf. MDu.
(and obs. Du.) ongoedeiike, MLG. ttng/itliken,

-gdtliken^ MHG. ungtwtltchey -giictltcke.'\

L In an uncomely manner, rare.
' axyao Cursor M. 18404 par come ouerthuert A wreche
man, vngodli gen. On his schuldres a croice he bar.

2. Badly, wrongly, improperly ; roughly or rudely.
c 1380 WvcLiF Wks. (1880) 339 And bus is >at man contrite

of synne, [>at he vngodeli to god hajs don. 1426 Lydg. De
Guil. Pilgr. 3952, I..ful \Tigoodly spoke now, Wher-off
I repente sera lAtVi Paston Lett. I. 158 He tolde H. his
part how that he levid ungoodly in puttyng awey of his
wyff, and kept an other. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 5 That
noble and trew knight, . .ayenst all manhode ungoodely en.
tretid, died in prison. 15*6 Tindalk Matt. xxii. 6 The rem-
naunt toke his servauntes and entreated them vngoodly and
slewe them. 1545 Ascham Toxop/u (Arb.) 50 Good thinges
ungoodlye vsed, are not good.

Ungo-red, ///. a.i [Un-I 8.] Unpierced.
1604 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 261 (Q. 2\ I., will no reconcile-

ment, Till.. I haue a voyce and president of peace To [keep]
my name viigord [i6a3 vngorg'dj. 1647 Hexham i, Vn-
gored, ondoorsteken.

t Ungo-red. ppi, a.2 [Un-1 8.] Unbloodied.
1606 Sylvester Du Bartas m. iii. J''acation 288 Yet one

might behold Bright swords and shields, and plumed helms
of cold Ungoard with bloud.

TJngorge, v. (Un-^^ 3.)
1601 CHETrLE & MuNDAV Death Earl Mutitington v. ii.

L j b, But when thou dost vngorge thee, grant me this, Thou
power those poysons on the head of lohn.

UngoTged, />/>/. a, (Un-1 S.)

[z6s3: see Uncorkd '.] 1700 Dryden Theod. Bf Hon. 213
The Hell-hounds, as ungorg d with Flesh and Blood, Pursue
their Prey. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.^ Odes in. iv. 79 On
Tiiyus' liver shall the vulture feed With rage ungorged.
Ungorgeous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. 11.

IV. viii,_The ignominious Royal Procession .. sweeps along
there, in most wwgorgeous pall. Ungo'spel, a. [Un-'
12 b,] Unevangelical. 1649 H. Lawrence Some Consid.^
etc. 75 Can that Ordinance be legall, and servile, and ungos-
pellr 1653 Pbvnnk Gospehplea 33 Which ungospell prac-
tises I wish they would first reforme, Un^o'spel, v. (Un-'
6 b.) 1847 H. BusHNELL Chr. Nurt. 11. vii. (1861} 376 Con-
fessing shortcomings and defeats.. enough to ungospel all

the gospel promises. Ungo'Spellzed, ///. a, (Un-' 8.)

1706 Ace. Soc. Propag. Gospel si They had addressed the
Remoter ungospelized Plantations. 1721 S. Sewall Diary
16 Feb., 'Ihe Money for Gospellizing ungospellized places.
Ungospelled, a. (Un-' 9.) 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^
Selv, 8 'iTiat thread-bare Question, which did so much gravel
the ungospcl'd world. 190a Skrine Pastor Agnorum 193
The sick that need the physician, the ungospelled poor.

UNQOVERNED.
Ungospel-like, a. (Un-i 7c.)
1574 Li/e yoth Abp. Canterb. Pref. E 4 That so the open

mouth off the Lewde Papist might bee stopped from.. the
approuing of suche vngospellike legends. 1641 Milton C/*.
Govt. II. iii. The. .tyranny of an undue, unlawfull and un-
gospellike jurisdiction. 1674 Penn Urim ^- Thummim
(thle-p.). Tiie opposite plea of Samuel GrevilL.in his un-
gospel-like discourse.

Ungot, ///. a. Also 5 vnget. [Un-1 8 b.]
1. Mot acquired, obtained, or won.
cx^fxi Sege Jems. (E.E.T.S.) 68/1169 Ay wer ^e 5ates

vnget till two 3eres ende : So longe hey sou^t hit by sege,
or >ey Jje cite hadde. z6oi Daniel Civ. Wars vi. xlvii.
Whilst Sommerset with inaine endeuour lay To get his
giuen but vngot gouernment. x6n Cotgb., Vuarisons,..
come, grasse.. standing, or vncut, vngot.
2. Unbegot.
1603 Shaks, Meas./or M. v. i. 141 Your Substitute, Who is

as free from touch, or soyle witli her As she from one vngot.

UngO'tten, ///. a. Also 5 vngettyn, -getyn.
[Un-1 8 b.]

1. Unbegotten.

143s MiSYN Fire 0/Love 14 For nouj^er Jje substanc of )je

sone som.tyme vngetyn mygt be called,. . with-oute an onely
gettyn sone of J)e self. 1470-85 Malory /4;7//w>- vl i. 571
He that shal sytte there is vnborne and vngoten. 1548
Patten Exied, Scotl. A vij, Astyages . .was. .admonished y*
he shoulde be ouercommen by a nephew of hys as yet then
vngotten & vnborne. 1599 Shaks. Hen. K, i. ii. 288 And
some are yet vngotten and vnborne, That shal haue cause
to curse the Dolphins scorne.

2. Not acquired, obtained, or won.
a 1548 YiKi.i. Chron., Hen. VI, 107 b. The Frenchemen..

seyng the strong fortres was ungotien,. .fetched a compasse
about. x6oo Palfrf.yman Baldivin's Mor. Philos, 13s b,
They that indeuour to get theyr husbandes or wiues by de-
ceipts & chnrmes, may lightly get them, but better vngotten.
i6a8_FELTHAM Resolves i. xlviii. 45 Let her wander, in a
wearied soUicitude, after vngotten plenty. 1775 Ash, Un-
gotien, . . not gotten, not gained. 1876 Geo. Eliot /?««. Der.
xxiii. To carry the map of an ungotten estate in your pocket
is a poor sort of copyhold. 1883 Gbesley Gloss. CoaUvt,
197 Solid or ungotten coal forming the roof of a roadway.

Ungovernable, a. (and sb.\ [Un-i 7 b.]

That cannot be governed ; uncontrollable,

a. Of persons (or animals).
1673 [R. "L^XGW^ Transp. Reh. 112 Such ungovernable

cattle as conscientious savages. 1680 Drvuen Ovid's Ep.
Pref. (ad fin.). So wild and ungovernable a poet cinnot be
translated literally. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World{iB^o)
312 The fellows were so rude, so ungovernable and un-
bounded in their hunting after gold. 1768 Boswell Corsica
ii. (ed. 2) 135 A lawless and ungovernable rabble of banditti.
tBz9 Scott Anne o/G. XXVf The abbess.. will have an un-
governable penitent under her charge. 1849 Macaulav
Hist. Eng, V. L 592 These animals .. became ungovernable
as soon as they heard a gun fired. iBs^Ibid. xvii. IV. 101
The fiercest and most ungovernablepart of the.. population.
sb. 1810 IJvRON Let, to H. Drury 3 May, I have been with

..governors and ungovernables.

D. Of temper, passion, etc.

1676 'Hai.z ContctnPl. !. 341 Men pretending to greatness
of wit and learning, but in truth of haughty and ungovern
able spirits. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 36 This strange
wayward Heart of mine, that I never found so ungovern-
able and awkward before. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <5- /''. xxxi.
(1787) HI. 251 The ungovernable spirit of a Barbarian host,
iriipaiient of peace or discipline. X843BETHUNE Sc. Fire-
side Stor. 100 He fell into a most ungovernable passion.
1876 _T. Hardy Ethelberia (1890,1 400 As if by an ungovern-
able impulse, Eihelberta broke into laughter also,

C. Of things.

1773 Cook Voy. S. Pole 11. ii. (r777) I. 205 Having un-
shipped ihe rudder, which rendered htr ungovernable. 1839
Fr. a. Kemdi.e Resid. in Georgia (1863) 58 The stiff and
ungovernable hair. 185a Hawthorne True Stories iii. (1879)
22 That, .ungovernable wonder the wind.
Hence ITngo'vernableness.
xd'j'^Lady's Calling \. ii. § 13 The ungovernableness of a

woman. X701 Collier M. Anrel. (1726) 96 You'd best
murther your general, and add villany to your ungovernable-
ness. 1751 Eliza Hevwood Betsy Thoughtless I. 103
Lamenting the ungovernableness of youth. 1853 Ruskin
Stones yen. II. App. 393 'ihe ungovernableness of its colour
(changing in the furnace). xWz Pall Mall G. 20 June a/i
As much an illustration of misgovernnient as of our un-
governableness.

Ungo'vemably, adv. (Un-1ii ; cf. prec.)
168a NoRHis HicrocUs 134 Demeaning themselves ungov-

ernably in all fortunes. 1764G0LDSM. /raz'.3i4 Heavens I

how unlike their Belgic sires ofold I Rough, poor, content,
ungovernably bold. 1810 Crabbe Borough iii. 42 Accuse
me not that I. .think the passions,.. Strong as they are, un-
governably strong. 1855 Macaulav Hist, Eng. xix. IV.
357 He had . . been turned out of office in a way which had
made him ungovernably ferocious. 1882 M. Dodds Genesis
195 A nature., whose passions raged ungovernably.

Ungo-vemed, ppl a^ [Un-I 8.] Not brought
under government or control; uncontrolled: a. Of
disposition, feelings, actions, etc.

1591 Shaks. Two Gentl. iv. \. 45 Some of vs are Gentle-
men, Such as the fury of vngouern'd youth Thrust from the
company of awful! men. i6ta Misselden Free Trade 73
It now remaineth briefely to show the Too Loose Vse
thereof, by Vngouerned Trnde. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 514
^yhen themselves they viiifi'd To serve ungovern'd appe-
tite.

^ 1711 Steele Sped, No. 290 pi The ungovcrned
Passions of such as are enamoured of each other. 1781
Gibbon Decl, ff F. xviii. (1787) II. 95 Unable to withstand
the ungoverned fury of the pop^ilace. 1839 Fb. A. Kemble
Resid. in Georgia (1863) 14 The furious and ungoverned
execration which all reference to the possibility.. draws
down upon those who suggest it. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh
Father Darcy 1 1, x. 165 There was. .something so violent
and ungoverned in her temper and feelings.
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b. Of persons, animals, or things.

1594 Shaks. Rick, IJIt IV. iv. 393 Thou. ., Vngouem'd
youth. 1606 Chapman Gtnil. Usher iv. lii, For mad men, By
paynes ungovernd, have no sense ofpayne. i6a8 in Foster

Eng, Factories India (1909) III. 198 Our people for the

most part being heedlesse, ungoverned, without discipline

and order. 1710 Dk Foe Crusoe i. (Globe) 348, 1 knew they
were a Parcel of refractorj*, ungovern'd Villains. xmsPopk
Odyss. \iii. 199 111 bear the brave a rude ungovern'd tongue.

X79X CowPKR Iliad xxni. 585 Thrown .. From his seat,..

his ungovern'd steeds have roam'd away. xSay Pollok
Ctntrst T. v. 1053 The Tartar hordes, that roamed.., Un-
governed, southward to the wondrous Wall.

tUngo'verned, ///. a? (Un-' 6 b.) Deprived of the
position of governor, X654 Gavton Pleas. Notes iv. 230 Un-
fovem'd, Uncardinatl'd, Unlordcd, Outed of all his hopes.
Fngo'veming, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1813 J. F, Coopkr

Pioneers xxxi, The ungoveming feeling that caused the
violence of the youth had passed away.
XTngown, z*. [Un-2 4.] a. refl. To deprive

(oneself) of a gown. b. trans. — Unfbock v.

1789 CowpER Let. to Lady Hesketh 31 Jan., I had a thou-
sand times rather be as poor as all poets are, than you
should ungown yourself to prevent it. 1893 Westm» Gaz.
30 Jan. 5/3 She said he had gone out cursing her and then
assisted in God's house, but she had no wish to ungown him.

Un^owned, /»//. a. (Un-i 8.)

x6ii Speed liist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. § 59 To whose importun-
ity the proud Legate would not condiscend, vnlesse all the
Bishops . . , vngowned and vnshod, should humbly craue ab-
solution. I71X Amherst Terrge Fil. No. 50. 267 Sure of
being mobb d and insulted by whole crowds of the gown'd
and ungown 'd rabble. 1817 Pot.LOK Course T. vm. 69 Un-
gowned, unbeneficed, Uncorpiilent.

Ungraxe. (Un-1 12. Cf. Wancrace '.) 1430-40 Lydg.
Bochas V. xxIL(i554) 137 b, Ungrace and youth made hym
for to erre. X871 Jowktt Plato 1. 512 Ungrace and love

arc always at war with one another.

Ungra-ced,///. a> (Un-i 8.)

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. iv, Can England see the best
that shee can boast, Ly thus vngract, undeckt, and almost
lost ? X603 Drayton Bar, Wars iv. Ixii, Merit goes vnre-

farded and vngrac'd. a 1618 Sylvester Du Bartas ir,

)ed. to Essex 14 Daign [thou] to grace my yet vngraced
Muse. X73S Thomson Liberty i. 265 Unadorn'd your hills;

Ungrac'd your lakes. 1769 Churchill Rosciad 884 To epi-

thets [he] allots emphatic state, Whilst principals, ungrac d,

like lacqueys wait. 1867 Jean Ingelow Story o/Dootn^ etc.

52 Her eyes.. looked One moment in the ungraced lover's

face. 1889 Skrinb Mem. Thring- 42_The plain, ungraced,
unsifted nature, without destiny or distinction.

b. Const, by or with.
1768 Woman ofHonor I. 60 A woman of honor though

ungraced with a coronet in her family. X781 Cowper
Table-T. 378 Courage, ungrac'd by these, affronts the skies.

i86a H. Amfe Carr ofCarrlyon II. 165, I see. .all the de-
formity ungraced by anything save love.

TTngra-ced, ///. a:^ [Un-2 ^^ g.] Deprived
or stripped ^something.
>6oa AIarston Antonio's Rev, 1. ii, Poore Maria must

Bppeare ungrac't Of the bright fulgor ofgloss'd majestie,

Ungracefal, a. ^Un-I 7.)
X667 Milton P, L. viit. 218 Nor are thy lips ungraceful,

Sire of men, Nor tongue ineloquent. a 173a T. Boston
Crook in Lot (1805) 11 Thecauseof the uneasy and ungrace-
ful walking of the lame. X751 Earl Orrery Remarks
Styi/i {i-j^z) III These real ornaments, like his hair, were
thin and ungraceful. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xiv. His stature
low, his limbs stout, his bearing ungraceful, 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. iii, 1. 356 The front, though ungraceful, was
lofty and richly adorned. 1871 Kennedy Lat. Gram. 467
In Versus Elegiacus a final trisyllable is rare and ungraceful

Ungra'cefully, adv. (Un-1 ii : cf. prec.)
x66x Cowley Cromwell Wks. {1669) 74 This Man was

wanton and merry (unwittily and ungracefully merry) with
our sufferings. 17x1 Steele Spect. No. 151 P7 He has
been.. ungracefully noisy at such a Time, x748Chesterf.
Lett, {t-jj^) I. 299, I shall judge of your parts by your
speaking gracefully or ungracefully. 1827 Lytton Pelham
xiv, In person, Vincent was short and ungracefully formed.
x868 liROWNiNG Riug J^ Bk. V. 9:4 Men say I battled un-
gracefully enough,

Ungiraxeftilness. (Un-i 12 ; cf. prec.)
1658 Phillips, /wc^Jwcz^/z/V^y, Ungracefulness. x^t^ Lady*

s

Call. I. i. p II Whether it were from the ungracefuhiess of
the thing, ..I Shall not determin. X782 Sir J. Reynolds
/?/xr. xi. (1825) 75/1 The child.. appeared to observe only
the ungracefulness of the persons represented. 1835 Lytton
Riemi 11. iii, Habituated to the ungracefulness of an un-
lettered pride. 1867 RusKiN Time <y Tide xix. §115, I cannot
help what taint of ungracefulness you.. may feel that I

incur in speaking . . of myself

Ungra'ciOTlS, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b. Cf. (in

sense 5) MDu, ongracioos.']

+ 1, Of persons : Devoid of spiritual grace
;

graceless, reprobate, wicked. Obs.
In MK also const, with inf. (quot 1362).
a xaaf Amr. R 368 [>auh clennesse. .beo55eouen of grace,

vngracmse stonde^ ber to-jeines. c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron.
(1810) 103 pris |>at alle mot se J>e light on Roberd toke, Vn-
gracious man was he, J^ris he it forsoke. 1362 Langl. P. PI.
A. X. 206 False folke.. Vn-Gracios to gete loue or eni good
eltes. ^X4ao Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods jsA He seyde he
shuld haue.. With Vyce to doa myghty strong batayll ; Of
vngracious ^asteshe bryngeth a long tayll. 1461 Paston
Z.^«, II. 59 Ther is an ongracious felaschip of hem and a
fals. 1513 Li). Berners Eroiss. I. clxxxii. 217 These mys-
cheuouspeple chose hym that was moost vngracyoust of all
Other. Ibid., Ther were a certayne of the same vngracyous
peple bytwene Parys and Noyon. 1570 Lodge Defence of
Poetry 19 The Angels haue sinned in heauen,. .emong y«
holy apostles vngratious ludas. a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672)
203 Let him.. take heed of familiar and friendly converse
with lewd, prophane and ungracious company. 1693
Drvden Juttenalx. 545 To the Gods alone Our future Oflf-

•pring, and our Wives are known ; Th'audaciyus Strumpet,

and ungracious Son. 1771 Foote Maid of B. i, Well, you
ungracious young dog, and what is become of the poor
wench? 1793 Burke Conduct Minority Wks. 1842 I.

623 The consequences are most logically., drawn from the
premises.. by that wicked and ungracious faction.

transf. 1820 Southey Wesley II. 256 At baptism, it was
customary not to dip the right arm^.. that he might strike

a more deadly and ungracious blow therewith.

t b. Of actions, conduct, etc. : Characterized by
gracelessness, or wickedness. Obs,

14x5 Sir T, Grey in 43?-^ Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec. 582 This vn-
gracius and mescheffus gouernaunz. cx^Zs Digby Myst.
(i882)iv. 649CrueUIewes ! what mad yowsobold Tocommyt
l>isCrym most vngraciose? aiS48HALLCA>'^«.,//f«. F/, 104

Inquisicion was made of the authors of this ungracious con-

juracion. 1593 Shaks. Rich. If, 11. iii. 88 That word Grace,

In an vngracious mouth, is but prophane. 1634 Sir T.

Herbert 'Trav. 70 Their sonnes vngracious life opposed
their best contentments. x683D'Urfev in Roxb. Ball. (1888)

V. 246 Let Perkin liis ungracious errour see, And Toney
'scape no more the Triple-Tree.

fa. Unfortunate, unlucky, unfavourable. Obs,

387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) IV. 289 He was most un-
gracious in homeliche Jjinges, and happy jn o^er t>inges.

1398— Earth, De P. R. xir. xxxvli. (Bodl. MS.), Amonge
dyuynours here [sc. owls'] voice is vngracious. X445-50 Me-
THAM IVks. 152 The .XV. day ys noght spedeful to be-gynne
ony werke vp-on, for yt ys ongracyus. 1515 Scottish Field

349 in C/iethatn Misc. (1856) II, They had gotten them a
ground Most ungracious of other Upon the toppe of a high
hill.^ cxssoCheke Lei. in Athenaeufit 28 Aug. (1909) 237/3
Until I be mended of my ungracious disease. x6oo Holland
Livy II. xlix. 78 Then set they forward on their journey,.,
taking the ungracious and unluckie way,, .untill at length
they came to the river Cremera. a 1634 Chapman Rev.for
Honour i. i. 42 To give the noble weasand, Which has the
steel de6ed, to th' hanging mercy Of the ungracious cord.

f3. Rude; unmannerly. Obs,

1534 More Comf.agsi. Trib. 11. Wks. 1187/1 Her husband
said also that it were lytle synne..to choppe of that vn-
happye head of hers, that caryed suche an vngracious tong
iherin. c 1550 Vertuous Schoichous B ij b, Thou vsest vn-
gracious wordes, cursest thy good husbande. 1601 Shaks.
Tivel. N. IV. i. 5 \ Vngracious wretch. Fit for the Mountaines,
. . Where manners nere were preach'd. 1606 — Tr. <V Cr. i,

i. 92 Peace you vngracious Clamors, peace rude sounds.

f b. Of low birth and manners. Obs.~^
X584 Lodge Alarum agst. Vsurers (Hunter. CI.) 23 Doeth

the Weesell loue the Cockatrice ? Or gentle borne, such as
bee vngratious ?

4. Not held in favour ; unacceptable; disliked.

XS98 Florio, Sgrato, vngratious, nothing acceptable. 1671
Clarendon Hist. Reb. xi. § 149 Prince Rupert, at that

time, was generally very ungracious in England. X76X
HvMEHist. Eng. III. 1. 95 Abbot's principle of liberty, and
his opposition to Buckingham, had always rendered him
very ungracious at court.

b. Unpleasant and unappreciated.
X807 Med, Jrnl, XVII, 317 However ungracious the task

IS, I conceive it necessary to correct mistake. X844 H. H,
Wilson Brit. India 11. 115 The ungracious duties insepar-
able from his office, 1884 Lpool Mercury 21 June 5/3 It

is an ungracious duty to preach saving habits when times
are bad,

5. Ungraceful, tinattractive,

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb, iv. § 122 His Person, and
manner of Speaking, were ungratious enough. x69sDrydem
Du Frestwy's Art Painting 1-^ Show no parts which are
ungracious to the Sight, as all fore-shortnings usually are.

1762-71 H. Walpols Vertue'sAnecd. Paint. (1786) 1. 181 It

was difficult to ascertain the period when one ungracious
form jostled out another. X77ST. Sheridan ^W Reading i,

4 The best scholars often, .disgraced beautiful composition
by an ungracious delivery. 1807 Sir R, Wilson Jrnl, 7 May
in Life^ A religion so ungentlemanlike mean and ungracious
that 1 would sooner be a pagan,

6. Lacking in condescension, courtesy, or affa-

bility : a. Of actions.

X74S H. Walpole Lett. (1846) II, 78 An ungracious paral-
lel between the mercenary views of. . the regiment-factors, .

,

with the disinterested behaviour of my Lord Kildare, was
drawn. 1780 Mirror No. 103, An overture of mine towards
a reconciliation . , , which met with a very ungracious recep-
tion. 1844 K.INGLAKE Eothen xii, Whilst the amber is at

your lips, there is nothing ungracious in your remaining
silent. 1868 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 400 Refusal on my
fart would be too ungracious. 1890 Lancet 29 Nov. 11 51

t would be ungracious to conclude without expressing my
gratitude to our distinguished colleagues.

b. Of persons. Also^^. of a country.
175a '^o\z^<i Brothers iii. i, Nor in my brother let it pass for

virtue, That, as he is, ungracious he would seem. 1819
Shelley Cyc/tT^f 117Ah ! no; they live in an ungracious land.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Erig. v. I. 654 The meek and affable
duchess turned out an ungracious and haughty c^ueen. 1864
Tennyson Aylmer's Field 247 Take it, . . tho his gift ; For
I am more ungracious ev*n than you, I care not for it either.

TTnffra'ciously, adv. [Un-1 n ; cf. prec]
fl. \Vithill fortune; unfortunately, xinhappily.
C1330 R. P.RUNNE Chron. (1810) 223 To Chestrefeld ilkon

|>eicom vngratiously. pekyngdi'd ham spie. ., assailed )>zm
in betoun. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 193 Ei|jer of
hem hadde hymself so ungraciousliche, )>at me woste nevere
whejjer of hem hadde worse spede. X533 Frith Judgeni.
upon Tracy Wks. (1573) 81/2 And verely the ludgement of
this cause came out of season, & euer vngraciously vnto our
Canonistes, XS78 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (Parker
Soc.) 454 We have learned of thee, how ungraciously [L.

infeliciter'X we be born of the first Adam.

+ b. Injuriously, severely. Obs.
1:1450 Holland Hoivlat 840 He cryid : 'Allace,..! am

vngraciously gorrit, baith guttis and gall !
' c igao Skelton

Magnyf. 2270 Some rybbys of the motton be so ranke That
they wyll fyre one vngracyously in the flanke.

•t'2, Gracelessly; wickedly, wrongfully. Obs.
ijjy Lancl. P, pi. B. xv. 129 JJis )>at with gyle was geten,

vngraciouslich is spended. a 1400 Partono/e 6432 * Alias,*

Jrojte he, ' howe vn-gracyously To my loue haue I gouerned
me 1

' c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 2295 And so vngracyously
thy dayes thou hast spent. That thou arte not worthy to
loke God in the face. X581 Nowell & Day in Confer, i.

(1584) F ij, Hee hath most vngratiously broken the vowe
made to God in Baptisme. X645 Gatakeb Go<ts Eye on
Israel 44 Tho they ungratiously and ungratefully, .demand
of him, wherein he had loved them.

3. Not with a good grace ; not pleasantly or
agreeably,
X664 Jer. Taylor Diss, from Popery ii. § 4. 99 That a

wicked person, .can ease and take off the punishment.. by
any external good work done ungraciously, is a piece ofnew
Divinity. i8a3 Grace Kennedy Father Clement i. 18 Per-
mission was always so unwillingly and so ungraciously given,
that it was a penance to ask it. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
ii. I. 227 The treasurer.. was induced. .to become, unwill-
ingly indeed and ungraciously, an agent in those transac-
tions. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girl's Rom. 95 ' Til do that
also,' grumbled Timothy, somewhat ungracioasly.

4, Unbecomingly ; with lack of manners, dis-

courteously,

1736 Warburton Alliance i. v. 51 They are, . . I know not
why, ungraciously asliamed of their Pedigree. X79X Bos-
well Johnson (igo^) II. 627 note, It were to be wished, that

he., had not followed the example of Dr. Adam Smith in

ungraciously attacking his venerable Alma Mater, Oxford.
1829 Scott Anne of G. xxix, His 'fleecy care' seemed
actually to be under the influence of his music, instead of
being ungraciously insensible to its melody.

Ungracionsness. [Un-1 12; cf. prec]

f 1. Gracelessness, reprobacy, wickedness. Obs,

1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys (1570) 219 Yet trouble thou
not by thy vngraciousnes Suche as are good and Hue in

righteousnes. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ep. Ded. 3 The
verye welsprings of all error, hipocrisie, and ungraciousnes.
x6i3 Bbinsley Lud. Lit. xxiv. (1627) 268 Who cannot in-

dure to see shiggishnesse or idlenesse in any, much lesse any
ungraciousnesse. 1658 T. Wall Charact. Enemies Ch. 34
Dost thou see a man, ..in contempt of goodness, to be a
graduate in ungraciousness. X742 Richardson PamelaW.
353 Can those Persons be surpris'd at the Ungraciousness
of their Children 1

t 2. Unfortunate or wretched state. Obs.~^
1578 J.

Stockwood Serm, 24 Aug. 89 Complaintes of the
vngraciousnesse and vnhappinesse of schollers.

3. Lack of courtesy or pleasantness.
1836 Keble Let. in Liddon Pusey (1893) I. 428 It was a

great piece of ungraciousness, my not telling you sooner how
much I am obliged to you. X864 Tennyson Ayhuer^s F.

24s O pardon me, 1 seem to be ungraciousness itself. 1884
Conteinp,Rev, }\\\y 150 To surrender the hand of a woman
. . after a great deal of hesitation and ungraciousness.

Ungrada'ted, ///. a, (Un-1 8.) 1859 Ruskin Two
Paths App, V. 270 Colour ungiadated is wholly valueless.

Ungraded,///, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not laid out with or in proper gradients.

1879 Miss Bird Lady's Life in Rocky Mount. 2x9 Golden
City, .is ungraded, with here and there a piece of wooden
sidewalk. 1885 Atlantic Monthly April 467/1 These road-
ways, ungraded, unsewered, and unpaved.

2. Not classified by grades.
1884 Pall MallG. 14 Aug, ii/i Sates have been made of

ungraded wheat. .at 75 c
t Ungra'duate, v. Obs. [Un-^ 4.) trans. To degrade.

1633 T. Adams Exp, 2 Peter iii. 3 Alas, that man: should
degenerate and un^raduate hiniselfe to a childe.

tJngra duated, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. That has not graduated ; having no University

degree.

1783 H. Walpole Let, to Earl Strafford xa Sept, I

am glad at least that they have ungradnated assessors.

x8os-ia Bentham Ration, J7idic. Evid. C1827) V. 120 Your
learned brethren, and their ungraduated fellow-practisers,

the barristers of the present time. 1867 Seebohm Oxford
Reformers 6 Another Oxford Student,. .yet ungraduated in

divinity, not even in deacon's orders.

2. Not graded or regularly arranged.
X84X Myers Cailu Th, in. §4. 11 So ungraduated an esti-

mate of Duty as this. X899 Alibutt's Syst. Med, VII. 363
These [limbs] being . . raised and set down in a brusque and
characteristically ungraduated fashion,

Ungra'ft, v. (Un-^ 3.) x6oo Surflet Countrie Farme
iji. V. 432 You must also take graftes and graft ihem in

other plum trees, .. and not to vngraft siences to trans-

plant them. tUngra'ft, obs. var. of next. 1598 Syl-
vester Du Bartas ii. i. i. Eden 525 A plenteous Orchard
planted rare With un-graft Trees.

Ungra-fted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

i6s7 Al'sten Fruit Trees li. 17s Fruit trees that are un-
grafted (wild trees). 1766 Coitipl, Fanner s.v. Fence^ If

they have proceeded from apple-kernels, they may remain
ungrafted. 179S Fhii. Trans. LXXXV. 293 The bearing

branches ofsome old ungrafted pear-trees. 1905 Haggard
Card. Year 235 An ungrafted bush of. . the common stock.

t Ungrai'ned, <i. Ois.~' [Un-' 9.] Seedless. 1:1440

Palladius on Husb. III. ii2i Vngreyned grape in high

iocundite Me may suppe of. + Ungrai'ned, ppl. a.' Ois.

[Un-' 8.] Not dyed in grain. 1502 .-^enolue CA>ot/. (i8ji)

193 The Subside of Cloth as wel in greine as vngreyned.

Ungrai'ned,//*/. a.' (Un-' 8.] Not reduced to separate

grains. 1884 E. F. Knight Cruise Falcon I. xv. 21:6 When
the maize arrived . . we found it wasungrained. Ungrai*n>
ing, vH. sb. (Un-= 4, 8.) (See quot.) 1839 Uke Diet.

Arts 613 Ungraining (of gilt work) consists in rublnng the

whole work with shave-grass, to remove any granular ap-

pearance.

tUngrai-th, a. Ohs. [Un-1 7. Cf. ON. ugreiSr

(Norw. ugreid):\ a. Unready, b. Not straight-

forward
;
perverse.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvl 99 Vol of inerci thou sit

ay, al ungreythe icham to the to go. a 1400 Pisiitl0/Susan

293 Vmbeloke 50U, lories; suche lawcs ben leij?;.. Ajein to

|>e ^ild-halle, je gomes vngreijj.
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TTngrai-thed, ///. a. Obs, exc. dial. (Un-^ 8.)
c xa90 Beket 2200 in S, Eng, Leg. I. 169 f>at bodi..Al on-

grcijwt \v.r, ungreithedj to leggen it in [the grave] heo
hcijeden bliue. 1876 Whitby Gloss. 206/1 UngraitKdy not
yet furnished or equipped ; unadorned.

t Ungrai'thly, adv. Obs. Also 4 vngretii,

5 vngraidly. [Un-1 ii.J Badly, improperly.
a lytoCtirsar M. 24504 On him mi hefd i scock, and said,

VneretH, leif sun, er i>ou graid ! c 1400 Destr, Troy 7615
As foils, [?at folily hade. -Myche gold & goodes vngraidly
dispendit. c 1460 To^vnehy Myst. x. 341, I that thus haue
vngrathly gone, And vntruly taken apon Mary, that dere
darlyng. /d/d. xxvii. 100.

Ungra*mmared, a. (Uk-^ 9.) 1837 Fr. A. Kf.mble
/^ec. Later Li/c (1882) I. iig Uncultivated men, unlettered,
and ungrammared.

nngramma*tic, a. [Un-i 7.] -^ next.
1806 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) VI. 258 Ail modes of

phraseology within the limits of the immodest, the disgust-
ing, and the ungrammatic. 1850 Browning Christmas Eve
XXII. 30 Fourthly, the English is ungrammatic.

TTugramma'tical, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

1. a. Not in accordance with the rules ofgrammar.
1654 Jer. Tavlor Real Fres. § 5. 88 [To] expound it in a

sense which suffers a violence and a most unnatural, un-
grammatical torture.

_ 1679 Dryden Trail, ^ Cress. Pref. p i

Of those [words] which we understand, some are ungram-
matical, others coarse. 1749CHESTERF. Z^/. 5 Dec, His dic-

tion was not only inelegant, but frequently ungrammatical,
always vulgar. 1821 Lamb Elia t. Afrs. Battle on IVhist,
She called it an ungrammatical game. 1848 Thackeray
K<i«. Fair xxxii, French. .of a very ungrammatical sort.

1883 Law Rep. ii Q. B. Div. 614 A defining section, con-
fused and ungrammatical.

b. Not observing the rules of grammar.
1859 Habits ofGd. Society \\\. 155, 1 am wondering whether

everybody arranges his wardrobe as our ungrammatical
nurses used to do ours. 1871 Eari.e Pkilol. Eng. Tongue
4 1 2 So they (the ungrammatical people) made a plural this-e.

2, At variance with correct rule or method.
1851 RuSKiN Mod. Paint, i. 11. 11. ii. § 12 Some really un-

grammatical and false picture of the old masters. 1903 G.
Baldwin Bvlowh Arts Early Eng. II. viii. 327 The enrich,
ment of the wall surfaces. .is. .in parts quite ungrammatical.
Hence 17n£rraiutiia*ticalness.
1698 Christ Exalted § xi. g Omitting several Blunders of

Ungrammaticalness, 1803 Gentl. Mag. LXXIII. l 145 To
vindicate the dialect of London.. from the imputation of
vulgarisms and ungrammaticalness.

Ungrammatically, fT^/z'. (Un-1 n.)
I7«7 IJoYER Diet. Royalw. X737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 13/2

As A. P.has very weakly, as well as unliterally and un-
grammatically translated. 1763 Bp. Lowth Introd. Eng.
Gram, 32 note. Some Writers have used }V, as the Objec-
tive Case.., very improperly and ungrammatically. x86o
HuxLKY in Life (1900)^ I. 214 Some of the. .articles being
abMslutely ungrammatically written.

Ungra-ntable, a. (UN.I7 b.) 1784 R. Bage Barham
Doivns 11. 258 ' You shall be allowed to give and grant it,

out of your own free will.'. .' Ungrantatile.'says Sir George.
1794 Ld. Macartney Wks. (1807) II. 326 A court artifice to
etude an ungrantable demand.

XTngra nted, ppL a. (Un- i 8.)

1570 Levins Manifi. 50 Vngranted, inconcessus. x66o
Bonde-Vcw/, Reg., Hist. Phaeton 12 He wJslit. .His suites
ungranted. 1697 Drvden Mneis ix. 377 This only from
your goodness let me gain; (And, this ungranted, all rewards
are vain). i8s8P. Cunninch.' m A''. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 333
'ihe local administration, .having the sole disposal of the
ungranted lands. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. IV. iv. 385
He some day might , . turn away from that ungranted kiss.

Ungrapple, v. (Un-2 4 b.)

161X CoTGR., Desagrafe>\ tovnclaspe, vngraple, vnhaspe.
111643 Sir W. Mossos Naval Tracts \\. (1704) 246/2 Our
Barks were forc'd to ungraple and fall off. 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1. xUL 188 The Monk going about to ungrapple his
vizor, let go his hold of the bridle.

Hence Ungra'ppler.
189X C. E. Norton tr. Dante, Hell xxii. 1 19 The heat was

a sudden ungrappler.
Ungra-sp,r. (Un-' 3.) x6at Bp. Mountagu Diatribx

328 He mignt have knowne. .y' Popes vse neuer tovngraspe
what they haue griped, a 1784 C Dunster in Chambers
lllustr. IVorcestt-r {iB2o) S55 Have I not seen at thy com-
mand, Avarice herself ungrasp her hand?
Ungraspablef a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1741 Kicn.MtDSON Pamela I. Introd. p. xxvi, A beautiful
Girl of Sixteen, who.. had not, yet, reach'd ungraspable
Roundness. i8» Pollok in D. PoUok Life (1843) 129 The
ungraspable spectres of the night. 1853 Col. Wiseman
Ess.yX. 305 Of all slippery phrases in controversy, a meta-
phorical one is the most ungraspable. 1880 ' Mark Twain '

Tramp Abroad I. 168 How ungraspable is the fact that
real men ever did fight in real armour,
Ungra-sped, ppt. a. (Un-' 8.) 1743 Young Nt. Th. iv.

341 Its value va<l, ungraspt by minds create. 1897 Mather
Ruskin (ed. 5) p. xvii, Even though the truth burdening the
style remains vague and is ungrasped by the reader. Un-
n-a'Sping^. ///. «. (Un.» id.) 1855 Faber Growth in
Holiness viii. 128 Humility. .makes us unanxious, ungrasp-
ing, . .and calm.

tUn^a'te, a. and sb, Obs. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]
1. Unpleasant, disagreeable; = Ingrate tf. i.

I5SO Crowley Inform. ^ Petit, 469 To passe ouer the days
of theyr youth in vngrate seruitude. 1646 R. Baillie Lftt.
(Bann. CI.) II. 364 It's a marvell to me if these men should
allwayes prosper, their waves are so impious, unjust, un-
frate, and every way hateful!. 1656 Ariif Handsom, 46
mpertinent and ungrate must that superstition be.

2. Ungrateful; = iNGRATEa. -i,. (In later use ^^.)
a 1548 Hhi.i.Chron.,Hen. K//, 12 Kyng Henry.. thought

it.. necessary.. to forgett the vngrate offence agaynst the
duke of Briteyne commytted. Ibid, ^26 b, So vngrate people
were they to their souereigne lorde. 1561 T. Hobv tr.

Castiglione's Courtyer i. (1577) C vi. To discouer the de-
ceytes of an ungrate woman, who., neuer agreeth bir toiig

205

wyth hyr mlnde. 1606 Marston Sophonisha n. ii, But,
Carthage, fie! It cannot be ungrate, faithlesse through
feare. 1697 G. Keith ind Narr. Proc. Turners Halt

6

Judge, .whether they be not a very ungrate People. i7ao
A. Petbie Rules Good Deportm. (1877) 24 It is rude and
ungrate to leave a House.. without your taking Leave of
the Master and Mistress. 1767 Meston Poeitis 196 Ye
Muses, who were never yet ungrate. When you your bene-
factors deed relate.

'

b. sb. An ungrateful person ; an ingrate.

1:1400 Desir. Troy^ 13944 pan he.. told Iiym full tyte, t>at

Telagon he was, His son,, .pat Jjou gate on
\fi\

gamyn,.as
vngrate felle. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 122
A murthirer, a dum, or vngrate to his parents. 1689 Gt.
Bastardy Protector of Little One 5 It was indeed the true
Motive that induc'd this Vngrate to ruin them. 1720-1
Lett.fr. Mist's frnl. (1722) 11. 118 The Sweetness of my
Lips, which that Ungrate too oft has praised.

ITngra'teful, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

1. Not feeling or displaying gratitude,

1553 Brende Q. Curtius x. 216 The Macedons..confess-
yng them selues oothe wicked and vngrateful for depriuynge
him of anye name wherof he was worthye. 1587 Mirr.
for Mag., Albanact Ixii, If you iingratefuU mindes doe
beare. What meaneth death to let mee linger here. z6ji
in Foster Eng, Factories Ind. (1906) I. 354 Such base un-
gratfull slaves they bee. 1697 Dkydkn yEneis iv. 52CJ All,

symptoms of a base ungrateful mind, So foul, that which is

worse, 'tis hard to find. 1740 Richardson Pamela II. 356
If it was, I must be the ungratefullest Person in the World,
because I am the most obliged Person in it. 1813 Scott
Rokeby w. xx. Ungrateful to God's clemency, That spared
me penitential time. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 206
That I am ungrateful I wholly deny.
ahsol. 1675 Drvden Aurengz. iv. (1676) 64 Th' ungrateful

does a more ungrateful find. 1690 The Great Scanderbeg
82 The Ungrateful despises my flame with a cruel obstinacy.
i8a9 LvTTON Dez'ereux i. i. He could not persuade his lips

to repeat a sarcasm hurting even the dead or the ungrateful.
spec. X785 Grose Diet, Vulgar 7"., Ungrateful man, a

parson, who at least once a week abuses his best benefactor.
I.e. the devil.

b. Of actions, etc. : Displaying lack ofgratitude.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. iv. By ungrateful! scorning the

ornaments of Nature, am I now piping in a shadow? 1641
Prvnne Antipathie 9 O perfidious, ungrateful! Councell
and swasion of this Prelate. 1700 Prior Carm, Sec. xxxv.
Nor let the Muses, with ungrateful Pride, The Sources of
their Treasure hide. 1799 Aled. Jml. I. 220 Asserting, that
contemporary writers received his works with an ungrateful
silence. 1835 Scott Betrothed x\x, These sentiments,.!
have combated, .as being, .ungrateful to you.

O. transf. Of soil, trees, etc. : Not responding
to cultivation.

1681 Drvden Abs. ^ Achit, \. 12 A soil ungrateful to the
Tiller's care. X73a Pope Ess. Man 11. j8i As fruits, un-
grateful to the planter's care, On savage stocks inserted,
learn to bear. 1788 Gibbon Dect. Sf F. 1. V. 178 Their un-
grateful soil refused the labours of agriculture. 184a Borrow
Bible in Spain xxiii. The land Is ungrateful and barren.
i86a Treveuvam Compel, IVallah fi866) 288 The labourers
in this ungrateful vineyard.

2. Unpleasant, disagreeable, distasteful.

1596 DaVIES Orchestra 19 [To] tell.. How she illudes..

Th'vngratefull loue which other Lords began. 1641 Find.
Smectymnuus iii, 53 It is in his power to save himselfe and
us this ungrateful labour. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 178
For a Man to praise or dispraise himself is ungrateful, and
quickly cloyes the hearer. 1753 Hanway Tnw. (i762)v. Ixxi.

1. 320 Monopolies.. are generally ungrateful to the people
of a free slate. 1776 Gibbon Decl. ^ F. xii. I. 325 The un-
grateful rumour reached his ears. 1836 J. Gilbf.rt Chr,
Atonem. ix. (1852) 2S1 Even the kindness.., though not un-
grateful, will not excite the proper working of esteem.

b. Of taste or smell, or of things in respect of

these.

1597 Gkbarde Herbal i. xxviii. 34 These roots haue a
strong.. smell, and somewhat an vngratefull taste. i6ia
WooDALL 5«rp-. Mate Wks. (1653) 307 Laudanum is best to
be taken in a Pill, because of his ungrateful tast. 1663 Bp.
Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxviii, Good wine which . . is rendred
. .acid and ungrateful to our palate, a i68a Sir T. Browne
Tracts {1683) 12 That which we now have is of an ungrate-
full odour. 17JS Sloank Jamaica II. 17 The Nuts. .are
then tosted,..and made into an ungrateful drink. 1753
Hanway Tram.v, Ix. (1762) I. 279 The reeds through which
we passed sent forth an ungrateful stench. 1846 Mrs. A.
Marsh Father DarcyW. ii. 69 There he sat—endeavouring
to touch the ungrateful food. 1897 Allbnit's Syst. Med.
Iir. 465 By which certain foods are recognised, consciously
or not, as grateful or ungrateful.

O. Of sounds.
1659 O. Walker Instruct. Oratory 24 Too many Con-

sonants or Vowells comming together are to be avoided, as
causing an ungrateful sound. 1690 C. Nesse O. fy N. Test.
I. 16 Some sounds.. are very harsh and ungrateful. 1759
GoLDSM. Polite Learn, ii, It was the poet who harmonized
the ungrateful accents of his native dialect. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. xxxviii. 12 Then are these songs I sing of thee Not
all ungrateful to thine ear.

Ungra-tefuUy, adv. [Un- i i i and 5 b.]

1. Harshly, unpleasantly, disagreeably,
1581 Sidney Apol. Poelrie (Arb.) 42 Telling of a man,

whose beloued Lambe was vngratefullie taken from his
bosome. 1693 Drvden Juvenal (1697) p Ixxxi. It tickles
aukwardly with a kind of pain;.. we are pleas d ungrate-
fully, and, if I may say so, against our liking. 1698
Hearne Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 385 Csesar .. returned to
Rome and triumphed, though a httle ungratefully to some
of Pompey's friends. 171a Arbuthnot John Bttll 11. v.

The musick. .sounded more ungratefully in her ears than
the noise of a screech-owl,

1 2. Without due return or gratitude. Obs.~^
1593 Nashe Christ's T. P i b, Vngratefully hath God

giuen thee long peace and plenty, since . . thy peace and
plentie hath begotte more sinnes then warre euer hearde of.

3. With lack of gratitude.

UNGRAYHAIR.
<z 1625 Fletcher Hum. Lieutenant in. vi, I am not

greedy of your lives and fortunes. Nor do I gape ungrate-
fully to swallow ye. 169a Washington tr. Milton's Def,
Pop. M.'s Wks. 1738 I. 537 Yet these very men did a great
part of the People ungratefully desert in the midst of their
undertaking. 1737 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App.
I. 493 A Person in whom your Majesty has placed a I'rust
and who has so Ungratefully abused that Trust. 1798
Pennant Hindoostan II. 47 He continued in employ till

1754. when he was ungratefully superseded. 1856 N, Brit.
Rev. XXVI. 195 Having been coldly and (as he thought)
ungratefully treated by the Whig leaders.

Ungratefulness. [Un-i 12 and 5 b.]

1. = Ingratitude i.

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 20 They goe very neer
to vngratfulnes, to seek to deface that which.. hath been
the first light-giuer to ignorance. 1599 Sandys Europat
Spec. (1632) 247 Those graces and blessings, which vngrate-
fulnesse would not acknowledge. 1631 Gouge God's ArroTus
I. §20. 27 Othe ungratefulnesse of the wicked in the world!
1734 Chalki.ey Jml. Wks. (1766) 271 A Youth. .went out
hastily.. as I was showing the Ungratefulness of the first

[sc. disobedience], much more of the last. 1896 Cincinnati
(Ohio) Sitnday Sch. Jml. Apr. 237/1 The ungratefulness of
people to those who have helped them.

2. Unpleasantness; disagreeableness. rare.

<zi68o (jLANviLL in Disc, Serm., ^ Rem. (16B1) 338 He
(considering the ungratefulness of the Message..) diverts
another way, and flees towards Tarshish. a x688 Cud-
worth Immut. Mor. (1731) 54 The Gratefulness and Un-
gratefulness of Tastes and Smells.

t Ungra'tely, iZij'z'. Obs. [Un-1ii and 5 b.]

Ungratefully.

1548 Elvot, /«j^a/'?, vngrately,vnthankefully. ^ 1614 Sir
W. MuBE Dido ^ Aineas 11. 412 A woman. .My mariage
most vngrately hath disdain'd.

Ungratified, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

1613 Flktcher, etc. Hon. Man's Fort. i. i, By the justice
now Of thine own rule,.. I should turn iheeaway ungrati-
fied For all thy former kindness. 1728 Eliza Heywood tr.

AInie. de Gomez's Belle A. {\-jy2) \\. 17 That Request being
refused, he made his escape privately, resolving that the
Queen should not be long ungratified. 1779 Johnson Z.. /*.,

Waller Wks. II. 269 The poem of Davis, which. .seldom
leaves the ear ungratified. x8ai Byron Saj'danap. i. ii.

582 Leaving thy subjects' eyes ungratified. 1865 1're*
velvan Cawnpore 67 No whim ungratified, every propen-
sity cherished and pampered. 1894 H. Nisbet Busk GirCs
Rom. 263 He had not a wish left ungratified.

Ungra'tifying, ///. a. (Un-^ 10.) 1697 Collier Ess.
Mor. SubJ. III. (1703) 115 Envy is of all otherr the most
ungratifying and disconsolate passion. 1885 Zaw Times
3 Jan. 172/2 It will not be ungratifying to have the statute
more authoritatively e,\pounded.

tUngra'titude. Obs. [Un- 1 1 2 and 5 b.] In-

gratitude ; uiigratt fulness.

4:1548 Hail Chron,^ Edw. /F, 249b, That the sequele
thereof, male rather iutne..to an vngratitude, than to a
rewarde. Ibid., Rich. Ill, 34 b, All these vngratitudes and
vndeserued vnkindnes I. .suffered pacientelie. i6ai Lauv
M. Wkoth Urania 29, I . . neuer could be wonne to thinke
of harming him, whose vngratitude I beleeu'd sufficiently

would one day burden him. 1685 J. Eraser Let. in

Academy 21 Oct. (1876) 408/2 The Princess .. giving a
Reprimand for their ungratitud, dismissed them.

tUngra've, a, Obs. (Un-1 7.)
1609 J.T)AviES (Heref) Holy Roode Wks. (Grosart) I. 7/1

Now thinke. .thou secst those hounds of hell,. .With vn-
graue gate, to runne doe him compell. 164a in Clarendon
Hist. Reb, v. § 276 Sure,.. the Penner of that Declaration
inserted that ungrave and insolent expression, ..without
the consent.. of both Houses, a 1674 Clarendon Su7-v.
Leviath. 73 A very bold and ungrave wresting of Scripture.

XJngra'Ve, v. [Un-2 5.] trans. To takeout
of the grave ; to disinter.

1664 J. Wilson Commenius ii. i, I scorn to raze Thy monu-
ment, or to ungrave thy dust. 1788 Mickle Eskdale Braes
ix. As the spectres, ungrav'd, glide along. 184(9 Rock Ch.
of Fathers \\. vi. 179 note, 'Ihe unknown bishop whose
body was as late as a. d. 1827, ungraved in Durham cathe-
dral. 1866 R. Morris Ayenb. 61 fuargin. The beast Hyane,
whoungraves dead men's bodies and eats them.

Ungraved,//*/. at. [Un-' 8.] Unburied. « 1547 Surrey
yEneid IV. 832 His realme, nor life desired may he brooke

;

But fall before his time, ungraved amid the sandes.

163S Pacitt Christianogr. i, 131 After his death., he was
ungraved and kept above ground 5 yeares. Ungra'velled,
PPl. a. (Un-' 8.) x6it W. AtsiiN Paueg. Verses 3 in

Coryat Crudities, To him that farre and neere hath travaild,

Gone & retourned, his wit ungraveld, x6i6 [see Undashed
///. a, ij. Ungra'velly, a. (Un-' 7.) 1655 Moufet &
Bennet Health's Improv. 213 The most clear, transparent,
thin-skind, ungravelly [apples].

ITngravely, adv. (Un-1 ii.)

1607 Shaks, Cor. II. iii. 233 Hi's present portance, Which
most gibingly, vngrauely, he did fashion After the inueterate
Hate he beares you. 1698 Christ Exalted Ep. A 4 The
Doctor, whom you have very ungravely treated, as an
Heterodox wild Monster.

Ungraven, ///. a. Also 4 vngraue, [Un-1
8 b. Cf. (M)Du. ongegravenyxnhwntdyXmCixig.l

1. Not engraved or carved.
lyjj Langl. p. pi, B. iv. 1 30 That . . Rome-renneres [take] .

.

nosiiuer ouer see,. .Noyther graue ne vngraue. i6ix Florio,
Inscolpito, vncarued, vngrauen. 1651 Stanley Poems 169
The oaks that most obdurate are Shall.. by themselves un-
graven wear My verse upon their leaves and rind. 1855
M. Arnold Balder Dead n. 165 Voung men who died Too
soon for fame, with white ungraven shields.

f 2. Unburied, uninterred. Obs.
C1400 Lauti Troy Bk. 11104 Kyng Priamus Thought..

Where he myght sane Ector his sone Vngrauen with-oute
corrupcione. c 14JS Wvntoun Cron. v. x. 2500 Mony a day
Vngraiffin \v.r, wngrawyn] outwith he erd he lay.

Ungrayhair, v. (Un-^ d.) 1639 Fuller Holy War ni,
xxix. j6o Whilest his old wife plucked out his black hairs, .j
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bb young one ungray-haired him. Un^a'zC, v, [Un-*

4.J trans. To render unfit for grazing. x66x Feltham
Resoives (ed. 8) ii. xlvi. 373 No crowded throngs need fill

our Law-Tribunals ; nor armed Troops ungraze our fruit-

ful fields. Ungrease,?'. (Un-'4.) x6ii Cotgr., Des-

fa/ss<r, to vnfatten; vngrease. 1799 G. Smith Laboratoiy

436 To ungrease Wine in less than twenty-four hours,

Ungrea-sed, ppl. a. (Un-i S,)

c 1440 JacoFs IVtti 260 As a carte-qweel, drye & vngrecyd,

cr>-eth lewdest of o}>ere qwel>-s. 1663 Boyle Use/, Exp.
Nat. Pkihs, n. v, xiv. 250 'I'he grating of an ungreased
cartwheele upon the axle-tree. 1668 Shadwell Sullen

Lovers iv, What a vile noise he makes, worse than, .a coach-

wheel ungreas'd. 1783 Latham Gen. Syn. IV. 687 Having
a creaking harsh kind of note, somewhat like . . an ungreased

axle-tree. 01894 Stevenson Lay Morals^ etc. (1911) 247
A creaking of ungreased axles had been heard.

Ungreasing, vbl. sb. (Un-' 4, 8.) 1883 R. Haldane
Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 321/1 The cleansing or separation

of the peritoneal membrane, a portion only of which has

been removed by the 'ungreasing' at the slaughter-house.

t TTngrea-t, a. Obs. In 6 Sc. ongrit. [Un-1

7.] Small.

1549 Compl, Scotl. xiv. 115 And als it vas as ongrit biythnes

to sa mony. .tounis quhilkis bed randrit them, .to Annibal.

Un-Gre'cian, a. (Un-> 7.) 1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer s

Anc. Art §206.171 The reliefs on sarcophagi., did not come
into general use until this period, through the influence of

un-Grecian ideas. 1859 E. Masson IViner's Cram. N. T.

Diction L Introd. 14 Peculiarities manifestly derived from

an un-Grecian source.

Ungree*able, a. Obs. exc. dial. [Un-1 7 b.]

Disagreeable.

1550 Chaucer's BoeiMus i. met. i. 220 b, Myne vnpytous
lyfe draweth alonge vngreable dwellinges [L. ingratas

moras\ 1580 E. Knight Trial Truth 4 b, This doctrine is

so vngreeabie vnto the children of pride, as [etc.]. 1886

CuNi.iFFE RocMale Gloss. 04 L/ngreeable, disagreeable.

t Uagree-ing, ///. a, Obs.. f Un-' laj Uniittmg. 1560

J. Hevwood Seneca's Thyestes Translatour to Bk., Though
thou slender volume be, Vngreeyng gyfte for state of honour
guest.

Un-Gree'k, sb. and a. [Un-1 la and 7, Cf. (in

sense i) Du. Ongriek, G. Ungrieche (Luther), older

Da. Vgrdtke^

A. sb. One who is not a Greek, rare.

i5« Coverdalb Rom. i. 14, I am detter both to the

Grekes, and to the vngrekes.

B. adj. Not Greek in character ; not in accor-

dance with Greek ideas or habits.

1846 Keightley Notes Virg. 332 Su|)plying. .a totally

un-Latin secundum, in Greek a (cito, which is for the most

part quite as un-Greek. 1853 Whewell Grotius IIL 221

The slaughter of the Thebans, who had surrendered, was
an un-Greck massacre. 1871 Jowett Plato IL 38 One of

the most remarkable conceptions of the Republic [of Plato],

because un-Greek in character.

Ung^ree n, (I. (Un-'?: cf. OE. ungrine, Du. ongroen.

M HG. ungrilene.) c 1400 Rom. Rose 4749 iVIay devolde of al

delite With seer braunches, blossoms vngrene. 1838 Mrs.
E. B. Browning Seraphim \i. 32, I see her vales, ungreen

Where steps of man have been t Ungreenable, a,

(Un-' 7 b.) z88a [see Greenable a.\.

Ungree'ted, pph a. (Un-1 8. Cf. OE. w«-

lep'ity MDu. ongegroeiet, MHG. ungegn'iezet.)

1611 Florio, Insalutaio, vnsaluted, vngreeted. 1648

Hexham ii, Ongegroetet, WnsaXnicA, or Vngreeted. a 1849
PoE Angel of Odd Wks. 1864 IV. 285 My premeditated
rudeness in passing her by ungrected, 1877 Talmage Serm.
Ill This Voung Man was not ungreeted when he came back.

Ungreeting,///.a. (Un-'io.) 1855 M. Arnold //a7v<7r/'^

Churchyard 142 Faces ungreeting and cold, Ung:rega-
rious, a. (Un-' 7.) 1829 Southev in Corr. w. C. Boiules

(i88i) 173 Which would infallibly have made me a Beguine,
..if I was not a most ungregarious animal. 1884 Augusta
Wilson Vashti xi, They appeared as gravely silent and
ungregarious as Sphinxes.

fTTngrete : see Un-1 3.

"CTngretli, obs. var. Ungratthly adv,

t Ungrie'ffalness, Obs.~^ (Un-' 12.) 1553 Grimaldb
Cicero's Offices iii. (1558) 118 As they who measure thyngs
meete to bee desired eyther by pleasure or ungrieffulnes.

Ungrie've, v. (Un-* 4 b.) 1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi.

xxix. 129 Kor you were booteles then to gesse how to vn-

greeue my smart. Ungrie ved» />//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1676
HoBBES Iliad I. 397 Ay me, (said Thetis) would you could
here rest Unhurt, ungriev'd. 1837 Verlander Vestal, etc.

74 And joy 'st thou in the life unlivd?.. the griefs ungriev'd?

Ungrie'ving:, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1837 Praed Bracken-
fels 142 If the blinded tribes. .Could but have caught one
bright brief glance Of that ungrieving countenance.

tITngrie*vlng,^r^j.///^. Sc. Obs. [UN-i5d.]

Without grieving, distressing, or injuring.

C137S Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. {George) 517 Vngrewand
hyme mare ^an he Had dronkyne pyment & clarre. 1456
Sir G. Have Laiv Arms (S.T.S.) 162 How may than a man
do till othir sik dissait, ungrevand God ?

tUngri-ght, ///. a. Obs. [Un-I 8 b: see

Gbutch ».] Ungrudgingly; readily.

C1400 Destr. Troy 8868 Priam, .grauntid vngright with a
good chere. a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye 751 in Babees Bk., po
Coke assayes be mete vngry^t.
Ungrindable, a. (Un-' 7b.) 1840 Carlyle in A. H.

Stirling Li/e Stirling (1912) iii, 50 Windmills.. to grind..
sunl)eams, or some other entirely ungrindable substance.
t Ungrith : sec Un-' 3. Ungrizzled, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

f8^ Motley Corr. (1889) I- 311 Having thick, brown, un-
grizzled hair and beard. Ungroaning,///. a. (Un-' 10.)

tZzi BvRON Sardanap. i. ii. 265 Enough For me, if I can,

,

glide Ungroaning to the tomb. Ungroo'med, ///. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 26 Feb., Their horses as
nngroomed, and their hair as unkempt as usual. Un-
gropable,rt. (Un-' 7 b.) 1558 Phaer ^««rf vi. Riij b,

Through bis hands he flies Like wind vngropable, or
dieames.
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XJngroniid, ///. a. [Un-i 8 b.]

1. Not ground in a mill ; not crushed or reduced

to powder.
1488 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 98/2 Half a boll of malt vn-

grond, price xs. 1623 Fletcher & Rowley Maid in Millv.

ii. Shall the sayls of my love stand still ? Shall the grists of

my hopes be unground ? 1631 Gouge God's A rrows 11. § 24.

163 Some of them did eate the corne as it was unground.

17M De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 300 A hundred sacks of un-

ground malt. 1760 A'ln. Reg., Chron. 192/2 A duty of id. \

. .shall be paid on every bushel of malt, whether ground or

unground, which [etc.]. 1805 Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 211

U'he trials which Dr. Hunter made with ground and un-

ground bones. i88a U. S. Rep. Prec. Met. 603 The mill is

then stopped, [and] the water drained off from the unground
sand and mercury.

2. Not sharpened, smoothed, or worn down by

grinding.
i6xx Cotcr. S.V. Morfil, The edge side of a new and

vnground knife. 1793 Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 92^ The
swinging level .

.
, fixed to the tube of the telescope, . . is un-

ground. 1865 TvLOR Early Hist. Man. viii. 193 The finding

of hundreds of unground implements. 1893 Athetueum
25 Mar. 382/2 The palEeolitbic or unground stage of the

implement-maker's art.

Ungroundable, a. ; -ably, adv. (Un-' 7 b, n.) 1395
Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 84 'Ilie noveltees of this Innocent,

..that ben ungroundable and unlicli to be sothe. £X449
Pecock Repr. i. xviii. 104 Rather he schal be schamed that

he bath it bifore so vngroundabili holde, and withoute sufi-

cient evidence thereto.

Ungrounded, ///. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. MD«.
ongegrondct, -gront (Du. -grond)^ G, nngegriindet

^

Da. ugrundett Sw. ogrundad.']

1. Not based or established in something.
C1380 WvcLiF Wks. (18B0) 38 Euyle lawis vngroundid in

holy writt & reson. £1380 — Sel. Wks. III. 351 pus love

ungroundid in God..mut nedis faile. 14^6 Audelay /'iJe'w/j

(Percy Soc.) 25 5^ beth ungroundid in grace.

2. Having no real basis or justification ; un-

founded, groundless.
c 1380 WvcLiF Wks. (1880) 337 If he had not couelise of

worldly goodis, .he shuld. -leue al siche rownyng ^>at is un-
grundid. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. § 16 A few men's
new, ungrounded, and as yet imapproved imagination. 16x9

H. Burton Truth's Triumph 291 Humane deuices, and
labjTinths of vngrounded distinctions. 167* Newton in

Phil, Trans. VII. 5084, I shall ref(.T him to my former
Letter, by which that conjecture will appear to be un-
grounded. 1728 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. 70 The Exe-
cutions of their own ungrounded Fancies. 178a Priestlky
Corrupt. Christianity I. 1. 30 Nothing can appear,. more
ungrounded. 1863 E. V. Neale Anal. Th. fy Nat. 58 Thus
the whole operation appears either useless or ungrounded.

3. Of persons : Not properly instructed or in-

formed {in something).
c 1449 Pecock Repr. Prol. 3 Therfore to cch such vn-

groundid and vnredyand ouer tiasti vndirnymer and blamer
yseie[etc.l. igSi Mulcaster Positions iii, 11 It is a suffi-

cient argument , . of an vngrou nded learner, if his error be in

speeche. 1646 P. Bulkeley Gospel Covt. 11. in If any be
ignorant and ungrounded in the doctrine of grace. 1670
Baxter Cure Ch. Div. 168 The pitiful case of the ignorant

and ungrounded, and troubled sort of religious persons.

XTngrou'ndedly, adv. [Un-i ii.] Without
any gionnd or basis.

1550 Bale Apol. 84 b, That putteth he in here, vnground-
ediy, doubtfully, hypocritically, and vtterly agaynst hym-
selfe. 1593 Nashe Strange Newes Bj, They that are vn-

groundedly offended at any thing in * Pierce Pennilesse '.

1634 Bedell Lett. iii. 59 Many things there be in Poperie
..to my conceit weakely and vngroundediy affirmed. 1692

Ray Disc. in. ix. 343 The event shews how ungroundedly
and erroneously. [Also in recent use.]

Ungronndedness, [Un-1 12.] The quality

or state of being ungrounded : a. Of persons.

i6z8 Bp. Hall Old Relig. Ded. ^ 8 b. The cause.. was,
their vngroundednes in the points of Catechisme. 165a

Gaule Magastrom. 28 Away, then, with that excuse, from
the folly, errour, and ungroundedness of the artsmen 1

b. Of Opinions, statements, etc.

1637 Bastwick Litany iii. 7 Besides the impiety, vanity,

and ungroundednesof it, let us looke. .into the needlesnesse

and unprofitablenes of it. 1688 Steele Old Age 284 I'he

folly and ungroundedness of this Imagination, is obvious.

1804 W//n. Rev. II. 296 We mention this.. to expose the

utter ungroundedness of the writer's speculation.

Ungrou'ped,^^/. «. (Un-^8.) [1775 Ash.] 1853RUSKIN
Stones Ven. II. vu. § 8. 238 That palace ; . . its capitals are all

different and ungrouped. Ungrow*, v. (Un-^ 7.) 1598
Florio, Discrescere,. .to vngrow, to diminish, to wane.
1648 Hexham ir, Omvassen, to Vngrowe, to Waxe lesse.

Ungirown, //>/. a. [Un-1 8 b.] Not yet grown
up or fully grown ; immature.
J59a Shaks. Vcn. ^ Ad. 526 No fisher but the ungrown

fry forbears. 1596—1 Hen. IV, v. iv. 23 With lustier

maintenance then I did looke for Of such an vngrowne
Warriour. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. \i. iv, A narrow
compasse best my ungrown Muse impounds. 1880 Miss
Broughtom Sec, Th. i. i, The Squire; his half-grown
daughters,.; [and] his ungrown son.

Ungru'bbed, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) c 1374 Chaucer Former
Age 14 Vn-koruen and vn-grobbed lay the vyne.

Ungmdged, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
a 1631 Donne Div. Poems, Cross 31 For when that Crosse

ungrudg'd, unto you siickes, Then are you to your selfe, a
Crucifixe. iZzz Lamb Elia 1. Decay of Beggars, Theirs
were the only rates.. ungrudged in the assessment. 1877
Br.ACKiE Wise Men 345 Loved and lover grow, By mutual
breathing in of excellence, Ungrudged, unstinted.

Ungrudging, ppl. a. (Un- i lo.)

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) H. 218 Such perfect un-

grudging resistance both of pleasure and pain..bein,2 im-

practicable. 1813 Lamb Elia i. Decay of Beggars^ C^heap

UNGUARDED.
monument of no ungrudging hand. 1890 Science-Gossip

XXVI. 178/3 The provisions gathered by their sisters with
ungrudging generosity.

Hence Ungru'dirizigiiess.
1885 J. Martineau Types Ethic. Th. \. i. 58 Plato speaks

of the world as the product of the divine ungrudgingness,

Ungru dgingly, adv. (Un-1 ii.)

Common from c itsboi

a 1631 Donne Elegies xi. 67 Receive from him that doome
ungrudgingly, Because he is the mouth of Destiny. i8»
Lamb PJia i. Roast Pig, I am one of those, who freely and
ungrudgingly impart a share.. to a friend, a 1862 Buckle
Misc. Wks. (1872J 1. 15 Let that honour be paid freely, un-
grudgingly, and with an open and bounteous heart. 1887
spectator 15 Oct. 1392 His gifts and graces must be un-
grudgingly admitted.

Ungtment, obs. form of Ojntment.

Ungual Cz^'qgwal), a. and sb. [f. L. ungu-is

nail, claw -^ -al. Cf. Ungueal a.]

A. adj. 1. Anat. a. Pertaining to, connected

with, a nail or claw ; esp. ungual phalanx^ the

terminal bone in the digits of the hand or foot.

1834 RoGET Anim. <5- Vig. Phys. \. 405 To the last joint,

which is often termed the ungual bone^ there is usually

attached either a nail, a claw, or a boot 1836 Penny Cycl.

V. 22/2 An external thick condyle, with which the ungual
phalanx is articulated. 1898 A. S. Packard Entomol. loi

X"he ungual joint is wanting In the weevil Anoplus.

b. Ungual bouCj a lachrymal bone.

1888 CasselCs Encycl. Diet. s.v. Lachrymal.

2. Falh. AtTecting the nail.

1872 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. 450 Ungual exostosis, .is a
bony outgrowth from the extreme phalanx of the great toe.

B. sb. An ungual phalanx, claw, or bone.
In recent use.

Unguarantee'd, ;*//. a. (Un* 8.) 1855 Milman Lot.
Chr. XIV. i. VI. 396 'Ihe faith and hope unguaranteed by
any earihly mediator. 1864 Smiles G. ^ R. Stephenson 305
Stephenson . .avoided holding unguaranteed railway shares.

Unguard, z'. [UN-24.]
1. trans. To strip of a guard or edging.

1598 Flokio, Disfrangiare,\osrSx\v\^<t,..\o vngard.

2. To deprive of a guard or defence ; to lay open

to attack.

1745 Fielding Tom Jones v. v. Some wellcbosen presents

from the philosopher so softened and unguarded the girl's

heart, that a favourable opportunity became irresistible.

1801 Iheland Nuptial Sacrx 128 Every man, by degrees,

will unguaid the virtue of his house, hitherto sacred. 1847
Lytton Lticretia 64 She accepted the intimacy held out to

her, not to unguard herself, but to lay open her opponent.

b. IV/iistj etc. To expose (a high card) to the

risk ofloss by discaidinga lower and protecting card.

i86a * CAVENorsH ' Whist (1864) 95 Trick v.

—

a unguards
his queen of spades. 1887 McIntosh Mod. Whist 81 It is

better to blank an ace than unguard king or queen.

Unguardable, a. (Un-^ ^ b.) 1690 Dtf. Dr. G. Walker
J4 Yet this boldly asserted impregnable Fortress hath an
unguardable ISreach.

Unguarded,///, a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not furnished with, or protected by, a guard

;

left undefended or open to attack, spoliation, etc.

a 1593 Marlowe Oi'iti^s Elegies iii. iv. 26 Few loue what
others hauevngnarded left. i6a6MEAD in Ellis Oiig. Lett.

Ser. I. IIL 250, 1 liear some of opinion that the Duke likes

not so unguarded a place. 1697 Dryden j'Eneis xii. 8x7

He views the unguarded city from afar, In careless quiet,

and secure of war. 1741-a Gray Agrippiua 5 Alone, un-
guarded and without a lictor. 1781 Gibbon Decl. 9f F.

xxxi. III. 193 His troops, .occupied the unguarded passes

of the Apennine. 1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins --iwMa////* III.

40 [He] made off and left the door unguarded. 1869 Tozer
Htghl. Turkey I. 208 We used to ride., through the country
unarmed and unguarded. 1885 Manch. Exam. 13 Jan. 5/3
A small body.. entered the town by an unguarded gate.

b. In fig. contexts.

1673 [R. Leigh] Transfi. Reh. 39 This is Momba's and De
Groot's doings, to leave this passage open and ungarded.
a 1704 T. Brown Sat. agst. Woman Wks. 1730 I. 56 Thus
all the unguarded passes of his mind she'll try.

c. trans/. In chess or card-playing : Not pro-

tected by other pieces or cards.

i8o8 HoyUs Game ofChess 46 note. Your knight will then
defend your king's pawn, otherwise unguarded. 186a
'Cavendish' Whist (1864) 95 Queen singly guarded may
make a trick, but the ten of clubs unguarded cannot.

2. Not on one*s guard ; not taking heed or exer-

cising caution. Chieflyyff.

1640 Fletcher, etc. Coro/at. iv. i. ad fin., I..have not A
thought so much unguarded, as to be won From my truth,

and innocence. 1697 Dbyden yEneis xii. 1058 Rais'd on
the Stretch, young Turnus aims a blow, Full on the Helm
of his unguarded Foe. a 1763 W. King Polit. ^ Lit, Anted.
(i8ig) 44 Sir Robert [Walpole] was frequently very un-

guarded in his expressions. 1796 Mme. D'AhblayC'(W«:V/<i

IV. 185 The unsuspicious franknessofan unguarded, because

innocent nature. 1840 Ladv Lvttelton Corr. (igjz) 298
Such a new thing for her to dare to be unguarded in con-

versation with anybody. 1881 Jowett Thucyd.l. 186 The
general whenever loses an opportunity of striking at an
unguarded foe.

b. Of times : Characterized by the absence of

guard or caution,

1680 Otwav Orphan I, I'll yet possess her love, Wait on
and watch her loose unguarded hours. 1776 Gibbon Decl.

<V F. xii. I. 336 An active enemy.. must, in the end, dis-

cover some feeble spot or some unguarded moment. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. IIL 596 It is highly probable that

his mother.. took a fatal advantage of some unguarded
hour, when he was irritated by finding his advice slighted.

C. Of expressions, actions, etc : Incautious, im-

prudent ; careless.



UNGUARDEDLY.
1714 S. OcKLEY in Lett. Lit. Men [Camden) 350 If a person

should.. upon the account of an unguarded expression.,
suffer a capital sentence. 1751 Earl Orreky Remarks
Swift'xx. (1752) 114 A picture. .drawn in too loose a gar-
ment, and too unguarded a posture. 1827 Lvtton Falkland
37, I have watched feeling in i^s unguarded sallies. 1835— Rienzi x. vii, Their gestures were vehement and un-
guarded. 1849 Macaulay JList Eng. vii. II. 163 Every
unguarded word uttered by him was noted down.
3. Not protected, screened, or fenced off, by some

arrangement or device.

1771 LucKOMBK Hist. Pinnt, 240, d^f, /, when they stand
with their beaks unguarded, . . run as great a hazard [of being
broken]. 1784 Cowi'er Task iv, 469 EvVy twentieth pace
Conducts ih' unguarded nose to such a whiff Of stale

debauch. 1844 NoAO Eleitrtcity (ed. 2) 80 Decomposing
water by current alone, and with unguarded poles. 1872
HowELLS lyeddinsr Journ, (1S92) 177 The road.., next the
precipice, is unguarded by any sort of parapet. 1900
IVestm, Gaz. a May 6/3 Dust or gas.. ignited by an un-
guarded lamp.

Hence Ung^a'rdedness.
i8a5-9 Mrs. Sherwood Lady 0/ Manor IV. xxvii. a8a

That sort of unguardedness which consists in supposing all

around one to be well-intentioned. 1887 IVomens Union
Jrnl. IS Dec. Q4 A moment of optical unguardedness, when
. . eve-glasses lay on a table before him.

Unguardedly, adv. [Un-I ir.] In an un-
guarded manner; incautiously, imcircumspectly.
1713 Berkeley Guard. No. 3^1 Whatever Clergymen, in

Disputes against each other, have unguardedly uttered.

1746 Wesley Princ. Methodist ^q But how little did I profit

t>y hegging your Excuse, suppose I had spoken a Word
unguardedly? a 1813 in /. Thom-ion Led. In/lain.^j-j The
same spunge having l>een unguardedly used f>r diffeient

sores. x886 Manch. Exam. 19 Oct. 5/5 The Bishop spoke
unguardedly and without due premeditation.

Ungueal, var. of UxoaAL a. i.

1835-6 TodtTs Cycl. Anat. I. 289/3 The ultimate or un-
gueal phalanges. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions il § 3. 116
The ungueal or claw-bones are large and strong.

U&gnent (z^'rigwent), sb. Also 5 vngrwent,
6-7 vuguent. [ad. L. unguentum^ f. unguh'e to
anoint. Cf. F. onguenty It., Sp., Pg. unguento^
An ointment or salve.

c 1440 Pallad. Oft Httsb. iv. 147 Or madifie hit so in oil

lauryne, Let drie hem, sowe hem, vp by oon assent They
wol, and haue odour like her vnguent. 1448-9 \. Metham
Amoryus ^ Cleopes 1500 For had not a bene that precyu^
vngwent. He had be slayn and on pecys rente. 1563 T.
Galb Antidjt n. 7 Unt :> whiche I haue also added no smal
number of vnguents. 1624 Heywood Gnnaik. iii, 131 For-
getting the Physiiioiis with all their drugget, unguents an 1

emplasters. 1656 J. Smith Pract. Physick 66 Unguents for

scaldin4S must be made so that they stick not loo fast.

17*0 PoPK /Had xxnt. 229 Celestial Venus hover'd o'er his
head, And roseate unguents, heav'nly fragrance I slieJ.

177^ LiGHTFOOT Flora Scot. 1 1. 618 The buds yield a yellow
resinous unyuent. 1857 .Maurice Ep. St. yohn x. 163 Oik
and unguents in the East had a virtue which we do not com-
monly attach to them. 1887 Bowes /Eneid in. 280 Ban^d
and anointed shoulders with gli^t;nin? unguent stream.
attrib. 1894 Daily .Vews 1 j Dec. 8 A small unguent bottle,

only sliijhtiy damaged, was in this part of the building.

b. fig. or ill fig. context.

1595 Fitz-Geffhey Sir F. Drake (1881) 19 Sonles sweet
Emplastrum, unguent of the -^yes. <t 1625 Fletcher Sc

Mass. Elder Bro. v. i, Your festred reputation, which no
Balm or gentle Unguent could ever make way to. a 1683
OwK>J Two Discourses Holy Spirit (1693) 62 An Unction,
an Unguent from the Holy One. 1838 James Louis XIV^
I. 257 There was no unguent which made the wheels of
their foreign policy move so rapidly as gold.

o. Spec. (See quot.)
1867 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 6) III. 971 Unguents, the name

given by engineers to the greases applied to the bearing
parts of machinery.

U ngnent, v. [f. prec. Cf. L. unguent-are. It.

-areJ\ trans. To treat with an unq^unet ; to anoint.
1656 S. HoLUND Zara (1719) 43 When they found their

Ears unguented with warm water. 1657 Tomlinso:*
Renou's Disp. 689 A Medick should be Unguented, that is,

Perfumed. 1819 Metr^olis III. 191 Brushing, perfuming,
unguentin::, and twisting about the hair.

Unc^uentaTian, rare, [-ian.] « Unguent-
ARY so. I.

1657 ToMLiNso-J Renou's Disp. 123 Plaisters .bought in
un^uentarians shops. 1894 Yellow 8k. I. 81 The admirable
ungu-^ntarians of Bond Street.

11 Unguenta rium. Archmol. [L. unguent-
drium (vtJs), f. ungitent-um Unguent sb^ A
vessel for holding ointment ; an unguentary.
1859 R. Hunt Guide Mus. Pract. Geol. (ed. 2) 85 Vases,

bowls, lamps, unguentaria, amphora 1888 Pall Mall G.
22 Aug. s'a Besides the unguentaria, there are. .specimens
of the early Phoenician glass.

Unguentary, sb. and «. Now rare. [ad. I,.

unguentdrius, -a, -urn farlj. and sb.), f. unguentum
ointment. Cf. It. and Sp. unguentaria, OF. ung

,

onguentar're.]

A. sb, 1. A maker of or dealer in ^perfumed)
ointment ; a perfumer,
138a Wyclef E.tod. XXX. 25 An oynement maad with the

wcrk of ungwentarye [1388 a makere of oynement). 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 64 b 2 He shal also take your doughters
and make them his imgucntaryes. 1609 Bible (Douaj)
EjcoiL XXX. 25 Thou shalt make the hoUe oile of unction, an
ointment compounded by the arte of an uncuentarie. 1684
tr. Afrippa's Van. Arts xc. 313 In stead of Alchymists,
Cacochymists ; . . in stead of Ungucntaries, Victuallers.

2. = UNnUENTARIUM.
1911 Sotheby's Sale Cntal. Egypt. Antiq. 87 An Unguent-

vy, shaped as a Gazelle with its legs tied together.
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B. adj. Adapted for use in, suitable for, having
connexion with, ointments.
1657 ToMLiNSON Renou's Disp. 273 Which Hippocrates

calls myrepsicum, that is, unguentary, from its suavity.

1846 Worcester (citing Gent. Mag.). 1891 Cent. Diet.,

Unguentary vase, a small vase for unguents.

XJnguenti-ferous, a. [See Unguent sb. and
-(i)FEH0tJ3. Cf. It. unguentifero.'] Producing
ointment.
1844 T. Meyrick Earn. St. Ric/tard,^&tc. gs 1'he saints

who are called • Elaeophori ' or ' unguentiferous*.

Vnguentous,^. rare. [f. Unguentj^. + -oas.]

1. Smeared with ointment
;
greas]\

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. it 73 His bed was full of
holes, so that the Flocks broke through the breaches, and
stuck all about his fulsome and unguentous Body.

2. Of the nature of ointment.
1684 tr. BoneVs Merc. Compit. xix. 833 Unguentous things

hinder transpiration. 1819 Metropolis III. 151 His un.
guentous compound has not hindered a .spoke from being
put into his wheel.

tUnguenty. Obs.—'^ (See quot.)
ci7ao W. Gibson Farrier's Dispens. xv. (1734) 284 £/«

guentum Album, called by the common people, Unguenty.

Unguexdoned, ///. a. Hovrpoet. (Un-1 8.)
X433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 424/2 Suche as have so served

and be unguerdonned. c x^'j'j Caxton Jason 47 b, As your
trewe louer and humble seruaunt vnguerdonned I shal goe
withdrawe me into som deserte. x6zi Cotgr., Inguerdonnf,
vnguerdoned, vnrecompenced. 1813 Scott Rokeby \\. xii,

Unguerdon'd, I would give with joy The father's arms to

fold his boy. 1853 Singletow Virgil II. 25 No one of this

company By me unguerdoned shall depart.

Unguessable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

183a Miss ^IITFO^.D Our Village Ser. v. 278 An old
bonnet, ..so twisted .. that its pristine shape was unguess-
able. 1865^ Dublin Univ. Mag. 1. 266 There are passages
. .the meaning whereof. . is to me unknowable, unguessable.
ICommon in recent use.]

Unguo'SSed, ///. a, [Un- i 8 and 8 c]
fl. Unexpected, unlooked-for. Obs,

_
c 1400 Comm. Luke (MS. Bodl. 143) i. 7 God ordeyned

J
at

ioon was born of fadir & modir of old age, ..^at hi vngessid
birj»c of child a graciousere jifte shulde enfourme hem.
2. Not solved or known by guessing.
1590 Spknskr F. Q. I. ix. 7 For whither he through falatl

deepe foresight Me hither stnt, for cause to me vnghest,
Or [etc.]. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel v. xvii, But cause of
terror, all unguess'd, Was fluttering in her gentle breast.

1837 Lytton Athens I. 50 The frequent operation of causes
unrecognised, unforeseen, unguest. 1900 Pilot 22 Sept. 358/2
.\n explanation of its niy^'terious and once unseen and un-
guessed processes.

b. Not guessed at, not dreamt of,

1746 Eliza Heywood Fen/ale Sped. No. 22 (174E) IV. 203
By what unseen, unguessed at means, aie frequently the
greatest events brought about ! 1838 L\tton Zicci xlv, Art
thou some itinerant mountebank, or some unguest-of friend ?

1876 Miss YoNGE Womankind xiii, The best endeavours.,
are often frustrated by some ungucssed-at peril.

Ungue'stlike, a. or ailv. (Un-' 7 c or iib.) 1645
Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 207 He cast hiseyeimlaw-
fully and unguesiUke upon Herodias.., the wife of Philip.

Unguical, a, rare, [f. I« ungniculus (see

next) + -AL.] =* Ungual a. 1,

1833 Sir C. Bri.l Hand (1834) 106 These unguical bones,
or bones of the claws.

t TJ'ngnicle. Bot, Obs. [ad. L. ufiguiatlus,

dim. of unguis nail, claw.] A part of a leaf or

petal resembling a nail or claw.
1657 ToMLiNSON RetunCs Disp. 375 Medlers, which are of

a moderate magnitude, with late heads, discreted with five

unguicles or leafes. 1796 H. Hiinter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud.
Nat. (1799) H. 95 The unguicle.,is always clearer [in

colour] than that of the rest of the petal.

Ungui'oular, a. rare. [f. as prec + -ab] -
Ungual a. r.

1836 KiRDY & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxii. ^07 The last or
unguicular joint.. is on both sides fringed with long hairs.

XTngaicnlate (pi)gwi*ki;71/t), a. and sb. [ad.

mod.L. ungiiiculdt'us (Ray, 1693), f. L. unguicul-
u$ Unguicle. Cf. F, ung', ongtiicuU^
1. Bot. Of petals : Having an unguis or claw.
180S R. Hall Elem. Bot. 193 Unguiculate, . . clawed. 1830

LiNDLEY Ntt. Syst. Bot. 34 I'heir. many-celled fruit, and
unguiculate petals 1861 Bestlev Man. Bot. 454 Petals.

.

imbricate, generally unequal and unguiculate.

2. Zoot., etc. Ending in, assuming the form of,

a nail or claw : a. Of the limbs of animals.
i8a6 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. xxx. 138 Those of the

former.. resemble the second class of unguiculate prologs,
except in the defect of claws. iSga Dana C'ltst. i. 252
Tarsus not unguiculate. 1881 Mivart Cat 472 Tlieir digits
are also unguiculate and never sheathed in horny hoofs.

b. Of other organs or parts.

1826 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. xxviii. 30 Mandibles
cheliform or unguiculate. 1851 S. P. Woodward Mollusca
102 The operculum is described as. .Claw-sbaped, or un-
guiculate. t87a CouEs N, Amer. Birds 1% A bill is.. un-
guiculate (clawed), when strongly epignathous.

3. Zool. Of quadrupeds : Furnished with nails or
claws ; belonging to the order Unguiculata.
. 1839 HAt.LAM Hist. Lit. IV. viil § 16 Quadrupeds he \sc.

Ray] was the first to divide into ungulate and unguiculate,
hoofed and clawed. 01847 Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 843 '2

In all unguiculate Mammalia the tarsal bones are well
developed. 1877 CouES Fur Anim. iv. 117 Causing the
feet to appear slender.., though they are relatively stouter
than in many unguiculate animals.

.

"b. sb. An unguiculate quadruped.
|

1840 Cnvier's Anim. Kingd. 42 Among ilie unguiculates
,

UNGUILTY.
the first is Man. a 1847 Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 236/2 Those
Unguiculates which have the front teeth trenchant.

Ungui cnlated, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ed.]
1. = prec. 2.

175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 110 The Lacerta,..with five
unguiculated toes to each foot. i8ig Samouelle Entovtol,
Compend.\gi Antenna moniliform,

. .;«rt-r///ar unguiculated.
1841 Penny Cycl. yj^\. 424/1 'Jhe external jaw-feet are..
sometimes unguiculated at the end. 1861 Hulme tr. Moguin-
Tandon 11. m. i. 69 The toes free, flat, and unguiculated.
2. = prec. 3.

1834 M'MuRTRiE Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 224 As the Mar-
supialia..are parallel to the other unguiculated Mammalia.
1851 G. F. Richardson Geol. 336 Rodentia (or Gnawers).—
Form a natural order of unguiculated animals.
U-ngnicule. rarr-'^, [ad. L. unguicul-us.'] A

finger-nail.

1694 MoTTEux Rahelais\. xx, Your Taciturnity, .discovers
that.. you have, .scal^jtiz'd your heads with frequent appli-
cations of ycur Unguicules. [Not in Fr. original.]

Ungui'dable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1822 Bewick Mem. 6 My
father began by telling him that I was so very unguidable
that he could not manage me. 1896 li'estm. Gaz. 12 May
4, I [The vessel,] in the absence of much wind, was almost
unguidable. Ungui'dably,ij(iV. (Un-' u.) 1837CAKLYLE
Fr. Ret'. I, II. vi, Beautiful invention j mounting heaven-
ward, so beautifully,— so unguidably !

Ungfui'ded, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not guided in

a particular path or direction ; left to take one's

own course or way.
1585 Ab?. Sandys Scrnt. xix. 341 The ship cannot keepe

hir right course vnguided but will fall vpon euerie sande.
1633 Fletcher^ & Shirley Night-Wolker iv. i, Ha. Ihe
world's a Labyrinth, where unguided men Walk up and down
to find their weariness. 1674 Boyi e Grounds Corpusc.
Philos. 3 The material parts being able by their own un-
guided motions, to cast them^^elves into such a system. 1726
Poi'E Odyss. XX. 441 Unguided hence my trembling steps I

bend. 1801 Southky Thalala i. xviii. Not by Heaven un-
seen, Nor in unguided wanderings, hast thou reach'd This
secret place. 1856 Kane Arct, Expl. II. xxi. 211 The dogs
speed from hut to hut, almost unguided by their drivers.

189X T. Hardy Tess ii, An unguided ramble into its recesses
in bad weather.

b. fig. Of action, conduct, ttc. : Undirected,
uncontrolled.
1507 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 59 Th' vnguided Dayes,

Anci rotten Times, that ^'ou shall looke vpon. 1651 Hobbes
Levia'.h. \. viii. 37 Passions ui guided, aie for the mast part
meere Madnesse. 1711 Steele Sped. No, 167 f i 'J he un-
happy Force of an Imagination, unguided by the Check of
Reason and Judgment. 1760-72 H. Brooke Eoel o/Qnal.
(1809) III. 136 He. .has left his own household unchastened
and unguided. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. II. 26 It [Protes-
tantism] sprung up spf^ntaneously, unguided, unexcited,.,
among the masses of the nation, a 1880 Geo. Eliot Leaves
/r. Note-hk., Ess. (1884) 364 They are not left to their own
unguided rashness, or their own unguided pusillanimity.

Hence tTncrui'dedly adv.
x66o tr. An.yraldvs* Treat, cone. Relig. 11. \. 153 To dis-

charge all his actions at randome, and permit his natural
appetites to run unguidtdly at a venture. 1885 E. F. Bvrrne
Entangled I. xi. Her tongue spoke strangely and unguidedly

Unguiferous, a. rare-^. {i.h. ungui-s no-W,

claw + -FKKOis.] Tearing nails or claws.
1826 KiRBY &Sp. Enttvicl. III. 137 The remaining defcrip-

tion of unguiferous prolegs. .are those of certain Diptera.

Tr'ngnifoxm, a. [f. as piec. -f -FOKM.] Hav-
ing the form of a nail or claw; claw-shaped.
1726 Monro Anat. Bones 137 These unguiform Btnes

coiiipose the anterior internal Parts of the Orbites. 1815
KiHBY & Sp. Entomcl. iv. (j8j6) I. 140 Armed with two
unguiform mandibles. 1P43 HcMrnuEVs^nV. Buiterpiies 36
A\'ith simple claws furnished with an unguiform appendage.
1866 R. Tate B?it. Mollusks iv. 83 '1 he shell . . is unguiform.

Unguiided, a. (Un' 9.) 1858 J. S. Brewer Mon. Etan-
cisc. Pref. p. xvii, For tl:e unguiided population who resided
in the suburbs, .there were no such advantages. UnguMe-
ful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1630 I. Cravi;n Gods Tribunall (1631) 33
In the day when an vi guilefull Israelite shall not fade of

a Testinioniall.

U-ng"uilite, Ceol. [f. L. uugui s nail + -ljtb.]

Gompholite.
1799 Ktrwan Geol. Ess. 246 It alternates with unguilite

(Nagel fluhe) in Swissei hind, .and in Bavaria.

Unguillotined, ppl. a. (Un* 8.) 1837 Camlyle Fr.
Rev. I. II. viii, 1 here too an unruly Linguet, still unguillo-
tined,..can emit his hoarse wailings.

t ITrgui Itihead. Obs. = Unguiltiness.
a 1470 H. Parker Dives <S- Pauper (1493) iv. xix. N vij b/i

The prest moste lake hede whether his vngiltyedc is openly
Icnowcn or is in doute.

Ungniltily, adv. (Uk-1 ii.)

a 1634 Ciif.v^\AS Alphonsiis i. Plays 1873 III. 211 Thus am
I wrong'd, God knows, unguiltily, 1861 Trench Comm. Ep.
Churches Asia 119 All of us, by careless walking, . .are in

danger of unconsciously, but not unguiltily, being the same,
1891 Meredith One o/ovr Cong, xxvi, Unguiltily tainted,
in herself she was innocent.

Ungnvltiness. (Un-I 12.)

,^535 CovEBDAi.E Job vi. 29 Be indifferent ludges, and con-
sidre^ niyne vngyltinesse. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xvii,

X It is lawfull for us to protest our ungiltynesse before God.
a 1634 Chapman Alphonsus v. 60 Great Emperor, ..Your
Conscience knows my hearts unguiltiness. a 1680 Butler
Rem. (1759) *• 3°' 'I'heir approved Liberty of Con.science,
and Unguiltiness of Faith.

+ trnguiltless, (7. O/^j.-i (Un-1 it;.)

<rj3«o.SVr yr/j/r. 2r44 Vngililescr^elnswiche a sclaunder
brou5t.

Unguilty, a. Forms: (see Un-1 ^ c and
Guir.Tr a.). [Un-1 ^,]
1. Not guilty; guiltless; innocent: a. Of persons.



TTNGUINAL.

c 893 [see below], c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1018 Is J>U

an honour to )>\ deite Tnat folk vngiityf [v.r. ongilti] suffren

here Injure? 1388 Wvclif A'ww/.xiv. iSDoyngeawei wickid-

nesse and trespassis, and leeuynge no man vngilti. C1440
Jacob's U''ell32 Fleeth hem.jif ;e be viigylty, & lenyth hem,

5if 5e be gilty. 1558 Phaer ^neid 11. C iv b, Whom by a

treason false the Greekes. .Ungiliie did condempne. 1599
Breton Miseries Manillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 46/1 The
Lord of lordes dooth knowe this tale to bee untrue, And her

unguiltie. a 1634 Chapman Alphonsus v. i. 220, I kill'd thy

father, therefore let nie die, But save the life of this unguilty

Empress. 1736 Thomson Liberty iv. 330 Rare to be seen,

unguilty cities rise, Cities of brothers forro'd. x8i6 Monthly
^lag, XLII. 430 Thou sea,.. Receive for ever in thy dark

abyss The unguilty Melicertes. 1B60 Trench 5<'r///. Westm.
Abb. V. 53 The clothing.. could only have been obtained at

the cost of. .the life of one unguilty.

€tbsol. ir893 K. j'ElfredC^wj. iv. vii. 184 Ac hit God wraec

on him..t>xt hie mid biera cucum onguldon b^t hie un-

Ej'Itixe cwealdon. 13.. Prose Psalter ix. 30 (Dubl. MS.),

He sittej> in waytynges wyj> ryche men in preuytes bat he
slee J>e vngylty. 1553 Latimer Serm, Lord's Prayer vi,

(1562) 46 And so we acknowledge our selues to be offenders.

For the vngilty nedeth no pardon. 1613 Woodall Surg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 146 The guilty and unguilty are censured
both alike by the common sort. 1703 Seer. Policy o/Jan^
senisis 24 That I may not asperse the unguilty.

b. Of the hands, mind, blood, etc.

13., Prose Psaltercw 35 And hij. .shaddeblodenou^t filed

{v.r. vngilty blode]. X38a Wyclif Gen. xxxvii. 22 Kepe 5e

Mure hondes vngilti. 1595 Daniel Civ, Wars i. xc, Stay
here thy foote, thy yet vnsutlty foote, 1605 — Phtlotas 111.

ij. With th' assured Chear Of my unguilty Conscience, 1633
Ford Broken //. ii. iii, Time can never On the white table

ofunguilty faith Write counterfeit dishonour. 1740 Richard-
son Pamela I. 230 Surrendering up my Life, spotless and
unguilty, to that merciful Being who gave it,

c. Of an animal. rare'~^,

1600 Maides Metaiti. i. in BuUen O. PI. (1882) 1. 109 And,
hauing slaine it, rip his panting breast, And take the heart

of the rnguiltie beast,

2. Guiltless or innocent ^something.
£;x440 Jacobus Well 89 He of IJaldac cryed, 'late be I late

be ! he is vngylti of ^at mannys deth ! 1533 Coverdalk
Matt, xxvii. 24, I am vngiltie of y® bloude of this righteous

man. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. E iij b, Sith I vnguiltie

am thereof, I wil not seeke the same T'excuse. 1606 Chap-
man M. D'Qlive Plays 1873 I. 224 Keepe your cullour stiff"e,

vnguiltie of passion or disgrace. 1820 Hogg Tales <5- Sk,

(1817) III. 96 He is as unguilty of the whole affair, as the
child that is not after being born.

+ b. Undeserving;^ Obs.'~'^

1596 W. Smith Chloris (1877) 21 With patience bearing
loues captiuitie, Themselues vnguiltie of his wrath alleaging.

+ 3, Is^ot involving guilt. Obs,

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia m. x, This outward glosse, intitled

Beautie, which it pleaseth you to lay to my (as I thinke)

vnguiltie charge. 1662 J. Chandler / 'an HclmonVs Oriat.

213 That now and then, the digestion beares the unguilty
fault of the expulsive faculty.

U'nffuinal, a* Anat, [Irreg, f, L. tmgtti-s

nail, cTaw.] = Ungual a.

i860 Mavne Expos. Lex. s.v. 1870 Gili.more tr. Figuiers
Reptiles ^ Birds ii. 59 A spur or nail.. in wiiich the ana-
tomist discovered the elements of an unguinal phalanx.

+ TT'n^ainOUS, a- Obs, [ad. L. unguindsus^

f. ungitin-^ ungucn ointment.] Greasy, oily,

160X Holland Pliny II. 174 The powder entrelh into

those unguinous or oleous plasters which the Greeks call

Liparas. 1603 — Plutarch's Mor. 675 The tortch staves

made of them., are so fattieand unguinous.

II Unguis (yqgwis). PI. ungues (-/z). [L. ««-

guis nail, claw, etc.]

+ 1. = Ungula 2. Obs.

1693 [see Ungula 2]. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s v. Pnnnits,
The Pannus is an Excrescence.. less hard and membranous
than the Unguis.

2. Bol. The narrow part of a petal, by which it

is attached to the receptacle.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., In preparing of Medicines, the
Ungues. .Are pull'd off the Flowers. 1760 J. Lke Inirod.

Bot. I. iii. (1765) 7 Each Petal consists of Unguis, a Claw,
which is the lower Part fastened to the base. 1830 LiNCLriV

N^at. Syst. Bat. 284 The inner segments of the perianthium
being petaloid, with the stamens proceeding from the top
of their ungues. 1879 A. Ghav Struct. Bot. vi. § 4. 245 The
expanded portion of a petal, .is the Lamina ov Blade ; any
much contracted base is the Unguis or Claw.

t 3. A claw-shaped obstetrical instrument. Obs~^
1752 Smellie Miiiwif. Introd. p. xti, (Hippocratesjdirects

us to introduce the hand,, .dividing the parts withan unguis
fixed on the great fmger.

4. Zoo/., etc. A nail or claw.
CJjgo Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 680^1 Tarsus, or foot..

Unguis, or claw. 1819 Macleav Horse Entomol. 1. 66 I'he
size of their tarsi and ungues, and their comparatively small
pectus. 1840 Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 526 Dasyus..\itt.% the
ungues of the two fore-feet, .bifid, the others entire. 1884
CouRS N. Amer. Birds 102 There it i^ always terminated
by a hard, horny, unguis or ' nail ', more or less distinct.

+ Ungpal, Anglicized f. next (in sense 4).
1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2006 He shews the Center of Gravity

of all Arches of Circles, with their Superficial Vnguls.

!l TTn^la (w-qgi/Ha). [L. ungula claw, hoof,
f. unguis nail, Unguis.]

1 1. = Onycha, Onyx 2. Obs.
xqSjWvcLiF Ecclus. xxiv. 21 fisl, Galban, and vngula,

and gutta [1388 vngula, and gumme].
t2. A morbid growth in the eye; = Onyx 3,

Pterygium 2 a. Obs.
ci^xi Lan/rane's Cirurg. 19 Vngula is a >ing, (rat

bigynne}) bi J>e nose & goih over l>e i^e til he keuere al t)e
i^. 1597 A. M. tr. Guiileweau's Fr. Chirurg. cijb'i
When we desire to cut ollfj an Vngula, Ibid, c ij b/2 An
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Eye, in the which is an Vngula. 1693 tr. Blancards Phys,
Diet, (ed.2), Pteryginmy

.

. a membranous Excrescence above
the horny Tunic of the Eye, called Unguis and Ungula.

1 3. = UNGUI3 3. Obs.-''

1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet, (ed. 2), Ungula, a sort of
hooked Instrument to draw a dead Fcetusout of the Womb.
4. Geom, (See quots.)

1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, Ungula^ in Geometry, is

the Section of a Cylinder cut off by a Plane, which passes

obliquely thro' the Plane of the Basse, and part of the Cylin-
;

dric Surface. 1824-5 Enc^el. Metrop. (1845) I. 362/1 A \

spherical wedge or ungula is that portion of the solia sphere, I

which is included between the same great semicircles, and
has the lune for its base. 1843 Penny Cycl, XXV. 514/3
The hoof of a horse looks like the part of a cone which is

separated from the part containing the vertex by an oblique
plane. Hence such a solid is called an ungula.

II Ungnlata (wngi«l^-ta), sb. pL [L. tmguldta,

neut. pi. of nnguldttis : see next.] The order or

division of ungulate or hoofed animals.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV, 352/2 The Ungulata, comprising

the Bellnxund Pecora. 1872 Mivart Elem. Anat. 43 The
spinous processes may be very much more prolonged, as in

the Ungulata. 1891 W. H. Flower Horse i. 11 The group
Ungulata^ discarded by Linnasus, Cuvier, and others,.. has
been resuscitated of late years.

Ungulate (w'ngiy/l/t), a. and sb, [ad. L. un-
gjtldt-uSt f. ungula hoof.]

1. Having the form of a hoof; hoof-shaped.
1803 R. Hall Elem. Bot. 193 Ungulate, or Hoof-shaped,

ungulatus, 1858 W. Clark Van der Hoei'en^s Zool. Ii.

634 Feet tridactylous, with all the toes insistent, ungulate.
1888 G. Alle:^ in Longm. Mag. July 303 The slender and
delicate ungulate feet of the gazelles and the chamois.

2. Of quadrupeds: Having hoofs.
The classification was introduced by Ray (1693).

1839 G. Roberts Diet, Geol. s.v., An ungulate quadruped.
1872 Darwin Orig.Spec. (ed. 6)vii. 179 The competition.,
must be between giraffe and giraffe, and not with the other
ungulate animals. Ibid, xi. 302 The existing horse and
certain older ung;ulate forms. 1875 C. C. Blake Zool, 33
The odd-toed division of ungulate Mammalia.

b. sb. An ungulate animal.
X842 Brande Diet. Set., etc. 1274/2. 1854 Owen in Orr*s

Circ. Sci.t Org. Nat. 1. 236 In the odd-toed or ' perissodac-

tyle' ungulates. 1894 Lydekker Roy. Nat. Hist. II. 152 In
all the Ungulates the limbs have entirely ceased to be used
as organs of prehension.

So TT'iigralated a. rare.

x8aa Good Study Med. I. 174 Generally speaking, the ten-

derest food is that of the gallinaceous birds: then tliat of
the ungulated quadrupeds. 1891 W. H. Flower Horse i. 1

1

The ungulated or hoofed animals, and the unguiculated.

Uuffuled (»'r).^i«l*^')) <^- ^^^^- U' ^' ungtil-a

cla\v,lioof. Cf. Unglei).] Of animals : Having the

hoofs or claws of a different tincture from the body.
1572 BossEwELL Armorie 11. 100 Two demye hyppotames,

sable, armed and vnguled. 1610 Guillim Heraldry ni, xiv.

130 He beareth Argent, a Stagge Tripping Proper, Armed
and Vnguled. « 1695 Wood AV^ 7'. f?.r/i7;7/(O.H.S.) III. 143
A lyon rampant saljle, collered or, unguled and langed
gules. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Unicorn^ An Unicorn
seiant sable, armed and unguled, Or. 1763 Brit, Mag, IV.

238 Two bucks, proper, attired, and unguied, or. 1864
liouTELL Her. Hist. <V Pop. xvii. (ed. 3) 280 Two bulls arg.,

. .armed unguled, collared and chained, Jbid, xxi. 366 An
ox gu., armed and unguled or.

U'nguligrade, a, Zool, [ad. mod.L. unguli-

gradtiSf f. L. ungula claw + -gradus walking, Cf.

F. ongulograde.'] Walking on the tips of the digits.

1869 HuxLKV Introd. Classif. 146 Unguligrade,^ those

animals which walk on the tips of the digits only, which are

always hoofed. i88i Mivart Ca/ 472 The Carniyora also

are always digitigrade or plantigrade, never unguHgrade.

UllgtQite(»'0giz^l3it). Palteont. \i.\u.nnguUa,

Ungula + -ite1.] A Paleozoic brachiopod, the

obolus. UnguUte grit : see Obolitb.
1850 Ansted Elem. Geol.t Min., etc § 980 A sandstone, or

grit, distinguished by a remarkable fossil (the UiignUtf)
unknown in Western Europe. Ibid. Index, Ungullte grit.

1859 MuRCHisON Siluria (ed. 3) xiv. 374 The little horny
brachiopod, the Obolus or Ungulite, is so much more abun-
dant than any other fossil, as to have induced Pander to

give to the rock the name of Ungulite grit.

Ungu-U, p. (UN-!i6b.)_
1652 Bknlowes Theoph. x. xxvi, Fawn, and betray, and

Treasons self outdare,. .But I'l unguU thy Minions.

U*ngulous, a. [f, Ungula.] Pertaining to or

resembling a hoof; ungulate. (Webster, 1879.)

UngU'm, V. [(Jn-2 4 b. Cf. Du. ontgommen^
trans. To free from gum or from being gummed ;

spec, in the preparation of silk.

1598 Florio. Sgommare^ to vngum, to vnplaister, to vn-

glue. 1839 UuE Diet. Arts 142 As soon as the whole [of

the silk] is completely ungummed, they \se. the hanks] are

taken out. 1901 IJ. Pain Another Rnglishivoma?i s Loi'e-

Lett. XXV. Ill, I kiss the label, .until it comes ungummed.
Hence TTngumming vbl, sb.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 142 For the first [method of scouring
silk], or the ungumming. 1883 R. Haldase li'orkshop

Receipts Ser. n. 39/1 Two operations are necessary [in silk-

bleaching], ' ungumming ' [dcgommage) and 'boiling '.

TTngununed, ppi. a.^ [Un-^ 8. Cf. Du.
ongegomd.'] Not smeared or treated with gum-;

free from gumming.
[1775 Ash. J 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. Bo An un-

gummed paper will stick very close to the top of your
tongue. 1891 Kipling City Dreadf, Nt. 95 He now takes

up an ungummed chnpatti and fits it carefully all round.

Ungn'mined, //A «.2 [f. Ungum v.'\ Freed

from gum; detached from being gummed.

UNHACKLED.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 142 Into bags of coarse canvass.,

about 25 lbs. or 35 lbs. of ungummed silk are enclosed.

Ungu'tted,///. a, (Un-' 8) 1712 in J. J. Vernon Par.

^ Kirk Hawick (1900) 99 Thinking they \sc. herring] would
spile if lying ungutted until ye Monday.

Ungy've, ^. [UN-2 4b.] trans. To free from
gyves or fetters. Alsoy?^.
1531 '^vsoT Gffv. iL vi, Hc.commaunded hym to be un-

gyued and sette at libertie. 1569 Newton Cicero's OldeAgc
4, I haue knowen a great maignie. .who were well pleased

to be ungiued, loosed, and deliuered out of the yoke of their

sensuall lustes, i6ioHealev St. Aug. Citie ofGod -^lo Our
intellect being ungived from the body, if it want the light

of God's truth, it must needes lament and languish. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. n. ix, My mind's eyes were now un
sealed, and its hands ungyved.

TXngyved, ppi- a. [Un-1 8.] Not gyved or

fettered; free.

1607 Marston What Vcu Wilt il i, Think'st thou a liber-

tine, an vngiu'd breast Skornes not the shacklesse of thy
enuious clogges? c 1850 Lowell Without ^ Within vii,

I envy him the ungyved prance By which his freezing feet

he warms. 1892 ' M. Fikld * .Sight 4- Song 40 Intent upon
her work, as though It were full liberty ungyved to go.

Unliabil, obs. So. var. Unable a.

tUnha-bile, a, Obs, [Un-i 7 and 5 b.] «
Inhabile a., Unable a,

1539 Elvot in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. l. II. 117 Noweal-
thowgh very unmeete and unhabile, 1 have servyd the King.

,

truely and faithfully. 1567 Sc. Acts, Mary (1814) II. 573/1
Decerning thairfore .. his posteritie to be fra thine furth

unhabile to bruik offices. .within this Realme. 1660 Jer.
Tavlor Duetomu ii. rule 2 § 14 The offending person is

bound in Conscience not to accept a benefice, .to which by
that censure he is made unhabile and unapt.

Unha'bit, v. [Un-2 4 b.] trans. To free from

a habit; to disaccustom,
1650 Fuller Pisgak ii. i. 64 So hard it is to unhabit mens

mouths from old ill customs.

t Unha-bit,///. a. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 8 b.] Uninhabited.

X580 Reg. Pri-iy Council Scot, III. 304 The said bous..re-

manis unhabite be him.

Unlia'bitable, a. Now rare, [Un-1 7 band
5 b.] Uninhabitable, (Common c 1550-1690,)
1382 WvcLiF Jer. ii. 6 Wher is the Lord, that,.Iadde vs

ouer by desert, by the lond vnhabitable? 1388 — Jer. vi. 8

Lest . . Y sette thee forsakun, a loond vnhabitable [1382

vndwellable]. a 1^85 Fortescue ff'^tj. (1869) 486 He. .made
Babyloyne unhabitable. 1527 in Hakluj^t Vopf. (1599) I.

2ig The. .opinion, that vnder the line Equinoctial] for much
heate the land was vnhabitable. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.)

297 That opinion .. touching the vnhabitable clime vnder
the poles. 1615 G. Sandvs Trav. 90 Next vnto this stands

K bodes, . . once couered with the sea, or at least an vnhabit-

able marish. a 1652 J. Smith Sel. Disc. ix. 452 The soul of

a wicked man becomes a very unhabitable and incommodi-
ous place to itself. 1702 C. M ather Magn. Chr. i. v. (1852)

76 They that have made Britain more unhabitable than the

Torrid Zone. 1733 Swift On Poetry 181 So Geographers in

Afric-Maps.. o'er unhabitable Downs Place Elephants for

want of Towns. 1887 Spectator 15 Oct. 1381 The whole
deep Northern fringe.. is unhabitable and uninhabited ex-

cept by a few savages.

Hence UnhaMtableness.
1661 BovLE /'A»'j/W. Ess. (1669) 27 The Unhabitableness

of the Torrid Zone. 1668 H. ^IoRE Div. Dint, iii; xxxiv.

I. 523 viarg.. Difficulties touching the Habitableness or

Unhabitableness of the Planets,
' tUnha'bitated,///. a. Obs,~^ [Un-' 8.] = next. 1648

Hexham ii, Ecn Onbeivoont landt^ a land or country Vn-
habitated.

t Unba'bited, ///. a, Obs. [Un- i 8 and 5 b.]

Uninhabited. (Freq. c 1500-1625.)
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. 8i Goyng by longe wayes,

dystroied, descrte & vnhabyted. 1491 — Vitas Patr. (W.
de W. 1495) III. i. 317 b/2 We arryued a londe in a contree

unhabytttl. 1553 Eden Treat. Neiu Ind, (Arb.) 39 When
Vesputius had entered into the Hand, he found it rude and
vnhabited. 1585 T, Washington tr. Nicholay's Vcy. 11.

xi. 45 h, The promontory is ful of ruines vnhabited. 1640

J. RuTTER 2nd Pt. Cid in. i. 19 lie seek some place un-

habited by women. 1656 Hkvlin Surti. France 75 She will

rather choose to leave her fine house unhabited.

Unhabi'tual, a. (Un-1 7.) 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav.
60 A deacon, .drinking in, with unhabitual ears, a song.,

with a dash of libertinism. 1895 J-
RAEZy^-^.^w/Mxx. 324

Smith's outbreak of very unhabitual irritation with Strah;tn.

Unhabi'tuate,///. a. [Un-' 8 b.] = next. 1815 Milman
Fazio (1821) 28 This cataract of courtesy O'erwhelms my
weak and unhabituate ears.

Unhabituated,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1796 Mmk. D'Arblav Camilla I. 227 De-
lighted to give, but unhabituated to any other exertion.

1834 Cooper Goods Study Med. {ed. 4) I. 632 Strangers,

unnabituated to the climate and its diseases, suffer fiom

remittents. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases iv. 89 A full

dose of the drug which in the unhabituated would produce

profound . . narcosis.

Unhable, obs. var. Unable a. and v.

Unbacked, ///.a.^ [Un-1 8 + Hack z'.i Cf.

M Du. ongehactj S\v. ohackad.'] Not hacked or cut.

1595 Shaks. yohn II. i. 254 With vnhack'd swords, and

Helmets all vnbruis'd. \6c6 — Ant. <^ C/. 11. vi. 38 To part

with vnhackl edces, and bearebacke Our Targes vndmted.

Unhaxked,///. a:^ [Un-i 8, 9 -h Hack sb,^

or V. ''•']

1. Not employed ns a literary hack.

1778 Heroic Ep. Unfort. Monarch 2 A plain bard,.. Un-
backed, unplac'ci, amongst the venal quire.

2. Not made common or hackneyed.

1894 Baring-Gould Deserts S. France I. Pref. p. vii, It is

a country unbacked by ordinary tourists.

Unha'ckled, /•//. a. (Un-> 8.) 1853 Hickie Aristopk.

(1872) II. 424 My flax which I have left at home unhacklcd.



UNHACKNEYED.
Unhackneyed, ///. a. [Un-i S.]

1. Not habituated by long practice ; inexperi-

enced. Const, in.

1759 Sterne 7V. Shandy i. xi, In plain truth, he was a
man unhackneyed and unpractised in the world. 1785
G. A. Bti-LAMY Apology 1 1 1. 94, 1 was then unhackneyed in

the villainies of mankind. 1814 Scott Wav. xxxii, He had
a sort of naivete and openness of demeanour, that seemed to

belong to one unhackneyed in the ways of intrigue.

ahsoi. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla III. 112 Public

amusements, to the young and unhackneyed, give enter-

tainment without requiring exertion.

2. Not rendered commonplace or stale by fre-

quent use or contact.

18x4 Miss Mitford I'illag'- Scr. 1.93 Her English was racy,

unhackneyed, proper to the thouglit to a degree that only
original thinking could give. 1856 G. Bkimlky Ess. tiS^S)

236 To open to her almost untried and certainly unhacknied
regions of beauty. 1880 Academy 27 Nov. 390/1 His [pic-

ture]..shows a research after unhackneyed effects.

Hence TTnha'ckiieyedness.
1884 Saintsbury in Ward Eng. Poets III. 218 There is

almost always something novel in his dressing up of his

images and a suggestive unhackneyedness in their expression.

Unha*d, />/>/. (Z. rare. [UN-18b.] Unobtained.
X4ai HoccLEVE Jere'.laus' Wife ni With this addicion,

[>at he nat shai Wirke, my Conseil and assent vnhad.
c 1449 Pecock Rt-pr. ir. xi. 212 That the hool profile of re-

membring. .be not lo>t and vnhad, 1876 Whitby Gloss. 206
Utihitdy not yet obtained.

t Unhadien, v, : see Un-2 2.

Unha-ft,z;. (Un-2 4.)
1581 Stanyhurst Aineis i. (Arb.) 21 The oars are cleene

splintred, the helme is from ruther vnhafted. 1598 Florio,
Smanicare,, .to vnhaft,to vnhill, tovnhandle. 161 1 Cotgr.,
Desmanchementt an vnhafiing,

Unha'fted, (///.) «. (Un-^ 8, 9.) 1894 Baring-Gould
Deserts S. France I. 143 Their rude stone axes, . . unhafted,

IJnhail, a. : see Unhale a.

Unhai'led,///. a, (Un-1 8.)

1715 RowK Lady Jane Grey iv, i. Thro' a staring ghastly
looicing crowd, Unhail'd, unbless'd, wiih heavy heart he
went, x8z8 Alfobd in Life (1873) 31 Disappointment, and
unhail'd success. 1831 TENNYSo>t I.ady of Shalott ai Un-
hail'd The shallop flitteth silken-sail'd. 1896 Kipling .y^/f/i

Seas 7 "Twixt seas unsailed and shoies unbailed.

Unhailsum, obs. Sc var. Unwholesome.
nnhaix, z'. [Un-^4 and 7. Cf. MDu. and

Du, ofithareHj MHG. e7ithdren.^

1. ijans. To deprive (tlie head, etc.) of hair.

xjfin WvcLiP Ezek. xxix, i3 Eche heed maad ballid, and
cche slmldre is vnhecrid. 1598 Fix)Kin, Disparuccare, to

pull off ones haire or ^rawig, to vnhaire. 1606 Shaks. A nt.

l^Cl. II. v. 64 He vnhaire thy head. Thou shalt be wliipt with
Wyer. 1849 J . A, Carlvle tr. Dante's Inf. 393 Even if thou
unhair me, 1 will not tell thee who I am.

b. Tanning. To remove the hair from (a skin)

by special processes.

1845 G. DoDD Brit. Manuf. Ser. v. 182 The hide is then
spread out on the beam, and 'unhaired', that is, scraped
with a knife till the hair is removed. 1880 Times 27 Sept,

12/6 The cost of unhairing, fleshing, and scudding all kinds
of skins.

2. intr. To lose the hriir; to bcconaefreeofhnir.
1843 in Morfit Tanniug S( 'hurrying (1853) 177 So that

they Uc. the hides] may unhair without tainting. 1883 R.
Haldask Workstiop Rec. Ser. 11. 570/1 The hide is said to

unhair in 24 hours.

Hence UnliaiTed ppL a.

1852 Morfit Tanning ^ Currying (1853) 20 The softened

and unhaired skins. 1881 Morgan Con! rib. Pt\ Amer,
Ethncl. 127 Screens of willow mattinR or unhaired skins.

TTnhai'red, a, [Un-I 9,] Hairless, beardless.

Suggested by Theobald C1733), and fortnally possible, but
cf. Unheard /l^/. a. 2.

«59? Shaks. yohn v, li. 133 This vn-heard \Th. unhair'd]
sawcinesse and boyish Troopes, The King doth smile at.

Unliai'ling, vbl. sb. Tanning, [f. Unuair v,

I b.] The process of removing the hair from skins.

^Mso attrib.

184J Penny Mag. 28 May 212/r The operations of 'flesh-

ing ', of 'unhairing* and of ' graining* are. .nearly alike in

their general appearance. 1851-^ Tomlinson A rts ff Mnnvf.
11. 30/1 A curved two-baridkd iron scraper, called the un,
hairing knife. 1897 C T. Davis Mantf. Leather (ed. 2)

331 The goat-skins..then go on to the unhairing machine.,
or to the unhairing beams.
Unhal'ry, a. lUs-' 7) 1576 Newton Lemnie's Com^

plex. 42 b, In their other partes their skinne is smothe and
vnhayrye, because moysture is aboue heate.

TJnha-le, rt. rare. [Un-1 7. See Haila., Halk
^* 3'] t*- Unsalutary. Obs. b. Not hale or

healthy.

a* x^'^Gower^s Coftf. (Caxton) i. 2I22[He]yafsuchecoun-
scyle Towarde his kyng, which was vnheyle. b. 1653 E.
Waterhousb ApoL Learn. 74 No more then it follows
that a wasted man must get a child unhail, because he him-
self is consumptive. 1828-33 Webster, Unhale^ a., un-
sound ; . . not healthy.

Unhale, obs, variant of Unwhole a. ; dial. var.

Unhele v. Unhalesom.Sc. var, Unwholesomk.
Unha-Uow, v. [Un-2 3. cf. G. ent-, Du.

ontkeiiigenj ON. tikelga (Sw. ohelga, older Da.
uhelge)^ irans. To deprive of a holy or sacred

character; to profane, (Common C1575-1660.)
1535 CovERDALE Isaiak Ivi. 2 He that taketh hede, y' he

vnhalowe not the Sabbath. — Zepk. 'in. 4 Hir prestcs vn-
halowe the Sanctuary. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. I. 8
Dcfylemcnts that unhalowe the servis of God. i6z8 Wither
Brit. Rememb. iii. 1898 That I, for ever, may those paths
refuse Which may unhaHow, or pervert my Muse. 1645

Vol. X.

209

Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 192 Nothing more un-

hallows a man,,. then a habit of wrath and perturbation.

1694 K. Bragge: Disc. Parables xiv. 462 Pride, and vain-

glory, and self-esteem,.. unhallow'd everything else that

was good in him. iSai Lamb Elia \. Grace before Meat, A
sense of the co-presence of circumstances which unhallow
the blessing, i860 Tkench Serm. IVestm. Abb. xxix. 331 In

a world where so much is ever seeking to unhallow our

spirits, to render them common and profane.

Unhallowed, ppL a. [OE, nnkdigod (and

un^ehii/goii), f. Un-1 8 + Hallowkd///. a.]

1. Not formally hallowed or consecrated ; left

secular or piofcinc.

ciooo Sax. Ltechd. I. 380 Nim call swa fela dropena..
unhaljodes eles. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7156 Ac vor t-e

chirche vn-halewed was, J>eruore him was wo ; He Jw^t lete

it halwy. 1303 R. Bkunne Handl. Synne 86og 5yf |?yng

^ nlialewed were forgete, pat yn holy cherche were lete, Or
halewed (jyng yn ou|>er stede lay. ^1380 Wvclif Wks.

(1880) 69 pei wolen sufTre an auter vnhalwedid \sic\ or a
chirche or a chirche ^erde suspendid. c 1440 yacob's Well
16 pey..Jjat. .beryn awey, or stelyn holy cherche good out

of onyo)>er place vnhalwyd. X53» More Cc?iAA TindaU
Wks. 375/1 Nowe wyll not Tyndal sette a strawe the more
by the annoyntyng with holye oyle, then by smeryng with

vnhalowed butter. 1587 in T. Norton Calvin's lust. iv.

xix. 492 margin. Men vnhallowed and vnconsecrated. 1797
S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. (1799) L 311 Let us beware how
we deem that spot unhallowed which receives the ashes of

the good ! 1805 Southev Modoc i. xv. This night, Thy
father's body, .shall be., cast aside In some unhallowed pit,

with foul disgrace,

2. Not having a hallowed or sacred character

;

unholy, impious, wicked : a. Of actions.

1591 Troitb. Raigne K. Johnx\\. 88 His quarrell is vn-

hallowed, false, and wrong. 1626 Jackson Cr«?^(/ viii. xi.

§ I To adventure upon the pretended mysteries of some un-

hallowed arr. 1656 Miltos Lett. State Wks. 1851 VIH.
361 That unhallow'd villany nefariously attempted upon the

Person of our Agent 1725 Pope Odyss. xii. 468 Six guilty

days my wretched mates employ In impious feasting, and
unhallow'd joy. 1813 Scott Rokeby vt. xviii, What ruth

can Denzil claim from him, Whose thoughtless youth he led

astray, And damn'd to this unhallow'd way? 1846 Mrs. A.
Marsh Father Darcy II. xvl 271 She.. felt her heart

shudder with unhallowed pleasure, as she thought of the

dreadful day of reckoning.

b. Of persons, the hands, tongne, etc
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 14 Away Inhumaine Dogge,

Vnhallowed Slaue. 1603 Drayton Bar, Wars V. xxxv,
Vile traytors, hold of your vnhallowed hands, 1663 Bp.

Patrick Parab. Pilgr.xvW, He cares not for being extolled

by such unhallowed mouths. 1703 Rowe Ulysses i. i, The
rude unhallow'd Railer's Tongue. 1765 Goldsm. Hermit
xxxv. Forgive a stranger rude, . . Whose feet unhallow'd thus

intrude Where Heaven and you reside, 1827 Disraeli /'.

Grey vi. i. 272 Ve most unhallowed rogues.

C. Of places or things.

1588 Shaks. Tit.A. u. iii. 210 Why dost not..helpe me
out, From this vnhallow'd and blood-stained Hole? 1634
Milton Comus 757, 1 h.id not thought to have unlockt my
lips In this unliallow'd air. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. iv. xliv.

339 Whereineverything. .(except the unhallowed Spittle of
the Priest) hath some set form of F.xorcisme. 1853 Kixcs-
I.V.H Ilyf'atia'u He had entered the unhallowed_ precincts,

where devils still lingered about their ancient shrines.

Hence Unlia'llowedness.
1899 Mrs. E, Kennaro Morals Midlands 399 It has

shown me the unhallowedness of love that is not lawful.

nnha'llowin^, vbi. sb. [f. Unhallow v.I

The action of makmg unhallowed.
fi554 Bradford Nurt tfHearing Afass U^Bo) Cv^ Th&

prophanation and vnhallowyng, bothe of bodie and soule.

1571 GoLtnsG CalTin on Ps. Ixxiv. 1 Beholding the horrible

unhalowing of the Temple. 1645 Ussher IJody Div. {1647)

242 The unhallowing or propnaneing of the Sabbath.
a 185^ De Quiscey in Hogg De Q. ^ Friends (1895) 8g A
sort of desecration and unhallowing analogous to the pro*

fanation of a temple.
Unhallow-washed, ppL a. (Un-' 8.] Not sprinkled

with holy water. 1614 Sylvester Pari. Vertites Royall
196 When, by mis-heed or by mis-hap, hee corns Un-hallow-
washt into the Sacred Rooms. Uima'loed, a. (Un-' 9.)

1823 J. Wilson Trials Marg. Lyndsny xxxix. The evening

sun sank . . and left the sky open . . to an unhaloed moon.

XTnha-lsed, ///. a. Sc. [Un-1 8 + IIalse v.'^

3. Cf. ON. iiheiisaSr (MSw. oJielsadh^ MDa.
tihtlset').'\ Not greeted or sainted.

1513 Douglas /Eneid ix. v. 141 Now hir I leif onhalsyt

as I ryde. 1821 Scott Pirate xxi. It shall never be said

tliat my kinswoman sat in her bower unhalsed.

Unhalter, v. (.Un-2 4 b, Cf. MDu. ont-

hallercn.)

1584 Peele Arraignr/r. Paris iv. ii, I do know a cast.

.

that we would help t'unhalter them as fast, 1508 Flopio,
Scapestrato, vnbridled, vnhaltred, disintangled. x6it

Cotgr,, DescAevestrer, to vnhalter, or lake off the halter

from. x8i6 J. Wilson City of Plague 2S7 Unhalter yon
poor wretch—he must be carried Back to his prison.

Unha'lting, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 183a L. Hunt Poems
Pref, p. xlv, An unhalting and consistent narrative. 185a
RocKCh.ofFat/ierst.vlii. III.54Holding..thetrueCatholic
belief in the Eucharist, with a faith that was unhalting.
Unha'mmered,///. a. iUn.' 8.) [1775 Ash.J 1861 Sir
W. Fairbairn /ron 214 These results givea mean of 27-246

tons fur the unhammered.. steel.

XJnlia-mper, v.^ [Un-2 5.] /rans. To let out

of a cage or hamper,
1620 Shelton Qnix. II. xvii. 105 Ech of them striuing to

get as farre from the Cart as they could, before the Lyons
should be vnhampered.

Unha-mper, v.'^ [Un-2 3.] trans. To dis-

enj^age ; to set free, release.

1648 J. Beaumont Psyche xx. xxxvi, Now all her Passions
unhamper'd were, And every Bond to Libertie relented.

UNHANDSOME.
167s Worthington Self Resignation r. vi. 39 His mind is

unhampered, disentangled, and set loose. 1831 Lamb Her.
ciiles Pacifcatus in The varlets, glad to be unhamper'd.
Made each a leg,—then fairly scamper'd.

Unhampered, ///. «. [un-18.] Unclogged,
unimpeded, (Common from c 1850,)
a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche ix. Ixxxix, Their free utj-

hamper'd Contemplations towre Up to the crest of their

divine desires. 1724 K. Erskine Serm. Wks. (1791) 118 A
full, free, and unhampered offer. 1882 Brvce Manitoba
2j He would start unhampered by old conditions and pre*
existing enactments.
tUnha'nced,//*/. a. [Un-'S.] Not raised or lifted up.

1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis, etc. (Arb.) 126 Therefor in houre
iudicial The vngodlye shal vnhaunst remayne.

Unlia'lld, z^- [Un-2 4 b.] trans. To take the

hand off ; to release from one's grasp ; to let go.

Chiefly arr^, in the impeiative phrase unhand met
1602 Shaks. Ham. \. iv. 84 Vnhand me Gentlemen : By

Heau'n, lie m.-ike a Ghost of him that Itts me. 1655 tr

SoreVsCom. Hist. Francicn vii. 22, I desired them to un-
hand me. 1687 Mrs. Behn Lucky Chance v, Unhand me,
false deceiver, let me loose ! 1748 Richakdson Clarissa

(1811) 11.358 Unhand me this moment, or I will cry out for

help. z8oi Mar. Edgeworth Moral T, Angelina iv, Un-
hand my Angelina, or I shall die ! i860 Sala Baddington
Peerage I. vii. 132 The surgeon unhanded his assistant,

looking at him with a vexed and puzzled air.

Jig. 1880 Lanier Sunrise 77 'Tis here thou canst unhand
thy heart And breathe it free.

Unha'ndcufifed,///.rt. (Un.' 8.) 1861 Gen. P. Thomp-
son A udi A it. Part. I II. clxii. 178 They might as well say,

allow men to go un-handtuffed, and [etc.]. 1894 Daily Nezvs

8 Dec. 7/1 The prisoner., was seen sitting, .unhandcuffed.

Unha-ndicapped, ppl, a. (Un-' 8.) 1879 Meredith
Egoist xxxvi, How was he "to compete with these unhandl-

capped men?

Unhandily, ^z'. (Un-^ n.)
1706 Stevens i, Inabilmente, unaptly, unhandily. 1775

Ash, Unhandily,., aukwardly. 1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gr.
XII. vi. IV. 163 St Agnes Day falls but unhandily this

year; and I think the Fair will, not he held. 1896 De
Vinne Moxon's Mech. Exerc.^ Printing 421 The signature

was put unhandily in the center of the line.

Unhandiness. [Un-1 12.]

1. Awkwardness, inexpertness.

1706 Stevens i, Inhabilidad^ Inhability, Unhandiness,
Incapacity. x86j Miss Yonge C'tess Kate Hi, Whether it

were from the difference of height, or from Kate's innate

unhandiness. 1889 The Voice (N. Y.) 19 Sept., From whom
communications would be accepted, .. if only some one
would help their unhandiness with the pen,

2. Unmanageableness.
1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 449/1 The sloop rig., is so

dangerous as to demand large crews to control its unhandi-

ness. 1897 Marv Kingslev W. Africa 6og It was highly

dangerous, . . because of the violent stoi ms . .and the unhandi*
ness of the native craft.

Unha-ndled, ///. a, [Un-1 8. Cf. MDu.
oigekatuieltj OHG. ungehandeldt, MDa. ukandlet

(not negotiated).]

1. Of horses, etc. : Not broken in ; untamed.
1558 iV. Co. Wills (Surtees 1912) 12 My yong blacke hambling

gelding unhandlyd. X596 Shaks. Merch. V. v. i. 72 A wilde

and wanton heard Or race of youthful and vnhandled colts.

1639 T. DE Gray Expert Farrier 302 Horses unhandled,

to wit, in their youth. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 68

Every description of horse, or mule, whether previously

broke or unhandled. 190a Kipling The Islanders 21 Sons
of the sheltered city— unmade, unhandled, unmeet— Ve
pushed them raw to the battle.

2. Not dealt with or treated of.

1613 SiiAKS. Hen. VIIL m. ii. 58 Cardinall Campeius..
Ha's left the cause o' th' King vnhandled. 1657 Tomlinson
Renou's Disp. 79 The extraction of oyles is yet unhandled.

b. Untried, unemployed.
x8a6 Galt Leut of Lairds xi. 103 There's no a claw., the

whilk Caption will leave unhandled.

3. Not touched with the hand. Also^f^.
rti657 R. LovEDAV Lett. (1663) 218 Those [delights] that

..after an advanlagious intermission return fresh and un-

handled to the senses. 1745 Eliza Heywood Female
Sped. No. 17 C1748) III. 258 The plumb unhandled lost its

bloom. x;r94 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 59, I, too, possessed the

tender irrkableness of unhandled sensibility.

Unha'ndselled, >/»/.«. (Un-' 8.) 1837 Emerson ^rf/Zr.

Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 182 Out of unhandselled

savage nature.. come at last Alfred and Shakespeare.

a x86« Thobeau Maim W. i. (1864) 70 Here was no man's
garden, but the unhandselled globe.

Unha'ndsome, a. (and adv.) [Un-^ 7. Cf,

WFris, on-y ilnMnsttni inexpert, unmanageable,

Du. and Flem. onhandzaatn (earlier -saem) intract-

able, unusable, older Da. ukands^m.']

1. Not handsome, elegant, or graceful; faulty in

appearance, form, or structure
;
plain, uncomely.

1530 Palsgr. 328/1 Unhansome,../«awjfl[(/^. 1579 E. K.
Gloss to Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Nov. 51 Not corned, that is

rude and vnhansome. 1589 Horsey Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) App.

343, I was placed in an howse verie unhandsoom [and] un-
holsoom. 1648 J. BEAtiMONT Psyche xvi. clxxxix, Who ever

thought the Rose or Lille stood Guilty of course unhaiid-

som Nakednesse, Because they never put on borrowed
Hood? i6gs Fhil, Trans. XIX. 152 This was formerly

no unhandsom Structure, being built in the form of our
Churches. 1781 P. Beckford Hjtnting (1802) 49, I could

tell you that I have seen very good sport with very
unhandsome packs. 1789 Gibbon Autobiogr. {1854) 43 A
narrow, gloomy street, the most unfrequented ofan unhand-
some town. 1819 Scott Ivankoe xiv, Both dressed in the

ancient Saxon garb,.. not unhandsome in itself, x866 R.
Tate Brit. Mollusks iv, 142 Helix rotundata Is provided
with not an unhandsome shell. X895 Sir G. Parker Trail
ofSword viii, A large unhandsome house.
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b. Of persons, their features, etc.

41586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xix, I was glad 1 had done so

good a dcede for a Gentlewoman not unhiindsome. 1631

5LTowssHEND-4/^/i7»'i Tri. 22, 1 was as loath to be brought

vpon the Stage as an vnhansom Man is to see himselfe in a

ereat Glasse. 1653 R. Sanders Physio^. 144 Socrates was

«ie most nasty and unhandsom of all men living. 1709MBS.

Manley Secret Mein, (1720) II. 215 This spruce, affected,

not unhandsome Lawyer had maid the Overture of his fair

Person to Corinna, 1787 W. Thomson tr. Hist. Ct. Brit.

III. I. 121 Being generally well-shaped, and not unhandsome.

x8a6 Q.Rev. XXXIV. 331 It was hard to say whether he

was more dunce or dwarf, more unlearned or unhandsome.

1887 Anne Elliot Old Man's Favour 11. i, A dark, un-

handsome .. face.

O. As adv. Unhandsomely.
1596 Spenser F. Q. v. xii. 38 Such were these Hags, and

so vnhandsome drest.

t2. Unhandy, inconvenient, ill-adapted. Ods.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. ydin i.\. 67 The night

(perdy) is unhansome to woorke in. 1567 Palfkeyman Bald-

wins Mor, Pkiios. To Rdr., If I should haue ioyned the

said number of sentences to the whole sum of this treatise,

it should.. haue seemed.. the more vnhandsome of the

reader to be carried. 1608 Topsell Ser/'ents 270 These

kindes of Spyders haue.. shorter feete, and more vnhand-

some to workc or finish any Webbes in their Loomes. 1690

Nesse O. ^ N. Test. I. 451 A loose, discinct, and difiluent

mind is unready, unnimble, unhandy, and unhandsome for

Gods service.

t y. Inexpert, unskilful. Obs~'^

X604 Shaks. Otk. HI. iv. 151, I was (vnhandsome Warrior,

as I am) Arraigning hisvnkindnesse with my soule.

4. Unfitting, unbecoming, unseemly; discour-

teous, mean.
1645 Chas. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 317 The treuth

is, that his unhansom quitting the Castell and Forte of

Bristol, hath inforced me to put him off those Commands.
1658 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 83 Let mee conjure you not

to doe a thing soe unhandsom, soe unmanly. 1729 Franklin

EiS, Wks. 1840 II. 18 It is barbarously unhandsome that

one should be the butt of the company. 1799 Dundas in

Owen Wellesley's Z>«'j/. (1877) 700 It was an unhandsome
proceeding upon their part. i8io Sporting Mag. XXXVI.
334 What ne thought unhandsome conduct on the part of

the plaintiff. 1856 G. Wilson Gate^vays Kncrwl. (1859) 96

To employ one's tongue. .to speak against itself is but un-

handsome treatment of it.

b. Of expressions, language, etc

1647 Clabendom Hist. Reh. v. § 263 To countenance those

unhandsome expressions, .they had found a new way of

exprobration. 1656 Hobbes ^V.r Lessons Wks. 1845 VII.

331, I leave it to your consideration to whom belong, .the

unhandsomeattributesyou so often give me. \jo\LoJid.Gaz.

No. 3987/2 Their Commander, having used some unhand-

some Expressions, was detained. 1738 Nf.al Hist. Piirit.

I. 187 It was reported that some of the warmer Puritans had

turned the Habits into ridicule, and given unhandsome
language to them that wore them. 1814 Jane Austen
Mansfield Park xxi, Lest it should betray her into any
observations seemingly unhandsome.

O. Not generous or liberal.

x8oo Mrs. \{'i.%\%\ Mourtray Fam. III. 109 I'll take her

without a sixpence; which, let me tell you, I think no un-

handsome offer,

t 5.. Unfortunate; unhappy. Obs,

1633 Fletcher & Shirley Night-Walker \. i. I know she

loves him.. Beyond the Indies in his mouldy Cabinets, liut

'tis her unhandsome fate. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden
To Rdr., Sundry unhandsome dysasters have happened to

the ruine of many.

f* 6. Unpleasant, nasty. Obs.

x66o Jer. Taylor Dnctor i. v. rule 8 § 28 Like unhand-
some and ilUtasted physick, it is against nature in the taking

and in its operating.

Uzilia'ndsoniely, <idv. [Un-i ii ; cf. prec]

fl. Not dexterously or cleverly; unskilfully. Obs.

1545 AscHAM Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 89 And so the more stronge

man not vsed to shote, shooies moost vnhansumlye. 1611

CoTCR., Faire le inibaudichon^ to doe a thing foolishly, or

ill-fauouredly; vnhandsomely to goe about it. 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancients 100 The boy. .did delight, .to make oxen,

horses, and men likewise, and . . did it not unhandsomly.

2. Ungracefully, inelegantly.

1565 Cooper s.v. Incompositus^ The verses runne vnhand-
somely. a 1^6 Sidney Wrcarf/a i. xvii, About his middle
he had. .a long cloake of silke, which as unhandsomely, as

it needes must, became the wearer. 163a Massingi-:r &
Field Fatal Dowry iv. t, What fouler object in the world
than to see a young, fair, handsome beauty unhandsomely
dighted? 1670 Owen Disc. vi. (1760) 82 A Man may have
a Garment that may fit very ill, very unliandsomely, about
him. 1705 Collier Ess. Mor.Sul'j. 111. Pain isThe Roman
G!adiators..chose rather to receive a Cut than avoid it un-
handsomely.

t3. Unfitly; inappropriately, awkwardly. Obs,

X548ELVOT, /«iowiw^<7f//,..vnKaynely,..vnh somely, vn-
easyly. iS73Babet^/z'. I 96 Verie Incommodiouslie, verie

vnhandsomefie. 1649 Jer. Taylor Apol. Liturgy § 92 This
was not unhandsomely intimated by lae word sometime:;
used by., the Greek church. 1631 C.CKVirv,-Vi\Gwv Cert. Reiig.
I. 290 These thingsdobut very unhandsomely hang together.
i6&> H, More Apocal, Apoc, 192 Lacqueyes..in querpo,
which sutes not unhandsomly with the word o-uifiaia, todies.

4. Unfittingly, unbecomingly; illiberally, meanlv.
x^o R. Stapylton StradcCs Lo^v C. Wars iv. ^^ His

Majesty . .thought it best to do that, while his authoritie was
intire, which perhaps necessity miglit unhandsomely inforce
him to. 1668 Dryden Tyrannic Lo^ie iv. i, He raves, sir,

and, to covermy disdain, Unhandsomely would his denial
feign. 1700 in Pennsylv. Hist. Soe. Mem. IX. 4 A bill..

opposed and voted out— I thinkj very unhandsomely. 1709
Strype Ann. Re/, iv. 82 Dering,. had charged him with
neglect of religion, and unhandsomely and untruly told him
[ctc-l. 1839 Hallam Hint. Lit. in. ii. 5 61 'ibis story
Franklin, rather unliandsomely, appropriated to himself.
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1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 55 He had poor rela-

tions; and the government.. had most unhandsomely left

them to his care.

b. Discourteously, rudely ; without due respect

or consideration.
j66a Pf.I'YS Diary 5 Nov., My Lady Batten, .complained

..of my wife's speaking unhandsomely of her. 1707 Norhis

Treat. Humility v\. 250 To know when he is handsomely

or unhandsomely treated. 17S9 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1. xii,

Bruised and mis-shapened with the blows which. .some

others have so unhandsomely given me in the dark, a 1781

R. Watson Philip II, iii. (1793) I. 37S They complained

that their masters were rather used unhandsomely. 18x7

KiRBY & Sp. Entomot. xix. II. 170 Tliey seize her, keep

her in confinement, and treat her very unhandsomely.

Unha ndsomeness. [Un-i 12.]

1 1. Unhandiness ; inconvenience. Obs.

1550 Thomas, Malageuolezza, vnhandsomnesse, or diffi-

cultee. z^-j-j 'B.GoQCK Heresbach's IJusb. ii. (1586)83 b,Such
Uinesas are ioyned with Trees, for the vnhandsomenesse,
can not be thus handled.

2. Inelegance, iincomeliness, plainness.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. x.\ii, The sweetnes of her coun-

tenance did give such a grace to what she did, that it did

make hansome the unhansomnes. x6o6 Df.kker Sev. Sins

I. (Arb.) 1 1 Couered with two or three threed-bare Carpets .

.

to hide the vnhandsomnes of the Carpenters worke. 1658

Wlwle Duty Man xiii. §7 First, for infirmities, be they

either of body or mind, the deformity and unhandsomness
of the one, or the weakness and folly of the other [etc. J. 1675

G. R. tr. Le Grand's Man witlwut Passion 168 You carry

nothing of less use about you then that which you employ to

hide your unhandsomeness. 1873 Miss Broughton A^izwy

I. 6 We reach our nadir of unhandsomeness in Ton Ton.

3. Unbecomingness; unfittingness.

159S Florid, Sgratia, a disgrace, a gracelesnes or vn-

handsomnes. i6n CoTGR., Inconvenancey a misbecom-
ming, vnhandsomenesse, vnfitnesse, vnseemelinesse. 1653

Jer. Taylor Serm.for Year, Winter ii. 26 Then we shall

see things as they are, the evill circumstances and the

crooked intentions, the adherent unhandsomenesse and the

direct crimes. 1664 Ingblo Bentiv. ff Ur. vi. 350 When
they Consider that Unhandsomness which will never cease

to attend their unjust Prosperities. 1774 Adam Smith in

Thomson Life CuUen (1832) 1. 475 Baling the unhandsome-
ness of the practice,., in what manner does the public suffer

by it 1 187X Routled^e's Ev. Boy's Ann. June 338 The un-

handsomeness of breakfasting upon one's offspring.

Unha'ndsoming, vbl. sb. (UN-^e a, 8.) 159a Nashe
P. Penilesse B iv b, Any thing that is said or doone to the

vnhandsoming of their ambition, is straight wrested to the

name of treason. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 180

Vnhandsoming of diuinityship, absurdifying of phrases.

Unha ndy, a. [Un- Cf. WFris. £?«-, /2«-

handich^ Du. onhandig, LG. iinhandigj Da.

ukaendigy Norw. tihendig^ Sw. okandig.'\

1. Not easy to handle or manage ; inconvenient,

awkward, clumsy.
1664 Etheredge Love in Tub 11. iii, If she be not as kind

as fair, But peevish and unhandy, Leave her. 1719 Dk Foe
Cr^tsoe II. (Globe) 422 They took in Pieces all my clumsy
unhandy Things. 1775 R. Chandler Trav. Asia M. {1825)

I. 68 Our boat carried a large unhandy sail. 1778 [W. H.
Marshall] Minutes Agric, Digest 47 Their being worked
double made them unhandy. 1816 J. Wilson Citjf 0/Plague
II. V. 114 These swords are ugly and unhandy things. 1871

Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. Feb. 91 The very size and
nature of the rig of many of the Spanish ships rendered

them unwieldy and 'unhandy', as sailors call it. 1876

N. Amer. Rev. CXXIII. 32 An unhandy arrangement,

which detracts from the value of the work.

2. Not skilful in using the hands; lacking in

dexterity.

1669 Shadwell Royal Shepherd I. !, O fie, Urania ! how
unhandy art thou ! Sir, let me practise my little skill in

surgery Upon you, 1726 Swift Gulliver in. ii, Yet in the

common actions and behaviour of life, I have not seen a
more clumsy, awkward, and unhandy people. 1798 W.
Hutton Li/et Being hurt at seeing the nurse unhandy, she

would do the work herself. 1850 Grote Greece ii. Ix. (1862)

V. 288 The Akarnanian darters, .were for this reason un-

handy wiih their missiles. 1876 Trevelyan Macaulay {iZZ^)

I. 123 He was unhandy to a degree quite unexampled in the

experience of all who knew him.

Jig. 1683 Kennett Erasm. on Folly 32 Wise men were so

awkward and unhandy in the ordering of publick affairs.

Uxih,a']l£f, z^. [UN-23, Cf, X>\i. 07itkangen.'\

1. trans, i'o takedown from a hanging position.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles iii. 293 For ho so t>us leued his

lyff to the ende. .My5te seie \>zX he sawe-.pat heuene were
vnhonge out of be hookis. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode i.

cxxiv. (1869) 66 From thennesthe scauberk she vnheengand
brouhte it. c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 941 To
unhange, despendre. 1598 Florid, Distmpiccare, to vuhang.
1614 W. Browne Skcph. Pipe 1. B2b, Wicked Swaines,
that beare me spight, . . Of my fold will draw the pegges, .

.

Or vnhang my Weathers bell. 1630 J. Taylok (Water P.)

Trav. Wks. iii. 82/1, I pray the let vs make hast, and put
the Waggon vnder the Gibbet, to see if we can vnhang and
saue him. 1722 De For Col. Jack v, 'I'hey unhanged a
small copper, and brought it off. 1769 Lloyds Even. Post
Sept-Oct. 319/2 A Butcher's wife.. was endeavouring to

unhang a joint of meat. 1856 Smetham in Beardmore
Sntetham (1906) 26 Unhanging a Turner from the wall of a
distant room, he brought it to the talile. 1888 A. Nutt
Holy Grail 40 No knight should.. unhang the shield till

Galahad should come.

fig. 1616 HiKRoN Wks. II. 24 It was not inough..for our
Sauiour to take them off, & (as it were) to vnhang them
from the world, unlesse He did also fixe them other-where.

b. Naut. To remove (a rudder) from its fasten-

ing.

1600 Hakluyt V<^. hi. 552 Their cables do oftentimes

breake, and their ruthers are vnhanged,..by reason the
shippes doe ride but in little water. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc.

New Invent. 49 They were forced to unhang the Rudder,

UNHAPPILY.
and new hang it again. 1772-84 Cook's Voy. (1790) III. 796
We.. found the Tamar lying between the island and the

main, having unhung her rudder. 1799 Naval Chron, II.

568 The rudder of the Isis was unhung.

c. To divest of hangings, rarer-^.

1719 Boyer Diet. Royal 11, To Unhang a Room, ditendre

la Tapisserie li'une Chavibre.

2. To undo the hanging of (a person).

1829 SoUTHEY Pilgrim to Compostella in, 54 So, with all

honours that might be, They gently unhang'd Pierre. 1837
Hawthorne Tivice-told T. (1851) I. viL 134 And hanging
the nigger wouldn't unhang the old gentleman !

Uniia'Uged, />/>/. a. [Un-1 8. C{.S\'i.ohangd.'\

Not (yet) executed by hanging. (Cf. Unhung
ppl. a. 2.)

c X440 York Myst. xxxii. i86 pou on-hanged harlott, hark
what I saie. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. ccxviii. [ccxiv.J

674 It is pytie these vnthrifies be vnhanged or drowned, for

tellyng of suche lies. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IVy 11. iv. 144

There Hues not three good men vnhang'd in England. 1786

Burns Twa Dogs 228 They. . Pore owre the devil's pictur'd

beuks;..An' cheat like ony unhanged blackguard. 1B21

Scott Kenilw. v, Some evil fortune dogs the heels of that

unhanged rogue Lambourne. 1848 'I'hackeray Van. Fair
Ii, We may abuse a man as much as we like, and call him
the greatest rascal unhanged—but do we wish to hang him
tlierefore? X899 T. M. Ellis Cat's-eye Rings 78 Through
this unhanged fiend.. my mother was one day.. murdered.

trans/. 1834 Tali's Mag. 1. 54/1 The advent of the Whigs
to power.. has been a decided godsend to the trading

advocates of unhanged abuses.

Unha'ng^g, vlTl. sb, [Un-' 13.] Omission of hanging

(a gate), a 1500 Bk. o/Brome (1886) 166 Je shall enquere aef

yer is ony mane yat haih no^te hangyd his fal-^ates, ..the

whiche on-hangyng hath be noyans to hys neyburs. Ud-
hangingly, adv. [Un-^ ii.] f Disconnectedly, tr 1449
pEcocK Repr. iv. iv. 441 For elles this clausul. .hadde be

seid vnpertynently and vnhangingli fro the materis of the

clausulis folewing and afore going.

tUnlia*p,^<^. O^J. [Un-1 12. Ci.ON.Mapp
(Icel. d/iapp, Norw. dial. uhapp\ and Wanhap.]
1. Misfortune, mishap.
az22S Ancr. R. 180 Mislikunge wiSuten—a&e sicnesse,

meseise, scheome, vnhep. c 1325 Body <y Soul 257 in Map's
Poems (Camden) 343 What eyleth the, thou grimli gaast?

That me thus breidest of myn unhap. c 1384 Chaucer H.
Fame 89 [To] shelde hem fro pouerte and shonde And fro

vnhappe and eche disese. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 111.

5099 For of J>e cite, sothly, and ^ toun. His vnhap were
endeles ruyne. ^ 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxiit. 129, I have
thorow vnhappe slayn a man. ^^1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/
Ayinon L 38 Your sone is ded by greie unhappe. 1523 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. 521 This was the ende of yunn.or Owen,
of Wales, .. slayne bjj great vnhap and treason, a 1586

Sidney A rcadia n. xvi, Sometime to vbit that place, where
first she was so happy as to see the cause of her vnhap.

2. With pi. A misfortune or mishap,
c \z%o Hali Meid. 29 Ne mei na worldlich unliap bireauen

ham hare weole. a 1250 Ozvli^ Night. 1267 NaueJ* mon no
sikerhede pat he ne may wene & adrede pat sum vnhap
neih him beo. 13. . £". E, Allit. P. B- 892 pay wern wakned
.Of on l^e vglokest vnhap ^at euer on erd suffred. 1390
GowER Con/ II. 36 Thei..to the god for helpe criden Of
suche unhappes as betyden. C1440 York Myst. xviii. 152

That no myscheue on hym betyde, Nor none vnhappe.

'559 Mirr. Mag. (1562) A a vj, Al which unhappes that they

were not foreseene, I was in fault.

3. atirib. or as adj. = Unhappy a.

1509 Hawes/*(W/. Pleas. (Percy Soe) 82 Now all my
destenyUiihap and happy, upon you doth growe. Ibid. 137

This unhap love had his mynde so broken.

t Unhap, V. Obs."^ [f. prec] intr. To bring

misfortune
c 1560 A. Scott Poems xxxiv. 123 Qubair \v. r. For] hur-

dome ay vnhappis With qiienry, cants, and coppis.

Unhap'ly, obs. var. Unhappily adv.

t Uzilia'ppen, a. Obs. [Un-1 7: cf. ON.
heppinn fortunate, t^oxw,tikeppen unfortunate ; and

seeUNHEPPENfl,] Unfortunate, miserable, wretched.

13.. E.E. Allit. P. B. 573 And a! was for l>is ilk eucl, Jiat

vn-happen gleite. 13.. St. Erkenwolde 19S in Horstm.
Altcngl. Leg. (1881) 270 One Jje vnhapnest hathel Jjat euer

one erthe jode. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) 1. 528

Than da by da tha waittit on thair lyme, For to commit
that curst vnhappin cryme.
Unha'ppen, v. (Un.' 14 or Un-* 7.) 1805 Ann. Rev.

III. 270 The past cannot unhappen. 1876 Mrs. Whitney
Sights (V Ins. II. xxxiii. 628 Had 1 been letting things happen
that couldn't unhappen any more, ever ?

Unhappily, adv. [Un-i i i. Cf. ON. uhtp-

piliga (Norw. dial, uheppelege).']

1. Unfortunately, unluckily ; by misfortune or

mischance; regrettably.

ti374 Chaucer Troylus v. 937 But he was slayn..Vn-
happyly at Thebes al to rat>e. ^1400 Desir. Troy 7104
pen vnhappely hys best he hastid to do, pat angari hym
afier angardly sore, c 1430 Syr Gener, (Roxb.) 7351 Jewel
vnhappelie hidre did bir bring, For now he hath an euel

ending. 1558 in FeuiUerat Revels Q. Mary (i(ji4) 251, I

ame not able to ryde..hy reason of a strayn which I have

vnhappelie mett with. 1576 LAMSARDE/Vra///^. Kent 138 b,

1 delyver suche only as lying in my waye doe offer them
seines, and suche as.. I haue not vnhappily lighted vpon.

1609 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. Ivii, Worc'ster (who had cscap'd

\nhappily His death in battel) on a Scaffold dies. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. § 51 That War in which the King
was so unhapoyly engaged against Spain. 17^ in hairne
Peerage Evidence (1874) 42 Wherea*; John Kairne..was
unhappily seduced,. to join in the rebellion.

b. Used parenthetically or in loose construction.

^1^86 Sidney Arcadia iii. xxviii, She saw, as he lifted

up his armes.., about one of them, unhappily, tied a garter.

1603 Shaks. Meas. /or M. 1. ii. 160 Lucio. With childe,

perhaps? Claudia. Vnhappely, euen so. 1649 Bounds
'

Publ. Obed. z The first Treatise, in which (and the un<
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happilier, to give foundauun to practicabl.; errors) they .

.

mistake principles, 1697 Brntlev FkaL (1699) log He had
unhappily forgot it, when he writ this Epistle. 1728 Col.

Rec. Pennsylv. III. 327 By being unhappily in the Company
of those who committed it. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla.
III. 385 But to all that was thus most fascinating to others,

she joined unhappily all that w*s most dangerous for her-

self. 1849 Macaulay Hist, En^. iv. I. 460 Unhappily the

splendid qualities of John Churchill were mingled with
alloy of the most sordid kind. 1890 Retrospect Med, CU.
340 But when this is unhappily not to be accomplished, a
partial removal has obviously prolonged life.

2. With evil fortune or mischance; evilly, miser-

ably, wretchedly.
CS375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. {Pelagia) 179, I,.J>at has

nocht anerly my-selfe Sonkyne in .syne vnhapely. 13^
GowER Conf. I. 54 And ate laste unhappely This Hert his

oghne houndes slowhe. 1412-30 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv.

1489 Achilles axe|> how it is Amonge Grekis, & clerly how
it stood. ..'Certis,' quod he, ' ful vnhappily '. 1509 Barclay
Shyp 0/ Folys (1570) 20 But these lewde caitifs.., Huing
vnhappily. In shame they Hue, and wretchedly they dye.

1596 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 76 At the last

maist unnaturally and unhappilicfell out the lamentable
slauchter of the saidis vmquhill James Stirling. 1605 Shaks.
Lear i. it. 157, I promise you, the effects he writes of,

succeede vnhappily. a\6^ Lovelace Poems (1904) 134
Ah Victory I unhap'Iy wonne, Weeping and Red is set the
Sun. i6(i7 Milton P.L.x. 917, 1., unweeting have offended,

Unhappilie deceav'd. 1779 Warner in Jesse Selwyn ^
Contemp. (1844) IV. 300 The giddy girl who married un-
happily. 1781 CowPER Charity 632 If, unhappily deceiv'd,

I dream. And prove too weak for so divine a theme.

b. Unsuccessfully.

1533 Eellenden Z-/7p' I. XV. (S.T.S.) I. 86 pe Sabynis
faucht vnhappely in ))\s last battall. 1654 tr. Martini's
Cong. China 55 So as if any fought unhappily, .. the
Governors hardly ever escaped alive. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob,
xiit, One of those simple persons who manage so unhappily
what they mean for civilities, that those to whom they are
addressed receive them frequently in another sense.

•f"
3. Mischievously, maliciously. Obs.

1509 Hawes Pcut, Pleas, xviii. (Percy Soc.) 85 What
mail on live can use suche governaunce. .but right pryvely
Behinde his backe some sayth unliappely? 1549 Ciialoner
Erasm. on Folly Giij, They thynke unhappeliest in their

herts, whan they speake smotheliest with their toungs.
2660 J. S. Andromana iii. iii, I know you always talk'd

unhappily. And if your heart dare do what's ill, I know it

can well teach your tongue excuses.

+ b. Unfavourably. Ol'S.~^

1613 Shaks. Jfen, VIIl^ i. iv. 89 Vou arc a Churchman,
or He tell you Cardinall, I should iudge now vnhappily.

+ 4. Unpleasantly near the truth; shrewdly, Obs.

1577-8* Breton Toyes Idle Head Wks. (Grosart) I. 33/2
The lust occasion why, God knowes : and I, perhappes, can
gesse vnhappily.

^ 1584 Lvly CamPaspe v. iv, Alex. Think
you not, Hepbestton, that she wofd faine be commaunded?
Hep, I am no thought catcher, but I gesse vnhappily.
i6(^ Shaks. Ham., iv, v. 13 Which.. Indeed would make
one thinke there would be thought, Though nothing sure,

yet much vnhappily.

t6. Unfitly; unskilfully. Obs.
x6oa Breton Wonders worth Hearing To Rdr., A few

odde Wonders, that being vnhappily set downe, mightpasse
away a little idle time to looke on. 1704 Swift T. Tub
Pret, My genius being conceived to He not unhappily that

way. X7«6 — Gulliver iii. iv, On the contrary, I never
knew a soil so unhappily cultivated.

6. Without happiness or pleasure.

1687 M licE Gt. Fr. Did, ir, He lives very unhappily with
her, // vit/ort tnal az>ec elU. 1814 Jane Austen Mans-
field Park \\y Fanny.. grew up there not unhappily among
her cousins. 1848 '1'hackeray Van. Fair xxxvi, A village

. . where little Rawdon passed the first months ofhis life, not
unhappily, with a numerous family of foster-brothers.

ITnb.a*ppiness. [Un-i 12.]

1. Misfortune, mishap, ill luck,

1470-85 Malory Arthur \\\. viL 221 Vnhappely he hath
donne this day thorou myshappe ; . . and other dedes he dyde
beforne ryght merueyllous and thorou vnhappynes. 1509
Hawes Vast. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 70 Now have I tolde
you all the veray trouthe Of my wofuU chaunce and great
unhappynesse. X56x T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. iii. 17 b,

Whose fcele are swyftc to shedde bloude, in whose wayes
ys sorrowe and vnhappyne^e. i6ai Wither Motto, Nee
Habeo C 1 b, I haue not that vnhappinesse, to be A Rich
Mans Sonne. 1651 Hobbes G<ni.

(J-
Soc. Ep. Ded., Yet the

naturall right of Preservation ..will not admit it to be a
Vice, though it confesse it to be an Unhappinesse. a 1701
Maundrell Journ. Jems. 17 March 1697, It was our un-
happiness to have.. a very violent storm of Thunder, and
Rain. 1753 Cibbkr Lives Poets I. 18 Lamenting the un-
happiness of a fluctuating language, that buries in its ruins
even genius itself. 1872 Tennyson Gareih <5* Lynetie 1204,
I . . here lie thrown by whom I know not, all thro' mere un-
happiness—Device and sorcery and unhappiness.

D. Unfavourable character.

1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 659/2 The Unhappiness
of the Climate.

t2. Evil, wrong-doing, mischief. Obs.
f 1485 Dighy Myst. (1882) n. 627 Thys traytour.. That

doth this vnhappynes a-gayns all ! 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 242 b, Manasses was as the pyt and synke of all

fylth & synne and vnhappynesse. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. John vii. 57 Rcadye to be hiered to do all unhappi-
nesse. 1606 Holland Sueton. 156 margin. Such as would
play Bo<peepe and hide themselves when they had done
some unhappinesse. a 1625 Fletcher Love's Pil^image
\\.^ ii, A wild boy, That for the fruits of his unhappiness, Is
fajgn to seek the wars.

8. The condition of being unhappy in mind.
I7sa WoLLASTON Relig. Nat. \'\. (1724) 143 No doubt there

13 to every wrong and vitious act a suitable degree of un-
happiness and punishment annext. 1791 Boswell Johnson
an. 1758, As easy and pleasant a state of existence, as con-
stitutional unhappiness ever permitted him to enjoy. 184a

A. C0M8K Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 201 Hence.. too often

arise indiffertnce and unhappiness between those whom
Nature has formed. .to suit each other. 1861 Mill UtHit.
ii. 10 By unhappiness is intended, pain and the privation of

pleasure. 1895 Rosa Baughan Palmistry 27 A star on
Venus means unhappiness caused by love.

Unhappy, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Uf persons (or animals) : Causing misfortune

or trouble (to oneself or others) ; objectionable

or miserable on this account.
To some extent passing into sense 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3637 Ful lath me ware, pat he t'-it

blissmg fra J)e bare, Vnhappi wreche has he ben ai. c 137S
.SV. Leg. Saints xxxvi. {Baptista) 736 For cowaitise a man,
vnhappy & wnwyse, dalf vpe his graf be nichtirtale. 1470-

85 Malory Arthur vii. vii. 221 He is an vnhappy knaue,

and vnhappely he hath donne this day thorou myshappe.
£:i489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon viii. 194 Leie vs goo
assaylle thise vnhappy folke of the kynge Charlemagne.

^71518 Skelton Magnyf. 1374, I haue brought Vnto
Magnyfycence a full vngracyous sorte, For all hokes vn-

happy to me haue resorte. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy I. xix. 22 b, An vnhappie soukiier of Pro-
uence. .declared vnto the Turkes the weakest places of the

castle. 1607 G. Wilkiss Miseries Enforced Marriage K i,

I am sure they are greater sinners. That made this match,
and were vnhappy men. For they caus'd all, and may
heauen pardon them. ^1614 Fletcher Valentinian v. ii,

Lici. He is poyson'd.. .Z^c/, Who? Lici. The wretch
Aretus, That most unhappy villain, 162^ Darcie tr. Du
MoJtlin's Heraclitus vi. 41 There is nothing more hard to

find in this world than a good woman, a good Mule, and a
good Goat, being three vnhappie beasts. 1770 Harris in

Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmeshury (1870) I. 192 He was an un-
happy sot, and last week shot himselfthrough the bead. 1828

ScoTT F. M. Perth x, These unhappy Highland clans are

again breaking into general commotion.

t b. Sc. Ill-natured ; bad-tempered. Obs.—"^

1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jn Coltness Collect. (Maitl. CI.)

127 Indeed he was so unhappy, (which signifies ill-nature

in Scots,) that she durst never ask anything at him he was
not pleased to tell her.

2. Of persons : Unfortunate, unlucky, ill-fated

;

miserable in lot or circumstances. Also, in later

nse, wretched in mind.
1375 Barbour Bruce m. 291 Bot he the mar be wnhappy.
He sail eschew it in party. 1:1400 Desir. Troy 2689 A !

nobill Troye, he noy bat neghis be at bond !, .A I vnhappy
hegh kyng, what hardsliip is to the ! c 1440 Protnp. Parv.

365/2 On-happy, in/oriunatuSy infelix. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur vi. x. 198 Who that vseth peramours slialle be vn-

happy, and all thjmg is vnhappy that is .iboute hem. 1523
FiTZHERB. Husb. § 144 He is an vnhappy man or woman,
that . . woll chose the worst parte. 1587 Golding De Mornay
xvi. 295 The most parte. .come to this point, that man is

the most vnhappiest of lining wights.^ x6oo }. Pony tr.

Leo's Africa 11. 70 This uiihappie king beeing utterly

driuen to dispayre, . . in the night time road foorth of the

citie. x6s5 Fuller Ch. Hist. in. vi. §40. 86 Endless it

were to reckon up the indignities offered unto these Jews.
..A people equally unhappy at feasts, and at frays. 17*6
Swift Gulliver n. viii, The seamen might conjecture some
unhappy mortal to be shut up in the box. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
CLiEFE Myst. UdolpJw xxvii. Some unhappy person, who,
having been plundered by his banditti, was brought hither

a captive. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iv. I. 432 In the

midst of this splendour, . . the unhappy woman gave herself

up to an agony of grief. 1900 Longm. Mag. Mar. 450 He
fully agreed that her mother must not be made unhappy.
absoL 1647 Cowley Mistr.^ Sleep iv, Thou scorn'st th'

Unhappy ; and the Happy, Thee. 1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy
v. i, Pity the unhappy, said a devout, venerable, hoary-

headed man. 1839 Carlvle CJtartisvi viii, A tear at least

is due to the unhappy.

b. Const, in (some respect).

1604 Shaks. 0th. in. iv. joa Sure, there's some wonder in

this Handkerchiefe, I am most vnliappy in the losse of it.

1634 Sir T, Herbert Trav. 321 Vnhappiest in this, that

their owne Nation forgot them quite. 1711 Addison 6"/*^/.

No. 164 ? 1 Conslantia was . . very unhappy in a Father, who
..took delight in nothing but his Money. 1770 Harris in

Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbnry (1870) I. 201 They have been
unhappy in another fire at WiUon.

C. Unsuccessful ; apt to make mistakes.

1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. \. 45, 1 have observed

that no man is more unhappy than those physicians, that

note their medicines out of books. x66a Stillingfl. Orig.

Sacrae u iii. § g He is as unhappy a person in Pliilology, as

anythat have pretended so much acquaintance with it.

171X Mrs. Long Let. to Sivift 18 Nov., 1 hat 1 may clear my
meanings, which are always far from offending my friends,

however unhappy I may be in my expressions.

d. Of places : Subject to, suffering from, mis-

fortunes or evils.

1591 Spenser Ruins Time 146 Seemes, that that gentle

Riuer . . From my vnhappie neighborhood farre fled. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 268 Wherefore.. call [we] them not to

sliare with us their part In this unhappy Mansion? 1697
Drvden Virg. Georg. it. 308 And such a country could

Acerrae boast, Till Clanius overflowed the unhappy coast.

Ibid, IV. 751 Th' unhappy Climes, where Spring was never

known. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy II. iv. 92 You !

—have you ventured to our unhappy house? 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. iv. 1. 498 The bands which oppressed and wasted

these unhappy districts.

3. Of things: Associated with, bringing about or

causing, misfortune or mishap ; disastrous.

€ 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 204 Infortunat ascendent

tortuous, ..O fieble Moone, vnhappy been thy paas. 1390
Gower Con/. I. 236 Sche tok out thilke unhappi scherte.

Ibid. 326 At thilke unhappi freisshe welle. X42o-» Lvdc.
Thebes I. 821 Of whom the weddyng. .Vnhappy was and
passing odious, Inforlunedand vngracious. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur ri. xviii. 97 Thenne Balyn smote hym ageyne with
that vnhappy swerd. 1533 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cccxl.

216/2 This vnhappy wether for the englisshmen fell well

for them in the cyte, 1607 PeeU's Jests 14 The Gentle-

ninn wa>^. .disturbed in thought at this unhappy accident.
1652 Howell Girajffi's Rev. Xaples 11. 142 An unhappy
Bullet came and killed one of the princlpall of the Black-
coats that was in Arms. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 125 P7 It
is very unhappy for a Man to be born in such a stormy and
tempestuous Season. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Ca7/»7/'T III. 18,
I am shocked to find you informed of this unhappy trans-
action. 1837 Lockhart Scott III. iii. no His iriend was
aware that he had an unhappy propensity to drinking.
1891 Farrar Darkn. Sf Dawn Ixlii, An unhappy and acci-
dental collision between the jealous cohorts led to a battle.

b. Inauspicious; foreboding evil.

. 1533 Bk[.lenden Livy i. viii. (S.T.S.) I. 47 Numa schewe
in his Calendar sic dayis as wer happy and sic dayis as war
unhappy. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vi. 44 Death is for wretches
borne vnder vnhappie starre. 1638 Rawley tr. Bacon's Life
<5- Death (1650) 11 The Black-Bird is reported to be.. one of
the longest livers: An unhappy Bird, and a good singer.
1814 SouTHEV Roderick vi. 90 The spurious race Whom in
unhappy hour Favila's wife Brought forth for Spain.

C. Infelicitous; unsuccessful.

1719 Swift To Vng. Clergyman Wks. 1755 II. ii. 3 Neither
Is It rare to observe among excellent, .divines a certain un-
gracious manner, or an unhappy tone of voice. 1779 John-
son L, P.y Rochester Wks. II. igp His imitation of Horace
on Lucilius is not inelegant or unhappy.
4. Of conditions : Marked by misfortune or mis-

hap ; miserable, wretched.
1390 Gower Conf III. 59 Helas, that evere was I bore.

That this unhappi destine So wofulli comth in be me ! 1484
Caxton Fables of^sop 11. viii. In the vnhappy and Infor-

tunat tyme men ought not to be despayred. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 68 Sayeng to him, my chance
and desteny Of al other is the moste unhappy. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay^s Voy. i. xv. 16 The end of his

moste vnhappye life. Ibid. iv. xxvii. 146 Through hunger
[he] was. .to die an vnhappie death. 1600 Breton Pa*-
anil's Madcappe D3 b, If they be met with in their going
home, I can not pitty their vnhappy speede, 1712 Black-
more Creation m. 325 You oft declaim on man's unhappy
fate. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxx. Her mind
deeply impressed with the unhappy fate of this object, she
forgot all her faults. 1838 Fr. A. K.EMBLE^i'«V/. inGeorgia
(1863) 13, I have never been among them to judge what
faculties their unhappy social position leaves to them un-
impaired. ^ 1878 Browning La Saistaz 30 Life thus owned
unhappy, is there supplemental happiness . . in life to come ?

t5. Causing or involving trouble or mischief;

objectionable, evil ; naughty. Obs.

1474 Paston Lett. III. 121 Wherffor I sende yow herwith
yowr rynge, and the onhappy muskeball. isao More
Dyaloge IV. Wks. 259/2 Moreouer the vnhappy dedes of y*
sect must nedes be imputed to the sect selfe. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. \\\. xvii. 102 They are also

full of diuers vnhappy vices, a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (1664)

110 The world, .never gave you but an unhappy welcome^
a hurtful entertainment. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 420
It seems to be but like to Womens frighting of Children
from doing unhappy tricks.

t b. Unfavourable, poor, Obs.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. xxviii. 125 A very proper grass to

cultivate on such unhappy soils, where hardly any other
grass.. will grow at all.

6. Comb.f as unhappy-faced., 'happy^ -looking^

-wilted adjs.

1591 Spenser M. Hubberd^g For both were craftie and vn-

happie witted. a x6i8 Sylvester Funeral ElegieDr. Hilfs
IVife 185 (Her first and last) unhappy-happy Boy, Which
cost her life. 1863 W.C Baldwin A/r. Hunting ix. 378 An
odd unhappy-looting springbuck or two. 1876 Geo. £liot
Dan. Der. x»viii, That unhappy-faced woman.

t TInlia'ppy, z*. Obs, [UN-2 6a.] trans. To
make unhappy or unfortunate.

1593 Shaks. Rich. //, in. i. 10 You haue mis-led a Prince,

..A happie Gentleman in Blood, and Lineaments, By you
vnhappied, and disfigur'd cleane. 1605 Sylvester Xr.Para*
dox agst. Libertie 410 In our selues doth rest That which vn»

happieth vs, and that which makes vs blest. 1653 E. Lloyd
Let. 28 July (MS. Ashmole), I admire you.. should for any
By-end vnhappie your selfe and stepdame your children.

Unha'rassed,//*/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1796 P. L.
Courtier Pleas. Solitude (1802) 58 The solitary haunt, by
foe unharassed more ! 1883 ' Annie Thomas ' Mod. House-
tui/e 30* We must retrench !' we said.., and in those un-

harassed days we said it cheerfully enough. t UnhaT-
borough, r/. Obs. (Un-= 5.] = next. i6ii Florio, Z?/>

albergare, to dislodge, to vnharborough.

Unlia-rbour, v. [Un-2 5.] t7-ans. To dis-

lodge (a deer) from covert or shelter.

1576 TuRBERV. Veneris loo An Hart and a Bucke [are!

likewise reared, rowsed, and vnharbored. 1582 Stanvhurst
IV. (Arb.) 100 The heard deare dooth stray from mounten
vnharbourd. 1686 R. Blome {7^;///. Recreat. n. 83/1 Your
Hounds should not all be uncoupled until the Hart is un-

harboured by the Harbourer. 1721 Phil. Trans. XXXI.
167 After you unharbour a Moose, he will run a Course of

zo, or 30 miles, before he. .comes to a Bay. 1797 Sporting

Mag. IX. 264 Mr. Sturt's stag hounds unharboured a hind

at Maggot-Hill Wood. 1823 Scott Quentin D. ix, To the

devil with the discourse, for the boar is unharboured. 1856

Stonehenge Brit. Rural Sports 109 The regular pack being

held at hand .
.

, ready to be laid on when the hart or hind is

' unharboured \

b. transf, ^nAfig,
1593 Sidney's Arcadia iii. (1922) II. 29 Your compassion

makes me open my hart to you, and leave unharboured mine
owne thoughts. 1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler 44, 1 am sure .

.

it was never storyed that Salus Populi began with Majestas
Imperii^ unlesse Majestas Imperii first unharbour'd it, and
hunted it to a stand. 1768 Foote Z)«/;Vi, Advance 1 now let

us unharbour the rascal 1 1771 R. Cumberland West Indiatt

II. vi, I'll unlodge him, I'll unharbour him, I warrant. 1814

Scott St. Ronan's iv, Clara. . is a little wilful ; and I believe

your ladyship must take the task of unharbouring her into

your own hands.

Hence TTnha'rbouring vbl. sb,
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UNHARBOITRED.

1591 R. TuRNBULL Exp. St. James 102 These, .house them-
selues by the vnharbouring..of the poore. 1686 R. Klome
GcHtt. Recreat. ii. 83/1 The Chase of the Hart or Stag j

and first the Vnharbouring him. 1897 D. H. Madden Diary
IK Si'/ence 30 The rest of the company made ready to assist

at the unbarbouring of the hart.

TTuharbonred, a. [U.v-i 8.]

1. Having no shelter or refuge.

c 1450 Ctn'. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 403 Ye had no pete on selce

nor lame. . . Unherborwed men ye serv>'d the same.

2. AfTording no shelter ; wild.

1634 Milton Comtts 423 She that has that.. May trace

huge Forests, and unharbour'd Heaths.

tUnha-rd. a. Obs. [Un-1 7. Cf. ON. ilhaHSr^

obs. Flem. onherd, OHG. unherii^ Soft.

a. 1300 Cursor M. 24302 Quen i sa moght kis t>at suete, l^e

vnharder was mi harm. 1552 Huloet, Vnbarde, eduritm,

1570 Levins Mani^. 31 Uiihard, viollis.

UnhaTden, v. (Ui\-2 6 a.)

xS5a HuLOET, Vnharden, eduro. i6n Florid, Discallire,

to suple, to vnharden. 1879 Browning Ivan Ivatwvitck 243
Ivan Ivanovitch, ^I'is you unharden lue.

Unhaxdened, /!/>/. a. (Un-i 8.)
Jig. 1590 SiiAKs. Mids. IV. I. i. 35 Messengers Of Strong
preuaihnent in vnhardned youth. j6o8 H. ClaphkT^Errour
Right Hand K\ If thine heart be vn-hardned, it will easily

ioyne with mee. 1619 [see Unhatched ^]. 1747 Richardson
Ciarissa{\Z\\) II. 26 After you have heard what your friends

shall further urge in bis behalf, unhardened by clandestine

correspondencies. X7SMi Mme. D'Arblay Diary V. 390 The
few unhardened in crimes. iBai Southev in Life A. Bell

(1844) III. 630 Preserving his heart the while unstained and
unhardened. 1846 Landor /mag, Cotiv. Wks. I. 249/2 The
studious, the enthusiastic, the unhardened in politics.

///. 183S-6 Todd's Cycl.Anat, I. 349/1 An intermediate

layer of unhardened epiderm, 1884 F. J. Britten Watch ^
Clockm. 6 Unhardened springs do not accelerate.

Unhardiness. (Un-' 12.) 161 x Florio, Sbaldanza,
vnboldncsse, vnhardinesse. 1893 Mod, Rev. April 252 A
hundred generations of unhardiness and want of power,

t Unha-rdle, ». Obs-^ [Un-^^.]
The second element is app. f. OF. hardel m. or Jiardelle f..

either in the sense of 'troop, company ', or of 'cord, leash

(cf. F. harde leash for hounds). In the former case the sense
is ' to break up, disperse ' ; in the latter, ' to unleash, un-
couple '. Either meaning is suitable to the context
X3.. Gaxv. ^Gr. Knt. 1637 Hunteres vnhardeled hi a holt

syde, Rocheres roungen hi rys, for rurde of her homes.

Unlia'rdy, a. (Un-1 7.)
X377 Langl. p. pi B. Prol. i8o [They] helden hem vn-

hardy and here conseille feble. C1386 Chaucer Reeve's T.

4208, 1 wil arise, and auntre it by my fayth : Vnhardy is vn-

seely, thus men sayth. 1430-40 Lvdc. Bochas iv. viii. (1554)

J05 Nother heaucnly gods nor fortune blind of syght Wer
both vnhardy tattempt a^ein his might. X539 Tavebner
£rasm, Prov. (1545) 79 With sluggers or unhardy persons,

it is alwayes holy daye. x6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xi,

1 5. 555/1 Neitheryet washe vnliardie in Arms. X67X Milton
P. R. ni. 243 The wisest, unexperienc't, will be ever. . Irreso-

lute, unhardy, unadventrous.

tTnliarmed,///.a. (Un-1 8.)
X340-70 Alex. ^ Dind. 227 And y bj-hote 50U her vnharmed

to leue. c X400 Bcryn 1804 Howe shuld o sely lombe, a-mong
wolvis weld, And scapen vn-i-harmyd? 1436 Sir G. Have
Law A rtns &.')l S.) 164 He sail seurly cum and gang un-
harmyt of me or ony of myn.^ XS13 Douglas Mneid i. Prol.

51 lliocht I offend, onhermit is thine fame. is8a Stanvhubst
yEtteis II. (Arb.) 64 Wasd for this (raoother) that mee throgh
danger vnharmed You led? 1667 Drvden & Davenant
Tempest 11. (1670) 25 Prosp. No courage can resist 'em.
lap. How then have you, Sir, Liv'd so long unharm'd
among them? X687 [see next]. 1791 Cowper Odyss. v. 197,
I win also give New raiment for thy limbs, and will dispatch
Winds after thee to waft thee home unharm'd. 1855 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 327 Here he might possibly have re-

mained unharmed and harmless, had not an event.. made
his enemies implacable, x886 Hai.l Caime Son o/Hagar
III. vi, What a mercy we're safe and unharmed.

Unharmful, a. (Un-i 7.)
X538 Elyot, Iniocuus, vnharmefnll, he that doth none

harmc. XS48 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John i. 9 b, This is

be. , whose vnharmefuU blood defended the children of Israel.

»594 Carew Tasso {1881) 87 That hungry teene of gold, and
thirst withall Of mine vnharmefuU blood. x6is Chapman
Odyss. II. 138 And-.hoW unharmful on your wished way.
x6^ Drvden Nifui ^ P. i. 299 Themselves unharmful, let

them live unharm'd, Their jaws disabl'd, and their claws
disarm'd. x8ss Singleton Virgil I, 162 Often have malig.
nant stepdames.. mingled drugs and not unharmful spells.

UnhaTmfully, adv. (Un-' ii.) x888 Contemp. Rev.
Nov. 676 To grapple unharmed and unharmfully with the
very deepest problems of our being.

Unliarming,///. a. (Un-1 io.)
X795 Southev Joan of Arc vii. 162 Again he thrust the

spear; At once Dunois on his broad buckler met The un-
harming stroke. X835 \jmonRienzix. iv, Dangerous tools
they were, but without the workman they may rust un.
harming. xSja KittcsiEV Andromeda 149 A fiery rainfail,

unharming, Sparkled and gleamed.

nnharmonic, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)
X694 Pepys Let. in Academy o Aug. (1890) 'iio/i There is

adecent andnotunharmonickplaynessein it. xSioS.GbeI'IN
Reformist II. 20 The unbarmonic squalling of a ballad-
singer.

trnliarmo'nious, a, [Un- i 7 and 5 b.]

1. Not sonnding in liarmony ; unmelodious.
<xx634 CuhVHMi Rev.for Honour ii. i. 224 These sounds

are imharmonious. 1727 Swift /.r/. £«^. TongueWVs, 1755
II. I. x88 Such harsh unharmonious sounds, that none but a
northern ear could endure. 1753 R. Clayton JmLfr. Cairo
io Mt. Sinai 4 The noisy sonnets of our Eastern friends, who
. .designed these their unharmonious vociferations as a com-
pliment. x83i G, DowNES Lett. Cont. Countries 1. 139 Some
country-seats, one of which bears the unharmonious name,
Gutsch. 1859 R. F. Bt;RTON Centr. Afr. in yml. Geog. Soc*
XXIX. 266 An unharmonious chorus of collective voices.
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b. Not yielding orproducingharmonious sounds,

X74a Young Nt, Th. in. 89 Transfixt by fate,.. How from
the summit of the grove she fell. And left it unharmonious !

X784 Cowpkr Task iii. 734 Wholesome airs,.. And groves, if

unharmonious,yet secure From clamour, a i86xT. Woolner
My Beautiful Lady, Night i, What trite old folly unhar-

monious sages., write.. Of sin original and growing crime I

2. Not exhibiting harmony or agreement.
1667 Milton P, L. xi. 51 Those pure immortal Elements

that know No gross, no unharmoneous mixture foule. 1796
Mrs. M. Robinson Angelina 1. 125 Pardon me.. for the im-

pertinence of supposing that your enlightened mind can for

a moment be unharmonious, X805 Loudon Iinprov. Hot'
Houses 38 Walls and flues covered with white plaster, the

raw glare of which.. has a harsh and unharmonious effect.

1846 Orote Greece ix. (1862) II. 246 The distinct and un-

harmonious elements of which the population . , was made up.

X876 Bernstein ^/:'^5^«.j« 120 The cause of the harmonious
or unharmonious relation between colours.

Uiih.armo'niously,a(/f. (Un-1 ii; cf. prec.)

[177s AsEi.] X783 Hlair Lect.\. xix. 393 [There is] little

beauty in the construction of his sentences, which are fre-

quently suffered to drag unharmoniously. 1856 Froude
iiist. Eng. I. 262 Factions nearly equal in number, though
unharmoniously composed.

Unha'rmonize, v. (Un.^ 6 c.) 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett
Beggar Girl (1813) III. 67 It was not in the power of sir

Jacob or his companion entirely to unharmonise her mind.
Unharmonized,///. a. (Un-'8.) [i;775Ash.] X803MARY
Charlton Wife ^-Mistress III. 144 I'his promised interview
was now the only circumstance she looked forward to, ere

she quitted this unharmonized society, 1873 Svmonds Grk.
Poets xii. 417 Fragments of primitive, .superstition unhar-
monized with the serene element of the Hellenic spirit.

UnhaTmonizing, ///. a. (Un-* jo.) 185X W. R. Greg
Creed ofChristendom xi. 152 Those single, unharmonizing
discrepant texts. 1865 Pusev Truth En^. Ch. 42 The Holy
Synod approved the letter, .as. .in no wise unharmonizing
with the inspired Scriptures. UnhaTmony. (Un-' 12,

5 b.) 183a Gen. Thomi'Son Exerc. (1842) 101 A marvellous
blunder, . .which., caused all ancient music to flounder in

a mass of unharmony. x866 R. Chambers Ess. Ser. it. 189
That unharmony of opinion which so often makes social life

uncomfortable.

Unlia'rness, v, [Ux- 2 4, 4 b. Cf. Du. and
Flem. £?;///m;-«a5j-^;/ to disarm (*exarmare*,KiUan).]

1, trans. To divest of armour, Aho Ji^.
CX435 Torr. Portugal 202 Blythe then wase that lady jent,

For to on-harnes Torrent. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par.
Col. ii. 6Thendeclaredhe them freely and playnly to beouer-
commen and vnharnysed, when, .he caryed vs about .^s it

were in a triumphe, 155a Huloet, Vnharnayes exarmo.
x8o3 James Milii. Diet., UnJiarnessedf disarmed divested
of armour or weapons of offence.

2. To free (horses, etc.) from harness ; tounyoke.
Also^^. and (in recent use) ahsol.

x6ii CoTGR., Z'^j/i^ir/idt/i^r, to vnharnesse, or vntrap; to

take off the furniture from a horse. 1643-5 Miltov Divorce
II. xxi. When two unfortunately met are by the Canon forc't

todrawinthatyoke, .tiUdeathunbarnesse em. X697DKVDEN
Virg. Past. II. 96 The sweating steers, unharnessed from the
yoke, Bring, as in triumph, back the crooked plough. 1746
Phil, Trans. XLIV. 296 The Carter drove him home; but,

as soon as he had unharnessed him, the poor Creature.,
dropp'd down dead immediately. 1799 Hull Advertiser
2 Feb. 2/4 A number of respectable inhabitants unharnessed
the cattle from his carriage. xSsa Grote Greece 11. Ixxi.

IX. Z03 Xenophon unharnessing a waggon-bullock.., im-
mediately offered sacrifice. 1894 West/it, Gas. 10 June 5/1
He had to leave off helping to unharness the horse.

Hence TJnha'messing vbL sb,

1856 Lever Martins ofCrd M. xv, Grooming, and shoeing,
and unharnessing went on with, .noise and merriment.

TJnha.rnessQd, ppKa.] [Un-i 8.]

+ 1. Not ornamented or trimmed. Obs.
X488 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. I. 83 A belt ofcrammassy

hernessit with gold and braid | . . a belt of gold vnharnessit.

2. Not provided with or wearing armour,
ax5x3 Fabvan Chron.\u. 308 Kynge Rycharde, . .with a

fewe accompanyed & vnharnaysed, shulde comme to yo

Frenshe Kynges tent. xgCj Pilkington Expos. A l>dyas 55,
300 naked men unharnessed,, .vanquished them all. x^6
Hooker Conq.Irel. i. xliLzS/i in Holinshed,As incombates
in England, so they being vnharnessed, did fight with their

swords or weapons in the open sight of the people. 172X
Ramsay Poems 397 Ungeard, naked, not clad, unharness'd.

3. Not fitted with, or put into, harness.
x6o8 Sylvester Du Barias 11. iv. Schisme 298 Chariots,

unfurnisht and unharnest. 1697 Dryden /Eneis ix. 425 Un-
harnessed chariots stand along the shore. X79X Cowper
Hiad II. 950 Beside the chariots stood the unharness'd steeds
Cropping the lotus.

D. Not adapted for industrial tise.

1903 Kipling 5 Nations 57 Watching unharnessed rapids
wasting fifty thousand head an hour.

XTnlia'messed, pph a.^ [f. Unharness v.I

1, Released from harness.
X676 Hobbes Hiad 212 The horses, that me brought, un-

harnessed Attend me at the foot of Ida hill. X7J5 Pope
Odyss. \i. 103 The mules unharness'd range beside the main.
x8s9 Dickens Holly Tree i. (1899) 31, I had the honour of
leading one of the unharnessed post-horses.

fig. X867 Maccregor Voy. Alone ii. 39, I reclined unhar-
nessed in the cabin, reading intently.

2. Divested of armour.
X664 Butler Hud. 11. 11. 49 Where now arriv'd, and half

unharnest, To carry on the work in earnest, He stopp'd.

Unha'rped, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) X859 F. K. Harford
Martyrs of Lyons <V K. 26 Song unharp'd on Seraph's

f
olden strings. UnhaTried, ///. a, (Un.' B.) 1871
'keeman Norm. Con^.xvn. IV, 80 Tlie coast, .remained

unharried by either friends or enemies. 1889 Daily News
JO Apr. 5/1 You will leave his nest unharried.

TTnha'rrowed,///. a. (Un^i 8.)

JS73 TussER Hmb. (1878) 88 Not ouely thy peason, but

UNHAVING.
also thy beanes, Unharrowed die, being buried in clay.

a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1752)118 Let the furrows lie unharrowed
for some time. 1778 [W. H. Marshall] Minutes Agrtc^
Observ. 103 A belt across the middle [of the field], left ex-
perimentally unharrowed.

UnhaTvested, //>/. a. [Ux-i 8.]

1. From which no harvest is taken.
1867 Morris Jason ii. 731 In what strange wain Hast

thou crossed o'er the green and restless plain Unharvested
of any? 186S Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 428
The method, .of turning the hogs into an unharvested field

when commencing to fatten. X879 Butcher & Lang Odyssey
77 The perilous gulfs of the unharvested sea.

I

2. Not reaped or brought in,

I

1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-frtvl xvi. 198 They feed

I

upon ihe previous season's waste and unharvested grain.

i
TTnlia'Sp, v. \\]^- 2 4 b.] trans. To free from

1 a hasp or catch ; to unfasten
; Jig. to disclose.

i 13.. E. E. Allit.P. B. 688 Me bos..a!le myn atlyng to
abraham vn-haspe bilyue. 1598 Mucedo}us'^i)\\.22 Enuie,
spit thy gall ; . . Vnhaspe the W icket where all periureds roost.

x6xs J. 1'aylor (Water P.) l/raniai, Eternall God, which ..

at the doomefull day will once vnhaspe lb' acusing booke of
Subiects and of Kings. x8io Scott Lctdy ofL.w, xii, While
bolt and chain he backward roU'd, And made the bar unhasp
its hold. i895C/m«/^. yr«/. XII.78i/iOldHird unhasped

, the door in the comer.
Unha'sped, /^/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1856 Hawthorne Suo^v

Image, etc. (1879) 221 By some accident, it had been left

unhasped. 1894 Baring-Gould Kitty Alone II. 35, 1 will

leave the door of my stores open—unhasped. Uiiha'Ste.
(Un-* 12.) XB79 Ueshler Afternoons w. Poets 8 'Culti-

vate the virtue of patience,' he replied with imperturbable
unhaste. 1893 Bliss Carman Low Tide on Grand Pri $4
The noiseless secret Of Eternity's unhaste. Unha'sted,
///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1854 S. DoBELL Balder iiL 13 The un-
hasted life That plods with equal step the wonteti way.

Unha'sting, ///.«. (Un-1 lo.)

Also, in recent use, unhastingness.

1839 Carlyle Chartism \v^ Perseverance, unhasting un-
resting diligence, ..characterise this people. 1872 Moklev
Voltaire 287 That grave and unhasting dignity, which is

the life of history. 1891 W. Tuckwell Tongues in Trees
J51 Unhasting yet unresting chroniclers of fleeting time.

Unha sty, a, (Un-' 7.) 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. lii. 4 One
day nigh wearie of the yrkesome way. From her vnhastie
beast she did alight. 1651 Jer. Taylor Serm. for Year
II. XV. 192 He is a perfect man.. who hath. .so unhasty
and wary a spirit, as that he decrees upon no act before he
hath considered maturely.

Unha-t, V. (Un- 2 4, 7.)
x6ix Florio, Disberettare^ to vncap, to vnhat. 1879 H.

Spencer Ceremonial Inst, vi, 134 Unhatting on the knees
when the host is carried by, occurs still in Catholic coun-
tries. 1883 Academy 30 June 460/1 To the latter we must
often iiiihat as to the oldest of acquaintances.

Unha-tched, ///. a.^ (Un-1 8 + Hatch z'.i)

[

x6ox Holland Pliny I. 298 Whiles the chick is unhatched
! and within the egge. X794 Morse Amer. Geog. 169 The
young cuckow.. immediately sets about clearing the nest of

the young sparrows, and the remaining unhatched eggs.

X854 Badham Haiieut, 186 Many [tunny-fish]. .drop their
' unhatched posterity about, wherever they may happen to

reside. 1872 Darwin Orig. Spec. (ed. 6) iv. 68 The hard tip

! to the beak of unhatched birds^ used for breaking the egg.

j

fig. x6o3 Shaks. Ham. i. iii. 65 But doe not dull thy
palme, with entertainment Of each vnhatch't, vnfiedg'd

Comrade. X63S Pagitt Cliristianog. 223 Papall Indulgences
were then unhatched. a 1639 T. Carew Poans Wks. (1824)

85 Though niggard 'I ime left much unhatch'd by deeds.

t Unha'tciied, ///. a.2 Obs. [Un-1 8 ^-

Hatch z/.S] Unbacked; unstained.
x6ox Shaks. Twel. N. lu. iv. 257 Vio. I pray you sir what

is be? To. He is knight dubb'd with vnbatch'd Rapier.
1619 Fletcher Knt, Malta 11. v. Tender, and full of fears our
blushing Stx is, Unhardned with relentless thoughts; un-
hatcht VVith bloud, and bloudy practice,

Unlia-tted, rt. (Un-i 9.)
1832 Miss Mitford Village Ser. v. 197 Frederick of

Prussia's unhatted soldier. i&j7 Helps Friends in C. i. ii. 31
A great, unhatted, uncravated, bearded man. 1893 JVestm.
Gaz. 22 Apr. 2/3 He was unhatted, but he leant forward
with a graceful bow.

b. spec. (See Hat sb, 3.)
iSSoSat. Rev. 25 Dec. 808/1 Bembo..in his pleasant, un-

regenerate, because still unhatted, days.

Unhaunted,///. a. [Un- i 8.]

+ 1. Not practised or used. Obs."^

1533 Bellenden Livy ni. (S.T.S.) I. 29S Nocht knawand
..quhy )>e thing (J)at was sa mony 5eris afore vnhantit and
out of consuetude) was brocht agane in vse,

2. Not frequented ; lonely, solitary,

X568-9 Act II Eliz. in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 369 Enor-
mities that have followed of the disordered trade of aliens

to creekes and unhaunted portes. xs8x J. Bell Haddoti's
Anszu. Osor, 349 b, Nor were they sojourning then in y«
Cities, or Townes. But coucht close.. in unhaunted woodes
and fennes. 1617 Campion Wks. (1909) 181 We boih will

sit in some vnhaunted shade. X659 W. Chamberlayne
Pharonnida iv. 04 Like beauteous flowers, which vainly

waste the scent Of odors in unhanted desaris.

3. Not haunted by (or of) something.
x8i8 Cobbett/*(7A Reg. XXXIII. i62(They]can lay their

heads on their pillows unliaunted by the apprehension of

seeing him no more, 1819 Keats Indolence ii, Unhaunted
(^uite of all but—nothingness. 1866 Howells Venet. Life
ii. 21 Unhaunted by any pang for the decay that afterwards

saddened me.., I glided on.

Hence Unhan'ntedness.
x6xi Florio, /w/r^^w^wsa, vnhauntednesse.

Unhau'nting, vbl. sb. (Un-' 13.) X538 Elvot, Inso-

lentia, seldomnes of vse in any thynge, vnhauntynge of a
place. tUnha'ving, w/'Ai3. Obs,— ^ (Un-' 13.) c\j^
Pecock Repr. 1. xvi. 89 For harme which y haue knowen
come bi defaut and the vnhauying and the vnknowing of .

this . . consideracioun.



UNHAZARDED.
Unha-zarded, ///. «. (Un-i 8.)

1588 Howard in Laughton State Papers Defeat Annada
(1894) I. 288 There shall be nothing either neglected or un.
hazarded, that may work their overthrow. 1649 Milton
Eikon. V. Wks. 1851 III. 376 He..hath himselfe left nothing
unhazzarded to keep three [kingdomsj. 1671 — Samson 809
Here I should still enjoy thee day and night, ..Whole to
my self, unhazarded abroad. 1855 [see Unessaved].
Unha'zarding, //*/.«. (Un.> 10.) 1807 Southey j5'j>{W.

ella^s Lett. III. 75 Their habits of patient and unhazarding
industry ensure success.

Uunazardous, a. (Un-i 7.)
x68a Dryden Dk. Guise Epist. Aijb, 'Tis enough, my

Lord, that your own Part was neither obscure in it, nor un-
hazardous. x8oa-ia Bentham Ration, yudic. Evid. (1827)
II. 227 It is in the honest and unhazardous task of recollec.

tion that he employs himself. 1891 T. Hardy Tess xiiij Ihe
fact_. .lent Tess's. .position, by its fearsomeness, a far higher
fascination than it would have exercised if unhazardous.

Unliea'd, v, [Ux- 2 4. Cf. MDu. onthovedeny

onthoofden (also l)u.), MLG. entkoveden, MHG.
enthoubeten, -houpten (G. enthaupten)!\

1. trans. To behead (a person).
c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints i. (Peter) 377 For, lo, as I vnhevdyt

wes,. .pe thrid day, as I sad to J?e, I am resine. /did. xxx'i.

{Eugenia) 432 Scho..gert J»e lord J>e jerle ta,&..At hyr
tysinee gert hyme vnhed. a 1704 T. Brown IVis. (1720) 1 1,

26n You.. did not only dare to uncrown, but to unhead a
Monarch. ^1734 North Exam. in. vii. § 98 (1740) 580
Legs and Arms lay scattered about, Heads undressed, and
Bodies unheaded.

2. To deprive or divest of a head, top, or end.
i6xi Florio, ScapezzarCy to vntop, to vnhead, to shred or

lop trees on the top. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v. Verjuice^ And
when you have a inind to have your Verjuice you must un-
head the Barrel, and you will find it very good. 1778 \V,

pRYCKil//«. Cornub. 08 They often meet with a Cross-Gossan,
which.. unheads and breaks off the continuity of the Lode
they work upon. 1843 Tizard Brewing 473 When steam is

not to be had, stinking casks need unheading.

Unliea'ded, a. [Un-1 9.] Destitute or devoid
of a head, in various senses.

(a) 1586 J. Hooker Hist. fret, q^fi in Hoiif.shedll, The
most part of those arrowes, which were shot ouer the walles,
were vnheaded. 1600 J. Pory tr, Leo's Africa Introd. 36
A kinde of small ^lender dartes or pikes, some whereof are
headed with some kinde mettall, the residue being unheaded.

(b) x6o8 TopsELL Serpents 609 This monster.. nor man
nor dragon is.., But man unlegged, and snake unheaded.

{c) 1607 Puritaine lVidd<nv v. iv. 8 Such is the blind be-
sotting in the state of an vnheaded woman tliats a widdow.
X673 Temple Obs. United Prov. Wks. 1720 1. 16 The People
were enraged, but awed and unheaded.

tXTnliea'l. Obs. [OE. imAEe/Uf-o,un/ide/(V^-'^

12 + Heal j*^.), = 0HG. unhailt^ -heili fem. Cf.

MDu. (rare) and Du. cnhetl, MLG. unkeii, OHG.
unhail, unheil (also MHG., G.), Goth, unhaiH
neut.] Want of health or soundness ; infirmity,

trouble, misforlune.
c 700 Laws ofIne § 56 Sif nion hwelcne ceap 5eby;^e3, &

he J»onnc onfinde him hwelce unhtelo on [etc.]. C893 K.
i'ELFRKO Oros. IV. iv. 164 pa 3e ^mx on unhaele waeran. c 950
Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. iv. 23 Haelend..haelde all unhielo & ail

untrymnise in folce. r 1000 Rule of Chrodegang vii, past

nan ne beo aspelod . .butan hwaforunhselcne maxe. cx20o
Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 Dos word sede J* engel . . naht for englen
unbele t>e habbeS eche hele, ac far mannen unhele. a 1225
Leg. Kath. 1064 He. .healde halte & houerede, & euch un-
heale. a 1300 Cursor M. 8137 Mikel on him he had vn-hele,

Thritti yere had ben mesek ^1386 Chaucer Doctors T,
116 Saue Enuye allone That sory is of oother mennes wele
And glad is of bis sorwe and his vnheele. c X450 Hoixand
Houlate 254 It neidis nocht to renewe all myn vnbele,

TTnheal, var. Unhele v.

Tlnliea'lable, a. [Ux-l 7 b.] Incapable of
being healed ; incurable.

xiSa Wyclif Ecdus, xxviii. 30 Lest parauenture. .thi

falfyng be vnhcleable in to the deth. — Isaiah xiv. 6 The
Lord to-brosede the staf of vnpitous men. .with an vnhele-
able plage. 1611 Cotgr., /»^»ra^^,..vnhealeable. ax66i
Fuller iVorthies, IVarivick. in. (1662) 125 He in his Youth
was afllicted with an unhealable Sprain in His Hip. 1795
Coleridge Let. to Southey 135 Of innovation they see dread-
ful and unhealable consequence. i86a Thackeray Philip xx,
In the midst of feuds unhealable, X891 F. W. Newman y. H.
Ni^vman p. vi,A most painful breach, through mere religious
creed, broke on me. ., and was unhealable.
absol. 1837 Carlyle Fr.^ Rev. 11. v. xii, Lafayette indites
hb emphatic I-«tter. .against Jacobinism; which., will not
heal the unhealable.

Uiiliealed,//>/. a. (Un-1 8. Cf. NFris. ««-
kiaiedy Du. ongeheeld^ MHG. ungeheiUtj G. -heili.)

a xsa5 Ancr. R. 328 ForSi he iwende awe! unhealed, .ut
of be temple. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. vir. liv. (Bodl.
Mb.), But if he leue one IheniorrhoidJ vnheled it is perile.

^1x425 tr. Ardeme's Treat, Fistula^ etc. 44 If )?e fynger..
of any man haue be long vnheled of vnwise cure. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xc. 22 Off tuenty woundis, and ane be left

unhelit Quhat awalis the leiching of the laif 7 1573 Baret
Atv. V 142 Unhealed, vncured. 1647 Hexham i, Vnhealed,
ongentsen. 1795 Hklen M. Williams Lett, on France I. 251
Whom the tyrants had dragged to prison, while the wounds
were yet unhealed, which he had received in defending his
country, X846 Trench Mirac. xxxi. (1862) 444 Their con-
demnation was.. that, being unhealed, they counted them-
selves whole. 1884 R. W. Church Bacon vi. 154 The
wounds of Ireland were unhealed.

tUnhealfuljflt. Obs. tUs-' 7.] Unwholesome. fx4ootr.
Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 79 pay ar vnhelfull, as J>es

stondyng waters. Ibid.^ Waters, .note and vnhelfull.

Unhealtll. [Un-1 12 : cf. Unheal.] Want of

health ; weak or poor health.

c 1000 Aes. Gosp. Luke v. 31 Ne be^urfon laeces ^a fte hale
synd, ac pa 3« unhaslj^ habba|>. a 1050 Liber ScintiU.
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xxviii. (1889) 107 Maneii^a. .menn |>urh win llchaman un.
hjelbe maeste togaederetugan. a laoo Moral Ode 323 Ac ^ler

nis hunger ne J?urst ne deS, ne vnhelj>e ne elde. a 1250 Prov,
Alfred 113 in O, E. Misc. 108 penne cumel> elde, and vn-
helpe. X551 Parry in Macvi, Mag. XLV. 454 Her Grace's
unhealth hath made it [her hand] weaker, and so unsteady.
x8a6 Coleridge in D. Campbell Life (1894) 267 note^ I am at
present sadly below even my par of health, or rather unhealth.

1853 KiNGSLEV Af/Vc. 1. 316 The spokesman, .of all the unrest
and unhealth of sensitive young men for many a year after.

Unhealtliful, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. =^ Unhealthy a. i.

1580 Sidney Ps. xxii. i, My God,.. from me why Is thy
presence taken ? Soe farre from seeing mine unhealthfull eyes.

x6oo Surflet Conntrie Fartue I. xv. 95 They be small,

alwaies leane, vnhealthfull, and their flesh of small relish.

1683 Tryon Way to Health 202 These latter sort of People
..are certainly the most unhealthful men in the World.
? 1737 BoLiNGBROKE Study Hist, vii, Charles the second : an
unhealthful youth. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. .A^rt^ (1834) II. 81
Many come into the world maimed, weakly, and unhealthful.
absol. x66o R. Coke Power 4- Subj. 164 That you may

never in the same manner judge rich and poor, . , the health-

ful and unhealtliful.

"b. Of life, growth, etc,

1595 in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser. iil IV. 124 In my declyninge
and unhealthfull yeres. x6i2 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 13
Of an vnhealihfuU..and painfull life men are so weary, as
they would seeke for death. 1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist.

247 Any plants of an infirm, unhealthful, stunted, .growth.
X831 Willis Poem Brown University 88 Unhealthful fires

burn constant in his eye. X89S Atlantic Monthly Mar. 340
The bark peels away in strips, leaving them in white un-
healthful nakedness.

2. = Unhealthy a, 2.

X598 Florio, Insalubre^ vnholsome, vnhealthfull. 1653 W.
Ramesey Astrol. Restored 303 The Winter following will be
very unhealthful and obnoxious toaU creatures. 1683DRVDEN
Life Plutarch in P's Lives I. 5 Being also expos'd to
the winds which blew from that quarter, the town was per-
petually unhealthful. X756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 36 All
countries where stagnant waters abound must be unhealthful.
X784 CowpER Task IV. 363 The unhealthful East, That
breathes the spleen, and searches ev'ry bone Of the infirm.

X841 Myers Ca/A.T'/;. iii. § 50. 193 Such Rest, .is sweeter far
th.in any which unhealthful indolence, .can supply. 1865
Mrs. Whitney Cayworthys xxiii, There was truly something
in the air that had made the place unhealthful to her.

Unhea-lthfully, rti/z'. (Un-' n.) i677Mi^ge ii.s.v.,To
live somewhere unhealthfully. X846 WorcivSTEr.

Unhealthfaliiess. [Un-i is.] Unhealthi-
ne^s ; a. Of persons.
X589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie i. viii. (Arb.) 33 Horace..

was thought meete.. to be Secretarie ofestate,. .which neuer-
thelesseherefused forhisvnhealthfulnesse sake. i6ix Cotgr.,
Indisposition^ .. vnhealthfulnesse. a i6y6 Whitelocke
Memorials (1732) 378 Wliich occasioned sir Thomas Widd-
rington to. .excuse himself, .because of his unhealthfulness.
X7a7 Bailey (vol. II), Sickliness, Unhealthfulness.

D. Of places, climate, etc.

X598 Florio, /;wa/«(^;Va, vnhealthfulnes. x6a6 Bacom
Sylva § 786 margin. Experiment Solitary, touching the
HeaUhfulnesse or Vnhealthfulnesse of the Southern wind.
1677 inA/MC. Cwr._(i7o8)III.Z46TheTownlyinginabottom,
. .the Air may be infected, and contribute to its unhealthful-
ness. 1757 J. H. Grose Voy. E. Indies 48 Bombay, in fact,

had long born an infamous character for unhealthfulness.
x8o2 Naval Chron. VIII. 147 The unhealthfulness of Mada-
gascar. 1897 Bkyce Impress. S. Africa 2 Its unhealthful-
ness is a factor of prime importance.

Unhea-lthily, adv. (Un- in.)
1644 Mn.TON Divorce (ed. 2) Pref. A 2, Which, .puffs up

unhealthily a certaine big face of pretended learning. X673
KiRKMAN Unlucky Citizen x. 171 She. .lived poor and un-
healthily, wanting and miserably. X807 Sir R. Wilson in

Life (1862) II. 302 His face was very pale and unhealthily
full. X876 Miss YoNGE Womankind xxxx, When a child

is dressed cumbrously or unhealthily because it is the fashion.

Uuliea'lthiness. [Un-1 n.] The quality or

condition of being unhealthy : a. Of persons, etc.

xfi34 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 25 Doubtlesse their too much
farcinating.. acted rather their vnhealthinesse. X727 Bailey
(vol. II), i/«/x^a/M/«^j.r..,bickliness, unhealthful Quality or
Condition, xi^ W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 7 One great

source of the diseases of children is, the unhealthiness of
parents. x82&-3a Webster s.v., The unhealthiness of trees

or other plants, X851 Hawthorne Twice-told 7*. I. vi. 107
A certain unhealthiness in the mind of the boy.

b. Of places, climate, etc.

x666 Sancroft Lex Ignea 51 To scatter the Cloud of the
last years unhealthiness. 16^ Dampier i'oy. I. 224 Whether
it was the badness of the Water, or the unhealthiness of the
Town was the cause of it we did not know. X773 Cook's
Voy. III. xi. III_. 728 In less than a week, we were sensible
of the unhealthiness of the climate. 1871 Napheys Prev. 9f

Cure Dis. i. viii. 205 Hence the unhealthiness of brilliantly

lighted apartments. 1898 yml. Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Oct. 300
The chief, .cause of the unhealthiness of the city.

Unliea'ltllSOine, a. Now rare. [Un-1 ^.]
The spelling with -same in quots. 1597-9 is due to the

Dutch origin of the translations (after Du. -saem).

1. Unwholesome.
IS44 Betham Precepts War 11. xxxviii. K vij, To make

the water noysome and vnhealthsome to thyne enemies.
X599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 378/1 Experience
also hath taught the same to defende any man from vn-
healthsame ayre. x62X Henryson's Fables (1832) 50 Un-
healthsome meat is of ane sairie Mouse, a i860 J. Younger
Autobiog. (1881) 130 No corn in these years was substan-
tial ; all meal black ' mattened ' and unhealthsomc.

2. Unhealthy.
1597 A. M, tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 23/r In aged

persons, and in those which are vnhealthsame of bodye.
Ibid. 52/1 Those which.. have binn badlye nourished, we
call vnheaUhsame poeple.

Hence Unhea'lthsomeness. ? Obs,

UNHEABD.
x6x3 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 688 The aire is vnhole.

some. But what vnhealthsomenesse can there be found,
where God is found ?

Unhealthy, a. [Un-1 7.]

1. Of persons, etc. : Not possessed of good health

;

weak or sickly in health, b. Path. Not in a sound
or healthy condition ; diseased, morbid. Also absol.
x6ix Cotgr., vl/a/-jrt/«,. .sicklie, crazie, vnhealthie. X813

J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 424 When they exceed this, ana
take on a growing disposition, they are then unhealthy.
1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. II. 61 A watering-place, one
of the most fashionable resorts for the idle and unhealthy.
1862 A. Meadows Man. Midwifery v. ii. 181 They are
apt to take on afterwards unhealthy inflammation. X877
W. Roberts Spontaneous Generation 22 We know that
when a wound becomes unhealthy, as surgeons term it, the
discharges become offensive.

2. Of places, climate, etc. : Prejudicial or hurtful

to health ; insalubrious; unwholesome,
XS9S in Hakluyt P'oy. (1600) III. 587 The towne was

situated in a waterie soile, . . very vnhealthy as any place in

the Indies. x6i6 W. Browne BHt. Past. 11. i. 785 Then
mists from marishes, . . From standing pooles and fens were
following Unhealthy fogs. X739 Labelve Piers Westm.
Bridge 72 The opposite Shore, . . cover'd with unhealthy
Ooze and Filth. 1740 in lot/i Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
1. 275 That very unhealthy and dangerous climate. x8o6J/^^.
yrnl. XV. 17 It was now the most unhealthy season of the
year. 1827 Scorr Chron. Canotigate iv. There never was
a trade so unhealthy yet, but men would fight to get wark
at it. 1884 in Cawston Street Improv. Loudon (1893) 108
We bought shops and warehouses on just the same terms
as we bought unhealthy dwellings.

3. fig. (See Healthy a. 3.)
1821 Lamb Elia i. Impe?fect Sympathies, I do feel the

differences of mankind, national or individual, to an un-
healthy excess. 1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolah v. (18^0) 39
He had set himself, .against what his good sense led him to

pronounce an unhealthy, .excitement.

4. Comb.
J
as unhealthy-looking z.^],

1890 L. C D'OvLE Notches 98 We steamed away again,

through a swampy and unhealthy-looking country. 1890
Retrospect Med. CII. 318 The skin is usually described as

dusky, ..unhealthy looking, or yellowish.

fUnhea-r, v. Obs.-'^ [Un-1 14.] trans. To
hear not ; to refuse lo hear.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28793 Certes vr lauerd..for na riche

man to here, Vn-hers he pouer man praier.

Unhea'rable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) X483 Cath. Angl. 184/1
Vn-Hereabylle, in-audibiHs.

Vnheai'vdfppl.a. [Ux-18. Ci.'SFns.unhtard,
ON. and Icel. «-, dheyrt^r (Sw. ohord. Da. uh^i) ;

also OE. un^elUred (in sense 3), MDu. ongehoort

(Du. -hoard), MLG. ungehdrt^ OHG, ungehdret
(MHG. 'hdrt, -hmrty G. -hbrtW
1, Not caught or apprehended by the sense of

hearing ; not heard.
a X300 Cursor M. 25182 Or ai vm-quil vr bon es right, Bot

vnherd thoru vraun plight, c t^$oMyrr. our Ladye ^\ He
that wyttyngly leuyth ou.^hte of these holy houres vnsayde
& vnharde . . he synneth deadly. Ibid. 294 The prayer . . may
not be vnherde. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 137 liut if you be
a-feard to heare the worst. Then let the worst vn-heard,
fall on your head. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i. 789
Clamour grew dumb, unheard was shepheard's song, And
silence girt the woods. 1667 Milton P. L. i. 395 Their
childrens cries unheard, that past through fire. Ibid. iii.

64s He drew not nigli unheard. X742 Young Nt. Th, iii.

337 To see what we have seen ? Hear, till unheard, the same
Old slabber'd tale? 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Cainilla V. 66
The energy of Melmoncf made her approach unheard. X842

J. Wilson Chr. North 1. 89 Not unheard, although scarcely

noticed, was the cry ofthe curlew. 1894 Mrs. Dyan Man's
Keeping (1899) 143 Craving.. for the sound of the long-

unheard familiar tones.

b. Of persons : Not heard in self-defence or

entreaty ; not listened to.

XS95 Daniel Civ. Wars in. xxii, Neuer shall this poore
breath of mine consent That he.. Should here be ludgd
vnheard, and vnaraignd. x6o6 Shaks. Ant, (^ CI. iii. xii. 24
This if shee performe, She shall not sue vnheard. X607—
Cor. v. i, 43. 1655 in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 538, I will not
condemn you unheard. 1718 Prior Soloinon 11. 720 Un-
hear'd the injur'd Orphans now complain. 1760 [see Un-
convicted]. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel v. xxiii, Unheard
he prays ;—the death-pang's o'er I Richard of Musgrave
breathes no more.

2. Not before heard of; unknown, new, strange,

c X37S Sc. Leg. Saints I. {Catherine) 845 With wnhard
pane Sa fellounly scho sail be slaane. X382 Wvclif Esther
xvi.i3For Mardoche.. withnewe manerand vnherd engynea
ful out asicide [Haman] in to deth. X459 Rolls of Parlt. V.

346/1 His fals and traiterous ymaginations,. .compassed by
the most unherd meanes. X53S Covekdale 3 Mace. iv. 13

The Heithenish & straunge conuersacion, brought in thorow
the vngracious and vnherde wickednesse of lason. X586 A.
Day Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 23 A huge wonder, of the vn-
heard secrets neuer before reported of X658 Cokaine Trap-
Polin IV. ii. Some unheard malady Vnknown unto the world
before. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv.^ 7 Notwithstanding
all these strange, and unheard Inconveniences, yet they will

not quit their Station. X746 Francis tr. Horace, Art of
Poetry 68 A new-discover d Theme.., unheard in ancient
Times. X813 Shelley^. Mab vn. 165 Humbly He came,..
His name unheard, Save by the rabble of His native town.

b. More usually with (?/", (Common from c 1600.)
Hence, in recent wit, unheard-ofncss.
1592 Greene Groat's W. Wit (1617) 35 If wofuU experi*

ence may mooue you (Gentlemen) to beware, or vnheard of
wretchednes intreat you to take heed. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 145 Inflicting vnheard-of tortures on the patient
Christians. X699 Bkntlev Phalaris 170 The Phrase was
then so new and unheard of, that it puzzled a whole City>

1752 in 10/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 308 An
Arminian who governed with unheard of Despotism. X790



TTNHEARING.

Burke Fr. Rev, 20 This new, and hitherto unheard-of bill

of rights 1848 Thackeray Ka«. Fair Ixvii, She tended
him through a series of unheard-of illnesses. 1891 Farrar
Darkn, 4- Da-um xv, From the first he broke out into

unheard-of extravagance.

TXnlieaTiiig, />/>/. a, (Un-^ io.)

1785 BcRKE Sp, Fox's E. Indian Bill Wks. IV. 41 The
cries of India are given to seas and winds to be blown about
..over a remote and unhearing ocean. i8s8 Lights ff

Shades II. 106 My own close, unhearing, unseeing condition,

1894 Outing XXIV. ^61/2 The inexorable mandate ..re-
sounded in our unhearing ears.

UnheaTse, r-. (Us-* 5. The exact sense is doubtful.)

1596 Sfen'ser F, Q, v. iii. 37 He.. from him reft his shield,

• and it renuerst, . . And himselfe baHuld, and his armes
vnherst. Unhea*rsed, pfl.a. (Un-' B.) 1809 Lamb
To a RiveTy etc. ii, In thy channel,. .Deep immersed, and
unhearsed, Lies young Edward's corse. 1813 Hogg Queen's
Wake Concl. xxxviii, The Border chiefs, that long had been
In sepulchres unhearsed and green.

Unhea'rt, ». fUN-2 4. cf. MDu. ofttkerteity

MHG, and G. entherzen.^ trans. To deprive of

heart ; to dishearten. Also UnheaTted pp!, a,

1593 Pass. 3fi>rrice (1876) 76 My. .sences gon, my bodie
haue vnharted : so that I Hue aliue, as being dead. 1607
Shaks. Cor. V, i. 49 Vet to bite his lip, And humme at good
Cominius, much vnhearts mee. 1650 Let. Cens. ^ Redat-ipi-

Hon Lilburne Verses, Which scorn the Son of Noble Jona-
than, As a desponding, poore unhearted man. 1830 Carlvi.e
Richterf{ De Siael'E.%5. 1840 II. 431 It is probableshe knows
only the French (un-souled and un-hearted) Shakspeare,

t tTnheart's-ease. Obs. (Un-1 12.)

t^yo Paston Lett, II. 405 WretjTi with onhertes ease the
Monday next aftir Relike Sonday. £1530 Ld. Berners
Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 70 It is a great shame foryou.. thus
to suffre payne and vnherles ease.

Uiiliea'rtsome, ^7, 6V-. and north, (Un-1 7.)

1637 Rutherford Lett. i. clxxix. (1664) 347 It is an tin-

heartsom thing to see our Father & mother agree so ill.

1752 E. Erskine Serm. Wks. 1871 III. 440 A melancholy
unheartsome habitation would this be. 1876 WhitbyGloss.
ao6/2 Unheartso}ne^..-vA\.y\Q\x\. affection. 1897 Crockett
Lochinvar xxi. An uncanny and unheartsome journey.

Unhea'rty, a. [Un-i 7.]

fl. Faint-hearted, spiritless, Obs,
f X440 Promp. Parv. 2-^7/2 Hertles, or vnherly, vecors.

c X4fti J. Kay tr. Caoursin's Siege ofRhodes f 12 They had
not,. to fyghte wyth men of Asea..couwerdes and unherty
as women.
2, Not hearty or cordial,

1583 Melbancke Philotimjts Xijb, I. .salute thy in-

gratitude with an vnhartie greeting. 1621 First ?f Second
Bk. Discipl. n Such as embraced the true religion ..were
not onely unbeartie friends, but.. great hinderers. 1784 J.
Brown Hist. Brit, Ch.{,rZ2-^) II. v. 188 Most of the English
either declined serving in the invasion, or were very unhearty
in it,

3. Sc. Listless, dispirited ; in poor condition.
01698 J. Frashr ATem. (1738) 136, I. .lost my Assurance,

Peacej and Strength, and became very unhearty and indis-

posed. 1825 Jamieson Suppl.

Unliea-ted, />>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

a X691 Bovle(J,), Neither salts, nor the distilled spirits of
them can penetrate the narrow pores of unheated glass.

1768 Sterne Sent, Journ. I. 78 Submitting the offer, and
themselves with it, to be sifted.. by an unheated mind.
Z843 Civil Eng. ^ Arch. yml. VI. 304/1 A blast of atmo-
^heric air, in the natural or unheated state. 1883 World's
Cycl. Sci. 15 As attraction is weak in the gases of the
Earth's atmosphere—comparatively unheated,

Unhea'ven, v, (Un-^ 5.)
1609 J. Davies (Heref.) Holy RoodeV^s. (Grosart) I. 28/1

Vnheau'n your selues, ye holy Cherubins, And giue atten-
dance on your Lord, in Earth. 1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 11.

xxviii. 242 How should all men, .be, .unsainted,unheavened,
..if these men might not have their wills. 1844 L. Hunt
Our Cottage 97 Heav'n..held us flimsy triflers—gnats i'

the sun—Made but for play, and so to die, unheav'n'd.

Unliea'venly, a. (Un- i
7.)

1751 Law 5//r//(5rZ.(Wf I. {1766) 21 To remove every Thing
that is unheavenly, gross, dark, from every Part of this
follen World. 1823 Moore Loves ofAngels Introd. 6r Still

fair and glorious, he but shone Among those youths th' un-
beavenliest one. 1893 J. Pui^fohd Loyalty to Christ II.

230 He feels that he is very unheavenly, very unworthy.

Unlie'dged, (///.) a. (Un-i 8, 9.)
1648 Hkxham 11, Onheheymt, Vnhedged, or Vnfenced.

X743 Vousc Nt. Th. V. 741 Our needful knowledge, like our
needful food, Unhedg'd, lyes open in life's common field.

185s Lewes Goethe 1. 98 The botanist despairs of flowers on
the unhedged plainsof France. 1868 Morris Earthly Par.
(1870) I. I. 345 The fair abode, .o'erlooked, across the road.
Unhedged green meads.

Unhee'd, v. [Un-1 14.] trans. To pay no
heed to, to disregard. (Cf. Unheeding ppL a. 2 b.)

1847 Illnsir. Lofid. Neivs 17 July 39/2 The gid, .began to
tuiheed his solicitations. 1856 J. Pulsford Jesus Revealing
Heart of God (ed. 2) 19 He unheeds the charges brought
against him.

Unhee'ded, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)
x6ix CoTGR., litiprouveuy vnprouided for, ..vnheeded, vn-

thought vpon. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Meek, xxxviii.
320 Whether it were due to any unheeded accident, or to
the exsuction of the Air. 1736 Gray Statins i. 21 He.,
scornful flung th' unheeded weight Aloof. 1748 Anson^s
Voy. iiL V. 336 A good meal was neither an uncommon nor
an unheeded article. X817 Shelley Prometk. Unb. 11. iv.

26 Pain, whose unheeded and familiar speech Is howling.
X864 PusEY Led, Daniel (1B76) 326 Only one or two raised
an unheeded doubt.

b. In predicative use.
x68a Creech Lucretius iv. ia6 The fleeting Images, Un-

seen,., unheeded, cease. 1709 Prior Henry ff Emma 666
Succeeding Years their happy Race shall run ; And Age
unheeded by Delight come on. 1783 Ckabbe Village i. 293
His drooping patient, , . long unheeded, knows remonstrance

214

vain. 1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins Annallne II, 221 [She]

left them when she found that her warning to take rest

passed unheeded. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 33 He can-

not let the thought .. pass away unheeded and unexamined.

Hence Unliee*dedly adv*
1818 Byron Ch, Har, iv. Ixiii, And such the frenzy, . . that,

beneath the fray, An earthquake reel'd unheededly away !

i8ai Shellf.v Epipsych. 421 Day, and Storm, and Calm,..
Treading each other's heels, unheededly.

Unhee-dfta, a, [Un-1 7.] Heedless.

1570 Levins Manip. 186 Vnheedful, incautvs. 1591
Shaks. Two Gentl. 11. vi. 11 Vn-heedfuU vowes may heed-

fully be broken. 1631 Hevlin St. George 28 Some secret

venome, which the unheedfull Reader may swallow un-

awares. 1740 CiBBER ApoL (1756) L 175 He so often lost

the value of them by an unheedful confidence. 1782 Ei.iz.

Blower Geo. Bateman II. 171 The glassman, unheedful of

his threats, picked up the half-crown. 1804 J, Grahame
.S'a^^a^A 25 The toil-worn horse,. .Unheedful cf the pasture.

1842 Tennyson Gardener's Dau. 261 As once we met Un-
heedful, tho' beneath a whispering rain [etc.].

So Unhee'dfully adv. ; Unhee'dfalness.
1591 Shaks. Two Gentl, i. ii. 3 Would'st thou then coun-

saile me to fall in loue? Luc. I ftladam, so you stumble not

*vnheedfully. 1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 91 Such
errours doo happen . , by *vnheedefulnes, when one escapeth

them by negligence. 1603 Breton Packet Mad Lett, n.

Ixxxv, I know you ,. therefore doe thus kindly touch the

hurt of vnheedfulnesse.

tUnhee'dily, ^^z*. [Un-1 ti.] Heedlessly.

1596 Spenskr /. Q. IV. X. 13 Whose manner was all

passengers to stay, ..Through which some lost great hope
vnheedily. 1603 Florio Montaigne ii. xxxv. 428 Beseech,
ing her, that she wold not so vnheedily loose her self. 1629

H. Burton Truth's Triumph 301 If vnheedily thou hast

fallen vpon the same rockes. 1720-1 Lett.fr. Misfs Jml.
(1722) II. 270 Anything that has the Name of it deceives

them, who unheedily take the Title for the Reality.

tUnhee'diness, Obs. [Ux-l 1 2.] Unheed-
fulness, heedlessness.

1486 Lichfield Gild Ord. (1920) 21 That the seid summe .

.

by vnhedynes, blame, and neglygens of kepers-.ys now
diminysshed. 1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. 23 b, Them
y* he phlegmatick, they helpe forward, to slouth, . . sleapines,

rechlesse vnheedynes. 1607 R. Wilkinson iVrw.ai White-
hall 9 She sailes not, but by sounding, lest by her vnheedines
she runne her selfe aground, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts ?f

J\Ion. (1642) 276 The wicked practices., whereto, through un-
heedinesse the two young men had given great fomentation.

TTnliee'ding,///. a> [Un-i io, 5 d.]

1. Not giving heed ; heedless, inattentive.

pred. 1737 Glover Leonidas vi. (iSio) iii Some torn

deer, which.. Had roam'd, unheeding, in the secret shade.

1816 Byron Parisina x, All silent and unheeding now,
With downcast eyes and knitting brow. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell
Mary Barton ix, He sat down by the fire in his wet things,

unheeding.
aitrib. 1791 Cowper Iliad xvi. 424 Lambs, which haply

some unheeding swain Hath left to roam at large the
mountains wild. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam in. x, These
words had fallen on my unheeding ear. 1872 Black Adv.
Phaeton xxvi. 355 Groups of unheeding trees and streams.

2. Const, of, or with direct object.

(«) i79S/fl/^^.^S'r^/f^ II. 198, I ramble over the country
unheeding of the storm. 1840 T. HooK FitzJurbert II. vi.

>53 To pull the rose unheeding of the thorn.

0>) 1798 Southey Joan of Arc (ed. 2) 1. 1. 124, I sat in

silence,.. unheeding and unseeing all Around me. 1835
Lytton Rienzi \. iii, Waving his hand to the smith, and
unheeding his brandished weapon. 1892 Gunter Miss
Dividends xi, Then, unheeding his proffered aid, Erma
descends from the carriage.

Hence Unhee'ding'ly adv.^ Heedlessly,

1787 William of Norviandy II. 126 All the secrets..!

unheedingly trusted him with. 1834 Lvtton Pilgr. Rhine
xix, He passed ..unheedingly.

t Unnee'dy, rt. Obs. [Un-1 7.] Unheedful.

1579 E. K. Gloss to Spenser's Shepherd's Cal. April 26

His praesumptuous and viiheedie hardinesse. 1^90 Shaks.
l^Iids. N. 1. 1. 235 Nor hath loues minde of any iudgement
taste : Wings and no eyes, figure, vnheedy haste. 1631
Milton Epit. Marchioness Winchester -^ So have I seen

som tender slip. . Pluck't up by som unheedy swain.
_ 1656

HoBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 222 So much is un.

heedy learning a hinderance to tlie knowledge of the truth.

1787 William of Normandy II. 9 He again set off for his

unheedy voyage.

t UnhecT, a. dial Obs. [1 OE. unMorCy -hire, etc.,

fierce.] (See quot.) 1691 Ray N. Co. Words (ed. 2) 78 Un'
/i^^r, adj., impatient [Hence in Bailey (1721), etc.]

Unheind, var. Unhend a. Obs.

Unhei'red, ppl. a. (Un-^ 4 and 8.) ci6ii Chapman
Iliad v. 25 If the God. .Had not (in..pittie of his Sire,

To leaue him vtterly vnheird) giuen safe passe to his feet.

UnhC'ld, ppl. a. (Un-^ 8 b: cf. Unholden.) 1612

Warner Alb, Eng. xl Ixv. 279 If amorous Hopes, or Hopes
vnheld to him from me had past. 1827 Pollok Course T. v.

661 Forgetful, she leaves him \»c. her infant] a while unheld.

Unhele, sh. : see Unheal.
Unlie'le, "v. Obs. exc. dial. P'orms : i unhelan,
2-3 unhelen, 4-6 vnhele, 4-6, 9 diaL^^ unhele

(4 oun-), 6 Sc. vnheild-, 6-7 vnheale, 7-8, 9
diaL^ unheal, 8 unheel, 9 dial, unhale. [OE.
nnhelan (Un-2 3 + Hele z;.) : cf, MDu. onthelen^

MHG. enihelen, and Unhill v."]

1, trans. To tincover (something) so as to display

or maJce visible ; hence Jig.y to discover, reveal,

make patent or known. Also rejl.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. 2 Nis nan J?ing oferheled, t>e ne

beo unheTed. cri2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 77 Seinte poul..

niinegeS us . . J>at we . . cumen festliche to ure saule leche and
unhelen him ure saule wundes. a 1225 Ancr. R. 150 AI so

god dede ^et wu!e adeaden foi worpeS hire rinde, \>€i is, un-

helefl hire, c 1330 Arth. ff Mtrl. 2689 (Kolbing), pe king.

.

UNHELPED.
ladde him fram & gan his priuete vnhele, &, bad, t>at he it

schuld hele. 138;^ Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII, 161 Here
he is i-hud, but he is unheled, 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 249/1
Netheles the body of saynt laurence was discouerd and un-
heled by ygnorance. \$2,q'Vi'hv)\\^k Practice Prelates H vij,

Thou shall not vnhele ye secretes of thy brothers wyfTe.

1590 Spenser F. Q, ii. xii. 64 Then suddeinly both would
themselues vnhele.

2. To uncover so as to leave open or exposed
;

to strip of covering or (freq.) roofing material.
a 122$ Ancr. R, 58 Auh \>e dom is ful strong upon ham j^et

unhelieS J^ene put. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 1. 367
pere was a welle in J?at lond..aUe wey i-heled ; and jif it

were vnheled, be welle wexe and adrenche al t?e lond. 1393
Lancu p. PL C. XX. 301 Yf hus hous be vnheled and reyne
on hus bedde. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. ii. 56 Yet wol this

werk the roote. .Vnhele or kerue, and cold hit after quelle.

1301 Douglas Pal. Hon. 11. xlv, I kneillit law, and vnlieildit

my heid. 1551 Southampton Court Leet Rec. (1905) i. 28

Robarde foster bathe vnhellyde partte off thomas cupers
housse. 1604 Marston Malcontent ii. iii. Dijb, Would I

were forcde To burne my fathers Tombe, vnheale \v.r. vnhillj

his bones.., rather than this. 16x0 G. Fletcher Christ's

Tri, II. ix, Thear should the Swallowe seethe grave vn-

heale his face, To let the living from his bowels creepe. 1730
BuDGEN Passage ofHurricanefr, Bexhillg Mr John Collier

had. .the ridging of the house unheeled, 1741 Phil. Trans.
XLI. 852 It presently unhealed the House we were in. 1848'

in Eng. Dial. Diet, s.v. Unheal il^'xhs, Dorset, Som., Devon).

1891 T. Hasdv Tess xlviJ, They were busily ' unhaling ' the

rick, that is, stripping off the thatch.

fb. In pa. pple. Of the head : Uncovered. Obs.

1377 Langl. p. pi. B, xev. 252 He goth to cold beddynge.
Anclhis Iieued vn-heled vn-esiliche i-wrye. a 1400-50^/^4:-
a«i^irr345o Hire hede vn-hclid was on hige & hild all in trissis.

Hence Unlie'ler ; Unhe'ling* vbl. sb.

C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode \\\. xvii. (1869) 144 This hand
is an vnmakere of bowses, and an •vnhelere and brekere of

cofres. 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxvii. {Bodl. MS.),
In acutis [febribusj *vnheling and puttinge oute of bare

armes is tokene of deej?. 1640 in Archaeol. Cant. {looa) XXV.
8 His mother being then in distress, by reason of the unheal-

ing of her house by the late severe time.

Unlie'lm, v. [Un-2 4, 7. Cf. Du. ontheimen.']

1. refl. and trans. To divest (oneself or another)

of a helmet.
re_^. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton, 1483) iv. xxxviii. 66 This

knyght . ,vnhelmed hym, and come before the kynge. c 146B

in Archaeol. (1846) XXXI, 338 Then the Duke unhelmed
hyme, and..chargid pece in paineof deth. 1587 Holinsheo
Chron. (ed. 2) III. 825/1 When the iusts were doone, the

king & all the other vnhelmed them, & rode about the tilt.

1632 J. Haywabd tr. BiondVs Ero/tiena 100 Striving to

unhelme himself.
.

, he taking his brothers hand, would needs
kisse it. 1801 Strutt Sports fy Past. in. i. 124 The laws
of the tournament permitted any one of the combatants to

unhelm himselfat pleasure. 1866 Lawrence Sans MercixMf
The five kings . . unhelmed themselves to quench their thirst.

trofis. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. Ixxxvi. 565 Thenne
they vnarmed them. And whanne syre Launcelot was vn-

helmed, sir Tristram and syr Palomydes knewe hym. 1525

La Berners Froiss. 11. clxviii. 468 Eche of them strake

other on their helmes... With y* ataynt the lorde of saynt

Pye was vnhelmed. 1587 Hughes Misfort. Arthur v. i,

Vnhealme his hickelesse head, set bare his face. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xii. The marshals.. unhelmed him by cutting the

laces of his casque. 1848 Lvtton Harold xn. ix, Ihey
unhelmed another corpse.

2. inir. To take off one's own helmet.

1865 J. M. Ludlow Epics Mid. Ages II. 228 Nor will she

let William in till he has unhelmed.

XTnlie'lmed, (//A) «.^ [f. prec, or f. Un-i 9
-i-Helmj^,1] a. Divested of a helmet, b. Not
covered by, or not wearing, a helmet.

[1775 Ash.] 1795 SouTHEv Joan ofArc v. 26 The Maid,
her brows in reverence vnhelm'd,. .Knelt to his prayer.

1805 — Madoc in Azt. xxii. 5 The victors, . . With unhelm*d
heads, reclining on their sliields. 1834 Beckford Ita/y II.

317 Here, .. bare-headed and unhelmed, kneel the figures

[etc]. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) 1. 1. 20 By his side

unhelmed, but armed, stood one.

Unhe*lmed, (>//.) a.2 [Un-1 8, 9 + Helm sb.^

or v.^] Unguided, ungoverned.
1628 Feltham Resoh'es 11. xxiv. 78 As if hee were an im-

perfect Prince, that leaueth an vnhelmed State. 1794 Cole-
ridge Relig. Musings 126 Embattling Interests on each
other rush With unhelmed rage.

Unhelmetjf. tUN-24,] =UNHELMt'. i823Scott(?wm//«
XV, He was compelled to dismount,. .and unhelmet himself.

Unlielmeted, a. (Ux-i 9.)
i823ScoTT^«f«//«/^. xxii, His head was unhelmeted,but

he wore the rest of his ponderous and bright armour. 1870

RusKiN Led. Art vi, 153 Next you have Athena, again

unheimeted and crowned with leaves.

fUnhe-lp, 5^. Obs. [Un-1 12. Cf. MLG. ««-

A«i^^ disadvantage.] Absence of help ; hindrance.

1:1449 Pecock Repr. i. xviii. io8 Manie lettis and manye
vnhelpis and manye iackis of helpis. 1483 Cath. Angl. 1Z2/2

Vn Helpe, irrefuglum. 1598 Florio, Disaiuto^ hinderance,

vnhelpe, let.

0nhelp,z'. [UN-23. Cf.MDu,£7«Mi?//c*«,MLG.

entht'lpen.'] trans. To deprive of help; to hinder.

1598 Flobio, Disaiutare, to vnhelpe, to hinder, to dis-

fauour. 1845 T. W. CoiT Puritanism 118 They would help

him, if thereby they might unhelp Churchmen.

Unhelpable, a, (Un-' 7 b.) 1886 Illustr. Lond. A'etvs

5 June 597/3 The most unheipable creature possible.

Unlie'lped, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

1388 Wyclif Wisd. xii, 5 Fadris and modris, autours of

soulis vnhelpid. 1598 Drayton Heroic Ep. 6 That poore

king, of al these hopes preuented, Vnhard, vnhelp'd. 1720

Pope Hiad xvii. 580 Unhelp'd we stand, unequal to engage
The force of Hector, a 1784 T. Adam Poor Man's Guide

(1788) 13 Your case is as much unbelped as if there was not

one promise there. 1853 Ruskin Stones Ven. III. ii, 53 Let



UNHELPFUL.
him consider, .how many living souls may have been left

uncomforted and unhelped by him. 1888 Bryce Arner.
Comnnv.W. 531 Nor will the opposite parly always accept
the proffered help. . ; sometimes it hopes to win unhelped.

Unhe'lpfol, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Unable to help ; not rendering help.
1593SHAKS.2 Hen. K/, m. 1.218 Euen somyselfe bewayles

^ood Glosters case With sad vnhelpefull teares, and with
dimn'd eyes. 1643-5 Milton Divorce 11. xvii, A blamelesse
creature,. .10 whose ease you cannot adde the tithe of one
small aiome, but by letting alone your unhelpfull surgery.

1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain i. xvii, Standing unhelpful,
when the others were busy bringing in the benches. z88o
Swinburne Stud. Shaks. 62 As yet the one contemporary
book.. remains.. inaccessible and unhelpful to students.

2. Helpless, shiftless. Also absol.

1855 I. Taylor Restor. Be/ie/{iSs^) 290 The luckless, the
unhelpful, the feeble, ..receive such help as their several

cases call for.

Hence Unhe'lpfalness.
i6s6 Bp. Hall Contempi.^ O. T. xxi. v, To take vengeance

..for this cold unhelpfulnesse to his distressed Church.

Unlie Iping, /^/. a. (Un-1 lo.)

1604 E. Hake (tit/e). Of Golds Kingdome and this Un-
helping Age. 1645 W. Jenkyn Si//-Destroyer 35 View them
as usefull and efficacious, not as idle and unhelping. i86x
(Mrs. a. J. Penny] Ro/naiue Du/t Life xiii. 98 Others of
the family name iu with kind words and offered help...
Poor Constance, alone, sat silent and unhelping.

tUnhelpless, a. (9^j.-' lUs-'sa.] Helpless. i68x
Crowne Hen. I'l, rv. 45 Whilst I with as unhelpless tears
bewail 'l"he good Man's injuries.

tXTnhe-fply.a. Obs-^ [UN-I7. Ci.Y>ti.uhjelp'

eilgy Sw. (7^_/V////;^ irremediable; Norw. uhjelpelig

unserviceable.] Unhelpful,
i^oS tr. Veget/us* Art War (MS. Digby 233) fol 216/2

Al pat is helpliche to hym is vnhelpHche to be.

Unhe'mmed,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Unconfined, unrestrained,
a \9po-<fi A/exander iZ-^^ For-H hoo with \\. hatness &

J»i vn-hemmyd wittes, Avale of t?i vanyte.

2. Not furnished with a hem.
1561 in Inuentaires He la Royne Dgscosse (Eannatyne

Club) 24 .^ucht serviottis of vnhemmit great lyning. x6ii
Florio, /«<7r/iT.V, . .vnhemmed. 1889 Daily News 13 July
3/3 The new Httle Redfern capes.. with their triple row of
unhemmed cloth.

t Unhe'nd, a., sb.j and adv. [Un-1 ^j
L Of persons : Discourteous, impolite ; ungentle,

rude, rough.
c x»o5 Lay. 28826 Ne durste nauere nan vn-hende J>as

kinges hus isechen. a 1300 Cursor M. ^23 Bot mistru nan
. .)rat i Thine sai o womman wilani. If 1 sua did i war vn-
hind [v.r. vnhend]. /6ii/, 38426 Gains godd i haue bene
vn-hende, pat i wit-halden ha my tende. C1330 R. Brunne
C/tron. iV'ace (Rolls) 16022 Hut longe er hit was brought til

cndc, He was slayn wyt> folk vnhende. CX380 S/r Ferum-
bras 1965 par-after schalt ^w wende..And take he kyng
hat is ounhende. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. io8i Off foo ne
frend, the sothe to say, So vn-hend of thewis isther none.
absol. ci^toTo^vneLy Myst.xx.6^-2 My comforth from care
may ye sonc wyn, If ye happely may hent that vnhtynde.

2. Of acts, words, etc. : Unfitting, improper.
c i«o5 Lav. 13265 pe frume wes vnhende & al swa wes J>e

aende. c »S5 Ancr. K. 204 Mid luue speche, cos, unhende
gropunges, ^et beoS heaued suunen. a 1300 Cursor M.
37734 Vnheind talking, o dede vtrage,..Hurtes grett, and
scLander and tene. !ci4oo Emare 445 The old qwene
spakke wordus unhende. c \^x% Cast. Persez\ 20.^0 in Macro
VI. 138 pis day ?e dyth a good defens ! Whyl Mankynde is

in good entent, His ^utis arn vn*hende,

D. sb. Trouble, mischief,

1377 Langl, p. Pi. B. XX. 185 ' Sire euel-ytaujte elde,'

quod I, ' vnhende go with the !

*

3. adv. Improperly ; unfaithfully,

X338 R. Brunne C/tron. (1810) 259 5e sette a certcyn Wng»
at )our bo}>e assent,.. pou brak ^at certeynte wikkedly &
vnhende.

tUnlie'ndly, flf/z'. Obs. [Un-^ ii.] Discourt-

eously, rudely, roughly ; improperly.
a 1125 Leg. Kat/i. 21 17 He..het, on hat heorte, unbende-

lichc neomen hire. x»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8540 He it vorsok
vnhendeliche & in vaire manere none, c 1350 Will. Palerne
492 Now witterly ich am vn-wis . . pus vn-nendly & hard mi
berte to blame, c 1400 Destr. Troy 6729 He hurlet forth

vnhyndly, harmyt full raony.

Unhenge, obs. f. Unhinge v.

XJuhe-nt, pa. pp/e, [Un-1 g b,] Untaken.
C13S0 Will. Palerne 1671, I kan bi no coyntyse knowe

nou3 )fe best, how ^e mowc un-hent or harmles a-schape.

Unhe-ppen, a. north, dial. [Un-1 7 + dial.

heppen tidy, handy, a. ON. heppinn (Norw. heppeii)

lucky, dexterous. Cf. Norw. uheppen.'] a. Un-
tidy, slatternly, b. Ungainly, etc.

1790 Gkose Prov. Gloss. f Unlieppen, slatternly. 1824
[Carr] Craven Gloss. 119 Un/teppen, unbecoming, uncom-
fortable, indecent, untidy. 1855- in Eug, Dial. Z?/t7. (Yks.,
Line). 1880 TtNNYSON Village Wije xvi. An* Lucy wur
laame o'one le;;, ..Straange an' unheppen Miss Lucy I

Unhe raided, fpL a. (Un-1 8.)

X84S Neale Eupliratean Angels iv. in Seatonian Poems
(1864) 7 Yet not unheralded by fear, The End of all things
shall draw near. 1871 Macduff Mem. Patwos xxnl. 315
A prey to the disquieting thought of the unheralded foot-
f;ill. [Freq. in recent use ]

Unhe*rd, v. [Un-2 5, 6 b, 7.]

1. Irans. To disperse or separate (cattle, etc.)

from a herd.
x6ii Florid, Swandrare, to let out of the fold or pen, to

vnherd, to scatter cattle, a 1641 Suckling Brennoralt 1. 1,

When I had.. at length unbearded the proud Deer, The
Curra have soatch'd him up.
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2. inlr. To break away from the common herd.
x66i Boyle Style oj Script. (1675) 175 The. .title of a wit,

which they hope to acquire by unherding and keeping out
of the road.

UnhcTded, ///. a. (Un-> 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1891 in C.
Roberts Adrift in America 241 It is my opinion, after
experience.., that unherdcd sheep do much better than
those wliich are closely looked after. Unhere'ditary, a.

(Un-' 7.) 1823 Lamb Elia 11. Child Angel, As if to explore
its path in those its unhereditary palaces. 1848 J. O'Dono.
\.\nx.r. Four Masters III. 2299 Countless numbers, .were
buried in strange places and unhereditary churches.

UnlieTitable, a. [Un- i
7 b.]

1 1. Incapable of being heirs. Obs.'~^

'553 '" Holinshed C/iron. (1577) H. \-]\-}li Thereby you
[are] iu.stly made illegitimate and vnheritable to the Crowne
Iniperiail of thys Reahne.
2. Uninheritable.

[1775 AsH.J a X854 H. Reed Led. Brit. Poets (1857) 384
The glory of Shakspeare's name began and ended with
himself, his own unheritable self.

+ Unhe-rited,///. a. O^j. [Un.> 8.1 Uninherited. X54a
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VL 128 An erle or an eries sone and
heyre, . . his landes beinge unherited. Ibid.^ A knyghte hav-
inge his lands unherited. t UnhCTly, a. Obs.'~^ [repr.

OK. un/Uorlic, iin/ilerlic (-/lyrlic), fierce, savage, dismal.]
Repulsive, c x'^zs Metr. Horn. 129 Riht als leper mas bodi
Ugii, and lathe, and unheriy.

Unhercic, a. and sb. (Un-1 7.)
173a Ld. Peterbobow Let. in Pope's IVAs. (1751) VIIL

164 If the translator of Homer find fault with this unheroic
disposition. 1745 [see Un-English a. i]. 1840 Carlvle
Heroes v. (1904) 177 Hollow Formulism, gross Benthamism,
and other unheroic atheistic Insincerity. 1881 P. Brooks
Candle ofLord 169 The heroic moments in all of our most
unheroic lives.

absol, and sb. 1843 Carlvle Past ^ Pr. iv. i, The Unheroic
of such volumes. Ibid., An Alexandrian Library of Un-
heroics.

Unhero'ical, a. (Un-' 7.] = prec. 1635-56 Cowley
Davideis III. Note i, I call it Nobe . . ; for (methinks) Nob is

too unheroical a Name. 1718 J. Trapp tr. Virgil (1735) I.

Pref. p. xlix, Nor can 1 forbear thinking.. that the Figure
which Vulcan makes. .is a little improper, and unheroical.
Unheroically, adv. (Un-' u.) X834 Beckford Italy L
39 We procured comfortable though not magnificent apart-
ments, and slept most unheroically sound. 1876 Emerson
Lett.ffSoc.Aitns i. 63 The brains are so marred, so im-
perfectly formed, unheroically. UnhcToism. (Un-* 12.)

1845 Q,K9.Vi\.-& Crovtwell (1871) I. 72 Search not for the
secret of Heroic Ages.. among their falsities, their greedy
quackeries and w«heroisms ! 1871 J. S. Brewer Eng. Stud.
(i88r) 267 Shakspeare in his unneroism and in his realism
was exhibiting . . the growing tendency of his own age.

t Unhersumness : see Un-1 3.

Unhese, obs. f. Unease.
Unlie'sitating, //>/. a. (Un-^ io.)

'753 inAKCis Constantiue iv. 48 Answer me: speak; un-
hesitating speak. 1833 Scott Quentin D. xxiii, I, who have
the advantage of your unhesitating devotion, have done
you foul and ungrateful wrong. x86a '.Shirley' (J.Skelton)
Nugge Crit. vii. 295 He can discover ..little or nothing that
can command his clear and unhesitating assent.

Hence Uxihe'sitatizLgiiess.
1876 Meredith Beauc/t. Career ^^ Unhesitatingness was

the warrior virtue of her desire.

Unhe'sitatingly, fz^z^. [Un-1 ii.] Without
hesitation; confidently; promptly,
1829 S. H. Cassan Lives Bps. Bath Sf Wells 15 note^ Such

alienations have been unhesitatingly made. x8s3 Kanr
Grinnell Exp. xX\\\. (1856) 396 They [snowbirds] alight on
the decks, and come unhesitatingly to our very feet. 1877
Mrs. Oliphant Maimers Flor. iv. 103 Alt the critics.. take
his opinion unhesitatingly on this point.

UnheWed,///. a. [Un-1 8. Cf. MliG. unge-
hoinvetJ\ = next.

138a Wyclif Jcs/u viii. « Thanne Josue bilde vp . . an auter
of stonus vnhewid, the wniche yren hath not towchid. x6xa
Drayton Pol^-olb. ix. 421 With a bended knee On th' un-
hew'd altar laid. 1644 Bulwer C/iiron. 5 If Man were dis.

armed of this native weapon . . the expression of his Tongue
would be very weake and unhewed.

Unhewn, />//. ff. [U.v-i 8 b. Cf. MDu. iJ«-,

MHG. ungckouweTif ON. tihggginn (MDa. «-,

Sw. ohuggeii).']

1. Not hacked or cut with weapons.
a 1406-50 Alexander 1945 Besely we shapid Out of J)e

handis vn-hewyn of oure hatill fais.

2. Not hewn or cut into shape; not fashioned
or shaped by hewing,
X38a WvcLiK yos/i. viiL 31 (MS. Douce 369), An auter

of stones vnhewen ^ whiche eiren hal> not touchid.
1651 Hobbes Leviatlt. iv. xlv. 359 A Stone unhewn has
been set up for Neptune. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian
xviii, The walls, ofunhewn marble, were high and strength-
ened by bastions. X804 Ann. Rev. II. igi An unhewn log
of wood., decorated with red feathers. 1857DUFFEKIN Lett,
llig/i Lat. (ed. 3) 309 This fringe of unhewn timber that
lined the beach. ^ x88^ Bowen ACmid iii. 688 Pantagla's
harbour, a gorge in the unhewn stone.

b. fig. Unpolished, rough, rugged.
1659 Pell Impr, Sea 44 Ignorant, knotty, illiterate, and

unhewn Sailors. X687 Montague & Prior Hind ^ /'.

Transv. Wks. 1907 II. 18, I hate such a rough unliewen
Fellow as Milton. 1703 Mrs. Centlivre Beau''s Duel iv.

i, 1 hope the world will distinguish the difference between
a rough, unhewn soldier, and a poHsh'd Gentleman. 1850
Marsuen Early Purit. \n, 71 Cartwrigbt is described as
unhewn and awkward.
Unheyle, obs, var. Unhale a.

TJnheynd, var. Unhenda. Obs,

Unhi'd, ppi-a, [Un-1 gb.] Not hid; un-
concealed.
a X300 Cursor M. 26ti-j O sin J>at opin es and kid Tak

UI9HII9DEBED.

open penance and vn-hid. a 1400-50 Alexander ^^-^-^ Rot
3our harmes were vnhid I held no^t myne athis. c X430
Pilgr. Lyf Man/wde \. xxxv. C1869) 22 It is bettere the
keyes, .ben hid than unhyd. 1648 Hexham n,OHgeborgen,
Vnhid, or Vncovered.

Unlii'dden, ///. a. (Un-i 8 b.)

1599 Shaks. //(f«. V, I. i. 86 The seueralls and vnhidden
passages Of his true Titles to some certaine Dukedomes.
1839 H. Miller in Sc/i.

<S- Sc/iu:. xx. (1858) 439 All around
we saw extended the complete sphere,—unhidden above
from Orion to the Pole. x868 Morris Eart/ily Far. I. i.

379 All unhidden once again they saw That peerless beauty.

Unhide, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To make un-
hidden ; to lay open ; to disclose, reveal.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7230 Drunkennes oft mai bitide Dos

man his consail to vn-hide. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. {Peter)
283 For dowt his craft vnhid suld be, He kest his bukis in

J>e se. £1400 Rom. Rose 2168 If that ye wole so long abide
Tyl I this Romance may vnhide. c \\zo Anturs of Art/i.
328 (Douce MS.) pe wyndes, ^e weders, Jie welkene vnhides;
Pene vndosed \>t cloudes. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)
III. 431 Quhen tha saw him nakit and wnliid, With bludie
woundis.., tha.,weipit full soir. 1580 Hollvband Treas.
Fr. Tong, Descac/ier, to vnhide. X631 P. Flktcher Pisca,
tory Eclog. v. xiv, If thou desir'st my help, unhide the sore.

1676 Hobbes Iliad 59 Whilst in stooping he his flank un-
hides, Agenor quickly his advantage spyes. 1880 J. NicoL
Poems ^ Songs 126 To thee the sea her secret oft unhides.
Unhi*deable,a. (UN.'7b.) x6o6SvLVESTERZ)M5aWrtj

II. iv. II. Magnificence 1256 A liglit so bright, set in such
eminence (Un*hideabie by envious Arrogance, Under the
Bushell of black Ignorance). Unhi'debound, a. (Un-' 7.)

1667 Milton P. L. x. 601 Which here. .all too little seems
To stuff this Maw, this vast unhide-bound Corps.

XTnhi-ded.///. a.i [Un-1 8.] Of land : Not
divided into hides.

X867 Chronicle lo Aug. 470/1 At 120 acres the hide, .only
one-tenth of England would be left unhided. But. . the real

proportion of hided to unhided land was only as i to 2.

lTnlii'ded,///.a.- [Un-2 4^ 8.] Deprived of

hide; skinned.
a x6s8 Lovelace Poems (1904) 179 Is not this finer far

Then walk un-hided, when that every Stone Has knock'd
acquaintance with your Anckle bone ?

Unhi-gh, a. rare. [Un- 1 7, after OE. unhiah,
-heh.'] Wanting in height.
1838 LoNGF. The Grave ii, Thy house, .is unhigh and low

[orig. unheh and lah]. Ibid., Ihe heel-ways are low, The
side-ways unliigh [orig. unhese],

t TXnhight, 2/. Obs. [LIn-2 3.] trans. To de-

prive of grace or beauty.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. ii 5if I..vnhi3te [h. de-
colorarem] so noble a matire with grisbaitinge. 1398 —
Barth. De P. R. ix. xxv. (Tollem. MS.), Ny^te schulde noujt
be all uiihy^te [L. indecora] by absence of J?e sonne.

t Unhi'ghted, ///. a. C?^i.-i [Un-1 8.] Not
invested with beauty.
X629T. Adams ;l/rrf. Cr^^^^ Wks. 1 138 Through the chinkes

of an vnhighted flesh, we may read a neglected soule.

t Unhi-ghtnesB. Obs. [Un-1 12.] Impair-
ment; uncomeliness,
X398 Trevisa Bart/i. De P. R. vii. iii. (Bodl. MS.),

pe heed tsuffereth] in heere |?ereof with ..vnhi^tenes l>at

ghisicians clcpeu furfurisca. Ib/d. vii. xvii, Suche an vn-
Utenes in J>e y5e comeh of blood.
CnhilaTious, rt. (Un-'7,) 1879 F. W. Robinson C^m/ani

Cousc. I. iv, He laughed in an odd, unhilarious fashion.

tUnlii-ll, 2'. Obs. [Uk-2 3 + Hillz/.I]

L = Unhele v. I.

c xaoo Trin, Co//. Horn. 69 Synnes on dede and on .speche
unhilea hem seluen, c 1150 Gen. ^ Ex. 1912 If he sa; hise
breSere mis-faren, His fader he it gan vn-hillen & baren.
a X300 Cursor M. 26585 Noght wit wordes fayr and slight
Agh Jjou for to plane p\ plight, pat mai J>i derf dedis dill,

Bot openli |jou \>am vnhill. 13.. E. E. Ai/it. P. B. 1628
Goddes gost is l?e geuen.., & pou vnhyles vch hidde jrat

heuen kyng myntes. X388 Wyclif Ecc/its. xlvii. 16 He was
flllid with wisdom,, .and his soule vnhiUde the erthe. 148a
Caxton Trevisas Higden 369 Here he is hyd, but he is

vnhyled, for name dureth euermore.

2. — Ukhele V. 2. Also refl.

a xaso Ancr. R. 58 (Trin. MS.), (If anyone] unhulede J)e

put & beast fel J>erin. a 1300 E. E. Psa/ter xxviii. 9 Vn-hil
thickenesses sal he swa. a 1340 Hampole Psa/ter cxviii. 18
Vnhil myn eghen & i sail bihalde wondirthyiigis of t>i laghe.

^ '375 Joseph Arim. 515 per weoren hedes vn-huled, helmes
vphaunset. 1388 Wyclif 2 Sam, vi. 20 The kyng of Israel

. .vnhilynge hym silf bifor the handmaidis. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 364/2 Oncuryn, or on-Iiyllyn, detego, dtscooperio,

1604 (see Unhele v. 2.] x6xi Cotgr,,., Descouvrir, to vn-
couer, vnhill, denude.

b. In pa. pple. = Unhele v. 2 b.

X3.. Gosp, A/cod. 169 His heued vnhyld, on knese he
kneled. 1:1400 Canielyn 87 His bowses were vnluled ; and
ful yuel dight. 14^0-85 Malory /Jr/Z/Kr xiv. iii. 644 A pass.
ynge old man . . ; his sholders were naked & vnhylled.

3. To remove (a covering).
X388 Wyclif Ruth iii. 4 Thou schalt..vnhile the cloth,

with which he is hiled.

Unbind, var. Unhend a. Obs.
Unhi*nderable, a, (Un-* 7 b.) X678 Cudworth IntelL

Syst, 429 God made.. the whole World it self Peifect and
Vnhinderable, X894 Advance (Chicago) i Mar., Nothing
could be more natural or more unhir.deialjle, Unhi'nder-
ably, rtf/z/. (Un-' ii.) 1678 Cudworth Intel/. Syst. 48a
Because all things are by him Connected together, and pro-
ceed from him unhinderably,

Unlii-ndered, ///. a. (Un-1 8. Cf. MDu.
ongehinderty ongehenderl (Du. ongehinderd), MHG.
(MLG., G.) ungekindertj MSvv. ohindraPer, ohin^
dratf etc. (Svf.ohindrad), MDa. (Da.) zihindrel.)
i6is T. Adams Blacke Devill 30 The vnhindred force of

the wind. X703 Clarke Evid. Nat. ^ Rer. Relig. ii. iv.

(1738) 260 Virtue,, .with all its full EQects and Consequences



UNHINDEBINQ.
onhinderecL 1839 Alford in Life (1873) 11 Flowing in one
full, unhindered stream. 1856 R. A. Vauchan Mystics 1.

361 The unhindered service of the state of glory.

Unhi'nderinp, ///. «. (Un-' 10.) 1839 Bailey Festus

a8 In her [sc. Fiction's] loving and unhindering lap Volup-
tuously lulled, we dream.

Unhinge, v. [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To take (a door, etc) off the hinges

;

to remove the hinges from ; to open in this way.
1616 A. Rich Cnbimt 96 A house, whose chambers are full

of cobwebbes J the dores vnhindged. 1634 W. Wood AV^y
Eh^. Pros/', (1865) 106 Our hogges having found a way to

unhindge their barne doores. 1644 Quarlks Sheph. Orac,

X, The arme that shall unhenge Th' incestuous gates of

Sodom. 1674 Jackson s Recantation A 2, L.perswaded
my self that the Machinations of my Brain were able to un-

hinge the Poles. 1775 Mrs. Delany Life if Corr. Ser. 11.

(1862) II. io3 That may still be done, and y« box none the

worse for it, or you may unhinge it and keep it in the top.

fiS' >6a3 G. Hkrbert Temple, Sumiay vii, As Samson
bore thedoores away, Christs hands, though nail'd, wrought
our salvation. And did unhinge that day.

b. iransf. To unlock, unclose, open,

x6a4 Quarles Job xv. 16 Would any.. try a fall with

Angels, and preuaile? Or with a Hymne, \nhinge the

strongest layle? 1865 A. J. Mlnby I'erses iVezuJjr Old 185,

I will not once . . Unhnige my jaws to speak again.

2. To unsettle, unbalance, or disorder (the mind,

brain, etc.).

x6ta Shelton Qxtix. 11. xlvi. 303 The powerfull force ofLoue
Oft doth vnhindge the soule. 1663-70 South Serm, (1715)

IV. 306 Why should I then unhinge my Brains? 1690 Nesse
d. 4> iV. Test, I. 60 Until another b:id bargain happen..

to unhinge his spirit again. 1764 H. Walpolb Otranio

iv, Theodore.. has unhinged the soul of Manfred. 1793

Friendly Address to Poor 13 These plays.. serve only to

unhinge and disorder their mmds. 1867 Baker Nile Trib.

xii. (1872) 215 The nerves of Mahomet were completely

unhinged. 1885 Law Tunes 7 Feb. 270/2 Study.. had un-

hinged the deceased's mind.

b. With personal object. Also in weaker sense

:

To upset.

1631 Mabbe Celestina xvii.(i894) 254 The Blockhead hath
swallowed the bayte ; hee hath let her unhinge him. i68x

H. More Postscr. GlanvilVs Sadducismus 50 The Soul of

Samuel might indeed have, .so unhinged her, that she had
been fit for nothing. 17x9 De Foe Crttsoe 11. (Globe) 320

One Blow from unforeseen Providence unhingM nie at

once. X78a Miss Bu.-.NtY Cecilia iv, vi. The effort.. has
unhinged me for a fortnight 1 1853 Bain Senses 4r Lnt. 111.

iii. § 13 Some constitutions are rendered more alert and
active by excitement, others are unhinged. x888 Miss
Braddon Fatal Three 1. v, The very mention of sickness.

.

bad unhinged him.

c. To unsettle (opinions, etc.), to render uncer-

tain or doubtful. Also with personal object.

1719 Dk Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 320 But in the Middle of

all this Felicity, one Blow from unfoieseen Pruvidence un-

hing'd me at once ; and.. drove me [etcl. 1770 Priestley

in Phil, Trans. LX. 197 The following experunents.. quite
unhinged me again, and left me as much at a loss as ever.

X78a — Matt, .y Spir. I. p. xxviii. When persons* minds
are unhinged with respect to their opinions. 1831 Blakev
Free-will 28 Calculated . . to unhinge our opinions on matters

highly important to our interests. x8s6 Dove Logic Chy.
Faith ti. §4. 352 Does any such fact unhinge our mor.^l

convictions?

3. To deprive of stability or fixity ; to throw into

confusion or disorder.

1664 Lyttelton in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 37 Which wee
doubt will unhinge all that trade we thought soe well

settled. 167^ N. Fairfax Bulk <S-
Selv. i49_ Our bounded

wills not being of strength enough to unhinge Gods un-
bounded power. xyo9 T. Robinson yind. Mosaick S^st.

Introd. s To entertani such . .Ideas of God . . would certamly
unhinge the Foundation of all Religion. X760 Ajin. Feg.,
Hist. War 15/2 Any motion of his threatened to shake and
unhinge the whol.^ scheme of his defence. 1796 Mks. M.
RoBiNsoM Angelina I. 2 The extravagance of sordid con-
nections, .have so unhinged my finances. 1886 Daily News
10 Dec. 2/4 The supplies are coming in very irregularly and
unhinge the trade.

b. esp. To unsettle (some established order of

things).

1679 Hist. Jetzer Pref, Aj b, That Principle which obliges

them to unhinge, and overturn all Governrnent. it88

LuTTRELL BHefRel. (1857) I. 468 Restoring things to their

old legall foundation, which hath been the work of some
years past to unhinge. 1718 Free-thinker No. A2. 306 The
Luxury of a Nation does likewise unhinge the Publick Peace
and Tranquillity. 1788 Jefferson Writ, (1859) II. 372 The
old system is unhinged, and no new one hun^ in its place.

x8is Fxatniner 24 Aug. 533/2 Wages that unhinged all that

order in society.

4. To detach, separate, or dislodge from some-

thing, t Also const, of.

1655 Fuller C/i. ^Ust. xi. xvii. 145 These unhinge the day
off from any Divine Right. 1680 C. Nesse Church Hist.

463 Thus God by this providence unhing'd him of his

Romish religion. 1713 Blackmore Creation i, 233 And
bills unhmgd from their deep roots depart. 1764 Mem.
G. Psalwanazar 14 Some other avocations .. unhinged me
from my method oftener than I wished, i^ Wesley ll'ks.

(1872) VT, 447 Whenever the mind is unhinged from God,
1861 GKO,t.Lior Silas M. ii, Minds that have been unhinged
from their old faith and love.

Hence Unlii'ngiiigZ'i/. sb.

1661 Feltham Resolves (ed. 8) i. iii. 181 The unhindging
of the whole frame of Government 1678 l-'ng, Man's Call.
72 The unhinging of tiie whole man from things of nobler
worth toward God. a 170^ T. Brown Wks. (1709) III. 11.

07 It portends.. the unhingmg of his Polish Majesty, or the
beatingof Prince Eugene out of Italy. 1850 Ht. Martinkau
Hist. Peace II. v, vi. 313 The unhinging of society. 1886
Athenmutn 4 Dec. 742/t The outcome of an entire unhinging
of his system caused by physical fear.
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Unhinged, ///.a. [f. prec]

1. Thrown into confusion ; unsettled, disordered.

1719 Db Fob Crusoe ii. (Globe) 509, 1 might by my loose

and unhins'd CircumsUnces be the filter to embrace a Pro-

posal for Trade. 1778 Princle Cunnety 23 Tlie unhinged

stateof this partof the mixed mathematics. 183s Marrvat
Olla Poitr. i. 5 Society is unhinged, and every one is afraid

to offer an opinion. i8«i Chalmers Let. in /.i/i (1851) 1.

243 The moral constitution of our nature is unhinged. 189s

J. A. Noble in Contemf. Rev. Apr. 490 A person whose

intellectual, moral, or emotional sanity was unhinged.

b. ipec. Of persons or the mind.

1733 J.Whaley Poems 213 Shall the Mind lie unhing'd

by each mad flight ? 1757 FooTE A u.'/wr 1, Last winter. . 1

cou'd have made as good a speech upon any subject,.. but

1 am all unhinged, all. l8n Lamb Shaks. Trag. Wks. 190B

1. 131 Tokens of an unhinged mind. 1836 Makrvat Japhet

XXX, I never felt more nervous or more unhinged.

2. Deprived of liinges ; talcen off the hinges.

X814 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 14 An unhinged window-
shutter. 1824 Galt Rothelan IL iv. iv. 130 Bearing the

corpse of a man on an unhinged door.

Uuh.i'ngement. [f. as prec.] The act of un-

hinging ; the fact of being or becoming unhinged.

1817 Chalmers Aslron. Disc. vii. 251 A melancholy un-

bingement in the constitution of man, 1857 J. Hamilton
Less, fr, Gt. Biog. 203 The disciples were beginning to

recover from. . the unhingement of old hopes. 1886 Symonds
Kenaiss, It. VIL viii. i3oThe unhingement of his reason.

Unhl-nted,;>/>/.<i. (Un-'8.) 1889 C.C.R. i/»r .9rajD»

16 New-tiovels unprinted, new scandals unhinted Before.

Unhi'pped, a. (Un-'q.) 1847 L. Hunt ;!/<•«, (Ki7«««,iy&

I. xiv. 278 The most melancholy, hipped, unhipped genera-

tion, that ever walked.

tTnhi red, ///. a. (Us- 1 8. Of. older Du.
ongehuurt (Du. ongehuitrd), Sw. ohyrd.)

i6j7 MoRYSON Itin. To Rdr., I wrote at leasure, giuing

(like a free and vnhired workeman) much time to pleasure.

1653 Milton Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 348 And who unhir'd

will be so hardy as to say, that [etc.] ? 1821 Scott Keniiw.
iv. There.. is thy morning wage—thou shalt not say thou

hast been my guide unhired, i8sa t.lutiii\ Antipodes (1857)

203 There were.. three hundred of them unhired at the

Immigrant Depot.

tTnhistoric, a. (Un-1 i ; cf next.)

i86» 'Shirley' (J. Skelton) Niigx Crit. iii. 177 Only a
rash and unhistoric mindcan affirm that [etc.].^ 1874 Withrow
Catacombs o/Rome (1877) 535 A new, unscriptural, and un-

historic method.

Unhisto rical, a- [Un-^ 7.]

1. Not in accordance with history.

161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 9 So parliall and vn-

historicail is the report of one, ..who fatnes [etc.]. 1830

GetiU. Mag. C. II. 139 It is perfectly unhistorical to suppose

that [etc.]. 185a bUNsEN Ilippolytus ^ Age 11. 160 The
notion of a merely historical revelation by written records

is as unhistorical as it is unintellectual. 1877 J.Northcote
Catacombs I. v. 89 The thoroughly unhistorical way in

which these few subjects are dealt with.

b. Not versed in history.

1865 W. G. Pai.grave Arabia II. 22 Perhaps the un-

historical prophet had in mind some confused idea [etc.].

2. Not possessed of a historical character ; not

having actually occurred.

1848 Jas. Smith Voy. ff Shipwr. Paul 252 Such circum-

stances. .areunhistorical,andare. , omitted bytheEvangelist
who wrote historically. 188a Fakrar Early Chr. II. 13 The
supposed fact is unhistorical, but the remark shows [etc.].

So TTnhisto'rically adv.
Also, in recent use, vnhistoncalness.

1887 Athensum 13 Aug. 206/3 We have unhistorical] y ap.

plied the word • German * as the designation of one particular

language of the group.
Unhistrio-nic, a. (Un-' 7O 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rcz\ iii.

vi. vi, ' What is passing? ' repeats Collot, in the unhistrionic

Canibyses' vein.

Unhit, /;>/. a. (Un-1 8 b.)

1513 Douglas y£neid vr. xiv, 87 Quha wald the, gret Cato,

leif vnhit? 1595 Raleigh Discov. Guiana (1596) 97 The
woods are so tlucke . . as a mouse cannot sitte in a boate vnhit

from the banke. x6oi U, Jonson Poetaster 'lo Rdr. 26

Whilst I, at whom they shot, sit here shot-free, And as vii-

hurt of enuy, as vnhit, 1889 'Mark Twain' Yankee xiii,

They all L-oked unhit, and said they didn't know.

Unhitcli, t'. [Ux-2 4b.]
1. trans. To detach {from a practice),

162a Mabbk tr. Aleiuans Guzman (TAl/.i. I. i. 10 From
which terrible griping .. nothing can vn-hitch them but
deaths flesIi-hooKC.

2. To detach (a horse, etc.) by undoing a fasten-

ing : a. From a vehicle, plough, or the like.

1706 Stevens i, Desiravar^ to unhitch. 1862 B. Taylor
Home <5- Abroad Ser. u. 11. iv. 91 While the younger
children unhitched and watered the horses. 1884 J. Gilmour
Mongols i. 2 My Chinese carter, ..unhitching his two mules
[fromtlie cart], went offand left me in the encampment.
absol. 1887 I. R. Lady's Ranche Life Montana 150 So he

helped me to unhitch, and I led the horses, while he dragged
the buggy across.

b. From something to which its head is tied.

1883 Harpers Mag. Aug. 386/2, I went out and unhitched
the horse, and drove straight home.

3. To detach or unfasten (a tiling).

1876 Whyte Melville Katerfelto xxviii. 315 He un-
hitched his bridle from the garden palings. Z&91 Cotes
2 Gills on Barge 27 With silent alacrity I unhitched the
lamp, ijjox Westm. Gaz. 24 Oct. 7/3 A detachment of the

men unlntched the long ladders.

Uulli'Vei V. [Un-2 5.] trans. To turn out of

a hive.

17*9 Madden Themistocles i. i. 2 These armed Millions,

that, like some vast Swarm,.. unhiv'd have left their Home
To seek new Seats of P^mpire. 1736 Neal Hist. Pnrit. I II.

Tref. p, ix, Having unhived a nunieruus swarm of labouring

UNHOLPEN.
bees. 1879 Browning Ivan Ivanoznt.h 71 Fancies, swarms
that stung like bees unhived.

UnhoaTd, v. [Un-2 j.] tram. To take or

bring out of a lioard.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 188 .As a Thief bent to unhoord the

cash Of some rich liurgher. 1721 Amhurst Tcrrse Fit. No.
12 (1726) 60 Every old hunks and miser unhoarded his dear

treasure. 1797 Monthly Rev. XXIII. 569 Much coin has

been reimported, and much unhoarded.
UnhoaTded, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) a 1683 Oldham Rem.

(1684) 99 His unconfin'd unhoarded Store Was still the vast

Exchequer of the poor. UnhoaTdtng, ///. a. (Un.' 10.)

1695 Locke Further Consid. Value Money 54 They would
still be.. greater losers than their unboarding Neighbours.

Unho'bble, Z'. (UN-^4b.) \i&i Chequered Career yi^
Unhobble the spare horses. 1887 W, S. S. Tvrwhitt Neui
Chum in Queensland Bush ix. 179 The horses are now un.

hobbled, saddled and bridled. Unhoe'd, /;»A a. (Un.' 8.)

1733 TuLi. Horse-hoting Husb. (Dublin ed.) 72 A Hoed
Plant of Corn will have Twenty or Thirty Stalks,.. where

an unho'd Plant . . will have only Two or Three Stalks,

1871 Pail Mall G. 22 Aug. 5 His roots cannot be left un-

hoed,.. or his corn uncut. Unho gged, />//. a. (Un.' 8.)

1886 Kipling Departm. Ditties, etc. (1899) too With your

mane unhogged and flowing.

t UnhO-ld, a. (and sb.'). Obs. [OE. unhold (f.

Un-1 7 + Hold 3.), =MDu. tmhoiit, Flem. (Kilian)

onhoud, OS., OHG., G. unko/d, MLG., MHG.
unholt ; MSw. ohtilder {phwl, ohiill ), MDa. uhuld,'\

1. Unfaithful ; disloyal ; false.

ciooo ^LFRic Horn. II. 556 Se unholdaSeowa w^r8 8a

aworpen on )?am yttrum Jieostrum. c 1395 Plowman's Tale

473 Hir servaunts be to hem unhold, But they can doublin

hir rentall To bigge hem castels.

2. Of persons ; Exhibiting dislike or hostility
;

unfriendly, hostile.

C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 11. xii. (1890) 132 Swa..he him ha
sa;tunge J.a ^ewearonode J>aes unholdan cyninges \L. regis

sibi in/esti]. ciogo O. E. Lhron. an. 1040 (Tiberius B. i).

Him wa:s f>a unhold eall t>set his !cr xyrnde. c 1310 iir

Tristr.(^i,b Marke schuld jeld vnhold. .pre hundred pounde
of gold.

b. Of events : Troublesome, disastrous.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. iv. 24 He mai..sore ben fered

on folde, Lest be to harmes helde, ant happes hente un-holde.

3. absol. or as sb. An enemy or foe.

a \zaei Moral Ode 36 (Lamb. MS.), Monies monnes sare

iswinc habbeS oft unholde. a IM5 Ancr. R. 222 Vnholde
uor-ureten he strenc3e of his soule, & he hit nout nuste.

t Unho-lden, ///. a. [Un- ' 8 b. Ci. MDn.
and Du. ongehouden (dial, ongeholden, -halden),

MLG. ungeholdcn, MHG. and G. ungehaHen!\

a. = Unbeholdkn i. b. Not kept; unobserved.

£1380 WvCLiF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 309 Here it sen.eb bat

I?es prestis ben moche unholden to seculer lordis. a 1425

Cursor M. 18736 (Trin.), [e lawe be helde wondir wel Vn-
holden lafte he neuer a del.

XJnhole, obs. f. Unwhole a.

UnllO-lily, adv. (Un- 1 7. Of. Unholy a.)

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. ill. 221 So is it vnlawfull

that it be vnholily profaned by the vncleannesse of the in.

h<-ibiiantcs. 1619 W. Sclater Exp. i Thess. 439 Men of

corrupt mindes,..if they be elected, ..shall be saued, how
euer holily, or vnholily they hue. 1647 J. y\c,K^^Coleman-st.

Conclave Visited B ij b. The sad., breach, which is .'.most

unholily made by .. Sectaries. 1754 ED\yARDS Freed. Wilt

IV. ii, It is impossible for Him to act unrighteously and un-

holily. 1898 Advance (Chicago) 16 June 808/2 Before their

imaginations were unholily stirred by these pages.

Unholiness. [Un-i 12.]

1. The quality of being unholy ; lack of holiness

or sanctity.

IS34 More Treat. Passion ii. Wks. 1311/a The vyces eA

vicious folke in Christes church, can not letle, but that hj-s

catholike church.. is for their vnholynes,_his holy catholyke

churche. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.\. Ixxiv. § 2 She is not.,

in respect of any vnholinesse forbidden entrance into the

Church. 1645 Milton TV/rncA. 36 Where an unfit mariage

administers continual cause of hatred and distemper, there .

.

cannot choose but much unholines abide. 1675 Brooks
Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 195 Adam's holiness was as natural..

to him as any way of unholiness can be natural . . to us.

1845 CoRRiE in Fncycl. Metrop.W. 880/1 All that blindness

of heart, all that unholiness of affections, ..which issue in

overt acts of sin. 1871 Farrar Witn. Hist. i. ti.Let us.,

beware that in us unholiness do not cloud the spiritual eye.

2. Applied to the Pope : cf. Holiness 3.

i68a Cj. TopHAM Rome's Tradit. 204 No sooner did the

news of that bloody Butchery arrive his Unholiness [Gregory

XIIIl, but [etc.].

TTnholl, obs. f. Unwhole a.

Unho'Uow, eu (Un.' 7.) 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.

John 117 b, The sepulchre, .was cut out of an whole sound
vnholow rocke of stone. 1611 Florio, /»«flc«(?, vnempiy,
vnhollow. UnlioTIowed,/i//.a. (Un-'8.) 1609D0ULAND
Ornith. Microl. 22 Make it hollow in the n.iddle, leaning

the ends of it vnhoUowed. 1913 R. Harris Boanerges xxxi.

301 The hollow oak is higher in sanctity than the unhol-

lowed tree.

TTnllO'lpen, ppl. a. Now arch. [Uk-1 8 b.

Cf. MDu. (and Du.) ongeholpen, MHG. ungchol-

fen; Sw. ohulpen.'] = U.n'HELPED//i/. a.

138a WvcLlF I Esdras ix. 1 1 But for the multitude is giet,

and the time winter, and wee moun not vnholpen stonde.

1390 Cower Conf. II. 189 'The lif is suete ', and that he

kepetb, So that the feith unhoipe slepeth. £ 1440 Gesta Rom.
121 (Add. MS), She woll leve none vnholpen that crieth to

her bertly. 1485 Caxton Cheis. Gt. (1881) J74 God forbede..

that I leue hym vnholpen. 1545 Brinklow Lament. 88 Ve
..leaue..the presoned vnholpen. 1568 T. Howell .4 r^

Amitie (1879) 70 T'hou hast the forme that cut the wound,
of my vnholpen paine. 1608 Dod & Cleaver Expos. Prov,
xi-xii. 183 Neuer any was left unholpcn, that sought help at

his hand. 1864 Swinburne Ataianta 1674 These shall lie
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Dead,nnbeIoved, unholpen. 1870 Morris Earthfy Par.Wl,
IV. 324 The maddening fear that burned Round his un-
holpen heart.

UnllO'lya a. and sb, [OE. unkdlig (f. un-
Un-1 'j + hd/ig Holy a.)» - NFris. unhiUeg\
older Fl. (Kilian) onheyl^h, MDu. onheilich

(rare), Du. onheilig^ ON. iiheilagr (MDa. and
Da. uheilig, Sw. ohelig),']

1. Not holy ; impious, profane, wicked : a. Of
persons.

c 1000 Lambeth Ps. xlii, 1 Toscead intingan minne of un-
hali^re J>eode. 136a Lakcl. P. Pi. A. Prol. 3 In Habite of
aa Hermite vn-holy of werkes. 1526 Tindale 2 Tim. iii. a

The men sbalbe..vnthankfull, vnholy, churlisshe. X607
Shaks. Cor. V. vi. 1 10 Will you be put in minde of his blinde

Fortune . . by this vnnoly Braggart ? 1685 Baxter Paraphr,
N. T. Matt, XXV. 26 To confess God's holy Government,
and yet to be unholy, is to be selfcondemning. 1738 Wesley
Ps. V. ii| In Souls unholy and unclean Thou never canst

delight. 1817 Shellsv Rev. Islam x. xlvii, Unholy men,
Feasting like fiends upon the infidel dead. 1833 Carlyle
Misc. (1 857) III. 287 To lodge the whole unholy Brotherhood
. .in separate cells of the Bastille 1

a&sol. 15*6 Tindale i Tim. i. 10 The lawe is..geven..to
synners, to vnholy and vnclean. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 106
Hast thee, and. .drive out the sinful Pair, From hallowd
ground th' unholic. X873 Symonds Grk. Poets vii. 193 The
idea of N emesis quelling the insolent and smiting the unholy.

b. Of acts, things, etc.

138J Wvclip 2 Tim. it 16 Schonye thoa vnhooli and
veyn spechis. 1390 Cower Con/. II. ^63 (MS. A), If he
pourchace By wey of thefte unholy thmg. 15*6 Tindalk
Heb. X. 29 He.. which., counteth the bloudoffthe testament
as an vnholy thynge. 1591 Shaks. Tiuo Gent iv. iii. 30
To keepe me from a most vnholy match. x63a Miltom
VAlUgro 4 In Stygian Cave forlorn 'Mongst horrid shapes,

and shreiks, and sights unholy. 1653 Jer. Taylor Serm,

for Year iv. 50 If things that are lawfull may yet be unholy

in this sense ; much more are unlawful! things most unholy
in all senses. 1717 Pope Eloisa to Abelard 224 Far other

dreams my erring soul employ. Far other raptures, of un-
holy joy. X79X Cowper Odyss. xxii. 479 Unholy is the

voice Of loud thanksgiving over slaughter'd men. 1844
Manning Serm. x. (1848) I. 135 Cultivation of mind, refine.

ment, ..are often found in men of the unholiest passions.

x8^ 'Mrs. Alexander' Ka/fr/W/^a/^v, There is nothing

so awful, so unholy as a mere marriage of expediency,

2. coiloq. Awful, dreadful (Cf. Ungodly a. 3.)

x86s Dickens Mut. Fr. iv, iii. An unholy glare, .shone

in the eyes of Mr. Weeg, 1883 D. C. Murkay Hearts
xxxiv, (1885) 288 He had arrived., at a rather unholy sort of
hour. 1899 E. Phillpotts Human Boy 35 Trelawny bad
called him an 'unholy bounder '.

3. sb. An unholy person or thing,

1831 Carlyle SarU Res. in. xi, How many other Unholies
has your covering Art made holy, besides this Arabian
Whinstone I 1837 — Fr. Rev. i. i. ii, All Phenomena of
the spiritual kind : Dignities, Authorities, Holies, Unholies t

Unho'ly, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To make un-

holy. Hence ITnho'Ued ppl. a*

a 1555 Philpot in Coverdale Leti. Mart, (1564) 338 You
haue bene sanctifyed and made pure through the truth, take

bede you be not vnholied and defyled. 1603 Draytom Bar.
Wars I. vi, Thou shouldsc to them haue layd the Holy
Word, And not thy hand to the unholyed Sword. 1649
Heyun Relat. 4- Olserv. 11. To Rdr., O wretched unholied

men ! What are they that thui commit Burglary jn the
Sanctum Sanctorum of Gods Providence ?

Unho'med,///. a, (Un-' 8 and Un-' 8) 1830 Bailey
Festus xxviL 334 [The day] shallshew itselfWith all its little

tyrannous ..deeds, Unhomed and clear, 1884 Advance
(Chicago) 13 Slar., In no state of the Union are there more
un-homed young men. UnhO'melikc, a. (Un>> 7 c.) x8sa

Mundv Antipodes {1857) 104 The untidy and un-homeliice

look of the half-cleared fields. x886 Atken^um 8 May
62t/a The same large room with the dreadful shadows and
unhomelike furniture, Unho'melikeness. (Un-* 12.)

18^ Hawthorne Fr. ^ It. Note-bks. (1872) I. 57 The ugli-

ncss, shabbtness, unhome-Hkeness of a Roman Street. 1869

Jos. Butler, etc. Women s /f^(7r4r i. loTheunhomelikcness
of the abodes of the richest single men., is pitiable.

Unho'ineliness. (Uk-^ la ; cf. next.)

CX440 Relig. Piecesfr. TJwmton MS. (1914) 12 Ypocrisy
and vnhamlynes, and oJ»er (sins] J>at ofte ere sene amanges
prowde men, 1879 Miss Kearv Doubting Heart III. 120

buch signs, .only seemed to bring out more prominently the
Stately unhomeliness of the place.

Unhomely, a. (Un-i 7-)
. ,

x87i Athenaeum 4 Mar. 280 Everything in the picture is

neglected and unhomely and coarse. i88a Pall Mall G.
XI Aug. 4 He does not cnafe ,. because the hotels are so un-
homely. x89a Stevenson Across the Plains 185 This un«
homely, ruKged turret-topof submarine sierras.

Unbo'misb, a. (Un.' 7.) 1858 Mrs. Gore Heckington
viii, The unhomeish home of her aunt. x88o T. Hoix:kim
Italy ^ Inv, I. i. v. 298 Nor drinks he, wandering, from
un-homish streams. Unhomogeneity. (Un-' 12.) i86a

E. B. Denison in Guardian^io. 882, The founder.,and his

advocates declare that porosity and unhomogeneity are un*
avoidable [in bells).

Unhomoge'ixeoas, a. (Un-1 7.)
x8a8 Hkrschel in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) IV, 449 Bodies

of unhomogeneous density. 1865 W. G. Palgravk Arabia
L 369 Without taking into account healthier but unhomo-
geneous admixtures. 1899 Speaker 11 Nov. 134/1 The
native races of Africa are at present utterly unhomogeneous.

fUnho-ne. Obs.-^ [Un-1 ta + HoNE j^.2]

Absence of delay ; haste.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5530 And he vnhurt with mikill vn-

home \*ead '\io\nf:\ he to his ost wynes.

UuilO'iiesti ct' Obs. cxc. arch, or dial, [Un- 1
7

and 5 b.]

In senses 2 and 3 very common in the i6th cent.

1. a. Physically or morally objectionable, offea-

Bive, or unpleasant ; indecent, filthy, vile,

VOL.X.

13.. A', Alts. 6473 Bothe byfore and eke byhynde, They
haveth clothyng unhonest, a 1350 '57. Philip ff Jas. 21 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 52 Blastes out of his mouth he
blew, J>at war so euyl and vn-honeste, pai destryd oft both
man and beste. 1526 Pilgr. Per/, (W. de W. 1531)283 The
membres of our body that be moost vnhonest and moost
rebellynge to our reason. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 152 b.

Whatsoever thyn^ wer not of it self unhonest, he affermed

not to bee unhoneste in open presence. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple Isl. VIII. XX, His shameful! parts, that shunne the

hated light, Were naked left ; (ah foul unhonest sight 1).

b. Uncomely, unhandsome.
138a Wyclif I Cor. xii. 23 And tho membris that ben vn-

honest, ban more honeste. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R*
V. Ixvi, (Bodl. MS.), If a man is withoute heed heere, he is

yholde ^ more vnhoneste,

C. Unseemly, unbecoming, improper.
a 1400-50 BJk. Curtasye 96 in Babees Bk.^ While J»ou holdes

mete in mouthe, be war To drynke, J^at is an [vnjhonest

char. 150a Arnolde Chron. (1811)277 Item that thebookis
and veslmentis bien broken and vnhonest for dyuine ser-

uice. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 89 b, It was not a thyng
unhonest for one to carrye a gammonde of bakon in his

hande. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 254 They daylychaunged
there apparel, sometime long and wide, and at another tyme,
cutted short. ., and altogether vnsemely and vnhonest,

2. Of actions, language, etc. : a. Morally un-

fitting or unbecoming ; unseemly, immodest, lewd.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 579 AUe illez he hates..; But non

nuyez hym.,As harlottrye vnhonest, hel?yng of seluen.

£1380 Wvclip Sel. Whs. III. 29, I dreede to telle holy
wordis wii> ray foule mou}>, fillid wib unhoneste wordis.

1456 Sir G, Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 142 Thair under-
taking was in the begynnyng unhonest, unlefuU. c 1475
Babees Bk. 99 Whenne yee er sette, take noone vnhoneste
tale. 150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xvi. T ij,

Vf in songes vnhonest, & tryfylles, & talkynges of langage,

he swereth god. 1598 Gbenewey Tacitus^ Ann, iv, xii.

(1622) 107 Domitius Afer..laid to her charge that she lead

an vnhonest life with Furnius. 1607 Dekker Jests to make
you Merry Wks, (Grosart) 1 1. 302 To this vnhonest pleasure,

IS begot a companion repentance. 1645 Ufsher Body Div.
279 This commandement [is] broken by. .taking delight in

bearing unhonest things.

b. Dishonourable, discreditable.

c 1400 Apol, Loll, 100 A wowe is . . vnwise, wan it is only
about temporal ^ingis, or vnhonest, or vni}rofitable to soule

bele. c 1440 Alph, Tales ^x Whatprofettis|>i frenshipvnto
me, when )^u desyris me for to do for J>e J>at \>\i\% |>at is vn-
honeste ? a 1470 Dives^ Pauper {y^ . de W. 1496) iv. xviiL

181/2 The suget shal not. .do ony thyng unryghtfuU & un-
honest. 1540 Cromwell in Merriman Li/e if Lett. (1902)

II. 254 There is daunger of vnhonest condicions or of Dis-

contentement at departing. 1587 Y\.x.\AvtiGContn. Holin^
shtd III. 1384/1 My case is hard, but yet am I not so
desperat as to reuenge it vpon my selfe, which must needs
be the euent of so vnhonest and vnpossible an enterprise.

X614 Raleigh Hist. World ni. x. 5 5.."6 He brought an
vnhonest message to his owne Countrimen. 1649 Canne
Snare Broken 14 An oath is unlawfull when. .we promise
any thing that is unjust or unhonest. 1825 Brockett N. C.
Words, Unhonest, dishonourable, dishonest. Stated in

Todd's John, to be obsolete ; but it is not so in the North.

3. Of persons: a. Not honourable, respectable,

or of good repute ; acting in a dishonourable or

discreditable manner. Also absol.

X38a Wyclif Ecclus. xxxvii. 13 With thedredful trcte[not]

ofoataile, ..with the vnhonest, of honeste. 1388— Prov.
XXV. 8 Whanne thou hast maad thi frend vnhonest, c 1400 tr,

Secreta Secret.^ Gov, Lordsh. 64 Kepe Ipy most noble saule

hegh, . . J)at ys geuyn to t>e, noght to be maad vnhonest by
^e, but to be enhyed and glorifyed. a 1548 Hall Chron.,

Hen. IV, 16 b, This false father in lawe, this untrew, un-

honest and perjured persone. 1586 A. Pay Eng. Secretary

I. (1625) 32 These and such like, as confounders of all

ciuility,, .are confirmed to be vnhonest. 1610 Healby St,

Aug. Citie 0/ God ^62 Some ambitious unhonest fellow,

x6a4 Burton Anat. Mel. (cd. 2) in, ii. 442 Of a majesticall

presence, but pcradventure imperious, vnhonest, selfewill'd,

b. Bad or immoral in character or conduct;

disreputable.

C x4aa Hocclevk Min. Poems 218/63 To goode wommen
that it be no shame, Al thogh (lat thow vnhonest wommen
blame. X41S6 Sir G. Have Law Anns (S.T.S,) 190 Gif

a man fyndis ane unhonest foule creature hafand conversa-

cioun with his wyf. 1536 Cromwell in Merriman Life ^
Lett. (1902) II. 28 They shall not geve theymself to drink-

ing and ryole sitting all daye at Tables or cardes playng.

,

and specially with vnhonest and vnthryftye persons. 1574
Hellowks Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 60 All which were in

their liues very vnhonest, and in their goucmement very
oflTensiue. x6ai Burton Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. i. If a Nurse
be mishapen, vnchast, vnhonest, impudent, drunke,..the
child . . will be so toa 1640-z Kirkcudbr. War^Comm. Min,
Bk. (1855) 35 George cryit—Unhonest Beoche and adulter-

ous Beoche.

4. Dishonest (in respect of dealings with others).

a. Of actions, gain, etc. (Aho dial, &s adv.)

1583 FoLKE De/. Tr, Script, iii. (1843) 195 This scornful

replier..is so accustomed to false and unhonest dealing.

1607 Markham Cfw;/. 111.(1617) 35 To give a false colour to

their owne knowledges,, .or, .to get vnhonest polling pence
to their own purses. i6a8 Kkltham Resolves 11. xxxv. 109
Vnworthines is euer the end of vnhonest Deceit, a 1670

Spalding Troub, Chas. / (1850) 1. 109 The purchess of there

bischoprikis be brybes, thair vnhonest dealUng in civlll bar-

ganes. 1730 .5"/, Trials I, 315 The Earl as well abusing the

King's Favours,, .as bearing unhonest Friendship, in Con-
ference with Sir Thomas concerning that Imployment. 1901
* Zack ' Dunstable Weir 48 What wud it feel like to come by
the money unhonest?

b. Of persons.

X54S AscHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 20 Honest fletchers and bow-
yers do not so, and they that be vnhonest, oughte . . to amende
them selues. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11, xv, The old man.

.

folowed his suite with all meanes of vnhonest seruants, large

promises [etc.]. 1603 Breton Dial, Pith Sf Pleas. Wks,

(Grosart) II. 13/2 How vnhonest is that labourer, who will

not worke for his wages? 16^5 in J. Wilson Annals of
Hawick (1850) 65 In calling of him. .anerunnigat beggar,,,

and ane false unhonest thief. 18S5- in dial, glossaries (N.Cy.,
Yorks., Lanes., Line).

TTnlio nestly, adv. 1 Obs, [Un-1 ii, 5 b.]

1. In an unbecoming manner ; indecorously.
c 1380 Wyclif .9^/. Wks. II. 193 Trowe we not J>at Crist

dide here dispitously or unhonestly, spittynge in J)is mannis
face? f Z400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 123 When J»ai hafe
eten, J>ai wype J>aire hend on baire clathezvnhonestly. 1503
Arnolds Cnron, (1811) 278 Item that the chtrcheyard is

vnhon[e]stIy kepte.

2. With dishonour ; disgracefully ; discredit-

ably, dishonourably ; dishonestly.

138* WvcLiF 2 Mace. ix. i In the same tyme Antiochus
turnyde a^ein vnonestly (L. inhoneste\ fro Perse, c 1449
Pecock Repr, 325 As into this point, that he therbi be
iust or uniust, . . doing honestli or doing vnhonestli. 1535
Coverdale Ecclus. x. 34 Who so ordreth himself vnhonestTy
in riches, how moch more shal he behaue himselfvnhonesily
in pouerte? 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Adeiphos 11. i,

I my selfe am very vnhonestly dealt withall.
^
x6a8 Feltham

Resolves 11, ii. 5 As I would neuer doe any thing vnhonestly,

so I would neuer feare the immateriall wind ofcensure, when
it is done. 1648 Hexham ii, Oneerbaerlick, Vnhonestly,

Dishonestly, or Impudently. 17J1 Strype Eccl. Mem. II.

388 Most unhonestly slandering old Writings,

3. Indecently, immorally.
138a Wyclif 2 Srtw/.xiii. 2 The which for she was a mayde,

hard to hym it semede, that eny thing vnhonestly [L. in*

konestel he shulde do with hir, c 1400 Pilgr. So^vle (Caxton,

1483) III. X. 56 These it ben that so horrybly stynken,. .for

they haue liued ful vnhonestly in fowle lustes. i486 Rec.

St. Mary at Hill {igos) 12 Yf the same preest so chosen

vnhonestly behave hym. 1535 Coverdale Prov. xii. 4 She
that behaueth herself vnhonestly, is a corrupcion in his

bones. 1597 Beard Theatre God^s jfudgem. {1612) 400 His
Proctors wife, with whom.. he acquainted himselfe ouer
familiarly and vnhonestly. X609 Bible (Douay) 2 Sam. xiii. 2,

Unho'nesty. Obs. exc. dial. [Uk-1 13, 5 b.]

Absence or lack of honesty (esp. in obsolete senses

of that word),
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. iv. xxv. 3356 pat nane suld se Spot,

fylth na vnhoneste Behind him in his doun falling, a 1470
Dives ^ Pauper (W, de W. 1496) viii. vi. 328/2 The bac-

byter hath more lykynge to speke of other mennes defautes

& of theyr unhonestes & synne. 1526 Tindale 2 Cor. iv. i

We.. have cast from vs the clokes of vnhonestie.
_ 1586

A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 22 Where Gentilitie is not

all onely spotted, but in a manner couered and debased
already with vnhonesty. x6oo Breton Strange Fort. Two
Princes Wks. (Grosart) II. 4/1 Vnthankefulnesse is so neare

to vnhonestie, as to auoid the touch of both. 1647 Hexham
I, Vnhonesty or dishonesty, oneerbaerheyt. 1871 W.
Alexander Johnny Gibb viii. 51 Sic creaturs [ye are] wi*

oonhonesty,

t Unho-noiir, f, Ohs,-^ [UN-23.] trans. To
dishonour.
138a Wyclif John viii. 49, 1 honoure my fadir, and je han

Vnhonourid me.

t Unho nourable, a. Obs, [Un-1 7.]

1. Not honourable ; not deserving of honour.

a r^oo-yi Alexander 2950 Sen i>is vse is here vn-honour-

able, here I >am leue. 1456 Sir G, Have Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 280 He war a wikkit man of lyf, a tyran and un.
honourable. 1548 Geste Pr, Masse 117 Why then shuld..

thee presence thcrof cause to honour his (5odhed in the

same, ther otherwyse unhonourable. 1599 Sandys Europae

spec. (1632) 209 To trace out an unhonourable and fruitlesse

life. 163s [Glapthorne) Lady Mother 111. ii. in Bullen

0. PI. (1883) II. j6i We are noe peasants or unhonorable To
be affronted with indignities.

2. Dishonourable, discreditable.

1540 Sir T. Wyatt Let. to Cromwell 5 April, If it were so

the King's pleasure, I would make him such company as

should not be unhonourable to the King. 1595 Daniel Civ.

Wars 11. xxiv, Th' vnhonourable meanes of safety, bade
Danger accept, what Maiesty withstood. x6si in Foster

Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) I. 874 Unhonnorable action by
breatch of his word and cowle,

ttTnlio*noural)ly, adv. Obs, [Un-1 ii.]

Dishonourably, discreditably.

1553 Ascham Germany Wks. (1904) 159 Libertie in speak-

yng should be so mingled with, .discretion, as no great

person should be vnhonorably spoken vpon. 1560 Pilkinc
10^ Expos. Aggens (1562) 133 Mahomet. .made him glad

with money to bye peace unhonorably. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie 11. xi[i]. (Arb.) 1 16 Dishonored be he, who meanes
vnhonorably.

Unho-noured, ppl> a, (Un-1 8.)

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vii. (1516) 103/1 The holye ser-

uyce oT God [was] lefte, and holye Churche vnworshyppyd
& vnhonouryd, with many great enormyties. 1633 P. Flet-
cher To my honoured Cousin W. R. vii. Here among th'

unhonour'd willows shade. 1697 Dsyden yEneis xi. 314
The rest, unhonoured, and without a name. Are cast a
common heap to feed the flame. 1718 Prior Solomon in,

176 Unhonor'd from the Board The Crystal Urn, when
broken, is thrown by, 1751 Gray Elegy xxiv, Mindful of
th' unhonour'd Dead. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps vi. § 3. 166

Those comfortless and unhonoured dwellings. 1891 Farrar
Darkn. <^ Dawn xxxvi, The site of her sepulchre was left

unhonoured and no mound was raised above her ashes.

UnllOO'd, z/. [Un-2 4.] trans. To divest (j-/^^.

a hawk) of a hood or similar covering. Also absol,

(a) 1575 TuRBERv. Falconrie 79 At the ende of three dayes

you may unhood hir and feedc hir unhooded. 1651 Fuller
Holy 4- Pro/. St. v. xviii, 488 Like Hawks when they are

first unhooded, and newly restored to the tight. 1667 Dryden
Sir Martin Mar-all w. iii, He's an ill Falconer that will

unhood before the quarry be in sight. 174a Somerville
Fieldsports 10 Falcner, take care,. .And sHly stalk; unhood
thy Falcon bold. 185a R. F. Burton Falconry Valley Indus
vi. 65 The falconer unhoods her, places her upon the perch,
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UNHOODED,
(^) x6oi Holland Pliny I. aai Perceiving after that he was

unhooded that he served as a stalion to his own dam. x6o8

Sylvesteh Dn Bartas^ Job Triumphant 615, I will not

hide. .[Leviathan s) Strength, nor seemly Symmetries. Who
shall unhood him? i6»9 Massinger Picture in. v, Enter

servants with Mathias. .blindfolded. AcantJu...\\\ anon
unhood him. 1797 Mrs. Radcuffe Italian xii, [InJ one of

the lonely aisles.. he unhooded the lamp. 1853 Rock CA.

ofFatktrs III. x- 491 Among all that sea of heads, there is

not one but is bared and unhooded. 1887 Browning Par-
Uyings^ Apollo ^ Fates 121 Unhook wings, unhood brows I

Dost hearken ?

trans/. 1603 Florid Montaignt il xii. 334 Some peoplfl

. .who tooke pleasure to vnhood the end of their yard, and
to cut off the fore-skin.

b. fig. or in fig. context.

1648 Bovle Seraph, Love (1660) 11 As it has hitherto

been my not unprosperous task to unhood your soul, I shall

now. .shew her game to fly at. ti68i Hickeringill Trim-
tner ^Vks. 1716 I. 356, 1 am forc'd to bring him to light, and
unhood him, sometimes by some (otherwise unwelcome)
Periphrasis. x8a4 New Monthly Mag. X. 306 Thou un.

hood'st the stars, Shew'st their bright eyes. 1B48 Boker
Calaynos in. iii, They two can put their restless heads
togemer. Unhood their thoughts at every whim_ that flies.

1869 Blackmore Lorna D, xii, Tom Faggus himself was
a quarry for the law, if ever it should be unhooded.

UnllOO'ded,///. a, [Un-1 8 or Un- 2 8 : cf.

prec] Not wearing, divested of, a hood. Also/f^.

1575 [see Unhood v. (a)]. 1614 Latham Falconry 32 Many
ofthem will be more gentle., when they are vnhooded, then

when they are hooded. 1730 Ramsay Fables^ Lure 63 [He]
loos'd the falcon frae his hand. Unhooded, up she sprang

with birr. »79S Southey Joan ofArc vii. 140 A rude coat

of mail Unhosed, unhooded, as of lowly line He wore. 1^98
Blooufield Farmer't Boy^ Autumn v. 269 In earliest

hours of dark unhooded morn. 1848 Lytton Harold i%. i,

On a perch. .sate his favourite Norway falcon, unhooded.

1868 Adah I. Menken Infelicia 129 In the great strength

of thy unhooded soul, pray for my weakness.

Unhoo'dwlnk, p. (Un.' 4.) a 1608 Dee Relat, Spir, i.

(1659) 393 Least peradventure God unhood^wink and make
open the sight of Satan. j68a Hickeringill Black Non-
conformist Introd. C, The Popish methods of old, but not

practicable now, people are generally unhoodwinkt. x6f>i

tr. Emiliane's Frauds Rom, Monks (ed. 3) 242 There is

scarcely any way left to disabuse and unhoodwink them.
Uohoo'dwinked,///. a. (Un.> 8.) 1657 W. Bravne in

Thurloe Coll. St. Papers (1742) VI. 211 They baveing bin

unadvisedly brought unhudwinckt through the fortifications

of our harbour. Unhoo*f,». (Un.^ q.) 1530 Palsgr.

768/1, I unhooflfe a horse, I pult of his hooffe, je dessole,

/6id.f And you unhoofe this hors agaynst wynter, he is

utterly marred. 1598 Florio, Disonghiare, to vn-naile, or

tovnhoofe. Unhocfed, //*/. a. (Un.'S.) 1709 Shaftesb.
Charac. (1711) II. 301 Ask not merely, Why Man is naked,

why unhoofd, why slower-footed than the Beasts?

Unhoo-k-v. [UN-2 4b.]

1. trans» To detach from a hook ; to disengage

or unfasten in this way. Also refi*

x6iz CoTGR., Desaccrocher^ to vnhooke, x66a J. Bargrave
Pope Alex. VII, etc (1867) 136 To break a fall, they will

hang by the horns, and, when they have taken breath, they
unhook themselves and take another leap. 1835 J. Nichol*
SON Operat. Mechanic 132 If the wind should blow against

the back sides of the said sails . . the said bars or rods will be
unhookeji and set at liberty. 1856 Lever Martins ofCro'M,
147 In an instant she had unhooked the heavy chain. 1878
T. Hardv Ret. Native v. viii, Venn unhooked the lantern

and leaped down. z89a [see Unhooker].

fig. 1640 C. Harvey Synagogue, Ch,-gaie iii, Unhook'd
from him, we quickly turn aside. 1669 Barrow in Rigaud
Corr.Sci.Men (1841) II. 70 My mind being indeed unhooked
from these things. \fri% Marvell Reh. Transp. i. 32*
Striving to unhook himself hence, p. 152 of his Second
Book, swallows it deeper.

2. To take out the hooks of (a dress). Also with
j)ersonal object.

Z840C0CKTON Vol. Vox xiii, The ladies [began] to unhook
their dresses behind, in order to enjoy another small glass of
gin. 1898 Longm. Mag. Aug. 366 She.. remarked that..

I

must have my G^ock unhooked and be tried on. I submitted
silently to be unhooked.

3. To disengage from a curved position.

x86s Dickens Mut* Fr, 11. i, As she said it, she unbooked
her arnu

Hence Unhookeir.
x89a Labour Commission Gloss.| Unhookers, old men or

boys who stand on the plank connecting a siiip with the
dock and unhook the coal when it is in a stable position on
the back of the men who carry it.

Unlioo-ked,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1600 in Hakluyt Voy. Ill 671 What more nimble spirits,

Apter to byte at such rahooked baytes, Galne b>; our losse.

1897 <7«//«£' XXX. 220/2 Another instance will give an idea
of how high an unhooked bass can leap when frightened.

XTnhool, z/. Sc, [Un-2 5.] To disembody.
i7aa Ramsay Three Bonnets iv. 19 A stalwart ghaist Whase

stern and angry looks amaist Unhool'd their sauls.

Unlxool, obs. f. Unwhole a,

Unhoo-p, V. (Un-2 4, Cf. Du. onthoepen^
x6ii Donne Paneg. Verses 36 in Coryatc Crudities, When

Merchants do unhoope Voluminous barrels, 1657 Dave-
NAKT Entertainment at Rutland House 43 Let the sour
Cynick live coopt ; Let him quake in his thrid-bare Cloak
Till he find his old Tub unhoopt, X71X Addisom Spcct.
No. 127 p JO To Unhoop the Fair Sex, and cure this fashion-
able Tympany that is got among them.
Unhoo-pable.o. (yN.'7b.) 167* Marvell ;?M. r^-awjr/.

L246 Instead of assuming your unhoopable jurisdiction, they
are .. satisfied with the abundance of their power. 1673
[R. Leigh! Transp. Reh. 23 The unhoopable Tun of
Heidelberg. Unhoo'ped,///.^. (Un-» 8.) 1861 Dickens
Gt. Expect, i, Like an unhooped cask upon a pole.

tUnhope. Obs. [Un-1 12. Ct WDw. ont-

hopCf and Wanhopb j^.] Lack of hope ; despair.
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a\n$AncrenR.Z )>et jemuhten sone uallen..in desper-

aunce, |>et is, in unhope. a sa40 Sawles Warde in O.E.
Horn. I. 251 Ant tis ilke unhope is ham meast pine. 1477
Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes H iv.Take not vnhope of that,

that thou maist not amende.

UnhoToed, /»/>/. a, [Un-^ 8. Cf. }AT>\x. onge-

hopel, MDu. and Du. -hoopt.']

1 1. a. Unexpected, unforeseen. Obs,

c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. iv. pr. vi. (1876) 108 What so euere

l>ou mayst sen J>at is don in this world vnhoped, or vnwenyd.
138a Wyclif Wisd, xvii. 14 Forsothe to them sodeyn and
vnhopid drede ouercam. a 157S tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist.

(Camden 36) 185 [He was] amazed at this unhoped danger.

1697 Drvden ^neis x. 99 Did God, or Man, your Fav rite

Son advise, With War unhop'd the Latians to surprise?

fb. Unconceived, unimagined. Obs.

143s Misyn Fire ofLove 15 Treuly it is not of gods vn-

power J)at he may not J?e tech hym-self als he is in hym-self,

bot for hys vnhopyd worj^ines.

2. Not anticipated with hope or desire; not

hoped for. (Cf, 3.)
x38aWvcLiF^iW.v.2Thei..shulmerueilenin the sodeyn-

esse of the vnhopid helthe. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst.

I. 19 Paul,, .from a cruell and bloody enemy conuerted to a
new man, with sodaine and vnhoped change, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia iv. (1629) 426 His other prisoners. .he found in-

creased by this vnhoped meanes. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. F/,

III. iii. 172 What are thy Newcsl „ Margaret. Mine such,

as fill my heart with vnhop'd ioyes. 1660 Drvden Astrga
Redux 140 The Prince of Peace would.. confer A Gift un-
hop'd without the price of war. 1697— ./Sneis v. 262 Chance
aids their daring with unhop'd success. 1721 Ramsay X^r^'j
Cure i. He spies A ship, which gives unhop'd surprise. X7»8
Eliza Heywood tx.Mme. de Gomez's Belle A. (1732) II,

17s Kerme, who waited her Answer,.. was so much trans-

ported at the unhoped Compliance of it, that [etc.]. i8so

L. Hunt Indicator No, 31 (1822) 1, 245 What unhoped
courage reanimates me !

b. In quasi-adverbial construction : Unexpected-
ly, beyond expectation.
1667 Milton P. L. x. 348 To Hell he now return'd, And

..unnop't Met who to meet him came, his Ofspring dear.

1734 Thomson Liberty in, 453 The power resign'd, And all

unnop'd the commonwealth rcstor'a, Amaz'd the public.

1791 CowPER Odyssey v. 491 Though Jove hath given me
to behold, Unhop'd, the land again. x8io Scott Lady of
L. V. xvii. He falter'd thanks to Heaven for life, Redeem'a,
unhoped, from desperate strife. 1830 W. Taylor Hist. Surv.
Germ, Poetry II. 328 Like sons who meet unhop'd a father,

3. Not hoped (+ or looked)y^r.
1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence^ Andrtae in. iv, I was the

cause of the marriage that shall be made to day, euen quite

vnhoped for of the old man. i6aa Fletcher Lovers Cure i.

ii, A Temple.. where I may give thanks For this unhop'd
for blessing. 1697 Dryden jEneis ix. 939 Suddenly th' un-
hop'd for News was brought. 1725 Pope Odyss. v. 525 When
..These eyes at last behold the unhoped-for coast. 17^9
Fielding Tom Jones xvu vi, Blifil having obtained this

unhoped for acquiescence. 1815 Scott Betrothed Concl.,

Her unhoped-for union with Damian. 1857 Dufferin Lett,

High Lat. (ed. 3) 406 These unhoped-for circumstances

opened a new field to our explorations.

Unho*pedly, adv, (Un-^ ii.) x6xi Florio, Insperata-

mente, vnhopedly. 1831 Howitt Seasons 123 Was it that

some faint pilgrim came Unhopedly to thee ?

Unhopefal, a, [Un-1 7.]

1. Not affording grounds for hope ; unpromising.
C1450 Mirour Saluacioun 2871 For both thire sonnes

tholed she the vnhopfulle bittemesse. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado IL i. 352 And Benedick is not the vnhopefullest hus-

band that I know. 1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks. (Grosarl) I.

73 More valewing encrease From this vnhopefull Impe, then
all the Store Hee had beside. 1663 Boyle Usef Exp. Nat.
Philos. 11. iii. 67 The unhopefuUest season of the year, the

winter solstice. 1785 Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 406
The lethargic character of their ambassador here gives a
very unhopeful aspect to a treaty on this ground. 1858 H.
Bushnell Nat. ^ Supernal, vi. (1864) 1B3 There is nothing
in it unhopeful, nothing to accuse. 1890 Spectator 7 June,
The chance of reading the great Minbter a lesson in

humility seemed not unhopeful.

2. Not feeling hope ; despondent,
1850 Westm, Rev. April 64 The fear which the mass, if

uneducated and unhopeful, will always feel, 1858 Carlylk
Fredk. Gt. n. xiv. I. 180 Jobst tried.. to do some govern*

ing ; but finding all very anarchic, grew unhopeful.

Hence Unlio'pefaluess.

['737 Bailey.] «868 H. Bushnell Mor. Uses Dark Th.
(1B69) 346 They become, in this way, a kind of mystery of
unhopefulness.

UnllO'peflllly, adv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)

1840 Lowell Aloon 13 The sea. . lay unhopefully alone, And
lived but in an aimless seeking. i86x Sat. Rev. 21 Dec
639 Measuring its force and danger, .more unhopefullythan
many of his contemporaries.

Unho-ping,//'/. a. (Un-i io.)

ai6x8 F. Gbevil IVks. (1870) IV. 267 In which unhoping
time you must rcsoluc 'etc.]. 1738 G, Lillo Alarina ii. 1,

Or Jove restore to my unhoping eyes What his vindictive

hand hath taken from me. 1866 Carlyle Remin. (18S1) II.

172, 1 was Thomas the Doubter, the unhoping. 189a Nation
(N.Y.) 28 Apr, 322/2 The latest of these unhoping enco-

miums on greatness deferred.

b. As pple. with object. (Un-^ 5 d.)

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) lU. 40 Unhoping. .the

success of their schemes in Solmes's behalf,

Unho'pingly, adv. [Un-1 h.] Inconceivably.

1435 Misyn Fire of Love ^t pat hcet treuly sensibily

swete smellynge vnhopingly [L. inestimabiliter], I was bcsy
vnto l>e . . takynge of heuenfy sounde.
Unho'pped,///. rt. (Un.* 8. See Hopped///, a., and cf.

G. ungehopftS lyaS Fam. Diet. s.v. Malt Liquor, Hopp'd
and unhopp'd Drinks. Ibid.y Unhopp'd Liquor. 1799 W.
TooKE Vie^v of Russian Empire I, 362 Brown beer and
metheglin are more in use than..busa or white unhopped
wheat-beer. Unhoiizoned,///. «. (Un-* 8.) 1811 Miss

UNHOSPITABLE,
L. M, Hawkins Ctess ff Gertr. II. 121 The unfaorizoned
charity of him who bid us pray. 1888 Lichthall Vng,
Seigneur 122 A vista ocean-like and unhorizoned.

UnlLO'med, a. (Un-i 9. Ci,'D\i,of^ehoom€d\
older Da. ukomet.')
1570 Levins Manip. 50 Vnhorned, incornis. 1607 Topsell

Four-f. Beasts 233 There are two kindes of Goate5,..the
vnhorned are best for breed. i6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met.
IV. (1626) 66 Thou 'rt seene in heauen j . , And, when vn-
born'd, thou hast a Virgins face. 1648 Hexham ii, Onge-
hoornty Vnhorned, or without homes.

TTnllO'rse, z'. [Un-2 3. cf. ^M^m, ontorsen:\

1, trans. To throw or drag (a person) from his

horse, esp. in battle. Also in fig. context.

1390 GowER Conf. I, 368 He..smot him with a detbes
wounde. That he unhorsed fell to grounde. 1413-20 Lyex:.
Chron. Troy iv. 2077 Menelay..to Troilus fastc gan hym
spede Fully avysed to vnhorsen hym anon. 1448-9 Metham
Amorous ^ Cleopes 933 Qwat ys he yon,.. that thus
fersly iustyth to-day j That no knyght hym onhors may?
1530 Palsgr. 768/1, I unhorse a man by feates of armes
in the felde, Je rue jus. 1563 Golding Cxsar 39 b, If any
of them were sore wounded or vnhorsed, theis garded him
about. 1607 Chapman Bussy dAmbois iv. i, He turn'd

wild lightning in the lackeys* hands. Who, through their

sudden violent twitch unhors'd him. 1668 R. Steele Hus-
bandmatCs Calling vi, (1672) 159 Neither wouldst thou be
ridden at the Devil's pleasure if thou didst understand thy-

self: unhorse Satan quickly from off thysoul. 1734 De Foe
Mem. Cavalier {1840) 277 Ireton. .was unhorsed and taken
prisoner, 1756 tr. Keysler's Trav. I. 29 A Urge quantity of

armour, ..some for unhorsing an antagonist in a turnament.

i8ao Scott Monast. xxiv, To me it is recommended, because

it..unhorses the lazy monks that have ridden us so long,

and spur-galled us so hard. 1843 James Forest Dajfs xx.

And so you unhorsed the traitor, but could neither kill nor

take him?
b. fig„ To dislodge, overthrow, discomfit, non-

plus.

iS75r F. de L'isie's Legendarie G vij, The Duke of Guise
and his partakers . . without the policie of the Queene mother,
..had at the same instant bene quite vnhorsed. i6oa J.
Rhodes Ans7v. to Romish Rime 519 So did all of Rome
be-side, Untill they grew to their full pride ; And were of
late unhorst agayne. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinCs
Advts.fr. Parnass. i. Ixxviii. (1674) 106 The trick of un-

horsing people.. by meer Words. x68o C. Nesse Church-
//w/.28oThescruple. .about his marriage became the occa*

sion of unhorsing the Pope in England. 1835 Scorr Talism.
xxvi. Thou hast unhorsed me with that very word. 1845
Disraeli Sybil (1863) 207 She did not deign even to notice

the unhappy cavalier whom she had thus as it were un-

horsed.

c. In passive : To be thrown from a horse.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus Xj b. He that rides with
one girth, may feare to be vnhorst. a 1713 Ellwood Auto-
biography {1714) 72 If it \sc. the knife] should have been
found.. under my coat when I came to be Unhorsed. 174B
Anson's Voy. 11. xii. 263 His horse., turning round suddenly
rode off with his master, who was very near being unhorsed
in the surprize. i8oa James Milit. Dict.t Unhorsed^
thrown from the saddle ; dismounted.

t 2. To help (one) to dismount. Obs,

X530 Palsgr. 768/1, I unhorse a man, I sette hym bysyde
hb horse,ytf desmonte. Ibid.^ Helpe to unhorse these ladyes.

b. intr. To dismount.

1633 Quarles in P. Fletcher Z**?^/. IVks. (1900) IT. 284
I lasht through thick and thinne, Dispatch'd my businesse,

and return *d agen » I call'd the second time; unhors'd, went in.

8. To deprive of a horse, rare.

1465 Paston Lett. II. 178 But I trow to gyte Dorlet aycn
hys hors or els Mr Phylyp ys lyketobe unhorssyd ons, and
we lyve all. 1651 in Crawford Proclam. (1910) II. 58 All

tories not joining the army within 14 days to be unhorsed
and counted traitors, 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville xii,

A whip and a rope were left . . by the robbers, as a taunt to

the simpletons they bad unhorsed.

4. To unharness the horses from (a carriage, etc).

1654 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio^s Wars Flanders 385
Coming to their Batteries they unhorst some" of their Peeces.

178^ CowPER Task VL 701 Others. .unhorse The gilded

equipage,, .turning loose His steeds. 18*9 Sir W. Napier
Penins. War vi. iii, The artillery was unhorsed.

Hence UulLOTsexnent ; TJnhoTsing vbL sb,

1603 Bp. Hall Sertn. v. 13 If you ever therefore look to

seethe unhorsetng and confusion of that strumpet of

Rome. 1884 Traill Nev} Lucian 52 It was a moral un-
horsement of the most dishonouring kind.

XTuIlO'Se, 2'- [Un-2 4. Cf. Flem. (Kilian) ont-

hosen^ trans. To strip or divest of hose. Also

fig. Hence Unho'sing vbl, sb,

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. i6i b/2 Peter is as moche tosaye
as knowynge or unhosyng, . .and therfore he was sayd'un-
hosyng for he unhosed and dyd of his wyll fro his feet.

c 1489 — Sonnes ofAymon xvL 371 Whan mawgis had taken

all this, he..vnhosed him. c 15^1 Du Wes in Palsgr. 942
To unhose, deschausser. 1^98 t lorio, Scalciatura, an vn-

shoing, vnhosing, viibreeching. 1611 Cotgr., Deschausser^

..to vnhose, or draw offhosen.

UnhO'Sed, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not wearing

hose.

1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10826 And hii..To him come at

gloucetre..Vn-hosed & bareuot & vngurt al so. 1594 R.
Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 27 Without clothing, vnhosed, and
vnshood. 1793 [see Unhooded].

Unlio-spitable, a. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.] = In-

HOSPITABLB a. a. Of places.

x6ox Shaks. Twel. N. la iii. ii Being skillesse in these

Karts: which to a stranger, .often proue Rou§h, and vn-

ospitable. i6ia Webster IVhite Devil v. hi. 45^ They
have..divorst friends, and made great houses unhospitable.

1687 Drvden Hind ^ P. in. 612 No neighbouring Dorp, no
lodging to be found. But bleaky plains, and bare unhospit-

able ground. 1703 Kowe Ulysses \. ij You. .from th'un-

hospitable Dwelling drive Safety and friendly Peace. 1740
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Chetne Kegimen io6 Our Earth has, . . unfruitful Climates,
nnbospitable and uninhabited Regions. 1808 Forsyth
Beauties ScoiU V. 472 A cluster of unhospitable rocks.

b. Of persons.
a. x6s5 Fletcher Fair Maid Inn 11. i, S«rv. Shall we kill

him? Alber. No, Til not be sp unhospitable. 1641 T.

Shute ^aroA *5- Hagar {i(}^g) 116 James and John,. call d
for fire from heaven upon those unhospitable Samaritans.
X708 RowB Royal Convert v. i, The Britons then shall join
their Arms with yours, To drive out these unhospitable
Guests.^ X7M De Fok Plague (1754) 163 They would be loth
to have it remembered . . how unhospitable, and how unkind
they were. 184* J. B. Fsaser Allee Neeturoo 11. 289 The
young man, unwilling to be rash or unhospitable. 1864
^Koi-Lovv. Can youJbrgive ker ?xii, It cannot perhaps fairly
be said that George Vavasor was an unhospitable man,

O, Of actions, character, etc.

i6as K. LoKG tr. Barclay's Argenis tv, ii. 237 To re-

nounce your hospitality, were superfluous, when you have
done first, by offering vnhospitable iniury. x68a Mrs. Behm
City Heiress 50 What Recompence can I make for so un-
hospitable usage ? X7«7 Swift State Irel, Wks. 1755 V. 11.

16S, I thinkitalittle unhospitable. .that.. guests[etc.1. X750
G. Hughes Barbados 93 He lies concealed., till the next
prey calls him forth to repeat his unhospitable talents. 1760
Ann. Reg.t Chron, 66/i The unhospitable custom of giving
vails to servants.

Hence Unho'spltableness.
x68x J. Ketti.ewell Meas. Chr. Ohed. 11. iv. 165 The Law

Bgainst uncharitableness. ., against unhospitableness.

tTTnllOSpital, a. Obs, [UN-I7, sb.] In-

hospitable.
X570 Levins Mani^. 15 Vnhospltall, inhospitus. a X586

Sidney ^mzt/itz I. ii, Acivill warre..hath.. disfigured the

face of nature, and made it so unhospitall as now you have
found it, X615 G, Sandys Trai'. 39 First called Axenus,
which signifieih vnhospitall : by reason of the coldnesse there-

of, and inhumanity of^ the bordering Nations, a 1639 W.
Whateley Prototypes i. xix. (1640) 174 Hee was hospital in

that unhospitall citie.

t Unhospita'Utv. Obs, [Un-' 12, 5 b.] Inhospitality.

X388 WvcLiF Wisa, xix. 13 Thei sufTriden iustli,..for thei

ordeyneden more abhomynable vnospitalite. Unho*8-
tile, a, (Un-' 7.) X70S J, Phillips Blenheim 163 Of
Pain impatient, the high prancing Steeds.. Spurn their

dismounted Riders; they expire Indignant, by unhostile
Wound* destroy'd. 1835 R. Wilson Sk. Hist. Hawick
3x4 A House of Commons, formed ofsuch materials,, .would
be unhostile to the security of property.

TTnlion'se (rahau-z), v, [Un-2 5, Cf. MDu.
onihuutty \VF1, onthuizen^ MHG. enth&sen^ trans.

To turn out of a house, habitation, or abode ; to

make houseless or homeless.
a X37S Joseph. Arim. 455 pei come bt tholomers tenles, vn-

housed hem sone, Token holliche his stor. 1598 Sylvester
Du Bartas ii. luColonies 154 So one People doth pursue
another ; And scarce the second hath a first un>housed.
Before a third him thence again have roused. X633 P.
Fletcher Purple Isl. vii. i, Thirsil up starting from his

fearlesse bed, , . Unhous'd his bleating flock. 1643 [Angier]
Lane. ValL Achor 8 If they peeped out of the houses, they
were unhoused. 1759 Sarah Vieldisg C'tess o/Dellwyn 1 1.

X47 He was at once unwived, unhoused, and undone, X795
Macnkill Scotland's Scaitk iii. vi, What a change, un-
housed and beggared, Starving. x8ax Clare Viil. Minstr.

\. 73 Unhous'd from beds of ling The fluskering pheasant
took to wing. X885 Manch. Exam, 13 July 5/5 Only 150
persons will be for the present unnoused.
rejl. 1599 Nashb Lenten Stuffe 38 When he vn-houseth

him, or hath cast off his shel, ne..lookes as red as a Fox.
1606 J. Raynolds Dolarneys' Prim. (1880) 123 The drowsie

vapours, takes their sable flyghts, And bright Aurora, doth
her selfc vnhouse. 1854 Miller ,5"^. 4" Schm. xlii, We had
very nearly unhoused ourselves ere our work was finished.

b. Jig. or in fig. context.

1594 Daniel Cleopatra (Bang) 1323, 1 must myselfe force

open wide a dore To let out li^, and to vnhouse my spirit.

x6sS Milton Death Fair In/ant 21 He.. all unwares with
his cold-kind embrace Unhous'd thy Virgin Soul from her
fair biding place. 1690 C. Nesse O. ^ N, Test. L 12a He
that hath God for his house, .can never be unhoused. I7»7

De Fob Hist. APPar. v. (1840) 45 Souls which have been
encased in flesh, but being unhoused are now moving about.

ai8i4 Sulieman ii. iii. in New Brit. Theatre U. 26 But
for wine.. This shatter*d shell of body had unhous'd Long
since my soul.

Hence Unhou'sing vbL sb.

In recent use also attrib., as unhousing sclume,
x8o9 R. Langford Introd, Trade 72 Unhousing, Wharfage

and Shipping, /;2 2j. \d. xB66 Pall Mall G, i-i Sept. 6/1
This scheme, .will take five years to complete, so that the
unhousing will be gradual.

Uulion'sed, /•//. a.^ [Un-1 8. Cf. MDu.
ongehusetf MLG. ungehusel^ MHG. -h^set^

1. Not provided with, not lodged in, a house;
homeless.
x6o4 Shaks. 0th. I. ii. 26, 1 would not my vnhoused free

condition Put into Circumscription, and Confine, For the
Seas worth. 1613 Middleton More Dissemblers iv. i,

Th* unhous'd race of fortune-tellers. 1649 Ogilbv VirgiVs
Ceorgicsxn. 370 Lyhian Shepherds , .unhous'd Catiel through
vast Desarts lead. 1700 Pope Lett. (1735) I. 86 The faithAil

Dog,,. Unfed, unhous'd, neglected, [lay] on the Clay. X743
Francis ir. Hor.j Odes iv. xiv. 44 Whom unhoused Scythians
fear, unconquer d Spain obeys. X830 Croly Geo. /F, 283
Unhoused beggary, and the hideousness of civil bloodshed,

combined and shaped themselves into a colossal power.

s86o LoNGF. Wayside Inn, K. Olaf xvii. v. Every warlike

Dane.. Left.. Unhoused the cattle. X867 Lewes Hist.

Philos. (ed, 3) II. 210 Their tottering architecture would
have sheltered none whom Spinoza's visionary fabric left

unhoused.

2. Not occupied by houses.

xs8s Stanvhurst Mneis iv. (Arb.) 96 Hecre ye sit em-
bayed with Moors, with Syrtis vnhowsed [L. inhospita

Syrtis]. 16x1 Cotcr., Plnce^ a plaine and vnhoused ground.

UnhoU'Sed, ///. «.2 [f. Unhouse v.] De-
prived of house or dwelling. Also abso/.

x63x Sandys Ovid's Met. iv. {1626) 77 The gates still open
stand.. And as all Riuers run into the Deep: So all vn-

housed Soules doe thither creep. iV86 Pall Mall G. 22 Sept.

6/1 This is a sufficient accommodation for the unhoused in

this improvement.

XTnhou-sed, ///. a.3 [Un-1 8 : see Hoosb v.^
Not covered with a bouse or housing.

xs6o [see Housed//*/. «.'].

Uniiou'seled,///. a, [Un-1 8.] Not having

had the Eucharist administered.

iS3a More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 377/2 Yet thynketh
Tyndall that.. the people were as good vnhowseled as

howseled. i6oa Shaks. Ham. j. v. 77 Cut off euen in the

Blossomes of my Sinne, Vnhouzzled, disappointedj vnnaneld,

X819 Scott Ivanhoe xxx, Me.. they sufler to die like the

houseless dog on yonder common, unshriven and unhouseled.

x8a6 Southey Vind. Eccl. Angl. 500 He died, unhouselled,

in his sins. X865 E. Burritt IValk to Lands End 334 The
articulate plaint of some unhouseled spirit moaning for

admission.
Unhou'sewife. (Un-' 12 b.) x8a3 J. Welsh in Love

Lett, {i^og) 1. 199 These * reddings«up ' . . to my unhousewife
perceptions.. produce no other effects than confusion, dis-

comfort, and dirt. fUnho'vable, a, Obs. rare'o, [Un-*
7b. Cf. UNBEHOVABLEa.j Unfitting. X570 Levins ^(i«/>*.

3

Vnhouable, impertinens. f Unhcve. Obs. rarer^. (Un-'
i2+ HovEJ^.*, probablyafter ON. liAii'TJ Lack of modera-
tion. ax30o Cursor M. 28222 My breth t= anger] it wald
be til vnhoue p^t manyman was won to droue. t Unho'yen,
//*/, a. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 8b: see Heave r. 3.J Unbaptized,
c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. iPelagi.t) 115 He..byd t»am
t>at vnhowine ware, pat )?ai suld ga par gat but mare. 1456
Sir G, Have Law Arms (S.T.S) 204 Him behufit to be
slaj'ne or ellis to leve the bame unhovin. Unho'ver, v.

IUn-' 5 : see Hover sb. 3.] trans. To dislodge from a hiding-

place. X817 sporting Mag. XX. 104 Mr, Treby's harriers,

assisted by his. .terriers, unhovered an otter.

Unhue, v. : see Wanhue v. Obs.

UnhuUed, ///.«.! [Un-i 8.]

L Not furnished with ahull or husk.
X597 Gerarde Herbal \. xlviii. 68 These naked Otes..in

Nortbfolke and Southfo1ke..are called unhulled and naked
Otes. a \i%% Lisle Husb, (1752) 126 Seeds will not grow
unhulled, or extra cotyledoncs.

2. Not freed from husk.
X883 Pall Mall G. 27 Sei>t. ii/i Sand and unhulled paddy

are mixed with their morning and evening rice.

TTnhulled, ///. 17.2 [Un-2 4, s.] Having
the hull or husk removed.
x6s6 J. Smith Pract. Physick 84 Take the decoction of

unhulled Barley. 1658 Browne Card, Cyrus iii. 131 If
Barley unhultec! would grow,

Unlin'xnan, a. [Un-1 7, 5 b.]

1. Inhuman, inhumane, unmerciful, cmel : a. Of
actions, etc
a. X549 Compl. Scot. xiv. x 19 Ther for )e hef committit ane

onhumain act. x6os London Prodigal in. ii.^ 185 That were
vnchristian, and an vnhumane part, x6aa in Foster Eng.
Factories Ind. (1908) II. 18 They. .have, .committed such
unhumaine acts in murtheringe all they take, a 1660 Con-
temp. Hist, Irel. (Ir. ArchaeoT. Soc.) I. 351 Unnaturall lust

and unhumane crueltie.

fi. 1646 Hammond Tracts Pref., Not only the most un-
christian but unhuman practices, a X716 South Sertn.

(1744) XI. ii. 39 Their insatiable avarice, and their unhuman
and remorseless cruelty. 1796 Mrs. M, Komnso^ Angelina
III. 373 Against parental authority so unhuman, nature has
some plea. X87X Blackib P'our Phases i. 36 A one-sided,

unhuman, unworthy and altogether false assertion.

b. Of persons.

x6xi Speed Hist, Ct. Brit. vi. xxxv, ( 5. 136 He was flaied

aliue by direction of this vnhumane King. X663 South
SertH. (17 1 7) V. ici Bleeding and dying at the Feet of
Bloody, Unhuman Miscreants. 1700 Rycaut Hist. Turks
333/2 ITiat insolent and unhumane Robber. X749 Fielding
Tom Jones vu xi, All agreed that he was sent away penny-
less..from the house of his unhuman father.

2. Not limited by human qualities or conditions;

superhuman.
X78J Mme. D'Arblav Lei. 6 Apr., [They] are neither

plunged in the depths of misery, nor exalted to unhuman
happiness. 1855 Cdu Wiseman Fabiola i. ix. 49 Converted
. . Dy some means, so unhuman, so divine, as we shall never .

.

forecast. X856 R. A, Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 100 This
divorce between the virtues of daily life and certain other

virtues which are unhuman. X874 H. Rogers Grig, Bible

ii. 70 An argument for the unhuman character of the project.

3. Not pertaining to mankind.
1885 G. Allen Darwin vii. izo These curious and almost

unhuman-looking objects [sc. paleolithic implements]. x88s
R. L. & F. Stevenson Dynamiter 153 *How is this?* he
cried, in a sharp, unhuman voice. * Am I blind ?

'

Hence Unlia'xuaniiess.
1885 L. Oliphant Sympneumata 275 The stamp ofunhu-

manness which clings to the acts and operations of success.

UnhU'inan, v, [Un-2 g a.] trans. To make
unhuman,
X648 Earl Westmoreld. Otia Sacra 129 And yet (as if

unhuman'd) we By no means with each other can agree.

Unliu'maiuse, v, [LJn-2 6 c]
1. trans. To deprive of human virtues; to render

inhuman or callous.

X75J Youno Brothers in. i. Thy heart, how dead to every
call of nature ! Unson'd ! unbroiher'd 1 nay, unhumaniz'd I

1755 Man No. 24. 3 A life consisting entirely of. .sensual

delights, unhumanises the souL X807
J.

Barlow Co/ww/^.

VI. 39S How long, deluding phantom, wilt thou blind, Mis-
lead, debase, unhumanize mankind? x85a Hawthorns
Blitkedale Rom, xviii. That cold tendency.. appeared to

have gone far towards unhumanizing my heart. x86o

!. Tavlor Spir, Hebrew Poetry (1873) 124 The work of
slaughter did not unhumanize those who effected it,

2. To deprive of human qualities.

x8oo Monthly Mag. X. 319 By endeavouring to sublimate
his Jesus into a Jehovah, he unhumanizes the most lovely
of cnaracters.

Hence TJnhu'manized _;i*^/. a.

C1780 PoRTEus Sertn. (1799) II. vi. 140 Purity b ridiculed

and set at nought, as a sour, unsocial, unhumanized virtue.

x8oS Foster Ess, (1806) 1. 207 The firmness, .is accompanied
..in a mere man of the world, with an unhumanized repul-

sive hardness. 1815 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. xiv. (1816) I.

434 The most ignorant and unhumanized of their race.

Unliu'manly, adv. (Un-1 ii, 5 b.)

X586 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 118 The said Jonnett..
maist cruellie and unhumanlie invadit and persewit hir.

X663 South Serm. {\Ts.i) V. 55 Charles I,..Unhumanly Im-
prison'd, and at length Barbarous'y Murder'd. x868 H.
BusHNELL Mor. Uses Dark Th. (i86g) 305 Acting in a style

of frenzy so unhumanly foul and malign.

TTnliU'xuble, a, (Un-i 7.)
x6ix Florio, Dishumile, vnhumble, high minded. z64a

Davknant Urtfort. Lovers Epil., An unhumble Epilogue.
1842 PosEY Crisis Eng. Ch. 13 A Communion,.. in this

country, schismatic, and acting in a very unhumble and
schismatic spirit. 1882 W. Morris in Mackail Li/e (1899}

II. 77, I hope I am not quite unhumble.

Hence Unhn'mbleness.
a 173a T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 117 Their condition

will be brought to the lowest pass, but the unhumbleness of

their spirits will remain.

Untu-mliled, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)

1604 HiERoN IVks. I. 498 Thesawcines of an ignorant and
vnhumbled heart. X657 Baxter Agst, Quakers 8 What an
unhiimbled people these are. X671 Milton P. R. iii. 429
Unhumbl'd, unrepentant, unreform'd. X704 Faction Displ.

X, Unchecked by Fear, unhumbled by Disgrace. x8o8 Han,
More Coelebs xxiv. II. 3 A critical spirit.. being a symptom
of an unhumbled mind x8^6 G. S. Faber Lett. Traciar,

Secess. 65 Or did he come to it in the unhumbled position of

a modern Socinian..? 1904 P. Fountain (7^. Norih-West
xxiv. 294 A flag.. floating over its unhumbled sons.

absol. a X73a T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) loi The re-

moval of the cross is not a means to humble the unhumbled.
01838 C. Neat Serm. (1839) 129 The worldly-minded, the

unhumbled, the prayerless.

Hence UnhU'mtilednesB.
CX670 O. Hevwooo Diaries, etc. {1881) II. 326 The un-

humbledness and impenitency of most under open scandalls.

i-jyj ].\S\iAAsoti Abided Man's Covtp. (1744) 46 It imports
much Impenitency and Unhumbledness for sin.

Unhumi'liated, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) X856 Ruski^j Mod.
Paint, IV. 248 Precipices,, gathered after every fall into

darker frowns and unhumiliated threatening. Unbu'-
moroiiSf a. (Un-' 7.) x88i Athenaeum 17 Dec 810/3 To
treat the most dreadful of all crimes as a slight misdemean-
our is. .essentially unhumorous. Unhu'morously, adEr.

(Un-' II.) X768 Ivoman ofHonorWX, 229 Mrs. Arnold used,

not quite unhumorously, to say [etc.J.

Unhung,///, a. [Un-1 8 b.]

1, Not furnished with hangings.
X648 Hexham ii, Ongehangen, Vnhung, or, not Hanged

with hangings or tapistry._ x666 Pepvs Diary 2 Mar., [Sir

P. Warwick] shewed me his house, which is yet all unhung,
but will be a very noble house indeed.

2. Of persons : Not (yet) executed by hanging.

(Cf. Unhanged///, a.)

[1775 AsHj Unhung,.. not. hanged.] X840 Dickens Old
C. Shop Ixvi, One of the greatest scoundrels unhung. 1875
W. S. Gilbert Totn Cobb 11, To look upon you as the coolest

scamp unhung. 189J Zangwill Childr. Ghetto I. 206 The
Emperor let the man go unhung.

D. Not hnng up (for exhibition).

x88o Pall Mall G. 28 Aug. 6/1 It is 'said that much good
work [in painting] will remain unhung for want of room.
trans/. X906 Macm. Mag. Feb. 302 Declaiming excitedly

liecause some fragile painter is unhung at the Academy,
Unhung, pa. pple. of Unhang v.

Xrnhunted, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not hunted in ; not searched by hunting.
X57a Bossewell Armorie n, 94 A great Parke.. that had

remained vnhunted, duringe the time of foure mens ages,

x8xx Miss L, M. Hawkins C*iess 4- Gertr. 59 No part of

England, but the extreme northern counties, was * unhunted

'

in this search. 1883 R, Bridges Prometh, 1078 Skirting

wide The unhunted forest. X899 F. V. Kirby Sport A/rica
xi. 118 In comparatively unknown and unhunted districts.

2. Not hunted or chased.
1648 Hexham ii, Ongejaeghtj Vnhunted, or Vnchased.

x8oQ Campbell Gert, IVyom. 1. iii, The wild-deer arched his

neck from glades, and then Unhunted sought his woods.

a i8ja Shellky Fragm.^ * When soft Winds^ 4 Bold as an
unhunted fawn.
Unhu'ntsmanlike, a. (Un-*7C.) x6o7MARKHAMCrtzv/.

ill, (1617) 9 When.. I haue vn-Huntsman-like ridden in

amongst the Dogges. UnhuTdled, a. (Un-' 9,) a 17XX

Ken Ded. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 4 My Flock stray on the un-

hurdled Wild. UnhuTled,///. a. (Un-' 8.) [X775 Ash.]
X798 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843) I. 219 Not yet

the great retributress has closed The book of fate—her un*
hurled lightnings glow.

TTnhu-rried, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

X768-74 Tucker Lt, Nat. (1834) II. 547 There is a virtue

in Keeping one's self.. unhurried in dangers or alluring pur-

suits. X859 RusKiN Two Paths i. 47 The noble person.,

deals with them in unalarmed intelligence and unhurried
strength. X876 Mrs. Whitney Sights ^Ins. II. xxvi. 540
It was built into ourselves, by our unhurried possession of it

in restful hours. x88x A, A. Knox New Playground (1883)

9 Eight hours of bed, and an unhurried breakfast.

So Unhu'rrledly adv,
x88o P. GiLLMORE On Duty 349, 1 . .then, unhurriedly, rode

through the station.

Unhurrying, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) X768-74 Tucker Lt.
Nat. (1834) II. 537 Continual unhurrying activity in pursuit
of some end.

Unhn-rt,///. a. (Un-1 8 b.)

a XM5 Juliana 31 pe worldes wealdent |>at wiste sein
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FNHiniTED.

iuhan..anhnrt i\>e ueat of wallinde eoli, 1387 Trevisa
Hieden (Rolls) VI 1. 165 Sche passed unhert nyiie brennynge
CTiUres. c X400 Destr, Troy 126^ His shafte alUto sheuerit,

the sbalke was unhurt, c 1440 Aipk, Tales 23 If ^ine arm
com vp vnhurte. c 1460 Oseney Rtg. 144 And I and myne
heyres that howse schall kepe vn<nurt, that hit be not..

apeyred by owr vse. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus^ Indistrictust

..vnhurte: without scarre. 1597 A.M. tr. GuilUmeau's
Fr. Ckintrg. 9 b/2 With the shott of a gunne, the first table

was vnhurte. i6ox [see Unhit]. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. II. § 7 They believed there [were], .no Persons of what
Quality soever unconcerned and .. unhurt in them \sc,

matters of religionj. 1676 Hobbes Hind i, 397 Would you
could here rest Unhurt, ungriev'd. 1718 Prior Pici, Seneca
Dying \x While unhurt, divine Jordain, I'hy Work and
Seneca's remain. 175s.Young Centaur iv, His happiness is

of so strong a constitution, that it can stand real calamities

unhurt. 1818 tS. Weston] La Scava 27 A statue of Venus,
..the legs and arms are_ broke, the nose unhurt. 1894
D. Campbell Coltridgt u la tHe] escaped unhurt from
the fray.

UnhuTted, ppU a. [Un-1 8.] Obs, or dial,

» prec
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg, 432/2 They had oute ofthe quarryc

the forsayd ten men the whyche were founde unhurted.

1741 T. DE la Mayne L<we <$• Honour 102 With Them
familiar grown, unhurted dwell In unmolested Truce.

TTuhuTtfal, a. (Un-1 7.)

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. t Cor, 15 In vnhurtefull

manners, playne, pure, and without all counterfaictyng. 1570
Drant Serm. G vij, That.. the Wolfe [might] become an
vnhurtfuU neighbour to the Lambe. 1603 Shaks. Meas,
for M. III. ii. 17S You imagine me to vnhurtfuU an opposite.

<z x68o Butler CAdtrd^:., Humorist^ A Humorist is..some
out'lying Whimsie of Bedlam, that being tame and unhurt-
ful is suffered to go at Liberty. 171a Blackmore Creation
IV. 175 Whence shoots, .the falling star, And flames unhurt-

fu! hovering dance in air ? 1753 Richardson Grandison
(1781) III. ix. 62 All that is wished for. .is, that she may be
made unhurtful. a x8o6 H. K. White Poems (1837) 136
When happy Superstition, gabbling eld, Holds her unhurtful
gambols.

Hence Uxilin'rtfally adv^^ TXnlm'rtftiluess.

2549 Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par i Cor.vi. 15 b, Your
vnhurtefulnes shal condemne theyr vnclennes. 17^5 Pope
Let, to Sivi/l 14 Sept., To laugh at others as innocently and
as unhurifiilly as at ourselves.

Unhu-rting,///. a, (Un-1 io, 5 d.)

1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. i.iv. 74 As if she in herkinde
{vnhurting elfe) Did bid me take such lodging as her selfe,

x8x4 Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 146 While the evening
shower retires, Kindle thy unhurting fires. x8aa Bei}DOE5
Bride's Trag. iv, i, Because I fold Mine arms like any man
unhurt, unhurting.

t b. Sc. With object : Without violating,

x^x Rec. Burgh. Lanark (1893) 84 Hie being chossing hie
may, unhurtana his aith, refuis the samyn offece.

ITnhii'sbanded, ppi. a, [Un-i 8.]

L Not improved by husbandry ; untilled, un-
cultivated: a. Of ground,
1538 Elyot, Incidtust a place vnhusbanded or'vntilled.

x6ox R. Johnson Kingd. ^ Commw. (1603) 184 No foot of
land is left vnhusbanded. x6a8 Robson WifWiyV. Aleppo
X3 The vnhusbanded plaines, for many miles together blame
their stupidity. 1654 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's Wars
Flanders 134 Other little islands. .are almost nameless, as
being almost unhusbanded. 1894 Pall Mall G. 1 Nov. 2/3
Dwellers for the more part in remote, unhusbanded districts.

b. Of plants or trees.

x6x5 G. Sandys Trav. \\. 116 A desert producing here and
there a few vnhusbanded Palmes. 16x6 W. Browne Brit,
Past, II. v. 341, 1 have beheld Awidow vine, . .Unhusbanded,
neglected, all forlorne. 1620 Brinsley Virgil 43/2 Uhe
great brambles vnhusbanded (or vntrimmed, or not cut) but
wilde. x888 Doughty Arabia Deserta 11. 184, 1 went. .to

dig up off-sets of unhusbanded young palms,

2. Not provided with a husband.
[X775 Ash.] X797 Southey Eng. Ecl.^ Hannah ig She

bore unhusbanded a mother^s pains. 1879 Meredith
Egoist xxxii, He considered himself to have been too
lenient to the wine of an unhusbanded hostess,

tUnhu'sbanding, vlil, sb. Obsr^ [Un-' 13.] Lack of
husbandry, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 284 Vnhusbondynge
viidotb fertilite, Unhu'sbandly, adv. (Un-' ii.) X607
NoRDEN Surv. Dial. v. 239, I see the hedges l)'e very vn-
husbandly : a true note of few good husbands. Unhu'shed,
Ppl, a. (Un-' 8.) X813 Byron Corsair i. xiv, Still must each
action to my bosom suit. My heart unhushM, although my
liM were mute (

Unliusk, ». [UN-25.]
L trans. To divest of husk or shell ; fto clean

(a fish) of spines,

ZS98 Florio, Diliscare, to vnhuske or dense fish from
bones. x6oa Dolman La Primaud. Fr, Acad, (i6i8) III.
812 It must bee beaten in a morter, to vnhuske it 1665-6
Phil, Traits. I. 202, 1 have sown a little French Barley and
Rice seed and am thinking on a way of un-husking them.
a X693 Ur^uhart's Rabelais iii. xviii. 145 The Bean is not
seen till., it be unhuskt. z8o8-x4 A. Wilson in Poems ^
Lit. Prose (1876) I. 288 Unhusking the rsed from the burr
in a twinkling. 1884 R. Walker Five Threes 79 The nuts
. .are then split open with an axe (not unhusked).
2. fig. To strip of a covering or disguise ; to lay

open, expose.

'59* Nashe Saffrotu XValden S iv, I would we might know
her, and see her vnhu[s]kt and naked once. x6o7 Tourneur

^"'aT'^^'J' k^* began By policy to open and unhusk
me About the time and common rumour. x6xo Healey St.
Aug. Citie 0/ God \<y> All the good wee doe, comes from
God, by whose pardon wee are unhusked of the old man,
sinne. \^Sat. Rev. 17 Dec. 719/1 The *Comic Spirit * may
puzzle him... You have got but to unhusk and unshell it,

and there it is.

Hence Unha'sking vbl. sb.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Decortication,.. \hii peeling,
or unhusking of Roots, Seeds, Fruits, &c X756 T. Birch

220

Hist. Royat Sx. II. 78 The way used by them for the un-

husking of rice.

TTnllU-sked,/'//. <i-^ [Uu-l 8.] Not divested

of the hnsk.
1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 6i Resembling unhusked coffee-

berries. 1787 Jefferson IVrit. (1859) II. 196 To furnish

you with some of the Piedmont rice, unhusked. 1859 R. F.

Burton in ym/. Gtog. Sec. XXIX. 365 Upon journeys the

African boils his holcus unhusked in an earthen basin. 1888

J. Q. BiTTiNGER Hist. HaverhilUfi.Vi.) 360 The unhusked

corn was piled in a heap, ..and the buskers.. sat around the

fire on the floor.

Unh.u'sked,//>/. o.^ [f. Unhusk d.] Stripped

of, taken out of, the husk.

1597 Bf. Hall Sal. in. i, Could no vnhusked Akorne leaue

the tree, But there was chalenge made whose it might bee.

i6<i LoVELL Hist. Anint. It Min. 440 The diet of the sick

. . : sparing, as unhusked barley, hydromel. J708 Ockley
Saracens I. 250 That sort of Provision .. is either Barley,

Rice, or Wheat, sodden and unhusk 'd.

Unhygie-nic, a. (Un.' 7.) 1883 yml. Educ. XVIII.
83 Unhygienic conditions in or about the building. 1897
AUbutts Syst.Med. II. 315 When the heat is intense,.,

the surroundings unhygienic. Unhygie'nically, adv.

(Un.' II.) 1861 J. H. Bennet Winter Mtdit. I. viii. (1875)

2og A densely populated city, ..badly drained, and unhy-
gienically built. 1897 Daily Neivs 17 Sept. 6/7 Skirts will

continue.. dangerously and unhygienically to trail upon the

ground. Unnymned,/>M a. (Un-' 8.) 1851 Meredith
Poems, Pastorals vii. All the flowers are falling I Falling

unhymned.
Unhynde, var. Unbend a. Obs.

Unhypochondri'acous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1683 E. Hooker
Pre/. Pordiige*s Mystic Div. 13 All the name I desire is an
honest good Fellow ; . . Unhypochondriacous, or toucht with
the yellow. Unhypocri'tlcal, a. (Un-' 7.) 186a Car-
LVLE Fredk. Gt. xi. lii. III. 61 My shrill Princess,.. of a
highly unhypocritical nature. Unnypo'thecated,///. a,

(Un.' 8.) i8oa ("/""w/wraf a« /«c«;«ira«c:^ 73 The unhypothe-
cated part of the income tax. 1897 IVest/n. Gaz. 2 (Dct. 6/3
The unhypothecated portion 'of the revenue. UnhysteTl.
cal, a, (Un-' 7.) 1886 GuRNEY, etc. P/tantastns 0/Living
II. 323 Accounts of .. apparitions at death from educated
and unhysterical witnesses.

XJni- (y«"ni), repr. L. uni- combining form of

units one, a single, forming the first element in a

number ofwords with the sense ' having, composed
or consisting of, characterized by, etc., one (thing

specified by the second element) . The Latin pre-

fix tint- (before a vowel un-) was employed before

or during the classical period in only a few terms, as

unicolor, unigena, finimanus, iiniversus, ftnan-

imus, uiioculus adjs. ; universilds, iinanimitas sbs.

In the post-classical and later language the prefix

had a more extensive use, although the recorded

instances are not very numerous ; they are chiefly

adjectival forms, as unicalamus, iinicaulis, uni-

cornis, iiniformis, iinigenitus, iinijugus, tlnivers-

dlis, iinivocus,Ac., Unanimis. The earliest appear-

ance of the element in English is naturally in words
directly adopted from French or Latin, as Unan-
imity, Unicorn, Unifobm a., Unison, Univebsaii

a., Univebse, University, etc In more general

use it first appears in words adapted from Latin

compounds or modelled on these, as univocale

(1432-50), univocal (1541), unigenit (a 1568);
but it was not until the 17th c. that the prefix ob-

tained much currency, when in addition to normal
combs, as unicolorate, unicomous, unifarous, uni-

reme, univalve, etc., such occasional formations

as unifoil, unifold, unipresence, unipresent were
coined on analogy with other numerical prefixes.

In the 1 8th c. a comparatively small number of

new compounds were adapted or formed, as uni-

ungulate, unicapsular, unigenous, unilocular, uni-

soil, etc. In the 1 9th c, the element came to be

freely employed in the formation of scientific and
technical terms, especially in Bol. and Zool., freq.

after mod.L. formations as unicapsularis, -cellul-

aris, -foliatus, -labiatus, -lobatus, -nirvatus, -ner-

vus, -ovulalus, -sextis, or adapted from F, terms as

unicursal, -cuspicU, -lobi, -nerve. The second ele-

ment in these compounds is thus naturally of Latin

origin, but after the prefix had acquired a more ex-

tensive use it was not infrequently combined with

English forms or words, and has been used occa-

sionally in place of the Greek equivalent Mono-.
(The use with English participial forms in -ed was
not fully established until the 19th c.)

In scientific works the prefix is sometimes represented by
the Arabic numeral, as i-bracteate, etc.

^
The older and more important combinations will be found

in this Diet, in their alphabetical place as main words.

1. Forming adjectives with the general sense
' having, provided with, composed or consisting of,

or characterized by one (thing specified or con-

noted by the second element) '. Many of these

compounds are self-explanatory or are sufficiently

explained by the quots., and in such cases no
definition is added. Unia'n^iilate Bot. Unl-
area'gerons [-oerous] Conch., having a single

'area'. Unlarti'onlate Ent. and ZW., having

a single joint. Uiilanri'culate(d Zool., having

UNI-.

a single auricle or auriculate process. TTnibasal,

UnlliTa'cteate, -bxa'cteolate. TTnice-ntxal (see

quots, and cf. monocentric ^lo^o- 1). TTsicli'nal,

= MoNocLiNAL a. (1879 Oldham Geological Gloss.

58). UniooTnealZw/., of an ocellus: having a

single cornea, nnlcostate Boi. and Zool., having

one rib. Vai.o-aixa,sae&, = unipeltaie. Vuicn-s-

pidate, ending in one cusp or point. ITnide-n-

tate(d Zool. and Bot., having a single tooth-like

serration. Unidentl'cnlate Zool. and Bot., hav-

ing but one denticulation. Unidime'iisional,

of one dimension. TTnidire'ctlonal, having or

moving in one direction. TTniequivalent, = Uni-
valent a. Unifaced, of acoin (see quot.). TTni-

faolal Zool. XTnifla'gellate Zool., of an infu-

sorian ; having but one flagellum. TTuiflo'rate,

-flo'wered, " Uniflobous a. Unlfo'Uate, -fo'Uo-

late, of leaves, etc. : consisting of one leaflet ; of

plants : characterized by or bearing leaves of this

kind. Uniglotular, consisting of a single globu-

lar part J in quot. absol. XTnieru'ttalate, marked
with one drop-like spot. TJniju'gate Bot. TJni-

la'mellar, Unilamlnar, having one lamella,

lamina, or layer. Unlli'near Math., affecting or

involving but one line (see quot. 1851). TTni-

lo'bar, -ICbate, -lobed. Unilo'tinlar Path., of

cirrhosis : cliaracterized by hypertrophy of single

lobules; hypertrophic. Unlma'cnlar, marked
with a single spot. Unimedial, coming through

a single medium. Unimo'dnlar Math. TTni-

mn-ltlplex. TTnimuscular Zw/. Unine'rvate,

-nerved. TJnioTralar, -o'vulate, containing one

ovule. Unipe-ltate Zool. (see 2). Uniradi-
ate(d. TJnlramo-se, -ra-mons, having or con-

sisting of a single ramus or branch. Unise'ptate

Bot. U'nisezed, consisting of members of one

sex. TJnlsoci'etary, consisting of or characterized

by one society or social order. Unispi'culate,

having but one spicule. TTnispino'se, having or

bearing one spine. TJjilBU'lcate, having one

groove or furrow. Unitelegra'phlo, pertaining

to a telegraph capable of being used by only one

person at a time. TTnitenta'ealar. TTnlteTnarT
CrySt. (see quot.). Unita'beTciilate. TJnlun-

gnl'cnlate, liaving one imguis or claw. TJnivo'-

callzed, converted into a single voiced sound.
Various terms having little or no real currency have

appeared in Diets., etc., as unicarinated, .tineated (1840),

uniclinal (1879), unicarinate, .foliar (1888), uni/orate,

•foveate, 'lamellate, .laminate, .locutate, .sepatous, .serrate,

-serrulate, .s/iiral it&gi) ; ttc.

1777 S. RoBSON Srit, Flora 4 *Uuiangtilate, having one
angle, as in Stinking Sedge, 1850 W. King Permian Fossils

142 Genus Ismenia. Diagnosis *Uni.areagerous.. ..^rtfrt,

both halves oblique to the hinge-margin, and to each other.

1819 Samouelle Entomot, Compend. gp Legs bifid, the last

joint of the four anterior pairs.. *uniarticulate. 1856 W.
Clark yart der Hoevens Zool, I. 300 Tarsi uniarticulate,

with single arcuate claw. 183s Kirby Hob. ff Inst. Anitn.
II, xxii. 416 The Cscilia, or blind serpent, too, is almost
*uniauriculate. 1859 AcASSlz Ess. CtassiJicatioH 338
Gasteropoda (Uniaunculate animals). Membranous heart
with one auricle. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 335/2 M. de
Blainville divides the genus into three sections.. ; 2, con-

sisting of *uniauriculated species {Malleus normalis). 1890
Amer. Naturalist May 406 *Unibasal pectoral and ventral

fins. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 387 Bog Asphodel,.. pedi-

cel *l.bracteate. Ibid., Eriocauloneae... Flowers minute..
in involucrate heads, *i-bracteolate. 186^ Spencer Biol. I.

§ so. 137 Central development may be distinguished into

*unicentral and multicentral, according as the product of
the original germ develops symmetrically round one centre,

or.. in subordination to many centres.
^ 1875 Dowden

Shakespere 61 Assured that the organism is living, be fear-

lessly lets it develope itself in its proper mode, unicentral

(as Macbeth) or multicentral (as King Lear). looa Brit.

Med. jfml. No. 2154. 908 Cancers either started from one
centre (unicentral or monocentral) or from many centres

(multicentral or plurocentral). 1884 Sedgwick & Heath.
COTE tr. Claus'Zool. 538 The*unicorneal ocelli are principally

f

present in larval life. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. 72 Reticu-
atcd Venation, i. *Unicostate. . . A single rib or costa in the

middle (midrib). 1853 Dana Crust. I. 335 Hand, .faintly

uni.costate towards lower part. 284a Penny Cycl. XXIII.
82/1 *Unicuirassed Stomapods. 1883 Flower in Encyct.
Brit. XV. 403/2 The '^unicuspidate upper and lower front

incisors. 1819 Samouelle Entomol. Compend, 222 Antennx
with their internal base ^unidentale. Z833 Hooker in
Smithes Eng, Flora V. 1. 124 The lower [lobes of the leaves]

. .frequently unidentate. 1856 W. Clark Ka« der Hoeven's
Zool. I. 357 Mandibles small, narrow, unidentate or edentu-

lous. i8aa J. Parkinson Oiitl, Oryctol. 201 Ancilla olivula..

"unidentated at the base. i8a8 Stark Elcm. Nat, Hist. II.

266 Mandibles small, de[)ressed, pointed and entire, or uni-

dentated in the internal side. 1887 Trans. RoyalSoc Edin,
XXXII. 637 Radula, two rows of teeth, i and 2, lateral

teeth J 3, median tridenticulate ; 5 and 4, central *uniden.

ticulate. 1883 C. S. Peirce's Studies in Logic \st Analogoiis

reasoning would obviously apply to any portion of an 'uni«

dimensional continuum. 1883 Knowledge 13 July 25/2
Intermittent, ^unidirectional currents in the brushes. 1894
Athenxum 9 June 745/3 Note on the Possibility of obtain-

ing a Unidirectional Current to Earth from the Mains of an
Alternating Current System. 1867 Chambers' EncycL IX.

537/1 Monad or *Uniequivalent Elements (or Monads), one
atom of which in combination is equivalent to., one atom of

hydrogen. 1877 Jewitt Half.hrs, among Eng, Antiq, 139
Many of the early coins are *unifaced, i.e. one side is plaii^



vmi-.

while the other bears the device. 1846 Dana ZoopK iv,

(1848) 65 A species, which usually has polyps only on one
surface,—"unifacial. 1881 Carpenter Microscope (ed. 6) xi.

1 419 Their simple *uniflagellate Monad KMonas Dallin-
gtrt), i860 Mayne Expos. Lex, 1310 Uniflorus, Bot., having
or bearing one flower: "uniflorate. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln
Led. BoU App. 27 PL vii, Scape naked, *uni-flowered.
Flower drooping, spathaceous, 1849 Craig s.v., *Unifoliate.
z88i JmU Linn. Soc, XVIII. 291 These apparently uni-
foliate stems are long petioles. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1191/2
Umfoliate, * Uni/oiioiate, when a compound leaf consists
of one leaflet only; as in the orange-tree. 187a Oliver
Eiem. Bot. 11. 130 Common Barberry,, .with fascicled uni-
foHolate leaves. i8:r5 Bennett & Dver tr. Sacks' Bot. 823
As in Duchesne's unifoUolate Strawberry. 1891 GeoL ymi.
XLVII. 6 The structure of the zoaecia and of the dorsal
surface is the same as in those with shorter nodes, so that
we seem to have a series from the *uniglobuIar. 1887 W.
Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 13 Sporidia elliptic, obtuse,
*uniguttulate, 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. 79 When a pinnate
leaf has one pair of leaflets, it is *unijugate, 1861 Bentley
Man. Bot. 168 The leaflets, .are arranged along the aides of
the_ rachis or common petiole in pairs, and according to
their number, the leaf is said to be unijugate or one-paired,.,
bijugate, etc. 1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs* Bot, 315
A vein., is formed from the base towards the apex, dividing
the *unilamellar lamina into right and left halves, 1876
Van Duvn tr. IVagner's Gen. Patlwl, 466 In epithelial re-

generation with *unilamlnar epithelium. 1851 Sylvester
in Lonti. tL\.c.Phil.^ Mag. Feb. 128 Accordingly this may be
termed ^unilinear-intersection contact, or more briefly, uni-
linear contact. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 29 Both the
liver and the pulmonary organs [of the common ringed
snake] are •unilobar, the left lung being merely represented
by a rudimentary structure. 1839-47 TodeCs Cycl. Anat,
III. 310/1 In the Potoroo the left lung is *unitobate, 1851
G. F. Richardson Geol. 286 In the strata anterior to the
Has, almost all the fishes had heterocercal or *unilobed tails,

xZwj AUbutCs Syst. Med. IV. 170 In a less common variety
[ofcirrhosis of the liver] a finer network of new fibrous tissue
tends to surround individual lobules (*unilobular). 1850
TodiCs C^ci. Anat.y. [134]/! The germinal vesicle is *uni-
macular in general in the small-yolked ova. i8oa-ia Ben.
XHKJA Ration. Jjidic. Evi<t (1827) III. 438 Constitutive of so
many modifications or species of unoriginal evidence, we
have *unimedial, bimedial, trimedial and so forth : in a word,
multimedia! evidence, 1866 Brande & Cox Diet. Set.,
etc. 1 1. 378/1 The determinant formed from the coefficients .

.

b called the modulus of transformation, and when Dis equal
to unity the transformations are said to be *u/timoduiar.
i8i6 T.^ L. Peacock Headlong Hail ix, These thousand
images, indeed, were but one; and yet the one was a thou-
sand a sort of *uni-multiplex phantasma. 1835 Kirby/t^o^.
^ Inst. Anim, I. viii. 237 The second [order of molluscans]
is *Unimuscular,^ having only one such [attaching] muscle
with one impression. 1875 Blake Zool, 241 If there be but
one muscular impression on a valve, then it belongs to
monomyary or unimuscular bivalve. 1866 Treas.Bot.iiqiJi
'Unimrx'ate,. .onfi-xVohtd. 1891 Aa^wrtfXLI 11. 454/1 Tne
linear, *uninerved leaves characteristic of the. .gcnxisAstero*
phyllitei. 1904 Brit. Med. Jml, 17 Dec. 1644 A chapter is

devoted to this subject [i.e. polysomatous terata] under the
subheadings of "uniovular twins. 1857 A. Gray First Less.
Bot. (1866J 235 * UnioTulate, having only one ovule. 1845
Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 3 This genus [Squilla] belongs to
the *Unipeltate family of the Stomapodous order, 1887
Sollas in Encycl. Brit. XXII, 416/2 Monaxon •Uniradiate
Type (stylus).—B^ the suppression of one of the rays of an
oxea, an acuate spicule or stylus results. 2828-31 Webster
(citing Encyc.\ * l/niradiatedy having one ray. 188S Rol-
leston & Jackson Anim, Lift 532 The first antenna is

primitively *uniramose. 1890 Microsc. Set. XXX. 100 Six
pairs of (thoracic) appendages.., of which the first are long,
slender, and uniramose. 1877 Hlxi.ey Anat. Inv. Anim.
vi. 283 Entirely destitute of appendages, except a shorter
anterior, *uniramous.. pair of oar-like organs. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 1192/t *£/n/«//a/^, having but one septum or partition.

1875 CooKK Fungi 40 In other.. species they [i.e. spores] are
untseptate. 1856 Putnatit's Mag. Oct. 390/a Besides, in

England a bar-maid was highly respectable. How precious
must she be in this *uni-sexed fair ! [ = California], 1885 L.
OuvHKST Symfneuniata 286 The wise and sanguine, .infer,

both from the suffering and the capacities of present human
nature, a future of new order in a *uni<societary world.

1900 Proc, Zool. Soc. 20 Feb. 138 .Skeleton forming a rather
regular reticulum of *unispiculate fibres. i8a8 Stark Elem,
Nat. Hist. II. 168 The Shrimp. Thorax behind, and on
each side of the rostrum *unispinose, 185a Dana Crust, r.

414 Emargination uni-spinose. 1819 Samouellb Entotnol.
Compend. 181 Thorax with a gibbous protuberance. *uni-
sulcate above. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts I. 626 According to
this improved plan of working, the wire ofcommunication..
may be considered as a public word road, or an omnitele-
graphicway; whereas, in contradistinction, the conductor,
as heretofore used, may be considered a private word road,

or a *unitelegraphic way. 1889 Amer. Nat. XXIII. 597
Slicrocampana is not the only *unitentacular Medusa found
in the prolific waters of our Pacific coast. 1816 R. Jameson
C^uir, Min,{fi^ 2) 212 A crystal is named. .*Uniternary,
when there is one by one row, the other by three rows. 1851
Dana Crust. 1. 122 Post-medial region with a small tubercle \

intestinal •uni-tuberculate. 1856 W. Clark Vander Hoe-
ven*s Zool. I. 303 Gyropus Nitzsch.-~-Xz.x%\ *uniunguicu-
late. 1876 Douse Grimm's Ln7u App. 206 Our own famili-

arity with •univocalized consonants.

b. Prefixed to a sb. and forming a compound
used attrib., as uni-direciioftf -face^ -rkyme^ "Soii,

tjyZ [W. H. Marshall] Minutes Agrtc, Digest 18 A
Unisoil Farm requires fewer Implements than a Polysoil

Farm. 1859 E. Williams in Cambrian yml. March 12

Four-lined unirhyme stanzas, of five or six syllables in a
line. i888 Bottone Electr. Instr. Making (ed. «) 103 The
uni-direction current machine. 1897 W. C. Hazlitt Suppl.
Coinage Enrop. Continent 17 A silver uniface bracteate of
Otho I. 1900 Engintcring Mag. XIX. 740 In some in-

stances the engines are only uni-direction.

2. Forming sbs., as I7nia*3cif6r. V'liioell Boi,^

a unicellular plant (Jackson Gloss, Bot, Ter?HS,

xpoo). 17nlp«'ltAto (see quot.). Unlsty'list

£L, siylusl (sec quot). t U'ziitrinQ [L. trm-us},

221

a unity in trinity. Oos. Unltri'nity, unity in trinity.

V'&ltrope (see quot.).
1869 Student II. 12 They [sc. polymerous leaves] will be

*uniaxifers, biaxifers, etc; multiaxifers, according as their
meriphylls [= the space between two nodes of a leafj are
arranged along a single axis, or an axis ramified two, three,
or more times. 184a Brande Diet. Sci., etc. 1275 *Uni-
peltates, [Cuvier's] Unipeltata^ the name of a family of
Stomapodous Crustaceans, comprehending those in which
the carapace is composed ofa single shield-like plate, a 1849
PoE Marginalia cxlii, He is as thorough a *unistylist as
Cardinal Chigi, who boasted that he wrote with the same
pen for half a century. 1605 Timme Quersit. 11. ii. 108 It

hath pleased the omnipotent Creator to manifest & showe
himselfe a *Unitrine or Triune. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind,
127 Herbelief of the *uni-trinity, and tri-unityof the deity.

1910 A. B. Basset Treat, Geom. Surfaces i^ The reciprocal
polar of a unode is called a *unitrope.

+ Uniable, a, Obs.^^ (Meaning obscure.)
a 1^50 Ten Comm. of Love (MS. Fairfax 16, fol. 185 b),

Consider that my conning is disable To write to you the
figure vniable,

tU-nial.^. Obs.-^ [f. Uni--i--al. Cf. OF.
unieiy unial in Godef. Compl.'] United jnto one.
16x3 Sherley Trav. Persia 4 Those Countries, limitting

vpon the King of Spaines vniall parts,

ITniat, Uniate (yw-niset, -h). [ad. Russ.
yrnHn, uniyat^ f. ynia uniya union (spec, the
united Greek and Roman Catholic Churches), f.

L. K«/-, unus one.] A Russian, Polish, or other
member of that part of the Greek Church which,
while retaining its own liturgy, acknowledges the
supremacy of the Pope and is in communion with
the Roman Catholic Church ; a United Greek.
1833 R. PiNKERTON Russia 82 The inroads of the Uniats

among the members of the Greek Church, 1863 Edwards
Polish Captivity II. 61 As a Uniate he acknowledges the
authority of the Pope. 1883 Beresf. Hope Worship ^ Order
127 The restoration of the uniates to Eastern communion.

b. aitrib, or as adj. Of, adhedng or pertaining

to, or denominating the United Greek Church,
185s Pict. Chr. Heroism 37 The Greek-uniat cur^ of

Jansff, 1885 Ch. Quarterly Rev. Apr. 162 In Russia, the
once powerful Uniat Church has declined. 1905 Times 22
Sept. 7 The much persecuted Uniate or Greek Catholic
creed.

Ulliaxal(y«ni,seksal),a. [f.Uin-i f AxALa.]
« Uniaxial a. Hence TTnia'xally adv,
1839 Nat. Pkilos., Polaris. Light vii. 24 {L. U. K.), The

whole system of rings will appear to be like the uniaxal
system, 1866 B. Stfwart Heat % 43 Crystals that are
optically uniaxal. 1881 Glazebrook in Phil, Trans.
CLXXIII. 595 The Surface of a Uniaxal Crystal,

Uniaxial (ywnijae'ksial), a. [f. Uni- i +
Axial «.]

1. Optics and Crystall. Having one optical axis.
x8j7-8 Herschel in Encycl, Metrop, (1845) IV. 520 When

the two axes coalesce, or the crystal becomes uniaxial, the
lemniscates become circles, a 1853 Pereira PolarisedLight
(1854) 176 The crystal possesses the singular property of
being uniaxial for violet light and biaxial for red. x888
RiTTLKY Rock'Fomting Min. 37 Uniaxial crystals.

2. Bot. and Zool, = Monaxial a.

1879 RossiTER Diet. Sci.f Uniaxial development '. in alt

vertebrate animals, some molluscs and annulosa; in some of
exogens, endogens, algae, and fungu

TJniber, error or mispr, for Umber sb,^ 4.
x8a4 Meyrick Ant. Armour II. 99 The war helmet,. shews

the intermediate form of the uniber. 2844 James Agincourt
I. 77 Shields, and pallets and unibers.

t TXniblei a. Obs, rare* [ad. med.L. unibilis

(Dief.), f. L. unire to Unite, So Sp. and Pr. unible^

It. unibik."] Capable of being united ; unitable.

1559 Udall tr. Geminus* Anat. 3/1 A father, by whose
grace we haue receaued a nature.. vnible to the glorified

bodie of his sonne Christ. 1683 Baxter Dying Thoughts
22 Either Souls are partible substances or not. If not par-
tible, how are they unible?

Unio, obs. t Unique a. and sb,

+ TTxiical, a, Obs. rare, [f. L. unic-us UNIQUE
fl. -h-AL.] Forming or consisting of one only;

alone of its kind, unique.
159S Sylvester Du Bartas \u i. n. Impost. 651 A body.,

differing little from th* One unicall,. .the onely-beeing
Beeing. i65o_Charlf.tom Paradoxes Prol. 26 The forni or
Essence ofVerity, is unicall, single, and devoid ofall Alterity.

Hence •\' Unlcally adv. , entirely, undividedly,

1689 G. Harvey Curing Dts.by Expect, v. 33 If. .your
confidence is so unically nxed on the Virtues of Steel.

ITnica'ineral, a* [f. Uni- i + Camebal a."]

Having, consisting of, or characterized by one
legislative chamber,
1853 F. Libber Civil Liberty ff Self-Govt. xxiv. 242 As a

feature of Gallican liberty, must be mentioned here the uni.

cameral system. 1890 Century Mag, Feb. 506/1 Georgia,
Pennsylvania and New Hampshire abandoned the unica-

meral system after a short trial of it. 1894 Morley in Daily
News 28 June 7/4 There \h very little chance of our being
..what Is callea unicameral.

Hence Unica'meralisti an advocate of a uni-

cameral system. Also TTnioa'merist,
1888 Earl ok Pembroke in Univ, Rev. I. loi The ideal of

the unicamerists seems to me to be quite out of the region
of practical politics. 1893 IVestm. Gaz. 14 Feb. 1/3 Of
course, I, as a Democrat, do not care for the two Chamoers.
I am a unicameralist.

Unica^sulary a, Bot, [ad. mod.L, «»/-

capsuldr-is (whence F. unicapsulaire)\ see Uni-
and Capsular «.] Of a pericarp : Having a single

UNICOLOITBBD.

capsule. Of a plant : Characterized by a pericarp
of this kind.
Also Zool. = MoNocYTTARiAM a. (Cent. Diet. i8gi).
x7ao P. Blair Bot. Ess. ii. 52 Therefore Papaver is only an

Unicapsular Plant. 1760 Lee Botany 1. xv. 38 In respect
to external Division, the Pericarpium is either . . Unicapsular,
. .as in Lychnis [etc.]. 1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v., A Uni-
capsular pericarp.
U'niceUed, a. [Uni- i.] Unicellular. 1877 Le Conte

Elem. Geol. (1879) 154 The beautiful siliceous shells of
diatoms (uni-ceiled plants),

UnicellTllar (y«ni,se*Ii;21ai), a. (and sb.). Biol,
[ad. mod.K ilnicelluldr-is{vfhenceB\so F.unicellu-
laire): see Uni- and Cellular o.]

1. Composed or consisting of, having, a single cell

;

said esp. of the organisms belonging to the primary
divisions of the animal and vegetable kingdoms.
Also in recent use as sb.

1858 Carpenter l^eg. Phys. § 35 The minute unicellular
plants, known by the name of Diatomaceae. 1875 Darwin
Insectiv. PI. xiv. 329 All the leaves contained unicellular
and other Alg^. 1892 Mivaht Ess. 9f^ Crit. II. 437 The
distinction between unicellular and multicellular animals.

2. Characterized by the formation or presence of

a single cell or cells.

1863 Dana Man. Geol. 747 Plants in passing from the
unicellular state by growth lose in power. 189a J. Tait
Mind in Matter (ed. 3) 58 In the animal world colonies are
the next approach ofunicellular to multicellular organisation.

XJnicellnla'rity. [a. F. unicellulariti, or f.

prec. + -ITV.] Unicellular condition or formation.
1896 G. W. Field tr. Heriwig's Zool. 21 The unicellularity

of the lowest animals.

Unicist (y?J'nisist). [f. L. tiniC'US one + -IST.]

1. A believer in the unicity of the Godhead.
x8o7 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 291 As understood

by the modern Unicists. 1832 — Table-t. 4 Apr., The
schoolmen would perhaps have called you Unicists; but
your proper name is Psilanthropists.

2. Afed, An advocate or adherent of the theory
of unicity. Also attrib.

1890 Billings Nat. Med. Did. II. 720. 1901 J. Ewing in

yrni.Exper.Med.W.^ZilncWn^^ to accept the unicist theory,

Unicity (yttni'siti). [ad. med.L. *iinicit&s

(whence t . unicity. It. uniciid^ Sp. unicidad), or

f. L. unic-us one, unique : see -ITY.]

1, The fact of being or consisting of one in nam-
ber or kind ; oneness.
1691 J. Howe IVks. (1834) 147/2 The most unquestionable

unity or unicity of the Godhead. 1694 R. Burthogge
Reason cj- Nat. Spirits 166 Composition is Unity, but sim-
plicity is Unicity. 181^ Coleridge ' Blessed are ye that
sow * 55 For Unity or Unition, and indistinguishable Unicity
or Oneness, are incompatible terms. 1849 Alford Grk,
Testament 1. 608 The Ka.t.v6if\<i of this commandment consists
in its simplicity and (so to speak) unicity, 1880 C. I. Black
Proselytes of Ishtnael 301 what our so-called Unitarians
teach IS . . the Unicity of the Godhead.

b. Afed, The theory that syphilis is caused by
only one kind of venereal virus.

1861 BuMSTEAD Ven. Dis. 349 Some explanation., of what
was called by its discoverer [Ricord] the 'unicity ' of syphilis.

2. The fact or quality of being unique; unique

nature or character.

1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat, V. 106/1 Bernard then goes on
to prove, by the method of elimination^ the unicity and
propriety of this property of the pancreatic secretion, 1887
Saintsbury Hist. Elizab. Lit. 91 Which, .gives The Faerie
Queene its unique unicity, Ifsuch a conceit may be pardoned.

Uniok, obs. f. Unique a,

U'nicode. [Uni- 2.] A telegraphic code in

which one word or set of letters represents a sen-

tence or phrase ; a telegram or message in this.

i886 ' Unicode ' : The Universal Telegraphic Phrase-
Book Pref. p. iii, The 'Unicode' aims at., a low price. Ibid,

p. V, The ' Unicode ' word ' Obumbro '. 1897 IVestm.
Gaz. 20 Jan. 6/3 [ Hel gave evidence as to sending a Unicode
to both [persons]. 18^Daily News 23 Dec. 5/3 The dispatch
of messages in * Unicode*.

UnicO'lor, a. [L. ; cf. F. unicolore.l Of
a single uniform colour. Chiefly Nat. Hist,
1781 PznnANT Hist. Quadritp. II. 482 Unicolor Shrew of

an uniform dusky cinereous color. s8ii Shaw Gen, ZooL
VIII. 538 Unicolor Lory, Psittacus unicolor,

Unico'lorate, a. rare. [f. L. ««fV^^r + -atb 2.]

Unicoloured, unicolorous,

1657 ToMLiNSON Renou's Disp. 302 Its flowers like Pease-
bloom, but lesser, unlcolorateand purpureous. 2836 Kirby
& Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvL 291 Unicolorate {Unicolor), when
a surface is of one colour. 1857 Richardson Fauna Bar.-
Amer. IV. 14 Cymindb Unicolor. Unicolorate Cymlndis.

Unicolorous (yunikz^-brss), a. Also 7, 9 uni-
colourous. [f. L, iimcolor+ -ous.'] Having only

one colour ; uniform in colour. Chiefly £nt.
^ i6s7 ToMLiNsON Renou's Disp. 197 Two unicolourous
juices mixed together. 2843 Humphreys Brit, Moths II.

66 The wings rounded, destitute of markings, and uni-
colorous. 1894 Naturalist 226 All unicolorous black, instead
of having the typical red elytra.

Unico'lour, a. [Cf. Unicolor.] = prec
^ i860 Proe. Zool. Soe. 51 The fur of all parts of the body.,
is unicolour, and of a lightish cinnamon-brown.

UnicO'loured, a. [Uni- i.] Unicolorous.
x8ii PiNKERTON Petral. II. 121 Others are spotted in

infinite variety ; and others, though rarely, are unicoloured.
i8az Mevkick & C. H. Smith Costume Orig. Inhab. 24 The
uni-coloured robe of sky-blue. 1890 Sat. Rev, $ Apr. 413/2
The unl-coloured thread that runs throughout my motley
history.



UNICORN.

TTnicom (y«*nikpin). Forms : 3-7 uni-, 4-6
uny-, 4-7 vni-, vnyoome (6 inny-, ine- ; .SV. 5
iny-, owni-, 6 wnicorne)

; 4-5 vny-, 4-6 vni-,

5 unycom, 5- unicorn (5-6 vnykorn, 6 vnyk-
hom). [a. AF., OF. (niod.F.) unicome ( = Pg.

unicome, Pg. and Sp. unicomioj It. umcortto)y or

directly ad, their source L. unicorn-^ unkornis
having one horn (also in late Lat. as sb.), f. un-t4S

Uni- + comu horn. Cf. late L. unuomnus, med.L.
unicomuSf -{t)utn sbs., from the same source.

The word was corrupted in OF. to licome (the usual form
in mod.F.)i Uncorne^ etc., It. lioconio^ Pg. {a)licortUi etc]

I. L A fabulous and legendary animal usually

regarded as having the body of a horse with a
single horn projecting from its forehead (cf. 3

note) ; the monoceros of the ancients.

The unicorn has at various times been identified or con>

fused with the rhinoceros, with various species of antelope,

or with other animals having a hom (or horns) or horn-like

projection from the head. According to Pliny {Nat, Hist,
VIII. xxi. § 31) it had a body resembling that of a horse, the

head of a deer, the feet of an elephant, and the tail of a lion,

with one black horn projecting ' two cubits * from the middle
of the forehead.
The hom of this animal was reputed to possess medicinal

or magical properties, esp. as an antidote to or preventive of

poison : see Unicorn s horn.
a 123$ Ancr, R, 120 Mon wroS is wulf, o5er leun, ooer

untcorne. 13.. K, Alls. 6710 (Bod!. MS.), 5itt |jou shalt

habbe sex bundre)> Rinoceics. . And two hundrej> vnicornes.

e 1315 Shoreham Poems v. 113 Of byre barnie hyt was god
game, J>er-inne t>e vnicorn weks tame pat er b^n was so

wylde, X387 Trkvisa Htgden (Rolls) I. 159 I>ere bee)? also

..vnycomes[L.rA/«^>Ci^t?j], camels^pardes [etc.J. 1423 Jas. I

Kingis Q. civ, The lufare vnicorne. That voidis venym with
his euoure horne,_ C1511 ist Eng. Bk. Atiier. (Arb.) p.

xxxiti/a These vnicornes slee many Lyons, and the Lyon
sleeth the vnicorne with subtylnes. 1590 Spenser F, Q. ii.

V, 10 Like as a Lyon, whose impenall powre A prowd
rebellious Vnicorne defies. 1609 Dekker CulCs Horti-bk.

ii. 13 The Unicorne, whose home is^ worth halfe a City.

1657 Trapp Coftim. yob xxxix. ^ This is the.. Unicom...
A very fierce and strong creature it is ; and now adayes very
rare, but anciently more common.^ 173s Johnson Lobo''s

AbyssiniOj Descr. ii. 51 In the Province of Agaus, has been
seen the Unicorn, that Beast so much talk'd of, and so little

known. xSoi Monthly Rcif. XXXV, 35 1 On the probability

of the existence of an Unicom, 1843 De Quincey Ceylon
Wks. 1859 XJI' 8 The whole traditionary character of the
unicorn as the antagonist, .of the lion. 1895 J. G. Millais
Breath fr. Veldt 133 Any one who has seen a wild sable

antelope galloping cannot fail to be struck by its resemblance
to the unicorn,

b. Used in ME. versions of the OT, to render

the Vulgate unicorftis or rhtnoceros {Gt* fiovdKfpas)

as translations of Heb. D«n r*Vw (also on reym),

and retained in various later versions (but translated

by * wild-ox ' in the Revised Bible). See Reem.
a 1300 £. E. Psalter xxi, 22 (xxii. 21), Sauf me fra mouth

of lioun es. And fra homes of vnicornes mi mekenes. (Also

versions a 1340-1611.] 1381 WvCLiF Numb, xxiii, 22 Whos
strengthe is lijk to an vnycorn. [Also versions 1388-1611.]

c isSto Sidney Psalms xxir. xiJi, Show to heare me, By aid-

ing, when fierce Vnicornes come neere me. 1639 Sir W.
Mure Ps. xxii, Wks. (S.T.S.) IL 89 From the homes of vni-

comes Thine eare (Lord) found I have, x6q6 Tate & Brady
Ps. xxix. 6 They.. leap, like Hinds that hounding go. Or
Unicorns in youthful play.

c. In fig. or allusive use.

In quot. 1607 =5 • a cuckold *,

1509 Barclay ^Ay/ ^^<7^j 212 [Let] James of Scotlande.

.

haue the forwarde, haue ye no disdayne Nor indignation,

for neuer kynge was borne, That of ought of warre can
shewe the vnycorne, xsga G. Harvey Four Lett. 52 The
only Vnicome of the Muses. 1607 Dekker Northw. Hoe
IV. Fj b, Fetherstone..it seemes makes her husband a vni-

corne* x8a6 Galt Last 0/Lairds \\. 53 Bridle the unicorn
o' your impatience.

fd. Horn reputed to be that of the unicorn

prepared as an embellishment or ornament. Obs.

ai533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1559) Y'J ^^ '.'

was of wood Libanus, and round about garnished with uni-

corne. 1599 Peele David ff Bethsabe H ij, Shee that in

chaines of pearle and vnicorne. Leads at her traine the
ancient golden world.

2. A figure, picture, or representation of this

animal, esp. in Her> either as a charge or more
osually as a supporter of the Royal Arms of Great

Britain (or Scotland).
Usually depicted beraldically as having the head, neck,

and body of a horse, the legs of a deer and the tail of a lion,

with a straight and spirally twbted horn growing out of the

forehead.
c 1400 Emari 164 The fayr mayden her by-forn Was por-

trayed an vnykorn, Wyth hys horn so hye. 1488 ^c£'. Ld.
Hi^k Treas.Scot, \. 85 A couering.-browdin with thris-

sillis and a vnicorne. J549 in Gage Heng-^ave (1822) 1^7,
iij cuppes with a cover chased, with unicorns on the top.

x6io GuiLUH Heraldry vi. vii. 280 Supported by a Lion .

.

and an Vnicorne Luna, gorged with a Crowne. 1766 in

Seton Law Her, Scotland (1863) 442 His Majesty's royal
coa_t-of-arms supported on the right side by a unicorn with
an imperial crown over the head. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ^
Franctt etc IL 221 ITie family crest, a unicorn, made in

white marble. 1813 Gentl. Mag. LXXXIIL 37/2 With
supporters (lion and unicorn) of the Royal arms. 1875 W.
McIlwbaith Guide Wigtownshire 55 Here is an escutcheon
bearing two unicorns and a Hon rampant and the crown.

3. Sc, The specific designation of one of the
pursuivants of the court of the Lyon King of Arms.
See Pursuivant i,

x^ Exchequer Rolls Scot, V. 20^ Quia Unicom signifer

regis ilUm terrain habntt ex concessione regis. 1471-4 ^^^*

222

Ld. High Treas. Scot 1. 52 Item eevin to Vnicome herald,

, .to his expensis, x Ii. iS4* Ibid. IX. 33 To Petir Thomson,
alias Unicorne pursevant. 1636 Reg. Privy Council Scot*

Ser. 11. VL 605 The deceased George Wast, Unicorn pur-

suivant. 166a /bid. Ser. 111. L 259 Leyes..was charged by
William Malcolm, Unicorn pursuivant, to compear this day.

174a NiSBKT Syst, Heraldry U.iv. xvi. 171 As for Purse-

vants, they are also for most Part locallydenominate, Unicorn
only excepted. 1863 SetonLaw Her. Scotland 38 As in the

case of the Heralds, the Pursuivants are also six in number,

and bear the names of Kintyre, Dingwall, Carrick, Bute,

Ormond, and Unicorn.

4. A Scottish gold coin current in the 15th and

16th centuries at the value of 18 shillings Scots;

so called from the figure of the unicorn stamped

upon its obverse. Also half unicorn. Now Hist,

1487^ Exchequer Rolls Scot. IX. 549 In denariis aureis

vocatis unicornys. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixvi. 78 Vpon
the heid of it is hecht Bayth unicornis, and crownis of wecht.

xS38^<5^r^.^c^.XVI.(Jam.),Ane vnicorn gud_& sufficient

gold. 184S Lindsay Coinage Scot. 137 The Unicorns gene-

rally weigh about fifty-eight grains,., the half Unicorns in

proportion. 1887 £. Mv^r^s Coinage ScotI. 11. 151 The coin-

ages of unicorns that took place under James V.

t b. Used atlrib, as the designation of a weight,

equivalent to about one-eighth of an ounce troy.

X506 Fxir. Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 434 Ane corss of gold,

weyand half ane unce,and halfane unicorn weicht. 15605/.

Giles Charters (1859) p. xlvii, Foure vnce, ane half, and ane
vnicorne weicht of gold.

5. Astr, A southern constellation lying between

Canis Minor and Canis Major.
This constellation was noted by Hevelius in his Prodromus
Astron. (1690) pp. 118, 294, under the name of Monoceros.

1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 487/a Hevelius's Constellations made
out of the unformed Stars [include). .:/I/f»«<?CtfrKj, The Uni-
corn. 1868 LocKVER Guillemin^s Heavens (ed. 3) 382 The
northern halfof the Milky Way extends. .to the Unicorn at

the altitude of and near the belt of Orion.

6. A carriage, coach, etc, drawn by three horses,

two abreast and one leader ; now usually, a team
of three horses so arranged, (Ct 1 1 b.)

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar 7'., Unicorn^ a coach drawn by
three horses. x8oo Mar. Edceworth Belinda xvi. She
drove in her unicorn to Oakly-park. 1866 Freeman in Lij[e

^ i,^//.(i895) L 342,1 would put on the children's pony. .in

front of my two, so as to make an unicorn. 1889 Evening
Neivs 28 Aug 3/2 Their demands of 24^. for a single horse,

z8^. for a pair, and 30J. for a * unicorn .

tram/. x86o R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. xiii. II. 38 We
crossed as usual on a * unicorn ' of negroids, the upper part

of the body supported by two men, and the feet resting upon
the shoulders of a third. 1887 Cyclists' Tour.Cl. Gaz. May
215/1 The unicorn. .is made up of a[n].. ordinary bicycle

front-wheel coupled to a. .sociable.

b. Qaasi-adv,
1859 Habits o/Gd. Society v. 200 You will seldom be called

upon to drive tandem, unicorn, or four in hand. 1863 Miss
Braddon Aurora Floyd v, There were more lofty accom-
plishments than driving unicorn or shooting..game.

H. t7. The one-horned rhinoceros. Obs,

1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R, xiv. ix. (Bodl. MS.), [In]

t>at londe \sc, Ethiopia] bej?..]>e rynocerota ^at is J^e vni-

corne, a beste wib oon home, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 22 Oct.

1684, I went.. to see the Rhinoceros, or Unicorn, being the

first that I suppose was ever brought into England.

8. As the name of a fish, shell, etc., having a

projecting horn or horn-like process, or regarded

as resembling the fabulous unicorn in some other

respect. Cf. Monoceros 2 and 4.

A few examples other than those illustrated here are re-

corded in American Diets, from 1891 onwards,

fa. (See quot.) Obs,
x668 Charleton Onomast, x'z-^ Monoceros Clusti^ the little

Vnicorn, or Sawfish.

b. The narwhal or sea-unicorn.

Named also unicom-Jish^ -whale, and abbrev. Unie.
1694 Marten's Voy. Spit^ergen in Ace. Sev, Late Voy. II.

126 The Unicorn is but seldom seen in these parts, 174S
tr. Egede's Descr. Greenland 76 Among the different Kinds
of Whales, some reckon the Unicorn, as they commonly call

him,, .but his right Name is Nar-Whale. 1823 W. Scoresby
yml. 39 Here we saw a considerable number of * unicorns

'

(narwals).

c. A unicorn-shell. (See 11.)

cfjxx PETIVER Gazophyl. vi. liii, Grass girdled Indian
Unicorn, Cat. 263. A beautiful Shell and rarely met with.

9. ZooL A species having one hom.
x8u J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 312 There appear to be

three existing species of rhinoceroses :— i. That 01 India ; a
unicorn ;. .—2. That of the Cape : a bicorn,

III. 10. attrik and Comb.y as unicorn bone

(i.e. hom), horse^ -ivory \ -crested^ 4ike adjs,

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes D iv, Ther is summe
contre that a litil yuory or vnycorne bone is bought for

a grete somme of gold. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 306/1 The
..Onager,figured.. with a unicom-like hom in the midst of
its forehead. iB^^/bid. XXVI. 3 Strabo.. refers to Unicorn
horses with the heads ofdeer, 1853 R- S- Surtees Sponge's

Sp. Tour xlix, The unicorn-crested gates, with tea-caddy

looking lodges, 1856 Kane Arct, Expi. II. xiv. 141 The
natives carried noarms but the long knife and their unicora-
ivory lances.

11. Special combs., chiefly in the names of ani-

mals, birds, fishes, plants, etc., which are charac-

terized by a long projecting hom-like process or

spine regarded as resembling the horn of the uni-

corn : unicorn acanthurus (see quot. and Uni-
corn-fish ^) ; unicorn auk (see quot,) ; unicorn-
bird, the horned screamer, Palamedea cornuta ;

unioom file-flsh (see quot.); f unicorn guard
Fencing^ a guard in which the sword is advanced

UNICORN'S HORN.

well to the front of the fencer ; unicorn hawk
(-moth), hornbill (see quots.) ; unicorn-moth,
the North American moth, Ccelodasys unicornis

\

unicorn narwhal, = sense 8 b ; unicorn-plant
U.S.J a name for various North American plants,

esp. Martynia proboscideaj the capsule of which
terminates in two hom-like spines; unicorn-root
U.S, (see quots.) ; unicorn-shell, a marine gas-

teropod having a horn-like lip projecting from the

shell, now esp, one belonging to the genus Mono-
ceros ; unicorn whale, — sense 8 b.

1803 Shaw Gen. Zool, IV. 374 *Unicorn Acanthurus.
Acanthurus Unicornis. .. From the front proceeds a
strong, conical, horn-shaped process. 1884 Coues North
Amer. Birds 805 Ceratorhina monocerata. *Unicorn
Auk. Horn-bill Auk. i68i Grew Musxum 1. § iv. ii. 65
The *Unicome Bird [is].. Horned on his Forehead (with
some likeness) as the Unicorne ispictur'd. 1863 Bates Nat.
Amazon I. 277 The Curicaca.. was soon joined by a uni-

corn bird.. ; whose harsh screams [etc]. 1804 Shaw Gen.
Zool. V. II. 399 *Unicorn File- fish. Batistes Monoceros...
Immediately over the head, .is a very strong. .spine of con-
siderable length. 1617 J. SwETNAM Sch. Sci. Defence 126

An other very sure and dangerous guard at the Backe-
sword, called the *Vnicorne guard, or the fore-hand guard.

17H WvLDE Eng. Master Defence 23 The Medium Uni-
corn or Center Guard, is made thus. 1832 J. Rennie Consp.

Butterfl, <5- M. 24 The *Unicorn Hawk {Sphinx Convol-
villi, Linnaeus) appears in September. 1834 T. Brown
Butterflies ^ Moths I. 96 Two fine males of the Sphinx
Convolvuli (\Jmcoxx\ Hawk-moth). i8xx Shaw Gen. Zool.

VIII. II *Unicorn Hornbill. [Buceros Monoceros.'].. The
casque is prolonged in front into a kind of hom. 189X Cent.

Dict.s.v., Larva of *Unicorn.moth. 1813 Binclev Anini.

Biog. (ed. 4) II. I The *Unicorn Narwal, or Sea Unicom.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 189 "Unicom [plant] {Aletris

farinosa). 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. 11. iio/i

Helonias dicecia, scape leafy. ..Unicorn plant,
_ 1847 Dar-

LiNGTONA tner. Weeds, e'c. ( i S60) 222 M, proboscidea . . Long-
beaked Martynia. Unicorn Plant. 1891 H. Herman His
A»gel6 Woodbine, unicorn plant, and wild currant surged all

about it. 1846 A. Wood Classbk. Bot. (1850) 559 Helonias
dioica. Ph. (K(rra^r7*^/« /«/^«w. Linn.) "Unicorn Root. X847

Webster, Unicorn-root^ a popular name of two plants, vir.

Chamselirium CarolimanumX = Helonias dioica\ to which
this name was first applied, and Aletris farinosa.

.

; both
used in medicine. 1891 Cent, Diet., Unicorn-root, the

blazing star, Aletris farinosa. c^«7«* Pktiver GazoPhyl.

VI. Iv, A *Unicorn Shell with Bugle Twirls. Ibid. viii. Ixxv,

Small Unicom-shell, with mgged Twirls and Waves be-

tween. x888 CasselVs Encycl. Diet. , Monoceros, . . Unicorn-
shell; a genus of prosobranchiate gasteropods.. peculiar to

the west coast of America. x668 Charleton Onomast. 168

Balaena Monoceros, Vnicornu Marinum, .. the "Vnicorn
Whale. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy, p. xix, The Monoceros
or Unicorn Whale. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Set. 199/1 The,,
unicorn whale, Monodon Monoceros, has no teeth in the

lower jaw.

b. Attrib. in sense 6, as unicorn carman ^fashionj
omnibus (attrib.), team,
1856 Morton Cycl, Agric. II. 726 A unicorn team is two

abreast and one in front, 1877 ' C. Bede ' Figaro at Hast-
ings 47 Some [wagonettes] with four horses, some with

three (unicorn fashion). 1884 ' R. Boldrewood * Melb.
Mem. i. 14 Frank Liardet is driving his unicorn omnibus
team from the lonely beach. 1898 Westtn. Gaz, 6 Sept. 1/3
A * unicorn carman '

. . means ' one who drives three horses '.

|-12. Passing into adj. Made a unicom or

cuckold (cf. sense i c above). Obsr^
1603 Dekker Wonderfull Yeare E 4 The vnicornecobler

being ouer head .ind eares in sleepe.

Unicorn-fish, [Cf. Unicobn 8 b.] The
narwhal or sea-unicorn, Monodon monoceros,
x688 R. Holme Afmory iv, vii. (Roxb.) 324/1 For his

Supporters he bearelh a vnicorne fish, Argent, the fish or

taile part, Azure : Borne, Hoofes, and finns, Or. 175a J.
Hill Hist. Anim. 314 Monodon. The Unicom-fish, or Nar-
wal, X773 Gentl, Mag. XLIII. 220 The Jackulator Fish, the

Unicorn Fish, the Trumpet Fish. x8ia J. Walker £"«.

Nat. Hist. 527 Monodon Afonoceros. Linn.., Scot. Unicorn
Fish, i860 Whaxall Lzfe in Sea i. 12 The Narwhal, or
Unicorn-fish, attains a length of twenty or twenty-five feet.

b. (See quots.)
X876 GooDE Fishes ofBermudas 17 The Bahama Unicom-

Fish is Alutera scrtpta. xooo Nature 21 June 182/2 An
example of the rare unicorn-fish {Lophctes cepedianus) from
the Cape of Good Hope.

c. One or other of various fishes belonging to

the genus Acanthurus. (Webster, 191 1.)

XTniCO'miCv ^. rare. [f. prec. +-IC.] Resem-
bling, having the form of, a unicom.
x88x R. Brown Unicom 14 A unicomic animal fi-equent1y

appears in archaic art, X885 — in Academy 28 Nov. 363/2
The familiar conventional unicornic representation.

tJnicO'moxiSy a. rare, [f, L. unicorn-is (see

Unicorn) -h -ous.] Having but one horn.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xix. 261 The Rhino-
ceros, the Indian Asse, and the Unicoraous Beetles. [Hence
in Blount, Phillips, Bailey, etc]

Unicorn's horn. Also t unicom hom.
[See Unicorn i.]

L A hom regarded as or alleged to be obtained

from the legendary unicorn, but in reality that

of the rhinoceros, narwhal, or other animal, freq.

mounted or made into a drinking cup and employed
as a preventive of or charm against poison.

a. X451 Lincoln Diocese Doc. (1914) 51 A ryng of vnicorn

home. X555 Reg. Gild Co. Chr, York (1872) 207, I give to

Sir Thomas Chaloner, knyghte, my unicorn home, c 1650

Invent. Goods Chas. I in Pegge Curalia (1806) IV. 123 An
unicom horn.

p. X549 Thomas Hist, lialie Sob, Two fajTC vnicornes



UNICUM.
bcMiies. tsH BuLLEVN Diai. agst. Pest 74 A pece of aUni-
cornes home, good against poison. 1603 Lodge Treat,
/>/a£T<^ Wks. (Hunter. CI.) IV. 61 The home of that beast
which, .the simple sorte [call] vnicomes home. 1687 Lond,
Gaz. No. 2227/4 There will be exposed to Sale. .consider-
able quantities of Drugs, Colours, and Unicorns Horns.
I7a8 Chambers Cycl. s.v.. What ordinarily passes among us
for Unicorn's Horn, . . we are assured by Pereyra . . to be the
Tooth of a large Fish of the Whale Kind. 1838 Prescott
Ferd. ^ Is. I. vii. 383 He is said to have kept a reputed
unicorn's horn always on his table.

b. Nanvhars horn.
1856 Kane Arct, Ex/>L I. 412 A shaft of unicorn's horn.

1 2. The material of this powdered or prepared
as a drug and used medicinally, esp. as an antidote

against poison. Obs.

1590 E. Webbe Trav. (Arb.) 35 Some lewde Gunners
..gaue me poyson in drinke..; his Phisition. -gaue mc
speadely Unicorns home to drinke. 1631 Jorden Nai,
Bathes y\u (1632) 44 This volatill salt., is commonly very
Diaphoreticke : & this it is which makes our .. supposed
Vnicomes heme to be in such esteeme. 1698 Neiv Descr.
Moscmy 21 Likewise some use the Powder to Antedote
Poison, as the Vnicorns home ; this X hold to be the same
with the Morse.

3. Bot, (See quot.)
1864 Chambers's Encycl. VI. 393 The root of Helonias

dioica is used, .as an anthelmintic. .The plant, .is called
Starwort and Blazing Star, also Unicorn's Horn. [Cf.

unicorn-plant^ ri>ot s.v. Unicorn ii.]

II Unicum (yjiiiikiim). [L., neut, sing, of ilnzc-

us Unique a. So in G. and Dn.] A unique

example, specimen, or thing.

1885 Daily TeL 14 July 5/3 Some picture, work of art, or
old book, which is represented to him as being a *unicum ',

189a M RS. J. P. Morgan tr. R ttbinstein^s Conv. on Music 26
The symphony in G minor (this unicum of symphonic-lyric),

Unicursal (y«nik»-jsal), a, and sb. Math,
ff. Uni- I + L. cursus course : see -al.] a. adj.

Having, traversing, or being on one course or path.

b. sb. A unicursal curve.
x866 Cayley io Prac. London Math. Soc. April, A uni-

cursal curve is nothing else than a curve with a deficiency

D =0. 187X — Math. Papers (1895) VIII. 388 On the
Transformation of Unicursal Surfaces. 1873 G. Salmon
Higher Plane Curves ii. 29 If the coordinates can be ex*
pressed as rational functions of a parameter the curve has
the maximum number of double points. Curves of this sort
are called unicursal curves.

Hence Vnicnrsa'llty ; Unicn'rcally adv.
1887 Amer. yrnl. Math. X. 24 In the unicursality^.equa*

tion a cusp plays the role of an ordinary double-point. 1893
W. W. R. Ijall Math. Recreat. 124 A figure is described
tmicursally when the whole of it is traversed in one route.

Unicycle (y«'nis3ik*l). 6''.^. [f. Uni- 2 + Cycle,
after bicycUy tricycU.'X A vehicle or conveyance
having only one wheel ; esp. a monocycle used by
acrobats or for gymnastic displays.

186^ The Velocipede (N.Y.) April 76 Hemmlngs' Unicycle
or * r lying Yankee Velocipede '. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek.
Suppl. 91 3/1 Unicycle^ a one-wheeled vehicle for propulsion
by foot-power.

Hence U'nicyolivt, one who rides a unicycle.
1881 S^-lls Bros. ShoTv-Bill, Celebrated Russian Bicyclists,

Unicyclists, and Roller Skaters.

Unide aed, (2. Also unidea'd. [UN-I9.] Not
furnished with an idea.

1751 Johnson in Bosivell (igo^) I, 166 Leaving his social
friends, to go and sit with a set of wretched un-idea*d girls,

i8sa Scott Pei'eril xxvii, A silly scrupulous unidea'd
Puritan. 1888 yrnl. Educ. May 342 The un-idea'd vul-
garity of the lower middle classes.

Unideal, a, [Un-i 7.]

1 1. Of sounds or words : Ejcpressing or convey-
ing no idea, Obs.

1751 Johnson RajttbUr No. 184 pi3 However we amuse
ourselves with untdeal sounds. i79» W. Roberts Looker.
0« No. 23 (1794) I. 324 A language.. rich in the unideal
terms of a raving philosophy.

t2. Destitute of, lacking in, ideas. Obs.
1751 Johnson Rambler No. 135 pg A short relief from

the tediousness of unideal vacancy. x8oi Phil. Trans,
XCI. 91 Un-ideal operations conducted without principle,
purpose, or regularity.

3, Having or following no ideal.

1760 D. Webb Beauties 0/Painting iv. 68 Those servile
and unideal painters. 1856 Embrson Eng. Traits^ Lit.
Wks. (Bohn) II. 113 The scholars have become un-ideal.
They parry earnest speech with banter and levity. 1867 F.
Harrison Choice o/Bks. (1886) no To be fierce is to bcun-
tdeal, to be unideal is to be sanguinary.

4. Not marked by idealism ; having no ideal
character or features, etc
1846 RusKiN Mod, Paint, II. iir. xiii. §2 Unideal works

of art.. represent actual existing things. 1873 Spencer
Stud. Sociol.^ ix. (187^) 222 Instead of our practice being
unideal, the ideas which guide it verge on the romantic
1877 L. Morris Epic Hades in. 376 The bare And unid^
aspect of the fields Which Spring not yet had kissed.

Unide-alism, -ist. (Un-i la.)

Also, in recent usc» unidealistic adj.

^ 1870 J. Grote Exam. Utilit. Phil, xvii. 273 Utilitarian-
ism may be..either of an idealist or unidealist type, i8(^
W. S, Lilly Right <f Wrong (1890) iv. 121 The singular
unidealism..of the English mind in respect of eternal and
divine thing?.

Unidentified, ppl, a, (Un- 1 8.)
i860 R. Noel in Vac. Tour, 467 The site of a town or

village unidentified presented itself within incredibly short
disunces.^ 1867 Latham Black <$• White 68 Of these graves
13S190X will be nameless and unidentified.

Unidiomatic, a, (Un-i 7.)
aiSaa Shelley Pr. Wks. (1888) I. 395 The clear, and

exact, but unidiomatic phrases of their native language.
1855 PusEY Doctr. Real Presence 153 The interpretation of
Bellarmin is inconsistent and unidiomatic. 1891 Driver
Introd. Lit. O. Test. 445 An author who.. translated the
Aramaic idiom, .into unidiomatic Hebrew.

Uni'dle, a. [UN-I7.] Busy, industrious.
a 1586 Sidney Astr. ^ Stella Sonn. xxvi (Qo.'), For me, I

doe Nature vnydle know. 1604 Marston Malcontent v.

iii. Is he not a pretty dapper unydle gallant ?

tUnido*latrl2e, v, Obsr^^ (Un-' 6c.) 1659 Fuller
Af-p. Inj. Innoc. i. 55 The Animadvertor. .endeavouring to

un-idolatrize the Brittains as much as he could. Unido*-
latrous, n. (Un-' 7.) 1841 "WiSEMAS Remarks on Lett,
Palmer 6 To substitute an idolatrous, for an unidolatrous,

worship. x88x /Qth Cent. No. 49. 502 The two religions

. .were both nominally monotheistic, and both unidolatrous,

Unie (y«ni),abbrev. of Unicobn 8 b.

1874 A. H. Markham Whaling Cruise Baffin^s B. 137 A
couple of narwhals, or as they are called by the whalers,

'unies* (unicorn abbreviated), 1878 — Gt. Frozen Sea v.

67 Another source of amusement.. was chasing ' unies'.

Unio, V, : see Uny v,

Unific (yzJtnrfik), a, [ad. L. type iinificus : see

Uni- and -fic] That unifies or unites
;
producing

unity.

i^M T. Taylor Proelus I. 118 A power collective of
divisible natures, and unific of such as are multiplied. i8^x
Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 130 The centre of unific power is

the invisible. i86i Q. Rev. CX. 394 That so-called unific

principle, .by which we are impelled to reduce all that we
see and hear to unity. 1877 Farrar Days 0/ Youth xL 105
The unific rectitude of a manly life.

Unification (y«nifik^*pn). [f. Unify v, (see

-ation), or a. F. unification. It. unijicazione.'] The
action or process of unifying or uniting ; reduction

to unity or to a uniform system ; the result ofthis.

Unijicationist, sb. and x, has had some slight currency in
recent use (1909-).

1851 Gai.lenga Italy II. t. 25 The unification of Italy
would thus be gradual and pacific 1865 Lecky Ration,
I. 331 A process of transformation or unification of religious

ideas. 1880 E. Kirke Garfield 46 The recent movement
for the unification and preservation of nations.

So U'nificator, a unifier.

1870 Contemp. Rev. XV. 400 The people .. proclaimed
them in anticipation the *untficators' of Italy.

Unified (y«*nif3id), ///. a. [f. Unify v, +
-ED 1.] That is or has bjeen made into one from
separate parts ; united, combined, consolidated.
i86a F. Hall Hindu Philos, Syst. 178 The residual

part . .he is to consider as unified, x88a Standard 30 Dec.
2/3 The Unified Debt fell about 18/. 1883 Fortn. RezK July
X07 After the whole metropolis is under a unified authority.

b. Used absolutely or as sb.

1883 Pall Mall G. 30 Nov. 5/3 Egyptian Unifieds con-
tinued to rise yesterday- 1884 Academy 2 Aug. 74/1 Uni-
fication b pleasant to the unifier only, not to the unified.

Unifier (y«'nif3i|3i). [f. as prec. + -EB.] One
who or that which unifies or unites; one who
advocates unification in administration.

1867 Spencer First Princ. n. iii. § 51 (ed.2) 171 The deriva-

tive data needed by Philosophy as the unifier of Science,
1881 EcJio 2 Feb. 1/6 The Great Victor Emmanuel, the
liberator and unifier of Italy.

Unifilar (ywnifai'laj), a. [f. Uni- i + l^Jtl-us

thread: see -ar^.] Of a magnetometer or other

magnetic instrument : Having or suspended by a
single thread or fibre.

1856 KKHKArct. ExpL I. xiv. 153 We had a good unifilar

[magnetometer], 1873 J. C. Maxwell Electr. ^ Maen. II,

iig The Unifilar Declinometer. 1879 Thomson « Tait
Nat. Phil. 1. 1. §435 In the unifilar torsion-balance.

UnifloTal, a. [Uni- i.] « Uniflorous a.

1849 Craig. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 213 A series of
single-flowered axes (unifloral) arranged in the form of a
raceme.

Unifiorons (y/IniflS® ras), a, Bot. [f. mod.L,
iinijldr-iis (f. L. iin-us V^\-->rfldr-f Jlos flower)

+

-ous. Cf. F, unijlore (1753), Pg. uniJioro,'\ Hav-
ing or bearing only one flower.

i76o[see Multiflorous a.J. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg.
299/1 The hermaphrodite calyx is sometimes biflorous,..

sometimes uniflorous. 1881 Jml. Linn. Soc. XVIII. 353
Distinguished, .by its unifoliate uniflorous stem.

fU-nifoil. Obs.-'' [f. Uni- + Foil jM] The
plant one-blade, Smilacina bifolia,

1688 R. Holme Armoury \\. 58/1 He beareth Argent, an
Unifoile Vert... Vnifoile or Vn fall. This is an Herb that

never hath more then one leaf from a Root, . . it is also called

one blade, [Hence in Berry Encycl. Her. {c 1828}, Elvin

(1889), and in some recent Diets, as a bearing in Heraldry.]

Uniform (y«*nif(7Jm), sb, [f. the adj. Cf. F.,

It., Sp., and Pg. uniformed Du,, G,, Sw., and Da.
uniforrn in sense 2.]

1 1. 1, In uniform^ in one body or flock, Obs,
1613 Lisle yElfric on O. <5- N. Test. Ded. p. ix. Our sheepe

shall feare noWoIfe,orsuddainestorme; Butgoe and come
all safe in vniforme,

II. 2. A distinctive dress of uniform cut,

materials, and colourwom by all the members of a
particular naval, military, or other force to which
it is recognized as properly belonging and peculiar.

174^8 in Jml. Archaeol. Soc. (1847) II. 79 That no com.
mission-officer or midshipmen do presume to wear any other
uniform than what properly belongs to his rank. 1760
Cautions SfAdv. to Ofiicers 0/Army 123 You are.. to con-
sider what is to be furnished out ofthis last Sum, and that

UNIFORM;
is your Regimentals or Uniform. x8os James Milit. Diet.
s.v., Scarlet is the national uniform of the British army.
Ibid., Generally speaking each [corps] has an uniform with-
in itself, yet this uniform, strictly considered, is a regimental.
1837 Dickens Pickiv. iv, Colonel Bulder, in full military
uniform, on horseback. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. III.

36:^ Insisting that none shall fight who do not wear the
uniform of one of the armies engaged.
^g. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. {1834) II. 121 Passion so
commonly marches under the colours and in the uniform of
reason, .. that [etc.].

b. A distinctive uniform dress wom by the mem-
bers of any civilian body or association of peisons.
1837 Dickens Pickiv. ii, The proposed uniform, sir, of the

Pickwick Club. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander* At Bay i, A
good'looking boy in the polytechnique uniform, 1897 Hall
Caine Christian x, T he girls were nearly all nurses, and
they wore their nurse's uniform.

C. A single suit of this kind. fAlso//., the
separate garments composing this.

X783 Ann. Reg., Chron. 193/2 Such flag officers, however,
as were provided with the uniforms were permitted to wear
the same. 18x4 Scott Wav. xvii. He had laid aside the
Highland dress for the time, to put on an old blue and red
uniform. 1834 Mabryat P. Simple xxxviii, That is the
reason why my uniforms are so shabby. I spoilt them then.

1 3. A person wearing a uniform. Obsr"^
1786 Mme. D'Arblav Diary Oct., X opened the eating-

room door,, .but saw to my surprise a party of uniforms.

4. attrib, a. In the sense * pertaining to, forming
(part of) a uniform*, as uniform case^ clothes, coat.
In some instances not clearly distinguishable from the

adj. Cf. Uniform a. 2 c.

1807 P. Gass Jml. 188 We got a canoe from the natives,
for which we gave an officer's uniform coat. 1835 in

J. A.
Heraud Voy. Midshipm. (1837) "• ^79 Buy your, .uniform
clothes (two jackets and one coat) in London. 1851
Thackeray Esmond \\. xiit, An officer in a green uniform
coat. 1889 HissEY Tour in PItaeton 399 We pack our per-
sonal belongings in tin uniform cases.

b. In the sense * wearing uniform; uniformed'.
1895 Westm. Gaz. i Jan. 4/3 Several uniform policemen

watched the prosecutor and prisoners.

Unifomi (y«'niff7ini), a. Also 6 vnifourme,
6-8 uniforme. [a. F. uniforme (14th c. in

Godef., ~ It., Sp., Pg. uniforme), or ad. L. uniform-
is : see Uni- and Form.]

I, Of things in respect of their own qualities or
constitution.

L Of one form, character, or kind ; having,
maintaining, occurring in or under, the same
form always ; that is or remains the same in differ-

ent places, at different times, or under varying cir-

cumstances; exhibiting no difference, diversity, or
variation,

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus A ij, One selfe and vniforme
maner of teachynge of all those Grammaticalle ensygne-
mentes. XS55 Watrkman Fardle Facions i, v. 72 The
ordre of Al^iage emong the Egiptians is not vniforme.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 161 This impression, that maketh
either^ the foresaid uniforme likenesse, or confusion and
varietie. 166a Extr. St. Papers Friends Ser. 11. {191 1) 150
Wee would be glad that all our Subjects could be brought to
agree in a uniforme Worship of God. 17x0 Prideaux Ortg,
Tithes ii, 127 From whence else should they have such
a Uniform Usage but by a Uniform Tradition from them?
X780 Bentham Princ. Legisl. xiv. § i It b lost time to seek
for an uniform base of agreement upon so essential an
object.

^ x8x8 Scott Br. Lamm, xi, According to a uniform
custom in remote places in Scotland. 1869 F, W. Newman
Misc. 224 A uniform franchise through the whole federation
would have followed. 1891 Law Times XCII. 124/1 In
Ireland the practice in this respect., was not uniform.
absol, 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 11. Magnif. 1335

Cause of all Causes, Ocean of all Good,. .The Uni-form,
which gives all forms their Beeing.

b. Of persons (or personifications), their disposi-

tion, etc Hence, exhibiting or preserving uniform-
ity or consistency in respect of conduct or opinion

;

consistent.

1551 Cranmer Ans7u. io Gardiner i. 14 The cburche of
Rome, .sheweth her selfe alway vniforme and consonaunt,
to confound all the doctrine of Christe. 1647 ^> More
Phil. Poems 11. Ixxii, If he will his own fortunes overturn
It cannot well be holp, we must be uniform. x6^a Drvden
St. Euremonfs Ess. 330 There is a man so uniform as to
have nothing of Inequality and contrariety in his Actions.
1748 Richardson Clarissa \. I. 3 Every-body pities you.
So steady so uniform in your conduct. ITO9 Wellington
in Gurw. Desp. (1834) I. 16 Of this uniform disposition
abundant proofs have been afforded by each of the allies.

1833 Scott Peveril xlviii, For Buckingham's sins,.. he is

the regular and uniform sponsor,

+ 0, Of consent : Unanimous. Obs.

1559 in Strype Ann, Re/, viii. (1709) 116 We. .have with
one uniform consent set forth this short declaration. x6ao
Brent tr. Sarpfs Counc. Trent vin. 745 An vniforme con-
sent of Doctors.

d. Of clothing or dress : Of the same pattern,

colour, and material amongst a number or body of

persons.
Merging into an attrib. use of Uniform sb. (sense 4),

xi^'xvijrnl, Archaeol. Soc. (1847) II. 77 That a uniform
dress is useful and necessary for the commissioned officers,

1768 Ann. Reg., Chron. 63/1 The lappels and cuffs of the
military uniform frocks, appointed to be worn by the lieu-

tenants of his Majesty s fleet. xj^^Ibid. 193/2 The uni-
form clothing.. worn by the flag officers. 1890 Harper's
Mag. Feb. 333 The practice of clothing soldiers, by regi-
ments, in one uniform dress.

2. Having or presenting the same appearance or
aspect ; exhibiting no, or little, diversity in respect



ITNIPORM,

of form, design, or dimensions ; hence, having a

plain, unbroken, or undiversified surface or exterior.

In the I7th-i8th centuries freq. of buildings, etc
a 1550 Lelako /iin. {1768) L 107 The Chirch of S. Mary
U excellent, newe, and uniforme yn work. x62X in Kempe
Lase/y ^fSS, (1836) 456 The church of St. Treguse ys. .a

very good one, were it uniforme, 163a Massinger &
Field Fata/ Do^vry in. i, All else about you, cap-a-pie,

So uniform in spite of handsomeness, Shews such a bold

contempt of comeliness. 1696 Whiston Theory of Earth
II. 115 tvery such state of external Nature was even, uni-

form, and regular. 17*3 Chambers tr. Le Clerc's Treat.

Arch, I. 59 Columns. .ought not to have any Flutingsj for

. . plain uniform Columns carry . . a better appearance. 1756
Nugent Gn Tour, NetherL I. 299 The street called La Rue
Royale, is one of the longest, straightest, and most uniform

in Europe. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 178 All this uniform,

uncolour'd scene, Shall be dismantled of its fleecy load.

1850 Darwin Orig. Spec. Jii. 73 The face of nature remains

uniform for long periods of time. X884 Bower & Scott De
BarfsPhaner, 110 The thickening mass is either uniform

or pitted.
,

As adxu 1630 R. JohnsotCs Kingd. ft Comntw. 132 Pans.

.

is the greater, the uniformcr built, and stronglier situate.

t b. Bot. Of flowers : (see quots.). Obs,

1693 Phil. Trans, XVII. 929 Such as have a Uniform
Flowen as Senna, or such as have a difform or Papiliona-

ceous Flower. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Unifonn
Floittrs of Plants, the Botanists call such as are all round

of the same Figure ; or whose fore and back part, and whose
right and left parts are exactly alike.

0. Of material things or colour.

In this group the sense sometimes becomes narrowed down
to * not mixed or blended .

1756 Burke On the Sublime <5- Beautiful iii. xxvii, Nor
.,b the power of black as black, or of white as white, so

strong as when each stands uniform and distinguished. 1764

Harmer Qbserv. iv. § 27. 192 This mingled wine stands in

opposition to new wine, which Is^ to the eye, an uniform

liquor. 1823 Scorr Quentin D. li, His jerkin, hose, and
cloak, were of a dark uniform colour.^ 1845 Florist's Jml.
a6i Few gardens could boast an uniform luxuriant green

among the plants, c x86o Faraday Forces Nat. 67 This piece

of glass, .being perfectly uniform in its internal structure.

3. Of motion. dimensions,etc,: Free from fluctua-

tion or variation in respect of quantity or amount.

X559 W. Cunningham Cosntop; Glasse 10 The sterres kepe
one vniforme distance in mouing. is^j Hooker Feci. Pol.

V. Ixix. § 2 The heauens..keepe in their motions vniforme

celeritie. 1656 tr. Hobbes' Flem. Philos.iii.xv. 156 Uni-
form [motion] is that by which equal Lines are alwayes

transmitted in equal times. 1764 Museum Fust. IV. 58 We
should find it in an uniform progression of encrease. X796

Withering Bn't. Plants (ed. 3) III. 879 Branches of a uni.

form breadth. x86o Maury Phys. Geog. (Low) xxii. § 883

The flow of heat from the sun is held to be uniform. 1879

Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil L i. § 20 Velocity. . may be uni-

form, /'. e. the same at every instant ; or it may be variable.

II. Of things of the same class in respect of

each other, or of one thing in relation to another or

others of the same class,

4. Of the same form, character, or kind as another

or otiiers ; agreeing or according with one another,

conforming to one standard, rule, or pattern ; alike,

similar*

1548 W, Thomas in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) IL App. v.

71 So because we have no neighbour of uniform religion, I

determine we can find no friend, whose amity is to be
trusted. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv. xlii. § 2 The only

doubt is about the manner of their unity ;_ how far churches

are bound to be uniform in their ceremonies. 1637 Salton-

STALL Fvsebius' Constantine 77 Thus the Emperours Edict

discovered the Dens and uniforme Cages of these Heretickes.

i66q R. Coke Power ^ Subj, 222 The ceremonies of

Edward's Reformation were more uniformthan before. 1702

Engl. Theophrast. 263 Things Past, Present, and to Come,
are strangely Uniform and of a Colour. 176a Kames Elem,

Crit. (1833) 481 When two figures are composed of similar

parts, they are said to be uniform, 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Myst. Udolplto xvi, My answers on the_ subject have been

uniform. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. i. 6 Ihe copies sold

having been compared with each other, were found to be ex-

actly uniform. 1878 Eristowe Th. ^ Pract. Med. (ed. 2) 534
The symptoms of rupture of the heart are far from uniform.

fb. Of buildings. Obs,

1549 W, Thomas Hist. Italy 207 Bmldynges on bothe sides

so fayre and vniforme, 1617 Morvson Itin, iii. 66 The
houses are most of bricke, . . and so vniforme, as if they had
all beene built at a time, and by the same workemen, 1684

Burnet tr. More's Utopia 73 Their Buildings are good, and
are so uniform, that a whole side of a Street looks like one
House. 1700 in Picton Vpool Munic, Etc, (1883) L 291

Y^ buildings be handsome & uniform.

fo. Of persons. Obs,

In quoL referring to Matt. xxiL 11-13.

a i6s6 Bp. Andrewes Pattern Cath. Docir, (1630)210 He
that was not uniforme was punished.

f d. In agreement with, accordant io, something.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xii, So divers be the Elements

disposed In this weake worke, that it can never be Made
uniforme to any state reposed. 1669 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) 11. 557 Three outward dore cases shalbe

arched.. with freestone vniforme to the windowes. 170a

H. DoDwELL A^ol % 19, I have shewn it agreeable to the

severest Reasoning.. to make his Death uniform to the rest

of his Life.

TTniform (y«*nifj7jm), v. [f. the adj. or sb,

Cf. Sp. and Pg. tmiformar^ It. uniformarsi.l

1. trans. To make conformable to.

In a parody of pedantic language.
01586 Sidney IVanstead Play in Arcadia (1629I 623

Thus must I vniform my speech to your obtuse conceptions.

2. To make or render (a number of persons or

things) uniform or alike ; to bring or reduce to

tmiformity.

224

In later quots. with suggestion of sense 3.

ri68i HicKEBiNGlLL Trttmiur ui. Wks. 1716 1. 37a We'll

uniform you all, and make you all alike. 1708 T. Ward
£«f. /fc/C I. (1710) 64 To. . Uniform the Multitude I n Prayer,

and joyn the jarring crowd. 1870 Lowkll Study Wind,
(1871) 258 The more than Protean travesties which words
underwent before they were uniformed by Johnson and
Walker. 1887 Harper's Maf. July 280 It is a human de-

vice to uniform people into friends and enemies.

3. To dress in, put into, uniform. Cf. Uni-

formed a., Uniforming vbl. sb.

1S94 0»«nie-XXl V. 78/2 Hull persisted in uniforming the

militia after nis own sweet will.

tUnifOTmable.iJ. Obs. rare. \i.\.. uniform-

is. Uniform a. + -able.] Uniform.
1632 LiTHGOW Trazi. X. 474 Vniformable no j someofyour

Priests giue the Sacrament onely in Bread . . ; some in Wine
without Bread, and some in both. 1653 Blithe Eng. Im-
proverImpr. 155 As easie . . to cast or lot out thyWood into an
Artificial uniformable plot, as to do it rudely or confusedly.

Uniformal, a. [f. as prec. + -al.] Uniform,

in various senses.

1573 [implied in next]. 1598 Florid, Simholo,..a.n vni-

formall consent of sundry opinions, a 1608 Dee Relat.

Spir. I. (1659) 4 All things shall be brought into an uniformal

order. 1645 Herrick Descr. Woman 11 Her comly nose

with vniformall grace Like purest white stands in the middle
place.

1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 206 One arrayed in white And
one in uniformal black. >888 D. Maouire Art Massage ii.

(ed. .t) 18 A unifornjal friction on those parts of the body
which are irregularly formed.

Hence Unifo'rmally adv. rare.

1573 Babet Alv. S.V. C, [The letter C) sboulde haue his

proper sownd and euer to keepe the same vniformally in

speaking, nor waueringly. 1603 Florio Montaigne lii. ii.

4gi, I will present my selfe. .every where vniformallie. l6u
Gataker Transubst. 48 These being . . uniformally recounted
bythrce Evangelists,

Unlformaliza-tion. [f. next + -ation.] The
action of making or fact of being made uniform.

1805 Ann. Rev. III. 255 The uniformalization of tenures.

nnifo'nualize, v. rare. [f. Uniformal a. +
-IZE.] trans. To make uniform; to reduce to a

uniform system.

180S Ann. Rev. III. 294 It is desirable to uniformalize

the circulating medium of both countries._ 1830 W. Taylor
Hist. Surv. Germ, roetry I. 161 By uniformalizing coins,

weights, and measures.

TTuilonna'tioil. rare. [f. Uniform a. +
-ATioN.] The action of making uniform ; reduc-

tion to uniformity.

189s Dublin Rev. April 335 Not through the blunting,

checking, or uniformation of thinking.

U'niformed, a. [f. Uniform sb. 2 + -ed.]

Dressed in or wearing uniform. (Freq. c 1880-.)

1813 Lady Lyttelton Corr. 12 Dec, Wednesday we dine

at Count RomanzofFs—full-dressed, long.trained, uniformed.

184a Gen. p. Thompson Exerc. (1842) V. 53 A uniformed

agent of the law. 1895 Meredith Amazing Marriage^\\x\,

A foreign army or tag-rag of uniformed rascals.

fig. and trans/. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 154 We..
come out uniformed . .with habits of thinking and doing cut

on one pattern. 189J Nation (N.Y.) 3 Mar. 176/1 The book

is handsomely uniformed in Confederate gray.

TTnifO'rmm^, vbl. sb. [f. Uniform ».]

1. The action of making or fact of being made
uniform in some respect. rare~^.

1700-J GouGH Hist. Myddle (1875) irs The Twelvth Peiw

, .Was a supernumerary Peiw at the uniforming of the seates.

2. The action of clothing in or providing with

uniform or a uniform dress.

1891 Harper's Mag. March 647/1 In the uniforming of a
community set apart for an unworldly purpose. 1897 Daily
News 4 May 9/2 The uniforming of troops.

TTniformist (yw-nifpumist). [f. Uniform a.

+ -1ST.] An advocate of or believer in unifornoity

or a uniform system, esp. in respect of religious

doctrine or observance.

i88s R. W. Dixon Hist. Ch. Eng. HI. 465 He was.. as

staunch a Uniformist now, as . . he had been a Nonconformist.

1891 Athenxum 15 Aug- 21.J/3 A strict uniformist with re-

gard to the phonetics of Latin.

TTniformitarian (y«:nif(pjmite»'rian), sb. and

adj. [f. UNIFORMIT-T-^-a?^a«.]

A. sb. 1. 'Geol. One who maintains or accepts

the theory that geological processes and phenomena

have always been and still are due to causes or

forces operating continuously and with uniformity.

(Opposed to Catastrophist or Convulsionist.)

1840 Whewell Philos. Induct. Sciences I. p. xxxyi, The
Catastrophist constructs Theories, the Uniformitarian de-

molishes them. x86o HaxuEy Darwiniana Coll. Ess. 1893

II. 65 The most philosophical uniformitarian of the present

day. 1891 Sir R. Ball Ice A^e 173 It places the ice-sheet

. .at the disposal of the geological uniformitarian.

2. An advocate of uniformity ; a uniformist. rare.

1890 Gildersleeve Ess. 4- Stud. S14 The Procrustean

work of a miserable uniformitarian.

B. atij. 1. Geol. Of or pertaining to, character-

istic of or held by, uniformitarians.

1840 Whewell Philos. Induct. Sci. II. 135 The uniformit-

arian doctrine on this subject rests on most unstable founda-

tions. 1869 Huxley in Scientific Opinion at April 464/3
The influence of uniformitarian views has been . . favourable

to the progress of sound geology. 1884 H. Spencer in

Contemp. Rev. July 25 The leading expositor of the uni-

formitarian theory in Geology.

b. In accordance with the theory of the uniform-

itarians ;
proceeding from geological tmiformity.

UNIFORMITY
1869 Huxley in Scientific Opinion April 487/1 All these

irregular .. catastrophes would be the result of an absolutely

uniformitarian action.

c. Of persons : Holding or adhering to the

theory or doctrines of the uniformitarians.

Z864 Bowen Logic ix. 301 The speculations of those whom
Dr. Whewell calls the uniformitarian schosl of geologists.

X89S Q. Rev. April 386 The most influential uniformitarian
geologist of our age.

2. Of or pertaining to, advocating or practising,

uniformity in something.
1897 Daily News 12 July 6/3 The Puritanism of the in-

tolerant, uniformitarian Presbyterians.

UniforxnitarianisinCyfi-nifcjmiteo-rianiz'm).
Geol. [f. prec. -H -ISM.] The principles or doc-

trines held by the uniformitarian school of geo-

logists ; the theory of uniformity of action in the

forces and processes of inorganic nature. (Opposed
to Catastrophism or Convulsionism.)
1865 T. Marsden Sacr. Steps Creation 113 One is induced

to ask, whether Uniformitarianism be mere Proselytism in

the garb of Philosophy. 1894 Nature -zd July 2c^/i The
natural though exaggerated reaction into scientific uni-

formitarianism.

Uniformity (y«nif^-jmiti). Forms: 5 vni-

formite, 6 -ete, 6-7 -itio, 7 -ity, uniformitie,
•j- -ity. [a.F. uniformity (14th c., = It. uniformita,

Sp. uniformidad, Pg. -dcule), or ad. L. uniformitdt-,

iiniformitas, f. uniformis Uniform a. : see -ity.

So also Du. uniformiteit, G. uniformitdt^ The
quality of being uniform.

1. The fact or condition of having the same form

or character as another or others ; conformity

amongst several things, parts, etc., to one form or

character.

1433-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 215 Zenon, whiche put

euery synne to be of vniformite, so that he scholde synne as

moche that did steyle chaffe as the man stelenge golde.

X513 Douglas j^neid ix. iv. 39 To thir tua was a will in

vnite, A lust, and mynd in vniformete. l6n Coryat
Crudities 23 Such is the vniformity of almost al the houses

of the same streetcthat they are made alike both in pro-

portion of workmanship and matter. 16x4 Raleigh Hist.

World 11. 5^3 The consent of those that have written thereof,

being nothing neare to uniformity. 1630 R. yohnson's
Kingd. ^ Commw. 132 Its attributes of a Winding river,

and the five Bridges, sorting forsooth to uniformitie of

streets. X701 NoRRts Ideal World 1. ii. 50 Whence should

arise this specific uniformity in the natures of man. .if not

that they are all cast in one mould i 1756 Burke Subl. «V B.
II. ix. Succession and uniformity of parts are what constitute

the artificial infinite. 1815 J-
Smith Panorama Sci. ir Art

II. 6or Various differences in the depth, extent, or want of

uniformity of the gravelly or clayey strata. 1854 Poultry
Citron. II. 149/1 Quality, purity, beauty of plumage, and
uniformity [in fowls].

b. Conformity to (or compliance with) one

standard of opinion, practice, or procedure, esp. in

respect of religion or religious observance.

Acto/Unifijrtnity^m £«^.//w/., one or other ofthree Acts

regulating public worship, passed in 1549 (21 Jan.), 1559, and
1662 respectively, which prescribed the use and acceptance

of the Books of Common Prayer published in those years

;

esp. the Act (13 & 14 Charles II, c 4) passed 19 May 1662,

which also required the * assent and consent ' of the clergy

to everything contained in the Book ofCommon Prayer ; etc.

1549 Act a & 3 Edw. VI, c i (title), An Acte for the

Unyformytie of Service and Admynistracion of the Sacra-

mentes throughout the Realme. 1552 Abp. Hamilton
Catech. Pref., To keip vniformitie and concord in setting furth

to ye people the doctrine. 1611 Bible Transl. Pre/, r 11

When the father of their Church . . findeth so great fault with

them for their oddes and iarring ; we hope the children haue

no great cause to vaunt of their vniformitie. 1651 Baxter
In/ Bapt. 147 His treatise against Uniformity. 1670 in

Somers Tracts I. ai All Uniformity (or Colour of it) was
distasteful to the Independents. 1708 J. Chambeblayne
St. Ct. Brit. I. hi. L (1710) 15^ He must cany with him.

.

Letters Testimonbl . . from .. Three . . Reverend Divines, who
..can give a good Account of his Vertue, Uniformity, and
Learning. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. I, III. v. 63 Lord Bacon
considered that uniformity in religion was absolutely neces-

sary, 1871 C. Davies Metric Syst. ill. 79 Its adoption was
therefore a great and important advance toward uniformity.

Comb. 1647 Ca^e Kingd. 10 Till Vniformity-mongers be

pointed at as the only Enemies of a State.

o. With a or ati.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 125 b, Therfore ts an
vniformitie to be sought for, that maye be grounded vpon
the sure foundation of Scripture. i6<ii Milton Reform. 11.

17 This distinction of honour will bring forth a seemly and
graceful uniformity over all the kingdom. 1705 Nelson
Fest. * Fasts i. (ed. 3) 19 The great Council of Nice or-

dained there should be a constant uniformity in this Case.

1874 Green Short Hist. iii. § 3. 125 An uniformity of

weights and measures was ordered to be enforced through,

out the realm.

2. The condition of having, occurring in, or

maintaining only one form or character ; resem-

blance to or agreement with itself at all times or

on all occasions ; regularity in action or occur-

rence. Freq. const, of.

1577 Harrison England h. iii. (1877) t. 73 For vniformitie

of building,- orderlie compaction, and regiment, the towne

of Cambridge exceedeth that of Oxford, .by manie a

fold. 1739 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II- 217 There is a
wonderful uniformity in the conduct of Providence. l8o»

Paley Nat. Theol. xxv. 482 Of the unity of the Deity, tht

proof is, the uniformity of plan observable in the universe.

«86j KinclakeCwwm I- 64 That branch of industry which

seeks to give uniformity and mechanic action to bodies of

men. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 415 Genius is of all



TJNIFORMIZE.

ages, and there is perhaps more uniformity in excellence

than in mediocrity.

b. Spec, in Geol. Cf. Uniformitarian(ism.

1837 Whewkll Hist. Induct. Set. III. 609 The progress

of physical geoIoRy will be better understood by attending

to the doctrine of uniformity. 1869 Huxley in Scientific

Opinion 28 Apr. 487/1 It is very conceivable that catas-

trophes may be part and parcel of uniformity.

3. The condition of having the parts similar in

appearance
;

presentation of one regular or un-

varied form on this account; similarity of appear-

ance, design, structure, style, etc. ; freedom from or

lack of variety, diversity, or irregularity.

Regarded as either an artistic virtue or defect.

1615 Bacon Ess. (Arb.) 547 Houses are built to Liue in,

and not to Looke on : Therefore let Vse bee preferred before

Vnifonnitie. 1641 Fuller Holy ^ Prof. St. iii. vii. 168

Uniformity also much pleaseth the eye. 1686 Plot Stafi
fordsh, 360 The beauty of a structure, .did not consist, as

now, in uniformity j but in the greatest variety the Artist

could possibly shew, 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty iv. 23
Variety is more pleasing than uniformity, where the same
end is answer'd by both. 1778 Sheridan Camp ir. iii, The
tents are all ranged in a straight line ; now,, .is there not a
horrid uniformity in their infinite vista of canvas? no curve,

no break. 184a Mrs. Browning Bk. Poets ii. Wks. {1904)

635/1 There is a difference between uniformityand monotony,
and he [Marlowe] found it.

b. Unvaried or wearisome sameness ; monotony,

csp. ^life.
1707 Curios, in Husb. ft Card. 64 Custom and Uniformity

..soon make the best Things seem dull and insipid. 1751
ToHNSON Rambler No. 167 P 6 The uniformity of life must
Be sometimes diversified. 18x9 Scott Leg. Montrose xvii.

Men to whom the late uniformity of their military life had
rendered any change ofsociety an interesting novelty. x86o

W. Collins Worn, White i. W. H.'s Narr. viii, The dull

uniformity of life at Limmeridge.

4. With a and pi, A particular instance of this

condition ; a uniform feature, law, etc.

1665 J. Spencer Prodigies (ed. 2) 104 Ail kind of pretty

Equalities and Uniformities, especially between Signs and
Events, 1733 Berkeley Th. Vision Vind. § 67 We must
not, for the sake of uniformities or analogies, depart from
truth and fact. X864 Bowen Logic xii. 412 Simple unifor-

mities, such as are comprehended in a General Fact, may be
merely accidental. 1867 Baker A^//tf Tri^. iii. 63, 1 measured
the depth of some of the wells, and found a uniformity of
forty feet.

TJniformize (yK'nif^jmsiz), v, rare, [f. Uni-
form a. + -iZE. Cf, F. uniformiserf Pg. 'izar^ med.
L. umformisdre.1 trans. To make uniform ; to re-

duce to a uniform system. So IT'nlforinized///. a.

Also, in recent use (1907), uni/armization.

1866 G. Stephens Runic Mon. I. p. xiii, To translate the

oldest runic inscriptions.. into a modern uniformtzed Ice-
landic '. 1W9 Nature Oct. 563 The formation of . .an Inter-

national Commission to fix units and uniformize methods.

TTniformless, a^ [f- Uniform sb, + -less.]

Lacking or not wearing uniform,

x863 W. H. Russell My Diary North ff S. I. 308 Great
lon|-*bearded fellows in flannel shirts and slouched hats,

uniforroless.

TTlliforinly, cidv. Also 6-7 vni-, 7 uni-
formely. [f. Uniform a. + -ly 2.] In a uniform

manner ; with uniformity.

1. With or in conformity to one form or standard

on the part of several ; in the same way as others

or another ; without diversity of one from another.

In later use merging into sense 3, from which it b not
always clearly distinct.

1549 \V. Thomas Hist, Italy 74 b, The one syde (of the

street] is built of harde stone, all vniformely with faire

glasen wyndowes. 1559 Bp. C. Scot in Str>'pe Ann. Ref.
(1709) I. IL App. X. 27 Common prayers, and the holie sacra-

ments uniformly mynystred. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 182 The
houses are vniformely, and very fairely built of free-stone,

X748 Ansons Voy. 111. vii. 360 A hundred. .were uniformly

drest in the regimentals of the marines. 1847 C. Bronte
y. Eyre v, They were uniformly dressed in brown stufffrocks,

2. With uniformity in degree, quantity, or extent

;

in or with the same relative proportion; equally,

equably.

1577 Harbison England 11, vi. (1877) i. 156 They giue it

gentle heats.. till it oe dne, and in the meane while they
turne it often, that it may be vniformelie dried. 1609
DouLAND Omithoparcus* Microl. 78 A Consonance is a
mixture of two Sounds falling into the cares vniformely.

1656 HoBBES.S7-r/,Mj(?;« Wks. 1845 VII. 282 Two movents,

one uniform, the other uniformly accelerated. X743 W.
Emerson Fluxions log The Space.. would be uniformly
discribed in a given Time, 1773 Cook First Voyage in. vi.

III. 632 Their skins were so uniformly covered with dirt,

that it was very difficult to ascertain their true colour.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <y Art II. 654 It is advisable

to make the soil uniformly deep in every part. 1869 Tvndall
in Fortn* Rez>. i Feb. 244 If. .the plate be wedge-shaped,
thickening gradually and uniformly from edge to back.

3. In a manner that is always the same ; without

variation or alteration; at all times or in every

case alike; invariably,

i68a NoRRis Hierocles 11 By Law is understood the power
of God as it always acts uniformly. 1736 Butler Anal, i,

ii. Wks. 1874 I. 38 We find the consequences, which we
were beforehand informed of, uniformly to follow. 1776
Gibbon Deal, ^ F. xiii. I. 375 The calm dignity which he
uniformly affected. x8a5 Scott Talism. xxvi, When once
noticed, it uniformly made a strong impression on the
spectator. 1863 E. V. Neale Anal, Th. .y Nat. 249 The
judgments of our propositions are uniformly made by the
verb *to be '. 1891 /.aw T'/m^XCII. 124/1 Since 1846 the
Chancellorship has been uniformly held by Irish barristers.

VOL.X.

225

b. Qualifying adjectives or adverbs.
1769 Robertson Chas. V, xi. Wks. 1813 III. 329 An ad-

ministration uniformly eijuitable and moderate. 1827 J.
IviMEV Pilgr. tgth Cent. iii. 59 ' Was he uniformly successful

in trade ? *
.

.
' I cannot say that he was always successful ; he

was uniformly honourable.' 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North I.

245 Life has gone uniformly well with him. 1898 ' RIerri-
MAN ' Roden's Comer x, The result has been uniformly
satisfactory.

U'UifonuXLeSS. [f. as prec] Uniformity.

1579 W, Wilkinson Confut. Fam, Love Bij, That we
might serue euen so the onely liuing God in..vniformenes
of hart. X581 MuLCASTER Positions xlv. 296 The great
varietie in teaching, which is now generally vsed, maye be
reduced to some vniformnesse. 17x0 Berkeley Princ. Hum.
KnoTvL I. § 105. 151 Rules grounded on the Analogy, and
Uniformness observ'd in the Production of Natural Kffects.

TTni^ (ywnifji), V, [ad, med.L. unificdret f.

L. w«/- Uni- : see -ft. So K. unifier {i^ihc), It,

unificare, Sp, unijicar.'] trans. To make, form
into, or cause to become one ; to combine (two or

more) in one ; to join (one or more) to or wit/i

another or others so as to form one whole or unit

;

to unite, consolidate.
Rare in i8th c. (see the///, a,); frequent in recent use.

X501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. vii. Giv, Y« holy
goost vnyeth & vnyfyeth al these membres of the holy
chyrche in one. 1509 Hawes 7oyfi Med. 6 Two tytles in

one thou dydst well vnyfye. X654 W. Montagu Dev. Ess.
II, viii. 156 Let then all the pretenders to peace, procure to

simplifie and unifie their desires by this single address to
the will and order of God. 16^6 Blou.'IT Glossogr., Unifie^
..to joyn or make one, as manage doth Husband and Wife.

IHence in later Diets.] x8o2 Coleridge Lett, (1895) 404 A
poet's heart and intellect should be. .intimately combined
and unified with the great appearances of nature. 1853
Lynch 5tf^/wySr£?z'. 3 Religion will,. unify and glorify ail

hb studies. X884 Manch. Exam. 26 Mar. 5/1 The great
effect of successive Reform Bills has been to unify the nation.

€tbsol, 1817 Coleridge Biog, Lit, xiii, (1882) 144 It. .dis-

sipates, in order to re-create; or. .at all events, it struggles

to idealize and to unify. 1888 Classical Rev. Oct 256/1
These Homcridae. .worked continuously. ., adding and unify-

ing, and so they produced the epics.

Hence IT'mfying vbl. sb.

x68i Baxter Acc. Sherlocke vi. 209 Distinguishing be-

tween the Unifying of the Society, and the uniting a single

Member to that Society.

U'nifTing, //»/. a, [f. prec. + -ing 2.] That
unifies.

x68z Baxter Acc. Sherlocke iv. 184 The Church hath its

true, proper, specifying and unifying, that is, constitutive

Government. X75X Harris Hermes in. iv. (1765) 363 No
where is this collecting and (if I may be allowed the ex-
pression) this unifying Power more conspicuous, x^^yj —
Philos. Arrangetn. vii. 137 By virtue., of this combining,
this unifying Comprehension. 1840 De Quincey Style iv.

(i860) 298 This great unifying event. x88z MivARTca/ 376
The organ and vehicle of such unifying activity.

Uni-genist, a, [f. Uni-, after Monogenist.] Of
or pertaining to monogeny ; monogenistic.
1896 A. H. Keane Ethnology vii. 156 Another argument in

support of the unigenist doctrine against polygenist views.

t ITnigenit, a, Obs,~^ [ad. eccl. L. unigenil-us»

Cf. OF, unigenit,'\ Only begotten.
a 1568 in Bannatyne MS, (Hunter. Club) 107/5 O vnigeneit

Sone to God of micht I

XJnige'iiitTire. [f. as prec. +-drb.]
1, Tneol. The fact of being the only-begotten Son.
x6S9 Pearson Creed 278 Unigeniture being the foundation

of his singular love. Ibid. 279 As primogeniture consisteth

in prelation, so unigeniture in exclusion. 1691 £. Taylor
Behmen's Theos, Philos. 369 The intire Will, and Divine
Unigeniture.

2. The fact of being an only child ; the practice

of having only one child.

1887 Edin, Rev. Oct. 304 The Norman peasantry who secure

the advantages of primogeniture by unigeniture.

t ITni'genous, a, Geo/. Obs.—^ [f. Uki- +
Gr. 7«V-os kind, origin : see -ous.] Of uniform

structure. (Cf. Monogenous a, 4.)

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess, S14 The unigenous limestone
mountains of Carniola.

Unififni-ted, ///. a, (Un- i 8.)

1773 PJiii. Trans. LxiV. 27 The dark and unignited state

of the great internal globe of the sun. 1784 Ibid. LXXV.
194 A very dense fume of unignited particles arises. 1856
Froude Hist. Eng, I. 28 Like a tram of gunpowder, the

isolated grains of which have.. no effect on each other,

while they remain unignited.

Unihoded, ///. a, : see Un-1 3.

TJnila'biatey A- [ad. mod.L. unilabidt-us -.

see Uni- and Labiate «.] (See quots.) Also

Unila'biated a,

X73X Bailey (ed. 2) II, Unilahiaiedy having but one lip,

spoken of flowers. (Hence in Ash (1775), etc.] i8a6 Kirby
& Sp. Entomol. IV. 38 Some spiracles, however, are unilabi-

ate, or have only one Hp, X847 Royle Mat.^ Med. 614
Corolla with outer limb 3-parted, the interior unilabiate.

TJnila'teralf a. [ad. mod.L. unilaterdl-is, or

f. Uni- + Lateral a, Cf. F. unilatiral (1804),

Sp. and Pg. unilateral, It. -ale^

I. L a. Bot. Of a raceme or panicle : Having
the flowers on one side of the peduncle. Also, of a

cyme : Having a branch or axis on one side only.

x8oa R. Hall Elem. Bot. 156 Onesided, or Unilateral.

unilateralism applied to a raceme with all the flowers inserted

on one side. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord, I. 218
A coarse but productive species, distinguished readily by
its unilateral panicle.

UNILICHB.

b, Bot, and Zool. Arranged or produced on one
side of an axis or surface ; directed or turned
towards one side.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 275 Disk hypogynous unilateral,

1876 tr. IVagners Gen. Pathol, 118 The genital pores are
unilateral. x879_ Hardwicke's SciencC'Gossip XV, 203/3
Its flowers are unilateral, as those of the forget-me-not.

2. Of or pertaining to, occurring on or affecting,

one side of an organ or part.

Unilateral horsC'Shoe (see quot. 1843).

1843 YouATT Horse (ed, 3) xxi. 424 The Unilateral, or one
side nailed shoe. Ibid.^ The unilateral shoe has this great
advantage, 1877 M. Foster Physiol, in. vi. 456 The loss of

voluntary movement which follows upon a unilateral section
of the medulla. 1880 Bastian Brain iii. 57 The unilateral
influence of Light,

b. Path, and Med. Affecting or developed on
only one side of the body at the same time.
1876 DoHRiNG Dis. Skin 225 Zoster is almost invariably

unilateral^ 1879 P, Smith Glaucoma 5 Hence the bilateral
character of chronic glaucoma, and the unilateral acute at-

tacks. 1893 A. S. Eccles Sciatica 7 In the more common
form, viz., unilateral sciatica.

c. Phonetics, Uttered or produced with the

glottis open on one side only.
1867 Alex, Melville Bell Visible Speech 59 Uni-lateral

formations. When the breath issues by only one side aper-

ture in forming any 'divided* consonant, the modifier [etc.].

1887 Ellis in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 387/1 Voiced form or
buzz of unilateral Welsh //.

3. Math. (See latter quot.)
1884 Sylvester Coll. Math. Papers (1912) IV. 152 A uni-

lateral simple equation. Ibid. 225 The (Quadratic Equation
of a form which I call unilateral, because the quaternion
coeflicients in it are supposed all to He on the same side of

the unknown quantity.

H. 4. Performed or undertaken by or on the

part of one side ; made, enjoyed, shared in, felt,

etc., by only one person or party.
i8c2 W. Windham Let, in Windham PaPers II. 200 This

communication, .is in this way..unilaterar, in which I may
Speak to you, without hearing anything in return. 1836
Turnbull Stubbcs' Anat. Abuses Pref. p. x, That the Editor
may not be accused of an unilateral predilection for his

protegi. 1885 Times 6 May p It is time to make him under-
stand., that our relations with him cannot continue to be of
this unilateral character.

b. Law, Made or entered upon by one party,

esp. without reciprocal obligation on the part of

another or others ; binding or imposed upon one
party only.
x8o2-ia Bentham Raiion. Judic. Evid. (1827) II, 495 In

the case of an unilateral deed, the scribe may be the party
himself. X826 G. J. Bell Comin. Laws Scotl, I, 334 Uni-
lateral obligations and bonds, a 1859 Austin Jurispr. (1879)

I. 324 The promise, .is, in the language of the jurists, a con-

vention unilateral. 1875 Postk Gaius \\\. 362 A unilateral

Disposition is one made by a solitary principal disposer.

O. Of succession : Of or from one side or parent.
x88x Times 17 Jan. 4 Men may contract for reciprocal

rights of cross or unilateral succession.

5. Dealing or concerned with, relating to, only

one side of a subject ; one-sided.
X830 Edin. Rev. LI. 531 The results of this uni-lateral..

mode of proceeding. 1838 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xxx.
(1866) IL III The unilateral and incompetent reasoning

which I have here supposed in the case of time, 1873
MoRLEV Rousseau IL 145 'ihis is a unilateral view of the
social contract, and omits the element of reciprocity,

b. Logic, (See quot.)
1864 Bowen Logic vi. 170 In some cases, the Restriction .

,

and the Integration may be bilateral.., as affecting both
Subject and Predicate;, .or unilateral,.. as affecting either

the Subject only,.. or the Predicate only.

Hence Unllatera'lity, the quality or character

of being unilateral.

X844 Delane in Dasent Life ^ Corr. (1908) I. 46 Unilater-

alily (there's a long word for you) is an essential ingredient

in a printer's happiness. X887 Ellis in Encycl. Brit. XXII,
387/1 This unilaterality (of click] is insisted on by Sales-

bury. X809 Ailbiitt's Syst. Med. VIII, 622 True zoster of

the face characterized by unilaterality.

nnila'terally, adv. [f. Unilateral a. + -lt 2.]

In a unilateral manner: a. Bot., ZooL, and Path.

On one side or surface only.

X830 Lindley Nat, Syst. Bot. 162 Flowers, .often arranged
unilaterally along the divisions of the cymes, x85a Dana
Crust. II. 1297 With several setse at apex, which are uni-

laterally setulose. 187S Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 463
The descending portions.. joining others lower down either

unilaterally or on both sides.

b. In respect of one side only ; by means of or

on the part of one side or party ; one-sidedly.

x8s8 Gladstone Homer II. 297 But then such representa-

tions in Homer are not perseverlngly, much less are they
unilaterally, developed. 1875 Poste Cains \. Introd. (ed_. 2)

B A judgment,, may be unilaterally penal, that is, may im-
poverish the defendant without enriching the plaintiff,

t TTniliche, «. and sb. Obs. [OE. unieUc (see

Un-1 7 andYLiKE a,), = MDu. ongelijc (Du. onge-

iijky WP'ris. on-, nngelyk), MLG. ungelik (LG.
//K^/i"^),OHG. KK^(7///i (MHG, ungel(ch,unglich,

G. ungkich\ ON. ttglikr,']

A, adj. Unlike ; not of the same kind or condi-

tion ; different; j-^^^. incomparable, superior.

1:888 K. if^LFRED Boeth, xxxiti. §5 Ealle s^sceafta }>u

3;esceope him gelice, & eac on sumum mngum un^^elice. 97X
Blickl. Hom. 97 ponne is ungelic be )>on ecan life, a iioo

in Napier O. E, Glosses i, 2325 Dispart sexu, unjeUcum
U29



UNILICHE.

[Brusstls MS. unilicum)hadc. a iiooAfitralOJisSoiJ'tin.

MS.\ par ben wuniinges fcle elch o^er uniliche. a l»5
yuUaMa 60 An godd al mihli, al oder unilich. c 1400 A*.

Gtouctstcr's ChroH. (Rolls) 815/26S He was..swi)>e richej

Of richesse to fore allc ol>ere he was vniliche.

B. sb. — Unilikk (q.v., qiiot. a 1250).

+ Xlniliohe, adv. 06s. [OE. unielki (cf. prec.)

differently, = OS. ungiliko, OHG. ungelkho, etc.]

Incomparably.
<M«9o St. BrcndaK 143 in ^. Eiig. Leg. I. 223 Fairere hi

beo)» J>an aoure scheep, & grettere vnyliche. a 1400 R.

Gloucester's ChroH. (Rolls) 786/58 Ac ^ o)>er were stren-

gore, & richore oniUche.

t Unilike. Obs. rare. [OE. ungelka, = MDu.
ongelike : cf. Ukiliche o.] One different from, or

superior to, another.
ciooa JEi-mc Saints' Lives vii. 28 Ic haibhe oSerne

lufiend, (linne unjelican on ae3elborennysse. a 1250 Ovil f;

Night. 806 (CotL), \>a seist |>at )>i canst fele wike Ac euer

ich am hin unilike [Jesus MS. vnyliche].

Unilingnal, a. [See Uni- i and Lingual a.,

and cf. F. unilingtu^ Pertaining to one language

only ; knowing or employing only one language.

Hence, in recent use, imilingualism.

1866 ViscT. Strangford Select, (i860) II. 18 In Crete, one

of the most primitive and unilinguaf parts of the Levant.

i88< Standard 8 Oct. 5 A good I inguist has a pull . . over his

unilingual contemporary. 1894 Educat. Ren. VII. 190 The
unilingual method.. advocated by pedagogical writers.

Unili-teral, a. [See Uni- l and LiTEBAL a.]

1. Math. (See quot.)

1817 CoLEBROOKE Algeira,^c. 185 Equation uniliteral, or

involving a single unknown quantity.

2. Involving tiie use of, or consisting of, only one

letter.

1828-33 Webster. 1863 Townsend Mod. Geom. I. 2 The
latter or uniliteral notation is generally the more conven-

ient. 1801 C. Tavlor Witness of Hernias 86 Examples

of the uniliteral acrostic abound in the Sibylline Oracles.

Unillu-med,///.<i. (Un.' 8.) 1796 Coleridge /Jw/jMy

of Nations 161 Her full eye, now bright, now unillumed.

1869 TvNDALL in Fortn. Rev, i Feb. 143 The unillumed

blackness of space.

Unillnminated, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not spiritually or mentally enlightened.

1570 W. WiLKiKsoN Coij/ut. Fam. Loz'e B iij b, H. N.
sayth of all preachers without his Familie, that they are

vnilluminated. 1639 W. Scuter Worthy Commun. 23 Thus
surely may your dull Capernaites, and unilluminated men
imagine. 1660 H. More Myst. Godl. vr. xii. 248 What the

unjodded or unilluminated men.. bring forth, ijcfi Brit.

Critic XI. 47 The hazard of being reputed the disciples of

a very unilluminated school. 1858 H. Busiinell Scrm.

New Life 100 The unilluminated and superficial specula-

tions of our times. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. I. 454 To the

eyes of the unilluminated heart the region in which Faith

lives and moves is a dark cavern.

2. Not illuminated or lighted up. Alsoyf.f.

1824 De QuiNCEY Analects fr. Kirhter'Wki. i860 XIV.

137, 1 saw the Form which still lightened as before, but left

all around it unilluminated. 1874 tr. Loiimiel's Light 15

The back unilluminated surface of the body.

Unillu'minating, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) i88a A. Ainger

C. Lamb 70 The very unilluminating notes of Johnson or

Malone. UniUu-mlned, />/>/. a. (Un-' 8.) I1775 Ash.]

1826 Lamb Elia 11. Hof. Fallacies xv, Our ancestors . . winter-

ing in caves and unillumined fastnesses. 1892 ' M. Field'

Siglit 4- Song 54 A solid disc of unillumined brown. Un-
illu'aory, a. (Un.> 7.) 1853 Lvtton My Novel in. xxii.

Always scrutinizing the domestic felicity , . through a pair of

cold unillusory barnacles. Uni'llustrated,/>//.a. (Un.'8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1828 Webster (citing Good). 1879 Cassell's

Techn. F.duc. II. 275/1 Better than the most impressive

verbal description, unillustrated. 1883 American VII. 9
Heavy, unillustrated English magazines. Unlllu'stra-

tive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1803 Godwin Chaucer II. xlil. 282 It

may not.. prove, .unillustrative of the history., of England.

1867 Fortn. Rev. Oct. 377 Certain lights, not unillustrative

as well of the one side as of the other. Unillu'strious,

a. (Un-' 7.) l88s D. Hannav in Mag. Art Sept. 448/1 A
long and unillustrtous line of successors. 1897 W. Watson
Year of Shame, To Sultan, It merged thee with the un-

illustrious herd.

UuilO'Colar (y«ni-), a. [f. Uni- -f Locular

a. Cf. mod.L. uniloculdris and F. tmiloculaire

(1771).] Having, consisting of, characterized by

only one loculus (in various senses) ; one-celled.

ijSlChambers' Cycl. Snppl./^/*/., Unilocular, in botany, is

applied to a capsule having but one cell. 1762 Phil. Trans.

LIII. 83 An oblong, oval striated unilocular seedvessel.

181S W. Wood Gen. Conchol. p. Ix, The Paper Nautilus,

the Cowries, the Olives, etc are unilocular shells, i860

PiRRis Surg. 607 The unilocular cystic tumour. 1867 J.

Hogg Microsc. 11. ii. 376 The Polythalamia or Multilocular

Rhizopods, in their earliest state are unilocular. 1899 All-

butt's Syst. Med. VIII. 634 A vesicle of H[erpes] Zoster

at its height is a unilocular cavity.

Hence TJnlloctilaTity, unilocular character or

formation.
1819 LiNDLEY tr. RichartTs Observ. Fruits St Seeds 11

Unilocularity (provided there be no abortion) always estab-

lishes the unity of fruit. 1839 A. Gray Lett. (1893) I. 150

The unilocularity of the anthers.

TTui'maged, (///.) a. (Un-1 8, 9.)
1648 Hexham ii, Ongebeeldt, Vn-imaged, without Figure

or Image. 1775 Ash, Unimaged.. , not imaged, not formed
in the imagination. 1841 Clouch Poems (1862) 17 The
bare conscience of the better thing Unfclt, unseen, un.

imaged, i860 Pusey Min. Profih. 153 Their great forefathers

. . worshipped the un.imaged Self-existing God.

TTniltia'gilia'ble, a. and .r^. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.]

1. adj. Incapable of being imagined ; inconceiv-

able, incomprehensible.
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1611 CoTGR., Inimaginable, vnimaginable, vnconceiuable.

a 1631 Donne Serm. i. (1634) 30 Miserable, unexpressible,

unimaginable, macerable condition, where [etc.].
_ 1655

H. More Afp. Antid. vii. 377 It is utterly unimaginable,

but that there should be a Triangular distance in the midst

of them. 1746 Hervey Medit., Refl, Flower Garden 42

With what unimaginable Complacency, does Justice rest

.iatisfied ! 1821 Scorr Keniho. vi, I shall thank him more

for the love that has created such an unimaginable paradise,

than for all the wonders it contains ! 1878 P. Bavne P'lr't.

Rev. i. 7 To believe in an unseen and unimaginable Spirit

2. sb. pi. = Inexpbessible sb. 2.

1833 T. Hamilton Men f; Manners (1843) 391 The men.,
rejoiced in snuff-coloured waistcoats and unimaginables.

Hence tJnima'ginableness.
1659 H. More Immort. Soul i. vi. 37 The unimaginable-

ncss of Points and smallest Particles. 1871 W. G. Ward
Philos. Theism (1884) I. 17 That the unimaginableness of a

proposition is incompatible with its truth.

Unimagmably, <uiv- (Un-i ii ;
cf. prec.)

1666 BovLE Orig. Forms /} Qual. II. ix. 395 It appear 'd a

. . heap of Corpuscles . . unimaginably small, a 1672 Sterry

!mi Posth. Fo/. 331 The Righteousness.. of God in Christ

. .unimaginably outshineth ten thousand Suns. i;f34Watts
Rclio. Juv. 191 And thus. .we unimaginably slide into a
cordial Defence of the Cause. 1837 Hawthorne Eng. Note-

^/fci. (1870) II. 432 Hues.. indescribably beautiful, and un-

imaginably, unless one can conceive of the colours of the

rainbow [etc.]. 1883 Harper's Mag. June 115/2 Unimagin-
ably frightful shapes.

Unlma-glnary, a. (Un' 7.) 1608 D. Price Chr. Warn
27 God ouercame more gloriously for you by a weake,sniall

vnimaginarie, Chaiactericall armie. 1828 Mackintosh Sp.

Wks. 1846 III. 490 One of their not unimaginary grievances.

Uuima-gmative, a. (Un-i 7.) Also abso/.

i8oa Wordsw. Excurs. ii. 2^ Ranging through the tamer
ground Of these our unimaginative daj's. 1B31 .Scott Ct.

Rob. xvii. Nor shall Anna Comnena, the soul of wit and
genius, be chained to such an unimaginative log as yonder
half barbarian. 1898 Fortn. Rev. LXIV. 300 To the un-

imaginative, all imaginative work must inevitably present

a closed door.

Hence Unima-gfinatively adv., -ness.

i8so N. Brit. Rev. XII. 320 Not contented with such a

stretch of unimaginativeness. 1883 Cornli. Mag. April 456
The Roman, more unimaginatively, held to the bare fact of

change.

Unima'gine, v. (Un-' 3.) a 1670 Rust Disc. Truth
(1682) 170 He may as easily unimagine that Imagination.

TTniiua-gmed, ppl- a. and adv. (Un-1 8.)

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen, VI, 103 A thyng discended from

beauen, of theim vnsought, vnimagined and not deuised.

1649 Lovelace Poems (1904) 69 The unimagin'd Woes. .of

ihe Hierarchy, 1736 Butler .4 wa/. I. i. 20 A latent and. .an

unimagined unknown power of perceiving sensible objects.

1754 Francis Constantine ill. 36 What uninvented, un-

imagin'd Tortures Have I to dread ? 1846 Trench Mirac.

xvii. 276 His walking over the sea must have been altogether

unimagined by them. 1884 Church Bacon viii. 187 That
hitherto unimagined empire of man over the powers and
forces that encompassed him.

•j-b. adv. Unexpectedly. Obs,~'^

1614 W. B. Philosoflur's Banquet (ed. 2) 254 When, vn-

imagined, the wench demaunded of him, ..whether he [etc.).

Unimbue-d,/S>/. a. (Un-'8.) [1775 Ash.] 1813 Shelley

Q. Mab v. 152 A weak and inexperienced boy, . .unimbued

With pure desire and universal love. 1880 Trolloph Life

of Cicero I. 202 He was .. altogether unimbued with the

humanity.. of his brother.

t Unime'te, .r*. Obs. [OE. ««^^;««/: seeUN-l

12 and Imet.] Immoder,ition, excess.

ir 888 K. iELFRED Boeth. xl. § 3 He ne maes naul>res un-

^emet adriosan. 1 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 106 ponne ge-

weaxeS on innan unjemet wastan. a 1225 Ancr. R. 74
Urom 5o3 hit slit te uals ; vt of god into vuel, & from mesure
intounimete.

t tJnime'te, adv, Obs, [OE. un^emete, dat. of

un^emct ; see prec] Immoderately, excessively.

Beoiuulf t^'io Him waes geomor sera,..wyrd unjemete
neah. Ibid. ^Tii pejn unjemete till. <: 1000 Ags. Ps.

(Thorpe) cxv. 2 Ic sylfa cwieS . . )>a;t wxron ealle menu un-

jemete lease, c 1203 Lay. 7393 Sixti scipen heo makeden
vnimete [c 1275 onimete] muchele. a I225_ Leg. Kath.

738 Sloden on an half peos meistres so monie, & unimete

modi. J300-1400 R. Gloucester's Citron. (Rolls) App. A. 15

pe wynd..schouueJ> & (irast pat al |>e er))e quakije)! &
schakel? onymete.

t TTnime'te, a, Obs, [OE. uniemkle : seeUN-1

7 and iMBTEa.] Immeasurable, vast ; immoderate,

excessive.

a 1122 O.E. Chron. an. ins (Laud MS.), Discs jeares waes

swa strangwinter. .&wear3|»urh)?aet ungem^teorf cwealm.
<:ii75 Lamb. Horn. loi Unimete festen and to michel for-

hefednesscmacacS |?ene mon un-halne. £rizo5 Lay. 4964
pe ferde wes swa miichel pat heo wes vnimete [CX27S

onimete]. <ii225 Ancr. R. 40 po Yi swete blisfule sune

underueng 8e in his vnimete blisse. c 1275 Sinners Betoare

50 in O. E. Misc. 73 Chele and hete. And hunger vnymete.

Hence f Unlme'tely adv., immeasurably. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 398 Ne schal neuer heorte Jienchen swuch
seluhSe, ^et ich nufle 3iuen more uor l^ine luue, vnimeteliche

and vnendliche more, a 1240 IVohunge in O. E, Hom. I.

281 Swa unimeteliche \\i swanc and swa sare )>at reade blod

Jju swattes.

Uui'mitable, a, ? Obs. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

Very common in 17th century.

1581 Sidney ApoU Poetrie (Arb.) 46 As the vnimitable

Pindar often did. 162a F. Markham Bit, War Ep. Ded.

A 3 b, As by his owne vnimitable pen is protested. 1683

Kennett Erasm. on Folly 48 As they [sc. bees] give a model

of in their unimitable Combs. 1695 J. Edwards Perfect.

Script. Ded., You bore the. .insults of the enemy with un.

imitable bravery. 1773 Johnson in Shakespeare s Wks. V.

508 But Falstaff unimitated, unimitable FalstafT, how shall

describe thee ?

UNIMPEACHABLY.

So f Uni'mital)ly adv. Obs.

x6s8 Peacham Compl. Gent. x. 91 His sweetnesse and
facilitie in a verse, viiimitably excellent. 1670 Walton
Lives, Donne 80 His fancy was unimiiably high, equalled

only by his great wit.

Um-mitated,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

c 1610 Women Saints 185, 1 beseeche . . you women doe not
leaue this example vniniitated. a 1670 Hacket in Plume
Life (1865) 171 The..peri>etual sobriety of the primitive

Christians began to be unimitated. 1773 [see Unimitablb
a.\. 1837CARLYLE Fr.Rev.i. iii. viii, An excellent new-idea,

which, in these coming years, shall not remain unimitated.

Uni*mitating, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1811) VIII. 331 A spiteful, perverse, unimitating

thing. Uni'mitative, a. (Un-' 7.) 1807 Anna Sewakd
Lett, (181 1) VI. 334 The original unimitative compositions

ofJames H. X849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iv. | a. 95 Tlie Doric

capital was unimitative. 1883 Pall Mall G. B Sept. 2/1

Among us unimitative but not unapprectative Britons.

Unimme*diate, rt.,-ly, adv. (Un-' 7, n.) 1802-ia Ben-
tham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) III. 362 In an unimme-
diate, though, for efficacy, not too remote way. i8i6 —
Chrestom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 91 Instruments of all kinds,

whether applit:d immediately or unimmediately to use.

XXnimme-rgible, £z. [Un-1 7.] Insubmergible.

1806 L. LuKiN Ktith'\ The Invention, Principles of Con-
struction, and Uses of Unimmergible Boats, 1809 Naval
Chron. XXI. 299 To make it. .unimmergible,.. casks, .were

ranged along. 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 303 They met
with an unimmergible buoyancy in this case.

Unimmersed, PpL a. (Un-i 8.)

[177s Ash.] 1835 I. Taylor Spir, Despot, iv, 408 These

good souls will not eat the Lord's loaf in company with

the unclean and untmmersed commonalty ofprofessed Chris-

tians. x88s Pennell Fishing 267 The effect of refraction

kept the unimmersed portion of the fly fisher's figure prac-

tically out of sight.

Uni-mmolated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1855 Pusev Docir,

Real Presence Note I. 115 We too shall be able to receive

Him wholly in ourselves continually immolated unimmo-
lated for us.

UnimmoTtal, a. (Un-1 7.)

1667 Milton P. L. x. 6ii They both betook them several

wayes, Both to destroy, or uiiimmortal make All kinds.

1876 Farhar Marlb. Serm. i. (1877) 5 Their unimmortal but

sinless destiny being accomplished.
UnimmoTtalize, v. (Un-' 6 c.) 1839 Bailev Festus

336 They have well-nigh unimmortalized myself. Un-
immoTtalized, ppL a. {Un-' 8 a c.) 1177s Ash.] 1839
Bailey Festus 10 IJut The shadowy giant alway thinned

away, And I was fated unimmortalized.

Unimmu-red, />//. a. [Un- * 8.] t Unwalled.

(See Immube v. i.)

i6is G. Sandys Trav. 155 The lewes.. began to reedifie

the same [temple]; which yet was vnimmured for three-

score and three yeares after.

Unimpairable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1627 Hakewill Apol. (1630) 288 It is unimpareable like

the light.. of the sunne. 1647 Clarendon Contempl. Ps.

Tracts (1727) 504 From that unimpairable stock of thy

mercies.. blot out our offences. 1653 H. More Conject.

Cabbal. (1713) 175 It being the lowest degree a_nd_ shadow
of Being ; and not only immoveable, but imdiminishable

and unimpairable.

Unimpaired, ;^//. a.
^
(Un-1 8.)

Before 1760 somewhat rare\ In freq. use from c\-}<^o.

1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Deui. 41 b. In such wise ds God
may holde still his right vnimi)ayred. x6a8 Le Grys tr.

Barclay's Argenis 122 To him will I restore what they rob*d

thee of, as I finde by them yet vnempayred. 1738 G. Lillo
Marina 11. ii, My youth yet unimpair'd By riot or disease.

1772 Junius' Lett. Ded. (1788) 7 When you leave the un-

impaired, hereditary freehold to Your children. 1816 Byron
Ch. Har. in. v, Shapes which dwell Still unimpair*d, though

old, in the soul's haunted cell. 1855 Macaula\ Hist. Eng,
XX. IV. 532 She.. repeated her part of the office with un-

impaired memory, i860 AIotley Netherl. ii. I. 51 He had
pieserved the most unimpaired good-humour.
Unimpa-radised, ppl. a. (Un-2 5, a.) i6ox W. Parry

Trav. Sir A. SherLy (1863) 4_ A scruple. -whether Man
were (for transgression) ever unimparadized or no.

Unimparted,///. a. (Un-» 8.)

%6ss(.l'll'-'), Natura Exenterata,.. Whereunto are annexed,

Many Rare, hitherto un.imparted Inventions. 1791 Cowper
/liad XL 924 But brave Achilles shuts His virtues close, an

unimparted store. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's xv'i, That the

knowledge which is unimparted is necessarily a barren talent.

tFnimpa*ssionate,a. (Un-' 7.) 1845 Mozley£w. (1878)

II. 119 lu proportion to the extent to which such a view

obtains, worship must become necessarily unimpasslonate

and unadoring.

Unimpassioned, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

1744 Thomson Autumn (ed. 4) 1070 Fancy then. .Will..

Correct her Pencil to the purest Iruth Of Nature, or, the

unimpassion'd Shades Forsaking, raise it to the human
Mind. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina xxiii, The cool eye of

unimpassioned philosophy. i8oa Coleridge Dejection ii,

A stifled, drowsy, unimpassion'd grief. 1876 T. Hardy
Ethelberta xxvii, She would not go out of her way at a

beck from a man whose interest was so unimpassioned.

Uniinp3achabi'lity. (Un-1 12 ; cf. next.)

1830 R. Chambers Life Jas. /, I. iv. 119 Nations.. too

much disposed.. to question the unimpeachability of their

sovereigns. 1881 Sala in Ilhisir. Lend. News 19 Feb. 171

The unimpeachability of the arrangements.

Unimpeachable, a, (Un-i 7 b.)

1784 Cowper Task iv. 676 Merchants, unimpeachable of

sin Against the charities of domestic life. 1794 Burke Sp.

Acts Unifonnity Wks. 1842 II. 465 The unimpeachable^ in-

tegrity and piety of many of the promoters of this petition.

1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv, 189 He could.. take

Harry's dinner to the same place with unimpeachable

honesty. 1848 Dickens Domhey iv, Seeing what time it i«

by the unimpeachable chronometer. 1864 Bowen Logic xii.

392 The testimony of one unimpeachable witness.

Hence Unimpea'cliableness. Also Unim*
pea'Chably adv.



UNIMPEACHED.
1817 Godwin JJfaftifev.lU.jBB The insinuations they threw

out against the *u[unipeachableness of his motives. 1866
Geo. Eliot F,HoU iv, Mrs. Holt was not given to tears;
she was much sustained by conscious unimpeachableness,
i8sx Lamb Confess. Delamore Wks. 1908 I. 266 For more
than five centuries, the current of our blood hath flowed *un-
impeachably. x'^-^Manch.Exafk. 22 Dec. 5 The jury were
aided by a luminous and unimpeacbably fair summing up.

Unimpeached, ///. a. [Ux- 1 8.]

fl. Not impeded or hindered, Ohs^
c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode ir. xcvi, (1869) no With hire

cordes she withheeld me, of which j was not unenpeched.
2. Not assailed, accused, or called in question,
1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on DcuL xxxix. 235 Let vs gloiifie

him, and beware y' he remaine vnimpeached in his Majestic.
cx6ii Chapman Iliad ix. 383 Many fair Achive princesses
of unimpeached life. 1701 Rowe Tamerl. iv. i, While yet
my Regal State stood unimpeach'd. 1790 Cowper Let. to
Bagot 22 June, A person of most unimpeached veracity. 1823
Byrom Siege Cor, vii, When unimpeached for traitorous
crime. .He glittered thro' the Carnival. 1869 [see Unimpli-
CATEl. 1871 JowETT Plato IV. 158 The public and unim-
peached use of anything for a year.

Uni-mped,///. a, (U.v- 1 8 + Imp v, 8.)
1603 Drayton To Maiestie K. Jas. A 3, Our early Muse.

.

Of her own strength which boldly thus presumes, That's yet
vnimpt with any borowed plunges.

Uuimpe'ded, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)
1760 D. Mallet in Derrick Lett, {i-j^j) IL 23 Much more

so as. .your access to them [is] unimpeded. 1795 Southey
Vis. Maid 0/Orleans I. 79 Through the roof.. The moon-
beams enter'd..With unimpeded light. i86x Mill /?<^r.
Govt, 52 Whatever invigorates the faculties,, .creates an in-
creased desire for their more unimpeded exercise, 1878
Bosw. Smith Carthage 388 It gave them an unimpeded
landing, and a second base of operations in Africa.

Hence Unimpe'dedly adv.
Also, in recent use, unimpededness.
1846 PoE A. C. Mo^vatt Wks. 1864 IIL43 The mere instru.

ments by which she may effectivelyand unimpededly lay bare
to the audience the movements of her own passionate heart.

Unimpe'dible, a. (Un-' 7.) 1677 Gale Cr/.(7«r/i7« III.
It. 515 Where-ever there is passive Power there is impedi-
bilitie: There U nothing at-euiroitoro?, unimpedible, but
God. Unimpe'rative, a. (Un-' 7.) 1817 Bentham Pari,
Reform Introd. 102 A mere exercise of the unimperative
faculty of deputation. Unimpe'rious,a (Un-'?) (1775
AsEi.] 179a J. RiCHARDSOM Fugitive iv. iii, The merits of
your most unimperious sex. Unlmpinging, ppl. a.

(Un-' 10.) 1800 Coleridge Z-^//. (1805) 326 Alfoxden would
make two houses sufficiently divideci for unimpinging inde-
pendence, Uni'mplicate, ///. a, [Un-* 8kj = next.
i8|69 Browning Ring ff Bk, xi. 1287 She, unimpeached of
crime, unimplicate In folly. Uni'mpllcated, ppl. a.

(Un.' 8.) x8m-7 Good Study Med. {1829) IV. 687 The
sound parts remain unimplicated in the action. 1857 De
QuiNCEY in 'H. A. Page' Life {iBjfj 11. xvii. 56 The boy
was quite unimplicated in any part of the case. Unim*
pli'clt, a. (Un-* 7.) 1673 Milton True Relig. 16 Which
must needs conduce much.. to the general confirmation of
unimplicit truth.

UnimploTed,/;*/. a. (Un-I 8.)
1667 Milton P, L. ix. 22 If answerable style I can ob-

taine Of my Celestial Patroness, who deignes Her nightly
visitation unimplor'd. 41711 Kem Hymnarinm Poet. Wks.
1721 II. 85 To Sinners thou. .Grace unimplor'd benignly
dost impart,^ 1746 Young Nt. Tk. ix. 904 We feel A sudden
succour, un-implor'd, un-thought. i8«>6 John Hogg Poems
31 [She was] Impatient to perforn. her offer made To Zara,
unimplor'd. 184s Wordsw. Eccles. Sonn. iii. xxix, If sorrow
for thy sin be dead, Guilt unrepented, pardon unimplored.

XTnimportance. (Un-i 12.)
1751 Johnson Rambler No. 146 P5 By such arts. .does

every man endeavour to conceal his own unimportance from
himself. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin, v. I'i783) 1. 15 The
eye of a child converts every trifle into an object of enter-
tainment, and every pretty unimportance, is esteemed a
joyful acquisition. 1813 Lamb Wks. (1908) I. z86 The un-
importance of the subject. 1879 ^' ^' I^ouglas Confucian-
ism iii, 66 To the succeeding millions of China it has been
a matter of unimportance.

tJnimportant, a. [Un-1 7.]

L Unassuming, modest. rare~^.
17*7 PopF.Let. to Swift 8 Mar.,A free, unimportant, natural,

easy manner ; diverting others just as we diverted ourselves.

2. Of no importance or moment,
1750 Chesterf. Let. i Nov., Ransacking, .the minute and

unimportant parts of remote and fabulous times. 1798 S, &
Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 465 He was too unimportant to
act on [the passionsj.. of any one around him. 1841 Miall
in Noncon/.X, i The ends they sought appeared too unim-
portant to justify the cost. 1869 Freeman Nortn. Conq, xi.

III. 53 Esegar and Bondig play not unimportant parts in

the great struggles of the year.
Comb. 1841 Carlvle Heroes iv. (1904) 129 There was not

a more entirely unimportant-looking pair of people.

UnimpoTted,///.<t. (Un-'8.) [177SASH.I 1784R.BACE
Barham Downs II. 88 Two bottles of unimported wine.

t TTnimpo rting, ///. a. [Un- i lo.] « Un-
IMI'OIITANT a. 2.

ci6as Bp. Hall J/. PauVs Combat Wks. 1634 II. 449 If
it be only matter of rite, or of unimporting consequence.
164J Fuller Holy ff Prof. St. m. xx. 206 Such Divines,
who in unimporting controversies extract the probablest
opinions from all Professions. 1658 T. Wall C/iaract,
Enemies Ch. 40 Things of unimporting consequence.

Unimpo'rttinate, «, (Un-'/.) 175s Young Ccw/awr iii,

Wks. 1757 IV. 174 These are the men, who. .rush headlong
into even unimportunate temptations. 1824 Landor Imag,
Conv. I. 299 The demon of Socrates, not always unimpor-
tunate, followed Euripides, Unimportuned, ppl. a,

(Un.* 8.) ?i6n-a Donne Let. to Lady Carey 23 Who
ever ran To danger unimportun'd. a 16^1 — Paradoxes
(1652) 27 To run into Death unimportuned is to run into the
first condemned Desperateness. X849 C. Bronte Shirley
xiii, [They] were suffered to keep details to themselves, un-

importuned by the curiosity of their listeners. Unim*
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portu'liely, ^zrt'z;. (Un-'h.) 1657 EARLMoNM.tr. /'arr^/aV
Pol. Disc. 42 Rather.. to dissemble their injuries and sus-
pitions, then by unimportunely revenging the one and asser-
taining the other, put their affairs in greater danger.

Uuimpo-sed, ppl. «. (Un-i 8.)
1643 Milton Apol. Smect. 50 The very act of prayer and

thanksgiving with those free and uninipos'd expressions, .is

the greatest decency that can be imagin'd. 1677 Gilpin
Dejnonol. n. iv. 249 From the toleration of a private Opinion
of some Doctors and unimposed, it obtained at last a Canon
to make it Authcntick, Publick Doctrine,

So TTuiinpo'sedly adv,
1647 Boyle ii* Birch Z.y^ (1744) 80 The gallantry, .of their

own principles will carry them on unimposedly to do much
more,

TTnimpo'sing, ;!>//. a. [Un-i io.]

•j" 1. Not burdensome or oppressive. Obs."^
1736 Thomson Liberty v._626 Beauteous Order reigns,

Manly Submission, unimposing ToiU
2. Unimpressive,

^
tSogC. Simeon in W. Cams Life (1S47) 272 The slow un-

imposing voice. 1854 Milman Lat. Christianity vii. ii. III.

169 A grey haired man.. of small unimposing stature. 1871
Earle Philol, Eng. Tongue 421 A feature.. unimposing in
its appearance.

So Uuimpo'siug'ly adv,
iMo Miss Bird Japan I. 15 The British Consulate, im-

posingly ugly ;.. the Union Church,.. uiiimposingly so.

Unimpoti*nded,>//.(i. (Un-' 8.) 1866 Howells K^m^-
tian Life s, I do not say that these cells are calculated to en-
amour the unimpounded spectator with prison-life. Unim'
pow'ered, ;*//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1731 A. Hill Adv. Poets
Epist. p. vi,i'hePoet..unimpower'd to act greatly Himself,
asserts his Fire in describing the Great Actions of others.
Unimpre-gnate, >/»/. u. [UN-'8b.] = next. 1834 Ld.
Houghton Mem, Tour Greece 140 Dumb forms, unimpreg-
nate with vital emotion. 1849 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. i.

Poet. Wks. (1912) 226/2 Lads, unimpregnate with the more
sublimated punctiliousness of Walton.

Unimpregnated,///. o. [Un-1 8.]
1. Not rendered pregnant.
1744 Phil. Trans. XLIII. 83 Nor can we conceive any

Use of them while the Uterus is unimpregnated at any time.

1793 M. Baillie Morb, Anat. 269 The uterus in such cases
is considerably larger than the unimpregnated size, x86a
A.Meadows Man, Midwifery 52 The nerve-tubules in the
unimpregnated state. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vii.

446 The tjnimpregnated, apterous, caterpilIar-like females
of the Lepidopterous genera Psyche and Solenobia.

b. Not fructified or made prolific.

1800 Med. yrnl.Wl. 160 The remark, that a similar liquor
had been found in unimpregnated eggs. x8aj J. Burnet
Reynold's Disc. 33 Many young men of genius have dis-
appeared like unimpregnated blossoms, flowery butfruitless,

2. Not impregnated {with some matter).
1778-3 T. Percival Ess. {1777) I. 59 An ounce and a half

of Janiaica Rum, which was.. unimpregnated with any
astringent matter from the cask, 1790 Phil. Trans. LXXX.
372 A thick white turbid liquor, which was rendered clear
by addition of unimpregnated oil of vitrioL

Unimpressed,///, a. [Un-i 8.]

1 1. Not subjected to restraint. Obs.~^
1743 Young Nt. Th. v. 122 Thoughts uncontroul'd, and

unimpress'd, the births Of pure election.

2. Not affected by feelings of respect or "awe.
x86x (F. W. Robinson] Under the Spell I. 300 He did not

mind her being ' un-impressed ' by the knowledge that her
father was only his tutor. 18^ Mrs. Caffvn Quaker
Grandmother no Mossy did this sort of thing remarkably
well. But Miriam was quite unimpressed.

3. Not bearing an impression,
1868 Herschel in People's Mag. Jan. 63 Do the same with

one side of the unimpressed square, and then apply the one
square to the other,, .the impression being between them.

TTnlmpressibrlity. (Un-1 12 ; cf. next.)

1854 YoNGE U.Athenxus III. 966 When he found he could
make no impression on ihe coldness and unimpressibility of
the stone. 1889 Skhine Mem, Thring 124 Heartiness in

his own belief, and iron unimpressibility against the noise
and flourishes of an enemy.

TTuimpressible, a. (Un-i 7,)
1828 L. Hvsr Byron ^ Contemp. 26 She. .was. .absolutely

unimpressibte in that respect. 1856 K.\^k Arct. Expl. I.

ii. 24 As stolid and unimpressible as one of our own Indians.
1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 44 The African was so unim*
pressible, and the Phoenician was so little disposed.. to
assimifate himself to his surroundings.

Hence TTnimpre'ssiblexiess.
1830 Arnold Let. in Stanley Life (1858) I. 223 Thorough

careless unimpressibleness beats one all to pieces.

TJnimpreissionabMity. (Un- i i a ; cf. next.)
x86j F. W, Robikson Female Life in Prison I. 80 This

strange apathetic indifference, this unimpressionability.

Unimpressionable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1847 C. Bronte J, Eyre xxi, Unimpressionable natures
are not so soon softened. 1850 Thackerav Pendennis xv,

Ah I what mad desires dashing up against some rock of
obstruction or indifference, and flung back again from the
unimpressionable granite I 1884 E. Yatks Recoil. II, 201
[He] was,. as unimpressionable as an oyster.

Unimpressive, a, (Un- i
7.)

1796 GiSBORNE IValks Forest (ed. 2) vi. 121 Does Truth,
disclosed from heaven, .. her sacred shafts behold Bound
unimpressive from the callous heart? x8>8 P. Cunningham
N. S. iVales (ed. 3) II. 314 The slovenly and unimpressive
manner in which the witness is sworn. x88o C. Wicksteed
in S. Brooke's Life ^ Lett. (1917) I. 330 Look at the men
who pass into the shades of our theology—impassive, unim-
pressive shades 1

Hence Unimpre'salvely (Webster, 1847), -uess,
1837 Hare G^MW^cj Ser. L 107 The accuracy and unimpress-

iveness of Algebraic characters, i860 Geo. Eliot in Cross
Life (1885) II. 221 The variety is in some degree a cause of
comparative unimpressiveness.

UNINCARNATEo
Unimprison, v.

_
(Un-^ 3.) 1817 Colfridgr Biog. Lit.

{1882) 263 No fly unimprisoned from a child's hand, could
more buoyantly enjoy its element. Unimpri*sonable, a.
(Un-' 7 b.) 1649 Milton Eikon. 148 To imprison and con.
fine by force.. those two most unimprisonable things, our
Prayers and that Divine Spirit of utterance that moves them.

Unimprrsoned,///.fl. [Ux-iSandUN-as.]
a. Not imprisoned, b. Released from prison,
1659 W. Chamberlavne Pliaronnida i. 75 Her unim-

prisond Soul disrob'd of all Terrestrial thoughts. 1809-14
WoRDSw. Excurs. iv. 106 The unimprisoned Mind May yet
have scope to range among her own. 1820 Bentham Liberty
of Press Wks. 1843 H- 2S3/1 To live unhanged, unsabred,
unimprisoned. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. iii. i. iv. That the
King s Friends in IMson would burst out, and, joined by
the unimprisoned, ride roughshod over us all.

Uoimpri-soning, ppl. a. (Un-^ 3, 8.) 1820 E. Irving
in Yroi^^Q Carlyle (1882) I. 86 Now it will be like the unim-
prisoning of a bird to come and let me have free talk.
tJnimpro*priate,///.a. (Un->8.) 1653 Fuller W^a/Ma/«
Abbey 8 An Abby and a Parsonage unimpropriate in the
same place, are as inconsistent together, as good woods and
an Iron Mill. Unimprovabi'lity. (Un-^ 12; cf. next.)
1861 Gd. IVords 422 The Boeotian dulness and unimprov-
ability of the fatuous German king.

Unimpro vable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)
a 1660 Hammond Semi. Wks, 1684 IV. 577 The principal

faculty which is irrecoverably wanting in such, and by all

teaching irreparable and unimproveable, is tbe power of
numbring. a 1683 Oldham Art ofPoetry Wks. (1684) 11. 14
At first dash, as if before 'twere known, [he] Einbarques you
in the middle of the Plot And what is unimprovable leaves
out. 1785 G. A. Bellamy Apol. (ed. 3) III. 52 The 'Squire,
however, remained totally unimprovable. 1790 Act 30
Geo. Ill, c. 50 To sell or alienate Fee Farm, and other un-
improveable Rents. 1822 Scott Nigel xv, You show an
absolute and unimprovable acquaintance with, .mankind in
general. 1847 Grote Greece xxiv. III. 548 A people the
most unprincipled and unimproveable of all.

Hence TTuimproTableness.
1654 Hammond Fundam, xvi. 174 This must be imputed

..to iheir ignorance and unimprovableness in matters of
knowledge.

Unimproved,///, a.^ [Un-1 8.]

1. Not made better ; not raised in quality,
1665 Boyle Occas. Rejfl. i, ii. 163 Flowers (which, unim-

prov'd by .-Vrt, delight but whilst they are, .fresh), r 1695

J.
Miller Dcscr. New York (1843) 41 The whole country,

improved or unimproved, to belong to the King. 1764G0LDSM.
Trav. 230 Fromsire to son Unalter'd, unimprov'd the manners
run. 1794 S. Williams Vermont 134 Man in the most
simple, rude and unimproved state. 1858 Greener Gunnery
4 I'his range being quite equal., to that of the late unim-
proved rifies. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood 'Co/, /?^orw«r (1891)
247 A cheap unimproved property.

2. Not turned to use ; not taken advantage of,

1781 CowpER Truth 524 He that scorns the noon-day
beam, perverse, Shall find the blessing, unimprov'd, a curse.
1820 W. Jay Prayers no Those privileges, which, unim-
f)roved, will only augment our guilt. 18^0 Grote Greece
xi. VII. 533 They preferred leaving their victory unim-
proved, to the hazard of a general battle.

3. Not medicnlly bettered.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 466 One case was dis-

charged ' unimproved ', . . but the others were all benefited.

t Unimpro'ved, ///. rt.2 Obs,—^ [Un- 1 + Im-
prove v.^'\ Unreproved, iincensured,

i6oa Shaks. Ham. i. i. 96 Young Fortinbras Of vnimproued
Mettle, hot and full.

Unimpro'vement. (Un-' 12.) 1757 Mrs. Griffith
Lett. Henry <V Frances (1767) I. 80 The visto of some absurd
fellows unimprovement.

Unimproving, ///. a, (Un-1 io.)

174^ Mevi. Nutrebian Crt. I, 206 While Gen Haragen
was indulged in play, and idle unimproving amusements.
1788 V. Knox IVznter Even. Iii. (1790) 378 If the idle were
to lay aside such unimproving works. 1823 Keble Serm,
iii. (1848) 48 It might be no unimproving exercise of self-

denial, to men of refined judgments. 1883 Academy 15
Sept. 175/2 Many unimproving anecdotes of bis proceed-
ings still linger along the Spanish Main.

Unimpu'gnable, «• (Un-1 7 b.)

1832 Mrs. Gore Fair of May Fair III. 278 His judg-
ment was invaluable, . . and unimpugnable at Lloyd _s, 1857
DrcKENS Dorrit 11. xxxii, Solely supported by his unim-
pugnable calculations.

Uuimpugned, ///. a. (Un-18,)

[177s AsH.J 1838 James Louis XIV, I. 247 That all the
arbitrary acts of nis predecessor.. should remain as unim-
pugned precedents in case of necessity, a 1857 R. A.
Vaughan Ess. ff Rem. (1858) I. 37 Thus did Origen.,
attempt to retain the justice of God unimpugned,

Unimpulsive,^. (Un-i 7.)

[1775 Ash.] 1856 Lever Martins of Cro* M, xiv, 138
The most suspectful, unimputsive, and ungenerously-dis-
posed of all natures, an old lawyer, 1886 Ruskin Prxterita
I. iv. J 12 The steady pains of her unimpulsive practice.

Hence Vnimpn-lsiveness.
i860 Trollope Framl^ p. xxv, Such a degree ofunimpul-

siveness as this.

Unimpu'ted, SpL a, (Un-* 8.) _ 1723 Pope Let. to
Blount 27 June, You must look on this as the first day I've
been myself, and pass over the mad interval un-imputed to
me. Uninau'^rated^ ppl, a. (Un-' 8.) 1823 Scott
Quentin D. Introd., An immense eissiette of spinage, not
smoothed into a uniform surface, as by our uninaugurated
cooks upon your side of the water.

Unincaruatey «. (Un-1 7.)
1687 Death's Vision 182 Blind to the World of Unincar-

nate Hosts 1 1716 Hume Sacr, Succession 159 What God
..perform'd by Iieavenly un-incarnate angels. 1827 Pollok
Course T, v. 575 The spirits unincarnate. i860 Faber
Bethlehem 90 The unincarnate Saviour redeemed millions
before His actual Incarnation.
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UNINCARNATED.

So Uninca'rnated ///. a.

i8s9 W. Anderson Disc, (i860) 146 The idea of the Un-
incarnated Eternal One.

TTnincensed,///. a. (Un-I 8.)

JS94 Carew Huarte's Exam, Wits x. 139 The flefima-

ticke vnincensed, haue their braine very cold and moist.

a 1800 CowpER Uiad (ed. 2) v. 899 Jove ! see'st thou, uiun-

censed, these deeds of Mars ? 1885 Swinburne Stud. Victor

Hugo (1886) 84 llie aspect of babies when unvexed and un-

incensed by any cross accident.

Unl'nchoative, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1649 J. Ellistone tr.

BchmetCs Efist, 106 The soule (which ariseth. .out of the

Eternall un-mchoative Nature). 1601 E. Taylor Behmeti's

Tkeos, Philos.^7 What God is in his Eternal uninchoative

Generation. Unincidcntal, a. IUn-' 7.] Not marked

by any incident. 177a Theatrical Biogr. I. 147 [Parsons 1

memoirs would be too nnincidental, and consequently too

unentertaining for a place here. 1853 Wilberforce in Life

(1881) 11. 194 The dead level plains of limes of fat quietness

and un-incidental ease. Unincl'ted, ppL a. (Un-' a>

1648 Hexham ii, Ongehisset, Vn-incited, or Vnsummoned.
1809-14 WoRDSW. Excurs. v. 597 And unincited by a wish to

look Into high objects farther than they may. Unincli'n-

able, a. (Un.* 7 b.) 1640 Walton Life 0/Donne in D.'s

Eighty Sertn, Pref., The King, .perswaded M. Donne to enter

into the Ministery, to which he appeared (and was) uninclin-

able. 1656 HoBBES Liberty^ Necess..^ Chance 9 Seeing

that mans heart without the grace of God, is uninclinable to

good. Unincli'ned,//*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1729 Law Serious

C. xvi. 291 They who . . render themselves . . uninclin'd to

observe rules and hours of devotion. 1740 Rfchardson
Pamela II. 10 In which, .you take Notice of my being un-

inclin'd to marry. Unincli'ning, ///. a. (Un-* 10.) 1794

T. Taylor Pausauias* Descr. Greece III. 294 Of pure and
uncontaminated order, and of uninclining power.

Umnclu-ded,/;^/.a. (Un-i 8.)
^

i

X77S R. Chandler Trav. Greece (1825) II. 299 Lombardi
was . . unincluded in the general amnesty. i8o»-ia Bentham
Ration. Judic, Evid. (1827) III. 474 If any one of the

possible modes of transcription were left unipcluded in the

penal consequences. 1855 W. H. Mill Applic, Panth. Princ,

(1S61) 234 Those who believe St. James the Just to be un-

included in the number of the twelve.

Uninclu'sive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel
viiL 468 The word ' until '. . is to be understood ideally of an
unending, unclosed, uninclusive term. Uninconve*ni-
enced, /*/i <«. (Un-* 8.) i8a9_ Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI.

291/1 Casemates, .uninconvenienced by smoke.

Unincorporate, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Unembodied.
iSaz Byron Sardanap. iv. i, If there be indeed A shore

where mind survives, 'twill be as mind, All unincorporate,

1866 Grote Exam. Utilit. Phil. iv. (1870) 62 He is writing

as a true utilitarian about happiness in that unindividual,

unincorporate, abstract notion of it,

2. = next 2,

x88o Act^-i <J 44 Vict. c. 42 § 7 Where the employer is a
body of persons corporate or unincorporate.

Unincorporated,///, a, [Un-i 8.]

1; Not incorporated or united with.

1715 ATTERBORY^rrw^. (i737)III. 128 They have Continued
unmixed, unincorporated with any of the nations, .amidst

whom they dwelt,

2. Not formed into a corporation.
x8i8 Hali^m Mid. Ages (1819) I. 443 The arrangement

of twenty-one trading companies liad stiU left several kinds

of artisans unincorporated. Ibid. III. 167 The representa-

tion of unchartered, or at least unincorporated boroughs,

1884 St. Jatnes^s Gaz, 10 May 5/1 The regulation of pro-

ceedings brought against unincorporated clubs.

Unincreasable, a- (Un- 17b.)
1648 BoYLE Seraph. Love i. (1659) 8 An . . almost unincrease-

able Elevation, and vastnesse of affection. 1698 Norris
PracU Disc, IV. 296 The Blessed God, whose Perfect and
Unincrcaseable Happiness makes him utterly uncapable of
..suchaLove. 187a Ruskin/w-j C/rtz/. xvi. 12 These., are

your wealth, for ever—unincreasable. 187a Bagehot
Physics i5* Pol. 54 The unincreasable land being occupied.

Unincrea*sed,/;»/.a, (Un-i 8.)

['775 Ash.) 1824 iliss Mitfobd Village Ser, i, 273
There it stands, . .unincreased and undiminished by a single

brick. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 140 Even with the urine

unincreased . . there is a large drain upon the liquids.

Unincrea'sing,///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1587 Golding De
Mornay vi. 72 To oe short, he calleth him ye myndly
speech, . . vncorruptible, vnincreasing, vndecreasing, . . and
first beknowne after God. Unincru'sted,///. a, (Un-' 8 )

x88o SwiNBURNH Stud. Shoks. 157 Unincrusted with any
flake of dirt. Unl'ncubated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1859
Darwin Ortg. Spec, vii, 217 Those first laid would have to

be left for some time unincubated. 1891 Science-GossiP
XXVII. 8 A nest . .which contained four eggs unincubated.

Unindebted,/;*/, a. (Un-i 8.)

1672 DRYDtiN Assignation v. iv, So you shall still be inno-

cent, and I Die blessed, and unindebted for my being, 1759
Ann. Reg.y Hist. War 41/2 Unindebted to family or con-
nections. 1781 CowPER Table-t. 52^ Give me the line..

That, like some cottage beauty, strikes the heart, Quite
unindebted to the tricks of art. X846 Sir W. Hamilton
Diss, in Rei^t Wks. 891 Neither ignorant of, nor unin-
debted to, their writings. x88a Saintsbury Hist. French
Lit. Ill, vii, i8o He was.. probably not unindebted to
Descartes for the force and vigour of his reasonings.

Hence Vninde'btedness.
x866 Tinus A Jan. 8/4 If they shall have paid off their

present debt, they will enjoy a confidence far stronger than
that from simple unindebtedness.

"CTnindented,///. a, [Un-1 8.]
1. Not marked with indentations,
1750 G. Hughes Barbados 133 Two unindented Seams

crossing one another at Right Angles. i8a8 Lytton Pel-
kant III. V, The rest of the countenance was perfectly
smooth and unindented. 1863 Tyndall Hc(U v, 160 The
border finally becomes unindented.

2. Of type : Set up without indention.

228

1003 Atlu'HSum 17 Jan. 78/2 Printed either in fourteen

unindented lines, or with only the final couplet indented.

3. Not indentured.

x88i Stevenson Not I ^^ other Poems (1898) 7_The pamph-
let. .Was planned and printed by A printer unindented.

Uni*ndexed, />/. rt. (Un-* 8.) 183a Palgrave £:«?-.

Comtuiv. II. 124 These most valuable records.. are still un-

indexed. 1856RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. ii.§ 17 Over all

this unindexed and immeasurable mass of treasure. Un-
i'ndicated,//*/. «. (Un-' 8.) [X775ASH.J iSisColeridge
Aids Kefl. 148 note^ The unprotrusive and unindicated

convolutes of the Brain, that sec rete_honesty and common-
sense. 1904 E. GossE Jer. Taylor \\\. 103 No temptation

..is allowed to pass unindicated or unreproved. Un-
indi'Ctable, a, (Un-' 7 b.) 1861 Wvnter Soc Bees 29 The
various hydro-carbons.. escape in the form ofthin unindict-

able vapour, of a highly obnoxious character. 1870 Lowell
Among vty Bks. Ser. i. 127 The unindictable Powers of

Darkness. Uaindi'cted,>//.a. (Un-' 8.) [1775ASH.]

x8o6 in spirit Pub. Jrnls» X. 311 By unindicted thieves,

alas ! purloin'd.

Unindi fferenoe. [Un-1 la.] = next.

1665 Ever Tryalsper Pais ix, 106 Where there is no un-

indifference or default in the Sheriff. 1824 Barnfavall &
Cresswell Rep. II. 104 The panel of tales having been
quashed, .on the ground of the unindifference of the sheriff.

Unindi'fferency. Now arck. [Un-i i2 + 1n-

DIFFEHENCY I.] Lack of impartiality.

1578 Whetstone ist Pt. Promos ^Cass. iv. ii. Such grace

woulde mee, with vnindifferencie tuch, To pardon him, that

dyd commit a Rape. 1625 tr. Boccaccio's Decavi. II. 26

His successe proved answerable to his hope, no unindiffer-

encie appearing in their purposes. 1665 ^wkv. Tryals per
Pais ix. 106 In respect of the cause of unindifferency, or

default of the Sheriff or other OfScer that made the Return.

1844 judgm, Ld. Denman in O'Connell v. Queen 7 Unin-
differency or misconduct on the part of the sheriff.

Unindi fferent, a. [Un-i 7.]

"t*
1. Unequal, unfavourable. Obs.~'^

1565 Golding Cxsar 309 When he saw howe thencounter

was in an vnindifferentplace. .[helsent to.. his Lieuetenant,

2, a. Of persons : Not impartial or fair-minded
;

prejudiced. Now arch,

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps» xli. 3 The miserable man
whom cruel and unindifferent persons surmise to bee forlorne.

1611 A. MuNDAY Brief Chron. A 8, This vertuous. .man,
knowing Death to be an vnindlfferent Executor. 1673

O. Walker Educ, 204 Unindifferent are those who are pre-

ingaged. 1852 Fraser^s Mag. March 246/1 He may con-

sequently be supposed, to use the language of the law, ' to

stand unindifferent as he stands unsworn ',

fb. Of actions, etc, : Lacking in impartiality or

fairness. Obs.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut, xxxix. 231 Such vnin-

different dealing shall alwayes be taken fortheft before God,
x6oo TATEinGutchC(7//.C«?-. I. 7 It may justly be thought

unindifferent to nominate his own country for the place.

1602 Warner ^/3. Eng. Epit. 378 Stomacking..the vnin-

different sharing of the Nordaine Bootie.

3. Not indifferent ; concerned, interested.

1813 Lamb Play-lio Mem, Wks. 1908 I. 202 Those honest,

hearty, well-pleased, unindifferent mortals above.

So TJnindl fferontly adv,y unfairly,

1608 HiERON Defence 11. 126 He. .male easely perceyve..

how unindifferently and unequally he sorteth us and Coch-
Iteus togither.

Uni ndigent, rt. (Un-* 7.) x^yiT.TKHUi^Argts.Celsus
^^ A corporeal worship cannot even be paid to these, because

they are naturally unindigent. Unindi*gnant,(Z. (Un-'?.)

1789 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) II, 299 A well-informed

woman.. will at once find these volumes.. too vulgar for her

unindignant endurance. x8oo G. Wakefield in Mem, (1804)

II, 425 With unindignant apathy pass by Of Antijacobins

the filthy stye? Unin dividual, a. (Un-' 7.) z8i3

Coleridge in /-iV. ^^w;. (1836) I. 351 In the abstract and, as

it were, unindividual nature of the idea, self, or soul. 1892

Pall Mall G. 27 Apr. 2/3 A patient, thoughtful pianist,.,

but almost altogether unindividual. Unindivi'dualized,
ppl, a. (Un-' 8.) 1864 W. Shedd Hist. Chr. Doctrine

II. 81 Original sin is the product of human will as yet

unindividualized in Adam. x88a Traill Sterne iv. 42 A
completely colourless and unindividualized figure, Unin-
dU'Ctive, a. (Un-' 7.) 185s Baden Powell Ess. 58 The
'catastrophic ' hypothesis seems ofan essentially uninductive

nature. Unindulged, ///. a. (Un-^ 8.) [1775 Ash.]
1820 T. Mitchell AristoPh. I. p. Ixxviii, To leave nothing

unindulged, which coulci contribute to their gratification.

1S47 A insworth's ^^^^S"- X,II.42 A luxury almost unindulged
since she had been in England. Unindu'Igent, a.

(Un-' 8.) 1743 Francis tr. Horace, Odes n. xvi, To Me,
not unindulgent Fate Bestow'd a rural, calm Retreat.

UnindnstrioTis, a. (Un-i 7, 5b.)
1599 Daniel Musoph. Wks. (1602) Ciii b, So farre beyond

the ordinarie course, That other vnindustrious Ages ran.

1612 Donne Lett, (1651) 122, I have [not] been..unindus-
trious in attempting that [/. e. to do good], 1667 Decay of
Chr. Piety xiii. r i We cannot think it so sluggish or un-
industrious an agent. 1693 W, Fbrke Sel, Ess. xxxiv. 216
It were, .an unindustrious encroaching on the publick pro-

perty to attain it. 1883 Century Mug. XXVI. 805 Hardly
an industry, perhaps, or at any rate an unindustrious one.

1887 Rider Haggard Jess xxi, That intelligent but un-
industrious race.

So ITuindu'striously adv,
1648 Boyle Seraph, Love xvii. (1639) 115 Ev'n the Socin-

ians..are not a little, or un-industrious1y sollicitous.

Unine'briating, /^/. a. (Un.> 10.) ai86i T. Win-
THROP Life in Open Air xii. (1863) 96 Toasting each other
in the uninebriaiin^ flow of our beverages.

Uninfected,/'//, a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not infected or tainted with sedition, heresy,

vice, or the like. Also const, by, witk»
x6a8 Le Grvs tr. Barclay's Argent's 88 What dost thou

stay for? Till there be nothing vninfected in Sicily. Art
thou afraid to disturbe their scarce ripe preparations? 1678
Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv, § 36. 553 Neither was Plotinus

UNINFLUENTIAL.
himself.. altogether uninfected with this Phantastick Con-
ceit, aijis Burnett Oiun Time u. xiii. (1897) I. 535 By
this means. .all the outed ministers would be. .kept from
going round the uninfected parts of the kingdom. 1777
Robertson Hist. Amer. i. (1778) I. 8 Preserving them a
separate people uninfected by idolatry. 1795 V. Knox Spir.

Despotism § 29 As influence increases, the jealousy and
vigilance of the uninfected part of the community should

increase in proportion.

2. spec. Not infected with disease, poison, etc.

x6as K. Long tr. Barclay s Argenis 11. xv. in Let us see,

quoth hee, whether the Bracelet be uninfected. 1684 J. S,

Profit <5- Pleas. United j6 Separating the infected, from
the uninfected [cattle]. 1744 Armstrong Preserv. Health
III. 31 Serene he bears the peevish eastern blast, And un-

infected breathes the mortal South. 1813 J. Ihomson Lect,

Inflam. 4B5 If pains be taken to prevent intercourse between
the infected and uninfected. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 392

The risk of leaving untreated a clot in the_ immediate
neighbourhood of very virulent septic matter in the hope
that it may remain uninfected.

Uninfe'ctious, a. (Un.| 7.) 1744 Birch Life Boyle 32

If he were given to any vice himself, he was careful.. to

render it uninfectious. Uninfe'ft, pa. pple. (Un-* 8 b.)

1869 R. Campbell Austins Jurispr. I. 392 A. infeft can

enforce his right against a persona in general ; A. uninfeft,

only against certas personas. Unlnfe'sted, ///. a,

(Un-' 8.) 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. vi. 244 Nor was Devon-
shire and Cornwall uninfested on the shore. 1787 Generous
Attachment IV. 81 The haunts uninfested by the voice of

man. Uni'nfiniteness, (Un-i 12.) 16^ [? J. Ser-

geant] tr, 7". White's Peripat. Inst. 230 Science. .is only

restrain'd by uninfinitenesse of the number of the objects.

Uninflamed,///. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not set on fire.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 602 When any of those . . Bodies come
to bee Inflamed then they gather a much greater Heat,

than others have un-inflamed. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies

15 The more gross and uninflamed parts must sometimes

needs interrupt our sight of that fire. 1743 Young Nt. Tk.

IV. 647 Rise odours sweet from incense uninflam'd? 1794

R. J. SuLivAN Vieiv Nat. II. 163 That this inflammable

body of coal should have remained uninflamed.. seems

highly improbable.

2. Jig. Not emotionally warmed or excited,

17x4 Young Force of Relig, n. 199 Oh ! let thy thought

o'er our past converse rove, And show one moment un-

inflam'd with love ! 1846 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. I.

204/2 You enunciate even these sentences,. -the most sedi-

tious, uninflamed, unwarmed. 1876 Lowell Among my
Bks. Ser. n. 235 So hard is it to escape.. uninflamed by the

tumult of partisanship which besets the doors,

3. Faih, Not affected by inflammation.

X793 J. Hunter Treat. Blood, etc. (1794) 280 The un-

inflamed ear dried clear and transparent. 1813 Thomson
Lect. Inflam. 75 That the circulation is slower in inflamed

than in uninflamed arteries. x866 Aitken Pract. Med. II.

pii Dry, imbricated scales.. resting upon a perfectly un-

inflamed surface.

Uninflammability. (UN-I12; cf. next,)

x8a6 Henry Elem.CJutn. II. 553 The second class.. are

distinguished ..by their uninflammability. 1843 Civil Eng.

(S-
Arch. Jml, VI. 210/2 To test their uninflammability,

Mr. Nash had a bonfire.. lighted on the roof.

Uninflammable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

x666 BovLE Orig. Forms -V Qual. i\. v. 325 To produce,

out of two uninflammable Bodies, a third, that would be

easily inflammable. 1674 — Grounds Corp/isc. Philos. 25

Sulphur.. abounds with an acid and uninflammable salt,

X756 C Lucas Ess. Waters I. 52 Water is an uninflam-

mable fluid. i8a6 Henry Elctn. Chem. I. 234 That one

measure of hydrogen and oxygen gases, .was rendered un-

inflammable by eight additional measures of hydrogen.

1897 F. J. Burgovnk Library Construct. 22 Some uninflam-

mable non-conductor.

fig. aijgy H. Walpole Ct'<7. // (1847) ^^^- ^^- 97 Unin-

flammable as the umes were, they carried a great mixture

of superstition.

Uninfla'ted, ///.«. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] x86x Times
22 Oct., He is perfectly modest, unassuming, and uninflated.

Uninflected,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not bent or deHected,
1713 Derham Phys. Theol. i. i. 13 An uninflected Ray [of

light]. X843 Griffith in Trans, Liunsan Soc. XIX. 198

The ordinary and uninflected membrane of the sac,

2. Not possessed of inflections.

1875 Whitney Life Lang, vii, 133 The original indefinite-

ness of uninflected languages.

lience Uninfle'ctedness.
1875 Whitney Life Lang. xii. 239 The line which separates

utter uninflectediiess from a rude agglutination.

Uninfli'cted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1757 W. Wilkie ^//><j«.

V. 151 While uninflicted hangs the fatal stroke. UnTiU
ftuenceable,a. (Un-' 7 b.) i734BoLiNGBROKE(9«/^ar//«
Ded. p. xii, The uninfluenc'd and uninfluenceable Freedom
of Elections,

Uninfluenced, ///. «. [Un-1 8.] Not in-

fluenced or affected {by something).

1734 [see prec.J. X748 Anson's Voy. iii. vii. 363 Cool and
uninfluenced by what they had drank. 1773 J. Allen Serm.

at St. Mary's, Oxford 18 The unprejudiced, uninfluenced

members of the holy Catholic Church. X853 Kane Grinneli

Exp. xii. (1856) 86 The pack seems as yet uninfluenced.

x88o Disraeli Endym, xliii. Lord Koehampton . . will not.,

be uninfluenced by the circumstances.

Uni-nfluencing, ppl. a. (Un-^ la) i8i3-«x Bentham
Wks, (1843) VIII. 200 Uninfluential or uninfluencing cir-

cumstances. Unl'nfluencive, a. {Un-' 7.) 18x6 Cole-

ridge Statesm. Man. App. 32 A few, on whose convictions

it will not be uninfluencive to know, that [etc].

Uninfluential, a, (Un-i 7.)

x66i Glanvill Van, Dogm. loi Causes in our account the

most palpable, may possibly be but uninfluential attendants

18x5 WoRDsw. Prose Wks. (1876) II. 123 Those pretended

treasures of antiquity, .have been wholly uninfluential upon
the literature ot the Country. X840 Gen. P. Thompson
Excrc. (1842) V. 67 It is intimated in some far from un-



uninfringed my nature's law. 1871 Gfo. 'Eliot MiildUi
xxxvii, Here was a question of ties which left them un-
infringed.

Uuinge nions, a. [Un-1 7.]
1 1. = Umingenuous a. Obs.
1638 Chellincw. Rilif. Prol. i. iv. { 53. aio Full of un-

ingenious dealing with your adversary. 1656 Heylyh
Exiraaeus yafnlans 20 Of Mr. Noye. .(besides those un.
ingenious passages of him which are still left standing) he
telleth us also [etc.).

2. Lacking in ingenuity.

17«9 Burke Ois. I.ate St. Nation 8 These uningenlous
paradoxes and reveries without imagination. 1787 Ben.
THAM De/. Usury xiii. 183 The wounded pride of the
uningenious herd. 188S Doughty Arabia Deitrta I. 244
Little cups..m<Tde, for the uningenious Arahs, in the West,
Uningenu-ity. [Un-1 12.] t Disingenuonsness.
1650 J. Wekkes TrutKs Confl. ii. 34 With as much dis-

paragement and uningenuity, as likely can be in so many
words. 167a C1.ABRND0N liis. Tracts (1727) 264 This un-
ingenuity is still practised,, .contrary to truth.

t XTningeimons, a. Obs. [Un-i 7.]
1. Not frank, candid, or open ; disingenuous.
1638 Chillingw. Rclig. Prot. Answ. toPref.6 If beginings

be ominous ., D. Potter hath cause to look for great store of
uningenuous dealing from you. 1670 Clarendom Ess.
Tracts (1727) 180 The grossest and most uningenuous
importunities of the most worthless men.
2. Ignoble, servile.

1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor in. ii. rule 9 5 5 It is. .an unin-
genuous subjection, to pay tribute for our meat and drink.
Hence t Unlnge-naonsness. Obs.
1644 Hammond Vind. Christ's Reprehending Peter j2, I

ITNINPLUENTIALITT.
mfluential journals. i88z Farrar Early Chr. 1. 206 Would
a writer so .. powerful .. have remained uninfluential and un.
known ?

Hence Uninflne ntia-Uty.
1880 J. Cairns Let. in MacEwen Li/e (1895) 70T There

has been a stronger tendency. . to put the broader side . . into
visible uninfluentiality.

Uninfo-rmative, a. (Un-' 7.) 1837 C. Lofft Self-
fortnatton I. 129 Ihe child is driven to learn everything
from books . . uninformative upon points of doubt.
TTninfonued, tpl. a. [Un-i 8.]
1. Not informed, instructed, or enlightened on
some matter or in some respect.
S97 Sir R. Cecil in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. IIL 45 His

being a King not of m.Tny yeares . . may happilie leave him
uninformed of that course. 1644 Milton Bucer on Div.
to Parlt. B 2 b, L.was not un-inform'd that divers.. men
testify'd their daily approbation of the book. 1667— /'. L.
VIII. 486 Guided by his voice, nor uninformd Of nuptial
banctitie and marriage Rites. 1725 PorE Odyss. viii. 533Who by Phoebus uninform'd, could. .sing so well the woe?
.'794 S. Williams V^ennont 156 The uninformed spectator
is struck with horror. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV.
328 She was uninformed he had propagated it. 18S4J.S. C.
Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. xxvii. 436 Uninformed as to its
coiitents. 1854 Poultry Chron. 1. 260/2 Persons.. totally
uninformed on the subiect.
aisol. 1815 J. CoRMACK Abol. Fern. Infanticide Cuzerat

1. s 'Ihis is a position, which the uninformed and the un.
intelligent alone will dispute. 1B9J Temple Bar Oct. 185
Notwithstanding the abstract nature of his studies, Mr.
Hopkins was a charming companion, even to the uninformed,
2, Uninstructed, uneducated, ignorant.
i«47 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11. 5 98 They . . obtained Prose-

lytes ofweak uninformed Ladies. 1745 Fielding Tom Jones
VI. ii, So great a politician .. must surely.. find out what
passes in the rude uninformed mind of a girl. 1791 Newte
Tour Eng. >r Scot. 373 Uninformed and credulous minds
readily discover a similitude. i8as Coleridgk Aids Refl.
169 Even though the uninformed Heathensshould not perish.

b. Marked by lack of enlightenment, informa-
tion, or knowledge.
J79< GisBORNE Walks Forest (ed. 2) L 14 Hira uninform'd

attachment to his chief.. arranged Beneath Rebellion's
standard. J817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 114 In the
vagueness of uninformed speculation. 189s Daily News
5 Nov. 2/5 The bankers pledged themselves.. with blind
and uninformed confidence.

3. Not animated, enlivened, or inspired,
1709 Swift Vind. Bickerstaff '^Vi. 1755 II. i, 172 If an

uninformed carcase walks still about, 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 33 p 12 Without this irradiating Power.. her most
perfect Features are Uninform'd and Dead. X803W0RDSW.
Yew-Trees 19 Agrowth Of. . fibres serpentineupcoiling, and
inveterately convolved,—Nor uninformed with Phantasy,
and looks That threaten the profane.

t4. Unimproved by art, Obs.
1748 Foote Knights i. Wks. 1799 I. 61 A raw boarding,

school girl . .
with a mind unpolished, a figure uninformed,

XTuinfo"rminff,
ppl. a. (Un- i o.)

1709 Mrs. Manlev Secret Mem. (1720) II. 199 An Absence
of Mind, and an uninforming Faculty. X764 Goldsm
Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772) II. 222 It would be. .uninforming
to relate all the preparations. i8ia Combe Syntax, Pictur.
esaue 11, The mangled post thus long had stood. An un-
informing piece of wood. 1901 C. A. Scott Evang. Doctrine
it 28 The name of ' Protestant ' is popular, accidental and
uninforming.

Uninfri-ngeable, d. (Un-' 7. Ct.unin/ringiilethexe.)
1743 H. Walpole Lett. (1903) I. 368 Upon conefitions unin-
frinceable, I will give you one [sc. a commission].
Uninfringed,///. <7. (Un-18.)
1610 HEALEY5'^/(«f. CiV«o/'G<'</784 Yet this doth not

barre them [i. e. the Romans] the name of a people .. as long
as they beare this our last definition vnin-fringed. 1663
BoYLB Use/. Exp. Nat. Phitos. II. ii. 60 Whether their

j

strength be that way more uninfringed.. then if they (jc,
DoisonsJ were taken in at the mouth. 173(5 Franklin Ess.
Wks. 1840 II. 281 Let us be vigilant to preserve them un-
infringed, and free from encroachments. 179X Cowper
Iliad III. 128 He.. insures The comp.-ict, to both parties,
uninfringed. 185a M. Arnold Human Li/e 4, I haue kept

229

cannot guesse what could be further added to prove the in-
justice and uningcnuousnesscof this answer.

t Uningennously, adv. Obs, [Un-i ii.]

Disingenuously,
1656 HoBBES Lib..^ Necess.f ^ Chance 4 To bring [such]

arguments. .is to deale uningenuously and fraudulently
with his Readers. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla III. 394A conquest, unduly, unfairly, and uningenuously obtained.
Uningra*fted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1830 Gen. P. Thompson

Exerc. (1842) 1. 289 IFrance] attempted . . to make terms with
uningrafted royalty. 1834 J. Brown Lett. Sanctif, \. 204
It is fo!Iy to look for good fruit on an uningrafted tree.
tUninha-bit,///. a. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 8 b.] Uninhabited.

c 1460 in Bann, CI. Misc. C1855) III. 36 To seke void landis
and unenhabyte.

Uninliabitable, a. (Un-1 7b. Cf. Un-
habitable.)
1448 Extr. Abr-rd. Reg. (1844) I. 401 The balyheis sal..

i

talc doune the durris. .of thaim [jc.houses],and mak thaim
; uninhabitable. 1574 Golding MarloraVs A/>ocaii/>s 299

'Ihe countrie of Sichimicis desert and vninnabitable by
reason of extreme cold. i6io Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 37 'Jhough
this Island seeme to be..Vninhabitable, and almost inac-
cessible. 1663 J. Daviks tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 2S1 1'hey
would needs know of him . . how he came to that uninhabit-
able place. X774 Pesnant Tour Scotl. in 1772, 174 The
far greater part of the country being uninhabitable by reason
of the.. mountains. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. I.

1^5 It was supposed that the space between the tropical
circles must be uninhabitable from heat. 1884 Lmu Times
27 Sept 359/2 The Manor House, .being so dilapidated as
to be almost uninhabitable.

Hence nninlia'Mtableness.
1669 Stiixincfl. Serm, ix. (16^3) 166 The opinion of the

Ancients concerning the uninhabitablenessof the torrid Zone.
1676 Doctrine 0/ Devils 194 The Uninhabitableness of the
middle Zone. 1839 Fr. A. Kemble Rec. Later Li/e I. 255
Eight dwelling houses, all in different states and stages of
unmhabitableness.

Uninliabited, ///. a, (Un-i 8. Cf. Un-
HABITED.)
1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. Ixv. 12 The .same fatnesse

spreadeth itselfe even into the uninhabited countries. 1647
CoWLEV Misir.f Welcome iii, Hast thou not found each
womans breast. .Either by Savages possest, Or wild, and
uninhabited ? 1670 R. Coke Disc. Trade 10 The Country
too becomes thin and uninhabited. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 26 F 4 The present War had filled the Church with
many of these uninhabited Monuments, 1794 Mrs. Rad-
CLiFFE Myst. Udolpho xxxv, This chateau was uninhabited
when St. Aubert and his daughter were in the neighbour-
hood. 1834 Miss L. M. Hawkins -4««a//«<r III. 193 The
imposing stillness pervading these almost uninhabited
regions. 1866 Geo. Eliot F, Holt i, We have been too
poor to keep servants for uninhabited rooms.
Hence Vninha'bitedness.
1737 Bailey (vol. II), /K/A/rtMJ,..uninhabitedness. 1884

Chr, World 12 June 434/4 The solitary uninhabitedness..

I

was something awful in its impressiveness.
I Uninheritabi'lity, (Un-' 12.) i8is Coleridge in
;
Souihey Owniana II. 7 A most determined believer in the

j

uninheritability of sin. Uninhe*ritable, a. [Un.' 7 b.]

I

t Incapable of inheriting. x6ii Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

I

xvi. 671/1 [They allege] that the said Richard was finally
for treason attainted, and adiudged vninherltable. 1780 M,
Madam Thelyphthora II. 13 If women, .were not lawful
wives in God's sight, ihen.. the issue must be illegitimate,
and, if so, uninheritahle,

Uninliu-med, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)
1631 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vii. (1626) 14a Dead corps,

without the Dues of funeral), They weakly beare :..0r vi}-
inhumM they lye. 1791 Cowper Odyss. xt. 84 Leave me
not undeplored Nor uninhumed. iS^S Oriental Ann. 21$
Thousands of carcasses.. would not then lie uninhumed,
scattering pestilence over the land.

Unini-tiate.//^/. a. [UN-i8b.] = next,
x8oi SouTHEv Tlialaba v. xxxvi, That, led by me, Feet

uninitiate tread Your threshold, thisatones I 1853 Kingslev
Ilypatia viii, The uninitiate vulgar, .who revile such inter-
pretations. 1874 WiTHi<owCa/rtC(7;«iif (1877) 532Thesacred
uiy^teries hidden from the uninitiate and the unworthy.

tTnini'tiated, ///. a. (Un-i 8.) Also absol.

^ 1678 CuDwoRTH [ntell. Syst. \. v.637 The Prophane and Un-
initiated in the_ Mysteries. iSoo Whiter Etymol. Magnum
174 The uninitiated reader will perhaps be astonished. 1816
Bentham Chrestom. 55 Those, .formularies, so appalling to
every as yet uninitiated, and more particularly to the un-
initiated juvenile eye. 1843 Dickens Amer. Notes i, What
seemed to the uninitiated a serious journey. i8Ss A t/tertxum
ig Dec. 800/2 One uninitiated in the mysteries of Scottish
genealogies.
Unlnitia-tion. (Un-' 12.) iBsi^K.O'BRiEU RoundTowers

303 Nor was it but on the plea of ignorance and un-initiation
that he did ultimately obtain pardon. 1873 Mrs. Whitney
Other Girls xv, She left no lee-way for uninitiation. Un-
injectable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1830 R. Knox Bidard's
Anat. 178 'Ihe sum of the capillary blood vessels, and their
proportion to the solid and uninjectable substance. Uni'n-
Jurable, a. (Un.' 7 b.) 1846 Mrs. Gork Eng. Char. I. 310
His soda-water, .being uriinjurable by street rumbling.

Uni'inured, ppi. a. (Un-i 8.)
1578 R. L in Whetstone Promos ^ Cass. Aiij, I hould my

paynes wel satisfyed, and Maister Whetston uninjured.
1634 Milton Comus 403 [To] let a single helpless maiden
pas.s Uninjur'd. 1693 Prior To Dr. Sherlock 57 Untouch'd
thy Tomb, uninjur'dbe thy Dust. 1735 PorE Odyss. xi. 477
Heroes who uninjur'd stood Amidst a war of spears. 1797
Nei^on in Nicolas Disp. (1845) H- 34^ ^'o put me on board
the first uninjured Ship of the Line, a xSai V. Knox Serm.
Wks. 1824 VI. 171 Their own bosoms will be calm and serene,
uninjured and uninjtirious. 1884 Fortn. Rev. Jan. 50 The
Indian tribes., uninjured by and uninjuring Western culture.
Uni'njuring, //A a. (Un-'io, sd.) 1830 Milman /-a//

0/ yerusalem 42 The pines.. From their proud beads shake
off the uninjuring tempest 1884 [see prec.J.

UninjuTious,/z. (Un-i 7.)
1809 Coleridge Friend 155 The uninjurious and useful

UNINSTRTTCTED.
I privilegesof our English Nobility, a i8ji [see Uninjured].

1866 'PvsM.y Mirac. Prayer 32 A concentration of rain or its
absence, uninjurious at other times, would ruin seed-time or
harvest.

Hence UninjnTionsneB8.
i860 PusEY Min. Proph. 374 Yea, foolbhness itself is

cloked under the name of uninjuriousness.

.
UninjuTiously. adv. (Un-' ii.) 1B81 Sir W. Thomson

in limes 2 bept. 4/1 The charging [of a Faure cell) may he
done uninjuriously, and with good dynamical economy [etc.].
Unfnked,<i/»/.a. (Un-'S.) 1637 Rutherford /.««. (1664)
290 What IS harder then .. to have blanks & uninked paper for
assurance of Christ in real fruition or possession t Uni-nn,
V. [Un-" 7.] tntr. To leave an inn. 1601 Warner Alb.Eng-m. Ixxv. 312 The Gentle woman, hearing this, vn-
Inn d by day did peepe. Utii-nnocence. (Un-' 12.)

'S93 NASHE Christ's T. Fij b, Thou shall be my vninnc
cence, and whole summe of delinquishment. Unino'cu-

I V v{.4f/; * '.V""!/-' ''"S AsH.l 181S Monthly Ret>.
1.AAA.V11. 131 Mr. Koster. .observes that the cow-pox was
extensively contagious.. among the uninoculated inhabi-
tants. 1898 P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases 151 Afterwards the
onginally healthy and uninoculated micealso succumbed.
TTnino'dal {ymi-), a. [See Uni- i and Nodal

a.] Having one node or nodal point.
iSjgLlsDLEV Introd. Sot. 160 The cyme of Monocotyle.

dons appears to be typically uninodal. 1880 Nature XXI.
427 Long oscillations .. due to uninodal waves. 1894
Athemeum 17 Feb. 216/3 Some Properties of the Uninodal
Quartic and Quintic having a Triple Point.

XTmuO'minal (y«ni-), a. [a. K. uninominal
(1878) : see Uni- i and Nominal a.]

1. Based on the principle of one member being
separately elected by each constituency.
1881 Times 12 Mar. 11 At present., the Chamber of Depu-

ties is elected by what is called.. the uninominal method of
voting. 1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Nov. i The proposed uni-
formity of uninominal electoral districts.

2. Having or involving one name, spec, in Nat.
Hist, 188 . (see plurinominal Pluri-].

Uninqui-red, ppl. a. (Un-' 8 c.) 1715 De Foe Voy.
round IVorld (1840) 224 Infinitely more (wealth] lay unin.
quired after, than bad yet been known. 1836 Scott IVot^dst,

xxviii. Some unhappy mistake, the grounds of which shall
remain.. uninquired into.

Uninqtu-ring, />//. a. (Un-i io.)
1804 Ann. Rev. IT. 68 The uninquiring and contented

ignorance with which be has beheld every thing. 1B33 L.
Ritchie Wand, by Loire 8 Wandering.. through a foreign
town, ignorant and uninquiring, without a pli.n. 1M3
yiHlTTizR Countess 83 There. .The native dweller.. keeps,
in uninquiring trust, The old, dull round of things.

Uninqiu-sitive, a. (Un- i
7.)

X609 DanjelCiV. Wars VI. xxxv. Go loose the links of
that soule-binding chaine ; Inlarge this vninquisitiue Beliefe.

21639 Wotton Reliq. (1651) 154 Of those.. have I many
times beard (not uninquisitive, I acknowledg..) how [etc.].

X796 HoRSLEY Serrn. xi. {1816) I. 236 Their uninquisitive
temper keeps them in a total ignorance about secondary
causes.^ 181S L. Hunt Feast Poets 34 So contented and
uninquisitive^ had every body become. 1848 Thackeray
Ka«. Fair xii, Mrs. Sedley was of so easy and uninquisitive
a nature, that she wasn't even jealous. 1873 Tulloch
Ration, Theol. I. 290 Uninquisitive, unreflecting faith.

Uninscri-bed, /I//. «. (Un-i 8.)
1704 Pope Windsor For. 320 Make sacred Charles's tomb

for ever known (Obscure the place, and un-inscrib'd the
stone). 1837 LvTTON Athens I. 325 Altars uninscribed to a
particular god. 1859 G. Wilson Mem. E. Forbes vi. (i86i)

173 The whole of the uninscribed leaves of the book.

Uninspe-cted, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1858 in
Sat. Rev. 27 Nov. 531/1 Those schools,..* whether Church
or Dissenting,.. inspected or uninspected'. i89S_ Westm.
Gaz, II Oct. a/a Any change that gave us uninspected
drinking clubs for inspected public-houses.

UninspiTed, fipl. a. (Un- i 8.)
1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv, xix. § ii All the truths.. that

men uninspired are enlightened with. 1707 E. Chishull
{title), The great Danger and Mistake of all new uninspired
Prophecies relating to the End of the World. 1715 Pope
Iliad II. 220 Ulysses heard, nor uninspir'd obey'd. 1746
Young Nt. Th. lx.^430 No mortal, un-inspir'd, Has ever yet
conceiv'd-.How kincl is God. 1831 Campbell Lines on
Poland 5 A theme for unin.spired lips too strong. 1846 J.
E. Rvland Li/e Foster I. 3 Vivacity was merely physical
and uninspired by sentiment. 1900 Ch, Q. Rev. Apr. no As
though.. Paul [were] on a level with any uninspired writer.

UninspiTing:, //>/. a. (Un-1 10.)
Also, in recent use, uninspiringly.
1815 J, ScoTT Vis. Paris 24 Monotonous in its character,

and uninspiring in its tendency. 1859 Jephsom & Reeve
Brittany 268 The uninspiring region of railroads and metro-
politan industry. 1896 Harpers Mag. XCIII. 17/2 Gazing
. .over the uninspiring chimney-pots of New York, at the
equally uninspiring Long Island station.
Uninsta-Ued,/!//. a. (Un.' 8.) [1775 Ash,] a 1856 H.

Miller Cruise^ Betsey 353 The minister of Allness— unin-
stalled at the time in his new dwelling. Ulli*n8tigated,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [177s AsH.] 1846 PoE Criticism Wks.
1865 III. 22 A voluntary, that is to say, an uninstigated
notice of the book. Uni'nstltuted./S//. a. (Un-' 8.)
170J C. Mather Magn. Chr. 11. vii. (1852) 144 Certain con.
fessedly unscriptural and uninstituted rites. 174* J. Wil.
LisoN Balm o/Gtlead iv. Wks. (i 852) 404/2 Many are warping
towards popery.., observing uninstituted festivals.

XTninstru'cted, ppl. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not instructed or informed; unenlightened,
ignorant. Also const, in, or with clause.
1598 Florio, /«tfr«f/;V<7, . . vntaught, vninstructed. 1660

Jer. Taylor Ductor 11, iii. rule 10 § 12 By uninstructed is
only meant such who have not heard, or could not learn.
1665 Boyle Occas. Re/i. iii. xx. 131 These are utterly unin-
structed in the Laws. 1690 Drvden Don Sebasl. in. i.

That Fool intrudes,.. uninstructed how to stem the tide.

17^ Harris Three Treat. Wks. (1841) 3 Not even what we
do intentionally, ifit proceed from mere will and uninstructed



UNINSTRirCTEDNESS.

instinct. 1785 Reid IntclL Poivers 11. xx. 326 The most
uninstructed peasant. 1806 A. Hunter CuUna (cd. 3) 268

Women uninstructed in cookery and the management of a
family, 1875 E. White Li/kin Christ v. xxviii, 491 To build

a credulous assent.. on the authority of the uninstructed

multitude.
absol. i66a Jer. Taylor FuUs Formaia (1663) 167 Faith

. ., if it be not followed, . . damns deeper than the Hell of the
Infidels and uninstructed.

2. Not furnished with instructions,

iSgt ^j^c/d/crai May 6^1 Its delegates will enter the

Convention ' uninstructed '.

Hence TTninstxa'ctedness.
1833 MosTGOMKBY Lcct. Poctry 3^3 That perpetual thral-

dom of uninstrucledness (if I may com such a negative). 1871

JowETT Plato I. 170 These base fears and confidences

originate in ignorance and uninstrucledness,

Uninstrnxtinff,///.«. [Un-'io.] = next. ?i63oH.R.
Mythotnystes 45 Our common uninstructing fabulous rimes.

164a Milton A^l, Smect, 30 That Lordly and uninstructing

jurisdiction which properly makes the Pope Antichrist, i76»

Mills Syit, Pract. Hush. I. 441 The little diflferences in

their methods may not be un-instructing.

XTninstruxtive, a. (Un-i 7.)

1666 BovLE Orig. Forms i^ QuaU n. vii, 369 That the

present Discourse shall not be uninstructive to You. 1695
Locke Hum. Und. m. xx. § 18 (ed. 3) 123 Pain from captious

uninstructive wrangling. 1764 Reid Inquiry vi. § 15. 17a

Facts less vague and uninstructive. 1839 Ue la Beche
Re^. GioL Cornwailf etc. ii. ag The sections near the Start

Point are . . particularly uninstructive. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. VI. II. 104 His character was remarkable, and
his history not uninstructive.

So Uninstructively oiiv.

x8i6 Edin. Rev. Sept j8a No great man has been.. more
uninstructively commended,

Uni'ilSXilate» v, [Un- 2 3.] trans. To deprive

of insulation.

Z844 NoAD Electricity (ed, a) 17 Let the metallic plate be
replaced, and uninsulated by touching it with the finger.

z^ R. M. Ferguson Electr. 54 When an insulated body is

charged by being uninsulated.

Uninsulated, ppl a. (Un-1 8.)

1794 Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 266 The insulated and un-
insulated parts of my high pointed rod. 1839 G. Bird Nat.
Philos.^Q^ Holding beneath and parallel to it.. a second
disc of metal, but uninsulated. 1884 C. G. W, Lock Work-
shop Receipts Ser. iii. 116/1 Uninsulated German silver wire.

Ullinsu*lted,j5?*/. a. (Un-* 8.) 1747 Carte Hist. Eng.
I. aSB The Danes . . left no part of the coast of England un-
insulted. 183a L. Hunt Poems Pref. p. xlv, The hearth of
an uninsulted poverty. Uninsu'lting,///. a. (Un-' 10.)

1855 Milman Lat. Chr, xcv. vii. VI, 549 The most quiet,

uninsulting, unexasperating satire.

Uninsu'rable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1864 T. S. Williams & Simmonds E)rg. Comvterc. Corr,

375 That vessel however being an American, .was almost
uninsurable here. 1884 Z.<zn; Times Rep. LI. 348 The life.,

is. .uninsurable by reason of the assumedstate of his health.

Hence Uninsarabi'lity,
Also, in recent use Cr903), imtnsnrableness.

1884 Law Times Rep. LI, 244/2 Written opinions. .as to

the insurability or uninsurability of the life 01. .Harvey*

UninsuTed, //>/. <J. (Un-i 8.)

1799 Hull Advertiser x^t^ov, 3/3 The tenant, who., will

be a considerable sufferer, is uninsured. 1853 R. S, Surtees
Spongers Sp. Tour Ixix, Farmer Slyfield's stack-yard was
fired.., and all its uninsured contents destroyed. 1891
C. James Rom. Ri^naroU 154 My boots. . were in London

;

and my life was uninsured.
Unintelle'Ctive, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1837 C. 1a>v¥T Self-forma-

tion I. 36 Scholarship without talent is.. a mass of unin-
telleciive confusion—a mere chaos.

Unintellectual, a. [Qn-i 7.]

f 1, Not endowed with intellect ; unintelligent.

a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig^. Man. iv. viii. (1677) 373 The
rest of Mankind, or the unintellectual Creatures,

% a. Not intellectually developed ; dull.

18x9 Keats Lines to Fanny \\ My muse.. Unintellectual,

yet divine to me. 187J Liddon Elem, Relig. i. 13 They
thought that the apostles had been unintellectual persons,

b. Not characterized by the presence of intellect.

1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. viii. §3 A sound.. not unpleas-
ing to al! . ., but monotonous, unintellectual. 1846 Poe A, C.
Mowatt Wks. 1865 HI. 43 The forehead is, .by no means
an unintellectual one. 1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI, 129 It

has become the fashion to decry such pleasures . . as unintel-

lectual.

Hence Uiiintelle'ctTialis2ii,niiiiitellectaa'lit7.
Also unintellectually adv. (Webster, 1847).

1850 Tait's Mag. XVII. 735/1 The very same charac-
teristics of inertia, unintellectuality, and uncombiningness.
x88o W. L. Courtney in E, Abbott Hellenica 254 That
theory of unintellectualism with which Epicurus started.

Uninte'lligence. (Un-i 12; cf, next.)

1634 Bp. Hall Contempl.^ N. T. iv. iv, His un-intelli-

gence, was not more strange then his mis-construction, 1829
Carlvle Misc. (1840) II. 228 From afar 1 heard say, that
Unintelligibility was but the result of Unintelligence. iSox
Ethel Glazebrook Dower of Earth II. xv. 236 The
general moroseness and unintelligence of the English race.

Unintelli^fent, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Having no knowledge or understanding of
something, rare.
X609 B, JoNSON Sil. IVom. iv. iii, 573 My mistns is not

altogether vn-intclligent of these things. x6ii Shaks,
IVint. T. L i. 16 That your Sences (vn-intelHgent of ourin-
sufiicience) may, ,as little accuse vs. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d.
Pamph.^ iv, 23 With China, or some distant country, too
unintelligent of us and too unintelligible to us.

2, Devoid of intelligence.
X664 H. More M^st. Iniq. xiii. 45 The Sun is. .an Inani-

mate and unintelligent masse of flammcous matter. X70Z
NoRRis Ideal World i. vL 342 So we must suppose God.,
as an unintelligent being, and also in the production of

280

truth acting as an unintelligent agent. X788 Reid Active

Powers IV. ix. 627 If this be so, what is unintelligent maybe
the cause of what is intelligent. 1801 Yh.\jvi Nat. Tfuol.

ii. § 2 By the application of an unintelligent impulse to a

mechanism previously arranged .. the corn is ground. 1864

PusEY Lect. Daniel viii. 554 Time,.. the most spiritual of

the unintelligent creatures of God.

8. Deficient in intelligence or intellect; dull,

stupid. Also absol.

a 1676 Hale Ep, to Son (1684) 13 A sort of brain-sick,

melancholy, unintelligent persons. 1703 Moxon Mech.

Exerc, 95 Its use is.. welt known (even to the most un-

intelligent). X791 CowpER Odyss. VI. 234 Neither base by
btrihthouseem'st,NoruninteIligent. i8is[see Uninformed
ppl. a. I adsol.]. 1861 Olmsted Joum. 9f Expl. Cotton

Kingd, I. 44 Most of the company were of a very poor

appearance, rude and unintelligent,

D. Marked by lack of intelligence.

i860 W, Collins Wo7n. White II. 267 My servant.. is

really attached to me, in his unintelligent way. 1869 Tozer
Highl. Turkey I. 302 (A man] with. .an unintelligent ex-

pression of countenance.

t4. Unintelligible. Obs.

1683 ~Moxo« Mech. Exerc, Printing xxW. F 5 That I may
be the less unintelligent to the Reader. 1756 Mrs. Caldf.h.

WOOD in Coltness Collect. (Maitl, Club) 190 He was obliged

then to have recourse to ' calling grace ', and severall other

unintelligent things.

Unintelliffently, adv. (Un-1 i i ; cf, prec.)

1754 'E.ow'iKRDsFreed. Will 11. xiii. 134 Liable to act un-

intelligently and unreasonably. 1836 J, Gilbert Chr.
Atonem. iv. 119 The doctrine,, has been charged with ex-

hibiting the Divine Being as implacable, most unintelU-

fently, 1889 Jessopp Coming ofFriars v. 224 They knew
ow to. .go through the services though unintelligently.

Unintelligibility. (Un-i 12; of, next.)

1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. iv, 17 To credit the unintelligi-

bility,. of this union and motion. X719 T. Burnet's Theory
Earth (ed. 4) i. vii. 107 If we have truly prov'd. .the Im-
possibility or Unintelligibility of it in all other ways. 1806-7

J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life iv. i, Their own ruin._.

must obviously be the direct consequence of their unintelligi-

bility. x866 Felton Anc. <$ Mod.^ Gr. II. ii. 288 Lycopliron,

chiefly famous for his unintelligibility.

Uninte-lligible, a. and sb, [Un-i 7,]

1, Not intelligible ; incapable of being under-

stood. Also absol.

x6i6 BuLLOKAR Eng. Expos.y Vnintelligible, which can-

not be vnderstood. 1647 Cowley yi/zj/r., Womens Superstit.

i, Or I'm a very Dunce, or Womankind Is a most unintelU-

gible thing. 1684 T. Burnet Theory Earth i. 259 The
trajection..is to me, I confess, unintelligible. 1717 Berke-
ley Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 527 The ruins above ground
are pretty unintelligible. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla V.

516 This is., so incredible—so unintelligible I X834 Lamb
Wks. (1908) I, 454 Coleridge., had the tact of making the

unintelligible seem plain. 1871 Jowett Plato I. 26 He
made an unintelligible attempt to hide his perplexity.

b. Of language, statements, etc., or persons in

respect of such.
X651 Hobbes Leviath. i. xii, 53 Men.. choose rather to

confesse he is Incomprehensible,.. than to..confesse their

definition to be unintelligible. 1683 Brit. Spec. 40 Their
Records also were preserved in the Greek Tongue and
Characters . . unintelligible by the Vulgar. 1703 De Foe
More Reform. 41 To b' Unintelligible is a Crime. 1765
Johnson ShakesPeare*s Plays I. p. Ixviii, Homer has fewer
passages unintelligible than Chaucer. 1841 Lane Arab,
Nts. I. 113 Where, taking a little of its water, she pro-

nounced over it some unintelligible words, 1884 Solicitors*

yrnl.B Nov, 29/2 The prisoner.. having an impediment
in his speech, which made him unintetligiole and unable to

read it.

O. sb. An unintelligible thing.

X838 SovTHEY Doctor cxWx. V. 176 As two negatives make
an affirmative, it might be found that two unintelligibles

make a meaning,

t2. Unintelligent. Obs."^
1694 R. Frauck North. Mem, 121 Nor has it any Claim or

Title from the Lough Minever, as superstitiously surmiz'd by
the unintelligible Inhabitant,

tTninte'lligfibleness. [U.v-i 1 2, or f. prec]

fl. Lack of understanding, Obs.~^
16x6 Donne Senn, V. 466 God shall suffer him to settle.

,

in an insensibleness and an unintelligibleness, .of his own
Condition.

2. The quality or fact of being unintelligible;

nnintelligibility,

1678 Allestree Lively Oracles viii. § 14. 201 We ordinarily

have so much candor, as to impute their unintelligibleness

to our own ignorance. X736 Butler Anal. 11, vii. 347 The
obscurity or unintelligibleness of one part of a prophecy,

1754 Edwards Freed. Will 11. ii, 38 The Thing in Ques.
tion seems to be forgotten, or kept out of Sight, in a Dark-
ness and Unintelligibleness of Speech. 183a H. MELViLLin
Preacher III. 222/1 If it is unintelligible, it is the unintelli-

gibleness of the Scriptures, and not of the commentator. x87y

E. R. CoNDKR Basis Faith ii, 69 The supposed unintelli-

gibleness. .of the doctrine,

Uninte-lligibly, adv. (Un-i ii.)

1664 PowKR Exp. Philos. Pref. 11 Motion may be both
invisibly and unintelligibly slow, as well as swift. 1713
Berkeley Ilylas Sf Phil. \\. (1725) 70 Vou talk unintelli-

gibly, instead of forming a reasonable Hypothesis. X794

Mhs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxx, He.. hurried unintelli-

fibly over some lines, and.. offered her a pen. 1808 L.

iuRRAY Eng. Oram. I. 413 The second occasionof our being
apt to write unintelligibly. 1893 [see Undiscoverablv].

Uninte-nded, ///. a, (Un- i 8.)

1649 Milton Eikon. xix. 173 By any pretentions in the
Parlament, which are now prov'd false, and unintended.

1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 78 The ridiculous, senseless,

and unintended use, which many of them make of concor-

dances. X740 C18BER Apol. 117 The first unintended Favour.

1796 Mme, D'Arblay Camilla I. 233 The youthful group
was much diverted with this unintended exhibition, X835

UNINTERMISSIVENESS.
'iAxiA.Diss.^ Disc.iiSsg) 1. 153 The unintended good or evil

which has followed from our actions, 1884 Manch. Exam.
4 Nov. 6/1 The debate very nearly suffered an unintended
collapse.

So Unlnte*ndedly adv.
178a Paine Let. Abbi Raynel{.\-]^\) 43 This declaration

..has led me unintendedly into a train of metaphysical
reasoning. 1818 Bentham Ch, E>ig, Introd. 34 The intima-

tion tlms. .unintendedly afforded.

Unintentional, a. [Un-^ 7.]

1, Not done with, not arising from, intention.
Given by Johnson (1755) as employed by Boyle.
1782 V. Knox Ess. I. 120 The infirmity of human nature

which causes unintentional lapses in the duties of friendship.

1803 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 28 A very unintentional
encouragement to offences. X883 J. Gilmour Mongols
xxiii. 285 The accused admitted the charge, but pleaded that

it was unintentional.

2, Not acting with intention,

1838 James Robber v, He had been an unintentional, and
even an unwilling witness to [it]. 1851 Kirro Hist. Palestine

V. iii. 135 Six cities, . . to any one of which the unintentional
man-slayer might hasten.

Hence Unintentiona'Uty.
1780 Bentham Princ. Legisl. (1823) II. xiii. 8 In the case

of unintentionality : where he intends not toengaee..intbe
act. a 1859 Austin Jurispr. (1863) II. xx. no Unintention-
ality, and innocence of intention, seem both to be included.

Uninte'ntionally, adv. (Un-i ii.)

1760 ^^nnKViT Brit. Zool. III. 71 A spear. .with which
he afterwards committed parricide, unintentionally,, .on his

father Ulysses. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng, x. II. 574 Those
who.. had unintentionally done him a great service. 1874
H, R, Reynolds John Bapt. i, §6. 55 He unintentionally

revealed the forgery.

Unintentioned,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1851 Mrs. Brown-
ing Coio Guidi Wind. ii. 11 As little children take up a
high strain With unintentioned voices. Uninte'ntness.
(Un-' 12.) 1670 Clarendon Contevipi. Ps. Tracts (1727)

651 There is not a greater obstruction to devotion than the

unintentness upon the action they are at. Uninter-
ce'pted,/*^/. a, {Un-' 8.) 1646 Earl Monm. tr. BiondVs
Civil Wars vii. 02 She had not time enough to keep the

secret undlscoverd, and him unintercepted. 1814 R. Hall
Wks. (1832) I. 288 The light, .becomes stronger and clearer

by an unintercepted converse with its object.

t Uninteressed, ///. a. Obs. Also 8 -est.

[Un-1 8,] = Uninterested/'//, a. i and 2,

1647 DiGGES Unlawf. Taking Arms iv. 158 None can be
named, who are uninteressed in the decision. 1688 Norris
Tlieory Love i. v. 58 Although there cannot be a pure and
uninterressed Malice. 1702 tr. Le acre's Prim. Fathers
153 This is rather a Panegyrick than an uninterest History.

iience f nni'nteresseduess. Obs.

1702 En^. Theophrast. 360 'Tis the Motive only that

gives Merit to our Actions, and Uninteressednessthat makes
them perfect.

Uni-nterest. (Un- ' 12.) 1890 Tablet 5 July 10 A few
notes concerning the great antiquity of the. .church. .may
not be of uninterest.

Uninterested,///, a. [Un-i 8.]

1 1. Unbiassed, impartial. Obs.

a X646 J, Gregory Posthmna, Episc. Puerornm (1649) 107
By this uninterested disgtiis, the more to justifie the Cele-

brations. x66o R. CoKK Power ff Stibj. 49 Nor do I think
that any uninterested casuist will deny [etc.],

t 2. Free from motives of personal interest ; dis-

interested. Obs.
x66x {title)f A Relation of the business..concerning Bed-

ford Levell,..by a person uninterested. 1704 N. N. tr.

BoccalinCs Advts.fr. Parnass. III. 191 What think you of
uninterested Men, who value the Publick Good beyond their

own private Interest? X767 Cowper Z^/. Wks. 1837 XV,
17 You know me to be an uninterested person.

3, Unconcerned, indifferent.

X771 Ann. Reg. 11. 253/1 He is no cold, uninterested,

and uninteresting advocate for the cause he espouses. X774
Trinket 54 In this amiable society can my heart be unin-
terested? 1823 Byron Juan x. Ixxiij, In the same quaint,
Uninterested tone. 1850 Thackeray Pcndennis Ivii, An
almost silent but not uninterested spectator.

Hence Uni'nterestedly adv., -ness.
169X T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 55 As to that Uninter-

estedness so pretended to by them. 189X H. Herman His
Angel 108 He Loked upon the. .crowds, .uninierestedly.

Uni-nteresting, ///. a. (Un-i io.)

X769 BuRK^ Obscrv. State of Nation F4 Uninteresting
barren truths which generate no conclusion. X78a lliss
Burnev C«///« VII. ix, Too much occupied. .to. .listen to

such uninteresting discourse. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 43
The banks of the Lower Rhine are of a very uninteresting
character. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 176 Writers,
whose pages are.. extremely uninteresting.

Hence Uni*uterestixigness. Also Uni'nterest-
ingly adv.

1793 W. Roberts Z(?i>i'f?--(T« No. 82 My days pass serenely,

but 'uninterestingly, 1896 Black Briseis xvii, I'm sick of
blue skies—skies that are monotonously and uninterestingly
blue. I'j^Euro^ean Ma^. XXVI. 344 The 'uninteresting-
ness of genealogical detail. X854 Faber Grffivth in Holi-
ness viii. (1872) 129 The momentary dulness and uninterest-

ingness of the things of God.
Uninterme'diate, rt. (Un-W.) X863 Ld. LvTTON^m^'^

Amasis II. 232 His nerves, -hacf forced into his service a new
unintermediate sense. Unintermi'SSion. (Un-' 12.) x68x

Bp. S. Parker Demonstr. LawofNat, 134 The continuation
and unintermission of his Pain had tired out his Patience.

t Unintermi'ssive, «. Obs. (Un-i 7.)
1610 E. Skory Extract fr. Hist. Hen, IV of France 5

Anxieties caused by vn-intermissiue infidelities. X64S
QuARLEs A'fTy Distemper Wks. (Grosart) I. 150/2 The un-
intermissive continuance [of Episcopal government] for so
many Ages, 1635 Earl Orrery Parthen. 11. in, 293 His
first stroakes were so vnintermissiue and briske.

Hence f Unlntemii-ssively adv., -ness. Obs,
1655 Earl Orrery Parthen. i. l 3 Pcrcciveing the un-



UNINTERMITTED.
intermissiuenes of his melancholy. 1656 Ibid, iii. iv. 295
That admirable equalitie which this fair Princess had so
uniiiterniissively praciised.

Unintermitfed, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1611 CoTGR., Siiyie,..a succession, continuance, or vnin-

termitted course of things. 165* T. Stauley Foetus, Mos-
chns 48 The hoarse frogs unintermitled groan. 1738 Gentl.
Mag, VIII. 581/2 His Application was uninterniiited, his
Head clear. 1^51 Johnson Rambler No. 108 f i Some
scorched with unintermitted heat. i8ia Shelley in Dow-
den Life{\Z%i) 1. 218 My desire is ardent and unintermitted.
1884 Church Bacon ix. 220 Easy and unstudied as his
writing seems, it was . . the result of unintermitted trouble.

Hence TTnlnterml'ttedly adv.
fz 1693 Urql'hart Rabelais in. xvii. 140 A pair of Yarn

Windles, which she nine times unintermittedly veered, and
frisked about. i86z Mill Utilit. v, 81 Unless the machinery
. .is kept unintermittedly in active play. 1863 W. Phillips
speeches iil 51 This heart of mine which beats so uninter-
mittedly in the bosom.

XTninterxui tteut, a. (Ux-i y.)

1850 J. H. Newman Diffic. Anglic. 130 Which has been In

unintermittent traditionary error. 1883 J. Gilmour MoH'
gols 261 The unintermittent feasting lasts about a week.

Hence Uninterixii*ttejitlya(/z/.

1875 Wonders of Phys. World i. iii. 100 Their ruins
crumble unintermittently,

XTnintermitting, //>/. a. (Un-i lo.)

1661 Feltham Resolves, etc. 384 To procure an un-inter-

mitting joy, .is beyond a Solomon. 1709 Mrs. Manlev
Secret Mem. (1720) IV, 195 In answer to her unintermitting

Reproaches. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer, y. (1778) II,

117 All were ready to sink under the toils of unintermitting
service, a 1818 M. G. Lewis Jfnl. W. Ind. (1834) 4 The
flashes of lightning were., unintermitting. 1890 Retrospect
Med. ClI. 368 The continuous roar..is..imintermitting.

Hence Unintermi'ttingness,
x866 Mrs. Ritchie Village on Cli_^ x\y. His talk was

a wonde*- of ingenuity and unintermittingness.

XXnintenni'ttingly, adv, (Un-1 i i; cf,prec.)

1783 Ann. Reg,, Hist. 85/2 An infinite number of rockets

were unintermittingly thrown. 1809 Pinknky Trav. France
164 The attention of the French Government is now unin-
termittingly occupied. 1885 J.

Payn Talko/Town I. 103
He now resolved to cultivate it [/. e. his father's favour] un-
intermittingly, and -xX. any sacrifice.

Unintermi-xed,/-//. f7. (Un-I 8).

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars i. vi, Vnintermixt with fiction's

fantasies, I versify the truth. x6i8 Sir S. D'Ewes Auto*
biog, (1845) I. 110 An eternal and unintermixed happiness,

X630DKUMH.OP MhyiiH, Hymn 0/Fairest Faire 189'Jhose

Bodies faire and greate Which faint not in their Course,..

Vnintermixt, which no disorder proue. i7ao Welton Suffer.

Son of God n. xxvii. 714 In Him, Alone, whose Love and
Friendship is Pure, ana un-intermixed.

UninteTpolated, ;*/»/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1790 Porson Lett,

to Travis 277 [They] think that authenticx means no more
than genuine, uninterpolated. 1818 G. S. Faber Horse
Mosaicae 1. 350 It is found impossible to ascribe the unin-

terpolated Pentateuch to any author save Moses. Unln-
terpo'sine, ///. fl- (Un-' 10.) 1749 Melmoth Fitzos&ome
Lett. xWm. II. 13 To prove, that the supreme being remains

an uninterposing spectator of what is transacted upon this

theatre of the world,

Uninterpretable, a, (Un-^ 7 b.)

16*5 PuKCHAS Pilgrims ii. 1456 Through the virtue ofan
uninterpretable name. 17*90. Adams tr. So^hccles, Anti^.

IV. i. II. 56 An unknown Voice of liirds crying with an ill

Fury, uninterpretable. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil,

1. 1- § 385 Many formulae are at present obscure and unin-

terpretable. 1884 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXIV. 822 Figures of

men and animals and uninterpretable signs.

Uninterpreted, //•/. a. (Un-i 8.)

x66a HiBBERT Body of Divinity i. 218 Amen. It is. .an
Hebrew word, .. and .. remaines uninterpreted. a J768

Secker Serm. (1771) V. vil. 139 Combinations of several

Words may come to have Meanings very different from
what the Terms, . .uninterpreted by Practice, would lead one
to apprehend. 1848 E. A. Leatham Char^nione (1858) II.

22 Attributing that uninterpreted gladness to . . the sights and
sounds of a spiritual world. 1895 Educat. Rev, Nov. 352
Unsorted and uninterpreted fragments.

tTninte-rred,//'/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1648 Hunting of Fox 17 Left uninter'd for the Fox and
other beasts to prey upon, a 1684 Leighton Com. 1 Pet.

iii. 19 Rotting above ground, as carcases uninterred. i7«o

Pope Iliad xxm. 474 Unwept, unhonour'd, uninterr'd be
lies I 18J7 PoLLOK Course T. vi. 258 By him lay the unin-

terred corpse. 1837 LvTTON Athens II. 161 iJeaving the

remainder uninterred he invited all., to examine the scene

of contesL
Unlnte'rrogable, a., -ated, />/.«. (UN-'7b, 8.) iBoa-

11 Bentham Ration. Jtidic. Evid. (1S27) II. 295 His own
ready-written and uninterrogable testimony.

_
Ibid. I. 450

The mass of sworn but unintcrrogated deposition called an
affidavit. 1803 Mary Charlton Wife Sf Mistress III. 174

No one will question me upon the dark subject. ., and un-
intcrrogated, how could I endure to mention it I

Uninterru-pt, ///. a. Sc [Un-' 8 b.] = next. 1776
C. Keith Farmers Ha* Ixiii, O here are joys uninterrup',

Far hence is pleasure's gangrene cup.

Uninterru'pted,///. a. d.nd.adv, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not interrupted or broken in respect of con-

tinuity or sequence ; unintermittent, continuous.

x6oa Warner Alb. Eng, xiii. Ixxvi. 316 The euer mouing
heauens vninterrupted rounde. 1647 Clarendon Hist, Reb.

I. § 5 The uninterrupted pleasures .. of twenty-two years

Peace. 1709 AnoisoN Tatler No. 192 f6 An uninterrupted

Friendship and Felicity. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <5- F, xxxi. III.

195 The uninterrupted succession of senators. X849 Cob-
den speeches 29 An interval of several years of uninter-

rupted peace. 1880 McCarthy Our Times xl. III. 223 His
career was one of uninterrupted success.

b. Not broken in surface ; having no intervals

between the parts,

X79X Newte Tour Eng. <5- Scot. 58 The cascade .. falls .. in

one uninterrupted sheet. x8aa J. Parkinson Outl. OryctoL

281

159 The margin [of the shell is], .uninterrupted and reflected.

1866 Treas. Bot. i.\<)\l2 Uninterrupted, consisting of regu-
larly increasing or diminishing parts, or of parts all of the
same size.

2. Not disturbed or broken into; not interrupted

by something.
i6s7 Cromwell Sp. in Somers Tracts (1811) VI. 367 A

more free exercise, more uninterrupted by any hand of
power. 1728 Eliza HEYWOOotr. Mvie. de Gomez's Belle
^' (^732) 11. 63 The rest of our Voyage was . .uninterrupted
by the least cross Accident whatever. 1796 Mme. D'Abblay
Camilla V. 202 Mr. T>Told would not suffer this scene to

be long uninterrupted. X854 Poultry Chron, II. if^^/i An
uninterru[)ted day of rest. 1873 B. Hakte Fiddlet(nvn 7
The dwellings were., uninterrupted by shops,

3. adv. Without interruption ; unhindered,

1677 Varranton Eng, Improv, 3 That the Smacks and
small Vessels may.. fetch in Provisions and Naval Stores
uninterrupted.

TTninterrn'ptedly, (tdv. [Un-i i i ; cf.

prec] Without interruption or break ; continu-

ously, connectedly.

x66s Sib T. Herbert Trav. (1677) ^03 Where the Moun-
tain uninterruptedly runs as far as Alergiana. 0:1691 Boyle
Hist. Air (1692) 7 Having not the leisure to prosecute this

discourse uninterruptedly. X794 Phil. Trans, LXXXV. 39
In which case the following particles would exert their force
uninterruptedly. x826 F. Reynolds Life ^ Times II. 183
From that time.. our intimacy has continued, .uninterrupt-
edly. 1875 Jowett Plato (cd, 2) III. 4 That the Republic
was written uninterruptedly and by a continuous effort.

Uninterruptedness. (f. Uninterrupted.)
*6<Ss J. Serjeant Sure Footing ioi5 The ever-continuance

or uninterruptedness of Tradition. 1671 Ylkskl Fount. Life
ii. 4 The Perpetuity and uninterruptedness thepeof. 1791
Washington Let. Writ 1892 XII. 46 My return to this

place is sooner than I expected, owing to the uninterrupted-
ness of my journey. 1834 J. W. Ckoker in C, Papers
II June, The musicians, .spoiled that uninterruptedness
(what a word) which was so beautiful yesterday. 1876 Car-
penter in Contemp. Rev, Jan., The Scientific I'heist .. looks

at the uninterruptedness of this order [tn Nature] as the
highest evidence of its original perfection.

Unintemi'ptible, a. (Un-' 7.) a 1683 Sidney Disc,

Govt. 111. XXX. (1704) 361 An uninterruptible Line of De-
scent. Uninterru'ptibleness. (Un-' 12.) 1654 Owen
Doctr. Saints' Persev. Pref Rdr. B j b, The uninterruptible-

ness of any Act of God, Uninternipting, ppl, a. (Un-'
10.) 1809 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843) II. 364
My imagination is rapidly learning., to exult in the uniu-

terrupting character of rural scenery.

XTnintermption. (Un-i la.)

X647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. nu §65 To have Questioned
. .the Seditious Riots, .before the un interruption and secur-
ity had confirmed the People in all three. 1740 Cheyne
Regimen 47 To allow Time and Uninterruption from the
natural Powers. 174^ WALDR0N_Z?«cr. Isle ofMan (ed. 2)

106 That Uninterruption and Solitude of the Sea, gave the
Mermen.. frequent Opportunities of visiting the Shore.
1808 G. Edwards Pract. Plan iiL 20 The enlargement and
uninterruption of commerce.
UninterspeTsed, ///. a. (Un-^ 8.) 1887 Browning

Parleyings, Apollo <$• Fates, Is age . . so un interspersed with
good? Uni'nterviewed, ///. rt. (Un-' 8.) x886 Phelps
Burglars in Paradise viii. The hitherto uninterviewed
American citizen.

"tJnintliralled, -intitled, etc. : see Unen-.

TTnintimidated. ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

X764 Museum Rust. II. Ixxviii. 275 If I find your M-useum
that unintimidated receptacle which I hope it will appear

,

to be. 18x5 Wraxall Hist. Mem, 1. 361 Unintimidated by
the clamours of Sir Fletcher's adherents, a i8<^ H. Colk-
RiDGS Ess. (1851) II. 60 The unbought, unintimidated

suffrage of fame. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. III. xx. 305
Unintimidated by the prophecy.

Unintoxicating, ///. a. (Un-1 lo.)

X773 Obscrv. .SVa/tf PiJ^r 57 This unintoxicating beverage.

1844 H. G. Robinson Odes of Horace i. xvii, Here shalt

thou quaff.. The unintoxicating bowl Of Lesbian. 1876
TvNDALL Fragm. Sci. (1879) Il.xii, 256 Unintoxicating
grape-juice is converted into intoxicating wine.

Uni'ntricated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) a 1660 Hammond
Serin. Wks. 1683 IV, 502 The fair open Campania of even,

clear, unintricaied designs. Unintri*g:Uing, ///, a. (Un-'i

10) X755 ^£'«:Vf?r No. 9. I. 72 The plain, disinterested, uniii-

triguini; man. 1771 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd, Paint,

IV. 5 In truth he was. .a modest unintriguing man.

(Tnintrodn-ced, ppl a. (Un- i 8.)

1743 Young Nt. Th. v. 89 Think not un-introduc'd I

forcQ my way. X813 Examiner 19 Apr. 250/1 The romp-
ing, ungainly, unintroduced girl of seventeen. X897 Mary
KiNGSLEY W. Africa 6 When I have arrived, .in a steamer

or canoe, unexpected, unintroduced, or turned up equally

unheralded out of the bush,

Unintro'itive, a, (Un-* 7.) X819 Coleridge m Lit.

Rem. (1836) 11, 239 And then agam, still unintroitive,

(Banquol addresses the witches. Unintromi'tted,j*//.
a. (Un-' 8.) 1563 Reg. Privy Council Scot, I. 246 To.,
keip the samyn [corn], .upoun the grund of thesaidb landis,

unintromittit with be ather of the saidis parteis. Unln-
tru'ding, /^/. a. (Un-' 10.) 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Ca-
milla III. 300 She is there almost every night ; only being

unintruding, she is unnoticed. Unintu'itive, a. (Un-*

7.) iG^s Sir W. Hamilton Diss.'xn Reids Wks. 767 The
unintuitive judgments.

Uninuxlear (yz7ni-), a. [Uni-i.] Having,

or characterized by, one nucleus.

i88a Vines tr. Sacks' Bot, 046 Treub.,has observed the

division of the nucleus, .and finds that it takes place in the

manner described. .foruninuclear cells. X896 Allbutt'sSyst,

Med. I. 71 In the boundary zone away from the cocci the

uninuclear form [of leucocyte] predominated.

So XTninu'cleate, ITuiun'cleated adjs.

1885 E. Ray Lankester in Encycl. Brit, XIX. 862/1

Young uninucleate individual which has emerged from the

cyst within the Tadpole, and will now multiply its nuclei.

UNINVITING.
1898 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. V. 636 There are present in the
blood numerous large uninucleated cells,

Uninu-red,///. a, (Un-i 8.)
ax7o8 J. Philips Fall of Chloe's Jordan loo Protected

mice The race exiguous, uninured to wet, Their mansions
quit, a 1800 CowpER Odyss. (ed. 2) xxi. 182 Fatiguing,
first, his hands Too delicate and uninured to toil. 1856
Alford Quebec Chapel Serm, III. 128 Uninured to the
selfishness of this wicked world. x88o Swinburne Stud.
Shaks. 18 An incongruity ..imperceptible to eyes uninured
to the use of their spectacles.

Uninva-dable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) a 1711 Ken Hymns
Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 32 Spreading a glorious Evan-
gelick Light, And unmvadeable by ghostly Night, a 1806
Kliz. Carter in Mem. (1808) I. 36 My heart, which I

thought so secure and so uninvadable.

Uninva'ded,///. a, (Un-i 8.)
{1571-3 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. ja^ To be unhurt,

unharmit.un-molestit invaditandinony wayispersewit.] 1647
Clarendon Hist, Reb. ir. §7 They believed there was no
part of their Civil Government uninvaded by them. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. 165, I expect to be unin-
vaded in my retirements. X769 Sib J. Reynolds Disc. ii.

(1778) 36 Of this I shall speak with such latitude, as may
leave the province of the professor uninvaded. 1830 Tenny-
son Kraken 3 His ancient, dreamless, uninvaded sleep The
Kraken sleepeth. 1885 O. Crawfurd Wojuan's Refutation
i, Our old England indeed, uninvaded by modern ideas.

Uninva'Udated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1813 Monthly Mag.
XXXV. 217 The fact remains uninvalidated. Unin-
vei'gled, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1687 tr, Sallust (1692) 38 Nor
did he leave uninveigl'd the very Thieves and Robbers,

Uninve-nted, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
x6ii Beaum. & Fl. King ^ No King iv. ad fin.^ If that

happen Then I.. shall pull a heap Of strange yet uninvented
sin upon me. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 470 Not uninvented
that, which thou aright Beleivst so main to our success,

1680 Otway Orphan v, Rack me.. with all your choicest
torments, ..and pains yet uninvented. 1754 [see Unima-
gined]. 1873 Jevons Money xxi. 283 It has grown spon-
taneously, uninvented, unauthorized by the legislature.

Uninve-ntful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint,
III. IV. xviii. § 13 The harsh outline and, .uninventful blank-
ness of the design.

TTninTentive, «. (Un-i 7.)

17^ Mickle tr. Camoens' Lusiad Dissert. 164/1 A most
servile uninventive imitation of the sixth Eneid. X783
Blair Led. I. 349 Nature .. appears, to his uninventive
genius, exhausted by those who have gone before him. 18x6
Q. Rez>, XV, 71 One is of a dry and uninventive faculty,

i8ss Milman Lat. Chr. xiv. iii. VI. 447 The inert and un-
inventive disciple of the Western philosophy.

Hence Uninventively (Webster, 1847), -ness.
1863 Sat. Rev. 14 March 335/2 The very grotesqueness

and uninventiveness. .which distinguished the illuminations
of Tuesday.

UninvcTted, ppl. a. (Un.' 8.) 1743 Young Nt. Th.
VIII. 1161 He follows nature (not like thee), and shews us An
uninverted system of a man. 1865 J. Hullah Transition
Period 0/ Music 217 There are.. no less than six perfect

cadences, in the direct or uninverted form.

Uninve'sted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.) X802-1Z Bentham^ ^a//VH. yudic, Evid,
(1827) V. 218 A man. .uninvested with any coercive power.
x8i6 Scott Old Mort. xxii, Supposing the insurgents were
to march onward and leave it \sc. a stronghold] uninvested.

1833 J. Burke {title), A Genealogical and Heraldic History
of 'I'lie Commoners.. uninvested with Heritable Honours.

Uninvestigable, a. (Un- 1 7 b, 5 b.)

a 1677 Barrow Sertn, Wks. 1686 III. 464 We (to whom
God's judgments are inscrutable, and his ways uninvestig-
able). x69X Ray Creation i. (1692) 2 The Number of them
being uninvestigable by us. X768-74 Tucker Lt, Nat.
(1834) 1.582 Brought about by thecoursesof fortune depen-
dent upon one another, to us accidental and uninvestigable.

1858 H. BusHNELL Serfn. Ne7v Life 31 The manner of the
fact is uninvestigable and mysterious. 1866 — Vicar, Sacr.
II. iv. 179 God is. ., in some sense uninvestigable by us, both
finite and subject.

Uninvestigated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) x8i6 Scott Bl.
Dwar/'vi, I am unwilling to leave a matter uninvestigated
which [etc.]. i86t Miller Elem. Chem.^ Org. (ed. 2) iii.

§ 4. 244 It yields a liquid, .the nature of which, however, is

at present uninvestigated. Uninve'stigating^ ppl. a.

(Un-' 10.) x8os Noble Wanderers I. 246 'I'he secret of his

heart was too visible to escape the uninvestigating eye.

Unlnvi'dious, a, (Un-' 7.) xSaa Lamb £/;Vi i. Decay of
Beggars, Theirs were the only rates uninvidiousin the levy,

X865 F. Oakeley Hist, Notes 3 Unpretending, uninvidi-

ous, and sufificient for the purpose. Umnvi'diously, adv.
(Un,' II.) X678 Cudworth Intell, Syst. i. iii. 117 Intel.

lectual Love.. having an Infinite overflowing Fulnes and
Fecundity, dispenses it self Uninvidiously.

Uninvite, z'. [Un-^^s orUw-i 14,] trans. To
cancel or omit tlie invitation of (a person).

X665PEPYS Diary 26 Nov., So I made them uninvite their

guests. 1873 Mrs. Whitney Other Girls xviVi, Without
letting him answer, she turned.. and sprang up the rugged
stairway. . . But she had not uninvited him, after all.

"Uninvited, pp/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1631 Massinger Emperor East iv. v, Thou uninvited

guest... I charge thee, leave me 1 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl.
IV. xvii. iizThe great Advantage. , offreeing themselves from
uninvited Companions. 1702 Vanbrugh False Friend in,

ii, That thought comes uninvited. Then, like an uninvited

guest, let it he treated: Begone intruder, X796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camilla IV. 183 [There] he had spent the night,

though uninvited by its agitated owner, X840 Hood Up
Rhine 241 Uninvited and unannounced, an unceremonious
visitor stepped boldly into the room. x88a Mayne Reid
in N. York Tribune 21 June, All uninvited people would
be looked upon as intruders.

Hence Uninvi'tedly adv.
1669 Earl Orrery Earthen. 111. V. 11 Uninvitedly I came

to participate in their Glory.

Uninvrting, ppl, a, (Un- i lo.)

1686 Plot Staffgrdsh, 301 That a man sboiUd thus long



XmiNVOKED.
after such uninviting things. 1690 Bovle Chr. Virtuoso i.

102 That sudh Unlikely Men should so SuccesfuUy preach

so Uninviting a Doctrine, 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer.
VI. (1778)11. 151 He found every where the same uninviting

countr>'. i8ax Lamb Elia. i. Old Benchers I. T., His look

was uninviting. 1894 Mrs. Dvan Man's Keeping (1899) 60

The outside looked formidable and uninviting.

Conih, x88o Beale Slight Aibn. 172 Half a dozen unripe

and very uninviting-loolcing apples,

Uninvo'ked, ///. a. (Un.' 8.) 1718 Rowb tr. Lucan
I. 125 Let Phcebus dwell Stiliuninvok'd in Cyrrha's mystick

cell. 1809-14 WoRDSw. Excurs. in. 753 The powers of

song I left not uninvoked. 1849 Grote Greece 11. xlvii. VI,
123 That the god would help them, invoked or uninvoked,
Uninvo'lved, ///.«. (Un-' 8.) 1793 V. Knox Z<r«. l'«^.

Noblem. xxvii, So long as you preserve your own finances

uninvolved. 1853 Ruskin Stones Ven. II. 307 Loveliness

of simple design and grace of uninvolved proportion.

fl Unio (y«'ni(7). Zoo!, PI. unios (li unlones).
[L. unto a single large pearl (Pliny), Cf. Union
j3.2] a genns of freshwater bivalves typical of the

family Unionidm\ a mussel belonging to this or a

related genus, esp. one yielding pearls; a river-

mussel, pearl-mussel.
x8a4 EncycL Brit. Suppl. V. 581/1 The second [family],

I/«:orf'^ [sic], will embrace Unio,..Anodonta, and Iridina.

1834GRIFFITH tr. Ofvier^W. 387 Pearls . . are more especially

produced by the thick bivalve shells, such as the nniones.

ibid, 401 There is nothing to induce us to mention the Unio
here, except [etc.]. 1851 S. P. Woodward MoUnsca 41

Some of the unios thicken their umbones enormously. 1899

Nature 15 June 151/2 The washing out of loose pearls from

the unios.

b. attrib, and Comb.y as Unio'fisher^ mollusc,

-shaped; "Unio-beda (see quot. 1888).
1861 P. P. Carpenter in Kep. Smithsonian Instit. i860, 259

£//«V-shaped shells. Ibid. 263 The musk-rats . .being nature's

great Unio-fishers. 188a Froc. Berzu. Nat. Club IX. 506

Birds, .picking up the large Unio molluscs in rivers.^ 1888

Cassells Eucycl. Dict.y (Jnio-beds,.. certain beds in the

Purbeck, characterized by the occurrence of species of Unio,

1897 Quart. Jml. GeoL Soc, Index 400/2 Unio-bed on Noto-
wasaga River (Canada).

ITnio'CTllar, a* [See Uni- and Ocular a., and

cf. med.L. untoculus.] a. Ji^. Characterized by

the use of one eye, b. Of or pertaining to, affect-

ing, one eye. Cf. Monocular a.

a. 1830 Edin. Rev, ul. 531 The results of this unilateral,

uni-ocuTar mode of proceeding, b, 1890 Lancet 28 June
1416/1 In two [cases] there was occasional lateral nystag-

mus ; one uniocuiar. a 1901 F. W. H. Mvkrs lluvian
Personality {.\(jc,-^ I. 479 Cases, where ciliary spasm.. led to

uniocuiar diplopia.

TT-nioid, a, ZooL [f, Uni-o + -oid. Cf, Union-
OiD a.] Resembling orshaped like (that of) a unio,

i86x P. P, Carpenter in Kep. Sviiihsonian Instil. 1860^

268 Shells, with two Unioid teeth in each valve.

TTnion (ywnyan), sb?- Also 5-6 vnyon, 5-7
vnion, [a. F, titiion (i2-i3th c, = Sp. union,

Pg, unido, It, unione), ad. L, union-em, iinio the

number one, unity, uniting, etc, f. unus one.]

I. 1, Tlie action of joining or uniting one thing

to another or others, or two or more things to-

gether, so as to form one whole or complete body

;

the state or condition of being so joined or united ;

combination, conjunction : a. In non-physical

sense or of abstract things.

Hypostatic union', see Hypostatic «. 1.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 9 He ordeynede that water
scholde be mixte with wyne in the chalice, to betoken the
union of the churche un to Criste. c 1430 Myrr, Our Ladye
208 Conuenyently are deuoute wedlockes lykened vnto fayre

tree^ wherof the route ys suche vnyon of tow hartes. Ibid.

329 By whiche knyttynge. .the godhed was vnyed vnto the
manhed, and the very manhed vnto the godhed. . . And in this

moste acceptable vnyon [etc.]. 1538 Starkey England 41
The vnyon and coniunctyon of the body and soule togyddur.

1560 tr. Fisher's Godly Treat. Prayer F 5b, The very true

and sincere delectation, whiche groweth by a certayne vnion
and perfect agreement., of our soules with almightie God.
16*7 Sir J. Finch in Pari. Hist, (1807) II. 224/2 This union
of hearts, sir, is a greatness beyond that of the kingdom to

which you are heir. X65X Hobbes Leviaih. \\. xviii. 92 The
strength ofan Army [consisteth] in the union of their strength

under one Command. 1667 Milton P,L, ix. 966 Adam,
from whose deare side I boast me sprung, And gladly of our

Union heare thee speak, One Heart, one Soul in both, 1728
Chambers O'c/. %.v.HyPo5tatical^T\\^ Union of the human
Nature with the Divine. 1800 Med. Jml. IV. 334 By the

union and investigation of several data, the truth may_ at

last be discovered. 1841 Miall in Nonconf. I. i The union
of church and state. 1873 Freeman Comp. Politics ii. 49
The union of Roman and Teutonic elements,

b. Of persons or countries with reference to

joint action or policy, Cf. 3.

x6o8 W. Wilkes Sec. Mementofor Magistrates 59 Com-
pleat union is of better consequence to the furtherance of
religion. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav, I. 78 The
ianizaries swore the same Union with the Spahis. Z71X
>K, Marlborough in lo/A ReP, Hist, MSS. Conim. App. I.

144, I haue no other views then what tend to the firmest

union with his Lordship. 18x7 Shelley Rev. Islam ix.

xviiL The cold sneers of calumny were vain, The union of
the free with discord's brand to stain.

C. In physical sense ; j/^^:. in .Siwr^., the growing
together of the parts of a broken bone, lips of a
wound, etc., in the process of healing.
x63x H. C[rooke] Expl. Instrum, Chirurg. 13 To hold

the Tips of the wound . . together till the vnion be perfected.

'T^H J* Harris Lex, Techn. I. s.v., The Union of Atoms,
or Particles which touch in a Plain : as in the ChrystalUza-
tioQ of Salts, aod other like Bodies* X767 Gooch TrecU.

28»

Wounds I. 152 The time generally allowed for the union of

wounds, x8is J. Smith Panorama Sci. <5* Art II. 341 This
af^nity or union, is always .. of a chemical nature, for it is

attended with the grand characteristic of chemical union,

viz. it destroys the identity of the ingredients. 1842 Loudon
Suburhan Hort. 287 To fit the scion to the stock in such a
manner that the union of their inner barks, .may be as_ close

as possible. x86o Tvndall Glac, i. vii. 54 The moraine .

,

formed by the union of the lateral moraines.

d. With a and pi. An instance or occasion of

this. (Rarely in physical sense, see (iJ),)

In some instances not clearly separable from 7.

X570 Levins Manip, 166 An Vnion, vnio. c 160a Shaks.
Sonn. viii. 6 If the true concord of well tuned sounds,

By vnions married, do offend thine eare, a X653 Binning
Scrm. Wks. (1735) 8/2 There was an Union made already

in his first Moulding. X679 South Serm. 167 The same
[object] luckily hapnin.i^ upon another [mindj ofa Disposition

, .framed for it, is. .greedily clasped into the nearest Unions
and Embraces. 1781 Cowphr C/iarity 122 While providence
enjoins to ev'ry soul An union with the vast terraqueous

whole. X817 J. Bradbury Trav. Amer.
J31

A colony having

an union of interest, and of course an union of action.^ 187X

Jowett Plato III. 363 There is a union of qualities in him
such as I have never seen in any other,

(/') 1826 S. Cooper Eirst Lines Sur^. (ed. 5) aSi In some
instances [ofcompound fracture], onlya partial union follows,

1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 281 Instances frequently

occur of the inner bark of the scion being placed out of con-

tact with that of the stock, and a union nevertheless ensues.

e. Without article, in prec. senses,

f At union, in union, united.

c 1483 H. Baradoun in Pol., Rel. ^ L. Poems 280 Hertis
ease & I be not at vnion. 1526 Pilgr,Per/'.(V/.de'W. 1531)
284 b, In that all swetenesse and vnyon of loue and grace is

signifyed. 1625 Bacon Ess., Friendship (Arb.) 173 For in

Bodies, Vnion strengthneth and cherisheth any Naturall

Action;.. And euen so is it of Minds. X65X Hobbes Govt,

<S-
Soc. V. § 7. 79 This submission of the wills of all those men

to the will of one man, or one Counsel), is then made, when
each one of them obligeth himself by contract to every one
of the rest, . , this is called union. X675 R. Burthogge Causa
Dei 39 The Soul in state of Union to the Body, 1738 R,
Gre\ Meth. Hebrew v.v,Th& Line ofUnion called Maccaph,
X789 Belsham Ess. II. xli. 526 Persecution, said Mr. Fox,

is a bond of union, 1800 tr. Lagra/tge's Chem. II. 114
Nitric solutions of mercury and silver, .are themselves de-

composed at the moment of union- X847 Mrs. A. Kerr tr.

Ranke's Hist. Servia 117 The league of independent chiefs

..was on the closest terms of union with both these parties.

1840 Lever Con Cregan xi, While a sharp wound in my
neck, .had just begun that process called union '. a x88i

A, Barratt Phys. Metempiric (1883) p. xxv, The feeling of

real invisible union among the spirits of all the universe,

£ Sexual conjunction ; copulation, rare.

X728 Chambers Cycl.%.\, Univocal, Animals, .produced by
Univocal Generation, that is, by the sole Union or Copula-
tion of a Male and Female of the same Species, X79q Med.
Jml, II. 321 A female rabbit.. and. .a buck.. were allowed

to caress each other whilst absolute union was prevented.

2. The uniting together of the different sections,

parties, or individuals of a nation, people, or other

body so as to produce general agreement or con-

cord ; the condition resulting from this ; absence of

dissension, discord, or difference in opinion or

doctrine ; unity.

c 1460 Brut II. 508 This Frederike . . was long Emperoure, &
differred for to be crowned at Rome because of pe Scisme j

but after J>at vnion was had, he was crowned with Emperial
Diademe, c X460 G. Ashbv Dicta Philos. 70^ That kyng
that niaketh his Region To be obedient to his iuste lawe.

That reigne peasibly in an vnyon. X525 Ld. Berners Froiss,

II. ccxxxiii. 301 b/i The vnyon of the churche I desyre, and
I haue taken great payne therin. 1539 Cromwell in Merri-
man Life ^ Lett. (1902) II. 230 Ve shal.. bring a very vnion
..bitwene all them there & conduce them to suche a knott

as there shalbe perfite vnion amonges them without striffe,

1647 Clarendon Hist. Rcb. r. § 10 The Union, Peace and
Plenty of the Kingdom. 1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1720 I,

480, I, that never had any thmg so much at heart as the
Union of my Country. X828 Scott F. M. Perth xiii. Have
I not thanks to pay to God, who has restored union to my
family? 1841 Borrow Zincali L iii, 11. 271 However some
of the Gitdnos may complain that there is no longer union
to be found amongst them, there is [etc]. X849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng.i. 1. 160 They were so far from being disposed to

purchase union by concession that they objected to conces-

sion chiefly because it tended to produce union.

b. Painting, Agreement or harmony in respect

of colour, design, etc

1704 J. Harris Lex, Techn. I, Union (a Term among
Painters) is the mutual Agreeableness and Sympathy of the
Colours in a Piece of Painting. X728 Chambrrs_ C>c/.,

Harmon^,, .in the Ordonnance,. .signifies the Union, or

Connection between the Figures, with Respect to the Subject
of the Piece. X770 Sir J. Reynolds Disc, iii, (1778) 83 A
figure .. though deviating from beauty, may still have a
certain union of the various parts,

C. Horseni, (See quots.)

1753 Chambers's CycL Suppl. s.v. Unite, A horse is said to
unite, or walk in union, when, in galloping, the hind quarters

follow and keep time with the fore. X884 E. L. Anderson
Mod. Horsem. 110 That state of collection that we have
styled the union. That is, the forces of the two extremities

must be united as closely as is consistent with the mainten-
ance of the pace.

3. a. Scots Law, The uniting into one tenantry

of lands or tenements not lying contiguous. Charter

or clause of union (see quot. 1765-8).
XS03 Sc. Acts, Jas. V (1814) II. 246 Anent landis. .quhilk

, .ar anext or vnit in ane balding or barony )jat nochtwith-

standing |>e said anexation or vnion[etc.]. i$\zAcc, Ld. High
Treas, Scotl. VIII. 117 The forfaltouris and unionis maid
in the last parliament. 1578 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II.

693 Erectionis of baroniis, unionis or burghis in barony.

1693 Stair Instit, 11. u. § 44. 221 The whole Lands lying

UNION.

contiguous are naturally Unite, and needs no Union. 1751
McDowALL Inst. Laws Scot, 11. iii. I. ^67 The union or

erection into a barony of lands, lying in different shires.

1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scotl. 11. iii. § 45 By a charter of
union, i.e. by a charter in which the sovereign dispenses

with the necessity of taking a separate seisin upon every

discontiguous tenement. 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot.

1020 The object of a charter, or clause of union.

b. Eccl. The uniting or combination of two

or more churches or benefices into one. (Cf.

Unition a.)

1529 Act 21 Hen. VIII, c, 13 § 11 If any person . .procure

..any Licence or Licences, Union, Toleration or Dispensa-

tion, to receive and take any mo Benefices with Cure than

is above limited. 1537 tr. Latimer's Serm. be/, Conyoc.

D j b. Some brought forth canonizations, some expectations,

some pluralities and unions. 154s Act 37 Hen. VIII, c. 21

A Unyon or Consolidacion of two Churches in one, or of a
Churche and Chappell in one. 1607 Cowel Interpr., Vnion,

..is a combining or consolidation of two Churches in one,

which is done by the consent of the Bishop, the Patron, and
the Incumbent. 1665 Act 17 Chas. //, c 3 P 3 The said

Union shall take effect for every such Church or Chappell.

17X3 E. Gibson Eccl, Law 920 By the union, the two
churches are become so much one, that a second benefice

may be taken. X796 Pegge Anonym. (1B09) 444 Consolida-

tion, or the union of divers places m the person of one man,
is a great obstacle to justice and equity, i860 Act 23-24
Vict. c. 142 § 2 An Union of Two or more contiguous Bene-

fices with one another.

4. The action of uniting, or the state or fact of

being united, into one political body ; esp. formation

or incorporation into a single state, kingdom, or

political entity, usually with one central legislature.

a. In general use,

X547 J. Harrison {title\ An Exhortacion to the Scottes to

conforme themselfes to the., godly Union betweene the two
Realmes of Englande & Scotland. 1603 Bacon Brie/e

Discourse B ij, And.. leaning violent Vnions [of countries]:

wee will consider onelye naturall Vnions. xfrjz Petty
Pol. Anat. Ci6qi) 35 Why was there ever a Union between
England and Wales? X729 T. Innes Crit. Ess. (1879) 67
That the Picts continued in possession. -till their union in

one kingdom with the Scots. 1754 Franklin Plan 0/Union
Wks. 1887 II. 351 The said commissioners. .came_ to an
unanimous resolution : That a union of the colonies is abso-

lutely necessary for their preservation. 1848 W. H. Kelly
tr. L, Blanc's Hist. Ten V. I. 268 To the Belgians France
could offer, as the price of a fraternal union, the substitution

[etc.]. x8^ Motley Dutch Rep. v. i. (1906) III. 95 Early
in January, 1577, the celebrated ' Union of Brussels 'was
formed. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIIl. 741/2 This success of

the struggle for union gave the United States a date for

the political.. existence of the nation.

b, Eng, IJist. The uniting of the English and

Scottish crowns in 1603, or parliaments in 1707;
or of the parliaments of Great Britain and Ireland,

dating from i Jan. 1801. (With the and capital.)

(a) 1603 Bacon {.title). A Briefe Discovrse, tovching the

Happie Vnion of. .England, and Scotland. 1604 Proclam,

Jas. /, 20 Oct., The blessed Union, or rather reuniting of..

England and Scotland, vnder one Imperial crowne. a X700

Evelyn Diary 25 Feb. 1671, Came to visit me one of the

Lords Commissioners of Scotland for the Union. \tvj
Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 10 This day being the begin-

ning of the Union of England with Scotland. 1712 Z. Haig
in T. Russell Haigs (1881) xil 344 Prosperity to Scotland,

and No Union ! 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. xviL II. 696

The union closes the story of the Scots constitution. X864

Burton Scot Abr. 1. 121 Scotland did not fully recover from
the ruin of that conflict until the Union made her secure.

ip) X7^ The Union (ed. 4) 15 As.. the Protestants become
the majority of our people upon the establishment of the

Union. xSi^ Scott Wav. Gen, Pref., Miss Edgeworth . . may
be truly said to have done more towards completing the

Union, than [etc.]. x88o Encycl. Brit. XIII. 271 Carried in

great measure by the same corrupt means as the constitution

of '82 had been worked by, the Union earned no gratitude.

5, The joining of one person to another in matri-

mony ; an instance or occasion of this, a marriage,

XS95 Shaks. John 11. ii. 446 This vnion shall do more than

batterie can To our fast-closed gates.
^ 1678 E. Cooke {title\

Love's Triumph,—or. The Royal Union : A Tragedy. 175X

Johnson Rambler No. 167 fz The happy event of a union
in which caprice and selfishness had so little part. X778

MissBurnev Evelina Ixxix, Hewashimself of opinion, the

sooner the union took place, the better. x8»6 Miss Mitford
in L'Estrange Life {1870) II. xi. 239 The immediate union

of the Princess Constance . . to Don Pedro. X841 Thackeray
Gt. Hoggarty Diam. viii. Her grandfather had been at the

first very much averse to our union. 1879 Farrar6"^/'«W
II. 69 He pronounced against any voluntary dissolution of

unions already existing between Pagans and Christians,

II. t6. The quality of being one in number;
oneness ; the fact or condition of consisting of,

involving, or being restricted to, one person or

thing only, Obs,

In quots, 1548 and a 1564 with reference to the partaking

of the Communion by the priest only.

a 15x3 Fabvan Chron. vii. ccxliv. 286 An other erronyous

opynyon concernynge the vnyon of the Trynytie. X548

Geste Pr. Masse K viii. Thee prieste masse, whyche is

rather an vnion then a communion, a X564 Becon Display.

Popish Mass Wks. 1 1. 50 Ye call it a Communion, which is

a partaking of many together; but ye might right well call

it an vnion. For no man eateth and drinketh of the bread
and wyne but you alone. 1564 Harding /4«.m;. Jewel Gi

For euery multitude, .contineweth one. And that whereof
it is one, and is kepte in vnion or onenesse, it is necessary

that it be one, elles [etc.]. 1651 Benlowes Theoph, viii,

xxvii, Thus Holy, Holy, Holy's nam'd, to show A Ternion

we in Union know.

t b, — Monad a. i b. Obs.~'^

1565 B. GoocE tr. Palingenius' Zodiac vii. U tij, As from

the Union [L. monas\ fyrst eche other number springs,

t c, A unique example. Obs."^
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1657 J. Watts I'ind. Ch. Eng. 48 But an Union, one such

text, I mean, in all the Bible.

7. That which is united or combined into one ;

a body formed by uniting one thing to another or

others, or several things together ; a combination

or compound, *

1660 Jeb. Taylor Worthy Comvmn, Introd. 10 My purpose

is., to gather together into an union al these several portions

of truth. 1696 Stanhope Chr. Pattern (1711) 2 What is a

man the better for entring into the sublime mysteries of the

Trinity, and being able to dispute nicely upon that adorable

Union? 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Hot. 212 Carbonic acid gas,

(which was formerly called fixed air, and is an union of

oxygen and carbon).

b. A number, group, or body of persons or states

joined or associated together for some common
purpose or action ; an association, league, or so-

ciety ; in later use esp. = Trade-union.
(rt) 1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor in. iv. rule x. § 11 He is not

to be reckoned as a Brother, or a relative in our_ religious

friendship and union. 1736 Butler Anal, i. lii. 83 To
separate from their adversaries, and to form an union among
themselves. 176a Falconer 6"A;^:t>n 11.409 [The] sagacious

statesman.. darts around his penetrating eyes, Where Dan-
gers grow and hostile unions rise. 183a Gem. P. Thompson
Exerc. (1842) II. 236 Once more to the Political Unions,.,

don't endure it \sc. slavery]; but hold together like burrs.

1903 Science (N.V.) s June 892/2 The International Union
of the American Republics, popularly known as the Pan-
American Union.
(*) 1833 2nd Rep. Factory Com. D 2. 39 Our spinners, .said

they had no fault to find . . ,,but the union obliged them to turn

out. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton viii, lilock-prlnters is

going to strike; they'n getten a bang-up Union, as won't

let 'em be put upon, 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Eton. 65 It

is certain that the increase of wages is not confined to those

trades which have unions.

c. Spec. A number of states or provinces united

together or incorporated into one legislative con-

federacy; a confederation or federation; esp. the

United States of America.
Sometimes in American usie restricted to the Northern

States which adhered to the Union in contradistinction to

the eleven Southern States whose attempted secession from
it led to the Civil Ww of 1861-5.

1775 Jefferson Let. Writ. 1892 I. 491 So as to bring the
Canadians into our Union. 179a Belknap Hist. Ne^u
HamPsk. III. 257 An important branch of the American
union. 1817 J. Bradbury Trav. Atiier, 277 The separation

of the States west of the Alleghanies from the Union. 1865
Lowell JFAj. (1890) V. 258 The South will come back to the

Union. 1900 in R. H. Brand Union o/S. Africa 142 The
words ' the Union ' shall be taken to mean the Union of

South Africa as constituted under this Act.

d. A number of parishes united or incorporated

together under one Board of Guardians for the

administration of the poor laws; an area or sub-

district so formed and administered,

1834 Act 4-5 Will. /K, c. 76 5 26 Such Parishes shall there-

upon be deemed a Union for such Purpose, i837M*=Culloch
Acc- Brit. Empire II. 63^ The operation of Gilbert's Act in

the unions formed under it. 18^ Gladstone Sp. in Times
89 Dec. 9/5 The bulk of the cotton manufacture was carried

on in a region comprised within 27 Unions.

e. A textile fabric composed of two or more
different materials woven together, esp. one con-

taining cotton and linen, or cotton and some other

material as wool, silk, or jnte. Freq. //., kinds or

varieties of goods or fabrics so woven, union-cloths.

1844 G, DODD Textile Manuf. v. 167 A mixture of flax

and cotton called 'union '. 1851 '^Xsn^wMi Lond. Labour \.

378/1 Then we had an Irish linen, an imitation, you know,
a kind of 'Union', which we call double twist. 1893
Photogr. Ann. 284 Two or three yards of ' union *, or white

window blind material.

Pl. 1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour I, 376/2 Linen of good
quality used to be extensively hawked, but from 1820 to

1825,01 later., the hawkers got to deal in an inferior quality,
• unions ' (a mixture of linen and cotton) glazed and stiffened,

1870 Cassell's Techn, Educ. IV. 387/2 A real Scotch carpet

is all wool, but fabrics similar in appearance are made with

cotton warps and worsted wefts, m which case they are

called 'unions*. 1890 Textile Nctvs 20 Oct. (List Manufac-
turers), Manufacturer of black and coloured unions.

8. Brewing. One of a series of casks or vats used

in the Union or Burton system of cleansing beer.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 275/2 When beer is cleansed, .it is

necessary to keep the casks or Unions full to the bung. i8ot

W. J.SYKEs5r«t//«r448 When a set of unions are cleansed,

the swan-necks are first removed.

ni, 9. That which imites or connects one

thing to another; ieckn.^ a device for connecting

the ends of pipes or tubes, or for attaching a pipe

to some other part ; a coupling, pipe-coupling.

1850 Isee unionjoint in sense 1 2]. i8i53 Appleby's Handbk.
Mack. ly Iron Work 59 Wrought-iron Wrenches for Hose
Unions. 1864 Riddel^ Co.^s Ca^rt/., Steam and Valve Cocks.

Brass Unions. 1889 Daily Ne7vs 11 Feb. 4/7 Makers of

cocks, taps, unions, and bar fittings are fairly busy.

rV". 10. In elliptical senses, a. -Union-flag
or Union-jack, either as {a) a separate flag (also

f Great union)^ or {b) as inserted in the upper

inner canton of the ensign ; freq. in phr. tmion

down or downwards^ indicating an inverted posi-

tion, with the union as if in the lower inner canton,

when the flag is hoisted or flown on a vessel as a

signal of distress or mourning.
{a) 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s,v. 5^ac*, In the

British Navy the jack is . . a small union flag . . ; but in mer-

chant-ships this union is bordered with a red field. x8is

Vol. X.
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Ann. Re^., Cen. Hist, no The proud old British Union
floated triumphantly over it. 1849 C. Stubt Exped. Centr.

Australia 1. 20 Some young ladies of the colony.. had
worked a silken union to present to Mr. Eyre. 1865 N. ff Q.
18 Feb. 136/1 His majesty is depicted stepping from a barge
with the Union hoisted at the stern.

{.b) 1S04 Naval C/tron.Xll. 144 The colours., were hoisted

Union downwards. 1830 Campbell Diet. Mil. Sci. s.v.

Colours, The Red Cross of St. George in a White Field,

with the Union in the Upper Canton. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 321/1 The American flag., was by mistake hoisted
' union down '.

b. Short for Union House jWorkhouse (sense 1 2).

1843 Nkale Ball. ^- Songs for People 16 We never built

the unions Wherein they starve the poor. 1874 T.Hardy
Ear fr. Mad. Crowd xxx, I wonder sometimes if I am
doomed to die in the Union.

c. (With capital.) The name at various Uni-

versities (orig. at Oxford and Cambridge) of a

general club and debating society usually open to

all members, or all undergraduates, of the Uni-

versity ; also, the buildings or offices of such.

Originally short for Union Society or Union Club. Also
used attrib., as Union audience, rhetoric^ speech.

1835 Rep. Committee Oxford Union Soc. 2 The Treasurer
of the Union. 1853 Thackeray Eng. Hum., Congreve

(1858) 58 Before the passing of the Reform Bill, there existed

at Cambridge a certain debating club, called the 'Union'.
1883 Oxford Univ. Mag, 24 Jan, 7/j No more eloquent

speech has been heard in the Union during the last three

years, 1891 Cal. St. Andrews Univ. 315 The scheme for

instituting a Students' Union in the University of St._ An-
drews, /bid. 316 The general management of the Union.

V. Attrib. and comb., passing into adj.

IL a. In senses 4 b and 7 c, with the sense * of

or belonging to, promoting or advocating, adher-

ing to or supporting (a particular) legislative

union*, as (a) l/jiion arms, colours^ -maker^ par'
iiament; esp. (b) in American use (see 7 c note),

as Union banner^ leagitOj vtan, planter, etc.

(a) 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4374/r On Two opposite Corners
were the Union Arms, /bid.. The Norton Galley hoisted

the Union Colours. i7;?i Smollett Humph. CL To Phil-

lips 8 Aug., During a sitting of the union parliament [at

Edinburgh, 1707]. 1811 Gen. Reg. <5- Orders of Army 13
The first Standard, Guidon, or Colour of Regiments, which
is the Union Colour. 1846 A, Amos Gt. Oyer of Poison. 4
The union-maker, King James.

{b) 1863 Bright Sp. Amer, 26 Mar. 127 Not Union planters

only, but Secession planters began to bring in the produce.

1863 Hawthorne (?«rO/rf//^M« (1883) I. 23 The latest is

nowa gallant general under the Union banner. 187a De Vere
Americanisms 280 The Union-men. .or Federals, .fought

for the Union against rebellion. Ibid. 289 Loyal Leagues,
as well as Union Leagues, were formed all over the countiy.

b. In general and miscellaneous use, as union-

hand
J
canopy, vowel, etc.

1723 E. Fenton Mnriamne in, vi^ Such as good spirits

are suppos'd to sing O'er saints, while death dissolves the

union-band. 1785 IR, Graves] Eugenius II. xxxL 18B A
great many variegated roses, .called union roses (as they
unite the party distinctions of York and Lancaster). 1824
T. Fenby Mulberry Tree iii, Tha tree, Which love's union-

canopy made. 1879 Whitkev Sanskrit Gram. 78 All the

simple vowels come to assume in certain cases the aspect of

union-vowels, or insertions between root or stem and ending
of inflection or of derivation.

C. In sense 7 b,as Union-Jobbery -smashing\h\, sb,

184X Penny Cycl. XXJ. 411/1 The many dishonest ab-

stractions of their [Pension Societies'] funds, of which the

mere Union jobbers are so often guilty. 1897 Westm. Gaz.
30 Aug. 1/3 A general policy of union-smashmg.

d. In sense 7 e, as union cioth^ cord {braid),

damask, diaper^ goods, etc. ; also (of garments),
' made of union cloth or fabric*.

z86a Catal. Intemat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3995, Woollen
and union cloths. 1867 Urfs Vict. Arts (ed. 6) 111. 971
Union goods, cloths of a mixed character, as of flax and
jute, or cotton and jute. 1868 Chambers' Encycl, X. 268/1

Many of the names used in the all-wool class are retained

in this [sc. fabrics composed of wooj and cotton], with the

addition of the word * union ', as union merino, union shal-

loon, union damask, &c. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet.

Needle^v. 507 Union cord, a round white cord, made for

stay-laces, ., composed of both linen and cotton thread.

Ibid..' Union Cord Braid, Union Diaper._ 1896 Godey^s

Mag. Feb, 218/2 Union undergarments of silk or wool.

e. In senses 7 d, 10 b, as union boy, man.
1846 {title). The Union and Parish Officer's Pocket Almanac

and Guide. 1859 J. H. Steggall Hist. Suffolk Man \. 29,

I was worse than any union boy with his hair polled. 1871

*M. Legrand ' Cambr. Ereshm, 303 He's out o' the Union.

..The Union men break the stones on the roads.

12. Special combs. : union bow Archery, a

bow made of two or more pieces united together
;

a backed or back bow (C^k/. Z>/<rA 1891); union-
grass, one or other of the grasses belonging to the

genus Uniola (ibid.); Union House, the poor-

liouse or workhouse of a Poor Law union (of.

senses 7 d and 10 b, and Union workhouse^ ; union-
joint (see quots. and sense 9) ; union nut, id) a

nut used with a screw to unite one part to another ;

{b) the Australian timber-tree Bosistoa sapindi-

formis, or its wood; union pear (see quot.)

;

union-pump (see quot.) ; union-room Breiving,

the room containing the unions or cleansing vats
;

union-rustic, a British night-moth, Apaviea con-

nexa {^Encycl. Diet. 1888); union screw (see

quot. and union joint); f union suit, ?a set of

mirrors j union system Brewing (see quots. and

UNION FLAG.

sense 8) ; Union workhouse, = Union House.
See also Union flag, Jack,
1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xlvi, * Anything new at the

*Union House to-day, Mr. Mole?' 1893 Daily Nervs 10
April 5/4 The Prince's inscription in the Dunmow Union
House visitors' book. 1850 Weale Diet. Terms 493 * Union
scretvs ox joints, . . the brass unions for connecting the elastic

bore-pipe of the tender to the feed-pipe of the [locomotive]
engine. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. i. \\. 107 A finer [adjustment]
is secured by a well made union-joint. 1838 Civil Eng. ^
Arch. Jrnl. 1. 133/1 It ..is attached to a ferrule by a*union
nut and screw, and can be as easily removed. 1889 Maiden
Useful PI. 387 Bosistoa sapindiformis,*Union Nut. 1731
M iLLER Gard. Diet. 6 U, The *Union Pear ; otherwise call'd

Dr. Uvedale's St. Germain. This is a very large long Pear,
of a deep green Colour, i860 J. Hogg Eruit Man. 21^.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2681/2 * Union-pump,. .on^ m
which the engine and pump are united in the same frame.
1886 ' BiCKERDVKE ' Citr. Ale ^ Beer 2,29 The*union-room..
[at Allsopp's] contains 1,424 unions,which can cleanse 230,688
gallons at one time. 1850 Weale Diet. Terms 494 The
feed-pipe is likewise attached to tlie lower end of the pump
by a large *union screw. 1714 Lond, Gaz, No. 5214/3
All sorts of Coach Glasses, Chimney Glasses, Sconces,
Dressing Glasses, *Union Suits, Dressing Boxes, swinging
Glasses [etc.]. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 275/2 There are three

modes of cleansing—, .id, by running the beer into casks,

and then allowing the yeast to work out through the bung
holes ; and -xd^ on what is called the *Union, or Burton
system, which is the second plan with some improvements,
1886 ' BiCKERDYKE ' Cur. Ale ^ Beer 333^When the fermen.

tation has almost ceased, the beer is put into smaller vessels

..and the froth either works over the side or is skimmed
off or, as in the ' union ' system at Burton, works up through
pipes. 1851 KiNGSLEY Yeast xii, As he went on, talking

wildly to himself, he passed the *Union Workhouse. 1863
Fawcett Pol. Econ. iv. iv. 581 The inmates of the union-

workhouse are subject to certain restraints.

Hence U'nional a., of or pertaining to union or a

union (esp. of countries) j U'nioned «., joined in

union ; U'nioner U.S., an adherent of the Union
during the American Civil War.
1889 Scott. Leader 18 Apr. 6 If the Unionist has destroyed

both the national and *unional sentiment in the Irish.

1905 Q. Rev. July 273 The Uniona! flag had been hauled

down. 1787 J. IJarlow Vision of Columbus vi. icji Great
Washington arose in view, And *union'd flags his stately

steps pursue. x88o Tourgee Eool's Err. vii. 31 The old

*Unioner*s report in regard to the doughty colonel.

U'llioil, sb."^ Now arch. Also 4 vniun'J. [ad.

L. union-em, ilnio Unio : of. Onion sb. 7.

So called (ace. to Pliny Nat. Hist. ix. xxxv. § 56) because

no two are exactly alike.]

A pearl of large size, good quality, and great

value, esp. one which is supposed to occur singly.

Freq. in 17th c, esp. in allusion to or echoes of the story

related of Cleopatra : see Pliny loc. cit. % 59. The following

early instance is prob. of AF. origin : c 1303 Land Cokayne

89 per is saphir and vniune^ Carbuncle and astiune.

159a Soliman <^- Pt:rs. 11. i, Then they play, and when she

hath lost her gold, Erastus pointed to her chaine, and then

she said : I, were it Cleopatraes vnion. 1599 Hakluvt Voy,

II. 5 Precious unions and costly spyces. X635 Hevwood
Hierarchyyn. 419 A Pendant Vnion to adorne her Eare,

Rarer no Queene was euer seene to weare. 1694 Motteux
Rabelais iv. iv. 19 Between whose Septenary Links..

Rubies, Emeralds, ..and Unions were alternatively set in.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 21 Feb. 1645, The other Union, that

Cleopatra was about to dissolve and drink up.

fig' rt '^" P- ^^v.Vi^HPosth. Wks, (<: 1680) II. 227 Pearls are

called Unions, because they are ever found alone : a Saint's

Pearl is his Union for a contrary Reason, because he is never

found alone in his Spiritual Being or Beauty.

b. aiirib, with pearl. Also transf,

1656 Blount Glossogr. s.v., Union Pearls. .are the best

sort of Pearl. (Hence in Phillips, Bailey, etc ] 1885 R. K.

Burton Arab. Nts. (18B7) III. 67 This damsel, the mistress

of moons, the union pearl.

tTJ'Xlioil, V, Obs. rare. Also 5 unyon. [f.

Union sb.^'\ trans. To unite.

01470 Hakuing Chron. ccxli. heading. The kynges tytle

to all his iondes, briefely reported, with a moiucion to

vnion Scotlande and Englande. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.)

23 The countee of Mayne by Maryage was unyoned to the

erledom of Angew.

Union fla^. [Union sb,'^ 4 b, 7 c] a. The
national flag or ensign, formerly of Great Britain,

in later use (from 1801) of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland, formed by combining

the crosses of St. George, St. Andrew, and St.

Patrick, retaining the blue ground of the banner of

St. Andrew. See Union Jack, and Union sb.'^ 10 a.

This flag was introduced to symbolize the union of the

crowns of England and Scotland and was formed by sur-

mounting the cross saltire of St. Andrew by the cross of

St. George ; the cross .saUire of St. Patrick was added on

the union of the parliaments of Great Britain and Ireland,

when the whole flag was blazoned by Royal Proclamation

{Lond. Gaz. i Jan. iSoi), as follows: Azure, the Crosses

saltires of St. Andrew and St. Patrick Quarterly per Saltire,

counterchanged Argent and Gules; the latter fimbriated of

the Second, surmounted by the Cross of St. George of the

Third, fimbriated as the Saltire.

1634 in Rymer Exdera (1732) XIX. 549/1 None_ shall

from henceforth presume to carry the Union Flag in the

main Top or other part of their Ships, that is Saint George

his Cross and Saint Andrews Cross joined together,, .but

that the same Union Flag be still reserved as an Ornament
proper for our own Ships, and Ships in our immediate

Service and Pay, and none other. 1681 in English Hist.

Rev. Jan. (191 1) 50 (An article forbidding] privateers to

wear our Union flagg and jack. '696 Lond. Gaz. No.

3190/3 Leaving the Command of the Fleet with my Lord
Berkeley, who.. has put up the Union Flag on Board the

Britannia. 1714 C. Johnson Hist. Pirates 153 One of
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them struck the Union Fbg on the Top of the Castle. 1769
fsee Union ' 10 a]. 18*9 Marrvat /*. Mildinay viii, A union
flag is displayed at the inizen peak.^ 1844 Regitl. ^ Ord.
Army 48 The Union Flag or Jack heing the distinctive flag

or mark of an Admiral of the Fleet, when displayed at the
main-top-gallant-mast-head. 1865 N. ^ Q. 11 March 208/3

The incorporation of the red saltier of St. Patrick into the
Union Flag.

b. The flag of the federated colonies or pro-

vinces of the American Union.
1776 Pcnnsylv. Even. Post 28 May 266/2 The Union Flag

of the American States waved upon the Capitol.

XTniouic (y>7ni/7'nik), a. [f. Union sb^ + -10.]

Of or pertaining to, characteristic of, a Union or

University Union Society ; frequenting or debating

at the Union.
1855 Housth. Words 30 June 52T, I breakfasted with jovial

undergraduates. . . I heard old talk . . of Unionic speakers
elociue^t. 1863 Pall Mall G. 13 April lo/i The charac-
teristics of Unionic eloquence. 1884 J. Pavn Lit. Recoil.

54 In Mr. Lewis's classification of his fellow-students, it was
that of* the Unionic Cantab.'

Unionid (y»7'ni<mid). Zool. [a. mod. L.
Unionid-iR (see def.), f, L. unio Unio : see -id 3.]

A member of the Unionidas, a large family of bi-

valve mollnscs typified by the genus Unio of

freshwater mussels ; a unio.
1861 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Sfnithsonian Itistit, 1S60,

263 The extreme forms of the Unionids.

Unio'lliforin, a. Zool. [f. mod.L. Unio Unio :

see -(i)FOBM.] Belonging to or resembling the

Unionidx ; unionoid.
1868 R. Tate Afp. to Woodward's Mottiisca 71 Anthra.

cosia differs from [/nto^ to which genus the majority of the
Unioniform shells have been referred,

Unioilisili (yii'nyaniz'm). [f. Union si.^ +
-ISM.] The principle or policy of union ; combi-
nation in union as a system of social organization

;

advocacy of this. Cf. Trade(s)-unionism.
1845 MiALL in Noncon/.^ V. 173 The gravest objections

agamst congregational unionism. 1869 J. Stirling Trade
Unionismii To the unionist himself, the results of Unionism
are no less hurtful 1884 Brit. A Im. <5- Comp. 67 "The growth
of unionism among farm labourers.

b. U.S. Advocacy of, attachment or adherence
to, a legislative union between states.

1864 Lowell McClellan or Lincoln f Pr. Wks. 1890 V. 157
The somewhat light Unionism of Mr. Pendleton. 1865 —
Reconstruct. Ibid. 222 We do not mean to say that there is

any very large amount of even latent Unionism at the
South. 1883 A merican VI. 92 The obstinate Unionism of
the mountaineer farmers.

c. Loyalty to or advocacy of the principles,

views, or programme of the Unionist party of

Great Britain and Ireland ; the political tenets

characteristic of a Unionist.
1886 Sat. Rev. 5 June 763/2 Unionism has to deal with

an enemy perfectly unscrupulous. 1889 Mbs. Buxton in
O'Brien Li/e Parnell (1898) I. 220 We talked a little about
Home Rule and the future of Ireland—my Unionism getting
very shaky.

TTnioilist (yfi-nyanist), sb. and a. [f. as prec.

+ -1ST. Cf. F. unioniste.\

A. sb, 1. An adherent of or believer in union-
ism as a. political principle or system of organiza-
tion ; esp. one who advocates or supports the
formation or maintenance of some particular legis-

lative imion.
Usually with initial capital in particularized sense.

1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 337 [Duigenan] is particularly
severe in his criticisms on Lord ^linto, a Brother Unionist.
1851 Gallenga //a/y 41 Nothing.. has been more fatal to
the cause of Italian federation than a departure from the
views of the Unionists. 1887 Mahaffv & Oilman Alex-
ander's Empire xxx. 286 There was a large nationalist party
..violently opposed to the unionists,, .constantly asserting
the right of every Greek slate to legislate for itself. 1890
Hatton Sy Order o/Czarw. i, [HeJ was above all things
an Imperial Unionist, and would defend to the death the
merest scrap of soil over which the flag had ever floated.

b. U.S. A supporter or advocate of the Federal
Union of the United States of America ; esp. one
who during the Civil War of 1 861-5 was opposed
to Secession.

1830 D. Webster isl Sp.on Foot's Res. Wks. 1851 III.

259, I am a unionist, and, in this sense, a national repub-
lican. i86a MoTLEY_ Corn (1889) II. 94 The anti-slavery
men became the Unionists, the slaveholders the Destruc-
tionists. iZ&^American VII. 149 A Texas 'Unionist' is
going to sue the United States for the value of his slaves.

o. British Politics. A member of the political

party which advocated or supported maintenance
of the parliamentary Union between Great Britain
and Ireland ; an opponent of Home Rule.
This party was formed in 1886 by the coalition of the

Conservatives with those Liberals (Liberal Unionists : see
Liberal a. 5) who were opposed to Gladstonian Home Rule.
While the chief tenet of this party was the maintenance of
the Union, its general policy and principles gradually
became identified with those of the Conservative party.
1886 Ld. R. Churchill Sp. at Mamh. 3 March, Do you

not think that such a party might be formed which might
combine all that is best of the politics of the Tory, the
Whig, or the Liberal!. .Might we not call it the party of
the Union ! Members of that party might be known as
Unionists. l88« in Pall Mall G. 6 July 14/1 The opinion
. . that . .the Liberal Unionists are coming to signal grief. .

.

The Unionists have, indeed, pulled the chestnuts out of the
fire for Lord Salisbury. 1893 7'imes 25 Apr. ii/i A repre-

234

sentaiive company of British Unionists to meet the Unionists

of Ireland.

2. A member of a trade-union ; a Trade-
unionist,

1834 yo/m Bull 13 July 219/1 The cases on the Crown
side were principally Unionists, charged with administering

unlawful oaths. 1854 H. ^fILLER Sclu Sf Schiii. xv. 327

The life of my friend was. .pitched on a.. higher tone than

that of most of his brother unionists. 1879 T. H.S. Escott
England I. 282 The charges of conspiracy and violence

brought against unionists and unionism.

3. One who desires or advocates the union of

churches or congregations. Cf. Reunionist.
185a Newland Led. Tractar. 165 We are Tractarians or

Unionists or whatever you may please to call us, 1866

G. Talbot in E. Purcell Life A . P. de Lisle C1900) I. xv. 408,

I think that the sympathy of the Unionists for the Greek
Schism is a proof of want of sincerity. 1869 Union Rcvinv
311 The Unionist, whether he be a Roman or an Anglican.

B. aitrib. passing into adj. 1. Of or pertaining

to, advocating or supporting, a legislative union,

esp. that between Great Britain and Ireland.

1816 ScOTT Bl. D^vnrf xi'i, The Unionist courtiers, that

have bought and sold old Scotland. 1848 Daunt Kecoll.

O'Connell I. ii. 16, I spoke in reply to a Unionist efTuslon

of Emerson Tennent's, 1863 Dicey Federal St. II. 187 The
Atlantic il/<?«M^.. is,. staunchly Unionist, and more or

less anti-slavery. 1888 A. J. Balfour in Times a Oct. lo/i

The union of the Unionist party.

b. Of or belonging to the Unionists or Unionist

Party. (Cf. A. I c.)

x886 Pall Mall G. 3 July 4/1 The utter failure of the
Unionist attack., at Stockton. 1890 Rider Haggard
Beatrice xviii, He knew the head Unionist whip very well.

1897 H. Tennyson Tennyson II. 412 The large Unionist
meetings throughout Great Britain.

2. Of or belonging to trade-unionism or trade-

unionists.

187^ H. Spencer Data 0/Ethics xii. § 78. 211 The unionist

principle that the better workers must not discredit the

worse by exceeding them in efficiency. 1884 Pail Mall G:
i: Sept. 3/1 The success of the unionist movement.

Unioui'stic, a. [f. Unionist sb. + -ic] Ofor
relating to, characteristic of, unionists ; advocating,

promoting, or favourable to union or unionism.
i860 Worcester (citing SchafF). 1867 Ld. Acton Lett.

{1906) 346 The Bishop of Mentz..has written a pamphlet
decidedly unionistic. x^z--^Schaff^s Encycl. Relig^KnoivL
II. 1683 When the unionistic measures of Bucer were being
discussed. i88|^ American VIII. 6 For this reason the

simply unionistic feeling burned in the northwest.

U'Dionite. Mi7i, [Named by Silliman from its

locality, Untonvilley Pennsylvania.] =Zoisite.

1849 B. Silliman in Anicr. Jml. Sci. <?- Arts Sen 11. VIII.

384 Uiiionitcin general appearance .. somewhat resembles
scapolite or spodumene. 1855 0?-r's Circ. Sci.y GeoL, etc.

521 Antitomus Felspar, Soda Spodumene, Unionite.

Unionize (y?7*ny3n3iz), v. [f. Union j^.i + -ize.]

a. irans» To form into a union. rare~^,
1841 R. Oastler Fleet Papers I. No. 23. i8z The breaking

up of the old local, domestic, family system of seIf-govern«

ment, by unionizing and centralizing society.

b. esp. To bring under Irade-union rules or

principles ; to cause (persons) to become members
of a trade-union.
Freq. since c 1900. Hence (in journalistic use) Unioniza-

iion^ Unionized ppl. a., Unionizing vbl. sb.

1890 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 18 Nov., It has been
decided by the Trades Council to take radical measures,.
to unionize all work in the building trades. 1903 Liberty
Review July 16 The servants have been unionised under
the rules of the. . Federation.

Union Jack, [f. Union shy + Jack sb.'^l Ori-

ginally and properly, a small British union flag

flown as the jack of a ship; in later and^more
general use extended to any size or adaptation of

the union flag (even when not used as a jack), and
regarded as the national ensign. See Union flag a
and Union ji^.i 10 a.

Written either with capitals or small initials.

X674 Land. Gaz. No. 924/1 To Charge.. His Subjects..,
That from henceforth they do not presume to wear His
Majesties Jack (commonly called. The Union Jack) in any
of their Ships or Vessels, without particular Warrant. 1694,
x7oa [see Jack sb,^]. iSox Union Magaziftg Jan. 52 1 he
Royal Union standard was hoisted on the Tower;.. the
Union Jack on the Parade. i8aa Admiralty Order in
Lond. Gaz. No. 17871. 1893/t We .. authorize all His
Majesty's subjects to hoist the Union Jack at the top-mast-
head.., or at the fore-top-mast-head.., as a signal for a
pilot. 1883 Mrs. Bishop Golden Chersonese 222 Everything
was ' ship-shape ', . .a union jack over the desk, from which
the liturgy was read, and a tiger-skin [etc.].

b. A figure or representation of this. Also atlrib.

1848 Albert Smith Chr. Tadpole xxiv. 220 C^uite un-
expectedly they all produced union-jack pocket-handker-
chiefs, at the same moment. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy
Chain i. xix, Harry used to write his name all over his—
see—and draw union-jacks on it. 1886 Pall Mall G. 3 July
4/1 In Sunderland the Liberals have all taken to wear
Union Jacks in their buttonholes.

Hence (with reference to the use of the union jack
as a national flag) Union Ja'ckery, Union
Ja'ckist, Ja'ckite. nonce-words.
1886 Pall Mall G. 3 July 4/1 At Nottingham, .. the

Tory party is locally known as the Union Jackists. 1896
Spectator

-J
March 342 The national outbursts of 'Union-

Jackery' in the courts and music-halls. 1901 Daily Chron.
a Dec. 10/2 Men who no doubt call themselves patriotic

Union-Jackites and Big Englanders.

UNIPETALOUS.

Unionoidf a. and sb, Zool. [f. mod.L. Union-
Unio.] a. Oi^j. Of or belonging to the Unioniiiie\

unioniform. \i, sb. A unionid {Cent. Diet. 1891 ).

1879 H. A. Nicholson Palxont, (ed. 2) I. 492 Unionoid
Biv.ilves, with thick shells.

Union pipes, sb. pi. [? ad. Ir. piob uilleann^

f. piob pipe + uilleann^ gen, sing, of uille elbow.]

A form of bagpipes in which the wind-bag is in-

flated by bellows worked by the elbow ; Irish

bagpipes.
1851-61 Mavhkw Lond. Labour III. 163/1 The union

pipes are the old Irish pipes improved. 1877 R. Bell
Early BalLids^ etc. 441 We first heard it sung in Malham-
dale, Yorkshire, by . .an old Dales'-nnnstrel,whoaccompanicd
himself on the union-pipes.

Unipa'rient, a. [See Uni- and Parient a.]

=^ next I.

xZzz-'j Ooovi Study Med.{iZ2<)) V. 227 [These signs] belong
as frequently to the uniparient as to the muliiparient, and
hence are unentitled to attention. 1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat.
V. 560/2 In Man, although generally uniparient, two or

more follicles may.. become matured about the same time.

Uniparons (ywni "paras), fl. [f. mod.L. unipar-

ns (whence F, nniparCy It. uniparo, Sp. mtiparo) :

see Uni- and -parous.]

1, Bearing or producing one at a birth ; charac-

terized by this kind of parturition.

1646 Sir T. Bkowne Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 2^8 For animals
multifidous.. there are but two that are uniparous, that is,

Men and Elephants. 1662 Petty Treat. 'Paxes <V Contrib.

xii. 58 'Tis also the second choice out of the young of multi-

parous Cattle taken in specie,.. 01 else a Composition in

Money for the Uniparous. 1744 Monro Compar, Anat.
37 Those of the uniparous Kind have them placed between
the posterior Extremities. 1787 Phil. Trans. LXXVll.
358 The females of the human species, though most com*
monly uniparous. 1839-47 Todd^s Cycl. Anat. III. 315 The
oviducts are shorter. .111 the uniparous Kangaroo,.. than in

the muitiparous Opossums. 1856 Grindon Li/e iv. (1875)

41 Rousseau ingeniously urges.. that woman is a uniparous
animal. 1859 Owen Led. Classif. Mammalia 56 The
mastodons, megatberia,..and diprotodons, are uniparous,

2. Bot, Of a cyme : Having only one axis or

branch ; developing a single axis at each branching.
1839 LiNDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 160 [An] axis ofuniparous,

that is one-peduncled, cymes. 1878 M. T. Masters Hen.
/rey'sBot. 318 The inflorescence, .is probably a uniparous
scorpioid cyme. 1887 Bentlev Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 215 The
terms helicoid and scorpioid s^re thus used by us indifferently

to indicate the same form of unilateral^ monochasial^ or
u/iiparous cyme.

Unipartite (y/Tnipa-Jtait), a. Math, [See

Uni- and Partite a.] Consisting of or involving

a single part.

1870 Cayley Math. Papers (1893) VI. 464 The qoantic is

unipartite, bipartite, tripartite, etc., .iccordingas the number
of sets [of variables] is one, two, three, etc. 1890 Nature
20 Feb. 380/2 In the theory of the single system [of equa-
tions] the conceptions and symbolism, .are based upon the
properties of single integral numbers and their partitions

into single integral parts. In this sense the foimer theory
may be regarded as being unipartite.

Uniped (y»'niped), sb, and a. 'Also -pede
(-p/"d}. [f. Uni- -I- L. ped-, pes foot.]

A. sb. A person having only one foot (or leg)

;

a one-footed creature.
180X Southev Thalaba iv. 218 note. There is said to be a

nation of one legged men, and one of these unipeds is re-

presented in a print, lying on his back, under the shade
of his own great foot. i&(6 Blackiv. l\/ag. LX. 227 To
wake up ten minutes afterwards an unsuffering uniped,
1863 C. M. Smith Dead Lock 248 In all diseases of the
toes, .the liabilities of the uniped are but as five to ten com-
pared with those of his t»vo-legged brethren.

fiS' >897 Contemp. Re%\ Oct. 536 The greater sort will

escape one-sidedness by inventing some outlet for them-
selves, but the average will present us with an endless
variety of quaint queer unipeds.

B. adj. Having only one foot (or leg); one-
footed.

iBysKiRBY /fab. ^ Inst. Anim. II. 125 [These] Molluscans
. .are the only instance of a unipede structure in creation.
x866 R. Chambers £ss. Ser. 11. 206 An auctioneer.. who.

.

sells off pots and pans, and small uniped tables.

Unipersonal, a, [See Uni- and Personal^.
Cf. K. unipersonnel (in sense 2), Pg. unipessonal.]

1, Consisting of a single person or individual.
c 1810 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 220 If there be

a functionary of divine institution, synodical or unipersona!,
who with the name of the * Church ' has the right [etc.].

b. Having, or existing as, one person,
Cf. Tri-personal a. and Person 7 a.

1869 Contemp. Rev. XII. 450 The God of the Bible is

neither unipersonal nor tripersonal in that sense of person.

1901 R. C. MoBERLY Atonem. ^ Person, viii. 172 [Not] one
ofthem [sc. analogies]., go far towards enabling uni-personal

man to enter into the consciousness of Tri-personal ily.

2. Gram. Of a verb : = Impersonal (7. i. rare.

i860 Worcester (citing Wells). (Hence in Webster (1664)

and later Diets.]

Hence UnipeTsonaliat, a believer in the uni-

personality of the Deity (1846 Worcester, citing

Faber) ; Unipersona'lity, existence in one person.

i8s9 J. Martineau Ess. ^ Addr. {iSgi) II. 38? I*" we set

up as our essential a doctrine, like that of the Unipersona Iity

of God. 1884 — in Li/e (1902) II. viiL 70.

Unipe'talous, a. Bot. rarr-^. [ad. mod.L.
unipetal'us (whence F. unipitalf) : see Uni- and
Pktalous a.] (See quot.)



UNIPHONOUS. 235 UNISEXUAL.
1849 J. H. Balfour Man. Bot. 178 A corolla rarely consists

of one petal, and when this occurs, .it depends on the abor-
tion or non-development of others. Such a corolla is ««/•

petalaus. ., a term quite distinct from monopetalous.

Uni-phonous, a. rarg-^, [f. Uui- i, after

Mono-, Poltphonous adjs^ Producing only one
kind of note.
183a Westm, Rev, Nov. (Cassell's), That uniphonous In-

strument the drum.

Uniplanar, a. [See Uni- and Planak «.]

1, Geom. Having or characterized by coincident

planes. Uniplanar ftode (or point), a form of
node or conical point in which the tangent cone
has become a pair of coincident planes ; a unode.
x866 Brande & Cox Diet. 5"cA,etc. II. 675 When this cone

breaks up into two planes, the node is termed a biplanar
node, and when these planes coincide, a uniplanar node,
1869 [see Uniplane]. 18S9 Cent. Diet. s.v. Dyadic, Uni-
planar diadicy a planar diadic in which the plane of the
antecedents coincides with that of the cdfisequents,

2. Mech. Of motion : Lying or taking place in,

confined to, one plane ; of or pertaining to such
motion.
i88a MiNCHiN itiiU\ Uniplanar Kinematics of Solids and

Fluids, Ibid. I By unipianar motion, or one-plane motion,
is understood in the following pages motion which takes
place in one plane or parallel to one plane.

U-niplane.a. and sb, [Uni-.] a. adj. Forming
or lying in one plane, b. sb, (See quot. 1869.)
1845 Civil En^. 9f Arch. Jml. VI. 218/2 A pneumatic

machine for casting, and a uniplane machine for composing.
xZ/b^QhsiXM ^tath. Papers {iZfiii) VI. 361 U..isauniplanar-
node, where the quadric cone becomes a coincident plane-
pair ; say, the plane is the uniplane.

0-niplicate, a. rare-^. [f, Uni- i, after Multi-
plicate a."] liaving but one fold.

1840 Smart j and in later Diets,

Unipo'lar, a. (and sb.), [See Uni- and Polar
a. Cf. i'". um'polaire.'l

1, Eleclr. Produced by, proceeding from, one
magnetic pole ; exhibiting one kind of polarity.

i8ia Sir H. Da\'y CJum. Philos. 168 There are substances
that arc imperfect conductors which are capable of receiving
only one kind of electricity.. and which M. £hnnan..bas
named unipolar bodies. 1873 J. C. Maxwell Electr. <$•

Magn. 11. 7 The property produced by magnetism in trans-

parent bodies of twisting the plane of polarization of the
incident light, is, like magnetism itself, a unipolar property.
i88zA''a/vrtf XXII 1. 616 To illustrate unipolar conductivity.
Ibid. XXIV. 570 Whether it be not possible entirely tosep.ir*

ate one from the other, and to produce what may be called
a unipolar discharge. x88S Efuycl. Urit. XXIII. 330/1 The
so-called 'unipolar' induction supposed to be due to the
rotation of the earth.

b. Of apparatus : Having, or operating by
means of, one magnetic pole. Also eUipt,

1876 Nature XIV. 263/2 A unipolar magnetic needle.
Ibid., The space through which a subsidiary magnet must
be moved in order to restore the unipolar to its original
position. 1883 Daily News 10 Sept. 2/2 The remarkable
machine of Messrs. Siemens and Halske, called the unipolar
machine, 1884 Health Exhib. Catal, 79/2 A true unipolar
continuous current dynamo.
2. Biol. Of nerve-cells : Having one pole or

fibrous prolongation; connected to the nerve-fibre

by a single fibrous process.

1859 Todd's Cycl. Auat. V. 436/2 Those [ganglionic cor-

puscles] from which one tube proceeds are termed unipolar.

1873 A.^ Flint Physiol, Man^ Nerv. Syst. i. 46 Unipolar
cells exist in some of the lower orders of animals. 1880
Bastian Brain ii. 48 Unipolar nerve cells.. are alleged to
exist in the ganglia on the spinal nerves and elsewhere.

b. (See quot.)

1878 F.J. Bell tr. Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 507 If the
rete remains broken up, then it is known as a diffuse, uni-
polar, or monocentric rete mirabile.

Hence Unipola-rlty, the condition or character

of being unipolar. (Cf. F. unipoiariie,)
x888 Philos. Mag. Ser. v. XXVI. 129 We do not believe

that Ohm ever observed the phenomenon of unipolarity in
strong sulphuric acid with [etc].

XTm'porous, a, [Uni- i. Cf. Polypobous a.]

(See quot.)
1888 Dawson Geol, Hist. Pla*tts 160 Wood-cells elsewhere

called discigerous tissue, and to which I applied the terms
uniporous and muUiporous.
fUnipre-sence. Obs-^ [f. Uni- + Pbesence,

after Omnipuesence.] The fact, on the part of a
number, of being present in one place. So + Uni-
pre'sent a. Obs~^^
1619 LusHiNGTON Recant. Serm. (1650) 77 The unipresence,

or local union of body ; * In one place . Ibid, 96 They were
unanimous and unlpresent.

Unique (y«nf'k), a. and sb. Also 7 iinick(e,

7-8 uuic. [a. F. unique (f uuic masc), ad. L.

iifizc-us (whence also Sp., Pg., It. wiico) single,

sole, alone of its kind, f. iiuus one. In early use

also directly ad. L iinicus, and stressed on the first

syllable.]

Regarded by Todd (1818) as ' an affected and useless term
of modern times *.

A. adj. 1. Of which there is only one ; one and
no other ; single, sole, solitary,

x6oa Dolman La Pri/naitd. Fr. Acad. (x6i8) III. 639
Engendring one eternitie, and by an alone vnique action
never disturbed, bis^ linage full of understanding, c 1645
Howell Lett. 11. xliv, He hath lost..his unic Son in the
very flower of his age, 1677 Gale Crt, Ctntiles iv. 1. ii. 53

Divines, who make.. right Reason the unlc Criterion or
Rule of moral Virtue.
1818 Todd, Unique, adj., ..sole ;. .without another of the

same kind known to exist. 1861 Palkv jEschylns, Prometh.
(ed. z) 39 The student will notice the unique example of

trrixoM^w^ia* 1873 Hamerton Iniell. Life 111. iii. 87 A man
..who made Latin scholarship his unique intellectual pur-

pose. 1882 Fabbar Early Clir. II. 47681. John instantly

leaves the subject.. to which he has made this unique and
passing allusion.

2. That is or forms the only one of its kind
;

having no like or equal ; standing alone in com-
parison with others, freq. by reason of superior

excellence ; unequalled, unparalleled, unrivalled.

In this sense readopted from French at the end of the

18th c. and regarded as a foreign word down to the middle
of the 19th, from which date it has been in very common
use, with a tendency to take the wider meaning of 'uncom-
mon, unusualj remarkable '. _

The usage in the comparative and superlative, and with

advs. as absolutely, most, quite, iltoroughly, totally, etc.,

has been objected to as tautological.

1618 W. Barclay Well at King-home A vij, This is a
soueraigne and vnicke remedie for that disease In Women.
1794 R. J. Sulivan Vino Nat. I. 3 A concentrated, and

an unique aggregation of almost all the wonders of the

natural world. 1809 R. K. Porter Trav. Sk. Russia <f

Sweden (1813) I. xxv. 285 As it was thoroughly unique, I

cannot forbear presenting you with so singular a curiosity.

184a J. P. Collier Armin's Nest Ninn. Introd., A relic.

.

not only unique in itself, but unprecedented in its kind.

1866 LiDDON Bavip. Led. v. (1867) 368 (Christ's] relationship

to the Father. . is absolutely unique. 1871 H. Tavlor Faust
(1875) II. 11. i. 84 A thing so totally unique The great col-

lectors would go far to seek. 1885 Harper's Mag. April

703/1 When.. these summer guests found themselves de-

frauded of their uniquest recreations.

b. Of persons.
1808 Foster Contrib. Eclectic Rev, (1844) I. 233 [Sir T.

More] is a person so unique in the records of statesmen, that

[etc. J. 1871 Blackie FourPhases 15 Such a unique mortal.,

no man can de.scribe. 1883 Mabel Collins Prettiest Woman
xi. He believed this woman whom he loved to be unique.

c. absol. with the : (see quots.).

1767 Phil, Trans. LVIII,26 All these are examples of the

unique', that is, of quantities in a state that is.. exclusive

of all others. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxiii. She felt that

Rose Yorke was a peculiar child—one of the unique.

1 3. Formed or consisting of one or a single

thing. Obs.-^
a 1631 Donne Z-tf//.(i65i) 163A Mathematique point, which

is the most indivisible and unique thing which art can present,

B. sb, 1. A thing of which there is only one

example, copy, or specimen ; esp., in early use, a

coin or medal of this class.

1714 R. Thoresby Diary 23 June, My Lord showed me
some unics and other valuable curiosities. X730 A. Gordo>*
MaffeCs Amphiih. 47 It.. may be an Unic, for what we
know as yet. 1774 Gentl. Mag. XLIV. 8 A coin, which I

have reason to think is a Unic. i8a6 Disraeli K Grey 11.

viii, Mr. Vivian Grey had promised his Lordship, who was
a collector of medals, an unique which had never yet been
heard of. 187a O. W, Holmes Poet Breakf.'t, iii. 89 A
unique, sir, and there b a pleasure in exclusive possession.

t b. Something of which only one is possessed

by a person or persons. Obs, rare.

1783 H. Walpole Let. to C'tess Upper Ossory "zo June,
Lady Pembroke having lent them a servant besides their

own unique. x8o6 Suhr Winter in Land. III. 170 This
Belcher girdle was not old ; but being an unigui-, it had
been, .constantly in use.

2. A thing, fact, or circumstance which by reason

of exceptional or special qualities stands alone and
is without equal or parallel in its kind.

1768 Phil Trans. LVIII. 215 When I presented this map
to the Academy.. it was looked upon as an Unique. 1781
Gentl. Mag. LI. 280/2 The dedication [of a volume of Ser-

mons] being an unique in its kind. 179^ Paley Evid. 11. ix.

iii. ad fin.. The propagation of Christianity, .is an unique in

the history of the species. 1835 Taifs Mag. \\. 6^1 It is.,

an unique in English biography. 1838 Db Quincey Lamb
Wks. 1858 IX. 1 56 Of Lamb's writings., some were so memor-
ably beautiful as to be uniques in their class. 1844 N. Brit,

Rev. I. 124 A conflict, that stands out from all shadow of
parallelism—a wild originality—a terrible unique.

b. A person of this class,

1758 Case o/Aut!iors Stated 14 He presumes, that he, this

Unic, must therefore appear in the same stupendous Magni-
tude to every body else. 178* Cowper Let. Nov., Wks.
(1876) 121 He is a man much to my taste, and quite an
unique in this country. x8oa Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. Visit
IV. 145, I trust that he though very good, is not an unique.
1813 Examitur 32 Feb. 122/2 Those, .charms of manner,
which constitute an unique. x866 Alcek Solit. Nat.^ Man
II. 65 The peculiar endowment in which he so far surpasses
others as to be an insulated unique.

Uni-qnely, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2,]

1. Exclusively, solely ; only.
1830 T. Mitchell Aristoph.l. 13 It is a picture uniquely

Greek, to have a person of his rank in life giving such a
debtor and creditor account of his intellectual pleasures as

Dicaeopolis does. 1893 Saltus Mme. Sappkira 182 She had
married him uniquely to go into society. 1893 Nation
(N.Y.) 28 Sept. 220/1 That distinction he can still boast to

be his uniquely,

b. By itself alone ; separately.

1885 Leodesdorf Cremona's Proj, Geom. 45 Therefore

D\ must coincide with Z?', since the three points A'B'C*
determine uniquely the fourth point which forms with them
a harmonic range.

2. To a unique degree or extent ; so as to be

unique ; singularly, especially, pre-eminently.

1846 Darwin in Li/e <V Lett. (1887) I. 345, I sent you a
uniquely laudatory epistle. 1881 H. W. Nicholson Frotn

Szvord to Share vii. 41 The climate i^^ simply and uniquely
perfect. i886 W. J. Tlckek A". Europe 310 The uniquely-
shaped and quaintly-coloured furniture.

TTni'CLTieiiess. [t. as prec. +-NES9.] The
fact or condition of being unique or unequalled

;

unique quality or character; an instance of this;

a unique fact or circumstance.
1820 Coleridge Lett.,Convers.^ ^c. I. 152 The contra-dis-

tinction between tiie Shakespearian and the Greek Uiama,
and its still remaining uniqueness. 1874 H. R. Reynolds
John Bapt. \. § 1.4 So a great man loses something of his
sublimity and uniqueness as we come close to him. 1880
Bertha Thomas Violin-Player IL x. 231 The novelty, the
uniqueness of the scene. 1897 D. W. Fourest Christ 0/
Hist, f^ Exper. v. 205 The uniquenesses of Christ are mani-
fold and indubitable.

Uni'Ctuity. [Irreg. f. Unique a, + -ity, prob.
SiheT a/ilit/uity.] — prec. (Gi. Unicity 2.)
Also, in recent use (1917), = a unique book.
1789 H. Walpoi.e Let. 20 July, As rarities, a collector

would give ten times more for them: and uniquiiy v/Wl make
them valued more than the charming poetry. 1793 — Let.
17 Sept., I lament that the summer is over ; not because of
its uniquity, but because you two made it so delightful to
me. i86z B. Taylor Home <f' Abr. Ser. n. 399 The original-

ity, the uniquity, of the place. 1886 E. Randolph Mostly
Fools II. i. 16 The idea.. is unique, and uniquity, if I may
permit myself the expression, is what we must aim at. 1898
Atlantic Monthly LXXXII. 495/1 The lateness.. of the

bird's appearance, together with what a certain scholarly
friend of mine would have called his ' uniquity \

Unireme (y«*niri"m). [f. Uni- + L. rem-us oar,

after bi-, quadri-^ trireme^ etc.] An ancient vessel

or galley having one bank of oars.

1699 J. Potter Antiq. Greece ml xiv. II. 135 [A ship] be-
twixt an Vnireme, and Btreme, consisting of a Bank, and a
half. 1799 Chaknock in Naval Citron. 1. 134 The Untremes
..had only one row of oars. 1900 Atheuaeum 18 Aug. 221/3
'I'he thing shown is meant for a unireme.
Un-I'rish, a. (Un-' 7.) 1842 Lover Handy Andy ix,

The youth endeavoured to become un-Irish in everything.

1854 Grace Greenwood Haps »5- Mishaps 108 An awkward
effort at enjoyment and amusement, un-Irish and lamentable
in the extreme. Un-lTishly, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1830
Moore Mem. (1854) VI. 135 They wisely and un-IrishTy
chose the money.

t UniTked, ///. a. Sc Obs. (Un-1 8.)

1513 Dot'GLAS Aineid xiii. xi. 35 The Eneadanis all of his

men^e Ithandly and otiyrkyt lutflit haue I. 1533 Bellenden
Livy IV, xiv. (S.T.S.) II. 99 Horsmen..fresche and vnirkic

of lauboure.

Uni-ron, v, (Un- 2 4 and 4 b.)

1611 Florio, Disferrare, to vniron, to vnshooe a horse.

Ibid., Sferrare, to vniron, to free or deliuer from out irons

or bondes. [1863 Sala Captain Dangerous II. i, 18 Captain
Handsell had me unironed.]

Uni-roned,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manliode \. cviii. (1869) 57 A burdoun
yrened weyeth more than ihilke that is vnyrened. 1788
rloLCROFT tr. Baron Trench (1886) II. 21, I was thus left

four days in peace, unironed. 1880 New Virgin. I. 57 Un-
ironed shirts and coais.

Unirra'diated, ppl.a. (Un-' 8.) x8o6 Svmmons Life oj
Milton 544 (Jod.), A mind not unirradiated with the golden
vision.s of fancy. x8i6 Coleridge Lay Senn. (Bohn) 342
The understanding.. unirradiated by the reason and the
spirit. Uni*rrigated,»/.rt. (Un-' 8.) 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic 83 Our Academic clodpoles must be dense
Indeed to stand unirrigated still, x^-^ Standard -^\ Km"^.

4/6 The unirrigated tracts between the head waters of the .

.

rivers. Unrrritant, a, (Un-* 7.) 1828-7 Good Study
Med. (1829) V. 120 We should employ the unirritant tonics.

Unirritated, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) 1649 Earl Monm. tr.

Senault's Use Passions (1671) 83 Bulls, .do little unirritated.

1793 T. Beddoes Lett. Darwin 71, I do not understand
why in an irritable state of the body, the iris should be un-
irritated. Uni'rritatedly, adv. (Un-' n.) 1860 Brown-
ing Lett. Ser. n. (1907} I. 34 Yours unirrilatedly, R. B.

TJniTritating, ppl, a. (Un-i io.)

Also unirritatingly (Webster, 1847).

1797 Abernethv Surg. Ess. 98 The abscess at last became
..un-irritating to the constitution. 183947 TodcCs Cycl.

Anat. III. 613/2 The smooth and unirniating condition of

the inner surface of the deserted shell. 1896 Mrs. Caffyn
Quaker Creuidmother 20 Sin is a chastener that conduces to

unirritating niceness.

t Unirroo-ted, ppl.a. Obs. [f. Un-1 8c +
y-rooted, pa. pple. of KooT z/.2 Cf. Unrooted///.
(7.] Not rooted out or eradicated.

1600 TouRNEUR Trans/, Metam. Iviii, Not hable to endure
His heart should knowledge of such harme immure An
houre, and th' wrong rest vnirrooted out.

Uniserial (yKnisi»Tial), a. Chiefly Bct.,Zool.t

etc. [See Uni- and Serial «.] Arranged in, con-

sisting of, one series or row ; characterized by
this kind of form or arrangement.

1839 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club 1. 198 Suckers uniserial. 1859
Todd's Cycl. Anat. V. 290/1 In those genera in which these

processes form a single line the gills are said to be uniserial.

1872 H. A. Nicholson Palxont. 325 The teeth are conical

and uniserial.

Uniseriate (y^nisiB'riit), a. Bot. and Zool,

[See Uni- and Seriate a."] = prec.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) aisWith cellules interruptedly
uniseriate, and occasionally biseriate. 1878 H. C Wood
Fresh-w. Algse 68 Cells uni-seriate. X887 W. Phillips Brit.

Discomycetes 243 Sporidia uniseriate.

Hence Unise'riately adv.
1848 Dana Zoo. 133 Upper margin unlseriately tuberculate,

TTnisexnal (y;7nise*ksi«al), a, [ad. mod.L,
unisexual-is (F. unisexuel (181 2), Pg. unisexual) :

see Uni- and Sexual a.]

1. Of one sex ; having the essential generative or
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UNISEXUALITY.

reproductive organs of one or other sex developed

or present in individuals : a. Bot. Of flowers : In

which either the stamens or pistils are absent or

suppressed. Also, of plants: Characterized by

flowers of this kind ; « Diclinous a.

i8oa R. Hall EUm. Bot. 193 Unisexual^ . . having one sex.

x8a8 Stark Elevi, Nat. Hist. II. 461 The last three classes

[of plants]..have the flowers thus disposed, and are hence

named unisexual, 1839 Lindley Sch. Bot. 16 In particular

species the stamens are found in one flower, and the pistil

in another..; such plants are called unisexual. 1854 S.

Thomson Wild FU 62 These unisexual blossoms being either

the production of the same individual plant, or of separate

individuals of the same species. 18^2 Oliver Elan. Bot.

II, 169 Burnet Sanguisorb,.. with.. unisexual flowers.

Comb, 1877 Nature 26 April 548/1 A unisexual-flowering

plant.

b. ZooL Of anim^Js or their organs.

In Ent. of certain agamic broods oK Aphides: consisting

of the female sex only (Cent, Diet. 1891).

1830 R. Knox Beclard^s Anat. ag The organs of generation

present all the varieties, unisexual, without copulation, her-

maphrodite [etc]. 1861 Hui.ME tr. Moquin. Tandon 11. L 47
In a great number of animals the sexes are separated and

placed on distinct individuals: these are said to be uni-

sexual. 1877 Darwin Forms o/Fl. Introd. 2 The males and
females of ordinary unisexual animals.

2. Pertaining or restricted to one sex; U,S. esp.

of colleges or schools.

1885 L. OuvHKinT Syvipneumata 182 The relationship of

person which would maintain in a painful activity tlie cur-

rents of the decaying unisexual layers of either frame. x886

Century Mag. June 326/1 One final provincialism of the

mind there is, which a unisexual college certainly never

would have any power to eradicate. 1904 Daily Chron. 14

Oct. 6 The present unjust system of unisexual punishments.

Hence Unise'xnally adv,

1891 Cent, Diet, s.v., Animals unisexually developed. 1901

Nature 10 Jan. 252/1 Not that spontaneous variations are

always inherited unisexually.

Unisexua'lityi Bot, and ZooU [f. prec. +
-ITT.] The state or condition of being unisexual.

1830 LiNDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 155 The unisexuality of the

flowers of both genera. X877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. i.

67 There is some reason to suspect, .that unisexuality is the

result of the abortion of the organs of the other sex, in males

and females respectively. 1898 Po/:Sci. Monthly July

398 Asexuality passes through bisexuality into unisexuality.

Unisi'lioate. Min, [Uni-3.] (_See quot. from

Dana.) Also attrib,

1879 RuTLEY Stud. Rocks X, 140 In chemical compositioii

the garnets are essentially unisilicates of different sesqui-

oxides and protoxides. 2879 Dana Man.Min. (ed. 3) 242

In the Unisilicates, one molecule of silicon is combined with

two of an element in the protoxide state.. ; or with two-

thirds of a molecule in the sesguioxide state. Ibid.^ Among
the species referred to the Unisilicates there are some that

vary from the unisilicate ratio.

Uni-solated, ppL a. (Uk-* B.) 1886 Jml. R. Microsc.

Soc. VI, 47 The unisolated hyoid muscles of the frog.

Unison (y«*nis3n, -zan), sb» and a. Also 6

unisoune, vnisone, unizon (vnisson), 7 uni-

Bone. [a. OF. unison (Oresme), later and mod.F.

unisson- (i6thc), or ad, late L. unison-us (whence

It., Sp., and Pg. unisono (also as j<^.), It. f unissono^

Sp. unison) of the same sound as something else,

f. L, z7«j-Uni- and sonus SouNDji5.3]

The apparently early example in the York Mystery Plays
XXV. 262 IS probably a scribal error for 'vrysoune' ( = orison).

A. sb, 1. Mas, and Acoustics, a. A sound or

note of the same pitch as another ; also loosely, a

note taken as a starling-point from which intervals

are reckoned. Now rare^ or taken as trans/, from b.

1574 F. Ke tr./4.Z« ^(^yV/w/n /,M^£ 17 You must . .haue re-

course to an other stryng, that maketh the vnisson with that.

1609 DoOLAND Ornithoparcus' Microl. 17 An Vnison is.,

a

Voyce 80 qualified, that it neither lendeth to depth nor to

height. 1660 Boyle New Experiments Phys.^ Mech. 211

A string tun'd {as Musicians speak. .) to an Unison with it.

1694 Holder Harmony iv. ^4 By Unison is meant, some-

times the Habitude or Ration of Equality of two Notes

compared together, being of the very same Tune. Some-
times (as here) for the given single Note to which the Dis-

tance, or the Rations of other Intervals are compared. 1728

Chambers Cyct. s.v. Interval, Unisons, 'tis plain, cannot

possibly have any Variety. 1881 Nature XXIV. 358 When
the higher note has reached a point about half-way between

unison and the octave note.

trans/. 1677 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 840 Not the whole of

that other string doth tlius tremble, but the several parts

severally, according as they are Unisons to the whole.

Jig, 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qnal.iy'jm) I. 181 The
muscles of Harry's expressive countenance, like an equally-

tuned instrument, uttered unisons to every word he heard.

b. Identity in pitch of two or more sounds or

notes ; the agreement or consonance of the sounds

of two or more bodies vibrating at equal rates; the

relation of two notes of the same pitch'reckoned as

one of the musical 'intervals*.

1575 Gascoignb Weedes Wks. 1907 I, 381 At Musickes
sacred sounde, my fansies eft begonne. In Concordes, dis-

cordes, notes and cliffes, in tunes of unisonne. X5<>6 Bathe
Brief Introd. Skill of Song C, A concord is diuided into

an Vnizon, Third, Fiu, Sixt [etc.]. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 103
The Diapason or Eight in Music is the sweetest Concord;
insomuch as it is in elfect an Unison. 16^4 [see a]. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Octave^ The most simple Perception

the Soul can have of true Sounds, is that of Unison. 1749

J. Mason Numbers in Poet, Com^. 21 T'hose [metricall

Feet. .are in I'roportion of the Unison in Musick. ..And
they are said to answer to the Unison. 1806 Callcott
Mus. Cram, il i. 90 The Unison,. .although it cannot pro-

286

perly be reckoned on Interval, is always considered as such.

1873 Banister Music § 103 Two, or more, perfect sths,

perfect Sves, or perfect unisons, are forbidden between tlie

same two parts. 1896 W. G. Woolcombe Pract. IVorb

Physics m. Pref., The nearest approach to unison between

two musical notes. •

.

O. A combination of melodies at the same pitch

(or, loosely, one or more octaves apart) in different

parts, i. e. performed by different voices or instru-

ments. Also in fig. context.

In quot. 1730 used loosely for each of such melodies (in

this case on different sets of strings of the same instrument

:

cf. unison siring in 5).

[1724 Slwrt Exilic. For. l^ds. in Mus. Bks., Umssono, a

Unison... This word is also used when in Symphonies of

Songs Two Violins both play the same Thing, or the Violin

and Song, or the Bass and Song, &C.1 1730 m Abridgni.

Specif. Patents, Music (1871) i A new invented harpsichord

upon which (having only two sets of strings) may be per-

formed either one or two unisons, or two unisons & one

octave together. 179S Mason Ch. Music i. 82 Every ear

felt the stupendous effect both of unison and harmony.

1799 KoLLMANN Ess. Mus. CotnposUion iii. iS In Unisons,

or p.issages where all instruments play the same melody,

though in different Octaves. 1855 Vuskv Docir. Real

Presence 721 When the Holy Spirit, .swept over the discor-

dant strings of human tongues and thoughts, .and blended

all their v.-irying notes into one holy unison of truth. 1869

OusELBY Counterp. xiv. 83 When the number of parts

exceeds four, unisons may be used.

d. In the phrase in (. .) unison (in sense b or c).

1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. ii. ii. 546 Not suffering

her shrill waters, as tliey run, Tun'd with a whistling gale

in unison. 1749 J. Mason Numbers in Poet. Comp, ii

Two Strings of equal Length (supposing their respective

Tensions and Thickness to be equal) being put in Motion,

will be in Unison, or give exactlj; one and the same Sound.

176s Sterne Tr. Shandy vii. xliii. The nymphs joined in

unison, and their swains an octave below them. 1793

Mason Ch. Music iii. 208 What old Calvin meant to be

sung in unison, they chose should be performed in counter-

point, or in four parts. 1856 Mrs. C. Clarke \r. Berlioz'

Instrument. 32 To violoncellos . . is ordinarily given the

part of the double bass, which they double in the octave

above or in unison. 1873 Hale In His Name vi. 58 As the

three voices, in strict unison, closed the little song.

trans/. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxvii, The cry from the

numberless boats.. rose in wild unison up to the Tom-an-

Lonach. 1876 Holland Seven Oaks xi. 149 ' Not at all,' was
responded almost in unison.

e. ellipt. for ' nnison string' (see 5).

1820 Q. Mus. Mag. II. 306 He tried the octaves, and

found them. .all flat..; the unisons, generally speaking,

were in tune. 1889 [see unison-tuning in 5].

2. A single unvaried tone ; a monotone. ? Obs.

1609 DouLAND Ornithoparcus' Microl.z6 The prayers..

are read in an Vnison. 1742 Pope Dune. iv. 612 Lost was
the Nation's Sense, nor could be found, While the long

solemn Unison {sc. a yawn] went round.

3. A union or combination of concordant sounds

;

a united and unanimous declaration or utterance.

1806 WoRDSW. 'Loud is the Vale' 3 A mighty unison of

streams 1 Of all her Voices, One I 1871 Palgrave Lyr.

Poems 135 That cry has been heard By a nation's unison

swelled.

4. fig. a. Something perfectly agreeing or con-

sonant with another ; an utterance or expression of

perfect agreement or assent; something that re-

sponds sympathetically as a string tuned to a

corresponding note. Now rare or Obs.

1650 BuLWER Anttiropomet. 63 A forehead which keeps its

natural magnitude is one of the Unisons of the face. i6s8

GuENALL Clir. in Arm. 11. 205 Adam indeed had such a

righteousnesse made to his hand, his heart and the Law
were unisons. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. in. 111. (1852)

539 He thought that ministers and market.men were not

unisons. 1796 Eliza Hamilton Lett. Hindoo Rajah (1811)

II. 218 The tender sigh.. in vibrating on the ears of IMiss

Ardent, seemed to touch some pleasant unison, that over-

spread her countenance with a smile. 1812 Coleridge in

Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 375 To make the intellectual faith a fair

analogon or unison of the vital faith.

to. Exact or perfect agreement, concord, or har-

mony ; harmonious combination or union.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 454 Physitians. .are at Discord

the best, but at Unisons the worst ; for they do all so dis-

agree [etc.]. 1674 Playforu Skill Mus. A s, Friendship the

Vnison of well tun d Hearts. 1744THOMSON Summer(<ti.. 5)

1375 Social Friends, Attun'd to happy Unison of Soul,..

Now call'd abroad enjoy the falling Day. 1796 Mme. D'Ar.

BLAV Camilla I. 4 This exemplary couple was bound to

each other by the most perfect unison of character. 1819

Keats Vis. Hyperion I. 418 Nor could my eyes And ears

act with that unison of sense Which marries sweet sound

with the grace of form. 1858 Sears Athan. ix. 77 Thence

life and health spread through our animal frames, restoring

them to a unison with divine laiVs. 187X Farrar Witn.

Hist. V. 183 That beautiful unison of noble manhood, stain-

less womanhood, joyous infancy, and uncontaminated youth.

t o. At unison (also at . . unisons), = next._ Obs.

1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. xiii. 76 Reason and Faith are

at perfect Unisons. 1772 Test Filial Duty II. 173 The
sensations of friendship have not enough of (ire in them, to

warm the heart into that proper temperature, requisite to

render it at unison with the delirium of lovers. Ibid. 238

Set all my affections at unison.

d. In unison, in agreement or harmony, con-

cordant, consonant, harmonious. Freq. in unison

with.
1780 Cowper Parrot 36 Each character in ev'rj; part Sus-

tain'd with so much grace and art, And both in unison.

178a V. Knox Ess. xxviii. p 8 It is the more tranquil style

which is most frequently in unison with our minds. 181S

Jane Austen Emma, xli, It was all in unison ! words, con-

duct, discretion and indiscretion told the same story. 1836

UNISONANT.

W. Irving Astoria I. 287 A mode of redress perfectly in

unison with the char.Tcter of the man. i8«o Pusey Mm.
Propk. 26 Dumb inanimate nature seems to rejoice and to

be in unison with our sense of joy. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
1. 312 When such allies were in unison ..it was easy to

strike a deadly blow at the Nazarenes.

5. attrib.: unison stop, {a) in an organ, a stop

of the same pitch as the diapasons ; (fi)
in a harpsi-

chord (see quot. 1896); unison string, in a piano-

forte or other instrument, a string tuned to the

same pitch as another (or, loosely, to a pitch an

octave higher) ; unison tune, a tune to be sung

in unison, as distinct from harmony Or ' parts '

;

unison-tuning, the tuning of strings (of a piano-

forte, etc.) in unison.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 493/1 Trumpet and Oboe stops,

being what are called ^unison stops,.. take their lengths

from the open diapason. 1896 A. J. 'RKY.K'i, Pianojorte

122 Utiison Stop, properly the second foundation register

in a harpsichord ; the shorter of the unison strings in a

double keyboard one, and sounding on the lower keyboard

only. 1685 BovLE Effects Motion vii. 80 A certain impulse

of Air, made by one of the *Unison.strings of a musical In-

strument, may suffice to produce a visible motion in another.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 111. § 4, I feel an affection in my
soul, like the trembling of one lute, upon striking the unison

strings of another, i^ [see unison stop above]. 1869 Pall

Mall G. 7 July 12/z Mr. John Goss, Mr. E. J. Hopkins,

and Mr. J. Baptiste Calkin have composed *unison tunes

for this volume. 1889 Brinsmead Hist. Pianoforte 186 The

same plan as that for learning the "unison-tuning may be

adopted for the octave, but care must be taken that the

unison of the note is tuned afterwards.

'B.adj. fL Sounding at once or together. Obs.

1582 Stanvhurst Mjieis lii. (Arb.) 73 Thus God Apollo

cryed ; but wee with an vnison outcrye . . demaunded, what

place God Phoebus apoincted.

t b. fig. United and consenting, as the pro-

nouncement of a number of persons ; expressing

comolete agreement ; unanimous, concordant, con-

sonant, harmonious. Obs.

1S50 W. Charleton Paradoxes Prol. f 4 b, By the unisone

vote of the multitude. 1631 H. L'Estrange Answ. Mrq.
yVorcester 51 Is the Church of Rome so unison, so all of a

piece, as to afford no janes? a 1662 Heylvn Laud 11. (1671)

447 The first branch [of a Bill] was carried in the Negative

by. .an Unison-consent in the Lords then present. 1760-z

Golds.m. at. W. XXX, I only beg you'll endeavour to make
your souls unison with mine.

t o. Concordant or consonant to something. Obs.

1710 R. Ward Life H. More 234 Some Circumstances..,

or Particulars of his Writings, are not so unison to my
Slower Faculties. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1792)

V. 10 This doctrine sounded unison to the secret feelings of

our young Englishman.

t d. Lilie-sounding ; equivalent. Obs.~^

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy i. xix, Tristram 1—Melancholy
dissyllable of sound ! which, to his ears, was unison to

Nincompoop.

2. Mus. and Jcoustics. Identical in pitch; sing-

ing, sounding, etc., in unison ; unisonal, unisonous.

Now rare or Obs.

1614 Jackson Creed lit. xviii. § 4 As a string, though tin.

touched, and unable to begin motion of itself, will yef raise

it selfe to an vnison voice. 1622 Peacham Compl. Cent.

xi. 104 Two Lutes of equall size being laid vpon a "I'able,

and tuned Vnison, or alike in . .any . . string ; the one stricken,

the other untouched shall answer it. 1667 Milton P. L,

VII. 599 All sounds on Fret by String or Golden Wire Tem-
per'd soft Tunings, intermixt with Voice Choral or Unison.

1694 Holder Harmony iv. 51 The Unison Concord.. is no

Space or Interval, but an Identity of Tune. 1721 ^. Mal-

colm Treat. Mus. 580 When Two Voices sing together one

Song, 'tis more agreeable that they be 8ve than unison with

one another, in every Note. 1893 S. Gee Auscult. ^ Per-

cussion (ed. 4) I. iii. 69 A unison vibration, convibralion, or

consonance of the wall is required to the production of tone.

Unisonal (ya^ni-s^nal), a. Mus. [f. prec. •(

-AL.] = Unisonous a. i.

J728 R. North Mem. Music (1846) 66 All was plain-song,

that is counterpoint unisonall. 1865 Reader 19 Aug. 214

The unisonal female-voice choruses. \i&i Amer. Mission-

ary Mar, 70 Their general style is recitative and chorus,

though a few are pure solos or unisonal measures. 1898

Record 4 Nov. 1084/2 In spite of one's own loving reverence

for unisonal singing.

Hence Unisonally adv., in unison.

1882 Standard 20 Feb., A passage of broken quavers.,

given out unisonally by the full orcliestra. 1887 Ch. Times

4 March (Cassell's), Tenors and basses burst in unisonally.

Uni'SOnance. rare. [ad. L. type *unisonantia

(whence Sp. and Pg. unisonancia), f. med.L. uni-

son-us : see Unison.] Agreement or identity of

sounds (see quots.).

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Concord, Unisonance, then,

being the Relation of Equality between the Tunes of two

Sounds, all Unisons are Concords, and in the first Degree.

Ibid. s.v. Unison, What constitutes Unisonance, is the

Equality of the Number of Vibrations of the two sonorous

Bodies in equal Times. (Hence in Webster (1828-32), etc.]

XJnisonant (y«ni-SOTant), a. [f. L. fmi- Uni-

I- sonant; sonans (see Sonant o.), after dissonant,

etc. Cf. F. mtissonant.'l Of the same pitch or

sound ; unisonal, unisonous. Also in fig. context.

1801 Busby Diet. Mus., Unisonus, or Unisotiant, an

epithet applied to those sounds which are. .in unison with

each other. 1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sci. xvii.

(1836) 168 If two bottles be., tuned by filling them with

such a quantity of water as willrender them unisonant

with two tuning-forks which differ in pitch. x886 LlssKiLL

Haven under Hill II ix. 115 The mystic, moving, unisonant

harmony that was stirring aud breaking upon her own sotil.



UNISONEITY.

fUnisone-ity. Ohs."^ [f. as next + -(e)itt.] A
state of agreement or concord ; unanimity.
1663 Waterhouse Fortesc. lUustr. 414 The Lawes of

Nations do affirm the nature of it \sc, marriage] to a
Vnisoneity, as appears in the Digest.

Unisonous (y«nisJn3sJ fl. [f. late L. wwwiw-
us (see Unison) + -ODS.]

1. Mhs. Of the same pitch for the different voices
or instruments ; composed, performed, or rendered
in unison or in octaves, and not in parts ; unisonal.
X781 Warton Hist, Eng. Poetry III. 171 These apt notes

[to sing the Psalms with] were about forty tunes, of one part
only, and in one unisonous key. 1789 Burney Hist. AIus.
Ill, 389 Nothing now but syllabic and unisonous psalmody
was authorised in the Church. 18x8 Blackw. Mag. III. 65
The Psalms being set to simple or unisonous melodies, to
render them fit for public service. 1867 Contemp. Rev. IV.
190 Their deadness took the form of a drawling unisonous
singing of the old tunes. 1894 Times it June 0/5 The
player s left hand . . was audibly less at home than the
right in the unisonous finale.

2. Exhibiting agreement, concord, or sameness of
character or nature ; concordant.
i8z2 Shelley Let. to Miss Hitchener 29 Jan., Minds

unisonous in reason and feeling. 1851 Gallenca Haly II.

xiL 415 The patriots arc uniform, methodical in their trans*
actioas, unisonous in their demands. 1858 Gladstone
Homer 1. 54 The voice of the Homeric poems is in this
respect . . unisonous, . . and not multiform.

t Unisound. Obs, rare. [Alteration of Unison
sb'. see Uni- and Sound j^.3] A unison.
1763 /4«M. Reg.^ Misc. 192/2 By dividing the musical notes

into six, as nature directs, the unisound will fall on the
seventh^ note. Ibid. i<j-^/\ [The notes] i,j,s,(it are like-
wise unisounds to_/^ z, t, alike.

t U'nisoundiBg, pp/. a. Obs.-^ [See Uni-.]
Having only one sound.
i6ao H. Fitz-Geoffery Certain Elegies A 8 b, Fennor»

with his Vnisounding Eare word.

Unissued, ppL a. (Un- i 8.)
1667 loik Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 57 He may be

recompenced . . out of the pay of the said Sir James Midleton
unissued. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3890/3 Several of the
Debentures, .do remain still unissued. 1898 Daily News
la Oct. 0/3 A large block of unissued shares.

Unii (y«*nit), sb, (and a.). Also 6-8 unite.
[f. L. fin-us one ; the ending was probably suggested
by digii and composilU.
Intr^uced by Dee, who thus draws attention to the

form in his Math. Pre/. (1570) "iij warg., Note the worde,
Vnit, to expressc the Greke Monas, and not Vnitie : as we
haue all, commonly, till now, vsed.]

1. Math, A single magnitude or number regarded
as an undivided whole and as the ultimate base of
all number; specio. Arilhnutic^ the least whole
number ; the numeral * one *, represented by the
figure I. Cf. Unity i b,

a. 1570 Dee Math. Pref. *iij, Number, we define, to be,
a certayne Mathematicall Summe, of Vnits. And, an Vnit,
is thatthing Mathematicall, Indiuisible, by participation of
some likenes of whose property, any thing, which is in deede,
or is counted One, may resonably be called One. 1575
Rkcorde Gr. Aries Y iij b, An Improper Fraction,.. that is

to saye, a fraction in forme, which in dede is greater than
an Unit.

_ 1654 J. Evbe Exact Surveyor 12 In the ordinary
us« of this [Decimal] Chain, for measuring and plotting,

you may take onely notice of Units and Primes. i6te
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. vii. xxxiv. 51 The Characteristick
of any Logarithme must consist of an Unit less than the
given Number consisteth of Digits or Places. 17*8 Cham.
BERS Cycl, S.V. Number, Cardinal Numbers [are] those
whicd express the Quantity of Units; as, i^ 2, &c. X75>4

CuNN Doctr. EyactioHs 63 Repetends that begin at the
same place, whether at Units, Primes, Seconds. 1832 Hood
Ode to J. Hume i, Units, Tens, Hundreds, Thousands,
Millions. 1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 33 Write down
as many numbers, reckoning downwards, as there are units
in the number. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 527/1 [In arithmetical
nolauon] the figure placed furthest to the right has the same
significance as when it stands alone, i.e, it represents units.

p. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius* Catech. \ ij, Comptcswa
mony epactis as yair is vnites in ye golden nombre. 1597
Blundevil Exerc. (ed. 2) 1. vii. 12 Such [numbers] as cannot
bee divided but that there will remaine some odde unite,

those are called Primes. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym.
226 The great variety the number seven doth produce by
the various transposition of its unites. 1679 ^IoxoN Math.
Diet. 162 An Unite b the beginning of Number, and.,
receiveth no division in Numbers, even as a Point in Mag-
nitudes. 17J6 Leoni AlbertCs Archit. II. 89/1 If, as some
affirm, the unite be no number, but only the source of all

others,

t b. Without article : « Unity i b. Obs.
tjiy Phil. Trans. XXX. 618 The Logarithm of Unite is

nothmgj and.. the nearer any Numl^r is to Unite, the
nearer will its Logarithm be to o. 1823 Jefferson IVrit.

(1830) IV. 364 In the proportion of a million at least to unit.

C. Any determinate quantity, dimension, or
magnitude adopted as a basis or standard of mea-
surement for other quantities of the same kind and
in terms of which their magnitude is calculated or

expressed.

A large number of special units adopted in technical and
scientific use are recorded in some recent Diets.

1738 CHAMBEKsCyr/. <,.w. Degree, Thus, a Degree, as being
the integer or unite, is denoted by **.

1816 Playfair Nat. Phil. II. 209 Hitherto, the distance
of the Sun from the P^arth has served as the unit, by which
we have measured all other distances in the planetary
system. 1825 Jeffp.rson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 52 The
necessity of establishing a standard of value with us, and of
the adoption of a money Unit. 1854 Ronalits & Richard*

237

SON CJtem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 253 The loss of heat from
these sources has been estimated, .at about 7 units of heat

per hour per square foot. 1867 Noad TexiBk. Electricity

30I The unit of ^ current conveys a unit of electricity

through the circuit in a unit of time. 1870 F. L. Popk
Electric Tel. iii. (1872) 25 The ohm is a unit of resistance,

in the same manner that an inch is a unit of length, or a
pound a unit of weight. 1886 Ruskin Prmterita L 323
Musical people.. have not yet fixed their unit of time.

Comb. 1892 Nation (N.Y.) 15 Dec. 459/r The hopeful

earnestness with which Mr. Norman offers his unit-of-

weight system as a panacea for the cure of all financial ills.

d. A substance adopted as a standard by which

the specific gravity of various bodies is estimated.

i8a9 Chapters Phys. Sci. 169 As water is taken as the

unit for solids and liquids, so is atmospheric air for gases.

x^^^WA^Chem. for Sch. xxii. 274 Dalton. .adopted it \sc,

hydrogen] as the unit or standard of atomic weight.

e. (See quots. and Repeat sb.^ b.)

1855 R. N. WoRNUM Anal, Ornament 18 Units of repeti-

tion, or repeats of irregular shapes, arranged diagonally.

Ibid. 19 As it is in this case the group that is repeated, the

group of figures becomes the pattern or unit of repetition.

2. A single individual or thing regarded as a

member of a group or number of things or indi-

viduals, or discriminated from these as having a

separate existence; one of the separate parts or

members of which a complex whole or aggregate

is composed or into which it may be analysed.

1642 H. l\<yKB. Song ofSoul 11. i. ii. 55 In number, measure,
weight, he all things made ; Each unite he dis.severs by his

Art. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. n. xii. § 6. 74 Which collec-

tive Ideas of several Substances thus put together, are as
much each of them one single Idea, as that of a Man, or an
Unite. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. II. To Rdr. 13 Some
few Despicable Unadditionable Units or Unitarians. X7'»C

Hume Hum. Nat. I. 11. it, 'Tis evident, that existence In it-

self belongs only to unity, and is never applicable to number,
but on account of the unites, of which the number is com-
posed, 1817 Scott Rob Roy xxxi, The unit of that life . , was
for ever withdrawn fVom the sum of humrn existence. 1856
Merivale Rom. Emp, xl. IV. 459 Our history becomes a
review of the affairs of a vast unit, the aggregate of a multi-

tude of smaller members. 1872 H. C. Bastian Begin, Life
I. 2i6 Before anucleus is evolved.,, the simple living unit

{plastide) is able to assimilate nutritive material and
grow.

b. That division or section of a collective body
or whole which is regarded as the lowest or least

to have a distinctive existence ; such a division or

group of individuals considered as a basis of forma-

tion or administration.

1847 Grote Greece 11. xxviii. IV. 68 The village is a frac-

tion, but the city is an unit. x86i Maine Anc. Law v. 126

The unit of ancient society was the Family. 1888 Brvce
Amer. Commw. II. 224 The county remained the practi-

cally important unit of local administration, the unit to which
the various functions of government were aggregated,

O. In military or naval use.

J876 VoYLE & Stevenson Milit.^ Diet. 446/1 In military

organization, the term unit is applied to that single portion
upon which any part of an army, regiment, &c. is formed.
Thus a company is the unit of a regiment; a battery, that

of a brigade of artillery. 1893 Infantry Drill p. xxiii, [A]
Battalion [i^l the unit of infantry. 1899 Times 14 Oct. 9
A waterproof bag which is left at the base, .on a unit going
into action.

3. attrib.y passing into adj.^ with the general

meaning 'of, pertaining or equivalent to, (that of)

a unit; produced or caused by a unit; consisting

of, containing, or forming a unit or units *.

A large number of special collocations, chiefly of a scientific

or technical nature, are given in some recent Diets.

a. In sense i c, chiefly in Electr.j as unit coil^

current,force
JJary measttre, pole^ etc.

1839 Noad Electricity L 31 A very useful little electrical

instrument, .for registering the exact quantity of electricity

given to a Leyden phial from the machine; it is called the
unit jar, 1842 Brande Diet. Sc:., Unit jar.. unnouncels]
by its repeated discharges, which may be counted, the
number of them which have passed into the larger jar.

1844 Noad Electricity (ed. 2) 53 The value of the unit
measure. 1866 R. M. Ferguson Elecir. 17 A magnetic
needle of unit size and strength. 1867 Noad Text Bk.
Electricity 201 A circuit of unit resistance. Ibid,, The unit
current flowing through a conductor unit of length will

exert the unit force on the unit pole at the unit distance.

1867 Brande & Cox Diet. Scl., etc. Ill, 899/1 I/nit coil,..

a standard measure used by electricians for expressing the
amount of resistance experienced in a given electrical cir-

cuit. 1873 J, C. Maxwell Electr. ^ Magn. II. 3 The unit-

pole is a pole which points north, and is such that, when
placed at unit distance from another unit-pole, it repels it

with unit of force. 1876 P. G. Tait Rec. AdtK Phys. Sci.

(ed. 2) xiv. 357 Unit force is.. that force which, whatever be
its source, produces unit momentum in unit of time. 1884
Knight Diet. Mcch. Suppl. 913/2 Unit and safety valve^
one exposing z square inch to the force of the steam,

b. In general use.

18^ R. G. Moulton Lit. Study Bible xi. 258 These
Unit Proverbs exhibit two varieties, 1897 Daily Ne7vs

Feb. 3/4 Was the scheme to be organized on brigade,

battalion, or unit lines? Ibid., The unit system of organiza-

tion. 1898 Engineering Ma^. XVI. 104 A plant of a
certain size may be run by a unit-body of men. 1898 Sir W.
Crookes in Daily Nezvs 8 Sept. 6/1 The consumption of
wheat per head of the population (unit consumption) was
over 6 bushels per annum.
4. As adj. Having the distinct or individual exist-

ence of a unit ; individual,

1870 J. H. NzwMAttGram. Assent 1. i, 7 All things in the
exterior world are unit and individual :.. the mind contem.
plates these unit realities as they exist, a i8Sx A. Barratt

UNITARIAIT.

Phys. Metempiric (1883) 115 If the unit minds were parts
or modes of this absolute mind.
Unit, vnriaiit of Unite sb,

Unitable (y«nai*tab*l), a, [f. Unit-e v.-^

-ABLE.] That can be united ; capable of union.
1653 H. More Antid. Ath. (1662) 151 The Plantal faculty

of the Soul whereby she is unitable to this terrestrial body.
1659 — Immort. Soul ill. xiv. 481 That Order of immaterial
Creatures which we call Souls, vitally unitable with the
Matter. 1678 Cudworth lutell. Syst. 565 Such Beings or
Spirits Incorporeal.. are Vitally Unitable to Bodies. 1707
P'ulpone 22 The Offer of the Scots to Unite the Nations in
such things as they are Unitable. 1854 Owen in Orr's
Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 166 When fractured, the broken
parts, .are not unitable. .from within.

Hence UnitaToi-lity.

1863 tr, Dorner's Person of Christ III. 280 The real
unitability of the divine and human.
fUni-tage, Obs.—^ [f. as prec.+ -AGE.] The

action of uniting ; union.
164X Dial. Rattlehead ^- Ronndk. 4 You can find no means

to conjoyn an vnity? Rattleh. Only perversiiesse in the
vnitage of your circular opinions.

Uuital (yw'nital), a. [f. Unit or Unit-y +
-AL.] That unites ; causing or producing unity or

union ; of the nature of a unit; unitary.

i860 W, J. C. MuiR Pagan or Chr. 82 The nave grandly
predominates over the aisles, without there being any unital
element common to both. x88a J. B. Stallo Concepts ^ The.
Mod. Physics 20 In nature there is a great unital, continuous
and everlasting process of development. 1894 Forum March
3^ To give to each one-tenth of its capital stock.. a single

director, is open to the objection that it prevents unital

control.

Unitarian (ywnitea'rian), sb. and a. [Partly,

in theol, use, f. mod.L. tinitari-us (1656 : f. L.

unitas Unity) -i- -an, partly f. Unit-y sK + -anan.
So F. unitarien a. and sb. Cf. Unitary a.]

A. sb. 1. Theol. One who affirms the uniper-

sonality of the Godhead, especially as opposed to

an orthodox Trinitarian ; spec, a member or adhe-

rent of a Christian religious body or sect holding

this doctrine.
Usually with initial capital.

1687 [? S. NveJ BriefHist. Unitarians 109 The Polonian
Unitarians were .. zealous .. , the Unitarians of Transylvania
were more moderate. Ibid. 117 The Unitarians, vulgarly
called Socinians. 1697 Stillingfu Disc. Trinity 22 Our
Vnitarians own the Ebionites as their Predecessors. 1705

'

T. Emi-vn I'ind. Worship Christ i/i Mr. B. flatters himself
upon this head, as tho he had quite baffled the Cause of the
Unitarians. 1781 Priestley Corrupt. Chr, 1. 1. 8 Eusebius
[had] prejudice against the unitarians of his own time. 1787
Hawkins Life Johnson (ed. 2) 233 In his religious principles

he [Dr. E. Barker] professed himself an unitarian. 1813 J,
Adams Wks. (1856) X. 50 The dissenters of all denominations
in England, and, especially, the Unitarians, are cowed. 1837
Ht. MARTiNEAtj Soc. Avicr. III. 279 The Unitarians, the

religious body with which I am best acquainted. 1889 Ch.

Q. Rev. April 35 We may roughly state these three concep-
tions (of Christianity] as (i) the Unitarian, which conceives
of Christ as an exalted human teacher merely ; (2) the Pro-
testant,. .(3) the Catholic.

b. In wider use, as applied to any non-Christian

monotheist, esp. a Mohammedan.
1708 OcKi.Ev Saracens 227 Abu Obeidah sent Abdo'llah

Ebn Kort with an Express to Omar.. begging his Prayers
and some fresh Recruits of Vnitarians (a Title they glory in,

reckoning themselves the only Asserters of the Unity of the
Deity). 1788 Ghsbon Decl. <V E. lix. VI. 105 His preachers
..called aloud on the unitarians, manfully to stand up
against the Christian idolaters, 1819 W. J. Fox Lect. iv,

Wks. 1865 I. zn Five different classes of Unitarians, who
are out of the pale of Christianity, 1909 G. K. Chesterton
Orthodoxy viii. 249 The real Unitarians who with scimitar

in hand have laid waste the world.

2. One who believes in or favours some theory or

system based upon unity : a. Phiios. (See quot.

and Monist), rare,

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xvi. (1859) I. 295 The
Realists or Substantialists are again divided into Dualists^

and into Unitarians or Monists, according as they are, or
are not, contented with the testimony of consciousness to
the ultimate duplicity of subject and object in perception.

b. In miscellaneous uses.

1847 Emmrson Poems, Blight 27 The old men studied
magic in the flower.. And an omnipotence in chemistry,
Preferring things to names, for these were men, Were uni-

tarians of the united world. 1865 Mansfield Salts 254 A
compound, which even by the unitarians, must be called a
double salt. 190^ Brit. Med. Ji-nl. 10 Sept. 572 In this

toxin-antitoxin discussion there has been a tendency to

ascribe to us the position of ' unitarians * hi contradistinction

to the 'pluralists .

C. An advocate of national or political unity

;

one who supports the union of several states into

one confederation under a central government.
x86s Times 9 April, Garibaldi, .said all great Italians had

been unitarians. 1865 Cornh, Mag. Aug. 249 As a unitarian
and partisan of centralization he hurled anathem-as at all

autonomous cities and provinces. 1882-3 in Scha^'s Encycl.
Relig, Knoivl. III. 2422/2 There is also a political party in
Buenos Ayres., devoted to centralization in government,
called Unitarians.

B. adj, 1. Theol. Ofor pertaining to, connected
with, the Unitarians or their doctrines ; of the

'

nature of, characteristic of, Unitarianism,
1687 [? S. Nye] BriefHist, Unitarians 36 The Unitarian

Doctrine has been reduced so low by the Persecutions of
Rome (etc.J. 1691 W. Nicholls Answ. Naked Gospel loi
Whilst Faustus kept close in Italy, the Unitarian Cause was
carried on by others. 1705 Emlvn (title), Vindication of the



TTNITARIANISM.

Worship of the Lord Jesus Christ on Unilariaii Principles.

178J Priestley Corruft. Chr. 1. 1. 8 What could this be but

the proper unitarian doctrine? 1819 M. Stuart Lett, to

IK £. ChaHning 144 The younger preachers of Unitarian

sentiments. i8»» Lokof. in Li/t (1891) I. v. 52 Our little

Unitarian Society at Bowdoin. 1889 Ch. Q. Kev. April 35

The Unitarian conception of our Lord's Person and Office.

b. Of persons: Accepting, professing, or advo-

cating the doctrines of Unitarianism ; belonging to

a religions body or sect of Unitarians.

1691 W. NicHOLLS Answ, Naked Gospel 96 The most

remarkable of this sort of Unitarian Hereticks. ? 1765 [W.
Hopkins] /!«««>' (title-p.), A Friendly Dialogue between

a common Unitarian Christian and an Athanasian. 1793
Kippis Biog. Brit. (ed. a) V. 506 Dr. Bennet..laid himself

open to the strictures both of Trinitarian and Unitarian

Divines. iSiJ W. J. Fox Serm. 38 The general character

of Unitarian professors and converts. 1876 Fox Bourne
Lode II. xii. 240 Thomas Firmin. .the excellent tuiitanan

merchant.

o. In wider use (see A. 1 b).

1780 Wesley Hymn, ' Sun of unclouded righteousness

'

iii, Stretch out thy arm^ thou triune God, The Unitarmn

fiend expel, And chase his doctrine back to hell.

2. Ofor pertaining to, involving, based or founded

upon, characterized by, unity (in various senses);

unit.ary : a. Philos. Monistic, rare.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxiii. (1859) IL 78 He
would.. be forced to admit one or other of the unitarian

conclusions of materialism or idealism.

b. Of systems, theories, etc.

1845 Lowell Lett. (1S94) I. 102 My system is fully as

unitarian as your own. 1875 Encycl. Brit. L 460/2 These

two theories, the one dualistic, the other unitarian, strangely

foreshadow the discoveries of modern dynamics. 1893 igtii

Cent. Aug. 240 Under the unitarian system we no longer

divide the molecule.

0. Advocating, promoting, or directed towards

national unity, union, or centralization in govern-

ment or administration.

1865 MoTTU Star 10 Feb., The King of Unitari.-in Italy.

1877 Academy 10 Nov. i/i The unitarian movement of

twenty years later differed.. from the revolution which en-

throned the triumvirate at Rome,

Unitariaxiism (y»nitea'rianiz'm). [f. prec.

+ -ISM. So F. uttilarianisme.']

1. JTieol. Belief in or affirmation of the unity of

God ; esp. the tenets, principles, or views of the

Unitarians ; Unitarian doctrine or beliefs.

1698 F. B. Modest Censure 22 The Missionary Fathers

have not more ways. .of gaining Converts in China,. .than

these men have of winning over people to Unitarianism. 1

1791 (title). Reasons for tfnitarianism ; or the Primitive

Christian Doctrine... By a Welsh Freeholder. 1815 W. J.

Fox Serm. 39 The success of Unitarianism speaks in its

favour. 1874 Huxley in Sci. ^ Cult. (1881) 94 That hypo-

thesis respecting the Divine nature which is termed Uni-

tarianism by its friends and Socinianism by its foes. 1876

Gladstone in Contemp. Rev. June 17 Considerable changes

seem to have taken place in the scheme of Unitarianism.

trans/. 1823 Coleridge Table-t. i Jan.,TheTurkshaveno
church ; religion and state are one ; hence there is . .no mutual

support. This is the very essence of their Unitarianism.

2. a. Philos. = Monism i. b. Any unitarian or

unitary system or theory. 1891- in recent Diets.

tTnita'riaiiize, v. [f. as prec. -i- -ize.] a.

trans. To make Unitarian, b. intr. To become
Unitarian ; to adopt Unitarianism. Hence Uai-
ta'riajiized ///. a.

1846 Worcester (citing Ec. Rev.). 1893 J. Martineai; in

Li/e (1902) U. 191 For its support it depends on a people

long Unitarianised.

Tfnitarist. [f. Unitar-y + -ist.] An advo-

cate of a unitary system of government ; sfec. a

supporter of the unity of Italy.

Also, in recent use (1910), unitarism.

x86a Parthenon 26 July 398 Was Cavour, up to the time

of the treaty of ViUalranca, ' Unitarist ' or Federalist ? 18S1

Contemp. Rev. Sept. 465 The Constitutional Monarchists of

Italy are naturally Unitarists.

Unitary (y«'nitari), a. [f. Unit sb. or Unit-t 1

+ -abt1. Cf. F. unitaire sb. and a.. It. unitario

sb., f. mod.L. unitari-iis Unitabun.]
1. Crystallography. (See quot.)
1816 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 2) 311 A crystal is

named Unitary, when it experiences only a single decrement
by one row.

2. Of or pertaining to, characterized by, based

upon, or directed towards, unity.

1847 Tail's Mag. XIV. 560 The p,ircelled and the .associa-

tive systems...With the latter the economies of unitary

habitation, .might be obtained. 1871 \^wr.\.\. Study Wind.
(1886) 321 The national and unitary tendencies of the

people. 1893 Contemp. Rev. 799 The unitary movement in

the latter country \sc. Italy].

b. Philos. Of or pertaining to, proceeding from,

involving, unity of being or existence. Also absol.

izx84a Chanking Perfect Life (1888)64 Man loves the
Universal, the Unchangeable, the Unitary. 1885 J. Mak-
tineau Types Eth. Th. I. 86 Every attempt at unitary
deduction of a universe by predicamental logic. 1893 C. B.
Upton Bases Relig. Belief -z^i A unity of substance which
..connects every part with the unitary life of the whole.

3. Of the nature of a unit ; having the separate

existence or individual character of a unit. Of
sounds : Simple, uncompounded.
i86i Lowell E Plurilms Unum Pr. Wks. 1890 V. 49 The

United .States are not a German Confederation, but a unitary
and indivisible nation. 187^ Whitney Life Lang. iv. 56
We have altered their original unitary sounds. z88i
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Huxley in Nature XXIV. 34s An indivisible unitary

archa:us dominating, .the parts of llie organism.

b. Philos. Of being or personality.

186s J. Grotb E.xplor. Philos. i. 88 V*elher..we are to

be considered as having a locally distributable, or on the

other hand concentrated and unitary, feeling self. 1886

Emycl. Brit. XXI. 379/1 Indirect proofs of a universe of

pure and unitary Being, a 1901 F. W. H. Myers Human
Personality iigoi) I. p. xxvi, Each man is at once profoundly

unitary and almost infinitely composite.

c. Serving as a unit of measurement or calcu-

lation.

1889 Sci. A mcr. LX. 304/1 A wind pressure of 1,200 pounds

for the same unitary distance is allowed for.

4. Of or pertaining to a unit or units ; esp. in

Chem., and spec, as denominating a theory or sys-

tem in which the molecules of all bodies are rc-

g.nrded as units.

i86s Mansfield Salts 137 The unitary theory of the sub-

stitution of the two halves of the hydrogen of water. 1867

Bloxam Chem. Index 675 Unitary definitions, 256. 1880

Clemenshaw Wurtz Atomic Theory 84 This was at that

time—perhaps improperly—called the unitary system.

b. Of an alphabet, etc. : Consisting or com-

posed of single letters or symbols forench sound.

1874 Ellis Eng. Pronunciation iv. 1338 His 'unitary'

arrangement. Ibid. 1339 Professor Whitney's Unitary

Alphabet.
,

c. Arith. A modification of the ' rule of three,

by which, the value, extent, etc., of one unit being

first determined, that of any number is found by

multiplication.

1877 J. Hamblin Smith Arithmetic 164 The Unitary

Method.. is rapidly displacing the Rule of Three. 1908

Hall & Stevens School Arith. 135 The process is known
as Redu(;tion to the Unit, or the Unitary ^lethod.

5. Forming a tmiu with something.
1868 Lowell Among my Bis. Ser. 1. Wks. 1890 III. 26

(Shakespeare) seems in some strange way unitary with

human nature itself.

Hence TT'nitariness.

i8«s J. Grote Moral [deals (1876) 27 [Must not] the plant

..have. .a sort of feeling to the extent of its unitariness of

organization? [.\lso, in recent use, unitarily adv.]

Unite (yw-nsit, v^msi't), sb. Numism. Also

unit. [f. pa. pple. of Unite v. Cf. Unity 2.

Named in allusion to the Union of the Crowns under

James I, coins of the original issue bearing on the obverse

the inscription Faciam eos in gentem unain (Ezek. xxxvii.

22). The^.form is prob. due to assimilation with Unit^iJ.]

An English gold coin first issued by James I in

1604, originally current at the value of 20 shillings,

and raised in 1611 to 22 shillings. Cf. Broad sb.

4, Broad-piece, and Jacobus.
Different issues of this coin were denominated the laurel

(Laurel sb. 4) and the sceptre (Sceptre sb. 3) .after the dis-

tinguishing feature of each, and these terms were also used

atlrib. with unite.

a. 1604 Proclnm. Coynes 16 'Sov., One piece ofGold of the

value of Twentie shillings sterling, to be called The Vnite,

stamped on the one side with our Picture formerly vsed,

with this Stile [etc.]. 1611 Proclam. Alteration Prices of
Gold 23 Nov., The piece of Gold called the Vnite (to be

current) at xxij.s. iSiJ R. Ricaet Maire of Bristou'cs

Kal. (Camden) 65 In which purse were 100 vnites of gould,

amountinge to the summe of no". 1726 S. M. Leake
Nummi Brit. Hist. 90 A Pound weight of Crown Gold 22

Carracts fine, and two Carracts Allay into 41 1, by Tale, to

wit, into Unites at 20S. 1763 [see Broad Ji5. 4I. iSgSGERTR.

B. Rawlings Story Brit. Coinage 77 A triple unite was also

coined, but at the Oxford mint only.

/3. 1736 FoLKES Gold Coins 6, 2 Ja. I. Sovereign or Units,

vulgarly called Scepters. 1853 H umpiireys Coin-Coll. Man.
II. 471 The principal gold coins in the early part of the reign

(of Charles I) were—the unit, or broad-piece (20 shillings),

with its half and quarter.

tb. As the name proposed for certain silver

coins (see quots.). Obs.

1691 Locke Lower. Interest Wks. 1714 II. 79 He proposes

that his Silver Vnite . . should go for 75 Pence. 1695 Lowndes
Rep. Ess. A mend. Silver Coins 62 One Piece which may be

called the Sceptre or the Silver. Unite.

t Unite, /«•/'/'/« and ///. 0. Obs. [ad. late L.

uml-iis (whence also It. iinito, Sp. and Pg. unida,

F. uni), pa. pple. of L. iimre : see the vb.] Com-
bined or formed into one ; conjoint, united.

(Latterly Sc]
iiss YoNGE tr. Secreta Secret. 143 By lewte and trowthe

and feyth the Pepill byth vnyette \sic\ Citteis fulfillid, and

mayntenyd lordshuppis. 1460 Rolls of Parlt. V. 381/2

Londes and Tenementes. .that were unyte or annexed to

thesame Duchie. 1542 Hen. VIII Declar. Scots in Compl.

Scot. 199 Two or rao of one astate might be rulers in one

countrie vnite as this Isle is. a 1348 Hall Citron., Hen. 11^,

2 By the whiche m.-iriage. .the redde Rose was vnite and

joyned with the white Rose. 1605 Play ofStiicUy 1508 in

Simpson Sell. Sliaks. (1878) I. 219 That Spain and Portingale

shall be unite. 1647 H. More SongofSoitl 11. App. Ixxxiii,

A cluster of small starres unite These Meteors some do

deem. 1693 Stair Inst. 11. ii. f 18. 201 When Lands are

rightly Unite or Erected in Barronies. 1721 Wodrow Corr.

(1843) 1 1. 595 The body of the ministers are joint and unite.

D. In attributive use.

1613 Heywood Silver Age lii. i, My charm. Which gods

and devils gave unite consent To be infract. 163a Lithgow
Trav. IV. 133 (He) reduced all the Empire of Greece, to a

vnite tranquililie. 167s R. Fleming Short Ace. Doctr. Rom.
Ch. 2 A continual visibility of the Church, as an unite body.

Unite (yansi-t), v. Also .i;-6 unyte. [f. Unit-,

ppl. stem of post-Aug. L. finire, to join together,

make one, f. iinus one. Cf. Une v., Uny z;.]

UNITE.

1. trans. To combine or join (one or more things)

to or with another or others, to bring or put to-

gether (separate or divided things), so as to form

one connected or contiguous whole ; to form or in-

corporate into one body or mass ; to make or cause

to be one : a. In non-physical connexion or union.

Ill early examples used as pa. t. and pa. pple. active with,

out final -d : cf. prec.

143J-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 289 Egberte prevaylynge

in that batelle, unyte to his realme the realnies of the

marches. 1513 Douglas Mncis x. Prol. 26 Set our natur

God hes to hym vnyte. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 16

That he t.ike no counsel to vnite Thempire to his house and

posterilie. c 1630 Milton At a Solemn Music 27 Till God
ere long To his celestial consort us unite. To live with hiin.

i6si HoBBES Leviath. 11. xix. 96 Where the publique and

private interest are most closely united. 1728 Chambers

Cycl. S.V. General, By retaining only those Qualities, and

uniting them into one Idea, they have another, more general

Idea. 1781 Gibbon DecL ^ F. xxviii. III. 73 A wealthy

and noble senator, who united the sacred characters of pon-

tiff and augur, with the civil dignities of proconsul of Africa.

1815 Scots Betrothed xix, Before l\\<tfian(^ailles had united

his troth with that of Eveline Berenger. 1839 Mukchison

Silur. Syst. I. xxvi. 333, I attribute the discrepancy to my
having united observations made on both flanks of the nver.

1881 ^Irs. Pitman Mission L. Creoce * Pal. 174 The
strongest wish of the Cretans is that they should be united

to fjreece. - j j
absol. 1713 Blackmore Creation vii. 273 The mind, .does

distinguish here, and there unite.

refl. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xviii, Here our story unites

itself with that part of the narrative which [etc.].

b. In physical connexion or union.

In quot. 1602 in figurative context

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 222 Our Peace will (like

a broken Limbe vnited) Grow stronger.^ 1602 Mabston
Antonio's Ret', v. i. Be gratious, observation, to our sceane.

For now the plot unites his scattred limbes. a 1700 EvELVK
Diary 23 May 1645, The whole ChapelL.and roofe are full

of precious stones united with the mouldings. 1738 Gray
Tasso 61 The parent sun's warm powers. . In one rich mass

unite the precious store. 1788 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. (1789)

22 Much smoothne.ss, and uniting the colour,s, is apt to pro-

duce heaviness. x8co ir. Lagrange's CItem. II. 46 A salt

which crystallizes in small needles united together. 1846

Brittan tr. Malgaigue's Man. Oper. Surg. 244 Sanson made
his incision .

.
, and united the wound from before backwards.

1867 Pitt-Rivers Evol. Culture (1906)67 A.. breast-piece

of armour.. composed of seals' teeth, set like scales, and

united with string.

refl. 1788 Lempei^re Classical Diet. s.v. Cxlus, Saturn.,

deprived his father of the organs of generation, as he was

going to unite himself to Terra.

c. To combine or amalgamate into one body

;

to bring together or consolidate (an army).

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. i. 164 Vnite Your Troopes ot

horsemen, with his Bands of foote. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II.

69 The English and French, with forces and mindes vnited,

sayled ouer inlo Africa. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. yiii.

§ 153 All those forces. . being united with Manchester. Ihid.,

5'he King, .not believing that the enemy could be so soon

united. i8oa Jamf.s Milit. Diet. s.v. Battle, Vou should

unite all your force, examine the advantage of the ground

(etc.). 1840 Thirhvall Greece VII. 369 [If] the forces of

Greece.. had been united and well directed.

d. To join or clasp (.hands), esp. in the marriage

ceremony. (Cf. 2 b.)

i6o» Shaks. //««/. in.ii. 170 Since..Hymen did our hands

Vnite comuluall, in most sacred Bands. 1817 Shelley Rev.

Islam v. xlviii. Now unite Thine hand with mine. 1820

Scott Monast. xxxvii, A house of the village, where next

day their hands were united by the Protestant preacher.

e. Horsem. To cause (a horse) to move with

the hind- and fore-quarters in union or agreement.

(Cf. 5 d, Union sb.'^ 2 c, and F. «»»>.)

1884 E. L. Anderson Mod. Horsem. no To unite a horse

at a walk, the rider will press his legs against the sides of

the animal, and, carrying back the forces of the forehand,

prevent an increase ofthe speed by a corresponding operauon

of the hand.

2. To make one in feeling or thought ; to cause

to agree ; to combine or join (persons) together in

action or interest, or for some special purpose.

•S47 J- Harrison Exhort. Scoites h iv b, Remember (1

besech you. .) how that by this calling ot vs into this vnitie,

..he woulde also vnite & ioyne vs in one religion. 1565

Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Vnitas, In vnitatem venire,V\va.,

to be vnited:.. to be no more at variance. 1593 Shaks.

2 Hen. VI, I. i. 23 If Simpathy of Loue vnite our thoughts.

1599 [see I c). 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vii|. § 84 A
general who might unite all those northern counties in his

service. 1649 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 155 The meanes

to unite the heartes of all the sober Royalysts. 1709 Ppi-

DEAUX Lett. (Camden) 202 His interest with the northern pro-

testants may be of great use to unite them with the Church

of England. 1791 Cowi'er Odyss. xxiv. 567 Let mulual

amity. .Unite them, and let wealth and peace abound. 1817

Shelley Rev. Islam xii. xxiii, The fond and long embrace

which did their hearts unite. 1857 Buckle Cwilis. I. xii.

661 Men of all tastes.. were on this point united as by a

common bond.

ref. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. L x. § i This was the cause

of mens vniting themselues at the first in politique societies.

1648 Milton Ps. Ixxxiii. 19 Themselves against thee they

unite And in firm union bind. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey)

S.V. /'7-OT/«<rf, Provinces.. that made a firm Alliance.. .by

which they united themselves, so as never to be divided.

b. To join (persons) in marriage. Also refl.

1728 Chambers Cycl, Marriage, a.. Contract, by which a

Man is join'd and united to a Woman. 1871 R. Ellis tr.

Catullus Ixiv. 21 Then did a father agree Peleus with Thetis

unite him. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal II. vi. 119 She

wants to see the two people she loves best on earth united.

3. Of persons (or things) : To have, possess, or



UNITED.

exhibit (qualities, etc.) in union or combination ; to
combine (features usually regarded as distinct).

1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nni. I. 52 We shall
seek that [specific character] ofeach plant . . in It'sgrain,which,
as being the principle, must unite every thing proper for it's

expansion. lyjjS Kerriar liiustw, Sterne, etc. tl. 38 A speci-
men of D'Aubigne's style, which unites the severe and the
ludicrous. 1824 EncycL Brit. Suppl. II. m/i Uniting in
himself all the vices of, .a Barbary despot. 1864 Bryce
Holy Rom. Emp. xii. (1875) 195 The Emperor.. was also
the East Frankish King, uniting in himself, to use the legal
phrase, two wholly distinct ' persons ', 1871 Freeman Norm,
Cong, xviii. IV. 143 The sons of Ealdgyth united the blood
of the two greatest houses in England.

4. inir. Of persons, personifications, states, etc.

:

To enter into association, alliance, combination;
or union ; to join together or with others for some
common purpose ; to combine ijt some action or
io do something; to act in concert or agreement.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, iii. ii. 1 If you will now vnite in

your Complaints,.. the Cardinall Cannot stand vnder them.
1670 Clarendon Hist. Reb, xiii. § 58 The Presbyterians of
Lancashire . . nobody imagined to be . . unwilling to unite and
join with the royal party. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vin.
xiv, AH united at last, to drive out that king, 1787 Wash-
ington Lett. Writ. 1891 XI. 183 Is it best for the States to
unite or not to unite ? 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr tr. Rankers Hist.
Servia 22 Now it was necessary that all should unite in
direct conflict against a common enemy. 1890 Retrospect
Med. CI I. 343 Teachers and text-books have all united in

impressing upon us the necessity of the greatest care in
handling tar.

b. Of hearts or minds : To become one in feel-

ing or sentiment, poet, or rhet,

1766 FoRDVcE Senn.Yng. Worn. (1767) II, x. loi With
mind only can mind unite. 1781 Cowper Ep. Lady Austen
yz When minds, that never met before, Shall meet, unite,
and part no more. 1817 Shelley ^ff.A/rtw/vi.xxxix, Few
were the living hearts which could unite Like ours.

C. To join in marriage with another.

"755 Johnson, To Joint v.n.,..to unite with in marriage.
1866-7 Bari^g-Gojjld Curious Myths (1872) 216 A man.,
unites with ^ woman of the underground race.

6. To form one material whole or body ; to be-
come one; to be joined together, or to or with
others ; to combine physically ; to coalesce ; spec.

in Chem.y to combme by chemical affinity or
attraction.

1667 Milton P.L. xii. ^82 From my Loynes Thou shalt
proceed, and from thy Womb the Son Of God most High ;

So God with man unites. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxiii.

% 26 Let but a sharp cold come, and they unite, they con-
solidate, these little atoms cohere. 1716 Pops Iliad v. 375
Where to the hip the inserted thigh unites, x^^ R. P.
Knight Landscape i. 194 To lead,, the prying sight To
where component parts may best unite. x8a6 S, Cooper
First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 252 When not too severely con-
tused, they will be found to live and unite to the surrounding
parts. i8« J. Duncan Beetles (Nat. Lib.) 213 There are
two broad stripes.. on each wing-case, which unite behind.
1871 A. Meadows Mast. Midwifery (ed. 2) 54 The tubes .

.

sometimes remaining throughout single, but at other times
dividing and uniting again.

{6\ 1800 tr. Lagrange's Clum. I.' 303 Thejf form together
a triple salt,, .which proves that the;^ exercise a reciprocal
attraction, in virtue of which ihey unite. 1807 T. Thomson
Clum. (ed. 3) II. 103 In this way it [water] unites to lime.

1867 Bloxam Cliem. i Chemical attraction is the force which
causes different kinds of matter to unite, in order to form a
new kind of matter.

b. Of naval or military forces, etc. : To form
one combined or conjoint body.
0x700 Evelyn Diary 5 May 1692, The Eastern wind so

constantly blowing, gave our fleete time to unite. 1748
Anson's Voy. i.vii.ysThe time drew near,wben the squadron
would be separated never to unite again.

c. Of immaterial things or in non-physical con-
nexion.

179s in Cruise Digest (1818) III. 228 Their heirship is

unitas Juris '. the whole body of the coheirs, however
numerous, must unite to constitute the heir. 1809 Coleridge
Friend 142 The nature of the Earth and the nature of the
Mind unite to make the contrary impossible. i8ta Bvrom
Vis. Judgem. Ixvi, The next world; where unite All the
costumes since Adam's.

d. Horsem, (See qoot. and cf. i e above.)
1753 Chambers' Cycl. Sujjpl. s.v., A horse is said to ««//*,

or walk in union, when, in galloping, the hind quarters
follow and keep time with the fore.

XTni-ted,///. a, [f. prec]
1. Put or joined together ; combined, connected,
made one, (Cf. also sense 4,)
1551 HoLOET, Vnited, vnitus. 1663 Bp, Patrick Parab.

Ptlgr. xiii, They will teach those united hearts the greatest
Love. 1671 Milton Samson mo [They] durst not with
thir whole united powers In fight withstand me. 1706
Prior Ode to Queen xiii, Unmov'd the Two united Chiefs
abide. X796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 340 Anthers
5, narrow, united, t^^ Gazetteer Scot. (1806) 541 The united
streams of the Dochart and Lochy. 1839 T. Mitchfll
Frogs 0/ Aristoph. p. xcviii, A poem at least of equal
length with the Iliad and Odyssey united. 1865-6 Cavley
Math. Papers (1893) VI. 9 If two points of a unicursal curve
have an (o,a') correspondence, the number of united points
is = a + a'.

2. Of, belonging to, or produced by two or more
persons, agents, or things inxmioa or combination

;

conjoint, joint.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxvj, Their united rage was now
growncto a crossing one of another. 1647 Clabendoij
Hist, Reb, viii. § 235 They could not . , support the war any
longer against the united power of the rebels. 1697 Drydem
Virg., Georg, iv, 242 All, with united Force, combine to

239

drive The lazy Drones from the laborious Hive. 1797
Mrs, RADCLif fe Italian ix, With sudden strength, he burst

from their united hold. 1820 R. Peel in Croker Papers
(1884) I. 177 The united voice of King, Lords, and Com-
mons. 1847 Mrs, a. Kekr tr. Ranke's Hist. Servia 257
The united consent of all Europe would have been the

most desirable, 1856 Kane Arct. E.xpl. \, xxiii. 300 Our
united cbtimate assigned to it an elevation of from 2500 to

3000 feet. 1871 JowETT Plato II. 174 Incapable of united

action by reason of sedition,

"b. Constituted or formed by, resulting from, the

union of two or more parts or sections.

Freq. in the titles of churches, societies, etc., formed by
the union or reunion of bodies or sections which had seceded

or were formerly separate, e.g. United Free Church of

Scotland, United Methodist Free Church, United Secession

Church : cf. 4.

1697 Drvden Mneis iv. 145 One common kingdom, one
united line. 1833 Jas, Davidson Brit. ^ Rom. Rem.
Axminster 25 Where, forming a junction with its fellow

t ' trackway '], the united road leads through the town. 1833
[T. Jackson] Man. Sects ^ Heresies 112 In 1829 the two
bodies were rejoined under the name of the United Secession

Church. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr tr. Ranke's Hist. Servia 284

The united army took up its position close by the mouths of

the Morawa.
c. Bot. Of a flower (see quot. 1829).

1807 J. E, Smith Phys. Bot. 396 In this genus the Pistil of
the united flower scarcely produces seed. 1839 T. Castle
Introd. Bot. 92 When the stamens and pistils are both, as
usual, in one flower, it is called perfect or united.

d. Horsem. (See Unite z/. i e and 5 d.)

1884 E. L. Anderson Mod. Horsem. 139 When the horse
will continue the united trot without the aid of the reins.

Ibid.y The horse will be practised in keeping the united form
at the walk.

+ 3. Forming or conferring union. Obsr""^

1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. vi. 51 That you'l procure the
Vicar To stay for me at Church.. .And in the lawfull name
of marrying. To giue our hearts vnited ceremony.

4. Special collocations in the names of states,

corporate bodies, or persons allied, associated, or

joined together in a union or confederation.
United Brethren^ the Moravians. United Colonies^ tC«)

the four colonies which formed the New England Con-
federation (see Confederation 2); (^) the thirteen North
American colonies which revolted against Great Britain and
formed the original Republic of N. America (see Union sb.^

3 c and 7 c, and cf. United States x b). United Greeks
a member of the United Greek Church (see quot. 1863),

a Uniat. United Irishman, a member of the Society of
United Irishmen, a political association, originally formed
to promote union between Protestants and Catholics, which
became a separatist secret society and took part in organizing
the rebellion of 1798. United Presbyterian : (see Presiiy-

terian a. I c). United Provinces, the seven northern
provinces of the Netherlands, allied together principally

by the Union of Utrecht in 1579, and subsequently develop-
ing into the kingdom of Holland (cf. United States i a).

1586 Acts Privy Counc. (N. S.) 190 The knowen subjectes

..of the Unyted Provinces, 1617 ^Ioryson Itin. iij. 92 The
States of the vnited Provinces. 1643 in Winthrop Nexo Eng,
(1826) II. 101 They.. do.. conclude that they all be.. called

by the name of the United Colonies of New England. X677
W, Hubbard Narrative (1865) II. 252 The Commissioners
of our United Colonyes, 1703 C. Mather Magnalia iv.iv,

1 77 It had not been so long before the Names of Presbyterian
and Congregational, had been melted down into that One of
United Brethren. 1775 Pennsylv. Even. Post 21 Dec. 587/1
Captain Coit, in an armed schooner of the United Colonies,
lately chased a transport. 1777 R. Watson Philijfr II, xxiv.
II. 406 Although this event gave great satisfaction to the
people subject to the Spanish government, it was not likely

to produce any change in the sentiments, or conduct of their

neighbours in the United Provinces. 1791 in W, Tone
Autobiog, (1826) I. 368 We have agreed to form an associa-

tion to Be called*! he Society of United Irishmen'. 1^09
J.Adams iVks.{iZs4) IX. 4 He is doubtless a United Irish-

man. 1837 Lover Rotpf O'More I. x. 214 An extended palm
which.. exchanged with him the grip of the United Irish-

man. 1849 Rock Ch, of Fa titers i. ii. I. go The United
or orthodox Greeks. 1863 Chambers* Encycl. V. 88/1 The
United Greek Church comprehends those Christians who,
while they ., observe the general discipline of the Greek
Church,, .are yet united with the Church of Rome, Ibid,,

The United Greeks.

b. United Kingdom, the kingdom of Great
Britain, or esp. (after the union with Ireland in

iSoi) ofGreat Britain and Ireland. Abbrev, U*K,
^ \TVjGentl. Mag. VII. 609/1, 1 have more Reason to oppose
it, than any Man in this House, nay perhaps than any Man
in the United Kingdom. 1800 Act 39 ^ 40 Gto. Ill, c. 67.

359 '^ he sajd Kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland shall .

,

be united into one Kingdom, by the name of The United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. 183J Act 2 <^ 3
IVill, IV, c. 75 § I That part of the United Kingdom
called Great Britain, and., that part of the United Kingdom
called Ireland.

c. United Irishism^ the views or principles of

the United Iiishmen.
1800 W.^ Drennan in Microscope March 134 He fears

that political and religious schism, that White-Boyism,.

.

Catholicism, United-Irishism may.. change into Patriotism.

1844 P. Harwood Hist, In'ih Reb. 120 Munster was.. the
only province of Ireland not deeply leavened with Defender-
ism or United Irishism.

Unitedly, fli/z/. [f. Unitei>/^/. a. + -ly2.] in
a united manner; so as to be united ; in union or

combination, together; with agreement or concur-

rence of thought or action on the part of several.

1603 Florid Montaigne i. xxvii, 03 Our mindcs haue
jumped so vnitedly together. 1641 Ld. Dicbv Pari. Sp.
9 Feb. 7 All the Vertue of this House,how unitedly soever
collected. ^ 1697 State Philadelph, Soc. 8 Though they
meet,, to implore the good Spirit of God Unitedly. 176a
tr, Buschings Syst. Geog. V. 491 Both unitedly pay eighty-

UNITERABLE.
six rixdollars. 1788 Trifler No, 16. 214 The various
pleasures and inconveniences of which,. we had unitedly
participated. 1835 Eraser's Mag. XI. 494 Our possession
of power, and our belief in the truth of our own religious

professions, cannot, even when taken unitedly, justify us.

1865 PusEY Truth Eng, Ch. 6 To resist unitedly an inroad
upon our common faith.

UUi'tedness. [f. as prec. +-ness.] The
state or quality of being united ; union.
1636 Drumm. of Hawth. Fam. Ep. Wks. (1711) 151 So

harmonious an Unitedness, as hath so long continued
between us. 165a Benlowks Theoph. viii. xlv, Be ever-ever-
ever blest, G Trine ! Ever Unitednesse divine ! 1679 King in
Spirit of Popery 37 Harmony and Unitedness in things,

X864 PusEvV-iTt/. Daniel viii. 498 Ihe assurance of a death-
less unbroken unitedness with God. 1894 G, Griffith tr.

Fouard^s St. Paul xii. 296 An act of thanksgiving for the
spirit of unitedness now restored among them.

United States.
1, The proper name or distinctive title of a con-

federacy, federation, or imion of States.

In later use freq. construed as a singular.

a. The kingdom or republic of Holland, = the

United Provinces (United///, a, 4). Also attrib.

Now rare or Hist,

1617 MonYSON Itin. III. 94 The Territory of Utrecht is

also associated under the same United States. ci6b2
Fletcher & Massincer Bamavelt v. iii, in Bullen O. PI.

II. 306 Do you hold the United States so tame to feare

himV 1665 Manlev Grotius* Loiv C. IVars 929 By the

publick and private colloquies of the United States people.

1779 Hervey Nav. Hist. II. 168 The United States, over-

whelmed with the expence of the war, . . were extremely
desirous of an accommodation.

b. The Republic of North America. Abbrev.

U.S, or U.S.A. (Cf, State sb, 31 c, d, and United
Colonies United///, a. 4 a.)

X78X J, Adams Fam. Lett. (1876) 403 You will never have

f)eace while the Britons have a company of soldiers at

iberty within the United States. 1781-8 in ^xyc& Atiier.

Commzv. (1888) I. 569 The style of this Confederacy shall

be, ' The United States of America '. i8i» Earl of Liver-
roOL in Examiner 11 May 292/2 The United States had
assumed a very warlike attitude, a 1817 T. Dwight Trav.
New Eng., etc, (1821) I. 18 The United States have been
regarded by this class of men as fair game, x888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIII, 759/1 The United States.. was anxious to

establish what Great Britain was not disposed to grant.

attrib. 1840 (////<:), United States Digest. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVI. 13/2 The officers of the United States navy.

1875 JEVONS Money xix. 246 The United States government.

c. In other applications (see quots.).

1864 Chambers's Encycl. VI. 734 New Granada (since

1858 the official designation has been The Granadian Con-
federation, and since 1862, The United States of Colombia).
1890 HazelVs Annual 64/2 That the provinces of Brazil,

united by federation, compose the United States of Brazil.

2. The form of English spoken in the United
States of North America or regarded as distinctly

American. To talk United States, to use strong

language, to express oneself forcibly.

1891 E. Roper 'track <5- Trail ix. 134 Most of the ladies

spoke decided 'United States'; one was ' Dutch ',.. and
one., had a decided British accent. 1898 Hamblen Gen.
Manager's Story x. 134 If he made any disparaging com-
ments,. I vowed to myself that I'd talk United Stales to

him if I lost my job by it.

Hence Unlted-Sta'tesian tz., of or belonging to

the United States of America ; sb.^ an inhabitant or

citizen of the United States.

Also United Statesman (1850), and, in recent use, United
Stateser.
189a N. <^ Q. 8th Ser. II. 146/2 To an outsider, say a

Frenchman or a United-Statesian. 1897 IVestm. Gaz. 26
•Aug.

J3/3
The secret of the American or rather United-

Statesian race.

t Uui'tely, ^a'ly. Obs, [f. Unite ppl a. + -ly 2.]

Unitedly.
i6o3 Ld. Mountjoy Let. in Moryson /tin. (1617) ir. 213

The Lyst of the Forces here in Ireland, being vnitely con-
sidered. 16x4 CoRNWALLis in Gutch Coil. Cur. I. 164 That
we might all unitely..cast ourselves at his Majesty's feet,

x6;r7 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 247 Unitie . . hath all numbers
in it singularly and unitely.

t Uni'tement. Obs.-^ [f. Ukite v. + -ment,]

The fact or condition of being united ; union,
z63i-a N. Ferrar Story Bks, Little Cidding (1899) i6g

The hope of better serving God and the firmer unitiment \sic\

unto him.

tUni'teness. Obs* [f. as prec. + -ness.]

Unitedness.

1635) ^^' DiGBV, etc, Lett, cone. Relrg.'iiCs^) 132 Con-
formity and uniteness of ininde. 1684 J. Renwick in Biogr,
Presbyt. (1837) II. 261 The Uniteness of my Heart unto j'ou.

Uniter (ywnai-tsa). [f. Unite z'. + -eb1. Cf.

Unitor and It. unitore.'] One who or that which
unites ; a uniting agency or quality.

1587 GoLDiNcZJfi Mornay vi. 79 The Vniter, and the thing
Vnited, 1605 Bacon Adz', Learn, i. vii, § i Uniters ot

states and cities. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 7 Friend-
ship is a great uniter. 1700 J. Brome Trav. Eng. 199
James .. became the Happy Uniter of the two Crowns.
1714 Swift Drapier's Lett, iv, Money ,. hath .. been the
great uniter of a most divided people. 1746 Hervey Medit.
Floiver Garden 29 The Ocean is the grand Vehicle of Trade,
and the Upiter of distant Nations. 1840 Carlvle Heroes
iv, The Priest.. presides over the worship of the people; is

the Uniter of them with the Unseen Holy. 185a Lynch
Lett. Scattered (1872) 299 How could we love God the
bereaver, if He were not the uniter also ?

t Uni'terable, a. Obs.-'^ [Un-' 7 b.] That cannot be
repeated. i68a Sir T, Browne Chr. Mor% ill, § 23 To play
away an uniterable life.



UNITING.

tTnitingf (y«n3i-tiij), vbl. si. [f. Unite v. +
-inqI.] The action of the verb; union; an in-

stance or occasion of tliis.

1548 Elyot, VhHos^ vnilee, vnityng or ioygnjTig of two
thynges or mo together. 1559 FabyaWs Chrcn. 567/a The
vmiiiige of the twoo houses of Vorke and Lancaster. X581

'i'. Kof-.ERS St. A ug. rraiers xvi. (i 597) 66 That vnspeakahle

..vniting togither of thy Godhead and manhood in one

person. 1615 Crooke Boify 0/ Man 379 These vnitings are

not alwayes after one manner. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11.

xxii. I2S All uniting of strength by privaie men. 171J

^. James Ir. Le Blond's GardeniHH xti Cavities or Stoiies.

.

inders their uniting with the Ground. 1778 in Picton

I.'poal Munk. KfcUiSe) II. an A Bill.. for the unitmg

the kingdom of Ireland with this kingdom. 1841 Lane
Arai. NIs. I. las The uniting of two persons in marriage.

attrib. 171} Berkelry in Guardian 5 Aug., That benevo-

lent uniting instinct implanted in human nature. 1714 in

Jrnl. Friends Hist. Soc. (1018) 29 Truth . .broke through for

our. .comfort, soe 'twas an Uniting time.

b. The place where two or more things unite or

join. rare-^.
1718 R. Morris Ess. Am. Archit. 81 The Joint is. .apt to

discover the Grains of each Wood at the uniting.

tjni'tmg,///. a- [f. as prec.] That unites or

joins.

a 163s SlBBES Confer. Christ i Mary (1656) 92 That Spirit

of God .. is a uniting spirit, a 165^ Binning Serm. Wks.

(735) "A Christ is the uniting Principle. 1713 Blackmore
Creation VI. 420 The sportive flood. .with uniting tides.,

wanton clasps the intercepted soil. 1817 Shelley Kn'.

Islam 11. xlvi. Then . . shall all the kinds Of evil, catch from

our uniting minds The spark which must consume them.

l8>6 Henry Elein. Cliem. I. 192 When the uniting wire

was perpendicularly opposite to the north pole of the sus-

pended needle. 1895 Athenxuyt 6 July 8/3 A book of

impressions without any uniting idea.

Hence tJnltintrly adv.

1728 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. p. iv. Inroads daily

made., unitingly conspire, to destroy., its Beauties.

TTnition (ywnijsn). Also 6 unyoion. [ad.

late L. miition-y iitiitio, n. of action f. L. iinJre :

see Unite v. Cf. OF. unition, unicion, It. nni-

zione.1 The action of uniting ; the fact or con-

dition of being united ; union, conjunction, junction,

f a. Of ecclesiastical benefices. Ods.

iSii-a Act 3 //«. I'///, c. 17 § 14 The appropriacion,

unycion, or consolidacione of the same Patronage.. to the

seid Abbot & Convent. 1564 Parker Corr, (Parker Soc.)

214 This is to require you, if upon the understanding of the

matter ye shall see cause to give out such an unition [of a

benefice and a chapel], to grant it. 158^ Harrison England
lu i. (1877) I. 21 The vnition of two [livings] in one man.

t to. Of material substances or bodies. Obs._

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. in. i, vi. 93 The curalion .

.

isaccomplisshed..by vnition, or coniunction of seperated or

soundred partes. 1587 Harbison Desc. Brit, in Holinshed

Chmn, I. 78/1 After whose vnition with the aforesaid water,

they run on as one till they meet with the Clothie. 1613

il. Ridley Magn. Bodies 78 To cause these Magneticall

bodies to., turne away, to the end that they may better.,

dispose themselues to a conuenient and natural] vnition.

CZ&44 W. Chambeblayne Pharon. 11. iii. 255 Death's large

gripe did take Whole troops . . , and in 's marchprevents The
unition of unrallied regiments. 169^ Phil. Trans. XXI.
140 This Unition of Bones at their articulations. 1738
Bracken Farriery hnpr, (1757) 11. 244 Motion binders

Unition in Wountfs.

O. Of abstract things, persons, etc., in non-

physical or ideal union.
X584 LeycestetsCotnmonw. 24 By this breach wyth Fraunce,

we stand alone .. wythout anie great vnition or friendship

abrode. X629 H. Burton Truth's Triumph 106 That is the

most singular.. vnity, which consists not by vnition, but

cxisteth by eternity, a 1680 Glanvill Sadducismus I. (1681)

174 The unition of Spirit with Matter. 1709 T. Robinson
Vind. Mosaick Syst.^i The Seminal Forms being by a vital

Unition conjoined to their Material Vehicles or Bodies.

1733 Watts Philos. Ess. iii. (1734) 85 The Union or rather

Unition of a particular Soul and particular Body. 1816

[see UnicityJ. 1871 W. H. Gillespie Argl. Beinf t, Attrib.

Cod IV. iii. (ed. 5) 159 The attributes, whose unition yields

us this Holiness. 1873 B. Gregory Holy Catholic Ch. xvi.

187 'The ultimate unition and universal inclusiveness of the

Church.

d. Ofman and [to or with) the Deity. Now rare.

Sometimes distinguished from union (see quot. 1681).

1635 Jackson Creed viii. 79 This part of the nature

wounded.. was first to bee perfectly cured, and throughly

purified by personal! unition to the Sonne of God. 1681

Flavel Method of Grace v. 94 There must be an unition

before ther« can be a union with Christ. Unition is to be
conceived efficiently as the work of God's spirit, joyning the

believer to Christ ; and union is to be conceived formally,

the joyning itself of the persons together. 178a J. Brown
Nat. ^ Rev. Relig. iii. ii. 232 Chri.st . .sjgnified his unition of

his people into one mystical body with himself. 1^84 —
Hist. Brit. Ch. (1823) I. 343 Their regeneration and spiritual

unition to him. 1845 Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 32^ The summit-
flower of all created life Is its unition with Divinity.

U-nltism. rare-K [f. Unit sb. + -ism.] - Mon-
ism I b.

1850 W. Smith Conf. Faith i. in Thomdale (1857) 488 He
\sc. Seckendorf] would coin the term Unitisnt as a simple
opposite to the generally received Dualism.
tTniti'Stic, a, [f. Unity : see -ibt and -ic] Of

or pertaining to, believing in, a theory of unity.
1888 T. K. Cheyne in "Jewish Q. Rev. Oct. 77 A unitistic

critic. Ibid. 8a From a decided separatist [he] became as
decided a maintainer of the unitistic view of the Book of
Zechariah.

Unitive (yanitiv), a. [ad. late L. iinUiv-us

(Quicherat), f. L. unit-, ppL stem of iinire : see

240

Unite v, nnd -ivE. Cf. F. unitive, -if (i5tli c.)i

Sp., Pg., and It. jim'/ivo.]

1. Having the property or effect of uniting

;

serving to unite or cause union ; characterized by

or involving union.

Freq. c 1643-t 1670, esp. in the writings of H. More.

1526 ri/gr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 285 b, For loue . . is

unityue, that is to saye, it di.sposeth and draweth all thynges

that it riileth, to peace & vnite. 1647 H, More Song of

Soul Notes 136/2 The unitive power of the Intellect. 1660

Jer. Taylor Ducior 11. i. rule i. § 33 That all laws which

are commonly called Natural are most reasonalile, they are

perfective of Nature, unitive of Societies. 1678 Cudworth
Iniell. Syst. 162 The ground of magical fascination is one

vital unitive principle in the universe.

a 1834 Coleridge in Lit. Rem, (1839) IV. 26 Christ, the

head, and by his Spirit the bond, or unitive copula of all.

1845 J. H, Newman Ess. Developm. 337 The very nature

of a true philosophy relatively to other systems is to be

polemical, eclectic, unitive. 1893 Patmore Relig. Poetx

99 Genius consists wholly in the possession of the dtvme

faculty of synthetic or unitive apprehension,

t b. Of a person. Obs, nire—^.

1651 H. More Second Lash in Enthiis. Tri., etc. (1656)

195 Thou art so unitive a soul, Phil, . . that thou wouldst not

stick to match chalk and cheese together.

c, Anat, Of fibres : (see quots.).

1875 Havden Dis. Heart 31 Luton describes the fibres of

the ventricles [of the heart] as common and proper. The
former are the ' unitive * fibres of Gerdy. Jbid. 32 The pos-

terior 'unitive' fibres pass from the posterior segments of

the auriculo-ventricular zones . . to the right edge of the heart.

2. Having the quality or attribute of uniting

spiritually to the Deity.
fzs659 Rous Ueav. Univ. (1702) 160 Until that I shall

arrive to the unitive union of the Father. 1675 O. Walker
Paraphr. St. Paul g^ The institution of the unitiue vertue

of the Sacrifices. 1855 Pusey Doctrine of Real Presence

312 This introduction [of the body of Christ under these

species], .is not an action bringing (adductive of) the Body
of Christ, nor simply unitive, 1855 Eailey Mystic, etc. 58

That blessed secret, unitive and divine, .. which us Ones
with the heavens. 1875 L. Shepherd tr. Guiran^o's Litnrg,

Year I. 389 This unitive power of the Eucharist.

b. Spec, in unitive life, Tvay, etc., applied to the

third and final stage of spiritual advancement.
1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp, Disc. i. § 9 All the eminen-

cies and spirituall riches of the unitive life. Ibid. Disc. iii.

I 26 Concerning the very same thing which the old Divines

call the unitive Way. 1687 Nokris Coll. Misc. (1699)

341 Seraphic love, and this with Contemplation, makes up
that which the ^Iystic Divines stile the Unitive way of
Religion. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. 237 The Purga-
tive, Illuminative and Unitive Conditions of the Mind.

1749 Lavington Enthus.^ Meth. ^ Papists (1754) 146 By
the purgative and illuminating Way, she attains to the

TJnitive. 1830 For, Rev. <5- Coni. Misc. V, ^18 The purga-
tive, illuminative, and unitive stages of devotion. 1848

Bailey Festus (ed, 3) 208 The soul.. Lay lulled in glorj",

and in unitive Life with divinity.^ 1899 W. R. Inge Chr.
Mysticism i, 10 Strictly, the unitive road (sy/a) leads to the

contemplative life i7'ita).

Hence U'nitlvely ndv. ; U'nitiveuess.
1664 H. More A/yst. Iniq. 322 The consideration of the

collectiveness and unitiveness of. .[these] types, 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Syst. 307 Jupiter who conteineth the Vniverse,

and All things within himself, Vnittvely and Intellectually.

Ibid. 582 The First of these is sometimes said to be.. 'All

things Vnitively,' The Second.. 'All things Intellectually.'

x8ia-29 Coleridge in Lit, A'f/«. (1838) III. X47 The corrupt
will cannot.. be unitively subordinated to the reason.

_
1863

Neale Hymns Pa7-adise 68 Whom, embracing unitively,

Thou shalt love with perfect will.

XJ'Xiitizei V. rare. [f. Unit sb. +-ize.] trans.

To form into a unit ; to unite or make one.

1849 [implied in next]. j86o Worcester (citing C/^. Reg.).

1893 J. PuLSFORD Loyalty to Christ II. 320 [Christl is the

head of every principality and power . . to subdue all things

to Himself, and to unitise highest and lowest.

So TJ'mtized, U'nitizing //>/. adjs,

1849 Sears Regeneration in. xii. (1859) 239 The governing
and unitizing principle of all endeavour. 1873 Contemp.
Rev. XXI. 269 The rapid immediate advance of unitized

societies.

f Unl'tor. Obs.—^ [f. Unite i'.+ -dr.] ^Uniter,
x6oz Warner Albion's England xiv. 539 Seauenlh Henry,

the Vnitor of those Flowers that long dissented.

U-nitude. nonce-word. [f. Uni- or Unit, after

multitude: see-TUDE.] The character ofbeing one.

1851 Spencer Soc. Stat. 18 It hints that the first principle

of a code for the right ruling of humanity in its state of
multitude, is to be found in humanity in its state of unitude.

Unity ^ (yw'niti). Forms: 4-6 vnite, vnyte,

4-7 unite, e,-(i unyte
; 4 vnitee, vnytee, 6 uni-

tee; 5 vnytie, 6 unytie, 5-6 vnytye, vnitye,

5-7 vnitie, 6-7 unitie, vnity (7 vnitty), 7-
unity. [a. AF, nnite^ OF. unite^ uniteit {c 1200),

F. uniti ( = Sp. unidad^ Pg. unidade^ It. unila)t

or ad. L, unitdt-^ unitas oneness, sameness, agree*

ment, f. Hn-us one: see-iTY.]

I. 1. The fact, quality, or condition of being,

comprising, or consisting of one in number ; one-

ness, singleness. Freq. of the Deity, and in early

use in the phr. in unity.
Used spec, in Philos. and Metaph. to express the negation

of multiplicity of being or existence ; individuality, identity

(see Baldwin Diet. Philos. ^ Psychol.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 6342 pis wandes talcens persons ihre,

And an-faJd godd in vnite. c 1325 SPec. Gy Warw,j^2g Wid
J>e fader, and wid J>e sone, And wid ^ hoH gost in vnite,

c 1380 Wyclif Sentt. SeL Wks I. 383 Two passen fro unyte.

UNITY.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. cxvi. (1405) 921 The one
and vnyte of nombre.. : therby is fygure and lyknesseofthe

vnyte of our lorde god. c i53» Du Wes Introd. Fr. in

Palsgr. 1023 The blessed Triniie thre persones in unite. 1594
HooKHR Eccl. Pol. I. ii. § 2 Our God is one, or rather very

oneness, and meere unitie. x6o6 Shaks. Tr. fif Cr. v. ii. 141

If there be rule in vnitie it selfe. This is not she. 1621 T.

Bedford ^/« unto Death 6 The singular number doth not

alwayes imply an individuall vnitie. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. II. vi. § I Amongst all the Ideas we have,.. there is

none more simple than that of Unity, or One. 1725 Watts
Logic (1736) 245 The Unity and Spirituality of the Godhead.
1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 433 The notion of an unity of

person between the husband and wife. 1844 Kingslev Lett.

(1878) I. 117 Perfect unity in extreme multiplicity. 1864

BowEN Logic ix. 292 A question often involves a real

duplicity under a seeming unity, a 1881 A. Babratt Phys.
Metempiric (1883) 106 A priori a spacial principle of unity

seems as reasonable as a temporaU

b. Math. The condition of the unit or number
one ; the numeral one regarded abstractly as the

basis of number in reckoning or calculation.

1570 Billingsley Euclid \\\. \. 184 Vnitie is that, whereby
euery thing that is, is sayd to be on. 1657 Hobbf^ Absurd
Geom. 2 The excesse of the rising proportion above subtriple

is the same which unity hath to the six times the number of

termes after o. 1709-29 V. Mandey Syst. Math., Arith. 6

Unity measures every number by the number itself; so i

measures 7 by 7. 1831 Brewster Optics iv. 28 Take i part

or unity from the same scale. 1869 J. H. Smith EUm.
Algebra 50 The quotient is unity when the Dividend and

the Divisor are equal. 1885 Watson & Burbury Math. Th.

Elecir. <5- Magn. I. 232 Taking unity as the combining

number for hydrogen.

c. A quantity, magnitude, or substance regarded

as equivalent to the number one in calcnlation,

measurement, or comparison.
1728 Chambers Cycl.., Measure.,^ in Geometry, any certain

Quantity assumed as one, or Unity, to which the Ratio of

other. .Quantities is express'd. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XVII. 659/1 'ihe most convenient way. .would be to con-

sider the weight of the standard as unity. x8oi Monthly
Rev. XXXV. 525 The ten millionth part of the.. distance

,. was taken as the unity of measure. x8i6 Playfair

Nat. Phil. II. 287 If the mass of Jupiter be supposed

unity. 1836 Brande Chem. (ed. 4) 220 Others adopt oxygen

as unity, in which case hydrogen becomes one-eighth of that

unit. i^HKVQW-roti Phys.Geoi.'m.\-}Z If we call the Gulf

Stream unity, we may form an approximate estimate of the

other four systems of circulation.

2. An instance of this: f a. « Unit sb. i. Obs,

c 1425 Craft Nomhrvnge (E. E. T. S.) 22 Reken ten for on

vnite. Ibid, 28 Loke how mony vnityes ben in J>e nounbre

^t comes of jje multiplicacioun of be 2 digittes. 1543
Recorde Arith. 119 b, In that place of vnities dothe ap-

pere only 7. 1587 Fleming Contn, HoUnshrd III. 1490/2

The residue.. being multiplied by vnities, doo make vp the

complet number of three score and twelue. 1630 Wingate
Arith. I. i. 15 The Integers, or intire Vnities. x&lSo Sturmy
Mariners Mag. m. ii. 129 Because the Angle' CAB is a

Right Angle, ..I therefore only put an Unity before the

second Term. X837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. 1. 250 His
objections to geometry and arithmetic are founded on ab-

stract cavils concerning the nature of points, letters, unities.

b. One separate or single thing, quality, etc

;

something which is complete or entire in itself, or

is regarded as such.

1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay ii. 16 The foresayd most single

and alonly One, abyding still one in it selfe, bringeth foorth

all the other vnities. 15^ Marston Sco. Villanie u iv. (1599)

187 Sylenusnow is old, I wonder, I, He doth not hate his

triple venerie... Me thinkes a vnitie were competent. ax6oo
Edmonds Observ. Caesar's Comm. 38 The life and strength

of a multitude consisteth in vnities. 1681 Whole Duty
Nations 7 He himself is the prime Unity and Universality.

1828 C^ARLYLE Misc. (1840) I. 319 The clear view of it as an
indivisible Unity. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men^ Swedenborg
r 17 The unities of each organ are so many little organs,

homogeneous with their compound. X889 Mivart Orig.

Hum. Reason 46 They are apprehensions ofabstract qualities

grouped round a unity,

II. 3. The quality or condition of being one ia

mind, feeling, opinion, purpose, or action; har-

monious combination together ofthe various parties

or sections (of the Church, a state, etc.) into one

body ; concord or harmony amongst several persons

or between two or more.
In the usage with a {fan) the meaning tends to become

concrete (see b).

c X325 Poem temp. Edw. I! (Percy) xxii, Among men of

religioun Is non unite, c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. \\.

226 J'is unite shulden men have bi l?e lore of Jesus Crist,

and |>anne shulden bei be of o wille. 4:1425 Wvntoun
Cron. IX. viii. 942 That tyme at Bulone..Wes a tretis of

vnyte Betuix J>e Franche and Inglismen. 1460 Capgrave
Chron. (Rolls) 294 Be this mene was the unite of the

Cherch lettid. 1560 Daus tr. Steidane's Comm. 123 The
Germains within them selues shold, .come to some vnitie &
concord. 1590 Greene Nerrr too late (1600) 42 Vnitie is

the essence of amitie. i6o6 Shaks. Tr. <^ Cr. i. iii, 100 The
vnity and married calme of States. X647 Trapp Comm. Rom.
XV. 6 (1656) 652 It is recorded to the high commendation of

the Church of Scotland, that for this 90 years and upwards
they have kept unity. 1738 Wesley Ps. cxxxhi. i, When
Brethren all in One agree ; Who knows the Joys of Unity I

X776 Paine Cofu. Sense 49 Tis not in numbers but in unity

that our great strength lies. 1830 DTsraeli Chas. /, III.

v. 62 Laud. .contemplated establishing unity by uniformity.

x8s4 MiLMAN Lat, Chr, IV. iv. II. 99 No sooner has Anglo-
Saxon Britain become one (no doubt her religious unity

must have contributed.. to her national unity) than [etc.].

X878 Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xviii. 221 The king's death at

once broke up the unity of the Court.
{b) X460 Capgrave Chron. (Rolls) 120 Edgare. .mad a very

unite of all the vii. kyngdammes. a X466 Hist. Coll. Cit,

I
ZoW. (Camden) 116 The same yere..the general cooscUe



UNITY.

was endyd, and a unyte made in Hooly Chyrche, and oo
pope chosynne, n 1500 BaWs Chron. in Six Ttnvn Chron,
(1911) 145 The king.. and divers lordes. .agreed and ther

made a full unyte and peas betwene the dukes of york and
somerset. 1577 Holinshed Chron, I. 2S6/2 Diuerse offers

were made on both partes.. for an vnitic to haue beene had
betwixte the two Princes.

b. Freq. iu adverbial phr. at or f in unity^ in

agreement, concord, or harmony; at one.
c 1374 Chauckr Troyhis in. 29 Ye holden regne and hous

in vnite. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 194 So schal I live in unite

With every man, ^1430 Lydg. Lyke thyn Aiidience i, Yf
yow wilt lyffe in pease and vnite. c 1450 Bubgh Secrees

1520 These SustrysCheyned in parfight vnyte, deparle may
not by natural resoun. 1535 CovEKDAi-E/*^.cxxi, lerusalem is

buyldedasacite, that is at vnitie in itself, a 1619 Fotherby
Atheom. n. x. § 4 (1622) 308 An Vnity is alwayes at vnitie

with itselfe, and neuervarieth from it selfe. i6iSePLAYFORD
Skill Mus. I. V. 18 To guide his Voyce in unity to the sound
of the Instrument, 1671 Baxter Holiness Ixiv, 18 It plainly

sheweth that they are very much at unity in the main. 1714
ill yrnl. Friends Hist. Sac. (1918) 27 Leaving our family
and friends in great love and Unity. 1768 Sterne Sent,
your/t., Zhvar/", The old French officer would have set me
at unity with myself. 1825 ^. ^^t;. XXXII. 369 No Italian

city or state was at unity in itself. 1871 Jowett Plato I.

56 The bad.. are never at unity with one another or with
themselves.

o. Agreement or accord between things,

1393 Lancl. p.PL C. IV. 338 As adiect ifand substantyfvnite
asken, Acordaunce in kynde, in cas and in numbre. laid. 398.

1593 Shaks, Lucr. 1558 These contraries such unity do hold,

Only to flatter fools and make them bold. x6n — WinU T.

V, iL 35 There is such vnitie in the proofes.

fd. Agreement or concurrence with something.
13^ J. WooLMAN Journal vii, (1900) 146 Some Friends.

.

expressed their willingness to have it read; which being
done, many expressed their unity with the proposaL

4. The fact of forming or being united into one
body or whole; union (of two or more persons or

things, or of one with another) ; rarely, physical

union or connexion
; f conjunction of two or more

things.

x|8^ Tbevisa. Hidden (Rolls) V. 9 By tokcne Jw onynge
and pe unite of Crist and of holy chirche. x47a-3 Rolls 0/
Parlt. VI, 23/1 Entierly desiryng. .the unyte of the nobles
and other his subgettes. 1483 Caxton Gold, Leg:. aS5 h/2
The unyte and assemble of the flesshe of oure lord and_ of
cure lady. 1565 Allen Defence^ P»rg. xvii. 283 Which
forme of argument serued the Arians against the consub<
stantiall vnitye of God the father, and his son our sapiour.

1578 TiMME Calvin on Gen, 76 Herein we see a true image
of our unitie with the Son of God. 1597 A. M. tr. Guilje-

meau*s Fr. Chirurg. 11/2 The synnuish filamentes which
have a vnitye and fasteninge with the Pericranium. t6ix

TouBNEUR W/A.T'rrt^. I. ii, The unitie of Families is a worke
of loue and charitie. 1651 Hodbes Leviath. w, xvii. 87 This
is more than consent, or concord ; It is a reall Unitie of
them all, in one and the same Person. 1796 Burke Regie
Peace i. 43 In this unity and indivisibility of possession are
sunk ten.. wealthy provinces. i8ox Hamilto:* Wks. (1886)

VII. 1B6 They have approved the unity of the legislative

f>wer in one branch, 1871 R. W. Dale Commandm. 1. 23
hat our Lord claimed for himself a mysterious unity with

the Father. 1880 J. Cairo Philos, Retig. v. 157 The unity
of subject and object., is implied in every act of thought.

•fb. A meeting or assembly of people. Obs."^
a 1470 Harding Chrotu clxxxvh, ii, In cytees at he helde

wel vnitees, Great tustcs ay, and ioyous tournementts.

O. A body formed by union, esp, the Unity of
the (Moravian) Brethren, In later quots. eUipt,

1780 La Trobe tr. Cram's Hist. Brethren 67 Twenty-
four ministers of the Unity of the Brethren. Ibid. 353
Every actual member of the Unity that is desirous of
taking the benefit of this act. 1814 Wm. Brown Hist.

Profiag. Christianity II. 124 Ihis, by the synods of the
Brethren's church, is vested solely in the Elders' Con.
ference of the Unity. 1865 f. Gill. Banished Count xxv. 262
The affairs of the Unity called the Count., to the Continent.

5. The quality or fact of being one body or

whole, esp. as made up of two or more parts ; an
undivided whole, as distinct from its parts.

1390 Gowkr Con/. I. 37 If a man were Mad al togedre of
o matiere Withouten interrupcioun, Ther scholde no corrup-
cioun Eneendre upon that unite. 1398 Trevisa Barth, De
P.R, V, u. (Bodl. MS.), Yf the vertu is ilette..)>e vnyte &
ioynyng of alle l>e body to falle|>. 153^ Gau Rtcht Vay
(S.T.S.) 57 He is wordine man and sua is spousit with the
halie chrissine kirk in to ane body the quhilk vnite S. Paul
..callisanegreithaliesecrelt thing [etc.). 1583 Melban-cke
PhilotiinusVlw b, The coniunction of manye in an vniforme
vnitie. 1813 Shellsv Q, Mab iv. 144 Every grain Is sentient
both in unity and part. 1850 Robertson Senn. Ser. 111. iv.

(1857) 57 In proportion as you rise from lower to higher life,

the parts are more distinctly developed, while yet the unity
becomes more entire. 187s Jovi^rr Plato (ed, 2) V.6g [Plato]
does not insist, as in the Protagoras, on the unity of the
virtues.

t6. The quality of being of one kind; uniformity
of substance or appearance. Obs,
1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 119 To vary the unitie of a

stone by inserting such spots into the crust as were not by
nature.

7. As a literary or artistic quality: a. Agreement
of the various parts of which something is com-
posed so as to form a whole which exhibits single-

ness of design or effect ; combination or arrange-
ment which produces this, or the effect so produced.
171J Addison Sped, No. 267 P 3 Aristotle himself allows,

that Homer has nothing to boast of as to the Unity of his

Fable, 1756 J. Warton Ess. Pope I. iii. 101 Horace ob-
served a strict method, and unity of design, in his epistle to
the Pisones. 1783 Blair Leci, I. 216 The second quality of
a well-arranged sentence, which I termed its Unity. 1808

Vol. X.

! ^T^nft

241

L. Murray Eng. Gram, I. :^3o But most of all, in a single

sentence, is required the strictest unity. 1864 Pusev Lect,
Daniel'x. 11 Amid apparent want of unity on the surface of
the Book, there is a real unity in the whole, resting on the
unity of the plan of the writer. 1874 R. Tyrwhitt Sketch.
Club 272 Unity in a picture is the sympathy of its groups or
parts.

b. One or other of the three principles of the

Aristotelian canon of dramatic composition as

adopted and expanded by the French classical

dramatists, according to which a play should con-

sist of one main action, represented as occurring

at one time (i.e. one day) and in one place. Also
in loose application.
j668 Drvden Ess. Dram. Poesy Ess. (Ker) I. 38 The

famous Rules, which the French call Dcs Trois Uniiez, or,

the Three Unities,whichought to be observed in every regular
'ay. [i68a Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Ess. Poetry 12 The
nites of Action, Time, and Place.] 171a Addison S^ect.

No. 267 f 2 Homer to preserve the Unity of his Action hastens
into the Midst of Things. 1789 Belsham Ess. I. ii. 18 The
diction of these plays is lofty, , . the unities strictly preserved.
i8x6 Scott Old Mort. xxxvii, It is fortunate for tale-tellers

that they are not tied down like theatrical writers to the
unities of time and place. 1855 Trollope Bertrams xvi,

Two years . . ; it is a terrible gap in a story, but in these days
the unities are not much considered. 1878 O. W. Holmes
Motley iv. 24 A series of incidents.. flung together with no
more regard to the unities than [etc.].

trans/. 1821 Lamb Elia i. A/y Relations, Nature hath
her unities, which not every critic can penetrate.

O. trans/, (See quot.)
1861 Whvte Melville Good/or /Nothing xvl,ThosQ func-

tionaries in white hats and red waistcoats, who with singular
attention to ' the unities,' adopt the very colours of the Post-
office Directory and Court Guide.

8. Freedom from or absence of diversity or vari-

ety ; unvaried nature ^(some quality or thing).
Not always clearly distinct from sense i.

iSoaPALEV IVat. Pheol. xx. (iSro) 314 What we have first

to notice is unity of purpose under variety of expedients.
1894 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange L/e (1870) II. ix. 176
['Our Village'] is.. a series of sketches,. with some story
intermixed, and connected by unity of locality, and of pur-
pose. X84X Myers Ca/A. Th, ni. §48. 184 Amidst all this

variety, what unity of spirit and of aim is there in the Bible 1

1884 F. Temple Re/at. Relig. <5- Sci, vi. 164 The unity of
plan., pervading any great class of animals., seems to point

to unity of ancestry,

b. Singleness of aim, purpose, or action.
1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. I. 5 There is a simplicity

and unity in despotism which is not without its advantages.
1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist, Ten V, II. 176 The
grand principle of unity in power, x866 Geo. Eciot F. Holt
I, She had thought that the possession of this child would
give unity to her life.

9. Law, (See quots.)
1607 CoWELL Interpr.^ Vnitie 0/possession^..m the Ciuill

lawe,..a ioynt possession of two rights by seuerall titles.

1691 Blount Lavj Diet. s.v. Possession, If the Lord pur-
chase the Tenancy held by Heriot service, the Heriot is

extinct by Unity of Possession, 1766 Blackstone Comm,
II. 180 The properties of a joint estate are derived from it's

unity, which is fourfold ; the unity of interest, the unity of
title, the unity of time, and the unity of possession. 18x8
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 104 It was held clearly that this

common was extinguished by the unity of possession. 1858
Ld. St. Leonards Handy-bk. Prop, Law xxv. i8g Unity of
possession—that is, where the land and the right exercised
over it are in the same person.

t U'nity 2, obs. var. of or error for Unitb sb,

x6o4 in Rymer Fotdera (1715) XVI. 605/2 One Peece of
Gold,

.
, to be called The Unitie. 1643 Baker Chron,, Jas. /,

147 Ordayning the peice called the Vnity. .to bee currant
now for two and twenty.

ITnivalent (y«ni"valent), tf. Chem, [f. Uni-
+ L, vaiefit-enij pr. pple, of valete to be worth.]

Having a valency of one; having the combining
power of one atom of hydrogen or other radical.

Also, in recent Diets. (1891-), univalence^ univalency,
\^6^Eng. Meek. 19 Nov.aaa/i A univalent body can only

join us single atom to a single atom of a univalent body. i8^a
Watts Diet. Clum. VI. 243 Chlorine b univalent in argentic
chloride. X893 igthCent, Aug. 249 Each atom of potasi^ium
..is univalent, and has the same valency as one atom of
hydrogen.

UniTalve (yw-nivselv), a. and sb, Nat. Hist.

[See Uni- and Valve sb^ Cf. F. univalve {ilii)^
It. and Pg. univalve^ It. and Sp. univalvo^ mod.L.
umvalvis,'\

A, adj, a. Conch, Of molluscs : Having a

shell consisting of one valve. Of shells : Com-
posed of a single valve or piece.

i66x Lovell Hist, Anim. Sf Min, A 7 b, Fishes, which.

.

are, turbinate,.. bivalve,.. or univalve. 1752 J. Hill Hist.

Anim, 115 The first [series of shellfish] containing those

formed of only one piece; this I shall call the simple ones;

others have called them univalve ones. 1774 Phd. Trans.
LXV. 46 The smallest univalve or testaceous animal of any
such kind. 18x6 W, Smith Strata Ident. 97 Bivalve shells

[are] most common to the thick beds ; univalve to the thin.

x85x G F. Richardson Geol. vin. 230 When they have a
shell it is thin, fragile, and univalve. xSya W. S. Symonds
Rec. Rocks vi. 181 A univalve moUusk.

b. Ent. Having one valve.

Also in recent use in Zool. and Bot,

i8a6 Samouelle Direct. Collect, 54 Proboscis [of Dipterd\
(rarely wanting) univalve.

B. sb. Conch, A univalve mollusc or shell.

x668 WiLKiNS Real Char. 129 Venus Shell.. being of near
affinity to the Univalvs. 1683 PJul. Trans. XIV, 507 Dis-
tinction of shells into Univalves, Bivalves, and Turbinated.
X7S5 Gentl, Mag. XXV. 32/3 When a shell, therefore, is

UNIVERSAL.
found to be a Univalve. X78S Phil. Tratis. LXXV. 342
The univalves.. have the intestine reflected back. x83a
LvELL Princ. Geol. II. no Aquatic univalves usually attach
their eggs to leaves and sticks. 1854 Kincsley Lett, (1878)
I . 4 1 1 The crevices of the highest rocks . . have their peculiar
little univalves. xZ-j^ir.Sempcr's Anim, Li/e ^i Animals..
as low in the scale as the Amphibia or Univalves.
Hence UniTa'lved, Univa-lvular adjs.j Bot.

having or consisting of one valve.
Also, in recent Diets. (i8qi-), univahate,
1823CRADB Techttol, Dici.y *0'nivalzed,..one-v^\vtd; an

epithet for a pericarp. 1857 A- Gray First Less. Bot, (1866)
235 Univalved, a pod of only one piece after dehiscence.
J793 Marty N Lang. Bot.., FolUcuiuSy..^ follicle, a *uni-
valvular pericarp. X830 Lindley A«/..S>.r/. Bot. 294 Those
species of Panicum whose outer flower is univalvular. X849
Balfour Man. Bot. §^30 The pericarp becomes divided
into difierent pieces, which are denominated valves, the fruit
being univalvular, bivalvular,..&c. according as there arc
one, two, or many valves.

Universal (y?7niv3usal), a, (adv.) and sb.

Forms : a. 4-5 vni-, 5 unyuersel, 4 universiel
(-uersele). ^. 4-5 uny-, 5-6 vnyuersal, 5 -all,

4-7 vniuersal (5 -ale, -versale), 6-7 -all, vni-
versal(l, 5-6 universalle, 6 -uersalle, 6-7 uni-
uersal(l

; 4, 6- universal. See also Varsal a,

and Verbal a, [a. OF. universel^ universal (12-
13th c; F, univcrself = It. universale^ Sp. and
Pg. universal)^ or ad. L. universdl-is (post-Aug.),
f, Universiisx see Universe and -alI, The sb.

occurs in OF. universal (1372), in F. (17th c.) in

pi. universanx universals (see B. i), F. universel
(i6th c.) the universe, It, universale.
Early examples in verse exhibit stressing on the second or

fourth syllable.]

A. adj, 1. Extending over, comprehending, or
including the whole of something specified or im-
plied; prevalent over all.

Contexts in which the reference is to the whole of a par-
ticular community are numerous, esp. in groups b and c.

Freq. the adj, develops a more or less specialized sense, as
in u/iiversatgrammar, root, succession ; see also 14.
CX374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. iv. (1868) 165 Resoun sur.

mounteth ymaginacioun and comprehende)> by an vniuersel
lokynge )>e commune spece J>at is in \>e singuler peces.
ci3,B6 — Pars, T. r 292 His contricioun. ..shal been vni.
uersal [Camb. MS, vnyuersel] and total, this is to seyn, a
man shal be verray repentaunt for alle bise synnes. X390
Gower Con/. III. 77 Iher felle wondrcs many on Of terre-

mote universiel. 1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. (W. de W.
1495) II. xii. 39 By an vnyuersall excellence the hygher
angellis ben areryd abouea subieccion. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 45 Of the vniuersall cardeand neweworlde. Ibid, 21Z
After my vniuersall description of the historie of the Indies.

XS57 Recorde ll^hetst. Rr iij b, These rootes therefore bee
called vninersalle rootes, because thei are the rootes., of the
whole compounde nomber. 1597 Blundevil E.xerc, iii. i.

XV. (ed. 2) 150 The Moone .. cannot shadow all the Earth,
and therefore the Eclipse of the Sunne cannot be vniuersall.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent Wks. 118/1 The
knauery of the Baker is vniuersal, in Asia, Europa, Afrike,
and America. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. \. § 32 The loud-
est and most universal rejoycing over the whole Kingdom,
X697 Drvden /Enets viii. 194 What further force can stay
The victor troops from universal sway 7 1736 HxirtK^ Anal,
II. vi, As neither the iewish nor christian Revelation have
been universal, X751 Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) 120 How
few, then, must be those who know grammar universal ; that
grammar which.. only respects those principles that are
essential to them all? X76§-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. in.
viii. § I This kind of succession is called universal ; and may
be defined, the right of an heir or executor to enter upon the
estate which belonged to a person deceased at the time of
his death. X784 Cowper Task iv. 204 The slope of faces.,
Relax'd into an universal grin. xSaa Bvron Vis. '/ud^entx
xxvii, The gate flew Asunder, and the flashing of its binges
Flung over space an universal hue Of many-colour'd flame,

x86o 'i'vNDALL Glac, II. i. 226 This is now the universal belief.

X891 Farrar Darkn, ^ Dawn xxiv, The day was kept as a
universal holiday.

b. Affecting or involving the whole ofsomething
specified or implied ; spec, in /VzM. (see quot. 1876).
ct^xz HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ, 2295 Gretter cheerte He

hadde of the profet vniuersel Than of hym self. <sx435 tr.

Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 64 Without dout it schal
cuie perfitely, vniuersate purgacions goyng afore, a X475
AsHBV Active Policy j^i The vniuersal And the comyn
wele of this Region. 154a Boordk Dyetary xxxvi. (1870J
297 They the whiche haue the Palsye, vnyuersall or per-
tyculer, must beware of anger. X560 Dal's tr. Sleidane^s
Comm, ic8 The Emperour doth establyshe a vniuersall
peace throughout Germany. x6ii Shaks. Wint. T, v. ii.

100 If all the world could haue seen't, the Woe had beene
vniuersall. X656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts. /r,
Parnass, 11. vi. (1674) 140 In Germany, and in universal
concerns, there appears but one only Commonwealth.., but
many in particulars. X697 Dryden Virg, Georg. in. 827 At
length [Tisiphone] strikes an Universal Blow ; To Death at
once whole Herds of Cattle go. X734 Pope Ess. Man iv.

114 God sends not ill ; if rightly understood, Or partial 111

is universal Good. X7S4 Sherlock Disc. (1759) I. 11 Are
you alone exempt from this common, this universal Blind*
ness? X836 Disraeli V. Grey vi. i, The battle was general,
the overthrow universal. X876 Duhring Dis. Skin 52 When
an eruption involves the whole surface, it is said to be
universal. 1878 Browning La Saislaz 44 What a prefer-

able state were universal happiness ?

O. Proceeding from the whole body or number;
committed, given, made, etc., by all without excep-

tion of the persons to whom there is reference or

allusion.

iSB6 Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 41 The vniuersall sen-
tence of the whole boord. x6ix Coryat Crudities 6-2-j The
vniuersall suffrage of all the learned. X663 Bp. Patrick

U31
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Parah, Pilgr- xxxviii, His title and claim unto oi-.r universal

obedience. 1687 A. Lovell tr. 7'hefcnot's Trav. 11. 30

Baron.. discharged that Office [of Consul] with honour and
univei-sal Approbation. 170X Swift Contests Nobles ^
Comm. V, For a house of commons to lose the u:iiversal

favour of the numbers they represent, a x8oo Cowper Odyss^

(ed. 2) XXIV. 598 Forefathers, whose exploits Have shared

so ionK, such universal praise. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit.

/xiffa III. 43J An almost universal insurrection of the Bhils.

1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. xvii. IV. gx The English

visitors were the objects of universal attention, of universal

admiration. 1871 Jowett Plato II. 185 The universal

voice of mankind is saying that [etc.].

t d. Applied to the whole body. Obs.—^

I7«S Fain. Diet. s. v. Fomentation, A Bath is universal,

and therefore never made use of to Horses, because of their

large Size.

2. Qualifying (in senses i and i a) agent-nouns,

personal designations, or titles; freq. in universal

bishop, esp. (now Hist.) as a title assumed by or

given to some of the Popes.
c X380 Anteerist in Todd Three Treat. IVyclif i-l% Oo

bischop l>at wole be clepid vnyuersal bischop. 1483 Caxton

Cato a ij b, God is the unyuersel commaunder of alle our

production. ISS» Abp. Ha.miuton Catech. (1884) 38 The

universal Lord of all this world. is8a T. W[iLcox] B. de

Logut's Disc. Ch. 73 Saint Peter was not an vninersall

Apostle, nor a soueraigne and high bishoppe ouer all the

Churche. l6o« Shaks. Ant. Is CU in. xui. 71 To heare

frome me you had.. put your selfe vnder his shrowd, the

vniuersal Landlord [k. Julius Caisar]. 1632 Lithgow Trav.

X 474 Boniface the third obtained of Pnocas..to be called

vniuersall Bishop. 1667 Milton P. L. iii. 317 Here shall

[thouj Reigne Both God and Man, . . Anointed universal

King. 1728 Chambees Cycl. s.v. Oecumenical, Supposing

the Title Oecumenic to imply Universal Bishop, or Bishop

of all the World. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 449 The universal

Father's love. 18x8 Siikllev Homer's Hymn to Earth x

O universal Mother, who dost keep From everlasting thy

foundations deep 1 1876 Freeman Norm. Cong. xxiv. V.

39X He became universal landlord, but he did not cease to

be universal ruler. , v ^r
b. In legal use {spec, m Seals Law) : Of or m

respect of the whole estate or property.

i6«9 in W. M. Morison Diet. Decis. (1807) 16167 His

executor and universal legatar. 1702 London Gazette No.

3806. 6 His Majesty has .. appointed the Prince of Frise to

be his Universal Heir. 1765 8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot.

III. ix. § 6 Where a settlement is made by the deceased of

the whole or the nnii'ersilas of his moveable estate, the

person gratified is called universal legatee. 1790 in Nairne

Peerage Evidence (1874)99 The said M.arg» Mercer to be

my sole executor and universal introraitter.

c. Scots Law. Succeeding to an estate by a uni-

versal, as distinct from a singular, title.

1681 Stair Inst. xxvi. 92 Heirs in Law are called Univer-

sal Succes.sors,.. [because] they do wholly represent the

defunct. 1838 Bell Diet. Law Scot. 951 In this sense the

two terms of singular successor and universal successor are

opposed to each other.

3. Of or pertaining to the tiniverse in general or

all things in it ; existing or occurring everywhere or

in all things ; occas. , of or belonging to all nature.

Chiefly foel. or r/iel.

1390 G'owER Con/. III. 91 Yit withouten eny forme Was
that matiere universal. Which hihte ylem. 1637 Milton

Lycidas 60 Her inchanting son Whom Universal nature

did lament. 1643 Swan Spec. Mundi (ed. s) 213 These

things, are but in particular seas,., where a generall and

universall cause may be much hindered. 1731 Boling-

BROKE Z.<<. to Swift 2 Aug., The first epistle, which considers

man . . relatively to the whole system of universal being.

X738 Gray Profertiusm.v. i3 That first, eternal, universal

Cause. 1810 Shelley Peter Edlsrdv. viii. On the universal

sky. X823 S. Rogers Italy, St. Mark's Place 165 Subtle,

invisible. And universal as the air. X848 R. I. Wilber-

force Doctr. Incarnation xi. (1852) 267 The Universal

Mind which pervades all things.

b. poet, as an epithet of Pan.

X667 Milton P. L. iv. 266 While Universal Pan Knit with

the Graces and the Hours in dance Led on th' Eternal

Spring. 1809 WoRDSW. ' O'er the wide earth ' 3 A Godhead,

like the universal Pan. X820 SiiELLKV Witch A tlas ix, And
universal Pan, 'tis said, was there.

C. Of language, etc. : Adopted, (intended to be)

used, understood, etc., everywhere or by all na-

tions ; freq. = Latin.

1652 Urquhart fcwel'H Bringing all these words within

the systeme of a Language, which.. may. .be intituled The
Universal Tongue. X653 — Logopandect. 13 So can there

be no Universal Language but this I am about to divulge

untotheworli /(5/:/.,The Universal Alphabet thereforemnst

be first conceived. 1668 Wilkins Real Char, ^-i, A Real

universal Character. X756 Mrs. Calderwood 'wiCottness

Collect. 131 The universall language so much wished for.

1793 Martvn Lang. Bot. Pref. p. xiii, The advantage which

is derived from speaking and writing one universal language.

x8x8 Hazlitt Eng. Poets i. 2 Poetry is the universal lan-

guage which the heart holds with nature and itself. X836

Vitle\ Universal Character; or, Manner of Writing intelli-

gible to the Inhabitants of every Country. 1885, 1890 [see

VoLAPtiK].

d. Mil. Of stores : (see quot.).

187* VoVLE & Stevenson Milit. Diet. 446/2 Universal.

.

Is applied to certain stores of a general pattern, such as the

saddlery and harness now in use in the army.

f 4. Not going into details or particulars
;
gen-

eral. Obs.-^
c X430 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 5 (MS. Addit.), Chap, j of broken

bonys an vniuersel word,

f 5. a. Of a council: General, oecumenical (see

CoLKCiL 2). Obs. rare.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 241 A cownsayle universalte

of vj* and xxx'^biscboppes bade at Calcedonia.
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f b. Made up of, inclusive of, all. Obsr^

XS85 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. vi. 56 Many
fair fountaines.which after a long . . course do come altogether

into an vniuersall flood [Fr. mt vniuersel Jleu-.e].

1 6. Of persons : Preserving the same attitude to

all. Obs.-'^

(;x4So in Aungier^yOT (1840) a6q The presidente..owethe

to be unyuersalto afand not parcial.

7. Of the church : Of, belonging to, or includmg

all persons ; consisting of the whole body of

Christians; = Cathouc a. 5.

1483 Caxton Cato b ij, Our inoder chyrche unyuersall.

iSoa Paternoster, Ave li Creed (W. de W.) a lij, 1 trowe

in y« holy goost, holy chirche Unyversall [etc.]. XS52

Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 3 The haly spreit quhilk is

ane daily techeour and governour of the hail universal kirk.

1620 T. Granger Div. Logike 227 Euen the vniuersall

Church may erre. 1645 Ussuer Body Div. (1647) 187 The

Catholick Church, that is, God's whole or universall A.ssem-

biy. 1663-70 South Serm. (1715) IV. 281 The Universal

Christian Church. X807 J. Crook (title). The Universal

Church ; an Essay on Nature, as the Universal Basis of

Truth, Perfection, and Salvation. X893 LiudoN; etc. i;/«

Pusey I. 417 The Ancient Fathers, .bring the thought of

particular Churches into community with the thought of

the Universal Church when outwardly united.

8. Constituting or forming, existing or regarded

as, a complete whole; entire, whole, a. Of the

world, earth, etc.

Common in i6thc.i now somewhat rare. See VARSAL<t. i.

X470-85 Malorv Arthur v. i. 160 That noble empyre

whiche domyneth vpon the vnyuersal world. 1480 Caxton
Myrr. Prol. 4 b. The situacion. .of the firmament, and how
the vnyuersal erthc hangeth in the mjddle of the same.

X513 Douglas Mneid vi. xii. 10 By his power mydlit is

our all This meikle body clepit vniuersall. 1527 R. Thorne
in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 253 This Card, though little, con.

teiiieth the vniuersall whole world. 1649 Quarles Virgin

Widow II. i, 'Twas for nothing in the universal world but

for killing a rich Patient. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 154 Thine

this universal Frame, Thus wondrous fair. [Hence in

Blackmore Creation v. 657, Cowper Retirement 00.] Ibid.

vii. 257 With joy and shout The hollow Universal Orb they

fill'd. 1823 W. Faux Mem. Days 212, 1 would live no where

else in all the universal world. 1859 Darwin in Life t, Lett.

(1887) 11. 169 Now I care not what the universal world says.

b. In general use.

1302 Atkvnson tr. De Imitatione iv. xviii. (1893) 282 All

the vniuersall people prayse the. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr. Classe 48 At midde day through the vniuersal

yere. 1585 T.Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 111. in. 73 b.

Their order vniuers:ill is distributed in tenths. X603 Daniel

De/. Ryme G 3 h, Euery Rymer in this vniuersall Hand.

x6is G. Sandys Trav. 113 Neither cement nor wood was

imploied thorowout the vniuersall fabricke. 1667 Milton

P. L. I. S41 The universal Host upsent A shout that tore

Hells Concave. 1830-1860 in Thornton Anier. Gloss. (1912)

s. v.. The Universal Yankee nation. 1871 Blackie Four

Phases \. 27 The political importance.. had been blazoned

forth before universal Greece.

0. Of persons: Instructed or learned m all or

many subjects ; having au extensive knowledge or

experience ; widely accomplished ; interested in

or devoted to a great variety of subjects; having a

wide range of interests or activities. Also of the

mind or disposition.

1520 Caxton's Chron. Eng. iv.32 b/2 He [Adrian] was an

vnyuersall man almost in all scyences. XS40 J. Hevwood
Four P. P. B ij. Why be ye so vniuersall, That ye can do

what so euer ye shall. i63x Weever Anc. Funeral Mon.

383 One William West, a Canon of Saint Pauls,.. a good

companion, a man vniuersall, affable, and curleous. X670

Dryden Pre/, to Troylus 4- Cress, ad fin., Shakespeare had

an univers.il mind, a X700 Evelyn Diary 5 Mar. 1673, This

gentleman is a very excellent and universal scholar. Ibid.

19 July i69t, 1 never knew a man of a more universal and

generous spirit, a X71S Burnet Own Time 11. x. (1897) 1.

427 He was ..very universal in all other learning. 1749

Smollett Gil Bias xi. v. He sets up for an universal man,

because hehasasmall tinctureofeveryscience. 1829LVTTON

Devereux 11. vi, Don Saltero is a universal genius. 1833

Coleridge Taile-t. 17 Feb., Shakspeare is universal, and in

fact has no manner. 1841 DTsrauli Amen. Lit. 111. 178

With a universal mind Rawleigh was eager after universal

knowledge. .

b. Not limited or restricted to any particular

branch or class of work, etc. f attorney universal,

an Attorney-General. Obs. Universal maid, a

maid of all work, a general servant.

X637 J. Bastwick (title). The Answer, .to the Information

of Sir John Bancks, Knight, Atturney universall. X770

R. Weston (title), The Universal Botanist and Nurseryman,

etc. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story iii. She had

been in the kitchen helping Becky, the universal maid._

c. Embracing or covering all (or a great variety

of) subjects, branches of knowledge, etc.

1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 30 His know-

ledge is so universal, and comprehends such an infinite

number of things that one cannot touch upon any point

where he is not ready for you. J688-0 [title). The Universal

Intelligence. X690 Lockk Hum. Und. iv. iii. §28_For

wherever we want that, we are utterly uncapable of univer-

5.al and certain Knowledge. 1786 (titl,% The Fashionable

Magazine, .. being a Compleat Universal Repository of

T.iste, Elegance, and Novelty for both Sexes. X821 A.

Jamieson (title). Universal Science, or the Cabinet of Nature

and Art. 1841 [see sense 9I. l86x-s (title), Beeton s Dic-

tionary of Universal Information. X882-4 (title). Universal

Instructor ; or, Self-Culture for All.

+ 10. With pi. sbs. All, every one, regarded

collectively as a body or whole. Obs. rare.

1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 14 His lyberall and free haby-

fations resortes and passages to and fro the vniuersall places

of this reahne. 15*3 Homilies 11. The Sacrament 11. 458 b,

UNIVEESAL.
Wh«rfore, let vs .all vniuersall and singuler, btholde our

owne maners and lyues, to amend them.

11. Logic. Applicable to, extending or relating to,

involving, the whole of a cLass or genus, or all the

individuals or species forming it ; spec, of a pro-

position : Predicable of each of the things denoted

by the subject. Opposed to particular.

X5SI T. Wilson Logike G viii, The first proposition must
be vniuersall cuer, or els it is not good._ x6o6 Bwyskett Civ.

Li/e 124 That sense is busied about things particular, and.,
onely things vniuersall are knowne. 1650 Hobbes Hum.
Nat. v. 50 The appellations that be univer^al, and common
to many things, are not always given to all the particulars.

X697 tr. Burgersdicius' Logic I. xvii. 66 Cause efficient is

divided into universal and particular. Universal is that

which concurrs with other causes. 1723 Watts Logic
(1726) 36 This sort of universal Ideas, which may either be
considered as a Genus, or a Species, is call'd Subaltern.

Ibid. 147 An universal Proposition is_ when the Subject is

taken according to the whole of its Extension. 1842

Abp. Thomson Laws Th. 64 As to Quantity, judgments are

either Universal, Particular, or Singular. iSSsJ.Martineau
Tyfes Eth. Th. 1 I. ii. § 8. 201 What is there 'universal'

in this geometrical equation ?

b. Applicable to, operative or valid in, all cases.

Of a law or rule (cf Geneeal a. 5 b).

X583 Melbancke Pliilotimus R j b. Yet the vniuersallest

Axiomes haue their cautions. 1651 Hobbhs Leviathan 11.

xxvi. 148 Naturall Lawes being Eternall, and Universall,

are all Divine. 1667 Sprat Hist. R. Soc. 247 A universal

Standard, or measure of Magnitudes, by the help of a

Pi:ndulum. 1687 P. Ayres Lyric Poems (1906) 309 This

Universal Remedy, To hope and live. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s. V. General, A General Ku\&, g. d. an universal Rule.

X747 Wesley Prim. Physick (1762) p. xxvii. It comes the

nearest an Universal Medecine. 1839 Dickens Nicklcbf ix.

As there is no reason to suppose tiiat she was a solitary

exception to a universal rule. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. 117

The validity of Universal laws. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood'
Col. Re/ormer (1891) 317 Compelled to employ that only

universal solvent, a cash payment.

1 12. Of motion or action : Constant, continual,

perpetual. Obs. rare.

1588 Shaks. L.L.L. iv. iii. 305 Why, vniuersall plodding

poysons vpThe nimble spirits in the arteries. 1604 E. G[rim.

stone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies lit. vi. 137 [The comet]

mooved daily with an vniversal motion, from East to Weast.

13. Of implements, machines or their parts, etc.

:

Adjustable to all conditions or requirements ; not

restricted to one fixed type of operation, but

capable of variety of work ; adapted to various

purposes, sizes, forms, etc.

Freq. universal joint, a joint or coupling which permits

of free movement in any dirtction of the parts joined, spec.

one which does this in such a way that one of the connected

parts conveys rotary action to the other.

A number of other instances in purely technical use are

recorded in Knight's Diet, lilech. (1875) and Suppl. (1884),

and recent Diets. (1891-).

1676 Hooke Helioscopes 14 The Universal Joynt for all

these manner of operations. 1688 Holme Annouty in. 373
Pendant Dials . .

, commonly called Equinoctial or Universal

Dials, are most used by Sea-Men and Travellers. 1700

MoxON Ma:h. Instr. S.V., [The] Universal Equinoctial Dial

..finds the Latitude and Hour of the day and most proposi-

tions on the Globe. 18x5 J. Smith Panorama Sci. t, Art
I. XII "rhe stop and fence of the universal plough, 1825

J. Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 324 On the end, «, of the

spindle P,..is screwed occasionally an universal chuck for

holding any kind of work which is to be turned. 182^ Nat.

Philos., Mechanics II. xiii. 62 (L. U. K.), Hooke's universal

joint is a very simple and effectual method of transferring

rotation from one axis to another. 1881 Raymond Mining
Glass., Universal train, a roll train having adjustable hori-

zontal and vertical rolls, so as to produce sections of various

sizes. «888 Jacobi Printers' Vocal'., Universal machine, a

jobbing platen machine—for steam or treadle.

14. Special collocations: universal arithme-

tic, t mathematics, algebra ; universal suf-

frage, a suffrage extending to the whole of a com-

munity, esp. one in virtue of which all male persons

over twenty-one years of age, except lunatics, aliens,

and criminals, have the right to vote for repre-

sentatives to a legislative (usually parliamentary)

assembly ; hence universal suffragist ; universal

umbel (see quot.).

1720 Raphson, etc (title), *Universal Arithmetick ; or, a
Treatise of Arithmetical Composition and Resolution.

Translated from tlie Latin [of Newton's Arithmetica Uni-
versalis (1707)]. 1826 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) 1. 524/2 The
title Universal Arithmetic very inadequately expresses the

nature, objects, and extent of this department of Analysis.

1673 J. Kersey Algebra b 3, The learned Works of which

[they] . . proclaim their rare Talents in "Universal Mathe-
maticks. 1752 (title). The Elements of Universal Mathe-
matics, or Algebra ; to which is added, a Specimen of a

Commentary on Sir l.saac Newton's Universal Arithmetic.

1706 De Foe Jure Div. v. 3 The Land divided. Right to

rule divides. And 'universal Suffrage then provides. 1798

(see Suffrage 10 h]. 1817 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXll. 226

That, as to Universal Sufl^rage, you cannot help calling it uni-

versal iinpr.icticabiliiy. X857D. P[usELE-v]A'/«/(»i/r(T//a,

etc. 69 Evcn.absoluiism with itsattendantevils would.. be pre-

ferable to universal suffrage. 1822 Biack-.u. Mag. XII. 156

If they come back "Universal Sufl'ragists. 1834 Mar. Edge-
worth Helen xxxv, It is curious that . . Louisa Castlefort,

should be obliged, .to.. turn ultra liberale, or an univei-sal

suffr.agist. 17S> J. Lf.e Introd. Bot. L viii (1765) 17 The
Umbel that bears the Umbellula on its Footstalks, is called

an *universal Umbel.

15. Quasi-atfo. a. Universally; in all places.

b. With universal power, rare.

1334 in Acta Parlt. Scotl. {1875) XII. 40/2 pat Justice



tTNIVEBSAL.

Airis be halden universale tlirou oute )>e Ralme, 1759 Mason
Caroitacus 86 What, if Caesar aims To lord it universal o'er
the world.

16. absoi. with ifu, a. The whole of, all of

(something expressed or implied) ; spec, in Logic
and Phiios.j the whole elate or genus, as distinct

from the individuals comprising it.

^1374 Chaucer Bo€th, v. pr. iv. {1868) 165 For resoun is

she pat diffinissel> Jjc vniuersel of hir conseite ry^t I?us. 1551
T. Wilson Logike I i b, From the vnluersall to the particular,

the argument goeih well, i8i8 Coleridge Friend (ed. 2) I.

269 The ideas of the Necessary and the Universal. 1865
MozLEY Mirac. ii. 46 The universal as a law and the
universal as a proposition are wholly distinct. 1871 Jowett
Plato I. 265 Tell me what virtue is in the universal.

+ b. By or in the universal, in respect of, or with
reference to, the whole class ; in general terms

;

generally. Obs,

^ xSSa Latimer Serm. (1562) 127 Sucheamaner ofspeakyng
is vsed in the scripture, to speake by the vniuersall : mean-
ing a great numbre, but yet not all : only those that be
giltie. 1628 Spencer Logick 206 Both of these distinct
formes are one, and the same thing in the general!, or
vniversail.

t c. The whole community ; the people in

general. Obs,

1676 in BrcnVs Cauiic, Trent p. Ixx, Which hath produced
. . a most intense desire of the conservation of their good
Servant, and in the universal a more glorious fame to see.,
so singular a favour.

+ 17. In universal', a. As a body or whole; col-

lectively, b. In respect of every thing or part

;

entirely, wholly. Obs,

1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love 11. xiii. (Skeat) 1. 70 At the gin-

hinge of the worlde, every thing by bim-selfe was good ;

and in universal they weren right good. 1615 in Buccteuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 168 The Spaniard intcrdicteth
Trade to the East Indies in universal, and the Hollanders
but to a part.

B. SO. 1. Logic and Philos, That which is pre-

dicated or asserted of all the individuals or species

of a class or genus, or of many things which are

regarded as forming a class ; an abstract or general

concept regarded either as having an absolute,

mental, or nominal existence ; a universal proposi-

tion; a general term, notion, or idea. Chiefly in

pi, and opposed to particulars or singulars.
In mediaeval Scholastic philosophy the nature of univer*

sals gave rise to the great controversy which resulted in the
division of the Schoolmen into Realists, Nominalists, and
Conceptuallits, according to their respective theories,

sing. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 9 A pcrticuler

proueth no vniuersalL 16^ Bentley Boyle Led. 141 It is

merely a notional and imaginary thin^, an abstract universal,
which is properly nothing, a conception of our own making.
1697 tr. Burgersdiciui* Logic i. 1. 3 A universal is that
which is apt . . to be predicated of many things, as inan^
horsif plant. &c \^^ Chambers Cyct. s.v. Predtcable,
Thus Animal is an Universal, with regard to Man and Beast.
175X Phil. Trans. XLVII. 314 The business of natural
philosophy is. .to note down facts,. .and. .to collect their

proper universal, by a fair, .induction. Ibid. AnewcoUec*
tioQ of constant and similar facts affords an higher universal.

//. x6o6 Bryskett Civ. Life i.'4 As the hand is apt to take
hold of all instruments; so is this power or facultie apt
to apprehend the formes of all things, from wbence grow
the vniuersals. a 1676 Hale Prim. Ortg, Man. (1677) 28
For Univcrsals are but Notions and Entia Rationis, 1715
Watts Logic (1726) 36 Some of these Universals are Genus's,
if compared with less common Natures. 1794 Burke On
Petition 0/ Unitarians Wks. 184a II. 474 No rational man
ever did govern himself, bj; abstractions and universals.

1837 Hai.lam Hist. Lit. I. iii. § 67 The long controversies
between the Realists and Nominalists concerning the nature
of universals. z86o Abp. Thomson Lmvs T/i, (ed. 5) § 62
Univcrsals. .or those general properties which many things
share alike, and which are acquired by the mind only by
abstracting from the things that exhibit them. 1889 Mivart
Orig.Hum. Reason 43 General ideas, or 'universals*, only
arise in our mind after we have experienced corresponding
groups of sense-impressions.

t b, //. Items of general information or news.
1650 Howell Lett. III. 3 This Letter runs upon Uni-

versalls, because I know your Lordship hath.. a spacious
understanding, which comprehends the whole world.

fc. Abstract magnitude or volume. Obs.
1674 ^N, Fairfax Bulk ff Seh. 66 Universal, or boak, as

taken in the Mathemalicks.

2. That which is universal ; esp. one who or that

which is universally powerful, potent, current, etc.

1556 Olde Antichrist ^9 For that cause this honour ought
to be craunted to the bishop of Constantinople, that he mayc
be called the universall of all prelates and the bishop of
bishoppes. 1709 Mrs. Manlev Secret Mem. {iy2Q) III. 123
Omnipotent Gold has a Power so extensive, that we presume
we are not guilty of Hyperbole , . in representing it, as the
grand Universal. 1855 AIilman Lat. Chr. xiv. vii. VI, 528
Ihe primitive word lot ' father ' is so nearly an universal,
that [etc.].

t3. The universe. O^y. (common 1600-1625).
1569 J. Sanford tr. AgriMa's Van. Artes 65 b, It is no

lesse folic to saye that, In the universall, Is but one worlde
alone. 1591 Sparry tr. Cattan's Ceomancie 23 So the Earth
. .rcsteth in the middle of the whole vnluersall. i^i^Chkv-
Mhii Rev, Bussy d'Auibois m. iv. 72 Heethatstrlues I'inuert
The Vniuersals course with his poore way. i6a8 Feltham
Resolves n. Ivili, 168 There is a secret chalne in Nature,
which drawes the Vniversail to revenge a vice.

+ 4. A medicament or remedy affecting the whole
body or system, Obs.

i^fi J. Smith Pract. Physick iig Gallen commends a
Bath after Univcrsals. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. Pref.

' A4b, Russcl's Powder, ., that Fam'd Universal, which for
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these twenty-five Years last past has obtain'd a general
Reputation. .in a manner through the whole World. Ibid,
I. xvii. 793/2 If it be used for a Gonorrhoea,.. Universals
ought to be premised, that the Body may be cleansed as
much as may be.

Ii Universalia, sb, pi, ? Obs. [L., neut pi. of

Universalis', see prec] An official letter or pro-

clamation issued by one in authority to all the
states or nobles of Poland, esp. one convening the

national diet. Also erron. as sing. (quot. 1772).
1708 Land. Gas. No. 4429/7 The Grand General has. .pub-

lish'd his Unlversalia, to exhort the Confederate Estates to
continue firm in their Adherence to each other. 1763 Brit.
i\Iag, IV. 551 The Primate. .dispatches his unlversalia to
the several provinces.

_
177a Hartford Merc. Suppl. 1 8 Sept.

4/1 General Haddick Is going to publish an Unlversalia,

Universa'lian, a. rare, [f. Universal a. +
-IAN.] Universalist, universalistic,

1853 E. G. Holland Mem. J. Beuiger xi. (1854) 205 [Cal-
vinism's] bold premises were the foundation of the plea of
its opposite extreme,—the Universalian statement.

Universalism. [f. as prec Cf. P\ uni-
versalisme.']

1. The fact or quality of being concerned with or
interested in all or a great variety of subjects ; uni-
versality of knowledge.
ciZzj Coleridge in Btackv). Mag. (1882) CXXXI. iig

The all-meaningnessand thin-blown bladdery universalisms
of the lectures. 1838 N'eiu Monthly Mag, LIV. 132 The
full-blown facility of modern universalism. 1877 Morley
Cnt, Misc. Sen 11. 247 That weak kind of universalism
which nullifies some otherwise good men.

2. T^eol. The beliefs or special views held by
the Universalists ; the doctrine of universal salva-

tion or redemption,
>8os J. Spaulding (title), Universalism Confounds and

Destroys Itself. 1840G. S. Faber Christ's Disc. Capernaum
224 A tremendously wide and long enduring Apostasy., is.,
rhetorically spoken of in terms which literally import Uni-
versalism. 1864 J. Donaldson Crit. Hist. Chr. Lit. ^ Doctr,
I. 37 Heathen Christianity.. proclaimed all men alike in
God's sight, Paul was the preacher of this universalism.
1871 MozLEY Univ. Serin, v. (1876) 112 The waves of uni-
versalism.. cannot possibly shake the seat of distributed
power and government.

3. The fact or condition of being universal in

character or scope ; universality.
1840 T. Gordon tr. MeuzeCs Germ, Lit. III. 288 Poetical

Universalism.—Herder, i88s Atltenxum 14 Oct. 490/1
It is, indeed, somewhat doubtful whether the religion of
Rome did not approach universalism almost as much as
Islam. 1883 Fairbairn City 0/ God iii. i. 230 This Is., the
universalism of Jesus Himself.., He belongs to humanity,
not to Israel. l~bid. 240 The universalism of the person has
its counterpart in the universalism of the words.

UniTersalist, sb. and a. [f. as prec. + -1ST,

Cf. F. universaliste^ G. universalist^

A. sb, 1. Theol. One who believes or maintains
the doctrine that redemption or election is extended
to the whole of mankind and not confined to a
part of it ; spec, in U.S.^ a member of a sect or

Church holding this doctrine,
1626 tr. Parallel A ij, The error of the Vnluersalists is too

vnluersally dispread. 1648 0._ Howe {title), The Vnivcrsalist
examined and convicted, destitute of plalne Sayings of Scrip-
ture. 1684 Burnet Trav. u (1750) 58 Some Assertors both
in Geneva and Switzerland, who denied the Imputation of
Adam's Sin, and asserted the Universality of Christ's Death,
together with a sufficient Grace given to all Men. ..These
came to be called Universalists, 1728 Chambers Cycl, s.v.,

The Armlnians are particularly denominated Universalists.

1773 Weslev iVks. (1872) X. 425 Bishop Ridley, Hooper,
and Latimer.. were firm Universalists. 1805 J. Spaulding
Universalism 150 These Universalists pretend to be the
foremost in extolling the grace of God. 1853 Bp. S. Wilber-
FORCE Let, in LifeijMi) II. 211 That you therefore do.,
revive the old doctrine of the Universalists. 1861 Contrib.
Bed. Hist. Conttedicut 278 Attempts, .to gather a congre-
gation of Universalists for public worship.

1 2. A believer in or maintainer of the univer-

sality of the Roman Catholic Church. Obs."-^

1&44 Featly Roma Ruens 30 To this poynt I earnestly
desiEC particular satisfaction, which I have not yet received
from any Roman Catholike, or universalist (as they would
be called).

3. One who in respect of a specified thing acts

with universality orimiformity, rare.

1677 Gk-pin Demonol. in. xx. 172 A true Clirlstlan should
be a perfect Universalist, he should be universally against
all Sill, and universally for All Duty.

t4. One who uses universals or universal pro-

positions. Obs.~'^

1680 Baxter Ansto. Stillingfl. Pref. A3 Unlversallists,

that can prove me to be an Ass, because I am an Animal.

5. One who is supposed to have, or pretends to, a

knowledge of all things ; a person who is devoted

to many subjects or sciences, as oppo^d to a special-

ist ; a universal scholar.

1713 Bentley Freethinkiiig iii. 11 A modern Free-thinker
is an universalist In Speculation! any Proposition whatso-
ever he's ready to decide. x8oo In Spirit Tub. Jrnls. IV,

154 All subjects were alike to this universalist. 1830 S, H.
Cassan Bps. Bath ^ Wells 11. 172 He was an Universalist

in the best sense of the word ; and not a smatterer in various
sciences. x88x Nature XXIV. 356 The gold cf a uni-

versalist is apt to shrink down into dross when tested in the
crucible of a specialist.

b. One who has many occupations, interests, etc.

180Z Sporting Mag. XVIII, 104 You'll find I'm an uni-

versalist; i.e. a Professor of all trades.

UNIVERSALITY.

6, One who regards something as a whole and
not from one particular point of view.
1893 E. C. Stedman Nat. Poetry Iv. 142 The best critic,

then, is the universalist, who sees the excellence of either
phase of expression according as it is natural to one's race
and period.

B. adj. Universalistic,

1819 Universalist Mag. 21 Aug. 32/3 Pastor of the First
Independent Church of Christ, called Universalist, in
Philadelphia. 1859 Allibone Did. Eng. Lit. I. jog Ballon,
Rev. Hosea, . . a prominent Universalist minister. 1877 J. E.
Carpenter tr. Tiele's Hist. Relig, 89 The universalist mono-
theism of the Gospel, which has entirely broken down the
bounds of nationality.

Universalistic, a. [f. piec. + -ic]

1. Tkeol, Of or pertaining to, characteristic of,

Universalism or the Universalists.

1847 R. W, Hamilton Rewards <^ Punishm.vW. 389 A
strong defence of the universalistic doctrine. 1887 E. John-
son Antiqua Mater 219 The Gnostics, sharing the univer-
salistic aspirations of the time.

2. Of, pertaining or extending to, including or
affecting, the whole of something, esp. the whole
of mankind ; inclined to be universal in scope or

character. Also trans/.

Universalistic Hedonism, Utilitarianism.
1873 Coniemp. Rev, XIX. 664 A..syncretion of Egoistic

and Universalistic Hedonism. 1878 Morley Diderot II.

207 Holbach is a universalistic and not an egoistic Hedonist.
x^% Athenxum 11 Feb. 184/1 The universalistic tendencies
of the great empires. 1886 Encycl. Brit XX. 370/1 Uni-
versalistic religious commimltles : Islam, Buddhism, Chris-
tianity.

Universality (y77niv3iS3e*lTti). [a, F. univer-
sality, OF. universaliteit (14th c. ; ^It. universa-
litii, Sp* 'idadj Pg, idade)^ or ad, late L. universd-

litds (Boethius), f, L, universalis', see Univebsal a.

and -ITY,]

I, 1, The fact or quality of extending over,

existing in, or belonging to the whole (ofsomething
expressed in or implied by the context) ; esp. ex-

tension, occurrence, prevalence, or diffusion through-

out the whole world, everywhere, or in all things,

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth.y. pr. v. (1868) 169 Pat is . . Jjat resoun
IokeJ» and comprehendij? by resoun of vniuersalite [L. in
ratione universitatis\ boJ>e l>at ^at is sensible and ]>at \>2X is

ymaglnable. 1387 Golding /?^ ^T/crwoy 351 All men knowe,
that cheefly Auerrhoes vrgeth the eternitie ofthe World, and
the vniuersalitie of one onely Mynd. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie i. ix. (Arb.) 38 The Nobllitie and dlgnitie of the Art
considered aswell by vniuersalitie as antiquitie, 1624 H,
Mason Art ofLying ii. 25 Persons claimeth.. Universality,

Antiquity, and Consent, for this,.vpstart fancie of their

owne. 1686 Caldwell Papers (Maitl. CL, 1. 168 The French
language, being, because of its universalitie, so very neces-
sarie for converse. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 501 The Planting
of Fruit-Trees ; . . and the Advantages of it, which consist.,

in the Universality of it, there being hardly any Soil, but one
sort, .or other may be raised on them. 1760-78 H. Brooke
Fool ofQual. (1809) IV, 78 God., cannot depart from,, that

universality of essence, by and in which alone all essences
subsist. 181Z Pinkekton Petral. p. xxxvi. Experiments more
and more evince the universality of Iron, 1879 Farrar .S"^.

PaulW, 266 He has shown the universality of guilt, and
the universality of grace.

b. Of a cnurcn or religion, esp. Roman Catho-
licism : Extension to the whole world or all men.
Freq. in i7tb cent, j now rare or Obs.
7x559 A. P. tr. Vincent ofLirins* Golden /"rraZ/V^Ctitle-p.),

The antiquitie, and vniuersalitie, of tie Cathollcke Religion.

1574 WiiiTciFT Def. Auns^u. II, 106 Uhls strengthneth the
Papistes vniversail tie. 1608 Willet Hexapla Excd. 551
Vniuersalitie and multitude, .is no good rule to know the
right church.. by. 1691 Sir T. P. Blount Ess. 90 That
thmg call'd Vniversality^ is so slight an Evidence of I'ruth,

that even Truth it self is asham'd of it. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. S.V., The Catholicks assert the Universality of their

Church, both as to Time, and Persons. 1730 J. Denne
{title), Want of Universality no just Objection to the Truth
of the Christian Religion. 1874 Green Short Hist. ix. § i

Hedismissed with contempt the accepted test of universality,

t C, Of persons with reference to power or autho-

rity (see Universal a. 2). Obs,

X620 T. GwANGEB Div. Logike 228 Gregory pronounced the

same of lohn Patriarch of Constantinople affecting vniuer-

salitie. 1661 Morgan Sph.^ Gentry jii. vii. 67 The pope,
who hath usurped the Universality, will have his triple

Crown, to signifie his dominion over the Universe.

2. The fact or quality of extending or applying

to, affecting or prevailing among, all the members
of a class of persons or things ; relation to or inclu-

sion of all individuals, cases, or instances.

1577 Harrison England 11. xlx. (1877) i. ^o^ If a man may
presentlie glue a ghcsse at the vniuersalitie of this euiil.

1634 T, Norton's Calvin's Inst. Table of Contents, The
universality of the promises of salvation maketh nothing
against the doctrine of the predestination of the reprobate.

1695 J. Edwards Perfect. Script. 343 'J he universality of
the slaughter. 1764 (Iarmer Observ. ii. § 17. 75 The tents

of the Arabs are with great universality black. 1771 Sir J,
Reynolds Disc. iv. (1778J 113 He might have seen it in an
instance or two ; and he mistook accident for universality,

1829 Gen. p. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 132 Closely con-
nected with the universality of suffrage. Is the opportunity
of its frequent exercise. 1873 Holland A. Bonnie, ix. 162

The universality of the Influence which they [sc. religious

revivals] exert during the time of their highest activity.

b. Of laws, etc., esp. with reference to validity,

171a Berkeley Pass. Obed. Wks. 1871 III. 138 The uni-

versality of this mathematical rule. 1747 Genii, Mag, 120/2
That we are not sure of the universality of this law. 1855
Brewster Newton I. xiii. 381 Every new comet, every new
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planet,, .proclaims the universality of Newton's philosophy.

1874 Carpenter Ment, Fhys. ii.xvi. 634 The universality of

the Law of Gravitation.

f 3. The study or contemplation of things from

a general point of view, Obs. rare.

1605 Bacon Adi; Learn, i. v. § 5 Another error. .is, that

after the distribution of particular arts and sciences, men
haue abandoned vniuersalitie, or Philosophiaprima. Ibid.

II. To the King §6 If any man think philosophy and uni-

versality to be idle studies, he doth not consider that all

professions are from thence served and supplied.

4, The quality or character of extending to or

comprehending all or (more usually) a great variety

of snbjects; unbounded or very great versatility of
(mind, genius, etc.).

1765 H. Walpolb Vertut's Anecd. Paint III. 11 The
following [pictures! by Streater . . show the universality

of his talent. 1818-9 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 203

His gigantic labours, .indicate the universality of the high-

est order of mind. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i,

17 A man. .of that peculiar universality of genius which
forms, .a bandy fellow. 1871 * M. Legrand' Cambr. Freshm.
112 The universality of my friend's mind.

b. Capacity for, knowledge of, interest in, all

or many things or pursuits; width or extensiveness

of understanding, knowledge, or sympathy,
1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. n. iv. Whereby.. the vague uni-

versality of a Man shall find himself ready-moulded into a
specific Craftsman. 1855 Hawthornk Etig. Note-bks, (1870)

I. 375 Perhaps there may be a universality in his face. 1856

R, A. Vaughan Mystics I. 7 One quality in Gower I have
always especially liked,—his universality. x86a Macm. Mag.
340 The universality of the heart, which enables them to feel

for, and make allowances for all. 1900 E. Holmes What is

Poetry f 65 Universality, not individuality, is of the essence

of the poet's genius.

o. The fact of knowing everybody or a large

number of persons; extensiveness (^(acquaintance),

179X Paink Rights o/MohZ^ By the universality of his

acquaintance. 1838 Ticknor in /-{/tf, etc. (1876) II. ix. 182

He added, thathehimself had never seen him so as to know
him.. ; a curious fact, considering Roger's own universality.

II. 6. The entire or whole body or number,

the whole, 0/ the people, a nation, mankind, etc.,

regarded collectively; also, the bulk or mass of
the people. Now arch. (Cf, University 2.)

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 7 Shall the whole vniuer-

salitie of the world be without this prerogatiue? 1588 Copy
o/a Letter in Harh Misc. (1809) II. 82 The universality

of the people through the realm, 1655 TheopJuznia 77 The
vast frame of the world may be shaken, and the universality

of nature suffer a change. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I.

65 Y^ Universallityof their Clergie, ,.&all their Merchants,
1680 H, Moke Apocal, Apoc. 163 One mighty City..
consisting of the Universality of Cities considered as one.

X709 Strype Ann. Reformation ii. 73 So averse did the
universality of the nation stand against popery. \'J^^ L.
Clarke Hist. Bible vi. 356/1 Innumerable Acclamations.

.

by the Universality of the People. 1874GRREN Short Hist.
iv, § 5. 20^ The consent of the prelates, earls, barons, and
universality of the realm.

t b. The whole world ; the universe. Ohs» rare.
aiisfi6StDHEYArcaiiia m. x, What madd furiecan ever so

enveaglp any conceipte, as to see our mortall . . selves to have
a reason, and that this universalitie (whereof we are but the

lest pieces) should be utterly devoide thereof? 1593 Q. Eliz.

Boeth. in. pr, xii. 72 That God was he that ruld the vniuer-
salitie by the raynes of goodnes.

f o. The whole people or state ; the people in

general. Obs.

1614 Raleigh Hist. Worlds, iii. 496 The Common happi-
nesse of the vniuersalitie. 1644 [H.Parker) Jus l^opull 18

The Parliament differs many wayes from the rude bulk of

the universality, 1675 Machiavellis Prince xvii, Exorbitant
mercy has an ill effect upon the whole universality,

fd. The whole subject; a matter or subject

regarded generally or as a whole. Obs."^
1726 Leoni AlbertCs Archit. II. 5/1, 1 shall speak first of

those wherein this particular Art is most concerned ; and as
for the others, which relate to the universality, they shall

serve by way of epilogue.

6. //. Something which extends to all the mem-
bers of a class ; a general statement or description,

a generality, Obs.
a 1591 H.SMiTH^7V///</^/a?i(r5g2) AsTothe Heathen hee

shewed vniuersalities and antiquities. 1608 D. IIuvillI^w,
Pol. <5- Mor. g Simple men ; who..beeing vnable to iudge,
or conceiue of vniuersalities, suffer themselues. .to be wholly
guided by their cxternall sense. 1629 H. Burton Truth's
Triumph 210 The deceitful man loueth to walke in vniuer-
salities or generalities, 1647 Jer, Taylor Lib. Proph. ix.

162 If you can. .determine those great questions which con-
sist much in universalities, then also you may determine the
particulars.

tb. A universal medicine or remedy ; a panacea,
Obs.-^
lytfiToLDZKVS Hist. 3 Orphans IV. 126 Men whcpoyson

you with universalities, medicines that are generally in-

effectual, and of whose formations they are quite unac-
quainted.

1 7. A collective whole or body, as distinct from
one of the parts of which it is composed. (Cf. 5.)
i6ta Ereton Strange News Csb, Neare the chiefe Citie

of Nullibi, in an vniuersalitie, in stead of an Vniuersitie,..
there was a deepe studient in the secrets of Nature. 164a
View Print. Book int. Observat. 8 Kingdome or Regnum
denotes an universalitie or body collected. [1875 Postb
Cains II. com. (ed. 2) 290 As single things can be bequeathed,
so can a universality.]

+ 8. Something which exists everywhere or in all

things ; a universal being. Obs,'^^

1681 WhoU Duty Natiotis 7 He himself is the prime Unity
and Universality,

244

Universaliza-tiou. [f. next + -ation.] The
action of the verb; the lact or process of becoming

universal,

1798 Monthly Rev. XXVI. 538 A language already so

general must, for that very reason, tend to universalization.

1840 G. S. Faber Christ's Disc. Capernaum 225 [A] sen-

tence, which.. would have changed this Apparent Univer-

salization into Real Generalization. 1886 W. Graham Social

Problem 13 A universalisation of the practice (of striking]

over the entire field of labour.

Universalize (ytinivs-isabiz), v. [f. Uni-

versal a. +-IZE. Cf. F. universaliser y It. -izzare^

Pg. 'isar^

\. trans. To make or render univers;il ; to give

a universal character to ; to extend to all the mem-
bers of a class ; to apply or appropriate to a class

of things, as distinct from the individuals compos-
ing it.

164s H. More Song ofSoul \\. 11. iii. 7 Can souls that be
thus universalis'd, Begot into the life of God e're dy? 1664
— Apology 552, 1 do not speak of the English Church, . . but

of.. the Reformed Churches in General—so Universalized

were my thoughts in that Meditation. 1840 I« Hunt 5«r
73/1 Their ideal of a face, let them try to universalise it

as they can, is a French one. 1855 Milman Lat, Chr. xiy.

iii. VI. 463 The conception by the senses is confused, .. till

abstracted,analysed, at once universaiised and individualised

by the intelligence. 1876 L. Stephen Eng. Th. i8thC. I,

323 We must, then, universalize our terms.

absol. a 1853 Robertson Led. ii. (1858) 185 It is thus that

the poets universalize and unite. 1871 Fraser Life Berkeley
iii. 77 We cannot even perceive without universalizing.

1 2. To imbue with general (incontrast to specific)

properties. Obs."^
1676 Princ. Chymists Lond. 59 Salts distilled from the

Soots of Chymnies, arising from different Woods, notwith-

standing their Alteration by the Ambient Air, and their

being (by that Medium) in some measure Universallized.

3. To make of universal application ; to bring

into universal use.

1809 Crit. Rev. XVI. 499 He must universalize in his em-
pire the given religion which he prefers. 18*9 Bentham
Justice ^ Cod. Petit. LO'2 In the case of circuit businessthis

source of misdecision is purposely established and univer-

saiised. 1845 Maurice Mor. Philos. mEncycl. Metrop. II.

603/1 To universalize the system of Plato. 1891 [F. C. S.

Schiller] Riddles Sphinx 183 If the law of evolution could

be really and completely universalized.

b. To extend or spread over the whole expanse.

18x3 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 186 To complete and
universalize the desolation of the globe, 1875 W. R. Greg
Misc. Ess. vi. (1882) 144 Our sewerage system shall be uni-

versalized and perfected.

Hence TJnive'rsalized///. a.; XJnive'rsalizing

vbl. sb. a.ndpp/. a. Also UniveTsalizer, one who
makes universal,

1651 H. More Second Lash in Enthus. Tri.^ etc. (1656)

179 A free divine *universalized spirit is worth all. 1691

NoRRis Pract. Disc. 64 The unselfish universalized nature

of God. 1871 R. H. HuTTON Ess. I. 169 The fourth gospel

is essentially a universaiised Judaism. 1895 W. M. Ramsay
St. Paul xvi. § 3, 375 A distmct step towards the Univer-
saiised Church. 1853 E. G. Holland Mcjh. J. Badger
xviii. (1854) 372 The active theological minds. .may fall

under two general classifications which.. we may call the

centralizers and *universalizers. i8ix Bentham Panopt.
Corr. Wks, 1843 XI. 161 An engine for the *universalising

of Protestantism. 1891 [F. C, S. Schiller] Riddles Sphinx
183 The first case will evidently not bear universalizing. 1836

G. S. Faber Prim. Doctr. Election n. iii. 306 The attentive

reader, .will readily perceive their palpably *universalising

tenor. 1851 Erasers Mag. XLIII, 150 A kind of vaga-
bondizing, universalizing philanthropy.

t Unive*rsaller, Obs.—^ [f. Univebsai* a. -f-

-ER 1.] One who believes that something is uni-

versal ; a universalist.

1626 W. Fenn'er Hid. Manna (1652) 44 Thou that are an
Universaller of Grace.

Universally (y«niv5*jsali), adv. Also 4 vni-
uersalliche, 5 vniuerselly, 6 -allye, -allie. [f,

as prec, + -ly 2.] In a universal manner.

1. In every case or instance.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvi. ii. (Bodl. MS.), Grauel
..also..haJ» vniuersalliche kinde of druynge and of clens-

inge. 1530 Palsgr. Introd. p. xvii, That thynghappeneth in

the soundyng of thre of theyr vowelles onely, . . and that nat
universally, but onely so often as [etc.]. 1544 Exhort, in

Priv. Prayers {iSsi) 565 Universally in all our affairs, what-
soever shall befall unto us. 1613 PuRCHAS/'/'J^/wm^<? (1614)

130 The fat and bloud being vniuersally forbidden them for

food. 1625 N. Carpenter Geogr. Del, i. iii. 66 This pro-

portion is not to be taken vniuersally, but commonly for the

most part. 175s Magens Insurances II. 189 All Insiu-ances

on expected Gains [etc].. arc universally forbid. 1781

Gibbon Decl. ^ /".xxxviii. (1787) I II. 588 Under the empire
of Charlemagne, murder was universally punished with

death. 1809 Coleridge Friend 28 Such a Rule, if it were
universally established, would encourage the arrogant. 1871

Mozley U'niv,Ser^n.v\,{\Z^6)T22 It would not be true. .to

say that use was universally accompanied by beauty.

2. So as to include every individual of a group or

number; without exception of any.
^1412 HoccLEVE De Re^. Princ, 2454, I wolde that the

hye degree Of Chiualrie vniuersally Bare vp his hede. 1496
Acti'z Hen. VII, c. 6 Wollen Clothe, ..by making wherof..

the pover pepull have moste universally their leving. xs6x

T. Norton Calvin^s Inst. m. 210 Not one or two of them,

but all the Scholemen vniuersallye. 1590 Greene Never
too late (1600) 9 Women are vniuersally mala necessaria,

wheresoeuer they be eyther bred or brought vp.
^
1618

Bolton Florus (1636) 141 Spaine never had a disposition to

rise universally against us. j66a Stillincfl. Orig. Sacrx
\\\. i, § IS It IS hardly conceivable,.bow mankind should

UNIVERSANIMOUS.
universally agree in some common sentiments. 1709 Steele
Taller No. 46 f i Tiie Zealots, .fell universally into this

Emperor's Policies. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II.

133 A splendid entertainment, to which the English strangers

were universally invited. 1847 G. Harris Life Ld. Hafd-
ivicke II, 33 'I'he whole nation was universally against it.

1869 ToztR Highl. Turkey 11. 308 They are almost univer-

sally malevolent.

3. \\ ith extension to every part of a definite

whole; in every part or place ; everywhere.
c 1430 HoccLiiVE Min. Poems 46 The sonne, of whom hir

light Shee [sc the moon] takith, & it vniuerselly Yeueth
vn-to the world whan it is nyght. 1577 Holinshed Chron.
II. 362/1 Murreyn of cattel beganne .. so vniuersally in all

places, that no towne nor village escaped free. 1664 H . More
Myst. Iniq. xvi. 58 Which implies that the Church has a
right,, to be universally spred over the face of the Eaith.

1W4 H. Power Exp, Philos. 1. 61 They are universally

diffused throughout all Bodies in the World. 1750 tr.

Leo'tardus' Mirr. Stones p. ix, An age when Superstition

universally prevailed. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's

Stud. Nat. V. iSS The opinion.. is universally propagated
over all the Nations. 1846 J. Baxter^s Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) I. 15 It is an element universally present in nature.

1871 C. Davies Metric Syst. m. 275 We have universally

the Winchester bushel. 1872 Raymond Statist. Mines ^
Mining 15 Universally distributed through the vein.

t4. So as to affect the whole or every part of

something expressed or implied ; all over. Obs.

c 1485 Digby Myst. {1882) iv, 1357 He suffered patiently.

.

To be woundid vniuersally with scowrges, nayles, & spere.

1580 Blundevil Horsemanship in. 72 If he be vexed with

an ague, or with anie other disease, vniuersallie huiting his

bodie. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) IX. 154 The
whole city continued universally in flames. J758 J* S. Le
Dran's Obscrv. Surg. (1771) 36 The Child seemed to be

universally swelled. 1793 Minstrel II. 159 The storm,,
universally chilled her frame. 1805 Emily Clark Banks 0/

Douro II. 280 She trembled so universally, that Lucy gave

her some, .water to drink.

t to. Inclusively, all together, Obs.'~^

1673 Cave Prim. Chr. \\\. L 221 Himself, family, and bouse
[were] universally burnt to ashes.

5, Logic and Metaph. In relation to all the

members of a class or genus ; in the manner of a

universal proposition or concept (see Universal
a. 11).

1551 T. Wilson Logike G vib, The argument is euermore
made from the generall, to the kynde vniuersally. 1620 T.

Granger Div. Logike n. vi, '1 he predicate is in the Subiect

vniuersally, that is, in euery subiect of the same kind. 1678

CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. 67 The Essences of singular Bodies

..being Abstracted from those Bodies themselves, are con-

sider'd Universally. 16^ tr, Burgersdicius' Logic r. xxxi.

122 The enunciation universally first is only that in which
the predicate agrees or convenes with the subject. 17*5
Watts Logic 11. ii. {1726) 152 Mankind.. generally have an
Inclination to magnify their Ideas, and to talk roundly and
universally concerning any thing they speak of. i8»5

Whately Logic in Encp-cl, Metrop. (1845) I. 200/1 The
term ' necessary to life ' is affirmed of food, but not univer-

sally ; for it is not said of every kind of food.

b. In relation to, in respect of, all the things or

subjects of the same class or kind,

1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Meek. Pref. p. xiii, Being
almost universally a Linguist. 1741 Kames Decis. Crt. Sess.

nS'^'S^ (1799) 37 The defender's possession of the estate

subjected him universally to the predecessor's debts,

6, With respect to every individual of a class;

by, among, to, etc., all the persons concerned,

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. ir. § 51 Which was a design

willingly heard, and universally grateful. 1667 Milton
P. L. IX. 542 Thy Celestial Beautie.., there best beheld

Where universally admir'd. X726_ Swift Gulliver u. vii, I

could not avoid reflecting how universally this talent was
spread, of drawing lectures in morality., from the quarrels

we raise with nature. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 344 Rye is

fenerally (nay universally, I think) allowed to be a better

earer than wheat. 1804 Med. jml. XII. 397 As to my
third assertion, its truth is so universally known, that all

proof is unnecessary. 1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 167

These tables, .are almost universally used by the assurance

offices. 1875 W. S. Havward Loie agst. World 5 He was
universally respected in the county,

7, \Vith adjs. or pa. pples, (Sometimes hy-

phened,)
1656 Cowley Praise of Pindar Notes iv, The Fabulous,

but universally received Tradition. 1675 Owen Indwelling
Sin V. (1732) 43 The constant keeping of the Soul in an
universally holy Frame, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 13 July

1654, We all din'd at that, .universally-curious Dr. Wilkin's.

1818 COBBETT Pol, Reg. XXXIII. 180 The chief reason of

this universally evil effect. 1869 Dunkin Midn. Sky 8 The
universally-known seven stars in Ursa Major. 1890 Science-

Gossip XXVI. 30/1 The universally received opinion.

TJniversalness. [f. as prec. + -ness.J The
quality of being universal; universality.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's DtsHl. III. 310 The vniuersal-

nesse of y^ promise. 1587 Golding De Mornay Pref. xxx.

The vniuersalnesse of this consent, 164a H. More Song
of Soul II. I. ii. 46 They'll object Gainst th' universalnesse

of this clear notion, a 1680 Charsock Attrik God^iZ^i^ I.

56 The universalness of his knowledge. 1880 Schaff Person

ofChrist 158 The universalness of his character and mission.

1888 Longm, Mag. July 255 The apparent universalness of

what is presented to them in quantity.

t UniveTsalty. Obs.-'^ [f. Universal a. +
-TY ^.] Universality.

1567 Maplf.t Gr. P'oresi 23 Not onely intending an Aege-
monie which we onely promised and is but the chiefest part,

but an vniuersaltie which is ye whole.

Universa-nimous, a. nonce-wd. [Irreg. f. L.

univers-tts universal + animus mind.] Universally

or completely unanimous,
i86a Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. ti. r a Though the learned
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are not agreed as to the particular dialect employed by
Theocritus, they are universanimous..as to its rusticity.

Universa-rian. j-are—K [Cf. next and -arian.]

One who belongs to the nniverse in respect of

knowledge (see quot.).
i88o Times (weekly ed.) 16 April, If a mind open to new

ideas, no matter whence they come, is to be termed ' cosmo-
polite ', then every thinking being must be a universarinn.

Unive'rsary, s/>, and a. rare, [f, L. univers-

us Universal a. or univers-um Universe sbj]

t A. sb. The whole body or number of some-
thing. Obs.-^
a X604 Hasmeb ChroH, Ireland (1633) 205 He injoyned

the coliegiat Vicars of Kilkenny to celebrate the universary
and aniversary of the reverend fathers his predecessors.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to, open to, all.

1816 in N. fr (?. 9th Ser. XII. (1903) 365/2 This first Stone
of the Royal Universary Infirmary for Children.

Universe (y«nivajs). Also 5 vniuerse, 6
-uers, 7 univers. [a, F. univers (lath c. ; = Sp.,

Pg,, It. universo)i ad, L, universum sb., the whole
world, orig. neut. sing, of universus all taken
collectively, universal, f, iinus Uni- and versus^

pa. pple. of vert^re to turn.]

1 1. !n universe^ universally, of universal appli-

cation, Obs~^
cxyj^ Chaucer Troylus iir. 36 Ve folk a !awe ban sette in

vniuerse ; And J?is know I by hem J^at loueres be, I?at who-
so slryueth with 50W hath J^e worse.

2. The whole of created or existing things re-

garded collectively; all things (including the

earth, the heavens, and all the phenomena of

space) considered as constituting a systematic

whole, esp. as created or existing by Divine power
;

the whole world or creation ; the cosmos.
1580 PuTTENHAM Eng. Poeste II. xi. (Arb.) Ill The Roundell

or spneare. .for his ample ^apacitie doth resemble the world
or vniuers. 1596 Spenser Hyinn Heav. Beauty 31 Looke
on the frame Of this wyde vniuerse, and therein reed The
endlesse kinds of creatures. x6ix B. Jonson Catiline \. i,

O for a clap of thunder now, as loud As to be heard through*
out the universe, To tell the world the fact.

_ 1656 Cowley
Davideis i. 800 Dull Earth with its own Weight did down-
wards pierce To the fixt Navel of the Universe. 1738 Swift
Fol. Couversat. 63, I wou'dn't touch a Man's Flesh for the
Universe. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.Pierre's Stud, Nat. I.

149 That active power of Nature which fills the Universe.
18x7 Byron Man/red 11. ii. iii She had.. The quest of
hidden knowledge, and a mind To comprehend the universe.

X843 Pfitny Cycl. XXVI. 18/1 Theory 0/ the Universe^..
what is known of the general arrangement of planets, stars,

etc. and of their connexion with one another, 1871 ^IoRLEy
Carlyle'xn Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 216 The same sense of the puni-

ness of man in the centre of a cruel and frowning universe.

b. With a and pi. Also const, ^(something).
1667 Milton P. L. ir. 622 A Universe of death, which God

by curse Created evil. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude xiv. 160
To . . substitute a universe of death For that which moves
with light and life informed. 1837 CARLVLEy^r. Rev. r. i. ti,

To Newton and to Newton's Dog Diamond, what a different

pair of Universes 1 187a MozLEvyif/rar. (ed. 3) Pref.p. xxvi.

These two schools of minds live indeed in different universes.

O. trans/, andyf^.
Less universe {q}xot. 1674)= Microcosm i.^

1674 Milton P, R. iv. 459 As.. harmless, if not wholsom,
as a sneeze To mans less universe.^ 1728 Chambers Cycl.

s.v. Uiiiversityt They are call'd Universities, or Universal
Schools, by reason the four Faculties are supposed to

make the World or Universe of Study. x8si Shelley
Epipiych. 589 Into the height of love's rare Universe, X847
T. KiBK Cloud Dispelled 'vi.t-i His conduct is false, and will

be denounced as such by the universe of mind, a 1854
H. Reed Led, Brit, Poets ii, (1857) 62 To trace the asso-

ciations between the universe of sense and the spiritual life

within us. 1871 E. F. Burr Ad. Fidein xv, 299 A universe

of light and color—a universe of sound,

d. Universe ofdiscourse: (see quot, 1896).
x88x J. Venn Symbolic Logic vi, 128 We must be supposed

to know the nature and limits of the universe of discourse
with which we are concerned. . . If we are talking of ordinary

fihcnomena we must know whether we refer to tnem without
imit of lime and space. x8o6 ^Xj.Qk^^qix. Symbolic Logic
I. II. iii. 14 The Genus, of which [the] Terms [of a Proposi*
lionj are Species, is called its ' Universe of Discourse'.

3. The world or earth, esp. as the place of abode
of mankind or as the scene of human activities.

X630 /?. Johnson*s Kingd. 4- Commtv. 134 Such a bridge,

that wiihout exception, it may worthily be accounted the
admirablest Monument, and firmest erected Collosseum (in

that kinde) of all the Vniverse. X687 T. Brown Saints in
Uproar \lV%t 1720 I. 8g No People in the Universe know
better. X704 {title\ The Present State of the Universe.

1765 Blackstonb Comm. I. 6_A land, perhaps the only one
in the universe, in which political or civil liberty is the very
end and scope of the constitution, \^^x Hampson Mem.
y. Wesley III. 96 (Wesley] took the universe for his parish.

i8ao Shkllev Prometh. Unb, iv. 339 Who all our green and
azure universe Tbreatenedst to muffle round with black
destruction.

b. transf The inhabitants of the earth; man-
kind in general.

174* JohnsotCs Debates (1787) \\. 222 The decline of that

power which has so long intimidated the universe. Ibid.

230 That wisdom,. which.. the greatest part of the universe
will remember with gratitude, X774 Goldsm. Retal, 31
Here lies our good Edmund,.. Who, born for the universe,

.. to party gave up what was meant for mankind. 1843
Carlyle /*(«/ -^ /'n in. viii, 'Go to,..thou shalt pay due
debt I ' shouts the Universe to them.

Hence U*nlTers«fal» as many or as much as the

universe will hold.

1891 J. Orr Chr. View o/God t^ World (1893) 374 A whole
universefull of other spiritual beings.

XTiiiversitariaii(yMniv3Jsiie9*jian), a. [f. as

next + -ariani\ Of or pertaining to, characteristic

of, obtaining in, a university.

X834 F. Mahonv in Eraser's Mag. X. 317/1 Awfully Uidi-

crous were the dying convulsions of the old universitariaii

system. iSsfi AImae Matres 44 No wars between privileges

collegiate and universitarian. 187a Mrs. Oliphant Mem.
Montalembert I!. 44 I'he desire that this universitarian

teaching should be above reproach.

Hence UniTersita'Tlauism, the educational

method or system characteristic of or prevailing

in a university ; advocacy of or preference for this.

1889 Jptl. Educ. I Sept. 479/1 At the risk of being accused
of classicism, or universiiarianism, I must confess that I do
believe in a certain amount of classical work.

UniTersitary, a. rare^ [f. Ukiversit-y +
-ARY 1. Cf. F. universitaire (1835).] Of the

nature of, having the character of, a university,

X889 Cath^ Ne%vs. 26 Oct. 5 The half-ecclesiastical, half-

universitary French College of Tunis.

II Unive'rsitas. Scots Law, [L. : see next.]

The whole (of an estate or inheritance).

1765-8 [see Universal «. 2 bl. 1838 W. Bell Diet, Law
Scot. 467 Things, in their nature iieritable, may become
moveable by being made part of a moveable universitas,
x8d8 Ld. Macnaghten in Lnw Rep. Ho. Lords XIII. 383
'I'he legacies are to be paid out of the universitas of the
testator's estate.

University (yMnivausiti), sb. Forms : 6 vni-
uersite, 5 -veraite, 5-6 -uersitee, 4-5 vnyuer-
site(e, 5-6 -uer8yte(e

; 5-7 vniuersitie (6 Sc,

wni-), 6 -tye, vnyuersytye, -tie, 7 vniuersity,
-versity, 6-7 universitie, 7- university. See
also Varsity, Vkrsity, [a. AF. universit^^ uni-
verseti, univercyti^ OF. universitei, universiteit^

university (13th c. ; mod.F. tiniversit^y ~ Pr. urii-

versitaty It. universith^ Sp. universidad^ Pg. -idade\

also in sense i MDu, universitet^ MDu, and Du.
universiteitj MG., MLG. universittte^ MHO. uni-
versiti'ty G. universitat^ Dan., Sw, universitet) :—

L, Universitat-j universitas, (i) the whole, entire

number, universe, (2) in later and mediieval
Latin (chiefly in legal use), a society, company,
corporation, or community regarded collectively

;

f. L. universus (see Universe).]
I. 1. The whole body of teachers and scholars

engaged, at a particular place, in giving and receiv-

ing instruction in the higher branches of learning
;

such persons associated together as a society

or corporate body, with a definite organization

and acknowledged powers and privileges (esp.

that of conferring degrees), and forming an institu-

tion for the promotion of education in the higher

or more important branches of learning; also, the

colleges, buildings, etc., belonging to such a body.
Sometimes, especially in former use, synonymous with

college : see College sb. 4 c.

c 1300 St. Edmund In ^S*. Rng. Leg, I. 438/256 So J)at he
bigan at Oxenford of diuinite, So noble alosed |>er nas noti

in al |?e vniuersite. Ibid, ^y^f^yZ He bigan so deope despui i

of t>e trinite, pat gret wonder me hadde ^urf al t?e vniuersite.
CX384 ?\Vyclif Wks. (1880) 157 Hejjene mennus lawis and
worldly clerkis sialutis ben red in vnyuersitees. c 1400
Rom. Rose 6769 At Parys .. he had .. The accorde of the
vniuersite, And of the puple as semelh me, 0425- (see

College {3. 4]. ci^soGodstow Reg. 42B The house. .that

Robert ofStaunton held of the vnyuersite ofOxenford. 1509
Fisher Funeral Sertn, CUess Richmond Wks. (1876) 301
Thesiudyentes ofbothethevnyuersytecs, XS79 W.Wilkin-
son Coufut, Fain, Love 40 They labour to put out'.the eyes
of this land (the Vniucrsitycs I meaneX 1644 Milton Educ,
3 This place should be at once both School and University.
x66i Lamplugh in Extr. St. Papers Eriends Ser. 11. (191 1)

126 University, Town and Country are far more active and
vigilant then before. 170a Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) V.
145 A patent .. for founding an university.., to be called

king Williams university, x'jv^^kw.z^ Erasm,Collog.\.\T^-^

259 Are you going to Louvain to see the University? 1783

J. Ai^AMS Wks, (1854) IX' 530 H* is anxious to study some
time at your university [ = Harvard College] before he begins
the study of law. 1840 Carlyle Heroes v. (1858) 305 Univer-
sities are a notable, respectable product of the modern ages.
X856 Stanley Sinai ff Pal, x. 364 The great Jewish univer-

sity which rendered Tiberias for three centuries the metropolis
of the race. 1868 M, Pattison Acadetn. Org. 46 The
university of the chancellor, masters, and scholars, is one
corporation, and each of the colleges distinct and independent
societies.

b. fig. and transf.

1595 Lccrine in. iii, I think you were broght vp in the
vniuersitie of bridewell; you haue your rhetorick so ready
at your toongs end. X607 Hieron Wks. I. 386 To be ad-

mitted into that great vniuersitie, where He, which is the

doctour of the chaire, Christ lesus, will [etc.]. 1613 Uitle),

A Catalogue or Table of all the Arts and Sciences read and
taught in this ^University of London. 1653 Benlowes
Theoph, It. xiii, Man^ .. by infusion wise ; . . Chanc'llor

install'd of Eden's University. cx85a J. Gibson in Biog.

(1911) iii. 28 He looked upon Rome as the great Univer-
sity of Sculpture. 1863 Miss Bbaddon Aurora F'loyd

xxxi. In the London universities of crime. 1890 ' R.
BoLDRBWoou* Col. Reformer {1891) 215 None of these

young gentlemen was absolutely necessary at that ovine
university \~z. sheep-station.]

f 2, The whole body, aggregate, or number of
creatures, persons, things, etc. ; = Universality 5.

X38a WvcLir Tobit viii. 19 That the vnyuersite of Jentilis

knowe, for thou art God alone in al erthe. 7 x40a Quixley
in Yorksh. Archxol, JmL (1908) XX. 50 To all \ e worldes
vniversitie This balade be ensample and myrrour. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 11. xvi. 243 In al the hool vnyuersite of
thingis and of beingis. 1494 Hylton^s Scnla Perf. 11. xlvi.

CW. de W.), Al thise gracyous knowyngcs felid in a soule of
the vnyuersitee of al creatures. C1510 More Picus Wks.
18/2 If any part of the whole vniuersitye of creatures were
destroyed. 1563 Man Musculus' Commonpl. 29 b, All that
compasse of the whole universitie of tbinges and limes-
xs8x W. FuLKE in Confer, iii. (1584) O iv b, Ihe vniuersitie
of faithfull doeth pray. 1604 T. Weight Passions vi. 304
The vniversity of Beastes, foules, and fish. 1659 H. Thorn-
dike Wks. (1846) II. 483 If in all Scripture. .a Church
signify the university of Christians. 16^7 Gale Crt. Gentiles
IV, 180 The Communitie or Universitie of the Multitude.
[i86a G. Long tr. Tk, M, Aurelius Anton, p. Ixxvi, The
gods will do whatever is best and consistent with the
university of things.)

fig.x-^% Wyclif Jos. iii. 6 Oure tunge is fijr, the vniuersite
of wickidnesse [L. universitas iniquitatis\. X5a6 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 76 b, Y® tonge is but a small thynge,
..but it is (sayth the sayd apostle) the vniuersiteof all euyls,

fb. Without const. The whole of something;
all things, etc. ; universal nature. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. iv. (1868) 165 (Je eye of intel-

ligence is hey^er for it sourmountel> Jw envirounynge of t)e

vniuersite and lookej? ouer )?at by pure subtilite of |x>U3t.

x38a Wyclif z Mace. xiv. 35 Thou, Lord of vnyuersitee, or
of alle creatures. X387-8 T. Usic Test. Love. i. ix. (Skeal)
I. 46 Man is mad of al the foure elementes. Al universitee
is rekened in him alone. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 205
For God knowethe how euery tnynge awe to be create, and
how he scholde dispose the pulcritude of the vniversite in
hit. ISO* Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. iv. D iij,

By the nonibre of seuen .. vnyuersyte to vs is sygnyfyed.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie 0/ God 314 Where ever they
live, they may finde a god the governor and father of all

university.

t e. The universe ; = Universality 5 b. Obs.
1494 Hylton's Scala Per/, n. xlvi. (W. de W.), Our lorde

Jhesu maker & keper of al this fayr vnyuersitee. 159X
Sylvester Du Bartas i. i. (1641) 5/1 In Six dayes [God]
formed.. All things contain'd in th' Universitie. 1598
T. Bastard Chrestoleros (1880) 6 Man is a little world and
beares the face And picture of the Vniuersitie. a 1619
Fotherbv Atheom. 11. x. § i (1622) 299 This Vnity: which
they make the onely cause of the whole vniuersity. x64a
H. More Song of Soul i. ii. ii Phypis is the great womb
From whence all things in th University Yclad in divers
forms do gaily bloom.

td. The whole people ; = Universality 5 c.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles m. i. v. i8i That the first invention
..of Laws may be committed to prudent men; and yet the.,
confirmation of them appertain to the universitie or common
multitude.

e. Law, (See quot. 1832.)
X833 AcsTrN Jurisprvdence ii. p. xli, Such universities

of rights^ and duties (or such complex aggregates of rights

and duties) as arise by universal succession. i86x Maine
Anc. Law 178 Without this fact there is no university of
rights and duties.

t 3. Yotir university y the collective whole of the

members of a body, group, or company of persons
specifically addressed in some foimal or official

document. Also pi. in Sc. use. Obs,
Chiefly in renderings of the common phrase Novcrit

universitas vestra,

f X400 Brut cli. 163 To alle Cristen peple..Iohn, by the
grace of God, kyng of Engeland, gretyng to 5our vniuersite.

X416 Muuiiii. de Metros (Bann. CI.) 539 Wit yhoure vni-
uersite hat [etc.], xgoo Cartular. St. Nicholai Alerdon.
(New Spald. CI.) I. 76 Till all ande sindiy .., gretinge in

gode euirlesting. 5oLire vniuersiteis sail wit ws..tiU hafe
conscntit [etc.]. 1543 Test. Lbor, (Suitees) VI. 161 Knowe
your universitie, that I . .do make my last will of certayne
my landes. c 1596 in A bstr. Protocols To^vn Clirks 0/
Glasgow (1897) V. Pref. 16 To all and sindry.. gretyng. ..

Wittis your universiteis that [etc.).

t4. a. A body or company of persons associated

together for some purpose. Obs.'~^

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 617 Hit is leefflful Ha]t
an vnyuersite answere not alway to one maister,

fb. A body or class of persons regarded col-

lectively ; esp. an aggregate of persons forming a

corporate body or society, a corporation. Obs.
X607 Cowell Interpr.y Vniversitie^ is by the Ciuill lawe any

bodie politicke, or corporation. 1643 Prynnk Sov. Power
Part. App. 159 Although kings doe die, the people in the

mean time (as niether any other Universitie) never dyeth.

1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Critii. Laws Scot, 1. i. § 7 (1699) 11

A collective Body of People, or university, such as a Burgh
or Incorporation. [1755 Magicns Insurances II. 40 The
Prior and Consuls. .of the University of the Shippers and
Merchants. .of this City of Seville. 1776 A. Smith W.N,
I. X. 1. 148 All such incorporations [of tiades] were antiently
called universities. Ibid.^ I'he university of smiths, the
university of tailors, &c. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 22/2
The universities or corporate bodies at Rome.]

II. t5. Extension to the whole (^something);
= Universality i. Ol>s. rare.

1553 AsCHAM in Lett, Lit. Men (Camden) 18 My trust is

ye will not judge me unconstant, for this universitie in choice
of my living. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles in. il iv. 270 Al
perfection importes some kind of universitie. Ibid,2ji Now
God having the whole of essence in himself must necessarily
have an universitie of perfection.

III. attrib, and Comb, (in sense i).

6. a. Simple attrib., passing into adj. use (rarely

with hyphen) : Of, pertaining or belonging to,

characteristic of, prevailing or obtained at, a Uni-
versity or Universities, as University course, court,

education^ learnings lecture^ library, etc,

1379 Roiis ofParlt, III, 69/1 Son College appellex Mokel
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Universite Hall en Oxenford. 1589 R. Hajivev PI. Pirc.

(1500) 17 He will.. praise him, that he is not infected with..

Vnmereitie learning, l6oa md Pt. Return Paniass. iv. v.

x8o6 Few of the university pen plaies well. 1606 Dkkker
Ifcjvs fr. Hell F 3 b, Ibis Homere, that hath laine sick

seuenteen yeers together of the Vniuersitie plague, (watch-

ing and want). ai6a8 F. Grevil Sidney (1652) 199 Lest,,

she might be constrained to . . labour the compassing of dis-

orderly ends, by a Mechanicall kinde of University Canvasse.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 5 Mar. 1673, University lectures and
erudition. 1708 J. Chamberlavne .S"^. 6V. Brit. i. in. C1710)

302 [The] University Library [Cambridge]. lyaS R. Newton
{iitie\ University Education ; or, an Explication and
Amendment of the Statute which [etc.]. 1783 Encycl. Brit.

(ed.3) X. 8753/2 The jurisdiction of the tiniversity-courts in

criminal matters. 1868 Rep. U.S. Commissiontr Agric.

(1869) 140 Students enter upon the university course with

a certain preparation. 1871 J. Place (title). University

Tests, and their Abolition, Considered in a Letter [etc.].

189s Rashdall Univ. 0/Europe IL 11. 325 Another essential

qualilication for a University town.. is facility of access.

to. That is (or has been) a member of a Uni-

versity ; educated or studying at a University, as

University chum, man, etc.

1580 Spenser Three Proper Lett. Wks. (1912) 619/1 Some
learned, and well aduized Uniuersitie man. 1641 R. Brooke
Eng. Episc. II. vii. iii They thinke the wayes of Gods
Spirit are free, and not tied to a University man. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Servitour, . . a poor University-Scholar

that attends others for his Maintenance. 1755 Man No. 13.

4 An university chum of mine. 1868 M. Pattisos Acadein.

Org. 2 Even University men themselves betray, .an impres-

sion that something should be done.

O. With the names of ofificials, etc., attached to

or connected with a University, as University

attditor, lecturer, librarian, orator (see Oratob 5),

preacher, register, etc.

1589 Nashe in Greene Menaplwn (1610) A ivb. That royall

erection of Trinitie Collcdge, which the Vniuersity Orator.

.

aptly termed Colonia deducta. 16x4 J. Chamberlain in

Crt. »i Times Jas. I (1848) I. 305 The University Orator,

Nethersole,..is taxed for calling the prince Jacohissime
Carole. 1S31 Milton (.title). On the University Carrier

who sicken'd in the time of his vacancy, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 10 July i66g. The Temefilius (the Universitie

BufiFoone). 1708 J. Chamberlavne SI. Ct. Brit.l. III. (1710)

298 The Custos Archivorum, or University-Register. x8oo

Camhr. Univ. Cal. 6 University Officers [includeJChancellor,

..High Steward,.. Vice-chancellor [etc.]. 1882 Addenda
Corpus Stat. Univ. Cxon. 882/2 The University Auditor

appointed under the provisions ofthe Statute. X893 Glasgo^u

Univ. Calendar 19 Lecturers, Demonstrators, or University

Assistants.

d. With past or pres. pples., chielly in locative

combs., as University-bred, -taught, -trained;

-going adjs.

X846 Ldw Campbell Chancellors cxxi. (1857) VL_ 2 The
common.place progress of a high-born, university-bred

Isarrister. 1879 J. C. Morison Gibbon 11 The two greatest

historians . . were not university-bred men. 1898 Edin. Rev,
Jan. 121 The university-going class among the Roman
Catholic community.

7. Special combs., as University cap, the aca-

demical cap worn by the members of a University, a

square cap or ' mortar-board ' ; TTniversity chair,

the chair or office of a University professor ; Uni-
versity Chest, at Oxford and Cambridge, the

funds of the University, or the office which receives

and administers these ; University extension

:

(see Extension 9 g) ; University sermon, a

sermon preached before the members of a Uni-

versity, usually by a sjjecially nominated or ap-

pointed person.
177a Nugent Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 73 Heads stuck in

*university-caps, 183X Carlvle Sart. Res. in. x, They some-
times invert the hat, and wear it brim uppermost, like a
University-cap. X883 A^. ^ Q. 15 Dec. 469/1 The University

or * Trencher Caj). 171X Shaftesb. C/tarac. 111. 287 He
finds these Subjects .. appropriated to the School, the
*University-Chair, or Pulpit. 1717 E. Miller Acc. Univ.
Cavib. 177 Neither the Vice-chancellor.

.
, or the *University

Chest, get one Fartliing of Money by it. X870 Addenda
Corpus Stat. Univ. Oxon. 11. 800 The Curators of the Uni-
versity Chest. iHz-j Oxford Guide 56 In the Long Vacation
there are no *University sermons.

Hence f '""iveTsity v., to provide or endow
with a University ; TTnive'xsityless a., having no
University ; TTnive'rsityship, the state or condi-

tion of being a University ; status as a University.
168s Loyal Satirist in Somers Tracts (1812) VII. 69 Pem-

broke may be visited, and Manchester *universitied. X655
Fuller Hist. Camb. 21 As for Scotland, it was*University-
less till [etc.]. Ibid. 35 The *University-sbip of Cambridge,
is to" be accounted from her original constitution,

t Uni'VOCacy. Obs.—^ [f. post-cl. L, tmivoc-ns

(see next) -l- -acy.] Univocal quality ; oneness or

sameness of character.

x6s8 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus 135 The ^quivocall
firoduction of things under undiscerned principles, makes a
arge part of generation, though they seem to hold a wide
univocacy in their set and certain Originals.

Univocal {yunvyHkaX), a. and sb. Also 6 vny-
uoeal(le. [f. post-cl. L. Univoc-us having one
meaning (f. L. Uni- Uni- -^ voc-, vox Voice sb.) +
-At. So It., Sp., Pg. univoco, F. univoque (see

Ukivoque).]
A. adj. L + a. Of symptoms, signs, etc. : In-

dicative of, signifying, or denoting one thing;
certain or unmistakable in significance. Chiefly

Med. Obs.

246

1541 Copland GuydofCs Quest. Chirurg. Q iij b, Fyrste
than in procedyngcto the knowlege of the vnyuocal
sygnes. /izV/.jThe sygnes of lepry aswel equyuocalles as

vnyuocalles. 1706 Phillips (cd. Kersey), Univocal Signs
(in Surgery) are certain Accidents or Signs of the Fracture
of the Scull, . .distinguish'd from others termed Eituivocal.

X738 Warburton Div. Legat. I. 5 No less illustrious, but

more univocal Marks of Truth, that God hath been pleased

to impress upon his Dispensations. 1783 Pott Chirnrg.
Wks. II. 405 Though this be one symptom,.. yet it is not

an univocal or infallible one.

"b. Of terms, etc.: Having only one proper

meaning or signification ; admitting or capable of

a single interpretation or explanation ; of which
the meaning is unmistakable ; unambiguous.
Opposed to Equivocal a. 2. Now esp. in Logic.

1656 [? J. Sergkant] tr. T. White's Peripat. Inst. 285 The
same name would signifie God and a Creature, in the same
signification, and would be univocall. 1661 Morgan ^S*///.

Gentry r. vi. 88 The crown and horn are in the sacred scrip,

tureunivocalexpressionsofgloryand dignity. 1671 Baxter
Holiness xxviii. 9 It is but Analogically calledeither Holi^

ness or Morality^ and not in a proper or univocal sense.

1725 Watts Logic i, iv. §6 Univocal words are such as

signify but one idea, or at least but one sort of thing. 1774
Reid Aristotle's Logic i. § 3. 4 An explication of what is

meant by univocal words, what by equivocal. 1843 Mill
Logic I. ii. § 8 A name is univocal, or applied univocally

with respect to all things of which it can be predicated in

the same sense. 1865 Grote Plato I. xvii. 500 The different

significations of the same word : the univocal and the eq^ui-

vocal. 189a Tablet 28 May 848 Declaring in terms which
are simply univocal [etcl.

t C, Mus> (See quot.) Obs, rarer-^,

x8oi Busby Diet. Mas., Univocal, the epithet applied by
Ptolemy to the octave and its replicates. {Hence m some
later Diets.]

t2. Uniform, homogeneous ; not exhibiting varia-

tion or deviation ; confined to one kind or nature.

Freq. in the latter half of the 17th c, esp. in the writings

of Jeremy Taylor; in some instances it is difficult to deter-

mine the precise sense.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 28 A dead or mortified part.

.

may not be called a part but equiuocally, because it hath not

an vniuocall forme with the whole. 1647 Jer,_Taylor Lib.

Proph. xiii. 201 When the actions and perswasions of a sect

. . are univocall. 1653— Scrm.for Year i. xx. 255 The joyes

of religion are not univocal but productive of . . pra;ter.

natural pleasures. 1662 J. Chandler Van Helmonfs Oriat.

156 So,fromlheunivocair,simpIe,andhomogeneaU immortal]

minde, should so many properties and inclinations of men
badly be fetched. 1727 Warburton Tracts (1789) 87 But
Truth.. is of much cooler Contemplation; as paying its

Court to the Understanding only, by affording a regular

View of its simple univocal Original.

1 3. Of or belonging to, characteristic of, things

of the same name or species; esp. in univocal

generationy normal or regular generation between

male and female members ofthe same species. Obs.

1638 Jackson Creed ix. viii. §3 He which is as truly the

Son of God.. must neads be as absolutely eternal as the

Deity, ..otherwise the generation should be equivocal and
imperfect, not univocal. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vind. 6

Creatures, .generated and produced from univocal genera-

tion or production, that is, from the coition of male and
female of the same species. J708 Brii.^ Apollo No. 2. 2/1

Generation is Univocal : That is, a Species can be no other-

wise naturally formed than by a seminal Production. 1748
Piiil. Trans. XLV. 656 Thus do these Principles.. never

deviate further than is consistent with univocal Generation.

1822 J, Fleming Philos. Zool. I. 2^ A process which is

termed Univocal or Regular Generation,

i^b. Of actions, causes, etc. Obs.

a 1640 J. Ball Ans^u. to Can (1642) I. 132 That which is

spoken of causes univocall, necessary and proper. 1669

Flavel Husb. spiritualized viii. 76 Grace in it self.,

cannot be tlie proper univocal cause ofany evil effect.^ 1697
tr. Burgersdicius' Logic i. viii. 27 Action imivocal is that

by which the action produces an effect of its own species;

action sequivocal, of a diverse.

t4. Made, uttered, etc., with or as if with one

voice. Of consent, etc. : Unanimous. Obs,

161S J. Stephens Satyr, Ess. 242 Hee..is never free

of the Company.. till hee hath drunke out his Appren-
tise-hood among the grand Masters ; and then with an
vnivocall consent, hee may commend his Wares, a 1734
North Lives III. 114 They bellowed and roared with

univocal noise, not only in the city but all over England.

a 1734 — Exam. III. vii. § 61 {1740) 548 It was their univocal

Declaration, that [etc,].

B. sh, A univocal term or word.
1728 Chambers Cjt/.s.v., Univocals.. are defined by Aris-

totle to be those Things whose Name is common, and the

Reason corresponding to the Name, .the same. 1788 T.

Taylor Proclus I. p. ii, If Infinite men, horses, and_ a

multitude of other univocals, arc produced in an infinite

lime. 1822-7 Cood^s Study Med. (1829) I. 407 Kegius, ar-

quatus, aurigo, are not indeed univocals, but very clearly

equivalents.

Univocally, adv, [f. prec. -i--ly2,]

1. So as to mean only one thing or species ; in

one and the same sense ; with one meaning or sig-

nification ; hence, unmistakably, unambiguously.
^

1593 T. Bell Motives Romish Faith (1605) no If matri-

mony be a sacrament properly and vnivocally so called. 1626

Jackson Creed vin. viii, §2 The generall definition.. of a

servant is univocally the same, (i) in legall servants, (2) in

servants to sin [etc.]. 1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1. vi.

§ 42. 363 You have not set down cleerely and univocally what
you mean by it. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles in. ii. lii. 24B

That nothing can predicate univocally of God and the

Creature is most evident. 1728 Chambers Cycl, s.v. Pre.

dicable, A Predicable is a Nature which may be predicated

univocally of all things to which it is common. C1790 Ri;id

Let. Wks, 1846 I. 75/2 The same word may be applied to

UNJEALOUS.
different things in three ways:.. Univocally, when the thing*
are species of the same genus [etc.]. 1842 Sir W. Hamilton
in Reitfs Wks. (1846) I. 205/2 If the names.. were to be
employed univocally

—

i.e., to denote always things the
same or similar, 1874 Contevtp. Rev. XXIV. 788 As if every
tyro in theology did not know that not even * being' could
be predicated univocally of God and of any creature.

t 2. By members of the same species; regularly,

normally. (Cf. Univocal a. 3.) Obs.
(7 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. ix. (1677) 107 Animals

which are perfect and univocally generated. 1704 Ray
Creation fed, 4) 11. 372 All Creatures are generated Univo-
cally by Parents of their own kind. 1728 Chambers Cycl.
s.v. Equivocation, The Moderns . . hold that all Animals, nay
and Vegetables too, are Univocally produced.

3. With one voice ; unanimously.
1671 J. Webstkr Metallogr. xviii, 255 Therefore the..

Secretaries of this Philosophy do univocally testifie, that
[etc.]. 1862 Temple Bar Mag. VI. 171 All bellowed out
univocally that the sole object .. was to drive dull care
away.

t Univocalness. Obs.—^ [-ness.] =Univoca-
TION.

1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. 26 The Univocalness which
I assert to the word (Cognition) and (Notion) is such a one
as is taken from their Radix (Nosco),

t Uni'vocate, a. Obs,~^ [f. post-cl. L. univoc-

us Univocal a. : see -ate 2.] Of one sound or

pronunciation.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 161 The langage of Nor-

niannes is oon and vniuocate [L, univoca\ allemoste amonge
theyme \sc. Englishmen] alle.

t Univocation. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. ikni-

vocation-^ univocdtio (Quicherat), noun of action f.

^univocdre (see Univocal a^. Cf. F. ztnivocation^

Sp. tinivocacion^ Pg. univoca^ao^ It. univocazione^

Oneness or identity of name or meaning.
a x6io G. Fletcher Israel Redux (1677) ^3 This univoca-

tion of Tartar Cities with those of Israel, .doth plainly shew
that the Israelitish People have been there. i693_SouT^f
Animadv. Sherlock's Bk. (ed. 2) 242 Since no one Thing can
agree both to God and the Creature, by a perfect Univoca-
tion. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The School-men have long

disputed about the Univocation of Being.

Univoltine, J<5. and a. [ad. F. univoltin^ -tain,

f. uni- Uni- + It. volta turn, time.] a. sb. One of

a breed of silkworms which produces a single brood

in a year. b. adj. Having but one brood each year.

1874 J. Geoghecan Pari, Re^. Silk in India 118 That this

insect \sc. a silkworm] has quite changed its period of exis-

tence.., and from a multivoltine become a uniovoltine \sic\.

1883 G. Watt Econ. Prod. India iii. 66 In Upper India and
in Kashmir the univoltine worms are those usually reared.

1892 Chambers^ Encycl. IX. 453/1 The Biomhyx\ ntori is

univoltine or annual.

t Univoque, a. Ods.~-^ lu 6 vnyuoke. [a.

F. tinivoqiu : see Univocal a."] = Univocal a. i a.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Qij, They..
shulde ryght dylygently beholde theym & considre the

vnyuoke sygnes and equyuokes also. And nat for one

oiiely token gyue theyr sentences, but by many conue*

uaunces, and specyally vnyuokes.

f Uniware, ^s'- Obs. In 4 vn-, onywar,
oniwar. [Un-1 ii b and 7: cf. Unawabe and

Unware.] Unaware, unawares ; esp. in phr. on

unitvare — at unaware(s),

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1966-7 l>is prince al an onywar
\v.rr. al vn ywar, al in on oniwar] toward hoin drou. Hii

come ajen him onywar \v.r. on oniwar] & slowen him al vor

no5t. Ibid. 2927, 3261, 3501, 4328, etc.

tUxiiwa*res, f^^i^- Obs.'-'^ In 3 ungewares.

[f. as prec. -f- -3. Cf. Unawares, Unwares.] Un-

awares.
a 1200 Vices ^ Virtues 15 Spede3 3eu, forSan 5ure aende-

dai neih5e3, and cum3 unjewares al swa J?ief be nihte.

t Unjaxobitize, v. [Un-^ 6 c] trans. To detach from

the Jacobite cause. 1719 Ozell tr. Misson's Mem. 138 Now
their Castles in the Air being overturn'd, they l>egin to be

Unjacobitiz'd.

Tlnja-ded,///. o. (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1779 J. MooKE View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. iii. 13

My head uiidtsturljed with wine, and my spirits unjaded by
play. 1876 Miss Yonge lyojiiankind xix. The freshness of

her unjaded mind. 1880 J. Nichol Byron 71 A public

taste as yet unjaded by. . imaginative descriptions of foreign

scenery.

Unia'gged, a. (Un-' 9.) 1728 Bradley Diet. Bot. s.v.

Jacobxa, I'his unjagged Ragwort hath.. Leaves lying next

the Root, not jagged or divided at all. Unjai'led,^fl,//*/f.

(Un-^ S, 8.) 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Worlds Eighth

Wonder Wks. 11. 62 For Eolus. .With winds vniayled came
at vnawares, And greenefaced Neptune with defiance dares.

Unjarring, ///. a. (Un- i i o.)

1624 T. Adams The Temple 3t God who. .hath put vs in

the right & vniarring harmony of truth. 1651 H. L'Es-

TRANGE Answ. Mrq. Worustcr 52 A grave Author^ hath

cuU'd out.. 303 oppositions amongst the Marquis his un-

jarring Catholiques. 1880 S. Lanier Poems (1884) 8 The
wave-serrate sea-rim sinks unjarring, unreeling.

Unjau-ndiced, ppl. a. (U.-J-' 8.) [177s Ash.] 1791

CowpER Lines to Darwin v, But we. .Can gaze on even

Darwin's wit With an unjaundic'd eye. 1804 Collins Scrip-

scrap. j6i Men of Merit and Sense. .Behold its Promotion

with unjaundic'd Eyes. 1879 Mallock Is Life Worth
Living? 19 To the unjaundiced eye nothing is more clear

than that happiness [etc.]. Unjau'nty, a. [Un-' 7.]

tUngenteel. 1671 i.lRS. Hkwh Forc\i Marriage \l. ii, *l^\s

the most unjanty humour that ever I saw j I, I, he is my
rival. 1687 Settle Rejl. Dryden 41 It being something

Drydenish, Illnaturcd and unjauntee.., to fair well, and cry

Roastmcat, especially to a Husbands face.

Unjea-lous, 3. (Un-i 7.)



trWJEALOUSED. 247 UNJUSTICE.

Also, in recent use, uujealously adv.

1673 Clarendon Relig. !^ Policy x. (1811) II. 706 The
gentle and unjealous temper of the King. 1789 E, Darwin
Bi)t. Gard. II. S And three unjealous husbands wed the

dame. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i. 121 A pure and
imjealous delij;ht that made its^own happiness.

_ 1850 L.

Hunt Autobiog. II. x. 23 The poet, though not tinjealous of

his dignity. 1876 S. Lanier Foents^ Clover 2 My large un-

jealous Loves.

XJnjealoused, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1710 T. Blackwell
Schema Sacra Pref. p. ii, Incorporating himself with an
unjealoused Creature. Unje-sting,^//.a. (Un-' la) 1885

RuSKiN Pleas, Eng. loS 'I'he unjesting Lombards.^ 1894
i^Z/wwarw/wasJuneSoVi Until one longs for a dull, unjesting

page or two. tUnje -suited,//}/, a. (^(^j-. [Un-' 8.] Not
influenced by Jesuits. 1659 Galuen Tears Ch. in. xxiv. 346
If the unjesuited Papists could have found in their hearts.

.

to apply to that Reformation of Religion [etc.]. 1716 M.
Davies Athcn. Brit. III. Diss. Drama 8 The said Servant
left most of the Estate to the Un-Jesuited Knight's Lady.
Unjewish, a. (Un.' 7.) 2822 Monthly Mag. LIII. 125

No other Protestant nation.. keeps the sabbath in so un-
jewish and unscriptural a manner. 1892 Zancwill Childr.

Ghetto 1. 208 Keeping a dog is an un-Jewish trait. Un-
jo'bed,///. a. [Un-' 8.] Not reproved. 1732 J. Whaley
Poems 165, I with gracious Furlo bless'd Unjob'd can
Sport and Play. Unjo-gging, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1748
A. HitL in Mrs. Barbauld Life Richardson (1804) 1. 129
The unjoggin^ slide of something. .that paces their lame
understanding smoothly on.

Unjoi'n, v, Nowra?v. [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To detach from being joined ; to dis-

join, sever, separate.

1340 Ayenb. 107 He him uestne)> zuo ine god i>et no l>ing

ne may him to parti ne onioyni. c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. v.

or. iii. (1868) 159 It byhouet». . hat l>e lynage of mankynde..
ben departed and vnioyned from hys welle and faylen of hj"S

bygynnynge. iaoo Destr. Troy^ 939 Jason.. gyrd of his

hede, Vnioynis the Jamnys ^at iuste were to-gedur. 1538
Ei-YOT, DisinngOt to vnioyne, to separate. 1583 Golding
Cnlvin on Dent, xxi, 127 Euen by vnioyning the thinges
that God bad ioyned. 1603 J. Davies {yitx^^^Microcosmos
107 It glues together states, that Warres vnioin'd. 1878 T,
Hardy Ret. Native i. iii, When folks are just married 'tis

as well to looie glad o't, since looking sorry won't unjoin *em.

b, intr. To become unjointed or detached.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M, AurcK (1536) Tiv^ My
sinewes dry . . : the ioyntes vnioyne asonder, and mi spirites

are troubled.

2. trans. To separate the parts of j to take apart.

AUoyf^., to undo,
1340-70 Alisauuder 294 Stones stirred they J>o & sti^htlich

layde On hur engines full gist to ungome [read unjoinej |«
walles. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xvni. 255 But ihesus rise to

lyue, ..conforte al his kynne.., And al l>e iuwen ioye vn-
ioignen & vnlouken. c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode 11. cxlviii.

(1869) 133 In lacob and Esau thou hast seyn the figure : I

sawede hem and vnioyned hem.

f 3. intr. To rejoin, make answer, Obs.

c X400 Destr. Troy 82^ Than Jason vnloynid to the gentill

speche :— Lord, and it like you, longe am I here !

Hence Unjoi-ning f^/. sb.

1589 PuTTENiiAM En^. Poesie ni. xi. (Arb.) 173 This altera*

lion is sometimes by . . loyning or vnioyning of sillables. 1598
Florio, Diiirilsione, a diuulsion, vnioyning, cutting.

Unjoined, ppL a. (Un- i 8.)

1538 Elvot, Incompactttm^ vnioyned, or yll ioyned. 1595
Daniel Civ. Wars 11. xci, Nor my teares without thine are
fuUie teares, For thus vnioyn'd, sorrow but halfe appeares.

a 1600 HooKKR Eccl. Pol. vii. xxi. § 2 In respect of them,
who being as yet unjoined untotliis conspiracy, may be haply
somewhat stayed. 1615 Markham Eng. Housewife 11. iv.

Ill Gather the butter together into one intire lumpe and
body, ieauing no pceces thereof seuerall or vnioyned.

Unjoint, z'. [Un-i^s.]

L trans. To sever the joints of; to disjoint, to

dislocate,

1390 GowER Conf. II. 10, 1 wolde I were unjoynled Of every
lime, a 1547 Surrey in Tottets Misc. (Arb.) 17 Vnhappy
hand, it had been happy time for me, If..vnioynted hadst
thou be. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's lust. Ii. 115 Like to the
partes ofahouse vnioynted and fallen downe. 1579 Spenser
Sheih. Cal. Mar. jaThilke samevnhappye Ewe. .vnioynted
both her bones. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 161 This
old Ram, being unjoynted and taken in pieces, for easier
carriage. 1646 Fuller It'oundedConsc. lor In case his Leg
be set, he flings, flounces, and flies out, unjoynting it again.

1733 Pres. St. Russia I. 63 The Houses.. are wholly made
of Timber notched in on the four Corners, which they can
unjoint in a few Hours. 1761 Phil. Trans. LII. 509 Hence
it proceeded up the nave, .to tlie pulpit, which it unjointed.

a 1878 W. Carleton Farm Ballads (1893) 84 The mechanic
Haa well-nigh unjointed the stove-pipe. 15(03 A. Adams Log
Cotvhoy xi, The s:eer*s leg bad been unjointed in swinging
him around.

f b. To carve {spec, a curlew or bittern), Obs.
C1470 Mors, Shepe ff G. (Roxb.) 53 A curlew unioynted.

X508 W. DE WoRDE Bk. Keruynge B j b, Vnioint that bytture.
[Hence in later works.] 1821 G. Lamb Catullus I. 139 Let
me see a fowl unjointed, When your table next is spread.

2, Jig. To sever, separate, disunite.

1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorhoduc i. i, Eche chaunge of
course vnioynts the whole estate. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl.
Hist, 239 In as much as the subtletye of sophisters, fonde
quirckes,. .seuered also, and as it were vnioynted the mem-
bres of Christ. 1613 Donne Progr. Soule, 2nd Anniv, 133
None can these lines or quantities unjoynt, And say this is

a line, or this a point 1624 Middleton Game at Chess iv.

ii. Hast thou.. Unjointed the fair frame of peace? 1671
Milton Samson 177, I hear the sound of words, thir sense
the air Dissolves unjointed e're it reach my ear.

3. intr. To come asunder.

1816 Ace. Loss IVesleyan Missionaries (ed. 2) 18 The wreck
began to unjoint.

snce trnjoliited (also 6 vnloynte) ^//. a.

I R, Copland Guydon*s Quest. Chirurg. L iv b, To
Hence

I, To stay

and conpryme the places dissolued, and confort the natural

heate of the membre vnioynie. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's

Inst. I. 54 III a ruine they sought for an vpright building,

and for strong ioyntes in an vnioynted ouerthrow. 1591
Florio 2nd Fruites 129 Shee is some what crookc backt,

shee hath one shoulder vnioynted. 1614 Raleigh Hist.

World Pref. Aj, The unioynted and scattered frame of our

English affaires,

Unjointed, a. [Un-i 9.]

1. fig. Lacking due connexion or cohesion ; un-

connected, incoherent.

1588 Fraunce Lazviers Log. Ded. ^4 Neyther himselfe

can well understand his unjoynted discourse, nor the hearers

conceave his uncoiiecrent jangling. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. 1
1

',

I. iii. 65 This bald, vnioynted Chat of his. a 1610 HEALEy
tr. Theophrastus (1636) 37 Their tedious unjoynled tales.

1687 Reflect. Hind K- Panther 35 To renew the old way of

fighting with Sand-bags, the true Emblem of his unjoynted,

incoherent Stuff.

2. Not furnished with, or connected by, joints.

x68i Grew Musaeum i. ii. 161 Upon his Shoulders he hath
two immovable or unjoynted Horns.

_ 1774 Phil, Trans.

LXV. 7 The columns . . are of the simple, or unjointed

species. 1836 •Kirby & Sf. Entomol, III. 520 A short,

tapering, unjointed bristle. x854 Owen XnOrr's Circ. Sci.,

Org. Nat. 1. 183 They may be simple, unjointed, firm, bony
spines. 1877 Huxley Atiat. inv. Anim. vii. 399 Two
minute unjomted styles.

Uujoi'lituig, vbU sb. [f. Unjoint z/.] The
action of disjointing or dislocating.

1598 Florid, Dislogaiioney an vniointing of any Hin or

joint. 1603 — Montaigne ir. xxxi. 410 These spraines,

and vnjoyntings of lims. 1639 Fuller Holy War v. xxx.

28^ The cause, first of the unjoynting, and then of the finall

ruine. .of many worthy States.

Unjo'lly, (». (Un-' 7.) tj^i-'^ Spirit Public ymls.ii-jQ^))

I. 419 In dusty schools forlorn, Amongst.. books unjolly.

1856 Whewell in Life (1881) 458, I look at this prospect
with horror. Besides, the mere sitting so long will be ' aw-
fully unjolly '. VmoXieA, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1777SHERIDAN
Trip Scarb. Prol,, The cramm'd glutton snores, unjolted,

home. Unjostled,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1831 Scott Ct. Rob.
ix. Do you feel that I have not left you unjostled b^ my
advance to these squadrons of yours? UnjoUTnalized,
ppl.a, (UN-'8ac.) 1843 Moore j1/««. (1856) VU. 359 Much
oflate has been left unjournalised by me. tUnjou'rneyed,
ppl. a, Sc. Obs,~^ (Un-' +Journey v. 6.] Not adjourned.

iS4a in Origines Par. Scotix (1854) II. r. 310 [To go and
come to the King! vnarrestit, vniornait, vncallit, vnpersewit.

Ul^o'viaUy, adv. (Un-* ir.) 1607 Middleton PJuxnix
II. u, Lady—what, so unjovially departed? Unjoyed,
PPU a. (Un-^ 8.) 1837 Verlander Vestal, etc 74 And joy'st

tnou in . . the joys unjoy 'd ? the griefs ungriev'd ?

TJnjoyful, a, (Un- i 7.)

iXfo~yo A lisaunder 1161 Menne. .wer. .By lustes unioy-
fulUugged toodeatu, c 1374 Chaucer Boeth, w. pr. v, (i863)

47 Ccrtys Jjilke binges.. shullen ben vnioyeful to J>e. X709
Steele Tatler No. 16 f 2 This unjoyful Set of People, who
are always Enemies to those in Possession of the good
Opinion of the Company. X837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. \iu i.

viii, A squalid unjoyful Figure. x868 Lvnch Rivulet clu.

ii. Not with unjoyful care Nor with unpraiseful prayer We
live below.

Unjoyfully, fl(/z', (Un-1 ii; cf. prec.)

1553 Bale Vocacyon Pref. 4 By his Regall power., was I..

coni rmed and not all vnioyfully receiued of ye people. 1831

James Phil. Augustus III. iii, There were but two beings
..to whom tliat peal sounded unjoyfully.

TJxyoyous, a. (Un-^ 7.)

Also, in recent use (1891-), unjoyously adv.

164S Milton Tctrach. 62 It must needs bee bothunjoyous
and injurious to any perceaving person so detain'd. 17x2

S ieelb sped. No. 406 p8 The wat'ry I.«ngth of these un-

joyous Moors. X797 Monthly Mag. III. 536/1 The aspect

of the new moon was only unjoyous lo those who owed
money. 1819 Lyttom Devereux 11. ii, A coarse, yet not

unjoyous, spirit of reckless debauchery. X857 Hawthorne
F.ng. Note-oks. {1870) II. 216 All looking unjoyous, and as

if they had no home nor parents' love.

Unjudga, v, [Un- ^ 6 b.] trans. To deprive

of the office of judge.

X633 T. Adams Exp. 3 Peler 11. 9 If he be not at leisure

to do this, it is time to unjudge him.

TTnjudged, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)

X647 Hexham i, Vnjudged, ongeoordeelt. X709 Shaftesb.
Charac. (1711) 11.424 Never can tlie Form be of real force

where it Is uncontemplated, unjudg'd of, unexamin'd. X718

Prior Solomon n. 722 Causes unjudg'd disgrace the loaded
File. X837 Carlvle Fr, Rev. i. v. ix, The morning has worn
Itself Into noon : and he Is still unj^dged ! X859 Gbn. P.

Thompson ^wrft -4//. Ixxxvii. II. 57 The American colonel

who is claiming his millions of dollars, .for some unjudged
complaint.
Unju'dge-Uke, a. (Un-' 7 c.) X644 Milton Divorce u.

xi. (ed. 2) 53 What more un-Judge-like, more un-Magistrate-
like, and in wane moreun-commande-.like? X791 Wolcot
(P. Pindar) Ode Ld. Lonsdale 114 While Erskine.. Tears to

un-judgelike grins, the hanging Graces. Unju'dging,
///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1679 J. Goodman Penit.^ Pard» u iii.

(1713) 65 Those strong, but unjudging faculties,.. have an
inclination to such things. X7ia Blackmore Creation in.

644 You may.. with a different cant the unjudging ear

amuse. Unju'dicable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) X678 Cudworth
Intell. Syst. 897 These Sovereign Legislative Powers, may
be said to be Absolute also,. .as being. .Un*JudicabIe or

Un-Censurable by any Humane Court.

Unjudi'cial, a. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

150Q Warn, Faire Worn, i, 34 You have.. Some odd ends
of old jests scrap'd up together. To tickle shallow unjudicial

ears. 1867 Sat. Rev, 6 Apr. 436/2 A vigour which almost
reaches vehemence, but which is never unscholarlike or un-
judicial. x8^ Daily News 15 June 3/3 Infusing into It a
very unjudicial amount of sentiment and passion.

Unjudixially,<7f/z'. (Un-i ii, 5 b; cf. prec.)

a X628 F. Grevil Sidney XV. U6$2) 198 Not truly active,

but rather passive vaine, to Imprison and release unjudicially.

1884 Spectator 16 Feb. 210/2 Afraid of having the law which

they have interpreted so passionately and unjudicially,
reviewed in a really judicial spirit.

Unjndixions, a. 'iObs. (Un-i 7, 5 b.)
1614 Sylvester Bethnlia's Rescue iii. 459 O ! unjudicious

Judges, will you thus Give Law to God ? a 1624 Bk M.
Smith Scrm. (1632) 71 Feare not vniudicious and impudent
iudgement of the multitude, a i67j(. Milton Hist. Eng. iii.

Wks. 1851 V. TOO Prosperous to win a field ; but to know
the end and reason 01^ winning, unjudicious and unwise,
X725 Fam, Dict.s.v, Lucatellus, The Sanders is aveiy un-
judicious Ingredient, since it cannot answer any End as a
Balsamick. X776 Mickle tr. Camoens" Lusiad 130 note^
An unjudicious mixture of sacred and profane mythology
and history.

Unjui'ced, ///, a. [Un-^ 4, 8.] Deprived of juice;
squeezed out. a 165a Brome City Wit iv. i, Every man
lov'd his Fortune, scjueezM it, and when it was unjuic'd,
farewell kind heart. Unjui'cy, a. (Un-' 7.) x?!* Black-
more C7Vrt^/(j« vii. 418 From unjuicy limbs without a root.

.

leafy branches slioot. Unju*mpable,a. (UN-'7b.) i886
Horse i|j- Ho7tnd 4 Dec. 742 A fine fox.. ran. .by the side of
the unjumpable bottom.

UnjU'St, a, [Ux-i 7) 5 b; cf. Du. onjuist.'\

1. a. Of persons: Not acting justly or fairly ; not

observing the principles of justice or fair dealing.

Also const, to.

X382 WvcLiF Heb. vi. 10 Sothli God is not vnlust, that he
forjete joure workis. is^Ch^vle. Hurt Sedit. (1569) Diijb,
Shall they be thought not vniust, who-.misvse and waste
the same vngodlye ? xgSS Grafton Chj-on, II. 400 An vpiusl

and unprofitable Prince. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 302
The Duke's vniust, Thus to retort your manifest Appeale.

1664 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 208 You would bee very

unjust to your sonne. X729 Butleb 5f;7«. Wks. 1874 II. 16

[Men] are as often unjust to themselves as to others. X78X

CowpER Expost. 56 He saw his people . , avaricious, arrogant,

unjust, X841 Lane Arab. Nts. 1. 74 In the beginning of

his reign [he was] an unjust monarch. X876 J. Parker
Paracl, 11. xix. 354 To compare the universal with the

limited is to be unjust to both,
absol. X38a Wvclif i Pet. iii. 18 Crist oonys dyede for oure

synnes, he iust for vniuste. XS93 Shaks, Lucrece 285 Foul
hope and., fond mistrust; Both which, as servitors to the

unjust, So cross him [etc.] 1667 Milton P. L. xl 455 Th'
unjust the just hath slain, Forenvie. X78i Cowper Expost.
268 Cry to the proud, the cruel, and unjust. X847 Emerson
Repr. Menj PlatOj False opinion respecting the just and
unjust.

b. Of actions, etc. : Not in accordance with

justice or fairness.

C1400 Destr, Troy 1296^ This Forenses,,prayet, pat he
might rydcTo loyne with Engest for his vniust werkes.

1549 Compi.Scot. 2 [They] intendit aneoniust veyr..contrar

our realme. a X58J5 Sidney Astr, S( Stella v. x, I lay

then to thy charge vniustest tyrannle. x6ii Bible Proi'.

xxviii. 8 By vsurie and vniust galne. 1697 Drvden Virg,

Past. I. 93 Are we condemned by fate's unjust decree, No
more.. our homes to see? 1766 Kames Princ. Equity {i-jSj)

6 An action that we ought not to do is termed unjust ; and
the omission of what we ought to do Is also termed unjust,

X858 J. B. Norton Topics 156 Every case of annexation has
been most manifestly unjust. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII.

399 It would be unjust not to refer.. to the excellent results

obtained by Pawlik and Byrne,
adsol. 1659 RusHWORTH Hist. Coll. I. Ep. Ded., The Law

..puts a l^ifference betwixt Good and Evil, betwixt Just
and Unjust. 1733 Pope Ess. Man iir. 269 So drives Self-

love, thro' just and thro' unjust, To one Man's pow'r.

2. Not Upright or free from wrong-doing ; faith-

less, dishonest. Also const, ^or to. Now rare.

c 1500 Communycacyon (W. de W.) B ij, But lorde though

I haue ben uniuste-,1 hope to rube awaye the ruste With
repentaunce and grace of the. 1526 Tin dale Luke xvi. 8

The lorde commended the uniust stewarde because he had
done wysly. a 1593 Marlowe Massacre Paris 11. v. 686 Thou
trothles and vniust, what lines are these? 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 958 Their king accounted unjust of his

word ; who [etc.]. X651 Hobbks Lexnath. i. xv, 71 W'hen a
Covenant is made, then to break it is Unjust. X766 Goldsm.
Vicar xxxi, Else nothing could have ever made me un-

just to my promise, x8§7 Tbollope Barchester T. xxxix,

Mr. Plomacy was not quite happy in his mind, for he thought

of the unjust steward.

•f*
3. Improper ; incorrect. Obs.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Qvjb,
They..leaue the iuste trauayle, and take vniuste idelnesse.

xs86 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 98 Would they not

thinke you, straight proclaime against vs the vniust name of

Christians. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 11. viii. 143 Beda
giveth an uniust interpretation of their name. X715 Steele

Guard, No. 17 P i The unjust taste they have who affect

that way of pleasure.

1 4. Irregular ; inexact ; inaccurate. Obs.

x6oa J. Davies (Heref ) Mirum in Modum Wks. (Grosart)

I. 22/2 The Sea through values and Arteries of the Earth,

Creeps through her Corpes,. .And then returnes with wind-

ings most vniust, x6ja W. Colson Gen. Tresury 246 Be-

cause of the vniust fractions in the said table.. the said

proofe will be found somewhat vniust, but toUerable.

TJnjustice. [Un-i 7, 5 b.]

1. = Injustice. Ob.^, exc. Sc.

xS3a More Confui. Tindale Wks. 575/2 An occasion to

lay the weght of their lust damnacion, to the vniustice ol

gods ete-nal ordinaunce, 1569 Undebuown Oyi^s Invect,

/bis E iitj, Pausanias therefore much moued with the kings

vniustice, ..slewe hym. x6a6 R. Harris Hezekiah's Re-

covery {1630) 4 He intimated that Ingratitude was a kinde

of Vnjustice. 1687 Stanley Hist. Philos. (ed. a) xni. 933/1

His unjust deeds will come to the ear^ of the avengers of Un-
jiistice, X704 J, GiBBS Sev. Divine Treat, (ed, 3) 103 All the

Infiaellty and Unjustice of Unbelievers. 1871 W.Alexandkr
Johnny Gibb xvli, To dee 'im nae oonjustice, we sail sup-

pose that he only dellver't the laird's orders.

f 2. (See quot. and Justice sb. 8.) Obs.'~'^

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Essex i. (1662) 323 Rose AlUn .
.

,

who being in her Calling,..was intercepted by lustice, or



UNJUSTIFIABLE.

rather un-ju'^tice Tyrrell, who with a Candle most cruelly

burnt her wrists,

Unjastifiable, a, (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

In very frequent use from c 1760.

1641 Clarendon Hist, Reb. i. §117 Their unjustifiable

designs and pretences. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden) 362

Being resolved never to doe any Thing unjustifyable. 1716
HF.ARNE Collect, (O. H.S.) V. 324 An intolerable and un-

jusiifyable Injur>". 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. ii. § 34.

171 They did nothing unjustifiable. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. vii. U. 178 That even. .Russell had gone to unjustifi-

able lengths against the governmenL 1879'J'ROLLOPE Cousin
Henty x'l, Thty had been hard words—quite unjustifiable

unless [etc.}>

Hence Uzijn'stifiableness.
x6« Manton Ex^. James ii. 24 The nnjustifiableness of

that taith which is without works. X7a8 R. Morris Ess.

Anc. Arckit. gt The Unjustifiableness of Proceedings of

this nature. 1745 J. Marchant Expos. Gen. xix. 66/2 The
Unjustifiableness of the Means dissecrates the Means. 1853

RUSKIN Stones Ven. III. i. § 14. 9 In proportion to the un-

justifiableness of its introduction, was the extravagance of

the form it assumed.

Unjustifiably, adv, [Un-1 ii.]

[175s Johnson.] 1758 Secker Senn. S ^^- (^770 355
Censuring the legal Constitution of any Government, be-

cause they, who rebel against it, behave unjustifiably. 1796
Morse Anter. Geog. I. 116 That part of Florida which they

had cruelly and unjustifiably seized three years before. 1834

James y. Marston Hall xxi, That liberty ofwhich they have
been most unjustifiably deprived. 1883 Ruskin in IVestm.

Gaz. 8 .\ug., Myfriends flatter me unkindlyand unjustifiably.

Unjustified, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

1 1. Not brought to justice ; not punished or exe-

cuted. Obs.
c 1340 Hampole Pr. CoHsc. 5871 At ^at day. . loverds alswa

[shall give account] of t>air meigne pe whilk ^tC\ lete uniusti-

fyed be. 1564 Reg. Privy Couficil Scot. I. 306 He wald haif

saufEt the sone of ane theif, being his tennent, unjustifiit,

allegeand [him] , . lo be his awin. 1596 Daluvmple tr. Leslies

Hist. Scot. II. 202 Gif it be won, nocht ane in the castel,

except the king sal chajp vniustifiet.

2. Not brought into a state of justification.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 308 If they have not Jus in re^

then they are still unpardoned, and unjustified. 1661

Papers Alter. Prayer-bk. 104 Those that by living in open
sin, do shew themselves to be unjustifyed. 1701 Bkverley
Glory o/Grace 51 Let him beUnjustifyed still. i8a8 Web-
STER (citing J. M. Mason).

b. Not cleared from a charge or imputation.

1678 Drvden All/or Lot-e iv. iv, I goUnjustifi'd, for ever

from your sight,

3. Not made exact or accurate.

1671-1 T. Marshall in Hart Notes Cent. Typogr. Ox/,
166, 1 haue examined y« unjustifyed Paragon Greek matrices.

4. Not proved to be right or proper; unwan anted.

In frequent use from C1885.
1685 Boyle Ertq. Notion Nat. iv. 97 The boldness of these

unjustified paradoxes. 1849 Cobden Speeches 27, I hope I

may not be considered as unjustified by precedent. 1883
Laiv Times 23 May 62 'i The plaintiffs conduct.. was un-
justified.

Unju'stify, V. (Un-- 6 c.) 1646 Hammond Tracts-^i In

the same proportion that any such act of sin doth unjustify,

it doth unsanctify also. 1654 Warren Unbelievers 250 No
foUowrng sin shall unjustifie him.

UiLJa-stly, adv, [Un-1 u^ 5 b.]

1. In an unjust manner ; contrary to the prin-

ciples of justice.

138a Wyclif I Pet. ii. ig If for conscience of God ony man
suffrilh sorewes, ..suffringe vniustly. 1529 More SuppL
Souls Wks.2gi/ 1 He concludeth. .who that iustlye punishe
a priest by the temporal law, is vniustly troubled agayn in

the spirituall law. <ziS57 in Totters Misc. (Arb.) 141 Here
lieth vnhappy Harpelus, . . By Phillida vniustly thus Murdred
with false disdaine. 1604 Rowlands Looke to it 8 SufTring

the lust vniustly be opprest i6sx Hobbes Leviaih. 11. xxiu
122 It is evident enough, that they have done unjustly.

i7aa WoLLASTON Relig. Nat. vi. (1724) 138 Even the desire

of obtaining any thing unjustly is evil. 1783 Hailes^w^jV.
Chr. Ch. iv. 79 Rutilius. .was unjustly banished, i860

PusEY Min. Proph. 314 To judge unjustly, absolving the

guilty, condemning the innocent. 1891 Fabrar Darkn. tj-

Dawn Jxvi, Unjustly suspected of a disloyal intention,

1 2. Improperly ; incorrectly. Qbs,

x6is Selden Illustr. Drayton s Poly-olb. iv. 73 This ac-

compt.. White of Basingstoke (although ayming to be
accural) uniustly followes._ 1755 Phil, Trans. XLIX. 222

Whose upper surface is strictly a horizontal plane, and not
convex, . .as is always, tho' very unjustly, painted,

Unju-Stness. [Un-1 12.] Injustice.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. i. xviii. io6 The vniustnes of iuging
which is ^ouun upon me y knowe better than the vniustnes

of iugingis doon vpon othere. 1586 A. Day Rug. Secretary
\. (1625) 67 The indignity, vniustnesse, wickednesse,, .that

thereof ensueth. 1599 Crompton Mansion ofMagnan, L 1 b,

The vniustnesse of this man to his Lord. 1622 Mabbe tr,

Aleman's Guzman cCAlf. 11. 9 He shall therein, .giue me
iust cause to suspect the vniustnesse of his iptent. 1670
Penh Truth Rescued 62 The Unreasonableness and Un-
justness of such Arbitrary Proceedings. 17^7 Mrs. Griffith
Lett, Hen. <V Frances (1767) I. 48, 1 interdict you,, from the
unjustnessofany satyr against our sex. 1879 C. Geikie Eng.
Reform, xix. 330 The unjustness of a wholesale confiscation.

1887 L. Oliphant Episodes 211 The unjustness of my sus-
picions,

tUnk, pron. Obs, In 3 uno {Orm. unnc),
unke, [OE. ztncy dat. and ace. of wit we two,
— NFris. unk, onk^ OS. unc ; Goth, ugkis (also

ace. ugk)'^ ON. okkr^ Us two, both of us.

cwm Ormin Ded. 27 Unnc birrj> bajje (lannkenn Crist

patt itt iss brohht till ende. c 1205 Lay. 23636 For Y\ hit is

betere bi-twixen unke seoluen to-daelen and to-dihten t?is

kine*lond mid fihte. a 1225 Leg. Kath, 1515 Swa t)e cnotte
is icnut bituhhen unc tweien. a 1275 Prov. Alfred 583 Mine
daps arren aei done, and we sulen unc to.delen.

248

Unkaimed, -kamed : see Uncombed.

TJnkard(ness, dial. varr. Unked(ness.
Cf. tinkward in Skinner (1671) s.v., and dial, viikert.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), Unkardness^ Solitariness, Loath-

someness. 1787 Grose I'rov. Gloss., Unkitrd, awkward.

1788 W. H. Maushai.l Vorksh. II. Gloss, s.v., A servant

is nnkard on his first going to a fresh servitude. iSsS'S'

in Whitby and Gloucester glossaries.

TJnkea-med, obs. variant of Unkembed.
1600 J. Lane Tom Tel Troth 369 Pyning Enuie. .With.,

withered face, and with vnkeanied hairc. 1697 View Penal
Laws 260, 2000 Tods of unkeamed Wool.

U'uked, n'nMd, a. Now dial. Forms : a. 4-5

vnkid (4 -kidd, 5 -kidde), vnkyd (4 -kydd,

6 -kydde), vnkud, S-9 unkid. J3. 4 vnkede,

5- unkedj 8-9 unket. [ME. un-kidd, i. Un-1 +

pa. pple. of KiTHE V. Cf. Unco, Uncouth, Uk-
KAKU, Unketh, and Unquod adjs^

1. Not made known or revealed ; unknown, un-

familiar, strange.

a 1300 Cursor HI. 6920 He-self has berid him and hidd Jn
a priue sted vn-kydd. ci^jiSc. Leg. Saints xxx'i, {Eugenia)

90 Oure treutht to )>aim wes vnkid. a 1400 A". Gloucester's

C/iroM. (Rolls) 7247 l-re kinges were of engelond ofvnkunde
{MS. C. vnkede) sede. c 1463 Eng. Chron. (Camden, 1856)

2 Not onli for deuocion, but also forto se the newe and
unkid solennite. 1540 Hvrde tr. Vives' Instr. Clir. Worn.

(1541) 47 The women were taken with an unked kynd of

franzy. 1583 Abstract ofActs, Canons, etc. temp. Q. Etiz.

70 Aphisition..must not minister after any vnked maner,

but [etc.]. 182s Brockett N. C. Words, Unket, Unkid,
strange, unusual. 1894-6 in Northumb. and Warw. glossaries.

2. Awkward or troublesome through being un-

familiar or unknown.
1634 C. Butler Eng. Gram, Pref., So powerful is the

tyrant custom .. that .. this little change . . will seem to some
harsh and unked at the first. 1810 S. Green Reformist I,

89, I, who never has handled a needle, will make but an
unked kind of businessof it. i8isMbs. PiLKiNGTONCe/<*r;Vv
I, i3r It is but an unked kind of way ft;r a stranger to find.

b. Causing awkwardness or unpleasantness.

i860 Hughes T. Brown at Oxf. xviii, I hopes as you don't

think 1 be any ways unked 'bout this here quire-singin'.

3. Unfamiliariy lone or dreary; lonely, dismal,

forbiddingly dull.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), f/K^^-f/,.. Solitary, Lonely,

1727 Hearne Diary 11 Nov., W[hi]ch way (a strangely un.

ked, solitary walk) I had never went, .before. 1790 Cowper
Let. to Mrs. Throckmorton 21 Mar., Weston is sadly unked
without you. 1825 Jennings Observ. Dial, IV. Eng. 148

Late at night a rawd along All droo a unket ood. 1869

Blackmore Lorna D. xiii, 'i'he place was unkid and lone-

some, and the rolling clouds very desolate.

b. Of persons : Feeling lonely, dull, or de-

pressed.

1760 Miss Talbot Let. to Mrs. E. Carter 8 May, Mr. Okey
gone to his apprenticeship, and I a little nnkit for want of

my scholar. 1795 H. Walpole Let. to Miss Berry 2 Sept.,

I am very unked without you. 1834 Miss Baker Northampt.
Gloss. S.V., Old people suffering from the loss of friends will

frequently say they feel very unkid.

4. Disagreeable, unpleasant, unnatural, eerie.

1800 Gentl. Mag. Feb. 107 [In Oxon.] every thing that is

unfortunate, or unlucky, or not as it could be wished, is unked.

1864 Chr. G. Rossetti Jessie Cameron v, By her hut. .they

would not pass at night. Lest they should hear an unked
strain Or see an unked sight. 1884 Standard 6 Sept. 2/1

The. .lapping of the waters evoke[s]a weird feeling tnat is

somewhat, as the West Country people called it, unked.

Hence TJ-nkedness. rare.

1796 Charlotte S.mith Marchmont I. 232 The unketness

of the place. 1838 Ladv LytteltonZ?^/. (1873) 235, 1, .had

a wretched unkedness of a morning at the Inn. 1905 Eng.
Dial. Diet. s.v.

Unked: see Uncked a. Ohs.

XJnkeeled, ppL a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not sailed upon ; not traversed by ships.

1807 J. Barlow Columb. i, 526 Their waves unkeel'd, their

havens unexplored.

2. Not furnished with a keel.

a 1844 Campbell Napoleon ^ Brit. Sailor 35 A wherry..

uncompa.ss'd, and unkeel'd. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora.

(1884) 289 The glabrous unkeeled sepals.

Unkembed, ///. «. Now ?-a«. Forms: a.

4, 6-7 vnkemd (7 unkem'd), 5 vnkemmyde, 6

Sc. vnkemmit, 6-7 vnkemmed (9 un-). j3. 5
vnkembyd, 6 -keembd, 7 -kembed, -kemb'd,

-kembd. [Un-I 8. Cf. ON. ukembdr, MHG.
tingekemhet\ Uncombed, unkempt.
1390 GowER Conf. III. 260 Hire her hangende unkemd

aboute. 1483 Cath, Angt. 202/1 Vn kembyd, . .jmcomptus,
impexus. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 80 b. He brought
theim foorth vnkembed & vnpiked, without cotes. 1565
GoLDiNG Ovid^s Met. i. {1590) 16 Hir haire unkemd about
hir necke downe flaring. 1627 May Lncan vi. 585 Laden
she is with long vnkemmed haires. 1693 Dryden fuvenal
III. lar His once unkem'd, and horrid Locks. 1697 View
Penal Laws 267, 1000 Tods of unkemb'd Wool. 1824 Carr
Craven Gloss., Unkemmed, [1828 Unkemb'd,] uncombed.
i860 Kav-Shuttleworth Scarsdale II. 28 Ungroomed, and
unkemmed strings of ' gals '.

fg. 1577 '• Bnllinget's Decades i. i. 13/1 In these plaine

and simple, not darke and vnkemmed books, is compre-

hended the ful doctrine of godlynes.

1Tnke°mpt, /// a. [Un-1 8 b: cf. prec. and

older Flem, ongekempt.']

1. Of hair, etc. : Uncombed.
1742 Shenstone Schoolmistr. ii. Oft-times [they] . . For

Hair unkempt . . are sorely shent. 1825 Ld. Cockburn Mem.
(1S56) 263 The bur in the throat,, .the unkempt locks. 1843

Carlyle Past ft Pr. lit. x. It is forever indispensable for a

UNKENNEL.
man to fight: now with Necessity,., tangled Forests, un.

kempt Cotton.

b. Having the hair uncombed or dishevelled.

1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. \. Ixi, Unkempt, and rough, of

squalid face and mein. iSia Bvbon C/:, //ar. i.xvii. Though
shent with Egypt's plague, unkempt, unwashed. 1B77

Black Green Past, xlv. Tail, uncouth, unkempt fellows ..

seated on a bench smoking.
transf. 1864 Miss Bkaddon Doctors Wife i, The horse

had a rakish, unkempt look about the head and mane.

C. Neglected; not cared for; uiUrimmed ; rough.
1867 D. G. Mitchell Rural Stud, t A wild, unkempt,

slatternly farm. 1879 Dixon Windsor II. xx. 207 Their
filthy habits and unkempt attire.

fig. x86i J. XjkqwhHoral Subs. Str. 11. 370 In that formidable

and unkempt nature. .lay the delicacy. .of a gentleman.

1 2. Jig. Of language : Inelegant, unrefined
;

rude, (Cf. Incompt a., Uncombed//'/. «. 2.) Obs,

1579 Spenser Shcph. Cal. Nov. 51 To well I wotchowe
my rymes bene rugged and vnkempt. 1590 — /'". Q. ni. x.

29 Thy offers base I greatly loth. And eke thy words vn-

courteous and vnkempt. 1606 N. Baxter Sidney's Ourania
D 2 Our Spokes beene blunt, . . Vnable in Mysteries to know
the sooth ; Vnkempt, vnpolished, ignorant, lewde.

Hence Unke'xnptness.
1876 World V. 16 Untidyness and unkemptness [of a

garden]. 1900 Scribuer's JMag. Sept. 297/2 'I he foul un*
kemptness of the natives.

Unke'nned, tP^. a- ChieHy Sc. and north.

Now arch.QX dial. [Un-^ 8. Cf. N¥iis. iinMand,

Norw, ukfend, Da. ukendt, Sw. ok'dnd, Du. ovgt'

kend. See also Unkknt///. a.]

1, Unknown ; strange.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28474 Wit womman knaun and vnkend.
c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. {^Magdalene) 891, I ame scho,

,

pat here |je thretty vintir ay til al men has vnkennyt bene.

c 1400 tr. Sccreta Secret.^ Coz>. Lordsh. 84, 1 aiugyd t>ai J>ey

[if. secrets] shoide noght be vnkennyd to J>y wonliy myghty-
nesse. a\\^o Sir Eglam. 843 A grype .. Hur yonge sone
awey..bare Yn-to a cuntre unkende. ^1475 RaufCoit^ar
247, I am wonder wa to cum quhair I am vnkend. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot, (Rolls) II. 115 Quhat movit thame it

is wnkend to me, 1591 Sylvester Dn Bartas 1. iii. 1160
Let me..among the Great un-kend. My rest of dayes in the

Calm Countrey end. 163a J. Havwaru tr. BiotuiCs Eromena
193 Both of us altogether unkend and quite forgotten, x'jxx

Ramsay Keitha 37 Ye unkend pow'rs wha water haunt or

air. 1785 Burns To W. Simpson vii, She lay like some
unkend-of isle. 1814 Scott Wav. xviii. For the .. trouble

which he bad.. to an unkenn'd degree,

2. Undescried, unperceivtd ; unexplored,

1592 Daniel Compl. Rosamond 422 Witnesse the world,

wherein is nothing rifer, Then miseries vnken'd before they
come, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 417 No Ship in the Day
time, can pass unken'd. 1747 [G. Ridley] Psyche xxiv. in

Museum 111. 88 Unkenn'd of her, he raught the embroider'd
Bank. 1890 JE. Prince Palomide 25 Deep in trackless,

unkenned ways.

Hence Unke'iinediiess.
1896 Flora A. Steel Face of Waters I. vi, There was a

strange unkennedness about their would-be familiarity,

Unke-xmel, v. [Un-2 5,]

1. trans. To dislodge (a fox) from its hole ; to

start. Also in fig. context, and absol,

1576 TuRBERV. Venerie loo An Hart or a Bucke b flayed,

..an Hare started, and a Fox vnkennelled. 1598 Shaks.
Mer?y W. ni. iii. 172 Ascend my Chambers.. : He warrant

wee'le vnkennell the Fox. 1632 B. Jonson Magn. Lady i.

i. Your fox there, Unkennell'd with a choleric, ghastly aspect,

. , Would run their fears to any hole ofshelter. 1679 C. Nessk
Antichrist 105 The great fox that hath so long spoild the

vines of Christs vineyard shall be unkennel'd. 1703 {.titled

The Fox with his Fire.Brand unkennell'd and Insnar'd.

1753 Foote Eng. in Paris i. i, Did I tell you what a Chace
she carry'd me last Christmas Eve? We unkennel'd at —

.

1825 Eng. Life I. 216 We unkennelled Reynard capitally.

1852 Miss YoNGE Cameos I. xxvii. 221 Vowing he would
unkennel the young fox, . . John sent his troops into Scotland.

b. intr. To come out of a hole or lair.

c 1760 in T. C. Croker Pop. Songs Irel. (1839) 223 Ten
minutes past nine was the time o' the day, When Reynard
unkennelled, c 1820 S. Rogers Italy^ Banditti 59 He comes
slowly forth, Unkennelling.

2. jig. To force or drive out from a place or

position ; to dislodge ; to bring to light.

1612 Webster White Devils\ I'le unkennell one example
more for thee. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent
Wks. (1630) ii6/2The wet Fishmongers.. vnkennell the salt

Eelcs from their brinie Ambuscadoes. 167a Cotton £'^/^r.

non t. IV. 149 Hunting, and every where unkennelling the

Savoyards, .. who had possess'd themselves of most of the

best Cities of Provence. 1743 Young Nt. Th. v. 969 A
precious pack of votaries Unkennell'd from the prisons.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv. v, Where is she?.. I'll un-
kennel her this instant. Shew me her chamber. 1809

SoUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 131, I am in want of the ' Annual
Letters from Paraguay *;.. by that time, if they are in

England, I may hope to unlcennel them. z8i8 Moore
Fudge Fam. Paris vi. 25 Lucky the dog that first un.

kennels Traitors and Luddites now-adays. 1839 Times
10 June, It is their interest to unkennel this knavery.
rif/?. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 86 If his occulted guilt Do

not it selfe vnkennell in one speech, It is a danuied Ghost
that we haue seene.

3. To let (hounds) out of a kennel. h\s,ofg.

and in fig. context.

1607 Dekker Wh. Babylon C 4, Shee shall bee torne, Euen
ioynt from ioynt : to haue her baited wel, . . wee will vn-

kennell hell. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. Pref. 157, I can
unkennell such an eager packe Of deep-mouth'd Hounds.
1840 Keightley Hist, Roman Empire i. iii. 63 The baleful

pack of informers was unkenneled, and their victims, .were

hunted to death. i86x Dixon Pers. Hist. Bacon vi. § i

Blount, .unkennels, .a pack of needy ruffians eager for any
service.



UNKENNELLED.
Hence TJnkenuelled///. a.^ ; Uake 11110111118

vbl. sb,

1589 Warner AB. Ettg, \i. xxxili. 144 Like *vnkenneld
Cerberus the crooked Tyrant swore, a 1653 G. Danirl
Idyli.^ Landskip 7 Viikennell'd Fury (deep-mouih'd) rings
Liberty lodg'd ; and Chas'd it' quite away. 1687 Dryden
Hi*id ^ P. I. 152 Thou first Apostate to Divinity, Un-
kennel'd range in thy Polonian Plains. 1700 S, Parker
Six Philos. Ess. 48 The poor unkenncli'd Fryars , , are
ready to bear me out in my Assertion. i6oo J, B. (title)^

A Toile for Two-legged Foxes, wherein their noisome proper-
ties, their hunting and *vnkenelling,. .is liuelie discouered.
i6oa 2nd Pt. Return Parnass. n. v. 829 What sir, do you
means at the vnkennelling, vntapezing, or earthing of the
Fox?
Unke-nnelled. /^/. a.^ [Un-1 8.] Not pro-

vided with a kenneL
1838 Eliza Cook Old Pincher ix. Unkennelled and chain*

less, yet truly he served.

Unke-nning, ppl a. Sc» rare. [Un-1 10.]

Unknowing, ignorant.
C1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xl. (iViman) 98 Fore scome it ware

gret to se pe Ihechure [= teacher] suld vnkennand be. 1788
J. Macaulay Poems 130 Unkenning how to carp or mourn,
Their joy to spoil, a 1870 in Rogers Scottish Minstrel
488/2 Unkennin' o', uncarin' fur, cauld care or crosses stern.

Unke-nt,//'/. a. Chiefly north, and Sc, [Un-1
8 b.]

1 1. Undirected, untaught, Ohs.-~^

1570 Levins Manip, 67 Vnkent, untaught, incorrectus.

2. Unknown. (Cf. Unkenned///. a. i.)

1579 Spenser Sheph, Cal. To his Bk. 1, Goe little booke

:

thy selfe present, As child whose parent is vnkent. 1613
W. Browne Brit. Past. \. 1, I. .sought [not] for bay, .. But
as a Swaineunkent fed on the plaines. xd^i'Xv.hs^ Comm.^
1 John iii. i Princes unknown are unrespected; Unkent,
unkist, as the Northern Proverb hath it. 1790 A. Shibrkfs
Poems 174 Unkent to a*,. . Ae night I bade the cruel place
adieu. 1807- in dialect use {.Eng. Dial. Diet,).

Unkept, /^/. «. Also ^ north, unkepide, 5
{Sc. 6) unkepit; etc. [Un-1 g, 8 b.]

1. Not attended to ; not tended or looked after

;

neglected,
f 1340 Hampolb Prose Tr, 28 If J>ou. .latis Jjame [sc. the

feet] spill for defaute of kepynge—unarayede, unkepide,
and noghte tente to as J>am aughte for to be,—thou pleses
Hym noghte. £:x44o Pallad. on Hush. xii. 57 Lond vnkept
and insolent, c 1450 St. Cvthbert (Surtees) 514 Sho hir

childe saw vnkepyd, And wante t>at he was wonte to haue.
1469 Cal. Anc. liec, Dublin (1889) 336 That ihejr goo to
noon other labore and lewe th& gye rope unkepit. z6oo
Smaks. a. Y. ^. I. i. 9 He keepes me rustically at home, or
(to speak more properly) staies me heere at home vnkept.
16x1 Florio, Incustodito, vnkept, not looked vnto.

b. Unguarded, undefended.
rt4oo Destr, Troy 1085 The kyng had no knawlache..0f

the folke so furse,.. For-J»i vnkeppit were ]>e costes all ^e
kythe ouer. i6xz Florio, Suadata, open, vnkept, free for

alt men.

2. Not observed or obeyed ; disregarded,
£1380 Wyclif f*^>fef. (1880) 38 Certis t)ei..maken hem. .to

leue holy writt vnstudied, vnknoud & vnkept. c 1440 Jacob's
Well 154 He.. is for.sworn, fortruthe vnkept & othe brokyn
is all on. XS13 Douglas /Eneidxs. x. 61 Allace ! vnkeipit

is the trew cunnand. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv. xiv. § 3
Many things generally kept heretofore, are now , . vnkept
and abolished euerywhere. X623 Sanderson Senn, (1632)
151 Lawes..are farre bttler vnmade, then vnkept.

3. Not stored up.
z84a Tennyson Will Waterproof<yj Whether the vintage,

yet unkept, Had relish fiery-new.

t Unker,/n7«. Obs. [OE. uncer (gen. of wit
we two), = OHG. WK-&tfr, uncher^ OS. unkero^ Goth.
*ugkara, ON. okkarr (Icel. ohhar)."] Of-us two.
In quot. a 1300 apparently for inker ' of you two *.

c laos Lay. 23665 And wha3er uiiker ]>e ge3 abake : . . beo
he in xlche londe ique^e for ane sconde. a 1150 Owl <$

Night. 151 Hwy neitu fleon into [^e] bare And schewi
hwc^i vnker beo Of bribtur hewe of fayrur bleo. a 1300
Havelok 1882 Roberd I William I hware ar ye? Gripeth
cy^r unker a god tre.

tU*nker,/^Jj. rt. Obs. [OE. ««(-^r (cf. prec),
= OS. unka^ ON. okkarr^ Belonging to us two,
c xaoo Ormin Ded. 80 pe?^ shulenn laetenn hset>eli^ Off unn-

kerr swinnc, lef bro]»err. c laoS Lay. 8291 liaist ich habbe
t^e . . al )>et ich )>e bi-hehte bi-foren vnkere cnihten. a 1250
Owl ff N. 1689 Ah hit wes vnker uoreward . . pat we [etc.].

UnkeTchiefed, a. (Un-'q.) [1775 Ash.] 1781 Cowper
Truth 137 With bony and unkerchief'd neck, 1812 Gary
Dante, Pttrg. xxiii. 95 [Lest] The unblushing dames.. bare
Unkerchief d bosoms to the common gaze, a x8si Moir
Poems, Highl. Ret. xi, Before him she reclined In half un-
kerchief'd loveliness. Uake'raelled, a. {Un-' 9.) 1673
Bp. S. Parker Reproof Reh. Transp. 189 An empty and
unkernel'd shell. x8j7 Pollok Course T.ix.gji Nor failed
[Satan] to misadvise his . . faith, by false unkerneled^jrornises.

Unkert, Unket,dial. varr. Unkard, Unked a,

t Uuketh, 3. Obs. Also 3-4 onekep, 4-5 un-
kythe. [var. ME. uncoth : see Uncouth a* and of.

Unked.] Unknown, strange.
a X17S Prov. Mlfred 535 in O. E. Misc. 133 Elde cumid

to tune, mid fele unke^ costes. xa97 R. Glouc (Rolls)

6758 Mid lute onekeh folc to engelond he drou. C1400
Destr. Troy 3325 Weikenes of wemen may not wele stryve,
..And nomely in an unkythe lond nedys bom so. C1510
Lytell Geste Robyn Mode 24 (W. de W.), To dine I have no
lust, Till I have some bold Baron, Or some unketh guest
1577 HoLiNSHED Chron,, Hist. Scotland I. 297/1 Slany
strange wonders and vnketh sightes were seene in the dayes
of this Alexander the thyrde.

Hence f tT'nkethness. Obs,

1564 Haward tr. Eutropius x. 108 This unkethenesse of
passinge greate good fortune, and successe in his afiairs.
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XJnkeuer(e, obs. varinnts of Uncovek v,

Unkevel, z'. [UN-^4b.] trans. To iingag.
<: 1300 Havelok 601 He stirlen bojje up to the knaue,..

Vnkeueleden him, and swi)?e unbounden.

Unkey, v. (Un-2 4 ; cf. Key v,)

1751 Labelve Westm, Bridge 22 Upon unkeyinc any one
of the Arches the whole Bridge would fall. i8a8 Spearman
Brit, Gunner (ed. 2) 183 [No. $] keys and unkeys the left

hand cap-square of the gun-carriage. 1840 Civil Eng. ^
Arch. yml. \\\. 402/1 The labour., of removing the wheels
from the axles, which in the keying and unkeying is known
to be very troublesome. 1859 F. A. Griffiths^?-/;//. j1/a«.
(ed. 8) 179 No. I attends to the pawls and commands, keys,
and unkeys keep chain.
Unki'cked, ;*//. a. (Un-' 8.) 173a Lady Mary Montagu
& Ld. Hervey Verses to Pope df^Xi . .Unwhipt, unblanketed,
unkick'd, unslain, That wretched little carcase you retain.

Unkid, var. of Unked a.

Unkillabi-Iity. (Un-* 12 ; cf. next.) 1833 Lady Lyttom
Diary in L. Devey Life (1887) 102 My nature must be a
happy mixture of asbestos, cast iron, and feline unkillability.
Unki'llable, a. (Un-' 7 b.j 1878 P. Bayne Purit. Rev.
X. 4oq Of all the unkillable lies.. this is perhaps the most
toughly immortal. 1885 Daily News 14 July 2 The chickens
are so hardy as to be unkillable by the ordinary diseases.

TTnki-lled, ///.«. (Un.i 8.)
XS35 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. ^86 All his men. . That

levand war on lyfe that tyme vnkeild. 1547 Homilies i.

Obedience i. N i b. Take away Kynges, Princes, Rulers, . .no
man shall slepe in his awne house or bed vnkylled. x6o8
Yorksh. Trag. \. ix. 215, I repent now that one is left un-
kili'dj My brat at nurse. i66a Hibbert Body Divinity \.

197 If he see a snake unkilled, he fears a mischief. 1707
Mortimer Hush. 45 Leave no Weeds or Turfs of Grass un-
killed or unbroke with your Harrows. i8oa H. Martin
Helen ofGUnross I. 146 Scream ladies ; for our pistols are
fired, and we unkilled. 184a Thackeray 5'«//a«5/(7r/tWks.
1898 V. 738 Nor of the latter did there remain any unkilled
(if I may coin such a word). 1901 0. Douglas Ho.w. Green
Shutters 264, I have let him get away unkilled.

UnkiUing, ppl. a. (Un-> 10.) 1651 W. Jane Ei(c«i/

A«Aaa-Tos 171 The instruments of Rebeli^ are harmles, and
vnkilling. Unki'lned,/^/. a. (Un-' 8.j i6$Z\.r. Portals
Nat. Magic vi. vii. 183 Fill an earthen pot with unkill'd
lime. 1890 Gen. Booth Darkest England Pref., If the
bricks were merely unkilned clay.

Unki-nd, a. [Un-1 7. Cf. OK.uncynde, un-
lecynde {ME. unuuftdeVn-^ 3), Norw. ukyndt.l

f 1. Strange, foreign. Obs.
£1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2302 Iosep..hem..ta3te wel, And hu he

sulden hem best leden, Queue he comen in vnkinde Seden.
1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 7247 Vor J>re kinges were of engelond
of vnkunde \v.r. vnkynde] sede. a 1400 Nortliern Passion
1554 (Camb, MS.), A vnkynd man sone gan J^ai mete.

2. a. Of the weather or climate : Not mild or
pleasant; ungenial. "Now dta/, or arch.
a 1300 Prag. Pop. Sci. (Wright) 168 He ne mai nevere

thanne come bote the weder uncunde beo. c: 1325 Poem
temp. Edvj. II (Percy Soc.) Ixxvi, Wederyng. . Cold & un-
kynde. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16541 Al (w
folk wyj> tempest vnkynde Were slayn. 1580 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.) 465 So vnkinde a yeare it hath beene in England,
that [etc.]. X733 TuLL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xii. 145 Favour-
able Years will cure the Smut, as unkind onfL% will cause it.

'775 Johnson West. Isl. Wks. X. 488 The climate is unkind
and the ground penurious. 18x3 C. Marshall Gardening
(ed. 5) xviii. 294 A fourth bed. .would be a greater advantage
as to size, especially if the weather is unkind. Z876, z88i
in Surrey and Radnor glossaries (s.v. Kind).

f b. Physically unnatural ; contrary to the usual

course of nature. Obs.

143s Cov. Leet Bk. iSi Yif he be necligent & mysrule his
Iron, that he wirkithe, be onkynd hetes or elles in oder
maner. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 365/2 On-kyynd, or nowjt
after cowrs of kynde, innaturalis. 1546 Phaer Bk. Child-
ren (1553) X ij b, A soueraine medycyne for burning and
scaldyng.and all vnkynde heates. x6oi Holland /*//«>• II.

167 They doe quench and allay thirst, and coole unkind
heat. X603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosmos 53 That by
their service that fire might not vade, Which vnkinde cold-
nesse else might overlade.

O. Naturally bad or hurtful ; unfavourable or

unsuitable ; untoward. Also const, for or to.

Now dial. (esp. of soil).

cx42^ Lvdcate Assem.Gods 1023 Sensualytc.sewe the
felde with hys vnkynde seede. f 1450 Lovelich (7ra;7xxxvi.

^95 That beste wolde..ony man qwelle that there-offen ete,

It is so vnkynde. And herto so hot. X541 R. Copland
GalyerCs Terap. 2 A iv b, Whtche is . . commune to the cura-
tyons of vnkynde humoures, 1609 C. Butler Fein. Mon.
\\. B8b, The East-wind being cold. .is verie vnkind for
Bees. x6Sa W. Hewer Let. to Pepys 13 May, A very un-
fortunate and unkinde disaster. X76a '^\\\x& Pract. Husb.
I. 19 The blue, white, and red clay, if strong, are all unkind.
1767 A. Young Fanner's Lett, to People 16 The constitu-
tions. .of several countries m Europe, which are unkind to

the cultivation of the earth. 1877- in dialect glossaries, etc.

{Eng. Dial. Did.). 1879 yi\%%] kck^qvi Shropshire Word-bk.
i6g Gn//,. .a stiff, wet, 'unkind ' place in plough-land.

d. Of animals: Not thriving or naturally tend-

ing to do so. Now dial.

1814 0. Hanger To all Sportsmen 13 Whenever a horse
looks unkind in his coat, 1834 Southey Doctor cxiiv. If
ever be attempts to fatten an unkind beast.

e. dial. (See quot.)
1866 Brogden Line. Gloss. 216 Unkind, rough or crooked.

These poles are very unkind.

f 3. a. Lacking in natural gratitude or willing-

ness to acknowledge benefits ; ungrateful. Obs.
C1290 S.Eng. Leg. \. 204/156 J^ane \iqv hast bo|?e bodi

and soule i^yuen us bi Jjine Hue, Saunt faille we ne beoth
nou^t so onkuynde bat we it nellcz ^elde |)e bliue. X338
R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 6a Malcolmc.jit on Inglond ran,

t»e kyng had him auanced, he was an vnkynd man. 1377
Langi.. P, pi. B. v. 437 Jif any man..helpeih me at nede,

UNKIND.
I am vnkynile ajein his cureeisye. 141J YoMGE tr. Stcnta
Secret. 205 He is an onkynde man that denyeth hym to haue
recevid a good dede. c 1450 Mirk's Festial s6 f>at scho was
vnkynde to hym (lat suffred so moche for hur. 1509 Barchy
^hypo/Folys (1570) 85 These vnkinde caytiues will scantly
him honour. 1576 Lambarde Peranib. KiKt 276 Whiche. . in-
estiinaljle benelites..if any man.. acknowledge not, he is to
to vnkinde. 1649 J. Tavlor (Water P.) Western For. 6The
Redeemer of unkinde mankinde.
absol. 1382 WvcuF Wisd. xvi. 29 The hope of the vnkinde

as cold ijs shal flowen. 1316 Tindale Luke vi. 35 He iskynde vnto the vnkynde.

tb. Lacking in filial affectioa or respect; nn-
dutiful. Obs.
a-iyx, Cursor M. 28270 Vn-kynd i was..Gayn fader &

moder. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Syiine 1072 5yf |;ou euer
..On fadyr or modyr leydest J)yn hand,..swyche a chylde
ys kalled vnkynde. 1380 Lay Folks Cattch. (Lamb. MS.)
710 Vnkende men . . helpe not here eldrys as |>ey schuld do.
JS9S Daniel Civ. Wars l. Ixxxix, O 1 whither dost thou tend
my vnkmd sonne ? What mischiefe dost thou go about to
bring To. .Thy mother countrey?

tc. Devoid of natural goodness; vile, bad,
wicked, villainous. Obs.
JI97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2379 pere be kudde wat he was

vnkunde ssrewe & quoynte. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 4382
Pou me hast bitreyd, . . pou fel treytour, vnkinde blod. 1377
Langl. p. Pi. B. V. 276 Thow art an vnkynde creature ; I
can ()e nou^te assoille, Til J)ow make restitucioun. 1430-40
LvDG. Bociias viii. XXV. (1494) Eiij b/2, Late men beware
euer of vnkynde blode. c 146a Towxeiey Mysi. xxiv. 193
Then noy vs nomore of this noyse

; you carles vnkynde,
who bad you call me 1 1529 S. Fish Sup(iic. Btggers (1871)
4 Let vs then compare the nombre of this vnkind idell sort,
vnto the nombre of the laye people. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi.
ii. 43 For they, how euer shamcfull and vnkind, Yet did
possesse their horrible intent. x6oa ziici Pt. Return fr.
Parnass. iv. ii. 1705 Thou slimiesprighted vnkinde Saracen.
fd. Of a worse kind ; degenerate. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 188 pe zone ssel by yllch l>e uader a^tt he is
onkende be zaynte peter. 1398 TaEvisA/i'arM. /?«/>. /f.xil.
xxvi. (Tollem. MS.), pe lenger he Iyue> (je more heschewe)>
))at his owen kynde is unkynde. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
577/41 Degener, vnkynde. 1483 Cath. Angl. ^a-^li To be
vn Kynde, or to go oute of kynde, degenerare.

+ e. Uncharitable, ungenerous. Obs.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6788 For ful comunly

Shalt ),ou fynde Ofte ryche men vnkynde. 1377 Langl.
P. PI. B. X. 29 pilke l>at god moste gyueth, lebte good hei
deleth, And moste vnkynde to >e conmne jiat moste catel
weldeth. Ibid. XI. 206 Euery man helpe other,.. And be we
noujte vnkynde of owre catel ne of owre kunnynge neylher.

t4. Of actions: Contrary to nature, unnatural,
esp. unnaturally bad or wicked. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 449 Eigamie is unkinde Sing, On engleis

tale, twie.wiling. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 852 Manykunde.
men of l>is lond mid king leir hulde also, Vor be vnkunde
[v.r. vnkynde] suikedom |jat is doatren adde ido. C1320
Sir Tristr. 2758 Vnkinde were ous to kis As kenne. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. xin. 356 porw coueityse and vnkynde
desyrynge. c 1480 Henryson Fables, Trial a/Fox 809 Fy !

Couetice, vnkynd and venemous. 1592 Greene Philomela
Wks. (Grosart) XL 131 If such vnlawfull lust, such vnkinde
desires,.. procures so great losse. 1606 Sylvester Du
Bartas n.iv. i. Trophcis 1232 Cowardly treason,.. Un.kinde
Rebellion. 1656 Cowley Davideis in. 204 Their loo much
Wealth, vast, and unkind does grow.

t 5. Unnaturally cruel, severe, or hostile. Obs.
'340-70 y4/c;r. ff Dind. 540 Vn-kinde kipe je 30U to kille

sour children, a 1375 Josti'h Ariiit. 242 He tolde hem.. of
heore fadres bi.fore pat he fend vn-kuynde. c:z4oo Brut
245 Wip sir Andrew of Herkela, pat is callede be vnkynde
out-putter, c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixvii. 306 (Harl. MS.), My
fadir is so vnkynde, pat he woll not pay my raunsom for
me. 1513 Douglas Aineid i. i. 44 Full deip ingravin in hir
breist vnkynd [was] The jugement of Paris. 163s R. John.
SON Hist, Tom a Lincolne (1828) 117 Making tnyselfe un-
kinde and monstrous ininurtliering of thy mother. 1659
Hammond On Ps. cxxxvii. 7 When our unkind neighbours
the Edumaeans were so forward to joyne their hands with
our enemies.

6. Lacking in kindness or kindly feeling; acting
harshly or ungently to others. Also absol.

136a Langl. P. Pi. A. \. 166 Beo no men hardore pen pei,.

.

Vn-kuynde to heore kun and to alle cristene. 1393 ^bid.
C. XX. 216 Beo vnkynde to pyn emcrystene, and. .The holy-
gost huyrep pe nat. 1509 Fisher Funeral Serin. CHess
Ricltvtond Wks. (1876) 307 Were not she an vnkinde & vn.
geiityl moder? 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 11 His neyghbours
be vnkynde, if they wyll not lende this yonge housbande
parte of this sede. a 1550 in Early XVI Cent. Lyrics Ixv,

71 The turtle doue is not vnkinde to him that loues her so.
1602 Shaks. Ham, iii. i. loi To the Noble minde, Rich gifts

wax poore, when giuers proue vnkinde. 1645 in VemeyMent.
(1904) I. 422 Censured by the world to be the most unkind
and unnatural brother. 1675 Dryden A urengz. i. i. 428 That
Man . . Has been to you unkind, to me unjust. 1738 Weslev
Ps. V. iii. The Hearts unkind, and Hearts untrue. Are both
abhor'd by_ Thee. 1796 Mrs. J. West Gossip's Story II,

169 She tried to reca! the dear unkind by tears, and soft
complaints. 1820 Shelley Hymn Mercury Iii, What mean
you to do With me, you unkind God ?

trans/. 1802 Wokdsw. 'Bright Flower^ isThou wouldst
teach him how to find.,-\ hope for times that are unkind.

187s Morris y^«f/V/xii. 144 Thee only.. I love of all whoe'er
have come Into the unkind bed of Jove from out a Latin
home. 1885 R. HvnttGZsEros ^ Psyciie Apr. xxiv, Ascending
many a mile Over the long brown slopes and crags unkind.

b. Of actions, speech, etc. : Characterized by
want of kindness.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1452 What myschefe befell, pere no

cause was to ken but vnkynd wordes. c 1586 C'tess Pem-
broke Ps. (1823) LV. iii. Then I would have borne with
patient cheere An unkind part from whom I know unkind.
X596 Spenser F. Q. vi. xi. 24 In charge of one. .who with
vnkind disdaine.. her did much molest. 1601 Shaks, jful.C,
III. ii, 187 This was the most vnkindest cut of all. 1647
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UNKINDFULLY. 250 UNKINDNESS.
Clarendon Hist, Reh, i. (1703) 1. 6 The abrupt, and unkind
breaking off the Two first Parliaments. 1710 Steele Tatter
No. 346 P I The Word Imperfection would not carry an un-
kinder Idea than the Word Humanity. 1796 Mme. D'Ar-
BLAY Camilla III. 432 If she persisted in such unkind and
unnatural conduct. x8io Lamb Wks. (1908) I. 78 This was
the unkindest blow of all. 1891 Farrar Darkn. <y Dawn
XXX, .\ mistress who never addressed to them an unkind
word.
tUnki'ndfolly, a^. Obs, (Un-' ii.) c 1500 Communy-

cacyoH (W. de W.) C j, Without cause ofte thou arte wrothe
Unto thy frendes unkyndfully.

tUnkindhead. Obs. [f. Unkind a.] Un-
natural conduct ; ingratitude; baseness.
1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 765 f>is leir..plainede of t>e un-

kundnede \v.rr, vnkuinde-, vnkyndehede] of is dojter gor-
norille. Ibid. 3392, etc. 1303 R. Brunne Hatuil. Synne
5093 Yn sum man, vnkyndehede ys so rank I>at (etc.]. Ibid.

6508 t>arfore..spende wcyl t>yn owne byngi pat J>ou fal nat
yn auarj-ce : Of vnkyndhede hyt cum^, )?at vyce.
UnkindheaTted.rt. (Un-'9.) 1739 Sterne Tr. ^'A^m^

I. X, He was not an unkind-hearted man, and every case
was more pressing..than the last.

Unki-ndled, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)
a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vii. 648 In this yere began a grudge

to growe. ., but it was keept vnkyndelyd duryng y« lyfe of
y« duke. 1535 Coverdale yob xx. 26 An vnkyndled fyre

fihal consume him. 17x7 Pope Iliad x\. 239 The unkindled
ightning in his hand he [sc. Jove] took. 1742 Young Nt.
Th, u III They live ! they greatly live a life on earth Un-
kindrd,unconceiv'd. 1809 Coleridge ^r/V«(f 161 My feelings

..and imagination did not remain unkindled in this general
conflagration. 1865 Dickens Mut, Fr. 1. xiii. The unkindled
lamp stood on the table.

Hence Unki*iidledness.
1869 Abp. Benson in Life (igoi) 116 The yellow wax lights

on the Altar stood in their irrational, legal, unkindledness.

Unkindliness. (Un-^ 12; cf. Unkindly a.)

f 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 347 We fand nane in that art,

That proffryt ws sic wnkyndlynes. 1587 Golding De
Mornay xvii. 308 His wrath, .cannot bee kindled against
nature . . , but against the faultinesse and vnkindlynesse that
are in nature. x6a7 Hakewill Apol. 11. § 3. 133 The vnkind-
Hnesse of the weather now. .hurifull to the fruites. 1668
H. More Div, Dial. ir. ix. 223 The.. unkindliness of the
Season. 1763 M ills Pract, Husb. I, 206 The uncommon .

.

unkindliness of the soil. 1797 Lamb Let. to Coleridge
7 Apr., Clear from the imputation of unkindliness (a word, by
which I mean the diminutive of unkindncss). 1839 Tennyson
Merlin

<S-
K. 735 Kill'd with inutterable unkindliness.

Unki'ndling, ///. a. (Un-* 10.) x8i8 Milman Samorn.
108 As summer meteor, . . Waning into the dull unkindling air.

Unki'lldly, a. [lepr. OE. imiecyndeliCy or in

later use f. Un-1 7 + Kindly a.]

fl. a. Morally unnatural ; unnaturally wicked or

vile. Obs.
a IMS Ancr. R, n6 Vor hondlunge, o3er eni velunge bi-

tweone mon & ancre is . . unkundelich |>incg. a 1300 Cursor
V>/._27966 Vnkiodli sin and sodomite, Austin cals al suilk
delite. 1418 36 Pol. Poems xiv. 84 Vnkyndely synne and
shameles haunted, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 102 The
deuell slow all, for as moche as they vsed unkindely werke.
1590 Spenser F,Q. n. x. 9Their owne mother. .gan abhorre
her broods vnkindly crime. 16x4 Sylvester Little Barias
905 Besides th' unkindly slaughter Of his owne Selfe, by
his owne. Sons soon after.

+ b. Unnatural in respect of relations or deal-

ings with others. Obs.

^ 1436-70 in ^cta Parlt. ScotL (1875) XII. 27/1 Thynkand
it onkyndle tyll thole ane nominatioun of lardschipe of sic

ane man. a X5X3 Fabvan Chron. vii. 6^2 After this vn-
kyndly warre had duryd by the space of vi. monethes. 159X
Trouo. Raigne K. John (i6n) 68 Vnkindly rage, more
rough than northern wind. To clip the beautie of so sweete
a flower ! 160s Sylvester Du Barias^ Sonn. Late Peace
iv, War's unkindly auarrels. 1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler
15 How unseasonable and unkindely it is, to interturbe the
State and Church with these Amalekitish onsets.

t2. Unnatural in respect of physical qualities or

actions. Obs.

a 1300 in E. E. P. (1862) 10/104 pe J?ing l?at bodi no flesse

nal> non. .vnkundlich t>ing ded sal don. c 1575 Cursor M.
26253 (Fairf.), pe man l>at mengis wij> vnkmdeli best his

flessne luste to fulfille. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 264 Thilke
unkendeli peines Thurgh wtiiche Envie is fyred ay. a 1500
Flower ^ Lea/\i-^ Salades, which they made hem ete, For
to refresh their greet unkindly hete. 1555 Watrema n Fardle
Facions 324 Lest therby the vnkindUe couplings against
kinde, passe also at lengthe vnto men. x6xi Guat.iM
Heraldry 111. xxv. 179 The shape of the Leopard bewraieth
his vnkindly birth. 1639 T. de Grey E.xpert Farrier 11,

xxi. (1656) 628 Unkindly and unnatural heats given him by
most violent and intemperate riding.

b. Of weather, soil, etc. : Unnaturally bleak or

cold; unfavourable to growth or comfort; inclement.
14.. in Tundale's Vis. (1843) 154 Mych of oure welth hase

wastud awey With grete darthe..And unkyndle wedurs.
1535 W. Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 43 In,.Hungar
and cald, and wnkyndlie distres. 1579 Spenser Sheph, Cal.
Jan. 26 My life bloud friesing with vnk'.ndly cold. 165a
Gaule Magasirom. 332 We had not a more unkindly
summer, for many yeeres, in respect of extraordinary cold.
a 1684 LErcHTON Wks. (1835) I. log A tender plant in a
strange unkindly soil. X763 Mills Pract. Husb, 1. 188 The
land continued unkindly and sour. 1775 Phil. Trans.
LXVI. 282 The summers are often so unkindly, that their
wheat is blighted while in ear. 1850 Robertson Serm.
Ser. III. iii. (1857) 36* The unkindly climate of their birth.
ai&64 Hawthorne Amer. A'ote'bJks. {1S6S) I. 282 Besides
the bleak, unkindly air.

C. Not answering to its (or their) proper kind
;

not properly conditioned, developed, or thriving.

Now diaL or arch.
C1400 Destr. Troy 8523 Ho was vnkyndly to knaw of hir

lyrd frendi*:, So dis6gurt of face & febill of hew. 1587
Qmmiw^ De Mornay 3(.s\\. 313 In vs only there is such an

vnkindly and Bastardly Nature, that [etc.]. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 225 Kine, Buls, and Oxen are not to be despised
as unkindly, although they looke but illfavouredly. 16x6
Breton invective agst. Treason Wks, (Grosart) I. 4/1 (ToJ
make theyr bre.id, of an vnkindly Branne; which seeming
Wheate, is but a Hellish weede, sown by the Devill. 1790
'Trans. Soc. Arts \ III. 32 [These] Peas. .ripen later, and
become so unkindly that the pods.. never fill, c X813 Mks.
Sherwood Stories Ch. Catech. xxxiv. 357 Lopping off. .a

dead leaf, or unkindly branch. 1887-8 in Cheshire and
Somerset glossaries (applied to plants or animals).

fd. Prejudicial to health ; not developing in a

natural healthy manner. Obs.
a X649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist, Jos. K, Wks. (1711) 114
He was troubled by an unkindly Medicine. 1667 Milton
P.L. IX. 1050 Grosser sleep Bred of unkindly fumes. 1797
Vkdeuwood Disorders C/iildhood II. 117 An oozing of blood
from the part, after an unkindly separation of tlie cord.

1832-7 Good Study Med. (1829) IV. 99 The exciting causes
(of madness], .are.. unkindly chi!d-bed [etc.]. Ibid. V. 5B3

It [sc. opium] proved a cordial to him through the whole of
this tedious affection, without a single unkindly concomitant.

t3. Not of the same kind; strange. Obs.

xs6o Rolland Seven Sages 23 Vnkyndhe Captanes ouir-

thrawis And commoun wehh doun drawis. X591 Sylvester
Du Barias i. v. 765 Th' infamous Bird that layes His Bas-
tard Egges within the nests of other, To have them hatcht
by an unkindely Mother.

t4. a. Lacking natural affection. b. Cruel,

malicious. Obs*

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 26 To see th* vnkindly Impes.

.

Deuoure their dam. 1591 — Tears Muses 15 Her loued
Twinnes,. .whom her vnkindly foes The fatall Sisters, did
for spight destroy.

5. Devoid of kindness ; unkind.

180S-6 Carv DantCy Inf. xxi. 97, I to my leader's side
adhered, mine eyes, .bent On their unkindly visage. X827
Scott Surg. Dan. vii, He was conscious of unkindly, if not
hostile, feelings towards his old companion. 1862 Lvtton
Str. Story 132 That gentle heart could not bear one un-
kindlier shade between itself and what it loved.

Ullki'Ildly« adv. [repr. OE. uniecyndelke

y

or in later use f. Un-1 i i + Kindly adv."]

fl. a. With unnatural immorality or impro-

priety. Obs,
a X325 Ancr. R. 50 Ne of tollinde lokunges, ne lates, l>aet

summe,. .weilawei! unkundeliche makieS. atynoClirsor M,
28495 Wit womman seke vmquile haue i And vnkyndeli don
licheri, c 1386 Chaucer Pardoner's T* 485 Lo how l?at

dronken loth vnkyndely Lay by his doughtres two vnwit-
yngly. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13820 Now full hard . . is \n hegh
fust, pat Jjoucouetus vnkyndly to couple with me. 1579 [see

Unkingly eidv,\, 1602 Warner Alb, Eng. xiii. Ixxvl 315
Vnkindly though Nature i^is defaced so in some, As that by
often sinning Sinne an habette doth become.

tb. With unnatural enmity, harshness, or

cruelty. Obs.
trxioo Beket (Percy Soc.) 1540 The Kyng..sende him

word that him tho^te./I'hat hi wolde him so moche misdo
uncundeliche and wouj, 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. xv. 2

O do not so cruelly and vnkyndly [1611 barbarously], but
halowe y« Sabbath daye. X547 J. Harrison Exhort, Scottes

h j b. That you. .should thus vnkindly, vnnaturally, and vn-
christenly bathe youre swoordes in eche others blode. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Hatidy-crafts 7 Envious
Cain His 'better) Brother doth vnkindly brain. 1605 Ibid,

iii. IV. Captains 833 Lo therCj another valiant Champion..
His onely Daughter doth unkindly kill.

to. Contrary to right feeling or conduct; im-

properly ; ungratefully, Obs.
X380 Lay Folk's Catech. (L.) 952 [To] be euer sory . . for

he haj» greuyd god so vnkendely. 1393 Langl. P. PI. G
IV. 264 Vnkyndely bow, conscience, consailedest hym J?ennes,

To lete so hus lordshup for a lytel moneye, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 365/2 On-kyndely yn herte, ingmianter, acaride, '

X470-X Rolls of Parlt. VI. 233/1 Unnaturelly, unkyndly
and truly entendyng his destruccion. 1567 Gude ^ Godlie
B. (S.T.S.) 65 Lat nocht my hart vnkyndhe depart, From
the rycht lufe of thy mercie. X588 Shaks. Titus v. iii. 104
Lastly, [I was] my selfe vnkindly banished.

+ 2. Unsuitably, Obs. rare,

c 1300 Havelok 1250 Goldeborw . . wende she were bi-swike,

pat she were yeuen un-kyndelike. X36a Langl./'. PI. A. x. 177
Summe . . For Couetise of Catel vnkuyndeliche beot> maried.

t b. Contrary to the usual course of nature ; at

variance with natural conditions. Obs.

1390 Gower Conf I. 292 Unkindeliche he was transformed,
That he which erst a man was formed Into a womman was
forschape. 1426 Lydg. DeGuil. Pilgr, 3530 But ye wolden
. .Tourne vnkyndely my wyn In-to blood, folk for to drynke.
X54X R. Copland Galyeti's Terap. 2 B j, There must be had
delyberacyon, to knowe yf all the party dyscoloured and
hardened vnkyndly ought to be cut, 1615 W. Lawson
Country Housew. Gard. (1626) 8 Who did euer know a tree

so vnkindly splat, come to age? X667 Milton P. L. \\\.

456 A-II th' unaccomplisht works of Natures hand, Abortive,

monstrous, or unkindly mixl, ..fleet hither. 1703 Kowk
Fair Penit. i. i, Vou mourn unkindly by your self, And rob
me of my Partnership of Sadness. X766 Compl. Farmer
s.v. Malty The malt.. appears shrivelled, and often is un-
kindly hard.

C. Badly, unsuccessfully.

1763 Mills Pract. Husb. III. 128 Kiln-drying is apt to

make wheat grind unkindly. i8ix Self Instructor 516
Umber is .. very greasy, and mixes unkindly with water-

colours. X887 Daily News 21 July 2/4 Fanfare remained
a staunch favourite to the end. He, however, ran very un-
kindly.

3. In an unkind or unkindly manner; with marked
want of kindness.
c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame i. 295 How he betrayed hir

alias. And lefte hir ful vnkyndely. 14. . Sir Beues (C.) 1448
That he tolde me not, when he went, Iwysse, be dud
onkyndely, verament. C1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon
xvii. 397 The whicheReynawJekepeth. .for his prysoner not

vnkyndely. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 111. ii. 183 But why %n-
kindly didst thou leaue me so? 1603 Knollks Hist. Turks
(1621) 114 Vnkindly to cast him on that had so honorably
vsed him in like extremitie. 1695 Ld. Pbeston Boeth. 11.

55 She hath looked unkindly upon thee. X768 Sterne Sent.
yonrn.t Snu^'box, 1 treated him most unkindly ; and from
no provocations. 1878 Scott F. M. Perth x, ' Vou will not
deal so unkindly with us, cousin,' replied the gentle Slonarch.
1889 B, Whitbv Awakening Mary Fenwick II. 45 Don't
haul me over the coals so unkindly.
Comb. X605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. 11. Fathers 4B0

Among them all . .you shall not finde Such an example, where
(unkindly-kinde) Father and Son so mutually agree, a 1699
J. Beau.mont /^jy^r^i- XII. v, Nor could unkindly-courteous
He resist The huging of his Spouse's seeming Friend.

4. With dissatisfaction or resentment.
Freq. in the phrase to take (..) unkindly.
1562 Gresham in Burgon Life (1839) 1. 448 Assewring yow,

I doo take it very unkindelye at your handes. 1607 Shaks.
Tiinon HI. vi. 39, I hope it remaines not vnkindely with
your Lordship, that I return'd you an empty Messenger.
1635 Aigt. Pastoral of Florimene 6 Florimene desires

Dorine not to take it unkindly, if [etc.]. X725 De Foe Voy.
round World (1840) gi Nothing to be had but for ready
money ; which our men took so unkindly, . . that [etc.]. 1771
Junius Lett. 1. (1788) 270 The only letter I ever addressed
to the King was. -unkindly receivexJ.

Unkiiidness, [Un-i 12.]

fL Unnatural conduct; absence of natural af-

fection or consideration for others. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M. 13018 pis herod. .vnkendnes kidd ful rjf.

He reft his broker philipp his wijf. x36a Lancl. P. PI. A.
III. 280 Vnkuyndenesse is Comaundour and kuyndenesse is

Kanescht. X380 Lay Folks Catech. (L.) 938 Yf he kepe hem
\sc. the commandments] not he doj* to god more vnkende-
resse l?an ony bro]>er may do to ano)>er.

^
c X400 Bei-yn 1354

He cursid his grete vnkyndnes To fore^it his modir. 1477
Rolls of Parlt. VI. 173/1 The grett offences, unkyndnese
and mysbehavyngs, that . . Nevell hath doon. a 15x3 Fabyan
Chron. i. xv. (1811) 15 The vnkyndnesse of his ii. doughters,

consyderynge theyr wordes to hym before spoken and
sworne. 1570 Homilies 11. Wilful Rebellion 1. (1640) 282

So farre doth their unkindnesse, unnaturalnesse, wicked-
nesse . . excell anything, .that can be expressefff

fb. Uncharitableness; niggardliness. Obs,

1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xvii. 263 Diues deyed dampned for

his vnkyndenesse Of bis mete & his moneye to men that it

neded.

t2. Ingratitude, unthankfulness. Obs.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cause. 5587 Agayne J?am sal Crist

allege sone, ..And reherce his benefices, ..To reprove l>am
of |;air unkyndenes. X380 Lay Folks Catech. (L.) 946 Vf
we with-stond l>at lord Jjat made vs.. we do J)e most vn-
kendenesse J)at may be wro^t. C1450 Mirk's Festial 113
Saynt Barnard yn Cristys person makyth gret waymenta-
cyon for J^e vnkyndnesse l^at he sethe yn men. X483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 362/2 We receyue dayly many bienfaites of this

cyte and it sholde be a grete unkyndness to us yf we
socoured it not in this grete nede. 1531 Elyot Gov, ii. xiii,

The moste damnable vice, .is ingratitude, commenly called

unkyndnesse. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. 189 After that God
had thus set forth his great goodnesse towardes them, bee
cfaargeth them with their great vnkindenesse towards him.

1605 Shaks. Lear in. ii. 16, I taxe not you, you Elements
with vnkindnesse. I neuer gaue you Kingdome, call'd you
Children.

t b. A flock (of ravens). Obs,"*^

c 1453 in Trans. Philol. Soc. igoy-io^ III. 52 Vnkyndenys
of rauynnys. X486 Bk. St. Albans f vj.

3, The fact of being unkind; unkind action or

treatment.
c 1374 Chaucer Anel, ^ Arc, 292 My self I mourdre with

my prevy thoght For sorowe and routhe of your vn-kynd-
nesse. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 29^ This Emperour al that be
tolde Hath herd, and thilke unkindenesse He seide he wolde
himself redresse. c X49X Chast. Goddes Chyld. 12 Trouth
fynde they nowhere but wronges detraccyons and un-
kyndenes. X53S Coverdale 2 Mace. xiv. 30 When Macha-
beus sawe that Nicanor beganne to be churlish vnto him..
he perceaued that soch vnkyndnes came not of good. 1594
R. Wilson Coblers Proph. in. iii. Know you not, vnkind-

nes kills a woman? x63X J. Taylor (Water P.) Unnat.
Father Wks. (1630) 136/2 Ruing his vnkindnesse to his

Wife. 1651 HoBBES Lcviath. \, vi. 27 Some Weep for the
losse of Friends ; Others for their unkindnesse. X74a Gray
Eton 76 The stings of Falshood those shall try, And hard
Unkindness' alter'd eye. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 627 Attach-
ment . . proof alike Against unkindness, absence, and neglect.

x8a5 Scott Talism. xx. Eloquent in urging her own defence,

the Queen was far more so in pressing upon Richard the

charge of unkindness, 1882 'Ouida' Marevtma \, 69
Joconda feared no scorn and unkindness on the score of

her birth,

b. An instance of this ; an unkind action,

X505 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 266 The whiche the kynge
..takithe for a grete onkyndnes. 1555 Bradford Let. in

Foxe .,4. 4" M. (1583) 1661/1 All those vnkyndnesses, rudenes,

&c., whereof you accuse yoor selfe. x6o6 Shaks. Ant. 9( CI,

I. ii. 138 Why then we kill all our Women. We sec how
mortall an vnkindnesse is to them. 1660 Trial Regie. 133,

I hope he will think it no unkindnesse in me. 1809-X4
WoRDSw. Excurs. VI. 776 Her uncharitable acts, I trust,

And harsh unkindnesse? are all forgiven. x86o Emily Eden
Semi-attached Couple xiii, A series of small unkindnesses
is very offensive indeed.

4, Unkindly feeling; ill-will, enmity, hostility.

Now rare or Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 144 With a course of vnkyndnes he

caste in his thoghte, The freike vpon faire wise ferke out of

lyue. X465 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 302
'The tyme of thar unkyndnesse other warre with the citie.

1569 Child. Marr. 203 By which did growe an vnkindnes
betwene them. 1588 Marprei. Epist. (Arb.) 38 Because the
gamesters.. wan all his monie at trey trip [be] tooke such
vnkindenes at the alehouse that [etc.]. 1624 Capt. Smith
Virginia in, 52 This bred some vnkindnesse betweene our
two Captaines. 1658 Jer. Taylor Let. lu 12th Rep. Hist.
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JlfSS. Cttmm. App. V. 5 If ever you have .. heard of any
overtures of unkindnesse betweene them, a 1700 Evelyn
Diarpf 24 Apr. 1692, Unkindness betweene the Queene and
her sister, 1823 Scott Quentin D. vii, I will bestow another
to wash away unkindness. 1825 — BetrotJud xviii, He
died when we were in unkindi'-ess with each other.

f 5, Unnatural character or quality. Obs,
xsoa Ord, Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i, vii. Fivb, By

this artycle we sbolde knowe the mysery & ryght unkynde-
nesse of humayne condycyon. 01513 Fabvan Chron. v.

cxxiv. 104 Whan the Embassade . . had shewyd ye vnkynd-
nesse of this wane with the ieopardyes that myght ensue
of yo same.
Unki'ndred, a. (Un-* 7.) 1700 Shippen Hyntn to

Sun X, in Rowe Amb. Sttp-Mother in. ii, Conscious of
superior birth [It] Despises this 'unkindred earth. 1804
Eugenia de Acton TaU withont Title III. 75 Their souls^

unkindredfCan never understand our language. 1865 Spec-
tator 14 Jan. ^2 Not quite unkindred to this fact is the
other. Unkrndredly, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1748 Richardson
Clarissa {iZii) VI. 381 What an implacable, .set of wretches
are those of her unkindredly kin. fUnki'ndship. 06s.
(Un-^ 12.] Unkindness. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 263 As he
which thurgh unkindeschipe Envieth every felaschipe.

Unki'ng, v, [Un-2 6 b. Cf. MDu. onUon-
ingetty Du. oiitkoningen, G. entkontgen.']

1. trans. To deprive of the position of king; to

depose from sovereignty. (Common in 17th c.)

1578 Paradise Dainty Devices L iji^ Such toile do thei

sustain, That often tymes of God thei wishe, to be unkyngde
again. i6oa Marston Ant, ^ Mel. iv, That very word
Unkings me quite, makes me vile passions slave. 1684
E. Felling Serm.^o/an, 20 They may crown them or un-
king them as they think fit. 17x1 Pol. Ballads {i860) II.

100 These men do design To un-king the Queen and keep
out the Right Line. 1784 Cowper in Hayley Life (1809)

II. 158 Government therefore is bound to interfere, and to

nn-king these tyrants. 1815 Q. Rev, Xfll. 489 Having .

.

escaped unhanged when they were unkinged, they started

up again to perform the part of princes in the new revolu-

tionary drama. 1870 Lowell Study li''ind,{i87i) 216 Some
passion which the churchyard smothered while the Stuarts
were yet unkinged.

y?^. 1638 Suckling Aglaura i. i, There was with me fresh

Rebellion, And reason was almost unklng'd agen. 1731
Gentl. Mag. I. 168 The comic muse Unkings your Cupid,
or obstructs his views. x8i8 Milman Savior v, 463 Thou..
hast unking'd Thy stately soul within the wreathmg arms
Of that fair Saxon.
absol. 1644 Maxwell Prerog. Chr, Kings 3 [That] the

Pope .. by this indirect power. .may King and unking at

his pleasure. 1646 Bp. Maxwell Burd. Issac/i. 18 Every
individual Person is.. to punish^ to dethrone, to un-King, to

kill, &c.

b. re/l. To divest (oneself) of royal status or

character ; to abdicate.

X647 N. Ward Simple Cobler 54, I would honour their

very hecles, that would.. teach me.. to king it better, when
they saw me unkinging myselfe and kin^dome. 1689
Advantages of Present Setllement 22 If a kmg . .mine his

people . . he so far Unkings himself. 1700 J. Tyrrell Hist,
Eng. 1 1. 794 [King JohnJ thereby. .Unking'd himself. 1859

J. Marshall Hist. Scott. Eccl. <V Civ. Affairs 290 Charles's

concessions had been in vain. He had unkinged himself,

2. To deprive (a country) of a king.

1*47 Old Ballads (Percy Soc) 86 They may thus . . Un-king
our state, un-church us too. x8xo Byron Mar. Fat, v. i.

437 A wife's dishonour unking'd Rome for ever. X883
Harper's Mag. June 139/1 An empire, unkinged to-night,

sees to-morrow a new king.

Unki-ngdomed,///. a. (Un'S.) i6tt Speed Hist, Gt.
Brit. IX. vi, 463 Hee wasnot vnkJng'd, though vnkingdom'd.

Unkinged, /^/. a.^ [f. Unking z;.] De-
prived of the position or authority of king ; de-

posed from kingship. Also adso/.

X593 Shaks. RicM, //, IV. i. 220 God saue King Henry,
vn-King'd Richard sayes. j6xi [see prec.]. x8i8 Milman
Samor XI. 196 Then gaz'd the unking'd, then cried out the
fallen. X837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. i. i. iv, There must thou
enter, naked, all unking'd. 1845 Ford Handdk. Sfiain 11.

947 Ferdinand.. dismissed,, .a prisoner and unkinged.
Unki'nged, ppl. a." {Un-' 8.] Not raised to the dignity

of king. iSss Bailey Mystic, Spir. Leg. 82 Fair thorn, as
yet unkinged, Unsanctified by woes of brow divine. Ua«
ki'ilKer. (f. Unking v.\ One who deposes a king. x6s6
S. H. Gold. Law 24 It unking'd him, and King'd his un-
kingers in point of Power. Unki'ngllke, a. (Un-' 7 c.)

x6xi Shaks. Cymh. in. v. 7 For our selfe To shew lesse Souer-
aignty then they, must needs Appeare vn-Kinglike. 1892
Tennyson Akbar*s Dream 60 To drive A people from their

ancient fold of Faith, And wall them up perforce in mine-
unwise. Unkinglike.

Unki'ngly, a. [Un-1 7. Of. ON. likonungiigr,']

1. Unbecoming to a king ; not in accordance
with the position or character of a king.
1600 Heywood 2nd Pt. Ediy. /K, Wks. 1874 1. 100 Edward

of England, these are vnkingly words. 1658 Osborne
Q, Eliz. 12 An Art lost in these latter times, or thought un-
Cingly. a 1661 Holyday Persius (1673) 310 When cruel
lust.. moves.. fierce kings To act unworthy and unkingly
things. X701 RowE Tamerl, 1. i, With most un-kingly base-
ness, H' has ta'en the advantage of their absent arms. 1765
Burke Tracts on Popery Laws Wks. 1812 V. 250 [Louis
XtVJ had recourse., to an unkingly denial of the fact which
made against him. 1853 Trench Proverbs 41 He was about,
in somewhat unsoldierly and unkingly fashion, immediately
to retire. 1880 Shorthouse J, Inglesant xii, To introduce
Popery.. by ways the most unkingly and perfidious.

2. Unlike a king.

1718 Pope Iliad xiv. 90 What shameful words (unkingly

as thou art) Fall from that trembling tongue and timorous
heart ?

TJnld'ngly, of^z'. [Un-1 ii. Cf. ON. ^konung-
liga, MHG. unkiinecitche.'] In an unkingly

manner; unlike a king.

I4XS-90 LvDG. Chron. Troy \. 3770 He vnkyngly of verray

malys sou^t Ageynes vs firsle occasioun, 1579 Stubbes
Gaping Gul/C 5 Rychard [II]. .fell amourous most vnkind«
lye and vnkingly with a french girle but eyght yeeres of age.

tUnki'ngship. Obs.-^ (Un-' 12.) a 1700 Evelyn Z'/arj'

30 May 1649, Un-kingship was proclaim'd,and his Majesty s

statues thrown down. Unki'nlikc, a. {Un-* 7 c.) 1869
Blackmore Lorna D. xi. It would be a sad and unkinlike
thing for you to despise our dwelling-house. fUnki'ns-
man, Obs.~^ (Un-' 12.) x6o6 Svlvkster Du Bartas 11.

iv. Tropheis 12x6 With an un-kinsman's kisse (un-loving
Lover) The Brother shall his Sister's shame discover,

Unkirsened, ppl. a. dial. (Un-' 8.] Unchristened.
a 1779 Graham Writings (1883) II. 136 A cock, a cat, or

some unkirsen'd creature. i8a4 J. Telfer Border Ball. 6$
It was unkirsent blood. 1873- in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v.

Unki-ss, V, (UN- 2 3.)
X56a A. Brooke Romeus <5- yul. 843 A thousand times

she kist, and him vnkist agayne. X593 Shaks. Rich. II, v.

i. 74 Let me vnkisse the Oath 'twixt thee, and me, 16^4
Ford Perk. IVarbeck v. iii,:That man, that shall vnkisse This
sacred print next. 1653 W. Hemings Fatal Contract \\i. ii,

With this kiss. .Unkiss the kiss that scal'd it on thy lips.

Unld'SSed, ///. a. Also 4-7 unkist, etc.

[Un-1 8. Cf. Du. ongekitsty Sw. okysst.l Not
kissed ; without being kissed.

1390 GowER Con/. 11.92 Ofte he goth to bedde unkist.

a 1400 Hymns Virg. (1S67) 80 We schulen go vnkist boj^e

at ^e dore & at (le gate, a 1541 Wyatt ' What should I say f
*

28 And thus betraide, Or that I wiste Farewell, unkiste I

a 1592 GiiEENE yas. /K, 1. ii, I cannot abide a full cup un-
kissed. 185a Whittier April xi Round the boles of the
pine-wood the ground-laurel creeps, Unkissed of the sun-
shine. X870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 53 She sighed
as those sweet sounds did fall From her unki.'^sed lips.

t b. In the phrase unknown {iinknowe or un-
couth), unkissed, Obs.

1374 Chaucer Troylus i. fog Vnknowe vnkyst and lost

bat is vn-sought. X401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 59 On old

tenglis it is said, unkissid is unknowun. 156a J. Heywood
Prov. <5' Epigr. (1867) 148 Unknowen vnkist, and beyng
knowen I weene, Thou art neuer kist, where thou mayst be
seene. 1579 E. K. Ded. to Spenser^s Sheph, Cal, § i Our
new Poete, who for that he is vncouthe (as said Chaucer) is

vnkist, and vnknown to most men, is regarded but of few.

c X593 Nashe Mar-Martine xxii, Thou cay tif kerne, vncouth
thou art, vnkist thou eke sal bee. 1624 Bp. Mountagu
Immed. Addr. 119, I would gladly see and know, by what
warrant I on Earth so vncouth and therefore vnkist, . . can
say unto them, Holy Peter, blessed Paul, pray for mee.
AX607 AoBREV Lives (1898) II. 254 He. .ransackt the MSS.
of the church of Hereford (there were a great many that

lay uncouth and unkiss). [X897 V. Hunt {title\ Unkist,
Unkind !)

tUnkithe, &. Obs.-^ [Un-^ 3.] intr. To disappear,

vanish, a 1300 Cursor M. 11438 Fra Jjai come ^jar als suith,

t>e stern it hid and can vnkyth. Unkna"ve, v. pJa-^ 6 b.)

X746 W. Horsley FoolU-j\%) I I.p By pursuing their Master's
Instructions, [they] make it their Business to unknave him.
Unknea'ded, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) ci6^i T. Carew Elegy
Death Donne 4 Wliy yet dare we not trust Though with

unkneaded dowe-bakt prose thy dust. Unkne'Ued,
///. ct, (Un-* 8.) a 1770 Chatterton Battle 0/ Hastings
II. 556 And sowles unknelled hover'd oer the bloude. 1818

Bvron Ch, Har. iv. clxxix. Without a grave, unknell'd, un.

coffin'd, and unknown.

Unkni'ght, z'. [UN-2 6b.] trans. To divest

of knighthood ; to depose from the rank of knight.

Hence XTnkni*ghting vbl. sb.

x6a3 in Birch Crt, ^ Times yas. I (1848) II. 439 Francis

Mitchell, that was unknlghted the last parliament, a x66x

Fuller Worthies^ Vorks, iii. (1662) 207 Another author un-
knighteth him, allowing him only a plain Es<iuire. 1844
P. Parley's Ann. V. 251 By St. George, I will unknight
thee. 1856 DoRAN Knights xxx. 489 Knights, irregularly

made so, were unknighted with little ceremony. _ Ibid. 490
There are fewer examples of unknighting in this country
than in France,

Unknighted,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not raised

to the rank of knight ; not invested with knight-

hood.
1631 in Birch Crt. ^ Times Chas. I (1848) II. 09 Ere long

they will bring all the unknighted lords into play, a 1661

Fuller Worthies^ Camb. 1. (1663) 168 Indeed, I.. cannot

believe that he was Un-knighted so long. 189J Verney
Mem. I. 205 Mr. Badnage.. remained unknighted.

Unkni'ghtlike, adv. (Un-1 7 c.) X872 Tennvson Gareth
4- Lynette 1122 Forth that other sprang. And, all unknight*

like, writhed his wiry arms Around him.

Unknightly, a. [Un-1 7.]

1. Not appropriate to a knight or to knighthood,
<:x4i»HoccLEVE Z>r ^<'^. /'Wwc. 2286 0f suchevnknyghtly

trikkeshenat roghte. 1433 J as. I /fi«^j^. Iv, Thecrueltee
of that vnknyghtly dede. 1586 Ferne Blaz, Gentry 161

Lewes.. had so vnknighttye a regarde..of Armes, that [etc.].

1611 GuiLLiM Heraldry \\. vi. 56 Base and vnknightly

actions and qualities, deserue a base and vnknightly chastise-

ment. 1664 Butler Hud. n. i. 832, I here, .free you from
th' Unknightly Jail. X704 D'Urfev Tales. Abradatus ff P.

I. 12 The dire reward that did belong To him that Acted
such unknightly wrong. 1828 Scott /"'. M. Perth viii, The
unknightly advantage which yonder rascal had taken of his

stumbling horse. x86o Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. Part.

III. cxlii. 123 A foreign force.. threatening to sack, unless

unknightly and degrading terms were complied with.

2. Unlike a knight ; not having the qualities of

a knight.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vl iii. 35 Vnknightly Knight, ..Loe I

defie thee. 1813 Bvron Ch. Har. Pref., Add., It has been
stated, that.. he is very unknightly, as the times of the

Knights were times of Love, Honour, and so forth.^ 1843

Tknnvson Morte <CArth. 120 Ah, ..untrue, Unknightly,
traitor-hearted !

Unkni'ghtly, adv. [Un-I ii.] In an un-

knightly manner.
a X586 Sidney A rcadia in. xviii, Theyhelde playe against

the rest, though the two brothers unknightly helped them.

x8S9 Tennvson Geraint ^ Enid 723 The brute Earl ..un-
knightly with flat hand, however lightly, smote her on the
cheek.

XJnknit, v, [OE. munyttan (Un-2 4 b),]

1. tratis. To untie or undo (a knot or something
tied).

c xooo Ags, Gosp, Luke iii. 16 paes ic ne eom wyrj^e J>a;t ic

hys sceo-t>wancg uncnytte. c laoo Trin, Coll. Hom. 137 Ich
nam noht ne forSen wur3e |>at ich un-cnutte his sho |)Uong.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II, 43 So bat ^e more wynd
he wol haue, he wii vnknette Jjg mo knottes. CX430 Syr
Gener. (Roxb.) 7091 Hir kerchef lift vp wold he Hir visage
there forto see; Tho thoght he hir kerchefe to vnknyt. 1530
Palsgr. 76S/1 Unknyt my gyrdell, I praye you. X547 in

Leland's Collect. (1774) IV. 321 Then tooke he the said
Rope, and..tyed himselfe by the Right Legg, .. and after

. . unknet the Knot, and came downe again, xlis G. Sandys
Trav. 66 Tying on her silken buskins with knots easily not
vnknit. 167S Hobbes Odyssey {1677) 147 Binde me you
must upright, both hand and foot, And so as I may not the
knot unknit.

b. In figurative contexts (with knot or bond).
axaa5 Leg. Kath, 1150 Ich habbe uncnut summe of Jjcos

cnotti cnotten. 4:1374 Chaucer Boeth.\, pr. iii. (1868) 154
pat som men wenen Jat ^ei mowen assoilen & vnknytten )?e

knot of J>is questioun. 1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love in. vi.

(Skeat) I. 129 Thilke falsheed.. hath unknit the bond of un-
derstanding reson bytwene wiland theherte. CX407 Lvdg.
Reson ^ Sens. 3202 Wher so as her [sc. Venus'sJ sort was set.

The knot never was vnknel. c 1430 Li/e St. Kath. (1884)

44, I haue spoused ne to hym in a bonde ^at neuer schal be
vnknytte. 1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc iv. ii. Whan
thus I sawe the knot ofloue vnknitte. XS9<S Shaks. i Hen. /F,
V. i. 15 Will you againe vnknit This churlish knot of all-

abhorred Warre ? 1850 W. R. Williams Religious Pro-
gress IV. (1854) 82 Demoralization that unknits the bonds of

obligation,

+ c. To ungird (oneself). Obs,"^
a 1500 in Three Jjth Cent. Chron. (Camden) 111 Ther he

shall unknyte hym, and his swerde.. shall offer to God and
to Holy Churche moste devowtly.

d. To disjoint, disunite ; to unclasp, rare.

X580 Hollvband Treas. Fr. Tong s.v. Desnouer, To vn-

knitte a bone, to put out of ioynte. 1582 Stanvhurst
yEneis u. (Arb.) 58 Thee ioyncturs vnknit, with an horribil

burring Pat fals thee turret. 1726 Leoni Albertfs Archit.
I. 15 Rain.. loosens and unknits all the Nerves of the

Building. 1856 RusKiN Mod, Paint. III. iv, xviii. Concl.

339 If again petty jealousies.. prevail to unknit their hands
from the armoured grasp.

e. To smooth out. rare~~^,

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 136 Fie, fie, vnknit that

threatning vnkindebrow.

2. fg. a. To disperse, dissolve, undo, destroy

;

to relax or weaken. Also absol,

1377 Lancl. P, pi, B. xvin. 213 So god..sufFred to be
solde to see Jjc sorwe of deyinge, The which vnknitteth al

kare & comsynge is of reste. c 14x2 Hoccleve De Reg.
Princ, 2564 Al-thogh a kyng haue habundance of myght In

his land, at his lust knytte & vnknytte. a X500 Ragvian
Roll 151 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 76 Weyr he unknytte, al this

worldes rychesse Ne myghte noghte yow two knyttyn in

feir. 155X T. Wilson Lopke 3 Logike is bound. .to knit

true arguments and unknit false. X592 Lylv Gallathea iii.

i, I feele my thoughts vnknit, x64a Chas. I Let. to both Ho,
Pari. 7 Ambitious spirits, that may disjoynt and unknit his

Majesty and this House. i6sS Vaughan Silex Sciut., Match
ii, Shut out all distractions That may unknit My heart.

c X837 WoBDSw. *Ah why ' 5 Where for ages they have lain

. .With life's best sinews more and more unknit.

b. To separate, sever, detach,

X388 WvcLiF yob vi. 17 Thei schulen be vnknyt fro her

place, a 139s Hvlton ScalaPer/. i. xii. (MS. Bod 1. 592),

J

'is spirit wole vnknytte and vndo ih'u fro ^e soule: & l^er-

ore it is not of god. c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1658

panne is to hem an helle hire mariage, panne t>ei desyren for

to be vnknyt.

3. intr. To become unknit, in various senses.

X574 Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 187 It is a

sore that neuer openeth, and a bonde that neuer vnknitteth.

X609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. v. F 3 b, Then may you bid

them farewel ; for presentlie they begin to vnknit, and to be

gone. X677 Gov. Venice 6 The private Magistrates are as it

were the Nerves and Bones. .; and the Council ofTen are the

ligaments, hindring the parts from unknitting. 1748 Thom-
son Cast, Indol. i.xxiii. For whomsoe'cr the villain takes in

hand, Their joints unknit, their sinews melt apace. 1870

Pall Mall G. 10 Dec. 12 The lady*s eyebrows unknit, and

wintry smiles break from the grey eyes.

Hence XTnknrtting vbl. sb.

1382 Wyclif Nahum ii. 10 Herte feylynge, and vnknyt-

ynge of smale knees. 154s Act yi Hen, yill, c. 21 § 2

Without any dissolucion, undoinge, unknittinge, or repeale

of them. i6xi Cotcr., Desnoue7uentf a.n vntying, vnknit-

ting, vnbinding (of knots).

Unkni-t, pp!- a, [Un-1 8 b.] Not knit to-

gether or closely united,

1607 Markham Cavel. i. xviii. 73 His loynts being tender

and vnknit. a 1625 Fletcher Fair Maid o/Inn in. i, The
petty brawls.. shall, like tender unknit joynts, Fasten again

together of themselves. X809-14 Wordsw. Excurs. iii. 914
Let us.. Leave this unknit Republic to the scourge Of her

own passions. x86o Motley Netherl. vii. (1868) I. 465 A
loose, disordered and unknit state needs no shaking, but

propping.

Unkni ttlng,///. a. (Un-' la) 1587 Golding De Momay
X. 16s [Aristotle] sayth that the knitting parts, .. the

bones, the skin, the sinewes,. .may be made of the mixing

togither of the elements, and that the vnknitting parts, as

the Head, the Leg, the Arme,. .cannot. Unknock, v.

(Un.2 3.) 1680 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. xii. 203 Its Office is to

knock and unknock the Wedge in the Puppets.

Unknot, v. (Un- ^ 3. Cf. G, entknoten,)

1598 Florio, i'^^'o^/ar^, to vntie, tovnknot. 1623 Cocker-
am II, Not to be vnknotted, inenodable. x866 MissA. Gary
Ball, ff Lyrics 54, I saw my Charley The.. shawl from his
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UNKNOTTED.
neck Unknot, with a quick, wise cunning. 1891 Daily
News 8 July 4/8 The man. .who hoards string, unknotting

it. .from parcels.

refi. 1880 Daily IVczvs 27 Nov, 3/8 This remarkable worm
..has the power of unknotting himself.

XJnkno'tted, ppl. «. (Un-i 8.)

164a H. More S^yn^ of Soul To Rdr., All homogeneall,
simple, single, ..unknotted, uncoacted. 1744MRS. Dhlany
Life f{ Corr. (1861) II. 291 You ask me how many pounds
of thread I have got for you ; do you mean knotted or un-
knotted? X756 Dyer Fleece m. 58 Even, unknotted, twine

will praise your skill. r89J Yeats Ctess Kathleen iii. 51

The green things love unknotted hearts and minds.

Unkno-tty, a. (Un-1 7.)

x6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. x. (1626) 198 Vnknottie Firre,

the solace-shading Planes, Rough Chesnuts. i6s2 Mabbe
tr. Aietnan's Guzman d'Aif ii. 348 The wool! of the Mat-
resses. .[was] kept vnknotty, and soft.

^XTnknow, v,^ [Un-i 14.]

1. trans. Not to kuow (something); to fail to

recognize or perceive. Also absol.

c 1380 Wyclif Si-rm. Sel. Wks. I. 160 fou art maister in

Israel, and jit (>ou unknowist )?es bingis. 1382— i Cor.

xiv. 38 If ony man vnknowith, he schal be vnknowen. c 1400

Apoi. Loll. 61 poo bat vnknawen J^erijtwisnes of God. ^1532
Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 942 To unknowe, descog-

noistre. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 41, I hardly be-

leevc, he baih from elder times unknowne the verticity of

the loadstone. 1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) III.

252 [He] is obliged to turn his Eyes, as if to unknow, or at

least must take no notice of it here. 1871 Swinburne Hertha
ig Love or unlove me, Unknow me or know.

1 2. To be ignorant that, etc. Also intr. with of,

138a WvcuF I Cor. X. I, I nyle 30U for to vnknowe, for [1388

that] alle oure fadris weren vndir cloude. [Also i Kings
xxii. 3, Rom. L 13.] a 1400 Pauline Ep. (Powell) 2 Cor. i. 8

We wil not 30U to vnknowe, brejjere, of oure tribulacyoun.

X709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1^20) II. 58 Sure these

seem to unknow that there is a certain Portion of Misery.

.

allotted to all Men.

Unknow, v.^ [Un-2 3.] trans. To cease to

know, to forget (what one has known). Also aliSoL

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iii. v, She. .rather wished to un-
knowe what she knewe, then to burden her hart with more
hopeles knowledge. 1627 S. Ward Happiness ofPreutice
31 Such.. shall soone vnknow that which they know [to be
good]. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. b 2, His Method of
Unknowing all that Nature had taught him. 1783 Paine
Let. Abbi Raynel (1791) 50 There is no possibility.. of the
mind wwknowing any thing it already^ knows. 1859 I.

Taylor Logic in Tkeol. 270 Unless I might unknow what
I have come to know. 1865 J. Grote Explor. Philos. i.

243 We have got to unsee and unknow much further back
than this, if [etc.].

Unknow, variant of Unknowe ppl, a. Obs,
Unknowabi-Uty. (Un-> 12; cf. next.) 1863 Mill 7:^//.

(1910) 1.272 The doctrine of unknowability. 1871 R. H,
Hutton Ess. I. 28 The unknowability of the primal Cause.

Unknowable, ^. and sb. (Un-i 7 b.)

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. met, vii. (1886) 47 Liggeth
thanne stille al owtrely vnknowable, ne fame ne maketh yow
nat knowe. 1456 SirG. Hay^>^. Knighthood V^ks. (S.T.S.)

II. 16 The quhilkis ar unknawable till. .unworthy personis.

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. i. iv. § 3 He is a very Novice in

Speculation that does not acknowledge that to be unknow-
able. 1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. § 31. 471 There is

something of God Vnknowable and Incomprehensible by all

Mortals. 1740 Cheyne Regimen 35 If we dropt both sub-
stances, as unknown and unknowable Things at present.

1754 Edwards Freed. Will 11. xii. 119 If there be any Truth
which is absolutely without Evidence, that Truth is abso-
lutely unknowable. 18x8 F. Hall Trav. Canada^ US,
38 Indeed privacy., seems quite unknown, and unknowable
to the Americans, 1873 Morley i?o//«ca:M II. 90 Men.,
will be thankful not to waste life in guessing evil about un-
knowable trifles.

b. absol. (with the). That which cannot be
known. (Common from c i860.)

1823 Monthly Rev. CI. 447 Here, again, the author pro-
fesses to know the unknowable. 1867 Lewes Hist, Philos.
I. p. cxv. We always hope that the Unknown is not also the
Unknowable.

o. As sb. An unknowable thing,

1725 Watts Logic i. vi. § i To distinguish well between
Knowables and Unknowables. X733 — Philos. Ess. i. xii,

In every Age.. there will be some Unknowables and In-
solvables. 1874 B. P, Browne Philos. H. Spencer^ ii. 41
(Stand.), Mr, Spencer's argument proves an unexplainable,
not an unknowable.

Hence Uuknowaljleness.
X664 N. Ingelo Bentiv. 9f Ur. n.vi. 367 The unknowable-

ncss of the manner of this Union, 1607 J, Sergeant Solid
Philos. 301 The Unknowableness of Real Essences. 1856
Rt;sKiN Mod, Paint, IV. 81 The great religious painters

rejoiced in that kind of unknowableness. 1886 Jane Lee
Faust p. xxxiii, The unknowableness of the nature of things.

+ Unknowe (also 5-6 -know, 6 Sc. -knaw),
obs. variants ofUnknown//^/, a.

For the phrase unknowe^ unkissed, see Unkissed ppl. a.

ly^o-joAlex,^ Dind. 382 Weholden hi' a vertu.. Among
J)e men of our march mercy vnknowe. C1350 Lybeans
Disc. 71 Than may ye wete a rowe, ' The fayre unknowe ',

Sertesso hatte he. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 87 pan
were J>c Parthi as it were, .vnknowe amonge men of the est
londes. 1430-40 LYDC^tfc/iofVin. xiv. (1558)9 b, A knight
vnknowe an^jelyke of vysage. c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. 2 (Harl.
MS.), pat she euer pursuyd for my deth, i?at is vnknowe to
me, 1513 Douglas ^neid vi. ii. 52 Virgyne, na kynd of
pane may rise Vnknaw to me.

So t Unknowed///. a. Obs,
C1380 Sir Feruvtb. 3847 If ^»ar come)? any ounknowed

man. c 1380 (see Unkept ///. a. i\.

t TTnlmowing;, vbl, sb. [Un-1 13.] Ignorance.
1340 Hahpole Pr. Consc. 194 In myrknes of unknawyng

bai gang. Ibid. 5741 Ne mene j>ou noght Of my freyle un-
knawyngcs of tboght. c 1380 Wyclii' Set, H^ks, I. 159 So

262

Nichodemc.for t>is unknowingc.axide J>is questioun.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. i. xvL 89 The vnhauyng and the vn*

knowing of this, .consideracioun. c 1450 Lovelich Grail

Hi. 775 That I haue don be vnknowenge. Of for5evenesse I

preye 50W, 1556 Olde Antichrist 127 b. What other thing

shal we cal this, but the most grosse unknowing of God?

XTnknow ing,//*/. a, [Un-i io, 5 d.]

1. Not knowing ; not possessed of knowledge

;

uninformed, ignorant.

c 1315 Shoreham v. 148 A! one-knowynge tja3 hy were, Hy
makede ioye. 1386 Rolls of ParIt. \\\. i^sl"^ Owre lyge

Lordes comaundement to symple and unknouuing men.

M35 MisvM Fire of Love 48 Bot )jies ar vnknawand, for

vertew of contemplatife J?ai knaw not. 1538 G. Browne
in Ware Hist. Coll. (1681) 3 The People of this Nation be

zealous, yet blind and unknowing. 1612-3 C. Brooke Elegy

Poems (1872) 175 Those baser mmdesj vnknowing, sensuail,

rude. 1649 Bp, Hall CasesConsc. vl (1654) 45 U'he matter

may be intricated by passing through many perhaps un-

knowing hands, 1725 Pope Odyss. xx, 56 Man on frail

unknowing man relies. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual.

(1809) IV. 27 My. .child. .is unexperienced in the world,

quite unknowing and unknown. 1845 Hirst Com. Mam-
moth, etc. 89 Winds that pilfer from unknowing flowers

Their balmy breaths. 1871 H. Macmillan True Viney\.

249 It. .does what it does in simple, perfect, unknowing
dependence upon the will of God.
absol. 1718 J. Chamberlavne Niemventijdt's

_
Relig.

Philos. p. XX, [They] pass amongst the Unknowing for

great Mathematicians, 1833 Disraeli Cont. Fleui.x, i, Our
instructors are the unknowing and the dead. 1876 Nature
2 Nov, 17/1 Undated.. works.. may be palmed off on the

unknowing as the genuine product of the current year.

2. Without knowledge, ignorant, ^something.
In frequent use from c 1700.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28313 O godds godes..haue i ben vn-

knauand, (71400 26 Pol. Poems 149 All that lyuen. .Shall

dye, vnknowyng of her day. a 1450 Kiit.de la 7't>«r(i858)

159 That is gret pite. .to be vncunnyngeand vnknowyngeof
hym selff. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph, 16 The residue wer
vnknowyng of this thyng. 1691 "^oon Ath. Oxon. I. 587
[He was] simple, and unknowing of matters of Stale, 1740
Richardson Pamela II. 270 She had found out a Match
for me,.. and had.. brought me into the Lady's Company,
unknowing of her Design. 1844 [see 2 c]. 1869 Freeman
Norm. Cong, III. xii. 242 He laid his liand on the chest,

while still unknowing of all tiiat was in it.

b. With direct object.

138a WvcLiF Gal, iv. 8 5^1 vnknowynge God, seruyden to

hem that weren not goddis. 1460 Capgrave Chron. no
Sche went onknowyng hir tyme fro Seynt Petirs onto Late-

ran. c 1500 Melusine v. 27 He. .rode apas vnknowing the

way. 1760-a GoLDSM. Cit. IV. xxii, Mankind wanders, un-

knowing his way, from morning till evening. 1830 Tenny-
son Grasshopper i. 16 Unknowing fear, Undieading loss,

A gallant cavalier. 1847 T. D'Arcv M*^Gee Art MncMur-
rogh p. X, Wlien, unknowing facts, they \,sc. historians] lay

down suppositions in their place.

o. With objective clause.

c 14*5 St. Elizabeth in Anglia VIII. 147 Not vnknowynge
J?at oure lorde couerde Jjc naked of oure firste faderand moder
after hir falle. ^ 1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden, 1856) 62 Un-
knowyng the said peple wherfore it was. 1542 Udall
Erasm. Apoph, 182 b. Thou art not unknowyng that we are

now conquerours. 1697 Dkyden ^neis vi. 236 itneas went
Sad from the cave, . .Unknowing whom the sacred Sibyl

meant. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. i. 2 Ihey
were all working for me, ..unknowing that they did so. 1820

Scott Monast. xxv, Driven by calamity, and unknowing
where my course is bound. 1844 Kinglake Eothen xii, Un-
knowing of all geography, unknowing where he was, or

whither he might go.

d. With inf. (alone or preceded by how, etc).

i666DrydeN/4«». il//n?^. xcvi, The Kingly beast,.slowly

moves, unknowing to give place, 1697 — Virg. Georg. iv.

126 Unknowing how to fly. And obstinately bent to win or

dye. 1700 — Wife ofBath's T. 100 Lest surpriz'd, unknow-
ing what to say, Thou damn thy self. 1746 Francis tr.

Horace, Art of Poetry ^x In one grand Whole unknowing
to unite Those different Parts. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng.
II, 204 Unknowing whether to ascribe their misfortunes to

, , sorcery, or to a celestial influence. 1801 Southey Thalaba
v. 170 Unknowing whitherward to bend bis way. He stood,

i8i3 J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec 46 The huge animal.,

seemed unknowing which way to run,

fS. In absolute construction, Obs,

1451 Paston Lett. \. 198 He thought that ye and James
Gresham had do it un malyce, ..your moders unknowyng.
1483 Vuignria abs 'Perentio 20 He hyde nott fro me that.

.

odyr doo, vnknowynge theire faders. c ifioo Melusine xxiv.

171 They came & lodged them a leghe nygh to the Calyphes
oost, vnknowyng the paynemes of it,

4. As quasi-adv, = Unknowingly adTj.

1382 Wyclif Acts xvii. 23 Therfore which thing ^e vn-

knowynge worschipen, this thiiig I schewe to 30U. 1470-85
Mklorv Arthur X. Ixxix. 554 There syr Tristram vnknow-
yng smote doune kyng Arthur, 1721 Amherst Terrx Fit,

(1726) 101 See.. what mischiefs ye might do unknowing.

'743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes v. iii. 6 Have I swallowM the

gore of a viper unknowing? 185a Kisgsley Andromeit'a

250 From afar, unknowing, I marked thee.

5, Unknown to (a person). Chiefly in absolute

const,, = without the knowledge of, Obs. exc, dial.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11318, 1 ..neuer comynd in \>\s case vn-

knowing to you. 1463 Paston Lett. II. i:g It is not on
knowyng to you that [etc.], 1513 Bradshaw St. IVerburge
1. 2677 A seruaunt . . pryuely hydde it, . . Vnknowynge to Wer-
burge. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. I iv b, Hcsodenly
departed (vnknowing to tlie Ladies). 1617 Collins Def.
Bp. Ely (1628) 302 Wlien he praied for his children, vnknow-
ing to them. 1643 E. SvMMONS Z-tya/ ^K^/^c/j Belief '^^.

Ded., Unknowing, I beleeve, to them in particular, some
Others did intend [etc.], 1886-91 in Somerset and Devon
glossaries.

Hence Unknowingfuess.
"493 Festivall ^ihl \ Vnknowyngnesse shalle not exscuse

you at y« day of dome. 187a H. Bushnell Serm, Living

UNKNOWN.
Snbj. 211 The unknowingness, the innotencc, the sweet

simplicity of childhood.

Unknowingly, adv. [Un-1 ii: cf. prec]

Without knowledge, ignorantly; unintentionally.

Also const, to (a person),

1340 Ayenb. 175 Huanne me zene:je]> wytindeliche, me
zenejej* more yno? ]>anne onknawyndliche. C1440 I'romp.

Pan: 366/1 On-knowyngly, ignoranter. a 1500 Ratis

Raving i. 904 Better to be styll Than say vnknawandly thar

tyll. 1641 Sir E. Dering6>. on Relig. 22 Nov. 70, I speake

it not unknowingly, i697_ Drydcns Virg. Past. Preface

(1721) 1. 97 The Roman Historian.. falls, unknowingly, into

a Verse not unworthy Virgil himself. 1709 Shaftesb.

Charac. (171 1) H. 89 An Eye.. fails not to shut together, of

its own accord, unknowingly to us. 1768-74 Tucker Lt,

Nat. (1834) I. 595 Made unknowingly to work out the ad-

vantage of fellow-creatures, whereof we have not the least

knowledge. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe 11. 100 Leaning on

a lance Which he had grasped unknowingly. 1871 Freeman
Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. iii. 213 Nations and parties learn to shape

themselves unknowingly.

t Unknowledge. Obs. [Un-i 12,]

1. Unacknowledgement.
a 13,00 Cursor M. 278330 couaitise..cuias..fals wittnes-

ing, Vnknaulage, manath, and lestng,

2. Absence or want of knowledge ; ignorance.

Your unknoxvUdge, unknown to you.

C1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 121 For unknowlage he is

desesyd. 1470 Paston Lett. II. 393, 1 have betyn the mater

for yow, your onknowleche, as I told hyr. 1483 Sc. Acts,

Jas. Ill (1814) 11. 166 At thay may not excuse thame of the

vnknawlege of thir articlis. 1593 NASHEC/fWj^"^ T. F ij b,

Your pretence of vnknowledge or ignorance,

t Unknowledged, ///. fl. [Un-1 8.] Un-

acknowledged.
c 1445 Pecock Donet 96 Pat no svnne be left bihinde for

vnknowen and vnknowiechid. 1598 Mucedorus v. ii. 104

Condemne not . . My rude behauiour, so compeld by Nature,

That manners stood vnknowledged. 1603 B. Jonson The

Satyr Wks. (Rtldg.) 537/2 For which bounty to us lent, Of
him unknowledg'd, or unscnt, We prepared this compliment.

-j-Unknowledging, Obs, [Un-1 12,] Igno-

rance. Unknowled^njtg to, -without the knowledge of.

1357 Lay Folks Caiech. 73 Nane sal excuse tham Thurgh
unknalechyng for to kun tham. ? 1530 in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. HI, II. 229 The sayd Dean,, .vnknowlegyng to. .the

surveyor of Hampton Corle,. .haihe.,dygyd uppe by the

rootts XXXV. of my . . ffeyrest elmes.

Unknown, />//. ^.^ and sb, [Un-1 8 b. Cf.

OE. tmiecnawen^
A. adj^ 1. Not known ; strange, unfamiliar

:

a. Of places,

13. . Cursor M. 1170 (G6tt.), I sal be flemed for mi sinne,

In vnknaun land to duell ine. 13. . E. E. Aliit. P. B. 1679

He..carfully is out-least to contre vnknawen. a 1440 Sir

Eglam. 917 As sche were of an unknowen londe, 1586 T. B.

La Primaud. Fr.Acad. 1,71 As if he should undertake to.,

walke through unknowen places without a guide. 1638 in

Verticy Mem. (1907) 1. 90 Some unknown place in the world.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 532 So vast a Space Of Wilds

unknown.. Allures their Eyes, 1790 Cowper Odyss.xxi\.

344 The fishes of tlie unknown deep. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India il. 402 The armies. . beheld countries previously

unknown. 1853 ^^* Arnold Scliolar Gypsy xiv, Where
o'er thy unknown grave, .white flowering nettles wave,

b. Of persons.

For the phrase unknown, unkissed, see Unkissed.

13.. Cursor M. 12131 (Gutt.), Aninian, vnknauen orculh,

138a Wyclif i Cor. xiv. 38 Forsothe if ony man vnknowith,

he schal be vnknowen IVulg. ignorabiinr\ c 1386 Chaucer
Friar's T. 99, 1 am vnknowen as in this contree. c 1440

Alph, Tales 175 Ane vnknowen man sittand on a hors.

1 1449 Pecock AV/r. 53 He schal be vnknowen of God forto

be eny of hise, 1526 TssDALzActs xvii. 23, 1 founde an aultre

wher in was written : vnto the vnknowen god. 1555 Eden
Decades {hihCi 49 It had byn better for hym to haue byn

obscure and vnknowen. 1622 J. Taylor (Water P.) Sir G.

Nonsence To Nobody, The narration of the Vnknowne
Knight. 1676 Ray Corr. (1848) 123 An unknown person,

who sent me a letter without a name. 1718 Free-thinker

No. 4. 25 The Discourse.. turned upon the Unknown Fair.

X797 S. & H. Lke Canterb. T. (1799) I. 364 'A"o Lothaire tlie

lord of St. Aubert was personally unknown. 1846 Mrs. A.

Marsh Father Darcy II. x. 164 Mr. Keyes..was a man
quite unknown about town. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' /i/

Bay iv, Unknown, doubtful AmericanSi neither rich nor

highly-placed are beyond the pale,

O. Of things or facts.

Unknown quantity, orig. a term of algebra (see quots.

1676, 1728, and cf. Quantity 12) ; also freq. in figurative use.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Ware (Roils) 2757 [They] caste

Jrer armes of, l?e vnknowen, And armede hem eft wyj> here

owen, c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 6 Onknowyn was Jjc

quyerne and ek the melle. c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 158

Then oure lady, .was sturred in her harte wyth vnspecahle

& vnknowen gladnesse. 1509 Fisher Wks. (1876) 297 It is

not vnknowen how studyously she procured lustyce to be

admynystred. 1568 Grafton Chron. \\. 180 A man of vn-

knowen or low birth. i6aa S. Ward Life 0/ Faith (1627) 51

Death is the knownest and vnknownest thing in the world.

1669 SiVKiii^ Mariner's Mag. i\. \. 138 Many times the Ship

is carried away by unknown Currents. 1676 Glanvill Ess.

iii. 15 The degree of Composition in the unknown Quantity

of the Equation. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Equation, The
Root of an Equation, is the Value of the unknown Quantity

in the Equation, a 1768 Seckeb Serm. (1770) IV, xviii. 387

Their having a real, though unknown, Subserviency to

valuable Ends. 1837 Faraday Chcm. Manip. xv. 389 As

the whole volume of gas introduced is unknown, and the

specific gravity is as yet unknown. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander
At Bay vi, For some reasons unknown very little was said

of the occurrence in the newspapers.

d. Const, to {unto,\till) or t^(= by),

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7694 Na thyng. .tylle him un.

knawen es, 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles ni. 263 It is not

vnknowen to kunnynge leodis, 1486 Paston Lett, III. 328



UNKNOWN*.
What pleasur ye male do to the Kings Grace, .is not to you
unknowen. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 5 Straunge herbes..vn.
knowen of the common people. ? 1600 C. Percy in Shaksp,
Cent, ofPraise 38 Anything. . that may bee unknown unto
you. 1670 Pettus Fodinm Re^. 11 That Mine, which was
afterwara discovered, .in that Countie (as yet unknown to
the Societie). 1738 Gay ProJ^rtius m. 65 Happy the
youth, and not unknown to Fame, 1823 H, J. Bbooke
Introd. Crystallogr. 231 A crystal whose primary form is

unknown to us. 1866 Geo. Eliot F, Holt Introd. 16 These
things are often unknown to the world.

e. With of. (Cf. Know v. 18 b.)
1606 G. Woodcock Lives Emperors in Hist. Ivstine G g a

When nature did hatch such euils as were vnknowne of to
the whole world. 1839 Mary Howitt Boy 0/Southern Isle
I, XX, Some unknown-of isle. 1864 Pusky Led. Daniel ii.

94 It is.. one strange, unknown-of, God, whom he shall
recognise.

2. In absolute const. : Without it being known
{to one), without the knowledge ^(some one).
1390 GowER Conf. II. 169 Diane his dowhter he begat

Unknowen of his wif Juno. 1423 Jas, I Kingis Q. xlv,

Bewailling myn inforlune.., Vnknawin how or quhat was
best to doon. <; 1450 Mirk's Festial 207 Scho.. was [J>er

J^rytte 5ere vnknowon of all men wythoul meteo})ir drynke.
1483 Caxton G. de la Tour I j, Two prestes unknowen of
her cam wher as she was alone. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss,
I. 74 The kyng.. was thcr unknowen of his ennemyes, 1590
Shaks- Can. Err. iv. ii. 48 Thus he vnknowne to me should
be in debt. 1606 —'Ant. ^ CI. 11. vii, 84 Being done vn-
knowne, I should haue found it af:crwards well done. x67a
Wiseman IVounds i. viii. 74 The Patient, unknown to me,
pursued his intention. 1761 Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney
Bidujph III, 106 He stole, unknown to anybody, on bo.ird
a ship. x8ao Keats Isabella xi, All close they met,, .Un.
known of any, free from whispering tale, 1823 Southey
Hist, Pcnins. War I. 77 An agent . . was employed to nego-
ciate it unknown to the Spanish embassador. 1898 ' Merri-
MAN ' RoderCs Comer iii, The terrible distress .. going on
unknown to us in our very midst.

+ 3. a. Ignorant (^), unskilled in, Obs.
a 1300 Cursor Jif. 11809 pis herods.. [was] O carles costes

a! tilvnknauin. c 1475 RanyCoils^ariizj Sen ellis thow
art vnknawin, To mak me Lord of my awin. 1653 W.
Ramesey^ Astrol. Restored 3 We see thereby the folTy of
such . . gain.sayers of what they arc altogether unknown in.

f b. Not recognizing, owning, acknowledging,
or confessing. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M. 18796 Of vn-man«hedees it draun.To be

again god dede vn-knaun. Ibid. 28288 Ic ha made vous oft

vn.right, And haldcn l?am efter my might, pe gode vous ic

am vn-knaun. c 1375 Ibid. 26666 (Fairf.), pat is J>ou art
vnknawen of ani man synnis hot J>ine awen.
B. sb, 1. An unknown person : a. With the,
Tfu Great UnkitowH (quot. 1825), the author of the

Waverley Novels,

1397 in Salusbury & Chester Poems (1914) 79 To the
Honorable minded vnknowne, the Name-lesse wisheth . . per-
petuall happines. 1652 Loveday Hymen''s Prarludia 8 The
fairc Unknowne found enough in his Noble looks to claime
respect. 17 . . Watts Hymn, * IVko dares ' iv. When shall
we see the Great Unknown, And in his presence stand ?

1774 Trinket 70 The charming unknown turned his eyes on
me. i8as R. Wii^om Sk. Hist. Hawick 51 The powerfully
superior mind of the Great Unknown. 1834 Dickens 5*.
JBoz, Boardinz-ha. i, The distinguished unknown who con-
descends to play the ' swell * in the pantomime.

b. With an, this^ etc., or pi,

1611 Shaks. Cymb, iv, iv. 43, 1 am asham'd To looke vpon
the holy Sunne, ..remaining So long a poore vnknowne.
1686 tr. Agiatis or Civ. Wars Lacedemonians 71 To unite
her self to that Unknown,whom she prefers before me. 1709
Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 140 I'll never run
after the Cant of a Letter from an unknown again, a 1774
GoLDSM. tr. Scarron*s Cotn. Romance (1775) II. 160 He
immediately recollected his unknown by her person, 1839
W. Irving Wol/ert's R. (1855) 45, I have only to find out
this amiable Unknown, to wed her, and be liappy I 1902
Eliz, Banks Newspaper Girl 214 Looking at the bodies of
the unfortunate unknowns.

2. a. With the : That which is unknown.
1656 Stanley Hist, Phtlos. vni. (1687) 433/2 From which

proccedeth Opinion.. to the false and unknown. 1759 B,
PoRTEUS Death 300 When my Soul starting from the dark
unknown Casts back a wishful look. x8i6 Chalmers Let,
in £^^(1851) II. 65 Running into the dark unknown of legal
perplexities. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta xxxv, Losing the
mdcfinite interest of the unknown, it acquired the charm of
a riddle.

b. An unknown state or condition.
1837 Ca rlyle Fr. Rev, i. iv. i, A new omnipotent Unknown

of Democracy was coming into being.

3, Math, An unknown quantity
1817 H. T. Coledrookb Algebra, etc. 63 The demonstra-

tion IS by resolution of a quadratic equation involving several
unknown. 189a A. Marshall Prine, Economics p. xi, His
equations are neither more nor less in number than his un-
knowns.
fUnknown, ///. a,2 Obs.-^ [van of on-y

aknown : see Acknow v. 4 d.] In a state of
acknowledgement or confession.
a 1300 Cursor M, 26094 pe toJ>cr pont es scrift o muth To

mak to preistes vr costes culh j Of al vr plight to be vn-
knaun. Wit will to bete hat we ha schaun.

Unknownly^arfz'. rare, [f. Unknown///.a.i]

In an unknown manner; mysteriously.
161X YhOMOffsconosci2tiatnente,VT\\(.noy/tvi\y. X644QUARLES

Sheph, Orac. vi, Just then it opcn'd ; and th' enclosed Grain
Unknownly vanisht ; and then, clos'd again,

Unknow-nness. [f. Unknown a.] The
quality of being unknown,
1619 W. Sclater Exp. 1 Thess. (1630) 398 The vnknown-

nesse, and suddennesse of Christs comming. 1675 tr. Cam^
dens Hist. Eliz. (ed. 3) 11. 252 They stood in no Fear at ail

of Pirates, by reason of. . the Unknownness of that Sea,
1864 N. Hawthorne S. Felton (1883) 383 Soon they would

253

all drop away,.. all leaving him in blessed unknownness to
adopt new temporary relations. 1899 Outlook 15 Apr. 364/3
Her studies.. appeal by the very unknownness to English
readers.

Unknownst, dial, van (see -st) of Unknown
ppl,a,2{c).
1837 Lover Handy Andy iii, By the powers I I'll pop in

a ball oftknownst tohim. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxiii,

It'll be unknownst to the law as we are. .innocent.

Unko, var. Unco a. Unkiinning, -yng, varr.

Uncunning Obs. CJnkward; see Unkahd a,

XJnkyt, ME. var. Uncut.
Unlabelled, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)
1844 KiKGLAKE EoVien xii. 175 A little while you are free,

and_ unlabelled, like the ground that you compass; but
Civilization is coming. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 166
The reels are turned over, and their unlabelled ends exposed.

Unla-biate, «. (Un-* 7.) 1833-^ Todd's Cycl. Anat, I.

265/2 Two unlabiate and edentate mandibles.

Unlaborions, a. (Un-i 7.)

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 54 The Parlament, whose
command perhaps made all things seem easie and unlabori.
ous to them. 1750 Mrs. Carter Johnsons Rambler No.
44 f 7 Does she \sc. Religion) lead her votaries through
flowery paths, and bid them pass an unlaborious life 7 1809
Edin. Rev. XIV. 4 The simple and unlaborious plenty
which reigned among the scattered inhabitants. 1863 Ld.
Lvtton Ring Amasis I. 260 Those wandering but not un-
laborious days.

Hence 'Uxila1}o'riousuess.
164a J. Cakyl Wks. of EpJiesus Expl. zi Unlaborious-

nesse . , is the buriall of our workes.

TTnlaboured, ///. a. [tjN- 1 8.]

fl. Not cultivated by study. Obs.
^«4So Burgh Secrees 1516 These Sevene Sustryn..The

nync musys blame shal in maneere, That they vnlabouryd
stant on my partye.

2. Of land ; Unworked, untilled, uncultivated.

1473 i?<f. Cupar Abbey I. sot Gif thar be ony..that levis

ony his land..onIaboryt. a 15x3 Fasvan Chron, vii. ccxix.
241 He destroyed the lande. .in suche wyse, that .ix. yeres
after.. the lande laye vnlabored and vntylled. 1586 T. B.
La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. 166 Good ground becommeth
unfruitfull,..the morelt Is left unlaboured. 1684 T. Burnet
Tlieory Earth I. 243 Seeing it.. had a soil so fruitful, a new
unlabour'd soil. 1708 J. Philips Cyrffr 1.115 Let thy Ground
Not lye unlabour'd. 1804 Europ. Mag. XLV. 6o/a GalHa
mourns..Unpeopled cities, and unlabour'd plains,

3. Not obtained or brought about by labour ; esp,

attained or accomplished in an easy or natural

manner; spontaneous.
1631 Sir W. Cornwallis Disc. Seneca LI 6 b, When good-

nes was vnlabored excellency. 1697 Drvden Virg, Past,
>v. 33 Unlabour'd Harvests shall the Fields adorn. 1797
Monthly Mag, III, 538 Of the translation itself we shall
only observe, that it is natural and unlaboured. 1853 Ruskin
Stones Ven, II. viii, 369 Their perfect, pure, unlaboured
naturalism, i88» Homiletic Monthly July 599 Such in-

spirational and unlabored success was built on a firm basis
of general study,

t4. Left unapproached or uninfluenced. Obs.—'^

1644 Laud /^"^f. (1854) IV. 147 The judge at Chester (alto-

gether unknown to me and unlaboured by me) did say [etc.].

5. Not subjected to, free from, labour,
1598 Grenewev Tacitus, Descr. Germanie iL a6t Horses,

which are. .maintained in those woods.., white, vnbacked,
or vnlaboured.

^ 1765 Beattie Judgm, Paris 51^ The bower
of bliss.. be thine, Unlabour'd case, and leisure's careless
dream.

Unlabourinfi^,///- a. (Un-i io.)
X619 Sir j. SRMPiLSacriltge Handled 57 Paul had. .onely

to iustifie, that he and Barnabas might live vnlabouring, as
well as other Apostles. 1791 Cowi'er Odyss. xxi. 488 A bard
Unlabouring strains the chord to a new lyre. 1795 Cole-
ridge To yos. Cottle 18 Ere aught of perilous ascent you
meet, A mead of mildest charm delays th' unlabouring feet.

x8xo T. L. Peacock Genius of Thames 77 Where Lechlade
sees thy current strong First waft the unlaboring bark along.

Unlace, v, [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To undo the lace or laces of (apiece of
armour, clothing, etc.) ; to unfasten, or loosen in

this manner.
13.. Cf'cr(^i.3i7iAknyghthysarmesgan unlace. 1388

Wyclif Mark i. 7 Y am not worthi to, .unlace his schoone.
cz4po Betyn 2426 He vnlacydhis mantell. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur I. xxiii. 69 He vnlaced bis helme and gate hyra
wynde. 1590 C'tess Pembroke Antonie 1593 His armor
he vnlaste, and cast it of. 165a C. B. Stapvlton Herodiail
129 His Purple Coat he 'gins for to Unlace. ^1696 Prior
Love Disarmed 12 Her Boddice halfway She unlac'd. 1731
^^WT Poems, Nymph going to Bed 3^ The lovely goddess
Unlaces next lier steel-rib'd bodice, a i86x T. Woolnicr
My Beautiful Lady, Night x, I wonder whether She now
her braided opulent hair unlace. iSS^Law Rep, 15 Q. B.D.

S6o
The belts . . could be removed from the shafting altogether

y beingunrivetted or unlaced. z888 J. Payn Myst. Mir.
bridge viii. She instantly busied herself, .in unlacing her
boots.

b. In fig. context, or trans/,
c 1400 Beryn 67 [ He] pryuelich vnlasid his both eyen liddes.

And lokid hir in the visage, c 14x3 Hoccleve Min, Poems
^2i,/2;^i I'he feruence Of loue . . Was qweynt, & loues knotte
was vnlaced. 1593 G. Harvey Piercers Super. 69 Thou
mightest haue knowen him, that can Vnbutton thy vanitjj,

and Vnlase thy folly, a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche xvi. xvti,

Unlace my nerves, and try My finest tenderest membranes
to unpin.

O. Naut. (See quot. 1769.) Also absol.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag, r, ii. j6 The Wind blows a
fresh Gale. . .Unlease your Bonnets. 1769 Falconer Diet,

Marine (1780), Dilacer la bonnctte, to unlace or take off the
bonnet from the foot of a sail. 1777 Cook Second Voyage
HI. ii. II. 18 [To] unlace that part of the sail from the yard
which is between the tack and mast-head. x886 R. C. Leslie

UNLADE.
Sea-painter*sLog iii. 41 With bonnet-pioces . . made to unlace
instead of reef.

2. To free or relieve (a person, the body, etc.) by
undoing a lace or laces. Also reji. and absol.
c 1350 WiU.Paleme 3200 pe quen kaujt a knif & komli

hire-selue wilham & his wor>i fere swiftli vn-laced out of Jie
hidous hidus. a 1400 Sir Perc. 786 Gawayne doun lyghte,
Unlacede the rede knyghte. c 1440 York Myst, xxxi. 42My lorde, vn-Iase you to lye, Here schall none come for to
crjje. a 1524 W. Cornyshe in Early XVI Cent. Lyrics
Ixu. 45 Ther wyth reuyued sche, and her smalle wast ful fast
vnlast. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n. xii, She lay for dead, till

I helpt with vnlasing her. 1648 Herrick Hesper. (title),

Upon Juhas unlacing her self. cx68o Roxb, Ball. (1891)
VII. 459 Do no less, then undress, and unlace, alt a-pace.
X7as Fam. Diet. s.v. Swoon, To make him lie on his Back,
to unbutton or unlace.

^ 1889 Spectator 9 Nov. 635/1 Showin'
their tongues Or unlacin' their lungs, For divle one symptom
the dOcther disparages.
transf, c 1440 Pallad. en Hush. vii. 26 If al the lond attonys

rody grete, Enclyne, and thonke vnlaced so for hete. 176a
Sterne Tr. Shandy vi. xi. As if he had snatched the occasion
of unlacing himself with a few more frolicsome strokes at
vice, than the straitness of the pulpit allowed.

f 3, To cut up or carve (in later use spec, a
rabbit) ; to cut off in carving. Obs.

13. . Gaw. (5" Gr, Knt. 1606 A wyje J>at was wys vpon wod
craftez, To vnlace Hs bor lufly bigynnez. c 1460 J. Russell
Bk. Nurture 410 Furst, vn-lace pe whynges, ^e legges J>an
in sight, c i486 Bk, St. Albans F vij b, A Cony vnlaceedde.
1508 W. de Worde Bk. Keruynge A j b, Vnlace that cony.
x6i8 Breton Court ^ Country Wks. (Grosart) II. 13/1 A
Trencher must not be laid, nor a. .Capon carued, nor a
Rabbet vnlaced out of order, a 1661 Holyday Juvenal
(1673) 78 'Tis no small difference, with what gesture men Of
art vnlace a hare and spoil a hen. 1687 J. Shirley Accomp.
Ladies Rich Closet Rarities 52 In unlacing a Coney, Turn
the belly upwards, cutting the belly-pieces from the kidneys,

1771 Mrs. Haywood New Presentfor Maid 269 To unlace
a Rabbit.

1 4. To disentangle, unravel. Obs,'~'^

^1374 Chaucer Boeth. m. pr. xii. (1868) 105 Scomest Jwu
me . . p&x. hast so wouen me wi }> J?i resouns, l>e house of didalus
so entrelaced, f>at it is vnable to ben vnlaced.

1 6. Jig; a. To undo or destroy ; to deprive of
something. Obs,
c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Prznc. 2456 Of his honour, vn-

trouthe a knyght vnlaceth. Ibid, 3652 Dignite had ben
vnlaced And yngirt ofhonour. 1577 Grange Golden Apkrod.,
etc. Qjb, Milesian maydes, your steppes I mean to trace,
And as Lucrecia did, my lyfe for to vnlace. 1604 Shaks.
0th. n. iii. 194 What's the matter That you vnlace your
reputation thus.

tb. To disclose, reveal. Obs,
X567 Painter Pal. Pleas. 11. xiii. (1890) II. 301, 1 purpose,

then, to vnlace the dissolute lyues of three Ainorouse Dames.
"577 Grange Golden Aphrod., etc. Rivb, Wherefore if

my penne were able, well might I here vnlace my loyattie.

x^a Stanvhurst y£'««f Ded. (Arb.) 7 Vt may bee.. I shal
bee occasioned.. too vnlace more of theese mysteries,

f O. To relax or loosen ; to set free. Obs.
16x0 G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. n. xlii, An intire embrace

That no satietie can ere unlace. X639 Fuller Holy War
II. iv. 48 These Hospitallers afterwards getting wealth, un-
laced themselves from the strictnesse of their first Institution.

6. To strip of lace.

1598 Florio, Disfrangiare, to vnfringe, to vnlase.

Unlaxed, ///. a, [f. prec or Un-1 8.]

1, a. Having a lace or laces undone or slackened,

b. Not laced; with lace(s) unfastened.

1447 BoKKNHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 277 Whan the gospel
shulde be Red..evere ryht up stude she Wyth slevys un-
laced, a 1529 Skelton E. Rujnmyng 133 Some wenches
come vnlased. Some huswyues come vnDrased. xsSa Stany-
HURST Mncis IV. (Arb.) 113 Her self.. standing neere the
halloed altars, Naked in her oane foote, with frock vnlaced
aparral>;d. x6ox Holland Pliny II. 308 Women.. with
their haire hanging loose about their cares, vngirt, vnlaced,
and vnbraced. 1837 Pollok Course T, viii. 01 Unscutcheoned
all,.. Unlaced, uncoroneted, unbestarred. 1871 Figure
Training 79, I had never.. been suffered to remain unlaced
one instant longer than was absolutely necessary.

1 2. Cut up, carved. Obs,"^
x6o3 2nd Pt. Return Parnass. iv. i. 1526 Sometimes a

messe of stewd broth will do well, and an vnlac'd Rabbet ia

best of all.

Unlach, obs. Sc. variant of Unlaw.
tUnla'ckable, a. C^j. tUN'7b.] Indispensable, c 1449

pECocK Kepr. i. ix. 44 Thilk leernyng. .is necessarie and
vnlackeable to Cristen men. tUnlaxkably, euiv. Obs.
[Un-* II.] Indispensably. 1449 Pecock Repr. i. vii. 3s
Ellis he were not vnlackeabli necessarie to Cristen men.
Unlaxkeyed,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1784 Cowper Task 11.

652 To her who, frugal only that her thrift May feed excesses
she can ill afford, Is backney'd home unlacquey'd. Un-
la*cquered,/S//. a, (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash, Unlackered, not
lackered.] 1833 Carlvle Misc. (1872) V, 124 The brow of
brass, behold how it has got all unlacquered,

Unla-de, v, [Un-2 4. cf. OE. onhladan,
OHG. intladen, MHG., MLG., G. entladen^ MDu.
and Du, ontladen^ To unload.

1. trans. To take a load off (a horse, cart, etc.).

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xviii. xxviii. (Bodl. MS.),
Pel leyeh--l'e stikkes and wood bitwene his legges and Hes
and drawij? hem home.. and vnladel> and dischargel> hym
J>anne. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon iii. 103 Thenne they
vnladed theyr somers & theyr cartes. 1494 Cov, Leet Bk. 557
To drive his Cart laden with Otes into t»e Croschepyng &
there to vnlade the seid Cart. 162a Fletcher Span. Cur.
II. i, I have the mony ready, and I am weary... Pray ye
Sir, unlade me. 1695 Congreve Mourn, Muse Alexis 6
Thither, let all th' industrious Bees repair. Unlade their

Thighs, and leave their Hony there. x76o-7a H, Brooke
Fool oj Qual. (1809) III. 64 Some arose, and unladed two
asses of the creels . , they carried.



UNLADEIT.

fig, a xS9» T. Watson Tears o/Fancu xlii, Vnlade me of

the burthen . . enuious fates . . Haue heapt vpon me.

b. To take the cargo out of (a ship). Also in

fig. context.

c X489 Caxton Stmnes ofAymon 523 As they vnladed the
ship, iss5EDEN/7«a(/<rj(Arb.)24oTheport..isso..commo-
dious tooefraight or vnlade shyppes, as [etc. J. 1586 B. Voung
Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 194 b, Ifyouthinkcyour stomacke
will not seme you to vnlade all the ship, let me helpe you.

164* Milton ApoL Smect. 36 He must cut out large docks
and creeks into his text to unlade the foolish frigate of his

unseasonable autorities. 1693 Land, Caz. No. 3838/3 They
are now Unlading her, but the Goods are very much Dam-
nified. X781 Gibbon DecL^ ^.xxiv. (1787) II. 443 Fourscore
vessels were gradually unladen. 1864 Tennvson En, Ard.
8ia He..help'd At lading and unlading the tall barks. 1871

KingsLEY /^/Z.fTj/ii,Along the beach a market.. I
with canoes

drawn up to be unladen.
reji. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirah. ccc, The vent'rous Mer-

chant.. Shall here unlade him, and depart no more, i860
Geo. Eliot Mill on Fhss i. xii, Where the black ships un-

lade themselves of their burthens.

O. To unburthen or relieve by the removal or

discharge of something. Chiefly^^. and const, of.

1581 J. Bell Haddan's Ans7t: ^jor. 263 b, To unlade you
of some cholericke humours, c x6oo Chalkhill Tlualma ^
CI. (1683) 127 Cattel gan to low Homewards t'unlade their

milky bags. x688 Pulpitesayings 29 When a Man unlades
himself of all his Sins. 1703 Rowe Fair Penit. \. i, Let me
unlade my Breast. 1898 Watts*Dunton Aylwin vir. iii,

Unlading the mind of the trash previously called knowledge.

2. To discharge (a cargo, etc.) from a ship.

14*7-8 Rec. Si. Mary at Hill 68 For cariage of ij lode fro

Cambregges key, ladyng & vnladyng, xiiij d. 1542-3 Act
34 ^ 35 Hf^ VIlitc 9 § 4 That no persone . . doo caste or un-

lade out of any . . ship . . Balast rubbishe gravell or any other

wracke. 1590 Webbe Trav. (Arb.) 19 We vnladed our hour-

then at Narre. i6ia in loM Rep. Hist, MSS. Coifwt. App.
V. 467 Goodes to be discharged, unladen, or brought in.

x66x GoDOLPHiN Vie7v Admir. Jttrisd. Introd. b 3 b, A
Lighter, or Skiff, or the Ships Boat into which part of the
Cargo is unladen for the lightning of the Ship. 172a De Foe
Plague {\^s^^^^^ They would not suffer them.. to unlade
their Goods upon any Terms whatever. i7as Pope Odyss.
XVI. 375 They moor the vessel and unlade the stores, a 1864
HwwTHQRH^Aitier.Note'bk, (1868) I. 164 Huge trunks and
bandboxes [were] unladed and laded. 1884 Harper's Mag.
June 52/1 All cargoes must be unladed between sunrise and
sunset.

b. To discharge or get rid of; to put off or lay

down (a burden, etc.) ; to unpack or bring forth.

Chiefly/^.
1591 Spenser Daphn, Ixx, There will I.. the huge burden

ofmy cares vnlade. 1599 Chapman Humorous Days Mirth
F 4 b, Forth and vnlade the poyson of thy tongue. 1639

J, Shirley Maid's Rev. 11, i. D3, Ere you let fall words of
welcome. Let me unlade a treasure in your eare. 1813
Crabbk TaleSt Arabella 2S3 When all inquiries had been
duty made, Came the kind friend her burthen to unlade.
1821 Lamb Elia 1. Imperfect Sympathies^ He.. unlades his

stock of ideas in perfect order.

3. absoL To discharge a cargo or cargoes,

1547 Privy CouncilAds {iZgo) II. 466 If he unladed there,

he might cary the vytayles a good wey after by the river,

1568 Grafton Chron, H, 567 The ships., were forced to vn-
lade at Doner. 1666 Lond.Gaz. No. 69/2 A large Swede..
is likewise arrived with Deales, and is to unlade in this Har-
bor. 1774 E.Jacob Faversham 15 Where the great Vessels

used to unlade. 1796 Morse Amer. Ceog, II. 24 Large
ships may. .lade and unlade close to the ware houses. 1863
Susan Warner Old Helmet xxxv, At Tonga she was de-

tained a week and more, unlading and taking in stores. 1879
Farrar St. Paul II. 405 The wharfs where the barges.,
were accustomed to unlade.

b. To discharge a burden, contents,etc. Also^^.
i6«9 Massinger Picture iv. ii, You may safer run vpon

The mouth of a cannon, when it is vnlading, 1717 Bullock
IVovt. a Riddle i. i, What adventure is this you are so full

of? come, unlade, unlade. z86aGouLBURN ^^r;. Relig.in.
\\{\. (1873) 226 While caravans were unlading or making up
their complement of passengers.

t4, trans. To discharge (a fire-arm), Inquot._;f^.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.^ Rich, IF, ccxliii, Thus over-

charg'd & 3'etvnwilling to Vnlade Himselfe by the first Match
that came.

Hence ITnla'ding///. a.

1607 Chapman Bussyd'Ambois in. il. 38 I'll. .so thump
his liver, That, like a huge unlading Argosyt He shall

confess all.

XTnla-deii,///.a. [Un-1 8 b.] Unloaded.

_
7iSo2 YoviSTV.K Arabian Nights {iZ-sq) 'i^'if^\^ wasreturn-

ing from Balsora with my camels unladen, which I had con-
ducted thither with goocls to he embarked for India. xSao
Shelley IVitch Atl. Ixviii, The wizard-maiden, .with an
eye serene and heartunladen. 1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves
70 Send no camels unladen, if you have wherewith to lade
them,

TTnla'diug, vbL sb. [f. Unlade z;.] The action

of unloading or discharging.
1428-9 Rec, St. Mary at IIill 70 Also paid . . for \>e caryage

& ladyng& vnladyng, ix d. 1627 J. Taylor (Water P.) Navy
0/Land Ships Wks. (1630) 82/1 The often returnes, lading
and vnlading of this ship. 1691 Land. Gaz. No, 2656/2 That
no such. .Vessel shall be above Ten days in Unlading. i-jtA

Leoni AlbertCs Archit. I. 75b, For the more easy unladmg
of the Shipping. i8t8 Sporting Mag. II. 161 Hogarth has
already given the picture of the unlading of a stage coach.
1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves ziq Affording great facilities for
the unlading or shipment of cargoes.

b. attrib.j as unladingplace, port, time.
16x1 Flobio, Sbarco^. .[nTi\ vnlading place for ships, x68i

Cal, Treas. Bks, 7 The books of the unlading port. 1755
yi.KQ^-»s Insurances 1.48 The customary unlading Places in
that Port. 1884 J. Parker Aiost. Life HI. 61 We must
have landing places, and unlading timeSfin life.

Unla-dyfled, ppl. a. (Un.^ 6 c.) x6xa N. Fiitn IVcm,

254

a IVeathercock v. ii, Know That I am married to this

gentleman. . , What ease I find being unladified !

tTnladylike, a. (Un-i 7 c.)

x8s4 Miss MiTFORD Village Ser. i. 229 A very discredit,

able and unladylike partiality, of which I am quite ashamed.
X856 Whvte-Melville Kate Coventry i. 4 She said it was
improper and unladylike, and even unfeminine.

Unlage, obs. variant of Unlaw.
Unlai-d, ppL a. and sb, [Un- 1 8 b. Cf. ON.

4iag?)r\ also Dn. ongeUgdy G. ungelegt (of eggs).]

1. Not laid, placed, or set.

X468-9 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 124 The lenger that it

\sc. the roof-tile) lythe unleyd the wcrs it wyll be. 1570
Levins Manip* 197 Vnlayd, non positus. 1597 Hooker
EccL Pol. V. Ivi. § 5 The first foundation of the world being

as yet vnlayd. 1656 Osborne Adv, Son Lett.. Wks. 1722 1,

B 5, The severest Curse remaining in the custody of For-

tune, yet unlaid upon me. 187a Daily News 12 Aug., The
spot where the final stone of the great structure yet hung
unlaid.

b. ? Laid out (as a corpse) ; laid in the grave.
c 163s B. JoNSON Underwoods, Petition Chas. /, Parts of

me they judg'd decay'd t But we last out still unlayM.

c. Of a hedge : (see Lay v,'^ 6 b).

x868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 255 If ..the
shoots are cut toward the bottom growth of the wood as
downward in an unlaid one, or against the leaning direction

of the layers in a laid hedge.

2. Of spirits : Not laid by exorcism.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 278 Gutd. Ghost vnlaid forbeare

thee. Arui. Nothing ill come neere thee. 1634 Milton
CtfwwJ434Noevil thing that walks by night,,. Blew meager
Hag, or stubborn unlaid ghost, ..Hath hurtfuU power o're

true virginity, 1780 Burke CEcon. Reform Wks. Ill, 297
Ghosts of unlaid accountants, haunt the houses. x8o6 Moore
Epist. VIM. i. Pagan spirits, by the Pope unlaid. 1831
WORDSW, ' Theforest huge ' 11 The feudal Warrior-chief, a
Ghost unlaid. Hath still his castle. x888 {.title). Unlaid
Ghost : a Study in Metempsychosis,

3. Not laid open, out, etc.

1608 Shaks. Per. I. ii. 85 How many worthy princes*

bloods were shed, To keep his bed of blackness unlaid ope.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk tj- Setv, 62 Though they be unlaid
out in themselves, they may be laid out by body laid in.

4. Not covered or plated with something.
164S Hexham 11, Ongcbleckt, Vnlaid with plates of Lettine,

5. In technical uses, e.g. of a rope (see Lay z/, 37),
of paper (see 'Lhi'Dppl. a.), etc
In recent diets.

6. sb. A blanket made from untarred wool. Sc,

^71869 J. Younger A7itobiog.{iZZi)iw. 38 He rolled up his

pipes, bag and all, in the blankets above him..—which bag
imparted that election-dinner stain to her best white unlaids,

Unla'me, <«. [Un.' 7.] t Wholly free, aryto Cursor M.
2104s [John] was o lustvn-lame. Unla'med,///.a, (Un-*
8. Cf. MLG. ungclc/nt,) c 1470 Gol. ^ Gaw, 442 Sauand
my senyeoury fra subiectioun. And my lordscip vn-lamyt,
withoutin legiance. 1839 Carlyle Chartism iii. (1840) 23
His unlamed right-hand,.. is not this defined to be *the
sceptre of our Planet ' ?

Unlame-nted,///. a, (Un-1 8.)

X59S DanielC/V. Wars i. xx, Atyrant !oth*d,..Poysoned
he dies, disgrac'd, and vnlamented. x6>6 Massinger Rom.
Actor y. ii, Such as governed only by their will. . .unlam-
ented fall. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. § 115 He died
unlamented by any, bitterly mentioned by most. 1717 Pope
Elegy Utfort. Lady 43 Thus unlamented pass the proud
away. x8i8 Shelley Rosal.

(J-
Helen 231, 1 watched,,My

husband's unlamented tomb. 1896 Pop. Set. yrnl. L, 277
The old systems that lie unlamented in their graves.

Unlampocned, ppl. a. (Un-^ 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1828
Southey ToA.Cunninghavt 36 Extend those laws Till every
chimney its own smoke consume, And give thenceforth thy
dinners unlampoon'd. XJnIa'nced,///, a. (Un-' 8.) 1593
G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 26 Where, .the filthiest corrup-
tion of abhominable villany [may] passe vnlaunced. 16^3
Fuller Serm. 27 Mar. 7 Sometimes Chirurgions leave their

ulcers unlaunch't \sic\.

t Unland, sb. Sc. Obs, [Un-1 12. Cf. OE.
nnland, ON. tiland, WFris. onl&n, unldn, MDu.
onlant (Du. onland), MLG. unlani, LG, and G,
unland.^ Unarable land.

1573-4 ^<§'' Mag, Sig. Scot, $Tj/9 Terras arabiles lie

cornelandy terras non arabiles lie iniland. 161 1 Ibid. 250/2
Cum..parca, pratis, wardis (//> unland s^\x tedderingis) et

silvis apud idem.

XTnla*nd, v, [Un-2 4.] trans. To deprive of

land.
a i66x Fuller Worthies, Monmouth, iv. (1662) 51 But one

Bishop.. more unlanded Llandaff in one, than all his Pre-
decessors endowed it in four hundred years.

Unla'nded, a. [Un-1 9.] Not possessed of

land.
X488 Sc. Acts, yas. IV (1814) II. 207/1 The gudis movabill

belanging to the pure vnlandit folkis. 1550 Extr. Aberd.
Reg. (1844) I, 138 Ilk gentilman landit ijc hb., ilk gentilman
vnlanditijc markis, 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix. 199
Either rich or poore : landed or vnlanded. 1633 Ford Love's
Sacr, IV, i, The sallow-colour'd brat Ofsome unlanded bank-
rupt. x6(^ Sedley Mulberry Gard. nr. ii. Give your estate

where you please, so you will but settle your affection upon
me, ..and the like artillery of unlanded lovers. 18S4 Pall
Mall G. 2 April 2/1 The rights of the unlanded millions.

Unla'ndmarked, a. (Un-> 9,) 1870 Lowell Among
my Bks. Ser. i. 124 The unlandmarked deep of speculation.

tTnlangaaged, a. [Un-i 9.]
1. Not gifted with speech.
1654 Davenant in Earl Monm. Bentivoglio's IVarrs

Flanders bib, The ceaseless nature of your Kindness then.

Still ready to inform undanguag'd Men, Deserves less Praise
[etc.]. 1850 H. Bushnell God in Christ i. ii There is no
difBcuIty in perceiving how our two unlanguaged men will

proceed.

2. Not expressed in articulate speech.

TTNLATTICEB.

1846-8 Lowell Biglozu P, Ser. i. ii. Introd. Let., The un-

languaged prattlings of infants, i860 Faber Bethlehem
100 To what numberless unlanguaged and unsung Magni-
ficats did not all this give rise.

Unla-nterned, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) i8z6 Lamb Elia 11,

Pop. Fallacies xv. It has a sombre cast,, .derived from the

tradition of those unlantern'd nights.

Unla'p, V. liovfrare, [Un-2 4.]

1. trans. To uncover by withdrawing a cloth or

the like. Also re^. B.n^fig.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 214 As schorne golde schyr her fax
l>enne schon. On schylderez ^»at leghe vnlapped ly3le.

c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 256 Vnlappe yow belyve wher ye
lye. 1656 Baxter ReformedPastor 369 Ifa cripple do but
unlap his sores. 1664MRS. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchin-
son (1806) 441 Satisfied with this, they did not unlap the

body. 1809 Mar. Edgeworth Mamxuvring xv. The influ-

ence of her. .prettincss, joined to the power of my mother's
irresistible address, have almost lapped me in elysium. . . But
. . I unlapped myself. x886- in dial, glossaries, etc. (Yks.,

Lanes., Chesh.),

2. To unfold ; to spread open. Also intr.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1032 pire princes, sone as t>e pistill

was put |>am in hand, . . Vn-lappis lijtly t>e lefe & J>e line

redes. 1501 DouGt^s Pal. Hon. Prol. 37 The dasy and the

maryguld vnlappit, Quhilks all the nicht lay with their

ieuis happit, 1586 W. Travers Supplic. Privy Council
(1612) 23 Tapestrie which, ..being vnlapt and laid open,

sheweth plainely to the eye all the worke that is in it.

3. To detach in a strip or flap.

1834-ti Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 103/2 A curve traced

by the extremity of the thread FC, unlapped from the cir-

cumference. Ibid., Let the acting face of the tooth ^ be
formed by unlapping a thread from its circumference.

Hence TJnla'ppingZ'^/. sb.

1839 Ure Diet. A rts, etc. 233 In the course of the lapping
and unlapping of such a length of webs,
UnIa*psed,//*/.a. (Un-> 8.) x668 H. IAq-rk Div.Dial.

IV, vii. 26 His Dominion., over Angels, whether lapsed or un-
lapsed, 1740 Chevne Regivien 297 Unlapsed, tried and
purified angelical Hierarchies. Unla'rded,///. a. (Un-'

8.) 1748 Chesterf, Lett. 22 Feb., Speak the language,,
purely, and unlarded with any other. UnlaTge, a. (Un-'

7.] fNot generous in giving. 1^83 Cath. Angl. 208/2 Vn
harge, illeberalis. Unlasci'vious, a. (Un-' 7.) X593
Nashe Strange Nerves E 3 There is no other unlascivious

use or end of poetry but to. . magnifie vertue.

Unlasli, V. [Un-2 4b.]
1, trans. To detach or release by undoing a

lashing.

X748 Smollett R, Random xxvi, Our hammocks.. were
immediately unlashed, 1850 R. G. Gumming Hunter's Life
S. Afr. (1902) 102/2 Returning to the waggons, I com-
menced to unlash from the side of one of these a shovel.

iS6zCatal. Interjtat. Exhib. II. No. 2659, Improved systems
of unlashing.. ships' boats. 1879 Farrar St. Faulix. xliii.

1 1. 379 They began to unlash the boat and lower her into

the sea.

2. To undo or untie (a lashing),

1853 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 67 Nos. i and
3 unlash the [Pontoon] Lashings. 1870 Milit. Engineering

347 At the word Unlash, each man stoops down, and casts

ofifthe lashing in front of him.
Unla'shed, ppl. a. [Un-' 8.] Not scourged. 176X

Ghurchill Rosciad 500 Actors, unlash'd themselves, may
lash mankind. tUnla'st, v. Obs.~^ IUn-' 14.] intr.

To fail to last. (A misunderstanding of L. indtfrare.)

A 1300 E, E. Psalter Ixxxix. 6 It wites als gresse areli at

dai;.,At euen doun es it broght, Un-lastes, and welkes, and
gas to noght.

Unla-sting, ppl, a, (Un-1 io,)

1585 Adp, Sandys Serm. ix. 146 Mans life is as vnlasting

as a flower. X790A. Wilson Epist. to A.Clarke Poet. Wks.
(1846) 48 Struggling hard for base unlasting pelf,

ITnlatcli, t'. [UN.23.]
1. trans. To undo the latch or catch of (a door,

etc.) ; to unfasten in this way.
164a H. More Song of Soid i. i. 60 Then stiller whisper-

ing winds dark visions unlatch, 1697 Dryden ^neis vi.

704 Mean time my worthy wife.. The door unlatch 'd. x8s3
Byron Werner i v. i. 434 Who . . Unlatch'd the door of death
for thee. X873 Miss Brouchton Nancy I. 54 Unlatching
the gate in the fence. X890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III.

200 The bellows is closed up, it is now allowed to fall open,
when unlatched, by a catch on the side and top,

b, intr. To become, or admit of being, thus un-

fastened.

1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) 1. 1, ii. 12 The gate of jjold no
more unlatches. 1875 Blackmore A, Lorraine xviii, The
gate at this end unlatches,

2. trans. To unlace (shoes), Cf. Latchet i c,

x88o L. Wallace Ben-Hur 253 Another unlatched Ben-
Hur's Roman shoes,

Unla'tched, ///. a. IUn-' 8.] Not fastened by a latch.

x888 Daily Ne7vs 5 Dec. 7/5 An unlatched window, 1901

Munsey's Mag. XXV. 435/1 [He] had left the flat door

unlatched. ^Vn\B.-Uatppl. a. Sc. Obs.WJa-^ ^.] Un-
disciplined. 01449 '" Bower Fordun's Scotichron, (1759)

II. 376 The unlatit woman the licht man will lait. Un-
lathed,///. a. (Un-' 8,) 1854 H. Miller Sch. ff Schm.
(1858) 44 A mud floor below, and an unlathed roof above.

tUn-La'tin, fT. Obs.—^ [Un-' 7-I =next. 1675 T. Tully
Let. to Baxter 2 Only I beg your leave to English it for the

sake of your un-latine Readers. tUnla'tined, a. Obs.

[Un-' a] Not acquainted with Latin. 1550 Harington tr.

Cicero s Bk. Friendship (1562) Pref, A iij b, How so euer it

\sc. this translation] shalbe lyked of the learned, I hope it

shalbe allowed of the vnlatmed. 1570 Dek Math. Pref.

A iii b, Being vnlatined people, and not Vniuersitie Scholers.

Unla-tinize, v. (Un-^ 6 c.) 1836 Penny CycL V. 525 Pub-
lished . . by Conrad Aslacus (wc cannot unlatinize Gassendi's
name). 1847 De Morgan Arith. Bks. p. viii, Why the un-
latinizing process should,. be practised by the learned only.

Unla'tticed, ppl. a, (Un-' 8.) x8so Scott Abbot ix. An
unlatticed aperture gave him the view of the demolished
garden.



UNLAUDABLE. 255 UNLEAL.

Unlaueh, obs. Sc. form of Unlaw.
Vnlau'dable,^. (UN-i7b. Cf.lLLAUDABLE.)
1550 Thomas Ital. Dici.y Dhfregeitole^ shameful! or vn-

laudable. 1673 Laity's Call. 11. 1. § 12 Some very unlaudable
qualities of a woman. i8a6 Q. Rev. XXXIV. 451 Playing
small games,, .an innocent and not unlaudable pastime.

Hence Unlau'dableness.
1744 [Garbick] Essay on Acting 26 A farther Confirmation

of tlie Unlaudableiiess of such Proceedings.
Unlau'gh» v. (Un-' 3.) 153a Moke Coufui. Tindale

Wks. 684/1 lindall must of reason gyue vs leaue to laugb at

hys proude inuented folye. And I shall find hym fower
suerties..that at what tyme hereafter he proue himselfe a
true prophete, I shall vppon reasonable warning onlaughe
agayn it aL 1637 I. Williams Holy Table 153 You must
unlaueh again this foolish Laughter, tUnlau^ght, ppl.a.

Obs.-^ [Un-' 8 b+/(TfA/, obs. pa. pple. of Latch f.'] Un-
seized, untaken. cx\oo Destr. Trojf 3237 The Troiens..
Lefte noght vnlaght )iat lykyng was in.

t TJnlau-gliter-mild, a, Obs,~^ [Un-1 7: cf.

ON. hldtr-mildr^ Da. lattermild^ prone to laugh.]

Not given to laughter or mirth.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3283 Had he noght rested bot a thrau,

O maidens sagh he cum on raw; pe formast was vnlaghter
milde, Hir semed na wight to be wilde.

Unlau'nched,///. a. (Un-' 8.) [177s Ash.] xSioBvrom
Occas. P., Nurse's Doic 3 The good ship Argo. .still un-

launch'd from Grecian docks. 1863 P. Barrv Dockyard
Econ. 128 To allow the unlaunched ship to remain and rot.

Unlau-relled, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) xSxj Byron Ch. Har. i.

xci, Thus unlaurel'd to descend in vain, By all forgotten.

1856 Merivale Rom. Emp. xliii. V. 63 The Marcomanni..
had kept Tiberius himself at hay, and sent him back un-

laurelled across the Danube. Unlaving,///. a. (Un-'

la) 1834 Lytton Pompeii i. vii, Those who took only the

cold bath . . withdrew into that graceful . . building . . to shame
the unlaving posterity of the south. Unla'vlsh, a. (Un-'

7.) i7«8 Thomson Spring 733 Unlavish Wisdom never
works in vain. Unla'vished, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 174^
SHENSTONE^/r^'ifj'xix. 12 He blam'd. . My time, imlavish'd

in pursuit of pow'r.

tr-ulaw, sb, [OE. unla^u (Un-1 12), = ON.
iil'og (pi.), Icel. 6ldg, Norw. ulag^ Sw. olag^ MDa.
u/og{Da,, ulov),'\

I. Illegal action ; illegality.

After the early i4tb cent only in occasional Sc use, but
revived by recent writers.

X008 Laws Ethelred (Lieberm.) \. 236 fact man rihta laje
tip-arxre & xlce unlaga georne afylle. a iioo in Kemble
Cod. Dipl. IV. 195 IchnellesuSaen 3at man hym eny unlawe
beode. IS97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9705 ^uf. .em man made is

apel, ^uf me dude him vnlawe. a 1300 Cursor M. 19106 pe
lauerd |>al bidd )>c man wit-stand, Vnlau it es to tell in land.

1303 R. Brunne HandL Synne 8795 5yf bou dedj-st euer J>at

vnlawe, A man oute of holy cherche to drawe. 1318 Sc.
Acti Parlt, (1844) I. 471 Torth& noun raysoun quod dicitur
wrang et unlaw. 14. . Ibid. 347/2 Bot t»ai hald na court of
lyfe and lym bot of jniur and vnreson ^at is to say wrang
and vnlaw. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj'.y Slat, RobL /, 33 Sa
lang as he or his preloquutour defends tort and non reason,
that Is, wrang and vnlach (that is to baue done na iniurte, nor
vnreason agains the Law).
1871 Freeman A^«??-///. C(»«^. xxi, IV, 620 This state of things

was what our fathers called unlaw. 1876 Ib/d. xxii. V. 52.

1881 PusEY ititie)t Unlaw in Judgements of the Judicial
Committee of Privy Council. 1883 Bp. E^ H. Browne
Serm. Reading Congress 1$ Th« conflict between law and
unlaw, between Christianity and irreligion.

•fb. An evil custom or habit. Obs."^
aisas Juliana 7a BtreowseS ower 8unnen,..leaue3 ower

unlahen.

1 2, Sc. A fine or amercement ; a penalty. Obs.
XAa4 Sc, Ads, Jos, 7(1814) IL 5/1 Ouha sa euer be con-

uickit.., he sail pay xl. s. for t^^ vnlaw. 1459 in Laing
Charters (1899) 37 Syndry unlawis amerciameniis and alt

uther fautis. 1496 Acta Dom. Cone. IL 2 Ane unlaw of
xl s. 154X Rec. Elgin (1^3) I. 65 The baxstaris fur thalr

fait salbe punist..with viii s. of vnlaw. 1613 in Northei^
N. ^ Q. I. 74 Under the payne of ane vnlaw of ane pound
Fleymis. 1678 Sir G. MACKENzrE Crim. Laws Scot. i. xix.

% 15 The Unlaw to be ten Pound. X73a J. Louthian Form
of Process 273 Fines, Amerciaments, or Unlaws inflicted

upon Offenders,, .are sometimes ordained wholly to be paid
to the King. 1767 in Craig & Laing Hawick Tradition
(1898) 243 tHe] is not worth the King's unlaw, being on the
Parish Roll or Poors LtsL

Unlaw, V. [f. prec, or Un-2 3, 7.]

I I. trans, (also abso/.) To fine, amerce. Sc. Obs.
14.. in Sc. Acts Parlt. (1844) I. 710/2 Item., to bis

{sc. the justice's] clerk for jlk man vnlawit or said, ij s.

1491 [see the vbl. sb.]. 1508 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. \.

244/2 That nane of 50W presume to call, geif sentence, un-
law,.. the said lohnne. 1564 Reg. Prizy Council Scot. I.

307 tHe] wesunlawit in thesoum..of ane thowsand markis.
f6«3 in R. M. Fergusson A. Hume (1899) ^99 The counsall
. .have..unlawit the said Adam.. for his said offence. 1678
Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 11. xiii. § 3 A Barron
may unlaw for Absence, for ten Pounds. 1710 in f. J. Vernon
Par. <V Kirk Haivick (1900) 203 [They] were each of them.

.

fyned and onlawed in egregious ryotts. 173a J. Louthian
Porm of Process 295 The several Slieriff Deputes,., if any
be absent,, .are unlawed in 100 Merks each.

+ b. intr. To pay a fine. Obs.''^

169a in W. Hector Judic. Rec. Renfrew (iSy6i 54 Ilk ane
othcm ought to unlaw to the Pror.-Fiscal.

2. trans. To annul (a law). Also re^. rare.

2644 Milton Areop.{.\xh.) 76 That also., no law can
possibly permit, that intends not to unlaw it self. 1654
Cromwell .Syt. 12 Sept. (Carlyle),Of_what assurance is a Law
to prevent so great an evil, if it lie in the same Legislature
to unlaw it again?

Hence Unlawiug vbl. sb.

1491 Acta Dom. Audit. (1839) 164/1 pe vnlawing of J>e

said alexr. blare. t$xx Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. \. 351/2
That thai desist . . fra all . . unlawing, forfattin and preceding
agains the said David. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt, Eng.

11. xxvii. 213 The King hath a power of Lawing, and Un-
lawing in Christs kingdome.

Unlawed, ppL a. [Un-i 8.]

1. (See Law v. 3, Expeditate z/.)

1598 Manwood Laws Forest xvi. 92 The owners, .are to
be amerced 3^. for the keeping of such Dogges vnlawed. 1659
Termes de la Ley 163 b/2 A privilege to keep Doggs within
the Forrest unlawed without punishment. 1683 Brady Hist.
Eng. App. 142 (tr. Charter of Forests), He whose Dog at
such time shall be found unlawed. 1913 Contenip. Rev.
Oct. 560 It was considered a great honour to be allowed to
keep unlawed dogs for pleasure of the chase.

2. Exempt from law,
x88o Mem. J. Lcgge 291 Miracle is not an unlawed inter-

ference.

Unlaw'fal, a. and adv. [Un-1 7, lib.]
1. Contrary to law ;

prohibited by law ; illegal.

ai^OQ/Cursor M, 29516 pat cursing tald vn-laghful es pat
ordir wantes and right-settnesO lagh. X398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. IX. xxvi. (Bodl. MS.), It was iholde vnlawefulle
to goo more wey one ))e seturdaie. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)
3024 Here ye thes vnlawful reasouns Mi lord the Soudon
seith vs among. 1473 Cov. Leet Bk. 41B VnlaufuU & hurt-
full ordenaunces made by the seid dyers. Ibid.^ VnlaufuU
Dthes and wrytynges. 1515 in W. H. Turner Select, Rec.
Oxford (18S0) 13 William Flemynge usith ,. unlawful!
mesures, that is to seye, an unlawful! yerde. 1581 [see

next], a\6i% Overbury A IVi/e, etc. (161 4) B 4 b, Some
lawfull things to be auoyded are, When they occasion of
vnlawfull be. x65» Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 449
Anie other prohibited places and unlawful Ports whatsoever,
in the Kingdoms of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. 1667-8
Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 2^9 The unlawfull meet-
ings of Papists and Non-conformists. 1805 Southey Madoc
in IV. XV. 131 Becket did excommunicate thy sire For his
unlawful marriage. 1891 Farhar Darkn, * Dazvn liv, A
fresh edict..which declared Christianity to be an unlawful
religion.

b. Unlawfulassembly : (seequots, 1581, 1841).
1485 Rolls of Parlt, VI. 28;r/2 Maintenance, Imbracerie,

Riotts, or unlawfull Assemblie. 1549 Act Edw. /F, c. 5
{heading). An Acte for the punyshment of Unlawfull Assem-
blyes. 1581 Lambarde Eiren, i. xix, 175 An Vnlawful
Assembly is, ye company of three persons (or more) gathered
togither to doe . .an vnlawfull acte. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
II. xxii. 123 It is not a set number that makes the Assembly
Unlawfull, but such a number tctc). 1664 Act 16 Cltas. 11^

c. iv. 9 Every person who shall . , suffer any such Conventicle,
unlawfull Assembly or Meeteing aforesaid to be held in his

or her House. 1714 Act Geo. /, c. 5. 5 Any such unlawful,
riotous, and tumultuous Assembly. X84X Penny Cycl. XX.
17/1 It isan unlawful assembly when great numbers of people
meet together with such circumstances of behaviour as to

raise the fears of their fellow-subjects, and to endanger the
public peace.

O. Of offspring : Illegitimate,

x6o6 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI. iii. vi. 7 All the vnlawfull issue,

that their Lust Since then hath made betweene them. 1833
Disraeli Cont.Flem. i. i, The unlawful children of ignorance
and expediency.

2. Not permissible ; contrary to moral standards

or spiritual principles.

?tfi47S Knight Curtesy 120 (Ritson), The knight ..Which
with your lady was talkinge Of love unlawfull pryvely.

xsa6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 45 They profyte moche
in y« refreynynge .. of vnlawfull pleasures. 1390 Shaks.
Com. Err. v. 1. 51 Hath not else his eye Stray 'd his affec-

tion in vnlawfull loue? i6ox — All's IVell in. v, 73 May
be the amorous Count solicites her In the vnlawfull purpose.
X64X J. Jackson True Evang. T. iii. 206 That Anabaptisti-
call . . tenet . . that all warres were utterly unlawfull under
the Gospel. 1731 Johnson Rambler No. 178 p 4 The allure-

ments of unlawful pleasure. \Zz^ Lytton Falkland 81

How fearful, how semsh, how degrading, is unlawful love I

1849 Macaui-AV Hist. Eng. vii. II. 244 He cannot be ac-

cused of having deviated from the path of right in search .

.

of unlawful pleasure.

3. Of persons : Not obeying the law ; acting or

ruling illegally,

X4S9 Rolls of Parlt. IV, 344/1 Unlaweful hunters of
Forestes, Parkes or Warennes. ?XS36 Anne Bolevn in

Harl. Misc. (1809) III. 62 Mine offence being so lawfully

proved, your Grace is at liberty . . to execute worthy punish-
ment on me as an unlawful wife. X381 Satir. Poems Refonn,
xliv. 319 Moyses forbad 30U to giue the nichbouris vyf To
the vnlauchful husbandis cumpanie. 1603 Shaks. Meas.
for M. IV. ii. 16, I haue beene an vnlawfull bawd. X643
Pryiv*e Sov. Power Pari. i. (ed. 2) 49 These Lawes..are
the Acts of thc.Couits themselves, which are lawfull ; not
of the usurping King, who is unlawfull. 1859 Dickens
T. Two Cities 11. i. The unlawful opener of a letter was put
to death.

4. Contrary to rule ; irregular,

i7ao T. Cooke Tales^ etc. 208 The same Word in the
Greek and Latin likewise has unlawful Degrees of Com-
parison. 1836 J. R. Major Guide Grk. Trag. 117 In Iambic
verse it is unlawful to divide the anapaest between two words.

t 5. As adv. = next. Obs.

X477 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 27 William Bacon holdes ij

dogges unlawefull.

Unlawfully, ^(/z'. [Un-1 ii.]

1, In an unlawful manner ; illegally.

a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 53 That he wolde . . Me lede

to my lyvesende,unfahfullichein lyhte. X393 Langi- P. PI.
C. IV. 290 As )?e sauter shewci> by suche as jeuen mede, pat
vnlawfulliche lyuen, hauen large honden. 14x4 Rolls 0/
Parlt. IV, 57/1 The processe of myn outelawery was un-
lawfully made. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 134
Injure or violence unlauchfully usurpit. 1549 Cheke Hurt
Sedit. (1569) Diij b, If their goodes. .shall vnlawfully and
vnorderly . . be spoyled. 1653 Urquhart's Logopandecteision
H iij b, tJnlawfully-acquired goods. 1685 Baxter Paraphr.
N. T., Mark i. 44 The unlawfully called and bad priests.

1710 Act g Anne c. 16 If any Person. .shall unlawfully
attempt to kill, or shall unlawfully a-ssault.. one of the most
Honourable Privy Council. 18x4 Mackintosh Sp. Ho.
Comm. I June, Wks, 1846 III. 401 Whether a British subject

I1.IS been lawfully or imlawfully condemned to death. 1844
Kinglake £t)Mi?» XXV, The Mahometan authorities.. were
conscious of having acted unlawfully*

2. Illegitimately,

1532 Elyot, Hlegitimi, vnlaufully begotten, bastardes.
139(5 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 132
Athir Bastardis, or vnlawfoUie goltin and borne. 1603
Shaks. Meas. for M, iii. i. 196 Rather., then my sonne
should be vnlawfullie borne. 17 11 Addison Sped. No. 203
What Part I, being unlawfully born, may claim of the Man's
AlTection who begot me. 1733 Johnson, ///c^i7i»w/^, un-
lawfully begotten; not begotten in wedlock.

Unlawfulness. [Un-i 12.]

fl. Unlawful (or disloyal) conduct. Obs.
c 1300 Melusine i. 14 Ye ne oughte to retche ne care more

of the vnlawfulness [F. dcsleaulte\ & falshed of oure fader.
X33" Tindale Exp. 1 John (1537) 53 'Ihat the Englyshe
calleth here vnryghteousnesse the Greke called Anomia,
vnlawfulnesse or breakynge y« lawe. 1613 Purchas Pil-
grimage (1614) 28 The t'ormail part of sinne, being nothing
else but a deformltie . . and vnlawfulnesse in our naturall
condition.

2. The quality of being unlawful; illegality.

1593 Sidney's Arcadia ni. (1022) 11. 48 Now that love..
had awaked her spirits, and perchance the very unlawful-
nes of it had a Utle blowne the coale. 1631 Gouge God*s
Arrows 1. § 18. 25 That shewes the frailty of the person,
not the unlawfulnesse of the action. 1673 S. Dugaed [title),

Marriages ofCousin Germans, Vindicated from the Censures
of Unlawfullnesse and Inexpediency. 1720 Wodrow Corr.
(1843) II. 522 'Ihe treatise I sent you of the Unlawfulness
of Limited Episcopacy is answered, a X779 Wabburton
Alliance 11. Wks. 1788 IV. 190 The unlawfulness of tithes,.,

the unlawfulness of oaths. X824 Mackintosh Sp. Ho.
Comm. I June, Wks. 1846 III. 415 The unlawfulness and
nullity of the proceedings. X874 Motley Bameveld II.

xviit 86 Doctors ever wanting to prove the unlawfulnesse of
law which interferes with the purposes of a despot.

b. Illej^itimacy. (Todd, 1818.)
Unlawleamed, a. (Un-' 9.) x8io Bentham Offic.

Apt. Maximized^ Def. Econ. (1830) 23 To a plain and un-
law-learned understanding, they cannot both be good.
Unlawlike, a. (Un-' 7 c.) 1649 Milton Eikon. vi. 53 A
remedy so slender and unlawlike.

XJnlawly, adv. : see Un- i
3.

tUnlaw'ty. Sc. Obs, [Un-' 12.] Disloyalty, unfaithful-
ness. 1436 Sir G. Haye Law Anns (S.T.S.) 172 Of this

wrechit disobeysaunce cummys untreuth and unlautee.
a 1368 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunterian CI.) 766/32 (Jo follow
thame,quha list vnlawty leir. Unlaw'yered, a, ;Un-' 9.)

1603 Middleton Phanix iv. 1, One quiet, suffering, and
unlawyer'd man. Unlawyer-Iike, «. (Un-'7C.) 1874
Lisle Carr J.Cwynne I.iii. tJ4 Nor were these talents much
marred by those unlawyer-like attributes. tUnlay, sb.

Sc. Obs. [Un-' 12 -h Lay j(5.]=UNLAWi^2. X5036"c. ActSy

Jas. /K(i8i4) II, 242/2 At )?at be ane puntof dittay in tyme
to cum, and at ))e vnlay ^erof be xji. Ibid., Item, as anent

t^e vnlay of )?e grene wod.

TTnlay, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To untwist (a

rope) into separate strands.
x726Shi-:lvocke Voy. round IVorId ^^^TiW we couldunlay

our best cable to make more. X748 Anson's Voy, 11. li. 135
We were .. obliged to unlay a cable lo work into running
rigging. 1831 Jank Porter SirE. Seaward's Narr. 1. 123,

I also took thence a piece of rope, which I unlaid, c 1800
H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 28 Unlay the other two
strands.

Unlayho'ldable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) i860 W. W. Reade
Liberty Hall I. xv. 304 The Proctor caught Maidlow .. in

one of those trivial unlayhotdable offences. Unlea'ched,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1847 Webster s.v., Unleached ashes.

1884 L. F. Allen New Amcr. Farm Bk, 81 Eight bushels

of unleached wood ashes. 1898 Jrnl. Sch, Ceog. (U. S.)

Oct. 288 Unleacht samples of many rocks.

Unlead, dial. : see Unlede a.

Unlea'd, v. [Un-2 4-i-l^EAD j3.] trans^ To
divest or strip of lead,

X391 Pf.rcivall sp. Diet., Desplomado, liuely, vnleaded.
x6n Florio, Spiombare, to vnleade. ai66i Fuller
Worthies, Norwich ii. (1662) 275 A very fair structure, but
lately unleaded, and new covered with tyle. x8ox Carter
Cathedral Ch. Durham 5 The Galilee was unleaded, and
its demolition was determined on.

Unleaded, ppl. a. [Un- 1 8.]

1. Not weighted, covered, or furnished with lead.
x6ix in Essex Rev. XV. 47 The church is unleaded and

unshingled. 1648 Hrxham ii, f-^M^^/tJf'/, Vnleaded, or Vn-
pluinbc. 1909 IVestm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 2/2 The motion of the

death-curtain, hanging free and unleaded from its headrope,
would be inconceivably graceful.

2. Printing. Not spaced with leads ;
' solid \

1903 IVestm. Gaz. 23 May 7/1 Tucked away in an un-
leaded telegram . . is an item which may possess some
significance.

Unlea'f v. [Un-' 4.] trans. =Unleave v. 1398 Florid,
Sfogliare,. .to vnleafe. 161 1 Cotgr., Despamper, tovnieafe,
..pull the leaues off a Vine, &c. 1811 H. G. Knight
Phrosyne 40 Stern Winter .. Unleafs the forest, and un-
chains the wind. Unlea'fed, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1848
Lowell Vision ofSir Launfal 11. Prelude 7 The chill wind
. .carried a shiver. . From the unleafed boughs and pastures
bare. f Unlea'gue, v. Obs.-^ (Un-' 3.) c 1645 Howell
Lett. (1650) II. 107 Monsieur delaChatre ligu'd you, let him
then unligue [F. desligve] you. 1"Unlea*guer, v. Obs.'^
[Un-2 3.] trans. To cause (an army or leader) to abandon an
investment. iS^zGnKEttzConny Catch, n. A 2, Though lean-
not as he [sc. Scaevola]. .attempt to vnleager Porsenna: yet
[etc.]. Unlea-kable, a. (Un-'jtc.) 1902 C. Baker's Ca^at.
Microscopes, ,etc, 34 A Solid [Glass] Trough.. practically
unleakable.

ITnlea'l, a. Now arcA. [Un-1 7.] Unfaithful,

disloyal, dishonest, false.

a X300 Cursor M. 13173 Wit him-self he wex ful wrath,.,
pat men suld hald him for vn-lele. Jbid, 25167 Vr praier es
vnlele And askes gains vr saul hele. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
vii. {Jacob) 456 Sa J>at na lele man suld forfare amange
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vnlele I>at wekit ware. 1393 Langu A Pi. C. xiv. 69 BoJ^e
lotiye and lene J>e leelle and ^e vnleelle. c 1430 in PoL, ReL^
4- L. Poems {1003) 203 pou lyuest a letcherouse lijf vnleeU
1456 Sir G. Have La-w Arz/is (S.T.S.) 30 Untrewe and
unlele to thair soveraynis lordis. 1528 Lyndesay Dreme
313 Sum part thair was of\TileiU Lauboraris. c 1560 A. Scott
^<v///f (S.T.S.) xxiti. 35 Hir fen^eit wordis fals, . . And als the
luik vnleill Of hir bricht fair ene twane. 1848 Lytton
Harold L i, Words so unleal and foul. Ibtd. xiu v, I hold
it . . disgrace to barter words with a knight unleal.

t Uodea'n, a, Obs.-^ (Un-^ 7.) c 1440 Pallad. on Hush'
I. 96 But se thyn ayer be feir, and lend vnlene.

XTnlearedi ///. «. Obs^ exc. diai. [OE. un-
Ixred (Un- 1 8), = ON. lilxfUr (Icel. dlxr^r, MSw,
oldrdher^ S\v. olard^ 0a. ulsrd), Cf, OE. un-
iel«redf MDu. ongeleert^ etc.] Unlearned, un-

taught; ignorant.
ciaoo Orhin 17117 patt do)? uss tunnderrstanndenn wel

J>att he wass jet unnlseredd Off (?att. a 1300 Cursor M.
13884 Qua herd euer man sua spell, Man vnlerd o boken lare.

1340 Hampole Pr.C. 5947 pam )>at er unlered men. 1390
GowER Con/^ I. II Suche as stode oftrowthe unliered. a 1415
Cursor M. 23454 (Trm.), Hidur is good Jiat J>ei drawe,..

And here wel )>a.x 1 shal sey t>at he wende not vnlered awcy.
1551 Abp. Hamilton Ca/ff:/(. (1884) 26 Thai that ar..unleirit

inhaly writ. 1876 pyhitby Gioss.zot UnlaredtOi Unieear'df
unlearned.

TXnIeaTii, v, [Un-2 3. Cf. MDu, ont-j on-

leretty older Fl. ontleeren^ MLG. and G. £«//^?'(?«.]

1. trans. To discard from knowledge or memory;
to give up knowledge of (something).
In very frequent use fromt 1630.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione i, xL 12 WUhstonde t>yne incHna-
cion & unlerne evel custom. 1547 Baldwin Mor. Phiios.

(1551) N iij, The best kynde of learnynge is to vnlearne our
euyls. 1575 Vautbollier Z.«M^r (7« Ep.Gal. 188 It is to

vs no lesse labour to vnlearne and forget the same. i6za

Brinsley Lud. Lit. {\tii) 9 Those things which are hurt-

full, . .they must bee tau|;ht to vnlearne againe. 1686 W. de
Britaine Hum. Prud. 1. 2 The most necessary learning for

mans life, is to unlearn that which is nought and vain.

1779 Mirror No. 12, As they have learned many foreign, so
have they unlearned some of the.. best understood home

C'
ases. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab \\\, 6 Thou hast given A
n which I will not resign, and taught A lesson not to be

unlearned. i866 Bryce Ho/y Rom. Emp, xviii. 363 The
habits of centuries were not to be unlearnt in a few years.

b. absol.j or const, with inf.

1530 Palscr. 768/2 It is a payne to leme thynges, but a
man may unlerne by goyng a huntyng. 1584 Lylv CatU'
pnspe II. ii, Alex. How should one learn to be content?
Diog, Vnleam to couet. 1631 P. Fletcher Piscatory Eclog.

111. xi, How canst unlearn by learning to forget it? 1649
F. Roberts Clavis Bibl. 351 In these I learn to shun sin, I

un-learn to blush at repentance for offences. 1799 Monthly
Rev, XXX. 120 According to an axiom founded on daily

experience, to unlearn and forget are very difficult. x8»3

Monthly Mag. LVl. 125 It is.. long since the Romans have
unlearned to conquer. 1868 Lowell Parting of the Ways
59 That way lies Youth, and Wisdom,. . For only by unlearn-

ing Wisdom comes.

2. Tounteach.
X664 Power Exp. Philos, Pref. 7 [The microscope] wil

ocularly evince and unlearn them their opinions. x8o2-xa
Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid, (1827) V. 495 Legal learning
..canftevcr have unlearnt a man the difference between
three and one and a half. 1863 Susan Warner Old Helmet
v, I must unlearn you a little of your kindness. 1893
Harper's Mag. Dec, 61/2 He's jest said what I've been a-

learnin' 'im...But he's got to be unlearned.

Hence UnleaTning vbl. sb.

17x3 Steele Englishm. No. 7. 46 Art is only the unlearning

of what is unnatural. X873 E. H.Thompson Baron de Rendy
ii. 43 A school for the unlearning of every Christian . . feeling

of compassion.

Unleamability. (Un-^ 12.) 1777 H. Walpole Corr.

(1846) V, 473 The pleasure of correcting my awkwardness
and unleamability. Unlea'rnable, rr. (Un-* 7 b.) X846
Worcester (citing Ed. Rev.),

UnleaTned,/'//. a, [Un-1 8, Cf. Unleared
ppi. a. and OHG. ungelirnH (MHG. -lernet^

Mhrnt, G. -Urnt).']

1. Not possessed of learning ; uninstructed ; .un-

taught ; ignorant.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xvii. 184 How it semethe to symple
men unlerned, that [etc.). cx^k> Wycliffite Bible (1B50) I.

67/2 Bothe of the lerned man and vnlerned. 14.. Lat.
<J-

Eng. Prov. (MS. Douce 52) fol. 27 Better is a chylde vn-
borne ^en vnlerned. 1337 in Bury Wills (Camden) 131
Because I am rude and vnlernyd, and know not the scriptur.

158J N.T. (Rhem.) Luke x. 21 margin^ The humble vn-

learned Catholike knoweth Christ better than the proud
learned Heretike. i6st Hobbe:s Leviath, 11. xxix. 169 These
three opinions, .proceeded chiefly from the tongues, and
pens of unlearned Divines. i699_ Bentley Phal. 331
Andronicus's name was prefix'd to it by a Modern and a
very Unlearned Hand. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 450, 1 will

now. .give a free translation of it for the sake of your un-
learned readers. 1854 Whittier Mau4 Muller 79 She
wedded a man unlearned and poor. 1875 Jowett Plato
(cd. 2) 1. 198 But if you were not wise you were unlearned.

b. spec. (See quots.)

1643 Baker ChronX\t%-^ 236 Another Parliament . ., named
the unlearned Parliament, either for the unlearnednesse of
the persons, or for their malice to learned men, 1878 Stubbs
Const. Hist. III. XX. 401 The year 1404, when Henry IV
stirred up strife by excluding lawyers from his * unlearned
parliament ' [at Coventry].

2. absol. Those who have no learning.
c 1500 Babees Bk.^ etc. (1868) 23/126 In ]>i dysch sette not

Y\ spone, ..OS vn-lernyd done. X549 Olde Erasm. Par,
EpJiesiaiis ProL to Rdr. Cii, To seke the edification of the
pfayne vnlearncd. 1578 Bible (Geneva) Pref. to Christian
Reader, I haue so done for the vnlearneds sake. 1656
Stanley Hist. Philos. v, 50 He useth variety of names, that

his work may not easily be understood by the unlearned.

171a Addison Spect. No. 457 P 4 An Account of the Works
of the Unlearned. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Art 0/Poetry
644 With all the Horrours of a desperate Muse The Learned
and Unlearned he pursues. 1886 Fortn. Rev. Oct. 508 We
must acknowledge, too, that experts know better than the
unlearned,

3. Not skilled or versed in something.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Rudis, Vnlearned in the

Greeke tongue, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxxxviii, Some vn-

tuterd youth, Vnlearned in the worlds false subtiUies. 1607
— Timon iv. iii. 56, 1 know thee well : But in thy Fortunes
am viilearn'd, and strange. X7a5 PoPE Odyss. ix. 150 Un-
learn'd in all th' industrious arts of toil. X833 Tennvson
To y. S. V, Alas ! In grief I am not all unlearn'd. X885
'Mrs. Alexander' /^^ ^avviil, Unlearned in the world's

lore which was so familiar to himself I

4. Characterized by want of learning ;
pertaining

to the unlearned class,

xsa6 TiNDALE 2 Tim. ii. 23 Folisshe and vnlearned ques-
tions. 1589 A/afprel. Epit. D iij b, His booke is a carnall

and vnlearned booke. 1604 Herring Def, Caveat (title-p.),

That unlearned and dangerous opinion. 4:1657 Cowley
Ode Dr. Harrey v, A barb'rous Wars unlearned Rage.
17BS Burke Sp. Nabob Arcot Wks. IV. 3:6 The unlearned
and vulgar passion of admiration. X844 Stanley Arnold
(1858) II. 146 An unlearned familiarity with the Scriptures.

1875 Whitney Life Lang. x. 187 The unlearned speech of

the lower orders.

6. Not acquired by learning. (Cf. Unlearnt.)
XS34 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M.Aurel. (1546) C v. That

there shuld be nothyng vnlerned ofhym, he aboue all sciences
sette his mynd to Cosmography, X607 Markham Cavel. iii.

i. 4 My first Arte were better vnlearned then for want of this

latter to doe euill by misimployment. i6n Shaks. Cymb.
IV. ii. 178 'Tis wonder That an inuisible instinct should
frame them To Royalty vnlearn'd, Honor vntaught. 1644
Milton Educ. 3 Mispeuding our prime youth.. in learning
iiieere words or such things chiefly, as were better unlearnt.

Uxilea'medly, adv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)

153a More Confut. Barnes vni. Wks. 786/2 He shall

speake very vnlernedly. 1578 Lyte Dodoens v. Ixvi. 631 It

is fondly and vnlearnedly named in EngUshe, Dittany, 1651

Baxter Inf. Bapt. 239 Some, .unlearnedly and boldly scold

about . .unprofitable matters. X689 W. A. Herbert^s Account
Examined ^ He very unlearnedly clogs the Definition of a
Dispensing Power. 1834 Eeckford //a/y II. 226 He. .en-

tered minutely and not unlearnedly into the ancient juris-

prudence . . of his country.

tTnlea'rnedness. [UN-I12.] The condition

of being unlearned; want of learning ; ignorance.

156a Turner Baths i b, The vnlearnednes. .of the Physi-
ciones. X581 W. Clarke in Co«/tr. iv. (1584) Ffj,The errour

and vnlearnednesse of your distinction appeareth. X643 [see

Unlearned i b]. X674 W. Allen Danger Enthus. j8 Your
Leaders manifest a strange degree of Unlearnedness in the

things of the Gospel, when [etc.]. 17M Bailey, Hliterate-

ness, Unlearnedness.

Unlea-rnt,///. ff. [UN-i8b,] =s Unlearned 5,

X879 Farrar St. Paul I. v. I. 97 The inference that the

gift ofunlearnt languages was designed to help the Apostles

in their future preaching,

Unlea'Sed, ppl. a. [Un-1 8.] a. Not held or

let on lease, b. Not having a lease.

X716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5467/3 Lands unleased. x8ox Far-
fner's Mag. Apr. 143 Landlords.. compelling their unleased
tenantry to sell below market-price. 1906 Daily Chron. 30
Aug. 3/3 The proceeds derived from ordinary Crown lands
unsold or unleased. rf'

"

Unlea'Sli, 2^. [Un-2 ^b.] trans. To free

from a leash ; to set free in order to pursue or

attack. Chiefly^.
1671 Phillips (ed. 3), To unleash^ . . to let go the dogs after

the Game. xSat Shelley Hellas 357 Like beasts When
earthquake is unleashed. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon
(1855) I. xxvi. 418 The bloodhounds of war were unleashed
and England had unleashed them. 1868 Geo. Eliot .y^.

Gipsy 48 With power to check all rage until it turned To
ordered force, unleashed on chosen prey.

Unlea'St, a. rare~^, (Un** 7.) c X440 Pallad. on Husb.
I. 487 Another craft vnlest is : Fro floor to floor to chaunge
hit ofte, his fest is, fUnlea'st, obs. var. unlest Unless
eidv. XS74 J. Dee in Lett, Lit, Men (Camden) 34 Unleast
your honor had putte your helping hand. x6oi Yarrington
Two Lament. Trag. in. ii. in Bullen O. PI. IV, I nam'd not

God, unleast twere with an othe,

TJnlea*ve, z'. [UN-24; cf. Unleafz*.] trans.

To strip of leaves. Hence ITnlea'ving vbl. sb.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxv. (Arb.) 309 The good
gardiner..vnleaues his boughes to let in the sunne. 1598
Sylvester DuBartasu. \,\v. Handle-crafts i36Somtimes
they do the far-spread Gourd unleave. i6ix Cotgr,,
.£^/£///^;«^«/,an vnleauing. 1648 Hexham UfOntblatleren,

to Vnleave, or, to T.ike away the Leaves.

Uulea'Ved, ppL a.^ [Cf. prec] Stripped of

leaves.

XS98 Sylvester Dit Bartas it. i. i. Eden 122 Amorous
Myrtles and immortall Bays Never un-leav'd. x6io G.
Fletcher Citrist^s Vict. 11. lix. Ode 25 See, see the flowers

..How they all unleaved die. x6a4 Heywood Gunaik, iv.

171 Behold how this lettice now unleaved looketh. 1870
RossETTi Poetnsy Ho. Life v, Nor quite unleaved [is] our
songless grove.

TJnlea-ved,;^/. 0,2 [Un-1 8.] Not furnished

with leaves,

xsoi Douglas Pal. Hon. i. iii, Muskanetreis.., Combust,
barrant, vnblomit and vnleifit. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch
III. 38 Unleav'd, unhonour'd e'en with bark, See this sad
tree, the gibbet of Alcasus 1

TTnlea-vened, ppl. a. (Un-i S.)

1530 Tindale Exod. xii. 17 See that ye kepe you to vn-

leuended [x/c] breed. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Politic iv.

§ 10 The vse of vnleauened bread in that sacrament. i6xx

Bible Exod. xii. 39 They baked vnleauened cakes of the

dough. — Lev. ii. 4 Vnleauened wafers. 1701 L'Estrangb

Josephus m. vi. 64 Twelve Loaves of Unleavened Bread.

1737 Challoner Cath. Chr. Instr. (1^53) ^9 Unleavened
Bread is an Emblem or Symbol of Smcerity and Truth.
x82a-7 Good Study Med. (1829) I. 212 Toasted bread, and
unleavened biscuits. X867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. vii.

iQi Soft unleavened cakes and some excellent coffee, .. com-
pleted our repast.

absol. ^1550 Chbke Matt, xxvu 17 V< first dai of y* vn-
levened cam y^ discipils to Jesus.

fg. x6u Bible i Cor, v. 7 Purge out therefore the olde
leauen, that ye may be a new lumpe, as ye are vnleauened.
1814 Byron Lara 11. iv, Now rose the unleaven'd hatred of
his heart. 1829 Lytton Disowned xiv, He is. .giving the
very goods.. to_ that., starving stripling! No, Warner, no !

even this mass is not unleavened.

Unlextured, ///. «. [Un-1 8.] Not lectured

to or upon.
XS93 G. Harvey Piercers Super. 190 [Hel is a prowd man,

if he contemne expert artisans,.. howsoeuer Vnlectured in

Schooles, or Vnlettered in bookes. 1743 Young Nt. Th. v.

513 Hast thou ever..study'd the philosophy of tears? (A
science, yet, unlectur'd in our schools 1)

Unle-d,///. a. [Un-1 s b. Cf. ON. likiddr.}

1, Not led ; unconducted, unguided.
X615 G. Sandys Trav. 66, I haue seene but few go away

vnled from the Embassadors table. 1693 Dryden Ovid's
Met. XIII. Ads

<S-
Gal, 52 Here on the midst he sate; his

Flocks, unled, Their Shepherd foUow'd. X758 Monthly Rev,

503 Already reckoning captives yet unled. 1817 Jefferson
Writ. (1830) IV. 305 The pteople [were] not only unled by
their leaders, but in opposition to them. 1859 Tennyson
Geraint^ Enid^n His gentle charger following him unled.

2, dial. Of a crop : Not carried in.

1569 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 219 Tathe ledd and unledd.

3, Sc, Not carried out or prosecuted.

1586 in Bk. Univ. Kirk Scotl. (1839) 298 We hold the said

proces and sentence as unled, undecydit or pronuncit,

tUnle-de, J(5.i Obs. [Un-i 4b + LEDEid.] A
foreign or hostile people.
c laog Lay. 4982 Heo comen to his neode to driuen vt l>a

vnleoden. a 1300 Cursor M. 7641 Wit bat vnled [v.rr. un-
lede, folke] son dauid mete, And wightli wan o ^am his dete.

tUnledei a. and j^,- terms: 1 unlfede, 3
vnlede (-ledde), oun-, 4 onlede; 7 unleed,
-lead, 9 unlete. [OE. unlkd{e (Un-1 y)^ = Goth.
unUds (or unlips) poor.]

1. adj. Unhappy, miserable ; wicked, evil

;

dreadful.
a 1*50 O-wl «5- Night. 976 Solde euch mon wonie & grede,

Ri3t suich hi weren unlede. <ria7S Sinners Beware 72 in

O.E. Misc. 74 To donne he beot> swete. py vs is ejj-gete

Helle |)at is vnlede. CX315 Shoreham 1.588 Ounde and
wrejjc and coueytyng, SleuJ>e and lestes on-lede. a 1400
.S"^. Alexius (Trin.) 333 Ofte hy him bete and burste, po
vnlede fode.

2. sb, A vile or detestable person or thing.

c 13x5 Shoreham iv. 235 pe ferste pryns hys prede, pat
lede^ ^ane flok, pat of alle oJ>ere onlede Hys rote and eke
stok. X677 N ICOL.SON in Trans. Royal Soc. Lit, (1870) IX.
321 Unleady outlaw. 1691 Ray iV. C, Words 138 Unleed
or Unlead,.,zx\y crawling venomous creature; as a Toad,
etc. It's sometimes ascribed to Man, and there it denotes

a sly wicked fellow,.. the very pest of Society. 18x9
Brockett N, C. Gloss, (ed. 2) 315 Unletes, displacers or de-

stroyers of the farmer's produce.

t TJnlee'fdl, a. Obs, [Un-1 7.] Not permiss-

ible or allowable ; illicit,

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. iii. (1868) 154 pe whiche
J>inge to trowen on god I deme it felonie and vnleuefut

c 1386— Pars. T. p 593 The wounde shal nat departe from
his hous whil he vseth swich vnleueful [v. rr. vnlefful, vn-

lieful] sweryng. 1449 [see next], c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld.

25 Her rest was full short by cause it was. .unlefuU. 15*9
More Dyaloge \. Wks. 157/2 The thinges nowe forbeden vs,

and theifore to vs vnleful. X547 Boorde Brev. Health xxvii.

16 b, Desyre to eate rawe and unlefull thynges, as women
with chylde doth. X567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 524
That pretendit and unlefull mariage.

Hence t XTnlecfulneas. Obs.
138a Wyclif Wisd.xiv. 8 The maumet..iscursid,..andhe

that made it, for he forsothe wro^te vnleefulnesse. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 11. i. 136 Ech such doable thing. .is in it silf

neither leeful neither vnlecful, in eny of the ij. now seid

maners of propre taking leefulnes and vnleefulnes. CX475
Cath. Angl. 212/1 (A.), To do Vnlefulnesse, illicebrare.

tUnlee*fxilly,a^z'. Obs. [Un-i ii: cf. prec]
Illicitly; improperly.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. (Matthetv) 384 How dar Jm )>ane

. .fra pi lorde tak hyre to he, vnlefully to wedyte be? 1386
Rolls of ParIt. III. 226/1 Any..wronge suggestion, by
which owre lige Lorde hath ybe unlecffullich enfourmed.
c X400 Apd. Loll. 110 Al hi power of bischopis name ^at t>ei

chalang unlefuly to hem wij? out i>e kirk. X456 Sir G. Haye
Law A r/ns (S.T.S.) 28B He suld nocht . . unlefully trete him.

t Unlee-ped, ppl. a. Sc. Obs, [Un- 18 + leep

to boil slightly.] Uncooked, raw.
a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter CI.) 385/4 Ane grit

gyre carling. .That levit vpoun christiane menisflesche and
rewth heidis vnleipit.

tUnlee sable, a. Obs. [Un-' 7 b.] Incapable of being
lost. 1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. vii. 26 Saving grace is un-

leesable, though it may be impaired in the degrees.

+ XJnlee'Se, v. Obs. rare. [OE. «;;-, onliesan

( = MHG. entlcesen, MG. entlSsin, MLG. entlosen,

G. entlbstn)\ see Un-2 9 and Leese z/.-] trans.

To unfasten, undo, open.
1377 Langl. p. pi. B. ProL 213 Seriauntz. .noujt for louc

of owre lorde vnlese here lippes onis.

Unleesome, a. Sc. [Un-i 7.] == Unleefdl a.

c «37S ^c. Leg. Saints x. {Matthew) lo Lewy, pat as a
tollare t>are wes sate, Vnlessume wynnynge for to get. 150*-

30 Dunbar Poems xvii. 16 Thir merchantis ukis vnlesum
win. 155a Lvndesay Monarche 5104 And sum, for thare
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vnleifsum actis, Ar rent and rewin apone the ractis. x6oo
Hamilton in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.) 235 How mony
young wemen . . hes murtherit the fruict ofthair auin wombes,
some be vnlisome drinkis. 1864 Latto Tam. Bodkin x. 92
The loons that had received the unleisumstoutherie. Hid,
xvW, 170 The unleisoine possessjon o* the game.

So Unlee'somely adv. ? Ods.

c;x400 Sc. Trojan War 11. 1103 (To] lat of hyr virgynite

The closourcs vnlefsomely [L. illicite\ To be broken. 1528
LvNDESAY Dreme 230 Vnleifsumlie thay vsit propertie.

A 1578 LiNDESAY (Pitscottie) CkroH. Scot, (S.T.S.) II. 207
Putting hand in the quenis grace vnlesomelie..but athir

law or ressoune.

Unlee'ze, v. dial. [Un-* 9+/«2^ to arrange (threads).]

trans. To unravel. 1&89 H. Johnston Glenlntckie iv, The
hank she had left me to unleeze was truly a tangled one,

Unle'ft, //*/. a, (Um.* 8 b.) c«i6n Chapman liiad 11. 615
Yet were htsmen unleft Without a chief. 1634 FonoFerk.
IVarbeck v. iii, Your father. .Would blush on your behalf,and
wish his country Unleft. 1659 Nicholas Papers (Camden)
IV. 179 All malladies and goutes vnleft behynde at Bathe.

XJnle'g, V. (Un.2 4.) 15^ Florio, Sgambarey to vnleg.

1654 Gavtom Pleas, Notes 111. v. 100 Tliat is to say, with
three hard words, un-mule, un-Ieg and un-able, Alanso
Lopez. Unlegacied, /»//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1556 Wills ^
Inv. N. C. (Surtees, 1835) 149, I will that my said sonne..
shall have. .ofmy goods, .on hundreth pounds and the rest

vnlegased to be parted betwix barbare and hym. 1846
WoBcnsiER (citing Q, Rev.). Unle'gal, a. (Un-" 7, 5 b.)

X643 PRYNNE Open. Gt. Seal 29 The unlegall wilful! absence
ofthe,.Lord Keeper from the Parliament, a xSioTannahill
Poems (1846) 68 Selfish, mean, unlegal deeds. 1899 Wesim.
Gaz. 10 July 3/1 The illegal—or let us say the unlega!— in-

terference of the English Government. Unle'galized,
ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) 1830 Bentham Q^c. Apt. Maximized,
Further Extr. Const. Codex (1830) 23 Accustomed, though
unlegalized profit in every shape, i860 Froude Hist. Eng.
VI. 267 He hated lies—legalized or unlegalized. Un-
le-gally.a^z'. (Un.> u.) x888/'a//^/a//G. 3 April 3/1

If such adelicate matter as extradition were left to be dealt

with umegally.

Unle*gate, v. [Un-2 6 bj trans. To deprive

of the office of legate.

a 1548 Hall Ckron.^ Hen. VT, iii Sone after, the bishop

of Rome..vnlegated hym, and set another in his stede.

i6sx N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. ii. xvii. 150 The Cardinal]

is Un*Legated, and that Power conferred upon the Arch-
Bishop of Canterbury,

tUnIegated»;S>/. a. Ohs. (Un.» B.J Not left by will.

X562-3 ^V. C, Wilis (Surtees) II. 38 My goodes unlegated I

doe give to my brother. Unle'gged, a. (Un-' 9.) 1608
ToPSELL Serpents 609 Tliis monster.. nor man nor dragon
is.., But man unlegged, and snake unheaded. tUn-
le'gible^ a. [Um.' 7,5 b.] Illegible. x6ix Spekd Hist. Gt.

Brit. X. i. § 57. 892/2 I'he letter was. .somewhat vnlegible.

1655 Earl Orrery Parthen. i. vi. 150 Perceiveing my joy
in my Face, it inflam'd his to such a degree, that for a good
while his choller was unleagible in any thing else. X671
Wood Life (O.H.S.) II. 226 The base and unlegible hand
of the translator. Unle'gislative, a. (Un-' 7.) 1791
Bentham Panopt. \\. Postscr. 165 More unlegislative minute-
ness, more unthrifty fixation. t Unlegl'timate, a. Obs,

[Un.' 7, 5 b.] Illegitimate. 1653 Earl Orrery Parthen. i.

VII. 347 Shee perscver'd in a Passion which tended to . . a more
vnlegittimate end. tUnlegi'timate, Ppl. a. Sc. Ohs.

[Un-' 8 b.) Not legitimated. 1516 Reg. Mag, Sig. Scot. 23/1

Borne bastard and unlegittimate be ony mariage.
_ fUn-

legitimate, v. Obs. [Un-' 6 a.] trans. To make illegiti-

mate. x6o6 Marston Parasii 11. C 4 b, I will vnlegittimate

the issue.

TTnlei-snred, a. (Un-i 9.)
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ii. xxv, But her vnleasured

thoughtes ran not ouer the ten first wordes. 1644 Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 56 Unlesse he carry ail hisconsiderat dili-

gence., to the hasty view of an unleasur'd licencer.

Hence Unlei'snrednesB.
1661 BoVLE Style ofScriM. To Rdr.,The Unleisurednesse,

and Rellish of the Unsetl dnesse of the Wandering Author.

tUnle-ke,». Ohs. (Un-' 3+&*< (cf. /«*«, ME. pa. t. of

Louie f.').) trans. To unlock (a door), c 1380 Sir Feru7n*
bras 1264 Florippe hure drow to anober part, & J»ar an
dore ounlekes J>at drow to t>e putte ward, &doun in the pyt
schestrekes. tUnlength. Obs.— ^ [Un-' 3, 12.] Short-

ness, a 1250 Otvt ff Nisht. 752 Hwy atwitestu me myne
vnstrengjje & myne vngrete & myn vnlengbe. Unle'nty
ppl. a. (UN-'Bb.) [1775 Ash.] 1887 iJo/Zy A'ner n June
2/1 Much depends, .upon the amount of the unlent surplus

of money.
tTnlered: see Unleakbd///. a.

ITnleSB (onle-s), prep, phr., prep., con/., and
sb. Forms : a. 5 oflasse, 00 lesse, o less, oless(e,

Sc, oles, 9 Sc, aless. /3. 5 vpon less. y. 5 ia

lasse, yn las, 5 in less (9 dial, inless) , 6 inlesse.

5. 5 on lasse, 5-6 onlesse, 6 oon-, oneles, -lez,

5-7 onles, 9 dial, onless. «. 5 vnlasse, 6-7 vn-,

unlesse, 6 vnles, 6- vmless. [f. Less a. 7, with

the preps, of, in, upon, and on ; the last of these

by want of stress has been assimilated in form

to the prefix Un-1. Cf. Les3cok/., also Unleast,
Unlest.]

fl. prep. phr. On a less or lower condition,

requirement, footing, etc., than (what is specified).

With preceding negative, expressed or implied.

CZ400 Maundev, (igig) xxi. 122 But t)at may not be vpon
less pan wee mowe falle toward heuene. Ibid. (Roxb.) xxv.

118 [see Less a. 7 cj. 147s Kolls of Parli. VL 127/1 His
Land, which many persones,. fere to take.., olesse then they
myght be made verrey sure of payment, a 1500 in C. Trice-

Martin Ckanc. Proc. isth C. (1904) 5 Robert wil not suffre

hym to be laten to baile on lasse than he will make . . a generall

acquytaunce.

2. Except,if .. not : \a. With retention ofMa«
(cf. prec), but without a negative. Ois.

1431 Acts Privy CouHC. IV. 96 It shulde be cntendedc
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unto, namely, olesse han before J>t men can se..J>« meenes
..of ferber conduyt of \)^ werre. c 1449 Pecock Ripr. in.

xv'i. 386 Alie hise successouris ben..excludid for euer, in

lasse thanne the same good be ^ouun a5en. 1467 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 408 Vppon peyn of euery man so failynge, vn-

lesse then he haue a sufficient depute, of xl. d. 153° J'vndall

Gen., Prol, Use Script. A v, Inlesse then we entend to be
ydle disputers, and braulers aboute vayne wordes.

f b. Followed by that. Obs,

J440 in Wars Eng, in France (1864) II. 458 The Icyng

conceyueth wele that onlesse that it like him so to tendre

the said due he [etc.]. 1470-85 Malory ^rMwri. x. 47 On-
lesse that our kyng haue more chyualry,. .he shal be ouer-

come. 1529 WoLSEY in Cavendish Life (1825) II. 261 Onles

that yow..do helpe& releve me therin. 1534 in Leadam
Star Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 211 [They] cowde not.,

sell so myche..oneIez that they wold sell so reassonable a
pennyworthe. 1596 Spknser F, Q. vi. iii. 39 Ne would I

gladly combate with mine host,..Vnlesse that I were there-

unto enforst.

c. With omission of conjunction before the sub-

ordinate clause, and thus passing into conj, (Cf. 4.)

1509 Fisher Sertfu Wks. (1876) 277 There is no man.,
oneles he haue it by reuelacyon that knoweth certayiily

[etc.]. xS4a Lam.^ Piteous Treat, in Harl. Misc. {1745)

IV. 505/2 It was a verey daungerous and ieojDcrdous Thinge,

. . inlesse they bad been . . werj^d by longe Soiourynge. 1363
Mirr. Mag., Blacksmith Ixviii, For one [talent] is to much,
onles it be well spent. 1607 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 442 Mar-
gory Davies..wold not remove her babitacion onles she

might haue a way , . to passe [etc.]. 166a Stillingfl. Ori^.

Sacrm ii.iii. § 5 Will God condemn them for that, which it

was impossible they should have, unless God gave it them ?

1710 Swift Jml. to Stella 8 Oct., I was at a loss to-day for

a dinner, unless I would have gone a great way. 175a Young
Brot/iers 1. i, Dominion, and the princess, both are lost, Un-
less you gain the king. 1820 Southey Wesley II. an No
person was admitted to this rank, unless he were thought

competent by the preachers of the circuit. 1877 Ruskin
Fors Clav, Ixxx. VII. 234, I am never angry with anybody
unless they deserve it.

d. Followed by a prepositional or participial

clause without verb, or by whettt where, etc.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer^ Offices^ Bapt. Priv. Ho.,

[That] the people .. defer not the Baptisme of infantes.,

onlesse vp on a greate & reasonable cause. x6io Fletcher
Faithful Sheph. v. v, [Let] not wine, Unless in sacrifice, or

rites divine, Be ever known of Shepherd. x68i Dryden A bs.

^ Achit. I. 590 Nor ever was he known, .[to] Curse, unless

against the Government. vj%x Brabley Philos. Ace. Wks.
Nat. 77 We had no Frost or Snow.., unless in the most

Inland Parts. 1749 Fielding Tovt Jones xvii.ix, Jones

fjassed above twenty-four melancholy hours by himself, un-

ess when relieved by the company of Partridge. 1789 Char-

lotte Smith Ethelinde [\Z\i,) II. 147 But 1 dare not shew
them, unless to you. x8i8 Scott Rob Roy v, A beautiful

horse, jet black, unless where he was flecked by spots of .

,

foam. 1897 Maky Kingsley W. Africa 439 They never

wear clothes unless compelled to.

3. prep, a. Except, but.

i53i-a Act 23 Hen, VIII, c. i That no suertyc be taken

onles suche as maye dyspende..yerly..xxvi.s. viii.d, X563

Hill Art Garden. 11. Ixiv. (1574) 132 The floures. .ought

then to be gathered.. vnlesse the Lilly. .and Rose. x6oo

Heywood H you kntnu not me Wks. 1874 I. 205 All for-

beare this place, vnlesse the Princess. 1683 D. A. Art Con-

verse 117 They say nothing unless a meer yes sir or na

Madam. 1709 T. Robinsom Nat. Hist. Westmoreld. viii.

53 Inconsistent.. with the Nature of L.ead, Copper, Coal,

or any other Mineral, unless Iron. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. II. 33 Unless the Swedish part,, .the Laplanders can

be said to he under no regular government. 1886 Pall Mall,

G. 4 Aug. 1/2 He did not believe that he would ever obtain

anything, .unless a species of elevated poor-law system of

government.

fb. Without ; but for. Obs,

1536 St. Papers Hen. VIII C1B30) I. 469 Soo that, unles

the most infinite mercy of God, both bodyes and soules

shuld perishe togither. 1796 Mrs. J. West Gossip's Story

I. 190 You instilled into my infant soul principles, which,

unless my own fault, must insure my present and future

happiness.

t4. conj. a. Lest. Obs.

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. cii. Wks, (1876) 14a, I fere ..

oneles I shall fall agayne amonge those theues. 1543

Becon Invect. agst. Swearing E iiij b, I feare vnlesse we
shall be redy..to runne hedlong into hell fyre. a lua
Greene Alphonsus u i, Presume not, villaine, further for

to go, Vnles you do at length the same repent.

t b. But that. Obs,-^
x6o8 in Harl. Misc. (1744) !• 181 A Flea shall not frisk

forth, unless they comment upon her.

5. sb. An utterance or instance of the word ; a

reservation, proviso.

x86t Dickens in Pall Mall G, 24 Sept. (1891) 3/2 Let us

have no unlesses, sir. 1904 Hichens Woman with Fan vii,

There's very often an unless hanging about, like a man at

a street corner.

Unlessened, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1736 Butler Anal. i. i.

fi
This active power .. remains unlessened. 184a J. B.

'raskr Allee Neemroo II. 99 His uneasiness remained un-

lessened and unaltered. 1891 C. M. y. Mitfords Lett. Sf

Remin. 163 His love for me remained unlessened.

TJnle-ssoned, PpL a. (Un-i 8.)

c 1550 Walker Dice-Play D v b, Pety figgers,and vnlessoned

laddes. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iii. ii. 161 An vnlessoned girle,

vnschool'd, vnpractiz'd. 1807 J. Barlow Columh. v. 673

To Fame's hard school the warm disciples came, To learn

sage Liberty's unlesson'd lore. i88a Century Mag. XXIV.
658/1 That unlessoned insight which comes of loving them.

t ITnle-st, obs. var. Unless. (Cf. Unleast.)

"535 i" Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden) oi The dean

wolde not resign unto hym, unleste he wolde lene hym other

possessions. 1583 Stobbes Anat. Abus. 11. C 8 b, May sub-

lects .. rise against their prince? No, at no hand, vnlest

they will purchase to themselues eternall damnation. 1599

Thvmnb Animadv. (1875) 19 Difference of armcs semethe a

UNLEVEL.
difference of famelyes, vnleste you canne prove that .. they
altered their armes vppone somme iuste occasione.

Unle't, ppl. a. Also 5 unlate, 6 unletton.
(Un-18 b; cf. Issmppl. a.)

1453 Paston Lett, Suppl, (1901) 49, I know not oon rode
unlate, but alle ocupyed to your profyghte. 1537 in Lett.

Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 163 The house , . wiche was
unlet at the tyme of owre repare thether. i^^^Act yj Hen,
VIII, c. 12 § 16 Hawles of Craftes , ., soo long as they bee
keapte unletton. 1769 Gray in Corr. G. <^ Nicholls (1843)

93, I believe all that are unlet will be cheap as the time
approaches. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt ii, Having three

farms unlet. 1885 Laiv Times 28 Mar. 384/2 In the present
day, when unlet land is becoming so common,
Unlettable, a- (Un- i

7 b.)

In frequent use from C1895.
i88a Ch. Times XX. 21, I fear to find myself with a[n] ,.

unlettable glebe on my hands. 1893 Dk, Argyll Unseen
Found. Soc. x. 305 Farms which have been unlettable.

t Unle-tted, ///. a, [Un-1 8. Cf. MLG. un-
geietted, etc.] Unhindered.
a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 1831 A bird song full low and

softely,..UnIetted of every wight.^ 'i "553 Becon Jewel of
Joy'^Vs. 1564 11.35 The holye scripture requirethof us,.an
vnletted perseueraunce in the vaye of Godhnes.

fXTnletten, ppl. a, Sc. Obs. [Un-1 8b.]

Not let or allowed,
X574 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1811) III. 87 That all . . vagaboundis

,,be committit in ward in the commoun presoun;. .thair to

be kepit vnlettin to libertie, . .quhill thay [etc].

Unle-ttered, a, [Un-i 9. Cf. MDu. onge-

letlert, Du. cngeletterd.l

1. Not instructed in letters; not possessed of

book-learning.
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 32 AnoJ^er mane . . unletterede

may noght so redyly hafe at his hand Haly Writt. 1387
Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 181 A man forsojje .. l>at was
unlettred, but ful myghty in money. CZ440 Aipk. Tales

468 When |?.e abbott Pambo was vnletterd, he went vnto a
man J>at was letterd [etc.]. 1544 Leland N. Y. Gift in

Itin. (1768) I.p.xix, The Italians.. counte. .alothernaiions

to be barharus and onletterid saving their owne. 1593 [see

Unlectured ppl. a.]. x6a4 Gataker Transubst. 156 As
children or unlettered persons, when they looke on bookes,

Itnow not the power of the letter. x64a M ilton Apol. Smect.

36 Such a lost construction, as no man either letter'd or

unletter'd will be able to piece up. 1747 Wesley Prim.
Physick (1762) p. xxiv, Easy to be applied by plain un-

lettered Men. 1781 CowpER Conversat. 12 As alphabets in

ivory employ., the yet unletter'd boy. X817 Chalmers
Disc. Chr, Revel, ii. 86 The mind of an ordinary and un-

lettered peasant. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashttxxv, Sturdy

but unlettered mechanics.
absol. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 180 T a The unlettered

and unenlightened. 18x2 G. Chalmers Dom. Econ. Gt.

Brit. Pref. 14 That the learned are sometimes too confident,

and the unlettered always too credulous. x86x Stanley
East. Ch. viii. {1869) 873 Sacred pictures. .are the Bibles of

the unlettered.

b. Pertaining to, characterized by, ignorance of

letters.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. ii. 18 Afler his . . vnpolished, vn.

educated, . . or rather, vnlettered ..fashion. 1697 Collier

Ess. Mor. Snbj. 11. (1703) 99 Boolts..give a more universal

insight into things, than can be learned from unlettered

observation. 1763 J. Brown Poetry ff Music iv. 36 Savages

..in their present unlettered State of Ignorance and Sim-

plicity. X807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. in. vii. 423 An
upright stone still forms the unlettered memorial of his

odious end. x8*o Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit, 186 They were

learned men in an unlettered age. 0x864 Hawthorne
Amer, Note-bks. (1879) I. 142 His conversation has much
strong, unlettered sense.

2. Not expressed in, or marked with, letters.

1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc., Asclepiads 1 Unletter'd

Word, which never eare could heare. 1782 [T. Maude]
Verbeia 37 This unlettered tomb is in a mutilated state.

Hence fUnle'tteredly adv.y Unle'tteredness.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 2,(itfi On-letterydly, illiterate. X653

E. Waterhouse Apol. Learn, 120 Ignorance and unlettered-

nesse ill becomes any man who bears the Image of God.

1890 Bp. Hobhouse Churchw. Ace. (Somerset) p.xxiii, The
entire unletteredness of the community.

Unleueful, variant of Unleeful a, Obs.

tUnle'vable, <u Obs. [Un.» 7 b.] Unbelieving, in-

credulous. 138a WvcLiF Ecclus. xvi. 29 Be thou not

vrleeuable to the wrd of hym. 14- ^oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

589/23 Incredulus, unlefable. fUnle'veful, a. Obs,-^

[Un-' 7: cf. Unbeliefful a. and OE. 7/«^^//a^//.] = prec.

138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxiii. 33 In the lawe of the hejest she

was vnleeueful.

Unle-vel, a- (Un-1 7 ; cf. Illevel a,)

1571 Dicges Paniom. \. xii. D iij b, How vneuen or vn.

leuell so euer the ground bee. X644 Quarles Sheph. Orac.

iii, All things were unlevell, And rude disorder crept into

our State. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv. 338

The small un-level lying of every Sheet, .makes each Sheet

incline to the lowest side of the Heap. X77X Ann. Reg.,

Usef. Projects 109/2 That unlevel pastures may be ploughed

down without any injury. 18x7-8 Cobbett Resid. y-S,
(1822) 286 A place situated.. upon high and unlevel lands.

1873 E. Spon Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 36/j Should the

cloth have got unlevel.

TTnle'Vel, v, [Un- 2 6 a.] trans. To make
uneven ; to divest of levelness.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xi, [The] place, .was so plaine,

as there was scarcely any bush, or hillock, either to unlevell,

or shadowe it. 1624 Quarles Div. Poems, Job xix. 10 His

Lunatick affections doe vnleuell, What Heauen created by

iust Waight and Measure. X648 Herrick Hesper., To the

Fever 8 Come thou not neere that Filme so finely spred,

Where no one piece is yet unlevelled. 1703 [R. Neve] City

g( C. Purchaser 189 There are as many places that seem to

be unlevel'd, as there are level'd. 1834 Sduthey Doctor

xlvi. (1862) 109 In 1723 the church floor and church-yard,



UNIiEVELLED.

which had both been unlevelled by Death's levelling course,

were levelled anew.

TTnle'velled, ///. «. [Un-^ 8.] Not made
level; not reduced to a level condition.

i6xa Dhayton Poly-olb. xxiii. 184 Where Cheshire .. with
Lancashire doth lie Along ih' unlevel'd shores. 1730 Tickell
Kensington Garden 30 Where all unlevell'd the gay Garden
lies. 1854 Dora Grhenwood Haps <V Mishaps Tour Eur»
30 The grandeur of its yet unlevelled walls and towers.

f Unleventlie, obs. variant of Eleventh a.

13.. Coerde L. 2455 The unleventhe day they saylyd in

tempest.

Unle-vied,///. a. (Un-i 8.)
X450 Rolls ofParlt. V. aii/i The Subsidie. .is yit unlevied

and unpaied. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VI11, c. 5 The residue of

the said dett . . remayning unlevied or unreceyvid by the

said former execution. 1569 Lane, Wills (Chetham See.

1884) 31 Fyve hundrethe marks., or so muche therof as

shalbe then unle\-yed. 1634 Ir. Act 10 Clias. /, Sess. in. c. 7

( 2 [ =quot. 1540]. 1864 Mom. Star 2 Feb., Arrears of un-

levied poor rales.

Unle-vigated,>>?*/.rt. (Un-^8.) 1768 R. Dossie ^/rr^tfra.

tory 290 The cinnabar should be procured . . in an unlevigated

state. tUnle-ving,///. rt. Ohs. [Un-' la] Unbeliev-

ing. 0x300 Cursor M, 2085a t>e apostlis t>at all wide war
^red,..til our lagh ^ vnleuand led, 138a Wyclif Isaiah

xxi. 1 [He] that vnleeuende (1388 vnfeithful] is, vnfeithfuUy

doth.

fUnlewty. Obs. [Un-1 12.] Disloyalty.

a 1300 Cursor M, 7135 pat was milcel vnleute, To tell hir

husband priuete. 13.. Gaw.
<S-

Gr. Knt, 2499 pat he la^t

for his vnleute at J>e leudes hondes, for blame. 1456 Sir G.
Have Law Amis (S.T.S.) 25 The thrid part of the sternis

was obumbrit with mirknes of unleautee. a 1470 Harding
CAron. cxiii. xiv, Through theyr vnlewtee [the Scots]

Crowned Gilryke a Dane.

Unli-able, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

x6a4 QuARLKS Ditf. Poems, Job xvi. 32 How can I . ., Vn-
liable to danger, flatter any? 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq.

Pref. I margin, This Idea . . is . . unliable to any uncivil con-

struction. 1679 Puller Moderat. Ch. Eng. v. 88 No where
judging of them as unliable to error. 1710 Norris Chr.

Prud. vii. 297 Things that.. are not so unliable to Disorder
and abuse.

Unli bbed, ///. «. (Un-' 8.) \Svj1o^^^\x Four-f. Beasts

324 They vse to geld them in March . . : afterward being well

nourished, they [ic. gelded horses] are no lesse strong.. then
other vnlibbed. Unliberal, a. rar^-o. (Un-' 7.) 1570
Levins Manip. 15 Vnliberall, illibemlis, 1611 Florid,

Inliherale, vnliberall, sparing. Unllberalized,///.^i.
(Un-* 8 ac.) 1793 J. Williams Mem. IV. Hastings 40 Are
there any so unliberalized as to insist, that . . the calumniated
should only be allowed a passport to Peace from Death?
Unli'berated,///. a. (Un-> 8.) xZyi Penny Cycl.ywi.
411/1 The removal of pressure upon the nerves, produced by
the advancing and unliberated tooth. 1865 Reader 14 Oct,

430/2 The irregular weapons of a still unliberated press.

Unllbidlnous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1667 Milton P. L. v. 449
But in those hearts Love unlibldinous reign'd.

TJnli censed, //>/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Of persons, etc, : a. Not authorized by a formal

license to carry on some occupation, industry, etc.

1634 in toth Rep. Hist. MSS. Commission App. IV. 428,

100 unlicensed alehowses. 1643 [see 2 a]. 1746 Francis tr.

Horace, Epist.u. i. 154 A doubtful Drug unlicensed Doctors

fear. 1845 M<=Culloch Taxation 11. x, A fine, .rigorously

exacted from unlicensed dealers. 1855Macaulay Hist. Eng.
XX. IV. 417 With great difliculty and after long search the

most important of all the unlicensed presses was discovered,

b. Not furnished with authority, sanction, or

formal permission to do something.
x6o8 Shaks. Per. 1. iii. 17 Why, as it were unlicens'd of

your loves, He would depart, I'll give some light unto you.
X685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. To Rdr. A 3 b, The Papists

restraint of the Laity unlicensed, from reading it translated

in a known Tongue. X7a5 Pope Odyss. xni. 175 To warn
the thoughtless self-confiding train No more unlicens'd thus

to brave the main. 1793 Southey Joan ^^rciv. 414 Did
she upon thy parting steps bestow Her free-will blessing, or

bast thou set forth , . unlicensed and unblest ?

2. a. Of books, etc : Published without licence.

1643 Order in Milton's Areop. (Arb.) 27 All unlicensed
Printing Presses, and all Presses any way imployed in the

printing of scandalous or unlicensed Papers. 1644 Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 53 AH scandalous and unhcenc't books. 1647
{title), An Ordinance against unlicensed or scandalous
Pamphlets.

b. Not authorized or sanctioned.

1649 Jer. Taylor APol. Liturgy § 135 Many such cases
will occurre in .. unlicenc'd prayers, a 1704 T. Brown
Dial. Dead, Reas. Oaths Wks. 1720 IV. 184 Is any.. of the

food People of Doctors Commons [turned] to unlicens'd
larriages? xytS Popz Dunciad iv. 228 For Attic Phrase

in Plato let them seek, I poach in Suidas for unlicens'd

Greek. 1819 Scorr Leg. Montrose Introd., No less would
our sexton . . have held it an unlicensed intrusion. 1856
Froudb Hist. Eng. 11. 193 The clergy bad promised to
abstain .. from unlicensed legislation.

3. Free from requiring a licence.

1644 Milton {title}, Areopagitica : a 3peech..For the
Liberty of Vnlicenc'd Printing, To the Parlament of Eng-
land. 1863 H. Cox Instit. I. IX. 146 This Act was kept m
force.. until 1694, when.. it expired. The liberty of unli-
censed printing dates from that period.

4. Unregulated, lawless, rare—^.
i8a8 TvTLER Hist. Scot. I. 183 This prelate ,. with

much personal risk, owin§ to the unlicensed state of the
country,.. travelled with his suit.. as far as Kirkcudbright.
Unlice-ntious, ^/. a. (Un-' 7.) 1768-74 Tucker Lt.

A^a/. {1834) II. 415 The exercise of sober, unlicentious free-

dom of thought. Unli'chened, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) 1&13
^VSKIH Mod. Paint. I. 239 Unlichened,dead,desolated rock.
Unli'ckable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1845 D'Israeli .S^*// v.vii,
One of the most unlicked and unlickable cubs that ever
entered society.
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[Un-1 8. Cf. Dn. aiige-

V. 4.)

ITnli-cked, ppl- a-

Hit, G. ungelec/tt.l

1. Not licked into shape. (See Lick

Chieflyy?^., esp. with cub (or whelp).

JS93 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, lil. ii. 161 Like to. .an vn-Iick'd

Beare-whelpe, That carryes no impression like the Damme.
c 1618 MoRVSON //IH. IV. (1903) I lieing drawne to the

writing hereof. .out of a naturall affection to give all the

members to this my unlicked whdpe. 1687 Dkvden Hind
^ P. I. 36 The bloudy Bear, an Independent beast, Unlick'd

to form, in groans her hate express'd. 1687 (see Cub sI>. 3I.

I7a8 Vanbr. & Cib. Prm. Husb. 11. i, The Son is an unlick'd

Whelp, about sixteen. ? 1795 Coleridge After a Walk lief.

Sii/'^tr 30 A little ape with huge she-bear. . : An unlicked

mass the one—the other An antic huge. 1845 [see prec.].

1871 Besant & Rice Ready-money Mart, x. You know,

Polly, what an unlicked cub I was when I married you.

b. Jig. Not reduced to form or order; unfinished,

unpolished, rude or crude.

1661 BovLE Style of Script. 185 Confus'd Notions, and
Abortive or Unlick'd Conceptions. i68a Dryden Abs. f,

Ac/lit. II. 502 But thou in Clumsy verse, unlickt, unpointed,

Hast shamefully defi'd the Lord s Anointed. 1758 Wesley
Wks. (1872) IL 457, I rode back, .to put the society there

(an unlicked mas.s) into some form. 1773 Mme. D'Arblay
Early Diary Oct., I saw.. the appearance of unlicked

nature in all his motions. 183S LAMnZ'tfan. Pref, My late

friend's writings., are., a sort of unlicked, incondite things.

2. Not licked.

1861 L. L. Noble /«fe>yi 296 Poor Pussy,..a creature of

backbone and ribs, coated with fur unlicked and scorched.

1895 R. W. Chambers King^ in Yellovj, Sir. Four Wiiidsi,

[The cat's] purple tongue travelled over every unlicked spot

. . [of] the saucer.

Unli-d, z'. Alsosunlide. [Un-2 4. Cf.OE.
unklidian.l trans. To remove the lid from ; to

uncover.
a ijso Ancr. R. 58 note (Trin. MS.), pe dom is ful grure-

ful & strong o ))a bet unliden ham )>e put. 1693 R. Lyde
Retaking a Ship 17, I answered, alle abau, for 1 don't want
your help, and then they., unlid the Scuttle and went down.
1821 Clare Vilt. Miustr. \. 116 Thepitmen often. .'neath

many a loosen'd block, Unlid coffins in the rock. 1853 C.

Bronte Villette xiii. Not a paper but was glanced over, not

a little box but was unlidded.

Unli'dded, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not furnished

or covered with a lid.

1819 Keats SongFour Faeries 86 My bare unlidded eyes.

1868 Browning Ring <j- Bk. 111. 1366 If, with the midday
blaze of truth above, The unlidded eye of God awake. 1897
Mary Kingslev W. Africa 208 These pots, .are unglazed,

unlidded bowls.

tUnlie-f.a. Obs. [0E.««//(;/(UN-l7), = MDn.
(Du.) onlief, OHG. unliup, unlettb, MHG. unliep

(G. unlieb), ON. Hlj^/r, Goth, unttiibs.} Not dear

or valued ; disliked, distasteful, unpleasant.

cuoo Trin. Coll, Horn. 189 De lichame..and )>e gost..

fliten and winnen bitwenen hem, ^at al l^at is on unlef and
unqueme, hit is )?at o3er iqueme. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2949
Therfore saintes to seche and to sere halowes, . .it ledis vnto

laithnes and vnlefe werkes. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas I. i. C1544)

2 Theyr.. unware mischief. .It was to them ful uncouth and
unlefe. ? a 1500 Cluster PL (Shaks. Soc.) I. 42 To all men
thou shalbe unleffe,.. And over all sette at naughte. 1513
Douglas .^«<;/rf XII. xiii. 48 Sustenand thus..euery stres,

baith leium and onleif. a 1596 Sir T. Chaloner in Haring.
ton's Nugas Ant. (1804) II. 379 Nat so unleef, that I shold

wysh To be thy Trojan wyie.
Unli'felike.a. (Un.'7C.) itiiYioaa BrownieofBodsbeck

II. iv. 75, 1 see the chaps are living, an' no that unlife-like, as

abodymaysay. 1881 Athenaeum 19N0V.664/3 'I'heHigh-

land characters of his present story are not unlifelike. Un.
U-ftable, «. (Un-' 7 b.) (177s Ash.] xSxS .4rt Preserv.

Feet g^ Facts, .not of sufficient importance to form the basis

of a huge unliftable quarto. 1854 Ferries /nst. Metafh.
59 Suppose he were to call the latter the unliftable, the im-
ponderable without any qualification. Unll'fted,///. a.

(Un.' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1815 Byron Destr. Sennacherib v. The
tents were all silent,.. The lances unlifted. i88a Aingee
Lamb v. 94 The cloud of domestic anxiety was still unlifted.

Unli-fting,///. a. (Un-' 10.) 184s Mrs. Norton C/ii'/rf

ofIslands 131 Veiling dear eyes. .With an unlifting veil.

Unli'gable, a. rare—^. [Un-' 7 b.] Incapable of being

bound. 1653 R. Baillie Dissuas. Vind. (1655) 70 Remem-
ber what you .tssert of unligable Proteus.

Unli-ght, 0.1 [Un-1 7 + light a.i Cf. ON.
iiUllr (MSw. oldtter), MHG. unlihie.1 Not light

(in weight or feeling) ; heavy.
<ri320 Sir Tristr. 419 He toke his lod vnli^t.

_
Ibid. 1039

A launce vn-Il5t. c x^fi Ipomydon 472 He..takith hysleue
with hert vnlyght. 1480-1 J. Watton Spec. Xrisiiani 46
A temple. . With walles and pylers here onlyght.

UnU-ght,a.' rare-^. [Un.> 7-t-LiGHT rt.^J Not bright

or clear ; dark, obscure. 1570 Levins Manip, 119 Vnlight,

obscurus.

Unli'ght, V, Now s.w. diaL [Un-2 9. Cf.

dial, onhght (1825-).] inlr. To alight, dismount.
1613 CocKKRAM I, Degresse, to vnlight from a Horse. 1796

Mrs. M. Robinson Angelina II. 174 I'm sure you hadn't

no companion when you unlighted. 1847 Halhwele..
1886- in GIouc, Som., and Devon glossaries, etc.

tUnU-ght,///. a.' Obs.-"- [Un-> 8 b+LiCHT ?'.' 6.] Not
dismounted, c 1400 Destr. Troy 3^46 He raght to the

reynes of J>e richc qwene,..And led nir vnlight into a large

halle. t Unli-ght, />/. «.' Obs. [Un.» 8 b.) « next i.

a 1500 Three isth Cent. Chron. (Camden) 104 The torches

unlight met hym at the steyre foote.., and so went byfore

hym unlyght to the chirche. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas i.

ii. 670 As lighted Candles doe th' unlight inflame.

UnUffhted, ppl- a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not lighted ; not set on fire ; unkindled.

169. Ad PoPnlum Phalerse ii, Ask him but whence un-
lighted Candles came? 1718 Prior Solomon in. 708 The
sacred Wood, which on the Altar lay, Untouched, unlighted
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glows. X863THORNUURV True as Steel l\\. 16 'l"he cannon-
icr, rising, unlighted linstock in hand. 1883 D. C. Murray
Hearts xxxiv, With his unlighted pipe between his teeth.

2. Not lighted up or illuminated; not furnished

with li^ht. AXsofg.
[1775 Ash, Unlighted,.. not directed by light] 1825 T.

Hook Sayings^^t. n. III. 102 The countenance of. .Fanny,
was the only one unlighted by smiles and happiness. x8^
Arkqld Baider Dead 11. 213 Ye. .gave me nine unlighted
realms to rule. 1886 C. E. Pascok London of To-day {&d. 3)
254 A cell . . unlighted except by the door.

Unli ghtened, ppl- a. [Un-1 8.]

tl. Unenlightened. Obs,

1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay xxii. 389 Princes vnlightened
by God, are so desirous of vainglorie. 1627 Hakewill
Apol. 35 Onely this part of [Christendom].. remaines. .vn-
ligiitned, in the darkenes of ignorance.

2. Not lighted up ; unbrightened
; f unlighted,

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Maitland CI. J I. 113 A glorious
altar sett vp, with .

. two unlightned candles, and two basins.

1659 W. ChambivRLAYNe Pharonnida in. ii. 19 Whilst she
did remain Unlightened with a beam of comfort. 185a
Baii-ev P'estus (ed. 4) 42 Some seem to live, Whose hearts
are like those unlightened stars Of the first darkness, 1896
iVestm. Gaz, 2 May 2/2 Sombre gloom, unlightened saye
for the red staves of the inverted halberds.

Unliglitsome, a. (Un-1 7.)

1592 K. U. HyPfterotomachia 17 Ibis dark vnlightsome
place. 1^4 Chapmah Shndo7v 0/ Aig/it 30 When vnlight-
some, vast, and indigest, The formelesse matter of tlii.s world
did lye. 1667 Milton P. L. vii. 355 Of Celestial Bodies
first the Sun A mightie Spheare he fram'd, unlightsom first.

1686 J. S[ehgeant] Hist. Alonast. Convent. 167 The place

of Election is very unlightsom, as having but a few Lights.

Unli gnified, ppL a. (Un-^ 8.)

1875 Bennett & 1)yer tr. Sachs' Bot. 100 An unlignified

gelatmous thickening.mass. 1878 Masters Henfrey's Elem,
Bot. (ed. 3) 414 The cell-walls consist of unlignined cellulose.

Unli'ke, «. and sb. Forms : 3-4 un-, vnlich,

4 -liche (-lichy, 5 onliche), -leche; 3 unnlic,

4 vnlic, -liJG, 4-5 vnlyk, 5-6 vnlyke (6 -leke),

3- unlike. [ME. unlich[ey unlik{e (Un-1 y^^ corre-

sponding to OE. ungelic Uniliche a, Cf. OFris.

(NFris.)««/z^,obs. VtVi^onlijk, MLG. (LG.)««/f-4,

ON. iilikr (Icel. Slikitr^ MSw. oliker^ olikay Sw,
olikf olikut MDa. uligy ulige^ Da, and Norw. ulig^

Norw. ulik),'\

1. Not like or resembling, different from, dis-

similar to (some other person or thing).

c X200 Ormini68s9 Forrall J^att folic let tatthewass Unn-
lic all oj'err lede. a 1225 Juliana 14 Ich am iweddet to an .

.

J>e is unlich him. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 64 He was unlich
atle othre there, 1553 Ascham Germany r 14 He thought
it his most honor to be vnl^kest such for his gentlenes,

which were misliked . . for their crueltie. 1596 Shaks. Merck.
V. IL ix. 56 How much [thou art] vnlike my hopes and my
deseruings ! 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 183 [I'he banana]
giuesa most delicious, .rellish, not much vnlike our choicest

Peares, 1676 Glanvill Ess, vi. 30 Those, whose Genius
and Ways are so unlike him. 1725 Pope Odyss, ix. 221 A
form enormous 1 far unlike the race Of human birth, in

stature. 1750 tr. Leonardus* Mirr. Stottes 112 Somt jaspers
are not much unlike red porphyry. 1829 Jas. Mill Hum.
Jllind (i86^J II. 352 As unlike to any of those, .as the sensa-

tion of white is unlike the sensations of the seven prismatic

colours. XS7S JowETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 401 The philosopher

has notions of good and evil unlike those of other men.

b. Const. /<?; also (quot. i8'j^)/rom.
1340-70 Alex. <5- Dind. 271 Oure lif & cure lawe vnlich is

to 3oure. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6360 Vnlyk is my word to my
dede. c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 224 How vnlyke worldely
worshyp is vnto gostly ioye. 1531 Elyot GoV' n. xiy. This
maner of flatery is mooste unlyke to that whiche is com-
munely used. 1556 Olde Antichrist 116 b, Two heades..,

farre unlyke the one to the other. 1670 Baxter Cure Ch,
Div, 238 You would shew yourselves much . . unliker to Satan
the accuser. 1825 Scott Betrothed xiv. Their very saints

are unlike to the saints of any Christian country. 1873
Pater Stud, Hist. Renaiss, 80 They were of a spirit as un-
like as possible from that of Lorenzo. 1876 Gladstone
Clean. (1879) II. 271 He was very unlike to any other maa.

2. Not like each other ; different, dissimilar.

c 1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 1726 D05 him boren 6es ones bles Vn-
like mani^e and likeles. c 1380 Antechrist in Todd Three
Treat, Wycli/Kx^^i) 150 Loke Cristis copborde, and hers;

and t^ei ben ful unlichy. 1565 Stapleton tr. Bedels Hist.

Ch.Eng. 25b, The parties therewer farre vnleke of condition.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. x.xiii. § 29 The unlikest in the

worlde ; the one being fierce. .; the other solemn. 1641 Mil-
ton Ch. Govt, I. iv. 13 There can be nopossiljle imitation of

Lording over their brethren in regard of tlieir persons alto*

gether unlike. 1704 J. Hakris Lex. Techn. I. s.v., Unlike
Quantities and Signs in Algebra. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg.
II. 283 How fair these names, how much unlike they look.

1842 Francis Diet. A rts, Unlike quantities, in algebra, are

such as are expressed by different letters, or different roots

or powers of the same letter. 1889 Gretton Memory's
Harkb. 125 We may take together two other Judges,. .as

unlike as the bear and the innate gentleman.

absol. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. v, This approximation

ofthe Like and Unlike. Jbid.,ln this case ofthe Like-Unlike.

b. sb, pi. Dissimilar things or persons,

16x2 W. Sclater Sick Souls Salve i He amplifies it in a
comparison of unlikes. a 1626— Cotnm. Malachy (1650) 66

It is handled in a plenary comparison of unlikes. 1857 J,
Pulsford Quiet Hours 43 Like can reach like, and act

upon it, in a way tliat unlikes cannot.

3. t a. Differing from others of the kind ; incom-

parable ; unusual. Obs.

1390 Gower Con/, II. 275 Bot cerles such usure unliche It

falleth more unto the riche. 14.. R. Gloucester's Chron.
(MS. Digby 205) fol. 26 He was in his lyue eucr ryjt ryche
Of richesse before al o^r he was vnliche.
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b. Differing from, dissimilar to, the thing or

person in question. Also absoL

c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. iv. vi. (1868) 138 Ne it ne is nat an

vnlykc miracle to hem >at ne knowen it nat. 1542 Udall
Erasm. Apoph^ 5 Nor a muche vnlyke aunswere dyd
Wylliam, late archebishop of Canterbury, .. gyue vnto

me. «59S DA«ffeL Civ. Wars v. Ixxxii, He saw prepard,

against his side, Both vnlike fortune, and vnequall force.

1667 Milton P. L. vi. 517 Part hidd'n veins diggd up (nor

hath this Earth Entrails unlike) of Mineral and Stone.

1847 Hrlps Friends in C. Ser. i- I. ix. 166 Not only like

likes tike, but unlike likes unlike. 1865 Swinburne ^/a/a«/a

620 A god Faultless ; whom I that love not, being unlike,

Fear, and give honour. 1877 E. R. Conder Bas. Faith ii.

81 Awaiting the presence of unlike atoms to call them forth

in turn.

O. sb. A person differing from another or others.

13. . Sir Beues (A.) 1090 Her is. .min vnliche, Brademond
king, |)at is so riche. [Cf. Uniliche sb.]

187s JowETT Plato (ed. 2) III. zi^The just does not desire

more than his like but more than his unlike. 1896 Pop^ Sci.

Monthly Feb. 494 As long as it remains a stranger and an

unlike.

4. Presenting points of difference or dissimilarity

;

not uniform or even ; uneqtial.

CX375 Cursor M. 7917 (Fairf.), per was wonande Jjat was
vn-!ike ij men a pouer and a rike. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VI. 289 pere was unleche noumbre of array of

kny^tes, for a5enst an hondred .. come a Jwwsand. 1S3S
CovERDALE Ecclus. xxvi. ^ Whan an vnlike pare of oxen
must drawe together. c 1550 H. Lloyd Treasury of
Health bs If the water do appeare vnlike of substance.

1643 J. Eaton Honey-c. Free justif. 261 That unlike like-

ncsse betweene Adam and Christ, which the Apostle speaks

of, Rom. 5. 1645 Milton Tetrach. 9 Where the different

sexe in most resembling unlikenes, and most unlike resem-

blance, cannot but please best

5. Unlikely, improbable. Now diaL or arch,

a. "With subordinate clause.

c 1400 Destr. Troy. 565 The perlouse pointtes l>at passe

you behoues, Hit is vnlike any lede with his liffe pas.

1400-10 Ci.ANVowE Cuckoiu 9f hight. ix, Hit is vnlyk for to

be Ihat eny bene shulde slepy be [etc.], 1535 Cromwell
in Merrtman Life <5- Lett, (1002) I. 413 It is not vnltke but

that the saide Duke bathe oen deceyued. 1577 Hanmer
Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1663) 23s Neither is it unlike, but that

these circumstances might be. 1610 Healev^"/. Aug. Citie

of God, Vives' Comm. viii. xi. 317 It is vnlike that so sharpe

a wit.. found not the difference and multitude of things.

I7»9 T. Innes Crit. Essay (1879) ^3° J" process of time. -it

is not unlike there might come.. new colonies from Spain.

1795 SouTHEY Joan of Arc in. 401 Whether so (it is] not

unhke Heaven might vouchsafe its gracious miracle, a 1903

in Eng. Dial, Diet. (Yks., Warw.).

b. With inf.

X400-XO [see a]. 1538 Henrv VIII in Wyatt't Wks. {1816)

II. 498 Unjust.. demands, and unlike to proceed out of a
willing heart to conclude. 1584 R. .Scot Discav. Witchcr,

III. xviii. 54 Being through age unlike to live one whole
yeare, 1626 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 286 He thought

the Match very unlike to be effected. 1655 Earl Orrery
Parthen, i. i. 26 This Arabian was not altogether unlike to

escape unpunished. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi. i. iii. 168 Bless-

ings, that I do not so much as know of, and which conse-

quently I am very unlike particularly to acknowledge.

to. Without likelihood ^something. Obs~^
XS59 Mirr, Mag., Fall R. Tresilian xiv, Thus all went to

wracke vnlyke of remedie.

Unli'key adv. Forms : 4-5 vnliche, 4 on-

lyche
; 4-7 vnlike (5 -lyk, 6 -lyke), 7, 9 unlike.

[Un-1 II b. Cf. Uniliche adv.'\

+ 1. a. Unevenly, unequally ; in a higher or lower

degree. Obs.

a 1300 Fragm. Seven Sins 55 in £.£"./». (1863) 20 Worldis
wcl faUi> vnliche, and nojt euch man ilich. 1390 Gower
Conf. IH. 89 Theologie in such a wise Of hih science and
hih aprisc AbovcTille othre slant unlike, c i4«s Wyntoum
Cron. viii. xvi. 2594 Na man. ,euer couJ> tell..A maire com-
mendable mcmore, As J>ai did of Hs pure kinrik, In J>at

batall bodin vnlike.

+ b. Incomparably. Obs,
14.. R. Gloucester's Chron. (MS. Digby 205) fol. xo b,

Cioten hadde most ri«e to \>\s kyngeryche But J>e ojwre
were strenger & rycher vnliche [v.r. onlychc]. c i^S
Cursor M. 5325 (Trin.), pe kyng lete write lettres jare To
gider atle..pe beste in ^t londe vnliche.

2. t a. Differently, diversely. Also const, to.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. {W. de W. 1531) 5 Whiche the Romayns
vscd, but vnlyke to vs. 155a Huloet, Vnlyke or in a diuers

fashyon, dissimiliter. 1595 in Cath, Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 350
Some tymeyt pleaseth God toreveale his wille..by dreames,
as He did to Joseph, Pharo, and others, and here not un-
like to His designed martyr.

b. In a manner differing from (that of a speci-

fied person),

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, i. i. 1B9 Oft haue I seene the
haughty Cardinall. .demeane himselfe Vnlike the Ruler of
a Comrnon-wcale. i6ij) Sir A. Gorges tr. Bacon's De Sa^.
Vet. 82 This Loue.. directing his pace.. by that which it

perceaues neerest, not vnlike blind men that goe by feeling.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 14 A little haire before, bauld
eise-where, not vnlike occasion. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi,

The Master has treated me unlike a gentleman, 1841

W. Spalding Italy ff H. Isl. II. 387 They stand apart from
all the others, because, unlike these, they applied [etc).

fS. Improbably; unlikely, Obs.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 67 b, Some say that he was
therto stirred . . by the dolphyn (and not vnlike). 1596
Spenser F. Q. v. v. 38 And, though (vnlike) they should

for eutr last, Yet in my truthes assurance I rest fixed fast,

+ Unlike, zf.l Obs. rare. [UN-I14.] B,. inlr.

To l)ecome displea.sed, b. trans. To displease.

€ xa7S Lav. 3266 Leir king was wel ipald and eft onlikede.

259

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. 1 1. 267 He ha)> sorwe of (>e synne,

bi resoun )Tat it unliki)? God.

XJnli-ke, v.'^ rare. [Un-2 7.] inlr. To give up
liking ; to cease to like.

1761 Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney Bidulph I. 183 M>; heart is

not in a disposition to love. . . 1 cannot compel it to like

and unlike, and like anew at pleasure.

UnU-k(e)able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1841 U Hunt 5«>- 11.

(1864) I Without trying to render it unlikeable^ from its

inferiority. z888 Aihensum 31 March 396/1 There are

touches about her that, .make her unlikable.

UnU-ked, ppl. a. (.Un- i 8, 8 c.)

iS6i B. GooGE Paiingenius' Zodiac Life I. A j b, Not
worse vnliked now shal I be, yf that thou wylt me blesse.

i6ao Bp. Hall Hon. Marr. Clergy i. xxvii. (1628) 769

That more vnliked epistle which Ignatius wrote to Saint

John. 1641 (title\ An Aprovd Answer to the partiall and
unlikt of Lord Digbies Speech to the Bill of Attainder.

Unlikelihood. [Un-1i2. Cf. Unlikely a.,

and MDa. uligelighed.'\

+ 1. Unlikeness, dissimilarity, discrepancy. Obs.

1483 Caxtoh Cold. Leg. 273/11 I fond myself right fer

fro tire in a Regyon of unlykelyhode [L. dissimilitudinis\.

1550 Thomas Ital. Diet., Disaguaglianza, vnseemelinesse,

vnlikelyhoode, or the difference that is betwene the com-

parison of one thyng to an other. 1564 Brief Exam. 20 b,

Euery man.. may see a great vnlikelyhood betwixt those

tymes and ours. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 573 By
which likenesse in name great confusion and vnlikehhoods

haue happened in Historic.

2. Tlie state or fact of being unlikely ;
improba-

bility.

1548 Udali., etc Erasm, Par. John xix. 109 So muche
vnlikelyhoode was it, that the felowship of punishement

should defyle hym. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Andria
II. ii, Haumg gathered by sundrie signes and coniectures

the vnlikelihood of the marriage. 1646 Earl Monm. tr.

Biondi's Civii Wars ix. 199 By the Unlikelyhood and

Impossibility that he should escape the hands of a Crafty.

.

Uncle. 1695 J. Edwards Perfect. Script. 238 There was no
unlikelihood of the thing. 1767 Mrs. Delanv Life f, Corr.

Ser. II. (1862) 1. 116 Knowing the unlikelihood of your bemg
to return to us. 1704 Paley Evid. II. viii, The extreme

unlikelihood that such men should engage in such a measure.

j86o M iss YoNCE Stokesley Seer, xii, The exceeding un.

likelihood of a girl like Elizabeth committing .. a theft.

1877 Freeman Norm. Conq. I. vi. 462 Statements which

have no inherent unlikelihood in them.

b. With a and pi. An improbable occurrence,

fact, statement, etc.

a 1550 Leland liiu. (1769) II. 35 Dyvers Brethren dyed. .,

and by a great vnlykelihod al the Landes descendid to.,

the Yonggest of the Brethren. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on

Apoc. (1573) 2, 1 will shew the lykelyhodcs and the vnlykely-

hodes. 1647 Je«- Taylor Lib. Profit, ii. 41 The rarest

mixture., of unlikelihoods that I have observed. j68a

LuTTRELL BriefH el. (1857) I. j88 By the severall contradic

tions and unlikelyhoods in his evidence. 1738 G. Lillo
Marina lii. ii, What strange unlikelihood assaults my
mind I 1814 Southey Roderick xii. 14, 1 will believe that

we have days in store Of hope,. .Yea, maugre all unlikeli.

hoods,., of peace. i86j Lever i9rtm«^/c»xv, He hesitated

how to measure an unlikelyhood.

Unli'keliuess. [Un-1 la. Cf. prec.andnext.]

f 1. Unsuitableness. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus L 16 For I (>at god of loues ser.

uantz serue Ne dar to loue for myn vnliklynesse.

t2. Unseemliness, unbecomingness. Obs.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 190 Nevertheles

and he saw . . him mak grete repaire till his hous, and
unlyklynes, hemycht mak nim..exhortacioun to nocht mak
sik unlikly repaire. 1685 H. More Parnlip. Prophet, xxxiv.

306 What unlikeliness or Indecorum is it, that Proclamation

be made who he is, that shall ..[open] the Book 1

•)• 3. Dissimilarity, discrepancy. Obs.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. 143 It shall be sufficient

that we wey the wordes of one of them, to attain the mean-

ing ofthem both. Albeit, there is some vnlikelinesse betwene

them. 1604 T. Wright Passions v. iv. 189 Likelinesse or

vnlikelinesse are also relatives, and consequently belong to

this same predicament. ci6.o Up. Hall Ok/""//., A. T.

it. ii. Neither was there more unlikelinesse in theu disposi-

tion and cariage, than similitude in their function. 1730

Bailey (fol.). Dissimilitude, unlikeliness.

4. Unlikelihood, improbability.

i$i4 Raleigh Hist. World iii. vii. 8 4- 82 Whether
Themistocles perceiued much vnlikelinesse of good successe

[etc.]. 1690 Locke Httman Understanding iv. xv. § 2.

332 There being degrees herein, from the very neighbour-

hood of Certainly and Evidence, quite down to Improba-
bility and Unlikeliness. 1841 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc.

(1842) VI. 160 The unlikeliness that he should get what he
asked for. 1881 Saintsbury Dryden 72 The unlikeliness of

his ever having been a very fervent Roundhead.

TTnlikelv, «. (and J*.)- [Un-1 7. Cf. ON.
tiUkligr (Icel. 6llklegur, MSw. olikliker, Sw. oliklig,

MDa. uligelig, Norw. ulikUg).'\

1. Not likely to occur or come to pass ; improb-

able in respect of occurrence.

'375 Barbour Bruce ix. 670 He oft full vnlikly thing

Brocht rycht weill to full gud ending. 1488 Cely Papers
(Camden) 169 They of Bruges sayth all schall be well

schorttly but hytt ys onlyckly. 1513 Douglas jEneid
XI. viii. 119 Tyme-.Reducit hes full mony onlikly thyng
To bettir fyne than was thair begynning. a 1533 Ld.

Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xxxvi. {1536) R 'i. The more
yll they vtter, the more vnlykely is the redres therof ageyn.

c 1580 Bugbears \. ii. 121 Why is it a thing vnpossyble or

vnlikelie that sprites wil deall withe gold? 164a D. Rogers
Naaman 200 Thus Papists conceiue it an unlikelyer thing,

that (etc.]. 169a Bentlev Boyle Led. 218 Which makes it

. . more improbable, that they should interfere . . even in the

last and unlikeliest instance. z86i Paley Aischylus {ed. 2)

Supplices 979 note, However, Kowpa b an unlikely crasis.

UNCIEENESS.

b. Not likely to be true or correct ; improbable
in respect of fact.

1591 Shaks. Ven.
<J- Ad. 089 The one doth flatter thee in

thoughts unlikely, In likely thoughts the other kills thee
quickly. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 595 Josephus
and Eusebius thinke them to bee the Israelites, which is

vniikely, 1673 Drydkn Marr. A la Mode in. i, They tell,

for news, such unlikely stories 1 171a J. James tr. Le
Blond's Gardening 141 An Opinion very unlikely, to believe
Trees have their Male and Female. i78o./l//>ror No. 73,
If this.. be the effect of habit, which is not unlikely. 1871
Frerman Norm. Cong. IV. xviii, 231 The presence of
Matilda., at such a time is in itself unlikely.

c. Not likely, in various implications.

IS3S CovERDALE Ecclus. XI. 6 Many tyrauntes haue bene
fayne to syt downe vpon the earth, & ye vnlickly hath
worne ye crowne, 1593 Sidney's Arcadia iv. r i That by
unlikeliest meanes greatest matters may come to conclusion,
x6a8 DoNNK Serm. 25 A farre vnlikelier sort of people, then
any of these. 1656 Cowley Davideis iv. 828 Nor would ill

Fate that meant me to surprise, Come cloath'd in so un-
likely a Disguise, 1604 Atterbury Serm. Isaiah Ix. 23 14
This., was an Unlikely way of gaining Proselytes. 1749
Lavington Enthus. Meth. ^ Papists 11. (1754) 129 He cures
Diseases . . with unlikely Remedies. 1774 G. White Selborne
1x1, A succession [of swifts] still haunts the same unlikely
roofs. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxxiv. That a poor lad was
come, at that unlikely time, to fetch Mr, Rivers. i8ss
A. J. Morris Words for Heart <5- Lije iii. 52 God is in the

habit of employing unlikely instruments. 1898 ' Merriman'
Roden's Corner ii, Cases where brilliant men have failed

and unlikely ones have covered themselves with.. glory.

Comb. 1858 Faber SPir. Confer. (1870) 131 Those vices of
which the unlikeliest.looking souls are often the likeliest to

be guilty.

d. sb. An unlikely person.

1867 Latham Black ff White 98 He goes round with his.

.

papers, dealing one to each passenger likely or unlikely
(because the unlikelies would be offended if omitted).

2. With complement : a. With to and inf. (active

or passive).

1395 Purvey Remonstr, (1851) 84 The noueltees of this

Innocent benvnliclitobesothe. xiia-ao Lvdg. C//r(?«. Troy
IV. 23 Vnlikly [it was] euere vs to nan had victorie, 1:1450
Mirk's Festial 140 Ierusalem..was J7e strongest cyte yn all

J>e world, and vnlykly forto haue ben wonon. 1611 Florio,
InaccadeuoUt vniikely to chance or befall. 1658 Osbornk
Adv. Son Wks. (1673) 112 Ihe not unlikeliest to know
Truth. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 143 f i It will be much
more unlikely for us to be well-pleased. 176^ Museum
Rust. IV, II Salt-peire Bay, which is not unlikely to have
been so denominated from salt-petre there.^ 1843 Loudon
Suburban Hort. 377 They are the most unlikely to become
fruit-buds. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Col. Refortner (1891)
2i6 He was as unlikely as Grahame to take., to the improve-
ment of the common people.

b. With tkat and clause,

X4ia-so LvDG. Chron, Troy iv, 3243 For now, alias I

vnlikly is Jjat we Shal euere wynne . . pis cite. 1722 Wollas-
TON Relig. Nat. v. (1724) 82 Make him understand how
unlikely a thing it is, that they should be placed there only
to adorn, .a canopy over our heads. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci.,

Inorg. Nat. 226 It is not unlikely that the gas thus formed
occupies the place of water. 1884 Thompson Tumours of
Bladder 55 It is not unlikely that some of these may be
congenital.

1 3. Unsuitable, unsuited ; not fit or proper, Obs,

c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T, 936 That whan I considere

youre beautee, And ther with al the vnlikly elde of me, I

may nat certes..Forbere to been out of youre compaignve.
C1440 Capcrave Life St. Kath. iii. 782 His clothis to his

woordis arn ful onlykly. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 11. viii.

84 Thou art a boystous man and an vnlykely to telle of
suche dedes. 1571 Southampton Court Leet Rec. (1905) i.

77 Such as arre..unlyklye and unmeete men to serve for

that poorpose. 1588 Nottingham Rec. LV. 221 Yt ys an
onlykelye house for suche one to dwelle there.

D. Unseemly, unbecoming; not acceptable or

agreeable ; objectionable, distasteful. Obs. exc. dial,

1456 [see Unlikeliness 2]. C1470 Hf.nry Wallace n. 263
On a caar wnlikly thai him cast, a 1586 Sidnky Arcadia 11.

ii. (1912) 1^3 For a very unlikely envie she haih stumbled
upon, against the Princesses . . beautie. 1590 Serpent of
Devis. B j/2 The most unlikely person and the most wretch
that in any countrye might he found, 1725 Ramsay Gentle

Shefh. I. i. 24 Vet I am tall, and as weel built as thee, Nor
mair unlikely to a lass's eye, 1889 N, W, Line. Gloss. 586
Unlikely, bad, displeasing.

fc. Unpromising; poor in quality or condition.

1560 RoLLAND Seven Sages ^6 lliis auld tre..fra the

Joung takts all substance and air; ,. Sa the ;oung plant is

sa vnliklie maid. ai64B Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683)

522 That Forests.. should be driven once in the year, and
unlikely Tits in them to be killed.

TXnli'kelyy adv. [Un-1 i i : cf. prec. and MSw.
olikiika^ Improbably.
C1449 Pecock Repr. in. xiii. 361 The oon bifcre seid

epistle putt and ascryued vnlikeli to Constantyn. 1641

Milton Ch, Goz't. i. vii. 40 [He] may fall not unlikely some-

times.. into an uncouth opinion, 1716 Pope Lett. (1737) I*

146 The pleasures., must undoubtedly be of a nobler kind,

and (not unlikely) may proceed from the discoveries each
shall communicate to another, of God and of nature. 1830

Southey in Corr. w. C. Bo%vles (1881) 199 This provides

also (most unlikely) in case of his half-craziness again
becoming whole-craziness. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. I.

v. 298 The church.. may, not unlikely, have been raised.,

to commemorate the event.

tUnli-ken, v. Obs. [Un.» 6 a. Cf. MDu. ontliken.}

trans. To dissemble. 1382 Wyclif i Kings xiv. 5 Whanne
she was comen yn, and hadde vnlikned hire self to be that

she was. Unlikenable, a. (Un-' j b.) 184s Bailey
Festus (ed. 2) 46 The earth . . Is not so like the unlikenable
One As thou.

Unlikeness. [Un-I 12.]

•j" 1. Strangeness, Obs,

33-

a



UNLIKENING.
c i»3o Halt Meid. 13, I l>is world Jjat is icleopet lond of

unlicnesse. rt 1380 St. Au^stin 224 in Horslm. Altengl,

Leg- (1878) 65/2, 1 fond fro ^e J>at fer I was, As in a kyngdam
of vnlikenes.

2. The quality of being unlike ; want of likeness

or resemblance; dissimilarity.

cxbSo Wyclif Serm, Sel. Wks. II. 227 For noo drede

Hcknesse of brej^erea causi)> love among hem, and unlik.

nesse is cause of discord. 1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. ii.

xii. (1495) c j/i No violence of tj-rannye bendyth theym to

oppresse . . the nether angellis. Therfore Denys sayth tliat

they vse theyr lordshypp wyth vnlyknesse of tyrannye.

1533 More DebelL Salem Wks. 998/2 The causesthat he
laieth of dyssimilitude & vnlikenes, be twene the witnesses.

1548 Udall Erasmus Par. Matt. v. 37 The unlikenes of

manners declareth and argueth a bastarde. 1634 Canne
Ntcess. Sefiar. (1849) 89 Mark ,. what they speak here,

touching their likeness and unlikeness with the papists.

1645 Milton Tetrach. 9 Where the different sexe m most

resembling unlikenes, and most unlike resemblance cannot

but please best. 1709 Brit Apollo II. Supernum, No. i.

2/1 We meet with some Characters of Unlikeness in this

Similitude. 177a Wesley Jml. 11 Feb. (1827) III. 440 For
..unlikeness to all the world beside,, .the writer is without

a rival ! 1846 Trench Mirac. xxv. (1862) 359 There are.,

points of unlikeness in the two miracles. 1853 Kingsley
Hypatia xxi, It was., strange in its utter unlikeness to any
teaching.. which he had ever heard before, 187S Whitney
Life Lang. ix. 173 We know of no other way in which this

likeness in unlikeness can be brought about

b. With a and pi. An instance of dissimilarity

or want of resemblance.
i66a South Serm. C1679) 116 As great an unlikeness, as

between St. Pauls a Cathedral, and St. Pauls a Stable.

1667 Pkil. Trans. II. 6ii These two unlikenesses I mention
together. 1718 Freethinker No. 155 (1733) 240 Such Un-
likenesses as, by their Subtiltly, escape the Observation of

Judgments less acute. 1746 W. Horsley Fool (1748) I. 33
They are the Beau and the Belle ; and, if I may be under-

stood in thus speaking, are a similar Unlikeness.
_

x8s8

SouTHEY Epist. to A. Cunningham 370, I recognise all

these unlikenesses, Spurious abominations though they be.

1879 Sir G. Campbell Black 9f White 22 The likenesses are

much more numerous and much more prominent th&n the

unlikenesses.

3. A bad or poor likeness.

1729 T.Cooke Tates^ ^c.izj His ample Shield..On which
th' Unlikeness of the Greek apijears. 1843 Longf. in Life
(1891) II. 4 In the next number is an ww-likeness of me,. .in

a morning-gown.
tUnU'kening, ppl. a. Obs.-^ [Un-* 10.] Differing.

C1430 Piigr. Lyf Manhode i. cxxxii. (1869) 70 These ben
thiiiges gretliche unliknynge and discordinge.

TJuliking, vbL sb. [Un-1 13 ] Want of lik-

ing; dislike; f dissatisfaction.

13^ Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxvi. (Bodl. MS.), pe
making of be hert . . is l>e . . wel of meuyng and liking (and]

of alle vnliking. c 1400 Cato's Morals in Cursor M. App.
iv. 242 Quen ^ou has of bi l>ing t>orou hap vnliking.. be-

halde ^ou on o)?er men. 1876 Mrs. Whitney Sights -^ Ins.

II. xxiii. 512 A gradual liking that was at first almost un«

liking. 1W6 D. C. Murray Eirst Person Sing, xxv, Angela
had.. a genuine unliking for O'Rourke.

t Unli'king, ///. ii. Ods, [Un-1 lo.] Un-
pleasant, disagreeable.

X393 Langl. F. PI. C. vni. 23 Ich hadde leuere. .lacke

men, and lykne hem in vnlykynge manere, pan al J^at euere

Marc made, a 1470 H. Parker Dives 4- Pauper (W. de W.
1496) XII. v. 213/1 Yf one corde..in the harpe be broke,.,

all the songe.. shall be unlykyngetoallthat here it. la 1500
Chester PL (Shaks. Soc.) I. 83 Lorde, I muste doe thy byd-
dinge, Though yt be to me unlikinge. c 1520 Skelton
Afagnyf. 1958, 1 am lowsy and vnlykynge and full of scurffe.

IS70 Levins Manip. 137 Vnliking, dispiicitus.

Ualimb, v. [Un-^ 4.] trans. To dismember. 1694
Motteux Rabelais iv. liii. 208 Batter 'em, burst 'em, quar*
ter 'em, unlimb 'em,,. these wicked Heretics. 1869 J.

Con-
INGTON Horace^ Sat. (1874) 17 Still The bard remams, un-
limb him as you will. Unli'mber, a. (Un-' 7.) a 1639
WoTTON Charac, F. diMedici in Relig. (1651) 364 To which
temper more septentrionail unlimber Nations have not yet
bent themselves.

Unli'mber, v. [Un-2 5.]

1. Mil. To free (a gun) from the limber, by
detaching and withdrawing this, preparatory to

bringing the gun into action.

z8oa James Milit. Did. s.v. Limber^ A two- wheel carriage
..taken off,. ; which is called unlimbering the guns. 1839
F. A. Griffiths Artill. Man. 93 Square can only beformed
when, .both guns and waggons are unlimbered. 1879 C. R.
Low yrnl. General Abbott ii. 146 Abbott, .unlimbered the
24-pounder howitzer.

Jig. 1864 Trevelvan C(?«//^/. Wa//(x/i (1866) 272 Then are
the ' English name ', and the ' development of the resources
of India , unlimbered, and trundled out to overawe the.,
magistrates.

b. absoL To perform the operation of detaching
and withdrawing the Umber.
1828 Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 177 Unlimbering, or

Coming into Action. 1873 Clery Min. Tact. xi. 136 A
H. A. battery.. unlimbered and came into action.
trans/. itSZ Harper's Mag. Sept. 555/1 A travelling

band which [was] . , in the second-class car, and which good-
naturedly unlimbered at the stations.

2, To detach and withdraw the front-wheels of

(a boat-carriage).

1853 Douct.AS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 92 To launch the bateau,
the carriage is placed with the pole towards the river, and
unlimbered : by this means an inclined plane is formed.

Unli-me, z'. [Un-2 3. Cf. Flem. ontHjmen
* deglutinare * (Kilian), G. entleimen.']

+ 1. trans. To detach, dissever. Obs.""^

1225 Ancr. R. 256 pet he wot ful wel ; & for Yx he is umbe
..uorte unlimen ou mid wrec^de. [1648 Hexham ii, Ont-
iijmen, to Vnglue, or to Vnlime.]

2. To free (dressed hides) from Inne.

1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 275/2 This washing in warm
water is a preparation for 'drenching*, the first process of

unliming. 1888 Pop. Set. Monthly Dec. 287 The process

of unliming hides and skins.

Unli'med, ppi. ^. [Un-1 8. Cf. Du. ofige-

iij'mdj G, ungeleimt.']

1. Not smeared or clogged with bird-lime. In

quots. Jig.

162a S. Ward Christ All in A II (1637) 36 Christ, whom hee

longed to bee with, and would now with vnlimed and vnen-

tangled wings flye vnto. a 1672 Sterrv Freed. Will (1675)

137 It keeps these wings unlimed..by the filth or guilt of

fleshly lusts.

2. Not dressed or treated with lime.

1756 F. Home Exper. Bleaching 215 This makes limed

cloth easily distinguishable from unlimed. i8oi Farmer''s

Mag. Nov. 478 As the grain must have lain in the ground
for two years, and none was observed in the unlimed part.

TJnli'mitable, a. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.] Incapable

of being limited ; illimitable.

In frequent use from c 1610 to c 1650.

1604 Marston Malcontent \. vi, O vnllmitable impuden-
cie ! 1690 Locke (^OT*^. i. ii. (1694)9 An Absolute, Arbitrary,

Unlimited, and Unlimitable Power. 17x6 M. Davies Allien.

Brit. III. Diss. Drama 33 In talking so much.. of other

People's unlimitable Liberty of Thinking and Worshipping.

Unlimited, //>/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not limited or restricted in amount, extent, or

degree : a. Of power or authority, a rule, etc.

CX445 Pecock Donet 129 Which gouernaunce in it silf is

vnlimited and viiassigned to eny special tyme. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia in. i. (1912) 355 It must be an unlimited

Monarchy. Ibid. xx. 472, I know thy power is not un-
limited. 1644 Hunton Vind. Treat. Monarchy v. 45 Thai
the Power of the Monarch in this Frame is not unlimited.

1690 [see prec.]. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Lei. to C^tess of
Bristol I April, The unlimited power of the^ fellows. 1777
Cook Third Voyage w. xi. (1784) I. 406 The power of the

king is unlimited, a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874) HI, 234
Money is not only the sinew of war, but of politics, over

which, .it exercises almost unlimited control. Ibid. VI, 133
A government of unlimited powers.

b. In other applications.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadiauu iv.(i9i2) 371 AU such, whom.,
youth-like mindes did fill with unlimited desires. 1602

Marston Antonio's Rev. in. ii, The curse of Heaven raines

In plagues unlimited through all hisdaies. 1647CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. i. §18 The expences of the Court.. [were] vast,

and unlimited by the old good rules of economy, a 1704 T.
Brown Praise Drunken. Wks. 1730 I. 35 Their highest

excellency consists in having their will unlimited by any
superior power. 1782 Priestley Corrw/^ Chr. 1. 11. 158 The
absolute and unlimited declarations of the divine mercy.
1846 Mrs. Marsh Father Darcy II. 149 My confidence in

his talents and energy is unlimited. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol.

Econ. 19 We never want an unlimited quantity of anything.
trans/. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. lu. u. vi, So violent,. are

the Limited Patriots and the Unlimited.

2. Not limited in number.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. {1677) 308 Four Wives the

Law tolerates, Concubines are unlimited.

3. Math. (See quots.)

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v,, Unlimited Problem.,
is such a Problem in Mathematicks, as is capable of Infinite

Solutions. 1843 /'tfrt'y O-c/. XXVI. 31/1 Unlimited,.. '\?,

frequently used by mathematical writers, in the same man-
ner as Indefinite^ to avoid the entrance of the word Infinite.

It is also used to describe a problem which may have an
infinite number of answers, and which is called an unlimited

problem.

Unli'mitedlyy adv, [Un-1 ii: cf. prec,]

Without limitation.

i6n Florio, 5"<^r;«/waMw««/^, . .infinitely, vnlimitedly.

a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 11. xxvi. (1640) 81 It is an
easie thing for inferiours to obey their Governours. .a little

too unlimitedly. a x68o Corbet Non-con/, Plea (1683) 19
The said promise must be understood either unlimitedly, or

with limitation, a 1716 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 226 If this

had been express'd as universally and unlimitedly. 1796
BuRNEY Mem. Metastasio I. 238 A great, .prince, who
deigns to be so unlimitedly my protector. 1836 New
Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 409 His Grace is unlimitedly

hospitable. 1891 Meredith One 0/ our Cong. III. xix. 171

He feels the publishers pouring their gallons through it un-
Hmitedly.

Unlimitedness. [Un-i 12.] The fact of

being unlimited ; absence of limitation.

1641 FALKr.\ND in Marriott Li/e ^ Tiines (ic>o8) 204 This
unlimitednesse and independence is onely in spirituall

things, a 1664 M. Frank Serm. (1672) 421 The unlimitted-

nesse of His power. 1710 A. B. Ansiv. toArgts. in Bp. Ox-
yard's Sp, Resistance 13 The unlimitedness of our Obedience.

1796 Lamb Lett. (1888) I. 41 Omnipresence is an attribute

the very essence of which is unlimitedness. 1904 A. C.
Fraskr Biog. Philos, ii. 60 It was impossible to believe

either space or time limited : it was equally impossible to
understand their unlimitedness.

Unli-ne, e^.i [Un-2 4.]

1. trans. To divest (a garment, etc.) of lining.

1606
J.

Davies (Heref.) Bien Venu Wks. (Grosart) I. 6/2
Two Kings thus met, make Kingdomes richly thriue, Though
it vnlines their Purse with wearing much. i6ii Cotgb.,
Desdoubler, to vnlyne; or take the lynings out of a garment.

2, intr. To separate as a lining.

1848 LiNDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) I. 331 They all pass out
of each other {d^sembottent) ; they all unline.

TJnli'ne, 7^.2 (Un-"-^ 4 b + L:ne v.^)

1598 Marston Sco. Villanie i. iv. To morrow doth Luxu-
rio promise me, He will vnline himselfe frombitchery.

Unlineal, a. (Un-i 7.)

1593 ^hSHKStrange Newes H 4, The vnlineall vsurper of

iudgement from all his true owners. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
in. 1. 63 They. . put a barren Scepter in my Gripe, Thence to

UNLIQUORED,
be wrencht with an vnlineall Hand. 1832 [R. Cattermole]
Beckett, etc. 170 The Men of England .. From lier last

Despot wrung The sceptre, ..to grace A wiser nor unlineal

race. 1884 N. ^ Q. 6 Oct. 264 The ancient manor house..
has long since passed into unlineal hands.

nuli'ned, ppl- a.^ [Un- - 8 + Line ^'.l] Not
furnished ^vith a lining. *

In very frequent use from c 1890.

xSzi in Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 4 My unlynded gowne,
a 1599 Spenser F. Q. vii. vii. 29 Dight In a thin silken cas-

sock coloured greene, That was vnlyned all. 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Trav. Wks. 111. 89/1 Ihe men. .are clad in thin

buckerom, vnlined. 1655 tr. SoreCs Com. Hist. F'rancion
XI. 19 Although it was not unfashionable to have a Cloak
unlined as was theirs. iS6x Eng. Wom. Dom, Mag, III.

1 18/2 Stiff muslin petticoats.. are very suitable for wearing
with . . unlined silk dresses. 1878 March. Dufff.rin Canaa.
Jrnl. (1891) 408 Our A.D.C.'s unlined suit of tussore silk.

D'nli-ned,/;i/.a.2 [Un-18 + Line2^.2 Cf. Du.
ong€lijnd.\ Not marked with lines.

1865 Mrs. Whitney Cayiuorthys I. 6 Round fair face,

unlined by any perplexity. 1885 Whittier Pr, Wks. (1889)

II. 316 The faces represented are not so unlined and ruddy.

Unli'ngering, /;»/. «. (Un-' 10.) 1849DE Quincey£"«^-
lish Mail Coach VVks. 1862 IV, 322 By the word 'sudden*
[Csesar] means * unlingering '. 1887 Bowen Atneid i, 655
Armed with his royal mission the chief unlingering speeds.

XJnlining, vbl. sb. [Un-i 13.] (See quots.)

1848 Lindley Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) 1. 332 Here we have a
succession of true unlinings ; but in Crucifers. .the large

stamens offer an example of simple unlining in the full mean-
ing of the word, since they present a separation into two
parts only. 286a M. C. Cooke Man. Bot. Terms 87 Un-
lining, a*separation of parts originally united.

Unli-nk, z/. \\}-s-'^ ^ h.'\

1. trans, a. To undo the links of (a chain, etc.).

Also rejl.jjig.y and in fig. context.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. iv. iii. 112 About hisnecke A greene

and guilded snake had wreath 'd it selfe, . : but sodainly See-

ing Orlando, it vnlink'd it selfe. 1635 Quarles Embl. v.

ix. 7, I cannot mount till thou unlink my chaine. a 1670

Rust Disc. Truth (1682) 185 It will unlink and break that

chain and method of Gods Decrees. 1822-56 De Quincey
Con/ess. (1862) 154 Those fatally tortuous paths of which the

windings can never be unlinked, 1890 Talmage From
Manger to Throne 639 The chain of the most tremendous
natural law is unlinked.

b. To detach, set free, by undoing or unfastening

a link or chain. Also re/l.^ absol.^ and_/f^.

1655 R. Crab in Harl. Misc. (1809) IV. 483 Those that

will not unlink themselves from the world, a 1680 Charnock
Aitrib. God{\Zii) II. 395 He doth. .correct those actions,

that unlink the mutual assistance between man and man.
1688 R. Holme Armoury iii. xix, (Roxb.) 153/ 1 March to

your horses. Vnlink your horses. Fasten your links. 1796
Instr. <5- Reg. Cavalry (1813) 235 The men move up to their

horses, and unlink. Ibid., Unlink Horses I t8oa J. Bailue
^nd Pt. Ethwald iv. iii, {Stage direction. The chiefs in-

stantly let go hands.. .) Her. Ha! have I then so suddenly

unlink'd you ? 1849 H. Mayo Pop. Supersi. (1851) 79 The
attention . . is unlinked from the other faculties.

2. intr. To lose connexion ; to part ; to become
relaxed.

1641 Milton Ch. Govt i. v. 15 To make a King a type, we
say is an abusive and unskilful speech... Therefore your
typical chaine of King and Priest must unlink. 1786 W.
Gilpin in Mrs. Delany's Li/e 4- Corr. (i£62) III. 372 We
travelled amicably, arm in arm,.. we had not one occasion

to unlink. x8o6 H. Siddons Maid, Wi/e, <y Widow III. 44
He felt her arms unlink, and saw that a convulsive fit bad
put an end to all her recollections.

Unlinked, //>/. a. [Un-I 8.] Not linked,

connected, or united.

1813 Shelley Q. Mob vi. 170 Whilst, to the eye of ship-

wrecked mariner, ..All seems unlinked contingency and
chance, a 1857 R- A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. viii. ii.

37 So his life is a series ofstarts; his actions., unlinked, un-

harmonized.
**

Unliquefied, ppl. a, (Un-* 8.) 1705 Addison Italy ^yj
These huge unwieldy Lumps [of lava] . . remain'd in the

melted Matter rigid and unliquify'd. 1857 Spencer PrO'-

gress (1864) 285 Vet the gas remained unliquified !

Unli-quid, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. (See Liquid a. i.)

1547 BooRDE Brev. Health cxcvi. 68 b. Take gargarlces
lyquide and unliquyde. x6ii Cotcr. s.v. Pot, Small vessels

wherein. .liquors, and sometimes vnliquid things, are kept.

2. (See Liquid a. 6.)

i8i8 CoLEBROOKE Obligations 19s Though evidently due,
it is unliquid, so long as the precise amount of it is unascer-

tained. i865_Cablyle Fredk. Gt. vi. vi. (1873) II. 188 [She]

had left considerable properties;, .but all was rather in an
unliquid state, not so much as her Will was to be had.

Unli'quidate, a. [Un«' 7.] = next. i8i8 Colebrooke
Obligations 194 Unliquidate damages for non-performance
of an agreement.

Unli-quidated,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not cleared off or paid.

1765 Ann. Reg., Chron. 155/1 They will likewise forfeit

all pretensions on their unliquidated papers. 1788 Cowper
Let. Wks. 1837 XV, 2o6 The accounts of a large estate un-
liquidated many years. i8iaG. Chalmers Dom. Econ. Gt.

Brit. 180 Every war leaves many unliquidated claims. 1883
Fortn. Rev. July 104 There will still remain a considerable

debt unliquidated.

2. Not made clear or distinct ; indefinite.

1780 Bentham Princ. Legist, iii. § to The best ideas..of

such pains., are altogether unliquidated in point of quality.

1818 — Ch. Eng., Catech. Exam. 254 An unliquidated
number erf" instances.

Unli;quidating, ppl. a. {Un-' 10.) x8a4 Byron 7uan
XVI. xcix, The Sinking Fund's unfathomable sea. That most
unliquidating liquid, leaves The debt unsunk. Un-
U*quored,/W/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1643 Milton APol. Smect. 10,

I doubt me whether the very sobernesse ofsuch a one, like an



UNLISIBLE.

unlicour'd Sllenus, were not stark drunk, a 1658 Cleveland
Inund. Trent 60We whose uiiliquor'd Hides will turn no wet.
tUnlisible, a. 6)(5r.-' [Un-' 7.] Unlawful, c 141a Hoc
CLEVE De Rc^. Princ. 3357 Hir spiritis benigne.-Thoghten
J»at craft vnlusty and alenge, And forbaar it ; t>ei knewe it

vnlisible \v.r. vnlcsible]. Unli'st, v. (Un-* 3.) 1793
Pearce Hartford Bridge 11. ii^, I told him a bargan was a
bargan, and that I defied him to unlist me ! Unli'stedf
ppl. a. [Un-' 8.] Not placed on a list. 1644 God appearing
for Pari, 5 (D.)j The names of many are yet unlisted. 1903
Daily Chron. 28 Apr. 4/4 Some of the most important secu-
rities . . are ' unlisted/ and therefore not dealt in on the Stock
Exchange.

Unli'stened,///. a. (Un-i 8, 8 c.)

1787 Burns Death K. Dundas 31 Hark, injur'd Want re-

counts th' unlisten'd tale ! 1793 Wordsw, Descr. Sketches
119 The thicket, where th' unlisten'd stock-dove coos. 1864
PusEY Led, Daniel iii. 105 Noah was the unlistened-to
preacher of righteousness during those 120 years. 1876 Mrs.
Whitney Sights ff Ins, II. 104 One. .knows by some fine,

unlistened sound, . . the nearness ofa large body to the touch.

Unli'stening*,///. a. (Un-I io.)

1736 Thomson lAberty iv. 45 Unlislenjng, barbarous Force,
to whom the sword Is reason, honour, law. 1823 Praed
Troubadour i. 215 Brought back from their unlistening
sleep. 1839 Carlvle Chartism v, Unlistening multitudes
see not but that it is all right. 18^7 Outing XXX. 450/2
Little Josef talked away to unlistening ears.

TTnlisty, a. '^ Ods. [Un-1 7. Cf. OHG. ««-
listtgj -ik, and Yorks. dialect uniisting.} Indis-

posed to action ; inert ; listless.

c 14S5 Orolog. Sapient, i. in An^Iia X. 334/21 pe wrecchede
sowle sodenlye is chaungete, and is made as seke & vnlistye.

0440 Promp. Pare. 366/1 On-lysty, or lystles, deses. 1597
Guistard 9f Stsniond C^i He waxed all vnlisty and also
somnolent, a xZ^'m Northumberland Gloss. 756 Unlisty^
li.stless.

Unli-t, ppl, a. (Un-' 8 b.) 185* M. Arnold Youth of
Nature 102 The vastness, ..the gloom Of the unlit gulf of
himself. 185s Brownisg Statue ff Bust 247 The unlit lamp
and theungirt loin. Unli teral, a. (Un-* 7.) 1851 G. S.
Faber Many Mansions 368 The completely unliteral free-

dom of the Latin Vulgate. 1857 E. FitzGerald /^^^/.(iSSg)

I. 249 Not only, .unliteral, but I doubt unoriental, in its

form and Expression. Unli'terally, ffrfw. (Un-* 11.) 1737
Gentt. Mag,V\\, 1-^/2 As A.P. has..unliterally andungram«
matically translated. Unli'teralness. (Un-' 12.} 1836
Newman in Liddon Z.r^ /'wj^j' (1893) I. xvii. 422, I.. do not
like diffusive translations ; unliteralness is no more diffusive
than the contrary,

Unli teraiy, a. (Un- i
7.)

In frequent use from c 1880.

i8ao Lamb Austral. Poetry Wks. 1508 I. 251 To go and
administer tedious justice in inauspicious unliterary Thief-
land, x868 Hook in Stephens Life (1878) II. 482 Here we
are very unliterary. 1885 Howells >SVi^ Xa///a/ff (1891)
I. 235 Her talk was very unliterary.

tUnU'terate,«. [UN-'7,5b.l Illiterate. « 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. /K, n These monasticall persones, lerned and
vnliierate. 1688 W. Scot Hist. Fam. Scot p. v, An unlite-

rate Souldier. Unli'tten, li/Aa. (Un-' 8b.) i87SiMyers
Poems 106 Unlitien dawn of day. UnU'ttered, Ppl. «.
(Un-* 8.) 1762 Miss Talbot Lett. (1809) UI. 10 Comfort
y^ourself when you sit in your littered room, that . . you can
sit in it with an unlittcrecl mind. 1855 Singleton Virgil I.

1 59 He . . persevering lies mid flinty stones On an iinlittered

couch.

fUnli-ttle, a, Obs. [OE. unlytel (Un-1 7).
ON. MUn.^ Not little.

f xaoo Ormin 726 pat wass till all )>c childess kinn Wurr}?-
shipe, & tatt unnlitell. Ibid 16065, I ^ 5^^^ ^orr j^iss mahht
Fe mikell & unnlitell.

UnlituT^cal, a. (Un-' 7.) 1868 Spbott Book Com.
(7rrficr p. Ixii, Sentiments, .more unllturgical than those of
the reformers. Unliturgize, r. (Un-'6c) i6$9Gaudem
Tears Ch. iv. xxii. 6og These were, .to Directorizei to Vn*
liturgize, to Catechize.. their Brethren.

Unlive, v. [Un-'-^ 3, 4.]

1 1. trans. To deprive of life. Obs,

1593 Shaks. Lucr, 1754 If in the child the father's image
lies, Where shall I live now Lucrecc is unlived? c 1600
Chalkhill Thealma -f CI. 131 Happy had it been, if my
stern fate Had..un-liv'd me then. 1621 Qvarlks Div, Paemsy
Estlur Introd., 'ihese braue loynt-tenants that suruiu'd To
see a little world of men vnliu'd. 1635 [GlapthohneI Lady
Mothery.'\\.\n Bullen t?. Z^/. (1883) II. 188 But.. suppose he
did unlive Thurston in faire duell? 1702 Burlesque Le»
strange"s Qutvedo 244 A Plot that may himself unlive.

2. To reverse, nndo, or annul (past life or ex-

perience.)
1614BP. Hall CAar. Virtues fr KiV« i. 249 As ifhe desired

to vnliue his youth. 1661 Glanvill Van, Dogm. 72 We
must unlive our former lives. 1688 Norr[S Love \\, i. 68 To
unravel the prejudices of our youth, and. .unlive our former
life, a 1716 South Scrm. (174^) VII. v. ^3 Many entertain
principles which they defy by their practices, and unlive all

that they have believed. 1850 S. Dobell Roman vii, Years
are unlived ! 1879 Churchman 1. 16 Not in our power b it

to unlive the past.

Hence ITnli'ving vbl.sb,

tS^ 'SASHE Lenten Stfr^e Klvb, Nor liuest thou[=£,
herring] by the vnlyuing or euiscerating of others, as most
fishes do.

Unli-v(e)able, a, [Un-i 7 b.]

1. That cannot be lived.

1869 E. Hatch in Mem. (1890) 48 Stoicism did but show
them how to live an unliveable life.

2. Incapable of being lived in. Also with in.

1898 E. F. Benson Money Market ii, He saw no reason for

making his own rooms unlivable-in. 1899 Contemp, Kev,
Dec. 848 Rural theft makes parts of Sardinia unlivable.

Unlived, ppl. a.' [Un-' 8.] Deprived of life. 1642 H.
More SongofSoulw, \. 1. 15 The hidden might And root of
motion, unliv'd, unbeen'd they leave In their vain thoughts.

UnU'ved, ppl. a.» (Un.' 8.] Not really or fully lived.

261

1867 J. Thomson Two Lovers (1881) 116 He loathed bis
unlived life, his unspent force.

Unli vely, a, [Un- i 7. Cf. ON. lilijligr.']

1 1. Unliving, lifeless. Obs,'~^

1563 Man Muscultts' Commonpi. 43 b. What honor is that
to God . , to worshippe the dead and unlively shapes as Gods.
2. Not lively, animated, or bright; dull.

1608 Willf.t Hexapla Exod. 340 Dead and vnliuely
colours. 1615G.SANDYS Trav. 114 These [medals] now cut,
seeme lame, .and vnliuely counterfets. 1723 Gav in Lett.
C'tess Su^olk {iZ2^) I. J20 This is no unlively picture of a
damsel who might please. x866 Athenxum No. 1999. 235/1
Their hopes are not unlively. 1894 Daily Neivs 27 July 5/3
This list was considerably thinned before the long, unlively
debate concluded.

Hence Unli'veliness.
1643 Milton Divorce i. 8 AH the unlivellnes and naturall

sloth which is really unfit for conversation.
Unli'vely, adv. (Un-' 11.) 1641 Ld. Digby Pari, Sp.

9 Feb. i4_As dully, as faintly, as unlively, as in Language
these Actions .. have beene expressed.

Unli'ver, J'. ?0<$j. [UN-2 94.LiVERt/.] tmns.
To discharge (a ship or cargo). Also a^soL
1637 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1912) 10 Haveing

unlivered our shipp. 1638 Ibid, 54 Begann to unliver. 1805
Sir C. Robinson Adtniralty Rep. VI. 232 That notice was
given to the master. ., before the whole cargo was unlivered.
Unli'veried,///. a. {Un-^ 8.) 1823 H. Ravelin Lucu-

braiions 303 A train of liveried and unliveried domestics.

Unli'very. Law, [Cf. prec.andLlVEBVj^. 6.]

Discharge ofa ship or cargo. (Cf. quot. 1867.)
1805 Sir C. Robinson Admiralty Rep. VI. 232 A com.

mission of unlivery was taken out by the captor on the same
day. 18x1 Sir Wm. Scott Dodson^s Rep, I. 50 Charges
attending the execution of the commission of unlivery and
appraisement. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk, 707 Ex-
penses of unlivery and appraisement are a charge in the

first instance against the captors of a prize, to be afterwards
apporiioned liy them ratably against the carga

Unliving,///, a, [Un-i io. Cf. OE. un-

Hfiiende and unlibbende^ OHG. tmlebende^ MDu.
onkvende^ MSw. olivande,'\ Not living or alive

;

lifeless.

1561 tr. CalvvCs 4 Serm. Idol, i. B ij b, An vnliuing crea-
ture. 1504 Southwell M. Magd, Funeral T. 68 Her heart
(seemed but] the cophin of an vnliuing soule. x6ii Florio,
Inuiuente, vnliuing. 1741 in Richardson Pamela I. p.

xxxvii, Sweet Pamela !..Thou dear, unliving, yet immortal,
Shade ! 1809 Campbell Gert. JVyom. 11. ii. Past those
settlers' haunts the eye might roam, Where earth's unliving
silence all would seem. 1855 M. Arnold BalderDead m. 2gg
Entreat All living and unliving things to weep For Balder.

Unloa'd, v. [UiJ-2 3. Cf. Unlade v.]

1. trans. To take off, remove (something carried

or conveyed) ; to discharge (a cargo).

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 29 Benes . . bounden . . are the
more redyer to lode and vnlode. 1600-1 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1886) II. 483 Payd to diuerse labourers for.,

vnloadinge great tymber.
_ 1643 Baker Chron. ^ Eliz. 91

The wealth of an East-Indian Caraque was lately unloden.
i7aa De Foe Plague (1756) 175 The Man caus'd the Goods
to be unloaden and lay'd at the Door. 1817 J. Scott /'aw
Revisit, (ed. 4) -^i The canal here . . admitting large vessels

to .. unload their cargoes. 1884 Macm. Mag. Oct. 426/2
One.. green brig.. was unloading shaddocks from Naxos.

b. fig. To discharge, give vent to (feelings) ; to

communicate or transfer to another.

'393 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, i. 1. 76 To you Duke Humfrey
must vnload his greefe. a 1656 Hales Gold, Rem. (1688)

159 An Excuse to unlode your faults upon the Devil. 1697
Drydkn Janets xii, 1165 Reclined upon my breast, thy
grief unload. 1775 Smollett Quixote II. 296 Now .. you
may unrip, and unload, all that lies on your sorrowful heart.

1816 Scott Antiq. xxii, He unloaded his discontent in such
grumblings.

c. To discharge or pour (a liquid), rare.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi, xxiv. When som brook ..

By swelling waters .. shouldreth downe his mownd, And
from his course dooth quite himselfe vnloade. c 1630 Risdon
Surv. Devon § 42 The river TaIe..unloadeth itself into the

river Otter. 1891 A. Welckkr Wild West 68 He unloaded
the other bottle of gin into himself.

2. absoi. To perform the operation of unloading.

1587 Fleming Conin. Holinshed III. 1544/2 Sheluers .

.

pulled downe the courts as soone as they came to the place
whare it was needfull to vnlode. 1614 Gorges Lucan vei.

269 Those streames . . spread their springs abrode. And in

Timavas flood vnlode. 1635 J, Taylor (Water P.) Very
Old Man B 2, The Harrow, Mattock,.. Goad, And Whip,
and how to Load, and to Vnload. 1710 Swift Poems,
Atlas 6 The pedlar overpress'd Unloads upon a stall to

rest. 185s Poultry Chron. II. 500/1 One of the company's
coliecting-carts had just arrived, and was unloading.

fig. 1885 Howells Silas Lapham (1891) I. 83, 1 was loaded
up with a partner that.. couldn't do anything, and I un-
loaded ; that's all.

b, Naut. Of vessels : To discharge cargo,

x'^^ Hull Advertiser ^ May 2/2 The Wasp has come into

I^ith harbour to unload. 1865 Milton & W. B. Cheadle
N.-W. Passage vi, Whilst it [sc. a barge] was unloading.

3. trans, (and refi.). To free, relieve, or divest of

a load or burden ; to clear of something heavy or

bulky.
1591 H. Smith Exam. Vsurte 3 When bee hath loden him-

selfe like a cart, he shall be vnloden like a cart againe.

1648 T. Gage West Ind. xvii. 114 The Indians helped one
another to unload and load the mule. 1697 Drvden Virg,

Georg. u. 554 Besides thy daily pain T' unload the Branches,

or the Leaves to thin, 1751 Labelye Westni. Bridge Bi The
Commissioners.. moved the Board.. to unload the said Pier.

x8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 145 He is trained to lie

down when he receives his load and to be unloaded. 1894
S. FisKE Holiday Stories (1900) 28 Unload yourself and
pull up a chair.

UNLOATHLT.
b. To relieve by evacuation. Chiefly Med.

X653 J. Taylor (Water P.) Cert. Trav, Uncert, Journ. 21
If to unloade your Bellies, Nature drive ye. 1764 Grainger
Sugar Cane iv, 124 With sempre vive Unload their bowels,
1823 Good Study Med. III. 437 Brisk purging .. unloads
the infarcted viscera. 1875 H. C. Wood TheraP. (1879)441
Tartar emetic is rarely used simply to unload the stomach.

c. To relieve (the heart, etc.) by utterance.
1720 Miss Vanhomrigh in Swift's Lett. {1766) II. 289, I

must .. unload my heart, and tell you all its griefs. x8o8
Scott Marmion iv. xviii. By that strong emotion press'd,
Which prompts us to unload our breast, Even when dis-

covery's pain. i8i6 J. Wilson City of Plague i. iii, 40 If
thou cam st hither to unload thy soul. Kneel down.

d. To relieve (one) ^something burdensome.
ai7»i Sheffield (Dk, Buckhm.) Wks. (1723) II. 207

Antony.. having a secret satisfaction in being unloaded of
such a friend; who was .. sometimes troublesome. 1776
Ann. Reg.j C/utr. 49/2 When America is better peopled,.

.

the plains unloaded of their vast forests and cultivated.
190a Westm. Gaz. 15 Oct. 1/2 A very sagacious tendency to

unload himself of mansions rather than to take on new ones.

4. To discharge the cargo from (a vessel),

IS99 E. Wright Voy. Earl Cumbld. 19 in Cert, Err.
Navig,, Thre of the greatest .. were vnloden of their.,

marchandise. 1671 New Jersey Archives (1880) I. 64
Wheras a certain Vessell or Ship hath.. bine unloaden &
loaden contrary to an Act of Parliament. 1748 Anson^s
Voy. II. V. 173 To assist him in unloading the Sloop. 1836
W, Irving Astoria II. 197 Here it was necessary to un.
load the canoes. 1885 W. H, White M. Rutherford's
Deliv. iii, ' Guffy ' . . got drunk, unloaded barges [etc.].

5. fa. To discharge, fire off (artillery, etc.). (9(5^.

1625 Massinger New Way v. i, [I can now] Unload my
great artillery, and shake . . the walls. 1713 Blackmore
Creation iv.

4-J4
The powder which destructive guns ex.

plode. And by its force their hollow wombs unload. 1755
Johnson, Discharge, . .to unload a gun.

b. To withdraw the charge from (a fire-arm,

cartridge, etc.).

1709 Steele Tatler No. 82 f 8 A Pistol which he knew
he had unloaded the Night before. 1^34 in \oth Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm, App. I. 192 His instructions, .concerning uri-

loading the Artillery. 1855 Kingslkv Westw. Hoi xxi,
* You took care to flood the powder ?

'
* Ay, ay, sir, and to

unload the ordnance too.'

6. Stock Exchange, To get rid of, dispose of, sell

out (stock, etc.).

1876 ' E. Pinto ' Ve outside Fools I 359 Bulls rush in to

aid their philanthropic game of Unloading, as we term it,

their expensive wares. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 21 Sept. 204/2
The American passion for speculation—that is, for getting

hold of something to be unloaded rapidly on somebody else.

absol. 1888 Daily News 16 Feb. 6/2 New York. . .
* Bears

'

selling freely, and ' bulls ' unloading, combined to depress

values.

Hence Unloader, one who or that which unloads.

1611 Flobio, Scarcatore, a discharger, an vnloder. 1880

J.
W. Hill Guide Agric. Implements 469 An efficient Sack

Lifter, Loader, Unloader, and Shooter. iZg^Allbuit's Syst,

Med. V. 24 As in the case of unloaders of grain-ships.

TTnloa-ded,///. a,'^ (Un-i 8.)

1648 Hexham ii, Ongeladen, Vnloaded. X753 Stewart's

Trial 273 The unloaded gun. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg.,

Misc. Tr. 245/1 Water . . sufficient to give passage to large

unloaded boats. 1840 Civil Eng. ^ Arch. Jrnl. III. 89/2
This..would only be what M. Pambour properly calls the

'unloaded friction '. 1871 ' M. Legrand ' Cambr. Freshm,
181 Shooting with unloaded pistols. 1899 Allbntt's Syst.

Med. VIII. n Holding out the poker or even the unloaded

band at arm's length.

transf. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Miner's Right {iB^g) 83
You're armed, of course?* I touched my left hip signifi-

cantly. . .
* Too long in the country to travel unloaded.'

Unloa'ded, ppl. «.' (f. Unload v.) 1807 J. Barlow
Columb. IV. 367 As from unloaded waves, the rising sand

Swell'd into light. +Unloa-den, ppl, a. Obs. [Un-'

8 b.] = Unloaded ppl, a.' 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 132

No man wil iudge their fare good, or their bodies vnloden

of stripes.

Unloa-den, w. Obs, t\c. dial, [UN-23.] trans.

= Unload v.

1567 Drant Horace, E^. xm. E iij. If that my booke be

burthenouse, shift the of it be tyme, Least thou asslyke vn-

loden the with greater note of cryme. 1663 Bp. Patrick
Parab. Pilgr. xxxi. They .. unloadned themselves of the

passions which they felt in their hearts.

Unloa'ding, vbl. sb. [f. Unload v.I The
action of the verb, in various senses.

rtiSJi W. Lily Gram. (1549) D iij b, Verbes of., lodyng

or vnlodyng, will haue an nblatiue case. 1587 Fleming
Conin. Holinshed III. 1544/2 To loose . . the tackle of euerie

court immediatlie before the vnloding or sheluing thereof.

x6ii in xoth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 467 The uri-

lodeing or bringeinge in ofany . . merchandize, xnefi Anson s

Voy. n. xiii. 269 We compleated the unloading of the

Carmelo. xSag Lytton Disowned ')l\\,T)\^ wallet of diurnal

anecdote was full, and craved unloading. 1868 Garrod
Mat. Med, 390 Purgatives . . cause . . an unloading of the

large and small intestines.

attrib, 1755 Macens Insurances 1. 46 The usual unloading

Place on the Weser. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2683/1

Unloading machine, an apparatus for removing freight

from boats, cars, or wagons.

Unloa'th, a, (Un-' 7.) a 1850 Rossetti Dante ^ Circle

I. (1874) 199 To mine arms I took her tenderly: With no
rebuke the beauty laughed unloth. Unloa'thfulness.
(Un-' 12.) (11470 H. Parkkr Dives <5- Pauper (Pynson,

1493) VI. XV, Swete lesu cryste what is thy gylt That thou
thus for me arte spylt, floure of vnlothfulnes? Unloa'th-
ingly, a<lv. (Un-' ii.) 1836 E. Howard /?. Reefer xlix.

My mind looked not unloathingly on .. suicide. Un-
loa'thly, rt(/7/. (Un-' h.) 1844 Mrs. Browning Drama
of Exile 2079 Softly and unlothly . .We will draw you soothly

Toward the Heavenly people.



XTNLOATHSOMB.

Unloa-thsome, a. (Un-1 7.)
In quote 1583 misused for 'loathsome' (Uk-' 15).

<:i440 /"»-»«//. /"nnf. 366/1 On-lothesum. 1583MFLBANCKE
Philotimus H j, Shee had not neede to sleepe, that wakes
a quicke corse, lest her heauie drowsines breede ynlothsome
dreames, or sodeyne startinge affright her sleapinge. 161X

Florio, Inschiscso^ vncoy, vnnicc, vnloathsome.

Unlocali'zable, a. (Un.' 7 b.) 1868 Sfincfji Prine.

Psyckat. (1870) I. 253 Untocalizable feelings.

Unlo-calized, ///. <T. CUn-1 8.)

i8t3 Lamb Elia ii, Sydney's Sontt.^ They are not rich in

words only, in vague and unlocalised ^feelings. i88x Fair-

bairn Stud, Life Christ xii. 311 The incident could find a

place in his history only as unlocalized.

Unlo'cally, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1601 Warner Ali.^ Eng.
xiii, Ixxviii. 321 Superessentiall Being, Selfe-suffising, .

.

Locall vnlocally each wheare, Super-substantiall.

TTnloca-ted, ///. a. (Un-1 8.;

i77« Jefferson Writ. (ed. Ford) II. 80 The idea of Con-

gress selling out unlocated lands has been sometimes
dropped. 1828-3* Webster, Unlocated^ not placed ; not

fixed in a place. 2. In America, unlocated lands are such

new and wild lands as have not been . .designated by marks,

limits or boundaries. 1876 Bancroft //;>/. C/..?. III. xlviii,

346 The duties on trade and the unlocated lands. 1901

Academy 23 Aug. 200/2 He was coo-eeing to some party of

unlocated climbers in the cloud-enveloped heights.

UnlO'ck, V. [Un-2 3 : cf. Unlouk f.]

1. trans. To undo the lock of (a door, chest, etc)

by turning the key ; to make capable of opening by

this means. Also in fig. context.

c 1400 LanglamCs P. PI. B. xii. 112 (Wright), Which is the

cofre of Cristes tresor And clerkes kepe the keyes, To un-

loken it at hir likyng. 14.. Sir Btues (M.) 4119, I rede,

that ye on-lok the yate. 1416 Lvdc. De Guil. Pilgr. 23934,

I cam after . . and she gan vnlokke a chest. 1330 Palsgr.

768/2, I unlocke a dorc or cofer. 1560 Daus tr. SUidane s

Comm. 327 Yet hath he keyes wherwilh to unlock y" same

\sc. city.gates]. i6i» Donne Prcgr. Scule, ind Anniv. 156

Yet Death must usher, and unlocke the doore. 1690 Berlu

(title). Treasury of Drugs Unlock'd. 1754 Gray Progr.

Pcesy 92 This can unlock the gates of Joy. 1794 Mrs.

Radcliffk Myst. Udolplio xxvi, That leads to the inner

court, which I don't choose to unlock. x8ia Byron Ch.

Har. I. xviii, The bard . .Who to the awe-struck world un-

lock'd Elysium's gates. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre xvii, I

knelt down at and unlocked a trunk.

ahsol. 1768 FoOTE Devil I. Wks. 1799 III. 247 Unlock,

Mrs. Minx ! your minion is discovered.

2. To set free by undoing a lock; chiefly ^,f., to

allow to flow or come forth ; to make open to all.

c 1400 Gamelyn 417 He vnlokked gamelyn both hondes

and feete. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Prittc, 1047 Sone, if

oght in tin herte elles be loke, Vnlokke it blyue I com of

;

what seist Itou ? 1697 Dryden Virg, Georg, 11. 245 For thee

my tuneful Accents will I raise, . , Once more unlock for thee

the sacred Spring. 1708 Philips Cyder 11. 60 When the

kind early Dew Unlocks th' embosom'd Odors, a 1764

Lloyd skakispeare Poet. Wks. 1774 I. 77 Translation has

onlock'd the store. And spread abroad the Grecian lore.

i8so Shelley PrometJt. ifnh. in. i. 74 Let hell unlock Its

mounded oceans of tempestuous fire. 1884 Times (weekly

ed.) 19 Sept. 6/1 Capital, whether public or private, is so

very hard to unlock,

b. To give or obtain access to ; to bring to

light ; to display.

1593 Shaks. Lucrece 16 He the night before .. Vnlockt

the treasure of his happie state. 1596 — Merch. V. 11,

ix- 52 Giue me a key for this. And instantly vnlocke my
fortunes here. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. xii. 46

Jesus unlock't the secrets of her heart, and let in his

grace. I7« Wollaston Relig. Nat. v. loi The future

actions of free agents are at once all unlocked, and exposed

to His view, 1809-14 Wordsw. Excurs. iv, 570 These

hoards of truth you can unlock at will.

3. fig. To cause to open or unclose.

>53i TiNDALE Exp. 1 John {1537) 5 The doctryne. .!s the

keye, that . . locketh and unlocketh the conscience of all

synners. 1634 Milton Comus 852 She can unlock The
claspingcharm,andthawthenummingspell. 166a J. Davies
tr. Oleariiis' Voy. Ambass. 214 The small Presents . . un.

lock'd the man's breast, and drew out the whole secret,

179a WoRDSW. Descrip. Sketchts 627 Mournful measures .

.

Unlocking bleeding Thought's ' memorial cell '. i8aa

BvRON Werner I. i. 306 Wine he shall have ; if that unlock

him not, I shall not sleep. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede xlv, I

know you have a key to unlock hearts.

b- To explain, provide a key to (something

obscure).
1636 K. Long tr. Barclay (title-p.), Argenis, or the

Loves of Polyarchus and Argenis, .. with a Key Prsefixed

to vnlock the whole Story. 1690 T. Burnet 7V«orc Earth.

in. 21 Such a key as this..j that does so easily unlock this

hard passage, and makes it intelligible. 1879 S, C. Bart-
lett Egypt to Pal. iii. 51 To unlock and read a tongue of

which, .not even the nature of the language was known.

4. To open, or cause to open, by physical action
;

to cause to separate or part.

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. (1823) Li. vii. Unlock my
Hops, shut up with sinnfull shame. 1637 Cowley Sylva,

Kerses on Virgin, The breath gives sparing kisses, nor
with powre Unlocks the Virgin bosome of the Flowre.

1694 Salmon Bate*s Dispetts. 269/1 That sulphurous Tinc-
ture is better able to unlock, or open the Bodies of the

Ingredients. 1707 Mortimer Hush. 56 [Clay-landsl hard-

ning with the Sun and Wind, till they are unlocked by
industry. 1775 Sheridan Rivals iv. ii. Unlock your jaws,

sirrah. i8oa J. Baillie -ind Pt. Ethwald 11. v, A brawny
ruffian, whose firm clenched gripe No struggles can unlock.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. X, 65 "The discharge seemed to unlock

the clouds above us.

b. To undo or unfasten by some mechanical

operation, or by force.

1606 Shaks- Tr. 4 Cr. v. vi. 39, I like thy armour well,

He frush it and vnlocke the riuets all. 1683 Moxoh Meek,

S83

Exere., Priittiiig xxii. 5 16 He must Vn-Iock and Loosen

the Form. 1704 J. Harris Lex. TecAti, Detetits, in a

Clock, are those stops, which . . lock and unlock the Llock in

striking. 1757 W. WiLKlE Efigon. II. 43 The hero His

mail unlock'd ; and loos'd the golden chains. 1847 Infantry

Man. (1854) 109 The sword is. .unlocked by the thumb and

forefinger. 18^ A. Oldfield Man. Typog. viii, Sonje com-

positors seem to drive up quoins as if they thought the form

would never have to be unlocked again.

C. To free from being fixed or immovable.

173s Arbuthnot Aliments 97 The Power of a Lixivium.

.

to unlock the Salts that are entangled in the viscid Juices.

1798 Wordsw. Anecd./or Fathers 53 Then did the boy his

tongue unlock. 1819 Scott Noble Moringer xxxii, Nor

golden meed nor garment gay, unlocks his heavy tongue.

190a Brit. Med. yml. 12 Apr. 879 At first he could unlock

the knee easily.

5. inlr. To become unlocked.

J470-8S Malory Arthur xl. i. 571 When he came to the

chamber .. the dores of yron vnlocked and vnbolted. 1748

Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV. 396, I heard her lady s door

. . unbar, unbolt, unlock, and open. 1804 Europ. Mag. XLV.
13/1 They had but just time to make this arrangement, when

the door unlocked.

Hence tTnlocked ppl. a.l ; TJnlooker.

1649 tr. Warn. Jac. Beem xxv. 17 Onely the holy spirit is

the opener and unlocker. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood Col.

Reformer (1891) 399 Once more the unlocked earth receives

the plough. _,_
Unlocked, ///. a.2 [Un-1 8, 8 c. Cf. ON.

tilokaSr^ Not locked (up).

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 165 Letting all ly unforti-

fied, unbard, and unlockt. a 1740 Tickell Fragm. o>t

Hunting 139 Unlock'd in covers let her freely run To
range thy courts. 1813 Scott Trierm. in. xviu, Un-
barr'd, unlock'd, unwatch'd, a port Led to the Castle s

outer court. 1858 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1883) II. 366 The
only drawer which is unlocked. 1887 S. Cumberland
Queen's Highway, etc. 63 The unlocked-up land does not

ajipear to tempt the independent purchaser.

Unloxking, vbl. si. [f. Unlock w.] The
action of the verb, in various senses.

[1719 Boyer Did. Royal 11, Unlocking, ouverture, faction

douvrir.) i8as J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 509 The
scape-wheel teeth . . [being] under-cut for the purpose of

avoiding friction, .and for safe unlocking. 1890 Retrospect

Med. CII. 128 The sudden unlocking of abnormal metabolic

processes.

attrib. 1850 Chubb Locks f, Keys 25 An unlocking notch

in the outer edge of the slider. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch
<)• Clockm. 276 Unlocking Resistance . . [is] the resistance

opposed to unlocking, .by the draw of the locking faces.

Unlocomo-tive, a. (Un-1 7.)

i8a8 Scott in Lockhart Life (1839) VII. 154, 1 am getting

very unldcomotive. 1863 Ld. Lvtton Ring of Amasis I.

206 Where these ponderous locomotives of an unlocomotive

age used to lurk harnessed.

TTnlodge, z'. [Un-2 6, 7.]

1. trans. To dislodge ; to drive out of a lodging

or resting-place.

1560 Whiteiiorne Ord. Souldiours (158B) 36 b. He vn-

lodgeth thee, and thou arte constrained to issue out of thy

fortresse. 1S76 Turberv. Venerie 37 When the lioundes

haue unlodged the harte. 167a T. Venn Milit. Observ.

181 The Ensigne hath .. a Guard ever about it,., neither is

it to be disimbogued, or unlodged, without a special Guard.

1703 S. Parker tr. Ensebius' Eccl. Hist. VI. 96 The Gentiles

in Alexandria.. unlodg'd him from House to House. 17^
Hist. Ned Evans I. 9 Groping into the kitchen, [he] dis-

covered Molly in her covert, whom he quickly unlodged.

2. intr. To leave one's lodging.

1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldiours (1588) 36 b. Thou shall

be constrained of some necessitie to vnlodge, and come to

fight the field. 1608 D. TtuviLL] Ess. Pol. t, Mor. 19 Seeing

constrained one day to vnlodge somwhat in hast, and to

leaue a certaine sick friend.

Unlo'dged, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1634 T. Carew Calum
Bril. 10 Now that those heavenly Mansions are to be voyd,

you that shall hereafter be found unlodged, will become
inexcus.ible. Unlo-fty.rt. (Un-' 7.) 1790 Anna Seward
Lett. (1811) II. 384 [ I'hey] wore their dark hair in reverse

curls upon their naturally unlofty foreheads. 1869 Temple

Bar Mug. July 458 Tennyson's feminine, unlofty way of

looking at things. Unlo-gic. (Un-' 12.) 1843 Carlyle

Past <S-
Pr. III. v, The most Conservative English People .

.

is driven alike by its Logic and its Unlogic . . to be wholly

a Reforming People.

TJnlogical, a. [Un-I?, 5 b.] Illogical.

<ii66i Fuller Worthies, Kent ii. (1662) 65 All heartily

laughed at his unlogical Reason. 1730-1 l.ett./r. Mist's

yml. (1722) II. 174 That pert and unlogical Writer. 1^48

Richardson Clarissa II. 40 An un-learned, un-logical girl.

1829 Scott jfrnl. 27 Jan., If [mj; reflections] . . are unlogical.

1867ATWATER Logic 189 Unlogical is counterfeit thought.

tUnlo-ke,/<j:. />/>/«. Obs.-^ [UN-iSb + Zo-t^.p-p.

of LoUK v."] Unfastened.

c 1400 Gamelyn 438 pou shalt stond vp by the post as (jou

were bond fast. And I schal leue hem {sc. the fetters] vn-loke

^at away J>ou may hem cast.

Unlo-nged, ppl. a. (Un-' 8 c.) 1849 C. Bronte Shirley

xviii, A gentle human form, , . unknown, unloved, but not

unlonged-for. Unloo'k.f. (Un-»3.) 1748 Richardson

Clarissa V. 135 He. .now turn'd his eyes towards me, then

from me, as if he would unlook his own looks.

TJnloo-ked, ppl. a. [Un- i 8, 8 c]
1. fa. Not attended to ; neglected. Ohs.

1x1300 St. Gregory 1064 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LVII.

70 ^e wite|> wel hit may nout longe holye churche vnloked be,

b. Not looked at, on, to, etc. ; unregarded, un-

heeded, unexamined.
1563 NowEL Serm. bef. Queen (1853) 226 Such errors or

heresy ought not. .to be unlooked unto. 1581 W. S. Com.
pend. or Briefe Exam. 3 Theyr husbandry unlookte to at

home. 1615 G. Sandys Tricv. Ded., Leaning no securitie

saue, ,vnlookt on pouertie. 1654 C. Wase Gratiui Cyntgtt,

TTNIiOOSE,

Pref. 7 The occasion that a polite and classical Poet .

.

should have been so long unlook'd into, ..and unsought for

in our Land. x8s6 R. A. Vaughan Mystics I. 214 The
wares lay unlooked at and untouched.

2. Not looked /or-; unexpected, unanticipated.

(In predicative use sometimes quasi-<j(fo.)

'535 Coverdale Wisd. xi. 7 Thou gauest vnto thine awne
a plenteous water vnloked for. XS44 Betham Precepts War
II. xii. Kviijh, When they be wythout watch, ..then

sodaynlye, and vnloked for, rushe vppon them. 1615

G. Sandys Trav. ii2 The vnlookt-for assault of Achillas.

167a T. Venn Milit. Observ. 192 He shall see them [sc.

sentinels] changed at due time, and shall now and then visit

them unlook'd for. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxii. 164 Oh curst

event ! and oh unlook'd-for aid I 1837 J. D. Lang Neiu S.

Wales I. p. V, 'I'he causes . . producing so unlooked-for and
so unfortunate a result. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 30
Elated by an unlooked-for victory.

f b. Without prep., = prec, Obs.

'553 T. Wilson Rhel. 74 Thei..shal bee able to abashe a

righte worthy man, .. through the sodein quip & vnloked

frumpe geuen. 1504 Shaks. Rich. Ill, i. iii. 214 God, I pray

him. That none of you may Hue his naturall age, But by
some vnlook'd accident cut off. 16x8 J, Taylor (Water P.)

Penniless Pilg. C 2 b. This vnlook'd pleasure, was to me
such pleasure. That [etc.].

Hence TJnloo'keafomess. rarg-^.

a xs86 Sidney Arcadia in. xvi, The unlookedforncsse of

his comming.

Unloo'p, V. (Un-' 3, 4 b.) 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe

G iij. Which made her at breake of day . . to vnloope her

luket or casement. 1840 Browning Sordello 111. 759 Slouch

bonnet, unloop mantle, careless go Alone. .Through Venice.

Unloo'ped, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1716 Gav Trivia I. 197

While you with hat unloop'd, the fury dread Of spouts high

streaming. 1850 Allincham Poems, Pilot's Dau. ii, [Locks]

unbraided, and unloop'd. 1855 Browning Saul liL 4 The
tent was unlooped;

tTnloO'sable, a. [Un-1 7 b.] Incapable of

being loosened,
a X4as tr. A rdernc's Treat. Fistula 29 Bounden wiji tuo

knottis or ))re vnlouseable. c 1550 Coverdale Fruitful

Lessons {1593) O iij, [He] dooth.. snare hiniselfe with vn-

lowsable bands, a 1564 Becon Art. Chr. Relig. Wks. 1564

II. 128 The simbolc.of that vnloseable bargaine, whiche

they call the Communion.
Unloo'sably, orfp. [Un-' ii.l t Indissolubly. <:x44S

Pkcock Donet 214 More wo is to me J>at |?ei ben vnlosabli

lettid . . from [^ laboure of meditacioun.

Unloose, v. [Un- 2 9. Cf. Unleesb ».]

1. trans. To relax, slacken the tension or firmness

of (some part of the body, one's grasp or hold,etc.).

I3«a Langl. p. pi. a. Prol. 87 Seriauns. .Not for loue of

vr lord vnlose|> heore lippes ones. '377 Ibid. B. xvii. 139 pe

fader was fyrst, as a fyst with o fynger foldynge, Tyl hym
loued and lest to vnlosen his fynger. 1545 Raynaid Byrth
Mankynde 89 By that the body is opened, vnlosed, and
resolued. 1564 Child-Marriages 200 And so, vnlosinge

handes, they kissed. x6o6 Shaks. Tr. i Cr. III. iii. 223 The
weake wanton Cupid Shall from your necke vnloose his

amorous fould. i66x Childrey Brit. Baconica 143 The
Salmon .. takes his tail in his mouth, and with all his force

unloosing his circle on a sudden.. he mountelh tip. X7a7

Gay Begg. Op. \. xiii. My hand, my heart,, .is so riveted to

thine that I cannot unloo.se my hold. X790 Mrs. A. M.
Johnson Monmouth III. 152 Her hands were clasped about

his neck, which could not be unloosed without the greatest

violence. X834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine 35 He found it

impossible to unloose her arms from his neck. 1853 Miss
YoNGE Heir of Redclyffe xii. Saying ' Good night .

.

,' [she]

unloosed her embrace.

fig. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry If Frances (1767) II.

47 Providence has wisely ordered, that disappointments.,

should, by degrees, unloose the hold we take of this dim spot.

2. To set free from bonds, harness, etc. ; to re-

lease from confinement. Also^f^. and refi.

1393 Lakgl. p. pi. C. II. 198 pat is )>e lok of loue (lal

vnlose}> grace [B. 1. 200 lateth oute my grace], a 1400 in

Engl. Studien XXX 1 1. 19 pou, lady, vnlose me of ))0 bondes

pat 1 wrot with myn owyn hondes. 15x3 Colet Sertn,

Convoc. C iv b, Vnlouse your selfe frome ihe worldly bond,

age. XS93 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 88 Then Yorke vnloose

thy long imprisoned thoughts. X655 tr. Sorers Com. Hist.

Francion lil. 67 After she had unloosed and well washed

roe, X664 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery 1. iii. 5 i, 159 You
can as well be dispenc'd with for that Perjury as the other ;

and you cannot be tied so fast, but the Pope can unloose

you. a 1711 Ken Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 199 The Soul.,

seem'd from Flesh unloos'd To..spatiate unconfin'd. X777

Sheridan Trip Scarb. v. ii, Unloose my lord there, you

scoundrel ! 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxiii. 288 They were

obliged to unloose the dogs and drive them forward alone.

1873 Holland Marb. Proph. jo [To] unloose a soul from

purgatorial bonds.
absol. X851 Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace (1858) J44/1 The

function of that new spirit was not to bind but to unloose.

b. To set free for action ; to bring into play.

'735 Thomson Liberty 11. 59 When mysterious Superstition

came, ..Then tyrant Power the righteous scourge unloos'd,

i8a8 Lvtton /"<///<«« II. iv. How wonderfully, .your city

dignities unloose the tongue. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, v.

Having unloosed his repartee to this extent,

3. To undo, untie, unfasten (a knot, belt, band,

bundle, etc.). Also in fig, context.

1536 TiNDALE Luke iii. 16 Whose shue latchet I am
noit worthy to vnloose. xssx T. Wilson Logike P v. To
confute, is nothyng els but.. to vnlose by reason, thynges

knit together by craft. 1577 GooGE tr. Heresbach's Husb.

39 Then the bundels vnloosed and drj-ed in the Sunne, are

beaten with beetelles. 1608 D. Price Chr. Warre J The
./Enigma is disclosed, the knot vnloosed. X669 Earl Orrery
Parthen. ill. vii. 200 The Gallies. .grappled so strongly, that

nothing but Victory was able to unloose them. X760 Sterne
Tr. Shandy III. viii, Dr. Slop must have had three fifths ofJob's

patience.. to have unloosed them [sc. knots], 1765 Black-

stohe Comm, I. 3s8 To unloose those bands, by which be



UNLOOSED.
is connected to his natural prince. 1821 Scott Kenilw,
xxxviii, Tliere are other means of disengaging such ties,
without unloosing the cords of life. 1847 K. W. Newman
Hist. lUhmv Mflnarchy viii. 272 To unloose the covering
from his loins. i86o Tyndall Gtac. I. xxii. 155, I now
unloosed my scrip.

Jig. i6«8 H. AIoRE Div. Dial. I. 93 These Experiments
indeed strike very strongly on the.. senses, but there is a
subtile Reason that presently unlooses all again. 1710
R. Ward Li/e H. More 116 Nothing can unloose the
Sophistries of the selfish Animal Life, but (etc.). 1820
Shelley Prometh. Unh. 11. iii. 95 The Eternal.. Must un.
loose . . The snake-like Doom coded underneath his throne
By that alone.

4. To detach, so as to get rid of or remove.
a 1470 H. Parker Diiits t, Paufer (W. de W. 1456) vi. Int.

26/1 Unlouse soo thy richesses from the, that [etc.]. ISSS
Eden £)««</« W. Ind. (Arb.) 214 At which tyme they vn.
lose the stones, & ryse vppe at their pleasure. 1593 Shaks.
Z.Kjr. 136 'I'hat which they possess They scatter and unloose
It from their bond. 1748 Hervev Mcdit. (ed. 4) I. 214
Those beneficent Hands, which were . . stretched out to un-
loose the heavy Burthens.

5. i»tr. To become loose or unfastened, rare.
'594 Carew liuarte's Exam. Wits 321 The creature easily

vnlooseth, because the same was moist and watry. 1697
C0LI.IER £«. Mor. Subj. 1 143 Without this Virtue, the
publick Union must unloose.

Hence Unloo-ser; ITnloo'sing vbl. sb.
i8<o Miss MuLocK Dmttst. Stories (1862) 152 Thus let us

think of thee, O Death ; gentle *unlooser of life's burthen.
i6ii Florio, Dislegantenti, "vnloosings, vnbindings. 1831
A. W. FoNBLANQUE Etig. undcr y Administr. (iS^y) II. 80
The unloosing of Anti-Christ and Satan. 1866 j. H. New.
MAN Lett, to Pusey 37 The knot of Eve's disobedience
received its unloosing through the obedience of Mary.
Unloosed, ppl. a.l [f: prec] Made loose,

relaxed ; let loose.

138a Wyclif Eccliis. XXV. 32 Feble hondis and vnloosid
knees. 1551 Huloet, Vnlowsed, discinclus. 1839 Darwin
Voy. Nat. xxi. 603 The strife of the unloosed elements.
1884 Pall Mall G. 6 May i/i All around him rages the un-
loosed flood of Moslem fanaticism.

Unloosed, ///. a.2 [Un-1 8.] Not loosened.
« J430

yori Memo. Bk. (Surtees, 1912) 1. 194 Pro la vaum-
pedyng xij parium ocrearum lowsed a retro, xiij d. ob. . . Et
pro xij paribus unlowsed retro x d. ob. 1435 Misvn Fire 0/
Love 91 pe knot vnlousyd ofdrawynge frenschypsal comforth
heuynes of bodily sondyrynge.

UnloO'Sen, ». [Un-'^g.] Irans. = UNLOOSED.
c 1450 Cmi. Mysl. (Shaks. Soc.) 252 There xul 3e (Tyndyn .

.

An asse tyed. . . Unlosne (>at asse, and brynge it to me.
1586 D. Rowland Lazarillo 11. C1672) M 6, A Cord fastened
about my foot, which.. was tied to a great Chest.. which
though I could, I would not unloosen. 1610 Markham
Maslerf. II. xhx. 294 Forget not . . to vnloosen the list and to
take It away. 1650 Earl Monm. tr. Senaull's Man bee.
Guilty 335 God. .would, .teach us that accidents might be
unloosened from their substance. 1781 V. Knox Ess. ii. I.
II Fix them [sc. religious principles) deeply in your bosom,
and let them go with you unloosened and unaltered to the

f
"ve. c 1845 J. T. GooDsiR in Ck. Scot. Pulpit I. 248
Whose power, .unloosened the dumb tongue of conscience.
1863 P. Barry Dockyard Ecoh. 189 Ankle chains.. riveted
together,, .never to be unloosened night nor day.
Hence TTnloosening vbl. sb,

i8«7 E. S. PuRCELL in Ess. Relig. Sf Lit. Ser. 11. 476
Everything tends . . to the unloosening of all bonds between
society and the Church.
Unloo-sing, Ml. a. (Un-' 10.) 1593 Q- Eliz. Boeth.

IIL met. 11. 46 Nature .. strains with vnlousing Knot [L.
irresoluto nexu\ eche thing.

Unlopped, ///. o. (Un-i 8.)
1S73TUMER Uusb. (1878) 78 In lopping,, .for feare of mis.

hap, one bough stay vnlopped, to cherish the sap. 1610
Brinsley tr. Virgil 54 The hills vnlopt lift vp their voices
wiih ioy. 1683 J. Reid Scots Card. (1907) 120 Forresttrees
.. with high bodies, and unlopt heads, a 17*2 Lisle Husb.
(757) 359 Those [trees) he had planted with their heads un.
lopped. 1849 James Woodman vii. The dry unlopped
shoou, and withered leaves. 1853 M. Arnold Sohrai ^
Riistiim 409 An uulopp'd trunk it was, and huge.

Unlo rd, v. [Un-2 6 b.] trans, (and rejl.)

To deprive of the rank of lord.
IS7» in Neal Hist. Purit. (1732) I. 288 Because.. we would

have Bishops unlorded. 1648 Prynne Plea/or Lords i The
treasonable.. designe.. to.. unlord the Lords. 1669 Skad.
WELL Royal Shifherdess in. i, Those wild desires. That
made me .. then Unlord my Confident. 1714 Atterbury in
Beeching Li/e ix. (1909) 261 Furnishing the Reverend
Bench with such Members as few Churchmen will pity or
regret, when they shall be unlorded. 1828 Caroline Fry
Scripture Reader's Guide ii. 20 He would incline to unlord
himself again, and return to his companions in the cellar.
1875 Tennyson Q. Mary iv. ii. We had to dis-archbishop
and unlord, And make you simple Cranmer once again.
fig. 1656 S. Winter Serju. 42 The Papists . . make void and

unlord the second commandment. iMa Gurnall Chr. in
Arm. in. xviii. 171 Ye have made void.. the Commandment
. .ijKvpuiraTt, you have unlorded it.

Hence UnloTding vbl. sb.

1649 Milton Eikon. vi. 52 The unlording of Bishops, and
expelling them the House.

tJnlo rded, ppl. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not having the rank of a lord.
1641 Milton Rejbrm. i. 22 He that will mould a modern

Bishop into a primitive, must yeeld him to be elected by the
popular voyce, undiocest, unrevenu'd, unlorded. 1808 Ben-
tham Sc. Reform. 43 For doing Sheriff's work, we should
be reduced to men as yet unlorded.

2. Not owned by, or subject to, a lord.
1803 Moore To Miss Moore 54 While Peace.. Walks o'er

the free unlorded soil.

TJnlordly, a. (Un-I 7.)

1S7S Churchyard Chippes 40 b, The discourage and in.
famye of this vnlordly eaterpryse. iti6 Midoutoh Any.
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thingfor Quiet Life v. i, The lord Beaufort's most unlordly
breach Of promise to him. 1641 Milton Reform, 11. 86 The
Pastorlike and Apostolick imitation of meeke and unlordly
Discipline. 183a L. Hunt Gentle Armour 11. g A knight
unknown, Who., to mortal fight defies Three lordly knights
for most unlordly calumnies,

TTnlo-rdly, adv, (Un- ^ 11.)
? a 1400 MorteArth. 1267 Saise to syr Lucius, to vn-Iordly

he wyrkez, Thus leiherly agaynes law to lede my pople.

XTnlo'sable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1647 Tr.\pp CojiiiJi. Rev. iii. ii Not that crown of eternall
life (for that is iinloosable). i66j Boyle E.vamen ii. ii For
they think Motion..an unlooseahle Property, congenit to
Matter. 1690 C. Nesse O. ^ N. Test. I. 272 Special saving
grace.. is certainly unloseable. 1882 Lit. IVorld (\J .S,.k.)

14 Jan. 15 It keeps them clean, smooth, in order, . . unlosable.

t Unlossed, ///. a. Sc. Obs.-^ [Un- 1 8 +
Loss v."] Not unloaded ; undischarged.
1580 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 331 Merchandis that

preissis the said schip to transport thair lynt. .unloissit furth
of the realme.

TTnlo-st,///. a. (Un-1 8 b.)
i5>3 Douglas ^neid v. ii. 80 Allace ! was it nocht lefull,

thow vnlost, The boundis of Itail. .to haue sochl. 1612 R.
Dauornk Chr. turn'd Turke 2 Heer's 400 Crowns vnlost
yet. 1624 QuARLEs Div. Poems, Job xvi. 10 It is an influ-
ence.. vnlost by death. 1746 Young Nt. Th. ix. 1071 An
Eden, this ! a Paradise unlost ! x8i8 Colebrooke Obliga'
tions 88 An assurance of a ship lost or unlost. 1892 Ld.
LvrroN King Poppy Epil. 57 A few illusions that, unlost,
endure.
Unlo'tted,/?*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1758 J. Blake Mar. Syst.

as Unless he finds another unlotted man to serve for him.

tUnlouk, V. Oh. [OE. un/^can, onliican
(UN-a 3), = WFris. one-, ^niluke, OS. antliikan
(MDu. onthiken^ Du. otithtikm, MLG. mtluken),
OHG. antinhhan, in{f)luchan (MHG, entlUcken).']

1. trans. To undo or open (a gate, door, etc.)

;

to unlock.
c xooo Rule of Ckrodegang x, |>ast he preosta gatu . . alyf-

edum tidum luce & unluce. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 127 pet is

J>et loc t>e 3e deofel ne con unlucan. £'1274 Pains Hell <j

in O. E. Misc. 147 Hwo haue)? helle dure vnToke pat Jju ert
of pyne ibroke. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 315a Hii vn-lek he 5ate
at >e frome. 1177 Lancu P. PL B.xii. 112 Clerkes kepe t>e

keyes, To vnJouken it at her lykynge. C1420 Chron. Vilod,
4510 When all J>e ;atcs of \>q castell weron unloke.
abiol. XJ77 Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 313 Efte Jjc H^te bad

vnlouke, & Lucifer answered. What lorde artow?
iransf. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 203 So that his lippes hen

unloke And his corage is al tobroke. c 1450 Ccm. Myst.
(Shaks. Soc.) 28 Oure fflescly eyn byn al vnlokyn, Nakyd
for synne ouresylf we se,

2. Jig. a. To unfold, expound, declare.
13 . . K. Aiis. 69 (Laud MS.), Ac whi ich habbe hem J>us

vnleke, 5ee shullen me after her speke. c 1315 Shoreham i.

1504 Nou ich woile ondo l>ys eft By J?e wey of mystyke;
. . Nou le-stlich schel ich on-louke l>ys. 1390 (Jqwer Conf. I.

25 That swevene hath Daniel unloke.

b. To evolve or extract.
c 1320 Cast. Love 77 [Who] con )>At muchel of luitcl un-

Iouken,..Alle poyntes he fynde may Of vre be-Ieeue.

C. To dissolve, destroy.

1377 Lancu P. PL B. xviii. 255 But ihesus rise to lyue,..
And conforte al his kynne, . . And al )>e iuwen ioye vnioignen
& vnlouken.

d. To set free, make open way for.

14. . Langianits P. PL C. 11. 198 pat is J>c lok of loue \>2X
vnloseh {MS. F. vnlowketh] grace.

3. intr. To open ; to go asunder.
c 1315 Shoreham Poems v, 178 Ine flom iordanes syche
He was ycrystned, l>e heuene onleake, c 1350 Lybeaus Disc.
i8i6Th.-it deys began to schake, .. The rof abone unlek,..A3
hyt wolde asonder.

iTxLlo'Table, nnlo'veable, ^.^ (Un-i 7 b.)
1570 LEvtNS Manip. 4 Vnloueable, inamicabilis, 1858

Cahlvle Fredk. Gt. iv. viii. I. 465 His masters, though
rigorous, were not unlovable to him. 1894 Ld. Wolselev
Life Marlborough I. 173 An essentially worldly and vn-
lovable woman.
t Unlo*v(e)able, «.» Obs [Un-> 7 b.J Not to be praised

or commended, c 1450 Holland Howlat 227 The Sparrowe
..Lyand in lichory, laith, vnloveable. Ibid. 917 With vn-
loveable latis nocht till allow.

Uiilo*ve, J/5. [Un-1 12.] Absence of love.
161X Florio, Disamore^ the contrary of loue, vnloue, hate.

i860 Pusev Min. Proph, 541 He now forbids every sort of
unlove. 1865— Truth Eug. Ch. 58 Souls purified .. from
pa'^sion. .and all unlove. Ibid. 65.

Unlove, V. [UN-ii 3.] trans. To cease to
love (a person, etc.).

Sometimes possibly ' not to love *: see Un-' 14.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1698, I ne kan..withinne myn
herte fynde To vnlouen yow. 1575 Peterson tr. Delia
CaseCs Galateo 8 Ynough to cau.ie men, . . if they did loue vs,
to vnloue vs againe. 1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat 122 How
then shall I unlove the world, which hath been my bosome
Darling so long? 17x2 Steele Spect. No. 310 f i They bid
me love him, and I cannot unlove him. 1847 C. Bronte
7. Eyre xviii, I have told you.. that I had learnt to love
Mr. Rochester: I could not unlove him now. 1855 Brown.
WG In a Bd/cony 582 Remember, I. .Would.. Do all but just
unlove him.
absoL 1561 T. HoBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer n. (1577)

Hiv, More apt to brawling and chyding, . .that love and
vnlove al at a time. 1635 J. Havward tr. Biondts Banish'

d

Virg. 10 If we returne not to our former state of freedom?,
and unlove againe. 1859 Mrs. Stowe Minister's IVooing
xxv, We never know how we love till wc try to unlove. x88i
Emma J. Worboise Sissie xv, I am sure one cannot unlove,
just because one's esteem Is lessened I

TTnlo'ved, ppl. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not loved; not held in affection; unrequited
with love.

UNLOYALTY.
<«>39S Hylton Sciila PerJ. ii. xiv. (MS. Bodl. 592), Vn.

resonabli he werkij) y- louej? not l?e souereyn good . . vnsou^t
& vnloued. 14 . . in Rel. A nt. 1. 7 1 Wo worth love unlovyd !

'503 Hawes Examp. Virt. i. xv, Loue neuer vnloued for
that is payne. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iii. ii. 234 Miserable
most, to loue vnlou'd. 16^5 Milton Tetrach. 9 A neglected
and uiilov'd race, the fruits of a delusive marriage. 1671
Mrs. Behn Forcd Marriage v. iii. The embraces of an un-
lov'd maid, a X718 Parnell Hesiod 253 Here Hesiod lies:

. .Unlov'd, unloving, 'twas his fate to bleed. x82x Shelley
To Night iii. Lingering like an unloved guest. X891 Farrar
Darkn. ^ Dawn xviii, The void of an unloved heart.

2. Not pursued or felt as love.
x6o6 Shaks. Ant. ij- CI. iii. vi. 53 You.. haue preuented

The ostentation of our loue ; which left vnshewne, Is often
left vnlou'd.

Uulo'veliness. (Un-i 12; cf. next.)
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n. xv, The old man. .folowed his

suite with.. each thing, .that might help to countervaile his
owne unlovelines. 1628 Prynne (.title\ The Vnlouelinesse
of Love-Lockes. i68x Flavel Meth. Grace xii. 250 [It] ex-
cludes all unloveliness and distastefulness from Jesus. X873
M. Arnold Lit. ft Dogma ix. 298 Pulverising alike the
historic churches in their beauty and the dissenting sects in
their unloveliness. 1892 Welsh Rev. L 754 This incarnation
of ingratitude and unloveliness.

TJnlO'vely, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Not evoking feelings of love or affection ; un-
attractive, unpleasant, repellent.

1377 Langl. /'./'/. B.XII. 244 For Jjepekok.. is., vnlouelich
of ledene. Ibid. xv. 114 5owre wordes. .aren ful vnlouelich.
a X586 Sidney Arcadia iil xii. Both [were] wearie of so
unlovely embracements. \6jo Baxter Cure Ch. Div.
Pref. n. §6 They are agreed in the assumption, that their

neighbour is unlovely. X742 Young Nt, Th. ni. 403 By
passionately loving life, we make Lov'd life unlovely. 18x7
[W. Beloe] Sexagenarian 1. 35 This unlovely branch of
writing [sc. satire]. 1889 Times 3 Dec. 9/3 This very un-
lovely quarrel.

2. Unattractive or unpleasing in appearance

;

unhandsome ; ugly.

"393 Langl. P. PI. C. xi. 262 Ac let hure be vnloueliche,
vnlofsom a bedde [etc.]. c 1450 Lovei.ich Merlin 6447 A
ful old man.. that onlovely was of face & lere. XS13
Douglas /Eneid vi. vii, 33 The wofull pule, with wattir wn-
luffly. XS98 K. Haydocke tr. Lontazzo 11. 133 A discon-
tented woman.. will seeme yl-favored and vnloouely. X647
Torshell Designe disp. Bible 7 He that looks upon an un-
lovely thing, with the eye of love, thinks it lovely. X734
Thomson Liberty iv. 6 Unlovely forms Of little pomp. 1820
Shelley Sensit. PI. n. 42 Gnawing worms, And things of
obscene and unlovely forms. 189S P. Hemingway Out of
Egypt II. 156 The town of Port Said is unlovely.

tUnlo'vely, artV- Obs. (Un-1 n; of. prec)
X377 Langl. P, PL B. v. 363 Is non so hungri hounde,.

Durst lape of J>e leuynges, so vnlouely Jjei smau^te. 14.

.

Langland's P.PLC.x\.2-ji (Camb.Univ. MS.),pei lyuehere
lifvnlouely tildethhem departe. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 607 The father maketh hatefull loue to the daughter,
and the brother is vnlouely louing to the sister.

XJnlo'verlike, a. (Un-i 7 c.)

X797 Jane Austen Sense ^ Sens, xxxix, Shocked at so un-
lover-like a speech. 1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv.

19 This unlover-like parting occurred.. one fine afternoon.

1893 K. Simpson Yorksh. Stories 278 Oliver had been cold
and unloverlike during the last three weeks.

UnlO'vesome, a. [adv.). Obs. or Sc. (Un- ' 7.)
X3.. K. Alls. 6423 The face of heom is pl.iyn,and hard,..

Unlossom is that kynrede. 1393 [see Unlovely a. 2].

c X420 Chron. Vilod. 4333 He was an vnlofsom page. 15x3
Douglas yffi"«tf/rf VIII. Prol. 119 Withaluik vnlutsum he lent

me sik wordis. X72X, X8X3-25 in Sc. glossaries, etc. (in forms
unlussum, uulo'e-, unluesonie),

fb. As adv.
C1480 Henryson Blndy Serk 61 Vnlusum was his Hlcame

dicht. His sark was all bludy.
Unlo'ving, vbl. sb. (Un-> 13.) a XS33 Ld. Berners Gold.

Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Nn viij b, The vnlouyng of women, and
thevnkyndnes.se of men,which are vices committed of malyce,

Unlo'ving, ///. a. (Un-1 io, 5 d.)

X529 More Suppl. Souls Wks. 326/2 In hoiye scripture y«
father is not accompted forvnlouing and cruel, that beateth
his childe. 1597 Salusbury Poems (1914) 75, 1 loue, inforst

by loues vnlouing charmes. My loue is pure. 1645 Milton
Tetrach. 4 To lead a weansom life of unlovingand unquiet
conversation with one who neither affects nor is affected.

ax7x8 [see Unloved i]. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry
«$ Frances (1767) IIL 38 The cool, unloving stoic Tenets,
that. .are sure to risk nothing for their Friends. 1840
Browning Sordello vi. 596 A Power above you still,..

Which thus you can Love, tho' unloving all conceived by
man. x868 Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) '• ^v. 116 It was an
unloving marriage ; but he was much respected and beloved.

Unlo'vingly, adv. (Un- i ii ; cf. prec)
X5X2 in Ellis On^. Lett. Ser, n. I. 197 Thowj-.the Kings

Grace [be], .unlovingli oon sum partise served. 1583 Bab-
iNGTON Commandm. (1590) 264 Vnaduisedly, & I feare vn-

louingly we speake what wee list. 1866 B. North Our^
selves 3 If I seem., to speak unlovingly.

Unlovingness. (Un-1 12; cf. prec)
1598 Florio, Disnmoreuolezza, vnkindnes, vnlouingness.

a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes i. xix. (1640) 193 A kind of

heate and unlovingne.sse against the doer of them, a X652
Brome Fug, Moor 11. iii, Unlovingness of nature. Forgetful-
ness of blood. 1840 L. Hunt Seer i. 83/2 To continue to
love every thing which unlovingness has not had a hand in

altering. x868 Pusey Serm. Pharisaism 7 His lack of
humility engendered his unlovingness.

TJnloy-al, a. (Un-i 7.)
X594 in Liturg. Serv. Q, Eliz. (1847) 661 Her most unloyal,

desperate, and rebellious Subjects. x6oo Holland Livy ix,

xxvi. 332 The Romaines found all unloyall unto them. X74X
S. A. Laval Hist. Reform. IV. viir. 992 Any undutiful or
unloyal Word.
Unloyalty. (Un-* 12.) 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.

311 What endcdoe you loko of this obstinacy and vnloy-



TJNLUBBICATED.

auhie ? Unlu'bricated, ///. n. (Un-' 8). {177s Ash. J

1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ, I. 66 The tallow melted, leav-

ing the rifle unlubricated. UnlU'Cent, a. (Un-" 7.) 1819

Keats Song Four Fairies 61 Before the stains Of the moun*
tain soil they take, And thee too unlucenl make. 1837 Car-
LYLE Fr, Rev. 11. v. iii, A combustion most fierce, but un-

lucent. Unlu'Cid, a, {Un-' 7.) 1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt.

VII. ix. II. 287 Rebuke which can still be read in growling,

unlucid phraseology.

XTnlu-ck. (Un-1 la. Cf. Vi¥n^,oniok,nnlokj

MLG. unlncke, LG. unliik, ON. iklukka^ etc. ; and
Wanluck.)
[The following early instance is of foreign origin:—1556

Aurelio * Uabell N7, The fortune that unto herennemys
makes to seake the onlockes.]

1838 Cruikskank's Comic Almanack 1. 14a L»st Friday
was a notable instance ofmy unluck. 1891 Atkinson Moor-
land Par. 94 That bad management . . might have something
to do with the unluck of his stock.

t Unluxkfnl, a. Obs~^ [Un-* 7.] Bringing ilMuck.

xs4a Udaix Erasm. Apoph. 338 Why settest thou thy delite

in three the most vnluckeful beastes of y" worlde?

TTnlxickily, adv, [Un-1 ii. Cf. ON. iHuk-

kuiiga.']

L Unfortunately, unhappily.
Usually in parenthetic or loose construction,

1530 Pai^gr. 840/1 Onluckely, de grant malheur. 01586
Sidney ^rcrt^m in. ii, Blind Fortune haling sharpe-sighted

inventions, made them unluckily to be killed. 1638 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. (cd. 2) 92 Darab..most unluckily denyes,

and goes on to levy men to support the rebellion. 1673 [R.

Leigh] Traits^, Reh. 128 Unluckily.. there has happen'd a
{trodigious conjunction. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar xxviii, Un-
uckily all our money had been laid out . . in provisions, i8«s

J, Neal Bro. Jonathan HI. 404 Unluckily for him, the

order for pursuit was given too earl^. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Conq. IV. xvii. 74 Of the state of things . . we unluckily hear
nothing.

b. With verbs of happening, succeeding, etc.

c 1550 Vertitous SchoUhous H 6 b, Man fearcth that it \sc,

matrimony] myght succede vnluckcly- xS9a Shaks. Rom.
^ JuU III. iv. I Things haue faine out..vnluckily. 1607 —
J'imon III. ii. 51 How vnluckily it hapned, that [etc.]. 1711

Swift Lei. to A&fi. King-S Mar., Nothing could happen so

unluckily.. as Mr. Harley's death. 1819 Shelley Cenciw,

L 72 It has turned out unluckily.

f 2. Unsuccessfully, badly. Obs, rare,

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia i. xvi, Urania, whom a rich knight
..had unluckely defei.ded. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients

305 A certain Painter, . . who painted cockes most unluckily,

gave his boy great charge, to chase the true cockes away
from his picture. 1665 Boyle Occas, Refl. iv. xx, Many of

those young Ladies, .are so unluckily Bred,, .that [etc.].

'Unlu'ckiness. [Un-1 12 : cf. next.]

1. Want of luck ; unlucky character or fortune.

1561 T. HoBV tr. Castiglione's Courtyer iv. Uvijb, You
haue better declared the vnluckinesse of yonge men, then

the happynesse of olde menu. 1638 Sir T. HtRBERTT'niz',
(ed. 2) 227 Black., they call, .a type of hell, and unluckinesse.

x^3 KiRKMAN Unlucky Citizen Ash, Although I had been
unlucky, yet I my own self caused that unluckyness. 1734
Mrs. Delany Life <y Corr. (1861) I. 452 A piece of unlucki-

ness of yours which has disappointed and mortified me. 1833
Wilsons Tales Borders I. 65/1 The luckiness or unlucki-

ness of a First Foot. 1897 E. W. B. Nicholson Golspie 67
A belierin the unluckiness of Friday.

2, Tendency to mischief.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) I. 163 Ned.,
would not willingly have exchanged his unluckiness for the

heirship of an estate. Ibid. 174 Ned's natural unluckiness.

tUnluckly, a. Obs. [Un-1 7. Cf. Sw.

olyckligt Da. ulykkelig, Norw. ulukkeleg\ MHG.
ungt'^ G. ungluckiich.\ = Unlucky a,

158s Greene Planetom. Bib, A peeuish Parent, whose
celestial (but infortunate) impression ioyned with a perpet-

uall vnluckly irradiation, breedeth both m mens mindes and
bodies .. haplesse passions. 1600 Hakluvt Voy. III. 318
The eitd of their interprlse became vnluckly and vnfortu-

nate. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. iv. 73 A negligent or un-

iuckiy knock with the Mallet.

Unlucky, a. [Uk-1 7. Cf. WFris. on-, {In-

lokkich^ MLG. 7inluckich!\

1. Having an unfortunate character or issue;

marked by misfortune or failure.

X530 PALSGR. 328/2 Unluckye, vieschant. a 1548 Hall
Chron.t Hen. K/, 138 b, Accomptyng to hym their euil

chaunce & vnluckey fortune. 1563 Mirr, Mag.^ Somerset
xxxi, My life I lost in that vnlucky place. 1588 Shaks. Tit.

A* II. iii. 251 Brought hither in a most vnluckie houre. 1609
Rowlands Dr. Merrie-man (1627) C i b, One.. brake his

Arme, And did complaine vnto a Friend Of his vnlucky
harme. 1676 Hobbes Iliad \. 200 To put an end to this un-

lucky strife. 171a Addison 5/^i:/. No. 271 f 4 This unlucky
Accident happened to me in a Company of Ladies. 1829
Lytton Disowned ^<^ It was the unluckiest step we ever

made to admit him into the bosom of our family. 1853
Macaulav Hist. Eng. xvi. IH. 721 The year which was
closing bad certainly been unlucky.

2. Boding or involving misfortune ; ill-omened,

inauspicious.
a 1547 Surrey Mneidw. 1026 Th* unlucky figure of Creu-

saes ghost. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 382 The Scottes..
thought John an unluckie name for a King. 1617 Morvson
Itin. I. 61 The King and the Queen, ..while sometimes they
thought Munday, sometimes Friday, to be vnlucky daies,

had lost many faire winds. x686 tr. CharditCs Trav. Persia
19 Nor do I know what unlucky star brought him to Con-
stantinople. 1700 RoWE Amb. Step-Moth. in. i, Why do
you urge my Father's fatal Power To curse you with a
sad unlucky Bride. 1843 Pbescott Mexico (1850) I. 105
On the arrival of the five ' unlucky ' days., they abandoned
themselves to despair.

3. Having ill-luck ; meeting with misfortune or

mishap.

264

iSSa HuLOET, Vnluckye, to be, orhaueyll lucke, ^-ra«f//-

cor, 1560 Daus tr. SUidane's Coinm, 29 b, Vou muste

haue respecte also that this newe Empire, .be not made vn*

lucky and vnfortunate. j6»7 J. Taylor (Water P.) Navy
0/Laud Skips Wks. (1630) 79/1 Some Ships, .are so vnlucky,

that they neuer make a good voyage. 1673 SHoo him Bayes

4 Thou are the unluckyest disputant in the world. 1807

Ckabbe Par. Reg. i. 703 The unlucky peasant heard the

stranger's cry. 1896 Howells Impressions ff Exp. 239 A
pair of grim old ladies, who.. lived.. aloof from their un.

luckier sisters.

4. Bringing ill-lnck ; causing mishap or harm

;

mischievous, malicious.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia I. xi, By an unluckye blow the

poore Philoxenus fell dead at his feete. 1598 R. Beknard
tr. Terence. Phonnio II. ii, Are you vnluckie varlot 50 ready

to doe euerie thing against me? 1712 Addison Sped.

No. 343 P 9 An unlucky Cock-Sparrow that.. had before

made great depredations upon our Commonwealth. 1727

[Dobrington) PhilipQuarlHiZit) 72 These unlucky instru.

ments, which wereintendedfordestruction, shall be employed

for.. preservation. 1768-74 Tt;cKER Lt. Nal. (1834) I. 571

Schoolmasters may not be displeased at unlucky tricks played

by their lads. 1875- in many dialect glossaries (F.ng. Dial.

Vict.).

b. Of a horse: Bad-tempered, vicious.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 151 If he [k. the stallion] be un.

lucky and mad.

5. Of an unfortunate or regrettable nature ; not

entitled to commendation.
1618 Fkltham Resolves 11. 1. 146 In some vnlucky disposi.

tions, there is such an enuious kinde of Pride. 1671 tr,

Charente's Let. Customs Mauritania 18 There would be

much greater [plenty], if it was not for the unlucky custom

of those people to bury their Gold. 1746 Francis tr. Horace,

Epist. I. i. 137 If some unlucky Barber notch my Hair. 1815

Scott Guy M. \, Mannering resolved, .to halt for the night

. .unless he could procure a guide to this unlucky village of

Kippletringan.

Unlu-crative, a. (Un-' 7) 1771-2 Ess.fr. Batchelor

(1773) II. 135 An unlucrative and peritlous profession. 1839

Cahlyle Chartism viii, The unlucrative fishing of amber-

gris. tUnlu-de. Obs.-'^ [Un-' 4 b-t-LuDs'. Cf. ON.
uhljit.\ An unpleasant noise. ar^^sProv. Ml/red (il,':)\\\

O. E. Misc. 138 He wole maken fule luden ; he wole grennen,

..and hewere [=ever] faren mid vnluden. Unlu'Il, v.

(Un-'3.) 1743 Humours 0/ Whist 40 They love Opera's,

say they, because they lull the Passions.., and yet.. after,

wards they fall to gaming, and very often pay for unluUing

them again.

Unln'minons, a. (Un-1 7.)

J773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 238 Hell's unluminous domains.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. V. ill, A tragical combustion, long

smoking and smouldering unluminous. 1872 Howells Wedd.

Journ. v. The dense unluminous shadows of the moonshine.

f TJnlu-St, J*. Obs. [OE. J<K/ax^(UN-l 12),=

MDu. (Du ) onlust, IMLG. imlust, OHG., MHG.,
G. unlust (Sw. oltist), Goth, unluslu-s disinclina-

tion, displeasure, dislike. Cf. also ON. Ulyst (Da.

uhst).'\

1. Absence of pleasure ; distress, weariness.

a 1000 Sal. 4- Sat. 268 (Gr.), Se fujel . . wylleS bine on Sam
wite, wunaS unlustum. C1440 Jacob's IVell 116 No lyif of

sweete deuocyoun ne gostly gladnesse is in 50U, but dedly

heuynes, & angwysch, & vnlusE.

2. Want of appetite ; nausea.

tiooo Sax. Leechd. II. 158 Lsecedomas wi> unluste &
wlaetan \iz of majan cym3. c 1230 Mali Meid. 35 H wat mete

se Yi mahe hokerliche underfed; ))at is, wifl unlust. Ij6i

HOLLVBUSK Horn. Apoth. 22 In all hys meates lette a litle

saffron be put : . . but it causelh vnluste in the stomacke.

3. Disinclination to be active or bestir oneself;

slothfulness, laziness, idleness.

ciooo iELFEic Horn. II. 556 He (wlaS neadunge ]>eos.

tra J>urh wrace, se J>e Eer lustlice forbaer his unlustes ]>eostra.

c X200 Ormin 2623 Forr unnlusst & forrswundennle3;c Iss

Drihhtin swi}je unncweme. a 1300 Body <5- Soul in Map^s
Poems (Camden) 336 Gloterie and lecherie, prude and wicke

covey tise,. .And in unlust for to lj;e. c 1386 Chaucer />(!«.

T. p68o He dooth all thyng..with ydelnesse and vnlust.

a 1470 H. Parker Drues f, Pauper (W. de W. 1496) vil.

xxui. 311/2 Goodes of holy chirche. .ben gyuen to helpe of

the poore &. .not to selle them ayen to ryche men to mayn-

ten them in unlust & in bodely ease.

b. Disinclination (for something). Const, of, to

(with inf.), towards.

1390 Cower Conf. III. 291 For unlust of that aventure

I'her was noman which tok tonsure. 1530 Tindale Prol.

Epist. Romans Aijb, We fynde in oure silves vnlustand
tediousnes to do good. 1535 Coverdale Isaiali xlui. 22

Thou h.iddest an vnlust towarde me, o Israel.

4. Evil desire or inclination. (UN- 4 b.)

a 1225 Ancr. R. 288 (MS. B), Hwon \e. heorte draheJ to

hire unlust [F. a sou mal desir\.

5. Unpleasantness, repulsivenes."!.

a 1529 Skei.ton El. Rummyng 148 Theyr tresses untrust,

All full of vnlust.

tUnlust, ». Obs. (UN-'6b.) i6Si Argt./or Union 3S

It sounded more decently, .to pray in the Churches words,.,

then to use those of an eminent Dissenter, Lord un-lust us.

t Unlusthead. Obs. [Un-' 12.] = Unlust i*. 3- '340

Ayenb. ^i t>et uerhe heaued..is onlusthede. Ibid. 163 pe

zenne of sleaw^e and of onlosthede.

ttTnlu-stily, fl'/j'. Ois. [Un-1ii. Cf.MHG.
unlusticlicken, MDa. onlustelijc, MSw. olusleli/ia.']

SlothfuUy, idly ; weakly ; unwillingly.

<ri3«o Soug ofMercy 143 in E. E. P. (1862) 122 Vnlustily

vr lyf we lede. a 1470 Tiptoft Tulle on Friendsh. (Caxton,

1481) b iv. That is the cause . . that they that be right wys ben

moest sory for the thynges whiche be doen unrihtwisty and
they that ben slronge for thynges doen unlustely. 1598

Florio, .9wtf^//«Mw/irM/r,.. sadly, vnlustily, without taste.

tUxila'Stiness. Obs. [UN-lia:seeUNLnaTy.]

UNMACKLY.
f

1. Lack of health and strength ; physical weak-

ness or debility. Obs,

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Hawkingh v'l b, A medecyne that

an hawke shall not He in mew for unlustynese. 1547 Boohde
Brev. Health xlix. 15 [Gaping] doth come of unlusiines or

els for lake of slepe. 159(5 Barrough Meth. Physick viii.

470 When, .the wearinesse or the vnlustinesse of the sinewes

is to bee asswaged. i6ao Venner Via Recta Introd. 4 Vn-
lustinesse of the limmes.

2. Lack of cheerfulness or readiness ; dullness

;

disinclination.

a 1470 H. Parker Dives ^ Pauper (W. de W. 1496) i. lix.

101/2 Melodye was ordeyned in holy chirche . . to put awaye
heuynesse & unlustynesse. 150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de
W. 15&6) IV. XXX. 350 By unlustynes in dyffaylynge without
desyre to do well. 1583 Goldi.ng Calvin on Deut. x. 54
Wee see what vnlustinesse is in vs when God commaundith
vs any thing.

Unln-strons, a. (Un-i 7.)

1709 RowE Shakspere's Cyvib. i. vii. 127 An Eye, Base and
uniustrious \sic\ 1623 illustrious] as the smoaky Light That's
fed with stinking Tallow. 1790 Anna Seward Lett. (1811)

1 1. 378 H ow dim and unlustrous is Mr. Merry's muse 1 1863

W. Lancaster Praeteriia 70 Sweet imlustrous eyes.

UnlU'Sty, ^. Obs. exc, dial. [Un-1 7, Cf.

MDu. onhistich (Du. onlusUg), MLG. unlustichy

MHG, unlustic (G. unhistig), Qi^, ulystugr,o\dtx

Da. uiystigf MSvir. olnstogher (Sw. olusltg),]

1. Indisposed to activity or exertion ; slothful,

lazy; dull, listless. Also const. /f7 with inf.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 43 And te o3re t>at balden ham vnforgult

& cleane, beon ase sikere unluslic & wlecche, liuc& i godes

luue wiSuten euch heate of J^e hali gast. a 1240 Lo/song in

O.E, Horn. L 205 Touelspac and slow togodd,5emeleasand
unlusti. 1340 Ayenb. 170 To t?e sleauollc and to J>e onlosti

J?et bye)> slacke to godes service. 1390 Gower Con/. \. 203

Thus his yonge unlusti lif He dryveth forth, c 1450 Man-
kind 538 in Macro Plays 20 Thys londe ys so harde, yt

makyth wn-lustj; & yrke. 1504 C'tess Richmond tr. De
Imitatione iv. xiL (1893) 276 If thou haue nal that grace

whan thou woldest but lele thy selfe drye and vnlusty. 1519
HoKMAN Vulg. 48 My myndc.when it is cloudy wether..

is vnlusty. 1560 Pilkington Exp. Aggeus B vi viarg., Eate
not so that it make ye unlustie to serue God, 16x7 Hieron
Wks. (1620) IL 273 Dauid..wcnt on in a kinde of dull, and
heauy, and vnlusty manner with them \sc. holy services].

b. dial, 'Unwieldy; very fat/

x88i-a in Cornwall glossaries.

2. Lacking in bodily vigour ; deficient in health

and strength; weak, feeble,

X400-10 Clanvowe Cuckoo <V Night, viii, Thogh I be old

and vnlusty. 1577 B. Googe Hereibach's Husb. 127* The
Cowe should.. haue but short pasture, and the Bull his belly

full : so shall neyther she be too fat, nor he vnlusty. a 1624

Bp. Smith .S'^r///. (1632) 249 Infants..borne lame or vnlusty,

b. Of land : Not in good heart.

1573-80 Tusser Husb. C1878) 50 If land be vnlustie, the

crop is not great,

3. Having an unattractive or ill-favoured look.

C1400 Desir. Troy 8035 All wan was the weghe... With
lamentacion & langour vnlusty to se. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas

I. i. (1554) 2 b, By.. great labours, They were unlusty and
ugly of their cheres. a X529 Skelton P, Sparowe 915 His
gummes rusty Are full vnlusty.

4. Undesirable, objectionable, unpleasant.

ci^tz HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 3356 They often hadde

gret cause hem to venge, But hir spiriiis..pesibleThoghten

bat craft vnlusty and alenge. c 1445 Pecock Donet2^ Forto

^gs do and procede..wolde be oucr longe and tediose and
vnlusty to i>e heerers.

XTnlu'te, v. [Un-2 4.] trans. To remove the

lute from (a vessel, etc.).

x66i Boyle Sceptical Chym. i. 68 Upon the unluting the

vessels, it infected the Room with a scarce supportable stink.

i66a Mf.rrett tr. Neris Art of Glass Ixxiii, Unlute the

Chrysibles. 1758 Reid tr. Macquer's Chym. i. 226 Let the

vessels cool, unlute them. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 10 The
adopter tube b then unluted, and is slid into its junction pipe.

Unlu'ted,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat.
Philos.iu App. 318 A calcining pot unluted. X877 Teale
Dangers to Health PI. v, Unluted joints leaking under the

floor. UnluxuTiant, a. {Un* 7.) lyzi Historical Rev.

VIII. 43 A fruitful, yet unluxuriant and agreeable Imagina-

tion. x8os WoRDsw. Prelude viii. 161 The unluxuriant

produce of a life Intent on little but substantial needs.

Unluxurions, a, (Un-1 7.)

X700 Philips Pastorals u 7 In unluxurious times of yore.

»79S CoLEBiDGE Plot Discov. 50 The enlightened and un-

luxurious ancients. 1853 Miss Yonge Heir 0/ Redelyffc
xxiii, Unpretending, unluxurious chairs. x868 W. R. Greg
Lit. <5- Soc. Judgm. 357 A comparatively humble and un-

luxurious home.

UnlycaiithropUe, v. (Un.» 6 cj cf. Lvcanthrope.)

1660 HowKLL Parly 0/ Beasts 114 She is ready to unlycan-

thropize you from this Wolfish shape to your former condi-

tion. Unlyrical, rt. (Un-' 7,) 1833 Mill i>w. ^i^/jc.

(1859) I. S"; The genius of Wordsworth is essentially un-

lyrical. Unlyiically,^^!'. (Un.» 11.) iZ^x Athensum

3 Gel. 445/2 The assemblage of trochee words. .keeps the

rhythm unlyrically staccato.

TTnmaca damized, ///. a- (Un-^ 8.)

1840 Hood Kilmausegg, Accident xvi, So she gathered

the awful sense Of the street in its past unmacadamizd
tense. 1853 Smedlev L. Arundel xxxii. 238 Flinty hearts,

unmacadamised by the smallest grain of pity. X879 E,

Walford Londoniana I. 40 Along roads rugged, rutty, and

un-macadamized.

Unmackly, a. und adv. north, dial. [Un-^ 7,

II : see Mack a, and Mackly adv.1 Unshapely;

ill-favoured(ly).
?Ax6oo Sir Cawline xxx. (Percy Folio MS.), Vpon his

squier [=neckl fiue heads he bare, Vnmacklcy made was
bee. X81Z-76 in northern glossaries.



TJNMACULAT.
tUnmaxulat, ///. a. Sc Oh. [Un-^ 8 b, 5 b.] Im.

maculate. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 158 His
awtn ladie vnmaculat and clene. 1607 Melrose Regality
Rec. (1514) 35 The judge.. ordanis him to redelyver. .the
said obligatioun unmaculat, uncuttit. Unma'd, a. (Un-'
7-) >570 FoxE A. ^ M. (ed. 2) III. 2134/1 Old and yong,
blind and lame, madde and vnmVidde. 1694 Echard Plautus
61 She's th'only unmad Person o'my Family. Unma'd-
dened,///. a. (Un-* 8.) 1797 Coleridge Osorlo in. i. 23
What sense unmadden'd, might bear up against The rushing
of your congregated wings? x868 E. R. Sii.l Poems, Her'
vtitage xx, Unmaddened by the babble of vain men.

Unma-de,///. a. [Un-i 8 b, 5 d.]

L Not (yet) made, in senses of the verb.
c 1*50 Gen. ff Ex., 671 Babel, Sat tur, bi-lef un-mad. 1375

Barbour Bruce iv. 608 He..thoucht to leif the fyre vn-
maid. CX400 Pilgr. SoivU (Caxton, 1483) v. i. 74 God ..

maketh as many werkes as better ben made than vnmade.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xx. 445 Thys cave sheweth
not that it bathe be vnmade this hundred yeres passed.
1526 Pil^. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 81 Whiche. .lefte the
lettre .0. that he was in makynge halfe vnmade. 1593
Shaks. Rom.^ Jul. iii. iii. 70 Taking the measure of an vn-
made graue. 1623 Sanderson Ser/n. (1632) 151 Lawes, .are
farre better vnmade, then vnkept. 1680 Sir J. Founs Ace.
Bk. (S.H.S.) 165 To [blank] davison for4duz'' unmade pens.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 3981/4 With new fine Holland Shifts
and Hankerchiefs unmade, 1716 IVodrow Corr. (1843) II.

133 Whatever of cloth, made or unmade, linen yarn or
woollen. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. in. 180, I die,.. My mind
unsettled, and my will unmade. 1828 Lights ^ Shades I.

286 A halfclothed mother sealed on the corner of an unmade
bed. 188s C. E. Pascoe Lond. of To'day 315 The plain
unmade satin scarC

b. Spec. Untrained. (Cf. Made ppL a. 6.)

1856 H. DixoN Post
<S- Paddock i. 4 The largest market in

the world for unmade hunters and carriage-horses.

2. Existing without having been made ; uncreated
but existent.

c 1350 Athanasian Creed in MS. Bodl. 42S fol. 69 b, Bot
on unmade and on mike! is he. 1434 Misvn Mending Life
122 O sweit light. .t>at is my makar vn-made, li^t (>e face
..of my Inward cyn with clernes vn-made. £'14^^ Pecock
Repr. II. xvi. 242 Thei..helden that al the bodili heuen..
was vnmaad, and was euer withoute bigynnyng of tyme.
1563 Man Musculus' Cornmonpl. 373, 1 doe fyiide generally
two Natures, one not made, the other made. Wee call

that unmade {nonfactum) ^ which belongeth unto God. 1678
CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref., The Latter asserted an Un-
made Mind, whereas the Former Generated all Mind , . out
of those Qualified Atoms. 1683 Norris tlieroclcs Pref. 23
Unmade, SeU-existent, independent Deities. 1710 Water-
land ^/^A/ 6'^rM. 239 If He existed before anything was
made. He must.. be unmade, and therefore eternal. 1827
PoLLOK Course T. vi. 630 RIaker, Upholder, Governor of
all I Thyself unmade, ungoverned, unupheld ! 1884 Con-
gregat. Year Bk. 93 His world is a world without design,
atoms are the unmade makers of all things.

3. + a. Se. (with complement). Obs,

1456 [see Un-* 5 d {h).\ 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 436 Quhat chancel on Pasche day . . suld
not be vnmaid mentioune of.

b. With adv5. Not made out, up^ etc,

^
z6oo Hakluyt Voy. III. 87 A Pinnesse,. which was caryed

in pieces, and vnmade vp. A1631 DoNSE^/^gyxv.p? Count-
less multitudes Of formlcsse curses, projects unmade up.
Az68o Butler CAarac., Pedant {\<xi%) 136 He wears his little

Learning, unmade-up, puts it on, before it was half finished.

J707 Mortimer Husb, 379 Wuere the rows and brush lie

longer unbound or unmade up. 1833 Lamb Let. to Cary in
Final Mevi. viii, I think we scarce left anything unmadeout.
tUnma'ggled, ///. a. Obs.-^ [Un-' 8.] Unmangled.

£-1470 Gol. 9f Gaw. 720 Wes nane forssy on fold, that wes
feghtand, Wnmaglit {edd. -manglit] and marrit.
Unma'glc, v. [Un-* 6.1 trans. To disenchant 1650

H. More Observ. in Enthus. Tri., etc (1656} L 2 b, Poor
Galen's Antichrist, though one Purge of his Might so un-
magick thee as make tnee wise. Unma'gistrate, c
(Un-' 6 b.) 1649 Milton Tenure Kings (ed. 2) 55 If this
Parlament,. might.. take all power.. out of his hand, which
in effect is to unmagistrate him. Unma'gistrate-like,
0. (Un-' 7 c.) 1644 Milton Divorce (ed. 2) 11. xi. 53
What more un-Judge-like, more un-Magistrate-Hke. and in

warre more un-commander-Hke ? Unmagna*nimous» a.

(Un-' 7.) 1856 De Quincey Confess. Wks. I. 206 note, A
man so unmagnanimous as Napoleon. 1877 Owe.s Welles'
ley's Desp. p. xl, The indirect and unmagnanimous revenge
. .galled him to the quick.

tJnmagiie'tic, a. (Un-1 7.)
1805 Phil.^ Trans. XCV. 283 Such substances as may be

sublimed with facility, will gradually quit the oxide, . . leaving
it unmagnetic, as at first. 1844 Noad Electricity (ed. 2)

425 An unmagnetic needle, placed within a close helix,
formed by the wire of the circuit. x86o O. W. Holmes
Prof. Breakf.-t. i, A new clean unmagnetic word.
Unmagne-tical, a. [Un-' 7.1 = prec 1815 J. Smith

Panorama Sci. if Art II. 177 If an unmagnetical bar be
struck with a hammer. 183a Nat. Philos., Magnetism iv.

j4 (L.U.K.), Unmagnetical iron or steel. Unma'gnet-
izedy ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex.
Pkys.ScL xxix.(i336) 321 An unmagnetised iron bar. 1873
J. C. Maxwell Electr, ^ Mag//, in. vi. II. 76 In the un-
magnetized stale of ordinary iron. Unma'gnify, v.

(Un-* 3.) 1747 E. PosTON Prater I. 38 Whenever we
think . . that we understand the Nature and Ways of God,
what do we in Reality, but unmagnify him, or .. disrobe
him of his Honour and Glory? t Unma*ht. Obs. — ^

[Un-' 12.] One not possessed ofany power or means, a 1300
Prov. Hendyng in Rel. Ant. I. 114 Moni mon mid a lutel
ahte ^eveth is dohter an un-mahte, Ant iutel is the bettre.
Unmai'd, v. (Un-' 6 b.) 1638 N. Whiting Albino Sf Bel-
lama 3527 Is't not said Spirits have power a damsel to un-
maid ? t Unmai'den, sb. Obs.—^ (Un-' 12.) a 1380
Langlan(Cs P. PL A. x. 193 (Vernon MS.), Bote Maydeiis
and vn-Maydens dene ow save.

TTnmai'den, v. [Un-2 6 b. Cf. Du. ont-

maai^den, G. enlmdgden.'\ irans. To deprive of
maidenhood; to deflower.
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IS79 NoRTHBROOKK Dicing 68 b, Through this dauncing
many maidens haue beene vnmaidened. i6ia Drayton
Pol^-olb. vii. 47 Least by the Sylvans , . She might un-
maidned goe unto her soveraigne flood. 1660 J. S. Andro-
viana \\. v, Sturdy Hercules, When he unmaiden'd fifty in

one night, a 1693 UrguharVs Rabelais in. xii. (1694) 96
He unmaiden'd his Sister Juno. [1876 Whitby Gloss.^ Un*
maiden\ly married.]
re/l. 1592 Warner Alb. Eng. vin. xli. 179 Think not I-ord

Cliffords daughter will vn-maiden her for pay.

Hence Unmai'dening vbl. sb.

a 1693 Urqnhart's Rabelais 111. vi 58 The unmaldning or
depucelating of a hundred Virgins.

Unmai'denlike, a. (Un-' 7 c.) 1876 Swinburnr EreC'
theus 364 Not moved of mine own will, Unmaidenlike.

Unmaidenly, a. (Un-I 7.)

1634 Bp. Hall Contempl,^ N. T, iv. iv, [These] wanton
gesticulations of a virgin . . could be no other than riggish

and unmaidenly. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxv, Such tokens
of intimacy ..are uncomely and unmaidenly. 1848 Mrs.
GASKELi. Mary Barton XVf The whisperings of her womanly
nature . . caused her to shrink from any unmaidenly action.

1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxii, At least do not
put vour character in question by going tn this unmaidenly
fashion.

Hence Unxnai'denliness.
J874 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 239 What the poet thinks of the un-

maidenliness of Lynette. 1879 Meredith Egoist xxi, You,
father ! you have driven me to unmaidenliness.

TTnmai'li v, [Un-2 4. Cf. MDu. ontnmei-

geren, •matUeren.'] trans. To break or detach the

links of (a mail-coat),
?(Zi4i2 LvDG. Two Merch. 663 How many a man hath

Fortune assayled . . Her habiriownys of steel also vnmayled.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon iii. 79 Ye sholde haue seen
.. many a goode haubergen vnmayled. 1611 Cotgr., Des*
trtaille, vnmailed ; vntinked ; vndone . . as a coat of maile.

Hence Unxnailing vbi, sb,

1591 Percivall, Desmalladura^ vnmailing. i6n Cotgr.,
Desmaillure, an vnmailing; an vndoing.. of maile,

Unmailable, a, U. S. (Un-' 7 b.) 1875 U. S. Official
Post Guide 23 (Fliigel), Such matter must be forwarded to

the Dead Letters Office, marked as ' unmailable.' Uu«
mal'led, ppl. a. [Un-' 8.] Not covered or protected by
mail. x8o6 Ann. Rev. IV. 562 The brother of Biorn with
his mail ; Herbert unmailed. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe i.

765 With breast unmailed, unweaponed hand. Unmai'm-
able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1565 Golding Oviifs Met. xir. (1587)

155 When Ceny had sufficiently giuen Latrcus leaue too
smyght His flesh which was vnmaymeable,

TTamarmed, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

Z470-85 ^iKLOivi Arthur x.Wx. 515, 1 shalle be withyow..
yf I be vnslayne or vnmaymed. 1595 Markham Sir R.
Grinvile clxxi, They . . to theyr Generall brought His man-
gled carkasse, but vnmaiined minde. 161^ T. Godwin Roiit,

Antiq, II. 5 ii- S- 40 He was to be ,. of a life vnspotted, and
a body vnmaimed. 1630 Drumm. of Hawth. Flowres Sioft

xxiv. 8 His spight yet so cannot her all throw downe. But
that some Statue . .Yet lurkes vnmaym'd within her weeping
walles. 1715 Pope Hind Pref. E 2, It is the first grand Duty
of an Interpreter to give his Author entire and unmaiin'd.

cx8io jr. Baillib 2nd Part EtAwald u ii, Standing erect,

Unmaim'd and vigorous.

tXJnmai-n. Obs.-^ [Un-1 12. Cf. OHG. ««-
7Hagen^ ON. ^megin, ^megn (Icel. Smegin, MSw.
omlighin, Norw. dial, umegje^ itmeie) ; also OE,
unmaBgness."] Want of strength.

1338 R. BrunneCA?'(?m.(i8io) 55 pof I had stombled )>orgb
myn vnmayn, He suld haf. .reised me agayn.

nnmaintai'iiable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1625 Donne Serm. 657 They have bound themselves not
to recede from those doctrines, how unmaintenable so-

ever they be in themselves. 170X Norris Ideal World i. vi,

352 The defence of so desperate and unmaintainable a
breach. 0x832 Bentham Levelling Syst. Wks. 1843 L 3^2
The good expected . . would be altogether unattainable—at
least unmaintainable for two instants together. 1853 Grote
Greece XI. 499 That the festivals .. were unmaintainable
during such a war. 1883 Lavj Times 22 Dec. 135/1 The
society.. was.. an illegal society. .and the action was conse-
quently unmaintainable.

Unmaintai'ned, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1691 Baxter Nat,
Clu XV. 72 A Life of unmaintained poverty, and censure.

1885 Pall Mall G. i July 6/t Hence we have crime un-
noticed, discipline unmaintained. Uiuna'kable, a.

(Un-' 7 b.) 1674 Grew Disc. Mixture iii. § 13 No Principle

is m^de by the fire : all Principles being unalterable ; and
therefore unmakabie* 170X —• Cosm. Sacr. i. iii. 13,

TTumake, z'. [Vn-^ 3. Cf. MDu. (Du.) tmf'

viakeUj OHG. in{t)mahkdn (G. entmachen).\

1. trans. To reverse or undo the making of

(some thing or object) ; to reduce again to an un-

made condition.

X426 LvDG. De Guil. Pilgr, 11270 He made [nets], & hem
vnmade ageyn. c\^yi Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. Ixiii. (1869)

38 It is a iewell that was . . maad , . of my fader with oute
smytinge of strok.. . For noyse and strokes maken it nouht,

but tobreken it and vnmaken it. X64X Milton Ch. Govt.
vi, So that Prelaty..must be forc't to dissolve and unmake
her own pyramidal figure. X690 T. Bljrnet Theory Earth
II. 132 God does not make or unmake things, to try experi-

ments, 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 74 P 11 She compels
them to alter their work, then to unmake it. X857 Emerson
Ode to Beauty 99 Dread Power ! . . if God thou be. Unmake
me quite, or give thyself to me. 1868 Morris Earthly Par.
(1870) I. I. 339 And now thou knowest in how short a space
The God that made the world can unmake thee.

absol. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 11416 And thogh that I

make & vnmake, Blame me nat. 1821 Byron Cain i. i, 142
But, if he made us— he can not unmake.

b. With immaterial object.

X377 Langl. P. PI. B. XV. 236 Matrimoigne for monye
[they] maken & vnmaken. 1513 Douglas Mneid vi. ix.

199 Sum vtheris .. That lawis maid and wnmaid, as thaim
list, a 1536 TiNDALF. in Martjeck Bk. of Notes (1581) 746

UNMALTBD.
Who can suffer them. ., for their owne profites,to make and
vnmake lawes. . 1 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xvii. 67 God
will not unmake his miracles by making them common.
X802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 266 When
a statute.. has been unmade by the authority that made it,

1822 Byron Juan vi. \x, In perfect innocence she then un-
made Her toilet, which cost little, i860 Gen, P. Thompson
Audi Alt. Part. Ill.cxxtv. 77 The study of what has made
and unmade military successes.
absol. 1604 Shaks. 0th. 11. iii. 352 His Soule is so enfetter'd

to her Loue, That she may make, vnmake, do what she list.

X848 Bailev Festus (ed. 3) 17 Then comes the feeling which
unmakes, undoes. 1876 Mbs. Whitney Sights ^ Ins. II.

401 Perhaps the very first thing we see that wisdom do, is to
unmake and separate, and seem to break and mix yet more.
2. a. To deprive of a particular rank or station

;

to depose,

1554 Bale Declar. Bonner's Articles xix. 68 He is wonte
to make kinges, and to vnmake them again at his plesure.

1567 Jewel Def. Apol. 418 Saieinge withal, Hee had Power
to make Emperours, and to vnmake them. X651 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xiv. 129 An English King hath power
. .to make and unmake Members [of Parliament] as he shal
please, 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. in. 70 They made
and unmade Popes at their pleasure. X736 Thomson Liberty
IV. 879 He mark'd the Barons of excessive sway, At pleasure
making and unmaking kings. x8o8 Mitford Hist. Greece
IV. 353 He made and unmade there what kings he pleased.

1894 Ld. Wolseley Life Marlborough 1. 178 Herauthority
was such, that she could make and unmake ministers.

b. To deprive of a certain character or quality

;

to alter in nature. Also with compl,
x6x6 B. JoNSON Epigr. Iv, At once thou mak'st me happie,

and vnmak'st. i66> Dryden Tyrannic Love ni. i, You are
so pure—That in the act 'twould change the impiety.
Heaven would unmake it sin I 1709 Tatler No. 66 P 4 To
make our Patient any Thing better, we must unmake him
what he is. X710 Shaftesb. Charac. (1711) I. 308 That
which we fondly make our Happiness at one time, we may
as readily un-make again at another. X856 Mrs. Browning
Aur, Leigh ix. 200, I take her as God made her, and as
men Must fail to unmake her. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. 4- //.

Note-bks. (1871) II. 8 Her modest attitude . . is partly what
unmakes her as the heathen Goddess, and softens her into
woman.
3* fiS' To undo ; to ruin or destroy ; to bring to

nothing.
X605 Shaks. Macb. i. vii. 54 They haue made thcmselues,

and that their fitnesse now Do's vnmake you. X652 Ben-
lowes Theoph. in. Ixxxix, Sure, Thou to gui't. Which
would unmake thy creatures, wilt Be just. 1674 N. Fair-
fax Bulk 4- Selv. 189 To mistrust boundless wisdom, to
contrive so, that it might have better been contrived, is to
unmake its boundlesness. X867 Felton Anc.

<J-
Mod. Gr.

II. i. 264 If the great powers are going to make a permanent
European state out of Turkey, they must unmake the Turk.
1870 Emerson Soc. 4- Solit. vii. 135 The machine unmakes
the man.

4. To annul a decision of (the mind).
X897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 4 When you have made

up your mind to go to West Africa the very best thing you
can do is to get it unmade again.

Hence ITnma'king vbi. sb*

X591 Percivall, Deshazimiento, vndooing, vnmaking.
^1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 111. \. (1677) 254 Though
he seems to admit Eternal Vicissitudes of such Making,
and Unmaking, and Restitutions of the inferior World.
1867 H. Bushnell Moral Uses Dark Th, 285 A general
unmaking^ of the world by transgression. X871 Smiles
Charac. xl 324 A wife may oe the making or the unmaking
of the best of men.

Unma'ker, [Un-1 12, or f. prec] One who
unmakes.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode m. xvii. (1S69) 144 This band

is an vnmakere of bowses. X684 Baxter Par, Con^reg. 40
The Magistrate may command men how to do their office-

work, and yet neither be the maker nor unmaker of the
office, 1862 Mrs. Crosland Mrs. Blake II. 47 That the
soldier is rather an ' unmaker ' and instrument of de.struction
than anything else. X893 W. Watson Lachrymae Mus. 26
Unmaker of all, and renewer. The Lord of Death.

Unmali'cious, a. (Un-i 7.)
X649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. ii. viii. 68 An unconfirmed,

unresolved, unmalicious hahite. X663 Cowley Verses, Ode
Cowley's Book iv, As when a seat in Heaven Is to an un-
malicious Sinner given. 1795 T. Wright Autobiog. (1864)

17 The sudden little unmalicious quarrel. 1866-7 Carlyle
E. Irz'ing in Remin. (1881) I. 145 A most quizzing, merry,
entertaining, guileless, and unmalicious man. x886 Ruskin
Prseterital. 382 His subtle, ..unmalicious sarcasm.

Unmali'gnEint, a. (Un-" 7.) X84X L. Hunt Seer (1864)

47 Nature has a beautiful way of reconciling all necessities

that are unmalignant. Unma'Ileabi'Iity. (Un-" 12 ;

cf. next.) [1828-32 Webster] 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. ii.

62 The great unmalleahiUty of all bodies of !aw. 1887
Ruskin Prxterita II. u 13 The density and unmaUeability
of the world.

tTumalleable, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

1609 G. Benson Serm. 7 Mar. 55 Be perswaded, let not
your hearts be vnmalleahle. 1665 J. Spencer Prodigies
(ed. 2) 341 To grow (like Iron often heated and quench'd)
churlish and unmalleable by the hammer of the Divine
threatnings. 1779 Johnson L. /*., Dryden Wks. II. 305
After this he did not often bring upon his anvil such stub-

born and unmalleable thoughts. 1795 /'A//. yrartJ.LXXXV.
341 Hard unmalleable iron. 1838 Hawthorne Amer. Note*
bks. (1S83) 166 A man of unmalleable habits, x^/o Spectator

19 July 79/2 The large masses of rather unmalleable human
material which he contrives to collect together.

Hence TTmua'lleablenesB.
1644 R. Chalfont Sertn. 10 May 8 The hardnesse and

unnialleablenesse of heart.

Unma'ltable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) X778 [W. H. Marshall]
Minutes Agric.^ Digest 43 To feed cart-horses on unmalt-
able barley.

Unmalted,///. a. (Un-1 8.)
X651 R. Child in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 141 Beer may
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UNMAN.
be made of Wheat, Barley, Pease, S:c. unmalted. 1707

Mortimer Hnsb. 267 The part of the Corn which it passeth

not, will remain unmalted, the rest will be perfect Malt.

X790 LucKOMBE Efig^.Gaztiteer I. p. xviii, Thirty-four mil-

lions of bushels of barley unmalted. 1830 M. Donovan Dont.

Econ. I. 143 The comparative analyses of malted and un-

malted barley. 1884 Law Rep. 27 Chanc. Div. 497 The
gelatinization or conversion of unmalted grain.

Unma'IX, J/^. rare, [Un-1 12, 4 b. Cf. OE.
ttnniamit Du. onmant MLG., MHG. tinfftan.l

a. One below the status of a man. b. A monster.

01400 Mbtor Potms fr. Vernon MS. 336/295 pou seidest

I scholde ben holden an vn*mon. a 1641 in Voa: Borealts

C I b (Old adage), Waters shall waxe, and Woods shall

waine« And unman shall be Man, and Man shall be naine.

1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie xxi, He was on the wild

bill, with miles on miles of cover 1 Here the unman could

not catch him.

Unma-n, v, [Un-2 6 b. Cf. MDu. (Du.) ont-

mannen^ MHG. (G.) entniannen^
1. trans. To deprive of the attributes of a man;

to remove from the category of men,
1598 Marston Sco. Villanie ii. vii. (1599) 204 Why, sower

Saiyrist, Canst thou vnman him? here I dare insist And
Boothlysay^he is a perfect soule. xS^^'^vcksey Balm of G,

40 It is.. the cruell man (saith Solomon) that troubles his

owne flesh ; nay the Apostle un-manneth him that hates it.

x68i Baxter Acc. Sherlocke vi. 212 Every Humanist that

useth..gawdy fashions, is not thereby unchristened, un-

churched, or unman'd. 1711 G. Hickes Two Treat. Chr.

Priesth. (ed. 3) I. p. ccx, We cannot suppose that infinite

Goodness would bind us.. to such strict unalterable Duties,

as unman us in this World. 1751 R. Shirra in Rent. (1850) 86

The first {Ebion] ungods him ; the other [Marcion] unmans
him. 1884 Browning Ferisktak^ Family 77, I may put
forth angel's plumage, once unmanned, but not before.

2. To reduce below the level ofman ; to degrade,

brutalize. Also rejl.

1637 A. Stafford Vind. Fern. Glory (i860) p. xxii, Hee
that IS not tender.. unmanneth himselfe, and is but best a
Monster.. in humane shape. x66o tr. Amyraldns^ Treat,

cone. Relig. 1. vii. 106 They whom barharisme ha's unman'd
in all other things. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 246
Habits of Vice unman Men's minds.

3. To deprive of manly courage or fortitude ; to

make weak or effeminate,

C1600 Chalkhill Tkealma ^ Clearchus 846 They heard
they had unmann'd themselves by ease. 1605 Shaks. Macb,
ni. iv. 73 \Vhat? quiie vnmann'd in folly... Fie for shame.

a x6a8 F. Grevil Poems, Hmn, Learn. xUi, Engines that

did un.man the mindes of men. 1673 Hickeringill Greg.

F. Greyh. 318 Impressions of fear that mollifie and unman
vulgar and narrow spirits. 17x5 Addison Drummer in. i.

That dear Woman ! the sight of her unmans me. X736 A.

Hill Zara v. i. 64 Tears!..The first which ever yet un-

mann'd my Eyes t 1780 Mirror No. 90, This blow, for a time,

unmanned me quite. 1847 Prescott Peru I. 441 For a
moment the overwhelming conviction of it unmanned him.

1883 Manch. Exam. 34 Nov. 5/1 Thirty or forty years of

such treatment is enough to unman any people.

absol. 181X Byron Euthanasia vi, And women's tearSi

produced at will, Deceive in life, unman in death.

4. To divest of the character of a grown man.
Also intr. (for refl.).

X67J Penn Spir. Truth Vtud. 23 As he is unmanned, that

is, agam become a little Child. 1889 Harper's Mag. Jan.
191/2 But find where children haunt, and there unman, And
with them laugh and play.

5. To deprive of virility ; to emasculate.

X684-9 A. G. in Plutarch's Morals (1718) IV. 334 Because
the Samians had saved the Children of the Greeks from
being unmann'd [ir. 1603 from eviration]. 1885 E. Clodd
Myths

(J-
Dreams 36 Gaea. .provided Cronus, .with an iron

sickle, wherewith he unmanned Uranus.

6. To denude (a vessel or fleet) of men,
1687 M iftGE Gt. Ft. Diet. 11. s.v.. To unman a %V\ptdesarmer
un Vaissean, 1696 in London Gaz. No. 3250/1 After the
Fleet has been Manned, it hath been in a great Measure
Unmanned again by Desertion. 175(6 Nklson in Nicolas
/?M^ (1846) VI!. p. xxxiv, If the Admiral had small Vessels,

he could not venture to unman his Fleet.

7. Jig. To deprive (oneself) (?/" something.
Z694 R. Franck North. Mem. Ded. p. xv. Let me ad-

monish the more Ingenious Artist to be mindful of Experi-
ence, lest peradventure he slide into the slippery Tract of an
Author, so unman himself of practical Demonstration.

Hence TTnma'nning vbL sb. 2Lndpp/. a,

x6zo Healey St. Aug. Citie of God vii. xxiv. 285 Here
they feare not the vn-manning of them-seluds. 1624 Mid-
DLETON Game at Chess 1. 1, I never give absolution To any
crime of that unmanning nature. 1831 Colekidge Table-t,

12 Sept., The most wretched and unmanning reluctance and
shrinking from action. 1886 Stevenson Z?r. jfekyll <,Z X
place for sufferings and terrors so unmanning.

TTuina'ZiaCiey ^- [Un- 2 4 b.] trans. To free

from manacles. Alsoy^.
1582 SxANVHURSTyff«f/j II. (Arb.) 48 This sayd,my yooncker

..Too stars vp mounting both his hands vnmannacled [L.

*jr«/iMM;/c//j],aunswer'd. ci6a9 Donne ^r>-w (1640) 601 We
shall see the Church emancipated, enfranchised, unfettered,

unmanacled. 1638 Mavne Lucian (1664} 24 Stretch forth

thy right hand : unmanacle him Vulcan, and nail him. 1833
Tennyson Two Voices 236 This anguish fleeting hence,
Unmanacled from bonds of sense. i8& Neale Sequences <(•

Hymns \si While. . they unmanacled cold hands and numbed
feet. 1889 G. Smith St. Paul at Sea ii, Caesar and slave

alike must be Unmanacled by me.

Hence Unmanacling vd/. sb.

1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory^ 208 That Death to the just

b no other than . . the unmanacling of the Soule.

Unmanacled, />//. a. (Un-i 8.)
i7«6 C. Pitt Vidas Art of Poetry 111.63 The lurking

faults and errors you may see, When the words run un-
manacled and free. 1781 Cowper Table-t, 589 Language,
..warm As ecstasy, unmanacled by form. 1805 Southby

266

Madoe in JV. v. 28 Thus their limbs Unmanacled display'd

the truest forms Of strength and beauty, a 1849 Poe Loss

0/Breath \VV&. \Z6^ IV. 308 His extreme infirmity.. had
obtained him the privilege of remaining unmanacled.

Unma nageable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

1. Incapable of being governed or controlled :

a. Of persons or their disposition.

163a B. JoNSON Magn. Lady i. i, My humour being as

stubborn as the rest. And as unmanageable. 1665 Glanvill

Def. Van. Dogm. p. x, They. .are rendred unmanageable
by any Authority but that of Absolute Dominion. 17*8

Morgan /i/f/Vri II. v. 316 That tough, lofty, unmanageable
Monarch \sc. Henry VIII]. 1791 Uentham Panopt. i. 39 As
to safe custody and good order, four [prisoners] is not such

a number as can well be deemed unmanageable. 1804

Abernethy Surg. Obs. 186 [During] the greater part of the

delirium he had been very unmanageable. 1887 Spectator

as June 854/2 The rise of soldiers who might be unmanage-
able or too successful.

b. Of animals. (Also in fig. context.)

1678 Mrs. Behn Sir P. Fancy i. i, [The fops] of the Town
are the most unmanageable beasts in nature. 1681 R, L'Es-

thange Tully*s Offices 45 Horses, .grown Fierce, and Un-
menageable, by being chafd. i^ria Waterland Semu Wks.
1823 VIII. 383 When they grow impatient of the curb, .they

do but show.. how much more unruly and unmanageable
they had been without it. 18*3 Scorr Quentin D. ix. Each
fresh gambade of his unmanageable horse. 1855 Poultry

Chron. II. 6ii/i She \sc. a hen] was rather conceited, un-

manageable, and very touchy about interference. 1878

Bosw. Smith Carthage 314 The elephants.. became un-
manageable.

c. Of things.

1794 Palev Evid. I. II. ii. § 3 Convulsions, .are amongst
the. .most uncertain and unmanageable applications to the

human frame. 1898 ' Merriman' Roden^s Corner v.y\,'^\it.n

human affairs sucfdenly appear to become unmanageable.

2. Incapable of being properly or conveniently

handled or manipulated,
1658 Phillips, /mmantty, ..such a hugenesse as renders

a thing unmanageable. 1779 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 422 It

required an index of an unmanageable length. 1805 in

Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. 166 So that the Ship was
entirely unmanageable. 1822 J. Flint Lett, Amer. 75
Travellers.. ought not to adopt large boxes, which. .are

comparatively unmanageable on every occasion. i88s

Manch. Exam. 17 Jan. 5/4 A great, awkward, unmanage-
able goods train.

trans/. 1827 Scorr Two Drovers i, The hill rung with the

discordant attempts of the Saxon upon the unmanageable
monosyllable. 1855 /'fj«//rj' Chron, III. 335/1 Irish [oats]

are unmanageable and comparatively neglected.

Hence Unma'nasreably adv.
1805 Foster Ess. (1806) I. 185 If even one of the four

fhorses] were unmanageably perverse, while the three were
obedient, i860 Fboude Hist. Eng. \1. ^29 Meantime,
Philip.. was becoming unmanageably impatient.

Unma-nageableness. (Un-i 12, orf. prec)
Also, in recent use, unmanageability.
1664 Incelo Bentiv. ^ Ur. vi. 182 The unmanageableness

of their Horses, 1701 Collier M, Anton. (1726) 11 Their
unmanageableness ruins their health. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa VII, 244 Thy servant gives me a dreadful account
of thy raving unmanageableness. 1862 A, Meadows Man.
Midwifery 239 Instead of a state of stupor,_ there is a
restless unmanageableness approaching to maniacal excite-

ment. 1877 * H. A. Page * De Quincy I. 42 Inveterate un-

manageableness, under home supervision and French tutors.

Unmanaged, ppl- a. [U.v- 1 8.]

1. Not controlled or regulated.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars i. i, A strong nation, whose
vnmanag'd might Them from their naturall Soueraigne did

diuide. 1646 Hammond T'rrtc/.r 22 Mounted on an unmanaged
or tender-mouth'd horse. 1673 O. Walker Educ. ii. 22

Indiscreet, impertinent, unmenaged servants. 1746 Francis
tr. Hor.y Sat. 11. ii. 11 Pursue the Chace: th" unmanaged
Courser rein. 1848 T. Aird Christian Bride iii. vi. The
abandoned chariots with unmanaged steeds Roll mad about.

b. Of language : Unrestrained, outspoken.

1771 Burke Corr. (1844) 1. 323 Your lordship's criminal

accusations, so heavy in the matter and unmanaged in the

epithets. i7<)i — Th. French Aff. Wks. VII. 63 The
Prussian ministers In foreign courts have.. talked the most
democratick language with regard to France, and in the

most unmanaged terms.

j- 2. Unlaboured, uncultivated. Obs,~^

1634 W. Wood New Eng, Prosp, (1865) 52 The folly, .of

such as would venture into so rude and unmanaged a coun-
trey, without.. much provisions.

XJnma'nful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. ui.

xix. I. 368 He.. suffered a good deal.., not at all in a dis-

honest or unnianful manner,

Unmanfolly, adv. (Un-i ii.)

£1400 Destr. Troy 10426 heading^ Menon \>^ Kyng, by
Achilles vnmonfully slayn. 1664 Ethrredge Love in Tub
1. ii, Now have I most unmanfully fallen foul upon some
Woman. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. vi. 305 They dy'd not

unmanfully,. .turning oft upon thir Enemies. 17x1 Steele
sped. No, 133 F 2 When a Poor.spirlted Creature.. be-

moaned himself unmanfully, he rebuked him. [1843 Carlvle
Past ff /'r.in.ii, It was the terror.-of doing, .unvirtuously,

which was their word for unw/awfully.]

Unma-ngled,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

For correct reading in Gol. ^ Gaiv. 720, see Unmaggled.
1557 Cheke in T. Hoby Castiglione's Courtyer (1561) 235

Our own tung shold be written cleane and pure, vnmixt and
vnmangeled with borowing of other tunges. 1587 Holins-

HEDHist. Eng. (ed.2) III. 298/2 From whome Grafton hath

deriued his words; sense for sense vnmangled (as he found

the same written). 1885 Meredith Diana i, Let her escape

unmangled, it will pass in the record that she did once
publicly run.

+ Unmanliead. Ois. [Un-I u. Cf. OHG.
wwianaheit, MHG. unmanhcit.'\ Unmanliness;

unmanly conduct.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18795 Naman es be dos na man-hede,

UNMANLY.
And of vn«man-hede es it draun, To be again god deue vn-
knaun. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 227 [The Romans]
chargede ^ Britouns to leve of unmanhede. £'1400 Maun-
DEV. (Roxb.) xxxii. 145 It ware grete harme and grete vn-
mannhede to grefe swilk folk.

fUnma'nhood. Obs.-'^ (Un-* 12,) ^1374 Chaucer
Troyhis i, 824 Sothe hym seyde pandarus, pat for to slen

hym self myghte he nat wynne But bothe doon vn-manhode
and a synne. tUnma'niable> ^z. Obs.~^ [Un-' 7 b.] Un-
manageable. ai6i8 Raleigh Lett, (1651) 127 The lesser

[ship]. .is yare, whereas the greater is slow, unmanyable,
and ever full of encumber.

Unmanifest, a. (Un- i
7.)

'535 W. Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 555 Trowand sic

thing wnmanifest. 1687 Stanley Hist. Philos. (ed. 2) xii.

782/1 It is therefore unmanifest, whether it really hath these
qualities. 1760 Law Spir. Prayer 11. 49 Nature.. is the
manifestation of all that in God, which was before unmani*
fest, 1864 Jean Ingelow Poems 22 Like the dead to sight
unmanifest. They are, and they are not.

Unmanifested,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1683 Tryon IVay to Health 432 [In] all things and Crea-
tures, in which the divine Principle does predominate, the
poysonous wrathful Tree of Life lies hid and unmaiiifested.

1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics II.viii. viii. 84The divine One,
the unmanifested Subject, seeking an object.

_ 1871 R. H.
Hutton Theol. Ess. I. 112 We yet have.. an inextinguish-

able faith in His perfection even as unmanifested,

"tUnmankled, obs. Sc f. Unmanacled. 1729 Ramsay
Sec. Answ. to Somerville 22 My muse.. loves.. to frisk..

Unmankl'd, o'er poetic ground.

XTnxuaulikey a. and adv. [Un- 1 7 c, II b.]

1. Below the level of manly conduct towards

others ; brutally harsh or cruel ; inhuman.
'57? J* Stubbes Gaping Gulf E vij. That barbarous vn-

manlike, and treasonable victory vpon the noble Admirall.

0x586 Sidney Arcadia i. xii, I'he unman-like cruelty of

mankind. 1633 Ford *'Tis Pity iv. iii. And wud you.. kill

her in your rage too? O 'twere most vn-maolike.

2. Inappro[3riate to a man or men,
a 1586 Stxnv^^ Arcadia 11. xviii, It was the voice of a man,

though it were a verie unmanlike voice. 1638 Mayne Lucian
(1664) A 4 Rude, un-manlike Raylings ; which concluded in

a Civil Warre. 1660 T. Pierce Ing. Nat. Sin vi. % ao. laa

As if he were proud of such un unmanlike tergiversation.

3. = Unmanly a.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xviii. Never was there man that

could.. with a more unmanlike braverie use his tongue to

her disgrace. 1619 A. Newman Pleas. Vis. (1840) 2 He
with vnmanlike Curiousnesse was dect. 169a Washington
tr. Milton's Def. Pop. vii, *Tis most justly so ordered,. that

you your self should live in a scandalous most unmanlike
slavery at home.

4. Unnaturally licentious or debasing.
175a Fielding Amelia i. iv, Having got possession of a

man who was committed for certain unmanlike practices,

not fit to be named.
5. <xdv. In a manner unlike that of a man.
161X HEYWooDCtf/rf./J^^ i.i, Their God-like Issue thriue,

Whilst I vn-man-Uke must destroy my babes. i88t D. C.
MuRRAY5^(7^^//fVCi7a/xxvii,[He]snuffled unmanlike through
his tears.

Unma'nlUy, a</z'. (Un-^ n.) 1795 Mary Wollstonecr.
Lett, to Imlay 10 Feb., Yesterday he very unmanlily exulted

over me.

nnmanliness. (Un-i 12, or f. next.)

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 93 Temperance was
thought to be a cloke of effeminate unmanlinessc. 1675
Charac. Town-Gallant (Hindley) II. s Impudence he calls

Boon Assurance, and unmanliness, the Genteel Negligence.

1785 WiLKiNS Bhagvat ii. 28 Yield not thus to unmanliness.

1848 Kingsley Yeast ii, You and yours make piety a synonym
for unmanliness. 1861 Mill RePr. Govt. iii. 63 We rightly

! ascribe this sort of contentment to mere unmanliness and
(

want of spirit.

!
TTllXlia*xily, a, [Un-1 7. Cf. MDu. onman-

I lijc (Du. -/y^), MHG. unman-f tinmenltch (G.

I

unindmiHch^OH. thnamiHg-r i}AS\\. ojfianliker).']

1. Dishonourable or degrading to a man,
<ri475 Cath, Angl. 227/2 vn-l\axi\y, . .inhumanus. 1593

Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, i. i. 186 Be thou a prey vnto the House
of Yorke..for this vnmanly deed, 1603 Dekker IVon-

derfull Yeare Wks. (Grosart) I. 108 Now. .thou. .basely

descendest into bruiiish & vnmanly passions. 1697 Dryden
/Eneis II. 810 Why this unmanly rage? 1706 S. Clarke
Attrib, (ed. 2) 10 AH mocking and scoffing at Religion. .is

the most unmanly and unreasonable thing in the World,

1782 Miss Burney Cecilia v. vii, [To] be guilty of. .unmanly
cruehy. 18x7 Coleridge Zapolya 11. i. i, Your servants.,

OfFer'd gross insults, in unmanly sort. To our village

maidens. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 310 Hatred,

which showed itself by unmanly outrages to defenceless

captives.

2. Not manly ; unbefitting (or unlike) a man in

respect of fortitude or energy; weak-tempered,

eflfeminate.

a 1547 Surrey Mneid iv. 276 That Paris now, with his

,
unmanly sorte, With mitred hats. .His rape enjoyth. 1565

Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Infractus, A softe and vnmanly
fourme of speakyng. 160a Shaks. Ham. i. ii. 94 "lis vn-

manly greefe, It shewes a will most incorrect to Heauen-

j

i68a Flavel Fear Ded., An unmanly and unchristian fainl-

! ness. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.^ Odes v. x. 17 Thy vile, vn-

manly wailings. 1796 Mmk. D'Arblay Camilla IV. 122 An
unmanly fop. i8ia Byron Ck. Har. i. xii, Others sate and
wept, And to the reckless gales unmanly moaning kept. 1835

j

Thiblwall Greece I. 339 Unmanly and pernicious luxury.

Unmanly, o^z^. Now rar^. [Un-^ii. Cf.

Du. onmanlijk, ON. limannliga (MSw. ofnanIika)J\

1. Dishonourably ; treacherously.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13785 [A] kyng.. By the myrmydons
vnmonly murtberit to dethe. f 1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden,
1856) 50 He was traitorly and vnmanli slayn, and cast in to

a pit. i6a6 R. Preke Three to One B 3, Some of our Men
were vufortunately and vnmanly surprised.
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fe

2. Inhumanely; with unmanly cruelty or un-

kind ness.
c 1475 Cath. Angl. 227/2 Vn-Manly, inhuntaniter. 1594

Selimus 1513 Shall he thus unmanly be misus'df 1658
Cleveland Rustic Ramp. Wks. (1687) 464 A Dominion so
unmanly cruel. 1673 Hickkringill Greg. F, Greyb. 46 If he
had not so unmanly, .play'd upon the dead. 1717 Mrs.
Centlivre Cruel Gift iv, Unmanly dost thou ur§e my
Father's faults. 1834 T. Fenby Last Sad Sceue viii, This
was all for him who hath, Untimely and unmanly, left me.
3. With unmanly weakness.
1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 908 So he tooke his

banishment vnmanly. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor, 61
We ought not to heare the reprehensions, .of Philosophers
recklessly. ., nor yet unmanly.

TTnmanned,///. a.i [Un-1 8.]

1. Not furnished with men (of. Man v, i).

1544 Bethah Precepts War ii. li. Liij, That he leaue not
his campe vndefenced and vnmanned. 159a Kyd Sp. Trag.
IV, iv. 211 Set me with him—Vpon the maine mast of a.

.

ship vnmand. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng, i. 5 Not put to

death, but turn'd out to Sea in a Ship unmann'd. i7a6
Pope Iliad xxii. 469 See, if already their deserted towers
Are left unmann*d. 1830 Marryat King's Chun xlvi, One
of the unmanned oars. 1844 Kinglake Eothen vi, Four of
the craft. .had been left unmanned. 1895 Marc. Stokfs
Three Months in France 230 The phantom ship, sail-less,

rudderless, and unmanned.
Jig. x6oi Marston Antonio"s Rev. t. v, Native heate So
arodigaliy flow'd t' exterior parts, That inner citadell was
ieft unmand. 1675 Dryden Aurengz. iv. i, To guard that
Breach [Ij did all my Forces guide And left unmann'd the
quiet Senses side.

2. a. Devoid of a mnn ; empty.
i6oa Warner Alb. Eng. xn. Ixix. 291 At first she feares,

but lastly findes the Armor was vn-man'd.
b. Unsupported by men ; unassisted.

f i6ao (Fletcher & Mass.] Trag. Bamavelt iv. i, in
Bullen O. PL (1883) II. 271 Make haste, he is yet unmand :

we may come time enough To enter with him. 164a Fuller
Holy ff Prof. St. Pref. § 5 Nor let it render the modestie of
this book suspected, because it presumes to appear in com-
pany unmann'd by any Patron.

c. Unoccupied by men ; unpeopled.
1680 C Nesse Church Hist. 230 They left it \sc. the land)

onmann'd thrice in the year. iTfi^GoLDSM.T'raz'. i42Nought
rcmain'd. .But towns unmann d, and lords without a slave.

3. Not trained or broken in ; spec, of a hawk.
x59iSHAKS.^f7;/(. .^ 7k/. ni.ii. 14 Come ciuill night,.. Hood

my vnman'd blood bayting in myCheekes, With thy Blacke
mantle. x6n Cotgr. s.v. Acheter, Buy a house made, and
a wife vnmand. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Discov. by Sea
Wks. (1630) 28/2 Like a wild Kestrell or vnmand Hawke.
a 1637 B. JoNSON Sad Sheph, in. iii, No colt is so unbroken,
Or hawk yet half so haggard or unmann'd.

Unma-nned, ppl. a.2 [f. Unman v\ Deprived
ofcourage ; made weak or timid,

16^4 F. Braggb Disc. Parables ix. 317 Imaginary dangers
terrifie their unmanned souls.

Unma'nner, v. rareK (Un-* 6b.) 1613-8 Daniel
Coil. Hist. Eng. Wks. (Grosart) V. 140 Those softnings of
Luxury and Idlenesse which vnmanncrs them.

Unmannered, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

fl. Not duly regulated or moderated. Obs."'^

2435 MisYN Fire ofL<rfe 94 Lufe forsoth of kynsmen, if it

be vn-manerd, fleschly affeccione it is cald [ = called],.. and
if it be manerd, kyndely it is cilde.

2. Of persons : Not possessed of good manners

;

unmannerly, rude,
X594 Shaks. Rich, IIl^ i. ii, 39 Vnmanner'd Dogge,

Stand'st thou when I commaund. 1610 Fletcher Faithf.
Sheph. i[. i, I fear I am too much unmanner'd, far too rude.

1693 Drvden Juvenal w. 543 No Pray'r can bend her, no
Excuse appease. 'I'h* unmanner'd Malefactor is arraign 'd.

'745 J* Mason SelfKnawl, i. ix, He is not only ignorant
and unmanner'd, but un<;ufferably vain. 1824 Scott St,
RonatCs xxxi, This awkward, ill-dressed, unmannered
dowdy. 1879 Meredith Egoist xix, He knew scholars to

be an unmannered species.

iransf. 1854 S. Dobell Balder 1. 5 Thou grim wall,

Hemming her tn with thine unmannered rock.

3. Of conduct : Characterized by want of
manners,
i76o-7» H. Brooke FoolefQual. (1809) IV. 103 He gazed

at Loutsa with. .an unmannered intenseness, 177a Ess.fr.
Batchelor {x-j-}-^) II. 146 His superior abilities, .were never
exerted with unmannered insolence. 1836 Lyra Apost. 27
A ready prey, as though in absent mood They calmly move,
nor hear the unmannered mirth. 1871 B. Taylor Faust
(1875) II. HI. 176 In most unmannered anger ye Have con-
jured hither pictures of the shapes of dread.

4. Free from artificial manners.
J813 Lamb Reynolds Wks. 1908 I. igo The plain unman-

nered old NobiUty of the . . Plays of Shakspeare.
tience Unma'niLeredly adv.

1894 Kipling in My First Bk. 92 All my verses..came
without invitation, unmanneredly, in the nature of things.

t Unma'nneredly, a. Obs. [Un-' 7.] Unmannerly.
179a W. Roberts Looker-On iv. 30 In flying from two
unmanneredly catchpoles, you ran full against me. Ibid.
XXX. 238 In your unmanneredly haste to interrupt us.

Unma'nnerliness. [f. next.J The condi-
tion or fact of being unmannerly.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tone, Inctviliti, vnmanerli-

nes, vncurtesie. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 586 Moreouer he
noteth much vnmaneriinesse of eating and drinking at
bankets, c x6a9 Donne Serm. Wks. 1839 V. i6 It were un-
mannerilness to hold you longer in the Entry. 1647 H.
More Song ofSoul Ded. A 2 b, What a piece of Unmanner-
linessc and Incivility it would be held to seem wiser then
them. 1699 Locke Educ. (ed. 4) 263 A sort of Unmannerli-
ness very apt to grow up with young People, a i^Sa Bp.
Newton Wks. II. 681 The unmannerliness and unruHness of
some of his subjects.

trnma nnerly, a. [Un-1 7. Cf. WFris. /2«-,

onmeneariijkf MDu. onmanierlijc, G. immanier"
lick ; Da, timanerlig^ Sw. omaneriig.'}

1. Of persons: Devoid of manners; impolite;

behaving rudely or discourteously.

1388 Wyclif Rom, i. 31 Thei ben..vnwise, vnmanerii,
withouten loue, 1575 R. B. Appius ^ Virg. in Yi^z\. Dods-
leylV.121 Have ye heard such an unmannerly villain? 1591
Shaks. Tivo Gent. iii. i. 393 An vnmannerly slaue, that will

thrust himselfe into secrets, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. li-'it at
Sev. Weapons iv. i, Fall back,., you unmannerly puppy. 1653
R. Skhh^vlS Physiogn. 58 A rustick, unmannerly, dull person.

1730 Fielding Rape upon Rape iv. iv, The Fright which
that unmannerly Friend of yours occasioned, 1833 Ht.
Martineau Brooke Farm ii. 19 Billy was not fit to go into

a gentleman's family, he was so unmannerly. 1885' Mrs.
Alexander ' Valerie's Fate iv, I fear you must think me
very unmannerly, very rude.

traJisf. iZvj PoLLOK Course T. in. 570 Comets rude, That
should unmannerly and lawless drive Athwart the path of

Earth.

2. Of actions, conduct, speech, etc. : Showing
want of manners.
c 1423 in AngliaWll. 139 Vnsem and vnmanerly berynge

of body. Ibid. 104, 1 wole make an ende of myn vnmanerly
wordes. ^1510 More Picus Wks. 15/1 The company of
the court.. (as it is their vnmanerly maner) descanted
therof. 1581 J. Bell Hatldon's Atisw. Osor. 262 b. If there
were any reason in all these your uninanerly tauntes. 1617
Woodall Surg. Mate PreK (1639) B, Comparisons being
odious and unmannerly amongst good men. 1699 Bentley
Phal. 122 Breaking his unmannerly Jests upon his own
mistakes, I7aa De Foe Relig. Courtsh, i, i. {1840) 29 That's
the unmannerliest thing in the World. 1756 Washington
Let, to Dinwiddle 24 Nov., I am very sorry any expression
in my letter should be deemed unmannerly. 1846 fRENCH
Mirac. XXX. 425 These ill-timed and unmannerly clamors.
1884 Manch. Exatn. 27 Nov. 5/2 The opposition to Mr.
Caine was singularly unmannerly.

Unmaimerly, adv. [Un-1 ii.]

1. In an unmannerly fashion ; with lack of good
manners ; impolitely.
13.. Gaw, <5- Gr. Knt. 2339 Be not so gryndelj No mon

here vn-manerly t>e mys-boden habbe[z]. 1460 Capgrave
Chron. (Rolls) 145 Thei. .treted the ladies onmanerly. 1509
Barclay ShyP 0/Folys (1570) 192 In praying thou bokest
vnmanerly, Spuing vp thy prayers . . vndeuoutly. 1594 Carew
Huarte^s Exam. Wits 210 If. .so they should deliuer vs
their opinion.. we would hold them importunate and vn-
mannerly brought vp. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay*$ Argents
V. xviii. 394 He, out of good manners, came close to him, .

.

that the King might not be unmannerly left alone in the
midst of the roome, 1683 C. Irvine Hist. Scot. Nomencl.
Ded, * iij b, They would easily excuse him . . that must, with
the croud, unmannerly approach your Highness, 183a J. J.
Blunt Reform, in Eng. 209 The Reformers, .did not un-
mannerly reject those Offices of the Church. 1859 Tennvson
Guinevere 314 If I seem To vex an ear too sad to listen to
me, Unmannerly, with prattling.

•f" 2. Improperly, immoderately, Obs.'~^

143s MisYN Fire ofLove 53 Fraward men J>er ar, Jiat J^er

wyms for }>er bewte vnmanerly lufys.

Unmanning, vbl. sb, andp/il. a, : see Unman v,

_^Unma'nnish, a. (Un-' 7.) a 1894 Stevenson St. Ives
iii, There was something wild and unniannish in his smile.

TTnma'ntle, z*. [Un-2 4, 7. Cf. Du. ontman-
teUttf G. enimantelny -mdntein.']

1. tratis. To divest of a mantle or covering.
1598 Florio, Smantellare^ to vnmantle, to vncloke, c 1645

Howell Lett. (1650) I. 26 They unmantled him of a new
&lush cloke. 1745 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) II. 86 The new-
om babe was shown in a. .cradle. .under a canopy ;. -the

governess advanced to unmantle it, a 1800 Cowper Odyss.
(ed. 2) x. 215 Obedient from the ground, Their folded brows
unmantling, all arose, And with admiring eyes.. the stag
survey'd. i8ai Scott Keiiiho. vii, The Earl.. affected to
resist when she strove to take his cloak from him. ' Nay,'
she said, ' but I will unmantle you '.

fig. i6(So C. SouTHAicK Fames Genius (1863) 23 Not to
unmantle self and subtilty, But the true Portraicture of
honesty,

b. intr. To take off one's mantle.
i8aa A. Cunningham Tradit. Tales I. 239 Unmantling as

she spoke, [she] turned back to the Towers of Haddon the
fairest face that ever left them.

2, irans. To dismantle, unfumish,
i8a8 Scott Tapestried Chamber Sid fin., Lord Woodville

[wentjto command the Tapestried Chamber tobe unmantled,
and the door built up.

Unmantled, ///. a, [Un- i 8.] Not
mantled or covered.
[i77^AsH.] 1800 Campbell C?rftf/(7 fTm/^r iii, Shuddering

Wants unmantled bed. 1818 Bvron Ch. Har, iv. cxlviii,

Her unmantled neck, and bosom white and bare.

tUnma'nuable, a. Obs,'^ [Un-' 7 b.] Unmanageable.
X633 T, James Voy. 116 Our sailes froze in lumps to the
yards vnmanuable. Unmanufaxturable, a. (UN-' 7 b.)

1784 Phil, Trans. LXXI V. 468 Whence it should seem, that
neither.. tend much to render gold unmanufacturable.

"Cnmantifactured, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)

[1775 Asil] 1796 MoHSE Amer. Gcog- II. 608 Unmanu-
factured as well as prepared flax, 1841 W, Spalding Italy

^ It. Isl. III. 385 There are exported, in the unmanufactured
state, about 5,508,000 lbs. iZygCasselTs Techn. Educ. II. 114
Unmanufactured cork is admitted into England duty free.

Unmanumi'tted, ^//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1661 Hickeringill
Jamaica 30 The Petticoat Sex (through the rigour of their

masters unmanumitted). 1880 Muirhead Gaius Dig. 540
Women who had been remancipated.., but were still un-
manumitted. UnmanuTable, a. [Un-' 7 b.] tUncul-
tiv,ible. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit, i, 799 [Land] rough
and as it were un-manurable. 1707 Sloane Jamaica I.

&vii, The quantity of Acres are,. : Manurable 6,100,000;
nmanurabie 100,000.

Unmann red, ppl. a. [Un- i 8.]

fl. Of land: Uncultivated, untilled. Obs.
In frequent use from c 1590 to c 1640.

1570 FoxE .,^. <5- M. (ed. 2) I. 222/2 The prouince lay waste
and vnmanured. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 257 All rough and
unmanured places. 163a W. Lithgow Trav. \\\. 85, 1 could
not find a foote of ground vnmanured, c 1694 Dryden Let.
to J. Dennis P4,It looks like a vast tract of land newly dis-

cover'd ; the soil is wonderfully fruitful, but unmanur'd. 1781
Ramsay Prospect of Plenty 222 To let braid tracts of land
lie unmanur'd.

^* fig- or in fig. contexts,

\S<^ Selimus 381 It argueth an unmanured wit. aiSyt
Donne Heroical Epist. 36 'I'hy body is a naturall Paradise,
In whose selfe, unmanur'd, all pleasure lies. 1663 Cowlev
On Orinda's Poems ii, 'Twere shame . , if in thee A Spirit so
rich.. Should unmanur'd, or barren lye. 1700 T. BnowN
Amusem. Ser, 9f Com. 69 Gallantry, .which was formerly so
well Cultivated,.. is at present Desolate, Unmanur'd and
Abandoned I

2. Not supplied with manure,
[i8a8-3a Webster.] 1849 Johnston Exp. Agric. 105 The

unmanured [crop] might have ripened its seed while the
manured was still growing. 1868 Rep, U.S. Commissioner
Agric, (1869) 419 The average product of unmanured Ameri-
can soil.

Unma-pped, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1805 Ann, Rev. III. 13 Both travellers have. .rivers un-

mapped to navigate. 1857 "Thoreau Maine W, i. (1869) 87
The country is virtually unmapped. 1876 Geo, Eliot Dan,
Der. ill. xxiv, There is a great deal of unmapped country
within us.

UnmaTching, ///. a. (Un-* 10.) 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. 11. v. vii, To all which our poor Legislative, tied up by
an unmarching Constitution, can oppose nothing. Un*
ma'ritime, a. (Un-' 7.) 1817 G. S. Faber Eight Dissert,

(1845) II. 230 The thoroughly unmaritime Empire of Rome.

Unma-rked,///. rt. [Un-i 8. Ci.O^.ufnark-
adr ; also ON. ^merklr (MSw. omarkier^ Sw.
omdrkty older Da. umxrket,)']

1. Having received no mark or impress; left

without a mark,
14.. Sir Beues {M^.) 160/3111 None went vnmarked away,

That Beuys hyt wyth Morglay. 1480 Cely Papers (Cam.
tJen) 53, [1093] felles qwherof be iiijc xlvj Cottysowlde on-
markyd anci the rembnant..be markyd w' an O. a 1578
LiNDESAV Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 320 Nane wald resawe
thame [sc. pennies] nathir marcat noronmarcat. 1651 Bax-
ter Inf. Bapt. 199 Vou may know such a man's B'lock of
Sheep by the mark j when yet perhaps some may be un.
markt, 1705 Lond. Gaz. No, 4104/4 Stoln. ., 2 Sweet*meat
Spoons, forked, unmarked, c 1790 Imison Sch. Arts II.

762 That the magnet, .may rest with its marked end on the
unmarked end of A. 187a M. S. de Vkre Americanisms
311 The name of Maverick^ used in Texas to designate an
unmarked yearling.

Comb. \9g$ Daily Netvs 25 Mar. 8/6 The attempt to unite
the unmarked iron firms has not been abandoned*

b. Not marked off or out, not distinguished or

characterized {by something).

181S Monthly Rev. LXXVI. 455 VirgiPs characters are
mostly cold, unmarked, and not attaching. i8a4 Scott St,
Ronan's xi, Men.. whose spirit and courage lie hidden.,
under an unmarked or a plain exterior. i88a Farrar Early
Chr. II. 482 Compositions so short.. and so unmarked by
special features.

2. Unnoticed, unobserved.
1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 1026/2 Here was himselfe

faine. . to begyle the reader vppon the readyng of the place,

and make hym passe ouer his faute for the while vnmarked.
1583 Babington Commandm. (1590) 251 Sathan breedeth
by nis vnmarked creeping into our affections a misliking of

such a man or woman. 1628 Sir S. D'Ewes Jrnl. (1783)42
Hee passed quietlie unmarked, .out of the saied hall. 1667
Milton P.L. x. 441 He through the midst unmarkt. .past.

1744 Akenside Pleas. Imag. 11. 184 Oft the hours From morn
to eve have stol'n unmark'd away. i8ai Scott Keniltv.
xiii. Like one who has suddenly recognized some mighty
hero., in the person of an unknown and unmarked stranger.

1850 Tennyson In Mem, xcviii, Let her great Danube rolling

fair Enwind her isles, unmark'd of me.

Unmarketable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

Hence, in recent use, unmarketability, *ableness.

1654 in Manchester Crt. Leet Rec. (1887) IV. 112 Roger
Royle of Eccles for sellinge vnmarkettable Beefe. 1776
Ann, Reg., Chron. 139/2 A parcel of hops.. badly cured,

and, on that account, unmarketable. 1800G. G.Stonestreet
Portentous Globe 33 Their trade would be rendered un-
profitable—their shares unmarketable. x86i Geo. Eliot
Silas M. iv. His own ill-favoured person, which was un-
marketable, escaped without injury. 2885 Sir W. V. Field
in Law Times' Rep. HI. 654/1 So as to render the property
unmarketable,

Unma-rred,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

a laoo St, Marher. lo pe edle meiden allunge unmerred
wiSuten euereuch weom wende ut of his wombe. 13. . E. E.
Allit. P. B. 867 Maydenez vnmard for alle men ^ette. \c 1470
Gol. ff Gaw.Tio Wes nane.-Wnmaglit and marrit,] 1596
Si'enser F. Q. VI. X. 7 His siluer wanes did softly tumble
downe, Vnmard with ragged mosse or filthy mud, 1^44
Young Nt, Th. vii. 301 1'heir good is good entire, unmixt,
unniarr'd. i8a7 Pollok Course T. vii. 585 Unmarred, un.
faded work of Deity. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm, <$ Eng,
1. 473 The spirit and talent which, unmarred by fate, might
(etc. J. 1871 Macduff Mem. Patmos xix. 263 In the fellow-

ship of unmarred and unbroken communion.

TJniua rriable, a. (Un-i 7 b,)

154a Udall Erasm. Apo6h. 177 b, Cleopatra . . beeyng yet a
young damysell vnmariable. x6ii Cotgr., Immariable, vn.
marriable. 1643 Milton Divorce 36 Parted from each other,
as two persons unconjunctive, and unmariable together.

Unma'rriageable, a, (Un-i 7 b.)

[177s Ash. J 1787 W. Thomson tr. A. Cunningham's Hist.
Gt. Brit. I. 121 Their women are seldom married young j

and are indeed long uiimarriageable. 1841 Emerson Method
Nature (1844) 14 He was hurled into being as . . the mediator
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betwixt two else unmarriageable facts. 1856 S. Dobell
Lyrics War Timty Gertnan Le^on^ I could kneel down by
thee. And o'er thy chill unmarriageable rest Cry [etc. J.

Unmarried,///, a, [Un-1 8.]

1. or persons : Not married ; unwedded,
1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 737 pe gode cordeile vnmaried was

so. c 1400 Maundev. (1839! xix. 209 Wommen that ben un-

maryed^hei ban Tokenes on hire Hedes. a 1450 Lovelich
Grail iv. 50 Wedded weren . . Alle his bretheryn except on .

.

that tho was vn-maryed. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII^ c. 20 §6
If. .Elizabeth dye unmaryed. a 1540 Barnes Wks. (1573)

364/2 This thing dyd Paphnutius, though that hee hym selfe

was vnmaryed. 1591 Knaresb. If///f (Surtees) I. 187 All

my children bothe maryed and unmaried. 1607-ia Bacon
Ess.y Marriage ^ Single Life (Arb.) 266 Vnmarryed Men
are best Frendes. 1653 H. Cocan Dlod, Sic. iv. xxii. 152 He
lived all his life time unmarried. 1728 Young Lave Fame vi.

ToUnmarry'd Abraputson formal airs, itj^ Mirror "iio. 12,

The two eldest ofmy unmarried daughters. 1834 Welling-
ton Let. to Miss y. 24 Oct., The Duke is not in the habit

of visiting young unmarried ladies, 1875 Ruskin Fors Cletv.

V. Ivi, 235 Every unmarried woman should have enough left

her by her father to keep herself, and a pet dog.

trans/. x6ii Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 123 Pale Prime-roses,

That dye vnmarried, ere they can behold Bright Phoebus

in his strength. 1771 Encycl. Bnt. 1. 651/a [The insect] flies

from flower to flower till it arrives at the unmarried female.

b. absol. and as sb.

»5S7 N. T. (Geneva) i Cor. vii. 8, 1 say vnto the vnmaried,

ana widowes, it is good [etc.]. 1619 Fletcher Knt. Malta
V. i, Husband, Wife, There is some holy mystery in those

names That sure the unmarried cannot understand. X7a8

Eliza Heywood tr. Mine. dtGomez's Belle A. (1732) 11. 147
Neither did the Night want its Charms both to the married
and the unmarried. 1819 Metropolis 1. 71 We had a very bad
turn out of Briti-.h females, mostly dowagers and elderly

unmarrieds. 1871 A. Meadows Man. Midwifery (ed. 2) il.

59 In the case ot the unmarried, he may. .cast a slur upon a
spotless character.

2. Lived free from marriage.
1648 Hexham 11, Een eeloosen Siaet^ an Unmarried State.

1747 Francis tr. Horace^ Epist. i. i. 125 How happy then

b an unmarried Life ! 1755 Johnson, Celibacy^ single life

;

unmarried state.

TJnmarry, v. [Un-2 3, 7.]

1. Irans. {and re/i.). To dissolve the marriage of

;

to free from the marriage-tie ; to divorce.

1530 Palsgr. 768/2, 1 can unmary my selfe by ronnyng
away. 1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 401 He doth
vnmarry them, and setteth her at libertie that she may marry
with an other. 1637 Shirley Gamester i. i, Yes, I did marry
you ; . . I would there were a parson to unmarry us I 1680

Baxter Ahsw. Stillingjl, xii. 20 As he that marrieth Persons
may not. .unmarry them again, save for Adultery. 1760-72

H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) II. 59 If he does not first

unmarry himself, I will never see him any more. 1857
Dickens Dorrit 11. viii, Tliey are fast married, and can't be

unmarried. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. of Fleet II. 177
Nothing can unmarry you now.

fthsol. 1708 O. Dykes Eng. Prov. ^ Refl. 7 In fine, an After-

Hiought cannot unmarry ; it cannot set a broken Leg.

b. To put away, to divorce (a wife).

1645 Milton Tetrach, 49 Is it imaginable there should bee
among these, .a law giving permissions laxative to unmarry
a wife and marry a lust? 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar
Girl (1813) III. 177 Though he did not live with her, he
could not unmarry her.

2. intf. To free oneself from marriage.

163s J. Hayward tr. BiondCs Banished Virg. 17^ Having
left her father, and unmarried and remarried againe at her

fleasure. 165a J, Wright tr. Camus* Nat. Paradox x, 244,
marry without injoying my wife, I unmarry, I marry

again. 1769 in Priv. Lett. Ld, Malmesbury (1870) I. 172
Weareunmarrying among the^reat; the Duke of Grafton's

divorce was finished this morning. 1839 J.
Rogers Anti'

papopr. xvi. § 3. 332 Thus people may neither marry nor
unmarry without priorly obtaining permission from the

priesthood. 1895 H(yw to get Married 86 Actors marry and
unmarry etdlibitujn in a disgraceful way.
Unma'rrying, »/. a, (Un-' 10.) 1846 H. G. Robinson

Odes of Horace ii. xv, The unmarrying [L. aelebs] plane
[will] o'erwhelm Shortly with its growth the elm. 1848 Lady
Lyttelton Corr. {1912) 385 An unmarrying old young lady.

Unma'rshalled,;*^/. a. {Un-' 8.) 1767 Lewis Staiius xii.

006 Ev'ry Plain To Combate sends a rude, unmarshall'd
Train. UnmaTtial, a. (Un-* 7) x6n Speed Hist. Gt.

Brit. VI. xxii. § 4. 109 [They] consumed their times in ban-
quetting, and vnmartiall disports. 1797 Monthly Mag. III.

306 The effect of the whole is so dry and unmartial as to do
little credit to the musical taste of Louis the XVIth. 1880

L. Wallace Ben-Hur 520 This most unmartial figure.

tUnma'rtial, v. Obs.~^ (Un^ 6 a.) 1654 Gkvioh Pleas.

Notes IV. ii. i&o To unmartiall the whole man, and leave

him without steel or iron upon him, is, as if you should pare
the nailes of a Lyon. Unma*rtyr, v. (Un-^ 6 b.) 1646
Prynne Canterb. Doome Ep. Ded. a 2, The setting forth of
this History^ of his Tryall, will soon Un-martyr, Un-saint,

Uncrown this Arch-Imposter, 1655 Fuller Ch,Hist,\\.vt.

i 36 Scotus..was made a Martyr after his Death... But since

Baronius hath unmartyred him,

Unma-rtyred, ppl a, (Un-i 8.)

ciSSoMuNDAY Vie^v Sundry Examples (Shaks. Soc.) 88
Beaten., so that from the crown of the hed to the soles of
the feet, was left no member unmartired. a 1633 W. Austin
Medii. (1635) 1 12 They,, left not a peece of him unmartyred,
till they had killed him. 1908 Rider Haggard Ghost Kings
I. 7 Should he return.. not only unmartyred but a palpable
failure..?

UnmaTvellous, a, (Un.^ 7.) 1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar)
Ode Jas. Bruce iv. Thy soul delights in wonder, pomp, and
bustle; Mine in th' unmarvellous and placid scene. 1855
Maurice Learn. ^ IVork. iv. 107 This Hope. .may.. shrink
into a very obvious, intelligible, unmarvellous quality.

tUnma'sctilate, v. Obs.— ^ IUn*3.] trans. To emascu-
late. 1639 Fuller Holy War 255 The sinnes of the South
unmascuTate Northern bodies.

Unma*8culine, a. (Un-1 7.)
1649 Milton Tenure Kings 5 The unmasculine Rhctorick

268

of any puling Priest or Chaplain. 1829 Lamb /,r/^.(i886)

II. 304 My whole heart is faint, and my whole head is sick

. .at this damned canting, unmasculine age !

Unmask, v. [Un-2 4, 7. cf. Du. ont-, G.

entmasken^
1. trans. To free (the face) from a mask or

vizard ; to remove a mask or covering from. Also

in fig. context.
iSoj Shaks. Ham. I. iii. 37 The chariest Maid is Prodigall

enough, If she vnmaske her beauty to the Moone. 1626 T.

H[awkins] Caussin's Holy Crt. 134 An heresy discouered,

is a face unmasked, take away the vizard, you disarme her.

i66s Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 154 The Bridge, .was.

.

full of Women,., many of which. .in a fair deportment un-

masqued their faces. I7»8 Eliza Hevwood tr. Mine, de
Gomez's Belle A. (1732) II. 24 The Demand I am about to

make.. is to follow my Example, and immediately be all

unmask'd. 1841 Emerson Led. on Times C1844) 72 To-day
is a king in disguise. . . Let us unmask the king as he passes.

1876 J. Saunders Lion in Path xxxvii, We must unmask
you, pretty Mistress Preston.

rejl. 1835 Scott Talism. x, Putting his hand to his chin,

and withdrawing it with the action of one who unmasks
himself.

b. To remove like a mask.
1624 G. Raleigh in Farr Sel. P. yas. I (1847) 242 Our

tender muse hath labored as she could ; Her sable vaile

she must of force unmaske.

2. Jig. To divest of a specious appearance or

show ; to disclose the true character of; to bring

into the light; to make plain or obvious.

"593 Shaks. Liter. 1602 Vnmaske . . this moodie heauinesse,

And tell thy griefe. j6ii Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. I. xlii. 81/2

Since the true God hath vnmasked the errors of those times

by the truth of his word. 1646 Gataker Mistake Kemoved
39 Which yet the whole drift of his discours will easily un-

maske. 167a WiLKiNS Art/. AV/i^. 44 Time.. doth bydegrees
discover & unm<isk the fallacy of ungrounded perswasions.

1704 NoRRis Ideal World 11. iii. 257 Could we but unmask
nature, and strip it of all those false ornaments wherewith
our prejudiced imagination has cloathed it. 1798 Monthly
Mag. VI. 552 In unmasking the popular heathenism, and in

revealing the immortality of the soul. 1844 Thirlwall
Greece VIII. 241 The accuser, .unmasked their conspiracy

with Apelles. 1869 Mozlev Univ. Serm. ii. (1876) 43 That
judicial mission which was to unmask false goodness.

b. With personal object. Also reJl.

<t 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxiii, Zelmane thought.sicke,

unmaskes her selfe. 1640 Sir W. Mure Counter-Biiff \i^

Now thy piece 1 must anatomize.. .The frontespiece un-

maskes an hypocrite. j6«8 Temple Let. to Ld. Arlington
Wks. 1720 II. 97 They must now suddenly unmask them-
selves in one way or other, no farther Pretences being left.

X718 Free-thinker No. 75. 140 'I'he Person .. lives under a
perpetual Apprehension of being unmasked. 1797 Mrs.
Kadcliffe Italian ix, ' The hypocrite !

' said he to himself

. . J
' but I will unmask him '. 181^ Crabbe T. ofHall xli.

206 No sooner was it \sc. her hand in marriage] ask'd Than
she the lovely Jezebel unmask'd. 187a Morlev Voltaire

i. 4 Christian charity feels constrained to unmask a demon
from the depths of the pit.

3. absol. To take off one's mask. Also in (ig.

context (quot. 1683).
1603 Shaks. Meas./or AT. v. i. 206 My husband bids me,

now I will vnmaske. This is that face. .Which once [etc.].

i6ii Chapman May-Day v. 74 Quint. O no, you must not

vnmaske. fnnoc. No, no, lie kisse her with my maske and
all. 1683 Kennf.tt Erasm. on Folly 2 At the first sight of

me, you all unmasque, and appear in more lively colours.

1728 Fielding Lov, in Sev. Masques iv. iii, Unmasque then.

If I like your Face no better than your Principles, Madam ;

I will immediately take my Leave of both. 1756 tr. Keys-

let's Trav. I. 349 A female bed-fellow, who never unmasks
till she comes into the bed-chamber. i8i8 Lady Morgan
Autobiog. (1859) 299, 1 was obliged to unmask from the

heat, and soon got a crowd about me.

b. fig. To display one's true character.

i6n Bacon Julius Csisar Mor. & Hist. Wks. (Bobn)
502 Though this was ever his scheme, and at last put in

execution, yet he did not unmask. 1745 Young Nt. Th.
VIII. 224 Their treach'rous blessings, at the day of need.

Like other faithless friends, unmask, and sting.

4. Irans. Mil. a. To reveal the presence of (a

gun or battery) by opening fire.

1747 Gentl. Mag. 450 The besieged unmnskM 4 batteries.

i8ia Examiner 31 Aug. 549/2 He unmasked a battery of

forty pieces of cannon. 1884 Mnnch. Exam. 9 Sept. 8/4 The
Chinese, unmasking a mountain gun, fired on the Bayard.

b. To make patent ; to show plainly.

1816 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges iv. 110 The other

divisions.. hastened their march as soon as the movcinent

was unmasked. 1879 Low Afghan War 100 VVith a view

of making the Afghan commandant . . unmask his force.

5. intr. To emerge into view.

1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 227 Two Obelisks.. on the

strand . . will . . unmask.

Hence Unma'sking ppl. a.

1807 J. Barlow Columi. vi. 568 Gates guides the onset..

And tells the unmasking batteries when to roar.

TJnma-sked, ///. «. (Un-i 8.)

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 14 The maids in Rome
durst not looke at Venus Temple till they were thirtie, nor

went they vnmasked till they were married. 1628 Feltham
Resolves 11. viii. 18 Diseased eyes indure not an vnmasked
Sunne. 7x630 H. R. Mythomystes, A 3, To lay downe a
naked & vnmasked Trueth. 1679 In Land. Gaz. No. 1406/1

The unmasked Boldness of such as durst openly, .assemble

themselves together, to Kill . .the Primate, 1740 H. Walpole
Corr. (1820) I. 45, I have found a little unmasqued moment
to write to you. 1784 Cowpf.r Ta*^ u. 695They. .in th' end,

disclose a face That would have shock'd credulity her-

self, Unmask'd. x8ix Scott Don Roderick 11. xli, He saw

her hideous face, and loved the fiend unmask'd. 1855

PusEY Doctr. Real Presence 717 An universal suppression

of the truths, .and the unmasked substitution of falsehood.

UNMATCHED.

TTniua'sker. [t. Unmask z/.] One who un-

masks.
1644 Milton Areop. 7 The great unmasker of the Trentine

Councel. 1697 Locke 2nd i^ind. Reason. Chr. 183 The
Unmasker smartly convinces me of no small Blunder in

these words. 1833 Carlyle Misc. C1840) IV. 404 * Far from
being modest,' says this Unmasker, ' he brags beyond ex-

pression '. 1850 L, Hunt Autobiog. v. g8 [They] stood side

by side in my imagination as unmaskers ofvenerable appear-
ance. 1884 Manch, Exam, 9 May 5/5 The first unmasker
of the forgery.

Unma'sldiig, vbl. sb. [f. as prec] The
action of divesting of a mask. Chxt^yfig.
a 1586 Swu^s Arcadia iii. xxiii. Her unmasking of Cecro-

pias fruiilesse sophistrie. x6oa J. H[ali-] {title]. The Un-
masking of the Politique Atheist. 1641 Milton Refortn. 1.

8 The unmasking of Hypocrites. 1741 Richardson /'aw^/a
IV. 233 Because of her Freedoms when mask'd ; her Un-
maskmg, and her Handkerchief. x86i Trench Comm. Ep,
Churches Asia 87 An unmasking of them that said they
were Aposiles and were not. 1895 Athenaeum 17 Aug.
218/3 ^lr. Meredith's pitiless unmaskings of folly.

Unma'ssacred, ppl. a. (Un.' 8.) X608-9 Middleton
Widow III. I, Would you let him 'scape unmassacred ? Un-
roa*S8ed, ;«;>/. a. (UN-^eb, 8.) 184^ ^Mfw^wwr April 393/1
The inside.. of the building.. is mmutely decorated every-

where, but certainly is not dismembered or unmassed any-
where. Unmassy, a. (Un-' 7.) x66s Sir G. Mackenzie
Moral F.siay 52 So unmassie a reputation, that, when it is

hammered out [etc. J.

Unma st, v. [Un-2 4. Cf. Du. ont-, G. etU-

masten.'] Irans. To divest of a mast.

1611 Florio, Disarborare,.. to unmast aship. i66SLond.
Gaz. No. 238/1 The same Tempest, .unmasting several

others {sc. shipsl 1698 T. Frocer Voy. 17 We also began

to unmast the Fruitful Pink to turn it into a Bomb-Galley.

Unmasted,///. rt. (Un-^8.) [X775ASH.] 1804J.LARWOOD
Gun Boat 12 An unruddered, unmasted,unordonanced exist-

ence. Unma-ster. ». (Un.» 3.) 1593-4 Sylvester /'rt?/?^

Imprisoum. Wks. (Grosart) II. 56/a Small the honour is to

be acknowledg'd King And Monark of the World, one's

self un-mastering.

Unma-sterable, a. (Un-J 7 b.)

1617 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 114 By this violence,

thinking to quaile the heart of a most vnmaisterable King.

x6a5 Jackson Creed v. xxxv. § 6 An unexpected instinct or

unmasterable impulsion. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.

IV. ii. 20I The Faetor whereof may discover it self by sweat

. . , as being unmasterable by the naturall heat of man.

Unma'stered, />/>/. fl. (Un-is.)
1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc 11, ii, Great Is the daun-

ger of vnmaistred might. xtff^Sidneys Arcadia \\.\l'V^

1922 II. 107 The unmastred veriu of Pyrocles. x6oa Shaks.
Ham. I. iii. 32 If with too credent eare you list his Songs ;.

.

or your chast Treasure open To his vnmastred importunity.

1700 Dryden Sp. Ajax, etc. 595 He.. cannot his unmasterd
Grief sustain, But yields to Rage. X793 Minstrel II. 194

To appropriate to her own use these evidently unmastercd

treasures. x8oo Coleridge Ficcolom. iv. vii, Nature. ., like

the emancipated force of fire, Unmastered scorches. .Their

fine-spun webs. 1870 BRYANT//mrfv.I.i45 Lest, taking flight,

they range Unmastered when they hear thy voice no more.

tUnma'sterly, (irt'z;. Obs.— ^ [Un-' ii.] Without being

supervised. 1684 H. More Ans^ver Prcf. b 4 b. To act at

pleasure, prosperously, freely and unmasterly. Unma'sti-
cated,///. a. (Un-' 8.) xBig J. Smith Panorama Set. <J-

Art II. 643 The unmasticated part contributes nothing to

their nourishment. iSg6 A l/butt's Sysi. Med.1. 396Masses
of unmasticated food. fUnma'tch, a. (Un-' 7.) X570

Levins Manip. 38 Vnmatche, inegualis,

Unmatchable, a. [Un-1 7 b,]

1. Incapable of being matched or equalled ; in-

comparable, matchless. Also const, by.

In very common use from f 1590 toci66o.

1544 Betham Precepts War i. Ixxxix. E vj, The renoume
of that capitayne . . is vnmatcheable. 1587 A. Day Daphnis
4" Chloe (1890) 16 Loue, the . . Soueraigne of their vnmache.
able bewties. 1G49 Baxter Saint's R. n. v. § 3. 218 Those
divine unmatchable Psalms. X683 Brit. Spec. 277 With un-

matchable Valor, and Extraordinary Hazard of nis Princely

Person. tri79<;» Villario iii. iii. in New Brit, Theatre II,

165 It is the mind that is unmatchable By aught on earth.

X856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xvii. § 51 Of such land-

scape., he has expressed the power in.. a central and un-

matchable way. 1881 Tennyson Cup 1. i, The brows and
eyes Of Venus : face and form unmatchable I

b. Incapable of being compared I0 others.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. 45 These Britaines, although

..vnmatchable to them in educated ciuility, yet [elc.l-

C. To which nothing properly matching can be

found. (See Match v. 9 b.)

xBog Sir G. Jackson in Diaries 4- Lett. (1873) I. 3 A scrap

of riband .. unmatchable in Bath. 1852 Miss Sewell £x.
perience ofLife xiv. (1858) 95, I was especially directed to

match some unmatchable silk.

2. Incapable of being matched together.

1643 Milton Divorce 18 He forbids all unmatchable and
unmingling natures to consort. *64S— Tet?-ach.i% His law

tells us he joynes not unmachable things.

Hence Unma'tchableness.
x6a7 Bp. Hall Epist. iv. ii. 340 In the presumption of his

vnmatchablenesse. 1676 Doctrine of Devils 183 The Un-
inatchableness of his Antagonist being considered.

Unma'tchably, adv. (f. prec, or Un-^ ii.)

x6o3 Ld. Herbert Corr. in Life (1886) 335 As knowing
that his worthy disposition that began it of himself, will

continue it as undeservedly as he did unmatchably enter

into it. 1603 W. M. Man tn Moon Gab, Seeing therefore

it is such an inestimable iewell, how warily are you to keep

it?.. so vnmatchably allied, how much are you to make of

it ? 188a Harper's Mag. LXV. 548 The unmatchably pale

bright yellow-white of the grain fields.

XTnma-tched, ppl. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not m-itched or equalled ; matchless ; un-

rivalled.



rrNMATCHEDWESS. 269 UNMEASURED.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 26 Though we get not

so vnmatched a praise as the Etimologie of his names wil
grant. i6ji G. %KAx>\s Ovid's Met. vi. (1626) 109 Antigone,
who stroue For vnmatcht beautie with the wife of loue.

1637 J. RuTTER ist Pi. Citi V. iii. 27 It were better that his
unmatch'd valour Should get him victory, 1678 Drvden
Ail/or Love iv. i, Your unmafch'd desert. 1780 Burke S^.
Bristol Wks. 1792 II. 313 Refusing to commit this act of un-
matched turpitude. x8ia Combe Syntax, Picturesque xxiv.

89 Shakespeare, immortal Bard sublime ! Unmatch'd within
the realms of time ! a 1845 Hooo Lamia i. 40 Let such an
unmatched vision still shine on. 1878 Symgnds Sonu. M»
Angela Hx, Nay, nor the unmatched phcenix lives anew,
Unless she burn.
absol. 163a R. Allen in Lithgow Trav, B 3 b, This thy

second Pilgrimage of Minde, ..in Methode, Phrase, and
Stile, May match the most vnmatched in this He.

b. Const, by ; at, for^ in, or of,

1592 Daniel Comfil. Rosamondxx'w, Vnmatch'd by sword,
[he] was yanquisht by a glaunce. x6oa Warner Alb. Eng.
xiu Ixxiii. 304 Fertile grounds, vnmatch't for fruits. X700
RowE Ami. SteP'Moih. n. ii, Long time unmatcht in War
the Hero shone. 1789 Burns Whistle iv, Unmatch'd at the
bottle, unconquer'd in war, zSio Scott Lady of L. i. vii,

Two dogs. .Unmatch'd for courage. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par. I. 11. 639 This is the man, unmatched of heart and
limb.

2. Not provided with something equal or alike.

1645 Milton Tetrach. 19 When love findes it self utterly
unmatcht, and justly vanishes. 1824 Galt Rot/telan III,

132 A mean abode,, .with old-fashioned unmatched chairs.

Hence Unxna'tchedness.
c 1611 Chapman Iliad Pref. A 3 b, His cleare vnmatched-

nesse in all manner of learning.

t Unmaichless, a. Ohs.—^ [Un* 5 a.l Unmalchabte,
matchless. 1657 F. Cockin Div, Blossomes 49 Those rare
unmatcblesse sweets.

Unmate, early ME. variant of Unmeet a.

Unma-te, v. (Un-^ 3.) 1891 C. E. Norton Dante's
Hell XXX. 164 The heavy hydropsy which, .so unmates the
members that the face corresponds not with the belly,

Unma-ted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1614 Gorges Lucan n. 53 Nothing at all these horrid

facts Sylla's vnmated minde distracts. 1633 Ford ' Tis Pity
V. i, Here like a Turtle, (mew'd vp in a Cage,) Vnmated, I

conuerse with Ayre and walls. 1850 Blackie /Eschylus II.

236 She in unmated grief to moan Is left alone. i8^x
Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 380 To immortalize the smil-

ing eyes, which in repose are. .unmated.

Unmate'rial, a, [Un-1 7, 5 b.] Immaterial.
X398 Trevisa Barth. De P, R, (1495) 11. ii. 27 In somoche

he is the more perfyte In contemplacyon of spirytuell and
vnmateriali thynges. 1587 Goldisg De Mornay xiv. 239
An vnmateriali substance, which hath being of it selfe.

1599 Daniel Musoph. 940 Should we this ornament of glory
then. As th' unmaterial fruits of shades,^ neglect. i6oa
Warner Alb. Eng. xiii. Ixxix. 326 Vnpassiue, vnmateriali,

vncompounded, Infinite. 1883 Rossetti in Athenaeum
15 Dec. 776/2 The scholar who constantly lives an inward
and unmaterial life.

TTnmaternal, ^7. (Un-I 7.)
i8ai Shkllev Epipsych, 18 Thy panting, wounded breast

Stains with dear blood its unmaterna) nest 1 1885 tr. A.
Monad's Life ^ Lett. 17 You only wished to try me, and
not seriously to give me such unmaternal advice.

Unmatliema'tical, a, (Un-i 7.)
1720 Prior in Q. Rev. Jan. (1913) 115 All the cross unmathe-

matical devils upon earth first put it together. 1784 R.
Bage Barhant Downs I. 330 One unmathematical passion
however, Avarice, ..had got fast hold of me. 1804-6 Svd,
Smith Mor. Philos. (1850) 395 Any immoral, irreligious or
unmathematical track of thought.

Unmathema'tlcally, a^z/. (Un-' n.) x644in Halliwell

Lett. Sci. SubJ. So Mr,Warner's papers . . are , . most unmathe-
matically divided between the sequestratorF and creditors.

Unma'ting,^//. d. {Un-' 10.) 1855 M. Arnold To il/ar-

guerite 32 Or, if not quite alone, yet they Which touch thee

arc unmating things. Unmatrixalated, ///.«. (Un-*

8.) Z644 Milton Educ, 2 Instead of beginning with Arts

most easie, .. they present their young unmatriculated
novices at first commmg with the most intellective abstrac-

tions of Logick and metaphysicks. 18S4 Manch. Exam.
27 Nov. 5/4 Matriculated and unmatriculated students,

Unmatrimo'nial, a. {Un*' 7.) 157a tr. Buchanan's
Dctectioun F iij b, Within viiL Dayis, scho finischit that

unmatrimoniall Matrimonie. Unma'tronlike, a. (Un-'

7 c.) 1748 Richardson Clarissa V. 256 The behaviour of
the unmatron-likc jilt, whom thou broughtest to betray me.
tUnma'ttered, a. Obs.~^ (Un-' 9.] Immaterial. 1646

J. Hall Poems i. 30 Let men desire, like those above Un-
matter'd forms, wce'l onely love. UomatuTed,///. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1741 W, Whitehead Danger of Writing Verse
23 That, unmatur'd by years, My easy numbers pleas'd

your partial ears. 1836 F. Mahonv Ret. Father Pront
(1859) 374 \yhatcver might have been crude and unmatured
in his juvenile lucubrations. tUninaw* v. Ohs.— ^ [Un-'

3.] trans. To empty of knowledge. x6m Mabbe Celestina
xvii. 175 With my..inticing termes,..! will quite unmaw
him, and draw from him all that hecknowes. tUn-
mawe, a. Obs. rare. In 4 on*, onn*. |0E. unmaga. a
poor or helpless person.) Helpless, c Jifio Sir Ferumb. 2658
He hew of heucdes, armes, & haunde of )>e Sarasyns t>at

were on-mawe. Ibid. 2766 Hwich \>e Sarazyns J>at were
ounmawe angryde in euery syde. Unma'ze, v. [Un-' 3.]

trans. To free from amazement or confusion. 1647 R.
Stapylton Juvenal J4g This new man Tully..Set guards,
where e're the line of danger ran, Unmaz'd us, and took
pains for all the town.

tJnmea'iiiug,/>//. a. [Un-1 to.]

1. a. Of features, etc. : Expressionless, vacant,

unintelligent,

1704 Steele Lying Lover m. i, Poor stupid insipid Lady
Fad, . . with that unmeaning Face of hers. 1760 Dodd Hymn
Good-Nat. Poems (1767) 3 Daughter of Folly; whose un-
meaning front Wears the soft simper of perpetual smiles I

1815 Scott Guy M, ix, Bertram turned a stupified and un-
meaning eye on the messenger. 1836 Kincslev ^^//. (1878)

I. 34 The old man spoke in his dreams and muttered with
unmeaning visage and fixed eye.

b. Of persons : Having no serious aim or

purpose.
1746 Eliza Heywood Female Sped. No. 24 (1748) IV. 305

Being a fool, [^he] was thoughtless, giddy, and unmeaning.
1812 Miss Mitford in L'Kstrange Lifa (1870) I. 172 Peace
be to them, sweet simpletons ! as unmeaning, .as their own
dinner-bells. 1846 Mrs. Gore Eng, Char. I. 40 The vapid,

unmeaning, unconnected Lady P—

.

2. Having no meaning or significance ; meaning-
less : a. Of actions, conduct, etc.

1738 Eliza Hevwood tr. Mine, de Gomez's Belle A. C1732)

n. 228 Turning the Effect of his Admiration into the Ap-
pearance of an unmeaning Gallantry. 1776 Micklk^ Ca-

\

vtoen's Lusiad p. Ixxvii^ Unmeaning slaughter. .comprise[s]
;

the whole history of his regency. i8«s T. Hook Sayings '

Ser. II. III. 320 Full of grimace, affectation, and unmeaning
|

levity. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 229 The tendency.. is ;

not an unmeaning accident.
j

b. Of words, utterances, etc. 1

1709 Pope Essay on Criticism 355 At the.. only couplet
fraught With some unmeaning thing they call a thought.

,

1727 BoYER Diet, Royal 11. s.v.. Unmeaning Words. 1771
T. Percival Ess. (1777) 1. 6 [They] conceal their own ignor-

ance., by unmeaning terms and pompous phrases. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv, III. 559 That several neighbouring
nations,, thought this most unmeaning of all names worth
borrowing. 1875 Fortnum Alaiolica xi. 109 The unmeaning
designs of the oriental porcelain.

absol. 1870 Disraeli Lothair Ixxvii, I do not believe in

the unmeaning.

3. Uttering nothing significant.

1743 W. Whitehead Ep. Ann Boleyn 90 Each distant Hint
that hung On broken Sounds of an unmeaning Tongue.
Unmea'ningly, adv. (Un-> ir; cf. prec.) 177s Ash,

Nonsensically, unmeaningly, foolishly, 1808 Sketches of
Character {1812,) I. 133 Look at the soft soul—howunmean-
ingly she stares at the Band, 1870 Lowell Study Wind.,
Gt, Publ. Char., Those threads cf gossamer, the nearest

approach to nothing unmeaningly prolonged. Unmea*n-
ingness. (Un-' 12.) 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla II.

13 She perceived her two little sprigs.. under the feet of
Indiana, who with apparent unmeaningness..had trampled
upon them both. 1825 Coleridge Aids Reft. 391 The utter

emptiness and unmeaningness of the vaunted Mechanico-
corpuscular Philosophy. 1864 Pi/sey Lect. Daniel iv. 189
The unmeaningnesses, which they have brought into the
prophecy, cannot be its meaning.

Unmea'nt,///. £Z. [Un-1 8 b.] Not meant or

intended,
a 1634 Chapman Revengefor Honour v. ii, Howere you're

pleas'd to mock me. .with these impertinent, unmeant dis-

courses, I cannot, .give them the least credit. 1697 Drvden
/Sneis X. 561 The flying Spear was after Ilus sent, Kut
Khoetus hapen'd on a Death unmeant. 1738 G. Lillo
Marina 11. 1, I who cou'd not bear The unmeant rivalship

of sweet Marina. 1820 Shelley /"r^Jwr^M. l/nb. 111. iv. 151

That. .hollow talk Which makes the heart.. question that

unmeant hypocrisy. 1891 E. Kinglake Australian at
Home 71 It is the short sighted gentleman. .on whom the
ball finds its unmeant mark as a rule.

b. Const, by and with complement.
c X700 Congreve To Cynthia Wks. 1730 III. 291 Curse on

that Word so ready to be spoke. For through my Lips, un-
meant hy me, it broke. 1745 Young Nt. Th, vrii. 682 Can
man.. strike out A self-wrought happiness unmeant by him
Who made us? 1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 211 These mys-
teries Unmeant by Heaven to be cleared up on earth.

'Ornmea*surable,«.,j^.,andrt(/z', }Obs. [Un-i

7 b, 5 b, 1 2, and 1 1 b.]

1. Incapable of being measured on account of

great size, extent, or amount ; immense, vast :

a. Of material things, dimensions, time, etc
c X386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 934 O Golias, vnmesur-

able of Icngthe. 1513 Douglas /Eneid vi. vi. 71 Cerberus,

. . Vnmesur.ible in his cave quhar he lay. a 1541 Wvatt in

TottelsMisc. (Arb.) 70 Lyke vnto these vnmesurable moun-
taines, So is my painefuU life, the burden of yre. 1583

T. Washington tr. Nickotay's Voy, 11. iii. 33 The walles..

are made of grauen stone, .of length and bignesse vnmeasur-
able. x6io Healev St. Aug. Citic of God iii. xxxi. 152

A most huge and vnmesurable cloud. 1691 Norbis Pract.

Disc. 243 Truth and Falshood . . are removed from each other

by an unmeasurable distance. 1754 Edwards /'>«f('. W^:V/

IV. viii. 240 Unlimited and Unmeasureable Periods of Time,

1774 J. Bryant Mythol. I. 398 The tower. .was of an un-
mfti^urable height.

b. Of actions, qualities, feelings, etc.

X377 Langl. P. Pt. B. XV. 69 (W.), Ye moeven materes un-
mesurable \v.rr. vn-, inmesurables] To tellen of the Trinite.

C1450 Merlin xx. 329 He..yaf hym soche a stroke with the

brasen betell so vn-mesurable, that [etc]. 1542 Becon A'iww
Heaz'en H iij b, Your iojj can not be expressed, your gladnes

is vnmeasurable. 1588 in Hart. Misc. (1808) I. 143 An un-
measurable deep despair. 1648 Sanderson Serm., Ad Aul.
(1681) II. 242 We.. shall have an unmeasurable reward, .for

the good we have done, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716
I. 345 He did by unmeasurable communications of divine

virtue assist his humanity, 17., Watts Hymns, * Come,
dearest Lord' ii. The Heighth, and Breadth, and Length,
Of thine unmeasurable Grace. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of
Qual. (1809) II. 120 This. .parade of sanctity gave him.,
unmeasurable credit.

C. Used with reference to God.
1535 Coverdale Baruch iii, 25 Create is he,..hye and

vnmeasurable. 1551 Veron Godly Saiyngs Eviil, Touch-
inge his godheade, and vnmeasurable substaunce. 1581
Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 126 The same one man is localL.as

touching his manhood, which is also God unmeasurable
from the Father.

2. Immoderate, inordinate, unbounded : a. Of
persons (or other agents).

1388 WvcLiF Prov. XV. 4 The tunge which is vnmesurable,
«chal defoulc the spirit, c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton,

1483) III. ix. 55 These haue ben so vnmesurable in their

expensys. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3936 Nabal , . made to
hym kyng Dauid his vnmesurable enemy, cisao Barclay
yugJirth xxvii. 37 b. Their myndcs were greatly immoderate
and vnmeasurable in their desyre to ouercome thestates.

1597 Breton Auspicante Jehoua Wks. (Grosart) II. 6/2 So
great and vnmeasurable a sinner. 1629 J. Maxwell tr.

Herodian 155 An vnmeasurable Louer of Money. 1667
South Serm. (1697) 32 He. .shall find [sin]. .an Unmeasur-
able Exactor. •

b. Of desires or the gratification of these.
C1386 Chaucer Pars. T, r 818 Glotonye is vnmesurable

Appetit to ete or to drynke. 1388 Wyci.if i Pet. iv. 3 Whiche
walkiden . . in myche drinking of wyn, in vnmesurable etyngis
and drynkyngis. 1422 Yong tr. Secreta Secret. 19^ Hit is

dedly syn whan that concnpiscens is so vnmessurable that
[etc.]. X482 Monk ofEvesham xxi. (Arb.) 49 Y was. .ageyne
bonde yn to luste and custome of the same sinne, that was
yn mine owne onmeserabulle taking and appetite. 1583
Babington Commandm. 176 So euil an example of vn-
measurable sotting in bed. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. F'r.

Acad, 11. 269 Other carnall pleasures.., especially when
they are excessiue and vnmeasurable. a 1648 Ld. Herbert
Hen. F///{i683) 220 His Cardlnal['sJ.. unmeasurable Ambi-
tion and Covetousness. X788 Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 371
The unmeasurable ambition of the Emperor.

C. In miscellaneous applications.

CX425 in Anglia VIII. 139/11 Vnmesurabil laghter or

vnsem and vnmanerly berynge of body. X46X Rolls of
Parlt. V. 493/2 The inordynat and unmesurable Endite-
mentz and Presentementz. .of Felonye. 1535 Coverdale
Ecclus. xxxvii. 30 Glolony commeth at the last to an vn-
measurable heate. 1592 Timme Ten Eng. LepersH 2 Through
unmeasurable abstinence, the moysture of the bodie is dried

up. 1638 Penkethman Artach. Kj, Great Tempests, un-
measurable Windes and Raines. X674 Temfle Let, to Ld.
Treas. Wks. 1720 II. 311 The unmeasurable Burden of their

Taxes. 1709 Swift Adv. Relig. Wks. 1755 II. i. 97 The
lustre of that most noble family, .which the unmeasurable
profusion of ancestors .. had too much eclipsed.

3. Not admitting of measurement ;immensurable.
xtsz Zeal Exatnined Add. § 9. 40 Which rendered the true

Church unmeasureable by any outward Formes. 1714
Barrow's Euclid Pref. p. ii, Both measurable and unmeasur-
able Magnitudes.

b. sb. An immensurable thing.

1652 Benlowes Theoph. v. Ixxxvi, Can measures such
Unmeasurables hold? Can time Infinity unfold?

4, adv. = Unmeasuiiably adv,
c 1440 Alph. Tales 343 When he saw any yong monk lagh

vnmesurable. CX445 Pecock />(7«tf^ 85 God is.. vnmesurable
greet in goostly greetnes. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr,
Acad. I. 671 So that great heede is to be taken, that none
grow to be unmeasurable great. 1650 Bulwer Anthro-
pomet. 2oa An huge unmeasurable great Ring.

Hence f Unmea'snrableiiess. Obs.

1533 Frith Book Ans^v, A/ore's Lett. H ij, Shew^mge the

vnmeasurablenes of his Godhead. 1571 Golding Calvin on
Ps, xxxix. 3 To give himself the brydle to anye unmeasur-
ablenesse of greefe. 1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg.
Wks. XXI. i. 776 The unmeasurablenesse of the manifest.,

qualities whereof they [sc. poisons] consist. X656 Jeanes
Fuln. Christ 204 The unmeasurablenesse of his affection

unto us. 1724 Welton Chr. F'aith 9f Prnct. 185 His judg-
ments are as the great deep for their obscurity and un-

measurableness.

Unmeastirablyi adv. [Un-1 ii.]

•j- 1. Without measure or moderation ; immode-
rately, unrestrainedly. Obs.

a X420 Wycliffite Bible Ecclus. xi. 10 margin. If thou
Sliest, in sekinge richessis vnmesurably, thou schalt not lake.

(71450 Knt. de la Tour 53 Other that be..enflamed un-
niesurably like wolues. X54a*5 Brinklow Lament, 9b, Ye
abvse your riches,. .for ye spende vnmeasurably. X56X

HoLLYBusH Ham. Apoth. 40 Eating and drinking vnmeasur.
ably. 1631 Anchokan Comenius' Gate Tongues 190 To
laugh aloud and vnmeasurably. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 17 He .

.

frets and fumes unmeasurably. a x6>3 Ludlow A/^«/. (1698)

II. 624 The Court. .grew unmeasurably insolent. 1721
Wollaston Relig. Nat. v. xviii. (1724) iii Opposite parties

make a merit of blackening their adversaries., undeservedly

and unmeasurably.

2. To an immeasurable extent or degree; ex-

cessively, extremely.

1513 Henry ^(1911) 132 Famyne.. vnmeasurably raigned
amongest them, c 1530 Ld. Berners A rth.Lyt. Bryt, C1814)

336 Hys spere..was so long & byg so vnmesurably, y*

[etc.]. x6*4 Bp. Hall Peace Maker in Var, Treat. (1627)

538 Grace sensibly imperfect, sinne vnmeasurably sinfuU.

01670 Rust Z)w. Truth (1662) 180 A Soul unmeasurably
breathing after the Embraces of Truth. 1704 NoRRis Ideal

World It, xii. 510 'Tis not to be imagined, .how unmeasur-

ably the powers of that soul must needs be illuminated.

a 1797 H. Walpolr Mem, Ceo. II (1847) I. vi. 186 He was
..unmeasurably obstinate, i8z8 Ld. Grenville Jmi-. Fund
I Unmeasurably more beneficial to mankind, are those

qualities. 1866 AiRV Pop, Astron. i. 37 That the distance, .is

unmeasurably small, compared with the distances ofthestars.

fUnmea-surate, a. Obs. [Un-1 7.] = Un-
measured//"/, a. (Cf. Immensubate a.)

1557 Primer, Crede, Euen as there be not thre vncreat nor

thre vnmeasurate, but one vncreat and one vnmeasuiate.

Unmea-sure. [Un-1 12.]

fl. Lack of measure; excess. Obs.

axyto Cursor M. 15543 Til vnmesur mismai yow noght.

CX440 Jacob's Well 303 So wast hath manye expensys and
costys..in vnmesure & werkys, bareyn wythoute fruyte.

X508 Florio, Dismisura, an vnmeasure, out of measure.

2. An improper or illegal measure.
1820 Bentham Lib, Press Wks. 1843 II. 283/2 The last,

though not the least, of all their fears is— lest un-measures,

which. .have already been taken. .for the extinction of all

power of controul [etc.],

TTnmeasured,///. «. [Un-^8.]
1. Not limited or known by measurement ; im-

mense in size, extent, or amount.



ITNMEASITEEDLY.

_ 1398 Trkvisa 5iwM. De P.R.x,iv.(Bod\. MS.), Fuyre..
is iclcped vnmcsured, for hisvertu..encrescl> wi|>oute eende,

1585 r. Washington tr. Wckolay^s Voy. 11. iii. 33 The
stature of a woman. .of bignes vnmeasured. cx6ii Chap*
MAN liiad II. 78 So from the ships and tents the army's
store Troop'd to these princes.. along th' unmeasur'd shore.

1646 CfifiSHKvi SosPettocTHerode xxii,Tbat the unmeasur'd
God so low should sinke, As Pris'ner in a few poore Rags to

lye. 1718 Prior Solojnon 1. 640 This ample azure Sky, .

.

With Stars unnumber'd, and unmeasur'd Light. 1794 R.J.
SuLiVAN Vi€7v Nat, I. 320 Of an unmeasured fluid, we can
only reason by conjecture. 1810 Scott Lady 0/ Lake 11.

xxxi. When.. Such startler cast his glance below, And saw
unmeasured depth around. 1870 \s\.oyc9\s Earthly Par, IH.
IV. 2 Pale stars. .make heaven so vast That earth. .Seems
shrunken 'neath the grey unmeasured height.
absoL 1844 Mrs. Browning Drama 0/Exile 1710 As the

thunder roars deep in the Unmeasured.
b. Of feelings, qualities, etc,

1435 MisYN Fire of Love 6 In J>e flaume vnmesurde of
lufe. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3008 Gods vnmesured
bountee. 1618 in Foster Ettg, Factories Ind. (1906) I. 22,

I have stroven.. with their tricks of unmeasured greatenes.

169a Prior Ode Imit, Hor, iii, Distracted Lewis can descry
Only a long unmeasur'd Ruin nigh. 1793 Smeaton Edy*
stone L. § 179 The unmeasured violence of the sea. 1856
Froude Hist. Eng, I. 116 Wolsey.. combined practical

sagacity with an unmeasured power of hoping. 1864 Skeat
UkianiCs Poems 151 All men are rivals in unmeasured wo.

2. Not doled out by measure, rare~^,
1667 Milton P. L, v. 399 Our Nourisher from whom All

perfet good unmeasur'd out, descends.

3. Not subjected to measure ; not composed of

measured syllables.

171S Pope Iliad iv. 208 UnmixM, unmeasured, are thy
goblets crown 'd. 17*8 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Poetty, These,
in a Discourse that has no poetical Feet or Measures, do yet
..make it a kind of unmeasured Poetry. 1808 L. Murray
GrcuH, I. 84 In regard to unmeasured quantities and cjuali-

ties, the degrees of more and less.. may be expressed intel-

ligibly, a 1823 Shelley Def, Poetry^ Essays 4; Lett, (1840)

9 It is necessary, .to determine the distinction between
measured and unmeasured language. 1863 Hawthorne
Our OldHomell. 175 His delightful prose, his unmeasured
poetry.

4. Immoderate, unrestrained.
i8so Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 106 His pride and un-

measured pretensions. 1839 Hallam IJist. Lit. II. 287 The
unmeasured eulogies he bestows upon him. 1884 Jebb in

Fortn. Rev, 1 Apr. 434 The habitual use of unmeasured
language [in criticism]

Hence Umuea'suredly adv.^ -edness.
1435 MisYM Fire 0/ Love 75 No marevayle l>of I..vn-

mesurdnes of t>at endles swetnes to 50W may not opyn. x6oa
Marston Ant. Sf Mel. iii. Wks. 1856 1. 43 This vengeance.

.

will lengthen out Mydaiesunmeasuredly. Z864G.G1LFILLAN
in Lett. ^ Jmls. (1892J 373, I intend considering, .the

energy—the unmeasureaness—of their life.

tUnmea'surely, a. and of/z'. Obs.^ (Un-*?, 11.) axyya
Cursor Af, 27047 Quen jjai vn-mesurli ar radd Efter risiiig

to fall egain. 1513 Douglas JEneid xii. xii. 33 Twa of sik

statur, onmysurlyof hycht. Unmecha'nic, a. (Un-^ 7.)

1687 DeatlCs Vision vii, Magnetic Virtues. .Which Un-
niechanic seem'd and sprung from Laws Of some strange
Forreign System. 1789 [see Unmetaphvsic a.\ z8oo Cole-
ridge in C. K. Paul \V. GodiviK (1876) II. i. 3 His taste acts

so as to appear like the unmechanic simplicity of an instinct.

XTumechanical, o. (Un-i 7,)
1674 BovLE Grounds Corpusc. Phiios. 13 The like un-

mechanical principles and agents. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII.
660 Deep Pools, which could never have been searched by
these unmechanical people. 17^ G. Adams Nat, 4- Exp.
Philos. III. xxiv. 21 It is absurd in philosophers to use un-
mechanical principles, where mechanical ones will answer
the purpose. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat, Mechanic 368 This
unmechanical and desultory mode of operation. 1845 Ford
Handbk. Spain 11. 853 The unmechanical Spaniards still

work their mines.. as the. .Iberians did. 1865 Mrs. Whit-
ney Gayworikys xxvii, Unscrupulous, even doubting
thoughts, they might be; yet real, unmechanical.
Umnecha-nicaJly, adv. (Un-' h.) 1833 G. S. Faber

Recapit. Apostasy 80 It does not therefore follow, that one
of the two names is incapable of producing that number,
when calculated unmechanically or with wisdom. Un-
me*chani2e, v. (Un-^6c.) 1687 Death's Vision ii,When
these soft Bellows \sc, the lungs] too. Shall all Unmechan-
iz'd, and all Unaciive grow. 1760 Sterne Tr, Shandy iv.

xix, What one misfortune or disaster in the book of embry-
otic evils, that could unmechanize thy frame,, -has not fallen

upon thy bead t Unme'chanized,///. a, (Un-' 8.) 1803
Palev Nat. Thiol, ii. § 4 If nothing nad been before us but
an unorganized, unmechanized substance, without mark or
indication of contrivance.

Tlnmeddled,///. a. [Un-^ 8.]

tl. Unmixed. Obs»
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. IVks. 11. 320 Love of Crist Is not, but

5if it be cleer, unmedHd wij^errours. C1449 Pecock Repr.
I. X. 49 Euen as grammer and dyuynyte ben ij. dyuerse
..kunnyngis, and therfore ben vninedlid. 1555 Watreman
FardU Facions ii. iv, I ij. The wisedome, and vnmedled
puritte of Language. 1595 Southwell Poems^ ' Times goe
by Turnes^ Unmeddled joyes heere to no man befall.

2. Not meddled or interfered with. Also with-
out prep,

XS35 Coverdale Judith xiL 11 That a woman shulde so
laugh a man to scorne, that she were come from him vn-
medled withalL X573 Re^.Priv^ Council Scot. \\\. 293 [The
cornj to remane unmedht or disponit upoun be ony. i6oa
Carew Corn-wall 105 [The flood-gate] is opened and closed
for sixe dayes in the whole, continuing, .other ten dayes
vnmedled withalL 1641 Best Farm, Bks. (Surtees) 68 Yow
are to lettc the water in the tubbe stande all night unmedled
with, 1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo.Lat. 269 He left

it as he found it,—untoucht ; unmedled withall. 1884 Sir
CBowen in Laio Times Rep. LI. 531/1 To have the
enjoyment of his goods and chattels unmeddled with by
others. 1808 Wide World Mag. Oct. 90/2 This might lie
long unmeddled with by the common crowd of the deeps.

270

tTAne'ddlesome,a. (Un-' 7.) xSsjDavies&Vaughan
Republic Plato VIII. 550 He hears the quiet and unmeddle-
some called simpletons. 1853 W. CoRV Lett. <y Jmls. (1897)

59 Goodford is laconic, prudent, unmeddlesome.

Unmeddlinff, ^//. a. (Un-i lo.)

1765 Chesterf. Lett. (1774) II. 486 She is. .a tender

mother; and an unmeddling Queen. 177;! 'J. Collier'
Mus. Trav. App. 4 h. contented, unmeddling man. 1793
Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 16 Unmeddling with the affairs

of othernations, we [etc. J.

Hence Unme'ddling'ly (Webster, 1847), -ness.

41656 Bp. Hall Sertn, 1 Pet. i. 17 Rem. Wks. {1660) 202

Here must be an offpa>/i.o(7u»o), an unmeddlingness with these

worldly concernments.

Unme-diated, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

.1648 Hexham ii, Ongemiddclt, Vnmediated. 1850 J.
Martineau Misc. (18^2) 225 This unmediated dualism fol-

lows the Evangelical into his theory as to the State of each
individual soul before God. 18S1 G. Macdonald Mary
Marston xlviii, In a woman's love there is more of the

specially divine element than in a man's—namely, the

original, the unmediated.
Unme'diatized, ///. a. (Un.> 8.) 1839 Lieber Mau.

Pol. Ethics I. 358 Wherever all power that can be obtained,

is undivided, unmodified and un-mediatised.

Unmedical, a, (Un-i 7.)

1809 Malkin Gil Bias ix. viii. f? Fancying in his un-
medical head that physicians cured fevers. 1840 Dickkns
Sk. Loving Couples 54 The medical gentleman, .was ob-

served to laugh and wink, and look as unmedical as might
be. x888 E. W. Benson in Life Dean Lake (1901) 293 All

his habits are so vigorous and unmedical that he is most
difficult, even for doctors.

Umne'dicative. a. (Un-' 7.) 1836 Carlvle in Froude
Life in London (1884) I. 84 London has been like a course
of mercury to body and mind ; hard enough, but not un-
medicative.

Unme'dicinablei a. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

1. Incurable.

1575 Gascoigne Glasse ofGovt. v. Hi, The misgovernment
of a mans children.. is unto the wysest niynde an unmedi-
cinable wounde. 16x4 Hevwood Gunaik, 111. 160 To give
date unto.. thy violent and unmedicinable torture.

b. Refusing medical treatment,
ci6xx Chapman Iliad xvi.^^ But these [chiefs) .. physi.

cians can recure, Thou yet unmed'cinable still, though thy
wound all endure.

2. Incapable of effecting a cure,

x6o6 Chai'Man Gent. Usher iv. li, Away with this un-
medcinablebalme Ofworded breath. x6i4LATHAM^a/c(7«rj/
1 16 As it is a thing very medicinable, . . being rightly giuen ;

so also,it is as vnmedicinable and hurtfull if ..otherwise vsed.

Unme-ditated,//>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

x6a4 Heywood Gunaik. i. 45 (They] left nothing un-
meditated that might stirre up men to the adoration of the
divine powers. X667 Milton P, L, v. 149 To praise Thir
Maker, in fit strains pronounc't or sung Unmeditated.
X790 Paley Horx Paul. vii. % 5 The intimations upon the
subject preserve among themselves, .a consistency certainly

unmeditated, a 1797 H, Walpole Mem. Geo. II (1847) I,

vi. 174 His wit.. was constant and unmeditated.

Unme-ditative, a. (Un-> 7.) 184a G. S. Faber Prov.
Lett. (1844) I. 229 This sentence reads well : and, with the
unmeditative, will probably tell well. x866 Carlvle Rcmin.
(1881) II. 330 A man. .given to meditation, and much con-

temptuous of the unmeditative world. tUnmee'dful, «.

Obs. [Un-* 7.] Undeserving of reward, c 1400 Cursor
M. 28772 (Cott. Galba), Els vnmedeful es ]pe dede, And
makes to ^e doer no mede. 1435 l>l\s\ti Fire of Love 93
pa trespas fowll Jierfore (sat say fjat all owr dedys inwarde
or vtward ar meydfull or vnmedefull. tUnmce'dy, a.

[Un-* 7.] Unrewarded, a 1300 Cursor M. 28772 EUes vn-
medi sal it be, Scathel and wrangwise als to )je,

Unmee'k, a. [Un-1 7, Cf, ON. timjiU-r.'\

1, Not meek or gentle; f unkind, harsh, cruel,

C1200 Obmin 9880 Hje|>enndom .. Iss harrd & starrc all

allse Stan, Unnmeoc & all unnmilde. a 1300 Cursor Af,

14616 Wit J>aa vn-meke |jar was he mett, And son wit J>am
he was vmsett. la 1366 Chaucer Rom, Rose 590 And she
to me was nought vnmeke, Ne of hir answer daungerous.
C1374 — Boeth. IV. met. vii. (1886) 115 He .. as it is sayd
hath put an vnmeke lord [asj foddre to his crwel hors.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. i. xvii. 96 The jifte which he wol 3eue
into the resoun or vndirstonding of vnmeke men. X483
Cath. Angl. 233 i Vn Meke, vbi felle. 1509 Barclay Shyp
of F^olys 8 Do nat Poetis revyle . . all suche as ar vnmeke,
Prowde, Couetous? 1595 W. I. Tivo Disc. F. Guicciardin
Ajb, Old fooles, yong maids, .. Daunsing their roundes
with Sathans dam vnmeeke. a 1653 Binning Serm. (1845)

527 An unmeek spirit . . troubles itself and annoys others.

1819 Keats Ode Indolence iii. The last, whom I love more,
the more of blame Is heap'd upon her, maiden most unmeek,

1 2. Unsupple, stiff. Obs,-^
a xa75 Prov. j^lfred 538 Elde .. makit him wel vnmeke,
& binimit him is mi^te,

Unmee'kened, ppl. a. (Un- ' 8.) x6ii T. Taylor Comm.
Titus iii. 2 Rather then by an vnmeekned and vnsubdued
stomacke, [to] hurt both themselues and others. Un-
mee'kly, adv. (Un-' h. Cf. ON. umjiikliga.) C1380
Wvclif Sel, Wks. II. 44 pat he speke neiber unmekeli to

terre men for to fijte, ne [etc.]. a X400 Cursor M. 27763
(Cott. Galba), Slewth oft samnes sorow Strang, And pat
vnmekely lastand lang,

Unmee'kness. (Un-1 12.)

^ c 1440 Jacob's Well 266 Whil vnmekenesse is In J?in herte,

it faryth as J^e see. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys 198 b.

This rauenyng sort . . Be theyr vnmekenes the pore oft

maketh bare. 1828 E. Irving Last Days 255 Unwilling-
ness to obey, or unmeekness or ungentleness in obedience.

Unmee't, a, [OE. unmsete {IJn-'i-
'j + Meet a.).

Cf. OHG. unmdzt (MHG, unm&ze^ unm^ze) and
Unimete a.]

+ 1. a. Immoderate or excessive in amount. Obs.

C900 tr, Bxda's Hist, v. xii. (1890) 422 Ond ealle .. mid
unnuete ege jeslssene weron & utflujon. CI175 Lamb.
Horn. 103 5>f«ne88e . . maceS J?an men muchele untrumnesse

UNMEET.
and to dej>e bringecS mid unmete drunche. ctzoo Vices ^
Virtues 19 Dar is chiueringe of to3en for 5e unmate chele.

a X300 Cursor M. 23035 pat drednes sal be sua vn-mete, {>at

it mai all sli plightes bete, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. iv.

23 This wilde wille went a-wai, with mone and mournyng
muchel un-mete.

f b. Excessive in size ; immense, huge. Obs.

C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xiii. (1890) 438 pa teah he for3

boc. .unma:ttre micelnisse. a 1300 Cursor At. 16566 For to
ber it [sc. a tree] vte o be kirk pai fand it ful vn-mete. 13,

.

Gaw, <5- Gr. Knt. 208 He hade . . an ax in his o^er (hand), a
hoge & vn-mete. c 1350 Lybeaus Disc. 1629 Another helm
hym was brought. And a schaft unmete. a i^oo~$o Alex-
ander 143 pen metis he furihe to Messadon full vn-mete
gatis. 14. . Sir Beues iC.) 2537 Ascopard hysstaffe onmeete
Smot after hym a strok gret. C147S Partcnay 5775 Hys
panche as a pipe hug and comerous;. .Off hir unmete huge-
nesse is giet meruaill.

•\ 2. Unequal ; unevenly matched. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M. 9362 Als rose and thron ar tua vnmete;

And tuix t>aiii fair a-cord es nan. X3.. E. E, A Hit. P, A,

759 ^^y makelez lambc .. Me ches to hys make, al-J^a; vn-
mete Sum tyme semed ^at assemble. 1390 Gower Conf.
II. 121 'I'hou wost nothing of my desese, Hou thou and I

be now unmete. ^1400 Destr. Troy 1324 But vnmete was
the Macche at l>e mene tyme: The Grekes were erym [etc!

XS13 Douglas j-Entid 11, xi. 76 Litle lulus,. With wnmeit
paiss his fader fast followand. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.
V", 76 b, Their numbre was but small . and far vnmete to

compare with halfe the power of his puissaunt armie. X563
AHrr, Alag. Induct, xxviii, We passed on with steppes and
pace vnmete. la 1760 in Child Ballads IV. 165/1 Four he
killd and five did wound, That was an unmeet marrow 1

f b. Lacking in equality ; inferior. Obs, rare.

X390 Gower Conf. III. 260 Sche .. thoghte hirself unmete
And the lest worth of wommen alle. 0x547 Surrey in

TotteCs Alisc. (Arb.) 219 He bowed at her feete, In humble
wise as who would say I am to farre vnmete.

f C. Superior. Obs. rare,
X390 Gower Conf. I. 163 This Galathee .. Above alle othre

was unmete Of beaute. Ibid. II. 199 The thridde maister
scholde mete. Which, as thei seiden, was unmete Above
hem alle, and couthe most.

f d. As adv. Unequally. Obs."^
1515 Scottish Field 188 in Cheiham Alisc. (1856) II, They

were numbered nyne hundreth, . , And they were x thousand
. .upon the other partie ; Full unmette were they matched.

+ 3. Not closely united ; remote. Obs,
1390 Gower Conf. I. 316 Fro merci thei ben al unmeete,

And thus ben thei the worste of alle Of hem whiche unto
wraththe falle. 41500 Flower ^ Leaf x-j As 1 lay in my
bed, sleep ful unmete Was unto me.

4. Unfitting, unsuitable, unbecoming, improper.
Common c 1535-1675, and in igih cent.

a 1529 Skelton Replyc. 49 with baudy wordes vnmete
Your tonges were to Hete. a 1602 W. Perkins Cases Consc.

(1619) 6 Inconuenience is when the thing or action is done
in vnmeete circumstances. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. iv.

vi. 450 Such a marriage is very unmeet. 1675 Hobbes
Odyss. 27 While they contending were with words unmeet.
X790 Cow VER Iliad 1. 145 It were much unmeet that I alone.

.

should want due recompense. 1814 Scott Lord of Isles v.

vii, With unaccustom'd ears, A language much unmeet he
hears. 1850 Neale A/ed, Hymns (1867) 138 It is not for

man's devices Here to pry with gaze unmeet. 1885-^
R. Bridges Eros ^ Psyche June xxiv, [There] were noises

at the door. .Such as. .now seem'd most unmeet to be.

b. Const./or, or to with inf. (Cf. next,)

XS4I Act 33 Hen, VlII, c 21 § 7 Soo allso were it unmete
and daungerous to the suretye of our . . Kynge . . to be con-
strued by any lawe [eta]. C1555 Harpsfjeld Divorce
Hen. VIII (Camden) 97 This kind of reason is., far unmeet
for. .these learned men. 1583 Stubbes Auat, Abus. 11. D 6,

It is very vnmeete to feede forren nations, and our owne
country famish at home, a X683 Owen Two Disc. Holy
Spirit (1693) 54 That which some opf)ose as unmeet for

him, and beneath his Glory, a 1703 Burkitt On N. T,

Mark iv. 2 Christ thought . . a ship no unmeet place to

preach in. X807 Wordsw. White Doe 1. 312 Why mention
other thoughts unmeet For vision so composed and sweet?
1867 G. MacDonald Poems 48 Trailing loose their white
attire For the sapphire-floor unmeet. x868 Morris Earthly
Par. 1. I. 353 He rose and spoke in humble words, unmeet
For a great King.

6. Unfit or unsuited for some end or purpose

;

incompetent : a. Withy^r.
£ri5» Skklton Why nat to Courte 32 Age is a page For

the courte full vnmete, 1577 B. Googe HeresbaclCs Husb.
in. 126 b, The olde that be barraine, or vnmeete for breed-
ing. 1626 Gouge Serm, Dignity Chivalry § 2 They were
too meane and unmeet persons for a function so high.

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. \. xlvii. 120 The more
Baron, the lesse Bishop, and more unmeet for the service of
Rome. 1676 Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. xi. (1848) 326
Mr. Blair was now infirm and unmeet for travel. X85S
Tennyson Aiaud 1. iv. x, Ah Maud, you milkwhite fawn,
you are all unmeet for a wife. 1863 Conincton tr. Hor.^
Odes II. xix, 27 [TheyJ Deem'd thee belike for war's rough
game Unmeet.

b. With ^to (prep.), or to with inf.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron, v, cxU 125 They chase a man of
lowe byrth & vnmete to that rome. 1533 Sir T. More
Lett. Impugfu J. Fryth liv, Fryth is an vnmete mayster to

teche vs what we shold praye. 1535 Coverdale Tit. i. 16

For so moch as they are . . dishobedient, and vnmete to all

good workes. x6oo Holland Livy 596 They supposed,
that they would., bee farre unmeet to contrive a conspiracie.

X643 H. More Alin. Poems Wks. (Grosart) 177/1 Such
surface skill's Unmeet to measure the profounder quill.

X670 Baxter Cure Ch. Div. yji In those cases where violent

restraint . . is necessary, the Pastor is the unmeetest person

to meddle in it. 1808 Scott Alarm, vi. xiii, To each one

whom he lists, howe'er Unmeet to be the owner's peer.

X846 Keblf. Lyra Innoc. 235 Behold me, Lord, a worthless

Gibeonite, Unmeet to bear one burthen in thy sight.

c. Without const.

X53S Coverdale Job xxxvii. 19 Teach vs what we sbal

saye vnto him, for wc are vnmete because of darcknes.



UNMEETABLE.
1557 -^^^ 4 <5" S Phil. ^ Mary c. 3 5 i The same Disability

..notwithstanding, the same unable and unmeet Persons.,

have also been released. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann.
xiii. vi. 187 Neither did that tpractice] long continue,

because the lot fell oft vpon the vnmeetesi. 1706 PmoR
Ode to Queen xxxv, That Muse desires . , the lowest Place

;

Who tho' unmeet, ytt loucbkl the trembling String. jSag

Scott Betrothed xii, He were rather an unmeet counsellor

in that which we now treat of. 1844 Is. Williams Baptistery

III. ii. Then like the Leper stand and pray aloof,—Like the

Centurion deem thyself unmeet.
Unmee'table, a. (Un- * 7 b.) 1837 T. Hook Jack Brag

i, As light of darkness, fire of water, or any other two un-
meetable opposites.

tUnmee-tly. a. Obs. rare. [Un-1 7. Cf. OE.
unnmtlic, OHG. (MHG.) ztnmdzHch.']

1. = Unmeet a, i b.

a 1400-50 Aie-vatufer 321 A mouthe as a mastis hunde,
vnmctely to sbaw,

2. = Unmeet a, 4.

1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1316/1 Peter.. thought it

in hys mynde vnmetely that bys lorde and mayster shoulde

weshe his feete.

nximee'tly» ^^^fo, [Un-1 u. Cf. prec, and
ON. iimdialigaj OHG. umndzlfcke (MHG. wt-
mxzltcke).'\

+ 1. Immof^erately, excessively. Ohs.—"^

a 1300 Ctirsor M. 27763 O suernes cams care to Strang

And ^at vnmetele lastand lang.

2. Unfitly, unbecomingly.
1596 Spenser F, Q. vi. vi. 16 A faire Mayden ..Vpon a

mangy iade vnmeetely set. 1611 Cotgb., Indneinent^ .

.

vnmeetly, vnfitly. 1826 Scorr Woodst. xxviii, A benevolent

smile ., accorded not unmeetly with bis glistening eyes.

1864 Neale Seaioiiian Poems 108 Tell, nor unrashly nor

unmeetly, how God came from Teman.

Unmeetness. [f. Unmeet a. Cf. OE, un-

fnktness immenseness.j Unfitness, unsuitableness,

1573 Baret Ah'. F 796 Unaptnesse or vnmeeteness, ..

ineptia. 1586 W. Webh Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 88 In aSatyr
greate heede is to be taken . . of the vnmeetnesse or incon-

uenience of the matter. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 228

As there is a disproportion in the legges of a lame man, . .so

there is much unmeetness in a fooles parable. 1645 Milton
Tetrach, 66 A perpetuall unmeetnes and unwillingnesse to

all the duties of uelpe. a 1683 Owen True Nat. Gosp. Ch.

(1689) 164 The unmeetness of the People to be lead under

this Spiritual Rule. i8a7 Q. Rev. XXXVI. 36 The unmeet-

ness of the parties being a satisfactory ground of divorce.

1868 Whittier Among tJu Hills 312 Love has naught to

do With meetness or unmeetness.
Unme*Uow, a. (Un- ' 7.) 1787 Generous Attachment

IV. 172 You. .shall proclaim the unsavoury news ; pert un-

mellow children shall bear it about. 1863 W. Lancaster
Ptcuterita 44 Gray the mask Of twilight, and the_ bleak

unmellow speed Of blindness on the visage of fresh hills.

Uniue-llowed, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

1573 Gascoigne Hearbes Wks. 1907 \. 327 The brail Which
raging youth . . Did whilome breede in mine unmellowed
brayne. 1591 Lvlv Endym. 111. i. Whose vnmellowed con-

ceits promise rype counsell. 1607 Rowi^nds Fam. Hist. 7
In Nature's green unmellowed years Cupid tormenteth Guy.
J743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes ii. v. 12 The crude, unmellow d
grape. 1781 Cowper Truth 402 If the youth, unmellow'd
yet by time, Bore on his branch . . Fruits of a blighted size.

1819 Lvtton Devereux iii. v. These rare scents that make
an Araby of this unmcllowid clime. 1841 Gresley For.

Arden xv. 167 They drew nearer to the ruins, unmellowed
by age.

Unmelo'diC, a. (Un-' 7.) 1849 Edin. Rev. July 54 In

primitive music we find a preponderance of those ordinary

intervalswhichcharacterisespecch, and which are unmelodic.

Unmelo dions, 'T. (Un-i 7.)

1665 Sir T. HEriBERT Trav. (1677) 173 The unmelodious
noise of the bracing mules. 1748 Thomson Cast. IttdoL 11.

Ixxxi, Of barking dogs the bitter throng Makes them renew
their unmelodious moan. 1773; Potter Mschylus^ Persians

S12 Rude strains, that unmelodious flow. 1808 Scott ^arw.
VI. Inlrod., If unmelodious was the song, It was a hearty

note. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man 11. xiii. II. 55 Even the

unmelodious sparrow has learnt to sing like a linnet.

So TJmuelo'dlously adv.^ -ness (Webster, 1847).

1846 Worcester (citing Dr. Allen). 1858 Carlvle Fredk.

Gt. v. i. I. 529 An English Parliament jangling and debating

unmelodiously. 1867 Morris Jason iv. 102 Nor toiled the

heroes unmelodlously.

Unme'Iodized, ppl. a. (Un- ' 8.) 1771 Langhorne
Fables Flora xi. 22 Unlike to living sounds it came, Un-
mix'd, unmelodis'd with breath. tUnooe'lt, fipl. a.

[Un- ' 8 b.] = next, a 164a Suckling Fragm. Aurea (1646)

29 The other fair hand .. whose perfect white .. shew'd like

unmelt snow unto the sight.

Unme-lted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1549 Conipl. Scot. vi. 59 The snau . . remanis langar on-

meltii, be rason that it fallis aye in cald vedthir. 1611 Speed
Theat. Gt. Brit, iii/i The snow..lasteih long vnmelted
viider those.. high hils. 1657 G. Thornlev Dnphnis <V

Chloe 114 The snow lay unmelted. 1713 Salmon Bate's

Dispens. (ed. 4) 438/2 UnmeUed Antimony in fine Ponder.

1796 KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 448 It is found . . on gneiss

unaltered, on sandstone unmelted. 1833-4 J. Phillips Geol.

in Encycl. Afetrofi. (1845) VI. 738/1 The houses., which have
been enveloped in liquid lava, remained unmelted by it,

1893 M, DoDS Gosp, John II. xiv. 223 A lens of ice will.,

itself unmelted.. fire the tinder to which it transmits its rays.

Unme-lting,///. a. (Un-i io,)

1743 Francis tr. Hor.^ Odes 11. ix. 5 Nor on Armenia's

frozen Plain The loitring Snow unmelting lies. 1798 Monthly
Mag. V. 208 To yon pale zone Where drifts the unmelting

snow. 1896 E. RiDLEV in Class. Rez'. XI. 271/2 Parched by
cruel suns, Or palled by snows unmelting.

tTJnmember, jy. [UN-24.] trans. To deprive

of membership. Also trnme*mbering vbl. sb.

A 1658 Durham Comm. Revelation ii. iii. (1680) 73 This

unmembcring or unchurching of a Person. 1683 T. Hunt

271

Def. Charter Land. 41 Every mans particular consent was
necessary to make him a member of any society, and so it is

to unmember him. 1847 Webster.

Unmemorable, a. (Un- i 7 b, 5 b.)

1598 Florio, hnmeutorabile, vnmemorable, not worth the

remembrance, forgetful!. 1607 Topsei-L Four-/. Beasts 142

Such was the vnmemorable vanity of the Heathensin theyr

goddes and sacrifices. 1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. v. iii. I. 559
if a few things memorable are to be remembered, millions

of things unmemorable must first be .. forgotten ! 1885

Dixon Hist. Ch. En^. III. 229 A not unmemorable duel.

absol. 1879 F. Harrison Choice 0/ Bks. i. (1886) 9 The
memoirs of the unmemorable, and lives of those who never

really lived at all.

Unme-mcried, ///.«. (Un-'8.) iSy>

J

ktaes DeE'Ortne
xi, The mountains.. in the same.. forms that they had

presented unmemoried centuries ago. 1879 R- Bridges

ShorterPoems u. (1012) 263, Flowers that fade. Within whose

magic tents Rich hues have marriage made With sweet

unmemoried scents.

Unme-naced,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

[1775 As.i] 1821 BvRON Sardanap. I. II. 6^0 Here we are

still unmenaced. 1837 Lvtton Athens I. 212 When Sparta

was unmenaced he was lukewarm.

Uumendable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1584 Melville in Cal. Sc. Pa/>ers (1913) VII. 175, 1 assured

hym.. matters wer able to fall out to her unmendable mis.

contentement. 1760 Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney Bidulph

Ixi. (1796) V. 178 The wheel was unmendable. xSza T. G.

Wainewright Ess. .\ Crit. (1880) 281 An unmendable slit.

'855 [J. R. Leifchild) Corntvall 76 That vase,, .which one

puff of wind., would dash down into innumerable and un-

mendable fragments ! 1877 M. Arnold Last Ess. Pref. p.

xii. They dream of patching up things unmendable.

XXnme-nded, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1880 West Cornwall Gloss. 62 Voyder^..^

large basket for holding unmended linen. x888 Miss Brad-

don Fatal Three I. iv, The wardrobe-woman left her clothes

unmended.

+ Unme'nged,///. a, Obs, [Un-1 8 -f Meng v.

Cf. OE. un{ie)menged, MDu. on-, MHG. un-

gemenget^ etc., older Da.. umxngf.'\ Unmixed.
iS6a Turner Baths 6 They drink, .excessively wyne, and

that unmenged.

TJnme'llsefal, n. Sc. and d/'al. (Un-1 y,)

1801 Marvellous Love-Story U. 31 Hauld your tongue, ye
unmenseful brute ! x8i8- in dialect glossaries, etc. (Sc,

Vks,, Lanes., Line). 1898 Ld. E. Hamilton Mawfcin xx,

268 The daft unmensefu' things 1

Unmensken, v,\ see Un-2 2.

Unme*nsurable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1513 Douglas Mneid
X. Pro!. 93 Consider quhou he \,sc. God] is onmensurabyll

;

Him, as he is, to knaw thou art not abyll. 1683 Cave
Erclesiastici^Athanasius 47 This he cryes out upon as. .an

unmensurable madness. Unmentionabi'lity. tUN-'i2.]
= next b. 1840 Neiv Monthly Mag. LX. 373 One whose un-
mentionabilities are not worth a thought.

Unmentionable, a. and sb. (Un-i 7 b.)

1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. 1. 1. iii, The . . whole posthumous hope

of Jesuitism now hangs by the apron of this same unmen-
tionable Woman. 185* Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom'^s C. xiii,

Rows ofsbining tin, suggestive ofunmentionable good things

to the appetite. 1875 Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) V, 422 If any
citizen be found guilty of any great or unmentionable wrong.

absol. 1848 Mrs. Carlvle in New Lett, if Mem. (1903) I.

242 Her tendency towards the unmentionable is too strong

for me to stay it.

b. sb, pi. Trousers. (Cf. Inexpressible B. 2.)

1830 in Thornton Amer. Gloss. (1912) I. 478 The waist

bands of bis unmentionables. 1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz,

!
Shabby'Getiteel People, The knees of the unmentionables.

.

began to get alarmingly white. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect

1 II. 318 The priest's unmentionables drying on a hedge.

I Hence Unaie'iitloxiableiiess. Also ITnme'ii-

tionably adv.

1870 Miss Brougkton Red as Rose I. 157. At the rate of

purity at which we are advancing, 'legs' will soon walk off

into the limbo of silence and unmentionableness. 1879 W.
Collins Rogue's Life ii, He asserted, with an unmention-

ably vulgar oath, his resolution to turn me out of doors,

j

Unme-ntioned, /// a. (Un-18, 8 c.)

I 1545 Ravnald Byrtk Mankynde (1552) 5 Muskles of the

I

body left apart and vnmencioned cf. i6ia T. Wilson Chr.

\
Diet. 146 Melchisedech[*s] .. Parents . . be vnmentioned in

' the holy Story. x66x Bovle Style of Script. 187 Barabbas

( his Name is signally Recorded in Scripture, whereas the
I Penitent Thief is left Unmention'd. 1709 Addison TatUr
I
No. 102 p I There was not a single Accomplishment un-

I

mentioned. x83x Scorr Ct. Rob. viii, And now let this

singular person remain for a time unmentioned. _ 1879
I Lubbock Sci. Led. vi. 173 Stonehenge . . is unmentioned
by any . . Roman writer.

I

tUnmC'nyied, ///. tf. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 8: see Manvie
1

v.\ Unmaimed. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 155, 1 ask thy

j

Passioun in me so to habound, Quhill nocht vnmen5eit be

in me ane member. UnmeTcantile, a. (Un-' 7.) X783

Burke Rep. Aff. India Wks. XI. 166 The false principles

of this unmercantile transaction. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. m.
xii. § 3. II. 58 An improvident and unmercantile mode of

conducting business.

Unmercenary, a. (Un-i 7.)

1643 pRVNNE Sov. Power Pari. i. Pref. (ed. 2) A ij b, The
cordiallest Endevours of a reall unmercenary Philo-pater.

x692 Attehburv Serm. (1726) I. ig Praise is a generous and
unmercenary Principle. i7o» S. Parker tr. Cicero's De
Finibus ii. 135 An Inbred and Unmercenary (Goodness of

I
Temper. 1891 Mekf.dith One of our Cong, xxix, She was

all impulse ; a shifty piece of unmercenary stratagem

occasionally directing it.

Hence Unme'rcenariness.
1863 N. <? Q. 3rd Ser. IV. 301 The genus ' he-flirt,' a race

which is unhappily increased by the unmercenariness of

mothers and chaperones.

+ Unme'rchandable, obs. var. of next. 1670 J. Smith
Eng. Improv. Revivd 264 Vending any unmerchandable

Ware.. at lower Rates.

TJNMERCY.

Unme rcbantable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

x6oa Carew Cornwall 105 li. They feed on salt vnmarchant-
able Pilchard. 172J Lend. Gaz. No. 6042/6 Wines.. corrupt,

or unmerchantable. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 174 Damaged and
unmerchantable wines. 1818 Colehkooke Import Colonial
Corn g A permission to dispose of his goods . . before they
are.. rendered unmerchantable by decay. iB^Law Times
Rep. LXXIII. 649/1 So damaged by water as to be un.
merchantable as dates.

UnmeTchantlike, a. {Un.» 7 c.) 1612 E. Misselden
Free Trade 100 The one taketh aduantage of our vn-
merchant-like couises,

-t-TTnme'rciable, a, [Un-i 7.] Unmerciful.
X382 Wyclif Jer. 1, 42 Cruel thei ben and vnmerciable.

c X412 HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. ^330 Where as our werkes
moste ben avowed, The vnmerciable schal be disallowed.
i^So Rolls ofParlt.V . 212/1 Arraied in fourmeof werre, with
. , unmerciable forboden wepons. X509 Barclay ShyP of
Folys 150 Alas mad Fole and man vnmerciable.
ttfnmeTCied, a. [Un-1 9.] Merciless. ci6oo Dray-

ton Miseries Q. Margaret xl, The Irish,.. with sword and
fire, Vnmercied hauocke of the English made.

trnmercifnl, a, [Un-1 7.] Merciless.

1. Of persons: Having or exhibiting no mercyy
X48X Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 37 He was alwaj'^to hem

vnmercyful. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 167 b, The vn-

mercifult pagans and cruel Turkes. 1584 Constable Sonn.
VII. vii, Seeke with humble prayer Meanes how to mooue
th' unmerciful lest fayre. 1631 High Commission Cases
(Camden) 231 Though he be unmercifuU to us olde men, yet

we are . . mercifull to him. 1667 Decay Chr, Piety viii. r 47
There are indeed no such unmerciful exactors as our own
lusts, 171X Swift Jrnl. Stella 7 June, Why this same
Stella is so unmerciful a writer, she has hardly left any
room for Dingley. a X770 Chatterton Battle ofHastings
427 A wight unmercifuU. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonatlian III.

250 Any female. .unmerciful to those who had gone astray.

transf. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia i. xiii, The unmerciful!

Sea deprived me of my company.
eibsol. 179s SoUTHEY Joan ofArc i. 445 Will not God In

sunder smite the unmerciful, and break I'he sceptre of the

wicked ?

2. Of actions, etc. : Devoid ofthequalityofmercy.

1549 Compl. Scot, i- 23 The..distructione of oure nobil

barrons. .be cruel ande onmercyful slauthjr. 1582 Stany-
iiURST yEneis i. (Arb.) 18 Shee bears . . that sept vnmerciful

hatred. 1621 J. Taylor (Water P.) Unnat. E'ather Wks.
(1630) 140/2 Weeping teares of pitilesse pity, and vnmercifuU
mercy. 1677 Wychebley PI. Dealer iv. i. When a Lover's

hopes Are dead, ..Life is unmerciful. 1758 Johnson Idler

No. 14 P 10 Some stop might be put to this unmerciful

prosecution. 1778 Miss Bukney Evelina Ixi, Her un-

merciful propensity to satire. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father
Darcy IL x. 170 He had resolved ..upon a course of the

most unmerciful policy,

tJ. Unsparing ; excessive in amount, etc.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 69 Knock'd
down by an unmerciful Bowl ofPunch or two. 17x0 Steele
Tatler No. 207 p 2 There was no enduring that this Fop
should outshine us all at this unmerciful Rate. x8ii

A. Clarke Kneeling Wks. 1837 XI. 340 In addition to the

injury I sustained by his unmerciful prayer, I had the

following reproof. 1835 T. lAirciKi^Li. Acharn. ofAHstoph,
App, 252 note^ Explain them he accordingly does at the

same unmerciful length as he does every other topic.

Hence t Unme-rcifulhead. Obs.

cij^o Jacob's Well 2^6 Ry5twysnesse may no^thelpe !«.,

in \>m vnkyndenesse, in \>\ti vnmercyfulhed.

Unme-rcifally, adv, [Un- i 1 1.]

1. Without mercy ; mercilessly.

1548 Elvot, hnmisericorditer, without pitee, vnmercifully.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. vii. 31 The Amazon, .dealt her blowes

vnmercifully sore. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. liii.

209 He caused [them J.. to be unmercifully butchered. 171X

Steele Sped. No. 145 r 2 He went on unmercifully to

Triumph over my Ignorance. 1766 Hamilton Vesuvius in

Phil. Trans. LVll. 197, I saw it .. unmercifully destroy a
poor man's vineyard. x8x8 Scott Rob Roy xxii, The laws

concerning debt, in most countries, are., unmercifully severe.

i860 Fboude Hist. Eng. V. 119 A change in the relations

between the peasantiy and the owners of the soil., was
attempted harshly and unmercifully.

2. Unsparingly, excessively. Now dial,

1686 F, Spence tr. .S"^ Euuremoni's Misc. Pref. C 3, In a
Comedy nothing is so unmercifully insupportable as to.,

explicate the Intrigue by a Miracle. 1716 HEAftuE Collect,

(O.H.S.) V. 331 He steals unmercifully, and., without

Acknowledgment. 1794 C. Picot Female Jockey Club 139

If surprised by the sight of a black lobster, she screams un-

mercifully. x8s4 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss. 369 It's

unmercifully bad.

Unmercifulness. [Un-i 12.] The quality

of being unmerciful ; mercilessness,

J545 AscHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 8j Made drunke with the

fruies of the flesh, as infidelhie, .. oppression, vnmerciful-

nesse. 1565 Cecil Let. in Strype Ann. Ref xliv. (1709) 444

To sharpen their tongues against the idols . . of . . malice, and

unmercifulness. 1649 F. Roberts Clavis Bibl. 423 IJahylon

being devoted to destruction for her unmercifulnesse to the

Jewes. i68a Sec. Plea Nonconform. 63 If Justices are not

merciful, they have the Countenance of the Law, for Un-
mercifulness. 1722 WoLLASTON Relig. Nat. vi. 141 Injustice,

unmercifulness, and cruelty are wrong. 1864 Pusey Led.
Daniel 524 That common sin of conquerors, unmercifulness

and oppression.

t Unme-rcileSS, a. [UN-^sa.] Unmerciful.

"545 Jove Exp. Dan. vi. 86 b, Now ye see. .their deceites,

vnnierciles murther, and ingratitude. X554 F. Yaxley in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. iii. IH. 313, I was so tormented. .in

the unmercelesse seas. 1570 GoocE Pop. Kingd. iv. 45 b,

Seeking Christ to kill, [Herod] Destroyde the little infants

yong, a beast vnmercilesse. 1614 Jackson Creed in. 199

The Egyptians consciousnesse oftheir vnmercilesse practises

against poore Israel.

tUnmeTCy. Obs. [Un-1 12.] Lack ofmercy;

unmercifulness.



ITNMERQED.

tf X38oWycup IFks. (i8So) 72 Wii?.drawynge goddis word
, .for ensaumple of pride, coueitise, wrat>i>e, vnmercy. c 1400

Found. St. Bartholomews (1923) 41 Our synnes askyng the

vnmercy of cure Lordys ire. CX407 Lydg. Keson 4- Sens,

6651 Daunger sholde exiled be, Vnmercy also.

UnmeTged,///. a. (Un- ' 8.) x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed.

2) II. 481 The estate for life of the Joint tenant having the

fee, is distinct from, and unmerged in, his greater estate.

TTnmeritable, a, [Un- i 7 b.]

1. Unable to claim merit.

1594 Shaks. Rich, III^ in. vii. 155 Your loue deserues my
thankes, but my desert Vnmeritable, shunnes your high
request, i6ox — Jul. C. iv. I 12 This is a slight vnmerit-

able man, Meet to be sent on Errands. X797 Lo. Thurlow
ia Cozvper's H'^s. (1836) III. 212 Cowper's distemper per.

suades him that he is unmeritable and unacceptable to God.
X884 Child Ballads 11. 393/1 An Italian ballad, a slight and
unmeritable thing. 1885 Swinburne Misc. (1886) 137 He
was content to rely on his ., simplicity alone; with a result

sometimes merely trivial and unmeritable.

t 2. Unmerited, undeserved, Obs,

X635 J. Hayward tr. Biond£s Banish\d Virg. 22 You.. are

.. come to undoe me with your unmeritable favours. 1666

^ARL Orrery in St. Lett. (1743) II. 93 Those unmeritable

eStpressions of your grace's kindness.

Unme-rited,//'/. a, (Un-1 8.)

1648 Hexham ii, Onbedient, Vndeserved, or Vnmerited.

1667 MiLTOM P. L. XII. 278 Favour unmerited by me, who
sought Forbidd'n knowledge. i7ix Sped. No. 77 r 5 Those
Nods of Approbation which I never bestow unmerited. 1740
Richardson Pamela (1824) 1. 157 This, sir,, .is all goodness

unmerited on my side. 1808 Wobdsw. ly/iiie Doe 11. 525
The excess Of an unmerited distress. 1889 in Retrospect

Med. CII. 33 Years ago I remember getting a good deal of

quite unmerited credit.

Hence Unme'ritedness.
16*8 Boyle Seraph. Love (1659) 70 The freenesse or un-

meruednesse of God's love, a x68o Charnock Attrib. God
(1834) II. 437 The unmeritedness of them doth enhance this.

UnmeTitedly, adv. (Un-1 ii. Cf. prec.)

1791 Eliza Clarke Sttjcrd II, 90 The Regard which you
have so unmeritedly shown for me. 1806 Scott Let. in

Lockhart (1837) II. 88 Any prepossession which my literary

reputation may, however unmeritedly, have created in my
favour. 1840 New Monthly Mag. LX. 369 A word thus

unmeritedly sent to Coventry.

Unmeritin^,///. a. (Un-1 io, 5 d.)

Also absol., and with object,

XS94 Zepheria xix. No no Zepheria, fame is too rich a
prize My all vnmeritin? lines for to attend on. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. 11. i. 47 A brace of vnmeriting, proud, violent, tesiie

Magistrates. 179S -^Vi/^ ofSedley I. 135 Why should we
conceal our affections, when they are not improperly placed

upon the unmeriting? xZztVoxjlqv. Course T. ix. 926 Un-
meriiing alike reward or blame. x8a8 Pusey Hist. Enq.
I. 83 To charge heresy upon unmeriting and orthodox men.
tUnme*riUngIy, a(/i/. Obs. [Us.^ n.] Undeservedly.

1621 Lady RI. Wroth Urania 399 Bee sure you mistake

him not, or vnraeritingly condemne him.

UnmeritOTious, a. (Un-i 7.)

ti77S Ash.] x8ss Faber Growth in Holiness xiv. 233
There are a variety of unmeritorious occupations. 1862

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xii. xii. Ill, 374 You may buy them
\5C. votesj .. by preferments and appointments of the un-
meritorious man.

So Unmerito'riously adv,

X840 De Quincey Essettes, Suppl. Note Wks. 1857 VII,

299 Josephus..most unmeritoriously found himself,, trans-

lated into the meridian sunshine of court favour,

TXniue'rry, a. (OE, unmyrgex see Un-1 y.)
a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 211 Collidittm, unmyrge

ple^a. C1250 Owl 4- Night. 346 Ne beo t>e song ne so

raurie pat he ne sal J>inche vnmurie If he ilestet> ouer vn-

wille. ci384Chai;ckr H. Fame 74 There slepeth ay this

god \sc. Sleep] unmerie. c X430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 9022

To Amanewel that was slaw Into the Citie forto burie, For
him was Amalek vnmerie, 1530 Palsgr. 328/2 Unmery,
triste. 1582 T. Watson Centurie of Love Ixxxv, Cares
rowd with vowes the ship vnmery minde.

TTnme'Sll, v. [Un- ^^ 4 b.] trmts. To undo
the meshes of; to free from meshes.
<:i822 T. L. Beddoes Poems, Alfarabi 138 Hands of

eternal stone, that would unmesh And fray this starry com-
pany of orbs. x8s6 Ruskin Mod, Paint. IIL iv. iv. § 16

They had gone back to their daily work, thinking still their

business lay net-wards, unmeshed from the literal rope and
drag. 1891 C. E. Norton Dante's Purgat. xxL 136, I see

the net which snares you here, and how it is unmeshed.
Unme-smerized, ppl. a. (Un-* 8 a c.) 1889 J. M.

Robertson Christ ^ Krishna xii. 61 Sufficient to indicate

to any student unmesmerised by religion that a nature myth
underlies every case.

Unme't, ppl. a.^ (Un-1 S b : cf. Meet v.)

1603 B. JoNSON Sejanus v. i, Winds lose their strength,

when they do empty fly, Unmet of woods or buildings.

1641 Eakl Monm. tr. Biondts Civil Wars iv. 42 Had
Warwick been of this opinion, succour bad not come unmet
withall. 1798 Monthly Mag. V, 367 Back to the desert-air

Unmet shall he repair. x8i8 Colebrooke Import. Colonial
Com 108 Yet are his productions not unthreatened nor
unmet by dangerous rivalship. 1868 Mokpis Earthly Par.
1. 1 J. 662 While through this poor land range the heathen
men. Unmet of any but my King.
tUnme't,/^/*/. a.^ Obs.-^ [ITn-> 8: cf. Metew.'] Un-

measured. 1482 in Charters^ etc. Edinb. (1871) 168 Of ilk

laid vnmet i obi.

Unmetalled,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

X843 in T. J. Dyke Addr. Public Medicine (18B5) 2 The
unmetatled and unchannelled highways and streets. i86a
Pattebsom Ess. Hist. ^ Art 211 The continuation of this

road . . is unmetalled. X897 Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. XI. 72
The balks.. seem to be.. unmetalled roadways.

XTmnetallic, a, (Un-i 7.)

1757 tr. HenckeFs Pyritol. (title-p.), Its Iron, Copper,
Unmetallic Earth, Sulphur [etc], X796 Kirwan Elem,
Min. (ed. 2) I. 487 Metallic substances.. held in solution by
any unmetallic acid. 184X Beande Man, Chem. 210 Heat

272

is thrown off much more quickly from the unmetallic than

from the metallic surface. 1864 BowEN Logic vl 154 All

infusible things are unmetallic.

Unxne'tallized, Jipl. a, (Un-' 8.) 1796 Kirwan Elem.
Min, (ed. 2) II. 90 Some unmetallic or unmetallized sub-

stance. 1805 Phil. Trans. XCV. 169 An unmetallized

portion of that [ore].

Unmetamorphosed, ///. a. (Un-18.)
1600 TouKNEUR Trans/. Meiam. xvi, If any rest un-

metamorphosed. 1787 Generous Attachment IV. 35 Many
. . affect for a time the rank of Captain, but I continue

unmetamorphosed. 1849 Owen Parthenogenesis 39 Such
unmetamorphosed germ-masses. 1880 Carpenter m yrnl.

Linn. Soc. XV. 2r4 Unmetamorphosed embryonic basals.

Unmetaphorical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1767 Sterne Tr.

Shandy IX. xiii, I am got . . into a cold unmetaphorical_ vein

of infamous writing. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. I. xi, An
unmetaphorical style you shall in vain seek for. Un-
metapnysic, a. [Un- ' 7.) = next. 1789 H. Walpole
Let. to Mrs. H. More 4 Nov., My head is as un-mechanic
as it is..un-metaphysic, un-commercial.

Unmetaphysical, a. (Un-1 7.)

1691 NoRRis Pract. Disc. 301 A notion of God so very

natural, that even the Jews as gross and unmetaphysical as

they were, could not but imbrace it. 1701 — Ideal World
I. VI. 323 A blunt unmetaphysical Roman. 182s Coleridge
Aids Rejl. 252 The unmetaphysical tribes of New Holland.

187X Fkaser Life Berkeley ii. 44 The book was too far in

advance of an unmetaphysical generation to draw general

attention.

Unmeted, fpl. a. [Un-' 8.) Unmeasured. 1838 Mrs.
Browning IsoheVs Child iii, Its mother's smile. Full of love's

unmeted weight, 1853 C. Bronte Villette xii. Surely those

near me must have felt some little of the anxiety I felt, in

degree so unmeted.

t Unme'th, adv. [Cf. next, and unimeaH s.v.

Un-1 3.] Immoderately, extremely.

a 122S Ancr. R. 50 Vor a^ein kunde hit is, & unmeS swuc
\v.r. sullich, selli] wunder, l^et te deade lotie. a izzg Juliana.

4 Maximian be modi keiser . . wi5 unmed muchel bird &
unduliti duheoe.

t XJnmeth.e, .T^. Obs. [OE. wKw/ic^CUN-i la

-)- Methe sb.').'\ Immoderation ; excess ; fault.

aiioo in Assmann Ags. Horn. 162 pa discipulas. .waeron

on heora mod5e(>ance swiSlice afyrhte and sedrefede, swa
hit nan unma:)) na;s. a 1250 Owl ^ Night. 352 Eurich

J?ing may lesen his godhede Mid vnniel>e and ouerdede.

a 1300 Florice «iBl. (Camb. MS.) 675 Min is Jjc guld and (je

unmeb, pat J>u for me schalt J>olie deK
tUnmethe.a. Obs. [Cf. prec. and Methe «.]

Unequal ; unfair ; ungentle.

cisso Owl 4- N. 1618 (Jesus MS.), parfore \x. is wel

unme>e. For (jhah l)u ligge ded & clinge pi det> nys nouht

to none )<inge. a 1300 Cursor M. 11815 pat caitif vn-meth

and vn-meke Nu higines he to seke. c 1325 Spec._ Gy IVanv.

615 Swich a fiht is vnmeK For ajein te kinde hit gejj.

DTninethlioh, -ship : see Un-1 3.

XTumetho'dical, «. (.Uk- 1 7.)

1601 CoRNWALLis £ss. 11. 1. N u 7, They are unmethodicall,

hardly to be caught by one forme, any in truth wil do it.

C173X) W. Gibson Diet Horses xi. (173') i^S The ..Instruc-

tions.. are so obscure and un-methodical, that it is not an
easy matter to follow them. 1862 Lytton Sir. Story II. 62

When I saw her .. smoothing his papers (in which he was

apt to be unmethodical;. i86g Kogers Smith's Wealth N.

I. Pref. p. xxiv, The resources and defects of vast but un-

methodical learning. 1872 Liddon Elem. Relig. i. 28 Its

form is of necessity unmethodical ; it is, if you will, anti-

scholastic.

So TJnmetho'dically adv.

1631 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry iv. i. What fouler

ohiect in the world, then to see. .a liopefull Cheualier vn-

methodically appointed in the externallornamentsof itature?

Unme-thodized,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not reduced to method.
a 1677 J. Harrington Grounds ^ Reasons Wks. (1700) 12

Tho the Understandings of most men seem to agree in som
general maxims, but unpolish'd, unnumber'd and un-

methodiz'd, 1734 Hebvev Mem. Geo. II (r848) I. 400 The
loose, unmethodized, and often incoherent manner, in which

it is put together. 1834 Sir H. Taylor Artevelde 11. v. ii,

What is earth ? A huge congestion of unmethodised matter,

2. Not become Methodist.

1751 Lavington Enthus. Meth. ^ Papists m. _(i754) 236

Hence they justly contemn., all the Unmethodized, as of

a mean and reprobate Way.
Unmethodizing, z/W. jJ. (UN.'ec, 8.) 1818 Coleridge

in Eiicycl. Metrop. (1845) I. Introd. 4 To the utter confusion

and unmeihodising of the science of the human mind.

Unme'trical, a. (Un- i 7.)

1791 BoswELL yohnson Dec. 1784, Discoursing vehemently

on the unmetrical effect of such a lapse. 1856 Masson
Ess. Biog. f; Crit. 412 The art of producing, by means of

articulate language, metrical or unmetrical, a fictitious con-

crete. 1885 Athenseum 17 Jan. 84/2 A kind of unmetrical

narrative so poetic in motive, .as [etc.].

Unmew, v. (Un-= 5 i cf. Mew v.'^) 1818 Keats Endym.
I. r32 Let a portion of ethereal dew Fall on my head, and
presently unmew My soul. Unmlcaxeous, <i. (Un-' 7.)

1833-4 Eucycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 758/1 A felspathic

quartzose rock, of rather dubious character,^ which may be

called.. unmicaceous granite. Unmi'dwifed, a. (Un-'

9.) 1747 Centl. Mag. 242 Her uberous store, To these,

parturient Earth unmidwifd yields.

t Unmi'ght. Obs. [OE. tinmiht, -meht (Un-1

l2), = WFris.(j«-, linmacht, MDu. (Du.) onmachl,

MLG. unmacht (LG. unmagt), OHO. (MHG.)
unmaht (G. unmacht), Goth, unmaht-s ; cf. also

ON. umdltr, MDa. umagt.'] Want of might or

strength ; weakness, feebleness.

C897 K. ^Elfred Gregory^s Past. C. xxxii. 208 Donne hie

ongietaS hiera unba;ldo & hiera unmihte, hie weorSaS oft

ormode. c X200 Vices <y Virtues r2g For j^an euel to done

nis non strencjje, ac is unmihte. a 1290 Becket 1408 in

.y. Eng. Leg, I. 146 For mine sunnesand for mine onmigte,

TJNMILITAEY.

J)at I ne may hire wardi nou^t. C1330 R. Brunne Chron.

Wace (Rolls) 15564 An heuinesse, a gret vnmight, On
Cadwalyn gan to lepe. c 1375 5<r. Leg. Saints xxxii. {JuUirCi

205 pe vnmycht of my compere, |>at to spede had na powere.

c 1400 Pilgr. Sffivle (Caxton, 1483) v. xiv. 108 In hym is

feblesse and grete vnmyght. 1429 Rolls of Farit. IV. 343
Crete myghi on that o syde, and unmyght on that other.

t Unmi ghtful, a. Obs. [Un-* 7.] a. Unable, b. Im-
possible. 1340-70 Alex, i^ Dind. it-2 pei bel> vn-mihiful

y-mad, men for to wisse. c 1460 Towneley Myst. x. 141 No
word, lady, that I the bryng, Is vnmyghtfull to heuen kyng.
tUnmight(i)ly, advs. Obsr^^ [Un-' ii.] Weakl^ in-

effectually, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 366/1 On-myghtly
yWinch. MS.ovi-my\\\.y\^\inpotenter. t Unmi'ghtincss.
Obs.~^ [Un-' 12.] Impotence. 14.. in Anglia VIll. 124

Dredynge leste )>at houge wonderyngeof merueyllessbulde
. .arrecte goddes dedys to vnmyghtynes.

Unmi'ghty, a. Now arch. [OE. unmihtig

(Un-1 y)^ =: OFris. ««-, onmachtich^ WFris. on-^

{Inmachtigy MDu. oniuachtich (Du. -ig), MLG.
tmviechtichy OHG. nnmahtig, -tk (MHG. un-

mehtecj -ic, G. tm?nachtith), Golh, tmmahteig-s :

cf. also ON. iimdltig-r, MDa. umsegtugy early mod.
Da. umsegtig.'] Devoid of might or strength ; weak,

feeble, powerless, impotent.
c888 K. i^LFBED Boeth. xxix. § i i^lc sesceadwis man

maej witan J^set bi h\6^ full earme & ful unmihtige. cx20o
Trin. Coll. Honi. 35 He bicom unmihti & wreche & unhol.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. iv. 22 Middel-erd for mon wes
mad, un-mihti aren is meste mede. c 1374 Chauckr Boeth.

IV. pr. ii. (1868) 114 Nedes goode folk moten ben my5ty, and
?.!irewes febie and vnmyjty. 1402 J. Upland (Skeat) § 63

He coude not make his rule so good as an.other did bis,

(..and so were he unmighty and not god), c 1450 tr. Dt
Imitatione 11. viii. 49 Whan t>e grace of god . . go)j away,

J>an shal he be poure & unmisty. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.

C ij b, He was . . so feble and so unmyghty that hys dysciples

Busteyned. .hym in goyng to chirche. 1545 Ravnald Byrth
Mojikynde 79 Vf the matryce be vnmighty and weakened.
1611 Florio, ImPoderoso, vnmightie, vnpowerfull. 1876

Morris Sigurd 11. ^7 Myself a Utile fragment amidst it all

I saw,.. unmighty as the tempest-driven straw.

absol, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 30 It is necesari to hem to visit

J^e sek, to pray for Jjc vnmi^ti. 1549 Allen Jude's Par.

Rev. 33 Both masters and seruauntes, . .hyghe and lowe,

myghtie and vnmyghtie. 1587 Golding De Momay Ep.
Ded., The welbeloued Sonne of God., must stande for all :..

the mightie for the vnmightie.

b. Const, io, usually with inf.

c 1000 jElfric Saints' Lives x. 257 Hwi come Iju mid
waepnum..to anum maedene unmihtigum to wige. 0x240
Sawles Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 257 Nu is riht Jjenne i?at

we demen us seolf eauer unmihtie to werien ant to witen us

. . wi3 ute godes helpe. a 1300 Cursor j)/. 6706 Qua smites

vte his thains eie, And mas him vn-mighti for-to seie.

01340 Hamfole Psalter cvi. 12 pai ware vnmyghty_ to

stande agayn vicys. 1390 Cower Conf. \\. 177 Thei with-

oute lyves chiere Unmyhti ben to se or biere. 1422 Yong
tr. Secreta Secret. 235 Who-so hath the paas litill and
swyfte, he is suspeccious, of euyl will, on-myghty to werkys.

+ Ulimi-ld, a. Obs. [OE. unmilde (Un-1 f^^^
MDu. £J?/7//2"A^5 (obs. Du. onmild), OHG. unmilti

(MHG. unmiltey tininilde, G. unmild)^ ON.
titinild-r (MSw. omilder, S\v. omild, MDa., Da.,

and Norw. ntnild), Goth, tmmild-s unkind.]

1. Not mild or gentle ; harsh, rough, unkind.

C900 tr. Bzda's Hist. n. ii. (1890) 100 feif he t>onne is

unmilde & oferhysdij, J>onne is jjset cu'6 \)Xt he nis of Code.

cizoQ Ormin 9880 Hasbenn lif & haejsenn fuUkess herrte Iss

harrd & starrc all allse stan, Unnmeoc & all unnmilde,

a tz$o Owl J^ Night. 61 Icb wot \>s.t \}\x art unmilde Wjt»

horn t?at ne muje from )?e scbilde. a 1290 Beket 1460 in

S. Eng. Leg, I. 148 Ovt of Engelonde he let heom driue:,.

muche was he on-milde ! a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlvi. 6

Synful men \>dX ere sharpe and vnmyld and contrary. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. K. xii. x. (Bodl. MS.), pe crowe..is

a iangelingge brid vnmylde [L. impia],and greuous to men.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy \. 281 Bolys ful vnmylde, with

brasen feet, ramegous and wylde. 1482 Mo7ik of Evesliam

1. (Arb.) 100 Sche was only to her cosynis ryghte gastful

and on mylde. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) IJ3 b,

Eschewe the occasyons of testynes or hastynes, and other

vnmylde behauour. 1558 Phaeb ^Zneid _iv. K iij, Some
Tigres thee did nurse, and gaue to thee their milke unmild.

161X Florio, Dnviite, vnmilde, cruel.

2. Harsh of taste.

1566 Drant Horace, Sat, in. G j, Eatinge most bitter

rootes and leaves, unmilde unto the taste.

Hence f tTnmi'lcliiess. Obs,

1570 Drant Two Serm. I viij, Mildnes to some is oft tymes
vnmildnes and crueltie to many other. x6ii Florio, Im-
viitezza, vnmildenesse, cruelty. 1644 Milton_ Divorce

(ed. 2) II. vii. 46 The unmildnesse of Evangelick grace

shall turn servant to declare the grace and mildnesse of

the rigorous Law.
UnmHdewed, j^//. rt. (Un-» 8.) ti775 Ash.] 0x814

A. Becket Genii i. in New Brit. Theatre I. 518 Kind

Power,. .Still give the gold rod of our fields Unmiidew'd.

Unmi-litarily, rtrt'z'. (Un-' 11.) 01856 in Strang Glasgow

^ Clubs 585 A prisoner, who.most unmilitariiy occupied the

front of the saddle.

Unmilitary, a, [Un-1 7.]

1. Not in accordance with military practice or

conforming to military standards.

1777 W. Dalrymple Trav. Sp. <§• Port, cxliii. The king

has a large., army, which had better be reduced, than

continue in its present unmilitary state. xBo6 Ann. Rev.

IV. 246 Defence—the very word is unmilitary. 1826 Scott

Woodsi. xii, We must not hazard the whole troops in one

sortie—that were unmilitary, x86x Gen. P. Thompson
Audi Alt. Part. III. clxxiv. 206 It is simply unmilitary

babble, that would talk of the difficulty of doing what is

wanted, when once the military superiority is decided,

2. Not belonging to, or connected with, the

military profession.



UNMILKED.
i8a2-is Bkntham Ration. Judic. Evid, (1827) V. 663

Suppose two persons in office, military and unmilitary.
1883 American VI. 233 [This] may be objected to in un-
military quarters.

Unmi-lked,///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1648 Hexham n, OngevioliMtn^ Vnmilked. 1725 Pope

Oiiyss. IX. 318 The ewes.. with distended thighs Unmilked
lay bleating. 1891 Hardv Tess xxiv, Five unmilked cows
chanced to stand apart from the general herd.

Unmi-lled, />//. a. (Un- i 8.)

15SS Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 86 Item ij webbe un-
milled. ..hem xiiij peces of cloth. ^ 1600 Transcript W,
Riding Sessions Rolls (188S) 160 Duas pecias panni lanei .

.

vocat. vnmylned Karsey. 1726 Leake Hist. Ace. Ene.
Money 121 A Cutter,, .which some have calPd the Unmill d
Guinea. 1783 Cook First I'oy. in. xiv. III. 766 There are
two kinds of coin here, of the same denomination, milled
and unmitled.

tUnmi'nd, a. Oh.— ^ [Un-* 7,] Unmindful, a 1300
Cursor M. 1572 pai left i?e lede of Jjar lau, pat es, o settnes
and o^ kind Wit-vtun mensk t>ai ar [Gott. were] vn-mind.
Unmi'nd, v. (Un-* 3. J trans. To reverse the views of.

>8.S9 J- Taylor Logic in Theol. 239 The attempt to un-
mind the Christian world at that time was impracticable.

Unminded,///. a, [Un-i S]
1 1. Unmentioned ; not borne in mind. Obs.
a 1513 Fabvan Chron. i. xxii. 17 This also is vnm>Tided of

wryters. .foi rudenesse of his dedes, that clerkes lyst nat to
spende any tyme in wrytynge of suche dedes. 1590 Spenser
Muiopot. Ep. Ded., Which taketh glory.. to spend it selfe in

honouring you : not so much for your great bounty to my
self, which yet may not be vnminded ;..as for [etc.].

2. Unheeded, unregarded.
1562 J. Heywood Frov, 9f Epig. (1867) 17 Unminded,

vnmoned, go make your mone. 1596 Siiaks. i Hen. /F,
IV. iii. 59 When he was . . A poore vnmindeti Out-law,
sneaking home, a 1625 Beaum. & Fl. Laws of Cnmiy v.

i. Where was your gratitude, who in your Coffers Hoarded
the rustic treasure which was due To my unminded Father?
1667 AiJLTON /'.Z.X.332 Hee, after Eve seduc't, unminded
slunk I nto the Wood fast by. 1710 Brit. Apollo No. 61. 3/1
Sable Night unminded past away. 1846 Landor Imag.
Conv. Wks. I. 390/1 Even grandmothers ere now have been
unminded by their own grandchildren.

b. Left unnoticed, overlooked.
1698 Christ Exalted § 99 It is not to be unminded how

the Rebuker slides off the three first Conditions.

Uniui'lldfiil, a. [Un-1 7.] jjot mindful;
careless, heedless: a. Const, of.

1382 WvcLiF Fcclus* xxxvii. 6 Be thou not vnmyndeful of
hym in ihi werkis. 1500-20 Dunbar Poentsxyix. 47 Religious
men . . ar vnmyndfull of thair professioun. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 56 Owre predicessoures were not vtterlye
vnmyndefull of these benefites. 1631 Gouge GodCs Arroivs
II. Ep. Ded., Can I then be unmindfull of her? 1663 Bp.
Patrick Farad. Pilgr. xxx. When you find them so un-
mindful of themselves. 1706 E. Ward IVooden World
Diss. (1708) 16 One so sollicitous about other Men's Healths,
cannot be unmindful of his own, 1760-2 Goldsm. Cit. W.
lix, Every person was willing to save himself, unmindful of
others. 1821 Shklley Epipsych. 302 At her silver voice
came Death and Life, Unmindful each of their accustomed
strife. 1874 J. Baluw. Bkown Higher Life p. viit, Un-
mindful of the large blessing which intellectual culture and
political activity bring in their train.

b. With inf. or clause.

1615S1R ^.^l\:vL'e. Misc.Foems x\v. 10 Helping wptreassour
wnmyndfull tjuho lent it. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 323 He
caused Cassius Longinus . . to be slain ; unmindfull that
Cbserea (the man that did the deed) was so called. 1697
Dryden Virz. Past. viii. 125 She seeks the weedy Pools,.,
Careless of Night, unmindful lo return, a 1750 A. Hill
Picture ofLove 173 Unmindful, thai of old they veil'd his

face.

c. Attrib. or without const, rare.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, IV. iv. 4^6 Dull vnmindfull Villaine,
Why stay'st thou here? 1598 tLORio, .Smemora to,.. & for-

getfuU, obliuious, or vnmindfull man. 1608 Beauh. & Fl.
Four Flays in One Wks. 1912 X. 359 Hear me, . .And take
my wrongs into thy hands, thou justice Done by unmindful
man, unmerciful. 1796 Scott IVild Huntsman xxxtx. His
courser rooted to the ground, The quickening spur unmind-
ful bears.

Hence Unml'tidfaliiess.
Also unmindfully adv. (1755 Scott, and later Diets.).

«5*7 Allen Def Priesthood Pref., Loue of sinne,. .and
vnmyndfulnes of saluation. 1631 Mabbe Celestina xii. 132
Of my much mindfulnesse for this nights meeting, and your
much unmindfulnesse and extreme carclesnesse. a 1680
Charnock Attrib. God (1834) I. 507 Why should we forget
it ? yea, what a shame is our unmindfulness of it.

tUnmindingpZ'^/. jd. Obs. [Un-i 13.] The
action of forgellinjj or disregarding.

13^ Wycuf Wisd. xiv. 26 And alle thingus ben mengd
togidere, ..the vnmynding (L. immemoratio] of the goodes
of the Lord,., the vnordeynyng of leccherie and of vnclen-
nesse. 1602-9 A. Munday tr. Palmerin of Eng, i. (1639)
A 5 b, Pleasant passages through the grassy groves, would
be an occasion of the vnminding her former fits, a 1684
Leighton Comm. 1 Fet. v. 8 The fumes, .cast us into a deep
sleep ; a secure unminding of God and of ourselves.
Unmi*ned,/>i^rt. (Un-'S.) ai84gPoE E. B. Browning

Wks. 1865 III. 404 The reader will suffer the most valuable
ore to remain unmined to all eternity, before [etc.]. 1895
Chambers^s Jrnl. XII. 629/1 The coal in the country stiil

unmined. Unmi neralized, ppl. a. (Un' 8.) 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVII. 112/r The niineralized hot springs

and the unmineralized. Unml'nglable, a. (Un-' 7 b.)

1661 Boyle Scept. CItem. iv. 231 The Property of Oyle. .of

bein^ unminglable with the Water, Ibid. 257 Divers and
unminglable oyles,

TJnmi-ngle, v. (Un-2 3, 7.)

1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. n. 155 This facultie of
the fantasic.changeth and rechangeth, mingleth and vn-
minglcth, so that it cutteth asunder and seweth vp againe
as it listeth. 1626 Bacon Sylva% 14 It will unmingle the

Wine from the Water ; the Wine ascending and . . tho

Vol. X.
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Water descending. 1646 Gataker Mistake Removed 39
To unmingle things that Antichrist hath confounded and
put together.

Unmi-ngled,///. a. (Un.i 8.)
1548 Elyot, /////r^w/jfWKj, vnmyngled, not confuse. 1577

tr. Bnllinger's Decades iv. i. 559/2 The doctrine of Faith .

.

ought to bee reteined vnmingled, and vncorrupte in the
Churche. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 396 Springs on the Tops of
High-Hills .. are most pure and vnmingled. 1665 Boyle
Reji. v. vii, Two or three unmingled Liveries, whose single
Colours are bright. 1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 238 Vessels of
unmingled wine. 1746 Hervey Medit. (1748) 38 Where
Imagination dreams of unmingled Sweets. iBi8 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xix, She looked up with anxious surprise, not
unmingled with a cast of horror. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)
III. 252 He to whom is given the cup of unmingled ill.

Unmi-ngllng, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1643 [see Unmatch-
ABLE a. 2j. 1855 .MiLMAN Lat. Chr. xiv. iii. VI. 463 Into
tliis separ.'ite immaterial and unmingUng world.

Unmi-nished,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1533 More Ans^v. foysoned Bk. Wks. 1096/1 By hys
ascendyng vp wyth hys body hole and vnminished. 1583
GoLDiNG Calvin on Dent, xxxvi. 215 That he must be so
obeyed, as his whole right be reserued to him unminished.
1848 PusEY Faroch. Serm. (1852) I. 121 One Everlasting,
Unminished, Unchanging Joy. 1854 S. Dobell Balder
xxiii. 102 He walks. Hale and unminished, to and fro. 1870
Swinburne Ess. f^ Stud. (1875) 142 For him the sleepless
wellsprings of Cephisus are yet unminished and unfrozen.

Unmi-nister, v. (Un- 2 6 b.)

1636 Prvnne Unbish. Tim. (1661) 80 They..Un-church
most Protestant Churches in forein parts, and Un-minister
their Ministers. 1676 Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. tx.

(1848) 138 They did not unminister him, and therefore did
not quarrel his preaching or praying in public.

Unmi'iiistered, ppi. a. and a, [Un-i 8, 9.]
1. Not administered (to a person).

1532 More Confut, Tindale Wks. 377/1 It were as good
to leaue the sacramentes vnministred vnto him as ministred.

1545 CovERDALE Def. Chr. Man Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 473
'I'herefore must so great a sacrament in no wise be left un-
ministered.

2. Destitute of a minister.

1657 ^' P"'--NN'ER ind Ft. Christ's Alarm 97 Any Parish
that is unchurched and unminislred.

Unministe rial, ///. a. t Un- i
7.

)

1727 PoPK, etc. Art ofSinking ii8 Used in the praise and
dispraise of ministerial and unministerial persons. 1735
Hervey Mem. Geo. II (1848) I. 492 One of the most
impolitic unministerial acts I ever knew him guilty of.

18x6 Coleridge /,<//. (1895)660 The plain, unministerial.

.

spirit of your writings. 1863 Edith J. May Stronges of
Netherstronge 115 'I'he perplexed minister recollected his
office in time to repress a very unministerial reply.

nnmi-nted,/>//.A. (Un-1 8. Cf. Da. umyntel.)
1611 Speed Hist. Gt, Brit. ix. xxiv. \6^ [She] caused the

value of fortie thousand Angels in Bullion, vnminted,. .to
be sent. 1636 Pagitt Christianogr. (ed. 2) 11. 40 I'he
Treasury of merits was unminted. 1739 G. Ogle Gualtherns
9f Griselda 87 Virtue, in low, is an unminted Mine. 1845
Petrie Round Towers Del. 215 The precious metals were
used as a circulating medium in large unminted pieces.

1881 DuFFiELD Don Quixote II. 402 To rail on the lightness
of women,, .their unminted promises.

Unmi'nuted, />/*/. a. (Un.' 8.) [1775 Ash.J 1778 [W. H.
Marshall] Minutes Agric.^ Observ. 136 From the above
Minutes, as well as fiom repeated, unminuted Observations,
I am clearly of opinion [etc.]. 1824 Bentham Bk. Fallacies
Wks. 1843 II. 465/2 From speeches—spoken and unminuted
speeches. UnmlTacled,//*/. a. (UN.26b,8.) 1609 F.
Grevil Mustapha iv. iv, That our great lord may see
Vnmiracled his owne humanitie.

XTnmiracalous, a. (Un-i ^.)
1746 Young Nt. Th. ix. 1262 Miracles, .can not more

amaze the mind, Than this, call'd unmiraculous survey.
1858 Carlyle /•«a'^. 6V. ix. viit. II. 476 The phantom be-
comes reasonably unmiraculous again. 1882 Seeley Nat.
Reiig. 254 The unmiraculous part of the Christian tradition.

Unmired, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) ^1586 C'tess Pembroke
Fs. LXix. vi, Orations God, ..Keepe me safe unsunck, un-
myred, Safe from flowing foes retyred. UnmiTthful,
a. (Un-' 7.) 181S Jane Austkn Emma xvj, Difficulties.

.

enough to occupy her in most unmirlhful reflections. 1835
Lytton Rienzi i. iv. None saw that the unmirthfiil flash

[of wit] was the token of the coining storm. UnmiTth-
fully,^i'v. (Un-' II.) 189* Wii.KiNS &yi\tA}i Green Bay
Tree vii, 'Oh! come now, exclaimed Cor>'ton, laughing
unmirthfully. Unmi'ry, a. (Un.' 7.) 1716 Gay y'nVm
in.'i87 There may'st thou pass with safe unmiry feet, Where
the rais'd pavement leads athwart the street. Unmis-
ca'rrying,///. a. (Un-' id.) 1657 Trai'p Comm. Fs. cxx.
I The unmiscarrying return of prayer should bee carefully
observed. Unmi'SchievouS; a. (Un-' 7.) 1821 Lamb
Elia I. Quakers' Meeting^ Nothing-plotting, nought-cabal-
ling, unmischievous synod ! 1848 R. W. Hamilton Sabbath
v. 170 Though overtrading is a solecism, not inimischievous
is the unrequired extension of stock. Unmi*scible, a.

(Un-' 7.) I1775 Ash.] 1883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts
Ser. II. 441/2 Oil and water are unmiscible,

Uzimisgi'viiig,//^ a. (Un-1 io.)

1693 Howe Carnality Rclig. Contention'^V.^. 1724 II. 211
An high and unmisgiving Confidence, and expectation to be
saved ! 1832 L. Hvnt Poems Pref. p. xi, A small and un-
ambitious, yet unmisgiving and happy production. 1863
CowDEN Clarke Shaks. Char. i. 6 He has an unmisgiving
confidence in his own powers. 1867 Lewes Hist. Philos.
(ed. 3) II. 24 Discussing, with arduur and unmisgiving ingenu-
ity, topics, .necessarily beyond all possible demonstration.

Unmisffi'vingly, adv. (Un-' ii; cf. prec.) 1842 Mrs.
Browning/)'^. I'oets iv. §6 Asit is a fault in the Greek lyrist

to leave his buoyancy .. too unmtsgivingly and entirely

for the right reverence of Unity in Beauty. x86i Earle
Glouc. Fragtn. 40 Much in the same way as , . one . . is

unhesitatingly and unmisgivingly pronounced 'a saint in

glory'. UnmisgTii'ded, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1830 W.
Taylor Hist. .Sun>. Germ. Poetry I. pi Unmisguided by
ecclesiastic missioniiries and monastic institutions. Un*
misinte'rpretable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) a 1631 Donne Serm,

UNMIX.
589 This usefull and unmLsinlerpretable Confession which
we speak of.

Unmissed, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr, Thornton MS. (1914) 105/255

Thay menskede the with manhede, with mytir vn-myste.
c 1320 Barclay Jugurth (1557) 8 The right kayes..nyghtly
were delyuered vnto Hiempsall ., soo myght they nat be
vnmyssed the space of a nyght, 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's
Met. IV. {1626) 68 Then Thisbe.. slipping forth, vnmissed of
her guard, Comes maskt to Ninus tomb. 1757 Gray £^/.
to Mason 28 Sept., Why should he not steal away, un-
marked and unmissed till the hurry of passions in those ..

was a little abated? 1791 Cowper ///arfxvi.652 Thy allies
. . Perish, unaided and unmiss'd by thee. 1819 Scott
/7'a?//wffvi, Of comfort there was little, and, being unknown,
it was unmissed. 1835 CowrifTI/a^. VI. 59/1 He's onlyfit for
the dunghill, where he would rot among other offal, unmissed.
Unmissionized,///. a. (Un-' 8.) \UoX\i.ovi Anahuac

xiL 325 Various tribes of Red Men in Hudson's Bay
Territory, as yet unmissionized. Unmi's^ v. (Un-^ 4.)
x6zi Florio, Disinebbiare^ to viimist, to vnfog. 1675 G. R.
tr. Le Grands Man without Passion 21 They are not very
far distant from the Truth, and by a little light brought in to
unmist them, they may easily pass for Articles of our Faith.

Unmistakable, a, (,Un-i 7 b.)
In common use from c 1855.
x666 Tillotson Rule ofFaith i. iii. § g. 31 Unmistakeable,

indefectible Oral Tradition, a 1834 Coleridge Biogr. Lit.
(1847) I. 305 In Nature . . there are unmistakeable foretokens
of Evil. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 242 The unmistakeable
Roman features of the Centurion. x86o Tvndall Glac. 390
The veins, .cutting each other at an unmistakeable angle.

Hence Unmiatakableness.
1866 Grosart in Lismore Papers Introd. 13 The frank-

ness and unniistakableness with which facts are given.

Uumista-kably, adv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)

18^ tr. Hettner^s Athens 51 Architectural fragments,
unmistakably of very ancient origin. 1894 Sala London
up to date xxiii. 347 A cleanly-shaven fellow with. .an un-
mistakably horsey look about the eyes and lips,

Unmista'ken, ppl. a. (Un-^ 8 b.) 1768-74 Tucker Lt,
Nat. II. 523 That obedience which is,. the genuine pro-
duct of an unmistaken sanctity. Unmlsta'kingly, adv.
(Un-' 1 1.) 1870 Rock Textile Fabrics p. xxx, The aflTection

shown by . . all our nobility . , for cloth of gold in their gar-
ments, was unmistakingly set forth in so many of their like-

nesses. Unmi'stressed,a. (Uw-'g.) i^-jChamb.JmL
21 Dec. 801 The unmistressed labouresses [5c. servants] sat in

a smaller room. Unmistru'sted, a, (Un-' 8.) 1600
TouRNEUR Transf. Metam. xxv, Worlde's trust'esse trust,

soule's unmistrusted fall. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania
393 In stead of loue, to giue me frownes;. .and all vnlook'd
for, or, vnmistrusted ; it wounds my very soule. Unmis-
tru'stful, a. (Un-1 ^.j 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. II. 606
A prospect of futurity and unmistrustful hope in the divine
goodness.

Unmistru'sting, //>/. a. (Un-i io.)

c 1598 Deloney Thomas ofReadtJtg x'Wf'Yhei vnmistrusting
man thinking no euill, went lo the doore. 1762 Stehne Tr.
Shandy vi. xxix, An unmistrusting ignorance of the plies.

.

of the heart of woman. 1787 Burns Highland Tour Aug.
(Friday), Kirtd openheartedness, mixed with unmistrusting
simplicity.

t unmithe : see Un- i 3.

Unmitigable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 276 Her most vnmittigable rage.

1628 Bp, Hall Serm. bef. Chas. I , looThe desperate man .

.

picrceth his owne heart with a deepe, irremediable, vnmit-
tigable, killing sorrow. 1646— Devout Soul y'\\. 41 The un-
pitiable, interminable, unmitigable torturesof those, .never-
dying souls. 1805 Foster Ess. (1806) I. 174 The great
Cause .. assumed in bis administrations an unmitigable
urgency. i86a Lytton Str. Story II. 172 A remembrance
of unrelaxed, unmitigable indignation.

Unmi'tigably, an'i'. (Un-1 n.) 1868 Browning /?;«^<v
Bk, IV. 768 Practising,. .Unmiiigably from the very first.

The fintr vengeance.

Unmitigated, ppl «. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not softened in respect of severity or intensity,

1599 Shaks. Mvch Ado iv. i. 308 With publike accusation,
..vnmittigated rancour. 1814 J. Austin Mansfield Park
ix, The unmitigated glare of day. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by
Loire 26 [It] is not an unmitigated evil. 1856 Kane Arct.
Expl. I. xxv. 328 [He] fell sick with the unmitigated fatigue.

1873 Svmonds Gk, Poets v. 129 Supreme art lends solemnity
and grandeur to the expression of unmitigated passion.

2. Not modified or toned down; absolute.

1840 Mill Diss. <$- Disc. (1859) I. 428 Still more unmiti-

gated savages, the wild Indians. 1849 C. Bkonte Shirley
vii, Caroline 'was glad to see them ' (an unmitigated fib).

i860 All Year Round No. 72. 511 In very plain speech, I

look on him as an unmitigated humbug, ij^i L. Stephen
Playgr. Eur. iv. 311 A slope of hard, blue, unmitigated ice.

Hence Uniui'tig^tedly adv.
1851 in C. Martyn W. Phiilips (1890) 242 Of all the insti-

tutions of slavery on the face of the earth, there are none so
unmitigatedly bad. .as [that]. .in the United States. 1865
Ch. Times 11 War. 76/3 The unmitigatedly gloomy manner
in which funerals are now conducted. 1884 Manch. Exam.
27 Dec, 3/5 Nor is it unmitigatedly depressing, though far

from cheerful.

Unmi'txe, v. (Un-^ 4.) 1598 Florio, Dimitriare, to

vnmitre, 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 67 The unmitriiig of
a Bishop. 1675 Penn Eng. Fres. Interest 53 (He] hop't..
to inculcate that Doctrine which should un-Mitre the Pope.

Unmi-tred,///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1688 R. Holme Armory iv. xi. (Roxb.) 442/2 The Metro-

politan ..standing vnmittered .. saith (the other Bishops
standing vnmittered) this prayer. 1848 Lytton Haroldn. Ii,

Nor misdeem me, that I, humble, unmitred priest, should be
thus bold. 1856 Masson Ess. Biog. ^ Crit. 43 Such an arch-
bishop, mitred or unmitred, as England has never seen.
Unmi'ttened,///. rt. (Un-'8.) iSs^ Kane Grinnell Exp.

xxxvi. (1856) 325 [It] gave, .a warm impression to the un-
mitiened hand.

Unmi'x, v. (Un-2 3.)

1558 Warue tr. Alexis' Seer. 7 After you haue wel vn-
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TTNMIXABLE
mixed, and purged it from the saied Honnie wyth bote
water. i66t Cotterell tr. Calprenede*s Cassandra ii. i.

(1676) I20 I'Tie eye of the mind lost itself in the care of un-
mixing thein, a 1693 Urquharfs Rabelais 111. Hi. 421 How
would you unmix them?

Unmi xable, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

>7S9 Sarah Fielding C'iess cf Delhvyn II. 142 Two
things so very unmixable in their Natures as Truth and
Falsehood. 1844 W, H. Mill Serm, Tempt. Christ Notes
161 Therefore things in themselves unmlxable are mingled.

Hence Unmi'xableness.
1881 Whitnev Mixt. Lang. 7 The unmixableness of

grammar.

Unmixed, ppL a. (Un- i 8.)

iSj6 Pilgr. Per/. (W.de W. 1531) 280 b, Myne odour. .is

as the pure balme vnmixt. 1573 Tusser Hush. {1878) m
Vet may a good huswife, .bane mixt and vnmixt at hir

pleasure. 1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 292 The Sarmalican
kinde of horsses is. .very fit for running, vnmixt, hauing a
wel set body. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 742 Thy Saints unmixt,
and from th' impure Farr separate. 1709 Prior Henry cj-

Emma 1^2 Great Heav'n, bestow Our Cup of Love unmixM.
1753 Hanwav Trav. I. in. IL 234 If mankind cannot think so
abstractedly as a pure effort of unmixed reason implies.

1805 R. \V. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 1124 Ihe Lowland
or Fifeshire breed of cattle is rarely met with in an unmixed
stale. 1889 S. Walpole Life Ld. J. Russtll II. 26 Lord
John could not derive unmixed comfort from [such] a victory.

b. Const, with or \from.
160J Shaks. Ham. \. v. 104 Thy Commandment all alone

sliall Hue Within the Booke and Volume of my Braine, Vn-
mixt with baser matter. 1660 S harrock Vegetables 29 There
grew, .wild Dates unmixt from any other weeds. 1715 Pope
Odyss. IV. 767 Joys ever-young, unmix 'd with pain or fear,

x8i6 Byron Prisoner Chilian 185 But these were horrors—
this was woe Unmix'd with such. 1861 Paley Mschylus
(ed. 2) Surplices 1054 notey The better part, though not un-
mixed with evil.

Hence Unmi'xedxiess.
x6» T. Wilson Chr. Diet., Puritie sigfnifieth] Vnmixed-

nesse with sinne. i68i Dodwell SanchoniathotCs Phoenic.
Hist. 87 The particular conveniences they enjoyed, above
others, .and their unmixedness with the Prophane Vulgar.

TTnmixedly, adv. (Un-1 ii; cf. prec.)

1643 W. Price Serm. i Our meaning is not that they are
unmixtly such, we onely denominate them from their chiefe

scope. x68a Ingelo Bentiv. ^^ Ur. (ed. 4) r. 11. 60 Since
nothing is unmixedly pure in this world. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa{\%\i) V. ii. 12 How pleasing.. to look back upon
the happy days I gave her ; though mine would doubtless
have been more unmixedly so [etc.). 1833 Q. Rev. XLIX.
375 There is nothing.. so unmixedly pathetic. 1867 M.
Arnold Celtic Lit. 89 The genius and the literature were
purely and unmixedly German.
Uamoa'n, v. (Un-^ 14.) 17^ J. Williams Shrove

Tuesday y etc. 32 They, .pierc'd him as he flew : The Gods
unmoan'd him as he bled— Hell yawning gulp'd its due.
Unmoa'ned, ///. rt. (Un-' 8.) 1562 [see Unminded 2].

Z5j>4 Shaks. Rich. UI^ 11. ii. 64 Our fatherlesse distresse was
left vnmoan'd. 163a Wither Phiiarete M 4 Yet I.. must
perish nay-theless, ..Vnmoaned I must dye.

t Umnoar, obs. var. Unmoor v.

1750 Blanckley Nav. Expositor s.v., When a Ship or
Vessel that Rides at two Anchors begins to get them up in
order to Sail, she is Unmoaring.

tUlimO'ble,«.and J^. [Un-^ 7(5 b), 12. Cf.

MDu. qnmetibel, -moebel^ etc.] = Unmovable.
"377 Langl. p. PI. B. III. 267 Moebles and vnmoebles

[v.r. vnmeblesj, and al bat l>ow my^te fynde. c 1380 Wyclip
Wks. (1880) 12 ^if fcrei coueilen..|>e housi.s, ^at ben goodis
vnmeble of here nei^eboris, as londis or rentis. 1429 Wills
4- Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 80 All remenant and residewe of my
goods moblez and vnmoblez. 1456 Sir G. Have Lmu Arms
(S.T.S.) 261 Gif a man had tane possession of ony gude
moble or unmoble. 1594CAREW Tasso(iZZi) iiolfyoualso
prisonment refuse, And fetters fly, as waight vnmoble fra
t Unmo'blety. Obs.~^ [Un-' 12.] == Unmovablety.

a i\oo Pauline Ep. (Powell) Heb. vi. 17 In whiche thyng
god wilande to Rchewe..t>e vnmoebilte of his counseil.

Unmoxked,///. a. (Un-18.)
1648 Hexham ii, Onbegeckt, Vnmocked, or not Flouted.

1817 Moore Lalla /?., Eire-lVors/iippers 11. 251 Here we
may bleed, unmock'd by hymns Of Moslem triumph. 1904
Westiii. Gaz. 2Apu 2/2 You'll hear a voice . . Aiipire a moment,
pause, and die—Unmocked of Echo.
Unmockinely, o^. (Un-' u.) iSjz Tessvsos Caret/t

^ Lynette 286 Unmockingly tbe mocker ending here Turn'd
to the right Unmodelled, >//. a, (Un-* ii.) 1875
RusKiN Pars Clav. xlix. V. 4 Not in my model colony only,
but as best it can be managed in any unmodelled place or
way. 1895 IVestm. Gaz. 6 Dec. 3/1 The unmodeiled homes
of the poor.

t TJnmo derate, a. Obs. [Uk-I;, 5 b.] Im-
moderate.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xi. ii. (Bodl. MS.), 5if be

winde is contrarie and vnmoderat, [janne he bringej? peril.
Ibid. XIII. xxvi, Vnmoderat heete greueb fysche. 1539
Elyot Cast. Hetthe 64 If the fluxe be vnmoderate, it engen-
dreth myscheuous diseases. 1584 Fenner Def. Ministers
(1587) 59 Vnlesse he tbinke the . . persons . . were so vnleanied,
vnmoderate, and vngodtie. 16x7 Minsheu, Un-moderaie, .

.

immoderate.
tUnmoderatelv,(z^7'. Obs. (Un-' ii, 5 b.) isa8PAyNELL

Salerne's Regim. Y iv, Wyne vnmoderately taken . .febleth
the eies and syght. 1548 Elyot s v. Cibus^ To eate vn-
moderately. 1647 Hexham i, Vnmoderately, onmatelick.
XJnmoderly, obs. Sc. f. Unmothkhly (t^/z;.

TJnmoderxi, a. (Un-i 7.)
1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry ff Frances (1767) III. 116

Like an unmodern Critic, let me first commend, before I find
Fault. 1876 A^. Amer. Rer. CXXIU. 182 His style is un-
modern. 1889 Skrine Mem. Thring 6g His language, .so
unmodern and so expressive,
Unmo-dernize, v. (Un-» 6 c b.) 1818 Keats Lett. (1848)

I*. '3>. * sfaall have it bound in Gothique—a nice sombre
binding ; it will go a little way to unmodernize. 1834 Lamb
iniV. 8r Q. Ser. vi. IV. 223/1 'Ween', and ' wist',..are
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antiquated frippery, and unmodernize a poem rather than
give it an antique air.

Unmo dernized,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.} c 1815 Jane hx^STiLH Pirsiias. v, The mansion
of the squire, . .substantial and unmodernized. 1883 Harper's
Mag. Mar. 533/2 That, too, had been left unmodernized.
tUnmo'dest, a. Obs. [Un-' 7, 5 b.] Immodest. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus s.v. hnmodestus, A saucie and vnmodest
kinde of iestyng. a 1586 Sidney ^rcac^/a n. xxiii. This break-
ing of my harte.. will make you (I hope) think I was not
altogether unmodest. 163a Sherwood, Unmodest, immo-
deste. t Unmo destly, adv. (Un-' ii, 5 b.) 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, iutempercment^ vntemperately, vn-
modestly. 163a Sherwood s.v. f Unmo'desty, (Un- '

12.) 1647 Hexham i, Vnmodestie, ongeschicktkeyd.

Unmodifiable, rt. (Un-i 7 b.)
"1825 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 353 Reason theoreti-

calandpractical,. .unapproachable and unmodifiable by the
animal basis, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. i. v, Some of her
most unmodifiable characters. 1883 F. Galton Inq. Huvi.
Faculty 156 They remain unmodified and unmodifiable.

Hence Uxuno 'difiableuess.
J876 GEa Eliot Dan. Der. Iviii, A nature not of brutish

unmod i fiab Ien ess.

Unmo dified, ppl a. (Un-i 8.)

1791 Burke Let. to Sir H. Lanp-iske Wks. VI. 308 An
universal unmodified capacity, to which the fanaticks pretend.
1823 H. J. Brooke Introd. Crystallogr. 251 The o, by which
we have proposed to denote the unmodified angles or edges.
1841 Myers Cath. Th, in. § 30. 106 Our Lord everywhere
exhibited a form ofTruth unmodified by Individuality. iZ^t
Darwin Desc. Man 11. xiii. II. 67 We have seen that some
birds.. rattle their unmodified feathers together,

t UnmO'dish, a. Obs. [Un-1 7, 5 b.] Un-
fashionable.
c 1665 C TESS Warwick in C. F. Smith Life, etc. (1901) 327

To be so unmodish as.. to walk in the straight and holy
path. 1672 J. Phillips Montelion's Predict. 4 Tooff"ermore
Reasons, .would be absurd and unmodish. 1716 Lady M. W.
Montagu Toilet 21 At Chapel.. Who., appears at those un-
modish Hours But Ancient)Matrons? xy2&MoRG\s Algiers
I. Pref. p. i, [I am] so impoliticly unmodish, that I never can
speak one thing when I mean another.

TTnittO'dulatedy ///. a. (Un-i 8, 5 b.)

1815 Jane Austen Emma iv, The uncouthness of a voice
, , wholly unmodulated. i86x [Mrs. A. J. PennyJ Romance
Dull Li/e XX. 150 He answered with a short and unmodu-
lated monosyllable. 1866 Livingstone Last Jrnls. (1873)
I. xi. 292 A low unmodulated guttural drawl,

ITumoi'st, a. (Un-1 7,)
i6ji Florio, Inhumido, vnmoist, dry, saplesse. 1708 J.

Philii'S Cyder i. 333 With heavy Bulk Volatile Hermes,
fluid and unmoist. Mounts on the Wings of Air. Ibid. 11.

159 The Dew.. left unmoist His execrable Glebe. i8as
Coleridge Poet. IVks. (1912) 1 1, iiii With unmoist Lip
and wreathless Brow I stroll. 1855 Singleton Virgil 1 1.

2Zj Jaws, unmoist with blood.
Onmoisted,///. a. [Un-' 8.] = next. 1492 Ryman in

ArchivSlud. neu. Spr. LXXXIX. 185 Beholde, the yerde
of Aaron Vnnioysted bare a floure.

TTnuioi'stened, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour n. i, Mayst thou dye with

an unmoLst'ned eye. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 400 The
Muses still require Humid Regalement, nor will aught
avail Imploring Phcebus, with unmoisten'd Lips. 1735
Somerville Chase i. 176 The drooping Pack.. loll their un-
moisten'd Tongues, c 1830 Bryant Murdered Traz'eller 2Z
They, .marked his grave with nameless stones, Unmoistened
by a tear. 1844 Noad Electr. (ed. 2) 416 Ifthe brass con-
ducting tubes.. are grasped ., with the unmoistened hands.
tUnmoIe*st,>//.rt. Obs. [Un-' 8 b.] = next, c 1560 A.

Scott Poems (S.T.S.) vii. 6 Thairfoir go,. .And lat me leif

thus vnmolest, 1773 J.
Ross Fratricide 111. looo (MS.), He

sees his Brother's sacrificial fiie To Heaven ascending un-
molest and bright

!

Unmolested, Ppl a. (Un-i 8.)

X53X Reg. Privy Seal Scot, II. 134/2 The saidis personis
. . to be unattechit, . , unmolestit, and untrublit. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks {\(i2\) 2S King Baldwin . .liued for a season vn-
molested by his enemies. 1689 Boyle Martyrd. Theodora
xii. 246 The unmolested Exercise of a Religion, that [etc.],

1740 CiBBER Apol. viii. 164 Continuing to act with as little

Authority, unmolested. 1772 Priestley Inst. Rellg. (1782)
11.26 They.. suflTered them to live unmolested. 1812 Byron
Ch. Har. 11. Ixxxvi, Where the gray stones and unmolested
grass Ages, but not oblivion, feebly brave. 1884 Sir W. B.
Brett in Law Times Rep. LI. 530/1 He has a perfect right
..to have his person unmolested by the negligence of
another man's servant.

Hence Unmole'stedly adv.
1641 Ld. Digby Pari. S/>. 19 Jan. a: To let them injoy un.

molestedjy, what belongs unto them. 1665 Boyle Occas.
Rejl. VI. ix, The Devil sometimes do's unmolestedly suffer us
to write-well. 1839 Lady Lytton Cheveley viii, They un.
molestedly went to. .dinners for six months. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul II. 510 Teaching the things concerning the Lord
Jesus Christ with all confidence unmolestedly.
Unmole'stin?,///. a. (Un-' 10.) (71792 Wolcot (P.

Pindar) Old Simon viii. Sweetly she slept.. In good old
Simon's unmolesting arms, 1891 Daily News ^o Dec. 5/1
Living their quiet useful lives, unmolesting and unmolested.
Unmo'IlifJed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1628 Feltham Resolves
I. Ixxv. 68 So still he rests vnmollified, for all this raine and '

haile. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool 0/Qual. (1809) I. 156 The
j

..crude element of earth, unmollined by the fluidity of
|

water and light. 1

TTnmO'lten, ///. a. [Un-1 8 b.] Unmelted.
1525 in Lindsay Coinage Scot. U%4^2yz The gold..beand

bocht for vii. Li. the unce unmoltyn. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 164 The snowe lyinge contynually vnmolten. 1613
PuRCHAS Pilgrimage vi. i. 464 Old Atlas, .hath alwayes on
his..higk toppes vnmolten snow. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Drama of Exile 399 The unmolten lightnings vein it

motionless.

Unmo'mentary, a. [Un-i 7, 5 b.]

tl. Of no moment; unimportant. Obs.
1624 Hbvwood Gunaik. ii. 69 Whence soever sbee had

UNMORALITY.
that name bestowed upon her, it was neither idle nor on-
momentarie. 1635 — Hierarchy i. 27 Such childish and

. vnmomentary grounds These Atheists build vpon.

2. Not occupying a moment of time. rar€~^.
1635 Heywood //iVrar^rA^ VII. 439 From heav'n to earth

be can descend, and bee Aboue and here in space vnmo-
mentarie.

Unmome'ntous, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1824 Campbell
Thcodric 168 How our fates from unmomentous things
May rise ! 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. in. v. I. 229 There is

lastly a still more unmomentous Margraf, only son of said
Unmomentous and his said Spouse,

Uumo'narcli, v. (Un-^ 6 b. Cf. Unking v.)
1667 Kath. Philips Poems 2 As we unmonarch'd were for

want of thee. 1681 Sir J. Tyrrell [title), Patriarcha non
Monarcha. The Patriarch Unmonarch'd.. ; in which The
falseness oftho.se Opinions that would make Monarchy Jure
Divino are laid open. 1746 W. Hoksley Fool (1748) II. 2
[They] take great Pains to unmonarch me, and constitute
themselves in my_ Stead. 1818 J. Hassell Rides ^ Walks
II. 123 The dignity and sarcasm, .so far unmonarched his
most Christian majesty, that he burst into a violent fit of
passion.

Hence Umnoiiarched///. a.

c 1844 Lowell To ihe Past iv, The eternal sorrow In their
unmonarched eyes. 1868 Heavysege Jezebel i. 218 Thou
didst discrown Thyself. Unmonarched man I

Unmonastic, a. (Un-' 7.) 1849 I. Taylor Loyola Kf

yes. I. vii. 151 Their unmonastic habit., aflTorded ground
enough for such imputations. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey
I. 93 My tumbler.. was engraved with most unmonastic
Cupids.

Uumo'neyed, ppU a. (Un-1 8.)
1677 W. Hughes A/an of Sin n. viiL 129 What Rich Bar-

gains of Popish Pardons may be had . . both by the Monyed
and Unmonyed Chapmen too. 1742 Shenstone School,
mrstr. xxxiii. Apples with cabbage.net y-cover'd o'er. Gall-
ing full sore th' unmoney'd wight, are seen. 1822 Liberal
I. 210 Their sympathy with the natural unmonied faculties

of poets in general, 1868 R. Lytton Chron. <5- Ckar. II. 230
This pauper Priest, .from thankless doors drave forth I'he
messenger unmonied and amazed.
t Unmo-nished, ///. a. Obs. (Un-' 8.) 1596 Lodge

Prosopopeia Wks. (Hunter. CI.) III. 47 O turn vnto me,
whom

. .no man seeketh vnmonished, and no man findeth vn-
purged. Unmcnkish, a. (Un-' 7.) 1851 CarlvleS/^?-.
ling I. iv. ^5 A singular condition of Schools and High-
schools, which have come down,. from the monkish ages
into this highly unmonkish one. Unmo'nkly, a, (Un-'
7.) 1833 Fraser^s Mag, VIII. 323 He. shook hands in a
cordial and quite unmonkly manner. Unmonopolized,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775ASH.] 1879 H. Geouge Progr. ^
I'ov. in. vi, New countnes where land is yet unmonopolized.
1898 Westm. Gaz. 21 Jan. 3/2 The profits that would accrue
frum unmonopolised sale. Unmono'polizing, vbl, sb.

(Un-2 8.) 164X Milton Reform. 11. 85 The unappropri-
ating, and un monopolizing the rewards of learning and in-

dustry, from the greasie clutch of ignorance. Unmono'-
polizinj, /*^/. a. (Un-* 10.) 1875 Encycl. Brit. L 216/1
The disinterested and unmonopolising side of aesthetic

pleasure. Unmo'immented,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1865 E.
Burritt Walk to LancCs End 13 [They] lay long in un-
monumented . . graves.

Unmoor, v. Naut. [Un-2 4 b.]
1. trans. To free from moorings ; spec. * to reduce

(a ship) to the state of riding by a single anchor
and cable * (Falconer).
x^yj Naval Ace. Henry J-'// {1896) 229 The Remo6v>-ng
& Vnmoryng ye said Ship. i68x Lond. Gaz. No. 1663/4
Ihey lye Unmored, and ride single, and intend to Sail this

Afternoon. 1704 /bid. Ho. 3981/3 All the Ships.. are un-
moor'd, and will sail with the next Opportunity. 1725 Pope
Odyss. IV. 786 With sails we wing the masts,.. Unmoor the
fleet, and rush into the sea. 1800 Hull Pilotage Act 14
The pilot.. shall be paid for unmooring, .such ship. 1826
Scott F. M, Perth xxiv, They seated themf-elves in the boat
and unmoored it from the pier. 1882 * Ouida ' Maremma I.

135 She found her boat safe, and unmoored it and rowed
backward.
tratisf. 1866 Bright S^. (1876) 177 They would unmoor

the island from its fastenings in the deep.

2. intr. To cast off moorings. (Cf. Ukmoar.)
1611 CoTGR., Demarcr, to vnmoore ; to loosen a ship thats

moored, . . and put out to sea. 1693 Loud. Gaz. No. 2035/4 Sir
Francis Wheeler made the Signal for the Ships to Unmoore.
1745 P- Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy, 117 1 he next Morning
we unmoor"d..and at Six weigh'd. 1778 J. .\dams Diary
14 Feb., Wks. 1851 III. 95 At daybreak, orders were given
to unmoor. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xvii, 46 She un-
moored and warped down into the bight, from which she
got under weigh. 1887 Bowen ./Eneid ill. 639 Fly ! and
unmoor forthwith from his coasts.

Hence UnmooTing vbl. sb.

x^^j Naval Ace. Hen. I'/l (1896) 252 The vnmoryng of
the seid Ship in Portesmouih haven after her comyng owte
of Scoteland. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4720/3 The Lancaster
fired a Gun as a Signal for Unmooring. 2899 F. T. Bullen
Way Navy 25, I had.. been endeavouring to secure some
snap-shots of the fo 'castle during the evolution of unmooring.
Umnoo red, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1683 in Vpool Munic.

Rec. (1883) I. 30S Noe shjpp shall lye upon the strand un-
moored. Unmo'pped, /j(SA a. (Un-' 8.) I1775ASH.} 1848
B. D. Walsh Aristo/h., Clouds 1. 1, Dusty, unmopped, re-

clining at my ea.se.

Unmoral, a. [Un-1 7, 5 b.] Non-moral;
not influenced by, or connected with, moral con-

siderations. (Common from c i860.)

18^1 Myers Cath. Th. iv. § 13. 254 The disorganisation
and imperfection of the unmoral part of the universe. 1855
[Miss Cobbe] Ess. Intuitive Mor. 17 The.>;e beings are un-
moral, and neither virtuous nor vicious. 1871 Tvlor Prim,
Cult. 11. 326 The lower animism is not immoral, it is un-
moral.

Unmorality. (Un-1 12, 5 b.)
1866 Lowell Biglorv P. Ser. 11. Introd., That half-conscious

w«-moraIity which I had noticed as the recoil in gross
natures from a puritanism that letc.J. 2879 W. H. Maxxock



UNMOBALIZE.
Is Life IVorih Living ? In. 44 The condition of ihe complet-
est personal un-moraTity.

Unmo-ralize, 2^. (Un-26c. Cf. Immorauzez'.)
1640 Bastwick Lii. Bps, viii. H 3 They doe unmoralize the

4th Commandement, as concerning the Sabbath day for
Christians : they allow profane Sports thereon. 1693 Norris
PracU Disc. (1711) III. 109 Contributing.. to the unmoral-
izing and debauching the Age.

Unmoralized, ///. a. [f. prec, or Un-i 8.]
Deprived, or devoid, of morality.
1668 H. More Div. Z?/a/. iv. xiv, II. 58 Sensuality., makes

holy things..hard and tedious to such unmoralized minds.
1690 J. NoRsis Beatitudes iv. (1694) 106 There being but
few so wretchedly wicked and unmoraliz'd as [etc.]. a 1866
T. Grotk Exam. Uiiiit. Phil, xii, (1870) 185 The difference
between the moralized and unmoralized, the better and the
worse, human nature. 1886 New Princeton Rev. Mar. iSo
There are no cabinets of unmoralised or half-moralised con-
ceptions, serving as illustrations of the evolution hypothesis.
UnmoTallzlng, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1889 Atlantic

Monthly Nov. 701/2 He was primarily the artist, imper-
sonal, unmoralizing. UnmoTalness. (Un-' 12.) 1643
D. Rogers Naaman 554 Their opinion about the unmoral-
nesse of the Sabbath.

TJninoTdanted,///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1838 T; Thomson CJtem. Org. Bodies 394 When printed on

unmordanted cotton and washed . . in hot water. 1876
MoBRES in Mackaii Life (1B99) I. 315 The wool was un-
mordanted.
t Unmo-rrised, ppl. a. [Un-> 8.] Not prepared for

morris-dancing, a 1625 Fletcher Women Plcas'd iv. i,

What a devil ails this fellow., Thus to appear before me
too, unmorris'd ? Unmo'iTowlng,///. «. (Un-' 10.) 1855
Bailey Mystic^ etc. 154 She laid her down, and.. slept the
long unmorrowing sleep, t UnmoTtal, a. (Un-^ 7, 5 b.)

1538 Elyot, Iminortaiis, vnmortall, that lyueth euer. 1608
WiLLET Hexapla Exod. 75 The soule being unmortall.
tUnmoTtalize, v. Obs. [Un-' 6 c] tratis. To put to
death. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 19 b, Man, woman, chylde,
he shall vnmortalize and mangle. [1623 Cockeram ii, To
A"///, ,. Vnmortalize, Inage.]

Unmortared, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
a 1656 Bp. Hall Christ Mystical Wks. (1714) ir. 348 Some

loose Stones perhaps that lye unmortered upon the Battle-
ments. 1664 Evelyn Sylva xxxii. 112 The Haw-thorn well
plash'd..is a better.. Fence then unmorter'd walls. x86o
Tristram Gt. SaJiara viii. 124 An empty watercourse, built
up of unmortared_ stone. 1895 Blackw. Mag, Nov. 642/1 A
carefully mown piece of turfenclosed by an unmortared wall.
UnmoTtgageiZ'. (Un-^j.) 1637 Heywood /ftTya// A'im^

IV. iv, Sir, since you did vnmorgage all your meanes, It came
into my thoughts.

TTniuo-rtga^ed, ppi. a. (Un- ^ 8.)
1638 QuARLES Hieroglyph, x. vi, His quick-nos'd armie..

Must now prepare To chase the tim'rous Hare About his
yet unmorgag'd grounds. 1676 D'Urfey Mme. Fickle v. ii,

I have 200/. a year, I've my Lands free and unmorgag'd.
1705 .^DDisoN Italy 210 There is scarce a single Gabel un-
mortgag'd. 1776 Adam Smith W'.N.v. 111.(1904) II. 583
The only considerable branch of the public revenue which
yet remains unmortgaged. i8a8 [G. C, LewisJ tr. Bdckh's
Pnbl, Econ. Athens \\. 247 Cleon. .was so deeply involved
in debt, that nothing he had was unmortgaged. i88x Law
Rep. Ch. Div. XV. 59 The unmortgaged portion [of the
estate].

tUnmorti-ficate, ///. a. Obs. (Un-' 8 b, 5 b.) c 1450
tr. De hnitatione 126, I desire to cleve to hevenly ]>inges,

but flesshly ^inges & unmortificate passions depressen me.

Unmo rtified, ppL a. [Un- i
8, 5 b.]

L Not spiritually mortified or subdued : a. Of
passions, desires, etc,

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione i. iii. 5 What lettif? ]>e more..(>an
^in unmoTti6ed aflfeccion of herte ? 1612 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus ii. 12 These lusts are fitter for the course of nature
vnmortified. 1671 Woodhkad St. Teresa 11. xii. 101 Their
passions are unmortified. a 1695 Z. Cradock Sertn. Charity
(1740) 18 His yet unmortified Lusts and Passions. 1748
Haktlky Observ. Man \\. iv. f 4. 415 He finds many unmorti-
fied Desires . . in bis best Words and Actions. 1857 Susanna
Winkworth tr. Life Tauler 390 He who wishes to. .subdue
such an unmortified nature.

b Of persons (or the heart).

15*6 Pilgr. Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 160 Y« unmortified herte
hath not the housholde of y« soule in suche peace. 1641
Milton Animadv. 57 Unconfessing and unmortify'd sinners.
1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 210 As thou wouldst not demon-
strate thy self to be a rash and unmortified Person. 1748
Kicharoson Clarissa (1811) UI. xxL 127 By his soul (the
unmortified creature swore,), .he was now in earnest in his
good resolutions. Ibid. i66 An unmortified libertine. 18^
Hedlev Retreat xviil 207 No one can be relaxed, unmorti-
fied, and lazy, and at the same time desire to love God wiiJi

..a whole heart.

2. Sc. Lwiv. Not disposed of by mortification,
x^ Sc. Acts, Jos. ill (1814) II. 90 pe soume..to be

Raisitofall lordis, ..and vt>eris quhatsumeuer hafand land
vtouth burgh vnmortifijt.

3. Not affected by gangrene,
173J Monro Anat. (ed. 2) 18 An unmortified Part.. can

have Nerves.., and yet enjoy no Sensation.

Hence Unmcrtiflediiess.
1643 T, Goodwin Trial Christian's Growth 11. iii. (1651)

73 This argues much unmortifyednesse, though it run not
out into acts, a 1677 Manton Disc. Peace Wks. 1871 1 1. 66
The more men increase in grace, .the more they Icnow their

emptiness, unmortifiedness, and manifold sins. 17*7 Biog,
Presbyt. (1B27) I. 338,1 have seen some, .become fearful Ex-
amples of Apostacy, in Covetousness and Unmortifiedness.

UnmoTtised,///. a.' (UN.'8+ MoRTisF.D///.a.) 1678
MoxoN Mech. Exerc. vi. 103 This Square Peece hath a square
wide Mortess in it . . to screw against that part of the Wooden
Peece un-mortessed at the Top, . .stiff" against the fore-side

of the un-mortessed Peece. Unmo'rtised,///. a.' (Un '

8 + MoRTisE».') 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. 304
An old broken•bottomed cane couch, ..unmortised by the

failing of one of its worm-eaten legs. 1859 Tennyson
Merlin ^ V. 402 The wrist is parted from the hand that
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waved, The feet unmortised from their ankle-bones Who
paced it, ages back. Unmosa'ic^ a. (Un-* 7 + Mosaic
rt.^) 1644 Milton Divorce (ed. 2) 11. ix. 50 By this reckning
Moses should bee most unmosaick, that is, most illegal, not
to say most unnaturall. 1868 W. Smith Book ofMoses p. v.

The Separatist Theory, .break.'^ up the whole Pentateuch
intoun-Mosaic fragments. Unmossed,;*//. a. (Un-'8.)
1863 Lowell Memoriae Positinn i. 14 Bleaker than un-
mossed stone. Unmo'theaten,///. <i. (Un-' 8 b.) 1574
Hellowes Gueuard's Fam. Ep, (1577) 56, I doe craue, from
hencefoorth you keepe your letter vnmoatheaten.

XXnmo-thered, ///. a, [Un-1 8 and Un-2 8.]

1. Deprived of motherly feelings.

x(So7 TouRNEUR Rev. Trag. n. i, I e'en quake to proceed,
my spirit turns edge, I fear me she's unmother'd.

2. Deprived or destitute of a mother,
1847 H. BusHNFLL Chr. Nurt. iii. (1861) 65 The young go

forth untended, or unmothered. 1856 Mrs. Browning/^k;-.
Leigh I, 95 Nursing me, Unmothered little child of four
years old. 1876 Swinburne Erechi/teus 1057 Thralls of no
man's blood, Unchilded and unmothered.

Unmo'therly, a. (Un-i 7.)
Also, in recent use, unmoiherliness.

1S93 Sidneys Arcadia iv. {1629) 413 Well hath my mother
reuenged vpon me my vnmotherly hating of thee. 162a E.
CutnoaCtess Lincoln's Niirsery i-^Thty&rgucvTxmoih^rXy
affection, idlenesse, desire to haue liberty. 1825 Coleridge
Aids Refl. 357 To asperse my friend's wife for unmotherly
conduct in taking an infant six months old to a crowded
theatre. 1850 Blackie ^schylus I. 120 My mother most
unmotherly, her own children With godless hate pursuing.

UnmO'tlier^, adv. [Un-1 ii.] Unkindly.
c 142s Wyntoun Cron. n. viii. 702 Thai at coyme to spy pat

lande, pai dressit wnmodyrly ; Vox sum of Jjaim ^ai slew richt

bar. 1456 Sir G. Haye Lazu Arms (S.T.S.) 30 [They]
bitterly and unmoderly will bakbyte behynd bakkis.

Unmo-tived,//'/. a, (Un-i 8.)

'794. Coleridge Lett. (1895) 59 Your gossip with the com-
manding officer seems so totally useless and unmotived.
1830 W. Taylor Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry I. 286 The senti-

ments of the personages.. [are] often superfluous and un-
niotived. 1885 Pall Mall G. 2 Oct. 5/1 Looking back, we be-
gin to understand actions which seemed dreamily unmotived.

Unmould, v. [Un-2 3^ 5^ y.]

1. trans. To destroy the mould or form of.

1611 CoTGR., Demouler^ to vnmould ; breake the mould,
. .spoyle the framcj of. 1634 Milton Comus 529 His baneful
cup. . Whose pleasing poison The visage quite transforms of
him that drinks, ..unmoulding reasons mintage Character'd
in the face. [i74§ Wahton Pleas. Melancholy 89 That
charmed cup, which Reason's mintage fair Unmoulds]
1797 Coleridge Z?««^f£j« 18 So he lies Circled with evil, till

his very soul Unmoulds its essence. x8a6 [see Bislimn v. ij-

b. To take out of a mould.
c 1900 Century Cook Bk. 493 (Cent. Suppl.), To unmold

creams. /^:V/.,The unmolding of creams requires great care.

2. inlr. or ahsoL To lose form or shape.
1834 De Quincey Autob. Sk. Wks. 1854 II. 223 The rest-

less elements of opinion, .mould themselves eternally,, .and
finally unmould and ' dislimn '.

UnmOU'lded,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not moulded
or shaped.
1620 Shklton Quix, n. xlv. 294 Without thee I am dull,

vnmolded,and confused. 1636 Pagitt Christianogr. (ed. 2)

II. 40 Their Masse was then unmoulded: Transubsiantiation
unbaked. 1852 Tennyson Ode Death Wellington 233 Peace,
his triumph will be sung By some yet unmoulded tongue.
1853 RusKiN Stones Ven, II. vi. 229 Plain openings in the
walTs studiously simple, and unmoulded at the sides. 1875
Carpentry S( Join. 41 A plain unmoulded strip.

Unmou-Idered, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.] 1843 Poe
Premature Burial Wks. 1864 I. 327 It was the skeleton of
his wife in her yet unmouldered shroud. Unmou'ldering,
PPl. a. (Un-' 10.) i8ax Bryant Ages xvii, Deed.s, engraved
On fame's unmouldering pillar. Unmou'ldy, a. (Un-' 7.)

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes i. v. 17 A piece of the Groaning
Cake,.. which she kept religiously.. full forty good yeares
unmouldy, and unmouse-eaten. tUnmou'led, ppl. a.

O^j."* [Un-'8.1 Not grown mouldy, c 1450 Capgrave Z,//^

St. Gilbert 75 Ther was bred kept sextene gere aftirhis deth,

on-corupte, onmouled, whech he blessed. Unmou'nded,
ppl. a. (Un-'8.) ai66i Holvday Juvenal \\. (1673) oi Nor
men Fear'd lest their.. fruits should be a prey To tneive.«,

and gardens all unmounded lay. i66i Feltham Resolves
11. Ixv. 326 By Nature, he may be. .of a good soyl ; yet, if

he lyes unmounded, he shall m sure to be alwayes low.

Unmount, v. [Un- 2 5, s.]

1". trans. To unfix and take down or remove.
a x68o Butler Rem. (1759) I. 23 Others conceiv'd it much

more fit T' unmount the Tube, and open it. 1885 C G. W.
Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 397/1 If the print be a
mounted one, it is by no means necessary to unmount it

previously to treatment.

2. To dismount. Also intr.

1787 Generous Attachment II. 131, I immediately un-
mounted, and giving my horse his liberty, wandered about
the country. i8gz Schoolmaster 26 Mar. 519/2 The German
Emperor has had to unmount his high horse, and abandon
the.. Education Bill.

TTnmountable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1549 CovtpL Scot. xi. 98 That place stude betuix lua strait

monianis inhabitabil and onmontabil, 1603 Knolles Hist.
Turks (1621) 938 Hauing left the fennes ofMeotis, and the
vnmountable shores of the Blacke sea. a x6o8 Sir F. Vere
Comm. (1657) *' Being reared of a good height with earth,

and then with gabions set therevpon of six foot high, made
almost unmountable.

Unmounted,///, a. [Un-1 8.]

1. a. Of cannon : Not placed on carriages.

1627 Taking St. Esprit in Harl, Misc. (Malh.) III. 550
Twelve pieces unmounted in her hold. 1690 J, Mackenzie
Siege London-Derry 7/2 [We] found.. most of the Guns
unmounted for want of Carriages. 1790 Beatson Nov. ^
Mif, Mem. I. 325 In the fort were four guns mounted, and as
many unmounted. 1909 G. M. Trevelyan Garibaldi 243
The carts that carried the yet unmounted cannon.

UNMOVABLENESS.
b. Not fixed up for use or display ; not provided

with a mount or mounts.
1888 Encycl. Diet, 1890 Science-Gossip XXVI. 144/1

Wanted, good unmounted material, also foreign butterflies
and shells. 1891 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 235 To use
unmounted slides it is necessary to have auxiliary carriers.

1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 57 We had also in our album a lot

of other unmounted prints.

2. Not provided with, or riding on, a horse or
horses.

1592 Nashe Four Lett. Confut, H 2, Thy excellent out-
cast selfe that liu'dst at Cambridge vnmounted. 1630 Capt.
Sm ith Trav. ^- Adv. vi. 10 Captain Smith . . was not long un-
mounted, for there was choice enough of horses. zGS&Lond.
Gaz. No. 2380/2 A good part of the Cavalry will remain
unmounted. 1828 Webster s.v., Unmounted dragoons.
1831 James Phil. Augitstus III, x, All the most beautiful
horses . . were led . . by the pages and squire, unmounted. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 3 Feb. 6/1 The number of mounted and un-
mounted troops.

Unmon-med,///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1650 Vaughan Olor /scanus, Tristium iii. iii. 51 Unpittied,

and unmourn'd for, my sad head . . goes friendless to the dead.
1721 SoUTHERNE Spartau Dame iv. i, Oh ! let me here..
Sink down.. Into my grave, unmention'd and unmourn'd.
1813 Bykon Corsair n. xiv. Still he goes unmourn'd, returns
unsought. aiZ^x Moir Poems, Leg. St. Rosalie v, Down
to the dreary caverns of the grave Pass'd,. .Unmark'd, un-
mourn'd, the beauteous and the brave.

Unmou'se-eaten, ///. a. (Un-' 8 d.) 1654 [see Un-
MOLLDYJ. Unmou'tnable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1842 Miall
in Nonconf. II, 809 A barbarous and unniouthable jargon.
Unmou'mpieced, a. (Un-* q.) 1836-18 B. D. Walsh
Aristoph., Acharnians II, vi. Though we ve lost all^ con-
ception Of such matters, and are deaf And unmouthpieced.

trnmo'vable, a. and sb. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.]

1. = Immovable «, i. Now rare.

138a WvcLiF Exod. XV. 16 Be thei maad vnmouable as a
stoon. c 1400 Maundrv. (1919) xiii. 67 It is clept the dede
see for it., is eucre vnmeuable. £'1440 Alphabet of Tales

447 Hur handis hang vp in ))e ayre vnmouable. a 1548
Hall Chron,^ Edxv. IV, 192b, He was set in the.. stable
throne, and vnmoueable chaire, of the croune of his realme.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 11 Aristotle also.,

sheweth that he knew God vnder the name of the first

moouer, who was perpetual and vnmoueable. 1626 Gouge
Sepn. Dignity Chivalry § 15 Like the unmoveable moun-
taines. a 167(5 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. i. vi. {1677) 123 If

we should suppose the Circle ABC\.q move about a fixed
unmoveable Center at D. 1776 Mickle Camoe-is* Lusiad
p. xxxvii, They remained unmoveable on the shore till the
fleet., evanished from their sight. 1870 Lowell.^ ;«<?«£ my
Bks, Ser. i. (1873) 129 Some man whose brain rests on a still

more unmovable basis. 1874 W. Humphrey in Ess. Relig.

<V Lit. Ser. ni. 361 The unmoved and unmovable Prime
Mover of the ever-moving universe of creatures.

b. sb. Something immovable,
1876 Mrs. Whitney Sights ^ Ins. xx, We groped and

peered under unmovables and pulled about everything that

could be moved.

2. = Immovable a. 2.

1388 Wyclif Heb. vi. 18 God..puttide betwixe an ootb,
that bi twey thingis vnmeuable, bi whiche it is impossible
that God lie, we ban strengeste solace, c 1425 in Anglia X.
380/35 Vnmouabil tranquiTlite and resteof soule. 150a Ord.
Crysten Men (W.deW. 1506) i, vii. Fib, Sythen that lustyce
vnmeuable requyreth suche payne. 1599 Sandys Europx
Spec. (1632) III Having their ground on the unmovabJe
principles of true wisedome and vertue. 1638 Junius Paint.
Ancients 28 A sad unmoveable countenance. 1650 Baxter
Saints' R. in. vii. 383 They that are sure to receive the un-
moveable Kingdom must yet serve God with reverence and
godly fear, i^i Norbis Pract. Disc. 248 This was ever..
an unmoveable Objection.

b. = Immovable a. 2 b.

238a Wyclif Col. \, 23 Stable, and vnmouable fro the hope
of the gospel. 1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 259 Onmevable
thou owist not endure, whan benygne preyers be offrid.

a 1542 Wyatt in Tottets Misc. (Arb.) 70 Wilde beastes in

them, fierce loue in me is fed. Vnmoueable am I : and they
stedfast. 1570 T. Wilson Demosth. Oral,, Life 129 Who
helde out with a stomacke vpright and vnmooueable, in all

the. .stormes of fortune, a 1624 Bp. M. Smith Serm, (1632)

34 Fabricius . . remained . . vndauntable, and _
vnmoveable.

1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1720 I. 399 The Prince was un-
moveable in the Point of not leaving his Allies. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (i8it) I. 154 Ungrateful girl, and
unmovable as ungrateful 1 1856 Miss Warner Hills Shaie-
muc xl, She begged to be allowed to stay.

. ; but Elizabeth

was unmoveable.

t3. Of property: = Immovable a. 3. (Cf.

Movable a. 4.)
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliv. i.Lucy') 90 pane sawyt l>ai. . Pare

gudis unmowable sone. c 1449 Pkcock Repr. 1. x. 49 The
endowing of preesiis bi rentis and bi vnmoueable posses-

siouns. 1467-8 Rolls of ParIt. V. 593/1 The Londes and
Tenementcs, Goodes and Catalles, meovable and unmeov-
able. 1535 Cqvebdale Judith viii. 7 Hyr_ husbande also

had lefte her..greate vnmoueable possessions and many
catell. 1565 WUls <»f Irw. N. C. (Surtees) 235 Executrix and
mynyster of all my goods mewable and vnmewable. c 1618

MoRYSON Itin. IV.
(190J)

155 In . .Italy the father dying intes-

tate, the brothers diuiae his mouable and vnmouable goods.

fb. sb. pL Immovable goods. Obs.

1536 in Lett. Suppress. Monast (Camden) 146 We..sub-
myttowrselfes and our monasterye, with all the moveables
and unmovables therof, unto your majesties accustomede
grace. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. ^ Epigr. (1867) 148 Mou-
ables, vnmouables, lande or farme, Thou hast not one grotes

woorth, of good or goodnes. a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw.
Eng. (1609) 121 Touching marriage and the right in moue-
ables and vnmoueables which commeth thereby.

TTuittO'vableness. (Un- i i 2, 5 b.)

138a Wyclif Heb. vi. 17 God willinge for to schewc.the
vnmouablenesse, or sadnesse, of his conseil. i3<>8 Trevisa
Barth. De P, R. vi. xxiv. (Bodl. MS.), Slepe is a kinde-

lich vnmeuablenes and helpe of \}C wittes. 1611 Cotgr.
35-2



ITNMOVABLETY.
Jmmohilii/^ .. firmenesse, assurednesse, unmouablenesse.

i6s9 H. Burton Truth's Triumph 264 A most stedfast vn-

moueablenesse of faith. 1655 Earl Orrery /'ar^//««. 11. vi.

550 She. .by that Posture, and hir unraoveablencss in it, by

degrees took root. x8i8 Ranken Hist. France IV. 43 This

unmoveablenesse was not the effect of pride. 1885 In Mem,
y, L. Aikmoft 38 He was.. surefooted with a central un-

mo\-ableness.

tUnmo'vablety. O&s. rare. [Un-' 12.] Unmovable-
ness. £1374 Chaucer Botth. rv. pr. vi. (18S6) 106 It is con-

5tre>-nyd in to symplicite, ^>at is to seyn in to vnmoeuablete,

and it cesitb . . to fletyn diuersely. c 1400 Lau/ranc's Cirurz.

i4oVnmouableteofalle Jje membris outcept Jie lacertis of pe

brest.

Unmo'vablyi adv, (Un-i n, 5 b.)

c 1400 Found, St. Bartkolemtivs (1923) 13 Those thyngis

. . [given] to the chirche vnmoueably & stedfastly lo beholde.

^1440 Gesta Rom. Ivi. 340 tHarl. MS-), He that . .
wolle

not..leeve synne,..but lithe siille in synnys vnmevabely.

C1460 Oseney Reg. 161 And M, as |>enne markyng whas

i-sette by boundesi-sett,., Surely and vnmevabely hit be

keped. 1513 Douglas Mneid iv. i. 33 Fix[i]t in my mynd
unmovably. That [etc.]. a 1555 R. Taylor in Coverdale

Lett. Mart. (1564) 177 but God be praysed, .. I am vn-

moueably setled vpon the rocke. a 1619 Fotherbv Athcom.

I. iv. § 4 (1622) 23 A radicall .. conclusion, vnmoueably

grounded in the heart of a man. 1683 ApoL Prot. France

vi. 75 The greatest Protectors of the holy See, to which

they have always unmoveably held. 1743 !• Ellis Kncnvl.

Div. Th. 372 So the evil Angels are as unmoveably deter-

mined still to adhere lo that which is Evil.

Unmo-ved,///. a. [Un-i 8, 5 b.]

1. Not moved by emotion or excitement; un-

affected, undisturbed ; collected, cnlm.

c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvii. {yincencius) 397 His thocht

wcs vnmowit ay, Sa ferme wes he in cristis fay. 1561

T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 2 They which in his absence

did stand assured and vnmoued. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia i.

i, Holding his head up full of unmoved majestic. 1647

Clarenixjn Hist. Reb. i. § 44 When he found the Duke un-

moved by all the considerations and arguments . . he had

offered. 1697 Dryden yEnets v. 526 My soul is still the

same, Unmoved with fear, and moved with martial fame.

17«) Swift Fates Clergym. Wks, 1755 II. 11. a6 Only Coru-

sodes was silent and unmoved. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay
Camilia iV. 326 Edgar could not hear unmoved the dia-

logue which ensued. 1830 Tennyson Poems 39 If so be if

from doubt at length. Truth may stand forth unmoved of

change. 1831 James Philip Augustus III. vii.The chilling

tjnmoved glance of her large dark eye. 1885 ' Mrs. Alex-
ander * At Bay v, The unmoved composure of the practised

detectives.

t b. Unprovoked. Obs.-'^

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav* 212 The Mannatee or Cow-
fish. .is. .a gentle fish vnmoued, and some say affects the

visage of a man.
2. Not moved in position ; unstirred ; remaining

fixed or steady.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 366/1 On-mevyd, immotus. 1513
Douglas .(^««rf VII. v. 131 His sycht vnmovyt to the erd

dyd he prent 1628 May Virg. Georg. 11. 51 Therefore no
windes .. orethrow Those Trees; for many yeares.unmov'd

they grow. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. x. 45 Unmoved, and
with dejected eyes, he mourned. 1744 Berkeley Siris § i

The vessel must stand close covered and unmoved three

days, a 1705 Philidor Studies q/" Chess {1B17) i)g An un-

moved Rook. 1841 James Brigand ix, The heavy vapours

hung unmoved around the peaks. 1887 Field 15 Oct. 603/2

The unmoved ground.. is very dry a few inches from the

surface.

3. (See Mote v. 5 b.)

X843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xiv. 153 He told me
he passed the night in great torture, and that the bowels

were still unmoved.
Hence Uxuno'vedness.
1638 Feltham Resolves 11. xix. 61 They set him almost in

the Throne of a Deitic ; ascend him to an vnmouednesse.

1687 Boyle Martyrd. Theodora xi. 120 All the unmov'd-
ness of mind, she us'd to be Mistress of.

UzunO'Vedly, adv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)

16x1 Beaum. & Fl. Pkilaster i. 1, If you intreat, I will

unmov'dly hear. 1689 Popple tr. Locke's 1st Let. Tolera-

tioH 17 Then they can bear most patiently, and unmovedly,
the Contagion of Idolatry. 1846 Landor Imag. Conv.

Wks. H. 250/2 Quietly and unmovedly as she was standing.

1883 Myers Ess,^ Mod. (1885) 44 Through all the perils of

the siege they sat unmovedly, ., perfecting the new con-

stitution.

Unmoving,/*//. a. [Un-i io.]

1. Not moving ; devoid of motion.

£1425 Wyntoun Cron. 11. xii. 1178 pan gert he stand

Baith sone and mone, still vnmovand As wer )je space all

of a day. 1594 Selimus 1442 All those moving and un-

moving eyes. 1598 Florio, Stella fissn^ a fixedjVnmouing
starre. x6xo Healev St. Aug. Citieo/God xiv. ix. 510 The
etemall beatitude shall haue both loye and loue, ..firme,

and vnmoouing. X705 Cheyne Philos. Princ. i. (1715) 186

Without this Impulse, they had continued unactive, un-
moving Heaps of^ Matter. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath 10

Calmness seems thron'd on yon uninoving cloud.
_
a X834

Coleridge *S'A<7^f. A'f'^w (1849) 35 Succe«wion of time and
unmoving eternity, xooo Scrtbner^s Mag. Sept. 289 Every-
where were vast ghostly figures unmoving in the moonlight.

2. Unaffecting; stirring no feeling, rare"^,

1698 Nofttiis Pract. Disc. IV. 54 How flat and insipid, how
dead and unmoving must all Discourse of it be to him !

Unmovingly, drfv. (Un-' u.) [X775 Ash.J 1831 James
Phi/. Augustus III. iv. Her eyes were fixed unmovingly on
theground. Unmowcd,///. a. [Un-' 8.] = next; X763
Mills Pract. Husb. III. 325 [He] ordered a small part of

a meadow,. to be left unmowed till the seeds were fit for

gathering.

TTmnown, //•/. a. (Un-i 8 b.)

549 Cotnpt. Scot. vi. (^ Ane onmauen medou. 1557
TusstR 100 Points Husb. xcii, Doune with thy hedlondes,

. . leaue neuer a dalop, vnmoune or had out. x6i6 W.
Browne Brit. Past. ii. iii. 1086 As a meade in July, which

276

unmowne Heares in an equall height each bent and stem.

1648 Hkxham II, Oiigiiimeyt, Vnmowne, or Viireapt. 1809

BvBON Bards * Rev. 636 Let.. beer undrawn, and beards

unmown, display Your holy reverence for the Sabbath<iay.

i8*a Shelley Hymn Merc, xii, Oxen., pastured in the

flowering unmown meadows. 1830 Tennyson Arab. Nts,

20 Deep inlay Of braided blooms unmown.
. „,,.

Unmu'dded,/S/i/.<i. (Un.'8.) 1780 />«/. rraat. LXXI.

450 All the unwashed and unmudded trees that I measured.

1800 W. Blake Descr. Catal. i Clear [water.) colours un-

mudded by oil. Unmu-ddled, fpl. a. (Un.' 8.) 1654

Whitlock Zootomia 159 Who I hope in fine, to the un-

muddied judgement, it will appeare meant the Literate.

Unmuddled, pM. a. (Un-' 8.) 1840 Howitt Vistis

Remark, ftaces Ser. 1. 233 The Thames, there unmuddled

by commerce, . .flowing free and pure.

XTumuffle, z'- [UN-24.]

1. trans, (and refl.). To divest of something

which muffles or conceals the face.

1611 CoTOR., nesaffubler, to vnmuffle, vnhood, vnhood.

winkc. 1619 Davenant Albovine Iv. i, Were my lean laws

unmuffled you should see mc mump, a 1652 hRonz Queen

f, Concubine iv. iv. Take oflf his false beard;. .And let the

woman be unmuffled. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) 1-

442 He muffled up my head all round, as with the hood of

a great.coat...In this guise he held me some time. ..He

then unmuffled and let me go. 1838 Lytton Alice vn. iv,

The rest . . unmuffled themselves of cloaks. 1851 Haw-
thorne Twice-told 7". 1 1, i. 21 ' Villain, unmuffle yourself 1

cried he. ..,, , , ..

Jtf. and in fig. context. 1652 Benlowes Theoili. xl. Ixxu,

Unmuffle, ye dim clouds, and disinherit From black usurp-

ing mists his spirit. 1685 Ld. Halifax Ckar. Trimmer
(1688) 28 'Twill be worth his pains to see if he \sc. a papist]

can unmuffle himself from the Mask of Infallibility. 1886

W. Alexander St. Aug. Holiday, etc. 137 And darkness

was unmuffled, and was ripp'd Like crape from heaven's

jewell'd hilt.

b. To remove the muffling of (a drum).
1838-31 Webster.
2. iitty. To remove or cast off a muffling.

1634 Milton Comiis 331 Unmuffle ye faint stars, and thou

fair Moon,. .Stoop thy pale visage through an amber cloud.

1830 tr. Aristoph., Birds 941 Pistlutxrus. What means
this 1 What muffling is this ? Prometheus. After a while

1 will unmuffle.

Unmu'le, v. (Un-' 3.) 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. v.

joo With three hard words, [to] un-mule, un-leg, and unable,

Alanso Lopez. Unmu-llioned, />>/. a. (Un.' 8.) 1859

Jephson Brittany ii. 15 The large unmuliioned windows

of the aisles. Unmu'ltipliable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1618

Jackson Creed vi. i. iii. I 5 His incomprehensible being, who
IS. . most truly one, because indivisible and unmultipliable.

ITnmu-ltiplied, ppl. a. (Un- ' 8.)

1570 BiLLiNGSLEV EucUd 128 b, Thc one remayning vn-

multiplied, and the other being certaine times multiplied,

shall be greater then it. 1817 H. T. Colebrooke Algebra,

etc. 211 Now the coefficient of the root is the unmultiplied

(or original) coefficient of the square unknown term.

Hence 'Uiiinu'ltipliedly adv.

1678 CODWORTH Tntell. Syst. i. v. 776 It is indivisibly and
unmultipliedly and illocally there.

Unmu'mmied, p/il. a. (Un-' 8.) i8a2 Byron Vis.

yudgem. xi, As the mere million's base unmummied clay.

Unmu'nched, ;>/>/. d. (Un.'8.) 1870 Dickens .ff. ZJraorf

xii. Even Durdles pauses. .and looks at him, with an un.

munched something in his cheek. Unniuni'tioned,
p/>l. a. (Un-' 8.) 1626 R. Peeke Three to One C iv b,

Cales..was held Poore, Vnmand, and Vnmunitioned.

TTnmurdered, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

1586 J. Mush in J. Morris Troub. Cath. Forefathers \\\.

(1877) 363 Not one Catholic priest but judged as a traitor

or able to escape unmurthered. a 1653 Brome Damoiselle

IV. ii, How know I . . that I haue a Son liy thee unmurther'd.

a 1683 Oldham Poems s, Transl. (1684I 47 Poor I am only

left unmurder'd yet. 1746 YouNO Nt. Th. ix. 1797 How
unlike The lot of man ! how few of human race By their

own mud unmurder'd 1

UmnuTmured,///. a. (Un-' B.) a 1625 Fletcher Nice
Valour IV. i. That if my anger chance let fall a stroke,..

Yet it may pass unmurmur'd, undisputed.

TTmnurmuring, ///• a. (Un-i lo.)

1784 R. Bage Barltam Dovms IL 33 Poverty is the

natural parent of. . unmurmuring obedience. i8oi,South ey

Thalaba x. xxvii, I am cut oil from all the ties of life.

Unmurmuring. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. l.i-jo Then come
fresh exhortations to unmurmuring hospitality.

Unmurmuringly, fl'/j'. (Un-1ii.)

184s F. E. Paget Talcs Village Childr. Ser. 11. 142 The
thoughts.. which best enabled him to submit unmurmur-
ingly. 1861 Court Life at Naples II. 119 When we are

punished for our ;iins by pain.. it should be borne unmur-
muringly.

Un-Mu*rrayed, a. [Un-' 9.] Not described in Murray's
Guide. 1873 Browning Red Colt. Nt.-cap i. 20 Meek,
hitherto un-Murrayed bathing-place. Best loved of sea-

coast-nook-ful Normandy ! Unmu"scled,///.<i. (Un-'

8.) 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. 362 Distended
their parched mouths I—sunk their unmuscled cheeks !

—

dropt their under jaws ! Unmu'scular, a. (Un-' 7.)

1825 Carlvle Schiller lll. 234 [Schiller] was. .unmuscular

and lean. 1861 Reade Cloister tf H. Hi, Shallow women,
that have neither read nor suffered, have an unmuscular bar-

barity of their own. Unmu'se-like, a. (Un-' 7 c.) 1754
A. Murphy Gray's Inn frnl. No. 88, An unmuse-like Poem.

XTnmn-sical, a. [Un-1 7.]

1. Of sounds : Not of a musical nature ; un-

melodious, harsh.

1607 Shaks. Cor. IV. V. 64 A name vnmusicall to the

Volcians eares. a 1637 B. Jonson Rules Tavern Acad, ix,

Let argument bear no unmusical sound, 1718 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to C'tess Bristol 10 Apr., Their pipes . .

are

no unmusical instruments. 1753 Gibber Lives Poets I. 18

H is stile .. is equally unmusical and obsolete with Chaucer's.

1801 Busby Diet. Mus., Unmusical, an epithet applied.. to

whatever is not absolutely harmonious, melodious, or agree-

able to a cultivated ear. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 500/3

tTNNAIL.

At this time . . its not unmusical cry i.s heai d. 1880 McCarthy
Own Tiitus xlviii. IV. 22 His voice was singularly un-

musical and harsh.

2. Of persons : Not musically gifted ; not appre-

ciative of music. Also absol.

1634 Cartwright Ordinary n. iii, I'll ..Give organs to

every parish..; And so root out th' unmusical elect. 1861

tr. Mendelssohn s Lett. Italy 69 The Papal singers.. arc

almost all unmusical, and do not execute even the most
established pieces in tune. 1896 IVesim. Gaz. 2 June 2/3

The unmusical admired her singing, the musical her acting.

3. Not based on musical principles.

1786 T. Twining in Recreat. ^ Stud. (1882) 132 All this is

unmusical criticism^ and goes upon the false notion of the

words .. being principal.

Hence Unmu'sicalness.
Also, in recent use (1890), unmusicality.

1678 CuDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 759 Matter.. perpetually

remains, and all other things whatsoever are but. .passions

and affections, .thereof, as musicalness and unmusicalness.

Unmu'sically, adv. (Un-i ii, 5 b.)

1609 Dekkkr GulCs Horn-bk. i, I make a scuruy noise,

and.. my tunes sound vnmusically. 1631 — Match vie in

London iii, The song.. did to your eare Vnmusically sound.

1710 NoRRis Chr. Prud. vi. 172 Let the Ear be unmusically

disposed, the sweetest Sounds. .will give it no Entertain-

ment. 1843 Carlyle Past <5- Pr. in. i, The Honourable
Member complains unmusically. 1896 Advance (Chicago)

6 Feb. 197/1 The sublime, .thoughts which the eloquent

preacher has not.. unmusically expressed here.

Unrau'stered, ppt. a. (Un-^ 8.) 1581 Sidnev Apol.

Poetrie (Arb.) 56 Therefore, though Cato misliked his vn-

mustered person, hee misliked not his worke.

t Unmn-table, a, Obs, [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

Immutable.
1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. (Percy Soc) 38 Thou art un-

mutable be kynd ! There is no changyng foundyn in the !

1429 Pol Poems (Rolls) II. 145 Prince excelent, be.,

liberal of courage, unmutable- 149Z Caxton Vitas Pair.

(\V. de W. 1495) II. 272/2 We have one unmutable rule in

fastyng. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke 165 b, Leat that

bee dooen, whyche thy wyll beyng vnmutable hath deter-

mined. 1550 Coverdale Spir. Pcrle viii. (1588J 93 His
vnmutable truthe, wherby he doth faithfully performe all

his promises.
Unmuta'ted,///. a. (Un-' 8,) 1888 Sweet Hist. Eng.

Sounds 129 In other words it. .shows the unmutaled eo.

Unmutilated, PpL a. (Un- i 8.)

[1775 AsH.l 1790 Pennant London 105 The brazier.,

buried it unmutilated, and shewed to them some broken

pieces of brass in tokens of his obedience. 1825 Scott
Betrothed Concl., It was an unmutilated, unspotted, and
beautifully formed hand. x86o F. Mahony Rel. Father
Prout 376 Thy MSS. have come down to us unmutilated

by pumice-stone of palimpsestic monk. 1865 F, G. Lee
Direct. Anglic. 44 As the unmutilated rubric directs.

Unmu-tual, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) iS9i Tell-Troth's N. V.

Gift A 3, What is the cause of so many housholde breaches

. ."but vnnaiurall disagreementes by vnmutuall contractes ?

UnmU'ZZle, v. [Un-2 4 b.] trans. To free

(a dog, etc.) from a muzzle ; to remove the muzzle

from, Msojig.
1600 Shaks. A. V. L. \. \\. 74 Cel. How proue you that in

the great heape of your knowledge? Ros. I marry, now
unmuzzle your wisedome. 1639 T. ue Gray Expert Farrier

280 Put a muzell upon his mouth..and the next morning
unmusell him. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant, vi. 5 Why Did
that corrected Twilight of his eye Vnmussle darknesse, and
with morning light Redecme the day from new baptized

night? 1791 Burke Let. to Memb. Nat, Assemb. Wks. VL
43 The hell-hounds of war, on all sides, will be uncoupled
and unmuzzled. 1854 Emerson Soc. Aims Wks. (Bohn)
III. i8i Beware of unmuzzling a valetudinarian. 1891

Daily News 22 Jan. 3/7 Her dog was muzzled. They un-

muzzled him when they got home.

Hence Unmu'zzling vbi. sb.

i76o-7a H. Brooke Foolo/Qual. (1809) III. 37 A licentious

unmuzzling from all restraint. 1898 Daily News 2 Dec. 5/1

The unmuzzling of London dogs.

Unmuzzled, ///. «. [Un- i 8 or f. prec] Not
muzzled ; freed from a muzzle.
1601 Shaks. T^vel, N. iii. i, 130 Haue you not set mine

Honor at the stake, And baited it with all th'vnmuzled

thoughts That tyrannous heart can think? 1604 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 275 Kepyng a banddog vnmusselled. 1669 N*
Riding Rec. VI. 138 A weaver presented for keeping a
mastiff unmusled. 1811 W. R. Spencer Poems 40 When
Pestilence was rife, And all her friends unmuzzled rush'd

on life. 1891 Daily Ne^vs 22 Jan. -^'l His dog.. was un-

muzzled. Plaintiffs dog was also unmuzzled.

Unmyste'rioua, a. (Un-1 7.)

1746 Young Nt. Th. ix. 825 Shall God be less miraculous,

than what His hand has form'd? Shall mysteries descend

From unmysterious? 1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char, Introd.,

Lord Chancellors have become unmysterious as haber-

dashers. i86a Spencer P'irsi Princ. i. v. § 28 (1875) 100

The disappearance of those positive dogmas by which thc

mystery was made unmysterious.
Unmy "stery, z*. (Un-^ 6 b.) ax66z Fuller IVorthies,

Hereford u, (1662) 40 He haih unmysteried the mysterie of

Heraldry. UnmysUcal, a. (Us-' 7.) 1862 Maurice
Mod. Philos. ii. § 18. 45 He.. is ready to quote.. from the

most unmystical authors, such as Cicero and Terence.

1899 Inge Chr, Mysticism 278 We cannot be surprised

that the unmystical Eighteenth Century declared (etcj.

Unmystified, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) 1844 Kinglake Eothen
(1845) 106 A promontory, bare and unmystified by the

gloom of surrounding groves.

+ Unna*ck, v. Obsr^ [Un-^ 3 + nock Nock v. (?).]

trans. To disarrange. 1649 G. Daniel Trittarch., Rich. I/,

cxciv, Soe wee vn-nack the Ballance, where the Spring
Beats truly, to enforce another Thing,

TTunai'l, v. [Un-2 3. Cf, MDu. ontnaghehn

(Du. -nageUn')^ OHG. innagakn {G.enttuigeht).'\

1. tratts. To undo or unfasten in structure by the

extraction or removal of nails.



UNNAILED.
1470-85 JUloky Arthur n. xviii. 97 Their hawberkes

vnnailled that naked they were on euery syde. 1523 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. ccccxli. 718 They made all y bridge to
\x vnnayled, redy to be broken downe. 159s Caxlon's
BLxnchardyu Bij, Vnnayling his armor.., he sent him to
rarry newes of Blanchardines valure. 1704 tr. /. le Fcvre's
Memoir 87 The Almoner, .cams'd the Coffin to be unnail'd
again. 1884 Stevenson in St. James's Gaz. 10 Apr. (1899)
4,2 If we do possess these opposite gifts, we must unnail
the scaffoldmg.

2. To free (artillery) from being spiked.
1561 Whitehorne Ord. SouUiiotirs 34 The spediest way

to ynnaile them, is firste to charge againe all such peses of
artillerie, with smaller bullettes then their ordinarie.
3. To detach or unfasten from something by the

removal of nails.

1S98 Rowlands Betraying 0/ Christ 55 Hands and feet
they carefull did vn.naile, Letting the body downe. 1668
Evelyn tr. Freart's Idea Per/. Paint. 51 At the foot ..
stands the B. Virgin, . . whiles Joseph of Arimathea and
Nicodemus un-nail our Lord. 1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc,
Printing xxiv. F 3 He cannot alter the position of the
Kounce without un-nailing and nailing the Girts again.
;797 Trans. Sx. Arts XV. 256 This is done by unnailing

c?"t
°°^'^ a part on each side. 1846 Landor Exam.

S/iais.\V\is. II. 273/2 Having., unnailed from our chapels,
many dozens of decent saints. 1858 Glenny Card. Every-
day Bk. 19/1 We must think it no trouble to unnail even
large blanches.
aisol. 1683 -MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv. 278 The

Press-man, without nailing or un-nailing. Sets the Rounce
to what Position he will.

Hence Unnai'ling vhl. sb.
i6m Mabbe tr. Alemans Guzman d'Al/. 11. 258 Even to

the vnnayling from heaven, of the Sunne, and the Moone.
1756 Nugent Gr. Tour, France IV. 99 A picture of the un-
nailing from the cross,, .which is greatly admired.

XTnnai-led, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)
'?JS.K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis I, i. 13 Two plankes

artifically closed, but left unnayled. 1748 Anson's Voy.
II. iii. 143 The scuttle of the fore-castle.. happened to be
unnailed. Ibid., The unnailed scuttle. 1839 H. Haw.
THORN Visit Babylon 7 The unnailed branches of the
honeysuckle. 1896 Rural IVorld 4 Jan. 5/3 Leave the.,
nectarine trees unnailed to keep the blossoms as backward
as possible.

t Unnai-t, a. and Oifo. Ods. [Un-I 7, 11 h +
Nait a. C(. ON. tineyl-r useless, incapable.]
Useless, unprofitable, vain.
a iisaAucr. R. 130 SiggeS (let je beo3 unnute [Trin. MS.

unneite] (jrelles. a 1300 Cursor M. 23566 If \m a-nol>er
heuen wroght, It war vnnait and al for noght a 1340
Hamtole /"jo/Zer xxviii. 7 pa M--gas agayn til besynes
of t>e warld & vnnayle thynge. c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks.
III. 29 Folk bat haf> foule lippis, foulid wij* vein speche
and unnayt. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 9 Wicke fohtis
do oway. .; and gete yure mul>es fra unait wordis.

D. As adv. Unprofitably, vainly.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5976 ' Do wai,' l>ai said, ' bou speckes

vnnait .

Hence f Trnnai-tlllce adv., -ness, -ship. Ois.
a 130a E. E. Psalter xxxviii. 15 Vnnaillike to-droued

like man is. Ibid. xl. 6 Vnnaitnes Spake he, his hert
samened to him wicnes. <zi3oa Cursor M. 10135 For-H
rede i |>aim t'at yee here.. And leue your vnnaitschip a
quile.

Unnaked, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) l6a8 Robin Goodfellow 11.

(Percy Soc) 40 Then.. lay I them in the doore, naked or
unnaked 1 care not whether.

Uima-in(e)able,3- (Un-i 7 b.)
In frequent use from c 1840.
1610 Healy St. Aug. Citie 0/ God 354 God is celestiall,

ineffable, and unname-able. 1653 Gaule Magastrom. 270
Invisible and unnameable powers and persons. 1824 Miss
MiTPoRD Village Ser. i. 234 Oh the saltings, the picklings,
..the unnamea and unnameable confectionery doings over
which she presided I 1874 Lisle Carh J. Gwynne I. iv. 120
Her lustrous eyes wide distended with unnamable horror.
absol. 1818 iMiLMAN Samor xi, 387 Th' Unnameable, he

fix'd On his flint pedestal.

Hence Unnameabi'lity.
i86» Carlylb Fredk. Gt. xiv. v. III. 695 The Reich. .will

go ever deeper into anarchies and unnameabilities.

Unnamed, ppl. a. [Un- l 8. Cf. OFris. un-
named, onnamd, MDu. ongenaeml {Dvi. -tiaamd).]
L Not mentioned or specified by name.
1509 Barclay SAif ofFolys 162 They shall vnnamyd mv

shyppis haue in cure. 1526 R. Whvtford Martiloge (1893)
°5 A woman vnnamed, with her two chylder twyndles.
«S99 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant ( HakL Soc.) 81, I have
not time now to wryte them, but of force muste leave them
lui-named unlill a time of better Leasur. c 162a Fletcher
False One 11. 11, Caesar's angry, And our design to plea.se
hira lost and perish'd; Be glad thou art unnam'd. 1667
Milton P. L. x. 595 Stil at Hels dark threshold to have
sate watch, Unnam'd, undreaded. 1728 Ramsay /Irrf^rj
diverting tlumselves 136 Dear nymphs unnam'd, lay not
the blame On us 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. 11. 86
[She] left unnamed, and unprovided for, the young woman
she had raised so far above her condition. i836[Mrs. Mait-
l\hd] Lett. /r. Madras (1843) 4 A number of hitherto un-
named gentlemen, who sit down to eat and drink. 1866
Meredith Vittoria xlv. Throwing the burden.. on some
unnamed third person.

2. Not provided with a name ; nameless.
1611 DoNNB Annt. World 35 As a child kept from the font,

thou unnam'd had'st laid. 1667 Milton P. L. xii. 140
From Hamath Northward to the Desert South (Things by
thir names I call, though yet unnam'd). 1848 Bailey
FestusifiA. 3) 219 All terms are relative expressing bound,
But Deity, interminable being, Hath ever therefore been
unnamed. 1868 Morris Earthly Far, I. i. 338 Robe.. In.
wrought with flowers of unnamed colours bright. 1876
S.M1LES Sc. Natur. x. 202 Among the plants, were a great
number unnamed.
absol. 184a Carlyle Heroes i. f 13 The Highest Being

277

reveals himself in man. This body, these faculties, this life
of ours, is it not all as a vesture for that Unn.amed !

b. Unnamed bone, the innominate bone (In-
KOMINATE a. 3).

184s Encycl. Metrof. VII. 329/1 [The sides) of the Hip-
girdle [are) . . formed . . by the pair of Unnamed . . bones, each
consisting.. of three pieces whilst the bird is young, but
becoming consolidated early. Ibid., Of the Unnamed bone.
Uiinapkined,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1607 Beaum. & Fl.

IVoman-Hater \. in, An un-napkin'd Lawyers greasie fist.

Unna-pped,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1619 Fletcher Knt. Malta
I. i. Did I attempt her with a thread-bare name, un-napt
with meritorious actions. 1620 Shelton Quix. 11. xxxviii.
248 CountesseTrifaldi..,cladallin finest vn-napped Bayes.
1884 Imp. Diet. IV. 509/3 Unnapped cloth, t Unnath, v.
Obs.-^ (Un-' 3; cf. Nathe.J trans. To take the nave or
naves oflf. 1637 N. Whiting Albino ^- Bellama 1304 Me-
thinks I see the sun. . Unnath his car, and throw his whipstafF
by. Unna-tion, v. (Un-^ 6 b.) 1646 W. Price Mans
Delinguencie 39 Wee have deserved to be un-nation'd, un-
Church'd by a Bill of divorce from heaven.

Unnational, a. (Un-' 7.)
1753 Hanwav Trav. I. I. viii. 54 Of the partial and un-

national manner in which the trade was managed. 1763
Wilkes Corr. (1805) I. 227 Three known, hackneyed tools of
that very minister, who were.. to pursue the same system,
the same unnational measures. 1834 G. Croly Butler's
Anal. p. xxvi, The rash and unnational peace of Utrecht.
1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia U. 366 Their easy-going, un-
national, indistinctive character.
Uima'tive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1712 Blackmore Creation vil

413 British Gibbons .. makes that tree unnative charms
assume. 1734 Thomson Liberty I. 336 Against depressing
skies,.. How could thy spirits hold? where vigour find.
Forced fruits to tear from their unnative soil? Unna'-
tive, V. (Un-' 6 b.) 1855 Mrs. Gaskell NoHh t, S. xli,

Frederick had written .. a pretty vehement letter containing
his renunciation of England as his country; he wished he
could unnative himself

Unna-tural, a. (sb.) [Un-i
7, 5 b.]

1. Not in accordance or conformity with the
physical nature of persons or animals.
<ri42S tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 60 Also in Jje

veynez ar gendred vnnaturale humours. Ibid. 68 [It] do))
away wicked colour & vnnatural, and it restore)) natural
colour. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. B j, He
ought to knowe the vnnaturall thynges, that is y« meate,the
drynke, S:c. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg.
1 b/i P/iysiologia. .vfher'm is to be.. noted on the seaven
ynnaturalle thinges. 1614 Latham Falconry 1. xiii. 48 Which
is vnnaturall, and therfore must needs be vnwholsome [for
the hawk). 1617 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1639) 301
After extraction of unnaturall things, forced into the wound.
1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 71 The Black Rat.. is.,
possessed of all the voracious and unnatural appetites of the
former. 1805 Med. jfrnl. XIV. 246 The mother.. was very
solicitous about her on account of this, her unnatural situa.
lion, as she always thought it. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father
Darcyll. xi. 179 The tones of their voice sounded, .hollow,
hoarse, and unnatural. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 236 The
unnatural state occasioned by the presence of sugar.

2. Not in accordance or agreement with the usual
course of nature. Also absol.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. ci. (1533) 42/1 Berynge in mynde
the vnnaturall deth of her parentes. 1605 Shaks. Macb. II.

iv. 10 "Tis vnnaturall, Euen like the deed that's done. 1653
W. Ramesey Astrol. Restored 250 There shall be . . unnatural
Dews and_ Rains. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat, i. 13 No-
thing can interfere with any proposition that is true, but it

must likewise interfere with nature,.. and consequently be
unnatural, or wrong in nature. 1814 ScoiT Lord 0/ Isles v.

XV, Faintly the moon's pale beams supply That ruddy light's
unnatural dye. 1846 "Trench Mirac. 15 The miracle is not
thus unnatural, while the unnatural, the contrary to order,
is of itself the ungodly. 1854 Kingsley Misc. (1859) I. 85
Unnatural weather, so that a fourteen days' voyage takes
forty days.

b. Abnormal ; monstrous.
1516 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 431/2 The said Johne is be

the hand of God dum and defe and unnaturale. 1632 Lith.
cow Trav. H. 52 Which vnnaturall Childe being brought, I
was amazed . . to behold the deformity of Nature.

o. Devoid of natural qualities or characteristics

;

artificial.

1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. I. x. 28 Among your
Columns, rich with various Dyes, Unnatural Woods with
aukward Art arise. 1827 Steuart Planter's G. (1828) 7
Whatever there was of unnatural or formal, , . is now ban.
ished from the English garden. 1828 Lvrtoyi Pelham III.
iii, Hence, you perceive all people timid, stiff, unnatural,
and ill at ease.

3. At variiince with natnral feeling or moral
standards ; excessively cruel or wicked.
1529 More Suppl. Souls Wks. 314/2 In this thei shew

their affeccion much more vnnatural & abhominable [etc.].

1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 2 § I Moste wycked and unnatural
Rebellyon bathe ensued. 1612 Drayton Poly.olb, xi. 178
The vnnatural'st deed that e're was done by man. 1642 D.
Rogers Naaman To Rdr. § 2 Even an unnaturall cruelty.
1732 Col. Rec. Pentisylv. III. 497 A final Period was to be
putt to all such unnatural Differences, a 1800 Cowper
Odyss, (ed. 2) 11. 17s To thrust the mother forth. Who gave
nie birth.., were a deed Unnat'ral and impossible to me.
1828 Scott Tapesir. Chamb. ad fin., In yon fatal apart-
ment incest ancf unnatural murder were committed. 1864
Kingsley Rom. 4- 7". i. 4 They tar them on to the unnatural
fight.

b. Of persons : Devoid of natural feeling ; act-

ing at variance with the dictates of nature.
1552 HuLOET, Vnnaturall to parentes, bactri, bactrimii.

"579 GossoN Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 66 lupiter, . . though hee were
a cruell tyrant, an vnnaturall childe, ..by Poets is made the
king of gods. i6zi Shaks. Wint. T. 11. iiu 113 A most vn.
worthy, and vnnatural Lord Can doe no more. 1685 in P.
Wright New Bk. Martyrs (1784) 804/1 As vnnatural as
children that seek the ruin of their parents. 1819 Scott

UNNATUHALLY.
Ivanhoe xxix, 'I'he messengers of Jehovah's wrath to the
unnatural child, who thinks of a stranger's captivity before
a parent's. 1836 Thirlwall £>«« III. xix.g? It would be
impolitic in the Athenians. .to countenance the revolt of an
unnatural colony. 1871 Jowett Platoll. 408 Then he is
a parricide, and a cruel unnatural son to an aged parent.

t4. Illegitimate; having no natural right or
claim. Obs.
c 1550 Bale K. Johan (Camden) 4 A'. /. They are thy

chylderne, thou oughtest to say them good. Y, Nay, bas-
tardes they are, unnaturall by the rood. 1570 Homily agst.
Rebellion f i It may seeme more then marueli, that anye
subictes woulde..holde wiih vnnaturall forraigne vsurpers.
5. At variance with what is natural, usual, or to

be expected ; unusual, strange.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia \. i. They ranne unto him, and

pulling him backe,. .by force stickled that unnatural fray.
164;; Clarendon Hist. Feb. 11. § 104 With some cloudiness
(which was not unnatural) and trouble in his countenance,
he desired his Majesty to give him leave to Travel. 1668
Dryden Dram. Foesy Ess. (ed. Ker) L 72 It is unnatural
for any one in a gust of passion to speak long together.
1729 Butler Serm. (1848) 34 Since such an action is utterly
disproportionate to the nature of man, it is in the strictest
and most proper sense unnatural. 1780 Mirror No. ico.
An unnatural violence done to the work of his favourite
poet. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eug. v. I. 533 What seemed to
his associates to be his unnatural recklessness and audacity.
1850 Baynes Analytic 13 Unnatural, indirect or irregular
predication., was., that, to wit, in which the species was
predicated of the genus.

b. sb. An unnatural thing or state.

1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor, 111. § 20 No practice being
able to naturalize such unnaturals or make a man rest con.
tent not to be himself.

Unna-turalism. (Un-i 12.)

1754 Warbueton Bolingbroke's Philos. ii. 67 Which, how.
ever, they were ready 10 distinguish . . from the Unnatural,
ism (if we may so term il) of ranker Atheism. 1840 T.
Gordon tr. W. Menzcts Ger. Lit. I. 35 The writings of
[our nation] . . have a tinge of supernaturalism or unnatural-
ism J something strange, ghost-like, and ill-suited for this
world. iWg Harper's Mag. Nov. 963/1 French naturalism
is better at its worst than French unnaturalism at its best.
Unna'turalist. nonce-wd. (See Unnatural a. 3 b.] One

devoid of natural feeling. 183s Southey Doctor interchap.
xiii, Me, a poor unit of humanity, to be treated like a
polypus under the scissors of an experimental naturalist, or
unnaiuralist.

Unnatnra'lity. rare. [Un-1 12.]
1. Unnatural feeling or conduct.
«i548 WhVL Chron., Hen. VIII, 229 b, What vnkyndnes

and vnnaturalitie may we impute to you. 1691 Z. Haig in J.
Russell Haigs (1881) xi. 324 If I had had any such unnatur.
ality lodged in my breast.

2. -SV. Imbecility, weak-mindedness.
1823 Galt Entail Iii, He has a because 0' his ain for keep-

inc his thumb on Watty's unnaturality.
Unnaturalizable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1833 Lytton Eng.

ff English iv. ix. 394 Its minute details of alien and un.
naturaliz.ible mythology are carefully preserved.

Unna"tnralize, v. [Un- ^i 6 c *.]

1. trans, and ;«/?. To deprive of nnlural charac-
ter ; to make unnatural in disposition.
a 1613 Overburv a Wife (1630) M vj. Religion is com.

monly his pretence of discontent, though he can be of all

religions 1 therefore truely of none. "Thus by vnnaturalizing
himselfe(elc.]. 1625 Laud Serm. Wks. 1847 I. 69 In all that
large discourse.. Saint Paul.. conceives at full how corrup-
tion can unnaturalize nature itself. 1651 Jane Image Unbr,
62 Rebellion hath not vnnaturalized them, a 1656 Hales
Gold. Rem. 1. (1673) 145 Here he strives, as it were, to un-
naturalize himself, and lay by his natural sweetness of tiis-

position. 1894 Daily Ncvs 5 Oct. 6/5 None the less do
they feel the sad influence of the mixed education that has
..unnaturalised them.

2. To divest of the status or privileges of a native-
born subject.

1698 J. (Jollier Immor. Stage vi. (1730) 157 Any Roman
who turn'd Actor was.. to be.. as it were disincorporated,
and unnaturalized. 1754 A. Murphy Cray's Inn Jrnl. No.
84, Mr. Arncwill apply for a private Bill to unnaturalize
him, that he may then enjoy the Privileges of an English-
man. 1817 Pari. Deb. 1830 This petitioner prayed to he
unnaturalized, or to be brought to trial.

3. To make unnatural or artificial. Also absol.

1741 Richardson PamelaU^^i) •• 6 It may disguise the
facts, ..and unnaturalize the incidents. X767 Ann. Reg.,
Ess. ipC/2 If they should thus endeavour to unnaturalize
their singing, they would render it harsh. 1839 Darley
Beaum, ^ Fletcher's li-'ks. I. Introd. p. xxv, Our poets.,
idealise farther than he; that is, they unnaturalise, often
making beautiful chimeras of their virtuous characters.

Hence TTnnaturaliziDg vbl. sb.

X647 N. Ward Simple Cobler 47 Such usurpations by
Rulers, are the unnaturatlizings of nature, disfranchisements
of Kreedome.

Unna'tnralized, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

_
1611 CoTGR., Morte-main, . . the . . estate left by. . vnnatural-

ized strangers, and vnaffranchized villaines. 1621 Brathwait
Nat. Embassie Ded., Nature. .thinks she can mend her
selfe by being adorned with vnnaturalized ornaments. 1652
Evelyn St. France yi The goods of strangers dying in
France, most inhospitably escheat to the King; putting.,
no difference between them, and Bastards unnaturalized.
1828-32 Webster, Unnaturalized, a.,.. noi made a citizen
byauthority. [Freq. in recent use (1914-), of aliens.]

unna-inrally, ai/z'. [Un-1ii.]
1. In a manner at variance with normal human

nature ; with unnatural depravity, wickedness, or
want of feeling.

c 148s Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 537 Was his . . gudnese owt of
thy mynd So vn.naturallye? 1540^1:/ 32 Hen. VIII, c. 24
§1 Knightis of Sainct Johne5..have unnaturally, .mayn.
teynid the usurped powre. . of the Bishop of Rome. 1561 J.



iriTNATimALTJ'ESS. 278 trNNEGOTIABLE.
Hevwood Prot'. -5" I^^iip: (1867) 96 Alns mother what Ts the
why,Tbat ye draw from vs vnnaturallyt x6xo Holland
Catfitien^s BrjL 465 The yong man . .most unnaturally waged
war against his owne father. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
30 He.. had most vnnaturally .. caused his elder Brother.,
[to] be murdred. 1719 De Foe Crusoe li. (Globe) 361 They
had acted, .unnaturally by their Countrymen.

2. In a manner differing from what is natural or
normal ; abnormally.
1611 Florio, Disiortionej a turning awry vnnaturally. 1614
Latham Falconry i. viii. 31 The fire . . pierceth into the bodie,
and heateth it most vnnaturallie. 1668 Dryden Dram.
Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 95 Where you see both the clauses
are placed unnaturally, that is, contrary to the common way
ofspeaking, lyat Sootherne Fate Capua iv. i, It was atask
unnaturally impos'd, 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's
Hist. TenY. II. 283 Words of malediction not unnaturally
marked his parting adieus. 1878 Bristowe Tk.^ Pract.
Med. (ed. 2) 850 The former may attain the bulk of a bul-

lock's kidney, and the latter is usually unnaturally small.

Unnataralness. [f. Unnatubal a^
1. Unnatural conduct or disposition.

1537 Cromwell in Merriman Life ^ Lett. (1902) II. 86
Promysing hym. .forgeuenes. .of his most shamefull in-

gratitude, vnnaturalnes, conspiracie against his honour.
1550 W. Lynne tr. Carions Cron. 36 Thys cruell dede de-

clareth the vnnaturalnesse of the Barbarous nation. 1643
Trapp Comm, Gen. ix. 25 Their parents also through ttieir

unnaturalness are compell'd to curse them. 1685 1). Gran-
ville Lett. (Surtees No. 37) 97, 1 am not . .guilty in the lest-

wise of. .injustice and unnaturallness to my fellow-subjects.

1703 Quick Dec, Wife's Sister 26 A Prodigy of Baseness,

Unnaturalness and Ungratefulness. 1758 Jortin Erasmus
I. 547 Burnet hath retracted his mistake that this Lord . .sat

in judgment upon his daughter, which would have im-
peached him of great unnaturalness.

2. Unnatural character.

1605 B. JoNsoM Volpone in. v, That the unnaturalness..
of the act.. would sure enrage him, 1633 T.James Voy.

77 This vnnaturalnesse of the season did torment our men.
1664 Ingelo Bentiv. ^ Ur. vi. 340 The Unnaturalness of
such Disobedience will appear yet farther. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A, Bede xliii, The unnaturalness of her crime. 1865 Pusey
TntthEng.CIt, 12 The unnaturalness and strangeness of
the facts. 2884 Spectator 4 Oct. 1302/1 The unnaturalness
of the situations in which he acts a part,

3. Want of natural grace or ease.

? 1803 Dorothy Wordsworth Recoil. Tour (1875) 49 The
unnaturalness of a modern garden. 1870 Lowell Study
Wind. 205 What we call unnaturalness always has its spring
in a man's thinking too much about himself. 1876 A. Sidg-
WICK Gr. Prose § 107 He will,. be saved from falling into
many unnaturalnesses of expression.

XJiLiia'ture, -f^* (Un-1 12. Cf. G. unnatuvj
Du. onnatuur,)
1843 Carlyle Past ^ Pr. in. i. 193 i/"«nature, what we

call Chaos, holds nothing in it but vacuities, devouring
gulfs. 1858 H. Bushnell Nat, f^ Su^ernat. ii. (1864) 46 So
as to be rather unnature, after all, than nature.

XTnna'tnre, v. (Un-2 6 b. Cf. MDu. on-

naiuren.) Also TJuna'turing ///. a,

^
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. x, A right heavenly Nature

indeed, as it were unnaturing them, doth so bridle them.
a 1628 F. Gbevil Inqnis. Favie ^ Hon. xix, To be nothing
to subsistence is A fatall, and unnaturing award. 1640
Reynolds /'rtjj/VMJ XV. 141 He can hardly so unnature him-
selfe, as stfll to feed on those vanities. 1865 Reader \\ March
286/1 Dr. Manning seems to have unnatured himself.

Unnau'tical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1852 MuNDY^«/;>s<7rf« (1857)
185 His great rough hands fumbling the small tapes into all

sorts of un-nautical knots. Unnavigability. (Un-' 12,

5 b; cf. next) 183s Edin. Rev. LX. 460 We must leave
the demonstration of its unnavigability to repose with the.,
demonstrations of the permeability of the Polar Sea. 1884
Ld. Harris in Nat. Rev. March 125 Frustrated by the
unnavigability of its upper waters,

XTnua'vigable, «. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.]

1. Incapable of being sailed on or over; not
admitting of navigation.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 1 Deepe drye sands with-
out water, full of foule ill fauoured venimous beasts, or much
mudde vnnauigable. 1604 E. G[kimstone] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies i. xxii. 72 The sea was made unnavigable,
through the aboundance of banckes, rockes. 1616 Healey
Theophrasius To the Reader, In Winter, the Seas were
lockt vp;.,vtterly vnnauigable, 1697 Dryden /Eneis vi.

341 There th' unnavigable Lake extends. 17x9 De Foe
Crusoe ii. (Globe) 595 An unnavigable Ocean, where Ship
never sail'd. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 440 A
river,—wholly unnavigable from its rude course and stony
bed. 1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 181 The men returned,
therefore, in despair, and declared the river unnavigable.
1898 F. T. Bullen in Nat. Rev. Aug. 856 The unnavigable
coast of Palawan.

b. Jig. or in fig. context.
1636 Cowley Pindar. Odes, Praise of P. i, Pindars un-

navigable Song Like a swoln Flood from some steep Moun-
tain pours along. 1688^ Prior Ode on Exod, Hi. 24 it. Yet
cease to hope thy short-liv'd Bark shall ride Downspreading
Fate's unnavigable Tide. 1693 Dryden Juve-ial x. 13 Some
who the depths of Eloquence have found, In that unnavi.
gable Stream were Drown'd. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat,
(1834) I. 610 Nor would the unnavigable gulph utterly
exclude bis hopes.

C. Adverse to navigation.
a 1641 Bp. Mountago Acts ff Mon. (1642) 253 He puts to

Sea . .at an unseasonable, and unnavigable time ofthe yeare.

2. Of a vessel : Incapable of being navigated.
*7SS Magens Insurances II. 139 When a Ship insured is

become unnavigable.

Unna-vigated, /J/^. a. (Un-'S.) [1775 Ash.] 1777 Cook
Voy. I. Introd. p, xxvi,To traverse a far greater space of sea,
till then unnavigated. a 1796 Adml. Forbes in Cook Voy.
(1842) I. p. xix. They have cfiscovered seas unnavigated and
unkLOwn before.

+ TTune, z*. Obs. Forms : Inf, I unnan, 3
uunen. Fres, imiic, 1 ann, onn, i, 3 an, 3 on
(also 3 unne, unnest), //. i unnon, 3 unnon
(tinned). Fres, subj, i, 3 unne (3 hunne).
Fa. t I, 3 uj?e, u'Be (3 ouJ>e); //. i upon,u3on,
3 ulJen. Fa. pple, 3 i-unnen, unen, unned.
Cf. I-UNNE V, [OE. untiaUf — OS. tmnan^OllG.
unnany tinnen (MHG. unnen), MDu. onnen^ ON.
unna (IceL, Norw., Swed. unna^ Da. tmde), one

of the class of preterite-present verbs. The stem

ann-' is the base of Goth, anst-s^ OE. ist Este sb^

1. trans. To grant, allow, give (freely).

In OE. construed with the genitive.

Beowulf 1225 Ic J>e an tela sincjestreona. 1x900 O.E.
Chron. an. 755 (Parker MS.), pa jebead he him hiera

a^enne dom feos & londes, ^jif hie him J?ass rices u)?on,

ciooo^^j'. Ps. (Thorpe) cxxxi. 4 Sific minum eajum unne
sla:pes. a iiaa O. E, Chron, an. 1041 (Laud MS.), Ealt folc

geceas Eadward to cynge..healde Jja hwile J>e him God
unne. c 1Z05 Lay. 14851 Habbe ale god mon Iiis rihte, 5if

godd hit an. a 1225 Ancr. R. 90 Ase quite ase je beo3..

weren alia |>e o3re, ure Louerd hit voe. c IZ75 Sinners
Beware 272 in O.E. Misc. 8i Loke, seyde god nujje, Hwat
ich for ou ou^jc,

2. To wish or like (one) to have (something),
<:893 K. iELFREO Oros, in, i. 98 Naes na for l>a3m t>e hie

him ainijra goda uj^en. c 1000 A0;s, Psalter (Thorpe) xxxix.
17 Ondrsedon him |>a J>e me yfeles unnon. c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn. 79 Ne wile [he] . , naSemore haten him Jje..

him iuel unnen. a 1225 Leg^. Kath. 2344 Beo5 bliSe, ich
biseche ow, ^ef ge me blisse unnen. a 1310 in Wright Lyric
P, XI. 40 Ich unne hire wel ant heo me wo ; Ycham hire
frend ant heo my fo. ^ 1320 Sir Tristrem 1928 Meriadok
was a man J>at tristrem trowed ay ; Miche gode he him an.

3. To grant, permit, or allow that. Also const,

with inf.

Beo^vulfzZ-j^ HwceSre him God u3e,. .J>£et he hyne sylfne

Xewrcec. c 897 K. iELFRED Gregory's Past. C 349 Dset is

oset hwa. .him unne fljet he toryhtegecierre, 1:950 Lindisf.
Cfli/. Matt., Int. 4 Ic onn [L. opto\ Sset in crist Su ?;etreow-

fsestnlg. A 1200 Moral Ode 314 Ac diihte crist. .of alle vre

gultes unne us come bote, a 1225 Ancr. R. 380 5e nowen
nout unnen J>et eni vuel word kome of ou, a 1250 Gen. ?f Ex.
2249 God hunne him e3i modes ben, And sende me min
chifdre agen, 1258 CJiarier Hen. Ill, We willen and unnen
\>^t \>^t vre raedesmen..habbel7 idon..be stedefasst.

elllpt. a 1250 Owl
(J-

Ni^ht.'fjy^ Ich an {v.r. vnne] wel,

cwao the ni5tegale.

Hence f TJ'nnung vbl. sb. Obs.
a 122^ Ancren R. 282 Ondes salue, ich seide, J?et was

feolauhch luue.and god vnnunge : & god wil, Jjer ase mihte
of dede wonteS.

t Unnea-led, ^//. d!. Obs, (Un-i 8.)

1363 Hyll Art Garden, {xz^-j/^ 72 An earthen pot, not
glased, or rather vnnealed. \'j^$ Phil. Trans. "yHjlll. 506
Hollow Balls, made of unnealed glass. 1789 E. Darwin
Bot. Gard. I. 203 Thus the slight wound ingraved on glass

unneal'd Runs in white lines along the lucid field.

tUnneaT, prep, and adv. Obs. (Un-* ii b.) 1612 J,
Yy.KWKsiUcxQf.) Muse's Sacr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 51/1 Where
the Earth was couer'd with her Floud, now Citties stand,
vnneere the Oceans Brim. 1648 Hexham 11, On-na-by,
vnneere. UnneaTCd,///. a, (Un-' 8.) i8sa M. Arnold
Empedocles on Etna 11. 294 [The stars] renew.. Night after

night yoiu: courses. In echoing unnear'd silence.

Unnea-t, a, (Un-^ 7.)

1648 Hexham ii, Ongekuyst, Vnneate, Foule, or Filthy.

184^ D. J. Browne Amer. Poultry Yard (1855) 71 The
white of their plumage is not brilliant, and is sure to be un-
neat in the places where they are usually kept. 1866 Miss
MuLocK Noble Life xii, A letter, so unhke Helen's, so un-
neat, blurred and blotted.

Hence ITniiea'tiiess.

1844 N. Paterson Manse Gard. 91 A great degree of
unneatness in the mode of training, a 1864 Hawthorne
Dr, Grimshawe vi, The sordidness and unneatness of the
apartment.

t Unneath, reduced f. Underneath//-^/.
1654 ViLVAiN Epit. Ess. VII, Ixx, A noble Pair. ,ly here un-

neath one stone, a 1718 Parnell E'airy Tale xvi. Where
by the back the youth he hung To spraul unneath the roof.

f:i75o Shenstone Ruin''d Abbey 174 That their dishonour'd
corse.. Must sleep with brutes their vassals, on the field

Unneath some path. X847 Halliwell, Unneath^ beneath.
Somerset.

Unne'bulouSf a. (Un-^ 7.) 1845 tr. HmnholdVs Cosmos
I. i6i The latter ring. .is a mixture of unnebulous stars.

t Unnexessaire, a, Obs.—^ [Un-' 7.] Unnecessary.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb, v. 78 Vnnecessaire Is hym to plaunte
yf he be wel ysowe.

Unue*cessarily, a^z'. [Un-1 ii.] Without
necessity; needlessly.

'

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pot. 11. iv. § 2, I hope wee shall not
seeme altogether vnnecessarily to doubt of the soundnesse
of their opinion. 1610 Shaks. Temp. u. i. 260 There be..

Lords, that can prate As amply, and vnnecessarily As this

Gonzallo. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Ne^v Invent. 94 Excess of
thickness is not only unnecessarily paid for, but it makes
the Sheet worse. 1712 Sped. No, 283 F 6 Sums which they
have spent unnecessarily. 1786 Cowper Let. Wks. 1837 XV.
184 Again I remind you, though perhaps unnecessarily, of
the two volumes. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan. i. viii, You
. . unnecessarilyagitate yourself. 1879 CasselPs Techn. Educ.
I, 312/2 Such furniture is unnecessarily heavy and clumsy.

Trnnexessariness. (Un- ^ 1 2.)

1628 Hp. Hall Old Relig. 117 An opinion of the vnneces*

sarinesse of deuotion in these holy businesses. 1685 Boyle
Enq. Notion Nat. v. J24 The unnecessariness of such a
nature as is pretended, yo Sir J. Stewart in Wodrow
Corr. (1843) !'• 489 note^ The unnecessariness of oaths, as

being no security to a government. 1810 Coleridge Lit.

Rem. (1838) III. 337, I should confine my grounds of oppo-
sition to the article thus stated to its unnecessariness. 1845

R, Balmer Lect.Sf Disc II. 307 To demoubtrate the un-
necessariness of the miraculous gifts of the Spirit.

tUnnecessaTiously,(Zi/f. C<Jj.— ' (Un-' ii.) I'j^Lit.
Mem. Living Anthers 1. 283 The extravagant price at which
a Work so unnecessariously sumptuous must be sold.

Unnecessary, a. and sb. [Un-i 7, 12.]

1. Not necessary or requisite ; needless,
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John xxi. 117 b, This vn-

necessarie care that Peter had of another mans death
[etc.], 1596 Edward HI, iii. i. 7 To lay aside vnnecessary
soothing. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 49 To leaue behind vs
our vnnecessarie stufie, and to take with vs only such as..
we stand in need of. 1655 Eahl Orrery Parthen. 1. 1. 81
If any thing could make me offended with Artabanes,
'twould be this unnecessary interceding. 1726 Swift Gulli-
ver \\. vii, That a prince, .should, from a nice, unnecessary
scruple, ..let slip an opportunity,. that [etc.]. 1791 MkS.
Radcliffe Rom. Forest i, 'J his was a very unnecessary
caution to La Motte. 1823 Scott Qucntin D, Introd.,
Ringing the dinner-bell—a most unnecessary ceremony for

assembling three persons. 1898 ' .Mekkiman ' Roden's Cor.
ner iii, A generation . . much addicted to unnecessary haste.

b. With indefinite subject (zV, etc.), and usually

const, to with inf.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol, v. Ixviii. § 2 The greatest part of
the common multitude., who thinke it either vnmeet or vn-
necessary to put them euen man by man. 1612 Jas. I in

Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser. 1. III. 104 To bidde a running man
goe faster, quhiche is both unnecessarie and injuriouse.

1757 W. Pitt in JoM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App. I. 214
His Majesty judges it unnecessary to send you particular

Orders. 1771 Junius Lett. Uv. (1788) 300 It is unnecessary
to pursue the argument any farther. 1845 M^Culloch
Taxation ii. v. 201 This would be inconsistent alike with
the objects and limits of this work, and it would, besides, be
wholly unnecessary. 1869 Tanner Clin. Med. (ed. 2) 10 It

is almost unnecessary to say that mediate percussion must
be employed.

C. sb. pi. Unnecessary things.

1559 AvLMER Harboro^ve P j, Vnfitling superfiuitie in ap-
parel, dyet, and other vnnecessaries. x6i8 Fletcher Loyal
Subject II. V, It contains nothing But rubbish from the other
rooms and un necessaries. 1691 Norris Pract. Disc. 113
Not to burthen my Discourse or your Patience with Un-
necessaries. 1748 Richardson Clarissa ixBii) IV. 184 Want-
ing nothing but unnecessaries. 1839 Marrvat Diary Amer.
Ser. !. II. 161 Very pretty did its little tiny black feet look,
relieved by these expensive unnecessaries. 1881 Q. Rev.
Jan. 51 Nowhere are the unnecessaries of life . . sold at such
extravagant prices as in San Francisca

f 2. Not requiring much. Obs.~^
1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 157 Age is unnecessary: on my

knees I begge, That you'l vouchsafe me Raymenl,Bed,and
Food.

Unnecessitated, ppl^ a- (Un-i 8.)

1635 Jackson Creed vin. v. § 5 All other habitual sinnes

or vices are not acquired but by many unnecessitated vicious

acts. 1630 Earl RIonh. tr. Scnault's Man bee. Guilty 376
To expose himselfe voluntarily to dangers unnecessitated.

1712 Blackmoke Creation vii. 4 So From all compulsion free,

Unforc'd, and unnecessitated, we Ourselves determine. 1813
Shelley Q. Mob vi. 172 No atom of this turbulence fulfils

A vague and unnecessitated task. 1^04 Brit. Med. yrnl.

17 Sept. 692 The category of. . unnecessitated motives, which
the normal man predicates of part of his mental processes.

Unnecessitating,//*/. rt. (Un-' 10.) 1738 Warburton
Div. Legal. I. 48 The unnecessitaiing Command of an in-

telligent Superior. Unnece'ssity. (Un-' 12.) 1672 Sir
T. Browne Let. Friend § g So that to be carried ' sextacer-
vice ' to the grave, was but a civil unnecessity.

fUnnedd, ///. a, : see Un-1 3.

Unnee *ded, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

[177s Ash.] 1844 R. Chambers Vestiges Nat, Hist. Crea*
Hon 112 Blood circulating in particular vessels,, .which are

unneeded by mammifers. 1868 E. Peacock Myrc's Instr.

67 A piece of advice . , not entirely unneeded in these days.

TTnueedfalj a, [Un-i 7.]

1. Unnecessary; not required.

c 1380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks. II. 58 So shal cloj'is be more un-
nedeful Jran J^ei weren in staat of innocence, c 1450 Myrr.
our Ladye 227 Her eyne..were neuer lyfte vp to beholde

eny vnnedeful thinge. 1543 Recorde Ariihm. 1 19 b, I iudge
that good reason, for many are vnnedefull, where one wyll

serue. 1597 J, King On Jonas (1618)281 The matter of all

their vowes vnneedefull, in some vnlawfull, in some vn-

possible. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia i. 2 Which vnneedfull

Southerly course.. occasioned them. .much sicknesse. 1677
Lotid. Gaz. No. 1170/3 Since your Majesty will see what 1

write.. it is unneedful that I should repeat it. 1768 (W.
Donaldson] Life Sir B. Sapskull I. iii. 29 Mere negative

qualifications totally unneedful in the education of a polite

gentleman. 1905 Athenaenm 30 Sept. 431/1 The editor has
..also (a rarer thing in editors) refrained from doing what
was unneedful.

2. Not standing in need ^something.
1876 Mrs. H. Wood Parktvater (1879) 258 The heart has

a language of its own, unneedful of common syllables.

So Unnee 'dfally adv., unnecessarily.

1642 Milton Apol. Smect. 2 Vet those I intreat who have
found theleasure to reade that name,.. unworthily defam'd,
would be so good . . as to heare the same person not unneed-
fully defended.

Unnee'dy, a. (Un-1 7.) A\so absol,

c 1440 Jacob's WellioS Whethir \>l ney5boure..be sykeor
hool, nedy or vnncdy. 1477 Rivers DiitesiiZyj) 27 b, Som
simple folkes yeue to the vnnedy, and refuse hit to ihoos

that haue nede. 1550 Baldwin Mor. Philos. Q \ b, To the

vnneady a man to make hys dole, Is lyke the ministring of
playsters to the whole.

Unneglected,/*//. a. (Un-' 8.) a 1652 Brome Novella
11. ii. My profit in this too is unneglected. Unne'gligent,
a. (Un-' 7, 15.) 1597 Returnfr. Parnass. iv. i. 1250 You
arethemoste unnegligent Sexton that ever came these forty

years. Unnegoliable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) [1775 Ash.] 1893
F. F. Moore Ifotbid Banns xli, Discoveries of an interest-

ing but unnegotiable nature.



UKNEIGHBOURED.
XTnnei'ghboured, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

_ i6S7. H, King lyoes a/ Esay 8 Making a dearth Of all
inhabitants, until they stand Unneighbour'd, as unblest.
1704 D'Urfev Nighi Adventures 180 Homely, unneigh-
bour'd, and .-\Ione. a 1800 Cowi'Er Odyss. (ed. 2) vi. 9 An
unneighbour'd Isle, And far/rom all resort of busy man.
1804 Symmons Miiton (1810) 79 A crowd of beauties, un-
neighboured by athought,a line,, .which we can be desirous
of changing.

Unneighbourly, a. (Un-i 7.)
1583 Babixgton Cotmnnndm. (1590) 372 Haue you not

often refused of a meere pinching and an vnneighbourlie
mind euen in small matters? 1601 J. Wheklkr Treat.
Comm. 43 The proud, vnneighbourly. .Proscriptions of the
Dutchesse of Parma. 1657 Pierce Div. Philanthr. Ded. i

Thelate un-Neighbourly usage which I have publickly
received, 1703 Sir J.Packingtos in Hearne Collections
{O. H.S.) I. 125 Unneighbourly Proceedings against your
own Tenants. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. {18^4) II. 307
These things are unneighbourly or unnatural, if we con.
sider only their present effect upon the party suffering by
them, 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 397 The cause of
this unneighbourly irruption into Cumberland. 189s W^estm.
Gaz, 18 June 5/1 He could not conceive conduct worse and
more unneighbourly.

Hence Unneig-hbonrliness.
i6S3 lip- Webbk Pract. Quiet, (1657) 155 Causing barren-

nesse of all goodiiesse where there is that unquiet unneigh-
bouiiiness. 1865 Meredith R. Fleming iv, The yeoman's
pride struggled, .to vindicate his unneighbourliness.

Unnei'ghbourly, adv, (Un-1 ir.)

1549 Sir W. Paget in Strype Ecd. Mem. (1721) II. xix.

156 The French have.. dealt on this side very unfriendly
and unneighbourly towards us. 159S Shaks. yohn\. ii. 39
Where these two Christian Armies might combine The bloud
of malice, in a vaine of league. And not to spend it so vn>
neighbourly.

tTTnneod, -neomelich : see Un-1 3.

tUnnervate, a. Obs.~^ [Un-' 7.I Nerveless, feeble.

1725 W. Broomk Notes Pope's Odyss. II. 107 Scaliger calls

them fine and lively in Musaeus, but abject, unnervate, and
unharmonious in Homer.

TTnnexre, v. [Un-2 3. cf. Du. ont-, G. ent-

mrvenJ\
1, trans. To destroy the strength of; to render

physically weak. Alsoy?f.
s6ai G. Sandys <9;'/(fr Met. ii. (1626) 26 Pale sudden feare

vn-nerves his quaking thighs. 1697 Addisom Ess, Georgics
p8 in Dryden's l^irgtl^ The Precepts., are often so minute..
that they weaken and un-nerve his Verse. 1725 Pope Odyss.
XV. 448 When a length of years unnerves the strong, ApoUo
comes. 179J S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 11. iii The spectre

Poverty unnerv'd his frame. 1836 J. GilbertCA^. Atonem,
Ix, (1852) 27X The sight of mercy so transcendent, .has uii-

nerved the power of determined obduracy. 1850 Mkrivalk
Rem. Emp.xxi. II. 453 This consciousness, .unnerved his

arm for the execution of the Herculean task. 1870 Bryant
Iliad V. I. 175 The weariness of toil unnerves thy frame.

2. To deprive (the mind, etc., or a person) of

firmness or courage ; to render incapable of acting

with ordinary firmness or energy.

1704 Moderat. Disfilayd v, A Modern Coward Principle

design'd To stifle Justice, and unnerve the Mind. 1725
Pope Odyss. xit. 245 Fear seiz'd (he mighty, and unnerv'd
the brave. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 272 'Tis not alone the

grape's enticing juice Unner-es the moral pow'rs, and mars
their use, 1791 Nkwtb Tour Eng. <5- Scot, 57 The horrid

and incessant din.. unnerves and overcomes the heart. 1844
Talfouro Athenian Captive \. i, To speak of mortal sick-

ness, and unnerve A soul of noble essence. 1878 Bosw.
%yiunCartkage 123 The fear which it seems to have inspired

completely unnerved the Romans.

Hence TJnneTving///. a.

t7M Hamiltom Wallace v. (i 816) 73 And sure while Scotia's

enemies remain. Unnerving love should ever sue in vain.

1744 P. Whitehbad Gymnasiad ill. 53 He, alas 1 had felt

ih' unnerving Blow. i8ai Clahe VUL Minstr. (1823) I. 7
The mystic tribes of night's unnerving breeze. 1894
Crockett Raiders 354, I had that sense of being hunted,

which comes so quickly and is so unnerving.

tJune'rved, />//. a^ [See prec] Rendered
nerveless or weak ; unmanned.
i6oa Shaks. Ham. ii. ii. 496 With the whiffe and winde

of his fell Sword Th' vnnerucd Father fals. 1659 ^'
Chamberlayne Pharonnida iii. L 398 Whilst her brother
stands Unnerved with grief. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan 33
Then Sons forsook their Sires un-nerv'd and old. 1781
CowPFR Retirent. tiTj A mind unnerv'd, or indispos'd to

bear The weight of subjects worthiest of her care. 1855
Macaulav Hist. Eng. XX. IV. 429 Her recent efforts.. had
left her spent and unnerved. 1894 S. Yx^viV. Holiday Stories

(1900) 83 I'he situation was becoming terribly strained. ..

Tom had given way under it,and was completely unnerved.

TTnnea, variant of Uneaths izt/r^. Obs.

TTnne'st, v. (Un-^ 5. Cf. Du. ontfusien.')

Chiefly/^. (In first quot. intr.)

c 1374 Chauckr Troylns iv. 305 O soule, lurkynge in t^is

wo, vnneste; Fie forth out of myn herte. ^1532 Du Wfs
Introti. Fr. in Palsgr, 941 To unncste, deniser. cx6oo
Chalkhill Thealtna^ CI. (1683) 120 Alexis rising, thanks
his prudent care And as his Father lov'd him ; aU prepare
T'unnest these Pyrates. ? 1658 J. M. in Cleveland Wks.
(1687) 283 The Presbyterian he did un-nest, With the whole
Kennel o' th" two-footed Beast. 1679 J. Somerville Mem,
Somerville iiHis) I. 222 The queen, .encourages the souldiers

. .to unnest from that hold the ancient enemies of ther couii-

trey. 1790 A. Wilson To y, Kennedy Poet. Wks. (1846) 16

As. .seeming doubts when told oft take to wing, Permit me
here some miseries to unnest, That long have harbour'd in

my labourin;^ breast. 1879 H. W. Warrkn Rear. Astron.

iv. sSTheearih on its softly-spinning axle never jars enough
to unnest a bird or wake a child.

Hence tTnne'sted//*/. a.

i860 Patmore Fa'rthf./or Ever i. i, No more the unnested
blackbird's shriek biankd the light-leaved wood.

279

Unne stle, "-. (Un-2 3 + Nestle v.^ Cf. Du.
ontnesteien.) Chiefly y?^.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhoden. cix. (1S69) 116 He vnnestleth

the hye briddes, and overthroweth here feedinges. igga

Bacon Confer. Pleasure (1870^ 20 Leste anie man should
think her intent was to unnestle ill neyghbors. 1658 Evelyn
Fr. Card, (1675) loi There is a Green-Worm which devours

the young shoots.., and those are very bard to un-ne.stle.

Z694 Motteux Rabelais v. ix. 43 Murther all the Kings.,

in the world,., unnestle the Angels from their Cock-loft.

Hence Unne'stlingz'^/. sb,

1653 Urquhart Rabelais i. xxiv. 113 Unnestling of spar-

rowes, taking of quailes, and fishing for frogs.

Unnet, var. Unnut a. Obs. Unnet (uncom-

pelled): UX-I3. Unneth(B, etc.varr. Uneath(3,
Unne-tted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1833 Tennvson Blackbird

7 The unnetted black-hearts ripen dark., against the garden
wall, i860 * Ooida' Tricotrin I. 20 Like the bloom to an
unnetted peach.

ITnneu'tral, a, (Un-1 7.)

i;r8j Earl Malmesbury Diaries ^ Carr. (1844) I- 486 It

is in vain to remind her how.. very unneutral her Armed
Nejirality is. [Frequent in recent use.]

tJnneu tralized, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1758 Elaboratory laid Open 136 A redundant portion of
a[n] unneutralized acid. _i77X T. Percival Ess. (1777) I, 31
If they remain unneutralised in the first passages, they will

powerfully promote putrefaction. 1848 A. S. Taslok Poisons
202 The action of sulphuric acid in an unneutralized or
imperfectly neutralized condition. x88i Tyndall Ess.
Floating Matter 90 Two [shades] containing strong turnip-
infusion and hay-infusion unneutralized.

+ Unne*vened,///.a. Obs. (Un-'S- Cf ON. «;;^«7-r,
Da. un3n>nt.] Unnamed. 13. . E. E, Allit.P. B. 727 pat nas
neuer J?yn note, vnneuenedhit wort>e, pat art so gaynly a
god & of goste mylde ! tUnnewsed, ppl. a. Obs.— ^

(Un«' 8.) 1644 QuARLES Sheph. Orac. x, Nuncius never uses
To come unnews'd.
Unni'Che, v. (Un-^ 5.) 1771 Ess.fr. Batchelor (1773) I,

^o It is my ambition to un-nich Saint Charles, and place him
in his proper rank. Unni'cher. (Un-^ 8.) 1823 D'Israeli
C^r. Lit. Ser. n, 1. 344 The learned De Launoi had success^

fully attacked the legends of saints, and was called the De-
nicneur de Saints—the ' Unnicher of Saints '. Unnicked.
///. a. (Un.> 8.) c 1480 Test, Ebor. (Surtees) III. 253, xij

shaffe of dense arros un nykt. Ibid.^ xxxj shaffe of childre

ware, clenst and un nyked. Unni'ggard, a. (Un-' 7.)

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas i, iv. 375 That sumptuous
Canapy, The which th' unniggard hand of Majesty Poudred
so thick with Shields so shining cleer, Unni'ggardly^ a.

(Un-' 7.) 1768-74 Tucker U. Nat, (1834) I. 614 Wherein
there appears., no spark of arbitrary or inequitable disposi-

tion, but unreserved and unniggardly goodness. Un-
ni'ght, V. (Un-' 3, 7.) 1594 Zepheria iv. The summe of
life that Chaos did vnnight. i^ Fi.orio, Disanotiare, to

vnnight, to wax day. Unni'mbed, a. (Un-' 9.) 1880
Smith's Dict.Chr. Antiq. II. 1400/2 On the tomb. .she is

unnimbed, while the Holy Child has the nimbus,

Unnimble, a. (Un-i 7.)
1566 Drant Horace^ Med. Morall A ij, When unnimble

age Hath refte them of their warke. 1607 Markham CaveL
11. 48 A horse that is sloathfull or vnnimble in turning. 16S1
RvcAUT tr, Gracian's Critick 76 These.. sluggishly moved
their unnimble legs. 1703 Thorksbv Let, to Ray (E.D.S.Jj
Cl'tnter^ an unnimble stumbler.

Plence TTnni'mbleness.
J607 Markham Cavel. 11. 177 Some horses, ..out of vn«

nimblenesse,. .are. .more apt to turne vpon one hand thea
vpon another,

Unni-mbly, adv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)
1607 Markham Cavel. 11. 126 Which hee dooing at the first

slouenlie, and vnnimbly, you shal .. beat him about the
buttocks. 163X A. TowNSHEND Albion's TH. B, What
mak's me so vnnimbly ryse, That did descend so fleete?

1665 Brathwait Comment Two Tales 170 Like another
Omphada, she had unnimbly rushed down upon her four

Quarters, 1704 Did. Rrtst. s.v. Rjiles buying Horses^ To
tread unnimbly, shews a false Pace, that never continues,

t Unning, vbi. sb, Obs~^ [app. f. Ukne v. ;

but perh. for innings f. ON. inna to relate, tell.]

Indication, sign,

13.. E, E. Alia. P. C. 213 He ossed hym by vnnynges
bat ]bay vnder-nomen, Pat he was flawen fro \^ face of
irelych dry^tyn.

Unni'pped,/^/. «. (Un-'8.) [1775 Ash.] 1855 Brown-
ing Lover's Quarrel xx, Then . . We can stand apart, Heart
dispense with heart In the sun, with the flowers unnipped.
Unni'trogenized, ///. a. (Us-'Sac.) 1869 Tanner
Clin. Med, (fid. 2) 149 The nitrogenized and unnitrogenized
substances.

Unnitt, variant of Unnut a, Obs.
tUnnobi'lity. Obs.—^ (Un.' 12.) a 1400 Pauline Ep,

(Powell) 2 Cor. vi. 8 In alle t>ing gife we vsself as goddys
mynystiis, . . thurgh glorye and vnnobylyte [L. tgnobili*

tatemi ; thurgh ylle fame and good fame.

ITnno'ble, a, (and sb,) Now rare, [Un- ^ 7.

Cf. Ignoble «.]

1. Not noble or distinguished by rank or birth.

138a WvcLiF I Sam, ii. 30 Who so euere honourith me, Y
shal gloi ifie hym ; forsothe who dispisen me, shulen be vn-
noble, — I Cor. iv. 10. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. \. x. 29
The noble men bare a garment vnlyke to them that were
vnnoble. 1545 Bbinklow Compl. 38 b, No noble or vnnoble
man shall retayne any of the kyngs subiectys withowt lauful

wagys. 1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. xlvii. 5 He setting all

the world asyde, had adopted to himself a feawe unnohle
persons. 1607 Cowell luterpr. s.v. Corruption ofbloody If

he were noble, or a gentleman before, he and his children

are made vnnoble and vngentle in respect of the father,

j66o Watekhouse Arms 9f Arm. 179 They must be con-

tented to stand included under the base and unnoble state

of people. 183a S. Austin tr. Tour Germ. Prince III. iy.

80 It is an almost universal weakness of the unnoble in

England to parade an acquaintance with the noble. 1853
Singleton KiVf/V I!. 478 Other unwedded maids In Latium be,

and in Laurentine fields, Nor they unnoble in their pedigree.

UNNOTCHED.
b, ahsol. (chiefly pi.) or as sb,

138a Wyclif Isaiah iii. 5 Ther shal striue the child ajen
the old man, and the vnnoble ajen the noble, c 1400 ApoL
Loll. 43 Noi^er . . of pore to be maad riche, ne gloriouse of
Jje vnnoble. « 1513 Fabyan Citron. 11. xxxix. 27 Artogayle
. . imaginyd causes agayne his nobles to put theym from
theyr . . dignyiies, and in theyr places to sette & ordeyne
vnnoble. 1581 Pet tie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 92
Hee which despiseth the vnnoble, despiseth his first Fathers.
1603 Kulbecke 1st Ft. Parall. Introd, 3 The noble and
vn-noble were put to death. 1688 R. Holme Atmoury iii.

69/1 It is the Duty of the unnoble to Honor and Salute a
Gentleman.
sb. 1563 Foxe a. ^ M. -jo b/i He had followers of his

doltish religion, both of the nobles, and vnnobles of Rome.
t 2. a. Of or pertaining to one who is not of

noble birth or rank. Obs.
c isao [see Unnobleness]. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Casfiglioite's

Courtyer m. Hh ij b. So glorious a soule, that deserued..
renowme after death, as in lief it dwelled in an vnnoble
body, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. ii, The perfections are
such in the partie I love, as the feeling of them cannot
come into any unnoble hart.

fb. Of things: Undistinguished, unnoted, com-
mon, mean, Obs.
1383 WvcLiF I Cor. i. 28 God chees the vnnoble thingis

[L. ignohilia\ and dispisable thingis of the world. 1589
Cooper Admon. 199 The .. unnoble thinges of the worlde
..God hath chosen. 1590 Burrough Metk. Physick 211
The bloud being driuen backe from the vnnoble members,
it ruslieth vp to the principal members. i6ia Drayton
Poly*olb. V. 339 Since, holy Dauid's seat ; which of especiall

. grace Doth lend that nobler name, to this vnnobler place.

i 1631 WiDDOwES Nat. Philos. 51 The more un-noble senses
! are 'lasting, and Smelling.

3. Not noble in disposition ; ignoble, mean, base :

a. Of persons,

XS66_ Gascoigne, etc. Jocasta 11. i. So, woulde the Gods,
that in this noble realme Shoulde never long unnoble
tyrant reigne. x6x6 Breton Good ^ Bad Wks. (Grosart)
II. 6/2 An vnnoble man is the griefe of Reason, when the
title of honour is put vpon the subiect of disgrace. 1641
Earl Cork Diary in Lismore Papers Ser. i. (1886) V, 195
Papers concerning the vnnoble Earle of Middlesex.
transf. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 321 Neither Is there

any Horsse, swift or slow, noble, or vnnoble, that can be

j

guided without these [reins].

I
b. Of actions, character, etc.

1606 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI. in. xi. 50, I haue offended Repu-
tation, A most vnnoble sweruing. x6a8 Ford Lover's Mel.
II. ii, Aly affections, .are pure, Without all mixture of un-
noble thoughts. 1680 Life Edw, 11^ in Select, Hart, Misc.

{1793) 37 If Lancaster had been of so unnoble a disposition.

x8^5 Singleton Viigil 1. 152 Him, likewise,. .If now. .he
faiKs, Conceal at home ; nor his unnoble eld Forgive.

Hence Unuo Meness.
CX400 New Test. i,Paues) 2 Cor. vi. 8 poroj worschupe &

vnnobehiesse, t>oro3 diffamynge & good loos, c 1530 Bar-
clay Jiigurth (1557) 75 b. The lownes and vnnoblenes
of Marius encreased to hym fauour specially of the com-
mentie which were come of vnnoble bloude, as he was.
1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrip/a's Fan. Artes 127 b, That
they whiche had not slayne some enimie, shoulde go girte

with a halter in reproche of vnnoblenes. 1618 Fletcher
Loyal Subj. l iii. You made this Vow, and whose unnoble-
ness. Indeed forgetfulness of good— Ar. No more.

Unno'ble, v. (Un-* 6 a.) 1605 Heywood Ifyou kno~<v

not me F 3 b. The treasons of the father being noble, Vn-
nobles all your children. ^656 Jeanes Mixt. Schol. Div.
119 A foul incongruity, .is it fur us., to unnoble, and pollute
that flesh. tUnnoblety. Obs.—^ [Un-* 12.] = prec.

a X400 Paitline Ep. (Powell) 2 Cor. xi. 21 Aftyr J>e vn-
noblete I seye ; as we hadde be syke in t>is partye. t Un*
no'bley. Obs. [Un-' 12.] Low estate. 1383 Wyclif
I Cor. XV. 43 It is sowun in vnnobley, it schal ryse in glorie.

— 2 Cor. vi. 8 By glorie and vnnobley ; by yuel fame and
good fame.

Unno'bly, ai/z*. (Un-1 ir. Cf. Ignobly adv.)
x6i8 Fletcher Loyal Sub/, v. vi, Vou do the most unnobly

to be angry, a i6a8 F. Grevil AlaJiam \\, iii. True hearts,

to doe vnnobly.haue no spirit. ? 1648 H. King Elegy Lucas
^ Lisle 314 Which .. Shall .. enhearse this blood unnobly
spilt.

Unno'ck, v, rart~°. (Un-* 3; cf. Nock v,) 1530
Palsgr. 768/2, 1 unnocke a shafte, ;> descosche. Ibid.y Who
hath unnocked my shafte ? t Uimo'me, pa. pple. Obs.

[Un.' 8 b; cf. NiM v.] Untaken. 1397 R. Glolx. (Rolls)

1 1872 jut he percede t?e ost,..& aliue & vn-nome of scapede
among echon. 13. . Guy H'anv. (A.) 5154 Alle l>ai ben ded
o^jcr ouer-come : per bileued non vn-nome. Unnoo'ked,
^l. a. [Un-' 8.] Having no nooks or corners. 160a
Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. iii. With innocent upreared

j

armes to Heaven : With my unnookt simpHcitie.

I TSlxn.O'Se,v. (Un-2 4.) Hence ITnnc'sed///,rt.

j

1598 Flokio, Snasato, without a nose, vn-no.-^ed. 1603 —
I Montaigne 11. vi. 319 Thnt is now called to vn-nose him-

,
selfe. j630 Shelton Quix. 11. xiv. 89 Quoth the vn-nosed

I

Squire. 1738 Common Sense II. 106 The persons who
' remain behind un-nos'd will immediately .. clap on their

,

original Noses. X743 Jarvis Quix. 11. i. xiv, 'Indeed am
I

I,' answered the unnosed squire.

Unno'table, a. and sb. (Un-1 7 b, 12.)

i

X538 Paynell Salerne's Regim. O ij b, Fyshe . . bred in
' sbalowe & vnnotable waters. 1611 Florio, Innotabile^

,
vnnoteable, not to be noted. X831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. v,

j

Nay, who knows .. but Blumine herself might have afore-
I time noted the so unnotable. 1837 — Fr. Rev. ii. iv. vi,

Unnotable hum of sweet human gossip rises from this

Village.

b. sb. One who is not notable.
i86x H. S. Cunningham iVheat ^ Tares 324 If you get

anybody else better worth having to dinner, I'll come in my
sedan, .along with the other unnotables.

Unno-tched, ppL a. [Un-I 8.]

t 1. Not cut or trimmed. (Of. NoTCH v. i,

OCHE V.) Obs.-~^



UNNOTED.
1557 ToiteTs Misc. (Arb.) 159 AH ruff of heare, my nayles

Tnnocht, as to such semcth best, That wander by theyr wiltes.

2, Not marked with a notch ; iinnicked.

[1775 Ash.] 181X Miss L. Hawkins Ctess ^ Gertr. IV. 5
The un-iiotched paling, the walls capt with straw and stone.

1844 NoAD Electricity (ed. 2) 392 Provided the intersecting

curves proceeding from A abut upon the notched surface of
the kuife, and tho-;e from B upon the un-notched side.

1883 EncycL Brit, XVI. 648/2 Reptant Azygobranchia with
..the lip of the shell unnotched.
Unno'ted, a, [Un-' 9.) Characterized by absence of

musical notes. x866 Meredith Vittoria xxlv, A song of
three notes and a sort of unnoted clanging chorus.

Unno'ted, ppL a, [Un-1 8.]

1. Not noticed or observed ; unmarked,
1563 GoLDiNGE Caesar in. (1565) 74 b, Bycause the thing

was done in y« sight of Cesar and all his army, insomuch
that no dede . , could escape vnnoted. 1600 Bodenham's
Belvedere (1875) 59 Gnats are vnnoted where-soe're they
flie But Eagles gaz'd vpon with euery eye. £-1620 Fletcher
Falu One i. i, I'le be admitted for a wanton tale To some
most private Cabinets, when your Priest-hood .. Shall wait

without unnoted. 1725 Pope Odyss. i. 177 Where the free

guest, unnoted, might relate, If haply conscious, of his

Father's fale. 1742 Yol-ng Nt, Th. n. 274 Unnoted, [con-

science] notes each moment misapply'd. 1813 Bvron
Corsair i. xvii, Secure, unnoted, Conrad s prow pass'd by.

1894 Mrs. Dvan Man's Keeping (18^*9) 135 Unnoted by
him, that vision had faded much of late.

2. Not specially noted or observed ; undistin-

gnished, obscure.

1591 Soliman .5- Pers. \. ii. 73 Sweet Perseda, vnnoted
though I be, Thy beauty yet snail make me knowne ere

night. 1621 G. Sandvs Ovid's Met, ix. (1626) 191 Phaestus

. .fostered One, Lydgus, of vn-noted parents bred. 1725
PoPB Odyss. V. 403 Un-wept, un-noted, and for ever dead !

1789 Burns Let. to Lady Constable 16 Dec, Only to add so

many units more to the unnoted crowd that followed their

leaders, i860 Ellicott Life Our Lord ii. 67 The devout
..Simeon..saw perchance before him no more than two un-

noted worshippers. 1883 MvERs£'^f.,J/(7</.,yi/ass/«/( 1885)69
It has run its fair course unnoted, and in silence passed away.
t Unno'teful, a. Obs. [Un-' 7.] Unprofitable ; useless.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter IJi. 4 Alle helded J?ai, sammen ai Vn-
noteful maked ere J^ai. a 1395 Hvlton Scala Per/, ir.

xxxvii. (W, de W. 1494), All men are before oure lorde as
noughte, & as vnnotefull and nought they are acounted to

hym. Unno'tewoi'thy, rt. (Un-* 7.) 1881 Saintsburv
Dryden ii. 24 It is not unnoteworthy that Lady Elizabetli

was five and twenty,

Unnoticeable, a. (Un.i 7 b.)

177^ Adair Avier. Ind. 287 Thejr were afraid of being
imprisoned,.. even for things unnoticeable in the eye of the
law, x8io WoRDSW. /'rc7j<? Wks, (1876) II. 304 A light

vapour unnoticeable but by a shepherd. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A. Bede x, A long-neglected and unnoticeable rent in the.

.

bed-curtain.

Plence Umio'ticeableness ; nnno'ticeably adv.
1883 Harper's Mag. Sept. 566/1 Unnoticeableness. .is.,

the character.. of the dwellings. 1885 E.Garrett' At Any
Cost XV, One seal was broken ! So cleanly, too, that she
almost thought it might be mended unnoticcably.

TTnno'ticed, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)

In common use from cit$o.

1720 pR. James in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Covivi. App, I.

91 To repose yourselves for some time somwhere in France
where your usnall prudence will make you unnoticed. 1762
Sterne Tr. Shandy vi. v. There are a thousand unnoticed
openings,, .which [etc.]. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose xix.

The strife..had been unnoticed by the stragglers around.
1891 Farrar Darkn, (^ Dawn xxx, It was that little un-
noticed impulse of natural kindness .. which saved her
fortunes.

absoL X841 Carlvle Heroes ii. (1904) 77 See, the unnoticed
becomes world-notable, the small has grown world-great.

Crnxio*ticing,///.rt. (Un-1 5 d, 10.)
(a) 1782 Eliz. Blower Geo. Baientan II. 42 Unnoticing

the looks of surprize. 1796 Mmk. D'Arblav Camilla III.

78 She was thus employed, unnoticing the passage of time,
when Mrs. Arlbery tapped at her door. 1904 Sladen Lovers
Japan ii. ix, They rode . . through the delicious avenues of
Shiba, unnoticing the temples.
{b) 182X Scott Pirate i, He .. lived as one of the family,

unnoticed and unnoticing. a 1873 Lvtton Parisians x. li,

Lemercier stopped a gentleman who was about to pass him
unnoticing.

Unno-tified, ppl a. (Uy- 1 8.

)

[1775 Ash.] 180Z-12 Bentham Ration, jfudic. Evid.
(1S27) II. 508 The keeping of the rule of action .. in one
immense and unorganic mass, undistributed, and conse-
quently unnotified. 1871 Standard 27 Jan., It would be
hypocrisy .. to gloss over this odious outrage of the un-
notified bombardment of Paris.

Unno'tify, J/. (UN-23.) ijsy H.WAt.poLB Let. to Mann
3 July, I notified to you the settlement of the ministry, and,
contrary to late custom, have not to unnotify it again.
Unno'ting, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) x868 Mokris Earthly
Par. I. I. 405 Her dizzied eyes . . wandered from unnoting
face to face. UnnouTishable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1607
TopSKLL E'our-^. Beasts 719 Their flesh is not good for
meate, but is bitter and vnnourishable. UnnouTished,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) a 1617 Daniel To Sir T. Egerton 96
Having not this skill how to contend, Th' unnourish'd strife

would quickly make an end. 1896 N. A mer. Rev. CLXI 1 1.

7

1

5 As only the uimourished tree can battle.

UxmouTisliintf, ///. a. (Un-i io.)
1605 CHAI-.MAN All Fools I. j. 185 A gentlewoman: But

her unnurishing dowry must be tolde Out of her beauty.
X640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xx, The minde being mollified
and puffed up with windie and unnourishing comfort. 1826
Lamb Elia 11. Pop. Fallacies xii, The aliment of this poor
babe was thin, unnourishing, i860 Pusev Min,Proph. 2t6
Which, .sold to the poor only what, although unnourishing,
was wholesome

!

Unnou'ristament (Un.> 12.) 1662 J. Chandler Van
Helmont's Oriat, 24 A sickness, which the Rabbins call
Binsica: which properly, is an unnourishment, or pining
away of the Organ of the phantasic.
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fUnnoyand, -ing, ///. a. Obsr^ [Un-1 10.]

Not causing offence or annoyance ; harmless. Also

t Unnoyandness. Obs.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter vii. 5 Deme me lord, -eftere myn
vnnoyantines abouen me. Ibid. xl. 13 Me sothly for vn-

noyandnes thou vptoke. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton
MS. 61 The noyeand [creatures] t?ou made vs for to chasty.

The vnnoyeand to sustayne vs and fede. c 1475 Cat/i, Angl.
(MS. A) 256/1 Vn Noying, jnnocens [etc].

+ Unnoyed, /;*/. a. Obs.— ^ [Un-' 8.] Not disturbed.

a 1470 Harding Chan. Lxxxvn. xii, The Christen faith in

thy lande [is] distroyed. That with the peace shuld haue be

kept vnnoyed. fUnnoyous, a. Obs.~o [Un-' 7.] =
Unnovand ///. a. 1483 Cath. Angl. 256/1 Vn Noyovs,
jnnocens.

.

. innocuiis.

Unnumberable, a. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.] In-

capable of being numbered ; innumerable.
1x1340 Hampole Psalter xxxviii. 6 How fa my dayes ere

here, andhowvnnoumberabil in heum. 1382 Wvclif ^"^iJ(/.

X. 14 A brennynge wynd reride vp locusies, the whicbe .

.

seeten in alle ihecoosiis of Egipciens vnnoumbrable. c 1440

Gesta Rom. Ivii. 241 (Harl. M.S.), Thorow this pryde bethe

vnnumberable peple infecte and dede.. 1513 Douglas ALiietd

VI. xi. 53 The flude Lethe . . About the quhilk peple vn-

nomerable. .fieis fast. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness

Collect. (Maitl. CI.) 144 The unnumberable wind-milns
through Holland. 1774 tr. Hehetius' Child 0/ Nature I.

53 Unnumberable are the unfortunate he has relieved.

1852 Bailey Pesttts (ed. 5) 173 With starry globes unnum-
berable, suns. Planets and moons.

Unnu-mbered,///. a. [Un-i 8, 5 b.]

1. Not numbered or reckoned up ; uncounted.
c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints xU. {Agnes) 224 pe gret loy in

hewine ]?at he saw, i>at vnnovmerit mycht be. 1434 Misvn
Mending of Life 126 God truly is infinit of gretnes,..of
swetnes vn-nowmbyrde. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng, ccxxxii.

249 Ther were take many kny5tes and squyers and other

men that were vnnombred. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. in. i. 63
I'he Skies are painted with vnnumbred sparkes. 1656
Cowlev Davideis i. 749 Of Numbers too th'unnumbred
wealth he showes. 1725 Pope Odyss. 11. 212 Unnumber'd
Birds glide thro' the aerial way, 1746 Hervev Medit.t Refl.

on Flo^ver-Gai-den 4 Prodigious Theatre ! . . Where . . Worlds
un-numbered roll at large I 1844 Kinglake Eothen xi, The
fleas of all nations were there :—Asiatic hordes unnumbered.
1891 Farrar Darkn. <5- Dawn Ivi, 'l"o represent these un-
numbered agonies as a festival of expiation.

2. Not included in an enumeration ; not marked
or provided with a number.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk.^ M. Aurel. (1546) H vij b,

The .IX. Epiphanes of the Egiptiens was vnnoumbred and
putte downe. X654 Ld. Hatton in Nicholas Papers
(Camden) II. 147, I have receaved yours (unnumbred) of
the 8th of Dec. a 1667 [see Unmethodjzed 1). 1816 Wilson
City of Plague 11. iii. 94 He for his lust, Unnumber'd lies.

tUnnu'iuerable, a. Obs, [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

Innumerable,
£-1400 Bmt 316 Men founden vnnumerable multitudes of

hem [sc. sparrows] dede in feldes. £'1440 Alph. Tales 485
He was deseyvid be a fend l»at promysid hym to gyff hym
. ,ane vnnumerable porcion of gude. 1536 in Songs, Carols,

etc. (E.E.T.S.) 162 At (>e Towr. .J>er was shott vnnumerable
many gonnes. 1567 -Golding Ovid's Met. viii. (1593) 186

So winding waies Unnumerable Daidalus within his worke
convays. 161 1 Cotgr., Innoinbral'le, innumerable, vn-

numerable.

Hence f Vnnn'merableness. Also fUnnu*-
merably adv.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus^ InnuvierahiHtas, *vnnumerable-

nesse; passyng all number. f:x44o Pronip. Parv. 366/1
*Onnumerably, innumerabiliier. 1611 CoTGR., Innmncr-
ablement, innumerably, vnnumerably.

j

Unnu'n, v. (Un.^ 6 b.) i6n Flqrio, Smonacato, vn-

1
monked, vnnunned, hauing cist of the orders of religion.

1638 N. Whiting Albino ^ Bellania 4217 Albino . . to the

church did haste T' un-nun Bellama. 1639 Fuller Holy
War V. vi. 238 Many did quickly unnunne and disfriar

themselves. UnnuTsed, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Asn.]

1875 Ruskin Fors Clav. Iv. 204 Sternly to forbid cat-

nursing, till no child is left unnursed.

XTnnu-rtured,//'/. a. (Un-1 8, 5 b.)

a 1548 Hall Ch?vn., Hen, V, 42 b. The presumptuous
saiynges..of the vnnurtered and vnmanerly byshop. 1567
Golding Ovids Met, ¥,(1593) 126 These unnurtred damsels

j overcome began to fall a scolding. 1623 Bingham Xenophon
40 He esteemed him that was no circumventer, to be vn-

nurtured and to want education. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. vn. § 387 [To] impose upon Men unnurtur'd, and un-
acquainted with any Knowledge or Science. 1822 Scott
Piveril xxvii, [Ij never saw so unnurtured a cub. 1861

Geo. Eliot Silas M. i, Pale-faced weavers, whose unnur-
tured souls have been.. fluttering forsaken in the twilight.

tUnnu't, unne-t, sb. Obs. Also 1 unnyt
(-nit). [OK. U7t7iyt {cL next and Nut j^.2), =
\VFris. on-, ilnnuty NFris. tinnatt useless person,

LG, unniitte useless thing, MDu. onnutj MHG.
:
and G. (now chiefly dial.) unnntz damage, loss,

harm, ON. tinytja waste, Sw. onytla, Da. unytie

uselessness.] That which is useless or worthless
;

idleness, vanity; wrong-doing.

j

c888 K. i^LFRED Boeth. xxx v. § i Eall \)^\ yfel & )?2et

I unnet t>e he ser on his mode haefde. C965 Canons Edgar
§ 28 We laeraS t^set man ast ciric-wa;ccan . . senig unnit J?ar

ne dreoge. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) xxx. 6 pu hatodest .

.

J>a i>e unnyt worhton. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 153 Swa deft l^e

douel ine |>e monnes e^en, if ho bo3 opene to bihalden idel

i and unnet. axzzt,Ancr.R. 352 He isih3& ihere3o3erhwule

\

unnut. c 1230 Hail Metd. 17 5'^ 5e grafter J)enne speken
tcgedere folliche, & talked of unnet.

tUunU'ta unnet, a, Obs. Forms: a. 1-2

unnyt, 2-3 unnut. ^. 1-4 unnet. 7. 3 un-
nitt. [OK. tmfiyt (f. un- Un-1 -j + nyt Nut «.),

j
= OFiis. «;/-, onnet, Wi'ris. o>i-, linniit, Unnutle,

UNOBLIGED.
NFris. unnatty MDu. onnntte, annul (Du. onnuf)^

MLG. iinnutte, LG. unnut, OHG. unnuzzi,

-nuzze (MHG. unniilze^ -nutze, G. -nutz)^ Goth.

unnuls.'l Useless, worthless, unprofitable, vain.

o. Be&wulf^\i SecgaS sfeliSend, J>a;t |>essele slande. .idel

& unnyt. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. xxv. 30 WurpaS )>one unnyttan
Jjeowan on i>a uttran |>ystru. c:x200 Trin. Coll, Horn. 129
Al l^at folc l^at Jjurh unnutte speche . . turneft fro gode.
c 1250 Prayer Our Lady 3 in O. E. Alisc. 192 Vnnut lif to

longe ich lede.

0. axooo Boeth. Metr. x. 17 Is 3a;t unnet jelp. a 1200
Moral Ode 5 Vnnet lif ich habbe iled, a 1225 Ancr. R. 82
Idel is & unnet al l>et god ne cumed of. c\-iy> Arth, ^
Merl. 1254 (Kolbing), pis men hadde wonder gret, Him to

sle, it were vnnet.

y. £ri2oo Okmis 4921 Ice amm an alIforrwurrJ>enn J>eoww
& all uniiitt & idel. Ibid. 15127 Ace j^att wass all .. Unnitt
& idell dede.
Unnutri'tiouSf^i. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1846 Worcester (citing

F.d. Rev.).
^ 1855 Singleton Virgil 1. 342 An unnutritious

food, Berries and stony cornels, boughs purvey. x86i
H. NIacmillan Footn, Page Nat. 100 Miserable and un-
nutritious diet. Unnu'tritive, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) [1775
Ash.] 1829 Carlvle Misc. (1840) II. 50 Germans, who ..

have in fact nothing else to live on but tliat highly unnutri-
tive victual.

Unoath, v. (Un-* 3.) 1675 W. Penn England's Pres.
Interest d 2 b, Q. Elizabeth . . calls back Protestancy, ordains
a new Oath, to un-Oath Q. Marys Oath,

tUnobe'dience. Obs. [UN-I12, 5 b.] Dis-

obedience.
£ri38oWYCLiFi"f/. Jf^j-.II.3S7 pat were fendis obedience,

and unobedience to God. c 1440 Jacob's IVe/lji pe thrydde
cornere of pride., is vnbuxumnes, vnobedyens. Ibid. 72.

(11470 H. Parker Dives
<S-
Pauper (W. de W, 1496) x. vi.

247/2 They felle in open unobedyence.

Unobedient, />//. a. cUn-i 7, 5 b.)

1382 WvcLiF Titus i. 10 Ther ben manye vnobedlent, and
veyn spekeris. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 15

pe pacient is waike of herte or vnobedient for to persew his

cure. £1440 Jacob's PVell 71 Who-so were vnobedyent to

his fadyr & modyr. /bid., It is perylous to be vnobedyent
to J?i souerayn. 1509 Barclay S/tyP of Folys (1570) 56
O man presunipteous and vnobedient. 1571 Golding Calvin
071 Ps. To Rdr. 7 If they had not bin vtterlye vnobedient too

all good counsel. 16x4 W. B. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2)

81 The Wallnut is vnobedient to Digestion, and much
hinders egestion. 1641 Milton Reform, n. 50 Pepin, not

unobedient to the Popes call, .. frees him out of danger.

180J SoUTHEY Thalaba viii. x, But unobfcdient to that well-

known voice, His eye was seeking it.

tUnobei'sance. Obs. rare. [Un-'i2, sb.] Disobedi-

ence. 1382 WvcLiF Esther xvi. 24 And so be he don awei,

that., [he] be in to euer mor, for exsaumple of dispising

and vnobeisaunce. c 1420 Wycliffite Bible Pref. Ep. (1850)

I. 63/2 Redy to vndur5oke al vnbuxumnesse \v.r. vn-

obeisaunce]. t Unobei'sant, a. Obs. [Un-' 7. S l^l

Disobedient. 1382 Wvclif Pro^t. xxix. 21 Who delicatii

fro childbed nurshith his seruaunt, afterward shal feelen

hym vnobeisaunt. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh,

115 He l^at hauys greet eghen ys enuyous . ., sleuthful, and
vnobeyssant. \ UnobeVshing,///. a. Obs. [Un-' 10.]

Disobedient. 1382 Wvclif i Kings xiii. 26 He . . was vn-

obeshynge to the mouth of God. fUnobey', v. Obs.—^
[Un-' 14.1 intr. To be disobedient. CX445PECOCK Donet
208 O lord, ..how myjt 1 be so boolde, so vnkinde, ..forto

vnobeie to t>ee?

Unobeyed,/^/, a. (Un-i 8.)

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars ii. liii, Poorely prouided, poorely

followed, Vncourted, vnrespected, vnobayd. 1667 Milton
P. L. v. 667 He resolv'd . . [to] leave Unworshipt, unobey'd
the Throne supream. 1772 Ann. Reg., hist. Eur. 61/2

'J he standing order . . had not only been unobeyed, but .,

outrageously insulted.

Unobeying,/^/, a. (Un-' 10.) 1796 Coleridge Destiny

of Nations 66 'Ihe lL.aplander beholds the far-off Sun Dart
his slant beam on unobeying snows. Unobje'Cted, ppl.

a. (Un-' 8.) 17. . Atterbury (J.), What will he leave un-

objected to Lutiier, when he makes it his crime that he
defied the devil ? 1823 Scott Queniin D. xxxv, [They]
heard from the mouth of Charles of Burgundy, unobjected

to by that of Louis, . . that [etc.]. Unobje'Ctible, a.

[Un-' 7.] = next. 1748 Richardson Clarissa III. 13 Nor
will I ask for your favour, but as upon full proof I shall

appear to deserve it : Fortune, alliances unobjectible I

Unobjectionable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

In common use from ^r iSoo.

1793 A. Geddes Addr. to Public 3 A New Translation,

that should be unobjectionable to my brethren of the R.
Catholic communion. 1794 Paley Evid. iii. vi. f 5 There
are few cases in which, .we cannot suppose something more
perfect, and more unobjectionable, than whaX we see. 1819

G. S. Fabeb Dispensations (1823) II. 152 A safe and un*
objectionable medium through which to prove the divine

legation of Moses. 1882 Miss liKADUON Mt. Royal II. iv.

66 His conduct was unobjectionable.

iience Unobjectionableness ; Unobjection-
ably Oiiv.

1828-32 Webster s.v., Unobjectionably. a 1849 Poe E. B.
Browning Wks. 1865 III. 411 The former poem is purely

imaginative ; the latter is unobjectionably because unobtru-

sively suggestive of a moral. 1878 W. Walker Life Bp,
Gleig vii. 299 The Canonical unobjectionableness of the

Bishop-elect,

Unobjective, a. (Un-' 7.) 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.
xiv. X. VI. 613 Allegory in itself is far too unobjective for

art. Unobli'gatory, a. (Un-' 7.) 1802-12 Bentham
Ration. Judic, Evid. (1827) IV. 539 In causes non-criminal,

obligatory at one stage, unobligatory at another. 1851

W. R, Cjkeg Creed Christendom xiv. 20B If investigation

shows the miracles of the Bible to be .. unobligatory upon
our belief.

Unobliged, ///. a. [Un- 1 8.]

1. Of persons: Not bound or constrained to do
something.
1648 Hexham ii,0«^*Ao«^«, Vnbound, Vnobliged. 1658

Eakl Monm. tr. Paniia's U'ars Cyprus 163 Unobliged
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thereunto, he had readily assisted, the first year of this war.

i68s Scarlett Exchanges 154 A prudent .. Drawer will

judge himself unobliged to make any Bills, but such as
make the Value to be received of the Remitter.

2. Not made obligatory or necessary.

1R55 Faber Growth in Holiness v. 79 Look at the pheno-
mena of the Incarnation, what were they? Helplessness,
unnecessary and unobliged suffering.

Unobli*ging»/;>/. a. (Uk.» 10.) [1847 Webster.] 1891
H, Hf.rman His Angel 16 An uncivil, unobliging, ugly
young brute. Unobli'gingness. [Un-' 12.] + Absence
of obligatoriness. 1646 Hammond Tracts 63 You see the
unobligingnesse of that interdict. Unobli'terable, a.

(Un-* 7 b.) i66a J. Chandler Van Hebnont's Oriat. 263
The unobliterable or undefaceable substance of the soul.

Unobli-teratable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) i86s W. H. Gillespie
Argt. Being ^ Attrib. Cod{i(y:>6) 253 The relation which
does exist, and the existence of which is unob literatable.

TTnoTjliterated, /M a. (Ux-i 8.)

1644 [H. Parker] Jus Populi 43 Whilst [in the times of

Adam] the neare relation of blood was fresh, and un-
obliteratcd. 1680 H. Dodwell Two Lett. (1691) 68 Ihose
unobliterated impressions of Conscience and Modesty.
1738 G. LiLLO Marina in. ii, Some traces there. ., yet un-
obliterated, Of my long dead .. Pericles. 1835 Lvtton
Rienzi X. viii, There was a red stain upon the pavement,
unobliterated. 1894 Daily News 10 Mar. 3/4 The letter-

carrier would either appropriate the stamp ..or he would
dcU»er it unobliterated.

Unobno-xious, a. [Un-i 7, 5 b.]

1, Not exposed or liable to something. Also

tlHpt,

? 1609 Donne Elegy on LaJy Marckham 35 For, graves

our trophies are, and both deaths dusL So, unobnoxious
now, she hath buried both. 1667 Milton P, L. vi. 404 In

fight they stood Unwearied, unobnoxious to be pain'd By
wound. 1704 NoRRis Ideal World :i. ili. 125 But neither

the matter, nor yet the form of this division, . . are un-

obnoxious to just exception. 1809-14 W'ordsw. Excnrs. v.

868 Some, apart, In quarters unobnoxious to such chance.

1861 F. Hall Hindn Philos. Syst, 50 The soul is im-

mutable, and unobnoxious to error.

2. Not objectionable or offensive,

1678 Lively Oracles vii. § 9 (1684) 308 Surely the meanest
unobnoxious laic. .might. .be trusted with the reading of

those sacred books. tSoa H. Martin Helen of Glenross 1.

201 Mr. Mulgrave, unobnoxious to any party, was advised

to remain. 1858 Times 3 Dec. 8/6 The Roman Catholic

priests are lowly, zealous men . . .We want the same class

of men for our unobnoxious Christianity [in China].

Unobscn-red, ppl. a. (Un- 1 8.

)

1646 J. Hall To Stanley 4 But thou At first appearance
dost display A bright and unobscured day. 1667 Milton
P, L. iL 265 How oft amidst Thick clouds and dark doth
Hcav'ns all-ruling Sire Choose to reside, his Glory unob-
scur'd. 1748 Thomson Cast, indol. 11. Iviit, O who can
speak the vigorous joys of health I Unclogged the body,
unobscured the mind. 1764 Phil. Trans. LIV. 146 The
unobscured part of the Sun. 1849 Hehschel Outlines 0/
Astronomy x. 332 The cone of the shadow, .permits their

occultations to be completely observed both at ingress and
egress, unobscured. 18751 •'*^* George's Hosp. Rep. IX.
i3o Gradual and progressive cough, unobscured by other

symptoms.

Unobse*quious, a. (Un-* 7.) [1775 Ash.] 1810 Ben-
tham Packing (1821) 203 Unobsequious Jurors dropped;
or, in the. .familiar phrase, cut. Unobscqiiiousness.
(Un-' 12, 5 b) 1661 BovLr Style of Script. 169 Thtir
Succeeders . . are afterwards bold to mis-n.-^me alt Unob-
sequiousnesse to their Incogitancy, Presumption. 1810

Bentham Packing x. § i Unobsequiousness found unavoid-
able by a veteran Advocate,

Unobse rvable, a. [Un-^ 7 b, 5 b.]

1. Incapable of being observed ; imperceptible,

onnoticeable.

1651 Hobbks Leviath. ii. xxix. 169 Which accidents . . are

not supernatural 1, but onely . . unobservable. 1664 Bovlk
Exp. touching Colours 114 Little and Singly Unobservable
Images of the Lucid Body. *i 1713 South Serin, IV. 163

Such small, such contemptible, and almost unobservable
Hints have sometimes unraveled . . the deepest-laid Villanies.

1895 Baring-Gould A^(?//«/xiii, He had to beware of putting

his nand on fire that was unobservable by daylight.

t2. Undeserving of notice or remark. Obs.

1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 16 It is not unobservable,

that these Stones seem to have been . . more entire, than
when Mr. Jones made his Survey. 1675 M. Clifford
Hum. Reason 40 It is not unobservable, that the Unity of

the Church of God is compared [etc].

Unobsexvaiice. (Un-i 12, 5 b.)

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 419 The t^o first require the
more serious inquiry into, for the universality of their Power
(and yet generall unobservance of it). i68x J. Kettlbwell
Meas. Chr. Obed. 11. iv. 166 The Law. .against irreverence,

against unobservance, against disobedience. 1788 D. Gil*
SON Serm. Praci. Subj. xiii. 381 We are awakened .. to

lament our own unobservance and ingratitude. 1844
Southev Li/e A. Bell 1. 182 The various instances of
neglect .. on the part of the schoolmaster and ushers, and
their unobservance of those rules [etc.]. 1893 F. F. Moore
Gray Eye or So i. 180 Nodding himself into a condition of
unobservance.

Unobservant, a, [Un-i 7, 5 b.]

fl. Unattentive in service. Obs.~^
1611 Cotgr., Inofficieux^ vnofficious, vnobseruant, vn-

seruiceable.

2. Not observant ; not taking notice.

1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. xxiv. 247 The unobservant
Multitude may have some general confus'd apprehensions

of [etc.). 1775 Ash, Disobedient^ .. unobservant of lawful

authority. 178a V. Knox Ess. xc. (1819) II. 173 An un-

experienced and unobservant man. x8i6 Southey Poet''s

Ptlgr. 1. 34 No unobservant travellers they, but well Of
what they there had learnt they knew to tell. 1825 Scott
Talism. iv, [This] fear., made her behave with indifference,

as if unobservant of his presence. 1888 F. Hume Mme.
Vol. X.

Midas I. V, Vandeloup looked idly at all this beauty with
an unobservant eye.
absol. 1898 '.Merkiman ' Rodents Corner iv, The unobser-

vant may pass it by without distinguishing it.

Hence UnobseTvantly adv.

[1847 Weustkr.] 1868 Mks. Whitnev P. Strong xvii, I

have not read the new style of novel and magazine writing

unobservantly.

Unobserved, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not ob-

served ; unperceived, unnoticed.
i6ia Cotta {title), The Unobserved Dangers, of ignorant

and uncoQsiderate Practisers of Physicke in Englande.
1624 Massinger Renegado v. ii. You shall find, If any look

of mine be unobserved, I am not ignorant of a mistress'

power. 1673 Temi-le Obs. United Prov. Wks. 1720 I. 46
Most National Customs are the Effect of some unseen, or

unobserved natural Causes, or Necessities. 1741 Chestkrf.
Let. 25 July, This quick and unobserved observation is of
infinite advantage in life. 1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla
III. 322 This was not unobserved by Edgar. 1836 Mar-
rvat Midsh. Easy xxxix. Finding themselves unobserved,
..they dropped gently alongside one of the double-masted
latteen vessels. 186^ I*owen Logic x. 343 By detecting
hitherto unobserved similarities and conjunctions in time.

b. In complementary (quasi-adverbial) const. :

Without being observed.
a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Cust. Country \\. i, He had Hv'd un-

observ'd By any man of mark. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 638
Heeunobserv'd Home to his Mothers house private ret urn'd.

1709STKELE 7'ntlerNo. 57 Many., live in the constant Prac-
tice of baser Methods unobserved. 1796 Mmf« D'Arblav
Camilla V. 4 He was now waiting but to speak to her un-
observed. 1827 Faraday Chent Manip, xiii. 285 The
crucible furnace .. where the heat is not so liable to rise

unobserved as in a close furnace. 1891 Marie A. Brown
tr. Runeberg's Nadeschda 35 The gentle maiden had.,
stolen unobserved among the group.

Unobse rvedly, adv. \ Un-in; cf. prec.)

1656 Earl Orrery Farthen. in. i. 12 Nicomedes the
more unobservedly to gaze on his new Conqueror, had
retir'd himself into the throng. 1702 Bp. Patrick Cotnm.
yudg. xvi. I He went thither secretly .ind unobservedly, in

the dusk of the evening. 1795 Phil. 'I i-ans. LXXXV. 174
A single instrument, having an excess of light, in which the
irradiation may unobservedly extend further than in weaker
telescopes. x86i Wright Ess. Archxol. vii. 107 Great
numbers of., tumuli have been destroyed unobservedly in

the various processes of agriculture, 1884 Manch. Exam.
20 Aug. 5/1 A train came upon him unobservedly, and the
poor fellow was literally cut to pieces.

Unobse*rver, (Un-' 12.) 1713 Guardian No. 60, How
unheeded must the general character of it be, when given
by one of these serene unobservers.

Unobse'rvinff, //>/. a. (Un-^ io.)

1690 T. BuKNET Titcory Earth ii. 41 Those [prophecies]

that concern the end of the world are of this latter sort to
unobserviiig men. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones viii. xii,

'I'here are people who find an inconvenience in this un-
observing temper of mankind. 1792 Charlotte Smith
Desmond I. 142 An unobserving or disinterested spectator

of what was passing. 1815 Zeluca III. 106 Wholly un-
observing of the earnest conversation of her companions.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxxii, To an eye so unobserving as
that of Bucklaw.
Uno'bstinate, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1656 [? J . Sergeant] tr.

T. IVhite's Peripat. Inst. Auth. Design a 7, This the Order,
and Brevity, and the invincible firmnesse, surely of some
Consequences will obtain of an unobstinate person. 1665

J. Sergeant Sure Pooling 40 As is easy to be evinc't

against an unobstinate Adversary, a 1859 De Quincey
Posth. Wks. (i8gi) I. 63 They were a plastic, yielding, un.
obstinate race. Unobstru'ct, v. (Un-^ 3.) 1659 W.
Chamberlayne Pharonnida 111. v. 339 Which carelesse

f)ride did unobstruct the way, Through which to liberty

ove's progress lay.

irnobstructed,///.^. (Un-I 8.)

1659 W. Chamberlayne Pharonnida 'in. iv. 361 Anger,
like unobstructed love, breaks forth In flaming haste. Ibid.

III. V. 516, a 1711 Ken Hyntnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 137
From thence o'er the celestial Vast, Eyes unobstructed cast.

1748 Melmoth Fitzosborne Lett. Ixi. (1749) II. 117 Much
caution is necessary to give a fine taste its full and unob-
structed effect. 1808 Mrs. C. Kkmble Day after Wedding
6 You hope to glide along the stream of life, unobstructed
by the shoals of misfortune. 1859 Parkinson Optics (1866)

24s The eye having an unobstructed view through the hole.

Hence tJnobstmctedly adv.

[1847 Webster.] 1867 H. Macmillan in Macm. Mag.
No. 99. 259/2 The sun to shine down unobstructedly. 1897
C«//«^X)CX. 139/2 A huge triangle that led unobstructedly
into the wide mouth of this baggy apex.
Unobstru*ctive,a. (Un-' 7.) 171a V>\.KZKiAOYtM.Creation

II. 307 Why should he halt at either station ? why Not for-

ward run in unobstruciive sky? 1855 Poultry Chron. Ill,

442/2 The unobstructive nature of the coops to the oppor-
tunity of inspection by spectators.

Unobtainable, «. (Un-^ 7 b, 5 b.)

[177S Ash.] i860 Froude Hist. Eng. V. 129 Her own
consent would have been unobtainable. 1876 'Ouida*
Winter City vii, Seeking some unobtainable enamel.

Unobtai*ned, ppt. a. (Un-I 8.) 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

1. xi. § 3 As the will doth now worke vpon that obiect by
desire, which is as it were a motion towards the end as yet

vnobtayned. 174a Young Nt. Th, ir. 503 Wisdom,. .What
is she, but the means of happiness? That unobtain'd, than
folly more a fool.

TTnobtru sive, «- (Un-i 7, 5 b.)

In common use from c 1800.

1743 Young Nt. Th, iv. 625 Ye Quietists, . . who mildly

make An unobtrusive tender of your hearts. 1790 Han.
SloRE Relig, Fash. World (1791) 131 Those secret habits of
self-controul, those interior and unobtrusive virtues. 1838
Mackintosh Char. Canning Wks. 1846 II. 457 His manner
was simple and unobtrusive ; his language always quite

familiar. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xiv, I trace the same
current now, flowing through all his quiet and unobtrusive

Proceedings. 1890 * L. Falconer ' Mile. Ixe vi. Captain
.eslie kept unobtrusive, but attentive watch.

Hence Unobtm'slveness.
>797 Jane Austen Seme .5- Sens, xlvi. She saw only an

emotion . . in its unobtrusiveness entitled to praise. i8a6
Disraeli V. Grey 111. viii, He is an object of observation
from his very unobtrusiveness. 1879 CasselCs Tcchn. Educ.
II. 152/2 Alt walls, however decorated, .. must retire even
behind the furniture by their unobtrusiveness.

Unobtru'sively, at/z'. (.Un-i ii, 5b.)
1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla I. 358 The most unobtru-

sively gay.. of almost any young creature I ever beheld.
1852 W. Collins Basil u. i, He was dressed as unobtrusively
as possible, entirely in black. 1884 C.T.Saunders mLaw
Times 25 Oct. 412/2 The abolition of primogeniture was..
unobtrusively proposed.

Unobvious, «. (Un-i 7.)
Frequently used by Boyle and Jer. Bentham.
1643 Pbynne Popish R. Favourite 36 Some more speciall

passages in Popish writers,, .which because then unobvious
and unknown to most, I had an intention to have published.
i66z Boyle Style of Script. 45 Though some unobvious
Stars of that bright sphaere cannot be di.^cerned without the
help of a Telescope. 1676 Glanvill Ess. iii. 44 The know-
ledge and application of some unobvious and unheeded
Properties and Laws of natural things, 1718 Freethinker
(1733) No. 155. 240 It is able to perceive the unobvious
Distinctions between things, which bear a very near Resem-
blance to one another. 1798 T. Green Diary Lot-er of Lit.
(i8ro) 109 Its efficient cau>e, therefore, must not besought.,
in any unobvious qualities. 1845 Mill Ess. II. 183 'I'o trace
back this philanthropic movement . . to its small and un-
obvious beginnings, 1890 Spectator 25 Oct., Mr. Orger's
amendment, .would appear to be as unobvious. .as need be,

Unocca'sional, a. (Un-' 7.) 1724 Wel i on Chr. Faith
(J-

Ptact. 232 Scripture, the only rule to guide and direct

a true unoccasional conscience by. lJnocca*sioned,
ppL a.

_
(Un-' 8.) 1586 C)uile ^ Vncyuile Life (1868) 80

You might haue gathered, that vnoccasioned. or not con-
tryued, no man will resort vnto your Town house. 1747
Warburton Shakespeare's Wks. VIII. 360 note, This
observation seems strangely abrupt and unoccasioned.
Uno'ccupancy. (Un-' 12.) i^i^T. Hook Parson's Dau.
I. i. The tear-like drippings from its various windows ..

during the several years of its unoccupancy.

Unoccupied, ppl. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not occupied or engaged in some work or

pursuit ; idle.

I

c 1380 WvcLif Wks. (1880) 191 First men ordeyned .. to
I putte awey ydelnesse & to be not vnoccupied in goode

I

manere for pe tyme. ^1440 Jacob's Hell 231 pou J>at

I

syttest stylle here in cherch, vnocupyed & thynkest on \>\

muk. CX490 Caxton Rule St. Benet 132 Lete ilieym be
i assigned toother occupacyons to doo, so that ihey be neuer
t vnoccupied in vertu. CX539 Capon in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser.

[
I. I. 190 So that your workemen shall not be un occupyed
for wante of stone. 1555 Hden Decades (Arb.) 137 A

I

valiente mynde can not rest in one place or bee vnoccupyed,
1573 TussER Husbt (1878) 118 Prouide of thine owne to

j

haue all things at hand, least worke and the workman
vnoccupide stand. 1647 Hexham i, Vnoccupied, or doing
nothing, onbesich, 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 141 p %
Acting when his imagination was unoccupied, and his

judgment unsettled. 1780 Burke CEcon. Reform Wks. III.

324 The council, or committees of council, were never a
moment unoccupied, with affairs of trade. 1827 Lvtton
Falkland 22, I am unoccupied by a single pursuit. 1898
' MiRRiMAN ' Roden's Corner xvii, She led a blameless,

' unoccupied, and apparently purposeless life.

2. Not put to use; left unemployed. (In later

use only of time.)

1448-9 Metham Amoryus ^ CI. 2210 Tyme on-ocupyid,
qwan folk haue lytyl to do. X486 Bk. St, Albans B vj, Tho
saame lewnes l?ou shalt fastyn slackely as a bowstiyng
viiocupyede. I5»3 [Coverdale] Old God (1534) B j, The
sword . . beynge through dust & longe beynge unoccupied, .

.

defiled with ruste. 1561 T. Hoby ir. Castielione*sCourtyer

j

IV. (1577) T v, They, .fell into decay and ioste theyr puis.
' .-^aunce and brightnesse, lyke yron vnoccupied. 1796 Mme.

I

D'Arblav Camilla V. 354 Her time .. hung not upon her
' unoccupied. 18*9 Scott Anne of G, xxv, As if desirous

that the hour should arrive which would put an end to a
day unoccupied.

3. Of ground, etc. : Not occupied by inhabitants

or indwellers ; not put to use in this way ; not

frequented or filled up ; empty.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. iv, xix. 1780 Thare wes vnoccupiit

I . . A land bejond ane arme of the se. 1560 Bible Judges v.

6 The bye wayes were vnoccupied, and the trauelers walked
through bywayes. 1573TUSSER Husb. (1878) 15 Nodwellers,

what pronteth house for to stand ? What goodnes, vn-

I

occupied, bringeth the land? 1691 Ray Creation i. (1692)

189 Doubtless, if we shall discover further to the very
I North-pole, we shall find all that Tract not to be vain, use-
' less, or unoccupied. 1784 Cowpeb l^ask v. 557 The word

That, finding an interminable space Unoccupied, has fill'd

the void so welL 1807 Euro^. Mag, LII. iii/i This part

I

of Lancashire is .. highly cultivated^ not an inch of ground
lies waste and unoccupied. 1884 in A. Cawston Street

j

Improv. London (i8c)3) 115 There are always a very large.

number of unoccupied houses even in towns where the

I

building trade is very active.

j

b. Not taken up or appropriated.

I
1701 Grew Cosmol. 11. iii. 43 The Phancy hath full Power

to create them in the Sensories themselves, then unoc-
cupy'd by External Impressions. 1830 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. iv. 107 She could not have chosen an occu-

pation more completely unoccupied, or more loudly called

for. 183a Westm. RezK Oct. 353 Cadences.. highly favour-

able for leaving the ear unoccupied for any measure which
may follow.

"CTnooular (y«n-), a. [f. L. unocul-us one-eyed

+ -AR. Cf. Unioculab df.] One-eyed.
1864 De Morgan in Graves Life Sir W. Hamilton (1889)

III. 613 Accordingly I have always been strictly unocular.

Unode (y«'n-). Geom. A uniplanar node.
1869 Cayley Math. Papers (1893) VI. 362 If there is a

unode, then this may be and is taken to be at Z>, and its

U36



UNODORABIiE.

unipbne may be taken to be A' - o. Ibid,^ There is never,

besides the uncxle, any other node.

tUno'dorable, a. [U^'-' 7 b,] Incapableofbeingsmelted.

1674 Grew Disc. Mixture \\\. § 17 As in any fixed unodor-

abie or untastable Body. t UnofeaTned,///. fl. Obs.

(Uk-' 8 + Of-karn c. ] Undeserved . c 1200 / 'i^es <5- Virtttes

3 Asolkenesse .. me bauecS ofte idon eien oi^ennannes sare

swink all un-ofearned. Ibid, 51, 59. Unoffe ndable, a.

(Un-' 7 b ) 1839 Lady Lvtton ChcpeUv (ed. 1) 11. i. 12 The
most obsequious civility and unoflreiidable good-humour.

Unoffe nded,///. a. (Un-I 8.)

1481 Caz\ Leet Bk, 494 That, his highnes vnoffended, we
here. .may precede amonges oui-self to the determinaciou
therin. 1598 Florio, Inoffcsoy vnofTendedj vntoucht, vn-

wrongd. 1633 Bp. Hall Occas. Mcdit. lii. 124 The Bee
stings . . when she is provoked ; these draw blood.unoffended,
and sling for their owiie pleasure. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transp,
Reh, 84 Reverence ..might perhaps occasion more sport then

a man. .could brook unofFended. 1749 Johnson Irene v. u,

This gen'ral calm Is sure the smile of unoffended heav'n.

178J V. Knox £«. 0.(1819) I Lai8 It is the common people,

, .unoffended and unoffending, who chiefly suffer in the evil

consequences. X809MALKIN Gil Bias \\\.\. f 4 They, with

unoffended nostrils, were engaged in general conversation,

chough they dined individually.

Hence Unoffe'ndedly adv,

i8s6 RusKiN Al0d. Paint. IV. v. xx. § 28 They were both

ofihcm . . to behold unoffendedly all that was upon the earth.

Unoffending,///, a. (Un-i 10, 5 b.)

1569 Ke^. Privy Council Sect. I. 668, I.. sail keip gude
rewie and quietnes unoffending aganis the lawis or makand
troubill. a 1600 Grim the Coilier ofCroydon (1662) 9 Some
will count it Vertue in a woman Still to be bound to un-

offending Silence, a 1615 Beaum. & Fl. Laws ofCandy 11.

i, My prayers pull daily blessings on th>r head, My un-

offending child. 1703 Pope Statins' Tkebaisi. 771 Yet why
must unoffending Argos feel The vengeance due to this un-

lucky steel? 1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla 1 1 1. 403 How
should I rejoice, .to rescue this one poor unoffending, .ani-

mal from such t>Tanny I i8j8 Scott i^.ilf. Perth xix, Who.

.

could have thought of harming a creature so simple, and so

unoffending? 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. II. xxx. 253 The
councillors were famed for their unoffending respectability.

t Unoffe'nsed, //*/. a. Obs.— '^ [Un-i 8 ] Unoffended.

c 2440 Pallad. on Husb, \. 32 The contrey men colourid wel
Tchoone, Their wittis cleer and vnoffensid sight.

+ Unoffe-nsive, «. Obs. (Un-i 7, 5 b.)

i6ia R. Dauorne Christian turned Tnrke 214 [Nature]

sent him to the world, All vnoffensiue, vnarm'd. x64a

Vicars God in Mount 66 Coming onely in a fair and un-

offensive manner. 1674 J. Fell Hantmond'^V%. I. 14 Not.
withsunding his unoffensive and cautious return to those ill

laid demands. 1768 ii^ovmn of Honor\\.\i%'Yi\\dXm.QA^%X.
unoffensive turn you gave to your non-acceptance.

So Unoffe nsively adv.
1606 Bp. W. Barlow Serm. 21 Sept., Ep. Ded. Aj b. Dis-

cussing the point sincerely and, I trust, vnoffensiuely.

Uno ffered, PpL a. (^U.v-i 8", 8 c.)

1526 Pil^. Perf, (W. de W. 1531) 103 Leuynge in hym
nothynge vnoffred for vs, but in all partes he suffered payne
for our synne. 01x586 Sidney Arcadia in. xxiii, I know
too well their cunning (who leave no mony unoffered that

may buy mine honour). 1641 Chas. I Dcclar. Intentions

Brainford y Unfought with, and unoffered at,.. to march
away. 1658 Whole Duty ofMan iii. § 1 8 Though the gift be
already at the.A.ltar, it must rather be left there unoffered,

than [etc.]. 1736 Websted Wks. (1787)^77 To the end they
might do so, no methods were left untried, no motives un-
offered. 1747 P. Francis tr. Horace, Efi. i. xiii. 4 If he
a^sk'd to read th' unoffer'd Lay. 1848 Buckley Iliad $
Neither on account of a vow unperformed, nor of a heca-
tomb unoffered.

Uno*fficed,//>/.a. (Un-» BorUN-' 8.) 1657 Bp. H. King
Elegy Poems (1664) 3 The now unoffic d Servants crack
their Staves.

Uno fficered, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1655 Eakl ( Jkrery Parthen. i. vin. 450 This treachery.

.

brought a world of confusion in those vn-officcr'd Troopes.
X754 P. H. Hiberniad iii. 25 Raw, unofficer'd.. Militias.

178a Pennant Journ. Chest, to London 50 A,. band of
mountaineers, undisciplined, unofficered, and half-armed.
iSSa Grote Greece 11. fxx. IX. 115 The unofficered Grecian
army.

Uno'fficerlike, a. (Un-^ 7 c.)

1803 Nki.sos in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V. 206 Such conduct
is highly reprehensible and unofficerlike. 1831 Trelawny
Adv. Younger Son vii, It'sunofficcr-like to get drunk before
sunset. 1871 Routledge*s Ev. Boy's Ann. Nov. 695 The un-
officer-like want of method in these signals.

UnofS.cial, a. and sb, [Un-I 7, 5 b, 12.]

1. Of things : Not liaving an official character or
stamp.
1798 Monthly Rev. XXVI. 511 Impertinent and unofficial

as It seems, it may have been intended to intimate [etc.],

x866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt Introd. 3 His sheep-dog following
with a heedless unofficial air as of a beadle in undress. 1884
Huxlky inZ,i/&(i9oo) U. 80, 1 wrote to Evans an unofficial
letter.

2. Of persons : Not holding an official position

;

not acting in an official capacity.
1829 Gbm. p. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 724 Unofficial

philosophers must be content to classify appearances as they
rise. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 97 The theories of these
unofficial masters of philosophy.

b. sb. One who is not an official.

_ 1887 Pall Mall G. 29 July 4^1 We have a letter this morn-
ing from St. Petersburg, the writer of which is a leader
among the * unofficials '.

Unoffi Cially, adv. TUn-I u . cf. prec.)

^ 1^30 Cobbett Hist. Geo. /F.iii. { 139 Hedid it unofficially,
III letters to Lord Grey, i860 Fhoude Hist. Eng. VI. 275
The two Houses of Parliament were invited to be present
unofficially at Whitehall.

Unoffixious, a. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)
161X Florto. /«/?r//'j^,vnofficions, negligent. 1645 Miltom

Tetrach. 81 Thus all occasions.. are not unofficious tp ad-

283

minister somthing which may conduce to explain . .
the asser-

tion of this book. 1807 Anu. Rev. V. 171 'Ihe edit9r..

deserves public thanks for the unostentatious, unofficious

propriety, with which his laudable ta.sk is performed.

Hence Unofaciousness. .

1611 Cotgr., Inofficiosite^ vnofficiousnesse, vnrcspectiue-

nesse, or want of due respect.

tUnofsexved,///.^. 0^^. [Un-18.] =Un-
DESEHVED /»/»/. a. I.

a xaoo St. Marker. 16 Hwet so ich am, J>urh godes grace

ich hit do ant am wiljeoue unofservet. a 1240 Lofsong \\\

O. E. Horn. I. 215 DeorwurOe drithcn, J>u..dest us al |>et J;u

dest J>urh t>ine swete grace al unofserued. 1297 R. Glouc.

(Rolls) 1256 Mi mede t>er of is ]>at he me wole driue of is

lond vnofserued iwis.

Unoft, mft^ (UN-*iib; cf, next.) 1864 Sir T. K. Jamfs
Tasso X. XX, Since not Unoft it happens tliat the wise and

strong Carve for themselves the best and happiest lot.

UnO'ften, adv. [Un-1 n b.] Infrequently;

seldom. (Only with negatives.)

1741 Harris Three Treat, ir. (1765) 194 The Man of Gal-

lantry not unoften has been found to think after the same
manner. 1835 Lvtton Rienzii. iii, Nor was it unoften that

the mere presence of a noble sufficed to scatter whole crowds.

1864 J. Brown Jeenis 15 You get more patient,. .and not

unoften you come to a stand-still.

Unoi'ljP. (Un-' 3.) 1693 Dryden's jfuvenal viii. (1697)

aos A tight Maid, e're he for Wine can ask, Guesses his

Meaning, and unoils the Flask.

Unoi'led, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1728 Young iOT'^ Fame vi. 138 His wounded ears com-
plaints eternal fill, As unoil'd hinges, querelously shrill.

c 1709 J. Foster in Life .5- Corr. (1846) I. 97 The creak of

unoiled wheels. X851 H. D. Wolff Pict. Span. Life 134

The chain again clanks, unoiled hinges creak. 1884
McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 70 Much dust can be shaken out

of the wool when it is unoiled.

Unoiiy, a. (Un-' 7.) 1674 Grew Ajtat. Trunks ir. iv.

§ 17 A third sort of Gum, is that which is Unoylie. _i68a

—

Disc. Mixture App. § i Oyls.. easily mingleable with any
unoyly Liquor. Uno'ld, a. (Un-' 7.) c 1440 Pallad. on

Husb. IV. 9 The trunkes sadde, in humor that abounde, Vn-
olde, vnrende. Uno'ld,?'. (UN-^6a.) x6o8Sylvester/^w
Bartas 11. iv. Schisme 697 Tliere ripes the rare cheer-cheek

Myrobalan, Minde-gladding Fruit, that can un-old a Man.
Uno'minonsly, rt^z*. (Un-' h.) iB^^ Brand's Pop, Antig.

I. 38 'Ihe sun would not shine unominonsly on the day on
which the saint was burnt. fUncning, vbl. sb. Obs.

[Un-^ 3, 8.] Disunion, discord. 1340 Ayi-nb. 6s pe uerste

is St r if, t^e oJ?er chidinge,. .^-e zixte (?reapinge. J>e zeuende

vnonynge. Uno'ped, ppl. a. poet. [Un-' 8.] = Un-
opened///, rt, 1815 ScoTT Guy M. XX, The close-press'd

leaves uiioped for many an age. [Cf. Ciabbe Library 147.]

Uno'penable, rt. (Un-' 7 b.) i8« MissMitford K;7/a^tf

Ser. V. 36 Trying to lift the lid of tlie unopenable chest.

Uno'pened, ///. «. [Un-i S. Cf. Du. onge-

opened!\
1. Not opened ; left, or remaining, closed or

shut: a. Of letters, books, etc,

1600 E. Blount tr. ConeUaggio 74 This Letter.. remained
still with them vnopened. 1700 Farquhar Constant Couple
I. i, Angelica, send it \_sc. a letter] back unopened 1 say you ?

171X Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to IV. Montagu 26 Feb., If

you write, be not displeased if I send it back unopened.

1766 Parlt. Deb. (1813) XVI. 303 [Ihey] went to statute

books before unopened, . . and there made the amazing,
astonishing discovery. 1836 H.Coleridge Northern Wor.
thifis (1852) I, 43 A sealed and unopened epistle. 1865
Dickens Mut. P'r.i. iii, A book, .unopened on a shelf. 1888

Jacobi Printer's Vocab.t Unopened edges^ applied to books
the edges of which have not been opened.

b. In other applications.

1627 Mav Lucan lu. D 7, Before the yet vnopen'd doore
he stay'd. 174* Young Nt. Th, 11. 468 Like bales unopen'd
to the sun. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 689
Unopened flowers nodding. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin.

Med. ix, I02, I have frequently directed the bli-ster to be left

unopened. 1884 in A. Cawston Street Improzi. London
(1893) 117 The consequences of leaving culs de sac even of

a respectable kind unopened.

2. Not opened up for use.

1756 P, Browne Jamaica 13 Every settler inclined to
reserve some unopened land. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards
Handy-bk. Prop. Laiv xxiii. 179 If you were to sell part of
your estate, reserving the unopened mines with a right of
entry. S890 Hallett looo Miles on Elephant 434 [To] throw
open for British commerce the most magnificent, unopened,
and available market in the world.
Uno'penlng, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 173a Pope Ep. Baikurst

194 Benighted wanderers.. Curse the sav*d candle, and un*
opning door. 1852 M. Arnold Empedocles 11. 359 Still

Thought and Mind Will hurry us.. Over the unallied un-
opening Earth. Uno'perable, a, (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 165a
AsHMOLE Theat. Chein. Prol. 9 They wrought unoperable
Woikes. Uno'perated, >//. a. (Un-' 8.) i8oa Noble
Wanderers I. 37 Native energy.. which, unoperated upon
by adversity,

. .remains an inactive principle in the mind.
Uno-perating,///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1719 Waterland K/>/rf.

Christ's Div. 158 The perfect Nativity, .of the Word : who
had been, as it were, quiescent or un-operating from all Eter-
nity, till [etc.]. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 507
Neither is it practicable, .for us to frame an idea of such
unoperating nature.

tUno'perative, a. Obs. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

1641 Milton Reform, ii. 48 For if the life of Christ be hid
to this world, much more is his Scepter unoperative, but in
spirituall things. 1685 South JiVrw. (1727) I. 389 It. .imports
no more than an idle unoperative.. desire of the end, with-
out any consideration of. .the means. 1756 Burke .Sub/. ^
B. IV. xxiv. There He the qualities of beauty either dead or
unoperative. 1783 — Rep. Ind. Com. Wks. 1 1. 22 By which
measure this provision of the Act has proved as unoperative

I as all the rest. 1818 Bbntham Ch, Eng,^ Catech. Exam,
248 Mere unoperative existence.

I
Unoperculate, A, -ated^Z/iArt. (Un-' 7, 8, 5 b.) 1847
Webster, Unoperculated, having no cover or opercuhim.

I

x^Imp.Dict. IV. ^10/2 Unopenulate, Uaopi'nionated,

UNORDERED.
ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) [177S Ash.] 1824 Medwin Conversat.
Ld. Byron II. 140 No man was more unopinionated. t Un-
o'pportune, a. Obs. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1787 Bentham Def
Usury X. 99 The anti-jewish side of it found no nnopportune
support in a passage of Aristotle. 1802 Mrs. J. West Infidel

Father III, 235 Your excusing yourself from that unoppor-
tune engagement. + Uno'pportunely, a//f. Obs. (Un-'

11,5 b.) 1657 Earl ^IoNM. tr. Paruta's Pol. Disc. 37 They
sent their Fleet to regain .Sicily; but the counsel was too

late and unopportunely taken, 1766 Colman & Garbick
Clandestine Marriage \u 37, I have broke in upon you a
little unopportunely, I believe. Unoppo'Sable, a.

(Un«'7 b.) 1667 Watebhouse Fire Lond. 60 Illiterate men
ApostoHz'd and made by him ur.oppos.iljIe. x8os-ia Ben-
tham Ration* Jttdic. Evid. (1827) IV. 151 The application

is either opposable or unopposable.

Unopposed, ppl. a. (Un-I 8.)

1659 W. Chamukri.avne Pharon. v. ii. 345 Impetuous rage,

like whirlwinds unopposed. 167a Dryui:n Cong. Granada
IV. i, The people, like a headlong torrent goe;..But, un-
oppos'd, they either loose their force, Or [etc.]. 1780 Burkb
Sp.at Bristol Vlks. III. 415 For what end was that bill to

linger beyond the usual period of an unoppos'd measurt ?

1794 Mks. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xx\\\\\, His talents for

play.. were generally successful when unopposed by the

tricks of villany. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. India 1. 507 The
Mahometans pursued their success unopposed. 1859 G.
Wilson Mem. E. Forbes ii. 45 Thus, unopposed but unen-
couraged, he laboured at Natural History. 1899 Mackail
W. Morris I. 336 An unopposed candidate.

ellipt. 1893 Daily News 3 May 5/7 The Unopposed Com-
mittee of the House of Commons.
Uno'pposite, a, (Un-' 7.) z8oa-ia Bentham Ration.

Judic, Evid, (1827) I. 499 In point of affections, let the wit-

ness be, with reference to each party, altogether unopposite

;

..equally a friend to both.

Unoppressed, ///. «. (Un-i 8.)

rtiS7a Knox Hist, Ref. Wks. 1846 1. 357 As alsua tho
said town niycht..brooke thair ancient lawis and liberteis

unoppressed by men of wear. 1655) W. Chamberlavne
Pharon. IV. ii. 445 Harmless nature, living unopprest With
surfeits. Ibid.^sz Fair virgins, .unopprest Bydark suspicion.

1709 Brit, Apollo II. No. 10. 3/2 Your,. Spirits, Unopprest,
Glide freely on. 1781 CowPKRTable-T. 272 The soul emanci-
pated, unoppressed, . . Learns much.

Unoppressive, a. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

1648 W. Ashhukst Reasons agst. Agreement 13 They are
to have nothing but in an unoppressive way. 1781-3 W. F.
Martvn Geog. Mag. I. 355 [The Gentoo laws] are unoppres-
sive. 1790 Burke /V. Rtv. 53 You would have had an un-
oppressive but a productive revenue. 1874 Ruskin Fors
Clav. x\. IV. 78 What was an act of distressing servitude
has become an unoppressive act of love.

Unoppre'ssively, adv. (Un-' ii.) X656 Earl Orrery
Parthen. ill. ill. 152 A negative obedience is the farthest it

\sc. paternal right] can unoppressively extend it self. Un-
o'pulence. (Un-' 12.) 1796 Monthly Mag. II. 467 The
unopulence of the pastor. 1830 Bentham Ojffic. Apt.
Maximized^ Further Extr. Const. Code 11 But the pro-
posed system—does it not hold up to view unopulence as an
efficient cause of aptitude V Uno'pulent, a. (Un.' 7, 5 b.)

a x8i6 Bentham Ojffic. Apt. Maximized^ Introd. View
(1830) n Unopulent classes excluded, and thus injured.

1829 Westm. Rev. Oct. 472 The poor (i.e. the unopulent,
not the absolutely poor). UnoratO'rial, a. (Un-' 7.)

1753 N.Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat Pref., However un-
oratorial my Expression.

t Unordai'n, a. Obs."^ [f. Un-1 7-^ ordeytu

Ordene «.] Not observing order or rule. So
flTnordai'nly adv. Obs."^
ax^oo Pauline /-/*. (Powell) Rom. i. 31 pei [being], .vnwise,

unordeyne [L. incompositos\ withoute affeccioun. ?« 1400
Spec. Vitse (MS. Bodl. 446) fol. 126 b, A man |>at wedded es

ShuId..no dede vnordeynly wirke Agayne )>e sacrament
of holy kirke.

Unordain, r. (Un-' 3.) C1440 Wyclifiiie Bible (iZso)

IV. 43S Ne he vnordeynede vs ofsum veyn speche feynynge,
that vs ouerturne fro the sothfastnesse of the gospel. 1709

J, Johnson Clergym. Vade M, 11, p. Ixxi, Tho' Bishops
ordain, they cannot unordain.

Unordained, ppl. a. [Un-i 8.]

f 1. Not re{;ulated or controlled. Obsr"^
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr, 13 pe delyte J>at has noghte of

vnordaynde styrrynge, and mekely has slyrrynge in Criste.

2. Not ecclesiastically ordained,

1653 Baxter Chr. Cotuord 84 They are bound to choose
a man unordained to this work, a 1691 — in Calamy Life
vii. (1702) 131 Ihere is a Duty in such a Case of Necessity,
even on Persons unordain'd. 1804 Ann. Rev. II. 208 The
distinction between ordained and unordained preachers.
X865 S. Wilberforce in R. G. Wilberforcc Life (1882J III.

166 Brotherhoods of unordained men not in Holy Orders.

3. Not appointed or decreed.
1815 WoRDSw. Ode 63 Be it not unordained that solemn

rites.. Shall be performed at pregnant intervals.

Unordai'ning, r/'/. ji^. (Un-1 13.)
In quot. rendering L. inordinatio disorder.

138a WvcLiK Wisd. xiv. 26 The defouling of souIes,..the
vnordeynyng of leccherie and of vnclennesse.

UnO'rder, v, [Un-2 3 ] trans. To recall an
order for (something) ; to countermand.
f 1440 Alph. Tales 402 He garte take Formosius oute ofl

his grafe & vnordurd all l>at he had giffen ordurs to. 178a
Miss Burnev Cecilia vin. iii, I think 1 must wworder the tea

. .if I am to be responsible for any mischief from your drink-
ing it. 1803 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V. 65 If Lord
Keith or any other man is to have her, I must un-order all

these things. 1843 F. E. Vk^wx Pageant 94 Mrs. Sawderley
was not permitted to unorder her dress.

Unordered,///, a.i [Un-i 8.]

fl. Not belonging to a religious order; not
properly ordained. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Parson's T. f 85 Thow shalt considere..

wheither thou be. .wedded or sengle, ordered or unordred,
. . clei k or seculeer. 1588 Allen Admon, 32 Creatinge . . new,
bungrie, base, and vuordered Preistes. 1607 T, RogersJ9



UNORDERED.
Art. (1625) 20O They be vnordered Apostates, pretended,
and sacrilegious ministers.

2, Not put in order ; nnarranged.
1477 Norton Ord, Alck. (MS. Ashm. 1464) Proem, Of all

the books vnordered of Alchimy The effectes be heere sett
owt orderlie. 1504 Atkvnson tr. De Iviitatione in. xliii. 231
God.. that lefte nothynge vnord^d in all the worlde. 1549
Cheke Hurt. Sedit. (1569) Gib, What is vnordred plentie,
but a wastfull spoyle? 1826 Mrs. Shellev Last Man III.
200 The consequence of their journey in their present un-
ordered and chiefless array. 1877 Morley Cr//. Misc. Ser.
II. 183 "Ihis was not a mere casualreflection . .taking a solitary
..position among those various and unordered ideas.

t3 Not observing doe order; disorderly. Ohs.
157* Abp. Parker Carr, (Parker Soc.) 403 [To] inquire of

such unordered persons papistically set, not coming to
prayers according to the laws. xsSa Stanyhurst yff««V i.

(Arb.) 22 Dare ye.. Too raise such raks iaks on seas, and
danger vnorderd? i6n A. Stafford Niobe 191 To satisfie

the vnordred appetites of the body, and vnlawfull desires
of the souie.

4. Not ordered or commanded.
1891 Cent. Diet. 1906 IVestin. Gaz. 23 May 4/1 The gay

tweeds, .remain unordered.
tUiiOTdered, ppl. a? Obsr^ [Un-' 6 b.l Disordered.

i6» in Foster En^. Factories Ind. 1.(1906) 242 Their shipping
rent, battered, and much unordered.

Unorderly, ^ Novf rare. [UN-I7, 5 b.]

1. Nut in conformity with good order; irregular

in respect of action or conduct.
1483 Acta Dofu. Audit. 142V2 The wrangwis and vnor-

dourly leding of a processe apoune \>e said land. 1561 T.

NoHTON Calvin^s Inst. i. xi. 26 b, The fountaine of al this
whole mischiefe is an vnorderly counterfaiting. 1587
HoLiNSHEU Chron. (ed. a) III. 1254/1 Although it be some-
what., vnordcrlie to treat of vnorderlie officers vnder such
an vnorderlie kijig as Richard the third was. 1601 J.
Wheeler Treat. Comm. 107 The vnorderlie settinge foorth
and publishing of the Emperors Mandate. \€^ Coll.
Rights «; Priv. Pari. 7 How unorderly were it for the
satisfying of men, to runne into his displeasure. iBoo Cole*
Rit>GR Piccohm. IV. viL 214 The Emperor perpetrated.,
deeds most unorderly.

b. In slron^'er sense : Disorderly.
1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Deut. cUxxv. 1147 Wee see why

God hath pronounced that.. they be. .destitute of vi'.der-

standing when their lyfe is loose and vnorderly. 1626 L.
Owen Running Register 16 The Englishmens dissolute
liuing, and vnorderly behauiour in the said Semin.irie. 1761
Ann, Re^., Chron. 235/2 Small parties of the unorderly,
undisciplined mob.

2. Not observing due order or arrangement ; dis-

ordered, confused.

1578 Thvsne in Animadv. (1865) p. lix, To desplay my
I pwarde mynde, whiche . . thus en treth into his vnorderly dis-

course. xsSJB Fraunce Laiviers Log. i. ii. 7 b. Thereby to giue
sentence of methodical! proceeding or vnorderly confusion.
X609 R. Barnerd Faiihf. Shepk, 83 An vnorderly heaping
vp of things together confounds memory. 1656 Hobbics
Liberty. Necess., ^ Chance 1^3 After much unorderly dis-
course he comes in with This is the doctrine [etc.].

Uno'rderly, adv. [Un-i n.]
1. Not in good order ; not according to a fixed

order or arrangement ; irregularly.

c 1470 Henry ii^nllace x. 685 Wallace has seyn the Scottis
wnordourly Folow the chas. 1547 Rfxordk Judic. i^. 9
Kothynge done unorderly cann be well understanded of the
redcrs. 2578 Banister //ist. Man i. 7 These bones are
perforated, here, and there, vnorderly, with a sort of smal
botes. 1603 Florid Montaigne iii. viii. 558 Shee seemeth
faultie and vnprofitable, being ill placed and vnorderly dis-

posed. 1637-50 Row Hist. Ktrk (Wodrow Soc.) 46 what-
ever member of the Assemblie does speak unorderlie, and
without leave asked. .of the Moderator.

2. Not in an orderly or well-regulated manner;
irregularly, improperly.
1471 Act. Audit. (1839) 16/1 The lordLi. .deliuers hat J>e

processis of t>e breif of Richt. .is vnlachfully and vnorderly
procedit. 1559 Aylmer Hurborotve G 4 b, Paule mente to
bridle them . . if they had prophecled vnorderly. 1596 South-
ampton Court Leet Rec. (1906J it. 315 So that such dis-

obedient and lawlesse persons may not live so unorderly. 1610
Donne Pseudo-martyr 387 They make Conuenticles against
bishopps, and accuse them vnorderly, and against the forme
of Canons, a 1653 Binning Use/. Case Consc. (1693) 17
Paul would have as much distance kept with a brother
walking unorderly, as a pagan.
tUnoTdinal, n. Obs. [Un-' 7.J Not reduced to order;

unregulated, c 1380 Wvclif Sernt. Sel. Wks. I. 2 pat l>ere

was a niyche void place stablid betwene hem, derke and
unordynel, J>at lettld dampned men to come to hem. Ibid,

III. 138 Rijt as pride, .is unordynel wjllc of a monnis owene
hycnesse, so eiivye. .is unordynel willc of mon to his neght-
borc, UnoTdinarily, d^f. (Un-' ii; cf. next.) 1574
BrieffDisc. Troub.Prautk/i/rd^g.For thai we had proceaded
vnordinarilie, that is, .contrary to the olde discipline.

Unoxdinary, a. (Un-i 7, 5 b.)

1547 Edw- VI 7nd. in Lit. Rem. (Roxb.) II. 213 Order
was taken for al his servauntes..and the ordinarj' and un-
ordinary were appointed. 1574 BrieffDisc. Troub. Franck-
ford 79 They made cauillation at the manner off doingeoff
thingsasan vnordinary manner. \fi\t>\i^MXM St, Aug.Citie
0/ God 646 A proper phrase to the Greeke tongue, but vn-

ordinary in the Latine. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.wx.vX. §20,
1 do not know how they can be excused from Murther, who
kill monstrous Births (as we call them) because of an un-
ordinary shape. 1730 T. Boston Mem. App. 45 A man of
unordinary application (o business. 1909 A. Blackwoou
Jimbo i, A supreme ignorance of unordinary children.

t Unordinate, a. Obs. [Un-1 7, 5 b.] = In-

OBDiNATEa. (,in various senses).

c 1375 in ReL Ant. I. 39 Unordynate love of worldly
tbinges. 1398 Irevisa Barth. De P.R. v. xxiii. (Bodt. MS.),
An vnordinat voice and horrible l>at glade|> not nol^er com-
fortej^. £14x5 St. Mary of Oignies 1. vi. in Anglia VIII.

139/10 Ydelwordeorvnordynatlokynge orvnhonesthauynge
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of body, e 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 22 This feuer tercian
1

comyth somtyme of an unordynate hete. 1561 T. Houv tr.

Castiglione's Courtyer 11. (1577) I viij. Our Courtier ought
not to professe to be a glutton nor a dronkerd, nor riotous

& vnordinate in any yil condition. 1591 Harington Orl,

Fur. VIII. Notes 63 The vncomely and carelesse actes that

dishonest or vnordinat loue do prouoke euen the noblest

vnto. 16x0 S. RiD i\iartin Mark-all }^\, kxMSi punishment
for their presumptuous and vnordinate proceedings.

t Uno-rdinately, ^'/z'. Obs, (Un-1 11,5 b.)

C1380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks. UI. 38 Ech body for3etit> him
while J>er J>ou3t is bounden to love ony creature unordynatli.

c 1435 St. Mary of Oignies i. v. in Anglia VIII. 138/16
Pronounsynge many wordes vnordynatly. c 1440 Jacob's

Well 161 Whanne a man delyth wyth his wyif vnordynatly
& vnkyndely. 1545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde 137 I'he

sowar maye vnordinatly strewe. .the seade on the earth.

1550 T. HoBV Trav. (1902) 57 Yf a mann drink unordinailie

of yt, yt makethe him dronke.

UnoTdnanced, ///. a. iUn-' 8) 1804 Larwood No
Gun Boats 12 Better to give all than suffer their Gun Boats
to remain in even an unruddered, unmasted, unordonanced
existence, UnoTganed, ///. a. [Un-^ 4i 8 + Organ
sb} 5.] Organically dissolved. 1624 Quarles Job xix. 51

But man (vnorgan'd by the hand of Death) Dyes not, is

but transplanted from beneath. Into a fairer soyle. Un-
orga'nic, rt. (U.s-' 7 and 5 b.) [177s Ash.] 1802-12

Bentha.m Ration. Judic. Evid, (1827) II. 508 The keeping
of the rule of action., in one immense and unorganic mass.
UnoTganizable, a. (Un-> 7 b, 5b.) x868 R. H. Qlick
Ess. Educ. Reform, viii. 222 To cram the mind with isolated,

or as Mr. Spencer calls them, unorganizable facts. 190a

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 10) XXXI. 5152 The floor is covered by
dead or dying unorganizable materials, without any layer of
regenerative cells.

uno rganized, ppl. a. [Un- i
8, 5 b,]

1. Not brought into an organic state.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. ii. xxx. § 5 An uniform, unorgan-
ized body, consisting, .ail of similar parts. 1746 Berkeley
in Eraser Life (1871) viii. 316 To nie it seems that stones are

vegetables unorganized. 1794 R. J. Sulivan V'ieiv Nat. I.

46jr If we find causes of uncertainly in regard to organized
beings, how many more must we find in regard to unorgan-
ized beings. 1829 T. Castle Introd. Hot, 225 That the

epidermis is a fine, transparent, unorganized pellicle. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI, 189 Ordinary unorganised or partly

organised polypoid thrombi.

2. Not formed into an orderly or regulated whole.
1836 H. Coleridge North. Worthies (1852) I. 16 Confiding

in the unorganised valour of the English nation.. he. .op-

posed a standing army, i860 Krol'de Hist. Eng. V, 2x3

The sustained fire. .threw tlieir dense and unorganized
masses into rapid confusion.

Hence Unorg'anizedness.
1664 H. MoRE/J/tj/t'i'^4£6 Which makesme. .seem to allow

of the Unorganizedness of the Ethereal Vehicle of the Soul.

Unorieiital, a. (Un-' 7.) 1830 Bvron Juan in. xxviii,

A most unoriental roar of laughter. i86s Thornbury Turner
1. 194 The Jerusalem is very unoriental.

Unori-ginal, a. and sb, [Un-i 7, 12,]

1. Having no origin ; uncreated.

1667 Milton P.L. x. 477 Plung'd in the womb Of un-
original Night and Chaos wilde.

2. Not original ; derivative ; second-hand.

1774 Gerard Ess. Genius 42 Nothing appears in jt un-

common or new; every thing is trite and unoriginal.

1802-Z2 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 57 The
evidence may lie termed unoriginal in so far as the narrating

witness, .speaks of some other person and not of himsell.

a 1849 PoE Diddling Wks. 1S65 IV. 269 He would return a

parse.. upon discovering that he had obtained it by an un-

original diddle. 1897 W. P, Ker Epic <5- Rom. 329 The 'Song
of Roland '

is comparatively late and unoriginal.

b. sb. One who lacks originality.

i8f7 Medwin Life .Shelley II. 203 A cold, selfish, mathe*
matical unoriginal, like Hobbes.

Unoriginalit^. (Un-1 12.)

1798 Lamb Let. in Final Mem. iv. 32, I love to anticipate

charces of unoriginality. X802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic.
Evid. (1827) III. 434 The quality of unoriginality seems
applicable to an article of evidence in either of two cases.

a 1849 PoE. Lon^f, etc., Wks. 1865 III. 360 Of the unorigin-

ality of the thesis we have already spoken.

Unori ginate, a. and sb. [Un-i 7, is, 5 b.]

= next.

X719
J.

Jackson Let. to Auth. True Doctr. Trinity -216

Seff-existent being the same as unoriginate, is (you think)

merdy a Negative Character. 1755 Amory yi/^w. (1769) 183

One spirit possessed of all possible perfections, self existent,

unoriginate, the first cause of the universe. 1855 Pusev
Doctr. Real Presence 236 For God is unoriginate, and not

generate. 1872 Liddon Elem. Relig. ii. 53 A supreme all-

producing Cause, Itself uncaused, unoriginate.

b. As sb. An unoriginnted being.

1724 WATERLAND.*4Ma«. Crf^</i4S That, .neither the Son
nor Holy Ghost have any share in these Titles or Characters,

to make Three Unoriginates. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 537/2
Arius denied of Christ that He was. .part of the Unoriginate.

Hence Unori -ffliiately adv., -ness.
1720 Waterland Eight Serm. Pref., It is only saying that

he is so emphatically, or unoriginately. 1723 — Second
" Vind. 125 It was to admit of a higher and a lower Sense of

the Word God ; the higher supposed to have nothing above
the other but Self-existence, or Unoriginateness.

Unoriginated, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1696 Payne Let. to Bp. ofR— 15 The Father is the only
self-existent, unoriginated Being. 1712 S. Clarke Script.

Doct. Holy Trinity 11. 243 The Father (or First Person)

Alone is Self-existent, Underived, Unoriginated, Indepen-
dent. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 730 Any two unoiigin-

ated powers acting upon one another at right angles. 1838
Mrs. Browning Measure i, God, the Creator, with a pulse-

less hand Of unoriginated power, hath weighed The dust of

earth. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, i. (1870) 16 The
force of gravitation, which is not a mere mechanical agency,
unoriginated and uncontrolled;

UNOUTSPEAKABLE.
FIcnce tTzxori'grinatedness.
1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 160 The unoriginated-

ness of souls.

Unorigina'tion. (Un-^ 12.) 1755 Amory Mem. (1769)
I. 50 [Tol worship three distinct conscious beings, of co-
ordinate powers, equal independency and unorigination.
Unori"ginative, a. (Un-' 7.J 1874 Savce Compar. Philol.
iii. 114 Unlike the Aryans they \sc. the Etruscans] were un-
originative and receptive.

t TTnO'rn, «. Obs. [OE. ttnome^ f. un- Un-1 7
+ ome unusual, excessive (?).]

1. Of persons: Plain (iu mannersor appearance)

;

humble, simple ; mean, wretched.
c xooo Battle of Maldon 256 Dimnere J>a cwae3,..unorne

ceorl ofer call clypode, c 1200 Ohmin 4884 Forr Godess
Sune. . WaiTl> an unnorne & wrecche mann. a 1225 Ancr. R.
424 Ancre \>t,X. naueS nout neih hond hire uode, beo€ bisie

two wummen,. .and l>eo beo ful unorne, o3er of fcir elde.

ai.z$oOwl ^ Night.i^g2 If hirelouerd is forwurt)e& vnorne
at bedde and at borde. a 1300 K. Horn 330 Ne spek ibc

no5t wi^ horn, Nis he nojt so unorn ; Horn is fairer ^^ane

beo he. c x^oo Laud Troy Bk.qt^Zi Episcropus thatschrewe
vnorne Might not his word performe. n 1470 H. Parker
Dir-es ^ Pauper (W. de W. 1496) iv. xxvii. 195/1 Suche ye
shall be.., feble, unourne, & loth to the syght.
transf. c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 876 Now age

vnourne a-wey puttej? fauour, pat floury you))e in his seson

conquerde.

2. Of things : Poor or inferior in quality, amount,

or appearance.
ex 175/,^ ;«5. /f(?«r. 85 penne hebrohte hine uppen his werue,

J)et is unorne mare, ^^et bitacned ure unorne fleis. c 1200

Ormin 828, 1 |je wesste Jjaer he wass Hiss fode wass unnorne.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 108 Uorto leren ancren )?et heo ne gruchie

neuermore uor none mete, ne uor none drunche, ne beo hit

neuer so unorne. axx^Owl ^ Night. 317 Mi stefne is bold

& nouht vnorne. 1398 Tfevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xiii.

(ToUem. MS.), Vf )?e nose lakkej?, all t>e tot>er del of t>e face

is l?e more unhorne and unsemely.

Hence fUnoTnly adv. Obs.
c i2ooOkmin 3750 patt te birr}7a33. .Isetenn swi)>e unnorne-

113 & litell off Jje sellfenn. Ibid. 4858. c ijiooHavelok 1941

Ale wore leuere i wore lame, panne men dide him ani shame,
. .or onne handes leyde, Vn-ornelike.

TTnornamental, a. (Un-^ 7.)

1747 G. West Resurrect. 355 The simple, unaffected, un-

ornamental and unostentatious Manner, in which they

deliver Truths so important. 1829 Cobbett Eng. Gard. v.

§198 Borage.. is by no means unornamental in a flower-

garden. 1834 Gentl. Mag. CIV. i. 34 Two small i.rches of

massy and unornamental stone-work.

Hence Unornamentally adv.
1889 Times 27 Dec. 1 1 These cans . . are used ingeniouslj', if

unornanitntally, as building materials in the repair of roofs.

Unornamented,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1697 Collier Ess. Mar. Subj. i. (1703) 236 'Tis more
reputable.. to prefer a homely, unornamented liberty to a
splendid servitude. 1740 Cibber Apol. xiv. 273 Nature, in

her plain Dress, and unornamented. 1798 Brit. Critic XI.
31 A plain unornamented folio. 1831 Jamus Phil. A u^ustus

ill. iii. One of those plain and unornamented suits [of

armourj. 1878 Lecky Eng. in i8ih C. II. ix. 532 So in the

pulpit they affect the most unornamented simplicity.

Unorthodox, a. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

1657 W. Rand tr. Gassendi's Life Peiresc i. 127 That he
might not any longer persist in an un-orthodox Religion.

a 1661 HoLYDAY Juvenal ( 1673) 24 There's a parity ofreason

for these unorthodox philosophers. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII.

15/1 His Doctrine may seem Un-orthodox and Paradoxical

to many. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. 1. 48 Buffon was invited

by the College, .to send in an explanation . .of his unorthodox
opinions. 1863 Mrs. Wood Verner's Pride xlix, If he were
a respectable ghost he'd confine himself to the churchyard,
and not walk in unorthodox places. 1882 Farrar Early
Chr. II. 533 To throw any doubt upon it was to brave the

charge of being arrogant or unorthodox.

Uno rthodoxy. (Un-1 12.)

a 1704 T. Brows Laconics Wks. 1711 IV. 7 Calvin made
Roast-meat of Servetus at Geneva, for his Unorthodoxy.
i860 Froude Hist. Eng. VI. 130 If ihey dreaded a Spanish
sovereign, they hated unorthodoxy more. 1879 M. Pattison
Milton iiS Insinuationsof unorthodoxy such as are ever rife

in clerical controversy.

Unorthogra'phically, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1687 J. Barnes
Hist. Edw. Ill, 568 Whose Names I had rather omit, than
set them down, as I find them, unorthographically.

Uno-ssified,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1726 Monro Anat. 59 The Separation of the unossified

Parts. 1778 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) I. 344/2 A portion of the

cranium then [sc. in new-born infants] unossified. 1828 Ryan
Man. Midwifery 12 Owing to its bones being separate and
unossified. 1878 A. H. Green, etc. Cod/iv. 122 The occipital

condyles appear to have been similarly unossified.

Unostensible, a. (Un' 7, 5b.) [1775 Ash.] 1831
Mkhivale Ronr. Emp. xxv. III. 121 The real though un-
ostensible leader of the republic.

Unostenta-tious, a, (Un-i 7.)

1747 [see Unornamental a.]. 1782 V. Knox Ess. iii. (1819)

I. 18 They induce idleness, .not to neglect the reality as
attainable only by a painful and unostentatious application.

1825 Scott BetroiJud xi, Hugo de Lacy was, on most occa-

sions, plain and unostentatious. 1874 Okee.v Short Hist. vii.

§ I His personal habits were simple and unostentatious.

Hence Unostentatiousnoss. (Wore, 1846,
citing Allen.)

Unostentatiously, adv. (Un-1 i i ; of. prec.)

179s V. Knox Chr. Phil. § 39 I. 281 He is silently and
unostentatiously happy. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India
II. 228 The preparations were conducted as unostentatiously
as possible. 1891 Driver Introd. Lit. O. T, 428 How a
religious spirit may be carried unostentatiously into the
conduct of daily life.

t Unoutspea-kable, a. Ohs. [Un-1 7 b.] Un-
utterable.

'535 Coverdale a Cor. ix. 15 Thanks be vnto God for his
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UNOVEN.
vnoutspeakeable gifte. <i is«4 "kcon rolicy War Wks.

1564 1. 129 What was ye cause of that theyr greuous miserye

and vnoutspeakable calamite?

tUno-ven, r. Obs. (Un-'s.) i6ii Tloko, Dis/onUre,

to vnfurnace, to vnouen. 1653 Urquhart Rabtlaii i. xxu.

OS Gargantua..pla>-ed..at unoven the iron. Unover-
clon-ded, //>/. a. (Un-' 8.) a 1658 Lovei^ace Lucasta

Poilk. (1650) 71 I'm un-ore.clowded too ! free from the

mist ! Unovercomable, a. (Un-' ih.) c 1445 Pecock

DoHtt 160 pat l>e peple were..so obslynat and so vnouer-

comable and vna^endressabli hardid. 1508 Dunbar Poerts

vii. 44 Welcum thou campioun, in feght wnourcumable.

Unoverco'me, //A a. (UN-i8b.)
OE. uKofcrcumtii occure as a gloss on L. indigestus,

c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. {Laurtiut) 374 Thane decius

..t>amecommawndit..todynghym fast; bot vnourcumyne

he can ay last. 138a Wyclif yuifiik Prol., The vnouer.

comen of alle men she ouercam, and the vnouerpassable she

ouerpassede. 1434 MiSYN Mending Life 123 Truly (.en is

luf vnouercomyn qwhen with no nodyr desyr it may be

ouercomyn. ei5»o Barclay Jugurth (1557) 33 b. »= ""
ouercome of your cnnemies, maisters, and emperours, ouer

the most part of the worlde. 1579-80 North Plutarch

(1676) 507 Though now they lead me bound, yet do I remain

free unovercome. c i6ii Chapman Iliad xvi. 9a O would to

Jove . . That not . . any one of all the Greeks . .
might live un.

overcome.
Unoverlea-ped, //>/. «. (Un-' 8.) 1849 M- Arnold To

Reftiblican Friend, coiiln. 7 This Earth, whereon we dream,

Is..o'ershadow'd by the high Uno'erleap'd Mountains of

Necessity. Unoverpa'ssable, a. (See Unovercome
^/>/. a.,quot. 1382.) Unoverta-ken,/>//. a. (Un-' 8 b.)

i6a9 T. Adams Serm. Wks. gEt The sunne is vpon his backe,

behind him, and his shadow is still vn-ouerlaken before him.

Unovertliro'wii, ///• a- (Un- i 8 b.)

"535 Stewart Cmn. Scot. (Rolls) II. 394 Tha thocht

aneuthe for to defend thair awin Into sic thrang, and keip

thame vnouirthrawin. a 1586 SlD^Et Arcadia 111. xxil, Yet

shewed it most the perfection of the beautie, which could

remaine unoverthrowne by such enimies. i6»l G. Sandys
Ovid's Met. \. (i6s6) 8 What such a force, vn-ouerthrowne,

qppos'd. The higher-swelling Water quite deuoures. iBsa

Clough Poems, etc. (1869) I. 348 In the prostration to

ancient tenets and habits the old character remains upright,

unoverthrown and unsubdued.

t Unovertrowable : see Overtrowable a.

Vnovred, pfl. a. [Ux-l 8.] t Unowned.
»S9S Shaks. yoAn iv. iiL 147 And England now is left To

tug and scamble, and to part by th' teeth The vn-owed
interest of proud swelling State.

Unown, V. IUn-* ^.1 trans. To disown, a 1657 R.

LovEDAY Let. (1663) 12 What comes it [to] to lease my self

away t. .Tis to unown my self, tis to disclaime My will, my
bead, my hands, all that 1 am.

TJnownett, />//. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not possessed as property ; destitute of an

owner or possessor.
1611 Cotgr., y»ayves,.. things which bee left, abandoned,

escheated, or vnowned. 163s J. Hayward tr. BiondCs
Banisk'd yirg, 57 The Law declareth things unowned to

be his that first comes to the enjoying of them. i68t

O. Heywood Diaries, etc. (1881) II. 229 They would cry

it at the crosse with some other unowned goods. 1829

SouTHEY Sir T. More I. 94 Like the dogs at Lisbon and
Constantinople, unowned, unbroken to any useful purpose.

1884 Pall Mall G. 12 Jan. 5/1 Unowned wires, he admitted,

must be dealt with.
trans/. 1634 Milton Comus 407 Lest som ill greeting touch

attempt the person Of our unowned sister [ = 350 our lost

sister]!

2. Unacknowledged ; unadmitted.
1715 Gay Epist. to Earl 0/ Burlington 40 Here unown'd

infants find their daily food ; For should the maiden mother
nurse her son, *Twould spoil her match. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (181 1) II. xliv. 321, 1 know not myown heart, if I have
any of that latent or unowned inclination. 1793 W. Roberts
Looker.on No. 48 (1794) 11. 205 An action unowned by the
delicacy of its real author. 1865 Miss Yonge Dove in

Eagle's Nest vii. The poor little unowned bride had more
to undergo than her imagination had conceived. 1897
PuLLEN-HuRHY Blotted Out 65 [Her] unowned child, .had
blossomed into one of the most famous actresses of the day.
Uno-xldated, />/>/. a. (Un.' 8.) 1805 R. W. Dickson

Pract. Agric. 1. 446 A portion of oil, or of the basis of it in an
cinoxydated state being diffused through their composition.

Uno'zidized, />//. a. (Un-'s, 5 b.)

Also, in recent use (1894). unoxidizable.

1817 Edin. Rev. XLV. 300 Partial productions of these

pure unoxydired bases. 1857 Miller Elem, Chein., Org. 22
The amount of unoxidized sulphur in an organic compound.

Unoxygenated,/'//. a. (Un-i 8.)

1790 R. Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. II. 187 We can-

not procure them in their unoxygenated state. 1798 Ader-
HETHYin Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 108 Neither could I.,

so accustom the animal to the circulation of unoxygenated
blood, as to lengthen the term of its existence. 1875 tr.

Schmidt's Desc. ^ Danviitism (cd. 2) 20 The un-oxygenated
constituents of the blood. 1886 Huxley in Life (1900) II.

X48 The sort of uphill exercise which routs out all the un-
oxygenated crannies of my organism.
Unpa-cable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1544 Bale Chron. Sir f.

Oldcastle 15 b. The vnpacable furye of Antichrist thus
kyndled agaynst him. Unpa'ced, //>/. a. (Un-' 8.)

(1775 Ash.) 1897 Daily News 17 Feb. 11/3 The principal
Item is a series tandem match, unpaced, . . for j^ioo. Un*
Sa-clfiable, a. (UN.'7b.) i6a9T.ADAMsS«>-/«. Wks. 804

thevnpacifiable madnesse, that this worlds musicke puts
those into, who will dance after his Pipe. 170a C. SIather
Magn. Chr. iv. x. 217/1 He had an unpacifiable Dissatisfac-
tion at himself.

TTnpaci'fic, a. (Un-1 7.)
1774 T. Twining in Recreat. t, Stud. (1882) 26 The ear

left afloat . . in the midst of all the flats, and shoals, and
breakers . . of this unpacific ocean ! 1781 Warton Hist.
Kiddington 71 Many such works of our disunited and un-
pacific ancestors were undoubtedly destroyed., in the early
martial ages. 1837 Carlvle Pr. Rev. 1. v. vi, The Cur^ .

.

marches unpacific, at the head of his militant Parish.

284

t Unpaci'ficable, «. Obs.-'^ (UN-'7b.) i6o8Topsell
|

Serpents 136 The enemjr within .. sporteth her selfe in the
j

consumption of those vitall parts, which wast and weare

away by yeelding to her vnpacificable teeth.

Unpacified,///. fl. (Un-i 8.)

1570 L,EviNS Maiiip. 50 Vnpacifyed, rinpacatus. c xoil

Chapman Iliad xviii. 299 Twelve youths.. I'll s.icrifice..

to thee unp.icified. « 1680 Charnock Attrib. God (1834)

I. 283 The approach is to God as gracious, not to God as

unpacified.

Hence Unpa'cifledly adv.

i;48 Richardson Clarissa (iSii) V. xli. 373 She was '

going to speak with an aspect unpacifiedly angry.

Unpack, v. [Un-2 3, 5. Cf. l)u. ontpakken:] !

\. trans. To undo or open up (a pack, bale, etc.)
|

and remove or release the contents. i

1471-S Rolls ofParlt. VI. 155/2 Then it \x leefTull to the

Collectours. .to doo unpakke there tho Pakkes and Fardels.

"535 Ai:' 27 Hen. VIII, c. 14 § i Whiche packes so con-

veied . . to suche portes . . to be shipped be never there

unpacked. i6ix Cotgr., Desempacquet, to vnpacke, to

vnfoose a packe. 1739 J. Elton in Hanway Trav. (1762)

I. I. V. 21 The custom-house officers are not to break open

and unpack their bales. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canlerb. T.

II. 478 On the deck sat L.idy Emily, unpacking a Utile

basket of fruit. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxiii. The beadle,

stooping to unpack his bundle. 1873 Black Pr. Thule 34

Go away, .and unp.ick your portmanteau.

fig. i6oa Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 614 This is most braue. That
I..Must(likea Whore) vnpacke my he,irt with words. 1874

RuSKiN HorlHs Incbisns (1887) 15 The difficulty I had in

unpacking my mind.

2. To take (something) out of ajiack or packing.

1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 210 That none of our said subiects

shall vnladcnor vnpacke. .no kind of wares. 1669 Boyle
Certain Physiol. Ess. (ed. 2) Absol. Rest Bodies 25 When .. he

had unpacked them [sc. a great parcel of glasses) and rang'd

them. 1754 Ld. HardwickeIu HarrisZiA(i847) lll.xii.i8

As company is to come soon,, .your mother is very busy in

unpacking her house t
= furniture). i8ioW.SELWYNi.alu

Nisi Prius (ed. 2) II. 1189 Not having any directions from

him respecting the goods, (defendant) caused them to be

unpacked. 1825 Ld. G. Cavendish in ./J/o^. 7. GiAic» (191 1)

62 It has been unpacked, and placed onatemporarypedestal.

1894 A. Robertson Nuggets 38 He unpacked the gold and
laid it.. on the counter.

fig. 1596 Nashe Saffron IValden K 4 The strange vn-

traffiqu't phrases by him now vented and vnpackt. 1821

Lamb Elia i. Imperfect Sympathies, He brings his total

wealth into company, and gravely unpacks it. 1841 H.
Miller O. R. Sandst. vi. 107 The strata . . have been un.

packed and arranged by the uptilting agent.

b. trans/. To take (a person) out of a convey-

ance, dress, etc.

1690 Crowne Eng. Frier 111, The elderly Ladies have

been unpacked a good while since. x837_ Dickens Pickiv.

xxii, A red-haired man . . had inipacked himself from a cab

at the same moment. 1898 IVestm. Caz. 21 May 3/2 My
poor child, in what a state of. .collapse must you have been

when Myrtle unpacked you on your return I

C. re/l. or pass. To get one's furniture, luggage,

etc., unpacked.
1791 H. VValpole Let. to Miss Berry 27 (Dct., I . .thought

it would be very uncomfortable to you, till you had un-

packed yourselves, seen some few persons, adjusted your
family, etc i8ia Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 40 The
Bessboroughs have been unpacked about a couple of hours.

3. To remove a pack or load from (a horse,

carriage, etc.).

1570 Levins Manip. 5 To Unpacke, esarcinare. 1598
Florio, Sbastare, to vnpacke, to vnsaddle a cariers horse.

1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 27 His first care was to un-

pack hishorses, and put them in safe quarters. 1853 Douglas
Milil. Bridges (ed. 3) 66 To unpack the carriage [carrying

a pontoon].

4. absol. To perform the work of unpacking.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 22 Two-thirds trap-

pers, . . and one.lhird camp-keepers ; who cook, pack, and
unpack. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa 626 As her com-
mander .. a.sked me on board to lunch, I had to unpack again.

Hence TJnpa-oking vbl. sb.

1472-S Rolls of Parlt. VI. 155/2 Withoute unpakking or

sight of such Clothes. X797 Monthly Mag. III. 261/1, I

was piesent at the unpacking of the machine. 1837 (Mrs.
Maitland) Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 97 People never seem
to be able to lay their private hands upon them till after

they have finished all their unpacking. 1897 Mary Kingslev
W. Africa 272 It was a bundle of bark cloth: I anxiously

watched its unpacking.
attrib. 1829 111 Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 103

Unpacking Rooms connected with the several Museums.

Unpa-cked,///.a.i [Un-1 8. Cf. MDu. o«,j)r-

paa.-\

1. Not made up in, or put into, a pack.

1495 '^'"^- ^''^- Hlg^^ Treas. Scot. I. 220, xxv sekkis of

vnpakkit woll. 1621 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906)

I. 270 To imbale four or five fardells yett unpacked, c 1887

Miss M. Jones Games Patience 40 Any other unpacked
card has a chance of being moved, but not so the King,

I

2. Not taken out of a jjack or parcel.

a 1721 Prior Ess. Opinion p 13 Loads of ill Pictures, and
worse Books.., lye unpacked and unthought of when they

come into the Country.
Unpa-cked, ppl. n? (Un-' 8 -1- Packed ppl. a.') 1810

Bentham Packing (1821) 188 To persuade either a Jury,
even though unpacked, or his fellow Judges.

ITnpa'Cker. [f- Unpack w.] One who unpacks.

X804 Mar. Edgeworth Ennui iii, By the awkwardness of

the unpacker, the statue*s thumb was broken. 1859 F. A.

Grifhths Artill. Man. (ed. 8) 46 Pole-men, peg.men, and
unp.ickers of tents.

Unpa'dlocked,/S>/. a. (Un.' or Un-' S.) 16S1 Penny
Post No. 5, That and the Press being unpadlockl, are two
incomparable turns of the Liberty of the Subject ! 1846

C. Dickens Battle of Life So One of the fire-proof boxes.

UNPAINED.
unpadlocked and opened. Unpagan, a. (Un-' 7.) 1614

Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue 11. 452 The Lord Marshall..

Transporteth speedy, neer Bethulia's side, Th' un-pagan

Pagan. Unpa-ganize, i/. (Un-'6cJ.) 1678CUDW0RTH
Intell. Syst. I. iv. 191 Contents, The paganizing of that,

which was intended for the unpaganizing of the world.

1801 Hel. M. Williams Sk. Fr. Rep. I. vi. 47 Christianity

had long spread its doctrines throughout the Roman empire

before the world was quite unpaganized. Unpaged,
ppl. a. (Un.' 8.) 1874 BoASE & Courtney Bibl. Cornub.

1. 238/1 Postscript, 6 pages unpaged. 1898 Sotluby's Sale

Catal. 6 Oct. 41 The rare unpaged leaf ' to the Christen

reader ',

Unpaid,///, fl. [Un-1 8.]

1. Of persons : To whom payment has not been

made; not receiving payment.

1375 Barbour Bruce i. 257 Quhethir he his lordis neid

suld let. And pay fryst that he awcht,. .Or leve onpayit his

wyff. 1464 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 83, I trow 1 xall be

fayn to contente hem or ellys they xall be unpayyd. 1568

Grafton Cliron. II. 313 A number of the souldyours..

whome king Peter promised to pay, came home agayne

vnpayde. 1586 Sir A. Poulet in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I.

III. 10 Yf they shall say that they are unpayd of their

wages. 1627 Drayton Battle of Agincourt xliii. The
Church to pawne, would see her Challice layde, E'r shee

would leaue one Pyoner vnpayde. a 1658 Lovelace Poems

(1904) 125 Whilst thy unpay'd Musicians, Crickets, sin^.

1728 Pope Dune. 11. 110 That suit, an unpay'd tailor snatch d

away 1 1769 Burke Obs. ' Pres. St. Nat.' 8 If her armies

are three years unpaid. 1837 M''Culloch Acc.Brit. Empire
II. 646 The risks arising from the frequent defaults of the

unpaid overseers. 1891 Daily News 27 June 5/1 Unpaid

children, .went to their work at six o'clock in the morning.

b. With /or. (Cf. 3.)

1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 307 Wilt thou vndoo the worth

thou art vnpayd for By tasting of our wrath ? 1618 J.

Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr. Wks. (1630) 123 Master

Taylor.. Vnask'd (vnpaid for) me both lodg'd and fed.

c. The {Great) Unpaid, the class of unp.iid

magistrates or justices.

i8a6 Edin, Rev. 441 We beg to be acquitted of all intention

of affronting, or attacking the Great Unpaid. x886 Ex-
aminer Tiih The miserable canting spirit which actuates

the ' Unpaid '.

2. Not handed over or given in payment; not

discharged or cleared off by payment.

1387 Trevisa Hlgden (Rolls) IV. 117 Lisia..wente into

Pers, ffor t>e tribute was unpayde. 1424 Paston Lett. I.

16 '1 he fees and the wages of the seid William . . unpayed
draweth a gret some to hys pouere degree. 1491 Act-] Hen.
VII, c. 20 1 5 As often as it shall happen the seid annuall

rent., to be behynd and unpayd in part or in all. 1507

Kec. St. Mary at Hilt 25 Ytf it happ y« said yerly ferme of

v marke . . to be behynd . . by a monithe vnpaid. X547 in

Fcuillerat Revels Edward VI (1914) 26 The sum .., as by

the bookos..dolhe apere more at large, is vnpayd. 1606

Arraignm. ^ E.recution Late Traitors (Hindley II) 7

'Ihat his wife might have her jointure. ., his sisters their

legacies in his hand unpaid. x66i Morgan Sph. Gentry iv.

iii. 41 The party whose portion shall appear to be unpayed.

X764 Golusm. Hist. Eug. in Lett. (1772) II. 20 Alexander.,

was indebted to hiin a large sum, which was still unpaid.

X848 Thackeray Van. Fair Iii, A long arrear of unpaid

wages. 1878 J. Davidson Inverurie /jr Garioch 349 The
fines remaining unpaid.

fig. 142X HoccLEVE Min. Poems 169/817 His brothres

reward had nat been vnpayed, Nad promesse of the

Emperour him bownde To pardon. 1667 Milton P. L.^ v.

779 How we may best . . Receive him coming to receive

from us Knee-tribute yet unpaid. 7 x^rio Congkeve To Sir

G. Kneller, Fame due to vast desert is kept in store, Un-
pay'd, till the deserver is no more. X791 Cowper Iliad i.

112 The seer .. spake. Nor vow nor hecatomb unpaid on us

He charges.

b. Of debts or bills : Undischarged.

X483 Act X Ric. Ill, c. 2 Many worshipful Men . . live in

great Penurj'. ., their Debts unpaid, and their Children un-

prefcrred. 1492-3 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 194 Olde dettes

that have be lefte vnpayde by the cherch wardenys. x68x

R. Knox Hist. Ceylon vii. 149 The Interest never runs up
higher, tho the Debt lye seven years unpaid. 1754 in

Naime Peerage Evidence (1874) 52 A just true and lawful

debt wholly resting unpaid. 1781 Cowper Ketirem. 559
Anticipated rents, and bills unpaid. 1887 Gunter Mr.
Barnes xiii. 96 She remembers she has unpaid bills.

c. Not rendered or discharged.

x6ii Shaks. Cymb. ill. v. 48 She pray'd me to excuse her

keeping close, Whereto constrain'd .
.
, She should that dutie

leaue vnpaide to you Which dayly she was bound to proffer.

1717 Pope Elegy Mem. Uiifort. Lady 48 What can alone.

.

Thy fate unpity'd, and thy riles unpaid ? 1725 — Odyss. xv.

213 With him all night the youthful strangers staid. Nor
found the hospitable riles unpay'd.

3. Not paidy^r. Also without prep.

1465 Paston Lett. II. 233 [Ifl the blak hose be p,iyid for,

he wyll send the roset un-payd for, 1552 in Feuillerat

Rn'els Edw. VI (1914) 124 The like charges of the said

lorde .. beinge yet behinde and vnpaid for. x6xx Shaks.

Cymb. III. iii. 24 Rustling in vnpayd.for Silke. X653 W.
Ramesey Astrol. Restored To Rdr. 11 The Drapers cloth

on their back,, .and all unpaid for. 1827 Pollok Course T.

VIII. 433 A show unpaid for, paying to be seen ! x886 C. E.

Pascoe Land, of To-day xliii. (ed. 3) 379 Letters posted

unpaid are charged double postage. 1895 Ld. Farrer in

IVestm. Gaz. 19 Feb. 2/1, I did not know before I joined

the Council how good and how zealous unpaid work can be.

Hence TTnpai'dlsh a. (from sense i c).

1829 E. Elliott Village Patriarch ill. ix, Mark hb un.

paidish sneer, his lordly frown.

Unpai'n, v. (Un-' 3.) 1545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde
69 These pylles be of such efficacy and strength, y* it alle-

uiatelh and vnpayneth the byrth.

Unpai-ned, ///. a. (U.v- 1 8.)

<rx38o WvcLiF Set. Wks. III. 200 No defoulynge Jierof

[sc. marriage) may askape unpeyned. X599 B. JoNSON
Cynthia's Rev. v. iii. But there's not one of these who are



UNPAINPUL.
unpain'd, Or by themsevles unpunished. 1667 Milton P, L.
VI. 45^ loo unequal work we find Against unequal armes to

fight in paine, Against unpaind, impassive, a 1758 Ramsay
To G. Drummond xi, And here the Fair may walk unpain'd,

Her flowing silks and shoes unstain'd. 1804 Etirop. Mag.
XLV. 61/1 Learning's rever'd abode he leaves With un-

pain'd soul. i8a6 A. A. Watts ^/-yrst /Ci'ss 87 A bliss too

pure For evil spirits to behold unpained.

Unpainftil, a, [Un-I 7.]

+ 1. Not subject to pain. Ods~^
?ci4a5 Lucidarie (Fr. Schmitt 1909) 21 Aftir his owne

kynde, he was unpayneful & undeedly,

2. Not causing or involving pain or discomfort.

1570 Levins Manip. 186 Vnpaynful, immolestus. 1638
Feltham Resolves \\. Ixxxii. 236 If we owe a Retribution

for vnpainefuU Courtesies. 1690 Locke Hum. Und, \\. iv.

S 4 That being generally call'd . . soft,which changes the Situa*

tion of its parts upon an easie and unpainfut touch. 1713
Guardian No. 82, Those who make an honest man a visit ..

to make his following year unpainful. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's
Observ.Sur^. (1771)95 J'he small Remainder of the Tumour
was unpainful. 18*3 J. Wilson Marg. Lyndsay i.x. 67 That
unpainful sympathy which is all the poor can afford or

expect. iB§i Hawthorne Twice-told T. II. vi, 99 A
sympathy with the young and gay ; an unpainful interest

in the business of others.

3. Marked or characterized by absence of pain,

i86t Mrs. Teshin Who breaks—̂ ays II. 261 The first

unpainful feeling I have had for three quarters of a year.

Unpai'nine, ///. a. (Un-' la) i8a8 Tennyson Lo7'er*s

T. I. 609 Would I had lain Until . . the wild brier had driven
Its knotted thorns thro' my unpaining brows.

Unpainti v. [Un-*-* 4.]

1. trans. To free from paint.

1611 CoTGR., De/arder, to vnpaint ; to wash, take, or wype
off, painting. 1844 P. Parley s Ann. V. 265 Nothing now
remained but to unpaint the young urchin; and so Sally..

scrubbed till she was tired.

2. To paint out ; to obliterate (something

painted).
a 17x7 Parnell Piety 53 Unpaint the Love, that hov'ring

over Beds, From glitt'nng Pinions guilty Pleasure sheds.

1755 Johnson Diet., To DisUmn, to unpaint. j866 Viscr.

Sthangford Select. (1865) II. 320 An unobtrusive little

coronet which my wife has had painted.. upon the panels

of her carriage, and which I defy all the powers on earth.

.

to induce her to unpaint.

Unpaintable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1849 KiNGsLEV Misc. (1859) I^' 255 Farewell to unpaint-

able Lynmouth. 1893 Guardian 16 Aug. 1291 When he
began to try to paint the unpaintable.

Hence Unpaintabl'lity, -aUeness.
1684 Athenaeum 16 Aug. 218/1 The artists who complain

of the * unpaintableness ' ofcurrent attire. 1888 Pall Mali
G. 4 Oct. 5/2 The unpa inlability of Mr. Gladstone.

XJnpai-nted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1555 IOdkn Decades {\rh.) io6 Rased or vnpaynted tables.

1604 S. Harkiso.n Archs of Triumph B j, I would not care

if these vnpainted Pictures were more Costly to me, so that

[etc.). 1651 HoBBES Leviath. i. x. 45 An unpainted Buckler
was a signe of. . a common Souldier. 1761 Goldsm. Cit. IV,

xcix, Moreu^ly than an unpainted actress. 1771 R.Cumber-
land West Indian Epil. 24 Unpainted cheeks with blush of
health did f^low. x8i8 Shelley Let. to Peacock 8 Nov.,
Strange-looking unpainted window-shutters. 1855 Dickens
Holly-Tree i, The rooms., were all of unpainted wood.

Unparred, /•//. fl.l [Un-^ 8. Cf, Va., uparret,

Sw. oparad^ Du. ongepaardy G. ungepaerl.\ Not
united or arranged in pairs; not forming one of

a pair.

1648 Hexham n, Oupaer, Vn-even, or Vnpaired. 1748R1CH-
AR050N Clarissa IV. 50 All this vast diflference in sentiments

shews how unpair'd our minds are. 1813 Crabue Tales iv. 5

Others, ill inatch'd, with minds unpair'd, repent. 1880

GUmther Fislus 40 The Fins are divided into vertical or un-
paired, and into horizontal or paired fins. 1883 Martin &
MoALE Vertebr. Dissect. 133 A single unpaired air sac will

be seen just beneath the anterior portion of the sternum.
tUnpalTCd,///. a.' [Un-'8.] Unimpaired, uninjured.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13128 Hut ihurgh wilys & wit he wan of
his daunger. Vnpairit of his person priuely he stale.

t Unpai'sed,///. a. Obs. [Un-i 8 + Peisez'.]

Not properly weighed or balanced ; defective or

excessive in weight.
1390 GowER Con/, Prol. 64* He that hath his word un-

peysed. 1561 Nohtom & Sackv. Gorboduc 1. i, Porrex the
younger so vnpaised in state, Perhappes in courage will be
raised also. 1581 Studley tr. Seneca, Here. CEt. 1. 191b,
And coulde I brooke it, Toxeus, to see thy death with woe?
That wert vnwaynde in yeares, and ealce in pits [? read
pith; L. sanguine] vnpaysde. 160a Marston Ant. <y Mel.
II. iii. I Seize on reuenge, graspe the sterne bended front

Of frowning vengeance, with vnpaized clutch.

Unpa-laced,///. a. (Un-^ 8.) 1859 J. S. Mill Diss. ^
Disc. 1. 23 Let the State endowments be once withdrawn
from the Church of England, her mitred and unpalaced
prelates wilt indulge in no such delusion.

Unpalatable, a. [Un- ^ 7 b, 5 b.]

1. Not agreeable to the palate. Also in fig.

context.

i68a Dryden Medal 148 The Man.. Might laugh again, to
see a Jury chaw The prickles of unpalatable Law. 1700 T.
Browm/4/«7/«/«. viii. Wks. 1720 IIL 76 Our Doctor,. cloys
his Auditors with that unpalatable Ragoust. 1748 Anson's
Kffy. 11. viii. 218 We found them {sc. pearl oysters] extremely
tough and unpalatable. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth
306 i'he grass is coarse, unpalatable to cattle. 1846 Sover
Cookery -^Zo It would.. cause the fillets to eat tough and
altogether unpalatable. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man 11. xi. \.

416 It would be highly advantageous to a caterpillar to be.

.

recognised as unpalatable by all birds.

2. Unpleasant, distasteful, disagreeable,

1711 tr. fVeren/elsius* Disc. Logomachys 201 These things,

my Son, may at first seem, to your Age, unpalatable and
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hard. 1749 Smollett Regie, iv. ii, Candid friendship that

disdains to hide Unpalatable truth ! 1829 Scon A ttne0/G,
xxvii. The Duke's eye lowered gloomily on the deliverer of

this unpalatable message. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx.

IV. 467 The King commanded himself sufficiently to return

thanks for this unpalatable counsel.

Hence Unpa'latableness.
180S Saunders Min. Waters 82 Perhaps the unpalatable-

ness of this drink has caused it to be in worse credit than it

deserves.

Unpaie,z/. [UN-24.] trans. To strip of pales

or palings.

J779 H. Walpole Let. to Cote 3 Jan., I hope you have not

been untiled or unpaled by the tempest on New-year's

morning.

Unpa-led, ppl, a.l [Un-^ 8.] Not furnished

with a paling.

1607 in Essex Rev, XV. (1906) 45 The ch[urch]y[ar]d

fence ys unpaled on the S. side. 1648 Hexham ii, Onbetuynt,

Vnhedged, Vnpaled, or Open.

Unpaled, ppl- «.^ [Un-^ 8.] Not made pale.

1831 James Phil. Augustus \. vi. The fire of his eye was
unquenched, the rose of his clieek unpaled. 1885 * C. E.

Craddock ' Proph. Gt. Smoky Mount, vii, In a sunshine all

unpaled, and against the upper regions of the air, splendidly

blue.

UnpaUsa'doed,///. <T. (Un-* 8.) 16^% Prince Rupert's

Sp. to King 4 Their graffes or ditches being dry and their

vamures unpallisado'd. 1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes 111. iv.

91 His mouth was upon the West side like to be unpalisado'd

for ever.

Unpalled,///. a.'^ [Un-1 8.] Not palled or

jaded.
0x770 Nugent in Dodsley Coll. Poems II. 187 By pain

unbitier'd, and unpall'd by fear. 1809 Edin. Rez>, XV. iii

Where the taste is unpalled by satiety of what is better.

1859 W. H. Gregory Egypt l\. 130 His appetite. .is un-

palfed as much at the conclusion as at the commencement
of the fea-it.

Unpa-lled, ppl. o.* Cant. [Un-^ 8+ Pal sb.^\ (See

quot.j x8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Diet, s.v., A thief whose
associates are all apprehended, or taken .'rom him by other

means, is said to be unpalled, Unpa'lliable, a. [Un-'

7 b.J Incapable of being palliated. 1673 Bp. S. Parker
Reproof Reh. Transp, 374 A manifest and unpalHable

breach, .of loyalty.

Unpa-lliated,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

[177s Ash.] 1798 SouTHEY in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor

(1843) I. 232 The only person who has ever.. advised, and
at times reproved, him, in unpalliated terms. 1827 Scott
Napoleon xlii. There was never a more unpalliated case of

. .arbitrary spoliation. x86o Pusev Min. Proph. 255 Jonah
leaves his own character unexplained, its severity rebuked
by God, unexcused and unpalliated.

Unpalpabley ^. Now rare. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.]

Impalpable,
1538 Elyot Addit., AsomatoSf vnpalpable, or that can not

be felt. 1576 G. Baker tr. Gesner's Jewell ofHealth 109 b.

The same bring to a fine powder in a brasse morter as in a
maner unpalpable. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. iv. IL

(1886) 59 The opinion of them that hold a spirit to be un-

palpable. 1611 Cotgr., Insensible,, .vnpalpable, vnfeelable.

171^ Fain. Diet. s.v. Satlet, An Ingredient never to be

omited.. provided it be not minutely beaten to an almost

unpalpable Dust. 1876 Mrs. Whitney Sights Sf Ins. xxvii,

We sat in the baptism of the far. unpalpable spray.

Unpa'lped, rt. [Un-' 9.] Not furnished with palps or

feelers. 1884 Sedgwick & Heathcote tr. Claus' Zool, 470
The unpalped maxilla of the second pair [of mandibles].

Unpa'lsied, /*//. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] x-j^ Monthly
Mag. V. 367 'No God,' with lips unpalsied they declare.

1830 Tennyson In Mem. cxxvii, The love that rose on
stronger wings, Unpalsied when he met with Death. Un-
pampered, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [177s Ash.] 1794 W.
koBEKTS Looker'on No. 90 (1794) III. 448 Unpampered by
servile compliance. 18A4 Dickens Mart. Chitz. xiv. Un-
spoiled, unpampered in her joys or griefs. Unpa*nel, v.

[Un-^ 4-) trans. To unsaddle. i6ao Shelton ^«/-r. iii.xi.

235 Good betide him that freed vs from the paines of vn-

pannelling the gray Asse ; . . yet if hee were here, I would not

permit any other to vnpannell him. a 1739 Jarvis^w/'-t, i.iii.

xi, If he were here, I would not consent to his being unpan-

nelled. Uapa'nelled, ;*//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1883 Baking-

Gould yohn Herring xxxix. The unpanelled walls were

plastered white. Unpa'nged, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) x6ia

Two Noble K. i. i, But when could ^reefe Cull forthj as

unpanged judgement can, fit'st time 1- or best solicitation.

Unpa'nniered,//*/. a. (Un-' 8.) x8ia J. Wilson Isle of
Palhts, etc 354 Th' unpannier'd ass slowly retires From the

brown tents. 1869 Browning Ring <t ^'f- ix. 6i Even the

poor ass, unpanniered and elate Stands. Unpa*noplied»
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1827 Pollok Course T, vn. 422 In-

numerous armies rose, unbannered all, UnpanopHed, un-

praised. Unpa*ntinK»///- «. (Un-' 10.) 1721 Southernr
spartan Dame in. li, I sent this steel with tidings to his

heart. Nor parted thence, till.. I left the unpanting villain

on the earth. Unpantofle, v, (Un-^ 4.) 1643 in Hart.
Misc. (Malh.) V. 335 They, whose part in a comedy allows

them a robe and scepter ; who.., as soon as they come to

their exit, are un-pantoffled, and return to their own stature.

Unpa'per, v. [Un-2 4.] trans. To remove
paper from ; esp. to strip of a paper covering.

17x4 C. Johnson Country Lasses ir. li, The Holland cur-

tains. ., up with 'em—unpaper the screens, the sconces, and
the andirons. X769 J. Sukat Art Cookery 23 The fat of
venison, .is apt to waste, so that it is always necessary to

paper it;, .just before you want to take it up, unpaper it.

x8o3 H. Martin Helen of Glenross I. 54 Dolly employed
herself, unpaperingand uncovering chairs and carpets. _x8a8

P. Cunningham ^V. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 269 A coterie of
these nymphs were unpapering their curls.

TTnpa'pered, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Asm.) 185X N. Hawthorne in Bridge Pers. Recollect,

(1893) 125 The boxes. .are not all papered, but neither are

they all unpapered. 1871 Kingsley At Last x, The walls

were of cedar and other valuable woods, which good taste

left still unpapered.

tlNPARCELLBD.
Unpa-pering, vbl. sl>. (Un-' 13.) 1847 ^^ Vt.\>\j T.

O'Brien 326 'Irlmming of ruffles and unpapering of gold lace.

TJnpar, obs. form of Umpire.

TTnparadise, v. [Un-2 5, 6 b.]

L trans. To turn out of, expel from, Paradise.

Pi\s,ofig.

1592 Daniel Comfil. RosamoTui ^s^ Now did I finde my
selfe vnparadis'd, From those pure fields. 1605 G. Ellis
Lamentation Lost Sheep G j b, With shame-sick Adam haue
I hid my head, Vnparadiz'd, from my Angell-like state.

c 1640 Milton Draft of /'. L, Poet. Wks. (Globe) 12 Adam
Unparadized. 1839 F. BAnHAM.4rf(i;«w^£j:///47 Widowed,
desolate, And quite unparadised in heart. 1846 Lockhart
in Ch. ofScot, Pulpit 11. 156 The old serpent, who deceived
and unparadised our first parents. 1858 Caswali, Poems
170 Archangels guard the gates with flaming swords, ..who
at an earlier day Did man unparadise.

2. To deprive of the character of Paradise.

1647 Fl'Ller IVouniied Cotisc, 28 Thus a wounded con-

science is able to unparadise Paradise it selfe. x74a Young
Nt. Th. I. t?7 That ghastly thought would drink up all

your joy, And quite unparadise the realms of light. 1788 V.
Knox IVinter kz'en. III. vii. vii. 45 This it was which un-
paradised an Eden. 1817 Montgomery Pelican 1st. vl. 254
The serpent.., Whose guile unparadised the world. 1876

C. M. Davies Unorth. Loud. 370 Were man to enter Heaven
as he now is, it would be unparadised for him at once.

Hence UnpaTadised ///. a.

187J O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf.-t. i. 24 Nature is never

wholly unkind. Economical as she was in my unparadised

Eden,.. still the damask roses sweetened the June breezes.

Unpa'radox, v. (Un.* 3.) 1654 Whit lock Zootomia
322 1 he hardest Task is to perswade the erroneousobstinate

. . Woman.Hater, that .. any confirmations from History can

un-paradox the worth . .of that Sex.

Unparagoned, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1611 Chahman Pl^iilo7ves T. in. i, At hand, sir, with your

unparagon'd sister : please you take your chair of honour,

sir? 161X Shaks. Cymb. II. li. 17 Rubies vnparagon'd. 1640

tr. Vcrdere's Rom.ofRom. in. xlix. 204 The unparragoned
Knight of the Sun. 1824 Miss Mitford Village?!^, i. i8i

His little dog Viper, unparagoned of terriers. 1874 M. &
Fr. Collins KiV/. Comedy xxii, Even Rough feels poetical

as he sees the wondrous towers and spires unparagoned.

tUnparagonized,/>A a. Ol>s.-^ [Un-' 8.) = prec.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. Ded., Give me leave (peerelesse,

and in all good gifts vnparagonized Ladies).

+ UnpaTalable, obs. var. Unpaballelable a.

a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes I. xi. (1640) 97 Here was
an obedience incomparable and unparalable, no man ever

did the like except our Lord Jesus Christ.

t Unpa-ralled, obs. var. Unpakallkled ;»//. a.

1637 A. Stafford justApol. in Pcm. Glory (i86o)p. xlvi.

They are unparall'd Scoldes. 1640 tr. Verdere's Horn, of
Rom. in. vi. 20 The two little unparalled Worlds, that so

graced her bosome.

Unparallel, a. [Un-i 7, 5 b.]

1. Ivot parallel or correspondent.
l6sa Th. Pestill in Benlowes Thetfh. C i. To That,Un.

parallel. This comes so ncer, T hat 't is a Glimpse of Heav'n
to leade Thee here. 1674 Hickman ^w/wj'wrtr/. /Jist.ied. 2)

105 In this also the Parallel is unparallel. 17S7 Edwards
Vriff. Sin n. ii. (1807) 11. 237 How unlike and unparallel is

this? 1836 Lamb iilia n. iyedditig. Certainly there is a

jealousy in unparallel subjects.

1 2. = Unpakalleled ppl. a. Obs.

i66s J. Spencer Prodigies (ed. 2) 188 The black and terrible

Monitors of that unparallel Destruction which ensued. 1666

J. Smith Old Age 1:5 They had had so many, .experiences

of his unparallel strength.

Hence TJupa'raXLelness.
1719 S. Sewall Diary 4 Oct., I ride to Byfield Meeting,

house ; hear Mr. Payson's Son of the UnparallelnessofJosiab.

Uuparallelable, a. (Uu-i 7 b.)

1640 tip. Hall Episc. ul. ix. 54 The unparallelable glory of

this Church, and Nation. 16^6 Doctrine of Dtvils ^o His
transcendent, unimitable, unparallelable Miracles. 1703 J.
Savage Zff//. Antients cxxi. 303 An Amour, which . . I looKed

upon unparallelable. 1743 J. Glas Treat. Lords Supper ii.

Wks. 1761 IV. 38 He expressed his unparallelable good-

will to all his elect. i8«3 Sir R. Wilson Priv. Diary (1861)

\. 342 The artillery in unparalleled and unparallelable order.

a 1843 SoUTHEV Doctor xxii. (1848) 537 Which cannot with

propriety be distinguished by any other name than one
derived from its unparalleled and unparallelable author.

XTnparaUeled, />/>/. a. (Un-' 8, 5 b.)

In very common use from c 1610.

1594 Drayton Leg. Matilda xvi, The most iudiciall eyes

Did giue the gole impartially to mej So did I stand vn-

paraleld and free. j6o8 Machin Dumbe Knt. I. i, Dost thou

not think, Shee is the mirrour of her beauteous sexe, Un.
paralleld, and uncompanioned ? 1661 Stillingfl. Orig.

Sacr. III. i. § 2 Those many unparalleld miracles, which were

wrought among them. 1713 Warder True Amazons (title-

p) Their .unparallelled Love to their Queen. Tiiajumiis

Lett. xli. (1788) 231 nole^ The. .Judge.. had the unparal-

lelled impudence to tell [etc.]. 1814 Scorr Dmry 16 Aug.

mLoclihart, Monuments, .otherwise unparalleled m Bri-

tain. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. vii. 354 Progress .. made in

the face of these unp.iralleled disasters.

Hence TTnparalleledly adv., -edness.

i6«7 Waterhouse /"/« Lond. 5 His intercurrent judge-

ments of Fire between this first and that last president of

unparalleledness. 181S Ann Smith Diary in /.;/« (1851) 40

The freedom, sovereignty, and unparallelledness of his love.

lauBlachm.Maf. LXXV.448 It is unparalleledly impudent.

Unparalyzed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1846 Worcester

(citing Goode). 1889 Athenxum 15 June 751/2 An unpara-

lyzed system of misgovernment. 1893 W. R. Go^'Ejts Dis.

Ncrv. Syst. (ed. 2) II. TO9 The eyelids blink when the finger

comes from the unparalysed side. UnpaTboiled,/.^*- "
(Un-' 8.) 1S16 Rich Cabinet 56 An vnparboyld pastie of

tainted venison. Unparcelled, ppl. a, (Un-' 8.) [l77S

Ash.] 1840 Browning Sordello vi. 219 But, portioned duly out,

the Future vied Never with the unparcelled Present. 1844

KiNGLAKE Eothen xii. 175 You find yourself, .proving the



ITNPARCHED.
mettle of your mare upon ihe broad and dreary downs, be-

cause you feel congenially with the yet unparcelled earth.

Unpa*rched,///. a, (Un-' 8.) 1599 Thykne Anhtiadv.

(1875) 49 Chaucer of purpose addethe that woorde * Greene

'

to expfanc * vnseriall ', whiche signyfiethe vnsercd, vn-
parched. 1648 Hexham m, Onverdrocgkt, .. \\nx>3.CThtf\.

UnpaTChing,///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1818 Milman Snmor xi.

237 Th' unconsuming fire Innoxious r.ing'd th' unparching
edifice. Unpardon,:'. (Un*'3,) 1685 Baxter /'am//tn
A* T, Matt, xviii. 34-35 *«».V, How God is said., to demand
the debt which he had forgiven, and to unpardon it again.

Unpa-rdonable, a. {adv,). (Ux-i 7 b, 5 b.)

X5«S Ld. Berners Froiss. II, cHii. 16S b/2 If they be
[broken],.. ye r^-n in the churches sentence, and to be cx-

communycate on p^JTie vnpardonable, 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst I. xiii. 36 b, An vnpardonable crime. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. §66 The Earl., thought the very
suspecting him to be an injury unpardonable. 1676 Glan-
viLL.S'f<«i7«a^/«^^rc^.28Wemayconclude safely from the

Doctrine of the Apostle, that they are incurable and unpar-
donable. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 312 Pi The most unpar-
donable Malefactor in the World. jSj? Lytton Pelham
iv, A most unpardonable fault. x88a ^IISS Braddon Mt.
Ko^'al I. ii. 51 There was nothing unpardonable in Miss
Bridgeman's plainness.

b. As adv. Unpardonably.
x66a HiCKERiNCiLi- Apol. Distressed Innoc. Wks. 1716 I.

316 He is unpardonable credulous that will lend an Ear to

your noise of the Gospel.

trnpardonableness. (Un-1 12; cf. prec.)

X646 Hammond Tracts 20 The unpardonablenesse of it is

acknowledged. 1677 Gilpin Dentonol, ii. ix. 392 The note

of unpardonableness, is indeed affixed to sins under several

Denominations, a 1714 M. Henrv Baptism Wks. 1853 I.

4()6/2 A mistaken apprehension of the unpardonableness of

sm committed after baptism. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps \\.

% I. 28 It would be well if moralists less frequently confused

the greatness of a sin with its unpardonableness. 1885

Athenaeum 26 Dec. 852 The unpardonableness of the offence.

XFnpaTdonably, adv. (Un-1 u, 5 b.)

i645^IiLTON Tetracfi. 12 Those mighty syllables, .which

take upon them to joyn heavn and hell together unpardn-
ably till death pardon. i8n Miss L. M. Hawkins C7^jj<5-

Gertr. I. Ill We have both deviated most grievously and
unpardonably from our duty. x866 Freeman Hist, Ess.

(1871) 9 English people—more unpardonably still—reject it.

Unpardonea, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1565 Allen D-.'/. Pii7-g: xvii. 284 There was no sin so
smau'.e vnpardoned, but [etc]. 1651 Baxter In/. Bapt. 310
Are you sure so many thousands are all unpardoned ? 169a

tr. B. yonsofCs Leges CoKt'iv. x, Like the old Lapithites,

with the goblets to fighi, Our own 'mongst offences un-

pardon *d will rank. 1796 Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. Wamine^
li, [If] informed I was unpardoned, portionless and depen-

dent. 1817 Bvron Manfred w. ii, He slew That which he
loved,.. And died unpardon 'd. 1858 Froude Hist, Eng.
IV. 261 The unpardoned.. affront which Henry had offered

to the Spanish nation.

UnpaTdoning, ///. a. (Un-1 10.)

1644 M iLTON Divorce I ntrod. A 4 b, His ungirt permissions,

his venial and unvenial dispences, wherwith the Law ofGod
pardoning and unpardoning hath bin shamefully branded,

1700 Drvden Pal. .5- Arc, ii. 344 Curse on th' unpard'n-

ing Prince, whom Tears can draw To no Remorse. 17*5
Pope Odyss. xx. 351 Whom Pallas with unpard'ning fury

fir'd. 1810 Monthly Mag. XXIX. 209 A rash, unruly, Un-
pardoning soul. 1894 Outing XXIV. 13/2, 'I have been so

hard, so unforgiving, so unpardoning,' she said.

tJnpared, ppL a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Of fruit : Not having the skin pared off.

c 130S Pilette 2^2 in E. E. P. {1862) 117 pe gayler him tok
an appel ; he seide hit was vnrijt Vnpared an appel take,

an be) man o)7er a knijt. 14.. Burlesques ii. in Rel.

Ant. 1. 83 Adam, Adam, why etc thu the appuU unpard ?

1530 Palsgr. 652/2 Can you nat eate a peere onpared?
1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 150 The fruits bemg pared or

unpared, according to .. your curiosity.

2. Of nails: Uncut, untrimmed.
1547 BooRDE Introd. Kncnvl, 117 Who shall let me, the

deuyls naylef vnpared ? 1598 Dallington Meth, TraT.
X iij, Wearing long vnpared nayles. 1635 Quarles Embl.
in. \-i. 146 If the peevish Infant fights, and flies, With un-
par*d weapons, at his mother's eyes. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.^
Epode v. 60 Her unpar'd Thumbs Cantdia gnaws.

t TJnpaTegal, -peregal, ii. Obs, [Un-1 7.]

Unequal.
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. m. pr. i. (1868) 63 So J>at I trowe

nat now |jat I Ije vnparygal to the strokes of fortune. 1605
Marston Dutch Courtezan iv. i. Afore the Lord God, my
knaverie growes unperegall ; Tis time to take a nap.

tUnpa*rel, v. Obsr^ [Un-' 4.I trans. To divest of

apparel. 1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. N i, Perhaps
thou wilt say againe, I brought him not to beggery : did I

lame him ? did I vnparell him ?

UnpaTented,//'/. a. [Un-i 8 and Un-2 8.]

1. Deprived of the status of a parent.

1650 B. DiscoUiminium 38 Our Politicall Parents.. are

now unparented or civilly dead.

2. Deprived or destitute of a jjarent or parents.

x668 WiLKiNS ^^fl/C/mnii. xii. 295 C?r;*Aa« is un-parented.

1885 American X. 333 The unparented suggestion that each
newcomer should add a stone to the growing pile. 1897
Fortn. Rev. 1 Feb. 225 A family of five children, three

brothers and two sisters, unparented.
Un-Pari-sianized, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1858 Mrs. Gore

Heckington III. 160 The envy with which the still un-
Parisianiscd Lady Frere surveyed the boudoir furniture.

Unpa'rliament, v. (Un-^ 6 b.) 16^3 Prvnne Sov. Poivcr
Pari. IV. 24 Such a grand difference is there now.. between
the Irish Rebels,., who may do what they please. , ; and the

English (nowun-Parliamented) Parliament. 1648 E. Svm*
MONS Viftd. Chas. /, 382 They were once a true Parliament
.., but now they swarm so much in evils.. that they have
plainly un-parllamented themselves.

Unparliamentary, <z. (Un-1 7.)
16267*5. I Sp. in -^rd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 68/1, I am

come here to shew you your errors, and, as I may term ihemi
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unparliamentary proceedings in this Parliament, 1679
HoBBKs Behemoth 89 Ail Unparliamentary raising of Mony
upon the Subjects. 1701 Swift Contests Nobles ^ Comm.
V, Thai unparliamentary abuse of setting individuals upon
their shoulders who were hated by God and man. 1810

Sporting Mag. XXXV. 302 The Speaker stated, .that. .a

member had used unparliamentary language. 1876 Jevons
Logic prim. 18 A speech is unparliamentary when it does

not agree with the rules of parliamentary debate.

Hence Unparliamentarily adv., -arisiess.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. § 81 The Unpariiamentari-

ness of their Remonstrance. 1717 Bover Diet. Royal 11.

s. v., Unparliamentarily. a 1797 H. Walpolk Mem. Geo. II

(1847) II. ii. 55 The use that had been made of the sacred

name of the King, so often and so unparliamentarily,

XJnparrel, z'. AaiU. (Un-^ 4.)
i6«7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. \x. 41 For more haste

unparrell the mlzen yard and lanch it and thesaileouer her

Lee quarter. [1694 Motteux Rabelais v. x, We. .for more
haste unparrell'd the Misen yard, and lanch 'd it and the Sail

over her Lee-quarter.] 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Un-
parrel a Yard, (in Sea-Language) is to take off the Frames
call'd Parrels, that go round about the Masts.

t IJnpa'rreled, obs. var. Unparalleled/*//, a.

1639 W. H. Zarain Ago, (title-p.). With one Unparreled,

Cruell, Furious and Bioudy assault, made by the Turks.

1661 Boyle Physiol. Ess. (1669) 284 Another Author quoted
for writing an unparrel'd Story.

Unparriable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1813 Scott Let. in Lockhart (i8^g) IV, 91 A general reluc-

tance to allow that any danger is near, until it is almost
unparriable. 1826 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 393 How pretty

had it been to dally for a few passes, and then, utiparryable

as the Chevalier St. George, to pierce through heart and
back. 1836 in Russell Mem. Moore (1856) VIll. 275 A tone
of irony.., which., is the most unparryable. .weapon ever
directed against the [Church's] vitals.

Unpa'rroted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1817 Godwin Mande-
ville I. 207 She expressed herself with the greatest ease

;

her sentiments were unparrotted and unstudied. Unpar-
so*nical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1858 Motley Corr. (1889) 1. 232
[Kingsley] seems a good fellow, and entirely unparsonical.

1889 ' F. Anstev ' /'ar/a/t ill. i, A manner which was un-
parsonical, not to say secular. tUnpaTt,^'. Obsr^ [Un-'
o.] trans. To take apart. 1536 MS. Rawl. D, 7S0 fol. 73
Not only vpon . . framyng of one syde of the same brydge .

.

butt also aswell in vnpartyng the frame ayen.

nnpa'rtable,f7. (UN-i7b. Cf.lMPARTiBLKfl.i)
C1420 Wycli^te Bible Luke, Prol. i, Bi the entringe of

thegeneracioun of vndepariable \v.r. unpartablel God. c 1555
Habpsfield Divorce Hen. VUI (Camden) 248 This only con-

sent. .is thought to uphold. .tliis unparteable conversation

and living together. 1587 Goi.ding De Mornay xv. 272 That
the Soule is a life by it selfe, a life all in one, vnpartable.

i6xx Cotgr.) /wrfiV/i/i^/^,. .inseperable, vnpartable.

Hence Unpartalsleness.
1647 Hexham i. s.v. 1656 Blount, Individuality^ in-

separableness, unpartableness.
Unparta'ken, ;*//. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1807 Anna Seward

Lett.(\Z\\) VI. 379 The single solitary Wight, who, in every

one of these periodical olios, possesses his separate and un-
partaken department. Unparta'king, ///. a. (Un-' 10.)

1606 Daniel Queens Arcadia iv. i, And now hath sorrow
no worse plague I see, Then free and vnpartaking companie.

Unpa-rted, />//. a. (Un-i 8.)

1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc i. ii, When discent on one
alone Makes single and vnparted reigne to light. 1587
GoLDiNG De Mornay xv. 280 The one vniuersall capable
mind is and worketh whole and vnparted in euery man. 1613

Chapman Masque Inns Court Plays 1873 III. 116 Twinns
as of one age, so to one desire May both their bloods giue

an vnparted fire. 1648 Hexham ii, t>'/^^(/f^//, Vnparted, or

Vnshared. 1718 Prior Solomon 1. 183 iTie Object , . Becomes
mixt Slackness, or unparted Light.

Unpartial, a. [Un-i 7, 5 ^l
1. fa. Impartial, unbiassed, fair. Obs.
Very common from c 1590 to c 1660.

1579 W. Wilkinson Confitt. Fam. Love Bijbj Then must
the Judge sit vnparciall in. judgement place. 1593 Sidney's

Arcadia v. (1922) 201, I wayed the matter, .with most un-

partial! and farthest reach of reason. 1637 Hevwood Royall
King 29 Rendring withall a full satisfactory reason to any
unpartiall reader, why they are there, a 1662 Sanderson in

Walton Life (1796) 496 Upon the clear evidence of truth

and reason, after a serious and unpartial examination of the

grounds.

b. Free from inclination or fondness.

18^4 Thackeray B. Lyndon xv, The widow was not un-

partial to me.

2. Unrestricted, ample. 7'arer~^.

X787 Bentham De/. Usury xiii. 137 On the most unpartial

and extensive signification.

Hence Unpa'rtialuess.
^1639 W. Whatelev Prototypes 11. xxxii. (1640) 127 O

ignorant . . creatures that we be, let us beg more wisdi 'me and
unpartialnesse to our selves at Gods hand. 1661 Feltham
Resolves ii. xxvii. 237 Even in the unpartialness of War.
tUnpartia'Uty. Obs. (Un-> 12,5b.) 1579 W. Wilkin-

son Confut. Fatn. Love B ij, In vniformenes of hart and
vnpartialitye of minde. 1635 Hevwood Hierarchy iv. 232

Ovid speaking of the unpartialitie of the fatall Sisters.

tUnpa-rtially, adv. [Un-1 ii, 5 b.] Im-

partially. (Common 1610-50.)

1576 W. Rawely in Gascoigne Steele CI. Wks. 1910 II. 139

This Glasse of Steele unpartially doth shewe Abuyes all, to

fuch as in it looke. 1599 Sandys Europse Spec, (1629) 348

The truth.., which I haue sincerely and unpartially en-

deavored to deliver. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist, in, i. § 3 About

this time Doomes-day-book was made, . . unpartially done

with rigorous severity, a i66a Sanderson Cases Consc. ix.

(1678) 172 Advisedly and unpartially to weigh the benefits.

tUnpa'rtible,a. Obs.'^ [Un-';, 5b.] = UNPAHTABLEa.
c 1511 1st Eng. Bk. Avier. Introd. (Arb.) 32/1 We beleue in

god the father, in god the sonne, and in god the holy gooste.

The whyche b^ vnpartyble and one very god. Unpar-
ti'cipant, a. (Un.' 7.) 1866 Carlvle Remin, i. 282, I

strictly unparticipant, sitting silently apart till it was done.

tTNPASSING.

Unparti'cipate, a. [Un-' 7.] Not paiiicipant. i8a4

J. H. WiFFEN tr. Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered 11. xii. And
what if some be unparticipate In this new crime?

Unparticipatea, ppi. a. (Un-i 8.)

1678 CuDWORTn Intell. Syst. i. iv. 557 In all which several
Ranks of Being they supposed One First Universal, and Un-
participated,..and many Particular, or Participated Ones.
1781 CowpRR Friendship 125 Some, .are indeed a bog, that
bears Your unparticipated cares Unmov'd and without
quaking, a x8o6 H. K. White Time 563 Spirit, rear 'ITiy

flag on high 1—Invincible, and throned In unparticipated
might, 1821 Ijvbon Cain i. j, Creating worlds, to make
eternity Less burthensome to His immense existence And
unparticipated solitude !

Unparti-cipating, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1795 Coleridge
Lett, (1895) 148 An unparticipating propensity. 1817 —
Biog. Lit.xx. 11. 16 It is throughout as if a superior spirit..

were placing the whole before our view; himself meanwhile
unparticipating in the passions. 1831 Carlvle .^ar^ Res.
I. iii, He was a man so still and altogether unparticipating,
that to question him.. was a thing of more than usual
delicacy. Unparti'cipative, n. (Un-'?.) 1889WH1TTIER
Pr. IVks. III. 222 Deep down under the squalid exterior,

unparticipative in tlie.. recklessness of the criminal, there is

another self. Unparti'cular, a. (Un.' 7). 1828 L.Hunt
Byron ^- Contevip. 93 Written by as unparticular a fellow as

one should wish to see with a pair of scissors in his hand.
Unparti'cularized, p/l. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.J 18*3
Ueniham Not Paul 67 fime as well as place being left thus
unparticularized. Unparti'calarizing,///- a. (Un-' iq.)

X83S Willis Pencillings I. xii. 90 Tiie same lost unexamin-
ing, unparticularizing feeling which I cannot overcome in

this place. jUnpaTtied,///. «. C^^.-' [Un-' 8.] Un-
as.sisted, unsupported. 1641 Sir E. Dering Sp. on Relig. 63
They.. ought not to be bound up unheard, and unpartied.

tUnpa'rtingly, .Mft-. Obs.~^ [Un-' ii.] With close ad-

herence. 1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 44 J>at, vanite spisyd. .,

to trewlh vnpartyngly we draw. Unpartoo'k,^^. ^//^.
(Un-' 8 b.) 1836 Mrs. Browning Roui. Margret iv, That
dream, by that ladye, Is cartes unpartook. Unpa'rty.
(UN-'iab.) 1711 Peace in Divinity (title-p.), A Grave
Author of Middle and Unparty Principles. Unpa'SS, v.

(Un-^ 3.) 1605 Daniel Queen s Arcadia 694 Clo. Ves, sure,

My promise is already past. Tec. And if it be, 1 trust you
are so wise T'vnpasse the same againe for your ownc good.

TTnpassable, a. [Uk-i 7 b, 5 b.]

1. ^ Impassable a. Now diaL
Very common in 17th and 18th centuries.

*553 Brende Q.Curtius 132 In the daye time the countrey
is wild and vnpassable, when they can nether finde any trade
nor waye to go in. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 314
The riuer..is vnpa.ssable for any shallow it hath. 1649 ^

•

Roberts Clavis Bibl. 500 Waters, very deep and unpass-
able, a 1698 Temple Ess. Heroick Virt. Wks. 1720 1. 196
Vast and unpassable Mountains or Desarts. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe I. (GU)be) 263 A Grove of Trees,.. so thick, that it

was unpassable. X796 J. Moser Hermit ofCaucasus 1. 192
The caverns were rendered slippery, and nearly unpassable.

1838-31 Webster s.v., Unpassable roads. 1876-88 in Yks.
and Somerset glossaries.

+ b. As adv. Impassably. Obs.~~^

1631 LiTHGow Trav. ix. 390 The North side..beeing vn-

passable steepe.

2. Incapable of being transcended or exceeded.

1570 Dee Math. Prtf. 34 They can not prescribe, .certaine

vnpassable boundes. 1656 Jeanes F'uln. Christ 236 I'he

Scotists . .say farther, that the degree of Christ's grace was
unpassable even by Gods absolute power, a 1683 Oldham
Wks. (i686) 109 'Tis I..Who must newWorlds in Vice

descry, And fix the pillars of unpassable iniquity.

3. Of money : Incapable of being passed or

circnlated.

1664 in Aberdeen N. ^ Q. (1910) III. iog/2 Ther was some
tinpassable money in the poore box. 1696 J, Gary Ess. Coyn
10 The Trade of England was apparently slackened since

the Small Money was made unpassable, 1745 De Foe's

Eng. Tradesm. (1841) 1. xx. 1S8 A considerable quantity of

false and unpassable money. z828-3a Webster s.v., Un-
passable notes or coins.

Hence XTiipa*ssableness.

1657 R. LiGON Barbadoes 75 The unpassableness of the

wayes. 1674 Evelvn Navig. ff Comm. 34 Grave Authors,

who speak of the unpassableness of the Ocean. 1691 T.
H[ale] Acc. Nnv Invent, 26 Its unpassableness, not to the

Water, but to the Worm.
Unpa'ssageable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1593 R. D. Hypnero-

toiuachia 94 1 he ruggednesse of the vnpassageable moun-
taine Caucasus.

Unpassed, unpast,///. a. (Un-i 8, 5 d.)

1541 Aberdeen Reg. XVII. (Jam.), To returne hame on
past to the tryst. 15^7 Morlev Introd. Mns, To Rdr., Like
vnto a great Sea, which the further I entred into, the more
I sawe before niee vnpast. 1647 Cowley Mistress 115

Unpast Alps stop mee, out Tie cut through all, And march,

the Muses Hanniball. I177S Ash, Unpassed, Unpost.] 1849

Rock Ch. of Fathers 111. x. 477 The strong unpassed wall

between them and that defenceless town. 1884 Knowledge

4 July 6 Harriers as yet unpassed, and probably impassable.

tUnpa'ssen,///. rt. Obs.-^ [Un-' 8 b.] - prec. 1624 in

Capt. Smith i'irginia Pref, 4 Who loues to liue at home,

yet looke abroad, And know both passenand unpassen road.

-f-TTnpa-ssible.a.i Obs. [Un-I?.] Unpas.sable.
i398TREViSA/''avM. Z^^/* y?. xv. iii. (1495) Fiv 2 In many

places in y« vttermeste endes [of Assyria] for dystemperate
places y" londe is vnpassylile. [«775 AsH-l

tUnpa-ssible,«.2 obs. [UN-I7, 5 b.] = Im-

passible a.

Freq. as an attribute of the Deity.

c 1450 Mirour Snluacioun (Ro.\b.) 140 The gude mens
(bodies shall rise] fulle faire with out eend unpa<;sible. 1533
tr. Erasmus' Com. Crede 23, I beleue in God the father

almyghty vnuysyble and vnpassyble. 1587 Goldinc De
Mornay iii. 35 First substances, vnchaungeable and vn-

passible. 16*3 Lisle Ahc. yJ/(J«. (1638) 6 Christs body.,

neuer dieth henceforth : but is eternal, and vnpassible.

Unpa-ssing, ppi. a. (Un-1 io, 5 d + Passing

ppl.a. 1,3.)



UNPASSIONATB.
159* Sc. Acts, Jas, VI (1814) III. 531/1 The haill estaittis

..toremanein thistoun vnpassing furthofthesamyne. 1887
* H. YiKiA^M's.io-ii^ Scotland's Sake ixx^ h\\ unpnssing present
of passionless repose. 1903 W. Sharp in Life (1910) 357 It
deals ill a new way witli a subject of unpasslng interest.

Unpa'ssionate, ^. Nowrar^. [Un-I;, 5 b.]
Common from c 1600 to c 1660,

1. Not inrtuenced or swayed by passion or strong
feeling; calm, self-possessed: a. Of persons, dis-

position, etc.

"593 Sidney's Arcadia (1598) 439 That well appeased ges-
ture, vnpassionate nature bestoweth vpon mankind. 1604
'i'._ Wright Passions 11. i. 56 That which an vnpassionate
mind detested, a passionate soule most effectually pursueth.
1673 Cave Prim. Chr, 11. i. 5 We are to be of a meek and
unpassionate mind. 1747 Carte Hist, En^. I. 188 True
wisdom . . is ever cool and unpassionate wlien she takes a
resolution. 185a M. Ar-hold Summer Night ZoYf: Heavens,
whose pure dark regions . . though so great Are yet un-
troubled and unpassionate.

b. Of actions, feelings, etc.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. v. § 4 A calm, unpassionate,

and just assignation of dreadful punishment. 1610 Healey
St. Aug. Citie ofGod ^syi Gods unpassionate and unaltering
anger. 1683 E. Hookkr Pre/, Pordage's Mystic Div. 48
A prettie and unpassionate replie, that a Steward once made
to his angri Lord, xto* CAIather Magn, Chr. 11. ix. 29/1
He did with a very Unpassionate Aspect and Carriage then
say, Friends, I thank you all.

t2. Unprejudiced, impartial. Obs.
x6oa T. FiTZHKRBKRT v4/f»/. 6 But whether it be reason..

I leauc it to the iudgment of any indifferent & vnpassionate
man. a 1648 Digbv Priv. Mem. (1827) 243, I am sure you
will say, who are yet an indifferent and unpassionate judge,
that [etc.].

+ Unpa*ssionated,///.dt. Obs. [Un-'S.] =prec. i6n
Flobio, Spassionato, vnpassionated, sans passion. i66i
Glanvill Van. Dogm. 100 A set of misconceits, which are
..absurd to an unpassionated reason.

Unpassionately, adv, (Un-1 ii ; cf. Un-
passionate d.)

1648 EikoH Bas. iv. 24 Make us unpassionately to see the
light of Reason. 1661 Cowley Cromwell Wks. 1906 II. 366
Truely and unpassionately reflecting upon the advantages
of his person. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule C1717) 1. 44 Those
who unpassionately hear him, regard his ilystery as impor-
tunate Trifles.

Unpa'ssionateness. (Un-' 12.) i6iiCotgr. ,/;«/*««/.
W////, ..vnpassionatenesse. 1655 M. Casaubon Enthus. iii.

fi656) 159 Stoicks and Cynicks. .who. .chose to beg, and to
be trampled upon. ., to make good their profession of un-
passionatnesse. 16^3 O. Walker Educ. 205 If your election
be . made ..with indinerency,unpassionateness,and sincerity.

Unpa'ssioned, ///. a, [Un-1 8.] = Un-
passionate a.

a 1618 I. Davies (Heref.) Witte's Pitgr. Wks. (Grosart)
II. 48/2 O you vnpassiond peacefull Harts That with me
Hue secure in meane estate. 1678 Temple Let, Wks. 1720
II. 515 As unpassioned, and as uninteressed Concernment
in the.. Service ofmy Master, .as any Man can have, a 1764
Mrs. Carter in Mem.{\Zo%) II. 103 With calm seventy,
unpassion'd Age Detects the specious fallacies of Youth.
unpa-ssive, a. [Un-1 7,] f a. = Impassivb

a, I. Obs, b. Active.
s6oa Warner Alb. Eng. xiii. Ixxix. 336 Sufficeth vs to

know he is . . vnpasslue, vnmatertall, vncompounded, Infinite.

X768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (i834> II. 568 The principal of
those [hahits] are faith, and hope, and charity, ..unpassive
compliance, readiness to please, and easiness to be pleased.

Unpast, variant of Unpassed ppL a.

Unpa'Ste, v, (Un.' 3.) 1598 Flokio, Spas/nre, to vn-

Saste, to take away the paste or crust of any thing. 1668
;. Steele Husbandman*s Calling i. g Item, Spent each

day., in dressing, painting,., and three hours more at Night
in unpasting and undressing again. Unpa*stor» v.

(Un.' 6 b.) 1655 Fuller Ch, Hist. viii. iit. § 12 Preferring
rather willingly to un-Pastor. .themselves than to retain the
place, without the power.

Unpastoral, a. (Un-i 7.)
178a warto.w Roiuley Enq. 95 This very unpathetic and

unpastoral idea.., that 'the portcullis of the castle of his
heart was fallen '. i8ao Scott Monast. xxviii, The swain
cursed the nymph's bad humour with very unpastoral phrase
and emphasis. 1865 Ruskin Sesatne 45 The most unpastoral
(character] is, instead of feeding, to want to be fed.

Unpa'sturable, «. (Un-' 7 b.) 1796 W. H. Marshall
Planting II. 38 Plantations of Alders should, .be confined
to swampy, low, unpasturable places.

UzLpasturecL, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not led to pasture ; unfed.

1548 Elvot Impastus, vnfed, vnpastured, hungry. 1647
Hexham i, Wnpa&mr^d, onge^veydt. a 1800 Cowper Death
ofDamon 113 Go, go, my lambs, unpastur'd as ye are. iSjz
Shkllev Adonaisxxvii, Why didst thou.. Dare the unpas-
tured dragon in his den?
2. Not employed for pasture.

iSao Seiellev Prometh. Unb. 111. Ii. 49 It b the unpastured
sea hungering for calm. 187a Blackib Lays Highl. 3
Wandering,. o'er the wide unpastured sea,

Unpa'tched, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1814 Miss
MiTFOKU Village Ser. l I. 206 The ragged condition of those
unpatched shoes. 1875 [see Un-' 8J.

Unpa-tented, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1719 W. \^oovi Surv. Trade i6o An^ Land..that is un-
patented, or not granted to some particular Person. 1809
Malkin Gil Bias viii. ix. P2 Invested with full powers to

make the world his oyster, and leave nothing but the shell

to his unpatented competitors. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ.
IV. 13/1 Unpatented Inventions. 1903 IVestm. Gaz. 27 Aug.
2/2 The various patented and unpatented medicines of the

present day.

Unpa-thed, />/»/. a. (Un-^ 8.)

i6xK^HAKS. IVini. T. !V. iv. 578 A wild dedication of your
seluesTovnpath'd Waters,vndream'd Shores. i6a8 Feltham
Resolves ii.xxxvLm The lonelinesse of vnpathed Desarts.
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1671 Marten Voy. Spitzbergen in Ace. Sev, Late Voy. 11.

(1694) 30 She always keeps her strait way through these
unpathed Waves. iSga Q. Rev. Mar. 441 Three galleys.,
were sent across these unpathed waters. 1897 Bahing-
Gould Guaz/as xiv. He. .strode over the unpathed moor.

Unpathetic, a. (Un-i 7.)

[177s Ash.] 178a [see Unpastoral a.l, 1818 T. L. Pea-
cock Nightmare Abbey iv. We are all. .puppets of a blind
and unpathetic necessity. 1903 Times Lit. Supp. 16 Jan.
16/1 The not unpathetic image of a big.. ape.
Unpa-thwayed.rt. (UN-'g.) 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner

\\. 24 While she i oves . . Along thesmooth unpathwayed plain.

t Unpa'tience. Obs. [Un-I^ 12,5 b.] Lack of

patience ; impatience.
x-;^ Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 74oBe grucchyngge

and viipaciens and blasfemynge of god. ^1440 Jacob's
Well 94 pe sexte fote depe of wose in wretthe is vnpacyence.
Ibid., Vnpacyens is full of malyce. 1^83 Caxton Gold. Leg.
361 b/2 Neuertheles was neuer sene in her signe of unpa-
cyence but alwey swete wordes. 1549 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm, Par. Gal. i. 3 b. Lest any thynke that these my
wordes are spoken either of hastynes or of vnpacience. 1643

J. Steer tr. Exp. Chyrurg. ix. 43 By reason of the Childs
unpatiince I could not make the Medicine stay.

fUnpa-tiency. Obs, rare. [Un-1 12, 5 b.]

= prec.

1535 CovERDALE yuditk \\\\, 24 They that, .put them selues

fortn with vnpaciency and murmurynge agaynst God. 1558
Knox First Blast (Arb.) 14, I miglit adduce histories, prou-
ing..some for vnpaciencie to haue murthered them selues.

Vn^a'tienty a. Now dial. [Un-1 7, 5 b.]

Impatient.
c 1380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks, II. 268 pes ^at ben unpacient J)at

Goddis lawe ri^tid hem, 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolfs) II.

167 Ful vnpacient of pees, . . and wlatful of sleujje. a \\ts tr.

Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc, 22 If 3e be vnobedient and
vnpacient to my commandyngs. c 1483 Digby Myst. (1882)

IV. 948 Noihinge ragid he, ne was vnpaciente. 1560 Pil-
KINGTON Expos. Aggeus (1562) 37 The unpacient bearing of
[God's scourge], .when it comes, a 1^66 Sidhry Arcadia 1.

xii, Though he were very unpatient of long deliberations.

1607 Beaum. & Fl. Woman-Hater iii. i, Gond. Thou hadst
better bin a devill. Orian. Why my unpatient Lord ? 1651
Fuller's Abel Rediv.^ Calvin (1867) 1. 32 1 The commissioners,
unpatient of delay, assembled the people together, a 1704
T. Brown ^jj. ll'omenWks. 171 1 IV. 157, 1 see. .you are un-
patient to object against me. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M.
xiv. The men are. .so fiery and unpatient. 1886-96 in Lane,
and Durham glossaries.

t Unpa-tiently, ^^z'. Obs. [Un-i ii, 5 b.]

Impatiently.
c 1425 Orolog. Sapient. \. in Anglia^ X. 335/23 pat J>ou

take not vnpacientlye bat diuerse graciose visitacione. 1491
Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) i. cxi, 136/1 The sayd
Sirryens..bare full unpacyently that they were brought in

bondage. iS48Cranmer Cateck. 93 When such yong babes
do not lye softly.. they crie vnpatientlye, 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 186 It was manifest, .that their minds were
exceedingly molested, and tooke their repulse very unpa-
liently. 1610 Healey .S"/. Aug. Citie 0/God xix. iv. 759Cato
..would not haue done it but that he tooke Ca;sar's victory
so vnpatiently.

t Unpa'tientness. Obs. [Un-1 is, 5 b.]

Impatience.
1548 Cranmer Catech. 140 b, Their unpatientnes is en-

creaced bysuchaduersitie. 1587 Fleming CiJ«/?/. Holinshed
1 1 1. 1391 Parries exclamation of outrage and vnpatientnesse.
UnpatriaTchal. a. (Un-' 7.) 1859 W. H. Gregoky

Egypt I. 274 Jabbering and mumbling for a full hour in a
most imgodlike, unpatnarchal manner. Unpa*trimoxiiedy
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 178a Eliz. Blower Geo. Bateman I. 100
It is the misfortune of the unpatrimonied, that they can
only shew their feelings in words. Unpa'triot, v. (Un-^
fib.) 1738 Covtmon SenseW. 207, I fairly deliver him up
to Freeman and Company to unpatriot and revile as much
as they please,

TTnpatrio'tic, a. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

[1775 Ash.] i8a8 Carlyle Misc. (1840) 1. 363 TheFrench
wits of the period were as unpatriotic. 1853 Lvtton My
Novel xn. xxv, A captain.. undertook a long defence of
army and navy, from the unpatriotic aspersions of the pre-
ceding speakers.

Unpatrio'tically, adv, (Un-1 ii.)

i783TiARL Malmksbury Diaries fy Corr. II. 34 The cla-

mour, which was very unpatriotically indeed attempted to

be raised about it in Parliament. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d,
Pantph. I. 23 Of America it would ill beseem any English-
man. -.to speak unpatriotically, ifany of useven felt so._ 1861
Trollopb Tales All Countries vii. 273 Unpatriotically
acquiescent as to Ent;land's aristocratic propensities.

Unpa'triotism. (Un-' 12, 5 b.) tSi-j Black/riars Mag.
Jan. 2J5 In the desire. .lay the germ of unpatnotism, a for-

getting that they were Englishmen at all. [Freq, from
c 1905.] Unpa*troned, ///. a. (Un* 8.) 1741 War-
burtoh Div, Legal. II. Pref. p. xiv. This Disadvantage..
gave his first Volume, unpatroned and unfriended as it was,

so very kind a Reception.

Unpatronized, PpU a. (Un-i 8.)
i6ao J. Beale Ded. in Hieron^s Serm.y etc. I. if 2 The

author of this present volume, .left not only some members
of it vnpatroniz'd, but the whole frame without a generall
sustainer. i66i Rawlev Resuscitatio (ed. 2) Ded. a j. This
unpatroniz'd Booke. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 120 P 11

Unpatronized and unsupported, he cleared himself by the
openness of innocence. X814 Scott Wav. ii, The young
officer, .rose in the army with a raj)idity far surpassing the
usual pace of unpatronized professional merit. 1865 Mill
Repr. Goz't. vii. 158 Those who are desirous of voting for

unpatronized persons of merit.

TJnpattemed, Z;^/. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Unexampled, unequalled. Now arch.
x6ax Fletcher Thierry <$ Theod. iw. i, To bring forth a

second to your self. Was only worthy of my Virgin loss

;

And shouici I prize you less, unpattem'd Sir, Then being
exemplify'd ? 1641 Prynne Dioc. Prel. Tyr. \. 35 The un-
patternd compliency both of the Judges, and Court of Star-

UNPAYABLE.
Chamber. 1657 Bp. H. King Poems (1843) 48 What debt of
service I do truly ow To your unpattem'd self. 1899 Aca.
demy 28 Oct. 479/2 Old Sam Butler, most singular and un-
patterncd of satirists.

2. Not decorated with a pattern.

^'^fii^^aar 19 Dec. 658/1 The only rule seems to be that
the fabric must be unpatterned.
Unpau-nch, 7'. [UN-24.] = Paunch &.> 2. 1598FLOR10,

Smscerato, vnbowelled, vnpanched. 1603 — Montaigne \.

.xlyuL 159 To save themselves from the extreamiiie of the
cold, many advised to kil and vnpanch their horses, and
enter into their panches. i6aa Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman
d'Al/, I. 39 The old woman was vnpanching the belly of an
old rotten sheepe.

Unpau-perized,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1846 Worcestek (citing
Q. Rev.). 1896 W. D. HowELLS Impressions^ Experiences
135 It could not have been said tliat she was wholly unpau-
perised before she took it [sc. money].

Unpau'sing, ///. a. (Un-i io.)
1837 Lvtton Athens II. 371 Restless and unpausing

energy. 1857 Dufferin Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 334 Rag-
ing and bubbling up.., the unpausing wave sweeps on.
1898 G. Wvndham Poems Shakespeare 266 The pause in the
first line.. is heavily pointed to prepare for the unpausing
outburst of the last two.

Hence XTupau'singly adv.
1891 Athenmim 4 July 36/2 The brisk and stirring kind

[of story] that may be read unpausingly.

XJnpa-ve, v. fUn-2 4.] trans. To lift or re-
move the paving of (a street, etc.).

1598 Florio, Dimationare, to vnpaue, to vnbrick. x6a3
tr. Favine's Theat. Hon. v. i. 44 During that yeare, the
Primatiall Church . . had the Altars vnpaued . . and the Belles
vn-hung. x686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2\4j/2 Ihey have unpaved
the Streets. 1769 Falconer Did, Marine {1780) s.v. Water,
spout, 'Ihis whirlwindps].. general effects on houses were,.
forcing up the floors, and unpaving the rooms. x8a7 Hood
Don'tyou smellflre? iv, Here'sanice easy bit in the street,
That M'Adam has lately unpaved ! X859 Sala Tw. round
Clock (1861) 28, 1 might take one house and unroof it, one
street and unpaveit,

Unpa-ved,///. a. (Un- i 8.)
a 1533 Ld. Berneks Cold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) P v, O

Rome, I wepe not to see thystrcetes vnpaued, ..nor that the
battylmentes fall downe. X58S T. Washington tr. Nicho-
lay's Voy. 11. xviii. 51 b, A great and large place vnpaued.
X627 Hakewill.(4/<7/. il viL 123 The streetes of the citty
lying then vnpaued. 1741 tr. D'Argen's Chinese Lett, xiii,

82 If most of Its Streets were not crooked, narrow, rugged,
and generally unpav'd. 1805 Ann. Rev. III. 18 In Phila-
delphia the privies are unpaved. 1833 M. Scott Tom
Cringle xvi, VVe marched up through a hot, sandy, unpaved
street. 1884 Manch. Exam. 14 Nov. 5/6 'ihe roads were
all unpaved earth roads.

fig. 18*3 Byron Juan x. ii, The mode In which Sir Isaac
Newton could disclose Through the then unpaved stars the
turnpike road.

b. In allusive use: ^cf. Stoned/^/, a. 4),
x6xx Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. 34 It is a voyce in her cares

which Horse-haires, and Calues-guts, nor the voyce of vn-
paued Eunuch to boot, can neuer amend.
Unpavi'lioned, a. (Un-i 9.)
(1775 Ash.] X819 Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. 184 As the

bare, green hill.. Laughs with a thousand drops of sunny
water To the unpavilioned sky. 1839 G. Darley Nepenthe
1. 5 High on his unpavilioned throne The heaven's hot
tyrant sat alone.

Unpawn, v. (Un-2 3.)
X598 Florio, Disimpegnare, to vnpaune, to redeeme. 1636

Davenant Wits Wks. (1673) 169 We can't unpawn the Oaths
We left at the Bar for the last Reckoning. 1680 Lond, Gaz.
No. 1496/4 The Murderer.. having unpawn'd and changed
his Cloaths.

Unpawned, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1638 K. Baillie Lett. <5- Jmls, (1841) I. 58 Would it not

grieved them to see the subjects suffer by the relying upon
unpauned trust? 1639 Massinger Unnat.Combatiu. i, Tts
well I have one [suit] Unpawnd in these dayes. i7a8 Pope
Dune. I. 116 He roH'd his eyes that witness'd huge dismay,
Where yet unpawn'd, much learned lumber lay. 1909
Stacpoole Pools of Silence ii, The cigarettes and the un-
pawned banjo.

fUnpay, v?- Obs. [Un-1 14, 5 d,]

1. trans. To displease.

X340 Ayenb, 50 Glotounye ..is a vice J?et J»e dyeuel is

moche myde ypayd, and moche onpayji god.

2. To leave unpaid ; not to pay.
x^iS Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 409/1 At every viage..he

freiie and unpaying ony custumez may discharge and charge
[etcj. _xs4o Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 173 To. .poind the
personis for the rest of the taxt..of thame that hes vnpayit
thesamen. x697DELAPRVMEZ>/rt^y 16 Oct., Mr. Elways did
..grant unto his tennants. .all their land to be tithe free,

which they have unpay'd untill this lime.

fUnpay, £-.2 Obs,-'^ [Un-2 3.] tratts. To
undo, make good.
1597 Shaks, i Hen. IV, ii. L 133 Pay her the debt you owe

her, and vnpay the villany you haue done her.

Unpayable, a, [Un-^ 7 b, 5 b.]

1. Incapable of being paid : a. Of debts, etc.

X463 G. Ashby Prisoner s Refl. 44, I am put to vnpayable
det x6ix Cotgr., Insolvable, vnpayable, vnlikely to be
payed, X656 Earl ORHEKv/'«rMt«. iii. iv. 269, 1 finde my
scores of gratitude are as unpayable to the Krother, as those
of adoration are to the Sister. ^1716 South Serm, (1744)
X. 295 The debt of a thousand talents due to him from her,

yet by reason of this her great poverty, .utterly unpayable.
i899Mackail W. Morris ii. 27 The price is unpayable.

b. Of persons.
X856 Lever Martins of Cro' M. xxxi. 325 Our Club

(would] become only an asylum for unpayable tailors. x868
Carlyle in Mrs. C.'s Lett. (1883) I. 24 A poor creditor, un-
pa\*able, overheard Mrs. A. whispering, ' Let us keep '[etc.

2. Incapable of payinjT ; unremunerative.
x88o G. Sutherland Ta/iss Goldfields 50 The goldfields



UNPAYING.
were unpayable. 1896 in Morris Austral-Eiig. USgS) 487

Unpaj-able Lines. . . Of these [railways] 33 . .do not pay work,

ing expenses.

tJnpayingf,/:^/. a. (Un-1 io.)

i68a Drvden £>//. to AV>K'ing-
<J-

Queen 26 We've none so
1

great but their unpaying Masters. 1843 Svd. Smith Ar/ier.
\

Debts ii. P3, I am astonished that the honest States of
|

America do not draw a cordon sanitaire round their unpay-
'

ing brethren. 1894 D. Campbell Coleridge vi. 121 Which I

he spent much of his time inditing in the form of letters to
''

his unpaying correspondents

!

1

Unpayment. (Un.> 12.) 011578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron, Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 351, I know no cause quhairfoir,

hot that he discordit witht his persone ffor wnpayment of

his teindis.

Unpea'Ce. Now arch, [Un-1 13, prob. after

unfrith. (,Un-1 3). Cf. MDu. onpays, obs. Dn.

onpaais, Flem. onpeys (Kilian).] Absence of peace

;

dissension, itrife,

rtX3oo Cursor M. 414 He..sette J>am in haly palais, par

neuer mai be of pride unpais. Ibid. 13306 To man \>2>\

wroght neuer vn-pes. c 1380 Wvclif Sel, IVks. I. 250 Men
ben now redi to heeren of unpees, batailis, and strives.

\\zo-%M LvDG. Thebes in. 4260 Fell Ethyocles, Rote of vn-

reste and causer of vnpes. a 1470 Dives ^ Pauper (W. de

W. 1496) V. xvii. 219/1 He bad them absteyne them from

all tolcenesof unpacyence, of unpeas, and of ci-ueltee.

1876 Morris Sigurd 11. 89 Where unpeace and troubles

and the griefs of the soul abide. 1906 Mary Choi.mondely

Prisoners vi, There is an unpeace which passes understand-

ing also.

Unpeaceable, a. Now rare, [Un-i 7b.

Cf. UXPEACIBLE rt.J

1. Not disposed to peace ; contentions, turbulent.

c xsao M. NiSBET Jos. iii. 8 Naman may chastice the

toung, for it is ane vnpeceabile \Wyclif unpeslble] euile.

1570 Drant Serifu E vj b, What warres . . hath this foule

and vnpeaceable woman brought to passe ? 1608 Dod &
Cleaver Expos. Prov. ix-x. 86 If our hearts, .begin to grow
turbulent and unpeaceable. x68a Sec. Plea Nonconf. 66 The
Arrians were Calumniators of the Orthodox, and so are the

Papists, and unpeaceable Lutherans. x86o Ruskin Unto
this Last i, (i86z) 25 An unpeaceable and often irrational

person.

2. Characterized by want of peace or quiet.

a XS48 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, loi The lord Scales and his

company,.. together in an vnpeaceable fury, set on their

enemies. 1635 Brathwait Arcad, Pr. 55 We. .live both in

these factious and unpeaceable times. 1649 Milton Eikon.
xviii. 165 Suttle and unpeaceable designes. 170a Echard
Eccl. Hist. III. vi. 408 His scandalous, irregular and unpeace-

able Practices. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch V. 219 His un-

peaceable and unsalutary conduct.

Hence Unpea'ceaWeness, (Common c 1655-
c 1690.)
c 147s Citth. Angl. 277/2 Vn Pesseabilnes, impacieficia, .

.

inguietudOf proteruitas. 1651 Baxter /«;C Bafit. 246, I

would not have unpeaceableness and division to be encour-

aged. 1690 T, Burnet Theory Earth 11. 193 The disorders

of our passions, . . and the unpeaceableness of the world.

Unpea'ceably, adv. (Un-a ii ; cf. prec.)

1651 Baxter Inf.Bapt. 121 The most able may not un-

peaceably or intemperately contradict it. 17x7 De Foe
Mem. Ck. Scot, iil 16 It was alledged by the Persons that

were thus taken up,, .that they had not acted unpeaceably
or undutifully to his Majesty in any Thing,

t Unpea'ced, ///. a. Obs,— ^ [Un-^ 8.] Deprived of

peace; disquieted. ^1450 tr. De hnitatione iii, xlvii. 117

If \x>w sette by pes wi|> eny persone for J>in owne felyng &
lyvinge togidres, |>ou shalt be unstable & unpesed.

TJnpeaceful, a, (Un-i 7.)

x6ii Florio, Inpacifico, vnquiet, vnpeacefull. 1645 Milton
Tetrack. 80 Man or wife who hates in wedloc, is perpetually

unsociable, unpeacefull, or unduteous. 1647 Covlev Mistr.^

Wish iii, Eas'd of unpeaceful thoughts. 1734 Thomson
Liberty iv. 678 Immature, and red with glorious wounds,
Unpeaceful death their choice. 1797 Lamb * Alast ho^vani
I chang^ed' s^ The not unpeaceful evening of a day Made
black by morning storms. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude vl 76
Lofty elms.. Bestowed composure on a neighbourhood Un-
peaceful in itself. 1831 Arnold Let. in Stanley Life (1858)

I. 240 The violence of political quarrels seeming to be some-
thing shocking because it was so unpeaceful.

t Uupeaxible* a- In 4-5 vnpealble, -peia-

yble, -peysible. [Un-^ 7.] =» Unpeaceable a.

X3l8a Wyclif Jos. iii. 8 The tunge..is an vnt^uyet, or vn-
pesible, yuel thing. X388 ^ i Thess. v. 14 Britheren,..re-

preue ;e vnpesible men. X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiir.

xxvi. (Tollem. MS.), A criynge see and an unpesible is peril-

ouse. a 1400 Nem Test. (Panes) App. i, Jas. lii. 8 Tunge
no man may make tame, ful of vnpeisyble yuel. c 1430 Life
St. Katherine (1884) 52 Lest he schold be accused, .as wyk-
ked and vnpeysible. X482 Rolls ofParlt.W, 220/2 Manj[..
been of suchevill disposition and unpesible, that the Maier
..may not gyde. .the people.

Hence t Unpea'cibly adv. Ol>s.'~'^

a X400 Wyclijffite Bible 2 Thess. iii. 11 We han herdsumme
among 50U for to wandre inquyet,..or inpesibli \p.rr. vn-
pesiblely, vnpesibly; L. inquiete\.

Unpe*ccable, «. [Un* 7 b, s b.I Impeccable. x8i8
Bentham Ck. Eng, 333 Still, though never sinning, he was
not yet unpeccable.

Unpedantic, a, (Un-i 7.)
X796 BuRNEY Mevi. Metastasio II. 316 This essay is suffi-

cient to manifest., the solid, unpedantic cultivation of your
happy talents. x8a9 Lytton Devereux \. iv, He would
q>eak of courts and kings in an easy and unpedantic strain.

X840 Mill Dissert. Sf Disc. {1859) II. 41 [The Americans']
cast of mind is altogether unpedantic and practical.

Unpedestal, 2*. (UN-25.) Hence XTnpe-de-
stalled ///. a.

i8ai Tales Landlord^ Witch o/Glas Llyn II. 38 Force me
not to unpedestal you from the proud height to which my
adoring fancy has rabed you. X839 Lady Lytton Cheveley
(ed.2)I. xii. 278 He did not think.. there was any danger
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of George Sand's un-pedeslaling the. .Despinasscs of the

olden time, x88i T. Hardy Laodicean i\. iii, His well-

curved youthful form looked like an unpedestaled Dionysus.

Unpe-digreed, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

i8a7 Pollok Course T. vni. 90 Unscutcheoned all, Un-
crowned, unplumed, unhelmed, unpredigreed. 1879 Casselfs

Techn. Educ. IV. 246/2|The Yorkshire cow, or. .unpedigreed

shorthorn.

Unpeeled, ppl a. (Un-2 9.)
In Shaks. L. L. L. ii. 88 the Quarto has vnpeeled for un-

peopled of the Folio.

XS99 A. M. tr. Gadelhouer's Bk. Physicke 360/2 Take vn-

peeled Barlye,..and Misleden of Abiele,..with his leaues.

I7»S Fam. Diet. s.v. ^/r/<:<7<:^-/?w, Those [apricots] that are

over-ripe, whether peeled or unpeeled. 1750 G. Hughes
Barbados 182 If this unripe fruit [of the Papaw] when un-

peeled is boiled. X814 Southey Roderick xvin. 127 He.,
held a natural cross Of rudest form, unpeel'd, even as it

grew On the near oak that morn. X887 Molonky Forestry

W. Africa 361 Peeled Colocynth, and Mogador or Un-
peeled Colocynth.
Unpeerable, «. (Un-' 7b + pEERZ'.') 1604 Webster

Malcontent in. i, O unpeerable invention 1 rare

!

Unpee'red, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Unequalled,

unrivalled.
i6oa Marston Antonio's Rev. i. i. What a toplesse mount

Of unpeer'd mischiefe have these hands cast up ! 1636

Heywood Challenge I. i, Most unpeer'd Lady, that, not for

ten Worlds. 1795 Macneill Scotland's Scailh v. xii,

Roslin's banks, unpeered by ony. Save tlie muses' Haw-
thornden. 1855 Bailey Afjystic, etc. 152 Where's the castle,

that on yonder mountain piled Held the prince unpeered in

honour ?

Unpe'^, V, (UN-2 4b.)
i6oa Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 193 Vnpegge the Basket on the

houses top : Let the Birds flye. x6xx Cotcr., Declaveter, to

vnboult, vnpinne, vnpeg; loose from. X863 W. C. Baldwin
A/r. Hunting ii. 51 He at length charged against the side

of the tent, unpegging two of the ropes.

Unpe*eged, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) X697 View Penni Laius

253 Neither shall any suffer his swine to run in any such
Grounds or Woods unringed or unpegged.

Unpeisyble, var. Unpeaciblk a. Obs.

Unpen, [Ux-2 5. Cf. OE. onpenniany

and Unpend v^ trans. To let out of, release

from, a pen or enclosure.

a 1591 Greene fas. IV, iv. iii, The lamb is vnpent. the fox

shal preuaile, 1766 Blackstone Comni.\\. 395 If one ob-

structs another's antient windows, . . fouls his water, or unpens
or lets it out, &c. 1817 J. F. Pennie Royal Minstr. 11. 10

Young David from the fold His.. playful lambs unpenn'd.

x8«o Clare Poems (ed. 3) 127 The shepherd. .Unpens and
frees the captive sheep.

fig. x8i8 Keats Emiym. in. 2 There are . . who unpen Their
baaing vanities, to browse away [etc.].

Unpe'nal, a. (Un-' 7.) xG4x Clarendon Ess, Divine

<y Moral Tracts (1727) 213 It \sc. the Law] may render me
more potent to do hurt and injury, by making that damage
and injury unpenalto me. Unpe'nanced,///. a. (Un-' 8.)

1624 Middleton Game at Chess in. i, How dares your Pawn
unpenanced. .Appear in this assembly? Unpe*ncilled,
ppl. a, (Un-' 8.) i6a8 FELTHAM/f^-jo/f^J n. xxiii.76Thereis

no disposition, but hath a varnisht vizor, as well as an vnpen-

cill'd face. tUnpcnd, v. Obs."'^ [Un-* 3.] = Unpen v.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. i. 4 b, Poure out your force, . . your
headdes eche one vnpende, And from your open sprynges

your streames with flowyng waters send.

tUnpe-netrable, a. Obs. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

Impenetrable.
c 14C0 Found, St, Bartholomew's (1923) 17 As yt were

with an vnpenytrable scochyn wardid and defendyd. X581

J. Bell lladdon's Anmv. Osor. 187 b, God accordyng to his

unpenetrable counsell doth determine all thinges. X630

J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniltsse Pilgr, Wks. i. 129/2 The
Foundation and Walls are vnpenetrable, the Rampiers im-

pregnable. 165a G. Herbert Priest to the Temple xxxiv.

152 To them an unpenetrable rock, an unaccessible desert.

Unpcnetrated, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

[177S AsH.] X781 Pennant Hist. Quadrup. 1. 161 In some
of those remote parts.. unpenetrated yet by Europeans.

X831 C^arlyle Sart. Res. 11. viii, An American Backwocds-
man, who had to fell unpenetrated forests.^ x868 Milman
St. PauVs 160 The unpenetrated darkness of luiurity.

Unpc'netrating, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) X748 Richardson
Clarissa (1768) I. 217 This, frequently, the unpenetratiiig

world calls Humanity.

Unpe-nitent, a, ? Obs. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

XS46 Coverdalh Treatise on Lord's Supper Avb, The vn-

penitent herte of the persone whych receyueth it \sc. the

sacrament). X56a Pilkington Expos. Abdyas 128 It \sc.

absolution! is no more profitable thanne..the communion
is too an hypocrite or unpenitente sinner. X651 Hobbes
Leviath. in. xlii. 275 The Apostles had not the Power.. to

grant it [sc. Baptism] to the Un-penitent. x8oi Southey
Garci Ferrandez n, iv. Fearless, unpenitent, unblest.

Without a prayer they sunk to rest.

Unpenned,///. <».' [Un-'B.] Unwritten. X587TURBERV.
Trag. T, A iv b. My booke.-l send, ..Though reason willes

it rather left vnpend. 1594 R. Wilson Coblers Froph. ii. i.

yS Loath was I that vnpend one iote of this should goe.

npe*nned, ppl. a.^ [f. Unpen v.\ Let out of a pen.

1596 W. Smith Chloris viii, But I,. My vnpend flocke vnto

the mountaines led. Unpc'nnied, a. (Un-' 9.) x8aa

Lamb Elia i. Praise Chimney•Sweepers, This is saloop— .

.

the delight, and. .the envy, of the unpennied sweep. 1848
Clough Amours de Voy. 1. 132 To introduce at assemblies

To the unpennied cadets our cousins with excellent fortunes.

Unnensioned, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

XTiSPoPE Dunciad iii. 330 Gay dies unpension'd with

a hundred friends. 1733 — Hor. Sat. 11. L 116 Could..
I not strip the gilding offa knave, Unplac'd,unpension'd. . ?

1771 Ann. Reg., Chron. 203/1, I come here unplaced, un-
pensioned, to give my vote voluntarily. x8x7 Byron Mazeppa
IV, So sung his poets, all but one, Who, being unpensionM,
made a satire. x8^x Daily News 15 July 3/1 Some of the

unpensiuned survivors of the Crimean and of the Indian
Mutiny campaigns.

UNPEBCEIVED.
Unpe'nsioning,///. (I. (Un-' io.i 1853 Dickens Bleak

Ho. xl. An ungrateful and unpensioning country.

Unpe-nt,///. a. (Un-2 8.)

x8ao Shelley Prometh. Unb. i. 688 We make there our

liquid lair, Voyaging cloudlike and unpent Through the

boundless element. x86i Ld. Lytton & Fane Tannltauser

52 Nor e'er Bade unpent passion wildly start Through the

forced portals of thy heart. 1885-94 R. Bridges Eros <v

Psyche March xv, I'he hour When beauty, from its fleshy

bud unpent, Flaunts like the corol of a summer flower.

Unpeople, v. [Ujj-^ 4.]

1. trans. To divest or empty of people ; to

depopulate.
ax533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) K vj b,

Bycause thou hast vnpeopled the lanes and stretes of worke-
men and officers, and hast peopled it all about with infinite

vacaboundes. 1594 Kyd Cornelia iv. i. ic6 [Caesar] hath
vnpeopled most part of the earth. 1641 Milton Reform.
11. 60 They have unpeopl'd the Kingdome by expulsion of
so many thousands. 1685 N. Crouch Eng. Emp. Amer. \.

2 There is no such Torrid 2one where the heat is so noxious
as to unpeople any part of the Earth. 1768 Sterne Sent,

yourn., Paris, Thirty.five years, .have unpeopled her
dominions of the slaves of love. x8w> Byron Mar. Fal. in.

ii. 492 'Tis mine to sound the knell, and strike the blow,

Which shall unpeople many palaces. x86s W. G. Palgrave
Arabia II. 32S Systematic ill government can do more to

unpeople a land than.. the Black Death.
trans/, xjfia Black.more Creation vii. 40 That costly

banquets.. May crown thy table, ..Ransack the hills, ..The
lake unpeople, and despoil the flood. X781 Westm. Mag.
IX. 263 Now, to unpeople ev'ry brook, The long-neglected

mesh repairs.

b. fig. To divest or strip ^something.
i8a3 Chalmers Serm. I. iv. 114 When the business of

devotion is thus unpeopled of all its externals.

2. To divest of the status of a people.

1653 O. Sedgwick Doubting Believer 255 It is an un-
advised folly in the suspension of Gods favour, to unsonne
our selves, and unpeople our selves.

UnpeO'pled,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not popu-
lated ; uninhabited ; without people.
In some contexts perhaps influenced hy Unpeople v.

a 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxvih. xiv. He made them
waste their weary yeares Roaming in vain in that unpeopled
place. i6j7 Speed England xlv. § 7 This Hand so small,

.

and so vnpeopled and vnprofitable. 1667 Milton P.L. im,

497 The Paradise of Fools, to few unknown Long after, now
unpeopl'd, and untrod. 1737 Glover Leonidas iv. 638 What
sun rings to compensate, .for unpeopled realms, And all this

waste of nature? X774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 131 The
crocodile, .found in unpeopled countries. 1816 Wilson Cr/y

ofPlague III. i. 122 He loves the silence Of an unpeoples!

reign. 1839 Caklyle Chartism iv, Ireland will be burnt

into a black unpeopled field of ashes. 1887 Bowen Mnad
VI. 269 'i'he unpeopled realm of Death.

Unpeppered,///. a. (Uk-1 8.)

X648 Hexham 11, Ongepepert, Vnpeppred, or without
pepper. X814 Col.man Vagaries Vind. (1B18) 203 Ye Novel-

Readers !—such as relish most Plain Nature's feast, unpep.
per'd with a Ghost. 1846 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. II.

16/1 A plate of unpeppered cucumbers.

Unperceivable, a. [Un- ^ 7 b, 5 b.] Im-
perceptible.

a 1395 HvLTON Scala Perf n. viii. (W.deW. 1404), Thorugh
a pryue vnperceyuable worchyng of the holy ghost.

^
£ 1400

Love Bonaz'ent. Mirr. (1908) 290 In a moment, that ts in an
vnperceyuable short tyme. X603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii.

284 Who knowes not how vnperceivable the neighbourhood
betweene folly with the liveliest elevations of a free minde
is. X617 Moryson Itin. in. 45 Their motion, being made in

time vnperceiuable by vs. X709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 72
The particles of the. .vapours, which are themselves unper-

ceivable. X768-74 Tlxker Lt. Nat. (1834) 1. 619 The chain

of causes and eff^ects. .divides into so many unperceivable

threads. x8oi Monthly Mag. XII. 422 One of those French
reputations, which, when weighed in the European scale, is

almost unperceivable. a x88a 1". H. Green Proleg. Elthics

347 That God is as unimaginable as he is unperceivable.

Hence TJnpercel'vableness.
161 1 Florio, Imperccttibilita, vnperceiuablenesse.

Unpercei'vably, adv, [Un-i ii, 5 b: cf.

prec.J Imperceptibly.
a X395 Hylton Scala Perf. \i. viii. (W. de W. X494), How

it is wonderly & vnperceyuably chaunged..vnto the fayrnes

of an angell. 1603 Florio Montaigne in. iv. 500, I vnper*
ceauablie remooued those dolefull humours from hir. i65»s

Bp. Rochester Disc. Clergy 39 With the Scriptures.. their

Memories will unperceivably be filled. 17x5 Guardian No.
56, [TheyJ rolled their trains unperceivably beneath their

habits.

Unperceived, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. without being perceived or noticed. Occas.

const, by or of,

^1350 Will. Palernc 1676 pat noj^er clerk nor kni^t. .Schal
passe vnperceyued & pertiliche of-soujt, c 1400 Destr. Troy
86^7Achilles grippit a gret speire, . . Vnpersayuit of the prince

prikit hym to. 1533 More Apol, iii. Wks. 848/1 They would
..haue their falsefolies passe and rcpasse all vnperceiued,

1593 Shaks. Lucrecc loio The crow may..unperceiv'd fly

with the filth away. X667 Milton P. L. xi. 224 Hee alone

..took his way, Not unperceav'd of Adam, xtis Pope
Odyss. xxn. 194 Behind the felon unperceiv'd they ^ast.

X76o-7a H. Brooke FoolofQual. (iSog) III. i7Unperceived
of Harry, he displayed the bills to the company. 1834
Tail's Mag. I. 189/2 The intrenchment being cast up un*
perceived, m the middle of the night. X875 Jowett Plato
(ed.2) III. 67 Chance words .. which fall unperceived on the

reader's mind.

2. Not perceived ; unobserved.
c X500 Three Kings' Sons 84 Departid this yonge geniil-

man. .so secretly that he was vnperceyued. X58X Mulcaster
Positions xxxiii. 120 Galene also maketh the litle vnper-

ceiued, or for the smallnesse contemned, to be mother of all

illes. X665 Bovle Occas. Refi. iv. ix, Moisture, .convey'd

but by little and little.., and by unperceivd Passages, and



tTNPERCEIVEDLY.
vet. .able to impart Fertility. 1768 Boswkll Corsica p. xii.
Even the succession of Chiefs has been unperceived. 1790
Coleridge Progr, Vice 7 By unpercciv'd degrees she tempts
to stray, Till far from Virtue's path she leads the feet away.
1S4X is. Williams Baptistery 43 Time marks not Death
with unperceived tread Steal on behind. 1898 Lucv 13.

Walford Archdeacon 11. li, St. Andrews was unperceived,
and drew back, .disconcerted.

Hence TJnpercei'vedly adv.
1633 1.- Adams Exp. z Peter ii. 18 That they may not too

unperceivedly catch us, let me a little bare their hooke. 1663
Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. PItilos. 11. ,A.pp. 352 Sometimes in
filtration, some of the thinner parts of the oyl have unper-
ceivedly passed through the paper. X713 Dekham Pltysico.
Tkeol, III. iv. 78 Descending (though unperceivedly) gently
down.. to the Sea.
Unpercei ving, ppl. a. (Un-' la) 1723 Waterland

Sec. yindic. CiirisCs Divinity xxiii. 44S To make you at
length sensible of Two Things, about which you have been
hitherto very slow and unpercelving. 1803 Monthly Mae,
XIV. 490 For an idea to exist in an unperceiving thing is

a contradiction. Unpercei'vingness. (Un-' 12; or f.

prcc) 1685 Renwick 5r^«/., etc. (1776) 144 What unper.
ceivingness of temper is this? -fUnperce'ptable, a, [Un-'
7b.J = next. 1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc, Printing; xxiv.
P19 The small un-level lying of every Sheet, though un»
perceptable in a smalt number of Sheets,

t Unperce ptible, a. Ods, [Un-i 7, 5 b.]

Imperceptible ; unperceivable.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. ii, (BodL MS.), No|>ing

is more vncerleyne ^anne tyme, noting more vnperceptible.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Afor. 1086 The diversitie of good
things and evill is very small, and unperceptible by the
sen^e. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. i. J2 Matter. .unper-
ceptible to any of our Senses. 1683— Contn. Remark. Stor.
10 A tugging.. for his Sword by an invisible Hand. By
which, I suppose, is meant an unperceptible hand.

Unperce ptive, a. (Un-^ 7 b, 5 b.)

x668 ri. MoHS Div. Dial. ii. v. 197 Vou seem to forget
that the strokes of Nature levell not at particulars. For she
is an unperccptive Principle. 1691 Norris Pract. Disc. 171
His Affections.. are now become so unperccptive of any
thing but the. .relishes of the Animal Nature. 1768-74
Tucker Lt.Nat. (1834) I. 298 Those who have asserted that
..a perceptive being may be produced by a combination of
unperccptive principles. i88a St. yames' Gat. 30 March 3/a
He cut tt out| good man, being unperceptive of the conse-
quences.

Unpe'rcllf z*. [Un-2 5.] trans. To dislodge

from a perch. A\so Jig.

1570 LvLV Euphues (Arb.) 114 For honest recreation,. vse
hunting or haukeing, either rowse the Deere, or vnpearch
the Phcsant. 1646 Ckashaw Steps to Temple 27 Which
when I lose, o may at once my Tongue Lose this same
busie speaking art Vnpearcht, her vocall Arteries unstrung.

a 1659 UsBORse Observ, Turks Wks. (1673) 286 If he but
offers to tune his note contrary to the true Dialect of State,

be is straight unperched. 1716 M. Daviks Athen. Brit. I.

320 Divines, who never fail to endeavour to unperche that

good old Fox's well-meaning Book from its Post and Chain
in our Churches. 1734 Watts Reliq. Juv. 287 When . . walk-

ing through a Grove,.. we unperch'd a Squirrel and a Lark.

1846 Landor Exnm. Sheiks. Wks. II. 267/2 They never
have unperched me from my calling.

Hence UnpeTching vd/. sb.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. Prose Add. 161 The vnpearching
of other, should be fore-preach i'lgs to vs.

UnpeTched,/»/i/.rt. (Un-'S.) 173JM. Green r/^^r^j/Zo
116 Nloping like sick linnet. .Unperch'd, averse to fly or sing.

Unperegal, var, Unpauegal a. Obs,

Unperfect, a. Now rare. [Un-1 7, 5 b.]

1. Of persons : Imperfect in respect of nature,

conduct, or function.

dt i34oHamk)LE/*«. cxxxviii. isThousaghe mercifully m^
men, that ere vnjperfyt. C1380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. II. 45 pei

wercn yt unpernt, and Petir, after hit Crist was risun,.,

synnede many weyes. x40b Jack Upland in Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. ao Certes .. it seemeth that yee be unperfect.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. xiv. 560 Vnperfit men cumbrid tti

her freeInes..ou3ten chese ful ofte the. .surer good to hem
bifore the vnsurer good. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par.
Heb. II As the vnperfiter priesthood geueth place vnto the

perfiter. 1594 Carew Uuarte's Exam. IVits xiv. 252 A man
vnperfect and void of the gifts of nature. 1617 AIoryson
Ittn. II. 79 The wisest Counsels.. are vncertaine, and the
wisest men vnperfect. a i6a8 F. Grevil Sidney (1652) 13

What marvail can it be, if these lacobs and Esaus strive.

.

as well before as after they come out of such erring and un-
perfect wombes? 1766 A. Nicol Poems 14 O, Heavens!
deliver me . . From one that's thriftless, nasty, unperfeit.

b. Inexpert, unskilled ; not properly trained or

practised ; not thoroughly up in one's part.

f 1440 Gesta Rom, xliil. 170 (Harl. MS.), They wer..vn-
perfite of the crafte, or vncunnynge in the mystery, c 1470
Henry Wallace iv. 736 Rycht wnperfyt I am of Venus play.

154s AscMAU Toxoph. (Arb.) 20, I beyng an vnperfyte
shoter. 1577-82 Breton Ploorish upon Pancie To Yng.
Gentlemen, 1 was., in a place vnknowne. .vnperfect to re-

turne the waye 1 went, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxiii. i As an
vnperfect actor on the stage, Who with his feare is put besides
his part.

2. Not brought to perfection or completeness
;

left unfinished, incomplete, or defective ; not full in

number, etc. : a. Of material things.
138X WycLiF Ps. cxxxviii. 16 Myn vnparfit thing se^en

thin e^en. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. i. (Bodl.

MS.), In some trene ^je [humourej is vnsufficiaunte and vn-
perfecte. c 1449 Pecock Repr, 11. ix. 193 The sympler and
vnperfiter and lasse representing ymage. 1483 Act i Ric. ///,

c. 8 Preamble, WoUen clothes., unperfite and deceyvably
made. 1535 Coverdale /K;W, iv. sThe vnparfectebraunches
shalbe broken, a 1568 Aschah Scholem. (Arb.) 142 Plautus
and Terence, with a litle rude vnperfit pamflet of the cider

Cato. 1604 T. Wright Passions Ep. Ded., 'I'he vncorrccted
copie.. of three., was most vnperfit. i6a6 Bacon .Sy/ra § 546
Mushroomcs..are likewise an unperfect Plant. 1683 Moxon

Vol. X.

289

Meek. ExtrCy Printing 8 Some Trades are, .sooner sold off,

which renders the remainder of the un-sold Exercises un-
perfect. 1858 H. Bushnell Nat. 4- Supernat, xi. (1864) 342
The world., was made, including man, as a thing necessarily
unperfect.

b. Of qualities, concepts, etc,

f 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 302 A fool. .bryngil> in a newe
ordre |?at is bot>e heuy & vnperfi?!. 1387 Thevisa Higden
(Rolls) V. 53 He dcde oon dede ^at semede of unperfi^t
witte. c 1475 Partenay 5225 The pope assoiled hym ther
benyngly, When [he] declared hade hys dedes vnperfight.

*S35 Coverdale i Cor, xiii. 9 Our knowlege is vnparfecte,

and our prophecienge is vnparfecte. 1551 T. Wilson /.o^'A^

H iiij, An halfe argument, is an argument vnperfect. 1607
HiERON Wks. I. 150 Nurses.. doe babble with them in their

owne stammering and vnperfite language. 16x4 Raleigh
Hist. World III. xii. 145 Taking vpon themselues the main-
tenance of the peace, .which Agesilaus..had left vnperfect.

1656 Sanderson Sertn. (1689) 537 The sencc hangeth un.
perfect unless we take in the former verse.

tUnpe-rfect, v, Obs, [UN-^3.] irans. To
render imperfect.

1548 Geste Pr, Masse C vii, To renew the sayde sacryfyce
is vtterlye to vnperfyt, & disable it quite a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia iii. v. The dressing of her haire and apparell..left
to a neglected chaunce, which yet coulde no more unperfect
her perfections, than a Die.. could loose his squarcnesse.

Unpe*rfected,///. a. (,Un-i 8, 5 b.)

a 1513 Fabyan Ckron. vii. 491 By reason of which, .trewes
the hostes were deseuercd, and the ende of y* warre vnpar-
fyted. c 154* Surrey in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 29 A mark,
the which (vnparfited, for time) Some may approche, but
neuer none shall hit. 16*5 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis
v. X. 363 The bustnesse yet stands well ; the alliance unper-
fected; Argenis unmarried. 1657 W. Rand tr. Gassendi's
Life Peirtsc 11. 192 He never willingly left anything unper-
fected. i7i6-»o Lett. Jr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) 1. 308 These..
arc but half Gentlemen, . . debased, unperfected things. 1864
^^arfrr No. 86. 219^2 An unperfected sketch. 1891 Farrar
Darkn. ^ Dawn xU, Shall any germ of good in man's soul
perish unperfected ?

tUnperfc'ction. Obs. [Un-' 12, 5 b.) Imperfection.
^1380 Wyclif Sel, Wks, III. 402 When unpcrfeccioun is

putt upon God. 1388 — Ecclus, xxxviii. 31 He sclial

3yue his herte in to the perfourmyng of werkes ; and bi his
wakyng he schal ourne vnperfeccioun. c 1535 Nisbet A'. T.
(S.T.S.J III. 344 Christ. .now dealis with us daylye, sufier-

yngourvnperfectiounn. t Unperfextive, n. (Un-'^, 5 b.)

1704 NoBRis ideal World 11. vi. 320 A pure and unmingled
darkness, being.. so very unperfective of our natures, Ibid.
xii. 476 The knowledge of an unperfective object.

tUnpeTfectly, oiiv. Obs. [Un-i 11,5 b.]

Imperfectly.

1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. xxix. (Rodl. MS.),
Whanne it [mt. light] comeJ> into fatte mater it is inperfitelich

[1495 vnperfyghtly] ifongc & schedej* hym t>erinne vnper-
fitelich and seme)> derke withoute. c 1449 Pecock Repr, v.

XV. 564 It is no nede forto seie ther of eny thing vnperfitli

and vnfully and iherfore vnsauorili here. 1483 Act 1 Ric/t,

///, c 8 Preamble, Wollen Clothes.. unperfitly made and
deceyvably wrought. 155* Latimer Serm. Lord's Prayer
vi. (1562) 47 b, We bcleue vnperfectly, we loue vnperfectly,

we suffec vnperfectly..; ana so al thinges that we do, ar
done imperfectly. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. 579
Besydes this, we se here vnpcrfitly. 1639 Gentilis Servita's
Inquis. (1655) 20 Yet was it not put to execution according
to the EinptTours mind, but onely unperfcctly.

Unpexrfectness. Now rare. [Un-1 13,5 b.]

Imperfection.
o. a\j%^ProsePs.CTKXxv\\\. ispynejensenmynvnparfitncs.
X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 5 Art, sciens and lawe al

were i-falle, . , but pe mercy of God had i-ordyned vs oflettres

in remedie of vnparfijtnesse of mankynde. c 1449 Pecock
RePr. 111. xi. 349 As he which ofte and niiche synned, and
as he which knewe his vnperfitnes. a 1568 Ascham Scholem,
II. (Arb.) 144 Cicero him selfe doth complaine of this vnper-
fitnes, but more plainly Quintilian.

p. 1543 Necessary Doctrine e ii, These workes..for as
moch as they be done in the faith of Cbriste, . . theyr vnper-
fectnes is supplied. 1548 Cranmer Catech. 220 b, Althoughe
he doth oftentimes ouercome sinne, yet this is a great vn-
perfcctenes, y* he dothe it not willingly. 1625 Donne Senn.
669 If there had not been unbeliefe, weaknesse, unperfect-
nessc in that Faith. 1661 Rust Origen's Opin. 72 Seeing
what.. was likely to be the lot of some of tnem from the

necessary unperfectness of their Natures. 1900 Mary
Kingslev Mem, in G. H. Kingsley Sp.

<J-
Trav. vii. 193 In

the very unperfectness of that specimen.

Unpcrfla-ted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) i8aa-7 Good Study
Med, (1829) II. 203 Confined and unperflated barracks.

Unpe*rforate, a. (Un-' 7.J = next. 17x3 Cheselden
Anat. (1722) 224 'i'he Edges of thb growing together, it

continued uii perforate.

Unpe-rforated, //>/. a. (Un-1 8, 5 b.)

1676Tl. More Remarks 153 It will be hard then to find

any evasion if the inward Vessel ascend not as it does when
the bottom is unperforated. 17*6 Monro Anat. 113 The
posterior unperforated Part cf the Lamella. 1833 }. Hol.
LAND Manuf. Metal II. 196 An unperforated iron plate.

1884 BowKR & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 328 Very oblique,

fibrously thickened (unperforated f) end-surfaces.

UnperfoTmable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 1674 O. Walker,
etc. Paraphr. EP. St. Paul {i^t^) 7 An unperformable sup-

position. 1818 IJentham Ch. Eng. 238 The unperformable
obligation actually taken upon themselves by the Sponsors.

t Unperfo'rmance. Obs. [Un-' 12.] Non-performance.
1608 HiERON Defence iii. 138 Kneeling .. is altogether acci-

dental! and uncerteync, and so, by consequence, liable to

an unperformance.

Unperfo-nued, ppi. a. (Un-i 8.)

1443 Roils of Parlt. V. 57/2 It may be founden ..that

parcell therof \sc. a will] . . remayneth unperfourmede and
not executed. 1483 Ibid. VI. 261/1 So that the said last

Wille. .shall reste unpcrfourmed. 1573 Daus tr. Bullinger
on Apoc. loi b, He shall most fully accomplish such thynges
as we sec as yet vnperformed. 1591 Hakington Orl. Pur.
XXVI. XXXV. 208/a Merlin,. , by his passing wit, Set here (as

yet) their vnperformed deeds, f i6xz Chapman Iliad i. 59

ITNPEEMITTED.
If unperformed vows He blames in us. 1651 Baxter Inf.
Bapt. 308 That condition which is of necessity to the end,
though some accidentals be unperformed. 1750 Chesterf.
Lei. 8 Jan., They have done feats, .unperformed by others.

1849 FitzGerald Lett.U^^g) 1. 107 A large bill for service
unperformed. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. 11. 41 Yet is the enter-
prise for which we came still unperformed.
UnperloTming. vbl. sb. (Un-' 13.) 1645 Milton

Tetrach. 31 No fals dealing, or unperforming should be
thrust upon men without redre.ss, ifthe covnant bee so divine.

Unperforming,//'/. «. (Un-i io.)
1670 Drydhn Conq. Granada \. Epil., Vet, though he

much has failed, he begs, to-day, You will excuse his un.
performing play. 1706 Watts Horat Lyrics II. 205 Ye
vulgar charms of eyes and ears, Ye unperforming promisers !

174a Melmoth Pitzcsborne Lett. (1749) 153 You., have
placed in strong contraste their successful industry, with
our unperforming ignorance. 1765 Goldsm. Ess. ii. Wks.
(Globe) 288/2 The public has been so often imposed upon
by the unperforming promises of others. 1824 Lamb Elia
\\. Capt. Jackson, Vou. .reeled under the potency of bis un-
performing Bacchanalian encouragements.

Unperfumed, ppl. a. (^Un-i 8.)
1706 I'HiLLiPS (ed. Kersey), Inodorous, that is without

Scent,.. unperfumed. 1784 Cowper Task 111. 732 Are not
wholesome airs, though unperfum'd By roses,.. To be pre-
ferr'd to smoke? x8<So Farrar Orig. Lang. i. i Uttering
things simple, and unperfumed.

Unperilons, a. (Un-1 7.)
i6ai in Kempfe Losely MSS. (1836) 455 [A] not unpleasant

waye, though not unperilous. i6a8 Feltham Resolves 11.

xii. 33 The secure depths, in the most vnperillous Channell.
X805 WoKDSw. Prelude v. 234 Where had we been . . If in
the season of unperilous choice.. We bad been followed !

XB47 Emilv Bronte Wuthering H-Jghts xxxiii, Temperate
mode of living, and unperilous occupations. *

Unperishable, a. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

1548 Udall Erastn. Par, Luke iii. 33 b, He that hath
thi oughly conceiued the fyer of charitee & loue vnperishable.
Z664 Incei.o Bentw. iff Ur. 11, vi. 366 The unperishable
nature of the Soul. 1677 Yakranton Eng, Improv. 23 I'he
Moneys will h^ lent., upon unperishable Commodities.
X7ia Spect, No. 537 P7 A contemplation on the unperishable
part of his nature. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. % 93 The
stone here , . was . . unperishable by the efi'ects of weather.
z8s4 Godwin Hist. Commiv. I. 425 A king . . has an unperish-
able advantage over a popular assembly. 1858 Birch Anc.
Pottery II. 396 The glyptic and graphic arts only exist in
their later forms as exercised on unperishable materials.

Hence TTupe'rishableness.
2648 Jenkvn Blind Guide 48 This position . .ofa sin.pie and

absolute unperishablenesse. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)
II. 679 The spirituality and unperishableness of the soul.

Unpe-rished,/'//. a. (Un-i 8.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2460 He cast be course what shuld

come after, Shuld neuer purpos vnperisshit be put to a yssu.
ci4a5 Wyntoun Cron. v. xi. 3016 We ask .. ^our help at
cure cete And we may als vnperistbe. 1531 Elyot Gov-
IM. vi, He presumed, that faythe beinge obserued un-
perisshed, sbulde please all mighty god aboue all thinges.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 331 Any oeastes whose skynnea
theydesyretosauevnperysshed. i6a4CAi*T. Smith I'irginia
V. 198 The hull though . . in the water, they found vnperishcd.

16^ T. Froysell Cah Opportunity 39 The sweet smelling
spices of his lovely life . . will imbalme him, and keep him
unperisht in your thoughts many years. 1720 Poi'E Iliad
XXIII. 402 Yon aged trunk . ., Or hardy fir, unperish'd with
the rains. 1857 Kuskin Pol. Econ. Art 146 You can help
some genius yet unperished.

Unpe'rishing,///. a. (Un-1 io.)
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. in. vi. 15B b, Ordeyned to

lieauenly incorruption and an vnperishing crowne. 1709
Shaftesb. Charac.W. 371 Mighty Being !..Unperishing in
Grace, and of undecaying Youth ! 1789 Cowper Annus
^Umorabilis 15 Deeds of unperishin^ renown. C1800
Coleridge On a Cataract i Unperishmg youth 1 Thou
leapest from forth The cell of thy hidden nativity. 285s
hiLLitiGS BaronialA ntiq. Scot,, Dunblattell. i The Romans
have left unperislung memorials of their far-reaching energy,
Unpcriwigged, a. (Un-' 9.) 1779 R. Graves Euphro~

sine iijB^) II. iio Would'st thou enraptured nature's charm
behold,. .Un-painted and un-peiiwig'd survey?

UnpeTJured,/^/. a. (Un-^S.)
aiyoo Drvden (J.), Thou can'st not die unperjur'd. And

leave an unaccomptish'd love behind. i8oa-z2 Bentkau
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 382 They or he remain un-
perjured, all the others perjured. 1827 Pollok Course T,

V. 523 Days When, on the glittering dews of orient life,

Shone sunshine hopes, unfailed, unperjured then.

UupeTmanency. (Un-' 12, 5 b ; cf. next.) 1864 R. F.

Burton Mission io Geleie 1 1. 197 'J'he unpermanency of the

half-breed, and the frequency of sterile marriages amongst
mulattos.

Unpe'rmanent, a. (Un- i
7, 5 b.)

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. ii. 160/2 AH the world
may well be cai'd a Boat, 'J ost on the troublous waues of
discontent, All subject vnto change vnpermanent. x668
H. More Div. Dial. iv. xiii. 56 Because it was so short and
unpermanent the Prophecy seems to take no express notice

of it. X748 RiCHAUDSON Clarissa III. 362 Who would not,

..to preserve so many essentials, give up so light, so un-
permanent a pleasure? 1788 D. Gilson Serm, Pract, Subj,
I. 9 The splendors he . . pursued, have been found both
unreal and unpermanent. 1804-^ Blake Select. Milton^
Los 5 Not one moment Of Time is lost, nor one event of
Space unpermanent.
Unpermeable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) [1775 Ash.] x8j7
Montgomkry Pelican Isl. in. 159 Where uiipermeable
foliage made Midnight at noon. Unpermi'SSiblfr, a.

(Un-" 7, 5 b.) I1775 Ash.] 1871 Athenxum 14 Jan. 57 The
presence of man is held to be unpermissible.

Unpermi*tted,///.a. (Un-i 8.)

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas ii. i. Eden 306 Now Heav'ns
etcrnall all-fore-seeing King .. Thought good .. That he
\sc. man] should never taste fruits un-perniitted. 1777
Potter JEschylus^ Seven Chiefs 180 Murd'rous is the rage
that fires thee To deeds of death, to unpermitted blo<^.

x8io H. P. Fobster Ess. Princ. Sanskrit Gram, Introd. p.
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UNPERMIXED.
xu, My friend, . . I trust, will excuse this unpermitted mention

of his name. 1851 Cablyle Sieriin^ 1. xv, A rash, false,

unwise and uni>ermitted step.

Unpermi'xed, //A a. (Un-' 8.) ciS4S G, Wishart
Con/, Faith in Misc. lyodraw .S^t. (1844) 14 Christ . . hauynge
two natures unperm;^'xte. 1577 tr. Bullingers Dccadts

1097/2 Where I haue intreated of one person, and of bothe

natures in Christ vnpermixed. UnpeTpetrated,///. a,

{Un.» 8.) x8ix Lamb Traj^. Shaks. W ks. 1908 1. 136 The
painful anxiety about the act, the natural longing to prevent

It while it yet seems unperpetrated.

Unperple'x, v, (Ux-2 3.)
<z 1631 Donne Pocms^ Extasie 29 This Extasie doth un-

perplcx (We said) and tell us what we love. x66s J.
Sergeant Stire Footing 205, I believe you are in some
wonderment . . ; I shall endeavour to unperplex you. a 1711

Ken EdmundVott. Wks. 1721 II. 238 O Father I you can
unperplex my Mind. 1819 Kkats Lamia 1. 192 Not one
hour old, yet of sciential brain To unperplex bliss from its

neighbour pain.

unperplezed,///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not puzzled or made uncertain.

1558 Phaer Mneid. vi. Qjb, Proud minds vnperplext

Reioysing vile in sinne. a 15^ Sidney Arcadia iii. iv,

Desiring her (whose thoughts were unperplexed) to use for

bis sake., intercession, a 1711 Ken Urania Poet. Wks.
1721 IV. 452 With Jndgment unperplex'd [she] Reviews the

Text. 17*8 Young Love Fame v. 263 Bless'd \\ith health,

with busmess unperplex'd. i8a4 Campbell Theodric loa

Hers was the brow, in trials unperplexed, That cheered the

sad. 1838 Mrs. Browning To M. R. Mitford 10 Thou art

unperplext,..To preach a sermon on so known a textl

2. Not involved or intricate.

1653 Walton Angler \. 31 That good, i^lain, unpcrplext

Catechism, that is printed with the old service book. £'1698

Locke Cond. Und. § 39 Simple, unperplexed proposition

belonging to the matter in hand. 1754 A. Murphy Gray's-

Inn JrnL No. 104, My Arrangement has been grammatically
just, unperplexed and clear. ? i8ia Wordsw. Waterfo^vl
13 Progress intricate Yet unperplexed, as if one spirit swayed
Their indefatigable flight. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel 317
The unperplexed simple pleading.

Unpe'rsecuted, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) 164a Milton ApoU
Smect. II Since I dare not wish to passe this life un-

persecuted of slanderous tongues. UnpeTsecutive, a.

(Un-' 7.) 1664 H. More Apology 540 Whose _errours..are

.. themselves of a peaceable and uiipersecutive Temper.
Unpersevcrance. (Un-' 12.) C1449 Pecock Repr.w.
vii. T77 Vnstable vnconstaunce and variaunce and vn-
perseueraunce. UnpcTSonable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1633
Holland Cyrupaedia 46 A man for his body not unperson-
able, and in regard of his minde, seeming no ignoble and
base pesant.

UnpeTBonal, a. and sb, [Un-1 7, 12,5 b.]

•j-a. = Impersonal adj., sb, i. b. Not personal.

1530 Palsgr. 83 Of verbes . . some be parsonal, and some be
unparsonals. loid^ 614 This verbe. .is ever u;;ed as an un-
parsonal. 1891 Cent. Diet., Unpersonal^ not personal ; not
intended to apply to the person addressed, as a remark.

Unpersona'lity. (Un-' 12.) x88i S. Lanier English
Nm>el (1883) 91 As the third feature of the unpersonality
revealed in this play, consider the fact that [etc.],

Unperso'nified, P(>L a. (Un-' 8.) [1773 Ash.] i8as
Coleridge Aids Rijl. 82 An obscure impersonation of what
the Atheist receives unpcrsonified under the name of Fate
or Nature. Unperspl'CUOUS, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) [1775
Ash.] 1804 Ranken Hist, France ni. iv. III. 312 Their
unclassica), often barbarous, and unperspicuous Latin. 1834
Southey in Corr, w. C. Bowles (1881) 294 Is not that

evidence .. of its exuberant fancy, its richness of diction,

unperspicuous as it is. Unperspi'rable, a. (Un-' 7 b.)

01735 Arquthnot (J.). Bile is tlie most unperspirable of
animal fluids. UnperspiTing, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) _ i88i

T. Maclagan Rheujnatism 5 In acute gout the skin is dry
and unpersplring.

Unpersuadable, ff- [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

f 1. Not removable by persuasion. Obs.'~^

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia i, xv, Who (finding his sisters un-
perswadeable melancholy. ,) bad for a time left her court.

2. Not susceptible to persuasion ; obstinate.

i6ii Florid, Inpersuadihile^ vnperswadable. 1647 Trapp
Conift. Col, iii. 6 Unperswadablc, uncounsellable persons,

that regard not good courses. 1668 Howe Bless. Righteous
xil 210 They., are utterly unperswadable towards God.
1748 Richardson Clarissa I. 48 A mind, till now, not
thought either unpersuadable or ungenerous !_ 1817 T. L.

Peacock Meltncourt xxi, After a certain period of life.,

men in general become perfectly unpersuadable to all prac-

tical purposes. 1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt, xviii. vii. V. 149
Deploring that sad mistake ; but unpersuadable to stand,

and try amendment of it.

absol. 1685 Bax rER raraphr. N. T. Matt. iii. 12 He will

burn the unbeHevcrs and unperswadable as chaff.

Hence tJupersua'dabieness.
1615 BvFiKLD Expos. Colos. 111. 6 They will not be per-

suaded by the. .servants of God ; and so they are children
of unpersuadableness. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T, Acts
xxi. 14 His resolution and unperswadableness. 1748
RicHARusoN Clarissa II. 57 Resentment and unpersuad-
ableness are not natural to you. J786 A. Gib Sacr. Contempl,
306 Children of disobedience, of unpersuadableness.

Unpersuaded, ///. a. (Un-i 3.)

'S34 Moke Com/, agst. Trib. iii. xix. Wks. 12^1/1 If you
had assented in woordes and in your mynde departed un-
perswaded. 1570 Dee Math. Pre/ 10 Who can remaine..
vnpersuaded, to loue. .the excellent Science of Arithmetike?
X709 Stanhope Paraphr, IV. 63 The present stupidity of
lni> unpersuaded Man. X777 Dodd Let. to yohnson 33
May in Boswell^ Not a soul could be left unconvinced and
unpersuaded. 1818 Shelley Rosal. ^ Helen 648 His very
festures touched to tears The unpersuaded tyrant, never
3 moved before. 188a Farrar Early Chr. I. 540 Myriads

of Jewish Christians remained secretly unpersuaded.
Hence TTnpersna'deduess.
1617 AiNswoKTH Annot. Ps. Iviii. 5 The serpent Python.,

noteih .. the unperswadednes which this Pj>alm showeth to
be naturally in that beast.

290

t Unpersiia'sibleness, -sua'sion. Ohs. (Un-^ 12.)

a 1684 Leiuhton CotJi, i Pet. n. 7 Uhe word here us'd for

disobedience, sis^nifies properly unpersuasion : . . We are

Children of disobedience, or unpersuasibleness.

Unpersuasive, a, i^Un-I y.)

1748 KiCHAKusoN Clarissa (1811) V. 207, I traversed the

room, and bit my unpersuasive lips .. for vexation. 1783
Blair Lect. II. 122 Th.it argumentative manner, bordering

on the dry and unpersuasive, which is ., the character of

English Sermons. 1847 F. W. Newman Nist. Hebrew
Mon. ix. 328 In his own town of Anathoth, .. Ids \sc. Jere-

miah's] extreme youth would make him unpersuasive to his

neighbours. 1905 Holman-Hust rT-e-Raphaeiitisin II.

419 Actuality, without which all painting is characterless

and unpersuasive.

Hence TTnpersua*sively adv.

1855 Pusey Doctr. Real Presence 347 So not unpersiiasively

might it be said on tliis passage. 1865 G^oskkt Laiubs all

S^e 106, 1 have indeed wiitten poorly and vnpersuasively.

t Unpertai'ning, ///. a, Obs.—'^ (Un-1 10.) C1449
Pecock Repr. v. xiii. 552 Vsis and expendingis vnper-

teynyng to tho religiouns and to her persoones.

+ Unpe'rtinent, a, Obs. (Un-i 7, 5 b.)

f 1380 Wyclif Sel. lyks. II. 388 In general crede ben
conteyned many treu}jis )>at us nedijj not to dispute, but
bilevc hem as unpertinent. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 72 To warn
men to fle in weddmgis couetous lustis, and pride, and swilk

o)jer vices vnpertinent to t>e rnariage. c 1445 Pecock Donet
206 Maters vnpertinent to ^e maters of \>\ preising and
preiyng. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 439 This cuntrouersie

. . is vnpertinent to this cause. 1598 Flokio, Inpertinentet

vnpertinent, not fit, not belonging.

Hence fUnpeTtinently adv. Ohs."^
*: 1449 Pecock /C^/iT*. iv. iv. 441 Ellis this clausuL.hadde

be seid vnpertynently and vnhangingli fro the matcris of
the clausulis folewing.

Unpertu-rbed, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1420-22 Lydg. Thebes ii. 1714 That he . . Myght allone
regnen in quiete ;.. Vnperturbed of Polymyte his brother.

1611 CoTGR., Impassible,, .vnpassionate, vnperturbed. 1671
R. MacWard Trtie Non-con/ 389 What in the ordinary
and unperturbed condition of things would be accounted.,

an usurpation. 1674 Boyi.k Excell. The-d. n, iii. 150 The
great plenty of unperturbed light that is reflected from
snow. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxvi, The King,., unper-

turbed by the.. violent gestures of the Duke. 1876 Geo.
Eliot Dan. Der. vi, His own love seemed a guarantee of

hers, since it was one with the unperturbed delight, in her
image.

Hence UnpertuTlaedness.
\^^t Hale Coniempl. 11. (1677) 149 Nothing so much

gratifies an ill Tongue, as when it finds an angry hearer:

nor nothing so much disappoints and vexeth it as Calmness
and Unperturbedness. 1867 Legge Con/ucius zt^ A calm
unperturbed ness may be attained.

Unperu'sed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1533 in Strype Eccl.

Mem. (1721) HI. App. iii. 6 His letters, which .. we have
sent you here unperused by us. 160s Bacon Adv, Leant.
11. xxiii. § 6 He burned Sertorius papers unperused. Un-
perva'ded, ppl. a. (Un-> 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1852 H.
Rogers Eel. Faith 388 That the Old Jestament is unper-

vaded by any distinct traces of expectations of a future life.

UnpervCTSe, a. (Un-' 7.) 1868 Bkowning Ring 9f Bk.
VII. 545 Either you have prayed him unperverse, Or I have
talked him back into his wits. UnperveTt, v. (Un-^ 3.)

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. x. iv. § 64 His wife could never be
unperverted again, but perished in her Judaism. 1768
Sterne Sent. Joiim., Paris, 1 declare I had the credit all

over Paris of unperverting Madame de V**«.

ITnperve'rted,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

j6s3 W. Ramesey Astj-ol. Restored 203 So long as God
upholdeth the order and course of Nature unperverted.

1674 Coke & Davis England's Independency (litle-p.),

Those who are yet unperverted to the Court or Churcli of
Rome. 1782 J. Scott Poet. IVks, 4 Pleasing vestiges . . Of
unperverted Nature's golden reign. 1838 Keble Ser/ii. ix.

(1848) 238 What unperverted conscience can fail to see the
offence? 1871 Fraser Li/e (/Berkeley ix. 352 He was un-
perverted by controversial theology.

Unpe'stered,///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1588 T. P. tr. Orders Span. Fleet in Harl. Misc. (i 744I 1. 1 14

That all soldiers have their room clean, and unpestered of
chests, and other things. 1598 Barret Theor, ll^arres 103 It

is a place of armes, and is to bee left free and vnpestered
foronely the battell when it is to be set. 1824 Mactaggart
Gallovid. Encycl, C1876J 233 Unpestered, sequestered, Deep
hidden I lemain.
Unpeti'tioned, ///. «, (Un-' 8.) 1675 Crowne Calisto

IV, Inou hast pleas'd me so, My favors unpetition'd I'll

bestow. Unpe'trified, ///. a. (Un-' 8) 1646 Sir T.

Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. gi All Corall is not hard, and in

many concreted plants some parts remaine unpetrified.

173s Thomson Liberty iii. 208 Their generous hearts, Un-
petrify 'd by Self, so naked lay. .that [etc.]. Unpe'trify,
V. (Un-^ 3.) 181S Hist. y. Decastro iv. 22 This unpetrified

the waiter, who seized a poker to drive her out of the bouse.

1838 Robertson Let. in lirooke Li/e (1863J I. 40 We all

agreed that the distance of eighteen miles had a marvellous
eltect in unpetrifying us.

Unpe-tticoated,///. a. (Un-^ 8.)

1846 Browning Lett. (1899) II. 321 Flush [the dog] hates

all unpetticoated people. 1848 A. Hekbkkt in Todd Irish

Nennius Notes p. Ivii, The unpetticoated government of

their Milesian wives.

+XTnpeysible : see Unpeacible a, Obs.
Unphilanthro'pic, a. (Un-I 7.) 1831 Carlvi.e Sa>t.

Res. II. iv, I have heard affirmed, .by not unphilanthropic
persons, that [etc. 1- Unphilo'sopber. (Un-' 12.) 1829
Carlyle Misc.iiZ^o) II. 2:9 'j'he English Uiiphilosopher

believes it without demonstration. Unpliiloso'phic, a.

(Un-' 7.) 1776 Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 189 'I'hose censures,

which unphilosophic severity may throw on him. 1834 De
QuiNCEY Autob. Sk. Wks. 1853 I. 349 It would be unphilo-

sophic to say, that [etc.].

tTnpliilosopliical, a. (Un i
7.)

1649 ^IILTON Eikon. vi. 57 Straining her wise dictates to

un-philosophicall purposes. 1656 Cowlby Davideis i. Note

UNPICKED.
X, One of the most unphilosophical opinions In all Aristotle.

1696 J.Edwards Exist. Sf Provid.God i. 31 This i?. unphilo-

sophical, and therefore we mayjustiy look upon the argument
drawn from it as so too. 1771 Encycl. Brit. 1. 652/1 The
very supposition, .must be unphilosophical, whimsical, and
absurd. 1847 Helps Friends in C. 1. i. 5 A man more
fierce and unphilosophical in the pursuit of it I never saw,
1862 GouLBURN Educ. li'orlti 30 Surely this statement is

both unphilosophical and unscriptural.

absol. 1877 Laing Bacon's Philos. E.xam, 15 The minds
of the unphilosophical.

Hence Unphiloso'pMcaJnesa.
1687 NoRRis Coll. Misc. (1699) 169 The unphilosophicalnesi

of this their Hypothesis,

Uuphiloso'pliically, adv. (Un-1 h.)
1674 R. GouiRKV Inj. 4- Ab. Physic 179, I should not

easily have believed that any Physician had been.. so un-
philosophically bred, as to ascribe the cure of Diseases to
the Devil. 1705 Clarke Unch. Obligat. Nat. Relig. (1716)

278 These latter indeed, explained themselves very weakly
and unphilosophically. z.'j'jZPhil. Trans. LXVill. 814 An
experiment thus loosely and unphilosophically made, 1830
Mackintosh Eth. Philos. \\'ks. 1846 J. 203 Believing un-
philosophically, as well as dangerously, that there can be
any measure.. so useful [etc.]. 1854 James Ticonderoga
111. 43 Sometimes. .Woodchuck would talk, neither un-
philosophically, nor unlearnedly,..upon a life to come.

Unphilo'sophize, v. (Un-^ 3.) 1713 Pope Let. to Caryll
14 Aug., Our passions, our interests, flow in upon us, and
unphilosophise us into mere mortals. Unphilo'sopbized,
ppl. a. (On-' 8.) 1828-32 Webster s.v., Unphilusophized
revelation. 1900 F. H. Stoddard Evol. Eng. Novel 156
The honest, unbiassed, unphilosophized portrayal of life-

conditions. Unphlebotomized,///. a. (Un-' 8.) [177s
Ash.] 1791 [see Unfilled///. a?\.

Unplioiie'tic, a, (Un-i 7.)
1857X0. Campbell Chie/ Justices III. xlviii. 153 A word

of two syllables without any unphonetic consonants. 1879
Encycl. Brit. IX. 634/2 French orthography is now quite as

traditional and unphonetic as English. 1888 [see next].

Hence Unphone'ticuess.
x888 Sweet Hist. Eng. Sounds 68 Unphoneticness is mainly

the result of the retention of originally phonetic spellings

after they have become unphonetic through sound-change.

Unphra'sed,///. a, (Un-1 8.)

1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Religious Stoic 145 He furnishM
only to the other Prophets the mater and subject unphrased.
1891 Meredith One 0/ our Cong, xxxiii, That was the
thought, unrevolved, unphrased, all but unconscious.

Unphysical, a. (Un-i 7.)

'593 Nasme Christ's 'P. V iij b, In another corner, enhabit-
eth a Phisilion and a Coniuerer, who. .can coniure vp an vn-
phisicall drabbe at all times. x'jfr^Museum Rust. I. 364 It

will not contribute to the encrease. .of the root, in the un-
physical or over heavy manner in which I have seen it done,

1874 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879) II, ix. 151 His notions
of motion were entirely unphysical. 1885 Century Mag.
XXIX. 953 Probably no unphysical argument addressed to

genuine dynamiters would be likely to have any powerful
effect.

So XTnphy'slcally adv,
X782 Eliz. Blower Geo. Bateman I. 230, I cannot believe

you would act so unphysically as to walk out clad so loosely.

Unphy-sicked, ppU a. (Un-I 8.)
^1596 Sir T. I\Iore m. ii. 233 Tliis is noe age for poets..;

And, as great subiects of ther pen decay, Even so vnphi-
sickt they doe melt away. 1641 Howell Poem Rgyal
(1650) I 3, Free limbs, unphysic'd health, due appetite,

Which no sauce else but Hunger may excite, 1691 Cotton
in Aubrey's Lclt.,^ic. (1813) i. 20, I enjoy at present so firm

and an unphysick'd health, that 1 hope to do somewhat
before I die.

Unphysiolo'gical, a. (Un-^ 7.) [1775 Ash.] 1859
AuASSiz Ess. Classification 288 An entirely unphysiological
principle. 1898 P. Manson f^op. Diseases xii. 202 Im-
paired by disease, or by trying unphysiological conditions.

Unpi'ck, z'. Also 4-5 -pike, -pyke. [UN-^g.]

fl. trafts. To pick (a lock) ; to undo (a door)

in til is way. Also^^. Obs.

1377 Langl. p. pi. B. xin. 368 Atte laste I stale it, Or pryui-

liche his purse slioke, vnpiked hislokkes. 1390 GowerC*"//".
II. 347 Ek fulofte he goth a nyht..And with his craft the
dore unpiketh. ^1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. iio3(MS.
Reg. 17, D v i). He dremethe theves come in, And on his

coffres knokke, . .And some of hem unpyke withe a sotelle

gynne. 1433 Lydg St. Edmund in. 1201 Another [thief]

be^y. .To vnpyke lokys. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Kent ii,

(1662J 76 Cunning his hands, who could unpick the Cabinets
in the Popes Conclave.

2. To undo the sewing of (a garment, etc.) ; to

take out (stitches). Also in fig. context.

[1775 Ash.) 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. x. p 14, I unpiuked
bis pillow, where I found, .fifty crowns. 1842 Mrs. Brown-
ing Grk. Chr. Poets iii. Wks. (1904) 612 Was it not enough .

.

that he was turned onte, like her own cast imperial mantle,

. . but that he must be unpicked again by Eudocia. . ? 1856
Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. vii, Ethel sat down. .and began
to assist in unpickini^ the merino.
absol. 1890 A'', df Q' 5 July 12/2 While we boys * unpicked ',

the bigger girls would sew the patchwork covers,

TTnpi ckable, a. (Un i
7 b.)

i6iaBEAUM. & Fl. Coxcomb ii. ii. Not a door open now,
but double barr'd ; - and their locks impickable. 1863 Catal.

Internal. Exhib, II. No. 5993, The so-called ' unpickable

'

locks. 1869 Mrs. Whitney We Girls xii, She put her prin-

ciples into her unpickaole pocket.

Unpixked,///. a. [Un-1 S.]

1. Not picked out or selected; not freed from

what is of inferior quality.

1587 Palfrevman Baldwin's Mor. Philos. To Rdr. (1600)

B ij b, Some curious or scornfull person finding it vnpicked,

emptie, barren of eloquence. 1641 Milton Prel. Episc. 3

Whatsoever time, or the lieedlesse hand ofblind chance, hath

drawne down.. in her huge dragnet, wliether Fish, or Sea-

weed, Shells, or Shrubbs, unpickt, unchoseu. iy6sMuseum



TJNPICKET.

Rust. IV. 384 A small sample of each kind of seed, certified

..to have been taken indifferently and unpicked out of the
gross quantity gathered. 1830 M. Donovan Dovi.Econ. I.

277 An inferior quality of wine will be afforded by unpicked
clusters. 1887 in Moloney Forestry VV. Africa 135 I n a rough
state unpicked, but simply roughly.. sifted, It sells for ^45
tOj^6o per ton.

2. Not gathered or culled.

'597 Shaks. 2 Hen. II', 11. iv. 397 Now comes in the
sweetest MorseU of the night, and wee must hence, and
leaue it vnpickt. zGia Parkes Curtain-Drawer 4 Then
Tobacco was an Indian, vnpickt and vnpiped, now made
the common luy-bush of luxury.

3. Not unfastened or opened ; not rifled or robbed.
Also in fig. context.
1598 Greene yas, IV, i. ii, I cannot abide, .a fat capon

vncaru'd, a full purse vnpickt. a 1704 T. Brown Laconics
Wks. 1711 IV. 2 How is It possible, .for a Woman to keep
her Cabinet unpick'd, when every Rascal has got a Key to 't ?

+ 4. Without incision. Obs.—^
_ 1605 J. Mosan ly^irtzung's Geru Pract. Phys. 420 Bathing
in sweet water is very profitable. So are also boxing cups set
vnpickt vpon the sides, whereby to extract all windinesse.

Unpicket, v. (Un-» 3.) 1839 Alison Hist. Eur. VII.
lij. 191 Before,. the horses in many places [could be] un-
picketted, the British dragoons were upon them, Uapl'ck-
eted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) i860 Tristram Gt. Sahara xvi.

270 A large coiirryard, where picketed horses, unpicketed
mules, . .jostled in hopeless confusion. Unpi'ckled, ppl,a
(Un-' 8.) i6ao Venner Via Recta vii. 132 'I'he greene..
Cucumbers preserued in a pickle., are much better then
those that are eaten., vnpickled. 1757 W. Thompson J?. N.
Advoc. 9 Pickled, unpickled, and undralned Casks rolled

away together.

TTnpictorial, a. (Un-1 7.)
i86o I. Taylor Spir. Heb, Poetry (1873) 80 Giving to the

aerial aspect of Palestine that clear, sharp, and unpictorial
visibility which is now its characteristic. 1884 ipth Cent,
Alay 813 The idea., was of the most unpictorial kind.

Hence trnpicto'rially adv,
01864 Hawthorne Avter, Note-bks. (1879) II. 168 He

dresses very, .unpictorially. 1887 Hisses Holidayon Road
308 Outlined unpictorially sharp against the sky.

Unpicturability. (Un-' 12.) 1887 Duke of Argyll in
Mem, (i^) II. 525 The multiplicity of motions, .resulting,
to my mind, in the same ' unpicturability'.

Unpi'Cturable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Z-rc/. (1859) ~ I. xxxv. 31a Objects
so difierent as the images of sense and the unpicturable
notions of intelligence. 1888 J. Martineau Stud. Relig.
11.337 By a mixture of the two, an insertion ofunpicturable
power between the successive picturable things,

Unplctured,///.rt. (Un-'8.) [1775 Ash.] i875Brown<
ING Aristopk. Apol. 8^ The hero of each painted monster—
o Suggesting the unpictured perfect shape.

TJnpictnresque, a. (Un-i 7.)

175)1 W. GiLpm Forest Scenery I, 54 The walnut is not an
unpicttiresque tree. iSai Craig Led. Drawing, etc. v. 301
It mieht be supposed that stone lying in regular layers,
woula be unpicturesque. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks,
Ser. 1.(1873) 229 Looked at on the outside, New England
history is dry and unpicturesque.

Hence Unplctare'sqnely adv.^ -ness.
1840 PoE Domain ArnheiniWks. 1864 I. 394 Our disorder

may seem order—our unpicturesqueness piciuresque. 1876
* Annie Thomas' Blotted out viii, My hair has been unpic-
turesquely out of order,,

Unpie'ced, ppl. a. (Un-' 8, 3 ) 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg,
331 b/2 His vestement..he ware.. so long that it was broken
& unpeced.

Unpie'rceable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

x6oo Fairi-ax 7"ajso XX. Ixvi, Is he then vnpearceable..
That neither force nor foe he needes regard ? i6ix Cotgr.,
/«y*tf//^/ra^/^, , . vnpierceable. i8ox Southey TJialaba \\.

viii, O'er the two remaining lives A cloud unpierceable had
risen. 1841} Mangan Poems (1903) 76 Conal's unpierceable
shirt of mail.

UnpieTced, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

1^3 B. Barnes /V^/«j(Grosart) 95 Thine hart ofAdamant,
which none can wound : Thine eye of Adamant, vnpercea
found. 1607 Chapman Buss^ eCAmbois v. ii, Counsels (as

your entrails) Should be unpierc'd and sound kept. 1633 P.
Fletcher Purple Isl, vi. xxix, Such is this famous Prince,
such his unpierced beam. 1744 Thomson Autumn 852
Where, unpierc'd by Frost, the Cavern sweats. 1759 Phil,
Trans. LI. ^77 The leaves on each side of the foil were
pierced, while the foil itself remained unpierced. i86a
Lytton Str, Story II. 192 My dark guess into the Shadow-
land unpierced by Philosophy. 1864 J. H. Foley in Willis
& Clark Cambridge (i886) III. 223 An arch, unpierced,..
making, .a shallow recess.

UnpieTcing, >//.«. (Un-' 10.) 1768-74 Tuckbr/:^AW,
(1834) I. 512 Our unpiercing optics reaching a very little way
into the chain of events around us. Unpi'Cty. Obs.—^
(Un-' 12, 5 b.] Impiety. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theol, \\. 1^2
Some (children] the Parents apostatizing educate in Heresie
or unpiety themselves. Unpi'gmented, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

1887 Lubbock in Linn. Soc. frnl., Zool. XX. 124 It is,

however, easy to imagine that in unpigmented animals.,
the light might act directly on the nervous system. 1898 P.
Manson Trop. Diseases ii. 49 The earlier unpigmented
phase lof the malaria parasite], t Unpi'ked, ppl. a.

Obs. [Un-' 8: see Picked ppl. a, 2.J Untrimmed. 154a
Udall Erasm. APoph, 80 b, He brought theim foorth vn-
kembed, and vnpiked, . . bare foote and bare-leggued.

tTnpl'le, V, [Un-^ 3, 5.] trans. To demolish
(a pile or heap); to remove from a pile. Also absol.

16x1 CoTGR., Desamasser, to vnheape, vnpile. I7<>a Comnt.
yrnl, XLVII. 363/1 The Expcnce of piling, unpiling, &c.
&c. as is practised in His Majesty's Yards. 1847 Infantry
Man. (1854) 27 Unpile Arms. At the word Unpile, the whole
advance their right feet. 1871 Miss Vongs Cameos II. 281
The English began to unpile the fearful heaps of dead.

UnpHfered, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1844 Lowell
Prometheus ngS That spirit which doth ever brood . .on the
anpilfered nest Ofman's deep heart. ^ Unpi'llaged,///. a,

(Un-^ 8.) X7S3 Glover Boadicia 1. 1, Did not Prasutagus .

.
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On your insatiate emperor bestow Half of his rich posses-
sions, vainly deeming, The rest might pass unpillag'd to his
children? Unpi'Uared, ;*//. a. [U.n-' 8 and Un-^ 8.]

Not furnished with, deprived of, pillars. 1706 Watts Horx
Lyricxl,-jj Ihou bulky globe,. .That hangs unpillar'd in

an empty space 1 1738 Pope Dune, 111. 107 See, the Cirque
falls, th' unpillar'd Temple nods.

t Unpi-lled, ///. a.i Obs. [Un-I 8 + Pill v.^]

1. Unpeeled.
1538 /«z'- ^. Gebon o/Sutterton, Line. (MS.), Hempe vn-

pillid and flaxe vnswyngled. 156a Phaer Aineid C c iv,

An vnshapen bunchy speare with barke unpilde. 1639 T.
de Gray Expert Farrier 232 Beate the garlicke unpillcd in

a stone morter.

2. Not robbed or plundered.
1577Dee General^ Rare Mem. 4 Their Marchantlike Ships

. .may, in our Seas. ., pas quietly vnpilled, vnspoyled, and
vntaken by Pyrates. 1580 AV^. Privy Council Scot. III. 308
The remanent guidis. .left unpilleit within the samin schip.

Unpilled, />/. a.^ (Un-' S + Pillt'.^) 1791 Huddesford
Sal/nai^. 140 No Doctor feed, no regimen advised, UnpilI'd,
unpouliic'd, unphlebotomiz'd !

Unpi-llowed, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

1634 AIiLTON Co'itus 355 Perhaps . . 'gainst the rugged bark
of som broad Elm [she] Leans her unpillow'd head. 165a
Benlowes Theoph, xii. Ixxii, We there, on grassy tufied
tapestries.. Leaning unpillow'd heads, view Nature's ants
and bees. 1868 Geo. Eliot Span. Gipsy 177 In carved
dark-oaken chair, unpiilowed, sleeps.. a small man.

Unpiloted, ///. a, (Un- i 8.)
[i77SAsH.] X794 Coleridge iWA (1895)122 Launching our

frail and unpiloted bark on a rough sea of anxieties. 1820
Shelley iVitch Atl. Ixiii, We, the weak mariners of that
wide lake,.. Our course unpiloted and starless make O'er
its_wide surface. 1853 C. Bronte Viilettexxxv, You see me
void ofaffection and religion,, .unpiloted by principle or faith.unpit

4]TXnpi'ii, z*. [Un-2 3
1. trans. To withdraw the pin or bolt of (a

door) ; to unbolt.
13. . Coer de L. 4212 On schal dwelle the clos withinne,

The gate to unschette and unpynne, And stylly to unschette
the lok. X377 Langl. P. PI, B. xi. 108 pe porter vnpynned
J)C 5ate. Ibid, xx. 328, CX400 Beryn 484 *Away, dogg,
with evil deth,' quod he, \2X was within, And made hym al

redy, ihedorrto vnpyn. a 1547 Surrey ^""wr/if 11.328 Sinon
. . Let fourth the Grekes enclosed in the womb, The closures
eke of pine by stealth vnpind. X596 Drayton Legends iv.

825 Peace, the good Porter, readie still at hand It doth un-
pin. 1753 Smollett C/./'aM(7;« xxix, The quaker. .unpinned
the other coach-door., and trundled himself into the mud,
i8a6 Scott IVoodst, xiii, Joan unpinned the door, to demand
who was without.
absot. X377 Langl. P.Pl. B. xviii. 261 Prynces of ^is place,

vnpynneth & vnlouketh !

2. To remove pins or pegs from ; to unfasten or
detach in this way. Also^^.
x6ix CoTGH., Declaveier, to vnboult, vnpinne, vnpeg ; loose

from. 1633 G. Herbert 7Vw/^/f,Co«i/a«t/*i, Whom neither
force nor fawning can Unpmne, or wrench from giving all

their due, 1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 76 Unpinning a
wheel [he] tooK it off. a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche xvi. xvii.

Unclasp my Joints; unlace my nerves; and try My finest

tenderest membranes to unpin. 1701 Warwick Mem,
Reign Chas. /, 6 They have in a great measure unpinned
the firmness of the government. xfb5 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic 500When the upper part ofthe frame , . is unpinned
and removed.
trans/. X674 Grew Anat, Plants (1682) 228 [The atoms of]

any fixed unodorable, or untasiable Body.. being not able
to make any Smell or Taste, unless they were first dissolved ;

that is to say, unptn'd one from another,

3. To undo the dress of (a woman) by the re-

moval of pins. Also absoi.

1604 Shaks. 0th. iv. iii. 35 Mmilia. Shall I go fetch your
Night-gowne? Desdemona. No, vn-pin me here. cx68o
Roxb, Ball, (1891) VII. 459 Prithee begin ; don't delay, but
unpin. X745 Fielding Tom Jones xin. iii, Mrs. EtofF, who
had the honour to pin and unpin the Lady Bellaston, 1815
Hist, y. Decastro ilL33i Come and unpin me, O my dear-
est husband

!

^g. 1641 Milton Animadv. 9 The peremptory Analysis.

.

will be so hardy as once more to unptnne your spruce fasti-

dious oratory, to rumple her laces [etc. J,

4. To remove a pin or pins from (an article of
dress, etc.) ; to detach by removing or releasing a
pin or pins. Also in fig. context,
x6os_Erondelle Fr. Gard. O 8 b. Go to, take ofmy cloathes

vnpinne that, vntie this. 1630 \. Craven Gods Tribiinall

33 A day. .when all maskes shall be vnpinned, and all dis-
guises taken off. i66a Gurnall Chr. in Arm. ni. xxx. 256
Unpinne this story, take off that gaudy phrase, and nothing
is left in the discourse. X709 Steele Tatler No. 36 p 3
She.. began to unpin her hood. 1740 Richardson Pamela
II, 21 He began to unpin my Handkerchief. 1769 Ladv
Mary Coke Jml.Z Feb. (1892) 111. 19 My Maids had pin'd
up the train of my Sack to my back, and had forgot to unpin
it. 1849 C Bronte Shirley xxv, Who gave you this little

brooch f Let me unpin it and look at it. i860 Emily Eden
Semi'attached Couple vi, Sarah unpinned a gigantic bunch
of camellias. 1887 Fenn Master ofCerem. 1, Unpinning a
piece of paper that guarded the gay silks and wools

b. intr. To become unpinned.
X716 Lady Montagu Totvn Eel., Tuesday 74 Reaching the

kettle made her gown unpin.
Unpi*nched,///.<7. (TJn-'S.) \^^%\\%x\{KU,OnvemePen,

..vnpiiicheii. 1854 Mhs. Carlvlk in Yronde Life in London
(1884) II. 164 Habits of w«/J/«£'A^rtr housekeeping. Unpin-
da'rical,a. (Un-'?.) 1729 Young J/«rcAfl«/Pref., Nothing
is so unpindarical as following Pindar on the foot.

t Unpi-ned, ///. dt, Obs, [Un-1 8.] Unpained
;

unpunished.
c xsoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 69 t>enche we ure giltes er \>t dom

cume,. . \>a.t. god ne finde hanne on us no gilt unpined. c 1200
Ormin 1367 Cristess Goddcunndnes^e wass All cwicc & all

unnpinedd. c 1*90 St. Edmund Conf. 184 in .S". Eng. Leg,
I. 436 He nolde ^^i no lime un-pined scholde beo.

UNPITIEDLY.
Unpi'nion., v. [Un-^ 4.] trans. To deprive of pinions.

X593 Nashk Christ''s T. Gj, My wings her. .disobedience
hath now cleaiie vnpinioned and bioken. 1691 Norbis
Pract. Disc. 170 Tht; Soul . is not only broken and wounded
in her Win^s, but utterly unpinioned, she has dropt her
Feathers. Unprnioned, //A a.' [Un-' 8.] Not furnished
with pinions. 1615 Bkaihwait Strappado (1878) 26 Vn-
piniond Must;s(.such asnere could flie) Further than vnplum'd
birds now presse as high As Eagles.

Unpi-nioned, ///. a.'^ [Un-1 8.]

1, Not having the pinions cut,
x63a F. Markham Bk, War v. x. 199 His power must be

..vnrestrained, that flying with vnpinion'd wings it may
seeme to be hid within the Skie of the greatest Actions.
2. Not bound or lied.

177s Adair Amer. Ind. 394 When they were taking him
unpinioned . . to the place of torture.

Unpi-nked, ppi. a. (Un-' 8.) 1596 Shaks. Tam, Skr,
IV. I 136 Gabrels puinpes were all vnpinkt i' th heele.

Unpi-lined, />/>/. a, [Uw-i 8.] Not fastened

with a pin or pins.

_X390 Gower Conf. I. 293 He berth evere his mowth un-
pinned, So that his lippes ben unloke. 1568 Depositions
xvij II May (MS. Cant. Cath. Lib.), The said wif with her
peticote vnpynned. 1655 tr. Sorel's Com, Hist, Francion
VI. 18 Her waiting Gentlewoman had. .her Gorget unpinned,

Unpi'ped,///. «. [Un-* 8.] Not put into a pipe. x6i3

[see Unpicked /^/.rt. 2] UnpiTated, ///. a. (Un.' 8.)

1840 De Quincev Style i. (i860) 194 We have lyine before

us. .the unpirated edition of Hartknoch. Unpl tched,
ppl. a. [Un-'8.] Not smeared or dirtied with pitch. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 105 In this Riuer are some long,

deepe prams, sowed together with hempe and cord (but

vnpitcht or calkt). 164I Hexham n, Onbepeckt, Vnpitcht,

or Vndefiled with pitch.

+ Unpi-teous, a, Obs, [Un-1 8, 5 b,]

1. Impious, wicked. Also absol.

ciyjA Chaucer Boeth. i. met. i. (186B) 4 But now..myn
vnpitouse \Camb. MS. vnpietous] lijf [L. impia vita'\ drawej)

along vnagreable dwellynges in me. 1382 Wvclif Prov.
xxviii. I The vnpitouse [L. impius] fleeth, no man pursuende.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 61 5e schal not..tak to bond to sey fals

witnes for Jw vnpilous.

2. Pitiless, unmerciful.

1390 GowER Conf. III. Z06 As the rages of the See Ben
unpitous in the tempeste. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ.

3371 It is ful bard To lakke mercy and ben vnpitous. X447

BoKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 15 Have mercy lord jhesu up on
me And lese not my soule with unpetous men. a 1586
Sidney Ps. (1823) xl. vi, Lett them with shame be cloied,..

Who so unpittious be. i6is T. James Corrupt. Script, in.

8 Whilst the vnpitous man defouleth a rightfuller than him-
selfe. 1715 Pope Odyss, xx. 253 The tyrant, not the father

of the skies ! Unpiteous of the race thy will began.

Unpi-teously, flf^y. [Un-1 ii.]

+ 1, Impiously, wickedly, Obs.
138a Wyclif Prov. xii. 2 Who forsothe trostith in his

thojtis, vnpitously [L. inipie} doth, — 2 Pet. ii. 6 Puttinge
ensaumple of hem that weren to doynge yuel, or vnpitouhly.

2. Pitilessly ; unmercifully.
X390 GowER Conf. (1901) II. 470 He yit nevere unpitously

Ayein the liges of his lond..Thurgh cruelte veiigaunce

soghte. 150a Ord. Crysten Men (\V. de W. 1506) n. xvii.

130 y« darte y* the deuyll casieth subtylly, & ryght un-
pytuously. X513 Bradshaw St. H'erburge i. 3465 Whiche
danes. , Punysshed vnpiteously all this region With a wofuU
plage of great crudehte. a 1856 Sir W. Hamilton (Imp.

Diet.), Oxford. .so unpiteously cramming her alumni with
the shells alone.

t Unpiteonsness. Obs. [Un-1 12.]

1. Impiety, wickedness,
1382 Wvclif Lev. xix. 7 If eny..etith of it, he shal be

ciirsid,and gilti of vnpitowsnes [L. impietatis], — Ps. v. ii

After the multitude of the vnpitousnessis \v.r, vnpiteuous-

nessis ; L. impietatum\ of hem, put hem awei.

2, Pitilessness ; unmercifulness.
c X380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. III. 474 Leste Crist dampne ^owe

for traytouris and monquellers..for goure unpityuousnes.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 108 O unpetousnesse,
unryhtful Domys, and o pervers enteiit.

So fU^ipiteousty, impiety. Obs,"^
138a Wyclif Ecclus, xlvi. 23 He. .enhauncede his vois. .to

don awey the vnpitouste [L. impietatetn] of the folc.

Unpi'tiable, a, (Uk-i 7 b,)

X646 Up. Hall Devout Soul xii. 42 The unpitiable, inter-

minable, unmitjgable tortures of those.. never-dying souls.

X748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VII. 34 Such as sad
accident, or unpitiable presumption, threw in their way. 1844
in Life A. Ponbianque (1874) 259 An elderly gentleman with
the military mania is as unpitiable a case as one of the same
years in the measles. 1873 pEa Eliot in Cross Life (1885)
III. 193, I. .am at that unpitiable stage of illness which is

counterbalanced by extra petting.

Unpltiably, adv. (Un-' ii, 5 b.) x8cx Scott Le Sage
Biogr. Mem. (1834) I. 419 Carambola is employed in reading

to slumber the Member of the Council.., who unpltiably

awakens at every instant when his reader stops,

Unpitied, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)

rti586 SujNEY Arcadia ii. xxix. With unpittyed teares

idly protesting, he had rather die. 1601 2nd Pt, Ret.fr.
Parnass. Prol. 85 To you we seeke to shewaschollers state,

His scorned fortunes, bis vnpittyed fate. 1693 G. Stepney
in Dryden's Juvenal viii. (1697) 197 Think what Rewards
upon the Good attend, And how those fall unpitied who
offend. 1735 Berkeley Querist §335 Whether there be a
more wretched, and.. a more unpitied case, than for men to

make precedents for their own undoinc? 1781 Cowper
Reiirem. 512 The unpitif^d victim of ill-judg'd expence.

i8rs( Crabbe T, ofHall xii. 305 While all beheld her just,

unpitied pain, Grown in neglect ! 1891 Farrar Darkn. fy

Dazvn xxxi, A herd of wretches clothed in rags, ill-fed, un-
tended, unpitied.

So Unpi'tiedly adv.
x6z8 Feltham Resolves \\. 296, I beg no more, then may

keepe inee vncontemned ly, and vnpittiedly-honest.
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XTNPITIPUL.

Unpi-tdfiil, a, [Un-1 7.] Piiiless.

CX449 Pecock AV/r. v. vi. 516 Vnpiteful qucstmongersand

forsworcn iurers. c 1510 Uarclay fl/irr, Gtt Manners (1570)

D. vj, Unpitifull art ihou and cruell tormentour Which thine

owne proper minde thus drownest in errour. a 1563 Bai.k

ii) Marbeck ^^.^/-^('/^(isSi) 753The vnpitifuU murderers

are also the same bloudthirstie Prelates. 1651 tr. De-las-

Covcras* Dan Fcnise 27 The unpitifull hardntsse of these

rockes where I was abandoned. 1658-0 BurtotCs Diar^

(1828) III. 479 Wher« they have power, they arc the unpiti-

fullest people in the world.

UnpitifuUy, adv, [Un- in.] Pitilessly.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii.ai5 He beate him most vn-

pitufully, me thought, 1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem.
(1720)111.217 Never were Barbarian Pirates.. so unpittifully

insulted.

XTnpitifulnesa. [Un-1 i a.] Absence of pity.

I5»6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 90 b, Periury, vnquyet-

nes, obduracion or vnpitefulnes. 1x1586 Sidney Arcadia.

III. xviii. The unpiiifulnes of his owne neere-threatnmg

death. 1679G.R. \.x.Bo.tystuan5 ThcatlVorldw. 332 [Ihe]

unpitifulness of one violent Creature against another,

Unpltous, -ness, -ty : see Unpiteous a,, etc.

tUnpi-ty. Obs. [Un-i 12.]

1. Impiety, wickedness.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixxii. 6 Hilde l>ai er in wickidnes

& in i?aire impite \v.r. vnpetel. c 1400 Apol, Loll, 62 Warn

J>u fynd wickid )?u schall condempne of vnpite.

2. Lack of pity.

X447 BoKENHAM Stytttys (Roxb.) 72 O cruel tyraunth ful

of unpyte. 1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) i.

cxiv. 155/2 Of leesynges, of couetise,. .of unpyte, of euyll

myndc. 1653 H. Whistler Upshot Inf. Baptisme Pref.,

For preservation of. .freedom of holy Right herein, against

Advances of Opposit unpitty.

Unpi-tying, //»/. a. (Un-1 io.)

1605 Drayton Heroical Ep., Matilda to K. yohtt 12 As
though thy hard vnpittying hand had sent me Some new
deuised torture to torment me. 1646 Crashaw Carmen
Deo Nostro, tVeeperxxvii, So sigh tormented sweets, opprest

With proud unpittying fires. 1777 Potter Msckylus, From,
Bd* 10 Yet upbraid not My ruder and unpitying ruthless-

ness. 1796 Mrs. M. Robinson Angelina I. 59 Instances..

where the purest sentiments have been contaminated, .by

sordid and unpitying parents ! 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father
Darcy II. i. 25 The proud, haughty, unpitying expression

to be read there. 1870 L'Estrange Miss Mitford I. vi. 173

All these evils fall with an unpitying hand on the devoted

heads of their correspondents.

Unpityingly, adv, (Un-i ii.)

17^1 Richardson Pamela IV. 422 [She] listens eagerly to

Stories told to th6 Disadvantage of Individuals of her own
Sex : Will unpiiyingly propagate such Stories. 18x7 Lady
Morgan France i. (1818) I. 9 The smallest infringement of

the dreadful code was unpityingly punished. 1895 Forum
(U.S.) Oct. 2IO The effects .. would operate in a socialistic

state even more rigidly, more unpityingly and more openly

than they do now.

t Unpi-zzled, a. Obs. rare, (Un- 25.)

1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2765 Bot thay, lyke rams, rudlie in

thair rage, Vnpysalt, rinnis amang the sillie jowis. 1552 —
Monarche 4707,

t Unpla-cable, a. Obs. (Un-1 7 b, 5 b.)

1553 Bale Vocacyon 48 b, A perpetuall and vnplacable

enemye. 1594 ? Greene Selimus Prologue 10 You shall

behold him character in blood The image of an unplacable

King, a'1619 Fotherby .(4M(ro»i. i. xiii. §3 (1622) 141 An
vnplacable hatred. 1676 Bp. N. French Vnkinde Desertor

Pref., A hard-harted man, and our vnplacable enemy.

TTnpla'Cei v. Now rare. [Un-2 5.] trans.

To displace. Hence Unpla'cing vbl. sb.

1554 in Gairdner Hist. Eng. Ch. 16th c. (1903) xvii. 349The
unplacing of so many godly laws set forth touching the true

religion of Christ. 1507 Breton Arb. A morons Deuices
Wks. (Grosart) 1. 5/2 If God for goods shalbe vnplac'd. 1623
Cockkram, Dislocate^ to vnptace. 1876 R. A. Arnold in

Contemp, Rev. Tune 31 No writhing. .can unplace them.

Unpla-ced,///. a. [Un-i 8]
1, Not assigned to, or set in, a definite place.

151a Northumbld, Househ, Bk. (1770) 423 The Steward
and Chaplaine must sit down in the Hall, and call unto
them the Gentlemen if there be any unplaced above. 1591

Sylvester Dn Bartas i. i. 529 Th* unplac'd Climates of that

deep disorder. 1610 Holland Camden^s Brit. 1. 77 Augustus
gift unplaced lay, none would it undertake. 1849 G. R.
Gliddon Otia Mgyptieu:a 39 My own List of Unplaced
Kings. .who preceded the xviiith. Dynasty. 1861 Hulme
tr. Moguin-Tandon i, v. 34 Languages either unplaced or

IndO'European (so called).

b. facing, (See Place v. 5 d.)

1881 Racing Analysis I. 366 Aeronaut, .also ran unplaced
at 135 and 196. 1883 Sat. Rev. 24 Nov. 665/2 Last year,.

.

Hackness started first favourite for the Liverpool Cup, and
was unplaced.

2. Not appointed to a place or office.

1558 in Strype Ann, Ref. (1709) I. App. iv. 4 All such as

governed..and now remain unplaced and uncalled to Credit,

1575 Gascoicne Glasse 0/Govt. 1. ii, It is not like that he
should have returned from thence unplaced. 1732, 1771
[see Unpbnsioned]. 1823 J. Wilson Marf,. Lynasay xfiii.

345 Young preachers, yet unplaced. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Ettg, ii. I. 241 The other fifteen were to be unplaced noble-
men and gentlemen of ample fortune.

Unpla'cld, a. (Un-* 7.) 184S J. H. Newman Loss ^
Gain 111. vi. 335 His face bad that worn, or, rather, unplacid
appearance, which [etc].

Uni»la-gTied,///.rt!. (Un-1 8.)
1550 Crowley Last Trumpet 50 Then thincke Gods lustyce

could not leaiie 1 helejunplaged. 1560 Becon Ne^v Catech.
Wks. 1564 I. 542 He shal not escape vnplaged, neither in

this world nor in the world to come. 1592 Shaks. Rom, <V

Jul. I. v. 19 Ladies that haue their toes Vnplagu'd with
Comes. 1833 De Quincey Rev. Greece Wks. 1859 XL 143
The inestimable advantage of being uoplagucd with a
Turkish populatioOi
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TTnplai'n, a. (Un-1 7.)

1390 GowER Con/. I. 77 Who that is to Irowlhe unpltin.

1500-20 Din BAR Poems Ixvi. ii The figurit speiche, with

faceis tua, The plesand toungis, with hartis unplane. c 1530

L. Cox Rhet. (iSggi 86 It was a ^reat folye to put in thu

wordes which made a playne mater to be vnplaine. 1538

Elyot, SalebrosuSy vnplayne, where a manne can not goo,

cxcepte he do leape.

Hence Unplainness.
1619 Sir J. Semph-l Sacrilege Handled $6 Paul then is

wrong quarrelled for his vnplainenesse.

Unplai'n, v. (Un-" 3). 1611 Florid, Dispiandre^ to vn-

plaine. 1638 N. Whiting Albino ^ Bellama 720 Though
earldoms court her, her disdains Nonsuits their service, and
her brow unplains. fUnplai'ned, ///. «.' Obs. rare.

[Un-' 8-hPLAiN v.\ Unlamented. 1591 Spenser Daphn.

79 That thou are bent To die alone, vnpitied, vnplained.

Unplai'ned, ///. rt.^ [Un-' 8; cf. Plain a.'J Not made
plain. 1598 Barret Tkeor. Warrcs iv. i. 98 They will

breake and disaray, . . when they come to any straight or vn.

plained way.

Unplai-t, ^'. (UN.23.)
c J374 Chaucer Boeth, 11. pr. viii. (1868) 61 It is a wondyr

l>at I desyre to telle, and forthi vnnethe may I vnpleyten

[L. explicare\ my sentense with wordes. t: 1586 C'tkss

Pembroke Ps, civ. vii, Oile, whose juyce unplaites the

folded brow. 1638 N. Whiting Albino if B. 76 Dull-aged

Saturnchis waightie head did bow, And with a smile un-

plaited every frowne. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 487 She un-

plaited her hair and threw it back . . over her shoulders. 1867

Miss BowDEN ^(iM^rj 0/ Desert 160 Paul unplaited all the

fifteen ells, and then plaited them together again.

Hence Unplai'ting vbL sb.

1611 Cotgr., Despiissure^Sin vnfoulding, vnplaiting. 1002

Barnes Grundy Thames Camp iv, This seemed a sensible

idea, but why the unplaiting of her hair ?

Unplai-ted, /)/>/. a. (Un-1 8.)

1659 W. Chamberlayne Pharonnida iv. i. 229 Where her

richest ornament (Although with art unpleited) Nature in

A lovely landscape wore. 1702 Addison Dial. Medals ii.

(1726) 36 Rude from her forehead fell th' unplaited hair. 1877

De Cosson Cradle 0/ Blue Nile 11. 73 Their hair, which
they wear unplaited, is short and woolly,

Unpla'n, v. (Un-' 3.) 1819 Busby Hist. Music II. 490
The drama,., first planned, and partly written, by.. Dr. Ken-
rick, and then. ,un-planned, and re-written, by Rolt.

Unpla -ned, />/>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] iSio Crabbe Borough xviii. 362 That floor,

once oak, now pieced with fir unplaned. 1879 Miss Bird
Rocky Mount. 43 Two unplaned wooden shelves.

Unpla'nished, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1683 Moxon Mech.
Exerc.y Printing n. II2 Brass well Planish t will be stiffer..

at half the thickness than unplanish*t Brass will at the whole.

Unpla-nk, v. (Un-^4,)
1654 Gayton Pleas, Notes in. xii. 74 Having no notice the

place was unplankt and laid open, c 1660 J. Gwvnnk
Milit. Mem. (1822) 33 One man might, .cutdown an arch

of the bridge, or unplank it, and .so make it inaccessible.

1834 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. 246 While the repair of

the third bay was in progress, the remaining bay was partly

unplanked.

Unpla'nked, ppL a. (Un-' 8.) 1648 Hexham II, On.

jfc^£r</<!r/, vnboarded, orvnplanckt. iBssKingsley Westw.
Ho ! XX, The upper-deck beams were left open and unplanked.

Unpla'nt, v. (Un- '^

5, 4. Cf. Du. ontplatiten,)

1569 Hawkins j?-rf Voy. (1878) 77 The vice Roy. .sent.,

commandement to vnplant all things suspicious. 1575
Veron's Diet. Lat.-Eng. (1584), Explanto^ to vnplant, or

pull vp. 1614 Capt. Smith Virginia iv. 163 Being enioyned

by our Commission not to vnplant nor wrong the Saluagcs.

a 1658 Lovelace Poems (1904) 155 He..UnplaiUcd had this

Plantane plant.

Unpla'ntable, a, (Un-' 7 b.) 1683 Pres. St. yamaica 2

It's imagined, if this Island were divided into eight parts, .

.

[three parts are] Barren or unplantable. 1788 Clarkson
Impol, Slave Tr, no The rocky, unplantable parts.

Unpla-nted, ppl. a, [Un-i 8. Cf. ON.
tlplantaiir^

1. Not set in the ground; growing without having

been planted. Also^^.
In first quot. rendering L. *impiantatus^ a misreading of

iinplanatus ' deceived '.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus, XXXIV. ii Who is vnplauntid, shal

abound shreudenesse. 1600 Subflet Countrie Fartne 735
No more . . can the vine well . . endure after it is cut to be long

kept vnplanted. 1639 Waller BattleSummer Isi. 1. 5 Figs

there unplanted through the fields do grow, a 1750 A. Hill
Happy Man 5 Unplanted groves rise round his shelter'd seat.

2. a. Of countries, etc. : Not occupied or colo-

nized ; not developed by cultivation.

i6ia Capt. Smith Proc. Virginia 104 But God that would
not it \sc. Virginia) should bee unplanted, sent Sir Thomas
Gates . . to preserue us. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc*s Trav.

354 The countrey remaining unplanted by any forrainers.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 436 To be lockM up in an
unplanted Island. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. iv. 572 The
future sires of our unplanted states.

b. Ofground : Not set with plants. Also^^'-.

7ai8ooPiTTin A^«^/?(rj/.(i892) XIX. 298, I.. left for thee

my downy bed, Unplanted yet with thorns. 1805 Monthly
Mag, XX. no [Land] unsown, unplanted, untilled.

3. Not put in position.

ifiiS G. Sandys Trav. 38 At the East end.. lies a number
of great Ordnance vnplanted.

4. Sc, Not provided with a minister.

a 1651 Caldekwood Hist, Kirk (1843) II. 186 It was or-

deaned,.that Mr. George Hay,.preache in the unplanted

kirks of Cariick.

Unpla*nt-like, a. (Un-* 7 c.) 1837 Edwards* Bot.

Register XXlll. pi. 1942 That there must be something of

an animal nature infused into this most unplant-like produc-

tion. Unpla'Ster, v. (Un*^ 3.) 1598 Flobio, Sgommare^
to vngum, to vnplaister. 1671 Trknchfield CaP Cray
Hairs (1688) 38 As if you had undertaken the publick un-

plaistering of a painted Face.

UNPLEASANT.

Unpla-stered, ///. «. (U.x-i 8.)

X648 Hkxiiam II, Ongemortcrt,\u\AvXsX^x^A. 1669 Wood-
head St. Teresa 11. viii. 77 The Portall, .being ill floored,

and the Walls unplaistered. 1804 Southey Let. to Coleridy,e

II June, And so unplastered it [jc. aroom] is likely to remain
another winter. 1886 W.J. Tucker ^'.jEw/iVitf 411 Its dark.

giey unplasiered walls.

Unpla'stic, a. (Un*' 7, 5b.) X'j'^i Generous Attachment
IV. 231 Those [articles] which the subtle Mr. Archer.. en-

deavoured to hammer out of the unplastic disposition of the

relentless Sir James. 1883 C. C. Perkins Italian Sculpture
III. i. 244 Statues of Apollo, Mercury, Minerva and Peace..
thoroughly unpiasiic in action and conception. 1894 Illustr,

Loud, Neivs 24 Mar. 364/3 The idea of harsh unpiasiic

feeling. Unplat, r. (Un.'s.) 1591 Percivall .S>. /^k:/.,

Destravary to vnplat, to vndoo. 1607 Markiiam Cavel. vi.

vi. 36 Then you shall vnplat both his maine and taile. Un*
plato-nically, adv. (Un-' 11.) x668 H. More Div. Dial.

I. 288 That also, O Sophron, is very perversly and un-

PiatonicallydoneofCuphophron. tUnplaU'sable,A. Obs.

IUn-' 7 b. Cf. next.] U upraiseworthy. 1670 ti. H. Hist.

Cardinals iii. iiL 326 No body will rob himself, .of his hopes

. .for an unplausable person.

Unplausible, a. (Un-i 7, 5 b.)

1575 Kemon Gold. Epist. (15S2) 232 It shall not be,. the

more vnplausible to the reader. 1604 Bacon Apol, Wks.
1879 1.436 This proceeding., was a thing towards the people

very unplausible. (11677 Barjiow Serm. Wks. 1687 III.

xlv.531 We never, .should, .embrace his institution, consist-

ing of such unplausible Propositions, and precepts. 1757
Hume Hist. Eng. II. 198 He must have had some reasons,

and perhaps not unplausible ones, for this afErmation. i860

Mill Lett. (1910) I. 236 Nothing can be at first sight more
entirely unplausible than his theory. 1891 F. _W. New.man
Early Hist. Cdl. Ne^vman 47 Your assumption is to me
arbitrary and unplausible.

Unt»lausibly, a^/'z'. (Un-1 11,5 b. Cf.prec.)

*733 ".Crawfobd InJidelity{.\Z-^fi) 217 Some may allege,

and not unplausibly, that letc,]. 1795 Bukke Regie. Peace
iv. Wks. IX. 56 Men would reason not unplausibly, that it

would be better [etc.]. 1820 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1839)

IV. X38 Others, again, and not unplausibly, contend (etc.].

1862 M, Hopkins Haxvaii 85 Cook's two ships, -appeared to

them, not unplausibly, islands, the masts being trees.

tUnplau'sive, a. Obs. (Un-' 7.) 1606 Shaks. Tr. 4-

Cr. III. iii. 43 "lis like heele question rne. Why such vn-

plausiue eyes are bent? why tum'd on him?

Unplayable, a, [Uk-^ 7 b.] Incapable of

being played.

1833 Lytton Godoiphin xxxv, Having an unplayable hand
and a bad partner. 1839 Darlev Inirod, Beaum. ^ Fl.'s

Wks. p. xxvii, These.. torm the real attraction of their
* plays,' altogether unplayable now. 1881 Sat, Rev. 2 July
14 I The two stow bowlers seemed quite unplayable. 1884
Lillywhite's Cricket Comp. 39 The wicket was unplayable.

1902 Cornish Naturalist Thames 33 After that, I must trust

to the strength of the gut, for the fish would be unplayable.

Unplayed. ppl. a, (Un- 1 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1850 BoHN Hand-bk. q/Gafnes itB67) 161 The
highest card unplayed of a suit. 1875 J. Bishov Otto's Violin

iv. 47 note, An unplayed violin does not improve,

Unpleadable, a. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

fl. Improper for legal pleadings. Obs,~^

1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries 85 b, The yeere

diuided in xii monethes with the varietie of pleadable and
unpleadable dayes.

2. Incapable of being plead^ or urged.
aX7i6 South Serm. (1744) VII.^02 All ignorance, that

is merely negative. ., is utterly inconsistent with [this], and
makes [it] absolutely unpleadable.

_ 1869 Browning Rii^ tf

Bk. IX. 1443 A flight.. unpleadable in court

!

Unplea'ded, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) i68a Otway Venice
PresctTjcd IV. 55 Doom'd to die ! condemn'd unheard ! un-
pleaded I

Unplea-sable, a, (Un-1 7 b.)

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Ittst. iv. xx. 170 Let parentes

shew themselues so hard and vnpleasableto their children,,,

that [etc.]. 1604 T. Wright Passions i. viii. 31 To pleasure

the unpleasable ajipetites, and lusts of the flesh. 1786 Bur-
COYNE Heiress 11. ii, What a change have I made to please

my unpleasable daughter 1

Unpleasant, a, [Un- 1 7.]

1. Not pleasant, displeasing : a. To the senses.

1538 Elyot, Rancidus,. .vnsauery, or vnpleasaunt. 1551
Turner Herbal 1. 109 The colour is vnpleasanter and
blacker. 1575 Gasgoigne Making of Verse § 5 Wordes of

many syllables do cloye a verse and make it unpleasant.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicfwla^fs Voy. iii. 1. 69 b, An euill

fauoured and vnpleasant harmonic, x6xi Florio, Inameno^
vnpleasant to the view. 1667 Drvden Dram. Poesy Ess.

(ed. Ker) I. 69 Does not the eye pass from an unpleasant

object to a pleasant in a much shorter time than is required

to this? 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 253 In-

numberable rills, .failing from the cliffs, making a barbarous

and unpleasant sound. 17516 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV.

223 The aspect of Mrs. Mittin. .was. .unpleasant to him,

1879 Lubbock Sci, Led. ii. 32 Flies prefer unplea.sant smells

such as those of decaying meat. 1892 Photogr.Aun. II. 103

A dilute solution, .changes the colour of the image to a not

unpleasant brown.
Coinb. 1869 TozER Highl. Turkey II. 100 A most un.

pleasant-looking piece of water, marshy and full of reeds.

b. To the mind or feelings.

1535 CovERDALK Ecclus. xxii. 6 Euen so is the. .doctryne

of wyszdome euer vnpleasaunt vnto fooles. a 1568 Ascham
Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 132 Preceptes in all Authors, .without

applying vnto them the Imitation of examples, be., barrayn,

vnfruitfull and vnpleasant. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 111. ii.

254 The vnpleasant'st words That euer blotted paper, a 1679

Hobbes Rhet, 1. xi. (1681) 28 Unpleasant are those things,

which proceed from Necessity, as Cares, Study, Conten-

tions, cijzx Mkq. Tullibardine in loth Rep, Hist. MSS.
Comm, App. 1. 126 Tho' your Majesty permitts me to wryte

even on ane unpleasant subject. 176* Goldsm, N'^sh 200

That a man of pleasure leads the most unpleasant life in the

world. 1839 Thihlwall Greece IIL xxvi, 419 To execute a
commissioa which would require tbera to tleuver many un-



UNPLEASANTISH. 293 UNPLTTMB.
pleasant truths. 1875 Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) I. 466 All of ui
. .bad an unpleasant feeling at hearing them say thi^;.

2. Unentertaining, unfacetious.
171a Sped. No. 408 P4 It would be no unpleasnnt Notion,

to consider the several Species of Brutes, into which we may
imagine that Tyrants.. might be changed. 1768 Junius
Lft£. (iBso) 11.220 In his asfcrtions .. there is something
really not unpleasant. . . It puts me in mind of the consulship
which Caligula intended for his horse.

3. Unamiable.
1654 [see Unpleasing///. a. bj.

Hence Unpleasantisli a.

1827 Hood Parthian Glance 28, I can't but.. pronounce
' Heads or tails ' with a child, an unpleasantish game. 1844^ Etching Moralised 229 'Tis a rather unpleasantish job.

XTnpleasantly, o^z*. (Un-^ ii.)

1549 CovERDALE, ctc. Erosnu Par, Rom. 34 Let him, that
hath, gyue hym some thyng, not louryngly and vnpleasantly,

..but euen as one that rekeneth al he hath commen. 1551
Bp. Gardiner Explic.y Christes Presence 70 b, If fleshe did
appeare, we should be vnpleasauntly disposed to the com-
munion of it. 1677 Grew Anat. Fruits iv. §6 A White
Corin, without taking ofT the Skin, sheweth not unpleasantly
how the Seeds are fastned. 1718 Digby in Poi>e Wks. (i7?i)

VIII. 34 We don't live unpleasantly in primitive simplicity

and good-humour. 1818 Byron Juan i. ccxx, Vou've passM
your youth not so unpleasantly, 1861 Geo. ILxagt Silas M,
IV, The lane was becoming unpleasantly slippery.

Comb. 1804 WoLCOT (P. Pindar) Gt. Cry To Pitt, Machinery
which has contracted a most unpleasanlly-looking rust.

Unplea'santness. [Un-^ 12.] The quality

of being unpleasant. (Also with a and pi.)

1548 Elvot, Iniucunditast vnpleasauntnesse. 1594 O. B.
Quest.\ProJit. Concern. K 3 b, I stand in very little neede . . to

haue these vnpleasantnesses renucd or made lasting vnto
me. 1596 Barroogh Meth, Pkysick viii, 461 So great in-

conuenience and vnpleasauntnesse of ta<;t. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 11 56 The Mathematical rudiments which
children be taught, at the beginning trouble them..; but
this unpleasantnesse continueth not al waies with them. 1635

J. Swan 6"^^c. iV.vi. | 2 (1643) aor Sea-water. .by passing
through divers windings.. of the earth, is deprived of all

unpleasantnesse. a 1665 Goodwin Filled xvith the Spirit

(1670) 394 Which would occasion a great disparagement and
unpleasantness in the World. x8o8 L. Murray Eng. Gram,
1.455 Here there is some degree of harshness and unpleasant-
ness [in the rhythm]. 1830 Wordsw. in C. Wordsw. Mem.
(1851) II. 226 Another unplexsantness arose from the same
cause. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xlv, I have made some ad-

vances out of pocket to accommodate these unpleasantnesses.

TTnplea'Santry. [Un-1i2.] Unpleasantness.
X830 ' JoN Bke ' in ii'ks. S. Foote IV. p. xli. It would have

been well . . if this were all the unpleasantry to which he
subjected himself. 1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury
xvi, Had he allowed himself to be depressed by every un-
pleasantry, he would have bad a sad time of it. 1847 Dc
Quincev in Tait's Mag. XIV. 520 Without any 'unpleasan-
tries' occurring. Ibid, Note, *Unpleasantries '. .is a new
word, launched a very few years back in some commercial
towns. 1883 Burton & Cameron Gold Coast I, i. 16 A very
low barometer, which suggested unpleasantries.

TTnplea sed, ^^/. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not pleased ; displeased. Now rare,

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in, xxv. 96 As ofte tymes as I fclc

me unplesid & grevcd. i5ao Caxton Chron. Eng. iv. 33/1
It was no meruayte all though the prynce was vnpleased.
X5j)3 Shaks. Rich. II, in. iii. 193 Me rather had, my Heart
might feele your Loue, Then my vnpleas'd Eye see your
Courtesic. 16x3 Chapman Rev. Bussy dAmbois iii. F 3 b,

Hee that vnpleas'd to hold his place, will range. 1693
Washington tr. Milton's Def. P06. ii. Wks. 1851 VIII. 63
God . . was extreamly unpleas d with them for asking a King.
I7« Hervev Mem. Geo. (1848) I. 198 A sort of unpleased
snuTe. 176a CowpER Miss Macartney 64 The phlegm of
sullen elves. Who.. Extend no care beyond themselves, Un-
pleasing and unpleas'd. 1831 Wordsw. Avon 14 Never..
may the good Shrink from thy name, pure Kill, with un-
pleased cars. 1901 Clive Holland Mousw/ 304 Glances of
frank admiration which Lou looked not unpleased to see.

t2. Unpaid. Ods.-^
X604 MiDDLETON Father Hubburd's T. F 3,T am not worth

..three farthings: beside my Lodging vnpleasde.

Unplea'sing,///. a, [Un-1 lo, 5 b.] Not
pleasing ; displeasingj nnpleasant : a. To the

lenses.

c 1480 Henryson Test. Cres. 338. 1 mak Thy voice sa cleir,

vnplesand, hoir, and hace. 1^5 bHAKS. John iii. i. 45 If
thou . . wert grim, Vgly, . . !< ull of vnpleasing blots and
sightlesse staines. 1617 Woodall Surg. Mate (1639) 344
It hath an unpleasing taste. 1670 Baxter Cure Church-
Div. 169 Some of them will not take such unpleasing
medicines. 1770 Sir J. Revnolds Disc. iii. (1778) 83 (Such)
a figure.. may still have a certain unionof the various parts,

which may contribute to make them on the whole, not un-
pleasing. 1797 Dallawav Constantinople v. 86 A man of
rank, remarkaSly unpleasing in his countenance and figure.

1817 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool.X.. 11. 476 Each leap be-

ing accompanied by a note that is far from unpleasing. 1867
Lady Herbert Cradle L, L 15 Instruments which sounded
unpleasing to EngUi^h ears.

b. To the mind or feelings,

1533 Bbllenden Livy iv. ii. (S.T.S.) II. 57 5e wald defend
sic thingis vnder coloure of ^oure rigorus & vnplesand
lawis. X588 Shaks. L.L.L. v. ii. 912 Cuckow, Cuckow :

O word of feare, Vnpleasing to a married eare. 1605 Gun-
powder Plot in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 5, I thoueht it

would not be unpleasing unto thee to join them together in

the press. i6S4 Gataker Disc. Apol. 43 These Digressions
..will not be unpleasing to a Reader of no over.ngid and
unpleasant Disiiosition. 1735 Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia,
Descr, xv. 140 To put the unpleasing Remembrance of our
past Labours out of our Minds. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm.
IX, The first thing which recalled him to those unpleasing

circumstances. i9Ss fllanch. £".!:«/«. 6July^/6 Theappoint-

ment io itself must be unpleasing to the English Government.

Unpleasingly, adv. (Un- ^ i i .)

>59? ^Iorlev Introd. Mus. 82, I thinke It goeth but vn-

pleasinglie to the eare. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 27 Young
man you iookc like a Philosopher, and speake not vnplcas-

ingly. 1633 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. 319 This flowre is but

unpleasingly fulsome for sent. 1852 Mundy Antipodes III.

viii. 251 The Van Diemonians, as they unpleasingly call

themselves. 186a Calverlev Verses 9f Transl. (ed. 2) 36
A happy child,.. Not unpleasingly apparelled In a lightish

suit of blue.

Unpleasingness. (Un-i is.)

1611 CoTGR., Maupiaisance, vnpleasantnesse, vnplcasing-

nesse. 1652 Hkvlvn Cosmogr. i. 123 The misery and un-

pleasingness of his present condition. 1673 O. Walker
Educ, 228 A corrective to the harshness and unpleasingness

of the other. 1727 Batlev {vol. II) s.v. Unpleasantness.

t Unplea'sive, a. Obs.~^ (Un-' 7.) 1644 Bp. Hall Rem.
IVks. (1660) 108 Grief is never but an unpleasive pas>ion;

the rest have some life and contentment in them.

TTupleasurable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1768-74 Tucker/./, A^a/. (1834) I. 373 Many of our waking
hours pass iiksome and insipid, unprofitable to others, and
unpleasurable to ourselves. 1796 Charlotte Smith March-
mont IV. 183 Unpleasurable sensations, i860 RuskinjI/^^.
Paint. V. IX. xi. § 22 Let no technical labour be wasted on
things useless or unpleasurable. 1879 Mus. A. W, Hunt
Basildon II. xvL 2S8 The visit, though a melancholy one,

would not be wholly unpleasurable to him !

Unplea'surably, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1826-7 De Quincey
Lissing Wks. 1859 XIII. 300 The comic interest, .would at

once disarm the inherent meanness in the subject, of all

power to affect us unpleasurably. Unplea'sure. (Un-'
12.) 1814 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 639, 1 don't like to use any
words that might give you K^pleasure. 1839 J . Hodgson in

Raine Mem. (1858) II. 411 Walked about half a mile with
great unplcasure. Unplea% v. (Un-' 3.) 1614J. Davies
(Heref.) Eclogue 17 Droope not for that (man) but vnpleate
thy browes. 1648 Hexham iI| Het haer ontvlechttn^ to un-
pleat or untie ones Haire.

Unpleated, pph a. (Un-1 8.)

i6x3 W.pARKES Curtaine-Dr, (1876)5+ Let not theseruant
with vnpleated browes and presented innocency abuse the

trust committed to his charge. 1648 Hexham 11, Ongeployi^
Vnfoulded, or Vnpleated. 1889 Daily Neivs 22 Oct. 6/1
These are necessarily in unpleated material, in order to give
firmness to the whole.

Unpledged, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)
i6os Chapman All Fools v. ii. 68 Val. He be their pledge.

For. Not yet Valerio; This hee must drinke unpledgd. 1630

J. Taylor (Water P.) Thiefe Wks. 11. 123/1 If a Drunkard
DC vnpledgd a kan. 1741-2 Gray Agrijppina 21 They are
aware Of th' unpledg'd bowl. 1823 S. Rogers Italy 160
For deeds of violence .. came the unpledged bowl. The stab
of the stiletto. 1834 Moore il/rw. (1856) VII. 24 Sir Robert
Peel., is unpledged to any one for his next turn at the
Charter House.

Unple-nished, ppL a. Chiefly Sc, (Un-I 8.)

'535 Sc Acts, Jos. V (1814) II. 346/3 Ane grete part of t>e

Realme .. hes bene )>ir mony jeris .. vnplenissit. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot, (Rolls) II. 532 Mony sted wnpleneist
lyand waist. 1857 J. Hamilton Lessons fr. Gt. Biog, 290
In a lonely uflplenished room.
Unplet, ///. a. Sc. [Un-* 8 b.) Unplaited. ^1413

Wyntoun Cron. 11. i, 49 The tane half of hir haire vnplet.
tUnpleyed, //>/.«. Sc. Obs.-^ IUn-> B.J Not assailed at
law. 1445 i'c. Acts, Jas. II (1814) II. 33/2 All & sindri

]andis..as his fadir broukit ^aim vndemandit and unpleyit
of ony man befor ony Juge.

Unpli-able, a. [Un-I 7 b, 5 b.]

1, Utiyielding, obstinate, stubborn,
C1400 iVycliJ^te Bible HKh.x.2'iWc. .holdetheconfessioun

of ourehopevnbowyngetz'.n vnpUable; h.indeclinabilem\.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 687 Their stiff'enesse and
unpliable disposition, the roughnesse also of their skinne,
argueth their dry nature. 1627 1. Bargravs Serm. 4
Wee are all as oxen unpliable to the yoake. 1652 Urqu-
hart Jewel 250 Such. .sinners as should prove unpliable
to the stamp of his wholesome admonitions. 1774 Reio
Aristotle's Logic iv. $3 It is somewhat unpliable to rules.

1885 S, Cox Expositions I. loi He saw a new heaven and a
new earth, . . free from all that renders it hostile or unpliable
to the spirit of man.
2. Unbending, inelastic, stiff. Alsoj^.
1622 F. Markham ^>6. /J^ar I. X. 38 Buckram..is too stiffe

and unplyable. 1747 Cocke in Hanway Trav. iv. Ivi. (1762)
I. 260 The paper was very hard and unpliable. 1759 Phil.
Trans. LI. 290 [Wires] so unpliable and brittle, as to be
rendered quite useless. 1773 Johnson 8 Oct. in Boswell
Tour Hebrides, She had no notion of a joke,, .hada mighty
unpliable understanding. 1806 Fobsvth Beauties Scot I, IV.
31 The spruce.. has unpliable branches. 1825 Scott Be-
trothed Xw, A broad countenance, with heavy and unpliable
fcitures.

Hence UnpUableziess.
1635 Brathwait a read. Pr. c>9, I feele very usually such

a sti0'nesse, or unpliablenesse in my selfe. c 1720 Gibson
Diet Horses i. (1731) 11 From an UnpliableAess or Straitness
of the Ligaments. 175^ Hume Hist. England I. 158 That
the commons, ..by tneir unpliableness and independance,
were insensibly changing. 1787 Best Angling{c± 2)oThe
line by reason of their unpliableness must be much en-
dangered.

XTnpli'ancy. (Un-i 12 ; cf, next.)

1737 "Bracken Farriery hnpr. (1757) II. io6 The Stiffness

and Unpliancy of our Limbs. 1831 Carlvle Misc. Ess.,
Schiller, In all other pro/inces exhibiting a certain inapti-

tude, an elephantine unpliancy. iftfa Frichard A^a/. Hist.
Man 494 The aboriginal American is at once in the incapa-
city of infancy and unpliancy of old age.

Unpliant, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Not bending readily or easily ; stiff.

1624 Wotton Archil. Bg The Chisseli.. being so hard an
Instrument, and working vpon so vnplinnt stuffe. 1720
Welton Suffer. Son o/Godll. xvii, 465 Like Iron, which
is .. unpliant, when it is not throughly softened by the
Forge. 1735 SoMERViLLB Chase in. 120 His stiff unpliant
LioiDsJRooted in Earth, unmov'd ., be stands. 1791 Cowper

Odyss.xxi. 208 Thou w.nst not born to bend The unpliant
bow, or to direct the shaft. 1825 Good Study Med. (ed. a)

IV. 330 We. .render the dejected muscles torpid and unpli-
ant. 1855 MiLMAN Lat.Chr. xiv. x. VI. 610 The beautiful
but too regular face, or the hard, but not entirely unpliant
form.

2. Unyielding, obstinate, stubborn,
1659 Evelyn Char. Eng, 40 111 Courtiers, unplyant, morose,

and of vulgar address. 1674 Govt. Tongue 178 Men arc.,
prone in all companies to arraign such an unpliant Person,
as if he were an enemy to mankind. 1710 Tatler No. 214
P 1 These are Persons of a stubborn, unpliant Morality.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 591 The love of recti-
tude becomes a preciseness and rigidity unpliant to the
common occasions of life. 1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg..,
Lady G. B, Ii, The dull unpliant dame refused. 1822 Good
StudyMed. IV. ifj^ Parodynia Ivtplastica. UnpIiantLabour.
3. Not easily adapted or managed,
1717 Addison Ovid's Met. ni. Notes, The short speeches

_. . which make the Latin very natural, cannot appear so well
in our language, which is more stubborn and unpliant. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 173 fi2 By him who.. enters late

into the gay world with an unpliant attention and estab-
lished habits.

Unpli-antly, adv. (Un-' ii.) [Johnson s.v. Rigidly.]

Unplight, ji&. Obs.oxdiaL [Un-1 4 b.] Evil
plight ; danger, risk.

Cf. mod. Whitby dial, unplight, a state of disorder.
C1330 Assunip. Virg. (B.M. MS.) 194 3if I any J^inge haue

mys wroujt, . . I it wole amende with my myjl, That my soule
haue no vnply^t.

t XTnplight, unplite, v. Obs. [Un-2 3 : see

Plight z/,2] irans. To unfold
; Jig. to evolve.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. met. iv. (1868) 167 Vif t>e J»riuj;ng

soule ne vnplitij? no t>ing, Jiat is to sein ne doj? no J>ing

by hys propre moeuynges. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf ManJwde
III. Ivi. (1869) 164 The Scripture j vndide, and vnplytcde it,

and redde it. 1511 Guylforde's Pil^. (Camden) 50 Ther
was delyuerd to hym y* booke of Isaie y" prophete, and as
be vnplight the booke he founde the place [etc. J.

tUnpli-table, a. Obs.-^ (Un-' 7 b+///V^ Plight «/.*;

intended to render L. inexpiicdbills.) c 1420 Chaucer's
Boeth. 1. pr. iv. (1876) 9 Whan.. ther was estabelissed,,
greuos and vnplitable [v.r. inplitable] coempcion. Un-
plo'tted,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1598 J. Dickenson Greene in
Cone. (1878) 123 Leaning no deuice vnplotted, no deceipt
vnpractised to make gratious her gracelesse selfe.

Unplou-ghed,//*/. a. [Un-1 8, 8 c. Cf. Du,
ongeploegd, MLG. ungeplogety MSw. oplogdhtr (Sw.
opldJd)j Da. upUjet, Norw. upl^gd."]

1. Not turned up by the plough. Also with up.
1580 LuPTON Sivqila 25 What is it to sowe seede uppon

the grasse or greeneswarde, unplowed or undigged! 1613
W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. ii. 328 Like to that smell, which
oft our sense descries Within a field which long unplowed
lyes. 1649 Lovelace The Scrutinie iii, Like skilful! Min-
erallists that sound For Treasure in un-plow'd-up ground.
1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric, (ed. 2) 42 Allow two fields

to lie unplowed ;.. they wiU produce very different plants.

183a Scoreby Farm Rep. 4 in Husb. III. (L.U.K.), The
ridge freshly turned up then covers the unploughed ground,
1891 Malden Tillage 106 To throw the split-furrows on to

the unploughed land.

trans/. 1839HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. 287 The daring adven-
turer that violates their unploughed waters. 1859 Mauby
Phys. Geog. ii. 38 This unploughed sea would be an oft-used
thoroughfare. 1864 Bryant New 4* Old si Brows un-
ploughed by care.

2. Of books : Not trimmed with the plough.
x886 W, George's Catal. No. 129. i Cloth and boarded books

are always ed^es unplowed (if so issued.)

Unploughing,t^W. sb. (Un-' 8, 3.) 1740 Tull /^o^-w-
hoeing Husb, (id22) xiii. 166 The second is a sort of un-
ploughing, for it turns the turf the same side uppermost as
before it was ploughed at all.

Unpln'cked, ///. a. (Un-1 8, 8 c, Cf. Du.
engeplukty older Da. ttplukkety Sw. oplockad.)

1568 Skeyne Pest iiB6o) 8 The third part of the people.,
war not left vnplukit away, be sic ane . . manslayar. 1610
G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. i.lviii, And you sweete flow'rs,..

Your selues vnpluckt would to his funerals hie. 1659 W,
Cha.mberlavne Pharonnida 1. iii. 75 His hands bereft His
hoary head of all that time had left Unplucked before.

X819 Crabbe T. ofHall WW. 860 The green cold moss above
it grown, Unpluck'd of all but maiden hand. 1878 Brown-
INC Poets Croisic vii, Unplucked grace Of soul, ungathered
beauty. 1889 Clark Russell Miirooned vi. (1890) 27 The
bird came to the table . . somewhat prickly with unplucked
quills.

Unplu-ff, V. (Un-2 4.)

[177s Ash.] 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxx, By un-
plugging the holes, we let the soap-suds off the decks. 1876
Freeck & Sivewright Telegraphy 270 The whole of the
resistance in each arm.. should be unplugged.

Unplu'mb, a. (Un-' 7.) i8a8 Carlvle in Froude Life
(1882) II. 27 She watches over her joiners, .with an eye like

any hawk's, from which nothing ct ookcd, unplumb or other-
wise irregular can hide itself. Unplu'mb,f. IUn.'4.I,
trans. I'o take out of lead coffins. 1796 Burke Let. to

Noble Lord Wks. VIII. 6 They unplumb the dead for

bullets to assassinate the living. [\^$Votid Handbk. Spain
I. Ill, 389 Nor have the dead been unplumbed to furnish
missiles of death against the living.]

Unplu'mbed, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Unsounded,
unfatnomed.
X623 W. C[rashawI Fatal Vesper B ^ b, The height

whereof mans vnderstanding cannot aspire vnto, nor the
vnplummeld [m]_ depth thereof sinke vnto. ciSsa M,
Arnold Isolation iv, The unplumb'd, salt, estranging sea,

1892 Stevenson Acrcss the Plains 216 Justice is not done
to. -the unplumbed childishness of man's imagination.

Unplu'me, v. [Un- 2 4. Cf. Du. ontpiuimen.l
1. trans. To strip of plumes or feathers. Also la

fig. context.

1587 Greene Carde 0/Funcie (1593) I 3 b, He would vn-
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plome thee of all his featTiers, that like ^sops Crow Ihou
mightest receiue the reward of thy rashnesse. 1608 L.
Machin Dumbi Knt. i, Envies sword, Which hke a rasor
shall unplume thy crest. 1673 Lady*s Call, i. i. § 28 Should
we have the like distinction observed, I fear many of our
gaiest birds would be unplumed. 1744 H. Brooke Love ^
V(ut, 95 She . . Exalts the meek . . ; Of Pride unplumes the
lofty crest. 1804 Charlotte Smith Conversations^ etc. II.

aoa The nest is robhed, and she a second time unplumes
herself for the accommodation of her young. 1841 Lady F.
Hastings Poems 212 When Time's allotted course is done,
His wings unplumed, his hour-glass run.

2. Jig, To deprive of distinction, prestige, etc.
i6a6 T. H[AWKms] Caussin's Holy Crt. 82 Lad yes of court

vnplume him, other women.. filch from him. 1641 J. Shutb
Sarah ^ Hagar (1649) 55 God can soon unplume us, and
take away ttiat which swelleth us so. 1715 Popb Odyss. xix.
X04 Her lov'd Lord [mayj unplume thy tow'ring pride, 1744
E. Moore Fables xiv. 301 The partner of thy scorn'd em-
brace. Shall play the wanton in thy face, Each spark unplume
thy little pride.

Hence TJnplu'ming vhl. sb,

XS9» Nashe P.Pennilesst E ah, We delight. .in the vn-
pluming of puUerie, and quartering of Calucs and Oxen.

nnpln'med,a. [Un-18. Ci.Du.ongepIuimd.]
Not furnished with plumes or feathers.

[1598 Florio, Spennato^ vnfeathered vnplumed.] i6ox
Holland Pliny I. 338 They will., kill young pigeons whiles
they be calow and unplumed 1638 Davknant Madagascar
3 Their Arrowes were unplum'd, Their Bowes unstrung.
1777 Potter /^jcA>'/«f,/4^a;«#/«M(j« 217 Like vulturs,which,
their unplumed offspring lost. Whirl many a rapid flight,

1804 Europ. Mag. XLV. 413/2 Whether it was.. plain or
coloured, plumed or unplumed, covered or uncovered. 187X
H. KiNGC'r/iTj Met. vi. 946 Not with their birth Those
pinions came;., young Calais And Zethes grew unplumed.
Jig. 1818 MiLMAN Samor vii. 367 Had it scem'd love, her
very pride had quell'd The unplum'd phantasy.

Unplummed, obs. var. Unplumbed///, a,

TJnplundered, ///. a. (Un-1 8. Cf. Du.
ongeplunderd^ Sw. oplundrad.)
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. v. § g, I count it a blessing that

providence hath preserved such a treasure unplundred. 1855
Singleton FiVjfiV 1 1. 460 Then I.. The pitiable corse, and
arms Unplundcred, to the sepulchre will bear. x86s J.
Cameron Malayan India 263 To waste your time cutting
the throat of a dead man while his house is yet unplundered.
Unplu-nge, v. (Un-* 3.) a 1645 Heywood Fort, by

Land Ar Sea 111. iii, Any meanes that can unplunge me from
this gulf of trouble.

Unply, z^. [Un-2 3.] frans. To unfold, unfurl.
f X330 ArtA. i, Merl. 5063 (KOlbing), pese Sarrazins J>o

gun vnplie Her baners & after hcije. 13.. K. Alls. 3000
(Laud MS.), A clerk gan be lettre vnplyc. X830 James De
L'Orme xxviii, A pistole for every fold he unphed in the
rich white silk.

Unpoxket, v. (Un- 2 5.)
x6xi Florid, ^^o^Z/ff^r;, . , to vnpouch or vnpocket. 1844

TuPFER Heart xL 104 Mutual participation in profit and
loss:. .the bookseller pocketing the first, and the author un-
pocketing the second. 1894 A. Morrison MeoJi Streets 136
bam unpockcted a greasy paper.

Hence ITnpo'cketed ppl. a.

X797 Mrs. M. Robinson Walsingham I. 102 A thousand
times, .did my eyes glance. .at my unpocketed guinea.

Unpoe'tic, a. (Uu- 1 7. Cf. next.)
?i6i9CoRqF.Tj9^rt//f ^, ^«ntfPoems(i672)i26Donot..for

an Epithite that fails, Bite off your Unpoelick Nails. X786
Miss Seward in Mrs. Delany's Life ^ Corr.{i^6i) III. 395,
I have seen nothijig of him since he sunk into his very un-
poetic union. i8ia J. Wilson Isle 0/Faltfis^eic. 371 Light
Fauns, That the good owner's unpoetic soul Could not .

.

Imagine. 1863 'Ouida* Held in Bondage vi, There is

Something unpoetic, and coarse, . .about blood and bruises.
Comb. 1865 G. Macdonald A. Forbes xxxix, The most

unpoetic-looking Mr. Cupples.

Unpoe'tical, a. (Un-1 7. Cf. prec.)

^ 4x746 HoLDSwoRTH Remarks Virgil (1768) 270 Ruaeus's
interpreting. .is very unpoetical. 1776 Mickle Camoens*
Lusiad Introd. 149 A loose unpoetical paraphrase of the
Lusiad. 1813 Examiner 4 May 284/1 The unpoetical
lucubrations of Lord Coke. x86i Palky ^Eschylus (cd. a)

Persians 547 The superlative is here tame and unpoetical.

Unpoe tically, ^i^z'. (Un-i ii.)
X697 Dryden Virgil Notes 633 How unpoetically and

baldly had this been translated : Thou shalt Marcellus be !

X7S6 J. Warton Ess. Pope I. 7 How coldly and unpoetically
Pope has copied the subsequent appeal to the nymphs. 1786
Mrs. Delany Li/e^ Corr. (1862) II. 358 Mypoor muse has
beenaslecp these thirty years, during which time I have been
very unpoetically.. employed I

Unpcetized,///. a. (Un-'8.) 1831 Scott yr«/. 26 Nov.,
I got home about midnight; but remain unpoetised and
unspecched. Unpoi'nded,///. a. (Un-' 8.J X533 Extr,
Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 149 Gif he thollis ony bestis to cum in
thekyrkyerd fralhinfurtht vnpundyt. X539 Reg. Privy Seal
Scot. II. 472/3 The said Johnne to be..unpo"ndit and un-
trublit for ony actioun civile bigane.

TTnpoi nted, ///. a. [Un-1 8,]

+ 1. Notfumished with tajTged points or laces. Obs,
X574 Hellowes tr. Gueuaras Fam. Ep. (1:77) 254 His

shirt ragged, his doublet lose and vnpoyntcd.
2. a. Not punctuated.
X593 Marlowe Edw. 11^ v. iv, But read it thus, and thats

an other sence : . . Vnpointed as it is, thus shall it goe. 1641
Pkynne Antip. 267 This ambiguous sentence unpointed,
they take for a sufficient warrant, and most pittifully mur-
thered the innocent King. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iii. 107
He returned unto them a Ridling Answere, altogether un-
pointed.

b. Not provided with vowel-points or similar
marks.
X640 Sir E. Bering Carmelite (1641) 30 Three words in

Greek, whereof one was unpointed. X659 Bp. Waltom
Cotuid, Considered 173 There is no such uncertainty in
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the Text unpointed, as is pretended by them. X778 Bp.
LowTH Transl. Isaiah Notes 236 It is upon a rasure in a
third ; and left unpointed at first, as suspected, in a fourth.

1845 Proc. Philol. Soc. II. 172 An 1, written in certain cases,

but more generally in unpointed texts only perceptible in

the pronunciation. 1877 Cairo Philos. Kant 203 Like the
reader of unpointed Hebrew, who supplies for himself the
vowels.

3. Not furnished with a point ; lacking point or

finish.

1631 B. JoNSON Magn. Lady iv. iii, Pro. Which, ending
here, would have shown dull, flat, and unpointed ; without
any shape or sharpness. x68i Drvdkn Abs, ff Achit. 11. 502
But thou in Clumsy verse, unlickt, unpointed. Hast Shame-
fully defi'd theiLord's Anointed. 1JB7 Bowen ^neid vi.

760 [He] leans on a lance unpointed and bright,

4. Not pointed at,

*«S55 J- Philpot Apol (1559) A 5 b. That the simple
people maye beware of their Pharisaical venome,..suffre

' them not to passe by you vnpointed at. 1643 Howell For.
Trav. (Arb.) 13 Yet one's, .personall conversation will still

find out something new and unpointed at by any other.

Unpoi'nting, vbl. sb. [Un-' 13.] Omission of punctua-
tion.^ i6ia T. James Corrupt. Script, v. 10 The trans-
position., of words, or vnpointing of Books,.. doe .so farre

alter the sense, and obscure the Author. Unpoi'ntlng,
///. rt. (Un-» 10.) X814 Monthly Mag, XXXVIL 240 She
too stands mute, th' unpointing fingers fall

Unpoi'se, v, (Un-2 3,)
X700 S. Parker Six Phil. Essays 50 Instead of poizing, I

look upon such a mass as rather fitted to unpoize and break
the mystick Chains upon which the body of the earth hangs.
x8oo Coleridge Tri. Loyalty 372 The violent pull .. Un-
pois'd me and I fell. 1824 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) '!• 185/2
The balance of Justice is unpoised.

ITlipoi'Sed, ///. a, [Un-1 8.] Unbalanced.
C1600 W,_ Fowler IVks. (S.T.S.) I. 260, Vnpoizcd hambers

strikes vntlmely bowers. 1735 Thomson Liberty \i. 150 Oft
on the brink Of ruin.. Totter d the rash Democracy; un-
pois'd,

_
X827 Hood Mids. Fairies Ixi, Languid fish, unpois'd,

grow sick and yearn. X903 W, H. Hudson Rousseau 7 The
restless, flighty, unpoised Jean Jacques.

Unpoi'sony v, (Un-2 6 b.)

XS98 Florio, Suelenire, .. to vnpoison, to vnrankle,
c 1630 in Farr S. P. Jets, (1848) 99^ When sin befriends us,
'tis that we should dread The mighty one, that sin un-
poisoned hath. 1644 G. Plattes in HartUb's Legacy (1655)

174 Their minds are so poysoned, that there is no other
way to unpoyson them, but to win their belief c 1685 South
Serin. (1717) V. 43 Such a Course could not, but in a short
time, have tlnpoisoned their perverted Minds. 1868 Brown-
ing Ring if Bk.\. 1038, 1 was shaken wide awake. Doctored
and drenched, somewhat unpoisoned so. 1896 in IVestm,
Gas. 17 Sept. 5/1 His mind has been poisoned and ' un-
poisoned ', and he is now.. open to receive information.

Unpoi'sonable, a. (Un-I 7 b.) i6a8 Feltham Resolves
11. ixxix. 226 It fell out to be part of Mithridates misery,
that bee had made himselfe vnpoisonabic,

Unpoisoned, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)

I1775 AsH.l x82x Lamb Eliai. Old Benchers I. T., So may
the sparrows . . unpoisoned hop about your walks ! 1859
R. F. Burton Cenir, A/r. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 197
Bows and arrows, the latter unpoisoned, but . . cruelly barbed.

Unpoiaonous, a. (Un-> 7.) rti843 Encycl, Metrop,
(1845J VII. 306/2 The Unpoisonous,.,the Fang-less Poison-
ous, and.. the Fanged Poisonous Snakes. Unpo'lar, a.
(Un-' 7.) X856 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879) 1. 374 A simple
unpolar force,

Unpo'larized, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)
1827-8 Herschel in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) IV. 524 The

unpolarized portion [of light] will continue to be half trans-
mitted. 1856 Scoffern in Orr's Circ. Sci., Pract. Chem.
96 Whether the . . rays be polarized or unpolarized, xSyx
B. Stewart Heat (ed. 2) 5 179 If the vibrations have no
reference to any particular plane, then the wave is un-
polarized.

Unpoli'ced, ppl. a. (Un-^ 8.) [X775 Ash.] a 1797
H. Walpolk Mem, Ceo, III (1845) III. vii. 220 In a vast
capital,—free, ungoverned, unpoliced, and indifferent to
everything but its pleasures and factions 1

Unpo'licied, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)
1606 Shaks. Ant. .5- CI. V. ii. 311 Oh could'st thou speake,

That I might heare thee call great Cxsar, Asse, vnpolicied.

X654 Whitlock Zootomia 448 The unpollcicd Schollar.
X738 WARBURTON\Z?iV. Legal, I. 75 [Modern savages] being
yet unpolicied, and in a State of Nature.

Unpo-lish, V. (Un-2 3.)
a 1697 Aubrey Lives (1898) L 216 Denham was unpolished

with the small pox : otherwise a fine complexion. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1768) V. 261 How anger unpolishes
the most polite 1 1S23 Moore Mem. (1853) IV, 69 His
chimney pieces, by Bartollini, spoiled from over-polish;
hopes to be able to un-polish them again.

Unpolishable, «. (Un-1 7 b.)

1687 J. Reynolds Death's Vis. Pref. (1713) 3 'Tis true such
Matter is Restii^e, Refractory and Unpolishable Enough.
a 1797 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. II (1822) 1. 170 The duke*s
outside was unpolished, his inside unpolistiable. 1836
Landor Pericles ?f Asp. Wks. 1846 1 1. 416 A coarse grained,
unpolishable people. 1863 Hawthorne Old Home (1879)

344 The unpolishable ruggedness of the native character.

Unpolished, Ppl. a. [Un-i 8, 5 b

]

1. Not made smooth or bright by polishing,
1382 Wyclif Deut. xxvii. 6 An auter..ofstonus vnfourmed

and vnpolishid. ci^jsCath. Angl. -zf^-^fi (A.), Vn Pulysched
• 'i jmpolitits. 1553 HuLOET, Vnpollished, and not jjcrfitly

wrought, raudus. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, 11. xvii. % 13
The better sort of Rules haue beene not vnfitly compared
to glasses of Steele vnpullished. 1662 J. Bargrave Pope
Alex. VII (1867) 122 Another thin piece of jasper stone,

unpollishcd. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 166 p 3 Fortitude,
and probity,.. are cast aside like unpolished gems. x8x5

J. Smith Panorama Sci. if Art I. 5 If the tool be un-
polished. 1874 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age vi. 73 Rough, un-
polished angular fragments that have tumbled.. from cliffs.

trans/, 1635 Swan Spec. M. iii, % 3 (1643) 48 Both of them

TTNPOLITICAL.
[sc. the heavens] remained as it were unpoliiihed or un-
finished untill the fourth day.

2. Inelegant or rude in respect of style, language,
etc. ; not carefully finished.
c 1489 Skelton Death Earl Northumbld. 127 My wordes

vnpullysht be, nakide and playne. 1575 Lankham Let,
(1871) 15 The thing which heer I report in vnpoHsht proez.
X585 Daniel Paulas louius Pref., Wks. (Grosart) vf. 4 In
like maner. . haue I aduentured to place these my vnpolished
labors on the Piller of your worthines. 1635 in Verney
Mem. (1907) I. 99 Not daring to present any unpolished
lines to such a judicious reader. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII.
5178 Of which many pregnant Instances, .are registred in
these un-polish't Volumes, a 1704 T. Brown Satire A ncients
Wks. X720 I. 26 To hear.. Horace [called] an Author un-
polished, languid, and without force. 1781 Harris i'hilol.
Enq. III. xi. 468 At a time when the Languages of England
and France were barbarous and unpolished. 1839 Hallam
Hist. Lit. I. V. §16 BudaEus..is hard and unpolished.
X89X YK^9.K^Darkn,if Dawnr.x\\, It cannot be Chrysippus;
the Greek is too modern, and too unpolished.

3. Left rude or imperfect.
XS96 Edward III, i. L 76 His lame vnpolisht shifts are

come to light. 1647 Clarendon Contempt. Ps, Tracts
(1727) 527 To reduce our unpolished speculations and con-
ceptions into a prompt and ready practice.

4. Not refined in manners or ways of living;
marked or characterized by lack of culture.

1593, Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 111. ii. 271 The Commons, rude
vnpolisht Hindes. X647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. §4 The
spirit of Craft and Subtilty in some, and the Unpolished
Integrity of others. X672 Dryden Def. Epilogue f 28 They
were unlucky to have been bred in an unpolished age.

^703 J- Savage Lett. Antients xxxvii. c)9, I have had an
unpolish'd Education, .in Barbarous Nations. X776 Gibbon
Decl. jr F. IX. {1788) I, 277 The unpolished wives of the
barbarians, c 1815 Jane Austen Persuas. ix. Their parents'
inferior, retired, and unpolished way of living, 1853 Lynch
Sel/'hnprov. v. 112 An unpolished man need not l>e an ill-

mannered one.

Hence XT&polishedness.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vn. §270 That roughness and

unpolishedness of his nature. 1652 f. Wright tr. Camus'
Nat. Paradox v. §0 Those hearts, which may bee said Co
bee of Iron for their rude unpolishedness.

TTiipoli'te, a. [Un-1 8, 5 b.]

fl. Unpolished; unrefined. Obs. rare.
1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks. (Grosart) I. 94 What but

vnpolite iformes, and ffancies raw. Can such a time pro-
duce ? 17*6 Waldron Descr. Isle of Man (1744) 93 How-
ever unpolite and savage .. the Natives of Man may be.
X727 Swift Further Ace. E. Curll r i A faithful, though
unpolite historian of Grubstreet.

2. Lacking in politeness ; impolite : a. Of ac-
tions, conduct, etc
1709 Tatler No. 140 T 8 [He calls) my cousin Jenny

Distalf, Madam Distaff; which., is very unpolite. 1753
Richardson Grandison (1781) I. xxiii. 164 His unpolite
behaviour to the dear creature. 183^8 Dickens O. Twist ix,

As an apology to the company for bis unpolite behaviour.

b. Of persons.
1712 Sped, No. 506 F 4 The Spirit of Love, .is very often.

.

lost, by some little Accidents which the Careless and Un-
polite never attend to. 1747 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I.

205 An unpolite and disobliging brother. 1802-12 Bentham
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 417 He will not be so un-
polite.. as to suffer this.. suspicion to pass the bounds of his
own lips. X87X Smiles Charac. ix. 238 The unpoUte impul-
sive man will., rather lose his friend than his joke.

f 3. Unfashionable, inelegant. Obs,
X740 CiBBER Apol. \. XI In these unpolite Amusements he

has laugh'd like a Rake. X74X Watts Improv, Mind i.

xvii, How ever they may be now fancied to sound unpolite
or unfashionable. 1753 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 234
Next a coat of embroidery from foreigners come ; Twoud
be quite unpolite to have one wrought at home.
Unpoli-tely, adv. (Un-1 ii, 5 b ; cf. prec.)
x^48 Richardson C/ar».r^z (1811) II. 72, 1 acted very un-

politely. 1857 Dickens Little Dorrit \\, xxiii, Arthur
asked Ms pardon, if he had stared at him unpolitely.

Unpoli'teness. [Un-i 12, 5 b.j

fl. Lack of culture or refinement. Obs.
1702 EcHARD Eccl, Hist. 20 People of great Courage.,

and of no less Plainess and Unpoliteness. 1728 ^loRCAN
Algiers I. iii. 4^ A People so prone to Unpolitencss as were
the natural Africans.

2. Want of politeness.

X707 Refi. upon Ridicule (1717) I. 28 Unpoliteness is a
Vice that gives the World a Right to complain of us.

X748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) HI, 187, I have just
carried unpoliteness far enough to make her afraid of me.
1858 Carlyle in Froude Li/e in London (1884) II. 197 The
shocking unpoliteness of breaking an express promise. x88o
Atlunxum 5 June 725 1 heir own unpoliteness and ill temper.

f 3. Inelegance. Obs.

X72S Blackwall vVacn Class. (1727) I. 80 Sad outcries are
made of the unpoliteness of the style.

Unpolitic, a. [Un-1 7, 5 b.] Impolitic.
a 15^8 Hall Chron., Hen. F, 65 He imagined that all

mischiefes . . whiche chaunced in the common wealth should
bee imputed and assigned to his vnpoUtike doyng. 1591 G.
Fletcher Russe Commw. (Hakl. Soc.) 44 It might seeme .

.

to bee no bad nor unpollitique way for conteyning of so
large a commonwealth. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. % 150
Tlie Circumstances and Proceedings, .were ver>*UnpoIitick,
and even Destructive to the Services intended. 1664 H.
More Myst, /nig. vi. 17 It had been the most unpolitick
action.. to offer them any strange God to worship. 1721
Amherst Terrm Fit. No. 45 (1726) 240 In this odd, unpoluic
manner, did I conduct myself X747 Carte Hist. Eng. 1.

268 The great slaughter.. put their affairs into a condition,
which rendered it very unpolitick to provoke new enemies.

Unpoli'tical, a, (Uk-i 7, 5 b.)
X643 Caryl Sacr. Govt. 22 Some have thought it un-

poliiicall to set a foote this Covenaut. X778 W. H. Mar-



TJNPOLITICLY. 293 UNPEACTISABLE.
SHALL pfinuUs Agric, DigeU 37 Feeding Farming-servants
at their master's expcnce is unpolitical, 179a A. Young
Trav. France 1,6^ A proof that the measures of the National
Assembly have been ill-judged, ill.advised, and unpolitical.

iSg4 T/tinier VI, 63 This condition of things authorizes the
political nations., to answer 4hc call of the unpolitical
populations for aid.

tUnpo-Uticly, adv. [Un-1 ii, 5 b.] Im-
politicly.

1580 Warner Aid. Eng. 11. 160 A sport \sc, riding on horse*
backj lately vsed of our English youthcs, but now ., vn-
pollitickly.. discontinued, a 1677 Barrow 6V?7«. (1686) I.

407 We.. deal as unpolitickly, as the members of the body
should act unnaturally, in subtracting mutual a.ssistance.

1748 Richardson Clarissa II. 64 Mr. Solmes . . had told

Her, that . . I acted very unpoHticly.

tUnpo'liticness. Obs. [Un-' 12, 5 b.] Impolitlcness.
1664 H. More Apology 532 It would lose the appellation of
Veracity, and deserve the style of Unpolitickness. Un-
po'llarded, ///. a. (Un-* 8.) 1830 J. G. Struft Sylva
Brit. 16 The Beggar's Oak is a fine sample of the real Park
Oak, unpnined, unpollarded. 1891 E. R. Pennell Stream
Pleas. 124 The cut, with its unpollarded willows,.. was like

a bit of a French canal.

Unpolled,///, a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Uncut, unshorn.
1647 Hexham i, Viipowled, ongesckortn. 1717 Bailey

(vol. II), Unpolled^ the hair being uncut.

+ 2. Untold, uncounted. Obs.

164^ Fanshaw Poems 299 Though richer then unpoU'd
Arabian wealth, and Indian Gold.

8. Not brought to, or recorded at, the poll ; not

having voted at an election.

x8i8 Todd, UnpolUti^ not registered as a voter. i8a4
Hook Sayings t( Doings I. 134 There were upwards of
a thousand freeholders unpolled. 1837 Dickens Pickw.
xiii, Fourteen unpolled electors. 1893 iVestm. Gaz. i Jan.
6/1 Therehas always in thisconstitueiicybeena wide margin
of unpolled voters.

t UnpoUnshed,///. a. Obs.-^ tirreg. f. OF. impoUus^
itf.] Unpolluted, c 1489 Caxton Blanmardyn v. 33 That
by vyolcnt opressyon that traytour . . shall cnioye youre
youghthe vnpolusshed. Unpollu'table, a. (Us-* 7.)

171X G. HiCKF.s Two Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 77
After it is consecrated, .it becomes. .an unpollutable altar.

UnpoUu-ted, />/>/. a, (Un-1 8, 5 b.)

x6oa Shaks. Ham. v. i. 262 From her faire and vnpolluted
flesh, May Violets spring. 1653 ^' Ramcsey Astrol,
Rettored Ep. Ded. a Among the.. graver sort of people in

all Ages, this Science (being unpolluted and unsophisticated)

bath been still had in most high esteem. 1733 Berkeley
Alciphr. III. \ I Honour is a noble unpolluted source of
virtue. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) 262 A man must
tread with great circumspection to get safe housed with
unpolluted shoes. i8ts J. Wilson Isle of Palms i. 21 A
woman's unpolluted soul ! X865 Dickens Mnt. Fr. iii. viii.

The young river. .unpolluted by the defilements that He in

wait for it on its course.

UnpoUu'tlixg, **//. a. (Un-' 10.) 1817 Shellev Rev.
Islam IX. xviii, The shafts of falsehood unpolluting flew.

Unpo*llaz,r. [UN-'6b.] /f^. To castrate. 1654GAVTOM
Pleat. Notes in. vii, The story of the Castor [ =be:iver] un-
polluxing himselfe is very wellapplyed. Unpo'mpous, a.

(Un-' 7.) 1656 W. Du (Sard tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. UnU
297 Jesus of Nazareth (rejected by the Jews for his un-
pompous life).

Vnpo'pe, V. (Un-2 6 b.)

1563 roxE A. (J- M. 13 I Bcnedictus vnderstanding them
to be set against him. .vnpoped him self. 1655 FullerCA.
Hist. XI. v. $74 Rome will never so farr un-Pope it self, as

to part with her pretended Supremacy. 1677 W. Hughes
Man 0/ Sift 11. xii. 212 'I'hey took the boldness to un-pope
four of their Inrallibilities. x868 Browning Ringer Bk. x.

73 He is unpoped, and all he did I damn. 1880 — Pieiro

403 We're Pope—once Pope, you can't unpope us I

UnpO'pular, fi- [UN-I7, 5 b.] Not possessed

of popular favour.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reh. i. 5 8 That Meeting being,

upon very unpopular .. reasons, immediately Dissolved.
165a Nicholas Papers (Caniden) 295 Those who put his

Majesty on such u^ipopular and unpteasing things. 1731
CuESTtRP. Let. 16 Jan. in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 345 The disagreeable and unpopular situation we
are at present in. 1855 Macaui.ay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 163

iames was unpopuLir because he was a Papist. 1863
[. Cox Instit. Ill, iii. 628 An unpopular government.

Unpopularity. [Un- ^ 12 \ cf. prcc] The
quality or fact of being unpopular.
1735 Ld. LvrrELTos Lett. Persian (ed. 3) I. ai4 You are

afraid of t!ie Unpopularity of the Sound. i;r8t Johnson
L. P.f Dryden Wks. 1787 II. 412 The original impropriety,
and the subsequent unpopularity of the subject. 1810
Coleridge Friend 355 The last War.. had yet causes of
unpopularity peculiar to itself. 1878 Lecky Kn^. in iStk

C. I. iii. 432 'I'he Government was now too weak to bear
the strain of a'lditio:)al unpopul-irity.

Unpopularize, v. [Un-2 6 c] trans. To
make unpopular.
1831 Examiner 185 'i The Citizen King is completely

uiipopularizcd. 1884 Noncon/. ff Ittdep. 24 July 723/3
Spontaneous emigration.. unpopularised a noble cause.

tXnpopulate, v. [Un-2 ^.] trans. To de-

populate,
1658 CoKAiNE Trappolin iv. ii, It is a frequent thing. .To

have the Plague.. rage and even unpopulaie places. 1880
Cornh. Mag. Dec. 673 The growth of manufactures.. had
been unpopulating the country to swell the towns.

Unpo-pulated, >//. a. (Un-> 8.) x^^Manck. Exam.
4 Apr. 4/6 The march of the European invader into the

unpopulated regions.

TJnpopulous,a. (Un-1 7.)

[1775 Ash.] i8j7 Scott Chron. Canongate iv. Some
sequestered and unpopulous district. 1887 Field 24 Dec.

975/2 In so remote and unpopulous a part of the country.

Unpo'polonsness. CUn>* is: cf. prec.) 1599 Sandys

Euro/'X Spec. {1639) 208 The unpopulousnesse. .makes that

no one Country is defence for it sclfe. UnpoTous, a.

(Un-» 7, 5 b.) i8aa-7 Good Study Med. (1829) IV. 25 We
behold the etherial fluids.. transmitted.. by substances still

more solid nnd unporous. 1841 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) II.

121 Whenever we find the soil close and unporous.

t UnpoTtable, «. Obs. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

1. Too burdensome or grievous to be borne; un-

bearable, intolerable.

1381 Wyclif Matt, xxiii. 4 Greuouse chargis, and vnport-

able, or that mown nat be born. 14x4 Paston Lett.^ i. 17

To here grete and unportable drede . . in here spirites.

C1470 G. AsHBV Active Policy 172 Ther hath be m late

daies . . To myche folk unportable punicion. 1526 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 299 b, All the great & unportable

paynes whiche it was thy blessed wyll to suffre. 1540 in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 273 That I may be delyvered

from the cure, and to ine the unportable burden in governance

of this House. x6ii Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, ix.viu. 491 These
important and vnportable matters did no whit moue him,

2. Extremely large.

1536-7 Act Hen. VIII, in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 178

Whose Majestichath with the expence of an vnportable

summe of his own treasure, defended vs.

3. Too heavy to carry.

<? x6i8 Raleigh Invent. Shipping 9 Had their Cables of
Iron chains held any great length, they had been unport-

able. 17J8 E, Smith Compl. Housew, Pref., [It] would fill

an unportable volume. 178a W. F. Martyn Geog. Mag. II.

78 Which pieces arc so large and unportable, that.. a cart

or wheel-barrow is necessary.

Unporte'ntous, a. (Un-* 7.) 1813 T. Busby Lucretius
II. VI. 518 Clouds unportentous of the future storm.
Unpcrtioned, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1744 Young Nt. Tk. vu,
1 167 *Has virtue charms?'— I grant her heavenly fair; But
if unportion'd ; all will int'rest wed. 1747 Francis tr.

Horace, Ep. i. xvii. 69 My Sister lies unportion'd on my
Hands. x8a8-3a Webster s.v., An unportioncd daughter.
Unportma'nteaued, ///. a. (Un-' 9.) 1819 Whewell
in Todhunter Ace. U'rit. (1876) II. 33 We.. wended our
way dolorous and discontented,, .untravelled and unport*
manteaued. Unpo 'rtralted, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1611
GuiLLiM Heraldry ii. i. 39 Leigh reckoncth such vnpor-
traicied bearing to bee good. Unportray*able, a.
(Un-' 7 b.) 1873 M. Collins Squire Silchestrr II. xi. 131

A mighty dusky unportrayable figure, stalking over the
furrows. fUnpoTtunate, a. Obs. (Un-' 7, 5 b.]

Importunate. <» 1533 Lo. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.
(^536) p- iii, Amonge so many vnportunatc wyndes and
vnstable waters ther is great necessitee of good ores. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 57 For they. .are troublesome
and unportunate hearers. UnpoTtuous, a. rare'K
(Um-' 7 + L. porius harbour. Cf. L. importjt5sus.\ Har-
bourless. 1797 Burke Regie. Peace iii. f 25 Had the West
of Ireland been an unportuous coast, the French naval power
would have been undone.

1 0npo8se*S8, i*. Obs. rare, [UN-23.] trans.

To dispossess.

C1449 Pkcock Repr, iii. xvi. 380 Precstis,.mowcn iustli

be vnpossessyd (that is to seie, mowen iustli be putt out of
possessioun of the same godis). a 154J Wvatt in Totteti
Misc. (Arb.) 84 The holde that is gcuen ouer, I vnpossest,

so hangeth in balance Of warre.

Unposse'ssed, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1, Not possessed or owned ; unoccupied.

1594 Daniel Compl, ofRosamond ciii. Seeing how many
seexe to vndermine The treasury that's vnpossest of any.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 105 The riuer was yet vn-

Possessed by the enemie. 1664 H. Power Exp. Philos. 92
f you let in the outward ayr into the cavity unpossessed by

the mercury, 17*5 D« Foe Voy. round World (1840) a8i

If he leaves the country unpossessed, he leaves it free for

any other nation to come in. 1748 Anson's Voy. i. vi. 64
[Patagonia] is unpossessed by the Spaniards. 1833 Wordsw.
Itin. Poems, lona 12 A grace by thee unsought and un-
possest,

1 2. Not preoccupied ; unprejudiced, Obs.

4x586 Sidney Arcadia in. xv, When a while that instru-

ment had made a brave proclamation to all unpossessed
mindes of attention. 1665 J. Spencer Vulg, Proph. 61 All

the Heralds of Heaven had the badg of some divnie Signs,
whereby unpossest minds might easily distinguish tliem

from Impostors. 1685 Temple Ess.^ Gardening (1690) ji

The want of Demonstration or Satisfaction, to any thinking
and unpossessed Man.
3. Not having possession ^something.
'7?S V. Knox Chr.PhHos. % 22 «(7^f,Tbc mind, unpossessed

of virtue. 1840 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) V. 69 A
witness, .absolutely unpossessed of all idea of obligation to

speak the truth. 1899 F. T. Bullen IVay Navy 25 Many
of tliem quite unpossessed of any knowledge of our most
thrilling episode.

Hence Vnposse'ssedness.
1819 Coleridge in Lit. Retrt. (1836) 11. 239 How truly

Shakspearian is the opening of Macbeth's character given
in the unpossessedness of Banquo's mind.

Unposse-ssing,///. a. (Un-1 10, 5 d.)

1605 Shaks, Lear 11. i. 69 Thou vnpossessing Bastard, dost
thou thinke [etc]. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry <5-

P'rances (1767) II. 191 With a taste and relish for them all,

yet unpossessine any of them.

ITnpossibi'lity. (Un-^ 12, 5 b; cf. next.)

z6ai AiNSWORTH Annot. Pentat., Exod.xix. 8Theunpossi.
biliiy of the Law, which ii weake through the flesh. 1613
CocKSRAM II, Vnpossibilitie of beleefe, Incredulitie. 0x849
PoE King Pest Wks. 1865 II. 372 It would be a matter of
utter unpossibility. 1866 Florence Marryat For Ever ^
Ever II. 194 Why, it would be an unpossibility, Sir.

UnpO'SSiblef ti. Now only dial. [Un-1 7,

5 b.] Impossible. (Very common ^1400-1660.)
136a Langl. p. pi. a. XI. 22s Poul prouil> it is vnpossible

ricne men in heuene, C1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 153 per is

DO J>ing vnpossible to stalwort>e nature. 1453 in Wars Eng.
in France (1864) II. 488 It is unpossiblc unto us so sone to

purvey for the saide socours. 1471 Forte.scuk Wks. (1869)

535 The forsayd minor is now clercly proved unpossiblc.

IS«3 Ld. Berners tr. Froiss. I. cxlv. 173 The frenchemen
coude nattc passe no way, without they wolde haue gone
through the marshes, the whiche was vnpossyblc. 1570 'J.

Wilson Demosth. Orat., Life 127 Vnpossible it is for anye
one to deceyue him, 1610 !• letcher Faithful Shepherdess
II. i, Whose grief.. to anothers eye May seem unpossiblc
of remedy. 1697 ISurchope Disc. lielig. Assemb. 169 There's
nothing requirdof us. .which is unpossiblc. 1773 Goldsm.
Stoops to Cong. 11. i, By the laws, your worship, that's par-
fectly unpossible. i8a5 Brockett A'. C. Words, Unpossible,
for impossible. The word is frequent with the vulgar in the
North. X844- in Sc. and dialect use (Eng. Dial. Diet.). 1866
Flo. Marrvat ForEver ^ Everll.ig^ That is an unpossible
thing, Sir.

absol. 1581 Mulcaster Positions iv. 17 Nothing giuen to
the vnpossible, where possibilitie must take place.

Hence f tJnpo'ssibleness ; f Unpossibly adv.
1561 T, Hoby tr. Casiiglione's Courtyer iv. Ss ii, The

vnpossiblenes of y« matter. 1658 Osborne Adv. Son Wks.
(1673) 175 Therefore not unpossibly the cause why the
Uevil was so earnest, .to make them commit it [sc. a sin].

1659— Misc. Ess. Paradoxes i-jt, I confesse the Party may
not unpossibly be very Rich.
Unposted,///, rt. (Un-' 8.) t '773 Ash.] x86o W. H.

Russell Diary India I. 4 A few younger men, unposted,
who expected to be attached to Queen's regiments, Un-
pcstpo-nable, (I. (UN.'7b.) 1854 I.Wilson Z^/. in ./!/««.

(1859) 304 Whatever was not altogether imperative and un-
postponable. 1890 Gunter Aliss Nobody xvii. Important
and unpostponable business. Unpo't, v. (Un-* 5.) 1754
Justice Scots Gard. Director 127 As for the small Plants..,
I do not choose to unpot them until Michaelmas.

Unpotable, a. [Un-^ 7 b, 5 b.] Undrinkable.
1848 S. Wells Williams Mid. Kittgd. I. 14 The water, .is

brackish and unpotable. 190a Act 2 Edw. VII, c. 7 5 8 The
applicant., will.. render the spirits unpotable. .during use.

Unpou'lticed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] X791 [see

Unfilled ///. «.'J.

Unpowdered, ///. a, [Uk-i 8.]

1. Not sprinkled with salt.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. -^tth On-powderyd, on-saltyd, »'«-

salitus. 7x6x9 Hieron Wks. II, 484 As an vnpowdered
masse of flesh . . is enough to poyson with the stench. Ibid.

492 Those particulars.. will, like so many vnpowdered
morsels mixed in with others, make the whole lump to become
vnsauory,

2, Not whitened with hair-powder,

X7S1 Johnson Rambler No, 109 r 6 My hair unpowdered,
and my hat uncocked. 1847 Lvtton Lucretia 1. i. The dark
hair which he wore unpowdered. 1898 R. S, Hichens
Londoners vii, Various footmen, powdered and unpowdered.

TJnpower, sb. Obs. exc. dial. [Un-^ 13. Cf.

NoN-rowER.] Want of power; inability; weak-
ness; helplessness,

c 1380 WvcLiF Serm. Sel. Wks, I. 371 fis drede hajj no
peyne, but unpower for to synne. x4oa Jack Upland in

Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 36 Then pattest thou on Christ..
unkuiming, unpower, and evill will. CX440 Gesta Rom. Hi.

933 perfor do not aftir the worlde, ne abide not age, vnpowcr,
or blyndncsse. a 1^70 H. Parker Dives ^Pauper (W, de
W. 1496J II. xiv. G iiij b, Vf it be soo that Jj* othe be made
..the man that he made it to can not..vnbynde hym from
that othe . . but nede or unpower excuse hym. 1847- in south-
western dial, glossaries.

tUnpow*er, v. Obs. [Uk-' 4.J trans. To deprive of
power. 1643 W. Greenhill Axe at Root 8 Now the Lord
did. ,un-church them, un-power them, un-saint them, 1657
Reeve Gods Plea 287 Why are they ministers, if they un-
power, cassate their own function ?

Unpowerful, (7, rare. (Un-1 7.)
x6xi Florio, Ivipoderoso, vnmightie, vnpowerfuU. 1656

CowLEV Davideisi. 48 He.. envy 'd him a Kings unpowerfui
Hate. X777 J. Richardson Dissert. Fast. Nations 21 A
di-stinct body of harmless and unpowerfui people.

Hence Unpowerftiliiess.
X625 Darcib Ann. a 4 It lies meerely in their owne vn-

powerfulnesse, that they doe not ouerthrow his.. Empire.
lUnpra*ctic, a. Obs. [Un-^ 7.] Not practical. X659

W. Chamberlavne Pharonnida iv. ii. 551 A speedy, though
unpractic sympathy.

Unpracticable, a. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.] Im-
practicable. (Common 1650-1700,)
1647 Clarendon Hist. Feb. w. § 176 Such 01yections..as

rendered it [sc. the proposition] Ridiculous and Unpractic-
ahle. 1673 Kemargues Humours To-wn 52 They have made
Love, .unpracticable to the World. X69J Bentlev Be^le
Led. 16 Such unpracticable conditions as these, 1701 Eng.
Theophrast. 135 Many tilings that seem'd unpracticable to

their Thoughts.

Hence Unpra'cticaMeuess.
X667 Owen Indulg. 9{ Tolerat. Consid. 30 The unpractic-

ableness of such an Indulgence. x68o H. Dodwell Two
Lett. (1691) j8o 'I'hat unpracticableness wherewith they are
changed. 1894 A^. W. Longregaiioualist (U.S.) 5 Jan.,
There is a certain amount of unpracticableness about this.

Unpractical, a. (U^-l 7. 5 l^O
1637 lip. Rkvnolds Serm. (1638) 26 To foment their

jealousies and censures.. by novell, speeious, and unprac-
tical! Curiosities, x668 Hale Pref. to Rolle's Abridgm. 5
Some of their Laws grew, .obsolete, some unpracticall, some
obscure. 1849 C, Bronte Shirley vii, Caroline was feeling

,.what an unpractical life she led, 1890 R. * Boldhewood*
Col. Reformer {iBgj) 153 An unpractical, unsuccessful en-
thusiast.

Hence Unpractlca'llty ; Unpra'ctically adv.
;

Uupra'ctioalness.
X875 Howells Foregone Concl. (1882) 313 Tliat poor fellow

with his whole stock of helplessness, dreamery and *unprac*
ticaliiy, 1880 Athenseum 18 Dec. 812/3 The delightful
unpracticality of good Mrs. Brooke. x88x Trans. Obstet.

.Soc. Lond. ^Kll. 5 Where we cannot foresee any immediate
effect on practice, that is, so far as we can see, *un practically,

1880 Vernon Ler Stud. Italy 11. iii. 49 To this charming
*unpracticalness. .must be added the fact that [etc.].

t unpra'ctisable, a. (Un-* 7 b, 5b; cf. Practisable a.)

1594 in Haliiwell Lett. Set. Subjects (1841) 36 Converted to



UNPRACTISE.

sundrie otfier uses.. which have helherto byn supposed to

be unpractyzablc. 1644 G. Plattes in HariUbs Legacy
(1655)295 It is neither unpossible, strange, nor unpractice-

able. Unpra'Ctise, v. (Un** r) 17*7 Art 0/Sneaking
in Puhlick v. (ed. 2) 67 If you find it coiiies only from an ill

Habit you have got,, .you ought to take up a resolution of
unpractising it.

Unpractised, PpL a. [Un- i 8.]

L Not familiarized or skilled by practice ; inex-

perienced, inexpert.

1551 Robinson tr. Mare's Utopia i. (1895) 49 Your newe
made and vnpractysed soldiours. x56j A. Brooke Komeus
^ Jul. 1416 A wise mans wit vnpractised doth stand him in

no steede. i6o6Shaks. TV. ^ Cr. i. i. 13 But I am..skiUesse
as vnpractis'd Infancie. 167a Marvell Keh. Trattsp. \. 207
'Jo harden their unpractis'd modesty. 1748 Anson's Voy.
III. viii. 380 Of so little consequence are the most destructive

arms in untutored and unpractised hands. 1805 Wordsw.
Prelude V. 589 In his youth, .in that raw unpractised time.

1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng. vi. II. 143 The most unpractised

eye at once perceived that they were taller, .than their suc-

cessors. 1B90 Retrospect Med, CI I. 109 The unpractised

operator is far less likely to do harm with the forceps than
with version.

b. Const, in.

1665 Boyle Occas. Re/!, m. xx. 131 These are.. altogether

unpractis'd in that Civility. 1687 Drvuen Hind ^ P. in.

614 The latter brood, who just began to fly, Sick-feathered

and unpractis'd in the sky. 1759 Hume Hist. England
I. 96 Albany.. was totally.. unpractised in their language.

1844 Upton Phystoglyphics Prcf. p. ii, A person unpractised

in authorship. 1900 Longm. Mag. Mar. 466 Supposing that

I speak to anyone who is unpractised in the art.

2. Not practised ; unemployed, untried.

1540 Commemoration ofInestimable Graces of God B ij,

The old prouerbe..is not lefte vnpractised by the sayde
Antichrist. CX584 An Abstract^ Certaine Acts Pari.

(title-p.), Certaine Canons, Constitutions, and Synodals pro-

uinciall. .for the most part heretofore vnknowen and vnprac-

tized. x6ii Beaum. & Fl, Maid's Trag. 11. i, I. .must try

Some yet unpractis'd way to grieve and die. 1686 Col. Rec.
Pennsylv, 1. 184 An unsafe and hetherto unpractised way in

procedure. 1753 Hanway T'rflz;. xiv. x. (1762) II. 382 No
barbarities were left unpractised. 1848 Akerman Introd,

Study Anc. ^ Mod. Coins v. 90 lliis description of artifice

seems to have been.. unpractised among the Romans.

fb. Untraversed, unfamiliar. Ods,

x6si G. Sandys Ovid's Met. i. (1626) 4 Ships. .Then plow*d
th' vnpractiz'd bosom of the Flood. 1778 Up. Lowth Transl,
IsaiaJi Notes X87 Ajourney . .through desert and unpracticed
countries.

Hence Uupra'ctisedness.
x6a8 Earle Microcosm. (Arb.) 61 He ascribes all honestie

to an vnpractis'dnesse in the World. 1672 Flamstked in

Rigaud Ccrr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 130 My unpractisedness in

such observations at the first essays.

Unpragma'tical, a. (Un-\7.) 163^3 Cave Prim. Ckr.
II. i. 6 Whoever would govern his life aright must be modest
and unpragmatical.

Unpraisable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

1. That cannot be praised.

1483 Catk. A ngl, 200/1 Vn Praysabylle, illattdabilis» iSgs

A. Lang Lett. DeadA nihors 1 78 Thou splendid warrior with
the world at odds, Unpraised, unpraisable, beyond thy merit.

+2. Incapable of being appraised or valued;

above valuation. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 173 b. Thou shalt haue
inestimable or vnpraysable rychesse. 1598 Stow Surv.-^^^
Vessels of gold, and siluer vnpraiseable, and many pretious

stones.

TJnprai'SeiZ'. [Un-2 3.] trans. To dispraise.

c 137s Cursor M. 27585 (Fairf.), We agh ilkman our.self

vpraise & in our hert vs vnpraise \Coti. dispraise], a 1500
Praise of Women in Rel. Ant. I. 275 To onpreyse
womene, yt were a shame. 1728 Young Love Fame^ vii. 45
Cannot thrice ten hundred years unpraise The boist'rous

boy, and blast his guilty bays? 1729 Savage Wanderer i.

J45 Shou'd some nobler Bard their Worth unpraise, Desert.
ing Morals, that adorn his Lays.

"Unprai'sed, ///. fl. (Un-i 8.)

1390'tJowER Conf. I. 229 If reson be wel peised, Ther mat
no vertu ben unpreised. 1422 Yong tr. Secreta Secret. 130
Of the dyuersyte. .of maneris wych ben praside and vn-
prayside. 1570 Levins Manip. 50 Vnpraysed, illaudatus,

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. x. 5 The land.. was saluage wilder-

nesse, Vnpeopled, vnmanurd, vnprou'd, vnpraysd. 1634
Milton Comus 723 Th' all-giver would be unthank't, would
be unprais'd. X700 Dryuen Cymon ^ Iph. 469 Unprais'd
by me, the' Heav'n sometime may bless An impious Act
with undeserv'd Success. 1784 Cowper Task v. 539 There
is yet a liberty,.. by senators unprais'd. 1827 Pollok
Course T, vii. 422 Innumerous armies rose, unbannered alt,

UnpanopUed, unpraised. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics ix.

iii. 11.151 How many women, .are far surpassing St. Theresa
in their self-sacriBce and patience, unseen and unpraised of

. men. 1802 [see Uhpkaisa8i.e i].

Unprai'seftil, a. (Un-' 7.) x868 Lynch Rivulet cui. U,
Not. .with unpraiseful prayer We live below.

Unprai'seworthy, a» (Un-1 7.)

^ 1589 Fleming K/V^.i^tfi??-^. IV. 59 Th' other khgill-fauoured
b,..And vnpraiseworihy drags his large brode belly all

along. 1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. n. 45 We do not
mean to say that this minute exegesis is useless or unpraise<
worthy.

Unpray, z'. (Un-2 3,)
x6ii Cotgr., Desprier^ to vnpray,.. recall prayers, i66a

GuRNALL Chr, in Arm. in. xiii. 102, I pray'd with so little

faith, that L.unprayed my own prayer. 1676 Hale Con-
tempt. 1. 128 The freeness and purity of his obedience . . made
him, as it were, un.pray what he had before prayed. 1842
Faber Styrian J^ake, etc. 289 And he unprayed his curse,
his passion sunk. 1862 Chr. G. Rossetti Poems (1904)
235/1 My sins unpray My prayer.
Unprayable.rt. [UN-'7b.j tinexorable. X382WVCLIF
Lam. iii. 42 Wee wickeli diden, and to wrathe terredcn

;

therforc thou art vnpreiable [L. iHexorabilis},

296

Unprayed, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. of persons : a. Not entreated or besougbt

;

unasked ; uninvited. Also with to.

c X374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 513 Syn i>at thow slest so fele

..Ayeins hir wil vnpreyed day and nyghte, Do me.. this

seruyse. f: 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. (1908) 116 In that

oure lord mekely vnpreide wente bodily to heie the sike ser-

uaunt. c \iA'^Gesta Rom. Ixv. 290 (Add. MS.), The Won, the

Ape, and the Serpent, yelded hyramede, because be drew

hem out of the pitte vnpraied. X53<S in loih ReP. Hist. MSS,
Comm. App. V. 407 whatsoever man..goeih in to anny \

suchhousse..unpraiedor bidden. x6oo Fairfax 'J'assoxvi.
\

xlv, To my sutors old what I denaid, That gaue I thee.,
j

vnpraid. x68i H. More in Glanvill's Sadducismus i.
|

Postscr. 5X The holy Angels, .which.. reinforce the prayers :

of good and holy men. .unprayed to themselves. X849 M.
Arnold Fragm. of 'Antigone' 5 V^/ho, weighing that life

well Fortune presents unpray'd, Beclines her ministry.

t b. Not moved by prayer. Ods,"^

1567 Drant Horace, Ep. A iiij. If thou wouldest set

Achilles oute, . . Let him be swift, chafing, vnprayed, xn-

flamde to vengaunce sone.

2. Not prayed /f?/-; without being prayed /(7r.

1533 More Apoi. xxviii. Wks. 894/1 Yf they leue nothing

vnpraied for that mai perteine to the pacincacion of this

diuision. X703 De Foe More Reform. 50 What Capital

offence Could bar thee from the Priests Benevolence, That
they.. should, .let thee live unbless'd, unprayed for Die.

tfnprea'ch, v. (Un-2 3.)

X692 Bp. Stratford Charge, $ ^^y 2= Can they think,

that he does in good earnest believe what he preaches, when
he unpreaches the same again in his life? X701 De Foe
Trucborn Eng. w. 256 The Clergy. .Unpreach'd their Non.
resisting Cant, and Pray'd To Heaven for Help. 1853

KiNGSLEV IVestw. Ho t xviii, To show the white feather in

the hour of need, is to unpreach in one minute all that he

had been preaching his life long.

Unprea'ched,///. tf. (Un-'S.) [1775 Ash.] 1843 Car.

LVLE Past <5; Pr. III. xii, This unpreached, inarticulate,.,

forever-enduring Gospel.

trnpreaching,///. «. [Un-1 ic]
1. Omitting or neglecting to preach J

characterized

by absence of preaching.
X549 Latimer hth Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 167 The deuill

..hath set vppe a state of vnpreachynge prelacye in this

Realme. . .He hath made vnpreachynge prelates. X585 Abp.

Sandys Serm. iii. 60 Woe therefore to the idle and Idol

pastor, to the dumme dogge, to the vnpreaching minister I

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Sculler Wks. in. 20/1 Who dares

say that like a drone or moath, Like an vnpreaching Priest

he Hues by Sloath? x66o Pkynne Unbish. Tim. (ed. 2) 95
Idle, proud, ambicious, unpreaching Prelates. 173a Neal
Hist. Purit, I. 372 There are severe expressions against the

unpreaching clergy. 1828 J. T. Rutt Burtons Diary III.

203 Praising that Bishop at the expense of unpreaching

prelates. xSgo Marsden Early Purit. iv. 124 Her successor

on the throne, .discouraged preaching.. .We became an un-

preaching church.

f2. s^ec, Notimdertaking the duty ofpreaching;

merely reading the services of the Church. Obs.

XS74 Whitgift Def. Answ. 482 Bycause a chylde may
reade the booke, dothe it therefore mainteyne an vnpreaching
ministerie? 1588 J. Udall Demonstr, Discipline (Arb.) 38

If vnpreaching ministers cannot be made without the

manifest breach of the commaundement of God. XS97
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxxii. § 3 That..we..maintaine an
vnpreaching ministerie, is neither aduisedly nor truly spoken.

X642 Fuller Holy if Prof. St. v. xi. 402 Sacraments received

from ignorant and unpreaching Ministers. X710 H. Bedford
Vind. Ch. Eng. 161 There were several unpreaching Minis-

ters, whose. .Business it was to read the publick Prayers.

Uuprecarions, a. (Un- i
7.)

X712 Blackmore Creation 11.532 The Stars.. grace the

high expansion, bright By their own beams,and unprecarious

light. X745 Young Nt. Th. viii. 968 Bliss tliere is none,

but unprecarious bliss. X843 Tizard Bre^ving 5 Even were
brewing as simple and unprecarious as some are willing to

imagine.
Unprecau*tloned,///.rt. (Un.'S.) X694 Franck iViirM-

er7i Mem. 128 Because unprecautioned how todistinguish

the Elements, . . she frequently encounters the boiling Water.

Unprece'ded, ppl. a. (Un- 1 8.)

X846 Worcester (citing J. Johnson). 1884 Laiu Times
6 Sept. 320/2 Hostile acts unpreceded by declaration of war.

Unprecede'ntal, a. [Un-' 7.) = next. 1768 Capt. Cook
in Roy. Soc. Archives^ Lett. (1Q08) 18 This, I believe to be

the reason for the unpresidental reception we met with here.

Unprecedented, ppL a, (Un-i 8.)

In frequent use from c 1760.
a. X623 in Rubhw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. loi To forbid the

Judges against their Oathes..is a thing unpresldented in

this Kingdom. 1650 Weldon Crt. Jas. I, 37 Which was a
strange Judgement, and unpresidented. X707 Hearne Col-

lect. II. 24:Ye Delegates,. declar'd the D'*' sentence pro-

nounc'd against him by himself, as Assessor, to be unjust and
unpresidented.

p. X716 Addison Freeholder No. 16 F 5 Nor did the

Legislature do any thing in this that was unprecedented.

X743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy.S.Seas'p.xw, An audacious
and unprecedented Action. X&37 Ht, Martineau Soc,

Amer. II. 147 Some startling circumstance, .which I was
assured was unprecedented. 1874 Gkeen Short Hist. viii.

§ 3. 487 A speech of unprecedented boldness.

Hence Unprecedentedly adv., -ness.
X678 Mabvell Grozvih Popery 46 There was but one

Re.ison given herein for declining the granting Money, and
that is the Unpresidentedness. 1826 T. Tooke Currency 56
The late disastrous, and unprecedentedly numerous failures,

X884 Manch. Exam. 27 Nov. 5/4 The number of students

attending was no doubt unprecedentedly great.

TJnprecede'ntial, a. [Un-1 7,] = prec.

a X700 Evelyn Diary 19 July 1641, It was condemned as

unprecedential, and not justifiable. 1846 Worcester (citing

Ec. Rev.).
Unpre'cedently, adv. (Un-^ ii.) 1748 Richardson

Clarissa I. 242 The imaginary prerogative he w.is so un-

UNPREJUDICED.
precedently fond of asserting. Unpreci'pitablc, «. (Un-'

7 b.) 178J Phil. Trans. LXXUI. 76 Now this compound
of calx of silver, and silver in its metallic form, may well be

unprecipitable by iron.

Unprecipitated, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

l6«3li0YLE Use/. E.vp. Nat. Vhilos. II. App. 314 1 he aqua
forlis preserving none [of the silver] unprecipitated. 1698

Collier Immor. Stage i. 28 His Incidents are often siir.

prising, and his Plots unprecipitated. 1850 I.. Hunt >4n/o-

biog. viii. (1S60) 150 The horse suddenly came to a stand,.,

and I was agreeably surprised to find myself., unprecipitated

over his head.

Unpreci'se, a. (Un-i 7, 5 b.)

t>77S AbH.) 1782 Warton Kowley Eng. 47 Chatterton

gave a vague unprecise explanation. 1820 iiiontkly Rev.

XCI. 219 'Ihe antiquated and unprecise division of emotions

into sublime and beautiful. 1858 Caklvlf. Fredk. Ct, viii.

iv, II. 322 Here is the unprecise but indubitable fact.

Unpreci-sely, Wt/. (Un." n; of. prec.) 1869 Rossetti

Mem. Shelley p. xcix, Lord Eldon either spoke loosely or

was reported unprecisely. Unpreclu'dible, a. (Un-' 7.)

1825 Coleridge Lett., Conv., etc. (1836) II. 187 Demands on

such quantity of time, as bodily pain and disqualification,

with unprecludible interruption, have enabled nie to make
use of. Unpre-dicable, a. (UN-'7b, sb.) iBSsMasson
Rec, Brit. Pliilos. 392 Under the name of Faith . .

Hamilton

affirmed, .much which he declared lobe utterly unpredicable

in the name of Reason. Unpredi-ct, i-. (Un.» 7.) 1671

Milton P.R. hi. 395 Means I must use thou say'st, predic-

tion else Will unpredict and fail me of the Throne.

Unpredictable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

In frequent use from c 1880.

1857 M. Pattison Ess. (18B9) II. 405 The constant tendency

of discovery [is] to reduce to order classes of facts, once

thought irregular and unpredictable. 1874 J. Sully Seusa.

Hon 4- Intuition 113 The many chances of some unpredict-

able accident.

Unprefaced, ;!?(/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1801 Bloom-
field Rural T. (1802) 51 (He] straight began. .Th' unpre-

fac'd History of his latter years. 1859 Hooker in Darwin
Li/e (5- Lett. (1887) II. 242 The three volumes, unprefaced by
this, would have choked any Naturalist.

Unprefe-rred, ///. a. [Uk- i 8.]

+ 1. Not advanced or promoted.

1^3 Act 1 Rich. Ill, C.7 §1 Mony worshipful] men., were
compelled, .to lyffin greate penurie. ., their dettes unpaied

and their childeryn unpreferred. 1564 Haward Eutropius

X. i23He.. would notsee them vnpreferred to honoures. 1572

Wills ti Iitv. N. C. (Surtees, 1835) 370, 1 will y' Alice my wyf&
. .my doughters being vnmarried & vnpreferred shall haue
their full portions of mygoods. 1607 Dekker Northward.
Hoe IV. Wks. 1873 III. 45 A poore vnpreferd schoUer. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vi. § 36 Of which order fourteen only

could be found.. which were unmarried, unpreferred to

cures. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Suij. 1. 25 There is no such

way to make a Scholar, as to keep him under while he is

young, or unpreferred.

2. Not regarded with preference.

1884 Imferial Did. s.v,

tUnpregnable, a. [UN-l7b, 5b.] Im-

pregnable.
o. 1386 Rolls o/Parlt. III. 225/1 The Mairaltee,. .were it

never so unprenable. 1481 Caxton Godfrey cxxxii. 196 A
dongeon . . upon an hylle.., whiche the turkes holde so

strongly that it is unprenable. 1560 Daus Sleidane''5 Cotiim.

zriThe CastelL.which for the situation was vnprennable.

p. IS4S Elyot, Inexfugiiabilis, vnpreignable. 1561 Daus
tr. Bulliiiger on Afoc. 536 Therefore was there iieuer any

thing.. so mightie or vnpregnable, whiche the inuinciblc

power of God can not bring to naught. 1S72 Twvne Diony-

sius' Surv. World Eivb, Semiramis..enuironed it w' an
vnpregnable wal. X632 Sherwood s.v.

Unpre-guant, a. (Un-i 7.)

1602 Shaks. Ham. II. ii. 594 Yet L.peake Like lohn

&-dreames, vnpregnant of my cause. And can say nothing.

«6o3 — Meas./or M. iv. iv. 23 This deede vnshapes me
quite, makes me vnpregnant And dull to all proceedings.

x868 Lond, Rev. 8 Aug. 166/2 His work has never been un-

pregnant in illustration of his mind. 1878 N. Amer. Rev.

CXXVI. 48 No such interest can arise when the misfortune

is unpregnant.

Unpreju'dged, ffl. a. (Un-' 8.) [177S Ash.) 1888

Times -n Aug. 3/1 The question of sovereignty remained
unprejudged.

t Unprejudicate, «• Obs. [Un-i 7, 5 b.]

Unprejudiced. (Common in 17th c.)

1609 Hcby's Let. to T.H. Printer to Rdr. 115 For the

better satisfaction of the vnpreiudicate Reader. 1650 H.
More Observ, in Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 78 His humility

and purity of mind and unprejudicate reason. 1679 J. Good-
MAN Penit. Pard. I. i. 11 Discourses, .plain and intelligible

to such unprejudicate minds.

Hence Unprejudicately adv., -ness.

a 1662 Sanderson Cases Consc. iii. (1678) 74 Doubts and
difficulties meet to be. .unprejudicately weighed against

those other probabilities. 1668 H. More Div.Dial. 11.416

All the difficulty is to get to that state of Unprejudicateness.

1683 E. Hooker Prcf. Pordage's Mystic Div., Postscr. in
Shold you pleace to lai the.. Ear of conscientious unpra:-

judicateness as close to the voice of these Mysteries as I did.

tUnpreJu-dicated,/>/>/.a. [Un-' 8.] = prec. 1633PRVNNE
HistriO'Vi. 2nd Ep. Ded., Imploring, .your unprejudicated

affections too. 1644 Jessop ^w^r/^J^>/r. 63 Let the im-

tartiall and unprejudicated Reader peruse his words. 1660

TiLLiNGFL. IrCH. II. vi. §9 That evidence.. which will com-

mand assent from an unprejudicated mind. tUnpre-
ju'dicating. ppl, a. (Un-' io.) i6o» Carew Corntvail 60

Who (as I conceive) looked heerinto with an indifferent ana
unprejudicating eye. Unpre'judice. (Un-' 12, 5 b.)

c x8oo Coleridge in Sotheby's Sale Catalogue 20 Nov. (1899)

j6 Religious Musings, which you will read with a Poets eye,

with the same unprejudices. 2871 Lowell Study Wind. 92

Carlyle. .has now been so long before the world that we may
feel toward him something of the unprejudice of posterity.

Unprejudiced,///, a. [Un-18.]
1. Not affected prejudicially.



UNPREJUDICEDLY.
1613 Heywood 2 Edward IV^ M 4 b, On whom I vow,

Leauing King Lewis vnpreiudizde in peace, To spend ihe
whole measure of my kindled rage.

2. Free from prejudice : a. Of persons, the mind,
eye, etc.

1637-50 Row Hist, Kirk (Wo^row Soc.) 437 Let the un-
prejudiced reader judge whither [etc.]. 1678 Cudwobth
Inieii.SysL 728 To the full Conviction of all Minds Un-
prejudiced, and Unprepossessed with false Principles, 1710
Steele S^ect, No. 4 f 5, I have the high Satisfaction of
beholding all Nature with an unprejudiced Eye. 1794 R, J.
SuLiVAN yieiv Nat. 1 L 72 It is clear to unprejudiced reason,
that experiments in philosophy should unremittingly be
made. 184a Borrow Bible in Spain xlix. Surely it is not
the part of unprejudiced people to disparage that of which
they are ignorant. 1885 J.

Pavn Talk ^ Toivn IL 259
William Henry's affidavit will acquit you of all blame in this

matter in the eyes of unprejudiced persons.
absoL 1739 Gordon {title). An Appeal to the Unprejudiced

Concerning the present Discontents Occasioned by the late

Convention with Spain. 1755 T. Edwards Neiu Transl.
Psalms It) These few instances may be sufficient to convince
the unprejudiced, that [etc.].

b. Of opinions, inquiries, etc.

a 1670 South Serm. (1715) IV. 291 Some such Principle of
Reason.. universally granted by the unprejudiced Appre-
hensions of Mankind. 1709 Addison Tatlcr No. loi r2
To consider Things in so unprejudiced a manner, that [etc.].

1770 .^. Young Six Montfts* Tour North (1771) I. Pref p.

xiii, I was forced to make more than one honest farmer half
drunk, before I could get sober, unprejudiced intelligence.

1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 307 An unprejudiced perusal of these
cases. X839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornzv.^ etc. iv. 101
Fair and unprejudiced discussion. 1856 Olmsted Slave
States 107 Reliable and unprejudiced information.

Hence Unprejudicedly aJv.^ -ness.
1674 Boyle Excell. TheoL ir. v. 230 By having the reasons

it presents perspicuously proposed, and 'unprejudicedly
entertained. x68s H. More Paralip. Prophet. X\. 476 Who-
ever reads considerately and unprejudicedly the 23. Chapter,
..cannot but be fully assured. \^i^ Amer. NaturalistOo-U
897 Let us consider this evidence as unprejudicedly.. as we
can. 167a H. More BriefReply Pref. aij, My impartial'
ness and 'unprejudicedness. 1704 Clarke Attrib. (1706) 10
Hearing the Reason of the Case with Patience and Unpre-
judicedness.

Unprejudi'ciable, a. (Un.' 7 b.) 1673 O. Walker
Educ. 37 In dtrnying all, or most of his desires, though the
things be reasonable, or unprejudiciable. Unprejudi'cial,
a. (Un*' 7.) 1641 Vind. Sviectymnuus ix. 104 Not only un-
prejudicial to the honour of Episcopacy, but behoveful to

the Church. 1657 J. Sergeant Schism Dispach't 156A bare
word, capable of a different (and so unprejudicial) significa-

tion. Uoprejudi'cialnes's. (Un-* 12.) 164J J. Goon.
WIN Auti-Cavalierism 10 The unprejudiciahiesse or in-

offensive nesse of it to Sauls kingly Throane and dignity.
Unpre'late, v. (Un-* 6 b.) a 1670 Hackkt A bp. iVilliams
II. (16513) 120 The Archbishop thought not himself absolute,

till this man was unprelated. Unprela'tlc, a. {Un-' 7.]

snext. x88o F. G. Lee Ch. under Q. Eliz. I. 215 In a
fierce dispute.. the language uttered and written was both
unprelatic and violent.

unprelatical, a, (Un-1 7.)
SC47 Clarendon Hist. Reh. in. § 198 The archbishop of

York,.. by such Unprelatical, Ignominious Arguments, in
plain terms advised him.. to pass that Act. <xi66z Fuller
Worthies, Leicester. 11. (1662) 129 Some highly commended
the Zeal of the Bishop,-, whilest others condemned this in

him, as an unprelatical act. 1857 Trollope Barduster T.
V, A new sofa had been introduced, . . most unprelatical and
almost irreligious. 1858 Bushnell Nat. ^ Supernat. x.

(1864) 329 Vindicator of. .a free unprelatical religion.

Unpreme'ditable, a. (UN-'7b.) 1768 Sterne Sent,
youm., Fragment, A capfull of wind. .comes against you
..with such unpremeditable puffs.

Unpremeditate, ///. A- Nowarr^. [Un-i
8 b, 5 b.] »c next.

1551 Robinson Morels Utopia (1895) a As his taike cold
not be fine and eloquent, -.but sodein and vnpremeditate.
1600 Jate in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 7 Either unprcmeditaie,
and in hot blood, or else upon, .grounded malice. 1651
Life Father Sarpi 174 His answers how unpremeditaie
soever. x7oa Toleration to There is something more excel-

lent that men may hazard by unpremeditate Prayer. x8s5
SouTHEY Tale Paraguay \\\. xxxvi,The voice. . Is one which
..Utters ail unpremeditate, at will, A modulated sequence.

Unpreme'ditated, />//. a. (Un-i 8.)

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, i. \\. 88 Aske me what question
thou canst possible, And I will answer vnpremcditated.
1619 A. Newman Pleas. Vis. 2 His vnpremeditated words.
1699BENTLEV Phal. 237 Both Comedies and Tragedies for
some time were unpremeditated and extemporal. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 444 Those unpremeditated ad-
dresses to Heaven called ejaculations. 1814 Scott Wav.
xxvi, The hint.. respecting Flora was not unpremeditated.
1878 Stubbs Const. Hist, xviii. III. 9 The scene in West-
minster Hall.. was no unpremeditated pageant.

Hence Unpremeditatedness.
s8oa-ia Bentham Ration. Judic, Evid, (1827) I. 295

There is no such absolute incompatibility, .between recol-

lectedness and unpremeditatedness. 1883 H. Drummond
Nat. Law in Spir. iV, 280 The suddenness and unpre-
meditatedness of Prayer.

ITnpreine ditatedly, a^t'. (Un-i ii.)

1776 G. Skmi'i.e Buiuiing in IVater 4 The cost did not
exceed. .100 guineas, as I had unpremeditatedly mentioned
to Mr. Prior. 1826 Disraeli V. Grey 11. i, He could un-
premeditatedly clothe his conceptions in language charac-
teristic of the style of any particular author. 1884 Contemp.
Rev. Feb. 250 There is not one of his writings which does
not do for us. .as it were by the way and unpremeditatedly,
what [etc.].

t TJnpreme'ditately, adv. Obs. [Un- 1 1 2 ; cf.

Unpremeditate /»//. a.] = prec.

1671 F. Philips Reg. Necess. Ep. Ded., Answers not seldom
suddainlyand unjircmeditately given. 1685 Boyle OfHigh
Veneration i Divines..wiio,.tatkof Him and his Attributes
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ns fieely and as unpremeditately. as.. of a Geometrical
Figure, a 1721 in W. Ayre Life Pope (1745) I. 140, I, who
always speak unpremeditately.

Unpremedita-tion. (Un-1 12, 5 b.)

tSoyAftn. Rev. V. 237 It has the vivacity of unpremedita-
tion. 1884 W. Besant Dorothy Forster xxxvi. Asking each
other, .what means this naked plea of unpremeditaiion.
t Unpreo'ccupated, ppl. a. (Un-' 8. ) 1666 J. Sergeant

Let. I hanks 26 To all unprejudic't and unpreoccupated
Understandings.

Uupreo'CCTipied, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)
Frequent in recent use (1896-).

[1775 Ash.] 1827 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 408
Every reader whose imagination supplies an unpreoccupied,
unretracting medium to the Apostolic assertion. 1886 B.

Harte S'loivbound 193 Lee, the only unpreoccupied.. spirit

in the party.

tUnpre*parate,/^/.rt. Obs.—^ [Un.' 8 b.] Unprepared.
1576 Tl'RBErv. Venerie 224 Let the scamony be unpreparate,
the which you shall mingle amongst all those iuyces.

Unprepara'tion, rare. [Un-1 12,5 b.] Un-
preparedness,
1627 Bp. Hall Holy Ohserv. §77 Our cowardlinesse, our

vnpreparation, is his aduantage. 1646 — Balm Gil. 330
Thy unpreparation shall make him dreadful!. \Z&^Stan-
dard 9 Jan. 2 The state of unpreparation may be imagined.

Unprepa'rei v. rare. [Un-2 j or Un-1 14.]

1. trans. To undo tlie preparation of.

1598 Florio, Sparecchiare, to vngarnish, to vnprepare, to
vndecke,

2. To make unprepared ; to unfit.

164s Milton Tetrach. 36 Nothing more unhallows a man,
more unprepares him to the service of God in any duty.
1788 Wesley U'ks. (18^2) VII. 154 No business. .can hin-
der any man.. unless it be such as unprepares him for

heaven. 1852 Lever M. Tiernay iii, Ihe gloom of the
place, .equally unprepared me for what was to come.

Unprepared,//'/, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Of persons : Not in a state of preparation;

not ready (for defence, reply, etc.).

1549 Cheke HurtSedit. (1569) G ij b, Although ye thinke
your selues able to match with a fewe vnprepaied Gentle-
men, and put them from their houses. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 79 Where so euer they fownde any of owre men vn-
prepared, they slewe them. ?i6o6 Daniel Funeral Poem
Fajl Devon. Wks. (1623) 11 He brauely came to disappoint
his foe. And many times surpris'd him vnprepared. 1667
Milton P, L. viii, 197 What is more,.. renders us in things
that most concerne Unpractis'd, uiiprepar'd, and still to

seek. 169S Irvon Dreams i. 3 Such discourses seem very
..extravagant to their unprepared Apprehensions. 1760
Goldsm. at. IV, iv, We were overtaken by a heavy shower
ofrain. I was unprepared ; but they . . had large coats. i8i8
Byron Ch. Har. iv. cxxvii, Lest the truth should shine 'I'oo

brightly on the unprepared mind. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. V. I. 662 Cornish was arrested..and was brought
altogether unprepared to the bar of the Old Bailey. 1889
Gretton Memory's Harkb. 165 His Lordship requested one
of the clergymen.. to preach the sermon. Naturally they
one and alt declined, as unprepared.
absol. ai643 S. Godolphin Quatrains ii. 11 The unpre-

par'd this grace do find, Ve cool and do refresh the mind.
b. Const, for, or to with inf.

1549 Cu2.VLE.Hnrl Sedit. {i^6<)) F ij, Exeter.. being, .vn-
furnished, vnprepared, for so long a siege. 1678 Proph, 4-

Predict, yas. Usher {HindXty, III) 11 Look that you be not
found unprepared for it. 1721 Hamilton Wallaceww. (1816)

13s Wallace.. Surpris'd the English, unprepar'd for fight.

1794 S. Williams Hist. Vermont 174 That they might not
be wholly unprepared to begin their course. 1819 Scott
Leg. Montrose xvii, Being taken by surprise, they were
totally unprepared for resistance. x86s Dickens Mut, Fr.
I. XV, I am rather unprepared to see you.

C, Spec, Not prepared for death.
S504 Shaks. Rich, lit. III. il 65 'Tis a vile thing to dye,

..When men are vnprepar'd. ci6oo Chalkhill Thealma
I ^ CI, 1215 Death at no time finds goodness unprepared.

161 1 Beaum. & Fl. MaitCs Trag, v, i, Stir not; if thou dost,

rie take thee unorepar'd, thy fears upon thee, That make
thy sins look douole. 1665 Boyi.e Occas. Refl. 11. xi, Upon
a Death Bed,, .that very Thought might justly prove Dis-
mal to an unprepar'd Alan. 1796 Southey Joan ofArc x.

(1853) 124 Hurried the confessor To shrive them, lest with
unprepared souls They to their death might go. 1846 Mrs.
A. Marsh Father Darcy II. xii. 215 The slaughter of hun-
dreds., of human beings totally unprepared.
transf. 1897 B. Camm Benedict. Mart, in Eng. \. 31 Carried

off by sudden and unprepared death before the priest could
be iummoned.

t2. Const. ^ Not provided with. Obs."'^

173J J. Louthian Form of Process (1752) 45 If the Pri-
' soncr, through Ignorance, come unprepared of Lawyers.

3. Not made ready; left, introduced, taken, etc.,

j

without special preparation.

I '595 Shaks. John 11. i. 560 This vnlook'd for vnprepared

I

pompe. ^1751 BoLiNGBROKE Study Hist. ii. {1752) I. 41 The
:

events we are witnesses of. .appear to us very often original,

unprepared, single, and un-relative. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay
Camilla V. 397 Her sight, thus unprepared, . . might be too
affecting for hts weak frame. 1838 G. F. Graham Mns,
Comp. 23/2 Monteverde began to introduce unprepared
sevenths and ninths. 1858 Greener Gunnery 376 An ordi-

nary unprepared gun, taken from a number promiscuously.

J874 PusEV Lent. Serm. 8 We take refuge in the thought,
that these were not sudden unprepared apostasies.

Unpreparedly, ^(/z'. (Un-i ii; cf. prec")

i6o6*ip. Hall Medit. ^ Vows \. Ivi. 63 If hee die sud-
dainly, yet hee dies not vnpreparedly. 1684 J. Goodman
Old Relig. II. vi. 319 It seems far the more pardonable to

come, though somewhat unpreparedly, than not to come
I because of unpreparedness. 1780 S. J. Pratt Emma Cor.
\

belt (ed. 4^ I, 194 She bath an affecting trick of. .shedding
tears, which burst upon one so unpreparedly, that (etc.).

iSag J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 134 Wearelike the young
waterfowl, ..launched upon their natural.. element, unpre-
paredly. x8s7 Gen, P. Thompson Audi Alt. I. xxxiv. 131

UNPRESSED.
There is such a thing as going into danger uiili a full know-
ledge of where the danger lies, and there is doing it blindly
and unpreparedly.

Unpreparedness. (Un-i 12.)
1627 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1909) III. 169 Any

advantage possible to bee taken (by theire unpreparednes).
1640 Habington Edw. IV, 77 There could bee no excuse
but in the unpreparednesse of his mind. 1684 [see prec.].
ai7i6 Blackall Wks. (1723I I. 250 Our Unpreparedness
for the Duty will not excuse the Omission of it. 1748
Richardson Clarissa VII. 416 They had, for. .his unpre-
paredness for it \sc. his fate], but too much grounds for
apprehension with regard to his future happiness. 1824
Bentham Bk. Fallacies Wks. 1843 II. 411/1 Supposing the
unpreparedness real, the reasonable and practical inference
IS—say nothing. 1873 Spencer Stud. Sociol. ix. (1877) 213
1 he t rench . . suffered catastrophes from this and other kinds
of unpreparedness.
Unprepo-nderating, ;*//. a. (Un-» 10.) 1818 Ranken

Hist. France \. i. V. 204 Henry. -proposed to throw his
weight into the unpreponderating scale.

Unprepossessed, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)
1648 Bovle Seraph, Love (1659) ^5 That with compos'd

and unprepossessed thoughts you may judge of the Object,
I propose to you. 1659 South Serm. (1679) 72 The Unpre-
possessed on the one hand, and the well disposed on the
other. 1705 Stanhope Paraph. I. 39 The Miracle upon
Lazarus.. which put the unprepossessed MuUitudes upon
celebrating the Glories of this Mighty Prophet. 1768
Sterne Sent. Joum. (1775) I. 67 Being pretty much unpre-
posse.ssed, there must have been grounds for what struck
me the moment I cast my eyes over the parterre. 1818
Foster Ess, (1844) I. 468 A mind of. . strong intelligence . .

,

entirely unprepossessed with any theory or system.

Hence Unpreposse'ssedly adv.
1748 Richardson Clarissa 1 1 1. 21 1 Had she been left unpre-

possessedly to herself, she would have shewn favour to me.

Unprepossessing',///, a. (Un-1 io.)

1816'TucKEV Narr. E.xped. R. Zaire iii. {1818) 108 The
faces.. were by no means unprepossessing. 1869 Tozer
Highl. Turkey I. 154 The marsh used to bear the unpre-
possessing name of Borboros, or ' Mud '. 1889 W. S. Gilbert
Gondoliers ii. 39 It's extraordinary what unprepossessing
people one can love if one gives one's mind to it.

Unprepo'sterous, a. (Un-' 7.) a x6i8 Sylvester Ele-
giac Epistle 79 That Hand alone,. .Un-partiall ever, Un-
preposterous ; However Other it may .seem to us. Un-
presa*gefiil, a. (Un-' 7.) 1882 Swinburne Tristram of
Lyonesse, etc. 144 Unwittingly, with unpresageful eyes.

Unprc'sbyterated,///. a. (Un-I 8.) 1650 Jeanes Want
^Ch. Govt, (title-p.), Whether or no the Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper may,. be lawfully administered in an un-
Presbyterated Church, that is, a Church destitute of Ruling
Elders.

_
1656 G. Collier Ans. i^ Quest. 10 While this

church is unpresbyterated.

Unprescient, a. (Un-^ 7.)
1866 LvTTON Lost Tales Miletus, Secret IVay 15 Having

heard all with not unprescient fears. 1874 Lewes Probl.
Life 4- Mind I. 229 A blind impulse unprescient of means
and end.

Unprescri-bed, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)
X642 Bp. Hall Let.from Tower 4, 1 have grated upon no

mans conscience by the pressure.. of the late Oath, or any
unprescribed Ceremonie. 1690 C. Nesse O. ^ N. Test. I.

72_ He left nothing unprescribed, that.. mans foolish brain
might find no room to foist anything into his service. 1768
R. Wood Ess. Genius Homer 11775) 170 A certain propor-
tion of voluntary attention in one sex, and of unprescribed
reserve in the other.

Unpresentable, a. (Un- 1 7 b.)
\Z%%Q. Kev. XXXVII L 204 Another worse evil, the name

of which, in his days, was not unpresentable, ' in prose or
rhyme '. 1857 J. G. Wood Objects Sea Shore 55 A pair of
snowy white trowsers were covered with the sable fluid, and
rendered entirely unpresentable, 1876 T. Hardy Ethel'
berta xlviii, She still felt so distressed and unpresentable
that she resolved not to allow Lord Mountclere to see her.

Hence UnpreseutaM'lity, -ableness.
i86a Rossetti in Eraser's Mag. July 73 For years past

it has . . candidly admitted its own unpresentableness.
188a ' Sarah Tytler ' Bride's Pass ii, His unpresentability
when fresh from some of his functions. x886 Ruskin Prse-
terita I. x. 330 My own shyness and unpresentableness were
farther stiffened, .by a patriotic and Protestant conceit.

Unpresented, ///. a, (Un- x 8.

)

(rt) 1523 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 42 All

the trespassers.. have byn permitted to pas.se unpresented.

1548 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) II. App. Q. 57 We also..

adverti.se yon, that for no Favour ye go about to excuse or

leave unpresented, those that . . have offended. 1620 (^uarles
Div. Poeftis, Feast for Worms ix. ix, No crime unsifted, no
sinne unpresented. Can lurke unseene. 173a J. Louthian
Form of Process (1752) 185 You shall present no Person for

Hatred, Malice, or Ill-will; nor leave any thing unpresented
for Fear, Favour or Affection,

ib) 2657 Bavnes in Burton's Diary (1828) U. 278 There
are many things yet unpresented in the Petition. ci73a in

A. Thomson T. Bos/on of Fttrick (1895) 251 [He] was.,
scrupulous of anything new or unpresented, until he was
thoroughly satisfied of its necessity. 1895 Petrie Egypt.
Tales Ser. i. Introd. i It is strange that., the oldest literature

, . should yet have remained unpresented to English readers.

(c) 1864 G. A. Sala in Daily Tel. 25 Feb,, I went back to

New York unavoidably unpresented [to the President].

1897 W, C. Hazlitt 4 Generations II. 221 The Queen and
the Court, . . their almost affecting solicitude for the health
even of the Unpresented.

UnpreseTvable, a. (Un.' 7 b.) 1841 E. Forbes in
Geikie Afem. x. (1861) 277, I am.. drawing all the unpre-
servable animals.. that fall in my way, UnpresCTved,
ppl. a. (Un." 8.) 1648 Hexham ii, Onbehoedt, Vnpre-
served, or Vnsaved. [1775 Ash.] 1859 Atkinson Walks
<y Talks 380 As good a day's fly-fishing as in almost any
unpreserved stream in the kingdom.

tfnpressed, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not pressed or squeezed ; not subjected to

pressure.
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UNPBEST,
155a .4cc. Ld, Hkh Trc<t^. Scot X. 123 Thre elnis, tlire

quarterls, unprest Clak. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <$ CI. iii. xiii.

106 Haue I my pillow left vnprest in Rome, ..to be abus'd

By one that lookes on Feeders? 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 65
A beastly kind of vnpressed cheese. 1718 Prior Solomon
I. 346 Unpress'd their Vintage, and untili'd their Ground.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Ud^ipho i, The forest-walk,

where fiowers unprest, Bow not their tall heads. 18x2 Gary
Dante, Purg. vi. 90 What boots it, that thy reins Justinian's

hand Refitt«l, if thy saddle be unpressed ? 1879 E. Arnold
Lt. Asia IV. 90 On our bed there lay An unpressed pillow.

b. Not obtained by pressing.

1630 QuARLES Div. Poems 309 Our tender Vine Should
cheare tby palate with her unprest wine. 1708 J. Philips
Cydt-rx. 414 Snails, that creep O'er the ripe Fruitage,, .and
unprest Cyder drink. i8oa Lamb J. Woodvil iii,_ Because
your poet-born hath an internal wine, . . unpressed in mortad
wine-presses.

2. Not pressed into service ; unconstrained.

1603 J. Davies Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 58/2 Our
Kings might warre with Tenants of their owne, Who would
vnprest haue yet bin prest for shame To follow their Liege-
land-lords. 1871 H. King Ovii€s Met. xiii. 43 The first to

arms who sprang Unpressed, by no informer dragged to war,

tUnpre*st,a. Obs. (Un-' 7.] Not ready, willing, or well-

disposed. 15 . . St, Erkenwolde 285 Nas I a paynym vnpreste

^at neuer thi plite kiiewe? 1568 T. Howell Newe Sonets

(1879) 131 When Pen is vnprest, And witte wanteth conning
thcrvnio adrest, Unpresu'med,///. <z. (Un-'S.) 1741
Richardson Pamela I. p. xx, It adorn'd her with such un*
presum'd Increase of Loveliness.

Unpresu'ining,/'//. a, (Un-i io.)
^

X770 AKENSiDE/'/ifAr. /mag. IV. 16 An unpresumlng guest.

1779 MooRK View of Soc. France^ etc. L 28 Unpresuming
in argument, and. .as well bred as those who have no other
pretension. 1793 V. Knox Lett, to Yng. Nobleman Wks.
1824 V. 91 To the entire exclusion of mode^tt unpresuming
men. 1830 W. L. Bowles Ken L p. xviii, The descendant
of tlie great though unpresuming Locke, 1866 Liddoh
Battipton Led. i. (1875) 7 The most unpresuming of the
titles of the Messiah.

Hruce 9npresu*ining'aess.
0x859 De Quincev in H. A. Page Life (1877) II. xix. 199
Two sound qualities are at the root of these unpleasant
phenomena—modesty or unpresumingness in the first place.

Unpresa'mptuoiis, a. (Un i
7 )

1704 Arwaker Evtbassy Heaven xi. Henceforth, 1*11 urge
my unpresumptuoiis Prayer. 1784 Cowper Task v. 746 A
propriety that none can feel. But who.. Can lift to heaven
an un presumptuous eye. ?i8i3 Lamb Christ's Hospital
Wks 1908 I. 182 Ihe common mass of that unpresumptuous
as.semblage of boys. 182a Wordsw. Eccles. Sonn.y Coucl. 3
The Word with unpresumptuous faith explored.
Unpresa'mptuously, adv. (Un-' n.) 1846 Worcester

(oiling ] hachen. 1850 W. Anderson Regener. 262 Such
a state of mind. .is .sometimes, .attained to unpresumptu-
ously and legitimately. Unprete'nded, ppl. a. (Un-i

8.) 161 1 Florid, /m^retenso. vnpreteiided. 1649 Jer.
Taylor Gi. Exemp. Disc. xx. §21 it is to be supposed he
hath no great account to make for unpretended injuries.

Unpretending, ^//. tf. (Un-1 io.)

1697 Collier Ess. Mot. SubJ. i. loi Ought they not to be
somewhat Frugal, and Unpreieniiing in tneir Appearance?
1730 Pope Let. in Johnson L. P., /''enton, Feeling himself
honest, true, & unpretending to more than was his own.
1795-6 WoRDSW. Borderers n. 933 The unpretending croiind
we mortals tread. 18*7 Scott Chron. Canougate Introd.,

Mere dignity of mind and rectitude of principle, assisted by
unpretending good sense and temper. 1859 J. Lang Wand.
Iniia 7 She.. has brought up a large family in the most
respectable and unpretending style, X885 *Mrs. Alex-
ANUER'^/^fltyi.Charmed wit ^1 the unpretending refinement
of her surroundings. 1891 Farrar Darkn. S^ Dawn xliv,

His house . . was so unpretending as to excite the wonder of
those who saw it.

Unpretendingly, /7£fz'. [Un-1ii ; cf. prec]
1. Without pretence; genuinely.
X828 MooRE in Mem. V. 264 It is impossible for a royal per-

sonage to be more naturally and unpretendingly unaffected.

2. Without pretension; unassumingly.
185s Cdl. Wiseman Fabiola 359 Miriam would follow up,

humbly and unpretendingly,, .the instructions given by the
holy Dionysius. 1859 W. Collins Q. of Hearts I. iv. 99
The^e narratives were written plainly and unpretendingly.

Unprete'ndingness. [Un-^ 12.] Absence
of pretension ; unas>-umingness.
1717 BovER Diet. Royal ii, Unpretendingness, modesHe.

1768 li'oman of Honor III. 254 There was in her. .so sweet
an unpretendingness . . as astonished and captivated me.
183a S. Austin tr. Tour Germ. Prince lU. xi. 315 She is

goodness, cordiality, and unpretendingness itself. 1863
CowDEN Clarke Skaks. Char. xvii. 437 <Jne of the most
agreeable [scenes] in the whole play, by reason of its

familiar domestic unpretendingness.

Unpretentious, a. (Un-1 7.)
1859 E. Fitzgerald in Shorter Borrow ^ His Circle

(19131 359 They are all perfectly quiet, sensible, and un-
pretentious girls. 18^4 M icKLETHWAiTE Mod. Par. Churches
175 Unpretentious village towers. 1887 Spectator 26 Mar,
422/2 The story is quite simple and unpretentious.

Hence Unprete'ntioasly adv.^ -ness.
1863 Geo, Eliot Romola ix, He wore that fortune, .easily

and unpretentiously. 1867 Sat. Ret). 17 Aug. 228/1 Its entire
unpretentiousness of style, .and unimaginative narrative.
Unprc'ttiness. (Un-' 12 ; cf. next.) 1675 S. Sewall

Diary 29 Apr., My Father.. goes to live there, notwith-
standing the littleness and unprctines of the house. 1753
Richardson Grandtson (1781) III, vii. 49 She says, it is not
pretty in a young Lady to sigh : But where is the un.
prettmess of it?

Unpretty, a. (Un-J 7.)
178a Mme. D'Arblav Let. 15 Oct.. His ICnglisb is blunder-

ing,but not unpretty. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iii.

40 Too refined for the youths of her own station, and too
unpretty to attract those above her. 1856 Susan Warner
Hills ofShatemuc xxviii. 308 [ShcJ shewed the white ivory
between her not unpretty parted llips].
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Unprevai ling, />/>/. a. [Un-1 io,]

1. Ineffective, unsuccessful,

160a Shaks. Haifi. I. ii. 107 King. We pray you throw to

earth This vnpreuayUng woe, and thinke of vs As of a
Father. 1693 Locke Educ. §78 If she had left off sooner.,

she had spoil d the Child for ever, and, by her unprevailing

Blows, only confirm'd her Refractoriness. 1716-ao Lett.fr.

jUist's Jrnl. (1722) L 292 Beauty draws but by a Hair, and
that's but weak and unprevailing. a i8o6 Horsley Serm.
xxvii. (1816) II. 344 The bare unprevailing wish that we
were what we necessarily understand we ought to be. 1813

Shelley Q, Mab vii. 248 The unprevailing malice of my Foe.

b. Quasi-c?(/z'. Ineffectively, vainly.

163a LiTHGow Trav. vii. 326 We were . . assayled by the

Cursares..; yet vnpreuailing, for we were well prouided

with good Munition. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam i. xiv,

Wile baffled wile, and strength encountered strength, Thus
long, but unprevailing.

2. Not prevalent or usual.

1859 Mill Liberty 97 It is only desired to restrain the

employment of them against the prevailing opinion : against

the unprevailing they may.. be used without general dis-

approval.
Unpre'valent, «. (Un-* 7.) 1690 Boyle Christian

Virtuoso Pref, A i, The formerly unprevalent Desires of

those that would have it appear in Public. 1880 Ramsay
in Daily Netus 26 Aug. 5/7 In 185s the old idea was still

not unprevalent. tUnpreva'Hcale, a. Obs. rare.

(Un-*7.) Not perverted. i65aCHARLETON Darkn. Atheism
Dispelled 27 To that unprevaricate judgment, that shall

maturely perpend the contents, Unpreva'ricating,
///. a. (Un-' io.) 179a V. Knox Serm. viii. 186 The un-
prevaricating dictates of a clear conscience,

Unpreveutable, «. (Un-i 7, 5 b.)
1616 Rich Cabinet 31 A cuckold is an vnpreuentable

destiny, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1693) 21 Nine,
teen Parts of a great Incorporation should be ConJemn'd,
for the Frowardness, and that unpreventable by all the

Power we had of the twentieth Part. 1787 Bentham Def.
Usury iiL 29 There are so many unpreventable ways of
letting it run out at ihe bung-hole. 1816 — Offic. Apt.
Maximized, Extr, Const. Code (1830) 55 Of this repugnance
..the existence is unpreventable. 1895 Voice (N.Y.) 5 Sept.

1/2 One of those terrible, unforeseen, and apparently un-
preventable accidents.

Hence Unpreventableness.
1884 Mind July 342 The element of unpreventableness or

inescapableness.

Unprevcntably, adv. (Un-* ii.) a 1639 W. Whate-
LEY Prototypes i. xxi. (1640) 260 Though death should
present it'^elfe to you naked,.. and that in shew unprevent-
ably, 1816 Bentham Chrestom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 82 Con-
stantly and unpreventably it actually is so.

Unpreve-nted, ppi. a. (,Un-i 8.)

1585 (jREKNE Planetoiuachia H 4, Hee that seeketh to

haue his purpose vnpreuented. i6oa Campion Art Eng.
Foesie iv. 10 Ihe more secure, the more the stroke we feeie

Of vnpreuented harms. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 231 Shall

grace not find means, that. .Comes unprevented, unimplor'd,

unsought? 1735 Thomson Liberty in. 499 The meanly-
patient death, That waits a tyrant's unprevented stroke.

Unpreve-ntible, a. (Un-1 7.)

1676 Doctrine of Devils 120 This seems unpreventible
where this Doctrine is entertained. 1885 Ducane Punishm,
Crime 124 The evils of the hulk system were, .unpreventible.

Unpreve'ntive, a. (Un-* 7.) 1667 Waterhouse Fire
Lonii. 96 So dangerous a thing is that, which the con-
sequence calls unpreventive wisdom. Unprl'ceable, a,

[Un-'?.] Inestimable, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts ^ Mon.
(1642) 39 'Jhis unpriceable benefit conferred upon man.

Unprixed,/;*/. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. beyond price; priceless.

1857 Whittier Last Walk in Autumn xvi, He, who to

the lettered wealth Of ages adds the lore unpriced. 1838
Neai.e Bernard de M. 27 Thine ageless walls are bonded
With amethyst unpriced.

2, Not having the price affixed.

1888 Athenxum 15 Sept. 355/3 The books offered for sale
are unpriced.

Unpri'cked, ppl. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not marked with pricks or dots; -f spec, (of

a Hebrew text), unpointed.
1588 J. Mellis Briefe Instr. Fiij b, Diners parcels more

may remaine vnpricked in the Leager, which ought not to

bee put in the lournall. 1690 C. Nesse O. c^ A'. Test. I. 426
The Septuagint, who in their unprick'd Bibles did read [etc.].

1695 J.Edwards Perfect. Script. III. 493 These Interpreters

in their unpricked Bibles mistook [the Hebrew text].

2. Not subjected to pricking ; unpunctured.
161X CoTGR. s,v. Plumer^ To pill, or vnhuske, a chestnut.

.

which.. few can doe easily, or with vnprickt fingers. i88a

J. Parker Apost. Life I. 74 If your heart be left unpricked,

. .the word has been in vain.

f 3. Not turned sour. Obs.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 58, 1 have sent you a Runlet

of it, . : and, if it com safe and unprick'd, I pray bestow som
Bottles upon the Lady (you know).
Unpri'ckled,/^/. a. (Un-^ 8.) a 171X Ken Hymnotheo

Wks. 1721 III. 318 Sweet Rosebuds on unprickefd Bushes
i blew, I7a8 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Fish, The Smooth, or un-

prickled Hound-Fish. Unpri'ckly, a. (Un-' 7.) 1660
Catal. Plant. Cantab. Index 23 Unpnckly Sowthistle, Son*
chus laevis. 1758 Phil. Trans. L. 513 Smooth or unprickly
Sowthistle. Unpri'ded. ///. a. (Un-^ 8, 6 b.) i6a8
Feltham Resolves 11. xxxiii. 104 PittifuU ! that we should
rather mischiefe our selves, then be content to be vnprided.
Unprie*d, ///. a. (Un-J 8c.) i;?57 Hist. 2 Mod. Advent.
II. 191,1 left no Corner unpryed into, to find out a Lady to
nw Taste.

tTnpriest, v. [Un-2 6 b, 4. Cf. Du. ont~

priesteren.l

1. trans. To deprive (a person) of the character

or office of priest.

1550 Bale Eng. Votaries ii. 63 b, If he were a secular
pre^i, or one vnprested i>y them, he shuld clerely lose his

UNPEINCIPLED.
benefyce. X581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 285 One
Stephen was made Pope, who . . doth first vnpriest, and after-

wardes newpriest agayne all such as Const, before him had
priested. 1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 74, I finde-.some
others unprieKted by Councells because ordained by Presby.
ters alone. 1691 Grascombe Reply Find. Disc. 11 To take
away our Orders, and Unpriest and Unbishop us. 1713
Calamy Life Baxter (ed. 2) xvii. 466 No Secular Power
could Unbishop and Unpriest, or disable them. A Clergy-
man's Authority (said they) is from God. 1839 J. Rogers
Antipopopr. xvii. §2, 340 Thousands of men may have..
brought disorder and nullity into the kirk, unpriesting the
priesthood. 1868 Browning Ring if Bk. vi. 1870 Unpriest
me,. .Remove me from the midst, no longer priest.

2. To deprive, or make fiee, of priests.

1844 MozLEY Ess. (1878) II. 33 This ideal of a Church of
course utterly unpriested it, and a priest, accordingly, Aniold
could not tolerate.

Unpriested,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not furnished

with a priest.

1548 Geste Pr. Masse E iii b, Paul spoke the selue same
wordes vnto the vnprested Corinthians. 1596 Bell Surv.
Popery \\\. x. 406 S. Paul.. did communicate the vnpriested
Corinthians vnder both kinds. 1858 Allingham JO Mod.
Poems (1865) 46 Though living unpriested and dying un-
shriven.

Unpriestly, a. (Un-i 7.)

1S37 Latimer Serm. ^ Rem. (Parker Soc.) 390 That un-
priestly priest, whose damsel was brought tobedalate. 1546
Bale Ene. Votaries i. 66 Kynge Edgare.. rebuked the
prestes.. for. .their vnprestlye aparellynges. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit, ix. viii. i The two vnjust Intruders on the
Crowne;..the one by vnprincely forces, the other by vn-
priestly fraud, 1790 Pennant London 19 The people, en-

raged at his unpriestly conduct, would have torn him to

pieces. 1837 J. H. Newman Proph. Office Ch. 403 The
Asmonasans, who, besides their unpriestly character, were
many of them stained with crimes,

Unpriestly, adv. (Un-' ii,) 1554 Bonner Articles
A iij, Whetlier they..vse common games or playes, or be-
haue themselfes otherwyse vnpriestly and vnsemely. Un»
prrme, a. (Un-' 7.) 1879 .f^wryt/. 5r//. I X. 839/1 Unprime
fur seals part with their overhair very reluctantly. Un-
W*i*ined,///. a, (Un-^ 8.) [177s Ash 1 i86a Thornblrv
Tifrner I. 265 Turner had the greatest horror of the picture
being lined, having commenced it with sized colours on un-
primed cloth. 1881 Le Conte Sight 234 The position[s].

.

shown by the unprimed and the primed vinculum respectively.

Unprimitive, a. (Un- i
7, 5 b.)

1708 Collier Eccl. Hist. v. 481 [To] acquiesce under so
unprimitive, and uncatholick a Practice. 1746 J. Chapman
Popery 2 The unscriptural, unprimitive Crudities of the
Romish Principles. 1899 Filleul (title), A Sacerdotal
Ministry in the Christian Church: Unscriptural, Unprimi-
tive, and High Treason against Christ.

Unprince, ^'. (Un-2 6 b.)

160a Chettle Hoffman ii. (1631) C4, You were better
vnknighted then vnprinced, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, War-
w/<^ 111.(1662) 121 Queen Mary., would not Unprince herself

to Obey his Holiness.

Unpri'ncelike, a. and adv. (Un-1 7 c, ii b.)

*579 J- Stubbes Gaping Gulf F4b, This vnmanlike, vn-
princelike, secrete,.. french kind of woene [ = wooing]. z6ii
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, vn, xli. § 2, 347 With shamelesse and
vnprincelike lust, hee abused a Lady of great estate. 1639
Fuller Holy War i. xv. 23 Alexius, .most unprincelikc
brake his word.

Unpri-nceliness. (Un-* 12; cf next.) x86o Forstcr
Gr. Remonstr. 97 Never was Kirk so rebellious, in flaming
up. .against the sovereign's unprlnceliness and ungodliness.

unpri'ncely, a. (Un- i
7,)

1536 Q. Anne Bolevn Lett. (1714) 38 Your unprincely
and cruel usage of me. 1593 Sidney's Arcadia v. (1922) II.

201 Constant suffering, that your unprincely dealing hath
purchased unto you. 1611 [see Unpriestly a. J. 1613 Sher-
LEY 'J rav. Persia 29 As farre from, .vanity as from all vn-
princely signes, or acts. 1649 Milton Eikon. ix. 78 Not
forgetting the unprincely usage, and.. the abolishing of
Parlaments. 17-^8 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. 12 Nor
would the unprincely wretch marry her till [etc.). x8ai
Joanna Baillie Meir. Leg., Wallaceixxx, A base unprincely
compact. i88x Tennyson Cup 1. i, Some unprincely violence
to a woman.
Unpri'ncely, adv. (Un-* ii.) a 1548 Hall Chron.

Hen. IV, 7 b, He most tirannously and vnprincely said that
[etc. J. 161X Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 486/1 If Princes
can bee thus vnprincely degenerous. Unpri'ncess, v.

(Un-2 51j j ,5(5- ^.SiTAvsvion Slighted Maid w. 22,1 have
Unlorded my self and Unprincess'd thee, Granchild Fritilla.

Unpri'ncipal, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1541 R. Copland Guydon's
Quest. Chirurg. c ij, Howe many pryncypal membres be
there, and howe many vnpryncypal/ Unpri'nciple, v.

(Un-2 5 b.) X713 Gentl. Instructed 11. 108 The Press has not
only effeminated the Mind, but Unprincipl'd the Under-
standing. 1760-72 H. Bkooke Fool of Qual. (1809) I. 87
When I behold so many scoundrels. . I reflect, that they have
been principled, or rather unprincipled, by such tutors as
Mr. Vindex.

Unprincipled, />/>/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not instructed or grounded in something.
1634 Milton Comus 367, I do not think my sister so to

seek. Or so unprincipl'd in vertues book. 1644 — Educ. 3
Others betake them to State affairs, with souls so unprincipl'd
in vertue, and true generous breeding, that [etc.],

2. Of persons, etc. : Not possessed of fi.xed, sound,
or honourable principles of conduct.
1644 Milton Judgm. Bucer 26 God . . will also give them .

.

to inform themselvs rightly in the midst of an unprincipl'd
age. 1681 Flavel Meth. Grace v. 102 An unprincipled
professor must be squeezed by some weight of affliction, ere
he will yield one tear. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. I. 353
Every office . . was bestowed on these unprincipled strangers.

1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla V. 506 [It] opened to his
unprincipled mind a scheme yet more flagitious. 1849
Macaui.av Hist. Eng. vi. II. 113 Several men not less un-
principled than Sunderland. 1878 E. Jenkins //ar<^M<?//rttf

^o A couple of unprincipled rascals.



UNPRINCIPLEDNESS.
ahsoi. i8« '/«iV'j ^l/^jf. May 222/2 These clamours of the
wealthy, the timid, or the unprincipled.

3. Based upon, exhibiting, want of principle.
178a V. Knox Ess. cxx. (1819) II. 9 There are, indeed,

many who are esteemed good sort of persons, but whose
goodness is unprincipled. 1^97 Burke Regie, Peace ii. f 22
Whilst the monarchies subsisted, this unprincipled cession
was what the influence of the eider branch, .never dared to
attempt on the younger. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty
Viam. vii, I thought tliis rather cruel and unprincipled
conduct. 1871 Fkeeman Hist. Ess. Ser. i. xi. 331 The am-
bition of Philip the Good was quite.. unprincipled.
Hence Unpri'ncipledness.
a 1812 BucKMiNSTER ScrtH. (1827) 362 Their strange union

..of exquisite sensibility and practical unprincipledness.
1865 Pali MallG. 12 Dec. 2 A settled unprincipledness has
been eating its way into tiie public opinion of Europe.
Unpri'nt, v. (Un.» 3.) 1843 S. R. Maitland Notes w. 81

Whatever he may say now, he cannot unprint his Vindication
of Fox.

Unprintable, a. and sb, [Un-i 7 b, 12.]
1. adj. Not fit to be printed. (Common c 1893-.)
187X St. Pauts Mag. Aug. 457 Articles that were utterly

unprintable, 1898 Punch 9 July lo/i What the groom says
is unprintable 1

2. sb. pi. Trousers ; = Unmentionable sb.
x86o W. W. Reade Liberty Hall I. iii. 33 Arrayed in

black co.it, tie, studs, waistcoat, unprintables.

Unpri-nted, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)
xsaa .More Confui. Tyndale Wks. 627/2 When he cometh

to my seconde boke, [hej goeth fro the first Chapiter to the
third, as though the prynter had left the second vnpriiited.
155X Recorde Pathw. Kmnvl. 11. Pref., The other bookes,
whiche now are lefte vnprinted. 1609 Boys Expos. Princ.
Script. 93 This may teach,. all superiours who prescribe
lawes vnto other, to become first an vnprinted law them-
selues. dc 1683 Oldham Wks. (1686) J12 wit should be open,
. .Not lurk in sly unprinted privacy, 1719 7". Innes Crit.
Essay (1879) 117 The most ancient now extant even of the
unprinied Irish historians. 1796 Lamb Let, to Coleridge in
Final Mem. \\. iw You have scarce enough unprinted to
make a second volume with Lloyd, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11.

xiv. 299 The paper.. might have remained unprinted, had
not another publication.. called it forth. 1884 A. R. Pen-
NiNGTON /r/c/// viii. 247 He expresses himself still more
•trongly in his unprinted writings.

Unpri'SOnf 7^. [U^f-^s.] trans. To free from
prison.

1390 GowER Ct?«^ III. 202 Therbelliskingof Bulgarie.,
Justinian hath unprisoned. 1598 Florio, Discarcerare^ to
vnprison. 1633 Hf.vwood Eu^. Trav. iv. H 3, Now is the
Goale deliuerie; Through this backe gate Shift for your
sclues, I heere vnpiison all. 1635 7'o C'tess Huntington
Donne's Wks. 1912 I. 418 Fire rose, and each from other but
unty'd, Themselves unprison'd were and purify 'd. xSay
Montgomery Pelican Isi. i. X19 Then the wind Unprisonecf,
blew its trumpet loud.

Unpri'sonable, a. (Un-*
i
b.) 1878 M. & F. Collins

Vill. Comedy \. xx. 265 The agile and unprisonable spirit of
man. Unpri'soned, ///. a.' [Un-' 8.] Not put in prison.
a 1844 Campbell Napoleon ^ Sailor 10 They suffer d him
. . Unprison'd on the shore to roam. Unpri'soned, ///.
«.' [Un-' 8 or f. Unprison ».] Released from prison, 1840
DiCKKNS Old C. Shop Iii, Perhaps not one of the unprisoned
souls had been able fete.]. fUnpriva'tion, Obs.~^ tUN-'
12,) Continuance (of existence), a i6a8 F. Grevil Caelica^
*Do'wn in the Depth ' Hi, Wi:h ^lory scourging all the Sp'rits
infemall, And vncreated hell ^ith vnpriuation,

Unpri'vileged, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1590 Swinburne Testaments 112 Such disposition, .male

be lawfuUie and properlie said to be a testament, whether
the same be. .priuiledged or vnpriuiledged. 159a Warner
A16. Eng. vii. xxxiv. 149 But of vnpriuiledged bloud yet
had he store to spill, 170a Rowe Tavterl. i. i. 100 The
Boast and Master-piece of the great Maker, That wears in
vain th' Impression of his Image Unpriviledged from thee.

1791 Mackintosh Vind. Gallicae 255 They are a small body,
united to the mass.., and returning to it, undistinguished
and unprivileged, the majority of their children. 1818
Hallam Mid. A^es (i8ig) I. 443 The arrangement, .had
still left several kinds of artisans unincorporated, and con-
sequently unprivileged. 1881 L. Wallack Ben.Hur vl ii,

To dwell with none but lepers ; to be utterly unprivileged-

Vnpri'zable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

1. Not to be prized ; of little worth,
x6ot Shaks. Tiuel. N. v. L 58 A bawbling Vessell was he

Captaine of, For shallow draught and bulke vnprizable.

f 2. Beyond all price ; inestimable. Obs.
1604 T. Wright Passions v. iv. 246 Some gifts are . . so vn-

prizable, that a man is never able perfitly to recompence
them. i6i6 Breton (7(7i»f/ ff Bad Wks. (Grosart) 12/2 A
Quiet Woman is,. a iewell vnprizeable and a ioy vnspeak.
able. 1634 W. TiRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 258 She
is rich, but my liberty is unprizeable.

Unprized,///, a. [Un-1 8.]

1 1. Unpriced ; of which the price has not been
fixed. Obs.
X445 Extr. Aberdeen Reg. (1844) L 14 That thai sell na

flesche vnprisit, . . vnder the payne of tynsal of the flesche.

2. Not prized or valued.

c 1600 Donne Elegy iii. 6 Women are like the Arts, forc'd
unto none, Open to all searchers, unpriz'd, if unknowne . 1615
G. Wither Fidelia 707 Though my faith must now despised
be, Vnpriz'd, vnualued at the lowest rate. 1648 Hexham
It, Ongelovet^ Vnprised, or Vnrated. i8>x Wordsw. Italian
Itinerant 82^Seemingly a Thing despised ; Even by the sun
and air unprized.

t3. ? Priceless. Obs. (Probably = prec.)

1605 Shaks. Lean. \. 262 Not all the Dukes of watrish
Burgundy Can buy this vnpriz'd precious Maid of me.

tUnproaxhable, a. Obs.-^ [Un-' 7 b, 5 b.] Unap.
proachable. 1544 liETHAM Precepts War \. cxvii. Fviij,

The vnproch cable human itie of Cesar.

t Unpro-bable, « Obs. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.] a.

Incapable of proof, b. Improbable, unlikely.
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1532 More Confut. Tyndrle Wks. 429/1 When Tyndall
halh proued by thys vnprobable case, that women may con-
secrate the body of Christ. 1588 Fraunce Lmviers Log.
Ded. ^3 The unprobable assertion comprized in your la.st

two Epithetes. 1602 T. Fitzherbert Apol. 4 The one (point),

no doubt in their owne opinions vncertayne, and in ours
altogeather vnprobable, if not vnpossible. 1652 Gaule
Magasirom. 108 Is not, then, the latter.. supposition still

more unprobable ? 1684 Boyle Poronsn. A nim. ff Solid Bod.
vi. 104, 1 thought it not very unprobable that the great heat

..might cleave, .some of the Crystalline Fragments.

t Unprobably, adv. [Un-i ii, 5 b.]

1. Without good reason.

1613 PuRCHAs Pilgrimage (1614) 62 The lew not vnprob-
ably thinketh that mixtures., were forbidden. 1721 Strype
Eccl. Mem. 1. 1. 373 Being able to diminish, by the authority

of wise and knowing men, things unjustly and unprobably
crept in.

2. Without probability ; improbably.
1606 Choice, Chance, etc. (1B81) 53 Pardon me. .if I speak

vnprohaljly and Let me say what I think.

Unpro'bated,///. a. (Un-* 8.) 1570 Levins Manip. 50
Vnpiobaied, tmprobatns.

Unpro-bed, /'/'/. a. (Un-1 8.)

[177s Ash.] 1827 PoLLOK Course T, vi. 148 The frothy
orator . . leaving still the heart unprobed. 1866 C. J, Vaughan
Plain Words xi. 211 He knows the misery, .of having any
unprobed, unexplored secrets between the heart and its God.
1879 Browning Ivan Ivanovitch 31 Each village death,
begirt By wall and wall of pine—unprobed undreamed abyss.

Unproblema'tic, a. (Un-' 7.) 1683 E. Hooker Pref.
Porcuige's Mystic Div. 107 It beeing altogether unprob-
lematic and without the less'st shadow of scrupl. Un-
problema'ticaJf a. (Un-' 7.) 1799 E. Du Bois Piece
Family Biog. 1. 65 Which he [neglected] . . for this plain and
unproblematical reason. Unproxessed,^//. a. (Un.* 8.)

1539 Reg. Privy Seal Scot, II. 472/2 The said Johnne to be
. .unprocessit, unpoyndit, and untrublit for ony actioun
civile bigane.

XTnproclai'med, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

1648 nEXH\^nyOnvcrkondighl,vn^xoc\3,TT\c6. 1667M1LTON
P.L. XI. 220 Against the Syrian King, who,..Assassin-Hke
had levied Warr, Warr unproclam'd. 1795-1802 Wokdsw.
Excurs. I. 94 Else surely this Man had not left His graces
unrevealed and unproclaimed. 1844 De Quincey Greece
under Rom. Wks. 1858 Vill. 335 Armistices... truces, or
unproclaimed suspensions of war, 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion
III. ii. The. .Heir Who, unproclaimed, awaits his lordship.

Unpro'creant, a. (Un-* 7.) 1870 Lowell Among my
Bks. Ser. r. (1873) 190 A knowledge, .which comes of mere
learning is sapless and unprocreant. Unpro*create(d,
PPl.a. (Un-' 8.) 1630 Drumm. of Hawth. Ilowreso/Sion,
Hymne ofFairest Faire 126 O most holie One, Vnprocreat'd
[ed. 1711 unprocreate] Father, euer-procreat'd Sonne.

Unprocurable, a, (Un-i 7 b.)

1607 HiERON Whs. I. 351 The dignity of this estate. .was
vnprocurable, saue only by this infinit price. 1654 Bovle in

T. Birch Life B.'s Wks. 1772 I. p. liv, A barbarous country,

where.. chemical instruments were,. unprocurable. 1864
Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvii. v. IV. 568 Draught-cattle seem
absolutely unprocurable. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 29
Not of an Eleusinian pig, but of some unprocurable animal.

Unprocu-red, /*//. a, (Un-i 8.)

1534 More Conf. agsi. Trib. ii. Wks. 1177/2 [To] fall in

the dyspleasure of God, or leaue Goddes pleasure vnpro-
cured. a 1600 Hooker Serm. Pride P jo, I bless thee, .for

thy goodness,, .not in regard of my merits,, ,but of thy mere
unprocured benignity. 1655 Jer. Taylor Ununi Nccess.

vii. % 3. 464 The meer ineffective, unprocured desirings or

lustings after evil things.

Unprocu'ring, vbl, sb, (Un-' 13,) 162a Mabbe tr.

Aleman^s Guzman dAlf. L 135 A man ought to venture

his life, for the keeping of a friend,., for the vn-procuring of

an enemie. Unprodu'ceable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1802-12

Bentham Ration, yudic. tvid. (1827) II. 407 While the

witnesses are alive and produceable, . .when they are dead,

or otherwise unproduceable. 1834 De Quincey Antob. Sk.
Wks. 1854 II. 313 Everybody agrees in our days to think
this accomplishment, .unproduceable, unless existing in an
exquisite state of culture. Unprodu'ceably, adv, (Un-'
II.) 1865 Miss YoNGE C/^ff?* Woman II. 206 To have an
unproduceably eccentric melancholy bride.

Unproduced,/-//. a. [Un-i 8, 5 b.]

1. Not brought into existence ; uncreated.

1674 Boyle GroitncCs Corpnsc. Philos. 9 For their sakes

that would have matter to be unproduced. 17x2 Blackmore
Creation p. iv. Those who believe an innate Idea of a Divine
Being, unproauced by any Operation of the Mind. 1768-74
TycKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 499 The rules of justice are ap-

prehended immutable and unproduced, because you cannot
draw them directly from any object before you.

2. Not extended or lengthened.
1768 Phil. Trans. LX. 250 A new equation, all whose roots

shall fall upon the line OT unproduced. 1882 Minchin
Unipl. Kinemat. 83 Supposing that the lines, .intersect each
other at a point, O, in their unproduced lengths.

Hence TXnprodu'cedness.
1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst, 37 Unproducedness

thereby does not belong to them.

Unproductive, «. [Un-1 7.]

1. Not productive : a. Const, of,

1756 Burke Subl, 9{ B. i. xix, The use of the passions,.

cannot be. .unproductive to ourselves of that noble.. union
of science and admiration. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)

II. 130 The enjoyment distilling from this source is sure and
sincere,. , and unproductive of future inconvenience. 1828
Hawthorne Fanshaive iii, A few months passed.. unpro-
ductive of events that [etc.]. 1839 Carlyle Chartism x.

Most paralytic, uninstructive : unproductive of any comfort
to one .'

b. Without const., or in attributive use.

1784C0WPER Taskn. i24The gloomy scenes Where beauty
oft and letter'd worth consume Life in the unproductive
shades of death, 1791 Newte Tour Eng. ff Scot. 383 Shall

..the poor, .[be doomed) to unproductive labour, in order

to gratify barbarian ignorance and pride? 1815 Scott Guy
M, XV, Sampson picked up some other scholars, .whose j

UNPROFITABLE.
lessons were proportionally unproductive. 1849 Cobdbn
i/f^ft//^^ 4 Unproductive services Hke your fighting establish-
mcnts. ,in a time of peace. 1870 Burton tiist. Scot. Ixxii,

u ^i
Icing . . does not see the use of their attempting

to hold a meeting— in Scotland it would be dangerous, in
r-ngland unproductive.

2. Not materially productive ; not yielding crops,
minerals, etc.

1766 Pari. Deb. (1813) XVI. 303/1 The harvest had failed,
and was unproductive. X796 Withering Brit.Piants{^d. 3)
II. 389 A female plant . . produced small unproductive seeds.

*?^$ r'', J
^"''^' ^'^'•* ^«'"'^- ^'^^- 222 Unproductive portions

ot the fields. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines * M. 192 They
are unproductive as yet in minerals.
Hence tJnproductively adv., -ness.
C1815 Jane Austen Pcrsuas. xx. The anxious interval

wore away ^'unproductively. 1813 Sir H. Davy AgHc.
C/iem. 177 Any particular ingredient which is the cause of
their unproductiveness. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II.

343 The unheaithiness and unproductiveness of marshes.
UnproducU-vity. (Un-> 12.) 1888 19M Cent. June

836 1 he unproduciivity of the soil. Unprofa'nable, a.
(Un-' 7 b.) ai64x Bp. Mountagu Acts ^ Men. (1642) 178
Nor did the Romanes.. hold any thing so sacred, sanctified
and unprophanable,asSibyirs Oracles. 1869 Mrs. WniTNtv
We Girls xii. The sanctity.. would be as unprofanable as
ever. Unprofa-ne, a. (Un.' 7.) 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Mpist. 196 Passing, .through >Egypt, there to conferre with
the unprophane priestes, and learned Astronomers. 1646
Mayne Strm, Unity 58 How seemingly lioly, . . how un-
profane soever his Behaviour be.

Unprofa-ned,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1650 R. Stapvlton Strada's Low C. Wars v. 125 Ihe
greatest wonder was. .that, a few men., should before mid-
night, when they began but in the evening, have nothing at
all left entire or unprofaned. 1659 Gauden Tears Ck. iii. iv.

274 They easily preserved the doctrine of Christian Religion
uncorrupted, the Mysteries unpiophaned. 1774 Beattie
Minstrel ii. xliv, May your influence unprofaned To god-
like worth the generous bosom raise ! 1818 Byron Ch. Har.
IV. Ixvi, Surely that stream was unprofaned by slaughters.

1894 Blackmore Perlycross 435 Resting placidly, unpro-
faned, untouched.

Unprofe-ssed,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

_
c 1430 Paston Lett. I. 30 Ihe poure hous of Bromholm , .

,

in wheche arn divers vertuous yongge men, inonkes clad
and unprofessyd. rr 1450 in Myrc Par. Pr. (1902) 61 AUe
J>at leyne hand on preste or cleike . . off religione professed
or vnprofessud. 1808 Scott Marm. n. v. Sister Clare,.. As
yet a novice unprofess'd. 1809-14 Wordsw. Excurs. vii.

309 Whose mind could, .beguile A solitude, un"hosen, un-
professed.

Unprofe'ssing, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1748 Richakdson
Clarissa (1811) V. 158 The unprofessing Mrs. Moore.

Unprofe'ssional, a. and sb. [Un-i 7, 12.]
x8o6 Aled. yrnl. XV. 299 The solution unfortunately

having become a very common medicine u iih unprofessional
people. 1847 De Quincky Span. Mil. Nun Wks. 1853 III.

59 No authority could overrule the concurrent testimony
of all symptoms, and of all unprofessional opinions. 1895
Westm Gaz. 31 July 8/1 As a wicket-keeper he has had no
unprofessional superior. 1899 Ibid. 17 June 3/2 He bad
not intended any disrespect to the Court, or to do anything
unprofessional.

so. 1863 Reade Hard Cash II. 244 The unexpected turn
the evidence had taken.. cleared Mr. Hardie with the un-
professionals.

Unprofe'ssionally, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1840 W^illis
Loiterings HI. 75 Your phy.-;ician and dentist are distin-

guished persons, who meet you in Society, and call on you
unprofessionally.

trnprofi.'ciezicy. [Un-1 12, 5 b.] f Lack of

moralor spiritual progress.
1623 Bp. Hall Contevipl., 0. T. iv. iii. Wks. 870 As on

the Contrary, carelesnesse caries vs to a meere vnproficiency
vnder the best meanes of God. 1665 Boyle Occas, Kefl.
IV. ix, 59 'Tis no mean sign of Proficiency in Piety, to be
apt to deplore ones unproficiency. i6ox Norris Pract.
Disc. Pref. 4 The unproficiency of the World under such
extraordinary Advantages.

Unprofi-oient, a. and sb. (Un- 1 7, 12.)
a 1653 Binning Serin. (1735) 464/2 This makes us such

Unproricients in Mortification, so that scarce any Sin is

killed.

Unpro'fit. (Un-1 12. cf. MDu. oftp-ofijt,

MLG. unprofii,)
138a Wvclif Heb. vii. i8 Forsoth rcprouyng ofthe maunde-

ment bifore goynge is maad, for the vnsadnesse and
vnprofyt of it. 01420 Wycliffite_ Bible Eccl. i. \ marg.,
Kunnyog getun bi mannus weye is vnprofit and diseseful.

C1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode i. \\\. (1869) 58 Who so hath on
this garnement he dooth his profyt, with that that oothere
doon here vnprofyt and here narm. 1483 Cath. Angl. qij-z/i

Vn Piofett, . . j'ncomoditas. 1398 Fi.orio, Disutile, . . vn-
profit. 1840 Browning Sordello v. 327 Through his youth's
daybreak of unprofit, quite To his noon's labour.

t Unpro'fit, V. Obs. (Un-2 3.) x^.. Latin-Ang. Voc.

(MS. Harl. 2257), Incommodo, vnproffite. 1541 R. Copland
Galyen's Terap. 2 C iv, A clere and notable vntemperatnes,

.. which is the greatest cause .. that maye vnproffyte and
anoye in the viceres.

Unprofitable, a. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

a 1325 Prose Psalter xiii. 4 Alle boweden, to-gider hij ben

vnprofitable. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 263 Envie .
.
is . . to man-

kinde unprofitable, c 14H Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 2268

Swiche an eschaunge [is] but vnprofitable. C1435 Chron.

London (Kingsford, 1905) 42 Demyng hym sylfT.. vtterly

vnprofitable to the Rewle and good gouernaunces off the

Rewme. 1526 Tindale Heb.. xiii. 17 That is an vnproffitable

tliynge for you. 1577 Googe tr. Heresbach's Husb. 139 So
that the Master be not deceiued with an olde unproffitable

flocke. 1630 Capt. Smith Trav. <5- Adv. xv. 27 Any beast

unprofitable for service they kill. 1654 S. Clarke Ecll.

Hist. (ed. 2) L 25 Such men as labor for shortlived honour

are but like froth, which though it be uppermost, yet is un-

profitablest. 1735 Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia, P'cy. i. 7 To
expose ourselves .. to a Death almost certain and unprofit-
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TrNPROPITABLENESS.

able. i8a6 F. Rkynolds Life Sf Times II, 377 This

arduous, unprofitable, and ungracious office. 1878 Lecky
Eng, in 18M C. II. vii. 303 Prizes offered .. for reclaiming

unprofitable bogs.
absoi. 1838 Penny CycL XI. 345^2 To distinguish good

from evil, . .the profitable from the unprofitable.

fb. K%a4v. Unprofitably. Obs.—^
c 1415 OroloB' Sapient, v. in A nglia X. 360/1 2 pat I hadde

so xTiprofitabu spendid l>e tyme.

XTnpro fitableness. (Un-I i a, 5 b ; cf. jjrec.)

I5a6 TiNDALE lieb. vii. i8 The commaundment . . is dis-

anulled, be cause of his weaknes and vnproffitablenes. 1641

Prynse ^nd Pi. Anti/: (title-p.), Touching the. .unprofit-

ablenesse, and mischievousnesse of Lordly Prelates, both to

King, State, Church. 1673 Latiy's Call. 11. il | 54 Servants,

whose unprofitableness usually increases together with their

number. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 269 The unprofitableness

arising from their keeping men and horses for that work
alone. 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. i. vi. § 30 Their yellow

leaves, their thousand folio pages, do not more repel us

than the unprofitableness of their substance. 1875 Manning
Mission //. Ckost iv. 116 Learn, then, ..your unprofitable-

ne-« before Him.

Unpro fitably, rt^z'. (Un-1 ii.)

1395TCRVEY Reiitomir. (1851) 25 The comoun puple is.

.

vnprofitabli ocupied. c 1435 E"g. Cong. Ireland 142 Such
that . . al thynge vnprofytably wasteden, to harme of pees-

men. 1508 Fisher IVks. (1876J 75 Euery worde spoken
vnproufytably and in vayne. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's
Inst. IV. XX. 162 b. This is not vnprofitablye appointed by
the prouidence of God, i6ix B. Jonson Catilifte i. i, 1

should not now vnprofitably spend my selfe in words.

a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1687 I. xxxi. 451 To prevent

this being necessarily and unprofitably deprived of our
goods. 1737 Glover Lconidasw. 237 Unprofitably wasting
precious hours In vain discussion. 18x9 Shelley Cenci n.

iL 140 Thus unprofitably I clasp the phantom of unfelt

delights. 1856 De Quincey Confess, Wks. 1. 135 Impressing

. . a new movement upon dialogues that loitered painfully, or

see-sawed unprofitably.

Uiipro'fited,/>//. a. (Un-1 8, 8 c.)

x6oi Shaks. Twel. N. i. iv. 22 Be clamorous, and leape all

ciuill bounds. Rather then make vnprofited reiurne. 1796
Coleridge Destiny cf Nations 581 Why, uninjured and
unprofited, Should multitudes against their brethren rush?

1813 T. Busby Lucretius II. vi. Comm. p. xxii, Never to

permit a circumstance of importance, .to pass unprofited of,

as a moral lesson. 1820 W. Jay Prayers 296 How un-
profited have we been under the richest means of religious

prosperity,

Unpro*fiting, vbl. sb. (Un-' 13.) 1867 H. Bushnell
Mor. Uses Dark Tk. '1869) 268 The key we start upon
there is lower, by the whole unprofiting of a misspent life.

Unpro fiting, /^/. a. (Un-I 10.)
x6i6 B. Jonson E^igr. x. xc, The vnprofiting foole, Vn-

wonhy such a mistris. X693 Fleetwood Serm. 18 Another
sort of unprofiting Hearers, are represented, .by tlie Seed
that fell among the Thorns. 1880 I^tctoriaJt Rev. I. 602
Finding themselves in a hopeless and unprofiting minority.

Unprofou'nd, a. (Un-' 7.) 0x859 ^^ Quincey Posth,
Wks. (1891) I. 26 The joy of an infant, or joy-generation,

without significance to an unprofound and common mind,
Unprofuse, rt. (Un-* 7.) ijzjThomsou ToMem.JVewton
68 O unprofuse magnificence divine !

Unprogre-ssive, a. (Un-1 7, 5 b,)

[1775 Asu.T xSji H. W. 'Xov^R^as yrfiL A siat.Soc. Bengal
40 Such a description of unprogre^sive civilization. X869
TozER Highl. Turkey I. 141 Their mode of life.. left them
. .uninstructed and unprogressivt 1886 Tennyson Locksley
Hall bo Years After 153 Cries of unprogressive dotage ere

the dotard fall asleep !

Hence TTnprogre'ssively adv.,, -uess.
1800 Coleridge in G K. Paul Godwin (1876) II. 13 Life

is too melancholy a thing for men in general for the
doctrine of unprogressiveness to remain popular. 1869
Farrar Fant. Speech iv. (1870) 159 Tribes, .in every stage

of nomad unprogressiveness or squalid savagery. 1881 Echo
28 June 3/6 The Bulgarians of the Principality would be
only too content to live quietly, stolidly, and unprogressively.

Unprohibited, /»//. a. (Un-i 8.)

X&41 Milton Animadv. 51 Lest his conversation unpro-
hibited, or unbranded, might breath a pestilentiall murrein
into the other sheepe. X679 C. Nesse Antid. agst. Popery
31 To abstain from unprohibited ceremonies as well as
from unprohibited meats.

TJnproje cted, ppl a. (Un-i 8.)

x_6s3 Cromwell 5>. in Harl. Misc. (1810) VI. 63 Your call

..is of God, and it hath been unprojected, unthought of by
you and us. aiji$ South Serin. IV. 367 Heresies .. have
been often taken up al first by meer Accident, or upon some
slight, trivial, unprojected Occasion. x8o6 Foster Ess.
(1844) I. g Some great, and as yet .. unprojected, plan for
the relief of their pressing physical wants.
Unproje-cting, ///. a, (Un-' 10.) 1647 Clarendon

Contempt. Ps.Tra.cu {1727) ^Sy He is quiet and unprojecting,
and even unconcerned to help himself. X787 Bentham D^.
Usury xiii. 179 Birmingham and Sheffield are pitched upon
by you as examples, the one of a projecting town, the other
of an unprojecting one.

TJnproli-fic, a. (Un-^ 7, 5 b.)
a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man, n. ix. (1677) 210 Inundation
..drowns oftentimes many sorts of Insects, and renders
their.. Eggs unprolifick. 1724 Gay Captives Epil., [The
dame] brings her unprolifick Spouse a Son. 1784 Cowper
Tatk VI. 138 Th' icy touch Of unprolific winter. X854 Poultry
Chron. I. 62/2 Frequently a great part of the eggs are un-
prolific, 1869 DuNKiN Midn. Sky 60 An unprolific part of
Draco below Polaris.

XTnpro-nuse, v. (Un- 2 3.)
X598 Florio, Spromettere, . . to vnpromise, to breake

promise, x6o5 Chafman All Fools w. i. 70 Promises are no
letters

; with that tongue Thy promise past, unpromise it

againe. 167a Ravenscroft Cit. turned Gentl. iv. i. 64 Luc,
But yoM have promis'd I should be his Wife. Jord, If I
promised you, I unpromise you.
Unpro'mised, ///. a. (Un.> 8.) 1596 Spenser F, Q. v.

T. 40 Say, and do all, that may thereto preuajle; Leaue
nought vupromist, that may him perswade. 4x689 ^^'^s.

300

Behm Falf Jilt in Novels (1905) 102 He is unenjoyed, un«

promised ; and so am I.

Unpromising,/*//, a. [Un-i io.]

L Not affording promise of excellence or success,

1663 J. Spencer Prodigies 81 God often accomplisheth

his biggest ends by means unpromiseing. X721 Lond. Gaz.

No. 5999/1 The Vintage Season,.. though very backward

and unpromising .., has . . begun. X786 tr. UeckJorcCs

Vathek 187 The Caliph, to whom these complaints were

but unpromising auguries. 1827 Scott Surg, Dan. i, So you

will often find. ., under an unpromising and blunt exterior,

professional skill and enthusiasm. 187X Freeman Norm.
Conq. IV. xix. 418 Hermann . . began vigorously to build

a church in the unpromising spot.

•|*2. Unprepossessing. Obs,

163a Massingeb & Field Fatal Do%v>y iv. 1, Liladajn.

What d'ee take me for? Pontalier. A long thing with a

most vnpromising face, 1669 Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727)

101 The beauty of the mind doth frequently reconcile, .all

men to the most unpromising countenances.

Hence Unpro-misingness.
1655 Earl Orrery Parthen, \. 11. 135, I doe now in some

sort rejoyce at the unpromisingnesse of my Condition.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), Inanspicinusness, unpromisingness.
Unpro'mismgly,rtrfz'. (Un-' nj cf.prec) 1848D1CKENS

Douthey xiii. Looking over liis white cravat, as unpromisingly

as Mr, Dombey himself could have looked. Unpromot-
able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) X836 Carlyle Corr, w. Emerson
(1883) 1. 103, I suppose there is no more unpromotable,

unappoiiUable man now living in England than I. Un-
promo-ted,///.a. (Un ' 8.) tJ775AsH.] x8oi W.Taylor
in Robberds Mem. {1843) '• 38^ ^'ou must turn over the
Critical to us unpromoted pobticians.

XTnpro mpted,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1659 w. Chamberlavne Pharon. iv. iv. 32 To ask The
way ; for more his youth's unprompted fear Expects not
there. CX700C0NCREVE ToCynthia Wks. 1730III. 291 And
my tongue talks, unprompted by my heart. X76X Glover
Medea iv. i, Jason would have come Uncall'd, unprompted,
but by love alone. 1810 Crabbe Borough x. 100 Then may
you call in aid the moderate glass, But let it slowly and
unprompted pass, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. 169 A respect for

him, which this unprompted idea of his augmented.
Unpro'mptly, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1837 Caklvi.e /V. Rev.

II, II. vi, The ^lutinee^ deputies vanish, not unpromptly.

Unpromulgated,///, a. (Un-i 8.)

[177s Ash.] x8o2-i2 Bentham Ration, fudic. Evid,

(1827) II. 474 Every law unpromulgated is, moreover, an
Act of tyranny. 1836 J. Gilbert Ckr. Atonem. ix. 3S7 The
unpromulgated law of nature.

Unpromu'lged, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 183a

Austin Outl. Led. jnrispr. p. viii, Unwriiten law, or un-

promulged law, is law which flows immediately from some
subordinate source. Unpro-ne, a. (Un-' 7.) x6ix

Coryat's Crudities e i, Vlysses had a wife to lust vnprone.

X883 Wright Scientific Dogmatism 9 The vain deceit

which Philosophy was not unprone to keep company with.

Unpronou'nce, v, (Un-' 3.) 1745 Matrimony^ pro 4-

con, 3 Could his loath'd Fair-One unpronounce ' I will ', Not
Worlds shou'd buy him to a Thing so ill.

Unpronounceable, rt. (Un-1 7b.)
183X ScOTT Ct, Rob. ii, Foreigners bearing unpronounce-

able names. 1863 Miss Braddon Aurora Floyd xviii,

Hock, the name of which was in fourteen unpronounceable
syllables. 1889 Doyle Micak Clarke xviii, A score of un-
pronounceable fights in the Styrian Alps.

Unpronounced, ///. a, [Un- i 8.]

1, Uniittered, unspoken.
[1586 in Bk. Univ. KirkScotl, (1839) 398 We hold the said

proces and sentence as unled, undecydit or pronuncit.] x6xi

CoTGR. s.v. Cet^ Those [words] which begin .. with H
vnpronounced. 1628 Milton Vac. Exerc. 4 Hail native

Language, that . . mad'st imperfect words with childish ti ipps,

Half unpronounc't, slide through my infant-lipps.
^ 1796

Mme. D Arblay Camilla V. 35 He wanted her to seize his

meaning unpronounced.

2, Not prominent or distinct.

1863 Dana Man. Geol. 748 Although the grand systems in

Zoology are unpronounced, there are still faint indications

of them generally observable.

Unprop, V. (Un-2 4.)
161X CoTGR., Destamper^ to vnprop; to take the tressles

from. 1676 Houses Hiad ii. 137 [They] strait unpropt
their Ships. 1717 Entertavicr'^Q. 5. 29 Nor can they be
assured their own Minions . . may not more unprop the

Throne, than guard it, 1897 P. Warung Tales Old Rigime
114 *'Ardy, jest unprop West T Hardy obeyed, and lifted

the cadaver to the centre of the chamber.
Unpropcnse, a. [Un-' 7.] Unbiassed. 1640-1 Ld.

DiCBY Pari. Sp. 9 Feb. 17 To preserve an equall and un-
prepense judgment.

UnprO'per, a. Now rare, [Un-1 ^^ g b.]

fl, = Improper a. i. Obs,

^
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. IVks. II. 269 We seen now bi a myror,

in fer si3t, and unpropre, but we shulen se after in blis Jie

firste lrouJ)e face to face. 14.. P'oc. m Wr.-Wulcker 589
Impropriutn^ unpropre. X594 Blundevil Exerc. i. xxii.

(1597) 23 b, The vnproper (compound musical proportion]
is, when to 3 numbers giuen, 2 other seuerall numbers are
ioyned [etc.). a\6xg Foiherby Atheom. i. i. § 5 (1622) 8

So that Demonstrations are here vnproper and vnprofitable.
x66i Cami'IOn Cotmterpoint ii. 122 The last close being to

be made in the greater or sharp third, is unproper.

t b. Spec. Of language, Obs.
C-X449 Pecock Repr. i. v. 27 Bi viiproprc maner of speche

and bi figure. Ibid.y In this present purpos of grounding
and of the vnpropir speking vsid ther upon. 1550 Veron
Godly Saiyngs B iv b. An abused and an vnpropre speache.
axsdiS AscHAM Scholem. ir. (Arb.) 87 To traine his Scholler
to a iudgement, in cutting out . . ouer old and vnproper
wordes. X607 Markham Cavel. 11. xix. 203 Speaking of
these^ loftie ayres, hee calles them CarierJng horses ; an
epithiton most vnproper,

2. «= Improper a. 2. Now dial,

iS8x MuLCASTER PosittoHS xxxix. 221 IgnoraHCB . . Will

cause them selues to be their owne Gnatoes, a most vnproper
part, to be seene vpon a stage, when [etc.]. x6o$ Camden

UNPROPOETIONABLE.
Rem, 14 It will nut be vnproper I hope to this purpose if I

note out of the epistles of. .Busbequius. 1x1659 Osborne
Piso <5- Vindex Wks. (1673) -[73 An endeavour no less

indecent for men of Honour,_than unproper for a Tyrant,

X678 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. vi. joi The use of which ..is

unproper for me to meddle with in this Place. 17^3 Johnson
(ed. 4>, Unproper^ . . unfit, not right. 1869- in various dialect

glossaries, etc

3. =^ Improper a. 3. rare.

1868 Mrs. Whitney /'. Strong ix. As foolish'and happy
and unproper as one pleases.

t 4. = Improper a. 4. Obs,
1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 69 Millions .. nightly lye in those

vnproper beds. Which they dare sweare peculiar.

t unpro'perly, adv. Obs. [Un-1 ii, 5 b.]

Improperly. (Kreq. c 1560-f 1650.)

a. In respect of the use of words.
CX340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 8129 Ffor if endlesnes any end

moght hald, pan war il endlesnes unproperly cald. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxii. (Bodl. MS.), It is vnpro-
pirliche selde J?at ojjer bestes haue backes. anzs tr.

Arderne's 'Treat. Fistula^ etc. 55 pai ar called emeroydez,
hot nejjerlez vnproperly. a 1470 H. Parker Dives^ Pauper
(W. de W, 1496) 1. xiii, 45/2 They take that Dulia full

largely, and full unproprely. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. q-^

I>ong taike, and small matter, are spoken vnpropeily, for

we cannot measure either talke or matter by length or

breadth. 1579 P^ulke Heskius* Pari. 100 This worde
sacrifice, is either taken properly, or vnproperly, and
figuratiuely. 1636 M. Walbancke in Ann. Dubrensim.

(1877) 3 You to whom I may not unpropperly give the
denomination of an Hero. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. v.

95 They., say.. ' l-ay a kerf in that piece of Stuff'; and
sometimes, (but most unproperly,) 'Cut, or Slit that piece

of Stuff'.

b. In other contexts.

X56X T. Norton Calvin's Inst. n. 153 Those thinges y'

were done in his nature of man, are vnproperly, & ^et

not without reason, geuen to hys Godhed. 1577 tr. BulUn*
ger's Decades 463 lustification is somtimes somewhat vn-
properly attributed to workes. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
1. viii. 41 A part of the hill Taurus (unproperly ascribed to

Caucasus). X683M0XON Mech. F.ierc, Pfintingii. p2They
commonly, but unproperly, imploy Joyners to make them,

tUnpro'perness. Obs, [Un-1 12, 5 b.] Lack
of propriety or appropriateness.
X56X T, Norton Calvin's Hist. iv. xix. 148 b. So that a

godly sense be kept, although there be some vnproprenesse
in the speaking. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo^s Civ. Co/w. i,

(1586) 23 b. You shall ofFende Boccace, rather with the vn-
propernesse, then with the vnusualnesse of words. 165a
SpABKE/*r7?«. Devot. 217 Their insuflficiency. .andunproper-
ness for such imployment 1693 Tryon Gd. Houseiv.^ i.

(ed. 2) 8 The unproperness and contrariety of these Prescrip-
tions to the end intended.

Unpropertied, ///.«. (Un-^ 8.)

1793 Anna Seward Lett,{^\%\\) III. 217 l"he protecting
influence of represented property, extending to tne uiipro-

pertied. 1794 Ibid. 369 The ignorant and unpropertied mass
of people. x886 W. Graham Soc, Problem 335 Since under
it there is no safety for the unpropertied man. [Freq. in

recent use.]

Unpro'phesiable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1883 Lowell Rich.
///, Latest Lit. Ess. (1S91) 122 Like those pulses of pale

flame with which the sky throbs at unprophesiable intervals.

UnnrophetiCj a. (Un-i 7,)
I7a5 Pope Odyss. xxii. 13 Wretch that he was, of unpro*

fihetic soul I 1728 Savage Bastard 47 Thus unprophetic,
ately misinspir'd, I sung. i8si Shellev Ginezna 124 Un-
prophetic of the coming hours, The matin winds, .awaken
The earth. X843 Carlyle Past ^ Pr. 11. viii, Alas, ye ««-
prophetic. . ! 1886 Tennyson Opening Hidian ^ Col. Exk.
lii, Unprophetic rulers they.

Unprophe-tical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1743 Ellis Knowl. Div.
Things 254 How unpropheiical would it be, to say they
should some time know what they already knew ? Unpro-
phetically, adv. (Un-' xi.) x86x T. Wright in Pol.
Poems II. p. xxvii,Elmham warns the king (not unpropheti*
cally) of the., uncertain character ofhuman life. tUupro-
pixe, a. Obs.~^ [Un-' 7.] Unpropitious. a 1529 Skflton
Bk.J P'ooles Wks. 1 843 L 2co Shee is so debyly te, colde, vn-
propyce, vnnaturall, and vndyscurrente. Unpropi tiable,
a. (Un-' 7 b.) [177s Ash.] X89X Academy 28 Mar. 296/1
That unpropi tiable avenger who waits on secular misconduct.

Unpropi'tious, a, (Un- 1 ;.)

1699 PoMPRi'.T To Another Friend 12 Beneatti the pon-
d'rous Weight Of angry Stars, and unpropitious Fate,
xyoa Addison Dial, Medals ii. (1726) 65 Ye sue the unpro-
pitious maid in vain. x776MicKLEC(2W(7^«VZ.Mj/WIntrod.
149 In the unpropitious age of a Cromwell. 1847 Helps
Friends in C. \. 39 The whole life appears to be shut up in

the one unpropitious affection. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

in. 423 Sleep and exercise are unpropitious to learning.

Hence Unpropl'tiousness.
X844 W. H. Smyth Cycle Celestial Obj. IL 6 Had this

been done, every notion of stellar unpropitiousness and
malevolence must have vanished.
Unpropitiously, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1602 Marston Ant.

^ Mel. II, My legge is not ahogether unpropitiously shap't.

There's a word: unpropitiously? 1 thinke I shall speake
unpropitiously as well as any courtier in Italy. Ul^ro-
pOTuon.

_
[Un-' 12, 5b.] Disproportion. 1844 Kinglakk

F^othen xvii. 265 You stare at the wide unproporiion between
this slender Company, and the boundless plains of sand.

tUnproportionable, a. Obs. [Un-i 7b,
5 b.] Disproportionate. Also const, to., or (rarely)

with, (Common in 17th c.)

X586 T. B, La Primaud, F'r. Acad. i. 672 Too much in-

crease and unproportionabte growth.. procureth the change
and ruine of commonwealihes. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 39 The roofe is not to be thought vnproportionable.
1650 Fuller Pisgah v. xi. 163 To give a thing and take a
thing is unproportionable with his \sc. God's] proceedings.

1697 C. Leslie Snake in Grass (ed. 2) Advert., The Preface
was an Eye-Sore, because of its Length, unproportionable
to the Book. 1704 N. N, tr. Boccalinis Advts.from Par-
nass. III. 255 Some of her limbs swell to an unproportionable



UNPROPORTIONABLENESS.
Bulk. X766 Covipl. Farmer s.v. Sufiejiti^, If you protract
. ., you will put your closes into unproportionable shapes.

Hence f Unpropo'rtlonaMeuess. Obs.
1653 Gauden Hierasp. 74 This unpropertionableness of

the Creators dealing with man. 1659 — Tears Ch. 586 The
uiiproportionableness of any other Church-government than
a right Kpiscopacy to the temper of England.

t TTnproportionably, adv, Obs. [Un- in;
cf. precT] Disproportionately.

*SS8-9 Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 62 And now for
the upholding of two or three years more of life, to heap
unproportionably, I count it madness. 1594 R. Ashley tr.

Loys U Roy 2 Being duely tempered for generation, and
vnproportionshiy distempered for corruption. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 360 A Chameleon is a Creature about the Bignesse
of an Ordinary Lizard : His Head vnproportionably bjgge.
x64x J. Jackson True Evang. T. m. 166 The Gospeil too
bids us 'not bee unequally yoaked,* but what is it to be
ui^roportionably yoaked, if this bee not ? 1790 Phil. Trans.
LXXX. 355 Though nature . . may permit a particular species
of animal to become so unproportionably numerous. 1819
W. S. Rose Lett./r. N. Italy^ II. 172 There is, perhaps, no
offence which is so unproportionably punished.
UnpropoTtional, a. (Un-* ^.) 1714 Derham Prelim.

Disc, to Astro-Theol. (1726) p. xiii, Which are Motions [of
the moon, etc.] so unproportional, . . that [they] are sufficient
to subvert the whole Hypothesis. Unproportionality.
(Un-' 12.) x8i8 Bestham C//, Eng.^ Catcch. Exam. 273
Uncertainty; unproportionality, abstractiveness.., and de-
gradingness. unproportionally, o^/z/. (Un' n.) 1820
Hogg Tales ^ Sk. (1836) H. 204 The next three volumes
wcre..unproportionany thick.

Unproportionate, ^. "How rare, [Un-1 7,

5 b,] Disproportionate, nnproportioned,
1581 MuLCASTER Positions XXX. 109 The whole bodie. .is

anoyed with vnproportionate heat. s6oi DANisr, Ciz\ IVars
VI. xxviii, No swelling member, vnproportionate, Growne
out of forme. 1651 H. More Second Lash in Enthus. Tri.^
etc (1656) 184 Where is my Fancie distorted, unproportionate,
unproper? 1679 J. Goodman Penit. Park, \\\. v. 336 That
the powers and objects are mis-matched and unproportionate
to each other. 1897 Advance (Chicago) 21 Jan. 77 Unsound,
unproportionate teachings.

So Unpropo'rtionately adv.^ -ness.
149s Trevisa's Bartk. De /*. R. vn. xx p iij b/2 A man is

byrcucof hissyght somtyme. .for vnproporcyonat[n]es of
the blacke of the eye to y« spyryte of syghte, 1897 Trans.
Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 22 The paralysis, .progressing by
degrees and sometimes unproportionately.

UnpropOTtionea, //>/.«. (Un-1 8, 5 b.)
c 1580 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxxxv, vii, What unpropor-

tion'd odds To thee, these idolls gold and silver beare ? 1595
Daniel Civ. Wars 11. xix, Huge vnproportion'd mountaines.
x6oa Shaks. Ham. i. iii. 60 Giue thy thoughts no tongue.
Nor any vnproportion'd thought his Act. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. 186 Crook-back 't men. .are justly accounted
unproportioned. 171a Atterbury Serm. (1737) IV. 216
Such amock worship, . . how unproportioned it is to the Divine
Nature. X799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 231 A multitude
of soldiers, unproportioned to the extent or fertility of Scot-
land. x8a8 Tennyson Lover's Tale l 187 That porch, So
unproportion'd to the dwelling-place.
Unproposed, ///. a. (Un' 8.) rtX7oo DRVDEN(J.),The

means are unpropos'd. 1884 /w/. Diet. IV. 513 The motion
or candidate is as yet unproposed.

Unpropped, //>/. «. (Un-i 8.)
1616 VV. BROWNE^r//. Past. ii. v. 342, I have beheld A

widow vine stand, in a naked field,. .Unpropt, nnsuccoured,
by stake or tree. 1675 Otwav Atcibiadcs v. i, When success
me to my wishes calls, I'll shake him off, and then unpropt
he falls. 1700 Drvden Meleager ^ Atalanta 132 The
Nerves no more sustain The Bulk ; the Bulk unprop'd, falls

headlong on the Plain. 1802-13 Bentham Ration, yudic.
Evid. (1827) I. 306 The ceremony of an oath in its pure
state, unpropped by that support. 18*7 Pollok Course T.
II. 740 He. .tried to stand Alone, unpropped, to be obliged
to none.

Unproscribable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1817 Lady Morgan
France in. (1818) I. 310 The unproscribable influence of
fashion and beauty. Unproscribed, ppL a. (Un.' 8.)

[1775 Ash.) 1840 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 294 Not a
baron who espoused the cause of the queen would have been
left unproscribed.

Unpro-seouted,///. a, (Un-I 8.

1655 MouFET & Bennet Health's hnprov, xvi. 139 Tasting
of every. .p.-irt of mans body, not leaving the nails unprose-
cuted. 166s Boyle Occas, Rejl. v. vi. 164 To make him
leave bis Endeavours unprosecuted. i8oa-za Bentham
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V.97 The example is bad, when
a man supposed to be guilty is seen to remain unprosecuted,
Unproselyte, y. (Un-' 3.) 1655 Fuller Ck, Hist. x.

IV. §8. 63 It happily unproselyted some inclinable to his
Opinions. Unproso dian, a. (Un-' 7.) 1836 Moore
JSiem. (1856) VII. 160 Such an unprosodian school as Dublin
College then was. Unprospected, ///. a. (Un-' 8.)

1883 U.S. Rep. Free. Met. 79 An unprospected part of the
channel. Unprosperable, a. (Un-' 7.) 1690c, Nesse
O. ^ N. Test. I. 298 Solitariness, .is an unprofitable and un-
prosperable thing. Unprospe rity. (Un-' 12,5b.) a 1628
F. CiREViL Sidney (1652) 33 [He] left the success to his will,
that governs the blinde prosperities and unprosperities of
Chance. Ibid. 173 A perspective into vice, and the unpros-
perities of it. a 1843 SouTHEY Doctor cxcvW. (1848) 525 The
thriftless man.. finds some .satisfaction in imputing his u.i-

prospcrity to the Stars. tUnprosperly, a^z/. Obs.'^
[Un-I II.) Unprosperously. 1608 P. Golding Sleidatu's
Epit. Frossard 62 The matter had falne out so vnprosperly
before.

Unpro'Speroas, a, (Un-i 7, 5 b.)
a 1578 LiNUES.\Y (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot, (S.T.S.) I. 257

The king hcirand of his wnprosperous iournay, ?>586
Hooker Answ. Travers' Suppiic. § 5 Which vnprosperous
beginning of a thing, .did.. disgrace that order in their con-
ceit. 163X Gouge God's Arrows in. §57. 289 No niarvell
therefore that the warre..was unprosperous. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Refi. vi. i, Endeavours, which.. are oft-times so un-
prosperous. 1776 Adam Smith )V. N. i. x. ii. (1869) I. 139
That unprospcrous race of men, commonly called men of
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letters. i86x M. Arnold Pop. Educ. France 185 Not that
primary instruction is unprosperous in the Canton of Vaud.
1884 Pearson in La%u Kep. 26 Clianc. Div. 676 The tenant
for life received nothing from the unprosperous year, i88i.

UnprO'Sperously, adv. (Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.)

1630 Camden^s Hist, Eliz. 11. 117 Two famous Pilots ..

sought as vnprosperously to discouer a neere way to East-
India. 1650 Ji'-R. Taylor Holy Living ii. § 6. 153 When a
Prince fights justly, and yet unprosperously. 1663 Boyle
Use/. Exp, Nat. Philos. 11. i. 10 It is possible to fie safely
made, though many, .have but unprosperously attempted it.

1848 Thackeray P'an. Fair Ivii, Her life, begun not unpros-
perously, had come down to. .a long ignoble bondage. 1876
M iss YoNGE Womankind xxxii, Love affairs come early and
unprosperously.

Unpro'sperousness. (Un-i 12.)
a 1660 Hammond Serm. Wks. 1683 IV. 492 The unprosper-

ousness of the arm of flesh. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <5- P.
88 The True Cause of the Unprosperousness of the Ancient
Undertakers. 1741 Richardson Pamela III. 117 After a
Series of Unprosperousness in all they undertook.

Unpro'stitute,///.a. (UN-l8b; cf. next) x6o6Birnie
Kirk-buriall (1833) 28 Under these three conditions (to wit,

of amplitude, ornacy, and vnprostitude {sic) chastity to any
othe*- vse). i68z Whole Duty Nations 24 Retaining their
Honour untouch'd, , . and presenting to the Honour of
Christianity a Supremacy unprostitute.

XJnpro-stituted, ppL a. (Un- 1 8.)

17*1 A.MHERST Terrx Fil. No. 41 (1726) 213 Some future
un prostituted, ungarbled history of a rebellion. 1753 Grays
Inn Jrnl. No. 29 (1756) 1. 190 That unprostituted, dignified
Independence, which will always do Honour to the Man.
X785 Rolliad, Prob. Odes xix. 96 With unprostituted pen,
..unmov'd by gain, I'll call thee..* most chaste of men .

Unprotected, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

« 'S93 iMarlowe Ovid's Elegies n. ii. 12 Nor is her husband
wise, what needes defence When vn-protected ther is no ex-
pence? 1597 Hooker Eccl, Pol. v. i. § 4 Such euiis. .as men
either destitute of grace diuine may commit, or vnprotected
from aboue, indure. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. 97 A
defenceless unprotected woman. 1791 Mrs. RADCLiFFEi?ow.
Forest iv, The idea of leaving his family unprotected. 1844
NoAD Electricity (ed. 2) 429 It is necessary to observe. . that
the lamps were unprotected. 1879 Lubbock Sci. Led. u. 41
It might be an advantage to a flower which was quite un-
protected, to open early for the bees.

Hence TTnprote'ctedly adv,, -ness.
iZz^Blackw.Mag. XIV. 461 Seeing their friends massacred

unprotectedly all round them. 1824 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. I. 13 His unprotectedness, his utter defencelessness.

1895 Mehedith Amazing Alarriage xlvi, Lady Arpington's
mention of Henrietta's unprotectedness.

Unpro'testant, a, (Un-i 7.)
1841 Wiseman Remarks Lett.fr. Palmer sz How moderate,

how un-Protestant»is the language of St. Epiphanius ! x88x
W. R. Smith Old Test, in yew. Ch. \. 7 'Ihis point of view
is, however, thoroughly unprotestant.

Unpro'testantize, ^. (Un-2 6 c.)

1833 R. H. Froude Rem. (1838) I. 332, I wish you could
get to know something of S. and W., and un—ise, un- Pro-
testantise, un-Miltonise them. 1842 G. S. Fabkr Prov. Lett.
(1S44) 1 1. 291 We must unprotestaniise the National Church.
1895 Btdtvark Sept, qZ/ I Rlr. Gladstone and Lord Salisbury
. . have vied with each other in unprotestantising the Church
of England.

Hence xrnpro*testantizin£r vbi* sb. and ///. a,

184X British Critic July 45 The unprotestantizing. .of the
national Church. 1847 H. Miller First Im^r. Eng. xiii.

244 The unprotestantizmg leaven introduced into the mass
of the English Establishment.

Unpro'testantlike, a. (Un-1 7c.) 1641 Milton Anim-
adv.j^ Not caring otherwise to answer this un-Protestant-
like Objection. Unprotru'ded, //»/.«. (Un-18.) [1775
Ash.] 1777 Pennant Brit. Zool. (ed. 4) IV. g Doctor Baster
. .counted 12,444 eggs under the tail, besides those that re-

mained in the body unprotruded. i8ia Examiner 24 Aug.
541/2 You left scarcely one of his faults unprotruded on
inspection. Unprotra*sive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1823 Coleridge
Aids Refl. 148 note^ The unprotrusive and unindicated
Convolutes of the Brain.

Unprou'd, a, (Un- i
7.)

1570 Levins Manip. 217 Vnproude, ingiorius. x666 J.
Sergeant Lei, Thanks 10 Tis your weak and unproud con-
jecture. x8ao L. Hunt Indicator No. 16 (1822) 1. 123 They
spoke to me more familiarly than usual, and yet somehow or
other, didn't seem so kind nor so ««-proud. x^/oq Academy
28 July 75 He is not unconscious nor unproud of this freedom.

Uiipro*vablev a, [Un-i 7 b.]

1. Incapable of being proved,
f 1425 Wyntoun C?-(7«. IX. xix. 2042 Eftyr J>at he had beyn

..in exile Be fen^heid fals suspicion, And all wnprowabil
be resson. X553 Crimalde C/«r(7'j Offices 11. (1556)65 So
we, dissenting from them, do sale again some thinges be
prouable, some vnprouable. 1609 Bp. Hall Dissuas.
Poperie -^s A Religion, that depends wholly vpon nice and
poore vncertainties, and vnprouealjle supposals. 1677 Gilpin
Demonol. 11. vii. 325 Though Satan's injections of Non-
election be altogether unproveable. 1825 Bentham Offic.

Apt. Maximized^ Indie. (1830) 70 By an unpunishable and
unprovable, though solemn act of insincerity. 1883 Myers
Ess.^Mod.^Mazzini (1885) 60 Unprovable speculations about
the firmament.

+ 2, Incapable of succeeding, Obs.""^

1653 Blithe Eng, Improver Impr. xxiv. 156 Avoid the
getting of Eaten, Bitten, Rough, and Brushy, all being un-
proveable sets.

Hence Unprovabi'lity, -ableness.
ax88x Bauratt Phys. Mctemfiiric (1883) 23 The unprove.

ability of the hypothesis. X883 Contemp. Rev. Nov. 697
There is always a great deal of vagueness, and . . of unprov-
ableness, in charges of immorality against a whole race.

tXTnprO'Ve, v, Obs. [Un-^^ 3, 7. Cf, MDu.
ontproeveH.'\

1, trans. To disprove ; to deny or reject,

13.. Gosp. Nicod. 591 His folk vnproues him king. And
kingdom claymes he. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 366/2 Onprevyn,

UNPROVIDED.
or \mprt\yn,.. ituprobo. c 1449 Pecock Repr. i. xviit 104
Thei schulen suffice forto vnproue this iiij« opinioun here, as
thei vnproven the ije opinioun there.

2. intr. To disapprove,
1528 Gardiner in Pocock Rec, Reform. (1870) I. 104 His

holiness,, .neither approving ne unproving, said, he had sent
it to the cardinal.

Hence fUnpro'ving 2^^/. sb. Obs.
c X449 Pecock Repr. iv. iiL 430 Thus miche is j-now; for

vnprouyng of the seid skile.

Unpro'ved, ///. a. [Un- i 8,]

1 1. Not put to proof or trial ; untried. Obs,
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb i. 236 Preue eek thonpreued greyne

afore eschaunge. c 1445 Pecock Donet 7 Y wote weel ^at
..scant ynoU3 oon leef schulde stonde vnprovid or colowr-
abily vnrebukid. 1550 Baldwin Mor. Philos. K. iiij, Proue
not thy frende wyth dammage, nor vse thou hyin vnproued.
1561 B. GooGE Paliugenius' Zodiac Life 1. A ij b. Willing to
trede vnproued pathes that haue not yet ben gon. 1590
Spenser F,Q. i. vii. 47 For to find a fresh vnproued knight.

2. Not ciemonstrated to be true or genuine,
153a Moke Confut. Tindale Wks. 609/2 Both is his pur-

pose on his part vnproued, & the contrarye to hyin proued.
1533 Frith Answ. More G 8, His mastership bathe lefte one
thinge vnproued. 1628 Donne Serm. (1640) 291 The proofe
lies on their side ; and it rests yet unproved. 1693 Dryden
Juvenal VI. 313 Prov'd, or unprov'd, the Crime, ine Villain

dies. 1843 J. H. Newman Miracles t^ A fact is not dis-

proved, because the testimony is. .insufficient, it is only
unproved. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xvii, The essence of
brioery is that it should be legally proved ; there is not such
a thing.. as unproved bribery. 1874 Mahaffv Social Life
Greece 335 However unproved or doubtful this ancient creed.

Hence Unprcvediiess,
ax||oo-5o Alexander 1019 For barnes in Jjar bignes it

batdis J>am mekill, Oft with vnprouednes in presse to pas
out of lyfe.

Unpro'ven, ///. a, [Un-1 8 b.] = prec. 2,

i8537|'Vj/;//. Rtv. April 475 We do not expect the preacher
to prove anything before unproven. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 149 Plato does not like to make an assertion
which is unproven.

Unprovide, 2?, (Un-2 3. cf. Disphovide v^
1530 Palsgr. J68/2, I unprovyde, Je despouruoys. 1604

Shaks. Oth. iv. i. ai8 He not expostulate with her; least

her body and beautie vnprouide my mind againe. X793 A,
Murphy Tacitus I. 339 Increasing honours, he had no
doubt, would unprovide his mind, and.. produce the genuine
features of his character.

Unprovi'ded,///. a, [Un-i 8, 5 b.]

1, Not furnished, supplied, or equipped (with

something): a. Qo\i%t.of{^o\i rare ox Obs.^ox with.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cccxxi. 498 The countre was

voyde, and vnprouyded of men of warre. 1579 Spenser
Sheph. Cal. May 114 The shepheards God so wel them
guided. That ofnought they were vnprouided. x6oo Surflet
Conntrie Farme \. xvi. 105 The countrie farme being for

the most part vnprouided of the benefits and easements of

water. x(S73 t^- Leigh] Transp. Reh, 45 It being a thing
wholly unlikely that the wise Astragon should be unprovided
of such excellent authors. 1720 Swift Fates ofClergymen
Wks. 1 755 1 1. II. 22 Courts are seldom unprovided of persons
under this character. 1735 Berkeley in Eraser Life (1871)
vii. 241 Those places where they are unprovided with
churches. 1785 T. Balguv Disc. 174 Men, whose under-
standings are.. unprovided of the principles of knowledge.
1844 KiNGLAKE Eothen viii, Assailants, .unprovided with
regular means of attack. X875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III.

102 The actual drone is unprovided by nature with a sting.

"b. Without const. Also _/£jr (a person, etc.).

((j) a 1586 Sidney A rcadia 11. xii. And whose good haps do
leave him unprovided, Condoling cause of friendship he will

borrow. X603 G. Powel Papist's Reas.for Toleration 127

Whereby they haue left the Ministrie so marvellously vn-

prouided and so beggerly. 1637 Capt. Smith Seavtan's
Gram. xii. 56 Neither should her Gunroome be vnprouided :

not manned like a Merchant-man. 1760-72 H. Brooke
FoolofQual. (1809) III. 78 Since you will go, you must not

go unprovided. x8i8 Scott Br. Lamm, xxv, We are totally

and literally unprovided [sc. with provisions]. 1833 Macau-
lav Ess.t War Succession in Spain f 12 The arsenals were
deserted. The magazines were unprovided.

{f>) »S30 P^lsgb. 768/2 He shalbe hertely welcome, but I

am yet unprovyded for him. X603 Breton Mad World
Wks, (Grosart) II. lo/i He. .led me into his house, the doore
open, as unfearefull of theeves, as vnprovided for strangers.

1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 333 As for going by
water, that they were unprovided for.

O. Not provided for. (Cf. 4.)

1640 Habington Ediv. /K, 33 The inconvenience of raising

a widdow to his bed, who could bring nothing with her but

her poverty, and an unprovided issue. 1893 Child Ballads
IV. 391/2 The bower of an unprovided seamstress.

2, Not in a state of preparation or readiness ; un-

prepared (to resist attack, make reply, etc.).

'S*S Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xxxiii. 41/2 So that whan
oure enemyes come, let them nat fynde vs vnprouided. 1578
Chr. Prayers in Priv, Prayers (1851) 447 Take me not un-

awares and unprovided to thy judgment-seat. XS99 Shaks.
Hen. K, IV. i. 183 If they dye vnprouided. 16x3 Brathwait
Strappado^ etc. (1878) 334 Alas, faire queene, why should
you thus assault the vnprouided fortresse of mine hart?

1647 Cotterell Davilas Hist. France I. 43 The armed
men. .appearing on a sudden.., the King being found un-
provided, and the Court disarmed. 172a De Foe Plague
(1756) 140 The unprovided Condition that . . the People were
in at the first coming of the Calamity. 1805 Southky Madoc
in Azt. II. 231 So saying, 1 left The astonish'd men, whose
unprovided minds Fail'd them. x8x9 Shelley Onrz iii> i.

377 You are unprovided where to fly, How to excuse or to

conceal.

3, Against which provision has not (or cannot)

be made ; unforeseen.

1514 Barclay Cyt. ^ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 9 Nought
is more noysom..Than sodayne tempeste, and unprovyded
colde. XS36 Goodly Primer, Litany R iv b, Sodeyn & vn»
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prouided dethe. t6*y C. Mageoghagan tr. Ann, Chnntac-
nois 75 The Emperor dyed of a sudaine and unprovided
death. 1660 Trial Regie. 20 You must give your direct

Answer, Guilty, or Not guilty. You cannot say, it is

sudden, or unprovided. You spend time in vain. 1739 in

Catk, Rec. Soc. PubL VIII. 263 Her Death,, .by the holy life

she led, was not unprovided. 1817 F. Lewis in Pari. De-
bates 1361 Very heavy expenses., under the head called
* unprovided services,* which ought to comprise nothing
except what could not possibly be foreseen. 1841 Alison
Hist. Eur. IX. Ixxii. 70a The unprovided expenditure of
the year.

4. Not provided ^r. (Cf. i c.)

IS7S Gascoigne G/asse o/Gffi't. 11. v, If ever I live to
enherit Phylocalus, then Eccho shall not be unprovided for.

X647 Clarendon Hist, Reb, i. § 5 The necessary Subsistence
of the household was unprovided for. 1676 Temple Let. to
Sir y. iniiiamsoH Wks. 1720 11,413 They cannot, upon
that Pretence, be pressed to Things, .wholly unprovided for

by the very Letter of the Treaty. 1794 S.Williams Vermont
239 Many officers, .were then unprovided for. 1839 yohn
Bull 15 Sept.,The income upon which he and the unprovided
for members of his family exist 1897 Outing XXX. 376/2
Unprovided-for tasks are best decided by drawing lots.

6. Not famished, supplied, or made ready,
i6ai Fletcher /j^./'rrmrwj I. ad fin., That's all That's un.

provided, ., The rest wee'l councel as we goe. 1716 Leoni
AlbertCs Archit. I. ai b. You will have occasion for a great
number of things . . , and . . if but one is unprovided, it may
stop or spoil the whole Work.
Hence Unprovi'dedly adv.^ -uess.

}^_ Rfg. Priiy Council Scot. I. 522 He mycht *unpro-
viditlieoppres. .that innocent infant. x65a Urquhart Jewel
H2 Another young Lady.. so unprovidedly was surprised.
a 2653 Brome Co7fent Garden IVeeded n. ii, My imsetled*
nesse and *unprovidednesse..may well excuse us all. i86i
[Mrs. a. J. Penny] Romance Dull Li/ex\. 296 From the fear
of unprovidedness during her stay in this great house.
Unpro'Videnced, //»/. a. (Un-' 8.) ai66i Fuller

li^orthies I. (1662) 57 If those must be accounted unfortunate
(which I in the true meaning of the word must interpret
unprovidenced) who swim not in equal Plenty with others,

t XTnprO'Vident, a. Obs, [Un-1 7, 5 b.] Im-
provident ; incautious.

xS7a Buchanan Detection o^Mary (1727) 71 Ane Hous..
prouydit for ane 50ung Gentilman unprouydent be gouth.
c x6oo Shaks. Sonn. x. Deny that thou bear'st loue to any,
Who for thy selfe art so vnprouident. 1619 J. King Sertn.,
etc. 59 Hath it made you proud, ..and improvident, and un-
provident against your enemies ? 1658 J. Webb Cleopatra
viii, II. 55 Slust the unfortunate Alcamenes be ignorant,
whence this unproviden* ruine comes?
Unprovidential, a. (Un-> 7, 5 b.) 1813 T. Busby

Lucretius II. VI. Comm. p. x, Lucretius, reasoning from
the^ unprovidential casualities of thunder, denies that it

springs from the hand of Jupiter. 1837 Lvtton Athens I.

21 [He] reclaimed his barbarous subjects from a wandering
and unprovidential life. fUnpro'vidently, adv. Obs.
(Un.> II, 5 b.) 1611 Florio, lmj>rouidamente, vnproui-
dently.^ 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. III. ^54 Forests..
unprovidently and wastefuUy destroyed. tjnpro'ving,
pfl.a. (Un-' xo.) Z640BP. Hall ^//jc. III. § 2 Since this one
litigious, and unproving text is the onely place in the whole
New Testament, that can beare any pretence for the lay-
Presbytery. 16^1 — Def. Hnmble Remonstr. 1 1 8 Your un-
proving illustrations, and unregardable testimonies.

t ITnprovrsed, ///. (7. Sc, Obs. [Un-18, 5 b.]

Unforeseen ; unconsidered.
CX480 Henryson /^a3/«, Fox <5- lVot/i()2 This suddand

deith and vnprouysit end Of this fals Tod. 1533 Bellenden
Lrvy I. ii. (S.T.S.) 1. 19 He wald nocht opin ane haisty and
vnprovisit mater.

Hence f TTnprovi'sedly adv. Obs.
15x3 Douglas Mneid vi. iii. 28 With his bois trump as he

Went vnprowysitiie blawand by the se. 1567 Sc. Acts^
yas. F/(i8i4) 111.37/2 Preceding to ane pretendlt mariage
with him suddandiie, and vnprouisitlie thairefter.

Unprovi'sion. (Un-> 12,5b.) ai638MEDE Jr>6j.(i672)

231 Whatsoever . . among the Beasts of the field . . is . .
, by un-

provision, of all others the most wretched and miserable.
Unprovi'sioned,///. a. (Un-* 8.) 1796 Coleridge Lett.
(1S95) 189, I shall be again afloat on the wide sea, unpiloted
andunprovisioned. 1827 ^OLLOKCourse T. 11. 242 Choosing,
thus unshipped, Uncompassed, unprovisioned, ..To swim a
sea of breadth immeasurable. Unprovo'kable^a. (Un-'

7 b.) 1803 Bentham Mem. jr Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 403 Better
, . would it be if your . . principals were as placable, or rather
as unprovokable.

nnprovo'cative» «. (Uu-i 7.)
Frequent in recent use,

x8as Lamb Elia i. Grace before Meat^ At a poor man's
table, or at the simple and unprovocative repast of children.

1893 Scribner's Mag. June 747/2 As he placidly walked
along, unprovocative of even passing curiosity.

Unprovo'ke, v. (Un-* 3.) 1603 Shaks. Macb. ir. iii. 32
I>echerie, Sir, it prouokes, and vnprouokes: it prouokes the
desire, but it takes away the performance.

Unprovo-ked, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)

XS85 Abp. Sandys Senn, xv. 264 The voluntarie and vn.
prouoked operation of the spirite. X64X Bp. Hall Ansiu.
yind. Smectymmtus To Rdr. A3, When.. the Smectym-
nuans,. .unprovoked, unthought of,, .flye in my face, as men
wrongfully accused. 171a Steele Sped. N-. 427 p 2 This
Heroine had. .out-done the whole Sisterhood of Gossips, in
..unprovoked Malice. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 11. xii,

These unprovoked strokes at my uncle Toby's [hobby-
horse]. X819 ScoTT Ivanhoe xli, To discover., who have
been my unprovoked enemies. X849 C. Bronte Shirley
xxiii, In answer to unprovoked insult.

Hence Unprovo-kedly adv.y -ness.
X663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Pkilos. i. v. 05 Galen . .some-

where "unprovokedly and causelessly enough derides Moses.
1781 T. Davies Mem. Garrick (ed. ^) I. 23 He was rudely
and unprovokedly attacked by a boisterous man. 1864
CARI.YLE Fredk. Gt. XVI. xii. IV. 455 His conduct.. has
nothing of bad, at least of unprovokedly bad. 1856 Faber
Creator ^ Creature 11. i, God's, .tenderness,. .His extra-
ordinary *unprovokedness.

Unprovo'king, ///. a. (Un* 10) 17x0 Fleetwood
Serm. 1 To. ,dasn against the Stones the innocent and un-
provoking Children. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 11. xii, But
to hurt a brother. , so unprovoking,—and so unresenting ;

—

'tis base. x8ai Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) 1. 38 It is no very
unprovoking reflection.

t Unprudenoe. [Un-

M

2, 5 b.] Imprudence.
138a WvcLiF Prov. xiv. 8 The vnprudence of fooHs (is]

erring. 1533 Bellenden /./r'^' ii. xvi. (S.T.S.) 1. 193, 1 drede
J>at f>um thing be done by vnprudence or folic of my pepill.

x6sa Gaule Magastrom. 239 Whetlier you shall become
poor by. .luxuriousnesse, unprudence.

t UnprU'dent, ff. Obs. [UM-I7, 5l>.] Im-
prudent ; unwise.
1382 WvcLiF Mark vii. i8 So and ^e ben vnprudent, or

vnwyse. 1395 Purvey Remonsir. (1851) 119 In this vnpru-
dent geuinge [of the Sacrament]. X4ia-zo Lydg. Chron
Troy I. 3650 For to provide ^ei ben graceles, Ful vnprudent
and wilful rekeles. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, ix. xi. 555/2
Peirs, . .to establish his interest in the vnprudent Prince, .

.

filled the Court with buffons.

XJnprude-ntial, a. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

1630 Milton Eikon. (ed. 2) xxviii. 224 [This] were the most
unwise and unprudential act as to civil goverment. 1683
D. Granville Lett. (Surtees, No. 37) 198, I thought it not
unprudentiall so to do. a iZ^z Bentham DeontoL (1834) \ I.

xoi Ofevil contingent on prudential or unprudential conduct,

tUnpru'dently, «rfr/. Obsr^ (Un-' 11,5 b; cf. Unpbu-
dent.) X412-20 LvDG. Chron. Troy 11. 1474, I wondre gretly
. . What auenture . . Vnprudently meveth now Y\ kyng Vn-to
me to make swichea sonde. Unpruned,//*/. «.* [Un-' 8
+ Pkunez'.1] Not smoothed with the beak. 1820 Keats
Eve St. Agnes xxxvii, A dove. .with sick unpruned wing.

Unpru'iied, ppl. «.2 [Un-1 8 + Puune v:^^

Not trimmed by cutting or lopping,
xs^^ Shaks. Rich. JI^ in. iv. 45 Her Fruit-trees all vn-

pruin'd,her Hedges ruin'd. x62x Burton Anat. Mel. in.

iii. I. ii. 673 If they \sc. women] be not curbed in time, as
an vnproyned tree. 1649 Ogilby tr. Virg.^ Bucol. \\. (1684)
12 On th' Elm my unprun'd Vines neglected are. 1743
Francis tr. Hor.^ Epodes xvi. 52 Where.. Vines unprun d
their blushing Clusters yield. i8ox Southey Thalaba xii,

xviii, The unpruned taper flares a longer flame. 1863 Haw.
THORNE Onr OldHome 1 1. 24 The hedges grow in unpruned
luxuriance. X882 Garden 21 Jan. 49/3 An idea prevails
that birds are not so likely to spoil an unpruned tree.

b. In fig. uses.

1588 Shaks. L.L.L. iv. ii. 18 After his..vnpolished, vn-
educated, vnpruned, vntrained. .fashion. 16x9 Middleton
Love ff Antiq. B 3, A Common-wealth That is vndrest, vn-
pruin'd, wllde in her health. x6a8 Feltham Resolvesw. xxviii.

89 No man ha's preheminence, but wishes to preserue it in
vnpruned state. 1814 Monthly Rev. LXXIV. 308 Addison
lives, but not undecaying, nor unpruned. •878 Masque
Poets 181 They let their unpruned fancies roll Round some
old theme like hop-vines round a pole.

Unprying, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1771 Mrs. Griffith Hist.
Lady Barton II. 269 He.. should wait upon him at..

a

respectful and unprying distance. 1803 Forest o/HoJienelbe
II. 215 The unprying few that composed her humble circle.

Unpsycholo'gicai, a. (Un-' 7.) X885 A thememn 8 Aug.
170/2 Hence the first main division into unpsychological
and psychological ethical theories. Unpu*blic,a. (Un-' 7.)

X643 W. Greenhill .1^ jr^ at Root A iv. Wee hope your spirits

are all unselvished, that none are now unpublique. 1650
Jer. Taylor Holy Living ii. § 3. 90 Virgins must be retired

and unpublick.

Unpu'blisliable, a, (Un-i 7 b.)

x8is Coleridge Lett. (1895) 644 Making a MS. collection

of all my poems—publishable and unpublishable. 1842
\u\TiQtt Zanoni I. i, His unpublished—his unpublishable and
imperishable opera of the 'Siren', X89X Smiles y. Murray
I. 441 Irving says.. that Moore showed him the Byron
recollections, and that they were quite unpublishable.

Hence Unpu'toUshaMy adv.
x86o De Morgan in Macm. Ma^. I. 223 Their ways of

conducting themselves were unpublishably singular.

Unpu-blislied,//>/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not made generally known or accessible, esp,

in print.

X607 Markham Cavel. (title-p.), The discovery of the sub-
till trade.. of horse-coursers:.. Secrets before vnpublished.
1684 T. Burnet Theory Earth I. 261 The ancient glosses
and catenx upon Scripture,, are many of them either lost

or unpublisht. 1731 Hist. Litterarla III. 259 Authors.,
whose Writings still remain unpublished in the Libraries of
Rome, Venice, and Paris. 1828 P, Buchan {title\ Ancient
Ballads and Songs of the North of Scotland hitherto un-
published. i86a Numism. Chron. II. 104 Unpublished Greek
Imperial Coins.

2. Not divulged or disclosed.

x6os Shaks. Lear iv. iv. 16 All blest Secrets, All you vn-
gublish'd Vertues of the earth Spring with my teares. a 1850
iRYANT The Past 30 Labours of good to man, Unpublished

charity, unbroken faith. 1886 Mrs. Hungerford Mental
Struggle vii, ' Nobody can help me,' declares the as yet un-
published sinner.

Unpu'cker, v. (Un-^ 3.) [1775 Ash.] 1831 Carlyi.e
Sart. Res. i. iii, Let but Teufelsdrackh open his mouth,
Heuschrecke's also unpuckered itself into a free doorway.
186a — Fredk. Gt. xii. xi. HI. 360 Belleisle. .unpuckers his
stern brow again. Unpii'ckered. /^/. dt. (Un-' 8.) [ly^S
Ash.] CX830 Enc^cl. Brit. (ed. 7) III. 38/1 Ruminants, in
which the csecum is moderate in size and unpuckered. x86a
Cntal, Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 2747, A plain un-
§uckered surface. UnpU'ddled, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) a 1618
YLVESTER Maidens Blush 1437 When the ^Egyptians could

no more perceive Nile's over-floud, nor any mud to leave;
But pure, unpuddled on the sand to slide. 1843 Civil Eng.
f, Arch. yrnl. V. 128/r The whole surface of the hill is to
be left unpuddled. _ Unpa'flF, ?'. (Un-* 3.) xmx Sylves-
ter Du Bartas i. iv. 526 We might unpuff our Heart, and
bend our Knee. 1598 Florio, DisenfiarCy to vnswel, to vn-
puffe, to alay, to asswage, Unpu'flFed, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

x6o8 Sylvester ii. iv. iv. Decay 452 Pure in Religion,
Wise in Counselling,. .Un-puft in Sun-shine, un-appalPd in

Storms. t Unpu issant, a. Obsr^ [Un-' 7, 5 b.] = Im-

PUISSANT a. ? 1 1597 Bacon Let. in Resuscitatio \\. (1657)

91 A Letter, carrying so empty an offer of so unpuissant a
service.

TTnpu-Ued, ppl. a. (Un-i 8, 8 c.)
_

rx44o Pallad. on Husb. xii. 230 Ek plauntis fair excuse
To stonde vnpuld, that they be not to seke. c X4S0 Two
Cookery Bks. 99 Cast x. or xij. oynons hole vnpullud, and
lete hem seth togidre. c 1536 Bellenden Chron. Scot. (i8ax)
I. p. ix, The lillyis, and the violet, Unputlit, sone ar with
the wind ouirset. 1551 Cranmer Ansiu. Crusty ^ Sophist.
Caviiiaiion To Rdr. A iij b, What auaileth it.. so long as
ii. chief rootes remayne vnpulled vp? 1608 H. Ci^pham
Erjour Left Hand 72 Some doubts, which yet (as stumps)
remaine behind vnpulled vp. 164X Earl Monm. tr. Biondfs
Civil IVars 11. 95 If some few [houses] remained un-pulled
down. X694 Dryden Love Triutu^h. m, i, '7"is indeed a
Fruit; Seen and desir'd of all, while yet unpuU'd. 1765
Museum Rust. V. 120 Ground as much over-run with sea-
grims as anypartelse of the pasture which had beenunpulled!
X895 IVestm. Gaz. 15 June 3/2 The greatest of devils must
be in that carriage I

= a cable-iramj, making it crawl along
unpulltfd, uiipushed.

Unpu*lleyed,j*//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1839 Landor Andrea 0/
Hungary 16 But intellect. .^ unpullied and adrift, Burns its

dull lieart away in smouldering scorn. Unpti'lped,///. a.

(Un-' 8.) x8o6 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 59 Some part of
the vegetables may be left unpulped. Unpu'lverize, v,

(Un-^ 6 c.) 1733 'I'uLL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xxv. 417 Crush-
ing has such a contrary Effect from squeezing, that if this

Roller should be us'd when the Land is moist, it would be
very pernicious, by unpulverizing it. Unpu'lverized,
///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1839 Alag. Dom. Econ. IV.
214 A lump of unpulverised magnesia, 1883 Daily News
30 July 4/8 If he took French leave and went off. .leaving.,

the Government undetected, the Opposition unpulverised.
Unpu'mpable^a. (Un-' 7 b.) x83x Disraeli Young Duke
III. xiii, Arundel Dacre was proverbially unpumpable.

Unpumped,/'//. a, (Un-1 8, 8 c.)

1633 r. James Voy. g8 The Ship to be left vnpumpt. X669
Boyle Contin. Netu Exp. xliv. 154 Air that yet remain'd
unpump'd out. X873 Ruskin Fors Clav. xxxiii. 17 A real

pump in a pump room, ..instead of the unpumped Tweed.
Unpu'nctated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1870 H. A. Nicholson

Alan. Zcol. I. 247 Spiriferidai. . . Shell punctated or unpunc-
tated. UnpuncU'lious, a. (Un*' 7.) 1753 Richardson
Grandison (1781) III. xxiii. 237 Lovers, said she, are the
weakest people in the world ; and people of punctilio the
most ««-punctilious.

Unpu nctual, a. (Un-1 7.)

1740 Poi'E Let. to Sivi/t Wks. 1751 IX. 333, I am a very
uiipunctual correspondent, tho' no unpunctual agent or
friend. x8a8 Lytton Pelhatn II. xii, Verj' young men are
seldom unpunctual at dinner. 1841 Lady Lyttelton Corr.

(1912; xii. 316 They are immensely unpunctual, and make
the poor Queen wait for dinner. 1884 Expositor June 467,
I am not unpunctual, as you know,

Unpanctuality. (Un-i 12, 5b; cf. prec.)
1828-32 Webster. X84X Emerson Ess. Ser. i. vii. 230 The

discomfort of unpunctuality. .is ofno nation. x868 Stanley
IVestm. Abbey ii. 71 He came to the Abbey with an ostenta-
tious unpunctuality.

Unpunctuated, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
x866 Mrs. Stowe Lit. Foxes 46 That little unpunctuated

scrap of life's poetry. 1890 ' R, Boldhewood 'Col, Reformer
(1891) 261 His usual slow, unpunctuated direction of speech.

Unpu'nctuating, />/. a. (Un-' 10.) 1866 De Morgan
Budgtt of Paradoxes (1872) 139 Of this unpunctuating
paradoxer I shall give an account in his own way. Un-
pu'ncturable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1891 Daily News 28 Nov.
o/i An ' unpuncturable ' tyre, ..so constructed that the
pressure of the air closes up holes. X901 G. Paston Little
Mem. 18th Cent. 201 An equally unpuncturable power of
self-delusion.

Unpunishable, a. (Un- i
7 b.)

1S3X Dial, on Laws Eng. ii. 4 b, He is vnpunj'sshable of
waste by the lawe. XS84 R. Scot Discov, Witchcr. in. viii.

(1886) 40 An impossible purpose is unpuni^;hable. 1648
Eairfax, etc. Remonstr. 49 \\ hile your own proceedings
admit themselves unpunishable. X682 Evats tr. Grotius
(title-p.), In the Tliird [Book] is declared, What in War is

Lawful, that is Unpunishable, a iTooDRVDENtr. Ovid's Art
ofL.ove 38 Th' unpunishable Pleasures of the Kind, a 1797
H. Walpole Geo. II (1847) I. ii. 334 It is the cause of
sovereigns that their crimes should be unpunishable, x8os-
la Bentham Ration, yiidic. Evid. (1827) 1, 354 Mendacity
..remains altogether unpunishable. X837 Carlyle Fr. Rev,
I. V. i, Inertia alone is at once unpunishable and uncon-
querable.

Hence Unpu'iiishably adv.
X649 Milton Eikon. xxviii. 230 It were yet absurd to think

that tlie Anointment of God should .. give them privilege,

who punish others, to sin themselves unpunisbably. x8a9
Bentham yustice

<S- Cod. Petit. 27 The now written, and
above described unpunisbably mendacious, pleadings.

Unpunished, ///. a. (Ux- 1 8.)

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxiii. 16 He J at does ill, wen he
not to be vnpunyst. 1387 I'kkvisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 185

"eth :Whos see after his detn none my^te oppresse slepyng un-
insched. <:x44o Aiph. Tales 276 So he had levur lefe J>e

ame vnpunysshld. X484 Caxton Fables of /Esop vi. xv.

punsched. <:x44o Aiph. Tales 276 So he had levur lefe J>e

blame vnpunysshld. X484 Caxton Fables of /Esop vi. xv.

N viij b, Men ought not to leue hym vnpunysshed. X5xa
Helyas in Thoms Prose Rom. (1828) III. 75 A good dede is

never unrewarded nor an evyll unpunisshed. 1573 L. Llovd
Marrow of Hist, (1653) 136 They suffered theft to be un-
punished. 1613 J. Taylor (Water P.) IVaierm. Suit Wks.
(1630) 174/1 Few or none escapes vnpunished if their faults

be Icnowne. x6sx Hobbes Leidaih. 11. xxx. 183 Crimes ..

which unpunished, seem Authorised. X7ia Blackmore
Creation s\\. 71 His sword unpunish'd criminals defy.

1766 Gibbon Decl. ^ F. vi. (1782) I. 163 The crime went
not unpunished. x8a7 Pollok Course T. 11. 553 An
individual sovereignty, that none Created might, unpun-
ished, bind or touch. X87S Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 319 The
impious, .ought not to go unpunished.
Hence XJnpu'nishedly adv.
X561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. Pref. A liij b. They doe so

..licentiously as vnpunishedly fome agaynst vs. i6u
Florio, Impunitamente, vnpunishedly.



UNPUNISHING.
Unpu'nisbing, vhl. sh. (Un-' 13.) a 1340 Hampole Ps.

xciii. 1 1 pai liete til ^jaim selfe vnpunyssynge of syn. a 16G3
H£YLI^< Laud (1668) 354 The unpunishing of the first

TumulL Unpu'nismng, ///. «. (Un.* 10.) 1644
Milton Divorce 11. iii. 41 Nay this is . . to mcarnat sin into

the unpunishing and well pleas'd will ofGod, Unpu'nish.*
ioglyi ^"^^ £Un'.' II.] tWith impunity. 1499 Promp.
Parv, (Pynson), Onponysshingly, impunite, fUnpU'n-
Ishment. Obsr'^ (Un-' 12.) ^1555 Philpot Exam, ff

Writ. (Parker Soc.) 335 Yet eftsoons they be so hauwtiff

with power, riches and unpunishnient. 1648 Hexham 11,

Onzestraftheydt , Vnpunishment, or Impunity.

Unpurclias(e}able, a, (Un-i 7 b.)

1611 Flokio, Inacguisteuolf, vnpurchasable. 1792 W.
Roberts Looker-on No. 18 (1794) I. 238 The unpurchasable
beauties and chaste decorations of rural scenery, a 1834
Coleridge Lit. Rem,{iZ29) IV. 170 To others, they are not

only not easy and cheap, but unpurchaseable and impossible

too. 1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. 215 The country
gentleman, whose own vote . . was unpurchasable by any
money bribe.

nnpuTchased,///. a. (Un-^ 8.)

X54S Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI, 236 Where as I covenante
withe bym . . to leave hym lande in yerlie value xU . . and
have unpurchased xxf value of it. ?x6o8 y. Reynard^s
Deliv, in Hari. Misc. (1808) I. 187 Nor [is] any treasure

of the earth .. left unpurchased. 1665 Bovle Occas. Rejl.

IV. iii. As she is rich in Natures bounty, [she] appear 'd

.. satisfy'd -Aith the unpurchas'd Treasures she possesses.

1736 THOMSot4 Liberty v. 613 Justice, like the liberal light

of Heaven, Unpurchas'd shines on all. 1781 Cowper Hope
343 But oh the strife, ..and debate, The tidings of unpur-
chased heaven create ! 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xxviii, Let him
keep unpurchased the crown, for which he has paid - . a price

which it is not worth. 1893 F. Adams Neiu Egypt 75 The
poor unpurchased and, so far, unpolluted free-lance.

tUiipu're,^. 06s. [Un-1 7, 5 b. Of. MDu.
onptiiir, MLG. unp^r, MSw. opuri]

1. Morally impure.
a X375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 226 Of sunnes we be}>

vnpure. «393Langl./*. /*/. C. 1. 116 (Uchester MS.), For J^ay

were prestes vnpure. £^1450 tr, De Imitattone iii. xxxvi.

io6 Hov vnpure all oure werkes are we weyle not. 1509
Barclay Skyp 0/ Folys 258 b, Nought chaste thou techyst,

but ihynge vnpure and vyle. 1550 Bale Eng. Votaries it.

F iij, Thus was the churche fylled wyth vnpure ministers.

1604 T. Wright Passions v. 237, I hope such vnpure minds
will amend their impure errours. 16*4 Donne Devot. 210

Of so vnpure constitutions, as that we can present no oblect

but sin. J74a in Wesley Jml. (1749) 41 Dost thou believe,

thy heart must be thus unpure?

a. Not physically pure or clean,

a \tfioRatis Raving \. 156 Quhilk is stinkand aire vnpure.

1548 ^c/ 3 4- 3 Edw. yi, c. 10 § I Make unpure and un-

seasonable. 1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. 9 b, When
the humours be not sufficiently.. concocted and attenuate,

vnpure Spirites procecde out of them. 1651 Wittie Prim-
rose's Pop. Err. iv. iii. 213 The mixture of pure, and unpure,

that is to say, of different parts in. .the same mixt body.

3. Not genuine or true.

1500 Burrough Metk. Physick 246 If one feuer do ex-

ceede the other, then it is called an vnpure hemitrice.

Hence tUnpu'rely adv.^ -ness. Obs,

1350 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. A ij b They . . teache the

veryte of God *vnpurely. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke
iL 20 b. For what point of *vnpurenes coulde suche a woman
haue in bearyng childe, as . . had conceiued by the onely power
and vertue of God. 1573 T. Cartwricht Replye to Aus7v.

Whitgijt 13 Christe.. shall couer all oure vnpurenesse and
not impute it vnto vs.

tUnpUTCd, />/. a. Obs. [Un-' 8.] Unpurified. 1398
Trevisa Barth.De P. R. xvii. i. (Bodl. MS.), perin be
fedinge purcd Isitempred fro J?e vnpured.as it is in he guttes
of a beeste. c 1400 Maundev. (1919) 200 pei fynen the pured
gold & castcn awey the vnpured. 1579 Langham Card.
Health 519 Put them in dishes with vnpured hony. Un-
puTgeable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1876 Swinburne Erecktheus
291) A stain of bluod unpurgeable with tears.

Unpu rged, ///. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not cleansed or freed from baser elements or

admixture.
X5S5 Eden Decades (Arb.) 268 Ginger Mechino . . is sould

vnclensed or vnpurged. x6ox Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 266 The
Rhewmy, and vnpurged Ayre. n x66i Holvdav Persius
(167^) 306 This from th' unpur^ed earth made us desire To
strain out veins of gold by purgmg fire. 1667 AIilton P. L.
V. 419 Whence in her visage round those spots, unpurg'd
Vapours not yet into her substance turn'd. 1788 V. Knox
Winter Even. 11. iv. x. 61 Instruments sweeter than the
unpurged ear ever heard. 1874 Farrar Christ I. 118
Which to the dull unpurged ear was but inarticulate thunder.

2. Not freed or cleared from wrong-doing, accu-

sation, etc.

1530 Rastell Ne^v Bk. Purgatory iii. viii. f 4 b, That the
soule vnpurged maye do some meane & lowe seruyce to

fod in heuen. X586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Ilolinshed
I. 70/1 The prisoner deceased in the castell, and because

he stood vnpurged, long he laie vnburied. x64a Milton
Apol. Smect. 11 So long as 1 should suffer my honest
estimation to lye unpurg d from these insolent suspicions.

X653 Jeb. Taylor Serm.for Year \. xix. 250 Hell is wide
open, .to euery unpurged person. X738 Wesley Ps, vi. i;i.

Who dies unpurg'd for ever dies.

3. Not removed or cleared away.
ax6i7 HiERO.v Wks. (1620) II. 415 That there is some

secret euill in vs, which is vnpurged and vnreformed. 1681
Flavel Fear 39 The unpurged relicts of unbelief. 1835
T. Mitchell Acham. 0/ Aristoph. 874 A man who had yet
the unpurged pollution of a mother's blood upon him. 1884
Chr. Commiv. 14 Feb. 415/2 The Church,, .corrupted by the

unpurged influences of the great Apostacy.

Unpu rified,///. a. (Uu-i 8.)

X574 T. Cari WRIGHT Full Declar. a 2 b, That vnreuenged,
and vnpurified shedinge off giltlesse bloud. 1617 Morvson
Itin. I. 10 Vnpurified siluer as it comes from the Mine;.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety ii. 37 Our sinful Nation , . is indeed
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now come out [of the furnacej, but so unpurified, that [etc.].

a 1779 Warburton Div. Leg. vi. Notes, Wks. 1788 III. 576
This active Watchman of the Church militant will let

nothing escape him,.. nor leave any thing unpurified that

has once passed through my hands. X791 Cowfer Yardley
Oak 12 The conscience, yet Unpurified by an authentic act

Of amnesty. 1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain ff Gl. 275 The
presence of iron in the unpurified sea-sand and ashes of

which it is composed.
UnpuTifying, ///. a. (Un-* 10.) 186a 'Shirley' (J.

Skelton) Nu^x Crit. vli. 319 The discipline which teaches

humility is not unpurifying.

Unpurposed,///, a. (Un-^ 8.)

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 15 Of second vnpurposed frute,..

arnsing by Geometric. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI. iv. xiv. 84
Do it at once, Or thy precedent Seruices are all But acci-

dents vnpurpos'd. 1645 ^IILTON Tetrach. 32 The restore*

ment of a freeborn man from an unpurpos'd, and unworthy
bondage to a rightfull liberty. 1827 Pollok Course T. v.

362 The lonely bard. ., when forth he walked, Unpurposed.
1885 W. J. Sendall Calverley's Rem. 53 The work which
he has left behind him .. is, as to much of it, unpurposed
and fragmentary.

t UnpUTposedly, adv. Obs.—^ (Un-' 11; cf. prec]
Not purposely, a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes i. xix.

(1640) 185 Hadiheyunpurposedly fallen to wanton embraces.
UnpU'rpose-like, a. (Un-'7C.) [1825Jam.] 1856 Lever
Martins 0/ Cro' M. 22 The unpurpose-hke vacuity, the in-

tense vulgarity of his Oughteraid friends,

UnpuTse, V, [Un-2 5, 4, 3.]

1. trans. To take (money) out of a pnrse ; to

disburse.

X390 GowER Conf. II. 146 The time is ofte cursed, That
evere was the gold unpursed, The which was leid upon the
bok. 1370 Levins Manip, igi To vnburse and vnpurse,
expendere^ insuviere. x^o Hollyband Treas, Fr. 'J'ong,

Grand d'esbourse/nent dargent ^ a great vnpursing of mony.
x6n Tourneur Ath, Trag, v. L (Stage direct), Unpurses
the gold.

2. To rob of one*s purse.

x8a7 Pollok Course T. viil 3S2 The uncivil robber, who
unpursed The traveller on the highway.

o. To relax from a pursed state. Also inlr^

_x87x Browning Pr. Hohenst. 45 Now I permit your plump
lips to unpurse. c x88o R. Bridges in A. D. Coleridge Eton
in Forties (1896) 174 Unpursed his mouth, empty his mighty
chest, His run is o'er.

Unpursued, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

X469 Sc. Aits, Jas. Ill (181^) n. 95/1 pe obligationcsall
prescrife & be of nain avail |>e said fourtj jeris beand
ronnyng & vnpersewit be Jje law. 1531 Reg. Privy Seal
Scot. II. 134/2 The saidis personis .. to be .. unaccusit, un-
followit, unpersewit,..for gubatsumever actioun or cryme.
1667 Milton P. L. vr. i All night the dreadless Angel un-
pursu'd Through Heav'ns wide Champain held his way.

167s HoBBES Odyssey (1677) 189 To the ship we unpursued
pass. 178a J. Scott Poet. Wks. 235 Pale fear, who un-
pursued still flies. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. xxvi, This
youth.. Guided my steps not unpursued. i86x Clara F.
Bromley Wontan^s Wand. West. World j68 They made a
precipitate .. retreat, but were unpursued.

Unpiirveyed,///.a. [Un-i 8.]

tl. Of persons: Unprovided, unfurnished, un-

suppUed (with something) : a. Const, of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5444 'Now leue sun ioseph,' he said,
' O^ es [ = am] i noght vnpuruaid '. c 1375 Lay E'olks Mass
Bk. 424 f Royal MS.), If pon of ane be vn-puruayde. 147X

Paston Lett. III. 4 It issoo that my brother is on purveyed
off monye. a 1548 Hai.l Chron.^ Edw. IV, 197 You may
thinke that kyng Edward was not. .so vnpurut^yed of coun-
sail, to forsake thys bencficiall alliaunce. 1596 Spenskr
F. Q. VII. vi. 14 All the heauenly crew Of happy wights,

now vnpurvaide of light, Were much afraid.

tb. Without const. Also » not provided for.

1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) l cxlii. 153 b/i
That yf I wexed an almes gyuer, god sholde neuer leue me
unpurueyed. a 1500 Assemb. Ladies 382 I'han we began
to dresse us in our gyse, That folk shuld see we were nat
unpurvayd. 1509 Barclay Shyp 0/ Folys 50 For one small

faute. .out is he cast bare and vnpuruayde. ctsjo Court of
Loz>e 561 And ye that ben unpurveyed, praye her eke Com-
fort you soon.

+ 2. Unprepared; not in readiness (to resist

attack, etc.). Obs.

X387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) VII. in In he ny3t .. En^^-

lische men. .disperbled and chased ^e enemyes unpurveied.
c 1435 Orolog. Sapient, v. in Anglia X. 359/7 Take me not
so vnpurveyed fro h's li?te of life, a 1450 Kttt. de la Tour
(1906) 146 The .V. maidenes that were folys, that slepte and
were vnpurueyed. a 1548 Hall C/rrt^w., Hen. Vllly 32 It

was forsene that the kyng nor his people should be taken
vnpuruyed. 1586 Day Eng. Secretorie 11. 114 It seemeth a
matter incident tohisaccompt..tbaC. .he be not vnpurueyed
in his owne person.

t 3. Unforeseen ; unexpected(ly). Obs.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. \\. pr. i. (1868) 30 Til Jjat she con-
founde wi^ vnsuffreable sorwe hem J?at she ha|> left in

I

despeir vnpurueyed IL. insperata\. c 1425 Wvntoun Cron.
11. xvL 1531 He slew of ^aim a gret parly As he come on
vnpurva-d, Vnwarnyst wer ^ai. 1456 Sir G. Hay Gov.

Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 112 Rycht sa of ane unkynde 5ere

..men may better purvay na it war unknawin na unpur-
vayde of before, 1483 Caxton Gold, Leg. 359 b/2 As they
fled they, .mette the holy body sodenly unpourueyed.

4. Of things: Not furnished beforehand.

A X548 Hall Chron., Edw. iV, 243 He .. left nothyng
apperteignyng to the warre, vnpurueyed or vnlooked for.

Unpu'shed, ///. a. (Un-> 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1895 [see

UnpulleuJ.

Unput,///. a. (Un-18, 8 c.)

Chiefly with advs. and preps.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vu 624 Dede corssys that lay wnputt
in graiff. 149X Sc. Acts, Jas. /K(i8i4) II. 225/1 The ten-

nentis..sall remane vnput furth or removll. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas, xxix. (Percy .Soc.) 143 Towarde Rome a great

circuile aboute, 'i'here was no fyre that was un-put-out.

UNQUALiriBD.
156s in Hay Fleming Reform. Scotl. (igio) 6ti Certane
tymmer and glas unput in the memorial!. x6oo Surflet
Countrie Farme I. \vx. 4 One tyle in the roofe. .being left

vnrepaired and vnput in againe, causeth others also to fall.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Tra7: (1677) 56 This holy Fire .. con-
tinued un-put out for many Generations. X732 J. Louthian
Form of Process 267 Which Act as yet remains unput to
due Execution anent the forenanied Persons. 1843 Mrs.
Browning Lett. R. H. Home (1877) 1. 65 She has., a
natural exaltation, perfectly unaffected and un-put-on.
1897 Flandrau Harvard Episodes 37 Bradley suddenly an-
swered the unput questions by suggesting ways and means.

Unpu-trefied, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
X579 W. Fulke Heskins' Pari. 353 It was kept many

yeres . . vnputrified. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 34 1 So wee see that
Meat and Drinke will last longer, Vnputrified, or Unsowred,
in Winter, than in Summer. 1663 Boyle Usif. Exp. Nat.
Philos. II. i. 25 An embrio. .preserved unputrified for several
years. _X73S Arbuthnot ^//w««^j 180 No Animal unputri-
fy'd, being burnt, yields any alkaline Salt. 1799 Kirwan
Geol. Ess. 60 'I'he rhinoceros was found iniire and unputrified.

X843 Carlyle Past Sf Pr. 111. x, All human things do require

. . to have some Soul in them, . . were it only to keep the Body
unputrefied.

Unpu'trld, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1657 B. W. tr. Bauderojt's
Expert Phisic. 72 An unputrid Synochus hath no small
Analogy with an Ephemera. Unpythagorically, adv.
(Un.' II.) ^1687 H. More Cotij\ct. Cabbnl. (1713) 133 By
all which terms is meant nothing else but Cybeleor Vesta,
but how Unpythagorically, any one may discern.

tUnquae'rable, a. Obs.-' IUn-' jh + QuMRBv.] In-

dubitable, certain. X657 J. Watts Vind. Ch. Eng. 58 An
unquestionable and unquaerable Rule. Unqua'ffed,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.] x8ia Byron ^ Ifsometimes*
iii, If not the goblet pass unquaffd, It is not drain'd to

banish care.

Unquai'led, ///. a, (Un-1 8.)

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. cxcix. 1237 Let vs.. praye
him to giue vs power to holde out vnquailed. X613 w.
Browne Brit. Past. i. iv, So Griefe. .In longest journeys
hath the strongest strength. And is at hand supprest, un-
quail'd at length. 1839 Coleridge Constit. Ch. Ss State
(ed. 2) 145 The lion-hearted Luther with unquailed spirit.

tTuquailing, ///. a. (Un-1 io.)

X836 Whittiek Mem. T, Shipley 49 The unquailing eye of

innocence. X853 Rock Ch. ofFathers III. ix. 217 His heart

was unquailing when he met his foemen. 1884 R-VV, Church
Bacon i. 35 Elizabeth's, .unquailing spirit at the time of the

Spanish invasion.

Hence Unquallingly adv,

1845 [Jank Robinson] /f^^//^^rt//Ixviii,[He]fixe(J his eyes
steadily and unquailingly upon him.

Unquai'nt>a. [Un-'7.] fUncunning, ignorant. 11340
Hampole Psalter cm. 26 Waytynges of paim..occupyes vn-

quaynte men anence t>aire saule. Ibid. cxl. 4 It is J?e manere
ofvnquaynt men. .to excuse J?aim wi|? falshede. tUn-
quai-nted, ^//.«. (9i5i.-' [Un-' 8.1 Unfamiliar. 1587 W.
Fowler Wks. (S.'l'.S.) I. 26, I who was not muche acquent
with such vnquented sight. Unqua'kerish,a. (Un-' 7.)

x8a2 Lamb Lett. (1900) III. 80 It is a visiting, unquiet, un-
quakerish season. Un^ua'kerlike, a. (Un-' 7 c.) 1859
Savagk R. Mcdticott i. iii, A fair.. girl, with a most un-
quakerlike expression of mirth in bereye. Unqtia*kerly,a.
(Un.'7.) 1846 B. Barton Select. {iZ^C)) 41 The bell, with
the somewhat unquakerly inscription of * Mr. Barton's bell',

Unquaking, pf>L a. (Un-' 10.) x8i6 Wilson City 0}
Plague II. iii. 99 That awful happiness That walks unquak-
iiig through the shades of death. 1881 Kvsmti Bible Amiens
iv. § 10 On the unquaking and fruitful earth.

Unquaiifiable, a. (Uk-1 7 b.)

With recent quots. cf mod.F. inqualifiable.

a X734 North Lives (1742) 271 He would not put the
Seals to any Commissions to Persons unquaiifiable. 1871
Union Rev. 78 This unquaiifiable proceeding. 1899 Westm.
Giiz. 28 June 2/1 The march played over and over.. with
quite unquaiifiable iteration.

Unqualifica'tion. (Un-' 12.) 1657 W, Morice Coena
quasi Koicij xvi. 261 Qualifications (1 should think them
ratlier unqualificalions). 1708 Hkakne Collect. (O.H.S.) II.

106 Hc.express'l his unqualification fory* Place.

Unqualified, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not qualified or fitted; not having the necessary

qualifications.

1556 Lauder Tractate 364 Quhow God sail 50W correct,

Geue 5e vnqualifeit birds Elect. 1631 Star Chantb. Cases
(Camden) 73 Allen, being a Vicar in .Sudbury and beneficed

and unqualifyed, accepted of another living. 1673 S'too him
Bayes 22 The bishop would not have unquahfy'd people

read the scriptures. 1780 Harris /'/i?/^/. Enq. \. iv. (1781)

27 As Translators are infinite, and many of them (to borrow
a phrase from Sportsmen) unqualified Persons. 1836 Jas.
Grant Random Recoil. Ho. Lords ix. 192 He was always
the unqualified denouncer of State prosecutions of the press.

1891 E. KiNCLAKB A ustralian at Home 46 It is no use sueing

a quack. . . Why did you employ him ? You know he is un-
qualified.

b. Const.^r, or to with inf.

1667 Decay Chr, Piety xix. 409 Tilt he have thus denu-
dated himself, .he is utterly unqualified for these Agones.
1689 S. Johnson Remarks Sherlock^s Bk, 41 A Person may
be unqualified by Law, to execute a Commission. X736
Butler Anal. i. v. ii3Capable ofnaturally becoming quali-

fied for States oflife, for which they were once wholly unquali-

fied. 1781 GiBiioN Decl. (V F. xviii. (1787)11. 109 Dominions
which they were unqualified to govern. 1847 Harris Z,//iZ.rf.

Hardwickel. 504 A minister, .unqualified for his situation.

2. Not endowed with specific qualities.

X678 CuDwoRTH Intelt. Syst. 220 If he neither derived

them from . . unqualified Matter, . . nor yet from . . an irrational

and maleficent soul.

3. Not modified, limited, or restricted.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla I. 76 [He] could scarce re-

frain from a smile at this unqualified opening. 1857 Prkscott
Philip II, I. (1857) 145 His ardour did not precipitate him
into any unqualined declaration of his passion. 1878 Bosw.
Smith Carthage 7 The unsparing and unqualified denuncia-
tions of Tyre and Sidon,.in Joel and Amos.



UNQUALIFIEDLY.

TTnqna'Iifiedly, adv, [Un-^ ii.] Without

qaalihcation.
i86a R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist, ff Art 107 M. Guizot.

.

inculcates much loo unqualifiedly the preservation of repose

in statuary. 1873 Morlkv Rousst-au II. 178 An exercise of

sovereignty which might be atheistiCi mahometan, or any-

thing else unqualifiedly monstrous.

Unqua Ufiedness. (,Un-i 12.)

1666 BovLE Hydrostatical Paradoxes Pref. A 7 b, The
unqualifiedness of most Readers, to examine Mathematical
things. 1674 A. G. Quest. Oath Allegiance To Rdr. p. iii,

My own unqualifiedness extreamly discourag'd me from

damg it. 1710 S. Parker Biblioth. BibL iiS The inadver-

tency" and unqualifiedness of Copyers,

Unqualify, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To make
unqualifted; to disqualify. (Commons 1 675-1750.)
1655 Spubstowe Wels 0/ Salvation 164^ Earthly things

defile the heart with . . corrupt affections, which do unqualifie

it for the reception of. .precious promises. 1694 S. Johnson
Notes Past. Let. Bp. Bitrmt i. 73 The Duke of York had
unqualified himself for that High Office. 1709 Addison
Tatter No. 103 P 16 These particularities, .in aress and be-

haviour. .oftentimes, .unqualify them from doing any Good
in the World. 1794 Mrs, A. M. Bennett Ellen III. 72 His

ill health.. unqualified him to be a public [tutor]. 1836 T.

Erskine Baxter's Saint's K, Pref. j>. xxxiv, [To] unqualify

the mind for present exertion. 1853 C. H. Spurgeon in Daily

News 2 Feb. (1892) 6/1 If you think my years would un-

qualify me for your pulpit.

Hence TJnqua'lifying ///. a,

1737 Common Sense I. 30 The most unqualifying Circum-
stances for any Employment, where Bribery and Corruption

can possibly enter.

UnquaUfyingly, rtrfz'. (Un-' ii) 1B41 S.Warren Ten
Tkou. V, i, Ungualifyingly submitting to every one of the

requisitions. Unqualitied, ppl. a. (Un-^ 8. ) 1606 Shaks.
Ant. if C/. III. xi.44 Madam, speake to him, Hee's vnqualited

with very shame. Unquality-like, a. (Un* 7 c.) 1784
R. Bage Barham Downs 1 . 100 An unaccountable unquality-

like fit of the spleen. Unquantified, ppl. a, (On-' 8.)

1864 BowEN Logic vi. 162 The same naked or unquantified

Subject and Predicate. 1865 Mill Exam. Hamilton xxii.

443 Forms . . in which unquantified conclusions can be drawn
from unquantified premises. UnquaTTCllable, a. (Un-'

7b.) 1646 Sir T. Browne, /*«W(/. Ep. vi. x. 323 Ihere aris-

ing unto examination no such satisfactory and unquarrellable

reasons. x6<>8 in Sir H. Dalrymple Decisions (1792) i It

necessarily followed, that the sentence should be final, and
unquarrellable. Unqua'rrelled, ///. a, (Un-* 8.) 1606

in De Foe Hist. Ch. Scot. 11. Add. (1717) 224 By a just

Sentence of a lawful Judge, standing unquarrelled and un-
reduc'd. UnquaTrelsome, a. (Un-* 7.) 1836 Sir H.
Taylor Statesman xv. loi A statesman should be. .the most
unquarrelsome of men. Unqua'nied, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

1788 D. GiLSON Serm. 19 The fragment of an useful Column,
has more honour than the whole unquarrled rock. 190X

Daily News 21 Feb. 6/3 It was the work of a poetic pioneer

in the unquarried rocks of daily life. Unqua'rtered,
ppl, a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1887 Bowen ^neid vi. 253
He. . Flings on the flames whole bodies of bulls unquartered
to blaze. Unqua'shed,///. a. (Un-> 8.) 1647 N, Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xlviii. 131 Preserving the particular sub-

servient jurisdictions of the kingdome, intire and unquashed.

TTuquee'n, v. [Un- 26 b, 4.]

1, trans. To deprive of, depose from, the rank or

position of queen,

1579 T. Stubbes Gaping Gulf ly'iif Is it not more then
probable, .that the next prince, .wyl drawe it [sc. England]
also.. under the law Salique, and so quite vnqueen the
desolate sister ? 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, iv. ii. 171 Embalme
me. Then lay me forth (although vnqueen'd) yet like A
Queene. 1673 Season. Disc. Maintain. Establ. Relig. 9
Nor was she unqueen'd enough by all this. i8si To the
KiHggVie. must un-queen your wife, because she is immoral.

1833 H.Coleridge Poems I. 38 Old times unqueen thee, and
old loves endear thee. 1873 Athenxuvt 22 Feb. 240/2 The
divorce which was to unqueen Catherine of Arragon.

2. To remove the queen from (a hive).

1884 Bee-keeping 7.1 Unqueen your diseased stock, cutting
out all queen-celG ten days after.

Hence Unquee ned ///. a.

xSao Scott Abbot xxiii. Go thou.. and render the usual
service of the meal to this unqueened Queen. 1826 Southey
Vind. Eccl. Angl. ^88 The un-queened, un-sexed, un-
Lutheranized, Christina.

Unqueenlike, a. (Un-' 7 c.) a 1683 Oldham Wks,
1686) 13 Unqueenlike pity marr'd her Royal Pow'r.

Unquee nly, ^. (Un-i 7.)

1865 SwiNBURSt C/tastelard iv. i. 164 Methinks I am grow-
ing unqueenly. 1884 Truth 13 Mar. 383/1 Her. .modest
bearing and unqueenly ways.

XJnque-lled, ppl. a. (Un-1 8. Cf. MDn.
ongequelt, ON. ukvaldr.)
?ai400 Morte Arth. 3811 Qwhylles he es qwykke and in

qwerte unquellyde with handis. i6o5_ Sylvester Du Bartas
II. iii. Law 1307 Thou shalt dye quiet, thou shalt live un>
guell'd. 1654 Fanshawe Love /or Loz'e's Sake, That so
famous Queen For unquell'd valour. 1717 Thomson Sum-
fner $og Thy Meadows, .rise unquell'd Against the Mower's
Sythe. d:i8ooCowPER//rW(ed. 2) v. 121 Dii^mede unquell'd
By that keen shaft, retreated. 1813 Bvkon Giaour xxxit,
A spirit yet unquell'd and high.

t UxiGLue'me, a- Obs, [OE. ««c7fi^wg(UN-i 7):
cf. uniquetne (Un-1 3)^MSw. oqvam^yiY>d., itkvem.'\

1. Displeasing.
c xooo Vercelli MS. fol. 79 a. For t»2ere [unsibbe] biS sio

tire onsEBgdnes Code uncweme. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 9
Urc lif we ledeS richtliche to^enes ure louerd. ., 5if we for-

bered al ^zx t^at him is unqueme. c laoo Okmin 4629 All

J>att folijhe^b unncUen]e33C All iss Dribhtin unncweme.
2. Unfit, imsuitable; awkward.
a t30o Cursor M. 124x1 pis trc.pat first vnquemest was

to see Nu es it quern als it mat oe. x6ii Cotgr., Mai'
adroict, vnwieldiei aukward, vnwheeme.
«i. Uncomfortable, uneasy.

804

a X300 Cursor AT. 22597 pe self angels sal quake vnqueme
|

For dute of him ^at ail sal deme.
|

So fUnqnemaWe, a., -ably adv., Unctueme-
fuUy adv., tJnquemely [cf. M.Sw. oqvdmelikd\

adv. Also Unque-me v, [UN- 2 3], to trouble, un-

settle. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M. 3566 pe heued biginnes for to scale. His

\

bend vnquemli for to quak. Ibid. 22551 VnquemfulU J>an

sal t>ai quak, pat all J>e erth it sal toscak. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 2693 pou qwene, J»at vnqwemyt has on sum qwaint

wise, The angur thee is, Ecuba, entrond on honde ! Ibid, I

i3e8i pen fortune his fall felli aspies, Vnqwemys his qwate, '

Sl |>e qwele turnys. c 1440 Promp. Parv. z^/-z On-qwemable,
inplacabilis. Ibid., On-qwemably, inflacabiliter.

TTnCLaencliable, a. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.] In-

capable of being quenched; inextinguishable: a.

or fire. (Also/^.)
1382 Wyclif Matt. iii. 12 ChafHs he shal brenne with fyr

unquenchable, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione iii. Ixiii. 147 pei

l?at..brennen in an unquenchable fire of charite. 1535

CoVERDALE Lukc iii. 17 He.. shal burne the chaffe with vn-

quencheable fyre. 1565 Calfhill Answ. Martialts Treat.

Cross To Rdr. 2 To burne in hell wyih flames vnquenchable.

1627 Hakewill Apol. IV. xiv. § 4. 462 That [fire] bmneth
eternally without feeding, and is vnquenchable, 1652

Vaughan Mount of Olives Wks. 1914 1. 169 Those furious

and unquenchable burnings of hell (which the Scripture calls

the lake of fire, &c.). 1741-a Gray Agrippina 128 The
spark Unquenchable, that glows within their breasts. 1701

CowpER Iliad XVII. 107 Fierce as Vulcan's fire Unquenchable.
xBii Lamb Genius cf Hogarth Wks. 1908 I. 106 Her un-

quenchable spark is not utterly out. 1825 Macaulav Ess.,

Milton P50 Those mighty principles, .have kindled an un-
quenchable fire in the hearts of the oppressed. 1870 Bryant
liiad XVI. II. 119 The eager enemy hurled the blazing

brands. ., and wrapped the stern in flames Unquenchable.

b. Of thirst, hunger, or greed.

1567 Jewel Reply Harding j^s The Pope . . beinge diseased

. .with an vnquencheable thirst of monie. 1577 Holinshed
Hist. Scot. I. 62/2 Hee was giuen to suche vnquenchable
couetyse that nothing mighte suffice hym. a 1610 Fothekby
Aiheom. 11. ii. § 5. 204 Thus vnquenchable is the thirst of

ambition. 1723 De FoeCi?/. yac*(i84o) 186 By these things

he raised an unquenchable thirst in me. 1795 Southey Maid
of Orleans 11. 71 Often impatiently to quench their thirst

Unquenchable, large draughts of molten gold They drink

insatiate. 1857 Robertson Serm. Ser.^ in. xix. 273 The
more unquenchable his hunger for the high and the good,

the sooner will he find that out. 1901 1'rowbridge Lett.

Mother to Eliz. x. 51 Her thirst for information is apparently

unquenchable.

c. In other contexts. (Common in recent use.)

a 1586 SiDSEV Defence of Earl 0/Leicester Wks. tg2$ III,

65 An evident proof of an unquencbeable malice. 1671

Milton Samson 1422 The people on thir Holy-days Impe-
tuous, insolent, unquenchable. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude^ 1. 184

Firm devotion, zeal unquenchable. 1859 Mill Liberty iv. 164

Polygamy.. seems to excite unquenchable animosity when
practised by persons who speak English. i9&x Hamper s Afag,

Apr. 696/2 There is just the same unquenchable interest here.

Hence Unquenchableuess.
1627 H. Burton Baiting Pope's Bull 63 Wee pray God,

that wee neuer come to feele the fierie vnquenchablenesse of

it. 1629 in Hakewill Apol. (1630) Advts. Yy 4 b, Visiting

him [sc. a bled man] I was amazed to see the vnquenchable*
ness of this fire.

Unauencliably, fl^^^'. (Un-i ii.)

1652 C^ULE Magastrom. 288 He . . hath brought . . his bookes

to be burnt (by which himselfe might have burned un-
quenchably), a 1711 Ken Hymn. Poet. Wks. 1721 11.104
in pure Love Jesus on the Cross expir'd, That Sinners might
unquenchably be fir'd, 1805 Scott Last Minstrel 11. xvii,

That lamp shall burn unquenchably, Until the eternal doom
shall be. 1856 Mrs. Browning Anr. Leigh \\\. 86 All true

poets laugh unquenchably Like Shakespeare and the gods.

TJuquemched, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Unextinguished ; unsnppressed : a. Of fire or

light, Alsoj?^.
c xsoo Ormin 10491 Inntill batt fir J>att bsernenn shall A

butenn eode unncwennkedd. ? a 1400 MS. Cantab. Ff, ii.jS

fol. 26 (Halliw.) I lycken the worlde to fjTe un-queynte. 1596
Spenser P.O. iv. v. 4 Vulcan.. This pretious ornament,,

wrought in Lemno with vnquenched fire, a 1626 Bacon
Prayer Wks. 1879 1 . 340 My heart, .hath been an unquenched
coal upon thine altar. 1703 Rowe Fair Penit.u. P4i 'f

any Spark from Heav'n remain unq^uench'd Within her

Breast. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 222 Their level life is but a

smouldering fire, Unquench'd by want. 1812 Byfon Ch, Har.
n. Ixxv, Who but would deem their bosoms burn'd anew
With thy unquenched beam, lost Liberty ! 1836 Lyra
Apost. (1849) 180 On high ih'unquenched stars Blaze, i88a

Farrar Early Chr. I. 286 Even amid the moral aberrations

of heathenism it was granted to some.. to keep that light

unquenched.

b. Of feelings, qualities, etc,

1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburl. v. iii. His teare-thyrsty

and vnquenched hate, ts^^ Sidney's Arcadia iii. (1598)367
Being depriued of her vnquenched desire, a 1625 Fletcher
IVoman^s Prize iv. iv. My unquench'd charity shall tell you
thus much, (Though you deserve it well) you shall not beg.

1762 Falconer Shipwr, m. 168 On the youthful mind th'

impression cast Of ancient glory.. *, There all unquench'd
by cruel fortune's ire, It glows. 1797 Coleridge Osoriox,
100 The Tyger, that with unquench dcruelty.Still thirsts for

blood. 1817 Byron Lament of Tasso v, All unquench'd is

still my better part. 1890 * R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer
(1891) 116 The ardour of his unquenched philanthropy.

+ 2. Of lime: Unslaked. Obs.

c 1500 Melusine 142 Barels full ofvnquynched lyme. c 1550
H. Lloyd Treas. Health U j b, Make an oyntment . . of Aloes

and vnquenchyd lime wyth comon oyle. 1608 Topsell
Serpents 43 Vnquenched Lyme, mixeth with Honnie and
oyle. 1660 Sharbock Vegetables i2§, I,. sometimes have
added unquenched lime into the infusions.

+ TTnque'rt, sb. Obs. [Un- i + Qdbrt, Quabt
j^.ij Disquiet, annoyance, trouble, hurt.

UNQUESTIONED.
ax300 Cursor M. 1788 pe leon suam beside ]?€ hert, Til

ol^er did na beist vn-quert. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxx. 15 To
forgetelnes for vnquert Am I giuen. a 1400 Minor Poems
fr. Vernon MS. i. 250/1121 pis fals folk of Religioun. ,ben

as riche in vnquerte As J>eos o>ure. c 1400 Beryn 2057 The
man J?at wrou^t me this vnquert. c 1475 Golagros ^ Gaw.
675 1 han thair hors vith thair hochis sic harmis couth hint,

As crasit in vnquart quakand thai stand.

f Vnquert, a. Obs. [UN-i + QuERTa.]
1. Disquieted, distressed.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter x. 2 pair bowe..l>ai schot to make
un-quert. In mirkenes rightwise of herte.

2. Unquiet, troublesome, wicked.

13.. in Herrig Archiv Stud. Neu. Spr. LXXXI. 310/95
pis Pharesens weore vnquert, pey knewe not heor owne hen.
CX425 Cast. Persev, 3354 in Macro Plays 177 pe Jeves t^at

were vnquert dressyd ^ee drynke. CX470 Harding Chron,

ccx. ii. This wormes mete, this carj-on full vnquerte, That
some tyme thought in worlde it had no pere.

Unqtie'stioiiable, a. and sb. [Un- i 7 b, 1 2.]

1. Having an assitred character or position ; un-

exceptionable.

1603 Daniel Def. Rhime G 3, The Generall Custome, and
vse of Ryme..hauing beene so long.. held vnquestionable.

1648 Wilkins Math. Magic i. xviii. 131 Attested by the ex*

perience of divers unquestionable witnesses, a 1687 Petty
Pol. Arith. i. (1690) 29 For what summ the Keepers of the

Bank are unquestionable Security. 1796 Morse Amer.
Ceog. II. 91 [ItJ would be incredible, were it not attested by
the most unquestionable authors, 1828 Lvtton Pelham \.

xvii, The rope was of the most unquestionable thickness,

1846 Mrs. a. Marsh Father Darcy II, xiv. 237 His ability

is great, his principles unquestionable.

2. Incapable of being doubted or disputed ; in-

disputable, indubitable, certain.

1631 Gouge God's Arrows in. §93. 353 The Crt)wne..by

just and unquestionable title descended on her, 1695 J.

Edwards Perfect. Script. 349 The learned professor . . renders

it unquestionable that Moses . . was the author. 1709 Berke-

ley Th. Vision § isolhe contrary being held an unquestion-

able truth. 1782 Martvn Geog. Mag. 1. 225 Authentic facts,

and unquestionable evidence. 1850 Ht. Maktineau Hist.

Peace V. iiLTi877) III. 226 The evil was unquestionable.

1879 S. C. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. xxi. 453 This is one of the

unquestionable antiquities, the fountain of Elisha.

D. sb. An unquestionable fact or truth.

1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. 231 The love of God and our

neighbour, those Evangelical unquestionables, 1898 Westm.
Gaz. I Feb, 1/3 Oneofthe unquestionables is,ihai the German
Government cannot dare to challenge the hostility of Russia.

3. a. Not submitting to question; impatient.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. in. li. 393 Orl, What were his markes?

Ros. A leane cheeke, which you haue not:..an vnquestion-

able spirit, which you haue not,

b. Not liable to question.

1649 Milton Tenure Kings ig What hath a native King
to plead,..why he.. should think to scape unquestionable, as

a thing divine?

Hence Unquestionabi'lity, -ableness.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), Indisputableness, unquestionable-

ness. 1843 Carlyle Past <J Pr. 11. vi, Our Religion is . .agreat

heaven-high Unquestionability. 1873 Hamerton Intell.

Life III. viii. 112 The modern linguist can never [ence him-

self behind that stalely unquesiionableness which shields

the Classical scholar.

tJnque'stionably, a. [Un-1 ii, 5 t.] With-

out or beyond question ; indisputably, indubitably.

Chiefly in loose construction, qualifying the clause or

sentence, as in (a),

{a) 1644 VicAKS God in Mount 167 Such a Magistrate un-

questionably is this present Lord Major. i66i Cowley
Cromwell Wks. (1906) 365 It was bold unquestionably for

a man.. so outragiously to murder his Master. 1756
Keysler's Trav. I. 18 Europe is unquestionably not a little

indebted to him. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg.t Char. 7/2 Un-
questionably a person of great prudence. 1884 F. Temple
Relat. Relig. f^ Sci. viii. 228 Newton's investigations were

unquestionably pursued.. in reliance on the truth of the

uniformity of nature.

{b) 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. xi. ii. § 100 Wherein they

conceived themselves to be before unquestionably estated.

1678 Cudwokth Intell. Syst. 360 It might be made un-

questionably evident. 1736 Butler Anal. i. vii. How un-

questionably little.. the pleasures and profits of it are at

the best, 1740 Gibber Apol. 318 Whose Repentance I have

been unquestionably inform'd, appear 'd [etc.]. 1846 Huxley
in Life (1900) I. 28 It is an unquestionably dull day. X894

Illingworth /Vri(7«a/:V>' iii. 60 Man finds the world outside

bim to be intensely, unquestionably real.

t Unque-stionate,///. a. Obs. [Un-^ 8 b.] = next. 1423

Jas. I A'it/gis Q. cxxv, T he maister portare, callit paciencc,

. .frely let vs in, vnquestionate.

Unque'stioned,//'/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Ot persons : Not subjected to questioning ; un-

interrogaled,
i6ox Shaks. Ail's Well u, i. 211 More should I question

thee., From whence thou cam'st, how tended on, but rest

Vnquestion'd welcome. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden)
II. 295 It lookes straingl^ that he passeth to and fro with

that liberty he doth vnquestioned. 1742 Richardson Pamela
IV. 144, I could wish..that^ even in Jest, my Mamma's
Daughter might pass unquestioned. 1810 Scott Lady ofL.
I. XXIX, That fellest foe might join the feast. And from his

deadliest foeman'sdoor Unquestioned turn. x868 Morris
Earthly Par., Atl. A'aw 45 Wherethrough, unquestioned of
his race or name. He entered.

absol. 1898 B. Gregory Side Lights Confl. Meik. 525
Permitting the great Questioner to be the great Unquestioned.

2. Not inquired into ; unexamined.
1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. i. i. 56 Our haste from hence

is of so quicke condition, That it , . leaues vnquestion'd
Matters of needfuU value.

3. Not called in question ; undisputed.

c x6si Rowley, etc. Birth ef Merlin i. ii. 6 His safety

being unquestion'd. 1653 W, K.\mesey AstroL Restored 3



UNQUESTIONEDLY.
The case [is] . .clear and unquestioned amongst rational men.
iniz Addisou Speci. No. 469 p 5 The stated and unquestioned
Fee of his Office. 1781 Cowper Expost. 645 To praise him
is to serve him, and fulfil ..his unquestioned will. 1809
Cbabbe Tales ix. 62 He must be one with manners like her
own, His life unquestion'd, his opinions known. 1885
Manck. Exatn. 4 Feb. 4/7 Sh^has put forward her largest
claims, and . . they pass unquestioned.

b. Quasi-rti/z*. Without question.

1734 Thomson Liberty iv. 862 On Aid, unquestion'd, liberal
Aid was given.

Hence Unquestionedly adv,
1644 DiGBY Nat. Bodies xxxiii. § 5. 287 The memory, till

then, keepeth quietly and vnquestionedly for the true obiect,
what either the thought or chance. .had patched up.

Unqxie'stioning,///.a. (Un-i io.)
Both adj. and adv. (see next) are common from c i860.
i8a8-3s Webster (citing

J.
M. Mason). 1846 Mrs. A.

Marsh FaiJitr Darcy II. xxi. 356 Unquestioning obedience
tp the authority of his superiors. i86i Geo. Eliot Silas M,
ii, The unquestioning activity of a spinning insect. 1875
E. 'White Li/e in Christ i v. xxvii. 470 Schools which have.,
accepted with unquestioning faith, the everlasting duration
of the soul.

Hence Unqne stioningrly o^., -ness.
1857 Susanna Winkworth tr. Li/eTaulergo Inclined to

follow.. blindly and unquestioningly their spiritual masters.
1876 Mrs. WnifNEV Si^hts^ Ins. III. 98 His eyes were as
steadfast as hers; but they had not her unquestioningness,
Unqui bbled, ///, a. (Un-' 8.) i860 Prior Anc. Danish,

Bail. II. 266 He swareaclear unquibbled oath.

Unqui "Ck, a. rare. [Un-1 7. Cf, MDa. and
Norw. ukvik^l

1. Lifeless, dead.
c 1449 Pecock Re^r. u. ix. 193 Ech lyuyng man is verier.

.

ymage of Crist, .than is eny vnquyk stok or stoon, Ibid.t
The making..of suche vnquyke gay ymagis.
2. Not lively or active.

c 1445 Pecock Doftet 208 pat Jwu be not in eny of hem [sc,

matters] to sluggy, vnquyke and heuy. a 1560 Phaer
Mneid. ix. (1562) Eeiij b, We wear our tyues in spending
stele, . . nor age vnquick enfebleth ought our mynds.
Uiiaaick,v. [Un-'i-Quickz/.'] intr. To lose vivacity.

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars iii. Ixii, His sences droope, his
steedy eye[s] vnquicke, And much he ayles.

Unquiclceiied, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)
1610 Healkv St. Aug. Citie ofGod 489 Bodyes that haue

a liuing soule (though as yet vnquickned by the spirit).

1639 Bp. Reynolds Lord's Supper xvii, A bodily and un.
quickned service. 171a Blackmork Creation vi. 290 Which
numerous, but unquicken'd progeny, . .inwrapt within each
other lie. 1755 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) III. 125 Vou may
imagine our land-spirit will not be unquickened neither,
1868 Boyd/,«j. Middle Age i%-2%\xa^%'^^x^ .probably wrote,
with pulse unquickened, the wildest burstsof Othello. 1876
Miss Yonge iVomankind xi. 83 It is constant use of the
powers that is needed, not only dead acquirement unquick-
ened by exertion.

Unquie'8cent,rt. (Un-» 7.) 1859 F. Mahoky Hel. Father
Prout 385 The human breast .. Throbs thus unawed. Un-
tamed and unquiescent.

Unqni-et, sb. [Ux-i 12, 5 b.] Absence or
want of quiet ; disquiet, disturbance.
1551 in Froude Hist. Eng. (i860) V. 328 Occasions of

disorder and unquiet in the realm. 1593 Kvd Sp. Trag. m.
XV. 23 Nor dies Reuenge, although he sleepe awhile ; For
in vnquiet quietnes is faind. T613 Sherley Trav. Persia
106 [III did aggrauate both the griefe of my minde and
un<}uiet ofmy bodie. 1668 Pepys Diary to Jan., The unquiet
which her ripping up of old faults will give me. 1746 Eliza
Heywood FemaleSped. No. 23 (1748) IV. 258 The cause ofhis
own unquiet, and of that ofone so dear to him. i86a ' Seiirlev*
Q. Skelton) l^ugx Crit. i. 48 The unquiet and unrest of the
day are gradually subdued as the evening descends. 1887
Spectator I Oct. 1300 The unquiet of the sea.

u uqui'et, a, [Uk- i
7, 5 b.]

1. ^la^ked by unrest, disturbance, or disorder.
«5»? [CovERDALE] Old God ^ New (1534) Aj, In this so

vnquiet & troblous estate of comcn weales. a 1548 Hall
Chron,^ Hen. /K, 32b, The end of the vnquiet tyme of kyng
Henry the fourth. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 68 Their
vnquiet Country, ..lying twixt two great Kings, is a prey
many times to the Turke or Persian. 1674 Essex Papers
(Camden) I. 191, I have, .written at large.. concerning y»
unquiet motions which have of late bin in this Citty. 1743
yohnson^s Debates (1787) II. 340 Measures which coula
produce no other effect than that of making their reign
unquiet. 1796 Mrs. M. Robinson Angelina III. 36 That
I should not fear to sleep alone in the very apartments which
were supposed to be unquiet. s8i6 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. II. 126 Some relics of those picturesque but unquiet days,
1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. ii. I. 253 Temple himself, as was
his wont in unquiet times, retired to his garden.
2. Not disposed to be quiet or inactive ; restless,

active, stirring (esp. so as to cause trouble).
ijafi Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 b. This worlde. . is and

euer shall be vnquiet. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 442
Vnquiet and troublesome persons. 41648 Ld. Herbert
^^'^' ^^^^^1683) 327 The more unquiet sort being.. worn
out and spent, the rest.. came to a composition with the
Emperor. 1697 Walsh Dryden's Virg. Past. Pref. p i We.

.

can scarcely pass, .a whole Day not ruffled by some unquiet
Passion.

^
1701 Swift Contests Nobles ^ Comm. iv, Those

hot, unquiet spirits, who disturb assemblies. 1719 — Abstr.
Hist. Eng. Wks. 1841 I. 545 Those perpetual troubles and
vexations given to his kingdom by that unquiet people. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II, 253 The daring, unquiet, and
vindictive seaman now sate in the councils. 1871 Smiles
Charac. vii. 203 France has been the unquiet spirit among
the nations of Europe.

b. In a state of physical unrest or commotion.
Also in fig. context.

"535 CovERDALE 3 Esdros xvi. 12 Y*seearyseth up.., and
the floudes of it are vnquyete. 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) ,

Navy of Land Ships Wks. (1630) 87/1 The tossing of the 1

billow, and vnquiet surges of the sea. 1644 Milton Educ, \

Vol. X.

305

9 To be tost and turmoild . . in fadomles and unquiet deeps
of controversie.^ 1707 Mortimer Husb. 598 In case the
Liquor[j<:. cider inacask]be unquiet. \'j^'^%vi%Kt<yA Edystone
L. § 293 They found the sea so unquiet about the rocks, that
[etc.]. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlix. (1856) 466 On every
side . . are the unquiet grinding floes. 1863 Conington Hor.^
Odesiw. xii. 1 The gales of Thrace, that hush the unquiet Sea.

c. Not Still or silent.

1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. in. 45, 1 sent away the women
lest they should be so unquiet.

3. Uneasy, perturbed, anxious: a. Of persons,
the mind, look, etc.

1535 CovERDALE Ps. xli. 5 O my soule,.,why art thou so
vnquiete within me? xgSa N. Lichkfield tr. Casta^heda's
Cong. E. ind. i. ix. 25 Being unquiet and greatly greeued
at their falshood. a 1638 Sir I. Beaumont Bosw. Field, etc.

(1629) 71 Whose counsels make men draw vnquiet breath.
^1698 Locke Ctynd. Underst. § 6 (1754) 28 The mind.,
hastens to some hypothesis to bottom it on ; till then it is

unquiet and unsettled. 1719 De Foe Crusoe i. (Globe) 187,
I slept unquiet. 1740 Richardson Pamela II. 185 As the
Hours grew on. .my silly Heart was the unquieter. 1760-71
H. Brooke Fool of Qual. II. 73 A countenance visibly

unquiet and confused. 1831 James Phil. Augustus i. viii,

Walking up and down the hall, with an imquiet knd. some-
what irritated air. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 08 On the
eve of the marriage morrow U'he bride is unquiet by night.

b. Of states or conditions.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 199 The vnquiet estate of
a tyrant. x6t3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 6io Guagida
betwixt two stooles had vnquiet sitting, paying tribute [etc.].

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. v. viii, The unquiet Pleasure that
the sight of the Stars gives to this Child. i6jg Esiabl. Test
18 That insecurity .. makes ..their dayes unquiet. 1773
W. BucHAN Dom. Med. 574 His sleep is unquiet with
frightful dreams. x8oa Wordsw. Excurs. i. 873 Nine long
years, She lingered in unquiet widowhood. 1&44 Lytton in

Life Sf Lett. (1883) 1, 115, 1 cried myself into an unquiet doze.

Unquiet, v, [Un- 2 3, Cf. Inquiet z/.] trans.

To disturb the quiet of ; to disquiet.

Common c 1525-c 1625 ; also occurring in recent use.
138a WvcLiF^r^j XV. 19 For which thing I demehem..for

tobe not vnquyetid, ordisesid. i^aj Exam. Wm. 0/Thorpe
(MS. Rawl. C. 208) fol. 21, My conscience schulde euer be
herwi(> ouer mesure vnquyetid. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 15b, These irefull thoughtes..neuer ceaseih to
vnquiet and trouble the same. 1540 Act 32 Hen. K///,
c. 38 § I The usurped power of the Bishop of Rome, hathe
..unquietid..the subjectis of the same. 1576 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent 332 They gaue him both othes and hostages
to depart the Realme, and neuer after to vnquiet it.

x6oa Warner Alb. Eng. xii. Ixxiii. 304 Thus erring Rome
..will our christian World vnqueate. 1648 Gage West Ind,
xii. 80 Who thought it safer sleeping in a whole skinne, then
to be unquieted by fighting.

Hence Unqufeted^//. a., TTnqui'eting vbl. sb.

1538 in Lett. Illustrious Ladies C1S46) III. 39, 1 was then
half unquieted. .all day. a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. /K, 20
To the great displeasure and long vnquieting of kyng Henry
and his partakers. 156a T. Wilson Rhet. (ed. 2) 73 b, The
gentleman, .departed with an vnquieted minde.

t Unquieta-tion. Sc. Obs. (Un-i 12, 5 b.) 1604 Extr.
Aberd. ^<rf, (1848) II. 253 Na vtheris..sall trubill this burgh,
or mak ony vnquietatioun or perturbatioun in the same.

Unquietly, adv, [Un-1 ii, 5 b.] Without
being or keeping quiet; restlessly; esp. with dis-

quiet or discomfort (of body or mind); uneasily.
c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) iij. Least his

giftcs..augment envy And cause him Hue after much more
vnquietly. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Inconstanter, To
be alway mouyng vnconstantly and vnquietly. 159a
Chettle Kind-harts Dr. (1841) 33 My quiet ghost (vn-
quietly disturbed). 1605 Shaks. Lear i\\. i. 2 Kent. Who's
there besides foule weather ? Cen. One minded like the wea.
ther, most vnquietly, 1640 Bp. Hall Chr. Moder. \. xi. 109
When he was asked, what man lived most unquietly. 1671
Salmon Syn. Med. i. xxxviii. 86 They sleep little, and that
unquietly. 1715 J. Chappelow Rt, way Rich (17171 79 The
one bears the Trouble very unquietly. 1797 Coleridge
Christabel i. 323 Ifshe move unquietly [in sleepl. 1800 Med,
Jml. III. 520 He slept very unquietly, and the pain. -ex-

tended up towards his shoulders. x88z Atlantic Monthly
XLIX. 5t Nell started, as from a dream, and then laughed
slightly, but unquietly.

TTncLiu'etiiess. [Un-i 12, 5 b.]

1. A source of trouble or disquiet.

1514 Barclay Egloges ii. (1570) B tb, When thou wouldest
slepe..,Then is their musike to thee vnq^uietnes. 1585 A bp.

Sandys Semt. 340 Some are troubled with one vnquietnes,
and som with another. 1654 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett.
(vol. II) 13 If he have no other unquietness but what he is

like to have from me.
2. An unquiet condition or state of things; a

state of trouble or discord.

15*3 [Coverdale] Old God ^ Ne%u (1534) A j. In this greate
unquietnes of comen weales. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm,
2T6The state of the prouincctendeth to greate vnquyetnes.
1603 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 48 Tumult,
uous behaviour.. whereby great unquietness did grow. 1674
Essex Papers (Camden) 262, I hope there will be nothing to
disturbe y« peace there, or bring any unquietnesse here, i860
Bp. S. Wilberforce .(^rt'rt'r. Cand. Ordination aij This evil

of unquietness, religious strife, and discord.

3. The condition or fact of being restless or turbu-

lent in conduct.
X5a6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 90 b, Treason, fraude...

periury, vnquyetnes, obduracion, . . with suche other. 1555
Eden Decades (Arb.) 53 Isopes frogges to whom for theyr
vnquielnesse lupiter sent a hearon. 1647 N. Bacon Disc.
Govt. Eng. I. Ivi. 160 The unquietnesse of some of the
English brought the King to some thoughts of arbitrary rule.

x68i H. Nevile Plato Rediv. 19 He cannot be denyed to be
a great motive of the Peoples unquietness. i7a4 Welton
Chr. Faith ff Pract, 188 Men's unquietness and wavering in

their principles. 1829 Lytton Disoivned 116 The unquiet-
ness and agitation of man's character.

UNBAILED.
b. Physical restlessness.

1670 EvELVN Sylva (ed. s) 24 Stubbed Oak is the fittest
Timber for the Case of a Sider-MiU..as best enduring the
unquietnesse ofaponderous Rolling-stone. 1856 MissYongb
Daisy Chain I. i, An unquietness at the ends of her shoes,
betraying the restlessness of the digits therein contained.
4. The condition of being disquieted or disturbed.
1548 Elvot, Inguies, . .care, vnquietnesse, . . lacke of reste.

1553 liKENDE Q. Curtius vi. no b, With a bashed counten-
aunce (wel declaring the vnquietnes of his minde). 1589
CoopEK Admoit. J43 To the great hindrance. .& vnquietnes
of the church of God. 1638 R. Baker xt. Balzac's Lett.XW.
19 My unquietnesse would have continued still, if you had
not taken the paines tocalmeit. li^T.VoViD Lusus Fort.m
Seeking rest in it's unquietnesse, butfindingnone. 1683 Apol.
Prat. J-rance vi. 93 Her great unquietness of Spirit. 17M
EcHARD AVc/. hisl. III. viii. 469 Being overprest with a Load of
Griefand Guilt, he resolv'd to put an End 10 hisUnquietness.
a 1806 H. K.White 7";>w 628 Time.. Will waft himtorepose
..Far from the unquietness of life. 1855 Kincslev Alisc.
(1859) 1. 54 The Queen's continual unquietness will grow to
contentment.
tUnqui-etons, a. Ois. [Un-' 7.] Unquiet. 1553 Bale

Vocacyon 37 The vnquietouse harte of the Captaine. 1641
Cheke s Hurt Sedition To Rdr. b. An unquietous kind of
men. Unquietude. iUn-' 12, 5b.) a 1639 Wotton in
Reliq. (1651) 318 That a rod or barre of iron will bewray
a kind of unquietude and discontentment till it attain the
former position. Unqnilleted, »/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1885
A. N. Palmer Anc. Tenures in Marches N. Wales 27 All
the unquilleted fields that lie within the quilleted area.
Dnqui-lt, z". (Un-^4.) 1611 Florio, Z'M«/(rare, to vnquilt,
to vnhill. 1634 Milton Comm 614 Correction (Birch), He
with his bare Wand can unquilt thy Joynts, And crumble
every Sinew.

tUnqui-t,///. a. Obs. [Un-1 8 b, c]
1. Unrequited ; not repaid.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21431 \>e. dai es gan, J>e dett vn-quitte,

pe bodi most beleue for it. c i4xa Hoccleve De Reg. P> inc.

4177 Seruice vnquyt and murdre . . Bifore al-mighty god
auxen vengeaunce. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 308 Ihat
rebuke that he gaf me xal not be unqwyt. 1500- so Dunbar
Poems XV, 41 Suppois the scrvand be lang vnquit, The lord
sumtyme rewaird will it. Ibid, xlvii, 67 Vnquyt 1 do no
thing, a X54» Wyatt in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 64 Thinke not
alone vnder the sunne Vnquit to cause thy louers plaine.

2. Not quitted or left.

1603 B. JoNsoN Sejanus v. v, We must pray you hold your
Guards Vnquit, when Morning comes.
t Unqui-te, pfil. a. Obs. rare. [Un-' 8 b, c] a. Un.

requited, b. Unredeemed. ci4^S'^Mirk*s FestialZ<j^ns\>^T
schall no good dede be vnquyte. 1496 Reg. Cupar Abbey
I. 25X That the saidis landis remayne with us and our sue-
cessouris wnquite-owt be the lard of Burhe. Unqui'tted,
ppl. a, (Un-' 8j cf. UnQviT ppl. a. 2.) 1713 Ctess
WiNCHSLSEA Misc, Poetiis 243 Some rough Blast too far
above conveighs, Or to unqujtied Eartn confines your
weak Essays.

Unqxii-veriiig, ^^/. a. (Un-1 io.)

aiSii J. Grahame Sabbath Walks (1827) 81 The breast
And wing unquivering of the wheeling lark. 1844 Lo.
Houghton A1em. Many Scenes 195 He who. .with unquiver-
ing heart and hand can meet Ever distress. 186^ SaLa in
Daily 'J el. i^ Dec, The same Indian.., with unquivering lip

and unfalteiing eye.

Unquizzable, (T. (UN-*7b.) iBzg MAnitYat F.Mildmay
XV, Each. was dressed out in.. most exact and unquizzable
uniform.

t Unquod, obs. variant of Unked a.

^ a 1470 Harding Chron. To Rdr., It wer an vnquod ihyng,
if we..chaunge, that old menne haue write. 1548 Udall
Erasnt. Par. Luke i. 22 He. .declared at large the cause of
yt his vnquod & straunge greting.

Unqno*table, a. (Un- i 7 b.)
Hence, in recent use, unguotability.
a 1843 SouTHEY Doctor ccxlii. (1848) 663 An epigram..

unquotable at length. x86a
J.

H. Burton Bk. Hunter 114
Words.. unquotable in this nineteenth century,

tJnquo-ted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

li77§'AsH.] i8a5 Q. Rev. XXXIII. 85 It is not easy to
conceive that they could have existed as Scripture, un-
quoted, till the close of the fifth century. 189a Le Gal*
lienne Retrosp. Rev. (1896) I. 133 Not forgetting the
unquoted ' Eve of St. Mark '.

XJnquoth, obs. or dial. var. Uncouth a.

1567 Dbant Horace^ Ep. ii. ii, H iv, Thou must abandon
vnquoth words. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. H 5 b, These
names, .are so vnquoth and strange to my eares, that [etc. J.

1615 W. Hull Mirr. Maiestie 113 An vnquoth sight and
nouelty was . , seene in heauen. 1684 Meriton Yorksh. Dial.
64 An unquoth Dog hes raonny barkers at. 1873 Swaledale
Gloss. 27.

tUnra-ced,///.fl.' Obs. IUN-'8-fRACHr.*] Nottomup.
C1374 Chaucer Boetk. iv. pr. i. {1868) no Vif J>e {binges ))at

I haue concluded a litel here byforne ben kept hoole & vn-
raced [ed. 1560 vnaraced; L. inconvulsa]. tUnraxed,
ppl. a.» Obs. [Un-' 8+RACEt/.3] Unrazed. ci6ii Chapman
/Had XII. 5 Nor could the brode dike of the Greeks, nor
that strong wall they made To guard their fieete, be long '

vnrac't.

TTnra-oked, ///. a.i [Un-1 8; cf. Rack z-.S]

Not drawn from tlie lees.

i6oa Warner Alb. Eng. xiii. Ixxvii. 319 Euen horror
would from Tyrants, shame from harlots flow vnrack't.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 306 Pour the lees of the racked vessel
into the unracked vessel.

XJnra-oked. ///. a.^ [Un- 1 8 ; ct Rack v.s]

1. Not exhausted by exactions.

x6s9 W. Chamberlayne Pharon, iv. ii. 440 Each in his
own unracked inheritance Where born expired.

2. Not stretched or strained,

1887 Browning Parleyings^ C. Avison ix, Became he..
spread out phrase unracked By modulations fit to make
each hair Stiffen upon his wig.
Unra'cy, a. (Un-1 7.) a 1859 De Quincev Posth. Wks.

(1893) II. 151 Christianity in a soil so shallow and unracy
as the Grseco- Latin, could not [etc.]. Unrai'led, >//. a.

U 89



UNRAINY.
Un-' 8.) Ujji AsH.l 1900 J. P. Strutheks in Li/e (1918)

367 He went down the little unrailed stair. Unral'ny,
a. (Un.» 7.) 1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia I. 354 In this

unrainy climate the roads are very seldom paved.

^ Unrai'Sed, ppl' a. [Un-1 8.] Not raised, in

various senses of the verb.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cccxxxviii. 520 So y* by their

neglygence the Siege shulde nat be vnreysed. X590 Shaks.

Hen. y, ProL 9 The flat vnray&ed Spirits, tliat hath dar'd. On
this vnworthy Scaffold, to bring forth So great an Obiect.

1694 Drvden Ta Sir G. Kneiier 55 Flat Faces,. .Such as in

Bantam's Embassy were seen, Unrais'd, unrounded. 1697

D. F. Ckar, Dr. S. Annesley 6 When Griefs come threatning

on, or Comfort flows. He was undepress'd by these, un-

raisM by those. 1809-14 Wordsw. Excurs. iv. 059 Go,
demand Of mighty Nature, if 'twas ever meant That we
should pry far off, yet be unraised. 1817 Coleridge Bio^.

Lit. II. 132 The jwem . . is for the greater part written in

language, as unratsed and naked as any perhaps in the two
volumes. 1B73 Herschel Pop, Led. i. § 7. 6 The raised

portion still stands up above the unraised.

Unra'ke, v. [Un-2 3 + Rake v> 5.] trans.

To uncover or expose by raking. Also absoL
fa 1400 MS. Cantab. Ff. i. 6, fol. is (HalHw.), Eke as

charbokylle casteth ryght bemys, With rody lighie, as cole

that is unrake. 1611 Speed Hist. Gi. Brit, ix, xiii. 598 This

againe vnraked the burning coales of enuie. .against the said

Lord Duke. 1655 Vaugham Siiex Scint. 60 When thou
unrak'st ihy fire, those sparks will bring New flames. Ibid.t

When thy Nap's over, stir thy fire, unrake In that dead age.

x86i L. L. Noble Icebergs 91 At every dip of the oars it

was like unraklng the sparkling embers.

Unra'ked, ///. «. (Un- l 8. Cf. MDa. uraget^

MSw. orakadher.')

1598 %YiKV.s. Merry ff'. v. v. 48 Where fires thou find'st

vnrak'd, and hearths vnswept, There pinch [etc.]. 1659
Milton Hirelings 128 [The] Lord of all things . . doubtles

will command the people to make good his promises of
maintenance more honorably unask'd, unrak'd for. 1683

J. Reid Scots Gardner (1907) 38 Delve and mix [manurej
together, to lye all winter un-raked. 18*8-32 Webster s.v.,

Land unraked. 1854 Whittier Maud MulUr 64 Till the

rain on the unraked clover felL

Unra*llied, ///. a. (Un* 8.) c 1644 W. Chamberlayne
Pharon. 11. iii. 255 Death, .in's march prevents The unition

of unrallied regiments. i66a Hickehingill Apol.Distr.
Innoc. Wks. 1716 I. 273 Pompey blasphemously rav'd after

his fatal and unrallied Fharsalian defeat, a 1835 Hogg
Dream Confirmed in C. L. (i8g6) IV. ^4/2 His ideas were
as yet unrallied, Unra'ncid. a. (Un-' 7.) 1884 M^Larem
Spinning 46 [In] the power of remaining fresh and unrancid
.. olive [oilj is pre-eminent. 1B88J. Ellis New Christianity
X. 231 Unrancid oil Unra*nged,^//. a.^ (Un.' 8 ; cf.

Range z'.') 1633 Ford 'Tis Pity i. i, Thou has mov'd a
Majesty above. With thy unranged (almost) blasphemy.

1851 C. L. Smith tr. Tasst} ix. xxii, The Soldan rushes on,

the foremost he. Upon the guards* unranged and startled

pow'r. tUnra'nged, ///.<!.» Obs. (Un-' 8 ; cf. Range
».") 1611 Cotgr., Pain de balle^ vnranged bread; or, a
course bread wherein there is much chaffe, 1694 Motteux
Urguharfs Rabelais Pref. p. Ixxx, That course, unraung'd
Bread, or some of the great brown Houshold Loaf was good
enough for such Shepherds.

Unra'iii:, v^ [Un-2 3.] trans* To throw out

of rank.
1611 CoTCR., Z>i?JiJrr^«^^;«^«/, an vnranking, disordering,

disarraying. Ibid.^ Des/Her^.Ao vnranke, disorder; put
off a file. 1640 tr. Veydeye''s Rom. 0/ Rom, iil xlt, 182

(Theyl charged the Christians through and through, till

they scarce left a ranke [not] unranked.

XTnra-nsacked, PpL a. (Un-1 8. Cf. ON.
^rannsakadr, MSw. oransakadhcr^
1529 More Dyalo^e ii. Wks. 187/1, I will for none hast

leue any corner of the matter unransaked, as far as we can
any double find thcrin, 1555 Watreman Fa*-dia Facions
II. viii. 178 Leauing no element vnraiisaked to get a gowbin
for their gloi?nous gorge. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1621) 651 His soldiers . . left neither house nor corner thereof

unransacked. 1785 Cowper Let. to Newton Wks. 1837 XV.
177, I shall not leave my books unransacked. 18^5 (Jane
Robinson] Whitefiall xiv. Such carcasses as he imagined
were yet unransacked. 1895 R, Ellis in Class. Rev. Feb.

41/2 A still unransacked mine of quite new materials.

trnra-nsomed, ppi. a. (Un-i 8.)

1554 in lotk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Ai)p. V. 415 If the

said silver platte be . . unranesomid or redemid of the owners,

1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1605) X 4 b, They are charitable

among them selves, leaving no poore vnrelieved, no prisoner

vnransomed. <zi6a5 Fletcher Hufn. Lieitt. 11. iv, i Gent.

Do you grieve, we are come off? Dem, Unransom'd, was
it ? 2 Gent. It was, Sir. 1669 Earl Orrery Parthen. m.
VI. 96 Giving nie an unransomed Liberty.^ 1791 Cowper
//iW xxiv. 151 The Gods. .say. .that he still detains Amid
his fleet.. Unransom'd Hector, 1813 Scott Rokeby iv. vi.

Safe and unransom'd [he] sent them home. 1877-9 Ruskin
St. Mark^s Rest vii. § 80 The Norman chief sent them home
unransomed.

Unra ptured, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) 174a Young Nt. Th. iv.

a6i Such contemplations .. should mount The mind still

higher ; nor ever glance on man, Unraptured, uninflamed.
X746 Warton Ode to Fancy 114 Teach hi-i to scorn with
frigid art Feebly to touch tn' unraptur'd heart. 18x9 Camp-
bell To Rainbow 36 Nor ever shall the Muse's eye Un-
raptured greet thy beam. Unra'refied, ppl. a. (Un-'
8.) 1660 BovLK New Exp. Phys. Mech. xviii. 1:14 If that
whole space had been full of unrarified Air. Unra'sh,
a. (Un-' 7.) 1669 Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727) 120 The
temperate unrash and dispas^^ionate man, .. by being un-
moved himself, discerns all advantages whilst he gives none.

TTnra'table, a, (Un-I 7 b.)

x6s9 Leather 7 For common vse .. vnratable value, and
vnmatchable goodnesse. 1766 Burrow Rep. II. 1060 It

would be most unreasonable that this Property which was
always rateable before, should . . be rendered unrateable.

1856 Olmsted Slave States 560, I found that, more than
any people I had ever seen, they were unrateable by dress,

taste, forms, and expenditures.

306

Unra-ted./'//.o. (Un-is.)

1*48 Hexham ii, Ongtl<met, Vnprised, or Vnrated. 1703

Act 2-3 Anne c. 18 § 15 The Values of any vnrated Goods
imported. 1704 IMd. c. 4 § 8 Unrated Drugs, .which are

imported witliin the Days and Times last mentioned. 177a

Ann. Reg., Chron. 146/1 Duties due on certain unrated

goods. 1896 Daily Ne-Ms 23 Apr. 5/5 The burdens upon
rated and unrated property.

Uiira-tified,///.a. (Un-18.)
1611 Spked Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. viii 500 Some therefore haue

imagined, that such Instruments might happily then be

mentioned and drawne, and yet die vnratified, though the

copies stand recorded. 1651 Row Let. in /list. Kirk

(Wodrow Soc.) 538 Our Commissione of the Generall

Assemblie . . excommunicating most precious men trans-

fressing unratified Acts. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. H- i94

he parliament reviewed the Annates Act, which had been

left unratified. 1887 Pall Mall G. 27 June i/i The Egyptian

Convention is still unratified.

tUnra-tlonable,i». Ois.— ^ [UN-'7b,5b.] Irrational.

a 1500 in Katis Having, etc. 6 Sic folkes suld erar be callyt

bestes vnracionable, than man rasonable. Unra'vaged,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 AsH.l 1796 Burke Let. to Noble

Lord Wks. VIII. 21 These obscene harpies.. leave nothing

unrent, unrifled, unravaged. 1888 St. James'sGaz. 11 Feb.

7/1 Few collections .. can be more interesting, than under-

ground and unravaged Cyprus.

'D'lira'vel, v. [Un-^ 3. Cf. Du. ontrafekn,

•\ ontravelen.'\

1. trans. To take out of a ravelled, tangled, or

intertwined condition ; to disentangle ; also, to pull

down, to undo (a woven fabric),

Freq. in fig. context : see quots. under (a),

(a) 1603 Dekker VVonder/ull Yeare Wks. (Grosart) I. 131

She. .vnraueld the bottome of her frailetie at length. 1639

Fuller Holy War iV. i. 166 Frederick, .unravelled the fair

web ofJohn Brens victory, even to the very hemme thereof.

1709 Swift Tritical Ess. Wks. 175s II- 1. 144 We shall be

forced to . . unravel in the night what we spun in the day.

1791 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 3 The web has been too long

weaving to be unravelled in an instant. 1856 Kingsley in

N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 78 To unravel patiently the tangled

web of good and evil. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 81, I,

link by link, unravelled any tangle of the chain.

(b) 1688 BoVLE Final Causes Nat. Things IV. 172 Those
curious oval prisons in which they [sc. silkworms) enclose

themselves, and which are unreveled into silk. 1727 [DoR-

rington) Fhilip Quarll (1816) 54 He was obliged to unravel

the sail. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 352 As often

happens in trying to unravel an entangled thread, while

they loosen the knot in one place they draw it tighter in

another. 1871 A. Meadows Man. Midiui/ery(Gi. 2) 46 So
intimate is the union in later months, that it is impossible

to unravel the meshes. 1883 Martin & Moale Verlebr.

Dissect. 143 Unravel the small intestine, cutting it away
from the mesentery.
trans/, i860 Tyndall Clac. 11. i. 227 By prisms we can

unravel the white light into pure red, orange, yellow [etc.).

•j- 2. fig. To reverse, undo, annul. Obs.

1644-7 Cleveland Char. Lond. Diurn. 2 It differs . . as a
black Witch doth from a white one, whose office is to uii-

ravell her inchantments. 1667 Drvden & Davenant Tern-

pest IV. iv, All my designs Are ruin'd and unravell'd by this

blow. 1673 Lady's Call. 1. iv. § 10, I wish they would ..

unravel that injurious mirth by a penitential sadness. 1710

Palmer Proverbs 382 One season let slip, breaks the series

of our conduct, unravels the order of life. 1763 H. Walpolb
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1765) I. 57 Though at last He
wofully unravelled most of the pursuits of his early age.

1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 248 After the land had

descended to his issue, they would not uturavel the matter

again, and suffer his estate to be shaken.

3. To free from intricacy or obscurity ; to make
plain or obvious ; to reveal or disclose.

1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor l. iv. rule ii. § 22 A religion that

would .. unravel all the intrigues of hearts. X674 Jeake
Arith.(\(>(j(') 529 Simple Disjunct Proportions have at large

.. been unravelled in the foregoing Part. X709 Steele
Tatler No. 178 r l With these. .Passages, .[he] was break-

ing his Brains Day and Ni^ht to., unravel their Sense.

1789 Belsham Ess. II. xxxii. 207 Without attempting to

unravel all the intricacies of scholastic theology. 1827

LvTTON Falkland 1. 23, I unravelled the intricacies which

knit servility with arrogance. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter

377 To unravel the mystery of these primitive sculptures.

1884 A. R. Pennington tVicli/vi. 188 Unravelling difficult

questions of theology.

»v/f. 1791 Paine Rights ofMan 108 In a few days. .the

plot unravelled itself._ 1863 Stanley Jew. Ch. 1. xiii. 295

As the story unravels itself.

4. intr. To come undone ; to become tmknit or

disentangled. Freq. fig.
1630 T. Vaughan Anthrofosofhia 55 When the Harmony

is broken .
.

, the vitall Twist . . Disbands and unravells. i6s6

T. Watson One Thing Necessary 53 Our life doth unravell

apace. 1664 H. More Aiyst. Iniq. 566 As if to leave the

Church of Rome were at last to unravel into a mere canting

Paganism. 1744 Young Nt. Th. vi. 158 In an eternity,

what scenes .shall strike !. .What webs of wonder shall un-

ravel, there! 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 489 My
vehicle did not begin to unravel like a torn stocking. 1813

I. Smith Panorama Set. Ii Art II. 533 The stuff. .increases

in thickness.., and will not unravel when it is cut. i8ao

Shelley Prometk. Unb. 11. i. 23 As the burning threads Of
woven cloud unravel in pale air.

Hence TTnra'velled ///. a.

1659 W. Chamberlayne Pharon. iv. v. 193 Whose serious

souls are busied to compcse Unravelled thoughts into

a method. 111720 J. Hughes Ode to Creator ix, Proceed
my muse I Time's wasting thread pursue. And see at last the

unravel'd clue. 1763 Falconer Shipwr, 111. 41 Tis mine
the unravell'd prospect to display. 1814 Bvron Lara l xvi,

Vain thought 1 that hour of ne er unravell'd gloom Came
not again. 1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 168 The
genuine Skye [terrier],, .like an unravelled ball of worsted.

Unra-vellable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1846 Worcester (citing

Phil, Mag.). 1881 DuFfiELD Don Quixote I. p. xlvi. The

UNREAD.

t

put:^tive Shelton render.s an obvious printer's error.., and
i so makes unravellable nonsense of a phrase. 1885 H. O.

j
Forbks iVand. E. A rchip. 308 The unravellable matted wisp.

I

Unra'Veller. [f. prec] One who unravels.

I A 1704 T. Brown Wks, (1715) III. 263 Mythologists are

indeed .. mighty Unravellers of the Fables of the old

Ethnicks. 1764 P. Hiffernan Earl of Warwick x.Xy'X'vai^. .,

th* unraveller of all The great events which actuate this

world. 1814 Miss Mitforu in L'Estrange Life (1S70) 1. 189
An unraveller of state cyphers. 1889 Athettsejon 20 Apr.
502/1 The 'improved ' telephone is.. dragged in to serve the
purposes of fiction as an unraveller of crime.

unra'velling, vbi. sb. [f. as prec] The
action of disentangling, etc.

1607 Dekker Knt.'s Conjur. (1842) 32 When, .the bottome
of my patrimony came within 200 pound of vnraueling.
1668 Dryden Dram. Poesy Ess. (Ker) I. 45 The CaUistrophe,
which., the French [call] le denouementyZ.Xid, we the dis-

covery or unravelling of the plot. 1713 Guardian No. 36,

Are not,. all their pompous distinctions only so many un-
ravellings of double meanings? 174a West Let. in Gray's
Poems (1775) 142 No unravelling of your web, dear Sir!

only pursue it a little further. i8oi S. & Ht.Lee Canterb.
T. IV. 455 A mystery, tlie unravelling of which .. engaged
all my attention, 1868 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1871) 102

The mental exercise .. involved in the unravelling of a
language,
Unra'velling, ///. «. [f. Unravel p. 4.] Becoming un-

wound. 1827 Montgomery Pelican Island in, 77 The
unravelling clew not for a moment lost Hold of the silent

band that drew it out.

Unra'velment. [f. Unbavel z/.] The process

of unravelling.

1^76 MicKLE Camoens^ Lusiad Introd. 131 Collateral

Episodes .. assist .. to facilitate and produce the Unravel-

ment, or Catastrophe. 1779 Hamilton Wks. {1886) VII.

586 The unravelment of the plot. 1835 Court Mag. VI.

244/1, I felt it as the unravelment of fate. x88o Burton
Reign Q. Anne II. 319 His tedious work with the unravel-

ment ofall these difficulties.

Unra-vished,/!;^/. a. (Un-1 8.)

ia) itzz Wither Philarete Giv, I would not permit an
eare To attend vniauisht heere.

(b) X628 Feltham Resolves ii. xxxvii. 114 Had not Dinah
had so good a one [sc. face], she had cpmebome vnrauished.

17x7 Pope Iliad ix. 480 My beauteous captives thither 1*11

convey, And all the rest of my unravish'd prey. x8»o Keats
Ode Grecian Urn i, Thou still unravish'd bride of quietness

!

Unra'vishing, ///. a. (Un-' io.) 1781 Warton Hist.

Eng. Poetry III. 171 The more sober and unravishing
ecstasies.

Unray, vA Now dial. [Un-2 4.] trans, and

7-eJi. To divest of clothes ; to undress, strip,

t^BsR'ttlandPapers {Camden) i6The Kingshalbevnraied
and vnolothed by his Chamberlayn. 1510 Bonavent. Mirr.
(Pynson) xiv. E iv b, Now take we here gode hede howe
that high lorde of mageste unrayeth hym and doeth of bis

clothes. c\%<Sfi Cheke Matt, xxvii. 28 Vnraieng of him,

[theyj put on him a scarlet mantil. X590 Hakluyt Voy. II.

II. 57 One of the Spaniards vnraied himseffe, and lept into the

water. z6ix Cotgr., Desabiller, to vncloatb, vndresse, vnray.

x8at5- in s.w. dialect glossaries.

eibsol. 1867 W. F. Rock yim an' Nell Ixxix, Zum. .chap Ul

help thee to unray.

Unray, v.^ (Un-* 4 ; cf. Ray sb.^) x8a4 J. Telfer
Border Ball. 133 The letters shone With such effulgence,

that they half-unray'd Some minor names, fUnray'ed,

ppl. a} Sc. Obs. IUn-'8.1 =Unabrayed»/. a. 2._ ci^s
WvNTOUN Cron. in. ii. 322 (Cott.), pai..set J>ar wachis for to

se Qwhen wnrayid al was he. Unrayed, ppl. a,^ (Un-*

+ Rayf.d»/. a.') 1830 Tennyson W?-a*.A7,r. gi Dark-blue

tiie deep sphere overhead, Distinct with vivid stars unrayed
[1S42 inl.-iid], Grew darker. Vnra.'zed, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

X586 J. Mush in J. Morris Troub. Cath. Forefathers m.
(1877) 363 Not one Religious house standeth, not one altar

unrased and undefiled. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. lu

loi They left scarce one village . . unrased and unrifled.

X674-5 A. Capel in Essex's Lett. 3 Feb. (1770) 38 It will be

a precedent very dangerous to the government here, that .

.

these very things [ordered to be erased] in after times shall

appear unrazed.

Unrazoredi /•//. a, [Un- l 8.] Unshaven.
X634 Milton Comus 290 As smooth as Hebe's their un-

razor'd lips. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 9 Apollo, the un-

razored Macaroni God. X845 Ld. Campbell Chancellors

xiv. II. 153 By his flowing locks and unrazored lip [he] had
captivated her affections. 190a Snaith Wayfarers xx,

My unrazored chin passed without comment.

Unreacliable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

Fieq. from c 1865. Also, in recent use, unrea'chablenesi.

iS/93 Sidney's Arcadia \. (1622) 456 As their course neuer

alters, so is there nothing done by the vnreachable ruler of

them, but hath an euerlasting reason for it. 180a Southev
in Robberds Mem. (1843) I. 436, I would not remove to an
unreachable distance from Herefordsliire. 1846 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. II. ill. i. v. § 13 The apparent, though unreach-

able, nearness and promise of them.

Hence 0iirea'cha*bly adv.

i88t Palgrave Vis. Eng. 247 The.. brimming jars In

fiendish mock borne past then: dungeon bars, Upheld un-

reachably high.

Unreaclied, Ppl^ a. (Un-1 8.)

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xxi. 251 As he would try If all the

Gods inhabiting the broad unreached sky Could daunt his

spirit. X679 Dryden &, Mulgrave Ess. Sat. 279 Now labour

. .to climb That lofty hill, unreached by former time. 1713

C'tess Winchelsea Misc. Poems 113 Between which two
Extreams true Pleasure lies, 0*er-mn by Fools, unrcach'd

at by the Wise. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv, cxxii. The un-

reach'd Paradise of our despair. X878 Whittier^^^-tA/m^ oJ

Waterfall 100 Evermore the end shall tell The unreached
ideal guided well,

Unrea'd, v, (Un- 2 3.)

1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 1025 'i Can I both gather

vp al hys bookes & go hyde theim, & also make them that

baue red them goe vnreade them againe, or forget what
they haue redde? X797 ^^<^nthly Rev. XXllI. 511 Can his

® For correction phase see supplementary

rtliivnliim^ arJfli^nfla



TTN-READ.

coontrymen unread Freret, Boulanger, and Voltaire, or un-
learn the sophisms which they have impressed ?

Unrea-d, ///. 3. [Un-i 8 b.]

1. Not read ; unperused.
MSS.StRG. Have Lam Arms (S.T.S.) 63 [He] held the

letter in his hand unred. a 1553 Udali. Kohter D. m. ii,Yea woman? and your letter so long vnredde. 1556 Spenser
V^"a 'Y'

""• ^ T''^" blame me not, if I haue errd in count
yt (jods, of Nymphs, of riuers yet vnred. 1693 Drydcn's
Jmenitl vii. (1697) 173 His Muse had starv'd, had not a
i'lece unread. And by a Player bought, supply'd her Bread.
I7»8P0PE Dunciadm. 103 Her grey.hair'd Synods damning
books unread. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla II. 389 She
therefore determmed that. .she would.. deliver the unread
letter to Sir Hugh. 1838 Lvtton Ltila i. ii, An open manu.
script.. lay unread before the Moor. 1879 Froude Cxsar
xxviu ^69 He burnt unread the correspondence of Pomnev
and Scipio.

2. Not instructed by reading. Also absol.
1606 Shaks. Tr. S, Cr. I. iii. 24 The Wise and Foole, the

Artist and vn.read,..seeme all affin'd, and kin. 1687 Drvden
&,"• '" *°9 And last, uncertain whose the narrower

span. The clown unread, and half-read gentleman, a 1743bAVACE Ta John Powell 47 To unread Squires, illiterately
gays Among the learn'd, as learned full as they. i8n
BviiON Hintsfr. Hor. 237 Unread, . . Fool'd, pillag'd, dunn'd,
fie wastes his term away. i8«5 St. James's Mag. Oct. 354The Great Unread. 1884 Grafhic 4 Oct. 358/1 The Khedive
tumsell IS far from unlearned and unread.

b. Const, in (a matter or subject).
l6oa Warner Alb. Eng. ix. Hi. 234 Such as be vnreade In

that sweete Promise. 1790 Burke Fr. Reit. 185 Not being
wholly unread in the authors. 1816 Coleridge Lay Serm.
3!4 A /act that none but the unread in history will deny.
i8«s Meredith K. Fleming viii, Algernon was unread in
the hearts of women.
Unrea-dable, a. [Uu-i 7 b.]
1. Too dull or distasteful to read.
1801-11 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. Wks. 1843 VI. 441lake up a history of an old French lawsuit, the evidence 13

absolutely unreadable. 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. i. iv. § 70Making the entire work unreadable by the most patient . .of
mankind. 1867 Darwin in F. Darwin Li/e fr Lett. (1887)
ill. 96 After the horrid, tedious, dull work of ray present
huge, and I fear unreadable, book.

2. Illegible through careless or indistinct writing.
1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv. 182 Oh such letters 1

..and in such a hand ! so pretty and so unreadable I 1861WvNTER Soc. Btes 13 An immense number of letters., with
directions perfectly unreadable to ordinary persons.
trans/. 1839 Carlvlk Chartism iii, The emblem of dark,

ness, of unreadable confusion.

3. Inaccessible to any reader.
1851 C. B. Mansfikld Paraguay, etc. (1856) 66 Whether

I go down hy steamer to Monte Video.. or whether I go
into the interior of San Paulo, .is at present written in the
Unreadable Book.
Hence UnreadaWlity, UnreadaMoness.
1856 Vauchan Afftstics II. VIII. vii. 74 Reason will not

attempt to rescue him from condign sentence of unreadable,
ness. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873)338 Klop-
stock himself IS

.
.an immortality of unreadableness. a 1871De Morgan Budget Parad. (1872) 123 It is aclimax of un.

saleability, unreadability, and inutility.

XTureadily, adv. (U.v-i 1 1 .)
IJ99 Hakluvt Voy. II. i. 117 Men being first inforced to

write their actes..ln barkes o"^ trees, or otherwise perchance
as vnreadily. 1755 Johnson, Awkwardly, clumsily; un-
readily; inelegantly 1804 Mitford Inquiry 75 Instruments
like the harpsichord,.. incapable or unreadily capable of
variety in loudness. 1871 Proctor Light Science 138 It is
astonishing how unreadily two sea^urrents exchange their
temperatures.

TTureadiness. (Un-i h ; cf. Uitready a i)
1516 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 13, We shold expell all

slouth & vnredynes in doynge our dutye to god. a 1548Hall Chron., Hen. Vl^ 154 The Frenchemen hauing perfVte
vnderstanding of the infirraitie and vnreadinessc. .of Ene-
lande. 161 1 Sfbed Hist. Gt. Brit. vil. xliv. § 39. 366
Accusing him with sloath and vnreadinesse of Armes. iS6«
BovLE Oa«. Refl. lo Sophronia, My Unreadiness t5
Publish these very long neglected Papers, a 1761 LawCom/ Weary Pitgr. (1809) 26 Every unreadiness to do good
..makes us schismaticks. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at
Ox/, u. He couldn't realise the fact of his unreadiness in a
i»at. 1887 spectator 5 Nov. 1494 Our unreadiness as tc a
suHicient supply of arms.

TJnrea ding, ///. a. (Un-I lo.)
1829 Ed,,,. Rev. L. 183 There is but one chance of making

this unreading cast readers. i8si H. Rogers Ess. (r874) I.

*i'' 't- i unreading ' philosophers who avoided books'.
1879 F. Harrison Choice 0/ Bks. iv. (i886) 81 The idle and
unreading world.

Unrea dy, a^ [Un-i ;.]

„V.
,^°' '° ^ ^''""^ °'^ readiness or preparation : a.

Without const.
c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. .990 If a man bat unredy es. Be

tane with dede in his wykednes. 1381 Wvclif 2 Cir. ix. 4Lest when Macedonyes schulen come wilh me, and schulen
fynde jou vnredy, we schamen [etc.] C.4S0 tr. De Imitation,
l xxiu 31 Lyue soJ^at de>e linde J« neuer unredy c 1560
'^^ C^"",?,;' '' *"'' ^^ y"" "= f"' ">e most part our
Witts be best When wee be takyne most vnrediest. 1570FOXE A. t, M.lfii. 2) 69/2 Some other there were vnready
and not so well prepared. 1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Micro-
cosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 56/2 Our force lies most dispersed
at the Plow, Vnready, rude, and oft rebellious too. 1671-. ..... A.v/», ...icauy, ruue, ana oit rebellious too. 1671
Clarendon Htst. Ret. ix. § 30 Fairfax was . . not in readiness
to march ; yet reported to be much more unready than he
was. 1790 A. W1L.SON Death Poet. Wks. (1846) 64 And if
unready, we arc caught by Death, He throws us howling to
the gulph beneath. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng, xix. IV. 268
His enemies, while still unready, learned with dismay that
he had taken the field in person.
aisol. 1838 G. Johnston Brit. Zoophytes 103 Should the

prey prove too tough, woe 1 lo the unready I
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b. Const, to with inf.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25478 Vnworthi am i..And al vnredi

lor to rise On domesdai befor iustise. 1510-20 Everyman
in Hazl. Dodsley I. 104 Full unready I am such reckoning
to give J5M Spenser F. Q. i. v. 45 False Duessa .. found the
faery knight Departed thence, albe his wouiides wide Not
throughly heald, vnreadie were to ride. 1615 VV. LawsonUmn/ry Housew. Gard. (1626) 29 Want of strength maymake them vnready to receiue sap. 1707 S. Sewall Diary
\} u "t!

'''P'''^''' ""y self unready to vote for it. 1871
K. H. Hutton Ess. v. 1. 125 If it be a righteous life and will
..that stirs human nature thus deeply, and finds us..un-
ready to adapt ourselves to it.

o. Comu for, -^ of, 01 with.
1617 WooDALL Surgcon-s Mate (1639) 191 He !s an un.

i?*'„
•°"'"8'0". which IS at any time unready with such

needfuU instruments. 1701 Rowe T<,merl. i. 1, Secure of
Peace and for Defence unready. 1737 Whiston Josephus,
Anttq. V. III. § 2 1 he Israelites grew so indolent, and unready
of taking pains, a 1865 Keble Lett. (1870) 165 Very unready

Too ??}' ?'='"'<" meeting it. 1865 RuSKlN Arrows o/Chace
o XT

'^' ""' "°' usually unready for a controversy.
A. Not prepared or made ready.
<r738o WvcLiF Sel. Wks. II. 40 perfore make |>i tresourem God, for. ))is tresoure mai not perishe, to be unredi

whanne Jjou hast nede. a 1500 Ratis Raving i. 1003 It is
wnreddy payment That t>ow has fristit out or lent. 1541
UDALt, Erasm. Apopli. 187 It is an eivill man of warre that
wil have his weapen unreadie when he should occupie it.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. V, 12 b, And so all thyng was
vnredy, when this message came. 163a Holland Cyrupiedia
125 When he vieweth your forces, he will thinke his owne
to be yet unready. 1711 Strvpe £c<rA Mem. II. xx. 405 The
money was unready when Caesar had present need thereoC
t b. Sc. Not easy or plain. Obs.

153s Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) 1. 440 Nocht ane..w!st
Weill quhair away for till wend, The gait wes sa vnreddv
and miskend. '

3. Undressed
; in deshabille. 06s. or dial.

In common use from c 1595 to 1640.
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. i. 39 \stage.dir.] The French

leape ore the walles in their shirts. Enter . . Bastard, Alanson,
Reignier, halfe ready, and halfe vnready . A Ian. How nowmy Lords f what all vnreadie so? 1615 in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. I. III. 198 The Queene, .. though she were unready,.,
hasted down a pair of stairs to meet him. 1678 Yng. Man's
Call. 364 She desired to go .. to dress her head, which by the
violence of the wind was made all unready. 1813- in Sufifolk
and Lincoln glossaries,

4. Not quick or prompt ; hesitating, slow
; f not

responding readily to command.
IS94 T. Bedingfield tr. MachiavelWs Florentine Hist.

vi. (1593I 149 These newes grieued the E.Trle exceedingly,
bicause he thought his army not fully paid, would be vn-
readie. i6o7-i> Bacon Ess., Youth Ir Age (Arh.) 260 Like
an vnready horse that will neither stopp nor tourne. 1671
Sir T. Brow-ne Let. Friend § 22 To become more narrow-
minded., and tenacious, unready to part with anything.
1708 Rowe Royal Convert i. There needs no more ; For I
would spare thee the unready tale. 1814 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. i. 124 So alive and eloquent in conversation,
that I feel more than ever puzzled and unready. 1855 M"S
Gaskell JVorth * S. vii, ' Mr. Thornton, I believe I ' said
Margaret, after a half-instant's pause, during which his
unre.-idy words would not come. 1857 in Mrs. Ga.skell C.
Bronte (ed. 3) II. 1^8 She had become unready, nervous,
excitable, and either incapable of speech, or talked vapidly.
Cami. 1670 Cotton Espemon 11. 409 One of the most un-

wieldy, and unready footed Animals, that is to say, a Mule.
Hence t 'Pnrea'dy v. trans., to undress. Ohs.—^
'593 Sidney's Arcadia in. (1598) 365 After his wife was

departed to her fained repose, as long as hee remayned with
his daughter, to giue his wife time of vnreadying her selfe.

Unrea'dy, a.2 [Later form of Unuedy a., after
prec. Cf. Unredb b.] = Redeless a. (but usually
regarded as = prec. i or 4).
Only as an epithet of Ethelred II (died 1016) : cf. Polydore

Vergil Angl. Hist.Usn)^'"- 124' qui pigritia omnia faciebat".
1580 Stow Chron. 134 Etheldrede, commonly called Un.

ready. 1643 Baker Chron. I1653) 18 Ethelred... by reason
of his backwardnesse in Action, was commonly called the
Unready 1655 Fuller CA. Hist. II. 136. 181S7 Freeman
Norm. Cowj. I. 286 A prince, who . . has received no nobler
historical surname than that of the Unready. Ibid. 327
The Unready King showed occasional glimpses of vigour.

Unre'al, 3. (Un-i 7.)
t6os Shaks. Macb. in. iv. 107 Hence horrible shadow,

ynreall mock'ry hence. 164s Milton Tetracli. 60 Only
for the fals keeping of a most unreal nullity, a mariage
that hath no affinity with Gods intention. 1667— /».Z.
X. 47T Th' unreal, vast, unbounded deep Of horrible con-
fusion. 1711 Steele .S/Scc/. No. 53^3 You should .. teach
the Men not to be any longer dazzfed by false Charms and
unreal Beauty. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 11. i. 289He gives a desperate Trial of his Art,..Who with unreal
Terrours fills my Breast. 1810 Southey Kehama iv. iv.
Musing so long he lay, that all things seem Unreal to his
sense, even like a dream. 184a Manning Serm. x. (1848)
139 Surrounding ourselves with an unreal world of hopes,
and fears. 1871 Lowell Studfi Windows 153 Those who
have most loudly advertised their passion for seclusion. .have
been mostly sentimentalists, unreal men.
spec. 1838 G. F. Graham Mus. Comp. 17/2 What are called

passing notes, or unreal notes, and which are said not to
form any real part of the melody or the harmony. 1883
A. SiDGWicK /'a/i'acr« 42 The distinction between Realand
what may be called Unreal. Ibid., The name • Unreal ' as
here applied to propositions, is somewhat wider than what
IS usually meant by 'verbal'.
Unre'alism. (Un.' 12.) i8595<i/.';f«.29 Jan. iiS/aThe

ideal unreahsm of statesmanship which invented Mr. Glad.
stone s mission. 1875 Lowell in N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 387
It IS only a world of unrealism. Unreali'stic, a. (Un-' 7.)
i8«s KiNOSLEY Lett. (1878) II. 215 The very unrealistic turn
of mind which I have in common with this generation.

Unreia-lity. (Un-i 12.)
1751 Warbukton Pope's Wks. III. 42 They conclude in

TJ-NREASOS".

the most extravagant and senseless inferences ; such as the
unreality of matter; the reality of space. 1798 Lamb Ros.
Gray xi. Past associations revived with the music—blended
with a sense of unreality. 1850 Carlvle Latter-d. I'amph.
""^ U"?,?'"5' '' ''"'b, to Parliaments and to all things.
iMo E. White Cert. Relig. 45 They are seen in a glory
mist which throws a certain unreality over their outlines.

D. With an and pi.

_f^t7^ovmEiFragm.Th.onSon'sDeathViVi.<igcxi)7iih
I hey are not, though. Mere unrealities. 1843 Carlvlb

J
< /'r. IV. 1, Ihe unrealities, beaten into dust, flew

gradually off. 1863 E. V. Neale Anal. Th. * Nat. 31 If
time IS not to become an unreality to us.

Unrealizable, a. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.] Incap-
able of bemg realized, in various senses.
1840 Carlvle Heroes iv.( 1841) 247 We may rejoice that he

could not realise It; that it remained, after two centuries of
effort, unreahsable. i8eo J. Young Prov. Reason 8 1 Power
which IS truly infinite, must be for ever,. unrealizable in its
utmost extent. 1883 St. James's Gaz. 1 Dec. 7/2 The great
hnancial establishments .. are believed to be still overloaded
with unrealizable stock.

Uure-alize, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To make
unreal ; to deprive of reality.

1804 SoiTTHEY Let. in Li/e (1850) II. 259 The least breath
stirring would have shaken the whole vision, and at once
unrealised it. 1854 H. Miller Sch. ^ Schm. xv. 331 The
painted canva.ss, and the.. too palpable acting, served but
to unrealize what I saw, and to remind me that I was merelym a theatre. 1875 Lowell Spenser Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 337His fancy, habitually moving about in worlds not realized,
unrealizes everything at a touch.
Hence TTnre-alizer ; Unre'alizlng' ///. a.
1814 SouTHEV Roderick x. 60 The flame.. cast upon the

leaves A floating, grey, unrealizing gleam. 1845 Mozlev
Ess. (1878) II. 127 How little do we feel the past I On flows
Time, the great unrealiser. a 1859 De Quincey Posth. Wis.
(1893) II. 204 This postulate of fiction., would have operated
with an unrealizing effect upon all that followed.

Unrealized, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)
(177s AsH.] 1803 A/an in Moon (1804) 82 What real

good are we to expect from this new scheme to which we
so foolishly attach unrealized riches. 1851 H. Rogers
Eel. Faith 290 There is such a thing in the human mind as
unrealised truth, both intellectual and spiritual. 1876 Mrs.
Whitney Sights ^ Ins. xxx, Behind us a southwest wind
was driving the mists, all unrealized by us, from off the
mountain faces.

Unre-aUy, adv. (Un-' n.) 1855 Pusev Doctr. Real
Presence Note E. 69 Some distinct case, .in which proper
terms, .are, without any hint or notice, to be understood un.
really. Unrealmed, //«/. a. (Un.* 8, 4-^REALM.) 1845
Bailey Festits (ed. 2) 386 That unrealmed tyrant drew his
mortal dart And drave it through himself, fjnre'alness.
(Un-' 12 ; cf. Unreal a.) 183* Lvtton Pilgr. Rhine v,
1 he unrealness of literary fame.

Unrea ped,/!^/. a. (Un-i 8.)
'577 Hellowes Gneuara's Chron. 143 Losse of their come,

both reapt and vnreapt. a 1615 Bkaum. & Fu Cust. Country
IV. 1, My first love here begun, rests here unreapt yet. 1670
MiLioN Hist. Eng. 11, 39 In that place which only they had
left unrean'H nf all t\\\r Horusc ._..- r?. »....« r 'j^.

larvest. 1817 i\.ikuy oc op. si.niomoi. 11. 4«o Ihose moths
..betake themselves to the yet unreaped fields. 1834 M.
Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 289 Half of my beard hasbeen
left unreaped by that villanous razor of Brail's.

Unreason, J*. [Un-i 12.]

+ 1. Unreasonable action or intention; injustice,
impropriety. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3747 He has me don oft vn-resnn And

no[w) me reft mi benisun. 13. . Metr. Horn. (Vern. MS.) in
Archw Neu. Spr. LVH. 303 Wi> muchel wrong and vn-
resoun Dost )h)w me );is tresoun. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle iv. ix.
(Caxton) 62 It semeth me vnreson..that he that nought
ne oweth shal payen for the dettour hym seluen. c 1500
Priests o/Peblis 141 And that je think vnressoun or wrang.
Wee al and sundrie sin^s the samin sang. 1597 Skene De
Verb. Sign. s.v. Tort, 1 on, et non reason, vn-reason, wranz,
and vnlaw. 1609 [see Unlaw sb. i].

t2. Abiat {of) Unreason, a mock personage
elected as the leading character in certain popular
revellings formerly in Scottish use. Obs.
1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. 1. 270 To Gilberte Brade,

..for spilling of his hous in Striuiling be the Abbot of Vn-
lesoun, x.li. 1555 Sc. Acts Parlt., Mary (1814) II. soo/i
It is..ordanit that in all tymes cumming na maner of per-
soun be chosin, Robert Hude nor Lytill Johne, Abbot of
vnressoun, Quenis of Maij nor vtherwyse. a 1571 Knox
Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 40 The same Freai maid ane uther
sermoun of the Abbote Unreassone, unto whome..he com-
pared the prelattis of that age. [i8ao Scott Abbot xiv, and
note.]

3. Absence of reason ; indisposition or inability
to act or think rationally or reasonably. (Common
from c 1850.)
1817 Carlvle Misc. (1840) I. 47 Other forms of Unreason

have taken its place. 1847 Helps Friends in C. i. vii. 115
Many a woman is brought up in unreason and self-will from
these causes that he has ^iven. i8«i M. Arnold Pop. Educ.
France 174 A system which, to the loud blasts of unreason
and intolerance, sends forth no certain counterblast. 1883
Pattison Mem. (1885) 2 All my energy was directed, .to free
myself from the bondage of unreason.
b. That which is contrary to, or devoid of, reason.
1847 Helps Friends in C. i. vii. 114 Women may talk the

greatest unreason out of doors, and nobody kindly informs
them that it is unreason. 1865 J. Grote Explor. Philos. I.

210 I hat unreason or nonsense which it is the business of
the higher part to convert into knowledge.
Unrea'son, v. [Un-2 4, 3.]
1. trans, (and refl>). To deprive of reason.
a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Meat. (1677) 343 We shall have
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UNBEASONABILITY.
such Solutions as must make us first unreason and unman
oar selves, before we can subscribe to them. 1755 Smollett
Quiz. I. i. I. 2 The unreasonable usage.. so unreasons my
reason^ that I have reason to complain of your beauty. 1829
T. Hook Bank to Barnes 40 Were I to tease on, It would
nearly unreason your reason.

2. To disprove, refute,

i66x R. L'EsTRANGE State Divinify 35 Their Reasons I

have un-Reason'd already, a 1716 South Serm, (1744) XL
257 However a man may for a while.. seem to himself to

unreason the equity of God's proceedings; yet [etc.].

Unrea sonabi'Uty. (Un-' 12 ; cf. next.) 14. . in E. E.P,
(1S62) 143 Arystotelle . . sayethe that euery man nedethe To be
ware of the vnresonahylite That comethe of the sensualitc.

Unrea'sonable, a. {adv.), [Uk-i 7 b.]

1. Not endowed with reason ; irrational,

c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 599 He . . fares als an unresonabel

beste, pat his awen wiUe folowes. 138a Wyclif 2 Peter ii.

12 Thes sotheli [ben] as vnresounable beestes, c 1400 Destr.

Trey 4428 A Roid beste vnreasonable. c 1450 Myrr, our
Ladye 287 But vnresonable creatures.. prayse god, in that

they do as god hathe. .ordeyned them to do. 1509 Barclay
Skyp o/F^ys xiq Other creatures that ar vnresonable Goeth
on alt foure. 1569 J. Sanford it. Agrippa^s Van, Aries t^hf

All the Pagans . . doo affirme . . that reasonable soules goo into

unreasonable bodies. 1615 W. Bedwell Mokam. Impost.

II. § 8g We shall leade our Hie.. as beasts and vnreasonable

creatures do. 1655 Moofet & Bennf.t Health's Improv.
265 Nay, go to your Raven and Stag, those longest livers of

all the unreasonable breathers. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key 251
All the creatures, both reasonable and unreasonable, do m
some sort set forth the praises of Christ. 1795 Southey
Soldier's Fun. 35 Whilst his fellow-man. .Must as the un-

reasonable beast drag on A life of labour. i86x Reade
Cloister ^ H. Ixxiii, There were buffaloes, lizardsj . . leopards;

any unreasonable beast but the right one,

trans/. 159a Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. lit. iii. iii Thy wild acts

denote The vnreasonable Furie of a beast.

2. Not acting in accordance with reason or good
sense; not reasonable in conduct, demands, ex-

pectations, etc.

c 137s Cursor M. 6614 (Fairf.), Quen l>ai Hs sagh, qua soji

wil say, {>a vnresonable folk J7u5t na play, c 1400 Comm.
Luke I. 22 iMS. Bodl. 143), ^e puple of iewes semeb lyk to

douiiib sacarie, whiche puple is so vnresonable Jiat it may not
ayue resoun of his dedis. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour e vi b,

This newe kyngc.was to them full hard and felon, St also

to al his comyns he was vnresonable. 1496 Act 12 Hen. Vll,
c. vii. Divers unresonable and detestable persones.. wilfully

committemurdre. « 1548 Hall CA>-(7«., Hen. K/, 126 Least
thei beyng nedy and innocente people, should be..tur-

mented with the vnreasonable men of warre. 1596 Shaks.
Merck. V. v. i. 203 What man is there so much vnreasonable,

If you had pleas'd to haue defended it With any termesof
Zeale. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Ma^. I. i. 3 [This] will give

the most reasonable men satisfaction; for the unreasonable,
I care not a fig for them, c 1670 Hobbes Dial. Com, Laws
(1681) 10 When the greatest part of Men are so unreasonable
as they are. 1740 Ld. Harrington in lotk Rep, Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 275, I hope therefore that I shall not be
thought unreasonable in preferring this Petition to the King.
1829 Scott Anne o/G. xxxiv, He was capricious, unreason-
able, peremptory, and inconsistent. 1876 Mozley Univ.
Sertn, x.(ed. 2) 205 They are not so unreasonable as to expect
that they can like persons without knowing them.

3. Not in accordance with reason ; not based
upon sound reason or good sense.

a 1340 H'ampole Psalter Ixxvii. 76 Nurishynge of vnreson-
abill thoghtis. X377 Langl. P. PI. B. vi. 153 For it is an
vnresonable Religioun \>zx. hath rijte nou3te of certeyne.

CX4SO Cov. Myst, (Shaks. Soc.) 221 O, holy prophete !

graunt me mercy ! Of my synnys unresonable. 1533 Mors
DebelL Salem Wks. 983/1 To shew that the same spiritual

law, which this man would proue vnreasonable, is not in

dede proued vnreasonable. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm,
326 b, Neyther that he enforce them to any vnreasonable
condicyon or vnworthye for them. 1660 Trial Regie. 54,
I do hold the Prisoner s Plea vain, and unreasonable, x688
Bunyan Jems. Sinner Saved (1886) 50 It would be the
unreasonablest thing in the world to render hatred for love.

X7II Addison Sped, No. 164 p 1 He contracted an unreason-
able Aversion towards his Son. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy
III. xxxi, I think it a very unreasonable demand. 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi, II. 159 The panic was not un-
reasonable. 1885 ' Mrs, Alexander ' A t Bay iv, A vague,
tinreasonable anxiety about Elsie haunted him.

f b. Inequitable, unfair; unjustifiable. Ohs.
?<» 1400 MorteArth. 3453, I rede thow rekkyne and reherse

un-resonable dedis. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss, II. cxc.

[clxxxvij 582 We haue to laye to his charge dyuers artycles
vnresonable whiche requyre iudgement of punisyon. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvL 140 That.. which thou thinkest
unreasonable to be done by another to thy selfe,

. 4. Going beyond what is reasonable or equi-

table ; excessive in amount or degree.

c 1380 WvcuF IVks. (1880) 233 Ixjrdis many tymes don
wroiigis to pore men by. .vnresonable mercymentis & vn-
resonable taxis, c 1450 Mirk's Festial loi Pharao.

.

oppressyth the pepull of Israeli wyth bondage and wyth vn-
resynabull werkes. CZ460 Fortescue Abs. ^ Lim, Mon.
xiv. (1885) 144 Yff this ordre be kept,, .suytours. .shall [not]
be imporiunite or brocage optayne any vnre.onable desires,

154a Brinklow Compi. xxiv. {1874) 73 But the forkyd perse-
cutors haue vnreasonable riches ..in their bandys. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. C8, Is not this too vnreasonable,
to take a crowne..for writing six or seuen lines? 1617
MoRVSON Itin. I. 220 No Christian may enter this place.,
except he will glue an vnreasonable reward. 1680 Pkideaux
Lett, (Camden) 79 V« unreasonable prices set upon Bibles.

1725 Dk Foe Vo^. round World (1840) 195 Almost any
reasonable quantity might have been sold there; but the
truth is, we had an unreasonable quantity. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblav Camilla III. 416 She could never again consent
to interfere in his unreasonable requests. 1835 Macaulay
Hist. Eng.x'ix. IV. 373 He had to wait a most unreasonable
time for a judgment. 1893 Law Times XCIV. 600/2 The
[income] tax falls with, .undue severity upon one class, and
with unreasonable lightness upon others.
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t b. As ^dv. Excessively, extremely. Ods.

xjfii Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. \\. (1586) 115 There are

some, who coueting to be counted unreasonable honest,

frowne {etc.]. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. ii. F 3, Thus..
they make shooes vnreasonable deere.

Unreasonableness. [Un-i is.]

1. The quality (in things or actions) of being un-

reasonable or at variance with reason.

153a Dial, on Laws Eng, (ed. 2) 11. xlviii. 122 It were

a greale vnreasonablenes in the lawe if it shulde prohibit

hym [etc.]. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane'^s Comtn. 305 Considering

the vnreasonablenes of the thing. 1645 Vane Lost Sheepe

34 The vnrcasonablenesse of this assertion. 1691 Ray
Creationi. (1692) 18 The folly and unreasonableness of this

..ungrounded Figment. 1^48 Anson's Voy. iii. ix. 388 The
Commodore urging the unreasonableness of this procedure,

from the inability of the forts to have done otherwise. 1778

Miss BuRNEY Evelina xlvi. The folly and unreasonableness

of this speech. 1830 Gf.n. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) 1. 248

There are deptlis of unreasonableness, which surpass all

human folly. i886 Law Times Rep. LIII. 660/1 The agree-

ment is invalidated by the unreasonableness of the restriction.

i"b. Unfairness, injustice. Obs,

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xviii. 48 Ye..haue well herde
the grete vnresonablenes that the kynge do too one of oure
peres. Ibid., The place wher as suche extorsyon and vn-
resonableness is vsed.

O. Immoderateness; excess!veness.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 282 The Ambassadour-

.

acquainted his Master with the unreasonableness of the
Turks demands. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Hal. xxxi, The un-
reasonableness of her claims was forgotten.

2. The quality (in persons) of being unreasonable

in action, demands, etc.

1543 Udall F.rasm. Apoph.iZ^ Here maye a manne double
whether of these twoo thynges he ought rather to maruaill
at, the kynges Uberalitee in geuyng, orels the vnreasonablenes
ofthepbilo.sophier, inaskyng. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence,
Andria v. i, You would (now at last) giue ouer to cumber
me with your vnreasonablenesse. 1703 Mrs. Centlivre
Beau's Duel v. i, Did ever man of your hairs ask such
questions? I vow I blush at your unreasonableness. 1736
Butler Anal, i, vi. 156 This is vanity, conceit and unreason-
ableness. J855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 595 The
difficulties by which the government was beset on all sides,

the malignity of its enemies, the unreasonableness of its

friends. 1879 L. Stephen Hours in Library Ser. in. 322
The grand unreasonableness of the average Englishman.

+ 3. Lack of reason ; irrationality. Obs.

1598 Florio, Irationalita, vnreasonableness, brutishnes.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul i. ii. 88 But what with judge-

ment doth them both compare ? Is't reason or unreasonable-

ness, I pray.

Unreasonably, «. [Un-1 ii.]

1. In a manner at variance with reason ; without

due observance of reason or good judgement,
f 1380 WvCLiF Wks. (1880) 12 Jif l>ei coueiten vnresonabi-

liche t>e housis. .of here neigeboris. c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye
109 By whychcthow shuldest hate no creature vnreason-

abeiy. 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. xiv. 23 Nicanor, wh>le
he abode at lerusalem, ordred himself not vnreasonably.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 10 To passe ouer all the rest,

which are much more vnreasonably foolish, Plato himself.

.

vainly erreth in his round globe. 1641 K. Brooke^ Eng.
Episc. I. V. 27 Else Reason doth unreasonably determine me
not to Marry. 1670 Clarendon Coniempl. Ps. Tracts (1727)

757 They only consider.. how unreasonably men deal with

them. 1729 Law Serious C. x. 143 Do but suppose a man
acting unreasonably. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxiii, Said

Quentin, not unreasonably offended at the turn thus given

to his gallantry. 1881 Benham in Macm. Mag.XhW. 115/1

The Essay.. was, not unreasonably, regarded as the most
objectionable in lone.

2. To an unreasonable extent ; excessively, im-
moderately.
01450 /Cni. de la Tour (1906) 53 There be. .other that be

lykerous of moche mete and drmke, takyng unresonably
therof. X470-8S Malory .^rM«7' VII. i. 213, I amcomehyder
to praye you. .to gyue me thre yeftes and they shalle not
be vnresonably asked. 151a Act 4 Hen. VIU^ c. 6§ 2 \{,,

the same Collectours. .unresonably delay or tary the said

Marchauntes. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 402 When they.

.

would ryde, thejj found horses vnreasonably deare. 1607

StiAKS. Cor. I. iii. 84 Fye, you confine^ your selfe most
vnreasonably. 1697 Walsh Li/e V. r 20 in Dryden Virgil,

Venus grows.. unreasonably confident. 1723 Atterbury
Serm. (1726) I. ix. 314 To grant that to others, which we
our selves perhaps.. might be willing enough, unreasonably

willing, to obtain from them. 178a Phil. Trans. LXX. 353
Under all these disadvantages in the machine (if not un-

reasonably ill made) the rod e/ will ascend to d. 1840

Alison Hist. Eur, Iii. VII. xog A nation.. unreasonably

jealous of its military expenditure. 1884 Law Rep. 25 Ch,
Div. 493 To discourage unrejisonably early marriages.

t Unrea'sonal, a. Obs.'"^ (Un-*;.) 1653 E. Chisenhale
Catk. Hist. 129 Therefore for the Doctor, to deny us to be

a Church,, .seems to me strange and unreasonali.

Unrea'soned,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not gifted with reason ; devoid of reason.

158a Stanyhurst ^neid iv. (Arb.) 115 Might not I my
lief tyme.. Spend lyk an vnreasoned wild beaste? 1805

Eugenia Di Acton Nuns 0/ Desert II. 230 A wretch.. so

totally un-reasoned as to say [etc].

2. Not evolved or developed by reasoning.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev, 286 The citizens are interested from

old prejudices and unreasoned habits. 1854 Ferrekk Inst.

Metaph, Introd. 3 An unreasoned philosophy, even though
true, carries no guarantee of its truth. 1880 Eraser's Mag.
May 658 Our unreasoned confidence that every vision of

truth is in itself a glorious., vision.

Unrea*soning, vbl. sb, (Un-' 13.) a 1871 De Morgan
Budget Parad. (1872) 317 He is. .the ablest head at uii-

reasoning, . . of all who have tried in our day to attach their

names to an error. 1889 ' Mark Twain ' Yankee at Crt. K,
Arthur xiii, It was the stubborn unreasoning of the time.

UNRECEDING.

Unrea'soning, ///. a. (Un-i lo.)

ia) 1751 G. West Education Ixii, The unreasoning vulgar
willingly obey. 1800 Coleridge Piccolom. iv, vii, 1 cannot
traffic in the trade of words With that unreasoning sex. 1865
PusKY Truth Eng. Ch. 13 The authors.. were mostly un-
systematic, disjointed, unreasoning. 1883 igth Cent. May
773 l~hat somewhat unreasoning personage who is called the
British Public.

(^) 1812 L. Hunt in Examiner 11 May 289/2 The caprices
of an unreasoning resentment. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.
XIV. i. VI. 357 An unthinking and unreasoning impulse of
the inward bein^. 1878 E. White Life in Christ (td. 3) iv.

xxvi. 437 There is no mfluence to which men yield so easily

as to unreasoning fear.

Hence Unrea*souingly adv.
1B48 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton xxxii, Job Legh

pressed out of court, and Jem followed unreasoningly.

188s N. Amer. Rev. March 194 Most fathers, schoolmen,
and divine.s..have done so most unanimously and most
unreasoningly.
Unrea-sty.rt. (Un-'?.) tSs^G. J. Ckvlky LasA l/or/asU,

88 Tlie first unreesty sample [of ham] we have met with since
Seville. Unrea've, v. Now dial. [Un-^ 3 + REAVEf .3]

trans. To unravel. 1593 Bii.son Govt. Christ's Ch. p. v, The
warpe and webbe of the laie Presbyterie. .hath so enfolded
some mens wits, that they cannot vnreaue their cogitations
from admiring their newe founde Consistories. 1594 Spenser
Amoretti xxiii, Penelope. .Deuiz'd a Web.. in which the
worke that she all day did make, the same at night she did
againe vnreaue. 1898 R. Blakeborough Wit, etc. N, Riding
Yorks 466 Unreave, to unwind. t Unreaved, ppl. a.

Obs.~^ [Un-' 8 + dial, reave to strip (a roofer house).] Not
stripped of its roof. 1646 Bp. Hall Balm 0/ Gilead i. § 9
Couldst thou think that a Cottage, not too strongly built,

and standing so bleak in the very mouth of the Winder
could, .hold tight, and unreaved?

Unrebated,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

tl, Un blunted ; unduUed. Obs,
1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 241 He shewed the people

thecruellfightoffensersatvnrebatedswords. 1630 J. Taylor
(Water ¥.) Heauens Blessing Wks. 111. 118/2 Saint George
(being armed at all points but especially) with an vnrebated
courage. i6Bx J. Scott Chr. Life iii. § i. 74 They are full

of sharp and unrebated Desires. 1745 Wesley Wks. (1872)
VIII. 195 Those dogs of hell are let loose to prey upon your
soul, with their whole unrebated strength.

2. Not subject to rebate or deduction,

1894 Q. Rev. Jan. 208 Thus the unrebated income-tax
becomes, .a special tax on labour.

Unre'bel, v. iUn-_2 ^ b.) 1642 Howell Twelve Treat.

(1661) 24 The Treatie began, which the Scot wold not
conform himself to do, unless he were first unrebeU'd and
made Rectus in Curia. UnrebC'Uious, a. (Un*' 7.) 1570
Levins jT/a«j^. 226 Vnrebelliouse,z'7«/fr//«aj:. 1879M0RLEY
Bnrke 205 A composed spirit.., an unrebellious temper.

Unrebnkeable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1530 Tindale Prol. Philippians Wks. (1572) 52/1 He him
selfe had lined in such false righteousnes, and hoHnesse Vnre-
bukeable. 1537 Bible i Tim. vi. 14 That thou, .be without
spotte & vnrebukeable. c 1585 [R. Browne] Answ. Cart-
wright 80 There were those that.. were vnrebukeable.
1619 W. Sclater Exp. I Thess. 173 Phnie to Traian giues
testimonie of Christians inoffensiue life ; except in matter of
their Superstition (as he calls it) they were vnrebukeable,

1650 S. Clarke Eccl. Hist. 465 Justitiaries, and such as
were unrebukeable in their lives. 1868 Lynch Rivulet clxi,

iv, Not unrebukable am I, Not spotless Thy command have
kept.

Hence Unrebu'kea'bly adv,
a 1639 Harsnet Repent. (1640) 182 Paul.. lived before his

Conversion as unrebukeably as any civill person doth.

Unrebu-ked, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

c 1445 Pecock Donet 7 Scant ynou5 oon leef schuldcstonde
vnprovid or colowrabily vnrebukid. 1547 Becon in Certain
Hom. Pivb, He woulde rather suffer death. .then to suffer

whordom to be vnrebuked, euen in a King. 1697 C. Leslie
Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 107 Tho' they have let no suppos'd
contempt of their own Books go unrebuked. 1857 Susanna
Winkworth tr. Lije Tau/er xvi. 306 When one finds this

evil inclination in a man,.. and he remains unrebuked, all

this is the world. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. iil 401 All

unrebuked he let her soft eyes claim Kindness from his.

Unrebu'ttable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) x86q James in Law
Rep. 7 Equity 537 The strong and unrebuttable presumption.

tJnrebutted,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1 1. Not repulsed or driven back. Obs,

c X470 Henry Wallace in. 131 Vnraboytyt (1570 unrebutit]

the Sothroun was in wer. 1513 Douglas /Uneid ix. xiii, 48
That onrebutit knycht Endlang the wallys putthametothe
flycht.

2. Not disproved or refuted.

1884 Law Times Rep. L. 215/a The evidence is clear and
unrebutted that [etc.].

TTnreca liable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

x6xx CoTGR., Irr£vocable,\xx^\xoc&\>\c, vnrecallable. 1628

Feltham Resolves 11. Ixxxix. 257 That which is done, is

vnrecallable. 1798 Southey Wife of Fergus 39 The un-
recallable vow That made me his.

Unreca-lled,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1601 R. Chester Love's Mart., K. Arthur (1878) 43
Merlin. .told him vnrecalled Time did stay [=await^To
haste him from his pleasure thence away, a 1648 Ld,
Hehbert Occas. Poems, To his /Ka^c/t, The doom of fate,

whose unrecall'd decree You date, bring, execute. 1679
T. Jenison in R. Jenison Popish Plot 18 As long as your
Oath stands unrecalled. 174a Young Nt. Th. it. 26o_While
she seems, nodding o'er her charge, to. .give us up to licence,

unrecall'd, Unmarkt. 1883 Ld. MoncreiffZ^w/?^/, 9 App.
Cases 317/2 While (the conveyance), .remained unrecalled

it was absolute.

UnrecaTUng, ///. a, (Un-' la) 1593 Shaks. Zw^r. 903
And euer let his vnrecalling crime Haue time to waile th'

abusing of his time. Unreca'nted, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

[1775 AsH-l x8a6 Q. Rev. XXXII I. 356 After living in the
unrecanted profession of The Confession of Faith. Un-
receding, ^^/. a. (Un-' 10.) x8xo Jane Porter Scottish

Chiefs xxxviii. Why, then, this unreceding deterniiuation to



UNRECEIPTED.
invade us? 1881 Scrihter's Mag. XXII. Sio A steady and
unreceding advance. Unrecei*pted,i*/J/. a. (Un-' 8.)

1881 Cambridge Trijfes 3 Files of bills, receipted or un-
receipted.

Unrecei'vable, «. [Un-i 7 b.]

1. Incapable of being received.
x6ii CoTGR., Inadmissible^ vnadmittable, vnreceiuable,

vnacceplable. xSoa-is Bentham Ration, Judic. Evid. (182:7)

V. 132 There is a receipt . . whereby any man . . may render his

testimony unreceivable. 1877 M. Arnold Last Ess. onCh.
p. XXX, Those who had thrown it aside because what was
presented to them under its name was so unreceivable,

1 2. Unfit to receive one. Obs."^
1634 Herbert Tmv, 118 If that Kingdome haue a pur-

gatory, so a conspiracie of., scalding sand, the burning Sun,
and vnreceiueable Cottages, can make one.

Unrecei'ved, ///. a. (Un-i 8.]

1540 ^ct 32 Hen. yilf, c. 5 The residue of the said dett.

.

remayning unlevied or unreceyvid by the said former
execution. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ivii. § 5 Where the
signes..of his grace are not either through contempt vn-
recetued, or receiued with contempt. 1651 G. W.tr. Ccwei's
Inst. 66 It is much questioned whether Tenant for life, .hath
any right, .to profits and fruits unreceived. 1725 Berkeley
Lett. Wks. 1871 IV. 112 Stock, and dividends unreceived
makeup the sum. 1748 Richardson C/arma (1811) V. xx. 235
Miss Howe's answer to my last unreceived. 1825 Coleridge
Aids Rejl. 196 The right though unreceived Owner of the
House,
Unrecei'ving, ppl a. (Un-^ 10.) 1566 in Three tsth

Cent, ChroH. (Camden) 138 To quyat y« matter y* churche
dores wer fayn to be closyd, and y^ paryschyns to departe
unreseyvynge for that day. Unreccptaut, a. (Un-' 7.)

1851 RusKiN Mod, Paint. I. ii. v. i. § 5 To maintain them-
selves obstinately unreceptant of the good.

Unrece ptive, a. (Ux- 1 7, 5 b.)
1778 Hartlkv Pref. to Swedenborg's Heav. <V//"^//p.xlviii,

The self-hardened . . render themselves unreceptive of mercy.
1865 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 349 To sharpen the attention
of a de6aiit and unreceptive mind such as Wolf. 1877* H. A.
Pace ' DeQuincyW.xxx, 147 That wholly unreceptive . . mood
which cannot even tempoiarily condescend to sympathy.
Uorecepti'vity. (Un-' 12, 5 b.) 1849 Alford Gk. Test.

I. 524 Instances of unreceptivity of spiritual meaning.
Unreci-procal, a. (Un-'7, 5 b.) [1775 Ash.] 1841 J. J.
Sylvester in LoHd.y etc Phil. Mag. XVIII. 138 The un.
reciprocal implication of systems of equations. Unre-
ciprocated,///. d. (Un-' 8.) iZSoVatuo^k Faithful/or
Ever 100 This poor, complaining wraith Of unreciprocated
faith. ^ 1887 Rider Haggard jfess iv, Nor was the liking
unreciprocated.

Unreci-ted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1587 Churchyard lyorth. IVales (1876) to An act so noble
. .shall not passe my pen vnresited. z66a Boyle Examen vi.

72,1 have left un-recited several, .undesired Expressions.
1760-71 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 126 Did you.,
jueet with any adventure, .yet unrecited?

Unrexked, ppl, a. (Un-' 8.) 1808 Scott Marm. i. xvii,

Unmark'd, at least unreck'd, the taunt, z86a Ellicot
Destiny 0/Creature i. (1865) 5 These animals, .dieunrecked
of and unheeded. Unre eking, ;^/. a. (Un-' la) 1868
Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 290 Unrecking of time-woven
subtleties. 1873 Mrs. Whitney Other Girls xxx. An utter-
ance of hard unrecking distinctness. Unre cklng^ess.
(Un-' 12.) 1873 .Mrs. Whitney Other Girls xxx, The hard
unreckingness was only the reflex of a tenderness quick, not
dead. Unre ckon, v, (Un-' 3.) 1561 Eden Art Navig,
II. vi. The dayes of the Moone beynge knowen, then
unrekenyng or disrekenynge backwarde, we shall knowe
the daye.^ 1598 Flokio, Discontare^ to vnreckon, to abate
tn reckoning.

Unre ckonable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1851 Hawthorne Ho. Seven £7aW« iv. An uncle, .might
. .make her the ultimate heiress of his unreckonable riches.

1880 .\. Raleigh IVay to City 267 It is even more 50 by
unreckonable degrees.

Unre-ckoned,///. a. (Un-18,8c. Cf.MDa.
ongerekent (Du. ongerekend), MHG. ungereckent

(G. ungerechtut), ON. ureikftaSr, Sw. ordknadj
Da, uregfiet.)

c J340 Haupole Pr. CoHiC. ii,(yi Na syn ^an unrekend sal

be, c 1450 Cav. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 166 Suche a carpynge is

unknowe, Onrekenyd in my regne. 1464 Mann. <y Househ.
Exp. (Roxb.) i6i Afflyr the same rekenynge Keverstonys
men.-askyd more wiche was onrekenyd as thei seyd, vj. s.

viij. d. 1551 Bp. Gardiner On Sacram. 75 The foure sub-
staunces, whiche this auctor . . numbreth of Christ, might haue
bene left vnrekened by tale. 1599 Daniel Musofih. (1601)
A iiij. Who doth touch the tenour of that vaine, Is held but
vain ; and his vnreckned pen The title but of Leuitie doth
gaine. i6a8 Gaule Pract. The. (1629) 100 These were his
Names, Many and Great ; yet is Jesvs (the Name aboue all

names) vnreckoned. 1690 Dryden Don Sebastian 111. i. Add
that falshood To a long Bill that yet remains unreckon'd.
1875 Lowell Under Old Elm 135 The casual gleanings of
unreckoned years. 1879 Babing-Gould Germany II. 283
The theory may be wrong, ..the calculation put out by un-
reckoned elements.

b. Wither.
1680 C. Nesse Ch. Hist. 452 God left not his cruelty long

unreckon'd for. 1894 Mrs. Dyan Mattes Keeping (1899)

47 This unreckoned-fur encounter. , was a bitter pang.

Unreclai'mable, 'z. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

1. Incapable of being reclaimed or reformed ; in-

corrigible : a. Of actions, qualities, etc.

1577 tr. Builinger's Decades 438/1 The lewes . , for their

vnreclaymcable affiaunce in the lawe are vtterl^ reiected.

i6c7 ToPSELL Four-f. Beasts 305 He . . faleth into some
furious and vnreclaimable euill qualitie.s. 165a Sclater
Civ, Magistracy (1653) 8, Men, who are full of savage and
unreclaimable desires.

b. Of persons. Also const. ^/'(Jw.

a 1656 Bp, Hall Serm. 1 Pet. i. 10 Wks, 1863 V, 681 That
dreadful place of torment, which is the unavoidable portion

of careless and unreclaimable sinners. 1680 C. Nbsse Ch.

Hist. 195 He finds her unreclaimable from her idols, a 1716

309

Blackall JVks. (1723) I. 258 He is not unreconcileable to
us until we become unreclaimable. 1717 Fleetwood Bur-
dett's Let. II 'Tis the Proceeding of the..tenderest Fathers
..with their Sons, when so enormously ungracious, wicked,
and unreclaimable.
absol. 1685 J. ScoTT Chr. Life ii. iv. § i To pour out the

Vials of his Wrath upon the obstinate and unreclaimable.

1 2. Untameable, uncontrollable. Obs.

1609 Holland Amm. MarcelL 401 This kind of men so
quicke and nimble, so untamed and unreclaimable. 161 <

CoTGR., Bceuf brant . .Vi kind of wild Oxe., vnreclaimable,

and onely good for the shambles.

3. Not liable to be claimed back.
1777 Potter ^schylus. Supplicants 107 That we might

be permitted here to dwell Free, unreclaimable, inviolate.

Hence Unreclai'iuably adv,
1645 Bp, Hall Peace Maker vii. 57 Those .. who doe

pertinaciously, and unreclaimably malntaine Doctrines
destructive to tlie foundation of Christian Religion. 1652
Hevlvn Cosmogr, in, 106 Unreclamably addicted to their

antient Judaism.

TJnreclai med, ppl a, [Un-1 8, 5 b.]

1. fa. Not summoned to return. Obs.—^
CX470 Harding Chron. cxxii. ii. He then his lawe and

peace alwaye proclaymed .. And so held on to London vn-

reclaymed,

b. Not demanded back.
1748 Earl Nugent To Mankind x\m, Wise nature mocks

th' wrangling herd ; For unreclaim'd, and untransfer'd, Her
pow'rs and rights remain.

2. Not reclaimed from error or wrong-doing ; not
reduced to order or good ways ; unreformed.
160a Shaks. Ham. \\. i. 34 The flash and out-breake of a

fiery minde, A sauagenes in vnreclaimed bloud of generall
assault. x6ii Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. iv. i. 138/1 Their
manners vnreclaimed, and barbarisnie.., doe witnesse no
such ciuilitie sowen, to bee in that plot. 1757 W. Wilkie
Epigon. IX. 281 Yet, unreclaim'd, from such atrocious deeds.
To more and worse your desp rate rage proceeds. 1827
PoLLOK Course T. 11. 483 In tormenting, pained ; Unawed
by wrath, by mercy unreclaimed. 1830 Mackintosh Progr.
Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I, 256 They retain whatever was
admirable in their unreclaimed state.

3. Untamed ; unsubdued.
1618 Latham Falconry Contents, Of the Ostringer, and.

.

Goshawke compared with other Fowles of the ayre, ar. they
are vnreclaimed and wilde. 1631 Chap.man Csesar <5- Pompey
Plays 1873 in. 193 Antony: [of CatoJ. Vnreclaimed man I

i6s»3 Dryden Ovid's Met, xiii. Acis 81 Bullocks, unre-
claim'd to bear the Yoke.

4. Uncultivated, wild.
X78X Cowper Expost. 46S This island, spot of unreclaim'd

rudeearth. iSra Planting 22 (L.U.K.), [Such] unreclaimed
lands.. can seldom be prepared as abovt 2856 Olmsted
Slave States 157 Land of this description , .in its unreclaimed
state.

Hence 0nreclai*medness.
i6n Cotcr., Sauvageti^ sauagenesse, wildnesse, unre-

claimednesse. 1646 S. Bolton Arraigum. Err. 28 Unre-
claimednesse under any sin whatever will bring in eirour.

Unreclaiming:, ///. a. (Un-* 10.) x8so Shelley
Prometh. Unb. iil iv. 187 Love Dragged to his altars. .And
slain amid men's unreclaiming tears. Unrecli*ning,
ppl, a. (Un-* id.) 1777 Potter Aischylus^ Prom. Bd. 7
Therefore the joyless station of this rock Unsleeping, un-
reclining, shalt thou keep,

* nnrecoflnxi'tion, (Un- i i 2, 5 b.)
XB69 Mrs. Whitney Hitherto ix. Everybody who has a

goading ambition has knowledge., of a cold exasperating
unrecognition. 1875 Howells Foregone Concl. (18S2) 299
She kept her eyes upon him with a dreamy unrecognition.

Unrecognizable, a. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

1817 CoLERiixiE Biog. Lit. II. 83 When a number of suc-
cessive lines can be rendered ..unrecognizable as verse,.,

by simply transcribing them as prose. 1847 Ld. Lindsay
Chr. Art I. p. cxiii, He returned so disfigured . ., that he
was unrecognisable save by his voice.

Hence Vnrecog'iiizableness ; -ably adv.

1879 Stevenson Trav. Cevennes 40 The mist had almost
unrecognisably exaggerated their forms. 1883 H. Drum-
MONO Nat. Law in Spir. IV. 503 One of the most recog-
nisable characteristics of life is its unrecognisableness.

Unrecognized,///. a. (Un- i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1813 Shelley Q. Mob vi. 189 Not a thought,
.. Nor the events enchaining every will, .. pass Unrecog-
nized, or unforeseen by thee. 1861 [Mrs. A. J. Penny]
J\Qmance Dull Life xxxvii. 265 She felt she was still in

unrecognised disgrace.

Unre cognizing, //>/. a. (Un-1 io.)
d!i8i4 Witness iiL iii. m Neiv Brit. Theatre I. 35 A kins-
man proudly rich. Whose haughty and unrecognizing eye
Had never glanc'd on him. i8^ Sears A than. 11. x, 233 He
walked to Emmaus with the two unrecognizing disciples.

1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Miner's Right xxxviii, He gazed
for one moment at me with strange, unrecognising air.

Hence XTure'co^niziugly adv,
1891 CoTF-S 3 Girls on Barge 76 The Essingtons had passed

us, unrecognisingly.

Unrecollected, ppl. a, (Un-i 8.)

(") >733 Watts Philos. Ess. (1734) 127 Our unrecollected
and useless Dreams. 1803-12 Bentham Ration. Judic.
Evid. (1827) I, 276 Unrecollected, when occasion comes for

recollecting it, it will be tantamount to silence.

(/;) 1850 J. H. Newman Dij^c. Anglic. 233 Such a soul, so
selfish, so unrecollected,

Unrecomme*ndaMe, a, (Un-' 7 b.) 1830 Miss Mit-
FO_RD Village Ser. iv. 237, I should have objected to it .. as
being utterly unrecommendable by one rational person to
another.

Unrecomme'uded, />//. fz. (Un-1 8.)

c 1550 CHtKE Let. in Athenasum 28 Aug. (1909) zyjfi,
I would rather that you would, unproved and unrecom-
mended, do well. 1704 Moderat. Dispt. v, A Notion un-
defin'd in Vertues Schools, Unrecommended by her sacred
Rules. 179a A. Young Trav, France 190 Unknown and

UNRECOVERABLE.
unrecommended at Nice, I expected nothing but what
could be shot flying in any town.

Unrexoupensable, a. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

t Incapable of being remedied.
iSa6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W, 1531) 203 b, Surely this

offence is., of man vnrecompensable. 1560 Becon Ne7u
Catech. Wks. 1564 I. 304 Whiche miserye and wretched-
nesse was so greate and vnrecompensable, that from it ..

no creature .. coulde delyuer me. 1587 Fleming Coiitn.
Holinshed III, 1329/1 The heinous and vnrecompensable
defamation of the course of iustice.

Unrecompensed, pfL a. (Un-1 8.)
1469 Paston Lett. II. 379 Yif ye any thyng doo..to the

pleasir of my Lordes, it will neither be unremembrid ne
unrecompensid. 1553 Eden Decades (Arb.) 310 He shall
returne .

. not vnrecompensed with iust rewards. 1581 A.
Hall Hiati i. 5 Thinkst thou it fit I leaue the maide, and
emptie go my waves Vnrecompenste. 1621 Fletcher Wild
Goose Chace iv. iii. Heaven will not see so true a love un-
recompenc'd. aij6^ Shenstone Ess. Wks. 1777 II. 29 To
retire at last unrecompensed . . was beyond all power of
resolution. 1822 Lamb Elia i. Bachelor's Compl.fThc dis-
play of married happiness, .is throughout pure, unrecom-
pensed, unqualified insult. 1840-1 Wordsw. Mem. Tour
Italy iii. 10 Yet not unrecompensed are they who learn [etc.]-

tUnreco'mptless, a. [Un-' 7, 15] Incapable of being
related or reckoned. 1593 Lodge Misc. Pieces (Hunter. CI.)

14 Fvll fraught with vnrecomptles swcete Of your faire face
that stole mine eie,

Unrexoncilable, a. Now rare, (Un-1 7 b,

5 b.)

1577 tr, Builinger's Decades iv. ii. 574/1 That vnrecon-
cileable and harde hart 1618 Fenton's Guicciard. (ed. 3)

344 Uhe Pope shewing signes of a person vnreconcileable
against Alphonso, 1646 Hammond Tracts 25 Whether it

be reconcileable or unreconcileable with a good conscience.

1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. a Tim. iii. 3 Men that will

not live in peace, but are unreconcileable. a 1716 [see

Unreclaiiwvble a. r b], 1896 Advance (Chicago) 2 Apr.

475/2 Teachings, .absolutely unreconciiable with the teach-
ings of the New Testament,
Hence TJureconcilableness ; -ably adv,
1650 Vind. Hammond's Addr. iii. § 7 The *unreconcile-

ablenesse of those two opinions (the one with the other).

ti62o Bp. Hall Contempl.^ O. T. xv. vii. How much lesse

shall the God of mercies bee *unreconciIeably displeased
with his owne. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. i. ii. (1655) 6
The minde of man. .will fully and unreconcileably disagree.

Unreconciled, /^/. a. (Un-i 8, 5 b.)
c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 152 Wretched were that persone

that. . wolde be vnreconcyled and dysceuered froii' that holy
vnyte. 15x3 Bradshaw St. Werburge i. 872 Dredynge sore

the iustyce of god almyght For his fathers demerytes vn«
reconsyled On hym to fall. 1564 Dorman Proofe Cert. Art,
Rclig. 33 b, He.. was forced to leaue the two places at a
iarre vnreconciled. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 27 Any Crime
Vnreconcil'd as yet to Heauen, and Grace. 167X Mrs.
Bkhn Forc'd Marr. i, ii, As those unreconciled to Heaven
Would bear the pangs of death. 1711 G. Hickes Two
Treat. Chr. Priesih. (1847) l^* 4^ The offering of unrecon-
ciled Christians. 1769 Burke Obs. ^ Late St. Nat' 90 The
unreconciled principles of the original discord of parties,

1817 Shelley Rev, Islam i. xxvii. He clianged from starry

shape., To a dire Snake, with man and beast unreconciled.

1873 Symonds Grk. Poets xii. 420 Yet the spirit and the
flesh still remained in unreconciled antagonism.

t Unreconciliable, ^. Obs. [UN-i7b, 5 b.]

Unreconciiable.

1589 T. White Sertn. Paules Crosse 47 Deuiding his \sc.

Christ's] Bodie by vnreconciliable hatred among our selues.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <V CI. v. i. 47 Let me lament , . that our
Starres Vnreconciliable, should diuide our equalnesse to

this. 1628 tr. Mathiett's Powerf. Favorite 87 From this

instant their mindes became vnreconciliable.

tUnreconcUiate,//5/. <i. Sc. Obs.-^ [Un-' 8 b.] Un-
reconciled. 1588 Reg, Privy Council Scot. IV. 283 Sa lang

as the said deidlie feid . .standis unreconsiliat, Unrecon-
noi'tred, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1899 Westm, Caz. 13 Dec.

5 I Country unreconnoitred is unknown in a military sense.

Unreconstructed, />//. a. (Uk-I 8; cf.

Reconstruction i b.)

1869 Nation 25 March 221/2 Butler's Committee on Re-
construction reported in favor of extending . . the time during
which an 'unreconstructed* Southerner may retain his

Government employment. 1877 Longf, in Life (i8gi) III.

277 A letter from Mr. —, of Washington, a fierce and 'un-

reconstructed ' rebel.

UnrecoTdable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 1874 M. Collins
Transmigr. ill. xviii. 271 That delicious unrecordable

nonsense which some people fancy can only be talked once
in a life-time.

Unreco-rded,/^/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm, 287 Had Salomon neuer beene,

or had his fall been vnrecorded. i66a Stillingfl. Orig.

Sacrm ii. i § z Supposing that God had left the matters of

Divine revelation unrecorded at all, 1671 Milton P. R,i.

16 Deeds . . in secret done, And unrecorded left through

many an Age, 17*5 Pope Odyss. iv. 276 Antilochus, a name
Not unrecorded in the rolls of fame. 1847 Keble Serm. •

Pref. p. Ixviii, The more established theory of silent un-

recorded Tradition. 1881 P. Brooks Candle of Lord 133
A thousand unrecorded patriots helped to make Washington.
UnrecoTding, ppl. a, (Un-' 10.) 1849 Tennyson ' You

vtight liave tvon the Poet's name ' 7 A life that moves to

gracious ends Thro' troops of unrecording friends. tUn-
recou'nselled, ///. a. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 8.] Unrecon-
ciled. 15^ Bellenden Livy in. xix. (S.T.S.) II. 26 He
declarit him Inemye and as 5it vnreconsellit to l^is man.

1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 407 The said unrecounsalit

bluid and inymitie. Unrecou'nted, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

1613 Shaks. Hen. VlII^ iii. ii. 48 Marry this is yet but
yong, and may be left To some eares vnrecounted.

Unreco'vera'ble, a. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

fl. That cannot be recovered; completely lost.

14. . Brut 319 5et thilk Northren wynd. .lost good wijK>ute

norabre vnrecouerable. 1448 Extr. Aberd. Reg, (1844) I,

401 Al sumes. .bath recouerable and unrecouerable. a 1500



TJNRECOVERABLY. 310 TJNREELABLE.
Ckamcti's Dreme 1753 This hasty farme had bene a feast,

And now is unrecoverable, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia i. v, To
lament the losse of such a jewelT, so much the more, as that
skilful men in that arte assured it was unrecoverable. 1617
MoRYSON Itin. I. 278 The vnrecouerable losse of time. 1650
Baxter Saints' R. vx, ii. 281 Oh my unconceiveable un-
recoverable loss

!

2. From which no recovery is possible; past
remedy or cure.

1561 Daus tr. BuUinger ch Apoc, 533 The most certaine,
%-nrecouerable, and most weightie destruction of Rome.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr, xiii. xxxiv. (1886) 287 To
make an unrecoverable wound in your bellie. 1608 Machim
Dumbe Knt. iii, I doe not think this ill Is yet so big as un-
recoverable. X644 Vicars ^(7^m Mount i An unrecoverable
cursed estate of damnation. x888 Amer. Jml. Psychol,
''^b- 333 Loss of memory is so commonly associated with
unrecoverable cases.

tUnreco'verably, adv, Obs, [Un-1 7 b,

5 b.] Irrecoverably,
c 1445 Pecock Dotut (1921) 160 5itt if )>ei be not vnrecouer-

abli [unrejdressable, l>ou5 to so redresse happily longij* sum
labour. 1578 Walsingham in Nicolas Li/e <V T.Sir C, Hatton
(1847) 60 We shall estrange Scotland from us unrecoverably.
i6a8 T. Spencer Logick 125 Thereby we finde, that this

condition befalls them secretly, certainly, vnrecoverably.
4x1652 Brome DavtoiselU m. ii, [He isj most unrecoverably
mad ! 1690 Baxter Kingd. Christ iv. (1691) 49 They are
unrecoverably Extinct.

Uiireco-vered,#/. ay [Un-1 8.]

1. From which no recovery is or has been made.
C16X1 Chapman Iliad ix. 247 Consider these affairs in

time,..And have the grace to turn from Greece fate's un-
recover'd hour. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. 11. 74 Too late
(alas) we find The softness of thy sword.. To be the onely
cause of vnrecouerM spoile. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Siege Tif"J- Wks. 12 Then fell they to an vnrecouered wane.
2. Not recovered or regained.
01693 PotXEXFEN Disc. Trade (1697) 4 The other half

Million . . we may be sure they did not give us, or left un-
recovered, but took it from us. 1855 M. Arnold Baldfr
Dead III. 235 They bind us. .To leave for ever Balder in the
grave. An unrecover'd prisoner. 1807 Daily News 21 Jan. 6
A telegram, .states that the body of Fowler is unrecovered.

3. Not having recovered {from something).
1737 Parnell Poems 94 Lychenor following with a down-

ward Blow, Reach'd in the Lake his unrecover'd Foe. i860
Froude Hist. Eng. VI. 235 With a stomach unrecovered
from the sea . . he sate down , . to a public English supper.
zS8o Emma Marshall Troubl. Times iv. 288 Being yet on
my bed, unrecovered of ihat fore-mentioned illness.

tUnreco'vered,/^/. a} Obs. [Un.' 8.) Not covered
up, obvious. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades iv. i. 534/2 The
vnfigured and vnrecouered promises., in the Psalmes.
Unre-creating, ppU a. (Un-' la) a 1861 T. Winthrop
Life in open Air xii. (1863I 90 A feeble, restless, un-
recreating slumber. Unrecrui'table, a. (Un-' 7 b.
Cf UsRECRUiTiBLE d.) [1775 AsH.) 1884 Imp. Dict. IV.
514/2 Unrecruitable heahh, strength, &c.

TJnrecruited, ^/"Z. a. (Un-i 8.1

1640 J. Arnway Tablet 33 To avoide the next storme
which- His unrecreuted Armie might not encounter, a i66z
Fuller Worthies^ Cheshire i. (1662) 187 Had the Royalists
pursued this Single Enemy, (as yet unrecruited with ad-
ditional strength,) they had finally worsted him. 171a
Blackmore Creation v. 240 By unrecruited waste . . His
glorious stock long since had been consum'd. 1859 Macm.
Mag. IV. 47 Lest the ranks of the ministry should be un-
recruited by candidates from this first class of intelligence.

1891 E. KiNGLAKE Ausiraliatts at Home 107 The ranks of
larrikins do not go unrecruited from among the sons of the
more respectable poor.

t Unrecrui'tlble, a. Obs. [Un-' 7.] Incapable of get-
ting recruits. 1644 Milton Edjtc. 7 Their empty and
unrecrutible \ed. 1738 unrecruitable] Colonells of twenty men
in a company. Unrextifiable, a, (Un-' 7 b.) a 1678
Stanley Hist. Philos. (1687) ix. 541/2 Such a person must
be unlearned, and unrectifiable.

Unrextified,///. a, [Un-1 8.]

1. Not corrected or amended.
1638 Rider Horace, Odes m. xiv, You youths, .. Forbeare

all languages unrectifi'd, i66a Hibbert Body Divinity i.

306 Many things were left unrectified, which, .they did not
see. 1686 Jeffreys in Howell .S"M/^ 7>ials (1811) XI. 591/2
That one mistake in point of taw might not go unrectified.

1837 WoRDSW, i)/^/«. Tour Italy L329 Diligence uninspired,
Unrectified, unguided..By godlike insight. 1805 W. H.
Hudson Spencer's Philos. 171 The unrectified egotistic
emotions of the dweller in cave and wilderness.

2. Not purified or refined,

1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Pkihs. 11. ii. 36 Unrectified
spirit of man's blood. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. 144/1
The Oil..stinks so abominably, that it is scarce possible to
be used alone, especially unrectified. 1766 Compt. Farmer
s.v. Purging, Unrectified oil of amber. 1840 Hood Kilman'
sfgg. Misery ix, Drops of unrectified spirit distill 'd From the
limbeck of Pride and Vanity.
Unrecu'mbent, a. (Un-' 7.) 1784 Cowper Task v. 29

The cattle., seem half petrified to sleep In unrecumbent
sadness. tUnrecu'perable, a. Obs.— ^ [Un-' 7 b,

5 b-l = Unrecoverable a. 2. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas i.

XXV. (1494) fij/i For comfortles and vnrect parable [1558
unrecurable] Are thilke hepyd sorowes. c 1535 Elyot Let.
in Gov. (1883) p. cxvi, To my importable charges and unre.
cuperabie decay of my lyving.

t Unrecurable, a, Obs. [Un-I 7 b, 5 b.]
=== Uneecoverable a.

CX450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 313 Thus oure lawys
dystroyd myth be, And to us alle unrecurabyl I 1465
Paston Let. II, 182 A newe mater a newe cost and many
smale growe to a gret summe, and summe mater on-
recurabyll. 1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. 77 b, An unrecure-
able dyshonoure it were unto yow. 1597 G. Harvey
Trimming Nashe Wks, (Grosart) III. 24 If this remedie
helpe not, surely thou art vnrecurable.
tUnrecuTea,/^/.rt. Obs. [UN-'8,5b.) Notalleviated

or remedied. i430-4« Lyogatb Bochas i. x. (1494) d j b/x

My sorowes let se If any sorowe or myscheef vnrecuryd
Maycounturpeyce to that I haue enduryd. tUnrecuT*
ing,///.(i. Obs.—^ [Un-' 10.] Not adinit ting of recovery.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iii. i. 90, I found her. .Seeking to hide
herselfe as doth the Deare That hath receiude some vn»
recuring wound. Unre'd, a. rare~^. (Un-' 7.) a 1300
Cursor M. 24471 pi face es wan as ros vnrede.

t Unre'de. Obs, fOE. unrkd (f. un- Un-^ 4 a,

h-vrsd Rede sbX)^ = OFris. unrH, WFris. on-^

iinrie{d},UDu.onrael (Du. -raad),011G. (MHG.)
unrtU (G. urtral/i), ON. urdd (MSw. oradh, Sw.
orddy MDa. iiradj Da. and Norw. ttraad)."] Lack
of counsel or wisdom ; evil counsel ; folly.

C893 K. v'Elfred Oros. iv. xii. aio Scipia..self sacdc^jet
hit ware se meesta unraed & se maesta ^cdwola. <:iioo

O. E, Chron. (MS. D) an. 1048, Ac hit Jjuhte unraed eallum
folce. c laos Lay. 8011 Wale, wale, vnrsed [C127S onreadj,
mani cniht ^u makest dasd. ^1350 Gen. ^ Ex. 1906,
xii. 5er or ysaac was dead lacobes sunes deden un-red.
c xz'j^ Sinners Beware -i^Qj, in O.E.Misc.^z HegredeJ> t»anne
heye, pe wrecches and ^jc vnsleye, pat luuede t?e vnredes.

b. As the epithet given to King Ethelred II : see

Ukreadt a.2

c xazo Leges Edw, in Lambarde Archaionomia fol. 138b,
j^ldredus unrade, . .Edmundus yrenside. 1c 1275 Livere de
Reis de Engleiere (Rolls) 96 Cesti Eilred aucone genz
apelent Eilred Unred ; e assez proprement.

Unrede, variant of Unride a.

TTnredee'mable, a, (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)
1584 Reg, Privy Council Scot. III. 672 Heretabill tennen-

dreis unredimabill. 1593 Sidneys Arcadia \\\. (1598) 363
Zelmanes graue [shall] become her mariage bed,.. before I

will leaue a marke in my selfe of an vnredeemeable trespasse.
161X CoJG^., Irrachetabley vnredeemable; not to bee bought
..at any price. 1813 I,. Hunt in Examiner 11 Jan. 17/2
Men, who.. would have left us, unredeemed and unredeein.
able, the habitual slaves of every species of despotism. 1856
RusKiN Mod. Paint. III. IV. xv. § g This absence of colour
from rocks. . was in their eyes an unredeemable defect.

Unredeemed, ppL a. [Un-i 8.]

tl. Unretrieved, unremedied. Obs."^
iSa6 Piigr, Per/. (1531) 264 b, That no circumstance

sholde be lefte vnredemed that myght let thy saluacyon.

2. Not Spiritually redeemed ; unsaved,
1548 Geste Pr. Masse I viij b, Ther shuld be made . . prayer

for the dead to.. release them wyth al (as otherwyse vnre-
demed and payned). 1663 Jer. Taylor Three Serm. (1663)
82 The state of a carnal, unredeemed, unregenerate person.

1760 Law Spir. Prayer i. 76 Our redemption is this new
birth; if this is not done,., we are still unredeemed. 1850
Hawthorne Scarlet L. xviii, Breathing the wild, free atmo-
sphere of an unredeemed, unchrisiianized, lawless region.

absoL 1827 PoLLOK Course T. viii. 796 He stood With
eye, of all the unredeemed, most sad.

3. Not recovered, ransomed, or released, by pur-

chase or otherwise. (In quot. i896 = Irredeemed.)
1554 [see Unransomed]. 1572 N. Roscarrocke Prelim.

Verses in Bossewell Armone, Caparisons ther fixed hang,
..With armors fully furnished, and gauntlets vnredeemd.
1648 Hexham ii, t?'/^^/c^/, Vnredeemed,or Vnreleased. 1845
McCuLLOCH Taxation 1. i. 59 note. The land-tax redeemed
amounts to 737,285/. a-year, and the unredeemed to 1,069,904/.
a-year. 1856 Kingsley 3fisc, (1859) II. 3 [Lands] yet un-
redeemed from the wild beast and the wild hunter. 1896
Daily News 16 Oct. 5/3 The most elaborate [wreath] being
sent by the other 'unredeemed ' Italian city of Trieste,

b. spec. Not recovered from pawn.
1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1B61) 180 The articles sold..

are all pawnbrokers' pledges unredeemed. 1881 E. F. Povn-
TER Among the Hills II. 30 Teapot and candlesticks both
had.. been pledged and unredeemed.

4. Not remedied or relieved {by some good quality

or feature) ; unmitigated ; absolutely bad.
1805 W. Roscoe Leo X, 1 1. 22 A man so totally unredeemed

by a single virtue. 1843 Carlylk Past 4- Pr. ni. xii, The
unredeemed ugliness is that of a slothful People. i86a
' Shirley *

(J. Skelton) Nugx Crit. vi. 320 The villain of the
piece, who is.. an unredeemed and impossible blackguard.
1896 H. G. Wells iVlieels of Chance viii. He was not an
unredeemed rough taking advantage of a misuke.
6. Not performed or realized.
x8i3 L. Hunt in Examiner 7 Dec. 770/2 Your promise

has remained unredeemed. x86a Goulburn Pers. Relig. 11,

ix. The great gulf of unredeemed possibilities.

Hence Unredee'medly adv.
iSSS ^Ihen^um 28 Feb. 276/3 If she had.. one touch of

refinement, . . instead of being unredeemedly vulgar.

fUnre-dely.^a^z'. Obs.-^ [Un-1 ii; cf. next and
OE. unrkdHce, ON. ikrd6liga.'\ Without restraint.
CX200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 173 He bit here unbette sennes..

bigraden hem shameliche, and biten hem unradeliche.

t XTnre'dily, adv, Obs. [Un-i i i, or f. Unredt
a. Cf. prec] Without counsel or consideration

;

imprudently, unwisely, inadvisedly.
1398 Trevisa Bnrth. De P. R. xvn. Iv. (Tollem. MS.),

Auctoures menej? )?at yt is a ful violent herbe, and schall be
take redily and warly; for he greue)? and soone slefr, yf it is

unredily [L. indiscrete] take to any person, c 1445 Pecock
Donet 142 perfore hem silf in Y\% mater J>ei biwamblen so
rudely and so vnredily. c 1449 — Repr. 11. xx. 274 Al this
vndirstonde not y of the Bible aloon,as summen ouer vnredili
..vndirstoiiden.

tUnredou'bting,///. a. Obs. [Un-> 10.] Not antici-
patiyej unapprehensive. 1665 J. Sergeant Sure Footing
49 That the Rule of Faith must be apt lo justify unreflecting
and unredoubting persons, .is found most exactly in Tradi-
tion. Unredressable, a. (Un.> 7 b, 5 b.) 1607 S, Collins
Semi,{\taZ) 81 If it bad come any later, the euill had beene
almost vnredressable. 1665 J. Sergeant Sure Footing ^\
That Principle which is the necessary Parent of such ruinous
and unredressable disorders. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit.
I. Pref. 55 He thereupon grew unredressable and irreconcil-
able with the whole order.

TTnredre'ssed,///. a. (Un-i 8, 8 c.)

1563 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 244 All attemptatis coni-

mittit upoun the subjectis of Scotland and unredressit for.

1590 Spenser F. Q. iv. viii. 41 That vnto death had doen him
vnredrest, Had not the noble Prince his readie stroke represt.

1617 Campion Third Bk. of Ayres xvii. 11 So may I dye
vnredrest, Ere my long loue be possest. 1639 Fuller Holy
IVar II. XXV. 76 Weaned with delayes, (he) returned back
with his grievances unredressed. 1721 Amhkrst Terrx Fit.

No. 6 (1726) 30 The king's friends remain still unredress'd,
and the kings honour unrepair'd to this day. x8o6^««.
Rev. IV. 886 An important public paper . . which makes many
allegations of grievance, still true, and still unredressed. 1877
Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor. ix. 230 Wickedness unwarned
and wrong unredressed.
Unredu'ceable, rt. (UN.'7b.) 1851 Ruskin .S7(»«« F^m.

I. p. X, I determined to separate the text and the unreduce-
abfe plates.

Unreduced,//'/. a. [Un-i 8.]

f 1. Sc. Not annulled or repealed. Obs,
^57»~3 l^^g- Privy Council Scot. II. 185 The saidis first

charter and confirmatioun following thatrupoun standing
unreducit. 1606 [see Unquarrelled]. ai639SpoTTiswooD
Hist. Ch. Scot. VI. (1655) 307 The sentence of forfeittue..

stood unreduced.

2. Unsubdued ; not taken by force,

1689 Apol. Fail. Walker s Ace. 20 Whether some Men are
not satisfy'd.. Ireland be entirely lost,. .and remain unre-
duc'd for some years, rather than Dissenters be employ'd in

retrieving it. 1884 Leeds Merc. (Weekly Suppl.) 15 Nov. 6/2
Stirling Castle, the chief place of strength.., still remained
unreduced.

3. Med, Not restored to a normal state.

1749 T. Gataker Le Dran's Operat. Surg. 101 When an
intestine is gangrened and remains unreduced. 178B Monro
Anat. 39 The annihilation, .of the head of a bone.., after an
unreduced fracture. 1837 Quain Elem.Anat, (ed. 4) 57 Those
cases of unreduced dislocations where the tendons slide over
bones. 1857 T. Watson Led. Physic (ed. 4) I. 35 The dis-

location remaining unreduced.

4. Not dissolved or comminuted.
1781 Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 63 Dr. Priestley having. .dis-

solved mercury in the nitrous acid,.. constantly found a
considerable proportion of it tmreduced. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. ff Art II. 609 Those [lands] which contain
a large proportion of unreduced vegetable matter. x88o J.
Dunbar Pract. Papermaker 24 The rags must . . be . . drawn
out into fibre without having the smallest particle of rag
unreduced to half'Stuff.

5. Not brought down to simple terms; not applied

to some use.

1798 Hutton Course Math. 1. 251 The rule maybe applied
at once to an unreduced equation. »8«7 Pollok Course T.
viii. 213 The bigot theologian, in minute Distinctions skilled,

and doctrines unreduced To practice.

6. Unlessened, undiminished. ^

1830 Bentham O^c. Apt. Maximized^ Further Exir,
Const, Code 15 The emptional mode; according to which,
mention is made of the greatest sum he will give for it, if

unreduced. 1885 in Longm. Mag. Mar. (1900) 434 To enable
them to maintain their existence, with unreduced vitality,

against the severities of the climate.

unreducible, a. [UN-I7, 5 b.] Irreducible.

1643 Milton Divorce 44 By Laws commanding over the
unreducible antipathies of nature. 1736 Phil. Trans,
XXXIX. 333 This Rupture was.. fixed and unreducible.
1768 IVoman ofHonor II. 159 Those have laughed at it in

theory on judgmg it unreducible to practice. X858 H. Bush-
NELL Nat. gr Supemat, xii. (1862) 276 There is nothing
eccentric that.. will not fall into the general aim of the
plan..; no fantastic matter that is unreducible. x86i Sir
W. Fairbairn Iron\^ An invention.. to smelt otherwise
useless and unreducible ores.

Hence ITnredu'cibleness.
1694 South Serm. (1698) III. 271 Their Strangeness and

Unreducibleness to the common Methods and observations
of Nature.

t Unreduxt,///. ff. Obs.-"^ [UN-'Sb.] Unreduced. x6o8
Middleton Fam. Love iii. i, Thought vnreduct to Art, Is
but an Embrion in the truest sence.

t Unredy, a. Obs. [UN-I7. Cf. Unbeadt(7.2]
Not well advised ; incautious, rash, foolish.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 91 Eyt>er manere sum-
mynge is as vnredy as ojwr. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xin. 216
An vnredy reue H residue shal spenc.in a myntewhile.
c X449 PEcocKy?^r. Prol. 3 Ech such vngroimdid and vnredy
and ouer hasti. . Slamer.

Unre,e-dified.///. a, (Un-1 8.)
1519 in Somerset. 9^ Dorset. N. ^ Q. (1893) III. 244 Every

half yere that the said scolehouse shall be unbuylded or un-
reedefyed. 1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 8 § 1 By reason of
whiche burninge..many voide groundes..[are] remayninge
nowat thisdayeunreedyfied. i^xAci-^iHen. K///,c.i9§i
Houses of habitation . . whiche nowe are fallen downe decayed
and at this tyme remayne unreedilied.

Unree'l, v. [Un- 2 3.]

1. trans. To unwind from a reel or skein.
Chiefly^^. Quot. 1605 is echoed by several later writers,

as in quot. 1652.

1567 GoLDiNG Ovid!s Met. x. 122, 1 Beseech yee of Eury-
dicee vnreele the destinye. 1598 Florio, Sgominare, . .xq
vnreele yarne. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. ni. Laiv
1377 Un-winde the bottom of old Times again, Of Ages past
un-reel the snarled slcain. 1606 J. Raynolds Dolameys
Prim. (1880) 77 Ye fates vnreele my lou's sad destinie. 165a
Bknlowes Theoph. xii. Ixxxvi, Unwinde Times ball again,
Unreel through ages its snarl'd skain. 1889 Engineer 15 Nov.
413 A measured mile course was laid off by unreeling from
an anchored stake buoy one mile of fine wire.

2. hitr. To become unwound.
1886 Tribune Bk. Sports 163 (Cent.), The line will unreel

faster than it is needed. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 13 Jan. 2/1 They
shall mark the Empire's line unreel From Cairo to the Cape.
XJiiree-lable,<z. (Un-i 7 b.)
16x1 CoTGR., IndevidabUf vnwindable, vnreelable. 1863

All year Round It July 467/3 That the moth, in escaping
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from the cocoon,, .cuts it, and renders it unreelable. 1887
Encycl. Brit. XXII. 62/2 Unreelable cocoons, i.e., those

which are pierced, torn, or cut.

XTnreeve, t*. [Un-2 3.] trans. To withdraw

(a rope, etc.) from being reeved.

1600 in Hakluyt Voy. III. §47 Wee vnriued our sheates,

lackes, halliers, and other ropes, c 1625 NomencL Navalis
(Harl. MS.) s.v. Reeve^ When wee would haue that Roape
pulled out of the Block, &c. wee say vnreeue that Roape, or

the Brases, Lifts, Sheats,&c.arevnreeued. i6^Cn^t, Smith's
Seaman's Gram. i. 81 To pull a Rope out of a Block is called

unreeving the Rope. 1730 Capt. W. Wriclesworth MS,
Log-bk. ofthe^Lyell* i Aug., Yesterday afternoon unreeved
the tuning Rigging. 1745 P. Thomas JmL Anson's Voy.\i,%

We unreev'd \sc. the rope].. And reev'd a new one. 1804
Naval Chron. XI!. 480 The chain-pumps were unrove, and
leathered afresh. iSi^o R. H. Dana Be/, Mast v, We.. sent

down the royal yards, and unrove the gear. 1883 Man.
Seamanship/or Boys 59 Jib or flying.jil) stays can be un-
rove, . .and then rove through the lacing.

reji. 1847 Kipping Sailmaking 49 By the loosening of
which they unreeve themselves.

b. fig, (See quots.)

1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxix. Cockroaches, fleas and
other vermin.. must have unrove their life-lines before the
hatches were opened. 1867 Smyth Sailor's ll^ord-bk, 707
Unrove his life-line^ departed this life.

Hence Unree'ved///, «.l, XTnree'vinfif z'^/. sh.

1730 Capt. W. Wriggi.rsworth MS. Log-bk. ofthe^Lyell^
14 Aug., Alt our unreev'd Rigging is a shore. [1775 Ash,
Unreeving.\ 1893 Kipling Life's Handicap 182 The
reeving and unreeving of the bed-tapes.

Unree*ved,///. «.' (Un-' 8.) 1795 Smkaton Edystone
L. Expl. Plate 18 The greater sheaves,"before left unreeved.
tUnrefe liable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's

Ch. 358 Which to alt ..is an argument vnrefellable. i6aa
F. Markham Bk. Warm. ix. 116 Doubtlesse I could hold.,

almost an unrefellable disputation therein. UnrefcTTing,
tpl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. in. ix. § 5 He,.
Degan the innocent Order of the Garter, unreferring to any
of his former atchievements. 1814 Miss L. M. Hawkins
Mem.ytXz. 1.2^7 There is abnut them.. so unreferring a
recoil into themselves, that [etc.]. Unrefi'ne, v. (Un-' 3.)

179a W. Roberts Looker-on No. 27 (1794) I. 392 How I wish
you could a little unrefine yourself. 1869 H. Bushnell
iVom. S. v. 101 Where away goes the refinement of the polls,

when the polls have unrefined the refiner?

Unrefined, ppl^a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not refined in manners, feelings, or speech.

XS9S W. Clerke Polimanteia, etc. Riij, With Chausers
praise, with Lydgate, . .and suchlike^ whose vnrefined tongues
.. wrote simplie and purelie as the times weare. 1704 Swift
T. Tub. ix, The Vulgar dictates of unrefined Reason. 1756
Burke Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 61 In these early and unre-
fined ages. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 11. vi. 309 In
this unrefined state, the Scoto-Irish long continued. 1861
Whvte Melville Market Harb. 60 A confirmed bachelor,
..somewhat rough and unpolished and unrefined.

2. Not freed from gross or inferior matter.
c 1610 Ratfs ofMarchandizes Fib, Camphire refined the

pound. Camphire vnrefined. i6ix Cotgr., Borras Pierreux^
vnrefined Borax, as it comes out of the rocke, or mine. 1650
W. Chamberlavne Pharon. 1. v. 65 Like gold yet unrefined.

1703 Dampier Voy. III. 55 Which makes it whiter and finer

than our Muscovada, as we call our unrefin'd Sugar, 1791
Newtk Tour Eng. <V Scot. 108 Rocksalt in the raw and
unrefined state. z868 G. Dufp Poi. Surv. 190 Brazil sends
us.. raw cotton and unrefined sugar. 1900 JritLSoc. Dyers
xvi. 10 Unrefined natural indigo.

Hence Unrefi'nedness.
1607 Walkington opt. Glass 18 The vnrefinednesse of the

spirits doe seeme to affect the soule.

Unrefi'iaement. (Un.'i2.) 1886 Linskill /^az/^n »m/^r
Hill i, Nor did [her speech].. strike you with any jarring
sense of unrefinement. Unrefi ning, ///. a. (Un-' 10.)

X759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 370 A plain, unrefining
reader would think that.. the issue could not but be happy.

Unreflexted, ppi. a. [Un-i 8, 8 c]
1. Not reflected on or i4pon\ not thought over.

1670 Clarendon C(7«/^;«//. /'r. Tracts (1727)372, 1 suflfered

those papers, .to lie neglected and unreflected upon, during
..my too great prosperity. \jv>-iLett./r. Mist's yrnl.{i-j22)

II. 71 That, .their every Action, .should pass uncensured
and unreflected on. 1755 Chesterf. in Ivorld No. 112. 66
Alt these unreflected and unexamined cpinions of our cobler.

2. Not returned by reflection.

[177s Ash.] xSio Scott Lady of L, v. x, The sun's last
glance was glinted back,..The next, all unreflected, shone
On bracken green. 1869 Tvndall in Fortn. Rev. i Feb. 245
In two directions we should have the solar light reflected

;

in two others unreflected.

Unreflectiug, ///. a. (Un-1 io.)
1665 J. Sergeant Sure Footing 49 Unreflecting and unre-

doubting persons. 1704 J. Trapp Abra^MuU u. 1.498 111

Success Renders a Sultan odious in the Eyes Of th' unreflect-

ing Vulgar. X769 yunius Lett. iii. (1788) 44, I place them
to the account of an honest, unreflecting indignation. 1848
R. I. WiLBERFORCE Doctr. Incaruation v. 128 The unreflect-
ing simplicity of that early faith. 1S91 Meredith One of
ourCtifig. xxviii. She did not reflect;, .she was unreflecting,
feeling only a beyond and bidden.
absal. X748 Richardson Clarissa II. 281 The censures of

the busy and the unreflecting.

Hence Unrefle'ctin^ly adv., -ness.
1816 ColeridceZ^ij' Serm, (Bohn) 308 The habitual un*

reflectingness, which may be susceptible of more or less

palliation. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt v. Quite unreflectingly,
ne drew forth a pair of spectacles.

TTnrefiextive, a. (Un-i 7, 5 b.)

Also, in recent use, unreflectively,

1854 Faraday Exp. Res. (1859) 466 The observant, but
unreflective infant. 1874 Savcb Princ. Compar. Philoi, iii.

95 The unreflective feticbism of the savage.

uxirefo-nuable, a. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.l

L Incapable of being reformed or amended.
1583 GoLDiNC Calvin on Deut. cxvi. 711 They continued

stubborne and vnreformable still, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

vn. v. § 8 The proud, tyrannical, and unreformable dealings
of her bishops. 1624 Bp. Hall True Peace Maker Wks.
(1625) 542 The vnreformable drunkard. 1648 Owen Righteous
Zeal Encouraged {,i6^(^) 14 To swim against tlie streame of

an unreformable multitude. 1791 Cowpkr Corresp. (1824)

1 1. 274 Endeavouring to reform ilie unreformable great. 184B

Phillimore Introd. Stud. Rovi. Laxu 319 If 1 may coin a
word to express an evil it is so hard to describe, the unre*

formable Court of Chancery.

2. Incapable of being re-cast or altered,

1624 Bedell Lett. i. 43 You had that same one onely
immoueable and vnreformable rule of faith , . recited in your
hearing. 1649 Bounds Publ. Obed. 47 Unalterable and unre-

formable as a divine text. 1837 J. H. 1^¥.^iak^ ProPh. Office

Ch. 267 This rule, .is sole, unalterable, unreformable.

Unreforma'tion, (Un-' 12.) a 1656 Bp, Hall Wks.
(1863) V. 632 Yea, have not too many amongst us added to

their unreformation an impudence in sinning?

Unrefo-rmed,///. a. [Un-i 8, 5 b.]

1. Of faults, etc. : Not amended or made good.
1528 Cromwell in Merriman Life ^ Lett. (1902) I. 318,

I trust that no defaulte..is lefte vnrefourmed. 1542 Hicn,

VIII Declar. Aivb, The kyng of Scottis dedes. .could not.,

be passed ouer vnrefoimed. 1653 Jer, Taylor Serm.for
Yeari. xii. 161 Every vicious habit, or unreformed sin. 1679
MoxoN Meclu Ext-rc. viii. 145 Upon penalty.. for every
default Ten Shillings, and Ten .Shillings every week it con-

tinues unreformed. 1694 S. Bethal Providences ofGod 94
There being no such 'Iraitors to the Strength of a I.and.

.

as are unreformed Provocations.

2. Not reformed or made better; unimproved:
a. Of persons, the heart, etc.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xxvii. 223 If wee. .in the
meane while leaue our heartes vnreformed. 1644 Hammond
Of Conscience 44 Never to lye downe..unhumbled unre-
formed in any such sinne. 1671 Milton P.R. hi. 429 Who
freed, . . Unhumbl'd, unrepentant, unreform'd, Headlong
would follow. 17x7 De Foe Mem.Ch. Scot. ir. 27 The Church
formally absolv*d him, and yet secretly believed him to be
unreformed. x8. . Moorb {title), Musin^sofan Unreformed
Peer. 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlem, Ixi, The unreformed
provincial mind distrusted London.

b. Of practices, institutions, etc.

1614 Act 12 Jas. /, in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 425 Your
gracious disposition . . towards the settling of this unreformed
kingdom. 179s Burke Let. to Dundas Wks. 1812 V. 199 It

is better to allow the evil, in order to correct it, than, .to

leave it under an illegal, and therefore an unreformed exist-

ence. 1840 Arnold in Life (1844) 1 1. 189 If a system goes on
long unreformed, it is not then reformed, but destroyed,

1849 Mill Diss, -j- Disc. (1859) II. 352 The majority of even
the unreformed House of Commons. x8o8 Westm, Gnz. 1

Mar. 2/1 Then I would rather that the Church should re-

main unreformed.

3. Not affected by the Reformation.
1788 Burke Sp. agst. IV. Hastings Wks. XIV. ao [You]

have seen in the unreformed countries of Europe churches
filled with persons, who lake sanctuary in them. x8^ Mayor
Ep. James p. xviii, The churches of Western Christendom,
reformed and unreformed.

Hence Unrefcrmedness.
1607 Hieron Wks. I.24B Denouncing the heauy vengeance

of God vpon vnreformednesse. 1655 S. Ashe FuneralSerm.
Gatakeri2 During the time of his impenitency and unre-

formednesse. 1677 I. Mather Preval, Prayer (186^) 244
That which aggravateth our Unreformedness, is, that in the

Time of our Trouble [etc.]. 1888 Contemp. Rez>. Sept. 345
One who^ in that day of its unreformedness, did not regard
theconstitutionof the Royal Academy as absolutely perfect.

Unre&acted, ///. a, (Un-i 8, 5 b.)

a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man, (1677) 303 To distribute

this Light . . which unrefracted might have been too . . violent

to the other parts of Nature. 1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

/?r/>'ac//(»«, The perpendicular Ray.. will pass unrefracted

to K. 1796 Coleridge Destiny of Nations 463 Whether
thy Love with unrefracted ray Beam on the Prophet's

purged eye. 1863 R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist, ff Art 83
The purity and brilliance of unrefracted light.

Uarefra*ctlng,/>/. a, {Un-' 10.) 1817 Coleridge Lit,
Rem.{iZ-^g) IV. 408 An unpreoccupiedi unrefracting medium.
1863 J. C. MoRisON St. Bernard m. v. 369 Looking through
the pure unrefracting ether as we do at the stars. Un-
refrai'nable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1828 E. Irving Last Days
174 A wild, inconstant, unrefrained and unrefrainable dis-

position. Unrefrai'ned, ppl. a. (Un.* 8.) c 1350 Rol-
LAND Crt, Venus i. 825 With cruell mind thair vnrefrenit In
this degre [he] Rehersit wordis iniurious. 1593 •^'^^^^'y^

^r<r(tf//anL (1598) 354 Delay, the racke of vnrefrain'd desire,

1648 Hexham it, s.v. Ontoomigh. i8a8 {see prec.].

TJnrefreshed, ppi. a. (Un-i 8.)

1736 Arbuthnot Rules Diet 384 Unrefresh'd by Sleep.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Water^spout, A
tract of land . . unrefreshed by the wind. 1791 Cowper
Odyss. IV. 955 Unrefresh'd with either food or wine. 1797
QouKfLiDGE. Remorse I. ii, I am old and heartless !.. Hectic
and unrefreshed with rest. 1881 Chr. Rossetti Later Life
4 So unrefreshed by foregone weariness.

Unrefre'shful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose
xvi. The viands .. were .. unrefreshful to my body. 1858
Fakrah Eric 361 Even his sleep seemed unrefreshful when
the waking brought no change in his condition.

Unrefre'shing,///- a. (Un-1 io.)

1814 Scott Wnv. xxxvii, His slumbers were broken and
unrefreshing. 1870 Miss Bridgman R. Lynne II. v. 115
He fell into a troubled and unrefreshing sleep.

Unrefre'Shiiigly, adv. (Un-' i i ; cf. prec.) 1889 Scrib'

ner's Mag. Aug. 164/2 It was unrefreshingly hot, and just

about slack water scarcely ebbing at all. Unre'ft, ppi. a.

[Un-' 8 b.J Undespoiled. 1535 Stewart Cron, Scot. (Rolls)

I. 391 His dochteris tua..In tutorie to Cesar that he left,

Into thair rycht for to kepe thame vnreft. Unrefu'lgent,
a. (Un-' 7.) 1879 Stevenson Edinburgh 32 The unreful-

gent sun going down. Unrefu'nding, ppl. a. (Un-'

10.) [1727 BovER Diet. Royal 11, Unrefunding, qui ne rend
jamais.\ 1744 YoUNG Nt. Th. vii. 831 When horror uni-

versal shall descend . .On that enormous, unrefunding tomt^
How just this verse

!

Uurefu-sable, a, (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

1691 Sewel, Onontzeggelyky Vnrefusable, that which will

take no denial. 1704 Norris Ideal World \i. \. 37 Upon
this fair and unreuisable supposition. 1843 Carlyle Past
<V /v. Ill, xii, The most unrefusable demand I _ 1863 Mrs.
Whitney Gaytvorthys xxv\, Skylic.said this with her most
unrefusable expression.

Hence tTnrefu*sably adv,
X710 NoRBis C*i?". Prud. iii. 131 Happiness abstractly

considered, which is necessarily and unrefusably lovely.
Unrefu'sed, ppl. a. (Un-^^ 8.) X548 in Compl. Scotl.

(1872) 242 Because nothyng should be left .. of your part
vnrefused. 1648 Hexham 11, s.v. Ongevteygert,

Unrefu-sing, ppi, a, (Un-i io.)
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. x, Thinking ,. that beauty,

carefully set forth, wold soone prove a signe of an unrefus-
ing harborough. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania yji^ What
power had those instruments sweete speach, more sweete
and vnrefusing conuersation ouer my heart ? X7a8 Thomson
Spring j8 There, unrefusing to the harness'd yoke They
lend their Shoulder.

Unrefutable, a. Now rare, (Un-1 7 b, 5 b.)

1594 Nashe Christ's T. (ed. 2) To Rdr., Henceforth .. for

an vnrefutable principle I will hold it. x6a9 Massinger
Picture iv. ii. As I must grant, It being vnrefutable in

reason. 1859 Herschel Pop. Led. Sci. iii. § 54 (1866) 14a
'i'hat positive and unrefutable demonstration.

Unrefu-ted, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 38 In nature this is an
vnrefuted principle, that [etc.]. 1846 Lewes Hist. Philos.
IV. 85 So long must Berkeley remain unrefuted by any
theory of perception. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed, 2) HI. 507
'Ihis argument of ours remains unrefuted.

Unreg£ii'iiable, a. (Un-' \ b.) 1649 J. H. Motion to

Pari. Adv. Learn. 22 The time is unregainable. 1866
Carlyle Remin. (i88i) I. 281 The wild struggles.. towards
the unattainable, the unregainable.

Unregal, a, (Un-1 7.)

i6n Speed Hist. Gi. Brit. ix. vi. 35 King Henry.. seeing
no issue of his long disquietnesse, and vnregall vsages.

X846 Worcester (citing Ed. Rev.). 1880 F. G. Lee Ch,
under Q, Eliz, II. 240 With unregal meanness, she sent

Lord Hunsdon..to'draw him out 'as regards religion. 1894
Persian Pict. J14 We stopped before an unregal gateway.
UnregaTd, sb. (Un-' 12.) a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks.

(1660) 256 When he saw a woman bowing her self forward

too low in her devotion, [the cynic] could chide her for her

unregard to those deities, which beheld her on all sides.

1876 Gd. Words 6S7 Worth yet shall.. Outlive the death of
unregard.

t Unrega'rdi v, Obs. [Un-2 5.] irans. To
disregard.

154s Ravnald Byrih Mankynde Prol. Civ, Sholde men.,
denyeor vnregard the blessyd sacrament? x6oo Rowlands
Lett. Humours Blood 4 Carelesse of wronges, and vn-
regarding right. 1627 V>v,\ih\.\.PassionSer7n.t^z\ Not onely
(hast thou],. smitten me, vnregarded me, but, as it were,
forgotten—yea, forsaken—me.

t UnregaTdable, a. Obs. [Un-' 7 b.) Not deserving
regard or consideration. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World viii.

vi. 618 Neither is it vnregardable, that the Tyrants, .were
not all of them good men of warre. 1641 Bp. Hall Def
Humble Revtonstr. 118 Away then with those your unprov-
irig illustrations, and unregardable testimonies. Unre-
ga'rdant, a. (Un-' 7.) 1814 Southev Roderick x. 69
Witli fix'd eyes intent Yet unregardant of the countenance
Whereon ^hey dwelt.

Unregarded,///, a, (Un-i 8.)

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. Pref., Beyng in dede
but one man alone, and vnregarded, but out of whoes
mouthe came truthe. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World in. (titie-

p), When Israel was,, an unregarded Nation. 1670 R.
Coke Disc, Trade 62 A poor and unregarded Village. 1726

Pope Odyss. xvii. 612 Time steals away with unregarded
wing. 1767 Wilkes Corr. (1805) III. 100 That so many
other publications. ., full of the most deadly venom, should

Eass totally unregarded. 18x3 Bvron Corsair 11. v, Each
ears a prize of unregarded charms. 1883 Ruskin Fors

Clav. xc. 172 In the dormitory . .on an unregarded shutter.

.

she cuts her notch.

b. Const, by or -^ of.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xii. 18 We surmise him to be
unregarded ofGod. x6xs W. PARKZsCuriaine-Dr.iiSjC) 17

The lawes of nature,, .vassayled, obliterate and vnregarded

by him, 1718 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. 13 Architecture

is so unregarded by our modern Builders. 1805 Wordsw.
Prelude xiiL.278 God. .loveth us. When we are unregarded

by the world. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. 464 Many external

stimuli, therefore, are unregarded by us.

Hence UnregraTdedly adv.

i68s BoYLE Salubr. Air 12 Bodies. .wont to be unregard*

ediy compris'd under the confus'd name of Earths.

Unregardful, a. (Un-I 7.)

1598 FLORto, Incottsiderato, rash, vnregardfull, incon-

sideraie. i8ia J. Henry Ca7np. agst. Quebec 183 Unre^ard-

ful of the dogs, we awaited the management of the flight.

1853 RusKiN Stones Ven. II. vi. 184 This is design unre.

gardful of facts. 1870 Farrar St, Paul I. 338 The sea

which four times wrecked him with its unregardful storms, *

Unregarding,///- «• (Un-a io.)

C158S T. Proctor Triumph of Truth (1866) 5 Who vn-

regarding of him self, forgets his Parents cares, 1593
Sidneys Arcadia ui. (1922) II. 52 The debate betwixt

Basilius shinnes and the unregarding fourmes. x66o Jer.

Taylor Ductor iii. v. rule 8 § 29 Their not complying .. is

only then a sin when it is done with unregarding circum-

stances. 1720 Pope IHad xx. 202 The lion,., viewing first

his foes with scornful eyes, . . Stalks careless on, with_ unre-

garding pride. 1732 J. Whaley Poems 27 Unregarding of

his useful Pains, 1 he surly Carter wounds his {sc. a horse's]

stretching Veins. 1851 Kcngsley IVrti/ xvii, His employer
. . walked before him silent and unregarding.

Unrege-neracy. (Un-1 12, 5 b; of. next.)

Z622 W. whatelv Gods Husb. \\. ii8 A man in his vtter

vnregentracy is dead in sinne. x688 J. Bunyan Jerus.

Sinner Saved (1886) 49 Paul was the most outrageous of

all the apostles, in the time of his uniegeneracy. 18x8 G, S.
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Faber florx Mosaicae \\. 293 He derives no benefit from
the external sign, remaining still . . in a state ofunregeneracy.
1870 At/i£nxum 19 Nov. 652 Ned went to A&tley's in the
blackest state of unregeneracy.

Unrege'iieratey ^ and sb, (Un-i 7, 1 2, and
5 b.)

x6ia T. Taylor Comm. Tiius i. 12 What properties haue
vnregenerate men, which are not more beseeming, .beasts
than men? 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 225 No man hath any
sign given him ..by which to judge of the unregenerate
Elect, a 1740 Waterland Inquiry Communion Wks. 1823
IX. 483 In or by their natural, unregenerate state. 1795
Coleridge Eolian Har6 55 These shapings of the un.
regenerate mind. 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. ni. ii. § 31 The
human virtues . . of unregenerate men. 1876 Canon Mozley
Univ, Senn. xiii. (1877) 237 Instances of what unregenerate
human nature can attain to.

absol. i6ss Jer. Taylor Unum Necess. vii. § 2. 460 As ia
the unregenerate there might be some good.
fig. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan, Der, xxxvii, I was unregenerate

then [in matters of art].

b. sb. An unregenerate person.
ci6a5 Bp. Hall St, PauVs Combat Wks. 1634 II. 441

Those carelesse unregenerates. 1627 — Salomon's Song-
/•rtra/Ar.ii.251 All theassemblies ofaliensand unregenerates.

Unregenerate, «». (Un-*3.) x86i Ld. Lytton & Fane
Tannhduser^ Suffered fora space . .To range the wide world,
and assay their powers To unregenerate redeem'd mankind.

Unregenerated, ppL a, (Un-i 8.)

IS79 W. WILKINSON Co'i/ut. Fam. Love B iij b, They are
vnilluminated,vnregenerated. a 1791 V. Knox vV^??//. (1792)
iii. 49 Man in his corrupt and unregenerated state. 1826
Scott Woodst, xiv, I . , have fought prizes when I was un-
regenerated.

Hence Unregc'nerateduess.
1664 H. More Myst, Inig. Pref. 5 In a state of Unre-

generatedness, and utterly devoid of the Life of God.
Unregcnerating, ppL a, (Un-^ id.) 1657 Reeve Gotfs

Plea 14s Were ever so many Pulpits despised? were there
ever so many unregenerating sermons ?

Unregenera'tion. (Un-i 12, 5 b.)

^ 1625 Pe.mble Justification v. ii. 176 All men. .which are
in stale of infidelity and vnregeneration. 1663 Hibbert
Body Divinity i. 119 Conforming us to the nature of the
devil ; pleading mans unregeneration. a 1812 H. Martyn
20 Ser>it. (1822)224 The wickedness and unregeneration of
his heart 1870 Miss Bridgman R, Lynne II. xiii. 270
Cheerfulness of disposition she considered a ..sign of un-
regeneration.

Unre-gimented, ppL a. (Un-^ 8.)
1684 List Military litle-page, A general and compleat

List Military. .(Excepting the Un-Regimented Companies).
a 1725 Ld. Whitworth Acc. Russia (1758) 102 Unregi-k
mented Soldiers and free companies in the lesser garrisons
of Ingria. i8so Carlyle Latter-d. Pampht. i. 45 These
outcast soldiers of his, unregimented roving banditti.

Unregistered,///, a. [Un-a 8.]

1, Not entered in a register ; unrecorded.
1604 E.GtRiMSTONE] D'Acostas Hist. Indies iv. xv. 216

That which came for Merchants and private men being
registred, and much that came vnregistred. 1606 Shaks,
Ant. 4" CI. III. xiii. 119 Besides what hotter houres Vn-
registred in vulgar Fame, you haue Luxuriously pickt out,

1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 235 By those few [witnesses] we
may conjecture many more . . lay hid unregistred. 1716 Land,
Gas. No,5467/i The unregistered [partofthe effects] is valued
at half as much more. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 440
Its animal productions shall no longer remain unregistered
and undescribed. 1871 Leisure Hour 9 Sept. 576/1 Un-
roistered letters and book packets.

2. Not made to register or correspond.
1816 Singer Hist.^ Cards xy^ It is printed upon vellum. .,

and the right margin is quite as irregular or unregistered as
in the Dutch Speculum.

Unregre'tful, a, (Un.i 7.) 1873 T. W. Higginson
OldportDays vii. 196 [She] grew up into a well-behaved
mediocrity, unregretful of the show-tent. Unregre't-
fuUy, adv, (Un-^ 11.) 1862 'Shirley* (J. SkeltonJ Nugse
Crit, xi, 453, I remember, not unregretfully, the simple
rustic procession. Unregretfulness. CUn-> 12.) 1876
Ij, Tollemache in Fortn. Rev. Jan. 117 To this unregret-
fulness.. they owed much of [their] lighthearted joyousness.
Unregre-ttable,a. (UN->7b.) \^fi& Woman ofHonor W,
J20 A very unregrettable sacrifice of. .an object of vanity,

Unregre-tted,///. a. (Un-1 8.)
X676 Row Contin, Blair's Autobiog. xii. (1848) 453 He

died unregretted by good men. 1781 Cowper Retirem.
167 A few.., unregretted, are soon snatch'd away From
scenes of sorrow. 1782 V. Knox Ess, clxvlii, Those [works]
of the frothy declaimer are daily dropping unregretted into
the gulph of oblivion. 1843 Ruskin Mod, Paint. I. 11. in.

i. § 3 All has passed unregretted as unseen. 1891 Meredith
One of our Conq. xxv, Since she bad taken a step . . un-
regretted, if fatah

Unregre'tting, ppl. a, (Un-* 10.) 1800 P. L. Courtier
Pleas. Solitude 111. 39 We, . . unregretting, other joys resign.

TTnre'gnlar, a. Chiefly dial. (Un-1 7^ c t>.)

1600 DoLLAND Ornitkoparcus^ Microl. 29 It hath his
Finalt regular place in Dsolre^ or his vnregular in alamire.
x8a8- in dialect glossaries, etc, 1884 * Mark '1'wain ' Huck.
Finn xxviii, It's so kind of strange and unr'^gular, I never
see nothing like it.

XTnre gulated, ///. a. (Un-i 8, 5 b.)
1721 Amherst Terrx FiL No. i (1726) 5 The universities,

..mtheirpresentunregulatedstate. 1791 Boswell Johnson
an. 1744 p 1 He undoubtedly had a warm and vigorous,
though unregulated mind. 1808 Scorr in Lockhart \. \. 35These studies were totally unregulated. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1875J I. Notes 282 An indolent unregulated habit
of hfe.

Unrehea-rsablCj tf . (UN.'7b.) xsx3 Douhlas /fi-««i
XI, vi, 72 Of ws hail the remanis Bene punyst sors with
onrehersabill panis.

XTnrelieaTsed , ppL a. [Un- i 8
.]

1. Not related or mentioned ; untold.
J47a Cov. Left Bk» 378 All thees moo, whoos names be

vndrewreton besyde many moo vnrehersyd. 1563 T. Wilsom
Rhet. (fid. 2) 76 b, The hoUe mother Church willelh me to

leaue nothing vnrehearsed. 1613 Sherlev Trav. Persia 02
A discourse proued true., by many examples which ne
would leaue unrehearsed. 1629 Sir \V. Mure True Cruci-
fixe 670 Exposd to paine, to horrors vnrehearsed. a 1800
CowpERd^^fj. (ed. 2)xiv.236, 1 could exhaust, .the circling

year Complete, my woes rehearsing, and at last Leave un-
rehearsed large portion of the toil. 1827 Pollok Course T.

X. 32 New scenes of bliss.. unrehearsed by mortal tongue.

2. Not previously practised.

1845 E. Holmes Mozart 289 The unrehearsed overture
was then commenced, X875 C. L. Kennkv Mem. Balfe 44
An alarm of fire through some unrehearsed effect in the

incantation scene.

tUurei'gn, v. Obs~^ [Un-* 14,] intr. To fail to

reign. 1434 Misvn Mending Life 122 As qwo say: syn
in vs may vnrene [L. non regnare\ bot it may not vnbe.

Unrei'n, z'. (Un-2 4 b.)

1603 Daniel Paneg. Congrat. lix, An imperiall lust, that

being vnrain'd, Will hardly be resisted any where. 1694
Addison£"«£-. /"(jc/j Wks. 1721 1. 41 How negligently grace-
ful he unreins His verse, and writes in loose familiar strains I

X702 De Foe Reform. Manners 1. 15 Tell us why be . . Unreins
no Vengeance, lets no Thunders fly, When Villains prosper,

i707TicKELL Oxford 27-^ Codringtonand Steele, their verse

unrein, And form an easy, unaffected strain, 1851 Bentley's
Misc. Aug. 147 If a soldier's life. .can atone for the sad
consequences of unreining an ungovernable temper,

Unrei-ned,///. a, (Un-i 8.)
x6op Daniel Civ. kVars vi. vi, Whii'st this wilde vnrained

multitude.. Ransacke the Cittie. 1628 Feltham Resolves
II. viii. 18 When the Minde is madded with vn-reined
§assions. 1667 Milton P. L. viu 17 Least from this flying

teedunrein'd,. .Dismounted, on th'Aleian Field 1 fall. 1751

J. Brown Shaftesb. Cha7-ac. 312 The delirious flights of an
unreined imagination. 1825 Longf. Burial ofMinnisink vii.

Leading the war-horse of their chief .. Uncurbed, unreined,
and riderless. 1850 Blackie Aeschylus \l. 10 We cannot
but condemn the spirit of unreined independence. 1851
C. L. Smith tr. Tasso vi. xvli, Unreined By aught of fear,

thy message here expound.

Unrejexted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1757 Dyer Fleece 11. 81

There the tender eye May view. .the lame, employ'd, And
unrejected age. 1778 Chatham in Ann. Reg., Chron. App.
247/2 His conversations, .are.. to my feeling too offensive

to be continued, or unrejected. Unrejoi'ced, ;*//. a.
(Un.i 8.) x8i^ BvRON Lara i. vii, Not unrejoiced to see
him once again. Warm was his welcome. 1816 Wordsw.
Morning Gen. Thanksgiving i. Thou, impartial Sun,., Not
unrejoiced I see thee climb the sky.

Unrejoi'cing',///. a. (Un-1 io.)

1726 Thomson Winter (ed. 2) 267 In Russia's.. Moors,
Where Winter keeps his unrejoicing Court. 174s Warton
Pleas. Mel, 230 Amid Siberia's unrejoicing wilds, a 1814
Hortensia 11. iii. in New Brit, Theatre IV. 161 Within the
castle walls, Let not one un-rejoicing soul be found. 1876
RusKiN Fors Clav. Ixxii. 388 The unrejoicing manner of
travel adopted by the.. modern tourist.

fUnre-ke, «;. 0($j, [Un-^3 + Rekez;.'^] trans.

To uncover, display.
14x2-20 LvDG. Chron. Troy i. 2196 Whan )?at Loue ofman-

hod wolde speke, pe wode fire out of his brest to vnreke,
..Cometh Schame anoon, & outterly seith nay. cx^zx
HoccLEVE Min. Poems 117/jgj Lo,frinde,nowehaueI myne
entent vnreke of my longe tale.

t Unre'keu, a. Obs. [UN-I7.] a. Unready,
awkward, b. Uneasy ; unpleasant ; rough.
c iz$o Gen^ «$ ^^. 2817 Louerd, ic am wanmol, vn-reken

Of wurdes, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvi, 100 Al
unreken is my ro, Loverd Crist, whet shal y sny? 13..
Cursor M, 24847 (Gutt.), |?aim bleu mani vnrekind [Cott,
brem, Edinb, bremli] blast, pair mast raf.

Hence f Unrckenly adv. Obs.
<xx3oo Cursor M. 15786 Wit maces and wit neues smert

vn-rekenli on him [j^aij ran.

UttTela'psing, ^/i a. (Un-^ 10.) 1740 Cheyne Regimen
27 To.. establish in perpetual and unrelapsing Order and
Purity, free and lapsed intelligent Beings. Unrela'table,
a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1621 Lady M. Wkoth Urania 276 The vn-
relatable exqulsitenesse of his youth.

Unrelated, ppL a. [Un-1 8, 5 b.]

1. Not connected by blood ; not akin,
ai66i Fuller Worthies^ London 11.(1662) 207 But let others

unrelated unto him write his Character, a 1677 Barrow
Serm. (1686) III. 36 'Tis not the example .. of a stranger,
ofone indifferent, or unrelated to us. 1706 De Foe Jure
Div. X. 219 Of foreign Breed, of unrelated Race,..A spurious
Birth of intermingl'd Blood. ^1752 Warburton Serjn. Wks.
1788 V. 79 They . . despised the rest of the sons of Adam, who
..were deemed to be naturally unrelated to them. 1875
Maine Hist, Inst. iii. 65 The tribesmen of an alien and
unrelated tribe. 1883 Fakrar Early Chr. 11. 218 Seven
emperors. . for the most part entirely unrelated to one another.

2. Not standing in relationship or connexion.
1668 H. More Div. Dial. i. xxxv. 156 If they were so

unrelated indeed in the .. apprehension of them, ..then
I confess the Inference might be sound. 170X Norris Ideal
World I. ii. 92 For things to be only conditionally related..

is really to be unrelated to, and separated from one another.

1785 Burke Corr. (1844) III, 42 Detached and unrelated
offences. 1817 R. Jameson Cuvier's Ess. Tlieory Earth
(ed, 3) p. vii, Petrifactions are no longer viewed., as things
isolated and unrelated to the rocks, i860 Tvndall Glac. \.

i. 6 A theory, .which. .apparently referred a great number
of unrelated phenomena to a common cause.

3. Not recounted or told.

1764 Museum Rust. IV. 32 Some peculiar circumstance in

the soil, ..or. .some unrelated circumstance in the culture.

1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla x. xiii, A reciprocal confidence
that left nothing untold, not an action unrelated.

Hence Unrela'tedness.
1854 Sylvester Coll. Math. Papers (1908) II. 32 The

number of singularities (including absolute unrelatedness
and entire coincidence within the purview of the term).
Urirelating, /;*/.«. (Un-' 10.) zft^j Nokmis Treat. Sev.

Sul'j. (1698) 240, I would fain know, whether any of these

Misconducts of Life be.. more unrelating to our grand
Concern [etc.]. Unrela'tional, a. (Un-' 7.) 1865 H.
BusHNELL Vicar, Sacr. m, v, A state unrelational with God.
x86g H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872J 1. 181 The extremely
unrelational states of different orders.

Unrelative, a, (,Un-i 7, 5 b.)
a 1751 BoLiNGBRoKE Study Hist.Xx. (1752)!. 41 The events

,, appear to us very often, .single, and un-relative, if I may
use such an expression for want of a better in English. 1757
Chesterf. Lett. (1774) II. 371 A propos, (an expression
which is commonly used to introduce whatever is unrelative
to it). X776 BuKNEY Hist. Mus. I. 62 If the mutations were
too sudden and unrelative. 1819 Busby /^/i/. Music II. 122
The sudden and unrelative modulation from F to E b.

Unre'latively, adv. (Un-* h, 5 b.) a 1751 Bolingbroke
Study Hist. ii. (1752) I. 46 They saw the measures they
took singly, and unrelatively, or relatively alone to some
immediate object. Unrela'xable, «. (UN-'yb.) x86o
RusKiN Mod. Faint. V. 36 These pre-Raphaelite laws. .are
unrelaxed yet, and unrelaxable for ever.

Unrela*xed, ppL a. (Un- i 8.)

1508 Reg, Privy Seal Scot. I. 258/1 Throw thesaid Androis
being, .our souerane lordis rebell and at his home unreiaxit
thairfra. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 687 [ He was] put
to the home, . .quhairat he hes remanit lyke as he dois yit

continewallie sensyne unrelaxt, 1580 Ibid. IV. 358. 1737
Glover Leonidas viii. 611 The hosts Maintain in strong and
unrelax'd array The conflict undecided. 1766 in Hansard
Pari. Debates (1813) XVI. 286 To maintain, unrelaxed and
unenervated, the fundamentals of the constitution. x8io
SoutheyKehama 11. xiii, At the length he raised His brow yet
unrelax'd. 1825 Scott Betrothed \x, One wide-spread scene
of., unrelaxed pursuit. 1862 Lytton Str. Story 11. 172
Unrelaxed, unmitigable indignation.

Unrela-xing, ppl. a. (Un-1 io.)

1781 J. Moore View Soc. //.xlvi. II. 4 A man ofunrelaxing
wisdom. 1796 Burke Letter to Noble Lord Wks. VIII. 40
To support with unrelaxing vigilance every right, ..every
franchise, in this my adopted.. country. 1801 Southey
Thalaba x. 233 His unrelaxing brow. 1822 Keble Serm. i.

(1848} 5 The most blameless and unrelaxing diligence. 1890
*R. BoLDREwooD* Col, Reformer {i^gi) 75 The unrelaxing
grip of the law.

Hence Unrela'sinsrly ^z'.
[1847 Webster.] 1858 Westm. Rev. Oct. 310 He is un-

relaxingly wedded to the conception of the Empireas it was,

Unrelea-sed,///. a, (,Un-i s.)

c x^oo Rom. Rose 2729 In sorwe and thought..Ayee
ynrelesed woo to make, Whether. . they slepe or wake, 1619
in Foster Fng. Factories India (1906) I. 80 The fruicts . . you
may . . perceave by your goods detencion these six months in

customehouse, and yett unreleaced. 1679 Oldham Sat,
Jesuits iii. (1681) 55 Souls in Purgatory unreleast.

Unrele'ntable, a. IUn-' 7 b.] Incapable of relenting
or giving ij'ay. 1611 Cotgh., Inflexible,, .vnrelentable, hard-
hearted. 1716 M. Davies Athen, Brit. I. 113 The Popish
Clergy, .render their respective Countries.. Reformation-
proof and Uiirelentable to any redress. Unrelcntance.
(Un-* 12.) 1637 Jackson 6't;r/«. XXr. j//V. j-,6i 'Ihisunrelent-
ancepresupposethsomeotherfoulersinthenrebeilion. Un-
rele-nted, ///. A IUn-' 8.1 Unrelaxed. x^i^ Life Father
Paul Sarpiin Brent's Couftc, y"?-tf«/9oTbisunrelented way
of reading and writing,. is a kind of intemperance. 1846
Worcester (citing Scott). 1876 Whitby Gloss. 206 Un-
^^tf«,..unthawed or unrelented.

XJnrele nting,///. a. [Un-1 io, 5 b.]

1. Not softening or yielding ; esp, not giving way
to feelings of kindness or compassion.
{a) 1588 Shaks, Tit. A. ii. iii, 141 Be your hart to them.

As vnrelenting flint to drops of raine. 1621 0. Sandys
Ovid's Met. v, (1626) 93 Ihe blade from vnrelenting stone
rebounds, 1749 SmollI'TT Regicide iv. ix, Him hath the un-
relenting dagger torn From my parental arms. 1870 Bryant
Iliad v. 1. 148 The unrelenting edge Cleft at its root the
tongue,

{b} 1590 Marlowe 2«(//'/. Tamburl. v.iii, If the\'nrelent-

ing eares Of death and hell be shut against my praiers, 1593
Shaks, 3 Hen. VI, 11, i, 58 The ireful! Arme Ofvn-relenting
Clifi'ord, 1634 CowLEV Elegy R, Gierke 27 Who hath such
hard, such unrelenting Eyes, As would not weep when so
much Vertue dyes? 1717 Pope Iliad xu 178 These words..
The youth address'd to unrelenting ears. 1774 Monthly
Misc. June 309 Thy [sc. Death's] unrelenting hand . . snatch'd
Chaucer from our arms. 1813 Byron Br. Abydos 11. xxvii,

Woeto thee,rash and unrelenting chief ! 1844 H.H.Wilson
Brit, India I. 257 To save him from falling alive into the
power of his unrelenting foes. 1853 Miss Yonge Heir of
Redclyffe xxxii, I don't think you can be very unrelenting
when you see.. how altered he is.

(t) x6o8 Yorksh. Trag. x. 7 In the handes of vnrelenting
lawes. 1647 Stanley Poems, Despair, I will no more Vainly
implore The unrelenting Destinies. 1697 Drvden /Sneis
VI. 763 These are the realms of unrelenting Fate. i8oo-xx
Combe Syntax xv. 26 The carOf furious, unrelenting War
Leaves the dire track of streaming gore. 1813 Lamb Recoil.
Christ^s Hosp. Wks. 1908 1, 186 The heavy unrelenting arm
of this temporal power.

b. Not slackening or relaxing in respect of

severity, harshness, or determination.
(rt) 1609 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. Ixxxiii, [His] vnrelenting

paines do neuer cease. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes i. vi,

Unrelenting torments prove The heavy Necessary effects of
Voluntary Faults. 1743 Francis tr. Hor., Epodes xvii. 44
You glow with unrelenting Fire, Till by the rapid Heat
calcin'd, Vagrant 1 drive before the Wind. 1795 Burns
* Now Spring has clad' 15 Love, wi' unrelenting beam, Has
scorcb'd my fountains dry. 1816 ShellevZ.^/. in Sothem^s
Catal, No. 12 (1899)51 Precipitous mountains, the abodes of
unrelenting frost, 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III, 377
The unrelenting pressure of the revenue system,

% 1614 Jackson Creed in. xiii. § 12 Vnrelenting perseuer-

ance in traiterous plots. 1689 Cotton Poems Sev. Occas.
648 Bow-men of unrelenting Minds, Whose Shafts are
Feathered with the Winds, 1715 Atterb, .S'tfrw/. (1734) 1. 119
An Act. .of deliberate and unrelenting Malice. 1788 Gibbon
Decl. ^ F. xiii. IV. 245 The slaughter still raged with
unrelenting fury. 1821 Lamb Elia i. Old Benchers In. T,,

The long-resolved, .puttings offof imrelenling bachelorhood.



UNBELENTINGLY.
i8ss Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 316 With unwearied,
unscrupulous and unrelenting ambition.

2. Not slackening or slowing down.
1817 Scott Harold v. x, With unrelenting pace, From

grave to cradle [he] ran the evil race.

Hence XTnrelenting'ly^^/z'., TJnrele'ntingfness.
1637 Jackson Serm. l.k. .xiii. j-, 61 It is one thing to be

rebellious, another to bee *unreleiiting]y ttbellious. 1777
Potter Mschylits^ Furies 400 Cloath'd in terrors we appear.
Unrelentingly severe. i8ij L. Hunt in Examiner 4 May
275/r [He] is.. unrelentingly orthodox. 1869T0ZER Highl.
TurkeyW. 49 The Albaniansoldiery. .unrelentinglypursued
their object. 1717 Bailey (vol. \V), Impenitentness^. .*nx\'
relentingness. 1834 De Quincey AutoK Sk. Wks. 1853 !•

359 Such in its unrelentingness was the persecution. 1861
Geo. Eliot Silas ^ M, viii, He had constantly suffered
annoyance from witnessing his father's sudden fits of un-
relentingn ess.

t Unrele-ntless, A Obs. [UN-'sa.J Relentless. 1606
Marston Parasit. iv. G 4, 'Ihinke how vnrelentles you were
to her but supposed fault. Unrelcntor. [Un-' 12.]

One who is relentless, i8i8 Keats Endym. iv. 600 Hell be
shent, Pale unrelentor, When he shall hear the wedding lutes
a playing. t Unrc'levant, a. Obsr^ [Un.* 7, 5 b.]
Irrelevant. 1650 in Davidson Inverurie ^ Earld, Garioch
(1878) 313 The excuses always be[ing] found unrelevant.

Unreliability. (Un-I 12.)
i860 Worcester (citing N. B. Rev.). 1867 H. Bushnell

Moral Uses Dark Tk. (i860) 393 There must be surprises,

incalculable somersets, infinite unreliabilities,, .else [etc.].

1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 496/1 The unreliability ofepitaphs
. . is proverbial.

Unreli able, a. (Un-i 7 b.)
In common use from c i860,

1840 De QuiNCEY in 5/af:^7e. il/i^. XLVI 1 1. 516 Alcibiades
..was too unsteady, and (according to Mr. Coleridge's
coinage) 'unreliable . 1859 Maury Pkys. Geog. xiv, 232
Wind and weather in this part.. are very unreliable and
changeable. 1874 W. R. Greg Rocks Aheaii 63 This
calculation is.. not only unreliable, but purely deceptive.

Hence Uxureli'ableness.
1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 86 They are involved in

the suspicion of unreliableness. 187a Spurgeon Treas, Dav*
Ps. IxxiiL 4 The unreliableness of mere feelings shown.

Unrelie'vable, a. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

ai^ Sidney Arcadia i. x, My ruin being but by one
unrelieveable. 1648 Boyle Seraph. Love v. U659) 39 No
degree of Distress is unrelievable by his power. 167$
Temple Let, Wks. 1720 II. 420 Finding the Swedes weak,
divided, and unrelieveable hy France. i8ao Bentham Mem.
Wks. 1843 X. 517 Communicate not to a friend.. vexations
of yours unrelievable by him. 1898 Daily News 29 July
2/6 No operative procedure should be suggested, .until the
case had been . . found to be unrelievable by other means.
Hence Unrelievableness.
1654 ' Pal^mon ' Friendship 12 The unrelievablenessc of

our bad condition.

Unrelieved,///, a, [Ujt-i 8.]

L Not freed from some oblifjation.

X533 BtLLENDEN Z/zy V. xii.(S.T.S.) II. 189 The senate..
waM nocht suffir him to be..vnrelevit of ^e vote be him
made to apollo.

2. Not provided with relief; not aided or assisted.

1599 [see Unransomed]. 1609 Drayton Leg. T. Cromwell
23 It better should him please, Farre out of sight to perish
here vnknow nc, Then vnrelieu'd bee pitied of his owne. 1656
CowLEV Davideis iv. 446 If unrelieved seven days by Israels

aid, This bargain for ore-rateJ Life is made. 1694 F. Bkagce
ZJ/JC. Pa^OiS/w vii, 260 The thefts, .ofsuch, whose unrelieved
poverty forced to be thus wicked. 1719 J. ^qb^^ts Spinster
135 To leave the afflictions, .of their, .fellow-creatures neg.
lected and unrelieved. 1757 W. Wilkie Epigoniad 11. 49
Has . . unreliev'd the stranger left my door? 1857 Ruskin
Pol. Econ, Art 25 That none of their distresses should be
unrelieved. 1885 C. E. Pascoe Lend, of To-day xxxii. 283
Many sufferers -.are altogether unrelieved for want of funds.

3. Not freed from depressing or monotonous char-

acter ; not diversified or varied {by something).
1764 GiBBOH Misc. Wks. (1814) IV. 397 Torments the more

hoaible in his.. solitary state, unrelieved by the hope of
glory. x8a8 Q, Rev. XXXVIII. 219 .-Xn unrelieved series

of miseries and crimes. 1857 Robertson Serin. Ser. iii. vii.

iia Sacrifice alone, bare and unrelieved, is. .dead. x88s
Flover Unexpl. Baluchistan 248 .An oval lake of rough
boulders, quite flat, and unrelieved by tree or shrub.

Hence Unrelie'vedly adv.
1876 Meredith Beauch. Career xv, The poor are ever-

lastingly, unrelievedly, in the abysses of the great sea. 1899
Mackail Li/e Morns 11. 41 Modem glass, some of it un-
painted, the rest, .unrelievedly hideous.
Unreli gionedj^//. a. (Un.»8.) x^-^^^F.^aChr.-Quaker

I. XXV. 126 Thus IS this Man Unravd'd, Unreli^ion d, Un-
bottom'd as to his former State. tUnreligio'sity, Obs.'^
(Un-' 13, sb.J I rreligiosity. i^Zz Wvclif i Esdras i. 42
Of his vnclennesse and vnreligiosite [1388 vnreligioustee

;

Vulg. irreligii)sitas\, it is writen in the boc.

Uxireli gious, a. [Un-i 7, 5 b.]

1, Irreligious,

138a Wyclif I Esdras i. 34 Who so euere weren vnreligiotis

ajen the Lord, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. xxiv. 34 f^n shal
..euery vnreligious man sorowe. c 1500 Melusine xiii. 314
The monkes.., whiche were of euyl, inordinate, & vnrely-
gious lyuyng. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. yohn xi. 74
Nothyng is more ynreligyouse than Jewish religion, whiche
consisteth in visible thinges. 1577 Fulke Answ. True
Christian 11 These vnreligious and vngodly opinions of
God. x6o6 Dekker Double PP Wks. (Grosart) U. 163 Hee
dare presse To th' Eaves of Bishops Pailaces : Where, harsh
and vn-religious notes Hee singes against their Reuerend
Coates. 1814 VVordsw. Excurs. iv.607 If unrelieious. lethim
be at once, Among ten thousand innocents, enrolled A pupil.

2. Non-religious : not connected with religion.

x85S MiLMAN Z-a/.CAn xiv. v. VI. 508 The popular poetry
..became profaiie, unreligious, at length in some parts ir-

religious. 1871 R. H. Hltton Ess. I.^ 88 The difficulties

involved in the conception ofCreation being, howeveri totally

Vol. X.

I

313

unreligious. 1898 Educat Rev. XV._ 392 In the general

movement.., education has become quite unreligious.

Hence Unreli'glously (Zi/z^.jTJnreli'^otisness.

C1S35 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. lit. II. 363 Whom, after

myn opynyon, war better to be at large and dymyssed from
ther bondage then so vnrelygiously to remayne ayenst ther

conscyens. 1579 Fulke Heskins^ Pari. 30 Although there

be great rashnesse in some, and vnreligiousnesse in more.

1847 Emerson Poems, Blight 38 We invade them impiously

for gain ; We devastate them unreligiously,

Unrelinquishably, adv. (Un-> ii.) 1643 Miltom
Divorce 28 To clogge a rational creature to his endles

sorrow unrelinquishably.

tTnrelincLuished,/'//. a, (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1781 CowpER Conversat. 673 While at heart

sin unrelinquish'd lies. 1806 Foster Ess. 11844) I. 16 Their
. . unrepctiied and unrelinquished sins. x88i Mrs. Oliphant
H. Josctlyn H. 304 That familiar unrelinquished name.
Unrelishabie, a. (Un-> 7 b, 5 b.) x6o6 G. W[oodcockeJ

Hist. Ivstine Pref., A tun of Wine, which.. is made vn-

rellishable by being mingled with some other compound.
xw BailkyCvoI. II), Disgnst/ul^ unrelishable.

TJnre-lished, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1593 Drayton Eel. ii. 10 My Rymes seeme harsh to thy vn-
relish'd taste. 1863 Mrs. Whitnev i^a/VA Gartney's Girlh,

vii, Sleepless nights,, .and forgotten, or unrelished meals.

Unre'iishing,^//. a. (Un-' 10.) x6n Florio, Insulso^

vnsauorie.., vnielishing, tastelesse. 1633 '^- Adams Exp.
2 Peter \. 2 Idle, profane, and unrelishing compliments. 1676
Glanvill Seasonable Rejiect. 14^ All things [in the other
world].. are uneasie and unrelishing at the best, fUn-
re'lishness. Obs.'^ [Un-' 12.] Lack of relish. 1615 A.
NiccHOLES Marr. <V Wivin^y'xx. (1620) loThevnrealishnesse
of that which is lawful, desire of that which is restrained.

Unrelu'ctant, a. (Un- i
7, 5 b.)

1737 Glover Leonidas i. 233 Death, receive My unreluc-
tant hand, and lead me on. 1774 Trinket 188 The consent
is. .granted with an unreluctant frankness. i8so Shelley
Ode Lib. xi. The eager hours and unreluctant years. 1854
Milman Lat. Chr. iii. Iii. 1. 316 An orthodox Empire would
not repose in unreluctant submission under an Arian.

Unrelu ctantly, adv. (Un- 1 1 i .)

165s Earl Orrery Parthen. 11. ni. ?7i The Armenians
have vnreluctantly submitted to that Government. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat.UZ^^) II. 289 It will sometimes carry them
through self-deniajs unreluctantly upon proper occasions.

1799 Ham. More Fem. Edttc. (ed. 4) I. p, xiv, Unreluctantly
yielding themselves to be carried down the tide of popular
practices. X849 C. Bronte Shirley xxix, She resigns herself

to me unreluctantly. 1874 H. Rogers Orig. Bible ii. 60
They unreluctantly received such as spontaneously sought
their communion.
Unremai'ning, /*//. rt. (Un-* 10.) 18x7 Shelley Rev.

Islam I. i. Like a brief dream of unremainmg glory. 1818
— Rosal. <V Helen 997 My dream of unremaining gladness.

Unremarkable, a, [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.J
L Unworthy of remark or note,
i6xx CoTGR., Irremarquablet vnremarlcable, . .no way to

be noted. x63» G. Sandys Ovid's Met. x\. Notes 397 Nor
is this vnremarkable, . .that the Kings-fisher being dead and
hung vp by the Neb, lurnes alwaies her belly to the wind.
X643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 55 It is not unremarkable
what Philo first observed, That [etc.].

•f* b. Incapable of being observed. Obs,'~^

X644 I^iGBY Nat. Bodies v, § 2. ^4 Our vnderstanding to
make a compleale notion, must adde something else to this

fleeting and vnremarkable superficies that may bring it vnto
our acciuaintance.

2. Not notable or striking,

X850 Kincsley a, Locke xxvii. As we may see by the his-

tories of every remarkable, and many an unremarkable, man.
x8s3 G. J. Cayley Zaf Al/orjas l.iss We. -saw Arahal, an
unremarkable white town, on a slight eminence. X879 .S"/.

George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 520 An unremarkable sprinlding of
other workers.

Unrema-rked, Ppl- a. (Un-1 8, 8 c)
IWS Ash.] xj^x Minstrel III. 1 59 T*he extreme attention

of Edward to her daughter, was not unremarked by Jaque-
line. 1830 Herschel Study Nat. Phil, 348 It cannot be
supposed, that all the indicationsof nature continually passed
unremaiked. i87x Fraser Li/e of Berkeley x. 382 Some
hitherto unremarked phases of the Berkleian conception.

{Jb) X856 Craik English of Shaks. Pref., Not leaving any
passage unremarked upon which seemed, .obscure.

t Unreiiie*diaDle» ^' Obs, Also 5 Sc, vnre-
medable, 6 onremedabil, [Un- 1 7 bj 5 b.] Irre-

mediable.
438« WvcLiF Tobii x. 4 Thanne wepte his modir with vn-

remediable terls. c X480 Hknrvson Want oflVyse Men 63
(Bann. MS.), Sic sturtfull stering in to godis neis it stinkis ;

Bot he haif rew, all is vnremedable. 1549 Compt. Scot, i

Ther cruel inuasions aperis to be onremedabd. a 1586
'Sxtiti'E.H Arcadia ii. x, (1912) 213 An unremcdiable mischiefe

already committed. X64S Bp. Hall Remedy Discontents

125 The miseries of an unremediahle disappointment. 1695
S. LoBB Let. Dr. Bates 21 An antecedent desert of hell, and
a sinfulness so deserving (tho' not by an unremcdiable guilt).

Unre-medied,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

Also in i6th c. unreme'died^ Sc. unretne'dit.

X563 Reg. Priv^ CouncilScot. I. 25oSaIang as this inobedi-

ence is unremedit. 1595 Spenser Clorinda 8 The authors.

.

And workers of my vnremedied wo. X644 Milton Divorce
(ed.2) A 3b, The unremedied ionelinesse of this remedy. 1768
BlackstoneC(?«//«. III. 385 Should[ these defects].. continue
unremedied and unsupptied, X79X Cowper Odyss. 11. 273
Waste will continue and disorder foul Unremedied. 1864
Pusey Led. Daniel 523 note, God is often said to 'awake'
for His people, when He notices that which He had before

left unremedied.

Unreme'mber, v. [Un-' 14. J trans. To fail (or omit)

to leniember. 1484 in Lett. Rich. Ill ^ Hen. VII (Rolls)

\. 78 Whiche [fidelity] we shalle not unremembre. x6i6 W.
Haig in J. Russell Haigs vii. (1881) 159 Unremembering so
kendspeckle a thing wherein they were put.

Unreme-mberable, a. (Un-^ 7 ^» 5 b.)

t^-^Ann.licv* 1*63 The topography of a country wherein

UNEEMITTINQ,
every place has an unrememberable name, 1858 Cablvlb
Fredk. Gt. II. iji. I. 89 The smallest flint-spark, in a world
all black and unrememberable, will be welcome, 1887
Saintsburv Hist. Elizab. Lit. viii. 292 Vast heaps of things
altogether unrememberable.

Unremembered,///. a, [Un-i 8.]
1. Not borne in mind ; allowed to drop out of
mind ; forgot.

With early examples cf. Unremember v.
C1400 Foumi^St. Bartholomew's xii. 17 Innumerable were

schewid tokynnys of myracles, but.-.they be almoyste
vnremembred. 1421 Yong tr. Secreta Secret. 203 For als
mocheasgood newe ensamples sholde not ben vnremembrid
for lerynge of tho that avne to come. X584 Hutton Let.
xnC^m^h^W Chancellors (1856) 11.273 Towards yourself
leave not the causes of my presumptions unremembered.
X607 HiERON Wks. I. 260 This feare causeth them.. to be
vnwilhng to let any of it [sc. comfort of the Scriptures] fall
to the ground vnremembred. 1641 Milton Reform. 11. 69
Nor must their sincere.. proceeding hitherto, be unremem-
ber d. 1734 A. Hill On Death Dennis 9 The furious petu-
lence, the Jealous start,. .Veil'd in thy grave shall unre-
member 'd he. 1798 WoRDSW. Tiniern Abbey 2,1 Feelings too
Of unremembered pleasure. i8i6Southey Lay ofLaureate
Ixxvl, Where in elder time Earth's unremember'd conquerors
held the sway. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Borders I.

29 A skirmish of unremembered date.

fb. (Left) unrecotded or unmentioned, Obs,
c X477 Caxton Jason 52 Hit is not to be vnremembrid that

thenuie of. .Peleus grewe so terribly that he..coude haue
no reste. a 1513 Fabvan Ckron, \. i, Whiche ifany suche
wonder had ben there wroughtCi shuld nat haue ben vn-
remembred [by] the wiyters. 1570 Koxe A. <S-

M. (ed. 2)

19/2 Which doubtles shoulde not haue bene vnremembred,
if he had bene then in Rome. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire
(1892) 219 For the better memorye of these, .members, not
to suffer them vnremembered in this my Discripcion of their
Country, c X650 P. Smith Life Willet in Fuller Abel Red.
(1651} 565, 1 thought good . . to adde some remarkable things
then unremembred or undiscovered.

+ 2. Ot persons : Unmindful, forgetful. Obs,
X467 Paston Lett. II. 306 He thynkyth indoubted that

William Worcetre shuld not be unremembred of this, a \$z'&

Bp. R. Fox in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. 11. 6, I am not un-
remembred of my deutye towardes the Kyng. XS36 E. Lee
Ibid. Ser. nr. II. 326, 1 trust your Highnes is not unremem-
bred, that [etc.].

Unremembering,/^/. a. (Un-^ io.)

xS^o Sc, Acts Parit., Jos. ^(1814) II. 363/2 That he will
nocht be vnremembrand and vngrate for ) e gude. .seruice
done to him. 1697 Dryden /Sneis vi. 1020 That, unremem-
b'ring of its former Pain, The Soul may suffer mortal Flesh
again. 1883 J. Hawthorne Fort. Fool i. xvii. It would
become human like ourselves, and lose its thoughtless and
unremembering happiness.
Unreme'mbrance. (Un-' 12.) CX449 Pecock Repr.

IV. ix. 474 The vnknowing and the vnremembraunce of these
thrcnotabilitees. X725 Watts Logic i. iv. § 2 There are
some Words which are negative in their original Language,
but seem positive to an Englishman, ..as. Amnesty, an
Unremembrance or general Pardon. Unremi'nded,/^^^, a^

(Un-' 8.) [177s Ash.] x88x M. C. Hay Missing II. 214. I

never could allow him to be unreminded that [etc.]. tUn-
remissible, (z. Obs, (Un-' 7, 5b.) X593 NasheCAw/V
T. 30 There is the 'I'abcrnacle of the Lord, . . there if we shold
di awe our blades, it were abhomination vnremissible. X603
Flohio Montaigne ill. v. 511 It is a capitall crime, and vn-
remissible offence.

Unremitted, ///. a. [Un-I 8.]

1. Not pardoned or cancelled.

1646 Hammond Tracts 27 Sin unretracted..doth certainly
stand upon the sinners score unremitted.

2. Not allowed to slacken or fall off; maintained
at the sarae pitch or force ; continuous.
Very common from c 1760.

1722-7 BovER Diet, Royal ii, Unremitted, (incessant),

cotitinitel. X744 Akenside Pleas. Imag. i. 430 Against the
..stubborn hill To urge bold Viriue's unremitted nerve.

X781 C. Johnston Hist. J. Juniper I. 13 Her endeavours
. .had been unremitted. X820 Scott Monast. xi, Assiduity
and unremitted attention. 184a H. Rogers In trod. Burke's
Wks, 1.26 The fatigues of such years of unremitted toil.

3. Of persons : Unremitting.
X796 Morse Amer.Geog'. I. 329 Several men of abilities.,

were unremitted in their endeavours. X833 Sir W. Hamilton
Discuss. (1853) 588 The pastor, ought to be .. unremitted in

his superintendence of the masters.

Hence Unremlttedly adv.
X786 tr. Beckford's Vathek 22 His wives, .unremlttedly

supplied him with water. X79a in J. Morse Amer. Geoe,

(175^) I. 510 Through which aperture the water unremittedly
drops. 1889 Engineer 10 May 408 An advantage which
Swansea has been striving for unremittedly, and will gain
this autumn.
Unremi'ttent, a. (Un-^ 7.) X87X Palgrave Lyr, Poems

28 The lark scattering in the crystal morn His unremittent
gush of silver rain. 1895 Athenaeum 16 Feb. 224/2 An
atmosphere of unremittent work. Unremi'ttently, adv,

^

(Un-' II.) i8gs ^ t/ienarum 26 Oct. 576/3 Mr. Manns has
laboured, .unremittently in the interests of native art.

Unremitting,///. «• [Un-1 io.] Never re-

laxing or slackening ; continuing with the same
force: incessant: a. Of activity, etc,

1728 Thomson Spring yoo Inspiring God ! who boundless
Spirit all, And unremitting Energy, .. agitates the Whole.
1768 BoswELi. Corsica ii. (ed. 2) 79 With unremitting con-
stancy [he] endeavoured to restore the liberties of his country.

1819 Busby Hist. Music II. 256 We find in the music a con-

tinued and unremitting echo to the sense of the hinguage.

1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. 1. i, [They] lived in the most
unremitting hostility towards each other, 1871 Macduff
Mem. Patmos v. 56 Engaged in unremitting toiL

b. Of persons. Also quasi-Oi/z^.

X736 Thomson Liberty iv. 711 Fleet on fleet Of barbarous

Eirates unremitting tore The miserable coast. 1796 Mme.
t*ARBLAYCamiV^lV.938[Sbe] was. .unremitting in boast-

UiO



UNREMITTINaiiT.

ing how well she had- .kept them in order. 1817 J. Scott
Paris R^isit. (ed. 4) 359 He., was unremitting in bis exer-

tions. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. I. xiii. 420 He was unre-

mitting in argument and entreaty to prevent ihe taking of

their lives.

Hence trnremi-ttingness.
i8ia Shelley Proposals Pr. Wks. 18S8 I. 283 Considering

the unremittingness of its pressure. iB55 M. Arnold Ess.

in Cril. vi. (1S75) 243 The very intensity and unremitiingness

of its appeal.

TTuremi ttingly, fl^z'- [Un-i ii.] Without

remission ; incessantly, continually.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV. 184, 1 watched her un-

remittingly. i8a4 DiBDiN Libr, Comp. 608 Having secretly

and unremittingly formed his style. 1878 A. H. Markh.\m

Gt. Frozen Sea i. 6 Officers and men were unremittmgly

engaged in the various duties.

Unremo'nstrant, a. (Un-» 7.) 1865 Meredith R.

FU'ning xxxi.-c, As mute and unremonstrant as a fallen tree.

Unremo'nstrated,///. a. (Un' 8c.) 1818 Bentham Ch.

Eng. Catech. Exam, 151 Such connivance should be left

unremonstrated against. i86oPiCKKNSif//.(i88o) ill. 193

You are ..far too able a man to be left unremonstrated with

by an admiring reader.

Unremo rsefiil, a. (Un-i 7) ,

C1611 Chapman Iliadix. 597 O unremorseful man L.thee

a.. cruel spirit the Gods for plague have given. 1616 R.

NiccoLS Sir T. Overhurys Vis. Bi b, Vnremorseful I fate

Did works the falls of those two Princes dead. Ibid. C 2,

Monsters. .vnremorsefuU of my forepast woes. 1855 Lynch

Rivulet Lxxvin. v, By unremorseful joys, O, woo Our hearts

to holy efforts still. 18JD Stedman Victorian Poets 316

Sebald and Ottima have murdered the latter's aged husband,

and are unremorseful in their guilty love.

UnremoTsefully, adv. (Un-^ h.) 1846 Hawthorne
Old Manse 11. 31 Thus making his own actual serpent. .the

type of each man's.. unc^uiet conscience, and striking his

sting so unremorsefuUy into the sorest spot. fUnre-
moTseless, a. Obsr^ [Un-' 5 a.] Remorseless. 1634

Cowley Elegy R. Ckrke 10 His mellifluous breath Could

not at all charme unremorselesse Death. Unremo'te, a.

(Un-' 7.) 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (18^2) 239 {Fruiterer)

The * unremoie ' period when many of our most familiar

garden products were introduced.

Unremo Table, <z. [UN-i7b,5b.]

fl. Incapable of being moved; immovable;

steady, firm, constant. Ods.

a 1500 in Ratis Ravings etc. 1 1 The erde remanis euermare
vnremouable. 1579 Fulke Heskins* Pari. 476 It still re.

maineth vnremouable, that a signe and the thing signified,

be distinct things. CX595 Capt. Wyatt Dudley's Voy,

(Hakl. Soc.) 25 Caryinge soe great a majestic in his march
with such unremovable resolucions in his proceedings, a 1643

Bedell Erasmus in Fuller Abel Rediv. (1867) I. 91 He was
ofanunremoveable constancy. i^jo'Walton Lives, IVotton

72, I.. contracted with him an unremovable affection.

2. = Irremovable a, 1. Now rare.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. v, He manifested himself an un-

removeable suiter to her daughter. 1614 Bp. Hall Coniempl.^

0,T. yin. V, Their neernesse of abode was an unremoveable

barre of peace, a 1680 Corbet Non-conf. Plea (1683) 25
Unnecessary terms, that are unlawful to them by unremov-
able doubts of conscience, a 1740 Waterland Sec. Def.
Wks. 1823 III. 70 This. .left the charge fixed and unremov-
able upon the Pagans. 1752 Carte Hist. Eng. HI. 27 The
lord Areskine,hisconstantand unremoveable guardian. i8oa

Sk. Paris II. xlvii. 123 The pretended unremoveable rights.

Hence tTnremo'vaMeness.
x6xx CoTGR., C«?«f/a«<:^,..vnremoueablenesse. X634 Bp.

Hall ContempL^ Resurrection 276 They bragd of the sure-

nesse of the place, and unremoveablenesse of that load.

Unremo vably, adv. [Uw-i n, 5 b: cf.

prec] IiTcmovabTy.
X604 Sir T. Coningsby in x^th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.

II. 2 Yours unremovabelly, yf you remoufe him not. X617

HiEROM IVks, 1620 II. 236 That wee may bee so settled in

a right way.., as that we may..goe on sincerely, and vnre-

mouably to the end. 1646 Ham.mond Tracts 102 So heavy
anarreareofsinne lying unremovably upon every ones score,

Unremo-ved, ppl- a. [Un-i 8, 5 b.]

1. Not removed or done away with.

X4S5 Rolls ofParlt. V. 330/1 Whiche doubte . . unremoved,
is not unHke to set. .division. X674 R. Godfrey Inj. ^ Ab.
Physic 4 So long as the spurious Ferment in bjth Stomach
and Blood is unremoved. x68o C. Nesse Church Hist. 363
This rubb and remora is still unremoved. 1812 Crabbe Tales

III. 290 Gwyn something felt.. was wrong; He wish'd to

know, for he believed the thing, If unremoved, would other

evil bring, i860 Westcott Introd. Study Gosp, iii. 153
Their external disinclination for literature was unremoved .

.

by their special work. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 236 The
unremoved deteriorating influences.

b. Not removed or shifted in place.

ax45o in MS. Rawl. D. 251 fol. 86, Let it ly iij dayes
onremevyd. c X490 Paston Lett. III. 338 Ye must send me
wryghtyn^..hough Ionge..[the plaster] shold abyd on hys
kne unremevyd. 1563 Hvll Art Garden. (1574) 117 If they
\sc. rape] growe to thicke, then remoue . . them, . . whereby the
other vnremoued may growe the bigger in the roote, 1613
W. Browne Brit. Past. i. iv. 520 As yonder mill. .Yet by
the head-strong torrent from his beame Is un.emov'd. 163a
Lithgow Trav. i. 31 [They] placed it in a high broad way,
where it standethvnremooued to this day. X707 Mortimer
Husb, \ji Being sown very thin..where they may stand
nnremoved in the Ground for two Years. 1784 Phil. Trans.
LXXIV. 428 They continued unremoved in their several
places. 1837 Carlyle Fr, Rev. n. vi. viii, A hundred and
eighty bodies of Swiss lie piled there ; naked, unremoved
till the second day. 1889 -^xst Rep. Dep. Keeper Irel. 16
Other testamentary Records, unremoved to this Department.

C. Fixed in place ; firmly stationed.

X551 Records Pathiv. Kncnul. i. xlii. Then sette I one
foote of the compas vnremoued in B. 1591 Harincton
Orl. Fur. IX. Ixix, So great a sound, As seemed, .to remove
the unremoved ground. X667 Milton P. L. iv. 987 Satan .

.

dilated stoodi Like Teneriff or Atlas unremov'd. z8ao

814

Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. 380 Making shiver Thought's
stagnant chaos, unremoved for ever. 1873 Symonds Grk.
Poets X. 325 The mountain stands for ever unremoved.

1 2, 1' irm, steadfast, constant. Ods.

1589 Rare Tri. Love ^ Fort. 11. M 4, The unremoved love

I beare my lady. x6o6 G. Woodcock Hist. Ivstine xv. 64
With an vnremooued courage, neither arrogant in happi-

nesse, nor altred in disiresse. 1627 Drayton Elegies, To
Lady /. S. 85 Your noble heart . . With vnremoued con-

stancie is still The same it was. 1655 Earl Orrery /'«/-M^_«.

II, vni. 816 An unremoved resolve of sharing in his despair,

Unremunerated,///.(i. (Un-'8.) ti77SAsH.] (Freq.

in recent use.) Unremu'nerating, ppi. a. (Un-* 10.)

1855 [J. R. Leifchild] Cornwall 247 If a mine, .just meets
its working expenses at a low and unremunerating standard.

XTnremu'nerative, «. (Un-i 7.)

Hence, in recent use, unremuneratively, -ncss.

x8s4 Poultry Chron. I. 26/2 Evidence that the raising of

poultry was by no means the unremunerative folly idlers

supposed it to be. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 120 A
girl is considered an expense and unremunerative.

t Unreiia'vigable, a. Cbs. (Un-' 7 b.) x66i J. Boys
^neasvi. 17 How gladly would they, .see blest light again?
Fates thwart : an unrenavigable sound . .doth them surround.

t"D'nre'nde(d, obs. varr. Unhent///. a.

c X440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 9 The trunkes sadde, in humor
that abounde, Vnolde, vnrende. 1646 J. Gregory Notes <)(•

Obs. 117 The suspension of these waters.. I no more mar-
vaile at then that the thicke Clouds .. should hang in the
Aire unrended under them.
Unre*nderable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) x86o Ruskin Mod.

Paint. V. VL x. § 8 I'he best beaut)?' of flowers being wholly
inimitable, and their sweetest service unrenderable by art.

1889 Athenseum 10 Aug. 187/3 A rendering of Sappho s un-
renderable ' Ode to Aphrodite '.

Unre-ndered,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

[177s Ash.] 1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour I. 199 Cakes,
made of flour and * unrendered ' (unmelted) lard. 1865
Grosart Palmer's Mem. Introd. is-The suggestive and
invaluable treatise of M, Remusat still lies unrendered.
Unrenewable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 1548 Geste Pr,

Masse B ij, Christes body (whose creatyon is vnrenuable).

Unrenewed, />//. a. (Un-i 8.)

X579 W. Wilkinson Con/ut. Fam. Love B iij b, They are

..vnrenewed, vngodded, vnsent. 1678 R. Bahclay Apol,
Quakers (1703) 363 Acting in their own natural and un-
renewed Wills. X683 J. Corbet Free Actions 11. xvL 24
Whatsoever an unrenewed person doth, hath necessarily.,

a disconformity to Gods Law. 1764 J. Witherspoon /Vdc^
Treat. Regeneration ii. § 2 All unrenewed persons, .place

their supreme happiness in something that is not God.
1828-32 Webster s.v., The lease is unrenewed.

_
1865

Gladstosk Farewell A ddr. Edinb. Univ. 61 The spirit of

the unrenewed world. aiZ66 D, Duncan Disc. (1867) vii.

J44 Prayer is not an exercise congenial to the unrenewed
soul.

Unrenou'nceable, «. (UN-*7b.) 1851 [see next]. Un-
renou'nced, ppi. a. (Un-' 8.) 1775 Ash.] X851 Mrs.
Browning Casa Guidi Wiud. 11. 117 The people rose up in

the dust.., and shouted. .'Live the People,' who remained
and must, The unrenounced and unrenounceable. Ull-

renovated, /i//. a. (Un-' 8.) [177S Ash.] 1856 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. IV. v. xiv. § 25 Age after age may only prolong

the unrenovated ruin.

Unrenow ned, /•//. a. Also 6 -nowmed,
(Un-^ 8. Cf. Irrenowmed.)
1570 Levins Manip. 50 Vnrenowned, incekbris. X594,

Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. iii, The dreames .. that did

beset my bed,. .Commaunds me leaue these vnrenowmed
reames. 1827 Pollok Course T. ix. 479 Nor unrenowned
among the most renowned .. stood the bard. /ixSgi Moir
Sonn. i, Nor unrenowned, as, with an ampler tide, Thou
windest through the glens of Woodhouselee.

nnre'nt,a. (Un-i 7.)
X596 Spenser F. Q. vi. vi. 40 Were not, that the Prince did

him appeaze, He had not left one limbe of him vnrent. 1727
Pope, etc. Art ofSinking 102 Distended with the waters in

'em pent. The clouds hang deep in air, but hang unrent.

1796 Burke Let. Noble Lord Wks. VIII. 21 These obscene
harpies .. leave nothing unrent, unrifled. x8i6 Byron Siege

of Cor. xxxiii, Ihe hills that shake, although unrent. 1858
Carlyle Fredk. Gt. v. v. I. 577 Daily had some loop fallen, .

.

but daily was he there to pick it up again, and keep the

web unrent 1879 R. T. Smith Basil Gt. ix, 113 The gar-

ment without seam, .preserved unrent even by the soldiers.

Unrentable, a. (Un-^ 7 b.) x826 Galt Last ofLairds
V. 40 An untenanted and unrentable portion of the Laird's

domain.

Unrepai'd, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

x6S5 Earl Orrery Parthen. i. viii. 456 To leave so liberal]

a guift vnrepay'd. 1697 Creech in Drydens Juvenal xiii.

xvii. 334 Thy Loss continues, unrepaid by Pain. X738
Wesley Hyinn, To Thee^ O Father 0/ Mankind iii. Nor
shall their Love be unrepaid. 1750 Johnson Rambler No.
54 F 10 We recollect . . a thousand favours unrepaid. 1826

Scott Woodst. xxviii, That my affection was not unrepaid.

1890 ' R. BoLDREWooD ' CoL Reformer (i8gi) 316 The very

substantial aid ia cash.. still unrepaid.

UnrepaiT. [Un-1 12, 5b.] Lack of repair;

disrepair, irrepair.

1873 in Dail^ News 5 Mar. 2/4 He might send them to

sea in a condition of unrepair, both as to equipment and hull.

x886^;«.fr7<:a«XIII. 57 Everywhere the combined efforts of
ill-construction and unrepair are visible.

Unrepairable, a. (Un- i 7 b, 5 b.)

i6n CoTGR., Irrecuperable, vnrecouerable, vnrepairable.

1617 Moryson Itin. n. 192 The losse of ihem would be for

many yeeres vnrepairable. 1680 Rushw. Hist, Coll. II.

301 These great Abuses are . . increased to the publick
Nuissance, and likely to.. become unrepairable.

TJnrepai'red, />;*/. «.l [Un-1 «.] Not repaired.

X523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxxxiv. (1812) 762 Whan
the frenche kynge went oute of that countrey ^ was vnre-

payred,..for all was brent and beaten downe. c 1550 W.
Clopton in Halliwell Shaks. (1887) II. 171 Benllye hath
lefte the said manour place in great ruyne, and unrepayryd.
16x7 Campion yd Bk. Ayres ix. xi Great sorrows vnre-
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payred Admit no meane in mourning. « 1637 B. Jonson
Underiooods^ Execration Vulcan 196 Paul's steeple..,

though a divine Lo-^s, remains yet as unrepair'd as mine.

X693 Tate Dryden's Jtivenal xv. 5 Where, Ihebes, thy

Hundred Gates lie unrepair'd. 1721 [see Unredressed],

1805 SouTHEY Madoc I. xii. 32 As the floods of spring had
broken down Their barrier, so its breaches unrepair'd Were
left. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. n. v.v, Robbers scour the

Highways, which wear down unrepaired.

Unrepai-red, ppl. a.^ [Un-' 8 c] Not resorted to.

1615 T. Adams Lycanthropy 33 The Temples unrepaired

and unrepaired to— neyther adorned nor frequented, f Un-
re-parable, a. Obs. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 1611 Spkkd Hist.

Gt. Brit. IX. viii. § 55. 503/1 His French affaires had sus-

tained vmeparable impeachments. 1645 Milton Tetrach.

90 We grant divorce .. not for lesse then many tedious and
unreparable yeares of desertion. UnrepaTtable, a.

(Un-^ 7 b.) 1592 R. D. HyPnerotomachia 8 b, Compassed
with fowlded haires of vnrepartable curiousnes,

"Crnrepassable, a- (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

1600 J. Poky tr. Leo's Africa Introd. 35 A report, that the

streights of Magellan were unrepassable, 1611 Cotgr.,

Irrepassable, vnrepassable, ouer which no returnecan be

made. X734 Watts Relig. Juv. no Narrow Limits indeed !

and when once pass'd, they are unrepassable. 1794 H.
Boyd Ind, Obser^'er No. 49 r 3 The eternal shore of the

unrepassable river.

Unrepayable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1881 Shairp Aspects of
Paetry 312 A debt still unrepaid, perhaps now unropayable.

Unrepaying, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) i866 Chamb. Jrnl. Dec.

785 Another almost as unrepaying a branch of literary

labour. 1868 R. L. Poole in Contejnp. Rev. Jan. 112 As
we study th^ dry and unrepaying pages of the Ritual.

Unrepea-lable, a. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

x6oi Dent Pathw. Heaven 376 His decree is vnrepeale- .

able, x6s6 Jeanes Fuln. Christ 180 An irreversible, and
unrepealable promise of an omnipotent God. 01711 Ken
Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 151 Unrepealable and
dreadful Doom. X730 Waterland Suppl. to Nat. Chr,

Sacr. iii. 21 That Love of God, . . which is unrepealable,

abiding for ever. 1784 Cowper Task v. 610 Unrepealable

enduring death. X803 Jane Porter Thaddeus xv, These

words fell like an unrepealable sentence on the heart of

Thaddeus. i860 Lowell Election in Nov. Prose Wks. 1890

V. 38 Truth is the unrepealable thing.

Hence UnrepealatoiTity, -aWeness.
X651 W.Durham Maran-atha (1652) 24 The un-repealable-

nesse of this judgment, it can never be reversed. 1820-30

Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 25 The unrepealability

of their decisions.

tJnrepea-led,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

X479 in Eng, Gilds (1870) 417, I shall.. meyntene all laud-

able ordinauncez , . vnreuokid and vnrepelid. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 11 26 Say a man did abolish lawes, and yet

withall leave behind unrepealed and uncondemned the

doctrines and books of Parmenides. 1649 Milton Tenure
Kings 13 Which Edict of his remaines yet unrepeald in the

Code of Justinian. X7ia Blackmore Creation \. 626 Could
they \sc. moist elements] dispense to lie below the land,

With nature's law, and unrepeal'd command. 1771 Junius
Lett, xlviii. (1788) 264 The resolutions ..stand upon your
Journals, uncontroverted and unrepealed. i8i<) G. S
Faber Dispensations (1823) I. 180 That the origmal sen-

tence continued wholly unaltered and unrepealed. X89X

Farrar Darkn. ^ Da^vn xlii. An unrepealed decree of the

senate.

Unrepea-table, a. [Un- i 7 b, 5 b.]

1. Too coarse to be re-uttered.

X843 MozLEV Ess, (1878) I. 84 The most disgusting and
unrepeatable indecencies went on. 1859 W. H. Gregory
Egypt II. 47 Droll but somewhat unrepeatable anecdotes.

X887 Punch 19 Mar. 136/2 An account of his most infamous
exploits in unrepeatable language.

2. Incapable of being done or made again.

x88o Littledale /*///?;/ Reus. Ixxv. i57The.. unrepeatable
privilege and glory of being the first to unlock the doors of

the kingdom. X901 G. H. Howison Limits of Evol. 362

The absolutely singular and unrepeatable personality of

each soul.

Unrepeated,///. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not re-uttered or recounted.

a js86 Sidney Arcadia n. xxix. To leave that unrepealed,

which I finde my daughters have told you. 1649 Milton
Eikon, Pref. B ij, The further mention of his deeds .

. perhaps

for the present age might have slept with him unrepeated.

a X839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 236 Believe not that those

uttered words In the far winds have fleeted. .Uncherished,

unrepealed.

2. Not renewed.
1786 F7-ancis the Philanthropist II. 3 ' If you are serious

in your bets. .1*11 hold ye both, gentlemen.*. .The bets were

unrepeated. i8ii Scott Don Roderick 11. xix, First shriil'd

an unrepeated female shriek !

Unrepe'Uable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) X665 J. Gadbury Lon-
don's Deliv. Predicted i. 3 Which.., by an (almost) uncon-

trolable and unrepellable siccity, dries up and destroys ihe

Natural Powers.

TJnrepe-lled, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 179s Coleridge Plot Discov. 27 Dreadful

encroachments yet unrepelled. x8i8 Shelley Rosal. 4r

Helen 205 Ihey sate With linked hands, for unrepelled

Had Helen taken Rosalin'.i's. 1850 Browning Christmas
Eve xxi, I caught At the flying Kobe, and unrepelled Was
lapped again in its folds.

Unrepe*nt, v. (Un-^ 7.) 1833 Carlyle Ct. CagUostro
Misc. Lss. 1872 V. 123 He.. wanders necessitous hither and
thither ; repents, unrepents ; knows not what to do. Un-
repe'ntable, a, (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 1827 Pollok Course T.

X. 421 Unrepented deeds. Now unrepentable for evermore.

Unrepe ntance. (Un-i 12, 5 b.)

c 1410 /( 'ycliffite Bible i John v. 7 marg.^ Fynal unrepent-

aunce, bi which a man dieth in deedly synne. X563 Form
Common Prayer H iv, Thy pacyence beynge. .ouercome at

the laste, wyth oure obstynate vnrepentaunce. X579 W.
Fulke Heskins* Pari. 482 With vnreuerence and vnrepent-

ance, they presume against . . so high a mysterie. 1623

Bp. Haio. Contempl.^ O.T, xix. x, Hee might have averted
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it by his prayers ; their unrepentance disabled him. 1661
Cowley Cromivell Ess., etc. (1906) 372 Ihough the outward
unrepentance of his death afford but small materials for the

work of Charity. 1690 H. Wharton Semi. (1700) 383 Man
continuing in a state of unrepentance. i860 Bp. S. Wilber-
FORCE Addr. Cand. Ordination 45 To all. .who do not, by
actual unrepentance and unbelief, bar His gracious working,
i88a Uesant AH Sorts II. 275 My brotlier is hardened in
his unrepentance.

XTurepentant, a. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

c 1380 WvcLiF Sel. IVks. III. 108 I>urghe his wyckede and
unrepentant herte, 1395 Purvey R£t>wHstr.(\'i<,i) 119 The
curat shulde remove hem fro Godiiis boord, if he parceyuith
hem vnrepentaunt. c 1440 Jacob's Well 9 In J>is cursyng,

who-so deye vnrepentaunt, schal haue a dredeful ende !

1548 Cranmer Catech. 222 b, Unrepentaunte synners and
vnbelevers, 1588 Marprel. Epist, (Arb.) 45 The soule of

the vnrepentant papist. 163X High Commission Cases
(Camden) 213 The body of the unrepentant sinner. 1671

Milton /*. R. iir. 429 Should I of these the liberty regard.
Who, ..unrepentant, unreform'd, Headlong would follow.

1813 Scott Rokeby iii. xiv, Among the feasters waited near
Sorrow, and unrepentant Fear. 1856 Froude Hi^t. Eng, I.

358 The two offenders were hopelessly unrepentant.^ 1869
MozLEY Univ. Serin, ii. (1877) 34 False goodness is.- an
unrepentant type of evil.

absol. 1581 A. GoLDiNG Test, iz PatrlarcJis 59 The Lorde,

who either taketh away his benefices from the wicked, .. or

els reserneth them in the vnrepentant, to their endlesse

punishment. 1617 J. Barbier Janua Ling. 4 The sinnes

of the vnrepentant.

Hence Unrepe*ntautl7 adv., -ness.
£^1440 Promp. Parv. 366/3 'On-repentawntly, inpen{tenter»

1647 Trapp Comin, Matt. xxvi. 75 Stephen Gardiner., both
stinkingly and unrepentantly died, 1869 Lyntlesay's IVks,

440 marg.t Princes that, unrepentantly, live amiss. 1561

Dal-s tr. Bullinger on Apoc. U573) 126 b, The *vnrepent.

auntnesseand iasciuiousnes of them. 1571 Golding Calvin
on Ps. Ixix. 29 This is the last curse.. that foloweth the un.
repentantnesse, of which he spake.

unrepented, ///. a, (Un-1 8, 5 c.)

[a 1500 in Ratis Raving, etc. 3 The synis that he has done,
wnconfessyt of orrapentyt.] 1649 Ogilby tr. VirgiCs ^Eneis
VI. (1684) 255 Crimes at their last Hour unrepented were.

xtiS9 Gauuen Slight Healers (1660) 45 What peace can
there be or true healing, while .. tlie deepest wounds . . are
unpunished and unrepented? 1729 Law Serious C. xxiii.

460 The guilt of unrepented sins. 1795 Sol'they Joan of
Arc IX. 38 Sent before the Eternal Judge, With all their

unrepented crimes upon tliem. x8o6 [see Unrelinquished!.
1830 O. S. Fader Dtffic. Romanism (ed. 2) i. v. i63 An act of

unrepented idolatry. 1867 H. Macmillan. Bible Teach, xii,

243 Humbling discoveries .. of secret, unsuspected, unre-

pented sins.

b. \Viih*?/(t^«, t/^r).
^

1597 Hooker Ecct. Pol. v. Ixxii. § 13 Heapes of grieuous

transgressions . . vnrepented of, 16*9 Rutherford Let, to

Lady Kenmure 15 Jan., Fear of God's anger for old, un-

repented-of sins, 1645 E. Calamy Indictm. Eng. 23 This
sin alone unrepented on will shut a man out of heaven.

1646 Fuller Wounded Consc. xvi, (1647) 122 Some unre-

pented-for sinne. a 17x6 Blackall IVks. (1723) I. 77 His
known, allow'd, unrepented-of Breach of that one Law.
18x4 Miss L. M. Hawkins Annaline III. 209 Where sin

unrepented of cannot enter. 1889 M. Houston Sylvojins

Redivivus 164 The burden of unrepented-of sins.

Unrepeiiting,/>i/. a. (Un-i io.)

^1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xiv. Wicked woman, ..whose
unrepenting harte can find m way to amend treason, but

by treason. 1655 Jer. Taylor Unum Necess. v. § 3. 245
Unrepenting or habitual sinners. 1678 Cudworth Iniell,

Syst. 156 It ^oes on in one Constant, Unrepenting Tenor,

from Generation to Generation. 1700 Duvdem I'/teod. ^
Hon* 168 !n unrepenting Sin she dy'd. 1730 A. Petrik
Rules Good Deportm. Ch. Officers 127 To their last Hour
of unrepenting Death. 1790 Gibbon ^//r<:. /Kfe^. (1814) III.

306 The unrepenting tyrant had accomplished the measure

of his sins. 1827 Pollok Course T, vi. 496 The sword of

Justice, red With.. unrepenting wrath. 1839 Hallam Hist,

Lit. HI. ii. § 25 A Jesuit wrote a book to prove that un-

repenting Protestants could not be saved.

Hence Uarepe-ntinffly«i/z/,, -ness,
1615 HiERON Wks. I. 606 Such is the stablenesse of His

counsell, . . the vnrepeniingnesse of His conferring sauing

grace. 1789 Charlotte Smith Ethelinde (1814) V. 333
Though he now unrepentingly was gone where all his

crimes were registered,

Unrepi'ned, ppU a. (Un-' 8, 8 c.) i6a6 Bp. Hail
Contempl.^ O. f. XXI. iii. To continue those [taxes] he found
unrepined at.

Uurepining, /•//. a. (Un-i io.)

1637 Bp. hall Rem, Prophaneness 11. 9 " (1662) 80 What
unrepining subjection to the rod? X654 Niclwlas Papers
(Camden) II. 118 That I may be able to keepe him in tlie

present free and unrepyning humor, 1739 Glover Hosiers
Ghost 65 Unrepining at thy glory. Thy successful arms we
hail. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxix. She would sit up. .to nurse

me with the most unrepining patience. 1850 Mrs. Jameson
Leg, Monast. Ord, 402 She endured all unrepining.

Hence Unxepi'&lngly adv,
x6a6 WoTTON Let, in Rem. (1651) 507 His indisputable

will must be done, and unrepiningly received by his own
Creatures. 1748 Richardson ClarissaW. 237 (As] the will of

Providence . . leads,tet me patiently and unrepiningly follow,

1876 Banckoff Hist. U.S. I.ix. 277 He unrepiningly went
to meet impoverishment, .for the welfare of Massachusetts.

TJnreplaceable, a- (Un-i 7 b, 5b.)
1801 SourHKV Lett. (1B56) I. 153 Humphry Davy is an

unreplace;ible companion. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v.

XX. § 41 The head of the Lake of Geneva Ijeing. .unreplace-

able if destroyed. 1894 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 463 He was,like

Napoleon, unreplaceable,

Unrepla-ced,///. a. (Un-* 8.) 1883 Ld. Lytton Life

-V Lett. Lytton II. 36 There is a charm in sympathetic

female companionship unapproached, and unreplaced, by
any friendship.

Uiireplenislied,A*/.a. (Un-i 8.)

xjfia Bacon in U'Ewes Jml. tx683) 60/1 Few came to
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Service, and the Church so [wasj unreplenished. 1614

Gorges Lucan Vll. 280 The townes are vnreplenished. The
champian vninhabited. x66o Hoyle I^ew Exp. Fkys. Mvch.
xvii. 126Some Air. .kept the Mercury out of the unreplenish'd

space. 1817 Shellky Pr, Athan. I. 59 Though his life..

Was failiug like an unreplenished stream. 1854 J. S. C.

Abbott Nafoleon (1855) 1. 478 Gradually the unrepleuished

piles hurnt out.

fUnrepli-able, a. Oh. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.] Un-
answerable.

1653 R. Baillie Dissuas. Find. (1655) i Arguments of no
lesse than steel, and that unsheathed and shining, evident

and unrepliable. 1663 Griffith Serm. Four Admirable
Beasts 23 His wise, unreprovable and unrepliable answers,

171S M. Davies a then. Brit. II. To Rclr. 41 The unreplyable

A[rch]b[ishopl Tenison's Tract of Idolatry.

tUnrepll-ably.arfi'. Obs. (Un-' n.) 1648N. Homes m
J. Cotton CoH^riiat. Ch. Cleared A 2, You will meet with

..divers precious Saints.. evidently and unrepliablely

vindicated. 1715 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. Pref. 34
Topicks-.answer'd unrepliably innumerable times. Un-
repli'ed, //>/. a. (Un-' 8, 8 c.) 1825 Scott Talism. vii,

The Scottish barons., were not men to bear his scorn

unobserved or unreplied to. 185S Lever Martins 0/ Cro'

M. xviii, Three [letters] of hers had been left unreplied to !

Unreplying, ///. A (Un-' 10.) 1791 Cowper///«^v. 817

He spake; but Hector unreplying pass'd Impetuous. 1813

Gary Dante, Parad. I. 126 Oft-times, but ill accords the

form To the design of art, through sluggishness Of unreply-

ing matter. 189a Pall Mall G. i6_Apr. 7/1 The voiceless

lips of the unreplying dead.

TJnreportable, a. (Un-1 7 b, 5 b.)

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. j 37 Which brought

. . his Kingdome to vn-reportablc calamities, 1871 L.

Stephen /'/ay.fr. Europe \\i.in A volley of unreportable

language from the Chamouni guides. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 2o3/i Stirring stories some of them, but as unreportable

as the. .metaphors in which they were portrayed.

Unrepo-rted, ppl. a. (Un- 1 8.)

i6u Malvnes /I nc. Law-Merck. 284 This finesse of Siluer

hid and vnreported in the bullion. x8o8 Mitford Hist.

Greece III. 650nsometurnin Ihepopularmind, . .unreported

by antient writers, they were imprisoned. 1850 Thackeray
Pendennis Ixii, In consequence of that unreported con-

versation. 1884 MarsluxlCs Tennis Cuts 21 Some unreported

club or local handicap.
Unrepo'sed, /!;>/. a. (Un-' 8.) iSa? Pollok Course T.

VII. 581 Great Ocean ! strongest of creation's sons, unreposed,

untired. Unrepo-seftil, a. (Un-' 7.) 1883 Fortn. Rev.

July 118 The passions, and the foible of that unreposeful

time. Unrepo'simg, ///. a. (Un' 10.) 18*7 Shelley
Rc!i. Islam 11. i. The murmur of the unreposing brooks.

l8<l MiLMAN Mem. Macaiday 19 The balladl's).. whole

excellence is in., unreposing, unflagging, vigorous, stirring

hfe. Unreprehe-nded,//)/. a. (Un.' 8.) n 1614 Donne
BiaSararo? (1644) 195 Some of the Patriarches lived unre-

prehended in Polygamie. 1730 R. Bull tr. Dedehindus'

Grobian:is 40 Unreprehended there, supine, you lie. Un-
represe-ntable, a. (Un-' 7 b, s b.) 1840 Penny Cycl.

XVI. 20/2 Unrepresentable by any kind of musical mstru.

ment at present known. 1850 H. Bushnell God in Ckrist

156 The Unapproachable, and, as far as all measures of.,

conception are concerned, the Unrepresentable God. Un.
represe-ntative, a. (Un-' ^.) 1831 A. W. Fonblanque

Eng. wider 7 Administr. (1837) II. =36 An unrepresentative

House of Representation. itS^ Pa/l Mall G. i8Julyio/3

An irresponsible and unrepresentative House of I.ords.

Unrepresented, ///. a. [Un- is.]

1. Not represented by a member of a legislative

body.
1681 yedburgk Town Council Records 39 Sept. (MS.),

That the Burgli may not be unrepresented by Magistrates,

Councillors and others. <:i778 Conquerors 13 No subjects

can be tax'd unrepresented. 1787 Hawkins Life Johnson

50a The far greater number of the subjects of England .
.arc

unrepresented in parliament. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

i. I. 135 Very few unrepresented towns had yet grown into

importance. 1884 Manck. Ejcam. 10 Sept. 5/3 The county

. . would (not) be indififerent to the claims oftheunrepresented

two millions.

2. Not represented by an instance, individual, etc.

i8n Poultry Chron. I. 350/2, 13 classes .. were entirely

unrepresented in the entries I 1885 Mag. 0/ Art June 350

The exhibition at the Grosvenor Gallery, with Mr. \yhistler

at Suffolk Street, Mr. Burne Jones unrepresented,, .is [etc.].

3. Not yet [jroduced upon the stage.

1888 Daily Telegr. 13 Feb. (Encyd. Diet), A single

performance of hitherto unrepresented works.

tUnrepre-ssable, o. Ols. (Un-' 7 b.) Irrepressible.

1607 Markham Cavel.u.g^ Diners horses, .beesovnrepress-

able in the violence of their furies, that [etc.].

TJnrepre ssed, /»//. o. (Un-i 8.)

1583 GoLDlNG Calvi't on Devi. xxxv. 211 His bearing with

such blasphemie so as it hath full scope vnrepressed. 1803

Eu(;knia de Acton Ess. I. 82 The fervour of a youthful

mind,, .if unrepressed by the precepts of.. prudence. 1830

T'ennvson a rab.Nts. 74 Life, anguish, death, immortal love.

Ceasing not, mingled, unrepress'd. 1861 Trench Comm.
Ep. Churches A sia 50 Every disorder . . which has remained

unrepressed.
. . , .,

,

«
Unrepre-ssible, a. [Un-' 7, 5 b.] Irrepressible. 1804

EuCKNiA DE Acton Tale without Title II. 158. 1846

Worcester (citing Dr. Barton).

Unreprie-vable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 36 b, The best remedy of thyne

vnrepriueable peruerse destiny was death. 159S Shaks.

John V. vii. 48 There the poyson Is, as a fiend, confin'd to

tyrannize. On vnrepreeuabie condemned blood. <i 161S

Fletcher Elder Brother If. i, Thou unreprieveable Dunce I

..dost thou tell me I should?

Hence Unreprie-vably adv.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Ded., Vnrepriuebly perisheth

that booke whatsoeuer to wast paper, which [etc.]. J506—
Saffron IVnlden Fij, His bedred stu(Te..else would haue

laine vnrepriuably spittled at the Chandlers.

Unreprie'ved, /;>/. a. (Un-18.)
1667 Milton /". Z. ii. 185 There to converse with ev«rlasting

UNBEPUaNANT.
groans, Unrespited, unpitied, unrepreevd. 1735 Somervillk
Chace iii. 213 But unrepriev'd he [sc. a captive fox] dies.

1820 Shelley Protneth. Unb. i. 423 The slow years Which
thou must spend in torture, unreprieved.

Unrepri nted, ppl. a. vUn- i 8.)

[177S Ash.] 1872 W. Minto Eng. Lit. I. i. 82 One of his

unreprinted papers. 1885 A thenxutit 5 Sept. 305/3 It was
..intended to confine it to unreprinted pieces.

t Unreproa'cliable, ». Obs. (UN-i7b, 5 b.)

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 244 The purenesse of our
life and innocencieunreprochable. i6a5DoNNE.S"^rw/.li626)

40 These bills must be well testified, with vnreproachable
witnesses. a\'jxx Ken Hytnn. Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 143
Whether God hears the Pray'rs of Saints or not,.. God
unreproachable remains. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist. I.

ix. § 4 An unreproachable witness. 1768 Blackstone Comm.
111. xxii. 347 Where the defendant bore a fair and un-
reproachable character.

Unreproaohed,//'/. a. (Un-1 8.)

1648 Eikon Bos. viii. 49 Sir John Hotham unreproached,
unthreatned, uncursed by any language or secret imprecation

of Mine. 1753 Foote Engiishm. in Paris 11, Full fifteen

years, in wedlock's sacred bands, have I liv'd unreproach'd.

<zi8i3 Buckminster Serm. (1827) 262 He passed through
the world unreproached. He now sees, that his innocence.,

was unreproached, because unknown or despised.

TJnreproa-chful, a. cUn-i 7.)

c 1720 Gay in Pope's Wks., Addits. (1776) I. 99 Friendly

Congreve, unreproathful man I 1837 l^^-noa Athens II. 574
An anxious, earnest unreproachful devotion of conjugal Jove.

X838 Mrs. Browning Seraphim 11. 362 With these forgiving

hands upraising Their unreproachful wounds. i869Lvtion
Orval 56 Nay, not till.. all the love I render back With
unreproachful tears-

Unreproa chfully, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1671 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. X. § 171 He could never have been rid of him
again so unreproachfully, as by his changing his own
countenance.

TJnreprcaching, ///. a. (Un-i lo.)

174a Richardson Pamela XX. (1785) III. 103 Nay, (she

VLOuld have] reproach'd you more, by her unreproaching

obligingnes.s. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xxii. That books were

sweet unreproaching companions to the miserable. 1858

Farrar Eric 15 An unreproaching conscience. 1876 Geo.

Eliot Dan. Der. Ixiv, The unreproaching voice of birds.

Hence TIiireproa'cMngly adv.

1753 Richardson Graudison (1781) V. xli. 257 How un-

reproachingly may we call each other by that sacred name 1

Unreproducible, a. {^Un-1 7, 5 b.)

1880 GoLDw. Smith C&wper vi. 92 It belongs to an
unreproducible past. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 18 May 371/1

Desperate efl'orts to reproduce the unreproducible. 1899

Kipling Stalky 225 An unreproducible sniff, .rounded the

retort. [Freq. in recent use.]

Unreprovable, a. ^ow rare. [UN-i7b,

S b.] lireprovable, irreproaciiable. (Common
c 1550-1680.)
1381 WvcLiF Tobit X. 13 Monestende hir..to gouerne the

hous, to 5iue hirself vnreprefable. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV.

691 Cleopatra, Vnreprouablc on to niyn wyfhod ay, The
same wolde I fele, lyf or deth. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.

VIII, 227 In life and conuersacion vnreprouablc. 1581

J. Bell Htutdon's Answ. Osor. 76 b, Whose wordes and

deedes we may accounipt without exception unreproveable.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 13s She was.. of life vnreproueable.

1635 Pacitt Christianogr. i. i. 4 Historiographers, and other

unreproveable Authors. 171a Steele Sfect. No. 302 f 14

Ve guardian Angels,. .lead her gently hence innocent and

unreprovable to a better Place. 1791 Cowper Iliad IX. 650

Thy wrath was unreproveable and just. 1851 Rusk IN Stones

yen. I. xxvii. § 17 His work is absolutely unreproveable.

Hence Unreprovalileness, -ably adv.

1634 Sanderson Serm., Ad Mag. iii. (i6Si) II. 286 See to

it.. that you walk orderly and unreproveably your selves.

>68o W. Clagett Disc, Answ. 24 The unreprovableness of

the Spiritual man in assenting to the mysteries of the Gospel.

Unreproved, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

a Hoo-S" A lexanaer 3092 For-()i Jour wetke ay be witt

ae wirke vnreprcued [v.r. vnreprefytt]. c 1400 Found. St.

Bartholomew's (1923) 13 He..yn his techynge vnrepreuyd

was fownde. 1420-a Lvdg. Thebes 4152 That we bygan we
linyghtly ban achieuyd Vpon our foon, with worship vnre-

preuyd. 1578 Whetstone Promos tr Cass. 11. iii. i, God
graunt I scape this blacke day unreijrev'd. iMO Spenser
/'. Q. n. vii. 16 The antique world. .with glad tnankes, and

vnreproued truth. The gifts of soueralgne bountie did

embrace. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 14 Yet haue the Christians

their Churches, and vnreproued exercise of religion. i6«7

Milton P. L. IV. 493 With eyes Of conjugal attraction

unreprov'd. 1703 De Foe More Reform. 8 Let them expose

thy Errors to the Town, Thou sbalt go unreprov'd, 'till they

repent. i76o-7a H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1809) III. 18

Man. .riots at large and unreproved. l8ao Sctjrr Monast,

iv, 'ihe servants mingled, ..unreproved and with freedom,

in whatever conversation was going forward. x86x Ld.

Acton in Gasquet Ld. A. ti Circle (1906) 165 Newman's
view of the Council of Trent should not go unreproved.

Unrepro'ving, />//.<!. (Un-' lo) 1748 Thomson Cai/.
.

tndol. I. xxviii, Here dwells kind ease, and unreprovinp

joy. 01850 Mrs. Browning Woman's Shortcomings ii,

She Hears bold words, unreproving. Unrepnblican,

a. (Un-' 7.) 1878 A'. /Jw«r. ^w.CXXVI. 13 Erasmus s

description of what he calls the unrepnblican bird {sc. the

eagle]. 1885 Atlantic Monthly April 450 The importa-

tion of uneducated, un-American, un-republican workmen.

tUnrepugnable, a. Obs. (UN-'7b, 5 b.) ci^aCesta
Rom. xxw'n. 102 (Harl. MS.), Thow most sey iij. trewe

poyntes, J»at shul be vnrepugnable. 1611 Speed Htst. Gt,

Brit.vm. ii. § 11. 389/1 So mighty and almost vnrepugnable

an enemie.

Unrepn'gnant, <z. (Un-i 7.)

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iil. ix. § i When [Scripture gives]

Positiue [laws], which way to make Lawes vnrepugnant vnlo

them. 164a Chas. I AnSJV. to Bristol ^ Dorset 3 Severall

and farre different conceptions; yet none unrepugnant to

reason. 1813 Scott Quentix D. xviii. The unrepugnant

acquiescence of Hayraddin in their change of route.
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ITNREPULSABLE.
Unrepu'lsable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1814 Jane Austen
Mans), Park xxxiv, Fanny. .was trying.. to repulse Mr.
Crawford, and avoid both his looks and inquiries; and he,

unreputsable, was persisting in both. Unrepu'lsine^ /^^
a. tUN-' lo.) X748 Richardson Clarissa (iSii) IV. 254,

I kissed her unrepuUtng hand. UnrepU'lsive, a. (Un-* 7.)

1835 Willis PeKciUiags I. ill 26 We sat down once more to

clean cloths and unrepulsive food.

Unrepntable, a, (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

1698 Collier hnmor. Stage vi. 240 The Athenians.,
thought a Comedy so unreputable a Performance, that [etc.].

1703 J. Savage Lett. Antients cxiii. 277 It is. .unreputable
to change ones Friends often. 1724 Briton No. 26 {1724)

115 Let Fools, .of unreputable Praise be proud.
tJnrepu ted, ///. a, (Un-' 8.) 1596 Edward III^ 11. i.

436 An vnreputed mote, flying in the Sunne, Presents a
greater substaunce then it is. Unreque'st, v. (Un-' 3.)

iSSa Hooper Let. Wks. (Parker Soc.) p. xx, When that I

perceived my request for jurisdiction made before unto you,
upon further deliberation I thought it good to unrequest that

ag^n.

Unreciue stedj ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1576 R. Peterson G, della Casa's Galateo 60 To offer

aduyse vnrequested. 1587 Golding/'* jl/tfrmi^ xxxiv. 634
How vnindinerentare these people, which will needes both
beleeue and be beleeued ofall men without witnesseand vn-
requested [F, sans enquesteY 1609 W. M, Man in Moon
G 4 b, How hee would . . proffer, vnrequested, many seruile

ceremonies. 1641 Earl Monm. tr, BiondCs Civil IVarres

V. 93 Though unrequested on Henries behalfe, the soveraigntie
of France was demanded on Charles. 1709 Mrs.Centlivrk
Gamester iv, Valere has. .exposed my unrequested bounty,

01768 Sbcker Senn. (1771) V. vii. 136 Without this no
Person would have.. more Assistance in Distress from his

Neighbour, than, .unrequested Goodness [would] incline

him to bestow.

Unrequired,///, a. [Un- 1 8.]

1. Of persons : Not requested or asked ; without

being asked,
14x1-20 LvDG. Chron. Troy i. 2405 But more frely, with

herte ful entere, Liste vnrequered on my wo to rewe. 1514
Barcu^y Cyt. ^ Uplondyshman (Percy Soc.) 13 And
Dnrequyred presentynge them, sayde she, O Lorde, these

also my veray chyldren be I 1361 T. Hoby tr. CastigHone's
Ctf«W>'^rii.(i577)H vjb. They, .that rashly before agreate
man enter into talk vnreqnired. 1594 T. Bedingfield tr.

Machiavelli s Florentine Hist. (1595) 172 Many times also

vnrequii ed he did lend to those Gentlemen. 1634 Bp. Hall
Contempl.^ N, T. iv. xxxii. z66 So free, that he shall willingly

undergoe it, when it is laid upon him ; not so free as that he
shall lay it upon himselfe, unrequired. X748 Richardson
Clarissa (1811) III. 13 How artfully does he (unrequired)
promise to observe the conditions ?

2. Of things: Unasked for, unsought; not de-

manded or called for,

€ 15x0 Barclay Mirr, Gd, Maimers (1570) G v, Desire
ihou none ofBce nor cure.. . If it unrequired be geuen vnto
thee,.. do not the same despise. 1559 in Tytler Hist. Scot.

(1864) III. 396 As I have found this your good mind
unrequired,..! am bold to desire you.. to continue in the
same. 1687 Bohle. Martyrd. Theodora x. 179 A young
Lady, in whose Sex, Courage is., an unrequired, if not an
altogether improper, Vertue. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxix,
His unrequired presence prevented me from speaking freely

to Syddall.

3. Not requisite ; unnecessary.

1847 C. Bronte y. Eyre xxxv, He would make me sensible
that It was a superfluity, unrequired by him. 1849 Eastwick
Dry Leaves 163 The caution was unrequired.

Xjnre'q.uisite, a. (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

*594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. in. xi. § 16 Much may be requisite

which the scripture teapheth not, and much which it hath
taught, become vnrequisite, X603 J. Davies (Heref.) Micro-
cosmos Wks. (Grosart) I, 31^2 ToofuU OffearefuU thoughts,
and cares vnrequisit. x6ai in Foster Eng. Factories Ind.
X. (1906) 270 It is nott unrequizite that some Englishman
accompany the goods. X817 Keatinge T'rrtw. I. 278 With-
out allowing the meats to cool by unrequisite delay.

Unreani'table, a, (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

1584 W. Warner Syrinx {\s^i) Oj, Vnrequitable are the
duties, wherein we are. .indebted to our Mothers. 16x7
Donne Serm. Wks. 1839 VI. 3 There are persons which arc
unrequitable, though they be believed to loue. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xxL 269 An unrequitable evil may
ensue.

^ X683 Kennett Erasm. on Folly 17 An unrequitable
obligation.

Unrequi-tal. (Un-1 13, 5 b.)

1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xxx, Old love sleeps, if

it do not die. It has.. its p.^ins and its unrequitaL 1867
Spectator 6 Apr. 386 Glorious in their unrequitaL

Unregai-ted, ///. a, (Un- 1 8.)
a 154a Wyatt in Tottets Misc. (Arb,) 53 Complaint for

true loue vnrequited. 162a J. Hagthorpk in Farr S. P,
yat. / (1848) 347 If from a friend some trifle wereceiue, . .Wo
think ouiselues ungratefull if we leaue These vnrequited.
1634 Up. Hall Contempl.t H. T. iv. iii. Who can ever say.
Lord, this favour I did to the least of thine, unrequited?
1741-a Gray Agrippina 76 Benefits, too great To be repaid,

Sit heavy on the soul, As unrec^uited wrongs. 1793 J.
TwEDOELL Rem. (1815)48 Productive., of unrequited blood-
shed, 181^ WoRDSW. Excurs. VI. 109 Being crazed in brain
By unrequited love. 1857 J. H. Newman Senn. Var. Occas.
xit. 261 Th*; times of patience, ..of humble, unrequited
•ervicc. 1893 [see Unbfquiter),
Hence Unrequitedly adv.^ Unrecinl'tedness.
1648 Boyle Seraph. Love xiv, ( 1659) 94 So far from enabling

tis b^ ihem, lo Requite his Love,.. it encreases the Un-
reqmtednesse of it. 1867 Miss Brouchton Not wisely but
too well \, 108 Falling in love violently, and as it now
appeared unrequitedly, with a man her superior in station.

Unrequi'tement (Un-' 12.) i89oTALMAGE;t/a!H^^r/(7
Throne 425 In wrath at this unrcquitement of the mercy.,
shown him. Unrequi-ter. (Un* 12.) 1893 A. Kenealy
Molly Sf Man*of'War 94 The story of an unrequited love,
and a sight of the photograph of^ the unrequiter. Un-
resci'nded,///. a. (Un.' 8.) 17x6 in Records o/Stitckill
(S.H.S.) 173 So long as this Act stands unre3cin<ied. Un-

816

rescued,///, a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1846 Worcester
(citing AV. yc*-v.). tUnrese'mblable, rt. (Un-' 7 b.) 1678
CuDWORTH /ntell. Syst. i. iv. iSo'l'herebydebasingboth them-
selves and God, not glorifying Him according to His spiritual

and unresembleable nature. tUnrese*mblant,a. IUn-'7.]
Dissimilar. 1653 F. G. tr. Smderfs Artamenes (1655) ^V.
VII. III. 191 One and the same Passion produced in them
effects very unresemblant.

Unrese mbling, //»/. a- (Un- 1 10, 5 d.)

XS98 Florio, Dissimilet . .vnlike, vnresembling. 1653 Earl
Orrkry Parthen. 1. viii. 383 He had once scene some
features not vnresembling his. X683 Dryden Ded. to

Plutarclis Lives 26 Malice will make a picture more un-
resembling than ignorance. 170a S, Parker W.Cicero's De
Finibus iv. 262 Some of your Unresembling Similitudes I

17^ Lamb Let. to Southey 2 March, Following, at unresem-
bhng distance, Sterne, and greater Cervantes.

Hence Unresezublingly adv,

i66a Ormonde in Carte Life (1735) HI. 23, I have the
honour, how unworthily and how unre.stmblingly soever, to

represent the Majesty of my Great Master, 1665 Boyle
Occas. Refi. i. i. 162 Not unresemblingly deals God with us.

Unrese-nted, pph a. (Un-i 8.)

1705 Vanburgh Mistake in. i, You must not think so daring
an affront to my family can go long unrescnted. X711 Addi-
son Sped. No. 90 p 7 One may tell another he.. Drinks,
Blasphemes, and it may pass unresented, 1748 Richardson
Clarissa VII. 47 It is still a worse imputation, that she
should pass over so mortal an injury unresented. 18x1 Miss
L. M. Hawkins Ctess ^ Gertr, 239 He had suffered to pass,

unnoticed and unresented, her former iU-humor. x886 A.
Weir Hist. Basis Alod. Europe iii, 115 To suffer unresented
the contemptuous demeanour of his unprofitable superiors.

Unresentfal, a. (Un-i 7.)

1773 Melmoth tr. Cato^ (177:?) I- 252 The same philosophers,
who contended for this innoxious and unresentful character
of the Deity. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude v. 414 A race of real

children;.. Not unresentful where self-justified. 186a 'Shir-
ley '(J. Skelton) A^wrar C?-//. x. 441 He bore the pang., with
proud confidence ana unresentful regret.

Hence Unresentftilly adv., 'fulness.
x86a Lowell Biglo^v P. Ser, 11. Poet Wks. (1912) 320 Good-

nature, .becomes a positive crime when it leads us to look
unresentfully on peculation. 1899 G. Tvrrell in Petre Life
(1912) II. 16 Abounding In sympathy, unresentfulness,..
loyalty, fidelity.

iJnrese'nting,///. a. (Un-1 io.)

X716 Collier tr. Gregory of Nazianzus 57 'Twas this

[patience] which made. .Stephen unresenting when ston'd

'to death'. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shamiy 11. xii, But to hurt
a brother of such gentle manners,— ..so unresenting ;

—
'tis

base, 1810 Coleridge Friend 358 To remain in nominal
Peace and unresenting Passiveness with an insolent neigh-
bour. x86x Geo. Eliot Silas M. iii, Godfrey, .left the room,
followed humbly by the unresenting Snuff.

Unrese'rve. [Un-1 12.J Absence ofreserve;

frankness,
X75X J. DuNcoMBE in RichardsotCs Corr. (1804) 11. 273 He

has rather more openness and unreserve than his brotlier.

X777 Wraxall Court of Berlin (\j^g) I. 92, I was as much
penetrated with her condescension and unreserve, as I was
charmed by her.. love of knowledge. X826 Disraf.li Viv.
Grey v. xi, ' May I really speak witn freedom ? '. .'With the
most perfect unreserve and confidence,' answered Vivian.
186a LvTTON Sir. Stofy I. 80 You have done well lo confide
in me with so generous an unreserve.

Unreserved, ppl. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Unrestricted, unlimited, absolute.
X539 Hen. VIII in IVyait's PTks. (1816) 1 1. 498 He will send

to my Lady Regent.. full and unreserved power.. to.. con-
clude the same upon reasonable conditions, a 17*9 Rogers
ig Serm. (1735) 311 An entire unreserved Obedience to his

Commands. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 42a We
may have an unreserved trust in His mercy. X771 yunius
Lett. lix. (1788) 321 A determination so entire and unre.
served. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xiv, A friend,.. whose
attachment deserved her full and unreserved confidence.

1858 Froude Hist. Etig. III. 260 Her name ts mentioned
..with unreserved respect,

2. Free from reserve ; frank, open.
17x3 Pope Lett. (1735) I. 199 That we have lived many

Years together in an unreserved Conversation, X7S1 Earl
Orrery Remarks Swift ii. 15 Her manners were humane,
polite, easy, and unreserved. X827 R. Peel Let. to Croker
3 Oct., In consequence of unreserved communications with
you, you were in possession ofmy opinions. X884 A merican
VIII. 277 Mr. Bright was more unreserved in his language.
absol. X7s6 Cowper Wks. (1837) XV. 278 The character of

the open and unreserved, who thinks it a breach of friend-

ship to conceal any thing from his intimates.

Unreservedly, a4v. [Un-1 n.]
1. Without reservation or limitation ; absolutely.
X65X Baxter inf. Bapt. 224 The entrance into Covenant,

and acceptation of the terms of it (though not sincerely and
unreservedly). 1687 Bovlk Martyrd, Theodora xi. 201, I

should have been very much, if not unreservedly, guided by
your wishes. X768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 399 We
may trust unreservedly to the words. .of the perfect wise
man. x8aj Scott Queniin D. xxvi, My own person I have
this morning placed unreservedly in your power. xSgo
THACKf;RAy Pendennis ii, Everything was left unreservedly
to her, except in case of a second marriage.

2. Without reserve ; openly, frankly.
X7x8 Addison Let. to Sivift 20 Mar., To tell you unre-

servedly, I have been unwilling [etc.]. X747 Richardson
Clarissa (181 1) I. 48 This I may the more unreservedly say
to you. 1817 PoNSONBV in Pari. Deb. 2Z6/2 When the bill

came before them, he should state his sentiments unre.
servedly.^ 1867 Mrs. H. Wood Orvilte College xxiii. Full
of her griefs and grievances, she spoke out unreservedly,

Unreservedness. [Un-i 12.] The quality

of being unreserved.
X648 liovLE Seraph. Love (165^) 23 The tendernesse and

unreserv'dnesse of his Love. X7X3 Pope Lett. (1735) I. 203
I am conscious I write with more unreservedness than ever
Man wrote, or perhaps talk'd to another. 174a Richardson

UNEESOLUTB.
Pamela IV. 226 An Unreservedness of Air and Behaviour,

that I had not before seen so becoming. i8zx in Picton
Lpool Munic, Rec. (1886) II. 391, I will do so with all un-
reservedness, but I hojpe with all due civility. 1844 Stanley
Arnold I. Pref. p. viii, The familiarity and unreservedness

of epistolary intercourse. i88a Mncni. Mag. XLV. 304 The
freedom, .of his speech, its buoyancy and unreservedness.

tUnre'sident, fi^. Obs.~^ [Un-' 12.] = Non-residekt
sb. 2. 1683CW. AVc. Pennsylv. I. 65 Publique houses tocredit

no Vnresident for above zo'. t Unre sident, a. Obs.~^

(Un-' 7.) X574 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ii. 352 Nor yit

ar the unresident personnis admoneist.

Unresignea, //>/. a. (Un-J 8.)

a 1641 D. Baker Hofy Practises {1657) ix Contrarie to the
proprietarious or vnresigned will of our corrupt nature. 1893
F. Adams New Egypt 170 Petulant and unresigned with his

own, but. .submissive to dictation when it came.

tUnresi 'Stable, a. Obs. [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

Irresistible, (Common c 1590-1660.)
1581 SiDNEV Apol, Poetrie (Arb.) 67 Many ofsuch writings,

as come vnder the banner ofvnresistable loue. x6io B. Jonson
Alck. III. iv, He will winne you By vnresistable lucke..

Inough to buy a baronie. 1614 Lithcow Trav. E i b. It

pleased him.. to send downe an vnresistable tempest. x67a

Tempi.e Ess.^ Govt. (1680) 88 The unresistable force and
conquests of some Nations over others.

Unresi'stably, adv. (Un-' ti, 5 b.) a\^x H. Smith
iSr..r .S^r/w. (1612J .\ 4b, Till. .Gods lust iudgemenls [came]

as the whirle-winde suddenly, vnresisiably. tUnresi'St-
ance. Obs. (Un-' 12,5 b.) 1644 Hunton Vind. Treat.

Montirchy iv. 27 Being authoritative, they authorize the

Instrument, and give him an unresistance. a X656 lip. Hall
Soliloquies §66 How do they [sc. dumb creatures) bear our
stripes with a trembling unresistance? Unresi'stant, «.

(Un-' 7.) 1830 Mangan Poems (1903) 283 The blast. ., soon

a tempest,. .Will swoop down on its unresistant prey. 1884

Cent. Mag. XXIX. 7 He draws her, unresistant, to him.

Unresisted, ppl- a. [Un-i 8, 5 b.]

1. Not resisted; not meeting with resistance;

f irresistible.

xsa6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 66 b, Leest perauenture
other herynge theyr infamy vnresysted, despyse theyr holy

prechynge. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Psalm lxxi. ii, Show
thy unresisted power. Working now thy wonted will. 1593
Shaks. Lucr. 282 As corne ore-growne by weedes : so
heedfuU feare Is almost choakt by vniL-sisted lust, a 1614
Donne Biofiai-oTOs (1644) 128 That for the spirituall good of

another, a man should expose his own life, is an unresisted

doctrine. X65X BAXiER/«/.5a/^. Apol. igOur God. .rather

then Schism shall go unresisted, will [etc.). 1705 Addisom
The Campaign 197 To Donavert, with unresisted force,

The gay victorious army bends its course. X789 M rs. Piozzi

youm. France II. 370 Black heaths,, .over which the un-
resisted wind sweeps. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV.

119 The white flag, which, had ranged the Channel luire-

ststed. x88i Meredith Tragic Com. i, An unresisted lady*

killer is probably less aware that [etc.].

f 2. Uninterrupted, Obsr'^
1603 Florio Montaigne in. iiL 498 It hath three baye*

windowes, of a farre-extending,ritchandvnresibted prospect.

Hence Unresi'stedly adv.

1673 Boyle Ess. Effic. Effluviums vi. 33 These pass un-
resisiedly thorow the pores of all solid Bodies, and even
Glass itself. 1845 E. Wabburton Crescent <5- Cross I, 35X

The influence of that discijiline. .was now sending them
unresistedly to encounter . . privation in the depths of Africa.

1889 Welch 7'fa'/£A.iVa?ii/.(4rcA/^ iii, 50 'J he purely hypo-
thetical case of a vessel rolling unresistedly in still water.

Unresi stible, a. Now rare, [Un-1 7, 5 b.]

Irresistible.

1608 Great Frost in A rber's Garner I. 90 The swift, violent,

and umesistible land currents, a X63X Donne 80 Servu
(1640)358 Which reproofe is an uncontrollable sense, and
an unreaistible remorse. Ibid. 384, ^653 Holcroft tr,

Procopius, Vandal Wars i\. 38 To think the enemy un-
resistible because of his victory. 1760 Sterne 7V. Shandy
in. xxxviii, A mighty and unresistible call within me. X89X

Farrar Darkn. ^ Dawn Ixvi, The Church,.' by the unre-

sistible miglit of weakness shook the world *.

Hence Unresi'stibleness, -ibly adv,
X644 HuNTON Vind. Treat. Monarchy v. 45 He is like to

goe alone in this wild untroden path of defending an unre*
sistiblenesse on such supposals. 1685 Baxter Paraphr,
iV", 7'. Jas. i. 13 God. tempteth no man to it (much less

forccth them to it, or unresistibly. .makes them sin).

Unresi sting, ///. a. (Un- i lo.)

1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis it. xi. 98 The River..

fently mingled itselfe \vith the unresisting Sea. 1653 Jek.
AVLOR Serm. for Year 1. xx. 270 The bondage of con-

quered, wounded, unresisting people. iGox Norris Pract,
Disc. 329 As a Stone.. [falling] through an unresisting

Medium. X744 Thomson Spring 440 To the Shore You
gayly drag your unresisting Prize. 1786 tr. Bedford's
Vathek 116 That unresisting languor, so frequently fatal to

the female heart. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.\\\\. III. 282
The Jacobites, silent and unresisting, became prisoners. 1874

J. GEiKit: Gt. Ice Age xxL 270 The rocky crust of the earth

must needs have been as unresisting as putty.

Hence Unresi stingly adv.^ -ness.

1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian vi, Ellena followed unresist-

ingly up a path. X844 Kinglake Eothen xxvi, They ..un-

resistingly left their property to the hands of the spoilers.

1883 Knmvledge 20 July 34/2 Groaningly it may be, but
Still unresistingly. X900 Mrs. H. Ward Eleanor vi, Her
attitude by its sad unresist ingness appealed to Lucy.
t Unre'snably, adv. Obs. [Un.' 11 + Renably adv.\

Unreasonatily. X46X Paston Lett. (1004) IV. :6 An evyll

rewlyd felawschep . . ferd ryth fowle with the Undyr Scheryfe,

and onrc.snably as I herd sey.

Unre' solute, a, (Un-1 7, 5 b.)

1579 Fknton Guicciard. 36 Mens witts wandring, and
their niindes vnresolute. X58X E. Campion in Confer, nu
(1584) Oj, I am not vnresolute. x6oo Holland Li7y i. xiv.

II Whilest the Cavallirie stood unresolute as it were, in a
mammering^ whither to flie or fight, a 1628 F. Grevil
AlaJtam 11. iv. Chorus ii. Those Scenes still tedious arc, those
Acts too long. Where thy unresolute Images be strong.



ITNRESOLVABLB.

Unreso Ivable, «. (Un- i 7 b, 5 b.)
1611 Florio, frrt'solubiie, vnresolueable. 1624 Wotton

EUm. ArchiL 18 The Triangle which hath the fewest sides
and comers, is..vnresoluabIe into any other regular Forme
then it selfe. 1694 South Serm. (1698) III. 306 Men of
Parts. ., after all iht^ir Study,, .are forced to give ihein over
as Things Unresolveable. 1744 Young Nt. Th. vii. 606
Call; and with endless questions be distrest, All unresolve-
able, if earth is All. 1850 McCosh Div. Govt. (1852) 260
Others., have distinctlyrecognistd tlieimportanceof the will

as an unresoUable and independent faculty. 1870 Ruskin
Lect. Art (1875) 181 Your telescope.. reveals nebula beyond
nebula, far and farther, . .unresolvable. 187^ Willshebe
Anc. Prints ii. la Various examples which. .link the time
of surety to that qK unresolvable doubt.
Unresolve, sb. (Un-' 12, 5 b.) 1679 Mrs. Behn FeigtCd

Curtizan 111. i. Come, lay by all sullen unresolves ! 1895
Outing XXVI. 345/1 Her heart was torn, her mind a chaos
of unresolve.

XJnreso'lve, v, (Un'-2 3, 7.)
1675 Howe Living Temple 109 That the same thing is not

..rcsolvtd and unresolved a thousand times in a day.

1707 Rejiex. upon Ridicule 331 Adriastus resolves and
unresolves in the same Moment. 1746 \V. Horsley Foal
(1748) I. 188 He. .consider'd, resolv'd, and unresolv'd, all in

the same Moment. 1805-6 Cary Dante^ Inf. 11. 39 As one
who unresolves What he hath late resolved.

Unreso Ived, pph a. [Un- i 8, 5 b.]

1. Ot questions, etc : Undetermined, undecided,

unsolved,

. '577 HoLiNSHED Chron. II. 445/2 For to confesse..myne
ignorance, or rather vnresolued doubt herein, 1 can not
satisfie my selfe with any thing that I haue red. 1621 First
Bk. Discipl. 10 Because. .Articles thereanent remaine yet
unresolved, and referred to further conference. 1653 Heylyn
Cosmogr. i. 152 It is unresolved who this Samothes was.
169a Ray Disc. iit. ix. (1693) 34S So I leave this Question
unresolved. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will it. iv. 48 [He]
leaves all the Difficulty unresolved and the Question un-
answered. 1856 Froude Hist, Eng. I. loi Doubt on such
a subject once mooted might not be left unresolved. 1856
Orr^s Circ, Set., Pract. Chem. 327 The reason of thb is an
unresolved enigma.

2. a. Uncertain or undetermined how to act;

irresolute. k\%o transf. (quot. 161 1).
X594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 436 To our Shores Throng

many doubtful! hollow-hearted friends, Vnarm'd, and vnre-
solu'd to beat them backe. 1611 Tourneur AtH. Trag, il

i, With A kinde of unresolu'd unwilling pace. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trav. xvl 52 Being unresolved what course to
take. 1691 NoRRis Pract. Disc, 151 To be Doubtful and
Unresolved in a business of such vast moment. 1725 De Fob
Fty. round IVorld (1840) 67 A crew of unresolved divided
rogues. 1777 Robertson I/ist. A/ner. vi, (1778) H. 236 He
..was still unresolved, when the violence of the viceroy.

.

moved him to quit his residence. 1821 Scott Pirate xxxlv,
Several were unresolved upon engaging in a.. conflict.

(^S0l. a 1659 Osborne iVks. (1673) 675 Nor did the read!-

ness of the Scots to arm portend less in the ears of the un-
resolved, than a possibility of Conquest.

b. Uncertain in opinion ; undecided.
1597 Hooker Eccl, PoL v. Ixii. § 18 S. Augustines doubt-

fulnes.. should not be mentioned by them which presume to

define peremptorily of that wherein he was content to pro-
fesse himselfe vnresolued. 1649 F. Roberts Clavis Btbl. 259
Authors seem much unresolved herein. 1673 [R. Leigh]
Tramp. Rek. 142 The way is so difficult and my guides
unre&olv'd. 1707 Curios, in Hush. <V Card, 235 Boyle. .is

very much unresolved, and knows not what to think of these

. .Vegetations. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 160 Unresolv'd Which
hue she most approv'd. 1864 F. W. Robinsom Matties a
Stray III. 220 Slie [was] unresolved as to what was best and
just—for others, as well as for herself !

t C. Const, of. Obs.

1655 Fuller Ch, Hist. \\. vu § 32 Either displeased at the
Collect read,.. or unresolved of the Efficacy of the Gold
pendent about the Patients Neck. 1697 Dryuen /Eneis ix.

1078 So Tumus. .unresolved of flight, Cloves tardy back.

1 3. Not formed of set purpose. Ods.'~^

1649 Jer. Taylor Ct. Exemp. 11, viii. 63 If the backsliding
be but the interruption of the first sanctity by a single act,

or an unconfirmed, unresolved, unmalicious habite.

4. Not broken up or dissolved.

(a) c 180X Busby Diet. Music s.v. Canon, There are various
kinds of canons ; as the . , resolved, the unresolved, the finite,

and the infinite canon. 1837 [.\1rs. Maitlasi*] Lett.fr.
Madras (1843) 56 Imagine a succession of unresolved dis-

cords, selected at random. 1869 Ousblev Counterp. xvi.

127 The unprepared and unresolved sevenths, .produced by
its inversion.

(i) 1843 R- J. Graves SysL Clitu Med. xxl. 252 The hepa-
tisation [of the lung] remains unresolved. 1850 Nicnoi,
Arcltit. Heav. 54 The cluster in Hercules.. never appeared
devoid of unresolved light about its central regions. 1898
AllbutVs Syst, Med. V. 894 Fibroid disease of the lung.,
secondary to pleuritic effusion or unresolved pneumonia, &c.

Hence Unreso'Ivedly adv,
i6ax Lady M. Wroth Urania 182, 1 gaae my answers vn-

resolued! y.

UnresO'lvedneSS. [f. prec] Irresolution.
i6a8 Le Grvs tr. Barclay s Argenis 274 This vnresolued-

nesse of minde. 164a H-iMore Min. Poems Wks. (Grosart)

174/1 Grave matrons will wax wanton and betray Their
unresolv'dnesse in their wonted grace. 1694 Kkttlewell
Comp. Penitent 131 Remove from me perplexing doubts, and
unresolvedness about my Duty. 1734 J* E'^^ards Serin,

Wks. 1811 VII. 415 Many grow old, ni an unresolvedness
whether to embrace Christianity or not. 1888 Pall Mail (7.

24 Feb., The apparent unresolvedness. .of many of the

English electors.

Unreso'lvingj, ppl, a. (Un*' 10.) 1697 Congrhve
Mourn. Bride \. vi. In long suspense she stands, Shifting

the prize in unresolving hands. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VU. 120/1

Behold I sweet ruin I the unhappy scene. Now on my pen
I unresolving lean. Unresou'nded, >//. rt. (Un-^S.)

1755 Young Centaur vi, Is it not also far too much for human
gratitude to leave unproclaimed, unresounded, unadored X

air

Unresou'nding,///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1841 Mancan Poems
(1903)293 Forth flow the moments,. .And, as their unresound-
ing stream Departs away [etc.]. 1854 Fabeb Growth in
Holiness xiii. 223 The shore of that unresounding sea.

t Unrespe*ct, sb. Obs. [U^'-l 12] Lack of
respect ; disrespect.

? 1615 Sylvester Tobacco Battered 822 Those, that on
Earth will still. .Offend their Friends, with a Most vn-
Respect, a 1656 Up. Hall Rem, Wks. (1660J 251 A palpable
unre>pect to the blessed Angels of God.
Unrespe'ct, ppl. a. [Un-' 8I).J Unregarded. 1854 S.

DoHEi-L Balder i. 4 As one Who in a temple passes unrespect
Between the kneeiine suppliant and the saint.

Unrespectable, a. (Un- ^ 7 b, 5 b.)

1765 Languorne in Collins* Ij'ks, 164 The small Marino,
.which however unrespectable with regard to power or extent
of territory, has, at least [etc.]. 1789 J. White Earl Strong'
bow II. 94 The unrespectable pride of bt;ing descended from
some ancient.. ruffiiiU. x8oa AIrs. J. West Infidel Father
I. 41 With some pretty appellative.. it did not look unre-
spectable at the bottom of aleiter. 1850 Kingsley^. Locke
XX. 151 Irft those of the respectable press who are witliout

sin, cast the first stone at the unrespectable. 1889 J. J.
Thomas Froudacity 187 The handful of malcontents whose
unrespect.-'.ble grievance he holds up to public sympathy.

Unrespexted, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

f 1. Unregarded, unnoticed. Cbs,
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xxviii, Th*^ last grone of his

brother was the onely answere he could get to his unrespected
eloquence.

^ 1596 B. Griffin Fidessa xxxvii, Whil'st I . .doe
sit m heauie plight, Wayling alone my unrespected loue.
a i6a8 F. Grevil j" K?arj K. fames (1643) 42 There being
none to look after him, it would passe unregarded, or unre-
spected. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 149 Women.. wrap
themselues in a large receiuing sheet;, .they passe and re-
passe vnknowne and vnrespected.

2. Not held in respect or regard,
XS9S Daniel Cizu Wars 11. xx, Which wounds with griefe

poore vnrespected zeale. 1610 Hi-aley St. Aug. Citie 0/
God XVI. i.5y2 Through the second inundation of impiety..
Gods religion lay wholy vnrespected. 1647 Trapp Comm.
/ yohn iii. i Princes unknown are unrespected. 1735 Pope
pp. Lady 125 From loveless youth to unre-spected age, No
Passion gratify 'd^ except her Rage. 1784 Cowper Task i.

747 Till sabbath rites Have dwindled into unrespected forms.
1839 Scott Anne of G. xxxiv, I am, as you say, an unre-
spected exile. 186s W. G. Palgrave Arabia II. 66 A re-

treat., where he led a tranquil nor unrespected life.

t3. Not carefully considered. Obs.
x6oi Pasquil ^ Katk. iv. 128 The man 15 such a man,

That he is matchlesse I Oh, I shall prophane His name
with vnrespected vtierance.

Unrespeotful, a. [Un- 1 7, 5 b.] Lacking in

respect ; disrespectful,

_x6ix Cotgr., ItiofficieuXf vnofficious, .. vnrespectfull, vn-
kind. i6ai Bp. Mountagu Diatnbx 284 As vnrespectfull,
vndutifull and sawcy a censure as the former. X87J J. L.
Sanford Estimates Eng. Kings 383 The unrespectful and
invidious patronage of relatives.

Unrespc'ctfully, adv. (Un-' n ; cf. prec.) a 1648 Ld.
Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 99 He. .behaved himself so un-
respectfully to the Cardinal, that he was cast into Prison.
1709 Strype Ann. Ref. Hi. 528 How odly and unrespectfully
he was used by some of his Bristol il!-witlers. Un-
respecting, pfil. a. (Un-' 10, 5 b.) 159a Daniel Delia
xlix, Celestiail fires, and vnrespecting powers I That deigne
not view the glory of your might. 1868 Milman St. Pants
377 Their tombs were respected until the unrespecting firt

Unrespe*ctive,a. [Un-i
7, 5 b.]

f 1. Inattentive, heedless. Obs.

1594 Daniel Cleopatra in. i, When dissolute impiety
possest Th' vnrespectiue mindes of such a people. 1594
Shaks. Rich. ///, iv. ii. 29, I will conuerse with,, vnre-
spectiue Boyes ; none are for me. That looke into me with
considerate eyes. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts, O. T. 239 A
true hearted loving neighbour is better than an overlie and
unrespective brother. [i8» Scorr Nigel Introd. Ep., Bar.
gaining for the objects of my curiosity with an unrespective
shop-lad.)

2. Making no distinction; undiscriminating.
1606 Shaks. Tr. 5- Cr. \i, ii. 71 Nor the remainder Viands
We do not throw in vnrespectiue sine. 1648 Bp. Hall
Select Th, xxxiv. 102 To cast ihe envy of their condemna-
tion meerly upon the absolute will of an unrespective power.
0x656 Hales GiJ/f/. Rem. in. (1673) 53 These general and
unrespective judgments of God, by famine, or sword, or the
like. 1850 S. Dobell Roman \^ She was not born To . . bear
Rude licence of the unrespective waves. x866 J. B. Rose
tr. Viig. Eel. ^ Georg. 107 But onward, onward, .. Doth
unrespective Time, .in silence move.

f 3. Disrespectful, rude. Obs,
161X Cotgr., frrespectueux, vnrespectiue, inofficious, rude.

a x684 Bp. M. Smith Serm, (1632) 23 Nothing [is] more
vncertain then the minds of the multitude .. : humorous,
clamorous, vnrespective. a 1643 J. Shutk fudgem. ^
Mercy {164s) 107 So in David towards Saul; .. not one un-
respective word comes from him,

t4. Not deserving of respect. Obs."'^

x6x6 Donne Serm. 825 Which to lesse reverend and un-
respective Persons we should be lesse willing to do.

Hence Unrespe'ctively adv.j -ness.
x6xx Speed Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xxiil. § 112 This great vic-

tory made the English . . carclesse, . .and the Forts thereabout

..were *vnrespectiuelie regarded. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard
TextSt N. T. 152 Were he so.. I would haue forborne to

speake unreverenily and unrespectively to him. X656 Trapp
Comm, Hcb. vii. 23 All our learning also is soon refuted

with one black Theta, which . . snappeth us unrespeclively

without distinction. x6xi Cotgr., Inofficiositi, vnofficious-

nesse, *vnrespectiuenesse, or want of due respect, a 1628

F. Grevjl Sidney vi. (1652) 75 Finding unrespectiveness in

himself. .not respected by this Princely Spirit.

tUnrespe'ctless, a. Obs.— ^ (Un-' 5 a.) Unrespect-

ive. 1614 Rowlands Fooles Bolt E 5 b, Can I regard thb
vnrespectle.sse dealing, If one be longing sicke, is this call'd

healing?

ITNBESTABLB.

Uurespirable, a. (Un-1 7 b, 5 b.)

1807 AiKiN Diet. Chem. W. 94/2 Foul or unrespirable air.

1836 Bkani^e Chem. 302 Ammonia is ,. acrid, and of course
unrespiraljle. 1839 tjKE Diet. Arts 99X The pit . . is ren-
dered unsafe.. by the unrespirable gases.

Unre-spited, ppl, a. (Un-1 8.)

»S93 Nashe 6/iw/*j Teares 30 The Marble flore of it

they made slippery, with theyr vnrcspited .. blood-shed.
i66;7 Milton P. L, u, 187 There to converse with ever-
lasting groans, Unrespited. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 618
Honor thus, And wild Uproar, and Desolation, reign'd
Unrespited.

Unrespo-nding, ///. a, (Un-' 10.) 1858 Lytton What
will He do? i. xiv, He pressed Lionel's unresponding hand.
Unrespo'nsable,a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b; cf. Unresponsible a.)
a i66x Fuller Worthies, Essex i. (1662) 346 Of whom when
still alive, he justly.. demanded reparations, though since
his unresponsable memory can make us no satisfaction.

t Unrespo-nsal, a. Obs. rare, [Uw-l 7, 5 b.]

1. = Unresponsible i.

1579 Sc, Acts, fas. VI (1814) HI. 145/2 In caiss the com-
mittor of J>e wrang be vnresponsall, he sail for the first fait

be put in J>e stokkis. 1579 Reg. Privy Conncil Scot. 111.

23Z Williame Forbes, . .a orokin and unresponsall man.
2.= Unresponsible a,

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams i. (1692) 106 A Tithe or a
Crop of Hay or Corn, which are ready to be carried away by
force, by unresponsal Men.

Unresponsible, a. [Un-1 7, 5 b.]

tl. Lacking substance or standing. Obs,

X634 Jedburgh Town Council Records 28 Nov. (MS.),

That no person.. set any of their houses or buiths to un-
responsible persons. X710 Ess. Hist. Last Ministry 67 The
losses sustain'd by employing Unresponsible Persons in

the Collection of Taxes.

2. Irresponsible.

1653 [implied in vnresponsibleness \ see below). X786

hMKKJLCIiarges agst. W. Hastings \. ix, Thereby, .changing
him from a minister of the Company. . to a dependant upon
an unresponsible power. 1797 Gillies Wr/'j^t?//£'.y Ethics (jr

Pol. II. 59 note, A power unbalanced and unresponsible,

and therefore .. not made for man. 1802-12 liENTHAM
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II, 333 Because the judges are

unexperienced, uninformed, numerous, unresponsible. x85a

Geote Greece 11. Ixxxi. X. 610 Vesting in Dionysius a single,

handed power., above the laws—unlimited and unre-

sponsible.

Hence Unrespo'nsibleness.
X653 Gauden Hierasp. 439 That unresponstblenesse to any

other ;. .that independence or absolute liberty in their will.

Unresno nsive, a, [Un-i 7, 5 b.]

1. Unable to reply.

x668 WiLKiNs Real Char. 341 To render a man Vnrespon*
sive, is to Confound, Poze, Puzzle, Non-plus.

2. Not responsive ; irresponsive.

[1775 Ash.] 1816 Scott Old Mart, xxxviii, The hand..
turned cold within her grasp, and lay .. unresponsive to

her caresses. X87X Macduff Mem. Patmos xvrii. 242 All

now dull, pulseless, unresponsive as the insensate stone.

x886 Hall Caine Son of Hagar i. iv, Hugh took the prof-

fered hand with unresponsive coldness.

Hence UnrespoTisively adv.^ -ness.
x88x E. F. PovNTER Among the Hills II. 114 She divined

the blank unresponsiveness with which her questions would
be met. 1898 *y[.\iv.?i\u\'n' Roden*s Corner xxy.'zb^ Dorothy
saw this in a glance, and her own face hardened unrespon*
sively.

Unrest, sb. [Un-1 4, 12. Cf. WFris. on-^

ilnrhtj MLG., MHG, ttnresfe; MDiu onraste

(Du, onrasl)^ MLG., MHG. unraste (G. unrast) ;

MDu. oiirusU (Du. onrust), MLG. unitiste (LG.
unrustj U7mist, unrost), and Wanhest.] Absence
of rest ; disturbance, turmoil, trouble.

A 1340 Hampole Psalter Xxxxvf. 8 pe vnrest of \>\s life,

/^/ijf.cxviii. i65Chariteputtisaway..vnrestofthoght. CX374
Chaucer Troylus iv. 879 That cause is of )>is sorwe and )pis

vnreste. 14.. Rule Syon Monast. liii. in Collect. Topogr.

(1834) I. 31 In the dortour. . none schal . . make any noise of

unreste, aboute makyng of ther beddes. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
xlvii. i96(Harl. MS.), Wher so euer..eny discorde or vnrest

was regnynge. a 1513 Fabvan Chion.^ vii. 417 Which
tourned hym to great dishonoure and his lordes to great

vnrest. 1559 Mirr. Mag, (1563) V iv, Furlh streamde the

teares, recordes of his vnrest. 1638 W. Sclater Serm.
Experimentall 50 A sweet soliloquie of David with his soul,

checking it . . for the disquiet, and unrest it passionately had
plunged it self into. 1685 Drvden tr. Lucretius in. 273 If

the foolish race of man. .Cou'd find as well the cause of this

unrest. And all this burden lodg'd within the breast. x8iS

BvRON Parisina v, And mutters she in her unrest A name.
'"

1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. i. i. (1866) 10 The unrest and the

agony that lie hid in (he heart of man. 1873 SymondsG;A.
Poets i. 18 To the anarchy and unrest of transition succeeds

the demand for constitutional order.

b. In pi. Somewhat rare.

\^Tj Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes (1877) 17 Of thought

Cometh the wakyngis and vnrestis. 1513 Douglas /Eneid
xin. ii. 74 Be all wais noysum and onrestis, And all that

horribill was. c 1611 Chapman Iliad viii. 405 Both God-
desses .. contriving still afflicted Troy's unrests. 1618

Wither Brit. Rememb. vi. 1057 Nor, thereby, many other

mens unrests Occasion they afone.

tUnrest, v. Obs, [Un-2 3.] trans. To disturb,

trouble.

1382 WvcLiP I Sojn, xxvi. 14 Who art thou that criest,

and vnreslist the kyng? CX430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 49 A
Cyte.,whom noon adiierslte troubleth, .ne noon heuynesse
vnresteth. c-1440 Pallad. on Husb, vi. 174 Good is hem to

sle, For they the swarm vnrestith.

Unre'stable, a, (Un-' 7 b.) 1662 J. Chandler Vmi
Helmont's Oriat. 74 This therefore is the unrestable appoint-
ment of the water, that by proceeding continually upwards
and downwards, it [etc.}i



TJIfRESTED.

trnre-Bted,///. aA [Un-1 8.] a. Not laid to
rest. b. Not refreshed by rest.

a, 1607 Chapman Bussy ^Arnbois v. iv, 154 My unrested
soul i6ia — Rc:\ Bussy dAinbois IV. v. 82 Th* unrested
spirit of your slaugbter'd brother, b. [1775 AsH.J 1846
Worcester (citing Erving). Also in recent use C1908).
Unre-sted, /(»/.<»." [Un-*8, s-l Thrown out of the rest.

X760-1 Smou-ETT Lautu:e[ot Greaves xix, Sir Launcelot,
peiceiving his rival's spear unrested, had just time to throw
up the point of his own.

XTnre'stful, a. [Un-1 7. App. not in use
between 16th and 19th century: cf. Kesifulo.]
1. Restless, stirring, unquiet. (Frcq. c 1875-.)
138* WvcLiF Bofuck iv. 15 A folc vnsaciable, or vnrestful,

and of an other tunge. c 1400 A^ol, Loll. 104 pei are . . vn-
schamful to axe,, .vnrestful tul )>ei tak, vnkynd wan ^ei han
tane. anaa Wydiffite Bible Prov. vii. 11 viarg.. With
wowing cheer ; that is, vnrestefui, and with out schame.
cunCath. Angl.(\.) 305/1 Vn Restfulle, myKrWxr. 1533
Mors Dehell. Salem Wks. 961/2 That good peacible
folke.. should not for suche inquiete & vnrestfull wretches
without some ruffle line in peace long. 1553 Primer in Lit.
tf Dx. Edw. VI (1844) 474 We are.. besieged of cruel and
unreslful enemies. 1565 Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.)
237 The talk . . is much increased, and unrestful they be,
and I alone they say am in fault. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
ikV.ix.So wags. .this unrestful World, day after day. 1891
Spectator 7 Mar. 340/1 This umrestful and fussy energy.
1 2. Disturbed, troubled. Obs.
a 139s HVLTON Scala Per/. 11. xxvii. (W. de W. 1494), It

bereth downe the thoughtc : and makyth it vnrestfull.
I43S MisvN Fire cfLerae ll. vi. 82 Lorde, ))ou art my takar,
t>at malicius prikkyngis of my fraward enmys me make not
vnrestfulL

3. Marked by absence of rest or quiet
14. . Rtile Syoii Mottast. liii. in Collect. Tofogr. (1834) I.

31 Suche as gretly rowte or make any unrestful noyse in
ther sleppe ..^schal be purveyd a nother place, wher they
may slepe withoute unrestyng of other, f 1445 Pecock
Donet 94 pouj al Hs lijf be. .laboriose, vnrestful. 1542
Udalu Erasm. AJioflu 242 The bedde of a persone beeyng
in greate debte is an unrestefull thyng. 1548 Bodrugan
Epit. King's Title (1873) 254 What properties procedeth of
warre, but outragious costes,. .consumyng anger, vnrestfull
quietness. x6oo Look About K(7« i. A2, If drousieage keepe
not thy stiffened ioyntes On thy vnrestfull bed. 1B84 Pall
.Mall G. 9 Dec. 11/2 There is on every face a craving, unrest-
ful expression.

Hence Unre-stfally adv.
1483 Cath. Angt. 305/1 Vn 'Rxs.'&iWyJiiquieUJncfortutK,

TTnrestfalness. (Uir-i i2j cf. prec.)
1382 W'vcLiF Lukexx. 8 If heschal contynue knockynge, .

.

for his vnrestefulnesse he schal rise, and gyue to hym.
c I4SO tr. De Intilatiotu in. xxxiii. 102 Of inordinate loue.

.

growi)> all uiu-estfulnes of herte. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair.
(W. de W. 1495) II. 234 b/2 The holy fader.. axed hym, yf
.. he sholde praye god for hym ; that he wolde releue hym
from this unrestfulnesse. C1557 Abp. Parker Ps. Iv. 157, I
would me flitche..to wildernes: More there to dwell, than
here wyth such in such unrestfulnes. 1579 E. K. Gloss, to
Spenstt's Sluph. Cal. March (Emblem), Loue..vexeth the
body.. with vnrestfulnesse all night.

TJnre -Sting, vbl. s6. 1 0bs. [f. Unrest v., or
Un-2 8.] The depriving of rest.

14.. [see Unrestful a. 3]. 1615 T. Adams Blacke Devill
9 Well; gone he is out of this Man; and we must therein
consider..!. His vnroosting. 2. His vnresting. [Hence in
1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 68.)

tliire'sting, ^/. a. (Uw-i lo.)
«58a Stanyhurst .lEtieis iv. (Arb.) 1 14 The poore vnresting

Dido could catch no such happye Season too be quiet.
1604 A. ScoLOKER Daiphantus F4 The wandring soule
Seeking for rest in his vnresting spirit. <t 165a Brome
Eng. Moor iv. iv, What is she ! I am fear-struck Tis some
unresting shadow. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 11. Ixxxi,
But ay the ruthless driver goads them on,..Ne ever find
they rest from their unresting fone. xSia Byron Cli. Har
J. Ixxxiii, Life.abhorring gloom Wrote on his faded brow
curst Cain's unresting doom. 1856 H. Dixon Post ^ Pad-
deck X. 168 Those ballads, which they sing with such un-
resting diligence. 1870 M. D. Conway Earthw. Pilgr. xxi.
256 This unresting life of the enquiring souL
Hence Unre-sting-ly cafe. ; tJnre'stiiierness.
1831 Carlyle Sartor Res. i. x. The silent Arachnes that

weave unrestingly in our imagination. 1839 De (Juincey
Roman Meals Wks. (1854) III. 269 note. The German
imagination has been most struck by the duration of the
man's life, . . the English, by the unrestingness . ., his inca-
pacity of repose.

Unre-stless, a. (Un.' 5 a.) 1513 Douglas ^k«V iv.

X. 13 The onrestles fey spreit..Of this wnhappy Phenician
Dido. 1894 in Heslop Northumberland Gloss, s.v. fUn-
re-stly, adv. Obs.—^ [Un-' ii.] Not restfully. 1561
HoLLVBUSH Horn. Apoth. 6 b, If oneslepeth vnrestly, let him
eat lettice.

Unrestored, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
CI44S Pecock Donet 87 His ordinaunce Jiat man..

schulde be restorid into saluacioun, J>ou3 aungel . . was
left vnrestorid. 1473 Acta Auditorum (1839) 25/2 To re-
store again the samyn [cattle] in sa fer a.* is vnrestorit.
iSoo-ao Dunbar Poems xxi. 64 O ! guha sail weild the
wrang possessioun, . . Quhilk vnrestorit helpis no confes-
sioun? CIS86 C'tess Peiioroke Ps. cxl. iv. Flames shall
fling them low. Ay unrestor'd to drown in deepest woe.
i<o6 Shaks. Ant. 4- CI. in. vi. 27 Then does he say, he lent
me Some shipping vnrestor'd. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth.
Hist. Jos. K, Wks. (1711) 81 Whose Father was banished
for Treason..and died un-restored. 174a Young Nt, Th.
II. 643 If unrestor'd by this, despair your cure. 1818 Byron
Ch. Har. IV. xi. The Bucentaur lies rotting unrestored.
i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 596 The Jews He brought back,
Edom He left unrestored. 1899 C. K. Paul Mejuories 129
The old unrestored choir of St. Paul's Cathedral.
Unresto-ring, ppL a. (Un-' 10.) i8n W. Taylor in

Rohberds Mem. (1843I II. 333 The corse, the spectre, the
veiling pall, the unrestoring tomb. l8a3 Lamb Elia n. Old
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Margate Hoy^ Ships, and sumless treasures swallowed up
in the unrestoring depths.

Unrestrai-nable, a. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas in. xx, (1561) 86/1 Their colorike

fumes, y« fury vnresiraynable. x6o8 Bp. J. King Serin.

^ Nov. 34 In the timely execution of your I.^wes, and ..

coercion of their vnrestrainable audaciousnesse. 1609 Hol-
land Aifim. Marcell, 187 Like as out of a drie wood the
spaikes.., with an unrestrainable course, reach to the
daunger of countrey townes. a 1711 Krn Edmund Poet.
Wks. 1731 11. Ill Wonder not that a Virgin makes this

Court, Of Love the unrestrainable Effort. 18x5 Abernethy
Surz, Obs, (ed, 2) 125 note^ An unrestrainable hainiorrhagic
tendency. 1863 Mouat Andaman Islanders 227 An un-
restrainable fit of laughter.

Hence tTnrestrai'nably adv.
1615 Sandys Trav, 148 A lew .. did poison his Sonne,

whom he knew to be vnrestrainably ]a.sciuious. 1840 Ruskin
Seven Lamps \, § 12. 23 Ihere is occasionally a burst up-
wards and blossoming unrestralnably to the sky.

Unrestrained, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not kept in check or tinder control ; allowed
free course or vent.
ax6oo Hooker Kemedie eigsU Sorr<nv (1612) 3 Naturall

compassion ,. caused them .. to poure forth vnrestrained
teares, 171a Berkeley Pass. Obed. Wks. 1871 III. 131 So
unrestrained [are] the passions ofmen. 1796 Mme. D'Arblav
Camilla V. 516 Her tears now flowed fast from unrestrained
delight. 1828 Lytton Pdham II. xxv, They all rose in a
mirtn sufficiently unrestrained to be any thing but patrician.

1870 M'^'Carthy Own Tivtes II. xxiii. 172 He was attacked
with all the bitterness of a. .very unrestrained animosity.

b. Not restricted or limited,
i62atsee UnpinionedM 16^7 CLAHENtWH Hist. Reh. rr.

§^i There being. .an unrestrained Intercourse between the
King's Camp and Edenborough. 1670 — Ess. Tracts
(1727) 184 The spacious fields of their unlimited and un-
restrained contemplation. 1776 Adam Smith iV. N, v. i. i.

ii. (1904) II. 414 The emulation which an unrestrained com-
petition never fails to excite. x8oG Subr IVinler in London
III. 219 The unrestrained intermixture of ranks .. is a
remarkable trait of your national manners. 1856 Kanb
Arct. Expl, 1. xxviii, 364 The men.. had frequent and un-
restrained intercourse with them. 2899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VII. 376 The ' unantagonised ' or 'unrestrained*
influence exerted by the cerebellum,

C. Not limited in application,
1827 Jarman PmvelCs Devises II. 117 They admitted that

the general words, if unrestrained, would carry the reversion.

2. Not subjected (or subject) to restraint in

respect of action or conduct,
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxix, Zelmanes . . unrestrained

f)arts, the minde & eie, had their free course to the de-
icate Philoclea. 1593 Shaks. Rich. 11^ v. iii. 7 There ..

he dayly doth frequent,With vnrestrained loose Companions.
1628 T. Spencer Logick 34 The vnrestrained, and free choyse
of the will. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 68 He that is guilty
of the Excess, is said to be .. unrestrained and let loose to
all Debauchery. 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks Stvift (1752)
67 With heads and hearts elated by afllueiice, and un-
restrained by foresight or discretion, 1760-72 H. Brooke
Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 122 What will not power effect,

when unrestrained by conscience? 1825 Scott Betrothed
ii. The revellers were unrestrained by the stricter rules of
good-breeding. 1864 '1'sevelyan Compet. Wallah (i866)

349 The free and unrestrained life of an English lady. 1890
Retrospect Med. ClI. 351 He walks about the room,,, and
in many respects is unrestrained in his movements.
absol. 1770 Glover Leonidas (ed. 5) iv. 713 The un-

restrain'd and free Will fly from danger.

b. In appositive use : Without restraint ; un-
restrainedly.

1596 Edward ///, III. n. 52 Slaughter and mischlefe waike
within your streets, And, vnrestrained, make hauock as they
passe. x8i2 Byron Ch, Har. i, Ixxxix, While o'er the parent
clime prowls Murder unrestrain'd. 1848 Thackeray Van,
Fair XXXV, The girls indulged unrestrained in their grief.

1867 E. F. BowDEN Fathers 0/ Desert 374 Vice stalks
abroad unrestrained.

3. Free from restraint of manner ; easy, natnral.

1856 Froude Hist, Eng. I. ii. 159 His letters .. are simple,
easy, and unrestrained. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta xliii.

Whose manner, .had little in common with Sol's warm and
unrestrained bearing.

Hence UnrestraliiedzLess.
[177S Ash.] 1889 Pop. Set. Monthly July 296 No men on

earth ever have had liberty in the sense of unrestrainedness
of action.

Unrestrai'nedly, flfiiy. [Un-1 ii.] With-
out restraint.

1655 Earl Orrery Parthen, n. ni. 287 Shee shedd hirs

\sc. tears] the more vnrestrain'dly. Ibid. 11. vii. 653 Surena
permitted Parthenissa unrestrainedly to visit him. 1852
Thackeray Esmond i. ix. He., yawned unrestrainedly.
x86a H. Aide Carr 0/ Carrlyon II. 57 She and her child
wept unrestrainedly. 1876 Miss Yonge Womankind v. 32
She will see enough of them unrestrainedly to understand
their dispositions.

Unrestrai-nt, (Un-1 12.)
1804 Ann. Rev. II. 235 The spirit of antijacobinism was

as yet so strongly bent on the restoration of royal un-
restraint. 1867 MiLL.S"«^y. Women (1869)66 His conduct.,
in the unrestraint of home. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XV II 1. 146/1
A simple and fine and light stroke,, .and unrestraint in the
flow of writing.

Unrestri'cted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1766 S.MOLLETT Trav. xvii, His military power and unre-

stricted authority. 1785 H. Walpole Mod. GnrdeningWks,
1798 II. 537 They extended their branches unrestricted.
1807 WoRDsw. White Doe iv. 60 Happy as others of her
kind, That.. Range unrestricted as the wmd. X854R0HNER
Mus. Composition in. 197 Unrestricted Canon is founded
upon a melodic subject which [etc.]. 1884 Contemp, Rev,
Oct. 525 The unrestricted intermeddling of the Stale.

Hence trnrestri'otedly adv. ; -strt'ctedness.
X844 W. H. Maxwell Wand, Highl. 1. 195 To him, every

TTNHETURWABLY.
discovery, .is unrestrictedly unfolded. 1846 G. S. Faber Lett.
Tractar. Secess. 42 The unrestrictedness of his own liberty
and power. 1861 Whyte Melville Good for Nothing I.

293 A process, .that the weaker sex seldom feave unrestrict-
edW to their servants.

Unrestri*ctive,rt. (Un-' 7, 5b.) i8i7H,T.Coi.ebrooke
Alget>ra^^xz. 329 The foregoing rule, .is un restrictive. 1863
CowDEN Clarke Shaks. Char, xx. 504 'l"emperament, un-
restrictive teaching, and a desire to amend.

Unre*sty,(Z. Obs.cxc.Sc.dial. [Un-1 4, 7. ^f,
WFris. on- J ^nrestich^ MDn. onrusHch (Du. on-
riistig\ MLG. utirust-^ unrostich.'] Unquiet; full

of unrest.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxl. 10 Kepe me fra lettyngft of
viirisiy men. C1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1355, I dar not
l»leyne more, But humbely..Yow wryte ich myne vnresty
sorwes sore, c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 116 Boote
fonde I non In myn vnresty bed lenger to lye. ?/zx5oo
Lydgate's Ballad in Thynne Chaucer (1530) 374/2 Unto
vnresty bothe rest and remedye Fruteful to al tho that in

her assye. x6o6 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling 137 Worldly
cares maketh a man very vnrestie with himself.
Uoresu'ltive, a. (Un-' 7.) 1833 Mrs. Browning Pro-

tneih. Bound i,}^\^ I discern Anempty wish,—and unresultive
work. Unretai'ned, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash. J 1822
Coleridge Lett. (1895) 720 The taste for unconnected, and
for that reason unretaiiied single thoughts. Unreta'U-
BXQ6.,ppl.a. (Un-'8.) 1683 Trvon W^o^/^^m/M 630 Men
..turn the natural use of things into Wantonness, which
cannot pass unretaliated. 1805 Foster .£"«. (1806) I. 62 The
overawed timidity and unretaliated injuries of the unfortu*
Date beings within his power. 183X Scott Cast, Dang, xix.

Obliged to submit to national insultSi unretaliated and un-
revenged.

Unreta-rded, ppi. a. (Un-i 8,)

x6xs T, Adams Lycanthropy 7 What Paul speakes of his
unretarded execution of Christs message. X636 B. Jonson
Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.) 747/1 Which they will utter unretarded
without any shamefastness. 1793 V. Knox Let. to Vng,
Nobleman Wks. 1824 V. log Then go on in your virtuous
progress, unretarded by those.. who laugh at your \irtuous
solicitude. 1820 E. Kean in gth Rep. Hist. MSS. Cotnm.
App. 488/2 Friends such as will come uninvited, [and] go
unretarded.
Unre'tched, ///. a. rare-^. [Un-' 8 c] Not stretched

out. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv. 33 When our Author
tells us . . ofa no^u longer than Ages, and a being unretcht out.

Unrete'ntive, a, (Un-i 7, 5 b.)

X748 Chesterf. Lett, (1774) I, 336 Discovering to them such
an unretentive weakness as must convince tbein that you
will tell it to twenty others. 1782 Baker .5/^^. Dramatica
I. 238/2 So unretentive was his memory. 1825 Colekidge
Aids Reft. 363 You are not so unretentive a Scholar as to
have forgotten the pateris et auro of your Virgil. 1851 [J.
B. Hume] Poems Early Years 165 What further may have
chanc'd my sleepy brain. In unretentive dulness, noted not.

Unre'tinued, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1855 Singleton Virgil
I. 378 To be left torlorn unto herself she seemeth, aye, Un-
retinued. UnretiTcd,//*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1648 Hexham
II, Ongeweken^ Vnretyred, or Vnretreated. 1766 W. Gorix)m
Gen. CouniingJio. 36 Bills unretired at the dates they are
payable, UnretoTted,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1618 Barne-
zrWs Apol. Ded. A 4 Else I shrewdly feare, lest many, .fall

away to that side, where we are assaulted with vnretorted
weapons. Unretou'ched, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) x88o Swin.
BURNE Stud. Shakes. 2 1& Possibly we have a survival ofsome
lines* length, not unretouched by Fletcher, Unretra'ct-
able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1627 Jackson Creed vi. x. § x T-iiat

God . .did set the course of nature a-going with an irresi.stibte

and unretractable swinge. 1900 Omond Rofnantic Triumph
276 An unretractable gift to France.

Unretraxted, ppL a. (Un- i 8.)
1646 Hammond Tracts 27 Any such act of sin unretracted

by repentance. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Sul-j. 11. 66 JIalevo-
lence shewn, .in a single Outrage unretracted. 1739 Wks.
Learned I. 73 Content to leave the Calumnies of i-atalism
and Spinozi.sm unretracted. 1834 Mackintosh Revolution
o/t6SS'\x.. 257 To consider the silence of the King as a virtual

assent to their unretracted condition. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.
XIV. iv. VI. 502 The monkish Latin satire maintained its

unretracted protest against the Church,
Unretrea'ting, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1791 Cowper Iliad

V. 590 The powers of Troy. . the Grecians dense Expected,
unretreating, void of fear. 1858 J. Robertson Poems 78 As
light is mixed in the unretreating air. t Unretrie'vable,
a. Obs. (Un-' 7 b, ^ b.) 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. I. 241
Ihe unretrievable Misery of those who will not suffer ilicni-

selves to be rescued from Destruction. Unretrie'vingly,
Oiiv, (Un-' II.) 1844 Mrs. Browning Cryo/CkHdrtn 145
They. .Are worn as if with age, yet unretrievingly The
harvest of its memories cannot reap. Unre "trograde, a.

(Un.'7.) 1817 Malthus/^(7/*k/. (ed.5) II. 231 A regular and
unretrogr.ide increase. Unre'tted,//''-'^ (Un-' 8.) X839
Ure Diet. Arts 490 Unretted flax. X856 Farmer''s Magt
Nov. 379 Either green or unretted straw.

Unreturnable, a. [Un- 7 b, 5 b.]

f 1. Admitting of no return. Obs.
Chiefly as a rendering of L. irremeabilis.

15x3 Douglas ^««V/ VI. i. 60 The naimcouth hous, that
Laborinthus hait, Full of wrinkiilit vnreturnable dtssait.

Ibid. vii. 4 The fludis bank. ., Quhais passage is vnreturn-
able went, x6ri Cotgk., /Ttf;«^a^/tf,vnreturnable, or, from
which one cannot goe backe. 1648 Hexham ii, Onweder^
keerlick, vnreturnable [Ki!. irremeabHis\,

2. Incapable of being returned.
X740 R ichardson Pamela (1741) 1 1. 343, 1 am even oppress'd

with unreturnable Obligations. 1788 Mrs. Hughes Henry
ff Isabella III. 151 The unexpected, and as he esteemed it,

unreturnable proof of friendship he had given him. X795
yemima II. 195 Having such unreturnable benefits to thank
him for. x384 Marshall's Tennis Cuts 114 He can. .place
it in the opposite corner at such a pace that the stroke is

practically unreturnable.

Hence Unretn*rnably adv.
15x3 Douglas v^«f/f^ V. x, 81 I.Al.orynthus..a thousand

slychtis wrocht, For to dissave all wncouth iharin brocht,
To wavir and er thar wnretumably.^ 1788 Mrs. Hughes
Henry ij- Isabella 11,7a Where there is a certain equality..



UNEBTUBNED.
of advantages, SO as to leave neither parties unretumably
obliged to the other.

Unreturned,///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not having returned or come back.

1589 Re^. Privy Council Scot. IV. 428 The Chancellair..

being yit unreturned oute of Lauder. 1600 Fairfax Tasso

XV. xxvi, They whom storme ifath forced that way sence,

Are drowned all, or vnreturn'drrom thence. 180s Noble
Wanderers 1. 131 Selisme was still unreturned :— ..my sus»

picions gaini^d strength. 1885 W. Watson So?in., Soudanese

13 Thousands that weep their warriors unreturn'd.

2. That is not reciprocated or responded to.

a 1643 S, GoDOLPHw Constancy i, Love unreturn'd, howe'er

the flame Seem great and pure, may [etc.]- 1710 Addison
Tatler No. 250 r 10 Supercilious Looks, unreturned Smil s-

1766 GoLDSM. //^^w/// xvii, Dost thou., grieve for friendship

unreturned? 1820 ScorTi1/<'«aj/. xx, I ..will brook no insult

unreturned. 1896 Af-Clttie's Mag. VL 492 The proud and
unreturned gaze of the dead who have died in their glory.

Unretu-ruing, />/>/. a. (Un-i ic)
a 1628 F. Grevil Sidney {.xt^i) 159 Yet these unretuming

steps seemed well worth the observing. x8i6 Bvron Ch. liar.

III. xxvii, And .Ardennes. .Grieving. .Over the unretuming
brave. 1856 Whittier Panorama 507 Ghosts of unretum-

ing sails 1897 Ontin^XXlX. 440/2 We grew weary of

waiting for the unretuming hounds.
Unreta'mingly, fi^z'. (Un-' n ; cf.prec.) 1818 Shelley

Rosal. .$ Helen 668 Like a vile weed Which the sea casts

unreturningly. 1845H5 Trench Huls. Lcct. Ser. 11. ii. 175

That sepulchre, to which it had seen its sons . . unreturningly

descend. Unrevea'lable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 1611 Cotgr.,

Irreveland^ vnreuealable, not to be reuealed. 7 i8a6 Cole-

ridge Ne Plus Ultra 11 The Dragon foul and fell—The un-

revealable, And hidden one. 1846 G. Moore PowerofSoul
(ed. a) 9 These proposers of an unrevealable divinity.

Unrevea-led,/'//. a. (Un-i 8, 5 b.)

1529 More Dyaloge i. Wks. 167/2 If there were any thing

..that in the church soraetyme was doubted and reputed

for vnreueled and vnknowen. iS43-4 ^ct 35 Hen. VlII^

c. 5 § I Untrue accusacions. .kept secret unreveled. xS9»

KvD Sp. Trag. m. ii. 9 If this incomparable murder.. Shall

vnreueald and vnreuen^ed passe. 1651 Hobbes Lnnath.
HI. xl. 250 The effect.. of the unrevealed will, and of the

power of God. 1697 Drvden Mneis vi. 374 Ye realms, yet

unreveal'd to human sight. 1731 Berkeley .(4 /«>JA?-. v. § 27

Religion of any kind, either revealed or unrevealed. 1798
Lamb R. Gray iv, The secret, unrevealed, hung upon his

conscience. 1850 Tennvson In Mem. xxxi, I'he rest re-

maineth unreveal'd ; He told it not. 1875 Manning Mission

H. Ghost I. 9 God in His unrevealed mercies will [etc).

Unrevealing, ppL a. (^Un-i io, 5 d.)

i6a8 Feltham Resolves ii. xxiv. 79 The Physician that

hath a Soueraigne Receit^ and dyeth vnreuealing it, robbes

the world of many blessings. 1835 Lytton Rienzi il iii,

The greater barons.. preserved a strict and unrevealing

silence. 1809 G. Matheson Stud. Portr. Christ xv. 182

We have all our unrevealing moments—our moments when
the spring of life seems dry.

Unreve-nged,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1533 Bellenden Livy iv. xv. (S.T.S.) II. 105 Than tem-

fane«s..drew (lame all togidder. ., nocht vnrevengit of his

nemyts. 1553 Eden Treat. New /nd.{Axh.) 39 Hauinge
thus sustayned so greuous iniuries vnreuenged. 1621 Brath*
WAIT Nat. £mdassie {187 7) 27 Her husbands death,, .effected,

but not vnreuenged. 1669 Shadwell Royal Shepherdess ii|

Neander. O Madam I your eyes will revenge your quarrels,

Evadne. Or they must be unreveng'd, for you. 1726 Popb
Odyts. XVI. 277 With such a foe th' unequal fight to try, Were
by false courage unreveng'd *o die. 1796 Monthly Mag,
II. 449 Ampanani never bled unrevenged. -821 Shellev
Helios 1021 Keep holy This jubilee of unrevenged blood I

tinrevengeful, a. (Un.' 7.) 1660 Nicholas Papers
(Camden) IV. 220 The Kinge of Englands..unreuengefuU
disposition. 01670 Hacket Abp, Williams i. (1693) 191

He was un-revenseful,. .and no longer displeased with those

he overcame. Unreve'ngefulness. (Un-' la.) a 1586
SiDNEV Arcadia ii. ix, A Tyrant also, not tborow..unre-
vengefulnes, . .but . . of a wanton crueltie. Unreve'ngin^,
ppl^a. (Un-' 10.) a 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. i,

Curse that vnreuenglng foue, Whose flintie darts slept in

Typhous den. 1711 Pope Lett. (1735) I. 169 The unre-
venging Spirit of primitive Christianity, Unreve'nging*
ly, adv. (Un-' ii.) 1650 B. Discollimtniunt i^ A King..
that..Reign*d justly, peaceably, and un-revengingly after.

Unre'venue, v. (Un-' 4.) 1673 Bp. S. Parker Reproof
Reh. Transf. 142 They had unrevenued the Clergy. Un«
re'venued, //^. a. (Un-' 8.) 1641 Milton Reform, r. 33
He that will mould a modern Bishop into a primitive, must
yceld him to be. .undiocest, unrevenu'd, unlorded,

Unre verence, sb. [Un-i 12, 5 b.]

1 1. Lack of reverence ; irreverence. Obs*
1388 WycLiF Ecclus. XXV. 29 The ire and vnreuerence of

a womman is grete schenschipe. 1433 Yong tr. Secretd
Secret. 135 Wreth engendryth vnreuerence, Vnreuerence
engendryth enemyte. 1491 Cajcton Vitas Patr. (W. de W.
1495) v. xiv. 343 b/2 Defaultes commysed in the unreuerence
of god. 15*6 Pilgr- Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 237 That is the
moost vnreuerence that may be done to god. 1507 Beard
Tlieatre Gods Judgem. (1612) 317 The disobedience, vn-
reuerence, & contempt of children towards their parents.

1649 W. ScLATER Comm. Malachy (1650) 27 Unreverence
more displeaseth, than outward observance can please. 1684
Baxter Answ. Theol, Dial, 16 Praying with the Hatt on,
is . . a sign of unreverence.

2. Used as the negative of Reverence j3. 6.

X833 W. H. LvTTi.ETON in Corr. Lady Lyttleton (1912)
348 The sooner I see your Un»Reverence a-shooting the
better I shall be pleased.

Unre'verence, z*. [Un-^ 3.] trans. To treat irreverently.

1553 Bale Vocacyon 11 This write I, not in vnreuerencinge
the sacrament, but [etc.]. 1642^ Fuller Holy ff Prof St,
III. xxiv. 222 S. Paul thought their materiall Church . . abused
and unreverenced, by their lay meetings of Love^feasts
therein. Unre*vereneed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) a 1470
H. Parker Dives <V Pauper (1496) 35/2 Oftentyme that
crosse that the preest holcietb..is full unreuerenced. 1603
Knolles//ij^ Turks{\(>-z\\ loi The sepulchre ofour blessed
Sauiour..notvnreuereDced bytbcTurkcs themselues. x88t

810

H. James Portr, Leidy Hi, She saw., the dry, staring fact

that she had been a duU un-reverenced tool, t Unre'ver-
ency, (Un-' 12.) ciG^Roxb.Bail.iiZj^) 11. 195. 1 must
not come in place where their friends merry be, Lest I

should my son disgrace with my unreverency.

Unre*verend, a. [Un-i
7, 5 b.]

fl. Irreverent. Obs. (Common i:i58o-i66o.)
1562 in Strype Ann. Ref xxviii. (1709) 295 All unreverend

speaking of (^od's holy predestination. 1584 R. Dudley
Lett. 161 Inveying against their souerain with, .vnreuerend
tearmes, and insolent controlmentes. 1591 Shaks. Tijjo

Gent. w. vL 14 Fie, fie, vnreuerend tongue, to call her
bad. 1613 Dekker Four Birdes Noah's Arke Wks.
(Grosart) V. 20 Cleanse my heart, .from all foule, loose and
vnreuerend languages. 1659 W. Chamberlavne Pharon.
IV. i. 257 That it might unreverend gazers tell It once was
sacred. 1820 Lams Etta i. Oxford in Vac, They rather

hold such curiosities to be impertinent—unreverend.

2. Unworthy of reverence.

[1828-33 Webster.] 1874 J. Thomson City Dreadf Ni.
xviii. iv. Long grey unreverend locks befouled with mire.

1876 (5eo. Eliot Dan. Der, Ixii, The presence of this un-
reverend father. .affected Mirah with. .shame and grief.

Hence \ Unreverendly adv.^ irreverently. Obs,

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 352 Thou hast vnreuer-
endly spoken. 1663 Boyle Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. \u iv.

118 He. .was wont.. (unreverendly enough) to compare our
Physitians to Bishops. 1673 S'too him Bayes 24 Whose
person you shall not find ine speak so unreverendly of.

Unre'Verent, a. Now rare, [Un-1 7, 5 b.]

1. Irreverent : a. Of actions, conduct, etc.

In frequent use from c 1550 to c 1640.

1388 VVvcLiF Ecclus, xxiii. 17 Thi mouth be not customable
to vnreuerent speche._ 1533 More Confut. Tindale Wks.
622/1 Such euyl fashion of vnreuerent railing vpon great
personages. 1583 Babington Commandm, (1590) 220 If we
be parentes, and greened with vnreuerent regarde in our
children of vs. 1608_Willet Hexapla Exod. 62 The
Corinthians were chastised., for vnreuerent receiuing of the

Lords supper, a x66t Fuller Worthies^ Yorks. 111. (1662)

206 Greatly guilty in his ill language, which to any Author
was uncivil, to a Bishop unreverent. 1858 H. Bushnell
Nat. ^ SuPemat.x, (.186^) 313 That unrtverent feeble laxity,

that lets the errors be as good as the truths,

b. Of persons.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W, de W. 1531) 85 b, Se thou be not
vnreuerent or stately of behauour to thy company. 1553 in

Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. xvi. 313 A swearer, or an vn-
reuerent vser of his mouth. 1613 T. Taylor Comm. Titus
ii. 12 They durst not shewe themselues.. so vnreuerent and
retchles in hearing, as most men doe. 1675 Baxter Cath.
7'/i^t?/. 1. 1. 9 We must be very fearful and not unreverent
and rash, in ascribing such a. .lusus of notions to God.
iransf, c i$go Sir T. More ii. iv. 134 Your vnreuerent

knees. Make them your feet to kneele to be forgyuen ! 1593
Shaks. Rich, lit "• i. 123 Wert thou not Brother to great
Edwards sonne,This tongue.. Should run thy head from thy
vnreuerent shoulders.

t2. e Unreverend a. 2. Obs.'~'^

1576 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 256 Erasmus opinion and
iudgment touching such vnreuerent Reliques. 1659 W.
Chamberlaynk Pliaron. in. iv. 356 Their rage Neglected
youth slights like unreverent age.

Hence f Unre'verentness, irreverence. Obs,

XS70 Northbrooke Dicing 32 [They] that do vse and
handle vpon scaffolds Gods diuine mysteries with such
vnreuerentnes. 1636 Henshaw Horge Succ. 294 That un-
reverentnesse .. which they durst not use to this or that

Mr Gentleman, they use to God.

t Unreverently, adv, Obs, [Un-1 ii, 5 b.]

Irreverently ; without reverence. (Common ^1510-
1660.)
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T, r 582 Whan they treten vnreuer-

enily the sacrement of the Auter. 1431 Hoccleve Jereslans'

Wife 218 He answerde and spak vnreuerently. CZ449
Pecock RePr, v, xv. 563 The ix« principal gouernaunce for

which summe of the lay peple vnwijsly and vnreuerentli

blamen the clergie. 1543 Grafton Contn. Harding 460
His corps was brought vnreuerently from the toure..vnto

Poules. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 80 That is supposed
a loose kinde of writing, to talke of any man vnreuerently.

1638 Bp. Mountagu Art, Enq. Visit. A 4 b, Hath any of

your parish unreverently used your Minister? a 26^7
Manton Serm. Ps. cxix, cxxxi. Wks. 1725 1. 605/1 Will

not God beassevere tome,if I behave myself unreverently?
Unreversable, a. (Un-' 7b, 5b.) z8o3-i3 Bentham

Ration. Judic, Evid. (1827) I. 141 The decision remaining
unreversed, and, but for legislative authority, unreversable.

TTnreve rsed, ppL a.^ (Un- i 8.)

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iii. i. 223 The doome (Which vn-
reuerst stands in efFectuall force). 1648 V^s'^^^ Plea for
the Lords 63 His sentence.. remaines. .unreversed. 1657
Decree Excheq., Hatfield Chase 7 While the said Decree
stands in force, and unreversed, i8o3-i3 [see prec.]. 2855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 271 A legal sentence, passed
in due form, and still unreversed. 1878 Abnev Treat.
Photogr. xxxiv, 278 It is possible to obtain an unreversed
impression of the thermal spectrum.

t Unreve'ssed, -vested, pa. pple. Obs. (Un-' 4, 8.)

£1450 Chron. London (Kingsford, 1905) 131 Whan the bys-

shope hadde don the masse and whas unrevessed. 1483
Caxton G. de la Tourcvxy b, When he had songen and was
vnreuested it was not knowen where he bicaiu.

tJnreviewed, />^/. a. (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1819 BuS3Y Hist. Music II. 255 There arc
particular.. reasons why his Te Deum should not pass un*
reviewed. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. 1. vi. iii, After long unre-

viewed centuries.

Unrevi'led, ///, a. (Un.* 8.) X470 Hardyng Chron.
Pref. p. X, As lyon fell he putte hym forth in prese. The
werre maynteynde and kepte hym vnrevylde.

Unrevi'sed, ppl. a, (Un-i 8.)

[1775 AsH.l 184s Syd. Smith's Wks. (1859) H. 333/1 The
following unrevised fragment. 1847 Stanley Wrwi^/rfSuppl.
22 The unblotted, unrevised manuscript. 1897 Goldw. Smith
Guesses Riddle Exist. 83 Readers of the Bible who continue
to use the unrevised version.

ITNEID.

Unrevi'vable, «. (UN-'7b.) j8o»-xa Bentham ^a/rVw.
Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 171 When I say unrevivable, I mean
by common law.

Unrevi-ved, />/»/. a, (Un-i 8.)
1631 Wkevek Anc. Funeral Men. 417 Old, moth-eaten, -

vnreuiued penail Lawes. x68o H. More Apocal. Apoc, xi.

106 Thai .. tliey may not seem to prophesie and be dead at
the same time, nor lye too long unburied or unrevived. 1877
Conoer Basis Faith ii. 75 Those memories of the past, un.
revived for years.

t Unre-vocable, a. Obs. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

XS3S SiEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 581 Vnreuocabill,
withoutin fraude or gyle. At thair plesour sic peax for to
compyle. 1589 Gukene Menaphon (Arb.) 43 The heauens.

.

sent vnreuocable Fates to depriue me of her life. 1608 L.
Machin Duinbe Knight 111, My vow. .is like fate still unre-
vocable. 1616 B. Parsons Mag. Charter 2 By an unrevocable
patent.

Unre-vocaWy, «ffr'. (Un.' n.) X47* in Ramsay 5<zw(^
Charters (1915) 29 Assignit hym unrevocably to the said
annualerent of sex markis.

Unrevoked, ppl a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not revoked, recalled, or annulled.

, 1479 [see Unrepealed). 1570 Levins Manip. 50 Vnreuoked,
irreuocabilis. X667 Milton P. L, v. 602 Hear all ye
Angels, ..Hear my Decree, which unrevok't shall stand,

X740 CiBBER APol. (1756) I. 310 This unrevoked order of
silence, 1790 Cowper Mother's Pict. 112 Time, unrevok'd,
has run His wonted course. 183S Court Mag. VI. 35/1 The
morrow arrived, and the Sultan s command remained unre-
voked. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy'bk. Prop. Law xx.

157 The general gift in your will to your child, .will belong
to him if you leave it unrevoked.

+ 2. Not called back. Obs.-^
X654 Gavton Pleas. Notes 11. vi. 59 As she unrevoked ran

Shee thought each tree to be a man.
Unrevolu'tionized, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 2804 Larwood

No Gun Boats 39 The old Lilliesof^unrevoUitionized France.
Unrevo'Ived,///. a. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.] 1891 Mere-
dith One of our Cong, xxxiii, That was the thought, unre-
volved, unphrased, all but unconscious, in Nesta. Unre-
vo'lving, ppl. a, (Un-' 10.) 1843 Carlyle Past ^ Pr. iii.

xi, Of an idle unrevolving man the kindest Destiny. .can
bake and knead nothing other than a botch. Unrewa'rd-
able, a. (Un-* 7 b.) C1445 Pecock Donet 94 Not w'x'p-

stondingsynne is . . vncleene, vnrewardable, punyschable.

Unrewarded, ppl. a, [Un- i 8.]

1. Not rewarded ; unrequited.
c X4ia Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 2890 No goode dede vn-

rewardid is, or quytte. ^ 1440 Alph. Tales Ixxxi. 64 God
will hafe no gude dede vnrewardld. 151a Helyasin Thorns
Prose Rom. {1S28) III. 75 A good dede is never unrewarded
ne anevyll unpunisshed. 1576 Abp. Sandys ^^rw;. (1585) 171

Their seruice was vnrewarded, because it was vncontinued.
X628 R. H. y. Owen's Epigr. i. 7 Verses giuen for a New-
yeeres gift, vnrewarded. 1656 Sir E.Nicholas in N. Papers
(Camden) III. 270 None can. .imagine that so glorious an
act can possibly be unrewarded. i7_ij BLACKM0RE_O'^a/:V«
VII. 74 While Heaven's adorers . . Their unrewarded innocence
maintain. 1779 Mirror No. 35, My obsequious services in

the drawing-room passed unrewarded. i8ax Byron Sar-
danap. III. i. 357 Slain 1 unrewarded !. .that's hard, poor
slave. X863 '^'ioKiKt Andaman Islanders 153 Our persever-

ing search, and our repeated use of the line, were unrewarded
with the success we desired.

2. Unpunished.
1611

J.
Taylor (Water P.) Unnat. FatherVlVs. (1630) 140/1

God did neuersuffer Murder togoe vnrewarded. 1907 Verney
Mem. II. J28 SVickedness does not go for ever unrewarded.
UnrewaTdedly, adv. (Un-' ii.) iSSBScfibner's Mag.

Dec. 757/1 He had transfused two months of her life with

such a delicate sweetness, so unrewardedly. Unrewa'rd-
ing, vbl. sb. (Un-1 13.) a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111. xivj It

was the unrewarding, & not the evil employing her service,

which grieved her.

Unrewa-rding, />//. a, (Un-i io.)

1653 Jek, Taylor Serm.for Year i. xix. 255 He findes it

an unrewarding interest, to walk seven dayes..only to see

a place from whence he must come back in an hour. 1854
Lever DoddFamily Abroad Ixx. 592 [It] is a very unreward-
ing process. 1882 ^IvEKS Renewal of \ outh 120 [To] come
bootless back from the unrewarding quest.

Unrhetorical, a, (Un-i 7, 5 b.)

[1775 AsH.l 1822 De Quincey Confess. 78 The literal and
unrhetorical use of the word myriad. 1859 G. Wilson Mem.
E. Forbes ii. 68 The style, .is strikingly unrhetorical. 1875

E. White Life in Christ iv. xxiv. 405 Certain unrhetorical

explicit statements of doctrine.

Unrhymed, ppL a, (Un-1 8 ; cf. Unbimed.)
1828 Carlvle Misc. (1857) I. 219 The grand unrhymed

Romance of his earthly existence. 1848 Longf. Secret oj

Sea iv, With a soft, monotonous cadence, Flow its unrhymed
lyric lines.

Unrhythmic, a. (Un-1 7,)

1^ Athenxum 2 Aug. 142/2 No unrhythmic verse was
ever yet remembered beyond the generation that produced it.

Unrhytlimical, a, (Un-i 7.)

Also, in recent use (1904), unrhythmically,

1777 Richardson Persian ^ Arab. Did. 1935 Discordant,

unrhythmical, wretchedly composed verse or prose. 1840

De Quincey Style Wks. 1859 XI. 167 Excess of awkward-
ness, or of inelegance, or of unrhythmical cadence. 1871

Fdin. Rer. Apr. 432 His lines are never unrhythmical.

TJnri-bbed, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

[177s Ash.] 1834 K. H. Digby Mores Cath. v. viii. 288

See, then to what a distance your unribbed bark is driven.

1851 KusKiN Stones Ven. L x.xix. § 3 When the vaulting is

unribbed, as in plain waggon vaults.

Unri'Ch, a. (Un-' 7.) X875 Morris ^neid xu. stg By
fruitful fishy Lerna's flood was once his life and gain, And
unrich house. t Unri'd, ppl. a.' [Un-' 8 b.] Unridden.

X640 H. Mill Night's Search 1. 194 Give me a jade unrid,

that's plump and fat.

tTnri'd»/>//. fl.2 Sctinddta/. [UN-i8b. Cf.

ON. urttdii-r (Norw. urtidd^ urydd^ Sw. orodd^

Da. uryddet) uncleared.] Not put ia order.



UNBIDDEN.
1637 Rutherford Lett, {1664) 132 So marches lie still

unrid & counts uncleared betwixt us. x8s4 [Carh] Craven
Dialect 5 Awt house is vara unriJ and grimy. 1856 Caelylk
Z^//. (1904)11. 179 [More of) my Book., lies in heaps ahead
of me, in the unrid stale.

Unridden, pph a. (Un- i 8 b.)

(a) X574 RickmonJ. Jl'iiU (Surtees) 248 Horses at Burghe.
Ridden norsses and mares, xv... Stages and fillies unreden,
xij. 1607 Maricham Cave/, iv. 5 Foales, vnridden horses, or

horses that are of any. .sobrietie in iourneying, 1831 Jame3
F/ii/. Au^slus III. V, Horses. .which have stood there

unridden "for months, 1857 Dufferin Lett. High. Lat.
(ed. a) 83 Having caught, saddled and bridled the three

unridden ponies.

(^) 1615 Extr. Aherd. Reg. (1848) II. 323 Leaving the
saidis merches unridden.
Unriddle, sb. nirc^. [ITn-* ; cf. next.] A solution of

a riddle. 1756 Connoisseur No. 107 p 7 Reading over the
Ritidles, and Unriddles, the Questions, and the Answers.

Unriddle, v* [Un-^ 3. Cf. G. entrdtseln,'\

trans. To solve, explain (a mystery, etc.). (Cf.

Riddle v,'^ 2.)

a 1586 SiDKSv Arcadia iii. vii. But nowe Amphialus
helped to unriddle his doubts j for he [etc. J. 1634 Peacham
CcmpL Gent. xii. m, I will give you, .examples of these,

with which, .you mayeasily unriddle the rest, 1648 Prynne
Plea/or Lords 63 Let him . . unriddle and assoyle . . his owne
Dilemma. 1714 Addison S^ect. No. 567 p 7 Ifany sagacious
Person can fairly unriddle it, I will print his Explanation.

1785 Reid Intell. Potuers iv. il 371 Take this description

altogether, and it would require an CEdipus to unriddle it.

zSao K^Kis Hyperion n. 150 No, no-where can [I] unriddle.

.

why ye. .Should cower beneath, .untremendous might. 1858
Merivale Rom, Emp. liii. VI. 218 To unriddle some of the

perplexing questions. 1885 Miss Braddon Wyllar^s Weird
1. 194 If we can unriddle the railway mystery, all may yet

come right.

reji. 1653 R. C[odrington] Lloyd's Marrow 0/ Hist, i

This at first may seem a paradox ; but upon a deliberate

consideration it will easily unriddle itself.

absol. a 164a Suckling Goblins i. i. Pray, unriddle. 1710
Parnell Hermit 207 Confess th' Almighty just, And where
you can't unriddle, learn to trust. 1768 H. Walpole Myst,
MotJier IV. vi, Unriddle, priest. My soul is too impatient

To wait [etc.].

Hence TJnri'ddling vbl. sb.

a 1680 BuTLEB Cliar. Religion Wks. (1908) 306 They, .are

wonderfull acute at unriddling of Mysteries. iSai Bvrom
yuan in. xxviii, The cause being past his guessing or
unriddling.

TTnri-ddleable, a. (Un-^ 7 b.)

1647 Evelyn Let. in Diary, etc. (1852) III. 6 Things were
never more unriddleable than at this instant of time. /tid^S

LiGHTFOOT 5tfrw. Wks. 1684 II. 1246 These difficulties, .in

Scripture. .are not unriddleable riddles, and tyring.irons

never to be untied, but [etc.].

Unri'ddled, p/l. a. [Un-^ 8.] Unsolved. 1823 Bvron
yuan XI. iii, This unriddled wonder, The World.

Unri ddler. [f. Unkiddle v,"] One who,
or that which, solves or explains.

1637 Trapp Comm. Job xxxvi. 22 A Teacher of perplexed
things, an unriddler of Riddles. 1663 Bovle Usef, Exp.
Nat. Philos. i. iiL 64 If our posterity be not much happier
unrtddlers then . , we have been. 1824 Scott St. RonatCs iii,

He was also a deviser of charades and an unriddler of riddles.

1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongne 365 That frequent un-
riddler of philological problems, the Hebrew language.

t Unri de, a. Obs. Also 3 vnrude, 5 -ruyde ;

4-5 vn-, 6 unryde, 4 oun-, 5 onride, vnrid
; 4

vnrede. [OE. ungeryde (ME. unirude UN-I3)
rough, violent, f. geryde (once), ? smooth, pleasant;

of obscure origin. Cf, Unrudb (Z.^]

1, Severe ; causing much suffering.

c i>oo Ormih 4779 All ^iss wass utenn wi}?]? unnhal purrh
swijje unnride unnhaele. Ibid, 4784 Her wass unnseollJ>e unn-
ride inoh Till an mann forr to dre5henn. c 1300 Havelok 1981
He haues a wunde in the side, With a gleyue, ful unride,,

.

And he haues on }joru his |>e, pe vnrideste l?at men may se.

c 1380 Sir Fertimb. 747 Wei nej ys guttes l>at swerd him ran,

& made hym a woundeounride. a 1400 St. Alexius (Laud
108) 542 Al l>at folk l>at stod be-syde pat say l>e sorwe so vn-
ruyde, pey wepe ful tendreliche. c\a^ Townley Myst. in.

40 Man . . was put out, in that tyde, In wo & wandreth for to
be, in paynes full vnrid To knawe.

2, Of large size ; of great size and strength ; so

large as to be cumbersome or unwieldy.
c 1220 Bestiary 646 Danne cume3 Sis elp unride. a z2^o

Sawles Warde in O, E. Horn. I. 249 Euch an [sc. devil]

bere5 . . an unrude raketehe gled-read of fure. c 1300 Havelok

179s pe barre..was unride, and gret ynow. f 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 3691 pe dent of J>at sper oun-ryde. a i/^ Sir Per,
1 160 To mome . . salle we togedir playe With wapyns unryde.
?a 1600 Merline 1501 (Percy Folio), His tayle was great.,
his bodye was unryde with-all.

b. Large in number ; numerous.
CX300 Havelok 2^47 [All] it sawe.-Hwou he it bar with

mikel pride For his barnage J>at was vnride. c 1330 King
o/Tars 142 The soudan gederet an ost unryde.

c. Large in extent. rare~^,

13. . Melr. Horn. (MS. Ashm. 42) fol. 136, An vnridde spase
es now Makid betwix vs and 30W pat none of vs maie come
30U nere Ne none of 30U maie come here.

3, Rough; violent.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24845 pe wind ras gains }?am vnride.

1338 R. Bhunne Chron. (1810) 174 pe noyse was vnride, it

lasted alle day. c 1350 ipomedon 6492 Isknyght non, That
darre fyght wyth hym alonne, So is the fende vnryde.
a 1^00-50 Alexander 739 Reviles he |>is oHre renke with
vnrid [v.r. vnrode] speche. f 1470 Golagros Sf Gaw. 630
[He] raught to the renk ane rout wes vnryde.

Unridfe>ble, a. (Un-i 7 b.)
Common in recent use. Hence unrid{e)abi'lity,

x88t Daily News 5 Jan. 6/5 Over a fine open country, till

the land became almost unrideable. 1883 C. 'WomK^Tt Roads
Eng.gf Wales (ed.3)94Steepuorideableascents and descents.
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Unri'deably, adv, (Um-' h. Cf. prec.) 1851 Kingslev
Venst i, I^incelot had bought him.. for half his value, as

unrideably vicious, when he had killed a groom.

t Unri'dely, adv. Obs. Forms : (see quots.).

[OE. tinierydeUce (rare), f. ungeryde : see Unhide (?.]

Violently, roughly, harshly.

<:i2oo Ormin 15567 noie^ And oferrwarrp )>?ex '\ J>e flor

XJnnriddli^ b^^^re bordess. n 1225 Juliana 54 [Juliana] reat

him mitte raketehe unrudeliche swi6e. a 1300 Cursor M.
24391 It raght mi bert al thoru l>erote, Vnridelion me rane,

13. . Gaw, ^ Gr. Knt. 1432 per as l^e rogh rocher vn-rydely

was fallen, a 1400-50 Alexander 566 pen rekiU it vnruydly

& raynes doune stanys. Ibid. 63S If any of his feris Raged
with him vnridly. c 1400 Song Roland 990 He rent hym
vnredly euyn to the sadill.

Unri'dge, f. (UN.24.) 1647 Trapp Ci^ww. ff^*. i. 16 The
word, .slits open, and as it were, unridgeth the conscience.

Unridi'culous, a. (Un-^ 7.) X646S1R T. Browne Pseuti,

Ep. VII. xvi. 373 If an indifferent and unridiculous object

could draw his habituall austerenesse unto a smile. Un-
ri"fe, a, (Un-* 7.) 1599 T. M[oufet] Siikwormes 4 His
brother Linus first began The Flaxmans craft (a secret then

vnrife).

Unri'fied, ppi- «.^ (Un-i 8 + Rifle v.'^)

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 83 Nothing. .left vn-
polluted and defaced, no place vnsought, no corner vnrifled.

1653 Jer. Taylor Serm./or Year I. xix. 246 The estate.,

remains unrifled, and descends upon the heir. 1743 Francis
ir. Hor.y Odes iii. xxiv. i Though of th* unrifled (^old possest

Of gorgeous Ind. 1833 Court Mag. VI. 205 Sing Birds !.

.

(3ive thanks in song for your unrifled nest ! 1864 I. Taylor
Words cj- Places 171 The hope of capturing the rich and
unrifled prize.

J^i- ''537 Kevwood Royall Kings ProL, No History We
have left unrifled.

TTnri-fled, pp/. a.^ (Un-1 8 + Rifle v.^)

i860 All Year Round No. 73. 546 The shot of the ordinary
unrifled service gun is round.

Unrig, V, [Un-2 4.]

1. trans. To divest (a ship) of its rigging (both

standing and running).

1579-80 North Plutarch {1595) 541 He vnrigged and be-

stowed his ships in docks. 1615 Britain's Buss in Arber
Garner III. 632 That the other two weeks be also spent.,

in unrigging and laying up the Buss. 1667 Lond. Gaz.
No. 169/4 They were constrained to Unrigg her, and to

take down her Topmast. 1720 De Foe Copt. Singleton

xiv. (1840)240 We unrigged our top-masts. X768 Ann. Reg,
Chron. 106/1 Some sailors began to unrig the ships. 1806 A.
Duncan Nelson 124 A broadside .. nearly unrigged the

Foudroyant. \ZMiScoKf.^h\ Ace. Arct, Reg. 11. 451 It would
be necessary first to discharge the cargo, and to unrig the ship.

b. absol. To remove or take down rigging.

(Z i$47 Pett in Archaeologia (1796) XII. 227 Friday the

i6th, we unrigged, and shot the bridge. 1799 Nelson in

Nicolas Disp. (1845) lU, 238 Malta then was half-starving,

and the Ships had unrigged. 1897 tr. Nansen's Farthest

North II. vii. 327 We.. rigged up mast and sail. But.. we
were soon obliged to unrig, and take to paddling.

C. In pres. pple. = Being unrigged.

1673 Lond. Gaz. No. 773/4 The other, mounted with 24

Guns, is now unrigging. x8io Naval Chron. XXIII. 121

A small frigate unrigging.

d. trans. (See quot.)

1769 Falconer Diet, Marine(t7^)t DSgamirlecabestan^
to unrig the Capstern, by taking off the voyol, and unshipping

the bars.

2. transf. To strip of clothes ; to undress.

1591 Lyly Endym. iii. iii, Vnrigge mee. Hey ho ! 1693

Drydens Juvenal xiv. (1697) 367 The Shrine was . . lin*d with

a strong Guard of Souldiers, who had an Eye to their God
..lest he should bestoln, orunrigg'd. ijz^Fres. St. Russia
I. 162 The French Gentlewoman,, .whom they had almost

unrigged, wittial telling the Men that they had stript first.

X793 WoLCOT (P. Pindar) Ep. to the Pope 132 Out with her

ear-rings and the Dame unrig, 1820 Scott Monast. xvi,

He secured my spare doublet..— I was enforced to beat

a retreat before I was altogether unrigged. 1880- in Shrop-

shire and Yks. use {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

cd)Sol. 1693 CoNGBEVE Old Boch. v. i, Bell. I wou'd unrig.

Setter. I attend you, Sir. 1865 Mrs.^ Whitney Gayiuorthys

V, Gabriel, .fibbed again when he said he 'didn't feel much
like rigging up for a party

;

' which had been true but for the

last five minutes since he unrigged,

b. To unharness.

1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2552/3 The Sailors went ashore and
unrigged his Horse. 1881 Duffield Don Quixote II. 57S
The express command of his master that . . Rozinante should
not be unrigged.

Unri gged,///. a, [f. prec., or Un-1 8.] a. Di-

vested ofrigging. b. Not furnished with rigging.

a 1593 Marlowe Edw. II, 11. ii, While in the harbor ride

thy ships vnrigd. —Dido in. i, Yet. .are my ships vnrigd,

My Sailes all rent. 1623 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. II.

(1908) 215 The carricke..nowe lyeth alltogeather unrigged.

X695 Lond. Gaz, No. 3088/3 The Ships that lay hard by
unrigg'd. 1748 Anson's Voy, in. iv. 330 Our shrowds were
loose, and our top-masts unrigged. 1799 Hull Advertiser

30 Mar. 1/4 She being totally unrigged, struck. 1830 Encyl.
Brit. (ed. 7) II, 633/2 An unrigged boat. 1834 Marbvat
P. Simple II. 281 Our guns became, .hot from quick firing.

..By this time we were almost.. unrigged.

TTnri'gllt, sb. Obs. exc. arch. [OE. unriht (f.

un- Un-1 1 2 -f riht Right sb.'^\ = OFris. on-, un-

riiicht (WFris. on-^ Unrjucht^ NFris. Unrocht)^

MDu. (Du.) onrecht, OS. unreht (MLG., LG. un-

recht, LG. -regf), OHG. (MHG.) unreht (G, un-

recht), Norw. urett^ (M)Da. uret, (M)Sw. ordlt.']

1. Wrong, wrong-doing, iniquity.

Beowulf 1264 Sil>3an goldsele Grendel warode, unriht

a:fnde. axxzz O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1100, He on
middewardan his unrihte buten behreowsun^e .. jewat.

c 1205 Lav. 6553 Vnriht him wes leof, and rihtwisnesse him
wes laa. ^1330 R. Brunne CArow. If(«:« (Rolls) 11513 Com,

UNRIGHT.
& amende }?yn vnright, t'at )?ou so slowe flfrolle cure knyght,
c X380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks. 1 1. 91 [ is is a irewe man, and unrijt
is not in him. c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. iii. 498 Theoon [god)
is maker of rijt and of good thingis, and the other is maker
of vnrijt andofbadde thingis. a 1547 Surrey in Early XV

!

Cent. Lyrics xiv. 46 Prowd people that drede no fall, clothed
with falshed and vnright. 1578 Phoctor Gorgeous Gallery
Inventions Hij, Well mayst thou wayle thy wnnt of troth;
& rue thy great vnright. 1610 H. Kroughton Job xxvii. 4
My lippes shall not speak the vnright, [1876 Fseeman
Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 394 It was because they still spake of
right that right in the end outlived unright.]

b. In the phr. to do (or work) unright,
c 888 K. .Alfred Boeth. xxxviii. § 3 Forl'amSe Su aer

cwa:de &£et he unriht dyde |3set he lete unwitnod c^a yflan.

c xooCifiLFRic Deut. xxxi. 29 ponne ^e unriht wirceaS beforan
drihtene. rt 1300 Cwri^r ^. 24158 Ye luus,.. Vn-rtufulliyee
wire vnright. 13.. Ibid. 5084 (Gott.), I am a-knau i did
vnriht. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. ^040 [God] may
done non vnright. 1535 Coverdalf Zeph. iii. 5 But the lust

Lorde that doth no vnright, was amonge them. 01547 Surrey
in Early XVI Cent. Lyrics xiv. 16 All such as wourke vn-
right. 1607 J. Davies Sumvia Totalis G 2, With neither
Will, nor Pow'r to do vnright.

2. Unfairness, injustice (done or suffered).

c888K. i^LFKED Z>W///. xxxix. §9 Hwylc unriht maegbeon
mare [jonne ^e) afije [etc.]. c\azoAgs. Laws (Thorpe) I.

388 We ntllaS ^e^tafian ^)a;t unriht. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 115
He seal wissian mid wisdome his folke and unriht aleggen,
iaK>7 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8625 More vnri3t l?an he dede ne
mi5te nomon ise. £"1325 Spec. Gy Warw. 613 To suffre

wrong and vnriht For (re loue of god almiht. c 1400 Beryn
557 That were grete vnryjte, To aventur oppon a man fat
with hym did nat figte. 1456 Cov, Leet Bk. 290 Boldly to

fight, Yf any man of curage wold bid you vnright. 1530
TiNDALE Pract. Prelates A v b, There w as neuer creature
that sofred so greate vnright so pac>'entlye . . as he. 1581 A.
Hall Iliad ix. 162 Suffice it him he hath me wrongde, and
that his own vnright Doth hel him like a man forlom-e.

b. In phr. to do one unright, or variations of this.

r 1200 Vices <5- Virtues 112 Nis him idon non unriht,

^1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1276 Dtr ben he boi^en feren pli^t, ?at
here neiSer sal don o?er un-ri^t. 13. . N. Alls. 7491 (Laud
MS.), And amendyng I bidde Jjee to Of vnri^th fat is me
do. 1340 Ayenb. 221 Hi ssolte loki hare bodi he on to t»e

ol^re. treweliche wylj-oute do onri^t J?e on to I'e ol>ren.

c 1402 LvDG. Compl. Bl. Knt. 334 Notwiihstonding his man-
hood . . Love unto him did ful greet unright. 1532 Tindale
ExPos. Matt. (1550) F vij b, Be patient .., what soeucr
vnright be done the. 1599 Daniel Lett. Octauia to M.
Antoniits xxii, Is it, that loue doth take no true delight In
what it hath,. .Which drawes you on to doe vsthis vnright?

3. With (also on) unright, wrongfully, unjustly.

Beowulf ^T^j Ic. .ne sohte searoni?as,ne me swor felaaoa
on unriht. ?<7 9oo K. >Elfred Laws § i Newilna l?u fines
nehstan ierfes mid unryhte. c 1205 Lay. 7374 )>u ahtestme
to 3ulden gauel of fine londe, And Jju bit halst on unriht,

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4040 He nom it verst mid vnri3t, &
bro3te l^at lond in wo. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1142 He
loses hit ille. As hit were rafte wyth vnry^t & robbed wyth
fewes. 01425 Cursor M. 19012 (Trin.), pat ihesus..5e dude
on rode wi)? vnrijt. 1563 Foxe A. ^ M. 564/1 Todiscerne
in what wise ther iudgement passed, whether with right or

vnright,

4. An instance of wrong orwrong-doing; a wrong
or unjust act.

t888 K. j^LFRED Boeth. xvi. § 4 Belwuh fyllecum nn-
rihtumwas him [^c.Nero]. . underl>eod call )7esmiddan5eard,
a II2Z O. E. Chron. (Laud MS,) an. 1086, Manije o5fe
unriht hi dydan, fe sindon earfej^e to areccenne. cizoo
Vices <5- Virtues 79 Da Sat he hadde mid mani5e unrihtes

biseten. 0x300 Cursor M. 11812 [is herods. .vn-rigbtes

biginnes to ripe 1 <: 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1031 peSarasyns..
schullat> abigge ^ys ounri^t. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Gov, Lordsh. 59 Draw to ^e fe good wylles of (?y subgitz,

and putte away faire vnryghtys andwronges. ?ai5oo
Chester PL iii. 142, 4odayes and 40 nightes Rayne shall

fall for ther vnrightes. 1528 Lyndesav Dreme 262 Party-
cipant thay wer of thare vnrychtis.

TTnri'gllt, a, [OE. unriht (f. un- Un-1 ^ +
riht Right a.), — OFris. on-^ umiucht (WFris.
on-, ^nrjucht, NFiis. iinrocht), MDu. and obs. Du.
onreckt, OS. unreht (MLG. and LG. unrecht, LG.
-regt), OHG, (MHG.) unreht (G. unrecht), ON.
tir^ltr (Norw. urett^ Da, uret^ MSw. ordlter, Sw.
ordtt).'\

1, Not right, just, or equitable ; improper, unfair,

wrong. Now Sc. or aj'ck. (common in i6th c).
c888 K. vElfred Boeth. xxxviii. § 3 Ic.-wundrie forhwy

swa rihtwis dema senile unrihte gife wille forjifan. ciooo
Ags. /'j. (Thorpe) cxviii. 104 Ic me betst oncneow, t>£et ic

unrihte wejas ealle of-eode. £:i200 Vices ^ Virtues lai

Unriht domesmann. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8726 He let

grede lioru al 1 e lond fe vnri^te lawes vndo. c 1375 Cursor
M. 267 1 1 (Fairf.}HesaIle..ondomisday haue wreyersharde,
fat is to say..fe werlde, fe deuil, his didis vnri5t. crx449

Pecock Repr. in. xix. 415 Open it is .. thilk deede or

gouernaunce in him silf is vnri5t and wrong. 1532 Mors
Confut, Tindale Wks. 545/2 [To] walke in the commaunde-
mentes of life, & do nothing that is vnright. 1603 J. Daviks
(Heref.) Microcosmos 157 These senseless spunges of Impro*
bity Are full of pleasure, but it is vnright. 1627 Bp. Hall
Dauids Ps. Metaphr. i,The man vnright, AschafTe. ., With
euery blast Is cast on hie. 1856 W.H . Giliespie Truth Erang.
Hist. vii. 129 Such un-right and self-inconsistent deprivation.

1880G. Macdonald Diary Old Soul it Feb., If I should slow
diverge . . Into some thought, feelin|;, or dream unright.

absol. 1610 H. Broughton Job xxix. 17, 1 brake the tuskes

of the vnright,

t 2. Incorrect ; inexact. Obs, rare.

1568 Turner Herbal 11. 32 Amatus gyueth an vnryght
duche name vnto Sion when he calleth it bauchbungen.
1591 WoTTON in Reliq. (1685) 641, L.alleg'd further, that

the Copy was unright. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. \. 17
So many haue aleaged so many vnright and vnlykely causes
thereof.



UNRIGHT. 8^1 UNBIP.

+ TTnri'ght, adv, Obs, [OE. unrihte (f. un- Un-^
II h-^rihie Right rtafe.), = MDn. onrechte (Dii.

onrecht), OS. and OHG. unrehto (MHG. iinrehte,

G. nnrechi)^ Da. //r^/, Sw. oratt.'\ Improperly
;

not in the right way ; wrongly.
Btawu//" ^osg pa waes gesyne ^xt se si3 ne 3ah |>ain 5e

unrihte mne gehydde wrsete under wealle. a looo Ai^s.
Ps. (Thorpe) cxviii. 78 Beon )ja oferhydesan ealle jescende,
l>e me unrihte ahwEergretan. C1374 Chaucer Traj/us v. 661
Hym thought .. ^lat Jtc sonne wente his course vnright.
A 1400 Northern Passion 1624 pai lukyd tyll hys fete full

bryght; SoneJ>aisayd J>ai lay vnryght [r'.r. noghtearyghte].
f 1480 _HENRyso>* Test. Cres. 205 As King Royatl he raid
vpon his Chair, The quhilk Phaeton gydit sum tyme vnricht.

1513 Douglas Mneid xiii. Prol. 138 Gyf thou hes afore
tyme gayn onrycht, Followand sa lang Virgill, a gentile
clerk. ? 1555 CovERDALE tr. Bk. Death vii. 24 Therefore
wryteth gregory not vnright whan he saith [etc.]. 1603 J.
Davies I Heref.) Microcosmos 167 See how blinde a Guide Is

lolhsome Lust, that leades men so vnright.

+ Uari-ght, v}- Obs. rare, [f. Unright j^. or a.

Cf. MI^u. onrechten^ MHG. unrechterty to do in-

justice, treat unjustly.] trans. To wrong, injure.

i30oGowerC(wi^ 1. 176,1 woldeswiche tales sprede.. That
I schotde al his love unrihte. Ibid. II. 355 That he thurga
eny sleihte myhte Hire lusti maidenhod unrihte. 1647 in

Rushworih Hist. Coll. iv. (1701) I, 5>5 Rather than they will

be unri^hted in the matter of their Honesty and Integrity, .

,

they will lose all.

+triiright,t'.2 [UN-24. CUOVr\s.onif)riukta,
MDu. ontrechten (I^u. -richten), MLG. entrihteHf

OHG. intrihtan (MHG. entrechien.Q, 'rickten)\

trans. To deprive of rights.

f 1449 Pecock Repr. III. xvL 386 This man mai not iu.stli

be vnri^tid and vnposses&id, that is to seie, be putt out of
mt and out of po^sessioun of the seid . . good.
Unri*ghted,///.rt. [Un.>8.) Notrighted. (1775ASH.]

1883 F. M. Peard Contrail. II. 269 If the wrong were un-
righted, . . then—what would become of her 1

Unri'^liteoas, a. Forms: (see Righteous
a.^. [OE. unrihtwis (Un-1 7 + Righteous), Cf.

ON. irittvis (MDa. uretvis^ Sw, crdttTns).']

1. Not righteous or upright; onjost, wicked: a.

Of persons,
c888 /Alfred Boetfu xxxvii. S i Geher nu an spell be ,.

J»am unrihtwi-ium cyningum. <riooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi,

10 Se t>e ys on lytlum unrihtwis, se ys eac on maran un-
rihtwis. cwj^ Lamb. Horn. 115 pe nih^eSe unj^eau is l>et

J>e king beo unrihtwis. ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn, 19 Alle |>e

unrihtwise men . . hersumieS t>e deuel. c 1380 Wvclif Sel.

Wks. III. 19 Alle unrijtwise men )»at serven to him [«;. the

devil] as hise trewe knyjtis. 14.. Tnndale's Vis. 374 Pou
art not lele iustise, pou art fals and unryghtwyse. 1474
Caxton Chesse a8 Camby^ies . . had an ynrightwis juge.

1596 TiNDALB Heb. vi. 10 God is not vnrighteous that he
shulde forget youre worke. 157J R. T. Discourse 48 The
Sadduces . . were most vnrightuous. 1651 Hobbf^ Leviatfian
III. xlii. 306 There being nothing tn mens Manners that makes
them righteous, or unrighteous. 171a M. Hesrv Expos.^
Itaiah Iv. 7 Here's a Call.. to the Wicked, and the Un-
righteous Man. ?i79i Bentham Draught Code Wks. 1843
IV. 316 An unrighteous judge, or rather a judge who would
otherwise be unrighteous. 1871 Jowett Plata I. 158 Many
men are utterly unrighteous, unholy, intemperate.

nbsol, f 8*5 Vesp. Psalter v. 6 Ne 3orhwunia5 3a un-
rehtwisan biforan ejum flinum. c taoo Vices ^ Virtues 83

Ic wile tache 3o unrihtwisen Sine wei^es. a 1400 ^f7w
T'esi. (Panes) App., 1 Pet. iii. 18 For onys Crist was for oure
synnes deed, l>e ri3twyse for the vnri^twise. 1613 R. Car-
penter ConscionabU Christian 14 What then shall the

vnrighteous be abletosay,.for themselues? 17H M. Henry
Expos.^ Isaiah Iv. 7 The Unrighteous that live in the neg-

lect of plain Duties. i8« Wilson's Tales Borders I. $z7t

The innx:ent have been left to perish amang the unrighteous.

b. Of actions, etc*

071 Blickl. Horn, 33 Se awyrjda gast is heafod ealra un*
rihtwi->ra dieda. cxzya Gen. .*( Ex. 2014 His wif wurrli witd^
and nam in flojlvn-ri^t-wis luue. a xyto Cursor M. 39507
O thrijn wij< .%iai cursmg be tald onrlghtwijs. c 1400 Destr*

Troy 3539 The rape vnnghtwis of his Riche qwene. 1481

Caxton ReynardxWx. (Percy Soc.) 160 Somme helpe them
forth in tbeyr vnryghtwys dedes. 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace.
iv. 35 The vnrightuous death of so godly a man. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 11. x. 60 Octauius here lept into his roome,
And it vsurped by vnrighteous doome. 1667 Mii-ton /*. A.
III. 292 Tbir own both righteous and unrighteous deeds.

1715 Pope Odyss. ix. 630 Angry Neptune heard th' un-
righteous prayer. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy II.

xxi. 365 Those who have dared to prostitute holy things to

unrigiiteous purposes, 1863 ' Ouida ' Held in Bondage i. I.

17 He was. .full of most unrighteous oaths.

f O. Incorrect, false, Obs,—^
X507 Extr. Abcrd, Reg. (1844) I. 437 That the mettis and

inesourisbeassait,..andquhar thai be fundin unrichtuusbe
distroit

2. Not rightly due or deserved.

185s Singleton Virgil II. 100 Anchises' offspring .. from
his soul Compassionated their unrigiiteous lot.

Hence Uari'g'hteouST;., to make unrighteous,

1593 Nashe Christ's T, K ij b, Thou that ere this hast dis-

parradiz'd our first Parent Adam, and vnrightuouzd the

very Angels.

Unri'gllteOUSly, adv. [OE, imriktwlsHce

(Un-1 II + RIGHTKOUSLY adv.). Cf. ON. ur^lt-

vlsliga (MDa. uretvisHge^ MSw, ordlmsiUa)-^ In

an unrighteous manner ; unjustly, wrongfully.

C897 K. .Alfred Gregory's Past. C. liv. ^25 Ic cwa:3 to

Sacm unryhiwi-^um, ne do je unryhtwislice. a iioo in

Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 24 Butan he toforan Sam deaSe ..

Sebete fljet he unrihtwislice forsette. a 1300 Cursor M.
18274 Qui gaf t>ou rede pis ilk iesu to cnicifi, Wit-vten skil,

vn-rightwUli? 138a Wvclif Wisdom xii. n For not vn-

ri^twiftly thou demest dom. c x\i% Audklav XI Pains Hell

333 What chamful end >ay haue Jjat leuyn here vnryjtwysly.

Vol. X.

1509 Barclay Shy^p of Folys (1570) 29 Remember Richarde
. .In Englande reigning vnrightwisely a while. 1559 Mirr.
Mag. 43 Was never prince that other dyd oppresse Un-
righteously, but died in distresse. i6n Beaum. & Fi..

Philaster 11. i, Who unrighteously Holds wealth or state

from others, shall be curst. 1687 Drvden Hind ff P. in.

1077 Their Foes a deadly Shibboleth devise : By which un-
righteously it was decreed [etc.]. « 1768 Secker Serin.

(1770) V. 422 Whether they do not .. persecute most un-

righteously., both Christian Faith, and natural piety. 1807
Foster Ess. (1844) I. 21 They have sometimes been most
unrighteously accused. 1847 Prescott Peru 111. vii. I. 428
The distribution of spoil so unrighteously acquired.

Unrighteonsuess. [f. Uxkighteous a.]

The quality of being unrighteous ; an instance ol

this, an unrighteous action.

c8as I'esp. Psalter v. 7 Du fedest. .alle 3a Se wircaS un-

reht wisnisse. c 1055 ByrhtfertlCs Handboc in A nglia V 1 II

.

332 Iniquitas on lyden on englisc ys jecweden unrihtwisnys.

c laoo vices fS' Virtues 37 Durh his unrihtwisnesse he
bring[> his saule in to helle pine, a 1300 E. E. Psalter

xxxvi. 7 In man . . Unrightwisnes )>at es doand. CZ380
Wvclif Wks. (1S80) 240 A grete vnri^twisnesse regne^
among lordis whanne l>ei wolen not distroie pride, 1422

YoNG tr. Secreta Secret. 132 Vnryghtuossnes disherityth

kynges and Pryncis. 1535 Coverdale 2 E!>drasv\\. 35 The
righteousnesses shall watch, and the vnrighteousnesses shall

beare no rule. 1590 Babington E.xpos, CommoJidm, 70, I

am not worthie to beholde the height of Heauen, for the
multitude of my vnrighteousnes.se. i6n Bible Rom, i. 18

The wrath of God is reueiled from heauen against all .

.

vnrighteousnesse of men, a 1673; Barrow Serm. Wks.
(1686) II. V. 80 The inherent unrighteousness consequent
upon Adam's sin. ?rti758 Witherspoon Ess. Sel. Wks.
1804 I. 36 He is a God.. with whom unrighteousness can
have no communion. 1833 S. Hoole Discourses xv. 200 The
unrighteousness of living to himself alone. 1871 Jowett
Plato II. 330 If only he can .. be pure from evil or un-
righteousness.

Unriglltfal, ff. Now nir^. [Un-1 7.] Un-
rigiiteous, unjust, wrong.
a 132S Prose Psalter c. 3 Y ne sett nou^t to-fore myn ewn

l»yng vnry^tful. 1393 LANGb. P. PL C. xi. 215 A rybaud pei

engendrede and a gome vnrygbtfuL c 1440 Jacob's Well
285 An Heremyte jaf hym to ydell & vnry5tefull thou^tys, .

.

for hym thouite ^jat god was vnry^tfull, 1483 Monk of
Evesham (Arb.) 85 The onrightful scheding of mennys
blode. 1545 Bale Myst. Iniq. 15 Pylate the vnryghtfull

iudge. a 1586 Sidney Asir. 4- Stella Sonn. v. x, A rightfull

prince by unrightfull deeds a tyrant groweth. 1606 G.
W[oodcockeJ Hist. Ivstine xxii. 84 Obiecting vnto them
sometime their vnrlghtfull entrapping of Hanno. 1664 Moke
Myst. iniq. iv. 11 Malicious or inconsiderate spirits, that..

pass unrightfull censures upon what is at least allowable. .

1880 M' Carthv Own Times IV. 336 The unrightful things

that were sometimes done.

Unrightfiilly, adv. Now rare, [Un-1 ii.]

Without right ; unjustifiably, unfairly, wrongly.
a 1325 Prose Psalter cv. 6 We han wro3t vnry^tfullicb,

CI374 Chaucer Boetk. 1. met. v. (1868) 23 Anoienge folk

trecfen..vnry5tfully in ^e nekkes of holy men. 1433 Rolls

of Parlt. IV. 455/1 Whan they been often tymes unright*

fully empeched. 1470 85 Malory Arthur viil ii. 276 'Ihat

is vnryghtfully asked, said kyiig Melyodas. 1513 Bradshaw
St. /fVr^wr^tf I. 336 A kynge. .In batayle slayne vnryght-

fully, now a martyr gloryous. C1557 Abp. Pahker/'j. xxxvi.

99 The wordes of hys mouth be unrightfully wayed.^

1793 Jefferson /i^nV. (1859) IV. 61 Between restraining it

ourselves, and permitting her enemies to restrain it un-

rightfully, is no difference. _
1866 Howells Venet. Life iv.

53 A great humbug and unrightfully in the guide-books.

Unri ghtfalness. Now rare, [f. Unbight-
FUL rt.] The quality of being unrightful.

a 1250 Owl Sf Night. 1742 Ic nolde J-at vnrihtfulnesse Me
at i«n ende ouercome. a 1325 Prose Psalter vii. 15 Lo,

l>e sinner do)) vnry^t-fulnesse. 138a Wvclif y<?/m vii. x8

This is sothfast, and vnri^tfulnesse is not in him. 7c 1450 in

Roy Rede w/*,etc. (Arb.) 183 Tlie wrathe of god is shewyd.

.

vpon cruelnes and vnryghtfulnes of these men. a 1470 H.
Parker Dives <5- Pauper (W, de W. 1496) 11. xvii. 128/1

Periury is cause . . of all unrightfulnesse.

i8ai Jefferson Autobiog. Writ. 1892 I. 62_The unright-

fulness and inefficacy of the punishment of crimes by death.

fTTnri-ghtly.ff. Obs.-'^ [UN-I7. Cf. next and

OE. iinrihtlk^ Wrong, erroneous.

1423 YoNG tr. Secreta Secret. i6i Verite caste doune,

whan any vnryghtly thynge is preferrid to trouthe.

tTnri'ghtly, adv. Now rare. [OE. unriht-

Ilce (Un-1 II + Rightly adv,\ « MDu. onrechte-

like (obs. Du. -lijk\ MLG. unrechteliken, OHG.
nnrehtlthho (MHG. unrehtltche, etc.), ON. i&ritt-

liga (MDa. and Da. urettelig^ MSw. ordilika).'\

Not rightfully ; unfairly, wrongly,

a 000 O. E. Martyrol. 18 May 84 Fram |>aem mannum .

.

)>a he aer unrihtlice ofsloh on l>yssum life, c 1000 Rule St.

Bemt ( 1 888) 104 Unrihtlice ht ne jedihte (nan l>ing]. c 14*5

Eng. Conq. Ireland 128 To setten yn bar londes, Thay that

wyth streynth & vnryghtly weren out i-dryue. 1544 Bale
Chron, Sir J. Oldcastell 55 b. Not all vnrygbtlye ded
saynct Augustyn speake yt. 1583 tr. Maison Neuve's
Gerileon \. 29 b, Thereby to burden you with the fault,

wherein not vnrightly you are culpable. 1643 Prvnne 5'(?i'.

Power Part. iii. 108 ff any inferiour Officers., unrightly

governe the people, they may lawfully be resisted by them.

1878 Prodigal Son iv. in Simpson Sch. SJtaks. no We are

such honest folk that we covet nothing unrightly.

t Unri'ghtness. Obs. [Un-' 12.J
Unfairness, c 1445

Pecock Donet 134 pel ben. .forbodis of oure vniustness,

of oure vnriitnes anentis oure nei3boris. tUnri'ghty,
a. Obs."^ (UN-' 7+ Right a. Cf. V>\i. onrechtich {D\x. -ig),

MLG. unrichtich, OHG. unrihtig (G. unrichtig), etc]

Devoid of right condition. C1315 Shoreham i. 1075 pou
wrejjest god almy^ty, To holy cherche on-bouxam l>art,

Makest l>y selue on.ry3ty. Unri'med,//*/. a. {Un-' 8a.]

= Unrhymed ppl. a, 1774 [W.Mitford] Ess. Harmony
Lang. 142 Rimed verse.. is far xnUivtr to uniimed. 1886

Skeat Wars Alex. p. xx. Any other unrimed alliterative
poem. Unri-mple, v. (Un-^ 4. Cf. Du. outrimpelen.)
xSoo Monthly Mag. X. 318 Fresh blossoms of diction [would]
unrimple their roseate petals. Unii'mpled, ///. a. (Un-'
8.) [1775 AsH.J a 1839 Galt Demon Destiny \\\, {1840) zi
The placid waters. .Were all unrimpled by the gentle air.

Unri'nd, v. Also 6 vnrine. [Un- 't. 4. Cf,
G. entrinden^ trans. To strip of rind or bark.
Hence TTnrinded///. a.l

138J WvcuF Gen. xxx. 37 Jacob takynge green popil
^erdis. .a parti vnryendide hem. 1598 Flokio, Sbucciare,.

.

toparc.or vnbarkeor vnrinde trees. i^iiCoiG^., Escorcee,
. .the pilled, or vnrinded part of a Plant. 1648 Hexham ii,

Ontsc/ioeyeHt to Pill or Vnrinde a tree,

b. fig. To undress.

1872 T. Hardy Under Greenw. Tree iv. ii, I've been
forced to ^o upstairs and unrind myself.

t Unri-nded, ///. fl.-i Sc. Obs, [Un-18 +
Rind v.^"] Unrcndered ; not melted down,
1581 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1882) IV. 217 The talloun bocht

be him als weill ryndet and vnryndet. 170a in W. R.
Mackintosh Glimpses of Kirkwall (1887) 42 That none of
the flesshers exact any more than twentie pennies Scots for

the merk of unrynded tallow.

Unri-nged,///. a, [Un-1 8. Cf. MDu. on-

gejingety older Da. urwget,'] Of swine: Not fur-

nished with a nose-ring. (Cf. Unrung ppt. a.^)
15x0 Burgii Rec. Prestwick (Maitl. Club) 42 For t>e

wiangwis worttyne of t>ar swyne, & wnryngyt. 1576 Gas-
coiGNE Steele Gl. (.\rb.) 70 Like rude vnringed swine. 1624
in H, Maclean Watermilloik Reg. (1908) 157 Sub poena
for every swine so unringed iiij''. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. it.

310 Is't fit [it] should . . Be forc'd t* impeach a broken hedge,
And Pigsunring'd, 1733 in Climenson Hist.Shipl<ike{\Z<^^)

307 No person, shall suffer his hogs to go unringed.

Unn-nsed, />/•/. a. (Un-i 8.)
1661 Fei.tham Resolves (ed. 8) ii. i. 174 Loose and un-

rins'd expressions are the . . spurcitious exhalations of a
corrupted mind. 1847 Landor Hellenics, 'J hrasymedes ^
F:. 6 Ye shall not .. taste From unrinsed barrel the diluted

wine, x86o Flor. Nightingale Nursing i. 14, I have actu-

ally seen. .the utensils, .put back, unrinsed, under the bed.

Unri'oted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1627 May Lvcan ix. 235
A chast vnriotted house, and neuer stain'd With her Lords
fuitune.

Unri'p, V. [Un- 29 + Rip v.^\

1. trans. To strip (a house or roof) of tiles,

slates, etc. (Cf. Rip v,'^ 2 c.) Now dial.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vii. 414 [They] vnryppyd the howse
in dyuers places that therayne. .myghtentre. 1543 in Parker
Dofn. Archit. {1859) HL 61 Serching, vnryppyng, new tyl-

yng and poyntyng ouer the west .syde of the Queues pallet

chambre. 1887 Pahish & Shaw Kentish Gloss. 129 To un-

rip the roof of a stable or outbuilding, is to take off the tiles,

slates, &c.

2. To lay open, slit up, or detach, by ripping.

Stigmatized in 1708 as 'a barbarous, improper word*
{BrftisJi Apollo No. 75, 2/1; cf. quot. 1880). In 19th c.

somewhat rare in literary use ; but freq. in dialect.

'534 [see b]. 1594 Shaks. Rich. III., \. iv. 212 IThou]
Did St breake that Vow, and with thy treacherous blade,

Vnrip'st the Bowels of thy Sou'raignes Sonne. 1601 V>.

JoNsoN Poetaster in. iv. You should ha' scene me vnrip

their noses now, and haue sent 'hem to the next barbers, to

stitching. 1661 Walton Angler i. v. (ed. 3) 122 We heard

as high a contention amongst the beggers, Whether it was
easiest to rip a cloak, or to unrip a cloak? 1700 Swift
Poems, Mrs. Harris' Petition 11 My smock was unript,

And, instead of putting it [= a purse] into my pocket, down
it slipt. 1743 Fielding J. Wild iv. ix, He unript the lining

of his waistcoat and pulled forth several jewels. 1837
Marrvat Dog Fiend xi. They . . proceeded to unrip them
[sc. bags]. 1&3 Miss Bbaddon Aurora Floyd xxi, lie took

his clasp-knife .. [and] carefully unripped a part of one of

the seams in the waistcoat. x88o Plain Hints Needlework
106 To say un-rip, as is often heard, is at least manifestly

wrong, to describe the act of tearing open.

b. In fig. contexts.

1534 R, Whitinton Cicero i. G vij, Amytes and loue

that lesse delyte vs .. wyse men iudge rather to become vs

by lytell and by lytell to vnrippe them than sodaynly to

cutte them awaye. 1586 Hooker Disc. Justifcation §5,
1 cannot stand now to vnrip this building, and to sift it

piece by piece. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Phitaster i. i, Though
thy breath doth strike me dead , . 1 have unript my breast.

a x65a A. Wilson Inconstant Ladie iv. iii, 1 hy lookes are

full of honestie; I dare Vnrip my breast to thee. 1697

Collier Ess. Mor. Subj\ 11. 67 As Cato well observes, though

in the Phrase of a Taylor, Friendship ought not lo be Vnrip'd,

but Vnstitch'd. .

rejt. 1614 J. CooKE Greene's Tu Quoque E i, Had'st thou

not vnrip't thy selfe to me, I should neuer haue knowne thee,

f o. To break (a seal) ; to open (a sealed docu-

ment). Obs,

1583 Greene Mamillia 26b, His daughter.. receiuing the

Letter, could scarcely stay to vnrip the scale, while she

came in her closet. 1633 Ford "'TIS Pity v. I 2, Friar,

Looke there, 'tis writt 10 thee. (Gives the letter.) Gio.

From whom? Friar. Vnrip the scales and see. 1634

Hevwood Maidetili. well lost i. 47 b, His seal'd Commission

He had vnript.

1 3. Jig' a. To rip up, bring to light or notice,

expose to view. Obs.

X577 Sir W. Drurv in Grosart Spenser's Wks. I. 66, I

would not seem to unrip old matters. 1591 Troub. Raigne
K. John i. 88 Before I once open my mouth to vnrippe the

shameful slaunder of my parents. 1615 Bkathwait Strap-

Pado 211 For many Errors and fowle crimes I knowe..
Which I'le in part vnrip, and so make cleare. 1633 Ford
*'Tis Pity III. F 3 b, You haue vnript a soule, so foule and
guilty,. .1 maruaile how The earth hath borne you vp.

+ b. To unfold, disclose, reveal, make known.
x579'8o North Plutarch (1595) 8^2 When he beganne to

vnrip his whole intents and practises . . he . . offended the

Senate. 1598 Marston Pyg?nal., Sat. ii. 143 Delphick
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Apollo, ayde me to ^-niip These intricate deepe Oracles of
wit. 1615 IIbathwait Strafi/af/<y,ttc. (1878) 253 Her blush,

her smile, her biting of her up, did all the secrets of her hart

vnrippe, 1755 Smollett (?w/.r. II. 296 You may unrip, and
unload, all that lies upon your sorrowful heart.

+ c. To undo, annul. 06s.

itea Bacon //en. VII., 176 Hee could not now with his

Honour so vnrippe, and (in a sort) put a Lye vpon all that

hee had said and done before.

Hence Unripped />/>/. a. ; Unri'pping vbl. sb.

1641 Milton Anintadv, 8 Such an unripping, such an
Anatomic of the shiest, and lenderest particular truths.

1707 Mortimer Hush. 144 Let down the Bag by unripping

of the Hoop, 1850 Thackeray Pendennis xi, Alilly. .took

an unripped satin garment off the only vacant seat.

Unri'pe, <J- [OE. unripe (f. un- Ux-l 7 >eripe

Ripe «.), =WFris. on-^ Unryp^ NFris. unrip{p,

MDn. (Du,) onrijp^ OHG. unrtfi (MHG. unHf,
G. unrei/).]

f L Of death : Untimely, premature. Obs.

fxooo iCLFRic Gloss. \x\ Wr.-Wulcker 149 Itnmatura
\tHors\, unripe dea^. 1548 Udau. Erasmus Far, Luke vii.

69 b, The unripe death of the young strieplyng. a 1586

SiDSEY Arcadia \\. vi, Dorilaus, whose unripe death doth
yet . . draw teares from vertuous eyes. 1633 P. Fletcher
ititU\ Elisa, or An Elegie upon the Unripe Decease of

S' Antonie Irby.

2. Immature ; not arrived at full development.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii. 147, 1 ran in barnhede, [jat

is vnrj*pe til perfeccioun. 1548 Udall Erastn. Par. Lcuke

141 b, That same stemme of the Judaicall figtree brought
foorlh.-vnsauourie, & vnripe people. 1620 Southanipton
Court Leet Rec. {1907) 111. 582 The teachinge of a Stranger
..vnripe of yeres. 0x639 VValler Battle Sutiivter-fsl. i.

59 So in this northern tract our hoarser throats Utter unripe
and ill-constrained notes. 1659 W. Ch\yiRKR\.h\hf. P/iaroit.

II. iii. 612 Yet Justice slumbers I' the prosecution of his un-

ripe fate. X700 Drydes Sig-ism. ^ Guise. 254 Resolv'd his

unripe Vengeance to defer, The Royal Spy. .Sought not the
Gsuden. X704 J. Trapp Abra-Muli i, i. 33 Thy tender Inno-

cence, and unripe Beauty. X819 Shelley Peter Bell 3rd
ProL 15 The First Peter—he who was Like the shadow in

the glass Of the second, yet unripe. 1847 Emerson Each ^
All 38 Beauty is unripe childho«>d's cheat. 1891 Spectator
28 Feb., To try unripe and ill-conceived schemes for improv-
ing their condition.

b. Of years or age.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 120 The election beyng vnfree,

and the yeres vnripe, eche of them almost of necessitie

must hate the other. 1596 Spen'Skr F, Q. vi. ii. 9, I whose
vnr^'per yeares are yet vnfit For thing of weight. X633
P. Fletcher Purple !sl, Ep. Ded., These raw Essayes of
my very unripe yeares. 1659 W. Chamberlavne /*/f««j«.

IV. V. 235 The old Experienced courtiers kneel ; by which
..those of unriper age [etc.l. x8oo Wordsw. Brothers 297
The boy.. of unripe years, a stripling only. X814 Carv
Dante^ Parad. xvii. 77 His unripe age Yet holds him from
observance.

3. Of fruit, etc. : Not matured by growth.
a 1250 Oiot 9f Night, 320 Mi stefne is bold . . & H" is

iliche one pype Of one smale weode vnripe. X38a Wyclif
Re^'. vi. 13 As a fijge tree sendith his vnripe fyges. 1535
Coverdale IVisd. x. 7 The vnripe and vntymely frutes that
growe vpon the trees. X5S5 Eden Decades (Arb.) 67 While
they be soure and vnripe, they are white. X614 R. Tailor
Hog hath lost Pearl 11, Unripe fruit will a.sk more shaking
before they^ fall than those that are. 1732 Arbuthnot
Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. 1, 247 Unripe, they are sour,

and rather astringent. X798 Coleridge Fears in Solitude
9 Fresh and delicate As vernal corn-field, or the unripe
flax. X849 Claridge Cold IVater Cure 112 To eat plenti-

fully of common unripe plums. x88a Garden. 4 Feb, 72/3
Unripe wood is liable to get injured by frosts,

trans/, a 14*5 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 93 Rude
[roset] is made of vnripe oile and of rosez. 1603 Sir T.
Blou.st Nat. Hist. 250 Erastus affirms . . that . . there hath
been Unripe and Unconcocted Silver found in Mines. 1751
Warburton Pope's Wks, IV. 128 note. The image is taken
from half-formed unripe lightning, which stream.s along the
sky. X799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 279 No. 10. Red and yellow,
unripe pouzzolana. /l>id., Unripe black pumice. X884 J.
pHiM Diet. Apiculture 73 Unripe Honey.—Honey from
which the water has not been sufficiently evaporated.

Unri-ped, ///. a. (Un-> 8.] Unripened. X4»3 Jas. I

Kind's Q. xiy, Thou_ ^outh, of nature Indegest, Vnrypit
fruyte with windis variable. Unri'pely, adv. (Un-^ ii.)

X597 Middleton Wisd. Solomon ii. 3 Unripely withering
in a flowery prime.

^ 1755 Johnson, Crudely,

.

, unripely ;

without due preparation.

Unripened,///. a, (Un-i 8.)
X588 Kyd Househ. Philos. Wks. (1901) 244 Mellons-.that

..taste like Goords and Cowgomers which also hang vpon
the earth vnripened. X589 [? Lvlv] Pappe 7u. Hatchet D iy b,
Vnripened youthes, whose wisedomes are yet in the blade.
x6xx Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. § 63. 682/2 They would
not haue found that euer this Hand brought fortli a Prince
of such excellency at so vnripened yeares. X67S Han.
Woollev Gentkw. Comp. 181 lake of unripened Galls one
dram. 1730 Pope lliati xxiii. 671 The errors of unripen'd
age. X768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. {iZ^a) IL 228 To.. wade
through the mud of indolence, with the slender staff of un-
ripened reason. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. ix. The vehemence of
their own appetite for raw fruits and unripened wines. 1895
Cent. Mag.^ Aug. 542/2 All the unripened nymphs that
played at hide-and-seek among the maples.

Unri-peness. (Un-i 12.)
0x340 Hampole /'ja//^?' cxviit- 147, I bifore come in vn-

rypnes and i cried. X548 Elyot, Immaturitas, vnrypenesse,
to muche haste in dooyng a thynge before the tyme. X593
Sidneys Arcadia v.(i922) H. 199 The unripenesse of theyr
a«e. x6a5 Bacon Ess., Delays (Arb.) 525 The Ripenesse, or
Vnripenes.se, of the Occasion (as we said) must euer be well
weighed. X678 Marvell Gr<nvth Popery 42 In this state
of uncertainty and unripeness, the House Adjourned. X783
Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 244 The unripeness of the barley.
1844 Prick in Stanley Arnold I. iv. 196 The unripeness of
flngbnd for a frde and unfettered discussion. x886 C. Scott

Sheep-farming \^ Let the same conditions or unripeness be
present in any kind of roots, and their effects will be much
the same.
Unripening,///, a. (Un-' 10.) 1864 Swinburnk Ata-

lanta 531 Death Crushes with sterile feet the nnripening ear.

Unripped, -ripping : see Unrip v,

Unrippled, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

['775 Ash?) i8i6 Hvros Siege Cor. xix. The sea.. was
unrippled as glass may be. xSSx Farrar Early Chr. I. 248
The unity so secured is but the stagnancy of the unrippled
water. 1883 Congregationalist Nov. 902 The secret of our
unrippled intercourse is that we have always acted on the
principle of non-intrusion.

Unri'pplingly, rtrt'iy. (Un-* ii.) ^1861 T. Winthrop
Life in Open Air viii. (1863) 63 Its current, unripplingly
smooth,., bore on our bark.

Unri'sen,///. a. (Un-i 8 b.)

[177s AsH.l a 1806 H. K. White To Morning ii, The
lark.. soars till the unri^^en sun Gleams on her speckled
breast. 1879 Miss Bird Lady's Life in Rocky Mount. 139
The moon, as yet unrisen here.

Unri'tual, a. (Un*' 7.) X791 Anna Seward Lett. (1811)
III. 3o The quiet dispassionate simplicity of unritual devo-
tion. Unrituali'Stic, a. (Un-' 7.) 1876 Alexander
Bampton Led. (1877) 6 A religion, tolerant, unritualistic,

and unsectarian. Unii'valable, a. (UN.'7b.) 1834
SoUTHEY Doctor I, 34 The present unique, unrivalled, and
unrivalable production.

Unri-vailed, ppl a. (Un- i 8.)

XS9I Shaks. Ttno Gent. v. iv. 144, I heere. .Plead a new
state in thy vn-riual'd merit, To which I thus subscribe. X667
Milton /*. L. in. 68 Uninterrupted joy, unrivald love In
blissful solitude. 1693 Dryden Juz'enal x. 492 But your
Endymion,..Unrivalld, shall a Beauteous Dame enjoy.
1708 J, Philips Cyt^fr II. 7 Thou view'st..what Unrivald
Authors by their Presence made For ever venerable. x77x
Junius' Lett. Ixvii. (1772) II. 305 note, in the memoirs of
private treachery thejj stand first and unrivalled. X849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 445 Unrivalled powers of argu-
ment and eloquence. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Elor.
XV. 369 [Hel had shown himself unrivalled and above all

competitors.

t tJnri-ve, v. Obs. [Un- 29 + Rive z/.i] trans.

To tear apart ; to open up,
X59a Wyrley Armorie, Capitall de Buz log Such one as

..troubles makes him faster for to twind Fast gaged band
of loue, and scorns to Hue More rather then the same he
will vnriue. x6sa Benlowes Theoph. vi. xciv. Thus, they
..Into each others knowledge dive; And, by consent,
thoughts, else inscrutable, unrive.

TJnrive, obs, var. of Unreeve v.

TJuriven,ppi.a, (UK-iSb, C(. USsv. ertvin,

Sw. ort/ett.)

c X400 Scge Jerus. 607 5it wer \e Romayns as rest, as J>ey
fram Rome come, Ronnen ouer \v.r. vnrevyn] eche a renk, is:

nojt a rj-ng brosten. X817 Moore Lalla R., I'eiled Prophet
ill. 219 The last sole stubborn fragment, left unriv'n, Of the
proud host that late stood fronting Heav'n. 1845 Hirst
Com. Manmioth^ etc. 25 Mocking, as he rushed on unriven,
The innocuous bolts of mighty heaven.

Unrivet, v. [Ux-^ 3.]

1. tracts. To undo, unfasten, or detach, by the

removal of rivets.

X591 Harington Orl. Fur. XLv. Ixxii, No more the
damsels force did now preuayle To pierce a plate, or to vn-
riuet nayle. x6a7 Drayton Agincourt 46 Their Curates
are vnriuetted with blowes. x63X CeUstina xviii. 181 Who
hewes,and unriviteth the finest maile but it \sc. the sword]?
175s T..H. Croker Orl. Fur. xxxi. xxi. While from their
shields immense the sides they tear, Armour unrivetted,
and mail unbound. X758 Goldsm. Mem. Protestant (1895)
II. 83 At nine o'CIock..our Chains were again unrivetted.
1863 CoNiNGTON Hor., Odes in. v. 18 Should aught but
death the prisoner's chain Unrivet. x88sZ<a:u/?^/.i5Q.B.D.
360 The belts.. could be removed from the shafting alto-
gether by being unrivetted or unlaced.

2. fig. To undo, loosen, relax, detach, etc,

X620-5X I. Jones Stone-Heng (1725) 13 He. .sought to be
..revenged on the British Nobility, who had wholly un.
rivetted his Designs. X665 Br.\th\vait Comment Two Tales
(1901) 78 Some..unriveted the very Secrets of their own
Brests, and told him what they most desired. X706 Baynard
in Floyer Hot <5- Cold Bath. \\. 199 Nothing is harder than
to unrivet a wrong Notion. X803 Scott Let. in Lockhart
(1837) I. xi. 378 We sincerely hope Mrs. Ellis and you will

unrivet yourselves from your forest. X853 Miss E. S. Shkp-
PARD Ch. Auchester III. 158 Before I had spoken or even
unriveted my gaze.

Hence Unrivetting vbl. sb.

x6xx CoTGR.,Z>«nz'^"««/, an vnriuetting. ax662 Heylyn
LaudU668) 370 By which he screwed himself so far into
his Majesties good opinion, that whosoever undertook the
unrivetting of him, made him faster in it. x88s W. Morris
in Mackail Life (1899) II. 134 Only the complete unriveting
of the chain will really free us.

t TTnro. Obs. (See also Unrufe.) [Un- 14,12.
Cf. ON. tird (Norw,, MDa., and Da. zero, MSw. and
Sw. cro)j NFris. (Sylt) unittii, MLG. iinro{u)we^
MHG. ttnrnowe, ttnrtio (G. ufiruhe).'] Unrest,
disquiet.

a X300 Cursor M. 7438 Ai quen he [sc. Saull was trauaild
mast Thoru a wreche vn-roful gast, And he [sc. Davidl bigan
to gleu or sing, Of his vn-ro he tok lething. /bid. 28250 In
kyrk i wroght oft s^th vn.ro Quen goddis seruis was to do.
13.. Metr. Hom. in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LVII. 250/2
Wi|> pyne and vnreste and vn.Ro, a 1400 Sir Perc. 362
Tliou wirkeste thiselfe mekille unroo.

Hence t Unrofol a. (See prec, qiiot. a 1300.)

t TJnroa'st, obs, variant of next.
1665 Pepys Diary 21 Dec, A good chine of beef. . ; but,

being all frost.bitten, was most of it unroast.

Unroa'sted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1377 Langl. P, pi. B. v. 612 Tho Adam and Eue eten

apples vniosted. x6oo Hakluyt I'oy. III. 511 The worst in

the ship thought »corne. .of sodden lambe, which they dis-

dained toeatevnrosied, x6a> Fletcher Sea.Voy, in. i, Why
should we consume thus, and starve,.. And she live there
that bred all our miseries, Unrosted, or uiisod? X751 J. Hill
Hist, /^lants 281 A decoction of the raw or unroasted seeds
is a powerful diuretic. 1839 Urr Diet. A rts 6^3, 19 hundred
weight of limestone are employed ; constituting nearly i of
limestone for 3 of unroasted ore. 1882 U.S. Rep. Free. Met.
600 Two parcels of pyrites of 20 tons each—one roasted, the
other unroasted.

Unrobbed, ppi. a. (Ux- 1 8.)
X393 Langl. P. PI. C .xiv. i He may walke vnrobbed

Among pilours in pees yf pacience hym folwe. c X450
Mirk's Eestial 39 A man myght goo wher he wold vnrobbet,
wyth his good yn hys bond. CX530 Ld. Bernrbs Artli.
Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 318 They leue no house vnrobbed. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. II. i. 238 Although you haue set so many
eyes to looke there for your benefit, that you escape vnrobbed
of the slaues. 1660 Evelvn The Late News 2 Those ready
Jewels of honour (the only Treasure he is, or can be unrob'd
of). 1794 H. Walpole in Miss Berry Jrnls., etc. (1865) I.

436 At night 1 went to Lady Onslow's,..and came back
unrobbed. >89X Pall Mall G. 24 Dec. 2/3 An amateur
bushranger .

.

' stuck up ' a coach, which, however, got away
unrobbed.

UnrO'bey v. [Un-2 4..] To divest of a robe or

robes : a. trans, or refi. Also const, of,

1598 Florid, Spogliare^.. to disaray, to vnrobe. 1687 in
Magd. Coll. -5- fas. // (O.H.S.) 25 Several went into the
outward Chapel to unrobe themselves. X71X G. Hickes Two
Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 290 He robed and unrobed
himself in his throne. X797 Coleridge Christabel i. xxvi.
But now unrobe yourself; for I Must pray, ere yet in bed
1 lie. 1838 Eliza Cook /.ozte's First Dream iii, It fades. . ;

Leaving the spirit, unrobed of light, In darkness and tears

behind. 1850 R. G. Cummisg Hunter's Life S. Afr. xii. I.

263, I considered myself, .fortunate in having secured so
noble a specimen of the lion,..and I at once set men to work
to unrobe him. 1874 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. hxxii. 7 How
quickly death unrobes the great

!

b. absol. (for refl^j.

1743 Young Nt. Th. iv. 44 When, on their exit, souls are
bid unrobe,.. And drop this mask of flesh behind the scene.

X766 Entick London IV. 117 There is no vestry room for

the minister to robe and unrobe. 1837 Mcculloch Acc.
Brit. Empire II. 240 The Lords also adjourn.. to unrobe.
x8s5 Macaulay A'rj/.^w^. XV. III. 574 The King., unrobed,
took his seat, ..and listened.. to the debate.

Hence Unrobing///, a.

x8io Montgomery West /ndies,ttc. 157 Still the unrobing
spirit cast Diviner glories to the last.

Unrobed,///, a. (Un-i 8.)

['775 Ash.] 1861 H. Macmillan Footnotesfr. Page Nat.
189 Unrobed prophets that see no sad visions themselves,

1899 IVesim. Gas. 8 May 5/1 The two Archbishops entered
unrobed,

Unrobu'st, a. (Un-I 7.) [X775 Ash.] X89X Hannah
Lynch G. Meredith 36 Deeming our taste questionable and
un robust.

Unroxked, ///. a. (Ux- 1 8.)
With the Sc.quots. in (a) cf. Rocked ///. a. i, quot. a 1500,

and Rock z*.' i, quot. 1796.
(a) <: 1480 Henryson Fables, Fox, IVolf ^ Husb. 116

Schir, be the Rude, vnroikkit now je raif. 1530 Lyndesay
Test. Papyngo 969 Thow rauis vnrockit,..So to reproue
ryches or properiie. a 1583 Polwart Flyting w. Mont,
gomerie 802 (Tullib. MS.), Proud slaif, ^e raif vnrokkit.

{b) 1648 Hexham ii, Ongevvieght, vnrocked. U775 Asi^.l

1892 Daily News 4 Feb. 5, 8 The absolute stillness of her
tall masts, unrocked by any motion of the sea.

Unro'U, V. [Un-2 3, 5, ^, cf. Du. oni-, G.
entrolUn.']

1. trans. To open out from a rolled-up state ; to

uncoil.

141X-30 iMUcChron. Tra^ in. 171 Ful kny5tly l>ei ban take
her weye . . with baneris . . displaied, And her penouns vnrollid

euerychon. X523 Ld. Bebners Froiss, I. ccxlt. 145/1 [Hel
rested on the felde, and caused his banerr to be vnrolled.

161X CoTGR., Desrouler, to vnroule, \nfould, lay open.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 15 Jan. 1645, On which lay the 5
Bookes of Mose'i, and the Commandments a little unrowled.

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 89 Then unroll

the cloth, and roll it tight again. X786 Abercrombie Card.
Assist. 267 Turf, .when to be laid, unrolled, joining, .close

edge to edge. x8a8 Duppa Trav. Italy, etc. 98 In this

Museum [at Naples] is carried on the operation of unrolling
the ancient papyri. 1873 J. Richards Wood-working FaC'
tories 122 By unrolling the blade on the floor, it can be
tested as to straightness.

refl. x8i5 Scott Guy M. xxxviii, Rolling up.. the long
lash of his horsewhip, and then by a jerk causing it to unroll

itself into the middle of the floor. 1855 Kisgsley Westxv.

Ho! xvii, Till not.. an armadillo [dare] unroll himself.

b. In fig. contexts.

X678 TtvciOt-Vi All for Loz'c v. i, Time has unrowl'd her

Glories to the last, And now clos'd up the Volume. 1750
Gray Elegy 50 But Knowledge to their eyes her ample page
. . did ne'er unroll. X757 ^ Bard 106 But oh ! what solemn
scenes on Snowdon's height Descending slow their glitt'ring

skirts unroll? x8i8 Byron Ch. Har. iv. cKii, Until thy
mind.. unroll In mighty ^aduations, part by part, The
glory. 1866 Le Fahv All in Z>d!rA xiii, One could see., that

she was reading to herself the romance that was unrolled

within her pretty girlish head. 1876-^ R. Hridges Growth
ofLove xlvii, The busy mind Will in one woeful moment
more upwind Than lifelong years unroll of bitter or black.

c. To extend, spread out; to disperse.

X813 Scott T'r/VrwMii. xii, And still.. Were., bastionsdimly
seen. And Gothic battlements between Their gloomy length
unroH'd. 1817 Shelley Rev. /slam 1. xxxviii, Wisdom had
unrolled The clouds which hide the gulf of mortal woe. 1831
Scott Cast. /^ang. iii, The mist had settled upon the hills,

and unrolled itself upon brook, glade, and t.irn.

d. fig. To develop or expand fully.

1854 Emerson Lett. <?- Soc. Aims, Eloquenre, Jenny Lind
..complained of concert-rooms and town-balls, that they



UNROLLED.
did not give her room enough to unroll her voice, a 1871
Grote Etii. Fragm. iv. (1876) 92 That all these elements
are really present, is shewn most incontestably when the
scntiiiient comes to be deliberately unrolled.

2. iiilr. To become unrolled. Alsoy^.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii, 35 Euen as an Adder when she

doth vnrowie To do some fatal? execution. ? 1797 Blake
Four Zoos IX. 20 The Books of Urizen unroll with dreadful
noise ! 1807 J. Barlow Cotumh. it. 132 The venturous soul
Bids greater powers antl bolder thoughts unrol. 1816 J.
Wilson Misc. Poems 194 As the clouds of the morning unroll.
l8a7 Faraday Clum. Manip. .\x. 532 To fold . . this projecting
part down, in such a manner as to.. prevent the slip from
unrolling.

t3. trans. To remove from a roll or list. Obs.—^
l6n Shaks. IVint. T. iv. iii. 130 If I make not this Cheat

bring out another, . .let me be vnrold, and my name put in
the booke of Vertue.

HenceUnrolled///. 3.I; XJuro'Uer ; XTnro-U-
ing vbl. s6. and ///. a.l

180s LuccoCK Nal. IVool 113 When we find a line of sand
strewed along the *unrolled fleece. 1890 Retrospect Med.
Cn. 27 Passing the unrolled end [of the bandage] over the
shoulder and down the back. 1843 For. Q. Rev. 11. 364 A
pale-faced *unrollcr of dusty records. 1648 Hexham ii, Etn
Ontrotliiige, an *Vnroling, or an Vnfolding. 1856 Stanley
Sinai -y Pat. i. 3^ There is

, . no unrolling of a great drama,
no beginning, middle and end of a moral progress. 1870
BuRroN Hist. Scot. Ixi. VI. 93 The unrolling of secrets.
i<99C. Hopkins Crt. Prosp., Peace iii, "Unrowling Waves
steal softly to the Shore, a 1850 Bryant To a Ctoud 9, I
would I were with thee..To rest on thy unrolling skirts.

Unrolled, ///.o.'-i [U.\-l 8. Cf. G.ungeroUt.^
Not rolled ; not subjected to rolling.

573 TussEH tfasb. (1878) 100 See when ye rowle it, the
weather be drie, or else it were better vnrowled to lie. 1600
[see Stone s6. i6c1. 1640 Howell Dodona'sGr. 114 Hee.

.

left no stone unroUd to bring this mighty worke to passe.
1839 De la Beche Ref. CeoL Coniwait, etc. viii. 241 The
prevalence of unrolled chalk flints above the green sand.
1851 Quart. Jriil. Geol. Soc. VII. 3551 The local and unrolled
character of such surface.accumulations.

Unrolling, ///. <i.2 (Un-1 lo.)
i«47 Clarendon Contempl. Ps. Tracts (1727) 503 With

downcast looks, and unrowiing or fixt eyes.

_
Unro'llment. rare-^. (Unroll r.) The action of unroll.

ing. 1878 G. 1). B0AKD.MAN Creative IVeek 124 You cannot
unroll what was not inrollcd...And yet these Gentlemen..
confound Unroitmciit with transmutation.

TTn-Zbo-man, a. (Un- i
7.)

168a ly/iitelocke^s Mem. Pref., A more degenerate un-
Roman generation. 1848 Dennis Cities »t Cent. ICtritria
iv. I. g; Its mode of construction is decidedly un.Roinan.
1864 PusEV Led. Daniet v. 284 The un-Roman retreat of
Cestius Gallus.

Unro manized, ///. a. (Un-i 8 a r.)

1771 WinTAKER Hist. Mtincluster I. 312 Before the third
century the fruit appears to have . . stocked the . . unromanized
regions of Shetland with large plantations of the trees. S&47
Webster, Unromanized, . . not subjected to the principles
or usages of the Roman Catliolic Church. 1855 Milman
I.at. Clir. XIV. vii. VI. 530 The kindred language enabled
them to communicate . . with the un-Romanised races. 186s
Craik Hist. Lit. I. 36 Evidence of the comparatively un-
romanized condition of the Early English church.

ITnroma'iitic, a. (Un. i
7.)

17J1 Swift Let. to Gay ft Duchess o/Qutensierry 28 Aug,
I own it is a base, unromantick spirit in me. 1814 Miss
L. M. Hawkins Aunaline I. 41 If I were a young man, 1
Should not like such an^ unromantic proceeding, z^o
TiiAcKEKAY Peiulennis Ixxi, This unromantic conclusion to
a rather sentimental scene.

Unroma-ntical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1850 Thackeray Pen-
deunis xlvii, .Mr. Pen was blushing whilst he made this reply
to his nnromantical friend. Unroma'ntically, ado,
(Un-' II.) 1846 Worcester (citing .\llen). 1884 VV. Black
in Atluuxum 11 Oct. 463 1 Her unromantically long
spinsterhood. UnromanUcized, ^/)/. o. (UN-'8ac)
l8jg Milman Lai. CItr. xiv. vi. VI. 525 Toulouse owns only
her own unidealised, unromanticised Counts.

Unroof, w. (UN-24.)
1598 Klorio, Discntminare,

. . to vnroofe, or vntile a house.
i«07 Shaks. Cor. i. i. 222 Sdeath, The rabble should haue
first vnroof't the City Ere so preuayl'd with me. 1779
Hekvev Nov. Hist. II. 457 Three hundred houses were
unroofed by it. 1844 Kinolake Eotlien viii. They actually
unroofed a great part of the building. i8<8 Freeman Norm.
CoKij. viii. II. 288 Houses were unroofed, and the timbers
were thrown into the fosse.

traits/. 1804 Collins Scripscraf 59 Time had unroof 'd all
the thatch from his pate. 1861 Jas. Grant Capt. ofGuard
xii. Servers, pages, and pantrymen, .unroofed the huge
pasties of pigeons and venison.

Hence VraooUA ppl. a.l, stripped of the roof,
made roofless ; Uuroo-flng vbl. sb.
a iMo- Lelanu Itiu. (1768) II. 68 At the which lyme al

the Chirch.lay to wast, and was 'onrofid. 1779 Piitl.
Traits. LXX. 68 The sight of this town, unroofed, half
buried under black scoriie and ashes. 1814 Scott Wa-.:
Ixiii, Unroofed cottages, trees felled for palisades, and bridges
destroyed. 1876 Bryant Flood 0/ Years 79 Temples stand
Unroofed, forsaken by the worshippers. 1831 Ja.mes Pliil.
Augustus I. XV, The *unroofing of the hovels.

TJnvooted, ppt. et.^ [Un-1 8.] Not furnished
with a roof ; not roofed in.

I»775.AsH 1 1805 Eugenia de Acton tfuns of Desert II.

203 Miss i}Ienheim..bad repaired to the un-roofed temple.
1851 RusKiN Stoius Ven. I. xiv. $ i8 Walls surrounding un-
roofed courts.

trans/, a 1854 H. Reed Led. Eiig. Lit. ii. (1855) S3 The
rude places of the open and unroofed world.

Unroo'st, ^. [Un-2 5 and 7.]

1. trans. To dislodge from a roost or jjerch.

.Mso Jig., to dislodge or force out of a place, to
drive out or away. I

323

1598 Florio, Disnidare, to vnroost, to vn-nest. 1611
Shaks. Wmt. T. 11. iii. 74 Thou dotard, thou art woman-
t>Td: vnroosted By thy dame Partlet heere. 1647 Tkapp
^'\\"L'- "': Ji'^-.^o 'l'h= I'ope being driven from Rome,
tJ 7

7,*.""° *"• "" Christ shall unroost him. i68z Bunyan
Holy War 2j6 He also saw . . how he was unroosted and
made to quit the Castle. 1780 Johnson Let. to Mrs.
Ilirale 12 June, 1 hough I am sorry that you should be so
outrageously unroostetT, I think that Bath has had you Ion''
enough. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge II. 12 Shoving the
blade to the drowning man, with some danger of being un-
roosted myself in the attempt.

2. intr. To leave a roost
; fig. to rise from bed.

'*,ij J' J^°°''5
Greene's Tu Quoque L 3, [It is) time to goe

to Church, and not a man vnroosted. 1831 Clare Vill.
Minstr. II. 24 The crows, unroosting as he comes in sight.
Hence Uuroo'sted///. a.; Unroo-stiug'Z'i^/. rf.

161S [see Unresting vbl. sb.\ 1691 Dryden A'. Artlmr
IV. I, The pass is free ; The unroosted fiends have quitted
this abode.

Unroot, V. [Un-2 4 b and 7.]
1. trans. To tear, pluck, or dig np by the roots.

Also in fig. context and trans/.
JS70 Levins Manip. 17S To vnroote, eradtcare. 1593

G. Harvey Ncm Letter B 3, Riotous Vanitie was wont to
roote so deeply, that it could hardly be vnrooted. 1601
Shaks. AlCs Wellw i. 6 lie bold you do so grow in my
requitall, .^Vs nothing can vnroote you. 163s Shirley Coronal.
IV, His love was firm to you, and cannot be Unrooted with
one storme. 1687 Dryden Song St. Cecilia's Day vii, Trees
unrooted left their Place. 1740 Pitt Aiuei.l vi. a I'o feed the

j

Humboldt's Trav. I. iii. 130 The causes that unroot these

I

weeds at depths where . . the sea is but slightly agitated.

"• fis- To eradicate, clear away, remove or
! detach altogether. Also Unroo-ting vbl. sb.

] , .'i'449
PecocK Repr. i. ii. 8 Forto meete a^ens the firste

bifore spoken opiniouD, and forto vnroote and updrawe it.

/i};i/., This vnrooting of the first opinioun. 1S74 Hellowes
Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 181 Vices be so euill to be
vnrooted where they once take place. 1603 G. Owen
Pembrokesiiire liL (1892) 36 The Conqueror.. purposed to
haue vnrooted the Saxon or Englishe tongue out of Eng-
land. Ibid. iv. 38 He gaue diuerse of them theire ancient
landes to hold of him, and did not vtterlye vnroote them.
1738 Warburton Div. Legal. I. 277 They unrooted and
destroyed all that good to Society. 185S Dickens Lett.
(1880) I. 419 My present idea, if nothing should arise to
unroot me sooner, is to stay here until the middle of May.
2. intr. To lose root-hold ; to withdraw the root

from the soil.

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bottduca in. i. Make their strengths
totter, and their topless fortunes Unroot and reel to ruine.
c 1800 W. Blake Four Zoas, Last Judgem. 39 The trees
unroot ; The rocks groan horrible and run about.

Unroo-ted, //>/. a.i [Ux- 1 8 c + Root f.i 6.]
Not rooted out.

iSSo Bale Image botli dmrclies xiv. ii. N j, Nothiiige
shalbe vnrooted out that the heauenly father hath not planted.
1567 Sattr. Poems Rc/orm. vi. 108 Leif nathing that belangis
to the Paip Unrutit out as it had neuer bene. 1649 Milton
Eikon. xvii. 155 So long as they remain'd in any of his three
Kingdoms unrooted out. 1661 Arnway Tablet (ed. 3) 154
Can you imagine . . The rooters up of Religion and Monarchy
can be unrooted out ; seeing the Loppers of the branches
brak their neckes? 1859 Sala Twice round Clock 384
Gambling dens in Leicesterian slums, yet unrooted out by
lynx.eyed policemen.

Unrooted,///, ff. a [U.v-l 8.] Not furnished
with roots.

164S Hexham ii, Ongeioortelt, Vnrooted. 1650 Baxter
Saints' R. iv. 588 What makes . . the green blade of unrooted
faith, to wither before the heat ofpersecution! 1849 6V!r. Nat.
Hist., Mammalia IV. 172 The molar teeth., are cylindrical,
unrooted. 1893 Barrows' Part. Relig. II. 1542 Hinduism
is not the idolatry and unrooted polytheism of savages.

UnrO'pe, v. [Un- 2 4 b.] trans. To detach by
undoing a rope.
1883 Philadelphia Times 30 July (Cent.), The horse was

unroped from the wagon and turned loose. 1883 Pall Malt
G. I Sept. 4/t They unroped themselves, and sent three of
their four guides to see what was the matter.

Unro'ped, ;>/>/. a. (Un.'S.) 1881 BLACKMOREC/im/<m/«//
ii. All avalanche of pots from the unroped crate fell, .upon
him, Unro'sined, ///. «. (Un.' 8.) 17Z4 E. Wakd
Field-Spy g Where dejected Scrapers us'd to.. Thrash their
smooth Cats.guts with unrozen'd Bows.
Unro-tted, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
c Z440 Pallati. on Husb. x. 201 And thenne vnroted wol

the grape abide. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 4S8 The
unrotted stubble.. may form obstacles under.. the plough.
1876 _RocK Text. F'aor. i. 2 'I'he few unrotted shreds still

cleaving to its bones.

Uuro'tten, a. (Un-i 7.)
'574 R. Scot Hop Garden 33 Rather vse no dung than

vnrotten dunge about the dressing of your Hoppes. 1683
J. Reid Scots Gartfner n. ii. Let not the root of any tree
stand on. .unrotten.manure. 174a Young Nl. Th. 11. 564
Since friends grow not thick on ev'ry bough. Nor ev'ry
friend unrotten at the core. 1763 Mills Pract. Husb. 11.

20 The yet un-rottan straw might be apt to clog the shares
of the drill.

Unrou-ged, AS/, a. (Un-' 8.) 1837CAKLYLE AV. ^fra. iil

II. vii, Further aloft reigns Mere Duchesse with her unrouged
Amazons. 1887 RusKiN Prxterita 11. 39 Unvcneered, un-
rouged, and well finished things.

Unrou-gh, a. [Un-1 7 ; cf. OE. unrtih.l

Not rough ; spec, not rough-chinned ; unbearded.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. vii. 186 And thus the kinges [of

bees] may be fonde;. .in colotir shynyng pure, Andsmothe,
vnrough. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. ri. 10 There is Seywards
Sonne, .\nd many vnrutTe youths, that euen now Protest their
first of Manhood.

UNRUDB.

j

Unrou-ghened, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Asu.] 1865
' Caklyli; Fredk. Gt. xi.x. vii. V. 572 Cavalry, unroughentd,
make iad sUdiiig.

ITnrou'nd, a. (Un-1 7. Cf. WFris. on-, /J«-

rOHJty X)\i.onrond.)

1588 LucAR tr. Tartaglia's Colloq. Shootint^ App. 24 To
make round pellettes ofunround yron pellettcs by two waves.
1676 NiiWTON in Rigaud Corr. Sa. Mm (1841) II. 383 this
[iinrfge}..will be. .not much unround, unless the angles be
veryunequal. 1877 E.S.ang (//V/c),The ToothingofUnround

: Discs, which are intended to Roll upon each other.
XTnrou'nd, v, (Un- 2 6 a.)
Now spec, in phonetics : cf. Round v. i c. Also Unround'

ing vbl. sb.

161 1 CoTGR., Desroniiir^ to vnround, vnbow, vncompassc.
Z648 Hexham ii, Oniro/n/eu, to vnround, or take away the
roundnesse of any thing. 1874 H. Sweet in 7'ratts. Fhilol*

I Soc. 471 Rounded front voweLs are often unrounded. Ibid,
475 Rounding of back [vowels] I unrounding of front. 1877— Handbk. Phonetics 25 This vowel.. is best obtained by
unrounding (u).

Unrou'uded, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1519 HoKMAN Vulg. 112b, Rounded heare becometh men

:

and vnrounded women, a 1631 Donne iY^^/>jxi. 33 Unfil'd
pistolets .. Which, negligently left unrounded, looke Like
many angled figures, in tne booke Of some great Conjurer.
1694 Dryden To Sir G- Kneller^^ Flat Faces, such as wou'd
disgrace a Skreen,..Unrais'd, unrounded. 18x5 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. ff Art I. 388 Three teeth rounded from
point to point ;., three full teeth, unrounded, x^a Lyell
I^fan. Eiem. Geol. vii. (ed. 4) 82 Similar unrounded nodules

,

of flint. 1877 Sweet Handbk. Phonetics 17 The narrow
j

back unrounded vowels.
' t Unrou-nged, ppL a. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 84-Rounge z/.^J

i

Undipped. 15.. Aberd. Keg. <Jam.\ The bailyeis chargit
him to take the Inglis grot vnrovngit for thre sous in pament.

!
Unrousable,«. (UN-'yb.) i9^^\ns.B\Ati Man's Keep-
ing xvi, Urquhart submitted to all [this], .with unrousable
apathy.

TTnrou-sed,///. a, (U.\-i 8.)

[177s. •^•'^H.] x8oa Coleridge Dejection 4 This night, so
tranquil now, will not go hence Unrous'd by winds. 1834
Tait's i^lag. I, 540/2 In that visionary world, Unroused by
Pleasure's fierce extreme. i88» Flover Unc.xpL Baluchistan

I

2J4 Totally unroused reasoning powers.
Unrou'ted,///'._a. (Un-'8.) i6aa Fletcher /*?-(>//«/wjiv.

V, Of all the Persian Forces, one strong Squadron.. Stands
firm, and yet unrouted. 1888 Leisure /ionrStpt. 594/1 The
ladies . . did not leave him with so much as an unrouted doubt

I

on this point.

! Unrove, var. of Unrufe Sc\ Obs.
i

Unrow, V. (Un-1 j^^ ^^ ^^,i
^ j ,3^^ y ry

b^llen
i (Srttise ' Cachalot^ xiv, RIy gloomy cogitations were abruptly

I
terminated by the order to ' unrow '—we were alongside.

+ Unrowed, />//. «. Obs» [Un- i 8 + Row f."]

j

Not having the nap raised.

!

\i^ Act -^ Hen. I'll, c. xi. § i The seid Clothes, .arne..
I

conveyed out of this realnie, unroweed and unshorne. XS3S,
1541, 1643 [see Unbarbkd i).

Unroy al, a. [Un- 1 7.]

1. Unbefitting or inappropriate to a king or queen,
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ii. ix, He.. sent them with unroyall

reproclies to Musidorus. ax68o Cmarnock Atirib. (70^/(1834)
I. 71 A Roman king, who counted it the most unroyal thing
to be religious. X780 W. Beckford Italy (1S34) I. 62,

I scolded in an unroyal style. 1843 Fr. A. Kemblk Rec.
Muter Li/e (1882) II. 239 The unroyal indignity of being
waited upon after her guests. x88o F. G. Lee CA. under
Q. Eliz. 11. 155 With unroyal discourtesy and unwomanly
harshness.

b. Not associated with royal authority,
X867 Bagehot Eng. Constitution 99 The unroyal species

of cabinet government.

2. Not of royal rank or birth.

«x6i8 J. DaVIES IVitfe's Pilgr. Wks. (Grosart) II. ^5/2
Then, Rimes how ere vnroiall run you on, You may, in time,
perhaps come neer that Crowne. x8x4 Mooke Mem, (1852)
II. 21 A certain »M>royal person in Derbyshire. x86x
Trollope h'ramley P. III. 230'ihat none of the blood royal
shall raise to royal honours those of the subjects who are by
birth un.royal.

Hence Unroyally adv. Also TTnroyalist.
'777 Potter ^schylus, Chocphoroe 345 My royal father,

who unroyally Wast murder'd ! 1788 M.me.D Arblav Diary
II Feb., He is so privileged a favourite with all the Royal
Family, that he utters all his flights to them almost as easily

a.s to unroyalists. x8a9 Moore Mem. (1854) VI. 38 Not
c]uite liking to refuse him, as being alwayssounroyally good-
humoured and good-natured.

Unrubbed,///.a. (Un-18.)
r 1380 Wvclif 6"*:/. Wks, III. 231 As a horce unrubbed,

J)at haves a sore back, wynses when,. rubbed on his rugge.

1648 Hexham ii, Onbestreken, Vnrubbed, or Vnsmeared.
1847 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life (1885) 1. 161 You are a bright
golden ."sovereign to me, with edges all unrubbed. 1877
Meredith Zf/^ (1912) I. 282, I am consequently dull, un-

rubbed, no reflector.

Unrubbish, v. (Un-^ 4.) 1645 Wilton Colast. 26 This
under-work of scowring and unrubbishing the low and sordid

ignorance of such a presumptuous lozel. Unru'brical, a.
(Un.i 7.) 1843 Ld. Coleridge in Li/e ^ Lett. (1904) I. 115
Commencing the service, .with. , a hymn is unrubrica!, un-
catholick. Unruddered, ppl. a. (Un-* 8 or Un-^ 8.)

'in%^vbl. sb. (Un-2 3.) 1804 Larwood No Gun Boats 12

Better to give all than suffer their Gun Boats to remain in even
an unruddered, unmasted, unordonanced existence. Ibid,

15 The inutility of dismasting, unruddering, or scuttling.

tUnrU-de, a.^ Obs. [var. of Unridb a.y but

prob. associated with Kuoe «.]

1. Violent, rough, dreadful.
CX400 Laud Troy Bk. 17162 Ther were ;it .. of sqwyer^

gret multitude. And ^aff" thanne strokes wej vurude. iS«3
Douglas ^neidw.W. ii4The laithlie flude Cochitus, with
his drery bosum vnrude. Ibid. v. 3 Hellis flude of Acheron ;

With boil bisme, and hiduus -swelth wiirudc. 18*5 Jamikson
S.V., This term is still used in Ayrs[hireJ, and e.vpl. * Base,
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UNBUDB. 824 UNRUN,
vile, diaboUc&l ; detestable

;
' as, ' unrudebleeries,' abomin-

able falsehoods.

2. Rude, unmannerly, uncouth,
1561-S W. FuLLwooD in Baiiads^ etc. (Percy Soc.) 57 For

you may see he is in deed An unrude simple man. 1599
B. JoNsos Ev. Man out 0/Hum. iv. i, The good Gentleman
vouchsafe to make him his companion, . . and now see
how the vnrude Rascal) back>bites him ! x6i6 — Masque
<^CAm/OT(« 116 They have need o' mending: unrude people
they are, your Courtiers, a 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Wit <V Mirth cii, Truly, said the fellow {sc. a countryman),
I am no schotlar, I am altogether vnrude, and very ingrum.

Hence f Unru'deness, rudeness. Obs."^
1561-S W. FuLLWooD in Ballads^ etc. (Percy Soc.) 57 A

Supplication to Eldertonne for Leache's Unlewdnes, Desiring
him to pardone hb manifest unrudenes.
Unru'de, a.' [Un-* 7.] Not rudei mannerly. 1648

Herrick //«>tfn, Panegerick to Pemberton 31 Manners
knowes distance, and a man unrude Wo'd soon recoile, and
not intrude His Stomach to a second Meale. fUnrue*'
fully, adv, Ohs, IUn.' 11.] Unmercifully, pitilessly.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24023 Vn-reufuUi Jmi can him raipe. Ibid.

24158 Vn-reufulli [Edin. vnrewfulHk] yee wire vnnght.

t unnife (also unrove), Sc. var. Unro Obs,

c 1470 GoL ^ Gaiv. 499 May nane do thame na deir. . .Y tt

sal I mak thame vnrufe. c 1550 Clariodus (Maitl. CI.) 44 5it

glaidlie for his saik I sould 30W love, That this regioun hes
brocht from sik unrove. ^ 1550 Roli^nd Crt. Venus 11.

446 Quhy sufTeris thow ane creature mortail, For none
defalt to incur sic vnrufe?
Unra*ffable,(z. (UN.'7b.) 1837 Dickens /'/V>&jy.xxxiii,

Sam..obeyed all his master's tehests with.-unruffable
composure. Unra'ffed, a, (Un-' o.) 187* Coues M
Anier. Birds 133 Bill moderate, unruflfed, but with a little

tuft of feathers at the base of the rictus.

Unru'ffle, v, [Un-2 7 and 3.]

1, intr. To become smooth or tranquil,

1(^7 Drvden j^fieis i. 212 Where eVe he guides His
finny Coursers, . . The Waves unruffle, and the Sea subsides,

1871 (see Unrl'ffling/*^/. a.^].

2. trans. To restore from a ruffled state.

i8«7 Lamb IVi/e's Trial Wks. 1908 U. 805 A witch . . can
by a backward charm Unruffle the foul storm she has just
been raising. 1833 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) IL 148
This does not seem to unruffle Dolly's plumes.

TTuru-ffled, PpL a, [Ux- i 8.]

1. a. Not afifected by any violent feeling ; not
agitated or disturbed ; calm, unmoved,
1659 W.Chamberlavne Pharonnida Ded., I have, with an

unruffled confidence, given these papers a capacity of being
publicly viewed. 171a Addison Spect. No. 381 t 4 His
Temper is even and unruffled. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic,
xcv, 'Why shouldn't I lend a hand? '..(answered the un-
ruffled Pipes). 1754 Connoisseur No. 4 ? 9 Whose conversa.
tion flows with oneeventenor,undisturb'a by sentiment, and
unruffled by passion. 1839 Lytton Devereux 11. ii, The
most unruffled composure. 1874 Green Short Hist, vii,

§ 3. 369 Her mind was unruffled by the spiritual problems
which were vexing the minds around her.

b. Not excited by drinking.
1709 Steele Tatler No. a/ P 2 When he is himself, and

unruffled with Intemperance. 1748 Anson's Voy. iir. vii.

363 Perceiving that after they had dispatched four or five
bottles. ., the Mandarine still continued unruffled.

2. Not physically ruffled or made rough : a. Of
water, etc. Also in fig. context.

1713 Addison Cato i. iv, Calm and unruffled as a summer-
sea. J757 W. WiLKiE Epigon. V. 135 A lake. . Whose surface
smooth, unruffled by the breeze, The hills inverted shows.
X814 WoRDSW. Excurs. n. 365 Days unruffled by the gale
Of public news or private. 182^ Miss L. M. Hawkins
Annalim \\. 229 Crags mantled m unruffled snow. 1883
TvNDALL in Knowledge 3 Aug. 73/2 Between the ferry and
this bridge, the river Niagara flows unruffled.

b. Of feathers, leaves, the forehead, etc.

1816 Wilson City ofPlague 11. iv. 106 Like an angel With
hair unruffled in its radiance, i8ji Scott Kenilxv. v, Now
for. .an open andunruffled brow ! 185^ Poultry Chron. L
328/2 A pen of birds . . unruffled in theu: plumage, a 1878
Sir G. Scott Led. Arckit. (1879) !• 320 Here the Byzan-
tinesque foliage is nearly^ all of the plam unruffled form.

3. Not furnished with ruffles.

c xSas Ld. Cockburn Mem. i, (1856) 13 A shirt fastened at
the neck by a black ribbon, and except on dress days un-
ruffled.

Hence nnm'ffledness.
1858 Hawthorne />. ^ H. NoteMs. (1881) U. 177 His

propriety, his cleanliness and unruffledness. 1880 Ruskin
Hortus inclusus {1887) 77 The perfect cleanliness and un-
ruffledness of white cap [in Charlres] is always a marvel.

Unru-ffiing,/;>/.a.l [Un-1 10.] Notniffling;
not becoming ruffled.

X76a Falconer Shipwr. 11. 307 Th' involving clue, Swell'd
by the wind, aloft unruffling flew. 1797 Southev Donica.
19 The powerless storm unruffling swept Across the calm
dead lake.

Unruffling,/.//.fl.2 [f. Unruffle z/.] Becom-
fog unruffled.

1871 Tknnvson Last Tourn. 368 As, when a gust hath
blown, Unruffling waters re-collect the shape Of one that in
them sees himself.

ITnruinable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)
a 1693 Urqukarfs Rabelais iii. viiL (1708) I. 353 Nature,

having a fervent desire . . to eternize, and continue them .

.

unrumable. 1706 Watts Horx Lyrtcx 1 1. 163 The spirit .

.

flies upward, an undoubted guest Of the third heaven, th'
unrumable sky. a 1740 _ Remnants 0/ Time ix. Wks.
1753 IV. 612 May the unruinable world be but my portion.
fTTnruinated,///. rt. 0<5j. [Un-18.] = next.

, «5W-7 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 498 Of the haill ludge-
ing walles . . thair is na thing left unruinated and doung in
drosse. t6io Bp. Hall Apol. Brownists § 30. 74 These you
will proue vnruinated Towers of that Babell. 16^ Brom-
HALL Trent. Specters 11. 175 They should leave nothing
unnunated and not puU'd down.

TTnmined, ppi. a. (Un-i 8.)
1610 }. Healev St. Aug. Citie of God ^ So long the City

should continue unruined. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth.
Hist. yas. ///, Wks. (1711) 58 He sent to all such of his

Friends, whom his Disasters had left unruined, to take
Arms for the King. 1830 Bentham Liberty 0/ Press Wks.
1843 n. 283/1 Under whom it has hitherto been my good
hap to live unhanged, .. unbanished and unruined. 1853
Ruskin Stones I'en. II. vii. § 46. 268 He can still see the
strong sweep of the unrtxined traceries drawn on the deep
serenity of the starry sky,

Uum-lable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1680 H. DoDVVELL Two Lett. (1691) 68 Preventing the
occasion or increase of passion, wliich will be also so much
easier if it be taken before it grow unrulable, 1716 M. Davies

At/ten. Brit. II. 289 Rendring a Country-property, .unat-

tainable as well as unrulable even by an Hereditary Pre-
tender. x88i in J. Hatton Nezv Ceylon vii, 185 People.,
found to be unruleable by other nations.

Unru'lableness. rare.'^ (Un-' 12. Cf. prec.) c S445
Pecock Donet 94 P0U5 al l>is lijf be foule..for wijldenes and
vnreuleablenes, in tyiiie of 3ong|>e.

UurU'le* [Un-1 12.] Absence of rule or

government.
X4M YoNG tr. Secreta Secret, 136 Whyle he regnyd in

this vnrule.., into the land of Irlande he arryuete. c\^z%
WvNTouN Cron. v. xii. 3724 (Wemyss MS.), Forthy it nedis

J>at ressoune Tliyne vnreuUis habandoun.
x8i8 Scott Rob Roy xxii, Now let's hear . . how, in the

name of unrule, they got here at this lime o' night. i86i
Sat. Rev. 1 1. 670 A very few years more of republican unrule.

Unru-led, ///. a. [Un-i S.]

1. Not ruled or governed ; ungoverned, disorderly.
1:1375 Sc. Leg. Saints .\.\x. {T/ieodera) 107 Certis, vn-

reulyt ware my wil gyf for t>e iny-self I suld spil. a 1395
Hvlton Scala Per/, \\\. \. (W. de W. 1494), For charyte
vnruled tourneth somtyme in to vyce. c 1435 Wyntoln
Cron.y. xiii. 4717 (Cott. MS.),Our Lady..repruffit hym fast

Ofi'his wnrewllit wilfulnes. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vii, 530
Theyse vnrulyd Company gatheryd vnto them great multy-
tude of the commons. 1538 Starkey England ii. il. 180
Man ys then myserabul . . when reson ys ouer-run and
vnrulyd affectys gouerne and reyne in hys ordur of lyfe.

i5j>6 _Spenser_.S"/. Irel. Wks. (Globe) 617/1 The realme was
left, like a sbipp in a storme, ..unruled, and undirected of
any. 1615 Chapman Odyss. iv. 925 But their unrul'd acts
show their minds* estate. 1655 Glntilis Servita's Inquis.
xxxi. 136 Because the desire of gain is so unruled, that . . it

doth induce men to commit things against honesty. jSii
Hogg Queen's IVake Concl. xvii, To end this strife, unruled
and vain, Let all the three be called again. 1897 ll'esim.

Gas. 29 Mar. 3/1 The same strong and unruled passions.

f 2. Not decided or decreed. Obs.~^
i4S6 Paston Lett. I. 387 The atteynte abidith unreuled

tit the next terme.

t3. Irregular. Obs.~'^

1551 Reccrde Pathw. Knoivl. i. Defin., They haue no
syde equall to an other.., neither keepe they any rate in
tFieir corners, and therefore are they counted vnruled formes.

4. Not having ruled lines.

1888 E. M. Gallaudet Life T. M. Gallaudet 23 It is

written on unruled paper.

Hence Viiru*ledl7 adv. ran.
1580 HoLLVBAND Trcos, Fr. Tong, DesreigUement^ \'n-

ruledly, 1587 [see Unrulily adv. 2, quot. 1561].

UnrU'lefal. a. Sc. and dial. (Un-1 7.)
1438 Sc. Acts, Jas. tl (1814) II. 32/2 Quhare (jar is ony

rebellys or vnrewlful men within ony castellys or fortalicis

resett or haldyn. 1678 in Wodrow Hist. Suff. Ch. Scot.

(1722) I. App. igi Spilling the Country by unreasonable and
unruleful men. 1898 in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v.

t ITnrU'lely, obs. variant of Unruly a.

a 1581 in Marbeck Bk. ofNotes s^q If our passions be so vn-
rulely, . .then doth inipatiencie ouer master vs. 1653 HoL-
croft ProcopiitSy Goth. Wars iv. 153 He took order . . to be
rid of his unrulely Lombards, who were infinitely disorderly.

t Unru'lily, adv. Obs. [f. Unruly a.]

1. Immoderately,
f X44S Pecock Donet q8 Li5t.nessis, ..whanne J>ei ben vn.

niesurably and vnreulili a^ens doom of resoun. c 1456 —
Bk. Faith (1909) lop^ Manye of the lay peple whiche .

.

attenden over unreulili to the Bible.

2. In an unruly or disorderly manner.
1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (1569) Dij, Ye. .vnrulilye haue

ruled, where ye listed to commaund. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. ii. ii. 11 b, Wylde horses whyche . . dooe range
viirulyly [1587 vnruledly] and wythout measure. 1571
Goi.DiNG Calvin on Ps. Ivi. 8 The ungodly have unrulily
roysted without let. 1690 C. Nesse O. ^ N. Test. I. 312
Evil concupiscence, .growelh unrulily headstrong.

tUnru'Ument. Obs.-^ [-ment.1 = next. 1596 Spenser
F.Q. IV. ix. 23 They breaking forth with rude vnrulimcnt.
From all foure parts of heauen doe rage full sore.

Unru'lineSS. [f. next.] The quality of being
unruly. (Of persons, animals, etc.)

1547 Act I Ed%v. K/, c. 12 § I The Insolency and Unruli-
ness of Men, 1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. iir, 150
You must keepe the Boare from them ; for with his vnruli-

nesse, he maketh them to cast. 1577 tr. BulHnger's Decades
301 /i Therein doth patience make proofe of it self, ..that it

neuer breaketh forthe to immoderate vnrulynesse. 1638
Rawlkv tr. BacotCs Life St Death 210 For the Quieting of
the vnruHness of the spirits. 1684 J. S. Profit Sf Pleas.
United^ 14 For the better preservation of your Cattle, both
from sickness and hurt, which may happen through their
unruliness. 1695 J. Edwards Perfect. Script. 440 Excellent
caveats, .touching. .unruHness of the tongue, 1704 Diet.
Rust. s.v. Mare, His own unruliness being so great, the
Cure (of the colt] may be very difficult. 1768-74 Tuckkr
Lt.Nat. fi8^4) II. 356 We ascribe the. .unruliness of in*

ordinate desires.. to the fatal effects of original sin. 1805
WoRDSw. Prelude vi. 392 Some vapoured in the unruliness
of joy. 1858 Fboude Hist. Eng. IV. xix. no The govern-
ments affected to regret the unruliness of their subjects.

XTuni'lyi a. (and sb.). Forms : 5-6 vuruely^

6-7 vnrulye, -lie, 6- unruly
; 5 onreuli, vn-

rewely, 6 vnrewly. [Un- 1 7 + Ruly fl.2]

1. Not amenable to rule or discipline ; ungovern-
able; disorderly, turbulent : a. Of persons.
1400 R. DE Ghev in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. 11. I, 4 Hitt

woU be an unruely Cuntrie within short tyme. 1413 Yong
tr. Secreta Secret. 160 When they were full woxen, prowte,
onreuli, fiers, and presumpteous. a 1533 Ld. Bebners Gold.
Bk. M.Aurel. (1559) U ij, Sith the worlde is so chaungeable,
and the people .so vnruly. 1592 Greene Disput. 20 Ouer
kind fathers make vnruly daughters. 1665 Boyle Occas.
Refl,, Disc. § iv. i. 53 That he should of all ethers prove the
most unruly, who alone has been endowed with Reason to
rule himself withall. a 1715 Burnet Own Time 1. iv. (1897)
I. 108 The dispersing of that little unruly army. 1781
CowpER Tiroc. 262, I blame not those who-.O'erwatch the
num'rous and unruly clan. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xvi.
III. 685 William had found it no easy matter to decide what
course should be taken with that capricious and unruly
body. 1896 W. K. Leask H. Miller 29 He seems rather to
have become an unruly lad.

ji^. and absol. 1611 Speed Hist, Gt. Brit. ix. xxii. §31.
807/1 These vnrulies presently chose him for their ringleader.
X684 BuNVAN Pilgr. II. (1900) 265 All things must be managed
here to. .the warning of the Unruly. i78a Priestley Inst.
Relig. (ed. 2) I. p. xli, We cannot possibly warn all the un-
ruly.

iransf. 1667 Dryden Ind. Emperor iv. iv, Th' unruly
Sword will no distinction make. 1888 Barbie Wlun a
Man's Single xii. She softly pushed the invalid's unruly
h;iir off his brow.

b. Of animals. Also in fig. context.
1565 Cooper TJusaurvs s.v. Bos, Restie or vnrulie oxen.

1577 GooGE Heresbach's Husb. 141 b, To keepe the weaker
[.sheep],. from the strong and vnruly. Ibtd. 145 7 he homed,
by reason of theyr weapons, are hurtful, and vnruely. 16*7

J. Taylor (Water P.) Navy ofLand Ships Wks. (1630) oi/i
A ship is an vnruly beast. i68a Sheefielu (Dk. Buckhm.)
Ess. Poetry 8 The Muses most unruly Horse. 1768-74 [sec
Unshaken 2). a 1821 V. Knox Serin. Wks. 1824 VI. 196
Like the spirited and unruly steed.

C. Of the heart, tongue, passions, etc.

1516 Tyndai.e Jas. iii. 8 The tonge can no man tame,
Yt is an vnruely evyll full off deediy poyson. 1590
Basket Theor. Warres \. ii. 11 A generous minde, not
subiect vnto passions and vnrulie fits. i6ia T. Taylor
Comm. Titus \. 6 An vnruly heart will breake out one time
or other, a 1674 Clarendon Surv. Leviath. (1676) 239
When his unruly invention suggests to him an addition to
the Text. 1711 Pope Spect. No, 408 P 7 Young Men whose
Passions are not a little unruly, 1729 Butler Serm. Wks.
1874 II. 40 To imagine he keeps that unruly faculty {sc. the
toiigue] in due subjection. i8ooColquhounC(?;«;«. Thames
viii. 262 It is impracticable to control their unruly passions.
1846 Keble Lyra hinoc. (ed. 3) 293 Nor time nor tune are
there. Vet sounds the unruly joy,

d. Characterized by disorder or disquiet.

143.9 Cases bef. A'ing's Council {S>e]dtn) 105 Wawton..seid
. .it is the unruliest session that I haue euer sey in Bedford.
1582 Stanvhurst ^neis t. (Arb.) 21 These vnrulye reuels
. . thee sea king Neptun awaked. 1805 Wokdsw. Prelude i.

136 The Poet, gentle creature as he is, Hath, like the Lover,
his unruly times.

1 2. Of things : Unmanageable, Obs.
1577G00GE Heresbach's Husb. in. 158 When they sitte,

with theyr vnruly spurrcs they breake theyr egges. xsoS
Florid Diet. To Rdr. g A more vnruly.. vessell then the
biggest hulke on Thames. 1633 Herbert TempUy Ch. Poreh
xli. Wit's an unruly engine, wildly striking Sometimes a
friend, sometimes the engineer. x68i R. Knox Hist. Ceylon
9 These Ploughs. .if heavier. .would sink and be unrufy in
the mud.

fS. Violent; incurable. Obs.

1596 Spenser /^O. vi. vL s Their wounds.. had festred
priuily, And ranckling inward with vnruly stounds, The
inner parts now gan to putrify. x6o6 G. Wooucocke Lwes
Emperors in Hist. Ivstine K k 6 Dying ofan vnruly disease.

4. Stormy, tempestuous; impetuous.
XS93 Shaks. Lucrece 86g Unruly blasts wait on the tender

spring ; Unwholesome weeds take root. 1605— Macb. 11. iii.

59 The Night ha's been vnruly; Where we lay, our Chim-
neys were blowne downe. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. v.

§ 449 The standard itself was blown down, .by a very strong
and unruly wind. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. 111. 396 He
makes his way o*er Mountains, and contemns Unruly Tor-
rents, and unfoorded Streams.

Unru'minated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1735 Bolingbroke
Study Hist. (1752) I. 4 Those who. .store their minds with
crude un-ruminated facts and sentences.

Unru'ramaged,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

+a. 1591 Raleigh Last Fight Reuengec\lt'V\iC^\\>sgrovi/n^
foulf , vnroomaged, and scarcely able to beare anie saile for

want of balast.

b. 1775 Ash S.V., Unrummaged. 1910 AtJunaeum 29 Jan.
i»7/3 No relevant archives have remained unrummaged,
Unrumple, v. (Un-^ 3.) 1694 Addison Virg. Georg. iv,

Wks. 1721 I. 22 Daffadils, that late from earth's slow womb
Unrumple their swoln buds. 1728 Gardiner tr. Rapin Of
Gardens (ed. 3) 36 Wide o'er the Garden now she sheds
Perfumes, Unrumples her swol'n Buds, and gayly blooms.

tTnru'mpled, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1641 W. Caktwright Siege ii, ii, We cannot keep a pleat
uiirumpled. .for them. 1692 Wood Life (O.H.S.) IV. 25, I

shall put it into the hands of D"^ Levet that he might convey
it to you..unrumpled. 1776 Mrs. Dklanv Life ^ Corr. Ser.
II. (1862) II. 218, I leave the rest of her unpacking to your
delicate fingers. I hope to hear she arrives unrumpled—
feathers and all. ifttx Scorr Kenilw. iv. You must.. wear
..your falling band unrumpled and well starched. 1865
Mrs. Whitney Gay^vorthys xxiii, Her bright hair was put
back over her ears, not quite unrumpled.
Unru-n, ///. a. [Un- 1 8 b.] Not past or com-

pleted.

1474 Acta Dom. Audit. (1839) 37/1 pe tak of J>e said
landis. .for sa mony termes now to cum as was vnrunnyn of

J)e xix ?eris. 1501 Knaresb. Wills (Surtecs) I, 176 The reste

of the yeaies I have to come unron.
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Unru-ng, ///. fl.i [Un-1 8b + RiNG z;.2] Not
sounded by ringing,
I4XS-6I in CaL Proc. in Chanc. Q. EUz. (1827) I. Introd.

zo Ii wer better bell unrogne at pe sauntes tyine J)an (je

messe unsogne. 1742 Blair Grave 53 The Great Bell has
toli'd, unrung, untouch'd.

XTnTUiig, ///. a% [IJn-I 8 b + Ring vy\
= UXRINGED/'//. a.

1^8 Fen Laws in Thompson Hisi. Boston (1856) 643 No
swiiie were to be put in the fens unrung. 1654 in Picton Vpool
Munic. Rec. {1885) 1. 101 Swyne that shalbee found unrung,

1707 Mortimer Huih, 530 He let his Hogs go into his

Orchard unrung. 1717 E. Laurence Ditty ofStcivard 125
Paying Ten shillings for each Hog suffer'd to be unrung or
unyoked. 1885 W. Rve Hist. Norfolk 114 Men were often

prosecuted for. .keeping unrung pigs, or savage dogs.

Unru-nkled,///.<i. Sc. (Us-i8.) 1721 Ramsav AV/M«
43 Her.. brow, smooth as th' unrunkled deep.

Unruptxired, //''. a. (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1862 A. Meadows Man. Midwifery vi. i. 211
Even if the membranes are unruptured, we shall generally
be able to feet a small coil. 1875 ^wyti-^mo Aristoph, Apol,
118 Odusseus. .Holding as surely on to Herakles, Who
touched Zeus, link and link, the unruptured chain !

XTnm'sted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

a 1653 BiNNi.NG Serm. (1845) 257 Take heed to walk suit-

ably and preserve your seal of adoption unblotted, unrusted.

'797 CoLKRiDGK Osorio IV. lit, The point Is bright, unrusted
with the villain's blood ! 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi
Wind. 1. 1086 Bring thoughts and words, Unrusted by a tear

of yesterday's. 1868 Land. Rev. ig Dec 670/2 The book.,
has the quality of gold, and will keep unrusted for an age.

UnmsUing. /*//. a. (Un* jo). 1749 Collins Superst.
Highlands\\y for watchful, lurking,'mid the unrustling reed,

At those mirk hours the wily monster lies.

lTlim*tIl. '^o\i arch, (Un-^ 12.)

£1440 Jacob's Well 294 To haue..vnrewthe of hem Jiat

arn in peyne. 1888 \V. Morris Dream of J. Ball iv. 32 All

this hast thou lost for.. a little winking of the eyes amidst
murder and wrong and unruth. 1899 W, S. Blunt Satan.
Absolved 18 Thy Will found counterpart Only in Man's un«
Will, Thy Truth in his un*Truth,..Ruth in bis un-Ruth.

UDruthfully,a*/t/. (Un-'h.) =UNRUKFLLLy<«rt't', C137S
Ci/ritfr ^T/. 24023 (Fairf.), VnreuJ»fuili |>ai con him raipe.

Ibid. 24158 Vn-reu^jfulli ^e wirk Vrt-ri5t.

Una, obs. Sc. form of Ounce sb^
Unsabba tical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1883 'Edna Lyall'

Donovan x, S. most unsabbatical. .shooting-jacket. 1896
Daily News 6 April 2/3 Vox an altogether unsabbatical

outburst of levity. Unsa bred,///, a. (Un.' 8.) x8>o
Bentham Liberty ofPress Wks. 1843 II. 28yi Under whom
it has.. been my good hap to live unhanged, unsabred, un-
imprisoned.

unsacerdo tal, ft. (Un- i 7.)
1847 Maurice Relig. World i. iii. 71 Such an utterly

unsacerdotal people as the Mahometans. x96o All Year
Round No, 44. 412 Popes who have scandalised mankind
by their unsacerdotal vices.

UnsacerdctaUy, o^t. (Un-' ii.) 1834 H. O'Brien
Round Towers Irel. 502 They then very unsacerdotally
make a serpent bite him.

Vnsa'Ck, v. [Un-2 5.] (rans. To take out of

a sack. hXy^fig,
14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 581 Exsacco^ to vnsacke. 1598

Flukio, Dissaccare, to vnsacke, to emptie out of a sacke.

1846 LANtx)R Imag. Conv. Wks. 1 1. 81/2 The state is founded
on follies, the Church on sins. Come then, unsack them.

TTusa'Ckedi />/>/. o. [On-1 8.] Not plundered,

1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburlane iv. iii. 59 This same
Boy. .must.. Rifle the kingdomes I shall leaue vnsackt.

IS9S Daniel Civ, Wars v. Ixxxvi, From yonder turrets yet
vnsackt, Your valiant fellowes stand your worth to see. 179X
Cowper lliati xu. 14 The city yet Of royal Priam was
unsack'd. £18x3 Southev At Santarem 4 Loth to leave
Rich Lisbon yet unsack'd, he kept his ground.

Unsacrament, v. (Un-' 6 b.) x64a T. Fuller Holy ^
Prof. St. V. xi. 402 Whereas the profanenesse ofabadman
administring it, doth unsacrament baptisme itself. Un-
sacramentalW, adv. (Un-' it.) 1840 G. S. Faber
Christ's Disc. Capemanni 62 Under the phraseology of
Kating the Flesh and Drinking the Blood of Christ, the same
vital doctrine.. is successively propounded.., first unsacra-
mentally, next sacramentally. fUnsa'cred, ///. a.'

Obs. [Un*' 8.] Unconsccrated. 138a Wyclik in Knighton
Chron. (Rolls) II. 161 pe Sacrament of the Autere
white and ronde and like tyl oure brede or est un-
sacrede. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 263 Thomas
woldc vt nou^t assent, but , . wenie his wey unsacred. c 1440
Alph. Tales 112 pai cownccld l>e preste to feche ane boste pat
was vnsacred & giflf hym, Unsaxred,///. tz.^ (Un-' 8.J
Deprived of sacred character. 165* Howkll GiraffVs Rev.
Naples 11. 33 A Jesuite was also beheaded, but he was un-
sacred and degraded first of his function.

Unsacred, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] Not sacred
;

profane.
1608 Sylvester Du Bartas ir. iv. iii, Schisme i88 Th' un-

sacred Altar sudden slent in twain, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu
Acts 9f Mon. (1642) 204 No person, uncleane, common,
unsacred, must approach unto Gods altar, c 171a W. King
Case Consc. Wks. 1776 III. 249 If from a place unsacred you
should take A sacred thing,.. Or an unsacred thing from
sacred place. 1755 Lavington Moraviatis Compared 113
The Valentinians unsacred Sacraments, and profane Initia-

tions. 187a Swinburne Utuier Microscope 38 The unsacred
secrets of no Ekusinian initiation.

Unsa'credly, adv. (Un-' h.) i8sa S. R. Maitland
8 Ess. 37 No doubt Orpheus sung Ho perso il caro ben^

and the chorus followed him.. naturally, and »/fsacredly,

and operatically.

tTnsacrifi'ceable, a. (Un-1 7 b, 5 b.)

1580 W. Y\ji,KV. StapletonConfut. it. iv. 82 That great and
vnsacrificable sacrifice (as I may call it). 1618 Ainswurth
Annot. Lev. vii. 18 The Greek translateth it sundry wayes,

a thing polluted, unsacrificeable, and profane. [1650 Trapp
Comm. Lev. vii. iS Kepi beyond the time ; and so uneatable,

unsacrificeable.]

Unsaxrificed, />/>/. a. (Un-i 8.)
^

[1775 Ash.] 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers \. ii. \. 91 The
bread which is unsacrificed is then changed into what is

sacrificed. 1855 Pusev Doctr. Real Presence 483 In Thy
Temple, where thou art sacrificed unsacrificed.

tunsa-d, «. Obs. [Un-1 7. Cf. OE. ttnsxd

unsated ( = obs. Du. onzal)."]

1. Not firm or steadfast ; unreliable.

138a Wvclif Rom. xv. i The feblenesse of syke men, or

vnsadde in feith. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T, 995 O stormy
peple vnsad and euere vntrewe, c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg.
Princ. 705 O lord ! i>is world vnstabyl is, & vnsad. 1455
Rolls of Parlt. V. 341/2 Blynded with unsad trust and
promysse of mariage. 1495 Cov. Leet Bk. 564 pe vnsadde
demeasnyng & dealyng t?at he hath be of in tymes past.

2. Not film, hard, or solid.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. v. (Tollem. MS.), The
childes flesche, J>at is newe bore, is tendir, nesche, quauy and
unsad. <:i440 Promp. Parv, 491/2 Thoke, as onsadde
fysche, humorosus,

3. Free from sadness.

a 1450 Le Morte A rth. 1508 Off sorow were they neuyr vn-

sad, Myght they neyther drynke ne ete.

Hence f Unsa-dness. Obs.

138a Wvclif Heb. vii. 18 Reprouyng of the maundement
bifore goynge is maad, for the vnsadnesse and vnprofyt of it.

13^ Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvii. cl. (Bodl. MS.), pere
it is iseide t>at. .ithappi^& come^ of vnfastenes & vnsadnes
of be tre.

Unsa'd, v. (Un-' 6 a.) 1640 Quarles Sighes xvii, We'l
change our Scene, & we'l unsad our Stile ; We'l teach your
sighes to sing. Unsa'dden, z/. (UN."6a.) 1654WHITL0CK
Zootomia 483 It unsaddens the melancholy, quickens the

dull, awaketb the drowsie. 1748 RicHARDS(>NC/amja(i8n)
IV". 355 The unsaddened heart.. will not now, I hope, give

the sable turn to every address of the man she dislikes not.

M/<i'.V. 224 (He] began to untwist and unsadden his features.

Unsa'ddened, /^/. a. (Un-' 8.) ?i;i84a Mrs. Browning
Paraphr. Horner^ Hector ^ A. 2 The nurse.. Bore on her
bosom the unsaddened child.

TTnsa'ddle, v. [Un-2 4, 5. Cf. older Du. and
Flera. otitsadelen (Du. ontzadeiefi)^ OHG. intsat-

alSn (MHG. enlsalelcn^ G. enlsalieln),

1. trans. To remove the saddle from (a horse,

etc.). Also absoi.

138a Wvclif Gen. xxiv. 32 He ladde hym into the hows of
herbergrye and unsadelynge dischargide the camelis. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 367/1 Onsadelyn hors, . .desterno. 1560 Bible
(Geneva) Gen, xxiv. 32 He vnsadeled the camels and broght
lytter & prouander. 1609 Armin Ital. Taylor B 3 b, When
you shall see The bargaine full assignd, Vnsaddle me, and
leaue me sold. 1716 B. Church Hist, Philip's War (1865)

I. 43 The Horses that he and his company came on standing
at the door (for they had not been unsaddled). 1798 Hull
Advertisers Sept. 1/4 After a march of ninety miles, without
unsaddling our horses. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville
II. 263 Their horses, too, were unsaddled, and turned loose to

fraze. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (i8gi) 185
[is attendants proceeded to unsaddle the whole troop.

2. To dislodge from a saddle. Also^^.
n 1470 H. Parker Dives ^ Pauper (Pynson, 1493) x. v,

Therforc.kepe you wele in the sadyl of pacience, & let no
angre, . . no tribulacion, no seknesse unsadle you of pacience.

1564 Bulleyn Dial. agst. Pest. 42 b, Heipe me, my horse

.starteth, and had like to haue. .vnsadled me. 1633 Donne
Serm, 176 A frowardand peremptory Refuter unsaddles me
at first. ^1700 Evelyn Diary 22 March 1649, Another
..whose ambition, .is resolved to neglect no tentative.,

that may unsaddle the General, and fairly hold him the

stirrup. i8ai Huish Life Geo. 11/, I. lo/i Magnus, .engaged
Otho personally, and unsaddled him. i860 Adler Prox:
Poet, xviii. 404, I expect to unsaddle many a knight on the

fair centre of the bridge.

3. To free from spectacles.

1753 Smollett Ct. P'athom xl. The prince unsaddled his

nose, and. .our hero was introduced in form.

lience Uusa'ddling vbl. sb. Also altrih.

(1775 Ash. J 1855 KiNCSLEY Westw. Hot ii, Sir Richard
Grenvile's house is like a very tavern, with eating and
drinking, and unsaddling. 189a Star 15 June 4/2 The
small unsaddling paddock.

Unsa-ddled, ppL a. [Un-i 8. Cf. OE. ««-

sadelod^ utigesadclod^ MDu. ongesothlt (Du. onge-

zadeld\ G. ungesatteU\ NFris. unscuieid, Da. ttsadiel,

Sw. osad/ad."} Not saddled. Aho/rans/, (cf. prec.3).

i6a3 Fletcher & Rowley Maid in Mill iv. li. If thy

spe«acles be not easic, Keep thy nose unsadl'd, and ope
thine ears. 1817 Blackiv, Mag. I. 57/1 There were at her
wedding fifty saddled asses, and unsaddled asses without
number. 189a Daily News 28 Sept. 3/5 Each mounted
soldier leading an unsaddled charger.

Unsadness : see Unsad a.

TTnsa-fe, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Not enjoying safety ; exposed to danger or risk.

1605 Shaks. Macb. in. ii. 32 Vnsafe the while, that wee
must laue Our Honors in these flattering streames. ax6i8

j

Raleigh Rem. (1664) 151 People that were, .un-safe, or un-
I sure for their lives. 1676 Hale Contempl. i, 277 Which
i makes the man's estate unquiet and unsafe, becausehe hath

I

many competitors. 189a Tennyson Foresters iv. i, I have

let them know Their lives unsafe in. .our woods.

2. Of actions, etc. : Involving, or not free from,

danger or risk.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xUi. § 2 Vet others should be
taught how unsafe it was to continue his friends. 2604

Shaks. 0th. v. i. 43 Let's think't vnsafe To come into the

cry. 1611 — Wint. T. 11. ii. 30 'Ihese dangerous, unsafe

Lunes i' th' King. i66a J. Daviks tr. Olearius' Voy.

Ambass. 84 This great number of slaves make it unsafe

to walk the streets, .unarm'd. i7aa Wodrow Corr. (1843)

II. 665 Our Assembly.. declared the unsafe tendency of

several propositions advanced by them. 1798 S. & Hr.
Lee Canterb. T. II. 168 [He] thought its apjiearance so

unsafe, that, .he chobe to mount a horae. 1836 Thiklwall

Greece xxii. III. 259 A small number whom it appeared
unsafe to trust. 1864 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene 427
Rain water may be unsafe, if the tanks are not clean.

b. Of ways or places : Dangerous from natural

or other causes.
i6ai in Foster Eng, Factories Ind. (1906) L 27^ The tyme

of winter had made the wayes unsafe. i6so in Verney
Memoirs (1907) L 464 The wayes are everywhere unsa^
for travell. 1686 Horneck Crucif Jesus xxii. 661 Where
the roads are unsafe, there men carryswords. x-j^Z Anson's
Voy. III. ii. 315 Full of sharp-pointed coral rocks, which.,
renders it a very unsafe place to lie at. 1781 Cowper Heroism
33 Oh, bliss precarious, and unsafe retreats ! 1830 Wordsw,
Russian F'ugitive 11. ii, And midway in the unsafe morass,
A single Island rose Of firm dry ground. 1891 Farrar
Darkn. ?f Z'rtjyw xx. While Nero.. made the streets, .unsafe
with riot and assault.

3. Not to be trusted to ; unreliable.
1601 Shaks. Twel.N. iii. iv. 88 No obstacle, no incredulous

or vnsafe circumstance, . . can come betweene me, and the full

prospect of my hopes. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 92 A number
of wracks.. did miserably teslifie the unsafe protection of
that harbour. 1660 Jer. Taylor Ducior 11. id. rule 14 § 2

The topick of traditions. .was. .false in many things, and
therefore unsafe in all questions. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Sci. <5- Art n. 635 Land, .on which it is deemed unsafe to

sow grain, on account of the worm. 1863 Smith's Diet.

Bible II. S.V. Phut, Such mere similarity of sound is a most
unsafe guide, 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets 34 We say ' As
unsafe as a bank ', after what has occurred in Melbourne.

TJnsa'fely, adv. [Un-1 ii.] In an unsafe

manner ; without safety or surety.

i6ax G. Sandys Ovid's Met. x. (1626) 209 Valour vnsafelie

copes with valiant foes. 169a Dryden Eleonora 368_ Take
it, ..before my rage Unsafely just, break loose on this bad
Age. X774 BEATTiEiI//Mi^r.n.xl, Even there, if left without
a guide.The young adventurer unsafely plays. 1870 Proctor
Other Worlds ii. 45 It may not unsafely be asserted, that.,

those elements . . exist in . . every single star.

TTusafeuess. [UiJ-l 12.] The quality of

being unsafe.

1673 S'too him Bayes 89 As for the unsafeness of it, if

uncontroulable liberlie prove safe, all's well. 1678 Cudworth
intell. Syst. i. v. 794 Unevenness and Unsafeness of,,

[Plotinuss] Temper. 1884 Zaw Times 22 Nov. 64/1 The
unsafeness and impropriety of the manner of removal,

Unsafety. [Un-1 i2> 5 b.] Absence or want
of safety.

1596 Bacon Max. Com. Law Ep. Ded. (1630) A 4, The
great hollownesse and vnsafety in assurances of lards. 1614
— Charge touching Duels 9 It may cau.se auddaine
stormes m Court, to the disturbance of his Majestic, and
vnsaftie of his person, a 1684 Leighton Cotn. 1 Pet. iii. 15

Perceiving the unsafely and vanity of these . . external things.

1844 J. Watson in Churton Mem. (1861) II. 222 The un-

safely of determining authorships by internal evidence.

187a Howells Wedding Journ. ix, The unsafety of all

bridges of that design.

Unsa'ge, a. (Un-' 7.) 1584 Hudson Du Bartas" Judith
V. 305 And, with their wicked hands, and words vnsage.

They did our sacred messengers outrage. Unsa'gely, adv.

(Un.' II.) 1801 Moore Morality 71 Theplain good man..
Pursues his course, unsagely blest. His tutor whispering in

his breast.

Unsaid, ///. a. [OE. unsmd (Un-1 g b), =
NFris. uusadf MDu. ofigeseity Vw. ottg£zegd, MLG.
vngeseggefy -gesecht^ MHG. ungesagel, -geseit (G.

ungesagt)y ON. tisaglSri^vf. osagd, (M)Da. ttsaglf

Norw. ttsagd)."] Not said or uttered.

ciooo ./Elfric Horn, II. 466 Eac J>as dai;^es godspel is

swi8e earfoSe laewedum mannum to understandenne. . ; Si

we hit laetaS unsaid, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. ( Theodera)

234 Theodera J?ane cane hyr pray )>at scho wald tel hyr. .&
lef vnsad til hyr richt nocht. f 1435 Cast. Pe7-sev. 693 in

Macro Plays 98 per-fore I am mad massenger. .^jorwe all Jw
world.. vnsayd sawys for to seye. cz^^oAl^h. Tales 324,

I hafe lefte be laste colett vnsaid. ci45o Merlin x. 143
MerIyn..toIde hym alle these thynges, that nought be lefte

vri.seide. 153a Moke Confut. Tindale Wks. 345/2 Heheld
. . that al diuine seruice may be left vnsaied without aui sinne.

1593 Sidney^ Arcadia v. (1922) II. 192 Leaving nothing

un^aide which a filthy minde can imagine. 1609 Donne
Elegie Mrs. Boulstred 1 Death I recant, and say, unsaid

by mee What ere hath slip'd, that might diminish thee. 1699
Bentlev Phal. 46 This was. .a thing unsaid before. 1730
Swift Poems, Tranlus 11. 20 He,. 'talks whate'er comes in

his head j Wishes it were all unsaid. 1805 Scott Last
AHnstrel v. xxvii, Half his tale he left uitsaid. 1848

Thackeray Van. Pair Ixvi, You leave me under the weight

of an accusation which, after all, is unsaid, 1889 Walpolb
LifeLd. J. Russell IL266 Forced, therefore, to leave unsaid
the words, necessary for his own defence.

Unsai'lable, a. ^Un-1 7 b.)

1570 Levins yV/i/zi/S. 4/15 Vnsaylable, innauigubilis. 1587
Golding De Mornay vii, 102 Ye shall make the Sea for the

most part vnsayleable. x6a7 May Lucan v. H 8 b, Cxsar.

.

findes I he sea vnsaileable for dangerous windes.

Unsai-led, //>/. a. (Un-i 8, 8 c.)

a 157a Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 293 To bring this

head to pass, . . the Quein Regent left no point of the compas
unsailled. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. i. 457 There spread.s,

belike, that other unsail'd main I sought so long. 1866
Swinburne Poems <5- Ball., Lament. 86 Lo, what hath he
seen or known Of. . the wave Unbeholden, unsailed-on ? 1870
Morris Earthly Par, II. ill. 272 'Twixt inaccessible cliffs

and unsailed sea.

Unsailorlike, f7. (Un-i 7 c.)

1841 Thackeray ^'ella^plush Papers Wks. 1898 III. 375
Nothing can be more unsaiiorlike than his namby-pamby
starlit descriptions, 1865 J. Cameron Malayan India 41
The unsightly and un-.ailurlike aspect of the crafi.

Unsailorly. a. (Un-' 7.) 1883 Stevenson Treas. /si.

11. ix, I think his conduct unsailorly.

Unsai'ned, ppl. a. Now anh. [Un- 1 8. Cf.

OE. un^es^nodj MDu. oiigesegenl (Du. ongezegend).



UNSAINT.

MLG. un^esegtuij MilG. ungesegenet, -ent (G.

ttngesegnei).^ Unblessed ; esjf. not formally blessed

or protected by a blessing.

a 1375 After. R. 312 [AJ wardcin, bet wit & were3 us euer

wvS \>c unseiene [Cotton MS. unseinede) gostes. 1513 Ac
Lii, High Trcas. Scot. IV. 417 To Thomas Drumniond, ali;

wi^ |?e unseiene {Cotton MS. unseinede) gostes. 1513 Ace.

Lii, High Trcas. Scot. IV. 417 To Thomas Drumniond, alias

Thom Unsanit,. .vij li. 1691 R. Kirk Secret Comnnv. i.

(1815) 10 Those who are unseened or unsanctilied (called

Fey). x88i W. Gregor Folk-Lore N.-E. ScotL xi. 62 To
carry off unsained and unchurched mothers.

tTnsai'nt, z'' [Un-2 6 b,] iram» To deprive

of saintly character or status.

157* R. T. Discourse 29 Thomas Beckct, whomKing Henry
dyd vnsainte, and disgrade. 1594 ZepJieria xiv, No neuer
shall that face..Einblemisht be, defaced or unsaynted,

Till death shall blot it. i6i« T. James Corrupt.
Scripture iv. 51 The Master of the sacred Palace hath
vnsainted him. iSssGurnall C/***. /« ^r/«. i. 114 Satan's

scope in accusing the Cnristiani . . is to unsaint him, and
perswade him he is but an hypocrite. 1701 Howe Sovte

CoHsid. Pre/. Enquiry 29 Power. .to saint themselves, and
unsaint all other men, at their own pleasure. 1766 Entick
London IV. 123 That saint's bones being, .burnt, and
unsainted, by the powers in being. 1834 Southey Docter
liv. (1848) 122 Most assuredly they ought to be unsainted !

t^Tempie-BarMng. XXIX. 186 Young women . .mutter in

lender tremulous voices, which . . might unsaint an anchorite.

Hence TJnsai'nted///. a.^

1851 MoBiER Adv. Hajji Baha II. vi. 172, 1 marvelled how
of a sudden 1 had become such an unsainted lion.

Unsainted, ///. rt.2 [Un-1 8.] Unsanctified

;

not canonized.
a 164s Suckling Acc. Relig. Ep., Wks. (1648) 100 The

Fathers of the Church..had slept now un-Sainted in their

Graves,.. benighted with Oblivion. 1647 Wharton AV/////«

Hyhern. i As lohn Booker prognosticated in his un-sainted

sute-lying-Kalcnder, 1768 [W. Donaldson] Life Sir B,

.i'rt^f-&«//I.vii. 90 St. Austin,.. Chrysostom, and many other

sainted and unsainted fathers. 1863 E. Arnold Hymn of
Priestess of Diana iii, O ear, that hears no word, .unfit

!

O breast, which thought unsainted never felt ! 1895 Outing
April 6 '1 Shame I shame ! upon those unsainted ones !

Unsai-ntlike, rt. (Un-' 7c.) 1681 J. %cott Chr. Life
iii. 225 Our wicked and unsanit-like Livts. 1891 Pali Malt
C. 19 March 3/3 The saint's [/. e. John Wesley] very unsaint-

like love affairs.

Unsaintly, a, (Uk-i 7.)

Also, in recent use (1887-), un&aintliness,

1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 11. xix. 209 What (I pray) can be
more unsaintly, than to. .delight and glory, .inmost unjust

and uncharitable actions? i&»9 Foster A'jj. (1844) I. 272

There is something unsaintly spread over the character. 1837
Gen. p. Thompson Exerc. (i84e) IV. 301 Bring up the mast
unsaintly cases you can find, 1899 B. Harrauen Foxuler i. ix,

A most unsaintly-looking pair of shoes.

tUnsa'ked, a. Obs. [Un-' 9 + Saked a.J Innocent.

a 1300 Cursor M. 572 AUe virtus has saul i-wis, pat vte o sin

\nsaked is. Ibid. 17336, I am vn-saked of his blod.

Unsalaried,//'/, a. (Un-i 8.)

1836 Disraeli Rnnnymede Lett. (1885) 185 Happy
England, who,se fortunes are supervised by such an un-
salaried steward ! 1866 C/i. Times \ Sept. 277/3 The cost..

has been borne, .chiefly by its founder, the unsalaried
secretary. 1898 Diet. Nat. Biog. LVI. 247/1 A comfortable
though unsalaried post as tutor.

irnsa'leable, «. and j/^. (Un-1 7 b, 12.)

1565 Coofe;r Thesaurus s. v. Merx, Vnsaleliable ware.
1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 60 Sermons, .vented in such
numbers, ..as have now wellnigh made all other books
unsalable. 1692 Rav C}« Creation (ed. z) Advt., By
publishing a Second Edition of a Book, with large Additions,
to render the former worthless and unsalable. 176a Sterne
Tr. Shandy vi. xxxiii, An unsaleable piece of cambrick.
1798 Hull Advertiser ^-^ Tune 4/4 Middling and ordinary
qualities are quite unsaleable, 1817 Coleridge Blogr. Lit.

I. ^78 The unsaleable nature of my writings, i860 Ruskim
Unto this Last (1862) 112 A horse is useless, and therefore

unsaleable, if no one can ride.

sb. s8ii Byron Hints from Hor. 657 'Scott's thirty
thousand copies sold,' which must sadly discomfit poor
Southey's unsaleables. 1843 E. Fitzgerald Lett. (18S9) I.

116 A desperate collection of pictures.. : among them old
unsaleables by MacHse.

Hence UnsaleaM'Uty; -ableness.
1871 De Morgan Budget of Paradoxes 123 A climax of

'unsaleability, unreadabiUty, and inutility. 1775 Asn,
"Unsaleableness. 1903 Saturday Rev. 10 Jan, 43/1 The
unsaleableness of landscape.

Unaalt, a. (Un-1 7. Cf. OE. unsealt^ Dii. on-

zotity ON. ^sailr, Tcel. Ssalttiry older Sw. osalt^

H35 MtSYN Fire ofLox'e 89 pis warld . . has also salt vnsalt,

sauyr vnsauyrdt 1598 Florio, Fresco^ fresh, new, vnsalt.

Unsa'lt, V. (Un.2 6 and 7. Cf. Du. ontzouten, G.
entsalzen.) 1547 Bk. of Marc^utnies c ij, Of suche wares
their store houses are ful, and these be called, store hous
masses, or salted masses. That god . . ryght soone vnsalte
and water it. x6ii Cotgr., Dessaler, to vnsalt ; make
fresh; become fresh. UnsaMtatory, <z. (Un-' 7.) 1846
Ford Gatherings from Spain xxiii. 334 Our immelodious
labourers and unsaltatory operatives.

Unsalted, //>/. a. (Un-1 8. Cf. NFris. uii-

idlted, (.M)Sw. osaltad, (M)Da. usalut.')
c 144a Pmnp. Parii. 366/2 On-powderyd, onsahyd,

iHsalitui. 1541 R. Copland Guydon s Quest. Chlrurg. Q i,

A maturatire made with butter wel wasshed and vnsalted.

1579 Langham Card. Health 473 Pease. ., whether they 1m
gray or white vnsalted. 1600 Subplet Counlrie Farme v.

xvi. 682 Sprinkled with neats blood mingled with oile oliuc
vnsalted. 1715 Fam. Diet. s.v. Poupelin, Good mclt<d and
unsalted Butter. 1731 Aubuthnot Aliments (1735) 187 Tlie
Cure of this Distemper lies in a Diet of fresh unsalted things.
l8»o ScoREsBY Aec, Arctic Ref, I. 342 Unsalted mutton and
beef, i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. vii, Villages lying along
the unsalted streams.

b. fig. (See quots.")

160a Mahston AKtonio^s Rev. iv. ii, Votur uasalled fresh

326

I foole is your onely man. 1619 Hieron ll^ks. II. 489 It is

impossible for a man of an vnsalted heart, so to counterfait
1 the language of Canaan. 1649 Milton Eikon, xiv. 139

I

Compiler of that unsalted and Simonical praier annex'd.
\ 1879 Atchkrlev Trip Boertand 208 ' Unsalted ' horses, i. e.

\
those which have not passed through the ordeal [of the
disease].

Unsalu'brious, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1781 J. Moore Vie^v
Soc. It. II. 97 Descending from that town, .we traversed an
unsalubrious plain to Sermonetta. Unsalu 'brity. (Un- '

7, 5 b.) i6n94 Falle Jersey ii. 78 The Unsalubrity of any
Country arising chiefly from a low Ground, and a stagnating

I

Air and Water.

I

Unsa'lutary, a. (Un- i 7 and 5 b.)
I 1770 Langhorne Plutarch V. 219 His unpeaceable and
I

unsalutary conduct. J778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Nor-
folk. The air.. is aguish, and otherwise unsalutary. x8^
Forster Treat. Pop. Progr. Etig. Hist. p. xlviii, It is

fearful, but not unsalutary, to cast a parting glance at it.

1846 Landor Imag, Conv. Wks. I. 544/2 It is just, .to shake
a salutary fear into.. stupid despots, when they shake an
unsalutary one into thousands.

tXusalu'ted, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

1541 Becon Pathiv. Prayer XKwi. O vii, He that leauethe
God vnsaluted with his prayers at these thre tymes. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia in. ii, My sleepes were inquired after^ and
my wakings never unsaluted. 1607 .Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 50
You Gods, I pray, And the most noble Mother of the world
Leaue vnsaluted. 1694 tr. Milton's Lett. State 260 We
have given him in Command, not to pass by your I,ordships
Unsaluted in our Name, 1795 [see next]. 1805 Wordsw.
Prelude iv. 47 The rooms, the court, the garden were not
left Long unsaluted. 1821 Scorr Pirate xxiii, He suffered
them to go away unsaluted-
Unsalu'ting, ppl. a. (Un-^ io.) 1795 Coleridge Lett.

(1895) 144, I met you in Redcliff, and, unsaluted and un-
saluting, passed by the man to whom [etc.].

Unsalvable, ^. (Un- 17b and 5 b.)

1614 T. Scott Fcx Pop. ii. 14 He found the rootes of
cithers discontent so deepe, and the sore so vnsalueable,
that hee gaue it ouer. 1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. i. v.

§ 60 The words by you cited, and charged with unsalvable
contradiction.

^ 1659 Fuller App. InJ. Innoc. n. 102 Else
we were all . . in an unsaluable condition. 1895 Salmond
Chr. Doetr. Ivtvtort. vi. iv. 668 Neither to make the heathen
unconditionally unsalvable, nor to represent salvation as
possible apart from Christ.

Hence Vnsalvability, -ableness.
1684 H. More Answer xiv. 105 Touching the Idolatrous-

ness of the Church of Rome, and the Unsalvableness of
those in her Communion. 1891 IVesleyati Method. Mag.
June 465/1 The unsalvability of any heathen,
Unsa'lyatory, a. (Un-' 7.) 1850 Carlyle Latter-d.

Painph. iii. 6 Dalai-Lama pills, manufactured let not refined
lips hint how, and quite Kwsalvaiory to mankind.

Unsalved,///. a. (Un-i 8. Cf. MHG. ««-
gcsalbet^ G. nngesalbt, Du. ongezalfd.)
a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn, I. 202 Hwoa J^erf beon un-

salued J>et haueS se mihti salue. 164X Milton Prel. Episc.
23 Nor caring how slightly they put off the verdit of holy
Text unsalv'd. 1837 Youatt Sheep^ xvii. 549 The laid wool
..was., lower in price than the white or unsalved wool,
tUnsa*me,t/. Obs. (UN-^e-^-SAMEa.) trans. To alter,

change. 1632 Quarles Div, F'ancies 11. xxxiii, What secret
niischiefe can Vn-same thy peace? 'Twas not the selfe same
Man. tUnsa'men, adv, Obs. [Un-' 11 b.l Not in

union or harmony, a x4O0'-50 Alexandtr 605 With grete
glesenand e5en grymly he lokis, pat were, .sett vn-samen of
serelypy hewys.

Unsampled, >>//. a. [Un-1 8.]

1 1. Unexampled. Obs.
a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672) 220 The unsampled irregularity

of our whole nature. 1675 Alsoi' Anti-sozzo 312 The
Burning of Rome and his unsampled Butcheries.

2. Untried ; not experienced.
1890 Pall Mall G. eS Aug. 1/2 It is the unknown and the

unsampled that bewilders us.

Unsanotifica-tion. (Un-1 12, Un-^8.)
^11684 Leighton Comm. i Pet. 1.2 (1693) 28 From present

unsanctification, a Man cannot inferre that he is not Elected.
1804 Eiirop. Mag. XLV. 96/2 Whether this tavern had,
from the time of its unsanctification, been always kept by
Quaker.s, cannot now be ascertained.

TTnsa'uctified, PpL a. (Ux-i 8.)

1570 Homilies ii. Agst. Rebellion in. (1859) 5^0 Rebels.

.

leave the Sabbath day of the Lord unsanctified. z6oa
Shaks. Ham. v. i. 252 She should in ground vnsanctified
haue lodg'd. 1650 Bulwer Anthrofiomet. 199 In the Indies,

among barbarous and unsanctified Nations. 1747 Dodd-
ridge Col. Gardiner 28 A Heart as yet quite unsanctified.

1796 Mme. D'ARBLAYC«//////rt V. 430 My own prayers may
be too unsanctified to be heard. 1827 Pollok Course T.
,\. 306 The others . , stand unsanctified, unpardoned, sad.

1855 Milman Lat. Chr. xiv. viii. VI. 578 To tlie Ecclesiastic
belonged the chancel, not to be entered by unsanctified feet.

Hence Unsa'nctifledly a^/z'., -ness.
1634 Lu. Wakriston Diary (S.H.S.) 226, I most confesse

. , the unsanctifiednes of my affections. 1650 Hubbert Pill
Formality 183 Thou livest,.unhol)ly, and unsanctifiedly.

TJnsa-nctify, v. ^Un-i^ 6 c.)

X594 Zephcria xxv, Let not disdayne thy soule vnsanctifie.

1633 Prynne Histrio-m. 648 If therefore Slage-playes un.
sanctifie or pollute the one, ..needes must they defile the
other too. 1693 Shadwell Volunteers iv, Lettice. You may
see the most unhallow'd sight. Haekivell. Will it not un-
sanctifiy my eyes?

^
1831 Wobdsw. Yarrow Revisited 91

Nor deem that localised Romance . . Unsanctifies our tears.

X862 Burton Bk. Hunter iv. 323 To imagine any process
by which they could be unsanctified.

Hence Unsanctifying />/>/. a.

ai8s9 Macmlay Hist. Eng. xxiv. (1861) V. 193 The sanctity
of their profession has an unsanctifying influence on them.
Uns£Uictimo*nious, a. (Un-* 7.) a 1797 H, Walpole

Geo. II (1847) III. vi. 158 A woman of so unsanctimonious
a character. Unsanction, v. (Un-^ 4.) 1854 Patmore
Angel in Ho., Betrothal 160 Love blabb'd of is a great
decline; A careless word unsanctions sense.

UNSATIABLENESS.

TJnsa'nctioned, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1784 CowpER Task II. 524 Their {sc. sages*] rules of life De-
fective and unsanctioned, 1833 J. H. Newman Ariofis \.

iii. 64 From a fear of using unsanctioned language on a
sacred subject. 1866 C. J- Vaughan Plain lyords vi. 92
'.Society '..is a thing not unnoticed, not unsanctioned by
Him who made us.

Unsa'nctity. (Un-' 12.) « 1639 W. Whatelev Proto.
types II. xxyi. (1640) 81 Those rules. .doe discover rather
the unsanctity of love in other respects, than the excesse.

1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 85 From whose Unsanctity in-

cense doth ev'n recoil. t Unsa'nctuary. (Un-' 12.)

?i6i5 Sylvester Tobacco Battej-ed 709 In som Play-house,
or some Ordinary, Or in som piece of som Vn-sanctuary.

Uusa ndalled, ppl a. (Un-i 8.)

1772 Mason Eng. Garden i. i6 Many a glade.. where if

Art E'er dar'd to tread, 'twas with unsandal'd foot. 1820
Shelley Prometh, Unb. iii.i. 15 As ice wounds unsandalled
feel. 1887 BowEN /Eneid iv. 518 One foot all unsandalled,
her robe ungirdled, she stands.

Unsa*nded, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1843 Farmer's Mag. Jan.
29/2 'Jhe unsanded spot is visible to this day.., being
almost hare of grass.

Unsa-ne, a. [Ux-^ 7, 5 b.]

fl. Unsound, unhealthy. Obs.
CX690 tr. Plutarch's Mor. (1718) IV. 177 S Man begotten

by an unsane Body, does not therefore deserve Punishment.

2. Lacking sanity, rare.
1867 H. BusHNELL Moral Uses Dark Th. 267 It results..

not that we are insane, but short of perfect sanity, practically
unsane.

Unsa'ngniuey a. (Un-i 7.)
1728 Young Ocean Ixxi, Prophetic schemes, And golden

dreams. May I, unsanguin, cast away ! 1862 [Eliz. John-
ston] Gifts 9f Graces xxiv. 238 To one of her unsanguine
disposition such cheerfulness was very admirable, 1883
V-Yi-xoti Life ^ Lett. Ld. L. II. 25 The unsanguine nature
of his disposition.

Hence Unsanffuineness.
S841 Lady Lyttelton in Corr. (1912) 309 This, however, is

. .only my usual unsanguineness.

XJnsa*nitary, a. {,Un-i 7 and 5 b.)

I

1871 Geo. Eliot Middlemarch xxiii, In any grim street

I of that unsanitary period. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 77
j

Unsanitary dwellings,

Unsa-mtated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) iBSB Daily Tel. 5 Mar.
(Encycl. Diet.), Unsanitated workrooms, or. .sweating dens.
Unsapo'nifiable, a. (IJn-> 7 b.) 1885 W. L. Carpenter
Soap <V Candies gi Estimation of Unsaponifiable Oils in Fats.

Unsapo*mfied, Ml. a. (Un-' 8.) 1839 Ure Diet. Arts
729 The unsaponined fat of the coccus insect. tUn-
sa'pory, a. Obs. IUn-' 7 and s b-f Sapor.] Unsavoury.
1638 Sir T, Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 13 A mealcunsapory
and offensive. Ibid. 241 The cheese is., of an unsaporie
taste. Unsa'pped, ^//. rt. (Un-'S.) 1768 Sterne 6V«/.
you7-n:j Act of Chanty, Two upright vestal sisters, un-
sapp'd by caresses. 18^ A mer. Ann. Deaf Feb. 106 Sound
and vigorous in body, unsapped in vitality. Unsa'ppy,
a. (XJn-' 7. C(. OE. ufisa^pi^.) a 1722 Lisle //«j^. (1757)

248 A small, thin, unsappy leaf. Unsarra'd, dial var.

Unserved />/.«. Unsa'shed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.]
1841 Dickens Barn. Fudge xli, A gleam of sun shining
through the unsashed window. Unsa'table, a. [Un*'

7 b.J Insatiable. 1850 Browning Faster Day xxvi. His
saints, .knew He would not disallow Their spirit's hunger,
..Unsated,—not unsalable.

Unsa-ted, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1693 Dryden Juvenal vi, 185 Tir'd with the Toyl, un-
sated with the Sin. 174^ Young Nt. TJu vi. 6g Long life

might lapse, age unperceiv'd come on ; And find the soul

unsated with her theme. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne^ etc.

i. 6 His imagination, .unsated by a long acquaintance with

literary folly. ^ 18^ LYTT0N/'t7«//«Viu. -\, Now contracting,

now lengthening, its folds, in pain and unsated anger. 1879
Farrar St. Paul I. 177 To the High Priest therefore he
went, unsated by all his previous cruellies.

Hence TTnsa'tedness.
1845 Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 258 Contrasting the pure joys

of earlier years With the unsaiedness of current sin.

Unsa"tiable« a. Now rare. [Un- ^ 7 b and

•i b.] Of persons, desires, etc. : Insatiable. (Com-
mon c 1540-^ J 675.)

(rt) 1382 Wyclif Baruch iv. 15 He broujte vpon hem. .a

folc vnsaciable. c 1440 Alph. Tales 523 With mony we sail

fyll Jjine vnsaciable harte. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xviL 38
Sum wald takal! this warldisbreid,. .Throw hairtvnsatiable.
/t 1^0 Barnes iVks. (1573) 342/1 Beecause you bec..vn'
sociable belly Gods, 1631 Gouge <7(7rf*.f Arrows \\i. § 70.311
To them that are unsatiable in sin. 1684 Burnet tr. More's
Utopia 21 When any unsatiable Wretch . . resolves to inclose

many thousand Acres of Ground,
{b) e 1440 J. Shirley Dethe K. James 28 All niene saye that

the unsacioiiable \sic\ covetise was the. .cause of the Kynges
dethe. 01513 Vsx.\KiiChron. vii.ccxxiv, 251 Thevnsaceable
couetous \sic\ of Ranulph. 1535 Coverdale Judith Con-
tents ii. The vnsaciable desyre that Nabuchodonosor had to

rai^ne. 1579 W. Wilkinson Cofifut. Fam. Love To Rdr.
p. IV b, Vnsatiable greadines. iwi3 Sir T. Browne Relig.
Med. I. § 47 That essence, whose infinite goodnesse is able
to terminate the desires of it selfe, and the unsatiable wishes
of ours, 1692 N. Mather Pref, Owen's Disc. Holy Sp.

(1693) A 3 b, An unsatiable Desire to do Service to ChriNt.

1810 Monthly Mag. XXIX. 321 His hate [is] unsatiable,

where he mistrusts.

(c) 1528 Kov Rede me (Arb.) 102 They are the divels

fornace, Oven infernall vnsaciable. 1691 tr. Emilianne's
Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 37^ An unsatiable Gulf which
swallows all, and gives up nothing again,

Unsatiableness. I^o^rare. [Un-1 12 and

5 b.] Insatiability.

>539 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 28 To content the un»
saciablenes of wanton appetites. 1547 Recorde Judic. Ur.
I Unsaciablenes is never satisfied. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

Boccatints Advts.fr. Parnass. 437 To satisfie the ravenous
and dog-like unsatiableness of such a company of starve-

lings, 0x699 J, Beaumont Psyche xvi. ccx.xx, O pardon



UNSATIABLY.
my Unsatiableness, Since Thou thy self alone art cause of
it. 1823 Bfntham Not Paul 282 The unsatiableness of
Paul's ambition.

t Unsa'tiably, adv. Obs. (Un-1 i i and 5 b.)
1540-1 P'i.YOT Image Gov. 154 b, They vnsaciably fedde

therewith theym selues. 1583 Goldisg Calvin on Deut.
xlix. 291 To haue crammed and gUitied themselues after
that fashion vnsatiably. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. w.
ii. 236 The steame of a roasted ioynt attracts his nostrils
vnsatiably. a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled 7v. the Spirit xix.
(1670) 540 By followmg Lusts and Pleasures unsatiably.

TXnsa'tiate, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)
Frequent <:i54o-i65o; t\o\v rare.
1538 Rov Reile me (Arb.) 78 The dayly cravynge. .Of the

vnsaciate fryer beggers. 1594 Shaks. Rich. 11/^ iii. v. 87
(Q.), When that my mother went with child Of that vnsatiate
Edward. 1614 Raleigh Hisf. H'orld iii. 51 The unsatiate
desire of man to obtaine more and more thereof. 1681
Drvdf-n Abs, <V Achit. i. 987 But save me most from my
Petitioners, Unsatiate as the barren Womb or Grave.
1876 >foRRis Sigurd III. 183 Their eyes are all unsatiate of
ga7ing on hi^ face.

TTnsa tiated, />/>/. a. (Un-1 8 and 5 b.)

1701 NoRRis Ithal ITor/d i. viii. 436 To behold the bright
Sun of truth with Tin unwearied, as well as unsatiated eye.

1745 H. Walpolk Lett. (1846) Ii. go The Prince of Wales
has had unsatiated curiosity about him. i8is J. Henry
Ca/np. agst. Quebec 48 Though we gorged the stomach, the
appetite was unsatiated, 1880 Nichol Life Byron 143 The
feeling of affronted or uns.itiated pride.

abiol. x8oo Sarah f. Duncan Soc. Depart. ^64 [Wei
looked at tnem with all the pleasure of the uncritical and
the unsatiated.

Unsa-tiating. /;*/. a. (Un.'io.) 1768 Tucker Z/.A^/iA
(1834) II. 312 He might have excited sensations, .permanent,
unfading, and unsatiating. 1786 tr. Beckfor^s Vaihck 3
The Eternal or unsatiating Banquet. Unsa'ting. ppi. a.
(Un-' 10.) 1818 Keats Endyuu i. 816 So delicious is the
unsaling food, 1863 Gilchrist Life Blake I. 73 There is

something unsating about them, a perfume as of a growing
violet. Unsa'tire, z>. (Un-^ 6 b.) 1638 N. Whiting
Alhino ff Betlama To Ld. Lovelace 16 Some worthy peer,
Whose very name unsatire can a jeer, Unsati'rical, a.

(Us-' 7.) 1591 0. Harvev Four Lett. iii. 44 Those vn-
satyricall Satyres, which iM. Spencer long since embraced
with an ouerloouing Sonnet.

Unsatisfaction. [Un-i 12 and 5 b.]

1, Absence of satisfaction.

1643 DiGBv Observ. Re/iff. Afed. (1644) 36 Nor have II]

any unsatisfaction in believing there are Spirits, 1675
T. Plume Life Hacket in Hacket Cent. Serm. p. xliii, He
thought the permission of conventicles did shew great
irresolution and unsatisfaction in the truth. 1865 Mrs.
Whitnev Gayivorthys xxx, An earnestness that searched
through all thin^ even to unsatisfaction and scepticism.
1880 Carpenter in Mod. Revieiv I. 49 The unsatisfaction
(if I may revive an obsolete word) of resting in any inheren t

'potency' of Matter as the vttima ratio of the existing
Kosmos.

t2. Unsatisfactoriness. Obs.
1645 Bp. Hall Remedy Discontents 94 The mean valuation

of all these earthly things, for their transitorinesse, "unsatis-

faction, danger. 166B R. Steele Husbandman's Calling'
vi. § 5 Thence he learns the unsatisfaction of the creature
and that God and Heaven are the only rest of the soul.

TTusatisfactorily, adv. (Un-1 ii and 5 b.)

1657 F. Robkuts in Spurgeon Treas, Dav. III. 239
Augustine also expounds the words much to the same effect,

but altogether as unsatisfactorily. i68s Baxter Paraphr.
Pl. T, A 3, Many., are loo large and costly for this use:
some., are unsatisfactorily brief, c 1714 Pope Let. \Vks.

1751 VII. 138 To shew you how very unsatisfactorily you
write, .. you've never told me how you do. 1794 R. J.
SuLtvAN Vieiv Nat. IV. 11 Materialism, as I have repeatedly
said, and I hope not unsatisfactorily proved, is [etc.]. 1838
James Louis XIV^ III. 50 Completing th.it which had been
thiLs imperfectly and unsatisfactorily begun. 1884 Laits
Rep, 12 Q. B. D. 583 The scope and effect of an Act so un-
jwtisfactorily framed.

Vnsatisf&'ctoriness. (Un-i 12.)

_ 1643 Pkvsnk Sov. Po7ver Pari. i. (ed. 2) Pref. A 2 The
insufficiency and unsatisfactorinesse of all late Printed
Pleas. 1679 J. Goodman Penit. Pard. i. iv. 113 The
emptiness and unsatisfactoriness of all the Incomes of sin.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 11. vi. 275 The unsatisfac-
toriness of the one, and the silence of the other, lead us to
suppose letc.]. 1876 Ixjwell Among my Bks. Ser. u. ij6
The unsatisfactoriness of science leads Faust to seek repose
in worldly pleasure.

Unsatisfa'ctory, a. (Ux-i 7.)
1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 65 This ansuer

wes judged.. unsatisfactorie. 165a Benlowes Theopk. Pref.,
All external'splendours being unsatisfactoi-y. 1714 R. Fiddes
Pract. Disc. 11. 212 The very enjoyments of life.. are. .in
themselves unsatisfactory. 1777 J. Richardson Dissert.
ir^.t ,\^_*.'--. _ fi.i ...'l. C\A f _ . .!-r_ _.
F.ast. Nations {) (It] opens a wide field for unsatisfactory
enquiry. 1818 Cobbrtt Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 692 To assert
without stating particulars, would be unsatisfactory. 1843
Bethunb Sc. Fireside Star. 88 As his visit proved un-
satisfactory, he determined to make his stay snort. 1890
Retrospect Med. CII. 17 The treatment of this dangerous
complication is most unsatisfactory.

Vnsatisfiable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

1. Incapable of being satisfied,

IS39 Taverser Card, IVysd. it. 26 Onles thou haddest
bene an euell man & with money unsatisfyable. 1593
G. Harvey Pierce's Super. To Friends, Aduisedly weigli .

the impossible satisfaction of vnsatlsfiable expectation. 1648
Gage West IruL 76 An unsalisfiable minde and greedy
covetousnesse. z6&o C. Nesse Church Hist. 60 Their envy
and ambition are restless and unsatisfiable. 1802 Palev
Nat. Theol. xxvi. Wks. (1834) 545/1 Well-directed tastes

and desires, compared with the dominion of. .unsatisfied,

and unsatisfiable passions. 1896 Dk. Argvll Philas. Belief

544 The un.satLsned, and apparently unsatisfiable, desires

(rf men.

1 2. For which no satisfaction can be made. Obs.
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1593 G. Harvey Nevj. Let. B 3 b, The more notorious the
offence, and the more vnsatisfiable the Iniurie was. 1648
Symmons Vind. Chas. /, 166 Until we have quite destroyed
him, whom we hate, . .for those unsatisfiable wrongs, which
ourselves have done him.

Hence Unsa'tisfiableness, -ably adv.
1647 Trapp Comni. i John ii. 17 There is a curse of * un-

saiisfiablenesse lies upon the creature. 1664 X^G^uiBentiv.
?f Ur. vL 350 [Appetites which] do gali the Soul by a
ravenous unsalisfiableness. 16^ N. Culverwfl Lt. Nature
II. 70 The Hart pants *unsatisfiably after the water.brooks.

"u nsa-tisfied, ///. a, [Un-1 8 and 5 b.]

1. Not satisfied in respect of something desired
;

not having obtained all that, or as much as, is

wished for : a. Predicatlvely, also const, xvith^

•\of.
C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 31 Thou tolde me,

frende, , .That thou kneuhest one . . Unsatisfied a day in tymes
twelfe. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iii. xviii. (1912) 457 So the
more they strake, the more unsatisfied they were with
striking. 159a Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. 11. iL 125 Rom. O wilt

thou leaue me so vnsatisfied ? luli. What satisfaction

can'st thou haue to night 1 iS97 Hooker Feci, Pol. v, Ix.

§ 7 That the Church, .should repell them and see them dye
vnsatisfied of these their Ghostly Desires. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIll, IV. iL 55 Though he were vnsatisfied in getting,

..yet in bestowing. .He was most Princely. 1685 Urvden
Lucretius iii. 155 Unsatisfy'd with all that Nature brings;
Loathing the present, liking absent things. 1758-63 Gibbon
Misc. IV ks. (1814) III. 41 His ambition was yet unsatisfied.

1808 MiTFORD Hist. Greece IV. 457 They were unsatisfied
with the composition of the appointed embassy. 1866
Geo. Eliot F. Holt i, To feel a woman's hungsr of the
heart for ever unsatisfied. 1897 Mary Kingslbv iV. Africa
52 A warning to others of the dangers of being unsatislied.

b. Attributively.

x6ii SiiAKS. Cymb. \. vi. 49 The Cloyed will : That satiate

yet vnsatisfi'd desire. 1665 Manley Grotius' Lcnu C. Wars
279 Casting their unsatished eyes upon his countenance,
they gratefully reverenced that tender Age. a 1704 T. Brown
Sat. agst. Woman Wks. 1730 I. 57 Raging with unsatisfy'd
desire. 1757 Foote Author 1, You know the unsatisfied

mind of man, no sooner is one object possessed, but another
starts up. 1849 Grote Greece 11. 1. VI. 355 Bitter and as
yet unsatisfied hatred against Plataea. Z871 Morlev Car-
lyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. i. (1878) 16S The deep unrest of un-
satisfied souls.

2. Not satisfied in respect of information or

knowledge; doubtfid, dubious.

1575 Churchyard Chippes 38 b. At whoes elloquence the
heerars rather stoede astonyed than vnsatysfyed in any
poynt or parsseli. x6oa Shaks. Ham, v. ii. 351 Report me
and my causes right To the vnsatisfied. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Fp. 187 In submission to future information, we are
unsatisfied unto great dubitation. 1655 Fuller Ch, Hist,
IX. iL § 25 Others were unsatisfied in the Authenticalness of
the instrument, who never did.. see the original, 1736
Butler Anal. \\. viii. 384 It will yet leave the mind in a
very unsatisfied state.

+ b. Not certain ^something. Obs.

1665 Manley Grotius^ L&io C. IFars 593 They mistrusted
their Borders, and were uasatisfied of their more inward
Garrisons,

3. Not satisfied with some circumstance, result,

etc. ; dissatisfied, displeased.
Common in latter half of the 17th cent, i now rare,
A 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. Vill (1683) 526 Both Princes

remained unsatisfied of the others actions. 165* J. Wright
tr. Camus* Nat. Paradox x. 253 Miestas [wasj very un-
satisfied with his Son's deportments. 1669 Temple Let. to

Trevor Wks. 1720 II. 202 He seemed a good deal unsatisfied

that the Spanish Ambassador had received the Advice from
England. 1731 Gentl. Ma^. I. 4^6 Fortune.. declar'd that
whoever was unsatisfied with their Lot should complain to

her. 1795 V. Knox Clir. Phil, vi. I. 57 When he is ob-
served, he is ashamed ; and when he has done, he is unsatis-

fied. X883 W/«cr/c«« VI, 250 Mr. Freeman is. .unsatisfied

with the review,

t b. Not satisfied by being paid, Obs.

i6ii4 Whitlock Zootomia 130 The short, and long is now
no sight so unpleasant as their unsatisfied Doctor. 1796
Mme. D'Arblay Camilla ix. viii. V. 174 If they \sc. game-
sters] were left unsatisfied, the credit of the young man
would fall a sacrifice of their ill treatment.

4. Not settled by payment, etc.

1588 Shaks. I^. L. L. ii. i. 139 If then. .your father will

restore But that one halfe which is vnsatisfied. We will giue
vp our right in Aquitaine. x63a in loM Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App.V. Ji^^ Howe the same debt was paid.. and
what is yet behinde and unsatisfied. i68» Scarlett Ex-
changes 114 Upon pain of forfeiture of twenty five Guilders,

and the Bill to be accounted un.satisfied. 1763 Act 4 Geo,

///, c. i. 29 The Monies so remaining unsatisfied, or not
discharged. 1870 F. Hitchman Ptebl, Life Beaconsfeld I.

182 He was deeply in debt, and had a number of unsatisfied

judgments out against him.

Hence Unsa'tisfiedly adv.
1661 Boyle Style of Script. 172 Some of them, ..after

having Unsatisfiedly Travell d thorough all sorts of Human
Volumes, have Rested, .only in these Divine Ones.

Unsa'tisfiedness. [Un-1 12.] The condi-

tion of being unsatisfied. (Freq. in 17th cent.)

1646 Ld. DiGBY in Carte Ormonde (1735') III. 476 Rather
out of an unsatisfiedness of his safety. .than [etc.]. 1653
Gauden Hierasp. 74 Whence that unsatisfiedness, which
carries the soul of man. .to this height of coveting after a
blessed eternity. 1741 Richardson Pamela II, 387, I may
, .rejoice in that happy State, where is. .no Unsatisfiedness.

i860 PuSEV Mitt. Proph. 13 The soul, .seeks to distract her-

self from her unrest and unsatisfiedness. x886 Linskill
Haven tinder Hill xxii. He had seen her loneliness, her
soul's dimness and unsatisfiedness.

tUnsa'tlsfy, v. Obs. (Un-' 3.) x6sa Shirley Doubtful
Heir Ded., I have presumed thus rather to let you know
I can still honour you than unsatisfy myself by neglecting

the first opportunity of presenting my service.

UNSAVOURED.

TTusa'tisfying, />/>/. a. (Un-i io.)

1656 Jfanf.s I'uln. C/trist 23^ Not resting therefore in this
unsatisfying answere, we will in the next place shew [etc.].

1665 BovLE Occas. Refl, n'. xiii, Parting with unsatisfying
Trifles.

_
X760-2 Goldsm. Cit. W. xxxvii. In this also.. en-

thusiastic confidence or unsatisfying doubts terminate all

our inquiries. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab iv. 248 Days of un-
satisfying listlessness. 1837 Lvtton A thens 1. 469 With this
unsatisfying reply the messenger returned. 1879 M' Carthy
Oivn Times xxviii. II. 351 'Ihe political results of the war
were to many minds equally unsatisfying.

Hence XTnsatisfyinffuess.
1650 Trapp Comm. Gen. xxv. 29 The curse ofunsatisfying*

ness that lies upon them \&c. carnal pleasures]. 1883 H.
Drummond Nat. Law in Spir. W. 363 Its vagueness to the
mere intellect,, .its satisfying unsatisfyingness, its vast
atmosphere.

Unsatisfyingly, adv. (Un-' n.) 1653 Ikr. Taylor
Serm.for Year'xn. 41 They speak variously.anduncertainly,
and unsatisfyingly. Unsa'turable, a. (Un-' 7 b and 5 b.)

>535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 436 Sleipand in sleuth,

..Vnsaturabill alsof gulositie. 1816-30 Bentham(^^.^/^
Ma.ximized, Extr. Const. Code 16 The perpetual saturation
of appetites essentially unsaturable.

Unsaturated, /'/'/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1758 Reid tr. Macquer's Chym.'i. 395 That portion of the
Acid which remains unsaturated will dissolve the Mercury.
1791 Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 219 Any surplus of. .air would
only have remained unsaturated, 183J Nat. Philos.^ Electr,

ii. § 53 (L.U.K.), Its unsaturated matter would have exerted
an attractive force on the fluid. 1879 Rood Chromatics
xviii. 307 He must mainly use the pale unsaturated colours
of nature.

Unsaturation. (Un-* 12.) 1885 Re.msen Org. Chem.
209 The condition of unsaturation is met with among carbon
compounds in several forms.

Unsau, variant of Onsaw Obs.

+ Unsanght, sb. Obs. [Late OE. unseht (f.

un- Un-1 1 2 + sekt Saught sb.)^ ^ttnsahl^ = ON, and
Tcel. tisdll, dsdll, lisxltj MSw. osdlj MDa. usiv/.'\

Discord, dissension ; hostile speech,
ax\%z O.E. Chron. {Laud MS.) an. 1052, Hi macodon

ma;st J«t unseht betweonan Godwine eorle & l>am cynge.
ciaos Lav. ii456\Vullea Romleode cumen to J>issere ^eode,
. . & maken vnsjehte. a 1300 Cttrsor M, 28108 Wit flitt, wit

brixil,..Myn euen.cristen haue i hurt, And oft vn-saght o
him i said. 1710 Ruddiman Gloss. s.v. Sattcltt^ To live in
unsaucht, i.e. trouble. 1808 Jamieson,

tUnsau 'gilt, ^> Obs. [LdiXtOY.. unseht {i,un-

Un-1 'j -^seht Saught «.), *unsa/il = ON, and Icel.

iisdUr, MSw. osallj osati^ MDa. nsaat in sense i.]

1. At variance or enmity ; hostile.

ciioo O.E. Chron. (MS. D.) an. 1067, Eadric cild & i>a

Kryttas wurdon unsehte. c laos Lav. 3930 pas brepren weren
svva wodcpat al heo weren vn-sahte. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synne 482 With holy chyrche J?ey ben vnsaght.

c 1350 Lybeaus Disc. 1421 For J)ey were unsaujte [v.r.

vnsyjt] And eijjer o\>xes fo. 13.. St. Erkemvald 8 In

Hengyst dawes pat be Saxones vnsa5t hadene sende hyder.

?Ai4oo Morte Arth. 1306 That here are sembiede in sale,

vn-sawghte mott ^e worthe ! c 14^5 Colagros »f Gaiv. 456
Than thai schupe for to assege segis vnsaught.

2. Dissatistied, displeased.

?rt 1300 Salomon ^- Sat. (1848) 275 Hit is mony gedelyng
when me him ^eueb a lutel byng. waxen wol vnsabt. a 1310

in Wright Lyiic P. xii, 42 Ant swore somme unsaht, That
hem wes werk by-taht, longe er hit were lyht. xMo
GoWER Conf. III. 153 Of thilke folk that were unsauhte
Toward here king for his pilage. 1:1400 Destr. T^o^ 5057
Yf we be cause of ^\ kene yre. And l?ou vnsaght of Jji sight

sothely of vs two.

3. Not at ease ; embarrassed ; troubled, dis-

tressed.

rti37S Joseph Arim. 64 pe kyng..wolde haue red of his

foik,..& J)ei forsaken hit ban, & he vnsauht sittes. a 1400
Sir Perc. 1x^-2. Thenne was scho unsaughte. Scho gret and
cried in hir mone, a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 3189 The kynge
gan lowde crye and calle, As marred man of wytte vnsaught.

1513 Douglas Aineid xii. v. 201 Tliis Chorineus als so fast

Ruschit on his fa, thus fyrefangit and onsaucht.

Hence fUnsaTL-ghtly adv.\ tUnsaufirhtness.
a xoGO in VercelH MS, fol. 80 b, purh ^set Jjonne ariseS

unsehlnesse betweoh twam cyningvim & twam ^ebroffrum.

C1200 Ormin 7187 AUe ^ja J?att lufenn Xo^\> & woh & unn-
sahhtnesse. lai^to Morte Arth. 1501 ymaugbttly he snide

hyme ^ese sittande wordez. Ibid. 1847 Vnsaughtyly J>ey

sette thane appone cure sere knyghttez.

Unsa'veable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1647 Trapp Marroiv Gd,
Authors in Comm. Ep. 613 One that is unsaveable, or one

that is undone by himself. 1874 M, Arnold in Contemp.

Rev. Oct. 816 All the devices to save those unsaveable

things, the Bible-miracles.

Unsa-ved, PpU a. (Un-i 8.)

1648 Hf.xham II, Onbehoedi^ vnpreserved, or vnsaved.

[177s Ash.] 1818 Bentham Ch. Eng., Caiech. Exam. 437
Why are these [soulsj to be left unsaved . . ? 1838 S. Bellam v
The Betrayal 168 And there did answer these, unseen, but

loud,..th' unsaved Of earth. x866 B. North Ourselves 36

A man. .when he says he does not know the Lord. .con-

fesses that he is unsaved.

Unsa'ving, ppl. a. (Un-* xo.) i6a8 Feltham Resolves

II. Ixiii. 179 If hee takes policie, that is both endlesse and
vncertaine : . . What to day is good, is to morrow vnsaving.

1714 Pope Lett. (1737) VI. 46, I would no more make a
judgment of an author's genius from a damning critick,

than I would of a man's religion from an uni^aving zealot.

tUnaa'vour, t/. [Un.' 14.) intr. To h.ive no savour or

agreeableness. a 1547 Surrey PoemSy Eccl. iv. 58 In boost

ofowtwarde works he taketh no delight, Nor wastof wourds;

suche sacryfice unsauereth in his sight.

TXnsa'voured,/'/'/ a, (Un-1 8.)

1435 [see Unsalt a.\ 156a J. Heywood Prov. <5- Epigr.

(1867) 139 As yl is this othing : 111 sauerd sumlhing, as

vnsauerd nothyng. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong
s.v. Goguelut A nice one, an vnsauoured one, a proud foole.
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1897 AHbuifs Syst. Mtd. II. 83o Of what possible service

are . . blows unfelt, salts and feathers unsavoured ?

Hence Unsa-vouredly adv,
1603 Florio Moniaigne u xxv. 84 He that meanes to

speaice \-nsavoured!y,

t Unsa-vourest, obs. superl. of Unsavoury a,

1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1605) Y i b, All which {sc. idols]

are the vnsavorest dregs to the lew in the world.

XTasavourily, a</t'. [Ux-i n.]

1 1. a. So as to savonr ill. b. Without savour
;

insipidly. Obs»

14.. LatiglatuCs P. PI, C. xvi. 49 (MS. Laud 656), Here
sauce was ouersoured & vnsauerilich ygrounde. c 1440
Proitip, Parv. 367/1 Onsaveryly, insi^ide, C1449PKCOCK
Refir. V. XV. 564 It i« no nede forto sete ther of eny thing
vnperfitli. .and therfore vnsauorili here.

2. In an unpleasant or disagreeable manner.
t6n CoTGR., Mausadefitent^ harshly, vnsauorily. 1641

Milton A'limadv. 60 So often and so unsavourily has it

been repeated, that the Reader may well cry, Downe with
it. 1647 Tbapp Marrotv Gd. Ajithors in Comm, P.p. 646
Vea many times most unseasonably and unsavourily, .they
fell into those absurd disputes. 1899 Westvt. Gaz, 21 Mar.
2/1 Tenanted by myriads of penguins, which nest un-
savourily on the steep slopes.

Unsa vouriness. [Un-^ 12.]

f 1. Want of savouriness ; insipidity, Obs,

1398 TrrtnseCs Earth. De P. R. xix. Hi. (1495) kk iiij, The
njTithe sauour hyght werysshenesse & vnsauerynesse. 1548
Elyot, /«j«/«/aj',.. foolysshenesse, vnsauourynesse, lacke
of grace. 17*1 Bailey, insipidity^ TJnsavouriness, Flatness.

2. The quality of being unsavoury or disagreeable.

1557 in Hakluyt Voy. (1598) I. 296 Any anoyance, stinke,

or other vnsauonnesse. ,in theshippe, 1571 Goluisg Ca/7'in

on Ps. xxxiii. 7 It is an unsavennes not worthy the dis-

proving. 1617 WooDALt Surg-. Aliite (1639) 356 If any
person, for the unsavour!nesse of a medicme, will refuse

heipe [etc.]. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Pp. iv. x. 202 If

we concede a nationall unsavourinesse in any people, yet
shall we finde the lewes lesse subject hereto then any. 1664
T. GoUGK Chr. Directions xx. 173 The unsavouriness of thy
words and speeches. X7»7 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. tnd.
I, iii. 44 The Sea affords Variety of Fish, but not savoury,

I believe their unsavouriness proceeds from the extreme
Saltness of the Sea*water. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy vii,

xxxii, In the Utile peevish contentions of nature betwixt
hunger and unsavouriness. 1864 R. Kerr Gentlent. House
291 Flies.. follow their noses, and their presence.. is but an
index of unsavouriness. 1884 Manch. Exam. 23 Sept. 5/2
Mudbanks . . in their unsi^htliness and unsavouriness when
exposed.

t TTnsa'VOUrly, ^/z*. Obs. [Ux-i u.] = Un-
savourily adv.

1377 Langl. p. PI. B, XIII. 43 Her sauce was ouer soure
& vnsauourely groundc. a 1395 Hylton Scala Perf. n.
xxxii. (W. deW. 1494), This seeth the souIe..not..nakydly
and vnsauourly as dooth a clerke that seeth hym by his
clergj'e onely. 1540-54 Croke 13 Ps. (Percy Soc.) 20 My
fode doeth taste vnsavourly. 159* Gherne Groat's IK IVit

(1617) 8 Our fathers Precepts.. were most vnsauerly to one
ofyour^eeres applyed. x66o Hickeringill Jamaica 38
Without it other things seem to want their taste, or relish

out unsavourly.

fUnaa'vournesa, obs. var. UNaAvouRiNEss.
1413 YoNG tr. Secreta Secret. 98 Saltnesse, & vnctuosite,

Egrenesse & vnsauoumesse.

triisa*v6ury, a. [Un-1 7.]

1 1. Having no savour ; not attractive to the taste;

tasteless, insipid. Obs.
<z 1235 Ancr. R, 262 Loke nu hwo grucchcof mistrum,
o^r leane met of unsauure metes, of poure pitaunce ? 1377
Lasgl. P, pi. B. XV. 425 Fresshe flesshe other fisshe whan
it salt failleth. It ifi vnsauory. c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr.
(1908) 108 Tit thoruj his mercy.. the vnsauery water and
colde of aduersitie . . be tornecf in to wyne and conforte.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 74 Also is

Weerish tast called Unsavoury. 1576 Newton Lemnie's
Complex. I. 87 Choler is bitter : . . Phlegme, vnsavery as
water. 1601 Bp. \V. Barlow Defence 89 The white of an
egge. without salt, is flash, and vnsavery, sayth Job.
t6io Bp. Carleton Jnrisd. 261 The Pope would hereby
prooue vnsauery salt good for nothing but to be troden
vnderfoot of men. 1653 Gaule Magastrotn. 284 Crying out
.., tread me under feet, as unsavory salt. 1784 Cowper Task
1. 125 Hard fare ! but such as boyish appetite Disdains not;
nor the palate, undeprav'd By culinary arts, unsav'ry deems.
trans/. 13.. £. E. Allit. P. B. 822 pis vn-sauere hyne

Louez no salt in her sauce. 1548 Udalu Erasm. Par. Luke
xix. 141 b, That same stemme of the Judaicall figtree brought
foorth . . vnsauourie, & vnripe people. 1585 Greene Planeto-
viachia F 4 b, Phlegme. .doulce, vnsauory & natural.

\i.fig.
C1449 Pecock Repr. i. xvi. 89 If such maner of arguyng.

.

schulde be sett in sermonyng, the sermon schulde be ful
vnsauory. C1450 tr. De Imitatione il viii. 48 Hov dry &
hov hardc l>ou art wit»oute ihesu ! hov unsauory, hov veyne,
if t>ou coueite eny l>inge wit>oute ihesu ! 1534 More Treat.
PassionWks. 1391/1 The context of the story shuld. .seme
very farre vnsauery, by reason of the often interposicion of
the iniciall letters. 1540 Morvsine l^ives' Introd. VVysd.
G ij, Bodely workes be unsavery, excepte they have sauce
from the hart. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1188 Some
..wdl say, that the oracles.. be none of his \sc. Apollo's],
because they are but rudely made and unsavery. 1634
MiLTOM Comus 742 The good thereof Consists in mutual
and partak n bliss, Unsavoury in th' injoyment of it self.

fc. Bot. (Seequots.) Obs.
X548 Turner Names Herhes (E.D.S.) 77 Symphytum

petreum..; this herbe..maybe called in english vnsauery
Alargerum. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. 948 Abrotanum In-
odorum^ Vnsauorie Sothernwood, .. growes flat vpon the
grounde with broade leaues, 1660 Catal. Plant. Cantab.
/«<^-r 6 Unsavoury field Cranes-bill, cicutm folio inodorum,
i7»8 Bradley Diet. Bot.^ Thymum Inodorum^ Unsavory
Thyme.
2. a. Unpleasant or disagreeable to the taste.

(- 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 46 For scheep ben
goode for to ete, and gelis fleish is unsavery. c 1400 Pilgr.
S<nvle (Caxton, 1483) iv. ii. 58 These fowie buskes and
wylde myght nought fructyfyen no.. lusty fruyte, but
bytter and vnsauoury, 1555 Eden Decoiles (Arb.) 222 The
flesshe of this beaste is fylthy and vnsauery. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. ii. 86 b, The geatherwi Olyue, if it lye

to long in heapes, putrifieth by reason of heate, and makes
vnsauery oyle. 1617 Woodall Surg. Mate (1639) 356 An
approoved good Medicine, and not much unsavovry to Ijee

taken. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 401 Unsavourie food perhaps
To spiritual Natures. i8i3 J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec

97 Towards March they become unsavoury, but in no way
tainted. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. iii. 42 As unsavory a
dose of flax-seed and quinine as was ever honored by the

name of beer.

b. Disagreeable or offensive to the sense of

smell, or to refined feelings.

"S39 Elyot Cast. Heltke 55 These excrementes be none
other, but matter superfluouse and vnsauery. 1583 Stanv.
iiuRST j^neis 111. (Arb.) 78 Ihee victals..They do leaue
haulf mangled with sent vnsauerye bepoudred. 1591 Unton
Corr. (Roxb.) 199 In his sicknes none could endure to be
with him, he was so unsavorie. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem.
Wks. (1660) 108 Those .. which scent an unsavory breath
turne their heads aside. 1684 ContempL St. Man 11. vi.

(1699) 196 Unsavoury Smells, so proper unto Prisons. 1735
Pope Odyss. iv. 598 Unsavoury stencli of oil. 1784 Cowper
Task IV. 196 The smoke of lamps, 'I'he pent-up breath of an
unsav'ry throng. 1835 Watekion Wand. S, Ainer. 11. 103
An unsavoury little beast, called bug.

fiS' "547 }• Harrison Exhiyrt. Scottes 213, I will stirre

that vnsauery siiike of treson and trecherie.
Prov. 1546 J. Heywood Prm. (1867) 30 Great host and

small roste, Maketh vnsauery mouthes.
3. Unpleasant, disagreeable, distasteful.

<: 1380 WvcLiF Wks, (18&)) 177 t>ei sclaundren goddis lawe
..& niaken it vnsawory to worldly men. f 13^ Chaucer
Pars. T. p 510 Thurgh which bitternesse euery good dede
of his neighelior semeth to hym bitter and vnsauory. c 1440
Gesta Rom. xxiii. 80 This is an vnsavery question; this
rebavde we saw never before, cx^f^ Pecock Bk. of Faith
(1009) 116 Gold custom, .wole make that these bokis at first

schulen be unsavery. 1573 Tusser Husb. {1878) 17 To
keepe no more but needfullie, and count excesse vnsauerie.

1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. m. xxvi. 130 All that tended to
safety was vnsauory. 1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. iv.

viii. 3;^ This., will be very unsavory language, to many
Arminiaiiized Conformitans. 1657 Sparrow ^/4r. Com, Prayer
256 Suppose some Preachers should be so careful, as not to
vent any thing unsavoury. 1845 James Arrah Neil v, You
came hither upon an unsavoury errand.

fb. Ill-natured. Obs.-^
1568 T. Howell Arb. Ainitie (1879) 45 Then pleasant

speech suppresse, and faine a sowre unsauerie looke.

4. Objectionable on moral grounds ; having an
unpleasant or disagreeable character or association.

a. Of persons.

^
140Z Poi. Poems (Rolls) II. 52 For Sathanas by 5our sawes

is sent into soulis, that ben ful unsavery. c 1450 tr, De
Imitatione 1. xxiv. ^3 O \>o\x most wreccliid and unsauory
synner, what shalt pon answere god? 155a Huloet, Vn-
sauery queane, blittea merctrix, 1605 Camden Rem. 219
That they be the salt of the earth, and if the salt once
appall, the world must needes waxe vnsauerie. 1849 Jami-:s

Woodman vi. They are very unsavoury fellows.

b. Of things, language, etc.

1536 Elyot in Croft ECs Gov, (1883) I. p. cxxvi, Unsavery
gloses and commentes. 1550 Bale Eng. Votaries ii. iii,

Professinge the vnsauery vse of Sarum. 1586 \V. Webbk
Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 54 The motion of some vnsauery loue,

such as in the sixt Eglogue he seemeth to deate withall.

16x5 Day Festivals Ep. Ded., The Unsavorie Pamphlets.,
that have passed the Presse as well ae Sermons. 1657
Trapp Coinm. Ezra vi. 1 1 Those . . who turne it into a .

.

pest-house of noysome lusts by their unsavoury speeches.
X733 WoDRow Corr. (1843) III. 26, I heard some account of
his unsavoury carriage when a student. ,, and that he was
stopped in his licentiatory trials for some immorality. 1883
Atkenteuin 23 Dec. 842/3 A number of grim anecdotes and
unsavoury details. 1894 Sir E. Sullivan ll'oman 44 There
are many unsavoury laws in our code.

Unsawed, ///. (?. [Un-1 8.] Not saw-edged.
Also = next (Ash, 1775).
1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist., Arr. 42 Mock privet,..

Oval unsawed leaved. 1799 View Agrit. Lincoln. 128 An
unsawed sharp reaping hook.

Unsawn, pp/. a. (Un-1 8 b.)

>S7» ii'^ills 4- Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 349 Wood tymber for
bnylding, bords sawen and vnsawen. 1678 Moxon Mech.
Exerc.y. 95 When he draws back his Saw, the Work-man
bears it lightly off" the unsawn Stuff. 1865 Cameron
Malayan India 31 Huge rafts of unsawn newly-cut timber.

Un-Sa'xon, a. (Un-' 7.) 1848 Lytton Harold iv. iii, .\

lover of things unSaxon. 1877 Tennyson Harold 11. ii,

When that un-Saxon blast.. drave and crack'd His boat on
Ponthieu beach. 1885 Sweet O. E. Texts 177 Both texts
show several un-Saxon forms.

TTnsay, v. [Un-2 3, 7. Cf. OE. ontsecgan
(once\ to renounce, abjure, OHG. anlsagen^ MHG.
(G.) entsagen, "MDu. (Du.) onizeggen.'\

1 1. trans. To deny. Obs,
^1460 Oscney Reg. 167 Fore J)* saide Richard.. may not

vnsay but \>at J?^ saide Hugh of Tywe yafe..the foresaide
tenement.

2. To withdraw, retract, or revoke (something
said or written).

1483 V/t/garia obs Terentio 29 J say & vnsay itt. 1557
N. T. (Genev.) Acts xL 18 twte. That they were not
ashamed to vnsay that wherof they had vniustely blamed
Peter. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixxiii. i They openly
unsaid that which they had sayd afore. 16x3 T. AIilles
tr. Mexia's Treas. Anc. Sf Mod. T. II. 964/2 So shall you
be sure, neuer to vnsay your owne words. X687 Rejiect.
on Hind Sf Panther 21 He has Face enough to say or
unsay any thing. i74« Richardson Pamela III. 322 The

less you said against her, the less you'd have to unsay.
1819 Shelley Cenci iv. i, 137 For thine own sake unsay those
dreadful words. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 53 Yet you
can speak thus calmly of unsaying All we have said.

transf. 1745 Akenside Odes Sev. Subjects, On Love x,

Even now, While thus I preach the Stoic strain. Unless 1

shun Olympia's view, An hour unsays it alt again.

b. ;;//?-. (Krecj. in 17th cent.)

xS75-8s Abf. Sandys Sertn. vii. 111 That it is good
Christendome to lie, sweare, and forsweare, to say and
vnsay to any. 1646 Evanch Noble Order 3 How can God
be said to Say and unsay? 1692 Washington tr. Milton's
Def. Pop. ii. 43 Who would trust him.. that in things of so

,

great concern says and unsays without an^- consideration?
1878 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxvL 11 It is so much easier

!
to say than to unsay.

Hence Unsaying vbL sb. ; TTnsayer.
'583 Golding Caivin on Deut. clxxxix. 1177 Hee is no

vnsaier as mortall men bee. 1647 Hkxham i. s.v., An Vn-
sayiiig of that which one hath spoken or written. 1669

1
Stillincfl. Serm, x. (1673) '9° ^^ though the unsaying

I

what we had done.. were abundant compensation.. for the
;

affronts. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 178 r 2 A most happy
I art in saying and unsaying. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics
I xni. i. II. 301 Such saying and unsaying is not convenient

merely, . .but in the highest degree artistic.

tUnsayed,///. a. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 8 + Say v?\ Un-
tried, a X598 I-erguson Scot. Prov. (1667) 7 All things are
good unseyed.

ITnsca'bbard, v. (Un-2 5.)
x6ii Florio, Sfoderare^ to vn-sheathe, to vn-scabbard.

1813 ScoTT Rokehy ii. xxi, A warlike form .. steps 'twixt

Wilfrid and his foe j Nor then unscabbarded hjs brand.
X848 Steinmetz Hist. Jesuits I. 130 The fiend of religious
persecution unscabbarded the sword.

TJnsca'bbarded, ppl. a. (Un-^ 8, or f. prec.)

1562 in Strype Stovj's Sur-o. (1720) II. 307/1 No Man shall

go in the Streets, .with How bent,.. nor with Sword un«
scabber'd. 1804 Larwood No Gun Boats 37 The unscab-
barded sword of the bombastic Invader.

Unscalable, a. ';Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)

1579-80 NoRiH Plutarch (1595) 1083 After he had mea-
sured the height of the wall, he reported that the place was
not vnscalabTe. x6xi Shaks. Cymb. 111. i. 20 Your Isle,

which stands As Neptunes Parke, ribb'd, and pal'd in With
Oakes vnskateable. 1652 Hevlyn Cosnwgr. in. 222 High

i

and unscalable walls. 1751 R. Paltock P. Wilkins I. 91,

;

I saw no Entrance into the Island,, .nor any thing but the
same unscalable Rock. 1818 Keats Endym. in. 23 There
are throned seats unscalable But by a patitnt wing. 1850
Lynch Theoph. Trinal xi. 211 The frowning unscalable
rocks of worldly custom.

Unsca*lded, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1615 J. Stephens Satyr.
Ess, (ed. 2) vi, 189 That mountebank preparing ojde which
kept his hands vnscalded.

tTnsca-le, v> [Un-2 4, 4 b + Scale sh.^l

1. trans. To clean (fish, etc.) from scales.

a 1510 Stanbridce Vulgaria (W. de W.) A vj b, Desguatno,
[I] vnscale fysshe. xs^ Florio, Scagliare, to skale or
vnskale fish. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's hnproi'.
168 tShrimps] are unsealed, to vent the windiness which is

in them, being sodden with their scales. 1719 Glossogr.
/J/z^/.A^iCi^rt, Disquamat ion, is an unsealing a Fish,orihe like,

2. Jig. To free (the eyes or sight) from scales.

i635Qi'ARLEs£';//-^/. in. Pro!. 44 Grones fresht with vowes,
and vowes made salt with teares, Vnscale his eyes. X644
Wii.TON Arecp. (Arb.) 72 Methinks I see her as an Eagle.,
purging and unsealing her long abused sight at the fountain
It self of heav'nly radiance. 1827 Pollok Course T, i. 3
Thou who of old The prophet's eye unsealed. 1867 H.
Macmillan Bible Teach, xiii. 265 The Spirit unscales our
eyes, and unveils Christ before us.

Unsca'le. t/.2 (Un.2 7+Scale7'.3] /«/r. To climb down
again, ci^jo Hakding Chron, ccxviii. 1, They shot their

goimes, and with their ladders scaled. But nought auailed,

thei were so wel of bet. When they our hoste sawe anone
they vnscaled.

Unsealed, a. [Uk-1 9 + Scale shJ^] Not
furnislied with scales ; smooth-skinned,
xtfizV>\:\x^\HBuhvarke,Bk.Simples-jZh,\nscs\ed Fyshes,

as Kcles, Tenches. 1647 Hexham i, Vnscaled, ongeschubt.

Unsealed, ppi. a.^ [Un-1 8 h- Scale z;.-] Not
having the scales removed.
1585 Holinshed Chron. II. Hist. Scot. laS/a Now had the

king .appointed for euerie one of their chambers one man
apparelled in gaiments pretilie deuised and made of fish

skins vnskaled (L. hand desquatninatisX

Unsealed, ppl. a:^ [Un-i 8 or Un-2 s +
Scale .TiJ.^J Not darkened by scales; fiee or freed

from scales.

x8a7 Pollok Cojn-se T. vii. 527 Messengers Of peace,.,

whose eye, unsealed. Saw up the path of immortality.

X844 Is. Williams Baptistery xxiv. 251 We learn to look
witii your unsealed eyes On all things here we prize.

Unsealed, //>/.*3!.3 [Un-i S + Scalez/.s] Un-
ascended.
i8xa J. Wilson Isle of Palmsy etc 373 The cliffs, In un-

.scaled majesty, must frown no more. x86o Tvndall Glac.
\. ii.2i The W'eisshorn, then.. unsealed. x886 Fall Mall G.
6 Aug. 5/2 Vast glaciers and un.scnlcd snowfields,

Unsealped, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.

)

[x775 Asn.] 1814 Southey Lett. (1856) II. 388 PhiJip had
waylaid and murdered a party of these Indians, and left

them unsealped. X884 Nourse Early Rec. Lancaster,
Mass. 229 Women and children, scalped or unsealped, were
paid for at half price.

Unsca'ljy, a. (Un-' 7.) 17x5 Gay Triz'ia ir. 416 The
joynted lobster and unscaly soale. Unsca'ndalize, v.

iUn-- 6c.) 178X Charu Burney in Early Diary F. Bnrney
(1889) II. 204, 1 said a great deal to her to «7iscandalize her,

but I don't know whether I did at last. Unsca'ndalized,
ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) x6x8 T. Gainsforde Hist. t\ Warbeck
78 [He] may sit downe with a safe conscience, but not vn*

scandalized or maligned of some of his owne rancke.
Unsca'ndalous, a. (Un-' 7.) 16x4 R. Harris SamuePs
Funerall (i6i8) To Rdr., He much respected .. euery



UNSCANNABLB.
learned and vnscandalous Preacher, a 1628 F. Grevil
Sidney (1652) 3 This representing of.. actions of men un-
feigned and unscandalous Images.

Unsca-unable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

1815 W. Tavlor in Robberds Mem. (1843) II. 458 The
lines.. are unscannable. 1856 Badham in Cambr. Ess. 291
Hopeless nonsense and unscarihable verse. 1876 M. Col.
LiNS Fr. Midn. to Midn^ II, iu 223 Analytic unscaiinable

blank verse,

Unsca-nned, ppl a. (Un-i 8.)

1577 HoLis-SHED Ckron. II. Descr. Iret. 5, I woulde haue
beene easily perswaded. .to rest as a lukewarme Neuter in

omitting the one and the other vnskande. 1595 Daniel Civ.

Wars I. xciii, What he had in hand Left it {sc. the vision] to

his diuerted thoughts voskand. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iii. L 313
This Tiger-footed- rage, when it shall find The harme of

vnskan'd swiftnesse. 165* Henlowbs Theoph, \n. Ixxxvi,

O Light unscann'd ! Of wisdom every glance Beams only

from Thy countenance. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab in. 15 Turn
thee, surpassing Spirit ! Much yet remains unscanned. 184a

J. B. Fraser Allee Memroo II. 283 Furtive sidelong glances

. . which left nothing unobserved or unscanned. 1872
Calverley Fly Leaves, Motfurhood 92 Where the sun-
beams fall Unscanned upon the broken wall.

Unsca'nted, fpl. a, (Un-' 8.) 1599 Daniel Musopk,
846 Maiestie..with her full face,., with all her raies, Vn-
scanted of her parts, vnshadowed In any darkened poynt.

t Vnscapable, a, Obs, [Un-i 7 b.] Un-
escapable.
138a Wyclif Wisd. xvii. i6 Vnscapable, or that my^t not

be fled, nede he suffrede. C1449 Pecock Repr. v. vi. 514
The synne is as it were vnscapeable and vnavoidable of
him. c 1455 — Foleiver 95 pis vnscapable peruertid doom.
X554 Knox Faythf. Adnion. G 5 To inslructe vs that lyuelye
fayth. .is able to carye vs tborowe such parelles as be un>
scapable to nature.

Hence t Trnsca-pably adv. Obs.

f 1449 Pecock Repr, III. V. 308 If eny man be in contrarie
wise vndisposid vnscapabili. Ibid. y. vi. 516. f 1455 —
Foletver 95 pe doom of resoun is derkid ful ofl..vnscapabli

bi passions of J>e louder wittis.

unsca-red, ppl- a. (Un-i 8.)

174J R. Blair Grave 247 The high-fed worm. .Riots un-
scared. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 561 Then sleep was. .unscar'd

By drunken bowlings. 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North I. 46
Birds.. sung their best, unscared on hedge, bush, and tree.

1878 B. Taylor Denkalion iv. iv. 159 These simple lives

may own contentment now unscared.
UnscaTfed, ppl. a, (Un.> 8 ; cf. Scarf r.') 1634 Sir T.
Hawkins tr. Caussin's Holy Court IIL 58 The great God.

.

was vnscarfed in the crib . . in such sort, that you need lift

vp but simplr: clothes to know him. Unsca'rified, ///. a,

(UN-' 8.) (1775 Ash.] 01834 Coleridge Ltt^ Rem. (1836)

II. 239 An unsullied, unscanfied mirror !

Unsca-rred, ppi a, (Un-i 8.)

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill^ iv. iv. 209 So she may Hue vn-
scarr'd of bleeding slaughter. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in
Hum. I, iv, Is't like, that factious beauty will preserue The
soueraigne state of chastitie vnscard? 1607 Shaks. Timon
IV. iii. 161 The vnscarr'd Braggerts of the Warre. 1817
BvRON Mazeppa xvii. Flanks unscarr'd by spur or rod. x866
Miss Mulock Noble Life xiv, A Ijattle from which no
woman ever comes out unwounded or unscarred. 1884
Harper^s Mag. Mar. 524/2 Solid and defiant as it looks, the
sea has not left it unscarred.

Xrnscathed, ppi- a. (Un-1 8. Cf. ON. and
Icel. j/-, dskadaSr, MSw. oskadhad, Sw. oskadad.)
Before 19th cent. Sc. and som-^what rare.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {James min.) 608 pat I and ^ai
. .In gud fath sal vnschait fcpe. 1425 Sc. Acts Parlt.y Jas. t
(18 14) II. 1 1/2 Quhil it beknawin. .at l^ecuntre be vnscaithic

of |>aim. X461 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1S44) I- 22 That man.,
sal . . kepe the toun vnscathit . . of all dettis and chai gis
acht be hym. 1567-8 Re^. Priiy Council Scot. I. 613
To be unharmit, unskaythit, or unmolestit be ony of the
liegis. 1787 Burns Tarn Samson's Ele^e xvii, Unskaith'd
by Death's gleg gullie, Tarn Samson's livin I 1827 Lvtton
Falkland 25, I passed through the ordeal unshrinking, yet
not unscathed, a 1862 Buckle Misc. Wks. (1872) 1. 103
That intellect which had conducted them unscathed through
such.. dangers. 1882 A. W. Ward Dickens i. 9 Whatever
his experiences of this kind may have been, he passed un-
scathed through them.
t Unsca-thely, a. Obs.-^ [Un.'?. C{.O^.iiska$ligr

(MSw. oskadhefiker).) Harmless. 13. , St. Erkemuald 21^
{»c skilfuUe & t>e vnskathely skelton ay to me. Unsca'th-
xxZypres.pple. IUn-' sd.] Unharming. \^yj Dunfermline
Reg. (Bann. CI.) 285 pai sel kepe be wateris lauchfully
vnskathand vthir. Unaca'ttercd, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

1531 Elvot Gov. i. ii, Whichc.uas wonderfully pacified,
and the armie unscatered, by the maiestie of Agamemnon.
1814 WoRDSw. Excurs. IV. 4^3 The cawing rooks, and sea.
mews from afar, Hovering. .By the rough wind unscattered.
tUnscarti'berked, ppl. a. Obs.~^ [Un-' 8.] Unscab-
barded. c 1430 Filgr. LyfManhode 1. cxxv. (1869) 66 That
oother . . hadde his swerd vnshethed and vnscaubeiked.
Unsca-vengered, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1846 Dickens Pict.
Italy Lyons, etc., The undrained, unscavengered qualities
ofa foreign town. Unsccnt, i/. (Un.^4.) 1632QUARLES
Div. Fancies iv. xxxi, Weeds that fall Into thy Garden,..
Whose loathsom smel unscent thy sweeter Flow'rs. Un-
sce'ated, pfl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1784 Cowper
Taj^ I. 416 Who.. Renounce the odours of the open field
For the unscented fictions of the loom. Unsce'ptical, a.
(Un-' 7.) 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. w. 92
Forgive, that 1 forgot the mind which runs Through absolute
races, too unsceptical I

TTnsoe-ptre, v, (Un-S 4. Cf. Du. ontsc{h)ep'

tereUt G. entsceptern, -zepiem.)

1594 Zepheria xxxviii, Needes must I wish.. That thou
vnsceptred be of natures royaltie. 1628 Quarles Argalus
gf P. I. Wks.(Grosart) III. 247/1 If he had, with his victorious
hand, Unsceptred halfe the Princes in the land. 1642 T. Cask
God's Rising (1644) 8 The Enemies of Gods truth and
people would, .not unscepter him only, but un«essence him.

Unsceptred, Pp/. a. [Un-i 8 and Un-2 s.j

Having no sceptre ; deprived of a sceptre.

Vol. X.
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1^52 Young Brothers i. i. How say'st, unsceptred boaster 1

This to me! 1798 Anti-Jacobiit No. 24, So., the un*
scepter'd Lear Heav'd the loud sigh. X820 Keats Hyperion
1. 19 Upon the sodden ground His old right hand lay. .dead,
Unsceptred. X854 J. D. Burns Vis. Proph. 20 'Ihe idols

fall unsceptred from their thrones.

Unsche'duled, Ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1889 Daily Neivs 24
July 3/1 Consumers [of electric light] in the unscheduled
districts. Unscho'lar, sb. (Un-' 12.) 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. (Arb.) 38, I tell you plainlye, scholer or vnschoier,

. .1 woldethinke itweremydutie..tosetforwarde that thing.

Unscho'lar, v. (Un-^ 6 b.) 1823 Chalmeks Serm. I, 351
You cannot unscholar demagogues down to the level of an
untaught multitude.

Unscho'larlike, a. (Un-i 7 c)
1616 Chami'Ney Voc, Bps. 70 Hence likewise is solved that

vnscbolerlike question. 1716 ftL Davies A then. Brit, III.

24 Dissenting Sermons,.. full of such Unscholar- like VuU
gariiies. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy 111. xxxyi, 'Tis just as

discreditable and unscholar-like a question. Sir. 1834 Gentl.

Mag. CIV. I. 10 The Duke of Bedford he represented as
coarse and unscholarlike. x88i Athenxujn 30 July 140/2
The execution of the work can only be described as essen-

tially unscholarlike.

Unscliolarly, a. (Un-i 7.)

1784 Sir W. Jones Gods of Greece Wks. 1799 L 269 The
confusion of analogy in the names of the planets is inelegant,

unschotarly, and unphilosophical. 1879 M iss Yonge Cameos
IV. xviii. 206 The unscholarly way in which the debate had
been conducted. 1S84 A thenxum 16 Feb. 215/3 Strype..
states that the custom of ordaining unscholarly candidates
speedily passed away.

Unschola'stic, a. (Un-i 7.)

1690 Locke Hum, Und. in. x. 242 It was to the un*
scholastick Statesman, that the Governments of the World
owed their. .Liberties. 1701 Norris Ideal World 11. xii.

441 Which way of speaking is also not altogether unscholas-
tick. 1826 J. Gilchrist Led. 63 The understanding of
every commonsense, unscholastic inquirer. 1843 Eethune
Sc. Fireside Stor. 120 'I'his piece of ethical philosophy ..is

perhaps new to the schoolmen, though by no means new to
their unscholastic brethren.

Unsclioo 1, V. (Un-2 3.)
1820 MiLMAN Fall Jerusalem lo We must unschool our

royal pupil, And cast him back to the common herd of men.
1862 Lowell Biglcnu F, Ser. ii. ii. p 3 [I] have heard those
talk of England, who.. could not unschool their lips from
calling her the Mother-Country. i86a Lvtton Sir. Story
II. 159 If I unschool myself to believe that in what I have
just experienced there is no mental illusion.

Unschooled, />/>/. a. and a, [Un-1 8, 9.]
1. Uneducated, untaught.
1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv. xiv. §2 They wercpoore,

simple, vnschooled altogether and vnlettered men. 16x3
Sylvester Job Triumphant Proem 54 Mine un-schooled
and unskilfuU Muse. 1762 Falconer Shipwr. \, 184 In art

imschool'd, each veteran rule he prized, 1865 Grotk Plato
L vi. 222 He especially warns Dionysius against talking
about these matters to unschooled men. 1873 Blackie
Lett, to Wife (1909) 222 The vulgar unschooled mind.

b. spec. Not educated at school ; not made to

attend school. Also ahsoL
1841 Emerson Ess., History ad fin.. The Indian, the child,

and unschooled farmer's boy. 1847 Eng. Rev. No, 11. 18
There were only 21,609 children unschooled. 1898 Daily
News 14 Oct. 4/7 It is the unschooled that make the gaolbirds.

2. Untrained, undisciplined.

1589 Nashe Anat. Absurditie Ep., From such entercourse
of excuse, let my vnschooled indignities conuert them selues
to your courtesie. 1602 Shaks. Ham. i. ii. 97 It shewes. .a
Minde impatient, An Yndersianding simple, and vnschool'd.
1811 Miss L, M. Hawkins C'tess ^ Certr. I. 69 Any power,
that her.. experience might give her over the errors of so
unschooled a husband. 1838 Prescott Ferd. ^ Is. x. II. 8
A panic-struck mob, unschooled by discipline or experience.

1871 Miss Braddon Lovels ofArden iii. 41 A generous and
somewhat lofty nature, perhaps, but unschooled and un-
cbastened as yet.

b. Not affected or made artificial by education

;

natural, spontaneous.
1815 MooRB Epil. to Lady Dacre's Ina 43 When lovely

Woman, all unschool'd and wild, Blush 'd without art. 1873
M. Arnold /-//. ^ Dogma iii. 100 The artless, unschooled
perception of a child. 1883 R.^ Bridges Prometheus 648
The unschooled promptings of his best desire.

3. Not provided with a school.

1872_M. Collins Princess Clarice II. ii. 28 A dingy village,

undrained and unschooled.

Xrnsci'ence. (Un-i la and 5 b.)

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth.w. pr. iii. (1868) 156 It nys nat oonly
vnscience, but it i^ deceiuable oppinioun . . fer fro ^esoJ>e of
science. 1603 Florio Montaigne in. xii. 625 Purposely I

treate of nothing, but of nothing; nor of any one science,

but ofvnscience. 1878 Pusey {title), Un-science, not Science,
Adverse to Faith. A Sermon preached before the University
of Oxford. 1896 Trans. Victoria Inst, XXV III. 200 This
Method,. has been influential both in the science and the
unscicnce of all time.

Unsci'enced, a. (Un-' 9.) 1891 Harper's Mag. July
316/1 Wh.1t a work like Mr. James's., does fortheunscienced
reader is [etc.].

Uuscienti'fic, a- (Un-1 7.) Also absol.

[1775 AsH.] 1813 F. S. N. Douglas Ess. Greeks iL 85
The admiration, with which the beautiful Caryatides,,
inspire the most unscientific. 1827 Faradav CA.fW. Manip.
vii. 204 This distinction is known to be very unscientific,

but it is convenient in operations. 1877 A^. ?f Q. 22 Dec.
498/1 In this matter of Latin pronunciation old fogies like

myself are . . on the side . . of the unscientific.

TTnscienti'fically, ac/z/. (Un-i ii.)

(1775 Ash.] 1794 HuTTON Philos. Light, etc 107 A principle

perhaps no less unscientifically conceived ; . . that of reflected

heat. 1858 Gwf-ener Gunnery 278 Unscientifically formed
projectiles. 1886 Contemp, Rev. Jan. 11 To talk then, in.,

[nature's] name, of the rights of conscience, ..is to talk un-
scientifically.

Unsclntillating, ppl. a, (Un-' 10.) 1807 J. Barlow

17N8CREEK.

Colimth V. 676 Prometheus like, to snatch a beam of day
And homeward bear the unscintiHating ray,

Unsci-asored, ppL a. (Un- 1 8.)
1608 Shaks. Per, iii. iii. 20 (p.i). Till she be married,

madam,.. Vnsistered \read Vnsissered].. shall this hair of
mine remain, c 1631 X. Carew Elegy Death Donne 5 The
uncisor'd Churchman, a 1639 — Poems, To my Friend
G. N. 64 Nor, on a Marble Tun, his face besmear'd With
grapes, is curl'd uncizard Bacchus rear'd.
Unsco'flfed, ppl. a. (Un.' 8.) 1622 Wither Philareie
B 4 b, What hopes haue I to passe vnscoft I pray . . ?
Unaco-lded, ppl. a. (IJn-» 8.) [1775 Ash.J 1855 E.
Forbes Lit. Papers vi, 176 We like this book too well to
permit us to pass over a fault unscolded. f Unsco'mfited,
ppl. a. Obs. tUN-' 8.] Unconquered. £1400 Found. St.
Bartholomew's 23 The vertu in her conceyuyd of vnskun-
fitid feith. Ibid. 34 The coronacioun of the most vnskunfitid
kynge of Englonde, Henry the secunde. Unsccnced,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8+Sconce sb.^ or v.^) 1735 Savage Progr.
Divine 17 Him, quite unsconc'd.the butt'ry book shall own.
UnscoTcIied, ;^^/. a. (Un-i 8.)
x6oi Shaks. Jul. C. i. iii. i8 His Hand, Not sensible of fire,

remain'd vnscorch'd. 1612 Warner .^/^.£"«^. xi.lxviL285
Thogh thou could'st buzze about the flame, & keepe vn-
skorcbt thy wings. 1651 Stanley Poems, Love Deposed iv.
We. .unscorch'd may Like atoms play. And wanton in the
sunshine of your eyes. 1816 Scoii Autig. xviii, The moss
and wild flowers were unscorched. 1843 Prescott Mexico
11. iv. I. 247 From all these fiery trials.. he came out un-
scorched. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng, ix. IL 345 If he threw
them [sc. toads] into the fire, they hopped back to him un-
scorched.

XJnsco-re, v. (Un-2 3. cf. Score v.6.)
1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribae 184 Goe and unskore your

margine with those many quotations, . . ranged wel-nigh from
the top to the bottome of that page.

Unsco-red, ppl, a. (Un- i 8.)
1596 Nashe Sajffron Walden Tijb, He hath.. not left

amcAlmain scribe, .vncompared orvnscoard. 1818 Busby
Gram. Mus. 491 He,, should ascertain his powers of inven-
tion, in unscored Composition. 1894 We&tm, Gaz. 7 Mar. 3/1
He will leave no point unscored in favour of the people,

Unsco'rned,/'//. a. (Un-i 8.)
a 1425 tr. Arderne's I real. Fistula, etc. 4 He that skornel>

other men sbal not go away vnskomed. 1622 Wither
Philarete M 4, I.. yet, vnscorned, serue a gentle Nymph,
1721 Young Revenge \. i, Africk I quell'd, in hope by that
to purchase Your leave to sigh unscorn'd. 1828 Wordsw.
Power ofSoumi 51 Unscorned [be] the peasant's ^frhistling

breath.

UnscoTnful, a, (Un-* 7.) 1858 Tennyson in Ld.
Tennyson Memoir (1897) I. 427 He is such agood fellow,so
unscornful and genial. Unsco'mfuUy, adv. (Un-* ii.)

1844 tr. Alem. Babylonian Princess U. 307 Hanging his
majestic head, and unscornfully pacing to and fro in his
narrowcage. Unscornfulness. (Un-'i2.) 1840 L. Hunt
Leg. Florence 11. i, Your look, madam, is wondrous logical ;,

,

and cranim'd with scorn, from pure unscornfulness. Ua-
sco-tch, V. (Un-2 3) 1839 F. A. Griffiths ^r/(7/. Man.
191 Unsling gun and carriage. Limber up. Hold on. Un-
scotch the wheels. Unscotted,///. a. local. [Un-' 8-f
Scot sb^ 3.] Not subject to a 'scot * or tax. 1865 Level
ofHatfield Chase (Notice of Annual Meeting) 18 Oct., The
Owners of Unscotted Lands aflected by ' 'Ihe Level of
Hatfield Chase Act, 1862.' Unscottified,/i//.a. (Un-^ 8.)

1773 Johnson i May in Bosweil, You are the most un-
scottified of your countrymen. 1858 E. B. Ramsay Remifu
(ed. 2) v. 39 Numerous examples.. might be taken from the
works of Robert Burns, .which lose tiieir charm altogether
when unscottified. Un-Sco'ttish, a, (Un-' 7.) 1825
Monthly Rev. CVI. 14 The Un-Scotish name of Griffiths.

Unscoured, pph a. (Un-i 8. Cf. Sw,
o^kurad.)
c 1460 Stans Puer ad Mensam 58 in Babees Bk. 30 Brynge

no knyvesvnskoured to the table. 1567 Drant Horace, Ep,
iii. c vj. Thy witte is not g( meanest sorte ; it doth not lye
vnskowrde. 1592-3 Act 35 Eliz. c. 10 § i Beinge rawe un.
scowred . . as yt cometh from the Weavers Beame. 1603
Shaks. Meas. for M. i. iii. 171 Like vn-scowr'd Armor.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jacke-a-Lent Wks.!. nsMaking
the band of vnscowred Halberdiers retire. 1702 Guide for
Constables 141 He that scours not his ditches, .shall forfeit

12 pence for every rod so left unscoured. 1830 Carlyle
Misc. (1840) IL 345 Her kettles hung unscoured on the wall.

1894 Outing XXIV. 229/1 A handful of unscoured worms.

'UnscouTged,/')'/. a. (Un-i s.)

c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1257 They J?at swymmen
inrichesse..Vnscourgiday ofanyadueisitee. 1648 Hexham
II, Ongegeesselt, Vnwhipped, or Vnscourged. Z825CAMPBELL
Hallowed Ground I Man.. Erect and free, Unscourged by
superstition's rod.

Unscra'ped, ppL a. (Un-1 8. Cf. ON.
^skrapadr, (M)Sw. oskrapad^ MDa. uskrabel.)

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. iv. i, With vile, unscrapit
tongue. 1881 Cheg. Career 323 They threw it [sc. a dead
iguana] on the coals, unscraped and uncleaned. 1887
Moloney Forestry W, Africa 427 The coated or unscraped
sort is similarly prepared, excepting that the rhizomes are
unscraped ; this is sometimes called Black Ginger.

t Unscra'pen, ppl. a. Obs.-^ [Un-' 8 b.) = prec. 1599
Garnet Let. to Parsons May i,Stonyhurst MSS.), I was
willing to let it go naturally, that you may rather mend it,

if it be necessary, or deliver it unscrapen.

Unscratcned, //>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1595 Shaks. John ii. i. 225 To saue vnscratch'd your
Citties threatned cheekes. a 1667 Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph.
(1817) 394 They are his image undefiled, uiiscratched, un-
broken by an j^ act or consent of their own. 1853 Dickens
Bleak Ho. Ixiii, You must make up your mind to remain
wwscratched [sc. out of a will],

Unscrawled,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1612 BfinsleyZk^/. Z,iV.

39 That tlie schollars keep their copies and books fair, vn-
blottcd and vnscrauled,

Unscree'n, v, (Un-2 5.)
1628 Wither Brit, Remembr. v. N xi b, Secrets to un-

skreene, That cannot by our mortall eyes be scene. 1635
QuAHLKs Eml'l. III. vii. 28 Uiiskreen those Heav'nly lamps,
or tell me why Thou shad'st thy face. 1654 Gayion Pleas.
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UNSCREENED.
Notes IV. viii. 223 r.ut he bustling still to imscreen her fully,

she then shreekt out.

Unscreened, (/>//.) a. [Un-18, 9.]
1. Not protected or covered with a screen.
Z648 Boyle Seraph, Love xxv-i. (1659) 167 Their being

e-vpos'd (unskreen d) to the Sun's refulgent beams. 1783
R. Graves Euphrosyne II. 113 Yet in those eyes we see..
(More bright unscreen'd) the pow'r..To make new con-
quests. iSoi Monthly Mag. XII. 224 If I sit unscreened,
with my back to the fire. 1859 Geo. Eliot y^. Bede liv, The
little, grey, desolate-looking hamlet, unscreened bysheltering
trees. 1891 Nature 20 -.^ug.. Similar actions on cometary
matter, unscreened as it is by an absorptive atmosphere.
2. Not passed through a screen ; unsifted.

i8s« La-xtom Buiidet^s Price Bk, 132 Gravel unscreened,
SS. od. Per cubic yard. z888 EncycU Diet. s.v., Unscreened
coal. 1900 Daily Ne^vs 21 May 2 /i Unscreened town'srefuse.

Unscrew, v. [UN-a 3 and 7. Cf. WFris.
otit-, itniskroeve, -je, Du. ontschroeven.']

X. trans. To slacken or detach by turning a screw
(either separate or forming part ofthe thing turned).
1651 Davenant Gondibert I. vl xiii, His Hilts round Pom-

mel he did then unskrew. 1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. v. L
a You may unscrew the perpendicular from the sight. XM3
MoxoN Meek. Exerc., Printing xxii. F 4 He must unskrew
the Skrew of his Composing-stick. 1718 De Foe Plague
(t754) 7t They found Waj's to unscrew the Locks. 1739
Labslyb Piers Westm. Bridge 24 They were secured by
proper Iron-work; which bemg unskrew'd, would permit
the Sides . . to part asunder. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci.
^ Art II. 24 Shut the stop-cock, and unscrew the syringe.
1848 Dickens Dombey xlix, He . . unscrewed his hook,
screwed his fork into its place, and did the honours of the
table. 1900 Hasluck Model Engin. Handybk. 118 This rod
..can be lengthened, .by unscrewing one of the joints.

b. To remove the stopper from (a flask) by un-
screwing.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais i. xxiv. 114 He unscrewed his
borracho (which was a great Dutch leathern bottle).

o. intr. To undergo, or admit of, being un-
screwed.
i8u T. MiTCHELl, Aristoph. II. 225 Like the tones of

a lyre, When the pins and pegsare unscrewing. 1874 H. H.
Cole Catal. hid. Art S. Kens. Mus. 166 Amulet (lase. . . It

unscrews at one end. 1888 Rutley Rock-Forming Mifi. 21
Fitted on a separate stand the foot of which unscrews.

^- fiS' (In various applications.)
itoS B. JoNsoN Volfone v. vii. To the Court, .will I j and

ift be possible, Vn-screw my Aduocate, vpon new hopes.
la 16x6 Fletcher, etc. Q. Corinth, iii, I snould curse my
fortune.. to be made the ginne To unscrew a Mothers love
unto her Son. 1627 N. Burley in Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram, a ij, What long trauels . . Haue made thee know, thou
..do'st vnscrew To those that want like knowledge. 1664
H. More Myst. Iniq. 295 The Thirteenth Chapter would
not fail to unscrue the meaning with the considerate and
intelligent. 1761 Churchill Rosciad i,tZ (Courtiers will, like
reasonable creatures. Suspend vain Fashion, and unscrew
their features.

Un9crewed,/(/S/.a. [Un-'8.] Notfurnishedwithascrew.
1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. 18 If the countersunk head
be lengthened so as to take up the whole of the unscrewed
part of the bolt. Unscri-bbled, //»/. «• (Un-' 8.) 1628
Earle Microcosm., Ciiild (Arb.) 21 His Soule is yet a white
paper vnscribled with obseruations of the world. tUn-
Scri-ed,>/>/. a. Obs.-'- [Un-'8.] Undescried. 1560R0LLAND
SeTien Sages 36 Thay . .Wan to the Gold .. and vnscryit come
away. t Unscri'p, v. (Un-* 4.) C1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode 11. xii. (1869) 79 A cherL.woIe bmeme hem her
burdouns and vnscrippe hem of here scrippes.

Unsciriptnral, «. (Un-i 7.)
X653 Gauden Hierasp. 14 How unscriptural . . do they seem

to many . . Christians ? X683 E. Hooker Pre/. Pordage's
Mystic Div. ^ i Unwritten Traditions, inhumane inventions,
unscriptural institutions. 1719 Waterlakd Eight Sena,
Div, Christ iii. 103 That is as manifestly unscriptural, false,
and groundless, as either Socinian or Arian. 178a Priestley
Corrnft. Chr. II. vii. 104 Wickliffe. .saw nothing unscrip-
tural in extreme unction. 1815 Coleridoe Aids Reflect,
311 The View or Scheme.. I believe to be altogether un.
scriptural. 1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng. vi. II. 112 Prelacy
was abhorred.. both as an unscriptural and as a foreign
institution.

Hence Unscrl-ptnrally adv., -alness.
1677 W. Hughes Man of Sin in. ii. 27 Besides the un-

scripturalness of such visits. x8a4 D. Russell Covenants
(1843) 182 Some have spoken very, .unscripturally of the
good works and holy tempers of believers. x868 Miall
Congregationalism in Yorks. 15 Cartwright had openly
proclaimed

.
.the unscripturalness of the Anglican hierarchy.

Unscriptura-llty. (Un-' 12.) iTi3 Revolution Politicks
vL 18 The Unscripturality and Irregularity of the Doc-
trine. l8»7 G. S. Faber Sacr. Calend. Prophecy (1844)
II. 19 The flagrant unscripturalities of that notoriously
apostatising period. Unscripture, sb. [Un.' 12 b.J
attrib. Unscriptural 1697 G. Keith 2nd Narr. Proc.
Turner's Halt 9 They that find . . Fault with unscripture
Language. Unscripture, ». (UN.24.) i69oStillingfl.
Charge 1 1 Sept. 6 They who go about to Unbishop Timothy
and Titus, may as well Unscripture the Epistles, that were
written to them, t Unscripturely, «. Ob-r^ [Un-' 7.I
Unscriptural. X549 Latimer 2nd Serm. be/. Edw. VI, To
Rdr. (.\rb.) 48 This maintenance of so many vnscripterlye
opinions. Unscru-bbed, iS>/. a. iUn' 8.) (177s Ash.]
c 1900- in periodical use. Unscru'ple,z'. (Un-^4.) 1647
M. HuDsox Div. Right Govt. 11. ii. 75 To unscruple all
vocabular doubts and difficulties, let us but look into the
fourteenth Ch. of Gen. Unscru-pled, a. (Un-'9.) Unscru-
pulous. 1813 %zo-n Rokeby vi. vii, In their favour oft we see
Unscrupled, useful men like thee. UnsCrU'pled,/>/>/.a.
(Un-J 8 ; cf. Scruple v. 4.) i66s Boyle Occas. Refl. vi. iii.

195 Either the same [practice), or little better, may be found
unscrupled at among our selves. Unscrupulosity.
(Un.' 12; cf.next.) 1847 HAmis Li/e Ld.//ard7uicie 111.
270 The unscrupulosity with which he ever gratified his
pa.ssion. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such xi. 191 The dirty
work of unscrupulosity.

330

Unscrupulous, a. (Un-i 7.)
1803 Godwin C/iaieur x\\. II. 265 A person., boundless in

ambition, and unscniputous in hischoicc of means for gratify-

ing it. 1839 Scott Anne o/G. xix, The priest took instant

and unscrupulous possession of his seat of honour. 1875
lowETT Plato 1 1. 222 The worse he is the more unscrupulous
he will be.

Hence Unscru*pulously iz^/z'. , -ness.
1808 MiTFORiJ Hist. Greece IV. 356 Their unscrupulousness

in using the arbitrary powers of democratical government.

1833 J.
H. Newman Avians iv. § ii. 315 This mere handful

of divines unscrupulously pressing forward into the highest
ecclesiastical stations. 1879 Farrar St. Paul xxxviii. II.

248 The unscrupulousness of a worldly ecclesiasticism. 1884
Chukcii Bacon iii, 61 Lawyers, .who unscrupulously pushed
their way to preferment.
tUnscru'table, a. Obs. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) 1562 Cooper

Anstu. Priv. Masse 96 b, Is it not merueilous,. .and to oure
iudgement vnscrutable, that [etc.]? [177S Ash.] Uh-
scru'tableness. (Un-' 12 ; cf. prec.) 1657 J. Sergeant
Schism DispatcICt 449 The profound unscrutableness of
those mysteries.

Unscru tinized, PpL a. (Un-i 8.)

i7»8 Morgan Hist, Algiers I. v. 167 Their Consciences he
leaves wholly unscrutinized. 1795 Kentham Protest agst.

Law Taxes 5a His unscrutinized notion of its supposed
tendency to check litigation. x8o2-ia — Ration. Jndic.
Eviti. (1827) I. 478 Scrutinized or unscrutinized, evidence
may speak, 1853 J. H. Newman Sco^e Univ. Educ, 60
Every received but unscrutinized assertion.

tJiisoru*tinizing,/>//. a. (Un-1 10.)
i8o3-i3 Bentham Ration, yudic. Evid. (1827) I. 123

Unreflecting and unscrutinizing caprice. 187a Morley
Voltaire \. 9 Unscrutinising acquiescence in half-thoughts
and faint £ues,ses.

Unscra-tinizingly, rtife. (Un-' n; cf. prec.) 1891 Han.
LvN'CH G. Meredith. 136 He adores her unscrutinizingly.
Unscuiptured, ///. ^z. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 18x6
Shelley Mont Blanc 27 The aethereal waterfall, vihose veil

Robes some unsculptured image. 1891 Cent. Dict.^ Ut^
sculptured,.. in. zoology^ smooth; without elevated or im-
pressed marks on the surface. Unscu'mmed, ppl. a.

(Un-' B, Cf. Sw. osku?nmad.) c 1440 Pallad. on Husb vnr.
128 Asesterof vnscomedJiony. \eft^ApoL Priv. Masse {iSso)

40 If the servant would leave the pot unscummed. Un-
SCUTe, V. s. dial. (Un-* 3. Cf Isle of Wight skure to
secure.] trans. To untie, undo. 1749 Mrs. Robert
GoADBv Carew v. 51 They were now all employed in un-
scuring the Children from his Back [Cf. Il'id. 49 It was
quickly resolved to tie two to his Back.] Unscu'tcheoned,
ppl, a. (Un-' 8.) 1837 Pollok Course T. viu. 89 No King,
no subject was ; unscutcheoned all, Uncrowned, unplumed.
Unscythed,///.a. (Un.'8.) « 1818 in Scott //r/.jT//(//.i,

Skiddaw hears afar The rattling of the unscythed car.

Unseal, v. [Un-'-^ 3, 4. Cf, MDu. cntse^ekn,

(Du. -zegelen), OHG. intsigilan (MHG. entsigeletty

G. 'Sieg€ln)I\

1. trans. To remove a seal from, to break the

seal of (a letter, etc.).

£:i435 Seven Sag, (P.) 1054 His emys bokes he vnselde.
ci^z^Pi.iiDE.L\s XI Fains Hell ijQ pe angel., lad him to ^
blakpit l>o, With vij.selys was selidtreuly... Anon he vnselid

t>e pit bore. 1596 Shaks, Merch. V. v. t. 275, I haue better
newes in store for you Then you expect : vnseale this letter

soone. 1666 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 23
He. .resolved tounsealethe bags. 1693 DRVDEN/'^ri/wxvi,
37 Nor yet [will I] unseal the Dregs of Wine that stink Of
Cask, 1746 Francis tr. Horace^ Epist. i. vii. 12 The long
Lawyer's Plea unseals our Wills. 1791 Cowper Odyss. iii.

495 Charging high the cup With wine of richest sort, which
she.. First broach 'd, unsealing the delicious juice, 1818
Coleridge in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) I, Introd. 33 Hence-
forward the book is unsealed for him ; the depth is opened.
i8st LoNGF. Gold. Leg. i. Court-yard^ Then was the family
tomb unsealed. 1884 Cassell's Earn. Mag. Mar, 203/1 The
oven is then unsealed, and the coke withdrawn.
Jig. 1830 Mrs. Hemans Sotigs Affec.^ Spirit's Return i,

This long-shut heart for thee shall be unseal'd.

2. Jig* a. To free from some constraining influ-

ence; to allow free action to.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 59 She ought to shut vp
her dores, and solemnize continuall night, till her husband,
her sunne, making a happie return, vnsealeth her silence.

1652 Benlowks Theoph. \. Ixxxviii, Renew my heart, direct
my tongue, unseal My hand. 1826 Mrs. Hemans Forest
Sanctuary 11. xxx. When stars, .are shining, How their soft

glance unseals each thought of thee ! 1847 Emerson Com-
pensation ii, And why when mirth unseals all tongues
Should mine alone be dumb?

b. To free from the condition (or necessity) of
remaining closed. (Cf. Seal v\ 6 b.)
With reference to the eyes ((5) probably in part replacing

UnSEEL 7'.

{a) a 1586 Sxxi^^s Arcadia i. ii, I pray you (said Musidorus,
then first unsealing his long silent lips) what countries be
these? i6zi Quarles Div. Poems, Esther xxx, Memucan..

,

Vnseal'd his serious lips, and thus bespake. 1815 Scott
Guy M, xli, Speaking as if his utmost efforts were unable to I

unseal his lips beyond the width of a quarter of an inch,
i

1853 Merivale Rovi. Emp. (ed. 2) iii. I. 129 Cicero's mouth
was unsealed. 1884 Manch. Exam. 24 Nov. 5/2 Gladstone

i

. , is therefore extremely anxious that his lips should . . be
j

unsealed.
j

{b) 1653 Ben-lowes Theoph. xi. xxx, Still to have toting
1

waits unseal thine eyes. 1700 Drvden Ovid's Met., Ceyx f^
\

Alcyone 303 The God disturb'd with this new Glare of Light
}

. ., unseal'd his Sight. 1735 Pope Odyss. xv. 8 In sleep pro-
found the Son of Nestor lies ; Not thine, Ulysses ! Care
unseal'd his eyes. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 364 Others
'neath rueful Tartarus he sends ; Grants slumbers, and with,
draws [them], and the ej^es At death unseals. 1863C0WDEN
Q.x.K^vi'e. Shaks. Char. xiii. 333 The discovery of that patron's
baseness, .acts like a talisman to unseal his eyes.

3. To disclose, reveal.

1640 Fletcher, etc Coronation w. i, If this preserve thee
not, I must unseal Another mistery. 1871 B. Taylor Faust
(1875) II. n. iii 147 He the future hath unsealed.

UNSEARCHABLE.
Hence TJnsea'ler ; Unsea-ling vbl, sb,

'683 J*NE Lead Revelation (title.p.), An Essay towards the
Unsealing, Opening and Discovering The Seven Seals.
1844 LowHLi, Leg. Brittany ii. xxii, Remembering when
he stood Not fallen yet, the unsealer of her heart. 189sW. Watsom Hymn to Sea i, While, with throes, with rap-
tures, with loosing of bonds, with unsealings,—Youth ..
wakes like a wondering rose.
Unsea-Iable, a. [Un-' 7 b.] Incapable of being sealed.

183J ]•,. Ikvinc; hxpos. Rev. I. 91 The apotalypse is..an un.
se.iled and unscalable book.

TTusealed, ///. a.i [Un-1 8. Cf. MDu. m-
gtsegelt, Du. ongczegeld, G. ungesiegdt:\
1. Not stamped or marked with a seal.
"377 Langl. p. pi. B. XIV. 292 Wynneth he naust with

weghtes fals ne with vnseled mesures. 1491 Extr. Aberd.
Reg. C1844) I. 419 Conuikit . . for the wrangwiss haldin of a
wrang pek of less mesour, and unselit. 1550 Southampton
Court Leet Rec. (1905) i. 9 We present that [they] . . sell beere
and wyne by vnlawful and vnsealled measures contrary to

,
thestatute. iSiyZra/A^-risThe Market is full of excellent
Leather!.. all this in the Morning lyes vnsealed. 1660 in

- J. Davidson Inverurie, etc. (1878) 361 Giv onie person have
ane unseilit stoup they sail braik the same.
fig. 1680 C. Nesse Church Hist. 447 They could never

kill the souls of any of Gods sealed ones, as they did of the
unsealed.

2. Not having a seal imposed or attached ; not
closed by means of a seal.

c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/ Manhode I. xxxvi. (1860) 22 He [jat holt
his swerd naked, and l>e keyesvnbownde, naked and vnseeled.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. \. ccccxxv. 301/2 So he toke the
letters vnsealed, and retourne in to Englande agayne. 1646
Bury Wills (Camden) 192 All my bookes, papers, and parch-
nients vnsealed. 1665 Boyle Exp. t^ Ois. Cone. Cold Pref.
c 6, Judging it fit to make further Trial, with an unseal'd
Wcather-glass. 1726 Berkeley in Fraser Li/e Wks. 1871
IV. 140 In case it be a bond in form, or. .a promissory note
unsealed. 1793 T. 'Jwining in Recieal, tt Stud. (1882) 184
Sending the parcel unsealed that you might have read, .the
MS. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y, II. 89
This letter..was..delivered, unsealed, to M.de Montalivet.
fig. a 1649 Crashaw Carmen Deo Nostro, Hymn St.

Tlwmas 54 When this dry soul those eyes shall see. And
drink the unseal'd sourse of thee. 1810 Shelley Prometh.
Unb. IV. 115 The murmurings Of the unsealed springs.
1831 (see prec.].

trans/. 1868 ReJ>. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) S78
Moisture, emanating in part from unsealed honey, . . becomes
condensed in the hive from external cold.

3. fg. Not formally confirmed or ratified.

1601 Shaks. All's IVell iv. ii. 30 Therefore your oathea
Are words and poore conditions, but vnseal'd. 1665 J.
Spencer Yulg. Frcph. 87 1 hat very many of these Modern
Prophecies have been very punctually accomplish'd, though
unseal'd by any divine Sign attending the delivery of them.
1831 James Phil, Augustus II. iii, My fate is yet an un.
seated one.

Unsea-led, ///. a.2 [Un-1 8 + Seel :/.2 Cf.
Unseal ». 2 b i5.] Not closed.
1800 CoLERiixjE Piccolom. I. xi, The unsealed eye Of

Ji^iter's glad children born in lustre.

Unsea'jn, v. [UN-24.] trans. To undo the
seam or seams of (a garment, etc.). Alsoyf^., to
rip up.

1591 Greene Groat's W. Wit (1617) 28 In a thread-bare
cloake,..his hose vnseamed. 1605 Shaks. Macb. i. ii. 22
Till he vnseam'd him from the Naue to th' Chops, And fix'd
his Head vpon our Battlements. x6o8 Beaum. & Fl. Four
Plays in One i. iii, Nor a vein runs here From head to foot,
hut Sophocles would unseame, and . . shoot bis scornfull blood
Into their eyes. 1631 in Yemey Mem. (1907) I. 131 Our
barke..had her bottome strucken out and was unseamed.
x8i2 BvRON Ch. Har. i. Ixxvii, One gallant steed is stretch'd
a mangled corsej Another, hideous sight ! unseam'd appears.
1824 in Spirit Pub. "Jrnls. (1825) 194 Giving Mr. Trotter a
thump on the e\-e, and unseaming his shirt from top to
bottom I 1848 t. AiRD Chr. Bride 1. xiii. The monster's.

.

tusks backward glanceTo gather fury for his onset dread,
To unseam her lovely limb.
Unsea-manlike, a. (Un-' 7 c.) 1726 Shelvocke Voy.

round World 7 His unseamanlike behaviour in the late
storm. 1865 Sot. Rev. 2 Sept. 301^2 The idea of a French
Sailor as a weedy, unseamanhke kind of ' loafer '.

Unsea-med, ///. a. [Un-1 8. Cf. Du. on-
gezoomd, MLG. and MHG. utigesdinet, G. un-
gesdumt, Sw. osbmmad^ Having no seam.
1S52 Sylvester Tri. Faith ii. xlix. The Schismatiks..

renting Christ's unseamed coat in twain. 1633 F. White
Sabbath 3x0 The unseamed coat of Christ.

Uusea-rcliable, a. and sb, [Uu-i 7 b, u,
and 5 b.]

1. That cannot be searched into, so as to be ascer-

tained or exactly estimated ; inscrutable.

X382 Wyclif Rom. xi. 33 Hou incomprehensyble ben his
domes, and his weyis vnserchable. c 1400 Found, St. Bar.
thotomew's 43 God, that makith grete and vnsercheable
thyngis with-owte numbre. 1549 Latimer 3rd Scrm. bef,

Edvj. VI (Arb.) 100 Mans hart is vnserchable. 1584 B. R.
tr. Herodotus 11. 77 They fell, .to discourse, .of Nilus, the
head whereof was vnsearchable, and not to be knowne.
1622 Peacham Compl. Gent. viii. 69 To consider how Nature
.

.
, by an vnsearchable and stupendious worke, shewelh vs

[etc.]. X667 Milton P. L. viii. 10 To relate Things else by
me unsearchable, now heard With wonder. X703 Rows
Ulysses IV. i, 'Tis all the mighty working of the gods, Un-
searchable and dark to human Eyes. X759 Johnson /v^jWaj
xi. The unsearchable will of the Supreme Being. X809-X4
WoRDSw. Excurs. iiL 112 Lost in unsearchable eternity.
X835 Thirlwall Greece I. vi. 193 As his might is irresistible,

so IS his wisdom unsearchable. X876 R. Bridges Sonn. viii,

The unsearchable and secret aims Of nature.

b. sb. An unsearchable thing.
X725 Watts Logick i. vi. § 1 It is a vast Hindrance.. if we

spend too much of our Time and Pains among Infinites and



UNSEARCHABLENESS. 331 UNSEAWORTHY.
Unsearchables. 1741 — Improv. Mind i. xviii, To busy
yourselves .. amongst unsearchables.

2. That cannot be sought for,

1878 B. Taylor Pr. Deukalion 111. v. 128 A something lost,

Because vnsought, perchance unsearchable, Assails my sight.

Hence nnsea*rclia.bleness, -ably adv.
i$ti Florio, Inscrutabilita, "vnsearchableness. 11653

Binning Serm. (1845) 38 God's unsearchableness, God's
unchangeableness. 1683 El'Bnet tr. Flore's Utopia 197
Unless, according to the uusearchableness of his Mind,
he is pleased with a variety of Religions. 1856 Ruskin
Mod, Painters IV. v. v. §21 In an Italian twilight.,
there is stil! unsearchableness, but an unsearchableness
without cloud or concealment. 1873 Svmonds Grk. Poets
ix. 290 The unsearchableness of God's dealings. 1706
Stevens Span. Diet, i, /nscru/ai/emente, inscrutably, *un-
.searchably. 1746 Hervey /^e^. Floiuer Garden 21 The
various Expedients which Providence, unsearchably wise,

uses. 1847 De Quincev Sp. Mil, Nun Wks. 1862 III. 98 A
female . . who . . perished by a fateso unsearchably mysterious.

TJnsea*rched,//>/. a. [Urr-i 8, 8 c]
1. Not searched; unexamined, uninvestigated:

a. In predicative use, after leave, ^, pass^ etc.

X5»6 Pii^r. Per/. {W. de W. 1531) 131 b, It shall leaue no
corner ofour soules . . vnserched. a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Edw,
K, 7 Watchyng. that no person.. should passe vnserched.
i6sx Fletcher Thierry ^ Theod. v. i, Since you have your
tricks .we will not leave a wrinkle of you unsearcht. 1691
T. H[ale] Acc. Ne7o [nvtnt. 12 Suffering a Ship.. to lye.,

in Harbour unsearched, 1765 Wilkes C^^rr. {1805) II. 138
The two trunks . . were suffered to go out of Rome un-
searcned. 183a G. Downes Lett. Cout. Countries I. 399
The custom-house officers .. letting all ours {sc. luggage]
pass unsearched. 1865 Dickrns Mut. Fr. in, vi. The
chimney was not left unsearched.

b. In attributive use.

X568 Jacob !$ Esau i. iit BJ, Whatsoeucr mysterie the
Lordc therein ment. Must be referred to his vnserched iudge-
ment. 16x5 Chapman Odyss. xxiv. 640 Pallas spake To
loue..And askt of him, what his vnsearched mind Held
vndiscouer'd. a 1649 Ckashaw Carmen Deo Nostra, To
Ctess Denbigh 36 The self-shutt cabinet of an unsearcht
soul. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Fossile Slulls^

Other yet unknown or unsearched seas and shores. i8ai
Byron Heaz'en ff Earth \\\, 912 The ocean .. grasps each
drowning hill,_Nor leaves an unsearch'd cave. X879 Farrar
St. Paul xxxi. II. 24 ITiat unsearched borderland which
lies between the natural and the sui>ernatural.

2. Not searched^r,
X730 A. Gordon MaffeVs Amphith. p. x, All which, .have

been unsearch'd for, and unknown.
UnseaTChing, ppLa, (Un-' la) 1599 Daniel Musopk.

(1602) C iij b. Then would they only labour to extend Their
now vnsearching spirits beyond these bounds Of others
powres, wherein they must be pend. i8aft-3a Webster
(citing J. Q. Adams).

Unseared,//'/. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not made sear ; unwithered.

XS99 Thynne Animadv. (1875) 48 That is, (as some do
expounde this worde vnseriall,) vnsered, vnsinged, vn-
withered. xSag J. L. Knapp yrnl. Nat. 103 Preserving, .a
portion of its foliage unseared by frosts, a 1847 Eliza Cook
Like the Ez'ergreen iiJ, It remainetb unseared in the deluge
of light.

fig. x8a7 PoLLOK Course T. iir. 153 The stripling youth of
plump, unseared hope. 1863 W. Lancaster Prxterita 37
We'llkeepa merry heart up still, Unsered, fresh, young, and
callow.

2. Not made hard or callous.

i860 Trbnch Serm. Westm. Abbey vi. 59 Many things

which he would have shrunk back from at first, while his

conscience was yet unseared.

t tJnsea'Son, sb. Obsr''^ [Un-1 la.] In ttn-

seasoHj out of season.

a 1400-S0 Alexander 4439 Joure sowping in vnseson, ^oure
sttrfete of drinkis.

TTnsea'SOn, z'. [Un-^^.] trans. To deprive

of seasoning or relish. In quots._;?^.

X590 Spenskr F, Q.y To Sir IV. Raleigh^ Why doe I send
this rusticke Madrigale, That may thy tunefull eare vnseason
quite? la 1600 Nobody ^ Someb, in Simpson Sch. Shaks*
(1878) I. 310 The remembrance that I was a king, Unseasons
the content of povcrtie. 1718 Theobald Dottole Falshood
L ii, What Fortune soever my Going shall encounter, cannot
be good Fortune j What I part withal unseasons any other
Goodness.

Unseasonable, a- [Un-1 7 b.]

1. Not suited to, not in accordance with, the

time or occasion ; untimely, inopportune.
c 1448 Ten Commandments of Love in Stoiv's Chaucer

(1561) 342 b. Take measure in langage, .. For mesure ..

Thyngcs vnseasonable settelh in season. 1591 Acts Privy
Council (iQOo) XXI. 123 The unordinate and unseasonable
taking of the same [spawn] by the common fishers. 1607-ia
Bacon £"5^., Dispatch (Arb.) 248/1 To chuse tyme is to save
tyme, and an vnseasonable mocion is but beating the ayre.

X667 Milton P, L. vmi. 201 Whence haply mention may
arise Of somthing not unseasonable to ask. 1718 Free'
thinker No. 7. 42 A Notion prevails, .that Marriage in

Lent, is at least unseasonable. 175a Johnson Rambler
No. 307 p 9 Unseasonable importunity of discontent. X817

Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. v. 522 The English fleet...

dispersed by the weather, incurred considerable danger of a
very unseasonable rencounter. 1839 W. C. Taylor Anc.
Hist, xvii. I 2 (ed. 2) 501 This rash _ conspiracy induced
Gaiba to sully the commencement of his reign by unseason-
able severities. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 497
The omission to inspect the accounts was unseasonable and
injudicious.

iransf. ij*z Steele Cousc. Lovers tiu i, The familiar,

learned, unseasonable Puppy I

b. Of time : Not suitable for the action speci-

fied or implied.
Frcq. (with hour) implying an unusual time of the nighL

1595 Shaks. John IV. u. 20 This acto. .Being vrged at a

time vnseasonable. x6ax in Foster Sng. Freiortes Ind. I.

(1906) 261 The said ship, .at last at unseasonable time made
tryall to com for Petapolie. X674 JacksotCs Recant. B i,

To let them out at unseasonable hours, and stay up for

them, till it be early. 1715 De Foe Fatn. Instruct. 1. iiU

(1841) I, 62 Who knows but God may bless instruction,

though begun at an unseasonable time. 175^ Franklin
Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 218 Neither did they conceive the time
to be unseasonable for an application to the crown. x8oo
Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Fam. II. 176 If I presume to

intrude upon you at an unseasonable hour. 1838 Lytton
Leila i. vi, The alarm it might occasion .. if he endeavoured
at so unseasonable an hour, to force an entrance.

c. As oilv. Unseasonably ; out of season.
a 1634 Chapman Bussy d'Afitbois iii. (1641) 42 How most

unseasonable thou playest the Cucko, In this thy fall of
friendship. 1680 R. L'Estrange tr. Erasmus"* Colloquies

174 This came very Unseasonable ; Or if there had been any
Errour, it might have been dissembled.

2. Of fish, etc. : Not in season.

c 1450 Cal. Letter-bks. London, D. (1902) IV. 198 Ye shalle

not sufTre no fysshe corrupt ne unsesynable to be solde.

1477 [see Victual sb. i y], 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 21
Aswell grete fisshes unsesonable as the seid frie. 1533-4
Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 7 Kyllyng of salmons when they be
unsesonable and not holsome for manns body. 1563 in
Liturg. Serv. Q. Eliz, (1847) 488 The same poor which either
lack food, or else that which they have is unseasonable and
cause of sickness. 1653 Walton Angler vi. 133 The old
Salmon . . grow sick in fresh waters, and by degrees un-
seasonable. 1677 Quarter Sess, Rec. (N. Riding Rec. Soc)
VII. 6 A Startforth yeoman for catching ten unseasonable
fish called scurfes. ^i84J Act 5-6 Vict. c. 106 § 74 If any
Person shall.. have in his Possession any.. unclean or un-
seasonable Salmon or Trout.

t b. Not properly matured ; unseasoned, Obs."^^

1515 Nottingham Rec. III. 344 We present Ser John
Bagula for makyng on seysnabulle tyle. xs^Z Act 2 <5- 3
Edw. Vlf c. 10 § I Sondne persons . . made myche Malte
unpure and unseasonable.

3. Of weather : Not appropriate to the season of
the year; esp. stormy, tempestuous. Also of days,

seasons, etc, marked by such weather,
a 1513 Fabvam Chron. vn. 433 Great scarcete of come and

frutcby meane of vnsesonable wederynge, X593 Shaks.
Rich, II, III. ii. 106 An vnseasonable stormie day. i6oa
in Moryson Itin. (1617) 11. 261 Their Haruest was so vnsea-
sonable, and their Come was so destroied by the weather, as
numbers of subiects will vndoubtedly die of famine. 1610
Holland Capnden's Brit. 466 By reason of vnseasonable
weather the corncwas choked and blasted in the eare,

X64S BoATB Ireland's Nat. Hist, xxu (1652) 166 The ripeness
of the fruits. .is greatly retarded by the abundance of un-
seasonable rain. X696 Ray in Lett. Lit, Men (Camden) 203
Heer hath been a very unseasonable Summer, for the most
part very cold and wet. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 312 A cold,

dry, unseasonable Spring. 1820 Shelley Prometh, Unb,
II. iv. 52 The unseasonable seasons drove With alternating
shafts of frost and fire, Their., pale tribes to mountain caves.

x8s4 Poultry Chron. I. 578/1 Notwithstanding the cold, dark,
unseasonable day. 1879 S. C. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. xx,

442 Plucking lilies of the field from beneath the unseason-
able snow.

Unsea'SOnableneSS. [f. prec.] The qua-
lity or fact of being unseasonable : a. Of weather,
X5a3 FiTZHHRB. Husb, § 14 The vnseasonablenes of the

wether. 1577 B. Goock Heresbach's Husb. i. 2 b, Vf either

the vnseasonablenesse of the weather, or sicknesse cause me
to keepe my bed. 1600 Surflet Country Farme v, x. 674
The Oxen, .better indure the vnseasonablenes of times, and
. .draw a deeper draught 1695 Luttrell BriefRel, (1857)
III. 515 The lords justices, considering the unseasonable-
nesse of the weather, have., prohibited the exportation of
corn. ijqlSPhil. 7Va«j.LXXxVI. 280 Duringlast January,
nothing was more common than to hear expressions of the
unseasonableness of the weather.

b. Of time.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke W. 49 b, He neuer did so
muche as laie for his excuse the importunitee or vnseason-
ablenesse of tyme. 16*8 in Rushw. Hist, Coll. (1659) '• 5^2
Our next Argument is drawn., from the unseasonableness of
the time. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Pol. Touclistone

{1674) 273 About one a clock at night, forty Carts, .were seen
to enter the Royal Palace, . : and because of the unseason-
ableness of the time, .intiuiry was made [etc.]. X694 Phil,
Trans. XVIII. 45 They were generally taken notice of,.,

because of the unseasonableness of the time for Grashop-
pers. a 1748 Watts Disc. Educ, Childr. ix. (1795) 177 The
unseasonableness of the midnight hour [for dancing].

O. Of actions, etc.

^ x6xo Healev Tlieophrasius (1616) 49 Vnseasonnablenesse
is a troublesome . assaulting of those with whom we haue to

doe. 1603 Mem. Ct, Teckely iii. 28 The unseasonableness
of the ill Policy of the Turks. 1741 Richardson Pamela
IV. 387 Forgive, dearest Sir, the Unseasonableness of your
very impertinent.. Pamela. X799 Han. More Fern. Educ*
(ed. 4) I. 14 A sneer, not at the truth of religion,., but at its

gravity, its unseasonableness. 18x5 Jane Austen Emma 1,

The suddenness and. .the unseasonableness with which the
affair burst out. 1884 Manch. Exam, x July 3/1 The un-
reasonableness of the proposed discussion.

Unseasonably, 'Ok/z'. [Un-1 ii,] In an un-

seasonable manner; at an unfitting time; out of

season.
1588 Lambarde Eiren. iv. xix. 603 It wil fall out unseason-

ablie. 1589 Warner Alb. Eug. Prose Add. 164 Whilest he
vnseasonably amongst blowes, deliuered vnregarded per-

swasions of Peace. x6io Hbaley Theophrastus {1616) 12 A
Pratler or Babler. .vnseasonably setting vpon any stranger.

X687 Wood Life (O.H.S.) III. 233 That night there should

have been an illumination in the quadrangle, but by the

folly of the proctor it was unseasonably done the night

before. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe n. (Globe) ^32, I unhappily
and unseasonably disturb'd him. 1780 Mirror No. 72, The
thoughts of futurity, .may surely sometimes, not unseason-

ably, press upon our imagination. 1819 Shelley Ccnci iv,

iv. 2 Lady, my duty to his Holiness Be my excuse that thus

unseasonably I break upon your rest. x868 Rep. U. S. Com.
missioner Agric. (1S69) 2i Unseasonably cool and., wet
weather set in, followed by early frosts.

Unseasoned.A^/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not made palatable by seasoning.
1582 Stanvhurst jEneis iv. (Arb.) 108 Caucasus haggish

Bred the, with a tigers soure milck vnseasoned. x6oi Song
ofMary Til b, If it may be, let this vnseasoned cup Of sorrow
passe. x6ii Florio, Incondite uiuande, vnseasoned meates.

b. Not appreciative of dainties.
X598 Marston Sco. Villanie 169 For whose vnseasoned

palate I wrote the first Satyre, in some places too obscure.

2. Not matured by growth or time. Also in fig.

context,
1601 B. JoNSON Poetaster v. iii, We haue no vacant eare,

now, to receiue The vnseason'd fruits of his officious tongue.
1641 Best Fann. Bks. (Surtees) 32 I'he best strides.. are
made of froughy, unseasoned oake. 1683 Moxon Mech.
Exerc, Printing iii. If they be made of unseason'd Stuff,.,

as the Stuff dries it shrinks. 1833 Planting 74 (L.U.K..),
Comparative trials of seasoned and unseasoned wood in the
same building. 1833 Loudon Encycl, Archit. § 243 Un-
seasoned timber, or other materials,

b. Not habituated by time or experience.
x6ox Shaks. .(4 /^j Weill. 1.

80 'Tis an vnseason'd Courtier,

good my Lord, Aduise him. x6o8 Day Law Tn'ckes iii. ii,

These words.. Are but like Ignes Fatui, to delude Greene
and vnseason'd wits. 16x4 Latham Falconry i. ix. 33 These
hawkes being vnseasoned in their bodies. X638 Shirley
Mart. Soldier i. ii. Your unseason'd valour Had thrice

ingag'd our fortunes and our men Beyond recovery, 1730
und Contin. Baker's Chron. 531/2 The unseasoned Orkney
Men inmiediately yielded themselves. X770 Pittman EurO'
Pean Settlem. Mississ. p. viii, The twenty-first regiment.,
being.. unseasoned to such a climate, suffered almost as
much. 1840 E. E. Napier Scenes ^ Sports For, Lands II.

App. 243 The exposure of his unseasoned person alternately

to night damps and the burning rays of the sun. 1857
Dickens Dorrit i. xxxii, The depressed unseasoned prisoner,

f 3. Unseasonable. Obs.

X589 Cooper Admon, 21 Their virulent and unseasoned
speeches. X597 Shaks, 2 Hen. IV, iii. L 103 These vn-
season'd howres perforce must adde Vnto your Sicknesse.

1598 — Merry W. 11. ii. 174 The_ which hath something
emboldned me to this vnseason'd intrusion. 16x5 Brath-
\,'h\T Strappado, ^ic, (1878)282 Each, .tun'd their odes with
that vnseasoned time. X796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla I. 202
Camilla looked hastily away, and her whole set, abashed by
so unseasoned an inquiry, cast down their eyes.

1 4. Rendered unhealthy. Obs,"^
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 213 A great and lovely

Citie,..over-topt by no hill, unseasoned by no marisbes.

Unsea'sonin^, //*/. a. (Un-* 10.) <ii6x7 Hieron Wks,
(1619) 1 1. 474 This miserie of hauin^ none among them but
an vnseasoning and vnsufficient minister.

Unseat, 2^. [Un-^^ 5.]

1, tram. To dislodge from a seat {esp, on horse-

back),
XS96 Spenser F. Q. iv. x. io Whom boldly I encountred..

And by good fortune shortly him vnseated. X784 Cowper
Task VI, 553 His horse .•.Rush'd to the cliff, and. .stood.

At once the shock unseated him. 1835 W. Irving Tour
Prairies 177 Beatte was nearly unseated from his saddle.

X845 J. Coulter Adv. in Pacific xvi. 247 The boat plunged
down, .with so violent a shock, that nearly all were unseated.

X895 Scully Kafir Stories 170 My horse., wheeled sharply
to the right, completely unsealing me.
transf. 1609 Holland W;«w/. Marcell. 84 But Constantine
.displaced and unseated this huge masse. 1839 Marbyat

P^aw^. .S"A7> ii, The probing of the wound would half unseat

my reason. i8gx Cent. Diet. s.v., To unseat a boiler j to un-

seat a valve.

2. To dislodge from some place or position; to

deprive of rank or office.

x6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, Summary, In Germany by
intrusion they vnseated the Sueuians. x66x J. Davies Civ.

Warres 371 (Theyj resolved next morning to unseat the

Parliament once more. X836 Hood Recipe for Civiliz. 89
Whereas a cook would soon unseat him \sc. Apis], And make
his own churchwardens eat him. X870 Emerson .Soc, ^ Solit,

iv. 67 A greater power of carrying the thing loftily, and with

perfect assurance, . . might . . unseal any sovereign, and abro-

gate any constitution in Europe and America. X878 Taylor
Deukalion in. vi. 135 The Gods of races I unseat, as Time
or Tyranny of old Unseated ihem.

b. spec. To deprive of, or depose from, a seat in

Parliament or other representative body,

1834 Tait*s Mag. I. 541/1 Had one third of the exceptions

heldgood, it was clear the Governor must be unseated. 1883

Sergt. Ballantine Exper. xxx. 294 The first case.. was
speedily disposed of by unseating the member.

Unsea ted, PpL a, [Un-i 8.]

fl. U.S. Of land: Unsettled, unoccupied. Obs,

x663 Laws of Virginia Ixxii. 43 [It] must in a short time

leave the greatest part of the Countrey, unseated and un-

peopled. X689 Col. Rec, Pennsylv. I. 31B Where land is

unseated. X734 Acts Assembly Pennsylv. (1762) I. 102

Exempting, .all unsettled Tracts or Parcels of Land, That
is to say, such Tracts of Land as., are unseated. x8oo

Farmer's Reg. 29 March (Thornton), The owners ofunseated
lands in Westmoreland. 1877 Burroughs Taxation 208,

2. Not seated ; not provided with a seat.

[x775 Ash. J 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts ix, She was stiU

unseated, and he approached her.

UnseauUeh : see Unsewlt a.

Unsea-worthinesB. (Un-1 12. Cf. next.)

1824 Coiven^s Rep. {N. Y. State Supreme Crt.) 106 Every
vessel has a point of time at which it. .arrives at a situation
of unseaworthiness. x83» M^Culloch Diet. Commerce ta,Z

Unseaworthiness may be caused in various ways, such as
want of repair, want of stores [etc.]. 1875 Econofuisi 27
Feb. 246/1 Ought not the underwriters to have been able to
plead 'unseaworthiness'?

TTnsea'wortliy, ^. (Un-1 7.)
x8«o ToMLiNS Laiv Diet. (ed. 3) I. s.v. Insurance, A ship.

.
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UNSECOND. 883 ITNSEEMINGLY.

sailed on her voyage in an unseawoithy stnt«. 1857 Dickens
Dorrit 11. xxvi, Drowning men clinging to unseawortby
spars. 1896 'H.S. MERRiMAN'^«f^^i xxxiv, A sailor never
believes that his own ship is unseawortby.
tUnse*cond,7'. Obs.—^ (Un.'x4.) i6i«J. LaneCw/Zw.

Sqr's T. x. 59 Wear't not as good to have betraid oure lord,

as to vnsccond him, as twice wee did?

TTxLse conded, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

L Not backed up or supported.

1S97 Shaks. 3 f/en, 11^^ ii. iiL 34 O Miracle of Men ! Him
did you leaue (Second to none) vn-seconded by you. 1608
\ToTT¥.]Ariosto's Sat. 111.(1611)3380 thatinrankoffauour,
I alone Stood still vnseconded of any one. 1691 T. HIale]
Ace. New Invent. 9 Nor lay this long unseconded by con-

current Advices from Portsmouth. 1734 Thomson Liberty
1, 166 Unseconded by art, the spinning race. . idly toil. 1778
Hamilton U'ks. (1886) VII. 558 He attempted, single and
unseconded, to possess himself of one of the enemy s field-

pieces. 1809-14 WoRDsw. Excurs. VI. 22 1 He.. Urged un-
remittingly the stubborn work,Unseconded,uncountenanced.
1884 Law Times 8 Nov. 27/2 (A) result.. obtained by his

own unseconded efforts.

b. sp£c, (See Second z;.l 3.)

x8i6 Monthly Mag. XLI. 144 Applause revives. AH cry,

To France, To France ! And Westmoreland unseconded
remained. i86s Reader 37 May 594/3 His proposal was
unseconded, and fell to the ground.

+ 2 Unparalleled, unique. Obsr'^
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iii. vii. 120 Even as in the

body of man from putred humours, .there have succeeded
strange and unseconded shapes of wormes.
Unse'crecy, ror^— 1 (Un.' 12.) 159. H. Walpole in

Cath. Rec. Soc. Piibl. V. 225 By some mens unsecrecy,
which I will not name, my iourney is much known.

Unse'cret, a. (Un-i 7.)
01586 StDNET Arcadia in. xviii, Which hopes, Hate (as

unsecrete as Love) could not conceale. 1606 Shaks. Tr. Sf

Cr. III. ii. 133 Who shall be true to vs When we are so vn-

secret to our selues? 16x4 Raleigh Hist. IVorid iv. iv. § 8.

251 Heewasdriuen by necessitie to trust many, of whom he
stumbled vpon some, that were vnsecret. 1655 Earl of
Norwich in Nicholas P. (Camden) II. 259 For what 1 heare
of my being thought vnsecret (a hard censure after fifty

yeares scruice in your Royall Family).

Unse'Cret, z'. [UN-24.] trans, Todisclose.
1607-11 Bacon Ess., Counsel (Arb.) 318 But lett Princes

beware that the vnsecreting of theire affaires come not from
themselves. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 447 Things nere
done liee '1 sweare ; All he unsecrets : such black Sheep
beware. 1659 Fuller App, Inj. Innoc. iii. 17 They say, It

is. .another thing, to look on Gods Secrets, in some sort un-
lecrcted. 1666 Bp. S. Parker Free <V Impart. Censure 65
The Intrinsick Essence ofany one Being is no more explain'd
& unsecreted after all their Labour, then it was afore.

Unsecre'ted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1750 G. Hughes Bar-
hados 246 The more gross returns back unsecreted to the
radical Vessels. Unse'cretness. (Un-' 12.) t^S Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) iio Vnkyndnesse, Vntrustynesse or
vn^ecretnesse, Discorde or contencyon.

Uusecta'rian, a. and sb. (Un- l 7 and i a.)

adj. 1847 Webster {citing Buckham). 1854 Rdin. Rev.
OcL4i3TheJr devotion to the one God and his Prophet [is]

unsectarian in its character. 1887 Ruskin Frseterita W.
195 A standard of the purest unsectarian Christianity.

sb. 1888 Pall Mall G. 20 Nov, 4/1 In Sheffield the victory
wa^ with the Unsectarians, in Manchester it was with the
Sectarians.

Unsecta't^ianism. (Un-^ 12 ; cf. prec.) 1866 Spectator
I Dec. 1325 Making such a fuss about unsectarianism in

religion. Unsecta'rianize, v. (Un-^ 6 c b.) 1836 Mill
Diss. ^ pise. (1859) I. 200 The very first step.. should be to
unsectarianize them [sc. the Universities] wholly,

Unsecular, fl. (Un-i 7.)
1846 Worcester (citing Ec. Rev.\ 1849 A, Baker in J,

Alton Doincst. Econ.ix^-/!) 33* All will agree, .that they [jr.

buildings] should have., a humble unsecular air. 1859
Dickens, etc Haunted House vi, We were every Sunday
advertising the establishment in an unsecular way,

tTnsecularize, v, (Un-2 6 c b.)

j8i6 A. Knox Rem. (1844) I. 66 The humbled and un.
secularized priesthood of the English Church. 1844 Pusey
Crisis E*ig' Ch. 127 Our Church has been in part un-
CathoHcized by those who helped.. to unsecularize her.
1897 W. C Hazlitt Ourselves 60 The clergy, .more or less
unsecularise them [sc. women].

t TTnsecti-re, a. Obu (Un-^ 7 and 5 b.)

1636 [Denham] Destr. Troy (1656) 2 Now but an unsecure
and oj>en Bay. 1685 Ld. Perth in Lond. Gaz. No. 2031/7
They render us unquiet and unsecure at home. 1700
Blackmorb Job 67 He in his prosperous slate is unsecure.
1716 Leoni Albertis Archit, II. loo/i It may be unsecure
against sudden incursions of enemies. X7a9 T. Innes Crit.
i?«.(i879) 184 Ixwking on their religion as unsecure as long
as the queen's authority was acknowledged.

b. Const, of., or to with inf.

t a 1685 Roscommon VirgiVs Sixth Eel. Poems (1740) 77
None who under that protection came Was ever ill receiv'cf,

or unsecure of fame. 1693 Fleetwood Serm. 13 Depending
..on Accidents in Nature, which are varying every Day,
uncertain, unsecure to be relied upon.

Unsecured, ppt> a. (Un-i 8.)
1780 Burke CEcon, Reform Wks. ico6 II. 31c A supply of

unsecured money., wholly at the discretion "of ministers.
i8ai Scott Kenilw. xli, He left, therefore, the Countess's
door unsecured on the outside. 1866 Sat. Rev. 22 Sept.
361/1 AH com, therefore, unsecured, cut or uncut, is con-
siderably discoloured. 1883 De Windt Equator 86 Their
jet-black liair was unsecured and allowed to fall in profusion
down their backs.

tUnsecu-rlty. OBs.-^ fUN-» 12 and s b.) 1591 Con-
INGSBV yrnl. Siege Rouen in Camden Misc. I. 64 Lytle
provision commeth to our markett, what for the unsecurytie
of the passage for pore men. Unsedaiie, a. (Un-' 7.)

xtz% Hone Anc. Mysteries 262 Their obsolete costume and
hobbling walk arc sport for the unsedate. Unse'dentarTf
a. (Un-' 7.) 1814 WoRDSw. Excurs. vri, 193 Meanwhile
the unsedentary Master's band Was busier with his ta.sk.

Unsedu'ce, ->. (Un-' 3.) i6«4 N. Ingelo Bentiv. j- 1/k
Index, Miso/^anns, one that hales Cheaters, takes pains to

discover their Frauds and to unseduce the deceiv'd.

TTnsedu'ced, ///. rt. (Un-1 8 and 5 c.)

«5<S5 [see Un-' 5 c]. i6ti Shaks. Cymb. i. iv. 173 If shee
remaine vnseduc'd..you shall answer me with your Sword.

1667 Milton P. L. v. 896 Unshak'n, unseduc'd, unterrifi'd

His Loyaltie he kept. 1721 Southebne Spartan Dame 11.

i, Among so many false one man yet true, Unshaken, un-

seduced. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. Ixxxi, He remained un-

shaken, unseduced, preserving his attachment for me. 1830

Mackintosh Progr. Eth. Philos. (1862) 200 Having been

unseduced by the temptations either of scepticism, or of

useless idealism. 1866 Felton Anc. <$ Mod. Or. I. xi. 195

Still unseduced, unstained by vice.

Unsedu'cible, a. {Un-' 7.) 1869 Lyndesafs IVks. 42^
marg.y A judge, come from afar, unwavering, unseducible.

Unsee*, z'. rare. [Un-1 14 and UN-23.] trans.

To avoid seeing ; to leave, or make, unseen.

a 1395 Hylton "Scala Per/. 11. xl. (W. de W. 1494), Whan
he sneweth him the soule may not vnsee hym, for he is

lyghte. 1865 J. Gbote Explor. Philos. i. 243 We cannot
unsee the prospect before us. 1871 Kingslev AtLast xvii,

At last we liad seen it; and we could not unsee it.

Unseeable, a, [Un-1 7 b.] Invisible.

a li^oo In Hampole's lV^s.{iBgs) 1. 124 Our blyssed vnseable

god may be perseyued alanle be inly vndersiandyiig. Ibid.

165 It !s..nerhand vnpossibull to a fleshle saule..for to ryse

in knawyng of vnseabuU l>[i]nges. ?i53i '1'indale Exp. isi

pp. yohn Wks. (1572) 427/2 Of the very Sacrament it selfe

we know no other thyng then that we come thether to see an
vnseable miracle. 1548 Geste Pr. MasseC ii, That thesub-
stance of ye bred, whiche is vnseable, shuld be worshipped.
1710DE Foe Fts. Angelic W^d'W<^44Toseethiiigsiinseeable,
as St. Paul heard thmgs unutterable. 1880 Boston Jrnl.
CJiem. Dec 134/2 It is assumed that spirit is unseeable.

Hence f Unsee*al>ly adv, Obs,
a 1395 Hylton ScalaPerf. 11. xi. (MS. Bodl. 592), pee ffor-

jifnesse of synne is doon ghostli and vnseabli J^oru^ giace of
(e hooligoost. Ibid. 11. xxx, He was vnseabli felid in |)e

myites of her soulis.

Unsee ded, a. [Un-' g,] Not having or bearing seed.
\%Z4- Imp. Diet., t.\.Q. Unsee'ded,/i//.A IUn-'8.] Un-
sown. (1775 Ash.] 1791 Cowper Odyss. ix. 140 The unseeded
and unfurrow'd soil . . food for blatant goats supplies. 1838-3S
Webster, Unseeded^ .. not sown. (Local.) N. England.
Unseeing, z/i/..r<^. (Un-' 13.) i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint,
V. viii. i. 1 14. 164 False seeing is unseeing,—on the negative
side of blindness.

Unseeing,///, a, [Un-i lo, 5 d. Cf. OE.
unges^onde not yet seeing, MHG. unsehende (G.
unsehemi) in sense 2.]

+ 1. Unseen, invisible. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25010 Wit J?is word *heuen* (x>u vnder-

stand Al gastli thing and vnseand.

2. Not seeing ; lacking sight.

Freq. in recent use, esp. with eyes.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iv. 209 Else by loue, I vow, I

should hauescratch'd out your vnseeing eyes. £1600

—

Sonn.
xliii, How would thy shadowes forme, forme happy show, .

.

When to vn-seeing eyes thy shade shines so? 1795 Southev
yoati o/Arc iv.6d With a full eye, that of the circling throng
And of the visible world unseeing, seem'd Fix'dupon objects
seen by none beside. 1819 Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 33 As
one who, sever 'd from the maid he loves, Rolls an unseeing
eye on all beside, rt 1830 Li>. Cockbubn Mem, (1856) 17
But the garden !.. unseen and unseeing, it was a world of
its own. 1873 Miss Braddon Lucius Davoren I. 57 He
looked at his friend's face with blank unseeing eyes. 1888
D. C. Murray Weaker Vessel ii, After an apparently un-
seeing glance at one of its pages.

3. With object : Without seeing.

163* LiTHGOW Trav. x. 445, 1 haue gone eighteene leagues,
..vnseeing house or yillage. 1798 Squthey Joan ofArc
(ed. 2) I, I. 124, I sat in silence, ..unheeding and unseeing
all Around me.

Hence Unsee'ingfly (Zi/z;.

1893 Marie Corelli Barabbas xxxili, Barabbas went out,
wandering almost unseeingly in the open street.

TJnsee-king, pph a. (Un-J 5 d, 10.)

1583 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 586 Quhairintill his

Hienes hes occupeit himself, .unseiking the hurt and ruyne
of quhatsumevir his subjectis. 1799 Coi.eriidge Lett, (1895)
272 He might as well have been in Kngland as at Goslar, in

the situation which he chose and with his unseeking man-
ners. 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc P. xxiii. 207 Love faithful,

devoted, unseeking of self, and asking only to bless.

tUnseel, 2^. Obs, [UN-23:]
1. trans. To nnsew (the eyes of a. hawk, etc.)

;

Jig;,^ to open, unclose.

1530 Palsgr. 766/2, I unceyle a haukes eyes, or other
byrdes, I cut the stytches that closed his eyes togyther.
^ 1587 Q. Eliz. in Puttenham Eug. Poesie iii. xx. (Arb.) 255
'I'hen dazeld eyes with pride, which great ambition blinds,
Shaibe vnseeld by worthy wights, i6iz J. Davies (Heref.)
Muse's Sacr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 37/1 Vnseele mine I^yes,
that long thy Light to see. 1652 Benlowes Theofih. xi. xxx,
Still to have toting waits unseel thine eyes In bed, at board.

2. To unsew or uncover the eyes of(a hawk, etc.).

Alsoyf^.
1530 Palsgr. 766/2 Unceyle yourpigyon and. -he wyll go

from your hauke. 1575 Turberv. Falconrie 91 Watche hir
all that nighte that you unseale hir. 1612 Warner Alb.
Eng.xuh Ixxvi. 315 This Athiest and that Epicure grant thou
whom they offend That I vnceele, and of my Verse thy
Glory be the end. 1618 Latham Falconry xxvii. 124 Let
them haue the rest \sc. doves] giuen vnseild with some few
feathers drawne from them. 1686 Blome Gentl. Recr. 11. 36
In the Evening by Candle-light unseal her. giving her some,
thing to tyre upon. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Falcon, Give
her a bit or two upon the Lure, and unseel her.

+ XJn seeled, obs. var. Unceiled///. a,

1594 Nashe I/n/ort. Trav. I iij, Whiles I, thorough a
crannie of my vpper chamber vnseeled, had beheld all this
bad spectacle.

t Unsee-liness. Obs. [Un-1 12. Cf. OE. ««-
gespeiignes.'] Unhappiness.
0x300^. £. Psalter xiii, 7 Forbreking and vnselines ai

[are] In waiesof J?aim. f 1374 Chaucer ^o^^A. iv. pr.v.(i868)

131 pus see I wel. .what blisfulnesseorellyswhatvnselinesse
is cstablissed in l?e desertys of goode men and of shrewes.

tUnseely, a. Obs. [OE. ««j«/?;g (««- Un- 1

7

k-sklig Skely rt:.), = \VFris. on-, {insillick, NFris.
unsaieg, MDu. ons&lich (Du. onzalig)^ MLG. un-
salickf OHG. unsdlig (MHG. unsdlichj unsseiiCy

'eCj G, unselig).^

1. Of persons : a. Unfortunate, unhappy, miser-
able, wretched ; deserving pity.

^900 Juliana 450 Ic )jec halsige..J>aet l>u miltsije me..
l7a;t (ic) unsasli:^ call ne forweorl>e. a 1023 Wulfstan Horn.
(1883) 52 Deofol..^de6 swa ^urh )?a:t, (>a;t unsjeli^ man
wisdomes ne gymeo. c 1200 Ormin 4B12 Unn&eli^ mann
Amm ice onn eorJ>e wurr^enn. c 1275 xi Pains Hell 7 in

0. E. Misc. 147 Vnsely gost hwat dosiu here? CX374
Chaucer Boeih. iv. pr. iv. (1868) 124 5it mot it nedes be |jat

shrewes ben more wrecches and vnsely. 1388 Wyclif Rom.
vii. 24 Y am an vnceli man ; who schal delyuer me fro the
bodi of this synne? 14.. Seven Points IVisd. iii. (MS. Douce
X14) fol. 108 Loo I vnselye. .sowht abowte togete me a wyfe.

1513 Douglas /Eneid 1. xi. 36 The fey wnsely Dido, For
the mischeif to cum predestinate, Mycht not refrene. Ibid.
v. viii. 86 Vnsilly wycht ! quhow did thi mynd invaid Sic
gret wodnes? 0:1555 Philpot tr. Curio Exam. & Writ.
(Parker Soc.) 418 Barbarous words by the which unto unsely
[L. incautis] and foolish folk they avaunt themselves to be
marvelled at.

b. Bringing misfortune on oneself or others ; un-
lucky; evil-doing, wicked,
a^oo Andreas 561 p£et. . ludea cynn wi5 Godes bearne

ahof hearmcwide, haeleft unsseiije. a 1200 .5"^. Marher.
16 Sathanas the unseli, the . . of parais lihte so lahe, c laos
Lav. 2531 Bi hire he hsefde twein sunen ah beine heo weoren
unseli. a 1300 Cursor M. 1223 Vnseli caym..Wit god and
man J»an was.. hated. ly^o^oAlex. ^ Dind, <^Z7\\t: ben
of-set wil> no sinne for vnsely godus. ct^oo Love Bonavent.
Mirr. (1908) 225 How paciently..he resceyuede that false
feyned clippynge and traitoures cusse of that vnsely disciple.

t4X2-ao LvDG. Chron. Troy 11. 4233 Vnhappy woman, cau-
sere of cure peyne, Hard & vnsely.

C. Of animals : Mischievous, harmful,
13. . Gaw.ffGr. Knt. 1562 pelorde. .Swezhis vncely swj-n,

y?ax swyngez bi )je bonkkez, & bote J>e best of his brachez ^e
bakkez in sunder. 1804 R. Couper Poetry II. 84 My bacon
ham. .Th* unseely tyke has ta'en.

2. Of things, conditions, etc. : Causing or involv-

ing, accompanied by, misfortune or unhappiness.
a 900 Genesis 637 Sum hire set heortan lae^ seppel un-

sselga. 13. . Metr. Horn. (MS. Ashm. 42) fol. 148 b, lo )?at

ilk vnceli lande pare he bees bonden fote and hand Full
hard wi^ be deuils band. 13.. Cursor M. 15842 (Gott.),
' Ha men, he said, 'quat ge er of ane vnseii toght '. c 1374
Chaucer Boeih. ii. pr. iv. (1868) 39 pe most vn.sely kynde of
contrariouse fortune. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy ii. 3249
A ! Priam kyng ! vncely is t>i chance I a 1450 Northern
Passion (D.) 2024 We ban pleyd vnseli plawis. 1513 Douglas
/Eneid iv. Prol. 230 Lo I with quhat thocht, quhat bitternes
and pane Luif vnseilly breidis in euery wycht ! a 1828
}'oung^ Allan i. in Buchan's Ball. (1875) II. 11 There fell

a-rousing them amang, On an unseally time.

tUnsee*m,rt. Obs.^ (UN-'7+SEE.Ma.) =Unseemlv/z. i.

c \\z^m Anglia'^XW. 139/11 Vnniesurabil laghteror vnscm
and vnmanerly berynge of body. Unseeming, pres. pple.
[Un-* 13.] Not seeming or appearing. 1588 Shaks. /.. Z. Z.
II. i. 156 You. .wrong the reputation of your name. In so
vnseeming toconfesse receyt Of that which hath so faithfully
beene paid.

tUnsee-ming,///. a. Obs. [Un-i io, 5 d.]

Unbecoming, unseemly; - Unbeseeming a. 2.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixxii. 15 Lo l?is misemand [z'.n

vnsemand] t»ing folous. 138a Wvclif Pr<rv. xxvi. 7 So vn-
semende thing is in the mouth of foolis a parable. 1535
Stewart C>(7«. Scot. (Rolls) 111. 146 But quhois counsall
tiother prince nor king Ma gif consent to sic wnsemand
thing. 1549 CovERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 33 Cntte
out of thy niynde superfluous and vnsemyng desyres. X662
Baxter i'am/j* R, iii. xi. 473 Unsavoury, harsh, and unseem-
ing [tfrf.1650 unseemly] language.

b. In predicative use, sometimes with dependent
clause.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3891 He spake neuer dispituosly, . . Ne
sagh, l>at was vnsemond, slipped hym fro. C1400 Laiid Troy
Bk. 10029 Hit is foly and vnsemyng A man to leue on fafs

dremyng. c 1460 G. Ashby Dicta Philos. 967 On erthe ther
is no thing so vnsemyng As a kyiige to be in predacion. 1549
CovERDALE, etc. F.rasm. Pa?-. Rom. 27 Vnseamyng is it for
loue of suche a nieane, to dispise the ende. 1550 Bale Eng.
Votaries w. 29 Remembryngcthat nothynge was more
vnsemynge, than an olde dotiynge fole..so to rage.

C. Cowsi. for or to.

..38a WvcLiF /V<w. xxvi. I What maner sno5 in somer,.,
so vnsemende is to the fool glorie. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1^46
pat hynd. .pat ye kepe in youre company.. As subiecte vnto
syn, vnsemyng for you. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot,{i%2j)
1. 64 With ihir, and sicUke inhumane cruelteis, unsemand
to ane prince, 1592 Wvbley Armorie ao As these things are
vnseeming for him to weare.

d. With direct object.

iS9» GoLDiNG De Momay (ed. i) i. 12 He is tempted of his
lusles, a thing" altogether vnseeming the Godhead. 1620
Mason Netv/oundland 5 Fishing is a beastly trade and un-
seeming a Gentleman. 1648 Gage West Ind, 44 The beds
only were unseeming this great stale, very poor, itox
Stanley's Hist. Philos. (ed. 3} 100, I think it most unseeming
a Philosopher to sell his advice.

Hence tUnsee-miugness. Obs.
1540 Wvatt in Fliigel Neuengl. Lesehuch \. 348 Here

1 allegid the vnsemingnes to gyve credence to his word.
Unsee -mingly.aifo. rare. [Un-1 ii ; cf. prec.]

Unbecomingly.



tJNSEEMLILY.

1619 A. Newman Picas. Vis. (1840) 13 Euen some of..
tender age Vnseemingly can vaunt how they will, .carouse.
x6s6 Eireniko't 28 Love . . Unseemingly doth not itself

behave. 1897 IVesim. Gaz. 23 Dec. 2/3 That ophthalmia is

unseemingly rife still is proved by [etc.].

tUnseemlily, fli/z;. Obs, [Un-1 11,] = Un-
seemly adv, *

1483 CaUu Angl. 329/2 Vn Semellly, jndecenier^ jn*
connenienler. a x66i Holydav ynvenal\\^T^ 177 Such
[gifts] as thou, .dost unseemlily receive at the same times.

tTnseeiuliiiess. [f.next, or Un-i 12.]

1. The quality of being unseemly in respect of
action, conduct, etc.

c_i38o_Wyclip5^/. IVks, III. 43 Unsemelynesschulde not
be in Cristes Chirche. 1549UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. 2 T/iess.

iii. lib, Getting their Huyng with their owne handes, rather
than to be greuouse vnto other with shamles crauinges &
vnsemelinefv. 1577 Xx, Bultinget's Decades 510/2 What
vnseemelines.'^e soeuer is committed against God and his
Church. 1678 Wanlev Wond. Lit. World v. i. § 82. 466/2
The Emperour did expostulate the unseemliness of the deed
with him. 1839 LvTTON Devereux i. xiii, I saw the un-
seemliness of fighting with my preceptor, and a priest. 1871
JowETT Plato IV. 170 His virtue being such, that he never
. .fell into any great unseemliness.

2. The quality of being unseemly in appearance

;

nncomeliness.

139;^ A. M. tr. GuiltemeatCs Fn Chinirg, 23/1 The cleav-
inge in the lippes is such an vnseemlines and deformityc.
1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 44 Parchinge of the
sunne, and starveinge with cold is a cheefe cause of the vn-
seemelynes of the comon people of the countrey. 1846
Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. I. 195 Johnson. It makes an
unseemly appearance in the type, Tooke. The unseemliness
is not equal to the absurdity.

Unsee'mly, a. (and sb^), [Un-1 7. Cf.ON.
iis<xmilig-r (Icel. dssemilegur, Da. uSBmnuH^^
Norw. us07Jieleg^ etc.).]

1. Unbecoming, unfitting ; indecent.
az3xo in Wright Lyric P. viiL 31 Ofte in song y have

hem set, that is unsemly ther hit syt. 1338 R. Brunnb
Chron. (1810) 171 pei did a foule trespas, it was vnsemly
(rin^. 11x400-50 Alexander^ For soth it is vnsemelyslike
sawis of a prynce. c 1440 Pro/np. Parv. z^Tfi On-semely,
indecensyinconveniens. 1543 Hen. VIII Declar, Scots Aiv^
With that vnscmeiy dissimulation, we were not a lytell

moued. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xlviii. § 4 Things in
themselues vnholie or vnseemly we may not aske. 1645
UssHER Body Div. 218 That no unseemely behaviour pro-
ceed from us. 1692 E. Walker tr. Epictetus' Mor. I, Nor
would they anything unseemly say. 1738WATERLAND Ckr.
Sacr. Expl. Appendix i. 6 An unseemly Reflection upon .

.

The Sacrifices of God. 1791 Cowper Odyss, xvii. 243 A
squalid beggar.. in unseemly garb attir'd. 1824 Dibdim
Libr, Comp, 616 Shall.. all editions be passed over in a sort
of unseemly silence? 1855 Macaulav //«/. £'ff^. xvii. IV.

39 The news . . threw him into a passion . . which hurried him
into many foolish and unseemly actions. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Conq. xviii. IV. 155 To offer to William.. an insult

as unseemly as it wa^ senseless.

ahsol. x88o Sat. Rev. 7 Aug. 162/2 Partaking not a little

of the unwise as well as of the unseemly.

b, Const.yijr (t^, to) and with inf.

a 1300 Body ff Soul in Map's Poems (Camden) 335 Thouj
art unsemly for to se, uncomli for to cussen suwete. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. {Clement) 659 Sayand, vnsemly ware
to se cristine man begare to be. c 1445 Pecock Donet 139
Ful vnseemely and vntreuli it is to seie J?at [etc]. 1551
Recorog Pathta. to Kntnvl. 1. Def., It shall not be vnsemely
to call all suche shapes, formes and figures [etc.]. Z58X
Mulcaster Positions ii. 5 It is a thing not vnseemely for
me to deale in. 1583 Stubbes Anat, Abus. i. Pvij, How
vnhoncst soeuer, or vnseemly of christian eares his argument
be. ax598 Rollock t Thess. (i6o6; 183 Any thing, that is

vnsetting, or vnseemlie to this Christian calling. 1667 ^l ilton
/*./.. X. 155 Unseemly to beare rule, which was thy part..,
had'st thou known thy self aright. 1843 Lvtton Last Bar.
VIII. vii, Unseemly it may be for one of your quality., to quit
this place with me.

C. sb. An unseemly thing.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia Pref. A 7 The Candid Interpreter
of modest Endeavours, not Exacter of Impossibles, or un-
seemlies.

2. Uncomely, unhandsome.
c 1340 Hampolb Pr. Consc. 5023 pair bodys sal alle un-

semely be, And foul, and ugly, opon to se, 1390 Gowep >

Con/. I. 96 Which of alle kinde Ofwommen is thunsemlieste.
[

«393 Lancl. p. pi. C. ii. 55 The dupe dale and durke vn-
semely to see to. c 1400 Pilgr. SoivU (Caxton) iv. xxxviii,

j

(1859) 63 He found, .an old vnsemely one. I ne can nought
calle hyr lady.^ << XS13 Fabvan Chron. vi. cxciv. 198 The
Erie, .prayed his wyfe .. yt she wold . .makeherselfeasfowle
and as vnsemely as she coude. i^x Pettie Guazzo's Civ.
Conv. II. {1586) 114 A man of unseemlie personage. 1683
MoxoM Mech. Exerc., Printing xvii. % 2 Their Faces stand
closer or wider assunder, which is unseemly, when the Letter
comes to be Printed. 1684 J. S. Projit <J Phas. United 138
Ifyou buy your Bees, Observe they be . . Smooth and Shining

;

Rejecting the Rough and unsemly Ones. 1838 OV/7 Eng.
4- Arch. yrnl. I. 394/2 Making the vessel frightfully crank
and most unseemly to look at. 1843 James Forest Days ii,

In other respects he was^ not an unseemly man. 1870
Dickens E. Drood 1, He lies, dressed, across a large un-
seemly bed.

Unsee*mly, adv. [Un-i ii, Cf. ON. ^s<kmi-

Hga (Icel. 6smm-)^ In an unseemly or unbecoming
manner.
c 1375 Cursor Jif. 24504 (Fairf.), On him mi heued I shoke
& saide, vn-semeli, leue sone, artow graide I ? a 1400 Morte
Arth. 1044 The syghte had he rechide, How vn-semly that
sott satt sowpande hym one. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. x. 207
Ellis it wolfie folewe that ther yn thei diden vnaccordingfi

and vnsemeli. 1591 Drayton Ilarmonie of Ch.^ Song of
Annah 8 Nor yet vnseemly speak such things, s,q proud
and arrogant. x6io Holland Caw^rfifM'fjSrrV. 297 English
women. .rode very unseemely astride, like as men doe.
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ax^x Bp. Mountagu Acts ff Mon. (1642) 293 In which
action hee.. demeaned himself, .unseemly for a King, 1725
Pope 0dyss.\.i(^-2 Yon' jovial Troop.. Unseemly flown with
insolence and wine. 1871 1?. Taylor Faust (1875) I. xii.

143 Ah, thought I, in my conduct has he read it,—Something
immodest or unseemly free?

XTnsee-n,///. a. and sb. [Un-1 8 b, 12. Cf.
OE. tmieseiven, MDu. ongesien (Du. ongeziett),

OHG. ungesi^han i^Yi^^tmgesehen^Q, -gesehen),

NFris. unseen; ON, and Icel. us^nn, Sshin^
1, Not seen; not apprehended by sight; unper-

ceived, invisible.

^
a. rti22S Leg. Kath. 1784 For he halt in his bond. .alle

ischepene t>ing, sehene & unsehene. a\zz% Aficr. R. 312
pet wit & wered us euer wi3 ^e unseiene \v.r. unsehene]
gostes. (ri375 Cursor M. 566 (Fairf), Saule..has vnder-
standynge clene of )>inge sayde and vnseyne. 1390 Gower
Cotf. II. 247 If a man wol ben unsein, Withinne his bond
hold clos the Ston, And he mai invisible gon. c 1440 Jacob's
IVell^t^ Nocounseylmay be hydin ^evnseyn&vnknowyn.
^. a\-^Cnrsor M. 566 Saul, .has als vnderstanding clene
O thing it seis and of vnsene. 1387-8 T. UsK Test Love i.

Prol. (Skeat) 1. 57 Wherthrough . . arn the unsene privitees of
god made to us sigfatful and knowing. C1470 Henry Wallace
X. 626 Off the out watch thus chapyt thai wnseyn. 1500-30
Dunbar Poems Ixxxv. 39 Haile, sehene, vnseyne with
carnale eyne ! 1590 Spenser F.Q. ii. i. i Himselfe he frees
by secret meanes vnseene. 1644 Digby Mat. Bodies xix. § 8
When by meanes ofan vnseene haire, they [j^.jugglers] draw
light bodies to them. x68i Cotton Wond, Peak 59 When
a. .Ship. .Suddenly strikes upon some unseen Rock. 1750
Gray Elegy 55 Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.
1798 S. & Ht. Lee Cmiterb, T. 1 1. 27 [He] saw her there, and
was not himself unseen. 1855 Tennvson Maud i. iv. v, Do
we move ourselves, or are moved by an unseen hand..? 1867
H. Macmillan Bible Teach. Pref. p. xii, 'Ihe work of the
world is carried on by the unseen force of steam.
absol. 1829 Carlyle J\lisc, (1840) II. 226 The veil and

mysieriousGarment of the Unseen. 1841 Myers CaM. Tlu
III. xxxiv. 125 Concerning the Unseen .. no device ., can pre-
clude the possibility of Doubt.

b. Const. of{— by). Msa absd.
a 1586 Sidney De Mornay Wks. 1923 III. 305 Looke up

to that same only King.. Who,, .unseene of any mortafl
wight, Eeholdeth all things. 1623 Bp. Hall Contempl., O. T.
xviii. iv, What an idleness it is for foolish hypocrites to
hope they can dance in a net, unseen of heaven 1 ciSoo
R. Cumberland John De Lancaster {iZo<^) II. 161 Davis.,
had entered the room, unseen of young Owen. 180a J.
Baillis 1st Pt. Eihwald iv. iii. Through the dank and
through the dry, Through th* unseen of mortal eye,

2. Not seen previously or hitherto ; esp. •(• un-
familiar, strange, unkno^vn.
aiaoo St. Marher. 10 pa seh ha hwer set an unsehen

unwiht,..blaccre Jjen euer eni blamon. a x^/m Cursor M.
S946 pe frosse deid all vp be-dene, JJe hepes o J?am war gret
vnsene pat men gadird on t>e grund. Ibid. 9091 pat scrift

was soruful and vn-seiie, . . j>at salamon yod vnder. a 1400-50
Alexander 2536 Be |>is ser Philip son .. of fe^tand folk
Had semblid ane vnsene sowme. 1435 Misyn Fire ofLove
69 Bot in treuth in me is cunne an vnsein loy. 1549 Cover-
dale, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 25 If it be an vnsene and a
hiddeous presumpcion, that the clay should with the potter
pratle. 1592 R. D. HyPnerotomachia 55 A Diamond, .ofa
huge and unseene bignes. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosia's
Hist. Indies vil xxiii. 565 A bird as bigge as a Crane, . .but
of a strange and vnseene form. 1667 Milton P. L. xii. 361
A Starr Unseen before in Heav'n. 1725 Berkeley Proposal^
etc. Wks. 187 1 III. 230 Unseen countries and after ages may
feel the effects of his bounty,

b. Of passages for translation : Not previously

read. Hence as sb.^ an unprepared passage.
1879 C. S. Jerram Anglice Reddenda Pref, An exercise

book in ' unseen ', that is, unprepared translations. 188a
Athenseum 30 Dec 897/2 A proposal .. to substitute 'un-
seens 'for* set books' in. .examinations. 1892 J.Edgar (////f),

Latin Unseens, Ibid. 23 A specimen unseen from Livy.
1897 E. S. Smith {.title\ Greek Unseens in Prose and Verse.

t3. Unskilled, inexperienced. Obs,
1606 Holland Sneton. 254 Neither was he unseene in

Musick. 1653 W, Ramesev AstroL Restoredz^g Somewhat
difficult to those who are as yet altogether unseen therein.

1682 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 63 (1713) II. 142
For any Man now to wonder at it, would but shew him very
much unseen in the English History.

tUnsee*nly, adv. Obs.— ^ (Un-* ii; cf. utise3enlike
s.v. Un.^ 3.1 Invisibly. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
viii.-xxviii. (Bodl. MS.), pe vertu of lijt worchej* vnseynlich
[L. invisibiliter] feling and meuynge in beestes.

TTnsegmented,//'/. a, (Un-i 8.)
1848 Proc. Beriu. Nat. Club 1 1. 297 Body ovate, ventricose,

..even and unsegmented. 1875 Huxley & Martin Elem,
Biol. 206 Its posterior unsegmented part.. nearly as long as
the segmented part.

Unseizable.a. (Un-1 7 b.)
1862 R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist. ^ Art 44 Beauty,..

beaming forth like an essence, felt but unseizable, in the
wide sunny landscape. 1885 Meredith Diana xiii^ She
swam above them in a cocoon of her spinning, sylphidine,
unseizable.

t T7usei'ze, ?'. Obs, [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To detach from something held or that

holds; spec, in hawking.

1S7S TuRBERV. Faulconrie 95 When she hath fedde, take jt

from hir and vnseaze lur. 1622 Mabbe tr.A leiiian''s Guzman
d'Alf. I. To Vulgar, Who is hee that can be so happy as
to . . unseaze himselfe from thy griping talons? 1635 Quarles
Embl. I. xii. i Be thy lips skrew'd so fast To th' earth's full

breast? For shame, for shame unseise thee. Ibid. 3 Un-
seise thy lips. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Falcon^ To which
ifshe come well. . and liastly seize it, let her cast two or three
bits thereon. That done, unseize, take her off the Lure.

2. To let go, take one's hands off.

1663 TuKB Adv.Sl^ours i, 8 He, at the stroke, unseas'd
me, and gave back.

UNSELP.

Unseized, /'//.(z. (Un-1 8.)
a 1400-50 Alexander 5334, 1 sail surely |je saue vnsesid of

)>e berbrens. i68i Dkydkn Abs. ^ Achit. I. 258 If unseiz'd,
sheglides away like wind; And leaves repenting Folly far
behind, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 Sept. 1666, Watching at all

places contiguous to unseised houses. 1818 Keats Eudym.
II. 464 He was.. content to see An unseiz'd heaven dying at
his feet. 1895 Nat. Counc. Coftgregat. Ch. (U. S.) 177 The
unseized opportunities of this., mission field,

+ Tinsel, rt. and y^. Sc.^ndnortk. Obs. Also 6
vnsall, -sale, -sell, 7 ouncel. [var. of Unsele a.]

1. adj\ Unlucky, wretched ; wicked,
c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xv. 40 Gais furth, I send 50U, I

30U tei, as lammys aniang wolfis vnsel. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xiv. 79 Off Sathanis senile syne sic ane vnsall men^ie
..was nevir hard nor sene. ^ 1583 Montccmkril: Flyting
87 (Tullib. MS.), Arpit angrie Ettercoip, and auld vnsell aip.
a 1614 J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 49, 1 haiff dreamed
an unsell dream.

b. As adv. Wickedly, vilely.

a 1583 Polwart Flyting^w. Mont^omerie 622 (Tullib, MS.),
He was ane fals schismatik, notorhe namit ; Bailh hurdome,
& homeceid, vnsell he vsit.

2. sb, A vile or worthless person ; a wretch.
Kittle unset (Sc.) : see Kitty • i.

15s • I'YNDESAY/'/rtj'2038 (Bann. MS.), Quhal sayis thow,
cairle, art thow Gud Counsale? Swyth, pass the hence,
vnhappy vnsale, ^11583 Montgomerie Flyting 282 There
ane elf on ane ape ane vnsell begat. 1677 Nicolson in
Trans. Royal Soc. Lit. IX. 321 Unsell, wretched fellow.

i6^% Ray N. Co, Words (ed. 2) 150 Unset, Nomen. .oppro-
briosum. 1825 Jamieson s.v,, In Dumfries-shire, Scoury
unsell is a contemptuous designation applied to a child, by
one who is in bad humour. 1894 Northumb, Gloss, 757,

b. The Evil One, rare.
c 1669 Garbutt One Comefrom DeadU6yz) 27 He is right

the Devils Child, the Ouncels Elfe. Ibid. 26.

tUnselde, adv. Obs, [OE. unseidan {un-
Un-1 h h + se/dan: see Seld adv.)^ — Du. on-
zelden^ G. unseiten^ ON. ^sjaldan.'] = next.
Only in phr. with oft : cf. ON. oft rlsjaldan.
a 950 Laws Edw. ^ Guthrum Prol. in Thorpe Ags. Laws

I. 166 pa witan eac. .oft & unseidan J>Eet seolfe geniwodon.
^967 Canons ofEdgar ibid. II. 27S Jlislice men agyltaS oft

& unseldon |jurh deofles scyfe. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2313 Oft
and vnselde Of triamour tok he pray.

Unseldom, ^'/z^. [Un-1 ii b, Cf. prec] Not
tinseldojn (misused for), not rarely, not infrequently,
Du. niet onzelden is similarly used.
1658 W. Burton ///;/. Anton. 204 It is a thing not unsel-

dome seen. 1686 Parr Life of Usher 83 Gaming, .too often
administred to Passion,..and not unseldom to Duelling,
a 1836 Mrs. Sherwood Nun ii, They not unseldom spent
the afternoon under the cedar-trees, i860 Trench Deficien.
cits Eng. Diet. 64 Johnson . . quotes, not altogether unseldom
.., Hacket's Life of Archbp. Williams. i88a Atheumim 23
Sept. 401/2 A style which was generally diffuse, and not
unseldom obscure.

t Unsele, -J*^. Obs, Forms: i unssel, 2-3 un-,
vnsel, 4-5 vnsell, -sele

; 4 vnoel(e, 5 vn-
oeyll(e. [OE. unskl {un- Un-1 12 + sx/ Sele sb.)

== ON, and Icel. Hsivla, dskla unhappiness.]

1. Unhappiness, misery ; misfortune, ilMuck.
a 1023 Wulfstan Hom. {1883) 236 pa deofiu..wBeron on

mjclum unsselum, and Jja englas waeron on swiSe micelre
blisse. C1205 Lay. 30541 Unsel him wes on mode. (71250
Oivl ff Night. 1263 Ich wolde per hi wel vnderstonde scholde
Pat sum vnsel heom is ihende. c 1275 xi Pains Hell 90 in
O. E, Misc. 149 Snaken..dreyeJ» heom in-to a wel per heo
bolye^^ al vn-sel. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 278 pe
Scottis I telle for sottis, & wrecchis vnwar, Unsele dyntis to
dele |jam drouh to Dunbar. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 1267 Of
an vnsele y may jou telle, & 5e wil a siounde duelle. a 1400
Hymns Viigin (1867) 106 pat Jjou. .help to sauen hem from
vncele, So ^at heore soules beo not schent, c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 5985 Ector thanne with mochel vnsele Graunted
his askyng. C1460 7'owneley Myst. xii. 3 Here is mekyll
vnceyll, and long has it last.

b. Unseemly matter, rare''^.

a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 503/377 Bi heore
onswere \>^\ wuste ful wel pat Jjei hedde spoken muchel vncel.

2. An improper time.
_f 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 5ef man haueS to done mid his

rihte spuse on unsele o3er an untime J7an man faste sal.

tUnsele,«. Obs. [OE.imsaiic{\J^-^'j\=^0^,
and Icel. ti-^ dssell {Syf.osdllj Da. ussel)y unhappy,
wretched, Goth, unsels evil, wicked. Cf. Selej^,]

a. Unlucky, bad. b. Unfortunate, wretched,
f 1050 Voc. in Wr..WiiIcker 421 /m/^W'wj, unsaele, ?;emah.

a 1200 Moral Ode 199 Nere namon elles ded ne sec ne nan
unsele.^ <^i»75 Lav. 238(:8 pe king was onseale bat he euere
Jjoht wit? Arthur to nhte. c 1300 Pro7i. Hendyng in Rel.
Ant. 1. 113 Holde ich no mon for vnsele O^er whyle Jjah he
fele Sum ^yng Jiat him smerte, 13. . Cursor M. 6149 (Gott.),

paim he did J^air asking haue, For to reue Jjat folk vn-sele.

Hence f trnse'l(e)ly a.dv. Obs.~^
c 1275 Lay. 7022 Sul?l>en was his sone king, pat onselliche

lifuede.

Unselext, «• (Un-i 7.)
1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. ii. 256 A prodigious bundle

of autographs, particularly unselect. 1867 P. Fitzgerald
7^" Brooke St. 11. xiii, Select, even in their unselect way.
1882 Athenzum 2 Sept. 299/1 The modern Jew as he lives

and moves among the unselect.

Unselc'cting, ppl. a. (Un-I 10.) [1828-3* Webster.]
1895 Daily News n June 4/7 Realists try to look at Hfe
with the unselecting eyes of the camera.
Unse-lf, ^^. (Un-1 12.)

1822 Coleridge Leit.^ Convers., etc. II. 116 There was
neither self nor unself in the flash . . of pleasurable sensation.

1893 J. PuLSFORD Loyalty to Christ II. 367 Let us examine
..whether Hisspiritof unself, or the spirit of self and of the
world, be the more in us.



UNSELF. 334 UNSEAT.

TInself, V. (UN-2 6b, 8.) Also TTnselfed
ppl. a. J

Unse*lflng vhi. sb.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 365 Canst thou aflford lying, Dis-

sembling, . .and sen-ile unselfing thy free born Rlinde, or

Body? 1668 H. MoRB Div. Dial. II. 28 God himself, who
is that pure, free, and perfcctly-unselfed Love. 1765 J. Brown
Chr, jml. 2S6 O to be unearthed, unselfed, that 1 may be
like him ! 1806 Surr Winter in Lond. III. 121, I cannot
unself or unsex mj'sclf sufficiently to write in the narrative

form; it must be I—I—I, and all about me—me—me. 1856

Fabfr Creator ff Creature (1886) 55 Holiness is an unselfing

of ourselves. 1868 Browning Ring <5- Bk. vii. 707 The
gp-otesque intrigue To make me and my friend unself our-

selves. 1890 J. Pui-SFOKD Loyalty to Christ I. 39 His
unutterable sympathy, .and His utterly unselfed character.

Unselfcna'ngmg ppl. a., -deli'oious a.,

t -i-ntereased///, a.^ -knowing///, a.^ -like

tf., -ness, -reflecting, -valuing ppL adjs,^

-wi-lledness. (Un-I 7, 7b,8, io, 12 ; cf. Self
I e. I f.)

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas \. li. 212 The World's owne
Matter is the waxen Lump, which, *un.self-changing;^_takes

all kind of stamp. Ibid. iii. 1057^ Such were not yerst Cincin-

natus, Fabricius, Senanus, Curius, who *vn-seIf-deUcious,..

With ploughs triumphant plough'd the Roman lands. 1664

H. Moke Exp. 7 Epist. viii. 134 Thou art a lover of unity,

*un self-interessed, a foe to no body. 1685 — ParaUp.
Prophet. 1. 465 That full, free, and absolute unself-interessed

Good, 1649 Milton Eikon. ix. 78 He twitts them with his

Acts of grace ; proud, and *unseIf-knowing words in the

mouth of any Kmg. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. iv.

Columnes 195 All Solids else (cast in the Aire) reflect *Un-
self-like-forms: but in a Globe each tract seems still the

same. 1886 G. Macdonald What's Mine's Mitie xx, He
would have attracted attention anywhere, if only from liis

look of quiet *unsel/ness. 1668 H, More Div. Dial. II. 69
Like an *un-self-reflecting and an "^un-self-valuing childe,

1684—Ans7ver 2^2 The Wheels and living Creatures being
..acted by the spirit, does not signifie an Earthly state in

them, but. .an *Unst^lfwiIledness.

Unselfconscions, a. (Un-1 7.)
1866 G. Macdonald An/t. Q. Neighb. xxviii, Instances of

quiet unselfconscious faith. 1884 Ruskin Fors Clav. xcvi.

286 One who has in some signal . .unself-conscious way done
her duty. 1899 S. Brooke ^w^. Lit. 146 This poem., belongs
to the joyous, unself-conscious time.

So Uuselfco'nscionsness.
Also, in recent use (1903-), unselfconsciously*

1838 J. Sterling Ess., etc. (1848) L 199 One other ^eat
form of poetry,. in which self-consciousness projects itself

into external figures, and appears as unself-consciousness.

1894 Lucy H. M. Sol'lsby Home Rule 32 It may be urged
that theatricals teach unself-consciousness, but this form of
unself-consciousness is worth very little.

Unselfish., a. (Un-1 7. Cf. Da. usetvisk^

Sw. osjdIJviskJ)

1698 J. NoRRis Pract. Disc. IV. 289 That Noble and
Generous, disinteressed and unselvish Kind of Love. 1714
H. Grove Spectator No. 588 f 2 Notwithstanding which,
the Inclination is nevertheless unselfish. 1834 T. Keble in

Tracts/or Times No. 43. 14 St. Paul, that most heroic, and
(if there were such a word,) that most unselfish of men.
X851 LoNCF. Gold. Leg, E^Sil. 10 Rise up. .And scatter with
unselfish hands Thy freshness on the Darren sands. 1880
McCarthy Own Times xl. III. 224 One of the most unsel-

fish men that ever lived.

Hence XTuse'lfislily adv.^ Unse'lfishness.
i8xa Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 351 The unselfishness

of self-love in the hopes and fears of religion. 1850 Lynch
Tluoph, Trinal v, 77 A most womanly unselfishness. i86a
Shirley (J. Skelton) Niigse Crit. v. 218 A cause, whose
success demanded perfect union and unselfishness. Ibid, x.

435 Steady, sagacious, moderate, never unselfishly Impru-
dent. 1863'OuiDA' HeId in Bondage 1. 185 None will ever
love you more unselfishly than I.

Unse'lfished, ppl. a. [Un-* 8.] Deprived of selfish

qualities ; rendered unselfish. 1643 W. Greknhill Axe at
Root A iv. The Axe is at the root of our Tree, wee hope

four spirits are all unselvished, that none are nowunpublique,
Unselfly, adv, (Un-' n.) 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas n.

iii. Ill, Z.a7(' 253 All Beings Be not (or else un-selfiy be) But,
from my Being, all their Being gather. Unse'lling,
///. rt. (Un-' 10; cf. Selling ppl. a, i.) a 1704 T. Brown
Dial. Dead Wks, 1711 IV. 98 As a Bookseller hates an un-
selling Author. 1720 Humourist 124 As you may see in

certain unselling Dialogues of the Art of Poetry.

tUnseltn. Obs. [OE. unship {un- Un-1 12;
also mtgesxijfj see Un-1 j)^ = OHG. unsdlida, un-

sdidCf uns&ltha (MHG. unsaelde, MLG. uns&ldey

etc.).] Unhappiness, infelicity, misery.

c888 K. iELFRBD Boetk. x, piet is seo maeste unsaelS on ^ys
andweardan life, c xooo Ags, Ps. (Thorpe) xiii. 7 H ie wilnia3
ealle maesne ot>era manna unsael^. a 1200 Moral Odey]\
Nis J>er sorewe ne sor, ne neure nan vn-seal^e. c 1250 Gen,

fEx. 3026 Do wex vn-sel3e on hem wel hard, f 1315
HOREHAM I. 823 Na more ne greuej> hyt ihesus-.pa? eny

best deuoured hyt, O^^er eny o|>er onseljie. £1425 Eng*
Conq. Ireland 50 Euery selih hath wnselth at |>e end.

Unsembly, obs. var. Unseemly a.

tUnseminared, ppL a. Obs.~^ [Un-^ ^i.] Deprived
of virility. 1606 Shaks. Ant. Sf CI. i. v. 11 Tis well for

thee, That being vnseminar'd, thy freer thoughts May not
flye forth of Egypt.

t'D'n8e*ne,a. Obs, rare. [Un-1 7 + Sene a.

Cf. OE. uniesSne and ON. tisynn^ Invisible

;

not obvious.
^1200 Trin. ColL Horn. 47 On ure helendes Iichame

wiSuten sene, J»e holie saule wiBinne unsene. c 1250 Gen.
^ Ex.xZ^Z Ic. swane and michel sorwedre5j Jet ist vnsene
nu ic it bi-te^?

tUnse-nsably, offt', [Un.' u.] = Unsensibly «</«'. i.

a iM^ HvLToN Scala Per/, it. xxiv. (MS. Bodl. 592), Not in
bodih liknesse but vnscnsabli bi preuie hid presence of his
fooitli mnu t Unse'naate, tf. Obs.—^ (Un-';, 5 b.]

IiMcnsate. 1561 Eden Arte Nauig. Pref., Yf they be lyuely

members and not wythered or otherwyse vnsensate by reason
of dead fleshe,

XJnsensatioxial, a. (Un-i 7.)
Also, in recent use, unsensaiionalisfn^ -ally adv,
1865 Pall Mall G. 8 Aug. ii The name of a French novel,

quiet and unsensational. x88i 'Rita' My Lad^ Coquette
xxii, Altogether life is very drowsy and unsensationaf.

TTnse'nsey v, [Un-2 6 b.] trans. To deprive

of sense ; esp. to render insensible.

1611 Florio, DisensaiOf sencelesse, vnsensed, out ofreason.
X793 Minstrel I. 185, I was a little unsensed by my sudden
souse into the stream, a 2809 T. Paine Farmer's Dog
Poems (1834) 163 And get such mischief by the hit As should
unsense hnn of his wit, 1851 Borrow Lavengro I. 331 One
blow given with the proper play of his athletic arm, will

unsense a giant, 1895 Educat. Rev, Sept, 158 The mind
has been unsensed or dematerialized.

Unse-nsed, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)

1667 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery ii. i. §2. 75 They tell

you the Scripture is but a dead letter, Unsensed Characters,
words without sense, or unsensed. 1675 R. Fleming Short
Ace. Doctr. Rom. Ch. 6 They have no. .authentick record
to prove their Religion, but what is a Mass of dead un-
sensed Characters. 1734 Waterland Imp. Doct, Holy
Trinity i. 18 We do not mean unsensed Characters, or empty
Sounds. 1876 Mrs. Whitnev Sights <5- Ins. vi, They were
like apparitions shining out of the unsensed. 1897 F,
Thompson New Poems 22 The incredible excess of unsensed
sweet, And mystic wall of strange felicity.

t Unsensibility- (Un-i 12, 5 b. Cf. next.)

1551 Robinson tr. Move's^ Utopia ii. (1895) 204 For to be
wythowte greyffe, not hauinge health, that they call vnsen-
sybylyte and not pleasure, a 1650 May Satyr. Puppy
(1657) 13 A passionate Man is. .nor Man nor Beast : for he
wants the sence of the one, and in some kinde the vnsen-
sibilitie of the other.

Uuse'usibley «. Obs. exc. dial, or as nonce-wd,
[Un-1 7, 5 b.]

1. = Insensible a. i.

c 1380 WvcLiF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 55 It was bigynnyng of
tyme unsensible to mannis witt. Ibid. 148 pel trowen to
sensible wordis, and ol^er signes J>at men maken, but un-
sensible wordis of Goddis Soncpei trowen litil or noujt.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 100 To a-wowe is, a resonable creature to
obej^ him to his souereyn, to kep sum hard Jjing )?at is

sensible, or vns[ens]ible. 1534 More Treat. Passion Wks.
1335/2 Vnder anye of the twoo outwarde sensible Sacra-
mentes..the whole inwarde vnsensyble Sacramente .. is .,

fullye conteyned. 1581 E. Campion in Confer, in. (1584)

Q j b, That you say vnsensible, it is true, if you meane the
spirituall grace, which is not subiect to sense. 1587 Golding
De Mornay xv. 285 To extend reason from, .things sensible

to things vnsensible,. .from bodily to spirituall. 1656 M.
Casaubon Enthxis. To Rdr., Neither do I think so meanly
of any truth, that can be reduced to any reality, whether
sensible or unsensible.

b. — Insensible a. i b.

1545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde Y vj, The blud the whiche
daylye and hourely, by vnsensyble swettinge euaporatith,
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia \. xiii, It being set upon such an
unsensible rising of the ground, as you are come to a prety
height before almost you perceive that you ascend. 1614
IjREREWood Lang* ^ Relig. 12 For which reason, the cor-

ruption of speech growing upon them, by little and little,

tlie change hath been unsensible. 16^3 Pkvnnk Hisirio-vt.

057 No man becomes extreamely villous on a sudden, but
by unsensible gradations.

O. Imperceptible by reason of minuteness.

XS51 Recorde Pathw, Knowl, i. Def., A Poynt. .is named
of Geometricians that small and vnsensible shape, whiche
hath in it no partes, 1571 Digges Pantoin. i. xv. Eij, The
angle, .groweth so acute, and vnsensible, that great errour"

ensueih the least mistakyng. i6oa Fulbecke /'a«rtVc/trf 9
The present time is so small and unsensible, that it is almost
of no continuance.

2. = Insensible a. 2.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 53 If the greefes of them bee to

thee vnsensible by reason of thy. .longe sickenes.

3. = Insensible a. 3 a.

f 1533 Tindale Anstv. More Wks, (1572) 279/1 [Christ]

dyed not to purchase such honour vnto vnsensible thinges,

that [etc.]. c iSSS H arpsfielo Divorce lien. VIII (Camden)
252 Unless he be as unsensible as a man that will put and
hold his finger in the hot fire and say the fire burneth not,

1583 Melbancke Philotimits S ij, The two vnsensible pic-

tures. x6xi CoTGR., Cal, a thicke, and vnsensible skin, or
brawnie hardnesse of skin. 16*7 Lisander ^ Cal, 1. 11 The
secret places of Calista's affection, which were not marble,

nor of any unsensible matter. 1677 W, Hubbard Narrative
Postscr. 10 This unsensible and hardhearted Monster an-
swered, he liked it very well.

b. = Insensible a. 3 b, 3 c.

1568 Turner Herbal in. 50 Rasis in his Simples writetb
that the Methel maketh num or vnsensible. a i6x6 Beaum.
& Fl. Wit without M. ii. iv, Your Land has lain long
bedrid, and unsensible. x63a J. Havward tr. BiondCs
Eromena 191 Her often swounding kept her alive by making
her become unsensible of the sharpenesse of the paine which
shee felt. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric, 160 \Vhen the doors

are .shut, .they \sc. bees] are dark, and unsensible of so small

a heat. 189X in G. L. Gower Surrey Words (1893) 44, 1 was
unsensible \qx loss of blood.

4. — Insensible a, 4 a.

(a) x6io Hevwood Gold. Age iv. i, Vnsensible of loue, or

amorous pitty. 1621 G. Sandys OvicCs Met. viu. (1626) 167

They the time beguile with speech: Vnsensible of stay.

1692 South Serm. (1697) I. 498, I mean not, that he is un-

sensible of the good it self, but that . . he is wholly unsensible

. . of the Benignity of him that does it. a 1804 in Miss Betham
Biog. Diet. Celebrated Wovien 452 She thought herself. . too

unsensible of our Lord's love to her.

(3) X663 Gerbier Counsel a ij, It would doubtlesse make
me pass for uticensible, how your Majesty. .inherited that

same clemency. 1664 Ingelo Bentiv. ^ Ur.\. 39 One not

altogether unsensible that he hath over-charg'd his Voca-
tion with burthensome Cares. 1719 W.Wood Surv. Trade
224, 1 am not unsensible, how very disadvantaglous \i is for

us [etc.]. 173s J. Price StonC'Br. Thames 16, I am not
unsensible that it may be suggested [etc. J.

b. = Insensible a. 4 b.

X619 J. King Serm. 2, 1 thinke there is none so unsensible
that is not moved hereat. 1650 O. Sedgwick Christ the
Life 26 Dull and unsensible men ; of such did one long since
complain, That [etc.]. X676 Etheredge iJ/rt« ofMode n. i,

Town. Methinks you speak very feelingly, Brother. Old
Bell, I am but Five and Fifty, Sister, you know, an Age
not altogether unsensible ! a X699 J. Kirkion Hist. Ch.
Scot. (1817) 65 Many a sober man was tempted to exceed,
lest he should be condemned as unnatural, disloyal, un-
sensible.

6. = Insensible a. 5.

1560 PiLKiNGTON Expos. Aggeus Dd ij, Lyke vnreasonable
beastesand vnsensyble. XS65 Stai'LEION Fortr. Faith 136*
What is now more reuiled of vnsensible protestants then
the shauen crowne of reuerent priesthood i a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia i. iv. He found some of his aunswers. .not unsen-
sible. X814 [Mary Brunton] Discipline x.xii. 111. 26 The
poor^ lad was not so unsensible, but he knew to do his
bidding, x86x Geo. Eliot Silas M. xiv. When the drink's
out of 'em, they aren't unsensible.

6. Not showing good or sound sense.

0x586 Sidney Arcadia in. xix, For nothing can be more
unsensible, then to thinke what one doth, & to forget the
end why it is done. 1858 Bagehot Lit. Stud. (1879) H- '54
The strongest wwsensible feeling in Scott was perhaps his

Jacobitism.

t Uuse'usibleness. Obs. [Un-1 12 and 5 b.

Cf. prec] Insensibility.

a 1568 Coverdale Bk. Death xxxvii. (1579) 171 That is a
very blockish vnsensiblenesse of wilde madde barbarous
people. 1S7X Golding Calvinon Ps. xxviJi. 5 Through stub-

Dornnesse [they] harden themselues vntoo vnsensiblenesse.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii, I commend not that vnsens-

iblenesse, which is neither possible nor to be desired. 1676
I. Mather K. Philip's /^l^^r (1862) 94 Our great unsensible-

ness of the Displeasure of the Lord, in suffering these

abominations to be perpetuated. 1730 Bailey (fob), Indo*
lency, unsensibleness of Pain or Grief.

t Unse*nsibly, ^(Z^^. Obs. [Un-i ii,sb.]
1. = Insensibly ativ. i.

X627 Abp. Abbot in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 444 So
being unsensibly batched, it came flying into the World.
1679 C, Nesse Antichrist 213 It stole into the world, .un-
sensibly, and at unawares.

b. Unknowingly, unconsciously.
X658 J. Jones Ovids Ibis 127 Though unsensibly she shed

bitter tears for her transgression.

2. = Insensibly adv. 2.

1565 Jewel Reply Harding 217 That after so many wordes
..ye shoulde be founde so nakedly, and so vnsensibly to
deceiue the people. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe)
622/2 The later [statute].. is soe unsensibly contryved that
it scarce carryeth any reason in it,

tUnse'nsical, a. Obs.~~^ [UN-^7.] Nonsensical. x69a
S. Johnson Argument 18 His Unsensical Apothegm, *No
Bishop, no King '.

1Tnse*nsitive, ppl- a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

Also, in recent use (1895-), unsensitiveness.

x6io Healey St. Aug, Citie of God 283 One [soul] liulng

in all bodies vnsensitiue, onely hauing life. x8i6 Monthly
Mag. XLI. 209 But figures never affect the feelings;
numerical calculations go on in an unsensitive part of the
mind. 1838 AIill Diss, ^ Disc. (1859) I. 323 In a world
which, for any but the unsensitive, is not a place of con-
tentment. 1881 P. Brooks Candle of Lord 273 Some
knowledge which the life in its best health was too hard
and unsensitive to take.

Unse'nsitized, ppl, a. {Un-' 8 a c.) xSSo Anthony's
Photogr, Bull. II. 53 An unsensiiized piece. .will soon cause
discoloration on any sensitized paper placed against it.

tUnse*nsive, rt. Obs.—^ [Un-^ 7.J Not perceptible by
the senses. x6x6 J. Lane Conin. Sqr.'s T. x. 284 Feare
bears it knowne, thoughe (ofte) no man knoes how, Yea ofte

b' vnsensive meanes (as clerkes avowe). Unse'nsual, a.
(Un-' 7.J 1850 Lynch Theoph. Trinal v. 76 Wisdom hath
apureunsensual love. iZ66Sat.Rev. 3 Mar. 255/2 It is true,

that.. Plato dwells prominently on the anti-sensual, or at
least on the unsensual, side of love.

Uusensualize.z^. (Un-2 6 c.)

X792 W. Roberts Looher-on No. 29 (1794) I. 410 Love is

so unsensualized and sublimed above passion, that it has
forgotten its old retreats. X796 Coleridge Destiny 0/
Nations 80 For Fancy is the power That first unsensualises
the dark mind, Giving it new delights, a X849 H. Coleridge
Ess. (1851) II. 147 Certain divines who thought to unsen-
sualize mankind by making the body as disgusting as
possible, 1889 Spectator 7 Sept., An almost Pharisaic obser-
vance of the rites and ceremonies which unsensualised them.

Unse'nsuous, a. (Un-* 7.) 1850 Mrs, Browning ^Mm,,
//. .i". Boyd 12 Till Sensuous and Unsensuous seemed one
thing. Viewed from one level. X856 K. A, Vaughan Mystics
I. 270 The higher calm of unsensuous, imageless con-
templation.

Unse'iit,//>/. (t' Also 8 *SV. unsenn. [Un-1
8 b and 8 c. Cf, ON. lisent (Da. usendt)*']

1. Not sent for, unsummoned. (Cf. b.)

c 1530 Crt. of Love 174 Of your free will ye should have
come unsent X7X7 Ramsay Elegy Lucky Wood ii, Death,
wha came unsenn To Lucky Wood,

b. Wither expressed.
X50X Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 157 If I wold come up

unsent for. 1598 Dallington Meth. Trav, X 3 b; They
take one of a suddaine, comming vnlooked for and vnsent
for. a X641 Bp. Mountagu Acts ^ Mon. (1642) 298 Herod,
unsent for, went to visit him. X673 Wycherley Gentl.
Dancing-Master v, We Fiddlers, Sir, often come unsent
for. X717 De Foe Mem. Ch. Scot. 11. 36 But Mr. Andrew
Melvin . . went unsent for. X753 Richardson Grandison
(1781) IV. xiv. 104 That no third person, unsent for, can be
welcome.

2. Not sent or dispatched.
In recent use esp. of letters or telegram.^;.

e XS50 Crowlky It^ortn, $ Petit, iv b. The same SpirUe.»



UNSENTENCED.
wytnesseth wyth my conscience that I renne not vnsent.

C1586 Sidney Arcadia \. vi. He armed himselfe, and those

few of his servants he had left unsent. 1608 DoD & Cleaver
Expos. Prav. xi-xii. 122 That we goe not unsent. 1647

Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. vi. 124 More able men may be

unsent then senL 1841 Fraser's Mag. Jan. 11 1/2 Ye came
na here unsent, and ye maun perform your errand. 1855
KiNGSLEY Weit'w. Ho I xxvii, Her strange affection for the

English was not unsent by Heaven.

b. With advs. or preps.

1540 Paget in Froude Hist. Eng. {i860) V. 182 Send for

all the council that be remaining unsent abroad. 1606

Bp. Hall Heaven upon Earth xtii. Wks. (1625) 83 Thy
hcauenly Physician,, .vnsent to, sends thee.. a soueraigne

remedie. 1656 in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 176
Whylst they stay at home unsent away.

niise'nteuced,/>//. a. (Un-i 8.)

iSa6 Customs 0/Pale in Archseol. (1893) LIII. 373 The
king's indicate officers, .shall, .suffer no accion to departe

\

unsentenced before them. 1612 Ta/i? Noble IC, v. i. 163, I

could doombe neither; that which perish'd should Goe too't
|

unsentenc'd. 1661 Heylin Hist. ReJ\, Q. Mary (167c) 6
\

The King.. privately marryeth her within few days after I

his return, the divorce being yet unsentenced betwixt him
and the Queen. iSaa'BEDOOES Brides' Trag. iv. ii. Some
vengeance will fall on us in the night If he remain un-

sentenced. i86a Shirley (J. Skelton) N?tgae Crit. 140 To
leave them rather unsentenced and in hope to the mercy.

.

which alone can fully extenuate . . their guilt. i8j)6 Harper's

Mag. April 672/2 The secular judge, .forgot his duty, and

Joan went to her death unsentenced.

Unsente-ntious, a. [1775 Ash.] 1846 Worcester
(citing Q>t- A'i-z'.).

Unsentient, ppl. a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 315 We may admit a

sentient composed of unsentient parts. Ibid. 583 An eternal

First Cause, whether intelligent or unsentient. 1835 J.
Yousc Lect. Intell. Philos. xlviii. 485 There could be np
sensation in an unsentient being. 1664 Bowen Logic xiii.

422 Only in the sentient mind, and not in the unsentient

matter cf the body.

nnsentimental, a, (Un-i 7.)

x8io Scott in Lockhart {1839) HI. 228 The despair.,

gave me a most unsentimental horror for sentimental letters,

1853 C. Bronte Villette xxi, Never man had a more un-

sentimental mother than mine. 1898 Haddom Stud. Matt
jtiv. 409 An unsentimental survival of this pretty custom.

Hence XJnseutimentality ; -me*ntaUze v, \

-me'ntally adv,
1824 Hook Sayings ^ Doings III. i63 Gaieties, .calculated

..to enliven and unsentimentalize the mind. Ibid. Ser. ii.

I, 28 The impropriety and unsentimentality of her behaviour.

Ibid. xiv. 1 1 1. 300 She was. .most unsentimentally employed
in swallowing a very hearty supper. 1837 Lewis Lett*

(1870) 84 For the sake of. .unsentimentalizing the cause of

the Catholic der^. 1847 L. Hunt Men^ Women, 9f B. II.

iL 25 The unsentimentalizing effects of the gallantry of the

court of Charles II.

Unse-ntinelled, A*/, a, (Un.» 8.) 1817 Edin. Rev.
XXVIII. 87 The old castle., was ungarrisoned and un-
sentinelled. 1859 All Year Round No. 36. 219 A huge
gateway, not unsentinelled.

t TTuse'parable, a. Obs, (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)

X398 Ihevisa Bartk. de P. R. xvi. v. (Bodl. MS.), pe
onynge is viiseperable so J>at t>ei mowe not afterward be
parted atwynne. 1531 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 495/1
Was himself, .companion to saynt Poule, & that so continuall

and so vnseparable, y'. .he ntuer departed from him ? 1561

T. HoBY tr. Castiglione*s Courtyer iv. Xx iij b, This is the

beawtye viiseperable from the high bountye. i587_Golding

De Mornay v. 67 Fire . .hath in it both heate ana brightnesse

vnseparable. 1645 Milton Divorce (ed. 3) i. i. 7 The first

institution will be objected to have ordain'd marriage un-

seperable. 1697 Jeremy Collier Ess. Mor, SubJ. i. 5 Self-

love., is an unseparable Passion of humane nature. 1737
Gentl. Mag. VII. 14/2 Placed between two Words joyned
together in unseparable Concord.

Hence tTnse'parableness.
1587 Fenner De/. Ministers 116 Hee maketh the case of

both alike in regarde of the propertie and vnseparablenea

of the bande.

tUiise*paarably,a(/z'. Obs. (Ux-iiiandsb.)
X53a More Confut. lindale Wks, 514/2 And with them

the godhead vnseperably ioyned, 1586 W. Webbe Eng.
Poetrie (Arb.) 80 Thys verse is alwayes vnseperably adioyned
vnto the Hexameter. i6» Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 14
A pretty difference, where the act to be done is unseparably
tied to ones person, and where not. 1698 S. Clarke Script*

Justif. iv. 18 That Pardon is unseparably join'd with
Justification.

t Unse-parate, ppt. a. Obs, (Un- i 8 b, 5 b

;

cf. next.) Hence fUnseparateness. Obsr'^
1553 Short Catedu in Liturgies, etc. (Parker Soc.) 513

True faith and works *unseparate. 1563 Foxe A.ff M. 540
As heat followeth euer with the fire vnseparate there from.

1591 Jas. I Lepanto, Chorus Angel. 11 Our onlie one vn-
separate, And yet in persons three. 1668 H. More Div,
Dial. 1. 121 Then Rest and Unseparateness of parts are all

one,, .and *Unseparateness and Union all one.

Unseparated, Ppl. a. (Un-i 8.

)

IMS CovKRDALE De/. Certain Chr. Man E ilij b, Therfore
will we discerne these thre thinges,..but so that they
remayne vnseparated. 1577 tr. Bnllinger's^ Decades in. vi.

373/1 He being one and the same Christ vnseperated.

x6>o QuARLES Medit. i, Three speciall Attributes of God
.., all Vnscparated From Gods pure Essence, a 1671 Ld.
Fairfax Mem. (16^) 90 The two Houses of Parliament. .,

so great an Authority which was then unseparated from the

Royal interest. 1715 Pope Odyss. x. 585 To whom Perse-

phone, entire and whole, Gave to retain th' unseparated soul.

i860 Fabrar Orig. Lang. ii. 44 The field and the snow were
unseparated. 1893 TuckeyA mphioxus 10^ The unseparated

mesoblast fold.

fUnse'parately, adv. Obs. rare. [Un." ii, 5 b.J In.

separably. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tongy Indissoluble-

mcnt, vnseparately. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. A ij, She
thought the Lord vnseparately tyde to his Temple. Ult>

• 835

septate, a. Dot, (Un-* 7.) 1900 Jackson Gloss. Bot.
|

Terms 283 £/ff^<r//«^f,.. applied to a plant which has not

partitioning divisions. Unse'ptated, a. Bot. (Un-*

8 a^.) 1899 J. R. Green Soluble Ferments xx. 325 A
|

fungus which developes a much-branched unseptated my-
j

celium. Unse'pulchre, z*. (Un-'^s.) \Ztfi\w OxfordEss. \

217 As his ploughshare unsepulchred the 'empty helmets !

and the mighty bones' of the buried foemen.
j

Unseptdclired, /'/'/. a. (Un-i 8.)
j

ci6n Chapman Ilioti xxii. 306 Dead, vndeplor'd, Vnsepul- '

cherd ; he lies at fleete. 1624 Quables Sion^s Elegies ii.
,

21 Unsepulchred my murthred people lye. 1795 Southey :

Joan o/Arc ix. 42 For hills of human slain, unsepulchred,
|

Steam pestilence. i8i6ByronC//. //^r. iil Ixiii, The Stygian ,

coast Unsepulchred they roam'd, and shriek'd each wander- I

ing ghost. i86s Grattan Beaten Paths I. 142 To discover

the unsepulchred, uiicoffined, and uncereclothed tailor,

standing stiff against the chapel wall.

Unse-pultured, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1847 Webster.]
1862 R. H. Patierson Ess. Hist, -^ Art 269 Some unsepul-

tured one, who had departed to join the troop of shivering

ghosts. 1897 GoMME C. Mac/arlane''s Camp 0/ Refuge
Introd. p. Ixv, The cause that so many men were slaughtered

and lay unsepultured. t Unseque'Ster, v. Obs. (Un-^

3.) 1664 Kath. Philips Poems 146 IJy a flame from thy blest

Genius lent . . Unsequester our Fancies, and create A WortJ^
that may upon thy Glories wait. UnsequC'stered;
///. a, (Un-* 8.) 1654 Whitlock Zooiomia 149 Which if

impartially compared,, .our Librarj-s might be repreived,

and our Colledges unsequestred. i6ss Fuller Ch. Hist. xi.

iii. § 6 His unsequestred Spirit so supported him, that [etc].

Unsere*ne, a. (Un-' 7.) 1664 Ingelo Bentiv, 4- Ur. v.

124 How unserene are all the Joyes..upon Earth 1 1829

Lamb in The Gem 26 The sad orbs .. blinded through un-
serene drops for her dead lord.

TJnserious, a. (Un-i 7.)

j6SS Earl Orrery Parthen. ii. v. 493 To speake any
thing unserious. 1673 Flavel Saint Indeed 199 Frothy,

vain and unserious persons. 1755 Wesley IVks. (1872) II.

326 Any one who behaved in a light or unserious manner.
i860 Hawthorne Fr. <S- //. Note-bks. (1871) II. 357 A play-

thing, a trifle, an unserious affair.

Hence TJnse'rionsness.
x68o H. DoDWELL Tiuo Lett. (1691) To Rdr. §9 The lives

and unseriousness of some of oixr conformable Clergy.

Unse'rrated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1840 Cuvier's Anim,
Kingd. 79 The edge of the long inferior incisors is unserrated.

Unse Tved, ppl. a. [Un- 1 8.]

L Not served or furnished with something; not

attended to.

f 1350 Leg. Rood (1871) 85 Sen sekenes es sent to l^e pir

men sail noght vnserued be, J>ai sail haue nayles or l?ai ga.

1433 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 439/1 Vf I shuld paye hem, youre
Household, Chambre and Warderope.. shuld be unservid

and unpaide. i^ Udall Erasm. Apoph. 303 Onely
Phocion was remamyng unserved by reason that the poison

had been all consumed by the others, a 1585 Montgomebie
Cherry

<S-
Slae 1083 Who came uncald- unserv'd shuld sit.

a 1600 Deloney Jack 0/ Newberie iv, Well, looke there be

not one hog vnserued. 16*4 Essex his Ghost 16 His people

I hope will turne your golden. .Coates into Coates of Male,
..rather then your Soueraigne.. shall bee Vnserued. 1786
R, Heathcote Sylva (1788) 256 His boy therefore sent

away unserved a customer. 1804 R. Anderson Cumbld.
Ball. 79 The witch weyfe begg'd in our back seyde, Butwent
unsarra'd away. x83a Hr. Martineau Each ^f All iii. 33
Conscience awakes . . to the cry of unserved humanity. 1899
Daily News 3 Nov. 7/6 Several of their unserved guns were
shelled vigorously.

b. spec. Not attended to by a priest or incum-

bent (See Serve v. 14.)
The app, early instance in Wyclifs De Ecclesia is prob. an

error for ' unlerned \ the reading of MS. Bodl. 788.

iS6a in Strype Ann. Ref. (1700) I. xxxi. 312 So that the
people be not unserved or defrauded of a reasonable minister.

1587 Holinshed Chron. (ed. 2) III. 1142/1 Where through
died manie . . priests, so that a great number of parishes were
vnserued. 1643 Baker Chron., Q. Mary 106 This yeer..

was great mortality, and specially of Priests, so as many
Churches were unserved. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 466
It permits an infant to present a clerk.. rather than..suffer

the church to be unserved till he comes of age.

2. Not worshipped, regarded, or observed.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 85 pese feyned goddes..
bee^ i-serued in Chestre. . . pan is Piuto not vnserued, god
of helle. 1390 Gower Con/ I. 355 The cherche is brent,

the priest is slain,.. The lawe is lore and god unserved.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 267 Mony seyntys-dayes we leuen yn
be jere vnseruet ; for t>ay ben so many |>at we may not serue

hoin all. 1532 More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 495/2 Nor saint

Paulc.meaneth not yet they shall leaue the sacramentes

vnserued which God hath taught.

3. Laiv. a. Of writs, summonses, etc. ; Not
served upon a person.

1465 Paston Lett. II. 201 The shyrf sayd playnly that he.

.

derst not serve it [sc. a writ],..and so it ys yet unservyd.

1476 Acta Auditorum (1830) 49/2 pe persons of l?e inqueste

allegeit before Iw lordis l>at J^e said breve wes vnseruit. 1908

Daily Chron. 10 Jan. 3/5 The constabulary were withdrawn,

and the processes remained unserved.

+ b. Sc. Not returned as heir. Obs,

1490 Acta Dom, Cotu:. (1839) 125/2 Patrik and William..
sail nocht fortify \>^ partij t>at beis one seruit be that inquest.

4. Not served up.
1871 RusKiN Fors Clav, iii,Tbe waiter then and there packed

his knapsack and departed, .. leaving my dinner unserved.

6. With for : For which service has not been

: done.
\ »55S /«^'- C/(. Goods (Surteesi 157, xij Ii bequeithed . . to the

1 finding of a prieste there for iij yeares.., whereof remayned
unserved for at the tyme. ., xiijs. iiijd.

tUnscTviable, rt. Obs.-^ [Un-' 7 b.] Unserviceable.

1544 Betham Precepts War i. xcii. E vj b. They \sc. gun-
ners] be vnseruyable, and can do no good. tUnservice.
Obs. (Un-* 4 b, 12.) x6ii Florio, Disseruitu, vnseruice,

disseruice. 1624 Massincer Pari. Loz'fi.v, Where you tax

UNSET.
us for unservice, lady, I never knew a soldier yet that could
Arrive into your favour.

Unservicea'ble, a. [Un-i 7 b and 5b.]

1. Of things ; Not capable of being employed for

their proper purpose.
1535 Wardr. Kath, Arragon 33 in Camden Misc. Ill, The

thurde [chair] is broken and unservesable. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. I. xi. 25 The beast. .his late wounded wing vnseruice-

able found. x6oo in Si. Papers, Dom. (1869) 437 The others

[ = signets] having become unserviceable from long use.

1663 Boyle Use/ Exp. Nat. Philos. \\. App. 328 Besides
a not despicable quantity of terrestrial and unserviceable
matter. 1690 Locke Htim, Und. in. iii. § 17 The supposition

. . is so . . unserviceable to any part of our knowledge. 1713
Berkeley Guard. No. 35, His intellectuals, i observed, were
grown unserviceable by too little use. 1737 tr. Le Comte's
Mem. ff Remarks China Pref., They might not be unservice-
able to those who might . . take up such a design. x8oi
Farmer's Mag. Aug. 339 The horse I hire.. may be in any
degree serviceable or unserviceable. X830 H. N. Colkridcr
Grk. Poets i A peru.sal of these Introductions may not be
unserviceable to many well educated readers. 1857 Dickens
Dorrit I. xxxii. What with her flapping cap, and.. her un-
serviceable eye.

b. Spec. Of ships, guns, etc.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 35 The ships., so shaken
with the tempest, that they became altogether unserviceable.

x6i8 in Essex Rev. (igo8) XVII. 102 The moderne use doth
altogether exclude the caliver as unservicable. 1707 Land.
Caz. No. 4362/2, 10 Ships were destroyed.., and several

others rendred wholly unserviceable, i.-]^ Anson's Voy. 11.

iv. 165 Three four pounders, which were altogether un-

serviceable. 1811 Regiti. <V Orders Army 91 The disposal

of Unserviceable Aims. 1865 Cameron Malayan India 246

It is not that the forts are ungarrisoned,. .but that they are
unserviceable. 1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. 446/2
Unserviceable, the term is applied.. to all stores which are

no longer of use, being either obsolete or worn out.

2. Of persons: Unable to be of service; not ren-

dering service or help ; useless.

1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 240 You haue too much Huing, and
are vnseruiceable to your prince, lesse will serue you. 1614

W. B. Philosophers Banquet (ed. 2) 121 One that would be
vnseruiceable to him, and vnprofitable to the Common-
wealth. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 217, 1 did long

since tell you that poore man would be made onseruiceable

to you. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. i. 13 Our sick are about
the same ;..McGary and Riley unserviceable. 1B65 Dickens
Mut. Fr. III. ii, I am an unserviceable friend of hers,

b. spec. Not capable of rendering military (or

naval) service.

1596 Spenser State /r^/. Wks, (Globe) 653/3 The rebells..

will turne away all theyr rascall people, whom they thinke

unserviceable. 1601 Shaks. AlVs Well iv. iii. 152 Fine or

sixe thousand, but very weake and vnseruiceable : the troopes

are all scattered. 1681 Luttrell Brief R el. (1857) I. 151

Poor souldiers rendred unserviceable by age, wounds, &c.

1786 Buhke Art. agst. W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 191 The
country troops. .would be ill-disciplined and unserviceable,

if not worse. 1834 Marrvat P. Simple 1. 124 Some of them
were retained, but most of them sent on shore as unservice-

able. x88i JowETT Thucyd. I. 146 The Plataeans had
already conveyed to Athens their wives,, .with the rest of

their unserviceable population.

trans/ 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk, 707 Unserviceable

ticket ; this is made out in the same manner, and requires

the same notations, as a sick-ticket.

3. Marked by disinclination to be of service,

1614 Raleigh Hist. World v, vi. 657 Such men of note.,

as had any way discouered an vnseruiceable disposition

towards the Romans.
4. Prejudicial, disadvantageous,
X698 NoRRis Pract. Disc. 1V._3B6 To reform his Temper,

which I'm afraid is more unserviceable to Religion than any
Hypothesis of mine can be.

Hence Unservlceabl'lity.
1884 Cyclists' Tour. CI. Gaz. Nov. 335/1 The unsenricc

ability of the new substitute.

Unserviceableness. (Un-i la ; cf.prec.)

i6n CoTGR., /«K/////^,..vnseruiceablenesse. 1640 San-

derson Serni. (1681) II. 173 The unserviceableness of any
thing to edification. 1683 Pepys Diary at Tangier'm Li/e,

etc. (1841) I. 452 The unserviceablenessofthe Mole by reason

of those winds, a 1832 Hentham Drattght o/Code'W]&s,

1843 IV. 399 How many bad and unserviceable ones have,

by this very unserviceableness, become popular ! 1864 Miss
YoNGErnW 1 1. 2o'i he unserviceableness ofhis maimed arm.

Unserviceably, adv. (Un-i i i.)

t6ii Cotgr., /««/y/fw/(«/,..vnseruiceably. i66x Beve-
BiDGE/'nV. Th. (1709) 156 What is the reason, I have hitherto

liv'd so unserviceably to God 1 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist.

Earth 1.48 It. .does not enlarge the Dimensions of the Globe,

or.. lye idly and unserviceably there.

Unse rvicelike, a, (Un-* 7 c.) 1614 Andrewes Serm.
on EasterDay 39 They see how vnseruicelike our seruice is.

Unse-rvile, a, (Un-i 7.)

X701 Collier M. Aurel. iv. xlix. 61 Does the present

Accident hinder your being Honest..and Unservile? 1773
Mrs. Grant Lett./r. Mount. (1807) I. iL 19 We are charmed
with. .unservile courtesy in the lower class. 1847 Carlvle
in Froude Li/e in Lond. (1884) 1. 409 Reporters to the daily

papers, whose industry is the humblest of all real or unservile

kinds in literature. 1866 Eliza Meteyard Wedgivood II.

273 Wedgwood's exquisite yet unservile copies ofantiqueart,

Unse*t,z^. [Un-^3, 7. Cf. OE. «/w^//aw (^once),

to take down.]
1. trans. To put out of place or position ; to

undo the setting of,

i6o3 Marston Ant. ^ Mel. 111. Wks. 1856 I. 37 O, you
spoyle my ruflfe, unset my haire, 1611 Cotgr., Desplanter,

. .to vnplant, vnset, remoue. 1761 Gray Lett, (1900) II. 204

The man was sent for; he unset it ; it was a paste not worth

40 shillings. 1775 Mrs. Delany in Li/e S( Corr. Ser. 11.

(1862) II. 105 There is some hazard in unsetting enamel for

fear of chipping the edges. 1836 Marbyat Midsh, Easy
xxxii, How could he put the young men to fresh tortures by
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removing splints and unsetting limbs ? 1884 Law Times
1 Nov. 8/1 On the morning in question Dawson had unset

the gun.

2. inir. To get out of place or position.

1703 Thoresby Let. to Rny, Spelk, a wooden splinter tied

on, to keep a broken bone from bending or unsetting again.

TTnse-t, ppL a. [Un-1 8 b, 8 c Cf. Du. on-

giztt in sense i.]

fl. Of time or place: Not previously appointed
or arranged. Obs.
Chiefly in phr. at unset sieven : see Steven sb."^ a.

£^1386 [see Steven sb.^ 2j. i430->4o Lydg. Bochas ii. xxi.

(1494) h liij/i At the vnset houre their falsnesse he wyll quyte.

1476 Paston Lett. III. 162 The Duke toke grete corage to

goo. .to conquer them, butt the[y] berded hym att an onsett

place. xS43wn6oo [see Steven i^.' 2]. « x6oo Montgomerie
Misc. Poems v. 47 For man may meit at unset stevin, Thoght
montanis nevir meitis.

fb. Of events: Not predetermined; unfixed,

uncertain. Obs.

1S50 Baldwin Mot. Pkilos. Pvi, But yf that the chaunce
of th^Tiges be vnset, It is folly to feare that we knowe we
maye let. 1559 Mirr. Mag.^ O. Glendottr xxvii, Of thinges

to cum the haps be so vnset That none but fooles may
warrant of them make.

1 2. Not seated at table. Obs.-'^

c 147s Rauf Coii^ear 148 'Gang begin the buird,' said the
Coiljear. ' That war vnsemand, forsutth, and thy self vnset.'

3. Not assigned or allocated {to one) ; unlet.

X480 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 70/2 Land, .haldin of our
souuerain lorde and fre vnset for termes or for male.

1533 Lincoln IVills (L. Rec. Soc.) V. 120, I will that.. all

myne inward stuf that was myne owne unset to my wyf
reniayne to.,my daughters. 1580-1 Reg. Privy Council Scot.
III. 358 To warrand the same unsett, sauld, assignit, or
disponit to utheris. 1736 in Picton Upool Munic. Rec. (1886)

II. 165 There are some few back seats yet unsett.
^
1825-9

Mrs. Sherwood Lady of Manor I. viii. 334 During the
absence of Lord T—, the family-mansion had remained un-
tenanted, the houses of servants and dependents unset,

4. Withadvs. Not ^txdown^ forth, oiit^ up^ etc.

c 1445 Pecock Donet 138 jJese ij . .forbodis of avoutrye..,

whi ben not |>ei stillid and vnsett forJ> expressely? 1530
^ALSGR. Introd. p. v, 1 have.. assayde .that there shulde
fewe wordes . . worde for worde be unsetforthe. 1547 Act i

Edw. Vly c. 6 § I The same poore persons . . be now un.
occupied and unset aworke. i<^ Hooker Eccl. Pol. \\\. xi.

S 8 They vrge that God left nothmg in his word vndescribed,

..nothing vnset-downe. 1629 Hobbes Thucyd. 75 The
Athenians,. recriminated the Megareans, for hauing tilled

holy ground, and vnset-out with bounds. 1639 Knaresb.
Wills (Surtees) II. 168 One new stand bed unsett upp.

6. t ^* Unset leek^ a (young) leek not trans-

planted, Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 249/2 Onsetleke, ^tfrr*-/. 1563 Hvll Art
Garden. (1593) 128 If you desire only to haue vnset Leekes.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 424 Ashes for to be drunke with
the juice of unset leeks in cold water. 1611 Cotgr,, Porrette^
Maidens Leeke, bladed Leeke, vnset Leeke.

b. Not planted.

1573 TossER Hnsb. (1878) 75 Set, .yoong bay and his berie.

Or set their stone, vnset leaue out none. 1577 Harrison
England \\\.\\\\.{\Z^%)\\. 57 Notwithstanding that they haue
remained there vnset by the space of fortie dais and more :

yet some [saffron heads],.haue brought foorth two or three
floures a peece. 1597 Gerarde Herbal i. i. 2 Common
Medow grasse groweth of it selfe, vnset or vnsowen, euery
where. 1653 Blithe Eng. lmproi>er Impr. 169 Shouldst
thou be occasioned, .to keep thy sets longer unset, be thou
sure thou get their Roots into the ground.

c. Not furnished with plants.

C1600 Shaks. Sonn. xvi, Many maiden gardens yet vnset,

With vertuous wish would beare your lining flowers.

6. Not placed in a setting ; unmounted.
1561 T. HoBV tr. Casiiglione's Couriyer 11. R i b, A iewell

that vnsett seemeth faire. c 1592. Bacon Conf. Pleasure
(1870) 15 If these rich peeces be so faire vnsett, what are
they settT 1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1906/4 An Emerald unset,
..having a narrow Bizel. 1702 Ibid. No. 3811/4 Lost .., a
large Diamond-drop,.. unset. 1884 West. Daily Press 20
June 7/5 Necklets of unset amethysts, ,. and other stones.

1891 Science-Gossip XXVII. 36/1 Lack of uniformity in
unset specimens.

7. Not composed or arranged,
1631 Brathwait Whimzies^ Traveller i^-^ Not an irregular

faaire about him, nor an unset looke to attend him, nor an
uncomposed cringe to accoutre him. 1821 Lamb Elia i.

Ears, Those unconnected, unset sounds are nothing to the
measured malice of music.

8. Not surgically set.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies^ General!. (1662) 6: An unset
bone is better then a bone. , ill set.

9. Of the sun : Not gone beneath the horizon.
x86o W. W. Reade Liberty Hall I. ix. 158 Though very

pretty she was only a moon with the sun unset, for [etc.].

tUnse'te, a- Also unsoete, Obs. [Un-1 y,

Cf. Sete a. and Unsety a.]

1. Unbecoming, improper; bad.
a X310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 31 For-thi on molde y waxe

mot, that y sawes have seid un-sete. Idid. xv. 49 Gabbes,
les, ant lutherc lore, sunnes bueth un-sete. c 1325 Body f^

Soul in Map's Poems (Camden) 342 A I thou foule flesch,
nnseete, Fuf of falsnesse.

2. Unpleasant
;

painful.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. iv. 23 That i telle a povre play,

that furst is feir ant seththe un-sete. c 1320 Sir Trtsir.
X238 His bon brast vnder skinne, His sorwc was vnsetc.

3. Unwholesome, (Cf. Unsety a.)

13.. in Arckiv Sttid. neu. Spr. LXXXI, 319 pe watures
bitter and vnseete were ymad bo)>e gode and swete. 1387
Trevisa Higden IV. ix His frendes trowede l?at unsete
mete J>at he hadde i^te at sopcr was cause of his siknesse.

4. Of persons : Ill-disposed • dissatisfied or dis-

contented.

336

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xii. 43 This mon that Matfaeu
5ef A peny that wes so brcf; this freiy folk unsete, Jet he
5yrnden more.

tTnsett, var. of Umset v. Obs.

Unse-tting,^/'/. a. [Un-i id.]

fl. Unbecoming, unfitting. Obs.

1567 Drant Horace, Ep. B ij, 1 will tell them, .what doth
becom, and what unsetting is. a 1598 Rollock / Tkess.
(1606) 183 Any thing that is vnsetting, or vnseemlie to this
Christian calling.

2. Not going beneath the horizon.
1607 Merry Devil Edmonton iii. ii, 101 Thou bright vn-

setting star . . ! 2819 Crabbe T. ofHall xix. 543 Some spoke
of wonders they before had seen, When on their travels. , ;

How they beheld for months th' unsetting sun. 1844 Lowell
Prometheus 230, I Shall be a power and a memory, . . a light
Unsetting as the pole-star. 1869 McLaren Serm. Ser. 11.

viii. 132 The full light of the unsetting Sun.

fig. 1838 Mrs. Browning An Island xxvii, The undim
Unsetting Godlight.

Unse ttle, v. [Un-2 3 and 7.]

1. trans. To undo from a fixed position ; to unfix,

unfasten, loosen.

1598 Florid, Discasciare,..X.o make loose the teeth, to
dismount artillerie, to vnsettle anything, [1753 Johnson, To
Unsettle, v. a., to move from a place.] 1818 Keats
Endymion iv. 414 He., strives in vain to unsettle and
wield A Jovian thunderbolt.

2. To force out of a settled condition ; to deprive
of fixity or quiet : a. a state of things, institu-

tions, etc.

1651 HoBBES Leviatk. 11. xxviL 154 Such as..take upon
them., to unsettle the Lawes with their publique discourse,

1679 .Alsop Melius Inq. i. \. 91 To set Religion upon its proper
Basis, and unsettle it from the feebie foundations upon which
former Ages had erected it 1 a 1700 Evelyn Diary 21 April,
1695, Never were so many private Bills pass'd for unsettling
estates. 1704 Attebburv On 1 Tim. ii. 7 Those Mighty
Kvents, that fix, or unsettle the Peace of the World. 1803
WoRDSw. ^England! the time is come' ^ Old things have
been unsettled. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 71 This
theory, though intended to strengthen the foundations of
government, altogether unsettles them. 1884 Leeds Merc.
15 Nov. 6/4 Such a struggle., must unsettle all the institu-

tions of the country.

b. beliefs, thoughts, the mind, etc
1644 Milton Divorce (ed. 2) i. viii. 19 They should but

seek,. to unsettle our constancie with timorous and sofining
suggestions. 1662 Stillingfu Orig. Sacr. iii. i. § 2 When
men bent their wits to unsettle the Beleef of such things as
tended to Religion. 1671 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 354My thoughts are unsettled. 1759 Sarah Fielding Ctess of
Dellivyn II. 261 His Father had unsettled his Resolution.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe J/>'j/. Udolpho xlvii, The long struggle
which Agnes suffered, .at length unsettled her reason. x8i6
Scott Bl. Dwarf y.v\\\, The shock was even sufficient to
unsettle his wits, 1839 Dickens Nickleby iv, None of those
ill-judged comings home twice a year that unsettle children's
minds so. 1885 Spectator 25 July 971/2 That his mind had
been unsettled by his peril.

O. persons "(in respect of beliefs, etc.).

1833 Coleridge Table Talk (1884) 225 What is the spirit

which seems to move and unsettle every other man . .at this

time? X851 Helps Comp. Solit. xii. 2^6 Provided they do
not, as they would say, unsettle their neighbours. 1880
R. G. White Every.Day Eng. 140 A phonetic printing of
those two words would unsettle all these people.

3. intr. To become unsettled.
1605 Shaks. Lear in. iv. 167 His wits begin t' vnsettle.

1624 Sanderson Serjn.1. 102 The house cannot but unsettle
apace, and without speedy repairs fall to the ground. 1543
Milton Divorce 8 Their wild affections unsetling at will

have been as so many divorces to teach them experience.
ax859 De Quincey Posth. Wks. (1891) I. 14 He gazes, and
slowly under the blazing scenery of his brain the scenery of
his eye unsettles.

4. trans. To clear of settlers.

1895 Advance (Chicago) 11 Apr, 991/1 Probably no [other]
section of our country has ever been un-settled so rapidly.

Hence XTnse*ttling vbl. sb. ^xAppl. a.

Also, in recent use (1901), unsettler.
1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. i. vii, Troublesome and un-

settling Employments, 1775 Ash, Disconcerting, p. a.,..

unsettling, discomposing. 1828 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. 111. 70 The unsettling, and the journey, and the settling

again,.. fairly killed her. 1866 Cornh. Mag. XIII. 437
Christianity,. must have raised among the believers in the
Law very unsettling questions much akin to these. 1894
H. Garpener Unoff. Patriot 10 The unsettling times which
brought Methodism, .into the ranks of established things.

Unse'ttleable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1864 Caulyle Fredk, Gt.
XVI. iii. IV. 276 All details being, in the interim, either got
settled, or got flung into corners as unsettleable,

Unse*ttled,/>//. a. [Un-1 8,orf. Unsettle z*.]

1. Not peaceful, tranquil, or orderly; disturbed;
not (yet) quietly or firmly established.

1591 Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. ii. 424 Of winged Clouds the
wide inconstant House, Tii' unsettled Kingdoms of swift
iEolus. 1659 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 265 The new
and unsettled Government in England. 1697 Dryden
jEneis \. 791 My cruel fate, And doubts attending an un-
settled state, Force me to guard my coast from foreign foes.

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy i. xi, But the two extremes are
more common, and in a greater degree in this unsettled
island. 1800 Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Earn. 1. 41 The hurry
and unsettled state which, .had attended their fir.st arrival

in the country. 1826 Scott IVoodst. v, The times were
dangerous and unsettled. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. I. vi.

171 A report of a committee concerning the unsettled
government of Virginia,

b. Of weather, etc. : Changeable, variable.
X707 Mortimer Husb. 587 If unsettled or moist Weather

happen at the lime of its working. 1773 Cook Voy. (1777)
I. 59 The wind continued unsettled. X803 ^IARY Charlton
Wife <5- Mistress IV. 114 His health, which was yet very

UNSETTLED.
unsettled. 1879 Froudk Czsar xvi. 255 The weather wia
too unsettled (or his fleet.. to join him.
Comb. 1788 J. White Jml. Voy. M.S. Wales (1790) 105

Strong breezes, with unsettled-looking weather.

c. That has not yet settled down ; still in a state

of flux or motion.
X69X J. Harrington Introd. in Wood's Ath. Oxon. II. aib.

The Graces of Measure and numbers . . are not to be expected
in a rude and unsettled Language. 1845 J. Phillips Geol.
in Encycl. Metrop. VI. 552/1 [Remains of plants] might be
long suspended m the unsettled water, and be transported
along with the finer matter. X894 Mrs. Dyan Man's Keeping
(1899) 100 The dust flying in unsettled clouds about him,

2. Not settled in a particulai- place or position.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 11. vi. §3 To set himselfe in an
house of cedar trees, and to behold the arke of the Lord's
couenant vnsetled. X72j> T. Innks Crit. Ess. (1879) 284
The Francs, .appear in history as a people unsettled, roving
up and down. 1761 Churchill Rosciad 988 Next follows
Sheridan—a doubtful name, As yet unsettled in the rank of
Fame. 178a Martyn Geog. Mag. i. iii. I. 205 A considerable
encampment of these unsettled Arabs. 1807 J. Barlow
Columb. 11, 2i2\"hese tribes have forester'd the fruitful

zone, Their seats unsettled, and their name unknown. 1863
Boyd Graver Th. Country Parson vii. 106 They were a race
of hunters; unsettled, cruel and deceitful, 1896 tJarper*s
Mag.yj^XW. 2.6/iy lam asingle woman, unsettled as yet.

b. Path. Not confined to a definite part or spot.

1793 Abernethy Sitrg. Ess. 18 He was,,teized with
unsettled rheumatic pains. 18x9 Lady Morgan Autobiog.

(1859) 267 A severe illness, arising, .from unsettled gout.

3. Not settled or staid in character ; of a restless

or turbulent disposition.

1594 Selimus 823 Resolue to venture it, Fortune doth
fauour euery bold assay, And t'were a trick of an vnsetled
wit Because [etc.]. X595 Shaks. Joh?!. 11. i. 66 All th' vn-
setled humors of the Land, Rash, inconsiderate, fiery volun-
taries. 1607 Puritan i. iv. 31 Many desprate, vnsetled
souldiours. X675 Han, Woollev Genilewoin. Comp. 38 These
unstaid dimensions argue unsetled dispositions. X803 Censor
I July 84, 1 am sorr>*you seem so unsettled ; I now.. advise
you to settle in service. 1837 Ht. Martinkau Soc. Amet.
II. 63 Young people, who might be ' unsettled

;
' that is, not

sufficiently subservient, /bid. III. 136 Too many of them
are unsettled, reckless, slovenly.

b. Marked by absence of regularity, uniformity,

staidness, or tranquillity,

f 17x4 Pope Lett. (1735) I. 150 What b commonly called

an unsettled Life (and what you with too much unjust
Severity call a Vagabond Life). 1787 Burns Let. to Jos.
Smith 11 June, Should I stay, in an unsettled state, at

home, I would only dissipate my liitle fortune. 1824 Miss
L. M. Hawkins Annaline I. 307 High compassion called

forth at her unsettled and forlorn condition. 1825 Lamb
Air. Liston Wks. 1908 I. 315 The orthography varying,
according to the unsettled usage of the times. iZyi Forrester
I I, 270, I have already told you . . of the unsettleid life I led,

after the loss of my mother,

C, Unsteady; unquiet.

1794 Mrs. Radci.iffe Myst. Udolpko xxviii, She.. then
viewed the face with a long unsettled gaze. 18x0 Southev
KeiiamavM. xii, How often did she. .from unsettled slumber
start, and hear The Winds that moan above 1

4. Undetermined, unresolved,

1593 Marlowe Lucan i. 264 Now light had quite dissolu'd

the mysty night, And Caesars mind vnsetled musing stood.

x6oo Hakluvt Voy. III. 667 The Spaniard is not so simple,
vnsetled & vncertaine in his determinations, as.. to make
our papers his Bulwarks. 1618 Gainsford Hist. P. Warbeck
F 27 Such humility, .won the hearts of many as yet unsettled

unto him. 1671 Milton P.R. iv. 326 Uncertain and un-
settl'd [he] still remains, Deep verst in books and shallow in

himself, a X768SECKER Serm, (1770) IV. 2 What the prophet
Elijah said to the Israelites belongs equally to all of this

unsettled Character : How long halt ye between two
Opinions? 1823 Mrs. Hemans Siege of Valencia v, Ere
yet th' unsettled heart hath closed its long Impatient con-
flicts, 1897 Mary Kingsley W, Africa 360 The chiefs

came in an unsettled state of mind, and showed at first much
opposition to the conclusion of a treaty,

6. Of the mind : Unbalanced, disturbed.

16x1 Shaks. Temp. v. i, 59 A solemne Ayre, and the best

comforter To an vnsetled fancie. 1693 Dryden's Juvenal
xiv. (1697) 353 It shews a manifest unsetled Brain. X75X
Johnson Rambler No. 141 f 2 A combination of circum-
stances acting when his imagination was unoccupied, and
his judgment unsettled. 1779 Mir7-or No. 17, Such violent

procedure might have effects too dreadful upon a brain

which.. is already much unsettled. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg.
III. iBo Accounts perplex'd,. .My mind unsettled, and my
will unmade. 1825 Scorr Betrothed Kwn, Is his brain un-
settled,, .or is there some dreadful mystery in these broken
words ?

b. Of persons : Mentally affected.

x6ix Shaks. Wint. T. \. ii. 325 Do'st thinke I amsomuddy,
.so vnsetled, To appoint my selfe in this vexation ! 1768
Sterne Sent. Journ.^ Maria, She said, she was unsettled

much at that time. 1823 S. Rogers Italy, Foscari lai

Unnerved, and now unsettled in his mind. 1879 Casselt's

Ttxhn. Educ. IV. 107/1 A failure so annoyed him, that he
became unsettled,, .and at length died by his own hand.

6. a. Not assigned by will.

X671 Shadwell HujHOurists 111, Your Estate, by being
unsettled, may come to be divided among the Lawyers, after

I have killed you. 1800 Mrs. 'Hf.svey Mourtray Fam. II.

232 Vou shall not . . command a sixpence of my fortune,

which I shall keep unsettled, as a check upon you,

b. Undischarged, unpaid.
1811 Regnl. <V Orders Army 214 The Nature of the Claims

of any Man which remain unsettled. 18x6 'Quiz ' Grand
Master ir. 53 Here parcels of unseltl'd bills.

c. Not determined or fixed ; not freed from doubt
or uncertainty; nndecided.
1844 J. S. Mill {title). Essays on Some Unsettled Ques-

tions of Political Economy. 1857 Ruskin Pol, Econ. Art
ii. § 65, 1 haven't made up my mind about the number yet,



UNSETTLEDLY.
and there are several other points in the system yet unsettled.
1884 Imp, Diet. S.V., An unsettled dispute.

7. Not occupied by settlers.

1714 (see Unseated/^/, a. i). 1788 Encyct. Brit. (ed. 3)
1. 617/2 This immense extent of unappropriated western
territory, or vacant unsettled land. 1859 Cornwallis
Panorama Ne-M World I. 154 Tliose occupying runs in the
then ' unsettled ' districts. 1869 Froude Short Stud., Educ.
(1871) 328 .\new and unsettled country.

tience TTnae-ttledly adv.
'599 J*s. I Basilikon Doron (1603) 115 Neither looking

sillely, like a stupide pedant, nor unsetledly. 1651 Culpepper
Astro/, Judgem. Dis. Ep. A 3b, That so you may.. not
float unsetledly upon the waves of Errour. 1685 Case 0/
Doubting Conscience 4 The Ballance no longer hangs 111

atquilibrio, or moves unsetledly this way or that. 1725
N. Bailey Erasni. Coltoi}. (1878) I. 72 Whenever any one
that is your Superior speaks to you, . . look neither . . saucily,
malapertly, nor unseltledly. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet ch.
vii, If I thoiight you were unfortunate in former under-
takings,, .which might cause vou to live unsettledly.

Unse'ttledness. [f. prec] The quality or
condition of being unsettled.
1619 Ld. Herbert Corr. in Life (1886) 346 And for their

unsettledness, it is such as.. they know not whom to trust.
l68a Flavell Fear 81 The unsetledness and distraction of
our own thoughts. 1748 Hartley Otser-,: Man x. iv. § 6. 495
Sceptical Unsettledness and fool-hardy Impiety. 1799
). Rocektson Agric. Perth 427 The present unsettledness
in the value of grain. 183a Examiner 436/1 A sense of un-
settledness pervades everything. 1873 Morley Rousseau
II. 2o<)If the former is not acquired .., a man grows up with
a drifting unsettledness of will.

Unsettlement. [f. Unsettle z/., or Un-i 12.]
1. The act or process of unsettling.
1643 Fairfax, etc., Remonstr. 8 To entertain motions

tending to the unsettlement of what you had resolved. z6qi
T. H(ale] Acc. New Invent, p. iv, Whoever attempts the
settlement ofany Question, which would be the unsettlement
of anj; mens Interest [etc.]. 1844 Ld. Brougham A. Lunel
I I I. XIV. 106 The universal unsettlement of all received ideas,
and ancient opinions. i8<3 Trollope .V. Amer. 1. 221 Delay
in travelling.. causes the unsettlement of a settled purpose.
2. Unsettled state or condition.
1650 Baxter Saints' /?. 1 v. i. § 4 They have .. lived in much

trouble and unsettlement, and have just overcome them.
1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 281 The vet great vn.
setlement in England. x68x Treat, E. India Trade 10 Our
Neighbours are not now at leasure . . to make their Advantage
of our Unsettlement, during the Transition from one Stock
to another. 1867 H. W. Wilberforce in Ess, Relig. ff Lit.
II. 342 A general spirit of unsettlement and presumption.
1875 E._White Life in Christ xxviii. v. 492 A not uncommon
feelmg is that .. * the faith ' is ofsuch a quality that reasoning
upon it. -is likely to lead to unsettlement.

tJnse-ttling, vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; see Un-
settle V,

tUnse-ty, a. Obs.-^ =Unsete«. 3.

'•iW'"
- ^- _ _-rto Promp,

On-sety, idem ^rwrfon-holsum, supra, [ibid.Parv, 367>

365/2 On-holsum, insaiubris.] tUnse'Ven, v. Obs.
[UN.'6a.J trans. To reduce from seven in number. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist, xi. 137 He much decryed the necessity
thereof, (though not so far as to un-seven the Sacraments of
the Church of Rome), t Unse-ver, v, Obs.-' (Us." 7.)
1609 Hr.y^xooo Srit. Troy. v. ex. Both his lips unsever. His
head bends backe, legs stride. Unse'verable, a. (Un-'
7 b, 5 b.) XSTO ToMso.M Calvin's Serm. Tim. 234/a Hee
sheweth the thtnges whiche are alwayes ioyned with faith,
and are as it were vnseuerable. 1644 Dicby Nat, Soul \\,

i 5. 438 They, .yet were vnseuerable from one an other, as
being compartes of the same substance. Unae'verably,
adv. (Un-' ii, 5 b.) c 1425 in Anglia VIII. 153 Whe>ere
for J>ce, bat as vnseuerably was ioyned to god [etc.]. 1548
CvsTs Pr. Masse C iij b, Only soch a presence of christes
body in the bread wherwyth they both shuld be vn-
seuerably personed. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst, 11. 81
By whose knittjnig together they might perfectly and vn-
seuerably cleaue vnto God. Unseve're, a. (Un-' 7,)
1646 CoDRiNGTONZry^iJr Death Essex 11 If any unseverer
houres of leisure offered themselves in his study. 1651
Jer. Taylor Serm. for YearW, xxii. 284 Angry against
servants for. .easing their labours with a lesse prudent and
unsevere refreshment.

Unsevered, ^M «• (Us-i 8.)

1453 liollsofPartt. V. 231/2 The said. ..\rcher3 shall be.

.

kept hole, undepartid, undevided and unsevered. 1513
Douglas /Eneis ix. viii. 133 Sa lang as thai sammyn
vnsyverit war. 1607 Shaks. Cor. in. 11. 42, I haue heard
you say. Honor and Policy, like vnseuer'd Friends, I' th'
Warre do grow together. 1657 H. King Departure 28 'Tis
onjy the Triumphant Church where we Shall in unsever'd
neighbourhood agree. 17x2 Blackmore Creation \. 645 The
unsever'd parts the greatest pressure bear, a 1800 Cowper
Odyss. (ed. 2) xiv. 530 He. .honouring Ulysses most, On Him
the long unsever'd chine bestow'd. 1849 M. Arnold Strayed
Reveller, Sonnet 5 One lesson,. Of Toil unsever'd from
Tranquillity. 1885 Manch. Exam. 3 Feb. 6/2 How long
this tie would remain unsevered. .is open to doubt.
Hence TJnseveredly otfv. rare-'.
i6<i Boyle Style 0/ Script. 209 The.. Scripture was so

Unsever'dly his Study.

Uusew, V. [U.N- 2 3.]

1. /runs. To undo the sewing of (a garment,
etc.) ; to remove the stitches from.
1362 Langu p. pi, a. v. 48 Heo wolde vn-souwen hire

smok and setten t>er an here. 1382 Wyclif Lev, xiii. 43He shal haue his clothis vnsewyd (L. dissula], the heed
nakid, the mouth couered with the cloothe. X491 Caxton
Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 1. xxxix. 54/1 He commaunded
hym to doo thynges agaynst reason, as . . to unsowe his
gowne, and after to sowe it agayne. X552 Huloet, Vnsow,
resuo. 1611 Cotgr,, Descoudre^ to vnsowe, vndoe stitches]
I7i2tr. De Marolles' Mem. 104 A pair of Old.Shooes unsew'd
on both Sides. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Marroguin, The
Skins.. are taken out, drain'd on a Rack, unsewed, the
Sumac taken out [etc.]. x8oo Malkin Git Bias x. x. r n.

1 the or1 often observed t

VOL.X,
old man at work upon his pillow, un-

337

sewing and sewing it up again. 1848 Ihackerav Fnn. Pair
xx.Yiv, When she uiisewed herself, and let out of her dress all
those.. valuables which she had secreted in the wadding.
yg. X340 Ayeui. 184 Salomon bus zayt>: '>er noguod red
ne ys, ))et uolk to-ual|. and is al onzauwed. X620 Shelton
yuix. II. Ix. 411 Sancho was amazed, and purposed not to
vnsow his lips, as long as he was in that company. 1661
f ELTHAM Resolves II. xllii. 268 Even in those [friendships]
that have been ill contracted, Cato's advice is good, They
are rather to be unsewed then cut. 1833 Reade C/ir.
/o/mstoue 181 Time was to be given him to unsew
a connection which he could not cut asunder.

2. To unwrap, uncover, set free, by the removal
of stitches.

1390 GowER Cot/ III. 3,5 Thei founde A bodi ded, which
was bewounde In cloth of gold . . Unsowed was the bodi sone.
X692 O. Walker Gri. 4. Rom, Hist. 270 Bacchus being born
ui Arabia, or rather unsowed from the Thigh of his Mother
Seraele. X740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 113 So I took
off my undercoat, and. .unsewed them \sc. papers] from it.

Hence Unsewer ; Unsewing vbl. sb,
i6n Cotgr. s.w. Descouseur, Descousure.
Unsewed, ///. a, (Un-i 8, 8 c.)
Also with adva, as together, up.
a X22S Ancr. R. 344 CloSes unseouwed bireined o3er un-

waschen. £1325 Pilate 169 in E. E. P. (1862) 115 Oure
louerdes curtel he dude on . . t>at vnsued was of bred. xS3S
CovERDALE Johnx\x. 23The cote. . was vnsowed from aboue,
wrought thorow and thorow. xsso Bale Image Both Ch. u.
Pref. A iiij b. An heape of barbarous tearmes and vnsowed
togither sentences. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. iv. 14 But the bare
ground.. Must be their bed, their pillow was vnsowed. 1603
J. Davies (Heref ) Extasie Wks. (Grosart) I. 90/2 On eithej
side from her Armes to her Wast, It was vnsow'd, and made
with Buttons fast. 1765 Sterne Tr. Sliandy vin. i. If slitsm petticoats are unsewed up.

TJnaewered, ///. 3. (Un-1 8.)
1844 R. H. HoRNEA^«(/A>iV/Ve/'/3,f«I. ii3Theunsewered,

undramed, and uncleansed localities. 1864 R. A. Arnold
Cotton Fam. 440 The unsewered towns of the south. 188s
Atlantic Monthly Apr. 467/1 Roadways, ungraded, un-
sewered, and unpaved.

tUnsewly.a. Ofc. Also 3 unaeatilioh. [Un-1
7, with obscure second element] Uncomely.
a 1225 Ancr. R, 10 Ich am blac & tauh hwit, heo sei5,un-

seaulich wiSuten, & shene wi3innen. c 1450 Mirk's Festial
81 In lykenesofa 3ong chyld wyth long herus, and hory, and
vnsewly [Douce MS, vnsemely].
TJnsewn./i//. a. [UN-i8b.] = Unsewed^//. 3.
1648 Hexham 11, Ongenaeyt, Vnsowne, or not Sowne on.

'869 Athenieum 25 Sept. 396 Why, we ask, do they [German
publishers] send out books unsewn?
Unse-x,!'. [Un-2 6 b.] trans. To deprive or

divest of sex, or of the typical qualities of one or
other {esf, the female) sex.

•60S Shaks. Macb. 1. v. 42 Come you Spirits, That tend on
mortall thoughts, vnsex me here. 1793 Murphy Tacitus I.

73 If a woman can thus unsex herself at the head of the
eagles. 1844 Mrs. Browning To G. Sand 13 Beat purer,
heart, ..Till God unsex thee on the heavenly .shore. x85a
SmedleyZ. /4rK«rfe/xxxviiL 289 a foreign education, than
which we know not a better receipt for unsexing the minds
of the daughters of Albion.

Hence XTnse-xlng' vbl. sb. and///, a.

'"775 Ash.) 18x2 Examiner 11 May 302/2 Her unsexing
ambition. X851 Illustr, Lond. Newsiy Sept. 395/2 In reply
to the objection of unsexing.

Unse'zed, ppl. a, (Un-1 8, or f. Unsex v.)

»797 Mathias Purs, Lit. iv. Adv. p. ii. Our unsexed female
writers now instruct or confuse us and themselves in the
labyrinth of politics. X827 Scott Surg. Dau. xi, I doubt
the propriety of your being under the charge of this unsexed
woman. x86o O. W. Holmes £/«> V, xvi. To think that
a woman is never to be a woman again, whatever she may
come to as an unsexed angel. 1876 T. Haudy Ethelberta
viu. To have an unsexed judgment is as precious as to be an
unsexed bemg is deplorable.

Unsexaal, a. (Un i
7.)

Also, in recent use (1905), unsexually.
X819 Shelley Peter Belt 3rd vi. xix. Turned to a formal

puritan, A solemn and unsexual man. 1834 De Quincey I

Autob.Sk, Wks. 1853 I. 353 An air of something unsexual, '

mannish, and. .ludicrous. 2875 Whitney Life Lang. x. 207
The world of untraceably sexual or of unsexual objects.

Unshackle, f. [Un-2 4 b. Cf-Du. oniscAai-
elen.]

1: trans. To free from a shackle or fetter. Alsoy%-.
x6ix Cotgr., Destraver, to vnshackle, vngyue. X650

Gentjlis Considerations 129 But to doe it [sc. overcome
his enemy] when he is shackled and bound, without un-
shackling or unbinding is very much. X699 South Serm.
(1715) IV. st8 Unshackle his Nature, and turn his Desires
loose, and then you shall see what he will choose. 1827
PollokCom^j^ 7*. VII. 464 The patriot bands that,, unshackled
nations. 1828-32 Webster s.v.. To unshackle the hands.

b. To untie, detach.
1694 EcHARD Plautus 195 Only t'unshackle your rope,

that hangs at your heels.

2. Naut, To remove a shackle from (a chain, etc. ).

x&to R. H. Dana Bef. Mast vii. We hove in upon our
chain, and after stoppering and unshackling it again and
again,, .we at length tipped our anchor. 1899 F. V. Kirby
Sport E. C. Africa ix. 97 Unshackling the anchor, I put
the shackle in my pocket.

Unshackled, ///. a, [Un-i 8.]
1. Not shackled or fettered. Also transf.
(1775 AsH.] 1816 Byron Parisina xvii. These hands are

chain'd, but let me die At least with an unshackled eye.
1821 Scott Pirate xli, Cleveland and Bunce..were per-
mitted to walk unshackled.

2. Not restricted or impeded by something.
1776 Burney Hist. Mus. I. p. xiii, Freedom of thougkt,

unshackled by the trammels of authority. 178a AIiss
Burney Cecilia in. ii. Surrounded as you are by the opulent

UNSHAKED.
and the splendid, unshackled by dependance. 1853 Huxley
in Life t, Lett. (1900) I. 115 To be unshackled by anything
that may prevent you taking the highest places. X884 Law
''"les 17 May 42/2 The discretion of the court was un.
shackled by any obligation of hearing evidence.

b. Unrestricted, unimpeded, unhampered, free.
1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla HI. 21, I cm desire no one

to abstain from pursuing the dictates of their own sense of
honour. I leave you, therefore, unshackled. 182a Byron
Mar. Fat. 111. 11. 534 Ages of prosperity and freedom To
this unshackled city. 1850 Grote Greece 11. Ixvii. VIII. 450
1 he full and unshackled force of comedy,
Unsha-de, v, (Un- ^ 4 b.)
i6x X Cotgr., Desumbrer, to vnshade, or depriue of shadow.

1625 Quarles Sions Soun. ii. i Vnshade thy Face, cast
backe those golden Locks. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st,
XII. Ii, .•\h now unshade thy face, uncloud thy sight.

Unshaded,///, a, [Un-i s.]
1. a. Kot darkened or obscured by shade ; not

covered by a shade or blind.
a x6M Davenant To Queen Wks. (1673) 218 Faire as un.

shadedLighti orastheDay In itsfirst birth. i79aWoRDSw.
Descr. Sk. loi There, all unshaded, blazing forests throw
Rich golden verdure on the lake below. 1843 Florist's
Jrnl. (1846) IV. 78 A small uncovered and unshaded bed of
prepared earth. 188a Miss Bird Japan II. 187 Buildings.

.

with.. unshaded windows.
b. Not provided with shade ; fully exposed to

light (or heat).
i8oa H. Martin Helen of Glenross III. 166 No nankeen

monkey figures then frisked round a muslin-dressed dabbish,
unshaded mamma. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II.

49 We passed an unshaded meadow, where the grass had
caught fire.

2. 'Not having shades in coloring' (Webster,
1828) ; not modified or toned down.
1823 Mrs. Hemans Vespers Palermo n. i, A very boy, on

whose unshaded cheek 1 he spring-time glow is lingering.
1893 W. H. Hudson Patagonia 158 Nothing here surprised
me more than the song of the British wren—a current ol
sharp high unshaded notes.

3. Not marked with shading lines.

1868 Lyell Prim. Geol. (ed. 10) II. 348 The annexed map,
all the lands which are shaded belonging to the Australian
and those which are unshaded to the Indian region. x88o
C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 325 The identical plant figured
in Plate X...(the unshaded branch with capsules).

Unshadow, !. [Un-2 4 b.] trans. To free
from shadow; /?^. to disclose, reveal.
In quot. 1599= Shadow z/. 7; perh. an error.

1550 Thomas Ital. Diet.., SgombrarCf to vnshadowe or
leaue voide. 1505 R. Barnfield Cmtliia To Rdrs (Arb.)
44, I will vnshaddow my conceit : being nothing else, but
an imitation of VirgiU. 1599 R. Linche Anc. Fiction I iv.
This picture of Honor.. was oftentimes set forth with two
wings on the shoulders thereof, intending & vnshadowing
thereby, that honour and glorie doe as it were lend wings
vnto men of vertue and merit. 1818 Byron Let. to Moort
2 June, The dawn gleams over the Grand Canal, and un-
shadows the Rialto. xSai Southey Vis. Judgem. i. 51 To
thy mortal sight shall the Grave unshadow its secrets.
Unsha'dowable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) x64a Bp. Reynolds

Passions xxxiii. 402 There are indeed some Attributes of
God .. absolutely inimitable, and unshadowable by any
e.xcellency in mans soule. 1885 Tennyson Anc. Sage 238
The gain of such large life as match'd with ours Were Sun
to spark—unshadowable in words.

Unsha-dowed,///. 3. [Uk-18.] Not covered
or darkened by shadow.
1593 B. Barnes Poems (Grosart) 10 Whose shadow

trembling on her louely face He left vnshadow'd. 1599
Df.my.1. Musophilus 846 Maiestie. .Shining with all her
beames, with all her raies,..vnshadowed In any darkened
point. x68a Wheler Journ. Greece iii. 268 Nothing but a
Rock, .unshadowed by Trees. x8a3 Mrs. Hemans Vespers
Paiermam. i. The skies themselves . . Unshadow'd by a cloud,
x8s5 [Miss Cobbe] Ess. Intuitive Morals iri I'he true
splendour of the Sun.. in a heaven of unshadowed light.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 53 In the unshadowed
noontide light.

f^- '649 (Duarles Virgin IVidow v. i. Thou before whose
open eye All unshadow'd secrets lye. i66x Glanvill Van.
Dogm. 233 He alone sees all things with an unshadowed
comprehensive Vision, who eminently is All. 1828 Ld.
Grenville Sinking Fund 85 The bare and unshadowed
outlineoftheview..oftheseinterestingtopics. 1891 Farrar
Darkn. ff Dawn xxxv, A beauty as yet unshadowed by evil
secrets and base desires.

Unshafted, a. (Un.' 9.) X883 R. Bridges /"^-oww^A^wt
798 'I'he white unshafted darts of day.

Unshakeable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)
161 X Cotcr., Inescroulahle, vnshakeable. i6ai S. Ward

Happiness ofPractice 16 The wise, that build on the Rocke
of Doing, vnshakeable. « 1715 South Serm. IV. viii. 328 A
Bottom so firm and sure for Christianity to rest upon, that it

cannot be placed upon a surer and more unshakable. xSdis
Hare Guesses 106 I'here is still one rock indeed, stout and
bold and^ unshakable as can be desired. X890 Times 6 Feb.
5/1 He is StamboulofTs brother.in-law, and consequently
unshakeable in his post.

b. Of belief, conviction, etc.

ax677 Barrow Serm, Wks. 1687 I. 471 To express..his
unshakeable Faith in God . . under so fierce a trial. 17x1 in
\oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 188 This fundation
of unshakeable patience. 1805 Southey Madoc n. xxvii. 377
With . . unshakeable resolve My soul maintains its purpose.
189X Farrak Darkn. <? Dawn xviii. To these good Christians
that doctrine was an unshakeable conviction.

Hence TTnsha-keably adv.
1864 Hawthorne 5. Pelton (1872) 167 Desire nothing too

fervently, not even life; yet keep thy hold upon it..un-
shakably.

t Unsha-ked, obs. variant of next.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iii. xii, The horses with smooth

running, their staves with unshaked motion, obediently per-
formed their cholericke comniandements. 1593 Sidney's

U43



UNSHAKEN. 338 UNSHAVEN
Arcadia 17.(1922) II. 107 An unshaked magnanimity, ifoi

Shaks. yuL C, HI. i. 70, 1 do know but One That vnassayle-

able holds on bis Ranke, Vnshak'd of Motion. x6ii —
Cymk II. i. 68 Keepe vnshak'd That Temple thy faire mind.

X64S H. More Song- of Soul \\. iiL iv. xiv, Wherein we
stedfast stand, unshak'd, unmov'd,

Unsh-aken, ///. a, [Un-^ 8 b and 8 c]
1. Not shaken or agitated.

C1460 [see Un-' 5 cl x6oa Shaks. Hoju. in. il. aoi Which
now like Fruite vnripe stickes on the Tree, But fall vnshaken,
when they mellow bee. 171a Blackmore Creation i. 343
These strong, unshaken mounds, resist the shocks Of tides.

176a Falconer Skipwr, 11. 314 [The canvas] lies at length

unshaken by the wind. 1798 W. L. Bowles Poems, St.

Michaets Mt. 75 Firm as stands the rock's unshaken base.

2. Not moved from a firm position or state ; un-

weakened ; steadfast, steady,

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John \. 12 Able to stand

stable and vnshaken against al temptacions of the deiuill.

1613 Shaks. Hen. Vlll, ni. ii. 199 My Duty..Should the

approach of this wilde Riuer breake, And stand vnshaken
yours. 1659 W. Chamberlayne Pharon. i. iii. 384 With
such unshaken confidence as we Pray on the expanded wings
of faith. 1711 Steele Specf. No. 75 P 7 A firm and un-

shaken Expectation of another Life. X768-74 Tucker Lt.

Nat. (1834) II. 361 He will never get an unshaken seat in

the saddle, who never rides an unruly horse. i8a3 Scott
Quentin D. xxii, The Bishop cast a melancholy but un-
shaken look upon the grisly satellite. 1848 Mrs. Jameson
Sacr. ^ Leg. Art II. 188 Her unshaken constancy. 1883 A.
Roberts O. T, Revis. ii. 29 The tradition . . remains unshaken.

3. Not shivered or cracked, rare.

XS73 TussER Huib. (1878) 43 Now sawe out thy timber.,
to haue it vnshaken, and ready to sale. i8a8 Craven Gloss,

Unshacken, not cracked.

4. Not shaken out ; unscattered.

xj^sMuseum Rust. IV. 134,1 found a considerable quantity
of the nameless grass, the seed unshaken.

Hence TTnahaketily adv.
1882 Mlss C. F. Woolson Anne 384 Feeling drearily, un-

shakenly sure.

+ Unsha'kened, ppl. a. Obs.-'^ (Un' 8.) 1659 Fuller
App. Inj. fnnoc. i. 49* My words stand an un-shakened
truth. Unsha'king,///. a. (Un.^ 10.) 18x8 Milman
Samor vii. 956 A soft step approach'd Light as the wren
alongtheunshakingspray. Uasha'kingly, d^/z'. (Un-' ii.)

1846 Worcester (citing Qu. Rev.). Un-Shakspe*rian, a.

(Un-' 7.) ^1834 Coleridge Lit. /?^;«. (1S36) II. 115 One of
the most un-Shakespearian speeches in all the genuine works
of our poet. X87S Dowden Skakspere 55 Even if it were
a work of Shakspere, we should still call it un-Shaksperian,

tnnslia-le,^'. Obs. [Un-2 5.]

1. trans, a. fig. To disclose, reveal, expound,
^1576 Thvnne Aniwadv., etc. (1875) 108 To vnshale this

dowte, and laye abrode this clowdye hidden speache. 1606
Marston Parasit. iv. G 2, I wil not vnshale the rest before
it be ripe. x6xx in Coryat Crudities 1 2 marg.^ Those courte-
ous Dames called cortesans (as M. Thomas himselfe hath
elegantly vnshaledt^he word vntovs). <zx652 %Koy^\'. Novella
n. i, Nic. I could unshale a plot. Pi, Ny noble Nicolo out
with't I say.

b. To strip,

1604 Marston Malcontent \. iii. B 2 b, Pielro. Speake:
vnshale him quick. Mai, With most tumbler-like nimblenes.

2. To nnhusk.
x6ii CoTGK.t Goitssepiliery . .to vnshale, or take pulse out

of the swads. 1681 R. Knox Htst. Ceylon 11 They unshale
their Rice from its outward husk by beating it in a mortar.
Unsha-led, ;*/^. a. (Un-' 8.) Not taken out of the pod

or husk. ai66i Holvday Juvenal (1673) 43 With whose
vineger And unshal'd bean d'ye swell? 1733 Tull Horse-
Hoeitig Husb. xm. 159 Beans, .so large as to fill the Bushel
almost as full when shal'd as unshal'd.

TJnslia-nLed, ppL a. [Un-i 8. Cf. MHG.
ungeschamt^ -schemt, MDa. us^mmmel,'] a. Not
put to shame, b. Unashanaed.
X38a Wyclip 2 Tim. ii. 15 To 5yue thi self prouable, or

able, werk man to God, vnschamyd, or worthi not for to be
schamed. 1450 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 176/2 If it ever shall like
our Lord, that I dey otherwise than in my bedde, my blode
unshamed. a 1470 Harding Chron. cxx. xiv, Thus by
witte she kept her selfe vnshamed. is6j Legm Armory
(1597) 62 To keepe his cote armour vnshamed in tryall. 1700
Dryden Pal. <$ Arc. in. 741 Unsham'd, though foil'd, he
does the best he can. 1725 C. Pirr l^ida's A rt 0/Poetry ii.

76 Th' immortal Virgil.. Shines out unsham'd, and tow'rs
above the rest. 1838 Mrs. BROWNtNG Seraphim \. 289 Are
ye unshamed that ye cannot dim Your alien brightness to
be liker Him ? X897 H. N. Howard Footsteps Proserpine 97
Afraid to die, This other love thou wouldst unshamed deny 1

Uushaniefaced, a. (U^f-i 9 b.)

1533 Frith Mirror A vii b. They . . with vnshamefaced beg-
gynge, polle them so nye, that in a maner they leue nothinge
behinde. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. 145 The vnshamefaced
arrogant boldenes and serpentine fraudes ofanticryste. 1603
Holland Plut. Mor. 23 This so bolde and unshamefaced
queane. 1647 Lilly Christian Astrology cviii. 540 Cruel
men, ..bloody minded, unshameface't, sumtuous.
Hence Unsha'tnefacedness.
1596 Ladv Bacon Let. in Birch Mem. (1754I II. 218 Both

unchast and impudent, with as it were an incorrigible un-
shamefacedness. x6xx CoTGR., Impudence, impudence,.,
wishamefac'dness. X632 Holland Cyrupxdia 4 It seemeth,
that unthankefulnesse is accompanied especially with un-
shamefacedness.

t Vnslia mefast, a. Obs. [Un-1 7.] im-
modest : a. Of persons, the mind, heart, etc.
rtiioo Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 337 Impudens, unsceamfsest.

C1380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks. III. 469 Suche a bischop is ra>er
an unschamefast dogge l>en a bischop. xjSa — Dan. viii.

95 There shal ryse a kyng vnshamfast m face, a 1470
liPTOFT Orat. G. Flamineus (Caxton, 1481) f iv/2 Perad-
venture thou hast be prodigal unto wantone & unshamefast
creatures. x535Coverda[,e Ecclus. xxiii. 6 An vnshamefast
and obstinate mynde. X592 Grf.enk Z)/j/«/.^ etc. 26 Take
heede of her that hath an vnshamefast eye, x6o8 Willet

Hexapla Exod. 128 An hard heart.. \'nshamefast in euill

things.

b. Of conduct, actions, etc.

C1400 Found. St. Bartholomew's (1923) 49 He was nat
for^eitfuU of the vnshamefaste boldnes wher that euer the
mayde he sawh aloyne. 1407 Exam. fVm. of Thorpe Prol.
(MS. Rawl. C 208), poru; her olde & her newe vnschamefast
synnes, X436 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 501/2 Ye grete dredele-;
and unshamefast Perjurie, that orriblely contynueth. a 1533
Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) Nn j b, Thy shame
is so shamefull, and thy malyce so unshamefast, that I can
not answere the. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Centrie 63 This law.

.

would peradventure call some backe from vnshamefast
lasciutousnes.

t Uusha'mefastly, adv, Obs, [Un-i ii.

Cf, prec] Immodestly.
138a Wyclif Pref. Ep, St. Jerome i, More wilnyng other

mennus thingis shamfastli to lernen, than his owne vn-
shamfastli to prece forth. £:x44o Promp. Parv. 367/1 On-
schamefastly, inpudenier. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's
Courtyer Zz 2 Not to loue promotions so, ..nor vnshame-
fastlye to begg any office. 1580 T. Lupton Sivqila 63, 1 am
sure a greate sorte woulde not.. so vnshamefastly, and so
commonly vse that filthy vice. 1632 Sherwood, Unshame-
fastly, eshontiment.

t Unshamefastness. Obs. (Un-1 12.)
Common c 15 (0-1590.
?ai4oo IVyclijffite Bible Job xv. 27 (MS. Bodl. 277), Out-

ward fatnesse, that is vnschamefastnesse, bangith doun of his
sidis. rtX47o Tiptoft Orat. G. Flamineus (Caxton, 1481)
fivb/i Supposest thou with thy,,unshamefastnes to get
that worshipful fame which they gate? 1520 Calisto ^
Melib. A iij b, Theyre enbawmyng & theyre vnshamfastnes.
1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly R j b, Whiche their sayd
iugglyng they conueigh yet by so happie an vnshamefast-
nesse, as . . Ciuilians haue cause.. to enuie. 1608 Willet
Hexapla Exod. 403 Contrarie hereunto are immodestie and
vnshamefastnes. 1653 W. Ramesey Astrol. Restored 73
This is the face of boldness,, .unshamefastness, resoluteness
and confidence.

t XXnslia mefnl, «. [Un-1 7.] Shameless.
cx^ooApol. Loll. 104 pei are..vnschamful to axe, bolde to

denay. CX430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 45 O thou most vn-
schameful dogge ! 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer
IV. Qq iii b, [It] maketh them desi)erate for y« wronges &
vnshamefui dealing that they receiue. 1566 Painter Pal.
Pleas. I. 192 b, Reforme thy unshamefull and disordinate
appetites. 1648 Hexham ii, \Onschafnel\ VnshamefuU,
Impudent, or Brazen fact.

t UnshaznefuUyy adv. Obs. [Un-1 ii.]

Shamelessly.
C137S Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. {Justin) 387 The feynde..

becuth vnscharaefuUy to diffule hyre thru lychery. c 1400
Found. St, BartJwlomew's 48 It is no prudent mannys dede
..sucheaconseyuyd desire yn herteso vnshamfully to vttyr.
c 1430 IVycliffite Bible (1S50) 1. 61/2 To prece forth his owne
[studies] vnshamefully. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's
Courtyer Yy iv, Not to praise himself vnshamefully and out
of reason.^ 1648 Hexham ii, Onbeschaemdelick, vnshame-
fully, or impudently, a x66o Cofttemp. Hist. IrcL (Ir.

Archaeol. Soc.) II. 26, I will. . prove you to be a Iyer, in what
you unshamfully formerly asserted.

+Unsliainefulness. C^^j, [UN-I12.] Shame-
lessness.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark vii. 21 From innueaid . . of-

cyme3 unrehtwisnise, esuicnis, unsceomfulnise. 1357 Lay
Folks Caiech. 468 Of this syn \sc. pride] comes. .Despite,
and ypocrisie, and unshamefulnesse. c 1440 Jacob's Well 77
Pe seuenthe cornere ofwose in pride is vnschamfulnes. 1534
Barnes Suppl. Hen. VIH^ E 2, But oh lorde God, what an
vnshamefulnes is this? thus to delude with wordes all the
hole worlde ? 1648 Hexham ii, Onbeschaemtheytt Vnshame-
fuinesse.

tUnsha*meIess(ness. Obs. (Un-^ 5 a.) 1555 H.
Pendilton in Bonner Homilies 41* The vnshameles break-
ynge of the deade mennes testamentes, 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus, Impudentia, impudencie ; vnshamelesnesse,
tUnsha-mely, adv. Obs.-^ [Un.^ ii. Cf. OE. ««.
sceamUce.\ Shamelessly, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xv.
{Barnabas) 162 Ethnyki^, t?at oysit sa nakit one-schamely
toga.

_
+Unsha'mous,a. Obs.'^ [Un.'7.] Shameless,

ai^^xxi Asloan MS. fol. 274 Of thare syn sum schrewls are
vnschamous.

Unslia-pe, v. [Un-2 3, 4. cf. MHG. ent-

schepfen.'] trans. To deform ; to destroy. Alsoyf^.
n 1400 New Test. (Paues) App. 310 Vnschapynge jjcr body

yiVp newe manere of degyse. X603 Shaks. Meas. for M. iv,

iv. 23 This deede vnshapes me quite. 1857 De Quincev
IVhiggismyiVs. VI. ^7 The sandy columns of the Great
Desert, which the caprices of the wind build up and scatter,
shape and unshape, within, .a minute.
Unshape, obs. var, Unshapen a,

TJnshapeable, a. [Un-1 7 b.] Having no
definite shape ; shapeless.
.Also unshapable (Worcester, 1846, citing Good).
1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. ^- Commw. 1 1 5 The unshapeable

and rough Mountaine Grampius. 1846 Louisa S. Costello
Tour Venice 369 Like the back of some huge antediluvian
monster, unshapeable and mysterious.

Unslia-ped, ppL a. [Un-1 8. Cf, ON.
tiskapadr^ Sw. oskapad. Da. uska^t^ Not reduced
or moulded into shape ; imperfectly formed ; left

rude or rough. Freq.yf^.
X57a BossEWELL Annorie ii A sleue, vnshaped, and vn-

sowed. i6oa Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 8 Her speech is nothing.
Yet the vnshaped vse of it doth moue The hearers to Collec-
tion, c 1680 P. AVRES Embl. Love (1906) 355 See how the
bear industriously does frame. And bring in time to form,
her unshaped young. 1730 Bailey (fol.), Mola Camea..
is a spungy unshaped Substance, without Bones or Bowels.
1798 VVoRDSW. P. Bell 296 All the unshaped half-human
thoughts Which solitary Nature feeds. X84X Browning
Pippa Passes n. Poems (1905) 179/1 Shall to produce form
out of unshaped stuff Be .\rt? i860 Hawthorne Marb.
Faun ii, He spoke . . with the Tuscan rusticity of accent, and
an unshaped sort of utter.ince.

Hence Unshapedness.
1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay^ x. 166 A certeine vnshapednessej

which is the cause of all mishapennesse.
tUnslia*peful,a. Obs.—'- {Un-'7.) 1598 Chapman /^^w

^ Leander 111. 298 Her right hand leand on her hart-bowing

I

knee, Wrapt in vnshapefull foulds. tUnsha'pefuIness.
Obs.—' [Un-' 12.] Shapelessness, ^^7^% Trezisa's Barth.

I De P. R. XIII. xxii. 181/1 It was called Abyssus, for vn-
' shapfulnesse : for it was dystynguyed with no fourme nor

shape. tUnsha'peless, a. Obs.—'- (Un-' 5 a.) 1640

J. GowER Ovid's Festiv. i. 4 A rude unshapelesse load.

I XTnslia peliness. (Un-i 12 ; cf. next.)
I 1741 Richardson Pamela I. p. xxvi, What, in the Name
I

of U nshapeliness, cou'd he find to complain of, in a beautiful
Girl of Sixteen. ^1834 Coleridge C(7mj^/V. C/t.^.S"/fl/* (1839)
iiBnote, Gold or silver ingots, . . their unshapeliness and want
of the mint impression. 1871 Alabaster iVheel ofLaw 252
Its unshapeliness has not prevented Buddhists from claiming
it as made by the foot of Buddha.

Unslia'pely, a. (Un-1 7. Cf. ON. ^skapHgr
(Sw. oskaplig^^Qws . uskapleg) misshapen, etc.)

c xaoo Trin, Coll. Horn. 163 De me.shakele [is] of medeme
fustane,..3e corporeals sole, and unshapliche. 13.. Guy
Warw. (A.) 7160 His bodi..is michel,., Fram J>e nouel vp-
ward vnschepliche. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 1099 Schouetle-
fotede was that schalke . . with schanke^ unschaply. c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) 111. 1158 On-shaply j^ou art to see ! 1589
Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 8g Our auncient rymers..
many times made their meetres. .of such vnshapely wordes
as would allow no conuenient Cesure. x6is Crooke Body
ofMail 113 It is an vnshapely body, very loose, all glandu*
lous. 1645 BoATE Ireland's Nat. Hist. (1652) 64 Things
Hke Boats^ but very unshapely, being nothing but square
peeces of timber made hollow. 1752 Hume Ess. on Original
Contract 11. xii. (1777) I. 471 The people being commonby
very rude builders, .. it is natural to imagine, that their

workmanship must be a little unshapely. i8oa Playfair
Ulustr, Hutto7i. Th. 114 An immense mass of solid rock,

naked and unshapely. 1874 J. Fiske Cosmic Philos. i. ii.

I. 26 An apparently-solid edifice^ which fell into unshapely
ruin at the first rude blast of criticism.

Uuslia'pexi, a. [Un-1 8 b. Cf. OK. unscea-

pen^ uniesceapen, MDu. ongescapen (Du. -schapcrC)^

MLG.U7igeschapenj O'B.G, -scaffan (MHG. and G,

-schaffen).'] = Unshaped///. a.

X3. . Cursor M. 367 (G5tt.), pe mater of foure dementis,
pat ^eit was )>an of forme vnschapin. ci^Sft Athanasian
Creed in MS. Bodl. 423 fol. 69 b, Vnshapen fadir unshapen
son is, Vnshapen heli gost in blis. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) II. 163 Al J)e longage of J?e Nort>humbres. . is . . scharp,

slitting, and froiynge and vnschape [L. inconditd], a 1560

Phaer /Eneid ix. (1562) Ff i b, An vnshapen bunchy speare

. . Sir Pandare whirling threw. 1594 Shaks. Rich. III ^ \. ii.

251 (Q i)f Will she yet debase her eyes..On me that halt,

and am vnshapen thus. X64S Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
III. vi. 116 A Bear brings forth her young informous and
unshapen. X69S J. Edwards Ft-tfcct. Script. 322 This un-
shapen mass without form and void. 1788 R. Morris Ess.

Anc. Archit. 42 Columns were originally made of unshapen
Trees. 1747 Carte Hist. Eng. 1. 44 A rough unshapen
stone, of an enormous size, a 1814 Mermaid l ii. in New
Brit. Theatre II. 478 They ran to mock her hump'd un-
shapen form. 1872 MoKLEY Voltaire 9 Pale unshapen
embryos of social sympathy.

Hence tXnshapeniLess.
X398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. xiii. xxii. (Toilem. MS.), It

was clepid abbissus for unschapnesse, ..for it was distinged

with no forme noj^er schappe. 1648 Hexham 11, Onge-
schapcnheydt, Vncreatednesse, or Vnshapennesse.

Uuslia'red,//»/. c [Un-1 8.] Not shared with,

or by, another or others.

Ci6x6 W. Basse Shakespeare Poet. Wks. (1893) 116 Thy
unmolested peace, vnshared Caue, Possesse as Lord, not
Tenant, of thy Graue, 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 880 For bliss,

as thou hast part, to me is bliss. Tedious, unshar'd with
thee, a 1774 \V. Whitehead Enthusiast xii, Each bliss

unshar'd is unenjoy'd. 1809-14 Wordsw, Excurs. ix. 587
Merely from a wish To impart a joy, imperfect while un-
shared. 1886 GuRNEV, etc. Phantasms 0/ Liznng I. 458
Both sensory and non-sensory hallucinations are idiosyn-

cratic and unshared.

Hence TTuslia'redness.
x8o6 G. Matheson Lady Eulesia vii. 57 It was not the

fault of my new faith, but of its unsharedness.

UnshaTp, a. (Un-* 7. Cf. OE. unscearp, Du. onscherp).

x6ix Florio, Inaspro, vnsowre, sweet, vnsharpe. x8l^)

Antltony's Photogr. Bull. II. 204 People often call unsharp,
fuzzy pictures 'artistic '. UnshaTpened,/*//. a. (Un-' 8.)

i6ao E. Blount Horse Subs. 385 The place where our
thoughts cannot be perturbed, nor our sences vnsharpened.

1813 Scott Rokeby i. v, Though no human ear, Unsharpen'd
by revenge and fear, Could e'er distinguish horse's clank.

Unshathiness, -Bhathy : see U>-^ 3.

Unsliattered,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1634 Bp. Hall Serm. Wks. II. 427 Where brasse meets
with clay, how can that brittle stufFe escape unshattered ?

1657 Thornlev tr. Longus' Daphnis ^ Chloe 191 How intire

and uiishatter'd their horns. 1809 Coleridgk Friend 123

Their own good health and unshattered nerves. 1870
WiLBEHFORCE Herocs Hcbrcw Hist. 175 His casting down
. .left their rising spirit unshattered.
Unsha'veable, a. (Un-^7 b.) 1809 Q. Rev. I. 214 A

harrie, or [one] of any other unshaveable cast.

Unsh.a*ved, ///. a. (Un-1 8 ; cf. next.)

1648 Hexham ii, Onbeschorett, Vnshorne, or Vnshaved.
1862 Lond. Rev. 30 Aug. 192 The sturdy philosophy of the
unshaved Warrington. 1900 G. ^\<\ti Sotnerley 66, 1 found
Dobson unshaved and in the tattered remnants ofa dress-suit.

Unshaven, ppl. «. [Un-1 8 b. Cf. prec and
MDu. ongescaven^
1. Not shaved,
138a Wyclif 2 Sam. xix. 24 The feet vnwasshen, and the

beerd vnshauen. c i^s° ^^^k's Festial 12s t>is man.. abode
half schauen and half vnschauen tyll ^e Monday aftyr. x53a
More Confut. Tindale Wks. 430/2 Though beefore thase
ceremonyes vsed, priestes myghte consecrate vnshauen &



UNSHAVENNESS.
vnannoynted,

. .yet nowe can there none dooe so, syth there
IS no priest made vnshauen and vnannoynted. 1646 Sir
I

.
Browne /««</. £/. v. 269 The indiciduous and unshaven

locks of Apollo. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shaitdy 11. iv, My uncle
^gan..to dismi.« his barber unshaven. 1838 Dickens
O. Twist xxi, The unwashed, unshaven, squalul, and dirty
figures. 1863 Miss Braddon Aurora Floyd xxii. His un.
shaven chin, dark with the blue bristles of his budding
beard. 1870 Black Kitmeny iii He went about in a fright.
fully unshaven and ragged condition.
2. Not smoothed or planed.
a IS47 Surrey Mneid iv. 527 Their oares . . from wood they

bnng, And mastes vnshaue, for hast to take their flight.
Hence TJnslia'vennesB.
i««7 Watkkhouse Fire Loud. 62 Whatavail.s Sampson's

strength, if God give a key to the secret of it which resides
in Its unshavenness,

tTnshawl, v. (Un-2 7 and 4.)
1817 Lady Morgan Fmnct 11. (i8i8) I. 238 While I was

unshawling, I caught the first stanzas of the following song.
1818 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iii. 62 (She) sate down on
her dear sofa, and was forthwith uncloggcd, unshawled and
unbonneted. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley vii, And now Caroliiie
had .

.
to help them to unshawl.

Unshea-f, z;. (Un." 3.) a 17M Lisle jVkj^. (1757) 183
1 He] unsheafed some of his wheat to dry it. tUnshea'f

}'^'; Unsheathe v. 1658 tr. Bergerac's Satyr. Char.
XVI. 67 lie not unsheafe, to drive your enemy by death far
from you.

Uushea-red, ppl. a. [Un-1 8.] = Unshorn.
1707 Mortimer Husb. 481 The part [of the rose-tree] un.

sheared will spend that Strength and Sap. 1788 tr. Chenier's
St. .Morocco, etc. I. 283 Their household furniture consistsm a mat, two sheep-skms, unsheard, to sit upon (etc.). 18x6
Hood Stag-eyed Laily 27 A trail Of bristly hair—that,
honour d and unshear'd. Grew downward.
Uusheathe, v. [Un-2 4, 5.]
1. trans. To dislodge.
<:i374 Chaucer Troytus iv. 776 Than shal no mete or

drynk come in me. Til I mysoule out of my breste vnshebe.
»»3 Sk^ks. Lvcr. 1724 She sheathed in her harmless breastA harmful knife, that thence her soul unsheathed.
2. To draw (a weapon) out of the sheath or

scabbard. To unsheathe the sword, to begia hos-
tilities or slaughter. (Cf. Sheathe v. 2.)
a X54a Wyatt Ps. xxxviL 41 They have unsheathed eke

their bloudye brands, a 1547 Surrey ^neis iv. 774 Aeneas
..his ghstermg sword unshethes,..[andj the cabels cut in
twaine. 1600 lit PI. Sir J. Oldcastle v. x. 78 Wherefore
were your sharpe edgde kniues vnsheathde ? 1649 Milton
£^:*wi. IX.78 Never was King less in danger of any violence
from his Subjects, till he iinsheath'd his Sword against
them. 1683 Waller Invasion 0/ Turks 60 Unsheathing
the destructive sword. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. vi. 686 Are
these.

.
the swords Thy hand unsheath'd and gave the savaee

hordes? 1884 A. R. Pennington Wiclif v. 176 The sword
of the persecutor would be unsheathed against him.
fig. and trans/. 169a A. Pitcairne BiUiell 287 He did his

trustie tongue unsheath. .. It was a blade that he could trust
1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. VII. 335 Nature has furnished
her \sc. the grasshopper) with an instrument at her tail, .

.

which she can sheathe and unsheathe at pleasure i8ia
SouTHEY Kehama xvi. xiv, The Beast... His mouth half.
open, and his teeth unsheath'd. 1855 Kingsley Westw.
Hoi xxvii, A tame leopard, whose claws might be unsheathed
..at any moment.
3. To take out of, strip of, a sheath or covering.
hhofig. and rejl.

i6rf N. Whiting Albino <f Beltama 2275 At time of rest
her body she unsheathed. And housed within the linen walls
her limbs. 1664 H. Power Exp. Philos. i. 30 If you un-
sheath her body, and take off her spotted short crustaceous
wings. 1875 Sears Serm. ^ Songs 6 When our spiritual
senses are first unsheathed. 1893 J. Pulsford Loyalty to
Christ II. 225 Sing for joy;. .and others will be moved to
unsheathe themselves of their wintry earthliness.

4. inir. ' To come out from a sheath'(C««/./)«V/.).
Hence TTnshea'thing vM. sb.
1611 CoTGR., Deigaine, an vnsheathing..of a weapon.

I8a3 Lamb Elia 11. Old Margate Hoy, Whistling to the
sheathing and unsheathing oftheir cutlasses. 1871 Macdupr
Mem. Patnios 15a The unsheathings of that terrible sword.
Unsliea-tlied,//)/. a. [f. prec or Un-1 8.]
1. Of a weapon

: Drawn from the sheath ; not
covered by a sheath.

.i '*^ ^J'P"- ^yf'^t'"'''ode I. XXXV. (1869) 33 It is bettere^e swerd be shethed than vnshethed. a 1593 Marlowe
OvkTs Eleg. 11. II. 64 My hands an vnshealh'd shyning
vreapon haue not. i6n Cotgr. s.v. Blanc, A naked or vn.
sheathed.. sword. 1638 Suckling /i.f/«Kra m. i, Blesse me,
wHat means this unsheath'd minister of death [= a sword] ?
1700 Drvden Pal. 4- Arc. 11. 253 He. .with his Sword un.
sheath d .

.
Commands both Combatants to cease their Strife. I

1814 Scorr Lord 0/Islet 11. xxiii. Do dirks unsheathed suit
bndal cheer? 18^1 Borrow BibU in Spain x. He held his
unsheathed knife in his hand.
fig. 1830 Mrs. Hemans Songs Afiic, Spirit's Return, Yet

something,.. as that unsheathed spirit-glance I met. Mademy soul faint.
*

2. Not protected by a sheath or sheathint' : un-
covered, exposed.

w^ \ ^}^''A6"- ^fV;'"^""- 9 Any unsheathed orWood-shealhed Ships, /bid. 24 Not only in sheathed Ships
. .but unsheathed too. 1™ Beatson Nav. ff MiL Mem.l.
126 An unsheathed fire ship. .was left to act as an advice,
boat. 1884 HowER & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 393 Thedelicate unsheathed parts of the vascular bundles.
Unshe d, ppl. a. [Qn-i 8 b.]
1. Not shed oi- poured out.
c \M Mirk's Festiat ii^i Forto hauc savytte gyltles Mode

vnsched on bobe parties. i««7 Milton P. L. xii. 176 To
blood unshed the Rivers must be turnd. 1768-74 Tucker
/,/. Ifat. (1834) II. 483 He.. can make the same mass of
blood exist at once unshed in the wafer, and shed in the cup.W16 liYKON Dream v, An unquiet drooping of the eye.

339
As if its lid were charged with unshed tears. 1880 Miss
BRADDON yust as lam v, Dulcie's eyelids were heavy with
unshed tears

2. Unparted.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. vii, 40 His faire lockes. . He let to

^!S7- y"<=°™'' d, vncurl'd, and carelesly vnshed.
tUnshee-n, a 06s.-^ (Un-" 7.) a 1400 Sir Degrev. 1656home lorkus undur tres In slowes unshene. Unshee-t, v.

(Un.> 4.) a 1814 Sorceress ill. i. in New Brit. Theatre III.
20, I saw Th accursed robbers. .With hideous burglary un.
sheet a corpse 1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab., Unslieet, to
withdraw the interleaving sheets between printed work
which have been placed there to prevent set-off. Un-
Shee-ted, a. (Un-' 9.) [177s Ash.) 1816 J. Wilson Cily
(^Plague 1. iv. 52 Down the drunken wretch doth lie
Unsheeted in tlie cemetery. Ibid. 53 The bodies Of the
unslieeted dead.

TTnsliell.i'. [Un-2 5. Cf. Du. ontschilkn,
-scheUen.'] trans. To extract from, to strip of, the
shell. (Chiefly/^.)
J599 Nashe Lenttn Siuffe D iij, Of him and none but him,

..that euer Yarraoth vnslielled or ingendred. iSii Cotgr.,
Challer,

. . to shale, or vnshell. Nuts, &c. 1641 Fuller J/oly

\. D< ^'' "' " '° *-*" Perkins brought the schools into
the Pulpit, and unshelling their controversies out of their
hard school-terms, made thereof.. wholsorae meat for his
people. i6s» Benlowes T/ieoph. vi. xvii. Thou, Ixive, .
did St unshell My Spirit (fledg'd with Grace) from that dis.
order d cell. 1761 Murphy Citizen 11, Sir 1 Turn out pray,
turn out-you won't—Then I'll unshell you. 1819 Scorr
Leg. Montrose v, By this time he was unshelled, and stood
before the fire. 189a Sat. Rev. 17 Dec. 719/r You have got
but to unhusk and unshell it, and tliere it is.

Hence TJnshe-lled ppl. o.l ; Unshe-Uing vbl. sb.
o 1668 Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) II, 277 Whose ingenious

book gives light to many books by the unshelling of a world
°f ^"""^nt customs. 1799 Sheridan Pizarro iv. i. O'er her un-
shelled brood the murmuring ring-dove sits not more gently.

Unshelled, ///.fl.2 [Un-i 8. Cf. NFris. ««-
skelled, MDu. ongescelt (Du. ongescheld), MHG.
ungeschelt (G. ungeschall).'] Not taken out of the
shell. Also (of husks), unremoved.
'594 Nashe Terrors o/Night G iij b. Their natural] vn-

shelled shining mother pearle proportions might be more
imprintingly apprehended. 1647 Wither {title), Amygdala
Britannica, Almonds for Parrels. A Dish of Stone-Fruit,
partly shel'd and partly unshel'd. 1769 Phil. Trans. LIX.
382 ten gallons of the pe.ise, with the husks unshelled.
1801 .WavalCkron. VIII. 28 Sweet almonds, unshelled.
Unshe Iterable. a. (Un.' 7 b,) 1841 Lvtton Nt. ft

Morn. 11. X, As if to protect him even from the wrath of the
unshelterable flame.

Unshe-ltered,/;*/. a. (Un-i 8.)
1599 D*NiEL Musoph. Wks. ( 1602) C i b. For this it practises

'o dissipate Th' vnsheltred troupes. 1665 Boyle Occas.
Refl. IV. XX, Shunning all beaten Paths, and unshelter'd
Grounds. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety vi. 143 (To) leave him
iinsheltred to that scorching wrath of God. 1726 Leoni
Alberti s Arckit. I. 28 An open place, unshelter'd either by
Woods or Hills. 1760-71 H. Brooke Foolo/Qual. (1809)
II. 133, I did not dare to leave my child alone and unshel-
tered. 181S KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. iv. I. 85 We should
soon be.. unsheltered, except by caves. 1855 [J. R. Leif.
child] Cornwall 6^ A bleak and unsheltered country.
Unsheltering, ///. a. (Un- i lo.)
1614 R. Tailor Hog liath lost Pearl i. i, Whilst dear

Carracus Wanders .. through th" unshelt'ring field. Seeking
me. 1766 GoLDSM. Vicar xxiii. My son, observe this bed of
straw, and unsheltering roof. 1892 Pall Mall G. 2 Dec
2/2 Mr. Mitchell still roams the unsheltering streets.
Unshelve, J/. (Un-'s.) <» 1819 ^rfra. /ffz/. (Seager), To

unshelve books. ifc6 Nature 13 J an. 206/2 He is not hkely
to unsh<;lve works of travel of a past generation. -fUn-
shend, obs. var. Unshent. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xii.
610 Al veer Thy due attende, . . or laste Vnshende. tUn-
she-nding, ppl. a. Obs.-' (Un-' jo.) Not harming or
injuring, c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 162 So was
crist borne of the thy maydenhode vnsheendyng.

Unshent, ppl. a. Now arch. [Un-1 8 b.
Cf. OE. unscended, MDu. ongescendet, -scent,
-scant (obs. Da. ongeschent, l3u. ongeschend),
OHG. ungeschendet (MHG. ungescatU), etc]
Uninjured, unharmed, unspoiled, etc.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2733 Vndyrstand..pat..
wrong lugement Shu] neuer more te vnshent. a 1400
Minor Poems/r. Vernon MS. 680/6 per nis no mon fer ne
nere pat may him.seluen saue vn-schent. But he i?at castel^
. . To kepe wel CristesComaundement. a 1400-50 A lexatuier
2143 If at 3e shap ^ow lo shount vnschent of oure handis,
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xv. 3 If thou wyll saue thy self
vnshent. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. i. Ho ! all ye Females that
would line vnshent. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. i. 975 In
hope their number keep them shall unshent. 1653 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Cert. Trav. Uncert. Journ. 20 Time never was,
nor n'erc I thinke shall he. That Truth (unshent) might
speake, in all things free. 1817 Keats Sleep ^ Poetry 379
The patient weeds, that now unshent by foam Feel all about
their undulating home. 1868 Browning Ring ^ Bk. 111.

1409 Let the priest retire, unshent, unshamed. Unpunished.
1898 T. Hardy IVessex Poems 62 Like one of those the
Furnace held unshent.
Oiishe-pherded,/>/SAa. (Un-' 8.) i85oBlackie^k,5>'-

lus I. 194 Depart, ye sheep unshepherded. 1880 Blackm.
Mag. Mar. 2S3 A strange flock, evidently unshepherded.
UnsheTiff,!-. (UN.'eb.) ai66iFvu.EaIVorthies,X'ent
II, (1662) 9s But he was soon unSheriffed by the Kings
death, and another of more true Inlegrily substituted in his
room. Unshew-ed, //>/.«. [Un-' 8.) Unshown. 1:1386
Chaucer Par. T. r^gg Right so fareth synne ))at longe tyme
IS m a man vnshewed. 1559 W. Berchek Nobil. iVomen
Pref. (Roxb.) 90 That no parte shoulde be vnshewed vnto
me, a gentleman .. wolde nedes have me with hym in to the
contreye. Unshew'ing, ppl. a. [Un-' 10.] + Secret. 1598
R. Markham in Harington's Niigsi Ant. (1804) I. 242 When
a man hath so manie shewing frieiides, and so nianie un.
shewing enemies.

UNSHIP.

Unshielded,//*/, a. (Un-i 8.)
1700 Dryden OvitCs Met. XII. 135 Th' inviolable Body

stood sincere; Though Cygnus.. scornful offer'd his un-
shielded Side, c 1790 A. Wilson Poems, Tears ofBritain,
boon will the tempest. .This unshielded bosom most fatally
wound. 1817 Scott Harold ill. viii, Unshielded, mailless,
on he goes Singly against a host of foes. 1883 Hardwick's
Photogr. Chein. 390 Exposing a small slip of the sensitive
paper, unshielded, to the sun's rays.

Unshi'ftable, a. [Un-i 7 b,]

tl. Incapable of lielping oneself. Obs.
1622 S. Ward Life ofFaith in Death ii8 These fooles

neuer thinke of the euill day, and when away they see they
must goe, how vnshyftable are they I 1633 l'. Adams Exp.
2 Peter \\. 9 How unshiftable otherwise shall we be in that
houre, how unable to answer at the day of ludgement 1

2. Incapable of being shifted
; immovable.

1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 36 Secured so as to be un.
shiftable in a sea-way.

Unshifted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

. '*4? Greaves Morbus Epidemicus g Filth, and nastinesse
in piet,..unshi(ted apparrell, &c. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk
(J- Selv. 182 It never shall be, or at least never was it body
unshifted. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1879) 268
Wearing the un brushed coat, unshifted linen, and unwashed
faces of yesterday.

Unshrftiness. (Un-' 12.) 1870 .JaA ,ff«/. 23 April 538/2A molluscous man, too, suddenly ejected from his long,
accustomed groove,, .presents just as wretched a picture of
helplessness and unshiftiness. Unslll'fting,/ti!/. * (Un.'
la) 181X Wordsw. To Beaumont 18 .\n unsliifting weather-
cock. 1817 Chalmers in Edin. Rev. Mar. 15 A small and
unshifting population. Unshi'fty, a. (Un.' 7. Cf Un-
SHiFi iness.) IS70 Levins Manip. in Vnshifty, improuidus.
Unshi-mmering, pfl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1868 Geo. Eliot
Span. Gipsy 50 All thought-teaching form Utters itself in
firm unshimmering hues. Unshi'ngled, />//. a. (Un-' 8.)
1611 in Essex Rev. XV. 47 The church Is unleaded and un.
shingled, c 1805 A. Wilson Foresters, The owner, indolent
and poor. His house unshingled and without a door. Un-
Shi'ning, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1682 Creech Lucretius v.
158 Else ihe Sun hath secret stores of Heat, Dark and un-
shining stores, but vastly great. 1867 E. F. Burr Ecce
Ctelum iii. 63 [The earth] seemed , . so different from them [sc.
the heavenly bodies], so unshining.

Unship, V. [Un-2 j, 4, 7. cf. Du. ontsche-
pen, G. entschiffen^

1. trans. To take out of, remove or discharge
from, a ship ; to put on shore (or into a boat, etc.)

from a vessel.

<zi45o Contn, Brut 542 He..saylet toward Normaundy,
and londit at Hogges, . . and vnshippit his pepill. 1497 Naval
Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 324 Ladders for to Shep men and vn.
ship men with.

_ 1^3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxviii. 113 b/2
The kynge of Ciper . . arriued at Douer, . . and refreshed hym
tyll all his cariage was vnshipped. 1568 Grafton Chron. 1 1.

210 They vnshipped their horse and barneys, not knowing
in what part of England they were. 2624 Capt. Smith
Virginia v. 174 They vnshipped all their goods. .into their
Boats. 1641 W. Hakewil Libertie of Subject 102 Imposi.
tions are not paid upon the buying and selling of Merchan-
dize, but when they are to ship or unship. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 11. (Globe) 426 In the Voyage, .he had had the Misfor.
tune to be five Times shipp'd and unshipp'd. 1726 Swift
GuUiverw.i, We unshipped our goods. 1837 Ht. Martineau
Soc. Amer. II. 6 Ail hands were busy in unshipping the
cargo, to lighten the vessel. a&iAci ^8-49 IVi:. c. 4t § 17
Any harbour, .at which vessels can.. ship or unship goods
or passengers.

reJl. a 1604 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1809) 253 They forthwith
landed, and unshipped themselves.

b. To deprive of, dismiss from, a ship.
1829 Mareyat F. Mildmay xxi, I should have unshipped

him next cruise.

2. Naut. To detach or remove (esp. a tnast,

rudder, or oar) from a fixed place or position.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 23s We were not able to beare in,

but by violence were constrained to take the sea agayne, our
Pinnesse being vnshipt. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (r776),
Digarnir le cabestan, to unrig the capstern, by taking off
the voyol^ and unshipping the bars. 1773 Cook i'. Voy.
(1777) "• '• I- 20s He. .dived under the boat, and . . unshipped
the rudder. 1806 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 102 Obliged
to unship our mast to prevent its rolling overboard. 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr. i. i. The speaker at the same time un.
shipping his scull on that side. 1874 Bedford Sailor's
Pocket Bk. viii. 24 1 So that . . the apparatus . . may . . be . . un-
shipped and re-shipped again at pleasure.

fig. j8i6 Sporting Mag. XLVII. 277 Crocken . . beat a
Knightshridge wheelwright, .by unshipping his jaw in the
fourth round.

b. In general use.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 140 Unshipping the tackle
belonging to the lantern. 183a Lincoln Herald 13 Jan. 2

John Page saw Clarke unship the flag on the top of the
fovcrnor's house. 1839 F. A. Griffiths Artill. Man. 87
lo I unships the handspike. i88a Sala Amer. Revis. (1885)

384 Tell the porter not to unship the little one-legged flap
table . . fixed to the wall of the car.

3. intr. a. To admit of being detached or re-

moved.
1834 Markyat p. Simple 11. 30 Six large pieces of iron,

..with a gimblet at one end of each, and a square at the
other, which fitted to a handle which unshipped. 1844
Stephens Bk. Farm III. ridg The top-sides. .are fitted to
ship and unship as occasion may require. 1862 Catal.
Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 2256, The upper ladders
unship by means of shifting levers.

b. To become detached.
1867 S.MYTH Sailor's Word-bk. 161 Capstan-bar Pins, pins

inserted through their ends to prevent their unshipping.
1883 Pall Mall G. 13 Mar. 10/2 The boat's rudder un-
shipped and caused the boat to capsize.

4. To undergo unloading from a vessel.
>86o Dickens Christmas Stories, Messagefr. Sea i, Such

Other cargo as was.. unshipping at the pier.
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UNSHIPLIKE. 840 UNSHRIVEN.
5. trans, a. Of a horse : To unseat, throw (the

rider).

1831 Scott Let in Wesim, Gas. 14 June (1004) 12/a My
forester walks by his [sc. the pony's] head for fear a start or
sudden stumble should unship me altogether. 1853 R. S.

SuRTEES 5/tf«^f'f S/. Tour Ixvii, One [horse] has still his

muzzle on, lest be should unship his rider and eat him.

b. To unbalance, upset.

i8»7 Chalmers in Hanna LzyiiiBsi) 111.163,1 really fear

lest his [sc. Irving's] prophecies may unship him altogether.

Hence tTnshipped///, a., ITnshi'pping vdl. si>.

1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) II. in. 389 A ring of Ice-

landers, who sat Upon the bales of *unshipped goods. 1497
Navai Ace. Hen. VIl {1896) 327 Ladders for shippyng &
*vnshippyng of men. 1709 Act 8 Anne c. 7 § 17 The
Persons, .to whose Hands the same shall knowingly come,
after the unshipping thereof. 1803 Act 43 Geo. Ill, c. 13a § 28

To prevent the fraudulentlyunshippingor re-landing ofGoods.

Unshi'plike, a. (Un-* 7 c) 1842 DicK^as Amer. Notes
(1868) 46 A sullen, cumbrous, ungraceful, unshiplike levia-

than. 1859 — Lett. (18S0) II. 101, 1 thought her [sc. the

Great Eastern] the ugliest and most unshiplike thing these

eyes ever beheld. Unshi'pment. (f. Unshipw.) 1846 Wor-
cester (citing Penny Mag:). 1879 Miss Braddon Vixen
III. 273 Mr. Vawdrey..came round to assist in the unship-
ment of Violet's belongings.

TJnshippedi «• £Un-1 9.] Not provided
with a ship.

17JO De Foe Capt. Sit^leton v. (1840) 82 We were.. all

upon a level, as to our travelling, being unshipped. 1725 —
V<^. round World (1840) 200 We should be like a company
of freebooters loose and unshipped. 1817 Pollok Course T.

11. 241 Choosing, thus unshipped, Uncompassed, unpro-
visioned, . .To swim a sea of breadth immeasurable.

Unshi'psbape, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan.
198/2 Never was seen so unshipshape and disreputable a
locomotive as that on duty here. Unshi'pwrecked,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) ri637 H. King The Sovereign 14 That
golden constellation, .guides the seaman. .Safe and unship-
wrack'd through the troubled streams. Unshi'vered,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1597 Bp. Hall Sat. v. iii, Theirs, like

anuilles, bore the hammers head, Our glasse can neuer touch
vnshiuered. 7 1827 Mrs. Hemans Last Constantine x. So
may thy helmet tower Unshiver'd through the storm. Uu-
sbi'vering,/^/. rt, (Un-' 10.) 1818 Mii.man Savior \iiu

555 On Went Samor with unshivering naked foot.

Vnsho'cked, //>/. a. i,Un-i §.)

17x1 TicK'ELL in sped. No. 532, Thy spotless Thoughts
unshock'd the Priest may hear. 1774 Foote Cozeners ii,

You must have the heart of a tiger, to stand unshocked at
such a horrible scene. 1&16 Bvron Prisoner of Chillon vi,

The very rock hath rock'd, And I have felt it shake, un-
shock'd. 189X H. Herman His Angel 57 Though her
seasoned ear . . remainedunshocked byan occasional outburst,

Unslio'd, ///. a. [CJn-1 8 b, or f. Unshoe v,

Cf. Unshoed ppL a. and Sw. oskodd^

1. Of persons, or the feet : Having a shoe or

shoes not put on, or taken off; not wearing shoes,

barefooted.

f 897 K. Alfred Gregorys Past. C. v. 45 Donne bi3 us
suiSe frScoftlice o3er fot unscod. c 1000 jElfric Deut. xxv,
loNemne hine aelc man on Israhelafolce unsceoda. (7x300
Cursor M. 15099 Tuelue or ma o men vnscod }pa.n has he
wit_ him broght. X38a Wycdf Isaiah xx. 3 As wente..
Isaie nakid and vnshod. Ibid. 4. XS96 Spenser I^.Q. ii. xi.

23 There follow'd fast at hand two wicked Hags,.. Their
feet vnshod; their bodies wrapt in rags. X627 Drayton
Battle ofAgincourt 26 Vnshod, and without stockings are
the best. 1693 tr. Eviilianne's Hist. Monast. Ord. 156 The
Order of the Unshod Carmelites. X7a8 Pope Dune. in. 114
Men bearded, bald,, .shod, unshod. 1781 Cowper Ep/Prot.
Lady 16 With unshod feet they yet securely tread. 1849
C. Bronte Shirley xxxiii, He left his shoes on the mat

;

mounted the stairs unshod. 1870 Rossetti Burden Nineveh
ix, Any god Before whose feet men knelt unshod.
absol, J58a Wyclif Deut. xxv. to The hows of the vnshod.

X847 F. Prandi tr. Cantii's Ref Europe I. 212 The Order
of tne Unshod.
transf. X5« Coverdale Deut. xxv. 10 And his name

shalbe calledin Israel, the vnshodd house;

2. Of horses: Having cast a shoe or shoes; not
furnished with shoes.

1513 Ld, Bbbners Frotss. I. xviil 9/2 Most part of their
horses [were] hurt on their back, nor they had nat wherwith
to shoo them, that were vnshodde. 1530 Palsgr. 768/2 Your
horse is unshod of bothe his hynder fete. x6xo Holland
Camden's Brit. 529 They use their Horses unshod. 1680
Lotid. Gaz. No. 1569/4 One dark bay Nag, . . lately rowelled,
and trots all, and unshod. 1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. x. 225
[II] would soon disable *n unshod horse from taking part in
the chase.

3. Not protected by an iron rim, toe-piece, etc.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (iBg6) 87 A pair wheles vn-
shodd. 1557 in Raine Richmond. IVills (1853) loi One yron
bound Wayne and ij. unshode cowpes. x6ox in Moryson
//XK. u. (1617) 204 Ten Culuerings.. mounted vpon vnshod
wheeles. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 4 Rates^ Shovells, unshod,
the dozen, iijs. iiijd. 1869 A, Uvhim Brit. Antig. 27 The un-
shod wooden wheels of timber carriages.
Unsho'dden,///. a. (Un.> a b.) 1836 F. Mahony Rel,

Father Prant 176 It is far from my purpose. .to tread on
such solemn ground save with, .feet duly unshodden. X838
Lytton Cnlderon iv, To place our unshodden feet upon the
necks of kings.

Unshoe*, v. [Un-2 4. Cf. OE. a«-, on-, un-
sctf^iaH, MDu. ontscoeyen^ -scoen (Du. -schoeien\
MLG. entschoien^ OHG. in{t)scuohdn (MHG.
entschuoken, G. •schuhen):\ trans. To remove a
shoe or shoes from ; to strip or deprive of shoes.
X481 Caxton Reynard xix. (Arb.) 45 Whan Isegrym was

vnshoed, Tho music.his wyf lye doun in the grasse (etci
1530 Palscr. 768/2» I unshoo a horse,y> deferre. X59X Syl-
vester Du Bartas i. iii. 767 O Moon-wort ! tell us where
thou hid'st the .Smith, Hammer, and Pincers, thou unshoo'st
them with 1 x6a8 tr. Matkieu's PowerfuU Fesv. x They are

unshod of their high shooes that eleuated them aboue others.

1653 CULPtPfER Lng. Phys. Enlarged (i6j6j 163 Moon-wort
is an herb which they say wil. .unshoo such Horses as tread

upon it. 1677 Gilpin Demonol. \. xiii. 102 They were told..

that this did unshoo their Foot, and afflicted them with
Thirst and Want. 1827 Hone Evcry.day Bk. II. 197 They
were to unshoe themselves. x868 Holme I.ee B. Godfrey
xliii, Joan unshod her feel.

transf 1852 Burn Naval ^ Mil. Techn. Dict.u. 102/1 To
Unshoe a wheel, dier la bande^ les bandes de roue.

b. Unskoe-tke-horset the plant moonwort. ? Obs.

X63S Swan Spec. M. vi. § 4 (1644) 251 The Italians call it

Vnsnoe- the-horse ; because if they tread upon it, they lose

their shoes. 1653 Culpepper Eng. Phys. Enlarged {i6$6) 163
Country people that I know, cal it Unshoo the Horse. 1878
Dickinson Cumbld.Gloss. 85 Uns/toe thehorse, I have heard
the Botrychium Lnnaria plant so called.

Hence ITnshoe'ing vbl. sb,

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong^ Dechaussemeftt, an vn-
shoing. x6s3 Urquhart Rabelais i. xxii. 95 Gargantua..
played,. at [the game] the unshoing of the Asse.

Uuslioe'd, ppl. a. [Un- i 8, or f. Unshoe v.

Cf. MDu. ongescoeit^-scoet {pvi. -schoied^^ -schoed)^

MLG. ungesckoieti MHG. -schuohet (G. -schuhl)^

O'^.uskiial5r{jydi.uskoel).'\ ~ XJmstiODppi.a, Also
trans/.

1388 Wyclif Isaiah xx. 3 As my seruaunt Ysaie ^ede nakid
and vnshood. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 860 A menstruate
vngird womman, vnshood, Vntressed. X479 Cely Papers
(Camden) 19 To bye for me a carthe at Caleys..unschude
the wyllys [ = wheels]. 1530 Tindale Deut. xxv. 10 His
name shalbe called in Israel, the vnshoed housse, a 1564
Becon yVks. Pref. c iij b, The shooe, that is moulde with
thee, is the shooe of him that is vnshood. 1865 H. H.
Dixon lueld ^ Fern^ South 34 There are ponies, too,.. fat

and unshoed.

tXJnshoo-k, obs. var. Unshaken///, a.

1633 Ford Broken H. v. ii, Stretch out Thine arm with
vigour, and unshook virtue, a 1644 Quakles Sol. Recant.
IX. iL 42 They gain the Port.. With Ribs unshook. 1736
Thomson Libertyyv. ^soOn the groaning mast With unshook
knee to know their giddy way,
Unsho'p, V. [Un-2 5] (See quot.) 18351 F. Lieber Pol.

Ethics II. IV. § 38, 349 High rewards were paid for discovering
any disobedience, or even for ' unshopping/ that is, throwing
out of employment, highly skillful hands. Unshcred, a.

[Un-* 9.] Shoreless. i88x Masson De Quinceytz Unshored
astronomical abysses,

Unsho-rn, ///, a. [Un-1 8 b. Cf. OE. un-
scoreuy MDu. ongescoren (Du. schoren), OHG.
ungescoran (MHG. ungeschom^ G.-schoren)^ ON.
Hskorinn (Sw. oskuren^ Da. uskaaren^^
L Not shorn, cut, or cropped : a. Of cloth.
X464 Rolls of Parlt. V. 564/2 [No person shall buy] eny

Wolles than unshorn, or take promesse of bargayn of eny
WoUes than unshoren, 1486 Bk. St. Albans b v, A dagon or
pece of Rough blanket vnshoron. 1535- [see Undarbed i].

1597 Shaks. Lover's Covipl. 94 His phenix downe began
but to appeare Like vnshorne veluet, 1675 Hobisks Odyssey
(1677) 332 He wore a purple vest. Unshorn, and lin'd. X700
Drvden Flower ^ Leaf^ht White Velvet, but unshorn, for

Cloaks they wore. 1716 Gav Trivia 1. 47 True Witney
broad-cloth, with its shag unshorn.

b. Of persons or animals, hair, etc.

£'1449 Pecock Repr. i. xx. 118 The heer of wonimennys
heed vnschorn. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s,v. IntonsuSt
Sheepe vnshorne. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 138
Bye not your Sheepe but washed and vnshorne. 1596 W,
Smith Chloris xlviii. Those curled locks which thou wast
wont to twist, Vnkempt, vnshorne, and out of order beene.
1628 Milton Vac. Exerc. 37 Listening to what unshorn
Apollo sings. X693 Drydkn tr. Ovidts Met. 1. 766 As the
Locks of Phoebus are unshorn. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes
viii, All amort, Save to St. Agnes and her lamljs unshorn.
xS^ Thackeray Van. Fair xxxix. The caresses of the old
gentleman, unshorn and perfumed with tobacco.

c. Of com, fields, etc.

1573 TussER Husb. (1878) 105 Some mowe vp their hed-
londs and plots among come, and driuen to leaue nothing,
vnmowne, or vnshorne. x6oi Campion IVks. (1909) 21 A
Meadow yet vnshorne. 1631 (^uarles Samson Wks.
(Grosart) II. 155/2 His rip'ned Corne ; Whereof, some part

..stood unshorne. X697 Dryden Vir^. Past. v. 98 The
mountain-tops unshorn, the rocks, rejoice. 1757 Akenside
Pleas, hnag. i. 316 The pathless woods unshorn That wave
o'er huge Olympus. 1810 Scott Lady of L.\. xxvi, Of
mountain fir, with bark unshorn, a 1850 Bryant /'razV/w 2
These are.. The unshorn fields, boundless and beautiful.

X873 SvMONns Grk. Poets vii. 222 This garland.. Of wilding
flowers plucked from an unshorn meadow.

2. fig. Not reduced or diminished ; not deprived

of something,
1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. Ixxii, An Iris sits.. and.. bears

serene Its brilliant hues with all their beams unshorn, x8i8
Keats ^There is a chann ' 12 One who was great through
mortal days, and died of fame unshorn. x82x-a Shelley
Chas. /, 11. 142 To his God Alone he must deliver up his

trust, Unshorn of its permitted attributes.

Unshorteiied,///. a. (Un-18.)
17^ Young Nt, Th. vi. 542 Unshortened by progression

infinite ! Futurity for ever future 1 1805 Ann. Rev^W. 2^4
Every tax should.. leave unshortened to speculation his

casting-net.and to industry his oar. x%t^^Poultr^ Chron.lli.

496/1 The buds, .may be left unshortened until the end of
September. iBiSKvsKtti Notes 77 His full, final, unshortened
strength is in these (drawings).

Unslio-t, ///. a. [Un-1 8 b.]

1. a. Not fired or let off.

1544 Ejiped. Scotl. in Fragm. Sc. Hist. (1798) 14 The
Scottes fledde from theyr ordinaunces, leuyng them vnshot.
1686 Waller Night Piece 32 He.. With Cupid's pointed
Arrows plays ; They, with a touch, they are so keen. Wound
us unshot, and She unseen. 1899 J. Milne Romance of
Pro-Consul vi. 52 For his own gun, he snatched an unshot
one which the man was struggling to release from its cover.

To unshot a gun^ to take the ball out of a piece of ordnance.

Unshotted, ///. a. [Un-1 9.] Not loaded

b. Not struck by a shot ; not shot at.

t»755 Johnson.] 1897 Cw//«^ XXIX. 368/1 The deer left

suddenly and unshot Ibid.^ We found them easily,. .and
as before they whirled away unshot at to the cover.

2. Of grain : Not come into ear ; not sprouted.
X854 H. Miller Sch. ^ Schvi. xxv. 527 Fields, .waving

with the yet unshot corn. 1893 Times 8 June 12/4 Barley
and oats had been lying in the soil for a long time unshot.

3. Not shot out or deposited

.

X882 Pall Mall G. 7 Oct. i France is full of the unshot,
unburned rubbish of her last financial orgie.
Unshot, V. (Un-2 ^ j ,305 James Milit. Diet. (ed. 2),

Ifo -

ted, ppl. a. f

with shot.

x8o3 Naval Chron. VII. 18 The Phoenix fired a gun . .un-
shotted. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. vii. II, 229 Mere idle
sounds, like the bellow of unshotted cannon.

Unshou'lder, v. \\3s-^ 4.]
1. trans. (See quot.) rarer'^.

1598 Florio, Spallare^ to vnshoulder, to put ones shoulders
out of iqint.

2. To remove from the shoulder,
1625 Markham Souldiers Accid. n The two Rankes next

it must vnshoulder their Musquets. 1650 R. Elton Military
Art (1659) ^92 Unshoulder your Musket and poyse. 1859
R. F. Burton in JrtU. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 414 At a short
distance they halt, unshoulder their burdens. 188a Elwes
tr. Fr. Benguella to Vacca I. xii. 346 The goods all un-
shouldered and dispersed.

Unshou'ldered, a. (Un-' g.) 1790 Speechlv Culture
l-'ine 6 The berries of this species,. compose long unshoul-
dered bunches. Unshou% z*. (Un-^s-) 1607 Shaks.
Cor. V. V. 4 Vnshoot the noise that banish 'd Martins ; Repeale
him, with the welcome of his Mother. Unshcvel, v.

[Un-2 ^ }, ] trans. To uncover by removing a shovel-hat.

X836T.H00K G. Gumey\\\,z2Z* Sir,' said my clerical friend,

unshovelling his head, * I am extremely glad to see you '.

Unsho'velled, /*//. a. (Un-'8.) [1775 Ash.) i8a8 0azr«
Gloss., Unshooled,not shovelled, uncleansed. 1855Whitman
Song 0/ Myself xxW^ Sea of the brine of life and of un-
shovell'd, yet always-ready graves.

Unshowered,///.fl!. [Un-1 8.] Not moistened

by showers.
X639 Milton Hymn Nativ. xxiv^ Nor is Osiris seen..

Trampling the unshowr'd Grasse with lowings loud. 1873
SvMONDs Grk. Poets vii. 196 Bringing Oedipus to die among
the unshowered meadows of those Dread Ladies.

Unshown, ///. a, (Un-i 8 b.)

x6o6 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI. in. vi- 52 You..haue preuented
The ostentation of our loue; which left vnshewne. Is often
left vnlou'd. 16x4 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue iv. 45
Though, as unknown, to pass unshown shee ween, Her
Odors made her smelt, her Jewels seen. 1648 Hexham ii,

Ongetoont, Vnshowne, or Vndemonstrated. X831 L. Hunt
Gentle Armour ii. 16 The stranger, with his face unshewn,
Rides in. 1865 M, Arnold Ess. Crit. 286 Marcus Aurelius
saw it [Christianity] with its future yet unshown.
Unshowy, a. (Un-* 7.) 1838 Lytton Alice in. vi.

There was another, equally hard-favoured and unshowy,..
and tliat virtue was Justice.

Uusliri'ne, v. [Un-2 g.] trans. To remove
from, cast out of, a shrine. PA^ofig,
1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) II.

181 We have of late unshrined him [sc. Thomas of Canter-
bury). X609 Holland Amtn, Marcell. 230 The image of
Apollo Chomeus being displaced, unshrined, and brought
to Rome. 165a Benlowes Theoph, vii. xvii, Could'st thou
.., from each golden cell, unshrine Those beams. 1807 J.
Barlow Columb. ix. 612 Descartes.. Unshrines old errors

and propounds his own, 1827 Carlvle Gernt. Rom, \, 5
Musaus grasped his satirical hammer; and with lusty

strokes, defaced and unshrined the false divinity.

Unshri-ned,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not enshrined

;

unburied,
X297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10661 Sein tomas body . .adde ileye

an erjje vnssrined vifti ^er. x6j4 Gorges Lucan vi. 242 If

that she. .doe finde A carkasse on the ground vn-shrinde.

X846 Worcester (citing Southey).
Unshri'nement. (f. Unshrine v.) 1891 Athenaeum 21

March 3S2/3 Of the disposal of St. Thomas's skeleton at the
unshrinenient there are two stories.

Unshri-nkable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

x88s Army ^ Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List July 1300 Flan-
nels.. Unshrinkable so-called. X897 Voice (N.Y.) i Apr. 3/4
The Methodist vote is one of the unshrinkable assets of that
party,

TJnsliri'Ilking,///. a. [Un-^ io.] Not shrink-

ing or drawing back ; unyielding, firm,

1605 Shaks. Macb. v, viii. 42 The which no sooner had
his Prowesse confirm'd In the vnshrinking station where he
fought, But like a man he dy'de. 1706 Watts Horx Lyr.
II. (1743) 169 He that unshrinking and without a Groan,
Bears the first Wound. X799 Sheridan Pizarro iv. ii. Thy
unshrinking ears may at last be feasted with the music of

my cries. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 15 A union of

prudence, tact, firmness, and unshrinking principle. 1878
B, Taylor Denkalion i. iv. 34 The firm-set lips. And level

glance of thine unshrinking eyes.

Hence tTnsliri'iikingly adv,
1826 Mrs. Hemans Forest Satu:tuary LyXsylCh^x^ was one,

with whom. .Thou might'st perchance, unshrinkingly have
died. 1857 Susanna Winkworth tr. Life Taulcr 135 They
..unshrinkingly declared their adherence to all tliat they
had hitherto taught.

Unshri'ved, variant of next.

[1775 Ash.) i8ia J. Wilson Isle of Patms^ etc 258 Had
unshrieved guilt for one moment been there, His heart had
turn'd to stone ! 1819 Shelley Cend iv. i. 89 As she shall

die un.shrived and unforgi\'en. 1820 Scorr Monast. xxiii.

Unshriven, ///. a. (Un-^ s b.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 314 Me telle3..ofono3er mon J>et. .deide

unschriuen l>erof. a 1300 Cursor M. 23122 Vn-scriuen war
J>ai at bair end,Bot deied in dedii sin, c 1395 Plowman's Tale
III. vii, Though all her paryshe dye vnshriue. c 1440 Jacobus



UNSHROUD.
JVeil iSi For on dediy synne viisclireuyn, Jjou schalt be
dampnyd. C1450 Mirk^s Festial 100 He may do..mony
venyall synnys vnshryuen. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 287
Sires, in dread ofsins unshriven, 1850 S. Dobell Roman
i. g Thoughts, which . . would have gone . . down to hell, un-
blest, unshriven. 1858 [see UnpriestkdJ.

TTnsliroa'd, v> [Un-» 5, 3.]

1. trans. To strip of a shroud ; Jig. to nncover,
lay bare, expose. Also 'Unshrou'ding vbl. sb.

1594 Southwell M. Magd. Funeral Teares 37 b, Yea,
woutd he haue bin so venturous, as to haue stayed the
vnshrowding of the corse? 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Id.
XII. XXV, At length the piercing Sunne his team unshrouds,
And with his arrows th' idle fogge doth chase. i6s3 A.
AViLSoN Inconstant Ladle v. iii, Vnshroud thyselfe thou
ni^ht-rauen. 111773 FEKCtjssos Poems (1879) 177 Turn,
fair Amanda ! cheer your swain, Unshroud him from his
veil of woe. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Garit. 11. 133 Now the
broad Sun his golden orb unshrouds. 1821 Scott Kentlif.
viii, Uiishrouding the dark lantern, which had hitherto only
emitted an indistinct glimmer. 1824 Campbell Dream 26
Methought 1 beheld two hands a space Slow unshroud a
spectre's face.

2. To open out.
1846 Netv MontiUy Mag. Dec. 488 Without, .unshrouding

the folds of my mantle, I stalked towards the sofa.

TTnshxoud, W.2 [lLv-24.] /ra?«. To strip (a
vessel) of shrouds or ropes.
1584 Hudson Judith ii. (1608) 36 The quiet see .. growes

... And lastly beates the banks, and ships vnsbrouds.

/Unslirou-ded, />//. a. [Un-IS.] Not wrapped
in, or covered with, a shroud. PiSsafig.
1410 Healey St. Aug. Citie o/God 384 So be thy face

UDshrouded And thy pure bornes unclouded ! 1748 Blair
Grave r%i There's not a Dungeon-Slave, that's bury'd In
the High-way, unshrouded and uncoffin'd, But.. sleeps as
sound as He. 1709 Sheridan Pizarro iiL ii. He will, .open
.

. his unshrouded eyes, and bless me with his last look.
1813 Praed Troubadour I. 516 They walked upon the
earth, Unshrouded, in a ghastly mirth. 1855 Singleton
yirgil II. 266 Had Cytherea not a token deigned From the
unshrouded Sky.

_
Unshrn'bbed, a. (Un-' 9.) 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv.

I. 81 Who. .with each end of thy blew bowe do'st crowne
Myboskieacres,andmyvnshrubddowne. Unshm'nkea,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8 b.) i86a Lytton Str. Story H. 39 With
enough of vigour for years to come,. in the unsnrunken
muscle of his limbs. 1897 Alliutt's Syst. Med. IV. 475
When the skin is cut into, .it remains unshrunken. Un-
shu-ffled, «//. 1. (Un-' 8.) [177s Ash.] igoi Munsey's
jl/ag. XXIV. 871/2 Playing with unshuffled cards.

unshuunable, a. (Un- 17b.)
1604 Shaks. Ot/i. m. iii. 375 Tis destiny vnshunnable, like

death. 1839 F. Barham tr. Grolliis' Adamus Exul v. 47
Deadly rage, And the black hurricane of thick despair Urge
on the unshunnable doom. 1890 Furness Variorum Shaks.
VIII. Pref. p. vii, It makes no difference whether the un-
shunnable outcry is in French, or German, or English.
Unshu-nned, />/>/. a. (Un' 8.) 1603 Shaks. Meas.for
M. III. ii. 63 An vnshun'd consequence, it must be so.
1648 Hexham ii, Ongemijdt, Vnshunned, or Vn-avoided.
Unshn-nning,/)//. ,t. [Un-' 10.] t Unavoidable. 1S93
Q. Eliz. BoelA. v. pr. i. 50 Order it self that goes on with
an vnshonning (L. iiievitailli] turne. Unshu'nted, iS/»/.

a. (Un-; 8.) 1873 F. Jenkin Electr. 4- Magn. xvi. | 3
The sensibility, .of the unsbunted galvanometer.

Unshu-t, V. [Un-2 3, 7. Cf. OE. unscyttan.']
1. trans. To open or unlock (a door, etc); fto

undo (a lock). Now rare.
13.. Coer de L. 4213 On schal dwelle the clos withinne.

The gate to unschette and unpynne. And stylly to unschette
the lok. ci-^i^ Shoreham i. 2228 Nou, lord, )?at coudest
maky open pet no man coude ounschette. 1370-80 Visions
o/St. Paul tqi'mO.E, Misc. 228 He opened^ MouJ> of ^at
put, Hitstonkfoule wjonhitwas vn-schut. c 141a Hoccleve
De Reg. Princ. 679 My purs I wole vnschete. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xi. iii. 574 Anone as he had vnshet the
wyndowe. c 1475 Mankind 52 in Macro Plays 3 On-schett
yowur lokke, & take an halpenye. 1530 Palscr. 768/2, I

unshote, I open, je defferme. Ibid., Unshote the doore.
[Cf. 285/2 Unshittyng,rf<^rj««^^.l i6ttCoTGR.tDe_^erwer,
to open ; to vnshut, or vndoe a thing shut. 1873 Browning
Red Cott. Nt,<ap ly^ Compare such paragon With any
scatabieus of the brood That .. keeps wing in wingcase;..
the couple yonder . . never bade unshut fromsheath the gauze.
absol. c 1430 Lydg. Mln. Poems 52 Off Abyssi this Aungel

bar the keyes, Callid Clauis DauiU to shettyn and vnshette.
Jig. c 141a HoccLEVE De Reg. Priuc. 1573 Thre causes ben,
whiche 1 t>e wole vnschette And open a-non, whi bou schalt
with hire dele. 1313 Douglas ^neid xil. Prol. 121 Gymp
gerraflouris thar royn levys vnschet. 15S9 Fleming Virg.
Georg. II. 24, I enter..on things of old and ancient praise,.,
being bold t'vnshut or open bolie springs.

b. ititr. To become open.
1390 Gower Conf. II. 102 Ther is no dore, which mai

charke, Wherofan ybe scholde unschette. a noaStockholm
Med. MS. iL 390 in Anglla XVIII. 317 Ley hem on neuer
so strong a lok. It schal onschetyn & onstrok. 1649 G.
Daniel Trlnarch.y Hen. V^ cxxix. Wee . . need not feare an
Asse's Load Of Solar Earth, can force the (^ates vnshutt.

2. dial. To unharness (a horse),

181^ in Burne folk-Lore (1883) 611 His team's unshut, his
whips laid up. 1841 Hartshorne Sitlop. Ant. Gloss.,
Unshut, to unlink, or ungear horses. 1879 Shropshire
Wordik. 310.

Unshu-t,/*//. a. [f. prec. orUN-l 8 b.]

1. Opened, unclosed; not closed or shut.
C1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 1953 And be day.. Been al

the dores opened wide And be nyght echon vnshet. 1426
Lydg. De Gnil. Pllgr. 23403 The gate . . Of the castel stood
vnshet. 1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) 11. 250/2
An hous the whiche byfore outwarde is moche ornate, .but
bchynde all unshytte &..ruynous. ? 1606 Rowlands TV/--

ribte Battell{WMn\.«tvxn CI.) 36 From eare to eare thou hast
a mouth vnshut. 1691 E. Taylor Behmen's 'J'heos. Phllos.

331 Whereby we ascend into his Arms, the unshut Light*

341

World. 1849 M. Arnold Forsaken Mennan 44 Where
great whales come sailing by, Sail and sail, with unshut eye.

^1851 MoiR Poems, Tombless Man iii, And, in the midst,,.
An unshut gateway.

2. Not shnt up.
1610 Bp. Hall Apol. agsi. Brtnumsis Iv. 134 The plague.

.

of sinne vnshut vp and vncouered.

Unshutter, v. (Un-2 4,)
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at O.xf. xvii, He unshuttered

the little lattice window of the room on the ground-floor.
(Also in recent use (looi-).]

Unshuttered, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1845 James Arrak Neil II. tit. 39 From an open door, or
unshuttered window, the lights.. served also for the benefit

of the passenger. 1883 'Ouida* Wanda I. 58 She seated
herself here by the unshuttered casement.
Unshy, a. (Un-' 7.) 1748 Richardson Clarissa II. 45

It would be doing Mr. Solmes a spight, to wish him such a
shy, un-shy girl. 1841 Lady Lyttelton Let. 29 July, I was
thmking how totally unshy I was ! Unsny'ly, adv.
(Un«* II.) 1814 Lady Lyttelton Let. 12 Sept., Pretty
[German school-] girls of all ages answering very unshyly.

Unsib, j^, : see Un-1 3 (s.v. unisibbe),

tnnsib, a. Obs. [Un-i 7. Cf. OE. ungesib,

OHG. unsibbi, -sippi (MHG. zmsippe\ Goth. ««-
sibjis.'] Not related, not of kin. In quots. absoL
C1200 Obmin 2474 And shot [=she it] forrhall wij>i> alle

menn Wi|»^ sibbe & wifb unnsibbe. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synne 1198 To holy land, 5yf ))ou haue hyt hette;
Syb, ne vnsyb, may hyt lette.

tTnsi'cky a. (Un-1 7. Cf. older Du. onziek^

ON, tisjiikr^ MSw. osiuker, MDa. usjug.)
a 1300 Chaucer"s Dreme 1305 And I . .Up rose. . Hole and

vnsicke, right wele at ease. C1540 Copland Hye Way to
Spyttel Ho. 198 Bedrid folke, and suche as can not crave, .

.

But not every unseke stoborne knave. 1594 Daniel Cleo-
Patra K 4 b, What comforts vnsicke Eloquence can sound,
And yet all fayles vs in the poynt of trying.

Unsi-cker, a. Obs. exc. Sc, [Un-1 7, Cf.

NFris. unseker^ MDu. onseker (Du. onzeker)M\Sj,
unsekerj OHG. unsichilre (MHG. and G. un-
sicher\ MDa. usekker. Da. tisikker^ Sw. osdker^
Uncertain; unsafe; insecure.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 144 Dea3 t>et we beo5 siker of & unsiker

hwonne.
_
c 1325 Metr, Horn. 83 Gode ensaumpil may thai

lere, Unsikir of thaim self to be. c\y\Q R. Brunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 9636 Bot ^er hap was al vnsyker ; For synne
of Octa . . Dide al his felawes & hym be lorn. 1387 Trevisa
//;^rflsH (Rolls) VIII. 327 pebuldynguppon..unsikergrounde
bygynnel? to slyde. C1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 41
Thus vnsikir of my smal lyfloode. 1470-^5 Malorv A rthur
XVII. xxiii. 724 Galahad prayed yow to remembre of this

vnsyker world. 1533 Bellendeh Lh>y iv. v. (S.T.S.) II. 66
He had levir returne to rome with sikkir victorie \>zxi

vnsikkir pece of wolchis. a 157B Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I, 33 It was wnsickir to comit his lyfe

and honoure in the binding wp of bandis witht the Earle of
Douglas. 17^ Burns To Colonel de Peyster iii, Dame
Life,.. Oh I flickering, feeble, and unsicker I've found her
still. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 5 Thou..
flafft thy wings, and in a crack Flew frae th' unsicker stance

!

Hence Uusi'ckerness, uncertainty. Also TTn-
si'ckerly, unsafely, insecurely.

c 1340 Hampole Pr, Consc. 9049 Alle J?e sykernes Jiat had
Ennoc and Ely . . War noght hot als unsykernes. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 287 pou schalt have, .unsiker-
nes..of t)y children ende. \ ai^M Morte Arth, <^t(> Thow
saynned the vnsekyrly to seke to these mountez. cx^<i
yacob''s Well 221 A-forn me I se vnsykernes to wyth-stonde
feendys J>at temptyn me. a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hun-
terian CI.) 201/55 VVith wrechitnes wofull away thow wendis

;

The deid certane, the hour vnsickirnes.

Unsi'ckled,///. a. (Un-^ 8.) 1820 Shelley Let. Mar.
Gisbome 278 'i ne surface of the unsickled corn Trembles
not in the slumbering air. Unsie'ge, v* (Un-^ 4 b.)

159a Sylvester Tri. Faith in. xi, Hee.. Whom Heav'nly
arms, from Assur did uiisiege; The most religious, match-
lesse Ezechias. 1594 Zepheria xxv, Let not disdayne thy
soule vnsanctifie,..Vn5ieging where it seekes to fortifie

With deadly frownes the canons of the brow.

Unsi-fted,///. a. [Un-18. Ci.X^yx.ongezifLl

1. Not passed through a sieve ; unstrained.
1589 CoGAN Haven Health (ed. 2) iv. 25 When meale

wholly vnsifted . . is made into Bread. 1628 May Virg.
Georg. X. 5 The ground one yeare at rest ; forget not than .

.

to hearten it againe..with unsifted ashes. 1784 Cowper
Task VI. 108 Swallowing .. The total grist unsifted, husks
and all. 1870TYNDALL Fragm.Sct.iiByi) 138 Pure unsifted
solar light is white.

2. Unexamined, unscrutinized.
1620 QuARLES Div. Poems, Feast /or Worms !x. ix, No

crime unsifted, no sinne unpresented. Can lurke unseene.
i8a6 SoVTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 38 There must be abundant
matter of unsifted information in our public collections.

1858 Gladstone Homer I. 219 A poet who, as to facts, was
at the mercy of unsifted information. 18^ Pusey Paroch.
^- Cathedr. Sertn. i. 3 The unsifted, unexamined conscience
of a sinner.

3. Untried, inexperienced.
1602 Shaks. Ham. i. iii. 102 You speake like a greene

Girle, Vnsifted in such perillous Circumstance,

Unsi-ghed, ///. a. (Un-1 8, 8 c.)

1814 Wordsw. Laodamia 100 The past unsighed for, and
the future sure. 1898 R. W. Seton Watson Scotlandfor
i^i'^r 38 Queen Elizabeth.. sank, unsighed for, to a gilded
grave.

I
Unsi'ghing, ///. a. (Un-' lo.) a 1743 Ld. Hervey

Kpist. i. 65 The change I cou'd unsighing see. 1822 Byron
Juan viiT. Ixvii, The solitudes Of this unsighing people of
the woods. 1838 Mrs. Browning Vanities v, Those ye
love are not unsighing.

IJnsi'ght, sb. [Uk-1 12.] Lack of sight or

seeing.

c 1412 Hoccleve De Rtg, Princ. 5003 The ymages . . Maken

UNSIGNABLB.
folke J>enke on god . . Whan \p& ymages l?ei be-holden & seen j

Were oft vnsyte [u.r. vnsight] of hem causith restreyntes
Of |>oughtes gode. 1898 Hardy Wessex Poems 163 In vain
do I urge my unsight To conceive my lost prize,

Unsight, z'. [UN-2 6b.]
1. trans. To deprive of sight, rare.
16x5 Chapman Odyss. ix, 595 Their full bags so sore, With

being vnemptied ; but their shepheard more, With being vn-
sighted. 1638 N. Whiting // Imonio Insonnadado 468 His
armed brow fell down ; and lighting right H is antlers did the
marching god unsight.

2. In pa. ppU Of a coursing dog : Deprived of a
sight of the hare.
1825 Sporting Mag. XVI. 268/2 If one or both dogs be

unsighted, owing to the hare running through bushes or a
live hedge,, .the course shall be deemed to end there. 1876
Coursing Calendar \-i^ Miss Alice on a strong inside led
Handicraft, who threw her head up as though unsighted.

t Unsi'ght, ppl. ay Obs, [? var. of Unsighted
ppl. a, 1 .] Only in phr. unsight, unseen, without
inspection or examination.
?i622 MiDDLETON & RowLEV Old Law 111.1, Take that

at hazard, sir. . .Unsight, unseen, I take 3. to one. 1632
Brome North. Lasse 11. i, I would I had his Neece unsight
and unseen I faith for her monies sake. 1710 Palmer
Proverbs 352 A generous mind.. gives unsight and unseen,
and trusts the Divine Goodness for the return. 1764
Chesterf. Lett, (1774) II. 479 He tells you true as to

Comtesse Cosel's diamonds, which certainly nobody will buy
here unsight unseen, as they call it. 1790 Cowper Private
Corr. (1824) II. 217 My very best compliments attend
Mrs. Hill, whom I love, unsight unseen, as they say. x8io
Splendid Follies I. 167 So you don't dance with me?..
Bernard, I find, is to enjoy that felicity, unsight unseen.

Unsi-ght,///. a.2 [Un-^ 8 b] Unsighed for. ax6i8 Syl-
vester Elegiac Epistle 8 What Sea. .Could.. drown a Sid-
ney's Name . . so quickly, . . So vn-bewayled, so vn-sigh't, vn-
sung? Unsi'ghtable, a. (Un.' 7 b.) a X430 Wycliffite
Bible I Tim. i. 17 To the kyng of wovldis, vndeedly ana in-

visyble \MS,Magd.ColLCawbr.yx\?ii'i,ls^\^. 1893LEVESON-
GowER Surrey iVords 44 Trees ..very unsightable from
anywhere.

Unsighted,///, a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Unexamined ; unperceived, unseen.

1584 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 687 To subscrive..
letters presentit be thame, . .unsichtit first and fund ressoun-
able be the officiaris of his estait. a 1642 Suckling ' When,
Dearest' i. Beauties that from worth arise, Are like the
grace of Dieties, Still present with us, though unsighted.
1898 Meredith Poems, Day Dau. Hades ix, S'ghls that
made the unsighted appear,

2. Not furnished with a sight.
1891 Cent. Diet, s.v., An unsighted gun.
tUnsi'ghtful, a., -fully, adv. Obs.-^ [Un.' 7, 11.]

Invisible ; invisibly, c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints 1. (Cathariw)
369 A god..wnsichtfull and sichtfull bedene. /bid. xxxvl,
{John Baptist) 331 pat quha hofine is..resa\vis Jjan ^e haly
gaste vHsichtfuIly. t Unsi'ghtily, OdV. Obs~° [Un-'
II.] Invisibly. fri44o Promp. Parv. 367/1 On-syghtyly,
invisibiliter.

Unsi ghtliness. (Un-i 12; cf. next.)

x6ix Florio, -S^arw/cssrt, ..vnhandsomnesse, ill-fauored-

nesse, vnsightHness. 1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. xiii. 54 The
unsight linesse of his person. 1648 Milton Observ. Peace
Ormond Wks. 1851 IV. 559 The unsightliness of such a
Ceremony. 1676 Wiseman Surgery i. xiv. 66 If the un-
sightliness and pain be in the Legs. 1845 Ford Handbk.
Spain 122 Time has healed the wounds of our ecclesiastical

ruins, but in Spain they lemain in all the unsightliness of
recent onslaught. 1874 MiCKLETHWAiTEj)/(?rf./*«r.C/i«rc/i«

35 The argument from their unsightliness is of no value.

Unsi'ghtly, a, [Un- l 7. Cf. MDu. onsicht{e)-

lijc, ~lic (Du. ^ onzichteiijk), invisible, ugly, ML(j.
tinsichtlik^ MtlG, misihtltk^'ikh invisible,] Un-
pleasing to the eye ; unhandsome, ugly.
In first quot. perhaps = * unable to see *.

a 1425 Cursor M. 6706 (Trin.), Who so smitej* out his
J>ra!les e^e And make|> him vnsi5tili5e {Gott. vnsihti for

to sie; Cott. vn-mighti for-to seie]. 1548 Udall Erasm.
Par, Luke xviii. 139 Beeyng a slouenly felowe and vn-
sightly in his geare. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad.
IL 59 The face woulde bee euill fauoured and vnsightly, if it

were hairy. x6^ Milton Conius 629 A small unsightly
root. But of divine eff'ect. X673 [R. Leigh] Transp. Re/u
82 They., betray their breeding by., an unsightly bow.
1757 W. WiLKiE Epigon, vi. 162 Now the place Unsightly
shrubs o'erspread. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 588 There., it

compresses hard The . . most unsightly bones. 1855 Prescott
Philip Hf I. iii. I. 34 The unsightly trophies of the heads
and limbs of numerous victims. 1892 Stevenson Across
the Plains vi, Vou can never have dwelt in a country more
unsightly than that part of Caithness.

b. Applied to immaterial things.

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 159 Good Sir, no more: these are
vnsightly trickes. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 76 Truth,.

.

whose first appearance to our eyes.. is more unsightly and
unplausible than many errors. 1787 Cowpkr Poet's N.
Year'sGift 8 To wish thee fairer is no need,., or more freed

From temper-flaws unsightly.^ x8io Wordsw. Ess. Epitaphs
p 6 The unsightly manner in which our monuments are
crowded together.

fUnsi-ghtly, adv, Obsr-^ [Un-I n.] In an
unsightly manner.
X726 Leoni AlbertVs Archit. 1. 5/1 No Building. .can be

placed more unsightly or inconveniently, than in a Valley.

t Unsi-ghty, «. Obs. [Un-1 7. Cf. MDu. <??/-

sichiich (obs. Du. onzichtig)^ MLG. unsichtich^

MHG. unsiktic, -ec (older G. unsichtig) invisible.]

a. Unsightly, b. Invisible,

13 . . Cursor M. 6706 (Gott.), Qua-so smytes vte his thrales
eye, And mas him vnsihti for to sie. c 1440 Promp, Parv.
367/1 On-syghty, invisibilis.

Unsi'gnable, n. (Un-' 7 b.) 1802 Canning Let. in
Diaries Ld, Malmesbu>y (1844) IV. g6, 1 commit the paper



TrNSIGNALIZED.

to your discretion. Ifsignable people should fall in your
vmy, or if unsignable,. .use it. Unsi'g^allzed, ppl. a.

(Un-* 8 a c.) [1775 Ash.) x8io Coleridge Friend 314 A
newly-invested Knight appearing with his blank unsignalized
Shield. Unsi-gnalled, ppi. a. (Un-» 8.) 1868 Geo.
Eliot S^. Gipsy 81 In haste He rushed unsignalled through
the corridor. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 40 An unsignalled
railway train. Unsi'gnatured,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1807
Brydces Censura Lit. III. 342 Such notes, .as appear un-
signatured at the bottom of the page. 1877 Blackie IVise

Men 338 Blind inorganic hinderment, mere man Unsigna-
tured, uncharactered.

Unsigned, ppl a. (Un-^ 8.)

1598 Chapman Hero ^ Leander iir. 148 She. .Tolde him
how poore was substance without rites, Like bils vnsignd.

1694 Lond, Gaz. Na 3017/^ All such Adventurers that took
out any Tickets, .(either signed or unsigned). 1740 Col.

Rec. Pennsylv. IV. 417 Bills .. unsignM by either [the

Governor or the Secretary]. 1753 Scots Mag: Inn. 47/2
Three unsigned letters were . . put into the posj-office. 1818

Combe Syntax^ Pictnrcsgjie xxv, On the wing there up-

wards sprung A flight of Dockets, who were join'd By dire

Certificates unsignd. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander* At Bay
viii, These lines were unsigned, and might be meant for any
one, as there was no address.

Unsi'gneted, />pl. a, (Un-' 8.) 1585 Reg;. Privy Couttcil

Scot. IV. 15 Be vertew of the saidis letters purchest be him
unsignetit. tUnsigni'ficancy. Obs. [UN-'i2j5b. Cf.

nexL] Insignificance. 1659 Heylin Anima^v. in Fuller

App. Inj. Inttoc. (1840) 501 But we shall see .. that the

activity of the next Convocation will make amends for the

silence and unsignificancy of this. i68s in 15/A Rep. Hist,

MSS. Comm. App. VIII. 133 The unsignificancie of the

militia.

ttJnsigni-jacant, a. Obs, [UN-i7and5b.
Cf. Unsignifying.] Not significant, unmeaning

;

insignificant. (Freq. c 1635-f 1665.)

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 643 Yet will they . . partici-

pate with them in a kinde ofvoice, not altogether inarticulate

and unsignificant. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. ^ Commw.
82 The Duke, .is but a voice unsignificant ; for the Senate

carrieth the sword. 1673 R. Allestree Ladies Calling \.

123 She . . is like . . to give but an unsignificant attendance at it.

Hence f TJnsigTiificantly adv. Obs.

X644 Milton Areofi. (Arb.) 74 The Temple of Janus.,
might now not unsignificantly be set open, a x66a Hevun
Laud (1668) 5 Which words had been impertinently, and
unsignificantly used.

Unsigni-ficative, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1664 H. More
Myst. Iniq. 227 They are not unsignifiaitive of that Wisdom
that is said to be more quick and moving then any motion.

Unsignified, />/.«. (Un-» 8.) [177S Ash.] 1809 Buck-
uinster in Biogr. Mem. (1831) \\ As to the . . most important
charge in the review, that of unsignified alterations.

trnsi-gnifying, //>/. a. (Un-i io.)

1665 J. Sergeant Sure Footittg%^. Ded.,They carry the

war out of the bounds of Science, .and transfer it to a kind
of Spatium Imaginarium of Fancy and unsignifying sounds,

111680 Glanvill in Disc.^ etc. (1681) 407 Such a Faith as

this is that which St. James writes so earnestly against, as

dead, and unsignifying (of it self alone) to the purpose of

Justification, xivj De Foe Syst. Magic i. iii. (1840) 65
Muttering over them some unsignifying significations. 1884

Encycl. Brit. XVII, 86/1 Atune is named generally after

someplace, as * York *, . .or by some other unsignifying word.

+ ITnsiie, v, Sc. [Un-2 3 + Sile z/.s] = Unseel v,

1628 Sir W. Mure Spirit. Hymn 220 He doth vnsyle the

eyes alone Of soules sincere.^ 1629— Tnie Crucifixe 32 The
Serpent oflTring . . to vnsile his sight.

Unsi-lenceable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1678 Lively Oracles iii. § 70. 279 How sadly will conscience

then revenge all its stifled admonitions b^ an unsilenceable

clamor. 1875 M. Arnold God 4- Bible iii. 131 The great,

standing, unsilenceable, unshaken witness. 1884 Harpers
Mag. Mar. 524/2 The winds moaned with unsilenceable grief.

Tlnsrlenced,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

i6is Chapman Odyss. Ep. Ded. xlvi, Singing their praises

in unsilenced story. x8a8 Miss Mitford Village%tx. in.

204 One, however, of his adversaries . . still remained un-

silenced. i86s Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xix, This un-
silenced haunting * If of fruitless regret.

Unsi'lent, a. [Un-' 7.] ? Causing a noise, notorious.

1597 Q. Eliz. in Nichols /"riJ^. (1805) III. B 7, More at this

time we will not write of this unsilent subjecte. Unsili'ci*

fied, /^/. a. (Un.' 8.) 1877 Huxley Anat. hiv, Anim. iii.

117 Silicious spicula, the majority of which., contain a fine

central canal filled with an unsilicified substance.

Unsilly, variant of Unseely a. Obs.

Unsilvered,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1772 Phil. Trans. LXII. loo The back-horizon-glass was
silvered,., the upper part being left unsilvered. 1x1853
Pereira Polarized Light (18^4) iij This combination of

Fresnel's rhomb and an unsilvered glass. 1895 Outing
XXVI. 397/1 The mirror.. has a small unsilvered spot in

the centre.

Unsimilar, a. (Un-1 7.)

Rarely used without preceding iiegative.

1768 Tucker Lt. of Nat. (1834)1. 274 It is not unsimilar
to a declaration of St. Paul's. 1804 Eugenia de Acton
Tale without Title II. 161 This speech, which . . was seriously
made upon an occasion not unsimilar, raised a laugh. 1863
Mrs. Oliphant Salem Chapel ii, They.

,
[were] much of an

age, and not unsimilar in worldly means.

TTnki'mple, a. (Uir-i 7, cf. MDu. onsimpeL)
1541 Copland Galyen's Terap. A ij b, For to a symple

dysease a symple healynge is due, and to a composed
dysease a healynge vnsymple. 01750 A. Hill Wks. (1753)
11. 374 Every thing is . . unsimple, that has foreign and
unnatural annexions. 1797 Lamb Let. to Coleridge 13 Feb.,
1 wonder you do not perceave . . something unsimple and
artificial in the expression, 'voiced a sad tale*. 1862 H.
Aiofe Carr ofCarrl. II. 230 The very unsimple manners of
the Englishlady (they could hardly be called affected, they
were so much a part of herselQ-

Unsimpli'city. (Un-' 12.) 1855 Kingslby Westw. Hot
vt. In his simple unsimplicity» and cunning foolishness.

Unsi'mulated, ///. a. (Un-"' 8.) 1840 De Quiscey Style

842

Wks. 1858 XI. 171 Ebullitions of absolute unsimulated

feeling. 1894 A. K. H. Boyd St. Andrews 126 To which
the driver replied, with unsimulated heartiness.

tlnsi-n, V. [UN- 2 4 b, 6 b,]

1. trans. To annul (a sin) by subsequent action,

i6a8 Feltham Resolves u. Ixxxix. 257 When a sinne is

past,griefe may lessen it, but not vnsinne it. 1670 Clarendon
Contempl, Ps. Tracts (1727) 593 They who . . observe the

other injunction of the prophet . . have unsinned their former

sins. 1705 J. DuNTON Life ^ Errors 405, I can't Un-Sin
the Errours of my past Life. 1868 Browning Ring <S- Bk,

IV. 285 The proper process of unsinning sin Is to begin

well-doing somehow else.

2. To free (a person) from being a sinner.

c 1629 Donne Serm. (1640) 645 Expeccabis ; and if in our

language, that were a word in use, it might be translated,
• Thou shalt un-sin me ', that is, look upon me as a man that

had never sinned.

3. To maintain or prove to be no sin; to divest

of the character of a sin.

1682 Southerne Loyal Brother v. i. Gifted Rogues, That
. .zealously, upon a fit of Conscience, Sin or Unsin Rebellion

to the Croud, a 1715 South Serm. IV. 123 He who defends

it {sc. a sinj, utterly denies its Guilt, and (as I may so speak)

absolutely unsins it.

XTnsince're, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

1. = Insincere (z. i : a. Of actions, etc.

1577 tr. Biillinger's Decades 566/1 The consideration of
the vnsincere feare of God. 1646 Hammond Death-bed
Repent. 62 Sure there is such a thing as unsincere resolution.

1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1720 I. 410 To act an unsincere
Part either in Friendship or in L,ove. 17x8 Freethinker
No. 83, An afiected, unsincere Humility towards God.

b. Of persons. Also absol.

1617 Hieron Wks. 1620 II. 155 Judas [was] an apostle, yet
what careth God for him, being vnsincere? 1664 H. More
Myst. Into. xxii. 85, I cannot pronounce any thing in the
behalf of tne unsincere, but that Hell it self is their portion.

1700 Congreve Way of World i. C i b, What, I warrant he's

unsincere, or 'tis some such Trifle. <r 1742 Shenstone ^S'tjw^',

*0n ev'ry tree' v, My friends.. Might well demand one
tender tear j For when was Damon unsincere ?

t2. = Insincere «. 2. Obs,

1664 Boyle Exper. touching Colours 197 The Light of a
Candle, .made unsincere, and . . Ting'd with a Yellow Colour.

x666 Drvden Ann. Mirab. ccix, But ah ! how unsincere are

all our Joys 1 1725 Pope Odyssey iv. 1060 O why, Penelope,
this causeless fear, To render sleep's soft blessings unsincere?

Hence Unsince'reness.
1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1720 I. 435 When the Dutch

should grow more impatient of the Slowness or Unsincere-
ness of their Allies Proceedings in the General Treaty,
Unsince'rely, adv. (Un-' n, 5 b.) c 1535 Harpsfield

Divorce Hen, VIII (Camden) 65 The adversaries, that . . have
so unfaithfully and unsincerely demeaned themselves. 1684
Pennsylv. Arch. I. 91 As unsincerely all along as I ha.ve

been dealt with.

t Unsince'rity. Obs. [Un-1 12 and 5 b.]

1, Impurity ; admixture. Cf. Insincerity i.

1668 Boyle Physiol. Ess. 108 A Spirit of Sea-Salt may
without any unsincerity be so prepar'd, as to dissolve the
body of crude Gold.

2. Lack of sincerity ; = Insincerity 2.

1646 Hammond Tracts 42 An argument of the unsincerity

of that contrition, 169a Norris Two Treat. Div. Light
I. 67 See the Inconsistency and Unsincerity of this Writer !

X707 Reflex, upon Ridicule (1717) 11. 189 All this opens a
prospect to the Bottom of their Hearts, and manifests their

Unsincerity.

Uusinew, v, [Un-2 6 b and 4.]

1. trans. To weaken the sinews of; to render

weak or feeble ; to enervate.

1598 Florio, Snernarey to vnsinew, to weaken ones bodie.

1639 Fuller Holy War v. xv. 255 It is not so much the
climate, as bad and unwholesome diet, ..which unsineweth
those Northern nations when they come into the South.

X64S Wither Vox Pacif. 119 This imprudencie will. -Your
bones unsinnew, and your joynts untie. 1693 Drvden
Pcrsius VI. 8g Now Toys and Trifles from their Athens
come, And Dates and Pepper have unsinnew'd Rome. 1845
Blackw. Mag. LVII. 781 Death unsinews the hand that

held her against the world.

b. fig. To weaken, enfeeble.

1509 Daniel Musoph. Wks. (1602) B iiij b, This skill ..

Vnsuiewes all your powres, vnmans you quite. 1609 G.
Benson Serm. 7 May 57 The want of this knowledge vn-

sinewes the powers of a man. 1697 Dryden JEneis Ded.
f 84 The affected purity of the French has unsinnewed their

heroic verse. 1744 Akenside Epistle to Curio 160 What
spells unsinew'd thy determin'd soul? x866 Lvtton Lost
Tales Miletus, Secret Way 16 The hold

^
Of a strong

phantasy, which, night and day,.. unsinews life.

2. (See quot.)

1753 Chambers^ Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Sinew, To unsinew a
horse,.. is to cut the two tendons on the side of the head,
about five inches under the eyes.

nnsi'uewed, ppL a, [f. prec. or Un-1 g,]

Not furnished with sinews ; not sinewy or strong

;

weakened in sinews, enfeebled.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Form. S iij, The seconde
intencyon is accomplysshed by bote yron in vnsynewed
places.. and by corosyues, in meane places. 1615 Daniel
Hymen's Tri. 11. i, Those vnsinewed amorous heardsmen.
1678 Drvden All for Love i. i. Can any Roman see and
know him now,.. Unbent, unsinew'd, made a woman's toy?
1861 W. Lancaster /'r^/^nVa 116 (Did brand, art shamed
with my unsinew'd gripe? 187a R. W. Buchanan St. Abe
II. V, As each Saint sank unsmew'd. In his arm-chair he
continued :

' Goodman Jones ' [etc.).

b. fig. (Cf. prec. I b.)

i6oa SiiAKS. Ham. iv. vii. 10 O for two speciall Reasons,
Which may to you (perhaps) seeme much vnsinnowed, And
yet to me they are strong. 1643 Lane. Tracts Civil War
(Chetham Soc.) i6g From him I must expect an unsinewed

tmSISTBRED.
and faithles agreement. 1683 Dkvdkn (& Soame) tr.

Boileau's Art Poetry in. 189 Without these Ornaments
before our Eyes, Th' unsinew'd Poem languishes. 1746
Francis tr. Horace^ Sat. 11. i. 3 My Lines are weak, un-
sinew'd, others say.

Unsinewy, a. (UN-I7 and 5 b.)
1622 J. Havwabd Davicts Tears To Rdr. A 8 Some other

form-lesse vnsinewie writings. 1641 Earl Monm. tr. BiondCs
Civil Wars Ep. Ded., 1 doe not praise the soft unsinnowy
goodnesse of Henry the sixth, a 1658 Cleveland Poems,
Agst. Ale iv, May Bards that drink thee, write a small,
Unsubslanc'd Line pedantical, Unsinewy, aenigmatical.

Unsi-nfol, a. (Un-i 7.)
1598 Florio, fmpeccabile, that cannot sin, . . vnsinfull. i68i

Baxter Atisw. Dodwell iii. 22 They may command any
unsinful thing, and excommunicate him that doth not obey.
1767 CowpER Lett. (186^) 94 They who are his servants here,
shall pay him an unsinful obedience for ever. 1893 A.
Whvte Bunyan Char. Ser. i. i. 6 Our Lord made His own
unselfish and unsinful will to bow to silence and to praise
before the holy will of His Father.

Hence Unsi'nftilness.
1598 Florio, Impeccabiliia, vnsinfulnes, puritie. 1681

Baxter Answ, Dodwell iii. 22 One that knoweth the unsin-
fulness of all things in the world that are such.

Unsi'nfully, adv. (Un-1 ii. Cf. prec.)

£1400 Apol. Loll. 15 No creature mai do iustli,. .perfitly,

vnsinrully,..ani )>ing, not but if God wirk |>at ^ing hi him.
1627 Sanderson Setyn. I. 265 He did it unwittingly, and
therefore, .unsinfully, 3^ to that species of sin. 1862 T. A.
Trollope Marietta 1. 11. 30 No usance could be unsinfully

received.

Unsi'ng, v. (Un-' 3.) 1701 De Foe True born Eng. \\.

242 They soon their New Deliverer Despise ;. .Unsing their

Thanks, and pull their Trophies down. 1876 H. Gardner
Sunflowers^ Rose Garden 21 A thought once thought is

never unthought, Or a melody sung unsung ! Un^'ng-
able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1882 Athensenm 4 Feb. 153/2 The
lyrics throughout the volume are as unlike songs—as * un-

singable ' and unlyrical—as ever.

XTnsi'Uged, />//. a. [Un-1 8. Cf. Du. on-

gezengd.'\ Not singed ; untouched by fire.

XS99 (see Unseared]. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep,
VII. X. 358 He was cast into a Cauldron of burning oyfe,

and came out againe unsJnged. 1697 Drvden jEneis xi.

1158 By thee protected, with our naked soles. Through
flames unsinged we march. 1737 Earl Orrery Let. to

Swift 15 Mar., Let the thunder burst where it will, so that

you are safe, and unsinged. 1755 Doddridge ^ Let Jacob*
IV, Then let the fires their rage display, . . Unburnt, unsinged,

He leads them through. 1834 T. Moore in Walpole Life

Ld. y. Russell (1S89) I. 203 You at least come safe and
unsinged out of the furnace, a 1850 Bryant Medit. Rhode
/si. Coal 54 That men might to thy inner caves retire, And
there, unsinged, abide the day of fire.

Unsi'ngled, ///. a. (Un*' 8.) 1697 Drvden ^neis iv.

221 The Stags, a trembling Train In Herds unsingl'd, scour

the dusty Plain. Unsi'ngleness. (Un-' 12.) a 1658

Durham Comm. Rev. (1660) i8g Sinfull defects, and un-

singlenesse and want of zeal.

Unsinkabi-lity. (Un-1 12. Cf. next.)

1865 Times ii Mar. 8/6 He, too, puts speed first of all..,

and armour-plating or ' unsinkability ' nowhere. 1891 Naut.
Mag. Mar. 236 The unsinkability of cargo-carrying vessels.

trnsinkable, a. (Un- » 7 b.)

Also, in recent use (1912), unsinhableness.

1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv. Index p. ij. An unsink-

able Ship. i86x Times 10 July, Unsinkable Iron Shii)s.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 62 Unsinkable Suits for

Fishermen.

Trnsi-nkiiig,///. a, (Un-1 io.)

Also, in recent use (1920), unsinkingly.

1705 Addison Italy 191 All the dewy Strand Lyes cover'd

with a smooth, unsinkmg Sand. 18x6 J. Wilson City of
Plague 1. iii. 38 Let me walk the waves of this wild world

Through faith unsinking. 1821 Bvkon Cain iii. i. 529 Oh 1

thou.. whose unsinking Blood darkens earth and heaven !

1823 Mrs. Hemans Siege Valencia ii. 429 Enough of woe..
For man to bear, unsinking.

Unsi*nnable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1570 Foxe A. <V M. (ed. 2)

2059/2 By that power or authority he is not become vnsinne-

able. 161Z R. Sheldon Sertu. St. Martin's 57 It was
impeccable, vnsinneable, and not capable of any the lest

spot of sinne. Unsi-nnlng, vbl. sb. (See Unsin j', 2.)

CX629 Donne Serm. (1640) 645 It is only this expeccation,

this unsinning, this taking away of sins formerly committed,

that restores me. x68x J. Scott Chr. Life i. iv. 471 Till by
an actual unsinning and Revocation of the Facts, we have
totally cross 'd and discharged them.

Unsi-nning, ///- a. (Un-1 io.)

C1375 Sc. Leg- Saints xv'i. (Magdalene) 34 Mare loy is

With angelis. .Ufa synful, pennance dowand, pane nyne &
nynte vnsynnand. 1642 Milton Apd. Smect. 23 To expell

quite the unsinning predominance of his anger. ax68o
Charnock Attrib. God (1834) II. 652 Above the unsinning

angels, and perfectly renewed spirits in glory. X705 Stan-

hope Paraphr. II. 352 That First Covenant .. promised

Immortality to unsinning Obedience. 1760-72 H. Brooke
Fool of Qual. (1809) HI. 31 In compassion to Adam, and..

to his yet unsinning progeny. 1837 Lytton Athens II. 567

Great Jove ! a grateful spectacle—if thus May it be said

unsinning. 187a Bushnell Serm. Living Subjects 419 He
chooses this most passive, most unsinning, unoffending

creature.

Unsiphon, v. [Un-I* 5, 7.] trans. To deprive

of the function of a siphon. Hence Unsi-phoned
ppl. a.

1878 J. A. Russell Sanitary Houses 19 Traps may be

unsiphoned by a body of water coming down the soil pipe, .

.

making suction behind it. X884 E. F. Willoughbv Hygiene
v. 194 This simple.. preventative of unsyphoning is..iitile

appreciated. 1894 Times 20 Feb. 3/6 The unsyphoned traps

. .of the waterclosets.

Unsi'ster, v. (Un-* 6 b.) 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 1. 1,

There will be plenty to sunder and unsister them again.

Unsi'stered, V/''. «• (Un-' 8.) 1738 G. Lillo Marina
11. i, I vow'd. .That all unsister'd shou'd this heu of mine



UNSISTEBLINESS.
Remain till she were marry'd, i860 O. W. Holmes Prof.
Break/.'t. x, A lonely and unsistered creature. Unsi's-
terliness. (Un-' 12.) 1748 Richardson Clarissa 1. 296
Don't let me be surprized at your seeming unsisterliness.

1879 Stevknson Edinburgh iv, 16 Never did four walls
look down upon an uglier spectacle than these sisters rival-

ling ill unsisterliness. '

tTnsi'sterly, a. (Uk-1 7. CLDn.onzusUr-
lijk, Sw. osysterlig.)

1747 Richardson Clarissa (i5ii) I. g6 Your Bell's un-
sisterly behaviour, c 1815 Jane Austen Persuas. vi, Mary
was not so repulsive and unsisterly as Elizabeth, 1860
W. S. Hayward Beautiful Demon 103 You wrong me,
Regina. It is cruel, it is unsisterly of you.

+ Unsi'sting,/i^/.a. (Of doubtful meaning.) 1603SHAKS.
Meas.for M. iv. it. 92 That spirit's possest with hast, That
wounds th' vnsisting \Fol. 4 insisting] Posteme with these
strokes, Unsi-tten,///. a. (Un-' 8 b. Cf. Sit v. 31 b.)

1611 A. Standish Commons Compl. zo If they finde any
[wild ducks'] egges therein that be vnsitten.

t Unsi-tting, ///. ^. Obs. [Un-1 io.] Un-
becoming, unfitting. (Common c 1390-1550.)
Freq. in later eds. misread or misprinted as unfitting : cf.

the note to Unfitting.
C1390 Chaucer Trains n. 307 Were it t>yng l»at me

t>oughte vnsittynge To yow nold I no suche tales brynge,
1390 GowER Couf III. 143 It were an unsiitende thing,
c Z4ia HoccLE\ K De Reg. Princ. 2361 pat vn-to hygh degre,
Vnsittynge is to swere in any wise. 1456 T. Beckington
Corr. (Rollsi II. 144 The unsittyng, unleful, and unlawful
quarell, 1533 More Afiol. xii. Wks. 872/1 The priestes
agaynste laye people .. haue vsed..to speake vnsyttyng
woordes. 1567 Turbf.rv. Epit.^ etc. 91 Vlysses wiues re-

nowne Unsitting is for hir whose loue endureth but a
stowne. 1585 HoLiNSHED Descr, Scotl. Ded., It is much
vnsitting for him that professeth Diuinitie, to applie his
time any otherwise.

Hence f Unsi'ttlng-ly adv. Obs,
c 14x2 HoccLEVE De Reg, Princ. 2349 As heM custumably

Clappitli and ianglith . . Moot othir while speke vnsittyngly,
ibia. 3639^ Fresche apparaile and herte leccherous Unsit-
tynly ben in a Prince ioynt. 1476 Paston Lett. III. 153 It
was nott thowgbt..that I dalt onkynd!yoronsyttyngly,buc
that I was moor onresonably dalte with.

XJnsi zeable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

1 1. Unequal in size ; not of the proper or exact
size. Obs.

1653 Blithe Eng. Improver Impr. 19;^ Make your Horses
and Oxenas equall as youcan possibly; iftheybeunsizeable,
your highest draw up your lowest, and your lowest draw
down the highest. 1678 Moxon MecJu Exerc. v. 78 [Do
not let] the edge of your Hatchet cut too deep into the
stuff, lest you.. spoil your stuff by making it unsizeable.

1704 Loud. Gas. No. 3888/3 The 35 Tun of unsizeable and
crackt Brass Ordance. 1716 B. Church Nist. P/iilip's l^ar
(1867) II. 26 Bullets,. so unsizeable that some of them were
forcd to make slugs while they were ingag'd.

2. Of excessive size ; too large or bulky. Obs.
x6^ Fryer Acc. E. India ^ P. g A.n unsizeable Sword to

their Backs. Ibid. 162, I was made at by an unsizable
Snake. 17x0 Tatter No. 241 F 3, I am not without hopes,
that by this method I shall bring some unsizable friends of
mine into shape and breadth, 1736 T. Prince Ckron. Hist.
New Eng. I. 250 If I now proceed to the End of this Second
Section, .it will make the First Volume too unsizeable. .

y^- *755 PiTr in Anecd (i8io) I. xii. 202 This unsizable
project, impracticable and desperate as it is,.. will., bring
bankruptcy upon Great Britain. 1759 Franklin Ess. Wks.
1840 III. 529 And who or what are these proprietaries? In
the province, unsizable subjects and unsufficient lords.

3. Not grown to a proper size ; immature.
1746 R. Griffiths Ess. Conservacy Thames 52 [They]

annually destroy infinite Numbers of unsizeable Smelts.
X7S9 Act 33 Geo. //, c. 37 § 13 Any Spawn, Fry» or
Brood of Fish, or any unsizeable Fish, or any Fish out of
Season. 1833 J. Cornish in Rep. Sel. Comm. Brit. Channel
Fisheries 148 Millions of young and unsizeable fish. 1887
Fieldi^ Dec. 953/2 The keepers are .. instructed to. .prose-
cute the possessors of unsizeable pike.

Hence Unsi'zeableness.
1746 Land. Ma^. 324 Diversity of Weapons . . , Unsizeable-

ness of the Men, and Want of. . Discipline in their Officers.

Unsized, ppL a.^ [Un- l 8 + Size z/.i]

fl. =Unassized, Obs,"^
1613 Southampton Court Leet Rec. (1907) iii. -169 Having

made view of vnsissed bread in the markett [and] findinge.

.

howshold Loaves of no assize.

2. Not made of an exact size or fit ; not formed
or sorted into sizes.

J700 CoNGREVE Way of World iv. I 3, I must have been
let out and piec'd in the sides like an unsiz'd Camlet. 1857
Local Act 20 9f 21 Vict, c. 141 Sched. (C), Slates.. Unsized
Rag, Half Rag, Queen or sized Rag. 1877 Raymond
Statist. Mines <j- Mining 426 Several tests made in con-
centrating unsized ore.

Unsized,///, rt.2 [Un-1 8 + Size z/.2] Not
treated witii size.

17^ KiRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. a) I. 461 Filtres formed of
unsized paper. 1837 Faraday Chem. Manip. ix. 235 The
thinner varieties of unsized paper, or white blotting-paper,
1888 JACOBi Printers' Vocal'., Unsized paper, paper made
entirely without size, and consequently very absorbent and
ad.ipted for plate printing.

Unske-tchable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) xSgi Curtis mie Notes
213 Sun'iry veiled spectres were sketching the unsketchable.

Unskilful, «. [Uv-i 7.]

1 1. Unreasunable. Obs.

£ 1370 Lay Folks'" Catech. (L.) 1342 Glotony..is an vn-
skylful lykyng or loue in tast or tastynge of mete or drynke.
1377 Langi,, p. pi. B. XIII. 277 Of vnboxome speche, ..of
scoffyng and of vnskilful ber>'nge. c 1400 Pilgr. Sorvle
(Caxton) I. XXX. {1859) 34 They shold serue theyr creatour..
with resonable werkesdoyng, and vnskylful werkesforbering.
£"1491 Cknst. Goddes Chyld. fCaxton) 25 Her rest was full

short by cause it was unskitfull and also unlefulL

343

t b. Undisceming ; unwise, foolish. Obs, rare,

<:i374 Chaucer Troylus i. 790, I may not endure Jjat

l70w dwelle In so vnskilful \v.r, onskylful] an opynyoun.

^1449 Pecock Repr. 111. xix. 413 But that this seiyng is

vnskilful may be schewid thus. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

30 Robert Losaunge that, .by the gift of a thousand pound
to the King, was made Bishop of Thetforde, repented him
after, and bewayled that vnskilfull deede.

1 2. a. Ignorant of propriety. Obs.—'^

c X475 RaufCoil^ear 159 Schir, thow art vnskilfull, . .Thow
byrd to haue nurtour aneuch, and thow hes nane.

t b. Ignorant of something. Also with inf. or

dependent clause. Obs.
«i547 Surrey Mtieis 11. 493 Striken with dred, vnskilfull

of the place. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 106 111 huswife

vnskilful to make hir owne chees. 1600 Holland Lwy
XXII. xxxi. 451 They fell unadvisedly into an ambush, and

being unskilfull of the countrie, . . they were soon enclosed

among many. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 32 Unskilful with

what words to pray, let mee Interpret for him.

3. Lacking in skill ; inexpert.

1565 GoLDiNG Caisar 32 The whyche pollicie, though it

hadde taken place agaynst sauage and vnskylfull people,

yet was not Ariouistus so folysh to loke that it should pre-

uaile against cure army too. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 15

The father an vnthrift, what hope to the sonne? The ruler

vnskilfull, how quickly vndonne? 1617 Moryson Itin. 11.

49 At his first entering the gouernment, when he was yet

vnskilfull in the affaires of that State. 1639 in Vertiey Mem.
(1907) I. 183 Ther was never soe Rawe, soe unskilfull and
soe unwilling an Army brought to fight. 1709 Berkeley
Tk. Vision § 12 Those unskilful in optics. 1765 Museum
Rust. IV. 460 This operation is nice, and may provedangerous
in unskilful hands. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story
vi. He was not unskilful at this kind of exercise. 1867
M. E. G. Duff in N. Brit. Rev. XLVII. 484 The attempts
of the foreign evangelizers may often be unskilful enough.
aisol. 1565 Cooper Tliesaurus, Imperitum vulgus, the

ignorant, rude, or vnskilfull. c 1580 [see Void v, n]. 1613

B. JoNSON Alch. To Rdr., It is onely the disease of the vn-

skilfull to thinke rude things greater then poHsh'd. 1726
Leoni AlberiCs Archit, III. 12 b, It hardly happens, .that

what delights the Judges, shou'd at the same time strike

the Unskilful. 176a Falconer Shi/nur. 11. 251 The gallant

boatswain., Prompt to direct the unskilful still appears.

transf. 1687 P. Ayres To Dryden 15 Could my unskilful

pen augment his fame.

b. Displaying lack of skill ; clumsy,
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia i. ix, No more. .then.. the diligent

Pilot in a daungerous tempest doth attend the unskilful

words of a passinger. 16x4 Latham Falconry 11. vii. 94^ Such
Hawkes haue beene euelly ordered, and continued in vn*
cleane and vnskilfull keeping. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. in.

xxxii. 195 When it seemeth so, the fault is either in our
unskilfull Interpretation, or erroneous Ratiocination. 1737
Glover Leonidas iii. 250 Assyria's sons Their brazen helms
di.splay, th' unskilful work Of rude Barbarians. 1798 Lamb
/?. Gray xiii, His wounds by unskilful treatment had been
brought to a dangerous crisis. 1831 James Phil. Augustus
I. vii, De Coucy. .took the instrument, over the strings of
which he threw his hand, in a bold but not unskilful manner.

Unskilfully, fl^z*. [Un-1 n.]
fl. Unreasonably; without good reason; to an

unreasonable extent. Obs,

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 152 pe kyng..sald he was
redy, J>e testament to futfille of kyng William, & J?at his

men fuUe ille vnskilfuily nam. 1387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls)

IV. 433 5if it is good to lyve, it is sacrelegy to forsake it

unskilfulliche. C1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr.{igoS) 147 We
haue ensaumple that we schulle not lette to do gode werkes
for occasioun ofsclaundre vnskilfuily taken of othere. a 1470
H. Parker Dives 4- Pauper (W. de W. 1496) iv. xxv. 192/2
We sholde loue all men.. with drede to offende them un-
skylfully.

1 2. Without discernment ; foolishly ; ignornntly.

1340-70 Alex. 9f Ditid. 871 For almus-dede do 50 non as
5e demen alle, But skarsete & skaj>e vn.skilfully fonden.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 251 Tarquinus made unskilfully A
werre . . Ayein a loun with walles stronge. c 1460 G. Ashby
Dicta Philos. 1211 He wol. .euery thinge determen wilfully,

Ayenste Reason, 8: eke vnskilfuily. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus
s.v. Inscienter^ Thei sayde he did vnskilfuily. 1603 Shaks.
Meas.for M. in. li, 156 Therefore you speake vnskilfuily:

or, if your knowledge bee more, it is much darkned in your
malice.

3. In an unskilful manner ; inexpertly.

1563 Cooper Thesaurus^ Imperite, vnexpertly, vnskilfuily,
vnlearnedly. 1664 H. More Myst. Imq. 496 Upon which
Gro'tius doth freely and not unskilfully comment after this

manner. 16815 Boyle Euq. Notion Nat. vii. z66 To clear
all those unskilfully framed axioms and phrases, I found to

be so intricate a task [etc.]. 1735 Johnson Lobo*s Abys-
sinia, Voy, v. 29 One [of the muskets] being unskillfully

charged too high, flew out of the Soldier's Hand. 1768-74
Tucker Lt.of Nat. (1834) II. 381 That it is highly blasphe-
mous, .to imagine that God should have contrived His order
of second causes so unskilfully. 1848 Miss Mitford in

L'Estrange Life tiZ^o) III. xii. 213 The story is very un-
skilfully told, with an entire want of dramatic power. 1883
Law Tintes Rep. 1,111. 325/2 The defendant .. negligently
and unskilfully navigated.. the said vessel.

Unski-lfTdness. [Un-1 12.] The quality
of being imskilfnl; inexpert ness, f ignorance.
<:i4io Lanterne Li^t 115 God forbedi^ he vnleful takyng

of opir menncs goodis & so..refreyneb t>e vnskilfulnes of
mannes dede. 1544 Betham Precepts i. ccii, Theyr vnskylful-
nes^e is the great destruction of the whole hoste, when they
knowe not howe for to kepe theyr arraye. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. IT iiij, In consideration of the gatherers vn-
skilfulnesse. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage {1614) 399 They
double their numbers at foure, as we doe at ten, through
vnskilfulnesse in numbring. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 231
Hence we are obliged not to impose upon any Man's
ienorance or unskilfulness. 1748 Anson's Voyage ii. x. 242

j

The indolence and unskilfulness of the Spanish sailors.

I 1776 Gibbon Decl. ^ F. vi. (1782) 1. 193 The siege. ,wa« pro-
1 practed to the tenth year . . by the unskilfulness of the

UNSKILWISELY.
besiegers. 1828 Lytton Pelham III. xi, Tyrrell, who
believed he should readily recruit himself by my unskilful,
ness in the game, fell easily into the snare. 1869 Dk,
Akgyle Primeval Man 111, loo This.. may be due to the
unskilfulness of early art.

Unski-ll. [Un-1 12 and 4 b. Cf. ON. and
Icel. iiskiiy oskil (Norw. dial, tiskil, etc., MSw.
oskialj etc., Sw. oskcil^ MDa. uskxl, Da. uskel, in
sense i or i b).]

1 1. Improper or foolish conduct ; folly ; wrong-
doing ; wrong. Obs,
c 1175 Lainb. Horn. 65 Lauerd for5ef us ure unskile, and

alswa we alle o3re wile, c 1375 XI Pains Hell 58 in O. E.
Misc. 148 [He] >at. .nolde leten his fleysses wil, Ac folewede
al >at wes vnskil. c 1300 Cursor M. 201 How luus wit \>er
gret vnschill Wend his vprisyng to dill. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synne 8798 5yf ^ou dedyst euer bat vnlawe,..pou
hast synned yn moche vnskyl. c 1420 Sir Amadace
(Camden) Ixvii, I wille do the no vnskille, Ihou schalt dele
hit atte thi wille, The godus that here now is. aisooRatis
Ravifig 1. 1033 Bot always serf hyme elyk, . . Hot gif he do the
al wnskill.

\ b. Want of reason ; unreasonableness. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 415 If we taken hede to >ingis

bat touchen |>is staat, we moun fynde fulli unskil in ech of
hem. a 1500 Ratis Raving i. 1269 It louis weill to leif be
wyll, And callis resone oft vnskiU.

1 2. With tinskill : a. Wrongly, wrongfully, im-
properly. (Also with (7/.) Obs.
c laoo Ormin 427 Swa we don itt wihl> unnskill patt itt maj?

anngrenn ojire. c 1250 Gen. ^- Ex. 3506 Ne slo 3u no3t wio
bond ne wil, Ne rend, ne beat no^t wi3 vn-skil. c 1330 R,
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12643 5if y ha lore hit at vn-
skyle, Y schal hit wynne eft when God wyle. c 1330 King
of Tars 712 So long i wis hit is agon, I have ilived in prison
of ston, With wrong and muchel unskille.

f b. Unreasonably, excessively. (Also with /iV/,

to.') Obs.
c X220 Bestiary 433 He bit us don ure bukes wille, eten

and drinken wi3 unskil, axyyo Cursor M. 26991 Hop es
god at bald wit houe, Bot til {Fnirf. to] vnskil noght worth
agloue. 13.. Guy Warw. 514 After J>e hete me come^ a
chele, pat me greuet> wij? vn-skele.

3. Lack of skill ; inexpertness
; t ignorance {of

something). Now arch.

1565 Martial in Harding Answ. io M. Ivelle's Challenge
A 3 b, Where the faultes of the printers be infinite for the
vnskill of the language. 1576 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 293
I.. doe preferre plaine vnskill and ignorance, before vaine
lying and presumptuous arrogance. jsgjB Sylvestfr Dn
Bartas II. i. I. Eden 276 That even light l-'irrhon's wavering
fantasies Reave him the skill his un-.skill to agnize. 1611
Florid, Inarte, vnartnesse, ignorance, vnskill. 1905 J.
Brierlf.y Eternal Relig. 100 Hence more and more the
idea will_ prevail that ignorance, unskill in things,.. is in
itself a kind of lower morality.

Unskilled,///. a. [Un-i S.]

1. Not skilled or expert in something ; ignorant

of; untrained or nnable to.

1581 T. Howell Denises H iv, Thus harte to faine vn-
skilde, in being whole is broke. 1612 13r.^yton Poly-olb. iv.

174 In fing'ring some unskill'd, but only us'd to sing Unto
the other's harp. 1693 Dryden Persius in. 63 Down goes
the Wretch at once, unskill'd lo swim. 1717 Pope Iliad ix.

568 Thy youth as then in sage debates unskill'd. 1713 —
Odyss. IV. 1021 Thus he [spoke], unskill'd of what the Fates
provide I 1791 Cowper Iliad v, 77 Unskill'd to spell aright
The oracles predictive of the woe. 1823 Mrs. Hkmans
Vespers ofPalermo ni. v, If in this unskill'd, you stand alone
Amidst our court of pleasure. 1863 H. Cox Instil, i. viii,

123 The members of the committee are usually unskilled in
the rules of evidence.

b. Without const.

X693 Prior To Ctess of Exeter 3 Unskill'd and young,
yet something still I writ, Of Ca'ndish Beauty join'd to
Cecil's Wit. a 1749 A. Hill Epilogue 20 The world's wide
stage.. Sees some act nobly, others play unskill'd. 1818
Shelley Rosal. ff Helen 1066 An unskilled hand, .had the
marble warmed With that pathetic life. 1856 Kane Arct.
Expl. II. ^4 Butter, .melted from salt beef;..ihe unskilled
might call it tallow. 1871 Jowett Plato I. 154 None of us
unskilled individuals can. become physicians.

C. spec. Not skilled in some handicraft; devoid
of technical training.

1851 Mavhew Loudon Labour II. 323/1 With unskilled
labourers it is otherwise. 1856 Froude Hist. Eiig. 1. 4 Any
able-bodied unskilled labourer earns as soon as he has
arrived at man's estate.

2. Not involving or requiring skill ; displaying

lack of skill.

1833 Ht. Martineau Tale of Tyne i. 8 All works of tillage

havebeen mixed up together under the name of unskilled
labour. 1849 G. Ticknor iSj*(2«. Lit. 1. 109 If theirunskilled

verses were preserved at all. 1869 Froude Short Stud,

(1871) 337 Take the lowest and most unskilled labour of all,

that of the peasant in the field.

tUnskiily, a*/?'. [Un-' ii.] Unskilfully. 1648 Hkxham
II, Hoetelen^ to doe a thing unskilly,..to Bungle. 1658 tr.

Ussher'sAnn. i42WhichAriemon the Engineer, Ephorus the
Historian doth unskilly confound with Artcmon Periphrestis.

+ Unskilwise, « Obs. [Un- i
7.]

1. Irrational ; not endowed with reason,

c 1340 Hampole Pr, Consc. 166 t>at man pat. .lyves als an
unscylwys best, pat nother has skil, witt,nemynde. ?«I375
Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 63 For Jjou. gafe hym lorde*

chipe and powere Abowen all ojjer vnskillwise creatures sere.

2. Unreasonable, excessive.
a 1J40 Hampole Psalter Ixxxv. 10, I . ioy in h^ wijjouten

vnscilwis sikirnes. a 1350 St. Barihol. 367 in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. (1881) 123 pai gaf him many unskilwis scorn.

1357 ^^y Folks Catech. (T.) 493 Glotony . . is ane unskilwise
likyng, or loue, In taste, or in takyng of mete and of drynk.
So t TTnski'lwisely adv. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19149 Es it. .resun Jjat we Calanged for



UNSEIMMEB. 844 UNSLUICE
UT gode dede be? Vn-skilwisH han can yee blam. a 1340
Hamfole Psalter xxxv, 7 Men, )?at litis rightwisly, and. .ill

men, |>at lifis vnscilwisly.

Unski-mmed,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Ckimrg, IVks. xxiv. vi. 891 A
certaine tbinne skinne..like unto that. .over vnscimmed
milke. 1687, Montague & Prior Hind ^ P. Transz: 12

He..could not on a sudden Knead up with unskim'd Milk
this Reas'ning Pudding. 0x732 Lisle Husb. (1757) 275
They wean them with unskimmed cow's-milk. 1858 Flint
MiU'h Coivs 309 Sweet milk cheese is made of the unskim-
med milk. 1894 Westnt. Gaz. 20 April 8, 1 The milk.. is

\'ery often skimmed, and the skimmed milk mixed with un-

skimmed.

XJnski'n, v, [Un-- 4.] trans. To divest of

skin ; to flay. Also^^.
1598 Florio, Discotennaret to flea, to vnskin. a i6$i

Brome New Acad. iv. ii, Tie.. not only unmask, but unskin

her face too. 1655 Moufkt & Bennet Health's Imfirov.

XXX. 378 Flaying and unskinning themselves as it were of
reasons robe.

Uuski'iined, ///. ^*^ [Un-2 8, or f. prec]

Stripped of the skin.

1607 Markhah Cave!, vii. 63 Then casting that powder
vpon any vnskinde part, it will presently bring on the skinne

againe. 1790 J. Williams Shrive Tues, 24 Deal out con-

tumely with dread . . , Nor make that ulcerous that's scarce

unskin n'd.

Unski-nned, ///. a.^ [Un-1 8.] Not having

the skin taken off.

[1775 Ash.] i88a }. F. S. Gordon Prov, Moray \. 36 Un-
skinned peas boiled into a soup were also a favouritedish.

18^ Daily Neivs 7 June 8/3 They thrcv the unskinned
animal on the embers.
Unski'rmished, ///. a. (Un-^ 8c.) 1617 Dravton

Agincourt 24 And more then this, his lourneyes to fore-

slowe He scarce one day vnskirmish'd with doth goe. Un«
Ski-rted, ;*//. rt. (Un.> 8.) [i775 Ash.] \2^Cot,9f Ind.

Ex/lib., CataL Exhibits NS. Wales (ed, 3) 93 Wool,.. Six
unskirted fleeces off prize ewes.

Unsla ck, a. (Un-* 7. Cf. OE, unsleac^ unsixc.) i6aa
Wither Pkilarete 07 b, Thy ioynts are yet nimble, thy
sinnewes vnslacke.

Unslacked, ppl a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Unslackened, unrelaxed.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 2^b, God is mooued and mollified

. . with often, and vnslacked intercessions. 1848 Aird Herod.
^ Azata I. i, Still their \sc. lions'] fronts were racked With
lust of blood, their forms were still unslacked.

2. Of lime: (see Slacked ///. a. 2).

1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Advts, fr. Parnass. i.

xxl. (1674) 22 Tyrannies are laid with.. the unslackt Lime
of. .injustice. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 286 Unslackt or
Quick Lime. 1760 Brown Compi. Farmer ii, 17 Unslacked
lime beat to powder. i8o8 Phil. Trans. XCVIIL 346 They
..were in the highly caustic or unslacked state. ^x86o H.
Stuart SeamatCs Catech. 63 Neither should unslacked
lime, .be allowed below.

3. Of thirst, etc. : Not slacked.

1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. in. iv. With throat unslack'd
(1805 unslaked], with Wack lips bak'd Ne could we laugh,
ne wail.

Unsla'ckened,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1770 Glover Leonidas (ed. 5) vi. 418 They well may keep
the field, Who with unslaken'd [177a unslacken'd] nerves en-
dur'd that day. 1844 Mrs. Browning 5'(j«/i.,/'a//V«i:tf 7 Ocean
girds Unslackened the dry land, 1870 Daily Ne^vs 23 Apr.,
He drove down a narrow road . . followed by the waggon and
horses with unslackened speed. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood '

Mifter's Right xlti,Still the quartz-crushing machine .. went
thundering on. .unchecked, unslackened.

Unsla ckening, ppi- a. (Un-1 io.)

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) L 628 To turn his steps
into the way that..unslackening prudence would have led,

1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 85 (1794) I IL 371 After an
unslackening course of. .fasting, mortification, and watch-
fulness. 1836 Keble in Lyra Apost, (1849) 18 Faster each
hour, on Time's unslackening gale, The dreaming world
drives on. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. i. xi. § i There is no ob«
stacle to an increase ofproduction . . ofunslackening rapidity.

Unslain, ppL a, [Un-1 8 b. Cf. ON. and
Icel. usleginn in sense 2, MSw, ostaghin in sense i,

S'-v. oslagen in sense 3.]

1. Not put to death; not killed.

e 1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1332 Do wur5 abraham fri^ti fa^en, for
ysaac bi-leaf un-sla^en. 13. . Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 1858 My3[t]
he haf slypped to be vn.slayn, |>e slejt were noble, c 1400
Laitd Troy Bk. 18250 Prest, ne clerk,.. Leffte the Gregais
non vn-sclayn. X470-85 Malory ^rM«r x. lix. 515, 1 shalle
be with yow by that day yf I he vnslayne or vnmaymed.
a 1533 Ld. Bernrrs Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. ii. (1535) loi b,

They leaue no cattayle vnslayne, no gardeyne vnrobbed.
I5S5 Phaer /Eneidiii. (1558) F iiij, Saue of Troy this last
remayne, The teauinges of Achilles wyld and Grekes abiectes
onslayne. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib, i. ix. (1821) 117 The
rest which were unslaine, returned into the Castle, a 1661
HoLVDAV Juvenal (1673) 187 To Ceres's son-in-law few
kings descend Unslain. 17x5 Tickrll Hiad 1. 112 Nor does
the god complain Of vows withheld or hecatombs unslain.

fig. CI4W Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1972 3 deth!..hts
hy vertu astertith Vnslayn fro be. 1674 R. Godfrey /«/.
Sr Ab. Physic 8 Spurious Mercurial [remedies], and ill-made
Antiroonial ones, that.. have the Mercury unslain. J779
CowPER Olney Hymns Ivii, One .sin, unslain, within my
breast, Would make that heav'n as dark as hell.

+ 2. Uncut, unmown. Obs.
c 1440 Pallad. on llusb. \. 239 Lupyne and ficchis slayn .

.

are as dongyng, londis boote. And let hem drie vnslayn, and
vp they drinke The londis iuce.

tUnslake, obs. var. Unslaked ppl. a.
1660 Sharrock Vegetables 19 Unto the ashw of every hill

[jr. heap] you must put a peck of unslake Lime.
Unsla*]c(e)able» a. (Un.' 7 b.) x8ao C. R. Maturin

Melmotk xxviii. IV. 262 An imshikenblc appetite for the
restored splendours of her former state. 187a C. King

Mountain. Sierra Nev, i. 21 In a few miles, the unslakable
desert has drunk it dry.

Unsla-ked, ppL a. [Uk-i s.]

1. Of lime : Unslacked.
1598 Florio, Calce vergine, vnslaked lynie. 1651 French

Distill. 1. 4 Take unslaked Lime, and Linseed Oil, mix them
well together. i^ftg^-^UR^w Maj^ner's Mag.wxW.tj Plaster
. .four parts, of Unslak'd Lime one part. 1816 Scott Old
Mart, xxi, Would ye build a wall with unslaked mortar?
1837 J. T. Smith Vicat's Mortars 79 Those hydraulic mix-
tures, which are used unslaked, and ground previous to

mixture. 1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 151/1 The leaves are.

.

chewed with a little unslaked lime.

2. Unrelaxed.
a 1625 Fletcher Chances 11. ii, A likely man, a man Made

up like Hercules, unslak'd with service.

3. Of thirst, etc. (See Slake v.^ 10.)
169a Drvden Don Sebastian iii. i, Her desires newrouz'd,

And yet unslak'd, will kindle in her fansy. 1805 [see Un-
slacked 3]. 1818 EvRON Ch. Har. iv, cxxiv, We gasp away
. . ; unfound the boon, unslaked the thirst. 1874 Farrar
Christ 36 Stung by remorse, yet still unslaked with murder,

Unsla'ndered,///. a. (Un-' S.) 1621 Sanderson Serm%
I. ?4 If seldom truth scape unslandered, marvel not: the
reasons are evident, 1648 Hexham 11, Ongelastert^ Vn-
slaundered, or Vncalumniated,

Unsla-te, z'. (UN-24.) k\%ofig.
1598 Florio, Sco^pare, to vntile, to vnslate. 1637 Salton-

STALL Efisebius' Constantine 70 Some of the Cnappels by
his command were unslated. 1648 Herrick Helper.^ To
the Detracter, A fellon take it, or some Whit-flaw come
For to unslate, or to untile that thumb ! 1795 Coleridge
Lines at Shurton Bars 39 Where stands one solitary pile
Unslated by the blast. 187a Brierley Cotters 0/Mossmirn
xxiii, He's gone clean off his head. Unslated.

Unslaughtered, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
X719 Young ?ar. Job 230 Hov'ring o'er Th'unslaughter'd

host, [the eagle] enjoys the promis'd gore, a x8oo Cowper
Odyss. (ed. 2) xr. 463 The woful end Of other Greecians,..
Who 'scap'd, indeed, unslaughter'd from the field of Ilium,
i8a7 SouTHEY Hist. Penins. War IL 553 Tlie few mules
and horses which remained unslaughtered. X870 Eng. Gilds
354 margin^ Having .. goats, sheep, or swine, and selling
them unslaughtered.

Unsla've, v. (Un-2 4 b, Cf. Da, ontsiaven.)
ax6i8 Sylvester Maiden'*s Blush 1641 I'll give you all

the golden good I have, ..your Brother to un-slave, 1633
P. Fletcher Poet. Misc.^ A vow 25 Thou freest Servant,
from this yoke unslave me. 17x9 D'Urfev Pills VI. 210
Suppose a Man does all he can, To unslave himself from a
scolding Wife. I7a9 Swift Let, 31 Oct., L— C— , who doth
his duty of a good governor in unslaving this kingdom as
much as he can.

t TJnslaw(e, obs. varr. Unslain ppl. a.

A1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 354 pulke, J>at..byggeth get,
shep,swyn, & a-5en sellej> vn-shlawe[j-ii:]. c 1430 SyrGener,
(Roxb.) 8159 Thei that gate in, and wer vnslaw, The gates
thei sliet.

t Unslea'kable, rt. Obsr'^ [Un-' 7 b.] Unquenchable.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 75, I schal brenne J?e chaffe wij> fire vn-
slc-kable.

t Unslea-ked, ///. a, Obs. [Un-1 8.] ^ next.

'5*S Grete Herbal cxix. (15*9) H j, Lyme, whan it is vn-
sleked. 1594 Plat Jetvell-ho. 55 Fill a sheepes gut with
smal vnsleakt limestones, 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 69 A com-
position of Rusma. .and vnsleakt lime,

Uusle-cked, ppl. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. MSw.
osldkly Sw. osldckt.'\ = Unslacked///. a. 2.

Frequent c i5jo~c 1600,

c X386 Chaucer Can. Veof/t. Prol. ^ T. 806 Vnslekked
lym, Chalk, and gleyre of an ey, 1563 T. Gale Antidot. n.

53 Take vnslecked Lime, and quench it in water, X607
TopSELL Four-/. Beasts 365 Take.. so much vnslect lime as
will make that bony thicke like paast.

Unslee'k, a. (Un-' 7.) X859 Tennyson Elaine 8n Then
she that saw him lying unsleek, unshorn,.. Utter'd a little

tender dolorous cry. Unslee'p, v. (Un-^ 3.) 1555 Inst.
Gentleman «iiib,Slepe once passed cannot be vnslept againe.
tUnslee'piness. Obs. [Un-' 12.] Sleeplessness. 1540
R. Jonas Byrth Mankynde 70 b, Agaynste vnslepynesse,
that is, whenthechylde..wantethhisdueand naturall reste.

t Unsleeping, z/^/. j^. Obs. [Un-' 13.] Lack of sleep.
a 142S tr. A rderue's Treat. Fistula, etc. 56 Brennyng with
greuous prikkyng, and smertyng, and vnslepyng. laid. 72
If |>at })e thenasraon last long, it bringe|> to. .vnslepyng and
feblenes of vertu.

tTusleepingf, ppl. a. (Un-1 io.)

1667 Milton P.L. v. 644 The unsleeping eyes ofGod. 1744
Thomson Autumn 415 She sits Conceal'd, with folded Ears;
unsleeping Eyes. 1777 Potter Mschylus, Prom. Bd. 7
'I'he joyless station of this rock Unsleeping, unreclining,
shalt thou keep. 1805 Southev Madoc in Wales \\\. 195
The unsleeping eye Of justice. X863 Ld. Lytton Ring
Amasis 1 1. 293 Dear heart 1 Again you have passed a whole
night long unsleeping.

fig. a 1615 OvERBURY A Wife, etc. (1614) H 2, Policie is

the vnsleeping night of reason. 1796 Coleridge Destiny
of Nations 106 Whose unheard name.. Unsleeping Silence
guards. i8oa-ia Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. {1827) I.

428 Unerring and unsleeping steadiness. 1841 Elphinstone
Hist. Ind. II. 520 The unsleeping suspicions of Aurangzib
were stirred up.

Hence nnslee*pingly adv.
X877 Daily News 16 Jan. 4/5 Our pressure must be friendly,

but very firm and unsleepingly watchful,

Unslee've,*. (Un-' 4 b, 5.) 1598 Florio, Dimanicare^
to vnhandle, to vnhaft, to vnsleeue. ibid.^ Smanicare, to
unsleaue. a 18x4 Gonzanga iv. vii. in New Brit. Theatre
HI. 1,^3 Unsleave thy arm, that I may kiss a mark, stamped
there indelible by nature's finger.

Unsle'pt, ///. a. [Un-1 8 b, c]
1. Not having slept
a 1500 Chaucer^s Dreme 1836 An aged knight . . With visage

fale, as man longe unslept. i5oo~ao Dunbar Poems IxxviiL
he sentence lay full evill till find, Vnsleipit in my heid

behind. X876 J.Grant One 0/ the '600 'i. 10 My poor

mother, pale, anxious, and unslept,.. stole softly into my
room. 1894 Froude Life ^ Lett. Erasmus 230, 1 hurry on
board unsupped and unslept.

2. Not slept ill ; not slept oj^.

i8ai BvKON Sardanap. \. ii, Is this moment A fitting one
for the resumption ofThy yet unslept-off revels? 1864 Miss
YoNCE Trial I. 289 She had. .found, .never before, Mr.
Ward's bed unslept in. x88oMrs. Parr Adam ^ Eve xxxv.
476 The untasted food, the unslept-in bed.

t XJnslickt, var, Unsleakkd or Unslecked
///. ad/s.

X573 Arte of Limning Civ, VnsHckt lyme. Poulder of
white bones. x6os Timme Quersit. lii. 180 Take unslickt
lime : let it lye in spring water.

Unsli'ding, ppl. a, (Un-> 10.) 1806 O. Gregory Treat.
Mechanics \. 101 Let E be the unsliding body, which acts
in the direction EK.
Unsling, v. [Un-2 3, 4 b.] trans. To detach
from a sling ; to free from being slung or suspended.
(a) X630 Capt. J. Smith 7*r;« Trav. xx. 40 Many of them

were got to the top to unsling the maine saile. X783 in

Naval Chron. (1802) VIII. 364 [We] unslung our lower
yards.^ 1815 Burney Falconer's Marine Diet. ^3/2 71? un-
sling is to take off the slings from boats, butts, buoys, yards,
etc. X835 ^'^- Griffiths A rtill. Man. 187, [No.] 7.. slings,

and unshngs the gun, and lashes it to the pry pole.
(b) x688 Holme Armoury iii. xix. (Roxb.) 153/1 Vnsling

your musket. 1^98 Naval Chron. XXV. 200 An Arab..
unslung his carbine. x8x8 Scott Rob Roy xxx, He. .com.
manded his soldiers to unsling their firelocks. 1838 James
Robber iii, Lord Harold unslung his sword, and gave it to
one of the servants. X865 ViscT. Milton & W. B. Cheadle
N.-W. Passage by Land vii, 101 He unslings his pack, and
sets to work to construct a. .wooden trap.

Uusli'p, V. [UN-5i 3, 4 b.]

1. trans. To let slip, set free.

161 1 Florio, Sguinzagliare^ to vncouple, to vnsHp, to let

goe as Spaniels. i8ox Surr Splendid Misery III, 215 Tis
not the sudden impulse of a neeting passion that has un<
slipped from caution's trammel a rebellious tongue. 1846
Whittier To Southern Statesman 6 When thy eager hand
With game afoot, unsHpped the hungry pack To hunt down
Freedom in her chosen land.

2. To slip back.
x89a Zangwill Bo^u Mystery 125 [He] went downstairs,

[and] unslipped the bolt of the big lock,

Unsli-pping,///. a. (Un-1 io,)
1606 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI. II. ii, 129 To hold you in perpetuall

ainitie. To make you Brothers, and to knit your hearts With
an vn-slipping knot. x8aa Ainslie Land ofBums 71 The
unslipping bauns o' matrimony.
fUnsli'Ssed, ppl. a. Ohs. [U n.' 8, after obs. Du. enge-

slist.} Unslacked. X507 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg.
26 b/2 Like vnslissed lime. 1599 [see Sliss v.]. UnsU't,
///. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ix. 164 Bank,
a peece of Fir unslit, from four to ten Inches square. Un-
slo'ckenable, <x. Sc. [UN.*7b.] Unquenchable, cisao
M. Nisbet Luke iii. 17 The caffis he sal birne with fire vn-
sloknabile. 1856 H. S. Riddell Matt. iii. 12 He will burn
up the caff wi' unslockenable fire,

Uuslo'ckened,///. £z. north. •ssASc. [Uk-i
8.] Unextinguished.
X434 MisvN MendingLife 126 O mery lufe,stronge, rauisch-

and, byrnand,..vnslokynd, ]?at all my sauU brynge to ]?i

seruis. 1435 — Fire ofLove 97 pis lufe to fyre vnslokynd
I lykyn. 155(6 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.l.S).
IL 164 Not willing to leiueane spunk vnsloknet, [he] receiuet

in fauour the Erie of Angus. 1896 Crockett Grey Man
xxxiii, There burned a still and unslockened fire in her eye.

Unslo*kenf///.iz. rare—^. [Cf. prec] = Unslaked///.
a. 3. 187X %\<\v.\^X}FL^^ Songs bef. Sunrise, Tenebrx 23 A slow
song beaten and broken. As it were from the dust and the
dead, As of spirits athirst unsloken.

Unslo-t, z?. north. z.viASc. [Un-2 3.] trans. To
unfasten (a door).
18x9 W. Tennant Papistry Stormed ii82y) 46 Thus said,

Don Andrew. .Unslot his yett, and out gaed whiddin', X855
[Robinson] Whitby Gloss. s,v., To Unslot or Unsieckt to
unlatch, to open.
Unslo'thfulj a. (Un." 7.) 1648 Hexham 11, Ontraegk^

vnslothfull, vigilent. X887 E. Johnson Antiq, Mater. 251
Your unslothful love unto the glory of God. Unslo'th-
fulness. (Un-' 12 ) X700 Ray Persuas. Holy Life Add.,
Unslothfulness in Labour, if I may make such a Word, is

the means to preserve health.

tUnslow, a. Obs. [OE. unsldw (Un-1 7).]
Not slow ; active^ quick, swift.

In Beo7uulf 2564 the emendation tittslaw has been sug-
gested for the MS. reading unglaiu.
ciooo JElfric Saints^ Lives XXV. 375 Hi slo^on |>atogaedere

unslawe mid wspnum. «xo83Wulfstan Hom.x. (1S83) 72
Se 5e wa:re full slaw, weorfle se unslaw to cyrican. xjSa
Wyclif Prov. vi. 11 If fbrsothe vnslo? thou shul be, shal
come as a welle thi rip. c X400 Destr, Troy 908 The dragon
..gird him agayne with a gryra noyse: Mony slecynges
vnslogh throughe hys slote yode. 1483 Cath. Angl. 343/3
Vn Slawe, vbi wyghte.

Unslui'ce, v. [Un-i 4 b, 5.]

1. trans. To let out as from a sluice ; to allow
to flow.

x6ix Florio, 5'<rAr«j<?,,.vnshut, vnlockt, vnsclused. 1648
Hhbrick Hesper., Sailingfr. Julia, Forbeare (In my short
absence) to unsluce a teare. ax'jii Ken Hymns Evang.
Poet. Wks. 1721 1.237 Unsluce his Blood, till now undrein'd.
X787 Generous Attachment I. 167 Enough to unsluice the
water from any female eye. x8a6 J. Montgomery Chron.
Angels VDis. 1841 IV. 309 Angels, with healing virtue in

their wings,, .unsluice earth's bosom-springs.

2, To furnish with an outlet.

x65a Benlowes Theoph. iii. xcv, Here did she seal her lips,

unsluice her eyes To flowing rhet'ric, 1700 Dryden Oznds
Met., Mel. ^ Atalanta 365 Now loft^ Calidon in Ruines
lies ; All Ages, all Degrees unsluice their Eyes. X7ax Young
Revenge 11. ad fin., I must unsluice my overburthen'd heart
And let it flow.



TTNSLUMBEBING.

Unslu'mbering,///.a. (Un-i lo.)
1718 G. Sewell I'roclam. Cupid 17 High God,..Who

pierces Nature with unslumb'ring Eyes. 1787 Generoiis
Attachment IV. 184 So many hours, .devoted to unslumber-
ing nights. 1841 James Brif^and xxi.x, There will he an
unslambering eye upon you wluch you cannot escape. 1862
TvNDALI. MoHHtaitteer. .vii. 95 We wound along the meadows,
by the slumbering houses, and the unslumbering river. 1887
BowEN .'Eneid IV. 799 A hundred ahars, on e.tch an un-
slumbering fire.

absot. 1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. 1. viii, But Him, the Un-
slumbering,. . we see not.

Unslu-mbrous, «. (Un-' 7.) iSiS Keats Endym. i.

91a How dark the dreadful leisure Of weary days, made
deeper e.v(iuisite, liya fore-knowledgeof unslumbrous night

!

t TTnsly, «. (ar/z).). Ok. [Uk-1 7, ub. Cf.
ON. lUlccg-r not sly or cunning.]
1. Of persons: Unskilful, unwise, foolish, careless.
<:U75 Sinners Be^vnre 302 in O.E. Misc. 82 He grede(>

J<anne heye, pe wrecches and \)e vnsleye, pat luuede t>e
vnredes. a 1300 Cursor M. 21631 Mani o trouth es sua
vn.slei, pai tru noght hot t>at bai se wit ei. c 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 1938 parfor me thynk he cs unsleghe pat mas
hym noght here redy to deghe. 1382 Wvclif Prov. xxiii.
28 She waiteth in the weie, as a thef; and whom vnsleij
[1388 vnwar] she seeth, she shal slen. c 1415 Cast. Perse-<f.
2781 In all hys werkis he is vnslye ; mekyl of hys lyf he hath
niyspent. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 6 Vnsley old man, goo
hefjen ! for 1 se apon (>e mony meruayles.
2. Unskilfully m.ide or done ; awkward.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1684 pou lok \\ werk be noght vnslei.

13.. .yort/terii Passion 1356 (Camb. MS. Gg. I. i), Als (jei
droth [=s drew] J)e tre on heie, pe werk waxed so vnsleie.
a 1585 PoLWART Flyting iv. Montgomerie 159 To answere
thee In sermon short 1 am content j And sayes thy simili-
tudes vnslie .^re na wayes verie pertinent

b. As adv. Unskilfully, awkwardly.
a 1400 Iforthem Passion i^ilxx'j (Camb. MS. Gg. 5. 31),

pe tre. was wroght so vnsclegh pat it was scbortir (>an ^e
make Be four fute.

\\Sna\y\j,adv. Obs.-^ [Un-1ii. Cf. prec]
Unskilfully, clumsily.
7rt X400 Morte Arth. 979 He slewe hir un-slely, and slitt

hir to Jre navylle.

XTusma'rt, a. (Un-i 7.)
c 1480 Henbvsos Fables, Prol. 23 Ane Bow that is ay bent

Worlhis vnsmart and dullis on the string, a 1817 Jane
Austen Watsons (18^9) 330 The convenient though very
un-smart family equipage. 1861 G. F. Berkeley Eng.
Sportsman i. 13 To tell an American.. that you guess 'he's
pitching it in considerable smart ', and departing from un-
smart fact, is no insult whatever.

Hence Unsma'rtness.
iSoa Miss I!ehry Jrnl. (1865) 11. 147 A general unsmart-

ness of appearance pervaded them alL

Unsmea-red, /ipl. a. (Un-' S.) 1648 Hexham ii. On-
hestrtkcn, vnrubbed, or vnsmcared. 1805 Forsyth Beauties
Scotl. II. 179 Some farmers keep a few sheep perfectly un-
smeared for domestic uses.

^ 1835 R. Wilson Hist. Hawick
xxvi. 267 Wool, .of the white or unsmeared sort.s. Un-
sme-Ued, nnsme-lt, //(/. a. (Un-' 8, 8 b.) [1775 Ash.]
i8<i Monthly M,tg. XXXIV. 15 Odors may exhale unsmelt.
1856 G. Wilson Gateways Knovjl. 83 Unsmelled or odour-
less incense. Unamc'lling, ppl. a. (Un-' 10. ) c 1440
Pallaii. on Husb. ix. 71 The marl hath veynys [of water]
ihynne, vnsmellyng best {L. nee ofitimi safioris]. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk ^ SelT. 47 All l-istless, nothing relishing ; all

unsmelling, nothing scented. Unsme'lted,/)//. «. (Un.' 8.)

1834 Mactaggart Callovid. Encycl. (1876' 470 While earth
Unsmelted will around her axle fly. 18^ Daily News
It July 3/% Black or unsmelted tin.

Unsmethe: see U.\-i 3.

Unsmi'led, ppl. a. (Un-i 8 a, c.)

1841 Lady F. Hastings Poems 26 They pass'd me ever-
all unsmiled on—by. i860 S. D0BEI.L in Macm, Mag. Aug,
328 In that pure face where woe grown bright Seems rapture
ch.TStened to the mild And equal light of smiles unsmiled.
1867 Jean Ingelow Story 0/Doom v. 161 Pale she was As
lily yet un-^miled on by the sun.

Unsmiling, ///. a. (Un-i io.)

l8a6 Miss MlTFORD Village Ser. 11. II. 129 Her fixed,
settled, unsmiling silence bung over the banquet like a cloud.
1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxxi. An unsmiling, .gaze it was.
1873 DrxoN Two Queens xix. v. IV. 26 Charles, with meek,
unsmiling face, knelt in his chapel. i

Hence TTnsmi-llng'ly adv., TTnsml'lln^ness.
I

1873 Miss Broughton Nancy II. 65 The utter unsmiling,
ness of his expression. 1870 Howell L. Aroostook xxvi,
Ms it something disagreeable? ' asked Stainford lightly.
' It's right," assured Lydia, unsmilingly.

TTnsmi-rclied, /^/. a. (Un-1 8.)
i6o> Shaks. Ham. iv. v. J19 The chaste vnsmirched brow

Of my true Mother. 1784 Cowper Task in. 73 Matrons.,
of character uiismirch d. And chaste themselves. 1813
Examiner i Feb. 73/2 He courts the applause of unsmirched
artificers. 1884 Fortn. Rev. Mar. 321 (His] innocence is
unsmirched by any electioneering experience.

j

UnsmiTking, />//.«. (Un-' 10.) 17S0 Chesterf. Zir«. '

18 [an.. An open, chearful, but unsmirking countenance.

Unsmi-tten,^/'/. a. (Un-i 8 b.)

13.. E. E.Allit.P. B. 732 Nay for fyfty..I schal for-gyue
alle ^>e gylt. .& let hem smolt al unsmyten smobely atonez.
c 1415 in Anglia VIII. 177 She myghte byholde ]>e compas
of be material sunne wib l>e sighte of hir eyen vnsmyten
ageyn, C1430 Wycliffite Bible Gen. xxxii. 8 (MS. Bodl.
277), pe oopir cumpanye whiche is left vnsmyten sch.al be
saued. 1435 Misyn Fire 0/Love 34 With mynde vnsmytyn
to heuyiis be self itt raises & stirris to lufe. 1648 Hexham
II, Ongesmeten, vnsmitten, or vnstricken. 1743 Young Nt.

,

Th, ly. 158 Too long I set at nought the swarm Of friendly
warnings, which around me flew; And smil'd, unsmitten.

j

1805 WoRDSw. Prelude VI. 50 Four years and thirty. . Have 1

1 been now a sojourner on earth. By sorrow not unsniitten. !

s868MiLMAN St. Paul's ^i The godless John alone remained 1

unsmitten, untouched.
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Unsmo'kable, a. (Un.> 7 b.) 1891 Natiott (N.V.) 15
I

Sept. 201/3 Cigars, .to the cultivated taste unsmokable.

XXnsmoked,A^/. «. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not exposed to smoke.
1648 Hexham II, O/i/wiJt^c^'/jVnsmoaked, 1828-32 Webster,
Unsmok^(f,..x\QX dried in smoke. iS^ Spectator -^i May,
Men and women who consciously exult in the fresh air, the
unsmoked sky. 1894 Daily Neivs i Mar. 5/3 Unsmoked
bacon of a particular cut.

2. Not consumed by smoking.
1731 Swift Cassinns ^- P. 24 His ancient pipe in sable

dy d, And half unsmok'd, lay by his side. 1837 De Quincey
Last Days ofKant '^V.%. 1854 III. 121 He smoked a pipe
of tobacco.. so rapidly, that a pile of reliques partially
a-glow remained unsmoked. 1894 H. Nisbkt Busk Girls
Rom. 20 Turning abruptly, .and flinging away his unsmoked
cigar.

Unsmo-kified, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) a 1693 Urguhart's
Rabelais ui, x.\xvii.3ii Having ravined his. . Loaf, whereof
no Morsel had been unsmoakified. Unsmo'king,///. a.

(Un-* 10.) 1559 MoRWYNG Evonym. 298 Tiles made of red
earth.. must be.. set on fire with unsmoking coles. Un-
smoky, a, (Un.' 7.) 1675 Han. Woolley Gentlew. Cojnp.
122 Then broil it. .over a temperate and unsmoaky fire.

UnsmOO'th., a, [Ux-l 7. Cf. OE. unsmoSe
{w^uoWy !msT?i/de).'\ Not smooth; rough.
'597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr, Chirurg. 9/2 A suture is

vn.sinothe and rugged. 1621 Fletcher Thierry Sf Theod.
in. i, Can there be any way unsmooth, has end So fair?
1638 Mayne Lucian {1664) 356 May my limbes be for ever
rough, and my chinne unsmooth. 1667 Milton P. L. \\\

631 Those dropping Gumms, That lie bestrowne unsightly
and unsmooth, Ask riddance. 1786 IJurns Lament v, Alas !

Life's path may be unsmootli I 1856 Mrs. Browning Aiir.
Leigh VI. 165 A peasant's brow, Unsmooth, ignoble, save to
me and God.

b. Of sounds, speech, etc.

16x0 G. Fletcher Christ's I'icf. xliii. How may weake
mortall ever hope to file His unsmooth tongue, and his de-
prostrate stile ? X64S Fuller Holy .y Prof. St. 11. viii. 79 Yet
his own Poems are harsh, and unsmooth. i8ia Coleridge
in Lit. Rem. (1836) I, 366 Its unsmocth mixture of the
vocal and the organic. of language. 1846 Mangan Poems
(1903) 41 The things I sing of in verse unsmooth.

c. Of manners or conduct.
1648HERRICK Hester., Hymn to Graces, Give me.. Sweet,

nes-se to allay my sowre And unsmooth behaviour. 178a
y. Knox £s.v. clxv. II. 328 A.propose, pray do you recon-
cile your unsmooth address to those rules of decorum?
Plence Unsmoothness.
1597 A.M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 9/2 We perceave

noe vnsmoothnes j than [ = but) all even and smothe.

UnsmoO'th,?/. [UN-2 6a.] /;-fl«j-. To deprive
of smoothness; to ruffle.

i6ai G, Sandys Ovicfs Met. ix. (1626) 181 Yet lupiters
last words Vnsmooth her forehead with obseru'd distaste.

1654 W. Montagu Dev. Ess. n. viii. 155 Her forehead not
unsmooth'd by any wrinkle. 1805 i^liniature No. 33 (1806)
1 1. 166 Wine., which causes., the reverend churchman to
unsmooth his episcopal sanctity. 1849 M. Arnold New
Sirens 123 Storms unsmooth'd your folded valleys.

UnsmoO'tlied, />/>/. a. [Un-1 8.] Not made
smooth ; left rough, uneven, etc.

1614 Wither Sat. to King 30 Let it not therefore now be
deemed strange, My vnsmooth'd lines their rudenes.se do
not change. 1648 Hexham ir, Ongevlackt^ vnplained, or
vnsmoothed. 1841 Lytton Nt. ^ Morn. i. i, The clothes.,
were thrown carelessly about, unsmooihed, and unbrushed,
1866 G. Stephens Runic Mon. I. 225 A tolerably even slab,

..unsmoothed except by the hand of nature.

Unsrao'te,//*/.a. [UN-*8b.] Unsmitten. 1815 L. Hunt
Feast Poets 147 Ye shall try. .how well ye can bear What
Dryden has witness'd, unsmote with despair. 1815 Byron
Destr. Sennacherib vi, The might of the Gentile, unsmote
by the sword.

trnsmo'therable, a. (Un- 1 7 b.)

c 1624 DoNSK Scrm. Wks. 1839 V. 304 That unsmotherable,
that unquenchable spirit of adoption. 1766 J, Adams Z?/rtry

13 Jan., The unsmotherable pride of his own heart. 1837
Dickens Pickiu. xxviii, To the unsmotherable delight of all

the porters.

Unsmo'thered, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) t«77S Ash.] 1840
Mangan Poems (1903) 136 The startled soul, upbounding
from the mire Of earthliness,. .Unsmothered by the lethargy
of years. zSoi Sir W. M. Conway Guide E. Pennine Alps
p. viii, I made way willingly, .and, as was intended, over-
heard the unsmothered remark.

Unsmu-tched, ppL a. (Un-1 8.)

['775 Ash.] 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11. iv. p 12 Purer than
unsmutched snow. 1879 Toukgre P'ooCs Err. viii. 37 [The
estate] came into his hands a new toy, unsmutched by any
suspicion that [etc.].

Unsmu'tty, a, (Un-* 7.) 1698 Collier Immor. Stage
i. 54 The Expression of his Theodore was altogether un-
smutty. 1764 Museum Rust. II. 225 If smutty seed be
worse than unsmutty.
Unsna-ffled, fpl. a. (Un' 8 a.) {1775 Ash.] 2846

Landor Exam. Shaks, Wks. II. 280/2 There is not one of
them thatdotb not sweat at some secret sin committed, or
some inclination toward it unsnaffled. Unsna'ky, a.
(Un-' 7.) 1851 De Quincey Pope Wks. 1858 IX. 26 [He]
might, with advantage, have amputated this unsnaky chap-
ter on snakes.

Unsna'p, v. [Un-i* 3 and 7.]

1. trans. To reverse or undo the action of snap-

ping; to release ordetach by undoingasnapor catch.
i86a DicKVMsSoftiebodys Luggage ii, As if nothingshould

ever tempt her to unsnap that snap [of the tingers]. 1901
Munsey's Mag. XXV. 736/2 The colt.. was led in, the tie

strap was unsnapped from his halter, and he was allowed
[etc.]. 1904 A, L. Artus Mere English 62 At dusk of the
day we unsnapped our teeih, And spewed him out.

2. inir. To give way with a snap.
1866 Meredith Vittoria vii, After he had drawn the seal

, . over the lamp, the green wax bubbled and unsnapped.

UNSOBRIETY.
,Un»na'pped.///.rt. (Un-> 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1864 Skeai
u/ilands Poems 282 Round hi.-i limbs.. Clings, un.snapped,
the fetters might. 1891 C. Daw.son Avonmore 162 Each
harp has yet an unsnapped string That wails the touch of
God. UnsnaTCz*. (UN-2 4b.) 1550 Thomas /m/. Zi/W..
Dislacciare, to vnsnare. 16x1 Cotgr., Dcsrete, vnsnared. ..
deliuered out of a net. [In modern diets.]

Unsnarl, z/. [UN-2 3and7.] //-rtw^. To dis-
entangle.

I5S5 Watreman Fardle Facions 1. i. 27 Some fel into
errours whereout they could neuer unsnarle themselues.

' *^?h : f "-fTf-^'l"
^'"'^''^ ^'^' ' 'v"' for ever had this Isle

n that foul ditch., strai'd,.. Had not the King. .Unsnarl'd
I

tiiat Chain, a 1699 T. Beaumont Psyche in. cxc. How Shall
I unsnade my P.omise, and contrive That, .the Saint may
Jive! 1879 P. Brookes /«yf«^«r?^/7f«„iv. 160 Material

,

fact and impalpable vision shoot through each other and
i

cannot be unsnarled. 1893 Kate D. Wiggin Cathedr. Court-
snip 53 It is baienuna who always unsnarls the weekly bill.
intr. i876MRS.WHiTNEY5;;e'^/f^/«j.xxiii,Thingsdocool

,

down. And snarls unsnarl just by putting quietly away.
Hence TTnsnaTling vhl. sb.

I
1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat 189 Ones Excellency may

consist in the unsnarling of a knowne controversie.

i

Unsnea'ped, ///. a. [Un-' 8.] Unchecked. 1647 H.
I

MOV.K Song 0/Soul n\. ii. 2 When centrall life its outgone
I

energie Doth spreaden forth, unsneep'd by foe-man keen.
I

Unsne'ck,^. north. 2^T\dSc. (UN.23.] /rawf. To unlatch.

178s W. Hutton Bran A'rry VVark (E.D.S.) 199 The girl
unsneck'd the raddle heck. 1806 Jamie.son i'f'/. Ball. II.

339 She drew the bar, unsneck'd the door. 1825- in northern
dial, glossaries, etc Unsne'Cked, ///. a. north, and
Sc. [Un-' 8.] Unlatched ; off the latch. 1796 R. Gall
Tijit Qvey 67 [To] gang an* leave the door unsnecket. 1824
Carr Craven Gloss*, Unsneckt'd^ unlatched. Unsne'd,
pfl. a. Sc. [Un-' 8 b.] Uncut. 1513 Douglas Mneid ix.
xi. 44 Onsned branchis wavand heyr and thayr. 1887 Suppi,
Jamieson 180 In the West of S. some thirty years ago a
common street cry was, ' Birk besoms ; heather besoms

;

sued an' onsned !

'

Unsnu-bbable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)
Also, in recent use (1898), itnsnuhbableness.

1847 Bp. W, How in Mem. (i 8gB) 31 It is a most unsnubbable
cat. 1898 C'tess von Arnim EUz. Sf Germ. Gard. 93 You
can't snub that sort of people; they're unsnubbable.

Unsnn-ffed, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

[177s Ash ] 1825 Ld. Cockburn Mem. ii. (1856) 124 The
smoky unsnuffed candles in greasy tin candlesticks. 1837
Carlvle Fr.Rev. i. v. v. This latter, as nocturnal Vice.
President,.. sits sleepless, with lights unsnuffed. 1879 W.
Collins Rogue's Life xiii, With one long unsnur*d <^ndle
lighting us smokily.

Unsoa'ked, ///. «. (Un-' 8.) 1570 Levins Manip, 50
Vnsoked, insvpitus. [1775 Ash.] Unsoa'pcd, ppl. a.
(Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1837 Dickens Pick^v. xxiv, The
unsoaped of Ipswich brought up the rear. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A. Bede ii, Bess^ belonged unquestionably to that unsoaped,
lazy class of feminine characters.

Unso'ber, a. [Un-1 7. Cf. MDu. ojtsoder.]

i"l. Uncontrolled, immoderate. Obs,
cx^oo Destr, Troy 3800 Dyamede..was..Vnsober with

seruaundes,..DredfuIl in dole for dissait J>at he vsit. Ibid.
12507 The sea was vnsober, sondrit the nauy. 1535 Joye
W/i'/.7"/?/rt^(i/t; (title- p.). To., defende himselfageinst so many
sclaunderouse lyes fayned vpon him in Tindals vncharitable
and vnsober Pystle. 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. 11. 35 Ne
hath he scene (hard) yron lawes nor pleadinges at the bar
Vnsober, mad, and quarellous. 1648 Herrick Hesper.^ To
y. IVingJield, For ordaining, that thy words not swell To
any one unsober syllable, a 1680 Butler Char.^ Mel. Man,
He. . takes Pleasure in nothing but his own un-sober Sadness.

2. Unregulated in conduct; not staid or grave.
XS4» Udall Erasm. Apoph. 134 A young strepleyng must

remedylesse from excessive and unsober revetlyng come
home lesse honest. 1550 Bale Eng* Votaries 11. 88 Her
eyes, her talke, her pase, all were vnsober, wylde, and wanton.
1637 R. Clerke Serin, 485, I censure it \sc* drinking of
healths] not simply, but for some unsober Ceremonies, that
become not Christians. i68a Gov. Pennsyl. 10 All that.,
are not convicted of 111 Fame, or unsober and dishonest
Conversation. 1730 A. Petbie Rules Good Deportm. Ch.-
Officers 121 [Deacons] must not be Drunkards, nor Unsober.
nor Covetous. 1812 W. Tennant Ansier F. 11. xHi, Th
unsober spirit of the fiddle. 1829 Landor Imag, Conv. II,

309 She is verily an unsober jade, who in her gravest
humour will lead thee into quarrels, and in her gayest will

pick thy pocket.

3. Affected by, addicted to, drinking,
x6ix Florio InsobriOt vnsober, drunken. 1846 Landor

liuag. Conv, Wks, II. 193/1 We must do all we have to do,
while the nation is feasting and unsober. 185a Mundy
Antipodes I. 164 The loss or destruction of these fragile

liabilities in the hands of rough, careless, and unsober
characters.

Hence tTnsoberness.
1548 Elvot, Jmmodestia, ma]apertnesse,..vnsobrenesse.

i68x Kettlewell Chr. Obed. v. ii. 605 Several instances of
unsoberness, when there is no scandal to our Brethren
joined with them.

Unso'ber, v. [Un-^ 6 a.] trans. To make unstaid. x8s6
Faber Creator <^ Creature iii. i. (1858) 334 While we grow
in merits we are getting hugely into debt to the greatness.

.

of God's mercies, and this at times unsobers u.s.

UnsO'berly, adv. [Un- ^ i i.] Without sobriety

or restraint ; immoderately.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2506 Lest it tyde after, pat ye be drepit

with dole, . . Your sones vnsoberly slayne in the place. Ibid.

12494 Sodonly the softewinde vnsoberly blew. iSAT Homilies
I. Contention i. S ij b, So vnsoberly to reason and dispute,
that. .they fal to chiding and contencion. 1551 Cranmer
Ans7v. Cavillation 8 Which counsell if you had..foIowed,
you wolde not haue doone so vnsobrely in manny thynges,
as you haue doone.

Unsobri-ety. (Un-' 12 and 5 b.) 1669 R. Fleming
Fulfill. Script. (1726) 155, I think without any challenge of
unsobriety such a remark very suitable. ua



UNSOCIABILITY.

TTnsociabi-lity. ^Ux-' 13, 5 b. Cf. next.)

1758 Warhi RTON DiT'. Le<:at. Pref., Wks. 1783 11. 326 A
Principle which subverted ihe whole system of their religion,

namely, the unsvxriahiliiy of the Christian faith, a 1^97
RuRKR Repc. Peace L Wks. 1802 IV. 445 The systematick
unsociability of this new-invented species of republick.

1837 LvTTON E. Maltrar: 1. v, He.. had his fits of un-
sociability. 1885 C. E. Pascoe London 0/ To-Hay xiii. 125

The Richmond Club members invited guests to their dinner-
table, and thus escaped the charge of unsociability.

Unsociable, a^ [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.J

1. Not sociable or companionable ; not readily or

pleasantly associating with others.

s6oo Holland Lhy 292 The Tyburts.,had in times past

joined armes with the Frenchmen, a savage and unsociable
nation. 1646 H. Lawrence Comm, Angells 188 Men were
so form'd for Communion, as no doctrine can be avowed for

good, which renders them unsociable. 1703 Rules Civility

3J4 [Baseness] rather makes iliem to be accounted base,

vindiciive, savage, and unsociable. 1841 Dickens Barn.
Rud^e i, He looked unsociable enough. 1871 Jowett Plata
II. 319 Whether a man is righteous and gentle, or rude and
unsociable. 1899 W. T. Greene Cnge-Birds 32 At other
times.. he is unsociable with his kind.

b. Of disposition, conduct, etc.

1630 J. Tavlor (Water P.) Water-Cormorant Wks. in. i

His best seruice is harsh and vnsociable. 1688 Savile
Lady's Ne^v- Years Gift 1 3 The Sullen are apt to placea great
part of their Religion in Dejected and Ill-humour'd Looks,
putting on an unsociable Face, 1710 Tatler No. 149 1*5 A
severe, distant, and unsociable temper. 1802 Mar. Edge.
WORTH Moral T,t Forester \\\, Surprised at his unsociable
silence. 1861 Pa[.ey Mschylus (ed. 2) Agavi, '>,\^fi You
would, .reproach them for their unsociable behaviour,

2. Not readily or naturally going together ; in-

compatible, incongruous.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. 779/1 This Ecclesiasticke text

is handled elsewhere, and seemeth vnsociable to our begunne
Subiect. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. i. 26 If Sense and
Learning are such unsociable imperious things. 1779 John,
son L. /*„ Co7viey ad fin., A boundless verse, a headlong
verse, ..seem to comprise very incongruous and unsociable
ideas. 1827 Pollok Course T. v. 558 Combining things
Unseemly, things unsociable in nature, In most absurd
communion,

b. Incapable of, averse to, tmiting.

1676 Boyle in Phil, Trans. II. 785 The Vial,.contain*d
two unsociable Liquors. 1678 Newton Let. Boyle's Wks.
1772 I. p. cxiv. There is a certain secret principle in nature,

by which liquors are sociable to some things, and unsociable
to others.

3. Devoid of, interfeiing with, social intercourse,

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 164 An old rotten
weather-beaten Inn. .placed in part of an unsociable desart.

1642 Howell /i7r. 7>a». (Arb.t 45 Many Colonies, .which
lye squandered up and down in disadvantagious unsociable
distances. 1861 Ld, Lvtton & Fane Tannhduser 105 As
one . . Sunder'd by savage seas unsociable From kin and
country.

Hence Unso'ciaYileness ; TTnsociably adv.
1611 Florio, InsocinHlita, *vnsociablenesse. 1644 Prynne

Ch. CoTt. xii. 7 An extraordinary strangnes, unsociablenesse,
and coldnesse of brotherly affection. 1871 Smiles Charac.
ix. 358 The comparative unsociableness of the Englishman.
1665 Brathwait Comm. Two Tales 2 None should be so
*unsociably retired, as to ingross his Conceits to himself.

X787 J. White yoy. N. S. IVnles (1790) 58 The pavement
.

,

is so ver>' unsociably narrow, that two persons cannot walk
with convenience together.

UnSO'Cialy a, [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] Not social

;

not inclined for, adapted to, or fond of society

:

a. Of persons (or animals).
i«t A. Hill Adv. Poets Ep. p. vii. Even Tartary, un.

cultivated, and unsocial, as she is, has given the World a
Tamerlane. 1758 L. Temple Sketches (ed. 2) 67 To be per-
petually wise, is forbidding, unsocial, and something that
does not become human Nature. 1817 Kirby & Sp. Efttomol,
xvi. II. 12 Neither of these motives can operate in c.tusing

unsocial insects to congregate. 1889 Gretton Mevtory's
Htirkl>.-2<)Z Myunsocial neighbourstartled me, .by gravely
propounding that he [sc. ScottJ was not a Christian.

transf. 1781 Covvper Charity 126 To give the pole the
produce of the sun, And knit th' unsocial climates into one.

b. Of habits, conditions, etc.

1734 A. Hill On Death of Dennis i Adieu! unsocial
excellence ! at last Thy foes are vanquish'd. 1744 Harris
Three Treat. (1765) 152 A solitary, unsocial State, can never
supply tolerably the common Necessaries of Life. 1791
Boswkll Johnson 25 June 1763, The mode of dining. .at
such houses in London, is . . particularly unsocial. 1826
Lamb Elia w.Pop. Fallacies xv. What savage unsocial nights
must our ancestors have spent..! 1884 Century Mag.
XXVI 11. 620 The unsocial effect of the drinking habit.

C, Of disposition, temper, etc.

1739 Glover Londonzxi Benignant peace With hospitality
begin to sooth Unsocial rapine, and tlie thirst of blood.

J77S Sheridan Rivals v. i, Perhaps the recollection of a
deed my conscfence cannot justify may haunt me in such
gloomy and unsocial fits, that [elc.1. 1816 Remarks Eng.
Mann. 3 Our unsocial turn he ascribes to ' that independence
Britons prize loo high '. 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. i. ii. § 15
The man him.^elf was of too un.social and forbidding a teniper
10 conciliate them. 1885 Manch. Exam. 12 Feb. 4/7 The
unsocial selfishness which excluded the toiling populations
from their national health.gtving scenes.

Hence Unso'cialism.
1849 Han na Mem, Chalmers 1 1. 422 Behind all his assumed

unsocialism there lay a true warm heart.

Unsooia-lity. (Un-1 12. Cf. prec.)
1852 Lever M. Tiernay xlv, All his habits were temperate,

even to the extent of unsociality. 1873 Morley Rousseau
\. 278 The bitter, irritable, and suspicious form which this

unsociality now first assumed.
Unso'Cially, oKi^t'. (Un-'h.) 1656 J. Serjeant in ^/^ww/**

Gloss. A 8, Nay homebred heads unsocially did strive T'es.
Irange themselves, f Unso'Ciated, ///. a. (Un-'8.) 1706
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Watts Horx Lyr, II. 230 O happy pair ! Envy'd by yet un-
sociated souls Who seek their faithful twins !

Unso'cket, v. (Un-2 5.)
a 1711 Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 161 It racks

his Joints, unsockets all his Bone.s. a 1745 Swift Right 0/
Prec.\^Vs. 1841 II. 7s/i Not to oblige him [jc. an old parson)
uncover in the cold, and unsocket his head with both hands.
1881 Tenny.son Cup II. ii. 159 Great Goddess, whose storm-
voice Unsockets the strong oak,

UnS0"d,///. a. [Un-1 8 b.] c= next,
a 1250 Oivl -v Night. 1007 Hi etej* fys & fleys vnsode,

Suych wolues hit hadde tobroude. 1562 Whitehorne Ord,
Souldioiirs xxxiv. 43 Addinge to the sayde mixture that is

vnsod. .Iiaulfe a parte of baye salte. 1577 B. Googe //^r^j-
hach''s Hnsb. i. 31 b, A bushell of sodden meate, made of
three quarters wet and vnsodde. 1622 Fletcher Sea-l'oy.

III. i, Why should we consume thus,. .And she live there
that bred all our miseries, Unrosted, or unsod ? a 1634
Chapman Alphonsiis in. i, 142 Aschinkenofgoodraw bacon,
And that's a common meat with us, unsod.

UnsO'dden, ///. o. [OE. unsoden (Un-1 8 b),

= "bilDw. ongesoden (Du. -zoden)^ OHG. nnca-^ un-
kisotan (MtlG. ungesoten^ G. ungesotten)^ MSw.
osudhiUf MDa, usaaden^ Da. usoden in sense i.]

1. Unboiled, uncool^ed.
c xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 38 Sceapes hohscancan unsodenne

tobrec, gedo J^set mearh on |?a eajan. 1511 Fabyan Will
in Chron, (1815) p. v, if my said monethes mynde fall in
Lent, or upon a fysshe day, than I will that the .said .xxiiij.

peces of fleshe be altered unto saltfyche or stokfyshe, un-
watered and unsodeyn. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Iviii.

10 Like unsodden flesh, and such as hathe scarce yit felt the
first warmth of the fyre. 1608 Willet Hexapla Exod, 247
The manna, .was raw and vnsodden.

2. Not sodden or soaked. PA%ofig»
x8i8 Shelley Eugan. Hills 295 The plains that silent lie

Underneath; the leaves unsodden. 1859 Meredith R.
Feverel xxii, A non-dancing, stout-dining congregation, in
the midst of which a gay young guardsman.. would not
have obtruded his unsodden spirit.

tUnso-ft,^. Obs. [UN-I7. Ci.WDvx.onsoft,

-softie., sacht{ej etc. (Da. onzacht), "MLG, unsachl,

OHG. (MHG.) unsamft (G. umaiift).'] Not soft

;

hard, severe,

c 1275 Serving Christ 25 in (9. E. Misc. 91 per is Jw sun-
fuUe vnsofte to beon. c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 1824 He
kisseth hire ful ofte With thiike brustlesof his berd vnsofte.

1390 Gower Co>f. I. 283 Mi wofuM herte is so tobete, That
all my wittes ben unsofte And I am wroth. 1430-40 Lvdg.
Bochas v. vii. (1494) r j b/2 And Affricans felt full vnsoft
Whaiishe to theym list becontrarye. c 1470 Henry Wallace
^' 332 Quham euir he hyt, thair sawchnyng was wnsoft.

1513 Douglas Mneid 11. ii. g6 The north wynd onsoft Held
thaim abak.

tUnsO-ffc.rt^z', Ohs. [OE. K«j^/^(f.7/w-UN-l
1

1

b + s6fte Soft fli/z/.), = WFris. on-y Unseaft, -s^fty

-sachty ^'D\x.0nsacht{ef -sochl{e,etc, (Du. onzacht),

MLG. unsachte^ OHG, unsamfto {MHG. wisan/te,

G. unsanft)J\ Not softly; severely,
a 900 Giithlac 858 (Gr.), Hu he monse. .5eha;lde,.t>e hine

unsofte adle sebundne. .gesohtun. ciooo^'d.r. Leechd. 1 1.

260 Hwaer mon unsofte getilaS on forewearde i)a adle.

?(i 1400 Lvdg. Chorle ^ Birde (Roxb.) 10 And who desireth
to clymbe hygh a lofte Be sodeyn turne falieth ofte unsofte.

1430-40 — Bochas VI. (1494) t it b/r Another honde griped
full vnsofie Which cast another in greate aduer>ite. 1509
HawesP«j^ Pleas, xxxii. (Percy Soc.) 159 In holly bushes
they did hange aloft, Theyr hedes downeward for to fall

unsofte. 1579 Spenser 6"/f(?;i/^. Cal. July 12 This reede is

ryfe, that oftentime Great clymbers fall vnsoft,

Unso'ftened, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

1645 W.fM\io^o Death-bed Repent. 29 When the hard heart
is unsoftned, unhumbled. 1715 Atterburv iVr?«. (1734) III.

:2i Impatient of Delay, and unsoftned by all these Applica-
tion.s. 1789 T. Twining Aristotle^s Treat. Poetry 352 The
unsoftened and unflattered character of Achilles. 1802 Noble
Wanderers II. 143 The multitude of his sins were un-
softened by a single charity. 1855 [J. R. Leifchild] Corn-
ivall 76 The same primitive rock., is still durable and
unsoftened. 1857 N. Hawthorne Eii^. Note-Bks. (1S70)

II. 291 Scenery .. with very hard outlines, which are un-
softened. .by any foliage.

Unso'ftenin^, ///. a. (Un-* 10.) 1857 Dickens Dorrit
ii.xxx, She.., with an unsofteningface, looked at the worked
letters within. 1873 Pater Stud. Hist. Renaiss. 74 This
last passion would be the most unsoftening..of all. +Un«
soi'Iable,a. Obs. [Un-' 7 b+SoiL7'.^4.] Unanswerable,
irrefutable, f 1449 Pecock Rcpr. 11. v. 162 An other vn.
soilable proof for this.. principal conclusioun is sett bifore.

tUnsoi'lably,a^z'. Obs. [Un-' ii; cf. prec] Indisput-
Pei ~ - . ..ably. C1445 Pecock Donet 141 As it is bifore sufficientli

and vnsoilably provid. I UnsoHed, ///. a.' Obs. — ^

[Un-' 8+ SoiL V? 3.] Unsolved, unanswered. 1533 More
and vnsoilably provid. I UnsoHed, ///. a.' Obs.

[Un-' 8+ SoiL V? 3.] Unsolved, unanswered. 1533
Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks, \Q/b\f-z That question Christ left

vnsoyled.' tUnsoPled, ppl. a.^ Obs. (Un-' 8-hSoiL
sb.^ 8 or f.'l Not covered or treated with manure. 1616
Markham Cheap Husb. (ed. 2) 46 You shall remoue her into
the best grasse you haue, which is fresh and unsoiled.

Unsoi'led, /•/>/. «.3 [Un-1 8.] Not soiled or

dirtied. Also in fig. context.

f 1592 Marlowe Jew of Malta u. 419 Lod. This is thy
Diamond, tell me, shall I haue it? Bar. Win it, and weare
it, it is yet ynsoyl'd. 1649 Lovelace Poems 131 Which..
Lookes. . Like Gold in Canvas, or with dirt Unsoyled Ennins
close begirt. 1686 DrvOen To Metn. iMrs. Anne Killigrew
iv, Her Arethusian Stream remains unsoil'd. .and undefil'd.

1784 CowpER Task IV. 212 Time, as he passes us, has a dove's
wing, Unsoil'd and swift. i8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi, iii, A
white handkerchief was thrust into the muzzle of the piece,

and returned unsoiled or blackened. 1867 Morris Jason
\\. 71 With unsoiled feet scarce touching the wet way.

_fig. 1603 Shaks. Mcas.forM. \\. iv. 155 My vnsoild name,
th' austeerenesse of my life,. .Will, .your accusation ouer-

weigh. 1699 Ld. Tarbut in Pepys' Diary, etc. (1870) 691

That common opinion that young infants (unsoiled with

UNSOLEMN.
many objects) do see apparitions which are not seen by
those of older years. 1704 D'Urfey Abrad. ff Panthea 1.

9 Yet shall her honour be unsoil'd and clear. 1815 Chalmers
Let. in Hanna Life (1850) II. 29 An unsoiled gracefulness
and brilliancy of character. 184JB Jamks Sir T. Broughton
\. 150 Her spirit [was] unsoiled by the world.
Unsoiling, z'^/. j(^. (UN.24.) xZgs Punk's Stand. Diet.,

l/;/s(>i/ing,thc act or process of removing soil, as for working
a bed of brick-clay. Unso'laccd,/?^/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775
Ash.] 1796 CoLERiiXiE Ode to Departing Year v. By the
Earth's unsolaced groaning, Seize thy terrors, Arm of might

!

1862 [Eliz. Johnston] Gifts ^ Graces xxfi. 215 Unsol.-tced
by ministering hands of loved ones.

Unso-ld, ///. a. [Un- i 8 b. Cf. MSw. osahie?-,

S\v. osald.'] Not disposed of by sale.

_
1362 Langl. p. pi. a. v. 122 iiote nedde ^ grace of gyle

i-gon a-inong my ware, Hit hedde ben vn-.sold I'is seuen
5er. 1388 Wyclif Acts v. 4 Whethir it vn>eld was not
thin ; and whanne it was seld, it was in ihi power? 1489
Paston Lett. III. 354 If Bayard be onsolde, I pray yow
late hym be made fatie. ai5i3 Fabyan Chron. (1811) 594
All suche marchaundyse, beyng than vnsolde,tobe forfayted
vnto the kyng. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus R iv b,

Pertinax. .did rather leaue his wood vnsould, then abate
one blancke of his ^rice. 1620 in Foster Eng. Factories
fnd. I. (1906) 207 'i'he last yers corrall is unsould. 1683
MoxoN Mech, Exerc.^ Printing 8 Some Trades are. .sooner
sold off, which renders the remainder of the un-sold Exercises
unperfect. 1723 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 246, 1

always reserved a small quantity of all goods unsold. 1809
PiNKNEY 7'?•rt^'./^r^z«r^57 When the property ofthe emigrants
is unsold. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ. 100 She begins
to fear that she may have to carry her butler back unsold.

Unsolder, v. [Ux-i^ 3. Cf. Flem. ontsond-

eren (Kilian).] trans^ To undo the soldering of,

h\%oJig., to dissolve.

1538 Elyot, Ref'Iumbo, to vnsowlder. i6iz Cotgr., DeS'
soulder, to vnsolder, loose, dissolue. 1633 T. Adams Exp.
2 Peter \\. 5 Who feares,.that his marrying a wife should
unsoulder his conjunction with Christ? 1813 Examiner
12 Apr. 237/2 The leaden coffin being unsoldered, a body
appeared. 1842 Tennvson Morted'Arth. 14 The sequel of
to-day unsolders all The goodliest fellowship of famous
knights Whereof this world holds record. 1889 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull. 11. 171 The weak point of the lamp. .is the
danger of unsoldering its parts by this down rush of the llamc.

Unsoldered, ///, a. [U>-- 1 8.] Not fixed or
closed with solder. Alsoyf^.
1641 J. Taylor (Water P.) Reply (title p.), A Rusty, Rayl-

ing, . , Lying Libell, . . lately written byan impudent unsoder'd
ironmonger. 1876 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy y^i
The soldering iron, and fire-pot, .. are more or less cumber-
some, and lead to unsoldered joints remaining in the wire.

1891 Clark Russell Curatica 104 If he is a plumber, he will

not leave your pipes unsoldered.

UnsoIdler, z'. [Un-- 6 band 4.] trans. To
divest of the character of a soldier or soldiers,

1611 Florio, Dissoldato, vnsoldiered. 1776 S. J. Pratt
Pupil of Pleas. II. 53 A tender woman will, .unsoldier the
boldest of us, 1780 — Emma Corbet t (ed. 4) II. 67 Death
sometin?.es comes at the bottom of the account to unsoldier

a man. 1791 Mackintosh Vind. CalUcx 286 Two grand
operations conduct to it—arming the people, and un.soldier.

ing the army.

Unsoldiered,///, a. [f. prec. or Un-1 8.]

Free from, not attended by, soldiers. Also as adv^^

in an unsoldierly manner.
1609 Heywood 5r//. Troy x\: xi, The people yssue free,

Th' unsouldierd fields and deserts plame to see. 16x8
F'letcher Loyal Subj. i. i, This young Prince, drew 'em
up . . so poorly. So raggedly and loosely, so unsouldier'd, The
good Duke blush 'd. 1834 Disraeli Rez'. Epick 35 Behold
With eager homage . . This mystical Omnipotence who
breathes Unsoldiered edicts to a martial world,

UnsoIdierlike, ^7. (Un-i 7 c.)

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons Ded. 3 Their infinite

vnsoldiorlike proceedings and disorders. 1600 Dymmok
Ireland (1843) 41 That advantage which was geven them by
this unsoldior lykeencampinge. 16^ J. Wright xx.Camus*
Nat. Paradox iii. 50 The unsoldier-Uke countenance of
Iphigenes. 1721 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 291 This
was the most unsoldier-like action. 1777 Robertson Hist.
Amer. II. 80 From their unsoldier-like impatience. .their

general permitted them to retire. x8io Svd. Smith Wks,
(1859) I, 193/1 Those allowances have heen abused in the
meanest., and most unsoldier-like manner. 1861 G. Mus.
CRAVE By-Roads 300 An abnormal and most unsoldterlike

condition of things, which involved all the elements of weak-
ness, incompetency, and defeat.

Unsoldierly, a. (Un-i 7.)

1598 Uarret Theor. Warres ii. i. 29 lAn] vnsoldiarly trick

of a training captaine. 1644 Prynne & Walker Fiennes'
Trial 33 The most absurd, irrational, if not unsoldierly dis-

tinction, that ever was heard of in the world. 1693 Rymer
Short View of Tragedy 134 The General,. should.. have
turn'd his Eyes away from so unsouldierly an Execution.
1721 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 299 Avoiding, .the put-

ting any unsoldierly extremities upon us. 1863 Kinglakk
Crimea 11. 356 This movement, .was scarcely wrong or un-
soldierly. 189S Eclectic Mag. Mar. 294 Ihe unsoldierly

appearance of a dandified subaltern.

+ Unsoidiery, «. Obs. [V-^-^ 7.] =prec. 1598 Barret
Theor. Warres 11. i. 22 That the souldiers take not example
from him of vnsoldiarie negligence. 1648 {tiUe), An Elegie
on the Most Barbarous, Vnparallel'd, Vnsouldiery Murder,
committed at Colchester upon.. Sir Charles Lucas and
Sir George Lisle. UnSO'le, v. (Un-^ 4. Cf. Du. ont-
zolen.) 1598 Florio, Dissolare,.. to part as the shoe from
the sole, to vnsole. 1611 Cotgr., Dissemeler, to vnsole, or
pull the soles off a shoe. 1805 J. HoARoyiKH Diit.l'eterinajy
Art s.v. Sole, A horse that has been unsoled. .will recover
in a month's time.

Unsolemn, a. [Un-i 7.]

fl. Uncelebrated, Obs.
<:x374 Chaucer Boeik. i. pr. iii. (1868) 11 Of wyche folk

)7e renoun is ney)>er ouer oolde ne vnsolempne [L, inctUbns\.
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2. Not solemn ; lucking in formal gravity.
i

c 15SS Harpsfikld Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) i24_The !

power, .of that kind of vowe is stronger than in.. a single

unbolempe vow. 1660 Jer. Taylor Dttctor 1. ii. rule 8 § 30
Conscience can oblige a Judge to an unsolemn absolution,

iSaj R. P. Ward Tremaitte II. 106 The not unsolemn rhythm
^

of the regular trot of the horses.' i88si-<ity /Ct;^. 14 Q-B.D. '

702 A thing . . which by the rules of the House is disorderly
;

and unsolemn.

b. Law. Of a will : Informal.
*

|

1590 Swinburne Testaments 18 Vnsolemne testamentes \

are so tearmed, whereas the solemnities of the Ciuil law. .
1

are omitled. a 1661 Holvuay yuveital (1673) 50 Our lawiers
;

therefore now call those ancient ones 'solenm testaments',
as the latter sort unsolemn. 1726 Ayliffe Parcrgon 527

j

Such a perfect Will may cither be a solemn or unsolemn .

will. 1774 S. Hallifax Rom. Law 34 The Privilege of I

Unsolemn Testaments granted to Soldiers. 1844 H. Ten-
;

NANT Notary's Man. iL 32 The word * Codicillus ' or Codicil
j

, .denotes anyunsolenm last will, in which no heir is named.
Hence Unso'lemnly adv.
i8zi J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1857) I. 367 He read '

the prayejs very unsolemnly.

Unso'lemnized, ppi. a. (Un-* 8.) 1603 Tamworth in

E. Lodge Illnstr. (1791) III. 229 He is enfermed by deathe-
nesse \sic\\ and that made him unsolempnized at thecorona-
cion. UnsoU'citated, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) 1807 Cogan
in Treat, on Passions, cLc. (1813) II. 470 The thoughts which
sugge>t themselves to the mind, not only unsolicitated, but
completely unexpected.

Unsoli'cited, ppi- a, [Un-1 8.]

1. Of persons : Not approached with solicitation

;

unasked.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A.ix.'ni. 60 Of my word, I haue written

to effect, Ther*s not a God left vnsollicited. 1613 — lien.
VI11^ II. iv.219, 1 then., got your leaue To make this present
Sutnmons vnsolicited. 1680 C. Nesse Church Hist. 365 The
devil.. steps in.. though unsolicited by those conspirators.

1756 Connoisseur '^o. 116 fa The graduate in medicine,
finding himself unsolicited for prescription or advice. 1813
CoLEmi>GKZr//.{ 1895)604A number ofunsolicited, unknown
yet predetermined plauditors in the theatre. 1851 Huxley
m Li/e ^ Lett. (1900) I. 90 He had previously been civil

enough to sign my certificate . ., unsolicited. 1883 Meredith
Meia/npus x, Not unsolicited, . .the pendulous flower of the
plants of sloth, .answered question and squeeze.

b. spec. Not asked in marriage.
1750 Johnson RamblerNa 73 P2 My aunts, bein^ . . neither

young nor beautiful,.. were suffered to live unsolicited.

2. Not asked tor; given or done voluntarily.

1689 Savile Let. to Dissenter 30/2 Thanks must be volun-
tary, not only unconstrained, but unsollicited. 1783 Miss
Bubney Cecilia 11. v, (He called] to bring her. .fresh and
unsolicited intelligence. 1818 Scorr Br. Lamtn. xxv, I am
obliped to your lordship for your unsolicited intercession.

184^ Harris Ld. Hardwick III. 107 This appointment was
entirely the unsolicited act of His Majesty.

3. Not affected or influenced.

1857 ^Ii"^R Eleni. Clum., Org. 184 If thiis, whilst un-
solicited by any extraneous chemical forces, its molecular
arrangement is so readily altered.

Hence Vnsolioitedly adv.

181S W. H. Ireland Scribbleotnania 283 He.. refused the
first ecclesiastic dignities, which were unsolicitedly pressed
upon him.

unsolicitoas, a, (Un-i 7.)
(<i) t668 Clarendon Vitid. 7'racts (1727) 66 Which refusal,

and many others, shew howun^ollicitous I have always been
in the way of getting. 1768-74 Tucker Lt, Nat. (1834) II.

453i 1 could easily conceal this slip of memory, . . but I choose
to let it stand, agreeably with the character of the Searches,
unsolicitous to nide their defects. 1778 Sir J. Revnolds
Disc. (1779) 21 That natural energy of men engaged in real

action, unsolicitoas of grace. 1817 Bentham Pari. Reform
Introd. 110, I have not been unsolicitous in my endeavours
lo collect it. 1884 tqtk Cent. Feb, 198 Yet St. Matthew is

admitted . . to be unsolicitous as to order of time. 1891 Miss
DowiE Girl in Karp. 259 With the fortune that attends the
unsolicitous.

kb\ I7«s8 Johnson Idler No. 9 f 3 How many unsolicitous

hours should I bask away, warmed in bed . . , could I . . tumble
from thence in a moment.
Hence UusoU'citousness.
a 1683 Owen Gospel Grounds Wks. 1851 V. 449 An un-

solicitousness about present affairs and future events.

Unsoiid, a. [Uw-i 7, 5 b. Cf. G. unso/id.}

1. Not materially solid.

i6it CoTGR., Iftsolide, vnsolide, vnsound. 1615 Chapman
Odyss. XI. 60, I,. would not suffer any one to dip Within
our offring, his vnsolide lip, Before Tiresias, 16415 Maynb
Serm. Unity 38 A thin, unsulid, brittle, painted blast of wind.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. ii. iv. (5 The continuity of un-
sofid, inseparable, and immoveable Parts. 1733 Watts
Philos. Ess. V. 1.(1734) 116 *Tis not solid Extension, for that

is Body or Matter. . . X'is not empty or unsoHd Extension,
for that is ;)ure Space. 1768-74 Tucker Lt, Nat. (1834) I.

298 Nor is it conceivable that any assortment of unsolld.

.

parts should form a solid.. body. 18*9 J. Phillips Geol.

Vorks. 73 These unsolid materials fall and waste away into

slopes. 1896 Daily Ne^vs 22 Jan. 5 German manufacturers are

advised., to forsake the making of unsolid or ugly furniture.

Jig. 1845 Mill Diss. ^ Disc. (1859) II. ^^56 The breaking

up of the great unsolid structure which Charlemagne baa
raised.

2. Jig* Having no substance or sound basis.

1593 in Maitl. Club Misc. (1840) I. 58 The presblterie

debarris Connald Strutheris for his vnSolid speichis. ,fra the

communioune at this present scasoun. 1639 W. Sclatek
IVort/ty ConimuH. 37 Its cleare,that this Consubstantiation

of the Lutherans is unsoHd. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. 45

Unsolid and corrupted judgements both in doctrine and
life. 1730 Tho.mson Winter 753 Whither now are fled.,

those unsolid hopes Of happiness? 1792 G. Wakepield
Metn. (1804) I. 115 The generality of them [jc-. criticisms]

are triviall or unsolid. 1854 H. Millek Sch.Jf Schni, 204

To separate the solid from the unsolid thinking contained

in my abstract. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. ^ Dogma p. xxiv,To
what is unsolid in the New Testament he applies a negative
criticism ably enough.
3. Lacking solid worth or merit.

1731 A. Hill Advice to Poets 193 But ah ! far short the un-
solid tinklers rise, Nor soar, but flutter, in the muse's skies.

Hence Unso'Udly adv. ; Unso'lidness.
x6xt CoTGR., Ifisolidement, vnsoundly, vnsolidely.^ a 1684

Leighton Comm. i Peter ii. (1693) 261 Consider this as our
happiness, and the unsolidness of other comforts, and privi-

ledges. 17SS Johnson, Z.(?£'jtf/y,. .unsolidly ; meanly; with,

out digniiy.

Unsoli'dity. (Un.* 12, 5 b ; cf. prec.) 1736 Bailev (fol)

Addit., Unsolidity, unsolidness, unsoundness. x8o2-xa

Bentham Ration. Jtidic.Evid. (1827) V. 22 Wearing o\\

the face of it a proof of its own injustice, a proof of the

unsolidity of the ground. 1^ Atlantic May 655/2 The
pen that has indulged itself to an extent disproportionate..

to the apparent unsolidity of its topic. Unso'lomonizc,
V. {Un.^6 c.) 1755 J. Shebbeare Lydia (1769) I. 60 We
should then.. squeeze him to a confession of the truth, or

unsolomonisc him by superior wisdom. t Unsolul)i'Iity.

Obs.- > (Un-' 1 2, 5 b.) 1789 J. Keir Diet. Ciiem. 29/2 The
absolute unsolubiltty of bismuth.

+ UnsO'luble, a. Obs. [Un-1 7, 5 b.] In-

soluble
; fig. unanswerable, irrefutable,

j

'559 AvLMER Harborowe K 3 b, I do not vrge this, as an
I

vnsofuble reason. 1587 Golding De Mornay x. 1^0 Let us 1

conclude.. by vnsoluble reasons.. that God.. did in deede
create the World of nothing. 1756 F. Home Exper.

j

Bleaching 279 By the.. influence of the air, it \sc. hme]
j

becomes an unsoluble earth.
j

Unsoltlte, app. an error for uftsolide Unsolid a. x6ii '

Speed Th. Gt. Britain i. xxxiii. 63/1 The Aire vpon the
East and South part is both thicke and foggie, by reason of
the Fennes and vnsolute grounds.

UusO'lvable, a, [Un- l 7 b and 5 b.]

fl. Insolvent. Obs.~~^

1656 Cowley Misc. Pref. P 5, I have the real excuse of
the honestest sort of Bankrupts, which is, to have been
made Unsolvablc. .by some notorious accidents and publike
disasters,

2. Insoluble.

[177s Ash] z8sx ). Q. Adams Report Weights ?f Meas.
79 The problem, hitherto unsolvable to man, of squaring
the circle, 1863 Reader 4 Feb. 130/1 He alone has pro-
duced paintings, before which we stand,.as though they
were unsolvable enigmas. 1894 S. Kiske Holiday Stories

(1900) 155 Who had assumed the name , . and bidden the

receipt in our butler's pantry were unsolvable mysteries.

absol. 1894 H. Gabdkner L/noJf. Patriot 6 Human longing
to solve the unsolvable.

Hence Vnso-lvableness.
x88^ Nonconf. «y Ituiep, 10 Jan. 30/1 The question is de-

pressing to the spirits in its very unsolvableness.

t Unso'lve, z/. Obs. [UN-29.] trans. To solve,

1631 QuABLES iS'dEwwtfw xii. 16 Perchance, my Fancy would
have bin so kinde, T' unsolve the doubts of my perple.\ed

niinde. 1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. Induct 75 _Ahi dcare, I

faint : can only this vnsolve The sentences which wisedome
doth involve?

Unsolved,///, a. (Un-i 8.)

x66s Sir R. HoyfKRO Four New Plays Pref. A 4, If this

were let pass, the Argument is yet unsolv'd in it self. ^ 1607
Dkvden /Etuis Deo. t 70 As Virgil propounds a riddle,

which he leaves unsolved. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind i. i.

(1786) 17 Those knots and perplexities which have hitherto
been unsolved. 1817 Pollok Course T.\. 62 Vain question
this, . .and worthy to be left Unsolved. 1886 F. M. Craw-
ford Tale Lonely Parish v, He nevertheless represented in

the minds of all an unsolved enigma.

tUnso'lvible, (z. Obs. [Un-' 7.] = Unsolvable rt. 2.

1664 H. More Exp, 7 Epist. x. 164 If unsolvible otherwise,
there is still the more assurance of undeniable Demonstra-
tion. tUnscmCj a. Obs. [Un*' 7. Cf. unisome (Un-^
3I.] At variance; hostile. CX205 Lav, 3931 Al heo weren
vn-sahte& a heo weren vn-some. 13 . . /?. Gloucester's Chron.
(Rolls) App. G. 134 Hit bifel J>at time .. For defaute of
weyes mucne folc was vnsome.

Unson, z/. [UN-2 6b.] trans. To deprive of

the character or status of a son.

165* Bp. Hall Rem. IVks. (1660) 144 He may so sin as to be
frowned on, . .not so as to be unsonned, or dis-herited. 1653
O. Sedgwick Doubting Believer 255 It is an unadvised folly

in the suspension of Gods favour, to unsonne our selves, and
unpeople our selves. 175a Young Brotliers in. i, Thy heart,

how dead to ev'ry call of nature ! Unson'd ! imbrother'd 1

nay, unhumaniz'd ! 1882 G. Macdonald Weighed^ Wanting
III. 165 The father came back. .determinwl. .that his son,

having unsonned himself, should no more be treated as a son.

tTxiSO'nlikei a- and adv. (Un- ^ 7 c, ii b.)

1657 OwKS Communion, Gtc. in. v. 300 A Spirit of bondage
..casting them into an unsonlike frame of Spirit. 1687
R. L'Esirange Aftsw. Diss. 41 Not among the Persecutors

of the Dissenters ; which he (most Un-son.!ike) Reflects

upon in this Clause. 1690 C. Nesse O, ^ N. Test. I. 314
Their irreverent and unson-like repartee. 1879 Chr. O.
RossETTi Seek ^ Find 315 An vnsonlike, unsympathetic,

,

grudging spirit.

UnsonoTous, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1730-1 Lett, Mist's

Jrnl. {\T2'2) I. 62 Words harsh, and altogether unsonorous,
' and. .incongruous in meaning. 1821 Monthly Mag. LI. 12

The harsh and unsonorous letters j and s.

! XrnSO'USy, « Sc» and north. [Un-^ 7.]

1. Luckless, unlucky, ill-omened, uncanny.
1560 Rollanu Seven Sages 47 The MaJrch [«= marrow]

beirof I sail declair. The quhilk pertenis to pur vnsonsie

Air. Ibid. 82 That may serve weill sic ane vnsonsie Sanct.

1683 G. M[eriton] Vorks. Dial. (1684) 71 Vou are unsawncy,
I think by my life. 1728 Ramsay Anacreontic on Love 32
He leugh, and with unsonsy jest, Cry'd,. .Did not my arrow

I
flie right smart? 177J Foote Maid 0/ B. 11, My father was

' so unsaunzy as to gang out with Charley in the forty.five.

i 1814 Scott Wav. Ixvii, At these unsonsy hours the glen has

I

a bad name. 1897 W. Bkattv Secretar xiv. 105 As unsonsy

1
a place as I could have chanced on.

2. Unhandsome, plain.

1894 Crockett Raiders xxi, I'm nane so unsonsy yet,

though I be auld eneuch to be the laddie's mither.

t unsoo't, f7. Obs. [Un-1 7.] = Unsweet (7.

1420-3 Lvnc. Thebes 1. 574 Al be that some founde fut

vnsoote Rather a pley of werrc than of pees. 1430-40 —
Bochas 1. iv. 162S This flood.. Causid also scarsete off

vetaile, That many a man felte ful vnsoote. 1579 Spenser
Sheph. Cal. Dec. 1 1 8 And I . . Sike follies nowe haue gathered
as too ripe, And cast hem out, as rotten and vnsoote.

Unsoo'thed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1648 Hexham ii, Ougpdeyt^ Vnfiattered, or Vnsoothed.
1814 Bykon Lara \\. viii, Cheerful was his gate ; For thence
the wretched ne'er unsoothed withdrew, 1853 Ruskin
Stones I'en. II. iii. § lo The irritated pride of the antagonists
remained unsoothed by the love-feast of St. Stephen's day.
Unsoo-thfast, a. (Un-' 7. Cf. OE. uns6pfxst.\ Not

truthful or true, a 1300 Cursor M. 26874 pof his scrift vn-
sothfast be, It sal him serue o thinges thrc. S570 Levins
Manip. 36 Vnsoothfast, infidelis.

tTnsopM'stical, fz. [U\-i 7.]

+ 1. Unsophisticated. Obs."'^

1741 Compi. Fam.'Piece i. i. 58 lake red and unsophbtical
Oil of Pctre.

2. Not sophistical.

[177S Ash.] 1836 Landor Peric. <V AsP. xcv, Certainly
these words are very unsophistical. 1886 J. Pulsfobd
Infold, ^ Unfold. Div. Genius 13 With childlike unsophistical
affections, let us love * the Maker of Heaven and earth '.

Hence Uusophi'stically adv.
1794R. J. Sulivan View Nat, II. 30^ If. .men would allow

themselves the free exercise of their reason., when un-
sophistically established.

tJnsophi'sticate,///.fl'. (UN-i8b. Cf.next.)
1607 Markham Cavel. vi. Dcd., Yet when I shall be tride,

I hope I shall proue vnsophisticat. 1659 T. Pecke Pamassi
Pnerp, 172 Few English men dare purchase an Estate;
Unless your Wisdom's unsophisticate '1 he Title vouch.
x688 NoKRis Lett. 165 The unsophisticate and genuine relish

of the Soul. X760 Weslev Prim.Physick Pref. p 3 Medicines
. .good in their Kind ; pure, genuine, unsophisticate. 1781
CowpEK Conversat. 451 Nature, unsophisticate by man.
Starts not aside from her Creator's plan. 1867 Lowell Fitz
Adam's Story 605 Men unsophisticate, rude-nerved as bears.

Unsophisticated, ///. a- [Un-i 8.]

1. Unmixed, unadulterated.
1630 J. Taylok (Water P.) Begger Wks. i. 98/1 Vn-

sophisticated drinke. That neuer makes men stagger. 1664,

BovLE Exp, touching Colours 141 Take Blew, but Un-
sophisticated, Vitriol. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss.

(1708) 17 He never wnnts for two Sorts of Liunors, the
Good and the Bad;.. and that to be sure unsopbisticated
with the other. 1861 in Daily Chron. 12 Sept., An infusion

made from the unsophisticated [tea*] leaves.
^ 1894 Cosmo-

politan XVII. 128 Pure air and a sky unsophisticated with
the lights and smokes of civilization.

2. Not tampered with, altered, or falsified; un-

corrupted, genuine.

1664 H. More M^st. Iniq. 438 "They shall use the Sword
of the Spirit,,,which is unsophisticated Reason and Scrip-

ture. 1690 D. Granville Lett. (Surtees) 234 This low ebb
of pure unsophisticated devotion, itoo Bukke Fr, Rev.
128 We preserve the whole of our feelings still native and
entire, unsophisticated by pedantry and infidelity. 1843
IMrs. Maitland] Lett.fr. Madras p. v, To give the corre-

spondence in its genuine unsophisticated state. 1897 Mary
KiNGSLEV W, AJrica 380 It was difficult to tell.. which was
the bottom of the canoe and which was the unsophis-

ticated log.

3. Not sophisticated in habits, manners, or mind
;

natural, ingenuous, inexperienced.

1665 BovLE Occas. Refl. iv. iii. 16 If some Ladies.. were
bound to change Dresses with this unsophisticated and un.

adorn'd Maid. x668 H, More Div. Dial, II. 362 They
shall be. .untainted and unsophisticated by the unwholesoinc
Converse of men. 1814 Jane Austen Mansf. Park xxiv.

Her young, unsophisticated mind. 1854 Thackeray New-
comes II. n8 What an unsophisticated little country creature

you are ! 18^3 Tkistram Moab xiii. 234 Trotter. .drew out

the unsophisticated fish as fast as he could bait his hook.

Hence Unsophi'sticatedness.
1858 Abp. Benson in Life{.\%^^ I. 139 Some., footmen.,

took away my umbrella, but amazed my unsophisticatedness

in making me keep rny hat on my head. x866 Alger Solit.

Nat. <V Man iv. 336 To appreciate natural unsopliisticated-

ne>s more highly, and conventionality more lowly.

TTnsophistication. ,Un- i i 2.

)

i8j5 T. Hook Sayinp Ser, n. IL 356 Affecting delight.

.

at their unsophistication and curiosity. 1846 Mks, Gore
Eng. Char, (1S52) 29 The unsophistication which exposes

the less wary classes.. to be quacked to death by plausible

doctors. 1887 T. Hakdv Woodlanders \\\. 99 A proposal

due rather to his unsophistication than to bis prudence.

tUnso'pited, ///. a. Sc. Obs. IUn-' 8.J Not put to

rest. 1734 Keith Hist. Ch. f^ St. Scot. 1S6 To beget and
maintain Friendship.. after so late and as yet unsopited

Jars. Unso'rdid,fl. (UN-'7,5b.) iBs7S:^nLh.s Stephen-

son xxxiv, 464 Though a thrifty and frugal man, [he] was ,

essentially unsordid. Unscre, a. (Un-* 7. Cf. OE.
unsdr, ON. lisdrr, MSw. osar, MDa. usaar.)^ 1500-20

Dunbar Poems Ixxxiii. 23 Thane had my dyi bcine all in

duill,. .Quhair now I sing with heart onsair. Unso'r-
Tovfedf ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1597 Hookek Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxii.

g 13 What heapes of grieuous transgressions haue we com-
mitted,., and yet cleane passe them ouer vnsorrowed for,

and vnrepented of. 1619 Fi.etchek M. Thomas ii. iv, Val.

What shall I do? Cel. Dye like a fool unsorrow'd,A bankrupt
fool, that flings away his Treasure. UnsOTtable, a.

(Un-' 7 b.) 17x6 RI. Davies .-ithen. Brit. II. 289 An Arian,

Papist and Jacobit, dealing in their respective unsortable

patch-work, make up to themselves unsellable Chymcra's.

Unsorted,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not arranged or put in order.

1533 More Apol. xlvii. Wks. 021/2 Good Tomme Truthe.

.

bringeth neuer a wytnesse with hym, and all hys euydence
vnsortcd. 1741 Watts Improv, Mind xx. (1786) 408 Their
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UNSOUGHT. 348 UNSOUNDED.
ideas.. will lie in the brain unsorted, and thrown together
without order. 1861 Wvntsr SiK. Bets 22 The last letters .

.

are, of course, vnsorted, and have to go through that process
as the train proceeds. 1895 Educat. Rez'. Nov. 352 A new
science has been developed out of what were unsorted and
uninterpreted fragments.

1 2. Unfitted, unsuitable. Obs.-^
1596 Shaks. I Hen. /K, 11. iii. 13 The purpose you under*

take is dangerous, the Friends you haue named vncertaine,
the Time it selfe vnsorted.

Unsought,///, a. [Un-1 8 b, c. Cf. MDu,
ongtsockt (Du. ongezocht), MHG. ttngesuocket (G.

nngesucht\ Da. ussgt^ Sw. osokt^

1. Not searched out or sought after ; not sought

or asked for.

aisi5 A*icr. K. 324 A wummon |>et haueS forloren hire

nelde..seche3 hine anonriht,..and God forloren uor sunne
schal liggen uni^ouht fulle seoue dawes. 1374 Chaucer
Troylus 1. 809 Vnknowe vnkyst and lost J>at is vn-sought.

a 1395 HvLTON Scala Per/, w. xiv. (\V. de W. 1494). Vn-
resonably he werkith )>ax leuith the souereyn gode . . vnsought
and \Tiloued. ^1470 Gregory Ckron. m Hist. Coll, Cit.

Lo'ui, (Camden) 192 They lefte noo thynge unsoflfethe, and
they scrchyd all that nyght. a 1548 Hall Ckron.^ Hen. Vl^

103 S. thyng discended from heauen, of theim vnsought,
vnimagincd and not deuised. 1576 Gascoegne Kenelworth
Castle Wks. 1910 II. 92 Nothing shall rest unsought, That
may bring pleasure to your mind. 1634 Miltom Comus 732
The Sea o'refraught would swell, and th' unsought diamonds
Would so emblaze the forhead of the Deep,. .that [etc.].

1688 T. Flatman Lines to Abp. Sancroft i When I Your
unsought Glories view'd, . . some great thing to Write I meant.
c 1708 Fenton First Fit of Gout 19 Whence comes this

unsought honour unto me ? 1751 Wabburton Pole's Wks.
IX, 247 To the issue of that unasked and unsought compli-
ment these words allude. 1837 hocKHwr Scott IV. i. 13
This novel seems to me to possess . . a kind of simple unsought
charm. 1856 Kane Arct. Expt. II. iii. ^4 How often relief

has come at the moment of extremity, in forms strangely

unsought
b. Not obtained by search or effort. Freq. in loose

const. : Without being sought for ; without search.

c 1350 ipomadofi 6519 Nowe Ise vnsoughte, My travayle
hedyr is all in vayne ! c 1368 Chaucer Compl, Pite 104
What maner thinge may encrese my wo That haue I redy
vnsoghte euyr where. £:i4oo Ywaitu <5- Gaxv. 798 Bot
the knight thar fand thai noght ; Than was thar mekil sorow
tmsogbt. £:x46o Tffwuetey Myst. in. 97 In erth I se right

noght Bot syn that is vnsoght. ?^i5oo Chester PI. {Sh&ks.
Soc.) 206 Endles paine muste I have unsoughte To my
rewarde. 1596 Spenser /*. Q. vi. iv, 28 Oftimes. .sorrowes
of the mynd Find remedie vnsought, which seeking cannot
fynd. z6ox Shaks. Twel. N, iii. i. i63 Loue sought, is good

:

but giuen vnsought, is better. 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 59
Thus they out of their plaints new hope resume To find

whom at the first they found unsought. 17*5 Ramsay
Gentl. ShepK in. ii. That's kind unsought. 1784 Cowper
Task III. 288 What pearl is it. .which the poor, .Seek and
obtain, and often find unsought? 1817 Scott ^ar(7/rfIntrod.

55 Oft at such season, too, will rhymes unsought Arrange
themselves in some romantic lay. 1853 Poultry Chron. III.

338/2 The greatest gain will often, unsought and unwished,
attend the first-class.

C. With advs,, esp./i?^
16x1 Florio, husplorato^ unsought out. 1622 Wither

Philarete M 3 b. Those sad Straines . . Which you composd,
when greatest discontent Vnsought-for helpe to your Inuen-
tiou lent. x6<o Cromwell Let. 12 Sepjt. (Carlyle), Which
we earnestly desire may not be laid aside unsought after,

vj%1 [DorringtonJ P. Quarll (1816) 26, I had him., by
mere accident, unexpected, and unsought for. x8x6 Wilson
City 0/ Plague iii. ii. 137 Unsought-for bliss Coming, .from
all the points of heaven. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 1. x. 249 This
arrangement, .at least was unsought for by him*

2. t a. Unassailed. Obs, rare,

a 1300 Cursor M. 24^0 He luued hir wil mare I>an are, For
wirscipp )>at sco did him win, And sco vnsoght saccles o sin.

CX400 Sowdone Bab, 2081 Ye bene biseged in this toure...

Charles wole not leve you vnsought.

b. Unasked ; without being requested.
a 1500 Cliaucer*s Dreme in Cs Wks, (1598) 359/1 So verily,

cch thing vnsought, He said as he had knowne my thought.
16x3 HiERON Bridegroome 18 Christ leadeth his Church with
benefits, and that vnsought to. a 1704 T. Brown Sat. Quack
Wks. 1720 1. 71 Death, tho' unsought, waits on thy murd'ring
Quill. X873 SvMoNDS Grk. Poets xi. 392 Then on my lyre,

unasked, unsought, there flew A grasshopper. 1878 B.
Taylor Deukalion i. vL 49 Ere ye approach me, I shine
unsought.

3. Unexamined, unexplored.
c X37S Cursor M. 26637 (Fairf.), Hit faris of shrift as dos of
wound pat lange vnso5t is to (w grounde. 1400 tr. Secretci
Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 48, 1 haue nozht left vnsoght no stede
no temple whare Philosophers vsyd to wryte. 1426 Lydg.
De Guil. Pilgr. 4450 And ther ys no corner vnsouht. But
that 1 go to euery place. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. \. 1. 136
Loth to leaue vnsought Or that, or any place that harbours
men. x6oo Fairfax Tasso xv. xxvii. So that this mighty
sea is yet unsought, Where thousand isles and kingdoms lie

unknown. x625Quarlrs Sion's Sonii, xv. 6 Thus.. no place
I left unsought, No eare vnask'd.

4. Not resorted to ; untried.
1582 Stanvhurst ^/teis iv. (Arb.) 109 No meane vn-

attempted, ne vnsoght. .leaning. x6a6 Chas. I in Bucclcuch
MSS, (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 264 We.. have left no means
unsought that might truly enable us to these great works.
i7o8 RowE Royal Convert in. i, Is there a Remedy in human
Wisdom, My Mind has left unsought, to help this Evil?

TTnSOU'l, V, [Un-2 6 b and 4. Cf. Du. ont-

zieien, G. enlseelen,']

1. trans. To deprive of spirit or courage.
a X634 Chapman Rev.for Honour \. i. 204 For shame, sir

!

. . Your sad appearance, should they thus behold you, Would
half unsoul your army. x64t Shiklkv Cardinal \\. i. Such
Another were enough to unsoul an Army; Ignobly talk of
patieiKe till they drink And reel to deata?

2 To deprive of soul; to make soulless. Also
const, of,

1651 Bknlowes Theoph. i. xxi, Such are their ranting
catches, to unsoul And out-law man. 1654 Cokaine Dianea
IV. 336 But Cruelty, .spoiles, unbowels, unsoules the world.
a 1743 pZKLL tr. Brantome's Sp. Rliodom. (1744) 123 Heaps
of Bodies they had un-soul'd and deprived of vital air. iStes

WoRDSw. Prelude xii. 83 Even so could I unsoul As readily
by syllogistic words I'hose my.steries of being. 1858 J.
CuLROSS Lazarus Revived 46 There is a way of making
truth plain and comprehensible by unsouling it of all that is

. .most precious in it.

3. To deprive of the essential qualities of a soul.

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. Wks. (1712) 13 You may as
soon unsoul the Soul, a x68o Charnock Attrib. God (1834)
I. 88 [When] we seem to deny the being of God,, .we seem
also to unsoul our souls.

UnsoU'led, ppL a, [f. prec. or Un-1 8. Cf. G.
entseelt ; also 'iX^Q.ttngesHt (obs. G. ungeseeit), G.
7inbeseelt,'] a. Deprived of soul. b. Not endowed
with soul.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vii. vii. 46 Death,, [is not] ought
to see, but like a shade to weene, Vnbodied, vnsoul'd,
vnheard, vnseene. x6»o Shelton Quix, i. iv. v. 336,
I know not what vnsouled folke they be, and so without
conscience. 1633 Ford Love''s Sacr. i. ii, Thus, bodies
walke vnsold. 1722 Hamilton Wallace \: (1816) 67 The
chief retires,.. While twenty foes unsoul'd, adorn the fatal

scene; a 1750 A. Hill Ronald <5- Dorna v. Trembling, I

wait, unsoul d, till you inspire. x8oo Coleridge Piccolom.
I. iy. 127 The painful toil.. Left me a heart unsoul'd and
solitary. x84oMangan/'^^/«j(i903) 136 To be The world's
applauded and degraded martyr, Unsouled, enthralled.

1885-9^ R. Bridges Eros ^ Psyche Mar. xii, Her fair

Hellenic empire .. For which she had. .left her wanton
images unsoul'd In Babylon and Zidon.
Unsou'lish, a. (Un-' 7.) 1890 J. Pulsford Loyalty to

Christ I. 226 He felt for the moment that he was living

a miserably thin, formal, unsouUsh life.

+ Unsou-nd, ^^. Obs, [Un-i 12. Cf. MHG.
ttngestint (obs. G. tmgestind) in sense i.]

1. Physical unsoundness ; malady or sickness ; a
wound or sore.

c X205 Lay. 29315 f>e king him gon crepen an heonden and
a futen, swulc he mid unsunde al uorwunded weore. a X300
Marina 207 in Horstm. AltengL Leg. (1878) 173 per heoTay
mid vnsounde Fourteniht faste ybounde. c 1315 Shoreham
I. 82 Water wasschej> Jie felthe a-wey, per me wesschej> by
liste pe on-sounde.

2. Harm, distress, annoyance.
X3. . E. E. AUit. P, C. 58 Did not lonas in lude such lape

sum-whyle. To sette hym to sewrte, vnsounde he hyni
feches? Ibid, 527 He t>at is to rakel to renden his cloliez,

Mot efte sitte with more vn-sounde to sewe hem togeder.
c 1470 Golagros «§• Gaw. 590 Was neuer sa vnsound set to
my hert.

UnsoU'Ild, a. [Un-1 y, Cf. NFris. ihisiin

(-siinj), MLG. nnsund (hence Sw. osundy Da.
nsund) ; also MDu. ongesont (Du, ongesond)^ MLG.
zmgesttndf MHG. ttngesunt (G. ungesund).]
1. Of persons, etc. : Not physically sound ; un-

healthy, diseased
; f suffering from wounds or

injuries,

<rx3ao ^/> Tristr. 1175 Men wounded him and band
Vnsounde. Ibid, 3342. C1330 King of Tars 522 Summe
heore scolles icleved, With serwe thei weore unsounde.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 125^ pai hurlet hym fro horse fete, & of
hond toke. Set hym in his sadill pof he vnsound were.
a X450 Le Morte Artlt. 2165 Oute of the felde was he drayne,
For he was seke and sore vn-sounde. c 1470 Henkv Wallace
VIII, 787Thewery ost.. Wysche woundis with wyn,ofif thaim
that was wnsound. 1513 Douglas j^neid iv. i, i The Queyn,
with havy thochtis onsound, In euery vane nurisis the greyn
wound. x6oi B, Jonson Poetaster iii. v, Enuy. .Shall find
me solid, and her teeth vnsound. 1667 Decay Ckr. Piety
yiii. 211 And like an unsound limb, the healing of one Sore
is the breaking out of another. 1782 De Foe /V.i^«( 1896)

57 It brought abundance of unsound people to the markets.
_X787 'G. Gambado' Acad, Horsemen (1809) 47 It seems as
if one might work a lame horse thus, and keep his unsound
leg (juiet. 1824 Bvron Def J'ransf. \. i. 564 Merrily I

merrily ! never unsound, Shall our bonny black horses skim
over the ground ! X879 Harlan Eyesight vi. 80 An eye
with a high degree of short-sight is almost always an un-
sound one.

b. transf. Of wounds, ailments, etc.

ci^M Destr, Troy 4g5 Medea the mytde..Wox pale for
pyne . . With a Sykyng vnsounde, J7at sonet to hir hert,

1596 Spenser F, Q. w. iv. x6 But that same Ladies hurts no
herbe he found Which could redresse, for it was inwardly
vnsound. x6x3 Hevwood Brazen Age H 2 b, I did neglect
the smart : At length it rankled and it grew vnsound. 1813

J. Thomson Led. Injlam. 425 The unsound appearances of
the granulations show to what a stand the animal powers
are put on such occasions.

to. Quasi-iZi/z/., in the phrase to sigh ufisound.
'i a 1^00 Morte A rth. 2,190 Ofte he syghede vn-sownde,and

said theis wordes. a 1440 Sir Degrev. \\t The eorl hovede
and beheld.. How they fayre in th« feld, And syght un-
sound, c X470 Gol. -V Gaw. 638 For pure sorow of that sight
thai sighit vnsound.

d. Of substances, plants, fruits, etc. : Not in

sound or good condition,
x6x7 MoKVsoN Itin. \\\. 273 Officers., who ouersee the

shambles, that no vnsound meate be sold. 1707 Mortimer
Husb, 167 Some Lands will make unsound Cheese, notwith-
standing all th'i Care the good Housewife can take. 18x5
A. T. Thomson Lond. Dtsp. 402 In some places the grapes
are. .picked from the stalks, and freed from all the unsound
ones with great care. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 546/1 Shake
the earth from the roots, cut off any unsound parts.

2. Morally corrupt or vitiated ; wicked, evil.
X3. . E. E. AUit. P, B. 575 pe venym & |« vylanye & he

vycios fyl)?e, pat by.sulpez manncz saule m vnsounde

hert. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3942 [He] ses theme alle in a

soppe. . With the Sarazenes vn-sownde enserclede a.bowte.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. iv. $ i 'I'hat wherein vnsounder
times haue done amisse, the better ages ensuing must
rectifie, as they may. x6oi Weever Mirr, Mart. A 7 b,

Seeking how she might the more inhaunce me, Though
lewd my hauiour was, vnsound my carriage. 1811 Lamb
Hogarth Wks. 1908 I. 107 That he .. took a pleasure in

exposing the unsound and rotten pjarts of human nature.

a x863 Buckle Civiliz. (1S69) III. iii. 130 If the people are

unsound,.. the nation perishes.

b. Not sincere or true.

X714 Gav Sheph. Week iv. 104 Boobyclod soon drops upon
the ground, A certain token that his love's unsound.

3. Unwholesome, unhealthy,
X598 Florio, Insauare,

.

. to make vnsound, or vnholsome.
x66o F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 385 The Mine of Porto
, .is. .of little benefit for want of workmen, by reason of the
unsound ayre, 170^ Mortimer Husb. 179 In unsound
Pasture they reckon it the best for Lambs to run with^the
Ewes, C1830 Clone. Farm Rep. 18 (L.U.K.), In summer
they depasture on the unsound grass land.

4. Not mentally sound or normal ; not sane.

a X547 Surrey Aineis u. 308 But we goe on, vnsound of

memorie. Ibid. iv. 11 When all unsound, her sister of like

minde Thus spake she to. x64a tr. Perkins" Prof. Bk. iv-

131 If a man of unsound memory..exchange the same land

with a stranger. 1695 Humours Town 32 A debilitated

Body, and unsound Mind. 1746 Francis tr. Hor., Sat. 11.

iii. 400 His Master sure. .Must have confess'd the Slave

unsound of Brain. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. a) V. 538
Finding that Nicholas Hume.. was not an idiot or person

of unsound mind. X898 Daily News 9 Nov, 4/5 The jury
found.. that he was occasionally unsound in mind.

6. Not soundly based in reasoning or fact.

1595 Spenser Epithal. 237 Modesty, That suffers not one
looke to glaunce awry, Which may let in a little thought
vnsownd. X63X Gouge Go<€s Arrows 210 The ground of the

objection is unsound. X641 Milton Ch. Govt. ii. 6 Ther-
fore it is unsound to say that God [etc.]. 1746 Dunkin tr.

Horace^ Epist. \. ii. 22 When doating Monarchs urge Un-
sound Resolves, their Subjects feel the Scourge. 18x8

Bvron Ch. Har. iv. vil. Waking Reason deems Such over-

weening phantasies unsound. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng.
X. II. 614 Their old theory, sound or unsound, was at least

complete and coherent. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. ^ Dogma
vi. 180 When they air their unsound criticism in public.

b. Of persons in respect of opinion or belief.

X597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Hi. § 4 So Eutyches, of sound
beliefe . .

, became vnsound by denying the difference, a 1658

Durham Covim.Rev. (1660) 187 If an unsound hypocriticall

man may be sent Minister of Christ? x68o C. Nesse
Church'Hist. 196 God tenderly covers Asa's frailty,., which
he would not do for unsound Jehu. i8ox Ld. Acton in

Wesivt. Gaz. 10 Oct. (1906) 2/3 St John, I have even heard,

was unsound about Old Testament dates and authorships.

6. Lacking in solidity or firmness.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xi. 20 Of such subtile substance and
vnsound, Ihat like a ghost he seem'd, whose graue-clothes

were vnbound. 1760 Beattie The Hares 170 Some new
phenomenon . . Which . . From its proud summit to the ground
Proves the whole edifice unsound. 1800 Southev St. Gual-
berto viii, The pile was ruinous, the base unsound. 1844
Act 7 <!( 8 Vict. c. 84 § 46 If an unsound Party Wall.. be
pulled down and rebuilt. 1856 Y^KH^Arct. Expl. I. 126 The
tee is too unsound for us to attempt to ride with a large team.

7. Of sleep : Broken or disturbed.

X584 C. Robinson, etc. Handf. Picas. Delights (.\rb.) ^4
My sieepe vnsound hath dreadfull dreams.
UnsoU'Ild, €uiv. [Un-' ii b.] Not soundly. 1595

Daniel O'wV Wars in. Ixii, The now sad king, still muses,

sleepes vnsound. tUnsou'nd, v. Obs. (Un-^ 6 b.J

a. trans. To tear or rend. b. To make unsound, c 1450
Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb,) 97 Jacob sonnes thaire brothere

cote with thaire handis vnsoundid. 1560 W, Baldwin
I'uncralles K. Edtv. Sixt A iv b, When thou hast hb,.
person found, I will thou shalt bis helthy body vnsound.

tUnsou'ndable, «.' Obs.'^ tUN.'7b] Not sounding
well; improper. cx^oAlph. 7'«/t'f 40S It wer ane vnsond-

abyll tliyng to do, if it sulde be he lefte & I taryd with t»e.

Unsoundable, a.^ [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.] In-

capable of being sounded ; unfathomable.

16*7 Jackson Creed vi. v. § i Some Schoole-braines have
beene so puzled in passing this unsoundable gulfe, as to sus-

pect [etc.). 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 216 The
so famous Nile, .sallying, as some say, out ofan unsoundable
lake, a 1684 Leighton Comm. i Pet. ii. (1603) 295 The
thoughts of God are. .deep, and unsoundable by us. 1843
Carlyle Past ^ Pr. iii. xi, There shall be a depth of Silence

in thee . . ; a Silence unsoundable. 1884 Graphic 4 Oct. 358/2
His eyes will be large, black, with long lashes and unsound-
able. 1807 Babing-Gould Gnavas vii, One track,, betwixt
unsoundable bogs.

tUn80U*nded,/i?S/. a.' Obs.— ^ [Un-'8: cf-SouNoi'.']

Not healed. 1420-z Lydg. Thebes 11. 243S Wherto shuld I

write, .of the sorowe that Polymytes Mad in hym-silf to sen

hym so forvvounded. His greuous hurtes, his soorys, ek vn»

sounded,

UnsOU'nded, pph a.'^ Also 6 unsounde.
[Un-1 8.] Not sounded, uttered, or pronounced;
not made to sound.
1530 Palsgk. Introd. i6 No vowell is left unsounded, .in a

frenche worde. c iS3" Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 899 If

the next worde . . be a consonant, than shall the said s remayne
unsounde. 1807 J, Barlow Columb, v. 766 Every honest
Muse with horror flings The name unsounded from her
sacred strings. 1865 Trans. PhiloL Soc. 15 The unsounded
syllable of the third person plural of the French verb. 1884
H. R. Haweis Musical Life 119, I keep my Strad. in a
cabinet behind glass. There he rests unsounded and
unstrung.

TTnsoanded, //A a:^ [Un-i 8.]

1. Not sounded or plummeted ; unfathomed.
1S9X Shaks. Two Gent. iii. ii. 8i Orpheus Lute, ..Whose

golden touch could.. Make Tygers tame, and huge Leuia*
thans Forsake vnsounded deepcs, to dance on Sands. 1616

W. Browne i^r/V-PiM/. II. i. 130 The tyde.. whereon hiscarre



UNSOUNDLY.
should sweepe, D«kt with the riches of th' unsounded
deepe. 1651 T. SjANLEy Poems, Venus Vigils 77 Piercing
through the unsounded sea. 1861 L. L. Noble Icebergs 243Where with the surf around its shoulders.. it stood far up
from the unsounded valleys of ocean.

b. fg. or in fig. contexts.
IS93 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iii. i. \; Glouster is a man Vn-

sounded yet, and full of deepe deceit. 1607 Chapman
t?"^ "V^ "" '"• f" '' O the vnsounded Sea of woraens
bloods, That when tis calmest, is most dangerous. 1634
Jackson Creed vn. xi.\. § 6, 1 would request every ingenuous
sober reader.. not adventure to saile in a narrow..and un.
sounded sea only with the help of a generall carde. a 1750
A. Hill 1 he Alnse to the Writer xxxiii. This is a subject,
that, outstretching thought, Through depths unsounded,
wit.i long plummet draws. 1816 Mrs. Hemans Forest
^anctuary ix.\i, Th' unsounded gulfs of human woe ! 1876
bwiNBURKE Erechthens 939 Mine unknown children of un.
sounded years. 1878 Emerson in N: Ainer. Rev. CXXVI.
409 To good men, as we call good men, this doctrine of
Irust is an unsounded secret.

2. Unprobed, unexamined.
ci6«) Robinson Mary Magd. 534 Vaine woman !.. shall

thy heart vnsounded, still rcmaine vnsound ?

Unsoundly, adv. [Uk- i 1

1

.]

1 1. So as to So hurt or harm ; injuriously. Obs.
13. .

£•. E. Atlit. P. B. 201 Ne neuer so sodenly so^t (God)
vn-soundely to weng. As for fyllie of |)e flesch bat foles han
vsed. 13.. Gaw. f, Gr. Knt. 1438 penne l>ay beten on be
buskez, & bede hym vp ryse, & he vnsoundyly out sojt
st^gez ouer-Jjwert.

2. In an unsound or unsolid manner.
IS94 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Pref. viii. § i All such partes of

the word of God . .no lesse unsoundly taught and interpreted
by all authorized English pastors, then by antichrists lectors
ihemselues. 1611 Cotgk., Insolidement, vnsoundly, vn-
sohdely,. .feebly. 1668 H. .Morb Div. Dial 11. v. 195 If it
were notable to bear such small Fillips, it would be a sign
that things hung very crazily and unsoundly together. iSis-» Webster s.v., He sleeps unsoundly. 1851 Mansel Proleg.
Log. I. 2 That it is possible to transgress those [mental]
laws, or to think unsoundly.

Unson-ndness. [Un-i 12.]
1. The quality of being physically or materially

unsound. Also fig.
IS99 Sandys &(ri7/tar5><<-. (1605) V 2 b,The bond ofcommon

feare, is the strongest indeed of all other,, .and the daunger
once past falles in sunder of his owne vnsoundnesse. 1614
Latham Falconry 11. i. 79 When through our disorder., we
hauc wrought their [sc. hawks') vnsoundncs, we forget to
looke backe. 1763 Mills Pract. Husb. III. 449 If these
(hvers) were livid or corrupted, they offered others, as the
unsoundness of the first might be owing to some casual
distemper. i8ao Starkie Ref. Cases A^. /». II. 81 If a horse
b« affected by any malady which renders him less serviceable
for a permanency, I have no doubt that it is an unsound-
nes.s. i8<a Tvndall Gtac. 11. xix. 333 The unsoundness of
ice at and near its melting point. 1880 Encyd. Brit. XII.
185/2 A pimple on the body where the saddle would cover
11 IS an unsoundness in a hunter while it lasts. Ibid., A
temporary cough is also an unsoundness.

b. Unwholesomeness.
i6«o F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 370 .\ Colony, .dis-

planted for the unsoundnesse of the ayre.

2. The quality of being unsound in belief, opinion,
principles, etc.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. § 6 By reason of vnsound-
nes in the highest articles of Christian faith. 1641 Milton
Aniiuadv. 20 They need not carry such .--n unworthy
suspiaon over the Preachers of Gods word, as to tutor their
unsoundnesse with the Abcie of a Liturgy. 1680 S. Mather
Iren. 3 Fundamental unsoundness and Corruption of judg-
ment. >7*<>J. Gill Body Pract. Divinity 11. ii. 302 They.

.

agree to differ, .and not charge one another with unsound-
ness and heterodoxy. 1794 G. Ada.ms Nat. fi Exp. Pliilos.
II. xvii. 259 It was not uncommon formerly to suspect
every one who professed to pursue the light of nature, of
unsoundness ofprinciples. 1S41 [ -M rs. Mozlev) Lost Brooch
II. 71 Every sermon of his betrays hk unsoundness. 1877
Smith f, IVace's Diet. Chr. Biog. I. 11/2 The breach was
widened by mutual accusations of unsoundness in the faith.

b. Of doctrine, principles, etc.

1586 Hooker Answ. Travers § 6 Any thing that shalbe
spoken concerning the vnsoundnes of my Doctrine. 1607
Stat, in Hist. Wakefield Grain. Sclu (1892) 61 The unsound-
nes of his or theire religion. 171a Addison Spect. No, 507
F 6 The Unsoundness of this Principle .. is .. universally
acknowledged. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 551 The
unsoundness of the conclusion . . might inspire a reasonable
distrust of the correctness of the persuasions. 1881 West-
cott & Hort Grk. Test. Introd. § 93 The presumed un.
soundness of the text.

3. The quality of being mentally unsound.
i8as Macaulay Ess., Milton r 14 Perhaps no person can

be a poet.. without a certain un.soundness of mind, i^
J. W. H. Williams (title). On Unsoundness of Mind, in its
medical and legal considerations. 1884 Law Rep. 27 Ch.
Div. iig 'I'he soundness or unsoundness of mind of the
alleged lunatic.

fUnsou-ndy, rt. Ofa.-' Irreg.var. Unsound a,
a 1519 Skelton E. Rummyng 35 Her eyen gowndy Are

full vnsoundy, For they are blered.

TTnsouped, obs. variant of Unsupped.
UnsouT, a. (Un-' 7. C£ OE, iinsi'ir, ON. tisnrr.)

1611 FLoRio,_/«;rjr/w, vnsowre, sweet. 17.. Ramsay To
D. M'Eiven ii. Health, T' enjoy ilk hour a Saul unsow'r.

VuaoxiveA,ppl. a. (U.N-1 8. Cf. NFris. ««-
siirred, MSw. osyrJh (Sw, osyrad), older Da. usuret
(Da. usyret) ; Du. ongezuurJ, MHG. imgesiuret
(G. ungesduerl) chiefly of bread, = unleavened.)
i6j6 Bacon Sylva § 341 Wee see that Meat and Drinke

will last longer, Vnpulrified, or Vnsowred, in Winter, than
in Summer. 1685 Dryden Horace 1. ix. 26 Secure those
golden early joyes. That Youth unsowr'd with sorrow bears.
c 1791 Burns To Mr. Maxwell i, Health, ay unsour'd by

349

care or grief. i8s3 C. Bronte in Mrs. Gaskell £,^14(1858)
471 A serene spirit and an unsoured disposition I

Unsow-ed, ppi. a. (Un.' 8. Cf. MDu. ongesaeit (Du.
oiigezaaid), G. ungesaet. Da. vsaaet, Sw. osluid.] = next.
164B Hexham 11, Onbezaeyt landt, an vnsowed land, or a
Fallowe field. 1791 Cowper Odyss. IX, 125 Earth unsow'd,
untill d, brings forth for them All fruits, wheat, barley,
and the vinous grape.

Unsown, ///, a. Also 4 unsowe, -sawe.
[Un-1 8 b. Cf. OE. unsdwen (of land), ON.
tisdinn, and prec]
1. Of seed : Not sown ; left without being sown.
Also of vegetation : Growing without having been
sown.

^ *374 Chaucer Former Age 10 Corn vp-sprong vnsowe
of mannes bond. ?is.. in Thynne Animadv., etc. (1875)
88 Wher the seyd of god is vnsawn. 1539-40 A'. C. Wills
^urtees) 169 All my come sowen and unsowen. 1573
Tusser Husb. (1878J 85 Sowe lintels ye may, and peasoii
gray. Keepe white vnsowne, till more be knowne. i6a6
Bacon Sylva §546 Mushromes..come vp so hastily; As
"? ?,, Night; And yet they are Vnsowne. 1693 Dryden
Ovtds Met. I. 138 The Flow'rs un-sown, in Fields and
Meaoows reign'd. 1883 R. W. Di.xon Mana I. iv. 10 The
crops remained unsown this year.

2. Of land : Not supplied with seed.
c 1400 Gamelyn 83 He fought on his landes hat lay vnsawe.

a 15x3 Fabyan Chron. iv. l.txv. 53 The grounde was vntylled
and vnsowen, Wherof ensued great scarsytie. 1539 Act 31
Hen. I III, c. 5 Duryng all suche time as the same landes
shalbe and remayne vnsowen. s6oo Subflet Countrie
Farme I. xxiv, 147 The trampling which they keepe about
trees, niedowes, and vnsowne places. i6a6 Bacon Sylva
I 482 If the Ground lie fallow, and vnsowne. i7as Pope
Odyssey IX. 143 Nor knows the soil to feed the fleecy care.
But uninhabited, untill'd, unsown It lies. 1730 Lvttelton
Epist. to Pope 28 Unhappy Italy !. . Her cities (are] desert
and her fields unsown, 184a Tennyson Dora 71 Dora.,
went her way Across the wheat, and sat upon a mound That
was unsown.

Unspa-n, e-. rare. (Un-2 3 -^ Span f.n Cf.
OE. uii; onspanitan, Da. oiiispannen.)
1648 Hexha.m II, Ontspannen, . . to Vnspan, or to Vnyoake.

/bid.,EenOntspanninget ..anVnbending,oran Vnspanning.
i 1659 W. Cha.mberl.wne Pharon. in. v. 92 The grave sad
!

man_. Whose counsel could conspiracies unspan When ready
j

to give fire.

Unspa-ned, /»//.<!. Sc. (Un-' 8.] Unweaned. isoo-ao
Dunbar Poems \xxv. 36 My clype, my vnspaynit gyane
With moderls milk 5it in Jour mychane. tUnspa'ng, v.
Obs. (Un-^ 4 b.) trans. To detach (horses) from a cart.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Desteler les chevaux, to
lose horses, or vnspang them from the carte. 161 1 CoTCR.
S.V. Desteler. Unspa-neled, fpl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1628
QUARLES Argalus .y P. I. Wks. (Grosart) III, 251/1 Whenas
the universall shade Of the unspangled heaven . . had made
An utter darknesse,

UnspaT, V. [Un-2 3, Cf. Du. ontsperren,
OHG, intsperian, -en (MHG. ent-, ensperreii)^
trans. To unbar (a door, etc.) ; to open.
ciioo Oriiin 12158 Cristess (>ohht wass sperrd swa wel.,

patt naness kinness sinnfuU lusst Ne mihhte itt nsefre unii-
sperrenn. a imj Ancr. R. 70 Heo schal habben leaue to
openen {MS. B. unsperren] hire J>url enes o5er twies. 1393
Lanol. p. PL C. XXI. 89 The blood sprang doun by f>e

sper, and vnsperrede [w knyghtes eyen. tbid. 272 A spirit
..bit vnsperre >e 3ates. (11542 Wvatt in TotteVs Misc.
(Arb.) 225 Lyke as the birde within the cage enclosed, The
dore vnsparred, her foe the hawke without. 1590 T.
MloUFET] Silkioormes 12 How feately then vnsparrecf she
the doore. i6iz Cotgr., Desverouitler vn huis, to..vn.
sparre a doore. 1808 Scott Alarm. 1. iv. Forty yeomen .

.

'i'lie lofty palisade unsparr*d And let the drawbridge fall.

Unspa-rable, a. iUn-' 7 b.) c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. vii.

5i9.Sithen it is profitable.. and vnsparable that such a meyr
and such a bischop shulden be in tyme comyng.
Unspared, ppl. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. MDu. on-

gcspaert (Du. ongespaard), MLG, ungesparet,
MHG. (and G.) ungespart; ON. Hspartlr (Sw.
ospard, Da, usparet, dial, uspard).]
1. Not spared or reserved, f Also in loose const.,

without sparing, unsparingly.
13., St. Erienwolde 335 in Horstm, Altengl. Leg. (1881)

273 With vnsparid murthe. 1535 Stewart Croii. Scot.
(Rolls) I, 504 Euerilk man, baith ill and gude vnspaird, As he
had wrocht, sail get ane just rewaird. 1667 Milton P. L.
X. -606 Thou therefore . . whatever thing The Sithe of Time
mowes down, devour unspar'd. s88i Rvskin Love's Meinie
iii. § 87 Unspared labour, and attentive skill.

t2. Indispensable. Ol>s.~^

1614 T, Adams Physicke /r. Heaven Wks. (1629) 291 No
Physitian then cures of himselfe; my more then the hand
feecles the mouth ;. .though the Physitian and the hand be
vnspared instruments to their seuerall purposes,

t unspa-rely, (Zffo. (3fo. [Un-1 n. Cf. ON.
tisparltga (MSw, osparlikd).'] Unsparingly.
a I3a^ Jiitiana 59 Heo as Jje deouel spurede ham to donne,

dude hit unsparliche. 13 .. Caiu. f,- Gr. Knt. 979 Chefly )jay
asken Spycez, [rat vn-sparely men speded horn to bryng.
?(ZI400 Morte Arth, 235 'rhane spyces vn-sparyly ^y
spendyde there-aftyre. Ibid. 3160 Thus they . . Spendis vn-
sparely, ]jat sparede was lange.

Unsparing, ///. a. [Un-1 lo.]

1. Showing no forbearance or mercy.
a X586 Sidney^ Arcadia 111. vii. The pittilesse launce.

.

(angry with being broken) . . full of unsparing splinters,
lighted upon that face. 1590 Daniel Mnsoph. 323 No, no,
vnsparing Time will prowdfy send A warrant unto Wrath.
1649 Milton Eikon. Pref. C, The unsparing Sword of
Justice. 1770 Glover Leonidas (ed. 5) vi. 166 Unsparing
Mars Heap'd carnage round thee. 1781 Cowper Lett. 2 Apr.,
Men of a rough and unsparing address. 18x8 Miteord
Hist. Greece V, 155 Unsparing of himself, he seems however
to have been strongly disposed to be considerate of others.

UNSPEAKABLENESS.

(
'844 KiNGLAKE Eothen viii. Cool, decisive in manner,

I unsparing of enemies. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 244
I

His unsparing, merciless character, . . never diverted from
I

Its fell purpose.

i 2. Wot niggardly ; liberal, lavish.

[

i6«7 Milton P. L. v. 344 Fruit of all kindes . . She gathers,

I

..and on the board Heaps with unsparing hand. 1736
iHOMSON Liberty v. 584 Unsparing love Their endfos
treasure, and their deeds their praise. 1781 Cowper Expost.
677 Gratitude and temp'rance in our use Of what he gives,
unsparing and profuse. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 167 See, here

''''^J'.^^.X- -V^ *<= ""sparing cheeses of pressed milk.
1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 23 'ifie four or five ideas, .are..
turned over and over again with so unsparing a profuseness,
that (etc.).

Hence Unspa'rinifiiess.
1818 MiTFoRD Hist. Greece V. 426 His extraordinary.,

successes, but especially his profuse unsparingness of him-
self;., had (etc.).

UnspaTingly, aife. (Un-Ih. Cf. prec.)
(11500 Bernardus de cura rei /am. (1870) 2 pe man (>at

spendis Vns,)arandly mar t>an his rent extendis. ai63i
Donne Lament. Jeremy 11, ii, The Lord unsparingly hath
swallowed All Jacobs dwellings. i8o5SouTHEYin Robberds
Mem. W. Taylor (1843) II. 85, I am squeezing out the
whey,_and shall cut out un.sparingly. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
hng. I. I. 98 On the chief ministers. .the vengeance of the
nation was unsparingly wreaked.
Unspa-rkling, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.) 1S16

!

v\ iLSON Misc. Poems 293 Unsparkling eyes where smiles
;

appear More mournful far than many a tear. 1895 W. M.
1

RossETTl D. C. Rossetti I. 171 Tall, finely formed, with..
greenish-blue unsparkling eyes. tUnspa-rpIed, ppl. a.
Sc. [Un.' 8.) Undivided. 1508 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I.

253/1 For keping of his heretage . . unsparpalit and unanalyt
in favouris of his sone. Unspa-tial, a. (Un-' 7.) i8«5
J. Grote Moral Ideals (1876) 370 Concurrently, .there is

going on thought in our spiritual, unspatial, being. 1884

C- Lota's Metaph. 185 Every real Thing . . would have to be
Itself infinitely divisible into unspatial multiplicities.

Unspawned, ///. o- (Un-i 8.)
[1775, Ash.) i8i4-l/<;«////^jI/ajf.XXXVn. 335 She instant

resolv'd such a gala to give. As thro' ages uiispaw n'ti should
continue to live. 1847 Stoddabt Angler's Comp. 214 The
female parr.. retaining. .the unspawned ova. 1884 St.
James' Gaz. 11 Jan. 4 The death of. .many unspawned fish.
Unspea-k, v. (Un-^ 3.) 1605 Shaks. Maci. iv. iii. 123

Euen now 1 put my selfe to thy Direction, and Vnspeake
mine owne detraclion. 1615 G. Wither Fidelia 1222, I

will vnspeake againe what is mis-spoken. Unspcak-
abi-lity. (Un.' 12. Cf next.) 1845 Carlyle Cromwell
(1871) 11. 93 No modern reader can conceive the. unspeak.
ability of this fact,

Unspea'kable, a., si., and a<fv. [Un-1 7 b
and 5 b.]

1. Incapable of being expressed in words; in-

expressible, indescribable, ineffable.
a 1400 Hampole's Wks. (1895) I. 199 pe vnspekeabill & \>e

vnmesurabill charite, bothe of Jie ffadire and of )>e sone.
a 1425 Ir.Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. ^7 It may neuer be
cured . .

but if it plese god .. for to help wi)) his vnspekeable
verlu. <ri445 Pecock Donet 64 A l>i"g..fer abouc alle
creatuns speche vnspekable, 1534 More Treat. Passion
vyks. 1346/1 It ischaunged by an vnspe.ikeable woorking,
although it seme bread to vs that be weake. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 1. i, 'I he flocke of unspeakeable vertues laid up.

.

in that best Luilded folde. 1615 W. Lawson Country
Ilousew. Card. (1626) 6 It is vnspeakable, what fatne-sse is
brought to low grounds by Inundations of waters, 1675
1 raherne Chr. Ethics 204 Those bodies are superadded,
certainly for unspeakable and most glorious ends. 1754
Connoisseur No. 6 r 4, 1 had the unspeakable mortification
to see my favours sometimes not inserted. 1841 W. Spalding
Italy^ It. Isl. II. 57 The laws and the system of society
conspired together to work unspeakable evils. 1S71 Morley
Carlyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. I. 216 He h.id the unspeakable
advantage of being . . respectable.
absol. 1831 Caklvle Sart. Res. 11, ix. In what words.,

(can we] speak even afar-off of the unspeakable ?

b, spec. Indescribably or inexpressibly bad or
objectionable.
Freq. of the Turk, after quot. 1876, Also absol.

_ 1831 Carlyle in Westm. Rev. July 6 How they sailed.,
into Paynim land; (ought with that unspeakable Turk,
King Machabol. 1843 — ^<"' «l Pr. I. iii, How ye came
among us, in your cruel armed blindness, ye unspeakable
County Yeonianiy ! 1876 — Let. in Mem. (1881) II, 3J1 The
unspeakable Turk should be immediately struck out of the
question, and the country left to honest European guidance.
iZijfy Advance (Chicago) 30 Jan. 153/1 We were,, even more
guilty than the Unspeakable himself. 1902 Ckoslanu
(title). The Unspeakable Scot.

C, sb. An ineffable being.

1843 Carlyle Past t, Pr. 111. xv. Through all thy .

.

melancholy Business and Cant, there does shine the presence
of a Primeval Unspeakable.

2. Incapable of being spoken or uttered ; that
may not be spoken.
1568 H. B. tr. P. Martyr, Ep. Rom. 224 They are called .

vnspeakeable sighes, for that we speake not expressedlyc
what the spirite asketh. 1611 Bible 2 Cor. xii. 4 He .

.

heard vnspeakable wordes, which it is not lawfull for a man
to vtter. 1770 Glover Leonidas (cd. 5) x. 574 Leonidas,
whose looks Declar'd unspeakable applause.
3. U.S. Unwilling or unable to speak.
1888 Advance (Chicago) 29 Nov., The distinguished but

unspeakable witness. 189a Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 465My dog., looks up at me as who should say, 'You are
become unspeakable as one of us, poor old fellow !

'

4. oiiv. Unspeakably, indescribably.
1635 Pagitt Christiaiiogr. 34 Beyond the Land of Cathaie,

which they prayse to be civill, and unspeakable rich. 1657
Baxter Call to Unconverted (1660) 59 How certainly and
unspeakable happy you may be if you will.

Hence Unspea-kableness.
ai58« Sidney Arcadia i. xi, The unspeakeablenes of his



UNSPEAKABLY.
griefc. 1657 J- Smith Myst. Rktt 54 That we may rather
conceive the unspeakablenesse then the untruth of the
relation. 1691 Bunyan {titU\ The Greatness of the Soul,
and unspeakableness of the loss thereof.

Unspeakably, adv. [f. prec] Unutterably,
indescribably.

iSa6 Pilgr, Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 154 The clere syght of
fa>th..gyueth more ioye vnspekably to the contemplatyue
seruauntcs of god, than tetc.]. 1597 Hooker EccL Pol. v.

Hv. § 8 God hath in Christ vnspeakablie glorified the nobler
. -part of our nature. 1647 H. More Sou^ 0/ Soul Notes
358 Some inhabit God himself, who is unspeakably infinite.

1681 Flavel Meth. Grace x. 224 It is unspeakably delightful.

1705 Phil. Trans. XXV, 1910 A Confluence, .ofunspeakably
sniall Salt Particles. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will iv. v. 226
Man is. .unspeakably different from a meer Machine. 1842
OicKENS Attter. Notes (1850) 150/1 The effect is said to be
unspeakably absurd. 1871 Le Fanu Rose ^ Key II. 29S It

Was unspe:ikably provoking.
Unspea'king, vbl. sd. (Un-' 13.) i860 Ruskin Motl.

Faitu. \. 164 False speaking [is] unspeaking,—on the
negative side of silence.

Unspeaking, ///. a, [Un- 1 1 o. Cf. OE. un-
sprecende^ OFris. umprekand, MDu. onsprekettde

(obs. Du. onsprekeitd) yOUG. umprcchaite (MHG.
iinsprechendc) in sense 2 (chiefly of children).]

1 1. Unspeakable, ineffable. Obsr"^
1340 Ayenb. 266 Ich yze; t>e ilke onspekjmde antdj on-

todelinde mageste of J>e holy trinyte.

2. Not Speaking ; unable to speak. Also^.
138a Wycuf y<?^ xxxviii. g With clothis of vnspekende

childbed. — Ps. viii.3 Of the mouth of vnspekende childer.

.

thou performedist prcising. x6ii Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 178
His description Prou'd vs vnspeaking sottes. 1796 EuzA
Hamilton Lett. Hindoo Rajah (1811) II. 81 All was placid
uniformity, and unspeaking regularity of feature. x8ix
Shelley MotJur ^ Son iii, The proofs of an unspeaking
sorrow dwelt Within her ghastly hoUowness of eye.

tUnspea-r, v^ Obs. [Un-2 4 + Speab z/.^]

tram. To unbar ; to open.
c 1150 (^««.

<S-
£".r. 25 Quhu lucifer . .held hem sperd in belles

male til god .. unspered al 3e fendes sped. 1377 Langl.
P. PL B. xvin, 259, I here. .How a spirit speketh to helle

& bit vnspere J?e ^atis. c 1400 Laitd Troy Rk. 1039 When
it was with-inne ther lippes, Faste to-gedur hit hem grippes.
That thei my5t not her mouth vn-spere, c 1430 Lydg. Min,
Poews (Percy Soc.) 54 Late at eve thou wolt unspere the
gate. CI4SO Capgravk Li/e St. Aug. 20 Poncian vnsperd
pt bok and say wel J^at it was a bok longing to cristen feith.

Unspear»7'.^ [UN-^4b+SpEARZ'.^] trans. To free from
being transfixed. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xxxii, Mrs.
Poyser,..unspearing her knitting, began to knit again with
her usual rapidity.

Unspe'cialized,///. a, (Un-i 8.)

1874 E. D. Cope Orig. Fittest xviiL (1887) 398 The Doctrine
of the Unspecialized. 1886 G. Allen Maimie's Sake xv,
A vague flood of unspecialized emotion. X902 S. & B. Webb
Hist, Trade Unionism (ed. 5) Introd. p. x, The general
mass of unskilled and unspecialised labour.
Unspe'cie. (Un-' 12 b.) 17x1 Land. Gas. No. 4822/4,

i,^ viiispecie Exchequer Bills, of 100 /. each. Ibid. No. 4825.

Unspeci'fic, a, (Un-i 7.)
1807 W. CoxE HisL House of Austria II, 713 It is no

wonder so unspecific a declaration, .should not be followed
by any important consequence. 1822-7 Good Study Med,
(1829) III. 417 An incidental and unspecific irritation of the
prepuce. 1884 Solicitors' Jml. 8 Nov. 26/2 A contract for
the sale of unspecific goods.

t Unspeci-ficate, a. and sb. Obs. [Un-1 7, 1 2.]

1, adj. (See quot.)
i&j^PkiL yVrtM^. IX. 70 This Aerial Salt,., whilst in the

.Air, IS altogether un-specificate, I mean, freed from all

Union with.. any Seminal principle.

2. spec. Unsexed. Also as sb.

1734 Prompter 19 Nov. 2/1 It is a Prodigy to see an Actor,
General, Plasttck, and unspecificate. Ibid. 4 Dec. 2/1 One
of these Vocal Unspecificates.

t Unspeci-ficated, ///. a. Obs. [Un-1 8.]
= prec, I.

t^x French Distill, v. 162 Whether this pritnum ens
solium be so unspecificated.., or no, it matters not much.
167s E. WfiLSON] Spadacrene Dunelm. 65 There are un-
specificated acids in the humours of our B^y.
Unspexified, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)
1624 Hevwood Gunaik. ix. 427, I desire to leave nothing

unspecified, or not remembered in this worke. a 1661 Fuller
Worthies, London \\. (1662) 204 The laxity of so populous a
place leaving them as unspecified as it found them. 1883
specif. Alnwick Sf Cornhill Railway 14 Facilitating the
construction of any unspecified works.

Unspecked, ppl. a. (Un- i 8.)

[1775 .\sH.] 1781 CowpER Truth 281 A demeanour holy
and unspecked. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 234 Gazing from
his narrow shoal of sand On the unspecked round of blue
and blue.

Unspe-ckled, ^;J/. a. (Un-> 8.) 1570 Levins .'^/.^«/>. 50
Vnspeckled,//«wacK/(ii'7(i-. 11775 Ash.] 1887 Morris (^rf^^i.
X. 5^5 A sheep of black unspeckled, of all thy flock most
fair. tUnspe'ctable, a. Obs, [Un-' 7 b, 5 b.] In-
capableofbeing regarded. 1502 Atkynson tr. De Imitatione
III. III. (1893) 197 The vnspectable & inestymable loy in
heuen. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 16 We be not
wortliy to come to that vnspectable glory.

Unspectacled, ippL) a. (Un-i 8, 9.)
iMi HuDDi-iSFORD Salmag, 140 Why did your will the

Pyjian chief decree Three centuries unspectacled to see.
1824 Scott St. Ronan's xiv, Many a nose, spectacled and
unspectacled, was popped out of the adjoining windows.
i99i Atlantic MonthiyVch. 146/2 She pored over them with
unspectacled eyes.

Unspe'culating, ppl. a. (Un-^ 10.) 1828 Pusev Hist.
En^, I. 109 A recurrence to practical and unspeculating
Chriitianily.

Unspe'culative, a. (Un-i 7.)
X659 Ge/itl. Coiling 40 Their whole time . . to be taken up

350

in other unspeculativc Exercises. 1674 Govt. Tongue 160
Some unspeculativc men may not have the skill to examine
their assertions. 1874 J. Donaldson Apost, Fathers 51
This unspeculative character of the apostolic teaching.
1891 T. Hardv Tess xii, She obeyed the signal to wait for
him with unspeculative repose.

Unspe'd,///. a. [Un-1 8 b.] a. Not having
succeeded in an errand or effort, b. Not accom-
plished or discharged ; not browght to a successful

result or issue.

axyyo Cursor M. 17596 For-J?i }?aa luus war full medd,
i>air sandes come again vn-spedd. 1390 Gower Conf. III.

293 So was he come ayein unsped. CX450 Myrr. our
Ladye 82 That prayer .. is neuer lefte vnspedde. « 1533
Ld. Berners 6^(7/(i 5/t. ^. Ww^-tf^ .xxxvili. (1536) 67 b, Nor for

all the affaires of his house, he wolde not leaue one of
thempire vnsped. a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. CI.)

617/8 Onsped ^eche bettir vnspokin be. 1624 Quarles
Job xui, xxiv, To Athens, gown'd, he goes, and.-Returnes
unsped. 1717 Garth Ovid's Met. xiv. (1732) 477 Thus
Diomedes Venulus withdraws; Unsped the Service of the
common Cause. 1895 R. Bridges Ode to Music iv. iii. When
the winds fatigued . . Have left the drooping banks unsped.
Unspec'chful, a. {Un.» 7.) 1853 Faber Allfor Jesus

(1854) 365 Lighting up their land of pain and unspeechful
expectation.

tUnspee'd, Obs. [OE. m/j/^^/ (Un-1 i2),«
WFris. on-^ {Inspoed, MDn. onspoet (Du, onspoed)y
OS. unspod (MLG. ttnspH\ OHG. umpuot^ -spuety

chiefly in sense 2, Cf. Wanspeed.]
1. Poverty. (OE. only.)
C9SO Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xii. 44 Dios..of unspoed hire

alle Sa 3e ha;fde sende. criooo Ags. Ps. (Spelman) Ixxxvii,

9 Eajan mine sargodon for unspeda [L. inopia\.

2. Lack of good speed or success; misfortune,
detriment, harm.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10468 If bou mai na barns brede, Quam

wites )?o_u J>in_aune vnspede? Ibid. 15420 Bot to ^aim J»at
f>e cheping did, it fel to mikel vnspede. 14., Norther7t
Passion (MS. I.) 1214 Jet t>ei maden at vnspede in his riht
hand to halde a rede, c 1440 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. C.)
88 To be priest herken J>an Hys office .

.
, And answers here-

to.., Or on a boke J?y-selfe it rede, I wate J?erfore nane
unspede.

3. Unprofitable labour.
ai^oo Cursor M. 4230 Bot al his quainning for to rede

Or for to spek, it war vn-spede.

tUnspee-dful, «. Obs. [UN-I7.] Unprofit-
able ; of no avail.

ax-^aVikyiTOL^ Psalter cxxviii. 4 When l7ei,.seme vn-
spedful in all t>at J)ei did here. C1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. vi.

(1868) 178 Prayeres, J^atne mowen nat ben vnspedful. .whan
>ei ben _ry5_tful. C1440 Jacob's Well 18^ 5if \)is handyl be
wrong, it is vnspedefull to werke wyth. 1482 Monk 0/
Evesham (Arb,) 29 Thy contynual prayer ., may not be
onspedeful before the presens and goodnes of god. 1570
Levins Manip. 186 Vnspeedful, ine.vpcdiius.

Unspee'd^f a. [OE. unspMg (Un-i 7), =
MDu. OHSpoedich (Du. -spoedig), OHG. zmspuoHg,
Cf. Wanspeedy «.]

1 1. Poor, indigent, (OE. only.) Obs.
C893 K. Alfred Oros. i. i. § 23 pa ricostan men drinca5

myran meoIc,& J?a unspedii^an & pa. l^eowan drincaft medo.
c 1000 ^LFRic Horn. I. 578 He geendebyrde |>one unspedigan
fiscere aetforan Sam rican casere.

t b. Of land : Barren, unproductive. Obs.~'^
a 1000 Genesis 962 Jesaston ))a sefter synne sor^fulre land,

eard & eSyl unspedijran.

1 2. Unprofitable ; iinsuccessful.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxviii. 34 Ne wemme mi witeworde,

and J^at forthga Of mi Hppes, vnspedy noght make J?a.

^1340 HAMi*OLE/*Ja//e/-xvi. 14 Make t>aim vnspedy and kast
)jaim down. C1449 Pkcock Repr. i. xvi. 89 The werk ther
of schulde be the vnsaueryer and the vnspedier.

3, Slow, sluggish, rare.
16x5 G. Sandys Trav. 117 The water, .passing along with

a mute and vnspeedy current.

Unspecred, ///. a. Latterly Sc\ [Un-1 8.]

Unasked ; without inquiry. Also with al.

13.. Gaw.
<S-

Gr. Kni. 918 Wich spede is in speche,
vnspurd may we lerne. a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter.
Club) 641/44 Than suld I.. cum to yow, I ken the gait
onsperd. 1599 Jas. I BauiA. Xiapov Ep. Ded., It will not
come \'ncalled, neither speake vnspeered at.

Unspell, y. [Un-2 3.]
1. trans. To undo or dissolve (a spell).

x6ii CoTGR., Desclutrmer, to vncharme, vnspcll, frustrate

a charme. 1671 Tuke Adv. 5 Hours v. (ed. 3) 94 Her, Sure
w'are enchanted, and all we see's illusion. Cam. Allow me,
Henrique, to unspel these Charms.
2. To free from a sjiell.

1635 Quarles Embl. iv. xv, Ah, ifmy voyce could, Orpheus-
like, unspeli My poore Eurydice, my soul, from hell. 1681
Drvden {Tate).-J^j^. (^ Achit. 11. 117 Such Practices as These,
too gross to lye Long unobserv'd,. . The more judicious Israel.

ites Unspeli d, Though still the Charm the giddy Rabble
held. 1777 Johnson Let. to I\Irs. Thrale 6 Oct., I am glad
Master unspelled you, and run you all on rocks. 1890
Handbk. Folklore (ed. Gomme) 132 A prince is transformed
into a loathsome beast ; . . he is unspelled and they marry.

+ 3. To decipher, read. Obs.—^
J665 Sergeant in Digby Nat, Bodies *4 Even that great

Soule, which fathomes th' Universe, Unspells the Heaven's
broad volume.

4. (See quot.)
1846 Printing Apparatusfor Amateurs -i,^ In the process

of distributing [the type] the word is unspel t, beginning with
the first letter of the word.

Hence Unspe'Uing vbl. sb. Also allrib,

185(7 A. NuTT in K. Meyer Voy. Bran 11. 16 Manawyddan
obtains., the unspelling of the land. 1902 — Leg. Hol^
Grail ^2 The unspelling theme, ibid. 53 In Crestien . , it is

subordinated to the unspelling quest.

UNSPIKED.

Unspellablei a. (Un-i 7 b.)
1852 MuNDY Antipodes II. 97 Unspellable intonations

..supply the place of the letters. 1872 * Mark Twain'
Roughing it .xxiv, A Spanish saddle,, .furnished with the
ungainly sole-leather covering with the unspellable name.
Unspe-Ued,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not put under

a spell.

1684 Tate Medea to Jason 12 No doubt but he.., with
the fierce liuils, unspell'd had fought. 1806 M. A. Shek
Rhymes Art 27 While yet unspell'd, unplighted you
remain, Pause, eie j'ou join the art-enamour'd train.

Unspe*lt, />/. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1892 Mericdith Sage
Enamoured t, Her eyes were the sweet world desired of
souls, With something of a wavering line unspelt. tUn-
spen,2'. Obs.-^ tUN.==3 + Si-ENt/.] ^r«Hf. To release, a 1223
Ancr. R. 158 Seint Johan baptiste. .ine his iborenesse un-
spende [v.r. unspennede] his feder tunge into prophecie.
Unspe-ndable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1876 Mrs. Whhnev Sights
iV lus. 111. xiv. 263 Every day a large piece of unspendable
delight in the anticipation,.. to last us [etc.).

t XTnspe-nded, obs. var. Unspent///, a.
C1440 York Jfyst. xxv, 450 Haue [= halO my gud I have

vnspendid Pourefolke togcue it till. J533 Bellkkoks Livy
in. xxv. (S.T.S.) II. 48 He was fer rvn in jeris, and few dayis
vnspendit of his live. 1564 Pt^il/s ^ Inv. N. C (Surtees,
1835) I. 225 So mutch hay vn*;pended as is valud to ij».

Unspe-nt,///. a. [Un-i 8 b.]

1. Not expended ; not employed or used.
Z466 Mann. ^ Housek. E-\p. (Roxb.) 326 He ad of myn

onspente in is and, vj.s. viij.d. 1483 in Somerset Med, Wills
(1901)239 As moch as than shal . , remayne unspent of the
seid xij torches. 155° Ckowlev Last Trump 269 If ought
remayne vnspent Upon thyne owne necessity. 1632 Ln hgow
Trav.wi. 31^ The French men had only left unspent., three-
score and nine Chickens of Gold. 1674 Hobbks Odyssey
(ed. 2) 9 We had Wine enough as yet unspent. 1745 in
Picton Cpool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. no A proportionable
part of what remains unspent. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 24 May
5/z The revolver, .contained one spent and five unspent
cartridges. 1899 Pai'lt. Debates LXVII. 554/2 What [he].

.

pressed was the use of the unspent balance for that purpose.

2. Unexhausted ; not used up.
c 1611 Chapman Iliad v.\v. 344 For fervour of his unsjient

strength. 1663 Drvden Ep. to Charleton 36 Who.se Fame.

.

Flies like the nimble journeys of the Light; And is, like

that, unspent too in its flight. 1732 Pope Ess. Man i. 274
All are but parts of one stupendous whole,.. That.. extends
thro' all extent, Spreads undivided, operates unspent. 1770
Glover Leonidas (ed. 5) xn. 355 He impell'd His spear.
The point with violence unspent . . reach'd the Persian's
throat. X799 CowrER Castaway 39 So long he, with un-
spent pow'r, His destiny repelld. 1857 Emerson Poems^
^Cive all to Love^ ii. High and more high It dives into noon,
With wing unspent,

Unspnere, v. [Un-2 5.] trans. To remove
(a star, etc.) from its sphere. Also in fig. context.
16x1 Shaks. Wint. T. i. ii. 48 Though you would seek

t'vnsphere the Stars with Oaths, 1643 Howell Parab.
reflect. Times $ Touching the malignant Planets..! put
them over to you, that.. they may be unspher'd or extin*

guished, 1796 C. Anstev Pleaders' Guide (1803) 124 Th'
adventrous Engineer Who swore he would the Earth un-
sphere,.. Give him but where to set his foot. X820 Milman
F'all Jems, ifj If ye have seen the moon unsphercd, And
the stars fall. 1857 P. Freeman Princ. Div. Sen'. II. 57
Thus too did it supply,. a new centre or centres for the
gravitation of its mighty forces, .in lieu of that which had
been, so to speak, unsphered.

fig. 1632 Milton Penseroso 83 Where I may . . unsphear
The spirit of Plato. 1806 H. K. White Fragments vi,

Mine ear Longs for some air of peace, . . That may the spirit

from its cell unspherc. 1882 J. Brown Horx Subs. 3rd Scr.

^ Many have been the attempts to unsphere the spirit of a
joke and make it tell its secret.

Hence Unsphe'red ///. a.

1598 Chapman Hero ^Z,fa«^crm. 186 Thou. .That, .with
the wings Of thy vnspheared flame vi^itst the springs Of
spirits immortall. 1833 H. Colekidgk Poems I. 41 Like a
spectre of an age departed, Or unsphered Angel woefully
astray—She glides along. 1849 M. k.^HQ'LQ Netv Sirefts "zs^

The sunk eyes, the wailing tone, Of unspher'd, discrowned
creatures.

Unspi'able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) i6is Sylvester Job Tri-
miiph. I. 367 Him would I seek. .Whose works are great,..

Unspiable, Unspeakable by Man. Unspl'ced, ///. a.

(Un*' 8.) 1655 MouFET & Bennet Health's Improv. vi. 48
A great diflTerence-. betwixt fri'd meats and bak*t meats,

spiced and unspiced, salt and fresh. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 11

Aug. 8/1 There are English Arms which export the genuine
unspiced article in tins.

Unspie d, ///. a. (Un- i 8.)

14. . Chaucer's Troylus iv. 1457 (Harl. MS.), It is ful hard
to halten vnspied Bifor a crepui. a 1542 Wyatt ' Take heed
by time ' v, To love unspied is but a hap ; Therefore, take

heed ! 1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc i. ii. 317 Traiterous

corrupters of their pliant youthe Shall have unspied a muche
more free accesse. 1624 Quarles Sion's Fifties i. .\,xii,

Thinke you to flourish euer ? and (vnspidc) To shoot the
flowers of your fruitlesse pride. 1667 Milton P.L. iv. 529
I must walk round This Garden, and no corner leave unspi'd.

a X740 Tickell Misc.f Fatal Curiosity 5, 1. .went prepared

to pry, ..Resolv'd to find some fault before unspy'd. 1798
in A. D. Coleridge Eton in Fourties (1896) 14 When waving
fresh each woolly win^, That..5erv'd..to hold unknown,
unspied, A loaf or pudding in.

Unspike, v. [Un- -'3,4 b.]

1. trans. To extract a spike from (a cannon).
x68o Exact Jrnl. Siege Tangier 6 The Moors took our

Guns . . , and unspik'd them, & clear'd them. 1842 R. Burn
Naval ^ Mil. Diet. (1852) 118/2 Desenclouery to unspike a
piece of ordnance, c iWo H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 14
Suppose yoiur gun is spiked. ., how will you unspike it?

2. To release by the removal of a spike.
1846 Edin. Rev, Oct. 504 In this case the iron bar [sc. rail],

worn thin and unspiked, gets detached from the plank.
Unspi'ked, />//. a. (Un.> 8.) [1775 Asn.] 1902 Daily

CJiron, 16 July 8/6 Six [rail-J chairs., had been left unspiked.



UNSPILLABLE.
X904 IVesim. Gaz. 8 Sept. 7/1 They.. [captured 97] cannon,
mostly unspiked. Unspi*Uable» a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1885
Chamb. Jrnl. 560 Our readers will be acquainted with the
nnspillable Ink-bottle.

unspilled, -spi It,///. a. (Un- 1 8, 8 b. Cf.

AIDa. and Da. uspildt.)

1573 'i'ussER Jlusb. (1878) 35 Then haue of thine owne.
without lending vnspilt, what followeth needfuil, here learne
if thou wilt. 1641 m Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) I. 217 The
very Blood that runs unspilt in our Veins. 1643 Denham
Cooper's H (1668) 7 That bloud, which thou and thy great
Grandsire shed, . . Had been unsiJilt. 1837 Dickens Pickiv.
V, The first care of the two unspilt friends was to extricate
their unfortunate companions from their bed of quickset.

1877 Browning La Saisiaz 369 Only grant my soul may
carry high through death her cup unspilled.

Unspi'n, v. (Un-2 3. Cf. Du. ontspinnen.)
a 1585 in Holinshed Chron. II. 416/1 Oh cruel fates ! the

which so sQone, his vitall thred vnsponne. 1638 Mavne
Lucian (1664) 304 Is't not in your power to change, and un-
spinne their decrees? 1638 N. Whiting A Ibhto ^ Bellama
J176 My teeming fancy strives. .10.. make those garden-
minutes see the sun Entombed in darkness, and the earth
unspun Ere they expire, a 1703 J. Pomfhet Last Epidhany
vi, Whilst backward all the 'Hireads shall haste to be un-
spun. 1845 MozLEvfff. (1878} II.io2The web was respun,
that it might be unspun again.

Unspi'rit, ^. [Ln- 2 4.] trans. To deprive of

spirit.

1607 R. JoNSON Volpone in. v, I am unmask'd, unf^pirited,

undone. 1647 Trapp Marro^v Gd. Authors in Comm. Efi.
604 We may not neglect the body,..maserate and unspirit

our selves overmuch. 1687 Norris Coil. Misc. (1699) 367
Nor did I ever think that it could be in the Power of any
'I'emporal loss, so much to discompose and unspirit my Soul.

Unspi'rited, ///. a. [UN-1 8.] Destitute of

spirit ; spiritless.

1611 Fletcher Tiiierry Sf Theod. n. i, A poor, cold, un-
spirited. unmanner'd . .fool. 1649 Abnvvav Tablet 74 Leave
no stone unmoov'd, to cousen an unspirited (and so apt to

he unchristen'd) Nation into the way. .of the Alcoran. 1751
Smollett Per. Pick. Ixxxv, The new productions of the
stage,, .generally unspirited and insipid.

Hence TTnspi'ritednesB.
1669 Owen Exp. Ps. cxxx, 15 Vnspiritedness and disability

unto Duty, in doing or suffering.

Unspi-ritnal, a. (Un-1 7.)

1643 Milton Divorce 3, 1 see it the hope of good men, that
those irregular and unspirituall Courts have spun their

utmo<;t date in this Land. 1679 Puller Moder, Ch. Eng.
494 These Divisions (the Character of a Carnal and Un-
spiriliial Temper).. dishonour the Protestant Cause. ^ 1818
Byron Ch. Har. iv. cxxv. Circumstance, that unspirituat

god and mlscreator. 187a Liddon Elem, Relig. v. 175
Prayer ceases to be itself, by degenerating . . into a mechanical
and unspiritual routine.

Hence Unspinritnally adv. ; -ness.
164a D. Rogers Naaman 476 Through that unspiritual*

ne=se of our heart. 1669 Ouen Expos, Ps. c.vxx, 3:12 The
more spiritual any man is, the more he sees of his unspiritual.

ness in his spiritual Duties, 1863 H. Ali.on Mem. 7. Sfterm

man Coll. Life i. 53 Unspiritualness had generated scepti-

cism. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. II. 325 Those..may say..
that I have written..unspiritually of spiritual things.

Unspiritua'Uty. (Un*' 13, or f. prec.) 1841 Sar\
Coleridge in Coleridge Aids Refl. App. C. (1843) II. 384
Calvin .. missed this truth.. neither from natural inability,

nor from unspirituality, nor fro n a tendency to rationalism,

but (etc.). 1863 Grosart Small Sins 27 Despondent..
through.. coldness, deadness, unrealness, unspirituality.

Unspi'ritualize, v, [Ux- 2 6 c] trans. To
divest of spiritual qualities,

a I7i6 South 5^r/«, (1727) VI. 243 Enjoyments, .such as.,
wilt by Degrees certainly indispONe, and unspiritual ize tha
Mind. 18^ Hawthorne Old Manse 11. 115 Those evil

habits, .which unspiritual ize man's nature. 1851 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. II. in. 11. v. § 17, I recollect no single instance
of a naked angel that does not look, .unspiritualized. x88i

H. Dkt'mmond Ideal Life (1897) 133 God woutd never un-
spiritualise three-fourths ofman's active life by work, If work
were work, and nothing more.
Unspi'ritualized,/// a. (Un-' 8.] Not made spiritual.

1816 Loi.ERiDcE Lay Serm. (1839) 291 The idoUsm of the
unspiritualized understanding. 1878 T. Sinclair Mount
v. xo'i 'llic unspiritualised ' man of land,' when left to his

instincts, is sufHciently marked in history the slave.maker
of his fellows.

XJnspi't, V. [UN-24 b.] trans. To remove
from a spit,

1574 T. Newton Health Mng. I iij b, Rosted fleshe is then
best to be vnspitted and taken from the broche. x6xi Cotcr.,
Desembrocher, to. .vnspit ; pull oflE the broach, 1648 Hex-
ham, Ontspeten, to Vnspit, or to Vnbroach a peece of meate.
1798 in spirit Public Jrnls. (1799) II. 290 The pigs and
geese were all utLspitted. i8ao T. Mitchell Aristoph. I.

1 16 The science which he displays in boiling, roasting,
spitting, 'and unspitting.

Unsplecncd, j*//. a. (Un-> 8.) 1633 Ford 'Tis Pity
I. ii, Vet the villaiiie of words, .may !« such, As would make
any vnspleen'd Doue, Chollerick. t Unsplee'ted, ppi. a.
(Un' 8. Cf. Spi.eet v}) 1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. F 8
Lay the vnsplected hiue along hard by. Unsplcndld, a.
(Un-' 7.1 1809 SvD, Smith Serm. II. 307 In the tumult of
life the m.-in, whocanplease for the passing hour, is. .greater
than him who has difficult, and unsplendid virtues. Un-
spli'nt, V, CUn-^ 4 b.) 1615 Markham Country Contentm.
1. 1.34 Let it so rest ninedaics at least, before you vnspUnt it.

Vnsplit, ///. a. (Un-1 8 b. Cf. Dn. on-

gespiit, MSw. osplitady older Da. nspHt^
1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Advts./r. Pamass. 262

To repair those his GalHes, which were yet unsplit. 1802-12
Brntham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 194 The man is

split into two persons.. : or, he remaining unspHt, an ideal

rrson is fabricated to speak of the real one. 1875 Bennett
Dyer tr. Sac/ts' Bot. 72 The originally unsplit fragments

of cell-wail.
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tUnspol-l, z/.» Obs, IUn-»9.] /ra«f. To despoil. «ci400
Sir Fere. 742 Now es Percyvelle lyghte To unspoyle the
rede knyghte. Unspol'I, 7.^ [Un-* 3,] trans. To restore
from being spoiled. 1778 ^Iiss Burney Evelina xxxiv, And
what good will that tlo now?—that won't unspoil all my
clothes. 1834 Mar. Edgeworth Helen xliii, '1 am quite
spoiled, I believe,' said Helen; * you must unspoil me'.

UnspoHable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1836 E. Howard R. Reefer Iv, He contrived.. to spoil our
almost unsix>ilable meals. 1888 Marzials Life V. Hugo
204 One trusts that Master Georges and Miss Jeanne were
unspoilai)le.

Hence Unspoi'lableness.
1881 Daily Netvs i Oct. (Encycl. Diet.), A prevalent style

of furniture and decoration should have this character of
what may be called unspoilableness.

XJuspoi'led, ppl. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not despoiled or plundered; not taken as
plunder.
c 1500 Melnsine xxxvi. 256 None passed by the said Fort-

resse vnspoylcd. 15x3 Life Hen. ^(1911) 34 AH Churches
..shoulde be kepte inviolat.vnspoyled and vnharmed. 1577
Dee General ^ Rare Mem. 4 Their Marchanllike Ships.,
may , . pas quietly vnpilled, vnspoyled, and vntaken by
Pyrates. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 268 The Hassa
. .began, .with fire and sword to wast that part of the
counirey which yet remained vnspoiled. 1607 Drvden
./Eneis xi. 890 Unspoil'd shall be her Arms, and unprofan'd
Her holy Liml>s with any Human Hand. i8oa J. Baillie
2nd Pt. Ethivald I. ii, A land of peace ! Where yellow fields

unspoil'd.. smile gladly. 1870 Bryant Hiad v. 1. 177 He
left the corpse of Periphas unspoiled where he had fallen.

2. Not spoiled or deteriorated.
173a Pope Ep. Bathurst 226 O teach us, Bathurst I yet

unspoil'd by wealth ! That secret rare. 1746 Collins Ode to
Pity iv, He sung the female heart, With youth's soft notes
unspoil'd by art. 1821 V. Knox Grammar Schools 117 An
unspoiled boy, .. possessing talent and sensibility, i860 H,
Marrvat Resid. Jutland L xiv. 209 The Castle of Rosen.
borg..is a fine specimen of the period, and is unspoiled by
modern improvements. 1888 Child Ballads III. i/i This
precious specimen. .of the unspoiled traditional ballad.

UnspoMt, ///. a, [Un-1 8 b.] --= prec. 2.

1796 M.ME. D'.Arblay Camilla III. iBo An original feeling,

unspoilt by the apathy of satiety. Ibid. IV. 353 Having
brought with her whatever was unspoilt of her Tunbridge
apparel, 1884 World 20 Aug. ao/i An unspoilt English girl.

XTnepo'ke, arch, variant of next.
1605 Shaks. Lean. i. 239 A tardinesse in nature. Which

often leaues the history vnspoke That it intends to do.

Unspoken,///, a. [Un-i 8 b, 8 c, 5 d, Cf.

(M)Dii. ongesproken^ MLG. ungesproken, MHG.
ungesprochen!\

1. Not spoken of. + Also with to,

1375 Barbour Br%tce xv. 268 Till king Robert will we gang,
That we haf left vnspokyn of lang. c 1530 L. Cox Rheth.
(1899) 62, I can nat let passe his diuine wysdome vnspoken
of. 1588 KVD Househ. Philos. Wks. (1901) 284 Albeit some-
things vnspoken of might be reuiued and produced. 1607
S. Collins Serm, (1608) 35, I am faine to passe by some
things of moment, vnspoken-to here. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trazu 147 The [Persian] women as vnseene may passe vn-
spoken of.

2. Not spoken, unsaid, uniittered ; not expressed
in speech.
c S44g Pecock Repr, in. xiv. 373 The oon premisse is ex-

pressid. ., and the other premysse is stille vnspokun for
schortnes. 1461 Paston Lett. II. 76 Desyreng the said
schref if ony thyng of the Kyngs comaunded were be hynd
unspoken by hym self that (etc.J. 1548 W. Patten Exped.
Scotl. Lv, Causes.. that.. ar better vnspoken then vttred.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. K iij. No doubte but I.L wished
his wordes vnspoken. i6ix Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 139 Thou'lt
torture me to leave vnspoken, that Which to be spoke, wou'd
torture thee. 1640 Quarles Enchyrid. iii. xxxii, A word
unspoken is like the Sword in thy Scabl>erd, thine. 1773
Goldsm. ist Epil. to ' Sloops to Cong. ', And that our friend-

ship may remain unbroken, What if we leave the Epilogue
unspoken? 1818 Coleridge in Encycl. Metrop. I. Introd.
13'! he unspoken alphabet of nature. i86aSHrRLEy(J. Skel-
ton) Nugse Crit. v. ?io Rigorous edicts, .which punished
the unspoken thought as well as the visible act.

3. Not spoken to ; unaddressed.
i6i6 HiERON U'^s. II. 23, I shall also teach that which

shall be for the best behoofe of euery one in this assembly,
that so none may goe away vnspoken to. i7ai Kelly Scot.
Praz'. 249 When People out of Bashfulness leave, .a Person
unspoken to. 1855 Thollope Warden vi. She had sat the
whole evening through.., not speaking, and unspoken to.

4. Sc. Without having spoken, rarer'^.

IS97 \\\ Spalding CI. Afisc.iiZ^t) "i.gt Jonet Wischert..
commandit . . Katherine Ewyn to ryss airlie befoir the sonc,

on betechit hir self to God, and on spokin.

b. (See quot.)

1825 Jamieson, Unspoken 7vater, water. .brought, .to the
house of a sick person, without the bearer's speaking either

in going or returning.

Unspo'ngy, a, (Un-' 7.) a 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp.
Philos. (1776) I. 366 When an unspongy or solid body sinks
in a vessel of water.

Unsponta'neons, «. (Un-1 7.)

X791 CowPER Odyssey xx. 419 Wide they stretch'd Their
jaws with unsrxintaneouj- laughter loud. 1885 IVesleyan
M<.'thod,Mag. Dec. 955/2 Cases of unspoutaneous Scripture-

study. 1896 ll'cstm. Gas. 15 Dec. 2/1 His acting. .is so
mechanical,.. so painfully unspoutaneous.
Unaponta*neously, a//i'. (Un-' ii.) 1640 Reynolds

Treat. Passions xlii. 545 Whereby the Will of man is.. in-

forced or unspont.'ineously determined to the producing of
such Effects. Unspo'rted, ///. a. [Un-' S + Sport v.

II b.) Open. 1871 ' M. LKtiKANo * Cambr, Freshm. xi. 200
Come on, Golightly, your door is unsported. Unspo"rt«
ful, a. (Un-^7.) 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. w. iv. iv, 'A
Republic !

' said the Seagrecn, with one of his dry, husky,
wMsportful laughs, ' what is that ?

'

UNSPREAD.
Unspo-rting, /»^/. a. (Un-1 10.)
X859 \y. H. Gregorv Egypt II. 388 Then we beat the bed

of the river, but in a most unsporting manner. 1894 iQth
Cent. July 130 A most pernicious and unsporting custom.

Unsportsmanlike, 'z-,<7^z'. (Un-i 70,11 b.)

1754 Connoisseur No. 31 P12 It is unsporisinan-like to
admit dunghill cocks into the Pit. 1789 Wolcot {P. Pindar)
Subj.for Painters Wk^. 1816 II. 34 On which hccry'd,
* .See, ho !

' Then jump'd {unsportsinan like) upon his hare.
1805 in Spirit Tub. Jrnls. VII. 298 We stayed till it was
dark, that we might not be seen returning in such an un-
sportsmanlike manner. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 107 They
use nets, spears, night lines, and every unsportsmanlike
abomination. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. ^ Mere ii. 8 It was
all very well once in a way, but too unsportsmanlike to he
repeated often.

UnspoTtsmanly, rt. and oii!^/. (Un-'7,it.) i778[W.H.
Marshall] Mitiutes Agric. 9 Sept. 1776, To behave in this
churlish, unsportsmanly manner ! ihid.^ I will not suffer
any man to trample unsportsmanly upon me with impunity.
UnspO't, V. (Un-^ 4.) 1598 Florio, Dimacchiare^ to vn-
spot, to lake away spots, a 1711 Kf,n HymnotJieo Poet.
Wks. 1721 III. 115 It seem'd an easier labour at first Sight,
T' unspot Leopards, or wash Ethiops white. UnspO't-
table, a. (Un-' 7 b.) « 1711 Ken Chrisiophil Poet. Wks.
1721 II, 516 Robes unspottable and bright.

Unspo-tted, ppl. a. [Un-i s.]

1. Not marked with spots ; free from any spot or
stain.

138a WvcLiF I Pet. i. 19 Bi the precious blood of the
lomb vndefoulid and vnspottid. 1446 Lvdg. Nightingale
Poems i. 185 The lombe vnspotted, the grounde of Inno.
cence. ? 1567 Stowe in Three ijih C. Chron. (Camden) 143
About that tyme I1567] were many congregations of the
Anabaptysts in London, who cawlyd themselvs Puritans or
Unspottyd Lambs of the Lord. 1626 Bosworth Arcadius
Sf Sepha 11. 219 The tables did unspotted carpets hold Of
Tyrian dyes. 1643 (title). The Parliaments Unspotted-
Bitch : in answer to Prince Roberts Dog. 1709 Addison
Tatler No. 97 f 2 Her beauty was natural and easy, her
Person clean and unspotted. 1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes
If. V. 24 Like the Moon's unspotted Light, O'er the Waves.
1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 73 Unspotted Salmon, Salmo
Im7uaculatus,.. SnXmon with unspotted body. 1835 J.
Duncan Beetles (Nat. Libr.) 220 The head, thorax, and
scutellum are velvet black, and unspotted. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 353 Leaves lanceolate acute unspotted.

2. Not morally stained ; unblemished, pure : a.

Of persons, the mind, etc.

c 1400 Found. St. Bartholomew^s (1923) 48 She. . myghtly
troid them vndir foit, vnspottid euermore abidyng. ^1450
Myrr. our Ladye 140 Sonne of the clene and vnspotted
vyrgyn. 1326 Tindale Jas. i. 27 To kepe hym silfe vn-
spotted from the worlde. 1576 Gascoigne Keneliv, Castle
Wks. 1910 II. 108 The stately tower of your unspotted
myndes. 1629 Prvnne Anti.Armin. 84 Being thus rescued
from the power of sinne, may they keepe themselues vn-
spotted from it. 1709 Addison Tatler No. 75 p 4 My Sister

Jenny.. is as unspotted a Spinster as any in Great Britain.

*743 Francis tr. Hor.y Odes i. xxiv. 9 Modesty, unspotted
Maid, And Truth in artless Guise array'd. 1812 Crabbe
Talcs vi. 346 A heart unspotted, and a life unblamed. 1863
CoNiNGTON Horace^ Odes i. x. 17 Thi3u lay'st unspotted
souls to rest.

"b. Of character, qualities, etc.

1455 Rolls of ParIt. V. 280/2 .AKvey kepyng oure trouthe
to his said Highnesse unspotted and unbriised. a 1568
AscHAM Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 87 The vnspotted proprietie o(

the Latin long,.. whan it was.. at the hiest pitch of all per*
fitenesse. 1579 Spenser Two Commend. Lett. x. ad fin.,

The..inuiolable Memorie of our vnspotted friendshippc,

1638 M. Griffith in Hearne Collect. {O.Vi.%) 1. 160 Christen-
dome cannot shew in one person.. a more Angelical LifCi

unspotted of y« Worlde & the Flesh. 1665 Bunyan Holy
Citie 73 The twelve Apostles, in their own pure, primitive,

and unspotted Doctrine. 1712 Steele Spect. No. 276 f 2,

I am a Woman ofan unspotted Reputation. 1772 Priestley
Inst. Relig. (1782) II. 132 A being of unspotted purity.

1841 Browning Pippa Passes 11. 136 Never to overtake the
rest of me, All that, unspotted, reaches up to you.

Hence Vnspottedly adv. ; TTnspo'ttedness.
1598 Florio, Pu7amente^ purely, cleanlie, *vnspottedlie.

x6oa F. Hering Aunt. 6 He may religiously, vnspottedly,
and charily, preserue the precious health and life of man.
1598 Florio, Putita-y puritie, clenlines, neatenes, *vnspoi-

tednes. 1624 Donne Devotions, etc. (ed. 2) 303 Doeth the

Son dwell bodily in this flesh, that thou shouldst looke for

an unspottedness here? i68a Ingelo Bentiv. i^- Ur. (ed. 4)

IV. 156 The unspottedness of| our Virgin-iife. 1706 tr. Ligers
Compl. Florist 273 A violation of the candor and unspotted-
ness of her Manners. 1828 T. Brown Serm. 86 Valens
spared Paulinusout of respect to the unspottednessof his life.

Unspou'sed, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) isi37 Fleming Contn,
Holinshed III. 1299 Unspoused Pallas present is, O Phebus
bright retire. Unspou'sclike, a. (Un-* 7 c.) i6xx
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. viii. vi. 401/2 All which vnprincelie
and vn-SpousIike vsagc.was, because shee onely should
not Hue in comfort.

tUnsprayed, >//. a.' Obs. [Un-' S + Spray j<5.')

Not furnished witli sprays or branches, i486 Bk. St,

Albans, Her. a j b, Adam the begynnyng of man kynde
was as a stokke vnsprayde and vnfloreslied. Unspray'ed,
///. a. 2 [Un-' 8+ Si'KAV z/.*] Not sprayed with a chemical.

1894 Times 19 Nov. 4/4 Neither Puritan nor The Bruce
yielded any diseased tubers on the unsprayed portions of
the crop.

Unsprea'd, ///. a. Also 7 uuspreaden.
[U.\-i 8 b.] Not spread (out).

1589 Fleming I'lrg. Georg. iii, 44 Lodging all night long
he lies..Vpon a couch vnniade (vnspreaa). 1642 H. More
Song of Soul II. iii. 21 Remember that some things un-
•spreaden be. How shall it find them out ? 1644 G. Plattes
in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 188 Where dung hath-.layen
unspread for a moneth or six weeks. 1776 C. Keith
Farmer's Ha' Ixi, The dishes set on unspread table. 1817
PoLLOK Course T. vi. 633 Bounding immensity, unspread,
unbound I 1838 Mrs. Browning VoungQueen i The shroud
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is yet unspread. 1844 — Co:, ^essiofts iii, Unquickened, un-
spread My fire dropt down.
Unsprea-d, v. (Un-^ 3.) i66t K. W. Con/. Chamc.

(1S60) 69 He's so used to spread cloalhs, that hes ne're well

but when he's unspreading of aprons. f Unspri'ghty, rt,

Ohsr ' [Un-' 7.1 Not sprightly or lively. 1607 Markham
CaveU viii. 14 Anie of these constant and vnsprity carriages

are signes of dulnes.

Unspri-ng, v, [Un-2 7, 4 b. Cf. OE. on-

spriiigau, l)S. antspHngany Du. ontspringen, OHCl.
intspringan (MHG., G. entspringeti),]

1 1. intr. To burst open. Obs,—^

13., K, A/is.(W-) 2902 Mury hit is in sonne-risyng ! The
rose openith and unspryng [Latid MS. wile vpspringe].

2. trans. To release or detach by pressing a sprinj^.

iSoa James Milit. Diet., To unspring, a word of command
formerly used in the exercise of cavalry, Ihid., Unspring
your carbine. 1833 Reg. Instr. Cavalry t. 96 ' Unspring '

by disengaging the swivel from the carbine. 1859 F, A.

Griffiths Artilt, Man, (ed. 8) 48 Unspring arms.

Unspri*ng;ing,/^//.a. (Un-' lo.) i8ai Milman 7«(/;£7;;«

Rtgale 140 The red havoc of unspringing fire. Un-
spriliBy, rt. (Un-' 7.) 167a Phil. Trans. VII. 5167 An
Un-spnngy Fluid (which presseth but as a Weight not as a

TTnspri-nkled, ppl a. [Un-1 8.] Not
sprinkled with water, etc. ; spec, not baptized by
sprinkling.

X648 Hf.xham II, Ongewatert, vnwatcred, or vnsprinckled.

1735 Savage Progr. Divine Wks. 1775 II. 112 Let babes of
poverty convulsive lie ; No bottle waits, tho' babes un-

sprinkf'd die, i8o«-ia Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (182^)

II. 659 If the child remains unsprinkled,, .no registration is

to take place. 1843 Tizabd Breiving 62 Unsprinkled malt.

Unsprung, ppl. a. [Un-i 8 b.] Not having

sprung up or sprouted.
x6oo Fairfax Tasso i. xHx, His hopes Vnsprong, his cares

were fit to mowe. 1684 J. S. Profit ^ Pleas. (Jnited 106

To prevent the Crows or daws falling on the Come unsprung.

tUnspulyied,///. a. Sc Obs. [Un-i 8.]

= Unspoiled///, a. i.

1513 Douglas y^neid xi. xj. 134 My self, .the reuthfuU

corps ..sail cary away, Onspuljeit of hir armour or array,

1559 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 316 The sklayttis, tymmir,
and stanis..that are in place onspoul^et, a 1578 Lisdesav
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 285 That nane mycht
travell onspuil^eit on bayth the sydes. a 1670 Spalding
Troub, Chas. I (1850) I. 157 To saif-.his hous-^is on spol3eit,

and his freindis and seruandis on plunderit.

Ilnspuil, ///. a, (Un-1 s b. Cf. OIIG. un-
gispunnan{}A\{G.ungespunnen, G»-sponnen)fON.
tisptmninn (older Da. nsptoiden, Sw. ospunnen).)
ii^$ Rates ofCjistofn a. v'l, Cotton vnsponne. .xxvi.s. viii. d.

1565 Cooper T/iesaurus, Linusn in/ectum, flaxe vnspunne.

1571 IVills ^ Inv. N. C. (Surtees, 1835) 352, I haiue_ in the
howse spunn and vnsponne vj ston of lynt. 1586 in Kyd
Wks. (1901) 340 Her thred still holds, thine perisht though
vnspun. i8a7 Faraday Chem. Manip, \\. 49 A filament of
unspun silk.

Unspurd, obs. var. Unspeered///. a.

tUnspu'm, t'. Obs.— '^ [UN-^g.J trans. To force open.
a 1300 A. Horn 1074 (Camb, MS.), Horn gan to t>e jate
turne, And t>at wiket vnspurne \v.r. op spurne].

Unspu-rred, (///.) a. [Un-1 8, 9.]

1, Not urged on by a spur. Alsoyf^.
a 163s CoRBF-T Iter Bar. Poems (1647) 12 His Mare went

truer then his Chronicle ; And . . unspurr'd, unbeaten, Brought
us sixe miles. 1865 Meredith R. Fleming xviii, The re-

plenished glass enabled Stephen to add the picturesque bits

of the affray, unspurred by a surrounding eagerness of his

listeners. i9^ Pail Mall G. 31 July 2/2 Not altogether
unspurred by hints from home,

2. Not furnished with a spur,

185aCW. HosKVNS VW/axvi. 133 Grazing Mr. Greening's
unspurred foot with the point of the leader's stretcher.

TTnsqua*ndered, /•//. a, (Un-i 8.)

[177s AsH.J 1799 J. Robertson Agric, Perth 416 The
public have a right to any effects he left unsquandered
away. iSia Crabbe Tales xx. 175 His pension, with what
sums remain Due or unsquander'd.

t Unsquare, obs. f. Answer v.

cx^aoAvow.Arth. xix.Thetothervnsquaruthimwithskille,

Unaquaro, v. [Un-2 3^ 6 b, 7.] a. trans. To
divest of squareness ; to undo the squaring of,

b. intr. To lose squareness of form or structure.

z6ii Florid, Disquatrare^ to vn^cmzx^ 1790 Trans.Soc.
Arts VIII. 168 [The loom] is not liable to unsquare; and
yet.. may be more easily removed than the old loom. 187J
Dk Morgan Budget of Paradoxes 470 Montucla charges
Cluvier with unsquaring the parabola, which Archimedes
had squared as tight as a glove.

Unsquared, /»^/. a. [Un-1 8.] Not made
square ; not reduced to a square form or section.

. "549 CovERDALE, etc Erasm. Par, i Cor. viii. 23 b, An
idole.. bathe no more Godhead in it, than an other vn-
s<quared piece oftymber. 1598 Grenewev Tacitus^ Germanie
\\. (1622) 262 They, .vse to all buildings vnsquared and vn-
wrought timber. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 F eter ii. 5 An
unsquared stone , . must not Ije put into the building ofChrist.
1664 Evelyn Sylva xxix. 90 Such Trees as one would leave
round, and un«iuar'd. 1798 Hutton Course Math. II. 95
To find the Solidity of Round or Unsquared Timber. 1883
Stevenson Treas. Isl. iv. xix, The log-house was made of
unsquared trunks of pine.

fig' <59» KvD Sf>. Trag, iM. xi. 23 The more he growes in

stature. ..The more vnsquard, vnbeuelled heappeares. 1606
Shaks. Tr. 4- Cr. i. iii. 159 With tearmes vnsquar'd, Which
from the tongue of roaring Typhon dropt, Would seeme
Hyperboles. 1607 Marston What yort ivill Induct., Were
I to passe Through publick verdit, I should feare my forme,
I..ea<tt ou?ht I offerd were unsquard or warp'd,
Unsque-amish, a, (Un-' 7.) 1893 Athensmm 4 Feb.

157/3 This pushing, unsqueamish age.

TTnsanee'zed,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1683 AuJXON Mech. Exerc.f Printing xi. P i The natural
Spring that all these Joynts have, when they are unsqueez'd.

1736 Thomson Liberty v. 198 Rich, as unsqueez'd favourite,

to them. Is he who can his Virtue boast alone ! fjSJ
Garrick Lillipnt Prol. 8 Gently you'll ride, as in a Fairy
Dream, Your Hoops unsqueez'd. 1824 Mactaggart Gal-
iornd. Encycl. (1876) 29 The primrose. .and the crawtae
grow unsqueez'd and unlooked at.

UnsQui're, v. (Un.- 6 b.) 1721 Swift Let. to King at
^rw/j Wks. 1841 II. 70/2 If this should be the test of
squirehood, it will go hard with a great number of my
fraternity, . . who must all be unsquired because a greyhound
will not be allowed to keep us company, t Unsqui'ased,
ppl. a. Obs.—o IUn-' 8.] Unsqueezed. 1648 Hexham n,

Ongepijnden honig/i, Vnpressed, or Vnsquissed hony.

Uustabi'lity, Now rare. (Un-1 12, 5 b.)

(TX470 Dives <5- Pauper (W. de W. 1496) vi. x. 247/2 Eue
synned more by freehe and unstabylyte. .than by stirewed-

nes. 157* Wilis <5- Inv. JV. C. (Surtees, 1835) 386 Per-

ceivynge . . the vnstabilitie and soden changes of the worlde,
..and the vncertentye of deathe. 1603 Knolles Hist.
Turks (1621) 50 The head was forthwith strucke off from
this miserable carkasse (the mirrour of honours vnstabilitie).

1646 P. BuLKELEV Gospel Covt. V. 363 When you see un-
certainty and unstability of all things. 1886 Science § Nov.
401/2 The unstability of such an association is..begmning
to be understood.

Unsta'ble* a. [Un-1 7. 5 b. Cf. obs. Dn.
onstabelj MHG. unstabeL']

1. Not remaining steadily in the same place ; apt

to move or be moved about,
a xajs Ancr. R. 122 Ne scheaweS heo Jjet heo is dust, &

vnstable )>inc, J>et mid a Intel wind of a word is anon to
blowen. a 1340 Hampole Ps. x. i If i doe i sail be like a
sparou, |>at is, vnstabile and lyght. 1388 Wvclif Gen. iv.

14 Y schal be vnstable of dwellyng and fleynge aboute in

erthe. 1483 Cath. AngL 357/2 Vn Stabylie, argus, vagus.
1597 ^- ToFTE, etc. Laura u xviii, If Sea no other thing
doth shew to bee Than most vnstable waters mooning oft.

1634 Sir T, Herbert Trav. pi Sands.. in great drifts., so
light and vnstable, that the high wayes are neuer certaine.

1653 W. Ramesev Astrol. Restored 179 Aries,..though it

be a sign fiery, yet is it moveable and unstable.

b. Not steady in position ; readily swaying or

shaking ; liable to swing or fall,

1390 Gower Con/. I. 200 Now herke how thilke unstable
whel. Which evere torneth, wente aboute. 1393 Langl.
P. Pl. C XI. 37 Slonde he neuere so styfliche t>orgh sterynge
of the bote, He bendel? and bowet», ^>e body is vnstable.
£-1480 Henrvson FableSy Cock 4- Fox 199 Thy strenth is

nocht, thy stule standis vnstabill. a 1543 Wvatt in TotteVs
Misc. (Arb.) 38 So foloweth me remembrance of that face:

That with my teary eyn, swolne, and vnstable, My desteny
to beholde her doth me lead. 1567 Gude fy Godlic B.
(S.T.S.) 106 As quheiU vnstabill and caffe befoir the wind.
1600 Fairfax Tasso xix. xiii. When the still windes stirre

not th' vnstable maine. 1736 Thomson Liberty iv. 302 On
each hand Amazing seen amid unstable waves. The splendid
palace shines. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. W. ii, A strange people.

.

who have founded an empire on this unstable element [sc.

the ocean]. 1857 Buckle Civilis. vii. 347 The sailor is

naturally more superstitious than the soldier, because he
has to deal with a more unstable element. 1873 Maxwell
Electr. Sf Mapi. 1. 141 The body therefore is unstable even
when constrained to move parallel to itself, d. fortiori it is

unstable when altogether free.

O. Of movement : Unsteady ; irregular.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 54 It makkis ane onsiabil reuolution
in thre hundretht xlviij dais. 18x9 Scott Ivanhoe xlii,

Down he came, with an unstable step and a strong flavour
of wine,

d. Mech, Of equilibrinm (q. v.).

1839 G, Bird Nat. Philos. 31 The body will be in a state
of unstable equilibrium, i860 Alt Year Round No. 6g. 450
An acrobat balances a ladder on his shoulder ; on the ladder,
perhaps will mount a child. ..The whole are in unstable
equilibrium.

2. Not stable in purpose; vacillating, fickle,

changeable.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 310/685 Wratbl^e he berth luytel

^wyle : . . Glad and blitje, and onstable of hat he hath to done.

1*97 R. Glouc. 10507 He made of |>e olde lawes is chartre
atte laste, ..& aselede is vaste inou, Ac suj»t>e as vnstable
man wi|> sede & wil> drou. C1305 Pilate 183 in E. E. P,
(1862) 116 Alle l)at ihurde (>i3 cas Wondrede moche of
bemperour, J»at he vnstable was. 1:1380 Wyclif^"^/. Wks.
II. 10 pis t^mperour- .was unstable as watir. ^1400 Destr.
TroyZo$7 Hit is a propertie apreuit..Toall wemen..To be
vnstable & not stidfast. ^1450 tr. De [mitatione iii. 1. 121

Euery man is a Iyer, sike, unstable, and slydyng. c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) iii. 588 Woman, why art \>o\x so on-
stabyli?. .why art |>ou a-^ens god so veryabyll? 1509-10
Act I Hen. VIII, c. 11 Many lyght and unstable Persons.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 38 The Cambers, otherwise
called the vnstable Welshemen. 1607 Shaks. Cor. in. i. 148
It must omit Reall Necessities, and giue way the while To
vnstable Slightnesse. 1653 Milton Pj. v. 25 In his faltring

mouth unstable No word is firm. 1661 South Serm. (1715)
III. 192 Such Pretenders may beguile Factious and Unstable
Minds. 1791 WoLCOT (P. Pindar) Lousiad in. ix, [A deed]
Which Cam perform 'd, in godliness unstable. 1855 Macau-
LAV Hist. Eng. XV. III. 613 His nature, lamentably unstable,

was not ignoble. 1891 Farrar Darkn. ^ Dawn xxv,

Onesinius was too unstable to withstand the combined
temptations by which he was surrounded.
absol. 158s N. T. (Rhem.) 2 Pet. iii. 16 Certaine things

hard to be vnderstoode, which the vnlearned and vnstable
depraue. 1630 H. Lvndk {title). Via Devia : The By-Way

:

Mis-leading the weake and vnstable into dangerous paths
of Error. 1650 Baxter Saints* R. in. xi. § 18. 497 Drawing
off the unstable from the doctrine and way of Ufe.

3. Not fixed in character or condition ; exposed
to vicissitude or chance ; apt to change or alter

;

[

variable.

I

c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc, 1420 {>e worlde is swa unstable,

Alle J?at men sese J?ar-in es chaungeable. C137S Lay Folks
Mass-Bk. (MS. B.) 390 po weders grete & vnstable, Lord
make gode. 1387 Trkvisa HigdenXKo\\<i I. 139 Hap was
vnstable and vnstedefast ; ones wil» ^at oon side, and eft wij»

l>at ot>er. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 705 O lord ! J)is

world vnstabyl is. £^1450 tr. De hnitatione in. Ixiv. 149, 1

finde all vnferme & vnstable, w^hat euere I beholde oute of ^e.

15x3 Douglas y^wm^ xi. viii. 118 The variant chance Of
our onstabiU lyfe. a 154a Wvatt in TotteVs Misc. (Arb.) 35
Vnstable dreame, . . Be stedfast ones, or els at least be true.

^1642 Kvnaston Leoline ^ Sydanis 141 O wretched state

unstable Of mortal men ! 1657 in I'erney Mew. (1907) 560
These giddy and unstable limes. 1768 Boswell Corsica
ii. 73 The Genoese. . were, , in an unstable, and perilous
condition. 1796 Mme. D'Arblav Caviilla III. 75 We mu.st

allow to our unstable virtues all the encouragement that can
prop them. Ibid. V. 540 The perpetual vicissitudes of our
unstable condition. 1829 Hood Eugene Aram 46 Or is it

some historic page Of kings and crowns unstable ? 1863
H. Cox Instit. in. iii. 628 That all oligarchies and demo-
cracies are unstable. 1884 Church Bacon ix. 223 English
seemed to him too homely to express the hopes of the
world, too unstable to be trusted with them,

b. Spec, in Chem.
1849 D. Campbell luorg. Chem. 216 Its \ic. suboxide of

copper] salts are very unstable. 1857 Miller Elem. Chevi.^

Org. 59 Grape sugar forms definite but unstable combinations
with the alkaline bases. 1890 Retrospect Med. CIl. 2 The
chloral hydrate is, comparatively, an unstable compound.

4. Not firm or solid ; insecure,

1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (title-p.). The Weake and
vnstable Groundes of the Romaine Religion. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 597 The Earth was couered with sand,
which yeelded an vnstable footing.

Unsta-ble, v. [Un-^^ 5.] t trans. To free 0/ i6ia T.
Adams Gallanfs Burdt-n 32 If our harts be vnslabled of

these beastiall lusts. Unsta'bled, ppl. n.^ [Un-' 8.]

Not established or made stable. x62a Babington's Wks. 9
Complaints of wauering weakenesse and vnslabled [ed, 1596
vnstayned (read vnstayed)) mutability . . brought against vs.

x68z RvcAUT tr. Gracian's Criiick 120 A tottering Cottage,

founded on an unstabled Sand. Unsta'bled, ppl. a?
IUn-' 8.] Not put into a stable. 1853 C. Bronte I'illette

xxxix, Behold the branchless tree, the unstabled Rosinante !

Unsta'bleness. [f. U^jstable a.] The
condition of being unstable; instability: a. Of
persons, the mind, etc.

^1380 WvcLiF SeL Wks. II. 58 Medling of freris clo^s
tellip unstablenesse (in virtue] of )^ts ordris. 1387 Trevisa
liigden II. 175 pe vnstabilnesse of pou^tes schal bebytokened
by many manere dyuersile of clopinge. c 1425 Eng. Cong.
Irel. 136 Thegh ihay, throgh kynd falsnesse & vnsiablenesse

that yn ham ys, lyiyl lel of othes. 1539 Elyot Cast. Helthe

75 Unstablenesse of wytte and slipper remembraunce. 1^90
Greenwood /4WJW. Gi/ford 13 Vourvnstablenes in denying
and affirming with one breath. 1646 P. Bulkeley Gospel
Covt. V. 368 By reason of our unstablenesse of spirit, we are

apt to make many a breach. 1676 Hale Contempt. II. 49
Unstableness, Vanity, Love of Pleasures, Easiness to be
corrupted in Youth. 18x5 W. H. Ireland Scrihbleomania

124 His natural unstableness debars him from adopting any
fixed mode of action.

b. Of conditions, life, etc.

c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 353 pe unstabelnes of }?is werld.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeih. 11. pr. iv. (186B) 43 pe vnstable-

nesse of fortune, c 1430 Lydg. Compl. Bt. Knt. 457 Thy
stormy wilful variaunce I-meynt with chaunge and gret vn-
stablenesse. cx^fiGesta Rom.\x\^\^,^\\ A woman. .that

sawe..the synnes, and the vnstablenesse, that was in the
worlde. a 1589 Palfrevman Baldwin's Mor. Philos. (1600)

52 O world thou hast so many countenaunces in thy vanitie,

that thou leadest all wandering in vn.stablenesse. x6ox Sir

W. CoRNWALLis Ess, IL xxxvi, The frailty and vnstablenes

of wealth. 1670 in Somers Tracts 1. 27 To shew unto those

insolent Commanders of the Army, the Unstableness of their

Condition. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 111. viL 421 A
weaker prince would have lost his crown, considering its

unstableness.

Unstably, fl^iz'. [Un-1 ii. Cf. prec] In

an unstable manner ; unsteadily,

a 1380 Eu/rosyne 390 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 178

I stunte, I stonde, vnstabli I stalke. 14.. Wycii/*s De
Ecclesia (1851) p. xiii, But her J>enken trewe men t>at^^e

fend failijj her, & goi|> vnstably \%:r. unstable] hi two weies.

c;i440 Promp. Parv. 367/2 Onstabylly, instabiliter. 150X
Atkynson tr. De Imitatictu in. xix. 212 He standeth casually

and vnstably that castith nat all his busynes in the. i6ix

Q.O-XG9.., Instablement, vnstably, vnsteadily. 1654ELLISTONE
& Spakrow tr, Boehme's Myst. flagman Ixxvi. 579 AsAdam
suddenly and unstablely therein, departed from his Glory.

1830 Pdsey Hist, Eng. 11. 109 Others, who are unstably ' halt-

ing between the two opinions'. X879THO.MSON &Tait Nat.
Phil. 1. 1. § 351 A particle placed on the inner circle., would
move perpetually in that circle, but unstably.

Unsta'ck, v, [Un-2 3.] trans. To remove,
take down, from being stacked or piled up.

1850 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr, in JmL Geog. Soc. XXIX.
414 The porters . .unstack the loads propped against the

trees. 1863 W. Thornburv True as Steel III. 39 The
enemy.. already were beating the alarm, unstacking their

weapons, and gathering outside their tents. x888 Pall
Malt G. 18 Feb. 6 2 In unstacking some timber.. the men
came across a newly.made sparrow's nest.

Unsta'cked,///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1846 Worc,
(citing More). 1884 Spectator 4 Oct. 1326/1 She has left

some wood unstacked at home. Unsta'gnant, a. (Un-' 7.)

18*2-7 Good Study Med. (1829) III. 45 A pure and unslag-
nant air. Unsta'gy, a. (Un-' 7.) «88j Macm. Mag.
XLVI. 332/2 A room altogether natural and unstagey.
[Freq. in recent use.J

tJnstai'd, a. Also 6-7 unstaied, -stayed,

etc. [Un-1 7.]

1. Of persons : Not staid or regulated in deport-
ment or conduct.

^
c 1550 Cheke Matt, xxiii. 25 Thei be called in greek

oKpaTet?,. .which we mai cal rightli vnstaid. x6sx Burton
At^t, Mel, in. ii. n. iii. 567 When they are so new fangled,



UNSTAIDLY.
so vnsfaide, so prodigious in their attires. 1636 Heywood
J.m't s Mistr. v. L 4, Now Psiche, you must see your sisters
judg d, Vnstaid Petrea, and unkind Astioche.

''?fV^ '59' Shaks. Two Gent. 11. vii. 60 How will the
world repute me For vndertaking so vnstaid a iourney »

t b. Of a hawk : Not properly trained. Obs.—^
'*'4LATHAMjPa/<:o«r)'i.v. 21 With the first of these three

orders, I haue reclaimed an outragious vnstaied hawke.
2. Of the mind, etc. : Not subjected to restraint

or control ; unrestrained, unregulated.
(<i) IS79 E. K. Dtd. to Sfenser's Sheph. Cat. % 5 His vn-

stayed yougth had long wandred in the common Labyrinth
of Loue. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 2 Will the King come,
that I may breath my last In wholsome counsell to his vn-
staid youth? 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 158 All
those vame delights which vnstaied youth most desireth.
(«) 1587 HoLiNsHED Chrm. III. 488/1 To lash out what-

soeuer his vnstaied mind affoorded. 1605 Rowlands Heirs
Broke Loose (Hunterian Club) 23 The easier to beguile The
simple sort, which haue vnslayed mindes. a 1678 H. Scou-
a\i. Disc. Imp.Subi. (173s) ,36 Our blood is hot, and our
*P'!7'^ unstayed and giddy. 1685 Baxter Parafhr. N. T.
I lim.111. II Women, .in danger, .of unstayed Levity. 1811
Lahv Bante, Pure. X. 112 O poor and wretched ones ! That

c- I? 1?"/
'™*' Upon unstaid perverseness. 183a L. Hunt

AirK. Eslier 1. 38 Unripe and unstaid thoughts, the vanities
of youth. 1840 Lowell The Moon 5 My soul was like the
sea, .

.
Moaning in vague immensity,. .Unrestful and unstaid.

(c) 159J Lylv Gallatliea 111. i, 1 feele my thoughts vnknit,
mine eyes vnstaied. 1638 Brathwait Spirit. Sficery,ac. 398
1 hose poore objects wherewith my unstayed eyes were fed.

(rf) 1S90 Spenser Muiopot. 161 To the gay gardinshisvn-
staid desire Him wholly caried, to refresh his'sprights. i6ia
T)v.h'na-it Poly-olb.-a. 348 Ethelbald..by the wise reproofe
of godly Bishops brought From those vnstay'd delights by
which his youth was caught.

3. Not settled or stable in opinion or resolve

;

not clearly determined or decided.
iS«i.T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 5 That vnstayed and

wandring opinion of the maiestie of God. 1603 Habsnet
Pop. Impost. 121 If they had brought the old renowmed
Keliques from Rome,some unstayed body would haue made
question whether they had been Saints bones indeed. 1613
Bp. HAt.L Serm. v. 93 A private man unsettled in opinion,
IS.. troublesome and useless: but a public person unstayed
IS dangerous. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 515 King
Henry, vnstayed in religious resolutions, did cut them off
vpon false suggestions, a 1750 A. Hill Muse to Writer
viu. While roving thus, uncenter'd and unstaid, I lik'd by
turns, and did by turns refuse.

4. Liable to change or alter ; uncertain.
1586 Dav Eng. Secretary i. (1595) 116 Is there anie thing

on earth so assured, that by vnstaied incertaintie is not
continuallie guided? i6a8 Feltham Resolves 11. xlvL 135
Change is the great Lord of the World; Time is his Agent
'hat brings in all things to suffer his vnstaid Dominion. 164a
H. More Soug of Soul 111. iii. 15 They frisque about in
circulings unstay d.

Hence TTnatal-dlr adv.
1556 Grihalde Cicero's Offices lit. 123 Nothing. . vniustly,

nothing wantonly, nothing vnstayedly is meete to be done.
1J71 GoLDiNGpi/»/« on I's. xxxvii. 9 Ifwee were not shifted
hither and thither unstayedly. 1611 Cotgr., Incoutinem-
vient, . . disorderedly, vnstayedly, immoderately.

Unstaidness. [f. prec]
1. Absence of staidness in conduct or opinion.
c 1550 Cheke Matt, xxiii. 25 For ie dense y« outward

part of y« cup. .but yo insiji" is ful of robri and vnstaidnes.
1583 OoLDiNG Calvin on Deut. xxxviii. 227 That we must
not defile our selues with any vnchastitie or vnstayednesse.
1650 HoLVDAY Persius' Sat. v. 41 Nothing hinders thee..
liut Luxurie. That doth seduce thy weakc Unstayednessc.
1675 Harclav Apol. Qiialiers xi. 8 8. 358 The unstayedness
Of their Minds. i8a8 E. Irving Last Days 326 The former
[trait) expressing haste, precipitancy, and unstayedness.

t2. Physical unsteadiness. Obs.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. ix. With a kind of shaking un.

stayedncs over all his body. 1607 Markham Cnvet. vn. soWhen., the orifice by the vnstaidnes of the Farriers hand,
IS made too great.

trnstain, z-. [UN.23.] trans. To ben bom.
stain or stains.

1639 N. Whiting .,4/W«<;,5-j5«//a»»«,etc.H 10, Whatother
errours thou findest, let thy pen amend, excusing the presse,
and un-staining the Authour. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. ix.

*L y.,*°"8'" '° "nstain their credits by going again.
1687 J. Reynolds Death's Vis. vii. How Blooming Trees
.

.
Unstain Dy d Cloaths, and call their Atoms forth.

Unstainable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)
1584 Loi.cE Hist. Porbonius ff Prise. (Shaks. Soc) 96

Alas, unfortunate .Egyptian I whose faithful affections are
so immutable, as thy naturall colour is unstainable. i8«4
Carlvle FreJk. Ct. xvii. i. IV. 502 The unstainable fideii^
of Weingarten Senior. 1878 Grosart //. More's Poems
Mem. Introd. p. xxii/i A pure white life unstained and un-
stainable as the light.

Unstai-ned, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]
1. Not stained or (dis)coloured

; spotless, clean,
pure.

«5S in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914) 182 The same
white cloth of sylver vnstayned. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV,
v. II. H4 Ih vnstained Sword that you haue vs'd to beare.
'?*» MlLTON Hymn Nativ. iv. The hooked Chariot stood
Unstain d with hostile blood. 1736 Thomson Liberty v.
556 Languedocian skies, That, unstain'd ether all, diffu>;ive
smile. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. 1. 24 By sighs unruffled or
unstain d by tears, i860 Tvndall Glac. i. xiv. 07 The un.
stained blue of heaven. 1899 W llbutt's Syst. Ated. VI 1 1. 903An unstained or faintly stained zone, .across the bacillus.
2. Not morally stained or sullied ; unblemished,

untarnished.

IS73 Daus tr. Bullinger on Afoc. (ed. a) 84 The Byshops
b<Kan to defile the Lordes supper and other vnstained doc.
trines of fayth. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. x. Any sparkes
of unstained duety lefte in them towardes me. i^ Quarles

Vol.. X.
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T^fXV. 19 Preserue he then, vnstained in his brest, A milke-
white Conscience. 1689 D. Granville Lett. (Surtecs) 81
The consideration whereof hath.. kept me untainted and
unstained. 1744 Thomson Spring 761 'the towering Seat..
of his Empire i which, in Peace, Unstain'd he holds. 1746
Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 11. ii. 196 A Person, who main,
tain'd A due Decorum, and a Life unstain'd. 1813 Shelley
Q. Mob vii. 236 No year of my eventful being Has passed
unstained by crime and misery. 1863 Mrs. H. Wood
Vemer's Pride xviii. He was proud of his independence, his
unstained name.
Hence Unstai'uedness.
1685 H. More Paralip. Prophet. 327 Sacerdotal,, .because

of the unstainedness of their condition as to Externals. 1727
BaileyCvoI. II),/'/<r<-K«j,..Unspottedness, Unstainedness.
Unsta-Ied, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1883 Ld. R. Gower

Remmisc. I. i. 5 A source of intense pleasure, ever fresh
.ind unstaled. Unsta-lked, a. (Un-' 9.) 1875 Huxley
& Martin Elem. Biol. 93 Free swimming unstalked bells.
1884 Ellaco.mbi Plant-Lore Shaks. 115 Female blossoms
..completely sessile or unstalked. Unstalled, ppl. a.
(Un.' %.) (1775 Ash.] 1829 Lytton Devereux iv. 1, My
horse stood unstalled at the gate.

Unstamped, ppl. a. [Uir-i 8. Cf. MDa.
ustampet.'\

1. Not crushed by stamping.
IS94 Pt-AT yewell-ho. ii. 46 Malaghie reasons .. either

starapt or unstampt. 1395 R. Southwell Mieonix, Clirist's
Bloody Sweat 3 Sweete oliue, grape of blisse, . . vnstampt,
vntoucht of presse. 1648 Hexham 11, Ongestooten Peter,
Vnstamped Pepper.

2. Not marked by stamping ; not stamped with
a device or official mark : a. Of metals.
i6m Strange Accid. in Harl. Misc. (1808) I. 26/2 Silver

^'nree sorts, all unstamped, a 1643 Godolphin Sonn.fr.
Harl.MS.2sUke unstamped gold I weigh each grate.
1767 Curiosities of London 71 Putting in the unstamped
piece with his forefinger and thumb. 1801 Farmer's Mag.
196 A bit of unstamped bullion. i8s3 Trench Proverbs 15
I he same advantage., which., has the recognised coin of
the realm over the rude unstamped ore.

b. Of paper or publications.
1809 R. Langford Introd. Trade 13 Country Bankers

ran.. issue bills of exchange on unstamped paper. 1853
Instructions to Postmasters June, Unstamped Publications
.

.
can be forwarded . . under the regulations ofthe Book Post.

i86i Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 532 So all the benefits of a free
press, unstamped, unexcised, may bealtogether thrown away.
3. Not having a stamp affixed.
189J

' H. S. Merriman ' Slave ofLamp xxi, Posting an un-
stamped letter addressed to England.
Unsta-ncliable, a. [Un-1 7 b.]
1. Incapable of being stopped or ended.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. ii. pr. vii. (i868) 58 By ^e regard of

eternite, l)at is vnstauncheable [L. inexhausta\ and infinit.
1430-40 LvDG. Boclias viii. xvii. (1558) 12 With heed enclyned
no word he spake again, Fyll in wepinge, with subbyng vn-
staunchable. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxiii. 6 Gods
goodnesse is unstaunchable. 1670 Swan Spec. M. 440 The
wounds of the Haemorrbois procure unstanchable bleeding.
1837 Carlyle Af/ri:*/*^*, Misc.Ess. (1840) V. 104 He burst into
unstanchable blubbering of tears. 1880 Swinburne Stud.
Shaks. (ed. 2) 1. 51 That perpetual source ofdebate unstanch-
able and inexhaustible dispute.

2. Unquenchable, insatiable.
i4a« Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 13053 Evere ther glotons

appetyt Vs so ful off ffals delyt. So gredy and so vnstaunch-
able. «i43o Pilgr. Lyf Manhode in. xiv. (1869) 142 Vn-
stauiichable is my wiriei..my affeccioun may haue no
fulfillinge. 1440 J. Shirley Dethe K. fames (1818) 25 Con-
sitieryng his unstaunchable covetise. 1590 Serpent ofDeris.A iij b/2 His greedy unstancheable thirste of covetousnes.
,'?»S,J*"S0N Cr«ar v. xxxii. §3. 307 The flames of.. ill.
kindled loue.. hath caused his stonie heart to boyle over
with vnstaunchable bloudie malice.

Unsta-nched, />//. a. [Un-1 8.]
1. a. Not satisfied ; nnsated.
ei374 Chaucer Boelh. ii. pr. vi. (1868) 54 Rycchesse may

nat restreyne auarice vnstaunched. 1591 Lvly Endym. 11.

11, I will teare the flesh with my teeth, so mortall is my
hate, and so eger my unstaunched stomacke. 1506 Shaks.

K-"\y^l "• "• ^3 S''"* *e Villaine, whose vnstanched
thirst V orke, and yong Rutland could not satisfie. 1613Heywood Silver Age 111. i. His maw VnsUunch't, He stiil
the thicke Nemean groues doth stray.

b. Unrestrained ; not stopped.
i6ii N. Riding Rec. (1894) 34 Being unstaunchte they

{sc deer] raunge over all the adjacent iieldes. i8a6 Scott
H'oei^t. XIV, I conjure thee by the unstanch'd wound.
•850 BLKCKiEy^schylus l\. 263 Fresh and unstaunched woes.
J. Not made staunch or water-tight.
1607 J. Carpenter Plaine Mans Plough 220 Slugging on

the waves of this ocean with an unstancht ship. iTfio-.?!
H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) II. 126 The elements, .came
pouring from unstanched roofs.

fig. i6io Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 51 Though the Ship were.,
as leaky as an vnstanched wench.
tUnsta'nged,///.a. Obs.-^ [Un.'S.] Not stung. 13..

M r •^""'- '"^^^ ^*'>'"- ••'' fo'- =61'. Neddcrs vnstanSid
sail (>ai here ; Poysonouse drink sail (.aim nojt dere.
UnstaToh,z/. [UN-24.] /ra/w. To free from

stiffness.

1600 B. JoNSON Cynthia's Rev. m. ii, [He) dares not
smile Beyond a point, for fear t'unstarch his look. 1641
J. IRAPP Tlteol. Theol. iv. 174 (Paul) unstarcht the Oratours
speech (as one phra.ses it) afore Felix. 1683 Kennett
Lrasm. on Folly 32 He cannot unstarch his gravity.
Hence UnstaTohing vbl. sb.

'?47.T"Ai'i' Comm. I Cor. i. 17 Witness his lie. Paul's]
ariificiall unstarching of the Oratours speech. Act. 26.
Unstarched,/'^/, a. [Un-18.] Not starched;

fig. free from stiffness.

[177s Ash.) 1817 Arrhatologia XXI. 234 An unstarched
or unplatted pocket. i8«i T. A. Trollope La Beata I. vi.
124 The unstarched ease of her own undisguised character.

UNSTAYABLE.
1894 Mrs. Dyan Man's Keeping II. 137 You look. .as limp
as an unstarched collar.

Unstarred,///. a. [Un-18.] Not marked
with a star or asterisk ; not decorated with a star.

A\%ofig.
t.»77S Ash.) n 1849 J. C. Mangan Poems (1859) 65 Perfect

bhss, unstarred with woe. 1854 S. Dobell Balder iii. 12
The keeper of the palace-gate . . , although he come In fashion
as a commoner, unstarred. Lets the prince pass. 1890
Hessels Latin-A.S. Glossary p. xli, I trust that. .no A.S.
words (are) left unstarred.

Unstarted,///. a. [Un-18.]
1. Unstartled.

i6s9 W. Chamberlavne Pharonnida I. iv. 215 Sound
sleeps, unstarted innocence, Softn'd their Beds.
2. Not Started or begun.
[1775 Ash.] i8$8 Daily News 14 Nov. 5/1 Three blocks

are now approaching completion,.. and only two remain
unstarted.

Unsta-rting, ppl. a. (Un." 10.) 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1811) VI. 118 Unbroken, unstarting slumbers.
Unstartled,///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1659 W, Chamberlavne Pharonnida i. i. 96 Desp'rate

men, Unstartled with those dangers. Jiid. 111. v. 474 Un.
startl'd at Ihe Rivers depth. 1796 Coleridge Destiny of
Nations 346 The plough-man. .Turned up fresh sculls un-
startled. 1813 Mrs. Hemans Siege of Valencia i. Train 'd
to hear The trumpet's blast unstartled. 1833 M- Scott Tom
Cringle xix, (The snake), the only unstartled thing in the
neighbourhood, continued steadily.. on its course.
UnstaTtling,/S//.a. (Un-' 10.) ijzg Savagk Wamierer

II. 230 Calm thoughts the deed revolve. And now, unstartling,
fix the dire resolve. 1891 J. C. Atkinson Moorlnnd Par.
38,1 havebeen accustomed to regard the sheep as a quiet
unimpressive sort of creature, with unstartling habits.

Uustate, V. [Un-2 6 b.]

1. trans. To deprive of state, rank, or estate.
c 1586 C'lESS Pembroke Ps. lxxxix. xiv, Takes he his

w eapon ? thou the edge rebatest. . . Would march with kingly
pomp? thou him unstatest. 160S Shaks. Lear 1. ii. 108,
I would vnstate my selfe, to be in a due resolution. 1611
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 490/2 [They] proceeded to
vnstate him of that goodliest portion of France. 1624 F.
White Repl. Fisher 572 The Romane Pope hath a direct
power to depose and vnstate them Isc. kings). 1879 J. Tod-
HUNTER Alcestis 30 Alack 1 the best of us May Zeus unstate.
2. To deprive of the character of a state.
1647 Ward Simp. Cobltr 22 States are unstated. Rulers

growne Over-rulers. .Churches decayed.
Unsta-ted, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not stated or

declared.

[177s AsH.] i8«4 PusEV Led. Daniel \. 14 Daniel.. left
unstated the grounds of his non-participation in their stead-
fastness. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 19 June 9/3 The assertions he
makes, and especially the points he leaves unstated.
Unsta-tely, a. (Un-' 7.) i860 Ruskin Mod. Painters

V. 296 Within certain black and unstately iron railings.

Unstatesmanliie, a. (Un-i 7 c.)

17^ Ld. Sheffield in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III.
357 f'be miserable unstatesmanlike mode of taxation which
has prevailed. 1837 Lytton Athens I. 456 A daring, but
no unstatesmanlike stroke of policy. 1880 McCarthy Chun
Times IV. 397 Mr. Gladstone's sudden resolve was openly
condemned as petulant and unstatesmanlike.
Hence TJnsta'tesmanlikely adv.
1846 Mrs. Gore Eti^. Char. I. 526 There are moments.,

when the strongest ministerial mind becomes unstatesman-
likely enfeebled.

Unstathelfast, a. : see Un-1 3.
Unsta-tion, v. (Un-» 3.) 1840 Browning Sordello v.

603 The men and women stationed hitherto Will I unstation.
Unsta-tionary, a. (Un-' 7.) i83» Whewell in Life
(1881) 149, I shall be very unstationary (if there be such a
word) for the next three weeks. Unsta-tioned, n. (UN-'g.)
1760 C. Johnston Chrysal I. 23 Though I could give their
ships information how to avoid our squadrons, yet they fell
into the hands of unstationed privateers. Unstati'stic, a.
(Un-' 7.) 1839 Carlvle Chartism iv. (1858) 21 So much
can observation altogether unstatistic. .ascertain for itself.

Unstati-stical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1868 Visct. Strangford
Select. (1869) II. 304 That un.statistical city [Constantinople].

Unstatutable, a. [Un-i 7 b.] Not in
accordance with, contrary to, a statute or statutes.
1634 LAUD_>rij. (1857) VI. 388 That they use not long,

undecent hair.. nor any other like unstatutable novelty.
169X Case ofExeter Coll. 22 These severe and unstatutable
proceedings. I7a3 Swift Argts. agst. Power Bps. Wks.
1841 II. 218/2 In the present bishop of Meath's case that
plea did not avail, although the lease were notoriously un-
statutable. 179^ Burke Corr. IV. 237 A deputation to
remonstrate against an unstatutable arrangement proposed
for the succession to the provostship. 1851 I. B. Mozley
Lett. 208 The President has summarily squashed the whole
scheme, on the ground of being unstatutable.

Hence TJnsta'tntably i^v.
i688 in Magd. Coll ^ Jos. II (O.H.S.) 224 The one being

unstatutably admitted. 1721 N. Amherst Terra Fit.
No. 27 (1726) 147 That he governs his college arbitrarily,
unjustly, and unstatutably. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 228/2
The establishment of ' vicars ', or, as they are now more
usually but unstatutably called, ' minor canons '.

Unstau-noh, a. Also unstanch. [Un-1 7.]
Not sotmd, firm, watertight, etc.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xvi. ci. 400 Who can lesse than

smile that sees vnstanch and ritield faces, To shelter coylie
vnderneath Fannes. .11674 Milton Hist. Mosc. v. Wks.
1851 VIII. 505 The Ships being unstaunch,. .sunk by the
way. 1896 E. a. King Hal. Highways 223 Not one [column)
has proved unstanch through.. the storms of these long.,
centuries.

Unstaunchable, -ed, : see Unstanchable, etc.
Unstayed, ppl a. [Un-' 8.) Not furnished with staves

i4fii-9o Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 333 My Lord paied
fo J. Gravele uppon vj. bylles staved, and v. unstaved, iij. s.

iiij. d. Unstayable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1633 T. Adams
U45



TJNSTATED.

Exp. 2 PfUr'xx. 2 There is.. in these a desperate and un-

stayable precipitation.

Unstayed, ppl. «.^ [Un-1 8 + Stat z;.i] Not
stayed or stopped ; unhindered, unimpeded.
x6oo Fairfax Tasse xx. xciii. 382 A thunderbolt he was.

.

that . . of his comming swift, and flight vnstaid, Eternall

signes in hardest rockes hath wrought. 1638 Junius Paint.

Aftcients 314 His vast and unstayed understanding. xSso

pRAED Poems (1864) 11.40 Unchecked, unstayed, he hurries

on. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 1. 730 To
strike electric influence through a race, Unstayed by city-

wall and barbican.

Unstayed, ///.a.2 [Uk-1 8 + Statz/.2] Un-
supported, -j" unstable.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr, Acad. 11. 184 For one kinde

thereof [it. consent] is firme and stedfast, and another weake
and vnstayed. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. i. 20 Hc.Iayd On
hideous strokes. .That oft he made him stagger as vnstayd.

A 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 55 Some
young Phaeton, Whose skilless and unstayed Hand May
prove the Ruin of the Land. 1881 Chr. Rossetti Pageant^

etc., Late Life iii. Bear Thou in mind.. our feebleness un-

stayed Except Thou stay us.

TJnstay-ed, ///. a.^ [Un-1 8 + Stay sb,^ 3.]

Not furnished with, or confined by, stays.

x8*o Praed Bachelor 97 My waist, unvexed, unstayed,

By fetters of the tailor's trade. 1804 Idler Sept 140 In

hygienic clothing, A waist and heels deep-loathing, Thy
unstayed figure freely flounders.

Unstayed, obs. var. Unstaid a,

Unstayedness. [f- Unstayed /i^/. a.*] Lack of support.

1874 PusEY Lent. Sermons 326 He clad Himself with our

fear, that He might array our unstayedness with the solidity

of His virtue.

Unstaying, /•//. fl. [Un-1 io.] Not stopping

or pausing.
1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iv. ad fin., I feare, . . Ere I

have ended my sad history, Unstaying Time may bring on
his last houre. x68s Otwav Venice Preserved iv. i, If I

not revenge, With. -unstaying fury, Thy sufferings. 1843
E. Jones Studies (1879) 186 Laughing maids, unstaying, .

.

O'er the lights shall dart. 1883 B. Smith Life Ld. Laiv.
rence IL 449 His unstaying and pitiless advance across the

wilds of Central Asia.

Unstea-dfast, a. [Un-1 8 and 5 b. Cf.ON.
^staSfast-r (older Da. ustadfeesi).']

1. Of persons, the mind, etc. : Not steadfast in

conduct or opinion ; inconstant, fickle,

a xaoo Moral Ode 241 in O. E. Horn, \. 175 po bo3 l>a J>e

weren her a t>anke unstedefeste. c xaoo Trin, Coll. Horn.
61 We turnen ofte to him and fro him, for we be3 unstede-

faste, a 1300 Cursor M. 6516 pi folk, .has don a suik ; Sin
^at ^u com fra ))am last, pou sal ^m find ful vn*.stedfast.

1340-70 Alex, «V Dind. 944 Huo wolde wene J?at a weih
woxen on elde Were wist for vnstedefast of word or of dede?
c 1450 Mankind 207 in Macro Plays 8, I am onstedfast in

lywynge; my name ys *Mankynde'. 1502 Atkvnson tr.

De Imitatione in. xxii. 214, 1 am ryghte feble and vnsted-

faste, 1568 Grafton Chron. IL 193 This king was. , vnsted.

fast of maners and disposed to lightnesse. 1601 Cami'Ion
Bk. Ayres xiv. 4 My heart . . is dismaid by thee, Who art so
cruell and vnsteadfast growne. X647 H. More Song of
Soult etc. 319 When my weakened soul Unstedfast, into

this Outworld doth reel, a X850 Rossetti Dante fy Circle

1. (1874) 123 He answers Danle, confessing his unsteadfast

heart. 1850-1 Longf. Gold. Leg. ii. Village Churchy Pardon
in me The oscillation of a mind Unsteadfast.
ahsol. 18*5 Coleridge Aids Refl. 379 In the perfect fore-

knowledge that they would confirm the disbelieving, alienate

the unsteadfast.

2. Not remaining in the same state; liable to

change or alteration : a. Of the world, life, etc.

c X200 Moral Ode 320 in O* E. Horn. II. 229 We wilnieS
after wereldes wele ^ longe ne mai ilaste. And legeS mast
al ure swine on |>ing unstedefaste. 1456 Sir G. Have Lazu
Arms (S.T.S.) 33 Be caus of this divisioun, all the warld is

in a wylde thocht, unsledefast. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.)
3 Thoroughe sodein and variable chaunces of unstedfast
fortune, aigoo in Rails Raving, etc. 22 Leid thi lyf with
thaim that the louis for the day of the vnstedfast lyf. 1574
Hyll Conject. Weatlier'xy Then shall follow an unstedfast
Winter. 1591 Spenser Daphn. 518 For all mens states

alike vnstedfast be, 1600 Tourneur Transf, Metam. iv,

Subiect unto th' unstedfast moone's controle,

b. Of persons, qualities, etc,

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 388 b/2 Whome ought I better
to chese of thyse two, or the kyng puyssaunt pardurable . . or
one seek unstedfast. 1513 More Rich. Ill (1883) 6 With
large gifles he get hym unstedfaste frendeshippe. 1535
CovERDALE Prov. v. 6 She regardeth not the path of life,

so vnstedfast are hir wayes, that thou canst not knowe
them._ x6oo Holland Zipy 671 The assured loialtie of the
captaines . . was but vaine, nckle, and unsteadfast.

o. Not firmly established or fixed; readily mov-
ing or changing place ; not firm or steady.
13., Propr.Sanct. 15S in A rchiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXXI.

93 He made Nettes to beo cast In to l^e se vnstudefast.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xii. xxxii. (Bodl. MS.), pe
pecock ha^ an vnstedefaste and an yuel schape heede. 1563
Mirr. Mag., Induct, xxxiii, Her iyes vnstedfest rolling here
and there. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, i. iii. 193 As fuU of
perill. . As to o re-walke a Current, roaring loud, On the vn-
stedfast fooling of a Speare. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 11.

aS The farther oflT the Branches are from the Roote, the
more loose, and unsteadfast they are. X793 Wqrdsw. Descr.
Sk. 252 Bare steeps, where Desolation stalks, afraid, Un.
Steadfast, by a blasted yew upstay'd. x86^ Dora Greenhill
Lyra MyU.,Soul Garden, xii. These Lilies..That quiver
with unsteadfast light.

fig. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. vii. 621 The un-
steadfast basis on which the power of the leaders at Poonab
was placed.

lience Uni(tea*dfastl7 adv.

«5S9 Guest Let. to Cecil in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I.
App. xiv. 38, I have neither ungodly allowed anytning

354

against the Scripture, neither unstedfastly done anything
contrary to my writing. 1611 Cotgr., Incottsta^nment,..
vnstedfastly, mutably, waueringly.

TTnstea'dfastness. [f. prec] The quality

of being unsteadfast ; a. Of persons or conduct.
a X300 Cursor M. 27793 O suernes cums. .vnstedfastnes, o

will wandring. X384 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 526 A ful

gret neglygence Was it to the to write onstedefast-nesse Of
women, c X440 Promp. Parv. 367/2 Onstedefastnesse, in.

stahilitas. a 1500 Chaucer's Dream 200 Wherefore I doubt
.. Her variance and vnsteadfaslnes. a 1548 Hall Chron.y
Hen. Vlllt 144 b, 'I'hen was rehersed to the Frenchemen
their doublenes_ [and] their vnstedfastnes. X6451 Bp. Rey-
nolds Hosea ii. 91 The falsenesse and unstedfastnesse of
our Hearts. 1694 Kettlewell Comp. Persecuted 58 Let
not any other Persons unsteadfastness in thy ways.. cause
me to waver, a 1850 Rossetti Dante f^ Circle i. (1874) 99
Many times I cursed the unsteadfastness of my eyes. x86o
PusEV Min, Proph. go God, in answer, promises to heal.

.

their fickleness and unsteadfastness.

b. Of life, fortune, etc.

1508 Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 321/19 Sen in this warld
thare is no sekernes,..I tak my leve at all vnstedfastnes.

X561 Bkcon Sick Man's Salve (1572) 5 O the vnstedfast-

nesse of mans life ! XS85 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy, IV. xxix. 150 b, By chaunge of time and vnstedfastnesse
of fortune this so flourishing a citie is brought to. .ruine.

Unstea'died, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) X809-X4 Wordsw.
Excurs. VII. 115 A Priest he was by function; but. .By
books unsteadied, by his pastoral care Too little checked.
1865 Sat. Rev. 19 Aug. 240/1 It is not the drunkenness of
the unsteadied hand, the rolling gait.and stammering tongue.

Unsteadily, (i^z'. [Un-1ii. Cf, Unsteady
rt.] In an unsteady manner.
X556 J. Hevwood Spider ff File Bb iij b, To se these flies

now : so vnstedily stagger. So late so redie. X690 Locke
Hum. Und. iii. x. § 31 He that uses his Words loosly and
unsteadily, will either be not minded, or not understood.
C1700 Congreve Oviits Art of Love Wks. 1773 III. 276
This way and that unsteadily they rove, And, never fix'd,

are fugitives in Love. 1738 Bolingbroke Idea Patriot
King (1749) 71 Considering how unsteadily and unsys-
tematically even the best of men are apt often to proceed.
1817 Coleridge Lay Serni.y ^Blessed are ye' 37 The cup
of sorrow overflows by being held unsteadily. 1847 ^^^
QuiNCEV Sp>. Mil. Nun Wks. 1853 III. 60 As idle as the
flapping sail that fills unsteadily with the breeze upon a
stranded ship. X897 Mrs. E. L. Vovnich Gadfly i. vii, The
man approached unsteadily along the water side.

Unstea'diness. [f* next.] The quality of

being unsteady.
i6xx Cotgr., Ki?/7<3//zV(^;..vnsteadinesse, or an inconstant

mouing. 1646 H. Lawrence Comni. Angels 120 The cause
of loosenes, and laxenesse, and unsteddines in our course.

X698 Fryer Acc. E. India 4- /*. 2 The unsteadiness of the
Weather. 1782 Wollaston Relig. Nat. v. (1724) 85 If

ihinas are now and then mis-shaped, this infers no un-
steadiness or mistake in nature. X796 Mme. D'Arblay
Camilla v. 7 The unsteadiness of the boat. 1808 Mitford
Hist. Greece III. 88 The gross evils inherent in the Athenian
constitution ; its irremediable unsteadiness, its gross tyranny,

X869 Tanner Clin. Med. (cd. 2) 289 The insidious form begins
by numbness,. .unsteadiness on the legs,. .till the loss of
power is complete. 1873 Economist 16 Jan. 68/i The un-
steadiness of the [stock-] markets.

Unstea'dy, a, [Un- ^ 7. Cf. OFris. ««-, on"

sledick, MLCj. unstedich^ MHG. unstmtec (G. un-
stdtig) ; MDu, onstadich^ LG. unstadig\ etc.]

1. Not steady in position ; not firm or secure ; not
held or kept steady.

X598 Florio, Insollare, to make loose or vnsteadie. x6oz
Holland Pliny II, 440 Some there bee, who. .advise their

patients to wash their unsteedie teeth with the said infusion.

xtzz Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman dAlf. r. 25B Walking to
and fro on the vnsteddy legges of Dis-rest. X703 De Foe
Hymn to the Pillory viii, The Statesmen..Who guide us
with unsteady hand. 1743 R. Blair Grave 205 The busto
moulders, and the deep-cut marble. Unsteady to the steel,

gives up its charge, x8oo Coleridge Christahel 11. 590
Christabel in dizzy trance Stumbling on the unsteady ground.
x8is Scott Guy M. Ii, He glanced at some passages of the
letters with an unsteady eye and an agitated mind. 1867
Morris Jason vi. 238 On their quest [they] . . began to plough
The unsteady plain.

transf. X885 *Mrs. Alexander' At Bay v, Her voice was
unsteady, and Glynn noticed that she was trembling.

2. Not Steady or constant in respect of conduct
or purpose ; fluctuating, fickle, wavering.
X598 Dai.lington Meih. Trav. X 2 b, Men of light and

vnsteadie braines, haue commonly sudden and sharpe con-
ceites. 16.. Middleton, etc. Old Law v. i. Our unsteady
fancies Would question whether we yet lived or no. X647
Clarendon Hist. Red. i. § 49 So fluctuating and unsteady
a testimony is the Applause of Popular Councils. 1677
Yabranton Eng. Improv. a 3 b, I could not imagine which
way what I lay down in my Book.. should in this unsteady
Age ever come to be put into Practice. 171a Berkeley
Pass. Obed. Wks. 1871 III, 121 The violent humours and
unsteady opposite wills of a multitude of savages, a X770
Jortin Serm. (1774) III. 16 The tyranny of evil habits, and
the easy descent from an unsteddy virtue to those habits.

X819 Keats Otho i. i, You have intrigued with these un-
steady times To admiration. 1849 Froude Nemesis of
Faith 136 Unsteady minds began to grow uneasy. X87X

B. Taylor Faust II. 1. v. 6 Let naught howe'er it sound
make thee unsteady.
absol. 1828 Moir Mansie Wauch Prelim., The unsteady
may take a hint concerning what it is possible for one of..

a

stout heart to go through with. x87a [see Unsteady v.\

3. Marked or characterized by absence of steadi-

ness or regularity ; not regular, even, or uniform.
X690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xiv. § 22 If the Motion of the

Sun were as unequal as that of a Ship driven by unsteady
Winds. X75<> Sterne Tr. Shandy 11. li, The unsteady uses
of words, which have perplexed the clearest and most exalted
understandings. 1798 Soutiiey Henry the Hermit 38 The

ITNSTIFFBN.

lamp that stream'd a long unsteady light, r xSzi Bryant
Winter Piece 4 When the unsteady pulse Beat with strange

flutterings. x86z A. Meadows Man. Midwifery 186 Un-
steady gait

J when the woman walks the chest is held back.

X884 Truth 13 Mar. 372 The badness of the road is aggravated

by unsteady driving, and a defective type of rolling stock.

Unstea'dy, z^. [UN-2 6a.] trans. To deprive

of steadiness ; to render unsteady.
153a W. W/\lter Guysiarde <5- 5. A ij, The wretched lyfe of

osyosyte..Un8tedyeth the wyt. X646 H. Lawrence C(?/«/«.

/l«^^/j 122 How doth bee unsteddy our steps, and intimidate

us, by putting scruples in our wayes. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa VIL xliv. 176 Unless the shock. .(by unsteadying

my hand) shall divert myaim from his head. iBizExaminer
24 Aug. 540/1 Shot, shells, grape,, .could not unsteady the

step.. of the. .infantry. X87Z H. Bushnell Serm. Living
Sub/. 245 Waiting always on the unsteady, unsteadies even
the sense of principle. 1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. ii, I was
quite unsteadied by all that bad fallen out.

Hence XTnstea'dying///. a.

1865 Masson Rec. Brit. Philos. 174 A point whence the

appearance of an unusual amount of unsteadying thought
may be dated.

UnsteO'k, v. Now dial. [Un-2 3.] trans.

To undo, unfasten, open. Also/]?'.

c X250 Hymn in Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 258 He mai blnde
& to breke...He mai luke & unsteke michte of al twinge.

c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2828 Aaron . . can wel speken ; 3u salt him
meten and vnsteken Him bodeword min. a 1300 in Horst*

mann Altengl. Leg, (1875) 26 He gethj> Jw Dore to vnsteke.

X390 Cower Conf. II. 128 Thus whanne he hath his cofre

loken, It schal noght after ben unstoken. c 1400 Laud Troy
Bk. 8239 Many a coff're was vnstoken, To drawe out robes

that were ydoken. 1855, 1868 in Yks. glossaries {unsteck).

h. In pa. pple. not clearly distinguishable from

'not closed, left open ' (Un-1 8). Cf. Unstoken.
13. . Sir Beues (A.) 1663 pe chaumber dore a fond vnsteke,

CX350 Lybeaus Disc. 1450 At a posterne unsteke Lybeauus
gan out-breke. CX470 Henry Wallace ix. 1655 Gat nane,

bot ane, with lyflf out oflf that sted, For that the jet so lang

wnstekit was.
Unstee'l, v. (Un-* 6 b.) 1748 Richardson Clarissay.

215 Why then should this enervating pity unsteel my foolish

heart? 1851 C. L. Smith tr. Tasso in. xxv. Her strokes on
one descend Already trembling, suppliant and unsteeled.

Unstee'led,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 17^ W. Whitehe.ad Atys
<5- Adrastus 409 Why was 1 sing! d to perform the Part,

Unsteel'd my Soul, unpetrified my Heart? X760-73 H,
hKooK^ Fool ofQual.{iZQ(^) III. 75 My conscience was yet
unsteeled. X899 R. Bridges Pater Filio^ 2 Sense with
keenest edge unused, Yet unsteel'd by scathing fire.

TTnstee-p, v. (Un-2 3 + Steep v.'^)

1598 Florio, Dimollaret to vnsteepe. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple IsL vi. xvii, Anon the rattling hail On earth poures
down his shot.

.
; His powder spent, the Sunne puts off his

vail, And fair his flaming beauties now unsteeps.

TJnstee'ped,///. 'J. (Un-i 8.)

i6a6 Bacon i^/z/a § 402 Next the wheat simple of itself,

unsteeped and unwatered. Ibid., There was also other

wheat sown unsteeped. X766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Seed^

The ground had been prepared exactly in the same manner
for the steeped and the un.steeped grain. X853 Nicholson's

Operat. Mechanic (ed. 4) 407 For the purpose of discharging
the colour out of the unsteeped flax or hemp.
UnsteCTed, ///. a. (Un-' 8. Cf. MSw. ostyrad, Sw.

ostyrd,) 1729 Savage Wattderer i\\. (1761) 49 Like a frail

Bark thy weaken'd Mind is tost, Unsteer'd, unbalanc'd,

'till its Wealth is lost. x886 Pall Mall G. 23 Feb. 4/2 The
unsteered, storm-driven voyage of the crazy craft. Un-
stemmed, ///. a.* [Un-' 8 + Stem v.^ Cf. MDu. onge.

stemt,] Not stemmed or stopped. X732 BERK.ELEy 5>r7«.

to S.P.G. 25 This unstemmed Torrent of Profaneness.

Unste-mmed, ppl. a.^ [Un.» 8 -(- Stem ».* 3 a.] Not
having the stalk and midrib removed. 1883 J. R. Dodge
Manuf, Tobacco iii. 24 The law established the rate at 5
cents per pound for unstemmed smoking, with 2 cents for

stemmed. X894 Times 16 Aug. 6/5 (U.S. tariff). Wrapped
tobacco, unstemmed. Unste*nclied, a. (Un-' 9.) xSu
Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 103 It is one of those pretty,

clean, unstenched, unconfined places that [etc.]. tUn-
ste'nted, /;*/. «. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 8-f Stent z/.^J Not
assessed. x6os Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 272 To disburd-

ing thame of the taxatioun of fyue hundreth pundis,..

quhilk sowme of fywe hundreth pundis lyis yit vnstentit.

Unste'p, V. (Un-2 5, 7 + Step v, ii, 7,)

1853 Reade Christie Johnstone xiii. 202 Flucker..un-
stepped his mast in two fathom water. X883 Afan. Sea-
manship for Boys 243 If there is anything wrong at the

mast-headf,. .unstep the mast and rectify it. iB&xPall Mall
G. 9 May 2/1 The novelty consbts in the mast oeing made
to unstep in rough weather.

UnsteTCorated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) x82x Scott Pirate

iv, A man's mind always grovelling in mould, =tercorated or

unstercorated.

t UnsteTn, a. Obs. Also 4 vnsteme, -sterin,

•sturen. [App. an alteration ofauslern Austere
a., by association with Stern «.] Severe, stern,

a 1300 Cursor M, 464 Bot he was raerred of hys mint,
Fulson he fand vnsterne stint. Ibid. 3461 pair strut it was
vn-stern stith. Ibid. 24540 (Edinb.).

tUnsteTnly, adv. Obs, Also 4 vnstume-,
vnsturen-, vnsterly. [f. prec + -LY.2J Severely,

sternly ; grimly.
a X300 Cursor M. 7450 O bodi gret, o granis lang, Vn-

sternli \Gdtt. vnsterly] semed he be Strang. Ibid. 16031 pai

stert t)am forth vnsterli \Gdtt. vnsternli], Wit a ful bald here.

Unsti'ck, V. (Un-^ 3.) X706 Stevens, Desempegar, . .xq

unstick, unglew. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. 125 The
other [foot] riveted to its native earth, bemired..beyond
the possibility of unsticking itself.

Unsti-ffen, v. (Un-2 5.)
x6ii Florio, Distirizzare, to vnstiffen, to vnbenum. x85S

Mrs. Gaskell North <5- i\ xxvi, Then her rigid face un-
stiffened from its gray frostbound expression. X894 A.
Robertson Nuggets, etc. 20 The prospect of a fee unstiffened

his rheumatic joints.



UNSTIFPENED.
Unsti'ffened,/^/. a, (Un-' 8.) 1648 Hexham ii, On^e-

stijfty Vnstifned, or Loose. 1889 Swinburne Study B.
Jonson g6 The poem., would be worthy of very high praise

if the texture . . were unstifTened and undtsngured by .

.

awkward inversions. 1893 Daily News 17 Apr. 6/3 Some .

.

have determined to abide by the unstiffened dresses of last

year. Unsti*ffening,z/-5/.j5, (Un-'ij.) i83«Coleridge
Lett. (1895) 761 A sort of unstiSening of my long dormant
joints and muscles.

trnsti'fled,///. a, (Un-^ 8.)

174^ Young Nt. Tk. 11. 121 Art, brainless art 1 our furious

charioteer (For nature's voice unstifled would recal) Drives
headlong. 1842 Browning Christina iv, Just this or that

poor impulse Which for once had play unstifled, Seems the

sole work of a Ufe-time. 1863 Pilgr. over Prairies 1. 156 A
profusion of nut-brown hair. .fell unstifled by cap, untor-

tured by steel or curl paper.

Unsti-gmatized,;*//. a, (Un-1 8 a c^
[1775 Ash.] 1778 [W. H. Marshall] Minutes Agric.^

Digest 6 Should this Impostor be suffered to stroll abroad
unstigmatized. 1806-7 J. Beresford Jlfiseries Hum. Life
VII. Ixxi, Who . . manage their inuendos so adroitly, that you
are obliged to let them pass unstigmatized. 1814 Wordsw.
Excurs. VII. 798 Nor left unstigmatized those fatal fields On
which the sons of mighty Germany Were taught a base
submission.

Unstill. a, (Un-1 7. Cf. OE. unstilU, OHG.
unstilli, MLG. unstil^ obs. Du. onsHL')

[1648 Hexham 11, Onstil, Vnstill, or Disquiet.] 1743 C.
Wesley in yml. (1805) I. 247 Some very unstil sisters, who
always., tried who could cry loudest. ^ 1833 ^.Moo^ Suffolk
Words \%^ XmaXA undressing an unstil child. 1903 Kipling
in Windsor Mag. Sept. 363/1 She never kept still. She
kept very unstill.

Hence TXnsti'Uness. (In quots. after OE. un-

stilhies, -nys.)

1846 Thorpe tr. Mlfric*s Horn. 11. 375 He .. tries these

five senses, who through curiosity and unstillness wastes
them uselessly. 1875 Anderida I. vii. 121 When some.,
attendants discovered theunstillnesstoOsgod's companions.

TTnsti'lled, /"i^/. a. (Un-1 8. Cf. Sw. ostiUad,^

X648 Hexham ir, Ongestilt^ Vnslilled, or Vn-appeased.
1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. ix. I. i4oUn5tilled yearning, and
an original ebulliency of spirit. 1874 Pusey Lent. Serin. 43
To hear the cries of their unstilled hunger.

Unstimulated,/'//, a. (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] a 1800 Cowper Iliad (ed. 2) xxiri. 469 He.

.

wept to see.. bis own Unstimulated coursers thrown behind.

i8ss ScoTT Talism. xxii. The future.. glittered with such
hues, as.. his unstimulated imagination had not been able

to produce. i88a \\^%%\x. Sachs* Bot. 893 The elasticity of

the stimulated and of the unstimulated filament is the same.

TJxisti'ninlatiug,/;^/. a. (Un-1 10.)

[1828-33 Webster.] 1844 J. Epps Dom. Hommop. 147
Plain, nutritious, unstimulating food. 1809 Fr. H. Burnett
De Willoughby Claim xiii, A lifetime of narrow, unstimu-
lating years.

TTnsti'ng, v. [Un-2 4.] trans* To deprive of

a sting.

i6x3 J. Davies (Heref.) Muse*s Sacr, Wks. (Grosart) II.

79/1 God unslings such angry_ Waspes and Bees. 1656

Thapp Comtn. t Cor. xv. 56 Christ having unstinged death,

and as it were disarmed it. i6f^ South Serjn. (1697) II.

564 He has disarmed his Afflictions, unstung his Miseries.

18*7 Pollok Course T. 11. 341 For temporal death, although
unstinged, remained. 1850 R. Simpson Mem.^ Worth vi. 83
[Death] was unstinged when it encountered him.

Hence Unstl-nared///. a. (Cf. Unstuno 2.)

1781 J. Brown Nat. 4- Rev. Relig. ni. ii, An unstinged
and sweetened death.

Unsti'nted, fpl. a. (Un-I 8 : see Stint r;.)

1480 Cov. Lett Bk. 438 pe seid Maire & Recordor mayn-
teyn thc.Frankleyns of |>e Forreins-.contynually to go
vnstynted, and the Comons of the Cite be stynted, no man
to passe his rate. 1599 Sandys Europag Spec. (1632) 41 To
all such . .as should oppose against his Soveraigntie and un-
stinted power. xdzaCALLis iVa/.5'<r:ytfrf (1647)24 A general
Law unstinted and unbounded, a^^^\ Ken HymnFestiv.
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 410 Saints.. crop unstinted Shares In the

twelve pleasant Fruits it bears. 1740 Somerville Hobbinolia
III. 29 With unstinted Joy His Heart o'erflows. 18x1 Scott
Don Roderick i. ix, Lands, where the near Sun Gives with
unstinted boon ethereal flame. 1877 ' H. A. Pace' De
Quincey II. xvi. 20 His unstinted,tf not reckless liberality.

Hence Unstl'ntedly adv.

1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers I. i. 8 Both these prelates bcr-

rowed unstintedly from the book of St. Osmund. 1883
Standard 13 April 6/4 General Angus .. condemns the
management unstintedly.

Unstinting, ppl a, [Un-i 10.]

+ 1. Unceasing. Obsr""^

<:x38o WvcLiF Sel. Wks. III. 52 Alle angels.., and alle

powers in J?is world,.. crien bi vois and unstyntinge to Jjce.

2. Ungrudging, lavish.

1845 Herschel Ess. (1857) 644 The spirit In which the

demands of science have been met, .has been. .munificent

and unstinting. 1883 W. E. Norris No Ntiu Thing xi.

With so unstinting a hand had he ministered to the necessi-

ties of the poor.

Hence Unstl'iitiiiffly adv.

1857 RuSKiN Pol. Econ. Art 200 All of these should be
completely and unstiniingly given. 1885 Agnes Clerke
Pop. Hist. Astron. 147 He poured his earnings unstintingly

into his crucibles.

Unsti'rrable, a. (Un-* y b.) a 1340 Hampole Psalter^

etc. (1884) 506 Made be }>ai vnstirabil as a stane til )>at "pi

folke pass.

Unsti-rred, ///. a. (Un-^ 8.)

a. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 706 At a stylle stollen stcuen,

vnstered wyth sy^t, Luf lowe hem bytwene lasched so hote.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliv. [Lucy) 255 Vnsterit scho stud

stilas a crag. 15x3 Douglas /Eneid vii. xi. 53 Vnsterit

langlyme and vnmovit, Itale Now birnis into fury bellicale.

153* Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 61 Neuir ane ox wes
Sdkkic into bow, Bot lay full still into thair stall wnsteird.
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p. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxv. 12 Mi fote . . departid not
fro t>i ry^twysnes bot stod vnstird ogeyne alle sclaunders.
1470-X Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 233/1 Uncompelled, unstirred or
undesired soo to doo. igsx Recorde Pathw. Knawl. i. xiv,

Set the one foote ofthe same compasse vnsturred,in the eande
of the other line. 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. \\. 28 Vnstird
it doth remaine. And conquereth..by lasting many yeares.
1624 Gataker Trausubst. 55 The selfe same body.. sitting
there stili unstirred and untouched. i6z8 Feltham Resolves
221 Like the Wind. .It disperses Exhalations from the muddy
Earth, which would, vnstirr'd, infect it. 1699 BentleY
Phal. 506 It was immortal Vellum, .that could last for ten
Ages, though untouch'd and unstirr'd. X830 Mrs. Hemans
Lady o^ Provence 11 Many a Chatillon.., Unstirr'd by
tlie ringing trumpet's breath, His shroud of armour wore.
1843 RusKiN Mod. Paint, \. 11. v. iii. § 27 Glassy pools, upon
which the drinking cattle cast_ an unstirred image. x88a
'Ouida' Maremma i. 192 The ilex leaves.. drooping above
their heads, unstirred by any breeze.

Unstirring,///. a. (Un-1 5 d, 10.)

1. Not causing to stir or give way. rflr^.""*

^ *37S Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {.Jos. minor) 785 Al vnsterynge
l>e stekyne Of |je presone & ^e selynge.

2. Not Stirring or moving ; inactive.

a 1684 Leighton Comtn, i Peter iv. (1849) IL 323 A sloth-
ful, unstirring life, will make a sickly, unhealthy life. 1818
M ILMAN Samor in. 210The dead unstirring ocean bears them
on. a 1851 MoiR Night-Hatvk i, The midnight moon Looks
sombred o'er the forest depths, that sleep Unstirring.

Unsti'tch, V. [tJN- 2 3.] irans. To remove
stitches from ; to detach or separate in this way,
XS38 Elvot, Resuo,.. to vnstytche. 1639 T. de Gray

Expert Farrier 331 Stop both your horse eares;..stitch
them up, and.. [later] unstitch them. X648 Hexham n,Ont-
nae^'t, vnsowne, or vnstitcht. 1688 R. L'Estrange Tully's
Offices 79 As Wise men say of. . Ill Grounded Friendships

;

*tis better to unstich than to tear them all to pieces on a
suddain. a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarron*s Com. Romance (1775)
1 1. 25 When he scuffled with anybody, . . he ever tore or un-
stitched the cloaths of his adversary, i860 lire's Diet. Arts
(ed. 5) L 547 After washing, the pieces (of calicoj are un-
stitched, and put in the hydro-extractor.

Unsti-tched,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not stitched
;

unsewed.
1599 A. M, tr. Gahelhouet's Bk. Physicke 304/1 Nether

doth the sinewe water so greate harme in an vnstitched
wounde as it doth in a stitched. 1856 Geo. Eliot Ess. (1884)
86 To the typical German . - it is indifferent . . whether or not
his book have every other leaf unstitched,

tUnsti'the, a. 06s.— ^ (Un-*?.] Not strong; feeble,

weak, c 1400 Destr. Troy 117 Till it fell hym by fortune,

faintyng of elde, Unstithe for to stire, or stightill the Realme.

Unsto'Ck, V. [Un- 2 5 and 4.]

1. trans, a. To remove (a ship) from the stocks.
a 1547 Surrey /Enets xv. 524 Where the Troyans fast Fell

to their worke, from the shore to unstock High rigged ships.

b. To dismount (a gun),
1598 Vhomo^ Scalcagnare^ . ,io vnstock, or dismount any

kincle of great ordinance or artillerie.

C. To remove the stock from (a gun, etc.).

i;ro6 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Unstock a Gun, is to take
off its .Stock. X726 Shelvocke Voy. round World no After
we had got well to sea, we unstock 'd our anchors and brought
them aft. 1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolak viii, Unstocking my
rifle-barrel.

2. To deprive of stock.

1647 DiGGEs Unlaw/, Taking Amies 169 The husband-
mans store being consumed, the pastures unstocked, ..we
shall be devoured by famine. 1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond.
169 Turned out of iheir callings, and unstocked by the loss

of that ruffle.

3. To empty of occupants.

1655 G. S. in Hartlib Ref, Commonw. Bees 28, I am con-
fident, had I continued my digestions any considerable time,

I had soon unstock(edl nigh a dozen of Hives. 1865 W. G.
Palgra VF. A rai'ia 1 1 . 328 The conflict of the Roses did not
unstock the England 01 a few years later.

Unstocked,///. fl. [Un-i 8.]

L Not furnished with a stock.

1388 in Nicolas Hist. Royal Navy (1847) U. 475 La hulk
..ove lapparaill . . v. ankres dont un de eux est unstokked.

1497 Naval Ace, Hen, VII (1806) 290 Serpentynes. .stokked

cxvj, vnstokked xxv. 15x3 N. West in Ellis Orig, Lett.

Ser. I. I, 70 A greate piece of ordenaunce of iij. yerds longe
and mor, unstocked. iS99 Hakluyt Voy. II. 11. 107 We
had nowe but two ankers left vs, which were vnstocked and
in,hoId. x68x Cal, Treas. Bks.y i68t-S% 4 The value of

200 barrels of guns or muskets unstocked. X805 W. H unter
in Ncei'al Ckron. XIII. 8 Our anchors being unstocked, as

is the custom in Indiamen,..we found great difficulty in

..steadying them, in order to get the anchors in the stocks.

2. Not provided with a stock of goods.

163? D. R[ogers1 Treatise Sacr. i. 161 A poore unstockt

man is easily perceived in his wares, the small store and
choice therof.

3. Not stocked with animals, etc.

X697 Walsh Life K. r 7 in Dryden yirgil'V/ars had laid

Italy almost waste j the Ground was Uncultivated and
Unstock'd. X750 T. Carte Hist. Eng. II. 719 The lands lay

uncultivated and the farms unstocked, by reason of. .con-

tinual depredations, a 1787 G. White Selborne vii, This
chase remains un-stocked to this day. X794 R. J. Sulivan
View Nat. I. 24 One bold and inartificial whole, unstocked

with animation.

4. (See Stock sb^ 44.)
1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. II. 94 While sleepy lacqueys,

their hose ungartered.and themselves unstocked, are crawl,

ing down the second staircase to breakfast.

Unstockinged, pph a. (Un- 1 8.)

[X775 Asn.l i8ia W. Tennant Anster F. ii. xxvii. Her
roguish boys with bare unstocking'd feet. 1845 Talfourd
Vac. Rambles 1. 232 They were clad in brown serge, un-

stockinged.

tUnato'ic, v, Obsr^ (Un.^ 6 b.) X73S Swift Let. in

Maggs Cat. No. 445 (1923) 238, I long apprehended you

UNSTOPPED.
would have the power to corrupt me. I shall therefore un-
stoick myself to attend you. Unsto'ken, ///.«. Obs. ox
dial. [Cf. Unsteekp. b.] Opened; not closed or shut. X4ax

HoccLEVE Min, Poems 151/333 On a nyght. .Left was the
Erles Chambre dore vnstoken. x8a8 Carr Craven Gloss.^

Unstoken^ unshut. Unsto'len, ///. a. (Un-' 8 b. Cf.

MDu. on^estolen.) 1533 J. Hevwood Johan ^ 7'(<5(Brandl)

246 Yet It may lye safe ynough vnstolen. 1837 Carlyle
Misc. Ess. (1840) V. 19 The world would let us keep it un-
stolen for Fourteen whole years.

Unstone, v, [Un-2 3 and 4.]
1. trans. To convert from a stony state.

1594 Carew Tasso (iSSi) 49 But let his hand that hardest
harts gently Doth pierce, them both vnstone and moUifie.

Ibid, 92 This fained sorrow drew from many a freake True
teares, and harts vnstoand most hardened.

2. To castrate.

x6xi Cotgr., Escouiller, to geld, lib, vnstone, cut away
the stones of. a 1693 Urqukart's Rabelais in. xxxi. 255 He
had unstoned Friar Caulderiel.

tUnsto'Pied,/*^/. a. Obs.—^ [Un-* 8.] Unastonished.
c X475 Golagros \ Gaiv. 642 Thair wes na staluart vnstonait,

so Sterne wes the stound I Unsto'niness. (Un-* 12.

Cf. next) 1661 J. Childrey Brit. Baconica 49 The un-

stoniness of the Country. Unsto'ny, a. (Un-' 7.) x6xi

Florio, InsassosOt vnstonie, without stones. 1675 Evelyn
Terra (1676) 132 The dust of unstony high-wayes, where
the drift of Cattel, and much passage is.

TJnstoo'ping,^//. a. (Un-1 lo.)

>S93 Shaks. Rich. 11^ i. i. 121 The vn-stooping firmenesse

of my vpright soule. x8x6 Bvron Ch. Har. iii. xlvii. As
stands a lofty mind, Worn, but unstooping to the baser

crowd. 1818 MiLMAN Samor 11. 272 The crash Of branches

rent by his unstooping helm. 1869 Ruskin Q.o/Air(iBj4)

17 She wears the crested and unstooping helmet,

Unsto-p,2'. [UN-2 3and7. Cf. (U)Vu, ont-

stoppen.']

1. trans. To free from being stopped up or closed.

{a) X398 Trevisa Bartk, De P.R. xvii. xiii. (Bodl. MS.),

Comyn merche vnstoppeb and openej) Jje splene and breke)> t»e

stone, c 1489 Caxton SonnesofAymon xii.306 He , . vnbounde
hym and vnstopped his eyen. c 1561 Vebon Free-will 57 b,

Except the Lorde did . . unstop their eares, and cleare the eyes

of theyr myndes. 1584 Cogan Haven Health ix. 31 It maketh
..the bellie laxatiue,. .and vnstoppeth the veines. x6ii

Bible Isaiah xxxv. 5 Then.. the eares of the deafe shalbe

vnstopped. X637 N. Whiting A Ibino ^ Bellatna 1963 Who
will not.. Galen try, To weaken humours, and unstop the

pores? 1700 MoTTEUX Quix. (1733) II. 186 The first thing

we did was to unty the Hands of Zoraida's Father, and to

unstop his Mouth. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vn. vii. Fg My
heart was softened, and my ears unstopped. 1871 Spurgeon
Treas. Dav, Ps. li. 15 He. .fears to speak till the Lord un-

stops his shame-silenced mouth.
(p) 1530 Palsgr. 768/2 Unstoppe nat the bottell tyll we

shall dnnke on it. XS84 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 102 Priuily

vnstopping one or two of hys bottles, the wyne flowed out.

1604 E. G[rimstone) D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xii. 241

When the melting is finished, they vnstoppe the pottes and
draw forth the meltall. 1645-50 Boate Ireland's Nat. Hist,

xvii. §7 (1652) 138 The Iron it self descendeth to the lowest

part of the furnace, called the Hearth; the which being

filled, . .they unstop the Hearth, and open the mouth there-

of. x66o Boyle Ne^u Exp. Phys. Mech. i. ai To unstop the

Valve to let out any Air. X74a Lond. ff Country Brew.
I. (ed. 4) 73 In the Spring you must unstop your Vent-hole,

and thereby see whether your Drink doth ferment or not.

X758 Reid tr. Macquer's Chym, 1. 265 Unstop all the registers

of the reverberatory. 1813 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 45
If the bottle be stopped, the colour will presently disappear

;

but when it is unstopped, the colour soon returns again. X854

Hull Improv. Act 32 [To] make, rebuild, clear out, unstop,

or in anywise alter any sewer. x866 Furnivall Bk, Ouinte

Essence 4 ntnrg.^ After many days unstop your distiller.

trans/, 1664 Boyle Exper. Colours 35 Such White Fumes
X have seen afforded by unstopping a Liquor.

b. intr. To become opened.

c x^filpomydon 1261 Ipomydon was sore travailed...Hys
arme vnstoppid; t>e blode gan falle,

2. To pull or draw out (an organ-stop).

X855 Browning Master Hugues 139 Say the word, straight

I unstop the Full-Organ, Blare out the mode Falestrina.

3. (See Stop v. 28.)

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxv. They were heave-ho-ing,

stopping and unstopping, pawling, catting, and fishing for

three hours.

Hence TTnsto'pping vbl. sb.

x6ii Cotgr., Desbouchement, an vnstopping. x66o Boyle
Ne7v Exp. Phys. Mech. xxxvii. 314 Upon the unstopping

of the Glass. 1676 More Remarks 83 Upon the unstopping

of the lower end, all the water.. will run down.

Unstoppable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1836 T. Hook G. Gumey v, 'And,* said I, 'you carried

home your spoils '.
' Not I,' exclaimed my unstoppable

companion. X895 W. Platt Women 15 A cattle-irain—

a

blind, rolling, unstoppable force.

Unstopped,/^ a* [Un-1 8. Cf. Sw. ostop*

pad in sense 2.]

1. Not stopped up or closed.

X398 Trevisa Barlh. De P. R. vii. x. (Bodl. MS.), pe weies

of^ brayne be vnstopped of J>at bumoure. f 1440 Jacob's

Well 216 3if 5oure pyt in his entrees be stylle opyn & vn-

stoppyd. 15x3 Sir E. Howard in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in.

I. 149 He hath bored an C agore hoolis in her and left

unstopte, that the water cam in. X599 T. M[oufet1 .ViV-i^

•wormes 58 If also carelesnesse haue left a rift, or chincke

vnstopped in thine aged wall, a 1608 Dee Relat. Spin i.

{1659) 419 The hole which was not greater then the thickness

of a brick unstopped. 1683 Boyle in Phil. Trans. XVII.
636, 1 have kept the Bottle of prepar'd Water.. in the same
unstopt Vessel. 1758 Ann. Reg.^ Chron, 96/2 Suffocated..

by the steam of 40 buts of unstopped beer. 1825 J. Nichol-
son Operat. Mecltanic 719 Gilding the unstopped parts with

the proper amalgam. 1887 Field 24 Dec. 952/2 Our fox ran

witl)in short distance of main earths in a wholly unstopped
country,
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UNSTOPPER. 356 UNSTRINGED.

t2. Unsmflfed. Ods-^
X434 E, S. li^ilis (1882) Z03, iij qaisshonas of the same

colour vn-stopped.

3. Not stopped or hindered.

x6ax G. Sandys Ovids Met. m. (1626) 60 So haue I scene

an unstopt torrent glide With quiet waters. Jbid. xv. 319
He might, vnstopt, haue entred without feare : But 1 with-

stood. 1^6 Ann. Reg. 168 Let the frequent wain^ unstopp'd

by rains. Clear the dry hayfield of its dusk^ piles ! 1803

Edwin I. X. 15a That Edwin is no more, the voice of rumour,
unstopped by opposition, has long declared. 1816 J. Scott
Pitris Revisit. («1. 3) 20 We passed on with our trunks un-
opened and unstopped.

4. Phonetics. (See Stopped ///. a. 7.)

1874 H. Sweet in Trans. Philoh Soc. 471 Relaxation

:

a] stopped consonants to unstopped : . . b) unstopped to diph-

thongal vowel. 1877 — Handbk. Phonetics 78, 79.

5. Spec, Of verse-lines: Not ending with a stop.

1874 FuRNiVALL in Tratis. Kew Shaks, Soc. I. 73 Shak-
spere s often use of the unstopt line,

tJnstO'pper, v. (Un-2 3, 4.)
1839 F. A. Griffiths Artill. Man* 185 [He] runs the

carriage up and back, assists to hold on the fall, stoppers
and unstoppers it._ x86o Fatnily Economist 7 Jan. 15/1
Unstoppering.—This operation is . . likely to be required . .

,

for the stoppers of decanters, smelling-bottles, &c.,, fre-

quently become 6xed. 1879 Man. Artill. Exerc. 473 Stopper
and shift the fall. Unstopper.
Unsto'ppered, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1861 Wvnter Soc. Bees

455 An unstoppered bottle of ipecachuana. Unsto'pple, r/.

(Un-* 3, 4.) i6u CoTGR.,jD«/(?M/S/,vnstopped, vnstoppelled.

ax69^ Urgukarfs Rabelms in. Prol. 6 Ihere did he..un-
bung It,, .unstopple it [F. destouppoit\.

XJnstOTe, V. [Un- 2 4 and 5.]

1. trans* To deprive of stock.

x6i8 Breton Court, ff Countryman A 4 b, Your state is

weakened and your Land wasted, your woods vnttmberd,
your Pastures vnstored.

2. To take out of store.

1883 Daily Nexvs 18 Sept. 3/3 Until the furniture and
other articles .. stored hastily .. have been unstored and
examined.

Unsto'red,/'//.^!. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not supplied with a store or stores; unfur-

nished. Const, ofi with,
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1209 The fields at length

lay now untilled, the pastures unstored. 1636 Pagitt
Cnristiancgr. (ed.2) in. 92 Neither was our Countrey unstored
of reliques. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. ix, 92 And mark thy
native orb I . . The' still unstored with light her silver horn,
1854 Lever Dodd Family Abroad Ixxiii. 611 My ungifted
and un<;tored intellect,

2. Not stored up ; unhoarded.
a 1770 Akenside Inscriptions^ * Ye porvers unseen ' 27
Nor shall a passion move Across my bosom unobserv'd| un-
stor'd By faithful memory.
TTnstoried, ppl. a, (Un-1 8.)

[1775 AsH.1 i88o Contemp. Rev. Mar. 425 He laid his
'Prentice-hand upon the fair Unstoried smootimess of the
column. 1890 * R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 224
Farewell they of the unstoried herd 1

UnstoTmed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1695 Addison To Somers
Wks. 1721 L 7 To you the Hero of my verse reveals His
great Designs,, .deter'nining the doom OfTownsUnstorm'd,
and Battels yet to come. UnstoTmy,a. (Un-* 7.) 1883
BvROM AgeofBronze ii, A calm, unstormy wave, Which over-
sweeps the world. Unstou't, a. (Un-* 7.) 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. I. (Arb.) 75 Make moche of those sbaftes of youres,
for they knoweneytherstoute nor vnstoute. 1746 D. Graham
Waitings (1883) \. 107 Long to resist they seem'd unstout,
Unsto-ved,///.rt. (Un.> 8.) (177SASH.] xB6z Act 26 l^id.
c 22 Refined Sugar unstoved, pounded, crushed, or broken.

UnstoWy V. [Un-2 3.] oafts. To take out of
stowage; to clear (a hold, etc.) of the articles

stowed in it.

X736 Shelvocke yoy. round World 75 Half the hold must
have been unstow'd to get at them. 1745 P. Thomas yrtil.

Anson's Voy. 106 We .. unstow'd the Anchor, to be in Readi-
ness. 1800 CoLQUHouM Comm. Thames ii. 59 The Lumpers
unstowed the casks in the hold. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. \.

X. 105 We have to unsiow the hold, and deposit its contents
in the store-house. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., £/«-
glowing or Breaking out^ the act of conveying the goods
packed in a ship from the place occupied whilst travelling

to the square immediately under the hatchway.

fii^' ^748 Smollett Rod. Rand xli, When they found my
hola unstowed, they went all hands to shooling and begging.
Unstowed,///. «. [Un-*8.J Not stowed. [1775 Ash.]

1884 Imp. Diet. IV. 519/3 Unstowed cargo or cables.

Unstrai-ght, a. (Un-1 7.)
1650 J. NicoLL Diary (Bann. CI.) 39 The unstraght Royall

airmy, or these quba foght for the King. 1671 [R. MacWard)
True Non-conf. 122 The Church-poUcie.. only holdeth out
indirect, unstraight and ambiguous rules, applicable to any
forme. x86o H. Marrvat Resid. Jutland \. 8 On the
opposite side, .rise the tall unstraight church spires.

Unstral'ghtened, ///. a. rare-°. (Un-' 8.) ti77S
AsFi.] 1846 Worcester (citing Taylor). Unst^raignt-
fo-rward, a. (Un-i r) 1887 A. C:. Yate Eug. f^- Rjissia
443 Blame attaches solely to the Liberal Government then
in power, for its tortuous and unstraightforward policy.
Unstrai'ghtness. (Un-'iz.) a x^iUrquhart's Rabelais
III. xliv. 363 The unstreightness is so irregular, or the Cor.
ruption so evident.

Unstrai-u, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To free from
strain ; to relax. Chiefly^^.
x6x6 B. ToNsoN Masques^ Lovefreedfr. Ignorance, 'Lesse

they could the knot vn-slraine Of a riddle, which she put.
x6^ Fuller /'ifgraA n. xi. 2j6 Since which time the Levites
had unstrained their credit by their exemplary zeale against
the Idolaters. 1843 E. Jones Sens. Sf Event 120 Omnipotent
sleep shall thy life unstrain. 1883 R. Haldane Works/top
Receipts Ser. 11. 125/1 To clean morocco leather, strain well
overaboard;..when done, unstrain the leather, and dry.
tUnstrai-nable, a. Sc.Obs. [UN.>7b+STRAiNt'.'] Not

distrainable. 1609 Skene Reg. MaJ. Table 62 The Lord of
ane vnstrenzeabill tenement, may saise the samine in his
awin hands, for the arrierages, and bjTunne fermes.

Unstrained,///, a. [Un- i 8, 8 c]
1. Not subjected to straining or stretching; free

from strain. Also^^.
13 . . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 248 Pensyf, payred, I am for-payned,

& fou in a lyf of lykyng lyjte In paradys erde, of stryf vn-
strayned. i6ia Drayton Poly-olb. ix. 418 Taking a milk-
white Bull, vnstrained with the yoke. 1690 Child Disc.
Trade viii. 132 The Dutch . . would buy our unstrained Cloth,

and carry it into Holland, and there strain it. x88a Minchin
Unipl. Kinemat. 126 The ratio of the strained to the un-
strained area. 1894 Westm, Gaz. 1 June i/i Their loyalty

to the Cabinet would be unstrained by the work and worry
of an Autumn Session.

transf. 1659 W. Chamberlavne Pkaronnida v. 11. 158
That usurped diadem; which he.. beheld without His un*
strained reach.

b. WithytJ^ : Not strained after.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VL 177 The blush. .was
a cieep-dyed crimson, unstrained for.

2. Not forced or produced by effort.

1380 Stanyhurst yEneis, etc. (Arb.) 152 Heere percase
carpers wyl twight his ioUitye youthful. Strong reason vn-
strayned that weake obiection aunswers. 1627 Hakewill
Apology Power ^ Providence ofGod i, ii. 13 Which [Greek
word] by an easie and vnstrained derivation, implies the
breath of God. a 1639 T. Carew Poems (1651) 130 The
true brood of Actors, that alone keep naturall unstrain'd
Action in her throne. 1776 Micki-E Camoens' Lusiad
Introd. 140 The most natural unstrained harmony, is the
just characteristic of the style of Camoens. iBoa Lamb
G.F. Cook Wks. 1908^ 1. 47 This quality of unstrained mirth
..is a prime feature in his character. 1871 Mrs. Whitney
Real Folks xii, The pure, clear spaces where such things
seemed to be fit and unstrained. 1898 Contemp. Rev. Aug,
188 Honours, like the gentle rain from heaven, fell upon
him unstrained.

3. Not passed through a strainer ; not cleared or
purified by straining.

18x8-33 Webster s.v., Unstrained oil. 1853 Rovle Mat.
Med. (ed. 2) 477 Press out the juice, and evaporate it, un-
strained, to a proper consistence.

Unstrai'tened, //*/. rt. (Un-'S.) 1665 Glanvill .$«/*«
Sci. (ed. 2) i. 2 All those enoblements that were suitable to
the measures ofan unstraightiied Goodness. (1755 Johnson,
Unstraitened, not contracted.) 1855 Singleton Virgil \\.

473 On their fainty shoulders bear they off Their bows un-
straitened. Unstrange, a. (Un-' 7.) C1391 Chaucer
Astrol. II. § 17 To knowe the verrey degree of any maner
sterre strauuge or vnstraunge after his longitude. Un-
8tra*ngulable, a. (Un-> 7 b.) 2824 Lamb Lett. (1886) II.

100 Are we unstrangulable, I ask you?

tJnstra-p, v. (Un- '^ 4 b.)

i8a8 Spearman Brit. Gunner {^d^. 2) 178, [No.] 2 unstraps
the rammer-head, ..and [no.] 4 unstraps the sponge. 1836
DtcKENS .S"^. Boz, Gt. Winglebury Duel, Up started the
ostlers, . . unstrapping, and unchaining, and unbuckling,
i86a Corn/till Mag. V. 34, I had a large cape folded up with
my valise; so unstrapping this [etcl-

Hence Unstra*pping vbl. sb.

1851 Household Words IV. 299/2 She. .busies herselfwith
the unstrapping of my knapsack.
Unstrate'gic, a. (Un.'_ 7.) 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res.

m. iii. The most undiplomatic and unstrategic of these [men],

TTnstra-tified, /'/'/. a. (Un-1 8.)

[1775 Ash.] i8oa Playfair lllustr. Ilutton. Tk. 57 The
unstratified minerals exist.. in veins intersecting the strati-

fied. 1873 Dawson Earth ^ Man xi. 269 Boulder clay, .is

usually destitute of any lamination or subordinate stratifica-

tion ; whence it is often called Unstratified Drift.

Unstrea*ked» ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) [1775 Ash.] i86x
Whyte Melville Goodfor Nothing L 101 Her black hair

was as yet unstreaked with a line of grey. 1871 Geo. Eliot
Middlem. xxxvi, Mrs. Viney's openness and simplicity were
quite unstreaked with suspicion.

tUnstrenge, v. Obs. rare. [Un-2 6a, 7 +
strenge Strengh z*.] a. trans. To unstrengtlien,

b. inir. To lose strength,
a 1335 Leg, Kath. 1269 Is nu se storliche unstrenget ower

stren^3e..swa I>ei[etc.l? a 122$ Juliana ^^ Heo unstrenge3
)>erwi3 ant we strengeS on ham.

i JSnstve ngth., sb. Obs. [Un-1 12.] Lack of

strength ; weakness, feebleness.

c izoo Ormim 16915 patt folic ^?att..nohht ne darr 5et

sti^henn upp To foll^henn he^be mahhtess . . Forr hiss flaeshess

unnstrenncpe. a 1225 Ancr, R. 232 We iknowen ure owune
feblesce & ure owune muchele unstrencSe. a 1250 Otvl ^
Night. 751 Hwy atwitestu me myne vnstrengpe ? 138a
Wyclif 2 Mace. iii. 24 AUe that weren hardye for to obeye
to hym.. weren togidre turnyd in to vnbyndynge, or vn-
strengihe, and inward dreed.
rUnstre'ngth, v. Obs. [Un-^ 6 b.] trans. To weaken,

enfeeble, a 1225 Ancr. R. 138 pis fette keif haue5 [je

ueondes strenc3e to unstrenc^en, & forte makien buwen
touward sunne. Ibid. 274 Heo unstrenc3e3 l?e unwhit {v.r.

unwicht] & decS him suluen o fluhte anonrihte.

Unstre-ngthen, v. [Un-2 6.] trans. To de-

prive of strenj;th ; to weaken,
1598 Flobio, Sgngliardare, . . to enfeeble, to vnstrengthen.

1604 Marston Malcontent 11. iii. D j, If griefe that . . Be-
duls the eye, vnstrengthens all the blood, Chance to re-

mooue me to another world. 1890 Talmage From Manger
to Throne 244 Enervated by his long fasting, and doubly
unstrengthened by a sudden relaxation.

Hence TJnstre'ngthening vbl. sb.

1623 Sir J. Eliot in J. Forster Life (1864) I. 166 Reason
affected not the cries.. of the people, nor policy the un-
strengthening of the state.

Unstrengthened,/'//. a. (Un-i 8.)

1M7 Hooker £(:£:/. Pol. v. viii. §4 Surely the Church.. is

neither of capacity, .so weak, nor so unstrengthened, I know,
with authority from above. 1806-so Wordsw. Resting-^lace

3 If we advance unstrengthened by repose. 1836 Going to

Service xvlii. 233 The thin places left unstrengthened, and
broken loops untaken up.

Unstressed,///, a. (Un-' 8.) 1883 H. Sweet in Trans.
Philol. Soc. 212 Not only in most unstrest syllabls of poly-
syllabic words, but also in the unstrest monosyllabic words.
Unstre ssedness. (Un-' 12. Cf. prec.) 1894 F.J. Curtis
Rimes Ciariodxts 48 In its unstressedness it was not long i.

Unstre'tch, v, [Un-2 ^^ j.] trans, zx^^ intr.

To relax, slacken.
x6ix CoTCR., Destendre, to vnbend, slacken, vnstretch.

1825 }. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 752 The mechanism
by which the strings of a violin are stretched or unstretched.
1888 Philos. Mag. Feb. 109 An annealed iron wire which is

being heated when.. it is stretched by a slight weight.,
suddenly unstretches.

Hence Unstretching vbl. sb.

1611 CoTGR., Desteniure, an vnbending, vnstretching,
slackening. 1844 Civil Eng. <5- Arch. Jrnl. VII. 365 The
consequent stretching and unstretching [of the rope].

Unstre'tched, ppl. a. (Un-' 8, 8 c.) 1648 Hexham ii,

Ongereckt, Vnstretched, . . or Vnextended. 1678 Cudworth
Intell. Syst. 781 A Substance whose Duration is Vnextended
or Vnstretched out in Time. Unstrew'ed,///. a. (Un-' 8.)

[177s Ash.] X791 Cov/PER /Had viii. 569 On the river's

brink..space he found unstrew'd With carcases, /bid. x.

235 A vacant space, .Unstrew'd with bodies of the slain.

Unstri'ated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.
/^«»«.viii.48o Bundlesof muscular fibres, usually unstriated.

1895 Naturalist 339 Numerous small unstriated pebbles.

Unstri-cken, ppl. a. (Un- i 8 b.)

X548 Elyot, /mpercussust vnstryken. (Also in Baret,
Florio^and Hexham. 1 1848 T. Aird Nebuchadnezzar i. ii,

He., lies through night unstricken by the winds. 1863
KiNCLAKB Crimea (ed. 4) II, vi. 137 Those who remained
unstricken [by cholera],

Unstri*dden, ppl. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1570 Levins Manip.
61 Vnstriden horse, incons\c\ensus. Unstri'de, v. (Un-'''

3.) 163s Quarles Embl, in. ii. ar If the fool unstride His
prauncing Stallion, thou mayst up and ride. Unstridu-
Jo'sity. (Un-' 12.) 1871 Browning Pr. Hohenst. 1363
Dumb menace in that mouth, Malice in that unstridulosity 1

Unstrike, z^. [Un-2^.] (See quot. 1678.)
1614 Latham Falconry 1. iiL 10 Then vnstrike her hood,

and lure her.. with a bitte or two of meate. '(1678 Phillips
(ed_. 4), To Unstrike tlte hood, in Faulconry, to draw the
strings that it may be in a readiness to pull off] x8k^ R. F.
Burton Falconry Valley /ndus iii. 26 After slipping the
knot that held the jesses to the leash, I gently 'unstruck'
my Shikrah's hood, [and] pulled it off.

Unstri-king, vbl. sb. (Un.= 3, 8.) 1567 S. P. Dom. Eliz.

XLIV. 17 (F.R.O.), The vnstrikinge shavinge Blackinge
newe nailinge bucklinge and letheringe of.. decaied Corse.
lettes.,5ore cankared and Rustle. Unstri'king, /*//. a.

'(Un-' 10.) 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 36 The
mental eye.. will see it obscurej unstriking, and no better

than common objects. 1880' Mark Twain' Tramp Abroad
II. 223 A monotonous variety of unstriking dishes.

Unstring, v. [Un- 2 4 and 4 b.]

1. trans. To relax or remove the string(s) of (a

lyre, bow, etc.),

(a) s6ix FLORio,Z>/jt(w<£:i»r,,.tovnstring, tovntuiie. x6n
Burton Anat. Mel. i. ii. iii. xv, A musitian will string and
vnstring his lute. 1735 Pope Odyssey viii. 107 His golden
lyre Demodocus unstrung, a 1774 W. Whitehead £"«-

ihusiast XV, Enthusiast, go, unstring thy lyre ; In vain thou
sing'st. 1869 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xxi. i Our weak-
ness unstrings our harps, but his strength tunes them anew.

{.b) 1707 E. Smith Phmdra ^ Hippolitus 11. 24 His idle

Horn on fragrant Mirtles hung, His Arrows scatter 'd, and
his Bow unstrung. X833 J. Rennie Alph. Angling 52 Let
us suppose that a bow.. be bent and unstrung in the water.

1856 * Stonehenge ' Brit. Rural Sports 507/1 To Unstring
the Bow. [Directions follow.)

b. To undo the strings of (a purse). A\so absoi.

1681 Swearing Master 1 Come Wil, unstring, and pay
your Groat. xWs Roxb. Ball. (1B88) IV. 285 Now unstnng
your purse, and be kind to the poor, 1771 Colman Prose
Sev. Occas. (1787) III. 18S To swathe and dress it [he] first

unstrings his purse. x86x Geo. Eliot Silas M. ix. My
father wasn't quite so ready to unstring as some other fathers

I know of. 1884 Monch. Exam, ii June 5/1 They would
have to unstring the national purse, and find the money,

2. To detach from a string. Also fig.

X697 Dryden Virg. Past. vi. 29 For want of better Bands
His Garland they unstring, and bind his Hands. X763

Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) V. 387 Unstringing the beads
from the rosary of antiquity. X850 R. G. Gumming tlunier's

Life S. Aftica xvL I. 367 Having unstrung the dice, . . they

rattle them between their hands, and drop them on the ground.

b. To detach from union ; to separate, sever,

X674 N. Fairfax Bulk
<5;

Selv. 46 So do but unstring my
soul and body,, .the thing is gone.

3. To render lax or weak ; to disorder (the

nerves, etc.).

X700 Drvdf.n Ovids Met. xit, 748 Light was the Wound

;

but in the Sinew hung The Point : and his disabled Wing
unstrung, 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 273 Terror

and trepidation would unstring our nerves, /bid. 498 So
far as to unstring the very sinews of government. x8oo S. &
Ht. Lee Canterb. T. IV. 51 The very apprehension.. might

unstring her nerves. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam xi. xx, That
voice unstrung his sinews, and he threw His dagger on the

ground. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (18S9) I. 26 His conscience

must have been unstrung by the. .engagement he had made.

b. To unnerve, upset (a person).

1897 ^^'^ ^- ^' MoNTRfesoR At Cross Roods^ ii, I could

not live with so much sympathy, it would unstring me.

Hence TJnstri'nging vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

x8a4 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 256 The fatigue and

worry . .have been ver>^ unstringing. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Cinnamon -S-

Pilaris ii. 28 It gave more time for the un-

stringing of his nerves.

Unstri-nged, ppl. a. [Un-1 8.] Not furnished

with a string or strings ; not arranged on a string.

Also trans/,, not accompanied by music.



UNSTRIP.
1593 Shaks. Rich. //, i. iii. 162 An vnstrmsed Vyall, or

a Harpe 1399 Nashk Lenlen Stuffe D iij b, Or thou wilt
commend thy muse to sempiternity, and haue images,,
erected to her after the vnstringed silent interment arid
obsequies, 1655 Spurstowe Wets Salvation 73 Like loose
and unstringed pearles,

Unstr-ip, v. Now dM. and rare. [Un-2 9.]
trans. To strip.

1596 Warner Alb. Eng. xil. Ixxvii. 313 The Oste and
Ostlers., Came in, where he, almost vnstript, but wholly
skar'de, did stand. 1637 R. Ashley tr. MalvezzVs David
Persecuted 250 Any, to whom he may unstrip himselfe,
and discover the secrets 'of his heart. i6s4 Gavton Pleat.
Notes 1v.xxiv.281 TheVilIaine..charg'dLeandra to unstrip
her. 169s T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 27 The,. continu-
ance of these Ships,, in their sheathing, without their being
in all that time unstripp'd, for the necessary searching of
their bottoms. xiU, Goldsm. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (iTii) II.
182 Pretended patriotism unstripped of its mask. 1823 E,
Moor Suffolk Words 460, 1905 in Eng. Dial. Diet.

Unstri'ped, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)
01841 F.ncycl. Metrop. (1845) VII. 493 The unstriped

variety of muscular fibre. 1859 Todds Cycl. A nat. V. 262/1
In man and mammalia the tracheal muscles belong to the
unstriped variety. 1881 Garden 28 Jan. 69 '2 The unstriped
form produces seed readily in cultivation.

Unstri-pped, /»//.«. [Un-18.] Not stripped;
not removed by stripping.
1676 HoBBES Iliad 158 Upon the field unstript they left

these two. 1823 J. H. Allan Bridal ofCaotchaim 278 An
unsafe footway formed of the trunk of^trees. .unstripped of
their bark, and destitute of either plank or rail. 1833
CoBBETT Rnr. Rides (1830) 19 Here are farmers unable to
pay men for working for them... There lie the hop-poles
unstripped. 1888 Field 7 Jan. 27/1 Those growers whose
crop [of tobacco] is still unstripped from stalks.

Unstrl-ving, ;*//. a. (Un-" 10,) 1868 W, R. Greg Lit.
<V Soc. Judgin. 62 Unambitious and unstriving,. .he finds
that everything conspires to teach him the same lesson.

UnS'ferO'Ilg, a. Obs. or dial. [OE. unstrang, f.

un- Uk-1 7 + j/nZH^STRONO 3.] Not strong ; feeble,

weak. Also absol.

0900 O.E. Martyrol. 13 Aug. 146 His l>rowung wjes l>e
lengre . . J>y )?€ hyra handa waeron unstrange bine to acwel.
lanne. cofc Rule St. Benedict (1885) Ixiv. 121 pa;t [>a
strangan fiirSor wilnien, and |)a unstrangan. .heora Jieowdom
ne forfleon. c 1300 Ormin 7911 Ma33denn child iss all unn-
strang AfTterr wifmanne kinde. a 1330 Owl t, Night. 561
pu art lutcl and vnstrong. 13.. R. Gloucester's Chron.
(Rolls) App. G. 49 Her was hunger & bete j wo was (>e vn-
strcnge. 1383 WvcLiF I Cor. xi. 30 Therfore among 50U
manye syke, and vnstronge, or feble. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. xviii. xi!i. (Bodl. MS.), Breste plates and o^r
armure bi (>e whiche vnstronge places of mannes bodie be^
warded. c;i440 Pallad.on Hush. I. iiio The chaumburs
in the bathis may be wrought.. other weyis fele..al though
they be vnstrenger \v.r. unstronger]. i8«8 Atkinson Cleve-
land Gloss. 551 He's varrey unstrong. puir chap.

Unstraxk, ///. a. (Un-i 8 b, 8 c.)

i6is J. Taylor (Water P.) Faire f, fo^ule Weather B 3,
As a measure fild with Oates or Rye Vnstrooke and heap'd,
doth lye confusedly. 1705 J, Phillips Btenlieim 40 Over
dank, and dry. They journey, ,unstruck with Horror at the
sight Of Alpine Ritlges bl»ak. 1738 Young Ocean Iv, Who
can gaze On restless seas, Unstruck with life's more restless
slate! 1790 Beatson Nax'. * ISUl. Mem. I. 251 General
Hawley..sent orders to set fire to the tents, which were
still unstruck in the camp. 1838 J. Hildvard in Life <•

Lett. S. Butler (1806) II. 311 Could 1 bring my unstruck-off
sheets with me, and insert the few remarks.. in them? 1897
IVestm, Gaz. 29 July 7/3 She had seen ' unstruck ' matches
lying on the shop floor.

Unstrn'cken,/»/l/.<i. (UN-'Sb.) e 1630 Fletcher /•«/«
One II. i, If this inhumane stroak be yet unstrucken. Un-
stru'ggling, />/. a. (Un.' 10.) 1823 Milman Martyr 0/
Antiech 65 Bounteous God I That., leaves you.. To feed
unstruggling the fierce beast of rapine..! i8<8 Geo. Eliot
Sp. Gipsy 241, I should, .rest for ever from the thought of
bliss. And wear my weight of life's great chain unstruggling.

Unstru-ng, ///. a. [f. Unstbino v., or Uw-i
8 b.J

1. Having tlie string's) relaxed or removed : a.
Of a harp, etc.

X598 Florio, Scordato,..^\iK out of tune, vnstrung. 1633
(T F. Davison) Ps. ijj iii, Our muteharpes, untun'd, unstrung,
Up wee hung On greene willowes. 1694 Prior Hymn to
Smi viii, 'Till Nature's Musick lyes unstrung. 1738 Wesley
/"/.cxxxvil.iijOur Harps..We cast aside, untun'd, unstrung.
1830 BvRON Juan V. xxxvi. (MS.), As silent as an unstrung
drum.

^
1831 Shellev Adonais xxxvi, The song, Whose

master's hand is cold, whose silver lyre unstrung. 1871
Macduff Mem. Patmos 333 The unstrung tuneless harp.
transf. 1613 Campion Descr. Lords Mnske Wks. (1909) 99

The good old Sage is silenc't, her free tons^ue That made
such melodic, is now vnstrung. 1646 Crashaw Steps
Temple, Ps. 137 21 O may at once my tongue Lose this
same busie speaking art, Unpearch't, her vocall Arteries
unstrung. 1784 CowpER Task 11. 728 His voice, unstrung,
Grew tremulous, and mov'd derision more Than rev'rence.

b. Of a bow. Also = not. strung.

1744 W. Whitehead /f/yj ^ Adrastus 259 Behind him
hung His rat'ling Quiver, and his Bow unstrung. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 209/2 Now the long-bow (when
unstrung) may be most conveniently covered. 1831 James
Pkil. Augustus I. iv, His features, had expanded like an
unstrung how. 1856 FitzGerald Saldmdn (1879) 69 SaU-
niiin Call'd for an unstrung Bow—himself the cord Fitted
unhelpt.

2. Weakened, relaxed ; unnerved.
1693 Dryden Don Sebastian v. iii. These Sinews are not

yet so much unstrung. To fail me. 1746 Hervey AUdit.
Among Tombs 57 The Nervous Arm is unstrung ; the
brawny Sinews are relaxed. 1794 R. J, Sulivan yjezu Nat.
II. 49 In the Sirocco wind at Naples, ..the whole system is

unstrung, and the nerves seem to lose . . their tension. 1847
C. Bronti y. Eyre xxix, It gave new tone to my unstrung
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nerves. 1866 Le Fanu All in Dark v. Their entertainer
reniained behind unstrung and melancholic.
Unstti-bbling, vbl. sb. (Un-' 9.) 1778 (W. H. Mar-

SH^LQ Minutes Agric, Digest 85 General reflections on
Uiisiubbling ^ trnstn-ccoed, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1882
Cent. Mag. XXIII. 645 The houses are built in long low
lines or gray, unstuccoed adobe.
XTnstudied, /»//. a. [Un-i 8.]
1. Not meditated on ; neglected as a subject of

study or thought.

.
"^'aSo Wyclif Wks. (1880) 192 pus bi l,is nouelrie of song

IS goddis lawe vnstudied & not kepte. ! 1608 Reynards
Dehv.fr. Turks in Harl. Misc. (1744) I. 183 There is.,
no language, be it never so barbarous, or hard to learn, left
unstudied. 1614 in Overbury A Wife, etc. A4 b, For that
word, A goodly woman,' Prints it selfe in such a letter
Ihat It leaues vnstudied no man.
2. Not having studied ; unversed {in something).
1643 Milton Apol. Smect. 15, I.. was not unstudied in

those authors which are most commended. 1650 Baxter
Saints' R. I. vii. 104 Men voyd of Learning, and strength
of parts, unstudied and untaught. 1685 E. Bohun Life
ye-.ocU'm Apol. 30 That Learned Prelate.. was not so un-
studied in the nature of Councils, as [etc.], 1817 Coleridge
Lay_ .yenii. 77 The strict, but unstudied and uninquiring.
Religionists of every denomination. 1846 Hawthorne
Mosses 85 The young stranger. .was not unstudied in the
great poem of his country.

t D. Not spent in or devoted to study. Ofo.-l
1S4S Milton Tetrach. Int. A 3 tf, To cloak the defects of

their unstudied yeers.

3. Not elaborated by study or care; not laboured
or artificial.

1657 H. King Poems 122 They bring Course and un-
studyd stuffs for offering. 1674 Hickman Quinquari.
Hist. (ed. 2) Ep. A 3 Had I thought so unstudied a scrible
meet to be exposed to publick view. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. Ded., A clearness of Notion, expressed in ready and
unstudied Words. 1730 Thomson Winter 468 With sense
rehnd,..Unstudy'd wit, and humour ever gay. 1798 S. &
Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 57 This scheme was not quite so
unstudied as it appeared. 1817 W. Godwin Mandeville I.

207 She expressed herself with the greatest ease, her senti.
ments were unparrotted and unstudied. 1856 N. Brit. Rev.
XXVI. 233 He had a homely,—apparently unstudied mode
of expression. 1884 Church Bacon ix. 220 Easy and un.
studied as his writing seems.

Unstn-dions, a. (Un-1 7.) Also absol.
i6«3 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. I. 9 To live ignorant

or unstudious of the laws and constitutions of that great
Commonwealth. 1841 Mveks Cath. Th. in. §17. 64 The
boundary line between them is really more indistinct than
the unstudious would suppose. 1850 Helps Friends in C,
Ser. II. I. 228 Besides, how encrusteti their names are with
the curses of unstudious boys.

TJnstafF, z*. [Un-2 3, 4.]
1. trans. To empty {of people).
c 1450 Merlin XX. 358 Moo [men] he myght haue hadde

yef he wolde, but he seide he wolde not lete the reame be
vnstuffed of peple.

2. To free from being stuffed.
1611 CoTGR., Deseslouffer, to emplie, euacuate, vnstuffe.

1675 Han. Woolley Centlevi. Comp. 163 Saffron is a great
Cordial, and unstufTs the pipes of the Lungs. 1853 Mean-
derings ofMem. I. 56 The brain [it] will scavage and the
breast unstuflf.

Unstu-fFed, ppl. a.

•J- unfurnished.

1480 Wardr.Acc. Edm. /F, (1830) 131 Pilowe beres off
fustian unstuffed, iiij. JS73 Arte 0/Limning A iij, A litle

borde..coueredwithacaluesskinraysedorvnderstufredwith
wolle or floxe or else vnstuffed. 1593 Shaks. Rom. 4- Jul.
II. iii. 37 Where vnbrused youth with vnstuft braine Doth
couch his lims there golden sleepe doth raigne. 1647 H.
More Son^ of Soul 11. To Rdr., If any space be left out
unstuflfd with Atoms.
Unstu-mbled, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1399 Langu Rich.

Rcdeles n. 82 Ho so had kunnynge and conscience bothe,
To stonde vnstombled and stronge in his wittis.

UnstU'ng, ///. a.l [Un-I 8 b.] Not stung.
1615 Goddard Neaste of Waspes F iij, Why howe nowe

Waspes, are you returnd agen ? 1 knowe vnstung remaines
a worlde ofmen And therefore once more out. 1^ Crabbe
Birth ofFlattery 147 Such was the fiend, and so secure of
prey, 'That only Misery pass'd unstung away. 1816 KiRBY
& Sp. Entomol. xx. II. 203 Some of them flew after me; I
escaped however unstung. 1864 ' Annie Thomas ' D. Donne
III. 135 He knew too that the Bishop knew it also, and was
unstung by the knowledge.
Unstu-ng,///. a.2 [f. Unsting w.] Having the

sting removed ; deprived of the sting.

1671 Janeway (title). Death Unstung; A Sermon [on
Rev. XIV. 13] at the funeral of T. Mowsley. 1687 Renwick
Sertn.,^'Lc. {i-j-jG) 333 To the believing soul death is unstung.

Unstu-nned,/^/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1797 Cole-
ridge Osorio III. I. II What ear unstun'd. .might bear up
against The rushing of your congregated wings? tUn-
stuTted, /;(/.«. Sc. (Un-'8.] Undisturbed. 1535 Stewart
Cn?«. .Scc^. (Rolls) III. 265 To the thrid day the parteis
baith did ly Into thair tentis wnsturtit richt still. Unsty,
V. (Un-' 5.) X614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. i. 90 The
orderliest feeding of Swine is. .in the Morning earely when
you vnstie them [etc.]. Unstylish, o. (Un-' 7.) 1863
Mrs. Whitney F. Gartney's Girlh. vi. Her respectable but
somewhat unstylish figure and dres.s.

nnsnbdnable, a. (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)
1611 Cotgr., /«e'/«c/^/^, .. vnsubduable, vnconquerable.

1633 W. Whately Gods Husb. it. 108 The most mischievous,
. .and but by his strength vnsubduable corruptions of their
nature. 1810 Southev Kehama xvin. v, Her Father's eye-

.

spake. -Stern patience unsubduable by pain. 1840 Cahlyle
Heroes iv. (1858) 291 Unsubduable granite, piercing far and
wide into the Heavens I 1878 P. Bayne Purit. Rev. xi. 499
An unsubduable crpacity to make the best of things.

Unsubdued, ppl. a. (U:f- 1 8.)

[Un-1 8.] Not stuffed;

XTNSUBMITTING.

1S90 Spenser F. Q. hi. iii. 38 t'afnict the other Saxons
vnsubdewd. a 1628 F. Grevil Sidney (1652) 99 The
yet unsubdued Princes of Germany. 1:1630 Sanderson
Serm. II. 312 There may lurk in our hearts some secret
noysome lust undiscovered, and so unsubdued. 1712 Black-
more Creation iv. o If dread of death still unsubdued
remains. 1794 S, Williams Vermont 170 His passions un-
subdued, undisciplined. 1831 James Phil. Augustus II.
IV, The still unsubdued terror of the bishop. 1863 Coning-
TON Horace, Odes iv. xiv. 8 They know thee now, thy strength
in war, 1 hose unsubdued Vindelici.
absol. 183s Milman Nala ff Damayanti 32 In his wicked

thought the dastard—her yet powerless to subdue. On the
unsubdued stood gazing.

Hence Unsubdne'dness.
n 1665 Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit vi. (1670) 141 Weak-

ness in Faith,.. unsubduedness of the Flesh. ai73a T.
Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 165 Unsubduedness of spirit-
1839 PusEY m Liddon /.!/<; (1893) II. 142 Vanity, unsubdued-
ness, self in some form, has been the source of all heresy.
1878 Abp. Benson Let. in Life (1901) 176 It is, I am afraid,
interior unsubduedness.

Unsubject, a. (Un-i 7.)
1382 Wyclif Heb. ii. 8 In that thing that he sugelide alle

thingts to him, he lefte no thing vnsuget [v.r. vnsugetted]
to him. 1583 GoLniNG Calvin on Deut. xlviii. 281 Not any
of vs

. .can excuse himselfe to bee vnsubject to such naughti-
nesse. 1S97 Hooker Keel. Pol. v. Ixx. § 4. 294 Aboue tha
highest mooueable sphere there is nothing which feeleth
alteration,, .but all things immutable, vnsubiect to passion.
1653 Benlowes Theoph. v. Ixiii. 75 'Tis but a Creature,
though its Essence be To change unsubject. 1673 Penn
Spir. Truth Viud. 36 Perhaps he hath followed an Erronious
Judgment, or Unsubject Affection. 1754 Miss Boothby in
Life Johnson (i8os) 75 Thus is whirled about this little
machine [ = Miss Boothby], which, .contains a mind unsub-
ject to rotation. 1788 D. Gilson Serm. Pract. Subj. xiii.

368 Were the residence of man unsubject to mutation. 1843
Tennyson Will Waterproof ib My head. Which bears a
season'd brain about, Unsubject to confusion. i88i Cleland
Evol, Express. 9f Sens. p. x, No doubt spirit seems a vague
and intangible entity because unsubject to those methods.
Unsubject, 17. (UN-'6b.) \i^lV)lOQZsUnlawf Taking
Arms 114 Women cannot unmarry, nor the people unsubject
them.selves. Unsubjectable.a. (UN-'7b.) i839Ben-
tham Corr. Wks. 1843 XI. 29 Statements unsubjected and
unsubjectable to the lest of cross-examination.

Unsubjected,///. rt. (Un-i 8.)
138 . [see Unsubject a.]. 1513 Douglas Mneid vii. vii. 67

AH cuntre wnsubiekyt wnder our wand. 1693 Metn. Ct.
Teckely in. 83 There remain'd nothing but Mongats un-
subjected to the Emperor. 1697 C. Leslie Snake in Grass
(ed. 2) 252 This shews them . . the utter Inconsistency of that
Principle (to use their own Word) of an Un-subjected Light
within, to all Rule, Order, or Good Government. 1758 Aken-
SIDE Ode to Gentlemen Eng. x. Shall war's heroic arts no
more engage The unbought hand, the unsubjected mind? -

1800 Coleridge Piccolom. i. xii, A new army Unsubjected
to mj; control. 1823 Scorr Quentin D. i. Wild beasts.,
who, if unsubjected by his arts, would . . have torn him \sc.
the keeper] to pieces. 1829 Southey Sir T. More 1. 269
The unsubjected natives . . recovtred the greater part of
their country.

Hence nnsnbje'cteduess.
J683 Penn Salut. Faithf. Friends 5 Such as these, . .by a

loose Conversation, or Highmindedness and Unsubjected-
ness cause grief.

Unsubje'ction. (Un-' 12 and s b.) 01653 Binning
Sinner's Sanct. xx. Wks. (1735) 271 His Unsubjection and
unsubmissive Disposition towards the good Pleasure of the
Lord. 1658 Manton Exp. Jude iv. 227 Which argueth
much unsubjection of heart to Christ. Unsu'bjectlike,
a. and adv. (Un-' 7 c, 11 b.) 1590 Acts Privy Counc.
(1899) XIX. 406 Lady Broome lyveth soe disorderly and
unsubjectlyke. 1606 Bp. J. King Serm. Sept. 21 A forrest
of the most, .vnchristian, vnsubject-like practises, that ever
were heard of. Unsu'bjugate, w. (Un-'3.) 1834 Sir H.
Taylor Artevelde 11. v. ii, Those powers by this nocturnal
inroad wild Surprised .., vainly I essayed "To rally and un-
subjugate. Unsu'bjugated, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775
Ash.] 1837 Lytton Athens I. 416 Babylon alone remained
unsubjugated by the Mede. Unsubli'mable, a. (Un-'
7 V-) "753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Sublimable, 'Those
things, which render unsublimable bodies .sublimable. 1803
Pkil. Trans, y-C\\\. 26 The apparent sublimation of the
common flowers of zinc at the instant of their production,
though totally unsublimable afterwards.

Unsublimed, ///. fl. (Un-18.)
1694 Salmon Bates Dispeus. 416/2 Some prepare it., with

the crude Sulphur and unsublimed Salt. Ibid. 610/1 The
unsublimed Sal-Armoniack. 1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 125
Any solution or combination of tin, unsublimed or undis-
tilled. i8i<| Scott IVav. xxiii, A simple and unsublimed
taste now, like my own, would perfer a jet d'eau at Versailles
to this cascade.
Unsubmerged, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1883 Century Mctg.
XXVII. 188 Only a thin scattered fringe of bluffs was un-
siibmerged. UnsubmCTsible, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1891
W._ K. Brooks Oyster 58 Two beautiful unsubmersible
claires [ = oyster- tanks],

XTnsutararssion. (Un-1 12.)
1845 Jane Robinson Whitehall II. 252 After this evidence

of unsubmission, he was detained.. a close prisoner. 1865
PusEY Eirenicon 15 A spiritual disease, which is part of
man's unsubmission to his God.

Unsnbmi'ssive, a. (Un-1 7 and 5 b.)
a 1653 [see Unsubjection]. a 1716 South Serm. (i 744) X.

V. 154 A stubborn unsubmis.sive frame of spirit in men. 1849
liASTWiCK Dry Leaves 55 [He] would hardly brook a band
of unsubmissive strangers so near his own throne. 186S
Lynch Rivulet cxxv. 11, The lord of quarrel.. And unsub-
missive will.

Pleiice TTusubml'ssiveness.
Also unsu&missivcly adv. (Webster, 1847).
1868 PusEY Ser/n. Pharisaism 7 Heresy, unbelief, mis-

belief, un.sLibmissivtness,., spring from pride,

0nsubmittmgf,///.a. (Un-i io.)
1730 Thomson Autumn 840 A generous race Of unsubmit-
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ting spirit. 1783 W. F. Martyn Geog. i^ffig. II. 366 Those
nnsubmitting heroes, a 1796 Burns \Ail devil as I am '8

The honest man.., Whose unsubmitting heart was all his

crime. a\%^ Mrs. He.mans Abencerrage in. viii, Heroic
spirits, unsubmitting yet. Ibid, xviii, A sterner tone of un-
submitting thought.

t UnsnbOTdinate, a. Obs. CUN-i7and5b.)
J641 Mii-TON Rc/oT-m. II. 66 A certaine unquestionable

Patriarchat, independent and unsubordinate to the Crowne.
1678CUDW0RTH Ittieli.Syst.f2h, An Absolute, Independent,
and Un-subordinate Co-equality. 1709 Shaftesb. Charac.
(1711) II. 335 Perpetual Strifes, .shew either noControuI, or
several uncontroul'd and unsubordinate Powers in Nature.

UnstibOTdinated,/>/.^. (Un-' 8.) 1658 Bp. Reynolds
Lonfs Supper vXx. Wks. 600 There was no Schism in the
Body, no part unsubordinated, or unjoynted from the rest.

tUnsuboTdinately, adv. Obs. (Un-* ii, 5 b. Cf. Un-
subordinate a.) 1634 Bp. Reynolds Shieldes of Earth
(1636) 19 This belongeth only unto Princes (and that inde-

pendently, and unsubordinately to any higher power or

person, save God). t Unsubordina'tion. Obs. (Un-'

12, 5 b.) 1656 Jeanes Mixt. Schol. Div. 43 This is a
sufficient argument, that in the manner of the soules being
there is an unsubordination unto all second causes.

Unsubo'med,///. a. (Uk-i 8.)

1656 Osborne Obsen'. Turks 3 Such marks of Worship.

.

as he was pleased to impresse upon their yet unsuborned
imaginations. 1680 HicKERiNGiLLCtfrtfW(7«y.yi/(7«^^rConcl.

ii. The Legislative Power (unsuborn'd by Priest-craft). 1754
Hume Hist. Eng, I. 467 The very pulpits were bedewed
with unsuborned tears. 1797 Burke Regie. Peace iii. 30
Such a tone ..is the true, unsuborned, unsophisticated

language of genuine natural feeling.

tUn-sub-presbjrtery, Obs. (Un** 12.) 1659 Gatjden
Tears Ch. 449 Factions, confusions are the genuine fruites

of an un-sub-Presbyterj'.

Unsubscribed,///, a. (Un-i 8, 8 c.)

1571 Bp. Lesley in Bercher Nobility Women (Roxb.) 26
Those Letters . . were unsubscribid. 1639 Fuller Holy
IVariw. viii. 122 A concealed Christian,.. with letters un-
subscribed with any name, gave them, .intelligence. i68a
Scarlett Exchanges 358 Bills unsubscribed are like Bonds
without Seals, and are not obligatory at all. 1754 Richard-
son Grandison V. 326 A call for supper makes me leave my
§aper unsubscribed. 1791 Cowper Let. to W. Bagoi 21
ept., He had sold . .a hundred of the unsubscribed-for copies.

Unsubscri'bing, ppl. a. (Un-' id.) 1790 Cowper Let.
to % Hill 17 Sept., The sum subscribed, .will defray the
expense of printing ; which is as much as, in these unsub-
scribing days, I had any reason to promise myself. xS^y
West»u Rev. July 73 As far as the unsubscribing public
were concerned. 1851 H. D. Wolff Madrilenia 50 Three
rows of benches, where the bourgeoisie and unsubscribing
portion of the aristocracy can take places. Unsub-
seTvientjfz. (Un-' 8.) 1656 Bramhall Replic. ii. 84These
observations, .are so innocent, so indifferent, and so unsub.
serviant to either party, that I hoped they might pass without
any censure. Unsubsi'ded, ///. a. (Un' 8.) 1804
Eugenia de Acton Tale without Title III. 192 Their joy
was mixed with a still unsubsided surprise. 1815 Scott
Guy M. xxxix, The froth of the last draught of twopenny
yet unsubsided on his upper lip.

Xrnsubsidized, ///. a. (Un-^ 8.)

1756 World No. 204 r 2 Certain unsubsidized pamphleteers.
»8o7 SvD. Smith Lett. Catholics iv,Thewinds, thoseancient
and unsubsidised allies of England. 1875 N. Amer. Rer,
CXX. 125 The criticism and denunciation of the unsub-
sidized press.

Unsnbsi'stence. (Un' 12, 5 b.) 1642 D. Rogers
•Naaman 180 From the old yrkesomenesse, vanity, bondage
and unsubsistence. Unsu'bstanced,///. a. (Un-' 8.)

a 1658 [see Unsinewy]. 1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 162 A
vasty world of form Unsubstanc'd.

Unsnbstantial, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

1. Having no real basis or fonndation in fact,

CI45S Pecock /^(7/if7y(mi4 |>e dyuersite..was not but m
wordis oonli and in fame of t>e peple wi|?out be trouj?, which
ful oft is founde ful vntrewe, vnsubstancial and perilose.

17x5 RowE Lady Jane Gray iv. 48 The vain Dream Of
Empire, and a Crown, . .With all those unsubstantial empty
Forms. 1^76 Gibbon Decl. <5- F. xiii. I. 399 These deep but
unsubstantial meditations. x8io Southey Kehama vii. xi,

Nor build on unsubstantial hope thy trust. 1833-4 J*
Phillips (7iftf/. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 688/2 Every
new, fanciful, and unsubstantial theory. 1883 Sir H. Cotton
in Law Rep. n Q. B. Div. 532 If the counter-claim is

frivolous and unsubstantial.

2. Having no bodily or material substance.
159a Shaks. Rom. ff Jul. v. iii. 103 Shall I beleeue that

vnsubstantiall death is amorous ? 1603 — Lear iv. i. 7
Welcome then, Thou vnsubstantiall ayre that I embrace.
1671 Milton P. R. iv. 399 Darkness.. brought in lowring
night Her shadowy offspring, unsubstantial both. 1742
Young Nt. Th. ix. tiB What lengths of far-fam'd ages..
roll along In unsubstantial images of air ! 1794 G. Adams
Nat. <5- Exp. Philos. HI. xxix. 198 Time and space, which
in themselves are unsubstantial, inanimate, and destitute of
intelligence. 1827 Pollok Course T. in. 413 Of all the
phantoms, . . Most unsubstantial, unessential shade, Was
earthly Fame. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. ii. 82 Hill and
plain, apparently unsubstantial as a mountain mist. 1885
R. Bridges Eros Sf Psyche i. vi, To man's purer unsubstantial
part The brightness of her presence was addiessed.

b. Lacking in substance or solidity. Also Comb.
X617 HiERON Wks. II. xxvi. 363 If you shall pill it [sc. a

rush], what is vnder it Imt a kind of spongious, vnsubstan-
tiall substance ? 1773 Cook's U'oy. ni. xi. III. 690 They taste
not unlike a green cocoa-nut, and, like them, probably they
yield a nutnment that is watry and unsubstantial. 1825

J, Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 105 Wasted away, in her un-
substantial proportions. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes (1850)
18/1 The suburbs are., even more unsubstantial-looking
than the city. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ, i. xi. § 3. 203 We can
scarcely conceive more unsubstantial or temporary fabrics.

Hence Unsubstantialness.
i860 PusEY Min.Proph. 465 The unsubstantialness of it

all, the unsubstantialily of his lies.
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TTllSUbstailtia-lity, [f. prec] The qtiality

of being unsubstantial ; insubstantiality.

1838 A. Clissold Pract. Nature 182 If we allow this

doctrine of unsubstantiality to prevail. 1847 C. Bronte
y. Eyre xxiv, Something of unsubstantiality and uncer-

tainty had beset my hopes, i860 [see prec). 1883 E'ortn.

Rev. Apr. 565, I have no consciousness of what happened,
after ttiis feeling of unsubstantiality came upon me.
Unsubsta'ntlalize, v, (Un-^ 6 c.) 1809-14 Wordsw.

Excurs. IX. 66 While the gross and visible frame of things.

.

seems All unsubstantialized. 1894 S. Brooke Tennyson v.

148 The sudden unsubstantialising of the outward world..

was Wordsworth's frequent feeling. TJnsubsta'ntially,
adv. (Un-'ii.) iS89^c/2i//.f«. F///,c.i6§i Wareswhichti
they untruely, subtely, unsubstauncially, and dysceytfully

have made, [1847 Webster.] Unsubsta*ntiate, a.

(Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1890 Cath. News 3 May 4/3 A second glance

..is enough to expose the unsubstantiate fraud.

XTnsubstantiate, ^. [Un-i 6.] trans. To
divest of substance ; to render unsubstantial.

1799 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 284 Death !—that.. so un-
substantiates the living things that one has grasped. 1819
Chalmers Covgregat. Serm. (1836) I. 345 You unsubstan-
tiate all the solemnity of his proclaimed sayings. 1881

Fraser Berkeley gi The premises that unsubstantiate

matter, they would argue, unsubstantiate everything.

TTnsubsta-ntiated, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc, Amer. II. 139 An
unsubstantiated rumour of his having been seen conversing
with slaves. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. II. 46 WoIsey..si:t
aside these unsubstantiated rumours,
UnsubStantia'tion. (Un-' 12J 1881 Fraser Berkeley

201 [Berkeley] would probably have been satisfied with this

acknowledgment, as a sufficient unsubstantiation of matter.

Unsu'btle, cu (Un-' 7.) a 1500 Ratis Raving i. 877 For
sen [Iread few] vnsubtiil that are fals Eschapis vnhyngyt
be the hals.

Unsubve-rted, ///. «. (Un-18.)
11775 Ash.] 1809-14 WoRDsw. Excurs. in. 149 Pyramid

Of Egypt, unsubverted, undissolved. 1835 Kirby Hob. ^
lust. Auim. I. V. 186 The reefs of coral that were left un-
subverted. 187a Brierlev Cotters of Mossburn xxiv. 245
Invested with much of the feeling and understanding of
unsubverted human nature.
Unsuccee'dable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1646 Sir T. Browne

Pseud. Ep. I. ii, 6 Whereof had he remained assured, he had
continued silent, nor would his discretion attempt so un-
succeedable a temptation. Unsuccee'ded,//^. (Z, (Un-'
8.) 1667 Milton P. L. v. 821 To binde with Laws the
free. And equal over equals to let Reigne, One over all

with unsucceeded power. 1831 T. Hope Ess. Origin Man
III. 229 To many a man the storms of the day remain un-
succeeded by a serene sunset. Unsuccee'ding, ppl. a.

(Un-' 10.) 1639 Fuller Holy War iv, xxix. 220 None will

willingly father unsucceeding villany. 1661 Boyle Certain
Physiol. Ess. (1669) 75 The Second Essay Of Un-succeeding
Experiments.

UnSTLCCe'SS. [Un-1 12 and 5 b.] Lack of

success, failure; an instance of this.

A 1586 Sidney Arcadia ii. viii. He deemed his unsuccesse

[1590 unsuccessings] proceeded of their unwlUingnes to have
him prosper. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II, 292 The
late busines, whose vnsuccess, as hee thought, wolde prooue
of aduantage to Cromwell. 1710 Strype Life ^ Acts of
E. Grindal vii. 70 These Unsuccesses were justly looked
upon to proceed from the punishing Hand of Heaven.
1797 J. Pinkerton Hist. Scotland I. 86 Fortune preserved
his government from any signal unsuccess. 1837 Miss
MiTFORD Country Stories (1850) 129 Chilled by so much
unsuccess, the ardour of my pursuit began to abate. 1883
Swinburne Misc. (1886) 128 The definitions he gives us of
his object and the tests which these offer of his success and
unsuccess.

Unsncce'ssful, o. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] Not
attended by, not meeting or attaining, success.

a. Of actions, endeavours, etc.

16x7 MoBYSON Hin. vu 48 Griefe of vnsuccessefull loue.

j6sx Baxter In/ant Baptism 161 They are cited by Con-
radus Bergius m his most excellent Pacificatory (though
hitherto much unsuccess full) Treatise. 1685 Drvden
Sylvx Pref, P 6 These, .deserve the pains I have taken
with them, which I hope have not been unsuccessful, or
unworthy of my author. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 6
Which trials I never knew unsuccessful. 1809 Coleridge
Friend 37 An unsuccessful attempt to deceive him. 1837
Lockhart iV(7// II. xii. 407 Mr. Southey 's application was
unsuccessful. 1863 W. Q. Baldwin Afr. Hunting vii. 300,
1 have shot nothing; two hard unsuccessful days.

b. Of persons.

1659 W. Chamberlayne Pharon. 11. i. 309 The unsuccessful
rebel thus secured Hy speedy flight. 1714 Addison Sped.
No. 592 F 1 Which, as I am informed, arc the Plays of
many unsuccessful Poets artificially cut and shreaded for

that Use. 1790 Bkatson Nav. «5- Afil. Mem. I. 100 To be
unsuccessful or unfortunate, is generally to be criminal in

the opinion of mankind. 1838 Lytton Pelham II. x, My
unsuccessful opponent.. preferred a petition against me, for

what he called undue means. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col.

Reformer {\%^\) 152 If a man doesn't make money..he is

regarded only as an unpractical, unsuccessful enthusiast.

absol. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 87 p 9 The unsuccessful
vent their discontent upon those that excel them, 1898
* H. S. Merriman ' Roden's Corner iv, So many sail to those
distant havens of the unsuccessful.

XJnsucce'ssfally, aoV. [Un-1ii. Cf. prec]
Without success.

1649 J. H. Motion to Pari. Adv. Learn. 35 Propensions .

.

which if disobeyed succeeded untowardly and unsuccess-
fully. 1664 Drvden Rival Ladies Ep. Ded. pa Fortune..,
with which wisdom does often unsuccessfully struggle in

the world. 0x674 Milton Free Commiv. Wks. 1851 V. 425
Nor was the heroic Cause unsuccessfully defended to all

Christendom, against the Tongue of a famous and thought
invincible Adversary. 0:1721 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.)
Wks, (1753) II. 177 Several letters shew bis punctual per-

formance of it, tho' unsuccessfully. 18x9 Scott Ivan/we
XXV, Has your suit, then, been unsuccessfully paid to the

UNSTTFFERABLB.
Saxon heiress? X873 Proctor Expanse Heav. 287 Our
short-lived race .. has ., not unsuccessfully carried out the
daring scheme [etc.].

Unsuccessfulness. (Un-^ 12 and 5 b.)
cx63o Sanderson Serm. (i68r) 307 The weakness, frailty,

and unsuccessfulness of mens devices. 1687 Boyle Martyrd.
Theodora ix. 171 The unsuccesfulness he had hitherto met
with in his attempt. 174a Johnson's Debates (1787) II. 107
The unsuccessfulness of their endeavours. 176X Sterne
Tr. Shandy iv. vi, When recollecting the unsuccessfulness
of his first effort in that attitude. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
m. IV. vi, Custine was,. found guilty. .of one thing, un-
successfulness.

tUnsucce'ssibIe,(T. Obs~'^ [Un.>7-1 Not admitting
of succession. 1579 Fulke Refut. Rasiel 736 So great
blasphemie, as none can lightly be greater, . . because it taketh
away the eternall and vnsuccessible priesthood of Christ.

tUnsucce'Ssing, vbl. sb. (See Unsuccess, quot. a. 1586.)

Unsuccessive, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

1 1. Unsuccessful. Obs."'^
1617 WpoDALL Surg. Mate Pref. (1639) B6b, To keepe a

loumall in writing, .as well of the unsuccessive applications,
as of the successive.

2. Not exhibiting succession,
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 345 Although we be

measured by the Zone of time,, .yet can we not thus..summe
up the unsuccessive and stable duration of God. a 1676
Hale Prim. Orig. Man. i. iii 90 Such parts of the visible
Universe as are incorruptible, unalterable, and unsuccessive.

1737 A. Baxter Eng. Nat. Human Soul 375 If this necessary
Being hath no change or succession in his nature, his
existence must of course be unsuccessive. 1811 A. McLean
Comm. Heb. Wks. 1B47 II. 281 He hath an unsuccessive
priesthood, which passeth not from him to any other.

Hence Unsncce'ssively'a^z'., + unsuccessfully.

1707 Lond, Gaz. No. 4333/4 The Union with Scotland,.,
so often, .unsuccesstvely attempted,, .is the Joy., of all Your
..Subjects.

Unsucce ssiveness. (LTn-' 12. Cf. prec.) 1737 A. Bax-
ter Enq. Nature Human Soul 375 On the other band, it is,

1 think, scarce intelligible, to apply this successiveness or
unsuccessiveness (so to speak) to time itself, or to eternity,
abstractedly taken. Unsn'ccourable, a. (UN.'7b.) 1593
Sidneys Arcadia (1598) iv. 414 That in the ende some one
or other might hap to do an vnsuccourable mischiefe. 1599
Sandys Europx Spec. (1605) Z 4 An vnexplicable & vn-
succorable calamitie. 161 1 Flokio, Insoccoreuole^ vnsuc-
courable.

tTnsu'cconred, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1432 YoNG tr. Secreta Secret. 183 He shal be vnsocowrid

whan he moste nede hath. X596 Spenser F.Q. iv. viii. 51
Him wretched thrall vnto his dongeon [he] brought. Where
he remaines, of all vnsuccour'd and vnsought, 1616 W.
Browne Brit. Past. 11. v. 342, I have beheld A widow vine
stand . . Unpropl, unsuccoured, by stake or tree. 1660 GentI.

Callingv. 78 The many unsuccour'd extremities of the Poor.
1807 J. Barlow Columb. vir. 225 He.. Hems on all sides the

long unsuccour'd place. 1864 Realm 17 Feb. 5 Is Germany
to leave her kindred unsuccoured, because they cannot be
counted by millions?

Unsuccu'mblng,///. a. (Un-' 10.) a 1833 Mrs. Brown-
ing Tempest ad fin., High-seeming Death, l..have hope.,
of showing to thy face An unsuccumbing spirit. un-
su'cked,///. a. (Un-' 8.) a 165* Brome City Wit iv. i,

Were't not a sin to let such a foole passe unsuckt ? 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 583 The Teats Of Ewe or Goat dropping
with Milk at Eevn, Unsuckt of Lamb or Kid.

Unsued, ///. a. (Un- i 8, 8 c.)

1594 W. West znd Pt. Symboleographia^ Ckancerie
§ 139 It can not be intended, that.. he would have left the
elder bond and debt, being of a greater summe, unsued for.

x6i6 T. Adams Soules Sicknesse 27 Gilianus. .rewarded
deserts vnsued to. 1629 Massincer Picture i. i, I will not
leave a saint unsued to For your protection. 1841 Wordsw.
Poems p. X, Such is the grace Which, though unsued
for, fails not to descend With heavenly inspiration.

tUnsufiferabi'lity. [Un-' 12.] Incapacity of suffering.

c 1425 St. Mary ofOignies i. v. 38 in Anglia VIII. 137 She
lafte l>e manhede of Criste, and helde vp hir mynde to t»e

godhede & mageste, Jjat she myghte fynde comforle in his
vnsuflferabilite.

XJusu fferable, a. and adv. Now rare or Obs,
[UN.i7b, II b, 5 b.]

1. Incapable of being suffered with patience or

equanimity ; not to be tolerated or endured
; go-

ing beyond all natural limits : a. Of injuries,

wrongs, etc.

a X3as MS. Raivl. B.$20 fol. 31 b, We undoinde so muche
unsufferable luere of cure poeple. .stabblissez ant ordeinez
[etc.]. c X440 Promp. Parzi. 367/2 On-sufferabyl, or ontoller-

able, intoileraiilis, insufferabilis. c 1449 Pecock Repr. iii.

xvii. 395 Ellis vnsufferable myscheuys of hasty domes wolde
oftc falle. 1533 Bellenden Livy \. xviii. (S.T.S.) I. 100 pe
haterent and vnsufTerabil tyrannye of kingis. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. V. XXX. § 3 We know no reason wherefore any
man should yet imagine it an vnsufferable euill. 1631 in

Foster Eng, Factories hid. (1906) I. 301 To call them to
accompt. .for these unsufferable wrongs. 1660 Jer. Taylor
Ductor 1, ii. rule 8 §30 The injustice may be frequent and
unsufferable. 1725 Pope Odyssey 11.69 Unsufferable wrong
Cries to the Gods, and vengeance sleeps too long. 1763
Ld. Halifax in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 361
The Outrages, .are most abominable and unsufferable,

b. Of actions, conduct, qualities, etc,

^ 1548 Geste Pr. Masse D ij, What an vnsufferable mockedgc
is this., of God. 1382-3 Reg. Privy Council Scot.llX. 541 A
power strange and unsufferabill to be in the persoun of ony
inferior subject. 1608 Machin Dumb Knt, v. I 3, Thine
adulterat . . lust, Shamefull and grosse and most vnsufferable.

1651 Biggs New Disp. P 350 Unsufferable fallacies.. are
couched under these four. 17H Steele Sped. No. 38 f 10
The unsufferable Affectation you are guilty of in all you say
and do. 1720 Swift Let. to Vng.Clergyman Wks, 1755 II.

II. 13 The common unsufferable cant of taking all occasions
to disparage the heathen philosophers, a 1774 Goldsm. tr.

Scarron's Com. Romance (1775) I. 27 Upon these vast ac-

complishments, he bad built au unsufierable degree of pride.



UNSUFFERABLENESS.
c. Of persons. Also abso!. i

138a Wvci.iF 2 Mace. viii. 5 Machabeus..was maad vn-
suffreable to heithen men; forsothe the wrath of the Lord
is conuertid in to mercye. ^1450 Holland Houlate 926
Thir birdis ilkane Besocht Natur to cess that vnsufferable.

£1470 Henry Wallace L267 Unsouerable are thir pepilleof

Ingland. 1586 T. B. La Pritl*aud. Fr. Acad. i. 112 The
more that an ignorant man is lift up unto some excellencie

ofdignitie..,the more unsufferable he is. 16x9 A. Newman
Pleas. Vis. (1840) 49 All know (vnsufferable Man) they
\sc. women] are. .bej'ond compare. 1678 Mrs. BEHN^'/r/^.
Fancy i. i, The pertest unsufferable fool he ever saw.

2. Too distressing, severe, or painful to be borne

;

going beyond the limits of physical endurance :

a. Of outward things,

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlvji. 6 As wha say, vnsufferabil

ware ^at kald, if he lesid it uoght. 138a Wyclif Num. xi.

10 Thanne Moyses herde the puple wepynge bi meynees, .

,

and to Moyses it was seen a thing vnsuffrable [L. intoler-

anda], 1395 Purvey Remonstr, (1851) 22 Thei wolen put-

ten to a man confessid to hem, greuouse chargis and vn-

suffrable. 1544 Betham Precepts Wari.cxxiii. G ij b, They
were ashamed, that they dydde not abyde suche lyke

labours, yea and moche more vnsufferable. 156a Turnrk
Baths 8 An unsufferable raynye, windye, or colde weather.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 720 The high ridges, .are

vnsufferable for cold. 1658 T. Wall Charact. Enemies Ch.

53 tTo] lie under the, .dreadful apprehensions, or unsuffer-

able strokes of divine wrath. X7a9 Savage Wanderer 11. 50
Like noon-tide summer-suns the rays appear, Unsuff'rable,

magnificent and near ! i7^a Lond. Sf Country Bre-M. 111.

(1743) 202 An unsufferable, ill palated oily Juice, that will

spoil all the Liquor. 1869 Spubceon Treas, David Ps.

xviii.6The king heard it in his palace of light unsufferable.

b. Of pain, grief, fear, etc.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr. vii. 79 Crete sekenes>e and
..grete sorwes vnsuffrable. 1388 Wyclif Judith xiv. 17

Vnsuffrable drede and tremblyng felde doun on hem. a 1435
tr. Ardeme's Treat, Fistula^ etc. 40 De pacient felejj as it

war vnsufferable ychyng. c 1435 St. Christina xvi. in A n^lia

VIU. 125 She was stired of god vnto an vnsufferabil t>riste.

C1445 Pecock Donet tl For eesing of his vnsuffrable

fleiscnli freelte. a 1589 Palfreyman Baldwin's Mor,
JPkilos, (1600) 140b, Conscience . . worketh. .vnsufferable tor-

ments, . . to the condempnation of the vngodly. 1595 Clerke
Polimanteia S j b. To my vnsufferable and vnpitied

griefe. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus* Admir, Events 301

A torture unsufferable unto this young gentlewoman. 1700

Blackmore Job 138 My fullness gives unsufferable pain.

lyaa De Foe Hist. Plague (1754) 261 The unsufferable Tor-

ment of the Swellings.

1 3. Incapable of self-restraint. Obs,"^

X387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 61 pis was a swij>e evel

man,.. and he was unsuffrable of leccberie [L. Hbidinis im-
patientissxmus\.

f 4. Not involving suffering. Obs.""^

1548 Geste Pr. Masse C vj, They greuously erre, who
hold opinion y* our fauUes ar pardoned through theyr vn-

sufferable & vnbloudy sacrificing of christes bodL

+ 5. Incompatible. Obs~^
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia m. x, Eternity, and Chaunce are

things unsufferable together.

1 0. As adv, = Unsufperably adv. i, Obs,

cx4ao Prose Lije Alex. 76 Than commanded Alexander
|>at pay schuld make many fyres. For it began for to be
vnsufferable calde. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc.^ Printing
xi. P23 Sometimes the Inck proves so unsufferable Pale,

that [etc.].

Hence Unsn'fferableness.
i6ix Florio, Inpatibilita, vnsufferablenesse. 1677 HoR-

NECK Gt. Law Consid. iv. 175 His passions, .represent to

his mind, .the unsufferableness of the disgrace. 1679 Kid
in Hickes Spirit 0/ Popery (1680) 3 There is something in

a Christians condition, that can never put him without the

reach of unsufferableness.

XJnsa'fferably, adv, [Un-1 ii and 5 b.]

1. Intolerably ; unendurably.
£-1440 Promp. Parv. 367/2 On-sufferably . . ,/«/fl/i'lfr«^//tV«r.

1644 Pbynne & Walker Fiennes's Trial App. 20 Captain
Bagnall. .was baffled unsufferablyby the Defendant.. before

the Councell, 1661 Pepvs Diary 31 May, [His mother]

being so unsufferably foolish and simple. 170a Echard
EccLHist.\.\\. 138 Finding his Soul unsufferablyoppress'd.

1787 De Foe Hist. Appar. iv. (1840) 28 Saturn and Jupiter

arc uncomfortably dark, unsufferably cold,

t2. Without sufferinf^. Obs.—"^

1548 GESTK./'r. Masse Cvjb, We ar already redemed..by
y« ones offering of christ neuer to be reuyued eyther suffer-

ablye or vnsufferably, bloudely or vnbloudely.

t TJnsuflreranco. Obs. [Un-1 12.]

1. Impatience.
a 1400 S6ec. Vitx (MS. Bodl. 2685) fol. 79 pe syns of J>c

hert bene J>ese : . . vnconable gladnes, Vnsuffrance & werldly

drerines.

2. Impassiveness.
x6ii Florio, InpassibHita^ vnsufferance. i6as Gill Sacr,

Philos. IV. 32 That Stoicall vnsufferance of His mind, which
Clemens Afex[andrinus].. thought not to bee subject either

to joy or sorrow.

TJnsu-flfered,///. a. [Un-I 8.]

1. Not suffered ; unendured.

t549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. a Cor. 52 b, For your
wclth I leaue nothyng vndone and vnsuffered. [1775 Ash.)

t2. Unsufferable. Obs.

c i6x I Chapman Iliad in. 6 Eschuing the vnsufferd stormes,

shot from the winters starre. Ibid.viw. 198 O Father loue,

hath euer yet thy most unsuffred hand Afflicted, with such
spoile of soules, the king of any land? Ibid. xi. 530, xix. 357,

fUnsa'fiTerlng, vbl. sb. Obs,— ^ [Un-' 13.] Impossi-

bility of enduring. 138a Wyclif 2 Mace. ix. 10 No man
mi^te beere hym, for vnsuffryng [L. intolerantiam] ofstynke.

Unsu ffering,///. a. [Un-1 io, 5 d.]

1. Not permitting or enduringf. rare.

1568 lieg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 626 Unsufferand the said

859

Johnne,.to be supportit. .be the said hous. 1570 Levins
Manip. 137 Vnsuffering, impatiens.

2. Not undergoing suffering.

17x7 ATTERBURYi"^?-;//. (1737) HI. 153 Can a man SO treated

..be said to be in an unsuffering state? 1736 Thomson
Hymn Seasons 75 For the Great Shepherd reigns; And
His unsuffering kingdom yet will come. 1838 H. Blunt
Sev. Ch. Asia 24 To an extent, to which the fairest mansion
of the unsuffering Christian is utterly a stranger.

TJnsuffi-ced, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1586 L. Lloid Pilgr. Princes 13 Yet vnsufficed here with

bee slue the Queenes owne sonne. a 1644 Quarlks Sol,

Recant.sx. 3 Who multiply their loynes and years, yet have
Souls unsuffic'd with good, c 1850 N eale Hymns East. Ch.

(1866) 103 Hell fire fierce and unsufficed.

tUnsuffi'cience. Obs, (Un-* 12,5 b.) 1445 in Wars
Eng. in France (1861) L 467 Letters.. deliverede for paie-

ment into the Staple, and for unsufficience . . refusede. c 145s
Pecock Foleiver 123 Vnsufficience of kunnyng longyng to

eny effect. tUnsuflBcienced, ///.*. (UN-24, 8.) Obs.

a i66i Fuller Life Smith (1675) b 2, Allowing dispensation

to such who were unsufficienced by weaknesse.

tTTnsufS.'ciexLcy. Obs. (Un-i 12 and 5 b.)

1580 HoLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Incompetence^ not
meete or fitle for, vnsufficiencie. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

II. viii. § 3 The vnsufficiencie of the light of Nature. 1597
Ibid. v. Ixxxi. § 14 There are Ciuill as well as Ecclesiasticail

Vnsufficiencies, Non-residences, and Pluralities. 1635 T,
Godwin Moses <5- Aaron iv. i. 172 The Arabians perceiuing
the vnsuflaciency of their knowne gods, dedicated their

altars, Ignoto Deo. x66i K. W. Conf. Charac, [Empirick\
(x86o) 65 The weakness and unsufficiency of other doctors,

+ UnsufBl*cient, a. Obs. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.]

1. =! Insufficient fl, i.

1395 Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 82 It is not dec!arid..that
the clerk was vnsufficient, neither vnable. £:z44S Pecock
Donet 145 And (Tanne,whertoschulde )>e sufficient be lefte,and

Jje vnsufficient be taken, . . in a purpos so necessarye J c 1450
Myrr. our Ladye 137 We oughte to knowe oure selfe vn-
suffycyente & therfore pray for helpe. a 15x3 Fabvan
Chron. VI. cxlix. 136 Consyderynge the vnablenesse of
Hilderich the kynge, that he was vnsufficient to rule so
great a charge. 1535 Coverdale Bible Prol. p 7 As for the
commendacyon of Gods holy scripture..! am farre vnsuffi-

cient therto. a 16x7 Hieron Wks. (1619) II. 474 This miserie
of hauing none among them but an vnseasoning and vn-
sufficient minister. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. i. iii. 9
Being unprovided^ or unsufficient for higher speculations.

2. = Insufficient a. 2.

X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. i. (Bodl. MS.) fol. 185 b,

Also in some trene t>e [humoure] is vnsufficiaunte and vn-
perfecte. 1483 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 109 Wat sum euer
may be seyde of hyt by mannys mowthe, ful lytyl hyt ys,

and onsufficient to expresse the ioy of myne herte. 1551
Robinson it. ATore's Utopia 1.(1805) 96 He perceiued the
same stocke of money to be to Htef, and vnsufficient. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ix, §7 When vnder vnsufficient pre-

tences wee defraude them of such ordlnarie outward helpes
as wee should exhibit, ifias Gill Sacr. Philos. Pref., Vou
say that reason is an unsufficient meane, and unable to bring
us to the knowledge of thosethings. 1656 Jeanes jT/:>/.

ScJtol. Div. 5 Our Saviour's discourse sheweth, that these

were weak and unsufficient grounds.

Hence f Unsnfiaclently adv. ; -ness. Obs»

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. xxxi, (Bodl. MS.),
Whanne ^e lunges be !> igreued with, .bocches. .he serue^? J>e

hert *vnsufficiantlich of aier, ci440/3^/z. TcUes X43 One
of ^je cardynals when he hard J>is, began to gruche agayn I?e

pope, & said he demyd vnsufficient lie. c 1453 Pecock
Fole-wer 204 Ellis y wolde^ graunte J>at y vnsufficientli

nombrid J)e poyntis of §oddis lawe in l^e..tablis. tz x6oo
Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. vi. § 13 Absolving of unsufficiently

disposed penitents. 1685 Petty IVill p. v, The admeasure-
ment of the lands.. was most unsufficiently and absurdly
managed. XS33 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 286/3 Sua that oure
soverane lord and his liegis i>e nocht begylit tharewith
anent the *unsufficientnes of the samyn.
tUnstt'ffisance. Obs. [Un-' 12, 5 b.] ~ Insuffisance.

c 1400 Pilgr, Soivle (Caxton) i. xviii. ig Yf I personelly shold
not be herde. .for myn vnsuffysaunce. tUnsu*ffisant,j/'.
Obs. [Cf. next.] Insufficiency. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 381 It is seide ^^t kyng William, .wolde nave
depreved hym for unsufficiant [v.r. unsuffysant ; L. in-

sufficientiam\ of lettrure. X4as Rolls ofParIt. IV. 267 Ye
grete unabilte and unsuffisante, that the same Wauter felte in

hymself. tUnsu'ffisant, a, Obs. [Un-' 7, 5 b.] - In-
SUFFisANT a. c 1400 2b Pol. Pocms 136 Though I be, lorde,

vnsuffisaunte, Any helpe to gete of the, yit,.Parce michi,
domine I 1423 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 255 Thoo werkes of
Brouderie there founden unsuffisant. c 1440 Pallad. on
Hush. I. 196 Olyuys grete out of that lond wol reke With
drasty, wattry fruyt. .Unsuffisaunt the costi:i forto acquyte.
Unsu'fifocate, v. (Un-* 3.) x8i8 Byron Juan i. cxxx,
Like the apparatus Of the Humane Society's beginning. By
which men are unsuffocated gratis. Unsu'fifocative, a.

(Un-' 7.) x8aa Good Study Med. I. 536 When this difficulty

[of breathing] is moderate and unsuffocative.

Unsn-gared,///. rt. (Un-i 8.)

X59a Nashe Four Lett, Ccnfui. E iij, Your vnsugred pilles

..would not haue beene so harsh in the swallowing. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 883 Trie it with Sugar put into Water, for-

merly Sugred ; And into other Water Vnsugred. X871 Daily
News II Feb., They may hereafter have an unsugared pill

to swallow.

Unsugge-stive, a. (Un-^ 7).

1797 Lamb Let, to Coleridge lo Jan., My eyes are heavy
and sleepy, and my brain unsuggestive. x866 Mark Lemon
F. Lyle II. 198 A single cup and saucer,.. a diminutive
teapot !—so unsuggestive of the pleasant gossip with which
•talcing tea 'is generally associated, ig^o Daily News 2-^

Feb. 5/1 The design was unsuggestive of date.

Hence ITnsuggestiveness.
1858 Househ. Words XIX. 181/3 An expression ofcounten-

ance which.. was a_ combination of aggression and pro-

nounced patience, with a dogged unsuggestiveness.

tUnsU'ing, ly^/. J^. Obsr^ [Un-' 13. J Lack of agree-

ment. 1:1425 Saints* Lives^ in Anglia VIII. igs^'ss Vnsu-
ynge of englyshe, as vmwhUe soj^rcD) oJ>ere-while nor)Kn.

UNSULLIED.
tUnsui*t,rt. Obsr^ [Un-'?. Unfitting. 1704 J. Blair in

W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. (1870) 1. 135 Aspersed
with the most unsuitest imputations as if I had been raising

sedition or rebellion.

UnsTxit, V. [Un-1 i^.]

1. trans. To be at variance with.
X635 Quarles Ejnbl. iv. xv. 241 The sprightly Twang of

the melodious Lute Agrees not with my voice ; and both
unsuit My untun'd fortunes.

2. To render unsuitable.
X869 Pall Mall G. 8 July 3/2 The health of the former

cripple unsuiting her \qt convent life. 190a Daily Chron.
8 Dec. 8/5 Their training.. completely unsuits them for the
proper performance of the duties.

Unsuitability. (Un-1 12, 5 b. Cf. next.)

X814 Mrs. J. West Alicia de Lacy III. 220 The unsuit-

ability of her white glittering dress for such a purpose. 1866
Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 249 A limited reference to its un-

suitability to these pages {oi All the Year Round]. 1880

A. R. Wallace Isl. Life 102 Anomalies of distribution other

than such as may be connected with unsuitability of climate.

Unsui-table, «. (Un-I 7 b and 5 b.)

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol, v. xxxvili. § 3 Wanton, or light or

vnsuteable harmonie, such as only pleaseth the eare. i6ox

Shaks. AlVs Well \. i. 170 Virginitie like an olde Courtier,

weares her cap out of fashion, richly suted, but vnsuteable.

X665 Boyle Occas. RefJ. i. iii, I make him but very unsuit-

able Returns for the Blessings.. I have receiv'd. 1671

Milton P. R. 111. 132 Hard recompence, unsutable return

For so much good, so much beneficence. 183X James Phil.

Augustus II. iv, At so unsuitable an hour. 1869 Tozer
Highl. Turkey 1 1. 346 The expression . . would hardly appear

unsuitable. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' _C(?/. Reformer (i8gi)

2i6 He thought., him not wholly unsuitable as a companion.

b. Const, to oxfor.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iii. xxiii. An unkinde answere,.,

but not unsutable to the rest of your behaviour. 1601

Shaks. Twel. N» 11. v. 222 Hee will smile ypon her, which
will now be so vnsuteable to her disposition,.. that [etc.J.

165X HoBBES Leviath. iii. xlii. 293 Their ordinary mainten-

ance was not unsuitable to their employment. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 547 If our devotion be over-

strained it becomes unsuitable for practice. 1780 Mirror
No. 94, A train of thinking, .neither unpleasing nor unsuit-

able to the character of a rational being. (1x834 Coleridge
Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 382 Never did so wise a man adopt

means so unsuitable to his end. 1879 Harlan Eyesight ix.

X31 Ground-glass globes are condemned .. as unsuitable for

school purposes.

Unsuitableness. (Un-' 12.)

a X586 ^Wi-A^-i Arcadia iii. vii, The unsutablenes ofa weake
broken voice to high brave wordes. 1644 Milton AreoP*
(Arb.) 73 To suppresse opinions for the newnes, or the un-

sutablenes to a customary acceptance, a 1697 South Sernr.

(1715) II. 167 The real Unsuitableness, that every thing

sinful, or dishonest, bears lo the Nature of Man. X754

Edwards Freed. Will iv. viii. 239 The Unsuitableness of

such a Necessity to the Liberty . . of the divine Being. X845

Ld. Campbell Chancellors Ixxxiii. (1857) IV. 135 From the

unsuitableness of his manner and style he is not . . entertain-

ing. x886Za«j Times LXXXII. 173/2 Those who allege

my unsuitableness for the high position I now hold.

Unsuitably, fl^''^'. (Un-i n.)
1624 Gataker Transubst. 198 Their religion indeed being

..patched together out of olde condemned heresies and
unsutably comfiosed. a X715 South Serm. IV. no That
natural.. Sensibility of Mind, which renders them appre-

hensive of any Thing done unsuitably to their Nature. 1774
Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry I. 396 The modern monuments
unsuitably placed in Westminster-abbey. X859 Habits of
Gd. Society iii. 143 He has never attempted to dress.. un-

suitably to his station. i8g8 Westm. Gaz. 27 Aug. 2/1 When
a girl marries unsuitably.

Unsuited,//'/. a. [Un-i 8, 8 d.]

fl. Not sued _/&/-. Obs. tare~'^.

IS99 Extr. Aberd, Re^. (1848) II. 189 Sindrie our subjectis

..sustening gryt loss, .in thair persones and gudes, be the

piracie of Ingland, quhilkis. -hes lyin ouer vnsuted for.

2. Not suited or adapted ; unfitted, unfit.

iS^ Sidneys Astr. ^ Stella H, My heart.. is euen irkt

that so sweet Comedie, By such vnsuted speech should

hindred be. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 11. 74 Therefore are

his waies often so unsuted to the apprehensions of men. 1677

GiLi'iN Demonol. 111. ix. 55 A work.. such as had neither

bee unsuited to the power of Christ, nor unlawful in it self.

x8x9 ScoTT Ivanhoe xliv, Like a garment unsuited to the

climate in which I seek to dwell. 1847 Smeaton Builder\s

Man. 142 It is unsuited for the purpose to which it is

applied. x86i Buckle Civiliz. II. i. 136 The municipal

privileges.. being unsuited to the habits of the people.

b. Not accommodated or supplied.

X796 BuBKE Let. Noble Z^rrf Wks. VIII. 59 So that no
constitution-fancier may go unsuited from his shop.

Unsui'ting,^//. fl!. (Un-1 lo.)

1596 Harington .Metam. Ajax 12 b, Vet I will end with

this good counsell, not vnsuting to the text I haue thus long

talked of. X604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 78 (Q. i), A passion most
vnsuting such a man. X639 Fuller Holy War v. xix. 261

The armie will be very heterogeneous, patched up of different

people unsuiting in their manners. x68s Dryden Lucretius

III. 161 Leave tbose joys, unsuiting to thy age, To a fresh

Comer. 1859 M. Arnold Human Life 16 Wmds from our

side the unsuiting consort rive.

Unsu'Ilen, a, (Un-' 7.) x6os Marston Dutch Courtesan
ir. i, What harty gratefulnes, Unsulleine silence, unaffected

modesty. Unsu'lliable, a, (Un-* 7 b.) 1766 J. Mac-
GOWAN Death (1814) 560 Blessed afTlictions, whicn..have
fitted me for those unsullialjle mansions of uninterrupted

felicity ! x88i Contemp, Rev. Apr. 568 One block of long

white light unsuUyable Glows in deep azure.

TTnsu'llied,//'/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 352 By my maiden honor, yet as
pure As the vnsullied Lilly, x62x G. Sandys Ovtefs Met. iii.

(1626) 56 The linked Deities their Graces fix I Where Rosas
with vnsullied Lillyes mix 1 X7X7 Lady M. W. Montagu Let.
to C'tessofMar 18 April, That lovely bloom of complexion,
unsullied by arL 1755 J. G. Cooper Tomb Shaks. 26 Here



UNSTTLI.IEDNESS.

Fancy snt, (her ilewy finjicrs cold De>:king with flowVets

fresh th' unsullied sod). i8a8 Lvtton PeUuim I. xiv, Gloves

ofmost unsullied doeskin. 1863 M.J. Bf.rkkcey BriU Mosses
L 3 Stems, .of a clear unsullied green.

b. In fig. use.

1659 W. Chamberlayne Pharon. Ded., My more youthful

labours .. passed the public view unsullied by the cloudy

aspect of the most cruic spectator. 1665 Manlev Grotius^

Lozv C. Wars 113 His Mmd, that never was greedy after

Wealth, and, in that respect, unsullied and upright 1743
Francis ir. Hor.^ Odes iv. v. 39 Nobly conscious of unsullied

Fame. 1774 W. Whitehead Plays ff Poems II. 171 The

Sure unsullied thoughts, and sallies of our souls. 1849

Iacaulay HisU Eng. II. 247 In the midst of a corrupt court

he had kept his personal integrity unsullied. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul 1. 256 The unsullied sanctity of Jehovah s Temple.

Hence Unsu'lliedness.
1863 Mrs. Whitney F. Gariney's Girlh. xx, Her sweet look

and fairunsulliedness of attire. 1863 W. H. Gillespik/I?-^.

Being ff Attrib. God iv. ii. (1871) 142 Holiness is moral
stainlessness, spotlessness, unsulliedness.

Unsu*lphurated,/5/Aa. (UN-*8a^.) 18*5 T. Nichol-
son Operai. MecJuxnic 768 About as much (goldj as was
reserved unsulphurated from the mass. UnsnlpbuTCOUS^
a, (Un-' 7.) X781 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) Vll. 4932/1 To
separate Mercury out of an unsulphureous Ore by Distilla-

tion. Unsu'lphurized,///. a. (UN-'8ac.) iSii\'^ Mecha-
nic's Mag. 4 July 2/2 Gutia percha either sulphurised or

unsulphurised. Unsu'ltry,<(. (Un-' 7.) i8a6 J. Wilson
Noctes Ambr. (1855) I. 170 On a chosen day of cloudless

sunshine, yet unsultry air. UnsU'mmable, a. (Un-' 7 b.)

1667 Waterhouse Fire Land. 112 A Mart of Trade and a
Mine ofWealth, [of]which the iiiexhaustion ofthis last twenty-
six years by Sums unsummable,.. would be incredible.

XJusummed, /;&/. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not summed up ; uncounted.
a 1400-50 Alexander 19^1 For as \)\s sede )>a.t I send vn-

soumed [v.r. vnsowmyd] is euer, So ben wc.vnnowmyrd.
J579 Richmond. IVtlls (Suttees) XXVI. 286 Some of these

gold and mony above writen. By those unsomed iij c. \\li.

vjj. y'viyd. 1649 G. DANiiiL Trinarch.y Hen. /F,cclxiv, The
wise Man has an vnsumm*d Librarye; Himselfe and Alan,

and Bookes, are all his Bookes, 1773 Mason Eng. Garden
1. 18 Egregious madness ; yet pursu'd With pains unwearied,
with expense unsumm'd. 1791 Cowper Iliad u. 568 So the
Grecians swarm'd An unsumm'd multitude o'er all the plain.

1857 H. Miller Test, Rocks vi. 239 Armed with the ex-

perience in evil of unsummed ages. 1869 McLaren Serm,
Ser. II. xi. 194 After unsummed eternities of advance.

t2. (See quot. and of. Summed i.) Ods. rare.

1615 Latham Falconry TJ 3 b, Vnsumm'd is when a Hawkes
feathers are not come forth, or els not com'd home to their

full length.

Unsummered, a. (UN-'g.) 1879 Tennyson /'r^/'(?^;«
to BroOier's Sonn.wx, Poems (1894) 574/1 And, now to these
unsummer'd skies The summer bird is still. Unsu'mmer-
like, -ly, adjs. (Un-' 7, 7 c.) 186^ Chamb. Jrnl. Oct. 655/x
The unsummerly summer of eighteen sixty-nine. x88o
CasselCs Mag. 440 Another unsumnier-likefashion. 1883M iss

Broughton Belinda iv. ii, A chill and unsummerlike night,

XTnsn-mmoned,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1474 Acta Audit. (1839) 35/2 Henry.. protestit l>at l>e

decrete . . suld turne him to na preiudice becauss he was vn-
summond. 1480 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 55/2 The lordis.

.

ordanis him to hafe lettres to summond his prufis (?at Is
vnsummond ^ife he ony has. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl.

V. xli, The lazie sense still sleeps, unsummon'd with his drum.
1673 Dryden Marr. a la Mode iv. v, l,ike an unsummon'd
guest. 1763 Mallet Elvira \\\. iii, She [is],. unsummon'd
too To this high task, a 1800 Cowper Odyss. (ed. 2) xxii.

551 Then bid Penelope with her attendants down, Nor leave
unsummon'd one of all the train. 1839 Mrs. Jameson
Visits fif Sk. II. 74 Those whom the rules of etiquette
allowed to approach unsummoned and pay their respects,
z86o FoRSTER Gr". Retnonsir. 31 An unsummoned tenant.,
could not take his place in the Council.
Unsu-mmoning, vbl. sb. (Un-^ 3, 8.) xt%% in Nichols

Hist. Leics. (1804) IV. 386 Paid apparitor for summoning and
unsummoning. Unsumptaarv, a. (Un-* 7.) X730-X
Eett./r. Mist's JmL (1722)!. 83 Should rigid imsumptuary
Laws pass the House [etc].

TJnsu-ndered, ///. a. [Un-1 8, Cf. MDu.
ongesojtdert, MLG., MHG. ungeswtdert (G. un-
gesondert)^ Not parted or separated.
X594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. H ij b, Those siluer pipes,, .by

many edged vnsundred writhings. ., strayed from bough to
bough. 1609 Hevwood BHt. Troy v. xxiv, The stout
Centaures came, . . They seemd at first halfe horse halfe man
unsundred. [Also in Minsheu, Sherwood, and Hexham, s.v.)

t XJnsu'nderly, adv. Obs. [Un-' ii.] Inseparably.
c 1440 Gesta Rotn. xliv. 174 Late vs in this wordle be so vn-
sundirlye couplid to the holye trenitee, that [etc.].

Unsu-ng,///. a. [Un-1 8 b. Cf. MHG. and
G. ungesungen, Sw. osjungen.']

1. Not sung ; not uttered by singing.
1422-61 in Cal. Proc. in Ckanc. Q, Eliz. (1827) \. Introd.

20 It wer better bell unrogne at ^e sauntes tyme J>an I>e
messe unsogne. 1^39 Abst. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgotv
(1897) IV. 118 Geif it faitlies to be left on-sung thre nychtis
togidder. 1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. i. i. 8 Drawne by
time.. To sing those layes as yet unsung of any. 1843
Carlyle Past iff Pr. iii. v. Thy Epic, unsu'ig in words, is
written in huge characters on the face of this Planet. z86o
Tk^zr Bethlehem 100 Numberless unlanguaged and unsung
Magnificats. 1889 Stevenson South Seas in. vi. (1900) 265
[They] gave up the unsung remainder of their ballet.

2. Not celebrated in or by song.
1667 Milton P. L. vii, 253 Thus was the first Day. .: Nor

past uncelebrated, nor unsung By the Celestial Quires. 1697
Drvden MtuIs VII. 1014 Nor (ibalus, sbalt thou be left
unsung. 1701 Addison Let. from Italy 14 Here, .not a
mountain rears its head unsung. 1743 Young Nt. Th. iv.

533 Why doubt we, then, the glorious truth to sing, Tho'
yet unsung, as deem'd, perhaps, too bold ? 1805 [see Un-
HONOUREDj. 1828 Caklyle Misc. (1840) I. 343 A thousand
tottle-fields remain unsung. 1875 F. I. Scudamore Day-
Dreams 10 It is one of the unsung beauties of the earth.

360

Unsu-nk,///. a. (Un-1S 1).)

a X300 Cursor M. 2847 Es no^^er leued, ne tre, ne gress,

Ne nathing of J>at land vn-sonken [v.rr. vn-sunkyn, vnsunke].
C1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxix. vi, Keepe me safe un-
sunck, unmyred.

^
x6ii Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. §56

Not halfe of their Shippes escaped vntaken or vnsuncke.
a 1687 H. More Conject, Cabbal. (1713) 77 The Angels and
the Souls of Men unsunk into generation. \,lbid. All Souls
as they descend ei? yeVecrii'.] c 1740 A. Hill To Author of
* Pamela'' 28 What.. Though taste like thine each void of
time can fill, Unsunk by spleen. 1824 Byron yuan xvi.
xcix, The Sinkii>g Fund's unfathomable sea., leaves The
debt unsunk, yet sinks all it receives, 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. 1. II. iv, Nimble old man, who.. in the v/orst confusion
will emerge, cork-Hke, unsunk.

Unsunued, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Not penetrated or reached by sunlight ; not
exposed or accessible to the sun.

1607 TouRNEUR Rev, Trag. in. F i, [I] did wish his
impudent grace To meete her here in this vn-sunned-lodge.
1634 Milton Comus 398 The unsun'd heaps Of Misers
treasure. 1632 Benlowes Tlieoph. x. Ixxvi, Why start'st?

Unlock thy unsunn'd hoard. 1759 Mason Caractacus 22
The unsunn'd silver of the mine. 1797 Coleridge Lime,
tree Bower 14 That branchless ash, Unsunn'd and damp.
1806 R. Mant Poems^ Cowitry Gent. i. 32 Where, .horror
shaggs the unsunn'd precipice, i860 Flor. Nightingale
Nursing ix. 49 The unsunned sides of narrow streets. 1885
Jean Ingklow Sleep ofSigismund xxxviii, With name un-
said and fame unsunned He walks that was King Sigismund.

b. Jig. Not made patent or public.
1809-14 WoRDsw. Excnrs. vii. 281 With his cheerful

throng Of open projects, and his inward hoard Of unsunned
griefs. 1821 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1857) I. 347
Hehas promised to communicate to our Society some very
curious and unsunned letters of Lord Dacre's. 1862
Athemxum 30 Aug. 278 The unsunned historical treasures
in the possession of the London Corporation.

2. Not touched or affected by the light or heat
of the sun. Also_;f^.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. v. 13, I thought her As Chaste, as

vn-Suim'dSnow. 1795 Southey Vis. Maid of Orleans i.

311 As white as unsunn'd snow. Or as the spotless Hly of
the vale. 1820 Ellen Fitzarthur 54 Crj-stal drops of un-
sunned dew. 1843 F. E. Paget Warden of Berkingholt
119 The unsunned purity.. of the Master of Berkingholt
Union,

b. Not coloured or tanned by the sun.
1821 Craig Lect* Drawings etc. vi. 344 The 'dark, yet

clear, complexion of the Italians, which would ill suit on
unsunned English faces, 1835 Willis Pencillings II. xlix.

80 They venture to drop their jealous veils and ramble
about in their unsunned beauty. 1882 Century Mag. XXV.
103 A lady, .[with] pure, unsunned complexion.
fg. 1830 Tennyson Coufess. Sensit. Mind 140 In my
morn of youth. The unsunn'd freshness of my strength.

3. Not lighted up by the sun. K\sofig,
1840 Lady C, Bury Hist, ofFlirt xvi, Her still countenance

unsunned by a smile, a 1864 Hawthorne Amer. NotC'Bks.
(1879) I. 36 All the near landscape lay unsunned, 1874
Farrar Christ II. Hx. 350 The unsunned outer darkness of
miserable self-condemnation.
Unsu'nny, a. (Un-> 7.) 1859 Thnnyson Pelleas Sf

Ettarre 176 We marvel at thee much, O damsel, wearing
this unsunn^ face To him who won thee glory. x86o Faber
Bethlehem \\. (1865) 87 The warm air of the noon has heated
the unsunny forest. +Un*SU"n-seen,/S^/. a. (Un-^ 8 d.)

1654 Blount Acad. Eloq. 48 An un-Suii.seen cave. +Uu-
su'nshine, v. (Un-2 6 b.) 1659 Fuller App. Inj. Innoc
III. 31 Military preparations.. must needs give our Nation
great troubles, and (for the time) un-Sunshine England.

t TTnsu'perable, cz. Obs. (Un-i 7band 5 b.)
1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 241 The vnsuperabte

loue & goodnes of god. 1617 Minsheu s.v, (hence in
Sherwood). X644 Digby Nat. Bodies i. §4. 3 It.. is the
occasion of exceeding great errours, and entangleth one in
vnsuperable difficulties. 1777 Potter yEschyluSj Agatnem-
non 293 To wear The form of friendship, and with circling
wiles Inclose him in th' unsuperable net.

Unsnperfluous^ a. (Un- i
7,)

1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps, Ixii, n How unsuperfluous
this warning is, wee learne by daylye experience. 1634
Milton Comus 773 Natures full blessings would be well
dispenc't In unsuperfluous eeven proportion. 1832 L. Hunt
Poems 197 Swans. .which, .glide With unsuperfluous lift of
their proud wings. 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North (1857) I.

145 Not scanty but unsuperfluous fare is theirs.

Unsuperscri'bed, ppi. a. (Un-' 8.) a 1711 Ken Sion
Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 390 A silken Cord around his Neck
was hung, At which unsuperscrib'd a Letter hung. 1748
Richardson Clarissa I. 163 [A] letter. .from my mother,
unsealed, and unsuperscribed also. Unsuperse'ded,
ppl.a. (Un-i 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1857 Toulmin Smith /'am/i
133 The anomalies that have hence arisen leave the action
of the Parish unsuperseded. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Col,
Reformer (iSgi) 162 That much-abused but as yet un-
superseded garb. Unsupersti*tious,rt. (Un-'?.) 1652
Sparke Prim. Devoi. (1660) 469 This kinde of Sortilegium
was usual with Antiquity, such an undeceitful, and un-
superstitious Lottery. 1863 Blackw, Mag. Sept. 291 If we
consult history in an unprejudiced, unsuperstitious spirit.

Unsupervi-sed, ///. a. (Un-' 8) 1899 Educat. Rev.
Dec. 470 He is, unsupervised, irresponsible, [Common in
recent use.]

Unsu-pped, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Without
having supped ; supperless.
1382 Wyclif Z>««. vi. 18 The kyng..stepte vnsoupid [L.

incccnatusX and metis be not brou^t to byfore hym. 1483
Cath. Angl, 350/1 Vn Sowped, jncenatus. 1508 Kennedie
Flytingw. Dunbar ^Zn Sic reule gerris the..sitt vnsoupit
oft bejond the sey. c 1563 Jack Jttgler in Four Old Plays
(1848) 43, I wolde gladly byne vnsupped, soo you had your
fyll. 1609 Bible (Douay) Dan. vi. 18 Theking went to his
house, and slept unsupped. 1894 [see Unslkpt i].

Unsupplanted, /*//. rt. (Un-'s.) 1708 J. Philips Cy^/^r
II. 384 (iiadsome they quaff,, .[and] well bedew'd repair
Each to his Home with unsupplanted Feet. Unsu'pple,

UNSUPPORTED.
a. (Un-^ 7.) 1621 O. Sandys Ovid's Met. u. (1636) 43
Againe shee struggl'd to baue stood on end: But, those

vnsupple sinewes would not bend. Unsti'ppled, ppl. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1761 Earl Pembroke Milit. Equitation (1762) 8

A raw, unsuppled, and unprepared lad, who is put at once
upon a rough horse.

TJnsuppU able, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

1638 Chillingw. Relig, Prot. i. ii. § 67. 77 The unsuppli-
able defect of any necessary Antecedent. 1793 Holcroft
tr. Lavater's Physiog. vi. 42 Are they not equally indispens-
able, equally unsuppliable ? 1802-12 Bentham Ration.
Jitdic. Evid. (1827) III. 413 Why admit it, under the danger
of incorrigible incorrectness and unsupplyable incom-
pleteness?

Unsu'ppUcated, p^l. a. (Un-^ 8.) 1634 Ep. Hall
Contempt, ^ N. T. iv. xii, Saul himself would, .offer a burnt-
offering to the Lord, rather than the Philistines should fight

with him unsupplicated.

Unsupplie-d, ppi. a. [Un-i 8, 8 c]
1. Not supplied or provided with something.

1599 Q. Eliz. in Moryson Itin. (1617) ir. 56 Therefore we
command you^ not onely to raise no more [men], when these
shall be decaied, but to keepe them vnsupplied [sc. with
money] that are already. 1618 Hales Let. fr. Synod of
Dort Gold. Rem. (1673) 23 When the Church was unsupplied,
either by the death, or absence, or sickness of their Pastor.

xyog .Strype Ann. Ref. vii. 106 Forced to keep them \sc.

divines] in the Church, lest otherwise it should be wholly
unsupplied. 1712 Steele Spect. No. 294 P i Every Man
who. .is unmindful of the unsupplied Distress of other Men.
X784 Cowper Task v. 31 The cattle.. wait Their wonted
fodder; not like hung'ring man, Fretful if unsupply'd.

b. Const, with (also + by^ of).
1616 Hieron Wks. II. 37 They.. shall not be left vnsup*

plyed of earthly things. 1652 Davenant Verses to Author
m Benlowes Theoph., Her Pow'r,. .which unsupply'd By
what wise kt\. would carefully provide, Is but love's lightning.

1740 Johnson Blake Wks. 1787 IV. 360 The town was.

.

unsupplied with almost every thing necessary for supporting
a siege. 1844 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India 254 Its

principal defect, as a place besieged, would consist in its

being.. unsupplied with drinkable water.

2. Not met or satisfied ; not made up or replaced.
x6i6 Breton Good <5- Betd 2 A Worthy King :. .his bosome

must not be searched, his will not disobeyed, bis wants
not unsupplied, nor his place vnregarded. 1700 Dryden
Sigism. iff Guiscard. 38 But, prodigal in ev'ry other Grant,
Her Sire left unsupply'd her only Want. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. III. 38^ These defects,, .should they, after all, con-
tinue unremedied and unsupplied, still [etc.l. 1788 V. Knox
Winter Even. Iii. (1790) I. 453 Nor is the loss of a Gold*
smith's, .sentimental strain unsupplied by a Cowper.

3. Not provided or furnished.
x8o8 G. Edwards Pract. Plan iv. 59 In fine, nothing need

be left unsupplied in any respect.

Unsupportable, a. [Un-i 7 b and 5 b.]

1. Too objectionable or annoying to be endtured

with equanimity or patience,
1586 Sidney Let. to IValsingham i^ Aug., We are now

four monethes behynd [with pay], a thing unsupportable in

this place. 1654 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 91 Indeed
D. Gloucesters carriage to all persons is unsupportable.

1679 South Serm. (1697) I. 130 A disgrace put upon a man
in company is unsupportable. 17x0 Addison Tatler No.
22 1 P 4 A passionate Woman . . is one of the most unsupport-
able Creatures in the World. 1792 Burke Let. to Langrishe
Wks. 1842 1. 558 The unsupportable mortification of asking
his neighbours., for their votes,

b. Too oppressive or distressing to be endured
;

unendurable, intolerable.

1602 Sir R, Wilbraham ^rw/. (1902) 50Tyme and treasure,

the wast wherof is unsupportable. 1644 Milton Divorce
(ed. 2) A 3 b, As well may he. .redeem himself from unsup-
portable disturbance, to honest peace. 1750 G. Hughes
Barbados 17 This hardship is not so unsupportable to them.
X788 Clara Reeve Exiles II. 215 This thought was unsup-
portable; it led to despair. x8oi Charlotte Smith Lett.
Solit. Wand. II. 243 The most unsupportable of all her
distresses. 1832 Brewster Nat. Magic xii. 309 A heat..
unsupportable by the spectators. 1885 Fargus Slings 4r

Arrows 140 Had he by word or gesture shown that the

constant presence of the man who had done his best to kill

him was unsupportable.

2. That cannot be supported by physical strength,
x688 Holme Ar7iioury in. 312/2 Goalers. .when they meet

with sturdy and unruly Prisoners, to Lock and Chain them
to some strong Post, or unsupportable Block,

3. Not admitting of support or defence ; indefen-

sible.

1710 Sir J. St. Leger Managers Pro ff Con. 21 To support
that unsupportable Sense of the Homilies, the Doctor pro-

duces the concurrent Opinions of many Learned Fathers.

X777 Burke's Corr. (1844) ^I* 191 The unsupportable claim

of this country to the right oftaxing America without reserve.

Hence Unsupportableuess ; -alsly adv.
1664 H. More Myst. Inig. Pref. 4 To be affected, nay

deeply and unsupportably afflicted. 1672 Wilkins Nat,
Relig. II. vii. 386 'lis the unsupportableness of this, that

many times doth cause men.. to chuse.. death rather than
life. ^1697 South Serm. (1715) II. 177 His Conscience.,
assures him, that he shall be infinitely, unsupportably
miserable, if he does it.

UusuppOTted, ppl. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Not supported by aid or assent ; not backed
up or corroborated.
1420-2 Lydg. Siege Thebes iii. 2985 Farwel wisdam. .For

lakke only of supportacioun. For vnsupported . . Amphiorax
sighen gan ful sore. 1609 Daniel Ciz'. Wars in. Ixxix, He
. . will not avouch thy fact, But let the weight of thine owne
infamie Fall on thee, vnsupported, and vnbackt. 1646 Sir
T. Browne Pseud. Ep, Pref., To despaire the favourable
looke of learning upon our single and unsupported endea-
vours.

_ 1753 Stewards Trial 270 Deposmg to a long
romantic story, in which he is altogether unsupported.
1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. 1 1. 393 An idle . . unsupported
assertion. z8ia Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) IX.



UNSUPPOETEDLY.
349 leaving behind them unprotected and unsupjwrted
the guns of Captain M'Donald's troop. 1854 Grf.knwood
Haps

(J- Mishaps 54 Vet thus far have 1 taken not one lonely
and unsupported step.

b. Const, by.

1694 ATTERiiURY Serm. (1726) I. \\\. 103 How utterly un-
supported either by the Secular*Arni, or Secular Wisdom I

175a Johnson Rambler No. 194 p 12 What can be expected
from reason unsupported by fasliion, splendour, or authority?
1831 T. Hope Ess. OH^. Man II. 235 This doctrine is. .too
unsupported by anything we see, to have had many adhe-
rents. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 618 This statement
is utterly unsupported by facts.

fc. Not bold or confident. Obs.
X697 Collier Ess. Mor. Suhj. r. 210 Whereas a diffident

and unsupported Behaviour tn a Clergyman, is often sup-
pos'd to proceed from ignoble Qualities.

2. Not physically supported or sustained.
1635 Person Varieties i. 33 The false-Prophet Mahomet,

his Chest of Iron,, .doth hang miraculously unsupported of
any thing. x68i Stair Instit. 11. xxvi, 97 Whether Con-
valescence can be proven otherways, then by goin§ un-
supported to Kirk and Mercat, I have seen no decision.

1707 Mortimer Htisb. 106 [Peas] run upon the ground
unsupported with sticks, 1813 Scott Rokeby 11. xiv, Now,
like the wild-goat, must he dare An unsupported leap in air.

186a Ansted Channel Isl, 11. xL 288 The falling in of the
unsupported roof.

yfjf. 1667 AIiLTOM P, L. i.x. 432 Her self, though fairest

unsupported Flour, From her best prop so fair, and storm
so nign. 1776 Gibbon Decl.

<J- F. I. 328 On the slightest
touch, the unsupported fabric of their pride and power fell

to the ground.

Hence Unsnppo-rtedly adv, ; -ness.
iSas Q. Rev. XXXII. 286 Mr. Bowles tells us (as insidi-

ously, and as unsupportedly as usual) Pope was much more
explicit. 1890 J. H. Stirling Fhilos. 4- Theol. xvi. 307
Contingency in the sense of unsupportedness, the powerless-
ness of things in themselves.

UnsuppOTting, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 1595 Daniel Civ.
Wars V. cv, For loosing war abroad, at home lost peace ;

Being with our vnsujjporting selues close pent. 1653 Taylor
Serin. /or Year i. xiii. 165 People whose arme is all flesh,

whose foot is all leather, and an unsupporting skin.

Unsnpposable, a. (Un-I 7 b and 5 b.)
1650 Fuller Pisgah 373 Such sacriledge being unsnppos-

able in that age. 1701 Beverley Apoc. Quest. 44 It is

utterly Unsupposeable, That All the little Turns of History
..should have Place in it. 1814 Scott /Ktw. Ivii, Were
such an unsupposable case to happen.

Unaupposed,///. a. [Un-1 8.]

fl. As adv. Unexpectedly. Obs.~^
e i4a5 St. Christina xxiv. in Auglia VI 1 1. 128/34 Sodeynly

and vnsupposid alle hir body was taken of spirite, & turnyd
in to a whirlynge about.

2. Not supposed or imagined.

[177S Ash.] i8ai Coleridge Lett.^ Corivers., etc. 11. 38 If
that judgment were given avowedly, on the mere unbelieved
possibility, on an unsupposed supposition of the worst.

Unsuppre'asable, a. (Un-» 7 b.) 1781 Moore View
Soc,-^ Maun. Italy I. 220 How many of our acquaintance.

.

have we seen doing painful penance at the H ay-market

;

and, in^ the midst of unsuppressable yawnings, calling out,
Charming ! exquisite ! bravissimo, etc.

Vnsuppressed,///. a. (Un-1 8.)

i6ai G. Sandys OviiCs Met. x. (1626) 212 Their feet, unwet,
the sea might well haue borne: Or vnsuppressed stalks of
standing corne. 1649 Milton F.ikon, xxvi, 208 Driv'n away
by unsuppressed Tumults, a 1691 Bp. Barlow Rent. (1693)
277 The unsuppressed Abby Lands are a fourth of the whole.
1809-14 WoRDSW. Excurs. v. ii3 Simple manners, feelings
unsupprcst And undisguised. 1855 AIilman Lat. Chr. xiv,

vii. VI. 557 The secret influence of these teachers, unsup-
pressed by years of persecution. 1881 Miss Braddom
Asphodel II. 145 That suppressed gout, .was only another
name for unsuppressed ill-temper.

Unsuppre'ssible, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1669 Earl Orrery
Parthen. iii. vi. 184 If some unsuppress!ble groan force it

selfe from me. Unsu'ppurative, a. (Un-' 7.) 182a
Good Study Med. II. 271 A multitude of tumours or tuber-
cles of different degrees of tnflanimacion, some suppurative,
some unsuppurative. Un8urchaTge,r. (Un-'j.) 1643
Fuller lloly ^ Prof. St. n. xxit. 144 Our Herald knows
also to cure the surfet of Coats, and unsurcharge them, and
how to wash out stained colours.

Unsure (ctiIusu), «. [Un-i 7,]

1. Not safe against attack or mishap ; liable to

danger or risk ; exposed to hazard or peril ; insecure.
at^~^Alej:ander 2136 Bot, for |?e cite was vnsure, |>e

se^^gis within Mi^t non t>ebraidisa-bideof bernesenarmed.
ci5«i in Vorks. Arch^ol. Jrnl. (1892) XII. 208 Who that
puttith his trust in them I call \\ym most unsure. aj$^
Wyatt Poems {1^12) I. 350 There is a rok..of suche nature,
That drawiihe the yron from the woode. And leveth the ship
unsure. 15S6 J. Hooker ffist. /rel. in Holinshed II. 73/a
In Wales . , he found his defense so weake, and vnsure, that

[etc.J. 1600 Holland Livy ix. 345 (TheyJ had scene by
experience, .how unsure a cittie they inhabited and not
unpregnable. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.^ Hen. fV, cclii,

Hce knew his Claime, and how vnsure he sate Midst many
enimies.

b. Not affording or conducive to safety ; lacking

in security; unsafe, liable to yield or give way.
I4a6 LvDG. De Guil. Pilgr, 13355 Placys that be most

pei > Hous, . . Most dredful and most vnsure, Ther I logge, off

nature, c 1530 More Ansiv. Frith Wks. 842/2 If ye will.

.

dealc surely for^ youre self, ye should rather leaue your
vnsure waye whiche ye belieue, and come,. to beleue as we
doe. a 1547 Surrey yEneid ii, 31 Now but a bay, and rode
vnsure for ship. 1588 Reg, Priv^ Council Scot. IV. 299
Throw the multitude of deidlie feidi^ and unsure passage,

1609 Holland Amut, Marcell. aoi Neither is it possible..

(o set firme footing upon the ground, so unsure it is and
slipperie, /ii66t Holvday ^Mivrtrt/ (1673) 232 The ship,.

made but of unsure or dangerous planks, 1787 P. Walker
Biogr. Presbyt.i^x^'i-}) I.225 Avery loose unsure Foundation,

Vou X.
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1774 Burke Sp. Amer. Tax. Wks. II. 420 It was indeed a
very curious show, but utterly unsafe to touch, and unsure
to stand on. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Paint. II. 200 It
seems they make unsure work at tliat church. 1866 G.
Macdonald .'Inn. Q. Meighb. vi, Down the oak staircase,.
[ I ] came very deliberately, feeling the unsure contact of sole
and wax.

2. Marked or characterized by uncertainty or
unstead fastness ; dependent on chance or accident

;

liable to fail ; uncertain, precarious.
ci4ia Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 16 Bysily in my mynde

I gan revolue The welthe onsure of everye creature, c 1430
Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 197 The world unsuyr,
fortune transmutable. ^1449 Pecock RePr. v. xiv. 560
Vnperfit men . . ou5ten chese ful ofte the sikerer and surer
good to hem bifore the vnsurer good. 1509 Barclay ShyP
Foiys 17 b, He that is symple, and on the grounde doth lye,

, , Is surer by moche than he that lyeth on hye : Nowe vp,
nowe downe vnsure as a Balaunce. 1559 Mirr. Mag. Bj,
Ryches and promocion be value thynges and vnsure. 1584
C. Robinson, etc. Uandf. Pleas. Delights D 3 b, Svch bitter
fruit thy loue doth yeelde, , . such hope vnsure. 1614 T. Adams
White Devil 37 Tlieir dwelling, like Caius, [is] very vnsure.
x6a9 Maxwell tr. Herodian 108 Holding it a sufficient
guerdon of an vnsure Soueraignty. 1641 Baker Chron.,
Edw. VI, 82 King Edward supposmg his state to be most
safe when indeed it was most unsure. 1711 Pope Temple
Fame 508 Unsure the tenure, but how vast the fine ! 1755
J. DuNCOMBE in Connoisseur No. 50. 296 Whose houses
are as unsure a possession, as if they were built with cards.
1848 T. AiRD Chr. Bride 11. xvi. Old dragon Ere must we
secure;, .our scheme were else unsure. 1873 M. Arnold
Lit. <$• Dogma 138 The moral b, what an unsure stay, then,
must miracles be

!

3. a. Of persons, etc. : Not to be trusted or
relied upon ; unreliable, untrustworthy.
<:x445 Pecock Donet 208 pou schalt considre. ,how broty!,

vnsure a wrecche Jjou art. a 1470 Harding Chron. Ded. v,

That people . . Hath . . been so vntowarde. So vnstedfast, in-

constaunte,andvnsure,That[etc.]. /^iV.xxxix.viiijiCatellu.s]
Tenne yeie reigned,.. And dyed so vnder his vnsure deit^.

A 1589 Palfreyman Baldivin's Mor. Philos. (1600) 70 Hee
is..deceiptfull, of his promise vnsure. 1610 Healey St.
Aug. Citie ofGod {16-20) 409 The senses are weake, dull and
vnsure teachers. 1635 Hevwood Hierarch:y vi. 331 Than
th* Heart of man . . There's nothing more inconstant and
vnsure. 1653 Holcroft Procopius, Goth. Wars iv. 145 If
we prove unsure to them, we shall not be trusty to you.
1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 94 They are always bad citizens, and
perfectly unsure connexions. 1807 Coleridge Lett. (1895)
513 Which sures are such very unsure folks that [etc.]. 1867
Swinburne Songs bef. Sunrise (1871) 58 Though she slay
them, yet shall they trust in her. For unsure there is nought
nor unjust in her. 1888 Stevenson Black Arroiu 21 Keep
an eye on Sir Daniel ; he is unsure.

f b. Weak, feeble. Obs. rare~^,
i43a-so tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 51 Grawntynge to theyme

a lytelle wyne. .thro the whiche the unsure flesche [L. caro
tnfirma\ scholde be noryschede.

4. Subject to doubt or uncertainty ; not fixed,

sure, or certain ; doubtful.
CX445 Pecock Donet 107 If in dyuynite were no strenger

groundis.,dyuynite were a symple and an vnsure faculte.

1534 More Treat. Passion \Vks. 1279^2 Sure sory looking,
for the vnsure timeof deathe. a 1586 ^\^v.^h Arcadia i, iv,

A thing no more unpleasant, then unsure, for the preserving
of vertue.

^ 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars \i. iv, That^ in the
smoakeofinnouations strange Builde huge vncertame plots

of vnsure pride. x6ia R. Carpenter Soule's Sent. 510 The
speedy approach of death, sure in the end, vnsure in the
time. Z646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. vi. 100 It will be
unsure to rely on any preservative. 1691 IVeesils ii. 10
Conquest unsure made you refuse before. 1849 Cupples
Green Hand xiv, In the unsure dusky sight I had of it,

certainly, it [sc. a landmark] wore somewhat of that look.

5. Ofpersons, etc. : Lacking certainty, assurance,

or confidence ; not sure, assured, or certainly know-
ing; uncertain. Const, of^for^ to, or with clause.

ri400 Destr. Troy 11540 And now is nedfull for noye,.
All my gold for to geue,..Kepid in huid, holdyn full long j

. , And I vnsure of my-self, my sorow is the more. i4ia'ao
Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 2144 She wolde for no ^ing be vnsure
Of puruyaunce, nor with^oute stoor. a 1461 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 241 Ful unsewyr atte the laste may he be To
sette hys herte in swyche abundaunce. a 1500 Chaucer's
Dreme 1732 Wild beastes..ran as of iheir lives unsure.

1S34 More Comf agst. Trib. i. vi. (1573) 14 b. So blind is

our mortalitie. ., so vnsure also what maner mind we wil

haue to morow, 1564 Feckenham Let. to Cecil \\\ Strype
Ann. Rtf. xiv, (1709)460 Being always after unsure, how, or
by what means, he might be,. knit thereunto again. X579
Fenton Guicciard. \. 15 He is . . of nothing more vnsure
then to find remedy in his perils. 1593 Daniel OV. Wars it.

xlvti, And here my sou'raigne to make longer stay T' attend
for what you are vnsure will fall May slippe th'occaslon and
incense their will, a i(Sx8 Raleigh Obso-v. (1631) 56 Num-
bers of people that were.. thrust out of their habitations,

or unsafe, or unsure for th^ir lives. 1628 Bp. Hall Old
Relig. 147 That God euer heares vs, wee are as sure, as wee
are vnsure to be heard of Saints.

_ 1679 in Wodrow Hist.

Suff. Ch, Scotl. (1722) II. App. xviii. 18 Not finding it fit to
unhinge himself of the one Party, while he was yet unsure
of the other, a 1850 Rossetti Dante ^ Circle (1874) 49
Thus, being all unsure whicti path to take. 1855 Sir J. Paget
in Mem. 4* Lett. (1901) 209, I am unsure whether I can ever
again have time. 1884 A. Vamb^ry Life ^ Advent, vii.

(1889) 71 Unsure of my discovery, I did not address him,

b. Without const.

a igoo Chaucer^s Dreme 894 Thus was I in a joyous dout.

Sure and unsurest of th^It rout, a 1536 Tindale in Marbeck
Bk. of Notes (1581) 366 For then shall the conscience be
vnsure, doubting [etc.]. a 1355 Latimer Let. in Foxe A. .V

il/. (1563) 1327/1 If they save they bee vnsure, when shall

you bee sure that hathe so doubtefuU teachers and vnsure"?

i6a4 Heywood Gnnaik. iv. 193 A man within himselfe un-

sure. X896 Mrs. Caffvn Quaker Grandmother 155 His
mother looked as meek and unsure as a grocer's widow.

UNSURPASSABLY.
6. Marked or characterized by lack of sureness,

assurance, or certainty.
i<S33 P- Fletcher Purple Isl. viii. xiii. With him went

Doubt, siagg'ring with steps unsure, That every uay, and
neither way enclin'd. i8a9 Cunningham Brit. Paint. I. 207
His touch was unsure and he painted somewhat coarsely.
1867 M. Akkold Neiv Poems 132 Light ignorance, and
hurrying, unsure thoughts. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano ii. i.

66 Never would he,. His friend forsake, or make his faith
unsure.

Unsu-red, ///. a. (Un.> 8.) 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 471
for by this knot, thou shalt so surely tye Thy now vnsur'd
assurance to the Crowne, That [eta].

UnsuTely,af/z;. rare. [Uif-iii.] Uncertainly;
insecuiely.

IS9S Daniel Civ. Wars \\. cxtx, The vanity of greatness
he had tride, And how vnsurely standes the foote of pride.

164s Hammond Viexv Infallib. 38 Scripture when surely
sensed . . is a different medium from the same Scripture sensed
unsurely.

Unsu-reness. [Un-i 12.]

1. Uncertainty ; insecurity.

1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas i. i. (1494) A vib/i Where they stode
fir.st in sykernesse Of ioycUute of their rest they fyll in
vnsurenesse In soiowe and sighynge. c 1440 Eng. Conq.
Ireland 51 And euery Surnesse hath vnsurnes at the ende.
1530 Palsgr. 285,2 Unsurenesse, descurete. 1565 Cooper
T/iesaurus s.v. Infirmitas, What vnsurenes doe you see in

the mariage hetherto? 1573 Satir. Poems Reform. I. 275
The greit frailtie and vnsureness of all strenthis eirthly, i6ix
Speed liist.Gt. Brit, vi, xxii. 226 'Ihe state of man.. doth
shew., with what vnsurenesse the seat of maiesty ispossest.

1863 Holme Lee A. Warleigh III. 133 Her hints to Rachel
. , touching the unsureness of the future.

t2. Unsteadiness, fickleness. Obs."^^

a 1470 TiPTOFT Tulle on Friendsh, (Caxton, 1^81) C ij,

There ben two thynges, which prove in many men lightnesse
and unsurenesse.

t UnsUTCty. Obs, [Un-1 12.] Insecurity,

uncertainty.

C1460 FoRTEscuE Abs. ^ Lim. Mon. v. (1885) iig What
dishonour is this, and abatynge of the glorie of a kynge.
But yet it is most to his vnsuyrte. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Illy

c. I § I By*privey and unknowen feoflementes greate un-
suerticancl grevous vexacions dailly growen among the
King's Subgiettis. 1534 More Comf, agst. Trib. iii. Wks.
1219/1 Of the vnsuretye of landes and possessions. 1563
Mirr. Mag. (ed. 2) Sj, To shewe thereby the vnsuerty in

this life, Marke wel my fal. 1609 J. Davies (Heref.)

Humours Heaven i, Ixxiii, Where's vnsuretie, feare must
needs be there. i6a5 R. Horn Shield of Righteous 86
Eaithly Princes are subiect to.. great vnsuretie of life and
estate.

UnsuTfeiting,//A«, (Un-' 10,) 1653GAUDCN //zVrrts/.

70 To follow him with all obediential love; .. uiisatiahly

satisfied with his unsurfetting-sweetness. 177a Jas. Usher
Clio (ed. 3) 140 The engaging image.. of easy unsurfeiting

joys. t7nsu'rgical, a. (Un.' 7.) 1807 S. Cooper /'/W
Lines Surg. 201 'l"o increase these evils by rough handling
of the part is..unsurgical.^ 1884 C. B. Kelsey Dis. Rectum
<$• A. xi. 297 Ihe operation is rough, uncertain, and un-
surgical. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 1057 The harpoon
designed, .for this purpose produces an unsurgical wound.
UnsuTging, ppl, a. (Un-' 10.) 1619 Drayton Pcems^
Matilda 344 As a Ship, that in a quiet Calme Flotes vp
and downe on the vnsurging Seas. Unstirmi'sed, ppL
a. (Un-' 8.) i\^^% Ash.) 1818 Keats Isabella xiiii. She
had devised. . How her short absence might be unsurmised.

\B&'i Encycl. Brit. XVIII.681/2 Michelangelo, .wasopening
men's eyes . . to possibilities ofachievement asyet unsurmised.

Unsuriuou'iitable, a. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.]

1. Incapable of being surpassed or exceedtc). 7-are.

161X Cotgr., Insnrmotitable, vnsurmountable, vnexceed-
able. 1745 Young AV. Th. viii. 328 That unsurmounlable
extreme of guilt 1

2. Incapable of being surmounted or overcome;
insurmountable: a. Of difficulties, etc, (Common
in 1 8th c.)

1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3713/1 We passed the Mountains,,
Which were thought unsurmounlable. 1757 Footf. Author
I. Wks. 1799 1. 141 Theobscurity..ofyour birth, will prove an
unsurmountable bar. 1788 Trtfler'^o. ii. 134 The Prolixity

of six and thirty Stanzas in a Pastoral Jale, proves an
unsurmountable Exception. 1911 "RiKKKHenfy Fox II. 126
The obstacle vtas not unsurmountable.

b. Of feelings.

c 1740 Mrs Delany Life <$ Corr. (1861) 1. 29 The courtship

.,was awkward to Gromio (who saw too well my unsur-
mountable dislike). 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 85 An
unsurmounlable aversion to the English goveinment. 1791
BuKKi% Let. to Memb. Nat, Assenib. 50 If disgust, if unsur-

mountable nausea, drive them away from such spectacles,.

.

I cannot blame them.

3. Inextinguishable, unquenchable.
x7aS P'^'ff- Diet. s.v. Fever, It causes a violent Heat and

unsurmountable Thirst.

Hence Unsnrmou'ntableness.
1894 Thinker VI. 76 Superstitious faith in nature's

unsurmount ableness.

Unsurmou'nted, />/. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1787
T. Monro, etc. Oll<i Podrida No. 25 P i Difficulties un-
surmounted in biography,

Unsnrpa'ssable, a. (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)

1611 Cotgr,, /«j;^r;«i37//a^/i?,..vn?urpassable, vnvanquish-
able. 1799 \V. Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843) I. 243 The
descriptive parts of this idyll are capital—are unsurpassable.

1837 Carlyle Fr, Rev. \. in. iii, For freshness of style,.,

that opening Harangue of his was unsurpassable. 1876
Coniemp. Rev, June 36 A sea-board.. capable of producing
. .fruits, in quantities unsurpassable.

Hence tTncmrpa'ssably adv.
1859 RusKiN Tivo Paths App. 1. 254 Entirely, admirably,

unsurpassably right, under the conditions. 187a Carlyle's
Schiller Wks. 1899 XXV. 226 Dannecker..has unsuipass-

ably cut this head tn marble for us.
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UNSURPASSED.

UnSTirpa'ssed, /// o. i,Un-18.)
[1775 Ash.] 1818 BvRON Cli. Har. iv. xxxix, Ob, victor

unsurpassed in modern song ! 1840 Thackeray Barber Cox
Nov., A speech, .unsurpassed for eloquence. l88a Nature
XXV. 429 On such a topic he is entitled to speak with at
least an unsurpassed authority.

Unsurprised, />/>/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1591 Florid 2nd Fruites jj A pawn that could passe the
pikes of seuen places vnsurprisea. 1593 Marlowe Edw. If,

II. V, Though deuorsed from king Edwards eyes. Vet liueth
Pierce of Gaueston vnsurprizd. 1639 H. Burton Truth's
Triumph 250 I'hey may be certain of keeping their weak
fort of vncertainty vnsurprised. 1655 Fuller Wounded
Consc, etc. (1867) 314 Nor was there any Herb or Flower in
the whole Garden left unsurprised with fear. 1841 Emerso:^
Eng. Traits xiv. Literature, The unique fact in literary
history, the unsurprised reception of Shakespeare. 1876
T. Hardy Ethelberta xxxv, She. .gave bim an unsurprised
gesture of recognition. z88a Chr. Rossetti Resnrgam
Poems (1904) 412 Strenuous thro* day and unsurprised by
night He runs a race with Time and wins the race.

Unsurprising, ppl. a. (Un-1 10.)
1671 WoODHEAD St. Teresa I. Pref. 3.) Puritj; from

committing any, foreknown, and unsurprising, veni.il sin.

1688 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 351 It was no unsurpris-
ing spectacle. 1740 CiBBER Apol. 69 Without th!s..tha
Performance will come out..somewhere defectively, un-
surprizing to the Hearer.

Unsurre ndered, ppl. a. (Un-1 8.)

. ('775 .^SH.) a 1800 CowpER Iliad (ed. 2) vii. 376 Helen
is mine, an unsurrender'd prize For ever. 1827 Jarman
PowelVs Devises II. 123 None of this reasoning is now
applicable to a devise of unsurrendered copyholds. 1848
J. Martineao in Li/e (1902) I. 185 Military parties were
told off to. .search every house for the unsurrendered arms.
01850 J. C CALHOtm Wks. (1863I I. 147 It must. .remain
unsurrendered and unimpaired in the people of the several
States.

Unsurre-ndering, ppl. a. (Un.' 10.) 1840 Carlvle
Heroes iii. p 13 The face of one wholly in protest, and life-

lone unsurrendering battle, against the world,

Unsnrroanded, ///. a. (Us- 1 8.)

t«77S Ash.] 1813 T. Busby Lucretius 1. 1. Comm. p. xxix,
We cannot imagine an unsurrounded convex, 1859 Corn-
wallis Panorama New IVorld I. 242 There'She lay,.,
unsurrounded by the comforts that were most needful. 1863
T\ MDALL Heat ix. 283 The lamp is naked, unsurrounded by
its camerx
Unsnrveyable, a. (Un-' 7b.) 1833 Carlyle Misc.

(1840) IV. 256 Every Man., reaches downwards and upwards
unsnrveyable, fading into the regions of Immensity and of
Kternity. 1847 Hare Guesses (ed. 3) 383 The field of
operation is so vast and unsurveyable.

Unsurveyed,///. a. (Un-1 8.)
1546 in yict Co. Hist., IVarwick. 11. (r9o8) 303/1 Divers

Chantries unsurveyed and no rentalls thereof delyvered.
1758 Johnson Idler No. 3 p 3 My predecessors .. had tha
whole field of life before them, untrodden and unsurveyed.
iB^3 Penny Cycl. XXV. 241/2 In 1833.. more than three-
fifths of the island [was] unappropriated and unsurveyed.
1879 Miss Bird Lady's Life in Rocky Mount. 120 Such as it
is, Estes Park is mine. It is unsurveyed, ' no man's land '.

Unsusceptibi-Iity. (Un-' r2, 5 b. Cf. next.) (177s
Ash.) 180S Monthly Mag. XX. 231 Proofs of the per-
manency of the state of Unsusceptibllity of the Small Pox.
1850 Robertson Serin, Ser. in. ix. (1857) 133 That which
ought to be men's shame becomes their boast—unsuscepti-
bllity of any fresh emotion.

Unsusceptible, a. [Uu-l 7 and 5 b.]

1 1. Unable to receive and retain. Obs.—^
169a Drvden Cleomenes iv. 43 Some Men are made ofsuch

a leaky Mould, That their fill'd Vessels can no fortune hold

:

. .Of that unsusceptible Make am I.

2. Not sasceptible of some operation, influence,
etc. ; = Tnsdsoeptibi,e a. a.
(a) 1731 Swift Streptwn t, Cliloe 86 While she a Goddess

dyd in Grain Was unsusceptible of Stain. 1799 Kirwan
Geol. Ess. 5 What then should render these facts and the
circumstances attending them unsusceptible of testimony?
l8i6BENTHAMCA«ito«. 99 Although not perhaps completely
susceptible, it is however not altogether unsusceptible, of
a remedy. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv. 6g State-

T/°i^A.','v"''''''''...""^"^"P'''''' °^ P''°°''- 'SJo Retrospect
Med. CII. 237 Cases where the sugar, .is unsusceptible of
entire removal from the system by dietetic treatment alone.
(*) 1751 Johnson RamblerT^o. 153 f 16 An old friend, who

professed himself unsusceptible of any impressions from
prosperity or misfortune. lySi Cooi'ssrd Fay. iv. ii. II. 310
They are certainly not wholly unsusceptible of the tender
passions. 1814 Southey Let. to J. King 27 Feb., My skin
..majr very possibly be unsusceptible of this particular
irritation. 1849 Macaulay Wj/. ^e//^.

ix. II. 519 Hissereno
intellect, singularly unsusceptible of enthusiasm, and sin-
gularly averse to extremes.

b. Const, to. = Insusceptible a. b.
187a Sanford Estimates Eng. Kings 400 They rendered

him comparatively unsusceptible to the feelings of resent-
ment and implacability.

3. Not readily liable to impressions ; = Insus-
CEPTtBLE a. c.

1779 Mirror No. 14, Men unfeeling and unsusceptible,
comnronly beat the beaten track with activity and resolution.
i8fc Froude Htst. Eng.Vl. 92 She was unsusceptible; shehad no experience in love. 1893 F. F. Moore / PorUd
.Sa-or xxvu. Surely the ivory -that most unsusceptible ofmaterials—was warm from her hand.

^.Tf^'l^J"' "
n'-F"-,! 7 and s b.) iSaj Good StudyMed. (ed. 2) II. 373 The habit, or idiosyncracy of most

anatomists fortunatefy renders (hem altogether unsusceptive
01 Its impressioa

+ Unsuspe-Ct, (///.) a. Obs. Chiefly Sc.

*-^. I; ^ ''' ^""^ 5 b.] Not subject to suspicion.
c 138. Wyclif Set IVis. II. icy Pe dedis (.at Crist dide,b^unsuspect evydence (.at Cnst is bot« God .and man!

^ri,ri : »'i
"^Snefi'de nyne thingis vnsuspect

of the herte. 1409 in ExcA. Rolls Scotl. IV. p. ccxi, AskaJid
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thaim to be submitted to thaim and to their counselis un-
suspect apon sic complaintis. ^1480 Henryson Fables^
Wolf If Lamb 74, I oblis me rycht heir, That I sail byde
ane vnsuspect Assyis. 1512 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 369 '2

Befor the lordis of counsale or utheris unsuspect jugis. 1583
Leg. Bp. St Androis 139 Grit oethes he sweirs, . . .And bad
thame hald him vnsuspect. 1606 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11.

iv, I. Trophiis 1055 David's foule defect Was yet un-seen,
uncensur d, un-suspect. 1663 Glanvill Def. Van. Dogm,
83 Though his writings were never so unsuspect and certain
in the main. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. i.

xxvi. §6 (1699) J34 Proved by most unsuspect Witnesses.
Unsuspectable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) i6£a H. More l\tyst.

Gi^dl. VII. X. 323 That vigorous passion and elevation of spirit,
and yet all so unsuspectable of any humane artifice. 1748
Richardson Clarissa III. 108 Shall the man be guilty, yet
expect the woman to be guiltless, and even unsuspectable ?
Unsuspectably,<t(fc. (Un-'ii. Cf.prec) 1748R1CHARD-
so.N Clarissa III. 30 Grief so unsuspectably sincere.

Unsaspe'cted,///. a. [Un-i 8 and 5 b.]

L Without being suspected.
c 1530 More Answ. Frith Wks. 833/1 Our english here-

tikes.. might there imprynt theyr heresies amonge other
matters, & so sende them hither vnsuspected. x66o Nicholas

|

Papers (Camden) IV. 251 To haue occasion therby to act
I

unsuspected something, .contrary vnto his professions. 17*3
1De Foe Voy. round^ World (1840) 97 The governor putting

so much confidence in us, that we might go on shore in the
very fort unsuspected. 1798 S. & Hr. Lee Canterb. T.W.
123 tHe was] enabled, unsuspected, to trace, .the emotions
of the heart he best loved. 1813 Coleridge Remorse n. i.

57 But I had traced her, stolen unnotic'd on them, And un-
suspected . . heard the whole.

2. Not regarded with suspicion ; not considered
to be suspicious or doubtful.
A 1386 Sidney Arcadia i, xiv. Hoping that (going for

a woman) my lookes would passe, either unmarked, or un-
suspected. 1394 Shaks. Rich. Ill, lu. V. 23 That ignoble
Traytor, The dangerous and vnsuspected Hastings. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 147 For his too profuse bountie
he could not be vnsuspected of his brother. 1670 Clarendon
Hist. Reh. XII. § 129 Those principal heads ofthe Clans who
..were of known, or unsuspected Affection to the King.
1747 J. Lino Lett. Navy (1757) 1. j6 The courage of our
common seamen is hitherto generally unsuspected. 1760
Ann. Reg., Hist. 39/2 They will find, both in his fortune
and his virtue, abundant matter for just and unsuspected
panegyric. 1837 Scott Chron. Canongate vi. Well judging
that be would oDserve more wholesome "caution if he con-
ceived his character unsuspected, than if he were detected.
i8ss Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 234 Russell, as far as
can now be discovered, was still unsuspected.
absol. _i8oo Asiat. Ann. Reg., Proc. E. Ind. Ho. 115 It was

not justice to confound the unsuspected with the suspected.
b. Const, to with inf., or of.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. I. § 203 Those Infusions pro.
ceeded from those unsuspected to have any inclinations to
Change, xiaa Asiat. Ann. Reg., Proc. E. Intl. Ho. 137/2
The director.. was quite unsuspected of being concerned in
the sale of it.

3. Not suspected to exist, or to bear a certain
character ; not thought of.

i6ao J. Taylor (Water P.) yack a Lent B 3 b. Some
againe..doe scout into..diuers secret vnsuspected places.
1634 Fuller Two Serm. 23 Many a close, secret and un-
suspected Christian. 1693 Congreve in Dryden's Juvenal
XL (1697) 284 This Day. .thou shalt perceive Whether, my
self I keep those Rules I give. Or else, an unsuspected
Glutton live. 1739 Sternb Tr. Shandy ir. xvii, An un-
suspected fissure in thy master's pocket. 1784 Cowper Task
VI. 545 A storm was near. An unsuspected storm. i8ta
Scott Lady of L. i. xxv. The mountain-maiden show'd
A clainbering unsuspected road. 1874 J. Geikie Ct. let
-4p:ff iii. 26 It..opens up new channels of discovery which
otherwise might have remained unsuspected and unknown.
Hence Unsnspe-ctedness.
163s Fuller Ch. Hist. x. ii. § 27 They hoped.. (by the

strangene-sse of the act, and unsuspectednesse of the actors)
to amuze all men. i8oi-ia Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid.
(1827) II. 433 The popularity, the unsuspectedness, is not
purchased, but at the expense of appropriate experience.

Unsuspe ctedly, fli/z'. [Un-i ii.]

1. Without being suspected.

164s VV. Jenicyn Stil Destroyer ^^ Poyson is.. given.,
under the notion of good food . .

, and so it is taken un-
suspectedly. 1M3 Bovle Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. 267
The subtle mnrtherers do as unsuspectedly as fatally,
execute their malice or revenge. 169s D. Turner Apol.
Chyrurg. 24 That he the more unsuspectedly may caiTy
on his Cheats. 1710 Mrs. MANLEY/'tny^rg/'ZfTz'tf 156 Caton
understood no Geography but what had been taught her.

.

in the Country of Ixjve, whence Fauxgarde might un-
suspectedly betray her to his wish. 1808 Han. More Calebs
xlii. I. 172 Till he has unsuspectedly landed his opponent in
the pure ethics of the gospel.

b. Beyond suspicion; evidently.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (tSii) III. 2 Grief so un-

suspectedly sincere, for an escape so critical i

2. Unsuspectingly.
i8jS P. Pounden France ^ Italy 177 The Jews.,

unsuspectedly bear in their hands the prophetic records.
'

' !

Unsuspe-ctful, a. [Un-' 7.] Unsuspicious. J781 Gibbon
Decl. fr P. xxxiii. (1787) III. 334 The credulous and un.
suspectful count had armed the province. Unsaspe-ct-
fulness. (Un-' 12. Cf.prec.) 185a Lever ^/. Tiemay
xlu, ' What a glorious gift is unsuspectfulness,' said he,
feelingly. Unsuspectible, a. (Un-' 7.) i8oi-ia Bfn-
tham Ration, fudic. Evid. (1827) II. 105 Of all conceivable
sources the most trustworthy and unsuspectible.

Unsuspe'cting./z/.a. [Un-Iio, sd.] Not
'

suspecting; not harbouring any suspicion.
«si3 Daniel Civil Wars iv. Ixxiii, He such deepe aduise

applide..Tocircumuent an vnsuspecting wight, Before he ,

coiild disccrne of their despight. 1703 Rowe h'air Penit.
II. ii. 594 My unsuspecting, valiant, honest Friend. 1703 —
Ulysses 1. 1, Temper.. open as the Day and unsuspecting, i

1776 Gibbon Decl. S, F. xii. I. 339 They.. indulged their '

UNSUSTAINING.
appetite for revenue and plunder, by frequent descents on
the unsuspecting shores of^Asia, Greece, and Africa. 1864
PusEY Led. Daniel iiL 160 [His] simple unsuspecting trust
.

.
in the Romans. 1891 Farrar Darkn. \ Da^vn xxxiii.

He.. ventured to make her an unsuspecting agent in his
little plot.

b. Const, of, or with direct object.
1654 R. CoDRiNGTON tr. lusttnc XIII. 221 The Traytors..

unsuspecting their advance, .were assaulted themselves.
1723 Pope frfcMi-j' IX. 522 Hefelt their fleeces, .and let them
safely go. All unsuspecting of their freight below. 1758
GoLDSM. Mem. Protestant (1895) II. 108, 1 had the Pleasure
of .seeing them, unsuspecting my Design, and greedily
catching at the seeming Victory. 1838 Foster Ess. (1844)
I. 565 To take this step, .unsuspecting of the advantage
that would be taken of a needy youth. 1883 Fargus Slings
«5- Arroyos 114 The moment when, utterly unsuspecting of
our contiguity, Eustace Grant would find himselfconfronted
by me.

Hence Unsuspe'ctingness.
1883 H. James Portraits ofPlaces xii. 253 Her quiet-eyed

unsuspectingness only makes her the more a part of his
delicate entertainment.

Unsuspectingly, aiA/. [Un-i n.] with-
out suspicion.

•656 Jeb. Taylor Dens fustif. Pref. 3 It became almost
a shame to examine what the world believed so unsuspect-
ingly. 1787 A. HiLDlTCH Rosa II. 44 He waited patiently
and unsuspectingly her return. 1798 Lit. Mem. Living
Authors II. 162 Those talents which he had unsuspectingly
cultivated in the groves of the academy. 1818 Lady Morgan
Autobiog, (1859) 94 One of those charming canscries with
the general, to which he unsuspectingly lent himself. 1883
D._C. Murray Hearts viii. For a moment she felt as a
swimmer feels when he floats unsuspectingly into a sudden,
powerful eddy.

Uususpe'uded, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)
1701 NoRRis Ideal World I. ii. in If an ideal proposition

be an acttial unsuspended truth. 1791 Wordsw. Descr.
Sk. 39 While unsuspended wheels the village dance. X89Z
T. Hardy Tess xxxvi. His thought had been unsuspended ;

he was becoming ill with thinking.

Unsnspicion. [Un-1 12.] Lack of suspicion
or suspiciousness.
179a W. Roberts Looker-on No. lo (1794) I. 134 In such

a case.. the vantjuished has nothing to .shame him, unless
truth and unsuspicion can do it. a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess,
(1851) I. 315 A calm unsuspicion, a grave taking of the
matter for granted. 1876 'Annie Thomas Blotted out xxv,
I fe.ir that Sydney, in his unsuspicion, will be readily won.

Unsuspicious, 1. (Un-i 7).

1395 Daniel Civil Wars iv. xxxv, But vnsuspicious mag-
naniniitie Shames such effects of feare, and force to show.
1671 Milton Samson 1635 His guide .. unsuspitious led
him. 1717 Tho.mson Britannia no Like brothers live, in
amity combin'd, And unsuspicious faith. 1777 Robertson
Htst. Amer. iii. I. 211 The unsuspicious confidence of a
man conscious of no crime. 1823 Scott Talism. xx. The
unsuspicious object of the dark treachery. 1871 B. Taylor
.AaKj/(i872)II. III. 165 This place all unsuspicious I forsook
For Cytheffiea's fane.

b. Const, ^or with clause.

1389 Warner Alb. En^. 158 Her Sister,, .simply unsuspi-
tious of the sequell, prouided..apyleof dry Faggots. 179^
Mme. D'Arblay Camilla III. 279 Unsuspicious of his
remarks, .[she] was gay. Ibid. V. 7 Edgar [was] not wholly
unsuspicious such an accident might happen. i8as Scott
Betrothed in. He was not unsuspicious, though altogether
fearless, of the result.

Hence Unsaspi'cionsly adv.; Unanspi-cions-
ness.
fZiSia BucKMlNSTER Serm. (1827) 94 Epistles, ."unsus-

piciously authentic. 1834 Thackeray Newcomes i. Little
lambkin was lying unsuspiciously at the side of the wolf.
1809 Mar. Edgeworth Manoeuvring iv, A fluent panegyric
upon the hereditary "unsuspiciousness of his temper, a 1834
Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 267 Her absolute unsus-
piciousness, and holy entireness of love.

Unsustainable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)
a 1677 Bakrow Serm. Wks. 16S7 I. 255 A weapon .. whase

impression is altogether inevitable and unsustainable. 1716
M. Davies -4 then. Brit. II 1 . 61 [To] revive an unsustainable
Cause, so often sunk, and so often irretrievably baffled. 1740
Phil. Trans. XLI. 414 This Notion is certainly as unsus-
tainable as the First. 1837 Toi'LMiN Smith Parish 297 It
w,is unanimously held that these pleas were unsustainable.
1883 Sir J. Bacon in Law Times' Rep. LII. 210/2 The
applic.ition is wholly unsustainable.

Uusustai-ned, ///. a. [Uk-18.]
1. Not materially sustained or supported.
1630 Drumm. of Hawih. Flowers Sion, Hymn Passion 9

Seeing.. How vnsustain'd the Earth still steadfast stands.
i6«7 Milton P.L.lx. 430 Each Flour .. whose head .. Hung
droofiing unsustained. 1723 Pope Odyssey xii. 517 All un-
SMsjain'd between the wave and sky. Beneath my feet the
whirling billows fly.

2. Not supported by assistance, etc.

1607 Drvden yEneis xi. 1238 The Volscians quit the Fields
Antf, unsustain'd, the Chiefs of Turnus yield. 1719 Young
Par. yob 236 Hale are their young, from human frailties
freed ; Walk unsustain'd, and unassisted feed. 1809-14
WijRDSW. Excurs. VI. 767 With a sigh She sp.Tke, yet, I
believe, not unsustained By faith in glor>' [etc.]. 1836 Kane
Arct. Expl. II. xii. 129 A penalty is denounced against, .the
accuser for his unsustained prosecution. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U.S. I. i. 17 Unsustained by Cartier, Roberval accom-
plished no more than a verification of previous discoveries.

3. Not maintained at a uniform level of excel-

lence ; flagging in interest.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. xiv. II. 9 An unsustainet] com-
position, from which the reader collects rapidly the general
result unattracted by the component parts,

Unsustainingf, />/'• "• (Un-1 lo.)
1818 Shelley Julian s^8 One unsuslaining reed. i8jo— Sensit. PI. jS The light winds which from unsuslaining



UNSWADDLE. 363 UNSYMBOLIZED.
wings Shed the music of many murmuring^. x88o Miss
iiiKL> yapan II. 267 Rice and eggs wercunsustaining food,

j* Unswac, a, : see Swag a*

Unswa'ddle, v. [Un-2 4.] trans. To free

from, take out of, swaddling bands or clothes.
1580 North Plutarch (1595) 382 His wife did vnswadell

the young boy to wash and shift him. 1633 B. Jonson Tald
Tub I. iv, Puppy ha' scarce unswadled my legges ytl. i66a
Gbeenhai-gh m EiUs Orig. LetL Ser. n. IVri6 When they
had brought it to the altar, four or five were busied in un-
covering and unswaddling the roll. 1853 G. J. Cavlev Las
Alforjas I. 184 Standing at the foot of the mattress, we fell

back like tragic heroes, so as not to unswaddle our feet in
lying down.
Jig. 1600 1^ASHE Sumwer'sLasi IFitV/Prol., Their censures
we wcy not, whose sence-i are not yet vnswadled. 1631
Fuller DavieCs Punishm, vil, As when a tender rose begins
to blow, Vet scarce unswaddled is,

Unswa-Uowed, ppL a, (Un- i 8, 8 c.)

13.. E. E, Allit. P. B. 1253 Alle ^at swypped vnswol;ed
of ^e sworde kene, pay wer . . brobcly bro^t to babyloyn. 1663
Waterhouse Fortescutus liiustr. 398 Thinking his un-
swallowed-down carcase happine-^s. .enough for him. 1760
H. Brooke Foolo/Qual. (1^09) I. 70 The guests, sat some
time with open mouth, and unswatlowed victuals. 18^7
Cablyle Fr. Rev. lu in. iv, A man may moderate its

f>aroxysms,. .and keep himself unswallowed on the top of it

jr.a * whirlpool of Babylonish confusions']. 1859 Tennyson
Geraint ^ Enid 1479 The brawny spearman let his cheek
Bulge with the unswallow'd piece, and turning, stared.

Unswa'n, v. (Un.' 6 b.) 1864 Browning Worst o/ii 6
Not you, the pride Of the day, my swan, that a first fleck's

fall On her wonder of white, must unswan, undo ! Un-
Swau-Uke, a. (Un-^ 7 c.) 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xxx, Mr.
Winkle, .was being assisted over the ice by Mr. Weller, in
a very singuLir and un-swan-Iike manner.

Unswar.e, obs. ff. Answkb sb. and v,
Unswa-thable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1846 Landor Imag.

Conv, Wks, I. 78'! There not being bone nor mu^^cle nor
blood e-iough.., he collapses into unswathable flabbiness.

TJnswa'the, v. [UN-i^ 4.] trans. To free from
swathings; to unswaddle.
01400 Octavian 30a Her chylderen ache dou^te l>er to

bat>e ; Sche sat adoun hem to vnswade. 1598 Florio,
S/asciare^ to vnswathe, to vnbind. 1604 Drayton Moses
Map Miracle 13 This most sweete princesse. .Soone on her
knee vnswathes it as herowne. 171 1 Addison 6"/^^/. No. 90
F7 Aijout Nine a Clock, .an old Woman came to unswathe
me. 1788 Mrs. Hughes Henry Sf Isabella 1. 115 Sir George
..insisted u|K>n the nurse's immediately unpinning and un-
swathing him. a i8sa Shelley Fragm. Unf, Drama 207
Spring indeed Came to unswathe her infants. 1837 P. Keith
Bot. Lex, s.v. Bulb^ An Egyptian mummy that was lately
unswathed in this country. 1896 AllbutVs Syst. Med. I.

419 At the end of every three hours the child is unswathed.

Aff- »59.3 Nashe Christ's 7*. 1 j b, I will vnswathe thy
breast with my sharpe knyfe. 1827 Coleridge Lit. Rent.
(18^9) IV. 319 Spinoza himself describes his own philosophy
as in substance the same with that of. .the Cabalists— only
unswathed from the Biblical dress. 1833 Tennyson in Ld.
Tennyson Mem. (1897) I. 115 The clouds unswathe them
from the height. 1873 H. Rogers Orig, Bible i. 42 How
came any of them to unswathe themselves from all these
lifelong notions.

Unswayable, a. (Un-1 7 b.) 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vL 26
To this end, He bow'd his Nature, neuer knowne before,
But to be rough, vnswayable, and free.

Unsway-ed,//>/. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Unwielded ; uncontrolled,

^ 1594 Shaks. Rich. 111, iv. iv. 4^0 Is the Chayre emptie?
is the Sword vnsway'd? Is the Kmg dead? ci6oo— 6V««.
cxii, Nor my fine sences can Disuade one foolish heart from
seruing thee. Who leaues vnswai'd the likenesse of a man,
Thy proud hearts slaue . . to be.

2. Uninfluenced, unaffected.

1615 Sandys Trav. iii. 154, 1 will declare what I haue ob-
serued, vnswayed with eitherof their vices. 165* Benlowes
Theoph.u. ti, Nlake haste Lest you into despair be cast: The
Judge unsway'd._ 1718 J. Hughes Patriot 14 Where's the
patriot, by these virtues known, Unsway'd by others' passions,

or his own? 1808 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1835) IV.
249 It was my opinion (unswayed, I trust, by any unworthy
motives) that [etc.]. 1847 Harris Li/e Ld. Hardwicke Ii.

327 Perseverance in the strict line of honesty and duty, un«
swayed by any considerations of this nature.

3. Unmoved, unstirred.

1851 Hawthorne Snozv /mage, etc. (1883) 200 The drops
of rain that came down in monotonous succession, unswayed
by a breath of wind.

Hence Vuswayedness.
a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. 1. (1673) 246 That constancy and

unswayedness in our lives and actions.

UnSWeaTiZ'. [UN-23,7. Cf. OFris. 7/«ra'^m,

unj-t utilswera, MDu. ontsweren (Du. onizweren),

MLG, enisweren, MHG. untswcrn^ trans. To
retract (something sworn or asserted)

IS95 Shaks. John iii. i. 245 [Tol Vn-sweare faith sworne.
1596 Edward 111, n. i. 326 Thinkst that thou canst unswere
thy oth againe? c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkcleys (1883) I.

94 The kinge repents ancipurposeth to undoe and vnsweare
what to his Barons bee had done. i6goDRYDES Ant/hitfy^n
IV. i, Think what thou wert, and who cou'd swear too much ?

Think what thou art, and that unswears it all. 1706 De Foe
Jure Div. iv. 79 Their vow'd Allegiance early they with-
held,.. And unswore all Allegiance to his Line. 1839 Landor
imng. Conv. II. 447 What you propose to swear to-morrow
you will unswear the day after. 1874 Swinburne Bothivell
11. xvii, He. .shall oversay tlie word he said In your own ear,

or else unswear it.

absot. 159X Spenser M. Hubberd 1058 Who would not oft

sweare. And oft vnsweare, a Diademe to beare ? 1681
HicKKRlNCiLL Sin Man-catching Wks. 1716 I. 175 False
Witnesses, whose Tongues can swear and unswear. a 1734
North Lives (1826) I. 88 Her adversary defamed her for

swearing and unswcaring, 1872 Tennyson Last Tourn.

637 Unsay it, unswear !

Hence TTnswea'ring vbl. sb, 1

I1775 Ash.] i8» Shelley Chas. /, 11. 321 Thou wilt pre-

side Over a knot of censurers, To the unswearing of thy best

resolves.

Unswea't,?'. (UN.^3.) 1644 Milton /r^«c. 7 The interim
of unswcating themselves, .may. .be taken up in recreating

and composing their travail'd spirits. Unswea*ted,///. a.

(Un.* 8.) 1774 W. Mason Heroic Postcript to Chambers 12

Each glittering orb the sacred features bore Of George..
Unfil'd.unsweated, all of sterling weight. 1891 Daily News
5 Oct. 2/3 Matches, the produce of unsweated match makers.
Unswea'ting,///. a, (Un-' 10.) 1693 Dryubn Juvenal
ill. 178 In Frost and Snow, if you complain of Heat, 'Ihey

rub th'unsweating Brow, and swear they sweat. Un-
swec'pable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) x866 Ruskin Cro^vn Wild
Olive (1873) 4 The little piece of dead ground within, .was
thus left, unswecpable by any ordinary methods. Un-
swee*r, a. Sc. rare. [Un-^ 7.] Not lazy or unwilling ;

not heavy or sad. a 1500 Ratis Raving i. 1012 Be lei,..

Honest, wnswere, & answer fare. Ibid. 1264 This eild is

thowles and wnswere. And jarnis play, and al blycbt chere.

Unsweei;, ^. [0£. umw^ie (Un-i 7), =
WFris. (?«-, ilnswiet, OS. unswdti^ MLG. unsote,

MDu. onsoete (Du. onzoet)^ OHG. unsuozi (MHG.
nnsuezfi, G, unsuss). Cf, Unsoot a.^

1. Unpleasant, disagreeable, distasteful.

C890 W^BFERTH tr. Gregory's Dial. iv. xxxvii. 318 pset..

of |>sere ea wiere reocende se mist, .unsweles stences. c 1000
Saxon Leedid. II. 48/14 ponne ne bit> he to unswete to
gestincanne. ^1320 Sir Tristr. 968 Tristrem, y telle it Jre,

A J>ing, is me vnswete. c 1384 Chaucer H, Fame i. 72 A
floode of helle vnswete. 1412-10 Lydg. Cliron. Troy 11. 895
pe meschef of her vnhappy fyne. And how Fortune was to
hem vnswete— Al bis wastoldc.of t>e poete. Ibid. in. 3028,
I hope . . so mortally 10 greue pe Grekis alle, . . pat \>^\ & pou
shul fele ful vnswete. 1509 Fisher Wks. i. 279 Worldly
pleasures were to hym vnswete. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vih

14 The troublous stormes, that tosse The priuate state, and
make the Hfevnsweet. 1603 J. DAViEs(Heref.) Microcosmos
Wks. (Grosart) I. 34 Wakfull thoughts..That make their

sleepesvnsweet, and yet as short. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2
Peter ii. 8 Yet how unsweet were our sacrifice, the bran and
dregsof our dotage. 1848 L. Hunt Jar Honey \. 7Provided
the result. .be not un-sweet to the reader. 1876 Meredith
Beanch. Career HI. i. 2 Certain terms in the letters.., un-
sweet to ladies, began to trouble his mind.

b. Of a person, rare.

? A 1600 in Percy Folio (1867) I. 114 Alle the contraye had
wonder greatt Fro whens she com, that foule vnswete ; They
sawe neuer of so fowlle a thyng.

2. Not sweet or pleasant to the taste.

c X440 Pallad. on Husb. ix. 72 Stak .sonde [yields water]
lymous and lene, vnswete & depe. 1530 Palsgr. 328/2 Un-
swete, vtal sauourL 1547 Homilies i. Fallingfr. God 11.

p 3 We. .bring forth wild grapes, that is to say, sour works,
unsweet, unsavoury, and unfruitful. rti643j.SHUTK Judgem.
<5- Mercy (1645) 201 God will poure him out of his mouth as
a man doth that that is unsavory and unsweet that troubles
his tongue. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. «5- Min. 202 But the
flesh is soft, unsweet, ferine, mucous.

3. Not smelling sweetly.

1605 Breton Olde Man^s Lesson Wks. (Grosart) II. 17/1
Which is the sweetest Beast in the world ? A Ciuit Cat.
And which is the moste vnsweet? A dogge when he hath
eaten carrion. 1607 Topsell Four-/, Beasts no Tame
Conies which are kept in a close and vnsweet ayre. 1825
Q. Rev. XXXI. 381 Edinburgh has been (to use a gentle
term) unsweet in former times, i860 Thackeray in Cornh.
Mag, II. 635 The canals not unsweet, and busy and pictur-

es*^ with old-world life. 1879 Pall Mall Budget 17 Oct.
12 That damp, chill, and unsweet little cluster of rooms.
Jig. x8ix Lamb //f^aW/« Wks. 1908 1. 107 That his imagina-

tion was naturally unsweet, and that he delighted in raking
into every species of moral filth.

4. Unpleasant to the ear.

1579 G. Harvey Commend. Let. in Spenser's Wks, (1912)

641/1 The sweetest Farewell, .that so vnsweete a Tong,
and so sowre a paire of Lippes can affoorde. a 1586 Sidney
Aslr. ^ Stella Ixxxiv, My Muse, to some eares not vnsweet.
Tempers her words tetc.J. 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. To
Rdr., How vnsweete a sound so euer they seeme to make in

the eare. a 1616 B. Jonson Epigr.i On Famous Voy. Wks.
817 When the noise doth beate Vpon your eares, of discords

so vn-sweet. 1875 Clodd Childh. Relig. i. 2 If you wish to

open..your ears to the sounds that give forth no unsweet
notes, 1894 Mrs. H. Ward Marcella 1. 312 A little laugh,
which.. was not unsweet.

5. Not sweetly attractive.

1866 Miss MuLOCK Noble Lije xiv. Nor was her face un^
sweet now ; but it bore tokens of what she had gone through.

Hence Unswee*tly adv. ; naswee*tness.
1S96 Barrouch Meth. Physick (ed. 3) 425 Which deceit.

.

you may easilie find out by the vnsweetnes of smelling. 1843
Mrs. Browning Grk.^ Chr. Poets i. p i The voice, .sang not
unsweeily, if more faintly than before.

Unswee*ten,7/. (Un-'6,-i.) \t\^Yuiv^\o,Dtsadolcire,^.<3
vnsweeten. a 1634 Chapman & Shirley Chabot v. iii. 14
Were all my joys essential, and so mighty As the affected

world believes I taste. This object were enough to unsweeten
all. Unsweetened,///. A (Un." 8.) [177SASH.J 1817
Peacock Melinconrt I. 53 Sir Telegraph poured some cream
into his unsweetened tea. 1844 Mrs, Browning Dead Rose
ii, The breeze..,— If breathing now,—unsweetened would
forgo thee.

_
x88o Act 43 Sf 44 Vict. c. 24 § 123 Unsweetened

foreign spirits.

Unswe'll, z'. [UN-27.] intr. To recover from
a swollen state.

c 1374 Chaucer Troytus iv. 1146 Ebben gan |»e welle Of
here leris, and )?e herte vnswelle. Ibid. v. 21.^ But \>o bygan
a lytel his herte vnswelle, Thorugh teris, which J>at gonnen
vp to welle. X530 Palsgr. 328/2 Unswolne, desgourdy. 1580
Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Se desenjler^ to vnswel, to
asswage, 1658 A. Fox WUrtz' Surg. 11. xxviii. 195 When
the Fracture is opened the Member unswels, if the matter
runs out. 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos, n. v. xi. 229
Her whole hand, which was before tumid, unswelled again.

1753 N. ToRRiANo Gangr. Sore Throat 26 On Friday Morn-

ing . . the Throat appeared unswelled, and there was a greater

Freedom in swallowing. 1778 Earl Pembroke Milit. Equi-
tation (ed. 3) 117, I have seen by repeated experiments legs

swell, and unswell, by leaving litter, or taking it away.

Unswe-pt, />//. a. (Un-1 8 b.)

1597 MiDDLETON Wisd. Solomon xii. 3 A house-room long
unswtpt will gather dust. X607 Shaks. Cor. \\. iii. 126 The
Dust on antique Time would lye vnswept. 1678 R. L'Es-
TRANCE Seneca's Morals, OJAnger s\\. 11. 73 A spot upon
a Dish,., or an unswept Hearth. X683 Dryden LiJe
Plutarch in P.'s Lives U700) I. 24 To these tie added a
curious collection.., that he might leave nothing unswept
behind him. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy in. xix. His head
(wasJ like a smoke-jack ;—the funnel unswept, and the ideas
whirling round and round about in it. x8ax Lamb Wks.
(1908) 1. 511 The intolerable crash of the unswept cinder,

betwixt your foot and the marble. 185a James Peguinillo
II. 63, I have left nothing unswept for want of a broom.
transj. 185X Carlyle in Froude LiJe (1884) II. 84 The

town had a dirty unswept look still.

Unswere, obs. f. Answer v.

Unswe-rved, ///. a. (Un-/ 8, 8 c.) 1840 M. Arnold
Fragm. of * Antigone* i, Justice not infringe!, Makes his

own welfare his unswerv'd-from law. 1869 Lowell Under
the Willows 295 Simple souls Unswerved by culture from
their native bent,

Unswe'rving', ///. a. [Un-1 io.] Not turn-

ing aside; steady, constant.
X694 Kettlewell Comp. Penitent 136 Keep up clear know-

ledge and unswerving righteousness in my Soul. X797

Coleridge Osorio v. i. 9 She moved steadily on Unswerving
from the path of her resolve. 1810 Monthly Mag. XXIX.
211 That unswerving loyalty To thee. X858 Househ. Words
XIX. 165/1 The same unswerving face at the wheel. X878

Bosw. Smith Carthage 317 But Fortune. .was unswerving
in her devotion to the son.

Unswervingly, adv. (Un-i ii. Cf. prec.)

1805 in A. Duncan Nelson (1806) 339 The unswervingly
patriotic Nelson. X834 L. Ritchie Wand, by Seine 65 The
Seine.. flows calmly and unswervingly on. 1896 Tout
Ediv, It'w.Zi Henry Lacy., remained unswervingly faithful

to Edward.
Unswi'Ued, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1645 Milton Colast. 25

His farewell.. is to be a concluding taste to his jabberment
in law, the flashiest and the fustiest that ever corrupted in

sucli an unswiird hogshead. Unswl'n^, v. (Un-^ 3.) X83S
James Gipsy ii. The pot was unswung from the cross-bars

that sustained it. 1856 J. Strang Glasgow ^ Clubs 395 'lo

unswing a golden fleece was a common trick. Unswi'n-
gled, ///. a. (Un.' 8.) 1538 Inv. W. Gebon oj Sutterton,

Line. (MS.), Hempe vnpillid and flaxe vnswyngled. Un-
swo'llen,///. a. (UN-"8b.) X648 Hexham n,C)«^«7t;(7//tf«,

vnswollen, or vnpuffed, 18x2 Colman Br. Grins, Reckoning
IV. Time x, My lank purse unswoln by fees, t UnswoTC,
///. a. [Un-' 8 b.] ? - next, a 1400 Gloss in Rel. Ant.
1. 7 Jusj'urandum, a othe unswore.

Unswo-rn, ///. a. [Un-1 8 b. Cf. MHG.
ungeswom^ MSw. os{v)orin, Sw. osvuren, MDa.
us(v)orenj not having sworn.]

1. Of persons : Not subjected to, or bound by, an

oath.

1529 More Dialogs Wks, 133/2 For none of them can tel

what was said to an other, & yet they be vnsworne also.

1533 _ Dcbell. Salem Wks. 973/1 Yet are there many that

dare secretely detecte, . . and wyll not vncalled and vnsworen,

tel no tale at all. 1581 Lambarde Eii-en. i. x. (1588) 58

Albeit that it be the first Oath that I find to have bene

ministred to lustices of the Peace, yet I thinke they were
neither unsworne before, nor at any time after. x6oa Segar
Hon. Mil, <5- Civ. i. v. 7 That no Citizen unsworne, should

reinaine out of Italic more then three yeares. 1678 Dryden
Alljor Love v. i, Is there one God unsworn to my Destruc-

tion ? X70X Prideaux Direct. Ch.-wardensw Whatever they

do.., while unsworn, is all to their own wrong. x7'o J.
Chamberlavne St, Gt. Brit. I. 11. xv. 128 There are in this

Court Three Officers unsworn. 1852 Fraser^s Mag. March
246/1 He may consequently be supposed, to use the language

of the law, 'to stand unindifferent as he stands unsworn '.

X884 Church Bacon iii. 75 An unsworn and unpaid member
of the Learned Counsel.

2. Not confirmed by, or sworn as, an oath.

a 1623 Swinburne Spousals (1686) 11 Of Spousals, some be

sworn and some unsworn ; that is to say, some Spousals be

confirmed by an Oathand some contracted without an Oath.

a x8oo CowPER Odyssey (ed. 2) x. 419 When, therefore,

nought of all her solemn oath Unsworn rcmain'd, I cHmb'd
her stately bed. X843 Act 6-7 Vict. c. 22 (title), The
Admission, in certain Cases, of unsworn Testimony in Civil

and Criminal Proceedings. 1887 Pall Mall G. g July 9/a

Granting summonses. .on unsworn information.

Unsyght, -syker, var. Unsaught^z., Unsicker.
Unsylla'bic, a. (Un-' 7.) X864 Jean Ingelow Poems

6g What work so high as mine, . . Nature's . . unsyllabic voices

to combine.

TInsyllabled,/'//. «. [Un-1 8.] Not formed

into, not expressed in, syllables,

1594 Southwell M. Magd. Funeral Teares 69 b, The
heart pressing out the vnsillabled breath at once. XS94

Zipheria xl. If she shall attend what fortunes sequeld The
naujrage of my poore afflicted barke, Then tell, but tell in

words unsillableil xBjz Motherwell Jcanie Motrisonhi,

When freely gushed all feelings forth, Unsyllabled—unsung,

1843 Carlyle Past ^ Pr. 11. xvii, With gaspings, gesturings,

with unsyllabled cries. 1873 Mrs. Whitney Other Girls

xxxiii, She was., trying to put something clearly into syl-

lables that said itself, unsyllabled, to her.

Unsyllogi'stical, a. (Un-' 7.) X638 Chillingw. ^^/^r]^.

Frot. vi. § I j. 334 To the first proposition of this unsyllogis-

ticall syllogisme, I answer {etc.]. Unsymbo'Uc, «.

(Un-' 7.) X871 Earle Fhil. Eng. Tongue 211 Infantine

speech is unsymbolic. X878 H. G. Guinness End oJAg*
i-^o The .'Apocalypse, .translated into unsymbolic language.

Cnsymbo'Ucalness. (Un-' 12. Cf. prec.) 1681H. Moke
Ex^. Dan, V. 149 Which Writing.. is called Scripture, and
for us plainness and unsymbolicalness, as 1 may so speak,,.

the Scripture of Truth. Unsy'rabolized,///. a. (Un-'

8 a c.) [X775 Ash.) x88i H. Sweet in Trans. Fhilol. Soc.
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UNSYMMETBICAL.
196 Bell's providinga sign, . for the very rare (tz-), while leaving

the frequently ocLiirring (y), (£;'), (Jf), {}•'), unsymbolized.

ITiisymme trical, a (Un-i 7.)

175s Johnson, Disproportionate, unsyinmetrical. x8i6
R. Jameson Char, Min. (ed. 2) 207 A Crystal is said to be .

.

Unsymmetrical, when two ranges of facets situated one
above another, on each extremity, exhibit a want of sym-
metry. 1830 LiNDLEY Nat. Syst. Bat, 141 An imbricated
calyx with .. unsymmetrical flowers, definite pendulous
o\*ul&i. 1893 TucKY Amphioxus iig This is an unsym-
metrical movement of the mesoblastic somites.

Hence Vnsynuuetrically Oiiv.

'7SS Johnson, Disproportionately, unsuitably, unsym-
metncafly. xBy^^j Toitifs CycL Anaf. HI. 603/j These
ganglia are disposed unsymmetrically throughout the body.
1879 SpiiiNCER Data of Ethics i. § 1. 4 The unsymmetrically-
pierced disk of an eccentric.

Unsymmetrlzed, ///.«. (UN-^Sac) x8as Lamb Z^w/
£ss. E/ia, Weddings Visitors huddled iip in corners ; chairs

unsymmetrisedj candles disposed by chance. Unsym-
metry. (Un' 12.) 1867 Spencer Principles of Biol. II.

129 Each member of a plant will display, .unsymmetry or
asymmetry where there is partial or entire departure from
a balance of surrounding actions. 1867 J. RI. Wilson in

Farrar Ess. Lib. Educ, 274 The pelargonium, and its more
visible unsymmetry.

trnsympathe'tic,/z. (Un-1 7.)

1833 BvRON [flandw. xiii, But calm and careless heaved
the wave below, Eternal with unsympathetic flow. 1857
Mrs. Gaskell C. Bronte II. 327 The critical, unsympathetic
public. 1867 H. Macmiilan Bible Teach, ii. 36 We are
not left in the power of blind unsympathetic nature.

Hence TXnsympathe'ticaUy adv,
x86i Dickens Gi. Expect, vii, The ridgy effect ofa wedding-

ring, passing unsympatheticallyoverthehuman countenance.
tftisympathizabi'lity, (Un-^ 12.) 1818 Coleridge in

Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 144 A craving for sympathy in exact
proportion to the oddity and unsympathizabilityof whathe
proposes. Unsympathlzed,;^/^ a. (Un-' S a r, 8 c.)

1818 Mrs, Shellev Frankcnst. xv, Finding myself un-
sympathized with, [I] wished to tear up the trees.

Unsympathizing, ///. a. (Un-i io.)

1735-6 Savage Volunteer Laureat iv, 7, 1, jocund Spring,
unsympathizing, see. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II.

628 When they come out into the world they.. become
partial, overbearing, and unsympathizing. i8z8 Lytton
Pelham II. xix, The same stern, cold, unsympathising
reserve, which made him. .anobjectofuniversal conversation
and dislike, 1882 Farrar Early Chr. I. 80 Jews . . by whom
the name and work of the Apostle of the Gentiles were
regarded.. with unsympathising coldness.

Hence Unsympathizing-Iy adv.
1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics i. ii. 1. 16 Unless, indeed, the

enquiry were conducted unsympathizingly.
Unsympathy. (Un-» 12.) 1856 Bp. Wilberforce in

Life C1881) II. 305 How true the unsympathy as well as the
sympathy of nature. 1871 Palgrave Lyrical Poems 19
The mountains in their gray unsympathy.. Mock'd her.
XJnsynta'ctical, rt. (Un-' 7), -ally, ar^j'. (Un-^h.) 1863
Farrar Chap. Lan^. 93 The fact.. shows that their un-
syntactical character is merelyan accident of language. 1879— St. Paul II. 258 This general exhortation is then carried
into details, unsystematically indeed, and even unsyntacti-
cally, but [etc. J.

TTnsystema*tic, a. (Un-1 7.)
X770 Burke Pres^ Discont. 71 His single, unsupported,

desultory, unsystematic endeavours, 1780— CEcon. Reform.
Wks. Ill, 285 A blind unsystematlck observance of every
trifle. 1836 J. Gii.BERT Chr. Atonem, ii, 45 The Bible, .is,

in general, an unsystematic, miscellaneous communication.
1862 ' Shirley ' (J.Skelton) Nugse Crit. x. 430 We miss the
spontaneous and unsystematic music. of the true ballad.
1875 IJ. W. Richardson Dis. Mod. Life 11 The naming of
these groups.. has been unsystematic and fanciful.

TJusystematical, a. (Un-1 7.)
1780 Burke GLcon. Reform. Wks, III. 235 Thus, between

the resistance of power, and the unsystematical process of
popularity, the undertaker and the undertaking are both
exposed. 1791 Paine Rights ofMan 58 A wild unsystema-
tical display ofparadoxical rhapsodies. aiZiz Buckminster
Serm. (1827) 208 The occasional, and unsystematical ad-
dresses of your mioisters.

Unsystematically, adv. (Un-1 u. Cf.

prec. and Unsystematic a.)

1738 [see Unsteadily]. 1865 Trans. Pkilol. Soc. 15 One is

systematically and the other unsystematically wrong. 1879
[see XJNSYNTACTICALLYOf/Z'.J.
Unsystematizable, a. (Un-^ 7 b.) 1799 Southey in

Sir H, Davys Rem. (1858) 42 The unconnected and
unsystematizable fables of Hindoo absurdity. 1858 H.
BusHNELL iVd/.

<S- Supernat. ii, (1864) 4^ Some desultory,
unsystematizable action.

Unsystematized,/^/, a. (Un-i 8.)
[1847 WEBSTER.) 1849 P-din. Rev. April 290 Fragments

of uncertain, inaccurate, ill-remembered, unsystematised
information. 1S63 Austin's yurispr. III. sjj The bulk and
uncognoscibility of unsystematized law, 1870 Athensum
17 Sept. 359/3 The last stage of what we may term un-
systematized volunteer aid in a campaign.
Unt : see Unct v, Obs. (to anoint),

t Unta-che, 2;. Ohs. [Un-2 ^ ^.Tachb «'.2 i.]

trans. To carve (a beaver or curlew).
14..- in Porkington MS. to fol. 188 A Bytter vntachyd.

1486 Bk. St, Albans F vij b, A Bevure untachid. 1508 Bk.
^Kerving (W, de W.) A j b, Vntache that curlewe, [Hence
in later hstsj

Untaxk, v. [Un-2 3 + Tack vy\
1. tram. To take apart, break tip.

x64i Milton Reform, ir. 54 The little adoe, which me
thinks I find m untacking these pleasant Sophismes. a 1713
Burnet Own Time vii. (1734) II. 401 If they [^c. the Lords]
should untack the Bill, and separate one from the other. (Cf,
Tack v> 5,]

b. To detach {Jrom something)
; to set free.

1667 Marvell Insir. Dutch Wars Poems (1870) 1 53 Ruyter
forthwith a squadron doth untack. a 1677 Barrow Senn,

364

(1683) n. 49 It alone cnn untack our minds and affections

from this world. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 21 Besides,
I must all undress me in a manner to untack [the papers].

2. To detach by the withdrawal of tacks. Also
absol.

1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Cojnpt. Card, II. ^i We must
never begin to Prune an Esp.iHer. .until it be quite untack 'd.

1707 Mortimer /^«J^. 138 When the Blanket.. is full, they
untack it and carry it away, and empty it._ 1718 J. Laurence
Fruit-Gard. Kalendar 43 To Exercise his Knife., in

correcting the great Disorders of his. .Peach-trees ; first

untacking them from the Wall.

Unta-Ckle, v. [Un-2 4, 4 b. Cf. Dn. ont-

takelen.']

1. trans. To strip (a vessel) of tackle. Hence
uttlackled "ppX. a.

1553 HuLOF.T, Vntakle a shyppe, exarmare nauem. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus^ Ann. 11. v, 40 At length the sea growing
lower, and the wind more fauourable, the lame and vntackled
shippes.. returned. 1626 Laud Fast Serm. 15 That no
Tempest may vntackle them, ..or hewe down their Masts.
1656 Davenant Siege ofRhodes i, I'le to ourGallies haste,
Untackle ev'ry Mast.

2. To unharness (a horse).

. '573 TussER Husb. (1878) 62 But vse to vntackle them once
in a day. 1885 Even, News 25 July 2/6, I then untackled
the horse from the car.

3. To free from tackling or fastenings.

1905 ' Q * (Quiller Couch) Shining Ferry iv. Groping for
the rod, [she] drew the float asliore and untackled it.

trnta-otful, a. (Un-1 7.)
i860 E. Eden Semi-attached Couple xx. I. 181 When her

vanity was in a state of mortification, she became unusually
untactful. 1900 Daily Nevis 20 Oct. 3/1 The untactful
conduct of a few of his friends.

Unta-gged, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not fur-

nished with a tag or tags.

1SS7 North Cueuara's Diall Pr. \si. viii. (1568) 129 The
courtier.. that is content to tye his hose with vntagged
poynts. _« 162s Fletcher WomaiCs P?-ize\\'.VL\,knd.'^owe
Money, .if I forfeit, Make me a Jack o' Lent, and break my
shins For unt.^g'd Points and Compters. 1705 E. Ward
Hnd. Rediv. II. 27 Or else those Points we shew our Art
in Must oftengountagM. 1714 Welsh Monster ^S'Vs.^^oz
untag'd, his biting Satyrs.. Were spun, .exquisitly fine.

Untailed, ppl. a.l [Un-1 8 and Un-2 8.]

a. Not furnished with a tail. b. Deprived of a tail.

1611 Florid, Discodaio^ vntailed, curtailed. 1648 Hexham
II, Ongestaert, Vntailed, or a Horses taile cutt off as our
English horses are. 1807 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. XI. 79 He
acknowledged that the os coccygis in untailed animals was
indeed no tail. 1836 Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr.
(1837) III. 285 The old story of the untail'd fox's quarrel
with tails.

tUntaMed, ppl. a.2 Obs. rare. Also Sc.

vmtailljied. [Un-1 §.] Unentailed.
1461 Paston Lett. II. 80 Bothe the forseyd manerys were

ontayled. (I1578 LlNDESAY(Pitscottie) C/ir(!». to^.CS.T.S.)
I. 47 The landis tliat was wntaillsied.

Untailorly, a. (Un-' 7.) 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal
Opin. (1783) III. 82 That you may be permitted to go by so
genteel.ind untaylorlya conveyance to the place ofexecution.
Untai'nt, y. (Un-= 6 b.) 1855 Bailey Mystic, etc. 80 That
heart-soothing herb . . Held to tintaint from sin the savage
soul. tUntaint, //»/.<!. [UN->8b,) Untainted. 1638 W.
Lisle Heliodorus ix. 159 Let him passe Along with them, to
keepe vntaint the Lasse.

Untai'utable, a. (Un- i 7 b.)
ai6io Healey Efictettis, Life (1616) A 5, His life was

spotlesse and vntaintable. a 1670 Hacket Cent. Serm.
(167s) 238 His integrity was untaintable. 189s Cent. Mag.
July 339 One like himself should praise him ! Soul of grace,
untaintable white brightness I

Untai-nted, ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1 1. Not attainted. Obs.—^
1594 Shaks. Rich, in. III. vi. 9 And yet within these fine

houres Hastingsliu'd, Vntainted, vnexamin'd, free, at libertie.

b. Not dishonoured. rare~\
1627 Drayton Agincourt ccxivi. Now Excester with his vn-

taynted Reare Came on, which long had labour'd to come in.

2. Not affected by any physical taint.

f 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xix. Him in thy course vntainted doe
allow, Forbeautiespatternetosuccedingmen. 1651 Vaughan
Benefit by Enemies'^ks. 1014 I. jg Vultures, .flock to them,
but passe by the sound and untainted bodies. 1723 Eoling-
BROKE Let. to Swift 24 July, But the attainder is kept. . !

prudently in force, lest. . his bad leaven should sour that sweet,
!

untainted mass. 1760-72 H. Brooke .Fo»/o/^0aa/. (i8og) IV.
i27Her..fleshremained..pureaiiduntainted. iSioSouthey
Kehama x. iv, The stream, .delights to lie.. at rest Beneath
the untainted sky. 1861 Ld. Lytton & Fane Tannhauser
8 Till came the crack of that tremendous Doom . . and on the
lurid world Let in effulgence of untainted light.

3. Of qualities, etc. : Unsullied, unblemished,
perfectly pure.

_ 1S90 Greene f/ever too late (1600) 41 Isabel, whose beauty
!s deuine, . . whose constancy vntainted. 1625 B. Jonson
Staple ofN. II. iv, A Gentleman.. Of an vntainted credit.

1673 Temple Obs. United Proz: Wk.s. 1720 I. 53 A Man of.

.

deep Understanding, with untainted Integrity. 1750 Collins
Snperstit. Highlands i, Let us wish him . .joy untainted,with
his destined bride. 1786 Mme. D'.Arblay Diary 28 Nov.,
There was an evidence of her untainted worth in her very
countenance. 2809-14 Wordsw. Excnrs. Vlll. 241 Where is

. . The character ofpeace, . . And honest dealing, and untainted
speech ? 18^1 Scott Ct. Rob. x. The knight passed on, not
unmoved with wonder, though untaint«l by fear. 1879
R. K. Douglas Confjicianism iv. 93 No virtue can remain
untainted without learning.

4. Of persons, etc. : Free from moral tnint.
c 1590 Sir T. More iv. v. 103 Lining thus vntainted, you

lire well. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iii. ii. 232 What stronger
Brest-plate then a heart vntainted? 1651 W. Durham
Afaz-aa-a/Aa (1652) 24 Tlie Judge of Israel .. is .. untainted

UNTALENTED.
in point of Judicature. 1689 D. Gkasville Lett. (Surtees)
81 The consideration whereof hath, .kept me untainted and
unstained. 1709 Addison Tatler No. 75 P 9 From such an
untainted Couple, we can hope to have our Family rise to
its ancient Splendour of Face. 1763 Churchill Poems I.

86, I her snares defy, And look on riches with untainted eye,
1814 Byron Lara i. xxiii. He will not that untainted line
belie. 1815 Scott Guy M. xvi, Persons, .untainted perhaps
in mor.Tl.s, and fair in character. 1890 J. Pulsford Loyalty
to Christ I. 170 Very few ever come forth untainted, from
scenes and circumstances of temptation.

b. Const, by, with, m\of.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 6 The goodnes of God in

keeping them altogether, .vnreprooueable, that is vntainted
of greiuous crimes. l64g.4lcoran p. iv. To keep thy selfe
untainted of their follies. 1710 Addison Spect. No. 9r3
This Sir-name of King, which . . declared the Owners of it to
be altogether untainted with Republican . . Principles. 1757
FoOTE A uthor II. (1777) 10/2 IfGeorge remains as untainted
by affluence, as he has been untempted by distress. 1802
G. Canning Poet. Wks. (1827) 36 A statesman .. By power
uncorrupted, untainted by gold. 1850 Kingsley A. Locke
ii. He alone was untainted with the sin around liim.

Hence TJntai'ntedly adv., TTntaintedness.
1611 CoTGR., Pudiquement, chastly, purely, vntaintedly,

modestly. 1640 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 37 The light
hath a quality.. Of purity and untaintedness in respect of
any mixture of corruption. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav.
Persia 30 A Person untaintediy faithful to the Grand
Vizier. 1817 Chalmers Astron. Disc. iv. 139 The un-
taintedness of his glory.

UntaiTiting, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 18x3 Shelley Q. Mob
IV. 132 Theuniainting light of day. Unta"k(e)able, a.
(Un-' 7 b.) 1652 EarlMonm. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat.
II A place which is thought almost untakable. 1882 Paxton
Hood Cromwell iii. 65 Nutt..wasan untakable man, and
he had several pirate ships.

Untaken, ///. a.l Also 4 untak(e, 5-6 Sc.
untane, 5 wntayne, etc. [Un- 1 8 b, c, and 5 c
Cf. ON. iltekinn, M.Sw. otaitn.]

1. Not taken by force ; not made prisoner ; nn-
captured.
c 13S0 Will. Palerne 12S0 Rijt fewe went a-wey vn-woundet

or take, c 1400 Song ofRoland 89 He left vntak the toun,
and to his tent ridis. c 1470 Henry IVallace v. 853 Lest he
in strenth wntayne, This haill kynryk he wyll wyn. 1523
Ld. Bernees Froiss. I. xciii. 115 Sir Robert Dartoyes was
sore hurte, and scapedde hardely vntaken. 1577 Dee
General Sf Rare Mem. 4Their Marchantlike Ships. .may.,
pas quietly vnpilled, vnspoyled, and vntaken by Pyrates.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 499 Albeit the foulers doe.,
catch great store of young water-foule, yet. .abundance.

.

remaineth untaken. 1607 Dryden ^neis x. 1173 Un-
touch'd thy Arms, untaken be thy Sword. 1722 De Foe
Col. Jack (1840) 188 The most prosperous untaken thief.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 562 A wise general will
..leave no little stronghold untaken behind him. 1847
Mrs. a. Kerr tr. Ranke's Hist. Seiiia 317 Whilst that
[fort] remained untaken. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III.
iv. 108 That he.. scarce had trod Untaken on its floor.

2. Not taken, in other senses of the verb. Also
consX. from.
1456 Sir G. Haye Lam Arms (S.T.S.) 204 He levis it [sc.

the consecrated wafer] untane for despising ofthe .sacrament.
1474 Cov. Leet Bk. 410 In case the oportunite of this tyme
shuld nowe . . be vntaken or sett a-part. 1543-4 ^ct 35 Hen.
VIII, c. 6 § 3 The Jurieis like toremayne untaken for defaulte
of Jurors. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. 159 It is
expedient sometime to leave untaken that which a man may
lawfully take. 1600 Surflet Countrie Farme 11. Ixv. 412
The honie..which is left vntaken from them. 1613 Sherley
Trav. Persia 4, 1 left no paines untaken to accelerat it [sc. a
jonrnej;). 1735 Bolingbroke Study Hist. i. (1752) 7 That
they might leave no liberty luitaken. 1880 ' Ouida ' Moths
xvii. Resolute to leave no pains untaken.

b. With advs., as away, dowti, off, up.
1483 Acta Audit, in Acta Dom. Cone. II. Introd. 120 The

malis and fermes..to be untakin up be ony party. 1^
Tindale 2 Cor. iii. 14 Vntill this daye remayneth the same
coverynge vntaken awaye. 1539-40 Coverdale in Money
Parish Goods Berks. (1879) p. vi, AD the beams . .remain still

untaken down. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 33 If they \sc.

lentils] he sodden with theyr shilles vntaken of. 1610J. Dove
W<fe/. &«//«<»>-;« 3 That veile .. untill this time hath con-
tinued untaken away. 1683 J. Reid Scots Gardner {1007)
77 Bark .. untaken off at the upper end. 1701 Col. Rec.
Pennsylv. II. 43 All other lands that are mine untaken up.
1822 A. Cunningham Tradit. T. (1887) 136 Mysupper shall
be the untaken-down spirit. 1836 [see Unstrengthened],

C. With Other constructions.

1583 A. Melvill in f. MehnlFs Autob. /j- Diary (Wodrow
Soc.) 155 Naobstinat Papist.. hes it sufferit lang to converse
amangs us, untean ordour withe. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. III. § 105 The King and Queen sate unuken notice of.

1904 E. 'Nksbit Phcenix ^ Carpet vu. 127 The four children
found themselves at Waterloo Station quite untaken-care-of.
Unta-ken, ///. a.' (Un-= 3, 8.) 1893 Baring-Gould

Cheap Jack Zita II. 150 Whether taken and confiscated
I cannot say. . . But I.have paid ten pounds to have it untaken
and set at liberty. Unta'king, w^/. iA (Un-^ 3, 8.) 1656
O. Sedgwick Humble Sinner Resolved v\. % 5. 47 If I take
a servant, I take him so, tliat . . I can put him offagaine ; but
if I take a wife, there can be no untaking on my part.

tJnta-king, ///. a. [Un-1 io, 5 d.] a. Sc.
Without taking, b. Not receptive ; not attractive.
1587 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. i68 Giff the Quene of

England culd not persave hir awin securitie untaking his
Majesteis moderis lyff. 16S3 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Print-
ing 377 When the Balls do not Take, the Un-taking part of
the Balls that touches the Form will be left White. 1885
O. Ckawfurd Woman's Rcput. i. She has a haish voice or
an untaking manner.
TJntalelieh : see Un- 1 3.
XJnta-lented, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
17S3 Richardson Grandison (1754) VI. i. 6 This is the sort

of stuff you must be satisfied with from a poor untalented
girl. 181S Zeluca III. 141 The means the untalented have



UNTALKATIVE.
of filling up their time. 1831 Caklvle SurL I^es. 11. viii,

Your numerous talented men, and your innumerable un-
taleiued men.
Unta'lkative, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1739 J. Spence in Academy

20 Feb, (1875) 191/3 He's..untalkaiive, tolerably read and
a great dealer in Relicks. x866 Standard 29 June 5

'3

Government is extremely untaikative, while the. .telegraph
communication with. .Germany is almost completely inter-

rupted. Unta'lked, /*//./!. (Un' 8c.) i59aSHAKs. ^/>;«.

ff Jul. III. ii. 7 That run-awayes eyes may wintke, and
Romeo Leape to these amies, vntalkt of and vnseene. 1669
Dryde?; Tyrannic Lcrne m. i, Th' unknown, untalk'd of man
is only blest. Unta'U, a. (Uk-' 7. Cf. Tall a. 1 c.)

c 1395 Plmvmafts Tale i. iii, The other side hen poore and
pale, . . And seeme caitives sore a-ca!e , . ; Who toteth on hem,
they ben untall.

Unta'me, <7. [Un-i 7. Cf.Du. ontam^O^G.
(MHG.)z^«sa;/; (G. tt«3a^w),MDa. w/(rw,(M)S\v,

otam.'\ Not tame or gentle ; wild.
X382 Wyclif Ecdus. XXX. 8 The vntame hors shal scapen

hard. 1390 GowER Conf. I, 287 Whanne al his resoun was
untame. 14 . . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 589 Indomitns, vntame,
7lde. ISS5 Edem Decades (Arb.) 376 If the vntame braj-ne

Wyndam had..gyaen eare to the counsayle. X584 R.
Scot Discov. Witchcr. xii. xv. 304 How untame by nature
thftse vipers. .are. 1609 Bp. Hall Dmn<fs Ps. RIetaphr,
viii, Thou hast..stretcht his raigne Vnto the heards, and
beasts vntame. 1655 W. Hammond Death 54 The whole
world obeys Creation's law; only untame man strays.

Hence Unta'meness.
1787 Bailey (vol. II), Ungentleness. Untameness, Rude-

ness. 1871 KiNGSLEV At Last xvii, In curious contrast to
the natural tamencss^sf ihe Kinkajou was the natural un-
tameness of a beautiful little Night-Monkey.
Unta'me, v. (Un-' 3.) 1646 Shibi ev Upon Death of

C. Dalby Wks. 1833 VI. 449 Nor did his courage know to
make a pause, When honour call'd so loud, and such a cause
As would untame a hermit,

Trntam^e'able, a. (Un-1 7 b.)

(a) 1376 Fleming tr. Cams' Dogs D 2, Be the bull neuer
so monsterous,. .neuer so vntameable. 1577 Hellowes
Gueuara^s Chron. 58 The Parthians were a people so vn-
tameable to be subdued^ that [etc.). 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts iisThe Indian httle Pig-Cony. .is. .more tractable

in hand ; howbeit vntamable. 1699 Dbyden Don Sebastian
I. ij Still untameable ! In what a ruine has thy head-strong
Pride .. plung'd thy People. 1764 Harmer Ohserv. viii.

§ II. 326 The Arabs have been always looked upon as an un-
tameable people. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. 343 This
animal. .[is] more savage and untameable than any other
quadrupede. 1818 Milman Samor\\\. 172, 1 know thee now,
majestic Rebel ! thee The untraceable, untameable ! 1833

J. Rennie Alph. Angling 25 The pike is held to be a more
wild, untameable fish than the carp. 1870 N. F. Hele
Aldehurgh vii. 77 They \sc. short-horned owls] are very un-
tameable. 1890 Spectator 11 Jan., Cruel and untameable
though they \sc. the Ma'^ai] seem.

fiS- *8^ F. Mahony Rel. Father Prout 274 A genuine
poet, .enjoys the mental chase in proportion to the wild and
untameable nature of the game.
(*) 1567 R- MuLCASTER Foriescw's De Laud. Leg. 92 The

lustes of the fleash are wanton, & almoste vntamable, 1571
GoLorNG Calvin on Ps. ix. 21 He subdeweth their untamable
wilfidnesse by force, a 1677 Barrow S^rm. Wks. 1687 I.

35 His own unsatiable desires,, .and untameable passions,

will disquiet him. 174a Voung Nt. Th* v. 262 A Pomp
untameable of Weed prevails. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 380 This vigour and untamable violence of the
sensitive faculties. 1818 Siiellev Lei. Pr. Wks. 1888 II.

224 The untameable profusion and loveliness of nature. x86o
Hawthorne Marb. Faun xviii, it was a deiight to behold
this untamable water.

Hence nnta'ixi(e)aU7 adv.
1807 Tians. Linn. Soc. (1808) IX. 1:7 In a state of con-

finement, they appear to be untamenbly savage.

XTnta'm(e^;al)leiiess. (Un-i i2,orf, prec.)

x66a T. Brooks Crinvn ,5- Glory of Christianity 404 The
Greeks call it an Adamant from its untameableness, 1790
Bewick Hisi.QuadruP. 144 The Rhinoceros.. possesses all

the properties ascribed to that animal,—rage, untameable-
ness. ..and immense strength. 1837 Carlvle Misc.^

Diamond Necklace xwy Her grand quality is rather to be
reckoned negative : the ' untameableness * as of a fly. 1865
M. Arnold Ess. Crit. 179 By his intensity, by his untam-
ableness,. .[Heine] is Hebrew.

truta-med, ///. a. [Un-1 8. Cf. ON. litamdr,

Sw. otamdy Norw. utamd\ also OHG. ungizamot^

MHG. ungezamt, and Untemed ppL a.] Not
tamed (in various senses) ; wild ; unsubdued.

{tt* aX34o Hampole Psalter xx\v. ii He lens, .sothfastnes

thurgh pe whilke he is vntamed. 138a Wvclif ^er. xxx'u

18 Yam lemed as a ^ungling vntamed. 1495 Glanvil
Barth. De P. R. xviii. Ixviii. 831 Suche asses be grete. .and
vntamyd. 1535 Coverdai.e Ecclus. xxx. 8 An vntamed
horse wylbc narde. 1596 Spenser F, Q. v. i. 2 Bacchus,
that with furious might All th' East, before vntam'd, did

ouerronne. 16*3 Bingham Xenophon p. ii, Of vntamed
beasts, the most were wilde Asses. 1659 Chamberlayne
P/iaron. iv. iii. 248 Base Amaru«,. .more beastly rude Than
untamed Indians. 1718 Prior Solomon l 199 Untam'dand
fierce the Tiger still remains. 176a Falconer Shi/nvr. 11.

518 Like some strong watch-tower nodding o'er the deep, .

,

Untamed he stood. 1817 Moore Lalla R., Veiled Prophet
iir. 2^6 He. .there, untam'd, the approaching conq'ror waits.

x868 Rep. U. S. Commissiotier Agric. (1869) 254 A door for

the inroads of untamed swine.

(l>) 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. xii. 205 Which thing rightly.

.

weied, would bridle these vntamed affections of ours. 1600

rst Pt. Sir y. Oldcastle v. viii. 8 There dwell vntamed
thoughts that hardly stoupe To such abasement. 1653 W.
Ramesey Astral. Restored To Rdr. 11 His wilde untamed
accustomary life. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Art of Poetry

177 With untam'd Fury let Medea §low. 1781 Giobon Decl.

i^ F. x.wiL (1787) III. 38 Their native fierceness was yet un-

tamed. 1840 Dickens OldC. Shop xlv, Monsters, whose like

they almost seemed to be in their wildness and their untamed
air. 1859 F. Maiiony Rel. Father Prout 385 The human
breast.. Tlurobs thus unawed, Untamed and ujiquiesceut.

865

{c) 1600 SuRPi.RT Countrie Farmc iii. xlix. 535 The perries

which are pressed out of wilde peares, and all such as are

vnhusbanded, vntamed. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Discov,
by Sea A B b. The windes and seas continued still their

course,, .vntam'd [seemed] their force. 1743 Francis tr.

Hor., Odes iv. xiv. 23 The Winds arise And work the Seas
untam'd. f 1790 Coleridge Dtafh Chatterton 159 Where
Su-squehannah pours his untamed stream. x8i8 Milman
Samor viii. 130 The strong freedom of thy untam'd locks.

X84X Carlyle Heroes \. (1904) 33 The untamed Forests and
dark brute Powers of Nature. 1863 F. Parkman Pioneers

ofFrance in Ne'-Jj l!^or/d{TB76)p. x, An untamed continent;

vast wastes of forest verdure.

Hence Unta'medly adv., Uuta'meduess.
xS9a Lyly GallatJu-a it. v. Curse, .the vntamednes of thy

affections. 1612 Ainsworth Annot. Ps. xl. 2The untamed-
nesse of the tongue. 1653 Blithe Eng. Improver Impr.
xxviii. 196 If the horse be kindly used, and taken of his un-
tamedness by degrees, . .he is made a horse for ever. X706
Stevens 5>*af«. Did. i, Seneramentc ^. .-wWdXy, untam'dly,
outrageously. 1727 Bailey (vol. Ilj, iVildness, Untamed-
ness, Furiousness.

t Unta-meful, a. Obs.-^ [Va-^ 7.] Untameable.
1607 TopsELL Fourf. Beasts 745 Their Epithites. .are

mo;.t cleare demonstrations of their disposition ; as sowre,.

.

vnhonest, vntamefiil, harmeful.

Unta-mpered, ;*//. a. (Un-1 8, 8 c.)

x68a Lenten Prol. 52 If it dare speak th' untamper'd
Nations sence. 1827 Pollok Course T. viii. 25 The true

untampered witness of the heart. 1856 Avtoun BothweU 11.

xviii. The juice Of the untampered vine. 1858 Fhoude
Hist. Eng. IV. 290 The Bible, as edited by Cranmer, was
left untampered with.
Unta'ngible, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) [1775 Ash.] X816-30

Bentham Offic. Apt. Maximized., Extr. Const. Code 6 The
special good will,, .tangible oruntangible, naturally flowing

from tliese sentiments. x8i8 T. L. Peacock Nightmare
Abbey xii. No, sir, genuine untangible ghosts.

Untangle, v. [Un-2 3 and 7.]

1. trans. To free from a tangled state.

X550 Thomas Ital. Diet.., Disbrigare^ to vntangle any
thyng encombred, tangled, or carefull. iS73 Tusser Huso.
(1878) 135 See then..ech pole ye ou. get. Which being

vntangled aboue in the tops, Go carrie to such as are plucking

of hops. 1592 Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. i. iv. 91 This is that

very Mab that, .bakes the Elf-locks In foule sluttish haires,

which once vntangled, much misfortune bodes.
_ c 1696 Prior

Love Disarmed 35 Untangle but this cruel Chain, And freely

let Me fly again. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 31 Useless

webs she long untangled, Dragging them to air and light.

iutr. a 1668 Lasskls Voy. Italy {i6jo) II. 415 Sometimes
meeting too thick in thearches ofthe wooden bridge, . .they,

.

are stopt for an hour together without being able to untangle.

b. In fig. uses. Also refl.

x6ox Shaks. Tivel. N. 11. ii. 41 O time, thou must vntangle

this, not I. a i6a5 Fletcher Fair Maid Inn 11. i, My care

now Must be to untangle this division. That our most equal

flames may be united. X677 Wycherley PI. Dealer \. iii,

He's the best in England at untanijling a flourish, Madam.
1702 Vanbrugh False Friend m. iii, If Leonora's innocent,

she may untangle all. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts xk^ The
letter went unwritten. She would leave it to events to un-

tangle themselves. 1894 Advance (Chicago) 19 Apr., They
must untangle their own fate.

2. To set free, to release, from entanglement,

1576 TuRBERV. Vemrie 36 Vntangle him out ofthe net or

stall and let him go. 1588 Dee in ElHs Lett. Eminent Lit,

Men (Camden) 46 [We will] endeuour our selues . . diligently

to r>-d and vntangle our selues from hence. X648 Fanshawe
// Pastor Fido 89 Come, fumbler, let me see ; I can my self

untangle without thee. X652 J. Wright tr. Camus' Nat.
Paradox v. 900 Like . . Fowlers, who glad to see the innocent

Creatures fall into their Gins, instead of untangling them
doe ingage them further intheir Snares. 1898Hdwells 0/£^«-

eyed Conspir. 173 The young. . have not had our experience

in getting untangled, and think they are never going to get

out alive.

Unta'ngled,/*//. a. [Un-^ 8.] Free from entanglement.

15^9 Tavernkr Brasm, Prov. (1545) 27 Meanyng that it is

excedyng harde for sucn as flowe in worldly goodes to haue
a m3mde vntangled with the same. 1598 Florio, Sciolto,

loose, free, ..vnsnared,..vntide, vntangled.

Untanned, //»/. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. Du. ott-

getand.l Not subjected to tanning.

1535 Act 27 Hen. VIIlj c. 14 § 5 Any manner of Lether
tanned or untanned. 1555 EdfN Decades (Arb.) 361 Sackes

made of raw or vntande hydes. 1639 T. de Gray Expert
Farrier 320 Take the shreds of white leather untanned.

1683 MoxON Mech. Excrc.y Printing 386 Sheep Skins un-

tin'd, used for Ball Leathers. i709Little!iury Herodotus
II. 194 A small Buckler compos'd of untann'd Hides. xSsx

Campbell Song ofHybrins 2 A right good shield of hides

untanned. X844 H. Stephens Bk, Farm II. 400 Untanned
sheep-sliin is employed to sew on the capes of the collars.

X883 El'rton & Cameron Gold Coast I. 137 Long leather

gaiters, .and untanned shoes.

Unta'p, V. (Un.^ 9, 7.) 1622 Mabbe tr. AlematCs Guz-
man d'Alf. II. 229 If I should suffer her still to vntap

my vessel, she would suck me dry at last. 1689 N. Lee
Princ. eleven, iii, Does not your Politician,, .after all his

Plotting, Drudging and Sweating at Lying, retire to some
little Punk and untap at Night? Unta'pered, ///. a.

(Un-' 8.) [1775 AsH.] 1851 RusKiN Stones Ven. I. viii. § 9
The Egyptian shaft is often untapered, like the Northern.

Unta'pestried, ///. a. (Un' 8.) 1849 James Woodman
ii, The fourth side ofthe room was untapestried. 1851 Sm
F. Palgrave Norm. <y Eng. I. 206 It was an untapestried

Hall : the bowing walls freshly built with untempered mortar.

t Unta-pis, 2'. Obs. [Un-^; -i-Tapis z-.i] iulr.

To come out of cover or hiding.

x6o2 2ttd Pt. Return Parnass. 11. v. 830 At the vnkennel-

ling, vntapezing, or earthing of the Fox. 1634 Massinger
Very Woman iii. v, Now I'll untappicc. (Comes forward

with the bottle.)

Unta-pped,/'//. a. (Un-1 8. Q\.V>&.utappet:)

In frequent use (e&p. fig.) front c 1890.

(177S Asrr.) 1779 W*RNER in Jesse Selniyn (1844) IV. 254

An untapped barrel of ale. 1M3 Baths Nat. Amazom I.

UlTTATTGHT.

14:; Untapped [india-rubber] trees still growing in the wilds.
X889 C. Edwardes Sardinia 164 What a fund of mirth,,
lay untapped within him !

Unta*rnishable, a. (Un* 7 b.) 1888 Microcosm (N. Y.)
Dec. 1 The same . . untarnishable metal \sc. aluminium]
wrought into every variety of cooking utensils.

Unta rnished, ppl. a. (Un-^ 8.)
1732 Green Grotto 185 Come, nymph,.. With charms un-

tarnish'd, innocence Di<;play, and Eden shall commence.
X7^ S. & Ht. Lee Cantcrb. T. II. 386 The yet untarnished
bridal vestments she.. saw packed. i8i8 Milman Samor
viL 386 Yon flag.. shook Untarnish'd in the sun its blazon
broad. X859 Tennyson Enid 501 If I fall her name will

yet remain Untarnish'd. 1876 E. Jenkins Blot on Queen's
Head 14 Its glorious and wondrous colours remained fresh
and untarnished.

t Unta'iyage. Obs.-'^ [Un-^ 5. Cf. Untapis &.] An
instance of un harbouring an animal, cxnaa Fox-chace%%
in Roxh. Ballads (1871) I. 363 Then to Skipland Wood he
goes, . .An untarpage there we had, Which made our Hunts-
men full glad.

Untarred, ppL a, [Un-1 8. Cf. Sw. otjdrad^

Da. ongeteerd^ Not smeared, etc., with tar.

X579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love 24 Least that
M. Rogers should scape vntarred with their opprobrious
Eloquence, c 1610 Rates of Maixhandizes £36, Cordage
Tard or vntard the hundred waipht. X769 Falconer Diet.
Afarine (1780), Cordage blancy White, or untarred cordage.
a 1844 Campbell Napoleon i^ Brit. Sailor 35 A wherry..
Untarr'd, uncompas.s'd, and unkeel'd. X87S Knight DicU
Mcch. 2773/2 An untarred cord or rope.

Unta'rried, pfil. a. (Un-' 8.) 1438 in Wars Eng. in
France (1864) II. 438 We have disposed oure cousin. .to

passe in al haste, for whoos passage untaried we pray you
that ye doo to hym your devoir. Unta'rtarized, ///. a.

(Un-' 8 a c.) X737 Bailey (vol. II) Add., Untartarized (in

Chymistry) not mixed with tartar. Unta'sked, ppl. a.

(Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1802 Wordsw. Excurs. i. 384 To
pass the remnant of his days, untasked With needless

services. 1850 Dickens D. Copperfeld'vf^ Miss Murdstone
never could endure to see me untasked. Unta'ste, v.

(Un-3 4.) 1609 Daniel Civ. Wars vm. Ixxxiii, Whil'st he
himself, deceiu'd, .suffers with them: And could not. . Vntaste
them of this violent disgust. Unta'steable, a. (Un.' 7 b,

5 b.) 1656 Blount, Ingustable, ..untasteable. 1674 Grew
Disc. Mixtn7-e iii. § 16 In any fixed unodorable, or untast-

able Body,

Unta-sted,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1538 Elyot, ///ii'^a/ttJ, vntouched, vntasted. ,«593 Fxtr.
Aberd. Reg. C1848) II. 89 The aill being untaistit nor yit

price maid thalrupoun. X665 Boyle Occas. ^^. iv. v, [He]
pour'd it untasted on the Ground. 172^ Pope Odyss,
xxn. 100 Th* untasted viands, and the jovial bowl. x8oa
Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. II. 11 Witli a yet untasted
pinch of Snuff between her fingers. X823 Scott QueniinD.
vii, The old Lord., placed the untasted wine-cup before him.

X849 M.\CAULAV Hist. Eng. vi, II. 71 The dishes were
removed untasted from the table,

b. In fig. uses.

i6o6SiiAKS. Tr.^Cr, 11. tii. 130 All his vertues,. .like faire

Fruit in an vnholesome dish, Are like to rot vntasted. 1692
Dryden Don Sebastian \\. i, A new Scene of jet untasted

Joys. X74a R. Blair Grave 76, Bursts of sorrow gush from
either eye, Fast falling down her now untasted cheek, x8i8

[S. Weston] La Scava, etc. 44 A garbled essay of his

abilitie.s, for the most part misunderstood and untasted.

«i865 Mks. Gaskell Wives ^ Dan. (1866) I. 67 The squire

withdrew into his study to read the untasted newspapers.

Unta'steful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1618 Wither yuvenilia.

Abuses Stript n. i, He marres the bounty of his loving

feast By his ill chusing some untastefull guest. X884 A.

Vambf.ry Life J Adv, vii. 60 My patient and untasteful

occupation. Uuta'stefully, adv. (Un-' 11.) 1828-33

Webster (citing Br. Rev.). 1863 Pilgr. over Prairies II.

JS7 A tunic. profusely and untastefully ornamented with

red beads. Unta'sting, p/'l. a. (Un-' 10.) 1707 E.

Smith Phaedra ^ H. 111. 31 Cydonian Oyl, Whose balmy
Juice glides o'er th* untasting Tongue. Unta'sty, a,

(Un-' 7.) X566 Drant Horace, Sat. in. G j b. If one .,

drincke nothuig but vinaiger, untastie and unfyne. «X733
Ld. Binning Lady's Complaint v. in Maidment Ball. (1844)

62 But camblet's an untasty thing. Unta'ttered,///. a.

(Un-' 8.) [x775 Ash.] X856 N. Hawthorne Ei^: Note-

bks. (1879) I. 363 Banners. .so untattered, that I think they

must be modern. Untattoo'ed, ppl a. (Un-' 8.) 1884

G. Turner Samoa vii. 80 Variegated .. with neat regular

stripes ofthe iintattooed skin.

Untaught, ppL a. [Un-^ 8 b.]

1. Not enlightened or trained by teaching ; un-

mstructed, ignorant,

i:x34o Hampole Pr. Consc. 5873 Maysters [shall give

account] of \>s.\r disciples. .pat Jjai lete be unthewed, and
untaght ga. 1382 Wyclif Ecclus. viii. 5 Comune tliou not

to a man vnta^t. c X460 PlaySacram. 558 [636] Syr, thu art

ontawght to come in thus henly [sic]. X567 Drant Horace,

Ep. I. L G vi. The greater companye, in vertue few, and
base, Vntaught blockheads, braineles. 1596 Shaks. i Hen.
IV, I. iii. 43 He call'd them vntaught Knaues, Vnmannerly.

1602 2'id Pt. Return Parnass. v. i. 1986 With vntaught

hand, and with vntuned hart. 16^9 Davenant Love ^ Hon. '

III. ii. 3 Fit only to perswade the easinesse Of untaught

babes. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 167 P 1 The rude and un-

taught Muhitude. 178A Cowper Task ii. 359 He teaches

those to read, whom schools dismiss'd, And colleges, un-

taught. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxxii. Wholly untaught,

with faculties quite torpid, they seemed to me hopelessly

dull. x882 Besant All Sorts xxviii. The crude theories of

untaught, if generous, youth.

absol. X382 Wyclif i Chron. xxv. 8 Thei leyden lottis by
their whifis euenly, ..the taugt and vntaugt to gyder. X7a8

Chambers Cycl. s.v. Substantive, The Taught have the

Advantageof the Untaught. ai&^zCKM^BT.Posth. Tales it.

169 He knew not how For the untaught and ill-taught to allow.

Prov. C1530 in Songs, Carols, etc. (E. E.T.S.) 129 Better

it is to be wnborne than wntawght. 1557 F. S[eager]

School Virtue C iij, The common prouerbe remember ye

oughte, • Better vnfedde then vn-taughte '.

D, Const, with inf., w, or objective complement.



tTNTAXTGHTITESS,

is8t HowKLL Derises M ij, Like a child* agayne, vn-
taught the sleightes of dayntie mindes. a 1593 Marlowe
Hero Sr Leandtr I. 39a Her mind pure, and her toong vn-
taught to glose. x6^ H, Moss Song 0/ Soul 11. 111. iii. 42
Untought In suhtilues they shew themselves in jangling
stout. 1683 Drvwen Ovid's £/., Helen to Paris 139 My
hand is yet untaught to write to Men. 1761 Sik W. Jones
Arcadia Poems, etc C1772) 133 Daphne, yet untaught in
amVous lore. Felt.. pains unknown before. 1784 Cowper
Tiroc. 379 Untaught The knowledge of the world, and dull of
thought ! 1794 WoRDSw. Guilt fy Sorro-iU xxxiii. We gazed
with terror on their gloomy sleep, Untaught that .soon such
anguish must ensue. 1837 KebleC^n J '., Convers. St. Paul
vi. His strain'd eye . . Still gazing, though untaught to bear
Th* insufferable light.

O. Of animals, etc.

1697 DsYDEN jEneis VI. 348 Four sable bullocks, in the yoke
untaught. 1715 Pope Odyss. vii. 153 The balmy spirit of
the western gale Eternal breathes on fruits untaught to fail.

1743 Francis tr. Hor., Epodes xvi. 57 Where Goats un-
taught forsake the flowery Vale. 1817 Byron Mascppa ix,

A noble steed, . . Wild as the wild deer, and untaught. 1863
CoNINGTON Horace^ Odes III. iii. 14 For this.. tigers drew
Thy glorious car, untaught to slave In harness.

2. Not imparled or acquired by teaching ; hence,
natural, spontaneous.
^1445 Pecock Donet 6 Bettir it is..l>an forto leva alle

suche Hngis vnwritun and vntau3t. cx^A/^— Kepr.i. xx.
i27_This other maner of .. witnessing bi Holi Scripture,
which is left here vnseid and vntau^t. IS33 More Annu,
Supper 0/Lord \. xvii. Wks. 1064/1 Leaning that vntaught
til ye time of his maundy supper. 1x1586 Sidney Arcadia
in, xxiv, Delivering from his hart two or three (untaught)
sighes.^

_
161X SiiAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 178 'Tis wonder That

an inuisible instinct should frame them To Royalty vn-
leam'd, Honor vntaught, 1656 Cowlev Davidcis I. 821
Flocks of Birds..Teaching their Maker in their untaught
laj-s. X7ia Steele Spect. No. 276 F 3, I have a natural
Voice, and a pretty untaught Step in Dancing. 174* Gray
Spring 7 The untaught harmony of spring. 1836 Cdl.
Wiseman Lect. Catit, Ch. (1847) 3 Many doctrines untaught
by Him. 1865 Tvlor Early Hist, Alan. ii. 19 The un.
taught signs made by bom deaf-mutes.

Hence XTntau'ifhtness.
1840 S. Clark in Mem. y>iils. ($ Lett, (1878) 131, 1 have

to suffer from my untaughtness.

Untawed, ppl. a. (Un- 1 8 + Taw i;.i 2.")

}Hj Rates 0/ Customs b iv, Graye vntawed the timber,
iiif. iiiirf. Ibid, b vii, Lettuis vntawed the timber, ii.r. \\d.
1617 Bk. Rates Marchandise G 2, Furres":. .Budge, blacke
vntawed. 164s /&V/. D 2 b, Letwis.. Vntawed. ifAi Stat.
Irel. (1786) n . 406 Furs :. . Calabar, untawed the timber, con-
taining forty skins. 6s. 8d.

TTnta'Z, v. \\}s-'i 4 b.] Uans. To exempt from
a tax ; to remove a tax from.
1:1831 E. Elliott Coru-Law-Rhywes (1833) 102 Who will

untax our bread ? 1834 Ht. Martineau Moral in. 1 19 To
untax the prime necessary of life.

ITuta'xable, a. [Un-1 7 b and 5 b.]

1 1. That cannot be taxed or charged with wrong-
doing. Also const, of. Obs.
a t6io Healbv Cebes (1616) 137 Behold there a faire and

florishing matrone, enthroned in state,.. yet vntaxable of
profuseness. 16x4 Bp. Mountagu Gagg 130 It is not said,
that They kept the commandements of God... But they
walked in them . . untaxable, unblameable. a 1688 W.
Clagett 17 Serin, (1699) 289 His untaxable justice in
bringing upAn them that punishment.
2. Not liable to taxation.

1648 Hexham ii, Onschatbaer, Vntaxable, or Free and
Franck. 181S Bentham Ch. Eiig. p. x. The Lower House
was indeed untaxable. But the Upper House . . taxed
themselves,

tTnta-xed, ///. a. [Un- l 8. Cf. G. untaxirt,
older Da. ulaxeret in sense 2.]

1 1. Unassailed ; unchallenged. Obs.
c X460 Oseitey Reg. 17 Ordeynyng j?at all maner possessions

..sure to yow..vntaxid abyde. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn.
1. vii. § 7 In common speech (which leaves no virtue un-
taxed) he was called . . a divider of cummin seed. 1645
G. Daniel /'<>««« Wks. (Grosart) 11. loi May not I,. .To my
best Child, Vtter a Truth vntax'd? a 1691 Boyle Hist, Air
(1692) 76 A mistake that must not pass untaxed amongst
learned men,

2. Not required to pay taxes.

1464-S in ActaParlt, Scotl.{iiTS) XII. 31/2 Any personis
..within |>e boundis of thare office vntaxt. 1746 Warton
Progr. Discontent 119, 1 . .din'd untax'd, untroubled, under
The portrait of our pious founder. 1776 Adam Smith IV, N,
V. ii.(i904) II. 513 Those who exercise the untaxed employ-
inents. i8z6 Lamb IVts. (1908) I. 389 The Beadle .. looks
like a whole parish, full, important— but untaxed 1835
Lytton Rienzi ix. iv. To live unbutchered by the Barons,
and untaxed by their governors.
Untaxing,///, a. (Un-' sd.) \%t,x'L\-^-!0-s Not so bad

134 A College: Where teacher and student alike the sub-
scriber. Untaxing the Patron,. .The State,. .Or the briber,
Unte : see Unct v. Obs. (to anoint).

Untea'ch, v. [Un-2 3.]
1. trans. To cause (a person) to forget or discard

previous knowledge. Occas. const, to with inf.

'S3* Tindale Expos, Matt, v-vii, 36 b, Thou hast vn-
taught hir to feare God. 1650 Baxter Saints' R. in.
535 We have a double task ; first to unteach them, and
then to teach them better. i8o>-ia Bentham Ration.
Judtc, Evid, (1827) I. 8 The peasant wants only to be
taught, the lawyer to be untaught. 1833^. Rev, XI.IX. 72
Much of their time was employed in Kxteaching them to
read. 1845 Keble in A. Mozley Lett, Newman (1891) II.
473 You have taught me so, and I scarce think you can
unteach me. 1870 Emerson Soc, Is Solit. vii. 135 Every
new step in improving the engine restricts one more art of
the engmeer,—unteaches him.

b. With double object. (Also in passive.)
»6»o Sir T. Matthew Ir. St. Augustine's Confessions hi.

366

xil. i2t To teach me that which was g(x>d, and to vnteach
me that wiiich was otherwise. 1661 Bovle Style of
Script. 148 The Complaint was ordina.ry. That the Reading
of the Bible untaught them the Purity of the Roman
Language. 173a Berkelry W/c/>i/ir. v. §24 Gentlemen are
untaught by the world what they have been taught at the
college. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.y Odes 11. ii. 19 But Virtue
can the Croud unteach Their false, mistaken Forms of
Speech.

^ 1814 Byron Lara i. iv, His faults . . Might be un-
taught him by his varied lot.

2, absol. To undo previonsknowledgeor teaching.
1531 Elyot Gov. I. xv. It is difficulte to put out of. the

myndethat whiche is onessettilled,. .and verily moche more
to unteache than to teache. 1573 Tusser Hjis/\ (1878) 63
To teach and vnteach in a schoole is vnmeete. a 1589
P.\[-FREY.man Baldwin^s Mor. F/iiios.{\6oo) 74 The. .burthen
beeing .. verily much more to vnteach then to teach. 1839
Bailey Festus 317 Once—teach and unteach— nay, to use
more arts Than would outdo the Devil of his throne.

3. To remove from the mind (something known
or taught) by different teaching.
1562 Turner Herbal 11. 57, I will be content.. to vntech
my error, whiche I haue taught before. 1633 T. Adams
Exp. 2 Peter \\. 12 That the holy Ghost should sit in the
Chaire, to crosse and unteach their principles. 1643 Sir T.
Browne Relig. Med. 11. § 8 Wee doe but learne to day,
what our betfer advanced judgements will unteach to
morrow. 1709 O. Dykes Eng. Prov. (ed. 2) 92 Over-grown
Habits may be untaught by diligent Care. i8or Monthly
Mag, XII. 5go Must not the Anti-gallicans seek fresh
sophists to unteach all their lessons of the last decennium?
1857 Eli.is_& Blackburn Rep. Cases Q. Bench VII. 190
Reasons . . instilled into her in the process of unteaching
those prayers.

Hence TJntea'ching vbL sb.

1876 W. Cory Lett. ^ Jrnls. (1897) 414 The inevitable
KKteaching of young men, the purging from delusion.

Unteacliabley a. [Un-1 7 b.]

1. Incapable of being instructed.

ri47S CatJu Angl. 378/2 (A.), Vn Techeabylle, indocihilis.
1580 Hollyband, Indocile^ vntractable, vnteachable. 1594
T. B. La Prhnaud. Fr, Acad, 11, 188 The ignorant person
that knoweth not himselfe . . is as vnteachable a beast as can
be. 164s Milton Tetrach. 42 Our Saviour at no time
exprest any great desire to teach the obstinate and unteach-
able Pharises. 1707 Reflex, tipon Ridicule 387 They are
more unteachable, more heady, more interested, 1797
Coleridge Osorio rv. iv. 182 And so the babe grew up. .A
pretty boy, but most unteachable. 1871 Meredith H.
Richmond xlvii, I chafed at his unteachable spirit.

absol. and as sb. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 492 Let us with
some comic spell Teach the yet unteachable. 1850 Carlvle
Latter-day Pa7nph, ii. 14 If I had schoolmasters,, .do you
imagine I would set them on teaching a set of unteach-
ables . . ?

2. Incapable of being imparted by teaching,
a 1667 Petty in Sprat Hist. R. Soc. 306 This being infinite

and_ almost unteachable by words. 1813 Scott Rokeby \.

xxvi. His was minstrel's skill, he caught The art unteach-
able, untaught, i860 Emerson Cond. Life v. (1861) 116 We
are continually surprised with graces . . not only unteachable,
but undescribable.^ 1867 Lewe.s Hist. Philos. (ed. 3) I. 215
Opinions.. which in other dialogues Socrates is made to
exhibit as untaught, perhaps unteachable.
Hence Untea'chableness.
1607 HiERON Wks. I. 463 Doe not ignorant persons con-

tinue in blindnes and vnteachablenes ? 1702 Penn Frinls
Solit. II. § 243 The worst part of this Vanity is its Unteach-
ableness. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. II. 79 When kings
themselves tried hard to make honest men republicans by
their apparent unteachableness.

TTntea-ching,//'/. a. (Un-1 10.)
1587 Fenner Def. Ministers 137 The Senate of teaching

and vnteaching Elders. 1610 Bp. Hall Apol. Brownists
xxvii. 70 What Congregation of Christendome. .affoorded
you the necessary patterns of an vnteaching Pastor, or an
vnfeeding Teacher? 1642 Milton Apol. Smect. 56 The
Prelats.. after their preferment most usually change the
teaching labour of the word, into the unteaching ease of
Lordship over consciences, and purses.

XTntea-m, s*. [Un-2 4 b.] trans. To unyoke.
1548 Elyot, Lnteriungo, to vnteeme the horses, that they

mate reste. 1593 Warner Alb. Eng. viii. xlii. 158 Our
Caltell vnto stronger draughts we.. would vnteame. 1667
Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. (ed. 4) 11. 310 Since Justice and
Authority laid by the Rods and Axes as soon as the Sun
unteamed his chariot. 1675 Cotton Scoffer Scoft 81 Let
the Hours unteam thy Horses.
absol. x66z J. Davies tr. Olearir/s' Voy, Awbass. 413 'I'he

Muscovian Ambassador having cudgell'd one of the Waggon-
ers, all the rest would unteam and return homewards.

TTntearable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)
X648 Hexham ii, Onverscheurlick^ Vntearable. 1859 F.

V^KHC\?,N'e%vion Dognane iv. The pudding appeared,. , an
indigestible mass, composed of untearable steak. 1900
PoLLOK & Thom Sports Burjua 252 Shooting-suits . . of some
strong untearable material.

Untea'sed,///. di. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1843 E.Jones
Sens. i\ Event 71 These multitudnious varying boughs,
Unteased with leaves slept still. Untea'seled, ppl. a.
(Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1877 C. Geikie Christ II. 38 A piece
of raw unteazled cloth.

nntechnical, a, (Un-i 7,)
1845 Encycl. Metrop. II. 751/1 These authorities are of

two kinds, untechnical and technical, i860 Gi:o. Eliot
Mill on Fl. III. vii, Tom's untechnical mind. 1882 Farrar
Early Chr.l. 149 The word occurs but once in his letter,

and that in its purely general and untechnical signification.

Unte'chnically, adv. (Un-' h. Cf. prec.) 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) IV. 381 The intention of the parties, however
untechnically expre.ssed. Unte'ddcd,///. a. (Un-' 8+
Ted z/.') C1380 Wyclif Sel. IVks. II. 301 pes lumpis fallen
here, as mowen gras ]>at were unteddid. Untecm, t'.

[Un-* 3 + Teem Z'.'] trans. To unburden, discharge. 163s
[Glapthorne] Lady Mother nr. i. Lest the full clouds, .un-
teeme their big wombd laps And raise a sudden deluge. 1683
in J. Russell Haigs (1881) 314 It seems to me that Europe

ITNTEMPERATE.
IS unteaming herself to plant these Western parts of the
world. Untecmed, ppl. a. dial. [Un-' 8-^Teem v.^\

Unemptied. 1641 H. Best Farm. Bks, (Surtees) 53 Wee
sette (att night) the. .two last waines to themowebrest, and
leave them unteamed till the morninge. Untei'nded,
ppl. a. Sc. [Un-' 8.] Untithed. 1527 Burg/i Rec. Presi-
ivick (Maitl. Club) 52 For the wrangus takin in of peis on-
tendyt. 1663 Min. Baton Court of Stitchill (S.H.S.) 25
For hydeing and conceilhig of his comes in the yaird un-
teynded.

_ f Untei'nted, ppl. a. Obs. [Un-' 8. Cf. F.
teinte,] Untinted, uncoloured. 1745 J'hil. Trans. XLIII.
525 [He] produced several Samples of the Apples; an
unteinted Russetting; a Russetting changed in Com-
plexion.

^
tUnte-ld, z-. Obs.-^ [Un-' 4+Teld j5. b.J

trans. To clear of tents or awnings, a 1400 Morte Artk.
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Qwen all was schyppede that scholde, they schounte no
engere, Bot vntelde [MS. ventelde] them tyte. tUntC'll,
Zh Obs. (Un-^ 3.3 ? 1605 Heywood IVoman killed w. Kind-
ness (1617) G 2, That time could turne vp his swift sandy
glasse. To vntell the dayes,and to redeeme these houres.

Untenable, n. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.] Unspeak-
able, unutterable ; indescribable.
In earlier use somewhat rare. Freq. from ri88o. The

absence of evidence from i6th to 19th c. is remarkable.
1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxvi. 16 Fulfil Syon with thin vntell*

able vertues, and thi puple with thi glorie. c\\\oLa7itern
Li^t 136 Feer intoUerable, drede vntellable. c 1425 St.
Eliz. ofSpalbeck in Anglia VHL 113 With sobbynges &
weymentynges vntelabil. c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 367/2 On-
telleable, inenarrabilis. 1513 Douglas jEneid i. xii. 6 Thi
desyir, lady, is Renewing of ontellable sorow. 1552 Abp,
Hamilton Cateck. (1884) 16 The glore of the saule quhilk is

untelabil.

1830 Mrs. Opie in Brightwell I^Ievi. (1854) 246 It fills me
withuntellable wonder and admiration of him. 1865 Trench
Gnstavus Adolphus ii. 76 Which, though not absolutely
untenable, had yet better remain untold. 1886 Ruskim
Prxterita I. 422 The joy of approved love, and the unten-
able, incalculable motive of its sympathy.
Hence Unte'llaWy adv.
£1425 St. Eliz. of Spalbeck in Anglia VIII. 109/21

Whanne l^ese and ol^ere lyke are doon often and vntellably.

iS>3 Douglas jEneid viii. ix. 38 The fader than, .full ten-
derly Apone him hingis,wepand ontellably. iV&g Missionary
Herald Feb. 50 [The character of the people] is terribly bad,
.. untellably bloodthirsty, cruel, and lascivious.

Ullte*lling,///.i3!. north, and Sc» [Un-1 i©.]

1 1. Innumerable, countless. Obs.
aiyto Cursor M. 2107 Inde, and pers, and arabt,..And
mam ot>er vntelland contre. Ibid. 6441 pis ilk folk was vn-
telland, pat moyses had vnder hand. 1816G. Muir Clydes-
dale Minstrelsy 7 The royal banner that has splendid flown
Its annual course for ages past untellin'. 1825 Jamieson,
Untelling, adj., ..denoting what cannot be counted. Roxb.

2. =3 Ontellable a.

1823 Hogg Shepherd's Cal. \, It was untelHng what land
that man possessed. 1885 [J. Tod] More Bitsfr. Blinkbanny
i. It was untellin' what Tibbie did for poor Mrs. GemmelL

t Unte'med, ///. fl. Obs. \0Y..unlemed{\3'&'^

8), = MLG. unte>n{m)ety MDa. utetm{ine)t, Da,
utsetfimet. Cf, OE, ttngetemedy MDu. ongetemmet^

"temt (Du. 07igeiemd)y MLG. ungetemet, G, ungc
zahmt.'] Untamed.
a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 226 Edoviitus [sic], untemed,

wilde. <zxioo Cambridge Ps. xxxii. 17 Leas vel untemed
hors. 1388 Wyclif Ecclus. xxx. 8 An hors vntemyd..schal
ascape hard. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xviii. Ixxvfl,

(Bodl. MS.), Onager is a wilde asse. .and suche asses been
grete. .& vntemed. CX420 Prose Life Alex. 8 A prynce of
Macedoyne broghte )>e kyng a horse vn-temed, a grete and
a faire.

Unte"inper, v. (Un-* 3.) 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne I.

233 Examples have demonstrated to us that, .the study of
sciences does more soften and untemper the courages of
men than any way fortifie and incite them. 1758 Reid tr.

Macqiier*s Chem. I. 65 By the same operation Steel maybe
untempered. t Unte"mperable, a. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.) =
INTEMPER.^BLE «. 157! tr. Buchauan's Detect. Mary (1572)
H iij, A woman .. in .. corrupt affectiounis vnbridelit, vntem-
perable by her estayt, raging by hyr power,

t Unte-mperance. Obs, (Un-1 12 and 5 b.)

1541 R. Copland Galyen'^s Terap. 2 A. iv. The fyrste maner
[of ulcers] haboundeth by the vntemperaunce of the flesshe

subiecte. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinslied III. 1268 The
successors may he taught by their predecessors,, .sobrietie

by their vntemperance. 1614 Gorges L,ucan iv. 124 The
hazards that ensue,.. From the vncertaine motions grew,
When then the aires vntemperance drew.

f TJnte'inperant, a. : see Untempebate a. 2

(quot. 138S).

t Unte mperate, a. Obs, [Un-i
7, 5 b.]

1. a. Of weather, etc. : - Intemper.vte a, I.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. cxxiv. 353 h\ Castyle there is

no thynge but harde rockes and IMountaynes,. .and an vn-
temperate ayre, 121548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. Vi^ 137 Of
these vntemperate stormes rose suche a scacety, that wheat
was sold at lii.s, iilLd. the busshell. 1614 Archdeaconry of
Essex (MS.) Minutes fol. loi [The weather] was wett and
vntemperate.

b. Distempered, disordered. rare~'^.

1539 Elyot Cast. Helthe C1541) 17 b, [To] the bodyes un-
temperate, suche meates or drynkes are to be gyven, which
be in power contrary to the distemperance.

2. — Intemperate a. 2.

1388 Wyclif Eccbis, xxxi. 23 Colre. .and gnawyng to an
vndiscreet either vntemperat [C C. Coll. Camb. MS. vntem-
peraunt] man. 1561 T, Norton Calvin s Insf. i. xiii. 43 b,

[They] that do delite in an vntemperate desyie of specula-
cion. 1589 Cooper Admon. 2 A lamentable state of time it

is, wherin such vntemperat boldenes is permitted. 1607
Mahkham Cavel. II. loi If the Ryder haue an vntemperate
hand, which euer pulieth..vpon the horses mouth, a 1633
Cary Ediv. II (1680) 16 The King, by his untemperate and
undiscreet actions, had lost the hearts of his People.

3. = Intemperate a, 3.



UNTEMPEBATELY. 367 UNTENDEBLY.
0x589 Palfrevmam Baidivin's Mor, Philos. (1600) 116

Youth vntemperate, and full of carnall affections, quickly

turneth the bodye into age. 159* Nashe P. Penilesse G ij b,

Vntemperate venerie, and that hateful! sinne of selfe-loue.

1613 Skkrley Trazu Persia 55 Hee that can restraine him-

selfe from being transported by vntemperate appetites. 1625

Shirlky Love Tricks ir. ii, I,would not leaue Rufaldo for

a world Of rash, vntemperate youtli.

Hence + ITnte'inperately (utv. Obs,

X398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R, xvit. clxxxviii. (Bodl. MS.)i
Wyne drinlcinge vntemperatlych is to man kinde. .venym.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Far, yokn ii. 14 b, When ilicir

geastes, .haue their mouthes out of taste, & powre in drinke

vntemperately. 1560 Daus tr. S/eiiiane's Comtn. 237 b.

They hearde also howe vntemperately the Freers that were

collocutours handled the matter. 1602 Segar Hon., Mil. <5-

Civ. TV. i. ao9 He that immoilerately and vntemperately pam-
pereth his own body.

t Untemperateness. Obs. [Un-1 13,5b.]

1. Distempered physical condition.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. ii. (Bodl. MS.), pe

temporal place brin^ej* oute of vntemporatenes and make|j

it gode to ete. 154' R- Copland Galyen's Terap. C iv, Some
dysease of the lyuer,or the weykenes of the party greued,

the which is none other thynge but a clere and notable

vntemperatnes. 1580 Blundeville Horsemanship ly. 36 b,

To learne at the Physicians handes, which., as touching the

weakenesse of the Liner, proceeding of the vntemperatenesse

thereof, will bid you to heale euerie such vntemperatenesse

by his contrarie. 1597 A. M. Guilhvuau's Fr. Ckirurg^.

35 b/i The glowinge Cautery, .amendeth the vntemperatnes

of that parte. 1621 Burton Anai. Mel. i. ii. v. iii. An
innate burning vntemperatnesse, turning blood and cboler

into melancholy.

2. " iNTEMPERATEtfF-SS T.

1577 tr. Bullingers Decades 238/3 A dwelling place con-

uentently situated against the vntemperatenesse of the ayre.

1594 R. Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 26 The vntemperatenes of

Winter, and Sommer, a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 723 The
work . . being hindrcd by no untemperatenesse of the weather,

1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. ll^'ars 405 Many of his men,
..by the untemperateness of the Air, ..dyed. 1758 J. S,

Le Drans Observ. Surg. (1771) Diet., Inteffiperies, an Un-
seasonableness, Untemperateness.

3. = Intemperateness 2.

1578 TiMME Calvin on Gen, 213 By reason of vntemperat-

nesse they doe degenerate from their nature. 1599 Minsheu
spun. Gram. To Students, Vntemperatenes, Vnshamefast-
nes, V'nfaithfuines, and Vnthankefuliies. 1637 Saltonstall
F.usebius'' Constantine 137 Untemperatenesse of life, covet-

ousnesse, murder.
tUnte'mperature. Obs.-^ [Un-' 12, 5 b.] Distempered

state. ax6o4 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1800) 396 [After the]

Earthquake. -there followed.. a continuall untemperature
of the ayre, witli a filthy skurfe.

Untempered, //A a, [Un-i 8. Cf, MDu.
ongeUmpert, Du. ongelemperdt MHG. ungetempert^

1. Unregulated ; not moderated or controlled.

1377 Langl. p. pi, B, IX. I02 Wolde neuere^ faithful fader

his nthcl were vntempred. a 1547 Surrey Eccl. v. 52 What
lyef leedc testeye men that consume their dayes In inwarde
freets, unteinpred hates. 1561 Nortom & Sackv. Gorboduc
\\\. i, Your eldest sonne, misledd By traitours framde of

young vnlempered wittes Assembleth force against your
yonger sonne. 1631 A. Wilsom Swisser in. ii, I will)ee your
Stickler, You too vntemper'd Vermin ! 1808 Wm. Mitford
Hist. Greece I. 584 Every untempered government mu*;t be
jealous. Ibid. III. 72 The spirit of party will pervade a
state with, .untempered and. .lasting violence.

b. Unmodified, unqualified, Freq. const, by.

1768-74 Tucker Lt.Nnt.(\%ii^ II. 603 The utmost rigour

of legal justice untempered by equity. 1794 S. Williams
Vermont 203 The spirit of monarchy, untempered by repre-

senution. 1847 H. Rogers Ess. (i860) 1. 240 His eyes ache
with that too untempered brilliance. 1868 Freeman Norm,
Coftq. X. II. 481 Rigid justice, untempered by mercy.

2. Of lime or mortar: Not properly mixed and
prepared. Also in fig. context.

c 1440 Pallail, on Husb. iii. 395 Vntempred lime yf with
the grafles be Putte in the plages. 1535 Coverdale Ezek.

xiii. II Y* wall, that ye haue dawbcd with vntempered
morter. 1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. iii.i. 7 He labour-

eth to plaistcr over his Superstition with the vntempered
morter of this quiddltative disiinction. x66i Cowlev Crom-
well Wks, 1006 II. 362 That none of these untempered
Mortars can hold out against the next blast of Wind. 1755
Young Centaur v. 311 This castle was built out of the
various ruins of many demolish 'd forts of infidelity, . .and
cemented with untempcr'd mortar. s8x6 Southev Km^/.
Eccl. Angl. 44, 1 have not been labouring in the quarries for

tiiirty years, that I should build with untempered mortar.

1896 A. D. Coleridge iE'/^Tw in AVr^/WSHis gloves. .[being]

bcdaut>ed..with untempered mortar.

trana/. J781 Cowper Hope 627 'I'o storm the citadels they

build in air. And smite th' untemper'd wall, 'tis death tospare.

b. Not properly dij^ested or concocted.

i8m Good Study Med, II. 757 The untempered fluid con.

tained in the tubercles. Ibid. IV. 695 A defective secretion

of the rete mucosum, which. .seems to be..untempered or

imperfectly elaborated.

O. Unhardened,
x8ao Good Syst. Nosology 427 Bones untempered in their

substance, and incapable of affording their proper support.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat, Mecluinic 322 A screw of un-

tempered steel. 1839 NoAD Electricity 339 A disc of un-

tempered steel.

Unte mpering:, ppL a. (Un-^ 10.) 1599 Shaks. Hen. F,

V. ii. 241 My blood begins to flatter me, that thou doo'st

llove me], notwithstanding the poore and vntemperine effect

of my Visage. Unte'mpested.a. (Un-'q.) 1846 Worces-
ter (citing Millman). 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Re/otmev
(1891) 244 The serene untempested heavens of the isles of

the blest. Untempe Btuous^ a. (Un-* 7, 5 c.) 1864

Swinburne Atalanta 400 Like kmdled lights in untempes-

tuous heaven. Untempled, a. (Un-' 9.) 1850 S.

DoBKLL Roman v. 61 Abare Untempledspot, unbIest,uncon.

secrate. 1855 Bailey Mystic 16 He, the untempled God,

above man's thought. Untemporary, a. (Un-' 7.) 1784
R. Bags Barhant Downs I. 235 Oh, for the actual, undis-
turbed, untempora-ry enjoyment of two such friends ! Un-
te'mptable,a. (Un-' 7 b.) 18x9 Monthly Mag. XLVllI.
306 Wiih this second marriage, the untemptable Adam is

extremely delighted. 1837 Sik F. Palgrave Merch. 9f Friar
iv. 243 They wish to earn the character of the most untempt-
alile and rigid justice.

Untempted, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not tempted; unassailed by temptation.
1607 Beaum. & Fl. \Vo7nan-Hater iv. i, Can you imagine

A Maid, whose beauty could not suffer her To live thus long
uiitempted ? xSga Bp. Hall Invis. World \\\. xii, Those
objects of dread, and horror, . . not so confined to their hell,

as to leave us untempted. 1716 Gay Trivia 11. 287 Careful
observers,. .Untempted,. .contemn the jugler's feats, Pass
by the Meuse, nor try the thimble's cheats. X757 [see Un-
tainted ///. a. 4 b]. 1809-X4 WoRDsw. Excurs. viii. 259
Those.. yet untempted to forsake The simple occupations
of their sires. 1865 Grosart Mem. H. Palmer 44 The is.sue

of profound meditation,, .not untempted of doubt. 1890
' R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 366 An unworn,
untempted nature.

b. Not due to or resulting from temptatioa or
enticement.

1744 Akenside Ep. Curio 67 Yet must you one untempted
vileness own. 1753 Fielding Eliz,Canning\^V.%. 1003 XI.
30 A pitch of wanion and untempted inhumanity, beyond
all possibility of belief. 1871 Ruskin Fors Clav. vii. 23
There is no phj'sical crime.. so without parallel in its un-
tempted guilt, as the making of war machmery.
2. Unattempted, untried. rare~^.

1744 Akenside Pleas. Imag. \. 573 Let the breath of thy
extended praise Inspire my kindling bosom to the height
Of this untempted theme.

_
tUnte*mpter.^ Obs. rare. (Un.' 12.) 138a Wvclif Jas.

i. 13 Sotheli God is vntempter [L. inientator\ of yuel thingis,

forsothe he temptith no man. Untcmptible, a., -ibly,
adv.

_
(Un-* 7, 11.) i8s8 E. Irving Serm. I. p. Ixvii, In.

fallibility and holiness unteniptible..in that which hereto-

fore had been human,_ fallible and temptible flesh. 1858
Bushnkll New Life xiil, Absolute purity is untemptible, as
in God. Il'id., God., is untemptible. Ibid.^ He can make
us untemptibly pure,

TTnte'mptin^,///. a, (Un-1 io.)

1824 Lytton in Life <5- Lett. (1883) I. 294 The poor animal
. .bent his head languidly over the untempting food. 1859
F. E. Paget Citrate Cumberivorth 353 A schoolboy repug-
nance to go back to my smoky lodgings, and Mrs. Ferrall's

untempting fare.

Hence Uute'mptlngly culv,

(1847 Webster.] a 1856 H. Miller Rambles Geologist

(1858)357 The day was still unfavorable, and the [geological!

sections seemed untemptingly indifferent.

Unte'mptingness. (Un-' 12. Cf. prec.) 1646 Ham-
mond .S'/wMfj 12 The naturall intrinsecall untemptingnesse
of that sinne. Untcmsed, ppl. a, [Un-' 8.] Unsifted.

164X Best Farm. Bks, (Surtees) 105 Wee have received a
pecke and a balfe more of tempsed meale from the one, than
wee have had of the other, of untempsed meale.

TTntenability. (Un-i 12, 5 c. Cf. next.)

X644 Pkynne & Walker Fiennes' Trial 76 The weaknesse
and untenability of it was no ground of its surrender. 1841
Hrrschel .^Tw. (1857) 188 The complete untenability of a
simple aqueous doctrine. 1B84 Laiv Times 1 Nov, 7/1 The
untenability of the modern American contention.

Unte'nable, a- [Ux-l 7 b and 5 b.]

1. Incapable of being held against attack.

X647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vitL § 60 Having lain so long
with such a strength before so vile and untenable a place,

without reducing it. a X671 Ld. Fairfax Mem. (1699) 9
In a council of war the Town was judged untenable. X769
Robertson Chns. K, iv. Wks. 1813 V. 418 That ill-provided

and untenable fort. 1796 Campaigns lygj-d, I. i. ix. 91
The post . . was abandoned as untenable. 1844 H. H . Wilson
Brit. /ftdial\.54 Measures were taken to render the position

of the besiegers untenable. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ.X.
287 The fire of the Prussian artillery rendered the interior

of the works . . untenable.

b. fig. (Cf. sense 2,)

x69a Drvden Juvenal {\(i<^i) p. Iii, Casaubon. .thinks it

time to abandon a Post that was untenable. He acknow-
ledges that Persius is obscure in some places. 1765 Sterne
Tr. Shandy viii. xxxiv. If there was any one post more un-
tenable than the rest, he would be sure to throw himself

into it. \%iy] Med. Jml. XVII. 534 An impartial retrospect

..will, .convince Mr. Dawson, that he has occupied unten-

able ground. 1880 M^'Carthy Own Times Ixiii. IV. 429
He withdrew from what he felt to be an untenable position.

o. Incapable of being occupied or retained.

X609 Bover Did. Royal s.v., His new Lodgings were
made in a Moment as untenable as the others. 1721 Amherst
Terras Fit. No. 40 (1726) 211 Not content with, .college-

offices, they have lately found out a method of augmenting
them with good livings, which, according to statutes and
prescription, are untenable together, i860 Merc. Marine
Mag. VII. 291 A ship could lay there in safety when Table

bay would be untenaole. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 5
The site has proved untenable.

2. Incapable of being maintained or supported.

1650 Fi;ller Pisgah 11. xiii. 268 A Tenet unteinable with

truth. X664 H. More Aj>oL 507, I am.. far from rejecting

or condemning the Opinion of the Schools from being

altogether untenable. 1714 Waterland Farther Vindic.

i Chrisfs Divin, Introd., Their main Scheme amjearing so

[

gross, and so untenable, that they . . are . . ashamed to own it.

I X83S Thirlwall Greece iii, I. 78 A not untenable hypothesis.

j
x886 Law Rep. 31 Chanc. Div. 365 The claim is of the most
untenable description.

I Hence Unte'nableneBS.
I

1833 G. S. Fabek Recapit. Apostasy 40 The untenableness

j
of the various names, .crudely propounded by the wanton-

I

ness of expositorial licence. 1846 Lewes tli^t. Philos. IV.

95 The untenableness of the theory of innate ideas,

XJnte'nant, v. [Un-2 4, 5.]

i
1. trans. To dislodge from a dwelling.

1614 T. Ada.ms Devils Banquet 104 Hee gets possession

of their affections, whence all the power of man cannot vn-

tenant him.

2. To deprive of a tenant or tenants,

1640 Shirley St. Patrickfor Irel. i. i, You know I can
Untenant hell, dispeople the wide air. 1796 Coleridge
Destiny ofNations 35 All Those blind Omniscients, those
Almighty Slaves Untenanting creation of its God. 1799
Monthly Rev. XXVIII. 528 It is only wonderful that the
official cadastres should not wholly have untenanted the
soil. 1832 R. Chambers Eminent Scotsmen I. 46 The
Reformation untenanted its walls. 1846 M 'Gee Irish
Writers 3a Dempster, .began to untenant every niche in

the national temple of Ireland. x86x Ld. Lytton & Fane
Tannhiiuser 67, 1, whose heart of all that lived in it He hath
untenanted.

3. To depart from, to quit.

X79S Coleridge Lines at Shurton Bars iv, Untenanting
its beauteous clay My Sara's soul has wing'd its way.

TJntenaxitable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

a i66x Fuller Worthiest Essex i. (1662) 347 Winchester
Castle was. .ordered to be made Untenable ; but the over-

officious malice of such who executed the Order (wilfully

mistaking the word) made it Untenantable. 177J Ann.
Rcg.f Chron. 141/r, 400 houses, .destroyed, or renclered un-

tenantable. 1774 Phil. Trails. LXV. 274 They may so

abound with fleas as to become untenantable. X833 Whf.wkll
Astron. vii. 64 The apparently frozen and untenantable
regions in the netghbouihood of the pole. x86a Galton
Vac, Tour. 208 Beds untenantable, charges unconscionable,

is the state of things now as then.

TTnte'iianted,///. a. [Un-18.] Not occupied

by a tenant or tenants.

1673 Temple Ess. Irel. Wks. 1720 I. 117 The Country
seems to be full stock'd, no Ground that 1 hear of being
untenanted. 1677 Yarranton Etig, Improv. 16 There
needed not one House to stand empty and untenanted. 1741
Richardson Pamela II. 203 A pretty little Farm and House,
untenanted. x8o8 Scott Marm. 11. Introd., All silent now
•—for now are still Thy bowers, untenanted Bowhill. 1887

spectator 22 Oct. 1413 There are not now so many un-

tenanted spaces on the globe suitable for human habitation.

fig' 1830 Carlyle il/wc. (1872) III. 53 In that hour thou

wilt look back on thy untenanted life.

Untended,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1598 Florio, IncnstoditOy not kept, not lookedvnto, vn-

tentfed. 173a Lvttelion Progr. Love i. 17 His flock.,

untended lay. To ev'ry savage a defenceless prey. 1736
Thomson Liberty v, 10 Let Asia's woods, Untended, yield

the vegetable fleece. 1794 Wordsw. Guilt ^ Sorrow Ixiii,

Nor shall she perish there, untended and aloie 1 X807 J.
Barlow Columo. vi. 160 He comes, .untended by his usual

train. 1854 H. Miller Sch. ^ Schm. xi, The hedges [were]

gapped by the almost untended cattle, i86x Peaks^ Passes

^ Glac. Ser. 11. I. 163 The same fitful glare from the pine-

log fire, as the untended embers crumble together !

Untender, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Not tender in dealing with others; ungentle,

unkind. Also const, of,

1605 Shaks. Lear i. i. 108 So young, and so vntender?
i6n — Cymb. in. iv. 12 Why tender 'st thou that Paper to

me, with A looke vntender ? c 1678 J. B. in Spirit ofPopery
(1680) 75 Is it reasonable., to be thus tender of a few men,
and untender of the grand Concerns of. .our Master? ?c 1710

Congreve Lament. Helen over Hector g In all which time

..Not one untender Word or look of Scorn, Which I too

often have from others born. 1774 Beatiie Minstrel 11.

xxxi, Let untender thoughts afar be driven, 18*5 Lamb
Elia II. Wedding, Is there not something untender.. in the

hurry which a beloved child is sometimes in to tear herself

from the paternal stock. 1898 G. W. E. "Russell Collect. <?•

Recoil, ii. 14 In those untender days he was considered too

delicate to remain at a Public School.

t2. Not having a tender conscience ; lacking in

religious susceptibility. Also transf. Obs.

a 1658 Durham Comm. Rev. (1660) 187 We will find, that

many who have been untender, have had hand at this work.

1680 in Proc. Soc. Antig. Scot. XLV. 235 This wofull dread-

full defection in these two emenent men is to be lamented.

. .Among them Mr. Castairs elder is the most unsound and
untender. 1730 T. Boston Mem. (1899) 37 He, being both

a weak and untender man, was unacceptable to the parish.

Ibid. 136 The untender carriage of some ministers in Niths-

dale. 1765 J. Brown Chr. Jrnl. 262 Untender professors

loudly bawl against the sins of others. a\Z\z Maclean
Disc, Wks. 1848 VL 195 By an untender walk guilt has
accumulated upon the conscience.

3. Not immature.
X879 Baim Educ. as Science xii.416 The effect produced on

tender years will be submerged in the un-tender years that

follow.

Hence TTnte'nderness.
a X658 Durham Comm. Rez'. (1660) 181 There was much .

.

unwatchfulnesse and untendernesse in both these respects

before God. x68o in Proc, Soc. Antig. Scot. XLV. 248 An
untendernessand sinfuU love of life. X724E. Ebskine Serm.
Wks. (1791) 122 If through untenderness ye provoke him to

withdraw. 1883 Century Mag. 55 This education. .he had .

never got.—Hence his untenderness.

Unte'ndered, ///. a. CUn-' 8.] Not offered. 1607
Middleton Michaelmas Term 111. iv, 45 Is not the day
past, the money untendered? x6ix Shaks. Cymb. iii. i.

10 Cassibulan ,. granted Rome a Tribute, Yeerely three

thousand pounds j which (by thee) lately Is left vntender'd.

TJntcnderly, fl^z'. (Un-1 ii.)

?ax4oo Morte Arth. 1144 Vn-tenderly fro Jtc toppe l>ai

tiltine to-gederz. c i4as Wyntoun Cron. vii. ii. 128 (Cott,

MS.), He sende (>aim in to Normondy, par tretyt l^ai war
wntendyrly. 1651 Warriston /?mry(S.H.S.) II. 14^, I heard

of Suynton's.. leaving of all family exercises., and walking

untenderly on the Lords Day. a 1658 Durham Comm.Rci:
(1660) 188 A Minister. .prone to foster their securjtie, or

rifle their wounds untenderly. 1780 S. J. Pratt Emma
Corbett (ed. 4) III. 154, I have too much contributed to her

happiness for her to treat me untenderly. 1856 Mrs.

BKOW«iNQ^»r. Leigh II. 823 If I spoke untenderly This



UNTENIBLE.

morning, .. pardon it. 1868 Browsing A'/wf .?• Bk,\u 196 |

The snow.white soul that angels fear to take Untenderly. !

Unte'nible, a. [Us-' 7.] Untenable. 1783 Hailes
Antiq. Chr. Lh. 135 A conclusion most illogical and untenible,

|

. tUnte-nnanted,///. rt. Obsr^ [Un-'S.) Not furnished
|

with a leiion. 1678 Moxom Meek, Exerc, v. 84 Make also
,

a Tennant on each un-Tennanted end of the Stiles. Un-
j

te*nt, r. (Un-* 4, 4 b.) 1606 Shaks. 7V. ^ Cr, 11. iii. 178 I

Why, will he not vpon our faire request, Vnteiit his person,

and share the ayre with vs? i6n Fi.orio, SUntiar^, to

reraooue the tents ofa camp, to vntent. Untenta'calated,
///. d, vUs-* S.) a 1830 McCi'u.ocii AttribH'.cs 11843) III.

394 The untentaculaied Medusic.

Unte-nted, ///. a,^ [Uk-1 8 + Tent vA'\ Un-
probed, undressed.
1603 Shaks. Lean. iv. 32a Th' vntented woundings of a

Father's curse Pierce euerie sense about thee. i8m Milman
MartyrofAntiochfi^ViiCi^o^yx and unteiited wounds. 1828

ScDTT Aunt Margartfs Mirror ad fin., The wounds of an
untented conscience.

t Untented, ///. rt.« Obs. [Un-> S + Tentz;.^] Not
tempted. 1725 in Peterkin Ork. ^ ZetL (1822) I. 223 The
straight pathes of virtue and iintented honesty.

Unte-nted, /•>/. fl.3 Sc, or arch. [Un-1 8 +
Tent z^.l] Unheeded, unregarded.
1791 J. Learmont /*(jrw:i 61 Ihe least untentit.lowsespoke

word, Gars them draw the duellin' sword, c 1800 R. Gill
Elegy Pudding Lizzie xili. While busy time still jogged on,

Unmark'd, untented. 1867 Morris Jason x. 300 Great
herds of deer and neat, . . Seeming all wild . .

, For quite un-
tented here and there they ran.

Unte-nted,///. a.* [Un-' 3+ Tented ///. «.] Not
furnished with a tent or tents. 1891 Cent, Diet, s.v., An
untented army ; . .an untented field.

Untcnty, a. .y^, [Un-' 7.) Careless, heedless. 1819 Scott
Leg. Montrose x, What is to become of me, if Gustavus..
should be lamed among their untentyhands ! 1893 Stevenson
Catriona vii, I would never be so untenty as to commit
myself. fUntcTmed, ///. «. [Un.' 8.] Unbounded,
unlimited, c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cv. li, He eternally

that treaty mindeth. Which him to us untearmed ages
bindeth. 163? ¥qko Love's Sncr. m. iii, Thy reward. .Shall

be our specialT thanks, and loue vn-term*d. tUnteTmin-
able, a. Ods. (UN-'7b, 5b.) ai^yy Mahtos Serm. Ps.
cxix. (1725) 436/2 Eternal Duration implies an immutable
and unterniinable abode in Being. Unte'rminably, adt'.

(Un-' II, s b.) 1631 R. Skene in A. Craig Pilgr. ^ Hermit
3 For the singular and ever bound duetie, wherevnto..! ever
acknowledge my selfe to be vnterminably tied, to loue,

serue, and honour, You and Yours, Unte'rminated,
///. a. (Un-* 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1853 Kane Grinmll Exp.
xxvii. {1856) 225 The bread, unterminated expanse of ice.

189Z E. T. Dixon Found. Geoni. 33 Any unterminated straight
line. Unte'rminating, f>pl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1821 Scott
Biogr. Mem. (1834) I. 368 The unterminating succession of
misfortunes. UntCTTaced,///. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.]
1879 Stevenson Trav. Cevennes 166 The ground, where it

was un terraced, was usually too steep. + UntCTred,///. a.

Obs.'^ [Un-' 8.] Uninterred. 1633 AIak-mion Fine Coin-
panion L i, Those That lye unterr'd, wanting their funerall
rites. Unterrestrial, a. (Un-' 7.) 1746 Young Nt.
Th. IX. 1752 The natives of this world sublime, Of this so
foreign, un-terrestrial sphere. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab vii. 175
No pain assailed His unterrestrial sense. Unte'rrifi able,
a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1873 Helps Soc. Press, xxiii. 352 There
remain no unterrifiable witnesses but children.

Unterri-fio, a. (Un-1 7.)

1788 H. Downman Infancy vr. 637 The stream Of light-
ning, ..safe £onvey'd. In unterrific silence, to the ground,
x83iCARLVLE^a?-/,./?«.ii. iii, Not unterrific was the aspect;
but we looked on it like brave youths, 1887 Ruskin Prx*
terita II. 393 A majestic, but unterrific forialice of cliff.

Unte-rrified,///. a. (Un-i 8.)
Also 6^.5. 'derisively applied to the Democratic party':

1832-63111 Thornton Amer.Gloss. s.v.

1609 Daniel Civ. IVarsxi. lx.vviii. Yet standes he stiffe,

vndash't, vnterrifi'd. 1670 Flatman Deatk of Albemarle
V, Ever unterrified his valour stood Like some tall rock
amidst a sea of blood. 1755 Smollett Ct. Fathom xli. The
chevalier, unterrifiedby this dreadful salutation, desired he
would accompany him to a more convenient place. 1764
Ann. Reg.t Chron. 87/1 The robin.. comes in. .unterrified
by the number of persons. 1821 %n^\xx.-^ Adonais iv, He
went, unterrified. Into the gulf of death. 1856 Olmsted
Starve States 178 The attempt to suppress discussion has
^ven every advantage to the unterrified partisans on both
sides.

TJnte-rrifying,///. a. (Un-1 io.)

^ 1691 NoRBis Praci. Disc. 140 What a mild and unterrify-
ing thing is Death to such a Man as this ! 1821 Lamb Elia
I. Chapter on Ears, The genuine unterrifying aspects of my
pleasant-countenanced host and hostess. 1877 Swinburne
C.BrontSqq Lips already whitened., by the present shadow
of unterrifying death.

tUntestate, a. [Un-1 7, 5 b.] Intestate.

c 1440 Jacob's IVell 20 pe godys of here tenauntys (jat

dyen vntestate. 1559 Richmond. ffV//^ (Surtees) 138 Not
willinge to dye untestate, . . I provide . . this my last will. 1501
Savile TacituSy Hist. ii. 89 If they dyed vntestate the
ordinary course of the Iaw..wasobserued. 1600 Rowlands
Lett. Humours Blood iv. 65 It was his fathers lucke of late
to die Untestate. 1617 Minsheu. (Hence in Hexham.)
Untested, ///. a, [Uk-i 8.]

fl. Intestate. Obs. (Cf. prec.)
1570 FoxE A. ^ M. (ed. 2) I. 409/1 The courte [of Rome]

, .aspired how to vsurpe the goods of them that die vntested.
1586 Si'Essf.r IVill^ks. 1882 I. p. xvii, Suche as dye un-
testyd. 1608 in T. Font's Ace. Cunningham (Maitl. CI.) 1B3
Johne Blair, .deceist vntestit in the moneth of Januar, 1604
zeiris.

2. Not tested or proved.

[177s Ash.] 1828-32 Webster (citing Adams* Lect.). 1881
Fitch Lect. Teach. 179 To leave him unquestioned and un-
tested. 1884 Church Bacon viii. 197 His whole doctrine of
•Forms*. .is an example of loose and slovenlyuse of un-
examined and untestea ideas.
Unte-sticled, ppl. a. (Un* 8, 4) 1668 Wilkins Real

Char, 291 So Ojc 19 unteslicUd or gelt Bull. fUnte'tche,

368

Obsr'^ [Un.^ 4 b + teiche Tachs sb.'^\ Wrongful act ; fault

f 1350 IFill. Pahrue 509 His maners were so menskful,

a-mende hem mi5t none, & seH>c forso|>e til l>is time non vn-

tetche he ne wrou^t. UntC'ther, z/. (UN-2 4b.) [1773
Ash.] 1888 W. G, Black Heligoland q The herd-girl who
comes to untether the patient sheep, Unte'thereu, //*/. a,

(Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1826 W. A. Miles D. Barroiv 5
[These evidences, etc.] give a free untethered flight to the

imagination. 1907 Daily Chron. 6 June 5/5 Old untethered

liorses and donkeys . . browsing on the slopes. Untewed,
PPl.a. (Un-' 8 4- Tewc.'] Uiitrimmed. 1591 "L-iix Endym,
II. ii. That, .cruell enemie that beareih rough and vntewtd
lockes vpon his bodie.

Untha*ck, v, [Un-2 4.] = Unthatch v.

c 1400 Pepysiau Gospel Harmony 22 Hij cloumben on t>at

hous and vnj?akkedea it.

t Unthank, J-^. Obs. \0^.un}ancmti?.c,{i.un-

Ujf-1 12+panc Thank sb.)^ = OFris. unlhonk
(WFris. onlank, NFris. nnloonk), MDu. ondanc
(Du, ondank)^ MLG. undank, OHG. undanchf
unthank (MHG. nndanc, G. undank) ingratitude,

displeasure, etc. ; ON. lipokk fern., a reproacli,

censure, etc. (MSw.tf/^a^, i5vv, olctck^ MDa. and Da.
ulak ingratitude, etc.).]

I. L Absence of gratitude or good-will ; un-

favourable thought or feeling ; ill-will, disfavour;

displeasure expressed in actions or words,
C893 K. Alfred Oros, iv. x. § 11 pa wses Hannibale aefter

hiera naeSeiiiscum gewunan I>aet andwyrde swil?e la5, & him
uni?anc ssede |?aes andwyrdes. a xooo Sal. 8f Sat 98 Donne
hiene on un3anc . . R. ieorrenga xeseceS. c 1205 Lav. 22370
Mid ArSure he win drone j pat niin wes mucheles unSonc.
13. . ^. E. Allit. P. C. 55 penile l^rat moste I J?ole, & vnJ>onk
to mede. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. IVks. I. 256 And in travaile

aboute ]7ese goodis..stondi)? al \>q mede in )>\s Hif, and al

unt>ank of peyne of helle. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 161
Vnthank come on his hand that boond hym so. 1433 Misyn
Fire ofLoze 92 Frenschyp, .has also a grete likynge withit
knytt in qwhilk it adyls no meyde ne vri]?anke. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 381/2 Vn Thanke, demerido. 1557 TotteCs I^Iisc.

(Arb.) 203 Vnthanke to our desert be geuen, Which merite
not a heauens gift to kepe.

b. In the phrase to have unthank.
<;i325 in Wright Pol. Songs (Camden) 327 But unthank

have the bishop that lat hit so go. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B.

183 For Jjeft, & for J>repyng, vnjjonk may mon haue. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 3061 'Wei depardieux,* qua)> ^is barouns,
* ounJ>ank habbe t>at spare *.

2. An act or circumstance causing displeasure or

annoyance ; an offence or injury,

<;897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xHx. 379 And fa
forSyoe he forwandode fleet he swa ne dyde, 3a a^eaf he hit

[sc. 3£et feoh] to unSances. c 1000 AJtollonius of Tyre 26
Cwe3e ;:^e \>'£X ic. .eow dide eefre aenisne un|janc? c: 1050
O. E. Chron. (MS. C) an. 1049, Eac fela o3ra un|?anca \>&

he him dyde. ^
1:1205 Lay. 11769 pe eorl Caredoc.jet hit

mai ilimpe ; hit is be an vnSonke. a 1225 Ancr. R. 202 Uor
lure of eie worldliche l>inge, o3er of freond, o3er uor eni un-
Sonc. 13.. Guy of IVanu. 5311 His brond..brac vnto his

bond. * Alias,' quaj> Gij, ' Y\s vnj>ang I Were no may y me
nou^t laiig'.

II. In uses denoting disinclination, reluctance,

or involuntariness,

3. In genitive, used adverbially, = Unwillingly;

compulsorily ; against a person's wish or will

;

without one's consent ; also, involuntarily.
The genitive is similarly used in OFris., MDu., OHG., etc.

c^oLaws Edgar in Thorpe Laws L 264 Niman [hi] un-
Jjances jjone teo3an da;l to ]>am mynstre. ? 1066 O.E. Chron.
(MS. C) an. io66, Tosti3..nam of ]?am butse karlon sume
mid him, sume ^Jances^sumeunljances. cwj^ Lamb. Horn.
17 Gif |>u agultest wi3 J)ine efen-nexta un3onkes, bet hit ^in

Jjonkes hu se ]>u miht wi3 him. a 1300 Cursor M. 27192
[It] sceus quat nede Was man at drau him to ^is dede, ..

Quar vntharikes {Fairf. quel>er vn]^ankis] or wit will, And
quatkin strengh him draf per-till.

b. More freq. with poss. adj. (or sb. in poss. case).
t893K. Mi.¥v.^x> Oros, ii.n, § i HiswaijeahheoraunSances

mid swicdome hie be^eaton. cixoot^.^". Chron, (MS. D)aii.

905, pa ;^erad i'Et)elwold ae3eling . . t?one ham act Winburnan
& a;t Tweoxnam \>^s cynges un^ances. cizoo Ormin 719J.
Miccle be tire iss to l>e mann..To don all hiss unn^annkess
god pan ifell hise J^annkess. ^ 1205 Lav. 4502 Brennes.,
hauede heo hi wedded, Scihauedheo to bedde,al hire vnSonkes.
a 1240 Sawles IVarde in O.E. Horn, I. 247 Streng<^e stent

nest hire, Jjat ^ef ei wule in, warschipes vn ]?onkes, warni
strengQe fore, \>sX is hire suster, ant heo hit ut warpe. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. ITace (Rolls) 14172 Wy]f hym to fighte

leuere he wylde J>an, his vnbankes, to l>em jelde. 13. . Coer
de L, 2208 Natheles many he cleaved, And their unthanks
ther bylived. c 1450 St, Cuthbert (Surtees) 201 pis virgyne
])us hir vnthankes fyled perceyued ]>at sho was with chiled.

a 1470 Harding C/i?-(?;/. L.iv, Kyng Edward withlongshankes
Brought it awaye again, the Scottes vnthankes. fbid.LXVUi,
ii, Vpon the north sea bankes. He faught with theiin in battaill

their vnthankes.

O. Without inflection in absolute use,
a 1225 Juliatia 36 He schal unjjonc in his teS cuSen |>e

^at tu wilnest. [Cf. Tooth sb. 5,] C1230 Halt Meld. 47
purh J>is weorre, he 5arke3 [le, undone hise [v.r. in his] tea,

l^e blisse. .of cristes icovene. c 1330 K. Brunne Chron. ll^ace

(Rolls) 6093 Walwes ^jey tok, al "nis vnthank, & leddym to

Atyngal. 1338 — Chron. (1810) 241 pe Walsch com h^m
ageyn, did our men alle arere, pat turnyng J?er vnthank, as
heuy was ]>e charge, Vnder \^m alle sank.

4. At 07iis unthanks, against one's will.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4698 ForJ>i enhabele 50 in angwysch
at joure vnthankis. £1420 Anturs of Arth. 424 (Th.), Or
he weldenemy landes, at myne vn-thankes. By alle J>e

welthe of this werlde, he salle |?ame neuer welde.

Untha'nk, v. [Un.^ 3.] trans. To unsay or recall one's
thanks to. 1640 Shirley Love's Cruelty iii. iii, Duke.
We are not pleasd, she should depart. Seb,. Then I'le vn-
tl.anke your Gooduesae.

UNTHATCH.
TJntlia'nked,///. a. (Un-i 8.)

1562 Legh Armory i'ref., Suche they are, as be gone from
tlie world, of whome I am sure to be vnthanked. 1634
Milton Comus 723 If all the world Should in a pet of
temperance feed on Pulse, ..'I'h' all-giver would be unthank't,
would beunpraisM. 16615 Uhydkn Ww«. /IZ/rrt/-. cxcii, '1 heir
batttr'd Admiral too scon withdrew, Unthank'd by ours for

his unfniish'd Fight. 1700 — Fat. Sf Arc. i. 388 Unwelcom
Freedom and unthank'd Reprieve. 1814 Coleridge Lett.

(1895) 630 Unthanked, and left worse than defenceless, by
tlie friend-s of the Government. 1897 H. N. Howakd Foot-
steps Proserpine 95 Though unthauked he fall Midway..,
His soul sliall muuut to Heav'n.

Untha-nkfal, a, [Un- i 7. Cf. OK. unpanc-
fiilf OHG. nndanc/ol.']

1. Not earning thanks or gratitude ; unacceptable,

unappreciated, thankless; disagreeable.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 45 What ]»jng Jjat |>u weikyst is vni>ank-

ful to \>Q Holi Goost. 1533 Bellenden Liry i. x. (S.T.S).
I. 56 Baith be pepil[s].. beheld l^is vnihankful sicht. Ibid.
I, 60. 1598 Sylvester Du Barton ii. i, iii. Furies 626 Those
that (broken with unihankfuU toy!) Seek others' Health.
1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Discov. by Sea B 7, Wliich make
themselues sicke with drinking such vnthankfuU healths.

1750 GoLDSM. Bee No. 8 r 14 It is, therefore, one of the most
unthankful offices intheworld. 18x5 Coleridge Zf//. (1895)
643 To be a prophet is. .an unthankful office. 1855 Poultry
Chron. III. 363 It must be an unihaukful task for judges to
award piizes to inferior birds.

f b. Inadequate, insufficient, Obsr^
1491 Reg. Aberdon. (Maitl. Cl.) I. 328 Gyf it beis fundin

onthankful payment be ]je said Jhone to l?e said vicar.

2. Not rendering thanks ; not feeling or exhibit-

ing gratitude.

1499 Contempt. Sinners Prol. A vb, VnthankfuU mannes
myndes. 1526T1NDALE 2 lim. iii. 2 Men shalbe.. vnthank-
fuU, vnholy, churlisshe. 1565 Cooper Tliesaums, Animus
ingratus, an vnthankfuU harte. i6oa 2nd Ft. Return fr,
Parnass. iii. ii. 1199 An vnthankefuU Viper that will stmg
the man that reuiued him. X647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng,
I. ivii. 168 These concurring with unnaturall' troubles from
most_ unthankful! sonnes. 170a Ejig. Theo^hrast^ts yi He
that in silence suppresses a favour received is an unthankful
FeUo\y. 1722 De Foe Relig. Courtsh. i. ii. (1840) 77, I do
notthink you will ever be unthankful. 1768 Ross Helen&re
60 I'm seeking after twa unthankfu' men. 1805 Wordsw.
Preludesw.s^l Could a youth.. Sit, see, and hear, unthank-
ful, uninspired?
absol. 153s Coverdale Luke vi, 35 The Hyest. . is kynde,

euen to the vnthankfuU. 1893 J. Pulsford Loyalty to
Christ II. 367 The Good Shepherd giveth Himself to the
unthankful and the evil.

trausf. 1614 B. JoNSON Barth. Fair in. i, The husbandman
ought not, for one unthankful year, to forsake the plough.
1615 Brathwait Strappado, ^X-Ci^x^j'^) 326 But time vnthank-
fuU time, too soone forgot the Gem she had. 1665 BovLE
Occas. Reji. v. vii, The Thorns and Thistles that are the un-
thankful Earths wonted productions,

b. Const._/£>r or t^'(a thing), to (a person).
c 1500 Kennedie Passion of Christ 373 As seik vnthanlcfuU

to \>G. inedicinar. 1542 Brinklow Compl. iii. 16, I pray God,
that we be not vnthanckful for that delyuerance. 1580 J.
Hay in Catk. yVinr/. (S.T.S.)33 Thatlswild nocht appear to
be onthankfwU of the said benefeit. j6io Donne Pseudo"
7nartyr 2Sg When Otho.. became vnthankfuU to the Pope,
17x1 Steele Spect. No. 82 p 5 Your Ingratitude. .shaU not
make me unthankful for the Good you have done me. 1729
Law Serious Cxi. 171 Quarrelsome with others, and un-
thankful to God. 1855 Singleton I'irgil II. 394 He looks
back, Unconscious of events, and for escape Unthankful,

3. Characterized by ingratitude.

1614 Bp. Hall Contempt,, O.T. v. vi. 107 If yee had said,
Choose vs another gouernour, it had been a wicked and vn-
thankfuU motion. 1643 Secrets Discovered (title-p.\ Their
perfidious, deceitful, and unthankful proceedings against the
welfare of this Kingdom. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi.j etc.

(1848)54 It were.. unthankful towards the Father of Lights,
not to make use of the great Light we receive, .by the Moon.
172X Kelly Scot. Prvv. 188 When they whom we have
supported make unhandsome, and unthankful Returns,

trntha'nkfally, adv, [Ux-i 1 1.] Ungrate-
fully,

a 1470 Harding Chron. cxxxin. i. He awnswered hym full

vnthankefuUy. 1531 Elvot Gov. iii. ii, The riches ihat he
hym selfe gaue hym, whiche the other unthankefuUy dothe
attribute to his owne fortune, 1577 ir. BnlUngtr's Decades
285/2 Such as do vnthankfuUy abuse the benetites.. of their
good God. c x62o Moryson Itin. iv. v. iii. (1903) 475 This
all experienced strangers doe confesse, but they vnihanck-
fuUy misconceaue the cause, X697 Verdicts cone. Virgil ^
Homer w. 21 If these shipwrackt Banditti came sneakmgly
to Carthage, they go from it as unthankfully. X814 Wordsw.
Excursion iv. 479 Vou judge unthankfully; distempered
nerves Infect the thoughts. 1848 Dickens Dombey xlvii,

A stubborn disposition, .unthankfully intiulged in,

Untlia'nkfalness. [UK-I12.] Ingratitude,
Very frequent from c 1550 to c 1650.

f xsoo in Asloan MS. (S.T.S.) II, 220 Vnthankfulness
of man thrillit his \sc. Christ'.s] hart, 1553 T. Wilson
Rlut. 102 b, Suche should suffer death as felons, whiche
were found faultie with vnthankfulnesse. 1617 RIobvson
Itin. II. 89 Without great vnthankefulnessche could not
have beene questioned upon this weake ground, a 1665 I.

Goodwin Filled iv. the Spirit ii. (1670) 28 The Spirits with-
drawing of himself from men..proportionably to mens un-
thankfulnes, neglect, and opposition to him. 1728 Young
Love Fame v. 173 When surfeit or unthankfulness destroys
..our solid joys. i8p3 Malthus Popul. iv. ix. 563 If the
proposed relief be given, it is of course received with un-
thankfulness. iSsoLv.nch /V/t"*//:. ynVm/ viii. 145 For pride
will in thy doings lurk, And in thine heart unthankfulness.

Untha*tch, z'. [UN-34. Cf. OK. »«/^cr(Z// and
Unthack v.'\ trans. To strip of thatch.
1699—1700 Laws NcT-is xxx. § 4 (1740) 25 That the Con-

stables, .may the better know what Houses to unthatch.
X77X Ann. Reg.^ Chron, 104/1 Many peasants were under
the nece^iity of unttiatching their houses to maintain their



UNTHATCHBD.
cattle. 1894 Daily News 23 May 6/5 They think the land-
lords are wrong to muhatch a tenant's house.

Unthatched,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not covered
with thatch.

1570 Levins Maut'p. 50 Vnthatched, iniectus. 1639 [see
Untreli.ised]. 1633 Hall 0<xas. Medit. 279 An old un-
thached Cottage. 1664 Ingelo Beniiv. ^- Ur. v. 33 Streight
Cottages, unthatch'd above, full of Sinoak and Ram within.
a i860 Alb. Smith Med. Student fi86i) 58 An unthatched
cottage on a common. 1897 Daily News \ Oct. 2/6 The
storm was accompanied by drenching rain, and . .a large
number of unthatched corn stacks were completely saturated,

Untliaw-, V. Now diaL [IJn-2 p and 7.]
trans, and inir. To thaw. Alsoy^.
1598 Florio, DisquagliatOy melted, vnthawed, liquified.

1633 T. James Voy. 77 In the woods, wee found the Snow
partly wasted away.. .The ponds were almost vnthawd : but
thesea. .[wasjall firme frozen. 1699 T. Brown Gent. Holland
Wks. \-]\x IV, 316 The Men. .are cold to such a degree,
that neither Love nor Wine can unthaw them. 1764 J. G.
Cooper Power Hartnony i, The flood of life, Loos'd at its

source. ., Flows like some frozen silver stream unthaw'd, At
a warm_Zephyr of the genial Spring. 1847- in southern dial,

glossaries. 1895 Times 23 Jan. 9/3 Harcourt.. would not
or could not unthaw.

Vnthawed, ///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not thawed
;

remaining frozen.
x6xi Florid, IndileguatOy vnthawed, vnuanished. 1657

H. King ' Tell tite, you stars' 10 Or give her my flame to
melt that snow Which yet unthaw'd does on her bosom
grow. 166S-6 Phil. Trans, I. 260 Solid Ice, that continued
a considerable while unthaw'd. 1734 Pope Hor. Sat. it. ii.

14 Your wine lock'd up, your Butler stroll'd abroad, Or fish

deny'd (the river yet unthaw'd), 1774 Phil. Trans. LXV.
122 Whilst that [snow], .continues so many hours unthawed.
i8a5 Hook Sayings ^ Doings II. 283 His maiden aunt,
whose heart had remained unthawed for upwards of sixty
winters. 1856 Mrs, Browning Aur. Leigh vii, 243 [She
bore] \ babe upon her breast, ..Unseasonable outcast on
such snow Unthawed to this time.

Unthea*tric, a. (Un.> 7.) 1858 Lyttom What will He
do I. ix, The cobbler yielded to the impulse of an untheatric
man. Unthea'trical, a. (Un-' 7.) 17^5 Avre Mem,
Pope I. 92 His Opera called Rosamond, .did not succeed
on the Stage, being wholly un-theatrical. 1898 IVestm. Gaz.
12 Dec, 2/1 The piece, .is remarkably untheatrical in style,

tUnthee*, z*. Obs. (Un.> m+Thee r-.'J intr. To fail to
thrive ; to be unsuccessful, c 1470 Ashbv Active Policy 330
Who that is withoute..pite,..he shall vnthe. —Dicta
Philos. 784 So shal he thriue or vnthe. Unthcma'tic, a.
(Un-* 7.) 1888 Kennedy Revised Lat. Primer 94 Personal
Endings in Unthematic and Thematic Verbs.

t Untlie'ude, a. Obs. [UK.untkende,tun-
Ux-1 10 -h- thcnde, pres. pple. of Thee v.i]

L Not in good condition ; bad or poor in quality

or kind,

1377 Langl- p. PL B. V. 177, I cte there vnthendc fissho
and lieble ale drynke. a 1400 Partonope 6660 He was so
megere and so vnthende,..So hugely wasted a-wey is he.
1447 BoKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb ) 27 My pcnne also, .ful ny
is waxyn unthende. a 1470 H. Parker Dives ff Pauper
(W. de W. 1496) I. iv. 35/a Oftentyme that crosse that the
preest holdeth in his honde is full unreuerenced & unthende.

b. Unwholesome.
c 1435 Cast. Persev. iifii in Macro Plays 145 J>i metis &

drynkys am vnthende, whanne )7ei are out of mesure take.

2. Unthriving; unprosperous.
c Z400 Pety Job 654 in 26 Pol. Poems 142 The worldes

wyles ryght nat me payes, For they ben false and full vn-
thende. cri4ia HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2464 Riglitwis-
nesse..out of this ile Purposeth fully for to fare & wende,
So is our reule vnthrifty & vnthende. c 1415 Cast. Persev,
510 in Macro Plays tyz Wlio-so wyl alwey foly fle, In t'is

werld schal ben vnthende.

b. Weak, feeble.

c 14*5 Cast, Persev. 287 in Macro Plays 85 Nakyd I am,
as 5e may se. a ! Lord God in trinite t Whow Mankende
is vnthende! £1440 Promp. Parv. 367/2 Oa>thende, /«
validus.

Hence f Unthe'ndely adv, Obs,
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 367/a On-thendly, itwalide,

Qntlieological, a. (Un-i 7.)
1641 Milton Animad-u. i6 This untheologicall Remon-

strant, a 1656 Bp. Hall Let. in Rem. Wks. (1660) 300 To
argue from Scripture negatively in things of this nature is
somewhat untheotogical. 1865 Reader 14 Oct. 420/2 The
untheological or secularist philologist. 1893 Liddon, etc.
Life PuseyX. 365 The dull untheological temper of the time.

Untbeore'tic, a. (Un-' 7). 1S09 Coleriixje Friend 87
Did those, who opposed the theories of Innovators, conduct
their untheoretic Opposition.. to a happier Result? 1863
Geo. Eliot Romola iii. vi, The untheoretic virtues of her
godfather. Untheore'tical, a, (Un' 7.) 1797 Monthly
Ma^. 1 1 1. 227 The bass .

. is no where untheoretical. Un-
the'orizing,;*//. a. (Un-' 10.) z8ao Lamb Elia i. Two
Races of Men, I would put it to the most untheorizing
reader. . whether (etc. J. 1836 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. App.
ii, I . .set myself. . to see the Alps in a simple, thoughtless, and
untheorizing manner.

t TTnthew*. Obs, [OE. nnfSaw : see Un-1 4 b
and TuEw sby\ A bad habit or custom ; a vice.
C897 K. ^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. 23 Feor5e [Sara

dxla] is hu he his a^ene unSeawas onjietan wille. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 107 Twelf un^eawes beo'^ on ^issere weorlde
to hermen alle monnen. a izoo Moral Ode 346 pat bu3 Sa
t»e heom scuIdeS jeorne wid elche un-J^eawe. a 1250 Owl
if Night. 194 He is of worde swyhe gleu, And him is lo^
euricn vnj^eu. 1303 R. Brunnf //a»^/. .S>'««tf485o Achylde
pat wyt> vn^ewys wexyl> wylde, pat wyl boJ>e myssey and
do. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 190 Man may mysse be myr^e,
fiat much is to prayse, For such vn^ewez as |>ise & pole much
payne. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. 54 pe con.
science, )>at chases owte alle vntbewes, and calles in alle gud
vertus.

VouX,

369

tUntliewed,///. rt-. Obs. [Un-i 8.]
1. lU-mannered; unruly, wanton,
cxzooOrmin 2iS6 Forr son se ma^^denn wurr)7e}>l» bald,

5ho wurj>e^>l> sone unnl7a2wedd. /did. 6371, c 1250 Ten
Ab/tsfs 9 in O. E. Misc. 185 Child un-t-eaud [v.r. vnfewed].
C1315 Metr. Horn. 112 That ilke childe Was sa unthewed
and sa wjlde, That alle the schathe that he moht do, He did.
c 1340 Hami'ole Pr. Consc. 5873 Maysters of j>air disciples
alswa, pat t?ai lete be unthewed, and untaght ga, And chastid
[)am noglit. 1390 Gower Conf. 1. 144 Thus is schewed What
is to ben of Pride unthewed.
2. Unrefined, coarse.
c 1350 Gen. ^ Ex. 2555 Summe he deden in vn-Sewed

swine, . . Muc and i^w ut of buries beren.

+ TJnthewful, rt. Obs, [Uk-1 7.] Unman-
nerly ; unseemly,
c 1050 Vac. in \Vr..Wulcker 425 Indisciplinaiorum, un-

heawfulra. 01200 Ormin 2191 Full wel birrj? ure ma55denn
ben Forrshamedd, ^iff mann brinngej> Biforenn hire unn-
Jjaewfuli word, c 1320 in Wright Pol. Songs ((Camden) 159
Suche chaffare y chepe at the chapitre, That maketh mom
thryve-mon un-theufol to be.
Unthi'ckja. (Un-' 7. Cf. ON. *f/>^/&r.) 1587 W. Fowler
Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 65/1CJ6 The passage owt and going furthe
wes high and rair viithik. Unthi'ckened, ///. a. (Un-' 8.)

[1775 Ash.] 1870 Roi.LESTON A nim. Life 1 19 The thickened
glandular three-fourths of these segments are separated off
from the ventrally placed and unthickened fourth. 1884
Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 160 The unthickened
portion of the membrane. Unthie'vlsh, a. (Un-' 7.)
1858 Gen. p. Thompson Audi Alt. II. Ixxxi. 39 The un-
thievish portion of mankind. Unttd'mble^ v. Cant.
(Un-* 4,] trans. (See quot.) x8ia J, H. Vaux Flash Diet,
S.V., To unthimble a man, is to rob, or otherwise deprive
him of his watch.

Unthi'nk, v, [Un-2 3.] trans. To remove
from thought; to annul or reverse by a mental
effort. Also absol,
c 1600 Chalkhill Theabna ^ CI. 537 Still the king burns,

and still his working brain Plots and displots, thinks and
unthinks again. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIH, 11. iv. 104, I do
beseech You (gracious Madam) to vnthinke your speaking,
And to say so no more. 1640 C. Harvkv Confusion i, One
while I think, and then I am in pain To think how to un-
think that thought again. 1675 J. Howe Living Temple i.

iii. 109 That the same thing is not thought and unthought,
resolvfd and unresolved a thousand times in a day. 1709
0. Dykes Eng, Prov. ff Refl. (ed. 2) 6 Ihere's no unthink-
ing a Misfortune, after it has befallen us for want of Precau-
tion or Foresight, x8u Henry ^ Isabella I. 6 They knew
not how to think, and unthink so often that this world is,

and is not a good place. 1818 Cobbett /*(?/. ^<f. XXXIII.
527 To imagine that gags . . will induce the people to unthink
their present thoughts and unfeel their present feelings !

1849 D*Israeli's Cur. Lit. II. 428 Bayle stands among those
masters of the human intellect who taught us to think, and
also to unthink ! 1894 Illincworth Personality iv. 91
There is no question of the inevitableness of this conclusion

;

we cannot avoid it, we cannot unthink it.

Unthinkabi-lity. (Un-' 12. Cf. next.) 1865 Mill
Exam. Hamilton 134 An endeavour to think what cannot
be thought, .is the test by which we ascertain its unthink-
ability. 1897^ F. H. Balfour Unthinkables n This involves
unthinkabilitiesjust as unthinkable aseitherofthe other two.

Unthinkable, a* and sb, [Un- ^ 7 b.]

L Too great, numerous, etc., to be conceived or
apprehended by thought ; unimaginable.
c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 48 pey sawe al t)e prison ful

of vnthencable and vnspecable swetnesse of sauour. /314S0
Myrr. our Ladye 183 Wherfore the nombre of crownes is

to be beleued vnthyncable. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
153') 28 b. He hath gyuen.-treasour spiritualfwhiche be in
valour vnthynkable. 1623 Lisle ^Ifric on O. ^ N. Test.

p. xxiv. The losse whereof is vnspeakeable, vnthinkable,
vnsufferable misery. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 9f Selv. 193
The unthinkable care and forecast in all its evennesses and
entwinings. 1879 M. Pattison Milton 112 The bathos is

unthinkable. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 6 July 2/1 You wander.

.

in cool glades of unthinkable beauty.

2. Incapable of being framed or grasped by
thought; incogitable.
<:i445 Pecock Donet 84 A )?ing fer aboue alle creaturis

boujt vnt?enkable. c 1530 tr. Erasmus' Serin. Ch. Jesus
(1901) 7 Jesus, whiche by an vnspeakable, nay, with an vn-
thynkable reason, is borne God of God, 1830 W. Taylor
Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry I. 453 Separate from her To live

is quite unthinkable—is death. 1884 H. Spencer in Contemp.
Rev. July 33 From whatever point of view we consider it,

Bentham's proposition proves to be unthinkable.
e^sol. and j3, 1871 Iowett Plato III. 134 The negative of

measure or limit; the unthinkable, the unknowable; of
which nothing can be affirmed. 1897 F H. Balfour {title),

Unthinkables.

Heuce Unthi'nkably adv.
1526 Pilgr, Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 244 b. The paynes y*

he suffred. .excedeth vnihynkably all the paynes that ony
creature myght suffre. 1895 Young England XVI. 30/1
Our hearths are warmed by the stored-up sunshine of un-
thinkabiy distant ages,

Unthi'nker. (Un-' la.) 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. i. iv. i.

Thinkers and unthinkers. .are spontaneously at their post.

Unthinking,///, a. [Un-1 io.]

1. Not exercising the faculty of thought ; thought-
less ; unreflecting, undiscriminating.
1676 Glanvill Ess. Philos. ^ Relig. i, 29 The shallow,

unthinking Vulgar, are sure of all things. 1683 D. A. Art
Converse 14 Women are generally an unthinking sort of
Creatures. 1748 Smollett R, Random vii, I was no longer
a pert unthinking coxcomb. 1780 Mirror No. 72, The
effect of scene-; tike that I have described, on minds neither
frigid nor unthinking. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 393
Even the unthinking King showed some signs of concern.
1868 Morris Earthly Par. I. i. 311 Then swelled his vain
unthinking heart with pride.
absol. 1697 C. Leslie Snake in Grass (ed. 2) p. ii, Atheism

Cakes none But the Un-thinking and DebauchM. 1769

UNTHOUGHT.
I

RoBK.RTSON Chas. V, II. Wks. J813 V. 238 Even the most
unthinking were shocked. 1873 Proctor Expanse Heav.
298 1 hat steadfastness which, to the unthinking, would have
had no significance.

'. 2. Characterized by absence of thought.
1688 R. Piiivs Let. in .J. Pefys' Life (1S41) II. 127 The

unthinking conduct of a violent passion. 1693 T. CreechmDnidens yuvcnal xiii. (,697) 324 All laugh to find Un-
thinking Plainness so o'er.spread thy Mind. 1700 Addison
ratter No. 75 r 8 You see a deep Attention and a certain

;
uiithinkmg bharpness m every Countenance. 1796 Mme.D Ardlav Camilla I. 25 Even in the unthinking period of
earliest youth. 1831 Lvtton E„gene A. 1. xi, When I see

I

'"^ "'"'™';!."S and lavish idolatry you manifest. 1873
!

Black Pr Ilmle xiv, She walked on, in a blind and un-
thinking fashion.

3. Not possessing the faculty of thought.
<n688 CuDttORTH Itiimut. Mor. (1731) 299 If all Being

may. .arise out of the dark Womb of unthinking Matter.
1710 Lerkeley Pritic. Hum. Kiimul. § 10 They who assert
that figure, motion, . . do exist without the mind in unthinking
.substances. 1794 R, J. Sulivan Vieiv Nat. IV. 8, I can
never conceive, that a capacity of thinking can be the effect
of the combination and motion of unthinking elements.

Unthinkingly, rti/K. [Un-1 ii.] Without
thought ; unreflectingly.

1717 Mrs. Centlivre Crtiel Gift iv, Cardono's Love un.
thinkingly obey'd me. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II.
27 Yet are we still liable unthinkingly to fall into little
artifices for working upon the divine affections. 1819
Arnold in .Stanley Li/e (1844) 1. 235 The part which you
object to, was not put in unthinkingly. 1884 J. Gilmour
Mangels 222 These phrases are often uttered unthinkingly.

Unthi-nkingness. (Uk-1 12.)
a 1695 Ld. Halifax Cliar. Chas. II (1750) 4 In this kind

of Indifference or Unlhinkingness,.. I will suppose he might
pass some considerable part of his Youth. 1744 Loml. Mag.
27 Men begin to be convinced that Indolence and Unthink-
ingness,are the greatest Blessings upon Eartli. 1796 Mme.
P'Arblav Camilla I. 229 [He will] never go astray again,
in wicked unthinkingness of this great mercy. 1857 Bagehot
Biog. Stud. 53 The unfeeling unthinkingness of our Home
administration, a i8$6 J. Grotk Exam. Utilit. I'hil. xviii,

(1870) 297 To make a state of unthinkingness desirable for
the human mind.

Unthi-nned, >//.«. (Un." 8.) 1648 Hexham, 0/fffrfi«</,
Vnthinned. 1816 Bvron Siege Cor. xxix, Fast they fill The
ranks unthinn'd, though slaughter'd still. 1848 Aihd Frank
Sylvan ii, With ear Patient attend his [sc. the gardener's]
manifold complaints Of birds unthinned. tUnthiTlable,
a. north. Obs. (UN-'7b.j 1483 0!M./4»j-/. 383 Vii Thyrle-
ahy\le,jnpenetraiilis. tUnthiTled,/>//.a.' nort/i. Oil.
(Un.'S.) Unpierced, unopened. 143s MisvN ^w^/'Z.w*
74 To qwhonie herefore so sal be opynd Jie wyndow vn-
birlydpfall. tUnthlTled,///. o.^ Se. Obs. (Un-' 8.)

Unsubjugated. 1533 Bellenden Livyin. xxv. (S.T.S.) II,

48 Sa tang as Coriolos stude fre and vnthirlit to roiiianis.

1536 — Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 148 We, as maist vailyeant
pupil,. .hes kepit us evir unthirllit to Romane dominion.
iJntlliTsty, a. (Un.' 7.) [1775 Ash.] i88» J. Parker
A^ost. Life I. 74 To the unthirsty man the Bible spring is

without attraction, t Untho-leful, <i. Obs.~^ IUn-' 7.]
Intolerable. 01425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 39
Som hauyng a ful giet brennyng. .and vntholeful smertyng.

t Untho'lemood, a. and sb. Obs. [Un-1 7, 12.

Cf. next and ON. tipotintiMr a., -inaM sb.]

1. adj. Impatient.
rx3oo_ Vices ^ Virtues 13 Ac jif, .godd me wolde swingen

mid ani swinge, . . ic was Sar a^ean unj'olemod.

2. sb. Impatience.
a 140a Spec. Vitx (MS. Bodl. 1885) 139 b, Vnboxsomnesse

and vntholemode, Grucchyng also and drerynesse.

+ Untho'lemoodness. Obs. [OE. unfok'
pMness (Vs-i 12). Cf. prec.l Impatience.
ciooo Confess. Peccat. (Toller), purh unSolemodnesse.

c laoo Vices <5- Virtues 13 Inpaciencia hatte an o9er senne,
|>at is, unMemodnesse. a 1340 Hampole Psalter 1. 1 Whaim
, . na tribulacioun bryngs in till gruchynge or vntholemodnes.
01400 Spec. Vilx (MS. Bodl. 1885) fol. 140 Vntholmodnesse
wrong wol lere A man |>at wil nojt bledly here [etc.]. a 1400
in Hattipole's Wks. (1896) II. 289 Vntholemodnes oure
soueraines to._ a 1500 in Ratis Raving, etc. 4 The J?rid

temptacioune is in-paciens or vntholemudnes.

+ XJnthollng, //*/. a. Obs. [Us-i 10. Cf.

ON. ilfolandi, MSw. otholatide, in sense 1.]

1. Intolerable.

a 130c Cursor M. 25892 JJe paine of hell, How hard it es,

and vnlholand. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxiii. 4 (E.), purgh
hap hade ouerfaren owr saule water vnt?o!and \v.r. vn-
tholandlik]. 1340 Ayenb. 265 per me geh uram chele in to
greate hete of uere, and buo^e on)Tolyinde.

2. Impatient.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28208 Ic ha ben wrath and vn-tholand

Quell i was bunden in godds band.
Untho*ng, v. (Un-^ 3, 4 b.) 18x9 Landor Iinag. Conv.

II. 308, 1 would .. unthong the drencbing-horn from my
stable-door. 1843 E. Jones Sens, l^ Event 4 His muscles
glisteningly unthonged As burst each ringing peal [of
laughter]. UnthoTned, a. (Un-' 9.) 1803 Moore Ep.
to Miss Moore 6 When every night my weary head Sunk
on its own unthorned bed. Untho'rny, a. (Un.' 7.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud, Ep, i, v. 18 It were some extenua.
tion of the curse, if., there still remained a Paradise or
unthorny place of knowledge. UnttaoTougb, a. (Un-'
7.) 1868 W. R. Greg Lit. <v Soc. Judgm. 277 Some singular
inconsistencies, which . . showed how imperfect and un-
thorougb was his political^ philosophy. 1891 Atkinson
Moorland Par. 142 Knowing . . how utterly unscientific
and unthorough ail such investigations then were. Un-
thoToughfaresome, a., -ness, sb. (1868 Trench Engl.
Past <y Pres. 74.) ~ Unthrouchfareness, -some- Un.
thou-ght, sb. (Un-' 12.) i86« Mrs. Whitney L. Cold-
ihwaite xii, Something different in thought and purpose from
the apparent unthought about her. 189a P. W. Clavden
Eng. under Coalition xv. 315 To show to which side the
charge of credulity, of rashness and of unthought belonged.
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TJNTHOUQHT. 370 TJNTHEIFTY,

Unthou-glit, //*. ^. [Un-^ S b, 8 c. Cf,

MHG. tin^eJahe {(}, ungedacht), Du. ongcdacht^

1. Not thought of, unexpected.
a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. F/, no b, While kyng Charles

did politiquely consider . . what a sodain and vnthought
chaunce of a smal thyng, might do in a battaill. 1653 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Cert. TranK Uncert. Jovm. 16 Un-
deserv'd, unlaok'd for, and unthought From them my purse

and person both were fraught. 1738 G. Lillo Marina 11.

i, The hot salt tears this unthought loss drew from me.

X745 Young A7. Th. viii. 114 As they spin our hours On
fortune's wheel, where accident unthought Oft, in a
moment, snaps life's strongest thread. 1903 Kipling j"

Nations, Wagt-Slaves 61 They that have wrought the end
unthought Be neither saint nor sage.

b. With on, of. (Cf. Think t/.2 5 c, 7 b.)

1538 Elvot, Inopinaius^ vnthought on or vnloked for.

a X586 Sidney Arcadia i. iv, It may be, his pen with more
leasure doth polish the rudenesse of an unthought-on songe.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. /K, in, ii. 141 The day.. That.. This
gallant Hotspur.. And your vnthought-of Harry chance to

meet. 1631 Lady M. Wroth Urania 451 One night he
came vnlook'd for to our house, but not vnthought on by
me. 1666 BovLE Orig. Forms ^ Qual. 418 By a way un-

thought on (that I know oO by any Body. 1676 Hale
Contempt, i. 52 A little.. accident.. may put a period to all

those pleasures, , in an unthought ofmoment. i7i3liERKFLEY
Hylas <J Phil. lu. Wks. 1871 I. 356 What security can I have
..that no unthought-of objection or difficulty will occur

hereafter? 1748 Richardson Clarissa (i8ti) III. xxxvi.

216 Consequences, unthoughtofhy youor me. i860 Froudk
JUst, Eng. V. 400 A return to communion with the See of

Rome was unthought of. 1890 ' R. Boldkewood ' Col.

Reformer (1891) 449 This distant, long-dry, unthought-of
reservoir.

1 2. (With complement or ellipt!) Not regarded

in a certain (specified or implied) way. Unthought
iongy without feeling time long. Obs.

1595 Spenser Epiihal. 378 Thou likewise didst loue,

though now vnthought. a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods,
Eupheme ix. 44 As spirits had stolne her spirit in a kisse, .

.

And left her lovely body unthought dead! « x8o6 in R.
^amieson Pop. Balloiis I. 94 He harpit to the king, To
aud him unthought lang,

3. Unimagined ; not devised in thought.
1630 Cokaine Masque Dram. Wks. {1874) 10 Forsake the

woods, fond Satyr, and but try The unthought difference

*twixt them and us 1 167a Marvell Reh. TransP. 11. (1674)

46, I wish it unsaid as it was unthought. 1743 Young Nt.
Th, V. 147 Each salutation may slide in a sin Unthought
before. 1815 hUtMKS Fazio 67 Is't to be mad. .To speak
with.. continuous flow. Yet know not how the unthought
words start from me? 1850 Thackeray Pendennis Ixxii, If

you knew., how I lie awake and think of those hard
sentences,.,and wish them unspoken, unthought !

1 4. Unheeded, disregarded. Obs.

1640 YoRKB Union Hon. 185 [He] returned from his un-
thought banishment, [and] tooke King Richard prisoner.

t 6. Unpremeditated. Obs.

1648 Pol. Ballads (i860) I. 74 With speech unthought,
quick revelation, ..See a new Teacher of the Town.

UnthoU'ghted,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not con-

templated; not formed in thought.
1598 Rowlands Betraying of Christ (Hunterian CI.) 9

What furies guided this misguided swarme? To bend their

force against vnthoughted harme. i860 O. W. Holmes
Elsie v. xiv, There are states of mind which remain not
only unworded, but unthoughted, if such a word may be
coined for our special need.

tTnthoughtfill, a. [Un-1 ^.]

1. Not taking thought, unmindful or regardless,

^something.
1456 Sir G. Have Gmt. Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 141

Wyne..makis man to be unthochtfuH of his honour. 170a
C. Mather Magn. Chr. iv. x. 220/2 He was not unthought-
ful of the Time when publick Ones \sc. sermons] might be
expected from him. 1728 R. Morhis Ess. Anc. Archit. 106
How unthoughtful of the Affair in hand ? 1887 R. F. Burton
Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) III. 71 We have foes who are not un-
thoughtful of us.

2. Unthinking, thoughtless.

0*533 Ld. Berners Gold, Bk. M. Aurei. xxxvii. (1536) 67
They as vnthoughtfull,. .leaue the iust trauayle, and take
vniust idelnes. (C1667 Cowlrv Ess. in Verse <5- Prose^
Solitude iv, Here let me, careless and unthoughtful lying.

Hear the soft winds above me flying. 1698 Norris Pract.
Disc. IV. 62 People that have.. a lazy, unthoughtful, list-

less, yawning way of talking of Religion. 1715 Jane Barker
Exilius I. 72 The vulgar Part of the Africans are extremely
unthoughtful and unpolished, a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem.
(1836) II. 10 Without which poetry becomes, .evaporated
into a hazy, unthoughtful, day-dreaming. 1895 C. Scott
Apple Orchards 131 The reckless, unthoughtful, but ill-

directed youth of to-day.

Hence Unthou'glitfally adv. ; TTnthou'grhtftil-

ness.
1661 J. Fell Hammond 205 During the current of that

Tyranny,.. he kept a con^itant equable serenity and un-
thoughtfulness in outward accidents. 1701 Norris Ideal
World I. vi 322 Never was any question, .more ignorantly
and unthoughtfully moved. 1709 Mrs. Manlev Secret
Mem. (17361 ly. i8j Should he l>egin by this unthoughtful.
ness of entcrprize, it would render him . .formidable. 1884
E. W. Benson in Life (18991 II. 29 A ceaseless reproach to
the unthoughtfulness of this busy existence.

Uuthra-ll, v. [Un-2 4 b.] trans. To eman-
cipate, set free.

cis86 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxviii. v, God answere gave
me wlien I called, And me inlarging, me unthralled. 1650
H. B. 'A Vaughan in Vaughan Anima Magica, But who
from envies sordid mire Is washt,..a light shall see, (Un-
thral'd from errors Sophistry). 165a Howell drag's Rev.
Naples II. 28 Thou chopst his neck, who thy head did
nnthral.

Unthra-ned,///.rt. {Un.» 8.) [1775 Asn.] 1865 W.G.
Palgkavk Aral'ia I. 136 A .sort of chivaliesque kniglit-

errants and representatives of unthralled fieedom.

tTnthrashed, -threslied, pp!. a. [Un-i 8.

Cf. Sw. otrdskad!\

1. Of corn, etc. : Not thrashed.
a, isfii ^Vills ff Inv. A''. C. (Surtees 1835) 193, xx threives

of wiieat unthresshed. 1573 Tusser Hush. (1878) 56 Such
wheat, .vnthreshed till March in the sheafe let it lie. 1660
in Sadler St, Papers (1809) III. 360 Hailey, threshed and
unthreshed. 1766 Compl. Fanner s.v. Harvest, Wheat
keeps better when stacked in the ear unthreshed. 1798
Hull Advertiser 2^ Mar. 2. '3 Insurance upon, .ouihouscs,

and upon unthreshed stock therein, 1883 Athenamm 5 Sept.

298/1 A wooden stage on which unthreshed corn is placed.

1891 T. Hardy Tess xlviii, The unthreshed sheaves remain-
ing" untouched.

/5. 1701 Guidefor Constables 136 Carts carrying, .corn un-
thrashed. 1799 J. Robkrtsom Agrlc. Perth 323 Others
throw hay or unthrashed corn in hmdfuls upon the snow to

feed them. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 286 The un-
thrashed corn, .is delivered into the machine.

fis- 1853 RusKiN Stones Ven. III. ii. § 27 It is to be
remembered, that knowledge in this form may be kept, .in

such unthreshed disorder that it is of no use.

2. Unbeaten, unflogged.
1893 Daily News 5 Oct. 3/1 A couple of youths., tore

the lower part of it, but they ran off unthrashed.

t Untlira'sheil, ///. a. Obs. Sc. and north.

[UN-I8b. CLM}^0.{G.)ttngedroschen.'] =prec.i.
1483 Ada Auditoritin (1839) 109/1, xij thrafe vnthreschin

corne. 1537 Stanlowe Cell Inv. (P.R.O.), vj thrayf of vn-
thrashen Barlycorne. 1578 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II.

680 The said unthreschin corne. 1601 in T. Font's Ace.
Cunningham (Maitl. CI.) 180 Ane mow of vnthressin heir.

1639 Orkney IViick Trial in County Folk-Lore III. (1903)

77 Ye said ye may give me ane lock . , out of the cassie under
the unthreachin corne.

Unthread, v. (Un- 2 3.)
Chiefly in figurative uses.

1595 Shaks. yohn v, iv. ii Vnthred the mde eye of Re-
bellion, And welcome home againe discarded faith. 1634
Milton Comus 616 He with his bare w.'iid can unthred
thy joynts. And crumble all thy sinews. 1699 Bover Royal
Diet. I, Desenfiler^ to unthread a Needle. i8oi Lamb Lett.

(1900) II. 40 Who can disentangle and unthread the rich
texture of Nature and Poetry, . .without spoiling both lace

and coat? 1818 Keats Isabella xxxvii, The wliile ,it did
untliread the horrid woof Of tlie late darken'd time. 1847
De Quincev.S'/. Mil. A'k« Wks. 1854 III.43_Under Kate's
guidance . . they soon unthreaded the labyrinth of rocks.

1865 Miss Braddon Doctor's Wife x. 93 Threading and
unthreading her needle very often.

Unthrea'ded, ///. a. (Un.' 8) [177s Ash.] 1895 K.
Grahame Golden Age 109 A signal for retreat.. into un-
threaded copses.

Untlirea'tened, ^//. a. (Un-i 8.)

1647 Clarendon Hist. Red. n. § 86 The Arch Bishop.,
lodged .. in Whitehall! which place was likewise not un-
threatned in their seditious meetings. 1648 [see Un-
reproached]. 1813 WoRDSw. ^ Stay, bold Adventurer *- 25
All around Had darkness fallen—unthreatened, unpro-
claimed. i8i8 Colebrooke Import Colonial Corn 108
Yet are his productions not unthreatened .. by dangerous
rivalship of less skilful, .artists.

Unthrl*d(den, ///. adjs, [Un-' 8 b + Thread v. 4-)

Unthreaded. 1843 E. Jones Sensation 9f Event 125 He
stands again before the unthridden gloom. 1866 Mrs.
Whitney Gayworthys iv, Piny forests, untouched, unthrid.

TJnthri-ffc, sb, (and a.). [Un-1 4 a, 12. CC
Wanthuift.]

•|- L A malpractice; a defect or fault in conduct.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 12339 per ys an vnjjryfte

Pat do^^ moche ska^e yn shryfte. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode
n.cxxii, (1869) 121 pis man telle., was maad for to..mantelle
with my defautes, and consele myne vnthriftes.

2. Want of thrift or economy ; neglect of thriv-

ing or doing well; f dissolute conduct, loose be-

haviour, impropriety.
13. .

.£". E, Allit. P. B. 516 Hit is sothe, ^at alle mannez
wyttez To vn-l?ryfte arn alle jjrawen with t>o^t of her herttez.

£1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 431 To don his wo to falle. He
rought nought what vnthrift l>at he seyde. ^1400 Pilgr.
Sowle (Caxton, 1483) in. viii.^5 These ben the children of
tristesse,. ,ful of ydelnes ana al maner vnthrifte. /i 1475
G. AsHBv Dicta PhUos. 469 That the myddyl of your liffe

be not spent In ydelnesse, ne in vnthrifte niyswent, 1483
Cath. Angl. 385/2 Wii Thryfte, deuigencia.
1721 Keli.v .Sc. Proverbs 250 Many one blames their Wife,

for their own unthrift. 1830 Carlyle Misc. (1B40) II. 320
The Hof public openly finding her guilty of Unthrift. i860
All Vear Round No. 53. 62 No itlleness was allowed in her
house; no unthrift, no useless dawdlings. 1887 American
XIV. 23 Both fell an easy prey to every adverse circumstance
which poverty and unthrift can offer.

3. An unthrifty (t unthriving), shiftless, or dis-

solute person ; a spendthrift, prodigal.
Freq. c 1520-1690. Occas. to play the unthrift.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7231 Go we now,
& sle J>at vnl>rift. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. {Ninian) 661
pai . . tretyt weile l>at vnthrifte, til eld had it brocht fra

schrifte. 1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) i. cxl.

152 h/2 At theyr metynge togyder this Unthryft gaaf hym
a huffeth. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys \i,i b, A folysshe
man rurall If he a churle, a fole and vnthrift be, The more
he loketh to come to bye degree. xt^sftChron. Grey Friars
(Caniden) 73 Vacobondes that wold not labor, but play the
unthryftes. a z6o2 W. Pekkins Cases Consc. (1619) 74 The
young vnthrift in the Gospell, called the Prodigall child.

1639 Fuller Hol^ War 124 If he played the unthrift with
this golden occasion. 1693 Dryden Persius iv. 237 Shall I

..My Friends disgrace, And be the first lewd Unthrift of
my Race? 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 295 When a man
on an inquest of idiocy hath been returned an unthrift and
not an idiot, no farther proceedings have been had i8az
Scott Kenilw. xxxi. The Earl of Oxford, a young unthrifti

whom Foster had more than once accommodated with loans.

i86z Sir H. Cairns in Times 2 Jan., The Roman law made
no distinction between unthiifts and idiots.

J'g' ^ST^ I" WoLLAY PI. Pathway 14 Wee know what
thanckes wee owe to God for all his gifies ; Yet contrary we
showe to him ourselves unthriftes. 1654 Gaiakeh Disc.

Apol. 18 As we count him a bad Husband, that foloweth
game on the Market-day, so may we as wel count him a
spiritual unthrift, that spends the Sabbath in that sort.

+ b. One who is prodigal ^something. Obs.
1640 QuARLES Encltyrid. \. xcili, Fury.. being an unthrift

of its owne strength, a 1659 in Bann. Club Misc. (1827) 324,
1 do confess thou 'rt .^^weet, yet find Thee such an unthrift

of thy .sweets. 1666 Spurstow Spir. Cliym. Ux. 175 The
most of men are such unthrifrs of time.

4. attrib. or as adj. Prodigal, spendthrift,

a 1562 G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 45 Thow hast allwayes
byn a prowd, pre.sumpcious, disdaynfull, and a very on-
thryft waster. 1592 Nashe /'. Pcnilesse A ij b, Sir Rowland
Russet-coat., hath much adoo. .tokeepe his vnthrift elbowes
in reparations. 1596 Shaks. Merck, V.\. i. 16 In such a night

Did lessica steale from the wealthy lewe, And with an
Vntlirift Loue did runne from Venice. 1650 Vaughan Silex
Scint.y Regeneration vi, The unthrift Sunneshot vitall gold
A thousand peeces. 1865 A. Gary Ballads^ etc. 66 When
I met a man, unthrift and lorn. 1869 Lowell Cathedral
142 This unthrift housekeeping that will not brook A dish
warmed-over at the feast of life.

Hence Unthri'ft-like a. or adv.

1603 Heywood Worn. Killed w. Kindn. (1617) D 4 b.

Now Nichlas you want money; And vnthrift-like would
eate into your wages.
tUntlir'iftfully,rt^j'. Ols. (Un.> ii.) 15^9 Cheke //«W

Sedit. (1569) G i b, Ihat such plentie of vittayle, as was
aboundauntly in euery quarter,.. is nowe all wastfully and
vnthriftfully spent. + Unthri'ftihead. Obs. [Un.' 12.]

Thriftlessness. 1590 Spenser^. Q. ii.xii. 18 The quicksand
of Vnthriftyhed. Ibid. in. xii. 25 Emongst them was Sterne

Strife,. .Vnciuiet Care, and fond Vnthriftihead,

Unthriftily, adv. [Un-1 ii.] In an un-

thrifty manner
;
prodigally; f dissolutely.

13 . . E, E. Allit. P. B. 267 pay. .controeued agajTi kynde
contrare werkez, & vsed hem vn-t>ryftyly vchon on oJ>er.

C1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. ^ T. 893 If a man wole
aske hem pryuely, Why they been clothed so vnthriftily.

J493 Fcstivall 53/2 Truly to laboure & not to slombre &
slepe slewffully & vnthryftely. 1509 Barclay ShyP ofFolys
b ij b. Some thynkinge them self moch wyse & commendable
Thoughe al theyr dayes they lyue vnthryftely. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. xxxvi. 8 The ungodly ronne ryot unthiiftely

in their oune wickednes. 1605 Willet Hexapia Gen. 436
All such as spend their time vnthriftily. 1697 Collier Ess.
Mor. Sulij, u. Pref., Our Attainments cannot be over-large;

and yet we manage a narrow Fortune, very Vnthriftily. 1909
Firth Last Years Protectorate \. 8 The government had
not managed the treai^ury unthrifiily.

Unthriftiness. [Un-i 12.]

1. The quality of being unthrifty; thriftlessness,

prodigality, wastefulness ; f dissoluteness,

<ri43o How the Good Wyf254 in Babees Bk. (1868)43 Pride,
reste, & ydilnes, makibon-|>riftines. a 1475 G. AsHDv/^/Wa
Pliilos. 116 Wele manered people bene of goode lif,..Euel

named bene often in striff, And men fle theim for (hair vn-
thriftynesse. JS09 Barclay Shyp ofFolys 141 b, Sawynge in

hym sede of moche vnthryftynes And than to spoyle hym ;

and leue hym pore aud bare, a 1548 HallCA^vw, Hcji.

VIII, 149b, Some fell to drinkyng,..and stealyng of Dere
in Parkes, and other unthriftines. 1609 Dekker GutVs
Horn-bk. 35 Vou are to cherish the vnthrifiinesse of such
yong tame pigions, ifyou be a right gentleman. 1642 Fuller
Holy

<S- Prof. St. \. xiv. 46 Neither wasting his paternall

estate by his unthriftinesse, nor marring it by parcelling his

ancient mannours. .among his younger children. 1688 R.
1101.^2. A rjnoufyni. 266^2 Unthriftiness, Slothfulness, Care.
lessness, and Rashness in Business. 1710, 1802-74 hi Sc.
glossaries (defining Wanthfift).

t2. Lack of thriving in growth. Obs. rare.

1707 Mortimer ihisb. ^94 When any of its Roots happen
to perish, ..the unthriftiness of its Branches will quickly
discover it. Ibid. 418 The grubbing up of Woods and Trees
may be needful upon the account of their Unthriftiness.

Unthrifty, a. [Un-1 7. Cf. Wanthrifty j.]

1. Producing or bringing about no advantage,

profit, or gain ; tending to, resulting in, or marked
by thriftlessness, waste, or extravagance ; unpro-

fitable, wasteful ; harmful.
C1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1530, I-wys my dere herte

trewe We may wel stele a-way as ye deuyse And fynde
swyche vnlhryfty weyes newe, c 141a Hoccleve De Reg.
Princ. 2464 Rightwisnesse. .out of this ile Purpuseth fully

for to fare & wende, So is our reule vnihrifty & vnthende.

£1470 AsHBV Active Policy 681, I mene nat for vnihrifty

Cowardise, whiciie is in al Realmes abhomin;ibIe.
^ 1513

Douglas ^neid ix. x. 25 Quhat onthrifty God in sic foly

Hes 50U bywavyt heyr till Italy ? 1529 Supplic, to King
(E.E.T.S.) 40 Common players at all vnthryftye games.

IS79 NoRTHBROoKE Dicing 60 b| Venerous people baue
all their whole pleasance, Their vice to nourishe by this

vnthriftie daunce. 1590 Spenser F. Q. \. iv. 35 Full many
mischiefes follow cruell Wrath ;. .Vnmaniy murder, and vn.

thrifty scath. 16*7 Sir R. Cotton in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

(1659) I. 471 Tlie spending of much Munition, Victuals and
Money,.. is counted an unthrifty error. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. i. § 147 The Subject might be taught how un-
thrifty a thing it was, by too strict a detaining of what was
His, to put the King as strictly to enquire what was his Own.
1652 Benlowes Theoph. in. Ixvii, Unthrifty death has spread
where thriving peace did range. 1607 Dryden Virg.Georg.
I. 226 Tough Thistles.. kill'd the Corn, And an unthrifty

Crop of Weeds was born. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v.

ii. II. 473 They are all more or less unthrifty taxes that

increase the revenue of the sovereign . .at the expence of the

capital of the people. 180^ Malkin Gil Bias ix. vi. P 3 The
commerce of the eyes being so unthrifty, I had recourse
to different agents. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose ii, Having
by unthrifty courses reduced a fair patrimony to a nonentity.
1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. III. xii. loi Ine rebuilding..



UNTHEILLED.
had been possibly interrupted during the unthrifty reign of

Malger.

fb. Of language: Unprofitable, idle. Obs.

czi^o Aiph, Ta/cs 3t$ Oft sithes, with ber vnthrifti lan-

guage, hym at had rewle of ^aiin \>:n provoked . . to be angrie.

1467 Man':. ^ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.> 172, I wolde avysse
3owe to sesc.of 5ower onthrefftty langwage.

2. Not thriving or flourishing ; lacking vigour or

promise in growth. (Cf. Thriftless a. i.)

c 1440 Promp. Pttrv. 367/2 Onthryfty, idem f7«(jrfonthende

[Ibiti., Onthende, t'nvaiu/us], 1484 Caxton FabUsof/EsoP
III. iii, Thynke now, how thow arte lene and vnthryfty.

i486 Bk, St. Albans b vij b, Euell meetJs to make her vn-

threfti. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv. Ep. Ded., Such an
underly Shrub in Knowledge, and unthrifty Sucker in

Philosophyaslam. 1709 P/«7. Tr^Mj. XXVI. 450 The Cow
was very unthrifty, for which they gave her Cow Physick.

1796 C. Marshall Gardening xii, (1813) 145 Consider the

soil about an unthrifty tree. 1831 Youatt Horsey'vix. 122

The horse will lose fle^h;..his coat will he unthrifty, and
readily come off. 1B46 Landor Imag, Conv. Wks. II. 224/1
That . .we should think it expedient to plant unthrifty thorns

over bitter wells of blood.

transf.\^x% Exantinerii May 292/1 Poor, ill-cultivated.,

soils, the early appearance of which was unthrifty, show..
very thin.

b. Characterized by absence of well-being

;

indicative of unprosperousness,
c X400 Three Kings Cologne 24 per was nolhyng left bote .

,

alitel cave vndirerpeandalitil vnthrifti howstofore l?ecav_e.

0435 MS. Shane 73 fol. 201 Whanne hi bagge chaungij?

clenc out of t>e rede colour, .in to a manere of an vn^jryfty

wan colour, a 1450 Knt, de la Tour g Atte the yongest
doughires hous it was turned up-so-doun, and alle unthriftL

c i^ Latimer in Foxe A. f^ M. (1563) 1298/2 Whiche vn-

thnftye state that wee be borne vnto, is come vnto vs for

oure owne desertes.

3. Loose or lax in respect of conduct, morals, or

virtue; unchaste, wanton, profligate.

1388 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 272 Goddes dere halydayys ar
nogbt, non observantur honeste; For onthryfty pley ys
worght. a 1450 Knt, de la Tour 30 The good women . . that

bathe not take the state of the unthrifti women that bene
euelle women of her body. <rx485 -Digby Mysi. (1882) 11.

558 Non shall in heuyn posses that be so vnthryfty. 15*3
Ld. Bbrners Froiss. I. ccclxxxvi. 660 Suche rybaudes ana
vnthriftye people, as desyred nothynge but yuelland noyse,

1530 in \V. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (iZZo) 80 Certen
onthryfty persons brekyng of the Kyngs pesse. a 157X
Jewel On Tkess. (15831 219 Withdrawe thy selfe from the
companie, ofsuch vntnnftie.and light, and suspected persons.

trans/, c 1400 Pilgr. Soiule (Caxton, 1483) 11. Ivii. 55 Thou
madest me to lede a ful vnthryfty lyf. 1476 Stonor Papers
(Camden) II. 7 Comaunde me to the Cloke (= clock], and
pray hym to amend his unthryffte maners : ffor he strykes

euer in vndew tyme. 1535-6 Act 27 Hen, Vltly c. 28 P i

Keformacion of suche unthrifty carnall and abhomynable
lyvyng.

4. Not thrifty, economical, or frugal ; careless or

improvident of one's means or substance ; wasteful,

extravagant, prodigal. (Cf. Thriftless a. 3.)

153a Hervet Xenopkon's Househ. 59 The grounde doth
best examyne, which be good, and whiche be vnthryfty

hushandes. 1551 Robinsom tr, More's Utopia 11. (Arb.) 87
The vnthrifty heire suffereth ye houses that hb father

buylded. -to fall in decay. 1596 Bacon Max. (V_ Use Com,
Law 11. (1635) 4p Orlo be in hazard of undoing his house by
unthrifty posterity. 1639 J. Taylor (Water P.) Part this

Summers Trav. 18 Such an unthrifty Rascal' as thou will

never be worth such a halter, it cost me two pence. 166a
HiBBERT Body Divinity i. 197 The wormes shall have his

carkass, and unthrifty heires his estate. 1684 J. Goodmam
Old Relig. 336 A querulous, uneasy, lean, hungry and un-

thrifty sort of people. J780 S, J. Pratt Emma Corbett

(ed. 4) II. 108, I am one of those whom the world calls an
unthrifty fellow. 1849 Hawthorne Twice-told T. 213 Next
comes a sledge, laden with wood for some unthrifty house-

keeper. 1904 Vemey Mem. II. 215 Before the wine arrives,

this unthrifty host discovers that he does not require it.

fig, f 1600 Shaks. Sonn. iv, Vnthrifty louelinesse why dost

thou spend. Vpon thy selfe thy beauties legacy? 1659 O.
Walkkr Oratory log This ingrafting .. parenthesis, if it

argues a good wit, it shews a weak and unthrifty Orator.

1682 Mrs. Bern False Count 11. i. Should we be unthrifty in

our loves, And for one moment's joy give all away? 1703
RowB Fair Penit. 11. i. Oh wherefore did I play th' unthrifty

Fool, And wasting all on others, leave myself Without one
thought of Joy to give me comfort?
absol. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. II. xHi. 567 To insure

an estate even to the sons of the unthrifty.

b. Prodigal or lavish ^something ; unsparing.

x6ao DoNNB Sertn. (1640) 418 God is content to be told,

that he is unthrifty, and prodigall of his servants lives, 1670
CorroN Espemon 11- vi. 289 He was not altogether so
unthrifty of his own Interest. 1713 BLACKMORECrtfrt^/(J«v.

243 Of light unthrifty, and profuse of day, The ruin'd globe

has spent his latest ray.

Unthri'IIed. »/. rt. {Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash. J a 1861 Mrs.
Browning Hogged Sc/wols London xx\\,Cd\ia^ unthrilledin

Our heart's pulses.

+ Untliri*ve, z'. Obs, [Un-2 7.]

1. inlr. To fail to thrive ; to be unprosperous.
c 1380 WvcLiF Sel. IVks. II. 411 In Cristis tyme and long

aftir l?roof l« Chirche, . .but si^> it hah unprivun. 1390
GoWER Con/. II, 211 For that a man scholde al unthryve
Ther oghte no wisman coveitc. 14*6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr.

33767 God wil, , .to chastice hem, his bond with-drawe, suffre

her goodes to vnthryve. 1465 Paston Lett. \\. 237 Upon
trust of Callcs promise, we may soon onthryve. 1477 Norton
Ord. Alch. Proem, in Ashm. (1652) 7 Whereby they were
pore and made to unthrife. z6i8 Lithgow Pilgrim's Fare^v.

E I, If hee vnthrives, hee hates anothers weele. a 1706
Evelyn Sylva il viii. C1776) 4^9 Shade and dripping, .are

certainly causes of their [sc. trees'] unthriving till removed.

2. trans. To make unprosperous.
a 1550 Image Hypoc. 11. 345 in Skelton JF^j. (1843) II.

427/1 His cxpectatyves Many a man vntbnves.

371

Unthrl*ven,///.rt. HowSc. (UN-'8b. Cf. Wanthriven.)
1680 W. Allen Peace Sf Unity 136 Sucli as were but IJabes

still, and unthriveii in the Life and Spirit of Christianiiy.

1825 Jamieson, Crile^..^ child or beast that is unthriven.

187s \V. Alexander Ain Folk 187 WilUkie had assumed an
unthriven look.

Unthri'ving, ///. a, [Un-^ 10.]

tl. Not doing well; lacking merit or excellence;

unworthy. Obs.
cx2z$Metr. Horn. i3oAlsdid unthiiuandtz/.nunthrewand]

Giezye, That wex unhale ihoru his gilrye. 13.. Gaw. ^
Gr. Knt. 1499 Good is your speche, Bot l^rete is vn-jjryuande

in t>ede \}et I lende. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4893 And we.

.

Answarth hym.. with angur & skorne, With thretyng vn-

thriuand. c 1460 iVisdom 784 in Macro Plays 784 Here
was a meny on-thryvande.

2. Not growing vigorously or thriving; not

prospering or flourishing.

1600 SuRFLET Countrie Farme ni. xlvi. 517 After you haue
thus cut it you may take the vnthriuing grafts [etc.]. i6a8

1 Quarles Argalus Sf P. iii. Wks. (Grosart) III. 276'2_My
quill would wast Th' unthriving stock of my bespoken time,

1673 Lady's Call. ii. ii. § 49 They will often find temtation

enough here to discard their honesty, as the most unthriving

trade. 1793 Residence in FranceK'^i^i) I. isr An unthriving

tree of liberty, which seems to wither under the baneful in-

fluence of the bonnet rouge. 1848 Aird Mother's Blessing
II. ii, Filling up With stakes the gaps of the unthriving

hedges. 1875 W. Alexander Ain Folk $^ The poor wan
bairnie.. looked even more shrivelled and unthriving than
before.

3. Bringing no gain or profit ; unprosperous,
1617 Bp. Hall Quo Vadis ? § 5 Whiles in the meane season,

their vnthriuing intermission is assailed with a thousand
suggestions, a 1656 in Raleig/i's Remains no It is now
more than a seasonable time to alter the course of so un-
thriving a husbandry. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. ix. 442 Hee
was compelled, .to prostitute his owne bodye to unnaturall

lusts, for bruitish and unthriving gaine. a 172a Lisle
Husb. (1757) 107 The vetches continued in an unthriving

way till the first of February. 1723 Mrs. Howard in Lett,

Ctess Suffolk (i82-f) I. in Sincerity is so very unthriving,

that I can never give consent that you should practise it.

Hence Unthrivlngly adv.^ Unthri'vinjfness.
X3.. E, E. Allit. P. B. 135 A |?ral )>Tyi,t in |>e Jirong vn-

Jtryuandely closed. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 397
|>e childe was i-bore to fore histyme, and (jerfore it was so
unj?ryvyngeliche and so eyel i-schape. 1704 Diet, Rust.
s.v. Enclosures^ The unthrivingness of Trees.

Unthro'ne, v, [UN-i^ 4. Cf. Du. ontlronen,

G. entlhromfi,^ trans. To dethrone.
1611 Cotgr., Desihroner, to disthronize, or vnthrone, 1637

Earl Monm. tr. Malvezzi's Romulus if Targning Amultus
is not content to have unthron'd his brother. 1658 W.
Chamberlavne Loves Vict, \. 13 Do not. .Unthrone thysoul
with this unmanly passion, 1665 Dryden Indian Queen
V. i, Think, what pride, unthroned, must undergo. 1721
Southerns Spartan Dame in. i, She means to bring her
Father in again, And to unthrone her Husband. 1838
TuppER Proverb. Philos. 167 The shock that splitteth the

globe, shall not unthrone thy self-possession. 1883 Whitelaw
Sophocles^ Oedipus King 386 Creon, .Seeks to unthrone me,
springing unawares.

Hence ITuthro'ning vbl. sb. (also attrib.).

1653 W. Ramesey Astrol. Restored yz^kxi\xx\-'^XQmv^%oi
some King. x66i J. Davies Civil /Karr^j 216 They resolved

to send him four (as one called them) un-tbroning bills.

Unthro'nged, ///. a, (Un-1 8.) 1648 Hexham ii,

Ongedrongen sitten^ to Sitt unpressed or unthronged,

[1775 Ash. 1847 Webster.] f Unthrou'ghfareness.
[Un-' 12.] Impenetrability. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^ Selv.

112 The soul not agreeing with body, so much as in that

one belonger of unthroughfareness, f XJnthroTi'ghfare-
80me, a. IUn-'?.] Impenetrable. 1674 N. Fairfax 5«/^
^ Selv. 138 Body being a stour unweildsom thing, or at least

a boaky unthroughfaresom thing.

Untlirown, ///. a. (Un-1 8 b, 8 c.)

a 1547 Surrey Aineis w. 605 No stone vnthrown, nor yet

no dart vncast. 1642 T. Wilson Jerichoes Down'/all (1643)
86 Wherefore downe must the house, leave not one stone

upon another unthrowne downe.
_ 1651-7 T. Barker Art 0/

Angling (1820) 6 If any of the Line falleth into the water
before the Flie, it is better unthrown then thrown, a 1716

South Serm. (1842) III. 522 As long as the old ferment
remains unthrown out, a man cannot be safe.

Unthru'st. Ppl. a. (Un-' 8 b.) [1775 Ash.] 1843 Mrs.
Browning Grk. Chr, Poets iv. Wks, (1904) 623 Objurgation
vain To soulless nature, powerless to contain One ill un thrust
upon it ! UnthTi*mbed, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash ]

1797 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 7 His various works, uncut,
unthumbed, have been preserved free from all pollution,

1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 99 In his time, news-
papers., were unthumbed in the pantry.

Unthwarted, ppl. a. (Un-I 8.)

['775 Ash.] 1805 Wordsw, Prelude ix. 523, I with him
believed.. that we should see the earth Unthwarted in her

wish. J853 Whittier Trust 18 Resting .. upon His will

Who moves to His great ends unthwarted by the ill. 1872
RusKiN Fors Clav. xvi. 12 Such as the unthwarted sun m
his season brings.

fUnthwyuond, /?-tfj.///tf. Obs. (Origin and
meaning obscure ; the alliteration requires tw^
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6360 The xjj [= twelfth] vnthivyuond,

hat twyet not in fight, Was. .mightful Henex. Ibid. 6378
With xxij [= two and twenty] vnthwyuond twyet to fildc.

Unti-cketed,///. «. (Un-' 8.) [1773 Ash] iSesTvLOR
Early Hist. Man. viii, 203 An untickeied collection. 1899

Westtn. Gaz. 20 .\pr. 7/1 The unticketed crowd, .was. .per-

fect in its quiet behaviour. Unti'ckled, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.)

1736 Chesterfield Fogg's yml. No. 377 p 5 There is not

an ear in the whole country untickled.

XTnti-dily, adv. (Un- i 1 1.)

c 1440 Promp. Paf-v. 367/2 On-tydely. 1530 Palsgr. itT^fi,

I bungyll, or do a thyng untydyly, or lyke an yvell worke-

man. (1775 Ash.] 1825 Jamieson s.v., She was very untidily

dressed. 1847 C. Bronte J» Eyre viii, Untidily folded

UNTIE.
articles pinned to her shoulder. 1885 Manch. Exam. 12
Jan. 6/3 The table over which the remains of a fish dinner
were untidily scattered.

Unti-dy, a. [ME. untUi OJn-I 7), ^WFris.
on-, Tlntidick . M Du. onlidich (Du. ontijdig)

,

MLG, imtidkh, OHG. unzitkh (MHG. unziieCy
'Zitic, G. unzetlig)y MSw. olidi^^ (M)Da., Norw.
w/zV?^ untimely, unseasonable, unfavourable, etc.]

f 1. Untimely, unseasonable; unsuitable, unseemly.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2400 Aflei from ham al uuel, Weorre &

weane bafte, & uiitidi wederes ! 1377 Langl. P. PI. B, xx.
118 With his vntydy tales he tened ful ofte Conscience and
his compaignye. 1593 Ibid. C, x. 262 The tarre is vntydy
pat to hyne sheep by-longeJ». c 1440 Promp, Parv. 367/2
On.tydy, intemptaius (P. intemperatus). i66i J. Arnway
Tablet 91 Hitherto ye are come by an untidy Parliament,
wherein., many.,made grievous., sbiprack of the Faith.

2. Of poor, mean, or uncared-for appearance

;

not kept in good order ; not neat or orderly.
For the break in the evidence (as in the adv. above), cf. the

history of Tidy a. (esp. sense 4).

C13S0 iVill. Palertie 1455 Sche schal..haue mo solempne
cites and semliche casleles, |»an ^e treuly han smale tounes
or vntydi houses, a 152^ S kelton E. Rumwyng 1 51 Theyr
lockes about iheyr face, fheyr tresses vntrust,. .Full vntydy
tegges, Lyke rotten egges. 1545 Bale Image Both Ch. i.

ix. (1550) Ki, Bishoppes, preestes, monkes,. .were poore,
abiecie, and vntydye. 1570 Foxe A. ^ M. (ed. 2) I. 116
Therfore this vntydie ground of ours, bringeth forth so many
weedes.

, (1775 Ash.] 2814 Carr Craven Gloss. 119 Unheppen,.,
indecent, untidy, a 1825 Forbv Foe. E.Anglia, Untidy, un-
clean ; sluttish. 1855 Poultry Chron. II. 541 The untidy
one [it. bee-keeper] permits cobwebs to occupy the corners
of the bee-shed. 1884 F. M. C^a-wvov^o Rom. Singer I. 4
There can be nothing so untidy about a bouse as children
and chickens.

Hence Unti'dlness.
[1775 Ash.] 1845 E. B. Barrett Lett. Brozvning (1899) I.

115,1 rather like blots than otherwise—being a sort of patron-
saint of all manner of untidyness. 1875 W. S. Hayward
Love agst, IVorld 13, I must be in a dreadful state of un-
tidyness.

ITnti-dy, v. [Un- 2 3^ or f. Untidy a."] trans.

To make untidy.

1891 R. DowLiNG Isle 0/Surrey wz He was busy tidying,

or rather untidying, his room all one day. 1893 Baring-
Gould Cheap Jack Ziia 1. 192 The wildncss of her appear-
ance thus untidied by the wind.

Untie-, V. [OE. uniigan (Un-2 3, 7).]

1. trans. To release, set free, detach, by undoing
a cord or similar fastening.

c xooo Ags. Gosp, Matt. xxi. 2 ponne sona finde ^yt ane
assene 5eti;:^5ede.. : untijeaS hi^, and laedaS to me. Ibid.

Mark xi. 5 Hwat do ?;yt pone folan unti?;ende? 13. . K.Alis,
784 (Laud MS.), He it [sc. Bucephalus] vnlyed & lete gon.
X388 Wyclif Mark xi. 5 Thei..founden a colt tied bifor the
3ate,. .and thei vntJeden hym. 1530 Palsgr. 768/2, 1 untey,
..je deslie. Untey my hosen- 1581 A. Hall Iliad viii. 147
His goodly steedes the Marine god., vnties. 4:1586 Ctess
Pembroke Ps. xci. ii, From snare . . He shall thee sure unty.

1639 T. DE Gray Expert Farrier 236 Untye him, and give
him meat. 16^9 Hammond Oh Ps. Ix. 6 As when the master
reaches out his shooe to his meanest servant, to be untyed
and taken off by him. 17x9 Ue Foe Crusoe i\. (Globe) 494
They said,.. if they untied her [sc. a cow], they should see

which Way she went. 1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 208, I climbed

my vessel's lofty side; My train obeyed me, and the ship

unty'd. 1794 WoBDSW. Guilt i^- Sorrow Ixiv, They.. busily

. . untie Her garments. 1847 Emerson Daemonic Love 1^8
Therefore comes an hour from Jove Which his ruthless will

defies, Arid the dogs of Fate unties.

absol. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 103 The unlearned..
use to think it a matter of greater strength, .to teare asunder,

than to unty.

b. To free from a confining or encircling cord,

bond, etc.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. (1922) 224 Goo forthe, . . and lazare se vntey.

And all hisbondyslosyth hemasundyr, a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon ci. 333 Huon came to y* fote of y ladder, where
as he founde Gerames as then not vntyed. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn, Shr. 11. i. 21, I prethee sister Kate, vntie my hands.
1683 MoxoN Mech. Exerc, Printing xxii. f 7 He unties all

the Pages of that Quarter. 1747 Mrs. GLASSECof^^^O' 'i-38

Untye your Cucumbers, but take care the Meat don't come
out. 1781 CowpER Charity ^11 With slow deliberation he
unties His glitt'ring purse. 1819 Shelley Peter Bell 3rd
VI. vii, All these Reviews the Devil made Up in a parcel...

Peter.. Untied them— read them.
_ 1891 Fakrar Darkn. ^

Dawn Iv, The executioner has untied your hands.

O. In various fig. uses,

13, . Cast. Love (H.) 1603 Hevyn and erthe shull byn aleyde.

And the foure elementes shull be unteyede. 1390 Gower
Con/. III. 21 If thou be forto wyle In eny point. .Wherof
thi wittes ben unteid. 1565 Cooper, Linguam resoluere^. ,

to vntie his tongue. 1586 Day Eng. Secretary i. {1625) 87
Before this time the like breach.. was neuer scene betweene
vs : but what (mischiefe) shal I now terme il . . that . . hath in

this vilde sort, giuen meanes to vntie vs. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
IV. i. 52 Though you vntye the Windes, and let them fight

Against the Churches, a 1654 Selden Table.T. (Arb.) 66,

I cannot bind my self, for I may untye my self again, 1655
Earl Orrery Parthen. \. vi. i^i, I will vntye my Soule
from that Cley which invirons it. a 1845 Wordsw. Ecct,

Sonn., Crusaders 10 When Heaven unties Her inmost,.,

tenderest harmonies, X847 Disraeli Tancred iv. iv, We
shall be at Hebron before they untie their eyelids.

2. To undo, unfasten (a cord, knot, etc.) ; also

transf. to relax (a hold).

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xi. 4a He forst him to vnty One of
his grasping feete. i6oa "znd Ft, Returtt Farnass. in, iv.

1378 If he will not vnty the purse stringes of his liberality,

1639 J. Taylor Summers Trav. (Hindley, III) 17 Vou might
have untied it [sc, a halter], that it might have serv'd another
time. ai7i8 Prior L<yve Disarmed 39 The Chain I'll in
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UNTIED.
Return unty ; And freely Thou again shalt fly. 179X Cowpeb
Odyssey viii. 339 A snare Of bands indissoluble, by no art

To be untied. 1858 Trollope Dr. Thorns iii, The old squire
of Greshamsbury, whose shoe ribbons Dr. Fiilgrave would
not have objected to untie. 1885' Mrs. Alexander* Valerie's
Fait i, She untied and removed her veil.

fig, 1581 G. Elliot in Arber Gamer VIII. 20S Even then
(by God's great goodness. .) all their.. devilish devices and
practises were so oroken and untied in me that [etc.].

b, fig. To solve or clear away (a difficulty).

Freq. with knot in fig. sense (of. Knot sb^ 10),
(a) a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xiii, The love of him com-

mauiidid him to preserve his life : which knot might well be
cut, but untied it could not be. x6oi Shaks. T^vel. N. ii. ii.

43 O time, thou must vntangle this, not I ; It is too hard a
knot for me tVnly, 1643 R. Baker Chron,, Stephen 65 A
Gordian knot, which no Writer helpes me to unty. 173a
Berkeley Alciphr, vi. § 32 He will endeavour to untie
knots as well as tie them. 1746 Francis tr. Hor,^ Sat, 11. v.

56, 1 know the Doubles of the mazy I^ws, Unty their KnoLs,
and plead with vast Applause. 1761 Sterne Tr. Sfiandy
IV. vii, That is cutting the knot, said my father, instead of
untying it. x8i8 Cobbett /'f/, /i"^, XXXIII. 71* We can-
not cut the knot : we must, therefore, take time to untie it.

1889 S. Walpole Life Ld. J. Russell 1 1. 374 The new King
tried to cut instead of untying the Gordian knot.
(3i 1611 Shaks. Cyinb. v. iv. 149 'Tis still a Dreame..Or

senselesse speaking, or a speaking such As sense cannot vn-
tye. 1649 Davenant Love <v Hon. iv, iv. 80 We must to
Delphos sure t'untie these doubts.. with an oracle. 1654
Jer. Taylor Real Pres. 65 The whole party wanders m
eternal intricacies, and inextricable riddles ; which.. them-
selves cannot untie.

c. fig. To dissolve (a bond, esp. of union).
(a) 1634 B. JoNsoN Love's Welcome Wks. (1641) 282 A

true-love Knot will hardly be unti'd. 1651 Hobbes Leviath,
IV. xlvii. 385 First, the Power of the Popes was dissolved..

.

And so was untyed the first knot. 1671 R. MacWard True
Non-con/, 166 Unless the error be of greater importance, ..it

ought not to unty the bond of the unity of the CathoHck
Church. 1784 CowpER Task 11.685 Profusion, .unties the
knot Of union. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel vi. ii, Land of
my sires

_!
what mortal hand Can e'er untie the filial band,

That knits me to thy rugged strand ! 1895 Daily News
1$ Nov. 7/3 If a husband got tired of his wife,., the State
winked at a collusive suit by which the knot was untied.
{b) i6o6 Shaks. Tr. ^ Cr. 11. iii. iii The amitie that wise-

dome knits, not folly may easily vntie. x6xo — Temp. v. i,

253 Come hither Spirit, Set Caliban and his companions
free: Vntye the Spell. <z 1683 Sidney Disc. Govt, iii, § 15
(1698) 316 But if these obligations were untied, we may easily
guess [etc.].

3. inlr. To become loosened or untied.

1590 TarltorCs Nerves Purgat. 30 He threwe his armes
about him with such violence, that his wide sleeue vntyed.
1651 Jer. Taylor Serm.Jor Yearw. v. 59 Then their resolu-
tion unties like the cords of vanity or the gossamere against
the violence of the Northen winde. Ibid. 11. xxiii. 290 Their
promises are but fair language,, .and disband and unty like
the air that beat upon their teeth, when [etc.].

Hence Untie-d ppl. a.l

1565 Cooper s.v- Recinctus, Zona recincta, a girdle vntied.
1619 Fletcher Knt. Malta v. i, I am. .a vessel crack'd, A
Zone unti'd. Z89S T. Harpy Tess xlvii, She. .had to supply
the man with untied sheaves.

Untie'd, ppL a.^ [Un-i 8.]

1. Not lied, in various senses.
C1374 Chaucer Troylus ir. 752, I am myn owene woman

wel at ese,-.. Right yong and stond vntyd in lusty lese.

1390 GowER Conf. I. 307 Suche adaies be now feIe..That
lete here tunges gon unteid. Ibid. II. 117 Mi sorwe is

everemore unteid. And secheth overal my velnes. 1398
Tbevisa Barth. De P. R, y. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.), pat partie
of J>e tunge t>at is ny^e J>e pipe of ^ lunges is vntied. 1509
Hawks Past. Pleas, xviii. (Percy Soc.) 86 Myne owne I am,
what that I lyste to do I stand untyed. <z 1529 Skelton
Agst, Veuemous Tongues 4, I care muche the lesse what
cuer they say, For tunges vntayde be rennyng astray. 1617
Daniel Coll, Hist. Eng. 114 There were Excesses to many
committed in a time so vntied as this was. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. n. xviii. 89 The untyed hands of that Man.. that
hath the Soveraignt^. 1785 Pope Odyss. ix. 158 A port
there is, inclos'd on either side, Where ships may rest, un«
anchorediand unty'd. C1730 Ramsay Bonny Tweedside iv,

Unty'd to a man..We never can thrive. 1888 Stamford
Mercury 27 Apr., An untied beerhouse, cottages and land.

2. Wrongly used for * unloosed \
x6o8 Shaks. Per. iv. ii. 160 If fires be hot, knives sharp, or

waters deep, Untied 1 still my virgin knot will keep,

tUnti'fifed, ppl. a. [Un-' 8: see Tiff 7/.') Unadorned.
a 1225 Ancr. K. 420 To Codes eien heo is lufsumere, |>et is,

uor t>e luue of him, untiffed widuten.

ttJntl-ght, j<^. Obs.-^ [Un-1 12 + Tight j^.i

Cf. Du. onUuhtj OHG., MHG. tmzuht (G. un-
zucht)^ An immoral act or practice.
a 1300 Body ^ Soul in Map's Poems (Camden) 336 5wannQ

thou5 me tau^tist on unti^th, an me gan ther ofTe mone. Ubid.
341 (Vernon MS.), Whon I dude an untiht.J

Untight, a. (Un-1 7,)
1622 F. Markham Bk. War \. vi. zi However crazie or

untight my pore Vessell may be, it must stil put forth into
the Sea. 1622 Malynes Anc, Law-Merck. I4'^ If the ouer-
loope of the Ship be vntyth, or the Pumpe be faultie. 18x5
W. Finlayson Scot. Rhymes "zj Like some poor bodie, in
his mind untight. 1823 P. Nicholson Tract, Build, 336
When lime has been long kept in.. untight casks.
Unti ghten, v. (Un.» 3.) [1775 Ash.] 1836 Browning

Porphyria's Lover 46, I untightened next the tress About
her neck.

Until (ontl'I), prep, and conj. Forms: a. 3
Or?jt. unntill, 4-7 vn-, 4-9 untill (7 untell), 4, 6
n-, 6-6 imtyU (5 iinetyU)

; 4-5 vn-, 5 {'^arch.)
untille, 5 un-, vntylle (yn-)

; 4-7 vntil, 5-6
vntyl, 4- until. j3. 4 (9 dial.) ontil, Sc. 5 on-
tyll, onetil, 5-6 ontill. [ME. (originally north-
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ern) untill^ f. ON. und (retained only in unz,
undz = und £s), = Goth, und (and unle ,OS. und
(usually ««/), OFris. und {onl)^ up to, as far as
+ till Till prep, and cofif.'\ A, prep.
In poetry occasionally put after the sb. (or proii.).

I. Local (and derived senses), dative, etc. lat-
terly Sc, and north.

1. To, unto (denoting motion to and reaching
a person or place) ; = ViiAjprep. i.

t:i2oo Ormin 1399 Forr whatt te?? fellenn sone dun Off
heofi'ne unntill belle, a 1300 Cursor M. 5123 pan he went
vntil his in. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13086
Wi|> hym vntil wode J>ey fled, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2311 pe
Amerel vn-til a wyndow ran. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 3858
Streyght vnto hys bed he yode, And clepyd the bysshope
hym vntylle. 1478 Eng, Misc. (Surtees Soc. 85) 37 Unto
all theis untill whome this presentes shal com. 1526 Tindale
Matt, iv. 3 'i'hen came vnlyll hym the tempter. 1561 Godly
Q. Hester {187s) 12 Then shall I brynge her the kynge un-
tyll. 1590 Spenser F. Q. \. xi. 4 He rousd himselfe full

blith^ and hastned them vntill. ? a 1800 Jock o' the Side
xiit, in Scott Min., When they cam the gate until. 1824

^.
Telfer Border BalL 43 It dirlit upthrow the twinklinge

oles, The second lifte untille.

b. Up to (a point or limit) ; as far as ; so as to

reach; —Tihhprep. i b.
CX330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10554 ^ro J>e

Weste or Est vntil Moungow He was told of non honour.
1338 — Chron. (1810) 42 pe folk vntille Humber to Suane
gan bei loute. c 1440 York Myst. xxxvii. 52, I prechid
in Neptalym, Jat lande, And Zabulon even vn-till ende.
ISM CovKRDALE yudg. XX. I Then wenie the children
of Israel out and gathered a congregacion, . . from Dan vntill

Bersaba- 1552 Bk. Com, Prayer^ Communion, Upon tlie

holy dayes..shalbe sayde al that is appoynted.., vntyl the
ende of the Homelie. 155^ Hakluyt l^oy. II. 1. 211 Staiies
of yron ascending vp vntiil the midst of the pillers. 1616

J. Lane Contn. Sqr.*s T. x\. 311 A woman.. Which att her
necke, vntill her dugges dependinge, Wore the ritch ruble.
a 1765 Ld, Thomas <5- Fair A. xxviii. in Child Ball.t Lord
Thomas.. strake the dagger untill his heart.

C. In contact with ; against.
c \^o Pallad. on Husb. in. 1138 Sarmentes.. Vntil a reed

for turnyng bounden fast, 1785 R. Forbes Ulysses 38 He
shook the blade, an'. .Set the heft to the ground, The nib
until his breast, a 1803 Cruel Mother iii. m Child Ball, I,

221/1 She's set her back untill an oak. Ibid. iv.

2. To, towards; onto; =TiLL/r^/. 2.
<z 1300 Cursor M. 23286 pai . . Ne wald noght here bot hair

delrces, pat drogh I^am vntil oJ>er vices. 1303 R. Brunne
liandl. Synne 6484 pogh now we 5aue alle ^y gode vntyl
pore mannes fode. 1^38 — Chron. (iSio) 237 5it auanced he
t>at file vntille a faire^ing. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. I. 448
Mynge hit yurne Tyl euery part vntyl on body turne. c 1535
Fisher Wks, 11. (E.E.T.S.) 429 Howe terribly shall he lay
this vntyll our charge, whan we shal be called vntyll a
rekenynge for this matter I 1566 Sternhold & H. Ps,
cxxxix. 6 It is so hye that I the same Can not attayne vn-
till. 1587 M. Grove Pelops * Hipp, (1878) 77 Perchance y"
gods haue you preseru'd vntil some better end. c 1675 m
Shirburn Ball, (1907) 171 Good or eujll, which his mmde
was bent vntill. c 1800 in Chambers Pop. Poems Scotl, (1862)
64 Ge—en—llemen o' the Jury, Ye'll answer until a' your
names, 1814 Scott Wav. x, The Laird.. had devoted his
leisure untill tillage and agriculture.

+ b. Like nnlily\\kQ\ resembling, Obs,rare,
^1375 Leg. Rood (1871) 123 It was like untill a heuyn.

CX400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 26 pe fruyt..es lyke vntill
hostez.

3. Indicating the person towards whom an action,

feeling, statement, etc., is directed, Freq. after

verbs of telling, teaching, calling, doing, giving,
making, listening, etc. = TiLL^r*?^. 3.
(Z1300 Cursor M. 1069 Vntil his brol7er nith he bare. 1357

Lay Folks' Catech, (T.) 56 Seuen dedis of merci until oure
euen-cristen. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. Prol. 227 'iauerners
vn-til hem tolde ^e same, c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 378
Al l>at scho sal tech o))er vntill, 1417 York Memo. Bk.
(Surtees) I. 183 He that es noght obeiant untill sercheours
and till his crafte. c 1450 Lovelich Grail Ivi. 77 What is

that the vntylle? 1470-85 Malory Arthur xviti. xv. 752
She cryed on loude vntyl hym. a 1500 Cm'entry Corpus
Chr. PI. 966 The furst byddyng, Wyche Moses dyd rede vs
vntill. 1521 Fisher 6>««. agst, Luther iv. Dv, He shal
be a comforter vntyl vs. 1565 J. Hall Crt. Virtue 31 The
rounde earth he hath forth lente The sonnes of mortall men
vntyll.

_ 1567 Gude ^ Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 82 Than ae present
ane peirles sing, Of lyfe serene, the warld vntill. a 1780
Archie o' Cait^eld xxxv. in Child Ball., The lieutenant
Until a bonny lad said.. 'Who is the man. .?' Ibid, xxxvi.

t4. Up to (a given number); amounting or
extending to. Obs, rare,
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxii, 102 Diuerse bestez, as mar-

musetes, apes and^ o)>er many vntil iii™ or iiiim. 1539 Bible
(Great) Matt, xviii. 22 Lorde howe oft shall I forgeue my
brother.. : Tyll seuen tymes? lesus sayeth vnto him: I

.saye not vnto the vntill seuen tymes: but seuenty times
seuen tymes. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Luke iL 37 And she was
a widow vntil eightie and foure yeres.

IL With reference to time.

5. Onward till (a time specified or indicated)
;

up to the time of (an action, occurrence, etc.) ;
—

TihLprep, 5.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1424 Stil ai stod J>ai wandes thre Fra

adam tim until noe. C1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 555 pe
wilk reches fra l>ebygynnyng Of mans lyfe un-til )jeendyng.
«X3S2 MiNOT Poems (ed. Hall) iii. 39 All )>2X land vntill J>is

day Fars ))e better for )iat iornay. c 1420 Aniurs ofArth.
(T.) ;702 pay made hyme..a knyghte of )>e tabylle rownde,
Vn-tille his lyues ende. a 1466 Paston Lett. Suppl. {1901)
105, I pray zow that hyt may be repytyd un tyll the tyme
that I speke with zow. 1539 Bible (Great) Luke xvi. 16 The
lawe and the Prophetes raygned vntyll lohn. 1554 in Feuil-
lerat Revels Q, Mary (1914) 154 From the laste daye of

UNTIL.
Maye. .vntill the vj* daye of June. 1592 Arden ofFevers-
ham 111. vi. 36, I doo but slip it vntil bctier time. 1652 J.
Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Parmiox x. i-zf^ Intreating him to
stay there uniiU further iiiteliigence from him. a i68z Sir
T. linowNE Tracts (1683) 138 With little action with foreign
Nations untill the union of the Heptarchy under Egbert.
1721 MoRiiMKR Husb.[fif\.i) Ii. 133 [ToJ hang them up until
the end of February. 1754 in Naime Peerage Evid. (1874)
55 I'aking upon himself the stile or title of lord Nairn, .until
pay[men]t, 1853 Thackkkay Eng. Hum. i. 10 He waits
and wails until nightfall. 1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 255/2
Brooks's comet . . may be visible . . until the end of the year.

b. With (usu. after) a negative, = 'il\A.prep. 5 b.

IS43 Star Chamber Ctises (Selden) II. 267 Stiauiigers..
will not vcter their wares.. vntill the Faire. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. II. ii. 117 Things growing are not ripe vntill their
season. 1628 tr. /i/athieu's Povjerfull Favorite 103 Tiberius
ceased not vntill such time as the Senate did content him.
1671 tr. Frejus" Yoy. Mauritania 21 Although this be a
counirey where, untill this very day, we see no man so
venierous as to hazard himself, but by Hostages. 1764 H.
Walpole Otranto v, Until this hour I never set eyes on this
damsel. 1872 J. L. Sanford Estimates Eng, Kings^ Chas. /,

333 He did not become a person of real importance.. until
the death ofhis elder brother. 1893 W. O. Morris A^/z/(j/tf(;«

(1804) 158 Nelson had not left Europe imtil the second week
of May.

c. Followed by an adv. (or advb. phrase) of

time, = Till prep, 5 c.

1338 R. Brunne cyiri?«.(i8io) 58 Godwyn. .fro London went
away. He stode vntille no more, defaute he mad Jjat day,
'538 Elvot, Eiinmnum, vntyll than. 1539 Hiule (Great)
Num. xiv. 19 As thou hast forgeuen this people from Egipte
euen vntyll now. 1582 N.T. (Rhem.) Matt. xi. 12 From
the dayes of lohn the Baptist vntil now. 01631 Donne
Paradoxes (1652) 81 A vertue which,.. untill then, is kept
with a modest chastity. 1648 Hexham ii, Tot tvanneerl
Untill when? 1721 in Cath. Rec. Soc, Publ. VIII. 301
From the end of Compline untill after Prime the next day.
1764 H. Walpoi.e Otranto v, It was not until after frequent
discourses with Isabella.. that he was persuaded. 1626 Art
Brewing (ed. 2) 126 [It] has, until lately, been a question
among chemists. 1838 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXV. 175/2
The results, .cannot be appreciated until after the lapse of
years. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers I, v, 385 Until late in the
thirteenth century. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. p. xv, Until
four years ago.

6. Before (a specified time).

1887 Lady Brassey La^t Voy. 201 Having quite abandoned
all hope of our appearing until the morning.

B. conj. (See Till conj.)

Not common during i8th c. ; in freq. use from c 1820.

a. Up to the time that ; till the point or degree
when; = Till conj. i. Also with that.

C1300 Harroiving ofHell (Auch.) 29 [They were in woe]
Vntil Crist loked J)aim vnto, 1338 R. Ubunne Chron,
(1810) 56 pei.. duelled J»er for ^ede, Untille ^e kyng
turned, & his wrath ouer ^ede. c 1440 Pallad, on Husb.
1. 619 The cok.-his briddis hateth Vntil the crest uppon
theire hedis growe. 1526 Tindale Luke xxiv. 49 Tary ye
in .. Jerusalem vntill ye be endewed with power. 1556
Lauder Tractate 481 The Maledictione of the pure Sail on
^ow and 5our seid Indure, Vntyll that je be rutit oute. 1580
m 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App, IV. 426 [The jury]
shall contynue together.. untill they be fullie agreed upon
their verdicte, 1602 Ld, Crotnivell iv. v. 39 Now get you
in, vntill I call for you. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. ii. (1900) 228
He. .did them all abuse; Until that I. .arose, 1729 T.
iNNEsCrrV. Essay (1879) 267 In the meantime, until exact
copies be published, ..variations and alterations, .may be
shown letcj. 1764 H. Walpole Otranto v, Manfred..
pushed on the feast until it waxed late. 1802 Lockmaien
Harper xvi. in Scott Min.. The fiend dought they do but
listen him to, Until that the day began to daw. 1870 M,
Arnold St, Paul f( Prot. g Man is altogether passive in
this call, until the Holy Spirit enables him to answer it.

ellipt. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V, \\\. ii. 149 As doubtfull
whether what I see be true, Vntill confirm'd, sign'd, ratified

by you. 1855 Poultry Chron. Ill, 206/2 After this, until
feathered, they should be fed on rich food.

b. With negative (expressed or implied) in the

principal clause, = Till conj. i b. Also with that,
aiy)0 E. E. Psalter xciii. 15 For lauerd sal noght bis

foike schouue awai, . . Vntil J^at rightwisenes Be turned in
dome. C1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3213 Na man may,.
Out of Jiat hard payn ham wyn, Until fe fire haf wasted
|»air bandes of syn. Ibid. 3271 Til l>at sight ]>&\ may never
wyn, Until ]jai be clensed par of al syn, c 1477 Stonor
Papers (Camden) IL 29 Fore we may nat go yn-tylle ae
comme. 1535 Coverdalk jfob xiv. 12 But when man slepetn,
he ryseth not agayne, vntill the heauen perish. 1590 Shaks.
Corn, Err. v, L 115, I will fall prostrate at his feete, And
neuer rise vntill my teares. . Haue won his grace to come in
person hither. 1662 Dkyden To Ld. Chancellor 32 1 n open
Prospect nothing bounds our Eye Until the Earth seems
join'd unto the Sky. 1692 E. Walker tr, Epictetus' Mor.^
On Enchiridion, That Truth they could not find Until the
Morning-Star .. form'd the Gospel Day, 1766 Smollett
Trav. iv, It will not freeze at all, until it has deposited all

its salt. 1798 WoRDSw. Peter Bell Prol. 4 Through the
clouds I'll never float Until I have a little Boat. 1868
Morris Earthly Par. I. 187 No man living should see this
Until that thou . . Hast given it to the seneschal. 1893
Spectator 22 July 101 The answer.. will probably not be
published until these pages are in our readers' hands.
ellipt. 189s C. J. Cornish Wild England of to-day 248

Often they will.. not move until almost trodden on,

o. In similar sense without a negative: Before
the time that; before. Cf. Till conj, i c.

i6oi J. Weever Mirr. Martyrs A 3 b, (jne tale is good
vntill another's told. 2621 Elsing Debates Ho, Lords
(Camden) 51 He refused to yield . . untetl the fees . . were
payed him. £164^ Howell Lett. (1655) 1 1, ^o Tis held a
great part of incivility for maidens to drink wine untill they
are married. 1841

J.
R. Hope-Scott in R. Ornsby Mem.

(1884) I. 305 There will probably be an interval of six months,
at least, until they can meet. 1852 Rock. Ch. of Fat/urs



UNTIL.
III. 76 The unfitness of man's soul to go to heaven until
cleansed from every smallest speck of sin.

d. = Till conj, i d.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 417 Mallobantes .. was
much troubled, thinking it long untill he might advance his
standerd against the enemie. i6n R, Fenton Treat,
Usury 97 The time is not long, vntiil thou must trust him
with a far greater matter. 1804 Lady Hunter in Jrnl. Sir
M. Hitnter (1894) 202 We had not sat long until one roll of
the ship brought such a sea on deck as [etc. J.

e. So long or so far that ; = Till conj. i e.
C1440 Pallad. on Husb. iii. 114:3 ^" water first this opium

relent, Of sape vntil hit ha similitude. 1535 Coverdale
Jer. xliv. 37 All the men of Iucia..shal perish with the
swearde,.. vntiil they be vtterly destroyed. 1567 Jewel
Def. Apol. VI. vii. 625 They eate, vntil they be faine to per-
breake. 1598 Epitlario K iij, Heat it vntiil the Cheese curd.
165a Culpkpper Eng. Physic. 5 If the decoction stand.. for
two or three days untill the yellow colour be chanced black.
1748 Ansoti's Voy. i. viii. 82 We were obliged to bear away
until they had made all fast. 1764 H. Walpole Otranto v,
A silly wench, who has heard stories of apparitions until she
believes them. i836THiRLWALL(7?-^^ctf III. 247 The flames
were spread by the wind, until almost the whole island was
left bare. 190X Scribner^s Mag. XXIX. 511/2 It was com-
paratively easy to repeat the drawing until the whole design
was accurately copied.
eltipt. i8a7 Faraday Ckem, Manip. xviii. 476 A mi.\ture

made by rubbing down very poor cheese with water,., until
of the consistency of cream.

ff. So long{. , . ) until, c Till conj. i f. Obs,
1470-85 Malory Arthur \u. xxxi. 263 So this syr Gareth

rode SOD longe in that forest vntyl the nyghte came. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Eatenusy Thou shouldest so longe
beare vntiil he had.. neglected those lawes. 1595 i" Cath.
Rec.Soc. PttbL V. 346 The Universitie of Oxford, where he
continwed so longe untill he was thought fitt for the degree
of Bacheler of Artes. 1597 Beard Theatre Go(fs Judeem.
(1612) 129 Eating grasse like oxen, even so long untill his
haire was growne stiffe. 1651 Wittie tr. Primrose''s Pop.
Err, 226 Wee must persist so long in the use of remedies,
untill . . we perceive [etcl
Until(l, erron. varr. (now dial.) of iNTlL/r^^
a 1300 Cursor M. 2501 pai fled and fell vntiil a sogh. CX37S

Ibid. 269a (Fairf. ), Our lorde went vp vn-til \Cott. in till his
blis. 1858 in A^. IV. Line. Gloss, (1877) 264 Chuck some
more stoans until her {sc. a cart].

Untile, z*. [UN-24.] trans. To strip (a roof,

etc.) of tiles. (Common c 1590-1760.)
C1400 Destr, Troy 9114 The taburnacle titly vntild was

aboue. 1468-9 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 123 Ye shall have
doubyll cost (or to untylle your howsys ayen. 1536 MS.
Rawl. D. 7S0 fol. 94 b. Rypyng and vntyllyng the RouflTes.

1589 Whip for Ape A iij, Cathedrall Churches he would
faine vntfle. 1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 3. 182 Pull
down this rafter, cut that beame, vntile the house. 1633
Hevwood Eng. Trav. i. ii, Rough tempests rise, Vntile the
roofe, which.. Left vnrepaired, the stormy showres beat in.

1690 LuTTRKLL^r/V/ypc/. (1857)11. 5 [The wlnd] untilcd the
tops of most houses more or lesse. 1713 Lond, Gaz, No.
5103/2 The Houses have been .. Untiled .. by the Wind.
1774 G. White Selbome Ixi, 1 untiled the eaves of a house
where many pairs build.

>^. 1648 Hkfr[ck I/esper., To the Detractor 4 A (cWon
take it, or some Whit.flaw come For to unslate, or to untile
that tSumbI 1690 T. Brown Sev. Ne^u Colt,6o What, is
your House until d already, and is it come to a Rupture
between you?

Untiled,///, a. [U\-i 8.] Not covered with
tiles.

1377 Langl. P, PI. B. XIV. 253 Had J?ei no |)yng but of
pore men her houses were vntyled I x6oo Breton Pas-
quits Passe Wks. (Grosart) I. 8/1 From dwelling in a
house that is vntilde-.good Lord deliuer me. 1649 J. H.
Motion to Pari. Adv, Learn. 20 Our houses were, .untiled
and obvious to.. injuries of the weather. ai72Z Prior
Do7vn-Hall xxxv'ii^ A low ruin'd white Shed-.Untyl'd and
unclaz'd.

Unti*ll, V. (Un-» 3.) 1733 TuLL Horse-Hoeing Husb. vi.

52 It rather Untills the Land, and Anticipates the subsiding
of the Ground.

UntillaWe, a. (Un- i 7 b.)

1714 Welsh Monster 26 In a wild Corner of the World,.

,

Worthless, uniillable, and barren. i7«i Cowpf.r Hiad x.

398 On the shore . . Of the untillable and barren deep, 1813
Bbackbnridgb Vityjs Louisiana (1814) 27 An extensive
region of open plains and meadows, interspersed with bare
untillable hills.^ 1889 Times 20 Apr. 5/1 A considerable
portion of the district being untillable.

Untilled, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)
1*97 R. Gi ouc. (Rolls) 7667 Muche lond |jer is k^ al wast
& vntuled \v.rr. vntyled, -leled). 1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. xv.
451 Heth and vntiled erthe. 138a Wvcmf Ezek. xxxvi. 36,
I the Lord haue. .plantid vntilied [1388 vnlilid] thingus.
1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 277 Londys which were vntilied.

1469 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 128 Thei byd them lete there
land lye on tilled. 1538 Starkey England 12 The erth. .els

scbold haue leyne.. rude and vntyllyd. i598SYLVESTb:R Du
Bartas 11. L Eden 598 There lives the Sea-Oak in a little

shell ; There growes untill'd the ruddy Cochenel. 1638
Junius Paint. Ancients 245 An unbroken or untilled ground.
? 1674 Traherne Poems Felicity (1910) 86 A Globe of Gold
must Barren be, Untill'd & Useless. 1766 Compi. Fanner
S.V. Hoeingy The tilled earth receives an advantage from
these dews, which the untilled does not. 1819 Shelley
^"«^/rt«i/ 7 A people starved and stabbed in the untilled field.

187^ Stlbbs Const. Hist. I. ii. 19 The wide forests and
untilled plains are common property.

fig. 1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 95 Fearing to offend hir
..with my rude and vntilied toong. 1651 Jer. Taylor Holy
Dying ii. § 4 His beastly nature, and desart and untilled

manners. 1803 Wordsw. Poems Nat. Indep. i. xx. 6 Men
unto whom.. minds not stinted or untilled are given.

tUnUithed,///.rt. Obs.rare. [Un-' 8.J = prec. 1495
Glanvil Bartk, De P. R. xiv. xlviii. F i b/2 That londe
|»at is tilthyd hvRhte Ager and \>m londe that is vntylthyd
[BodL MS. vntilied J highte Rus. tUnti'lward, /r<r/.

Obt.^^ [f. Until /Ti^J.-h-WAHD, C(, Tilward.] Toward.

373

' rti3oo Cursor M. 15739 lesus went him for)jerward . . Vn-
tilward a littel yard O cedron ouer he strand.

Unti mbered, ppl. a.^ [Un-1 8.]

1. Not furnished with timbers ; frail,

x6o6 Shaks. Tr. Sf Cr. i. iii. 43 Where's then the sawcy
Boate, Whose weake vntimber'd sides but cuen now Co-
riual'd Greatnesse? 1814 Sir R. Wilson Priv, Diary
(1861) II. 371 The vessel of state is yet too weak and un-
timbered to buffet the waves.

2. Unprovided with timber ; not wooded.
1808 Pike Sources A/ississ. 11. App. (1810) 8 The vast tract

of untiinbered country ..between the. .Missouri, Mississippi,

and the western Ocean. 1828-39 Webster s.v., Untimbered
land.

Unti-mbered,///. fl.2 [UN-24, 8.] Stripped

of timber ; deforested.
1618 Breton Crurt. ^ Countryman A 4 b. Your state is

weakened and your Land wasted, your Woods vntimberd,
your Pastures vnstored.

tUnti'me, sd. Obs. [OE. untima (Ux-^ 12,

4 b), =s ON. and Icel. ^Ihiit 6timi (MSw., Norw.
dial, otime)^

1. In (earlier on) untime^ at an unsuitable, im-
proper, or wrong time. Also in pi.

Cf. ON. { tittma, MSw. i otima, i otimom, in same sense.

^897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. C, xxi. 153 Swa se lasce,

Sonne he on untiman lacnaS wunde, hio wyrmse5 & rota(^.

iTiooo y^LLFRic Saints* Lives xii. 76 ^Ic h^ra manna \>e yt
o33e drinc3 on untiman on \>zm hal^an lenctene. c 1200
Tritt. Coll. Horn. 207 He habbe ofte agilt on golliche dedes,
on untimeoSer on unluuede stede. a 1225 Aucr. R. 344 Of
vres misseide wiSuten 3eme of hecrte o^.er in untime. 1303
R. Bkvsnb Handl. Sy/tne 2962 5yf ho" ^ys foly haunle..
Yn vntyme, . . For so|« Jk>u synnest J>er dedly. c 1386
Chaucer Pars. P, T 1051 A man shal nat ete in vntyme,
ne sitte the lenger at his table to ete for he fasteth. c 1440
Jacob's Well 105 To pleyin at J>e tablys,..& at swyche
ol>ere vayn pleyis, in vntyme & out of mesure. i486 Bk.
St. Albans, Hawking c vii b, A lombe that was borne in
vntime. a 1500 in Ratis Raving, etc iS Oft fore thocht of
his riches he walkis in wntymis.

b. Untimes (gen. sing.), untimely, untimeous.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27799 O suernes cums.. Vntimes spech

or to be still. C1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1630 This hour.,
thow mycht haiff beyn away; Wntymys thow art, for it is

scantly day,

2. a. A bad time, inclement season. (OE. only.)
a 1023 WuLFSTAN Horn. 297 Ic asende ofer eower land felcne

untiman, t?set biS egeslice great hasoL.and unasecgend lice

J>unras. C1130 O. E. Chron. an. 1124, Des ilces ?;eares waeron
fxla untime on Englelande, on corne & on ealle westme,

b. An unsuitable time for action.

14.. Northern Passion (MS. I) 601 Thys is vn tyme of J)e

nyghte, In thys tharkenesse to preue joure myghte.

t Untime, a. Obs» [OE. untime (Un- 4b).]
Untimely; ill-timed.

c tooo yT:LFRic Saints' Lives xii. 74 Se dysiga dranc butan
bletsunge . . He hisfeorh forlet and gebohte swa 3one untiman
drenc, ctzoo Trin.Coll. Hom. 13 Continencia:. .Dat feorSe
is, l^at man l>e spuse haue3, his goIUche deden wi3-teo, swo
hit be untime. 1338 R. IiRUNNEC7i7*(?«. (1810) 227 \Vhan he
com to lond Tit>ing com him vntime, Sir Lowys dede he fond,
Z414 26 Polit. Poems 56 SIouJ)e vn-tyme eft mon swete When
it is hot, and glowej? as glede,

tUnti'meable, a. Obs.'^ [Un-' 7 b.J Untimely. 1570
Levins Manip. 4 Vntymeable, intevipestiuus. Unti'med,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) (177s Ash, Uutimed^ not timed, not
regulated as to time.] 1888 Meredith /Ww/i(i8Q8) II. 168
With thee, O fount of the Untimed I to lead. +Unti'me-
les8,a. Obs. [UN-'sa.] Untimely. 1602 Chetti.e iV^
mati V. (1631) I 2, In memory of his vntimelesse fall.

UntimelinesS. [f. next.] The quality of
being untimely.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Importunitiy vnttmeli-

nesse. 1656 Jer. Taylor Let. to Bp. Rochester 87 The
solemnities . . and untiineliness oftemporal death. 1670 G. H.
Hist. Cardinals i\. ii. i6g Had not the untimeliness of his
death prevented it. 1846 Trench Mirac. xxxi. 438 Putting
out of sight the untimeliness of those leaves and of that
pretence of fruit. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. II. xi. 5^ The
latter calamity, by a most unfortunate climax of untimeli-
ness, took place a little before his enemy's reverses.

Untimely, a, [Un-1 7. Cf. MDa. tttimelig

of weather, etc.]

1, Coming before the proper or natural time

;

fffemature : a. Of fruit. Also, not fully or properly
ripened ; immature.
XS3S Coverdale Isaiah xxviii. 4 It shal happen vnto him,

as to an vntymely friite before the haruest come. 1561 Daus
tr. Bullineer on Apoc, 209 That y« vntimely figges fal downe
in great plentie. 1568 Bible (Bishops') Re^n vi. 13 Euen as
a figge tree casteth her vntimely figges. 1644 M ilton Educ.
2 These are not matters to be wrung from poor striplings, like

..the plucking of untimely fruit. 1825 A, L. Barbauld
' Praise to God' vi, Should the fig-tree's blasted shoot Drop
her green untimely fruit.

b. Ofbirth(s).

1538 Elyot, Abortus, an vntymely byrthe. 1634 T. John-
son tr. Parey's^ Chimrg. Wks. xxiv. xxx. 921 The causes of
abortion or untimely birth,whereof the child is called an abor-
tive, are many._ 1710 Berkeley /*rmc. Hum. Knowl. § 151
Monsters, untimely births, fruits blasted in the blossom.

1755 Johnson, Abortment, an untimely birth.

c. Of death, fate, etc
15^ Elyot, Praeuiatura mors, vntymely death. 1596

Drayton Leg. Matilda 648 Some say, the King repentant
for this Deed,. .Offered His Teares on my vntimely Graue.
1599 B. JoNSON Cynthia's Reit. 1. i, Th' untimely fate of that
too beauteous boy. 1651 HonuES Leviath. \\. xxix. 167 The
bodies of children, gotten by diseased parents, are subject.,
to untimely death. 1709 Addison Taller No. 154 P5 Souls
of Infants, .snatched away by untimely Ends. 1776 Gibbon
Decl. ij-.^'. xii, I. 322 A life of pleasure or virtue,, .ofindolence
or glory, alike led to an untimely grave. 2819 ScottIvanhoa

UNTIMEOUS.
xlii, Their guide pointed with solemn air to the untimely bier
of Athelstane. 1847 pREScoTT/'tfr« 1.432 Heaven.. bringing
them all to an untimely and miserable end.

d. In other contexts.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Praecox, Vntimely laughter
& that happeneih very soone, as before the childe is fortie

dayesolde. cisSSC'tess Pembroke Ps. lviii. iv,0 let their
broud. .of springing thornes Be by untymely rooting over-
throwne. 1634 Sir T. Herheut Trav. 157 Few of them
attending patiently the death of their Predecessours, but
by impious nieanes labour their vntimely establishment.
1746 Berkeley Sec. Let. Tar~water §9 Unhappy drinkers
..bringing on the untimely symptoms of old age.

e. I'erishing before due time, rartr^.
1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. Law 667 Som, thrill'd

with, .shafts, through hundred holes Shall ghastly gasp-out
our untimely soules,

2. Unseasonable (in respect of the time of year).

a. Of frost, blight, etc.

1576 Gascoigke Steele Gl. 455 So those imps . . Are . . nipt,
with such untimely frosts. 1591 Spenser Daphn. 238 O
that so faire a flower so soone should fade, And through
vntimely tempest fall away. 1730 Thomson Spring 11$ If

biush'd from Russian wilds a cutting gale Rise not, and.,
breathe Untimely frost. 1751 W. Whitehead Hymn to
Nymph 46 Life's latter fruits.. at last fall off Shook by no
hoist rous, or untimely blasts. 1797 Godwin Enquirer i, v.

35 [It] may. .suffer an untimely blight. 1847 Longf. Ev. 1.

li. 98 The harvests in England By untimely rains or untimelier
heat have been blighted. 1853 *-•• ^RONTE Villette xxxii, I

have read of those who sowed in tears, and whose harvest.

.

perished by untimely blight.

b. In other contexts.

>S93 Dra^ton Shepherd's Garl. iv. 33 O dismall day,..
stormy winter, ..O most vntimely and eclipsed morrow.

1627 Abp. Abbot in Rushw, Hist. Coll. (1659) ^- 448 It is an
unseasonable time to brew now, and as untimely to cut
Wood. 1712 Sped. No. 404 r 3 By the Assistance of Art
and an hot Bed, we may possibly extort an unwilling Plant,
or an untimely Sallad. 1879 Stevenson Trav. Cevemies 40
They were cutting aftermath,.. which gave the neighbour-
hood . . an untimely smell of hay.

3. Unseasonable, ill-timed, inopportune.
1581 J. Fielde {title\ A Caveat for Parsons Hovvlet, con-

cerning his vntimely flighte, and scriching in the cleare day
lighte of the Gospell. 1390 Spenser F'',Q. n. x. 68 So vn-
timely breach The Prince him selfe halfe seemeth to offend,
1607-12 Bacon Ess,^ Of Evipire (Arb.) 298 The vnequail
and vntimely Jnterchaunge of pressing power. 1617 Woodall
Surg, Mate (1639) 3 Many dangers attending the unskilfull

or untimely use thereof. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reji., etc.

(1848) 68 Men's overeager and untimely pursuits of several
desirable things. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 240
[It is] wise and just in general; but often, untimely

;

that is, too late. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla II. 370
[She] felt so much hurt by this untimely sight, that. .she
bent her eyes another way. 1830 Praed Poems (1865) I.

234 Ail untimely question Ruffles the temper. 1867 Free-
man Norm. Conq, I. v. 328 The cause of all this untimely
activity.

b. Of hours : Unusually late (or early).

1827 Scott i/igkl. Wido7v v. ad fin.. There are many who
are still unwilling, at untimely hours, to pass the oak-tree.

tTnti'inelyf adv. [Un-1 ii. Cf. MSw, otitne*

Hka in sense 1.]

1. At an unsuitable or improper time ; unseason-

ably, inopportunely.
Not in common use before the end of the 16th cent.

C1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 11 Swilche o3re [sins]..alse ben
oueretes and untimcliche eten alehu.se. 1382 Wyclif Ps.
civ. 28 He sente dercnessis, and made derc ; and vntymely
be fullfilde not [L. non exacerbavit\ his woordis,
1596 Spenser F. Q. v. v. 29 Now is the time, that I vn-

timely must Thereof make trjall, in my greatest need. 1596
Edward HI, III. L 184 Thus my tale is donne : We haue
vntimly lost, and they haue woone. 1618 Rowlands Night
Raven (1620) D 2 b, I behold abuses . . By such as doe vn-
timely haunt the street. 1667 Kath. Philips Poems 111

He only dies untimely who dies late. 1702 Rowe Tamert,
\\\. ii. If I not press untimely on his leisure, Vou would
[etc.]. X743 W. Whitehead Ann Boleyn to Hen. VHl, 74,
1 fell untimely, and lament my Fall. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xxii. To avenge the deed expelling Thee untimely from thy
dwelling, 1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. Knoivl, II. 851/2
The moment for this controversy was very untimely chosen
by the Pope.

2. Before the proper or natural time; prematurely.
d!i586 Sidney Arcadia in. x, O sweet youth,. .how un-

timely subject it is to devotion ? i6n Guillim Heraldry 11.

iv. 46, I haue inserted the same (although vntimely) in this

place, which otherwise I would haue reserued to some other.

1660 Trial Regie. 36 When that Blessed King was untimely
taken away. 1721 Pope Ep. to Earl Oxford 2 'Till Death
untimely stopp'd his tuneful tongue. 1766 Museum Rust.
VI. 74 Trees, .untimely taken off, before they arrive at any
valuable maturity. 1833 Ht. Mahtineau Loom <$ Lugger i.

ii. 17 Legs bowed from having been made untimely to bear
the weight of the swollen body. 1857 Fvs¥.\ Real Presence
i. 64 Melancthon.. prolonged the conference, only lest he
should seem to break it off untimely.

Unti'meOUS, a. Chiefly Sc, Forms : 5 wn-,
6-7 vn-, untymous, 6 untimus, 7-8 untimous;
6 untymeus, 7 -tymeous, 9 -timeoua. [Altera-

tion of earlier untimes^ tmiymys (see Untime sb.

lb), by assimilation to adjs. in -(e)oU3, For this

change of ending cf. Undebmous a,]

1. Unseasonable ;
«= Untimely a. 2, 3.

a 1500 Ratis Raving 05 Tak not delyt in morne slepinge,
Wntymous eting na drynkynge. a 1584 Montgomerie
Clurrie ^ Slae 397 Vntymous spurring spillis the steid. 1586
Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 74 The inoportune and un-
tymous sutes of divers personis. 1640 R. Baillie Canterb.
Self-convict. Pref., We could not but leave.. to you,. the
legacie of an untimous repentance. 1670 Ray Prov. 280 Of
untymous persons :. . He is as welcome as snaw in harvest.
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i8a3 Scott QuentiM D. xvi, It required all the authority.

.

which Quentin couM exert over him, to restrain his irreverent

and untimeous jocularity. iSS^ Ct^ntem/i. j'^«'.Oct.6i2 Vou
do not find yourself oppressed by untimeous volunteered

franknesses.

b. Of times (esp. of the night).

X7»8 Ramsay Afonk ^ MilUr^s i^^i/e 60 Wha's that gi'es

fowk a fright .At sic untimous time of night ? 1836 M. Scott
Cruise Midge I. 349 Wha makes such an indecent uproar..

at such an untimeous season? 1837 Barham Itigol. Leg,
Scr. I. Grey Dolphin^ To inquire who sought admittance at

that untimeous hour. 1894 Crockett Raiders iii. It was
this which had raised me at such untimeous hours.

2. Premature ; = Untimely a. i

.

1536 BELLENDENCnw.^'ctJ/. (1821) II.40S He. .wasprevenit
be untimus deith. 1603 Jas. I. BotrtA. liaoov To Rdr. A 8 b.

So as this their great concurrence in curiosiiie. .hath inforced

the vn-timous divulgating of this booke. xty^Q-Mitu^ Necess.

Separ. 88 If his death was vntimous, it was rather for his

secret intentions crossing his fathers courses. 1646 R. Baillie
Anabaptism (1647) 66 The change, .ere long, .brought upon
him an untimous and cruell death. 1828 Moir Mansie
IVauch xiii, I believe he came to some untimeous end.

UxLti'meonsly, adv. Chiefly Sc, [Un-1 II,

or f. prec] = Untimely adv,
1513 Douglas ^neid vi. vii. 1 1 5oung babbeis. . From the

sweit lyf twynnit vntymusly. 1533 Bellenden Livy^ 11. xv.

(S.T.S.) I. 188 The romants.,had bene vntymusUe invadit

be he wolchis. a 1578 Lindesay (Pits--Ottie) Chron. Scot,

(S.T.S.) I. 56 Scho pairtit wntymouslie witht ane deid bairne.

1640 Baillie Lett. (1841) I. 262 The coldtness] of the good
old GeneralL.did shortHe cast water on this spunk, begin-

ning most untymouslie to reek, a 1670 Spalding Trojib,

Chas. I (1851) II. 2^3 This commvnion wes thocht to be vn-

tymouslie givin heir. 1821 Scorr Kenilw. xv, It must be
some perilous cause puts her Grace in motion thus untime-
ously. 1851 Borrow Lavengro Ixxi, My husband, .came to

his death untlmeously. 1804 Hall Caine Manxman \. x,

Dreaming that the poor lad has come to his end untimeously,

tUnti*ming,///.tf. Obs.~^ [Un-' 10.] Careless, regard-
less, f 1350 Commem. Dead 20 in Horstm, Altengl. Leg.
(1881) 146 If he preste, \>3X schryues t>e, Vn-timand or so

rekles be t>at he gif be noght penance right [etc.]. Un-
ti'morons, a. (Un-' 7.) a 1548 Hall C/zn?«.,£</2y, 7^,196 b,

A man of suche haute corage, . . and vntimerous audacite, .

.

as fewe or none was sene in hys tyme. Ibid., Rich. Ill, 56 b,

Let us. .set on our enemies hke vntimerous Tigers. Un-
ti'nct, /*/>/. a. [Un-' 8 b.] Untinged. 164a H. More Song
ofSoul II. 68 A reall infinite matter, distinct And yet pro-

ceeding from the Deitie, Although with diflferent form as
then untinct.

Untinctured, ppl a, [Un-1 8.]

1. Jig. Untinged, uncoloured, unaffected. Const.

by or with.
1760-3 Goldsm. at. W. Ixvi, Simple gratitude, untinctured

with love. 1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 320 They are not un-
tinctured with vanity. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.^ II. 397
IZebrasl caught sufficiently young, so as to be untinctured
by their original state of wildness. 1801 Lusiguan I. 113
A degree of awe. .not untinctured with [fear]. 1866^. Rev.
Apr- 327 Oracles of the common law, but untinctured by
scnolarship.^ 1874 H. Rogers Orig. Bible i. 43 Virtue.. un-
tinctured with., austerity.

2. In literal use ; spec, in Her,
1880 Warren Book-plates ii. 10 The arms are.. at that

period untinctured.

Untinef "v. Obs. exc. diaL Forms : i untyn-
an, 2 uirtinen, 3 untunen (ontune), 5 vn-
tynde, 9 dial, untine. [OE. untynan (var. of ««-,

ontynan), f. tin- Un-^ 3 + iynan Tine z/.i, =OHG,
aniz/ineftj inziinen (G. entzduneti)^

1. trans. To open.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. ii. 11 [Hia] untyndon striona

biota. Ibid. ix. 3oUntynde weron ego hiora. c loooiELFRic
Gen. xli. 56 losep untynde ealle t>a bernu. c xzoo Trin. Coll.
Horn. 115 Opened ^ure gaten, and ech gate untineS jiu
seluen to-jenes i>e king of blisse. c 1205 Lav. 9781 Amar3en
l>a hit diei wes duren heo vntunden. Ibid. 18949 Nis nan
cniht. .pe..pe ^eten mihten un-tunen \v.r. ontune]. x888
Donaldson Takin^ ik New Year in 8 (E.D.D.), Hoo told
me hoo'd untined th* door,

2. To separate, sever.

c 149s Epitaffe^ etc. in Skelton^s Wks. (1843) II. 392 Howe
durst thou \sc. Death] his flessh and spyryte vntynde?
fUnti-ng. z'. Obs.-^ [UN-2 4b. Cf. Tinger2
ands.w. dial, ting to bind, fasten together.] trans.

To loosen (a cart-body) so as to prepare it for tip-

ping. So i-Unti'nger.. Oi^^. rare.
if^y^L^mHo Cofitrt. Holinshedlll. 1544/2 There attended

..eight men called vntingers, to loose and vndoo the tackle
of euerie court immediatlie before the vnloding or sheluing
thereof [at Dover harbour]. Ibid. 1545/1 When the first

court came nigh to the_ place where he should vnlode, one
vntinged it, and the driuer proceeded with his court.. into
the ouze or water.

Untinged (-ti-nd^d),///. a, (Un-1 8.)
1664 Bovlk Exp. Hist. Colours iii. 191 In a Darken'd

Room . . where it may appear what Beams [of light] are Un-
ting'd. 273* Swift Let. to Gay 10 July, Pope has the same
defect..: neither is my lord Bolingbroke untinged with it.

X744 W. Whitehead Atys ^ Adrastus 283 The foaming
Boar['s].. horny Sides repel Unting'd the plumy Shaft, and
blunted Steel. ? 1813 Lamb Christ's Hasp. Wks. 1908 I. 180
Thb religious character in him is not always untinged with
superstition. 1817 CoLHRiDCE/.a;' 5^r///. p. xxiii, Not a ray
of light could enter, untinged by the medium through which
it_ passed. 2883 Flqver UnexJ>l. Baluchistan 61 Copper
gives green, and the untinged limestone snowy white.
Unti-nned, ppL a. (Un- i 8.)

(1775 Ash.] i8z5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 400 A
little sea-water is . . put into . . an untinned copper kettle. 1859
F.S.Cooper Iromnongers' Catal.ZZ Saucepans.. Tinned,..
Untinned. 1898 Daily News 6 Sept. 4/6 Frequent detectiors
of unsound food, tlimed and untinned.

Unti-nt, >^/. tf. Sc. [Un-' 8 b.] Not lost. 1513 Douglas
^neid I. X. 43 The auld Troiane geir..fra the storme of

see is left ontynt. _
Unti'nted,///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1849 C.

Bronte Shirley xxix, There she is, a Hly of the valley, un-

tinted, needing no tint. 1866 R. M. Ferguson Electr. 29
The space included between those two lines . . is left untinted.

Unti-pped,/;*/. rt.> [Un-' 8+Tippfd ///. «.'] Not fur-

nished with a tip. 1679 Loud. Gaz. No. 1373/4 A Case of
seven Tip Razors,.. with eight other Razors, &c. someTipt,
some Untipt. 1775 Ash, L/nti/>ped, ., Untipt. Unti'pped,
ppi. a? IUn-' 8-rTiP z/.*] Not presented with a gratuity.

i860 W. W. Reade Liberty Hall I. xi. 203 The untipped
ostler scowling from the yard. Untirabi'lity. (Un-' 12.

Cf.next.) TA^HoiiseholdiVords^.-^il-i Hence., a rapidity

of hffimatosis, which explains the untirability of the wings of
birds.

.Untirable, a. Also untireable. (Un-1 7b.)
xQo'jIqv^v.x.x. Fonr-f. Beasts 31 They are., of hardest hoofe,

a leane body, but of a generous and vntierable stomack. 1607
Shaks. I'iiiion 1. i. II A most incomparable man, breath'd
as it were, I'o an vntyreable and continuate goodnesse, 1836
T. Allsop Lett. <fr Recol. Coleridge U. 226 The sympathy
and untireable kindness of my revered friend. 1846 Mrs.
Gore Eng.Char. C1852) 38 The Chaperon has, constitution-

ally, an untirable voracity. 1875 M. Collins Siveet ^
Ttventy II. xix. It might have gone on for ever, if everyone
had been as untireable as Charlie Hawker.

t Unti-re, z'.i Obs. [Un-2 4.] trans. To un-
dress. Also reji. andyf^.

1597 Beard Theatre Gods yudgements 342 Who being
suspected, was in the presence of cnany vntired, and found ,

to be a man. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 536 Then
doe they vntire theniselues, and..eate the cheere in the
Platters.^ 1651 Life Diazius in Fuller Abel Rediv. 143
Diazius in his youthfull da^es had cloath'd His heart with
Popery.. .When he was inspir'd By Heaven, he searcht for
truth, and soon untyr'd Himselfe.

TJnti-re, v.^ [Un-2 3.] trans. To free from
being tired ; to rest.

In quot. 1845 after Sp. descansar (as in quot. 1853).
1677 Phil. Trans. XII. 919 .\ way of untiring a Soldier

after a long march, viz. by making a Decoction of Mugwort,
and washing the feet therewith. 1843 Ford Handbk. Spain
I. 162 Let [him] remember, .to invite his friend to walk in
and untire himself. 1853 G. J. Cavley Las Al/orjas 1. 170
He.. pressed us to bait our horses and descansar {\xc\.\Xx€)

ourselves at his farm.

XTntiTed, pph a. [Un-1 8.] Not tired or ex-
hausted; unwearied.
1594 Shaks. Rich. III^ iv. \\. 44 Hath he so long held out

with me, vntyr'd, And stops he now for breath? 1616 W.
Browne Brit, Past, n. i, 10 The great effects of vntirde
industry. <z z66o Conteinp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Arcbaeol. Soc)
n. 21 Create is the preparation, by thunderinge proclama*
tions and untyred poastes to and fro. 1753 Hanway Trav.
III. xxxviii. (1762) 1. 175 With, .untired attention he applied
himself to business. 1799 Wokdsw. Influence Nat. Obj. 32
Exulting like an untired horse That cares not for his home,
1839 T. Mitchell Frogs ofAristoph. 651 7iote, The canary,
with its untired throat and labyrinth of sounds. 1889 A.
Lang Lett. Lit. iii. (ed. 2) 37 The poor have.. in him an
untired advocate and friend,

b. Const, by^ with^ and \of,
1600 Fairfax Tasso i. Hi, Vnfear'd in fight, vntir'd with

hurt or wound. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. v. 226 Most patient
of labour, untyred with travell. 1698 Atterbury Serm,
(ij'34) IV. 235 When the Mind is fresh and vigorous, untired
with the Business of the Day. x8oa H. Martin Helen of
Glenross III. 139, 1 am still untired of sight or visits. 1813
Byron Corsair i. xii. Unmoved by absence, . . And yet . .un-
tired by time. 1839 Arnold in Stanley Life (1844) II. 175,
I was so perfectly untired by my past work.
Hence Unti'redly adv.

_ x8ss Faber Growth in Holiness xxvi. 481 Fervotir..tbas
immediately and untiredly. .works at present duties,

Unti'ring, ///. a. (Un-1 io.)
Common from c 1850.
1822 B. W. Procter Girt ofProvence xxlv, The untiring i

seasons bring, for aye, To night rich slumber, and fresh life
|

to day.
_ 1859 Jephson Brittany xix. 312 The passengers

were chiefly English, those untiring travellers. 1871 Whyte
Melville Sarchedon I. 20 Yet a few more furlongs of those
smooth untiring strides.

Hence Unti'riug'ly adv,
[1847 Webster.] i860 Ruskin l/nto this Last iv. § 82 No

scene is continually and untiringly loved, but one rich by
joyful human labour.
Un-Titaned, a. [Un-^q.] Sunless. 1635 Quarles

Einbl. 11. i. 3 Thy Torch will burn more clear In night's un-
Titan'd Hemisphere. Untitheabi'lity. (Un-' 12. Cf.
next.) 1885 A. N. Palmer Anc. Tenures Marches N. Wales
28 The untitheability of the common fields of Erbistock.
Unti-theable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1775 Ann. Reg., Chron,
133/2 This gentleman.. filed a bill for. .the tythe of lands
before held untytheable. 1885 A. N. Palmer Atu:. Tenures
Marches N. Wales 28 The existing untitheable tract of
arable and hay land,

Unti-thed, ppL a, [Un-1 8. Cf. OE, un-
i^oQodj and Unteinded ppL a.]

1. On which no tithe is levied.
i6ai Bp. Mountagu Diatribz 540, I will complaine vpon

thee vnto the Prytanes, because thou detainest. .to thine
owne vse, the consecrated inwards, .that belong vnto the
gods, vntithed. xBoi Helen M. Williams Sk. Fr, Rep. I.

vi. 57 The lavish produce of the earth unfeudalized, and
untythed. 1845 M<=Culloch Taxation 11. iv. 176 It then
encourages cultivation as much on the untithed as it dis-
courages it on the tithed lands. 1871 Longf. Div, Trag.n,
i. 35 In thy court»yard grows the untithed rue.

2. Not receiving tithes.

1827 PoLLOK Course T. viii. 81 Not from him Could be
distinguished then the priest untithed.
Unti-tle, V. (Un-^ 4.) 1824 Hook Sayings II. 48 His

Lordship untitled himself with the greatest safety.

Unti-tled, PpL a.i [Un- i 8.]

1. Having no title or right (to rule).

i6oS Shaks, Mach. iv. iii. 104 O Nation miserable ! With
an vntitled Tyrant, bloody Sceptred.

2. Unnamed, undesignated.
x6i2 W. PARKEsC?/r/a:n^-/>n (1876) 11 When these things

were thus vnknowne, and vntitled, a good and happy world
was I then,

3. Not distinguished by a title.

1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 425 There, untitled
and unknown, may we fix our home. 1825 J. Neal Bro.
youathafi I. 71 What have we to do with the blazonry of an
old people any more than,. he, the untitled Adam? 1856
Emekson Eng. Traits, Aristocr., An untitled nobility
possess all the power without the inconveniences that belong
to rank. 1870 Burton Hist. Scot. Ivi. V. 400 They have
precedence over the untitled clergy,
absol. 1859 Habits of Gd. Society 26 My Lady A—, .can

scarcely appreciate the wide diffusion of wit and intellegence
among the untitled.

Untitled,//./, a.^ [Un-2 3. Cf. Untitle t;.]

Deprived of ihe title of.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ix. 42 But false Duessa, now vntitled

Sueeife, Was brought to her sad doome.
Jnti-ttering, ///. a. (Un-' 10.) 174^ in A. Dobson

Fielding UZZ-^) 137 Girls of an untittering Disposition. Un-
tittleta-tUing, ppl. a. (Un-' 10.) 1779 H. Walpole in
'I'owfty Gray's Lett. (1^) II. 9a There is not so untiitle-

tattling a village as Twickenham in the island. t Un-
ti-tuled, ///. a. Obs.~^ [Un-' 8.] = Untitled ppl. a.' 2.

x6io Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod xvii. xiv. 640 Hee made
all the 150, entitling them sometimes withothernames,. .and
leaning some others vntituled at all.

Unto (c'ntu), prep, and conj. Forms: a, 4-
unto (5 untoo), 4-7 vnto (5 north, vntew), 5, 6
Sc, wnto. j3. 5-6, 7 Sc, 9 dial, onto (5 onne-to,
Sc, one-to). [f. on the analogy of Until /r^/i., by
substitution of To prep, in place of the northern

equivalent til Till prep, Cf. the independent OS.
unto.']

Since the end of the 17th c. less frequent, and employed
chiefly in poetry, or in formal^ dignified, or archaic style, or
after Biblical use. Very rare in siandard writers of the 18th
c., and hence noted by Johnson as ' now obsolete *,

A. prep. (Ordinarily governing a sb. or pron.)
In poetry often placed after the sb. or pronoun.
I. Indicating spatial or local relationship.

1. Expressing or denoting motion directed towards
and reaching (a place, point, or goal) ; = Toprep. i.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17547 Helias-.Was taken up als vnto
heuen. c 1300 Havelok 2399 Cum nu swi(>e un-to him.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 104 Vnto he se side chaced
J?ei Sir Lowys. 1387.TREV1SA Higden (Rolls) II. 123 And
the seete of Welles was chaungede vn to Bathe, c 1430
Anturs of Arth. (T.) iii Vn-to Jjat grysely gaste Sir
Gaweayne es gane. c 1440 Alph. Tales 215 He tuke bread
& keste vnto it [sc. a swine], c 1475 RaufCoil^ear 5 Thay
past vnto Paris. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 4 Theyr
lourney out of Kgypte vnto the countre of Jerusalem.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 85 He called unto him a
servaunt of the kynges. 1587 Holinshed Chron. (ed. 2) III,
II 87/1 The campe remooued from Linton brigs vnto salt

Preston. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. il 310, 1 told him of
your stealth vnto this wood. 1635 G. Herbert Temple,
Tlie Bag iv. He did repair unto an inne. 1654 H. Dunster
in (}uincy Hist. Harvard Untv. (1840) I. 19 The place unto
which I go, is unknown to me. 17. . Jock d the Side xiti.

in Caw Poet, Museum, When they cam the gates unto.
1768 Ross Hclenore 83 We came unto a gentle place. x8oi
Wordsw. Prioress' T. 52 A little scholar. . Who day by day
unto this school hath gone. 1866 Emerson Daemonic ^
Celest. Love 48 So shall the lights ye pour amain Go..
Through from the empyrean walls Unto the same again.
1887 Morris Odyssey 1. 90 Then speed we. .Hermes the
Flitter, to go Unto the isle Ogygia.

b. In various fig. uses. (Cf. Toprep. I b.)

C1440 Alph. Tales 218 With ^att sho come agayn vnto
bur selfe, & thankid God. Ibid. 448 When he come vnto bis
spyrittis agayn. 1526 Tindale Heb. vii. 19 By which hope
we drawe nye vnto god. 1535 Coverdale Psalm xxiii. 4
Which lifteth not vp his mynde vnto vanite. 1538 Starkey
England 21 Though.. I dowtyd no thyngofthys mater, that
jou so ernystely moue me vnto. 1568 Grafton Chron. II,

263 They put all their goodesvntothe Englisbmens pleasures.
x6oo Holland Livy 1123 In this last speech he came neere
unto the LL, of the Senat, and touched them to the quick.
1606 G. Woodcock Hist. Ivstiue v. 27 It was secretly come
vnto their eare, that [etc.]. 1639 Ld. Digbv Lett, cone,
Relig. (1651) iv. 87 It is a farre more evident impossibility,
then what you drive unto. 1683 Penusylv. Archives I. 60,
I cannot but believe y* you will take my great Wrong , . unto
your serious consideration. x8ox Wordsw. Troilus 63 In
that very place My Ladyiirst me took unto her grace. 1838
Mrs. Browning The Sleep i. Of all the thoughts ofGod that
are Borne inward unto souls afar.

o. With ellipsis of verb of motion. (Cf. To
prep, I c.)

a 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 11. \, Let vs vnto our ships.

..why stay we here? 1596 Shaks. Tam. Shr. 11. i. 316, I

will vnto Venice To buy apparell. 1768 Ross ' To the Begr
ging' iv, I'll then unto the cobler, An' cause him sole my
shoon.

2. In the direction of; directed towards; = To
prep. 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10479 Sco lift hir bend vn-to ]>e lift, And
(nis to prai sco gaf a scift. 1338 R. Brunnk Chron.
(1810) 217 Unto J>e kinges partie Edward turned tite. 1390
GowEK Conf. I. 8 Unto him which the heved is The membres
buxom scholden bowe. Ibid. 45 Whanne I . .caste up many
a pilous lok Unto the hevene. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xiv,

22, I lift vp my honde vnto the Lorde. Ibid. xlix. 8 Thy
fathers children shall stoupe vnto the. ?/zi6oo * Gentle
heardsman ' i. in Percy Folio (1868) III. 526 Vnto the towne
of Walsingham which is the right and ready way? i6ii[see
Lift v. 5]. 1796 Burns ''When Janitor' wind' iii, I bow'd
fu'low unto this maid. xZ^^vwtxvlv. Cable Hymn i, Lean
down uato the white-lipped sea The voice of God to hear 1



UNTO.

fis- *S35 CovRRDALK Pvdv. \\. i8 Hir house is enclyned
vnto death, and liir pathes vnto hell. — Dan. ix. 3, 1 turned
me vnto God. .for to praye. 1826 Scott IVoodst. 1, There
is 110 light in England that shall come nigh unto it.

b. At. (Ksp. after /iJiJ^, t^w^//. Cf.To/n?/. 2 b.)

(11300- [see Look xk 23]. a .7400 New Test. (Paues) Acts
ill. 4 Peter \vi^ loon bihelde vnto hym. c 1430 Pol., Rel. 8f

L. Foetus (1903) 180 A semeli man to ben a king, A graciouse
face to loken vnto. 1535 Coverdale Bel. <V- Dr. 18 The
kinge loked vnto y® altare. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm.
Tim. 222/2 Minister.. must marke why this office is given

them ;"
. . it is not because a few should be sene vnto [ = looked

up to]. 1594 HooKKR Eccl. Pol. II. V. § 7 God made flowers

sweet and beautiful, that being seen and smelt unto they
might so delight. 1670 J. Smith Png. ImprozK Revived 21;?

The Root smelled vnto is good for the same purpose. 1848

AiRD Chr Bride 11. vii, Majestic men who looked unto the

skies,

c. In (a specified course or direction, lit, or Jig.).

Cf. To />rep. 2 c, e.

01300 Cursor Af. 2117 J>is land lies mast vnto \>e south.

/did. 2120 pe thrid part.. lies mast vnto \>e west. C1386
Chaucer Miller^s T. 386 [To break] an hole an heigh vp on
the gable Vnto the gardynward. C1400 Melayne 135 He
sawe a bryghtenes of a heme Vp vn-to heuenwarde glytie.

1549 CovKRDAT.E, ctc. Erasm. Par. Rom. Prol. + v, Such a
newe herte and lusty corage vnto the lawe warde, canste

thou neuer come by.

fd. Indicating a means of access. (OE, id and
int6.^ Obs-^
X535 Coverdale 2 Kings iv. 5 She wente, and shut the dore

vnto her with hir sonnes.

3. Indicating the limit or dimension of a move-
ment, extension, or continuance in space : As far

as; even to; not short of; = 'Voprep, 3.

Occas. correlative Xo/rom (the remoter of two limits).

a 1300 Cursor M. 24346 Qiien we na hele moght se on htm,
Fra nefd vnto }« fote. a x^x^Pros^ Psalter cv\. 3 Fram \>q

rysyng of be sunne vnto be goynge adoune. C1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls> 181 Mayster Waccrymed
[his romance], .vnto be Cadwaladres. ^1400 Destr. 'Troy

95 All the ferlies J>at fell vnto the ferre ende. c 1470 Gol. Sf

Gaw. 1313 All thi braid landis, Or all the renttis fra thyne
vnto Ronslwall. CX500 Melusine xxxvii. 297 He. .sawe
melusyne within the bathe vnto her nauell. 1535 Coverdale
Exod. xxxviiL 4 A brasen gredyron of net worke rounds
aboute, from vnder vp vnto the myddest of the altare.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion o/Sick, With
the firste parte of the exhortacion and all other thynges unto
the Psalme. 1597 I..VLY Worn, in Moon i. i, The rundle of
this Massiue earth, From vtmost face vnto the Centers point.

1768 Ross Helenore 31 Ve see her rigs run just unto our ain.

a 1774 GoLDSM. Nisi. Greece I. 223 A strong haven, with
walls reaching unto the city. 1801 Wordsw. Prioress* T,

198 My throat is cut unto the bone. i8ia Carv Dante^
Paraa.xxW. 149 This petty area. .from the havens stretched

unto the hills.

b. In figurative uses.

X508 DusBAR BeUladLd. Stewart 5 Onto the sterrisvpheyt
is thyne honour. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxxv. 5 Thy mercy
(O Lorde) reacheth vnto the heauen. 1591 Drayton Har-
tnonie o/Church, S<'u^ Jonah 2 My voice I did extend Unto
the Lord. 1609 Bp. Hall Davi<fs Psalms Metaphr. viii,

Thou hast . , stretcht his raigne Vnto the heards, and beasts

\'ntame.

4. Upon (and in contact with); on, against; =
To/r<f/. 5 a.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxvil. 26 Settes miri daie in thicke-

nesse,Vnto horn b^tof weued esse. CJ386 Chaucer JVi/e's

T. 973 She leyde hir mouth vn*to the water doun. <:i44o

Alph. Tales 368 pe ymage..fell down vnto be hard erth,

X480 Coif. Leet 5«. 447 The pepull..carryen their Donge,
: leyen hit vnto the walles & yate. 1533 Coverdale Exod.

xxii. 8 He hath not put his hande vnto his neghbours good,

1550 T. Lever Serm. (Arb.l 135 Beware therefore that ye
staye not your selfe vnto a bryttell stafFe. 1559 Q. Eliz. in

Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) 1, ii. App. x. 440 We have but a
weake staff to kane unto. i6oa Marston Antonio's Rev.
IV. iii, Thou bur, that only sticks Unto the nappe of great-

nessc. 1607, x6»4 ["^ee Lkan 7'. 2, 2 cj. 1768 Ross Helenore
ai She. .lean'dher head untothekindlytree. 1836 R.Allan
Evening^ Hours 98 The hope thus to press thee Unto my
fond bosom.

]fig' c 1386, c 1400 [see Stand v, 76 f, g].

D. In contiguity or proximity to; in front of;

by, close beside. Cf. "Xo prep. 5 b.

1590 Shaks. Coin. Err, i. li. 91 Wilt thou flout me thus
vnto my face? 1606 — Ant. ^ CI, iv. xiv. 29 What thou
would'st do Is done vnto thy hand.

^ 1677 VV. Hughes Man
0/ Sin iiL iiL 79 Which, .plainly gives them the lye unto
their Teeths.

5. Expressing relative location (esp. with nigh or

near)

.

1536 TiNDALE Mark v. 21 Iesus..was nye vnto the see.

1558 Child. Afarr. 145 Nether in his house, ,, nether within

iiij mylc compas vnto the same Ciiie. 1600 J. Porv tr. Leo's

Africa in. 171 Neere vnto thesaid plaine are diuers woods.
loid. V. 262 The ciiie of Tunis.. hath no mountaines nigh
vnto it. 1768 Ross Helenore 89 They began to speer Gin
they were unto Flaviana near.

Jig. 1516T1NDALE Helf. vi. 8 But that grounde . . is reproved,

and is nye vnto cursynge. 1539 Bible (Great) Lev. xxv. 49
Any that is nye of kynne vnto hym. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par, Matt, xir 75 b, He is moste nere and raoste

dere vnto me. 1785 Burns Letter to y. Coudie, Auld Ortho-
doxy (isJ-.Nigh unto death. 1870 Morhis Earthly Par.
\\\. 390 Death had need be near Unto such men.

II. Indicating a temporal relationship.

6. Until (a final limit in time) ; till as late as

;

= 'Yo prep, 6 and 6 c.

a 1300 Cursor flf. 24739 All mi Hue vn-to min end, In hir

loueword bof i moght spend, a 1315 Prose Psalter Ixxxix.

15 Lord, be bou turned vnto nov. /Hd. cxii. 2 Be be name
of our Lord blisced, nou of bis & vnto heuen. 1383 Wvclip
Ps, cxii. 2 Be the name of the Lord blissid ; fro this now
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and vnto the world, c 1386 Chaucer Man of Laid's T.
765 Kepeth this child ,, vn to myn hoom comynge. c 1440
Aiph. Tales 439 per devotelie he servid our Ladie vnto
his lyfis ende. 1480 Co'j. Leet Bk. 436 Certain Common
pastures belongyng to the seid Cite vnto nowe. 1484 Caxton
Pnbles ofAlfonce ix, The wulf..hyd hym self iiyghe them
vnto the nyght. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. L Ixvii. 89 The
bysshoppe..toke hym as his lorde, vnto suche season as
soinme other shiilde come. 1539 Bible (Great) Rom. v, 13
For euen vnto the lawe was synne in the worlde. 158a N. T.
(Rhem.) Luke xvi. 16 The law and the prophets, vnto lohn.
xtxZ Acts Privy Council ^ Vow shall, .keepe the same unto
suche tyme as . . publicacion shall [be] moved thereof. 169X
in E. Walker Epictetus (1692) A i b, All good and perfect
Gifts.. Which Mortals have from th' Womb unto the Tomb.
1801 WoRDsw. Troihts 56 She. .there so graciously did me
behold, That hers unto the death my heart I hold. 1896
* Ian Maclaren' K. Cartiegie 356 Doctor Manley.. praises
Kate unto this day.

7. After a negative, = Until prep. 5 b,

C1400 Brut yii The clergj-e. .wolde not graunte hit vnto
Ester next comyng. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. Iviii. 34
Shewe not thi thought vnto tyme thou performe thi wiUe.
X485 Caxton Paris ^ V. (1868) 11 Never I shal have playsyr
ne loye unto the tyme that I knowe. 1515 in Leadam Star
Chamber Cases (Selden) U. 88 He neuer vnto this last yere
knew eny man occupye a nothur mans Craft without Inter-
rupcion. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 105 Before
the Sonne be vnder th' Earth, which is not vnto .6. of the
clocke.

III. Expressing the relation of aim, design,

destination, result, consequent status or condition.

8. In order to begin, perform, accomplish, or

obtain. Cf. To prep. 8 b.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter ciii. 24 Oute sal man ga vnto his
werke. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne fy:i<^% Vn-to J>e karolle
asswyj)e he jede. r 1400 Destr. Troy 10734 11'^ sun in his

sercle set vnto rest. £:x440 Alph. Tales 424 In J^e mornyng
he went vnto his prayers. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn.
xxvi. 271 Many bold knyghtes wente vnto mete. 1587
TuRBERv. Trag. T. (1837) 134 The Lady, somewhat hungrie,
fell unto the Gates. 1596 R. L[inchk]/>;V///t, etc. D 7/1 hey
all sat downe vnto a soone-made feast. 1768 Ross Helenore
68 Unto their supper they right yaply fa'.

b. With a view to ; for the purpose of; for. Cf.

To prep. 8.

1:1440 Pallad. on Hush. in. 1166 This wyne al medicine is

take vnto. i486 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 10 Diuers
cabilles of hym bought vnto the Kyngsiise. 1487 in Nichols
Illustr. Maimers ^ Exp. (1797) 83 For hokes and hengles
unto the skolehouse dore,. .and for nailes to the same dore,

45^' *S39 Cranmer Let. in Misc. Writ, (Parker Soc.) 396,
I pray you that the same may be delivered unto the said
Whitchurche unto printing. 1549 Thomas Hist, Italye
(1561) 74 b, Vpon a very smal warnyng they \sc. galleys]
may be furnyshed out vnto the sea. is8a N. T. (Rhem.)
Mark i. 4 Preaching the baptisme of penance vnto remission
of sinnes. 159* Warner Alb, Ettg. viii.xlii. 158 OurCattell
vnto stronger draughts we.. would vnteame.

9. Indicating a condition, state, or situation, con-
ferred or imposed upon a person. Cf. To prep. 9.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvili. 16 Mi helper ai he isse, And mi

bier vn-to blisse. £'1400 Destr. Troy 1418 Wemyn & wale
children vnto wo put. a 1425 iT.Arderne's Treat. Fistula
34 Vnto a loueabie ende wip goddes help aboute half a 5ere
1 cured hym. c 1440 York Myst. xxxvii. 319 Vnto my dome
I schall hame drawe, And juge J^ame worse f^anne any Jewe.
rx^z9 Latimer in Foxe A. <V AI. (1563) 1298/2 Which vn-
Ihriftye state that wee be borne vnto. 1548 in Starkey
England (1878) p. xciii. If vnto Office they after bee electe.

155(1 Drayton Prayer of Mardocheus iv, To destroy and
bring us unto nought. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)

J119 Some_ [traitors} they roasted, and some they put vnto
the Tenalia. 1648 Wilkins Alath. Magic i. xi, 75 Tliat
slavery, which those. .Nations were subjected unto, 1710
Blackwell Schema Sacrum v. 103 The Decree of Divine
Reprobation.. necessarily inferred Man's Fall, Sin and
Damnation violenting him (as it were) unto the same.
1B07 V^ov.XiSVi.* Nuns fret not' 8 The prison, unto which
we doom Ourselves.

10. Indicating result, effect, or consequence : So
as to result in, bring about, cause, or produce; « To
prep. 10.

a 1300 Cursor Al. 24746 pof mans wijt be neuer sa strait,

Sco mai well bring it vnto nait 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas
II. a8i2 Senacherib..Lefite his siege & took hym onto flyht,

^1440 Alfih. Tales 440 He was ferd at h^'^i or t>er fadurs
sKulde desyre hym to be maryd or to fall vnto syn. 1526
TiNDALE I Cor. XV. 34, I speake this vnto youre rebuke.

1591 Drayton Hamionic ofChurch x, They, .by their sin

provoke Him unto ire. 1601 Breton Longing Blessed
Heart xxii, Th' Artificer.. bringes his hand vnto his heads
deuise, Longes till he see, what it will come vnto. 1660
Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 350 The unexpected.. ad-
mitting to audience and afterwards vnto treatie of the
Portugal ambassador.

11. Indicating a resultant condition, status, or

capacity : In or into the character, nature, or

quality of; = To prep, ri, 11 b.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 772 Quat-kyn byng may be I?at

lambe, pat J^e wolde wedde vnto hys vyf? 1390 Gower
Conf. I. 114 This lord a worthi ladi hadde Unto his wif.

ci^ooRuleSt. Benet(VfTSt) 1374 If ^at Jjc priores wordede,
po same. .Wold ches me vnto priores, 1470-85 Malory
^r^^«ri. vii. 43 We wille haue Arthur vnto our kyng. 1556
Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 28 The gray freeres chaungyd
their habbetts from London rossette unto whytt gray. 1590
Shaks. AUds. N. i. i. 207 (Q.), Hee hath turnd a heauen vnto
a bell ! 1599 Drayton Idea xlvi, I meruaile not thou feelst

not my delight . . Whose stomack vnto gaule hath turn'd thy
foode. 1609 Bible (Douay) 2 Kings xxi. 14 And they shal

be unto waste, and unto spoile to al their adversaries. 1749
C Wesley Hymns I. 57 Turn unto Flesh my Heart of Stone.

12. Indicating the object ofdesire, right, or claim.

Cf. Toprep. 12, 12 b.

UNTO.

1338 R. BbUNNK Chron. (i8io) 57 He J>at had gode right

vnto \>t regalte. 1530 Palsgr. 538/r By what meanes is he
entyteled unto these landes. 1535 Coverdale Ps. cxviii. 20

The very feruent desyre that 1 haue allwaye vnto thy iudg-

mentes. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 29 b, There is no better

clayine vnto wealth. 1738 in Nairne Peerage Eyid. (1B74)

42 Such personal estate as he. .shall become, .intitled unto.

XV. Followed by an expression denoting or indi-

cating a limit in extent, luunber, amount, or degree.

13. a. Up to as many, as much, or as often as.

Cf. To prep. 13.

a 1300 Cursor AI. 12648 Ai to iesu was cummen neir Vn-to
J)e eild of thritte yeir. a 1325 Prose Psalter Hi. 4 per nys
non ^at do|j god, ^r nys non vn-to on. c 1400 B7-ut 295
Sliippez & barges were take, vnto \>^ noumbre of .CC.
& XXX. 1:1500 Melusine xxiii. 156 There nys thing . . that

I shuld reffuse you vnto myn owne deth. 1526 Tindale
Alark vi. 23, I will geve it the, even vnto the one halfe of
my kyngdom. 1530 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases (Selden)
IL 46 It was..unknowiie what the charges.. would drawe
vnto. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. /F, iv. i. 129 What may the
Kings whole Battaile reach vnto? Vernon. To thirty thou-

sand. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGodxix. i. 752 Thus
doth the number arise vnto twelve. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab.
Pilgr, xiv, There cannot be so much interruption given to

them, as the scratch of a pin among us amounts unto. 18x2
Cabv Danie/Parad. xxuL 57 Not. .Unto the thousandth
parcel of the truth, My song might shadow forth that

saintly smile. 1895 Petrir Eg^pt. Tales Ser. i. 70 He came
again unto him, even unto six times. 1896 * Ian Maclaren '

K. Cartiegie 328 There is nothing unto life itself I would
not give for your good.

b. Down to (an ultimate grade, point, ornumber).
0:1325 Prose Psalter cxxxiv. 8 pe which.. smote \>e first

borne of Egipt fram man vnto beste. i$is St. /'apers Hen.
yil/f IL II The King,.dyd conc^uyre all the lande, unto
lytyll. 1535 Coverdale Exod.xxh. 4 Yf y« theft be founde
by him alyue (from the oxe vnto the Asse or sbepe). 1592
Shaks. Roju. <S- Jul. i, iii. 11 Faith I can tell her age vnto an
houre. a 1623 Fletcher Love's Cure v. iii. No Town in

Spain, from our Metropolis Unto the rudest hovel. 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 274 The whole world perished
unto eight persons before the floud.

C. So as to be equivalent or equal to. Cf. To
prep. 14.

1568 Grafton Chron. IL 308 Three Millions of Scutes of

Gold,.. the which do come unto sterlyng money, fyve
hundreih thousand pound. x66o Willsfokd Scales Com-
merce 1. 108 How much comes lod. a day unto by the year?

14. To such an extent or degree, so Tar, as to

cause ; so much as to bring about or result in

;

= To prep, 14 b.

138a WvcLiF 2 Kings XX. 1 In tho dayes sijknede Ezechlas
vnto [1388 til to] the deeth. 0x425 tr. Ardcrne's Treat.

Fistula^ etc 73 Be J^ai brissed and boiled in watre vnto mene
Jrikkenez. c 1425 St. Christina xvi. in AugliaWll. 125 She
was stired of god vnto an vnsufferabil ^riste. c 1440 Alph.
Tales 154 }>e Kmperour tuke it vnto so grete wrath, ^at he
garte smyte of his head. Ibid. ^08 He fell into a dispayre,

vnto so mekull I>at he myght not liff with-owten venyall syn.

1542-5 Bkinklow Lament. 3 To persecute vnto dethe all and
euery godly person. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxviii. 5
Through stubbornnesse [they] harden themselues vntoo vn-

sensiblenesse. x6ii CoiGR.t Esgoiier^,. io eat vnto sacietie.

1640 Bp. Reynolds /'rtJi-?V;/j XV. 141 Those vanities what hee
seeth doe provoke others unto loathing. 1652 Sclater Civ.

Alagistracy (1653) Ep. Ded., His Singular Contentation
accompanyed with Temperance unto Admiration. 1812

Gary Dante, Purg. xxiv. 22 That face beyond him, pierced

Unto a leaner fineness than the church. 1896 'Ian Mac-
laren' K, Carnegie 153 [The] fields, now yellow unto
harvest, shone in the moonlight.

V. Expressing addition or accumulation, attach-

ment, appurtenance, or possession.

15. a. Denoting attachment, union, adherence,

or kinship to a person. Cf. To prep. 16.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 65 Felawes vnto J?efes, to

robbours of ilk cuntre. Ibid. 90 With scrite vnto William
Sir Dunkan him bond.

_ 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. cxxxiii, Lat
wisedom ay vnto thy will be lunyt. c 1440 Alph. Tales ik)
[She] wold not be wed vnto a wurthi man J^at wold hafe

had hur. 1470-85 Malory /I rMwrx. liii. 501 A ful noble

Knyghte nyghe kynne vnto sire Launcelot. 1535 Cover-
dale Gen, ii. 24 For this cause shal a man. .cleue vnto hb
wife. 1544 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases (Selden) II.

279 Factouies vnto one Jacob vanganspole merchaunt of

Andwerpe, 1591 Drayton Harmonic ofChurch, Song Sol.

\ii. 25, 1 am unto my Love a faithful friendly fere. x6oi

important Consid. Priests 21 Some of his own subjects were
..drawne, rather to adhere vnto them then to himselfe.

1649 Lovelace Lucasta, Paradox iv, The God that constant

Jceepes Unto his Dieiies. a 1658 Ibid.^ Sanazar 190, I was
ally'd dear Uncle unto thee In blood, but thou alas not

unto me.

b. Denoting fastening, securing, or junction to

something.
1470-Ss Malory Arthur vin, xxxiv. 326 He loked vpon '

bothe his handes that were fast bounden vnto two knyghtes,

1535 Coverdale Gen. xlix. 11 He shall bynde his foale

vnto the vyne. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11,

47 Two sides are washed by the sea, and the thyrd ioyneth

vnto the firme land, 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. ^A 239 The
use of the Navell is to continue the infant unto the Mother.
i66a Dbyden To Ld. Chancellor 32 Nothing bounds our

Eye Until the Earth seems join'd unto the Sky. a i88z

Rossetti House of Life i. Still some golden hair Unto his

shoulder clinging, since the last Embrace.

16. Denoting appurtenance or j^ossession. Freq.

after verbs, as appertain^ behove, be/ottg, long^

pertaiUy q.v. Cf. To prep. I'jy 17 b.

1390 GowER Conf I. 6 The vice Which longelh unto this

office. 1445 in .Anglia XXVIII. 273 He >at knowith the

fadirlaw vnto themperours sone. a 1450 Knl. de la Tour
cxvii. 159 Suche an instrument as longithe vnto a mynstralle.

15x3 Bradshaw Si. PVerburge u 452 Elflede .. Poughtei



UNTO.
vnto Oswy. 1568 Graftom Chron. I. 144 He was Cosyn
germaine unto him on the fathers syde. 1594 Drayton
Sonn. viii, Vnto the World, to Learning, and to Heauen,
Three nines there are, to euerie one a nine. 1634 I'l'.

Revnoi-DS ShieUes of Earth (1656) 19 ThU belongeth only
unto Piinces. 168a Sir T. Browne Ch*: Mor. 111. § 8 So
may'st thou be.. a Father unto thy contemporaries. 1768
Ross HeUnore 60 Ye maun, I ween, unto the kards belang,

1845 B-\iLEY Fistus (ed. 2) 194 From this highest orb, the
crown of space And footstool unto Heaven.

17. By way of increase to ; in addition to ; with,

besides ; = To prep, 1 5.

iS«6 TiNDALE Acts ii. 41 The same daye there were added
vnto them al>oute a thre thousande soules. 1533 Coverdale
Ecclus, xviii. 6 There maye noihinge be taken from them,
nothingemaye be put vnto them. 1595 Shaks. yohn iv. iii.

46 This is the very top, The heighth, the Crest : or Crest
vnto the Crest Of murthers Armes. x6oo — A.Y^L.i. ii.

350, I should haue giuen him teares vnto entreaties. 1649
Drnham Sophy i\. \. 18 Wisedome he ha's, and to his wise-
dome courage ; Temper to that, and unto all.successe. 1660
Shabrock Vegetables 10 Untothe ashes ofevery hilUjir.heapl

you must put a peck of^unslake lime. 1896 ' Ian Maclaren
K, Carnegie 329 You have many friends, and may God add
unto them good men and faithful.

VT. Expressing comparison or correspondence,

relation to a standard, etc.

18. After words denoting correspondence, agree-

ment, comparison, proportion, etc. = Toprep. 21.

See also Like a. i. Resemble v} 2, 6, Resembling i b.

cx3as Metr. Hoi/u 37 For mani man mai bisend be Unto
the rede, als thine me. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 343 Vn to
swich a worthy man as he Acorded nat. .To haue with sike

lazars Aqueyntance. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. civ, The pantere,

like vnto the smaragdyne. C1460 TotvneUy Myst, iii. 506
Like vnto the turtill. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 5
Which, .he thought to be muche inferiour vnto his. 1591
Drayton Harmome of Church, Song SoL ii. 6 No more
the sons unto my Love may ought compared be. x6ii
CoTGR. s.v. Descharge, [A colour] neere vnto a light blew,
or of a light blew ; _ light. 1634 T. J[ohnson Parens
Chirurg, Wks. xxiv. yi. 891 A certaine thinne skinne. .like

unto that . .over vnscimmed milke. 1644 Digby Two Treat*
II. (1645) 67 When a thing is identifyed unto the soule [etc.].

1809-14 WoRDSw. Excurs. ix. 56 A throne that may be
likened unto his. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) lU. 30 The
second principle is like unto it.

19. With regard to ; in respect of \ as to, con-
cerning ; = Toprep, 22.

^1400 Cursor M. 25119 (Cott. Galba), Seuin askinges er
J>arin to rede . . both vnto lifing here a space, and whare oure
sawl more mister base, x^oa Onf. Crys/en Men (W. de W.
1506) I. iii. Ciii, And this is vnto the sygiiyfycacyon of the
salte. 1520 Chron. Calais (Camden) ^2 And as unto ladies
iher were.. the duches of Norfolk, with her iij doughters,
1591 Wills i^ Inv. N.C. (Surtees, i860) 199 For engrossing
his will, twice vnto paipar, after vnto parchment ilxs. x6ix
HiBLE kom. vi. II Likewise reckon yee also your selues to
bedead indeed vnto sinne, 1641 J. Jackson TrueEvang, T.
I. 3 A Commentator unto the Text askes the question. 1669
N. Morton New Eng. Memorial {igio) 46 They also brought
a full intelligence in reference unto the particulars. 17*9
Law Serious C. x. 147 We are to live wholly unto God.
1778 Ross Heletwre 22, I ken nought unto his dispraise.

x8S5'-94 R. Bridges Eros 4- Psyche Jan. xxi, Shut thy soft
ear unto his clamour thin.

20. In comparison or as compared with ; in re-

lation to; U Toprep. 18.

CX400 Rom. Rose ^ecw [He] never shal make his richesse
Asseth unto his gredinesse. a 1500 in Rails Raving,eic. 4
Al bis seknes [is] lytill, in comparesone one-to the lufat god
schawyt till ws. 1539 Bible (Great) Matt. vi. 34 Sufficient
vnto the daye, is the trauayle tberof. a 1566 R. Edwards
Damon ^ Pithias (1571) H ij b, But now I see there is no
garde vnto a faithful] friend. j68z SirT. Browse Chr, Mor.
III. § 8 So may'st thou be coetaneous unto thy elders. 1768
Ross Helenore 93 But a' their cushel-mushel was but jest.

Unto the coal that brunt in Lindy's breast. 184a Tensvson
Locksley Hall 152 All thy passions, match 'd with mine, Are
as moonlight unto sunlight. ^ Talk. Oak 107 As cowslip
unto oxlip is, So seems she to the boy. 1854-5 Longf.
Hiawatha's IVooing i As unto the bow the cord is, So unto
the man is woman.
21. In accordance, agreement, or correspondence

with ; according to ; after ; = To prep. 20.

c 1420 Contn. Brjit 340 So oure Kyng . . graunted hem
trewes certyn yeres vnto her axyng. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas
I. 492 Whan he us made onto his liknesse, He putte vs bothe
into Paradis. XS15 Festivall (yi . de W.) 117 We praye you
ofaplacetobury his body unto his worshypp. 1596 Spenser
State Iret. Wks. (Globe) 613/2 Lawes ought to be fashioned
unto the manners.. of the people to whom they are ment,
? a i6oo in Percy Folio (1867) L 63 Shooes of gold the porter
had on, And all his other rayment was vnto the same. x6o3
Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. 23 Therefore must bis choyce be circum-
scrib'd Vnto the voyce and yeelding of that Body, Whereof
he is the Head. 1710 Blackwell Schema Sacrum viii. 151
Disposing of Angels, .suitably unto the Tenor of their own
Actings. 1803-6 WoRDsw. Ode Intim. Immort. 96 And this
hath now his heart, And unto this he frames his song. 1843
Tennvson Ld. of Burleigh 80 A trouble . . perplex'd her
..With the burthen of an honour Unto which she was not
born. X870 Morris Earthly Par. III. 418 Meanwhile to
KiartoR, . . Unto all seeming, life went merrily.

b. As far as ; to the extent of. Cf. Toprep. 3o b.
150J Ord, Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. ix. I viii, To

socour our neyghbour in kepynge hym vnto our power in
place and in tyme that he..faUe not. 164a tr. Perkins*
Prof. Bk. ML § 205. 92 Unto divers respects a man shall take
by a liverie of seisin which he made in his owne right.

VII. Expressing relations in which the idea of
course or direction tends to blend with the dative
use.

22. After words denoting attention, care, trust,
etc ; = To prep. 24.
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Freq. after verbs, as apply, attend, Betake, hearken^ intend^
listen, look : see these words.
a 1300 Cursor M. 255 To laud and Inglis man i spell..

Sumquat vnto ]>at thing to tent, c 1386 Chauckr Sgr.'s '/'.

67 Vn to my firste I wole haue my recours. 1:1440 Alph.
Tales 446 He fell vnto his prayers. X455 Paston Lett. I.

326 Not to plese to geve trust or confidence unto t)ie sinistrez
..rapportes of our sayd ennemyes. c X477 Caxton Jason
20 My herte lugeth that ye shall haue grete Regard vnto
my good wil. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xvi. i Herken vnto my
prayer. X585 T. Washington tr. Niclwlay's Voy. i. xviii. 21
The casile . .hath been so ill looked vnto. . it is againe fallen
into the hands of the Barbaries. 1613 Jackson CVi?f<f i. §iv.
i. 219 Whose beleefe vnto diuine Oracles hath beene con-
firmed. 164a RemoHstr. Ch. Irel. 5 He wanted powder,
having no more.. than his Bandelcers to trust unto. 1656
Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts.fr, Parnass. i. xlvii. 95
Flocks..grow lean .. through the meer carelesness of him
that looks unto them. X710 Blackwell Schema Sacrum v.

104 It was.. Man alone, voluntarily hearkening unto Satan.
i8xa Carv Dante, Farad, v. 119 Say on ; and trust As unto
gods.

23. Against, in respect of opposition or hostility.

Cf. To prep. 25 b.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter liii. 5 Torne iuels vnto mi faas.

a 1400 Ne2u Test. (Panes) Acts iv. i As (jei stoden . . J>er kome
fallande vnto hem prestes..ande Saduceys. x4xa-20 Lydg.
Chron. Troy iv. 2452 Archilogus A mortal cours ran vn-to
Brumvs. X439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 17/2 Phelip..hath con-
tynuelly .. made werre unto the selde John, a 1450 Knt.
dela Tourxio So it befell he had do a forfeit vnto the kinge
pauid. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. xvii. 19 b,

[They]dyd daily make wane vnto his highnesse. 1591 Shaks.
\ Hen. V/^ IV. I, 73 Then gather strength, and march vnto
him stiaight.

24. Indicating the person addressed, etc. ; = To
prep. 26. Usu. after verbs, as cry^ say^ speak^ iell.

axyyi E. E. Psalter xxv'i. 6 (E.), I sail synge and salm
sai Un-to Loverd. /did. xc. 15 He cried vnto me witerli.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 99 Lowys wrote his letter

vnto |je kyng Henry. 1390 Gower Conf I. 282 To speak
a goodii word unto me. c 1440 Alph. Tales 122 J>is suster
said vnto hur brother. £: 1450 Capgrave Life St. Ang. 5
The bookof Seynt Augustin. .on-to liis sistir, a widow. 1477
Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 28, 1 spake vnto my lady.., and
she wold scarsely oppyn hir mouihe vnto me. 1511 in W. H.
Turner Select, Rec. Oxford (1880) 2 The mayer answered
a^en onto the forsayd John. 1535 Coverdale Deut. xxxii.

46 Y« wordes, which I testifye vnto you this daye. X569
Southampton Crt. Leet Rec. (1905) I. 56 Be yt comaunded
vnto all those. .that they make chimnes. 1610 J. Healey
St. Aug. CitieofGodxwx. v. 628 These words of the Prophet
vnto Heli.

_ 1643 Carvl Expos. Job I. 6^5 Would you know
what the visiting of God is? It is praying unto him. X710
BLACKWELi..SV/f£'«/d:.S"acrK/«vi.ii2 Some special One of their
Number intiniateth the great News unto the Shepherds.
x^68 Ross Helenore 101 The squire well saw't, an' unto
Lindy says (etc.). 1844 Whittier Texas 32 Let the North
unto the South Speak the word befitting both. 1896 'Ian
Maclaren ' K. Carnegie 328 John,.. is this all you have in
your heart to say unto me?

b. To or for the worship of; in honour, adora-
tion, or salutation of; = To prep. 26 b.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixv. 15 OfTrand meryhed, gode }?at be,
Sal lofTre unto |?e. a 1400 New Test. (Panes) Acts xxi. 25
Demande (jat jjei abstene hem fro binge J>at es sacrified vnto
idoles. X430-40 Lydg. Bochas viii. 552 Egipciens dide..
Ther sacrefises & rihtes . . Vnto Isis. c X440 Pallad, on Husb,
I. 1178 Laude, ymne, ..& songe vnto The flour of lesse
spronge in Bethleem. X526 Tjndale Acts xvii. 23, 1 founde
an aultre wher in was written ; vnto the vnknowen god.
155)8 Lodge Looking-Gl. Lond. <V Eng. H 2 b, Villaines, why
skiiick you not vnto this fellow? 1599 %nKv.s. Mitch Ado v,

iii. 22 Now vnto thy bones good night. x6is W. Bedwell
Arab. Trudg. L r, Aba' Ikibla, was an idoll . .which.. the
Arabiansdid. .offer sacrifice vnto. 184a lAhzwUiY L. Regit-
lus ii, Unto the Great Twin Brethren We keep this solemn
feast. X882 Bible (R. V.) Exod. xxxii. 8 Th«y have made
them a molten calf,.. and have sacrificed unto it.

25. Expressing or denoting response, responsive
action, or reaction. = To prep, 27, 27 b.
Freq. with assent, consent, obey, etc. (q.v.).

c X440 Alph, Tales 448 He wolde not consent vnto hur to
ly by hur. xgoa Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. ii. 12
Whan Adam &eue. .dysobeyed unto God, xgiS in Leadam
Star Chamber Cases {^^\A^tC) II. 148 The said bille is vn-
certeyn and insufficient to be aunswerd vnto. 1576 Gas-
coiGNE Steel Glasi^Kxh.^ii) To yeld good smacke vnio their

daintie tongues. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. § 13 Nature
as much as is possible inclineth vnto validities and preserua-
tions. x6xa Drayton Poly-olb, iv. 175 Some.. only us'd to
sing Unto the other's harp. X7X0 Blackwell Schema
Sacruvi vii. 140 To say Amen, unto Isaiahs Description
of our Lord. X768 Ross Helenore 88 Afore mishap had
forc'd him to comply Unto a match. 1881 N. T. (Revised)
Luke xiv. 6 They could not answer again unto these things.

VIII. Supplying the place of, assuming or
taking over the functions of, the dative.

26. Denoting the recipient of a gift or the like,

or the person affected by an event, etc. = To
prep, 29.
a X300 E. E. Psalter ciii. 22 Lyoun whelpes. .seke fra god

mete vnto |>a. c X380 Antecrist in Toddj Treat. IVyclifi^A
pei putten grete peiiaimce unto men, \>ere Cristis charge is

lijt. X4z6 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 10 pe charge. .]>at is put
vnto me. C-X440 Alphabet of Tales 207 He putt |jaim[jc.

his goods] vnto Jje bisshopp. C1470 Henky IVallace I.

447 Syluir and gold he gert on to him geyff. 1531 Hervet
Xenoph. Househ. 32 b, As for suche tiiynges, . . we deliuered
them vnto a woman. 1581 in Lane, ff Cheshire Wills (1893) 3
I geue and bequeath vnto Richard . . tenne shepe. 16x0 Hol-
land Camden''s Brit. i. 726 Deliuering vnto him a verge of
gold. X678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 168 This could not but be a great
grief unto him. X695 in Jrnl. P'riends^ Hist. Soc. Oct. (igi 5)

173 She hath borne unto mee three sonnes. c X70B Fenton
First Fit ofGout 19 Whence comes this unsought honour
unto me! 1768 Ross Helenore 9 Nory..a glack of bread

UNTO.
an* cheese.. unto Lindy gees. 1814 Carv Dante, Inf. xxiiL

5 He told What fate unto the mouse and frog befel. 18^
in Nairne Peerage Evid. (18741 76 We are graciously pleased
to give and allow unto Caroline baroness Nairn an annuity,
a x86s Emerson Woodnotes 11. 342 Unto every race and age
He ernptieth the beverage,

b. Indicating the recipient of an impression, the
holder of an opinion or the like ; used esp. after

yQ\h?>^^%appearf seem^\ thinkyt\.c. Qi.Toprep, 29b.
a 1470 Hakding Chron. (MS. Lansd.) Pref. vi. If it lyke vn

to 5our owne avyse .'lo Comforte now..5our pore subgite.
1526 TiNDALE Zw^e xxiv. II Their wordes seined vnto
them fayned thinges. 1599 '^nw.s. Much Adowx. v. 55, lam
now in great haste, as may appeare vnto you. x6ii Sj-eed
Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xviii. § 29 it was thought vnto the Pro-
tector, and vnto the whole Councell, that [etc.]. a 16x3
Bacon Case Posi-naii Scot.ViVs. 1826 V. 116 For it seemein
admirable unto me, to consider [etc.]. 17x0 Blackwell
Schevta Sacrum viii, 147 One Attribute seemeth more Dear
unto him than another.

27, For the advantage, benefit, convenience, use,

or disposal of; for. Cf. To prep. 30.
a 1300 E, E. Psalter Ixx. 8 In t% ai alle mi singinge. Made

am i als fortakeninge Vnto mani. a 1400 New Test. (Paues)
Acts ii. 41 Ande pat day weren wonnen vnto God ande
tiirned abowte J^reo ^wsande. X539 Bible (Great) Gen.
iii. 21 Unto the same Adam also and to his wife dyd
the Lorde God make lethren garmentes. X59X Drayton
Harmonie of Churchy Song Sol. v. 15 Then opened 1 the
door unto my I^ove at last X613 Heywood Silver Age i. i,

B 3, Expose thy selfe Vnto that monstrous beast of Ciciiy,

Cal'd the Chimera. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. i. 616 By which
Astrologers . . can tell What strange Events they do foreshow
Unto her Under-world below, a 1678 H. Scoucal Disc,
Imp. Subj. (1735) 179 A happiness we can never secure unto
ourselves. 170a C.Mather Magn.Chr. in. 17S An oppor-
tunity. . to Vindicate another great Man, unto the Churches
of our Lord jesus Christ, a 1714 in Ledwich Antiq. SaHsb.
6 Therein you may find many an excellent Lore 'ihat unto
your Wives you may teach, a 1784 Hobie Noble i. in Child
Bali., For in it there was baith meat and drink, And corn
unto our geldings gay. x8i6 Wordsw. Ode, iSt4, 51 Those
palms and amaranthine wieaths Unto their martyred Coun-
trymen decreed. i8px Cornh. Mag. Dec. 664 He took unto
himself a village maid, and settled in Lyndhurst.

b. Indicating the person or thing towards which
an action, feeling, etc., is directed ; = Toprep. 30b.
Freq. with beholden, \ Jtolden (Hold v. lob), recommend^

etc.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xviii. 13 And fra outen . . Forbere vnto
[>i hine ai. 13.. Cursor M. 1069 (Gott.), Vnto his brojjer

ire he bare, a 1400 New Test. tPaues) Acts xxvi. 27 Ande
}po kenge AgrJppa trowes vnto ^ prophetes. c 1440 Alph,
Tales 103 He askid hym whi be wuld not ryse vnto hym.
C1465 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 70 Y weir be-hold unto
yow. 1508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 482 l^t newir
this synfull sot Do schame..vnto your nacion 1 iSSS in
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. IV. (1907) 283 The Teke
paines.. shall ronne and be unto all those free Burgesses.

1587 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 137 Goolde . . referred me
over unto Mr. Baylye to be payed upon youre head. x6a3
in Eng. Hist. Rev. July (1919) 408 Delivered to St. Raby ..

as a present . . without any fees or charge unto him, 1654-66
Earl Obfery Parthen. (1676) ^78 More from a desire of
being alone, than from any aversion ^he seem'd to have unto
it. 17x0 Blackwell Schema Sacrum viL 130 Our Lord.,
having all their Iniquities, .imputed unto him. 1763 C.
Smart Song to David Ixxiv, Sweeter [is] . . The glory ofthy
gratitude, Respired unto the Lord. 1796 Mme. D Arbuvy
Cainilla IV. 169 The Lord be good unto me ! X803 C. K.
Shakpe Lett. (1888) I. 165 If Jane hath done this fault, woe
be unto her I 1887 E. Johnson Antiq. Mater, 251 Your
unslothful love unto the glory of God.

28. Denoting the relation of an adj. (or derived

sb. or adv.) to a sb. indicating a person or thing to

which its application is directed or restricted, =« To
prep, 33.
Used in construction with many adjs. ; cf. To Prep, 33, and

see Merciful a.. Open a, 15, Subject a.. True a. i c, Un-
KINDFULLV «., UnTOLEBABLE a., CtC.

X390 GowER Cc«/! n. 285 Hast thou be scars or large of
yifte Unto thi love? <:x4o7 Lydg. Reson ^ Sens, 948 The

j

which . . wern .. vn-to manne ryght vayllable. c 1450 Crt.

j
of Love 14, I can-not write Unto the princes .. No tennes

I

digne unto her excellence. 1485 Di^by Myst. in. 8, I am
I

soveren of al soverens subjugal On-to myn empere. X5s6
TiNDALE ^r/jxxvi.ig, I was not disobedient vnto the hevenly
vysion. 1593 in J. Morris Troub. Cath. Forefathers Ser. in.

(1877)124 Yet their life-labour is., costly unto us. 1639
S. Du Verger Xx. Camus* Admir. Events 3UI A torture un-
sufferable unto this young gentlewoman. 1669 Owen Exp,
Ps. cxxx, 15 Vnspiritedness and disability unto Duty, in

doing or suffering, a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. (1690) 72 It

wilt be dangerous unto England, that Ireland should be in

the Hands ofany other Nation. 1795-6 Wohdsw. Borderers
2168, 1 (so filled With horror is this world) am unto thee The
thing most precious that it now contains. x8ox — Troilus

fy Cresida 83 So cruel do not be Unto the blood of Troy, .,

As Juno was unto the Theban blood.

b. After knowtty tmhiown^ f uncouth^ f unwist,

•^unwiiling, etc ; = To prep. 33 b.

In later use (esp. in or after Biblical usage) with known.
a 1400 Ne^v Test. (Panes) Acts xix. 17 pis was made knowne

vnto alle J>e lewes. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. Ixiii, (^uhen sail

jour merci rew vpon Jour man, Quhois seruice is 511 vncouth
vnto 50W? X4.. HoccLEVE Minor P. 231/418 How [we]
thidir come, vn-to vs vnwist. c 1440 Generydes 3396 Vppe
they rose, .. And chaungyd horses onlo them bothe vn-
knowyng. 15x4 Bakclay Cyt. ^ Uplondyshman (Percy Soc.)

32 Seth God wyll be unknowen unto us. 1556 Chron. Grey
Friars (Camden) 17 The othe that he made un to the kynge
of Vnglonde unwyttynge unto the pope. 1605 Smaks. Lear
I. iv. 224 By making this well knowne vnto you. 1795-6
Wordsw. Borderers 628 Ifcompassion . . Be known unto you.
1843 — G. Darling 7 One. .Known unto few but prized as
far as known.



UNTOASTED.
IX. + 29. = To with the infinitive. Obs.

C13S2 MiNOT Poems (ed. Hall) v. 25 King Edward vnto
sail was ful sunt dight. a 1400 Nortlurn Passion 461 (Camb.
Mil. Gg 5. 31), pare come downe a aungell . . Vnto comforthe
ihesu well still. ? 1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 203 Any thing
that I cane do unto pies ye.

B. cmj. ta. = Until conj. a. Also («) with Ma/.
(a) « 1300 >?. E. Psalter xciii. 15 (H.), For Laverd sal

noght his folke .schonne awai, Ne his heritage for.Iete never
a dai ; Unto (>at rihtnes be turned in dome with quert
/1 1415 tr. Ardernt's Treat. Fistula, etc 61 pi pacient ow
to abide still in {>e watre, vnto |>at (je blode. .chaunge into
fairer colour, c 1475 Partenay 4132 In thys place abide
vnto that ye see Ho bering hym best and ho better haue.
1556 Oiro::. Or. Friars (Camden) jg A gret multytude.

.

there abode seven dayes contynually unto'that the kynge.

.

came. .toward Grenewich.
(/5) 1303 R. P,Rm^% Hand/. Syniie qass Pys songe sunge

pey yn be cherchejerd . . Vn-to |)e matynes were alle
done. c«38i Chaucer Pari. Fmiles 647 Almyghty queen
vnto this jer be gon I axe respit. 1411 E. E. IVi/is (1882)
20 Also y wille . . l>at lucie my wyf have gouernauns (>er-of .

.

vn-to |>e forseyd William be of age xviij. ^here. 1:1489 Cax-
TON Sannes 0/Ayimn \x. 223 They weiite to bed, & slepte
vnto the daye appered. ijae Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
2 b, It is & euer shall be vnquiet, vnto I come to the. 1549
mtls 4- Inv. N. C. (Surtees, i860) ij2, I give vnto my wife
my house vnto my boy be of xxiiij yeirs of age, 157a
Mascali. Plant. S, Graff. (1392) 52 The which may also
keepe vnto the new come againe.

tb. = Until <•(>«/ b. Also with MsA Obs.
'^ J^-

Brunne NaiiM. Synne 5994 Here synne shal
not>er be for^yuen ne slakyn Vn-to (iey 3elde J;at |>ey haue
lakyn. c 1400 Northern Passion (H.) 958 pe men t>an letted
for no thing Vnto )>ai come lo herod. c 141s in Anglia VIII.
"39/46 She..hadde no reste in spirite, vnto she hadde made
a-seth. C14S7 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 53. I can.. not
gefe hym no comfort onto that i have wurd fro yowr
maistership. 1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. ii,

None were baptysed vnto that y' he were suffycyentlye
cathecysed. 153^ Bp. Tunstall in Strype Eccl. Mem.
(1721) I. App. lix. 147 The commissioners .. occupied the
said auditors so long, that unto they were dispatched we
could not have them (etc.). 1573 J. Tvrif. Refutation Pref.
6 Wnto he proue that he defendes that .same caus, . . he will
neuer caus me to beleiie nor graunt that [etc.).

t o. So that at length ; = Until eonj. e. Obs.
a I39e Hvlton Scala Per/, i. xci. (W. de W. 1494), My

dere chyldern whyche I bere..vnto cryste be ayciishapenm you. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 84 Alle
PM pinges shal be vpon l>e fyr all a nyght and a day, vnto
all (rajTe stryngh be out passyd. c I4»5 tr. Ardeme's Treat.
Fistula, etc. 73 Boile it agayne vnto it be ane vntement
haldyng fast yno?. 150a Atkvnson tr. De Imitatione m.
xii. (1893) 207 This sensuall appetite is to be subdued, .vnto
it haue lerned to be content with fewe Ihynges. >s4z R,
Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Q j b, Apply vpon it a
maturatifc.vnto the scar be fallen.

+ d. = Until con/, d. Obs.

1490 Plumftou Corr. (Camden) too, I thinke long unto I
here word from you.

Untoa-sted, ///. «. (Un-i 8.)
17«9 .Mrs. Raffald En^. Housekpr. (1778) 361 Lay un-

toasted sippets round the inside of the dish. X865 Dickrns
Mut. Fr. I. vii, Mr. Venus dives, and produces another
mufiin, yet untoasted.

Unto-chered, />//. <j. Chiefly JV. (Un-1 8.)
i8a3 BvRON Juan xi. xlix. note, I'he ' untocliered' but

'pretty virginities '..of the //«« day. 1850 A. M'Gilvrav
Poems 65 His sons.. marry poor Untochered I;isses. 1866
FniiEMAN Hist. Ess. i. (1871) 12 Whom his father had left
unmarried and untochered.

fUntc-come, v. Obs.-^ [f. Unto + Comb v.
Cf. To-couE z;.] intr. To arrive, come to a place.
ei440 AM. Tales 102 On a tyme Petur & Clemett vnto-

come ber pis Matidiana begid hur meatt.

+ Untofore, /r«/>. Obs.-^ [f. Unto, after To-
fore prep^ = ToFORE prep, i c.

<ri430 LvDG. Mill. Poems {Percy Soc.) 86 Theyr labour..
They..remembred by writyng ful notable, Unto-fore God a
tbyng ful commendable.
Unto ggle, V. (Un-» 4 c) 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artilt.

Man. (ed. 8) 213, (No.s.]5 and 6.. shift side-tackles, untoggle
breeching, and span it when the gun is in. 1883 Man.
Seamanship for Bo^s 129 The first reef.beckets must be
untoggled when taking in the third reef.

TTntoiled, ///. a. [Un- i 8, 8 c]
tl. Untilled, uncultivated. Obs.
1578 LvTR Dodoens i. ii. 4 The common wormwood groweth

naturallyin..dry,rude,and untojrled places. 1601 Holland
Pliny 11. 224 It commeth up.. in untoiled and neglected
places, and namely, common high waies. a 1633 G. Herbert
tr. Comarus au Temp. (1634) ^o The reducing of many rude
and untoiled places.. to cultivation. 1683 J. Reid Scots
Gard'uer iigoj) 80 Trenching doth well prepare.. untoil'd
ground.

2. Not subjected to, or overcome by, toil.

1598 SvLVESTER Du Bartas II. iL Babylon 262 Un-toyld.
un-tutor'd, sucking tender food, We learn'd a language all
men understood. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. f.ccli,
A lollitie Sprung from vntoyled Limbes. 1744 Eliza Hev-
WOOD Female Sped. No. 9 (17481 II. 143 He who preserves
it [sc. hope],. is untoiled with disappointment, and never
loses the prospect of bis wish. ,

3. Not toiledyir
; got without toil.

i«Si H. Vauchan Olor Iscanus, To best Coiiple 20 Like
the dayes Warmth may all your Comforts be, Untoil'd for,

!

and Serene as he.

Untoi-leted, /(/»/. a. (Un.' 8.) 1819 Moore A/««. (1853)
II. 325 Obliged to fly from bed and home, unshaved, un.
toileted.

Untolllng, pr. ppU. and ppl. a. (Un-1 iq.)
1748 Thomson Cast, fndol. i. xix, It isof vanities most vain,

To toil for what you hereuntoiling may obtain. i8as Bvron
Cain 11. ii, It is not with the earth.. I feci at war, but that
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I may not profit By what it be.-irs of beautiful, nntoiling.
1839 (:arlyle Chartism vii, The Toiling Classes of man.
klncl declare,. to the Untoiling, that they will be governed
unto Id, ///. a. [OE. mitealii (Un- 1 8 b), =
MDu. ongetdlet, -tell (Du. ongeteld), MLG. unge-
teli (LG. -laid), MHG. ungezalt, -zell (G. unge-
za/tlt, -zahlt), ON. lUalitSr, tilaldr, (M)Da. utalt.'\

tl. a. Not counted or reckoned; not counted
out or paid. Obs.
c looo Sax. Leechd., etc. III. 264 Be ?am da!-;e spra:c se

wisa Augustinus,..syf he byS forla;len iinteald, ba:r rihte
.awent eall 3a;s ;?eares ymbryn bwyres. c 1386 Chaucer
Millers T. 594 Certes were it gold Or in a poke nobles all
vntold, Thou sholdest have, a 1400 Octouian 821 He tok
the floryns all vntold, 14,, Tundale's yis. 64 He went,.
To a mon to a.scon his pay For thre horsis that he had sold
For the whych the pennys wer untold, c 1600 Shaks,
Sonu. cxxxvi, Among a number one is reckon'd none. Then
in the number let me pa.sse vntold.

t b. Not enumerated or reckoned up : unspeci-
fied. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor At. 18549 paa luus sau pis ilk man do signes

sere—pe blind tose, bedumbat here,. . And ober takensfele
vn-teld. <:i340 Ha.mpole Pr. Consc. 7447 Wha couth ban
telle., Alle ()esyns., And leve nane untald, gret ne smale,
pe whilk a man has here fallen in. c 1435 Cursor M. 23139
(Trin.), In pride & tricchery.. And in vntolde synnes fele.
a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 3239 Forthe went they . . To syr
mordred and hys lordis, ..And an C knyghtis all vn-tolde.
1607 Tourneur Ret'. Trag. n. i, Fair trees,. Are cut to
maintain head-tires—much untold—.\11 thrives but chastity,
she lies a cold.

2. Uncounted, nnreckoned, because of amount or
numbers; immense, vast.
Untold gold (= any amount of gold), prob. originally in

sense I a (= not carefully or exactly counted).
<ii40€>-so Ale-rnuder 2677 pare land he tresour vntald.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. viii. 22 pe kyngdom of hevene, in be
which IS tresour vntold. 167a W. Walker Parxm. 24 You
may trust him in the dark ; with untold gold. 1754 Con-
noisseur No. 18 r 3 He, , boasts that you may safely trust
him with untold gold, 178a Cowper Alex. Selkirk 25
Religion ! what treasure untold Resides in that heavenly
word ! 1849 G ROTE C>-«« ", liv, VI. 60s The untold number
of these barbarians was reported as overwhelming. 1853
J. H. NEW.MAN Hist.Sk. (1873) l.i. ii. 83 All the untold riches
of his treasury.

b. With plural sbs. : In large numbers; num-
berless, countless.
la isoo Peblis to the Play 46 The bagpyp blew, and thai out

threw out of the townis vntald. 1650 W. Chamberlavne
Pharon. I. III. 4 A fruitful pasture. . Where in untold droves
did feed His bellowing herds. 1819 Shelley Mask 0/
Anarchy Ixxii, Ve who suffer woes untold. 1868 Helps
Realmah viii. 1. 280 Untold ages have pa.ssed since the d.iy
when[etc.). iBy^CEiKmGt./ce Age x.xvii. 376 The genial
climate. .lasted for untold centuries.

c. With abstract sbs. Unmeasured, unlimited.
In early ME. unitald/iiltuin occurs {.Cotl. Horn. 233).
1781 Cowper Tahle-t. 330 Incomparable gem ! thy worth

untold. i8a5 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 60 His mouth was
agitated , , with untold sorrow. i8<S Morris Earthly Par.
1. 147 He seemed to see the ancient sage Shrivelled yet more
with untold age. 1875 T. W. Hicginson Hist. U. S. xxL
212 It had also cost the Americans untold suffering.

3. Not related or recounted.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r loio I.at no blotte be bihynde,

lat no synne been vntoold as fer as thow hast remembraunce.
<:i4oo Destr. Troy 563 The truthe of the tale [is] vntold to
your ere. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (186S) 12 Whanne a man
IS shreue, he shulde leue no thinge vntolde. 1533 More
Debell. Salem Wks. 1009/1, I haue . . proued afore that he
must mene so: or elles must haue left his tale vntold. 1565
Stapleton tr. Slaphylus' Apol. 175 b, Rather then to suffer
a . , heresy vncomptrolled, or the truthe vntolde, i6a3 Mm.
DLETON & Rowley Sp. Gipsy i, v, The cause , , shall be to all
the world untold, a 1645 M ilton A rcades 4 1 Where ye may
more neer behold What shallow.searching Fame hath le(t
untold. 1700 Dryden Pre/, to Fables T 13 Such tales shall
be lefk untold by me. 1796 Mme. D'Aeblay Camilla x. xiii,

A reciprocal confidence that left nothing untold, not an
action unrelated. 1827 Mrs. He.mans Last Constantine
XXV, In their mien, , Things by the brave untold may fear-
fully be read ! 1875 J, P. Hopps Princ. Reli^. xvii. 53 Until
a thought or a disclosure is comprehended, it is as though
it were untold— it is not revealed.

4. Not informed (of a fact).

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. iii, 38 For the old man well knew he,
though vntold. In, .magicke to haue wondrous might,

t Unto'lerable, a. Obs. (Un-1 7 b and 5 b.)
138a WvcLiF Judith xiv. 17 Vntolerable drede and trem-

bling fel vp on hem. I4aa Yongp; tr. Secreta .Secret. 182
He was . . a crowel Tyraunt ontollerabill. ^1440 Atph.
Tales 147 The bitter payn of hell. ,is vntollerable vnto me.
«S3S CovERDALE Bible Ded,, The vntollerable iniuries, , done
vnto God, 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 154 Which is a thing
vntolerable except [etcj. z6ia T, Taylor Comtn. Titus iii,

I Those in authority, who may.,returne our frowardnes
with vntolerable displeasure.

Unto'lled, ppl. a. (Un-' 8-1-Toll »,>) isga Greene
Conny Catch. 11. 5 That no man may buy a horse vntould,
nor the toule be taken without lawful witnesses, [See Toll
'"' 3-1 »77S Ash, Untoiled, not tolled ; not diminished by
the toll,

UntO'inb, v. [Un- 2 5.] trans. To disentomb.
k\softg.
1504 Zepheria i. All in the humble accent of my Muse,

.,Sfy grieues I here vntoombe, Sweete, them peruse,
z6i4 Gorges Lucan vi, 243 The babe within the mothers
wombe With gashing wound she will vntombe, 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. Vll. xviii. 382 The wonderfull corps of
Antaetis untombed a thousand years after his death by
Serlorius. 171a T. Stavelev Hist. Churches 271 Being
advised once to untomb the bones of an enemy. 1840
'X\\hCKF.-RK-H Paris Sk.-bk.{^A. 2) II. 229 The fair Rachel has
been trying to revive \\ns genre and to untomb Racine.

UNTOEMENTED.
Uuto-mbed, ppl. a. [Us-l 8.] Not provided

with, or placed in, a tomb. Al-so transf.
1560 J. Hf.ywood Thyestes Di, That whiche the worste

was wont to be, were heere a wisshed thyng. That them
theyr father sawe vntombde [L, insepultos]. 158a Stanv.
hurst /Ends I. (Arb.) 29 But loa, the proper image of corps
vntumbed apeered In dreame too Dido. 1818 MilmanSamor iv. 510 The burial on cold battle field, unhymn'd
Unmourn d, untomb'd. Ibid. Xli. 234 Th'untomb'd slumbers
of far battle vales. 183s Talfoukd Ion iv. i. Spirits that
have left, .their plague.tormented flesh To rot untomb'd.

I

tTnto-ne,&. [Un-2 6 b.] /ra«j. To deprive of
j

tone. Hence trutoned/;S/. a.l
;

1803 C. W. Ethelston Suicide 9 Is there a hope that o'er
this unton d frame Awakened Health her wonted glow shall
spread? 1847 H. Bushnell Clir. Nurt. 11. ii. (,86i) 266
Nothing.. untones more completely the divine affinities of
the childish nature.

Untoned, ppl. 0.2 (Un- 1 8 -f Toned ppl. a.)
1807 J. Barlow Calumb. ix. 104 But frail at first his frame,

with nerves :11 strung, Unform'd his footsteps, long untoned
his tongue. 1896 A. H. Keane Ethnol. xii. 326 A distinctly
polysyllabic group of untoned languages, ligj Daily News
12 Jan, 6/5 Its dominant black and blue, its almost strident
red. Its untoned white.

Unto-ngne, f. tUN-24. Cf. older Du. «»/-
longen.] trans. To deprive of (the use of) the
tongue ; to render speechless.
,,?,S98 f"-ORio, Disliuguare, to vntoong. c i6oc Chalkhii.l
J healma /j, CI. 3136 Speak he could not, . , they had him quite
untongued, iea8 Feltham Resolves 11. lix, 170 It hath vn.
tongued some on the sudden ; and from some hath snatcht
their naturall abilities, 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. xi. 218 Such
,. condemn him in keeping such a Diary about him in so
d.-ingcrous days. Especially he ought to untongue it from
talking to his prejudice.

Untongued, ppl. a. [Un- l 8.] Destitute of
a tongue ; tongueless.
a 1600 M. Cosowarth Ps. xxx. in Farr 5. P. Eliz. (1S45) IL

407 The mute and the untounged dust. leaj Middleton
& Rowley Sp. Gipsy \. iii. If every orator of (oily plead In
silence, like this untongu'd piece of violence, 1648 Hexham
n, 0/(/oM^;;f;4, .,Vntongued, or without a tongue, 1891
C, Dawson Avonmore 28 Untongued voices whispered,,
comfort to the troubled breast,

Unito-ngue-tied,///. a, (UN,'8d,) 1640 Brome 5/>ajai<«
Card.ii. IV, Ide give another hundred Peeces now.. that
I might be untongue ty'd, And triumph o're my adversary.
Unto-nsed, ;>/>/. a. [Un-'S.] Unlopped. 1819 J. Hodson
in J. Raine Mem. (1857) I. 231 The abundance 01 untonscd
trees., give a richness .. to all the suburban villages.
Unto'nsnred,///,a. (Un-'8.) 1855 Miihan ia<.CAr.
VI. 359 Schools of medicine., freely admitted untonsured,,
students, 1863 Geo, Eliot Romola iii, xxiii. There came
the train of untonsured secular priests, Untoo'led,
ppl. a. (Un-I 8,) i8«a Burton 5/6, /^im/*^ 381 Whatever
sort of work,, went on around these untooled fragments of
the living rock. Untoo mly, arfz/. [Un-' 11,] Hastily;
hurriedly, (ri4oo Destr. Troy 1822 Antenor vntomly turnet
his way Withoutyn lowtyng, Untoo-th,r. (UN-24. Cf.
Du. onttanden, G. entzahnen.) 1791 Cowper Odyssey xviii.

37 As men untooth a pig pilf'ring the corn. i8ao Black^v.
Mag. VII. 678 We called to untooth them your friend the
gay dentist.

Untoo-thed, (///.) a. [UN-I9, Un-2 8. Cf. G.
twgeza/mt.'] Not having, deprived of, teeth.
1513 More Rich. Ill (1883) 6 Hee came into the worlde

with the feete forwarde, . . and (as the fame runneth) also
not vntothed. isso Thomas Hal. Diet., Isdentato, vntoothed,
or without teethe. i«03S.Haesnet/'oA/<«/i'sA 136 Anolde
weather-beaten Croane, .. hollow eyed, vntoothed. i6xz
Florio, Disdentato, vntoothed, toothlesse.

Untoo'thsome, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. fig. Unpalatable, disagreeable.
1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. vi, Suche thynges as

these, so ferre contrarie to all mennes. .thynkyng, and
thynges so vntouthsome for menne to be fond on. 1583
Babington Commandm. {1590) 354 Vntoothsome is that
trueth euer, that treadeth downe my liking. 163a Shirley
Hyde Park n, iv, You shall not ask me, . How old 1 am—

a

question most untoothsome, a 1680 Ciiarnock Atlrib.God
(1834) II. 89 Their doctrine was. .untoothsome to the world,

2. Unpleasant or unattractive to the taste.

IST* R. Peterson G. delta Casa's Galaleo 99 The selly
sickman, to whom al cates neuer so.. sweete, seeinevntooth-
some. x6oi Holland Pliny 1. 407 Their grapes.. be very
harsh and in tast untoothsome. 1630 J. Taylok (Water P.)
Wks. I. 6o/i The drugs, the drenches, and vntoothsome
drinks. 1655 MouFET & Bennet Health's Improv. 245 Nay
,

, , is it not unwholesom, heavyand untoothsom without Salt ?

Comb, i^ext Morning Post J March 5/7 A spar.se, dried, un.
toothsome-looking herbage, which man and beast accepted
as fodder.

Hence TJntoo-thsoineness.
i6a3 Bp, Hall Contempt., O. T. xix. x. The asse was

(besides the untoothsomnesse) an impure creature.

Untop. V. [Un-2 4. cf. Top zi.i] trans. ,

To deprive of a top. Also^^.
1598 Florio, Disculminare, to vntop, to vnroofe, or vntile

a house. 1630 ). Taylor (Water P.) Bk. Martyrs Wks. iii.

J41/1 So our Eliza stoutly did begin Untoppingand behead-
ing Romish sin. [177S Ash.]
Untopped,/>>/.a. (Un.'8.] Not deprived of the top. 1864

R. L. De Coin Cotton * Tobacco 273 You will leave [tobacco]
pl.-mtsuntopped enough to produce all theseeds you may want.

'0'ntorme-nted,/>//. a. (Un-i 8.)
C1374 Ch.aucer Troflus I. io04Troylus..wex of his wo as

who seyth vntormentid But hotter weex his loue. 1648 [see
Untortured]. 1744 YouNO Nt. Th.^w.n^ Was it then .

.

Too much for chaos to permit my mass A longer stay with
essences unwrought, Unfashion'd, untormented into man?
1868 Morris Earthly Par. I. i. 393 If thou couldst forget,
And live unholpen, lonely, loveless yet. But untormented.
1869 RuSKiN Q. o/Air iii. § 145 With perfect, untormented
serenity of ease.
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ITWTORN.

TTnto-rn, pp^- a. [Un- i s b.]

1. Not torn or lacerated.

CIM7 Gabdiser in Foxe A. 9f M. (1563) 75i We shoulde

not.. mangle them or cut them, but suffer them to stand

vntorne. 2599 T. M[oi;fet1 SHkwortnes 18 They..Leaue
yet no leaues vntorne that may be seene. i6ai G. Sandvs
(h'iifs Met. I. (1626) 3 The yet.free Earth.. (Vntorne with

ploughs). 1649 F. Roberts Clavis BibL 513 Preserving

them un>torn in the Lyons Den. 1701 Cowper Iliad xxiv.

26 Apollo, with compassion touch a Ev'n of the lifeless

Hector,.. preserved him, although dragg'd, untom. 1855

Browning Saul v, Our sheep . . are white and untorn by the

bushes. X890 Retrospect Med. CII. 249 T^ie. .tissue Is usu-

ally torn through in front, ..but remains untorn behind.

2. Not taken away by force.

ci6j(i SoirrH Serm. (1717) V. 443 A.s long as that small

rcmamder of Land^ belongmg to the Church, shall continue

yet untorn from her.

Unto*rrefied, ///. a, (Us-' 8.) 1839 Togno & Durand
il/fl/. Med. 190 The untorrefied coffee seems to possess very
energetic tonic properties. UntoTture, v. (Un." 4 b.)

X650 Fuller Pisgah 58 To rectify his mistake, and to un.

torture him from the apprehension of his son's supposed
death. UntoTtnred, ;*//. a. (Un-' 8.) 1648 Hexham
II, Ongepijut^ Vnpained, . . Vntortered, or Vntormented, 18x3

Scott Rokeby vi. xiii, Thy racks could give thee but to know
The proofs, which I, uniortured, show, t Untosmi'tten,
ppL a, Obs. (Un-' 8 b.) 138a Wyclif Rom. Prol., The
Tessalonycensis . . kepten the feith of treuthe, vntosmyten,

Unto'ssed,/^/. a. (Un-'8.) 1611 Florio, //m^Z/rt/tJ, vn-

mooued, vntossed, 1819 Bvroj* Juan 11, clxxxi, The sands
untumbled, the blue waves untost. Unto'ttering, ppi. a,

(Un-* la) 1637 C. Dow Answ. to H. Burton 203 The onely
way to have constant and untottering comfort. 1671 Claren-
don Dial. Tracts (1727) 324 That they may keep the ship

steady and untottering in that troublesome and unruly sea.

Untou'cliable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

L Incapable of being touched ; immaterial.

1567 Jewell Def. Apot. 239 Theophylacte saithe, The
Body of Christe is Eaten ; but the Godheade is not Eaten

:

bicause it is vntoucheable, and vncomprehensible vnto our
senses. tSiiCoTcn., /ffimaterielt

.

. impalpable, vntouchable.
absol. 1833 S. Austin CAar. Goet/ie I. 185 Differentializing

the Unchangeable and Untouchable.

b. Beyond the reach of touch.
x6aa G. G. Creat. Praysing God 33 The vntouchable height

of his [jc. God's] glory, 1M6 J.Parker Apost. Life 11. 169
With the heavens above it, hell below it, an untouchable
horizon round about it. 2890 Hall Caine Bondman in. 1,

Seas beneath of an untouchable depth.

C. Jig. Unapproachable, unrivalled.

1867 E. Yates Forlorn Hope xv, A worthy woman, un.
touchable in Mangnall, devoted to the backboard. 1884 —
Recoil, I. 189 In his day untouchable as a romantic actor.

2. Exempt from touch ; that one may not touch.

1607 S. Collins Serm. (1608) 46 Euery mans conscience

is as free and as vntouchable as anothers before God, one
price was paid for all. 1647 Trapp Comm. Jas. iii. 7 Sons
of Belial, untamable, untractable, untouchable, 1661 Felt-
ham Resolves II. Ixvi. 327 Were not their Persons Sacred,
that is, by the Laws of God and Man, untouchable as to

-rejudice. 1737 Genii. Mag. VH. 35/1 Her Majesty's Foot
_,itch*d in the Stirrup, and the Horse dragg'd her along..,

but the untouchable Foot retained the grave Spaniards from
intermedling in so delicate an Affair. 1879 J. Kingston
Austral. Abroad ix. loi The graves. .are held as sacred
and untouchable by the present owners.

b. spec. That cannot legally be interfered with

or made iise of.

1734 Swift in Mrs. Delany Life ^ Corr, (1861) I. 524, I

hope the young lady has an untouchable settlement. 1815
Zeluca I. 263 Your own untouchable property. 187^ W. R,
Greg Rocks Ahead i,% Declaring this peasant's farm inalien-

able,. .untouchable for any debt.

3. Too bad or unpleasant to touch.
A'so, in recent use, zs, sb.\ a Hindoo outcast.

1873 Mrs. Whitney Other Girls x, Fried potatoes, or
whatever else was economical and untouchable.

Untouclied,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

I. 1. Not touched with the hand (finger, foot,

etc.) : not handled or treated by hand, etc.

X38a WvcLiF 2 Kings xxiii, i8 The cite3eens..vntouchid
laften the boonys of hym. c 1440 Pallad. on Hnsb, vi. 4
Now euery grayne almeest hath floures swete j Vntouched
now the tilman let hem growe. 1301 Atkvnson tr, De Imi'
tatianei. xiii. (18^3) 162 A bell untouchyd is not perfytely
knowen whether it be hole.. or dyscrased. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia ill. xvi, I pray you.. to let my maides take my
body untouched by you. 1673 (R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 43
Romances are thumb'd more than . . Gondibert is Dogs-ear'd,
while the Rabbies are untoucht. 1607 Dryden Miteis x.

J173 Untouched thy arms, untaken be thy sword. 1725 Pope
Odyssey 11. 396 Untoucb'd and sacred may these vessels
stand Till great Ulysses views his native land. x8ox Scott
Glenfinlas xxxviii. Untouch 'd, the harp began to ring. 1816

\. Wilson City ofPlague \. \\. 26 Buy poison, and 'twill lie

"or years untouch'd Beneath thy pillow. 1877 Huxley
Physiogr. p. viii, The manuscript remained untouched until
last year.

b. Not touched by another body, etc,
; + spec.

(quot. 1730), unmagnetized.
a 1595 Southwell Msionix, Ckrisfs Bloody Siveat 3 Fat

soile, full spring, sweete oliue, grape of blisse, Vntil'd, vn-
drawne, vnstampt, vntoucht of presse. 1730 Phil. Trans.
XXXVI. 295 Of Touched Iron or Steel (or of Untouched,
so long as it remains in a Posture which gives it Polarity).

1736 Thomson Liberty iv. 416 Even yet untouch'd by daring
keel, be theirs The vast Pacific.

c. Not approached, crossed, or traversed.
i6a8 May Virg. Georg, in. 75 Let us follow the Woods,

and Lands Vntouch'd. 17*9 T. Innes Crit. Essay I. 28 The
northern wall., was of no use at all to keep off the enemies,
who leaving it untouch'd, passed easily over the narrow
Friths. i88a H. S. Holland Logic f Life 50 We are carried
forward to explore new regions of our souls as yet untouched
and untrodden.

E!

^c

378

2. Not affected physically, esp. in an injurious

manner ; not damaged, harmed, or meddled with
;

imhnrt, iminjured; intact. Const, by, icf.
c 1400 Found. St. Barthohmeio s 62 Ofan howse vntouchid

yn myddyl of the fyer. 1:1440 Jacob's Well 183 His suster

. .be pe vertu of schryfle, was vntowchyd of J?e fyir. 1526

Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 136 b, Whiche came out safe

& vntouched of y* fyre. 1571 Golding Calvin on i^s. xvi.

10 No one [of the faithful] becommeth partaker of incorrup-

tible lyfe, untowched of rottins. 1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks
(1621) loi The Sultan..polluted the sepulchre of our blessed

Sauiour, . .of all nations vntouched & reuerenced. x666 Boyle
Orig. Forms ^ Qual. 112 The Rudiments of the Chick..
isnourish*d..oneIy by the White of the Egg... Ineffect you
may see the Chick furnish'd not onely with all the neces-

sary, but divers other parts, ..whilst the Yolk seems yet as

it were untouch'd. i&)o Dryden Don Sebastian v. ii, Un-
touchM, and Seal'd, as when intrusted with me, Such I

restore it \sc. a paper]. 1736 Thomson Liberty n. 246 'I'hen

stood untouch'd the solid base Of Liberty, the Liberty of
Mind. 1749 Johnson Van. Hum. Wishes 35 Untouch'd
his Cottage, and his Slumbers sound, Tho' Confiscation's

Vulturs clang around. x8ao Shelley Hope, Fear, (5- Doubt
9 Nor did I hope to pass Untouched by sufifering, through
the rugged glen. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. \. 317 We landed

at the point where we left our life-boat a year ago, and to

our great joy found it untouched ! 1890 Oman Hist. Gi'eece

303 The plague had left the rest of Greece almost untouclied.

fb. Not having had se.xual connexions; imma-
culate, chaste, undefiled. Obs.

c 1400 Found. St. Bartholome^v's 49 She skapid vntowchid.
c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 171 O vntouwched mother of the
kynge of peace. Ibid. 296 Yet that maydes wombe is alway
vntowched. 1577 Ir. Bullinger's Decades 62/2 The vntouched
Virgine IVIarie. i6»i Lady M. Whoth Urania 343 Shee
loucs the Prince of lambolly much better then the King ;.

.

yet on my conscience shee is vntouched, and iust to her
Husband, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jas. //, Wks.
(1711) 31 The earl, .sought, .to have her in marriage, alledg-

ing her untouched of his brother, 1683 Dryden tr. O^'id,

Helen to Paris 30 Rude force might some unwilling Kisses
gain. But that was ail he ever could obtain. ..Untouch'd the
Youth restor'd me to my friends.

c. Not used at all, left intact ; esp. not partaken
of, untasted.

1538 Elyot, lllibatuSf vntouched, vntasted. 1577 B. Gooce
Heresbach's Husb. 36 Lupines,, .for the bitteriiesse thereof
whyle it is greene, they [sc. cattle] leaue vntouched. a 1589
Mascall Go7>t. Cattle (1596) 69 Cattell.. leaue many tufts

of grasse here and there vntouched. 1610 Holland Cam-
den's Brit. 1. 303 Choosing rather.. to send away whole
dishes vntouched, than other commers vnbidden to call for

more viands. x666 Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 184 The
10,000/. stock.. I humbly beg your grace will keep.. un-
touched to answer a dead lift with. 1679 Pepys Mem. Royal
Naziy (1906) 5 A further Reserve [of Supplies] remain'd un-
toucht in Magazine. 1725 Pope Odyssey x. 447 Untouch'd
before thee stand the cates divine. 1798 J. Naismith Agric.
Clydesdale 93 The p;istures are allowed to grow untouched,
from.. May to.. August. a\Z%Z Arab. Nts. (1853)328 A great
quantity of provisions left untouched. 1839 1'hackkhay
Fatal Boots Dec, That famous rum-punch . . which she and
my sisters left untouched. 1863 Miss Braddon Aurora
/'loyd ii, He had sent his dinner away untouched.

3. Not worked upon or at ; not touched or treated

by way of improvement, alteration, operation, etc.

1726 Leoni Alberti'sArchit. I. 39/1, I am. .for preserving
the old Structures untoucht. 1736 T. Prince JV. Eng.
Chronol. \\. if. 231 The General Frame of Diocesan Episco-
pacy had no doubt remain'd untouched. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. ^ Art IL 778 In engraving upon copper,
every part which is to be white must be left untouched.
1833-4 Encycl, Metrop. (1845) VL 706 i The mighty forests

of America, untouched by human industry. i86a Catal.
Internat. Exhib.^ Brit. IL No. 3168, Untouched and
coloured photographs. 1884 Thompson Tumours ofBladder
41 [He] found a large tumour, which, after consultation, was
left untouched.

II. 4. Not dealt with in discourse, etc. ; not
treated, written about, or spoken of; unmentioned.
Also with upon.
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. IIL 362 J>us no Hng untouched in

J?is law^e shulde be dun oraxid to do. 138a — Joshua viii. 35
No thing.. that Moyses comaundide, he left vntowchyd;
but alle thingis he openyde [1388 declaride] before al the
multitude. 1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 609/2 Wherein
whoso consider what I haueaunswered hym, shal. .perceiue
that it had been better for him to haue lefte that matter vn-
touched. 1594 Shaks. Rich, illy m. vii. 19, I . .left nothing
. .Vntoucht, or sleightly handled in discourse. 1667 Boyle
Orig, Forms <V Qual. (ed. 2) 293 The nature of our present
discourse forbids me to leave it altogether untouch'd, 1607
[C. Leslie] Snake in Grass {ed. 2) 307 In his Answer, .he
passes this Section of their Diabolical Possessions, wholly
untouch'd. 1793 Worusw. Descrip. Sketclies Ded. f 4, I

might have inscribed to you a description of some of the
features.. .But the Alpine steeps of the Conway, .remain yet
untouched. 1841 Spalding //a/)' ^- //. isl. \. 150 The earliest

progress of Grecian art., must here be left untouched. 1866
G, Stephens Runic Mon. L p. vi, The comparatively few
hitherto almost untoucht and unredd older or Old-Northern
Runic pieces. 1900 Handbk. Austral. Assoc.^ Melbourne
74 The aquatic worms are an untouched group.
\b) 1746 Eliza Heywood Female Sped. No. 24 (1748I IV.

319 They will needs have us take up the pen again, and
promise to furnish us with a variety of topics yet untouched
upon. 1856 Carlyle Lett. Emerson (1BS3) II. 258, I must
end, in mid-course ; so much still untouched upon.

5. Not affected, modified, or influenced, esp. in

a prejudicial or adverse manner.
axSjB6 Sidney /?</". Earl Leicester VfVs* 1023 IH. 67 If

awncient undouted and untouched nobility bee worthi to

match with the most noble hows that can bee. 1593 Sidney's
A rcadiav. (1622) 475 How can any lawes . .beobserued.if the
law-^iuers, and law-rulers bee not held in an vntouched
admiration ? 1696 Prior Presented to King -^2 Be William's
Life untouch'd, as is his Fame. 1699 Bkntlev Phah 232 In

UNTOWABD.
the third Verse.. Mr. Stanley corrected it.., as appears by his

Translation, utile ; the other word he leaves untouch'd, 173a
Berkeley Alciphr. i. §9, I will shew you.. That whatever
was sound and good we leave untouched, and encourage it

to grow in the Mind of Man. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy iv,

xxix, In the case cited,. .where patriae is put ^ai patriSf
filia {oTflii, and so on—as it is a fault only in the declen-

I sion, and the roots of the words continue untouched, a 1763
i W. King Auecd. (iSiB) 163 Ciodia. .was descended from an

old Patrician family. . . Her behaviour was modest, and her
! reputation untouched. 1894 H. Drummond Ascent Man 182

[In North Queensland youjwill find thechild of Naturestill
untouched, and neither by intercourse nor imitation removed

! by one degree from the lowest savage state.

b. Not affected or prejudiced in mind or feeling
;

not biassed or moved by excitement or emotion ;

unmoved, undisturbed, calm.
1616 T, Adams Div. Herball 89 Some Sage, honest policie

;

..such as may stand with an vntouched conscience. 1697
Vanbrl'gh Atsop I, i, Is it possible any thing that 1 am
Father of, can be untouch'd with so much Merit? 1709

: Steele & Swift Tatler No. 71 P4 If a Man could be un.
touched at so warm an Accusation. 1748 Richardson

: Clarissa's W.'x.-^ The roughest and most untouched creature

that ever enter'd a sick man's chamber. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 678 Every one proceeding by a softness

I

and milkiness of temper, untouched by Injuries, unmoved at

j

offences. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude v. 182 Think not that I

could pass along untouched By these remembrances. 1838
LvTTON Alice i. x, Her heart is as yet untouched ;— if she
can love you, may you deserve her affection. 1876 Miss
Braddon J. Haggards Dan. II. 60 The young people were
..untouched by the blighting influence of this aggrieved
spinster.

6. Not equalled in respect of excellence or high

character ; unexampled, unparalleled.

1736 Thomson Liberty 11. 194 Greece in their view, and
glory yet untouch'd. Their steady column. .held its way
Triumphant, 1878 Grosart H. More's Poems p. xxxiii,

I have been struck with the untouched perfection of all that

arrests you in reading.

7. Not entered upon ; not begun.
1876 CoursingCal. 21 The day finished at dusk, with only

twenty-seven trials, leaving the all-aged stake untouched.

Untou-cliing, ppl. a. [Un- i 5 d, 10.]

L Not touching (something).
z6o2 W. Basse Three Past. Elepes i. (1893) 46 My flocks

..saw their maisters eie Perus'd in things vntutching their

estate. 163a Lithgow Trav. vn. 327 Their flight will bee
the length of a Cables Rope, vntouching Water. 1846
Mangan Poems (1903) 6 Untouching the earth I then sped
forth To Inver-lough.

b. Not having contact.
aiSii J. Grakame Poems (1827) 88 Like that untouching

cincture which enzones The globe of Saturn.

2. Having no effect upon the feelings ; unaffecting.

174s Eliza Heywood Female Sped. No. 10. II. 204 AH
the Protestations they made.. were. .unfelt by themselves,

and equally untouching to those they were address'd.
Untou'chingly, adv. (Un-' n. Cf.prec. 2.) 1861 Miss

Yosge Voufig Stepmother iii. 26 Albinia bad been strongly
interested by the touching facts, so untouchingly narrated.

Uuto'ward, a. [Un- i
7.]

f 1. Not having or showing inclination, disposi-

tion, or readiness to oxfor something ; disinclined.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. J531) 42 b, Syth of our seife

we be insufficient & all vntowarde to all goosily thjmges.

1575 Vautrollier Luther on Fp. Gal. 252 If Satan did not
vexe vs inwardly with spirituall tentations,,.we should be-

come vtterly careles, negligent, and vntoward to all good
workes. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits i. (1596) 5
Those who are vntoward for one science, are very apt to

another. x6j8 Wither Brit. Rememb. Href. 713 Yea, so

untoward was I to conforme My Will,. .That Jetc.]. 1665
Manley Crotius^ Low C. Wars 73 The Captams were yet
not skilled in managing their Men, and the Men were un-
toward to be commanded.

t b. Showing lack of proficiency or aptitude

;

inept, slow. Obs. rare.

1557 North Gueuara's DiallPr. Prol. Aij, Greate travayle

taketh a scole maister in teaching an untowarde schoUer.
iU3 Nashe Four Lett. Confut. F 4 Lamentable, that an in.

different vntoward ciuill Lawyer, .should be no more set by
but. .thrust aside.

2. Of persons (oronimals), their disposition, etc,

:

Difficult to manage, restrain, or control ; intract-

able, unruly, perverse.

In frequent use from c 1580 to c 1700.

x5»6 Tindale Acts ii. 40 Save yourc selves from this vn-
towarde generacion. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke
i. 16 b. If the same commyng of y« Lorde shoulde fynde
the hertes of men slouihfully sluggyng, & vtterly vntowarde.

1587 Norton*s Calvin's Inst. iii. xxiv. 326 b, The vnchange-
able decree of God concerning the destruction of the wicked
is the ground of their vntoward disposition. i6a4GATAKER
Good Wife 3 It is no small vexation for a man to find vn-
toward and vnfaithful cariage toward him in those.. that
feed at his boord. a 1654 — Antid. Errour (1670) 54 The
verie prohibitions, .of the Law, .ar to mans untoward spirit,

but as water to qick lime. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Bocca/ini's
Pol. Touchstone (1674) 257 'I'he very uniO'vaid Spanish
Mules, who are so. .given to layabout them with their heels.

1714 Gay Sheph. Week v. 53 Ih* untoward creatures to the
stye I drove. 1771 Mackenzie Man Feel, vii, The young
man was so untoward in his disposition. 1789 Belsham
Aw. I. iii. 55 This, .answer, .mollified the untoward and
uncourtly disposition of the House. 18x4 Jane Austen
Mansf. Park ii, A most untoward gravity of deportment.
1817 fivRON Mazeppa viii, The devil !— I'm loth to do him
wrong. It might be some untoward saint. 186^ M. Arnold
Ess. Crit. \x. (1875) 379 The untoward generation of meta*
physical Article-makers.
trnnsf. 1809 W. I RViNo Knickerb. I. i, The untoward planet

pertinaciously continued her course, notwithstanding that
she had.. a whole university of learned professors opposed
to her conduct.



UNTOWARD.
b. Of things : Difficwlt to manipulate, work,

deal with, or perform ; stubborn, stiff.

1566 Drant Sat, 1. X. E vj, Why maye not we inquyre. .if

the matter to vntoward, hath made his style to harde. 1601
B. JoxsoN Poetaster 1. i, Nay Jooke, what a rascally vn-
toward thing this poetrie is. i6so Sanderson Serm. (1632)
101 God. .out of mankinde, as out of an vntoward luinpe of
clay,, .maketh vp vessels for the vse of his Sanctuary. 1664
Butler Hud. 11. n. 293 A Vow Which afterward he found
untoward, And stubborn to be kept. 1693 Congrevf. Old
Bach, III. viii, Pish ! This is the untowardest lock [of hairj.

*799 J- Robertson Agric, Perth jzyZ A piece of untoward
ground .. cannot be improved with equal success in any
other way. 1831 Carlvle in Froude Li/e (1S82) II. 203 A
noisy, untoward lodging-house. 1833-5 J. H.Newman Hist.
5>t, Sen III. (1873) 49 Basil had to deal on all hands with
most untoward materials. 1875 Tait & Stewart Unseen
Uniz'crse ii. (1878} Si There is a periodicity even in such
untoward phenomena.

tc. Awkward, clumsy; ungainly, ungraceful.
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. viii, 31 But very vncouth sight was

to behold, How he did fashion his vntoward pace. 1592
LvLv Gallathea 11. i, I neither like my gate, nor my
garments; the one vntoward, the other vnfit. i6s8 Ford
Lovers Mel. v. i, 1 am. .so poor and feeble, That my un-
toward joints can scarcely creep Unto the grave. 163a
LiTHGOw yVrtZ/. X. 433 Their. .Ploughes.. are only fastned
with Straw., to their bare Rumps, marching.', three or foure
in a Kanke, and as many men hanging by the ends of that
vntoward Labour. 1658 A. Fox IVtlrtz Surg. 11. xviii. 125,
I will write now of Knees that are much pained . . and grow
untoward and unshaped. 176a H. Walpole Vertue'i Anecd.
Paint, (1765) III. 65 His drawing even of the neck and
shoulders .. [was] incorrect and untoward, a 1791 Sir }.
REVNOLt}S in Boswell Johnson an, 1739, Accompanying his
thoughts with certain untoward actions [aw^tf 'improperly
called convulsions *].

3. Characterized or attended by misfortune,

calamity, vexation, or annoyance ; unlucky, unfor-

tunate, ill-starred : a. Of conditions, times, etc.

1570 T. Wilson tr. Demosth. Orat, \\\. 95 Thorowe the
Lacedemonians vntowarde lucke. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 238 The diseases, the debts, the hard usage of men to
their owne wives, and the untoward life betweene them. 178a
Woi-coT (p. Pindar) Lyric Odes vii, The courtly Abington's
untoward Star Wanted her reputation much to mar. 1805-6
WoKDsw. Char, Happy Warrior 68 Who, with a toward
or untoward lot, . . Plays, in the many games of life, that one
[etc.]. 1868 Rogers FoL Ecoh, ii. {1876) 103 A man. .should
have a., reserve from which he can draw when the times are
untoward. 1878 Stubbs Const, Hist, III. xviii. 88 No un-
toward omen . . threw a shadow over the second epoch of the
war. 1898 'H. S. Merriman' RodetCs Corner xxx, Percy
. . looked back later to this as one of his most untoward hours.

b. Of occurrences, enterprises, etc
Esp. with accident^ circitmstance^ event, and in very fre-

quent use from c 1800.

163a LiTHGOw Trav. x. 482 When Charles the fift returned
from that vntoward voyage ofAlgier. 1638 Sik i". Herbert
Trav, (ed. 2) 92 The report of this vntoward massacre is

soone knowne. 2647 Clarendon Hist* Reb. 111. $1 An un-
toward, and in truth an unheard <^ accident, which brake
many of the King's measures. 1760 Steknb Tr. Shandy \\\.

xxiv, The foulmouth'd trumpet of Fame carried it from ear

to ear, .with this untoward circumstance along with it. 1798
W. Hutton Autobiog. 115 An untoward trade is a dreadful
sink for money. 1814 Jane Austen Mans/, Park i, She
could hardly have made a more untoward choice. 1833 Ht.
Mahtiseau Berkeley \. ii, There were no untoward delays.

1893 LiDDOS Life Piisey I. viii. 176 He felt anxious as to the
untoward influence . . of these books.
etbsol. 1887 RusKiN Praeterita II. 120 Everysoul of us has

to do its fight with the Untoward, and for itself discover the
Unseen.

4. Unfavourable or adverse to progress ; unpro-
pitious, improsperous,
i6at in Foster Eng. Factories Ind, (1906) I, 383 The waves

soe untoward that in the best season.. they are unpassable
for carts. x66aj. Davies tr. OUarius' Voy. Anibass. 391
Bridges, raised very hi^h, . .so untoward to pass over, that
they put a man into a friglit. 1785 Portland Papers iH\<,t,

MSS. Comm.) VI. 120 We came down by a very steep, un«
tokvard descent. 1731 Capt. W. Wriglesworth MS. Log*
bk. of the ^ LyelV 4 Mar., Wee have had a very untoward
ugly Sea all these 24 Hours. 1791 Smeaton Edystone /-.

145 The weather being untoward, the short sea.. occasioned
..a motion of the yawls. 1833 Ht. Martineau Three Ages
w. 35 ITie present had been an untoward season, as regarded
the nation's prosperity. i8m Grote Hist. Greece 11. xliv.

V. 381 An untoward storm drove the vessel to the island.

1886 C Scott Shcepfarming 83 In untoward seasons, .the
Iambs often do not exceed 100 per cenL of the ewes.

5. a. At variance with good conduct or pro-

l)riely ; indecorous, unseemly, improper ; foolish.

x6a&-9 DiCBV Voy, Medit. (Camden) 57 Because idlenesse

>houId not fixe their mindes vpon any vntoward fansies. 1658
T. White in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxiii. 17 They came
to a very wicked man's house, where they had very untoward
enlertamment. 1605 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 111. (1723)

179 Some Men there are who have made a very untoward
Use of this. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. i. 44 The popish
priests, .took frequent occasion., to speak very untoward
words against the Queen. i8oa Wordsw. Resolution i^ Indep,

53 When I with these untoward thoughts had striven.

+ |j. Marked by lack of reason or fitness. Obs,

168a H. More Annot. Glanvilts Lux O. 95 If you para-

l>hra^e {me) thus, My Hypostasis consisting of my Humane
and Divine Nature, it will be as untoward sence. i^oi

Norkis Ideal World \. v. 225 It seems, .untoward, to inquire

whether a tiling be,, .before we know what it is we inquire

about. 1733 Berkeley Th. Vision Vind. § 6 Such is the ill

effect of untoward defences and explanations of our faith.

+ 6. Of taste: Disagreeable; impleasant. Obs.^^

1663 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav, 245 It had so untoward

a taste, that the Sea-men would not take it for their, .drink.

tUnto'ward, /rt*/. Obs, [f. Unto /rf^.+ -ward. Cf.

Umilwaru] Toward; in the direction of. 1390 Gower

379

Conf. II. 20 Whanne I am mi ladi fro And thenke untoward
hire drawe. Ibid, 215 Nevere for no worldes good Min
berte untoward hire stod. Ibid. III. 127.

Unto'wardliness. (Un-i 12. Cf. next.),
1598 Barckley Fciic, Man V. 427 The fathers felicitie is

deminished by the childrens vntowardlinesse. 1603 Florid
Montaigne i. xxv. 86 Who . . could . . winke at . . my vntoward-
linesse, and such other faults that were in mee. 1707
Pennsylv. Hist. Soc, Mein. X. 235 The more privileges the
more presumption and untoward lin ess.

Untowardly, «. ^o\i rare, [Un-1 j-.]

1. Unbecoming, improper.
\t!ilCov. LeetBk.^ix Notbeyng content withsuchanswer

thej desired a copy of Jjat Evidence,.. &. .other vntowardly
wordes there vttered. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus^ Ann. i. ii.

3 Little doubt but Augustus, complaining of the yong mans
vntowardly behauior, caused his exile to be confirmed. 1693
Locke Editc. 70 [Children] frequently learn from unbred or
debauched Servants, .untowardly Tricks and Vices.

b, Froward, perverse, ill-disposed.

iS6x T. HoBY tr. Castiglionc's Courtyer iv. Z z iii, Not to
be haughtie, enuious, . .contentious nor vntowardlye. X598
Barcklev Felic. Man v. 427 If they \sc. children] prooue
vntowardly and giuen to lewdnesse, what greater griefe can
happen to a man? 0x678 H. Scol'cal Disc. Imp. Subj,

(1735) 193 Sad and heavy looks, morose and untowardly
deportment. 171a Steele Sped. No. 442 P 3 The Serene
or Cloudy, Jovial or Melancholy, Untowardly or Easy
[Temper].^ X7j)i Washington Let, Writ, 1893 XII. 85 If

you are disobliging, self-willed, and untowardly.it is hardly
to be expected that they will engage themselves in unpleasant
disputeswith you._ i8876'.C/[*rj/i/rf 6'/<7j^.32o Ay,he's..an
unto'artly yowth, is Joe.

2. Awkward, clumsy.
x6ii CoTGR.,i*VK>t?/tf/J;Vf/^tfZ'caw,tomakeanvntowardlie,

or clownish leg ; or, to vse a foolish lifting vp of the leg in

dauncing, &c. a 1641 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts ir.

(1704) 270 I They went the most untowardly wayl ever
saw. x668 Etheredge She tvoud if she con d ill. ii, Well,
thou hast seduc'd me; But I shall look so untowardly.

3. Ill-suiting ; adverse ; unfavourable.
X756 C Lucas Ess. Waters II. 257, I have observed at

.Spa.. one most untowardly effect. 1856 Caklvle Let. 2a
Feb. (Encycl. Diet.), Travelling is at all times very un-
towardly to me. 1864 — Fredk, Gt. xv. iii. IV. 32 The
Expedition does not improve in promise;., the march one
of the most untowardly,

Untowardly, adv, [Un-i ii,]

1. Unskilfully, awkwardly, clumsily, badly.
1550 '^KLB.Apol. 146 b,Thatrawe and ragged clause whych

ye haue vntowardly torne out of hys xxi. homely, 1561 T.
Norton Calvin's Inst, in. 159 No man shal go so vn-
towardly, but he shal euery day get some ground, though
it be but litle, 1576 K. Peterson G. della Casa's Galateo
105 Their cloathes doe sit vppon them so vntowardly. X642
Fuller Holy ff Prof. St. iv. ix. 2S1 Generally the most
dexterous in spiritual matters are left-handed in temporall
businesse, and go but untowardly about them. 1667 Drydem
Sir Martin i\Iar-all v. i, He played well, and yet methinks
he held his lute not untowardly. 1697 Dampier Voy. 1. 190
They rig their Ships but untowardly,.. and are as meanly
furnished with Warlike Provisions. X76aSTEKNE7'/'..S'/!a«rfy

vr. xxxiii, A large uneven thread, .running along the whole
length of the web, and so untowardly, you cannot so much
as cut out. .a fillet. 1764 Harmer Observ. ix. 23 There is

no scripture from whence he attempts to deduce it, as he
doth the time of the latter rain, though very untowardly,

b. Unsuitably (for use).
x686 Plot Staffordsh. 352 If there be any such land that

lyes so untowardly.

2. Unluckily; unpropitiously; with likelihood

or suggestion of misfortune or mishap.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 262 As he lept out of his ship, .

,

he fell so vntowardly, that the blood brast out of his nose.

XS7X GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps, ii. 8 Least this Prophecie
should bee spoken in vayne,yea and untowardly concerning
the largenesse of dominion. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 111. ii.

134 O day vntowardly turned ! X603 Holla.nd PlutarcJCs
Mor. 108 Which as many as use, worke their own.. destruc-

tion, dauncing. .a daunce untowardly about a pits brinke.

X699 Bentley PhaU Introd. 2 Mr. B. here seems to enter

upon his work a little untowardly and ominously,

b. Unsuccessfully; unfortunately.

X649 J. H. Motion to Pari. Adv. Learn. 35 There were
some propensions and aversions,.. which if disobeyed suc-

ceeded untowardly and unsuccessefully, X679 Hist, Jetzer
26 The Prior swore things went very untowardly against
them. ax7ai Lisle Husb. (1752) i8o Such barley., will

come away very untowardly in the malting. x8x5 Jane
Austen Emma xxxvi, If things are going untowardly one
month, they are sure to mend the ne.xt, 1889 Gretton
Memory's Harkb, 269 On his death-bed he . . sent urgently for

the clergyman, who untowardly happened to be from home.

3. Rudely, roughly ; frowardly.

i68a Bunvan//(;((j' War23s, I charge you, therefore,.. that

you carry it not ruggedly, or untowardly to my Captains, or

their men. X693 Southerne Maid's Last Prayer u. ii. Give
me thy Hand dear Bully; Faith, I'm sorry you provok'd

me to use you so untowardly, X868-9 Browning /?/«^ i^

Bk. IX. 259 Let the heifer bear the yoke !..What if.. all un-

towardly she pursue her way With groan and grunt?

TJnto'wardness. [Un-i 12.]

1. Disinclination to be accommodating or plea-

sant
;
perversity, obstinacy.

1481 Cov. Leet Bk. 500 We fynde them therunto in no wyse
towardly disposed, . . which their viitowardnesse sowneth nbt

to cure pleasure. 1538-9 Henry VIII in iVyatVs Wks.
(1816) II. 501 Continuing our good mind and affecUon to

join with him (his said untowardiiess and coldness in that

behalf notwithstanding.) 1569 in Bolton Stat. irel. (1621)

339 Which is occasioned by the sluggardy, idlenesse and
viitowardnes of the Marchants. 1607 Hieuon Wks, I. 129

Gods first work in them is.. to remooue their naturall vn-

towardnesse, and to make their hearts more.. pliable vnto

good. X658 Whole Duty Man 120 Complain not of the

hardness uf the duty, but of the uutowarduess of thy own

UNTRACED.
heart. X7a3 Pres. St. Russia 1. 16 The Untowardness of
these People made me astonished. X76S Mrs. Macauley
Hist. E/ig, II. 232 Finding him not at so entire leisure to
discipline their untowardness as in time of peace. X873
Hamerton Intell, Life 11, ii. 54 Our untowardness was a
hopeful sign. .

b. Const, to (esp, with inf.),

c 1547 Latimer in Foxe A. <5- M. (1563) 1352/1 So should I

haue bene without this inwarde sorrow of my harte, to see
suche vntowardnes of you bothe to godlines. XS57 Earl
Westmorld. in Lodge Illmtr, Brit. Hist. (1791) 1. 287, I

ame sory to see suche an untowardnes to serve in the
Bushopriche men as ys now. 1579 J. Stubbes Gaping Gulf
E j b, If ther be . . a generall vntowardnes to desire that state
of lyfe.

1 2. Lack of good progress or promise, esp. in

respect of physical condition, Obs,
X538 Audley in St. Papers Henry VIII, I. 588 Besechyng

you to travayle therin {sc. the suit] and to advertise me,

.

of the towardnes or onlowardnes therof. 1555 Watreman
Fardle Facions 11. viii. 184 Yfthei spie vntowardnes in the
infante, deformitie, or lacke of lymmes, [they] commaunde it

to be slayne. x6oi Holland Pliny I. 353 Even in trees as
well as in other living creatures, there is a certaine infeli-

citie, which may be well tearined, A dwarfish untowardnesse.

t3. Lack of aptitude; awkwardness. Obs.
i598FLORio,//«r//«(^/;/tf,vnaptnesse,vntowardnesse,grosse-

nes. X604 T. Wright Passiotis v. iii. 176 Some.. eloquent
[men],. .for lack of action or rather vntowardnesse,..were
accounted infants. 1621 F._ Markham Bk. War v. ii. 168
There will be such disparity and untowardnesse in his
actions, that all his labour will be to little or no purpose.

4, Unpropitiousness ; adverseness.
X778 [W. H. Marshall] Minutes Agric, Observ. loi The

untowardness of circumstances prevented any Experiment
..from being made. X803-S Wordsw. Rob Roy's Grave 62
Through untowardness of fate.. He came an age too late,

X847 Helps Friends in C. i. iii. 44 The untowardness of
things present, the miseries of the past, X87X Morley
Vauyettargues in Crit. Misc. 7 His nature had such,.
quality that the perpetual untowardness of circumstances
left no evil print upon him.

t Unto'warda, a. Obs. [Cf. Towards//r/. and
Oiiv."] ~ Untoward a. i and 2.

iSas in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. iii. I. 360 Ther is no wise
man but wool thinke.,that it apperiih, seing they be thus
vntowards, that they be Hncked together, tor commonlye
they aggreid in oon aunswer. XS48 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
John 40 The lustes of this worlde maketh many one vn-
towardes to bee taughte.

+ Untowe(n,///. a. Obs. Forms: (see quots.).

[OE. ungetoien (Un-1 8 b), « OHG. ungizogan^
unkazogan, etc. (MHG. and G. ungezogenjohs. G.
tuiu>geii)t MLG, un{geyogen uneducated, undis-

ciplined, ill-bred, etc., MSw. otughin improper,
disreputable, etc. Cf. Wanton a.'\ Untaught,
untrained; unmannered, wanton.
ciooo iELFRic Horn. 1. 576 Kisceras and unsetogene menn

^eceas Drihten him to leorning-cnihtum. a 1225 Ancr. R.
102 Eni totilde ancre.,)7et beke6 euer utward ase untowe
brid ine cage. /bid. 372 So tendre of ^e bodie (jet hit

iwurde untowen, a 1240 Sawles IVarde in O. E. Horn, I.

24s For alle hit beo5 untohene ant rechelese binen. Ibid,

267 To. .leaden him..nawt efter wit, t?e untohelefdi,. .ah
efier ]>at wit^ wule, bat is husebonde. a X310 in^ Wright
Lyric P. viii. 32_Thah told beon tales untoun in toun.

X3., Metr. Horn, in Archiv Stud, neu. Spr. LVII, 232/1
pis ilkechilde was so vntoun and so wylde. c 1425 vaAnglia
Viii. 145 Wi^ hir vntoune & lacches songes [she] kyndeli}>

J>e fyre of lecchery.

Hence f Untowe(n)ly adv.^ wantonly; Un-
tow'e(n)ship, wantonness. Obs.
a 1S25 Ancr, R. 170 Schomeleas is |?e nion oSer Jjco wum-
mon |>et de5 eni untoweschipe, oder sei5, biuoren ancren.
a 1230 Hali Meid. 32 ^ef 3e jJeime hondlio ow in ei stude
untuliche \v.r. untohehche]. a X240 Sawles IVarde in O. E.
Honi. I. 247 Nis hare nan (»e ne feared ofte untoheliche ant
gulte3 ilome. c 1450 Cursor M. 10135 (Laud MS.), I rede of
hem ye here That may you help in your mystere And leve

your vntounship a*while.

Unto'wn, V. (Un-^ 6 b.) X783 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Odes
R. A.'s VI, I, Find me in Sodom out. .Ten gentlemen, the
place shan't be untoztjn^d,

Untra'ce, z;. [UN-2 4b,] O'ans, To free (horses)

from the traces.

1604 MiDDi.ETON Father Hubburd's T. B i, The fiery

Horses of the Sun Were from their golden-flaming Car
viitrac'de. X819 W. S, Rose Lett. N. Italy I. 87 We again
put to the horses, necessarily untraced during the preceding
operation.

Uutraxeable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)
1661 Bo\iM Style ofScript. 2o\^)\Q can alone. .fathom the

depths of Satan, and track him through all his windings and
(otherwise untraceable) Labyrinths, a 168^ LeichtonCV/;////.

J Pet, X. (169J) 199 If the wayes o( Gods universall providence
be untraceable. 1758 Monthly Rev. 507 A proper and salu-

tary quantity ofthis untraceable fluid. 1782-3W.F. Martvn
Gcog. Mag. I. 335 'Ihe untraceable way by which Divine
Wisdom issues from the infinite ocean of God. X807 Med.
Jml, XVII. 293 The.. hooping-cough,. was untraceable to

any apparent source. 1883 J. Parker Apost. Life II. 167

Physical circumstances.. operate in a subtle and often un-
traceable manner upon our.. spiritual constitution.

absol. x8i8 Milman Samor vii. 172, I know thee now,
majestic Rebel ! thee The untraceable, untameable !

Ileiice Untra'ceableness ; Uutra'ceably adv.
1856 RusKiN Mod. Paint. III. iv. xvii. §4 This compara-

tive iJimuess and Untraceableness of the thoughts which
are the sources ofour admiration. 1875 Whitney Life Lang.
X. 207 The world of untraceably sexual or of unsexual objects.

TJntra-ced, ///. a, (Un- i 8.)

1641 G. Sandys Paraphr, Song Sol, iii. i. No Angle my
unwcaryed Feet Vntraced left. X643 Dknham Cooper's H.
It Through untrac'd ways, and aery paths I flye. X713
C'tess Wincmelsea Misc, Poems 63 More wakeful Trundle
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UNTRACKED,
..Follows the scent untrac'd by nobler Hounds. 1809-14
WoRDSw. E.vcurs. \u 66a There are. .good reasons why we
should not leave Wholly untraced a more forbidding way.
1836 MiLMAN Anne BoUyn 51 That vast body That shall

bespread the world, uncheck'd, untrac'd—Like God's own
presence. 1900 Daily News 20 Sept. 5/3 It is needless for

me to say that a number ofthese [removals] remain untraced.

Untrackedy ( ppL) a* Also 6-7 untraot.

[Un-1 8 and 9. The spelling ttntract is due to

Tract sb:^ 8-1 1 and z/.- 4-5, Cf. Untracted.]
1. Through which no way has been found or

made ; not furnished with a track or path.
a. 1603 Knolles Hist, Turks (1621) 309 The rest..haujng

on horsebacke all alone by vncouth and vntract waies,

trauailed three dayes without meat. X684 Otway Atfieist

111.32 Drawn by wing'd Horses through the untract Air.

J706 RowE Ulysses in. 40 So the Eagle, .beholds his hardy
youthful Offspring Forsake the Nest, to try his tender
Pinions, In the wide untract Air.

3. i6x3 Bp. Hall ContetnpL iv. 353 That they might not
erre in that sandy and vntracked wildernesse. 1659 T.
pECKE Parnassi Puerp, 172 The untrack'd path to Bliss.

1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 391 After a long day's march
through untracked ways. i8xa A. Plumtre Ltchtenstein's
S. Africa I. 350 The road was untracked and fatiguing.

1830 New Monthly Ma^. Hist. Reg., Jan. 8/1 Regions
yet untracked by any Europeans. 1894 Outing XXIII.
347/2 A long, dark object lying., on the untracked snow
beneath the trees.

2. Not tracked or traced ; not followed up.
16S0 Otway Orphan, in. 504 At midnight thus the us'rer

steals untract [1735 untrack d] To make a visit to his boarded
gold. 187a RusKiN Fors Clav. xiv. 12 Just persons.. un-
tracked by the hounds of war. 1890 *R. Boldrewood'
Miner's Right (1899) 146/2 A reflection of the deed still un-
tracked and unavenged.
Untractabi'lity. (Un-^ 12. Cf.next.) 1791 Burke 77^.

Frcttch Aff. Wks. VII. 58 His untractability to these leaders
..alone prevented that part of the arrangement.

Untraxtable, a. Now rare, [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.]

1. = INTHACTABLE (Z. I. (CommOH iT I55O-180O.)
XS38 Elvot, //wrt««j, madde, peuyshe,. . vntractable. 1548

Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt, xviii. 75 Yf he be so vn-
tractable that he wyll not be moued neyther wyth shame,
nor wyth feare of ludgemente. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr. Acad, \. 320 His horses.. are become resty, furious, and
untractable. ax6i^ Fotherby Atheom. i. xii. § 4 (1622) 130
Pharaoh..was as stiffe, and as vntractable, as a rocke. 1670
Cotton Espemon 11. viii. 409 Birds.. of those kinds which
with us are the most wild, and untractable. 17x4 R. Fiddes
Pract. Disc. 11. 300 Persons ofa base and untractable temper.

1777 Robertson Hist. Aiiter. v. II. 78 The untractable
arrogance of Narvaez. x8i8 [see Untameable a.\ 1824
Miss L. M.Hawkins Annaline HI. 32 His followers, .[were]

more furiousand untractable from the dreadful excesses they
had committed.

2. = Intractable a. 2.

1601 H0LL.AND Plin^ II. 118 Other hearbs, hideous to the

eye, and untractable in hand. <;x630 Risdou Surv. Devon
(1810) 5 Hills are untractable to tillage. X667 Milton P. L.
X. 476 But I Toild out my uncouth passage, forc't to ride

Th' untractable Abysse. X743 W. Emerson Fluxions 85 If

you have an untractable Fluxion that will answer to none of
the Forms, x8a3 Scott Qiientin D. xxiv. He., wrung bit-

terly the hands, which his mail-gloves rendered untractable.

X837 Whewell Hist. Ind. Sci. II. 177 There was room,
among these hitherto untractable irregularities, for the addi-

tional results of the theory.

Hence Untra'ctahleness.
1599 Sandys EuropmSpec. (1605) T 3, The vntractablenesse

of Papacy to it. a 1600 Hooker Serm. on Pride i. § 9 Dis-
obedience of children, stubbornes of servants, vntractable-

nesse in them, who. .should.. bee alsosubiect. 1690 Locke
Hum, Und. iv. xx. § 5 In the Dulness or Untractableness
of those Faculties for want of Use, X7S» H. Walpole
Lett. (1S46) II. 4J2

Will they ever expect a peaceable pre-

late, if untractableness is thus punished? 1817 Jas. Mill
Brit. India II. iv. 11. 70 The untractableness of his own
disposition.

Untracta'rian, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1846 Caroline Fox Jmts,
(1882) 11,64 His untractarian and unsectarian convictions,

and his broad charity.

+ Untra-cted, ///, a. Obs. rare, [Un-1 8.] =
Untracked///, a. \,

x6xo Healey St. Aug. Citie of God xviii. i. 654 My way
lying through deserts, and vntracted woods. X649 Ogilby
tr. Virgil, Georgics in. 42 Meane while let us seek Groves .

.

and search untracted woods. x68o Tides (MS. Bodl. Add.
K. 202) 14 By what taedious, crooked, and untracted Journeys
through that world of variety itt passes.

tUntraxtible, a. Obs. [Un.» 7.I ~ Untractable a, i,

1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals 111. i. 226 Who were 18 in

number, all obstinate and untractible. tUntra'ctible-
ness. Obs. (Un-' 13. Cf. prec.) X676 Hubbard Happi^
twss ofa People 23 When that Generation . . manifested -such

untractibleness and impatience.

Untra-ded, (///.) a. [Uk-i 8 and 9.]

+ 1. a. Unskilled, inexperienced, unfamiliar. Obs.

1541 Udall Erasni, Apoph. 172 No inanne beeyng un*
traded in philosophie is an apte . . persone to bee a kyng,
1548— Erasm, Par. Luke i. 7 A people not vtterly vntraded
or vnentrcd in his discipline. X570 Levins Manip. 50 Vn-
traded, insolens.

fb. Not cnstomary ; unhackneyed. Obs,

x6d6 Shaks. Tr. ff Cr. iv. v. 178 By Mars his gauntlet
thanks, Mocke not, that I affect th' vntraded Oath.

+ 2. Not frequented, spec, for trade, Obs.

1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 682 Our English that to steale the
first blessing of an vntraded place, will perhaps secretly

hasten thither. 1603 H. Crossk Vertues Commiv. (i8^8) 44
Two waies are proposed, . . the first is combersome, intricate,

vntraded, ouergrowne.
Untra'desmanlike, a. (Un-' 7 c.) X863 Sat. Rev. XV.

175/1 If any manufacturer did more than this, he would
certainly lie behaving in a very untradesmanlike manner.
Untra'diagi ppl, a. (Um-' xa) 1691 Locke Lower,

380

Interest (1696) 60 Men.. leave Estates to their Children in

Land, as. .not so liable to Casualties as Money, in untrading

or unskilful Hands. 1818-31 Webster s.v., .\n untrading

country or city. Untra-fficked, ppt. a. (Un.' 8.) 1596

Nashe Saffrott-Waldeii K iv, When I record (as I doo

often) strange vntrafTiqu't phrases, by hitn new vented and

vnpackt, as of imeniiarie for fire. Untra'gic(al, adjs.

(Un-' 7.) 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. I. v. vi, The nodus of a

drama, not uiitragical, crowding towards solution. Ibid.

11. V. xii. Emblems not a few. .of the tragic and the untragic

sort. Untrai-nable.a. (Us-'/b.) 1864 Eliz. Murray
E. Norman I. 276 She was as untrained as a young savage,

and apparently untrainable,

XTntrained,///. a. [Un-1 8.]

Hence, in recent use, untraincdness.

1. Not trained by instruction or experience.

XS48 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xxiv. i8o b, Yet these

shadowes of thynges visible wer geuen for a tyme to the

grosse and vntrained people. X59X Shaks. i Hen. VI^ i. ii.

73, I am by birth a Sheplieards Daughter. My wit vn-

trayn'd in any kind of Art. X633 G. Herbert Temple,

Content ii. Gad not abroad at ev'ry quest and call Of an

untrained hope or passion. 164a Milton ApoL Smect. 55,

1 cannot say that I am utterly uiitrain'd in those rules.

180S WoBDSw. Prelude x, 107 Men who, to business of the

world untrained. Lived in the shade. x8a3 Scott Qtientin

D. XV, The low size, and wild, shaggy, untrained state of

the animal. X834 Newman Par. Serm, (1B37) I. xxii. 325
Nothing isdone effectually throughuntrained human nature.

X864 [see prec],

2. spec. Not trained in military exercises.

XS91 Smith Instr. Military (1595) Ep. Ded. 8 That the

people of kingdomes.. should bee disarmed, vnlrayned, and
vnexercised, for feare of reuoltes. x6o8 tr. J, de Gheyns
Exercise ofArms i b, To instruct the vntrained souldiers.

1667 Milton P, L. xii. 222 For life To noble and ignoble is

more sweet Untraind in Armes. 1726 Pope Odyssey xix. 212

Untrained to martial toil I lived inglorious in my native

isle. X770 Glover Leonidas (ed. 5) vii. 510 The unabating

forlttude of Greece Maintains her line, th' untrain'd Bar-

barians charge In savage fury,

3. Not trained in figure.

1871 Figure 7>aining 17 The untrained form of the dairy,

maid.

fUntrai-st, a. Sc.Obs, [Un-1 7.] Unreliable.

Also t Untrai'sted ///. a., unexpected, unlooked

for ; t tTntrai'stfuld!., unbelieving ; + Untrai'sty

a,i untrustworthy.
X456S1RG. UwK Law Arms {^.T.?,.) 170 Peplcflowand

and *untraist in all thair dedis. 1530 Lvndesav ^w/.
Papyngo 367 Sen ilke court bene vntraist and transitorie,

Cheangyng als oft as woddercok in wynd. 1533 Bellknden
Livy III. ix. (S.T.S.) II. 304 Na thing mycht happin less

\sic\ *vntrastit nor less belevit ban |je samyn. c X37S Sc. Leg.

Saints viii. {Philip) 93 *Vntrastefull folk of t^at land fore

gret invy tuk hym & band. 1567 Gude <y Godlie B. tS.T.S.)

21* Traist the vntrai^tie quha that will.

Unfa*ai'tored,///. a. (Un-' 8.) i84qClol'gii Dipsychus
II. %iii. 23 Yet I could deem it better too to starve And die

lint Tailored.

Untra-mmelled, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

In common use from c 1850.

[1775 Ash.] X795 R, Anderson Zf/9 Johnson 201 He..
has adopted all the good sense of Aristotle, untrammelled
by his forms. X867 Lewes Hist, Philos. (ed. 3) 1. 1 Through
the history of thought, how difficult it has been to keep the

scientific attitude untrammelled, _ x888 Oman Hist. Greece

xvi. (1901) 161 No previous constitution, .had given the..

citizens such untrammelled power to sway the state.

Untrampled, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)

X648 Hexham ii, On^etreden^ Vntrodden, or Vnlrampled.
x8x7 Moore Lalla /?., Fire-lVorshippcrs 320 To die upon
that Blount of Flame— . . Before her last untrampled Shrine

!

x86i Gladstone Hiad \. 329 They reluctant paced the margin
of the free untrampled main. 1900 S. Phillips Paolo

«J-
Fr,

I. 4 Still have we foes untrampled, wavering friends,

Untra-nquil, a. (Un-1 7.)
18x7 Kkats Sleep fy Poetry 263 Nought more untranquil

than the grassy slopes Between two hills. 1850 J. H. New-
man Diffic, Anglic. 76 Fanatical doctrine and untranquil

devotion, X869 Tynuall Notes Led. Light § 188 A tranquil

pellucid portion, .and a turbid or untranquil portion.

Untra'nquillize, v. (Un-* 6 c.) X874 M. Collins
Transmigr. II. viii. 153 Why should mere physical ideas

trouble and untranquillize the brain ? Untra'nquillized,
ppl. a. (Un.' 8 &€.) 1846 Wohcester (citing Goode). 1857
De Quincey Whiggism Wks. VI. 145 Unwilling to leave us

with, .the agitations of sympathy in the reader as yet un-

tranquilUsed. Untransa'cted, j(*/^ a. (Un-' 8.) c 182s
Hogg Tales ^ Sk. (1837) V. 146 Business that.. must remain
untransacted. Untransce'nded,^//. a. (Un-' 8.) i8||6

Mangan /*<?t7«j (1903) ::;9, I also found.. Fasting as Christ

hath recommended, And noble councillors unlranscended.

x8sa Bailey Fcstusied. 5) 171 A spirit. .Who., sojourns In
untranscended light. Untranscende'ntal, a. (Un-> 7.)

1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayzuorthys xxi, I think Wealthy felt

it so, in her untranscendental way. Untranscrl'bable,
a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1874 in Folklore figio) XXX. 149 An un-

transcribable baboon song. 1883 [seeUN-' 7 b].

Vntra'iisferable, fr- (Un-i 7 b and 5 b.)

1649 Howell Pre-em. Parlt. 6 Though the Soverainty

reniaine still entire, and untransferable in the person of the

Prince. X794 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 71 The Demetrius is

dry, and utterly untransferable to modern use. 1858 J.

Martineau Stud. Christianity 80 The personal character

and untransferable nature of Sin. 1881 P. Bkooks Cd!«*//? of
L^rd 326 The habits are rigid, uniform and untransferable.

iJntransfeTrable, a. fUN-' 7 b.) i8a6 C. Anderson
Gen. Dom. Constitution 378 That department of parental

training, which is at once unpurchaseable and untrans-

ferrable. Untransfe'ired, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) X748EARL
Nugent To Mankind xviii, For unreclaim'd, and untrans-

fer'd. Her pow'rs and rights remain.

tTntransformable, a. (Un-1 7 b, 5 b.)

X570 Dee Math. Prcf.z The generall Formes.. are con-

stant, vnchaungeable, vntransformable, x8si Sylvester
Coll, Math. Papers (1504) I. 230 All the distinct system* of

UNTRANSPORTED.
..conjugate forms that have been, and will be given, are
mutually untransformable.

UntransfoTmed, ///. a. (Un-^ 8.)

[177s Ash.] 1890 Restrospect Med. CIL 218 It.. leaves
masses of starchy food untransformed in the stomach.
(Freq. from ci 900.]

Untransgre'ssed, pfil. a. (Un-' 8.) x62x Quakles Div,
Poems, Estlter iii, Let him proclayme (which vntransgressed
be) His royall Edict, a x866 J. Ghotk Exam. Utilit. Phil.
\. (1870) 23 A general and untransgressed rule. tUn»
tra'nsible, a. Obs.- ' [ad. L. intratisibilis : see Un-' 7,

5 b.] That cannot be crossed. X644 Digbv Nat. Soul x. § 7.

428 There is. .no vntransible gappe, or Chaos to seuer them,
Untra'nsitory, a. (Un-' 7.) 163a Ql arles Div. Fancies
III. xlv. That Time untransitory. 1644 — Shepk. Orac. v,

Whose Kinedome's endlesse and untransitory. Uu*
translatabriity. (Un-' 12. Cf.next.) 1860G. P.Mabsh
Led. Fug. Lang, xxvii. 611 Of this untranslalability of
single words. .German offers us many examples.

Untranslatable, a. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

Very common from the beginning of the igth c,

x6ss Fuller Ch. Hist. v. v, § 36 Some few [words] un-
translatable, without losse of life or lustre. X694 Graciaifs
Courtier's Oracle A 3 b, The French Author, .counts him
unintelligible, and by consequence untranslatable. 174s
Gkay Lett. II. 28 Pray put me the following lines into the

tongue of our modern Dramatics :. .To me they appear un-
translatable. x8ii Coleridge Table-t. (1835) II. 353 The
excellence of verse, he said, was to be untranslatable into

any other words. x88o T. Hodgkin Italy fjf Inv. i. ii. 1. 193
The untranslateable grandeur of Claudian's epithet.

Hence Untransla'tableness ; -la'tably adv,

1817 Coleridge Biogr. Lit. II. 160 The infallible test of a
blameless style; namely, its untranslatableness in words of
the same language without injury to the meaning, xS^
Smedley Occult Sciences 250 Concerning dreams—w/ de
accentibns somnisA he untranslatably styles them. 1889
Athettxunt 16 Nov. 671/1 The ugly proceedings untrans-

latably known as briqiie.

Untranslated, ///. a. [Un- ^ 8.]

1. Not turned into another language,

1530 Palsgr. 34 [Those writers] have left none auctours
written in the latyn tonge untranslated. X540 Morvsine
Fives' Introd. IVysd, A 5, No one boke untranslated . . hath
lialfe soo many holsome documentes as this bathe. x6sx

HoBBES Leviath. in. xxxviii. 244 Which ought nut to have
been left untranslated.. in the Latine. 1768 Tucker Lt,
Nat. II. III. XXX. 458 The term translated Everlasting, ought
to be preserved untranslated, as a kind of technical term.

a 1778 Pegce Anonym. (i8og) 472 We have in English now,
several untranslated French words. 1852 Lewis Metlu Obs,

^ Reason, in Pol. I. 105 Others may resort to periphrasis,

or may use the original word untranslated. 1883 A. Roberts
0. T. Revis. iv. 83 * Bethel ' is rendered .

.
' the house ofGod *,

but should have been left untranslated.

2. Not transferred to another sphere.

1746 Young Nt. Th. ix, 1753 This world sublime,.. \Vhere
mortal, untranslated, never stray 'd. 1878 B. Harte Man
on Beach 58 Of course, he will be there to see his untrans-

lated Goddess.
Uutransmigrated, ppl. a. (Un-' S.) iSax Scott

Keniliv. x.xii, Thus, Alascu will leave your pewter artillery

untransmigrated. Untransmi'Ssible, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.)

1590 Swinblrnk Testaments 173 Because the testatormaie

if he will, make that transmissible, which otherwi.se is vn-

transmissible. 1881-3 Schaff's Eiicycl. Relig. A'nowl. I.

472 The apostolic office was., unique and untransmissible.
Untransmi'tted, j^/. a. (Un-' S.) [1775 Ash.] i8o»-xa

Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) III- 447 'Abe nature

of original untransmitted evidence. x8ao Shelley /*r{7/«^^//.

Uid). HI. iii. 171 Those Who bear the untransmitted torch of

hope Into the grave. Untransmu'table, a. (Un-' 7 b,

5 b.) 1611 Florio, /w/z-rt^w/w/ai^/Vt', vntransmutable. i68a

H. More Annot. GlanvilVs Lux O. s^ Spirits specifically

different, are untransmutable one into another, a X776

Hume Ess. (1777) II. 351 Each character.. appears to me,
in practice, pretty durable and untransmutable. Un-
transmu'ted, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) x666 Boyle Orig. Formes
A- Q/ial. 409 The untransmuted Rain water. 1805 Wobdsw.
Prelude \ i. 464 The untransmuted shapes of many worlds.

tUntransparabIe,«. Obsr^ (VN-'7b.l = next. ax6x8
RALEiGH.ff(.v//. (1644) 2ioThe unjust Magistrate that fancieth

to himself a solid and untransparable Dody of Gold, every

ordinary wit can vilrifie, and make transparent.

Untranspa rent, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] Not
transparent ; opaque.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas i. i. 290 Suppose an Earth..

without Hill or Plaine, A Heav'n un-hanged, un-turninc,

un-transparent. 1675 Evelyn Terra (1676) 33 An impalpable

wiiitish Sand, untransparent. X754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII.
659 The matter appeared of a dark blackish colour, untrans-

parent. x86a Tyndall Mountaineer, v. 38 The water
[resolves itself] to transparent vapour, and the vapour to

untransparent cloud. x888 O. Crawi-uhd Sylvia Arden 361

So dark and untransparent was the flood water.

Untranspa'ssable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1594 Daniex. C/ev-

patra N 8, Are these the bounds y' haue giuen Th vn-

transpassable barres, That limit pride so short..? Un-
transpla-nted, ///,«. (Un-'8.) (1775 Ash.] \%z% Plant-

ing 3 (L,U.K.\ Equal, if not superior to untransplanted

seedlings. Untranspo'rtable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) x6ix

Florio, Intransfiorteuole, vntmnsportable. 1838 Emerson
Addr., Lit. Ethics, Truth is.. so untransportable and un-

barrelable a conmiodity.

Untransported,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not conveyed or carried.

X549 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot. IX. 357 Chargeing him
to keip Schir Robert Bowis, Inglisman, untransport tit hame
in his awin cuntre.

2. Not carried away by feeling-

X64Z Earl Monm. tr. BiondVs Civil Wars 11. 72 Hee
received all these injuries not onely untransported, but with

a setled judgement. 1701 Colliee M. Aurel. p. xxiii, He
. ,was Religious without Affectation, untran.sported and free

from Eagerness upon all occasion. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.

Nat. (1834) II. 586 To preserve an even steady temper,.,

uniransported by allurements.



UNTRANSPOSED.
Untranspo'sed, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1751 Johnson ^am*

bUr Na 86 P 10 To preserve the series of sounds untrans«
posed in a long composition, is . .very difficult. 1810 Bentham
O^c. Apt, Maximized^ Def. Econ. (1830) 21 The thread of
his argument is delivered unbroken, and the parts of it an-
transposed.

Untransubsta-ntiatdd, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)
167* H. More BriefReply 325 The said Individual matter

unlransubstaniiated and remaining Bread still. 1830 G. S.
Faber Dijffic. Romanism (ed. 2) 143 The unconsecrated, and
therefore (in latin phrase) the untransubstantiated, bread and
wine. 1854 MiLMAN Lat. Chr. iii. vii. I. 467 The Redeemer's
spiritual presence, yet undefined and untransubstantiated.
tUntran8U'med,//»/.a. C?^j.-> (Un-'8. Cf.TRANsuME

V. I.)
^ 15»6 Sc. Acts, Jos. V (1814) II. 313 l?t he sail bring

J>e writingis laitlie maid be our souerane lorde . . vntransumyt
auctentily. Untra'pped,/*/*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1648 Hexham
n, Onbektickt^ ..Vnsurprised, or Vntrapt. Ibid.^'Onbitrapt,

ASH.J

9.] Of a sink or drain :

. - - ,
____api

Vntrapped, or Vnsnared. [1775 Ash.]

TJntra'pned, a. [Ui
Not htted with a trap.

i860 Klor. Nightingale Nursing \i An untrapped sink
may.. spread fever.. among the inmates of a palace. 1877
Teale Dangers to Health 7 A rain water tank, which had
an untrapped overflow into the drain. 1884 igth Cent, May
847 Untrapped drains.

Untra'vellable, a, (Un-' 7 b.) x65a Heylyn Cosmogr.
in. 113 P'ull of untraveilable Desarts. 1846 Chr, Watckmoji
Sept., Fearful precipices and rocky passes, .abound in this

almost untravellable district.

Uutra-velled, ppL a, [Un- 1 8.]

1. That has not travelled,

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. Ep. Ded., They
are among men vntrauelled as Hesperus among the smaller
starres. i6xx Beaum. & Fu Philaster i. i, If they should,
I say, they were never abroad :. .it writes them directly un-
travei'd. 1667 Sprat Hist. R. Soc. 73 Untravell'd Gentle-
men, . .and Generals, that had scarce ever before seen a Battel.

1711 Addison .*^.fcA No. 407 Pi That an untravelled English-
man cannot relish all the Beauties of Italian Pictures. xSia
Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) III. ig Sophia and Walter
bold their beads very high among their untravelled com-
panions, a i86a Buckle Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 524 We rarely

find an untravelled man who is not full of prejudice.
trans/, and /ig. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe i. ii. B i, Fo. Why

this is the vntrauaild rudnes of our grose Englesh ladies

now. X764 GoLDSM. Traveller 8 Where'er I roam,.. My
heart untravell'd fondly turns to thee. 1805 AmuRev.
111. 199 The author is apparently untravelled in contmental
literature. x86i Geo. Eliot Silas M. i, I'o their untravelled

thought a slate of wandering was a conception as dim as
the winter life of the swallows.

2. Not travelled over or through.
1661 Feltham Resolves 11. xlix. 281 He.. that is illiterate,

and unactively lives hamletted in some untravail'd village.

a i^ao J. Hughes Ode to Creator 35 Beyond the untravell'd

limits of the sky. 176a Falconer Shipxvr. 3^5 Pilots, tutor'd

to divine Th' untravel'd course by geometric line. 1809-14
Wordsw. Excurs. VI. 455 To the deep shade of those untra-
velled Wilds. 1864 R. S. Hawker Quest Sangraal 41

Neither landmarks, nor fences, bounded.. the bold, free,

and untravelled Cornish domain.

_fig. 161^ SiB T. Browne Pseud. Ep. To Rdr. K 5, Wee.

.

are oft-tiiues faine to wander in America and untravelled

parts of truth. 1671 Lloyd F, S. on Bp. IVilkins 27 He
shewed it in whatsoever Argument he undertook ; sometimes
beating out new untravel'd ways, sometimes repairing those
that had been beaten already.

Untra-versable, a. (Un-1 ^ b, 5 b.)

1856 RusKmJ/ijrf. Paint. III. 2ooThe endless undulation of
the untraversable hills. 1890 Spectator 3 May, The Southern
desert, .is practically unlraversable and uninhabitable.

Untra-versed, ///. a, (Un- 1 8.)

I '775 Ash.] 1807 J. Baklow Columb, i. 57, 1.. Tamed all

the dangers of untraversed waves. Ibi(L ix. 37 To thee is

given To.. inquire of heaven, To mark untraversed ages.

1843 RusKiN Mod. Paint. 1. 11. iv. iv. § 6 Few, if any, of the

rocks of Bature are untraversed by delicate and slender

fissures. 1876 \. S. Murray Mythol. iii. 37 \ personification

of the untraversed regions of the sea.

Untrea'dy v. [Un- 2 3.] trans. To retrace.

1592 Shaks. Ven. ^ Ad. 908 She treads the path that she
uiitreaiJs again. \<fifi

— Merch.V.\\.\\. 10. i6x§ G.Sandys
Trav. i6g Vntreading a good part of the fore-said alley, we
entered the lie. a 1659 Osbornb Ess. iii. 36 Who onely
knew the Way to untread the Maze, in which Man had lost

Himself. 1710 Norris Chr. Pritd. viii. 39S He has made
abundance of false steps.. which.. he would willing'y un-
tread. 1837 De Quincev Revolt of Tartars Wks, 1834 IV.

15^ The question was formally debated, .whether, even at

this point, they should untread their steps.

Untrea'dable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1857 Livingstone Trav.
xxiii. 461 Impassable forests and untreadable bogs.

Untrea-sure, V. [UN-I4, 3.] trans. To rob,

or empty, of a treasure. Also const, of.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. w. il 7 In the morning early, They
found the bed vntreasur'd of their Mistris. 1819 Mooue
Mem. (1S53) 111. 64 Niches untreasured of their busts, and
rooms depopulated of their statues, fz 1859 J- Mri>'0RD
(Webster), The quaintness with which he untreasured, as by
rote, the stores of bib memory.

Untrea table, a, [Un-i 7 b, 5 b.]

fl. Intractable; incapable of being treated or

dealt with ; unmanageable, Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. vtii. (1868) 61 For*as-mochel

as inow shalt nat wenen..l>at 1 here vntretable batayle

ayenis fortune. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas i. xv, 5638 For Nar-
cibUs was nat merciable Toward £chcho,..But in his port

was foundcn ontretable. c 1450 Burgh Secrees 2196 Yif he

be wood and vntretable. He may..thy Reem destroye. 1509

Barclay Sk\p of Folys 68 If that deth vntretable Arrest

the with his mace. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. il 9 The
greater part avanceth itselfc against him with untreatable

fecrcencs.se. 1604-5 in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. Ser. iv. IV.

137 Parishioners doe fynde mutch faulte with his untreatable

readine in the tyme of public prayer. 1675 G. R. tr. Le
Granas Man without Passion 137 Anger that wild and
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untreatable Passion, a 1745 Swift Serm, Wk^. 1765 XVI,
31 [It] caused many of them.. to be. .supercilious and un-
treatable.

2. Not admitting of medical treatment.

1865 Q, Rev. July 33 Untreatable by any known remedy,
this malady would seem now to have nearly worn itself out.

Hence niitrea*ta1)leness.
1693 C. Mather IVonders Invisible IVorid Def. A 2, The

unaccountable FVowardness, Asperity, Untreatableness, and
Inconsistency of many persons.

Untrea-ted, />/>/. a. (Un-i 8 and 8 c.)_

C1456 Pecock Bk. of Faith (1909) 120 The articlis whicli

l>en spokun in the Represser, and left there untretid. 1665

BovLE Occas. Refl. a 6b, Themes.. untreated of by others,

1666 — Orig. Forms ?f Qnal. B 2 b, He has left most of the

other Qualities Untreated of- J883 Pall MallG. 10 Nov. 4/1

The untreated sewage of London. 1890 Retrospect Med.
CI I. 292 The risk of leaving untreated a clot [etc.].

tUntree*, v. (Un-^ 4.) 1611 F1.0K10, Disarborare, to vn-

tree, to cut downe trees. 1624 Trag. Nero iii. (1633) D4,
*1 he shores And hollow caves of forrests now untreed. Un*
tre-llised, ///.«. (Un-' 8.) 1619 Gaule HolyMadn. 34a
He keepes an open House: but., it is the Roofe vnthatcht,

or Windowes vntrellesscd ; for the Doore is neuer vnbolted.

Untreinbling, ppL a. (Un-i io.)

1570 Levins Manip. 137 Vntremblin^, intrePidus. 1708

J. Philips Cyder i. 109 Nor untrenibling canst thou see,

How from a scraggy rock . . hardy men . . Cut samphire. 1742
Blair Grave 386 Then might the Debauchee Untrenibling
mouth the Heav'ns. 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc. 179 Not to

the quick untrembling gaze.. Loves He to say. Go higher,

1881 A. Austin in Macm. Mag. XLIII. 403 The roll of that
untrembling diapason that makes all things tremble.

Hence XJntre'mlsling'ly ado,
^1833 Bentham Dcontol. (1S32) II. 12 Stand up untrem-

blingly, then, and avow that [etc.].

Untreme'ndous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1820 Keats Hyperion
II. 155 Why ye, Divinities,., Should cower beneath what, in

comparison, Is untremendous might,

Untremulous, a, (Un-* 7.)
1826 Mrs, He.mans Forest Sanctuary \. Ixx, I heard asweet

..strain Piercing the flames, untremulous and clear. 1832
Miss Mitford K///rt^tf V. 348 Thy chv:ek unflush'd j Thy
lip untrenmlous, 1853 C. Bronte I'iUette xxi. Here was the
seal.. deftly dropped by untremulous fingers.

Untre'ncjxed, /»//. «• [Un- 1 8 and 8 c] a. Not
entrenched, b. Not trenched by digging, o. Not
encroached upon,

[177S Ash.] 1807 J. Barlow Columb. v. 759 Untrench'd
before the town, they dare oppose Their fielded cohorts to

the forted foes. 1849 Johnston E.xp. Agric. 101 Whether
oats are after lea trenched or untrenched, or after turnips.

1887 Browning ParleyingSj G. de Lairesse xi. Yonder space
extends Untrenched upon by any vagrant tree.

tUntre*nd, &. Obs.-^ [Un-^s.J /^-^wf. To unroll, a 1272
Luue Ron 195 in O. E, Misc. 99 pis rym . . ich |je sende open
and wii>-vte sel ; Bidde ic }^at ('U hit vntrende. Un*
trended* t-trend, ^l. a. (Un-' 8: see Tk^nd v, 2 b.)

c 139s Plo7vman*s Tale 11. 594 He culleth the sheep as doth
the cook ; Of hem they taken the woll untrend. 1805
LuccocK Nat. l^ool 301 That the quality of the untrended
wool is not so good as the other. Untre'spassed, ppl. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1854 S. DouELL Balder iii. 14 The untrespasscd
rest Of immemorial pastures. Ulitre*spassing,_/^//. a.

(Un-' 10.) 1643 Milton ApoL Smect. 22 Others were sent.

.

as it were at large, in the midst of an untrespassing honesty.

Untre'ss, v. (Un-* 4b.) 1587 A. Day Daphuis^ ^ Chloe
(1890) 18 Chloe. .vntressed quickly her golden wirie lockes.

Untre'SSed, ///. a- [Un- l 8.] Not arranged

in tresses ; loose, dishevelled.

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Pontes 268 Her gylt heares with a
gold threde Ybounde were, vniressyd \(2amb. Univ. MS.
vntrussedejasshe lay. f 1386 — Kni.'s T. 1431 Hir brighte

beer was kempd vntressed [AISS. Camb.J^ LaHsd.vninin&cd]
al. 1411-20 LvDG. Chron. Troy iii. 4124 Vntressid hir her
abrod gan sprede, Like to gold wyr, for-rent & al to-torn.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 861 A. .womman, vnshood, Vn-
tressed, al aboute to goon is good. 1582 Stanyhurst W^^tvlf

I. (Arb.) 33 Troy dames, .with locks vntressed al hanging.
t6z\G.StKno\'s Ovid's Met.\i\.{\(>26) 131 Her haireVntrest,
her garments loose, a 1849 H. Colkridge Poems (1851) II.

387 She.. with her untress'd hair Still wiped the feet.

fUntrest. [Un-*12.) Mistrust, c 1^00 Laifranc'sCirurg.
17 Greet drede, ou|itr vttereste [read vntreste ; v.r. vntrysl]

of heel^K; of his wounde. C1450 Mtrour Saluacioun (Koxb.)
132 Be vntrcst and increduUtee he dos some grete disese.

Untri'able, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1613 S. Stuktevant Metallica

78 An vntryable inuention is a new protect or discouery,

whose worth and goodnesse requireth no tryals.

t XTntri-al, a. Obs. [Of obscure origin.] Gentle-

man untrial: (see cjuot. i486).

i486 Bk. St. Albans^ Heraldry Bii b, Ther be ij dyuerse
Gentylmen made of gromys that be noit gentilmen of cote-

armure nother of blode. Oon is calde in armys a gentylman
vntriall, that is to say made vp emong religyous men as

priorys, Abbottis, or Byschoppis, 156a Lech Armorie 27 b,

The eight is called a gentleman vntrial, and such is he, as

being brought vp in an Abljey, or with a bishop [etc.], 1600
\V. VVatson Decacordon (1602) 257 This vntriall gentleman
was one of that noblenian father Parsons spies. Ibid, 270
Our Frankelings, Gentlemen vntriall, or substantiall Yeomen.
Untri'butary, a. (Un*' 7.) I177S Ash.) 1796 Cole-

ridge Watchman 27 April, The probable Loss and Gain of

unprotected and untributary Independence. tUntri'Ck, a.

Obs.—^ (Un-' 7. Cf. Trick a, 2.) 1570 Lk.vtns Manip.
121 Vntricke, inconcinnus.

Untrie-d, ppl a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not tried, proved, or tested.

1526 Pilgr. Perf, (W. de W. 1531) 132 That no worde
passe out vntryedS nothynge entre vnexamyned. a 1586

Sidnkv Arcadia \. iii. Her skin like burnisht gold, her hands
like silver ure untryde. 1591 Sienser F. Q. 1. iii. 34 Loth
was that other.. To taste th* vntryed dint of deadly Steele.

1647 Cowley JMistr,^ Encrease iii, So the new-made, and
Untride Spheres above. Took their first turn from th' hand
of Jove. X697 Dkvuen I'irg.Georg. iv. 781 Four fail Ueifarii

UNTEIST.
yet in Yoke untry'd. 1739 Labelve Piers Wesim. Bridge
28 Not to leave one single square Foot in the whole Surface
of the Foundation untried. 1783 Crabuk Village 11. 146
When smit with Glory's charms, The untried youth first

quits a father's arms. 1833 Ht. Mahtikeau Cinnamon ^
Pearls V. 95 Can anything equal the presumption of human
decisions on untried matters ! 1871 Dixon Totuer 111. i. i

A man of untried power,
absol. 1839 Carlyle Chartism ix,.Tlie New, Untried

ascertains how it will fit itself into the arrangements of the
Old. 1887 Meredith Ballads ^P.112 She marched toward
the gloomy gate Of earth's Untried.
2. Not tried by a judge.
a 1618 Sylvester yob iv. 12 Against Job began his wrath

to flame,.. And.. his Foe-friends, for so strict Condemning
Job, untry'd and unconvict. 1784 Cowper Task v. 39S
Condemn'd untried, Cruelly spar'd, and hopeless of escape

!

1824 S. Smith IVks. (1859) II. 32 Cruel Treatment of Untried
Prisoners. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes v. The best Jail for
untried offenders in the world.

Untri'fling, a. (Un-' 10.) a 1743 Savage Epitaph
Youn^ Lady 7 Modest knowledge, fair untrifling youth.
Untn'g, a. .SV. [Un-' 7.] Not neat or trim, i8sx Galt
Ann. Parish xvii. 160 His wife kept an untrig house. 1850
M*^Gilvray Poems 197 She is so big, and so untrig.

Untri-lled,///. a, (Un-1 8.)

1869 Ellis E. E. Pron. ii. 603/1 The peculiar English un-
trilled r. 1874 Sweet in Trans. Philol, Soc. 471 Untrilled
consonants.

Untri'Uing, vbl. sb. (Un-^ 3, 8.) 1874 Sweet in Trans.
Philol. Soc. 47 1 UntriUing [is] a common phenomenon in .

.

English, in which the trilled r is quite lost. Untri'm, a.
(Un-' 7.) 1570 Levins Manip. i^i Vntrym, inconcinnus,

1898 N, Munko y. splendid Kv, His hair was untriin.

Untrim, v. [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To deprive of triimiess or elegance; to

strip of ornament.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xviii, Euery faire from faire some-time

declines, By chance, or natures changing course vntrim'd.

x6ii J. Davies (Heref.) Sco. Folly cxcvii, Their hairles.se

scalpes.. Barely affirnie they were vntrimm'd by trulls. 1832
Hood Ode to y. Hume 40 Don't trim though, but untrim
their [sc. soldiers'] jackets.

2. To unbalance.
x88^ Harrop Bolingbroke i. 21 The success of the French

Kings intrigues at Madrid had threatened.. to untriin the

balance of power,
Untri'mmable, a. (Un-' 7b.) 1863 Hawthorne Oiir

Old Home (1879) 361 Shovelling the untrimmed and un-
trimmable ideas out of his mind.

Untri-mmed, ///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not put in good order or condition ; not care-

fully or neatly airanged or atlired.

In quot. 1595 the word has been variously explained, and
may be formed on Untrim v.

1532 Hervet Xenophon's Househ. iS b, The horse beareth
hym. .that wyll se the grounde be nat let alone vntylled and
vntrymmed. 1540 Hvrde tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. tVom.{i$^i)

I ii, A inayde nat pyked, and fayre, and wanton . . : but sad,
pale, and vntrimmed. 1592 R. W[ilmot] Tancred ^ Gism.
V. ii, So let thy ti esses . . Vntrimmed hang about thy bared
necke. 1595 Shaks. yohn 111. i. 20^ The deuill tempts thee
heere, In hkenes.se of a new vntrimmed Bride. 1648 J.
Quables Pons Lachrym. 71 Man's like a house. . ; If we
survay The inward rooms, there we may find enough Of
untrim'd natures sluttish houshold-stuff. 1813 Scott
Rokeby i. xxxii, Yon untrimm'd lamp, whose yellow gleam
Is mingling with the cold moonbeam. 1817 Bykon Beppo
xlvi. note^ Without the sex, our sonnets Would seem un-

finish'd, like their untrimm'd bounets.

2. Not made trim by cutting, pruning, or other-

wise reducing to shape.

1625 K. Long tr. Barclays Argenis v. xi. 367 The pleasing

young Groves.. with their deepe silence and untiinimed
simplicity. 1633 Ford Love's Sacrifice v. i, .\ crooked leg,

a scambiing fool,.. or such an untrimm'd beard As yours.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2307/4 The said Nag is. .rough Coated
and untrim'd. 1808 Scott Ma/m. 111. Introd., Prune the

vine, But.. leave untrimm'd the eglantine. i8f8 Akerman
Introd. Study Coins iv. 56 A grim bearded untrimmed head.

1892 Oldfield Man. Typog. v, A demy 8vo. page measures,
untrimmed, about 8i"X5i".
fig, 1849 ^^- Arnold New Sit ens 138 Germs, your un-
trimm'd passion overgrew. 1863 [see Unthimmable a.].

3. Not properly balanced.
ai^2* Gay Fables (1738) II, v. 44 The boat untrimm'd

admits the tide.

Hence TTntrimmedness.
1883 H. James Portr. Places viii. 167 [The old castle's]

quiet rustinessand untrimmedness only help it to be familiar,

Untri'pe, v. (Un-^ 4.} x6xx Cotcr., Estripe^ vntriped,

vnbowelled, with his. .bowels about his heeles. 1653 Urqu-
iiAKT Rabelais i. xHii. 190 The brolle and defeat, wherein
Tripet was untriped [F. eshipe]. 1808 E. S. Barrett Miss-
led General 69 We must either embowel them, or they will

un tripe us.

+ Untrist, j^. Obs, [Un-» 12 + Tbi8T.i^.I] Dis-

trust. Also +TJntri*st a, [Un-1 7 + Trist a.i],'

unfaithful; unbelieving. f "tTntristed ppl, a.

[Un- 18 + Trist v.\ unhoped for. t Untristy a.

[Un-1 7]j faithless; unreliable.

1390 GowER Conf. II. 151 Jelousie of his *untrist Makth
that full many an harm arist. r 1400 Comm. Luke i. ly

(MS. Bodl. 143), In beyng doumb he suffrij) \>e. peyne of
vntrist dtsseruyd. ^ 1374 Chaucer Troylus iii. 839 Whi
hastow mad Troylus to me *vntriste? £1460 Toivneley
Myst. xxvii. 2x0 Me thynk you all vntrist to trow, .. All

that the prophetys told to you before, it is no trane. 1387
Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 115 A Goddes man seide, .pat

Jiere wiis to comen and 'untristed [L. insperatuni\ a lord-

schipe fro Fraunce. ibid. III. 265 pe firste tweie artes beej>

untrusty [Cotton MS. *vntrysti.] c 1400 Destr. Troy 11973
pan happit horn to mete The traytor with tene, vntristy

Eneas, c 1460 Promp. Parv. (Winch. MS.)| On-trysty, idetn

quod un thende.



. UNTRITE.
Untri-te, a, (Uk.* 7.) 1781 T. Twining in Hecreai. ^

StHtL (iSSz) 110 There is very little pleasing or untrite 111

his melody or harmony. Unm'umpnable, a. (Un-' 7 b.)

1663 Butler Hud, 1. li. 502 This blood. .Which now y' are
bent to throw away In vain, untriumphable fray. 1768
IVoman ofHonor \. 161. Untriu'mphant, a. (Un-' 7.)

1659 Gauden Sertn.^ etc. (1660) 72 A civil intestine War,
where victory itself is sad and untrmmphant. 1858 Carlvli:
Fredk.Gt, IX. xi. II. 536 The French Ambassador, .did much
intriguing,.. first in a signally triumphant way, and then in

a signally untriumphant. Untri'umphed,///.*!. (Un-' 8.)

i6»7 May Lucati viii. 06, L.Suffer'd you only, when I

conquer'd all. To goe viitriuraph'd.

UntrO'd, pph a. [Un- > 8 b, 8 c. Cf. older Da.
utraadd, Sw. otraJd."] *= next.

1593 Marlowe Lucan 1. 567 Clashing of armes was heard
in vntrod woods. i6ot Shaks. J*"/. Cm. i. 136 Mark Antony
..will follow.. Thorough the hazards of this vntrod State,
With all true Faith. 1633 Ford Broken H. in. v, That
remedy Must be a winding-sheet, ..And some vntrod-on
corner in the earth. 1667 Milton P, L. hi. 497 The Para-
dise of Fools, ..now unpeopl'd, and untrod. 1737 Glover
Leomdas n. 151 The secret paths, Which, .through the
forests Mrind, Untrod byhuman feet. \j'j\ Hunter's Georgian
Ess, II. 10 Sheep.. are never found in countries untrod by
man. 1864 J. Brown Mhuhntoor 6 We. .looked down its

grassy and untrod avenue to the pallid, forlorn mansion.
1879 Browning Halbert ^ Hod 49 Untrod Leave this last

step we reach.

Untro'dden, ///. a. [Un-1 8 b.] Not trodden
or stepped on ; nntraversed. Also in fig. context.
a 1300 E,E, Psalter \v\i.-ii MiGodun-filed[L. inpoUuta\

E., H. uH'troden] es his wai.

'535 CovEBDALE Pi. cvi[i]. 4 They wente astraye. in an
vntrodcn waye. 1593 Sidneys Arcadia iv. (1922) II. 119
Vagabonding in those untroden places. 1606 Makston
Parasiiaster iv. G 4, Vntrodden snow is not so spotless.
1656 CowLEV Davideis i. 28 Guid my bold steps. .In these
untrodden paths to Sacred Fame. 1735 Berkkley Querist
§ 418 So many roads untrodden, fields untilled, houses deso-
late. 1760-2 GoLDS.M. at. W. Ixxxvii, Those untrodden
forests .. which formerly covered the face of the country.
x8a6MK5.HKMANs/^(in'.s/ Sanctuary i. xiii, The red grapes
untrodden strew'd the ground. 1849 Grote Greece 11.

xxxviii. V, 57 A wild, woody, and untrodden country.

Hence Untro'ddenness.
1644 DiGBY Nat. Bodies xxiii. § i. 203 The ruggednesse,

and vntrodenesse of the pathes we haue walked in. x68x
R- FiEMixG FnlfilUng Script, it. Pref. (1726) 249 The un-
troddenness of this path, the weight.. of the truths, with
some study . .to believe what I wrote.

Untro'lIed,/s/^.«. (Un-" SfTROLLt^. 2.) i6p3S,HARVEV
yuvcnal i.\. 12 Hard Fate ! unlroll'd is now the Charming
Dye. Untro'phied, a. (Un.' 9.) 1756 W. Whuehead
Elegy iv. 61 O why, Britannia, why untrophied pass The
patriot deeds thy godlike Sons display ? a 1861 T. Win.
THROp Life hi open Air x. (1863) 81, I entered skulklngly,
as a gamelcss hunter may, and hid my untrophied head
beneath a mound ofancient hay.

tXJntroth. Obs. [Ux-i 12. Cf. Tboth j^.,

Untruth, and Wantroth.]
1. Unfaithfulness, treachery; = Uxtruth i.

(Common (^1385-^1450.)
<:i|74 Chaucer Troylus v. 1448 He J>ought ay wel he

hadde his lady lorn, And (jat loues. .Hym shewed hadde in
sleep )7e signyfyaunce Of hire vntro^e. c 1384 — //. Fame
I. 384 But wpleaway the harme the routhe That hath betyd
for suche vntrouthe. c 1435 Eng. Comj. Ircl. 8 Bot Robert
..for no t[h]ynge wold do thynge wher-of he myght be |>er-

after i-wyted of wntrowth; 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
Kviiib, He.slewe his broder Anion that suche desloyalte
and untrouth had done to his Suster, t5i3 Ld. Berners
Froiss. I.ccxxxi. 313 Thekyng. .pituouslycomplayned hym
of y« untrouthe of his men, shewyng howe they had all for-

saken him. 01548 Hall Chron., Hen. K/, 154 b, The capi-
tatnes perceyuing their vntrought & trayierous demeanour,
retrayted themselves into the Castell or Palaice, where.,
they sore molested and vexed the vntrew citizens. x6o6 G.
W[oodcocke] Hist. Ivstine xi. 45 Which deed . .might rather
be imputed to the oresight of light credit, then to any vn-
troth or infidelity.

b. Wickedness, mischief, rare,

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvii. viii. 702 Thenne dyd they
gretc vntrouthe ; they slewe clerkes and preestes. 1484
Caxton Fables ofMsop l. iv, The euylle hongry peple . . by
theyr grete vntrouthe and malyce robben..the poure folke.

2. Unbelief; - Untruth 2.

C1380 Wyclif Sel. IVks, II. 204 pe fadir. .seide, Sire, Y
bileve ; helpc myn untrou(>e, a 1395 Hylton Scala Fcrf. 11.

vi. (Bodl. MS.), pel schulden streijt flee to heuene, ..hadde
bei do neuer so myche synne bifore in time of her vntroujie.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 28 Crist . . mijt not do ani vertu |>er, for J>e
vntrouj?.

3. Falsehood ; = Untruth 3.
c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T, 687 This false knyght

was blayn for his vntrouthe. ^2449 Pecock Repr. 11. xv.234
Thei worscbipiden God hi ydolatrie, and therfore by vn-
trouthe. a 1593 Greene Aiphonsm 11. ii, If you find my
words to be vntrotb. Then let me die to recompence the
wrong.

b. = Untruth 3 b.
1581 T. HowEi.L Deuises I ij, A false vntroth to me the

sarne doth seeme. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence^ Phormio
II. ii, If then I had spoken an vntroath. 1623 Fletcheh &
Rowley Maid in Mill iv. i, There will be a yard of dis.
simulation At least (City measure) and cut upon an untrotb
or two.

+ 4. A company (of summoners). Obsr^'*
i486 Bk. St. Albans fvi b. An vntrouth of sompneris.
tUntro'thful,a; Obs.'^ [Un-'?.] Unbelieving, a 1400New 7Vj^ (Panes) Acts xiv. 2 \>o lewes bat wore vntrow^eful

stired persecucyone. Untrou'ble, v. (Un-' 4 b.) a 1684
Leightom Comtn. i Pet. v. (1849) H. 468 Art thou troubled
with fears, enemies, and snares? untroubic thyself of that,
for He is with thee.
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TTntronbled, ppi. a. [Ux- 1 8.]

1. Not subjected to trouble or disquiet.

1484 Acta A uditorum (1839) *i46/2 pe said venerable fader
..salbe vnlrublit for |?at some. 1531 Reg. Privy Seal Scot,
II. 134/2 The saidis personis..to be..unmolestit, and un-
trublit, for quhatsumever actioun or cryme. 1590 Spf.nser
F. Q. I. i. 35 Vntroubled night they say giues counsell best.
/did. II, vii. 15 With how small allowaunce Vntroubled
Nature doth her selfe suffise. a 1625 Fletchicr Love's
Pilgrimage iv. ii, Make your spirit an untroubled way To
pass to what it ought. 1648 IJoylk Scraphick Love (1659)
14 A sight, whose glory made them look on fading Beauties,
with.. untroubled eyes. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 401 Our
Saviour meek and with untroubl'd mind, .betook him to his
rest. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.^ Odes 11. x. 17 He who enjoys
th' untroubled Breast, Of Virtue's awful Lorepossest. x8i6
Wilson Misc. Poems 26S Thou with that untroubled voice.

1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy II. ii. 62 The priest
preserved all the usual untroubled gravity and dignity of
his demeanour. 1890 ' R. Boldbewood ' Col. Reformer
(1891) 246 Untroubled by care or consuming anxiety.

2. Not rendered turbid. K\^ofig,
c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido ^ yEneas 11. 776 Whose vertew's

streame vntrubled still runnes pure. 166a Charleton Mysi.
I'intners (1675) igi The equal distribution of the Spirits of
the liquor, which always rendreth bodies clear and un-
troubled. xSio SouTHEV Kehama x. iv. The stream, .there
delights to lie, Untroubled and at rest Beneath the un-
tainted sky. 183. Mrs. }\)i.ViKtiS Evening Prayer \v^ Fresh
within your breasts tb' untroubled springs Of hope make
melody.

Hence Untron-'bledness.
fli66o Hammond /F-tj. (1683) IV. 479 He hath . . robb'd .

.

the Sceptick of his indifference and untroubledness.

Untrou-blesome, a. (Un-1 7.)
1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry <y Frances (1767) IV. 208
My Companion is a chearful, civil, untroublesome Person.
1848 M11.L Pol. Econ. V. vii. § 3. II. 436 The progress of
industry is gradually affording other modes of investment
almost as safe and untroublesome. 1894 Blitckw. Mag,
Mar, 393 Tilings which make cricket easyand untroublesome.
Hence TJntrou'blesomeness,
1874 MicKLETHvvAiTE Mod. Par. Churches xxiv. 185 Above

all, Its \sc, gas's] exceeding untroublesomeness.

tUntrow, V. Obs. [Un-i 14.]
1. intr. To lack faith,

c xsoo Trin. Coll. Hom. 197 On alle Jjese hmpes ne un-
trowede neure lob to-genes ure drihten.

2. trans. To have no belief in ; to disIx;Ueve.
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 400 But who shulde untrowe

Petrissentence? 1387Trevisa//?>((V;z(Ro11s)I. i7Wondres
be)?notal tobevntrowed (L. discredenda]. '1x395 Hylton
Scala Perf. 11. xxxii. (Bodl. MS.), He seej> it so sooKastli
yporyxi, grace pat he may not vntrowe it.

t Untrowable, a. Obs, [Un-1 7 b.] Unbeliev-
able, incredible.

1382 Wyclif 7udg. xx. 5 My wijf traueylyiige «ith vn-
trowable woodnes of lust. — Esther ii. 15 She was ful

semeli, and with vntrouable fairnesse. cx^'j^Cath. Angl.
394/1 (A.), Vn Trowabylle, incredibilis^ incredulus. 1533
Bellenuen Livy iv. xiv. (S.T.S.) II. 99 fe samyn is na les

difficill . . Jfan vntrowabil. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 2760
Nynus..rasit vp one gret arme.., Quhose nummer bene.,
vnlrowabyll.

Untrowed,///. a. Obs, exc. arch, [Un-1 S.]

Unbelieved, uncrecUted,
X432 Rolls ofParIt. IV. 405/2 For. .unreasonable excesse

of suche lyes, or sum other untrowed meschevyng. X434
MiSYN Mending Lif 126 More tollerabyll it wer to be a
vntrowydgreife to suffyr ben ons syn deedly. rt 1583 Mont.
GOMKKiE F'lyting 372 (Tullib. MS.), Vntrowit be thy tounge,
^it trailing all tymes. ^1657 Sir W. Mure Sonn., I i/c

Priest 1 1 Quhose . . tounge vntrouM Hath oft intrappit many
a wanton wench.
t UntroWful, rt. Ohs. [Us-' 7.] Unbelieving. ^1375

Sc, Leg. Saints v. {fyohn) 360 Sancte lohne tuk of ^an his
kirtill, and to \^ vntreufull gawe it till. Ibid. xiii. {Mark)
35. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks, II. 204 O kynrede untroweful,
how longe shal I be wit> 30U ! t Untrowing, ///. a,
Obs. [Un.' lo.] Faithless, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1731 Her
weniiig was al wou? Vntroweand til hem to. tUntrow-
ness: seeUNTRUENEss. Untru'ced,rt. (Un-'9,) <:i6i3
Middleton No Wit like Woman's iii. i, All those four
Maintain a natural opposition And untruc'd war the one
against the other. Untru'ckling, ///. a. (Un-' 10.)

1850 Mrs. Browning Prometh. BoumiZq liut revile not me
For the firm will and the untruckling hate.

Untme'y a, and adv, [OK. unlriinve, un-
^eln'ow{ey etc, (Un-1 7, 11 b), = NFris. tmlratv^
WFris. on-^ iintrou, MDu. on{^e)lrouwe (Du. on-
gelrouw, \.\su.onlroiiw)f MLG. nn{ge)(rnwc, OHG.
un'gi)triu7vif -gitnhviy -getreowe (MHG. un-
{ge)(riuw€y G. Ufi(^ge)ireH), ON. tUryggr (MSvv,
otrygger, (M)Da. nlryg)^ Gotli. unlriggivs.']

A. adj. 1. Of persons, etc. : Unfaithful, faithless.

c 1040 Laws Cunt in Liebermann I. 330 ^yf hwylc man
sy swa untrywe dam hundrede. CX290 St. Edmund 100 in
S. Eng. Leg. I. 434 Ich wot wel, 5uyt men mi^hten finde..
Summan. .untreowore to is wiue. £1300 K. Horn 645 pe
kyng rod on hontynge,. .ant Fykenyldbi is syde, pat fals

wes ant vntrewe. a 1340 Hampole /'ja/Z^r xxx. gTo-.haf
ill susspeccioun of a trew frend, or goed of an vntrew. 1390
Gower Conf. I. 21 The world as of his propre kynde Was
evere untrewe. 14. . Hoccleve OfPride (MS. Laud Misc.

735) fol. 69, Fy vp on tonges vntrew, They displeasaunce in
lordis courtes brew. 1446 Lydg. Two Nightingale Poems
it. 17 To take vengeaunce On false lovers whiche tliat bien
vntriewe. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymo/i xii. 285 Y«
Kretest traytour Sl the vntruest kyng of the worlde. a 1547
Surrey in Toftel's Misc. (Arb.) 219* For my vaunt I dare
well say my blood is not vntrue. a 1548 [see Untroth iJ.

x6ii Shaks. Cymb. i. v, 86 When to my good Lord I proue
vntrue, lie choake my selfe. 1700 Dryuen Flower ^ Leaf
564 The Men inglorious Knights, the Ladies all untrue.

1738 Wesley Ps. v. iit, The Hearts unkind and Hearts tm*

tTNTRULY.

]

true Are both abhor'd by Thee. 1802 Leyden Mermaid vi,

I
Know that thy favourite fair is dead, Or proves to thee and

j

love untrue. x8i8 Wordsw. * Not seldom ' 6 The smoothest
1 seas will sometimes prove. To the confiding Bark, untrue,

1879 Frouue Cxsar xx, 341 He had refused to believe that
I Labienus could be untrue to him.
I absol. a X400 Pauline Ep. (Powell) Titus i. 15 To Jje fuylyd

..and to f>e vntrewe no thyng is clene. 1866 Morris
Ayenb. 270 margin^ The untrue, the evil, thieves, &c., are

J

dark.

!
2. Contrary to fact ; false ; erroneous.

' 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 897 Neuer lesyng ne tale vn-trwc,

\

Ne towched her tonge for no dysstresse. C1370 Hymns
Virg. (1867) 108 .And 5if ^\ talke of tales vn.lrewe, pou
torn hem out of J>at entent. CX400 Cursor M, 28012 (Cott.
Galba), 5e traist ouer mekill in thing vntrew. 1446 Lydg.
Two Nightingale Poems ii. 80 Feynt and vnlriew thyne
exposicioun. 1531 Pilgr. Pcrf (W, de W.) 187 b, Sooner
shall heuen and erth be dissolued, than one..lettre of y«
lawe of god sholde be vnfulfylled or founde vntrue. X577 B.
GooGE Heresbach's Husb. 1. 43 Others thinke it an assured
remedie.. ; but Columella thinkes it vntrue. 16x2 Sir J.
DicBYE Let. in 10/// Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App. I. 609
But for myne owne parte, I holde this like the reste, to bee
alltogeather untrue. x6^ Milton Areop, 38 When God
shakes a Kingdome.. 'tis not untrue that many., false

I teachers are then busiest in seducing. X765 Museum Rust*
IV. 400, 1 do not apprehend that it any ways tends to prove
my assertion untrue. 1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic,
Evid. (1827) III. 360 The motives by which a man may be

j

urged to give creditto untrue facts. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) IV, 156 There is nothing true which is not from some

I

point of view untrue.
absol, 1807 WoRDSw. White Doe 836 Less would not. .be

due To us, who war against the Untrue. X882 N. ^ Q, 6th
Ser. VI. 429 ''2 Belief in the untrue. 1891 Science^Gossip
XXVII, i/i It has all the fascination of the untrue for the
popular taste.

0. Dishonest ; unfair, unjust ; wrong.

^
X393 Langl. P, pi. C. I. 98 And boxes ben broght forj?..

\

To vnder-take be tol of \nlrewe sacrifice. 1399 — Rich,
\

Redeh's I, II By drede, or be dyntis or domes \ntrewe.

^

X444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 105/2 Be cause it was of untrue
;

makyng, and untru stuff, no man sette therby. 1495 Act 11

I

Hen. F//, c. 24 § 1 Every untrue verdite heraftcr geven,

'S4»-3 :^ct 34-35 Hen. Vltl^ c. 20 Untrue and faiiied

recoveries to be had against them. Ibtd.^ To thentent by
j

fraude, covyne, and untrue meanes..to bynde and defeate
I theyre heyres. X596 Dalkymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

! (S.T.S.) I. 199 To..craue the succour. .of God and man

I

against the komane vntrue tyrannic. 1622 in Foster Eng,

I

Factories Ind. {igo8) II. 44 Wee shall fynde it deficulte to..
cleare their demaunds, which what they are or howe untrewe
wee are not justly posest 1865 Plsky Truth Eng. Ch. 5

,
Nothing, .iodispels untrue prejudiceas personal intercourse.

4, Not straight or direct ; inexact; not agreeing

with a standard.
c 1220 Bestiary y in O, E. Misc. 3 Der he wurdej» heil &

sund,. .Ne were his bee untrewe. Ibid. 111 His mu3 is 5et

untrewe. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. Vf, c. 6 § i Deccivable and
untrewe Beames and Scales, a 15x3 Fabvan Ch*on. ccxxvL
(1516) 147 b/i This Henry ch^tysed the olde vntrewe
inesure, and made a yerde of the length of bis owne Arme.
1780 Cowi'ER Progr. Error 571 None sends his arrow to the
mark in view. Whose hand is feeble, or his aim untrue,

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 8gi Thereby producing
wool of unequal size, and therefore untrue. 1867 A. Babkv
Sir C, Bany ii. 57 The perspective gives an untrue figure.

b. Improper, imperfect.

1541 R. Copland Guydon^s Quest. Chirnrg. C i, There is

ii. maners of coiisolydacyon, one is trewe,. .and y* other is

vntrue consolydacyon. 1884 tr. Lotze's MetaPh. i. 23 One
of the oldest thoughts in Philosophy is that of the opposition
between true being and untrue being.

B. adv, = Untruly adv,
a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. xiii. 114 Whose loveth untrewe,

his herte is selde seete. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 735 Or ellis

he moot telle his tale vntrewe Or feyne thyngor fynde wordes
newe. <:i6oo Shaks. Sonn, Ixxii, Least your true loue may
seeiue falce in this. That you for loue speake well of me
vntrue. X622 J, Taylor (Water P.) Merr^'Fery-iy/urry
I'oy. Wks. (1630) 13/1 Some fooles would say I flatter'd*

spake vntrue.

tUntrue'ful,«, Obs. rare. [Un.'?.) Untruthful, false.

CX380 Wyclif Serm, Sel- Wks. I. 137 Wole Itou not be un-
trewful but trewe in bileve, 1491 Caxton Vitas I'atr. (W.
de W. 1495) I. Ixxviii, 120 1 Orygenes by his false doctryne
hadd gyuen many untruefuU techynges contrary to the holy
scrypture.

Untrue ness. [Un-Iis, Cf. OE. uti^eir^ozv-

uess.'] a. Unfaithfulness, b. Absence of trueness

or truth ; falsity, inexactness,

A xsoo Moral Ode 265 (Lamb. MS.), pa ]>e untrownesse
[z'.r, untrewnesse] duden Jwn \>e ho sculden bon holde. 1727
Bailey (vol. II), Fahucss, faUhood, untrueness. 1862 F.
Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 161 This untrueness does not
belong to the universe,..for the causes of thatuniverse. .are

free from all defect. t886 Huxley in Fortn, Rev. Dec 789
If there be gradations in untrueness.

Untraism. [f. Untkue a., after Truism.]
1. All untruth.

184s Q. Rev. LXXV, 115 This continual repetition of
amiable untruisms. 1857 Trollope Bare/tester T, vi, No
one but a preaching clergyman can revel in platitudes, tru-

isms, and untruisms; and yet receive.. the same respectful
demeanour.

2. That which is untrue.
x868 Visct. Strangford Select. (1869) 1. 188 This tiresome

literary trick of making an appeal.. to the genius of Un-
triiism.

Untru'ly, ort'z'. [OE. utiir^tnvHce (Un-1 11),
= MDu. ontrouweHke (obs, Du. oftirouweiijk)^

MHG. untriiiweliche., ON. utriiliga (MSw, otro^

lika, older Da. ulro/tg).}

fl. Unfaithfully, dishonestly
;
guilefully, treacher-

ously. Obs,



UNTEUM. 383 UNTRUTH.
C893 K, JEiFRF.D Oros. IV. V, § 5 Agothocles jedyde un«

treowlice wid hiene. 1303 R. Brunse Handl. Synne 1834
She . . here wedlak Ful falsly an on.truly brak. 1340 Aycfih,

44 Hiianne me heb ri^tuolle wy^tes and rijtuolie mtsures
and 7elle|> ontreweliche. ^ 1400 Destr. Troy 12074 Achilles

..with treson in t>e temple vntruly was slayn. 1444 Rolls

0/ Parit. V. 105 2 The Slayes and Yern therto beiangyng,
untruly were .. wrought, 1495 Act 11 Hen. F//, c. 24 § i

Jurrours untruly gevyng ther verdite. 1538-3 Act 24 Hen.
rjllf c. I § 1 Great multitude of Hydes . . is vnlruely in-

sufficiently and deceyvably tanned, a 1548 Hall Chroit.^

Hen. /',78 b. Ye..ought to hauekept your faith and promise,
whiche you haue vnlruly and vnhonestly broken.

2. Incorrectly, falst-ly,

ctifio Wyclif IV/is, (1S80) 430 For t>anne. .goddis lawe
shulde be vntrcweliere knowun bot>e bi clerkis & hi comyns.
^ '394 ^' fl- Crede 312 pere we lengeden full longe . . For-to
all ^is freren folke weren founded in townes, And tau^ten
vntrulie. 14x5 Paston Lett. I. 19 Johne Wortes, that.,
affermith hym untrewely to be my cousyn. c 1449 Pecock
Kepr, Pro!. 4 Whiche summe of the comoun peple vnwijsly
and vntreuli iugen and condempnen to be yuele. ?aiS33
Frith Another Bk. agsi, Rosteil C viij b, Now are we come
to the fourth erroure where Rastel vntrulye reporteth on me
(etc.). IS75» FuLKE Heskins' Pari. 438 He would get credite

to that whiche is vntruely ascribed to Saint lames. 1625
Donne ^>r/;;. (1640) 26 It is. .dangerously said, ..that it is

not absurd to say . . that God does sometimes speake untruly.

1839 Hallam Hi<tt. /,;'/. II. cvi. g 8 It was said foolishly..

of Shakspeare, and we may be sure untruly, that he never
blotted a line. 1864 Pusfy Led. Daniel 122 They allege,

even untruly, that he copied the prayer of Nehemiab.
3. Inexactly; not in a trne course.

1844 Mardon Billiards 107, I cannot recollect a single

instance of the balls having run untruly.

t Untrum, v. : see Ux-i 14.

t Untru'm, a. Obs, Also4ontrom. [OE., f.

nn- U.v- 1 7 + tntm strong.] a. Weak, ailing, ill.

(tSjs Vesp. Ps. civ. 37 [God] utalaedde hie in seolfre &
golde& ne wes in cyn neara untrum. cqoo tr. Baeda's Hist,

IV, xxiv. 346 Waes \>mT in neawcste untrumra monna hus.

971 Blickl. Horn. 217 J>a wearS he untruia on feforadle.

axaoo St. Marker. 2a pa..tuhen aile to hire bodi Jw un-
trume weren, and hefden hare heale.

b. Diffident, hesitating.

tf 13x5 Shoreham Poems i. 595 panne au^te we wel aryjt

to be To fange hym on.tromme.

t TTntrumness. Obs. [OE., f. prec Cf.

Ux-l 12.] Weakness, infirmity; ill-health.

C897 K. Jr^LFBEO Gregory^s Past. C, liv. 423 ForSaem wa;s
sanctus Paulus ^ecostod mid his modes untrumnesse. c xooo
AgStGosp. Matt.viii. 17 Heonfengureunlrumnessa. aiiaa
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1043, Be J>es cynges selaefan,

.

for \i\% myceire untrumnysse. f isoo Ormin 5379 Forr to

takenn hacle att himm Off iwhiilc unntrummnesse. Ibid,

18329 Ice amm i me sellfenn wac & full off unntrummnesse.

Untru'mpeted, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) t»77S Ash.] 1861

Rrade Cloister ^ Heartk i, The strange history of a pair,

who lived untrumpeted, and died unsung. 1864 £. Sargent
Peculiar III. 298 The important and hazardous though
untrumpeted labours of a scout. Untru'nkcd, ppl. a.

(Un-' 5,3.) X58S Stanyhubst ^neidw. (Arb.)63 Atleingth
with rounsefal, from stock vntruncked, yt harssheth.

Uutmss, V, [Un-2 4 b.]

1. irapts. To free from a pack or burden, rare.

1390 GowER Conf. II. 294 With this worde his Asse anon
He let untrus^. CX430 Pilgr. Lyf Matchode 11, xlvii. (1869)

94 Whan vntrussed thus j wis, j was rauJshed in to the ayr
an hygh, c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 484
There he saw the goodly yong squyers vntrussing of their

somers & cariages. 1598 Florio, S/ardellare^ . . to vntrusse,

or disburthen.

2. To unfasten or undo (a pack, etc.) ; to remove
or free from some fastening.

CX400 Pilgr. So7vU (Caxton, 1483) 11. xlv. 51 He vntrussed

my fardel, and soone was I taught that sooth was that he
seyde. 1570 Googe Pop. Kzngd. iv, 56 The Pedler doth
bis packe vntrusse, the Host his pots doth fill. 1600 in

Swayne Sarnm Churchiv, Ace. (1896) 14S Laliorer to vn-

trusse the bels, 6d. 1777 Sheridan Trip Scarh. v. ii, Now
..that I am untrussed [ =set free), give me leave to thank
thee for the very extraordinary reception I have met with.

b, fig. To put off, discard,

1608 Chapman Byron's Consp. iii. iii. Be free, all worthy
spirits, And stretch yourselves for greatness.., Untruss your
slaveries.

3. To undo, unfasten (a 'point' of a garment).

In later use chiefly allnsivply (seequot. 1721). Obs.

exc. Hist.

1577 y^ou-Asw^n Hist. Eng. I. 8/2 He was slain .. by one of
his own soldiors, as he was about to vntniss« his pointer:.

1614 SvLVi-:sTEK Bethulias Rescue 11. 78 For.. while hee
plyes T* untrusse his Points, [he] them (fumbling I faster tyes.

x6ai Mabbe tr. AlemaiCs Guzman d'Alf. 11. 356 One of the

Souldiers was going to vntrusse a point. 1721 Bailey,

To untruss a Point, i.e. to unbutton one's Breeches in

order to ease his Body. X727 Somervillk Fables^ Welsh-
7nan ^ Fly, A noisy fly . . perch'd upon his worship's

crown;.. his skin he tore, And stuff'd himself with human
gore. At last, in manners to excel, Untru&s'd a point, some
authors tell. 1739 [see Point sb.^ B. 5]. 1796 Grose's

Diet. Vulgar T. s.v. 1837 Barham Ingol.^ ^'^?'. * ^.''O*

Dolphin^ The Clerk of Chatham was untrussing his points

preparatory to .seeking his truckle-bed.

b. In fig. contexts.

X591 Lvi.y F-ndym. in. iii, Loue..kept such a tumbling in

his bodie, that he was glad to vntrusse the poynts of his

hart. i6»a Dfkker Virg. Martir 11. i, Vntrusse the Cod-
peece point of our reward. 1891 Meredith One 0/ our
Conq, xiii. Lawyers can be brought to untruss a point over

a cup of claret.

O. ahsol. To unfasten one's points ; to undo
one*s dress {spec, one's lower garments).

59* Nashe p. Penilesse D iv b, Off with thy gowne and
ynlrusse, for 1 ineane to lash thee mightily. X604 £. Gbim*

STONE Siege Ostend 67 Making a sbewe as if hee went to
vntrusse. 1648 Herrick Hes/>er., Upon Pagget^ Untrusse,
his Master bade him ; and that word Made him take up his

shirt. A 1683 Oldham Rem. (1684) 123, I mu?;t beg my
Reader's Distance: as if I were going to Untruss. X70S
HicKERiNGiLL PHest-cr. 11. vi. 57 To do which Business,
they untrussed, and strip t themselves, 1837 Barham Ingot.

\

Leg. I. Leech (1905) 84 Now strip thee. Master Marsh, and
that quickly: untruss, I say !

trans/. 16^ W. M. IVandering yeiu 19 His breeches if 1

hee takes wide strides, will untrusse of themselves.

4. To undo or unfasten the garments of (a person) ; !

to assist in undressing. Also refi.
\

a 1625 Fletcher Elder Brother iv. iv. Well done, give '

me my night-cap. So. Quick, quick, untruss me. 1786 tr.

Beck/Orel's Vathek 99 [He] had untrussed himself to eat with
greater advantage. 1809 Mai.kis Gil Bias x. ix. p 11 They
also undressed Beatrice and Scipio, who.. gravely allowed

1

themselves to be untrussed. 1861 Rkade Cloister 15- H, Iv,
j

Soon he bade me untruss him, for he felt sadly.
|

fS.y?^. a. To expose, disclose, reveal. Obs.
,

1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood iv. 63 Who nomin- !

ates his Bread and Cheese a name, (That doth vntrusse the
nature of the same). x6ox B, Jonson Poetaster v. iii, Our '

Muse is in mind for thVntrussing a poet. 1651 Cleveland
Poems 20 Yet here's not all, I cannot half untruss &c. it's so '

abominous.
|

t b. To take apart, dissect, disintegrate. Obs,
\

a x6i8 J. Davies (Heref.) IVitte's Pilgr. Wks. (Grosart) II.
;

37/1 Then, to vntrusse him. .Whose Muse hath power to
vntrusse what not? Wasa vainecast. 1645 Milton Co/ast.

16 But hee goes on to untruss my Arguments, imagining
them his Mai-sters points. 1651 Clf.veland Poems 20 Scatter

1

th* accumulative King ; untruss That five-fold fiend. >

Untru'ssed, ///. a. [Un-I 8, or f. prec]

+ 1. Unburdened. Obs.™^
a laas '^ncr. R. 350 peo men t>et. .go3 untrussed Uhte ase

|

pilegrimes touward heouene.

t 2. Untressed ; loose. Obs.
\

c 1400 [see Untressed///. a.\ 1494 Lydgaie's Bochas vi. '

Prol. 32 Hir here vntrussyd [^.S'^". vntressid, -ed] harde
]

sharpe and horryble. a 1529 Skelton E. Rumniyng 147
Theyr lockes about theyr face, Theyr tresses vntrust. 1587
Tl'RBERV. Trag. 7'. (1837) 3oUntrustherhairehoongrounde
about her head. x6oo Fairfax Tasso xviii. xxvii. 320 The

,

Dryads. .Whose armes, halfe naked ; lockes vntrussed bee.

3. Having the garments unfastened or undone.
X54^ Phaer Regim, Ly/e (1553) I iiij, Ye ought, .to lette

your backe be vntrussed in the sommer. 1596 Lodge Wits
Misery (Hunter. Cl.) IV. 69 His common course is to go
alwaies vntrust, except when his shirt is a washing. 1607,

1647 [see Ungabtebed 1]. 165a Benlowes Theop/i, xl iv,

All nis clothes so loosely spread. He's so untrust,asif it were
not long to bed, 1822 Scott Nigel v, Three or four pages
in the royal livery, but untrussed, unliuttoned. 1829^. Re^'.

XXXIX. 106 The poor boy who.. has stood untrussed and
trembling before him.

t b. Of points : Unfastened, Obs.
\

lifiq Greene Spau. Masqnerado Wks. (Grosart) V. 244 '

H is cappe pulde ouer his eies, and his pointes vntrust. x6i6
\

R. C. Tiiues' Whistle v. 2135 Old i\Ionsier Grey-beard with
your poynts vntrust.

4. Not trussed for cooking.
1846 SovER Cookery 217 Have four spring chickens un-

;

trussed.

Untru'sser, [f. Untrusse. 5,] tA severe critic. iS99 i

B. Jonson £>. Man out 0/ Hum. ii. i. Eiijb, Welcome
gentlemen: and how doest thou, thou Grand Scourge, or '

Second Vntrusse \sic\ of the time? 1601 — Poetaster v. iii,

Ambitiously affecting the title of the vntrussers, or whippers
of the age. H-id. To Rdr. 141 Pol. Will you not answere

.

then the libells? Avt. No. Pol. Nor the vntrussers?
i

Untru'ssing, vbl. sb, [f. Umtruss v."] The
!

action of the vb,, chiefly in fig. senses.

*597 R^l"f'» ff- Parnass. 11. i. 763 One that will give his !

scholler leave to prove as verie a dunce as his fatlier and
nere commaunde the untrussinge of his points. x6oi B.

Jonson Poetaster iv. vii, Come, wee'll goe see how forward
,

our iourney.man is toward the vntrussing of him. 1602 '

Dekker {title), Satiro-Mastix, or, the Untrussing of the

Humorous Poet. 1603 Skaks. Meas. /or M. \\\. ii. 190
Marrie this Claudio is condemned for vntrussing.

Untrust, ^i''. [Un-1 12. Cf. Wantrust.]
1. Unbelief, distrust Now rare.

a I2SS Ancr. R, 332 peos two un3eawes, untrust and ouer-

trust, beoS |?cs deofles tristren. 1382 Wyclif Rom, iv. 20

In the byheeste of God he doutide not with vntrust. X390

GowER Con/. Ii. 147 This fievereof Jelousie Somdel, .grow-
eth of sotie. Of love, and somdiel of untrust. 1421-3 Hoc-
CLEVE Dialog 336 l-rendshipes lawe nat worth wer a myte.
If J>at vntrust vn-to it wer annexid ; Vntrust hath many
a wight ful sore vexid. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soa) 153
Alas ! . . For my grett dowtli and fals beleve, . . My fals vn-

trost hath wrought myscheve 1 X581 Howell Devises M j,

Condemde thou art for thine vntruste. 1890 J. Pulsford
Loyalty to Christ I. 152 We should linger over the words

,

* Our Father ', till nothing of doubt, or untrust, remains,

t 2. Untrustworthiness, Obs,

1430-40 Lydg, Bochas Prologue 429 To shewe tbun-

trust off al worldli thyng. 1563 ^^rr. Mag, X ii. Of my
death let . . princes wete The worldes vntrust, that they there-

by be taught. 1579 Hake Nerves out o/Poiules (1872) H iij,

Suche is the vntruste that is in man, moe men can speake
plausibly in time of good happe,. .then [etc.].

t ITntrust, v. Obs.—^ [Un-1 14.] inlr. To have
no confidence ; to he in despair.

rtiJiS/Jwcr. R. 332 Dred wiftuten hope makeS mon un-
tnisten, and hoi>e wi3ute dred make3 ouertrusten.

Untru'stable, a. (Un-* 7 b.) 1863 Kingsley Water.
Bab. iii. 118 Dennis will look up at you with his.. good-
natured Lintrustable Irish grey eye.

Untrn-sted, ///. a, (Un-i 8.)

155a Hui.oET, Vnun^itdtPer^fidus, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
iiL xix, I could wish my faith untried, and my counsell un-
trusted. CX710 Congreve 0/ Pleasing 13 Ihe untrusted

wretch to secresy pretends, Whispering his nothing round
to all as friends, a 1750 A. HiLL Pictit7-e of Lot>e 41 Curb
your untrusted hearts while yet they're free. X796 Mme.
D'.Arisi.ay Camilla IV, 389 Even hei beloved sister, .is un-
trusted.

Untru'stful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1569 Prkston Cavtbyses Cj b,

Untrustfuli traitor iind corrupt Judge, how likest thou this
coinplaint? 1829 Scott Anne o/G. xxviii, The untried and
untiustful services of those, whom we have only known as
..malignant neighbours.

t Untrustiness. Obs: [f. Untuusty «.] Un-
faitiifuliies^. (Common c 1545-1625.)
1526 Pilgr. Per/. <W. de W. 1531) no These be yo vices,

. . Sleyghtnesse or deceyte, . . Vntrustynesse or Vn^ecretnesse.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. /F, 232 Such is the end of vn-
trustynes & promisbrekyng. 1614 R. Harris Samuels
Funcrall (1618) 16 Ah our idlenesse and vntrustines ! and
all. 168s Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Rom. iii. 4 All [shall] be
silenced that daie accuse him of untrustiness or lying.

tUntru'sting, 7VV. sh. (Un.' 13.) c t^^o ya cob's Well
294 pe synnes of ]>e herte am Hse:. .vntrustynge, wrong
wenyng, foly loue [etc. J. Untru'sting, /;*/. a. (Un.' 10.)

1861 [H. S. Cunningham] Wheat ^ Tares 364 She had been
suspicious, untrusting, ungenerous. tUntru'stly, adv.
Obs.~^ [Un-' II.] Unfaithfully', unreliably. ci^^Promp.
Pan'. 368/1 On-trostly {P. onlruly.or ontrustly, iu/ideliter^

insecure).

Untru'stworthiuess. (Un^ 12. Cf. next.)

1808 liENiiiAM Sc. Reform gi The mass of evidence,, .the
comparative untrustworthiness of which is thus recognised,

1867 Freeman Nonn. Conq. I. ii. lo To show the untrust«

worthiness of the traditional account.

Untrustworthy, «. (Un-i 7.)

1846 Worcester (citing Ec. Rev.). 1853 Ri^skin Stones
Ven. III. il § 20 Knowledge is not only very often unneces*
•sary, but it is often untrustworthy. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 314 The Gauls, untrustworthy as ever—except
when led by Hannibal—were drawn up on a hill to the left.

Untrusty, rt. [Un-i 7.]

1. Untrustworthy, not to be trusted (to), unreli-

able: a. Of things.

1387 Trevisa JHgden (Rolls) III. 265 pe firsts tweie artes

beej» untrusty {L. errone,r]. 1^30-40 Lvug. Bochas i. 3026
So variable she [sc. Fortune] is in hir delites, Hir wheel vn-
trusti it frowardli meuyng. 1593 T. Lodge Phillis H 3 b,

'J'ongue vntrustie, subtil sighted, Wanton will, with change
delighted. 1609 Holland Amm. MarcelL 67 The residue

. .abandoning the Islands as an untrusiie place of defence.

1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xvii. 67 Relying on their own
strength, which never is more untrusty then when most
trusted. 1677 Gilpin Demonol. 58 Others.. maV.e them the

Effects of our untrusty and deceitful Senses. 1842 Manning
Serm. xvii. (1848) 253 It is a dubious and untrusty faith,.

.

which is reconcileable with an ambitious life. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv. 8 To bid them come aboard, and take

such rest As they might have of the untrusty sea.

b. Of persons.

1430-40 Lvjx;, Bochas via. xxv. 3000 His cosyn Modred,
vntrusti it vnstable. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 148/ 1 False, and
vntrosty, per/idus. « 1513 Kabvan Chron. (1516) 2ob/i
Edricus was. .vntrusty ;ind false of thought and promyse.

1542 Udall Erasvi. Apoph. 294 To mistruste an untrustie

persone, is a poincte of wysedome. 1597 J. Payne Royal
Exch. 14 The vntrustie that borrow moche, and repay..

little. 164a D. Rogers Naaman 435 Faithful! in ttie cheefe

treasure, and yet untrusty in the smaller. X691 K. Taylor
Behmen's Theos. Philos. 421 In Adam all Men became un-

trusty. 1846 \V. Cross Disruption xxix. The untrusty

domineering laun'-steward. 1876 Morris Sigurd iv. 327

She dwells with a folk untrusty and a king that knows not

ruth.

t2. Unfaithful io another. Obs.

1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices in. (1556) 142 How manye
mo, tninke ye, were vntrue, and vnti usty to that king. 1575
Gascoigne Glasse o/Govt. i. v, I was never yet untrusty to

any of you both. 1613 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 10 A
strong tneefe is be, that is vntrusty to him that trusteth him.

Uxitru'th, [OE. tintr^ow}^ unlriewf (Un-1
1 2), Cf. ON. lilrjfgdy also Untkoth, Wantruth.]

L Unfaithfulness; lack of fidelity, loyalty, or

honesty. Now arch, and rare.

C803 K. i^LFRED Oros. in. xi. §5 He.. him wende from

Antigones hamferelte micelra untreow3a. Ibid. iv. v. § 5.

aiiiz O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086, pa Dasnescan..

wurdon awende to Jjsere meste untriwSe. X340 Ayenh, 17

pe uerste boj of prede )?et is ontreuj^e. 1400 tr. Secreta

Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 62 Hold trewly \>y fayth hyght, fFor

euer moor to all vntreuthe folwys euyl ende. c-1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymim xvi.387 Be my suretees, I praye you,. .Ye

knowe that I dyde never vntrewth. 1559 Mii-r. Mag. C ij,

I through flattery abused his wanton youth, And his fonde

trust augmented my vntruth. 1593 Shaks. Rich. //, 11. ii.

joi, I would to heauen (So my vntrulb had not prouok'd

him toil) The King had cut oft my head.

x8s9 Tennyson Elaine 126 He never spake word of re-

proach to me, He never had a glimpse of mine untruth.

— Guinevere 537 Too wholly true to dream untruth in thee.

t2. Unbelief; lack of faith. Obs.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 45 He shal reprove )«
worldeofjwsynneofuntreute. Ibid. M, 20 Crist woundride

of his kyn, for >e untreuj^e >at Jwi hadden,

3. Falsehood, falsity.

1439 Cases be/ King's Council (Selden) 105 To sey the

playn trouth and nou5t to melle it with enyontrouih. X482

m Suttees Misc. (1B90) 40 To put down all falssett and un-

trewit. X559 Hp. Scot in Strype Ann. Re/.{i-jog) I. App. x.

32 Bringinge. .others from the trutheuntountruthe. X577-

82 Breton Toyes Idle Head Wks. (Grosart) I. 27/3 Such
youthes there are.. As with vntrueth their Ladies fancies

feede. 1587 Golding De Mornay Pref., Hut > et cannot any
vntruth preuayle.. against truth... For vntruth k contrary

to nature. x63a Lithgow Trav. i. 2 This stinging censure

of absurd vntrueth. X5r48 Richardson Clarissa III. 299
For bis boldness in hoping to make me. .testify to his great

untruth. 1843 Carlvlr Past ^ Pr. iir. i, A poor braggart

;

fast hastening to be a falsity and speaker of the Untruth.



UNTBTJTHEB. 384 UNTUTORED.
1873 Spencer Stud. Sociol. xi. (iS??) 265 Everyone discovers
the untruth of this assumption.

b. A falsehood ; a false or incorrect statement.

£1^49 Pecock Repr. in. xvii. 396 It is open that the ij

opiniouns, conclusiouns, and holdingis..ben errouris and
vntreiithis. 1565 Jkukl Reply Harding 554 Therefore M.
Harding concludeth this mater with twoo vntruethes bothe
togeather. 1585 in Cath. Rec, Soc. PuhL V, 109 He saythe
it is a great untruthe and cannot be prooved, 1634 Sir '1".

Herbert Trav. 2 All Trauellers are subject to imputations
of vntruths. 1631 Hobbes Leriaih. i. viii. 36 So singular

a truth (as they think it, though it be many times an untruth
they light on), a 1716 Blackali. ll'/cs. (1723) I. 23 A very
strange Paradox, or rather a most palpable Untruth. 1756
Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 144 The author of three letters, .is taken
into custody for the virulent abuse, and notorious untruths
they contain. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose ii, I would be
loath to reply to you with an untruth. 1863 P. Barry Dock-
yard Econ. 215 He.. asserts either an impudent or an
ignorant untruth.
Comb, 1799 SouTHEV DeviCs Walk liii, He is an untruth-

telling whoreson.

4. Inexactness.
1869 Rankine Machine <V Hand tools PI. H 9, The washers

have sufficient play. .to allow them to accommodate them-
selves to any untruth, .on the surface of the nut.

Hence Untrnther, one who ntters untruths.
X889 Jeromk Three Men in Boat vti, 'Vou are an un-

Iruther,' I replied, getting roused.

Untru'thfiu, o. [Un-i 7. Cf. Untrothful,]
•f-l. Unbelieving, infidel, Obs.

<^»37S Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. {Mnchor) 846 Dewenik can
to catnes pas, to folk \>aX t>an wntreuthtfult was. 1456 StR
G. Have Latv Arms (S.T.S.) 108 The traytouris untreuth-
fuU sais that the grete Cane is lord of all the warld.

2. Not truthful ; untrue.

[1847 Webster] 1854 Patmore Angel in Ho. i. viii. 5
The candid skies At our untruthful strangeness laugh'd.

1871 Jowett Plato 1 1. 20 As men become better such theories

appear more and more untruthful to them.

Hence tTntra thfally cuiv.^ Untratlifuluess.
[1847 Webster, *f/>//rM/A/w//j'.] 1879 Temple Bar Mag.

Sept. 45, *I am sorry', says Tremaine, untruthfully. 1830
Carlyle Misc. Ess. (1872) III. 53 But it always is our duly
..not to avoid unweddedness by ^untruthfulness. 1863
Manskl Lett., Led., etc. (1873) 239 The glaring untruthful-

ness and incongruity of the story.

UntU'Ck, ^. [Un-2 3.] trans. To undo or free

from being tucked up.
x6ix CoTGR., Destrousser^ to vntrusse, vntucke. 1765

Stersr Tr. Sluutdy vni. Ix, When Bridget untucked the
feet of the bed. i8S7 J- G. Wood Com. Obj. Seashore 67 In
due time it untucks itself, and tosses away the indigestible

portions of its food. 1882 Blacktu. Mag. July 15/1 With a
dignified gesture he untucked his legs from under him.

Untuxked, /»^/. fl. [Un-18 + Tuckz;.i] a. Of
cloth : Not stretched or tentered. b. Not tucked
up : loose.

1467 Rolls ofParlt, V. 621 To bie rawe Clothes, untoked
and unfulled. 1593-3 Act 35 Eliz. c. 10 § i Eyche Kersey
..beinge rawe, unscowred, untucked, and unwett. 1597
Shaks. Loz>er's Covipl. 31 Her haire nor loose nor ti'd in

formall plat, . . For some vntuck'd, descended her sheu'd hat.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 536 Another, ungirded, or untucked,
called Ortliostndes, or streight robes.

Untu*ckered, a. (UN-*g.) 1713 Addison Guardian
No. 109 P5 Pne of those Uniuckered Ladies whom you
were so sharp upon on Monday wa.s sennight Ibid, No. 140
PI The attacks he has made on the untuckered stays and
short petticoat. Untu'fted, ppl. a. (Un-' 8, 9.) 187a
CouES .V. Amer. Birds 206 Very small; head untufted,

tXntu-mbled, /•//.«!. (Un-i 8.)

1675 Wycherley Country Wife v. gi Women of quality,
like the richest Stuffs, lie untumbled and unask'd for, 1781
Gentl. Mag. LI. 616 The ocean [was] left in an easy un-
tumbled bed. i8ig Bvron yuan 11. clxxxi, The sands un-
tumbled, the blue waves untost.

Untumu'ltuated,;^/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1659 Gauden 7V«rj
Ch. 107 They were left to their free votes and untumultuated
suffrages.

Untumultuous, «. (Un-1 7.)
1741 Lady Hartford Lett. (1805) III. 1^3 Necessitated

to see nothing but what offers itself to me in the most easy
and untumultuous manner. vfi/S Francis the PhilanthrO'
pist I. 23 Tasting the untumultuous enjoyments of rational
society. ?i8i8 Keats Ep. to Reynolds gi An untumultuous
fringe of silver foam. 1897 F. Thompson iV^w Poems 16 In
skies that no man sees to move Lurk untumultuous vortices
of power.

Untunable, a. [Un-i 7 b.]

1. Not tuneful ; unmelodious, inharmonious,
harsh-sonnding.

154s Elyot, Absonus voce, he that hath an vntunable
voyce. 1569 Sanford Agrippa 185 b, The vnpleasaunte and
vntunable roringe of .Asses. 1595 Spenser Col. Clout 374
Or be the shepheards which do serue her laesie, ..Or be
their pipes vntunable and craesie. 1655 tr, Sorets Com.
Hist. Francion \v, 11 The most untunable musick in the
world. 1688 in Wood Life (O.H.-S.) Ill, 274 A boy. .with
a cat under his coat.. made her make.. an untunable noise.

1748 Melmoth Fitzosborne Lett. Vix. (1740) II. i.x>l It] might
proljably give musick to those lines in Horace, which now
seem so untuneable. 1796 Burnev Mem. Metastasio III.

307 Constructed in measures wholly untuneable. 1841
D Israeli Afnen. Lit. 1. 100 The Normans could not endure
the Saxons* untunable consonants. 1887 W. G. Paujrave
Ulysses 34 The four church bells.. have been ringing a very
hospitable, though untuneable, peal.

b. fig. or in fig. context.

1S91 Shaks. Tito Gent. iii. l 208 In dumbe silence will I

bury mine \sc. news], For they are harsh, vn-tuneable, and
bad. 1599 Sandys EuroSse Spec. (1605) B2b, I will not
heere warble long vpon this vntuneable harsh string. x6io
P. HoLuiND Camden's Brit. 1. 8 It is wholly patched up
of untuneable discords and jarring absurdities. 1645 [see
Unatonable i]. x66i J. Stephkns Procurations 129 That

which., in him., seemelh., untunable and out of square and
friendly compa.sse.

2. Incapable of l^eing tuned.
1801 Uusby Did, Mus. s.v.

3. Not appreciative of music.
1851 Keble Occas. Papers l^ Rev, (1877) 251 The colours

are spread before the blind ; the music falls on untunable
ears.

Hence Untn-nableness.
161X CoTGR., Desaccord^ a jarre, discord, untuneablenesse.

1659 H. More Immort. Soul in. ix. 420 The tenderer Ear
cannot but feel..some harshness and untunableness or other,

in the best consorts of Musical Instruments and Voices.

1691 NoRRis Pract. Disc, -zij As the untunableness of one
or two Instruments di.s-recommends the whole Musical Con-
sort. 1756 J. Warton Ess. on Pope I. ii. 65 The harshness
and -untuneahleness of modern languages. 1832 Westni.
Rev. Oct. 357 An age which finds beauties in untuneahleness,
and believes exact intonation would be an evil and a loss.

Untu'nably,^?'. [Un-1 ii,] Unmelodiously,
inharmoniously.
1504 in A rchiv Stud. nett. Spr, CXX. 423 A harpe gewythe

sownd as yt ys set : U'he harper may wreste vntvnahly. 1564

J. Rastell Confiit. JeivelCs Serm. 11 1 b, This would sound
. . VIItuneabite, 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. \. 131 A Poet
. .sung not untunably in this maner. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto s Trav. Ixxiii, 301 They fell to playing on divers
instruments. ., though very barbarously and untunably.
tUntU'ne, jZ-. Obs.-'^ [Un-' 12.] Ihe .st.ate of being out

of sorts. 1603 Florio Montaigne \\\, xiii. 646 Men. .much
troubled and vexed with their bellies untune and disorder.

Untune, v. [Un-S 4.]
1. trans. To put out of tune; to render inhar-

monious. Freq. in fig. context.

1598 Florio, Distonare, to vntune. i6oa ind Pt. Return
Parnass, v. i. 1996 The cold of wo hath quite vntun'd my
voyce.

^ 1643 Hf.rle Answ. Ferne 15 There would be a dis*

continuity in the whole, enough to.. untune the Organ of
the Creation. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 135 Pg We have
drawn two Words into one, which has likewise verj' much
untuned our Language. 1743 in Mem. Eliz. Carter (i3o8)

II. 55 When. .The last dread thunders.. Untune the concord
of the spheres. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. vin. 45 The drum's
rude clang, the war wolf's hideous how], . . Untuned the harp
for all but misery's pains. 1856 C. Reade Never too late

HI. T06 The quail['s], .Crake !—crake !—crake ! untuning
the night. 1876 Swinburne Erechtheus 1741 Never tear

Shall stain for shame nor groan untune the song.

refl. A1661 HoLVDAV Juvenal {i6yi) To Rdr., Certainly I

believe he [sc. Horace] injuriously untun'd himself in his

fall from the ode to the satyre,

b. fig. To disorder ; to discompose ; to render

unapt or averse to (something).
1638 N, Whiting Albino ^ Bellama 343 Madam, what

passion does untune your mind ? a 1657 R. Loveday Lett.

(1659) 199 The continuance of my trouble . . does often untune
and discompose my soul. 1697 Drvden Virg. Past. ix. 71
Cares and Time Change all things, and untune my Soul to
Rhyme. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xiv. iig Do we not
see in most collections that much time disunites, untunes,
blackens, and by degrees destroys even the best preserved
pictures. 1798 BLOOMFiELn Farmer's Boy, Autumn 228
Disappointed hope untunes the Soul. 1822 Scott Halidon
Hill II. ii» Gordon. If music touch thee— Siuinton. It did,

before disasters had untuned me. i860 Emkrson Cond. Life
vii. 232 Despair is no muse, and untunes the active powers.

2. intr. To go out of tune. rare~'^,

1598 Florio, Discordare^ to disagree, to vntune, to con-
tend, to inrre.

1 3. absol. ? To relax, unbend. Obs.
1609 Everie Worn, in her Humor A 2 b. Come thou hast

bene a sinner: vnloade, discharge, vntune, confesse, is venus
dominatrix? art not in loue?

Untu'ned, ppL a, [Un-1 8, or f. Untune v^
1. Not tuned ; not made tuneful or melodious

;

also, rendered untuneful,
x^a Daniel Delia xxi, Vexing with vntun'd moane her

dainty eares. 1594 Shaks. Rich. II, i. ill. 134 Rouz'd vp
with boystrous vntun'd drummes. i6ia Chapman Rev.
Bussy (lAmbois i. i, The cities' bells Jangling together in

untun'd confusion. 1630 Drayton David ^ Goliah 294 The
harmony of the vntuned'st string Torments the spirit which
so torments the King. 1702 Pope Sappho 229 Untun'd my
lute, and silent is my lyre. 1733 Satirist q. For Sat'rists

write in so untun'd a Strain, Thy claim no Title to th' har-

monious Train. 1773 J. Herrirs Elem. Speech 53 A string

in an instrument broken or untuned.
transf. 1590 Shaks. Com, Err. v. i. 310 That heere my

onely sonne Knowes not my feeble key of vntun'd cares.

c 1626 Bosworth To Fairest Lady 5 O that it might have
been While she had liv'd, and had my verses seen, Before
sad cries deafd my untuned ears.

_
1684 EAiiL Roscom. Ess.

Transl. Verse 3^7, I lose my Patience, when, with Sawcy
Pride, By untun d Ears I hear His Numbers try'd.

b. Not furnished with a tune.

1853 Reade Chr. Johftstone 69 The Newhaven men.. are
agreed that this song lifts them through more work than
untuned fishermen can manage.
% fig. Not brought into, put out of, a state of
harmony or concord ; disordered.
1602 2nd Pt, Ret.fr, Parnass. v. i. 1986 With vntaught

hand, and with vntuned hart. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche
xvn. V, .At the first, . . when in th* untuned Deep Each Thing
was wroth and snarled with his brother. 1687 DeatlCs
Vision V, The Intellective, Vital Flame.. Is Thoughtless
struck, and Dies By the Untun'd Contexture of the Un-
thinking Frame ! 1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 65 Mr.
Tyrrel would have gone also; his mind was untuned. 1805
Wordsw. Prelude iv. 145 For cold and raw the air was, and
untuned. 1834 Macaulav Ess. Pitt f 27 When his mind
was untuned.

Untu'nefol, «. (Un-1 7.)

1709 Brit. Af>ollo No. 9. 3 'a My Voice is so Hoarse and
Untuneful. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy iv. Slawkenb. T.^
Harsh and untuneful are the notes of love. Unless my Julia
strikes the key, 1803 Monthly Mag, XVI. 35 He had a

voice rough and untuneful. 1830 Tf.nnvson The Owl 11. 6
Her voice untuneful grown, Wears all day a fainter tone.
1890 Pall Mall G. 24 June z/3 Liszt's ambitious but untune-
ful. .Symphony.
Hence Untu'nefally adv.^ Untu'nefnlness.
i88x Athenmtm 25 June 840/2 So does he demonstrate

Byron's innate untunefulness. 1884 Manch. Exatn. 19 Feb,
5 2 A cold which causes a man to sing untunefully.

UntuTbaned, a. (Un-' 9.) 1801 Solthev Thalaha 11.

xxvii, Unturban'd and unsandal'd there, Abdaldar stood
l>efore the Flame. 1887 W. G. Palgrave Ulysses 14 Visited
by lurbaned and unturbaned pilgrims. UntUTbld^ a.
(Un-' 7.) 1820 Scorr Monast. ii, i he little brook, .danced
carelessly on from stream to pool, light and unturbid.
Untu-rf, V. (Un-2 4.) 1890 Nature 27 Nov. 80/1 A wild
hill-top . . had l>een unturfed, the turves and gorse being piled
in heaps. Untu'rn, r/. (Un-^ 3, 7.) 1816 Keats AV«;/.
tvhen L. Hunt left I'rison, Think you he naught but prison
walls did see, 'Jill, so unwilling, thou unturn'dst the key?
i8a5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic \io Ihen, unturning
thefinger.screw,..I released the screw (rom the wheel. Ibid.

^22 Screws., which are prevented from unturningby tighten-
ing the finger-nuts. Uritu*rnable,a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1847
Tennyson Princ. 11. 186 That iron will, That axetike edge
unturnable. 1891 H. Herman His Angel 14 Honesty,
sterling and unturnable, was emblazoned there.

Unturned,/'//, a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not turned over, round, away, etc,

c 1550 (see Stone sb. 16 c]. 1575 Gamm. Gurton i. iv. 12
So see in all the heaps of dust thou leave no straw vnturned.

166s R. Oliver in Karl Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 120, I will

leave no stone unturned, till I find out the root, from whence
those wicked branches grow, 1670 (see Stone sb, 16 c].

1760 Law Spir. Prayer 11. 79 Whilst man stood in his first

perfection, unturned from God. 1814 Monthly Mag.
XXXVIII. 438 Oft I took, and oft return'd This key, and
left the lock uiiturn'd. iSaa Bvron Vis. Judgem. Ixvii,

Behold a candidate with unlurn'd coat ! 1904 E. Rickert
Reaper 303 He wanted to see how much ground was un-
turned.

2. Not shaped by turning.

1816 J. Smith Panorajua Sci. ff Art I. 61 The part thus
left unturned may be cut off either in the lathe or afterwards.

2875 Carpentry ^ Join. 88 The head.. of the bed.. may be
made of unturned posts.

Unturning,/'//. a, [Un-1 io.]

L Not turning round ; not revolving.

5[59< [see Untransparent a.\

2. Not turning back or aside ; continuing in a
straight course ; undeviating.

1593 Q. Ei.iz. Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 93 Vf the euerlasting purenes
of Godes myndedoth prescribe an vnturning order of causes,
ci6n Chapman lliadxx. 254 The clamorous fray Calls out
a lion, . .and his abhorred view Turns headlong in unturning
flight (though vent'rous) al! the crew. x86a T. A. Thollope
Marietta iv, The long unturning path.

Untu'sked,a. (Un-' q.) iBsgAll Vear Round No. 32.

129 The untusked elephants of Ceylon have 'tusl^esV
Untu'telar, a. (Un-' 7.) 1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond.
2 .Men may see the dreadful effects of providence, uniutelar
to their acquisitions.

Untu-tored, ppl a. [Un- i 8.]

1. Uneducated, untaught ; simple, unsophisti-

cated ; + rude, boorish : a. Of persons,

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. v. 32 Vntutor'd Lad, thou art

too malapert. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartns 11. ii. Babylon
262 Un-toyld, un-tutord,. . We learn'd a language all men
understood. 1618 Fletcher Loyal Subj. iv. lii, We are two
simple maids, untutor'd here Sir. 1663 J . Spencer Prodigies
15 Those Secretaries of Nature, .fell under the hatred of the
untutor'd rabble. 17*5 Pope Odyss. i. 491 What God to your
untutor'd youth affords This headlong torrent of amazing
words? 1780 Bentham Princ. Legist, xviii. § 17 note. It is

not for this that the untutored many could have originally

submitted themselves to the dominion of the few, 1809-14
WoRDSw. Excurs. v. 840 I'he untutored bird may. .so con-
struct., her nest.. That the thorns wound her not. iSf^
Merivai.e Rom. Emp. Hi. VI. 66 [These] women.. were
exceptions to the mass of the untutored matrons of Rome.
1878 H. S. Palmer Sinai iv. 75 The superstitious and un«
tutored inhabitants of the Desert,

b. Of the mind, intellect, etc.

'S97 Pi^S^' to Pa*nassus 1. 9 Urge mee to advise youre
younge untutord thoughts. 1619 A. Newman Pleas. Vis.

(1840) 7 Vaine will vntam'd, vntutored. Left Reasons rule,

1693 Prior To Dr. Sfierlock 29 Thy even Ihoughts with so
much Plainness flow; Their Sense untutor'd Infancy may
know. 1731 Poi'E Ess. Man 1. 99 The poor Indian ! whose
untutor'd mind Sees God in cloud.s, or hears liim in the wind.
1784 CowPER Task w. 570 A relaxation of religion's hold
Upon the roving and untutor'd heart Soon follows. 1837
Disraeli Venetia 111. vii, Her unsophisticated and untutored
spirit. 1867 Pearson Hist. Eng. I. 15 Their wants were
still undeveloped, their taste untutored.

c. Of instruments (esp. pen or pencil).

161X Rich Honest. Age (Percy Soc) 7, I come not to im-
plore a Lawrell Crowne, Wherewith to decke my rude
untutred quill. 1613 J. Taylor (Water P.) Discov. by Sea
C 2 b, What my vntutor'd Pen cannot sufficiently commend,
I am forced with silence to ouer^sse. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) A6 b. This rough Draught of
my untutor'd Pencil. 1748 Anson^s Voy. in. viii, 380 Of so
little consequence are the most destructive arms in untutored
and unpractised hands. 1865 F. Parkman Champlain iv.

(1875) Z40 A scene oddly portrayed by the untutored pencil

of Champlain.
d. Of places or conditions.

1751 W. Whitehead Hymn to Nymph 312 Ev'n then, the
scene We now behold to such perfection wrought, Charm'd
with untutor'd wildness. 1760 W. Smith Disc. PublicOccas.
(1762) 119 The Propagation of Christ's religion throui^h the
untutored parts of the earth. 1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla
V, 204 The children of untutored nature. 1809 Wordsw.
Poems Nat. Indep. ^ Liberty n. xiii, Is it among rude, un-
tutored Dales.. only, that the heart is true? xV^ Cornit.
Mag. Jan. 39 A camping-out expedition in the untutored
woodlands.



ITNTWIGHT.

2. Not produced or formed as the result of educa-

tion or training; not improved by instruction.

1593 Shaks. Lucr, Ded., The worth of my vntutord Lines.

1644 Milton Educ. 2 Besides the ill habit which they get

of wretched barbarizing, .with their untutor'd Anglicisms.

1744 Akkn'side Pleas. Imag. i.J22 The gracious l*ower Who
first awakened my untutored song, x^ V,osv{Ki.h Corsica

iii (ed. 2) 196 Those heroes whose untutored patriotism had
shone with such lustre. 1788 Gibbon Decl. Sf F. xliv. IV.

334 The laws of marriage,, .the authority of parents,. .are

ascribed to the untutored wisdom of Romulus. 1810 Crabbe
Borough i. 122 We prune our hedges, prime our slender

trees, And nothing looks untutor'd and at ease. 1859 Jeph-
SON Brittany v, 61 The rough untutored vocal expression of

worship offered by a whole congregation. 1873 Symonds
Grk. Poets viii. 251 The peculiar glories of Aristophanes
style are its untutored beauties.

3. Not subject to a tutor or tutors.

1641 Milton Reform, ir. 7a Where under a free, and un-
tutor'd Monarch, the.. most prudent men.. have in their

power the siipreame. .determination of highest Affaires.

tTJntwight,/a./'//<?. Obs. [Uw-iSb. Phaer
also uses /w/^/// for 'touched*.] Untouched ; intact.

1558 Phaer ^neid i. B j, For her to him her father gaue
a virgyn yet ontwight. Ibid. 11. C iv b, Whiles yet hys
kingdom stood ontwight.

t Untwri-nd, z'. Obs. ran, [Un-S 3.] = next.

Hence Untwinding vht. sb.

f 1460 Promp, Parv. (Winch.) 323 On-wyyndyn or on-
twyndyn, destorgueo. a 1542 Wyatt Penit. Ps. xxxvii. 104
All wicked folk reversed shall untwind. 1593 Wvrlky
Armorie 34 Their linked chaines do hinde Bigge ships so
fast, they cannot soone vntwinde. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. /K,
II. iv. 213 Why then let. .gaping Wounds vntwin'd the Sisters

three. 1608 Machin Dumb Knt. 11, D 2 b, Euen with ease,

and gentle tangled knots, Thou shalt vntwind thy clew of
miseries. 1643 R. Carpenter Experience in. v. 47 The un*
twinding of my heart from all idle affection to these low base
thini;s of earth.

TTntwi'ne, v. [Un-.2 3. cf. WFris. onU^ un-
twinCt Du. onttivijiien^

1, trans. To untwist; to undo by tmtwisting or

disentangling. Freq. in fig. context.
CX407 LvDG. Reson if Sens. 1252 To shewen..How the

threde shal be vnlwyned Ofhir lyf. 1447 Bokenkam Seyntys
(Roxb.)43 0rthandeththethreeduntwyneOfoure fatal web,
1551 T. Wilson Logike B ij b, Knitting together true Argu.
mentes,andvutwiningallknottySubtiitees. 1577 Holinshed
Chron. I. Hist. Irel. 14/1 This knotte (saith our Authour)
might be vntwyned with more facilitie thus. 1601 Campiom
Bk, o/Ayres ii. ix. 6 The sprites. .Affect for pastime to vn«
twine her tressed haire. a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. nr. (1673)

24 Idleness, Fulness, and Lust, they are a three-fold cord,

twisted by the devil, and hardly untwined and severed by
any man. a 1687 Waller Thyrsis^ Galatea 41 Since the
Sisters did so soon untwine So fair a thread, I'll strive to

piece the line. 1793 Burns '(7 Poortith cau/d' i, O why
should Fate sic pleasure have, Life's dearest bands untwin-
ing? 1813 Scott Rokehy 111. xxii, On his sad brow nor mirth
nor wine Could e'er one wrinkled knot untwine. 1847 J,
Martineau Chr. Life 347 Philosophy.. endeavours to un-
twine the finished web of thought.

\y, fi^. To dissolve, undo, destroy.

13.. E. E. Ailit. P. B. 757 'What for twenty,' quoth J>«

tolke, ' vntwynez ^ou hem ^enne? ' a 1470 Harding Chron.
Lxxiii. v. With boost full great of Britons. .On Douglas water
the Saxons he did vntwine. isasSkELTON Car/. Z-a/^rt-/ 1445
This goodly flowre with stormis was vntwynde. a 1529— P^
Sparowe 282 O cat . . , The fynde was in thy mynde Whan thou
my byrde untwynde. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 274 b.

So did also the frendshyp,.not a litle greue you and full

ofte haue assayed that the same might be vntwyned. 1594
Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits 322 At the instant when he
be^inneth to be shaped, he likewise beginneth to be vn-

twined. i6«s Quarles Sion's Sonn. ix. i The world cannot
vntwine The joyful! vnion of His heart, and Mine, 1718
Pope Uiad xvi. 950 There ends thy glory 1 there the fates

untwine The last, black remnant of so bright a line.

2, To detach, remove, release, extract, by un-

twisting. Alsoyf^.
a 1568 Ascham SchaUm, i. (Arb.) 75 Whom all the Siren

songesof Italie could neuer vntwyne from the maste of Gods
word. 1581 Stanvhurst yEneis iv. (.\rb.) 108 When death
hath vntwtned my soule from carcas his holding. 1600
Fairfax Tasso xx. cxxx. His strong arme . . She would haue
thrust away, Iws'd, and vnlwin'd. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii.

59 Let the stinking-EIder (Greefe) vntwine His perishing
roole with the encreasing Vine. 1799 Sheridan Pizarro i,

t. He sued to .. untwine the sword from my determined
grasp. 1841 Browning Pippa Introd. 199 Untwine me from
the mass Of deeds which make up life, 1846 Landor /»m^.
Conv. Wks. II. 46/2 Some privy councillor, .come to untwine
and wheedle your secrets out of you.

3, intr. To become untwisted or undone.
159a Arden ofFeroerskam iv. iv. 80 What, so familiare?..

Vntwyne those armes. Ales. 1, with a sugred kisse let them
vntwine. 1644 Milton /)iWrrtf (ed. 2) vi, 14 For strait, .his

silk'n brcades untwine, and slip their knots. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust II. III. 266 Soon shall, I fear me, The sweet bond
untwine !

Hence XXntwi'ningz'^/. sb.

tSp Holinshed Chron. I. Hist. Irel. i b, And that our
Irishe hystoric.yeeldeth al these commodities, I trust
the indifferent reader, vpon the vntwyning thereof, will not
denie. 1616 Bacon Sylva % 494 Which is caused by the un-
twining of the Beard by the Moisture, 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. III. 177 Our thread by often untwining broke it self.

Untwi'neable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) 1609 J. Melton Sixefold
Politician v. ^^ That damnable and vntwineable traine and
owsell of perdition, \t^^ J. Moore Mappe Mans Moit. iii.

viii. 234 The most strong and vntwineable cable. Un-
twi'ned, /*//. a. (Un.' 8, or f. Untwinsz',) 1649 Lovelace
Lucnsta, A Forsaken Lady v, Must we.. Be dragg'd on
still By ihe weakc Cordage of your untwin'd will ? Un-
twinkling, ///.a. (Un-' 10.) 1880 Agnes Giberne 5w«,
Moon Sr Stars 175 A brilliant untwinkling star.Hke form.
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tUntwi'nned, />/.«.» Obs.-^ [Un-' 8.J Unparted, un-
divided. C1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) i V« blyssed
Trinitee In o substaunce vntwynned. Untwi'nned, ppl,
a.^ IUn-' 8.J Cryst. Not furnished with a twin. 1879
Rutlev Stud. Rocks x. 97 Untwinned crystals (of albite] are
rare. 1888 — Rockforming Min. 227. UntwiTl, v.
(Un-' 3.) a 1703 Wallis in Greenwood Eng. Gram. (1711)
283 Untwirling the twine that intwisteth between. Un-
twi*st,j^. [UN.23,8.] A reversive twist. \Z% Telegr. Jml.
26 April 467/2 Each coil of the cable . . as it comes out receives
a twist in the opposite direction, or 'untwist'.

Untwi'St, V. [Un-2 3 and 7.]
L trans. To restore from a twisted state ; to un-

twine. Also in fig. context,

1538 Elyot, Retexo, to vntwyste. 1587 Greene Penelope's
Web Wks. (Grosart) V. 151 A shift to make her work end-
lesse, by vntwistingas much in the night as she woue in the
day. c 1590 L. Brvskett Mouritin^ Muse 148 Which made
them eftsoones feare the daies of Pirrha shold.. their fatall
threds vntwist. i6a6 Jackson Creed \\\\. x. § i The Sonne
of God.. began to untwist that triple cord, wherewith our
first parents . . were bound b>^ Satan. 1632 M ilton L'A llegro

143 Untwisting all the chains that ty The hidden soul of
hamony. 1700 Drvden Ovid^ Pythagorean Philos. 381
Restless they soon untwist the Web they spun. 1731 Swift
Nymph going to Bed 19 She. .Untwists a wire, and from her
gums A set of teeth completely comes. 1760 R. Brown
CompL Farmer 11, 68 Hempen ropes cut small and un-
twisted, are beneficial [as manure] for lands. 1823 J. Bad-
cock Dom. Amusem. 54 Hop plants, growing round a pole
. . ; if you untwist any, and confine them in the contrary
direction, they die. <zi834 Coleridge Friend (1837) III.
213 Cutting the knot which it cannot untwist, i860 Gbo.
Eliot Mill on Fl. in. vi, Bob had drawn out. .[and began]
to untwist his canvas bag.
transf, 1834 Coleridge TahU'i. (1835) II, 295 A serpent

..makes a fulcrum of its own body, and seems for ever
twisting and untwisting its own strength.

b. Jig, and in fig, context. To dissolve, break
up, decompose.
1611 Speed Hist, Gt. Brit viu. vii. § 39. 408 The English

supposing; the Normans to have fled,, .began in eager pur-
suit carelesly to vntwist and display their ranckes. 1640
Sir J. Wray Speech in Rushworth Hist. Coll. (1692) I. 40
The Divisions of Great Britain have half untwisted our
Long Union, a 1644 Quarles Hierogtyphikes i. 21 Whose
errour-chacing beams.. untwist The clouds of ignorance.

"653 Jer. Taylor Serm. Year 1. xiii. #68 The faith of very
many men, seems a duty so weak.., is so often untwisted
by violence, or ravel'd and intangled in weak discourses.
I7a7 Thomson To Mem, Newton 08 Ev'n light itself. . Shone
undiscover'd, till his brighter mind Untwisted all the shining
robe of day. 1751 Warburton Pope's Wks. 1. 105 «(»^^,The
prismatic glass.. untwisting, by its obliquities, those threads
of li^ht. 1896 A. Austin EnglantCs Darling i. i, The out-
landish dogs.. Untwisting what he bound, and to their will
Enserfing all.

1 2. To disentangle by explanation or exposition

;

to expound, make plain. Obs,

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 5/2 This is tiie brief summe
of the holy fathers tradition, wbiche it is best to vntwist
more largely. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Magnif.
1314 Hee..at pleasure frees Such doubts, as. .might have
taskt, t' untwist, The Brachraan, Druide,andGymnosophist.
a 1625 Fletcher Woman Pleas'd v. i, Tis a Witch sure.

And by her means he came to untwist this Riddle. 1660
Jeh. Taylor Worthy Commun. Introd. 8 The Holy Com-
munion..is too much untwisted and nicely handled by the
writings of the Doctors. 1773 Toplady in Boswell Johnson
7 May^ You have untwisted this difficult subject with great
dexterity.

3. To loosen, detach, or set free, by untwining.

PMofig,
1637 S. Marmion Cupid ^ Psyche i. iii. 394 He took her

wrist, And wrung it hard, and did her hands untwist. 1638
SirT. Herbert yrrtz*. (ed. 2) 167 A raging storme. .separated
us; insomuch as we had hardly recovered our companies,
had not the..jingling of the Cammells bells revoked, yea
untwisted us out of these Caspian or Zagrian straits, a 1652
j. Smith Sel.Disc.'vt,^ Our souls,.. untwisting themselves
from all corporeal complications. 1692 Drvden Don Sebas*
tian III. I, Aim. How can we better dye than close embrac'd,
Sucking each others Souls while we expire?. .Emp. No I'll

untwist you: I have occa.=ion for your stay on Earth.

4. intr. To pass out of a twisted condition ; to

become untwined.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eug. Potsit HI. Xviil. I56, I Will Well

that ye wist, The thred is spon, that neuer shall vntwist
rtx'703 Wallis in Greenwood Eng. Gram. {171 1) 282 If

one of the twines of the twist do untwist, The twine that
untwisteth, untwisteth the twist. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Hygrometer^ The Cord or Gut twisting and untwisting.,
will indicate the Change of Moisture. 1786 Bonnvcastle
Astronomy xL 18^ As the thread untwists, the globe., will

turn round its axis. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
435 Either of the two palls x and j/ may . . prevent the strands
from untwisting. 1897 Grant Allen Type^writer Girl'i^

There.. you shall see spring buds untwisting.

y^^'. **S53 Js"' Taylor Serjtt.for Year i. ii, 22 His purposes
untwist as easily as the rude conjuncture of uncombining
cables. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 67 Sometimes the words
naturally fall asunder ;. .sometimes they untwist.

Hence Vntwist ppl, «., = Untwisted ppL a.2

1607 Marston What you ivill 11. i, My spirit is untwist;
My heart is raveld out in discontents. 1647 N. Ward Simple
Cobler 30 When States dishelv'd [ = dishevelled] are, and
lawes untwist. Wise men keep their tongues. 1651 Jer.
Taylor Serm. for Year 11. xv. 190 By little and little our
strongest resolutions be untwist, and crack in sunder.

Untwi'stable. a, (Un-> 7 b.) 18x6 Monthly Mag. X LI I.

521 The origin of the profoundest impressions, and the most
untwistable associations. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil,
1. 1. § 109 A perfectly flexible, untwistable cord.

Untwi'Sted,/'//. a.i [Un-1 8.] Not twisted

or twined.

1575 TuRSERV. Faulc&nrie 97 Threade it with untwisted

UNUNIPORMLY.
threade. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 323 Have you
forgotten, .how you broke away from us like the Philistine
from the untwisted flax ? 1865 Tvlor Early Hist. Man. vii.

188 The warp consists of strands of un-twisted fibre. 1866
R. M. Fergiison Electr.11 A magnetic bar, suspended by.,
a few untwisted filaments of cocoon silk.

Untwi'sted, /»//. a.^ [f. Untwist v."] Taken
out of a twisted state.

1611 Florio, Sflaccio, ofcame of vntwisted ropes, 1629
Ford Lovers Melancholy iv. 59 If the Fates Haue spun my
thred and my spent clue of life Be now vntwisted, ? 1738
Warburton Div. Legal, ji. App. (R.), The solar light is not
less real in the rainbow where it's rays become thus un-
twisted. 1848 Bl-cklev Iliad 26 The ropes have become
untwisted.

fi^. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Untwisted, Undone,
Ruin'd. 1756 Monitor No. 35. 1. 329 Mrs. Bull, .cries out,
..Lord. Doctor 1 we are all untwisted, all undone. 1785
Grose Diet. Vulgar T. s.v.

Untwisting, vbl. sb. [f. Untwist z;.] The
action or result of taking out of twist ; also//., un-
twisted fibres or threads.

1591 Percivall, Deshiladura, vntwisting. x6xi Florio,
Sfiaccij, vntwistings, rauelings, lint for Chirurgions. 1651
Baxter inf. Bapt. 92 There should be no difficulty in the
untwisting of all this which Mr. T. hath so ravelled. 1728
Chambers C^c/. S.V. Hygrometer, This alternate Twisting
and Untwisting in a Cord. 1875 R. F. Martin tr. Havrez'
Winding Mack. 27 Without any untwisting of the eight
strands.

Untwl-tted, ///.«. (Un.>8.) 1651 H. Vaughan (?///«
Benefit by our Enemies ad fin., Neither must wee leave

them ut>twitted with that [saying] of Solon, t Untwl'tten,
///. a. Obs.'^ (Meaning obscure.) 1613 R. C. Times'
Whistle (1871) 132 When every gull may see his booke's
vntwitten, And Epigrams as bad as e're were written.

Untying, vbl, sb, [t Untie v^ The action

of the vb.

1597 A.M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 45b/2 Concern*
inge the vntyinge [of a bandage], a 1637 B. Jonson Horace's
Art Poetrie 2y^ Nor must the fable, .have a god come in ;

except a knot Worth his untying happen there. 1644
Hunton Find. Treat. Monarchy vii. 55 The non observance
of it by the King did not amount to an untying of the bond
of subjection in the people. 1668 Drvden Ess, (ed. Ker) I.

86 For the contrivance of the plot, 'tis. .withal easy ; for the

. . untying of it, 'tis so admirable, that [etc.]. a 1844 Camp-
bell Song^ ' How delicious ' \, When two mutual hearts are
sighing For the knot there's no untying. 1891 T. Hardv
Tess xlvii, Tess..was one of those who best combined
strength with quickness in untying.
Untypical, a. (Un-' 7.) 1848 Mozlev Ess.ii^jZ) 1. 345

It is not untypical of Luther's temper. 1884 Harper's Mag,
Apr. 771/2 An instance, not untypical of London. fUn-
ty'^ttX, adv. Obs.~^ (Obscure; perh. an error for KWJi'^'j^f/:

see Stightle v.) 13. . Gaw. ^ Or. Knt. 1114 pay dronken
& daylyeden, & dalten vnty^tel.

+ Unu'lcerate, ///. a. Obs. (UN-*8b.) 1590 Barrough
Meth. Physick v. xxvi. (1596) 356 Of an vnulcerate cancre,

there often proceedeth an vlcerate tumor. 1634 Lowe's Chir-
urg, (ed. 3) IV. xvi. 115 The unulcerate [cancer], is called the
hiddenCancer. Unu'Icerated^//.rt. (Un-'8.) [177SASH.]

1879 St, George's Hosp. Rep. lA. 431 The ileum presented
several as yet unulcerated swellings. Unu'IIaged, ppl. a,

(Un-'S.) \^if>\.nV\ciox\ Vpool Munic. ./?*<:. (1883) 1. 180,65
tunnes of un.ulleged Wynes. Un«u*ltra, a. (Un-* 7.)

1817 Ladv Granville Lett. (1894) I. 97 He says these un-
ultra men have neither the petit maitre or grand polished
manner oivieille cour Frenchmen.

Ununderstandable, a. (Un-i 7 b.)

a 1631 Donne Serm. \. (1634) 8 Let him have known. .un*

understandable things, unrevealed decrees of God. a 1843
SoUTHEV Co7Jijnon-pl. Bk. Ser. 11. (1849) 251 The vile and
ununderstandable Machabeo he ranks with Homer and
Virgil ! 187a Brierlev Cotters ofMossburn xxiv. 252 There
is something very 'ununderstandable' going on between
Luke Brundrett and Miss Louisa Gerrard. 1891 H. Herman
His A ngel 46 He stammered a few un-understandable words.

Unundersta'nding, ///. a. (Un-i 10, 5 b.)

161Z Florio, Ininteligente, vnunderstanding. a 1658
Lovelace Lucasta, Peinture, Let's walk hand in hand, And
smile at this un-understanding land. i86a Mrs. N. Crosland
Mrs. Blake II. 219, 1 know that the most crystalline phrases

..have been dragged through the mud of common un-

' understanding* usage. 1891 H. Herman His Angel 77
The thoughtless ununderstanding girl was gone, and a
blushing, .woman stood there in her stead.

tJnunderstood,///. a. (Un-1 8 b.)

1639 Fuller Holy War iv. v. 174 With us they consent in

..the overplus of Merits, Services ununderstood, Indul-

gence.s. 1655 — Ch. Hist. ix. i. § 50 English being.. in the

most Parishes of Wales utterly un- understood, i860 PusEy
Min. Proph. 537 The deep saying, ununderstood even by
Joseph and Mary. 1880 Baring-Gould MehalaJi vii, Some
such vague sea of ununderstood, unestimated elements.

Unu'nified, ppl a. {Un-' 8.) 1862 H. Spencer First

Princ. % 37 Knowledge of the lowest kind is ununified.

Unnniform (27ny«'nif|?im), a» (Un-1 y,)

i6s9 Allestkee Gentl. Calling v. § 25. 85 Nor will they be

so Ununiform, as not to have their Drink bear a full pro-

portion with their Meat. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj, i.

loi How patched and ununiform does it. .make the Figure

of some Families? 1749 Hurd Hor. Ars Poet. 54 Let the

manners be uniform, or, if ununiform, yet consistently so, or

uniformly ununiform. 184a Gwilt Archit. Gloss, s.v. Cast'

ing. The ununiform texture of the material.

Unu-niformed, a. (Un-» 9.) 1867 Motley Corr, (1887)

II. 263, I, of course, was ununiformed, having left mj; official

finery at Vienna. 1898 D. C. Murray Tales 140 Uniformed
and ununiformed men were chaffing each other. Ununi-
fcrmity. (Un-* 12.) 1749 Hord Hoy. Ars Poet. 54 Here
is a manifest ununiformity. 1803 Montltly Mag.^V.^ We
now reserve only enough of the diphthongal spelling to add
to the un-uniformity of our very anomalous language. Un-
u'niformly, adv. (Un-' 11.) 1656 [? J. Sergeant] tr. T,

White's Peripat. Inst. 171 It must alwayes be mov'd ununi-

formly. 1891 C. Chapman Preorganic Evol, 166 Any one
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TTNUinFORMNESS.
familiar with the action of physical laws in masses of matter
wfuniformly composed and related wwsymmeirically to

•forces external to it'. Unti*niforroness. (Un-' 12. Cf.

UsustFORM a.) 1716 S. Clauke Sitvral Lett. 41 The
different Attributes of which One Uniform Being are not a
Variety of Parts, or an un-Uniformness (if I may so speak)
of the Necessity by which it exists ; but [etc.]- Ununi't-
able, rt. (Un.' 7 b.) 1678 Cudworth Intell. S^st, 564
Minds or Intellects.. who also are absolutely Ununitable to

any Bodies. 1881 P. ^"AOOVisCandle ofLord \Z-^Tq us they
seem to stand opposite, over against each other, ununitecl,

ununitable. Ununi'tableness. (Un-' 12.) 1664 H. More
Mysi. Intq, 336 The Ununitableness of the Kings of the Age
into one Head. fUnuni'te, v. Ods. [Un-' 14.) trans.

To abstain from uniting. 1596 R. L[inche] Diclla, etc. Fib,
You ruthlesse Fates.,, Why ioy you so in vnuniting vs?

nnunited (onywnai-ted), ppL a. (Un- 1 8.)

1587 GoLDiNG De Momay ii. 19 In vnvnited diuersitie wee
finde waste. i6«6 Sir D. Digoes Sp. in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

(1659) I. 302 Scotland . .ununited, Ireland not setled in peace.

i67&,CuDWORTH Intell, Syst. 795 In the World to come, they
should.. continue Pure Souls, Ununited to any Body. 1736
Butler Anal. i. iii. 59 Ten Men united, might be able to

accomplish, what ten thousand, .wholly ununited, could
not. 1738 Warburton Div. Legal. I. 251 Unsupported by,

and ununited with the State. x8si M. Arnold Tristr. fjf

Iseult 11.89 But, since living we were ununited, Go not far.,

from my grave. x87j Erichsen Surg. (ed. 6) 1. 301 Un-
united Fractures anci False Joints.

UauniveTsitied, />/. a. (Un-^ 4 and 8.) 1655 Fuller
Hist.Cambr. 14 On the Kings letters Patents Northampton
was un-universitied, the Scholars therein returning to the
place from whence they came.

Unupbrai'ded, ppL a. (Un-I 8.)
i68a Rlns. Befin City-Heiress 11. ii, Knowest thou not he

has abus'd my fame, And does he think to pass thus unup-
braided ? 1683 — OvieCs Ep. Oenone to Paris 2.-?9 Then
unupbr^ded with my wrongs thou'dst been. 1746 Voung
Nt. Th. IX. 695 Nor stands thy wrath depriv'd of its reproof,

Or un-upbraided by this radiant choir, 1864 Swinburns
Atatanta 1668 Each unupbraided, each without rebuke
Convicted.

Unupbraidinff,//*/. a. (Un-1 10.)
1780 Mirror Na 109, The quiet and unupbraiding sorrows

of Louisa. x8i6 L. Richmond Let. in Grimshawe Mem.
(1828) 362 Your affectionate unupbraiding, and liberal con-
duct. 1831 W. Sewell Clergym. Recreat. (1855) 89 Friends
whom we lov'd in anguish hide Their unupbraiding look.

Unupbrai'dingly, «rfr/. (Un-' ii.) a\^\\ Ken Hymns
Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 96 A Conscience unupbraidingly
sincere. Unuphe'ld, ppl a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1817 Pollok
Course T. vi. 630 God of truth 1.. Thyself unmade, un-
governed, unupheld I 1850 Nichol A rchit. Heav. 241 Shall
aught that it contains be unupheld by the same preserving

law? Unupli-fted, >//. a. (Un-' 8.) 180a Wordsw.
Excurs. II. 575 Resting on its lid In silent grief their un-
uplifted beads. 1833— ' Most sweet it is ' i With unuplifted
eyes To pace the ground. 1891 J. L. Allen Sister Dolorosa
X, She passed him with unuplifted eyes. Unu'pright, n.

(Un.' 7.) 1585 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 758 I'hrow
sik craftie and unupricht dealing. [1775 Ash.] Unu'p-
rightness. (Un-* 12.) /11680 T. Goodwin Work Holy
Ghost III. V, That sense of his sin and own Un-uprightness.
Unurba'ne» a. (Un-' 7.) 1759 Stbrne Tr. Shandy 11. ii,

So, Sir Critic, I could have replied ; but I scorn it. 'Tis

language unurbane. tUnuTcd, a, Obs.~^ [Un-' 9 \- ure
EvRRsA.] Unfortunate, unhappy, cis^o Songs {MS. Roy3.\,

App. 58) in Anglia XII. 266 But kepe hyt styll yn remem-
brance Wit^ my vnvrid desteny.

tUnuTed,///. a. Ods. [Un- 1 8 + Urk z'.] Un-
accustomed, unused.

1567 Drant Hor., Sat. i. x,A Greek poeme I dreamed to in-

dite, (A Romaine I disioynde by sea, vnured so to write). 1610
Hisirio-m. ii. 241 This toung's unur'd to carpe or contrary.

ITiixirged, ///.«. [Un-i 8,]

1. Not urged or incited to some course of action.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err, 11. ii. 115 The time was once, when
thou vn-vrg'd wouldst vow, That neuer words were musicke
to thine eare. i6a8 Feltham Resolves i. xxxv. 33 If bee
reueales ought vn -vrged, my aduice is . . free. 1648 Hehrick
Hesper., T-welfe Night iii, Let not a man then be seen here,

Who unurg'd will not drinke. 1838^ Fr. A. Kemble Rec.
Later Life I. 187 [The] teeming soil produced, unurged,
the means of life. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 243 You. .are

brave, unurged by aught Save the sweet overflow of your
good will.

2. Not thrust or pressed upon one.

1594 Kvd Cornelia iv. i. i6o Shall we then.. Submit vs to

vnurged slauerie ? 1505 Shaks. John v. iL 10 Albeit we
sweare..an vn-urgM Faith, To your proceedings, a 1614
DoNNEBiaflai'aToq (1644) 37 Augustine, Anselm, and Hierome,
betray themselves by unurged confessions, a 1689 Mrs.
Behn Fair Jilt (188^) 33 She leaves nothing unurged that

might debauch and invite him. 1788 Eliza Hevwood tr.

Mme. de Gomezes Belle A. (1732) II. 12B Being one day
alone with his Son, be. .left unurg'd those Arguments which
be had prepared in his Mind.
Unu'rn, v. (Un.* 5.) 1837 A. Tennent Vis. Glencoe

48 Foul human relics grisly shown,.. From the dark grave
unurn'd. Unu*mea, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) 1830 Mangan
Poems (1903) 284 What time my unurned Ashes lie trodden
in the churchyard dell. 1834 Ld. Houghton Mem. Tour
in Greece 95 I^et him not be deeply mourned. As dead in-

glorious, or cast out unurned.
Unu'sable, a. (Un-' 7 b.) i8ss Svd. Smith Wks. (1850)

418 All seems doubly dear in proportion as it is antiquated,
worthless, and unusable. 1884 Eng. lllustr. Mag. May 494
jThe cave] is now inaccessible and unusable. tUnu'sage.
Ol>sr^ (Un-* 12.) c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. vii. (1868)

57 What for difficulte of weyes and ..what for defaute ofvn-
usage [and] entercomunynge of marchaundise [I^. commercii
insoUntia]. Unu'se. (Un-> la.) x6xi F1.0R10, Indis-
uianza, vnuse, disuse. i8« Wilson*s Tales Borders I. 389
Allowing.. the heel o'akebbuck to gaun tounuse[= waste].

x86x DuTTON CZooK P. Foster's Dau. III. 126 He spoke with
that heavy breathing and unuse of the nose peculiar to Jews.

Unused (pny«*zd), ///. a. [Un-1 8.]

1. Unaccustomed (esp. to someUung, or with inf.).

386

i«97 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 4367 Vor J>er ^e abbcl> nou vlf i^er of
batayle vn-vsed be. £^1449 Pf.cock Repr. \\, iii. 431 Suche
persoones as ben vnkunnyng and vnvsid in veriue.^. 1538
Klvot,/««^/«w^, vnvsed tobecutte. a 1586 SiDNKv/Ir^/T^('/(X

III. xxvi, So that, unused to a way of courlesie, . . he hastily

went away. 1604 Shaks. 0th. v. ii. 349 One, whose subdu'd

Eyes, Albeit vn-vsed to the melting moode, Drops teares.

1607 Drvden j^neis x. 815 i^neas couch'd his Spear, Un-
usxl to Threats, and more unus'd to Fear. 1741-2 Gray
Agrippina 17 A thousand haughty hearts, unus'd to shake
When a boy frowns. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla V. 436
[She was] unused to transact any sort of business for her.self.

1817 Faraday Chem, Manip. ix. 235 The student who is

unused to the examination of papers. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par. I. I. 411 Her gaoler's torches filled with light The
dreary place, blinding her unused eyes. 1870 Il>id. III. iv.

362 He., felt the golden circle of the crown.. upon his un-

used head.
transf. 1617 Campion Third Bk. of Ayres xxviii. 8 Hils

[woum prove] too high for my vnused pace.

2. Not made use of ; unemployed.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xxix. (Bodl. MS.), Yren

. .roste|> if it is to longe vnne vsed. c i48o_ Henrvson Fables,

Fox^ Wolf ^ H. ii. The oxin wes vnwsit, 5oun^ and licht.

1546 .5*^. Acts, Mary (1814) II. 472 pe said remissioune blank

& obligatioune..one vsit. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. viii. 30 A
bounch of keyes.., The which vnused rust did ouergrow.

1604 Shaks. Ham. iv. iv. 39 (Q. 2), Sure, he. .gaue vs not
'J'hat capabilitie, ,To fust in vs vnvsd, 1819 Shelley CtfH«

V. iii. 125 Some dull old thing, Some outworn and unused
monotony, i860 Forster Gr. Remonstr. 37 A maxim not
unused by even Norman kings, 1887 Spectatorii Oct. 1415
One of the churches, .is unused, being considered dangerous.

3. Not in use ; unusual ; unwonted. Now arch.

1513 Douglas JEneid vi. i. 33 By a quent vnysit [L. /«•

sueiH}ii\ way to knaw, Towart the frosty poll artlk he flaw.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 390 Inuentyng flatteryng wordes
and vnused termes. 1570 T. Norton tr. Newel"s Catech. 32 b,

Neither is it vnused among men, ..to be sureticfor an
other. 1637 G.DANiEL6'(?«/W^/i/i' 417 My frozen witts, ..

Enlivened by a Splendor far more great, Have vnus'd Rap-
tures. 1671 R. MacWard True Non-conf. 127 Yet I wish
you had..forborn the hard and unused expression of an
Inward Crown. 183s Browning Paracelsus 1. 767 In unused
conjuncture, When sickness breaks the body. 1867 Morris
y-£W(7rtVi.4g7 Strange dainty things they ate,Ofunused savour.

Hence Unu'seduess.
1593 Sidney's Arcadia (1598) v. 466 Comparing the vn-

usediiesse of this act with the vnripenesse of their age. 1865
Mrs. Whitney Gayivorthys i. (1879) 10 That air of unused-
ness which a black silk dress, .may keep.

Uuasefal (»nyz7-sful), a. [Un-1 7.] Unprofit-

able, useless. (Very common in 17th c.)

In later use chiefly with negatives.

1598 Dallington Meih. Trav. Vj, Bowling, carding,
dicing, and other vnlawful and vnvseful games. 1624 Hev-
wood 6««rt/<4. v. 219 Gold and silver they despise, . .esteeming
it rather an unusefull burden than a profitable merchandize.

167S Grew Nature ofMixture 6 Which Definition, .is both
Vnintelligible, and Vnuseful. 1726 Leoni AlbertVs Archil.
I. 57 b, A new, and not unuseful Invention. 1788 Priestley
Led, Hist. i. iii. 32 It is no unuseful sentiment that we
collect from reading .[etc,]. 1817-8 Cobbett Resid. U. S.

(1822) 216 This may be no unuseful hint for the English
Boroughmongers. 1887 J. Montgomery Pelican Isl. n. 160
Still-life was theirs, well pleasing to themselves. Nor yet
unuseful,

b. Const, to ; 2L\sofor^ towards.

1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents 11. xx. 133 The
streamers unusefull to the sailes, and oiiely hanging for

bravery. 1653 H. More Aniid. Atk. 11. x. §3 Birds that

will flutter with their wings when . . as yet [they are] utterly

unuseful for flying. 1733 W. Crawford Infidelity xvi, The
Law of Nature..hecame unuseful to the End it was made
for. 1756 Burke Subl. <5- B. iv. i, Something not unuseful

towards a distinct knowledge ofour passions. 1793 Residence
in France (1797) II. 10 My ideas, .may not be unuseful to.

.

my countrymen.

Unusefally, d^^z'. [Un-1ii. Cf. prec] Use-
lessly, unprofitably.

1626 Ld. Conway in Rushw, Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 231
Whereas divers jealousies have been raised in the House,
that the Moneys have been expended unusefully. a 1680
Gi.KtiV\u. Sadducismus {ibZi) i. 180 Such as will not unuse-
fully nor unseasonably conclude this First Part, 1747 Phil.

Trans. XLIV. 588, I thought it might not unusefully be
joined with Alum. 1790 E. Du Bois Piece Family Biog. I.

Ill He is not unusefully occupied. 1885 Manch. Exam.
12 Jan. 5/1 Prudent men. .might discharge such functions

not unusefully.

Uuu'sefulness. [Un-1 12.] Uselessness.

1694 R, Burthogge Reason ix. 268 His notion of a Person,
the unusefulness of it to the salving of the Holy Trinity

shewed. C1850 Jas. Skinner in Life (1883) 120 The notion
of — 's usefulness to the Church and of—'s so-called unuse-
fulness is a purely human, .notion. 1886 A'', Amer, Rev.
Sept. 304 Frivolous unusefulness, or passion for diversion

and excitement.
Unu'shered,///.^. (Un-' 8c.) 1650 W.Cham beblayne

Pharon. Introd. A 5 Wonder not, that 1 appear un-usher'd

in with a Train of Encomiums. 1865 W,G. pAi.GRAVE/4ra^/«
II. 28 Death unushered in by any direct morbid change.
tUnu'sing, vbl. sb. Obs. (Un-' 13.) c 1550 Cheke Matt.
XXV. 26 Neglecting and vnusing of his commandmentes.
1598 Florio, Disusanza, disuse, an vnusing. tUnu'Sing,
^l. a. Obs.~^ [Un-' 10.I Not usually resorting. 1605
Daniel Philotas 267 My brother..! left behinde, lestthe
conspirators Seeing him here vnusing to tlits place, . . might
shift away.

UnU'STial, a. [Un-1 7 and 5 b.] Not usual

;

uncommon ; exceplionaL
In common use from c 1630,

1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.) 60 Priamus..On rusty

shoulders sloa clapt his vnusual armoure. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.
Shr. III. ii. 98 Some Commet, or vnusuall prodigie. 1628

Wither AW/. ^<rww«^. 284 God will.. Put some unusuall

Plague in execution. 1682 Lister Godartius Of Insects

28 This is a Rare and unusuall Catterptllar. 1724 Swift

ITNtTTTERABLE.

Drapier's Lett. iv. A new governor, coming at an unusual
time, must portend some unusual business. 1773 Life N.
Fro7vde 56, I returned to my Book.., in a Situation quite
unusual to what I bad ever before experienced. 1821 Scott
Kenihv. xli, Varney received his profligate servant with a
rebuke of unusual bitterness. 1877 Huxley P/iysiogr, 196
A cloud of unusual size and shape was seen hanging over
the mountain.

Hence Unnsna'lity.
1799 W. Taylor in Robberds Me7u. (1843) I. 259 They have

..an unusuality which startles. 1807 Southey Let. to J.
May 27 Jan., From its unusuality it would have a better
chance of being read, a 1849 Poe Marginalia Ivi, It is to
be said^ of Sailust , .that his obscurity, bis unusuality of
expression,, .bore the impress of his genius.

UnU'SUally, adv. [Un-I ii.] In an untisual

manner ; to an unusual extent ; uncommonly, ex-
ceptionally.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 263 If her monthly courses do
stop vnvsuaUy. 1620 T. Granger Div. Logi/ce 246 Slore
obscurely, and vnusually when the negatiue particle is set
before the coniunction discretiue. 175^ Mme, D'Arblay
Camilla I. 355 Camilla, unusually thoughtful, walked alone
into the garden. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, x, She was un-
usually cross and fretful. 1871 Le Fanu Rose ^ Key II. 123
Very unusually for him, he was first to speak.

Xfnu'sualness. [Un-1 12.] The quality of
being unusual or exceptional.

1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Earn. Love To Rdr., The vn.
usuafnesse of their Methoae. \626C.VoTiznXr.Sarpis Hist,
Quarrels 399 Beleeuing it an indignity (besides the vnusual-
nesse of the matter) which would diminish his Reputation.
1668 WiLKiNS Real Char. 9 Varying the way of pronuncia-
tion, according to the unusualness and difficulty of several
sounds to several Countries, 1718 Entertainer No. 43. ^06
Some Persons., wondered at the Unusualnessof his Running
in that Place, a 1754 Carte Hist. Eng. (1755) IV. 402 The
unusualness ofthethingserved to countenance the unreason-
able outcries, 1836 ^L Scott Cruise Midge I. 120 Totally
unconscious of the unusualness of her costume. 1876 Geo.
Eliot Dan. Der. iv, The answer may seem to be. .in,,

a

certain unusualness about her, a decision of will,

t Unu'snring, ///. rt. (Un-' 10.) 1622 Middleton //£»«.

^Virt. in Bullen O. PL VII. 361 All the wealth Which thou
with an unusuriiig hand hath got.

tlTnU'tile, «. Obs. Also Sc. 5 wnwtyle, 6
onutiL [Un-1 ^ b.] Useless ; = Inutile a.

^1425 Wyntoun Cron. 11. viii. 700 (Cott. MS.), pai )>at

duelt in to t>at ile Wnhonest was and wnwtyle. 1541 R.
Copland Galyen's Temp. B iv, But after y' the present
dysease is all togyther knowen, than the cause prymytyfe i*

totally vnuiyle. 1549 Covipl. Scot. 28 The file. . is vorne ande
cassinauayeasane thing onutil toserue todoony gude verk.

Unu'tilized, ppl. a. (Un.' 8, 5 b.) x868 W. R. Greg
Lit. <5" Soc. Juagm. 466 It is too probable that the negro
race., is doomed,, to pass away neglected and unutilized.

Unutterabi'Iity. (Un-' 12. Cf. next.) 1837 Carlyle
I'r. Rev. II. I. iii, They come; with hot unutterabilities in

their heart.

Unu-ttera"ble, a. and sb. [Un-1 7 b, 5 b.]

A. adj. 1. Transcending utterance ; inexpress-

ible, ineffable; = Unspeakable a. I.

a 1586 Sidney De Momay (T587) 33 The vnvtterable cause
which Plato teacheth vs vnder two names. 1621 Fletcher
Thierry ff Theod, 11. i. He is. Sir, The most unutterable
coward that e'er nature Blest with hard shoulders. 1652
Benlowes Thcoph. v. Ixxviii, That most unutterable blare

jDf Heav'n's all-luminating rays. 1746 H ervey Rcfl. Flower
Garden 115 One transient Glimpse of those unutterable
Beatitudes would captivate our souls. 1771 Beattie Min-
strel I. xliv, Hags, that suckle an infernal brood, And ply
in caves th' unutterable trade. 1806 J. Bekesfokd Miseries
Human Life iv. xxxii, A barrow of cat's meat, the un-
utterable contents of which employ your eyes and nose.

1831 James Phil. Augustus I. vi, The unutterable multitude
of weathercocks, with which every pinnacle of the castle was
adorned. 1873 Proctob Expanse Heav. 304 By unutterable
pace the light swept to them.
absol. xSsHS Edin. Rev. Oct. 302 The vision of the utterable

passes into the vision of the unutterable.

b. Of sorrow, anger, or other ennotion,

1658 T. Wall Charact. Enemies Ch. 9 The carnal delights

which he has promised you will turn to unutterable dolours

of soul. 1697 Congreve Mourn. Bride iv. vii, What means
these Tears, but Grief unutterable? 1707 E.Smith /Vi!ar*frrt

^ Hipp. IV. 50 How it wounds my Soul ! To think of your
unutterable Sorrows ! 1766 Goldsm. Vicar xv\x, Our bliss

shall be unutterable. 1832 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 762 Yours,
with unutterable and unuitercd love and regard. 1880
'Ouida' Moths II. vi. 185 She turned her face with un-
utterable scorn. .on it.

c. In the phr. unutterable things.

rt 1711 YjeM Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 299 Bless'd Paul..
was. heav'nly things unutterable taught, [Cf 2 Cor. xii.4.]

1727 Thomson Summer 848 They . . talked the flowing Heart,
Orsigh'dand look'd unutterable Things! 1791 W. Maxwell
in Boswell Johnson (1831) I, 381 Jacob Behmen, whom Law
alleged.. to have seen unutterable things. 1818 Byron
yuan I. xc, Juan wander'd by the glassy brooks, Ibinking
unutterable things. 1873 Black /"r. T^Aw/^ ii, Sheila, .rarely

speaks, but looks unutterable things with her soft. .eyes.

2. a. That may not be uttered or spoken.
1656 Cowley Davideis iv. 260 Witness th' unutterable

Name, theie's nought Of private ends into this question
brought. 1708 Watts Horse Lyricae (1727) 161 My Tongue
..with a noble Aim Attempts th' unutterable Name, But
faints. 1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Aj'ax 773 Dread words,
unutterable, back he flung.

b. Incapable of being uttered ; unpronounceable.
1852 Jrnl. Ethnol. Soc. (1854) III. 271 The peculiarly

harsh, deep-toned guttural, unknown and unutterable to the

European. 1867 Whitney Lang, iii, 95 Sounds.. in the

alphabet of one tongue which are unulter.ible by the speakers
of another.

B. sb. 1. An unutterable thing.

1788 J. Newton in W. Roberts H. More (1835) II. ia6 The



UNUTTERABLENESS.
Apostle Paul . . was rapt into the third heavens, saw invisibles,

and heard unutterables. 1797 Mks. A. M. hKNttF.ir Bf^^ar
Girl II. 51 Rosa did not faint or betray any of the unutter-

ables some of our young readers may expect.

2. //. Trousers. (Cf. Unmentionable s/>.)

1843 Mrs. Romer Rhtyne, Da>-ro, etc. I. 322 His.. short

unutterables, garnished dowif the seams with silver buttons.

i860 Siang Diet. 242.

Hence Unutterableness.
i68i H. More Exfi, Dau. iii. 75 The ineffubleness and

unutterableness of the admirable union. .of the Humane
nature with the Divine. 1890 J. Pulsford Loyalty to Christ

I. 162 With what unutterableness of meaning, we breathe
the prayer

!

UuU'tterably, adv. [f. prec] Inexpressibly,

indescribably ; unspeakably.
1746 Hervev ReJI. Flower Garden m At that awful, that

unutterably important Tuncture. i8ox Coleridge Lett.

(1895)352, I need not observe.. how unutterably silly and
contemptible these opinions would be. 1866 Mrs. Whitney
Leslie Goldthwaite xi, I'll . . thank you unutterably, if you'll

only let me have my way in this. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander'
At Bay viii, The sweet eyes were unutterably sad.

TTnu-ttered, ///.«. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not given out in trade, rare,

1463 Cases he/. Kings Council (Selden) m Fer which
cause the seid wnllcs h^n yet as by youre seid suppHaunt
unuttred. 1618 GArNSFORn Glory Eng. \. ix. 77 That the

counlrey commodities might be vnuttered.

2. Not uttered or expressed.
1651 J, Reading Guide Holy City 347 Hee cannot know

the unuttered secrets of the heart. HSgiS Tate & Urady Ps.

cxxxix. 4 Thou know'st..My yet un-utter'd Words intent.

a 1771 Gray Dante 5 Anguish, that unutter'd wrings Mjr
inmost Heart, 1798 Southey St. Patrick's Purgatory xxvi,

How should he pass that molten flood?.. A Fiend, as in a
dream^ ' Thus

!

' answer'd the unutter'd thought. 1844 A. B.

Welby Poems {1867) 72 As.. meeting glances tell The un-

uttered tale of love. 1883 J. Parker Tyne Ch. 277 Self-

control .. begins upon the subtle and un-uttered thought.

absol, 1843 Carlvlk Past ^ Pr. iit. v. The cloudy-browed .

.

Practicality . .has in him what transcends all logic utterance:

a Congruity with the Unuttered.

Unnxo'rial, a. (Un-' 7.) 1877 Blackmore Cr;>*^j xxi,

Unconjugal, perhaps, Is what I mean ; unuxortal, or what
it may be.

Unva'ccinated, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1871 Daily News 28

Jan., We need, .somelxxly to look after unvaccinated chil-

dren. 1883 Lyon Playfair in Scotsmait 25 June 7/7 In this

way nearly half.. of the unvaccinated die. Unva'cil-
laUng^///. a. (Un-' la) i8a« Scott Kenihv. xvii, Like

one. .whose only safety consists in moving onwards, by firm

and unvacillating steps. 1825 BEODOEsZ-f/. in Poems (1851)

166 In the unvacillating soar of song. fUnva'dable, a,

Ohs.'^ (Un-' 7 b. See Vade v.) i6ix Cotgr., Imntarces-

sible^ incorruptible, vnuadeable, vnwitherable.

Unvail, obs. f. Unveil v»

t TTiivailableiti- Obs, Also 5 Sc wnwalable,
6 vnuaylable, etc. [Un-I 7 b.] Of no avail;

unavailing; useless.

a 1500 in Ratis Ravings etc. 24 Al that b bot vanite and
lycht, transitoure btythnes, wnwalable. 150a Atkvnson ir.

De imitatione 111. 1. (1893) 236 Mannes heipe is but vayne

& vnuaylable in such nedis. i6ia T. Taylor Comm. Titus

iii. 5 Without which . . it would be vnuailable to regeneration.

1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 228 Julian the 2d. who threw
Peters keys into Tyber as uivaileable.

Unvai n, a. (Un-' 7.) 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks.

Char, xvi, 396 Her habit of speech is perceptibly un-vain.

1897 Harper's Mag. Apr. 748 A tyrant may be unvain.

Unvaletu'dinary, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. i. 11 This ought not to be accounted among
the non-natural or unvaletudinary figures. f Unva'lld,
a. Obs. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1658 W. Burton ttin. Anton. 17a

Where I found not sufficient proof for what I met with,..

I

rejected it as unvalid. a 1660 Contetnp, Hist, Irel, (Ir.

Archaeol. Soc) I. 133 Why did you. .embrace such a ground-

lesse and unvalid a peace?

Unvaluable, a. [Un- 176,56.]
fl. Of inestimable value; = Invaluable a. i,

Obs, (Common in 17th c.)

1569 T. Norton Warning agst. Papists A ij, Thinke vpon
the. .miseries that we all snalbe Uke to susteine by losse of

her vnualuable presence. iMx Horsey Trav. (Hakl. Soc.)

i6oTheriches..cariedowt of these citlies.. was unvaluabte.

/11616 Beaum. & Fl. Lit. Fr. Lawyer \\\. i, That Jewel,
Because it had no flaw, you held unvaluable. 1691 W.
N1CHOLI.S Annv. Naked GosPel 21 When he hath sent his

only begotten Son.. to purchase our Redemption by such

an unvaluable price. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1692) 4 The
use of our Hand, that unvaluable Instrument. 171a Land,
Gaz. No. 5037/6 The Blessings of Peace are unvaluable.

fb. Incalculable; = Invaluable a. i b. Obs.

1638 Rous Hear'. Acak. 132 It is an unvaluable losse, that

men doc so much divide the outward Teacher from the

inward. ai66i Fuller Worthies, Vorks. \u. (1662) 225

Debasing the Forraign estimation of our Cloth to the un-

valuable damage of our Nation, a 1683 Oldham Rem, Wks.
(1686) 6 Her Dowry.. Which.. we never gain But with un-

valuable Cost.

2. Of no value, worthless; ^ Invaluable a, a.

Now rare,

161S T. Adams England's Sickness 57 If nature.. deny
health, how vnualuable are their riches, a 1674 Clarendon
Surv. Leviath. (1676) 5^ To render those precious words

unvaluable and of no signification, 17*8 K. Morris Ess.

Anc. Arcliit. 89 The unvaluable Deformities of Singleness

and Novelty. 1766 Museum Rust. VI. 15. I think the

burnet so unvaluable, as to design to root it out of my_ ground.

i860 RusKiN Unto this Last (1862) 118 In proportion as it

Icadi away from life it is unvaluable or malignant.

Hence TJnvaluableness.
i66s Dk. Ormondk in Earl Orrery St. Lett. (17-12) 133 The

cry was so great, upon the unvaluableness of the clothes

given to the soldiery, that [etc. J.
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tUnva'lue, 7'. Ohs.~^ IUn-' 6 b.) trans. To deprive of
,

value. 1550 Hale Eng. Votaries 11.33 Peruersely alleging

Maiachyes prophecye, as though {it] . . in hys mouthe myght
vnualue or dysable their masses.

Unvalued,///, a, [Un-1 8, 5 b.]-

1. Not estimated or fixed in value ; extremely

great or valuable. Now 7are,

1586 Marlowe tst Pt. Tambnrl. i. ii, Whatsoeuer you
esteeme of this successe, and losse vnvallued, Both may
inuest you Empresse of the East. 1594 Spenser Amoretti
Ixxvii, There in a siluer dish did ly twoo golden apples of

vnualewd price. 1607 Middlkton Fain, Lov. i. ii, Art or

nature never yet could set A valued price to her unvalued

worth. 1638 Aleyn Hen, VII, 73 He,. drew him clad In

furniture of an unvalued worth. 1662 H. Hibbert Body

of Divinity II. 30 The saving benefits of his unvalued

passion. 17x3 Johnson Guard. No. 4 P 3, I have been

so happy in my searches.. that I have found unvalued

repositories of learning. 1736 Thomson Liberty v. 503 I he

kind Art, that, of unvalu'd price, The fam'd and only picture,

easy, gives. 1820 Shelley Aret/ntsa 60 Through the wel-

tering floods. Over heaps of unvalued stones [ = jewels].

b. Not subjected to formal valuation.

x^oT Ann. Rev. V. 176 If real property, instead of passing

entire and unvalued to the heir at law, were put up to the

highest bidder.

2. Not regarded as of value.

1602 Shaks. Ham. t, ill 19 Hee may not, as vnuallued

persons doe, Carue for himselfe. 1615 G. Withzr Fidelia

707 Though my faith must now despised be, Viipriz'd, vn-

ualued at the lowest rate. 1670 Clarendon ContcmpL Ps.

Tracts (1727) 740 The inestimable, tho' unvalued benefit of

health, we seldom thank God for. 1823 Mrs. Hemans Siege

Valencia viii, I have cast Thy lift^'s fair honour, in my wild

despair, As an unvalued gem upon the waves._ 1852 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxv, A hard-tempered sire, on whom
that gentle woman had wasted a world of unvalued love.

1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 203 Recalling

and confirming ourown unvalued sensations and perceptions.

Unva'mped, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1638 Ford Lady's Trial

i.i, The newest news, unvampt. (1775 Ash.] 1880 E. Corn-
wall Gloss. 105 Unvamped, not added to or embellished.

tTnvanquishable, a. Also 4 unueukus-, 5
Sc, unvencusable. [Un-1 7 b.J Incapable of

being vanquished or overcome.
1382 WvcLiF IVisd. v. 20 He shal take the sheeld vnuen-

kusable. 1456 Sir G. Have Bk. Knychthede vii. (S.T.S.)

56 Alan has,. stark curage unvencusable, 1561 T. N[orton]
tr. CalvifCs Inst. iir. xxi. 239 The vpholdyng stay of sounde
affiance . . to make vs vnuanquishable among so many dangers.

1613 Jackson Creed \. xv. § 3 Quid faines Nisus his vnuan-
quishable fortune, tohaue been seated in one haire. 1657
Earl Monm. tr. Patuta's Pol. Disc. 162 He waged War
with people.. who were till then thought unvanquishable.

1728 Eliza Hevwood tr, Mme. de Gomez's Belle A. (1732)

II. 76 Able to make some little I ncroachments on that Liberty

which seem'd unvanq^uishable. 1813 Shellkv Q. Mab iii.

120 Toil and unvanquishable penury. 1865 Dickens Mut,
Fr. I. ii, He is only stunned by the unvanquishable difficulty

of his existence,

Unvan^nislied, ///. a- Also 4 vnuen-
kushid, 5 vnuenquiste, 6 Sc, unvencuat, wn-
wencust, etc. [Un-I 8.] Not vanquished or

overcome ; unsubdued.
1381 WvCLiF Ecclus, xviii. 1 God alone, .dwelleth vnuen-

kushid king withoute ende. la 1400 Morte Arth. 2049 The
vassalage of Vitcrbe to daye schalle be reuengede ! Vnuen-
quiste for J^is place voyde schalle I neuer 1 ^15x0 More
/*/(:«J Wks. 23 Enforce thy self, .to stande, Unvainquished
against the deuils might. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm, Par.

Johit xvi. 97 b, Ve shalbe through my spirite strong and
vnuanquished. 1614 Gorges Lucan vi, 221 Deare mates

we yet vnuanquisht stand. 1697 Drvden ^neis v. 290
Unvanquished Scylla now alone remains. 1770 Glover
Leonidas (ed, 5) 11. 49 The gods conceal, how long our

strength May stand unvanquish'd. 1820 Shellkv Prometh.

Unh. I. jjis 'Tis but some passing spasm, The 1 itan is un-

vanquished still. 1883 J. Parker Apost. Life II. 279 Such

an unvanquished devil mocks the impotent exorcist,

Unva'ntaged, ///. a. (Un-' 8.) 1791 Cowpkr Iliad xr,

868 Yet, even thus, unvantag'd and on foot, Superiour

honours I that day acquir'd To theirs who rode.

Unva'riable, « Now rare, (Un- 17b and 5 b.)

CX425 St. Mary 0/ Oignies n, vii. in AngUa VIII, 169/40

pe most souerayn sympyl and vnvaryabil mageste._ c 1440

Pallad. on Hnsb, i. 354 Grauellis dolue in iij naturis vary :

In red, & hoor, & blak vnvariable, « 1586 Spenser /?f

Mornny (1587) i. 5 Wee must imagine.. of all these so con-

stant diuersities, one (vnuariable) alwaies like it selfe. 1624

WoTTON Elt-m. Archil. 8 A steadie and vnuariable light.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. n. 189 It becomes the Great-

ness of the Deity, to work by the most comprehensive,

unvariable Methods. 1738 Warburton Div. Legal. II. 213

In the fullest and most unvariable Manner, 1759 Johnson
Rasselas xlviii. She..would gladly be fixed in some un-

variable state. 1896 W. M. Thomson Leaders of Chr. ^
Anti-Chr. Th, 7 To impose a fixed and unvariable creed is

to build prison wails round the soul.

(lence UuvaTiableness ; Uuva'riably adv.

x6ii Florio, fnuariabilita, vnuariablenesse. 1644 Featlv
Roma Ruens 7ThG immutability of our faith, or unvariable-

nesse of the doctrine,. of the church. 1734 Kames Decls.

Crt, Sess. (1799) 13 The real right, .continues unvariably the

same till the last farthing be recovered.

Unva'rlant,<J. [Un-'7, 5 b,] Unchanging. 1582 Stany-

HURST ^neis iv.(Arb.)iii His mynd vnuariant[L. :wr/«£j/a]

doth stand, tears vaynelye doe gutter.

Unva-ried, //>/. a. (Un-i 8 and 5 b.)

1570 Levins Manip. 51 Vnuaried, inuariatus. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. 11. xiv. § 13. 87 Whether he can keep one un-

varied single Idea in his Mind without any other. 1748

Anson's Voy. iii. iii. 328 The equable and unvaried character

which he had hitherto preserved. 1791 Newte Tour Eng.

<V Scot. 2 The unvaried and uninteresting voids of life, 1840

TiiiRLWALL Greece Ivii. VII, 241 He seasoned the ^lain un-

varied meal by his cheerful..conversation. 1879 O. Allkn

UNVEIL.
Colour Sense iv, 38 The unvaried panorama of green over-

head and brown beneath.

Hence Unva'rledly adv.
1780 M. Maoan Tkelyphthora II. 242 The word.. which

we have as uniformly and unvarledly translated adultery.

Unva'riegated, ppl. a. (Un-* 8.) ax'jd'^ Shenstone
Ess. Men Wks. 1768 II. 130 Large, unvariegated, simple
objects have the best pretensions to sublimity, 1846
WoRCKSTicii (citing Fdin. Rev.).

Unva rnished, ///. a. [Un- i 8.]

\, Jig' Of statements, etc.: Not embellished or

rendered specious
; plain, direct.

1604 Shaks. 0th. i. iii. 90, 1 will a round vn-varnish*d Tale
deliuer, Of my whole course of Loue. 1780 Burke Sp. at
Bristol Wks. III. 367 This is a true, unvarnished, undis-
guised state of ilie affair. 1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Adv.
Future Laurent u. i, Were I monarch of this mighty isle

!

By verse unvarnish'd should my merits smile. 1806 Surr
Winter in Lend. II. 238 State to this company, without
exaggeration, and without palliation, your own unvarnished
story! 1883 Miss M. Betham-Edwards Disarmed xxxi.

Valerian . . had set out with the intention of adhering to the
unvarnished truth, but finally ended in romancing,

b. Ofpersons,etc.: Unsophisticated, unpolished;

plain and simple.

1827 PoLLOK Course T. viii. 107 A congregation.. Of _un-

appendaged and unvarnished men ; Of plain, unceremonious
human beings. 1831 (Marv BerryJ^Vc. Life Eng. ^ France
192 Strong appeals to all the unvarnished feelings of human
nature. 1864 Mrs, H. Wood Vemer's Pride xli, Lady
Verner liked Lord Garle..ten times better than she liked

unvarnished Jan.

2. Not covered with, or as with, varnish.

1758 Reid tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 372 Into an unvarnished

earthen dish put the quantity of Tin you intend to calcine.

1784 CowpER Tc^k VI, 174 The deep dark green of whose
unvarnish'd leaf, .illumines more The bright profusion of

her scatter'd stars. 1875 Sir T. Seaton Fret-Cutting 33
The mortification of ultimately finding some place left un-

varnished or unfinished.

Hence Unvarnisliedly adv,

1824 Hogg Tales ^ Sk, V, 68, I had kept by the naked
truth too unvarnishedly.

Unva-rying, />/. a. (Un-1 io.)

1690 Locke Hum. Und, 11. xiv. § 18 We cannot keep by us

any standing unvarying measure of Duration. 1757 Aken-
siDE Pleas. Imag. in, 418 With contempt I gazed On that

tame garb, and those unvarying paths, a 1763 Shenstone
Elegies iii. 52 The generous rustics mourn'd the friendly

swain, But Pow'r and Wealth's unvarying check was dry I

1803 Mathias/*k«. Lit.ied. 12) ^^o note, At the general..

Boarding houses, the expences of which are liberal, unvary-

ing, and regulated. 1825 Southey Tale of Paraguay iv.

XXX, All was verdant there throughout the unvarying year.

1897 Marv Kingsley W. Africa 96 Apparently endless

walls of mangrove, unvarying in colour, unvarying in form,

unvarying in height.

Hence UnvaTyingly adv, ; Unva'ryinguess.
1814 Shelley Ess. ^ Lett, (1887) 151 Mediocrity alone

seems unvaryingly to escape rebuke. 1851 Spencer Soc,

Stat. 40 An unvaryingness which renders the eclipse of

a hundred years hence predicable to a moment ! 1861 Geo.
Kliot Silas M. xvii. His., more wavering nature, too averse

to facing difficulty to be unvaryingly simple and truthful.

Unva'scular, a. (Un-' 7.) 1846 Owen Comp. Anal.

Imert. ^14, In the Diodon the dental plates consist wholly

of hard or unvascular dentine. Cnvau'lted, ppl. a.

(Un-' 8.) 1589 Ive Fortific, 25 As for the passage from one

flanke vnto another, that may bee left vnuaulled. 1777

T. Warton Ode Vale,Royal Abbey 51 Beneath yon tower's

unvaulted gate, Forlorn she sits. Unvau'Iting, ppl. a.

(Un-' 10,) 1797 Mathias Purs. Lit. iv. 338 Vet wuh un-

vaulting sober wishes blest, Ambition fled with envy from

my breast.

tTuveil, "V, [Un-2 4 and 4 b,]

1. trans. To free (the eyes, etc.) from a veil so

as to give clearer sight. Also in fig. context.

1599 Warn. Faire Worn. u. B72 Now she unvailes their

sight, and lets them see The horror of their foule immanity.

i6soHuBBERT/'///j^o?-«/a//<j' 109 Hereby theunderstanding

is unvailed. 1678 Butler Hud. ni, 11. 1085 Truth no more

unvail'd your Eyes, Than Maggots are convinc'd to Flies.

2. To disclose, display, allow to appear, by re-

moving a veil or covering.

X657 Thornlev tr. Lonpis' Daphnis <V Chloe 43 Daphnis

..could not be merry, because he had seen.. her beauty

which before was not unvailed. i6ja Drvden /?(j«6"f^(ij//rtM

I. i. Unveil the Woman ; 1 wou'd view the Face That warm'd

our Mufti's Zeal. 1754 Gray Progr.Poesy 86 What time. .'Io

him the mighty Mother did unveil Her awful face. 1797 Mrs.
Radcliffe //fl//a« xxvii, I claim the privilege.. awarded

me, and bid you unveil your countenance. 1817 Shelley Rev.

[slam I. XX, She unveiled her bosom, 1820— Witch Atlas

Ded. vi. If you unveil my Witch, no priest nor primate Can
shrive you of that sin,

fig. 1667 Milton P. L, iv. 608 Till the Moon Rismg in

clouded Majestie, at length Apparent Queen unvaild her

peerless light, 1725 Pope Odyssey vi. 36 When the gay

morn unveils her smiling ray. 1747 Hf.rvey Contempl,

Night (1748) II. 81 She unveils her peerless Light, and
becomes ' the Beauty of Heaven '.

b, absol. and refl. K\%ofig.

1770 Glover Leonidas (cd. 5) x. 170 She unveils. Then
with a voice, a countenance compos'd. Go, Medon [etc.].

1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxvii, The Grand Master commanded
Rebecca to unveil herself. i8<Sa

J.
H. Newman Tivo Worlds

i, Unveil, O Lord, and on us shine In glory and in grace.

O. Spec. To remove the covering from (a statue,

etc.) so as to display it for the first time in public.

1865 Punch 23 Sept. 17 Paulina (Britannia) unveils the

Statue. 1884 American VII. 218 The statue. . was unveiled

recently at Utrecht.

3. fg. To uncover, disclose, display, reveal.

1606 .Shaks. TV. <5- Cr. iii. iii. 2ooTheprouidence.-Keepes
place with thought ; and almost like the gods. Doe thoughts
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UNVEILED.
vnuaile in their diimbe cradles. 1638 Chillingw. Reiig.
Prot. I. Ded. § 3 The lustre of this blessed Doctrine I have
here endeavoured to* uncloud and unvelle, 1700 I>rvdf.n
tr. Ovidy Pythagorean Phiios. 212 For I will , , Dark Oracles
unveil, and open all the Skies. 1796 Kikwan Eiem. Min.
(cd. 2) I. p. ix, Hitherto its treasures have been unveiled
only to my eyes, i860 Pusev Min. Proph, 421 Man veils
foul deeds under fair words ; God, in His word, unveils the
foulness. 1885 Mrs. Alexander At Bay viii, What secrets
would that meeting unveil ?

b. To display to the sight ; to make visible.

1656 Cowi^y Davhieisiw 804 When the new Ebb of NJght
Did the moist world unvail to humane sight. 1740 Dver
Ruins Rome 36 While the vine-mantled brows The pendent
goats unveil. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest ii, Un-
veiling the whole face of Nature. x8sx Shellev HcHns 624
The splendour of the moon, When as the wandering clouds
unveiled or hid Her boundless light. 187a J enkinson Guide
Btig. Lakes{jZ-]<^ 1 15 The summit is gained, andan exquisite
prospect is unveiled.

4. intr. To become free from a veil or covering.
1655 ^- Vaughan Silex Scint. i. 73 When first thy Eies

unveil, give thy Soul leave To do the like. 1849 Longf.
Lighthouse vii. Eager faces, as the light unveils, Gaze at the
tower.

Hence Unvei'ler; tJnvei'ling vbl. sh. ^n^ppL a,

1674 Boyle ExcelL Tkeol. i. i. 44 Much better encomiasts
of the Divine mysteries, .than *unvailers. x6xi Florio,
Disuelamento, an *vnuaHng. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 421 Lest they should esteem the very unveiling of
mystery indiscreet. 1854 Gosse {title\ The Aquarium; an
Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea. 1885 Harpers
Mag, March 644/2 The unveiling of Fielding's bust at
Taunton. x8oa J. Baillie ist Pi. Ethwald i. ii, Th' *un.
veiling moon Which calls the adventVer forth.

Unveiled,///, a, [Un- i 8, or f. Unveil z;.]

Not covered with, free or freed from, a veil,
1606 N. BIaxter] Sydney's Ourania E 3 b, Leauing faire

Tellus with vnuailed face, Drie and vnmantled. 1659 W.
Chambrrlayne Pharon. i\. ii. 236 The unveiled face of War
Looks big with horror. Ibid. 111. v. 336 He dares Affront
unveiled report. 1717 Lady M, W. Montagu Let. to Pofie
J April, Their wives and daughters, .go unveiled, i8ox
SouTHEY Thalaba \\. xxviii, Unveil'd women bade the ad-
vancing youth Come merry-make with them ! 1825 Scorr
Talism. vi, Richard's unveiled contempt for his brother
sovereigns. 1890 J. Pulsford Loyalty to Christ \. 213 His
higher and unveiled teaching belongs only to His disciples.

Hence UxiTei'ledly adv. ; Unvei'ledness.
1661 Boyle Pkysiol. Ess. (1669) 37 Not yet knowing. . what

use you will make of what has been unveiledly communicated
to you. 1902 R. C. Molerly Christ our Life xxi. 178 This
unveilednessofface; thisrefiecting, as a mirror, of the being
of God.

Unvei'ned, {ppl) a. (Un-' 8, 9.) i8a6 Miss Mitford
Village II. 173 The flowers unveiued and colourless. 1869
RusKiN^. o/A /r§ 82 Under gray sky, un veined by vermilion
or by gold. Unvc'lvetly, o/z/. (Un.> ir.) 1663 Watkr-
HOUSE Fortescutiis liiustr. 424, The hard hand of power
unvelveily lined. Unvendable, a. (Un-' 7b.) 1753
Hanwav Trav. in. xlvii. (1762) I. 217 They were utterly un-
veiidablc. 1893 Daily News 15 June 5/2 These., precious
but entirely unvendable books.

Unve*ndible, a. (UN-I7, 5 b. Cf. prec.)
164a Compl. Ho. Commons 7 Thai unvendible commodity

of Ship-mony. 1747 W. Horsley FooliijiZ) II. 274 It is

best to lay them [.re. taxesj on Things unvendible. 1841
D'IsRAELi Amen. Lit. III. 95 Nearly a third of Pope's
original subscription edition.. [was] left unvendible. 1859
Masson Brit. Nox'clists 81 To.. carry off that otherwise
unvendible work.

Hence Uuve'ndibleness.
x6z8 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) I. 43 The un-

vendiblenesse of the rest [of the goods].

Unveneered, ppL «. (Un-' 8.) (1775 Ash.] 1887
KusKiN P?-seterita IL 39, I had my father's love., of
unveneered, unrouged, and well finished things.

Uiive*nerable,«. (Un-1 7 b.)
16x1 Shaks. Wint. T. II. iii. 77 For euer Vnvenerable be

thy hands, if thou Tak'st vp the Princesse. x6i6 Champney
Voc. Bps. :f2.\ A Bishop howsoeuer vnuenerable he be, ..so
long as he is a Bishop, . .suffereth not the losse of his Pastorall
vocation. 1836 J. H. Newman in Lyra Apost. 127 O aged
blind Unvenerablel 1867 Swinburne Ess. ^ Stud. (1875)
148 So excellent and noble a thing that even error cannot
make it unvenerable.

TJnvenged, ///. a. Obs, exc. arch. (Un-1 8.)
1382 Wyclif yodxx'iv. izTheliuesof woundidmen..God

Buffreih not vnuengid [L. inultum] to gon awey. a 1470
H. Parker Dives 4- Pauper (W. de W. 1496) vi. xiii. 253/1
l"he .

. pryde of araye that is now used in this londe..wyIi
not be unuenged. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 159 Moaning
..for the loves Which he, unvenged, hath lost.

Unve*nial, a. (Un-' 7.) 1589 Nashe Almond for
Parrat B ij b. He wil be-pistle thee so peuishly, with
allegations of vnuenidall[ji<:] sinnes. 1644 Milton Divorce
(ed. 2) Pref. A 4 b. His venial and unvenial dispences.
Unvenom, v, [Un-' 4.] trans. To deprive of venom.
161X Florio, Disuiperato, vnuipered, vnuenomed. 1675
Allestree Art Contentm. xi. 206 He may..unvenem all

those calamities which are to others the gall of Asps. Un-
ve-nomed, /»^/. a. (Un-' 8,] Without being envenomed.
X597 Bp. Hall Sat. Postscr., If thou maist spit vpon a toade
unvenomed, why maist thou not speak of a vice without
danger? Unve'nomous, a. (Un-' 7.) 1659 Gauden
Tears Ck. 297 Their errour is not solitary, nor the sting
of their schisme either soft, or blunt, or unvenomous. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 100 The toad.. is an harinle.-^,
defenceless creature, torpid and unvenemous. Unvc'nt*
able, a. (Un-' 7 b-f- Vent v.^) 1633 T. Adams Exp. 3 Peter
ii. 4 But O.. the unventable sorrow of the goates on his left

!

ITnve'Ilted, (///-) a. [Un-I 8, 9.] Not pro-
vided with a vent or outlet ; not allowed to issue.
<:i6i8 Fletcher Mad Lover ii. i. Things like our selves,

as sensual, vain, unvented Bubbles, and breaths of air. 1624
Quarles Job Militant xvi, 26 I'me full, and I must speake,
Oti like vnuented vessels, I must brealce. 2630-40 —

\
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Funeral Elegies xviii, The false teare, that's forcM, or
slides by Art, . .Or dares (unvented) come to composition.
1866 Geo. Eliot/'. Holt xi, The co;iipany.. perhaps felt the
more, .as ihey sealed themselves with an expectation unvented
by utterance.

TTuve-ntilated,///. a, [Un-i 8.]

1. Not purified (as) by, not provided with means
of, ventilation.

X7ia Black.more Creation ii. 706 For, should the air un-
ventilated stand, The idle deep, corrupted, would contain
Blue deaths. 1743 S. Hales Ventilators 144 Ventilated
and unventilated Hops. 1849 in Huxley Liye ^ Lett. (1900)
I. 50 The lower and main decks are utterly unventilated.
1877 Teale Dangers to Health 14 Unventilated water
closets.

2. Not ventilated or discussed.
187a Latham. Also in recent use (1916).

ITiive'ntured,///. ^ (Un-i 8 and 8c.)
1605 SvLVESTER Du Bartas ir. iii. Vocation 631 Our way

to vertue lyes so.. plain, With pain-lesse Honour and un-
ventured Gain. ? 1608 Reynard's Deliv. Jr. Turks in Harl.
Misc. {ij^^) I. 183 There is no Coast.. left unsought,, .no
People, never so wild, left unventured upon. 1854 S. Dobell
Balder xxiii. 117 Nor less above yon midway crag the calm
Unventured summit.
Unve'nturous, rtt. (Un-'7.) x^$'LowK\A.Ode H.irvard

Commcm, 14 The common grave Of the unventurous throng.
Unve-nued,///. a. [Un-' 8. Cf. Venue 2.] + Not hit or
wounded in fencing. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv.
III. (15S6) 135 b. They ly so open that they are soone venued
.. : and if they do chaunce to scape vnuenued or vnhurt,
yet they leaue the world in doubt of their honestie.

Unvera-cious, a. (Un-i 7 and 5 b.)
Hence, in recent use (1922), unvcraciously.
1845 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. (1883) I. 301 A quick tact for

detecting everything unveracious. 1894 Jeaffreson Bk.
Recoil. 1 1, xvii. 33 The unveracious man left the drawing-
room, which he never again entered.
Unvera-city. (Un.» laand 5b.) i839CARLYLEC/mr^ww

V, What is injustice? Another name for disorder, for un-
veracity, unreality. 1843 — Past 4- Pr. iii. i, Such super-
incumbent weight of Unveracities. 1870RU5KIN /.c^^ .^r/
(^875) 96 They will never permit themselves in uselessness
or in unveracity.

Uuve rdant, a. (Un-i 7.)
1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks. (Grosart) I. 120 The Earth

vnverdant may goe seeke Her Flowers in Winter. 7 c 1710
CoNGREVE Ovid's Art 0/ Love iii. Wks. 1730 III. 308 Un-
graceful'tis to see..A Leaf-less Tree, or an unverdant Mead.
1859 ^V. H. Gregory Egypt 1. co The parched, baked, and
unverdant clay that had replaced the greensward ofWestern
ciiy parks.
Unve rifiable, a. {Un-' 7 b.) 1861 Maine Anc. Law

V. 114 A non-historic, unverifiable, condition of the race.
2876 Spencer Princ. Social. Pref., Many facts from other
sources had to be sought out and incorporated ; and . . 1 left

them in an unverifiable state.

Unverified,///, a. (Un-1 8.)

. [1775 AsH.J 1816 J. Gilchrist Phiios. Etym. p. iii, There
is not one of them which he has been obliged to abandon .

.

as contradicted or unverified by experimental evidence. 1867
Si'encer First Princ. (ed. 2) 11. iii. 159 The looking-glass.

.

proves how deceptive is sight when unverified by touch.
1887 Spectator 24 Sept. 1273 The array of loose statements
and unverified conjectures.

Unveritable, a. (Un-^ 7 b.)

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie i. xii, (Arb.) 42 They could
not..vse in their lauds any maner of grosse adulation or
vnueiitable report. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. x.

35q All these [beliefs] proceeded upon unveritable grounds.
Unve-rity. (Un-' 12.) 157a Forrest Theophilus in

Anglia VII. 81 To tell fable of unveryte. 1574 Life yoth
Abp. Canterb. Pref. E 3 b, Lest., the sowishe paptste..
gredily swallow uppe this litle vomited gobbett of written
vnverities.

Unve'rsed, ///. ay [U^-l 8.] Inexperienced.

167s Camden s Hist. Eliz. iii. 328 A young man raw and
unversed in military matters. 171a Blackmore Creation i.

437 The bright Natives of th' unlabour'd Field, Unverst in
Spinning, and in Looms unskill'd. 1779 J. Moore Viem
Soc. Fr. (1789) I. iv. 27 A stranger.. unversed in their
language.^ i8<^ Mitford Hist. Greece IV. 232 A collegue.

.

unversed in military command. 1885 R. Buchanan Annan
IVater xxiv, He was unversed in the ways and the by-ways
of the great city.

Unversed, //A a." [Un-' 8.] Not versified; not ex-
pressed in verse. 1648 Hexham ii, Ongerij'mt, Vnversed, or
without Rhime. 1891 Cent. Did. s.v.. Thoughts unversed.
UnveTSified,///.a. (Un-'8.) [1775ASH.] 1846 Worces-

ter {citing Scott), t Unve'rty, a. Sc. Obs.-^ [Un-' 7.]

Imprudent. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 236
Nocht that ony ambassadouris war sa unverty, na sa folily

avisit. Unve'SSel, !'. (Un-^ 5.) 1633 Ford Z,<7r^«'j-5a<rr.

V. iv. L 2 b, .So ; I grow sweetly empty ; all the pipes Of life

vn-vessel life. 1656 Trapp Covim. (ed. 2) Acts xv. 24 The word
signifies unvesselling them, unpacking them, .. scattering
them.

Unve-st, s". [UN-24.]
1. trans. To divest, strip.

1609 Bible (Douay) Lev. vi. 11 Hc.shal be unvested of
hisfonner vestments. 1610 Guillim Heraldry iir. vii. 106
This being mortified and vnuested of the verdour which
sometimes it had.

2. rejl. and absol. To divest (oneself) of ecclesi-

astical vestments.
1740 Chali.oner Gard. 5'i7;//(i8oi) 87 The priest returns.,

to the sacristy and unvests himself, c \tj\ in E. H. Burton
Life C/ialloner{\i)o^) I. ix. 140 The Bishop having unvested,
remained kiieeling. 1853 Dale tr. BaldeschCs Ceremonial
15 They assist the sacred Ministers to unvesi.
Unve'stal, a. (Un-' 7.) 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett.

Henry ^ Frances (1767) IV. 4 Our Vestal, .has lately, .had
a Flame lighted up in her Breast, but of a most unvesial
Kind. Unvexa-tious, a. (Un-' 7.) 1802-xa Bentham
Reition. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 37;^ The collection of..
evidence in a mode thus comparatively undilatory, uu-
expensivCi uovexatious.

UNVIOLATE.
Unve'xed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1456 Sir G, Hav Goz'. Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 125 The

mannis persone restis..in the nychi, and the membns and
the wit ar bathe unvexit. 1485 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839)
^94/1 To be. . Joisit be him vnvext be ^aim hot as law wifl.

xSoAReg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 234/2 To.. defend [them]..
unvexit and undistroublit. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 353
With a blessed and vn-vext retyre,..We will beare home
that lustie blood againe, i6ii Donne .^wa/. World 363 In
whom all white, and red, and blew (Beauties ingredients)
voluntary grew, As in an unvext Paradise. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. ir. 650 Unvex'd with Quarrels, undisturb'd
with Noise. 1791 Huddesford Salmag. 105 Unvex'd by
the cares that ambition and state has. 1809 Malkin Gtl
Bias viii. ii. p 9 Which put forth shoots like a plantation in
a fat and unvexed soil. 1864 Tennyson En. Ardcn 526
Unvext She slipt across the summer of the world. 1869
Lowell Ode to Happiness 71 These in unvexed dependence
lie, Each 'neath his strip of household sky.
Unvl'car, v. (Un-' 6 b.) eis6x Undebhill Autobiog.

(Camden Soc.) 157 Vff I hadde your auctoryte I wolde be
so bolde to unvycker hym. t Unvixiate, ppl. a. Sc.
Obs.-^ (Un.> 8 b.) 1503 Sc. Acts, Jas. VI (1816) IV. 25/2
Sa raony of the rentis & fruittis thairof as ar presentlie frie

and vnviciat. Unvi'cious, a. (Un-' 7.) 1456 Sir G.
Hav Gov. Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 136 Gude quhete brede
and gude lycht flesche and gude unvicious wynis. f Un-
vi'ct,rt., Unvixted,/^//. a. Obs. [Un-' 7, 8, sbJ-lNvicT
a. 1560 Phaer ACneid ix. (1562) E e ij, Depe mourning
maks them slack, vnuicted strengthes begin to pal. Ibid. x.

Ggij, That shield which.. the fyry-puissant god vnuict,
gaue thee with golden grates. t Unvictable, «. Obs.'^
(Un-' 7.] Invincible. 1533 BsLLENDtN Li7'yn.x\\. (S.T.S.)
1. 217 The fabis [= FabiiJ. .belewit i?ir vnvictaible [v.r. in-

vincibill ; L. invicta] armoure and wappinnys mycht nother
be winccust nor ^it resistit.

Unvicto'rious, a. (Un-1 7.)
161X Florio, Jnuittorioso, vnuictorious. 1853 Carlvle in

Froude Life (1884) 11. 135, I am a most unvictorious man
surely. 1B93 Rider Haggard Nada xxi, Never before for
many years had a Zulu impi returned unvictorious.

Unvi-ctualled, ///. a. (Un-1 8.)

1484 Cov. Leet Bk. 519 Wherthorough..straungers resort-
yng to J»e seid Cite.. were vnvittailled. 1549 Cheke Hurt
Scdit. (1569) Fij. Exeter, .being in the middestof Rebelles,
vnuittailed, vnfurnished, vnprejiared, for so long a siege.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. li. Babylon 351 Jayes, that
in iheir wyerie gail Can ask for victuals, and unvictuat'd
rail. 1648 Hexham 11, Ongespijst, Vnvictualled.

UnTiew-ed, PpL a. (Un- i 8.)

1570 Levins Manip. 51 Vnuewed, inaestimatus, x6o8
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Schism 971 Another cals on
Heav'n's un-viewed Lights. 1641 Peacham Worth of
a Penny 2j Our Ladies. .wiU.. shiver in the hardest frost,

rather than they will suffer their bare necks and breasts to
passe your eyes unviewed. 171a Blackmore Creation vl
475 From thee, Democritus, it lay conceard,..'Twas by the
Coan's piercing eye unview'd. i8xo Ckabbe Borough 1. 164
But who to thee (A wonder yet unview'd) shall paint the sea?

Unvi'gilant, a. (UN-'7,5b.) 1611 Flokio, Inuigi/ante^
vnuigilant, vnwalchful. 1648 Hexham 11, Onivacker, Vn-
wakened, or Vnvigilent. 1891 Atkinson Moorlatui Par. 324
A wild wary bird . . so dazed . . by hunger and cold as to become
dulled, muffled, unvigilant. Unvigorously, adv. (Un**
11.) 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. i. v. 25 Many other courses he
tries,, .but so unvigorously, that I do not feare his winning
ofmany to liis cause. tUnvi'nceable,*!. Obs.~'^ [UN-'7b.]
= next, a 1567 Dunbar's Lament for Makaris 25 (Bann.
MS.), That Strang, vnvynsable tirrand.

+ tlnvi'ncible, a. Obs. (Un-^ 7 and 5 b.)

*S54 Dial, on Laws Eng. i. xvi. 28 b, Though ignorance
vnuincible of a statute excuse the party against God. a isS7
Mrs. M. Basset tr. J\Ure's Treat. J'assion M.'s Wks. 1392/2
To sende hym.. a niyghiye stronge vnuyncible armie of
Aungels from heauen. 1594 Carew Huarte'sExam. Wits
xiii. 205 Imagination.. dcuiseth the engins. .wherby vn-
uincible fortresses are won. a i6ix H. Bboughton Wks.
(1662) III. 713 The assertion, .is by an un vincible consequent
denied by the Geneveans. 1658 J. Webb Cleopatra viu. 111.

69 Fanc[y]iiig her Troops unvincible had this great person
fought at their head.

Hence fUnvincibleness ; +ITnvi'ncibly rtf/z;.

X58X FuLKE in Confer. \\\. (1584) U iiij b, Though the com-
munion vnder both kindes bee proued vnuincibly by that
testimonie. i6ix Florio, Inuincibilita^ vnuinciblenesse.
Unvi-ndicated,///. a. (Un.> 8.) 1654 Gavton Picas.

Notes in. v. 97 Whom those Jnchanters, Moors, and
Witches. .had coffin'd up unvindicated untill this present
houre. 1879 Chr. Rossetti Seek ^ F\ 220 His [sc. Christ's]
royalty, scoffed at by malice, remained unvindicated.
Unvindictive, a. (Un-> 7.) [1775 Ash.J 1857 J. W.
Donaldson Chr. Orthod. 333 With an unvindictive selec-
tion of epithets. 1883 Croft Elyot's Governour II. 650/2
Anecdote of lEmperor Augustus], illustrating his unvindic-
tive nature. Unvi ntaged, /;*/. a. (Un-' 8.) 1869
B1.ACKMOKE Loma D. xxxiii. That eternal morning, when
crag and chasm shall be no more, neither hill and valley,
nor great unvintaged ocean.

tunvi'olable, a. Obs, (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Inuiolabilis,.. \x\mo\3.h\c. 1583
GoLDiNO Calvin on Dcttt. iii. 14 Ibis order. .ought to be
vnuiolable. 1596 Sir H. Knvvett Def. Realme Ded. (1906)
9 The fountaine of unviolable faith. 1624 Capt. Smith
Virginia iv. 144 Such a firme peace, as most men there
thought sure and vnuiolable. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoC'
calini's Advts.fr, Partiass. 11. Ixi. (1674) 213 Religion,
Faith, and_ unviolable Friendship. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucaii
255 Who views the Gorgons with intrepid Eyes, And your
unviolable Flood defies?

Hence f Unvi'olal&ly adv. Obs.
IS34 tr. Lyndwode's Const. Provinc. 3 b, W^e charge &

commaunde the constitucions..to be vnuiolably obserued

&

kept. 1647 Hexham i, Vnviolablely, tf«7'^r^ir?^//c/{v«.

tUnvxolate, ppl. a. Obs, [to-^^ 8 b, 5 b.

Cf. next.] =^ Inviolate a.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 39 To thentent that this

league and amitee should be kept unviolate. 1570 T.
Norton u. NoweCs Catech, 11 Any other matter of great



UNVIOLATED.
importance, wherein we are.. to niaiiiteiiie vnuiolate the
honor of God. a 1589 Palfreyman BaldzvuCs Mor. Philos.
(1600) 127b, Comnion lawes. .ou^ht to bee., kept vnuiolate.
1681 Whole Duty Nations 24 The retaining their Honour
untouch'd, unviolate by any creature.

Unyi-olated, //>/. a. (Un-i 8, 5 b.)

1555 Eden Decades { Arb.) 34^ The nation . . dooth not longe
keepe the condicioiis of peace vnuiolated. iS9oShaks. Covt.
Err. III. i. 88 Th* vnuiolated honor of your wife. 1639 Fuller
Holy War 11. vi. 51 His tombe is unviclated at ihis day,
1671 Milton Samson 1144 The pledge of my unviolated vow.
1717 Thomson Britannia 134 Unviolated, him the virgin
sings. X786 Burke Art. agst. W. Hastings Wks. 1842
II. 215 A treaty of peace,., unviolated on his part. x86i
Wynter Soc. Bees 20 The letter, .reaches the person to whom
it is directed, apparently unviolated. 1891 Mereiuitii One
of our Conq. xxv, Not until we are driven back upon an
unviolated Nature, do we call to the intellect to think
radically.

Unvi-olenced, ///. a. (Un.» 8.) a\^\x Ken Hvmns
Evan^. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 146 He ever lives unviolenc'd by
ill, Who to his God devoted, has no will. — Hyinnarium
Ibid. 11. 142 How God. .Governs unviolenc'd Contingency,
UnviTgin, v. (Un-^ 6 b.) 1638 N. Whiting Albino itf

Bellama 2503 It seems some roister bold Them to unvirgin
cunningly did lurk. UnviTginal, a. (Un-" 7.) 1546
Bale Eng. Votaries i. 29b, If their unvirginall vowes had
not bene,tytie should the worlde haue neded thys lecherous
learnynge. UnviT^ined, ppl. a, (Un-' 6 b, 8.) i6oj
Warner Alb. Eng. x. lix. 258 Her now vn-virgin'd Eyes did
shame to view the common Light 1638 Mavne Luctan
(1664) 167 The other tooke his bride, led her into his chamber,
and a while after brought her forth unvirgin'd. Un-
vi rginlike, a, (Un-' 7 c.) 1671 H. M. ir. E>asm. Colhq.
361, I am much afraid, lest some unvirginlike thing was
committed that night. Unvilile, a. (Un-' 7, 5 b.) 1884
H. S. Wilson Stud. Hist.^ etc. 122 James, .was unstable,
pedantic, undignified, and unvirile. + UnviTtuate, v,
Obs.-^ (Un.' 6 c] trans. To render inefTective. z6ii
Speed Hist, Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. § 125 Neither continuance
of litre, nor subtilty of ayre could checke or vn.vertuate the
strength [of the poisonj. Unvirtue. (Un-' 12.) 1869
W. M. RossETTi in Q- Eliz, Academy^ etc. ti. 108 Every
Un-virtue has Both tier service and her council. 1869
RusKiN Q. ofAir § 141 Evil by outlawry and unvirtue.

UnviTtiioas, a. (Un-i 7.)
143a Pasion Lett. I. 32 The wbiche lak ordefaultemjghte

be caused by ungodely or unvertuous men. c 1456 Pecock
Bk. 0/Faith (1909) 149 Forto so bileeve withoute evydence
b unresonable, and iherfore unvertuose. axyfi Hall
Chron.^ Hen. /K, 19 He beyng netteled with these vn-
curteous ye vnuertuous prickes-.serched out the authours.
1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 16 The coate-armours, and
nobilities of the vaine and vnvertuous Gentlemen. 1645
Milton Tetrach. 54 An opinion both ungodly, unpolitic,
unvertuous, and void of all honesty and civil sense. 1741
Richardson Pamela III. 44 It must be a very unvirtuous
Man, that can form any other Ideas . . than those of. . Pity
for you. 1867 Month VI. 17 An unvirtuous Priest, .ruins
many souls in these days. 1886 A. Weir Hist. Basis Mod.
Europe il 37 He was [deeply] involved in the unvirtuous
statecraft of his time.

Hence V&Ti'rtnonsly adv. ; Unvi'rtnonsness.
disoo Bemardus de cura rei fatn. (E.E.T.S.) 10^^245

Wyrk thow oder wnwcrteusly or vele. t^oCaxton's Chron.
Eng. IV. 32b/2 Many tymes he regned vnuertuously that is

a kynge Some. t68a N. Ingelo Bentiv. ff Ur. iv. (ed. 4)
115 Love less, and you will love better and longer. You love
Arete unverluously. 1843 Carlyle Past ^ Pr. iii. ii, It was
the terror., of doing unworthily, doing unvirtuously, which
was their word for unlawfully. 1865 W H. Gillespie
Argt. Being ^ Attrib. 111. iii. § 6 The same sort of thing
holds with regard to..unvirtuousness.

tXTnvi'sed, ///. a. Obs, [Un-1 8.] a. Unin-
tended, b. Unadvised,
a 1300 Cursor M. 28569 Drunfcennes if it vnvisd be. 1609

R. G. Good speed to Virginia C 4 b. They holde it an vnuised
course to set the same attempt on foote agatne.

Hence fUnvi'sodly euiv.^ imprtidently. Obs.
c 1470 Henrv Wallace xi. 231 A lord offcourt. .Wnwisytly

sperd, with outyn prouisioun ;
' Wallace, dar ye go fecht on

our lioun ?

'

t Unvi-Sible, a. Obs. (Un-I 7 and 5 b.)
1388 WvcLiF Tobit xii. 19 Y vse vnuysible meete. c 140a

LvDG. Compl. Bl. Knt. 633 When Vulcanus, .with a cheyne
vnvisible yow bounde. 1483 Caxton Cato c j b. The whyche
hath myght ..vpon alle ihynges vysyble and vnuysyble.
1558 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacram. viL 36 Christ geueth "nto
vs his vnuisible graces, in sensible sacramentes. 1593 P^s.
Morrice F ij b, I would I., went not so vnuisible, [Alw
Hexham and A.'ih s.v.J

Hence f Unvl'sibleziess ; + Uuvi'sibly adv.
C1380 WvcLiF Set. Wks. III. 522 It is nedeful hat it be

understonden *unvesibily. 1647 Hexham i, Vnvisible, or
unvisibly. iMi Strvpe Eccl, Mem. III. 279 You. .adore
the same flesh in substance, altho' unvisibly \orig. invisible]

in the sacrament, wliich we al shal se in the latter day visible,

1611 Flobio, Inuisibilita^ *vnuisiblenesse.

Unvisionary, a, (Un-' 7.) 17^ R. J. Sulivan View
Nat. II. 167 Whatever turns the mmd intensely upon un-
visionary contemplation. 1870 Rlskin Led. Art (1875) 48
A measured.. observance of the quite unvisionary facts of
the surrounding world.

Unvi'sitable, a, [Ux-^ 7 b.]

1. a. Unable lo visit, b. Unfit to be visited.

1638 WorroN in Relig. (1672) 570 The B.of Lincoln l>eing

in an unvi.sitable case himself. 183a Mrss Mitford Village
V. 38 A series of bachelor lords, whose female companions
have been thoroughly unvisiiable.

2. Not suitable for visiting.

1749 FcF.LDiNG Tom Jones xiii. iii, The next morning..
the huddled on her clothes, and at a very unfashionable,
unseasonable, unvisitable hour, went to Lady Bellastoii.

Unvi 'Sited, ///. ff. [Un-^S.] Not visited, in

various senses.

<a) 1549 Latimer Ploughers (Arb.) 31 He goeth on vJsitacion

daylye. He leaueth no place of bys cure vnuisited. z6oo

389

Hakluyt Voy. III. 171 There remayned some farre remote
Countries vnvisited by them. 1693 S. Hf.rvey Juvenal ix.

13 Ihe Play-House and the Parks unvisited must lie. 1799
WoRDSw. Nutting 17, 1 came to one dear nook Unvisited.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxiv. (1856J 197 Another oppor-
tunity of seeing the unvisited shores of Wellington Sound.
(^) (21586 Sidney Arcadia lit. xxvi, Giving order to his

brother to keepe the prisoners safe, and unvisited. 1588
Shaks. L, L. L. v. il. 358 You haue lined in desolation
heere, Vnseene, vnuisiied. 1612 in Buccleuch MSS.[,VlvH.
MSS. Comm.) I, 126, 1 resolved to leave hiin unvisited until
I should receive answer. 1734 Mrs. Delanv Life ^ Corr.
(r86i) I. V. 447 She must live unvisited by me till I know
where to find her. 1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. 11. v, Thus was
the young man. .not unvisited by hosts of true Sky-born,
1868 PusEY Lent. Serin, viii. (1883) 165 While His members
are. .sick and by us unvisited.

(f) 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 398 In some milde Zone [we may]
Dwell not unvisited of Heav'ns fair Light. 1760-73 H.
T&^aav.^ Fool 0/ Qiial. (1809) II. 158 Abandoned by God,
and unvisited by his gracious motions in the heart, c 1815
Jane Austen Fersuas.mx, The utter impossibility.. that
he could be unvisited by remembrance. 1831 Carlyle in
Froude i/yi (1882) II. 189 The day [being] unvisited by any
adventure except a little message from Mrs. Austin. 1870
Bryant Iliad ix. I. 281 So have I Had many a night un-
visited by sleep.

TJnvisor.j/. [Uif-24. Cf. Unvizaed ».] trans.
To strip of a visor ; to unmaslc.
IS7» Buchanan Detect. Mary (1727) 28 This. .Strangeris
Hap was to spill the Play, and unvisor all the Disguising.
i6oa Warner Alb. Eng. x. Iviii. 255 The Barricados Feast,
when Guise vn-vi7.-ird was. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)
P ertue ofTayle Wks. 11. 126 Whilst I vnmaskc, vnvisor, or
vnveile The vertues of a Taylor and a Tayle.
Uiivi-sored, /»;)/. a. [Un-' 8.] Not wearing a visor j not

masked. 1827 Pollok Course T. viii. 24 On their grim
features, now The plain unvisored index of the soul,.. No
smile of hope., was seen. 1881 Daily News & \pr. 5/3 Un-
visored foes in open fray he'll meet.

Unvi-tal, a. (Un-i 7.)
1661 Rust Origen's Opin. 79 The matter she [«. the soulj

IS then surrounded with being all of that unvital temper.
1837 Whewell/Z/j/. Induct. Set. III. 129 Lavoisier showed
that the atmospheric air .. [contains] an unvital mt, which
he thence called azot. 1834 E. G. Holland Mem. J. Badger
X. 171 Some dry and unvital difference in theological belief.
1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. i. 23 A sphere .. perfectly un-
vital, a sphere in which spiritual progression is impossible.
Hence Unvitalneas.
i6«t Rust Origen's Opin, 69 Purged from all material

unvitalness or mortality.

Unvi-talized, /»>/. rt. (Un-'8.) 1874 Lewes /•^-oW.Zj/i
^ Mindl. ii6The inorganic, unvitali.sed material becoming
there transformed into organisable, vitalised material

Unvi-tiated,///. a. (Un-i 8.)
1631 B. Jonson .Ifagn. Lady iv. viii. Render then Your

Neice a Virgin and unvitiated,And make all plaineand per-
fect (as it was). 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 297 The
poor Papua people . . follow nature unvitiated, and sing most
melodiously. 1797 B. S. Barton tfem Views p. xv. The
traditions of a people cannot be preserved long in a pure-
unvitiated stream. 1838 Lvtton Alice 11. i, Her unvitiated
.ind guileless taste had a logic of its own. 18S4 Disraeh
in Daily Tel. 22 Sept., To breathe and enjoy pure and un.
vitiated air.

Upvitrescibi-lity, (Un-' 12), Unvitre-scible, a.
(Un-' 7.) 178a Wkdgwood in Phil. Traus. LX.KII. 309 A
clay sufficiently apyrous or unvitrtscible. 1786 — Ibid.
LXXVI. 401, 1 . . found it to answer my wishes completely.

.

in.. increasing its unvitrescibility,

Unvitrifiable, a. (Un-i 7 b, 5 b.)
1758 Reid ir. Mucauer's Client. I. 7 A species of Earth

absolutely unvitrifiable in its nature. 1778 Prvck Ulin.
Comitb. 252 '-Tl'e micose clay., is known to be absolutely un-
vitrifiable. 1879 Cnsseirs Techn. Educ. 1 1. 338 2 The alkali
..facilitates the vitrification of the earthy panicles, which
separately are unvitrifiable.

tJnvi trifled, ///. a. (Un-1 S^
['775 Ash.) 1779 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 2) IV. 2674/1 Another

sort of glass, ..[having] some unvitrified particles in its sub.
stance. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts n6o The superficial film of
colours willremain unvitrified. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
264/1 The vitrified walls are supported by masses of unvitri-
fied stone.

Uiivi-trioHs!ed,/(/>/.a. (Un-'S.) \KyU.7.F.HenckeVs
Pyritologia 298 That sort.. yet remaining unvitriolized as
the other \_sc. white pyrites].

.TJnvi-zard.w. [UN-24.] trans. =Unvisorz/.
i6so E. Blount llorsc Subs. 490 Whereas they that are

niore cunning ip their trade, are hardly visible, if not vn-
vizarded, which is my now endeuour to doe. 164a Reiitonstr.
Ch. Ireland 6 But others more fully unvizard themselves,
professing. That they would have a King of their owne.
1655 Earl Orrery Partlieit. 11, v. 469 Merinzor .. began
lately so much to unvizard his designes, that [etc.].

Hence TJnvizarding vbl. sb.

a i6a8 F. Grevil Zj/i Sidney (1652) 113 The unvizarding of
this masked triplicity.

Unvi'zarded,/>/.<r. [Un.' 8.) = Unvisored;!/*/.*. i6ia
N. Field IVontan a Weathercock v. ii. Stage direct., Enter
Scudinore unvizarded. Unvo'cable, a. [Un-' 7.] In-
capable of utterance. l8a6 Galt Last of Lairds xiii. 118
The same genial power .. prompteth unvocable as well as
intelligent nature to. .rejoice in the spring.

XJnvocal, «. (Un-i 7.)

'773 J-. Herries Elem. Sp. 58 The simple elements of
speech [include] some vocal, some unvocal, some open,
some shut. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. iv. ii. I. 393 He is a
man to keep the world's tongue wagging,, .though himself
of very unvocal nature. 1885 Athenxu/n 17 Jan. 94/3 The
composer indulges in unvocal intervals and harsh pro-
gressions.

Unvo-calized,jl//. a. (Un.' 8.) 1878 Bristowe Th. ^•

Pract. Med. 477 The result is that unvocalised air escapes
through the chink.

Unvoi-ce, v. [Un-2 4.] trans. To deprive of

UNVULGAR,
voice

; spec, in Phonetics, to utter with ' breath

'

in place of ' voice '.

1637 N. WiiiTiNO ^a/ao !f B. 402 As though an Incubus.

.

iiiiclaspt their bosomes, and un-voyc'd their tongues. Ibid.
702. 1879 Sh-eet Coll. Papers (1913) 456 In Russian, as in
rrencn, a high final vowel is often unvoiced after a breath
slop. 1888 — kitg. Sounds 19 Liquids and nasals are not
often unvoiced.

ilence Uuvoi'cing vbl. sb.

1887 Skeat Eng.Elym. Sen i. 392 Unvoicing of voiced
consonants. 1888 Sweet Eng. Souitds 198 This unvoicing
of weak stops.

Unvoi-ced, (///.) a. (Un-' 8, 9. Cf. Voice v. 5, 7 b.)
i8S9 Emerson Art t, Criticism Wks. 1903 XII. 298 A
book holding so many memorable and heroic facts,, .things
unvoiced before. 1874 Holland Mistr. Mause i. 10 That
"00 ;.',",? ,'° '° """' • • Remains unvoiced since time began.
1881 W. L. Dickson Pract. Orgati.buildingix.iig A wooden
pipe, similarly put together but unvoiced. Unvol-ceful
f'l

'""-'7;) '87» HoWELLs IVedd. Journ. ix.lhe unvoice-
lul stir of ihe new week had begun again. Unvoi'dable,
a. [Un-' 7 b + Void tJ. 3.] IiTeversible. I7a5 Bailey
Ernsiit. Colloq. (i^-ji) 173 He will from on high pronounce
that unvoidable sentence. tUnvorded,///. a. Obs.
[Un-'8.] = VnAvomuoppl.a. 2 a. i6ia R. Uabokne CAr.
turn d Turke 228 How idle then were he Should striue to
crossevnuoideddesteny? Unvo'Iatile, a. (Un-'7, 5 b.)
i8a3 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 228 A straight Dutch
road, broad and unvolatile as the natives. Unvo'latilize,
V. (Un-2 6 c.) 187s limwKiKG Aristoph. Apol 101 Who
would imprison, unvolatilize A violet's perfume Un-
vo;IatiIlzed, />>/.«. (Un-' 8.) 1807 Aikin Z;/rf. Cto«. *
Miti. I. 37/2 The ashes being the fixed or unvolatilized
part of the plant, t Unvo-Iatized,///. a. Oij. (Un-' 8.)
1669 W. Simpson Hyttrol. Chym. 347 Deprav'd matter, .un-
volatlz'd by the ferment.

Unvoiuntaiy, a. "iObs. (UN-I7, 5 b.)
1570 Levins Manip. 107 Vnvoluntarie, inuitiis. 163a tr.

Bruets Praxis Med. 66 An vnuoluntary motion in the
part which vsually did moue of its owne accord, a 1676
Hale Prim. Grig. Man. i. i. (1677) 30 They are not acts
that are imperale by the Will, but they are in a manner
natural and unvoluiitary. 1706 E. Ward IVooden World
Diss. (1708) 21 'lis unvoluntary, to be sure, if he spill of the
one or the other. I7as Fain. Diet., Diabetes, ..^.n unvolun-
tary Discharge of Urine. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. lo/i The un-
voluntary listener to his grey-haired father's earnest prayers.
Unvoltiptuous.f!. (Un.'7.) 1871 Geo. Eliot j»/;V/,&«/.

xxiii. He had written stanzas as pastoral and unvoluptuous
as his flute-playing.

Unyo'te, v. [Uk-2 3 and 7.]
1. To reverse or annul by revoting,
trans. 1647 in jth Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 456/2

They were forced to unvote what they had passed the day
before. 1708 Deplorable State of A'em Eug. 35 The Busi-
ness was so managed. .that altho'. .one Day it was Voted,
That the Fort should be Attack'd, it was by'nd by. Unvoted
again.
intr. 1647 R. Kentish Serin, to Comm. (1648) 12 They.,

will vote and un-vote, as the times turn. 1653 Pol. Ballads
(i860) i. 108 They voted, unvoted, as fancy did guide.

2. trans. To deprive by a vote. Const, of.
1658 J. Harrington Prerog. Pop. Govt. \. vii. 35 If they

unchirotonized or unvoted God of the Kingdome,
Hence TJnvo'ting vbl, sb.

164a Howell Twelve Treat. (1661) 40 A Bill for the un.
voting, and utter exclusion of the Spiritual] Lords from the
Parliament. 1643 Prvnne Sov. Power Pari. iv. 24 His
Majesties. .unvoting of their Votes in Parliament.

_
Unvo-ting, >//.«. (Un-' 10.) 1839 Carlyle C/nir/w«

IX, Shall we blame the unvoting disappointed millions. . ?

Uuvon-ched, ///. a. [Un- l 8, 8 c] Not
guaranteed by evidence; not vouched _/&?-.

177s L. Shaw Hist. Moray 134 This wholly unvouched
account. 1783 Hailes Aittiq. Chr. Ch. iii. 56 This hypo-
thesis, fanciful at the best and unvouched. 1858 Froude
Hist. Eng. IV. 496 [.\ legend] unvouched for, unalluded to
bjrany contemporary authority. l878J.DAviDS0N/«r'^rKr/V
vii. 244 A picture, .which, if unvouched, would now surpass
belief.

Uiivouchsa-fed, Ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1661 Boyle Style of
Script. 246 God hasVeyl'd in an Obscure. .Stone an Altrac-
tivenesse (Unvouch.safd to Diamonds and Ruby's). ?i8io
WoRDSw. Maternal Grief lo Beams of that celestial light
To ail the Little-ones on sinful earth Not unvouchsafed.

Uavowed,///. a. [Un-1 8.] Not bound by
a vow ; not rendered on account of a vow.
1570 Levins Manip. 51 Vnuowed, intiotiuus. a 1600

Hooker Eccl. Pol. vil. xxiii. § 4 They had the free and un-
vowed oblations of men. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 229 If
vnuowed to another Order,.. he vowes in this order. 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh vi. 57 Some equal poise of sex,
some unvowed love Inviolate. 1878 Masque Poets 151 She
sat apart In widowed saintliness, an unvowed nun.
Unvo-welled, (ppl.) a. (Un-' 8, 9. Cf. Vowel v. 3.)

16x4 Skinner in Oisher's Lett. {iti6) 357, I note.. That
Moses left unvowelled Copies to the 'fribes, save one
which had both Accents and Vowels to the custody of the
Priests. 1894 W. Wright in Bibl. Soc, Rec. (N.Y.) Aug.;
A set of plates of the unvowelled Bible.

TTnvoyageable, «. (Un-i 7 b.)
1667 Milton/', j^.x. 366 This unvoyageable Gulf obscure.

1809-14 WoRDSW. Excurs. v. 342 Here standing, with the un-
voyageable sky. .Stretched overhead. 1853 RuSKlN i"/(7«e-f

Ven. II. lo The lifeless, impassable, unvoyageable plain.

Unvoyaged, pfl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1816 J. Wilson City of
Plague III. iii, A kingdom Lying unknown amid unvoyaced
seas. i856RuSKiN/l/orf. /'a/«MII. iv. xiv. § 8 The flowing
flame of some calm unvoyaged river. Unvu'lcanizecl,
ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 916/a
A material.. made of unvulcanized rubber and other sub-
stances.

Unvulgar, a. [Un-i 7 and 5 b.]

1 1. Uncommon, unusual ; above the common,
refined, rare. Obs.

1598 Sylvester Du Barias u. i. 40 O ! furnish me with an
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un-vulgar stile. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. I. xv. 192 In
his behauiour hee would seeme French, Italian, Spanish, or
any thing, so he may seeme vnvulgar. 1654 Gayton Picas.
Kates IV. v. 199 There were no living.. with us, unlesse
something new and unvulgar be in onr houses. 1713 Bkkke-
LEV Hytas ^ Phil. Pref., When they have taken a circuit
through so many refined and unvulgar notions. 1736 Wkl-
STED Wks. (1787) 427 Philosophers.. too unvulgar to relish
any Divinity that is not Pagan,
2. Free from vulgarity.

^ 1819 L. Hunt Indicator No. 3 (1832) 1. 19 The whole story
is. .unvulgar and .. sweetly serious. 1839 J. H. Frkre
Aristopk, Kniffhts p. iv, That admirable and most unvulgar
exhibition of vulgar life, the Pickwick Papers.
Unvti'lgarize.r'. (Un.»6c.) x8ii LxMB/Zo^ar/A Wks.

1908 1. 95 The quantity of thought . , would alone unvulgarize
every subject which he might choose. 188s Mag. Art IV.
2902 It might. .have. .made the entire aspect of English
home-life delightful, unvulgarising a domestic nation.
Unyu'lgarized, ppl a. (Un.' 80 1858 Nat. Rev. Oct.
352 The grace and depth of unvulgarised emotions. Un-
VU'Igarly, aiiv. [Un-' 11. 1 t Uncommonly, remarkably.
x6o_a Marston Antonio's Rev. ill. iv, I haue taken a murre,
which makes my nose run most patheticalHe, and vnvul-
gartie. t Unvu'Inerable, a. 06s. (Un-' 7 b, 5 b.)

1607 Shaks. Cor. V. iii. 72 The God of Souldiers . . informe Thy
thoughts with Noblenesse, that thou mayst proue To shame
vnvulnerable. 1666 J^hird Advice to Painter 20 Leave then
(said he) th'unvulnerable Keele. t Unvu'lnered, ppi. a.
Obs.—^ [Un-' 8. 5 b. Cf. Vulnerate r.J Unwounded.
1613 Hevwood Siiver Age in. i, This Lyons case shall on
our shoulders hang, Wee'l armc our body with th' vnvul-
ner'd skin.

Unwa*dded,/^/.rt. (Un-' 8.) [1775 Ash.] 1835 Dickens
Sk. Boz^ Scenes xi, Can our friend m the military uniform
ever. .descend to the comparatively un-wadded costume of
every-day life ? Unwa'fered, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1844
Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India 218 Scraps of paper, .un-
wafered or unsealed. tUuwa'fted,///. rt. Sc. [Un-'S.]
= Unweft ppL a. 1663 Stirling Bur^h Rec. I. 239 Ilk
weaver is to leave the bounds of a large inch at the end of
each pair [of plaids] unwafted.

Unwa-ged,///. a. [Ux-l 8.] fNot recom-
pensed with wages; unpaid.
1538 Latimer Serm. 9f Rem. (Parker Soc.) 397 His high-

ness should . .remember them with some piece ofsome broken
abbey.. ; for, as I hear, the vicars and other ministers sing
and say unwaged, c 1550 Dice Play (Percy Soc.) 1 1 With
less reliefof victuals than had the worst unwaged adventurer
here. 1563 Mirr. Mag. Miij, Now all stormy gales Of,.
rancor vtterly are swaged, And we our owne to lyve or
dye vnwaged.
Unwa'gged, ppl. a. (Un-' a) 1788 Hubdis Village

Curate (1797) 94 Ihe silent pointer .. Now motionless .,

stands, one foot lift up. His nostril wide-distended, and his
tail Unwag d. Unwailed,/;*/. a. (Un-* 8.) x8o» J. Baillie
2nd Pt. Ethioald^ v. ii. Where dying warriors groan unheard,
and things Horrid to nature are as though they were not,
Unwail'd, unheeded. tUnwai'ndandly, a^z/. Sc. Obs.
[Un-* 10, II,] Unsparingly. c:i43< Wyntoun Cron. vr. xv.
1526 Quhen J>at he.. spilt gret blude vnwayndandly [z/.n

vnwanandly], Unwai*nscot(t)ed,///. a. (Un-' 9,) 1709
Phil. Trans. XXVI. 481 The Top or Cieling of an Un-
wainscotted Church. Unwai*ted,/^/.a. (Un-'8c.) 159a
TiMME TenEng. Lepers E4b, Pride, .disdainelh to go
alone, unwaited upon. c:i6i8 Fletcher Mad L.07}er 11. i.

To wander up and down unwaited on. .Is for a Sowter's
Soul, not an old Souldiers. 1648 Hexham ii, Onverbeydtt
Un-attended, Un-expected, or Vnwaited for.

XTnwaked, ///. a, (Un- i 8.)

»390 GowER Conf. Ill, 258 Sche unwaked Abedde lay, but
what sche mette God wot. a 1720 J. Hughes Barn^elms 4
Smooth was the 'Ihames, his waters sleeping lay, Unwak'd
by winds.^ 1824 Praed Troubadour 111. 192 You might
think the instrument Unwaked by any touch replied To all
its master said or sighed.

Unwa-kened, />//. a. (Un-1 8.)
1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xii. (1626) 245 Vnwakened

with the tumult of this fray, Uissolu'd in death-like sleepe,
Aphidus lay. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 9 So much the more
His wonder was to find unwakn'd Eve With Tresses dis-
compos'd. 183s Campbell Dead Eagle 14 Whilst yet the
unwakened world was dark below.
Unwa'kening, ///. «. (Un.> 10,) x8j8 yiwMk^ Savior

XU 8S2 Some knelt before their cold deaf Gods, some scoffd
..Their stony and unwakening thunders, xSax Byron Sar-
danap. iv, i. The realm Of thy stern, silent, and unwakening
twin [jc. Death]. Unwa*king,//^.rt. tUN-' 10.) x8i8
Milman Samor iv, 23 Within the grave She slept unwaking.
Unwaikable, a. [Un-1 7 b.] a. Unfit for

walking in. b. Unable to walk.
1813 MME.D'ARBLAY/?/rtrj'(i846) VII.7 How teased I am

..bythis eternal unwaikable weather I 1831 ^q^vxi Seasons
273 Even the unwaikable infant sits propt with sheaves.

Unwa'lked, ppl. a.^ [Un-1 8.] Unfulled.
X488 Acta Dom. Concil. (1839) 95/2 A wob of tanny claith,

..deUuerit..to (?e said Robert in vnwawkit claith. 1570
Wills »f Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 348, xiiij yards of vnwaukid
caresey and xvj yards of playne whit vnwaukid. 1583 Dur-
ham IVills <V Invent. (Surtees) 78 In unwalked cloth, xiij

yeirds of white cearsey [etc.]. i6ox in T. Pontes Ace. tun-
?iingham (Maitl. CI.) 179 Fyve pair of vnwalkit blankettis.

TJuwa-lked, ppl. a.^ [Un-1 8.] a. Not made
to walk. b. Not traversed by walking,
t6oj TovsELL Four-y. Beasts 400 Let him rest vnwalked,

for feare of loosening his hooues. 1648 Hkxham ii, Onbe-
mandeltt Vnwalked, not Haunted, or Vnfrequented.
Unwa-lking,///. fl. (Un-' 10.) X789 H.Walpole /.<•/./(?

Conway 5 Sept., I am so unwalking, that prospects are more
agreealjle to me when. ,1 look at them through a window.
Uuwall, [Un- 4. Cf. Du. onlwallen.l

trans. To deprive of, to free from, a wall or walls;

to demolish (a wall).

1598 Florid, Smurare^ to vnwall, to raze..any wallcs.
164X Trappe Theol. Tiuol. \. 26 margin^ Christ shall unwall
(or cast down the wals) of all the children of Seth, 1663
Pavenant SUge Rhodes Wks. (1673) 8 It were more honour,

890

Sultan, to assail A publick Strength.. Then to unwall this
private Tenement. 1686 J. .S[ergeant] Hist. Monast. Con-
vent. 176 The Masons unwalled and unclosed the Conclave.
Unwa-lled,(/!/'^.)«- [UN-18and9.] Not fur-

nished with, or dtfended by, a wall,
f 1440 Jacob's Well 114 Slowthe makyth (je as a cyte vn-

waltyd. 1542 Elvot s.v. Arabia^ The townes ar vnwalled,
bycause the people dooalwaye lyue in peace. 1577 Habri-
SON England iL xiii. (1877) \, 255 The citie..laie then vn-
walled. 1589 BiGGKS Sum. Drake's W. Ind. Voy. 31 There
was onely so much of this straight vnwalled, as might serue
for the issuing of the horsemen. 1638 Sir T, Herbert 'Trav.
(ed. 2) 336 China has no fewer than. .2000 walTd Townes ;

4000 unwalled. 1690 C. Nf.sse O, ^ N. Test. I. 14 The soul
now dwells in an unwalled, unfortifyed city. 1760-a Goldsm.
Cit. W. cxxii. An unwalled town, called Islington. 1807
J. Barlow Columb. x. 540 Cities unwalled stand sparkling
to the sun. i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. xviii, The round
unwalled horizon of the open sea.

Unwa*llet, v. (Un' 5.) a 1739 Jarvis QuIj:. II. iv. xiv,
The lacquey laughed, unsheathed his calabash, and un-
walleted his cheese. tUnwa'Uowable, a. (see Un-
welewable a.). Unwa-llowed, ///. «. Sc. [Un-' 8.]
Unfaded. c 1415 Wyntoun Cron. iv. Prol. 7 A garland..
Grenesuld lestand be lang quhile, Vnwallowit [v.r. wn.
waiewit] throu ony interwall Off tyme, hot ay in vertu haill.

Unwandered, ///. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. MDu.
ongewanderty G. ungewandert\ older Da. uvan-
dret, Sw. ovaiidrad.] a. Untraversed. b. Of per-
sons : Untravelled.
1654 E. Johnson Wonder-wkg. Provid. 35 Pilots, missing

ofttimes of their skill on those unwandered Coasts. 1799
W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843) I. 279 In Wales I am
unwandered, and should like to go some summer's day, x868
Browning Ring ff Bk. i, 751 My soul. .in its pilgrimage
O'er old unwandered waste ways of the world.

Unwa'ndering, ///. a. (Un-i io.)
a 1568 Coverdale Fruitful Less, Passion (1593) To Rdr.,

Thus the penitent findeth the wale, the reformer the vn-
doubted vnwandring truth. 1740 Cibber Apol. v. 92 The
Disproportion of his lower Features,, .with an unwandering
Eye hanging over them. 1791 Cowper Iliad xni. 48 He.,
bound their feet With golden tethers.., that unwand'ring
they might wait Their Lord's return, a 1864 Hawthorne
Amer. Note-bks. (1879) H. 158 He was a pattern of diligence
and i^nwandering thought. X867 M. Arnold Epil. to Les-
sing's Laocoon 190 Only a few the life-stream's shore With
safe unwandering feet explore.

Unwa-ning, ppl. a. (Un-' la) 1807 Coleridge To
Wordsworth 41 Hope sprang forth like a full-born Deity, .

.

With light unwaning on her eyes. 1855 Browning Cleon
130 That years and days. .Follow each other with unwaning
powers.

_
a 1865 Tennyson Mystic 15 Always there stood

before him. . Dim shadows but unwaning presences,

Un-wa-nted,//*/. a. (Un-i 8.)

1697 CoNGBEVE Mourn. Bride in. viii, [A] return so un-
wish'd, unwanted too, it seems. 1731 A. Hill Advice
to Virgins 10 Yet modest excellence will oft descend To
thank unwanted caution in a friend. 1808 Mitford Hist.
Greece IV. 476 Yet exhortation..seems not to have been
unwanted. 1864 'Annie Thomas 'Z>./J(7««tf l.vii. 167 Find-
ing some one located at Donne Place who would prevent
his occupying the distressing position of third and unwanted
one, x886 Manning in Coiitevip. Rev. May 693 The duty
society owes to the lives of unwanted children.

Unwa'nton, a. (Un-I 7.) 1606 Marston Parasit, iiu
E 3, In heauy sadnes & vnwanton phrase there lies all the
braineworke. 1894 E. F. Benson Dodo 248 A woman's
anger is always much more unwanton than that of a man.
tUnwa'ppered, ///. a. Obs.-'^ [Un-» 8 + Wappered,
fatigued.] Unexhausted. x6x2 Two Noble K. v. iv, We
come towards the gods Yong, and unwapper'd, not halting
under Crymes Many and stale. tUnwaTd,///. a. Obs."^
[Un-' 8 b + ward, ad. ON. varBr, p, p. of verja to defend.)
Unprotected, c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 480 Lamech droje is arwe
ner. . . Cairn unwarde it under-feng, . .and starf wid-3an.

Unwa-rded, ppL a. [Un-1 8.] Unguarded;
undefended.
X38» WvcLiF Gen. xlii. 12 The vnwardid thingis [L. jw-

munita] of this loond. X553 T. Lever Serm. (.Arb.) 58 Take
heede, that the vncleane spirite of ignoraunce. .fynde no
place vnwarded, where he may creepe in agayne. 1553
Bkende Q. Cnrtius 55 There was one "Tiriotes, which.,
escaped by a gate that was vnwarded 1674 Jackson Recant,
£36, The High-way-man may do what he list, and meet
with more Booties than if the Road lay unwarded. x8s8
Household Words XIX. 64/r, I pass through the strong
gates, now unwarded from the Infidel.

TJnwardly, obs. var. Unwakely adv.

Un'Wa're, a., sb.j and adv. Now only arch.
[OE. timv^r (Un-1 7^ 12, \\ b), = ON. livarr
(MSw. ovar). Cf. Unwares.]
1. Unwary, incautious ; not on one*s guard.
C897 K, v^lfred Gregory's Past. C. xv. 89 Oft eac 3a un-

waran lareowas for eje ne durron cleopian. 971 Blickl. Horn.
61 pascinl£ecan)?al)egaldor-cr£eftas. .begangat>,& mid \>m\xv

unwaere men beswicaf. cxooo I^i.vvAz Horn. II. 538 ^if Su
|

unwaer bist, \>\x bist 3e swifSor geswenct. c 1200 Vices ^
Virtues 45 De unware raann 3e r^is 5eher3, (^ing|> c^at he seid
him god rad. CX205 Lav. 7810 Nu Jjohte Julius Cezar (ah ^er
he wes to vnwar), he J>ohte swa ford teon a;fier |>ere 'J'emese.
a 1235 Ancr. R. 274 Hwonne l?eo sunnen J^et weren ^are
ibet kumeS eft..& sleaO J?eo unwarre soule. civaj Lang-
toft Chron. (Rolls) II, 252 For Scottes Tell i for sottes.
And wrecches unwar ; Unsele Dintes to dele Tham drohu to
Dumbar. 1388 Wyclif Prov. xxiii. 28 Sche schal sle hem,
whiche sche scha] se vnwar. <: 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111.

xliv, 115 If he mijt bringe hedily >e unware man into ^e
gnare of deceite. Ibtd,\. 121 Fro suche fables & unwar
men, lorde, defende me, J»at I faile not into her hondes, 1509
Barclay Shyp 0/ Folys 37 Suche ar vnware and gyuen to
neglygence, . .Makynge no prouysyon for the tyme to come.
1557 Tottets Misc. (Arb.) 230 Now vaunt thee loue which
..wounded hast a wight vnwise, vnweaponed and vnware,
x6a4 H. Mason Art 0/Lying ii. 35 Unware men are oucr-
reached and caught.

UNWARELY.
b. Of actions : Done incautiously.
a 139s HvLTON Scala Per/, ii. xviii. (Bodl. MS.) fol. no

An vnw.ire stiringe of hini.silf schulde caste him doun a^en
worse t>an he was hifore. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De F.R. v.
xxiv. (Hodl. MS.), pe (irote is ofle igreued..by vnwise and
vnwar taking of mete and of drinlie.

2. Unaware, ignorant. Const, oj, that.
c 1374 Chaucer Traylm i. 304 Lo he.. was ful vnwar t>at

loue hadde his dwellynge with-inne |>e subtile stremes of
here eyen. C1400 Destr. Troy 1183 Vnwar of \>^ weghes
\>M by the walles lay, .. He busltet to \k. banke with a bolde
chere. I4ai-a Hoccleve Cotiiplaint 375 He that it owght
agayne it to hym toke. Me of his haste vnware. 1523 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. cvii. 128 We shall entre whyle they be
at supper, and vnware of vs. 1563 Mirr. Mag. A a ilj, O
hedeles trust, vnware of harme to cum. 1590 Spenser A. Q.
It. iv. 17 Some weake wretch,, .vnware of such mishap. She
brought to mischiefe.
eltipt. C1611 Cii\Twit.v Iliad XVI. 109 Ajax seeing. .that he

shook a headless spear, a little while unware.
b. Quasi-arfz;. Witliout knowing it ; in ignor-

ance, innocently.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 885 Of this brekynge comth eek

ofte tyme that folk vnwar wedden or synnen with hire owene
kynrede. 1390 Gowhr Con/. II. 2 Thus bringth he many a
meschief inne Unwar, til that he be meschieved. c 1450
Merlin xxvi.493 He put vphisgoode swerde for doute leste
he slough eny man vn-war. 1533 More Coti/ut. Tindate
Wks. 598/1 After that he. .therby made him giue sentence
vnware against himselfe. 1533 — Apol. 191 b, He playn re.
proueth his owne processe, & excuseth the clergye hym selfe
vnware. c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido t; jEneas i. 963 Her
self, vnwar, thus doth her self betray. And feels the force of
this small archer's bowe. 1671 Milton P. R. i. 225 The
erring Soul Not wilfully mis-doing, but UDware Misled.
3. Unexpected, unforeseen.
<^»374 Chaucer Boeth. v. met. i. (1868) 151 It ha(> hy«

propre causes ofwhiche causes \}e cours vnforseyn and vnwar
semit> to han maked happe. C1386 — Man 0/ Law's T,
427 Vp on thy glade day haue in thy mynde The vnwar
wo or harm Jjat comth bihynde. c 1407 Lydg. Reson <5- Sens.
6181 They turne nat as doth a phane With vnwar wynde.
1430-40 — Bochas VIII. 2192 Hih clymbyng vp ha)> ofte
an vnwar fall. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxv. (Percy
Soc) 180 At a tyme unware my dette shal be dewe. a X54S
Hall Citron., Edw. IV, 218 b, Least, .the common people
hereafter.

. might .. excite an unware rebellion.

4. Unknown {to one).

1390 Gower Can/. III. 44 Whodar do thing which love ne
dar ? To love is every lawe unwar. X539 More Dyaloge 11.

Wks. 190/2 If there came amonge them vnware to you some
spies. .11536 WvATT IVks. (1913) I. 130 If I had suffred
this to you unware, myn were the fawte, & you nothing to
blame.

5. As sb. a. In phr. on, in, or at unware, un-
awares, unexpectedly.
c 1070 O.E. Ckron. (MS. O an. 1066, pa com Harold cyning

..into Tinan on unwaran. ciioo Ibid. (MS. D) an. 1043,
Man seraedde Jjan cynge baet he rad. .to Wincestre on un-
waer. i^.. R. Gloucester's Citron. 1966 (MS. Digby 205),
This prince al in vnware toward hem ban drou?. 1561
Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc 11. ii, Shall I geue leasure by
my fonde delaycs To Ferrex to oppresse me at vnware?

b. Unwariness, carelessness.

147s Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 27 By unware of theire pur-
veiaunce [they] met withe the said Haniballe at certen
streightes and narow places.

6. adv. a. Without warning; unexpectedly.
ciico O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. io;o, Hi coraon unwaer

on heom on ealne aerne mermen. Ibid. an. 1067. ^1386
Chaucer Frankl. T. 1356 On thee Fortune I pleync That
vnwar wrapped hast me in thy cheyne. 1387 Trevisa Hig-
den (Rolls) V. 219 He was bysettcin a harde battaille ^at
fil uppon hym unwar (L. inofiino] in t>e Ester day. 141^
LvDG. De Guit. Pilgr. 13548 They sawh on komen ffaste
by, ynwar, with a gret company. 1434 Paston Lett. I. 282
William, .and Robert come uppon hem onwarre, and ther-
uppon chasid hem. £1510 More Pictis Wks. 26 Death
stealeth on full slily and unware. 1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat
Ded. 5 If that any Oedipus vnware Shall chaunccTo
reade the secrete of this riddle rare. 1613 W. Browne Brit.
Past. I. iv. 498 Seeking the place of Charitie's resort, Unware
I hapned on a Princes Court. 1616 J. Lane Contn. Sgr.'s T.
vni. 180 In each quarter, they prepare, to charge the campes
sodainlic and vnware. 1875 Morris 1-Eneid vi. 104 No face
of any care, O maiden, can arise on me in any wise unware.

b. Unwarily, incautiously.

IS4S Taverner Erasiii. Prmi. 55 Whiche stones so sone
as a man vnware take vp, forthwith he receiueth a wound
of the scorpion.

t'UnwaTely,a</z'. Obs. [OKumvier/iceiVx-'i
n), = ON. tivarliga (MSw. ovarlika, -Hgha, MDa.
uvarlige)^

1. Incautiously ; without taking heed.
C893 K. j^Jlfred Oros. iv. x. § 9 Him com onjen Hanno

se cyning unwaerlice, & Jiaer ofslajen wearS. 971 Blickl.
Horn. 57 Swa we )?oniie |>a gastlican lare unwaerlice ne
sceolan anforlajtan. c 1100 O. E. Citron. (MS. D) an. 1068,
i^fter )>isum coman Haroldes sunas..into Taw-mu3an, &
\>x,s _unwa;rlice up-eodon. a 1300 Cursor M. 8S94 Bot vn-
warli SCO sett hir don Apon |?ls ilk tre wit chance. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P.R. xn. xiii. (Bodl. MS.), Vnwarliche
he fallet? into a candel o|>ur into fuyre and . . brennej* hym
selfe. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 8 Discouer
neuer the leche vnwarly the counsellez of his pacientez.
c 1480 Henrvson Fables, Cock fc Fox 81 (Bann. MS.), Wn.
warlye winkand, [the cock] walkit vp and doun. And syne
to chant and craw he maid him boun. 1560 Daus tr. Slei'
dane's Conim. 428 I'he soldiours of the garrison chaunced
than 10 be some what vnwarely without the gate.s. 159s
LvLV Gallatlua i. iii. 20, I shall, .vnwarelieblabbe out
something by blushing at euery thing.

2. Without warning ; unexpectedly.
c X200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 191 A wiche wise he hem wile

bisette )>anne l>e hera unwarliche his dimes giued. ^1374
Chaucek Boeth. l. met. L (1S68) 4 For elde is comen vnwarly



XTWWARENESS.
vpon me. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 232 So mai we knowe
bothe tuo Unwarli what cure wyves do. 1412-20 Lydg.
Chron. Troy iv. 2232 But vp-on hym, vnwarly, or lie wentle,
Cam iTiy5ty Troylus. 1447 Bokenham Seyniys (Roxb.) 22
Unwarly, er he wyst what it ment Wyth thy wycchecraft
hys lyf was shent. 1514 Pace in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111.

1, 176 Thys post departide so.hastyly and so unwarly that

[etc.]. a 154a Wyatt in TotteVs Misc. (Arb.) 65 Vnwarely
so was neuer no man caught.. as I of late. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. IV. iii. 8 Yet one [stroke], .Through Cambels shoulder
..vnwarely went.

XJnwa'reness. Now arch, [Un-i 12. Cf.
OE. uyiwivrness.'\ Uiiwariness, incautiousness.
1388 Wyclif Proz: xiv. 8 The vnwarnesse of foolis errith.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 445 (>is vnwarnes of wit wrixlis hys mynd.
1436 P^i. Poems (Rolls) 11. 190 Be ware of Walys, Criste
Jhesu mutt us kepe. That it make not [us]., to wepe,..if it

go his waye By unwarenesse. 1509 Barclay ShyP o/Folys
(1570) 25 But when he had obteyned great honours,.. Then
his vnwarenes caused him to wayle. 1544 Betham Precepts
War 11. xliv. L j, The defaulte can not be escaped ne holpen,
and al through thyne vnwarenesse. 1899 T. Hardy Wessex
Poems 97 [She'll think] That my words were not unwareness,
but deceit of her.

Uawa'res, adv, , sb.^ and a. Now arch, p^ate
OE. itmuxresy unwares^ f, tmwser Unware «.]

A. (Tdfe, 1, Without warning; unexpectedly,
snddeiily.

a 112a O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1004, For]>am J>e hi
unwares comon, & he fyrst naefde baet he his fyrde jegadrian
mihte. Ibid.z^n. 1093, Hine t)aRodbeard..unwjereshesyrede
fiofsloh. ci^ooFoufuf.St. Barthotome^v's ^\ Heregladnes
was turnyd yn-to waylyng; . . vnwarys brake vp an violent tem-
pest. 1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom,(\^%^) 1 1 1.72 Makaire
came wening to smite him al unwars. 1556 Robinson tr,

More's Utopia To Rdr. (Arb.) 20 Yet haue I in this by
chaunce, that on my side vnwares hath fallen, so..behaued
myself, that [etc.]. 1615 Chapman Odyss^ iv. 112 One,
murderously, Unwares, unseen, bereft my brother's life.

1642 H. More Song ofSoul in. 11. xxvi, Unwares they find
a sly still silver light, c 1745 A. Skirving Tranent Muirv^
Menteith the great, where Her.scU sate, Un'wares did ding
her ower,^ maru 1805-6 Cary Dante, In/, i. 52 ^\'hen all

unwares is gone, he inwardly Mourns with heart-griping
anguish. 1W7 ^IoRRIS Odyssey xir. 288 If all unwares upon
us a blast of the wind should come.

fb. His unwares^ without his knowledge ; un-
foreseen by him. Obs»
1468 Pasion Lett* II. 33S He bathe promysyd that there

schall come non ; and if ther do his unwarys, yowr answer
may be thys.

+ c. Const, ofy or to (a person). Obs.
f X510 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 286 So came he to the

King's secret chamber door unwares of the King, 1532
TiNDALE Expos. Matt. V. 20 Least anie vncleane thyng
hadde touched theim unwaeres to all menne. 1625 Bacon
Ps. xc. ii, Xs a watch by night, that course doth keepe, And
goes and comes vnwares to them that sleepe.

2. Unknowingly; without knowledge or intention;

unintentionally,

13.. Cursor M. 2018 fGott.), Bitid a day he was for.swon*
ken, And vnwaris of win was dronken. 1526 Tindale Heb,
xtii. 3 Thereby have dyvers receaved angels into their houses
vnwares. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 54 He did it not willyngly,

Iwt vnwares, and by chaunce. 1593 Siiaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11.

V. 62 It is my Fathers face, Whom in this Conflict, I (vn-

wares) haue kill'd, 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. 260
Tirrell him seeing not Unwares him slew with dint of arrow
shot. 1642 H. MoRR Song o/Soul 11. i. ii. 35 But to return,

Lest what we aim'd at we unwares omit.

B. sb. + 1. In unwares^ = A. a. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. aoi8 Bitid a day he was for suonken, And
in vnwars o wyn was drunken.

+ 2. At unwaresi
= A, i. Obs,

In common use c 1575-1610^
dciS47 SuRRF.v /Eneis iv. 90 Like to the. .Hinde. .which

chasing with his dartes Aloofe, the shepheard smiteth at un-
wares, And leaves unwist in her the thirling head. 1576
Lambarde Peramb. Kent 208 The Danes.. came freshly

vpon the English Mariners at vnwares. 1581 Stvward
Mart. Discipl. r. 28 Hauing aduauntage of such as lie in

scowte, who waite their time to assaile them at vnwares.
1606 G. W(oodcockk] Hist. Ivstitte vi. 3a The Thebanes..
began a new plot of cunning purposing.. to set vpon them
at vnwares, 1632 Holland Cyru^xdia 31 They that are
skiUull to circumvent their eniinies, can. .put them first in
a good conceit of themselves, and then surprize them at
unwares.

C. adj, 1 1, Unwary, incautious. Obs.

1548 UDALL,etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. vii. 33 b, To the intent
he maye poyson with hys heresye, them that be vnwares
and negligent. 1565 Stapleton tr, Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng.
27 Thinking to steale vppon them and so easely obtaine the
victory ouer them, as vnwares and vnarmed.

1 2. Unexpected, unlooked-for. Obs.

1548 UoALL, etc. Erasm, Par. Matt. xxvi. 26 b, As a
thing vnwares & not loked for. a x^6 Sidney Arcadiii
III. x.The most.. comfortable ayre, which an unwares sigh

might bestow upon them.

tUnwaried,///. a. Sc. Obs. [Un.' 8.) Not cursed.
1513 Douglas Mneid 11. xi. 108 So was I quyte miscareil,
That noder god nor man I left wnwareit \v,r. unwaryitj.

TTllwa'rily, adv. [Un-1 i i. Cf. Unwary a.]

fl. = Unwarely adv. 2. Obs.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 94 King Richard .. drue him
toward Aubeuyle.., and fell vpon tlie Frenchmen vnwarily.

593 Shaks. yo/tn v. vii. 63 The best part of my powre..
Were in the Washes all vnwarily, Deuourcd by the vn-
expected flood.

2. Incautiously, imprudently ; inadvertently,

1580 Hollyband Treas. Er. Tong s.v. Brie, When a word
vnwarilie spoken, is taken for a confession. 1594 Spenser
Amoretti xvi. One day as I vnwarily did gaze On those
fayre eyes. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav, 213 One speckled

fish the Seamen fed vpon vnwarily. xfijo Clarendon

891

Coniemfl. Ps. Tracts (1727) 382 Being unwarily ensnared by
the vanities and levities of the world. 171a Addison Spect.
No. 435 fs Any liitle Extravagance into which they are
sometimes unwarily fallen. 1758 J;ohnson Idier No. 12 p i
We all either voluntarily or unwarily at least once an hour
confess the truth. 1822 W. Irving Braccb. Hall xvi, She
had unwarily approached too near the bank. 1891 La-w
'limes XCI. 32/1 Pointing out the pitfalls into which they
unwarily fall.

Unwariness. [Un-i 12.] The quality of
being unwary.
1544 Uetham Precepts War r. xxiii. C ij, Leste hy hys

vnwarynesse, some mischaunce & damage do ensue. 1593
Sidney's Arcadia iii. (1922) II. 58 Thisbes punishment for
my rashe unwarinesse. 1649 J. Taylor Great Exemplar
II. 123 He who is angry with a servants vnwarinesse. 1693
Locke Educ. 166 The inconsiderate heats and unwariness
of Youth. 171 1 Addison Sped. No. 256 ? 3 The same
Temper of Mind .. betrays us into such Slips and Un-
wartnesses as are not incident to Men of a contrary Dis-
position. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. 95 Thorgerd..
would watch some gesture or some word to catch From his
unwariness.

t Unwarl, metathetic var. Unwrall v. Obs.
1387 Trevisa ///]?•(/?« (Rolls) I.g Aslaborintus..hat>many

,. wyndynges and wrynkelynges J^at wil nou3t be vnwarled.

Unwa-rlike, a. (Un-i 7 c.)

1590 Spknser F. Q. iir. xi. 44 With womanish teares, and
with vnwarlike smarts, Priuily moystening his horrid cheek.
1597 Beard Theatre God's Judgem. i. vii. 21 loshua and his
poore people (though vnwarlike and vnacquainted with such
actions), c 1654 Waller Panegyric to Ld. Protector 78 He
safely might old troops to battle lead, Against th' unwarlike
Persian. 1697 Dryden Virg. Geo^g. 11. 239 Caesar, whose
victorious Arms Avert unwarlike Indians from his Rome.
1739 Glovrr London 473 Thy sons.. vainly deem'd that
wealth Could.. protect Unwarlike freedom. 1841 Elphin-
STONE Hist. Ind. I. 525 The inhabitants of the cultivated
country were not unwarlike. 1878 Stubbs CawjZ. //n-/. III.
xviii. 73 The only three unwarlike kings who had reigned
since the Conquest.

Hence TTuwaTlikeness.
1864 PusEY Led. Daniel v. 269 [Babylon's] deliberated

unwarlikeness stands in strange contrast to its subsequent
energy in rebelling.

Unwa;rm, a. (Un-^ 7.) 1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 2946/4 He
has a Click in his walk when unwarm with one of his hinder
Legs. 1824 Coleridge Lett,^ Convers., etc. II. 170 Induced
by the very fine but unwarm day. UnwaTm, v.

IUn-2 6 a.J inir. To grow cold. 1826 Hood hish Schoolm.
xi, With horrid chill, each little heart unwarms.

tTnwa'rmed, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
rti625 Fletcher Hu7h, Lieut, iv. iii, What ever may

compel..A Heart un-warm'd to melt in Loves desires. 1648
Hexham ii. s.vv. Ongeivermt, Onverwertnt. 1716 Pope
Basset'TabU 76 But of what marble must that breast be
form'd. To gaze on Basset, and remain unwarm'd ? 1850
Bryant yourn. Li/e 6 Broken gleams of brightness, here
and there, Glance through, and leave unwarmed the death-
like air._ x866 Whittier Snotv.Bound -^i Unwarmed by any
sunset light The gray day darkened into night. 1894 Parry
Stud. Gt. Composers, Schubert 230 The boys suffered . . from
living and working in unwarmed rooms.

Unwarming, ppi. a. (Un- i lo.)

1736 A. HiLLZfira I. i.^ Monarchs, Like the Sun, Shine
but 111 vain, unwarmjng, if unseen. 1794 Burns Latnent 6
With woe I nightly vigils keep, Beneath thy wan unwarming
beam. x8oo Campbell Beeck Tree's Petition 4 Though
bush or floweret never grow My dark unwarming shade
below, a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem, (1836) I. 277 The pale
unwarming light of hope. z866 Whittier Snoiv.Bound 152
For such a world and such a night Most fitting ihdt un-
warming light.

Unwarn, v. (Un-^ 3.) 1612 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 574 The state being advertised of his purpose,
thei have sent order to the Retorri ofPadoa to unwarne that
assembly. 1613 H. Savile in J. Hunter Deanery of Don-
caster {iZ-iZ) II. 137, I must unwarne you in halfe a sheete
of paper, .y* you loose not y' labour to come to me accord-
inge to my last entreatie.

Unwa'medy ///. a.^ and adv. [OE. nnwamod
(Un-1 8). Cf. MDu. ongewa{e)met, OHG. tm-
giwarndi (MHG. ungnvamet^ G, ungewarnt), S\v,

ovamad^
1. Not warned or forewarned,
c 1000 Law Northumb. Priests in Thorpe Laws 1 1. 294

?if preost Ol^erne unwarnode laete J>a2s, be he wite, J>2et him
hearmian wille, ^ebete |)aet. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1176
He let alsoarere Vpe Jje water stronge hous, J>at hii vnwarned
nere. 1338 R. Brunne C//w«. (1810) 13 Scho purueid bat
poyson. . . Brittrik hir lord . . Unwarned drank berof a drauht.
1382 Wyclif 2 Mace, viii. 6 And he aboue cummynge to
castels and cytees, vnwarnyd [L. tmprovisas], brente hem.
1422 VoNG tr. Secreta Secret. 175 Hit was not y-holde proesse
ne chyualry to assayle a man vnwarnyd. 1456 C^v. Leet Bk.
295 Because no personesshuld be greued be these ordenaunces
vnwarned, we ordeyn bat b^s ordenaunces be radde to euery
of be seid officers. 1693 Locke Educ, (1699) 152 As un-
experienced young Men are apt to do, if they are unwam'd.
1715 Ramsay Great Eclipse 23 When this strange darkness
overshades the plains, *Twill give an odd surprise t' unwarned
swains, 1791 Cowpkr Odyssey 1, 48 So now iEgisthus. .him
at his return Hath foully slain, though not unwarn'd by us,

That he would surely perish. 1806 J. Foster Ess, (ed, 2) I.

39 Human beings, entern.g on life, with . . unwarned careless-

ness of heart. 1823 Mus. Hemans Vespers Palermo 111. iv,

He must not die unwarn'd. 1877 Mrs. Olii'Hant Makers
Flor. ix. 230 Wickedness unwarned and wrong unredressed
were rampant.

b. Const, of.

C1400 Song ofRoland -^1^ [They] may.. haue vs euyn as
they lest. And we vn-warnyd b^r-of in this tid. c 1423
Wyntoun Cron. in. ii. 330 Vnwarnyt of thare spyise, . .[hej

went to bed. c 1470 Henry Wallace vni. 182 Wallace off

Beik wnwarnyt than was be. 1513 Douglas Mneid xii. x.

8 The I-atynis. ., Quhiikof hys cuinming tho onwamyt weyr,

t 2. adv. Without warning or announcement.

UNWARRANTABLY,
€ 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 268a Bi a lond weije he wente ri?!. And

bro^te vn-warnede on hem fi^t. c 1325 Song of Yesterday
170 in E. E. I*. (1862) 137 Sum men seib b^t deb is a bef,
And al vnwarned wot on hym stele. 1407 Exam, W. de
Thorpe (MS. Rawl. C :;o8) fol. 6 b, pei btn sodeynli & vn-
warned brougt forb to ben apposid of aduersaries. C1450
Mirk's Festial 39 pe kyng bymselfe wold mony a tyme
vnwarned come to be mete.

3. Unannounced. Also with -for.
a x^ao Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 231/379 Kep vs..

from temptaciun of be fende, Of sodeyn deb vnwarned to
telle. And also from be pyne of helle. 1641 Bp. Hall Serm.
Wks. 1837 V, 455 One.. makes sudden embargoes, and un-
warned inroads into the adjoining country. 1882 Piazzi
Smith in Nature XXVI. 552 An interval quite long enough
to allow of an unwarned-for cyclone having meanwhile
entered the country.

Hence UnwaTnedly adv.
15.. Exam. W. de Thorpe in Foxe A. »y M. (1563) 145/2
They be sodeinly and vnwarnedly brought forth to be
apposed of their aduersaries.

tUnwa*med,/>/. a.^ [Un-'S+Warn t^.'J Not guarded
or protected, a 1240 Sawles Warde in O. E, Horn, I. 255
For nis his strengde noht wurA bute hwer se he ifinded
e6eliche ant wake unwarnede of treowe bileaue. Un-
warning. vbL sb. [Un-^ 13. 1 Absence of warning; \of
ttmvaming, without premeditation. 13. . Metr. Hom. (MS.
Ashm. 42) fol. 146 b, If wrethe come of vnwarnynge Late
it haue in be no dwellinge. Unwa*ming, fpl, a. [Un*'
10.] tUnguardedly. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 115 Gif any
nian rydes vpon ane headstrong horse, and vnwarning runnes
in ane water.

tUnwaTnished,///. fl. Obs. [Un-18.] a.

Unprepared ; unfurnished, b. Unwarned.
<:x425 Wyntoun Cron, 11. xvi. 1532 Vnwarnyst wer baiand

vnanayit. c 1430 Pilgr. L^fManhode 11. cxxxii. {1869) 127
ludas also was not vnwarnished of hem \sc. tools] whan he
slowh the kyng jhesu. Ibid, iv. lix. 204 My fader, bat was
put on be cros, was not vnwar[iii]shed [F, d€sgarvy\ of
swicha brest al wereit nouht neede tosheweit. ci^'jsCath,
Angl. 403/1 (A.), Vnwernyschit, ex inspirato, ex injirouiso.

'5^3 Douglas /Eneid xi. i. 46 Gif ye vnwarnist beis caliit

to tne fycht. 1535 Stkwart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 221 Wn»
warneist als tha war of ony wicht.

Hence f Unwa'xnishedly adv. Obs.
15x3 Douglas Mneid vii. ix. 64 The landwart folkis..

flokkis furth richt fast wnvarnystly. Ibid. ix. vi. 87.

UnwaTpy V. [Un-2 3.] trans, a. To uncoil,

straighten out. b. To restore from being warped
or prejudiced.
[In the transl. oi Maison Neuve's Gerileon (1583) i. 64 b,

app. a misprint for vnivrap, rhyming with hop.\
a 1659 Osborne Essex's Death Wks. 239 This had not been

said, but., to unwarp their judgements., that maybe drawn
aside, by the goodness of Sir Henry Wooitons parts. 1670
Evelyn Sylva (ed. 2) xxv. 122 When the bark is off, they
unwarp it before the fire. 1733 Hehvey Mem. Geo. II. (1848)

I. 257 The Queen herself was enough prejudiced too on this

side, till Sir Robert Walpole unwarped her from it. i8oa
Leyden Mermaid Tiix, Unwarp, unwind his oozy coils,

XTnwaTped, ppl' «• [Un-1 8.] Not warped
(/iV.*and_/?^.).

1744 Thomson Springg2$ Honest Zeal unwarp'd by Party-
Rage. 1759 Robertson /yry/. Scotl. in. Wks, 1813 I. 208 A
heart unwarped by political interest. 1836 Johusoniana 205
Totally devoid of all deceit,.. and unwarped by any vice.

1855 KiNGSLEY Glaucns 53 Long lines of tall elms,.. their

boughs unwarped by any blast.

UnwaTping,//*/. a. (Un-'8.) 1828-32 Webster (citing

Dwigbt). XQ02 Hotv to make Things 26/2 So as to produce
an unwarping flap. Unwa'rrant (Un-' 12.) 1876
Mrs, Whitney Sights <y Ins. II. xi. 100 It would only be to

reveal to me by the unwarrant, how strangely sweet the

warrant might be. Unwarrantability. (Un-' 12.)

1836 G. S. F'aber Prim. Doctr. Election, i, v. 57 The.,
delusive unwarrantability. .of preferring any such prayer.

Unwarrantable, a. (Un-i 7 b,)

16x2 Selden lilustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. iv. 215 An un-
warrantable report goes, that it was for his martial delivery

of the King's daughter from the Dragon. 164a Fuller
Ifoly^ Prof. St. III. xix. 203 IfGod bolts the doores .. against

him, he is not, .to make his escape by unwarrantable courses.

1757 Smollett Reprisal i. vii. An unwarrantable insult,

1783 Burke Rep. Aff. India Wks. XI. 16 An unwarrantable

extension or application of the municipal Law of Kngland.

1847 H. RoGEKS Ess. (1B74) I.v. 2i8 Alterations of a most
unwarrantable description. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John
Bapt. ii. 83 It is an unwarrantable conjecture that the human
intelligence is the highest form of mind.

b. spec. Of deer: (see quot. 1798).

1798 Hey Led. Div. iv. 337 A Keeper in a King's Forest

told me, certain Venison was unwarrantable ; that is, could not

be sent in return to the Warrants issued by the Officers of the

Crown. 1888 Daily News 29 Oct. 6/8 Two young un-

warrantable deer were shot at a previous hunt

Hence UnwaTrantableness.
1633 T, Adams Exp. 2 Peter'ii. 6 The unwarrantablenesse

of their designes. a 1653 Binning Usef. Case Consc. (1693)7
"

The Conscience and Conviction of the Unwarranlableness

of it for the want of Authority. 1713 E. Calamy Life
Baxter (ed. 2) xviii. 486 To prove the unwarrantableness of

a Nations defending their Rights and Liberties. 1880

MuiRHEAO Gains n. % 104 note, Studemund's revision has

also shown the unwarrantableness of the endo viandatela.

Unwarrantably, adv. (Un-i ii.)

1634 Canne Necess. Separ. 70 They found it,. unwarrant-

ably to be used for the edifying of the body of Christ. 1682 C.

Ikvine Hist. Scott. Nomencl. Ded. *vj, You,. .when they

threw away their own Lives unwarrantably, bemoaned their

madness. 1734 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. III. 561 Unwarrantably
confined in a loathsome Goal. 1808 Coleridge Lett. (1895)

527 You have been, perhaps rather unwairantably, severe on

my morals. 1830 Mackintosh £"//(. /^////^'i'. Wks. 18461. 198

Humility.. has of late been unwarrantably used to signify

that painful consciousness of inferiority which is the first

Stage of envy. 1890 spectator 30 Aug. 262/1 His name is



UNWARRANTED.
unwarrantably dragged into a controversy with which he
has [lothing to do.

Unwa-rrauted, ppL a. (Un-^ 8.)
Also, in recent use (1391-). ttmvarrantedly vs.^\.

1577 tr* BuUingers Decades 416 It doth sharpely rebuke
..htm, for his unwarranted rashenesse. 1587 NortoiCs
Calvin^s Inst. iv. 490 margin, Extreame annojnting fis] a
forcelesse and vnwarranted ceremonie. 1633 Hart Diet of
Diseased \x\\xo6.. 8 Ignorant and unwarranted Physitians.
1651 HosBES Leviathan 11. xxii. ii6 The Assembly cannot
Represent any man in things unwarranted by their Letters.

17^ Melmoth Fitzosborne Lett. xUx. (1749) II. 36 Every
eminent writer, without indulging any unwarranted licences,
has a language which he derives from himself. 1817 Jas.
Mill Brit. India II. iv. v. 316 The Directors, .condemned
..the rapacious and unwarranted proceedings of their
servants. 1862 Lyttom Str. Story W. 50, 1 should be utterly
unwarranted in supposing that.. they were insane.

t Unwa'rrayed, /*//. tf. (Un' S+Warray p.] = next
1411-ia HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2211 Castelx, by feith,

dreden non assailynge, By feith, |>e Citees slanden vn-
werreyed. Unwa*rred, /*^/. a. [Un' 8+War r.'] Un.
ass.iiled, unattacked. 1390 Gower Can/. I. 357 And so thei

deden overal, . . So that thei leften nothing stonde Unwerred,
bot onliche Archade. Unwa'rren, z*. (UN-'6b.) 01500
in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 19 That alle the wareyn of Stanes
,.be vnwareyned and vnforested for cuermore.

TTiiwa*ry, a, [Un-i 7.]

1. Not wary; unguarded, incautious: a* Of
persons (or animals).
In Langland's Piers PL A. iv. 2^ two manuscripts have

'vnwary , but the correct reading is doubtful.

1379 Spenskr Sheph. CaL Dec. 10 O soueraigne Pan..,
Which . . Doest saue from mischiefe the vnwary sheepe. 1596— F. Q. vi. X. 3 T'entrap vnwary fooles in their eternall
bales. 1598 Y\XiVL\ti,Disauedere, . . tobe vnwarie, not to regard.
i6s4 Gataker Wife in Deed 63 There is no woman almost
so vnwise or vnwarie, that will buy an earthen pitcher, . . but
she will view it well first. 1651 Hobbes Z.«//rtM. in. xxxvii.

234 The private actions of an ignorant, unwary man. a 1715
Burnet Chvn Time (1766) I. 263 These were his true
principles tho' he had disguised them in order to catch un-
wary readers. 1759 Robertsou Hist. Scot. vii. Wks. 1813
I. 513 No wonder pretexts so plausible should impose on the
unwary queen. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 178
The fish were numerous and unwary. 1896 W. K. Leasic
H, Miller \\. 99 The unwary disputant emerged in a highly
battered condition.
absol. 1637 Earl Monm. tr. MalvezzCs Romulus^ T. 177

Tarquin is not to be ranked amongst the unwary. 1707
Atterbury Serm. (1726) 11. 174 Its Emissaries are. .very
busy in Corners, to seduce the Unwary. 1848 Mrs. Jamesom
Sacr. <S- Leg. Art I. 70 With, .flexile claws, .stretched out
to seize and entangle the unwary.

b. Of actions, conduct, the mind, etc.

x6io G. Fletcher Ckrisfs Vict. i. Ixxxiv, With that the
mightie thunder dropt away From Gods unwarie arme. 1643

'

Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. i. § i Those principles my
Parents instilled into my unwary understanding. 1697
Drvden Virg. Georg. 11. 415 Sparkling fire, from hinds'
unwary hands. 1703 Rowe Ulysses \. i, 'Tis rash, and
savours of unwary Youth. 1747 Hervey Contempl. Night
(1748) II. 12 How often has an unwary glance, kindled
a Fever of irregular Desire in our Hearts? 1803 Gouv.
Morris in Sparks Life ^ Writ. (1832) III. 180 It is a most
unwary step.

^ 1867 Lady Herbkrt Cradle L, v. 151 An
unwary emptying of their. . leather water-bottles before half
the day was over,

t2. Unexpected. Obs.—'^

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xii, 25 All in the open ball amazed
stood. At suddeinnesse of that vnwarie sight.

Unwa'shable, a. and sb. (Un-' 7 b, 12.) 1839 Mrs,
KiRKLAND New Home xxxiv. 231 Those [ladies] who had
unwarily sported silks and other unwashables, looked acid
and uncomfortable.

Unwashed,///, a. [Un-i 8, 8 c]
1. Not washed ; not cleaned by washing.
?rt 1390 Form ofCury in Warner Antiq. Culin. (1791) 21

Take Hares,.. and seej? hem with t^e blode unwaisshed in
broth, a 1400 Northern Passion 346 Wasche fote and hand
we pray l>e, J>at nokyn thyng vn wessched be. ^1440
Promp. Parv. 368/1 On-waschyd, illotns. 1543 Traheron
Vigo'sChirurg. 11. iv. ii. 66 It is good to laye vppon the place
vnwashed woulle. 1605 R. F. Dedekinds Sch, Slovenrie
{1904) 30 Then with your unwasht knife to cut your meate
can breede no hurt. 1675 Han. Woolley Gentlew. Comp,
179 Take Mallows and Mercury unwasht. 1751 Akenside
Ode to T. ^f/i£/*zn/rvi, Thesophist.. With unwashed hands
and lips profane. 1815 Scott Guy M. xliv, She proceeded
with unwashed hands to arrange the stipulated bed-linen.
1890 Anthony^s Phatogr, Bull. HI. 233 The emulsion is an
unwashed one.

Jig. 1607 B. JoNsON Volpone Ep. ^2, L.haueloathed the
vse of such foule, and vn-wash'd Baudr'y. x6ix — Catiline
II. i, A slanderous, beastly, vnwash'd tongue. 1849 Lever
Con Cregan xv. Wickedness in its most unwashed state.

2. Spec. Of persons : Not having washed ; not
usually washed or in a clean state.

iSpS Shaks. John iv. ii. 201 Another leane, vnwash*d
Artificer, Cuts off his tale, and talkes of Arthurs death.
a 1727 Ballad on Quadrille viii. The King of late, .made,
of many a Squire and Lord, An unwash'd Knight of Bath.
178X CowpER Table-t. 152 Clubs.. To which ta' unwash'd
artificer repairs. 1822 Scorr Nigel Introd. Ep., AH the
unwashed artificers connected with literature. 1865 Kings-
lev Hereto, xviii, Why should not beggars go unwashed ?

1868 [T. WbightI Great Umvashed Pref., Others who. .are
by the unwashed workers looked upon as swells.

b. absoL Those who are not usually in a clean
state ; the lower orders, Freq. with great.
ia) 1833 Hook Parson*s Dau, II. 119 The * fat and greasy',

and the 'great unwashed,' bowed and smiled their best.
1850 Thackeray Pendennis xxx, Gentlemen, there can be
but littledoubt thatyour ancestors were the Great Unwashed.
1868 IT. Wright] The Great Unwashed Pref., Whenever . . I

speak of working men, or the working classes, it is in the
'great'UQwashed * sensft

392

(^) «8S3 in Thornton Amer. Gloss. q7o A jrreat portion of
the unwashed, as well as the ' unterrined ' left the hall. 1859
F. Mahonv Rel. Father Prout 417 The ' waters of
instiuction 'are to be plentifully supplied to the unwashed.
3. Not washed off ox oat.

1628 May Virg.tTrforg. iii. 94 Sweat unwash'd off [will]

stick Vpon their new-shorne skins. 1843 Mrs. Hijownisg
Grk. Chr. Poets ii. rd Hishappy Athenian associations gave
a colour, unwashed out by tears, to his mind and works.
Hence Unwashedness.
1893 Harper's Mag. Jan. 186/2 Various perfumes of un-

washedness and misery.

Unwa'shen, ppl. a. Now arch. [OE. tm-
wmscen (Un-1 8 b). Cf. (M)Du. ongewasscheUy
MLG., MHG., and G. tingewaschen^ OHG. ««-
giwasgan^ = Unwashed///, a. AXso Jig.
ciooo Sax, Leechd. II. jo8 Nim siselhweorfan ba smalan

unwsescene. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 57 On swinke, on un-
wasshen weden, on smerte swinginge. a 1235 Ancr. R. 82
Ful speche is as of lecherie, & of oSre fulSen ]>et unweaschene
mu3esspekeft o3er hwule. 13.. E.E.Allit.P. B. 34 For-i>y
hy5 not to heuen in haterez to-torne, Ne in be harlotez hod
& handez vnwaschen. 1388 Wyclif Mark vii. 2 Whanne
thei hadden seen summe of hise disciplis ete breed with vn-
waisschen hoondis. 1421-2 Hoccleve Min. Poems 116/182
Vnwasshen gold shall wasshe a-way that vice, c 1430 Lvdg,
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 256 Loth to ryse, ..With unwassh
handys reedy to dyneer. c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich)
124 Take vnwasshe loombes woUe. 1526 I'indale Matt. xv.
20 To eate with vnwesshen hondes defyleth nott a man.
1608 Hp.HALL Pharisaism -^ C/^w^ (1609) 642 The Pharise
[finds fault] with vnwashen hands. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche
XVI. Ixxvi, Prophane unvvashen feet farr hence must be, This
holy ground belongs to Sanctity. 185a Gen. P. Thompson
Exerc, (1842) II, 42 Whoever has brains .so unwashen as to
give up the guidance of himself. .to any man. 1856 Haw-
THORNE Eng. Note-bks. (1870) II. 44 The town. .has a very
sordid, grimy, shabby, unswept, unwashen aspect. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. II. iii. 435 So from the lower end they
came, ill clad, Houseless, unwashen, yet with faces glad.

Unwa*8sailing, ppL a. (Un-* 10.) 1826 Lamb Lett.
(1886) II. 238 Old Christmas is a coming, to the confusion
of Puritans, . . Quakers, and that unwassailing crew. Un-
wa'stable, a. (Un-* 7b.) 1575 Laneha;.i Let. (1871) 44
[Jupiter] seemz too be . . in store of municion, vnwastabl. 1623
Lisle Mljric on O. <V N. Test. Pref. b 2 b, That vnwastable
light, . .which they had of old time shining, rather than
burning in their sepulchers.

Unwasted,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not wasted or consumed,
1340-70 Alex. ^ Dind. 236 Hit scholde noubt lesen his

liht.. While Jje weke & J?e waxe vn-wasted Iastel>. ^1400
Found. St. Bartholomeiv's 61 What myghte falle to them .

.

that hastid with a desire to that j^Iace of vnwastid pite. 1561
T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xvii. 121 b, The fieshe of Christ
is like a riche and vnwasted fountaine. 1625 Donne Setju.
26 Whose meale and oyle God preserved unwasted. 1659
W. Chamberlavne Pharon. i. i. 178 So they preserve his
name—A yet unwasted pyramid of fame. 1713 Blackmore
Creation l 671 Why have those rocks so long unwasted
stood? 1826 Milman Anne Boleyn 35 Unwasted by the
pains of earth, Thou didst bring forth the fair immortal birth.
xZ^^Yi^Mv.^ Lyra InnoC]-^ Through the dim chinks of this
decaying earth Gleams, ever and anon, th' unwasted fire.

2. Not laid waste ; undevastated,

1570^ Foxe a. ?f M, (ed. 2) I. 362 b/i The kyng might haue
had his land vnwasted, and his treasure vnconsumed. 178s
Burke Sp. NabobofArcofs Debts Wks. IV. 276 Several of
the petty princes of the most southerly of the unwasted pro-
vinces. 1836 Thirlwall Greece II. xvi. 331 Tempted by the
prospect of saving their still unwasted fields and dwellings.

3. Not impaired by waste.
1758 J. Dalrvmple Ess. Feudal Py-operty (ed. 2) 59 The

lord came into the practice of giving a whole year's rent for

the king's right of waste, and got the lands safe and unwasted
to himself.

Unwa'steful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1570 Levins Manip. 186 Vn-
waystful, y>«^a/w. Unwa'stefully, adv. (Un-^ ii.)

x6i8 Bacon Ord. Chancery (1642) 15, 15 lines in every sheet
thereof written orderly and unwastfully.

Unwa-sting, ///. a. (Un-i io.)

1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love in. iii. (Skeat) 1. 127 Wete, I doe
brenne; unwasting, I langour and fade. 1722 Pope Tivo
Chorus's to ' Brutus ' ii. 41 Purest love's unwasting treasure.
1818 Milman Snmor iii. 222 Sleets From their unwasting
franary barb their darts. 2846 Keble Lyra Innoc. 143 The
living Fount Of pure unwasting fire. 1868 Lynch Rivulet

cxxvin. iv, ' Seek treasure of unwasting worth,' He said.

Unwa-tolled, ///. a. (Un-i 8.)
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. iv. v, 499 All vnwachit sodanely

Thai fell on sleip. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 41 b,

Of all these dooeth our enemie leaue not one thyng vn-
watched, whereby he mate drawe vs to damnacion. 1393
Donne Sat. ii. 98 But when he sells or changes land, he
impaires His writings, and (unwatch'd) leaves out ses heires.
x6o2 Shaks. Ham. iii. i. 197 Madnesse in great Ones, must
not vnwaich'd go. 179s Coleridge Silver Thimble 49 And
I from unwatch'd needle's erring point Had surely suffer'd

on each finger-joint Those wounds. 1812 Crabbe Tales xi.

4S8 Rarely from town^ nor then unwatch'd, he goes. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. ci, Unwatch'd, the garden bough shall

sway. 1870 Bryant Iliad i. L 30 Thou ever dost suspect
me, Nor can I act unwatched.

Unwa-tclifal, a. (Un-1 7.)
x6ix Florio, Inuigilante, vnuigilant, vnwatchfulL 1651

Jer. Taylor Serm./or Year u. xx. 256 They are. .incurious
in their walking, unwatchfull in their circumstances. 1720
A. PicTRiE Rules Good Depo?-t}n.{i%'jy) 118 It is not discreet

nor just in Ministers., to be unwatchfull over their Flock.
a 1740 Watts Ess. Var, Subj. iijg^) 271 Every christian,

even the weak and the unwatchful. c 1750 J. Nelson Jrnl.
(1836J 40 You are more light and unwatchful than you used
to be. 1805 WoRosw. Prelude 11. 300, I.. difference Per-
ceived in things, where, to the unwatchful eye, No differ-

ence is. 1869 Lowell Cathedraiai^ J's once grim bulwarks,
tamed to lovers* walks, Look down unwatchful on the sliding

Eure.

UNWAVERING.
Hence UnwatchfuUy adv., -fulness.
z6xi Klorio, Inuigilanza^ vnwatchfulue.sse. a 1658 DuR-

HAM Comm. Rev. (1660) 181 There was much, .unwatchful.
nesse and untendernesse in both these respects before God.
i68a W. RoGKRS Seventh I'i. Chr. Quak.r 78 No wonder if

the High as well as the Low come to a Loss through their
unwatchfulness. 1787 in Jrnl. Friends Hist. Soc. X IX. 92
'Ihrough unwatchfulness and the depravity of my heart.
i860 Trench Serm. U'estm. Abb. xxxi. 354 Whether thou
wiit be stil! watchful over thyself, when there is so much to
persuade to unwatchfulness. 1867 Kuskin Time ^ Tide
(1872) 75 In summing the observation of past life not un-
watchfully spent.

tUnwater, sb. Obsr^ (Un-* 12b. Cf. Unwatered
ppi.a. I b.) 161 1 Cotgr., Caw«/f7//^ie«rVr,vn water Chamlet.

Un'wa'ter, v. [Un- 2 4.] trans. To drain of
water, to carry off water from ; spec, in Mining
(see b).

The word occursasa mistranslation in : a 1300 E. E. Psalter
Ixxvii. 23 (E., H.), He smot ^te stane, and watres outran,
And scaldand unwatred [L. imindaverunt\ ^lai ilkan.

a. 1642 C. Vermuyden Disc. Fenues 5 By these Out-falls
the said Rivers and Lands unwater themselves. 1872 W. F.
Butler C/. Lone Land \v. (1875) 60 The St. Croix [river]

unwatering the great tract of pine land. 1880 Haughtom
Phys. Geogr. x. 192 The rivers of China unwater the whole
eastern slope of the table-land.

b. 1769 Smeaton in Glynn Treat. Power Water (1853) 99
The first complete engine, .at work. .for draining or un-
watering a lead mine. 1778 Pryce Min. Comub. 146 Many
more valuable Lodes have been discovered, than those they
were driving to unwater. 1865 J. T. F. Turner Slate
Quarries 22 The pits are unwatered by one engine pump.
X883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 458/1 Siphons have been used for
unwatering workings in special cases.

Hence Unwa'tering vbl. sb.

1778 Pryce Min. Comub. 152 The innumerable Adits, .arc
of some importance to the unwatering of the Mines.

Unwa-tered, ///. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. older

Flem. ongheivaetert (Kilian), T>\x. ongewatert, G,
ungezvdssert.']

1. Not sprinkled, moistened, or artificially sup-
plied with water.
C1440 Pallad. on Husb. x. iii Tyl hit be hard, vnwattred

must hit [sc. land] be, Lest al the werk corrupte humydite.
1648 Hexham ii, Ongewatert, Vnwatered, or Vnsprinckled.
1731 Pope Ep. Burlington 125 Un-watered see the droop-
ing sea-horse mourn. 1899 Daily Ne^vs 12 June 7/5 To
facilitate cavalry charges the main thoroughfares remained
unwatered.

"b. Of dress materials : (see Water 7;. 9).

153s in Archaeol. IX. 248 A long gowne of unwatered
chamblette. 1583 Rates Custome ho. B ij, Chamlets watered
and vnwatred. 1648 Hexham 11, Onge%vatert Kamelot^
Vnwatered Chamlot. 1706 Loml. Gaz. No. 4189/4 Coarse
unwatered Camblets. 1750 Lady Jane CokeZ.^//. (1899)61
I have given half-a guinea for an unwatered tabby.

'\%. Not soaked or steeped in water. Obs.
1511 Fabyan Will in Chron. (1811) p. v, Than I will that

the said .xxiiij. peces of fleshe be altered unto saltfyche or
stokfyshe, unwatered and unsodeyn. 1570 Levins Manip.
51 Vnwatred, immaceratus. 1648 Hexham ii, Ongeweyckt^
Not laid in water, or Vnwatered, as Harberdine, &c.
3. Not mixed with water ; undiluted.
1563 Turner Herbal 11. 35 b, Entre into a bath, and drynke

vnwatered wyne after. 1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. 582
Augustus Caesar, .seldome dranke his wine unwatered. 1648
Hexham ii, Onge^vaterden wij'n, Vnwatered wine, or Vn-
tnixed with water. 1870 Emerson Soc. 4- SoliL^ Fanning^
The farmer has a great health;.. his milk at least, is un-
watered. 1887 BowEN /Eneid v. 78 Twain huge flagons of
wine unwatered.

b. J^inance. (See Watered ppl. a. 4 c.)

X893 IVestm.Gaz. 29 June 6/1 The 25 per cent, represents

1,250 per cent, on the original unwatered capital, or over
;£ 687,000 on a real capital of ;^55,ooo.

4. Of land, a district, etc. : Not provided with
a natural supply of water ; waterless. Also in fig.

context.
x6oo SuRFLET Counirte Farm \i. vii. 740 In bot, drie, and

vnwatered places. i;r94 A. Young Trav, (ed. 2) II. 152 The
country (that I saw) is poor and unwatered, in the Milanese:
X794 Vancouver Agric. Cambridge 55 The grass, .is chiefly
inferior to that., which grows., upon unwatered ground.
x8aS J. Montgomery Tombs Fathers Wks. 1841 IV. 178
Kedron's unwater'd brook b dumb, i860 Pusey Min.
Proph. 14 The soul of the sinner is. .unfruitful ;..for it is.,

unwatered by the Fountain of living waters. 1890 *R.
Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 100 The unwatered
region away from the river.

Unwatery, a. [OE. unw^terii (Un-1 y).]
Not supplied with or containing water.
£^xooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xi. 24 He gaeS \>m\i unwseterie

stowa, reste secende. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cvi. 4 Thei
erreden in wildernesse, in vnwatri place. 138a Wvclif Ps.
Ixxvii. 40 In to wrathe thei to-stiriden hym in \Tiwalri place,

1739 C. Wesley Hymns 222 Divinely led the Favourites
passTh'Unwatry Deep, and emptied Sea. x87» Browning
F'ijine cii, How. .The solid surface-shield was outcome.. Of
simple dew at work to save itself amid The unwatery force
around. 1877 Blackie Wise Men 67 Age to youth May
sooner pass than from unwatery crust Be birth of water.

Unwa-veriug, ppl. a. (Un- 1 1 o.

)

1570 Levins Manip. 137 Vnwauering, tmmotuS. 1667 H.
More Disc. Faith (1713) 579 Forasmuch as P'aith . . is nothing
but an unwavering assent to some Doctrine (etc.]. i^ax
Strvpe Eccl. Mem. II. 11. i. 253 To shew how unwavering
she continued in her formerly declared purpose. 1739 C. &
J. Weslkv Hymns 12 With Steps unwav'ring, undismay'd
Give me in all thy Paths to tread. 1801 Coleridge Triumph
Loyalty i. 330 All objects there will teach me Unwavering
Love.^ X856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858* 1. 409 An unwavering
pursuit of a single policy. iSB*} A. R. Pennington Wicl^
in. 120 He was as unwavering in his tone as in his reply to
the ' motley doctor '.



UNWAVERINGLY.
Hence Unwa'veringly adv,
1830 Coleridge Constit, Ck. ^ State \ The mark, to which

my convictions and wishes have, .unwaveringly pointed.
187J Texnvson Gareth ^ Lynette 139 When the Queen.

.

Found her son's will unwaveringly one, She answer 'd craftily.

Unwa'ving, ///. a. (U.s*-' 10.) 1706 J. Weavek Or*
cheso^raphy 28 Examples ofwaving and unwaving Positions,
where the Feet turn and return both on the same side. 1818
MiLMAN Sainor vii. 650 The yellow crown Of tlie unwaving
forest. 1835 LvTTON Rienzi x. viii, Not a breeze stirred the
dark cypress and unwaving pine.

tUnwa'X, z'.l Obs. [Un-2 7.] ifiir. To grow
or become less ; to decrease. Also Jig,
13. . Coer de L. 2844 Thus began our folk unwexe, And

dyede for hungyr and for woo. c 1400 Pepysian Gosj>. Har-
viony (1922) 14 For it bihoued nedes )jat Jesus wex & t>at he
ynwev. 14.. in Maskell /)/f«. A*//. (1847) III. 353 Of a man
it i> seid, the more he wexith the more he unwexjth.
Unwa-x, Z/.2 [UN-24.] trans. To deprive of
wax ; to remove the wax from.
1817 KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. II. 148 On the seventh day the

part covering the head and trunk of the young female [bee],
if I may so speak, is almost entirely unwaxed.
Unwa-xed, fpL a. (Un-> 8 + Wax v}\ Not treated with

wax. C1410 Master 0/ Game (MS. Digby 182) xxi, OJjer
meane homes vnwexed beth goode ynogh for hem \sc. wood-
men). [1775 Ash.] 183a G. R. Porter Porcelain ^ Gl. xv.

313 The unwaxed under-side of the glass, x^ify Pall Mall G.
6 April i/i Two rather steep. ., uncarpeted and unwaxed,
staircases. tUnway, Ohs. [UN.'4b. CL^lUn. onwech
(Du.<7«7t»<^), MLG. umvech, '^\\iQ>.unwcc (G. univeg)^ MDa,
uvej.\ A place without ways, a 1340 Hampole Ps. cvi. 40 He
made haim to erre in vnway [L. in i'lvio) & noght in way.

tlTnwayed, a, Obs. [Un-1 9. Cf. MDu.
onghewcget, MDa, nvejet^

1. Not provided with ways or roads.
In both passages rendering L. {terra) tnvta,

138a WycLip Ezek. xv. 8 Whanne Y shal. .^yue the loond
vnwaied and desolat. — Hos. ii, 3 Y shal putte fair as
a wildrenesse, and ordeyne hir as a lond vnweyed.
2. Of horses : Not accustomed to ways or roads

;

hence, restive, intractable.

1607 Markiiam Cavel. iv. 15 If the horse be jrong and vn-
wayed. 1:1640 [?Shirley] Capt. Utidenvit 11. ii, She kicks
and flings out like a Colt unwayed. a 1643 Suckling Let,
Wks. (1648) 8a As Colts that are unway'd, and will not go
at all.

TTnwea'kened, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)
X648 Hexham II, O^^-f^rcMr-^/iVnweakned, orvn-enfeebled,

x66s Boyle Def. Doct. Air 74 The unweakned pressure of
the outward Air. 1828 Carlvle Misc. (1840) 1. 201 His
heart, though torn, is yet unweakened. 1856 Ruskin Mod,
Paint, IV. v.xix. \ 22 The unweakened and active intellects

of Van Eyck and Albert Durer, 1871 Kennedy Publ.Sch.
Lat. Gram. (1874) 35 Numerous words keep their root-vowe!
a unwc-ikened in the second member of their compounds.
Unwea-1. [Un-^ 12.] Unhappiness; distress,
axyxiCnrsor M, 57i4To-<iuils wasof israelpe folkledd wit

mikel vn- wet [r^r. vn-welej. a 1850 Rossetti Dante ^Circle 1,

(1874) 39 Since thou alone hast made my heart to feel This
sadness and unweal.

tUnwea'lfal,A. Oh. [Un-'?.] Unhappy; causing mis-
fortune or unhappiness. 1412-20 Lydg. C/iron, Troy n,

4234 Vnwelful woman, disturber of oure pes, pou haste vs
broujt in meschef & in were. Ibid. 8112 To Grekls pleinly
^is ryvaille So mort.il was & so infortunat, So vnwelful and
aisconsolat. f Unwea'lfolness. Obs. [Un-' 12. Cf,

prec.) = next, a 1555 J. Philpot tr. Curio's Def. Christ's
Ch, (1842) 387, Z perceive thou art more happier than all

these, Calistus; but it shameth me nothing to be accounted
among tben^ and to be partaker of this unwellefulness with
them. t Unwea'lsomeness- Obs.—^ [Un-' 12,] Un-
happiness. 138a Wvclif Ps. xiii. 3 To-brosing and vn-
weUumnesse [L. iu/elicitas\ in the weies of hem, and the
weie of pes thei knewen not.

+ Unwea*lth. Obs, rare. [Un-1 12.] Lack
of prosperity.

a 1300 Cursor ^/. 28697 pou do him vnder-stand alsua Hu
lang pat adam was in wa, And Jiai J)at of his body sprang, H u
J>air vnwclth t>am lasted lang. ct\x%^^.Qcx.'LV.\^ De Reg,
Priitc. (Roxb.) 32 To live, .ever after in sorwe & unwelthe.

Unwea'lthiness. (Un-> 12. Cf. next.) i9B6 Pall Mall
G. 23 Oct. 14/1, I have continued in the same state of un-
wcalthiness as formerly.

Unwealtliy, a. (Un-^ 7).
ci4ia HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1287 He sparith hem

that vnwelthy heer ben. 1581 Stanvhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.)

46 My father vnwelthy mee sent,. hither. 1809-14 Wordsw,
Excurs. V. 132 An unwealthy mountain Benefice. 1876
MoKRis .^neid viii, 105 The senate poor of that unwealthy
folk Cast incense there. 189s P, White Kiug^s Diary iii,

An unwealthy Tory peer and his pompous belongings.

tUnwea*ly,a. Obs.-^ [Un-'7.] Poor; unwealthy. 1x1300
E. E. Psalter Ixxviii. 8 (E.), For J>at un-weli \v.r. poure;
L. ^auperes\ for to se Swil^e mikel made are we.

Unweaiied,///.a. Also6 -waynde,-wain'd,
[Un-* 8.] Not weaned; f immature.
158Z Studley tr. Seneca, Here. (Et. i. 191 b, Coulde I

brooke it Toxeus, to see thy death with woe? That wert
vnwayndc in yeares, and eake in pits vnpaysde. 1596 Fitz-
Geffrey Sir F. Drake {1881) 30 Bhnde with affection,

ignorant of trulhe, Vnwain'd from self-love, never at a staye.

1607 Chap-Man Bussy d'Ambois iv. L 17 Or still-unwean'd
sweet Moon-calues with white faces. 1799 Sheridan /'/carw

,

I. i. 13 In peace as gentle as the unweaned lamb. 1807C0GAN
Treatise on Passions (1B13) II. 310 An unweaned affection

for peculiarities which have no other claim upon us. 1844 H.
Stephens Z>'^./'<»r/« III. 1123 The lambs remain unweaned,
until they wean themselves. 1871 Whvte-Melvii.le Sar-
chfdon I. 3 Like sucking fawn and unweaned child.

TTuwea'pou, v. [Un-- 4. Cf. MDu. ont-
\

wapenen, -wapen (Du. -wapenen), MHG. ent-
,

tu&peneny -wdpen, -wd/en (G. -waffnen).'] trans, i

To deprive of a weapon or weapons,
\
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I
a 1586 Siuney Arcadia iir. xxviii, Hee was no more

amazed with his being vnweaponed, then with the suddain-
nesse thereof. x6ii Florio, Disarmare^ to disarme, to vn-
weapon. a 1646 J. Gregory Postliuma, Assyrian Mon.
(1650) 248 One night a Plague of Mice came upon him, and
unweaponed his souldiers, by devouring their Harness-ties
of Leather. 166a Hibbert Body Divinity \\. 106 He beats
down our enemies before us, unweaponiiag them.
Unwea'poned, ///. a. [Un-18. Cf.OE. ««-

uwxpnod^ MDu. ongewapent (Du. -wapetid)^
MHG. ungewdfenty --lo^pent (G. tmgewaffnetj
-tvappnet)^ Not equipped with or bearing a
weapon or weapons ; unarmed.
cxzoa Trin, Coll. Horn. 191 Dus fliteS J>e fiend wi3 alle

men;.. and |>o ben alle unwepnede J?e ne hauen mid hwan
hie hem werien. c 1205 Lav. 5654 Deo cnihtes weoren vn.
wepned, pa l^e wane heo wes jeueoe. c 1425 Eng. Conq.
Irel. 22 So as we bene. .well y-wepned, . . ne dout no man
J?at such vnwepned rascayll any power haw ows to wyth.
stond. 15x3-4 ^ci 5 Hen. VIII, c. 6, Wheras they \sc, sur-
geons]..have ben entreatidas Herawdes of Armes aswell in
batelles and feldes as other places ther for to stond unbar-
nesed and unwapenned. 1553 Bale Vocacyon 28 b, The
crue'J murtherers. .cowardly slewe them all vnarmed & vn-
weaponed. a 1618 Raleigh Disc. /Kosr (1850) 2 Instruments
of much advantage against unweaponed men. 16*2 Vicars
God in Mount 66 Being all unweaponed, and coming onely
in a fair and unoffensive manner. 1813 Monthly Mag. LV.
409 He hastes his armour off to throw, And stands un-
weapon'd. 1874 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. IV. 371 Not by
the aid of others, but by his own unweaponed hand his
marvellous conquests have been achieved.

y^K- *S49 Coveruale, etc. Erasm.Par. 2 Cor. 57 b, As lowe
and weake as ye thinke vs, yet are we not vnweaponed, nor
without strength to suppresse the aduersaries of the gospel.
1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido i. ii, Our hands are not
prepar'd to lawles spoyle.. : Such force is farre from our
vnweaponed thoughts. 16x4 Massinger Bondman iv. iv,
Hee 's more a slaue, then Fortune Or Miserie can make me,
that insults Vpon vnweapon'd Innocence, a 1628 F. Grevil
Cselica xx. Since unweaponed care makes men forlorne, Let
me first make your Dogge an Vnlcorne. 1859 G. Wilson
Mem. E. Forbes iv. (1861) 131 An accuriicy [with the stetho-
scope], .such as theexperience of forty years had often failed
to bring to the unweaponed physician.
UnweaTable,^. (UN-'7b.) [177SASH.] i846Worcester

(citing Grant). 1906 Daily Chron, 22 June 4/2 The merry
crowd . . laughs for the fifteenth time at an unwearable joke.
UnweariabHity. (Un-' 12. Cf. next.) 1853 Hawthorne
Eng, Note-bks, (1883) 1. 464 In instance of Charles Dickens's
unwearlability.

Unwea'riabley a. [Un- l 7 b.] Incapable of
being or becoming wearied or tired ; indefatigable,

unremitting.
App. disused in the 1 8th cent., and reintroduced in the iglh,

when it came into common use.

a. Of persons or things.

.
'Sfi'. T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 47 An enemie that is ,

.

in diligence and celeritie vnweriable. 1594 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. I. iv. § I Desire to resemble him in goodnes maketh
them vnweariable. x6o8 Bp. Hall Char. Virtues ^ V. 11.

(1614) 259 If the others eare were as vnweariable as his
tongue. X626 — Contempl.^ O. T. xxr. vi, He is vnweari-
able with our requesu. 169^ in R. H. Story W. Carstares
(1874) 234 Agreat fervency in expression, and unweariable
lungs, are mistaken by the poor ignorant for zeal and piety.

(177s AsH.J x8io SouTHEV Kehatna xvi. xix, That
unweariable foe. With will relentless follows still. 1854
Thoreau Walden (1863) 253 So long-winded was he and so
unweariable. 1899 Mackail IV. flforris IL 217 Through
all that period, his sister was his. .unweariable nurse.

b. Of qualities, conditions, or actions.
1571 GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps, xxv. 5 He hung uppon God

with unweeriable constancie. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Pref.
17 An vnweariable desire of receyuing instruction. 1627 J.
Cahtkr Plain Expos. 5 It requireth vnweariable labour and
paines all our life long. 1651 Gataker in FullerAbelRediv.
(1867) I. 242_An insatiable ardour and unweariable endea-
vour of continual . . hearing or reading.
1813 Shelley Q. Mab vn. ig8 Resolved to wage unweari-

able war With my almighty Tyrant, a 1842 Arnold Hist.
Rome (1845) III. 141 The Numidians. .chased them with
unweariable speed. x88o Miss Bird Japan II. 260 Their
unweariable good nature.

Hence Unwea>riableness.
1647 Tbapp Comm. Acts vi. 5 Famous for their unweari-

ableness in God's work. 1652 W, liROucH Sacr. Princ. 64
Why such unweariablnesse to have my will?

Unweariably, adv. [Uk-i ii. Ci, prec]
Without wearying ; indefatigably,
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus \. 8 Hereby thou art like God,

he sparseth abroad, he vnweariably giveth good, to good
and bad. 1643 E. Symmons Loyal Subjects Belie/ts Those
graces and gifts . . which in his service you have . . most faith-

fully and unweariably expended. 1856 Hawthorne Eng,
Note-bks. (1870) II. 40 A variety of mountain outlines that
1 could have studied unweariably. 1879 H. W. Warren
Recr. Asiron. xii. 258 Rendered apparent, static, and un-
weariably operative.

Unwea'ried, ppl, a, [Un-i 8. Cf. OE. un-
gezv^riiod.'] Of persons, things, etc, ; Not wearied,

tired, or tired out; also, never becoming weary;
indefatigable.

_
a 1240 Sawles JVarde in O.E. Horn. I. 261 J>e o5re ..

ibiescede gastes )>e beo5 a biuore godd..ant singeS a un-
wer^ed. a 1400-^ Alexander 3622 pe pepiil . . ware petusly
woundid Of Olifauntis. . ; All at vnwened a-way wynnes in

J'e stoundis Durst neuir his face to his faeseft on fold bide.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 141 b, The vnweried chieftain
& manly warrior. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V, iir. ii. 296 The
best condition'd and vnwearied spirit In doing curtesies.
163a LiTHCOW Trav. i. 27 They intreated me to come vp in

the Caroch, but I ..would not, replying., my body [was]
vnwearied. a 1684 Leighton Comm. i Pet. ii. {1693) 472
The Soul that is most active, and unwearied in Sin. 1707
Curios, in Husb. ^ Card, 313 We might spend whole Years

UNWEARYING.
unwearied in the Examination of them. 1791 Cowi'Eu liiad
xyiii.293 The sun, Unwearied minister of light. i8i6 Wilson
City 0/Plague 11. ii. 79 The fairy . . On plumes unwearied
.. floateth stiii. i8i8 Milman Savior viii. 95 If yet this
heart unwearied may bear on. 1871 Jowett Plato II. 10
The unwearied and disinterested seeker after truth.

b. Ofqualities, actions, conditions, etc. : Marked
by absence of abatement ; unremitting.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. 8 b, He..cesseth not

to shewe hys vnweried bountifulnesse vpon miserable sin-
ners. IS94 Hooker Eccl. Pol. i. iii. § 2 [The sun] as a
Giant doth runne his vnwearied course. 1625 Godwin
Moses gf Aaron (1641) A 2 b, An unwearied assiduity in
I^rusmg those sacred Oracles. 1678 Vaughan Thalia
Rediv. 64 The Wisdom of the Bee, And her unwearied
Industry. 1704 J. Trapp Abra-MuU 11. i. 367 Had not my
Care, My vigilant, unweary'd Diligence Still balk'd..the
Visiers Conduct. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia 11. iii, The
ludicrous mixture of groups kept her attention unwearied.
1820 Scott Monast. vi. The active and unwearied exercise
of his sharp and piercing intellect. 1861 Trench Comm.
Ep. Churches Asia 69 'iTie unwearied activity of Christ in
his Church. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S, II. xxx, 259 Bond
..languidly thanked him for his faithful and unwearied
exertions.

Unwea-riedly, dt^z'. (f. prec, or Un-i ii.)
1653 Baxter Chr. Concord gg Shall it be said that Separa-

tists will. .lay out all their pains unweariedly to divide the
Church..? 1673 Hickeringill Greg. F". Greyb. 149 The im-
portunities ofthose., unweariedly troublesome spirits, a 17x5
BuRNETt?a'M7'rwe(i766) 1.253 He was.. unweariedly active
to very little purpose. 1750 Chesterf. Lett, (1774) II. 50
Absolute perfection is. .unattainable, but.. a man of parts
may be unweariedly aiming at . . it. z8i8 Bentham Ch, Eng.
Introd. 54 The epithet so hardily and unweariedly bestowed
upon it. i860 Froude Hist. Eng. VI. 395 He worked un-
weariedly in the service of the public. 1893 J. Pulsford
Loyalty to Christ II. 135 Unweariedly intent on bringing
Her earth-born children into Her glorious House.

UnweaTiedness. (f. as prec, orUN-i 12.)
1617 Huron IVks. II. loi Yet for largenesse,. .for vn-

weanednesse, the louing kindnesse of the Lord doth farre
exceed it. 1642 S. Ashe Best Rtfuge 35 Their frequency
and unweariednesse in Prayer. 1702 E. Calamv Life Sf

Times Baxter \. 8 He prosecuted all his Studies with Un-
weariedness and Delight. 1837 Carlvle Misc. Ess. (1840)
V. 123 Working therein long years, with a filial unwearied-
ness. 188^ Fairbaibn Catholicism (1899) 42 Unweariedness
in well-doing.

Unweariiy, adv. [f. Unwearv a., or Un-' 11.] Un-
weariedly. 1434 Hisyn Mending Life iii If ))a forsake
secuier occupacions & erandis, & rise vnwerily to J>inke &
pray. 1435 — Fire ofLove 82 Vnwerily it byrnys \>o ^ingis
to fulfil pat it seys & knawes plesynge to god. \jn*
wea'riness* (Un-'i2.) i6ix Vlorio, Irifaticabilita,\n'
wearinesse. 1906 Daily Chron. 8 May 5/5 A young white
kid, symbolical of unweariness. Unwea'risomeneSS.
(Un-' 12.) 1649 Earl Monm. tr. SenauWs Use Passions
(1671) 312 The Labourer.. endeavoreth to overcome the
sterility of the soil by the unwearisomeness of his labour.

Unweary, a. [OK. unwvHg (Un-i 7).] Not
weary {of) ; free from weariness ; unwearied,
£:893 K. i^LFRED Oros. v. xi. § 4 |'a;t mon Jja;t fsesten braece,

& on fuhte dsejes & nihtes, simle an legie aefter oJ?erre un-
werig. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 76 Drince J>onne on niht
nistij, Jreo full fulle ; J>onne bi3 he sona unwerig. a 1340
Hampole Psalter xvii. 37 pou has gifen me vnwery bren-
nynge to wirke J>e goed and put away slawnes, <"i374
Chaucer Troylus \. 410 If harme agree me wher-to pleyne
I t>anne ? I not ne whi vnweri |)at I feynte. c 1425 Orolog.
Sapient, ii. 20 in Anglia X. 339 In to whomme angeles
desyrene to loke and beholde with vnwerye felicite. f 1475
Cath. Angl. 414/2 (A.), Vn 'Wery,jndefessus. 1606 Sylves-
ter Dt( Bartas ii. iv. Magnificence i68 With unweary
limb. Wade thorough Foords, and over Chanels swim. 1659
Eedes Christ's Exalt. Ep. Ded., He set himself to the
serious study of the Hebrew tongue when he was 40 years
old, and such was his unweary industry, that [etc.]. 1818
Milman Samor ix. 183 If thine eternal thunderbolts are yet
Unweary of their function dire. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Patience taught 8 Ocean girds Unslackened the dry land,
savannah-swards Unweary sweep, 1859 Habits of Gd,
Society vii. 248 You must not obtrude yuur unweary mirth
at a visit of condolence.

t Unwea'ry, v, [Un-2 4 b.] trans, (and refl^.

To restore from weariness ; to refresh or rest.

Chiefly in translations of Fr. {_se) delasser,

1330 Palsgr. 769/1, Iunwerye,..y([rf/(?/«wf. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Se delasser, to vnweary himselfe.

1650 Earl Monm. tr, Senault's Man bee. Guilty 175 Are not
Allegories impertinent? when to un-weary meirs minds,
they abuse them. 1652 Loveday tr. Caiprefiede's Cassan-
dra I. 43 Having taken a house in the 'i'owne, we there
unwearied ourselves for some dayes. 1687 ^thzre-ggf. Let.
Wks. (1888) p. xxv. Not being able to prevail with him to

stay a day and unweary himself,

absol. a 1698 Temple Health ^ Long Life Wks. 1720 I.

281 Bathing . . unwearies and refreshes more than any thing,

after too great Labour and Exercise.

b. refi. To relieve or ease (oneself) ^something. -

1633 Earl IiXkhch. A I Mondo {16-^6) 161 A good man.. by
this surplus of paine, unwearies himselfe of paine.

UnweaTying, ///• a. [Un-i io.]

1. That does not grow or become weary ; un-

remitting, untiring.

x6oo J. Melvill Autob. ^ Diar^< (Wodrow Soc.) 463 An
unweireing and constant occupatioun in doctrine, prayer,

and praise. 176a Falconer Shipwr. i. 22 She oer the

fp.icious flood.. Unwearying wafted her commercial store.

1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins W««rt//«tf III. i Her unwearying
attendant, .sought for it. 1843 Carlvle Past^ Pr. iv. vii.

The Heavens, unwearying in their bounty, do send other

souls into this world. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl.l. x'lv.isS

[The dogsj walk in straight and curved lines with anxious
and unwearying perseverance.

2. Not causing or producing weariness.

1799 W. Taylor in Robbeids Mem, (1843) I. 297 The un-
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UNWEABYINGLY.
wearied and unwearying eloquence of Mackintosh. 1838
Hawthorne Fr, ^ It. Note-bks. (1872) I» 11 Stately edifices

prolonging themselves in unwearying magnificence and
beauty. 1886 Athenatum 24 April 548/3 Success presently

waited .. upon the unwearying charms of her person and
conversation.

UnweaTyingflyy adv. (Un-i ii, or f. prec.)

1835 Heckford Recoil. 86 Scientific researches unweary-
ingly pursued in calm and studious retirement. 1866

Mkkeoith Vittoria xxix. The lamp burned unwearyingly,
1889 Sat, Rev. 23 March 349/1 The Carlyles themselves were
unwearjingly kind to her.

f Unwea'ther. Obs. [OE. «»Wifdfer(UN-i4b),
= OFris, unweder (NFris. nnwedder)^ (M)Du.
onwedery LG. unweder {-w^r, -wdr^^ MHG, uti-

weter (G. unwetier)^ ON. ^vel^r (MSw. ovddher^

Sw. ov<dder, (M)Da. uvejr, Norw. dial, oveer^ etc.).]

Bad, rough, or stormy weatiier.

CQ50 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke viiL 24 He. .jeSreade Jwet wind
& hroednise vel unweoder Saes wa^tres. c 1000 Rule of
Chrodegang vi, Sylle man. .aelcum breeder fif piinda gewihte
wines, ?iif |?a unwedru his ne forwyrnad. c lago Gen. ^ Ex.
3058 Moyses ^ede vt, helde up is bond, And al Sis vnweder
Dor atwond. [1658 Phillips, Untveather, (Sax.) a storm or
tempest. Hence in Bailey (1721).]

Unwea-thered, ///. a. [Un-i s.] Of rocks,

etc. : Not exposed to, unaffected by, the action of

the weather or atmosphere.

[1775 Ash.] 1843 PoRTLOCK Geol, 52^ The more compact
variety (of rock], where unweathered, is distinctly porphy-
ritic. x86o Tvndall Glac. 11. xx. 338 In no case was he
able to discover these fissures in the sound unweathered ice.

1884 Leisure Hour Aug. 493/2 Extensive quarries from
which fresh, unweathered material could be procured.

TTnwea'vey v. [Un-2 3, 7, Cf. (M)Du. ont-

weven, OHG. antwepan (MHG, and G. entweden).']

1. trans. To take out of a woven, intertwined,

or entangled state or condition ; esp. to unravel or

undo (a woven fabric).

Freq. in fig. context, and in allusion to the story of
Penelope {Odyssey ii. 96-105).

iS4a Udall Erasm. Apopk. 63 b, Then used she thispolicJe,

to unweave in the night as much werke, as she had made up
in the daye before. 1565 Cooper, Texta soluerCy to vnweaue
that one hath wrought. \y^%^KVs.Ven,^ Ad.<^\ Now .she

\sc. love] unweaves the web that she has wrought; Adonis
lives, a 1637 B. Jonson Celebration ofCharis ix. 50 Nor do
wrongs, nor wrongs receive, Nor tie knots, nor knots un-
weave. 1640 G. Sandys C//?-. Pass. i. 81 That I should thus
unweave the web of Fate. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1114 She
.. pluck*d the grass,. .And into manya listless annulet, Now
over, now beneath her marriage ring, Wove and unwove it.

187s JowETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 461 Weaving instead of un-
weaving her Penelope's web.
absol. 1631 Brathwait Eng. Gentle^v. 49 Chuse rather

with Penelope to weaue and vnweaue, than to giue Idlenesse
the least leaue.

Jig. a i6a5 Fletcher Lovers Cwrtf v. iii, Custom.. You did
unweave, and had ihe power to charm A new creation in me.
1634 Hevwood Witcius 0/ Lane, iv. G 4b, Vnweave my
age O time, to my first thread. 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 237
Philosophy will clip an Angel's wings, . . Empty the haunted
air, and gnomed mine—Onweave a rainbow. 1849 De
OuiNCEV Eng. MailCoach Wks. 1862 IV, 349 Light unwove
the mazes of darkness.

b. To untwine (the fingers).

1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 271 Several of the men came
up,and endeavoured tounweave the fingers[from the sword].

1897 — Guavas xviii, She plaited the fingers together and
unwove them, to again re-plait them.

f 2. To make clear by exposition ; to expose,

disclose. Also adsoL Obs,
164a H. More Song ofSoutii. ii. ni. xxv, They're mixt,

soild and contaminate, But truth doth clear, unweave, and
simplifie. 1647 R. Stapylton Jimenal 48 Dasdalus, who
flying viewed the whole world (if we believe the poets), or
that (if we unweave their fables) made discoveries of the
world by sea with his winged sailes.

3. intr. To become disentangled. In quot. Jig.
1798 SoTHEBY tr. Wielands Oberon iv. Iviii, How won-

derfully strange my fate unweaves !

Hence TJnwea'ving vbL sb.

1706 Stevens Sp, Dict.^ Destexitniento^ unweaving. 1847
Helps Friends in C, I. vi. 89 The sleep-inducing weavings
and unweavings of political combination. 1893 J. Pulsforo
Loyalty to Christ II. 112 What unweavings and siftings and
cleansings we shall have to undergo I

Unweb, p. [Un-'3.] trans. To unweave. (In quot. j*?^.)

X882 P. Hood Crojmvell iii. 98 Eliot was engaged in un*
webbing the abominations and the intricacies of the Court.

Unwe'bbed, ppi. a. (Un- i 8.)
1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. II. 492 The feathers .. long,

slender and unwebbed. 1768 — in Phil. Trans. LVI1I.92
The shafts (of the feathers are] broad and very thin ; the
vanes unwebbed. 1804 Bewick Brit. Birds II. 179 Its
feathers appear all unwebbed, and looJc like silky hair.
X872 CouEs N. Amer. Birds 219 Toes all of the same length,
unwebbed at base.

Unwe"d,///. a. [Un-1 8 b.] = next.
In quot. 1562 perhaps f. Un.^ 8.

1513 Douglas Mneid vi. v. 27 Small childrin, and 3oung
damicellis vnwed. 156a J. Hevwood Prov. ^ Epigr. (1867)
191, We wold wed the sooner.., showyng plaine, That I

should the sooner be vnwed againe. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
II. i. 26 This seruitude makes you to keepe vnwed. 1790 Mrs.
Wheeler Westmoreland Dial (1821) 47 Ke a gud lass, .

.

en keep the sel unwed en tae can. 1816 Bvron Ch. Har.
III. Iv, Though unwed, That love was pure. 183S Milman
Nala <V Damnyanti, etc. 91 Unwed wert thou in virgin
bloom. 1873 Svmonds Grk. Poets xi. 353 Timas, whom
unwed Persephone locked in her darksome bed.

TTnwedded, ppL a. [Un-i 8.]

L Of jiersons : Not wedded ; unmarried. Also
absoL

394

a i»3o IlaU Meid. 13 ri'itus MS.)i pa ilke sari wrecclies,

bat i |?at ilke fule wurcSinge, unweddede, walewid. 1303
R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7352 pe fyrst [manner of lechery]

ys fornycacyoun, Whan two vnweddyd haue mysdon.

*377 Langl. F. /v. B. XX, iii Al nianere men wedded &
vnwedded. c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 8699 Haue ye noo
drede That my ladie vnwedded is? 1484 Caxton Fables of
yEspp VI. xvi, To them [sc. the agedj is better to be vn-

wedded than to be euer in trouble with an euyl wyf. 1577
tr. Butiinger's Decades 231/2 If a woman play the harlotte

with «n vnwedded man. C1590 Marlowe h'attsttis i, So
shall the subiects of euery element Be alwaies seruiceable

to vs three;.. Sometimes like women, or vnwedded maides.

X7i8 RowE tr. Lucan ix. 1134 Unwedded Pallas lent a
Sister's aid [to Perseus). 1791 Cowper Odysseji xr. 44
Brides, youths unwedded, seniors.., And girls. 1825 Scott
Betrothed xix, A richly-dowered maiden, unwedded, and
unlikely to wed. 1877 E. R; Conder Basis Faith v. 225 A
large proportion of the., most vigorous in body and mind
die unwedded or childless.

trans/. CX792 Cowper Death 0/ Damon 89 My rambling

vines, unwedded to the trees. Bear shrivell'd grapes. i8ix

Lamb Elia I. Bachelor's Complaint^ Cerasia . . sent away a
dish of Morellas..to her husband, . .and recommended a
plate of less extraordinary gooseberries to my unwedded

f>alate. 1837 I.ytton A thens 1. 377 Pisistratus conducted
limself towards the fair Caesyra with a chastity, .unwelcome
to her affection. ..The unwedded wife communicated the

mortifying secret to her mother.

2. Free from, unattended by, marriage.
1804 Etirop. Mag, XLV. y2/2 'Twixt wedded and un-

wedded loving Great is the difference, they say. i8aa Milman
Martyr ofAntioch loi The saintly quiet of the unwedded
state. i88a Farrar Early Chr. II. 114 Expressions which
..convey no such exaltation of the unwedded life.

Hence Unwe'ddedness.
1B30 Carlvle Misc. (1840) II. 368 It is not always our

duty to marry ; but it is always our duty to abide by right

;

..not to avoid unweddedness by untruthfulness.

Unwe-dge, v. [Un-2 3,] trans, (and r«/?.).

To free from a wedged condition. Alsoyf^.
x6ix Florio, Discugnare, to vnwedge. «6a2 Mabbe tr.

Aleinan's Gttzman d^Alf. it. 88 He fell off from me by
degrees, by a little and a little vnwedging himselfe from
mee. 1680 Exact "yrnt. Siege Tangier 12 Nine guns.,
which he had Unspiked and Unwedged.
Unwedgeable, rt. [UN-iyb.] Incapable of

being split by wedges ; iincleavable.
In mod. use only in echoes of the Shaks. passage, with a

tendency towards the wider meaning 'very hard, stubborn,

or difficult to deal with *
: freq. used by Carlyle,

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M, 11. ii. 116 Mercifull heauen,
Thou rather with thy sharpe and sulpherous bolt Splits the
vn-wedgable and gnarled Oke, Then the soft Mertill. [1802-
xa Bentham Ration, fudic. Evid. (1827) V. 521 Men, like

oaks, are . .
* gnarled and unwedgeable ;

' facts, like deals, are
fissile.] 1837 Carlvle Misc. (1840) V. 135 He, being un-
wedgeable, nas remained in antiquarian cabinets. x88o
Spectator e^ June 722 Propositions which lie buried in these
gnarled and unwedgeable periods.

tUnwe-dset, /*/>/. n. Obs. [Un-' 8 b. Cf. Wadset ».]

Not put in pledge. 1480 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 70/2 Land
..fre vnset for termes or for male and vnwedset.

Unwee'ded, //>/. a. [Un-i 8. Ci. V>vl. onge-

ivieJ.']

1. Of ground: Not cleared of weeds. Also^^f.
In later use freq. in fig. context in echoes of quot. 1602.

x6o2 Shaks. Ham. i. ii. 135 Oh fie, fie, 'tis an vnweeded
Garden That growes to Seed ; Things rank, and grosse in
Nature Possesse it meerely. 1624 Ussher Serm. 48 The
field is the same, but weeded now, unweeded then. 1796
Morse //7«f?-.G(r£'^.1. 654 Thehuman mind, like an unweeded
garden, has been suffered to shoot up in wild disorder.
X817 Coleridge Lay .Serjn. 19 The evils of a rank and un.
weeded Press. 1824 J. Trlfer Border Ball. 32 The wood
it was dern, unweeded, and wild. X842 New Monthly Mag.
I. 400 All the rashness, insolence, and brutality of an un-
weeded and newly-raised constabulary.

2. Not cleared away or rooted up as weeds. In
quots. fig.
X626 Jackson Creed viii. v. § 1 All men by nature (that is

from the unweeded relikes of our first parents* pride) are
prone to over.value themselves. X645 Hammond Death-
bed Repent. 29 The. .hospitable soyle, contrary both to the
thorny and stony ground, the one when the cares of the
world are unweeded, unmortifyed, the other when [etc.].

Unweel, Sc. var. of Unwell a.

TJavree-ned, pp/. a. 'Nov/ arcA. [Un-1 g, cf,

OE. unie-, unw^ned.1 Not thought of or imagined

;

unexpected.
(rx374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. vi. (1868) 139 What so euer

\^o^x mayst seen ]>at is don in i?is world vnlioped or vnwened.
18x3 Hogg Queen's IVake 85 The night unweened had
passed away. And dawning ushered in the day. 1894 F. S.

Ei.Lls Reynard the Fox 194 When one weens no thing at all,

The thing unweened will straight befal

tUnwee-ningly, adv. Sc. Obs. [Un-' xr.] Un-
expectedly, c X37S Sc. Leg. Saints vi. ( T/wmas) 463 Quhen
men venis beste )>at J>ai sal lyfe in lykine.., ban cumys
ded vnwenandly. Unwee'ping, p/>l. a, (Un-' 10.) 1598
Dravton Heroical Ef. Poems (1605) 55 b, We hold no
obijts, no sad exequies Vpon the death-daies of vnweeping
eies. X783 Justamond tr. RaynaVs Hist. Indies II. 321
Behold if thou can'st, with an unweeping eye the man who
enriches us condemned to perish with misery. tUnwee't-
Ing, vbl.sb. Obs.—' (Un-'i2.] Ignor.tnce. \i..\Vycliffile
Bibiehcts iii. 17 (New Coll. MS. 67), Now, bre|>eren, I woot
|>at bi ]ie vnwetinge (L per ignorantiam] 56 diden.

Unwee'ting, ///. a. No-w arch. [Uu-i lo,

fid. Cf. MDu. onwetende (Du. onwetend), MLG.
unwetende, Sw. ovetande, and Unwittino ///. «.]
1. = Unwitting///, a. i.

X303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 11253 5yf bou vnwetyng
hyt haue, hyt helpe]> J>e nat so moche to saue As 5yf f>ou
asked hyt by name. X387-8 T. Usk Test. Love m. vii.

UNWEIGHED.
(Skeat) 1. 66 Who that

.
.coveyieth thins unknowc, unwetinu

he shal be quyted 1590 Spensfr F. Q. 1. x. 66 She. .in an
heaped furrow did thee hyde, Where thee a Ploughman allvnwcetmg fond. 1634 Milton Comus 539 To inveigle and in-
vite th unwary sense Of them that pa.ss unweeting by the

V^' .i^u~,{'- '- " 335 Hee..saw his guileful act By
live, though all unweeting, seconded Upon her Husbantl.
ax7i8 Parnell /'a,ry Tale 62 'Twas grief.. Which mademy steps unweeting rove Amid the nightly dew. 1768 C.Shaw Monody vi. In vain-Perverse, still on th' unweeting
head Tis thine thy vengeful darts to shed. 1803 W. S.

»?A """'" ^?.A".,",'>° "> his bow'rs unweetini came.
x8ss Singleton I-irgil I. 4^ when Through the unweeting
mountains here and there Rove living creatures. 187S T.Haruv Act. Native 11. ,v, This unweeting manner of per-
formance IS the true ring by which.. a fossilized survivalmay be known from a spurious reproduction.

D. Const, of. = Ukwitting///. a. i b.
IS9X Spenser Tcares Muses 49 1 Then wandreth he in error

and in doubt, Vnweetmg of the danger hee is in. a xs92 TWatson Tears ofFancy xlix. His hounds vnweeting of his
sodaine change, Did hale and pull him downe. 17x7 E
¥^>iTOn Homer's Odyssey 91 Me, O King, The Minister of
adverse Fate malign'd, Unweeting of Mishap. X73S Somer-
viLLE Chase III. 280 Joyous he scents The rich Repast, un-
weetiiig of the Death I'hat lurks within. X793 Coleridge
The Rose X3 When unweeting of the guile Awoke the
prisoner sweet. i8xa Carv Dante, Purg. in. 91 They
stopp'd : .

.
the same did all Who follow'd, though unweeting

of the cause. X870 Bryant Iliad xviii. II. 225 Two shep-
herds walked with them, . . all unweeting of the evil nigh.

c. With objective clause. -Unwitting ///.a.ic.
1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. x. 22 He.. stood aloofe, vnweeting

what to doe. 1621 Quarles Div. Poems, Estlier Introd.,
A few from many they extracted forth,. .Vnweeting where
the most reward belongs. x8a5-6 Carv Dante, Inf. xxx.
139, I.. all the while Excused me, though unweeting that I
did. x8x4 WoRDSw. Lines tvritten in copy of Excurs. 9 He
conned the new.born Lay. . ; Unweeting that to him the joy
was given. X864 Bryant Cloud on Way 39 Haply, leaning
o'er the pilgrim, all unweeting thou art near, I'hou mayst
whisper words, .of comfort in his ear.

1-2. In absolute constructions. Obs. = Unwitting
pfl. a. 2.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. T. 767 (Camb. MS.), He slyly
tok It out, this cursede heyne, Vnwetynge this prest of this
false craft, c 1400 £>«/>-. 7"r-()>.8594 Ector.. Went out wightly,
vnwetyng his fader, c X400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. (1908) 74
After that his parens weren gone homwarde, he dwelled
stille there in Jerusalem, hem vnwetynge. c 1470 Harding
Chron. xviii. vi, He helde Estrylde as his loue and leman,
Therof his wife vnwetyng. c 1483 Chron. London (1827)
X23 Oweyn. .hadde iij or liijo' chyldren be here, unweiyng
the comoun peple tyl that sche were ded.
ellipt. X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. xii. (Bodl.

MS.), Wormod..excitel> \k smel after slepe jif it is ileide
vnwetinge vnder ]>e heed.

3. = Unwitting///, a. 3.
(a) X387-8 T. UsK Test. Love 1. vii. (Skeat) 1. no Some of

hem token money for thy chambre, . . unwetinge of the renter.
a 1400 Partonope 8931 In.to a chambre. .Vnwetyng of any
wight they hym lede. 1454 Paston Lett. I. 287 God wote
my wif delyvered all, myn uuwetyng. c X483 Citron. London
(1827) 131 The fals contryved evidens that weren sealed be
old tyme with the comoun seall, unwetynge of them.
. (^) XS79 Fenton Guicciard. \n. 168 From whence, . .vnweet-
ing to the Duke,, .he went to Coma. X590 Spenser F. Q.
lit. iii. 57 She resolu'd, vnweeting to her Sire, Aduent'rous
knighthood on her selfe to don.

1 4. Ignorant, uninformed, unlearned. Ols.
1483 Caxton Cold. Leg. S6/2 She said.. he shold abyde

wythout and not come in as he that were not worthy but
unwetyng. X706 J. Philips Cerealia 70 Have I so long.,
my lore Communicated to th' unweeting hind ?

5. = Unwitting ///. a. 4. raier-K
X793 Burns ' The last time '

ii. The unweeting groan, the
bursting sigh. Betray the guilty lover.

Unwee'tinsfly, <?a'z'. ^ow arch. [Un-i u.
Cf. prec. and Unwittingly a^/t;.] Unknowingly;
unconsciously

; f without it being known.
ai4oo-5o Alexanckr X34 Fur|)e..withouten fole he passis

his way, Vn-wetandly to any wee. 14. . Chaucer's Par.
doner's T. 24 (Corpus MS.), Loth vnkyndely lay by his
doughtres tuo vnwetyngly. So drunke he was. a XS42 Wyatt
'And if Wks. 1913 1. 176 To frame al! wel, I ame content
That it were done unwetingly. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. viiL
15, I. .found them faring so. As by the way vnweetingly 1
strayd. X67X Milton Samson 1680 They only set on sport
and play Unweetingly importun'd Thir own destruction to
come speedy upon them, j^ga D. Llovd I'oy. Life 30
Prone to the lap of lewd Licentiousness The high.flown
rabble throngs unweetingly. i8oa J. Baillie \st Pt. Etim-ald
IV. iv, Woggarwolfe . . once before unweetingly has served us.
a X849 H. Coleridge .£m.(i85i) II. 157 Shakspeare. .assumes
the utmost pomp of diction on these occasions, complying,
unweetingly, with Aristotle's precepts.

Unwe'ft,///.a. [Un-' 8 b. C{.i-«.ovafd.\ Unwoven.
X865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xliii. Every filament un-
weft shall be gathered from, .its entanglement.

XIn'wei"|fhed,///. a. [Un- i 8. Cf. Da. uvcict,

Sw. ovagd!\

1. Not weighed.
X481-90 Hotuard Househ. Bis. (Roxb.) 348, lix. bales of

Gene wode unweyed. X535 Coverdale i Kings vii. 47
Salomon let all the apparell be vnweyed [X539 vnwayed,
x6xx vnweighed] because the metall was so moch. xsss
Inv. Ch. Goods (Surtees) 153, xlv sowes of leade unwaied.
1697 Walsh Life Virgil p 17 in Dryden's Virgil^ Massy
Plate, unweigh'd to a great value.
transf. 1852 lUiLEv Festus (ed. 5) 171 Such we hold Thy

sanctity of nature, and unweighed Largess of light.

2. Not deliberately considered ; not pondered
before utterance or expression ; hasty, inconsiderate.
a X586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxii. Disgraced with wandring

eyes, and vnwaied speeches. X598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. 1.

23 What an vnwaied Behauiour hath this Flemish drunkard
pickt . . out of ray conuersatiou! 1697 Collier Ess. Mor.Subj.



UNWEIGHING.
I. Ill If an Emperour throws out an unweigh'd Sentence,
must we be governed by it 7 iw Pope Odyss. I. 84 Daughter 1

what words have passd thy lips unweigh'd ? 1818-32 Web-
ster 5. v., To leave arguments or testimony unweighed. 1850
). F. CtxiPER Ways 0/Hour II. 241 Much unmerited misery
IS. .entailed by such unweighed assertions and opinions.
tUnwei-ghing, /!;>/. a. Ois.-^ [Un.' 10. Cf.prec. 2.I

1 hoiightless ; inconsiderate. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M,
III. ii. 147 A very superficial!, ignorant, vnweighing fellow.
Unwei-ghted, //>/. a. (Un' 8.) 1883 .\nnie Ihomas
AfoJ. Housrtui/t 23 My heart was unweighted, my brow
unclouded, by a single household perplexity. 1898 Daily
jy«)iQ April 6/3 Put to the test of touch, the silks proclaim
themselves to be pure and unweighted, Unwei*ghty, a.
(Un.' 7. Cf. G. uiiwickti^. Da. mi^tig.) i6ai Lady M.
Wroth Urania 458 Speaking of a friuolous and vnwaighty
bu.sinesse God knowes. a 1674 Clarendon Surv. Lrviatli.
(1676I 29 The instances and arguments given by him are
very unweighty. t Onweirded, ///. a. Sc. Ms.-'
(UN-'4b, 9.] Subject to adverse fate; ill-fated. <: 1590 Mont-
COMERIE Sonnets xlviii. 12 Thou art vnweirdit, I a woful
wrech. Unwe-lcome, J*. [Un-' 12.] Unwelcomeness.
1603 FlxJRlo Montaigtte 111. iii. 495 Gentlye to beare..the
importunitie of yeares, the vnwellcome of wrinckles, and
such like minde-troubling accidents. 1654 Whitlock Zoo.
tomiit 33 Since I must quarter the forces of two Garrisons,
It will be prudence to dissemble the unwelcome of the one,
and silently to welcome the other.

Unwe'lcoiue, a. [Qn-I 7. Cf. med. Du.
ottwilleconu (Dn. onwelkoni), G. unwillkommen.
Da. uvel-, Sw. ovdlkommen.'\ Not welcome or
acceptable ; nnpleasing.
Rare before c 1590. In freq. use from c 1665.
c 13*5 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 330 His meyne is unwelcome,

comen hii erliche or late. ij.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 49 If vn-
welcum he were to a worplych prynce. 01586 Sidnev
Arcatiia ni. xvi, Unwelcome curtesie is a degree of injury.
1591 Shaks. T-mo Geitl. 11. iv. 81, 1 thinke 'tis no vn-welcome
newes to you. 1614 Fletcher Wifefor Moneth 11. i, Death
is unwelcome never, Unless it be to tortur'd minds.. That
make iheir own Hells. i6«i Boyle Style ofScript. To Rdr.
A 7 b, There can as little be an unwelcomer as an unjuster
Complement plac'd upon me, than [etcj. 1670 R. MoNTAOti
in Buccleitclt MSS. (Hist MSS. Comm.) I. 469 Your Lord.
•hip's letter.. was much unwelcomer to me than any I yet
received from you. 1718 Eliza Heywood tr. M)iie. de
Gomez's Belle A. (1732) II. 174 The Importunities of his
unwelcome Tenderness. 1751 Johnson Ramhler No. 153
P I He that has an unwelcome message to deliver. 1817
Scott Harold ill. vii. He whose daring lay Hath dared un.
welcome truths to say. 184a Barham Ingol. Leg. i. H.
Harris (1905) 126 The unwelcome news of his grandson's
dangerous state. 1869 Tozer Might. Turkey II. 171 A
name of ridicule., unwelcome to their ears.
Unwe-lcome, v. [Un-' 14.] trans. To receive un-

cordially. 1890 >4//aa/ic April 550/2 [The] half-concealed
ridicule with which the poor old fellow's sallies are liable to
be welcomed—or unwelcomed,

XTnwe'lcoiued, ///. (z. (Un-i 8.)
1548 W. Patten E.xf'ed. Scoll. F i b, Yf they had kept

pointment . . they shoulde neyther haue bene vnwelcumed
nor vnlooked for. 1590 Sienser F. Q. hi. vii. 8 At last..
She askt.what vnwonted path Had guided her, vnwel.
corned, vnsought? 1614 Lithgow Trav. P i b, The vnwel.
corned Arabs inuironed, and inuaded vs with a storme of
arrowes. 1651 Vaughan Olor Iscanus, BoeU l. met. i. 20
Life adds unwelcom'd length unto my da>'es. 1768 Hoolk
Cyrus III. 36 Doom'd again to banishment, Unseen, unwel.
com'd, [he] swells this heart with anguish. 1836 Keblk
Lyra Apost. 182 How count we then lost eve and morn.
The bell unwelcom'd, prayer un.said. 1893 Harper's Mag.
Dec 26 The Great Love comes to you at last Unwelcomed,

Unwe'lcomely, 'I'^z'. (Un-i n.)
ti4a Rogers Xaanian 87 How doth Naaman take it?

Surely very ill, and unwelcomly, i«8 '1'averner Art.
ful Wife V. i. 60 The Thought of him intrudes unwel.
comely. 179a Charlotte Smith Desmond III. 23 The task
of chiding you. .falls on me most unwelcomely. 1833 Sir
F. B. Head Bubbles fr. Brunnen 121 A calculation which
very unwelcomely kept forcing itself into my mind. 1883
C. C. W0V1.V.H Snakes xxvii. 495 A'water moccasin '..had
been seen . .unwelcomely close to a southern residence.
Unwelcomeness. (Un-' 12.) i68a Boyle Let. Wks.

1772 VI. 43 But, together with that unwelcome news, you
send me what does much alleviate the unwelcomness of it.

«7«7 Bailey (vol. II). 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. vii, Her
words., had the unwelcomeness which all unfavourable
fortune-telling has. Unwe'Icoming, j*. (Un-' 13.) 1838
Mrs. Smythies Fitzhcrbert II. ii. 34 What has sent the
young, the brave, . .among the cold, the unwelcoming of
frigid regions ?

tjnwelde, etc. : see Unwield, etc.
Unwe-Ided, f/>l. a. (Un.' 8.) [1775 Ash.) 1846 Wor.

CESIER (citing lurner). 1885 C. G. W, Cooke Workshop
Receipts Ser. iv. 12/1, (i) unwelded, (2) welded, (rolled)
goods. tUnwe-lewable, a. Obs. rare. (f. Un-' 7 b.

Cf. Wallow 7'.' and Unwallowed ///. a.] That will not
fade; unfadable. 138J Wvclif i Pet. i. 4 In to heritage
vncoruptible, and vndcfoulid, and vnwelewable [L iinmar.
cescibilemX, that shal not fade. Ibid. v. 4 The vnwelewable
crowne of glory.

1Tnwe'U,a. Also5>w/YA.vnwele; .S"c.7unweal,

9 un-, onweel. [Un-1 7. Cf. NFris. (Sylt) unwel,
WFlem. onwel, G. timvohl.'] Not well or in good
health ; somewhat ill ; indisposed.
Before 1780 almost always north. E., Sc., Anglo.Irish, or

U.S. Not in Johnson (edd. 1-4). In very frequent use from
c 1 785. * Crabbe . . told us that Lord Chesterfield was the first

person who introduced^ the word ' unwell ' into common
use, and. .it was forthwith admitted into the vocabulary of
fashion ' (1815 C. Wordsw. in Overton & W. Life (i883) 36).

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3649 A man was seke and
vnwcTc. 1653 Ukquhart Rabelais 1. vi. 30 Gargamelle began
to be a little unwell in her lower parts. 1666 Mrs. Car-
STAIRES in J. Carstaire's Lett. (1S46) 161 M)^ sister still con-
tanues unwell. The doctour thinks she is in great hazard.
01700 Evelyn Diary 10 Oct. 1659, L.tooke lodgings. .for

all the winter, uiy son being very unwell. 1737 Berkeley

395

Let. Wks. 1S71 IV. 248 My three children have been ill...

George is still unwell, 1750 C. Gist Jmls, (1893) 34, 1 was
unwell and stayed in this Town to recover myself. 1755
Chesterf. Let. 8 Oct., I am what you call in Ireland, and
a very good expression I think it '\%^ unwell. 1757 Mrs.
Griffith Lett. Henry ^ Frances (1767) I. 218, I hope that
it is only your spleen, which makes you fancy yourself un-
well. 1768 Chestfrf. Let. r; Oct., I am, neither well nor
ill, but unwell. 1788 Anna Seward Lett. (rSii) II. 117, I

have been so unwell with a violent cough. i8»6 Scott yrnl.
(1890) I. 231, I am well-nigh choked with the sulphurous
heat of the weather—or I am unwell. 1856 J. Richardson
Recoil. I. 61 Morris.. suddenly retired as if taken unwell I

i_88a Tennyson Promise 0/May 111. i, Mr. Steer still con-
tinues too unwell to attend to you.

b. eupliem. Having menstrual discharges.
X844 DuNGLisoN l^Ied. Diet. (ed. 4) s.v.

Hence XJnwe'Uness.
i6s3 Dorothy Osborne Lett. (1888) 140 You. .never send

me any of the new phrases of the town. , . Pray what is meant
hy wellness and unwellnessl 1755 Chesterf. Let. 8 Oct.,
This umvellness affects the mind as well as the body, and
gives them both a disagreeable inertness. 1865 W. M.
PuNSHON in Macdonald Life (1887) 250 This chronic ' un-
wel'ness' is difficult fo understand. 1876 Darwin in Life
{1887) I. 6g Owing to frequently recurring unwellness, and
to one long and serious illness.

XXiiwe'mmed, ///. a. [OE. unwemnied (Un-1
8). Cf. OE. ungewemmcdj OHG. ungawemmit.^
1. Spotless, pure, immaculate. Now arch.
a. Of persons. • Also const. 2«, of.

cgso Rituale Dunelm. (Surtees) 104 Derh Sone vnwoem.
medo drihten.. Crist. rtii75 Cott, Horn. 237 Ure halende
wes accenned of J>am unwemmede mede sante Marie, c laoo
Obmin 2877 Jesu Cristess bird Iss clene, & all unnwemmedd
Inn hire trowwbe towarrd Godd, £-1335 Ancr. R. 10 To
ancren . . (w witeo ou from Jre worlde, ouer alle oflre religiuse,
clene & unwemmed. 01300 E. E. Psalter xviii. 14 pan
vnwemmed be I sal, And I sal be clensed clene Of gilte.

i^j Wyclif Col. \. 22 For to haue 50U hooly, and vnwem.
mid, and with oute reprof bifore hym. £1400 Prymer in

Maskell Mon. Rit.{iZ^7) II. 40 Thou toke sum tyme the
shap of oure bodi, in childynge of the unwemmed vyrgyn.
c 1500 Lancelot 2097 This flour wnweinmyt of hir wirginitee.
13x3 Douglas Mneid x. Prol. jo6 Thou tuke mankynd of
ane onwemmyt mayd. 1570 Levins Manip. 51 Vnwembed,
ivunaculatus. <i 1643 Cartwright Ordinary 11. ii, Moth
[an antiquary). *Tis hard to find a Damosel unwenned \sic\
They being all Coltish and full of Ragery.
absol. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxvi. 19 I,auerd daies of vn-
wemmid knawes he. a 1315 Prose Psalter xxxvi. 19 Our
Lord knew (?e dedes of Jie vnwemmed. 1382 Wyclif Song
Sol. v. 2 Opene thou to nie,..my culuer, myn vnwemed,

b. Of the body, etc,

fiooo ^Elfric Saints'' Lives xxiii. b. 437 |?u Wcere syinle
f«mne oncnawen, and l>inne lichaman haibbende clasne
and unwemmed. <r 1200 Ormin 2816 Allmahhti^ Drihhtin
,.Palt nil li(>.,I )?in unnwemmedd wanibe. c 1375 i'c. Z,(rf.

Saints iiL {Andrew) 442 [The] firste man, ^at wes mad of
ynwemmyterd. i38a\VvcLiF//^*5.xiii.4 Honorable wedding
in alle thingis, and bed vnwembid \v.r. vnwemyd bed].

O. Of qualities, etc,

C2000 Lambeth Psalter c. 2 And ic angyte weje on un-
wemmed. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xviii. 8 Lagh of lauerd
vnwemmed esse, Tomand saules in to blisse. c 1366 Chaucer
A.B.C.gi Signeof bin vnwemmed maidenhede. 1:1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints xxKv\.( John Baptist) 466 pe firste is of virginite,

pat ay vnuemmyt kepit he. c 1449 Pecock Repr, v. i. 477
A dene and an vnwemmed religioun. c 187a J. Addis Eliz,
Echoes (1879) 68 A love unwemmed, guiltless of attaint.

1 2. Not hurt, injured, or scarred. Ods.
cisoo Ormin 14735 All swa summ Ysaac attbrasst Unn-

wundedd & unnwemmedd. axjpo Cursor M. 21046 Bot
noJ>er him harmd, hefd ne fott. For als he was o lust vn-
lame Als was vnwemmed his Hcam. 1375 Harbour Bruce
XX. 376 He had gret ferly That sic a knycht. . Micht in the
face vnwemmyt be.

3. Not physically spotted or stained. Now dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19504 Godd him geit, Jjat euer es god,
Vn-wemmed his henci in sacles blod. 1876 Wliithy Gloss.
S08/1 Unwemvi'd, without wrinkle or stain ; unblemished.

t4. Unblemished; flawless. Obs. rare.

c 147S Pnrtenny 6569 And so haue I done after my sim-
plesse, Preseruing, I trust, mater and sentence Vnwemmed,
vnhurt. 1501 Douglas Pal, Hotu 11. xxx, Vnwemmit wit
deliuerit of all dangeir.

Hence TJnwenunedness. rare.

c I300 Ormin 2388 patt ^ho mihhte A libbenn i clene ma^;)^
bad, & inn unnwemmeddnesse. Ibid, 2875, 8220, 10098.

Unwe-pt, ppl. a. [Un- i 8 b.]

1. Not wept or mourned for ; unlamented.
1594 Shaks. Rich, l/l, ii. ii. 65 Our fatberlesse distresse

was left vnmoan'd, Your widdow-dolour, likewise be vnwept.
1633 P. Fletcher Purple IsL 1. xx. Had not that great Hart
..piti'd thy woful 1 plight; There hadst thou lien unwept,
unburied. 1637 Milton Lycidas 13 He must not flote upon
his watry bear Unwept. 1735 Poi'E Odyss. v. 402 .A shameful
fatenow hides my hapless head,Unwept,uniioted, and for ever
dead I 1766G0LDSM. Frcrtr xxi, If you fall, though distant,

exposed, and unwept by those that love you. 1805 Scott Last
Minstrel VI. i. The wretch, .shall go down To the vile dust,

,. Unwept, unhonour'd, and unsung. 1848 Buckley ///a<^

41^ Patroclus lies at the ships, an unwept, unburied corse.

2. Of tears : Unshed, rare-^.

1816 Byron Parisina xx. Those tears, .in its depth endure.
Unseen, unwept, but uncongeal'd.
UnweTed,///. a. rare. [Un-' 8. Cf OE. unwered.}

Unwatched, unguarded, a 1400 PistillofSrtsan 124 pe wif
werp of hir wedes vn«werde. t Unwe'rked, ppl. a. Obs,~^

(f. Un-' 8+ON. verka (MSw. vdrka, Sw., Norw. verka. Da.
virke) to work, fashion.J Unworked, unwrought. <ri43o

Chez*. Assi^ne 175 * Nowe lefte ther ony ouer vn-werkethe
., ? ' And he recheth her forth haluendele acheyne.

Unwerred, -wezreyed : see Unwaured, Un-
WAKUAYED///. adjs.

Unwe't, a. [Un-1 j^J
jsjot wet or moistened.

UNWHITEWASHED.
. ^AlZ Roils,f Parit. IV. 451 Clothes . -holdyng xiiii yerdes
in lenght, and yeerde brodeunwette ; or elles xii yerdes wette.
cx^Q Pallad. on Husb. xir. 463 Cedur vnwet wul dure.
'58s J AS. VI Ess. Poesie (Arb ) 27, 1 no wais can, vnwet my
dieekes, beholde My sisters made . . macquerels olde. 1394Kyd Cornelia 11. 234 When sand within a Whirl-poole lyes
vnwet. i6ai G. Sandys OwVfi ^/^^ x. (1626) 212 Their feet,
vnwet, the sea might well haue borne. 1683 Moxon Mech.
Exerc, Printing xxiv. Fg The un-wet upper part of.. the
Uuire. 1 1746 Collins Ode Liberty 6g He pass'd with unwet
feet thro' all our land. 1789 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. 157
(lol bathe unwet their oily forms, and dwell With feet re-
pulsive on the dimpling well. 1815 Kihbv & Sp. Entovwl.
xiii.(i8i6) 1.425 Their bodies being kept unwet by a coating
of air.^ 1840 N. Hawthorne Biogr. Sk. (1879) >78 It was
like Gideon s fleece, unwet with dew. 1891 Atkinson Loit
of Oiant-kiHers 234 Emerging from it unwet as well as
unharmed.

b. Of the eye : Not suffused with tears ; tearless.
1601-3 Daniel Certaine Epistles 5S He lookes thereon

As from the shore of peace with vnwet eie. 1700 Dryden
Sigism.^ Guisc.673, 1 meant to meet My Fate with. .Eyes
unwet. ^1743 Ld. Hervey Epist. i. 82 Ihy breast un-
ruffled, and unwet thy eye. 1823 S. Rogers Italy, Brides
l^enice 135 Eyes not unwet .. with grateful tears. 1845
Jerrold St. Giles v. (1851)43 The woman, lifting her apron
to her unwet eye.

Unwetted, ///. a, (Un-1 g.)
1664 Eovle Exp. touching Colours 56 The Unwetted Parts

of the same Bodies. 1815 Kikby&Sp. Entomol. i. (1816) I.

16 By means of which she \sc. a spiderj resides unwetted in
the bosom of the water. 1892 Ld. Lytton King Po^Py Prol.
281 The flash of her unwetted sandal.
tUnweved,/a.///^. Obs.-^ [?Un.29.] Struck off. C1330

King of Tars 199 (MS. Vernon), Mony an helm ^er was
vn-weued, And mony a Bacinet to-cleued.

TJnTvex, variant of Unwax z^.i Ohs,
Unwhee'I, v. (Un-^ 4.) 1633 G. Hughes Saints Losse,

Ded.. Your charet is unwheeled, and your horsemen throwne.
1889 Talmage Serm, 28 Apr., God is not dead. The chariots
are unwheeled.

Unwheeme, var. Unqueme a, Obs.
Unwhe-t, v. (Un-* 3.) 1599 T. M[oufet] Silkivormes

55 Satiety their stomacks will vnwhet. 1885 R. Bridgf.s
Nero I. in. v, Come,.. be seated. Let not the horrid sight
Unwhet your appetites. Unwhe'tted,///. a. (Un-'B.)
a 1644 Quarles Sol. Recant, x. 10 If th' unwhetted edge be
blunt, the arm Must give more strength. 1648 Hexham ii,

Een ofigewet mes^ an Vnwhetted knife.

Unwhi'g, V. [Un- 2 6 b + Whig sb:\ trans. To
divest of the character or opinions of a Whig,
1825 MooRK Sheridan II. 38 Pitt.. turned to ihe person

who sat next him, and said, ' I'll un.Whig the gentleman
for the rest of his life!' i8m Q. Rev. XLVII. 80 Moore
did not, indeed, return unwhigged, but he has dealt with
American manners not less hardly than Mrs. Trollope. 1893
Pall Mall G. 4May2Unwhigging the Duke of Devonshire.
Unwhi-gged, ppl. a. [Un-' 8 + Whic v}\ Not turned

sour. 1756 Home Bleaching n^ A piece of cloth. .was laid
in butter milk unwhigged. UnwmglikCa. (Un-' 7c.)
x8o8 Syd. Smith in Lady Holland Mem. (1B55) II. 48 He
behaved in an unwhiglike manner. Unwhi'ning,/^/.**.
(Un-' xa) 511750 A. Hill Poems Wks. 1753 IV. 119 Bid
tears, unwhining, find their source within. Unwhip, v
tUN.23.] trans. To cast loose smartly. 1683 Moxon ./(/fc/it.

Exerc, Printing xxii. r 7 Before the Cords are unwhipt from
the Pages.

Unwhipped, unwhipt, ///. a. [Un i
8,

8 b, c]
1. Not punished (as) by whipping ; not flogged

or beaten,
i6os .Shaks. Lear uu ii. 53 Tremble thou Wretch, Thou

hast within thee vndivulged Crimes Vnwhipt of lustice.

1731 Lady M. W. Montagu & Ld. Hervev Verses to Pope
69 If.. Unwhipt, unblanketed, unkick'd, unslain. That
wretched little carcase you retain. 1737 Pope Nor. Epist.
II. ii. 18 Once.. I caught him in a lie, And then, unwhipp'd,
he had the grace to cry. 1B63 Holland Lett. Joneses xiii,

197 The unwhipped coward rubs his hands over his clever
boorishness and brutality. 1889 H. M. Stanley in Daily
News 4 Dec. 5/2 Numerous peoples, .who were as yet un-
whipped out of their native arrogance.

^
transf. 1899 IVestpn. Gaz. 27 June lo/i Time for fishing

in unwhipped waters.

2. (See Whip z/. 17.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord'book 201 Feazings, the fagging

out or unravelling of an unwhipped rope.
Unwhirled,///. rt. (Un-' 8.) 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy

IV. xxxi, [To] make an example of him, as the fust Shandy
unwhirled about Europe in a post-chaise. Unwhi'skered,
a. (Un-' q.) 181a Byron IValtz xi. note, Buonaparte is un-
whiskered, the Regent whiskered. i8a8 Hook Sayings ^
Doings I. 105 His neckcloth .. was tied lightly round his
neck, and his plump unwhiskered cheeks festooned over its

upper edge.

UnwDi'sperable, a. and sb, [Un-i 7 b.]

a. adj. Unmentionable even in a whisper,
1853 Mrs. Gore Dean's Daughter \\. 193 Turbid waters

. . worthy only of the four rivers of an unwhisperable region,

.

b. sb. Trousers, slang.

1837 Knickerbocker Mag, March 288 How could he.,
see about procuring himself a new pair of unwhisperablcs
from his host, when [etc.], 1863 G. A. Sala Captain Dan-
gerous I. Pref. p. yi, Unprotected females didn't venture in
'unwhisperablcs ' into the depths of Norwegian forests.

Unwhi'spered, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) x8ai T. W. Hill
Select. Papers (i860) 26 An unwbispered s. Ibid, -zy The
symbols for the unwbispered letters. 1835 Lytton Rienzi
IV. ii, How many unwbispered and solemn rites bast thou
witnessed by thy native Nilel Unwhl'ted,///.a. (Un-'8.)
i6ai in Kempe Losely MSS. (1836) 458 Mercheants for linin,

dyaper, damaske, and of all kynds, but all unwhyted. 1648
Hexham ir, Ongeivit, Vnwhited, or Vnbleached. Un*
whitened, ///. rt. (Un-' 8.) [1773 Ash.] 1833 Loudon
Encycl. Archit. § 62 The unwhitened mud and rough stone
cottages ofEngland, Unwhi'tewashed,///. «. (Un-' 8.)

1846 Worcestek (citing Philips). x866 Augusta Wilson
60-2



UBTWHITTLE.
Si. Elmo i, A rude unwhitewashed paling. 1893 J. W.
Barry Stud. Corsica 196 An uninhabited cottage with ..

unwhitewashed walls. t Unwhi ttle, -'. Ois.—' [Un.'4
+WHITTLE si.'] trans. To remove a ' whittle ' or shawl
from. 1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes 11. i. 34 The I-ady iiic'd

his pregnant fancy, and presently unwhitled, and swathed
them \sc. babes] to her Paramor.

t Unwliole, a. Obs. Forms : a. 1-4 vinhal

(3 Orm. unnhal), 3-4 unhale. /3. 3, 5 unhole (3
onhole), unhol, 4 unholl, 5 unhool. [OE.
unhal (tin- Un-T 7 + hdl Whole a.), = OHG. tin-

htil, unhail, Goth, unhaih nnsouncl, ON. tiheill

insincere, Norw. dial, uheil unhealthy, decayed.]

1. Not in good health ; unsound, unhealthy

;

diseased, infirm, sick,

a. <;8S8 K. ^Elfred Boeth. xi. § i Sume habbaS beam
Jenose, ac (m beoj* hwilum unhale o53e yfele & unweor)je.
c 1000 iELFRic in O. E. Horn. 1. 296 Un.^emetsod faesten, &
to mycel forhsefdnyss on aete & on wjete deS J>one man
unhalne. *: 1200 Ormin 4778 Hiss hodij toe To rotenn bufenn
eorJ>e All samenn. . . All piss wass utenn w))>)? unnhal purrh
swil>e unnride unnhsele. Ibid. 9393 5iff patt tin e^he iss all

unnhal. c 1205 Lay. 17187 pa men pe beoS un-hal^ heo fareS

to l^an stane. <riu5 Metr, Horn. 2$, I gif the bhnd.,thair
siht, . . 1 nlac unhale men al hale.

3. a iaa5 Ancr. R. 112 Lo I>us J>e hole half & te cwike
dole drowen t)et vuele hlod ut frommard J>e unhole. c 1275
Sinners Bc^uare 308 in O. E. Misc. 82 He seyl? J>enne, Myne
Poure vn-hole hyne To eure dure come. 1^79 Gtouc. Cath.
MS. jg No. I. I. iv. fol. 12 EUys the body is vnhoU & ther
after schewith him the vryn. c 1425 Cursor M. 5137 (Trin.),

Her fadir lay vnhol in bedde.

b. Spiritually or morally unsound.

^ 1:1000 jElfric Horn. 11.470 Se Se wen 5 l^ast he hal sy, se

is unhal. ri275 Moral Ode 114 in O, E. Misc. 62 Nis no
witnesse al so muchel so monnes owe heorte. For so seyj> Imt
vnhol is him seolue hwat him smeortej?. c 1325 Metr. Horn,
129 Man quaim sinne mad unhale.

C. Of unsound mind. ranr-^.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1681 His hert heUet vnhole, he

hoped non oI?er Bot a best ^at he be, a ho\ ojjcr an o.\e.

d. Unsincere. rare~^.
a 1352 MmOT in Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 74 In hert he was

unhale, He come thare moste for mede.
2. Offood, etc. : Unwholesome. rare~^.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 370 Ne nomen heo neuer ^eme hwat was

hoi, hwat was unhol te eten ne to drincken.

3. Imperfect ; defective ; incomplete. rare~^.
a X300 Cursor M. 23563 For-J>i t>at godd has ai wroght al.

Of his werkes es noght v.ihale [ Trin. vnhool].

Uuwholesoiue, a. and sb. [Un-1 7. Cf.

older Flem. onheyhaem (Kilian), MHG. (G.)
unheilsam, ON. uheUsamr (MSw. ohelsamber).']

A. adj. 1. a. Not beneficial, salutary, or con-
ducive to morals, etc. ; detrimental or prejudicial

to health of mind.
C1200 Ormin 7177 And tatt iss e^^^err himm & hemm
Unnhalsumm to be sawle. 1554 T. Sampson Let. to Trew
Professors A vi b, Where haue ye j'our ground in the
scripture for this your vnholsome housell. 1657 Hobbes
Absurd Geom. 16 You.. can not expect to publish any
unholesome doctrine without some Antidotes from me.
1888 H. M. Stanley in Standard (1889) 6 Apr., All un-
wholesome and evil conjectures. 1889 Times 8 Apr. 9/1
A mischievous demagogue who has acquired an unwhole-
some popularity by discreditable methods. 1900 L. B. Wal-
FORD One of Ourselves xiv, They are keen on doing any-
thing they shouldn't, anything improper and unwholesome.

b. Not promoting or conducive to, harmful or
prejudicial to, well-being, good condition, sound-
ness, etc. ; hurtful, noxious.
a 1400-50 Alexaniler ^3,'i,^ pc kind of l>ire customs we kepe

euire-mare, pe quilk, I hope, ser, )« to hald vnhalesom it

ware. 1628 May Virg. Georg. i. 6 Nor is't unwholesome
to subdue the Land By often exercise. 1664 Butler Hud.
\\. i. 794_ I'd be loath..To free your heels by any course,
That might b' unwholesome to your Spurs. 1787 Winter
Syst. Husb. 84 When waters remain..on the ground which
..produce rank unwholesome weeds. 1812 Bvkon Ch. Har,
I. liii. And must they fall.. To swell one bloated Chiefs un-
wholesome reign 7 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xiii. Perhaps
farther stay were unwholesome for my safety.

2. Not favourable to or promoting good health

;

not salubrious, wholesome, or healthful ; injurious
to health : a. Of food, etc.

1297 R. Gujuc. (Rolls) 91 IS He willedeof an lampreye to
ete, Ac is leches him vorbode vor it was vnholsom mete.
1:1380 Wyclif Wks. (i88o) 475 pe mynging of |>es Hngis is

vnholsum to man to take. C1440 Pallad. on Husb. ix. 187
The water that gooth thorgh the leden penne Is rust cor-
rupt, vnholsum. c 1455 Pecock Folewer 22 To men is jouun
he witt of smellyng, bi which Ijei schulen knowe sumwhat afer
what bodies ben vnholsom to be take vnto her nurischyng.
1482 Caxton Polycron. III. xxxi. 152 b, That vnholsomme
mete that he hadde eten at soper. 1528 Paynell Salerne's
Regim. E ij b, Salte meate.is vnholsome for sicke folkes,
K77 GooGE Heresbach's Husb. 146 A grosse vnholsome
kindeofmilke. 1622 Peacham Co/h//. G«jl. xv. 193 Hauing
your .

. reputation abased, while you sit taking your vn-
wholcsome healthes. 1665 Manley Grotius' Laiu C. Wars
473 Their flesh they found to be unwholsom for food. 1726
Leoni Alberlts Arckit. I. 65 Its water is unwholsom to
drink. 1774 Pennant Tour Scoll. in iyy2, 305 Fever.,
originating from unwholesome food. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xii. III. 233 Leprosies, such as strange and unwhole-
some diet engenders. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. Ill.viii,
122 Sick at heart, and enfeebled by unwholesome diet.
trans/. 18^ Dry's Circ. Sci., Inorg. Nat. 202 The water

cannot be m any other than an unwholesome state, and
unfit for general use.

b. Of places, conditions, etc.
c 1455 Pecock Folewer 22 pe witt of smellyng, bi which bei

schulen knowe.. what bodies ben vnholsom if with hem bei

396

maken her nys dwellyng. a 1533 Berners Cold. Bi. M.
|

Aurcl. (1546) Qjb, For nieate corrupteth in an vnholsome
potte. 1579 Stevens in Hakluyt Voyages (.1^14) i6oRaineso
vnholesome, that if the water stand a little while, all is

full of wormes. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 486 -Alexandria
is very vnholesome, as the graue of that .Alexandria we
before mentioned. 1653 in Veniey Mem. (1904) I. 551 Un- i

wholesome smells., and most noysome stinks. 1718 Berke- i

LEY Jml. Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 592 A small river '

seemed to render it marshy and unwholesome. 1779 Mirror
No. 41 r 5 The vicinity of. .the lake, .she was sure must be
extremely unwholesome. 1847 G. Harris Life Ld. Hard-
ivicke I. 207 The walls were not dry, but very damp and
unwholesome. 1859 Dickens T, Two Cities i. ii. As the
waves ofan unwholesome sea might do. 1867 .Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk, 707 Univltolesovie ship,.. 2. sugar ship diverted
from her former tr.ide, and not properly cleansed.

C. Of climate, air, etc.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 87 The great heate and vnhol-
some ayer. 1592 Breton Pitgr. Paradise Wks. (Grosart)
I. 14/1 Shee bit her taile, with such vnholsome breath, As
. . stung her selfe to death. 1653 W. Ramesey Astrol. Re-
stored 267 It shews.. unwholsom infectious Mists, c i6go in
joM Re/. Hist. M.S'S. Comm. App. I. 139 The air is most
unwholesome, and agrees very ill with him. 1726 Leoni
Alberti's Archil. I, 64 Any very deep Valley reaking with
unwholsome Steams. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 750 The
atmosphere is very hot, moist and unwholesome. 1825
Scott Talism, vi. The alternations of the unwholesome
climate. 1859 Landor Hellenics 26 Why should we stand
beneath This hollow tree's unwholesome breath ?

3. a. Of persons: Not sound in respect of morals,
character, etc. ; morally tainted or corrupted.
^1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 330 O olde, vnholsom and

mysbyleued man. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 82 The people
muddied, Thicke and vnwholsome in their thoughts and
whispers.

b. Not sound in health; diseased, infirm, sick.
1656 OsBORN Adv. Son i. 33 Fly, with Joseph, the Em-

braces of great Ladyes; lest you.. see your leggs rot in the
stocks of the Physitian : they being often unwholsome.
1732 Akbuthnot Rules of Viet (1736) 415 Children horn
heaIthy,often contract the Disease from an unwholsom Nurse.
1848 Thackeray ('«». Fair Ixi, An unwholesome little Miss
of seven years of age.
transf. 1847 C. Bronte y. F.yre i, Large and stout,, .with

a dingy and unwholesome skin. 1889 Mrs. Oliphant Poor
Gentleman xliv, Those white, unwholesome, greasy hands.
Comb. 1858 Houscliold Words XVIII. 519/2 A middling-

sized man, with a sharp, unwholesome-looking face,

to. Naut. (See quot.) Obs.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xi. 52 If she draw little

water and be long, she may try and ride well, but neuer
hull well, which is called an vnwholsome ship. (1867 Smyth
Sailor's iVord-bk. 707.)

-|- 4. Sc. Ugly ; repulsive. Obs.~^
c 1480 Henryson Fables, Paddock ^ Mouse 64 Thocht

I vnhailsum be to luke vpon.

5. Impaired ; defective. rare~^.
1604 Shaks. Otlt, iv. i. 124 Prythee beare Some Cbaritie

to my wit, do not thinke it So vnwholesome.
B. sb. An unwholesome thing.

liSiBrit. Q. Rev. LVI. 358 We find him [Lilly]. .leaving
..Neve and Wodehouse to provide, as usual, tables of the
wholesomes and unwholesomes.

Hence Unwho'lesomely adv.
"^'.455 Vrcozk Folewer Si It is science to knowe.. what

metis.. wole nurische vs vnholsomli. 1563 Foxe A.l^ M.
1712/2 Madam, you were best to come out of the raine.
For you sit vnwholesomlye. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb.
VIII. 199 Thy Children oft unwholsomlyare fed. i860 Flor.
Nightingale Nursing 10 The air. .unwholesomely close
and foul. 187s Helps Soc. Press, xiii. 174 'ihe eyes of an
unwholesomely curious world.

Unwho'lesomeness. [f. prec + -ness.]
1. Unsound or impaired health ; unhe.nlthiness.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. l.xiii.68Thanne thou etisthonyaloon.
..And this feding schal turn into thin vnhoolsumnes.

2. Unhealthy character (of locality, climate, air,

etc.) ; insalubrity, unhealthfulness.
a IS'3 Fabyan Chron. vii. 377 By reason ofy« vnholsomnes

of the countre. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. 1. 396 The vnwholesom-
nesse of the aire, and corruption of the waters in the bote
time of the yeere. 1623 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1908)
II. 181 The unhol.somnes of this clymeatt. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 777 The Wholesomenesse or Vnwholesomenesse, as
well of Seasons, as of the Seats of Dwellings. 1697 Walsh
Life Virgil p 2 in Dryden's Firgil, The Unwholsomness of
his Native Air. 1726 Leoni AlbertCs Archil. I. 65/1 The
damps . . will come to you with double . . unwholsomness.
1758 in Dodsley Fug. Pieces (1761) 1 1. 84 The Unwholesome-
ness of the Rust and Verdegrease Suflfusions. a 1843 Southey
Common.pl. Bk. Ser. II. (1849) 245/2 In the unwliolesome-
ness of tnis shade the tree . . could not possibly flourish.

1879 Casselts Teclm. Educ. IV. 42/1 The unwholesomeness
of sewage,

3. The state or quality of being unwholesome as,

or unfit for, food, etc.

1548 Act-2/,-i Edw. VI, c. 10 § I The unholsomenes of
the drincke. . made thereof. 1587 Golding De Momay xiv.
249 Iudging..of the wholsomnes or vnwholsomnes of foode
by the taste thereof. 1633 T, Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 20
The unwholesomenesse of his dyet. 1651 Stanley Poems
37 Th' unwholsomnesse of fruit. 1863 N. ^ Q. 3rd Ser. IV.
249 The Scottish objection to eels as an article of food is
mainly due to their supposed unwholesomeness.

4. Lack of moral vvholesomeness ; viciousness.

_
j88i Sat. Rev. 15 Jan. 88/2 Happily its unwholesomeness

is often lessened by the folly of the language into which the
author falls. 1897 Advance (Chicago) 25 Mar. 389/1 The
absence of [disapprobation of sinners],. is a sure sign of
unwholesomeness and decay.

tUnwide.a. Obs. (Un-' 7. Cf.OE. »>«<//(/, ON. kW*/-.)
Narrow, confined, a 1300 Cursor M. 8667 At ans bath,.
we..vr barns bar. In wanes war we titad vn-wido.

UNWIELDINESS.

+ Trnwie*ld, sb. Obs. rare. In 4 ucwelde,
vnweilde. [Un-l 12.] Feebleness, weakness,
impotence.
13^. E. E. Ps(ilter\\x. (V.)> Ne for-werpe me in un-welde,

In time when I am of elde. c 1375 Cursor M. 3^63 (Gott.),
And haue man ben neure so bald, Quen J^at he bicomis aide,
Til vnweitd [he] bigines to falle.

+ Unwield, a. Oh. [Un-i 7.]

1. Feeble, weak, impotent; « Unwieldy a. i.
Freq. from c 1400 to c 1450.
c 1210 Bestiary 57 Si3en hise limes am unwelde. c IS50

Gen. <*(- Ex, 347 Vn-welde woren and in win Here owen
limes, ta 1366 Chaucer Rotii. Rose s'lg Al woxen was her
body vnwelde, And drie,..for elde. ci-^Z6~ Reeve's Prol.
32 Dure olde lemes mowe wel been vnweelde. 14.. Sir
Beues (L.) 34 He..Wexed febuU and vn-welde. cxtfioBk.
o/Broine (1886) 106 Hys body gane vax on-wylld.
ahsol. a 1300 Cursor M. 10539 Sal naman negh ))at vnwejld.
2. Difficult or cumbrous to manipulate or handle

;

unwieldy, rare.

2390 GowER Can/. I. 312 The reyni Storm fell doun algates
And al here takel made unwelde, a 2440 Sir Eglatn. 309
A clobb of yron..That was mekylle and fuUe unwelde.
Hence f TTnwie'ldness. Obs.~~^
1437-8 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 4^9 In cas that anny of the seide

Lordes..fall to suche unweldnesse or impotence.
Unwie'ldable, a. ran—'. [Un-' 7 b,] Unwieldy. 1500-20

DuNUAK Poevis xxvi. 08 Full mony a waistless wallydrag,
With wamis vnweildable. tUnwie"lded,///a. Obsr^
tUN-2 6, 8.] Made feeble, a 1300 Cursor M. 23642 pai \sc.

the wicked] sal vnweldid be wit bale.

Unwie'ldily, adv, [f. Unwieldy a. + -ly 2.]

In an unwieldy or awkward manner ; cumbrously.
c i6io_ Chapman Iliad To Rdr. A 5, Their long words

Shewe in short verse, as in a narrow place, Two opposites
should meet, with two-hand swords ; Vnwieldily, without or
use or grace. i6zi Cotgr., Inhabilement,..v/G^\(.G\y', vn-
weldily, vneasily. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 625 His
finny Flocks about their Shepherd play. .. Unweildily
they wallow first in Ooze, 'Ihen in the shady Covert seek
Repose. 1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 24 It slides amain, un-
wieldily, Into the universal sea. 1848 T. Aird Sumvier Day,
Noon 39 The cottar's cow.. comes Cantering unwieldily.
x86a Smiles Engineers III. 101 Locomotives.. dragging
themselves unwieldilyalong at. .five or six miles an hour.

Unwieldiness. [f. Unwieldy «.]

1. Tlie quality of being incontrollable or unre-
strainable ; indocility.

XS7' Golding Calvin on Ps. iii. 5 Such as either blame
fortune, or..wilh vnruly rage power out the vnweeldi.
nesse of their sorow. a 1680 Chaknock Attn'k God (168a)
J73 The more unwieldiness there is in our Spirits, the more
carnal our affections are in worship, the more evidence there
is of the strength of that revolted state.

•t-2. The state or condition of being weak or

feeble ; weakness, infirmity. Obs,
IS7S Fenton Gold Epist, (1582) 263 This age of %-nweldi-

ness beginnes at fiftie yeares. 1610 Healev St. Avg, Citie
0/ God XIX. iv. 757 Strength, beauty, vigour and actiuit]^,

are all subuerted by..bicknesse, faintnesse, and vnweeldi-
nesse. x6s^ Fryer Acc. E. India ^- P. 306 1'he South Wind
..brings Listlessness and an Unweildiness over the whole
Body. 1737 Swift Let. to J. 'J'ewple Feb., She is quite sunk
with years and unwieldiness, as well as a very scanty support.
trans/. 1651 H._Mo_RE Enthus. Tri. (1662) 4 Ihe enormous

strength of Imagination (which is yet the Soul's weaknesse
or unwieldinesse).

3. Awkwardness or clumsiness in respect of bulk,
build, or movement; esp* awkward corpulence;
clumsy size or vastness.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush, iv, 163 b, Columella
would haue you keepe for euery gander, three geese, think-
ing by reason of their vnweldynesse, this number to suffise.
x6ia T. Taylor Coimn. Titus iii. 1 Who \>. he that carrietb
flesh about with him, that findeth not the heauinesse and
vnweldines of it vnto any thing that is good ? 2665 Glan-
viLL Scepsis Sci. xi. 62 The supposed unwieldiness of its

massie bulk. X709 Addison Taller No. 116 r 5 The Weight
and Unweildiness of the Garment. 171a — Spect. No. 464
r^ Poverty.. preserving them from Gouts, Dropsies, Un-
wieldiness, and Intemperance. 1794 G. Adams Nat. ^
Exp. Philos, III. 271 If we should suppose animals vastly
large, . . a heaviness and unwieldiness would arise which [etc.]

iBog Med. Jml. XXI. 115 An unwieldiness in motion and
hurried respiration when walking. 1850 Kingslev A. Locke
xxxvi. At last, after days of painful crawling, I dragged my
unwieldiness to the tree foot. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ,
II. 165/2 In the ordinary descriptions of field-carriages the
weight and unwieldiness of the trail alone would be a serious
objection to such a method of draught.

fig. a X631 Donne Love's Diet i To what a combersomc
unwieldinesse And burdenous corpulence my love had
growne. 1673 Allestree Lady's Call. 11. iii. § 12. 2i9Great-
ness is now grown to such an unweildiness, that it cannot
stoop tho to the most Christian Ofllices.

transf. a 1677 Barrow Serm. (1678) 3 Whatever evil.

.

backwardness, inhability, unwieldiness and confusion of
thought beget. Wisdom prevents. X774 [W. Mitford] .£:«.
Harmony Lang, 1^2 This line has also been admired for its

expressive unwieldiness. Its form is. . by no means peculiarly
suited to give the idea of unwieldiness, 1866 Dickens
Mugby Jimct. ii, With that absurd sense of unwieldiness of
mind and body weighing him down. X875 Helps Soc. Press.
iii. 48 The largeness, the unwieldiness, and the temporary
nature of habitation in these great centres of population.
4. The condition or character of being difficult

to guide, direct, or control by reason of extent or
size. Also_;f^.

1599 Sandys Europae S^ec. (1605) V i. Since that is great
properly which is great in the actions, which one as often
impeacheth by vnwildinesse in the bigge, as by weakenesse
in the little. x6oo Hakluyt Foy. III. 79 Considering the
swift course and way of the ships, and the vnwieldinesse of
them to .stay and turne as a man would wish. x6io Holland
Camden's Brit. i. 696 'Ihe disordered vuwealdinesse of



UNWIELDLY. 397 UNWILL.
their owne armie. 1764 Burn PoorLaws 226 The objections
against county workhouses.. seem to require peculiar atten-
tion. There is something of unwieldiness in the prospect.
1809 Malkin Git Bias ix. i. P7 Noted for the unwieldiness
of their ambition, a 1873 Lytton Pausanias i. v, Armies
too large rot by their own unwieldiness into decay. 1898
*Mf,briman' Roden's Cortut iij The unwieldiness of the
empire.

Ull*wie'ldly, a, [In early use f. Unwield sd,

+ -LY 1 ; later a variant of Unwieldy a.

Many quots. for umuUidly in reprints from 1681 onwards
have, on verification in first edd. or the MSS., proved to be
misprints of Unwieldy a., as in quots. 1681-1730. The
prevalence of the misprint may be the chiefsource of theform.]

fl. Impotent; weak; = Unwieldy a. 1. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23642 (Edinb.), pir sal haf weldnes of

wale, t>a sal unweldU be wit bale.

2. = Unwieldy a, 2-4. Also iransf.
rtiSiS Fabvan Chron. vii. (1516) 153/2 He was vnweldly

by reason of ouer ladynge of Flesshe, and myght not well

trauayll. Ibid. 161 b/2 [They] made them a Mamet of
a Fatte and vnwyldely as.

[i68t SandersorCs Sernt. 95 As Saul's armour did [sit] upon
Davids [back] ; unweildly, and sagging about his snoulders.

i73o;BAiLEv,/«^a^//^,..unmeet,unnt,unwie!dly, not nimble.]

1763 Churchill Ghost I. 261 Horrid, unweildly, without
Form, . .in the rear, That Post ofHonour.should appear Pom-
poso. 1858 Fadek hoot ofCross ii. 93 The interlacings and
unfoldiiigs of an unwieldfy thunder-cloud. 1881 Atlunxum
19 March 393/3 Unwieldly though the German language is

in conversation and for everynlay purposes. i888Murif. in

Kingsley Riverside Nat. Hist, IV. 404 Such a great, un-
wieldly, horned bird as the rhinoceros hornbill.

Unwie'ldly, adv. rare. [Cf. prec] In an unwieldy
manner. 1793 Wordsw. Evening Walk 231 Thence issuing

oft, unwielaly as ye stalk, Ve crush.. your flow'ry walk.

t Unwieldsome, «. Obs. [Un-i 7,]

1. Of age: Impotent ; = Unwieldy (Z. i c. rare~^.
1567 GoLDiNG Ovid's Met. vii. 85 From dull vnwieldEome

age to youth he backward drew.

2. Unwieldy.
1570-^ North Plutarch (1595) 748 Alexander, .perceiuing

that his armie was very heauy and vnwildsom to remoue,
for the..spoiles they had with them. 1601 Sir W. Corn-
WALLis Disc, Seruca {1621) 38 Like prisoners.. debarred
exercise, fat, and unwieldsome. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ^
Selv. 138 Body being a stour unweildsom thing, ..it cannot
stir without asking another bodies leave to crowd by.

Unwieldy (»nwrldi),dt. Forms: 5-7unweldy,
6 -ye, 6-7 -ie

; 5-7 unweeldy, 5 -weeldi, 6 -ie

;

6-7 unwealdy, -ie ; 6-8 (9) unweildy (6 -weyldy,
Sc. wnveildy), 6-7 -ie ; 6- unwieldy, 7 -ie; 6-7
unwildy, 6 -wildie, Sc, -wyldy. (Also 5-7 vn-,

5-6 on-.) [Un-1 7, 5b + WiELDY a, Cf. the

early Unwield a, and Unwieldly «.]

fL Of persons, the body, etc. : Lacking strength ;

weak, impotent ; feeble, infirm. Also const, with
preps., as/(7r, 0/, to (with inf.). Obs.

c 1386 Chaucf.r Manciple's Pro). 55 So vnweeldy was
this sory palled goost. 1421-1 Hoccleve Dialog 248 My
lymes sumdell now vnweldy be. 144a in Proc. Kings Counc.
/ret. (Rolls) App, 274 The said £rlle..is aged, vnweldy
and vnlustie. 1513 Uouclas ^Eneidvm. v. 71 Furth held

the king vnweildy in au!d jeris. 1584 R. Scot Discov.
Witchcr. I. vi. (1886) 10 A toothless, old, impotent, and
unweldie woman. 1606 G. Woodcocke Hist. Ivstine xxxiv.
Ill Altogither giuen to sloath, and growne so vnweeldy
through aayly ryot. i6si T. Granger Expos. Eccles. xii.

321 So doe olde men, because they are vnwcaldie, and vnable
to auoide dangers. 16^ W. Chamberlayne Pharon. i. iii,

72 At that stroke his Limbs Slack their unwieldy Nerves.
absol, 1550 Crowley Way to Wealth 685 To releue the

vnweldy that be not able to labour for theire fode.

(iJ) 1570 FoxE A. ff M. (ed. 2) I. 8o/i Narcissus ., was vn-

wieldy for his age to gouerne that function alone. 1588 T.
Hughes Misfart. Arthur i. ti. 13 Any wi^ht vnwitdie of

herselfe. iS9J Nashk P. Pemlesse E 2 b, To corrupt the
braine, and make it vnapt and vnwetdie for anything. 164a
Fuller Holy ^ Prof. St. 11. xix. 128 The weilding of his

sword hath not made him unweildie to do any other work.

+ b. Of age, etc. : Characterized or attended by
infirmity, weakness, or impotence. Obs,

1430-40 LvDG. Boclias I. 2127 In his vnweeldi age He was
compeltid to holden his passage Out off Thebes, c 1459 —
Secrees 645 Yif inpotence of his vnweldy age, Irl his desirs
puthym natabak. 150a Will o/Wil/'ey {>>omcrset Ho.), Op-
pressed with grelunweldy age. ai59aGREENE yas,/i^,iii.
lii, Mine age vnweldie and vnmeete for toyle. 1659 W.
Chamberlayne Fharon. 11. iii. 167 Although unwieldy age
allow Not sitrengih to sell my life at such a rate Honour aimes
at. i685DKVUfc:N tr. Horace^ Odes i. ix. 28 E're with'ring

time the taste destroyes, With sickness and unwieldy years 1

2. Of persons or animals : Moving ungracefully

or with difficulty, by reason of corpulence or

ponderonsness; lacking litheness or flexibility;

awkward, clumsy.

1530 PALSCR. 328/2 Unweldye, boystouse, lonri, 1538
Stabkey England 79 In a dropcy the body ys vnweldy, vn-
lusty. and slo. 1563 B. Gooce Eglogs, etc. (Arb.) 69 A bluddy
Butcher byg and blunt, a vyle vnweldy knaue^ . .at hym .

.

let dryue. i6oa ittd Pt. Return Pamass. iii. li. 1257 Then
the old vnweldy Camels gin to dance. 1650 R. Stapvlton
Stradas LoW'C. Wars x.^ ji Others that wore Armes
which made them unweldier, not so nimble to avoid a
hurt. 1677 Plot Ox/ordsk, 134 The motion of so unwildy
Creatures as Elephants. 1741 J. Wilford Mem. App. 41
From the unwieldiest IJea-stof I-ind or Deep. tyjg.Mirror
No. 8, 1 have seen the unwieldy burgess changed into a
slender gentleman. i8a3 .Scott Qnentin D, xxix, He was,

though now somewhat unwieldy, a powerful, athletic man.
1867 E. F, BowuEN tr. Fathers 0/Desert 149 An unwieldy
Bactrian camel had gone mad.
trails/. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 2 b, Nothyng is more nede-

full, then.. to cherishe these our lompishe and vnweldie

natures. 1606 Chapman Gent, Usher 111. ii. 174 She shall
have an unweldie and dull soule If she be nothing moov'd
with my poore tongue. 1635 A. Stafford Panegyricke in

Female Glory e 7, The toylesome burthen of unweldy clay.

b. Characterized by clumsy massiveness, awk-
ward shape, or ponderousness.
158a Stanyhurst yEneis in. (Arb.) 83 When that.-strayts

shal be opned neere craggy vnwieldye Pelorus. 1596
Spenser F, Q. vi. viii. 28 Th' other Knight, Whom with
his weight vnweldy downe he held. x6io Holland Cam-
den's Brit. I. 39 As a ship of exceeding great bulke.. en-
dangered through the own unweldy hugenesse. 1671 Milton
Samson 54 But what is strength without a double share Of
wisdom, vast, unwieldy, burdensom. X7ao Pope Iliad xvii,

834 As when two mules.. Drag some vast beam, or mast's
unwieldy length. 1753 Hogarth Ana/. Beauty vi. 30
Elephants and whales please us with their unwieldy great-

ness. 1793 T. Bkddoes Observ. loi Two cases of unwieldy
corpulence. 1828 Lytton Peiham Il.xxi, His person.. was
of no unwieldy obesity. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xx. 260
Of such unwieldy bulk as not unfrequently to be mistaken
for the wulrus. 189a Photogr, Ann. 374 On account of Its

unwieldy dimensions.

C. Expressed, manifested, or exhibited in a
clumsy, awkward, or ungraceful manner ; awkward-
ly performed.
«i635 Corbet Poems (1807) 107 What a sting Of lust do

their unwildy daunces bring? 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche
vn. xxxii, O'rpowr'd with most unweildy thanks and praise.

i7a8 Thomson Spring 776 The broad Monsters, .flounce,

and tumble in unwieldy Joy. 1^46 Anson's Voy. 11. L 124
Their motion being the most unweildy that can be conceived.

1789 Cowi*er On Queen's Visit to London 20 [Water] Up-
spouted by a whale in air, T'express unwieldy joy. 1834 Miss
Febrier Inher, Ixxviii, The manners of Lady C. .made her
feel her own as something unwieldy and overgrown. 1850
L. Hunt Autobiog, xvii. (i860) 268 Two grampuses.. inter-

ested us extremely by their unwieldy gambols.

3. a. Of weapons : Difficult to handle or wield.

Also iransf.

rti547 SuBKEY /Ewf/V II. (1557) Ciib,The aged man..
Forceless.. cast his weake unweldy dart. 1595 Locrine in.

iv. 44 This great vnwildie club. 1646 H. Lawrenxe Comm.
Angclls 173 The weapon would be too heavy, to unweildy
for us to use. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. £", Ind. 160 With
my unwildy weapon,, I struck him into the left side, 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 36S These Swords were strange
great unweildy Things. 1745 P. Thomas Jml, Anson's
Voy. 289 PoIe*axes like ours, but somewhat more rough and
unweildy.

b. Difficult to control, guide, move, manipulate,

etc., by virtue of size, shape, or weight ; clumsily

massive, awkwardly large; unmanageable.
xSSa Elyot s.v. Inhabilis, A ship that by reason of the

biggenesse is vnwildie. 1644 Milton Arcofi. (Arb.) 71
Untill hee see our small divided maniples cutting through
at every angle of his ill united and unweildy brigade.

1663 Cowley The Complaint v, The dull work of thy un«
weiTdy Plough. 1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ix. 161 These
Doors are commonly un-weildy to lift off and on. 1774 J.
Bryant jl/yM*?/. II. 40S Ships, whicli were unwieldy, and
of great burden. 1814 Ld. J. Russell in S. WaIpole_Z./ys

(1889) I. 75 His legs being quite swollen and unwieldy.
1865 KiNGSLEV Hereto, xxi, A pole . . which he dragged after

him, like an unwieldy tail. 1879 S. C. Baktlett Egypt to

/*«/. xix, 406 Division-walls, ..composed of large and un-
wieldy stones.

Q. Jig., iransf.^ and in fig. context.

1538 Starkey England iii. 79 We haue ouer-many [priests],

wych.. make our polytyke body vnweldy and heuy. 1589
Almondfor Parrat B iij, His. .burlibond adiunctes, that so
pester his former edition with their vnweldie phrase, as no
true syllogisme can haue elbowe roome. i6ia Drayton
Poly'Olb. ix. 139 ITo) make us Britains beare Th' vnwieldy
Norman yoke. x63a Lithgow Trav. iv. 144 This vnwealdy
body (of the Ottoman dominion in Persia] hauing two
heads, began to decline, 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi. iv. xix.

125 Though an unwieldy Affluence may afford some empty
Pleasure to the Imagination, a 1704 T. Brown Praise
Poverty Wks. 1720 I. 113 Raising their own Fortunes to an
unweildy Bulk. 1744 Akenside Pleas. Iviag. n\. 117 Hints
deep-omened with unwieldy schemes, And dark portents

of state. 1777 Burke Let. to Sheriffs of Bristol Wks.
III. 187 The unwieldy haughtiness of a great ruling nation.

1796 Morse Avier. Geo^, I. p. vi, The second fault of

Guthrie's Grammar.. is its unwieldy and disproportionate

account of Great Britain. 1807 J. Barlow Coluntb. vi. 331
Athenian youths, the unwieldy war to meet, Couch the stiff

fence. i8a6-7 H. Neele Lit. Rem. (1829) 49 The ' Iliad

'

[of Chapman] is written in the cumbrous and unwieldy old
English measure of fourteen syllables.

aosol. 170a Steele Funeral n\. 44 That strong Masculine
thing.. pretends to all the Tenderness in the World ! and
would Fain put the Unwieldy upon us for the Soft, the
Languid !

4. Indisposed to submit to guidance orcommand

;

restive, recalcitrant, indocile. Also const, to.

1513 Douglas /Eneid xni. vi. 34 [He] went.. the onweldy
common pepill ilkaneTocaus adres eftir thar faculte. 1549
CovERiJALE, etc. Erasm, Par. Titus 28 That nacion beyng
rebellious and vnweyldy to be ordered. 1584 Lodge Alarum
E iv, What praise deserueth he that will proffer .. the

i

raine to an unwildie colt 1 i6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, ix.

I
xvi. § 30, 659/2 The Flemings grew vnweildie to his com-

j

niandements. 1730 T. Boston Alem, vi. {1899) 67 In the
forenoon I thought my heart was very unwieldy.

I fig. and trans/, c 1611 Chapman Hiad xiv. 13 As when
with vnwieldie wanes, the great Sea forefeeles winds, That
both waies niurmure. 1641 Milton Reform, i. 13 Exact
Reformation is not perfited at the first push, and tho,se un-
weildy Times of Edward 6. may hold some Plea by this

excuse, a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche x. ccclxxxvii, He knows
the heat of this unweildy Passion, And will allow it brave
Immoderation.

t5. Inexpert or awkward (/'« doing something)

;

incapable, unpractical. Obs.
1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isles 201 They are. .60 fear-

ful and unwieldy in the handling of Arms, that they are

easily reduc'd under subjection. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 27
P2 A Rake.. is a poor unwieldy Wretch, that commits
Faults out of the Redundance of his good Qualities.

Unwi"fed, a. [Un-' 9. Cf. UNWivEu///.a.]_ Not made
a wife, 1840 Lvtton Pilgr. Rhine xix, The unwifed mother
that.. casts her babe upon the river. Unwi'felike, a.

(Un-' 7 c.) 1853 Miss Yonge Heir of Redelyffe xxxi, I

can't be so unwife-Uke after all; for., nothing makes me feel

: so small and foolish as that humility of his ! Unwi'fely, a.

j

(Un-* 7.) 1864 'Annie Thomas' D. Donne III. 183 His
i wife's illness came from a most unwifely frame of mind.
' (-Mso in recent use.) Unwi'g, v. [Un-* 4.] trans. To
I divest of a wig. 1819 Metropolis II. 125 A button..

;
entanjjling with her peruque, unmasked, or rather untvigged

j

the Virgin of the Sun. 1897 ^^'^^tm, Gaz. 6 Aug. 8/2 A
I

tradition as to Baron Martin having unwigged himself .

.

atDurham. Unwl'gged, ///. «. [Un-' 8.] Not covered
with a wig. 1845 Ld. Cockburn Circuit Journeys (1888) 269
[Lord] Moncrieff. .went..and heard his friend -.preach. He
was unwigged, but perfectly well known in that congrega-
tion. 1895 J. C. Snaith Mistr. D. Marvin v, His unshaved
chin, his unwigged head.

fUnwi-ght, sb, Obs, [Un-1 4 b. Cf. ON.
^vxltr evil spirit.] An evil being or spirit ; a fiend

or monster ; spec, the devil.

a xaoo St. Marker. 3 Ne J»ole hu neauer Jjc unwiht J)at he
weorri mi wit. txaos Lay. 15734 Nat ic.wha hine bi5ate

inne weorlde riche, no wha3er hit weore unwiht. a 1225

Ancr. R, 238 Hwo se. .uihte&. .a5an l?e unwiht of belle.

Ibid. 300 pe sunfule is ^^e unwihtes iond. a 1250 Owl
<|f-

Night. 33 Vnwyht, heo seyde, awey \iw fleo. Ibid.

2 18 Hwi dostu I'at vnwihtes dob • Pu singest anvht & nouht
aday. c 1230 Halt Meld. 41 pu forhores te wio \>g unwiht
of belle, c izjs Siftftcrs Beware 4 in O.E, Misc. 72 peos

holy gostes myhte. . wisse vs and theche To wyten vs wyj>

J?an vnwihte, pat..)jenchej> vs to bipeche.

b. Used as ad/, (but the Cotton MS. h.z.'s.nnwr}

*unworlh', rhyming with nojt wrj>),

a 1250 Owl i^ Night. (Jesus MS.) 339 pu..makest \>\ song
so vnwiht pat me ne telle|> of |>e nowiht.

tUnwi'ght, a, Obs.-o (Un-' 7.) 1570 Levins Manip.
120 Vnwight, imtalidus. XJnwi Id, a. [Un.' 7. Cf. MDu.
onwilt.] Not wild ; tame, a 1400 Religious Pieces fr.
Thornton MS. 89 Thou was witty and wyse, thi werkes
vn-wylde. i6o8 Topsell Serpents 88 Both these sorts [of

wasps], both wilde and vnwilde. fUnwi'ld, v. Obs.-^ [Un-*

6 a.] trans. To tame. 1598 Svlvestek Du Bartas ir. i.

Handy-crafts 277 Abel desirous still at hand to keep His
Milk and Cheese, vnwildes [ F. dessauvage] the gentle Sheep
To make a flock.

Unwilful, a, [Un-1 7.]

1. Involuntary; unintentional; imdesigned.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. vii. xviii. (Bodl. MS.), Un-

wilful rennyng of teeres fallej» in \>g y3en somtyme ofouteward
causes, c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 38 pe vnwylfulle con^

fession of fendes ys not to be sette lyght by. c 1450 Myrr.
our Ladye 51 He that leuyth oughle by vnwylfull negly.

gence. .synneth not deadly. 1577 '•"- Bullingers Decades
511/1 Of sinnes some are wilful! and some vnwilfull, or in-

forced. 1603 H. Chettle Eng. Mourn. Garment Da,
How euer wilful! or vnwilfull the acte was, done it was.

a 1711 Ken Hyninotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 128 Few Years
will wash away unwilful 'I'aints. 1751 Richardson Clarissa
(ed. 4) I. 7 To make excuses, .for the perhaps not unwilful

slights of those whose approbation we wish to engage.

2. Not wilful, obstinate, or perverse, rare.

1570 hKViNsMani^. 186 Vnwilfull, illicentiosus^contincns,

1863 CowDEN Clarke Shaks. Char. vii. 184 As if, at his

years, Lear, .could become unwilful, and even pliable.

Unw^i'lfully, at/z'. rare. [Un-1 ii. Cf. prec]

1. Unintentionally ; involuntarily ; undesignedly.

1382 Wyclif Prol. Bible iii. 5 Citees of iefuyt..for hem
that shedden blood vnwilfully, not of purpos. 1627 Sander*
SON Serm, 1. 265 He did it unwittingly, and therefore unwiU
fully.

t2. Against one's wish or will. Obs.~'^

1435 MisYN Fire oj^Love 52 Qwho wilfully god despisyd

in dedely syn in casting down, vnwilfully after )jis lyfe, god
demand, sal be dampnyd.

t Unwi-U, J^.l Obs. [OE. nmvilla (UN-l4b,
1 2), = MLG. tmwille^ MDu. onwille (Du. onwil),

OS. *tmiviilo (gen. unwUles), OHG. unwillo

(MHG., G. unwiiie), ON. and Icel. uvili (Da.

uvilje, Sw. oviija), displeasure, reluctance.]

1. Used adverbially, in genitive (usually with

possessive pron.) : Against one's will ; unwillingly.

The normal OE. genitive umuillan is replaced by nnwUles
on the analogy of zvilles (see Will sb} 10) and other

adverbial genitives. For the adverbial use, cf. OS. nn-

iviliest MLG. unwillens, older Flem. onwillens^ MDu,
viij'ns onwillcn.
(r893 K. ^lfsed O'Vi. VI. xxxviii, SiJ^^an sastoii Jra (jotan

l?aer on lande, sume be ^ses caseres willan, sume his unwillan.

£zooo in Thorpe Laws II. 182 £if he hit dide unwilles.

ciooo /Elfbic Saints' Lives ix. 87 peah \>n mine hand
ahebbe to Sinum harjjenjilde, And swa \nxt\i me ^eoffri^e"

mines unwilles. (21225 Ji*li(ina 6 (Roy. MS.), Affrican..

3ettede him his dohter, & wes sone ihondsald al hire un-

willes. c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints vii. {James) 373. Pe men als

|;are wnwilhs Suld to be prince be brocht thrillis.

b. At {px again) one's unwilles^ = prec. rare-K
Cf. ON. at xtvilja einhvers against one's will.

c 1400 Anturs ofArth. 424 (Ireland MS.), 5ette schalle thou

wring thi hondus,..Or any we schild bom weld, atte my
unnewilles [Douce MS. agayne mync vmwylles].

2. Something displeasing or undesired ; that

wliich is against a person's will or wish
;
(one*s)

dislike or aversion.

c 1000 in Sal. <y Saturn {1848) 262 Nafu 3u to yfel ellen.

3eah 3e sum unwiila on becume. a 1023 Wulfstan Horn,
12 He dryhS deofles wyllan and godes unwillan. a izoo

St. Marher. 13 Ich mot nede, ant ncoSeles inin unwil hit

is to don al bat ti wil is. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom, 123 Here
[he] wuneO on wani ede and |to1c3 his unwille. a 1225 Juliana
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(Bodl. MS.) 7 Ha wes him sone ihondsald )f&h hit hire unwil
were, a i»so Owl <V Night. 422 [hi farest so do|> ^e ilie,

Euertch biisse bim is vnwille. /r 1300 Cursor M. 25261
Lauerd pf n-s to Grace in erth Y\ wil to do, For to forber all

J>in vnwil.

Unwill, sb.^ [Un-1 12 + Will sb, Cf.prec]
1. The fact or condition of being displeased or

offended ; displeasure.

1871 WHrrLEY Stokes Goiddka 182 Great folly, since thou
hast proposed (?) to go to death, to be under the unwill of
Marys Son. 1S95 K. Meyer Voy, Bran \. 14 Woe to bim
that shall be under His unwilL
2. Lack of will or purpose.
1899 W. S. Blunt Satan Absolved 18 Thy Will found

counterpart Only in Man's un-Will, Thy Truth in his un-
Truth.

Unwill, z'. [UN-23.]
1. a. trans. To will or resolve the reverse of
(something one has willed) ; = Unresolve v.

1650 Howell Giraffi's Rev. Naples i. 120 He wold will

and unwill a thing at the same instant. 1678 R. L'Estrance
Seneca's Morals in. 50 It is the Business ofmy Age to Unwill
one day, that which I WiU'd Another. 1B49 J. A. Cablyle
tr. Dante's Inf. 16 One who unwilis what he willed. 1870

J. H. Newman Gram. Assent i. iv. 69 That which willed it,

can unwill it. 1871 Browning Pr. HoJunst. 1472 What if

the event demonstrate her unwise, If she unwill the thing
she willed before ?

b. With reference to Will j//.l (== testament).
1660 R.CoKE Power ffSuhj. i\ Therefore if a Man make

twenty Wills, yet when he will, he may unwill them all.

1854 Warter Last ofOld Squires xviii, 195 [He saw] that
there was a democratic Desire abroad to unwill what good
Men in former Days had willed,

o. To revoke or reverse (one's will or purpose).
1871 Browning Balaust. 163 Wouldst thou..Unwill thy

will to reign a righteous king?

2. To divest of volition ; to deprive (a person) of

will-power.

^ 1844 Mrs. Browning Duckesss May ni. vi, Now, your will

is all unwilled—now, your pulses are all stilled. 1891
Meredith One of our Cong. I. xii. 232 The precedent of
submi^ion is a charm upon the faint-hearted through love

:

it unwinds, unwilis them.

tTnwille, a, : see Un-1 3.

Unwilled, ///. a. [Un-1 8 + Will z/.i]

1. Not willed or intended ; not decided by the
will; involuntary; unintentional; undesigned.
a 1540 Barnes IVks, (1573) 3°9/' ^°^ ^""^ Lord can easely

beare and suffer an vnwiUed ignoraunce. 1598 Florio,
fnuolitto, vnwilled, neuer consenting, aiyii Ken Nytnna-
r/«w/Poet.Wks. 1721 II. T33 We..are judg'd by Law innate,
And God for unwill'd Failings will abate. ? 17a. A. Hiix
Versesfor Mr. Savage 25 Some secret fate for guilt unwill'd
.. Flung'd me thus deep in sorrow's searching flood. 179X
E. Darwin Bot. Garden w, 93 She speaks .. With words
unwill'd, and wisdom not her own. 1803 Jane Portek
Thaddeus vi. This unfortunate event, .was completely un-
willed on niy part. 1854 S. Dobell Balder xwv. 168 At
first.. [it] Did stir thee with no more than an unwilled
Attention. 1857 G. Macdonald Poems (1867) 68 My heart
with unwilled love grew warm.
2. Undesired, rartr^,
1648 Hexham ii, Ongewilt^ Vnwilled, or not Hked off.

3. Left without being willed or purposed,
1863 Ld. LVtton Rin^ Amasis II. 291 Fool, to forget that

Will can only be annihilated by Will; that good unwilled
is evil willed.

Unwi'llmg, ///. a, [OE. tunuilUnde (Un-1
10), = ON, and Icel. «<-, dviljandi. Cf, MLG.
unwillendes. Re-formed in 16th cent.]

+ 1. Of persons: Not intending, purposing, or

desiring (to do a particular thing), Obs,
t8<)7 K. i^LFRED Gregory s Past C. xxxiii. 214 Dset hie \sc.

the impatientj ne hliepen unwillende on 3a;t scorene clif

un3eawa. C1330 R. Brunne C/ir^;/. IVace (Rolls) 862 Wy^
hat schote his ffader be slow; Al unwylland jiat draught
he drow,

2. Of persons, etc. : Not inclined, willing, or

ready; averse, reluctant, loath. Also in fig. context.
In quot. 1606 the comparative is used with adverbial force,
= more unwillingly.

irxooo in Ags. Horn. (Assmann) 180 Min drihten hit wat,
(>2Et ic hit unwillende do, Jiast ic sefre J>as dseda gefremme.
1538 Elvot, /««//?«,.. vnwyllynge, or agaynste a mannes

wylle. 1586 Marlowe tst Pt, Tavtburl. 11. i, Marching.

.

with vnwillingsouldiers faintly arm'd. 1593 Shaks. Rick, I F^
\, iii. 245 You gaue leaue to my vnwiiling long, Against my
will, to do my selfe this wrong. x6o6 G. Woodcocke Hist.
Ivstine ix. 40 To which request Phillip vrged he should of
reason so much the vnwillinger condiscend. 1644 Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 32 The tardiest, and the unwiltingest of them
that praise yee. 1746 Francis tr. Horace^ Epist. i. viii. 9
With unwilling Ear The Voice of Comfort, or of Health
I hear. X761 Gray Descent ofOdin 49 Unwilling I my lips

unclose. 1817 Shelley Rev. [slam xi. xiv. On each un-
willing heart Unusual awe did fall. 1849 James Woodman
vii, Evidently intended to bring up unwilling eels out of
their native mud. ^ 1870 Bryant Iliad iv. I. 106, I fully

yield me to thy wish Though with unwilling mind. 1897
Nicholson Golspie 22 This unwilling workman's curse lay
on the family for ever.

cdisol a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxvii, Thus armed, thus
governed, forcing the unwilling, .. they came headlong
towarde this lodge, a 1658 Lovelace Poems (1904) 193
Fates lead the willing, but unwilling draw. 1765 Black-
.STONE Comm. I. 44 Counsel acts only upon the willing, law
upon the unwilling also.

b. Const, to with inf., or with clause.

In very frequent use from c 1630, usu. with to and inf.

1533 Sir T.^Mobb Debell. Scuem Wks, 1030/2, L.shewe
my selfe vnwiiling that the priestes should doe it neither.

1548 Elvot s.v. Respuo^ To be vnwillyne to here hym
spcake, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. ix, Ancf so went they
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away from verie unwilling people to leave them. 1618
Selden Hist. Tithes III. vi, 1114 Every man. .would have
been the unwillinger to have specially endowed the church.
1664 in Vemey Memoirs (1907) II. 212, 1 am unwilling you
should be soe much alone. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World
(1S40) 115, I was unwilling to run any more risks. 1765
Mtiseum Rust. IV. 287 We should be very unwilling to
offend him. i8at Scott Kenilw. vi, I own I were unwilling
he should learn what nowise concerns him. 1878 Browning
La Saisiaz 28 Then my fellow takes the tale up, not un-
willing to aver . .

* I knew him best of all '.

c. transf. of things.

iS9« Shaks. Ven. ^ Ad. 105 1 Her eyes,..being open'd,
threw unwilling light Upon the wide wound.. in his soft

flank. 1593— Lucr. 309 As each unwilling portal yields him
way. 1692 Dryden Don Sebastian in. i, Why shou'd you
pluck the green distasteful Fruit From the unwilling Boujjh.

1697 — Virg. Georg. \, 144 For he, with frequent exercise,

commands 'i'he unwilling soil, and tames the stubborn lands.

1704 Trapp Abra.MuU ii. i. 416 A stiff unwilling Bow.
1748 Gray Alliance 43 There industry and gain their vigils

keep, Command the Winds, and tame th' unwilling Deep.
i848MRS.GASKELL/I/.i)'ar/f7»iv,She. .lighted the unwilling
fire, borrowing a pair of bellows to make it burn the faster.

1896 Idler March 291/2, I . . pushed open the unwilling
baize-covered door.

t 3. Undesirous ^something. Obs. rare,
rtiS7S tr. Pot. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden, No. 29) 54

Neyther partie was unwilling of peace. 1590 Peele Poly-
hcmnia Wks. 1829 II. 210 On lusty horse That, angry with
delay,.. Would snort,., Unwilling of his master's tarriance.

1 4. Unwilling to {unio\ contrary to the will or

desire of (a person). Obs, rare,

iSSS Eden Decades (Arb.) 334 They shall not louche any
thynge of yowres vnwyllyng vnto yow. 1654 Gayton Pleas,
Notes IV. 171 Your hair (unwilling to your self; discovers you.

1 6. Involuntary ; unintentional ; unwilled. Obs,

'535 Trevisa's Barth, De P, R, vii. Iv. 105 b/2 Somtyme
comyth vnwyllynge pyssynge, and that euyll hyghte..
Diabelhica passio. 1587 GoldingZ?^ Mornay 519 This high
preest shalbe the.. speech of God, cleere from sinne aswel
willing as vnwiiling. 1596 Shaks. Tarn, Shr, iv. i. 159
Patience I pray you, 'twas a fault vnwiiling. 1687 Dbvden
Hind ^ P. in. 842 Good fortune may present some happier
time. With means to cancel my unwilling crime.

6. Performed or manifested, expressed or avowed,
reluctantly or unwillingly.

iSi^'xn Sidney's Arcadia {162')) 343 Then went hee towards
Pyrocles.. and acquainted him with his vnwiiling absenting
himselfe. 1659 W. Chamberlayne Pharon. iv. v. 403 That
soft delays, .to an unwilling stay His fierce pursuers would
ere long betray. 1665 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. viii. 29 It

can (not] be acceptable to God to see men croutch in this

fashion to him, and . . afford him their unwilling prostrations.

1741 W, Whitehead Danger Writing Verse 235 Must the

Muse th' unwilling task pursue? 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 352
Fictitious bonds, the bonds of wealth and law, Still gather
strength, and force unwilling awe. 1822 Milman Belshazzar

93 Oh ! bear a brief unwilling banishment From thine own
home, my heart. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. ^29
'Ihat sagacity and energy which had . . extorted the unwilling
admiration of his enemies.

Unwi-llingly, adv,^ [f. prec. + -ly2.]

1. Contrary to one's will ; against one's wish or

desire ; reluctantly.

In frequent use from c 1550.

.
^ 1533 Frith Disput. Purgat. Wks. (1572) 10/2 If thou do

itfor feareorvnwillyngly. a 1568 Ascham Scnolevt.i.ikxh^

43 What soeuer the mynde doth learne vnwillinglie with
feare. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1702) I. 5 The late

abuse having, .driven his Majesty unwillingly out of that

course. 1667 Lilly Hist. Life ^ Times (1715) 88 A new
Parliament was called, whereunto I was unwillingly invited

by two Messengers. /1171S Burnet Own 7V///tf (1857) I.

ii. 42 They very unwillingly hearkened to that proposition.

X797 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. (1799) 1. 141 Not unwillingly,

[he] resigned his place to some ladies. 1818 Scott Br.
Lamm, ix. His was a mind unwillingly roused from contem-

Clative inactivity. 1848 Dickens Dombey ii, [He] departed

y no means unwillingly. 1883 Miss Broughton Belinda
ni.ix, She has withdrawn her unwillingly-captured hand.
transf. a 1713 in Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. (18S7) I. 83

In this cold climate where the sun appears Unwillingly.

b. In loose construction,

a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 51 Though a man
should graunt their first assumption, it should followe (me
thinkes) very unwillingly, that good is not good, because
better is better. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 140 The
Design of which.. follows, the narrowness of the Plate un-

willingly depriving you of two of the Entrances at the

Trench. 1671 Milton Samson 14 This day a solemn Feast

the people hold, ..unwillingly this rest Thir Superstition

yields me.

t2. Involuntarily; unintentionally. Obs.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Illy 11. i. 55 If I vnwillinyly, or in my
rage, Haue ought committed that is hardly borne. 1644
Nyf; Gunnery (1670) 2 A Monk did unwillingly let fall a
spark of fire upon Brimstone and Saltpeter. 1660 Coke
Poiuer f^ Subj. 152 If a man slea another not lurking .., or

unwillingly, or of necessity.

TJnwi'llin^ess. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
state or condition of being unwilling, reluctant, or

loath ; reluctance ; disinclination.

1593 Shaks. Rich. 11, i. iii. 149 Norfoike : for thee remaJnes
a heauier dombe, Which I with some vnwillingnesse pro-

nounce, c 1600 Chalkhill Thealina ff CI. 51 How fain she
would have. .made Her grief, though with unwillingness, to

set Open the floodgates of her speech. 1615 E. S. Britain's
Buss E 2 b, The difficulties that Vnwillin<;nes hath obiected.

1604 F. Bragge Disc. Parables vii. 248 Unwillingness in

domg anything, as if 'twere, .forced from one, rather than
proceeded from a free inclination. 1720 Wodrow Corr.

(1843) II. 532 Which made me apprehend his unwillingness
was not so great as was talked of. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay
Camilla V. 52 [He] had.. been forced into the party, though
with added unwillingness. 1825 Lamb Elia 11. Wedding^

UNWIND.

I

To this unwillingness .. may be traced the difference of

I

opinion on this point. 1883 F. M. Peabd Contrad. I, 34
Leigh went towards it with some unwillingness.

I

b. Const, to, or with that and clause.

In very frequent use with to from c 1650.

i

{a) 1594 Southwell Af, Magd. F'uneral Teares 6 The vn-
willingnesse that his image should die with her. a 1665 J.
Goodwin Filled iv. the Spirit (1670J 313 [These] do not argue
any the least degree of unwillingness in God that men

' should be saved. 1665 Bovle Occas. Refl. iv, xii. 80 My
> Unwillingness that one Theme should detain us any longer.

1884 Leeds Merc. 24 Oct. 4/4 His profound unwillingness
that the question.. should be mooted.
ib) 1605 Ld. Mountague in Facsimiles Nat. MSS. iv. 10

The unwillingnesse I sawe in her to my goeing downe.
1631 Gouge Gods Arrows i.§ 11. 16 Gods unwillingnesse to

I

plague the righteous with the unrighteous. 171a Steele
: Sped. No. 427 F I The Unwillingness to receive good
!

Tidjngs. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxii. IV. 785 An un-
willingness to run any great risk. 188a Besant All Sorts

j

xxxiv. (1898) 236 Unwillingness to admit new things..and
!

reluctance to unlearn old things.

t Unwilly, a. Obs. [Un-1 7. Cf.OHG.(G.)
unwilHg (MHG. unwillic)^ (M)Du. onwillig^ ON.
^viljugr (Da. uvillig, Sw. ovillig).']

1. Unwilling {to do something) ; averse.

ctzoQ Trin. Coll, Horn, 93 Sinne hem is lo3 to leten, and
unwilliche to bete. 1395 Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 139 A
man vnmyghti othir vnwilli to gouerne it duli. 1:1440
Promp, Parv, 314 Lothe, or vnwylly, involuntarius, in-

spontanens. C1475 Cath. Angt, ^1^/2 (A.), Vn Wylly,
coactus, jnuitus.

2. Involuntary, rare"'^,

X398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. vn. Iv, (1495) 269 Somtime
comyth vnwylly pyssynge. [Cf. Unwilling/;*/, a, 5.]

Unwily, a. [Un-1 7.] Not wily, artlul, or

cunning
; t simple, silly.

a 1300 Cursor M. 738 He ches a Httel best pe quilk es
noght vnwiliest. c 1475 Cath. Angl. 418/1 (A.), Vn Wyly ;

vbi fonde. 1594 W. Pebcv in Arber Garner (1895) VI. 149
Unwily man 1 why couldst not keep thee there? 1603
Flobio Montaigne i. xxiv. 63 The plaine husbandman, or

the vnwily shoemaker. 16x2 W. PhRKE.sCurtaine-Dr.{ii-j6)
12 The skins or cases that the vnwily serpents of our age
haue cast. 1846 Worcester (citing Eclectic Rev.).

fUnwi-mple, v, Obs, [Un-2 4. Cf. MDu.
onlwimpelen.'] trans. To remove the wimple from.
C1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 9953 She vnwimpled hir..And

wipt hir face. 1470-83 Malory /4r^/;«r x. xxxix. 476 Thenne
she vnwympeled her vysage.

tUnwi-n, J^. Obs, [Un-1 12. Cf. OS. k«-
•wunni, OHG. unwunna (MHG. unwunn^, ««-

•wfinne).'] Grief, sorrow, distress.

c X17S Lamb. Horn. 71 Kep us. .from iwilch heued sunne,
pet he ne bringe us in to unwune. a laoo Moral Ode 208
Adam and his of-sprung. .Wes fele undiet wintre an belle

pine and an unwunne. c 1275 Sayings of Bede 160 in

Horstm.^//^«^. Z,c^.(i88i)507 Hyshulentot>ereounwinne.
a 1300 in E. E. P. {1862) 21 Sinne me hauiji in care ibro5t,

bro^t in mochil vn-winne. c 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 47
Un.wunne haveth myn wonges wet. a 1400 Northern Pas-
sion 1242 Of me t?ai hafe gret syn At gaffe me vppe to ^>is

rnvyn. c 1480 Bk. ofBrome (1886) 96 As they hadyn hym
ferder inne Ther he sawe woU mykyll on-wyn. ? a 1500
Chester PI. xxiv. 471 Lord, on this I can not myn,.. Thee
in mischeif or any vnwyn To shew thee such a will

lUnwi"n,a. Obs.-~^ [.App. f. after prec.] Grievous. CX320
Sir Tristr. 1235 |>e leuedi of hei^e kenne, His woundes
schewe . . he lete, To wite his wo vnwinne. Unwincingf,
ppL a. (Un-' la) x8o2 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Pitt <$- Statue,

7'hief 21 As soon as Justice had perform'd her part Upon
the Rogue's unwincing hide. 1813 Excuninvr i Feb. 73/2
A haughty unwincing firmness against every attack.

Unwind (onwai-nd), v.^ [Un-2 3. cf. OE.
(rare) unwitidan, onwindan, = (M)Du. ontwinden,

OS, anlivindan, OHG, intwindan (MHG. and G.
ent'), to untwist, disentangle.]

1. trans. To wind off, move back, or detach (a

wrapping, covering, bandage, etc.) ; to undo the

folds or convolutions of (thread, tape, or the like)

;

to untwine, untwist,

c 1325 Lai le Freine 1 89 Therto he yede and it [sc. a furred

skin] vnwond, And the., child therin he fond. ^1440 Promp.
/'a/7'.3680n-wyndyn, or on-twynyn .

.
, detorqueo. 1597 A.M.

tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 43 b/2 To wind, and agayne
vnwinde the same [bandages). 1599 Shaks. Hen, V, 1. ii. loi

Gracious Lord, Stand for your owne, vnwind your bloody
Flagge. 160s Bacon Adv. Learn, 11. xviii. § 8 Skaynes or

Bottomes of thread . . bee vnwinded at large, when they come
to be vsed. 1713 Blackmore Creation vi. ^94 Engendering
heats these one by one unbind, Stretch their small tubes,

and hamper'd nerves unwind. 1759 \x\Phil. Trans. LL 55
U'he pod [ =^cocoon] could not be easily unwinded. X817

Shelley Rev, Islam v. Ivii, She did unwind Her veil. 1818

Keats Endym. ii. 851 The fair visitant at last unwound
Her gentle limbs, and left the youth asleep. 1839 Dickens
Nickleby xxix, ' Pooh ! pooh 1' said Mr. Folair, unwinding
his comforter.

refl, 1740 R. Brookes Art Angling 10 As soon as the

Pike takes the Bait, .. the Line unwinds itself off the
Trimmer. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xvi, A skein of fine silk.,

unwinding itself as it descended.

b. Jig. and in fig. context.
X387-8 T. UsK Test. Love in. ix. (Skeat) 1. 77 In this boke

be many privy thinges wimpled and folde ; unneth shul
leude men the plites unwinde. 1482 Caxton Polychron.

5 b, My wytte is full lytil to vnwynde the wrappynges of

so wonderful werkes. a 1586 %\\)':iY.\ Arcadia 11. xx, That it

should have neded a stronger vertue then his, to have un-
wound so deeply an enlred vice. 1591 Shaks. Tioo Gent.
III. ii. 51 As you vnwinde her loue from him ; Least it should
rauell. a X613 Overbury Remedy ofLove 8, 1 mean not to

blot out what I have taught, Nor to unwinde the web that

X have wrought. ^ i6ao Z. Bovo Zion's Flowers (1855)
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Introd. 13 Thou me unwind that knotty snarled clue. 1669
Glanvill Catholic Charity 52 He . . hath many prejudices . .

;

and these are not to be torn off all at once, but softly, and
by degrees to be unwound. i8ao Shelley ll'itck Atl. Ixx,
And she unwound the woven imagery Of second childhood's
swaddling bands. 1858 O, W. Holmes Aut. Break/.-t. viii,

Unwinding the endless tapesUy of time. 1908 S. P2. Whitk
Riverman xlvi, There's an awful lot of red-tape to unwind,
as there always is in such cases.

reft. 1659 W. Chambeklavne Pharon, in. iii. 315 Here
his harsh thoughts unwound Themselves in pleasure.
ahsol. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) i If my new

thought-i have added to your bottom, I know you will un-
winde gently for feare of ravelling.

c. To cause to uncoil ; to free from a coiled state.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 53 These Wormes they vnwinde
with a Pinne and come out daintily. 1638 N. Whiting
Albino S( £el/a/fia Author to Bk.48 Nor beg those niggards*
eyes, who grudge to see A watch unwinded in perusing
thee. 1810 EncycL BHt. (ed. 4) XX. 532/1 It is indeed
difficult to determine the exact extent of the spiral vessels..,
for it is by unwinding them alone that they can be known.
1834-6 Encycl. Metrop. (1645) VIII. 641/2 At this instant
the spring.. is now unwound again.

fiS\ ^ '613 Overbury Characters, Melancholy Man^ His
imagination, .keeps his mind in acontinuall motion, as the
poise the clocke : he winds up his thoughts often, and as
often unwinds them.

2. To roll, twistj or turn back the wrapping,
bandaging, or covering of (a body, etc.) ; to unwrap.
Also, to untwine thread from (a bobbin) ; to free

(a person) from bonds^ etc.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. viii. 27 Then, turning backe vnto
that captiue thrall, Who all this while stood, .bound,. .He
from those bands weend him to haue vnwound. 1597 A. M.
tr. G/ti/ler/ieau's Fr. Chintrg. '^:i\ili He then vnwyndeth
his needle, and openeth the lippes of the wounde. 1608
Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. iii. Vocation 203 Can I thus
(alas I) Rudely vnwinde me from the kinde embrace
Of their deer arms. i88a Caulfeild & Saward Diet,
Needle^vork 507/2 To unwind a bobbin so that the thread
hanging from it is to be longer, 190a Mnnseys Mag. XXVI.
585/1 Ip he (fc a doctor] came,, .and unwound and wound
me again.

fig. and in fig. context. 1609 B. Jonson Sit, Worn. 11. iv,

I would roule my selfe for this day, in troth, they should
not vnwind mee. 1697 Congreve Mourn. Bride 11. ix. The
conqueror is mine ! In chains unseen I hold him by the
heart. And can unwind or strain him as I please.

•j* b. reji. To free, disengage, or extricate(oneself)

from an entanglement, difficulty, etc. Obs.
Chiefly employed in figurative contexts.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. 100 Out of these snares
we shall easily vnwinde our selues, if we well consider (etc. J.

1597 Hooker EccL Pol, v. iv. § 2 To vnwinde themselues
where the snares of glosing speech doe lye to intangle them.
z6oi [?Marston] Pasquil ff Kath. (1878) 11. 370 Vnwinde
thy selfe from out the Labyrinth Of gaping wonder. 1656
W. Montague Accontfil. Worn, 63 Without the thrid that
she gave, how could he [sc. Theseus] ever have unwinded
himself out of those Mazes? 1691 Norris Pract. Disc. 41
The Pythagoreans taught their disciples, .that they must
unwind themselves even from their very Bodies, if they
would be good Philosophers. 1691 Dryden Don Sebastian
V. i. You could unwind your self from all these dangers.

1701 NoKRis Ideal IVorld i. vi. 412 To unwihd ourselves

from this intanglement.

3, intr. To undergo uncoiling or unwinding ; to

liecome free from a convoluted state. Also^^. and
iransf.

1656 T. Watson Om Thing Necess. 19 He is like a watch,
when he hath been wound up towards heaven, he doth
quickly unwinde to earth, and sinne again. x68i J. Scott
Chr. Life \. tv. 385 Our holy Fervours will be very apt to

cool, our good Purposes to slacken and unwind. 1707
Mortimer Husb. 223 Put the Bottoms into clean scalding

Water, and. .then will they easily unwind. z8i8 Byron
Ch. Har, iv. cxxiii, Who loves, raves

—
't is youth's frenzy—

but the cure Is bitterer still, as charm by charm unwinds
Which robed our idols. x8^-6 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII.

635/1 As the spring unwmds and acts with less power.
1839 Bailey Fettus 334 Would I might die outright ! And
slip the coil without waiting it unwind, i860 O. \V, Holmes
Elsie K. X, She danced witn a kind of passionate fierceness,

..her round arms wreathing and unwinding.

4. trans. To open up, to trace or retrace to an
issue, outlet, or end. Also in fig. context.

1716 Gay Trivia 11. 86 Still the wandring passes forc'd

his stay, Tilt Ariadne's clue unwinds the way. 174^ Young
Nt. Th. VI. 162 How shall the b!e<;sed day of our discharge
Unwind, at once, the labyrinths of fate. 1760 Sterne Tr.
Shandy iv. Slawkenb. Tale^ The fifth act. .terminates in

unwinding the labyrinth and bringing the hero.. to a state

of rest. X864 Bryant Little People ofSnovj 213 A cloud of
twittering swallows . . turn and wheel again. Unwinding their

swift track.

fig. x8ax Bryant Ages viii. He whose eye Unwinds the
eternal dances of the sky.

Hence Uuwi'ndin? vbl. sb.

Also, in recent use (1915). un-ivinder,

1648 Hexham it, Een ontdraeyinge^ . .an Vnwinding. X708
Watts Norm Lyricae{\T2j) 161 Thedull unwinding of Life's

tedious Thread. X76o-7a H. Brooke Fool o/Qnal. (i8og)

II. 13 The solution of all knots, and unwinding of all intri-

cacies. X815 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 515 The
balance, having now all the velocity it would acquire from
the unwinding the spring. 1866 Mrs. Ritchie Village on
Cliff yCvi^ The whole thmg seemed running through her

head like the unwinding of a skein. 1895 Model Steam
Engine 23 The unwinding of a reel of cotton.

attrib. X889 Sleeman Torpedoes (ed. 2) 23^ The torpedo

is launched, and the engine started which is to work the

unwinding reels or drums.

Unwind (rnwi*nd), z'.2 [Un-^^ 4 + W1ND sb^

trans. To deprive (a person) of wind or breath,

X788 Lond. Mag. 264 Here, as well as at the pit of the
*' stomach you may unwind him.

399

Unwi-nding, ppl. a. [Un-1 io.) Straight ; not deviating.
1886 J. Parker Afost. Life HI. 67 Stopping-places where
we may sit down awhile, and then soon be up again to
pursue life's unwinding and immeasurable road. Unwi"n«
dow, V. iUn.2 3.) 1710 C. Shadwell Fair Quaker Deal
in. 38 Shall we ravish all the Women we meet with, and un-
window the Houses ? Unwi'ndowed, a. (Un-' 9.) [1775
A.SH.) iSzo Maturim Meliiwtk IV. 52 The low, narrow,
and unwindowed rooms. 1897 in \V. H. 'YomV\n% Selborite
(1905) 9 The simple, white.washed, unwindowed gable-side.

t TJnwi-ndowed, obs. north, var. Unwinnowed.
IS78 Ktiaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 135 Hard come threshed

and unwindowed. 1592 Wills )y Inv. N. C. (Surtees, i860)
209, X score bus[h Jells of rye, unwindowed, 20I., Wheat, un-
windowed, 4I. 6s. 8d.

Unwi-ndy.o. (Un-'?.) i^\n Lilurg. Sera. Q. Eliz.
(1847) 571 The weather being fair, temperate and unwindy.
1848 Dickens HauntedAlan iii. His shady corner, where the
wind was used to spin with such un-windy constancy.

t Unwi'ne. Ol>s. [OE. unwim (Un-1 4 b),

= ON. and Icel.rf-, ifvinr (Norw. ;(OT»,MSw. ovin,
Sw. ovdn, (M)Da. uveit).] An enemy or foe.

loso Will in Thorpe Charters 584 ^if ic on^en ne cume,
\>2L* \i\i it nefre ne let weldon mine unwinan after me. c uoo
0. E. ChroH. (MS. D) an. 1075, piet be mihte..his unwinan
unj>ancas don. ciiys Lamb. Horn. 53 f>os men- ^e \>vl% to-
drajed heore euencristene bi-hinden. .beoS cristes unwines.
crisoo Ormin 19838 patt time J>att Herode wass Unnwine
wit>Jj Filippe. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1221 £3 were ure lauerd .

.

to awarpen his unwine.

b, spec. The Evil One. (So MSw. ovin:)
a 1325 Ancr. R. 178 pet te Holi Cost ledde ure Louerd into

onliche stude..for to beon ilempted of Jie unwine, of helle.

a xu^ Juliana 35 Were me swa wiS ^en vnwine;..}>et ^u
beo..iheiet eaure in eor3e. a XZ40 Ureison in O. E. Horn,
1. ig7 Ne l?ole (ju I>ene unwine bet he me arine.

Unwinged, a. [Un-1 9.] Lacking wings;
winjjless.

160Z Holland Pliny II. 39 The unwinged Locusts called
Tryxalides. X658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 976
Of these then come the unwinged Glow-worms, a 1711 Ken
Psyclie Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 216 Our unwing'd Arms shall
round each other He. 1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v.

Vine-grub^ Both the winged and the unwinged Vine-grubs.
X848 SIrs. Jameson Sacr, ^ Leg, Art I. 37 Two un-winged
colossal-looking angel heads.

y^^' "^59 W. Chamberlavne Pharon. in. v. 157 He..
ends His journey, ere a thought unwinged with love C^ould
lead him forth of s court. x8z8 Milman Samor vi. 274 For
what thought Unwing'd by inbreath'd Godhead e'er might
dream Of glory [etc].

Unwrnged,///. «. [Un-^S.] Deprived of wings. X613
W. Browse Brit. Past. \, iii, .And so did she.. Conjecture
Time unwing'd, he came so slow. x68i Rycaut tr. Gracian^s
Critick 73 On the other Side was falling the unwinged
Icarus., into the Water. tUnwi'nk,». Obs.—^ [Un-*3.]
intr. Of the eye : To open, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 25
Whan that their eyen gynneth forto unwynke [L. aperire].

Unwinking,///, a. [Un-1 10.]
In very frequent use from c 1855.

1. Marked by absence of winking ; characterized

by watchfulness or vigilance.

178a V. Knox Ess.xvn.rg That unwinking vigilance which
a delicate, .father will judge necessary in the care of daugh-
ters, x8« Mrs. Browning Tempest 88 The open eyes Of
that deadman,. .With their unwinking, unexpressive stare.

1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. xxviii, The attitude. .was now ex-
pressive of unwinking watchfulness. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. XXV, No fish could have maintained a more unwinking
silence. 1896 A. Morrison Child Jago 326 His eyes were
red with strained, unwinking attention.

trans/, a 1873 B. Harte in Fiddletozun, etc. (1873) 127
The sands had a dreadful unwinking glare.

2. Not winking; never closing the eyes.
181X Lamb Edax on Appetite Wks. 1908 I.'i53 The broad,

unwinking eye of the world. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks.
Char. viii. 201 She watches her prey, lynx-eyed, unwinking
upon him. 1880 L, Wae.lace Ben-Hur 227 Such answer as
might be looked for from the unwinking sphinx.
trans/. 1875 Miss Bird Sandwich Isl. 5 A white, unwink-

ing, scintillating sun.

Hence TTnwi'nkingly adv, (Freq. from c 1S90.)
x84^ C Bronte Shirley x, A formidable eye.. looked as

steadily, as unwinkingly, at you as If it were a steel ball

soldered in her head. 1891 J. H. Peakce Esther Pentreath
III. viii, She found Aichel.. unwinkingly there on the watch.

tXJnwi'nly, aa'z/. Obs. [Un-1 II. cf. Winly
adv.'\ Unpleasantly ; sadly, sorrowfully.

13 . . Coer de L. 6744 Wher be these hethene pawtener, That
have the cyte..i-take? Unwynnely I schal yow wake.
a 1400 Sir Degrev. 823 Sche doys me unwynly to wnk,With
wongus ful wete. ta 1400 Morte Arth. 955 Thane this wa-
fuile wyfe un«wynly hym gretez. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xx.

189 Here is oone of his men that thus vnwynly gars vs wake.

Unwi-nnable, a. Chiefly Sc [Un-1 7 b.]

Not winnable ; esp. of fortresses : Impregnable,
XS36 Beli.enden tr. Boece, Descr. Alb. ix. {1541) Bvib,

This crag is callit the Bas ; vnwynnabiU be ingyne of man.
X5SX AscHAM Let. Wks. 1865 I. ii. 256 Many castles stand

on the tops of these rocks unwinable. 1596 Dalrvmple tr.

Leslie^s Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 289 The place quhilk natur.

alie was wnwinnable, ..was..gyuen ouer on condiciounis.

162X Lady M. Wroth Urania 345 The Castle is impreg-
nable, and she vnwinaLle, and thus his [= the prisoners]

misfortune fell, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. / (1850) I,

291 The assaillantis fynding the place . . vn-wynnable without
gryte skailh.

trans/. 1588 A. KiNG tr. Canisius' Catech. 23 Giwe me.,
a valkryffe harte,. .a stoute and vnwinnable, that na tribula-

tion may mak veirie.

Unwi'nning, ///.«. rare. [Un-1 10.] ^a. Un-
conciliatory. Obs. b. Unattractive.
x65$ Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. ii. § 7 Pride being an unwinning

Quality, rendering the Proud party scorned by his Betters.

1890 ' L. Falconer' Mile. Ixe ii, Her affection for this

sickly, spoilt, and most unwinning child.

UNWISE,

Unwinnowed, ppl. a. (Un-1 8. Cf. Un-
windowed.)
1552 Huloet, Vnwinewed wheate, acerosuvi/rumgntutn*

1624 UssHER Serin. 48 The graine [is] the same, but win-
nowed now, unwinnowed then. 1635 Quarles Emld. 11. vii.

I The world's a heap, whose yet unwinnowed grain Is lodg'd
with chaff. I177S Ash.] 18^ H. Stei'Hens Bk. Farm II.

273 The unwinnowed heap is becoming less, i860 Swin-
burne Queen.Mother 11. i. We are the chaff. The gross un-
winnowed husks of your fanned wheat. x88^ Cent. Mag.
Jan . 443/1 The unwinnowed sweepings of English haymows.
Unwinter, v. [Un-2 6 b, 5.]

1. intr. and trans. To lose, or divest of, the
qualities of winter.
x6ii Florio (citing Dante), Suemare^ to wax Sommer,..

to vnwinter. 1893 C. E. Norton Dante's Par. xxvii. 179
Ere January be all un-wintered \\t.si-erni\ by that hun-
dredth part which is down there neglected.

t2. trans. To drive out of winter quarters. Obs.
1642 Let. Student Ox/ x Whatsoever forces shall take up

armes to unwinter his Majesty from Oxford.

Unwi-ntry, a. (Un-' 7.) 1832 M. Arnold Tristr. ff

Iseult L 63 His closed eye doth sweep O'er some fair
unwintry sea, Not this fierce Atlantic deep.

Unwi-ped, ///. a. (Un-i 8, 8 c.)

? 1602 in Donne's Poeins (1912) I. 404 The mind. . is like a
Table-book, Which, th'old unwipt, new writing never took.
X605 R. F. DedekintVs Sch. Slovenrie (1904) 36 Vour unwipte
knife. 1648 Bovle Seraph. Love (1659) 100 A Fatherly im-
patience of seeing a Spot unwip'd off in the Face he loves.

1716 SwiFT Ace, E. Cnrll Wks. 1841 I. 834/2 Recollecting
that his own [breech] was unwiped, he abated of his fury. 1797
Coleridge Osorio iv. 223 His rosy face besoil'd with un-
wiped tears. iSS" James Pequinillo III. 132 The unwiped
noses of the horse.chestnuts. x8ss Browning Fra Lippo
Lippi 36 The slave that holds. .his weapon., yet unwiped.

Unwi-re, v. (Un-2 ^.)
x8a2 Scott Peveril xxvii, I will..unwire this fresh flask,

to begin a brimmer. 1831 W. Colton Ship f Shore v, 88,
I must unwire that cage and liberate the captive.

Unwisdom. [OE, unwisdom (UN-l 12), =
OHG. tmwtstuojji, -tuam^ -tdm.']

1. Lack or absence of wisdom; ignorance, folly,

stupidity.

In very frequent use till cijgo, and (as a new formation)
from ci84^, when its currency was due to, or stimulated by,
Carlyle. There is lack of evidence from 1612 to 1832.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter xxi. 3 God min ic cleopiu. .on naeht &

nales to unwisdome me. c 857 K. i^LFRED Gregory's Fast C.
xlix. 375 Da 9e unmedome bio3 to Sasre lare o&oe for jiozuSe
o35e for unwisdome. c 120s Lay. 3383 We habbet idon
unwisdom pat we mine fader habbet vnderfon mid \\n\.i

cnihten. a 1225 Ancr. R, 278 Bihold 1. .l»ine soule, o5er two
[things]—sunne & ignorance, J>et is, unwisdom & unwite-
nesse. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxvW. 5 Stanke and roten mine
erres er ma, Fra face of mine vnwisdome swa. 1382 Wyclif
Proi*. XV. 14 The mouth of fooHs is fed with vnwisdam.
CX449 Pecock Repr. 11. iii. 150 Schamed of her folie and of
her vnwisdom and pride, a X470 H. Parker Dives ^ Pauper
(Pynson, 1493) vi. x, svi/i VVoman lowede hir and know-
legide hir vnwisedom and hir foly. XS09 Fisher Funeral
Serm. C'tess Richmond Vi/ks. {1876) 301 All we., may saye
by lamentable complaynt of our vnwysdome vnio him, Ah
domine si fuisses hic. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II.

117 For and je do, ge ar abill to tak Throw sic wnwisdome,.
greit skayth. 1612 T. James Corrupt. Scripture 111. 13 For-
sooth vnwisedome is,.. which is plenteous in euill.

1831 lVest?n. Rev. Apr. 32iTheunwisdomofpersecutingthe
Saint-Simonians. 1839 Caklvle Chartism iv. (1840) 27 The
Earth.. bountifully sends food and increase; if man's un-
wisdom did not intervene and forbid. 1873 Spencer Stud.
Sociol. 170 The unwisdom of officialism is daily illustrated.

2. With a, etc. : a. An instance of folly or ignor-

ance ; an unwise act.

1303 R. Bbunne Handl. Synne 5046 A grete vnv.ysdom
for sot>e hyt vs. x8so Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. vii. 42 Is

. . the fruit of an unwisdom doubtful ? 1855 Kingsley Misc.

(185^) I. 8 A learned statement of facts in answer to some
unwisdom of a Quarterly reviewer. X869 F. W. Newman
Misc.^Z It has been pronounced an unwisdom in any one to
write m a dramatic form, unless [etc.].

b. An unwise Power or Being, nonce-use.

X839 Carlyle Chartism v. (1858) 27 A world understood
always to be made and governed by a Providence and
Wisdom, not by an Unwisdom.

Unwise (2?nw3i*z), a. [OE, tmwis (Un-1 7),
« NFris, unwiSt-tvisSf {M)Da.onw!js,OS.{MLG,)
unwiSi OHG, zmwts, ttnwtsi (MHG. unxvise^ G.
tinweise)j ON. liviss (MSw, and Sw, ovis^ Da. and
Norw. uvis), Goth. unweis.'\

1. Lacking or deficient in (practical) wisdom,
discretion, or prudence; indiscreet, imprudent,

foolish. Also const, in.

C825 ycsP. Psalter xci. 7 Wer unwis ne oncnaweS & dysij
ne onjiteo 5a. 971 Blickl. Horn. 89 Ic wjes..unwisum-
netenum jelic ^eworden. CI175 Lamb. Hom. iii pet is

mildbeortnesse ^et )>q wisa mon mid steore Jjene unwisan
irihleche. e;x200 Ormin 16954 Forrunnwismanniss blunnt.

axzz$ Ancr. R. 74 Hwose euer wule mei gon in & leden

uorS hore asse : pet is, hore unwise soule. CX290 S. En^.
Leg, I. 469/250 Heo was puyrliche vnwys in sawe and in

spelle. c 1315 Shoreham ih. 312 Ich wot hy bej> Vn-wyser
J>ane l>e wode. C132S B/etr.Hom. no Thar mai we graithe

ensampel take. Unwise felawschip to forsake, And hald us

imang wise men. c X380 Wyclif IVks. (1880) 411 pis tellij*

an opyn blasfemye, \)At crist was vnwiss in ^is. X41S Hoc-
CLEVK To Sir y. Oldcastle 77 Thow art vnwys thogh thow
thee wys pretende. c 1455 Pecock Fole^ver-^Z [They] holden
him l^erfore in l>at neuer l>e vnwiser J»an creaturis whiche
knowen )>e same trouj^is. 1526 Pilgr. Per/ (W. de W. 1531)

86 Saye not as many an unwyse persone sayth. 1573 Nevj
Custom I. i, Yea, doth ! then the more vnwise man you. X64S
Milton Tetrach. 42 When as he should bee not unwiser

then the Serpent. x66o — Way estab. Free Commw. 6 A



UNWISELY.
nation . . unwise in thir counsels, c 1700 Short Ace. Scotland
56 The younger and unwiser of the Bishops. 1746 Francis
ir. Horac€y E^ist. i. v. 22 'I'he grave Disgrace of being
tliought unwise. 1837 Caklyle Misc. (1840) I. 47 A class

of unwise men. 1871 Browning Pr. Hohenst. 1472 What
if the event demonstrate her unwise?
trans/. 1390 Gower Conf. I, .^39 Thus seith the wilde

unwise tonge Ofhem. iS33 Gau Richt Vay 32 Thair onwisz
haitis war blyndiL X831CARLYI.K Sart. Res. i. i, 'I'hat un-
wise science, which .

.
' By geometric scale Doth take the size

of pots of ale *.

D. absol. as sing, or pi.

f 8as Vesp. Psalter xm, \ Cwe3 se unwisa in his heortan,
nis god. a X300 Floriz ^ Bl. 1016 Ac Floris cleppen hire

bigon, And he him also unwise [F. si/ait quefol\. c 1315
Shoreham I. 355 pat fleisch wil? sleuj>e and glotonie.,
tacombret>] poun-wyse. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. ix. 84 je
wyse, soffreJ> J)e vn-wyse wi(> ow for to libbe. 1484 Caxton
Fables 0/jEspP L xvii, The vnwyse displeseth there, where
as he supposeth to please, a 154a Wvatt in Tottel's Misc.
(Arb.) 86 For the vnwise Had not ysene such a beast before.

1647 N. Ward Simp. Cobler 25 He that instructs a foole,

may act th' unwise. 1735 Pope Odyss. viir. 559 Th' unwise
prevail,. .And by the god's decree proud lUon falls. 1806
H. K. White Let. 25 June, The religion of Jesus Christ is

..wisdom to the unwise. 1871 Jowett Plato I. 367 The
opinions of the unwise are evil.

2. Not marked, distinguished, or prompted by
(pi-actical) wisdom ; characterized by lack of sound
judgement; injudicious.

1390 GowER Conf. I. 166 It is an unwys vengance. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. i. 49 Pylgrimis & palmers..Wenten forth

in hure way with meny vn-wyse tales, a 1425 tr. Ardeme's
Treat. Fistula^ etc. 44 If t»e fynger..haue be long vnheled
of vnwise cure. 1513 Q. Kath. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in,

I. 153 With my servants unwise demeanur I am noo thing
wel contente. 1590 Barrough Meth. Physick i. xxiv. (1596J
40 There goeth before this euill [sc. epilepsy] an vnwise
state of the bodie and mind. 1594 Shaks. Ridi. III^ iv. i.

52 Be not ta'ne tardie by vnwise delay. 1678 Butler /i^«^.

in. iii. 518 This Gambol thou advisest. Is of all others, the
unwisest. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. IL 4 Lady Let-
tingham exacted one compliance, even her brother thought
not unwise.

_
az8oo Cowper Odyss. (ed. 2) xv. 12 It were

a deed unwise, To sojourn longer here. 1809 Coleridge
Friend 158 The conduct.. was equally unwise in private
life and to individuals. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy
IL iv. 85 These revolting and most unwise persecutions.

185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 522 It would be unwise
to bring the prisoners to trial.

+ 3. Out of one's senses ; mad. Obs."^
pf. Flem. on-^injs 'demens' (Kilian) and OE. en unwls

*in a mad manner'. Similarly Sc. no wise = mad.
a 1400 Morte Arth.-^Zij Schountes he no lengare; Hot alls

vnwyse wodewyse he wente at the gayneste. 1481 Caxton
Reynard xxviii. (Arb.) 68, I lepe here and there, as an
vnwyse [Du. onvroet\ man.

Unwi'sely, ^dTy. [OE. unw'islke (Un-1 ii),

"= MDu. onwiseHke, -lijc (Du. onwijslijk)^ MLG,
unwtslike, OHG. uitwfslihhoQAlK. -tvisUche^ G.
-weisHch)f MSw. ovislika, Norw. tivislege^ Da. -lig^

In an unwise, injudicious, or foolish manner; im-
prudently, foolishly.

C897 K. i^LFRED Gregory's Past. C. xv. 93 Daet is tSast he
hie jedweleS & unwislice ^eiec3 Sa idelnesse. dooo Sajv.
Leechd. II. 232 gif hio bi3 unwislice to lange forlseten.

1Z25 Ancr. R. 338 pauh no mon hit nute, o3er wolde \>Gt

ei hit wuste,'o3er ^emeleasliche do hit, o3er to unwisliche,
to muchel, o3er fo Intel. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A, xi. 270
panne wrou^te I vnwisly, wij) alle |je wyt jjat I lere. CX375
Cursor M. 27047 (Fairf.), pe ^jrid letting makis mani mad
quen J>aivn-wiseli ardrad after rising to falle againe. C1440
Jacob's IVell 286 pe hermyte thou^te J>at }jis was vnwysely
don.

_ £:i45S Pecock Folewer 60 Holdyng him silf to seie

trewli and wiseti, whanne he seiejj vntrewH and vnwiseli.
0x5x3 Fabvan Chron, vii. 309 Kynge Rycharde, walkyng
vnwysely about the castelt to espye the feblenes therof.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xx, Some unwisely liberall, that
more delight to give presentes, then pay debtes. 1603
Chapman ^//i^3(j/f III. i. 471 Since you have usd the matter
so unwisely. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11. (1702) I. 112
Every man unwisely thought him whom he found an Enemy
to his Enemies, a Friend to all his other afTections. 1744
Thomson Spring 136 The skilful Farmer.. Nor.. The little

trooping Birds unwisely scares. 1774 Burke Sp. Amer.
Tax,4j If intemperately, unwisely, fatally, you sophisticate
and poison the very source of government. i8os Wordsw.
Ode to Duty iii, They, .who, not unwisely bold, Live in the
spirit of this creed, i860 Fboude Hist. Eng, V. 389 The
same story of authority unwisely caught at and unwisely
used. 18^ B. Harraden Fowler in. i, An unwisely-worded
disparagement.

t Unwiseman. Obs. [f. Unwise «.] A fool or
simpleton.
X400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 65 Gyf no fayth to

J>e sawys ofvnwysmen. a 1470 Tiptoft Oral. G. Flamineus
(Caxton, 1481) 4/2 And thou unwyseman to thy grete shame
when thou remembrcst thyne owne. .simplenesse then [etc.].

nszo M. NiSBET 2 Pet. in. 17 Be nocht desauet be errour
of vnwisemen.

Uuwi'Seuess, [Un-1 12. Cf.OE. unzvisness
ignorance.] Lack or absence of practical wisdom ;

foolishness, folly, imprudence.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixviii. 7 God Jjou wate myn vn-

wisnes. 1807 Monthly Mag. XXIV. 331 An unwiseness,
which would not be expected from his sagacity. 1839 T. S.

Henderson Life E. Henderson iv. 200 The wiseness or un-
wiseness of the means he might employ. 1887 Anne Elliote
Old Man's Favour I. 11. ii. 208 The worthy merchant
admitted the unwiseness of that cheque.

TJuwi all, V. [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To retract, cancel, or abrogate (a wish,
choice, etc.).

XS94 Southwell Mary Magd. Funeral Tears 48 b. If
that wish had taken effect, i would now vnwisb it again.
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a 1639 W. Whatelev Prototyf^es n, xxiv. (1640) 12 Had not
Job cause to unwisli his former wishes. 1651 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xxxiv. 267 Who. .lived to disdesire and
unwish their former choise by late repentance, 1853 Miss
YoNGE Heir o/Redciy/fe i, ' Never was a more absurd wish,'
said Charles. . ; * unwish it forthwith '. 1864 Miss Smedlky
Linnet's Trial II. iv. i. 222, I hope you won't un-wish your
wish as soon as it is gratified.

absol. 1881 Miss YoNGE Ladi 4- Lasses Langley ii. no
Frank was left to wish and unwish.

2. To make an end of by wishing ; to wish away
or annihilated. Also refl.

1599 Shaks. Hen. y, iv. iii. 76 Now thou hast vnwisht fine
thousand men : Which likes me better, then to wish vs one.
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. v. 71 The most tedious being
is that which can unwish it self, content to be nothing, or
never to have been. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. SubJ. 11. 179
Were I sure never to be pleased, my next Business should
be to unwish my self, and pray for Annihilation.

b. To wish or desire (a circumstance or thing)
not to be.

i6a8 Quarles ArgalusSfP. \\. 71 Performe, performe what
now it is too late, T' unwish againe, too soone to violate.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. i. x. 38 To desire there
were no God, were plainly to unwish their owne being.
X709 O. Dykes Eng. Prov. ^ Refl. (ed. 2) 170 Crack d
Maiden-heads cannot be set together again, like broken
China, . .by unwishtng the Misfortune. 1821 Byron Sardan,
IV. i. 275 Do not poison all My peace left, by unwishing that
thou wert A father. 1876 Miss Brgughton Joan i. xxviii,
What we wish to-day, often we unwish to-morrow.

C. refl. To seek to remove (oneselQ from a par-
ticular class or category by wishing j to wish not
to be something.
1615 Hall Contempl.^ O. T. ix. vii, How many shall un-

wish themselves Christians, when God's revenges have found
them out ! X633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter \\. 10 At that dread-
full day how many shall unwish themselves Christians?
Hence tTnwi'shing vbl. sb.

1695 R. L*Estrange Fables 11. Ixxii. 69 This Levity, of
Wishing, and Unwishing, is., the Great Bus'ness and Mis-
take of Humane Life.

Unwished, ppi. a. [Un-1 8, 8c.]
1. Not wished, desired, or asked for ; undesired,
1583 Babington Coinmandm. To Gentl. of Glam., What

proofe this latter hath, and what vnwished matter to furnish
out a larger complaint, I spare to speake. x6ai Quarles
Div. Poems, Esther i, In lavish Cups. .Came wine unwisht.
1626 W. BoswoRTH Arcadus ^ Sepha ii. 790 Those griefs.

.

never ceas'd to move A desp'rate end, for that unwisht mis-
chance Still gnawing on my soul. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 113
Heaping unwish'd wealth, I distant roam. 1730 Thomson
Winter S2> Nor is the night unwish'd ; while vital heat,.,
and joy, the dubious day forsake. 1757 Akenside Pleas.
Imag. II. 401 Not poison, nor sharp fire,.. Were at that
season an unwished exchange. 1855 Poultry Chron. III.

338/2 The greatest gain will often, unsought and unwished,
attend the first-class.

b. Unwanted, unwelcome, unpleasing.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia \. xiv, Her unwished presence gave
my tale a conclusion, before it had a beginning. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. i. i. 81 His Lordship, whose vnwished
yoake. My soule consents not to giue soueraignty. 1697
Congreve Mourn. Bride in. \\\\y You seem much surprised
At., [a] return so., unexpected !.. And so unwish'd, un-
wanted too, it seems.

2. Unwished-for^ = prec.

1617 MiNSHEu S.V., Un-wished for. 1632 Lithgow Trav.
II. 71 Humide vapours, .accompany the unwished-for-bed of
my repose. 1708 J, Philips Cyder u. 155 When, .unwish't
for Rain Descended. 1807 E. S. Barrett Rising Sun III.
169 Wliy. .do you thus force your unasked—your unwished-
for counsels upon me ?

Unwi'shful, a. (Un-' 7.) [1775 Ash.1 1876 Whitby
C/f^ij., £/MT«>/{/tt/, reluctant

J undesirous. 1894 Mrs, Gamlin
G. Romney 166 Her attire was the most simple, so unwishful
was she to attract admiring eyes. Unwi'shing, ///. a.
(Un-' 10.) X743 Francis tr, Hor., Odes in. xvi. 31, I.. to
th' unwishing Few with Joy A bless'd and bold Deserter fly.

1772 Jas. Usher Clio (ed. 3) 131 Without it \sc. content] we
can never enjoy undisturbed unwishing tranquillity.

Unwi'St, ppl. a, Obs, or arch, [Un-1 8 b.]

1 1. Unknown to one ; without it being known.
C1374 Chaucer Troylus il 1294 Hire entent..Was for to

loue hyin vnwlst, if she myghte. 1382 Wvclif Gen. xxxv.
22 Ruben 3ede, and slepte with Bala, the secundarye wijf
of his fader, that to hym was not vnwist. 1420-22 Lydg.
Thebes t. 494 And vttrely remembre, ^if the lyst, Thy byrth
and blood ar bothe two vnwist, cisoo Lancelot 219 How
he fra that stede In sacret wyss wnwyst away was tak.

a JS47 Surrey Mneis iv. 397 UnfaithfuU wight ! to cover
such a fault Coldest thou hope unwist to leve my land ?

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ii. 26 Of hurt vnwist most daunger
doth redound. Ibid. ix. 21 Then of them all she plainly
was espyde To be a woman wight, vnwist to bee. The fairest

woman wight, that euer eye did see.

t b. Const, by^ of\ to, tmto (or with dat.). Obs.
In (a) freq, in the i6th c. in the archaic phrase 'unwist of

any wight *,

{a)c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1653 Hypsipyle, But on-wist
of hire fadyr is she gon To Tessaly. c igoo Lancelot 1139
Prevaly, unwist of any wicht. 1587 Turberv. Trag. T.
(1837) 153 Unwist of any wight, The murther was unseene.
1590 Spenser F. Q. v. 1. g It was kept in store In loues
eternall house, vnwist of wight. 1848 Bailev Festiis (ed. 3)

200 There is a secret sign whereby the soul Feels certainty
of safety. ., public to the universe, ..And yet unwist of by a
single world.
{b) c\^xz-ZQ Lydg. Chron.Troy i. 3585 pat sche with hym

schal in-to Grece wende .,, Vnwist hir fader & euery other
wy3t. 1420-2 — Thebes 111. 4081 To hym the tyme vn-
knowen and vnwist. 1476 Paston Lett. III. 153, I did it

nott onwyst to hyr cowncell. c\S'Xi Levicelot 658 For to
your folk this mater is wnwist. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. iv.

2^ The shield and arraes. .Which Triamond had worne,. .to

bis friend vnwist.

UNWITHEEING.

_ t 2. Lackingknowledge (^something) ; unknow-
ing ; not knowing how. Obs.
^'374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1400 Now quod Pandare er

owres twyes twelue, He shal he ese vnwyst of it hym selue.
rt 1547 SuHKEY A£neis iv. gi The shepheard smiteth at [the
hind] unwares, And leaves unwist in her the thirling head.
1596 Spenser F.Q.v. i. 22 When he wak't... He found him
selfe, vnwist, so ill bestad, That Um he could not wag.
3. arc/i. Not known or recognized ; strange,

1757 ^V. Thompson Poems, Nativity xvi, Three Seers un-
wist the Captain-Glory led, Of awful Semblance. 1836
Mrs. Browning Poefs Vow 11. xxi, Still between the sound
and me, White creatures like a mist Did interfloat con-
fusedly,—Mysterious shapes unwist

!

Unwi-stful.<7. (Un-^7.) [1775 Ash.] 1861 Ld. Lytton &
Fane Ta?inhafiser 8 So reap'd she honour of unwistful men,
Roman, or Greek. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys v,
What is this space, this circumstance, . . that can . .keep them
so unwistful of each other?

tTTnwit,J^. 0^^. [Un-1i2+\Vitj^. Cf.ON.
uvit (MSw. ovit, Norw. uvit), Goth, unwiti; also

Wanwit, and OE. ungcwit stupidity.]

1. Lack ofwit or practical knowledge; ignorance;
stupidity, folly.

(;i2oo Or^jin 6003 ^iff he nohht ne foll3heJ»J> witt, Ace
unnwitt all wijjj> wJUe Inn all \)3X\. iss onnjaen Drihhtin.
a 1225 Julia7ta 22 Hwi destu us ba so wa, J>urh \i\

muchele unwit? a 1300 Cursor M. 13936 Yee wat quat i

am, and mi kin, O yur vn-witt quine wald yee blin ? 1340
Ayenb. 82 5ef wyt of J>e wordle ne is hot folye ase zay^
|?e wrytinge, and childhede, and onwyt. c 1380 Wvclif
Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 374 God mai not faile on his side for

noun-power or unwitt. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle v. xiv. (MS.
Bodl. 770) 99/1 It is verey vnwytte to any erthly creature.,
to trowen [etc.]. 1468 Chron, Eng, in Hearne R. Glouc,

(1724) 482/1 His hondes. .shewethe sumwhat vnwyt and
necclygence, for he vtterliche leueth the kepyng of hem.
2. An imprudent or foolish act.

c 1200 Obmin 8045 patt ifell gast ma^j oferr l>a patt foll5henn
barrness J>xwess Inn illc unnwitt, inn illc unnitt. a 1^00
CursorM. 13657 pou caitif for-lorn In sin was . . born, Queper
J>ou wenis vs nu here O i^ine vn*wittes for to lere.

Hence f Unwi'thead, folly. Obs,
1340 Ayenb. 19 Zuych foHe is wel y-cleped onwythede.

t Unwi-t, z/.l Obs. rare. [Un-1 14.] intr. To
know not ; to be ignorant ^something.
0374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr, vi. (1868) 175 Whan J>at god

knowep any ^inge to be, be ne vnwoot nat [L. nofi nesciat]

I'at \)\\ke ymge wante)> necessite to be. 1382 Wyclif 2 Cor,
I. 8 We woien not 50U for to vnwite of oure tribulacioun.

tUnwi-t,z/.2 Obs, [Un-^ ^.1 tracts. To deprive
of wit or wits.

1604 Shaks. Oth. u.'nl. 182 And then. .(As if some Planet
had vnwitted men) Swords out.. In opposition bloody.

Unwi"tch, 2'. Now arc/i, [Un-2 3.] trans. To
free from witchcraft ; to uncharm ; = Unbewitch v.

Also refl.

1580 HoLLVBAND Treos. Fr. Tong, Desensorceler, to vn-
witch. 1584 R, Scot Discov. Witchcr. iii. x. 44 lesus Christ
shall unwitch us. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 296 Even the
very serpents as they may bee burst by enchauntment, so
they can unwitch themselves. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims il
1268 Like a.. Deuill witching and unwitching the super-
stitious vulgar. £1640 Dekker, etc. Witch Edmonton 11. i,

I would have thee so good as to unwitch me, 1764 Foorp
Mayor 0/ G. \\. Wks. 1799 I. 184, I am unwitch *d, and that
you shall know to your cost. 1785 G. A Bellamy Apology
VI. p5 They stopped the play,, .ordering all the singers to
unwitch ihemselves. 1884 Black "yitd. Shakespeare xxiv.
Come, man, unwitch thee ! Collect thy senses.

absol. ^11656 Rolle Abridgment (1668) I. 45 She is a
white Witch, and can witch and unwitch,

tUnwlte, var. ME. unweote (Un-1 3).
Unwithdrawing, ppl a. (Un-* 10.) 1634 Milton

Connts 711 Wherefore did Nature powre her bounties forth,

With such a full and unwithdrawing hand? 1757 Mrs.
Griffith Ztf^/. Henry ^ Frances (1767) IL 122 Else where-
fore, with an unwithdrawing hand, did he create them?
Unwithdrawn, ppl. a. (Un-' 8 b.) [1775 Ash.] 1829
Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. C1853) 22 The veil of Isis is thus
still unwithdrawn. 1836 James Gibson in Lectures on
Popery x. 12/2 A thousand years of ecclesiastical decisions
and unwithdrawn claims. 1896 Sir F. Lockwood in Daily
Ne^vs 23 Nov. 7/1 The disgraceful charge made against her
husband was still unwithdrawn. Unwi'therable, a,
(Un-* 7 b.) i6ii CoTGR., Immarcessiblc, . .\'nu.z<\^^h\&, vn-
witherable. 1917 Saintsbuby Hist. Fr. Novel I. 382 This
reed, which waves, .with unwitherable greenness,

Unwi-thered, ppl. a. (Un-i 8.)

1599 THYNNE/i«/wa^z'. (1875)48 Shcdothe signyfye the
oke to be grene and vnseriall, that is. . vnwithered, of freshe
cooler. 1616 SuRFL. & Markh. Countrey Fanne 500 Whitest
they are in grasse or vnwithered cockes. 1634 Habington
Castara 1. (Arb.) 27 The roses in her cheekes unwithered.

1659 W. Chamberlayne Pharon. i. ii. 2x1 Whilst youth
doth unwithered last 1745 Collins Epist. to Sir T. Hamner
4 She sees her myrtles bloom, Green and unwither'd o'er his

honour'd tomb. 1818 Milman Savior vii. 563 Ye see Mine
arm unwither'd, my unbroken sword. 1894 Outing XXIV.
307 The poplar branches on top still had unwithered leaves.

^g. 1640 Fletcher, etc. Coronation v. i, The yet un-
wither'd blush That speaks the innocence of mine \sc. soul).

1826 Literary Souvenir 349 A nameless charm. By age un-
withered. 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North I. 248 There is in

their unwithered hearts, warm love enough for all [etc.].

187s ftL G. Pearse D. Qnorm p. ix. She has an unwithered
faith in the Sword of the Spirit.

Unwitliering, ///. a, (Un-1 io.)

1743 R. Blair Grave 696 We wish to be where sweets un-
witherin^ bloom. X784 Cowper Task iii. 570 The spiry
myrtle with unwith'ring leaf. x8oi Southev Thalaba v, v,

Cypress groves Every where scatter'd in unwithering green.
1839 Moore Alciphron iii. 193 The same unwithering face.

1^1 Lowell To y. G. Palfrey 3 As 't were a wreath Un-
withering in the adverse popular breath.



UNWITHHELD. 401 UNWOMAN.
Unwithhe-ld, ///. a. (Un-' 8 b.) 1727 Thomson To

Mem. Nezvton 146 Yc.VVho saw him. .AH unwithheld,

indulging to his friends The vast unborrow'd treasures of

his mind. Unwithho'lden, Ptl. a. nrch. (Un-' 8 b.)

a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1838) 1 1 1. 192 It is not asserted,

that . . man unwithholden would not be a Yahoo, morally

inferior to the swallow. Unwithho'lding,///. a. rnre~'.

(Un-* 10.) 1810 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 343
The literary chit-chat and unwithholding frankness of a rich

genius. tUnwithsayable, a. Oh.—' [Un-' 7 b]
= Ungainsayable a. c 1450 Mirour Saliiacioun (Roxb.)

129 Be the vnwithsayable prayere of marie oure mediatrice.

Unwithstoo'd, ppt. a. [Un-1 8 b.] Not
withstood or hindered ; unopposed ; also, not

successfully opposed.

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars ii. vii. And stately Thames,
inncbt with many a flood,. . Glides on with pompe of waters

vnwithstood. 1708 J. Philips Cyder i. 591 Cressy Plains,

And Agincourt, deep-ting'd with Blood, confess What the

Silures Vigour unwithstood Cou'd do in rigid Fight- 1757
W- WiLKiE Epigon. L i8 When the barb'rous tyrant, un-

withstood. His hot revenge shall quench in Grecian blood.

1B19 Shelley Masgue A. xxxvi. As if their own indignant

Earth . . Had turned every drop of blood By which her face

had been bedewed To an accent unwithstood. 1848 Aird
Nebuchoii. V. ii, A band., bore the centreof the Persians

back.. . Deep was pushed that column unwithstood.

tUnwi"tne»s. Uis.'' [f. Unwit si.] = UNwrrrmc
vii. sS. 2. 1527 Andrew Briiuswyke' s Distylt. Waters
Ixviii. L iv b/i Water [of motherwort) is good agaynste
vnwytnes \pther ed. melancoly], and madnes of the bede.

XTnwi-tnessed, ///. a- (Un-i 8.)

1407 E.xam. Wm. of Thorpe (MS. Rawl. C. 208) fol. 33 b.

For lrut>e whanne it is sowen may not ben vnwitnessid. 159a

ShakS. Ven. ff Ad. 1023 Trifles, unwitnessed with eye or

ear. 1594 Hooker EccU Pol. Pref. iii. § 12 Lest their zeale

to the cause should any way be unwitnessed. ^ 1615 Chap-
man Odyss, X. 711 Circe. .as she came Vanisht againe,

vnwitnest by our eyes. 1659 Benlowes Theoph. xill. xxvi,

Th' taiwitnest witncs of his love.
^ (11750 A. Hill Wks.

(1753) II. 66 The unwitnessed reflections of solitude, a 1800

CowPBR Odyss. (ed. 2) x. 5B3 My friends, who with com-
plaints, By thee unwitness'd, wear my heart away. x8i»

Crasbe Trt/wxii. 253, 1., share unwitness'd pomp, unenvied

power. X890 ' R. BoLDREWoOD ' Col. Ke/arttier xiii. The
mighty ocean was as yet a wonder unwitnessed by the bold

Australian.

Unwi-tted, «. rare-'. [Un-' 9.) Witless. itiS Lights
4- Shades II. 133 Being at the same time unprincipled, un-

mannered, uncredited, unwitted, undunned. tUnwi'tted,

ffit. a. Obs.-' [Un-' 8.J Unknown. 158a Stanyhurst
^neis I. (Arb.) 34 For to shak hands freendly fear bars,

now gladnes on haleth. But the case vnwytted theym lets.

tUnwi-tten, >//.«. Obs. [UN-'8b.] =prec. 1456 Sir

G. Hay Gov. Princes (S.T.S.) II. 112 Men wald purvay
thame that thai suld pas with lesse cost and scathe, and
save mony mennis lyfis, na it war unwittyn. t Unwi'tter,
a. 0*J. [Un-'7. Cf.ON. rffi7r(MSw.<'7';/«r).) Unknowing,
foolish, c »«os Lay. 16023 l'" ^"^ unwis & vnwiter a raede.

t Unwl"tteme8S. Oi5i. (Un.' 12. Of. prec.] Uncertainty.

a 1300 Cursor flf. 26646 |>crof haue we resuns flue pat man
agh hastili hira serine, pe first o ded vnwiternes, ['at man
wat neuer quen it es.

Unwi •ttily, adv. [f. Unwitty a. , or Un-i i i .]

1 1. In an ignorant, unwise, or foolish manner; un-

wisely. Ods.

136a Lancl. p. pi. a. III. loi Unwittily, ywys, wrouht

hastou ofte. 137S Barbour Bruce vi. 523 (Edin. MS.), To
thaim, and nothyr ellys qiihar Had [he] ey, and wrocht un-

wittily. la 140a Afor/e Arth. 3802 pofe we hafe vnwiltyly

wastede oure selfene. 1548 Elyot, /nargutc, vnwittily,

wilhout subtilitee. 1560 Daus tr. SleiJane's Comm. 135

Where they condempne the baptisme.., it is vnwittely (L.

ittscienter] done of them.

2. In a manner displaying lack of wit or facetious

humour.
1661 OwLEY Cromwell WVs. 1006 II. 371 This Man was

wanton and merry (unwittily and ungracefully merry) with

our SuB^erings. 1884 Imp. Diet. I V. 524/2.

WnVTi-tXXag, vbl. sb. Obs. [Un-1 13.]

1. Lack of knowledge ; ignorance.

138a Wyclif Ads iii. 17, I woot that by vnwittinge [L.

ienor/intiam] Je diden, as and joure princes. 1620 T.

Granger Div. Logike 54 The involuntarie vnwitting causeth,

or effectelh a thing being ignorant thereof.

2. Unsoundness of mind ; insanity.

I5a7 Andrew Brunstvyhe's Distyll. Waters xvi. B. ij,

(liorage-J water. .is good agaynst madnes or vnwytyng [G.

UHSvnnigkeit\ and melancolye.

Unwi'ttillg,/>//. a. [OE. «»7«V^«<i: (Un- 1 10,

5'd), = OS. unwitandi, OHG. unwit_zjinti, -enti,

etc., MHG. unwitxende (G. timvissend), ON.
ivitandi (Norw. uvilande, MSw. ovilande, .Sw.

ovetande. Da. itvidciide), Goth, unwitands. Cf.

Unweeting ///. a.]

Rare after c 1600, until revived (perhaps after UsWEETtHO
pt>L a.) c 1800.

1. Having no knowledge or cognizance of a

particular fact, thing, etc. ; not knowing, unaware,

unconscious ; hence, unheeding, regardless. Some-

times quasi-aifo. ( = Unwittingly adv.).

/red. ctgj K. jElfred Oros. v. xiv. (1883) 248 He eac

moni;; tacen self ^edyde . . f>eh he hie unwitende dyde. /bid.

v. XV. 250 He oft unwitende sloR mid his heafde on \tone

was. CI37S Cursor M. 19100 (Fairf.), [I) vnderstande pat

?e him slogh vn-witande. 138a Wyclif Joshua xx. 3 Whoso
euer a lijf hath smytun vnwitynge. c 1400 Pilgr. .So-mUi.

xiii.(Caxton, 1483) 7 He was weschcn vnwiting, and nought

willyng hym self.. that he ne myght..discernc to chesen

food ne euyl. a 1450 Mirk's Feslial 30 Scho. .toke Seynt

teuen's bonys ynstude of hyr maystyrs, vnwyttyng. 1513

Douglas yEnetd iii. ix. 53 My falloschip vnwitting fopet

me heir. £1580 Sidney Ps. xxxv. vii. Then abiects, while

I was unwitting quite, Against me swarme. 1613 Fletcher,

Vol. X.

etc. Hotz. Man's Fort. ii. i, I crave your Lordships pardon,
your sudden apprehension on my steps made nie to frame
an answer unwitting and unworthy your respect.

1801 SouTHEY Thalaba viii. ii, His lean fingers play'd,

Unwitting, with the grass that grew be.'^ide. 185J Kingslhy
Andromeda 50 No word, once spoken, returneth, Even if

uttered unwitting. 1868 Mokris Earthly Par, I. i. 407
From her lips unwitting came a moan.
attrib. isB* Stanyhurst ./Sneis u. (Arb.) 53 Thee crack

rack crashing the vnwitting pastor amazeth. 1833 H.
Coleridge North. Worthies 5 The danger of which he had
been the unwitting cause. 1884 Chr. Cotmnonwealth 21

Feb. 439/2 Popular practice.. imposes that ceremony [sc.

baptism] on an unwitting babe.

b. Const, of.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron, Troy iv. 4863 t>ou knewe noujt of t»at

offence, But fully were vnwytinge of ^>e dede. X609 Hol-
land Ainm. Marcell. Aj, Both of them.., unwitting of
so much themselves, giving place to Christ. i6xa Field
Woman a Weathercock lu i. D i, This strange shape He
altogether is vnwitting of.

1876 Black Mcuicap Violet xxv, Drummond, all unwitting
of any change. 1887 Bowen Mneid iii. 569 On the Cyclops
coast, of the course unwitting, we run.

0. With direct object or objective clause.

(a) c 1400 Sc. Trojan War 11. 713 It plesed to Pryame Jjc

kyng, As wnwittand l?ar purposyng. 1869 ' Ouida ' Trico-
trin xix, 'But? 'asked the child, .. unwitting the frightful

truth that lay in the words.

{^) 1810 Scott Lady ofL. in. xx. Children that, unwitting
why, Lent the gay shout their shrilly cry. 1814 ^ Lord^
Isles V. XV, Unwitting from what source it came. 1866 Sala
Barbary 229 Quite unwitting that he is to be made king
over Israel.

1 2. In absolnte constructions. (Also with of^
a 1300 Cursor M. 12525 lesus still him efter stal, loseph

and mart vnwittand. c 1380 Wyclif Wks.{\%Zo) 56 Petir..

wolde haue lettid cristis det>.., him wnwyttyngge. C1386
Chaucer Can. Veom. T. 767 (EUesm. MS.), He slyly tooke

it out,,, Vnwityng this preest of his false craft. CX400
Brut 325 pe Englissh men . . drenchyng al be men pat

were J>erin, vnwytyng hem ^at J^ey weren of |)at cuntre.

c 145s Pecock Foleiver 134 Whilis y kepe |>e contraries of

Jk> deedis so priueli to me, hem it vnwityng. 1456 Sir G.
Have Laiu Amis (S.T.S.) 227 Unwittand his ost, he passis

fra his company in the woddis. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix.

138, I schryve me of all cursit cumpany. All tymes both
witting and vnwitting me. 1586 Hooker Hist. Irel. in

Holinshed II. 130/1 Others of Mounster, who before (and

vnwitting the Butlers) had [etc.]. 1598 Stow Survey 323

The Lord Gray of Ruthen,. .vnwitting the Sergeantes and
against their willes las they said), was first placed. 1622

Mabbe tr. Alemait's Guzman d'Aif, ii. (1623) 189 Which
things,, .the Captaine unwitting thereof, 1 clapt up closely

within my trunks.

1 3. Without the knowledge ^(also with possess-

ive adjs.), unbeknown tOj a person. Obs,

(rt) a 1300 CursorM, 3874 Bisid lya al night he lai, His vn-

witand, til it wasdai. c ijnS^c. Leg. Saintsxxlx. {Pladdas)

534 Nere-by, his vnwittand, his sonnis twa ware duelland.

1454 Pas/on Lett. I. 287 My wif delyvered all, myn un-

wetyng, 1470 Ihid.W. ^\% He sente to my Lady.., my
onwetyng, or wythout eny preyer of me. 1513 Douglas
Mneid iv. vi. 51 With dissimulance wenyt thow, wnfaithfull

wycht, Thow mycht.., myne vnwitting, steill furth of my
land ?

. ,

(^) 1340 Ayenb. 57 [To] nyme..oJjre manne binges wyj>

wrong and onwytinde and wyt?-oute wylle of ^e Ihorde.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 228 Vnwityng of this Dorigen at

al This lusty Squier-.Hadde loued hire. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) 1. 531 That samin nycht. .

[Donald] Come
on the king., With greit power wnwittand of this king.

Ibid. IIL 23 Tha dressit thame til! go Towart his oist..,

Onwittand than of ony Scottis wicht.

(c) 1386 Rolls ofParlt. IIL 226/1 AUe suche wronges hav
ben unwytyng to us. 1531 Elyot Gov. hi. vi, A gentilman,

..unwyttynge to any persone, dyd cut of his owne eares.

1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 17 The othe that he

made un to the kynge of Ynglonde unwyttynge unto the

pope. 1630 R. N[ohton] tr. Camden's /list. Eliz. i. 135

U'he two Earles .
.
, vnwitting to the rest, presently withdrew

themselues. 1633 B. Ionson Tale Tub iv. i, He marry her

to you, Vnwitting to this Turfe.

4. Performed unwittingly; unintentional; unpre-

meditated.
x8i8 Bentham Ch. Eng. Introd. 248 Authors of the un-

witting and unwilling transgression. 1856 Miss Mulock

J, Hali/ojc x.\xvii, The unwitting indication of some
crotchets of mine. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong, xviii. IV,

268 Whether this sacrilege was designed or unwitting, it

was speedily avenged.

b. Unconscious.
1840 Lowell Irene 21 Her large charity (An all unwitting,

childlike gift in her).

5. Path, (See quot.)

1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) 1. 159 Pica.. Insulsa, Un-
witting pica. [So called] from want of correct taste or dis-

crimination.

Unwi "ttingly, adv, [f. prec. + -LY 2, or Un- 1

II,] Not wittingly, knowingly, or intentionally;

unconsciously, inadvertently ; ignorantly.

In very frequent use c 1380-c 1630, and from c 1815. For

the break in tlie history, cf. prec.

I37S Bakbour Bruce xvi. 248 The gude king said. .it wes

in his awn foly, For hi raid sa vnvittandly, So fer befor.

X388 Wyclif Joshua xx. 3 Whoeuer sleeth vnwytyngli a

man. c 1400 Cursor M. 29392 (Cott. Galba), Of him >at

dose a light Irispase To prest or clerk vnwitandly. 1483

Caxton Gold. Leg. 211/1 The prynce that bete ye.. did it

unwittyngly. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 163 b, Vf

a persone.. omyt., agaynst theyr wyll vnwytyngly ony

worde or wordes of theyr duty. 1581 Hanmeh Jesuites

Banner H 4 b, Vet was it done of ignoraunce, and vnwit-

tingly. 1626 Jackson Creed vni. xxi. § 3 This acknowledg-

ment was first made (though unwittingly) by the multitude.

1654 Bramhall Just Vind. ii. 27 Who . . if he hold any errours

unwittingly and unwillingly, doth implicitely [etc.].

1794 Coleridge Lett. (1895) iia, I unwittingly (for I did
not know it at the time) borrowed a thought from you. 1808
Scott Mann. v. xviii, Unwittingly, King James had given,
As guard . . , The man most dreaded under Heaven By these
defenceless maids. 1833 Ht. Martineau Tale ofTyne ii.

24 He unwittingly spoiled their little arrangements. 1883
Whitelaw Sophocles, Trachin. 727 When men have stum-
bled all unwittingly Anger has pity.

TJuwi'ttingness. [f. Unwitting///. «.]

fl. Lack of knowledge; ignorance. Obs. rare.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxiv. 7 Giltes of mine youthe in

thognte And mine un-wiiandnesses [L. ignoraniiai] min
noght. x6n Florio, Inscibiiita, ignorance, vnwittingnesse.
x668 J. Wilson tr. Erasmus* Praise ofFolly (1913) 176 Nor
does he cover their crime with any other excuse than that
of unwittingnesse—because, saith he, ' they know not what
they do ',

2. Absence of realization ; unconsciousness.
1873 Mrs. Whitney t'Mfr Girls xviii, 'Why don't we

preach it ourselves,' said Desire, with inimitable unwitting-
ness. 1876 Meredith Beauch. Career II. iii. 44 A lovely
melting image of her stole over him ; all the warmer for her
unwittingness in producing it

Unwi'tty, a. [OE. unwitlig (Un-1 y)^ un-
getvittig, = OHG. unwizztg^ -tk (MHG. unwitzic)^

MSw. ovitugherj Norw. uvitugj Da. uviltig, Cf.

Wanwitty a."]

1. Lacking or deficient in wit, intelligence, or

knowledge ; ignorant, unwise, witless. Now rare,

c looo i^LFRic in Assmann Ags. Horn. 29 5e weras, ^e wif,

and 3a unwitti^an cild. c 1205 Lay. 786 t>at nan ne beo so

wilde, nan swa unwitti fat word talie. 13. . E. E. Allit. P.
C. 511 Wymmen vnwytte fat wale ne couJ)e pat on hande
fro ^at oper. 138a Wyclif Ecclus. xvi. 20 In alle these

thingus mys felende, or vnwittie, is the herte. c 1450 Love-
lich Grail xliii. 410 Wei mown they for folis itold be, and
vnwitty & madde. 1:1490 Caxton Rule St. Benet 120

A token of an vnwj^tty mynde. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's
Quest. Chirurg. B ij, A Cyrurgyen. .oughte nat to be a foole,

vnwytty, nor of rude vnderstandynge. 1584 Hudson Du
Bartas" Judith iv, (1608) 60 [Lot's] wife, that was vnwittie.

Cast back her eye. 1617 Bp, Hall Quo Vadis § 10, I know
not wherein Lewis the Eleuenth shewed bimselfe vnwitty,

but [etc.]. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. v. 239 One of her wait-

ing Maids; a Maid..not unhansom nor unwitty; who[etc.].

1859 Tennyson Merlin ^ V, 344 These unwitty wandering
wits of mine.
absol. ciooo ^LFRic Hojn. II. 532 Wei deS se Se unwit-

tisum styr? mid swinglum, gif [etc.]. C1400 A^ol. Loll. 25
Wi^ him al ^e world scbal fi:jt agen |>e vnwitti.

f b. Unexperienced in something. Obs. rare,

'594 Daniel Cleopatra 167 Inur'd to warres, in womens
wiles vnwitty,.. thou felPst to loue in earnest.

t 2. Of actions, etc. ; Characterized by lack or

absence of knowledge ; senseless, foolish. Obs,

c X200 St. Marher, 6 Stute nu and stew J>ine unwitti wordes.

X43S Misyn Fire ofLove 54 Qwhilst ^ou herys of jje wisyst

man vnwittiest dede. X47X Ripley Covip. Alch. v. xliii. in

Ashm. (1652) 158 Therfore ther Warkes provyth unwyity.

a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. K, 77, I maruell at his vnwitty

doyng and rashe enterprise. i$so Acts Priiy Counc. III.

73 Those unwitty and superstitiousc vowes. 1587 M, Geove
Pelops <5- Hipp. (1878) 130 Of vnwittie spending.

3. Not witty or facetious.

1637 Heylin Antid. Lincoln. L i It was an old, but not

unwitty application of the Lo: Keeper Lincolns, . .thai [etc.).

a 1763 Shenstone Levities^ Simile 23 He.. Pours forth

unwitty jokes, and swears, And bawls. 1849 Froude Ne-
mesis of Fate ix. 60 He was acute, not unwitty, and with

a savoir faire about him. X87X W. Alexander _7i!»A««y

Gibb xviii, A mannle says to me, ' . . Paul hed naething adee

wi' sic plantin* ;. . 't wusna that oonwutty o' the carlie.

Unwive, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To deprive (a

person) of a wife. Also refl,

161X Florio, Dismogliare^\.o unwlue. X633 Ford Broken

H. H. ii, Had this sincerity beene reall once. My Orgilus

had not beene now vn-wiu'd. 1759 Sarah Fielding Ctess

of Delhvyn II. 147 He was at once unwived, unhoused, and
undone. 1824 Medwin Convers. Byron I. 95, I began by
being jilted, and ended by being unwived. X851 W. B.

MacCabe Bertha III. 376, I can do more strange things

than unwive myself and wive you.

Unwived, />//. a. [Un-1 8. Cf. MDu. onghe-

wijft wifeless, MHG. ungewtbet maiden; and

Unwifeda.] Not having a wife or wives; wifeless.

1570 Levins Manip. 51 Vnwyued, inuxoratusy ccelebs.

x6n Florio, Smogiiato, without a wife, unwiued. 16x2

Seldon Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. viii. 357 A competent

number of Virgins might be sent ouer to furnish his vnwiu d

Batchelers. [1775 Ash.] X827 Hood Widow 63 He look'd

so lone, and so unwiv'd, That soon the Widow Cross con-

triv'd To fall in love. 1866 Lvtton Lost Tales Miletus 32

Of his stalwart chiefs [he selected], .all the bravest yet un-

wived, 1873 E. H. Clarke Sex in Educ, 63 The old story

of unwived Rome and the Sabines.

fUnwi-ving,///. a, Obs. [Un-1 iq.] a. Of.

or pertaining to celibacy, b. Celibate.

1550 Bale Apol. Ep. Ded. p. iiii, Vouere in that place

pertayneth no more to their vnwiuing state, than [etc.]. Ibid.

81 b, Wher is now.. the vnwyuyng vowe of prestes. 1550
— Eng. Votaries ii. 33 b. The orcire of prodygyouse bug-

gerers, otherwyse called vnwyuynge masmongers.

+Unwla'p,t'. Obs.~^ [Un-'s-] trans. To free or release

from a covering. X388 Wyclif Jer. Ii. 25 Y schal vnwlappe

[L, evolz-am] thee fro stoonys. Unwoe'ful, a, [Un-' 7.]

tFree from pain. XS70 Levins Manip. i86 Vnwoful, indolens,

Unwo'inan, v, [Un-2 5 b.]

1. trans. To deprive of the qualities or traits of

a woman ; to remove from the category of women.
Occas. refl. Also const, of,

161X Florio, Disdontiarcj to vnwoman. 16x4 T. Adams
Divells Banket 5 A degenerate woman, unwomaned..of
both modestie and chastitie. 162X G. Sandys Ovid's Met.
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UNWOMANIZE.
II. (i6a6) 37 Shee, wnose wicked deeds V'nwoman'd her. 1631

Brathwait Eng. Genilew. 123 One weary of her sexe, forbore

not to vnwoman her selfe, by assuming not onely a virile

habit, but a virago's heart, 1744 Eliza Hf.ywood Female
Sped. Na 5 (1748) I. 263 There is nothing.. so shocking

10 the. . modesty of our sex, . . that we may not . .degenerate

into, if we proceed to unwoman ourselves. 1839 Mrs.
Browning Komaunt Page xxv. My love.. shall requite No
woman, whether dark or bright, Unwomaned if she be. 1863

Mrs. Oliphant Salem Chapel xxi, Not all her personal

wretchedness could unwoman the minister's mother so much
as to make her forgive, . Phoebe's presumption.

2. To unsex (a woman), rarer"^,

i8«7 Lancet 20 Oct. 71 Taking away the ovaries altogether

..would unwoman her,

Unwcmanize^ v. [Un-* 6 c.) rejl. To render un-

womanly. 1744 Eliza Heywood Female Sped. No. 6 (1748J

I. 273 When a woman unwomanizes herself, renounces the

softness of her nature. Unwo'manlike, a. (Un-' 7 c.)

163s R. Johnson Hist. Tom a I.ittcolne (1828) 108 All these

her unwomanlike demeanours. 1786 ^;m, Reg. 11. 29/1 She
then cursed and swore In the most unwoman like manner,
Unwo'manliness. (Un-' 12.) 18S2 Society^ 4 Nov. 12/2

The heroine, .seems to glory in her unwomanliness.

nnwo manly, a. [Un-i 7.]

L Not befitting or characteristic of a woman;
inappropriate to womanly character.

App, disused or rare in the 17th and i8th c. ; of. next.

i5»9 ^IoBE Dyaloge n. Wks. 198/2 The women folowlng

the crosse wyth many an vnwomanly songe. 1589 Cooper
^rf«/(7«. 39 The vilenesse ofher tongue, and othervnwomanly
behauiour. 159* Daniel Compl. Rosamond Ixxxiii, OflTring

me most vnwomanly disgrace. x6o8 W. Crashaw Newesfr.
Italy xxi. 54 This monstrous vnkindnes and unwomanly
answer pierced his heart.

x83i Scott Kemliv. xli, She appealed to Foster.. not to

permit her to be treated with unwomanly violence. 1843

Hood SongofShirt i, A woman, .in unwomanly rags. 1865

•Annie Thomas' Theo Leigh xl, A decrepid old woman..
with hard, bony, unwomanly shoulders, displayed in a hard,

bold, unwomanly manner. 1896 ' H. S. Merriman ' Sowers
xix, It was. .the face of a womanly woman engaged in un-

womanly work,

2. Lacking the qualities or traits of a woman.
x866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neiglih. vi, The most hurtful

of all beings,.. an unwomanly woman. 1886 Chr. Herald
(N.y.) IX. 223 The woman of Samaria was hard, impure,

and unwomanly.

Unwo'inanlyy adv^ [Un-1 ii.] In a manner
unbecoming a woman.
App. not used in 18th and early 19th c, ; cf. prec
C1400 Pilgr. Sowle iv. xxxviii, (MS. Bodl. 770) 79 b/2 pis

same..helde a parlement ful vnwommanlie befor pe kynges
presence. 1565 Calfhill Anstu. Martiall 78 b, She most
vnwomanly scratched out the eyes of. . hir owne sonne. 1684
BuNVAN Pilgr. II. 13 For your poor Children's sakes, do not

so unwomanly cast away yourself,

1883 D. C. W\i9.^K^ Hearts x, An evil story, though..

not.. a sad one, and all through most unwomanly womanly.
1891 Kipling Light that Failed xiii, To justify herself, she

began, unwomanly, to weigh the evidence.

Unwo'mb, ». (Un.* 5.) 1594 Zepheria ix. Like daintie

Midwife Flora to vnwoombe Sweet babes of Tellus and
Hiperton. 1674 yackson^s Recant. A 2, As if both the Globes
..had been unwomb'd from the formless Chaos.

TTnwon, ppi- a. [Un-i 8 b. Cf. (M)Du.
ongewonnen^ MHG. ungewunmn^ unconquered.]

L Not won, in various senses. Also const. by»

2593 Q. Eliz. Boetk, \. pr, i. 5 A woman did apeare . . of
fresche coulor and unwon strengh [L. inexhausii vigoris\.

Ibid. met. iv. 4 Who so quiet in setled life.. His chire vn-

wonnc [L. invidum vitltum^ preserues. x8i8 Milman
Samorw. 33 Caswallon. .Drives onward, he nought deem-
ing won, while aught Remains unwon. 1855 M. Arnold
Haworth Churchyard 117 She.. leaves Half her laurels

unwon, Dying too soon. 1874 Pusf.y Lent. Serm. 14 The
soul yet unwon by His grace, 1892 Bp. Westcott in Daily
News 16 March 5/7 The coal remains there to this day
unwon.
2. spec. Of women: Not successfully wooed.
1601 Daniel Cleopatra i. Wks. F v b, I must die free, And

die my selfe vncaptiu'd and vnwonne. 1837 W. Maginn
Skakesp. Papers (1850) 387 The anticipation of the lost

dinner and unwon lady. 1850 Mrs. Browning Sonn. /r,

Portuguese xiii, Seeing that I stand unwon, however wooed.

t ITnwo'nder, z/, Obs.rare. [UN-2 6b.] trans^

To divest of the qualities of a wonder,
1655 Fuller CA. Hist. 11. vi. § i;? Others easily unwonder

the same [continency] by imputing it partly to his Impotence,
a x66i — Worthies i, (1662} 197 But know Reader,that this

Wonder is now Unwondred.
Unwcnderlng, ///. a. (Un-* 10.) 1788 Wolcot (P.

Pindar) Peter's Prophet^ Wks. 1816 I. 455 Wiser now, th'

un-wond'ring world. .Gives all poor Herschel's glory to his

glass. 1818 h\\\MK\i Samorw.. 144 Soft and weak, (Pursued
the unwondering Stranger).. There is a strength, that is not
of the arm. tUuwo*ne, v. Obs.-^ (Un-^s. Cf. MHG.
entwonen, G. 'Wohnen.l trans. = Unvvont v. a. 1340 Ayen&,
32 And zuo he him onwoneJ> \>e dyeuel wel uor to done.

+ trnwo-ne, a. Ods.-^ [Un-1 7. Cf, NFris.
unwenn, OE. ungewtina, MDu. onghewonc (Du.
ongewoon), OHG. unga-, ungewon (MHG. unge-
won) unaccustomed.] Unwonted; unusual.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10139 It es vncuth and vnwon [v.r. vn-

wone) |>e fader to becum J>e sun.
tUnwo'ned,///. a. Obs.-^ (Un-' 8,) = Unwonted /!//.tf.

1. c 1455 Pecock Foleijuer 89 pis mater is sumwhat straunge
and vnwonyd to be talkid.

UnwO'nt,/*//. a. Now rare 01 Obs, [Un-1 8 b.

Cf, G. ungewohnty -wohnt.'\

1. Unusual; uncustomary; = Unwonted///, a. i.

c 1400 Found. St. Bartholomews 46 The man awakid was
afrayed of this vnwount vision and . . lost his wytte. c 1475
Cath. Angi. 423/a (A.), To be vn Wonte, dessuere, dessue-
tcere. c 15*0 Barclay Jugurth (i 557) 40 b, The vnwonte and

402

sodayne feare of this treason. 1533-4 '^f^* »S ^'«- ^V//,
|

c. 21 §3Yf it be thought, .that dispensacions. .in any suche
|

cause unwonte shall passe. 1556 Olde Antichrist 52 b,
;

A fearful! and .an unwont biasing starre appeared, a 1568 !

Coverdalk Bk. Death 111. xii. (1579) 3°° " one die an vn-

wonte death. 161 1 Cotgr., Insolite^ strange, vnused, vnac- '

customed, vnwont. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 1 185 He . . with

Activity unwont, Essay'd the lofty Beast to mount. 1816

Monthly Mag. XLI. 527 E'en in the chapel watch unwont
,

is kept. i8a7 Pollok Course T. i. 114 But what concern

hangs on thy countenance, Unwont within this place ?

b. poet. Of persons : Strange in manner. rarr~^,

rtx843BAMFORD/i^i7rf^«^?'iv,Poems(i864)76Thekmght,
|

from that day, Was altered in look, and unwont in his way.
,

2. Not wont, used, or accustomed to dosomething. !

Cf. Unwonted///, a. 2 {a). \

1532 R. Morvsine in Tj/^tler England^ (1839) II. 136 He
hath a face unwont to disclose any hid affection of his !

heart. 1596 Spenser F.Q. vi. xi. 40 Groomes. .Vnwont
with heards to watch, or pasture sheepe. x8io Scott Lady

|

0/ L. II. vii, Though [thou art] all unwont to bid in vain.

i8a3 Mrs. Hemans Siege Valencia 171 A stem Unwont to

bend or break. 1829 Scott Anne o/G. xiii, I am unwont
to press my favours.

Hence ITnwo'ntness. rare,

1552 Huloet, Vnwontenes, insolentia, dissuetttdo. 1570
T. Wilson tr. Demosth. Oral. iv. 35 Beholde what an in-

solencie and vnwoontnesse the man is growne vnto.

fTJnwo-nt, v, Obs. rare, [Un-2 3. Cf. Un-
woNE z/.] a. trans, — Disaccustom v, 2, b. To
disappoint.
iS8o HoLLVBAND Treos. Fr. Tong^ Se Desaccoustumer^ to

vnwoont. 1629 Gaule Pract. ^ The. 107 If (at any time)

his Power and Will shall surprize mine vnwariness, or vn-
wont mine expectation.

Unwo'nted,///. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. Unwont.]
1. Not wonted, usual, or habitual ; not commonly

heard, seen, practised, etc. ; infrequent.

In very frequent use from c 1810,

1553 Brende Q. Curtius 177 b, They put the Macedones
in terrour, troublyng with their vnwonted crye, 1579 E. K,
Ded. to Spenser's Sheph. CaL § i Old and vnwonted_ words.
1580 T. Wilson Rhet. (ed. 2) 197 His maister marueilyng..
at suche an vnwonted [1553 vnwonte] kindnesse. 1611 B.
JoNSON Catiline i. i, A strange vn*wonted horror doth inuade
me. x668 Glanvill Sadducismus 6 Epocha's made of those
unwonted events, 1713 Rowe Jane Shore i. ii, Man . . Shall

pity thee, and with unwonted Goodness, Forget thy Failings.

1743 Francis tr. Hor.^ Epodes v. 88 Soon the Wretch my
Wrath shall prove, By Spells unwonted taught to love. 1764
H. Walpole Otranto 11, It is not seemly for me to hold
farther converse with a man at this unwonted hour. 1808
ScoTT Marm. iii. xxi, His own menials, .Beheld, .the grisly

Sire, In his unwonted wild attire. X847 C. Bronte y. Eyre
vii, Difficulties in habituating myself to new rules and un-
wonted tasks. 1863 Stanley je^u. Ch. xix. 428 The constant
expectation of some new Prophet appearing in the most
secluded or unwonted situation. 1876 Freeman Nonn,
Cong. (ed. a) IV. 291 Those who survived kept up life on
strange and unwonted food.

b. Not wont to appear ; rarely seen.

X784 CowpER Task VI, 301 Spring. .calls the unwonted
villager abroad With all her little ones. 1825 Scott Talism,
xviii, It seemed as if a tear (unwonted guest) were gathering
in his dry and glazened eye.

2. Not made familiar by practice; unused or

unaccustomed to something. Used {a) predicatively

with to, or ellipt., and (^) attrib,

(a) a 1586 Sidneyylrfrti//* 11. xi, Philoclea. . tenderly moved
her feete, unwonted to feele the naked ground. 1628 May
Virg. Gcorg. 111, 99 The Fishes, . Float dead., to the shore:
Sea-calves unwonted to fresh rivers fly. 1828-32 Webster
S.V., A child unwonted to strangers. 1870 Bryant Iliad n,
I. 51 Boys unwonted to the tasks of war.
{b) 1791 CowTER Hiad i. 735 So He; then Juno, ..smiling

still, from his unwonted hand Received the goblet. 1822
MiLMAN MartyrAntioch 108 Are not these chambers thine^

That with their splendour load my unwonted eyes?

3. Going beyond ordinary limits, rare"^^
1642 Milton A^ol. Smed. 11 If I shall be large, or un-

wonted in justifying my selfe to those who know me not.

Hence Unwcntedness.
1594 Southwell M. Ma^d. Funeral Teares 8b, Let.. the

vnwontednesse of the miracle plead her pardon, a 1652
Brome Mad Couple 11. i, I confesse it is (by reason of my
unwontednesse to it) some difficulty for me. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E. India ^ P. 251 We encountred two horrid Shapes
both for Grandeur and Unwontedness. 1861 Geo. Eliot
Silas M. iv, A too bewildering dreamy sense of unwonted-
ness in his position. 1895 Daily News 7 Nov. 5 ''3 A girdle

of rubies which may have given a faint shock of unwonted-
ness to the experience of even a Vanderbilt bride,

Unwontedly, adv. [f. prec, or Un-1 h.]
In a strange, unwonted, or unusual manner; im-
usually ; uncommonly.
1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 140 It must be a

very extraordinary vertue that transported him so unwont-
edly. 1648 Hexham ir, Ongr^voonlick, Vnwontedly, or
Vn«usuaIIy. 1815 Scott ^«/r^. xviii, Both his brothers slept

unwontedly deep and heavily. 1833 New Monthly Mag.
XXXVIII. 433 Specimens, .are not unwontedly seen invad-

ing the snowy surface. 1851 Helps Comp, Solit. vi, 85 The
unwontedly sunny pane in December. 1867 ' Ouida ' C.
Castiemnine's Gage 16 Her heart stirred strangely and
unwontedly.

fUnwcntly, offt'. Obs.~^ [Un-' u.] Contrary to custom.

1540 R. Jonas Birth ofMankynde 15 b. If.. she haue had
dayly and vnwontly her flowres.

TjnwoO'ded,///. a, [Un-1 8.] Destitute of

wood or trees ; treeless.

1628 May Vir^. Georg. iv. 125 Shepheards collect These
flowers . . On plaine unwooded Valleyes. 1784 Cook's Voy. I.

30 That lifeless brown which prevails in countries. . that are

unwooded. x8x6 Southey Poets Pilgr, 1. iii. 83 The un-

UNWORKABLE.
wooded open land, i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. x, A dark,
deep dell, unwooded, save for a few, .native larches. 1870
WoY^ViXS Earthly Par, III, iv. 326 The rugged mountain's
bare unwooded feet.

tUnwoo"dy, a. Obs.~^ (Un-' 7.) X635 Swan Spec. M.
vi. g4The tender and unwoodie branches of shrubsand trees,

Unwoo-ed, ppL a. (Un-i 8.)

1570 Levins Manip. 51 Vnwowed, impetitus. c 1600
Shaks. Sonn. liv. They Hue vnwoo'd and vnrespected fade.

1806 SuRR Winter in Loud. III. 30 A maiden of the. .kind-
est nature flattered me by an unwooed affection. 1830
Tennyson Arabian Nts, 80 The solemn palms were ranged
Above, unwoo'd of summer wind, 1882 Miss BRADDONiJf/.
Royal I. iii. g6 She would have blushed.. for her folly in
having loved unwooed.
tUnwoo'Ued, a. Ohs. [Un-' 9.] Lacking wool ; shorn.

1538 Aberdeen Reg. (MS.) XVI, (Jam,), Small wn-wollit
skynnis, sic as hoyg schorlingis, 1648 Hexham ii, Ongewolt.
vnwoUed, or bare of wool. + Unwoo'IIen, a. Obs. [Un-'
7.] 1570 Levins Manip. 62 Vnwollen, tion laneus.

t tTnwo-rd, z*. Obs. rare, [Un-2 4.] trans. To
deprive of words ; to make speechless.

a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour 11, i. You should have found
my thanks paid in a smile If I had fell unworded. 1654
Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. ix. 230 Uncardinall'd, Unlorded,
Outed of all his hopes, but not Unworded; He.. Curses
Knight-Errants.

UnwOTdable, a. [Un-1 7 b,] Incapable of

being expressed in words ; unutterable,
c 1660 in Memoirs of Wkiston (1749) 561 There is but one

God the Father,, .glorious and unwordable in all his Attri-

butes. Ibid. 565 God['sJ, .Purity and unwordable Holiness.

1877 S. Cox Salv. Mundi ix, 198 St, Paul, , heard what he
calls 'unwordable words'. x88z [Lees & Clutterbuck]
Three in Norway xxxvi. 337 An unwordable calm, an in-

describable tranquillity.

Unworded,///. a. [Un-i 8.]

1. Not expressed in words,
i860 Mrs. C. Clive Why Paul Ferroll killed his Wife iii,

With all this unworded she accosted him. x86o [see Un*
thoughted]. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworihys xxi, The
unworded intercourse between this husband and wife. 1898
Meredith Poems II. 132 This lone-laid wife was moved to

feel Unworded things and old I'o her pained heart appeal.

2. Lacking words ; silent. rare~~^.

x886 R. W, Gilder Lyrics 116 So, still unworded, save in

memory mute, Rest thou, sweet hour of viol and of lute.

Unwordily, -wordy, Sc, varr. Unworthily,
Unworthy,
Unwo'rdy,a. rare. [Un-^ 7,] Not diffuse or

verbose ; concise.

[177s Ash.] Z840 De QyrNCEY.S^>'& Wks. 1859 XI. 280 The
culture of an unwordy diction.

Unwcrk, sb, (Un-' 12.) 1854 Whittier Yankee Gipsies

Prose Wks. 1. 343 That comfortable philosophy.. is the real
life of this city of unwork.

Unwork, v, rare, [Un-2 3^ 5. Cf, OE. un-
wyrcan to undo ; also OHG. intvnirchen^ -ivirkent

MHG. entwiirken^ -wirken to destroy.]

1 1. trans. To undo or detach {from something),
a 1548 Hall Chron.Hen. /K, 8 But his workyng vnwrought

king Richard from his croune.

t 2, To spoil, mar, or destroy. O^j."^
1587 GoLDiNG De Momay xvii. 308 The punishments

bewray.. that wee chastise in vs, not that which God hath
made or wrought in vs, but that which wee our selues haue
vndone or vnwrought,

3. To release from an intertwined condition.

1634 C. Butler Fern. Men. (ed. s) 92 If they light in. ,a

ded hedg, your best way is, softly to unwoork the hedg til

you coom to them.

4. To undo by contrary action,

1726- [seeUNWROUGHT/rt.///r.J. 1909W.OGILVIE Whaup
o' the Rede\\\,\\\, Thy lady mother. .Unwrought the wrong
of Wat Harden's hate With her love.

Unworkat)i;lity. (Un.> 12.) i88x Nature XXIV. 371
The then existing laws,, were in a state of ,, confusion and
unworkability. x886 Times 7 April 9/1 The unworkability
of his plan.

Unworkable, a. [Un- 17b.]
1, Not workable ; not capable of being worked,

put into operation or practice, etc.

Freq. from triSSo.

X839 Use Diet. Arts 984 The mine is rendered unworkable
untU.. fresh air is introduced. 1861 Mill Refir, Govt. vii.

152 Some profess to think the plan unworkable. 1869 A.
Macdonald Love^ Law 9f Theol. vi. 102 Lord Aberdeen's
Act is quite unworkable, 1887 W. S. S. TvrwhittNew Chum
in Bush v. 84 To prevent his run being rendered unworkable
by having the best parts of it taken from him.

b. Of ships : Unmanageable.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxiii. (1856) 186 She had split

her rudder-post so as to make her unworkable, 1885 Athe-
naeum 5 Dec. 726/3 The soldiers were untrained., and the
ships unworkable.

c. Impossible to manage, direct, control, etc.,

on account of size, numbers, or lack of coherence.
x86s 'Shirley' (J. Skelton) N-ugde Crit. ix, 426 An un-

disciplined and unworkable rabble. 1874 Morlev Com.
promise 83 The participation of large numbers of people
..immediately becomes unworkable. 1895 E, Owk-h Wks.
G, Edxvards p. xiii, The large and unworkable parish of

Wrexham. 1896 Baden-Powell Matabele Campaign v,

We have broken up the original,. Force as an unworkable
and rather overpaid organization.

2. Ofmaterials: Incapable of being worked upon
or wrought into shape.
1854 H. Miller Sch, <J Scknu iii. 57 The white stone, .is

a beautiful though unworkable rock. 1867 W. W. Smyth
Coal ff Coal-mining 47 Of the measures, .the upper half
contains only a few unworkable beds, 1879 Casselfs Techn,
Educ. II. 163/2 Alpaca wool. .laid aside. .as useless, un-
workable material.



UNWORKABLENESS.
fig. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics ix. t. II. 134 Mystics

imperfectly subservient—unworkable raw material, and as
such flung into the fire.

Hence Vnwo'rkaMeness.
1877 MoRLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 60 The absolute unwork.

ableness of the new cons titut i^on. 1879 Contemp. Rev. Oct.
290 The unworkableness of the various systems proposed.

trnwo-rked, //>/. a. [Un-i 8. Cf. OHG.
ungaworahty ungeivnrchet (MHG. ungeworkt^ G.
-wirkt), MLG. ungewenht\ also Unwrought and
Unwerked/^/. adjs^
1. Not wrought into shape ; not worked npon.
1730 Bailey (foL), Unwrought (of un and weorcian, Sax.),

unworked. i86a J. Newton in Trans. Nisi. Soc. Lanes.
<S-

Chesh. (N.S.) II. 103 Flint implements.. obtained by a few
adroit cleavages from the unworked boulders amidst which
they lie. 1865 Lubbock Preh, Times viiL 265 One single
unworked flint.

2. Not worked in or operated upon. Chiefly^^.
1817 Lady Morgan France (:8i8) II. 190 Drawing from

the unworked mine of fancy and imagination. 1858 Glenny
Gard. Every-day Bk. 83/1 This applies to all kinds of un-
worked subjects. 1874 Raymond Statist. Mines ^ Mining
365 Harris Gulch, .contains much unworked ground. 1884
Longvt. Mag. Mar. 486 The ingenuity of inventors.,would
not allow so fine a field for invention to remain long un-
worked.

b. = Unwrought /-//.a. 3 b.
i883GresleyG^w, Coal-m.^Z Umvrougkt or Unworked.

coal or other mineral which has not been mined or worked
away.
UnwoTker. rare, [Un-' 12.] = Non-worker. 1843

Carlvi.e Past ^- Pr. i. ii, Workers, Master Workers, Un-
workers, all men, come to a pause.

TTnworkiiig, />//. a. (Un-1 10.)

1696 Locke Lo-wer, Interest (ed. 2) 43 Lazy and Unwork-
ing Shopkeepers in this being worse than Gamesters. 1724
Briton No. 24. 105 Petty includes People of all Professions
and Offices . . in his unworking Tenth of the Nation. 1830
Bowles Li/e Bp. Ken I. 201 Obese Bishops, oscitant Deans,
and ' unworking ' Clergy ! 1843 Carlylk Past ff Pr. iir.

ix, The pari ridge-nets of an Unworking Dilletantism. 1848
Mill Pol. Econ. v. x. § 3. II. 495 A practice essentially bad,
that of con verting the working classes into unworking classes.

Unworkmanlike, a. [Un-i 7c.] Unlike
a workman ; unworthy of a good workman ; badly
executed or finished.

1647 Hexham t, Vnworkeman like, niet gelijk een werck'
meester. 1730 Bailey (fol.), Inartificial^ artless, unwork-
manlike. 1756 C. Smart tr. Horace^ Sat. 11. iii. II. 131

What was carved in an unworkman.like manner. x8ao
Edin, Rev. XXXIII. 354 He lacks them together in such
a clumsy and unworkmanlike style. 1873 Hamerton Intell.

Life X. I. 338 The unworkmanlike haste with which it was
put together. 1895 Mod. Sim. Eng. 64 An unfinished, un-
workmanlike appearance is imparted to the whole machine.

Unworkmanlike, o^/z'. (Un-' n b.) i7«7 Bailey (vol
II), Inartificialtyy artlesly, unworkmanlike.

ITnwoTkmanly.a. [UN-I7.] Unworkmanlike.
S542 Bale Myst Iniq. P. Pantolabus (1545) 86 b. For lyke

an vnworkemanlye dawber he hath done yt with vntempred
claye. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Inartificial^ being with-

out Art, Artless, Unworkmanly. 1894 Season X. 36/1 The
quality of the serge is not fine enough to look ' unwork-
manly '. Ibid, 58, 2 Designed for unworkmanly people.

UnwoTkinanly, flf/z'. 1 Obs, [Un-I ii.] In

a manner uncharacteristic of a good workman.
1555 Watreman Fardle Facions Pref. 7 Clad, .with rawe

felle and hide, full vnworkemanly patched together. 1555
Edcn Decades (Arb.) 94 A golden cheyne vnwoorkmanly
wrought.

UnwoTld, V, [Un-2 6 b.]

1. trans. To deprive of the qualities of a world ;

to undo as a world. Also refl.

1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler 20 Take away the least

vericuluvt out of the world, and it unworlds all, potentially.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 9f Selv. 155 The worlds driving up to

any thing of Gods being, would as much ungod him, and
over and above unworld it self. 1875 Browning Aristoph,

AfioL 106 Such world has, of two courses, one to choose

:

Unworld itself,—or else [etc.). Ibid. 116 'Unworld the

world," frowns he, my opposite. I cry ' Life !

'

2. To deprive of a share in worldly activities.

1868 H. Bushnell Serm. Living Subj. 404 Why is he \sc,

a soldier] allowed no more to have any world..? Is he thus
unworldcd to take the mettle out of him?
Unwo-rldlineSB. [f. next, or Un-^ la.] Un-

worldly character.

28x4 Campbell Theodric 217 A wildly sweet unworldliness

of thought. 1851 Robertson Serm. in. xviii. (1857) 266
Unworldliness is this— . .to have the world, and not to let the

world have us ; to be the world's masters, and not the world's

slaves. 1874 Mahaffy Soc. Life Greece v. 161 The gentle-

ness and the unworldliness of the man who loved . . the world
so keenly.

Unworldly, a. [Un-i 7.]

1. Of a type transcending or exceeding what is

usually found or experienced in the world.

1707 G. HiCKES Two Treat. Chr. Priestk. (171OIL 5
That pre-eminent unworldly Power,. which the Spiritual

Govemours . . have over their Spiritual Subjects. 1817 Cole.
RIDGE Lay Serm. 73 The impressive example of their un-

worldly feelings. 1848 Aird Chr. Bride \. xxiv, Sequestered

they in love's unworldly dream. 1863 Cowden Clarke
Shaks. Char. xi. 291 They are in another world, and they

revel in unworldly thoughts and unworldly associations.

Comb. 1805 WoBDSw. Prelude iv. 290 A wild, unworldly-

minded youth.

b. Of persons: Actuated by other than worldly

or sordid motives ; spiritually-minded.

1815 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. IH. 180, I know you are

guileless, Ma'am, and unworldly. 1844 Kinglake Eothen
XX, This unworldly Spbynx has watched and watched like a

403

Providence. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. vii. vi. IIL 225 The
pious but not unworldly merchants of Venice.

2. Not belonging to this world ; celestial,

1:^65 Sterne Tr. Shandy vii. vi, That all-powerful fire

which, .lights the spirits through unworldly tracts !

Unwcrmeaten, ///. a. (Un.' 8 b.) 1653 W. Ramesev
Astrol. Restored 12 Wood which we desire to keep..un-
worm-eaten. UnwoTmed, a. [Un-' g.] Not worm-
eaten. 1895 Athenxum 9 Feb. 178/1 The ordinary reader
may see a perfect unwormed copy at the British Museum.

tUnwo*rmed,///.a. Obs, rare. [Un-18.] Of
a dog : Not having the lytta or ' worm ' removed
from the tongue.
1618 Fletcher Women Pleased w. iii, She is mad with

Love, As mad as ever unworm'd dog was, Signior, 1817
Gentl. Ma^, July 40/2 Inflicting a penalty on those who
neglected it, and the destruction of the dog unwormed.
tUnwo*rmwooded,<z. [UN-'gb.] Not bitter or caustic.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. xx. 66 Vn-wormwooded lests I

like well ; but they are fitter for the Tauerne, then the
Maiestie of a Temple.

Unworn, ///. a, [Un- i 8 b, c]
1. Not impaired, decayed, or wasted by use,

weather, etc
a 1586 Sidney Ps. viii. viii, What things els of waters

traceth The unworn pathes, his rule embracelh. i6oa J.
Davies (Heref.) Mirum in Modum Wks. (Grosart) L 29/2
For in Not-beeings bottome, being fast, Ought would to
worse then nought, vnworen wasL 1616 Extr. Aberd. Reg.
(1848) IL 342 Stanes. .[that] abyde baith wind and wather,
vnworne or consumeit. a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1686
IL 98 This great Machine. ., unimpaired in its beauty, un-
worn in its parts. 1757 Young Paraphr. Job Wks. L 215
Will the tall Reem.. Submit his unworn shoulder to the
yoke. 1771 Phil. Trans. LXL 466 Any two of them, that
appeared to be perfect and unworn. 1813 Byron Giaour
1059 There read of Cain the curse and crime, In characters
unworn by time. 1818 Shelley Julian 540 The colours of
his mind seemed yet unworn. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers
Flor. iv. 102 The beautiful countenance yet unworn with
anything worse than the sweet sorrows of a visionary love.

1883 'Ouida' Wanda I. 41 Those cool, vast, unworn
mountain solitudes.

b. Not worn or thrown off.

1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. Ixxviii. 258 The unworn-
ofTeffects of the midnight revel.

O. Not exhausted or worn out.

1882 PusEY Paroch. 9f Cathedr. Serm. vi. 80 A dull heavy
temper He will transform into patient unworn endurance
for love of Jesus.

2. Free from deterioration or weakening ; un-

impaired, fresh.
I

175;^ Burke Sublime ^ Beautiful Introd. ad fin.. In the
I

morning of our days, when the senses are unworn and
j

tender. 1831 Carlyle Sartor Res. 11. iii. The unworn
I

Spirit is strong. 1846 C. Bronte in Mrs. Gaskell Life 1

(1857) IL 5 WhUe their minds are mostly unemployed, their i

sensations are all unworn. 1855 Browning In Three Days
i, See how I come, unchanged, unworn t I

aisol. 1851 Helps Comp. Solit. xx. 214 The knowledge to

be gained [by travel].. is for the young and the unworn.
j

3. Of dress, etc. : Not hitherto worn ; not actually

worn.
1798 S. & Ht. Lee Ca*tterh. T. IL 226 One who appeared

to him to be adorned with the unworn jewels of the
Marchioness. 1819 Wordsw. Misc. Sonn. 1. xxi, [She] Put
on fresh raiment—till that hour unworn. 1861 Whyte
Melville Good for Nothing^ I. 140 And yet. .the white
dress. .might have been consigned unworn to its place in

the wardrobe, 1894 Daily News 7 April 5/3 [In this]

painting of Mr. Gladstone.. the pince-nez would have been
better unworn. 1

UnwoTTied,///. fl. (Un-1 8.)

[1775 Ash.) 1818 Keats Endym, i. 75 Not one fleecy

lamb.. but pass'd unworried By angry wolf. 1899 Sir E.
Russell That reminds me 197 All. .have lady typewriters

,

constantly at work. They look cool and unworried, and
receive a caller [etc.].

"
|

f tJnwOTShipy sb.^ Obs. [OE, unweorpscipe
\

(Un-1 12).] I

1. Absence of honour, respect, or reverence; dis-
j

honour; disgrace, I

In frequent use from c 1400 to c 1450. !

c888 K. /Elfked Boeth. xxvii. § 2 HwaeJ^er l>u nu maeje
on^itan hu micelne unweorpscipe se anwald brengS J^am
anmedeman jif he hine underfehci? ciaoo Vices ^ Virtues

53 For 6are unwurscipe 3e me nim3 hit al swa unwur8liche
swa me nimS Sat bread (of 3jb horde). 13.. Guy IVarw.
(A.) 1857 Unworl«chip it wer to me, 5if y schuld iusti wit>

t>e. a 1395 Hylton Scala Perf. 11. ii. (Bodl. MS.), pe tres-

pas and be vnworschip was endeles ^reet. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode 11. xvii. {1869) 81 Wurshipe,,.what seyst thou ?

the uiiwurshipe is thine, c 1440 Jacob's Well 165 3if t'ou

sodaynly , . brekyst out woordys of vnworschype to god.
a 1470 H. Parker Dives ff Pauper (W. de W. 1496) iv. i.

160/2 Thus for scornyng & vnworshyp that the sone dyde
to the fader began fyrste boundage.

2. An act or instance of disgrace or dishonour

;

a slight, rare,
\

CX300 Vices ff Virtues 97 After mani;e unwur3scipes 5e
he for me hier bolede. 1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love i. v.

(Skeat) 1. 24Why, than, . . suffre ye such wrong . .? Me semeth,

to you it is a greet unworsbip.

UnwoTsmp,5<5.2 rare-'^, [Un-1 12 -1- Worship
shS\ Lack or absence of divine worship.

I

x86o PusEY Min. Proph. 75 All half-belief is unbelief ; all
\

half-repentance unrepentance, all half-worship is unworship.
i

t UnwOTShip, z'. Obs, [UN-23.] trans. To
deprive of honour or dignity ; to treat with indig-

nity, disrespect, or irreverence. Also red,

(•1380 Wyclif Wks, (1880) 462 Men seyen bat J>e poF>e

wole biclippe worldly worchip^ & not trewe men for goddis

S^e, lest he vnworchipe bym silf. tj/ifj^ T. Usk Test. Love
\

UNWORTH.
II. vi. (Skeat) 1. 125 Yet is he worthy, for shrewdnesse, to be
unworshipped. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 75
perfor it schal nogt vnworschip [overlitied ne schame] a lech
for to spede profitabily with fewer |)ings and lifter, c 1450
Mirk's Festial \. 87 pe lest synne t>at a man doth, hyt
vnworschypyth God. 0:1470 H. Parker Dives ^ Pauper
(W. de W. 1496) n. i. 110/2 Graunte vs grace no thynge to
do..wherby thy name sholde be vnworshyped or ashamed
in vs.

Hence f ITnwoTahipping vbl, sb, Obs,
138a Wycltf Ecclus i. 38 Lest parauenture thou falle, and

bringc to thi soule vnwrsheping [L. inhonorationem]. c 1400
Love Bonavent. Mirr. (1908) 154 The cause was for the
gostly fire of his zele, . .for the vnworschippynge of his fader.
c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 208 The vnworshypynge and offense
of god.

UnworsMpfal, a. [Un-1 7.]
1. Unworthy or devoid of esteem or honour.
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. met. iv. (1868) 75 Nero..^f
somtyme to l>e dredeful senatours 1« vnworshipful setes of
dignites. ^1471 Fortescue Wks. (1869) 456 Indygence in
them is not only unworschipfuU, but yt may do the most
harme. A1664 Frank Serm. (1672) 206 That poor contempt-
ible condition, and unworshipful pickle they found Him in.

i8pi CARLYLE6"/fr/z«^i. V, Its high dignitaries. .; its worth-
ships and worships unworshipful ;. .a mad world, my masters.

2. Characterized by lack of divine worship,
i86> Faber Hymn, ' The Unbelieving World ' i, The wide-

spreading world, How lovely.. it seems, Howfullofreatitiesi
pure and divine, Vet how bent on unworshipful dreams I

1893 W. A. Bartlett in Advance (Chicago) 21 Dec, So
long as the churches are willing to worship in an unwor-
shipful way by proxy.

tUnwOTsliiply,aa?z;. [Un-^ii.] Ineverently.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 981 Ne )70U shalt swere

vnwurschyply {"? . folement\ By oure lorde.

Unworshipped, ///. a. [Un-18.] Not wor-
shipped or adored; not held in reverence or esteem.
a x«5 Hylton Scala Perf. n. xiv. (Bodl. MS), Vnreson-

abli he werkiji J>at Iouel> not l>e souereyn good,. . bat is god
vnsou^t and vnloued, vnknowen and vnworschipid. c 1430
Life St. Kath. (1884) 42 Whom Jjou byddest be wyth oute
worshep hit schal be suffisant to hem to abyde in her owne
houses vnworscheped. a 15x3 Fabvan CArtf«.vii. (1811) 452
The holye seruyce ofGod [has been] lefte, and holye churche
vnworshypped and vnhonouryd. 1587 Golding De Mornay
595 Had it not bene a cryme to haue left them vnworshipped
for Gods? 1667 Milton P. L. v. 667 He resolv'd . . to .

.

leave Unworshipt, unobey'd, the Throne supream. 1706
B. S. Barton Mem. Fasc. Faculty Rattlesnake 17 Ihe
former [Being], .was merely acknowledged and named, but
unworshipped and neglected. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. i. i.

i, Thus..had this grand-nephew of the great Richelieu to
glide about ; unworshipped by the world. 1850 S. Dobhll
The Roman viii, Oft the unworshipp'd angel passeth While
we. .adore his footsteps in the sand.

UnwoTshipping, ppl, a. (Un-' 10.) i8t8 Webster
(citing J. M. Matthews), Univorshiping, a., not worshiping;
habitually neglecting the worship of God. 1906 Bp. Moule
in Ofi", Rep. CliurchCongress ^x\ In thisdayof unchastened,
uncontrite, unworshipping thought upon religion.

UnwOTth,, sb, [Un-1 12. Cf. Du. onwaardet
Q.unwerthy Da. wz/«r<^ worthlessness; also Wan-
worth sb.'\

f 1, Lack of merit or desert. Obs, rare,

1340 Ayenb. 35 pe Kidde manere of gavclinge is ine ham
bet habbejj onworj* to lene of hire hand. Ibid. 270 Dyad
he [sc. Christ] is, l>ou best hueruore : and to sterue \k)\x best

onwor^^?

2. Lack or absence of worth ; unworthiness.

183S Carlyle in Froude Life (1884) 1. 41 Do you reckon .

.

that style (mere dictionary style) has much to do with the

worth or unworth of a book? 187a Ruskin Fors Clav. xiv.

9 Nature and Heaven command you . . to discern worth from
unworth in everything. 1896 A. Austin England's Darling
III. i. Why hath the King Laid this great meed on my un-
worth ?

t UnwO'rtlly a.^ Obs, [OE. unweorp^ nnwurp^
etc. (Un-1 7)^

- OHG. unwerd (MHG. unwert,

G. timvertli)^ MLG. tmwert, yiDM.onwertjOnwerd,
etc. (Du. onwaarS)^ ON. ttverdr, Cf.WANWORTHa.]
1, = Unworthy a. 1-3 : a. Of persons.

£^893 K. jElfred Oros. IV. vii. § 4 Ml ]>xm feorcJan cirre

hie sendon Hannan heora l>one unweor3estan t'exn, & he
hit abeed. c 1000 Rule ofChrode^ang 70 Preost l?e bio cypa
& of J>am arist of waedtan to rican men, & of unwurdum
men to wurSfullum. c laoo Vices ^ Virtues 5 Sume o^re
forlaetejj 3e world.. and sone hem seluen healdeS for hali,

and unwur3 healde^ of o5re. c laos Lay. 3464 He bi3e vn-

wor3 & lah ^e mon \>^ litul ah. cia30 Hali Meid. 33 ^if

J>u iwur6est him unwurS, & he ase unwur& |je. c 1275 Prov.
/Elfred 316 (Trin. Coll. MS.), Swo is moni gadeling gode-
like on horse, wlanc on weije, and unwur& on wike. 1340
Ayenb. 132 Peruore l»e uerl>e stape is of ))ise uirtue ; wylni
to by y-knawe, and y-healde uor uyl and onwor)?. c 1425
in Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. t^j/i^-^ For (wu vnworthe
resawes me [= Christ], |>u belewys no^t J7at I suld be he."

1603 M. M. Ane Godlie Dreame xviii, O wretch vnwortb,
my dayes ar vainlie spent.

b. Of things.
£960 ^Ethelwold Bened. Rule (Schroer) 138 (>aet heora

heortan fur)jum mid wacum mettum and unweor^um ne syn
ofersymede. <:xaos Lay, 24656 And elche untuhtle Heo
talden vnwur3e. a xaso Owl 4r Night. 770 Vuel strengjie is

lutel wr\> Ac wisdom ne wr|» neuer vnwrp. c 1320 Cast. Love
1112 Woldestou l)i finger jeue.. So vnwortb and so vyl

chaffare to bugge ? X340 Ayettb. 215 Ase ^ werm is uoul,

and lite, }>ing onwortb.

o. With dative, or with preps, (esp. to),

c888 K. j'Elfred Boeth. xxviii, Hu ne wes he beah a:lcum
witum la3 & unweorS? ciooo ^lfric .S"a/«/j Lives xvu
367 Se idela jylp us beo a;fre unwurS. c 1175 Lamb, Horn,

49 His beoden ueo3 aweriede and unwuroe gode. ciaoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 89 pe aire unwur^ste wig one to riden.

axass Leg, Kath. 1531 Stille )fine wordes, ^r ha beo3 me
61-3



tTNWORTH.
nnwar?. att»i Ancr. R. 50 l>e blake cIo3 bitockneS \>xi

)tt beo3 blake & unwurde toward ^e worlde wi^uten. c 1300
Bekti 653 Unworth ich am of holi churche wardcyii forto
bco. 1340 Ayenb. 40 pis zenne is zuo onwor|> to gode,
|>et he dede fine uer berninde. .ope Jjc cite of sodome.
2. Undeserved ; = Unworthy a. 4 a. rarr-^.
a 1240 Lo/song in O. E, Horn. I. 207 Bi \>^ herde hurtes

and t>e unwur5e wowes Set he. .willehche ^lede.
Hence t XTnwoTtliliead, contempt. Obs.
1340 Ayenb, 17 t>e_ucrste bo5 of prede is ontreu)3e, )« oJ»er

onwor)>hede, he pridde ouerweninge. Ibid. 29 Pe uerj^e
tsin] is onworlt>hede of penonce.

Unworth, 0.2 [Un-1 7 + Worth o.] Not
worthy of (something) ; = Unworthy a. 6.

Const, with (a) sbs., esp. vihile, or {b) vbl. sbs.
(a) 1587 TuBBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 5 Wherein if ought

ooworth the presse thou finde Unsavorie, . . Impute it to the
troubles of my minde. 1664 J. Wilson Projectors iil, Per-
haps it may not be unworth yoiu- while. 1736 Bailey Hoiish.
Diet. s-v. GoatSt Which if true or not would not be unworth
the while of the curious in anatomy to enquire. 1848 Lowell
FahU for Critics 458 You may. .deem it not unworth your
while to review it. 15103 T. Hardy Dynasts I. v. vi, Some
poor dolt unworth captivity.

(*) 1S9» G. Hasvev Four Lett. iii. 25 Baggage stufTe,
vnwoorth the aunswering, or reading. 16^5 Milton Tetrnch.
6 Many things might be noted, .not ordinary, nor unworth
the noting. 1691 J. Wilson Belphegor^. iii, He'll tell ye
the Story, .not unworth your hearing.

t UnwOTth,, V. Obs. [OE. unweorSian (f. «»-
weorp Unworth a.l), = MDu. onwerden, MLG.
unwerden, ON. ivirtSa, to slight, etc.; cf. also
G. entwerthen to deprive of value.]

L trans. To treat (a person or thing) disparagingly
or with disdain ; to slight, despise.
c 950 Lindisf, Gosp. John viii. 40 Ic diuul ne bafo . . . ah ic

uorSije faeder min & jie un-uor9ade roec. ciooo iELFRic
in Assmann Ags, Horn. ()2 Seo cwen. .ne unwurdode na !«
znne mid |>an, ac ealie |>ine ealdormenn and eac (sine hennas.
£'Z20o Trin.ColL Horn. 181 For we..swo..unwur3e3 ure
drihten, wurSeS \k deuel. ciaoo Ormin 1S285 Hefijlike
he shamei>h be & shende)?J> & unnwurrbe|>b. 1340 Ayenb.
8_Huo \ki onwort>el> his under and his moder. Ibid. 84
Uirtue make)> wynne heuene, and onwor)>i t>e wordle,

2. To dishonour (something).
£1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 213 He sholdc.noht shenden

godes shafte,..ne swo unwur5in godes handiwerc.

TJiiwortliily, adv. ff. Unworthy a., or
Un- III. Cf. MDu. onwerdichlike (Da. onwaardig-
lij'k), MLG. tmwerdichliken, MHG. imwirdec-,
unw'erdediche (G. unwiirdiglicK) ; also ON.
uvirOiltga, -uliga scornfully.]

1. Without being worthy, fit, or qualified; without
having sufficient merit or ability ; unmeritedly.
c H90 Bektt 654 in i'. Eiig. Leg. I. 125 Luytel wuyrth ich
am of holi churche wardein for-to beo, And al-so vnwurthj>e.
liche (>ar-to i-nome. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3037
Vnwrjjyly art bou made gentyl 5yf ))0u yn wurdys and dedys
be yl. a 1340 Hampole Psalterlxx. i As J>ai sail be [shamed]
fiat here vnworthily resayfes fals honurs. c 1^10 Lanteriie
of Li^t 60 Whanne bei resceyue ^e sacramentis, J?ei gon to
hem vnworbili. i5»6Tini)Alei Con xi. 27 Whosoevere shall
..drynkeoff thecuppevnworthely. 01586 Sidney y4>-rarfia

I. xiii, My name is Basilius, unworthily Lord of this country.
1670 MiLToij Hist. Enz. III. Wks. j8si V. 96 So hee..en.
joy'd unworthily the rewards of lerning and fidelity. 1849
Rock Ch. 0/Fathers I. 269 Acknowledging that whatsoever
they had, was bestowed unworthily upon each one of them
by God.

2. In a manner falling short of one's worth, ex-
cellence, or merit; without contributory fault or
demerit; tmdeservedly.
Not always clearly distinguishable from sense 3.

01340 Hampole Psalterlxxid. 23 Rise god, ..damyn bat
J>ou ert vnworthily handelde of ill prestis. 1509 Barclay
Siyp of Folys 25 But he and all his were murdred for
theyr hyre. And nat vnwortbely. 1598 Yong Diana
59, 1 bewailed my great mishap, knowing that he, whom
most of a! I loued, had so vnwoorthily forgotten me. 1607
E.GKHtsroNB tr. Coulart's Mem. Hist. 327 Marryed to an
honest Gentlewoman, whom he entreated most unworthily.
163^ Sir T. Herbert Trav. 83 [Nicanor] beginnes with
Antiochus, Sonne of Alexander, whom vnworthily he slue.
i7t« Steele Sfect. No. 497 F 4 Can any thing shew your
Holiness how unworthily you treat Mankind? 1784 T.
TwiNiNo in Recreat. ^ Stud. (1882) 129 The Dean and
Chapter. . lay all the blame on him for suffering Johnson to
be so unworthijy interred. 1829 Sir W. Napier Peniits.
IVar 11. 263 This arrangement was adopted after a struggle
in the cabinet . . ; nevertheless, sir John Cradock was used
unworthily.

b. Without sufficient appreciation ; in an under-
valuing or disparaging manner ; derogatorily.
1509 Hakluyt yoy. 11. II. 135 Either thinking too worthily

of the Spaniards valure,..or too vnworthily of them that
vndertooke this iourney against him. 1651 Hobbes Leriath.
II. xxxi. 190 That those Philosophers, who sayd the World,
or the Soule of the World was God, spake unworthily of
him. 17JS Bkoo.me Pope's Odyss. Notes VII. II. 150 If then
we look upon the Odyssey as all fiction, we consider it un.
worthily, a 1768 Secker Serm. (1771) V. 416 Imagining
that God can enjoin religious Cruelties,, .is thinking, .un.
worthily and absurdly of him.
3. In an unworthy, unbecoming, or improper
manner; unbecomingly, unfitly, improperly.
1377 Lamgl. p. pi. B. XV. 238 And bat conscience and

cryst hath yknitte faste, pei vndon it vnworthily, bo doc.
tours of lawe; imo Gower Con/. III. 169 Whan thou to
such on as schal deie The worschipe of thi god aweie Hast
yoven so unworthely. c 1449 Pecock Re/>r. iv. i. 416 Summe
. . vniustli and vnworthili blamen and vndirnymen the clergie.
1456 Sir G. Have Govt. Princes (S.T.S.) 82 A prince, .for..
lusty delytis destroyand his awin gudis unworthily. 1535

404

CoVERDALE 2 Macc. V. i6 Them toke he in his hondes vn-
wortbely, & defyled them. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab, Pilp-.
XXX, Thou blushest not.. to think and do most unworthily,
being altogether insensible of thy own Nature, a 1677
Barrow .SVrw. Wks. j686 III. 63 In being discontented we
beha^'e our selves very unbesecmingly and unworthily.
1847 Tennvson Princ. v. 177 One loves the soldier, one The
silken priest of peace, one this, one that, And some un-
worthily.^ 1875 Whitney Li/e Lang. viii. 136 The name
of Georgium Sidus, with which.. it was unworthily sought
to flatter a monarch.

t 4. With indignation or resentment. Obs. rare.
In quots. tr. L. indigne {/erens).
X38a Wyclif 2 Macc. vii. 39 The kyng kyndlid with wrath,

..bcrynge vnwortliily hym self scornyd. — Mark xiv. 4
Ther weren summe beringe vnworthily, or heuylif with ynne
hem si If.

TTawo'rtliiness. [f. as prec, or Un-1 12.]
1. The character or quality of being unworthy

;

lack of worth, absence of merit, t Occas. with to.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter ci. i8 pat knawis J^aire frelte &
vnworthyne.s. c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. (1008) 1 19 With
grete drede of hir vnworthinesse that hir teres schulde touche
oure lordes feete. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 2 The
unwurthynesse Bothe of hys persone and eek hy.s name.
1485 Rolls ofParlt, VI. 274/1 The aforesaid Actes of Attein-
dre or Forfeiture, disableing, unworthi[ii]esse, and unable-
ing. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.C^. de W. 1531) 169 b, The vylenesse,
vnltyndnesse, & vnworthynesse of man to that loue. 1588
Bentley Mon. Matrones iti. 278 Not remembering, good
Lord, mine vnworthinesse. .nor frailtie of my passed yeeres.
1631 Gouge GocCs Arrows in. §22. 223 Mans unworthinesse
and unfitnesse to appeare in Gods sight. 1675 Dhyden
Aurengz. iv. i. 1784 You wili be kind to my Unworthiness.
X7ia Steele 6/>^c/. No. 448 n For Men.. do not keep up
a lively Abhorrence of the least Unworthiness. 1771 yiinius
Lett. xlvi. (1772) IL 173 The people., would probably over-
look his immediate unworthiness. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xvii. IV. 60 It would be absurd to reject, on account
of his unworthiness, the inestimable services which it was
in his power to render. 1884 A. R. Pennington Wiclif\'m..
255 The unworthiness of the ministers hinders not the effect
of the Sacrament.

b. With an (and pl.),/^a/, this.

1533 Bellenden Livy 11. vi. (S.T.S.) I. 149 Traisting to
revenge this vnwourthynes be sum. .hardy Intcrprise. 1653
Jkr. Taylor Serm.for Year I. xxiii. 304 If it \sc. jesting]
mingles with any sin, it puts on the nature of that new un-
w;orthinesse. 1856 F. W. Faber Creator ^ Creature in. i.

The very unworthinesses and short-comings of the creature.
x88o ' OuiDA ' Mollis II. 85, I think such a marriage a great
unworthiness, a great disgrace.

O. With poss. pron., as a fictitious title.

1853 KiNGSLEY Hypatia 1. 239 Pambo asked his name...
* My unworthiness is called Peter the Reader.'

t2. Inappropriate or improper action. Obsr"^
1608 in Buccleuck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 76 It

was unworthiness in your Majesty's officers to find him for
a Ward.

t TJnwoTthly, (7. Obs. [O'E. tinweorflk {V^-"^

7).] Of little consequence or worth ; base, mean.
c 1J30 Hali Meid, 33 5if Jju art unwurSlich & wra^^eliche

ilatet. 13.. E. E.Allit. P. B. 305 With her vn-wortjelych
werk me wlatez witli-inne. 1340 Ayenb. 132 Huanne [?e man
t?oIeJ> in Jjolemodnesse Jjet he by uouUiche ydraje, and ase
persone onworj?lych.

t UnwOTthly, adv. Obs, [OE. unweor]>lice
(Un- 1 1

1 ) , = M Du. omverdelike (Du. ommardelijk)
,

yHSj.unwerde-^ trnwertliken^ OHO.tinwerdiihho
(MHG. unweriliche).'] =Unworthily adv. 1-3.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn, 99 Ech )>& understanded Jjatholi

huscl unwur3Iiche. cx2oo [see Unworship s6. iJ. a 1U5
Ancr. R. 130 Vor heo witeS unwur5liche ancre nome, & al

bet heo euer wurcheO. 13. . R. Brunne Handl. Synne 981
Ne bou shalt swere vnwurschyply[ Dukuich MS. vn-wurj)ly

;

Y./fllement], By oure lorde. a 1400-50 Alexander (D.) 869
Vnworthly J>ou wroght . ,When J>ou was bowne with a brande
my body to shende.

+ UnwOTthuess. Obs. [OE. unweorpnes
(Un-1 12) in sense i, = OHG. unwerdnissa:\
1. Contempt, scorn.
1340 Ayenb. 9 WreJ?e o^er onworj^nesse |7et gej> li5tUche.

.

uor to harmi o|?ren. Ibid. 19 Zuo is onworj^nesse {glossed
despit] J?et is wel grat zenne,

2. Wortblessness.
1587 R. Hovenden in Collect. (O.H.S.) I. ai2 Neyther..

ded [he] respecte. .rather the unworthenes of the lease then
the . . benefut of the Colledge.

Unworthy (»nwi>'j5i), a.,adv.,sb. [UN-I7. Cf.
MDu. omoerdich (Du. onwaardig)^ OS. tinwerdig,
MLG. tmwerdick, OHG. unwirdig (MHG. ««-
wirdic^ ~ec, G. unwiirdig)^ ON. uveriSttgr (Norw.
uverdug^ Sw. ovdrdig, Da. uvxrdig)j also Unworth
and Wanwobdy ady's."]

A. adj\ I. 1. Of things : Deficient in wo/th

;

having little or no value ; worthless.
In later use chiefly ellipt. from 3 b.

a T^t^oWokunge in O.E. Horn, I. 281 Ne was neauer un- ,

wur3i jjing chepet swa deore. 137^ Bakbour Bruce iv. 196 ;

Ane hamelat neir thair-by, A litill toune and vnworthy. i

1308 TRtvisA Bartk, De P.P. xvii. cxv. (Bodl. MS.), Barlich i

. . ha(> be fouleste strawe ofalle come & vnworthiesle stobles. !

C 1440 Gesta Rom, xiii. 43 Loo ! what I haue sufl'red for the,
j

where as I put non vnworthier thing for the then my owne
|

body. CI44S Pecock Donet 33 Whanne a raan..berib in I

his hond sum pore \iiv/ot\>\ sticke. c 153* Du Wes Introd.
Fr. in Palsgr, 896 Myn accustomed poore and unworthy
servycc. x^ Shaks. Heti. K,-i. ii. 228 France being ours,
wee'l bend it to our Awe . . Or lay these bones in an vnworthy
Vrne. x6i8 J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr. D 2, My
poore vnable and vnworthy pen. 1634 Bp. Hall Contevtpl.,
N. T, IV. vi. Our weak and unworthy prayers. 1697 Drvubn
Virg.Gtorg. 11. 517 Whose leaves .. become the unworthy

UNWORTHY.
browse Of buflaloes, 1819 Shelley Cenci iil i. 129 These
limbs, the unworthy temple of Thy spirit. X854 Poultry
Chron. II. 78/1 To withhold., prizes in any of the classes m
which the specimens are deemed unworthy.

b. Not reputable ; hurtful or injurious to reputa-
tion ; discreditable.
X693 Dryden Exavi. Poet. Ded. f i A kind of contempt

for those who have risen by unworthy ways. X735 Thomson
Liberty iii. 376 Unworthy joys ! that wasteful leave behind
. . No secret ray to glad the consciou.s soul. 1705-6 Wordsw.
Borderers i. 255, I suspect unworthy tales Have reached
his ear.

_ 1813 Shelley ^..^1/^ v. 163 Blunting the keenness
of his spiritual sense With narrow schemings and unworthy
cares. i88a Besant All Sorts xxvi. She repressed her
indignation at this unworthy suggestion.

2. Of persons : Not worthy ; lacking worth or
merit ; undeserving ; hence,despicable, contemptible.
o. a 1240 Wohunge in O, E. Horn. 1. 279 Schomelicbe spate*

lingofunwurSi ribaur. « 1300 CKrj(7r iJ/. 23882 Amang baa
hirdes am i an, Sa wreche vnworthi wat i nan. c 1375 Ibid,

20015 (Fairf.), Al if I be vn-worbi man. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) iii. loHepryues bairn bat him think vnworthy. 14^
StR G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 302 Quhen princis prayis
for unworthy personis, God is offendit. 1535 Coverdale
Ecclus. xxix. 32 Yet shall he be taken as vnworthy, & heare
many hytter rough wordes. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 11. i. 37
So may L.Misse that which one vnworthier may attaine.
X617 WooDALL Surg, Mate Pref., Wks. (1639) B 3, Unworthy
impostors under the names of Surgeons. 1686 W. de Britaine
Hum, Prud. xi. 49 External Fortunes may befal the un-
worthyest Persons. X737 E. Lewis Let. to Swift 30 June,
[AJ family, .brought to ruin by that unworthy man lord
Kinnoul. x823 Scott Quentin D. xv, Campo-basso, the un-
worthy favourite ofDuke Charles, with . . his base, treacherous
spirit. 183s James Gipsy iii. An unworthy blackguard of
that name. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy Il.viii. 136
The authority confided to me—unworthy—by the church.
absol. CX400 tr. Secreia Secret., Got'. Lordsk. 52 He bat

geuys be giftys. . to vnworthy and to hem bat has non nede.

*55S Eden Decades (Arb.) 59 Fortune, .sumtymes fauoureth
the vnworthyest. x6o2 [see Spurn sb,^ 4]. a 1658 Lovelace
Poems {i6$g) 30 'Tis the same wrong th'unworthy to inthrone.
1864 Fox tr. K. Ml/red's Boeth. (1895) 97 Canst thou now
understand how great dishonour power brings on the un-
worthy when he receives it?

p. CX47S Cath. Angl. 424/1 (A.), Vn Wordy, jndignus,
jgnobilis, X796 R. Gall TifitQueyiiSig) 20 This is a bonny
speech.. To come frae your unwordy head, c iSzo HoGO
Tales

<S-
Sk. (1837) II 147 Ah ! the unwordy rascal I

b. Conventionally or devotioaally used as an
expression of humility.
CXS3J Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1036 Written by

your unworthy servant. x66o Allestre Gentl. Calling 171
O most, .bountiful Lord, who. .hast in an extraordinary
measure abounded to me thy unworthiest Servant, a 1700
in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 334 S" Agnes of the Jnfant
Jesus. Priouresse unworthy. 1754 Ib^ VIII. 249 S[istc]r

Agnes Howard Abbess unw[orth]y.

o. With const. Not of sufficient merit, excellence,

or worth, a. With to (Sc. f till) and inf. (Chiefly

of persons.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 14927 Crbt and his moder do me to

spede ! pat vn-worthi es for to rede, a 1310 in Wright Spec.
Lyric P. 73 Jesu, thah ich be unworthi To love the. CX400
Destr. Troy 11. 629, 1 wot me vnworthy bis wirdis to fall.

<:x449 Pecock /?frfr. IV. iii. 428 Thannebi Ujk argument, .ech
gouernaunce and ech thing.. weren vnleeful and vnworthi
to be had and vsid. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2709, 1 ain
vnworthy .. Slike hy degre to come toward. X5a6 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 84 b. Proclamynge themselfe syimers
& vnworthy to lyue. XS63 A. Nowell in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 21 [To] iudge whether it [= his MS. Catechism]
were not unwoorthie..to be maide publike. X651 Hobbes
Leviath. n. xxwW. 159 He.. is. .thought unworthy to have
any charge, or preferment in Warre. X667 Milton P. L,
xiL 91 Since hee {sc. man] permits Within himself unworthie
Powers to reign Over free Reason. 1671 — P. R. iv. 346
The rest [are]. .unworthy to compare With Sion's songs.
X7X5 Pope Iliad 11. 862 His troops in forty ships Podarccs
led, . . Nor he unworthy to command the host. 1789 Cowper
Queen's Visit 67 The cumbVous throng, Not else unworthy
to be fear'd. 1837 Pollok Course T. i. 121 Unworthy is

your servant To stand in presence of the King. 1865 Kings-
lev Herew. xl, His soul, unworthy to be delivered from cviL

b. With ofJ -ftOj ^for (something specified), or
clause.

X38J Wyclif Tobit iii. 19 Or I wasvnwrthi to hem, or the!
parauenture tome weren not wrthi. — ActsvXxx.^d Je. .ban
demed vs vnworthi of [1388 to] euere lasting lyf. c X386
Chaucer Clerk's T. 359 Lord,vndigne and vnworthy Am I,

to ihilke honour. 1565 (Cooper Thesaurus,A micitia itidigni^
vnworthy of friendship. 1589 Hakluyt Voy. To Rdr. f 9, I

accompt him vnworthy of future fauours. x6o8 Shaks. Per,
II. v. 40, 1 am unworthy for her schoolmaster. x6xs Sir W.
Mlre Misc. i^oems xiv. 14 Quhich endit ye dayes of this
sensuall slaue, Wnwordy the earth sould jeild him a graue.
1674 Jackson's Recant. A 4, I thought my self unworthy of
a forreign Plantation. X784C0WPER /Vw-t in. 731 Neglected
Nature pines, Abandon'd, as unworthy of our love. 1833
Mrs. Hemans Sie^e Valencia iL 157 The noble daughter of
Pelayo's line Hath nought to ask, unworthy of the name
Which is a nation's heritage. X849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii.

I. 250 Nor did he appear to the public unworthy of his high
fortunes.

o. Of superior worth or merit. (Const, to^
1746 Francis tr. Hor., Sat. 11. ii. 139 Why lives in deep

Distress A Man unworthy to be poor ?

4. a. Of treatment, etc. : Not deserved, warranted,
or justified ; unmerited.
Chiefly of treatment, fortune, etc., below the deserts or

merit of the person or persons concerned.
138a Wyclif 2 Macc, xiv. 42 Cheesynge for to dye nobly.

rather than..a5einis his birthis for to be ledd with vnworthi
wrongis. « 1415 tr. Ardertte's Treat. Fistula etc. 30 It
seemeb- .vnworbi for to vse wele bingis y-giflfe bat kan noU
gettehym mo bingis. 1533 Bellenden Livy iv. viii, Witn
mony vthir nocbt vnwourthy lovlngis. X560 Daus tr. SUi'



UNWOBTHY.
(lane's Comm. 402 b, This vnworthie and lamentable fortune
of the Norinbergians. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. iv, 34 He inly
touched was With tender ruth for her vnworthy griefe. 1603
Knollks Hist. Turks (1621) 146 [They] ceased not..vntiil
they had wrought his vnworthie destruction. 1648 T. Beau-
Mont Psyche vii. cxviii, The holy Travellers through Cold
..And northern Blasts, took, their unworthy way. 1700
Dryden Theodore ^ Hon. 127 Mov'd with unworthy Usage
of the Maid. 1854 Trench Synonyms N. T. 194 Absolutely
unworthy suffering there is none. 1879 ^^ovoE-Cxsar xx\u
368 The unworthy treatment of their great enemy.

tb. Dishonouring, low, mean. Const, to. Obs,
16^ J. Collier Misc. Ess, \. i. 33 How unworthy and un-

christian it b to play upon the Indigence, .of another.
5. That has not requisite worth or merit ; inferior

to or below what is merited or deserved ; base.

.1533 Bellenden Livy it. xiv. (S.T.S.) I. 184 Thinkand
ncht vnworthy >at bare hail sollicitudc.was direkkjt to na
vthir fyne. 1598 Yong Diana 130 This villany did the
traitor Alfeus work,.. for the contempt, which she had of his
vnwoorthy affection. 1606 Shaks. AnL ^ CI. iii. xiiL 84
Your CsEsars Father oft . . Bestow'd his lips on that vnworthy
place, As it rain'd kisses. 1663 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrge in.
lii. § 4 Far be such unworthy thoughts from our apprehen*
sions of a Deity.

_ 1760 Impostors Detected iv. iii. II, 190,
I represented to him how unworthy the profession .. was to
one of his character. 1810 Lamb True Story Wks. 1908 I.

256 A little festival.. (ihough it must bear an unworthier
namcl . . in honour of her guest's recovery.

b. Beneath or below, unbecoming or unbefitting,
the character, repute, or dignity of a person, etc.

;

not worthy or deserving (^/"notice, etc.

1697 Dbvden Mneis xii. 1156 A wound unworthy of our
state to feel. 1700 — Pre/. Fables P 14 Some people [think]
..these tales.. unworthy of my pains. 1735 Pope Let. to
Swift a April, I will take care to suppress tnmgs unworthy
of him. 1780 Mirror No. 73, Some of them are new, and
not unworthy of notice. iSiSg Tozer Might. Turkey I. 303
A series of domestic tragedies., hardly unworthy of the
palace of Atreus at Mycenae.

n. With ellipse off?/; 6. Not deserving, merit-
ing, or worthy of. a. Of persons, f Also absol.
138a Wyclif Job XXX. 2 Thei weren trowid vnwrthi that

Hf (L. vita ipsa indigfii}, — Ecclus. xxv. 11 Biisful. .[is

he] that seruede not to the vnwrthi hymself (L. indignis se\.

'535 ^'tt- Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 103 The poore
house which I under God.. (though unworthye suche a
cure) have hadde mynistration and rule of. a 1589 Palfrey-
man Baldwin's Mor. Philos. (1600) 64b, rfee is.. much
vnworthy honour, that seeketh his owne wealth and oppress*
cth other. t6oo Shaks. Much Ado 11. iii, 216 (Q.), How
much he is vnworthy so good a lady. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 219 Iorwerth..was thought vnworthy the Crowne
and dignitie. 17x8 Pope Htad ix. 88 Curs'd is the man,.

.

Unworthy property, unworthy light, ..who delights in war,
ijoL Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho li, She again beheld
..Valancourt unworthy the esteem and tenderne^is she had
once bestowed upon him. 1836 Dickens Sk, Boz, New Year,
Until he proves himself unworthy the confidence we repose
in him. 1874 Dasent HalfaLife III. 78 This only shows
you are quite unworthy such luck.

b. Of things, etc.

1634 Sir T, Herbert Trew. 207 A place not vnworthy the
remembrance. 1661 Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 18 It
may not be unworthy your grace's observation, that [etc].
1697 Drydks yirg.Georg. III. 6 All other themes.. Are worn
with use, unworthy me to write. 1718 Prior Poems Postscr.,
A Panegyric, not unworthy the Pen of some future Pliny,
1765 ^fuseum Rust. IV. 334 Agriculture.. is .not unworthy
even the patriot's care. 180^ Syd, Smith Senn. II. 335
Many men. .imagine, that this department of medicine is

unworthy the natnc of science. 183a R. & J. Lander Exped.
Niger I. i. 26 Nothing seemed unworthy his acceptance,
from fine scarlet cloth to a child's farthing whistle. i88a
Daily News 19 Aug. 4/7 Nor is it unworthy notice that [etc.].

7. Not befitting or suiting (a person, etc.)

;

derogatory to the dignity, standing, or character
of; below the level of.

1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angells 99 Other sins have
their aggravations ; but this is. .the most unworthy a man,
i6Sa B. iyhitelocke's Mem. Pref., His posthumous work
contains, .many things most false, and unworthy so great a
name_. x7»o Pope Iliad xx. 244 Unmanly pride, Unworthy
the hi^h race from which we came, 1761 Ht;ME Hist. Eng.
III. lii. 128 Rigours. .unworthy men of their profession,
1798 S, & Ht. hv.fL Canterb. T., Vng. Lady's T. II. ^194 For
her father to expatiate on such baubles, was unworthy both
his experience and sex. 18x0 Southev Kehama vii. v,Th';
wings of Eagle or of Cherubim Had seem'd unworthy him.
185* J. H. Newman Idea ofa University {iZyi) 53 U would
..have been unworthya genius, .so analytical as Aristotle's,

to have laid it down that [etc]. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander'
At Bay i, A silly after-glow of boyish folly, unworthy hts
experience and maturity.

B. adv. Unworthily; in a manner unworthy^
(something). Also ellipt. (cf. 6-7),
1661 Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 19 This would engage

him to walk not unworthy such an honour. 1708 Caldwell
Papers (Maitl. Club) I. 217 Our sins in walkmg unworthy
of ye great mercy God hath blest us with. 1740 RrcHARosoN
Pamela (1741) II. 377, I hope I shall not behave unworthy
of the good Instructions. x76o'7a H. B\tooK%FoolofQual.
(1792) V. 43 Letting him know how unworthy he should have
acted by his daughter, had he imposed .. upon her. 1804
Eugenia de Acton Tale without Title III, 7 Let us not act
unworthy of beings who have a hope in futurity.

C. sb. An unworthy person.
Used only in expressed or implied contrast to Worthy sb.

1616 Breton Good ^ Badde (title-p.), Descriptions of the
Worthies, and Vnworthies of this Age. Where The Best
may see their Graces, and the Worst discerne their Base-
nesse, a 1661 Fuller Worthies r. (1662) 73 The Worthies
of England being your Subject, you have mingled many
Unworthics among them, x886 EncycL Brit, XX. 614/2
John Wtlmot , . was one of the unworthies of the reign . . of
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Charles II. 1893 E. Peacock in N, ^ Q. 22 July 72 Bothwel!,
Knox,..and other worthies and unworthies of the troubled
Marian period.

fUnwoTthy, v. Obs. rare. [Un-2 6 a, or f.

prec. Cf Unwobth v., MHG. tinwirdigeftj and G.
entwiirdigen^

1. trans. To.dishonour ; to do discredit to.

c I830 Hali Meid. 35 pis is sunne, & ec uncunnelicheS l>e,

& unwur3che3 [v.r. unwurdge3] )>\ bodi.
16*8 FELTHAM^^j'tj/z'Mii.hu. 156b, To feed that dispersiue

humour, all wayes shall be trodden, though they never so
much vnworthy the man.
2. To asperse or vilify. Hence trnwo*r!;hying

ppL a.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 459 They know not how to raise
their slender Merits, but by levelling others that excell them
in any thing, with their unworthying Tongues.

Unwound (onwau-nd), ppl. aA [Un-1 8b.
Cf. MDu, onghewoitden, MHG. and older G.
ungeiuunden^ Not wound (up).
1648 Hexham m, Ongewondetty Vnwound, or Vnwrapped.

1719 J. HvGHKS Morning Apparition 4 Dumb o'ermy pillow
hung my watch unwound. 2834 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. 1. 222 As the hand of an unwound clock stands at one
hour of the day. 1897 Bram Stoker Dracula iv, My watch
was still unwound.

Unwou-nd, ppl. aJ^ [Un- 2 8, or f. Unwind v.^']

Released from a coiled or twisted state ; untwisted.
1707 Mortimer Husb. 305 Which Thatching most tie on

with Withs, but old pitched Ropes unwound, is much
cheaper. x8x8 Milman Samorwu. 34 The soul, unwound
its coarse material chains, Basks in its own divinity.

UnWoa-ndablOf a. [Un-1 7 b.] Incapable of
being pounded.
i6xx Cotcr., Imblessable,vn\iMxi3b\G, vnwoundable. 1698

S, Clarke Script. Just. Introd. B2, In these lie all my
strength.. and.. I hope to be unwoundable. 1731 Bailey
(ed. 2), 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary v. v, Callous with a con-
stant stripe, Unwoundable.
Hence Uuwca'udableness. rare~°,
x66o Blount (ed. 2), Invulnerability^ unwoundableness.

UnWOtL'Uded, ppl. a. [OE. unwundod (Un-1
8), = MDu. onghewondet (Du, ongewond). Cf.

G. unverwundet.'] Not wounded ; unhurt.*
a looo Genesis 183 Ne \>tct aenij com blod of benne, ac him

bre^o engla of lice aleah Hodende ban, wer unwundod.
C1200 Ormin 14735 All swa summ Ysaac attbrasst Unn-
wundedd & unnwemmedd. c 1330 IVill. Palerne 1280 Rijt
fewe went a-wey vn-woundet or take, c 1400 Destr. Troy
10696 Aiax..vnwoundit, i-wis, out of wothe paste, c 1450
St. Cutlibert (Surtees) 7098 Cuthbert men vnwoundid es-

chapid. isoa Atkvnson tr. De Imitatione \\\, xl. (1893) 229
If thou vse nat on euery hande thy shylde of pacyence, thou
shalt nat be longe vnwounded. 1614 Tomkis Albumazar i.

vii, With these walk as unwounded as Achilles, Dipp'd by
his mother Thetis. 1651 Davenant Gondibert 11. 111. xl,

Vex'd that the Empire which your wounds did gaine, Was
by a young unwounded Army fought ! 1700 Dbyden Ovid's
Met. xiiL 434 Hector from the Field unwounded went.

1^77 Potter /Eschylus, Choephorm 376 [The] envenom'd
viper, That poisons with a touch th' unwounded body. 1831
ScottC/. Rob. xvi, He covered his eyes with the unwounded
hand. 1863 W. C, Baldwin Afr. Hunting vi. 185 An un-
wounded cow giraffe.

fig. and iransf. 1579 E. K. Gloss, to Spenser's Sheph. Col.
Oct. 41 Woundlesse armour, vnwounded in warre, doe rust
through long peace. i6aa Fletcher Span. Cur, \. i, We
may hear praises when they are deserv'ci, Our modesty un-
wounded. 1624 Massinger Pari. Lave v. i. Provided my
fair name Had been unwounded. 1735 Pope Ep. Lady 260
She, who can.. hear Sighs for a daughter with unwounded
ear. 1816 Southev PoeVs Pilgr. 11. iii. 169 Unwounded
here Judaea's balm distill'd Its precious juice. i8k8 Milman
Samor iv. 406 The beardless Troilus, Unwounded by soft

Cresseide's arrowy eyes.

absol. 1768-74 Tucker Lt, Nat. (1834) I, 517, I expect.,
that the healed will accompany me as undisturbedly as the
unwounded along our future progress.

Uuwo'ven, ppl. a. (Un- i 8 b.)
X4S9 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 360/2 pe yerne J>at leveth un-

woven. 1467 Act 7 Edw. IV, c. 3 To him or them that
espieth or maketh Proof of any such unwoven Yarn. 1566
Ivills <5-_ Inv. N. C. (Surtees, 1835) 260, xv yerds of lining
clothe with game for harden clothe vnwoven, 1648 Hexham
II, Ongeiveren, Vnwoven, zooa Westm. Gaz. i Oct. 2/3
Death.. shakes th' unwoven thread Thridding the shuttle,
and the story's told.

t Unwra'cked, ///. fl. Obs. [Un.' 8.] Not wrecked.
1627 Drayton Elegies^ Lady Aston*s Depart. Spain 41 Let
them for her sake, Who to thy safeguard doth her selfe

betake. Escape vndrown'd, vnwrackt [1748 unwreck'd],

fUnwra-ll, v. Obs.-^ [Un-2 3 + Wrall v.

Cf. Unwarl v."] trans. To unwind, unroll.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 9 My witt is ful luyte to
unwralle ]?e wrappyinges of so wonder werkes.

Unwra-p; "o. [Un-2 ^^ ^^ yj
L trans. To remove the wrapping from ; to un-

cover by removing a wrapping or the like. Also rejl.

Before c 1820 somewhat rare ; cf. sense 2.

c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's Prol. 5 So soore artow
ywoundid That verray rede vnwrappeth al thy wounde hid.

1530 Palsgr. 769/1 Unwrappe this same and looke what is

in It. 1580 HoLLYBAND Trcos. Fr. Tong, Dessiller, to vn-
wrappe his eies, to restore the sight a 1618 Sylvester
Pibrac's Titrastica Ixxxiii, Her spighlfull Cords shee can
so closely knit, That though at last wee happen to un-wrap
us ; The print thereof still in our Fames will sit. 1825 J.
Nkal Bro. Jonathan 11, 119 The man-slayer was unwrap-
ping the bundle. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede xxii. He liad
wrapped the box up in a great many covers, that he might
see Hetty unwrapping it with growing curiosity,

fig. 1889 R. Bridges Sonn. xxix, The suns first rays,
That lift the dark west and unwrap the night.

UNWRASTB.

]
tb, fig. To unfold, reveal, disclose, explain.

Obs, rare.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. vl (1868) 133 pou hast jeuen

I

..me to vnwrappen t>e hidde causes of ]unges. iS93 Sid'
.

ney's Arcadia 111. (1629) 366, I will disclose my greatest
secret. . . I will, I say, vnwrap my hidden estate. 1600 Fair-

I
FAX Tasso XVII. Ixxxvii, That so I could the Catalogue vn-

;
wrap Of thy great nephewes, yet vnborne.

j

c. To deliver out of^ ie]ease/romf free o/^ some
envelopment ; to liberate or set free. Ahofig.

i
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 12 Like a maze, out of

which we can not vnwrapp our selues, vnlesse [etc.]. 1568
Earl of Sussex in E. Lodge Illustr. Brit. Hist. (1791) II.

I

6 And, lastly, to foresee that these Scotts on bothe sydes
! packe not together, so as to unwrappe.. ther mystres owte

of all present slaunders, purge her openly [etc.]. 1620
I

Shf.lton ind Pt. Don Quix. xlviii. 321 Vnwrapping him
from the Sheet and the Quilt, they pinched hiin. ^1825
Beddoes Poems, Torrismond 1. iv, Unwrap me of my years,
and hunt me.. Into my mother's womb ! there unbeget me !

I

2. To open, unwind, or unroll (what is wrapped
or wound) ; fto unfurl (a sail). Also^^.

I Rare before 19th cent, j cf. sense i.

1387 Trevisa Higden (M S. Cott, Tib.) fol. 3, pis matyre .

.

,

ha)> meny .. wyndyngs and wrynkklyngs ^at wol no3t be
I

vnwrappid, Ibid.^ My wyt ys ful lytel to vnwrappe |je gret
hardnes of so wondre werks, ifiSa Stanyhurst /Eneid in,

;

(Arb.) 76 Our sayls vnwrapped vphoysing, . . thee rough seas
! deepelye we furrowe. 1807 J, Barlow Columb. in. 821

j

Where the savage leader lay., [he] directs his eager way,
I Unwraps the tyger's hide, and strives . . To close the wound.
;

i860 RusKiN iJnto this Last ii. (1896) 60 Rags unwrapped
I from the breasts of goodly soldiers dead. 1894 A. Kobert-
i
SON NuggetSf etc. 27 He unwrapped his blankets, [and]
spread them on the bed.

b. (See quot.)

x8s9 T. Lund Elem. Geom. ^ Mensuration iii. 316 We
may call attention to two cases of curved surfaces, where
the surface can he unwrapped, so as to form a plane surface.

3. intr. To undergo unwrapping or unwinding.
1833 WHEWELL^f/r(?«. 218 A Stone at the end of a string,

when the string is whirled round, and is allowed to wrap
round the hand, or to unwrap from it. c x888 Yeats Poems
(1912) 261 Joy.. stirs the young kid's budding horn. And
makes the infant ferns unwrap,
Unwra'pped,/^/. rt. rarr'^ [Un-' 8.] Not wrapped

(up). 1570 Levins Manip. 51 Vnwrapped, infasciatus.
1648 Hexha.m II, Ongewonden, Vnwound, or Vnwrapped.

t XJnwra'St, a. (and.?^.). Obs, Forms: 1-3 un-
wrrost (3 -waerste), -wreast, i, 3-5 -wrest, 3-4
-wreste(3 C^^w.-wresste); 2-3,5un-WTa8te,4-5,
Sc. 6 -wrast. Also 3-4 on- (4 oun-), 4-5, Sc. 6
vn-. [OE. unwrxstj unwrist (Un-1 ^).]

1. Of a poor, worthless, or vile quality or con-
dition ; sorry, miserable ; of little account : a. Of
persons.
C895 K. iELFRED Oros, III. i. § 5 Hi Laecedemonie. .to Jfon

jedydon )7aet hi hi selfe leton aijjjer xe for heane ge for un-
wra;ste. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn, 29 Vnwreste J>u best ^ef t>u

wreche ne secst hwanne t'U time siest. c 1205 Lay. 26450
Cu5e5 eower kinge, [Bruttus beo^ bolde] ac heo beo3 un-
wrseste italde. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1260 Hwet nu, unwreste
men & wacre J)en eni wake 1 c 1350 Lybeaus Disc. 2118 The
menstrales . . Hadde ryche yftes wythalle, And they that
weryn unwrest.

b. Of things.
axiaa O. E. Chron. {Laud MS.) an. io52,_ And gewendon

heom on an to Ealdulfes nJKse, & wear5 him |?aer on anon
unwraiste scipe. ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 Ful mat ]«
Hnke, J>at forcuSer hauefl faire weden and J)u unwreste,
c 1205 Lav. 16307 penne ]?at ha;fd is unwrasst pe haelp is

bae wurse. c 1300 Havelock 2821 Him to binden faste

Vp-on an asse swijje un-wraste.

a. a. Of persons : Addicted to evil, wickedness,
or vice ; wicked.
aiaas Ancr. R. 124 penc hu I>e gode holi mon. .blescede

jje unwreste bond Jjet hefde ihermed him. a 1240 IVohunge
in O. E. Horn, \. 283 And tu..was unwreste folk of world
to hoker lahter. xi.. K.Alis. (W.) 878 What dostow here,

unwrast gome?.. He! fyle ateynte horesone ! To misdo
was ay thy wone. C1380 Sir Ferumb. 200$ pys schrewede
Sarsyns Jiat wern ounwraste. c 1535 M. Nisbet N. T. in
Scots (S.T.S.) III. 349 He.. schawls how menu augiht to

behaue thaim towart sick a^ be vmviast,
absol. and as sb. aiazs Ancr. R. 68 Me ileue^ |>et vuel

sone, & te unwreste blifleliche lieS on Jje gode. c 1320 Castle

of Love 335 Heo him made a-gulte, ]?ulke vn-wreste, And
bi-swikide him. cx^yi Arth. ^ Merl, 6964 (Ktilbing), It were
ille, >if eueriche vnwrest hadde his wille.

b. Of actions, etc.: Characterized by wickedness

or evil ; iniquitous.

aiizz O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.) an. 1131, 3if jjaer wa;re
hure an unwreste wrenc. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 235 Ac si la^e

sone adili^de ^urh unwreaste leahtrum. a lagb Owl 4- N,
178 Suche wordes beoj? vnwreste, ^1275 Lay. 7033 For
J-isse onwreste [la5e] al men him liatede. c 1315 Shoreham i..

1581 panne a^te-.wyues naujta^ens men Nonon-wrestnesse
werche, Ac J^olye, And naujt onwrest op-sechen hy. 13..

Seuyn Sages (W.) 1917 For mine thre unwrast dede. c 1400
St. Alexius (Laud 622) 738 Sergeauntz. .despised hyni fast.

pe wasshyng of her vessel t>ai cast on hym euerydel, ]7at was
swij>e vnwrast. c 1425 Cursor M. 9475 (Trin.), pis foule

synne was so vnwrast.

3. Untrustworthy, unreliable. Const, of, rare~^.

1393 Langl. p. pi. C. XXI. 313 He were [=would be] vn-

wrast of hus worde, |?at witnesse is of trewjje.

Hence f Unwra'stuess ; also f Unwra'stship,
wickedness. Obs.

a\zzs Ancr, R, 304 Min owune unwrestschipe hit dude.

C131S [see prec. 2 hi c 13*0 Castle of Love^ 1143 f"or vre

vnwieslschupe here pe coroune of ^jornes on his hed he beere.

tnnwra-Btejdafe/. C^j. [Un-1 11 b.l = next,

ciaog Lav, 15414 Bruttea . . laetten swi5e hokerliche of
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Lotc.and daden swiSevnwraste alle his haste* /^'rf. 2546,
19290, 28415. a IMS Ancr. R. 268 Heo beotS to woke, & to
unwreste ihcorted J>et. .herdeliche ne uihteS.

t TJnwrastly, adv. Obs. [OE. unwrmstlke, f.

unwrxsi Uxwrast a.]

. 1. In a weak or feeble manner ; weakly, poorly.

c 1050 Byrht/ertk's Handboc in An^lta VIII. 334 J>j's hiw
ealde u3wttan jesettan ajen t>am |>ingum Jw zenoaotus se
eficisca esne unwr^stlice jeselte. a 1225 Ancr. R. 294 ^\i

\\\y ^uruh J>ine 5emeleaste, werest te crest wocliche [Tn'n,
A/S. unwreastlichej,

2. Basely, wickedly.
ct^ao Cast. Love 1468 Sikertiche vnwrestlyche he deej>

}>at such Fader ne loue)? with al his Jwjujt.

Unwra*thful,rt. (Un.> 7.) 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph,
Table, VnwrathfuU speakyng. 1548 — Erasm. Par. Luke
Hi. 49 The merciable & vnwraihefuU maker of the law
euangelicall. 1775 Ash. Unwra'thfuUy, adv. (Un-'
II.) 1542 Udall Erasm, Apoph. 61 vtarg.^ UnwrathfuHy
spoken. Ibid. 285 Y« noumbre of thynges unwrathefully «
prudentely dooen.

Unwray, variant of Ukwky v, Obs,

XTnwrea'ked, ///. a. [Un-18.] Not revenged
or requited; unavenged.
1590 Spenser F. Q, in, xi. o How sufFrest thou such shame-

ful! cr,ueliy, So long vnwreaked of thine enimy ? 1605 Plapr
cfStucley in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) 208 Who'll let his
Icinsmans blood unwreaked rest ? 1613 Chapman Rev. Bussy
D'Ambois IV. G 3 b, So wilde, so mad, Shee cannot Hue, and
this vnwreakt sustaine. 1855 Singleton Virgil II. 398 Not
over me, unwreaked, Nor long, shalt thou.. exult, In con-
quest. 1884 Macm. Mag. Nov. ao/i Unless the accused
has an enemy., with an unwreaked grudge against him.
1887 Meredith Ballads

<S*
P. 98 Hoarse for slaughter yet

unwreaked.
tUnwrea-ken,///.<i, Ohs.-'^ [Um-I 8 b. Cf. OE. w«.

wrecen.] = prec 1592 R. Wilmot Tancred ^ Gism. v, ii.

H I, Shall I jhen vnwreaken downe descend ? Shall I not
worke some lust reuenge on him?

TJnwreatlie, v."^ [Un-2 3. cf, Unwrithe
».] trans. To free from a wreathed or entwined
condition; to disentwine, untwist. Also refl,

1591 Percivall Sp. Dict.j Destorcer^ to vnwreath, detoT'
gw«»-^. x66o Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. Digress. 379
The Beards of wilde Oats, .continually wreath and unwreath
themselves according to the even, light variations of the
temperature of the ambient Air. 1731 Bailey (vol. II), Un-
writhen, unwreathed, untwisted, straitened. 1810 SoaTHEY
Kehama xvi. xix. The Beast. .Unwreathes his rings and
strives to fly.

^
1822 Shelley tr. CalderotCs Mag. Prodigy

in. 75 Leafy Vine, unwreath thy bower.

Unwrea'the, t'.' [UN.24.] ^ra«f. To divest of a wreath
or wreaths. (In quot. absal.) 1852 Grote Greece 11. Ixx.

IX. 137 Probably the operations of wreathing and unwreath-
ing must here have been performed by the soldiers symbol-
ically. Unwrea*thed,(i. rare~o. (Un-'o.] Wreathless.
1731 Bailey (vol. II), Unwreathed, ..without a wreath,
Unwre'cked, ppl. a. (Un-' 8.) 1748 [see Unwracked].
«775 Ash. 1896 R. Bridges Fair Brass ii. An effigy of
brass - . Lieth in the sombre aisle Of this old church unwreckt.

fUnwree-, v. Obs.-^ [Un-2 34.WREE z/.]

trans. To free (a person) from accusation ; to clear.

ai22S Ancr. R. 308 5'f bu wreiest J>e wel her, God wule
unwreien [L. excusai] J?e J>er.

+ TJnwre'nch, sb. Obs. [OE. unwrenc (Un- i

4 b, 13).] An evil or base trick, artifice, or turn
;

a vice or sin.

<r897 K. ^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxlil 215 Da geSyld
..for Sxm unwrence ?aere un5eSylde..he forlet. axozi
WuLFSTAN //am. 54 Mid 6am unwrencan bi3 Antecrist eaf
afylled, cizoo TriH.Coll.//(}>u.7g Jif be unfele man. .mid
fefefolde wi^eles te3 him to unwrenches. atMx$Ancr. R.
268 Vor \>t\. is his unwrench..t»et holi men mest dredeS,
c 1250 Owl (J- A^. 169 Ne speddestu nojt mid Hne unwrenche,
For ich am war.
Unwre'nch, v. [Un-' 9.] trans. To open or detach by

wrenching. 1818 M ilman Genius 27 While Rape unwrench'd
her wither'd grasp That clung unto the tomb. 1832 J. Mont-
gomery Cholera Mount Wks, 1841 IV. 170 The blue pest,
whose gripe no art can shun. No force unwiench. Un-
wrenched, /t//. a. [Un-'8.] Not subjected to wrenching.

I1775 Ash, Unrancked, Wnwrenched.] 1784 Cowper 7 ask
IV. 446 Nor will he leave Unwrench'd the door, however well
secur'd. 1800 Colf.ridge Piccolom. v. vi. 72 To him Nothing
on earth remains unwrenched and firm, Who has no faith.

Unwrest, variant of Unwrast a. Obs,

tUnwre'St, z'. Obs. Also 5 /a. /.and /a. ///^.
vn-WTast(e; 7vnrest. [Un-2 9.] trans. To undo,
detach, or dislocate, by wresting or wrenching.
CI450 LovELiCH Merlin 13942 The jate closed a^en also

faste as hit ne hadde neuere ben vnwraste. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur vin. xxxiv. 326 Bothe his handes . . were fast bounden
vnto two knyghtes ; . .sodenly he pulled them bothe to hym,
and vnwrast his handes. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys 25
Haddest thou leuer se Thy sonnes necke vnwrested wyth a
rope. Than [etc. J. 1598 Florio, Dtstorcere, . . to wriggle, to
wrest, to vnwrest. 1613 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. 11. 139
Their occasions made them somewhat to vnrest [1617 un-
wrest) the Soueraigntie from that height whereunto hee
bad strayned it.

TJnwre-sted,///. fl. [Un-i 8.] Not wrested
or strained.

1653 Nissena ii6 Whose wisdom hath always been equal
lo their unwrested and immaculate Justice. 1712 J. Morton
Nat. //ist. Northampton, 7 'Tis..a natural and unwrested
observation, that the rivers [etc.], 1771 Whitaker //ist.

Manch. I. 265 The plain unwrested import of the word.
Hence Unwre'stedly adv., without forcing.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 91 Vnto this lamentable subuersion

..may that prophesie of Sibyls be vnwrestedly applied.
Unwre'8ting,/*/^.a. (Un.> 10.) 1595 Daniel OV.IFarj

I. xcix, Let vnwresting charity beleeuc That then thy oth
with thy intent agreed.
tUnwri'ed, /S/>/. a. Obs,~^ [Un.' 8.) Not twi»ted or

wrested. 1558 Phaer ^neid vi. P iij b, Whan thou duely
hast it [jr. a bough] spied Lay thou theron thy hand, for
willingly with eas, onwried, Itself it shall releas.

Unwrinkle, v. [Un-2 3.]

1. trans. To free (the brow, etc.) from wrinkles;
to smooth (a wrinkled surface).

l6n CoTGR., />^i>//w^?-, to.. vnwrinkle, vncrumple. /bid,
s.v. Des/roncer, To cleere, vncloud, or vnwrinckle his visage.

1725 Ramsav Gentl. Sheph. v. iii, See how much joy un-
wrinkles every brow. 178^ J. Potter Virtuous Villagers
II. i8s By unwrinkling the brow of care, [it hasj given place
to calm contentment. 1822 Scott Nigel Introd. Epist., To
unwrinkle a brow bent with the furrows of daily toil. 1880
Meredith Tragic Com. x, 181 He unwrinkled the letter care-
fully for it to be legible.

2. intr. To become free from wrinkles.
iSity Perils ^ Captivity (Constable's Misc.) 85 Foreheads,

lowering and sulky, began to unwrinkle.

Unwrinkled, //>/. a, [Un-1 8,] Free from
wrinkles; smooth.
In freq. use from c 1820, esp, with * brow ' or ' forehead *.

1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex, i. vi. 36 b, Ihe forhead
smoth, cheerefull and vnwrynckled. 1592 Sir T. More rii. i.

172 Mercie, whose maiestick browe Should be vnwrlnckled.
1643 Davenant Un/ori. Levers 111. D 4 b, Thy brow Is
quite unwrinckled. a 1649 Ckashaw Glorious Epiphany 28
'Ihe world's one, round, ^ternall year, Whose full and all-

unwrinkled face Nor sinks nor swells with time or place.

1783 Mason Du Fresnoy's Art Paint. 283 So the liberal

vest In large, distinct', unwrinkled folds should fly. 1784
Cowper Task^ iv. 4 The wintry flood, in which the moon
Sees her unwrinkled face reflected bright. 1801 Coleridge
Fragm.^ The Moon 5 Trees, herbage, snake-like stream, un-
wrinkled Lake. 1864 Bryant ^V/Za 510 Still she kept her
fair Unwrinkled features.^ 1881 Longmans' Notes on Bks.
31 Aug. 83/2 The unwrinkled portrait which Cromwell
feared that Lely might draw of himself. 1883 [W. H.
White] Maj-k Rutherford's Deliverance vii. Her dress was
unwrinkled.

fig, 1582 Bentley Man. Mairones 74 To leane to..God,
and his smooth and vnwrinkled Church. 1648 Crashaw
Delights Muses, Musicks Duell 39 A Nightingale . . Tray les

her plaine Ditty in one long.spun note,.. A cleare un-
wrinckled song. 1822 Coleridge Lett., Conv., etc. II. 79,
I am, with unwrinkled confidence, . . Your affectionate friend,

t Unwri't, //J/, a. [Un-1 8 b.] = Unwritten.
1485 tVaterford Arch, in loth Rep. //ist. MSS. Comm.

App. V. 3B0 The.. usages and privieleges..that bene writte
and unwritt, 1612 Chapman Rev. Bussy d'Ambois 11. i. up
God's unwrit edicts. 1656 in Verney Mem, (1907) II. 51 [A
letter] that had been better unwritt.

TJnwri'te, v. [Un-2 3.] trans. To cancel or
abrogate the writing of (something) ; to annul or

rescind (a writing).

1586 J. Hooker //ist. /ret. in //olinshed II. 104/2 What
he wrote he meant not to vnwrite. 1593 B. Barnes Poems
(Grosart) 6 Since mercylesse she made that chartyre,..
Sign'd with those hands which neuer can vnwrite it. 1641
Milton Animadv. 65 Vee write them in your closets, and
unwrite them in your Courts. 1820 Keats in Rossetti Life
(1887) 96 My poor poem, which I would willingly take the
trouble to unwrite, if possible, x86i Court Life at Naples
\\. 269 It is easier to unsay than to unwrite cross words.
1888 Gladstone in Daily News 6 Nov. 6/3 You cannot un-
write or rewrite the law of time.

Unwriteable, a. (Un-1 7 b.)
1780 T. Twining Recreat. ^ Stud. (1882) 76 In gracing,

hedoes the most beautiful, most unassignable, most un-
written and unwriteable things I ever heard. i8ox Southev
Let. to G. C. Bedford 19 Aug., These are unwriteable things
^thc gossip, and the playfulness. 1873 Earle Philol. Eng.
Tongue (ed. 2) 110 The first [vowel] we call by an unwrite-
able name.
tUnwri'the, v. Obs.-o [Un-* 3. Cf. OE. un-, on-

wrtpan.} trans, =Unwreathe v.'^ 1611 Cotgr., Destor-
tiller^ to vnwrith, vnwind, open, vnwrap. 1731 Bailey (vol.

II), Unwrithen, unwreathed, untwisted, straitened.

Unwrrting, ///. a, (Un-1 10.)
1663 Cowley Ode upon Verses ofLd. Broghills 1, 1 wrote,

and wrote, but still I wrote in vain,.. A rich, unwriting
Hand, carry 'd the Prize away. 1728 Pope Dune, M.
Scriblerusy A deluge of Authors covered the land : Whereby
..the peace of the honest unwriting subject was daily
molested. 1828-32 Webster s.v.. An unwriting citizen.

Unwri'tten, ppL a. Also 4 unwrite. [Un-1
8 b. Cf. OE. unwriten {un^e-, und-), ON. tiritinn.']

1. Not committed to writing ; left unrecorded.
1362 Langl. p. pi. a. XI. 255 (MS. Univ. Coll. Oxford),
Myn name [was] entred In ye legende of lyf. .Or elles vn-
write [B. vnwriten, C. vnwryten] for wiled. £: 1440 Jacob's
Well 115 pat none of here talys schulde he vnwretyn.
C144S Pecock Donet 6 BettJr it is . . Jsan forto leve alle

suche )>ingis vnwritun and vntau3t. 1533 Tindale Supper
of Lord B V, More muste gyve vs leaue to beleue his vn-
wrytten vanityes (verities I shoulde saye) at leasure. 1577
tr. Bullinger's Decades 774/1 An vnwritten tradition of the
Apostles, ,1635 T. Taylor (Water P.) Very Old Man C 3,

They . . might from Sire to Son Have been unwritten
Chroniclss, and by Tradition shew Times mutabillity. 1650
Baxter Saints' R, 11. iv. § 3. 200 It was a former Record.,
delivered to us, and not onely an unwritten Testimony.
i';igzS. Rogers Pleas, Mem. 11. (1801)59 High o'er the hearth
his forest-trophies hung;,. Each vast antler .. unwritten
records bore. Of gallant feats. 1851 Hawthorne Snozv
/mage, Old News (1879) 153 Diseases unwritten in medical
books. 1878 H. Sweet in Trans. Philol. Soc. 404 The
characteristic features of a hitherto unwritten dialect.

absol. 1880 Meredith Tragic Com. (1881) 114, 1 have seen,

have seen ahead, seen where all is dark, read the unwritten.

b. Of laws, etc. : Not formulated in written

codes or documents ; not reduced to writing; oral.

1456 Sir G. Ha\k Law Arms (S.T.S.) 128 Be all lawis
wryttin and unwrittin. 1596 Spenser State /rel. f 12 The
Brehoone lawe..is a certayne rule of right unwritten, but
delivered by_ tradition from one to another. 1641 Milton
CA. Govt. 1. iii. xx Those unwritten lawes and Ideas which

nature hath ingraven in us. ^1670 Hobbes Dial. Com,
Laws (1681) 3 Equity is a certain perfect Reason that inter-

preteth and amendeth the Law written, it self being un-
written, and consisting in nothing else but right Reason,
X765 Blackstone Comm. Introd. I. 63 The municipal law
of England, .may. .be divided into two kinds:. .the un-
written, or common law; and. .the written, or statute law.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits. Universities Wks. (Bohn) II.

93 That an unwritten code of honour deals, .an even-handed
justice. 1888 T. W. Reid Life IV, E. Forstcr (ed. 2) II.

viL 294 The unwritten law of the Land League.

C. Not written ^or about.
1761 in //ull Museum Publ. (No. 102) 13 Which, having

been hitherto concealed and unwritten of, is. .worthy of a
general knowledge.

2. Not written upon. Also with on.
1542 in T. A. Beck Ann. Fumes (1844) App. 87 (He]

sealyd therwyth vij. blanckes in perchcment then beyng
blanckes and unwryttene. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 57
A white paper vnwritten, vpon the which yow may . . wryte
what yow lyste. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. Ixix.

423 This disposednes is as a white vnwritten paper. 1664
South Serm. (1715) II. 46 Like unwritten paper, . .it.. is

white., and fair for an after-Inscription, rt 1700 Evelyn
Diary 27 Oct. 1664, He then..ask'd me if I had any paper
about me unwritten and a crayon. 1760-2 Goldsm. Cit. IV,

xlvi. When the large unwritten page presents its snowy
spotless bosom to the writer's hand. 1833 T. Hook Parson's
Dan. I. xi, So that no possible spot or corner of her letters

should escape unwritten on. 1873 B. Harte Fiddletown 26

The unwritten side of one of these squares.

Unwro ken, ///. a, [Un- i 8 b. Cf, MDu.
ong/iewroken {J^\3..ongewroken)^OY[G. ungirohhoHf

unkirockan (MHG. and G. ungerocken)^ and Un-
WKEAKEN.] = Unwreaked///. a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13067 Ouer mikel has ^ou spoken. And
J>at sal noght be al vn-wroken. c 1400 Desir. Troy 4195 pat
any lord of our londe shuld lacche soche a skorne Vnwrokyn
with wondis. 1513 Douglas ^neid n. x. 197 This day
wnwrokin we sail neuir al be slane. /bid, iv. xii. 30, xi. xiv,

19. 1600 Fairfax Tasso vni. Ixvi. 155 Yet all this season
were we willing blinde, Oftended, vnreueng'd, wrong'd, but
vnwroken.

Unwro'nged, ///. a. (Un- 1 8.)
1598 Florio, /noffeso, vnoffended, vntoucht, vnwrongd.

1628 Gaule /*rac/. The, (1629) 352 There lies he now, though
by some (perhaps) vnremembred, yet by others not vn-
wronged, 1789 E. Darwin Bot. Card, II, 15 Unwrong^d,._.
They guard, the Kings of Needwood's wide domains, Their
sister- wives. 1841 Mrs. Browning^. Annelida^Complaini
iii, Now is he false—alas, alas!—although Unwronged !

1870 Bryant /Had i. I. 22 Unwronged and with no cause
for tears.

Unwro'ugful, a. (Un-' 7.) 1876 Morris Sigrtrd u. 125
Till over a world unwrongful new-born shall Baldur ride.

iVnvfTO'ngingfVbl.sb. Obs.~^ [Un-^ 13.] Non-committal
of a wrong, c 1449 Pecock Repr. iii. xvi. ^82 Experience
schewith..how manye. .wrongis schulden he..
for ri3tis and vnwronglngis.

Vnwrought (^nrgt), ///. a. [Un-I 8 b, c
Cf. OE. ungeworhtf MLG. ungewroc/it, MDn.
onghewrochtj -wracht, Du. ongeivroc/it,']

1. Not made, done, formed, performed, etc. ; left

in an unfinished or incomplete state ; uncompleted,
unperformed.
C137S Sc. Leg, Saints x. {Matthew) 143 Sa J^are warke

lewit vnwrocht. Fore vndire-stand vthire \>a.\ na mochC.
c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 268 She lefte no verteu vnwroughte
in the worlde. ci6ix Chapman /liadii. tty The work that

should have wreaked oiu: wrong.. lies unwrought. 1819
Shelley Peter Bell S''^ vn. xx, Love's work was left un-
wrought—no brood., took wing.

2. Not formed or fashioned by being worked
on ; esp, of materials (as fabrics, stone, or metals)

:

Still in a crude, raw, rude, or natural state ; not

worked into a finished condition ; undressed ; ss

Raw a, 2 a, Rough a. 16,

In very frequent use from c 1600, esp. with stone, iron,

^ c 1400 Pilgr. So7vle (Caxton, 1483) v. xiv. 107 God hymself
is nature vnformed and vnwrought. 1455 Rolls of Parit,

V. 325/1 Never any thing of Silke..in eny wise wrought,
hut in rawe Silk allone unwrought. 1463-4 Act 19 /ten.

V/If c. 21 All other maner of Sylkes,. .rawe or unwrought.
1503 Isee Raw a. 2 aj. 1545 Rates of Custom b i b,

Enkyll the pounde vnwrought, liii d. 1548 Coverdale, etc
Erasm, Par. 1 Cor. viii. 23 b. An other vnsquared piece

of tymber, or an vnwrought stone. 1571 Golding Calvin
on Ps. Ixxiv. 5 The unwrought and rough timber-logs.

x6oi [see Rough a. 16]. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past,
II. iv. 587 Brests softer farre than tufts of unwrought
silke. 1673 Temple Obs. United Prov. Wks. 1720 I. 66
We then carry'd out our Wools unwrought. 1719 W.
Wood Sttrv. Trade 85 Every Country which, .returns us
unwrought Materials to be manufactured here. 1773
Hawkesworth Cook's Voy, 1. v. II. 57 We saw also some
pieces of glass and flint among them unwrought. 1799 //nil
Advertiser 11 May i/i A large quantity of unwrought
Alum-Rock. 1827 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 212 Very large

unwrought stones. 1841 Elfhinstone Hist, /ndia I. 371
The cocoa-nut tree and the bamboo furnish alt the materials
for construction unwrought 1896 Dail^ Nexvs 11 Feb. a/4
Unwrought steel and cast and wrought iron.

fig. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. Concl. 62 Men.. whose un-
chast'ned and unwrought minds [were] never yet. .subdu'd
under the true lore of religion. 1M6 Vi^'iii.^M.i. Sir Tristrem
p. xx, After having Iain unwrought into any new forms for

a couple of centuries, the story [etc.].

to. Not developed or worked ottt.

1877 Miss Vonge Cameos in. x. 84 He must choose.,
whether to continue the art that should diffuse knowledge
for good or evil, or leave it unwrought out.

3. a. Of a mine, etc. : Not worked. Also in fig.

context,

1669 Earl Sandwich tr. Barba's Art ofMetals i. (1674) 7
[Thtt mine] lay unwrought for four or five years. 1670



UNWROUGHT.
Pettus Fodinie Reg. 86 Where he findeth a Meer un-
wrought, he shall score on the Spindle one score. 1706
MoBSE Ainer. Geog. II. 209 This island abounds with iron,
lead, and copper mines, though unwrought. 1839 Dk la
Beche Rep, GeoL Cornivall^ etc. xv. 617 In 1778, also, these
iron-lodes still remained unwrought. 1863 N. Hawthoene
Our Old Home 1 1. 15 Treasuips of wit and wisdom . .still in
the unwrought mines of human thought.

b. Of coal: Not hewn out, excavated, or won.
1789 J. Williams Miii. Kingd. I. 8 The whole coal wall,

that IS the unwrought coaL 1883 (see Unworked 2 \>\

o. Of land: Not tilled, laboured, or cultivated.
1600 FATurAX Tasso i. Ixiv, Or proue at least. .Their harts

were fertill land, although vnwrought. 1876- in north,
dialect and Sc. use.

4. Not employed in, not subjected or inured to,
labour, rare.

1550 W. Lane in Froude Hist. Eng. (i860) V. 285 Out of
the decay of tillage springeth the scarcity of corn and the
people unwrought. i6a8 May Virg. Georg. ir. 55 Then
make strong hedges to keep cattell out, Young beasts
especially, and yet unwrought.
TJnwrou-ght, /«. /.//«. [f. Unwork v.1 Put
back or restored to a former condition ; undone.
1716 Pope Odyssey xix. 177 The woof unwrought the

Suitor-train surprize. 1850 Mrs. Browning Sonu./r. Portu-
guese xiv, These things . . may Be changed, or change for
'nee.—and love, so wrought. May be unwrought so.

Unwru-ng, //>/.«. [Un-1 8 b.] Not pinched
or galled.

1604 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 253 (Q. 2), Your Maiestie, and
wee that haue free soules, it touches vs not, let the gauled
lade winch, our withers are vnwrong. (Hence freq. in later
echoes of the phrase, or occas. (in recent use) of the word. ]

tUnwry, z*. Obs. [OE. onwrhn, ttniurion
(Un- 43). Cf. OHG. intrihan, inrthan < revelare '.]

1. trans. To reveal or expose to sight by the
removal of a covering ; to uncover, lay bare.
«. c8»5 Vesp. Psalter xvW. 16 Onwrijen werun steaSelas

ymbhwyrftes eor5an. ciooo Ags. Fs. (Thorpe) cxviii. 18
Onwreoh l>u mine ea^an. c 1290 Beket 2278 in S. Etig, Leg.
I. 172 pe Cardinales nolden nou^t is bodi al on-wreo (^ 1300
unwreoj. 1340 Ayeni, 58 Hi onwrit> ^ane pot, and )>e ulejen
\\yt\t l^erin.

P- «97S Ruslnii. Gosp. Mark ii. 4 He..unwreo5on l>aet
hus. .^r he waes. c 1000 iELFHic Horn. II. 334 Da licmen
his neb l>Krrihte unwruson. aiaas Ancr. R. 328 po he
schulde unwrien his wunden. 13 . . A". Alls. 336 (Laud MS.),
His aristable he gan vnwri^ene \v.r. vnwreonej. £'1374
Chaucer Troylus i. 858 To hym byhoueth first vnwre \v.rr.
onwrye, vnwry] his wounde. c 1430 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 85
Unwrey al l>e bon, in kuttynge awey al l>e flesch. c 1440
Jacob's Well 197 He ros out of his graue, . .& vnwryed t>e
munkys in here beddys.

b. refl. To uncover (oneself) ; to make naked.
a IMS Ancr.R. 56 Bersabee . . unwreih hire ine Dauies sihSe.

Ihid. 58 f>urh |jet heo unwrien ham ine monne eih sihSe.

2. fig. To reveal, disclose, make known (some
hidden thing or fact, sin, etc.) ; to communicate or
divulge (a matter).
a. ctti Vesf. Psalter xxxvi. 5 Onwrih dr>'htne wej Sinne.

f 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvii. 30 yEfter )>ysum )>ingum biS on
bam dx^e Jw mannes sunu onwrijen bi3. 1340 Ayenb. 88
Uor hycr ne zyi» non onwry^e be uayrhede of god, bote ase
hit by ine ane ssewere. Ibid. 174 pe zike ssel onwri his
ziknesse.

/3. coso Lindis/. Gosp. Matt. x. 26 Nowiht forSon [bi3]
Jsedejled (nt ne se unwrijen. c io« Byrht/erth's Haiidboc

a i*»S Eeg. Katk. 1769 per me unwreah me l>e wei, pet
leadeo toTiue. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10457 God wot wuch
is herte was, vor he nolde him nojt vnwre. pe erchebissop
him asoilede. f 1330 Amis fy Amil. 783 When be douke
com in to bat won, pe steward o^ain him gan gon. Her
conseyl for to vnwrain. c'1380 Sir Ferumb.iZ^t} Y wil her,
as y can, my message to be ounwrye. c 1407 Lvoc. Resort
«r 6>«j. i8(Jr( = ere}I do specifyc Myn entent for to vnwrie,
Or ferther in this boke procede.

Hence t Unwrye(ii) pfl. a. Obs.
a lati A/icr.^ R. 58 5if eni unwrie put were, & beste feolle

ber inne, he hit schulde jelden f>et bene put unwreih. 1340
Ayenb. 88 Hyer ne zyj? non onwryje be uayrhede of god.
Ibid. 112, 244.

t Uny, V. Obs. Also 5 vnye. [ad. OF. uni-er
(1371 in Godef.), or uni-r (I2th-i3th c. ; F., Sp.,
and Pg. unir. It. unire), a. L. iimre to Unite.
Cf. Une ».] trans. To form, combine, or join into
one ; to make one ; to unite.

Freq. from C1435 to 1535: in later use chiefly Sc, The
chief types of construction are illustrated by the different

groups of quotations.

(rt) 1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 441/2 Pretendyng vat all his
Auncestres._.have had ye Estate, Honour and Dignite, as
annexed, united and appurtenaunt to ye seid Castell, Honour
and Lordship. 1483 Caxton Gold, Leg. 435/2 How our
lord wold unye or joyne our humanyte to his dyuynytee by
gretc loue. 1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) I. iv.

D ii b, By the baptem the soule. .is incorporat and vnyed
with holy chirche, C1510 More /*/«« Wks. 13/1 That prayer
. . not onelye presenteth the mind to the father : but also
vnieth it with nym by vnspeakeable wayes. 1550 J. Coke
Eng, ft Fr. Heralds 1 128 Whiche realme. .(he] conquered,
uniynge it to the Crowne of Esp.ayne.

(b) c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 294 The prayer of a multytude
that is vnyed togyther in charyte. a 1513 Fabyan Citron.
VI. cxcUi. 196 He made Dunstanne..bisshop of Worceter,
and vnyed and knyt into one the prouynce & lordshyppes
of Englande. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccclxxxi. 640
That there be no villayns nor gentylmen, but that we may
be all vnyed toguyder. 1541 Copland Gaiyen's Temp. A j,

Howe Phylosophy and eloquence are.. vnyed togythtr by
offyce antf actyon.
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(c) c 1460 FoRTEscuE Ah. <5- Lint. Mon. ii. (1885) 112 Euery
comunaUe vnyed of mony parties must nedis haue an hed.
1482-3 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 310 That they, .a Gilde or Fra-
ternyte . . of the men of the seid Crafte and other, myght
make, vnye, founde,..and stablissh. x^o^ScActs^ Jas. IV
(1814) II. 267/1 It sail be lefull till his grace to diuide
schirefdomez & create, vny, & annex he sammyne. 151a
JFfelyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) III. 135 In the which
time . . should be unyed and congregeed the princes of
Christendom for to pass* over the sea.
{d) 1362 WinJet Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 41 In Christe lesus is

na commixtioun,..bot bayth the twa naturis vniit in ane
persoun. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 84 At
last . . the Bntanis of Cambrie . . war vniit in ane people vndir
ane law.

refl. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xli. 26 The Sone of god vnyede
hym to mankynde to \>^ dethe. 1494 Cav. Leet Bk. 558 That
they.-applye them-self to Joyn & vnye themself or to be
contributory to other Craft. 1562 W1N3ET Wks. (S.T.S.)
II. 43 The Sone of God..b« vniing Him self to man..wes
maid man.

Hence + ITnying vbh sK Obs,
1517 Love's Bonavent. Mirr. xv. (W. de W.) I iv b, Put-

tynge a-way occasyon . . that myght drawe y«.. soule.. fro
the vnyenge & knyttyng to her spouse Jhesu chryst.

tUnya*rk,z^. Obs. rare, [Un- 2 3 + Yark z/, b.]
trans. To undo or open (a gate),
0:1400-50 Alexander 2147 pai vn3arked him he 5atis &

gald him ^e keys. Ibid. 3209 pan 5ode hai furthe & vn-
5arkid Jje ^atis of )7e cite,

Unyea-ned, ppl, a, [Un-1 8.] a. Unborn.
b. Not having given birth, k\%oJig.
[1775 Ash,] z868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 148 Trust That men

call blind ; but.. is blind Only as unyeaned reason is. 1884
Miss M. Linskcll Bet^v. Heather f( North, Sea vi, The loss
of the ewes, and the unyeaned lambs. 1894 C. Vickerman
IVoollen spinning^6 Sheep . . much prized in unyeaned state.

Unyelde, var. Unnealed ///. a. Obs, Unye-
ment, obs. f. Ointment. Unyeown, obs. Sc. f.

Onion.
tUnye-rded.///. «. Sc. Obs. [Un-' 8 +5^^^^: see

YiRD v.\ Not buried. 1596 Dalrvmci.e tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot, I. 121 Lat him end his lyf vpon ane fork, and [be]
kastne by vngerdet. Unyie'lded, ///, a. [Un.' 8.] Not
yielded or surrendered, 1640 Bp. Hall Chr. Moder. 11. xi.
loi Here were no tricks of inferences, . . no violent deduction
of unyeeldcd sequels. 1700 Drvden Pal. ^ Arc. in. 651
O'erpower'd, at length, they force him to the Ground, Un-
yielded as he was. tUnyie*lden,/J//, a. Obs.-'^ [Un-'
8 b.] =:prec. iS53BRENDK().CMr^/«Jviii. 154 b, Alexander
lefte his fotemenne to subdue suche as were yet vnyelden.
Unvielding, vbl. sb, (Un-» 13.) 1848 Dickens Dombey
xl. Looking upon him with neither yielding nor unyielding,
liking nor hatred.

Unyielding,///, a, [Un-i io.]

1. Of substances (or their structure) : Not yielding
to force or pressure ; unpliant, unbending ; stiff,

hard. Also const, to.

1658 Rowland tr, Mou/et's Theat. Ins. 926 In physicks
we see those things that are most stifle anci unyeelding, to
be resisted and beaten off with the most soft things. 1736
Thomson Liberty v, 87 How shall this thy mighty Kingdom
.stand? On what unyielding base? 1744 Armstrong -4r^
Preserv. Health 11. 537 Hard unyielding unelastic bone.
1768-74 Tucker/./. Nat, (1834) II. 405 A soil unyielding to
pressure. 1805 Southey Modoc u. x, 105 On the unyielding
skin the temper'd blade Bent, 1854 Owen in Orr's Circ,
Set., Org; Nat, I. 228 A firm and unyielding support to the
large head. 1889 Mrs. E. Kennard Landing a Prize vii.

An unyielding ledge of wood.
2. Of persons, etc. : Not yielding, surrendering,

submitting, or giving way; firm, obdurate, obstinate.

Also const, fo.

159a Shaks. Ven. <5- Ad. 423 Remoue your siege from my
unyeelding hart. ^1724 A. Hill Prol. to Sir T. Overbury
15 He swims, unyielding, against Fortune's Stream. 1736u», unyie „, „ _^^,
Thomson Liberty iv. c»82 His unyielding Son these doctrines
drank. With all a Bigot's rage. X777 Potter Mschylus^
Seven Chiefs 191 Ah ! what frentic rage possest Each un-
yielding, ruthless breast 1 i8a. Bryant Hymn to Death
146 When the earth Received thee, tears were in unyielding
eyes And on hard cheeks. 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. iv. vii.

§ 19 The unyielding claw of a cold-blooded animal. 1890
* R. BoLDREwooD ' Col, Re/ortHtr (1801) 333 Of all people in
the wide world,,, his cousin was.. the most unyielding to
argument.
trans/. 1806 Byron Childish Recollections 6 Unyielding

pangs assail the drooping mind. 1850 Scoresby Chvever's
IVhalem. Adv. i. [An] instance., of what commerce can do
against unyielding laws of Nature. 190^ Daily Chron. 28
Sept. 5/4 The storm-driven snows had buried and bound the
dogs in unyielding frost.

3. Characterized by firmness or obstinacy.
1677 Gilpin Demonol. w. ii. 189 A kind of unnatural fury,

which hurries Men with violence into an unyielding stifness.

1736 Thomson Liberty v. 370 A zeal unyielding in their
cou n t ry's cause. 1779 MirrorNa 8,1.. observed an obstinate
unyielding sijence.^^ a 1812 Buckminster Serm. (1827) 60
Unyielding virtue is admired by the corrupt, disinterested
goodness by the selfish. z8i^8 Buckley Iliad -227 The Greeks
were routed, and an unyielding tumult ensued. 1882 Besant
All Sorts xxi. She. .sat bolt upright, the picture of unyield-
ing determination.

Hence Unyie'ldlngly adv.
[1847 Webster.] 1884 Pember Earth's Earliest A^es i.

14 They hold, .opinions of their own, and are unyieldingly
tenacious of them. 1889 Stanley in Daily News 25 Nov.
5/8 There is a virtue, .even in striving unyieldingly.

Unyie'ldinguess. (Un-i 12, or f. prec.)
1613 Vasikl Coll. Hist. Ene. in. 160 Vpon. .the vnyeelding.

nesse of King Malcolm,., notning was effected. 1617 Hiekon
Wks. II. 369 That phrase of a stony heart, a fit terme to
note out the stiffenesse and sturdinesse, and vn-yeeldingnesse
thereof, a 1843 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII. 263/2 An un-
yieldingness being imparted to the mass. 1850 L. Hunt

XTNYOLDEN.
<4k/(7/w^ II. xi. S3 His generalship

.
.came to nothing before

the unyieldingness of English, and the advent of Prussian
soldiers.

XJnyo'ke, v, [OE. unieocian (Un- 2 4 b). Cf.
older Du. ontjockm, Du. ontJiMen, MHG. and G.
entjocheti.']

1. trans. To loose (a draught-animal, etc.) from
the yoke ; to free from harness.
e 1000 A:lfric Gram xlvii. (2.) 277 Disinngo, ic ungeoci^e

m M mS'TI;'^- ,.'39* ^^r.m?.K Earth. De P. R, xvTii. xiv.
(liodK Mb), |ian ))ei vnjoke hem and bringe hem to (.e stalle.
156SI-0OPER Jhesaums, Bouem disiunctum curare.an oxe
vnyoked 1597 Shaks. 2 //«;. /r, iv. ii. .03 Our Army is
di.pers d

; Like youlhfull Steeres,vnyoak'd, they tooke their
course East West, North, South. 16.3 HeyJood BrazenAge II. u 3, llyswannes 1 haue vnyoakt. 1628 May Virg.
<-'fo'-g- "I- 98 The weeping Plowman tother Oxe alone
Vnyokes. 1681 D Ukfey I'rogr. Honesty i, The Beasts un-
yok d Irom learns, Ran lowing to the distant Mead. 1708
J. Philips Cyder 11. 38 Soon as the Hind, fatigu'd. Unyokes
Ills ieam. 1710 Pope Iliad xxiii. 596 The chief himself un-
*'

o wiM P^"""g steeds. 1843 Bkthcne Sc. Fireside Stor,
148 While the coachman was preparing to unyoke his cattle.
1870 Bryant //jorf VIII. I. 262 Unyoke the steeds.. And set
their food before them.
refl. 183a Ht. Martineau Ella o/Gar. ii. 18 The girls of

the family unyoked themselves from the harrow which they
were drawing over the. .sandy soil,

tb. (See Yoke sb. 2, v. 3.) Obs.
'57? [see sense 4 a]. n 1589 Mascall Govt. Cattle (1596)

274 Some.,vse to ring them [sc. hogs) at Michaelmas..;
they doe vnyoake them soone after Michaelmas.

o. To disconnect (the plough) from a draught-
animal. Also in fig. context.
iSai Scott Pirate v. It's a finished field with me— I must

uin'oke the pleugh, and lie down to wait for the deadthraw.
"•7%- To liberate, release, deliverfrom oppression,

etc. Also refl.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 367 po was .. Italy unjoked
and delyvered of ]>e jokke of Conslantynnoble. 1593 B.
Barnes Poems (Grosart) 3 So whiles shee sleightly gloas'd,
with her new pray, Mine hartes eye . . Vnyoak*! himselfe, &
closely scap't away. 1638 N. Whiting Albino <$• Bellama
5 When British Isles.. from sad oppression had unyok'd
their necks. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt, 11. 61 The property of
Truth is,.. to unyoke and set free the minds and spirits of
a Nation. 1687 MiioE Gt. Fr, Diet. n. s.v.. To unyoke him-
self out of Bondage, or Slavery. [Hence in Phillips (1706).]
ahsol. (for refl,). i6o« Warner Alb, Eng. xv. xcviii. 388

Too aduantagiously from out our Rubrick they -nyoke, And
Canons old and new by them are, too securely, broke.
3. To disconnect, unlink, disjoin. Alsoyff.
159s Shaks. John in. i. 241 And shall these hands,.. So

newly ioin'd in loue, ..Vnyoke this seysure, and this kinde
regreete? i8ia H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Arch, Atoms
154 The milkman. .With sudden sink unyokes the cHnking
pall. i86z Troliope N. America I. 109 At the rapids the
large rafts are, as it were, unyoked, and divided into small
portions.

4. a. absol. To remove the yoke from an animal.
IS73 TusstR Husi, (1878) 32 Let hogs be roong, both old

and yoong. No mast vpon oke, no longer vnyoke. 1601
;
Holland Pliny 1. 593 When thou [sc. the husbandman] doest
unyoke and give over thy daies worke. i6is Drayton Poly-
olb. I. 533 Here I'll unyoke awhile, and turn my steeds to

I

meat. 1794 Jas. Donaldson View Agric. Carse o/Goavrie
24 The ploughmen.. are in the stable by five o'clock, and

I unyoking about ten, are employed in cutting grass.

flg, 1610 Fletcher Faith/, Shefli, 1. i, Ever be thy honour
spoke. From that place the morn is broke. To that place Day
doth unyoke. 1667 Jeb, Taylor Gt. Exemp, (ed. 4) 11. 310
It is

. . but reason such an anger should unyoke, and goe to

j

bed with the Sun.

I
b. fig. To cease from labour, etc. ; to give over

i
work.

I 1594 Nashe Terrors of Night Ciijb, To nothing more
aptly can I compare the working ofour braines after we haue

,

vnyoakt and gone to bed. 160a Shaks. Ham, v. i. 59 Who
builds stronger then a Mason, a Shipwright, or a Carpenter?
Clo^vn, I, tell me that, and vnyoake. 1889 Skrine Mem.
Thring 225, I am hastening to unyoke. But I must not do
so till I account for something still left unsaid.

! Hence TTnyo'king vbl, sb,

i 1677 Mi^CE II. S.V., An unyoaking, or Unyoking. 183s
Thirlwall Greece I. 221 The unyoking of the oxen.

Unyoked, ppl. a.i [Un-i 8.] Not provided
with or subjected to a yoke ; not wearing a yoke.

Alsofig.
1S73 TussER Husb. (187S) 93 Now hunt with dog, vnyoked

hog. 1596 Shaks. i Hen, IV, \, ii. 220, I know you all, and
will a-while vphold The vnyoak'd humor of your idlenesse.
cj6ii Chapman Iliad \\, 321 That.. we may Twelue vn-
yok't Oxen of a yeare, in this thy Temple slaye. 1607
Dryden yEneis vi. 58 Sev'n Bullocks, yet unyok'd, for
Phcebus chuse.

Unyo-ked, ppl. a.2 [UN-2 4b, 8, or f. Ukyokb
v-l Set free from the yoke. Alsoy^.
1700 A. Philips Pastorals 11. ad fin.. With songs the jovial

hinds return from plough ; And unyok'd heifers, loitering

homeward, lowe. X751 W. Whitehead Hymn to Nymph ^
Bristol Spring 146 The panting Swain, .at evening led His
unyok'd heifers to the common stream. 1888 A. H. Smith
Cat, Gems Brit, Mus, igi Rustic with yoke of oxen, ..the
oxen unyoked from cart and lying down before it.

t Unyo-lden, ppl, a. Obs, [Un-1 8 b.]

1. Not yielded or surrendered ; + unpaid.
a 1325 MS, Raivl, B. J20 fol. 29 b, pe duwe seruices cf

)>ulke feos..beth with-drawen ant vn-^olde. ^r 1386 Chaucer
Knt's T. 1784 By the force of twenty is he take Vnyolden,
and ydrawe vnto the stake. 1418-30 Siege 0/ Rouen in
Archaeol. XXI. 55 Whyle that Synt Katerynes was un-
5olde. c 1425 WvNTOUN Cron, viil. xi. 1720 paim thocht
mare honeste Vnjoldin to sla (>ame in melft 15. . Christs
Kirk 177 in Maitland Folio MS, 154 For hir saik he wes
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vn^oldin Scwin myle quhen he wes chaist. 1575 Gascoicne
Wtedfs, Fruit cf Fetters viii, Whyles the hope of mine

onyolden harte. .did labor for reliefe.

2. Unrequited ; unavenged, rare-'^,

<ri40o/?«/r. 7>w>'22i6Ifwe,hatare worthy, .. Take harme,
other hethyng, or hurtys vn^oldyn, Of any erdyng in erthe.

Un^oun, -5own(e, obs. Sc. if. Onion.
Unyou'thful, a, (Un-' 7.) 1859 J* Pavn Foster Brothers

XV. 256 His heavy and somewhat unyouthful brows. i88i

M. C. Hay Missing II. So Her staid, unyouthful guardian.

Uiiyou'thfully, adv. (Un-' it.) 1891 H. Lynch G.

Meredith 80 Dahlia's lover is legal, sharp, and unyouthfully

serious.

Unzea-lous, a. (Un-1 7.)

1643 Pbvnne Scfv. Power Pari App. 217 What then will

be our portion, if we be unzealous, negligent, perfidious to

it? 1649 Milton Eikon. ix. 84 Those men whose superstition

Zealous or unzealous would [etc.]. 1801 Monthly Rev, XII.

589 An unzealous tardiness of preparation.

Hence Unzea'lously adv.^ -neas.

1615 HiERON Wks. I. 603 Our vnzealousnes, and.. our

Laodician lukwarmnesse, 1647 Tbapp Comm. Matt. v. 45
Is not.. our ancient fervour and forwardness [turnedl into

a general lukewarmness and unzealousness ? 1871 Leisure

Hour 284/2 Some [dancing dervishes], . . of the ' earth earthy',

shuffled unzealously along.

Unzoned, {ppl-^ a. [Un-i 8, 9.]

fl. (Seequot.) Obs.-'^

x66j Stanley Hist. Chaldaick Philos. viii. 24 The unzoned

Gods are Sarapis and Bacchus;.. they are called unzoned,

for that they use their power freely,, in the Zones, and are

enthroned above the conspicuous Deities.

2. Not girt with a zone, belt, or girdle ; nn-

cinctured.
17x8 Prior Solomon 11. 167 Full, tho* unzon'd, her Bosom

rose. 1799 CoRRv Sat. London (1803I 58 The Circassian slave,

the unzoned waist, the pendent workbag. 1804 Anna Seward
/.;«. (1811) VI.142 Other bands of lovers, .of sultry regions

are shewn fanning the unzoned beauty. 1854 S. Dobell
Balder \\\. 11 One all unzoned in her deep haunts .. Hastes

not to hide her breast.

Uo, Uoaman, Uolo, TToluel, TTor-, TTot,

southern ME. varr. Foe, Foeman, Folk, Fulfill

v.y Fob-, Foot sb^

-nous (i«|35), a compound suffix, repr. L. -tios-us

{-Oj -urn), OF. or AF. -uous^ -uos (F. -ueux),

occurring in a number of adoptions from L. (or F.),

as fructuous, halituous^ impetuous ^ '\ tnonstruous^

•j* portentuoHS, sumptuous, tempestuous^ virtuous ;

and hence by analogy employed with the sense *of

the nature of, consisting of in a few E. formations

on L. stems, as ambiguous (1528-), strenuous

(1599-), f subsiduous (1490), torrentuous (1840-).
By assimilation, OE. riktvds [' righteous "} became r^kU

ttous in the i5-i6th c.

Uox, southern ME. variant of Fox sb.

XTp (pp), sb, [From Up adv?- and 2 pr a.]

1. One who or that which is up, in various senses,

rare»

1536 Rem. Sedition i b, Say, farewell welth, where lust is

lyked, and lawe refused, where uppe is sette downe, and
downe sette uppe, 1^59 Sterne Tr. Shandy i. xi, With us,

you see, the case is quite different:—we are all ups and downs
in this mattet ;—you area great genius;—or.. a great dunce.

1890 Punch 22 Feb. 85 It's the up-and-down bizness of life,

mate, as makes it such fun—for the ups, 189s M. Corelli
Sorrows Satan iv, It implies.. that one must choose an up
or a down,—genius is the Up, money is the Down.

b. A rise or elevation in the ground. Also in

fig, context. (Cf. Up and down sb. i a.)

X637 Rutherford Lett, (1664) 32 But Oh the windings,

the turnings, the up's & the down's, that he hath led me
through. 1755 Walpole Let. to Bentley 18 Sept., The bad
choice of the situation in such a country j it is all ups that

should be downs.

2. fa. The action ofarising from bed. nonce-use,

x6os Marston Ant. 4r Mel. in. E 3, Here ile sleepe till

that the sceane of vp Is past at Court*

b. A rise in life ; a spell of prosperity; a success.

Usu. pi,, and contrasted with down{s)» (Cf. Up and
IX)WN sb, 2 a.)

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xvi, And as fraudulent trans-

actions have their downs as well as ups; the major was
occasionally under a cloud. 1857 Locker Loud. Life 20
Life is chequer'd, a patchwork of smiles and of frowns ; We
valued its ups, let us muse on its downs. 1890 Dovle Sign
ofFour xii, I've had ups in my life, and I've had downs,

C. A rise in price or value.

\%m Westrn. Gaz. 19 June 6/3 But there were downs as
welfas ups, and we find the embryo South.Western.,with
its ^50 shares at 43.

3. An ' up * train or coach,

1884 Graphic 15 Nov. 503/a To spend pleasant quarters of

an hour in waiting for the ' ups ' and * downs \

Up (»p), fl- [f. Up adv,^ and K Cf. Upside.]
In senses 2 and 4 sometimes hyphened; cf. Vv- prefix 2

and 2 b.

L a. Dwelling up-country, b. Situated on high
ground, rare.

13. . fC, Alis. 7053 (Laud MS.), I>ise Sereses als I fynde, pe
vppest folk ben of al ynde, c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary
(1888) 128 To persons born in up and dry Countryes,

2. Of trains or coaches : Going or running up

;

up-going, (See Up adv.^ 6 d.)

X784 J. Palmer Papers Reform Posts (1797) App. iv. 40
All the Letters.. are sent by the up Coach at night. 1815
Ann. Reg., Chron. 57 The up coach, by the way of Cashel,
was attacked. 1841 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II, 216
For an up train to bring it back. 1844 AIb. Smith Adv,

408

Mr. Ledbury i. li. I. 12 The up-mail-trains of the railway,

x868 M. Collins Siveet Anne Page II. 160 They caught

an up-stage, which landed them in Piccadilly at six 1890
' R. BoLDREwooD ' Col. Reformer (1891) 131 The up coach
leaving and the down one just coming in.

b. Belonging to, connected with, up-going trains,

coaches, etc.

1840 Osborne^s London Sf Birm. Railw. Guide 67 The rails

,. constituting the road used by trains coming up to town
and hence . . called the up side. 1852 Mechanic's Mag.
6 Nov. 369 [He] observed the scarp next the up-Une give

way. 1885 Lazu Times' Rep. LII. 622/2 The booking-office

at Risca is on the up platform. i8p5 Law Times C, 133/2
A cottage near the up side of the railway line,

3. Of fermented liquors: Effervescing, efiervescent.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLV. 251 Beer's nothing if not up.

x8i6, 1828 [see next]. 1840 Dom, Brewing 46 The beer is

soon what is commonly called up,

b. transf. Sparkling, excited ; cheerfnl,vivacious.

1815 J. Scott Visit Paris (ed. 2) 21 Their faces all spark-

ling and kA as we say of soda water. x8a8 Examiner 806/1

As vain and flippant as a butterfly, and as ' up ' as sparkling

champa^Tie. 1893 ^^t. Rev. 7 Jan. 23/2 _Mr. Gilfillan was
too hurried, too perfervid, * too much up ', if we may borrow
an expression from the effervescence of a harmless beverage,

4. Directed, inclining or sloping, upwards;

ascending.

1869 [see Up-beat sb, \\. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet.

Mus. 61/2 Alternate bowing will lead to the recurrence of

an up*bow on every alternate down-beat, 1901 Feilden^s

Mag. IV. 412/1 If there be long lengths of them horizontal,

or with slight up gradient. 1905 Elinor Glvn Viciss. Evan-
geline 138 He said.. that.. that up look under the eyelashes

was the affair of the devil

!

Up, V, [f. Up adv.^ Cf. OE. uppian (once), to

mount up, rise. With senses 3 and 4 cf. the uses

placed under Up adv^- 29.]

I. trans, 1. To drive up and catch (swans, etc.)

so as to provide with the mark of ownership. Cf.

Upping vbl, sb,^ I. ? Obs.

1560-1 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 285

For uppyng the ground byrde in porte meade, 1584-5
Order for Swans^ The Swan-heard , .shall vp no Swan nor

make any sale of them, without the Maister of the Swannes
.,be present. 1602-3 i" Willis & Clark Cambridge (r886J

III. 595 Item yo swanherd for vpplng swans, ij*.

f b. To carry out, perform (the practice of

'upping').

1593 [see Upping vhl. sb.^ 1].

f 2, To make up, form, or compose ^something.
a 1658 Cleveland London Lady loa An Animal together

blow'd and made, And up'd of all the shreds of every Trade.

3. To raise up (a weapon, etc.), esp. to or upon
the shoulder, Cf. sense 7 b.

1885 Rider Haggard K, Solomon's Mines iv, Good .

.

upped gun, and let drive at . . a young cow. 1887 G. R.
Sims Maty Jane's Mem. 104 She ups her stick and begins

to belabour him across the shoulders.

4, Nant, a. (See sense 7 c.) b. To heave or

haul up.
1890 Clark Russell Marriage at Sea vii, There's no

English port for her unless she ups helium and tries back'ards

again. 1904 Kipling Traffics ^ Discov, 133 After usVe
upped trawl, us'll be glad of a tow.

II. hitr. 5. To rise to one*s feet ; to get up from

a sitting or recumbent posture; to arise; to rise

from bed. Also in fig. context,

1643 Quarles Embl. 11. xiv. 2 The true-bred Gamester ups
a fresh, and then, Falls to 't agen.

^ 1647 Bp. Corbet Poems
(1807) 226 Nor can these figures in thy rest endeere, As
not to up when chanticleere Speaks the last watch, 1825

Jennings Observ. Dial. IV, Evg, 109 Jerry Nutty, .upp'd
avaur tha lork. 1913 M. Roberts Salt ofSea vi, 177 'I'he

bloke nods and ups on 'is feet. 1915 C. H. Sorlev Lett. (1919)

255 Suddenly the division ups and marches to Aldershot.

b. colloq. and dial. To start up, come forward,

begin abruptly or boldly, to say or do something,

Usu. followed by and. Cf. Up adv^ 31.
(rt) 1831 Lover Le^, 82 The bishop ups and he tells him

that he must mend his manners. 1865 Dickens Mnt. Fr. iv.

xiii, Then we both of us ups and says, that minute, * Prove so
!

'

1867- in general dialect use {Eng. Dial. Diet,). 1879 R.
Browning Ned Braits 125 She ups with such a face, Heart
sunk inside n»e: ' Well, pad on my prate-apace 1"

{b) 1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. xxix, And you have the
Davy Jones's insolence to up and stand for cap'n over me !

1884 '"NIark Twain * Huck. Finn xxv, All of a sudden the

doctor ups and turns on them. He says : [etc.]. 1898 ' H. S.

Merriman' Rodens Corner xxvii, A gesture that served,.

to.. invite the Frenchman to up and smite him.

6. To move upwards; to rise or ascend. Also
with it*

1737 Ozell Rabelais II. 103 A Chimney-sweeper uPs and
downs it in a Chimney, with his long Broom, c 1810 Cole-
ridge Lit, Rem. {1838) III. 328 He flounders backward
and forward, now upping and now downing. 1825 Lady
Granville Lett. (1894) I. 360 What an odd thing life is,

and how it ups and downs,

7. To tip with : a. To come out with (a story,

etc.). rare.—^ Cf. Out v. 4 b.

1715 M. Davies Aihen. Brit. I. 31 Sir Thomas up's with
a Story of the Curs baiting of the Butcher's Dog,

b. coiloq. To raise (the arm, etc.) ; to elevate

;

to lift or pick up.

1760 H, Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) I. 63 She ups with
her brawny arm. 1825 f. Hook Sayings Ser. il H. 356
Mrs. South .

,

' upped with the turbot and popped it into the

dish '. 1851 H. Newland The Erne 37 Had he upped with

his pilgrim-stafF, and broken the man's heretical head. 1887
G. R. Sims Mary Janets Mem. 30 He ups with the spade
ID a minute.

UP.

c. Naut. To place (the helm or tillfer) so as to

carry the rudder to leeward.
i860 W, H. Russell Diary India I. 95 And there, .stand

the four Chinese helmsmen^ .. upping with the helm and
downing with it.

Up (^p), adv^ Forms : i- up, 4-7 vp, 5-6 Sc»

wp ; 1-7 uppj 4-6 vpp ; 3-5 uppe, 3-7 vppe (5
wppe, 6 huppe)

; 3-5, 9 dial, op, 4 ope, 5 oppe,
hoppe, hope

; 5, 6 Sc. vpe, "wpe, 6 upe, [OE.
«//>, m/>, = OFris. up^ op (WFris. op., NFris. a/),

OLFr. *up (MDn. tip, op, Du. op), OS. up (MLG,,
LG. w/), ON, upp (Norw. upp\ MSw. «/,<?/>, Sw,
upp, Da. op), related to OHG, 4/"(MHG. uf, ouf,

G. auf) and Goth, tup.
There does not appear to be sufficient evidence for the

assumption that the normal OE. form was wA and that UPP^
up are due to the influence of uppe Up eulv. and uppanv?
Prep.^, unless it is assumed that the same change has taken
place in all the related languages except High German.]

I, Denoting actual movement or direction in

(or in relation to) space,

1. To or towards a point or place higher than

another and lying directly (or almost directly)

above it ; so as to raise or bring, come or tend, to

or towards a higher position in space.

Freq. denoting the elevating or rising of only part of the
thing spoken of.

c888 K.iELFRED Boeth. xxxiv. § 11 HwasSer Jju nu onjite
forhwy J^aet fyr fundige up & sio eor3e ofdune? a 1000
Riddles Iv. [liv.I 4 Hyse..hof his ajen hraejl hondum up.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 252 jEfter heora serepe gaeS seo ea
up. .& ofer flett call l^set egiptisce land, a iiza O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1099, Discs geares.-asprang up..sae-flod.

aizas Ancr. R. 280 He iseih hu ueole be grimme wrastlare

of belle breid up on his hupe. c 1280 Vox ^ H^olfys Wen
me shulde )>z.t on op winde. J>at o^er wolde adoun winde.

13.. Gaw. }^ Gr. Knt. 1192 Ho. .stel to his bedde, Kest vp
J)e cortyn [etc.]. 1340-70 Alex, ^ Bind. 483 Whan l>e watur
wib be wind b^ wawus vp casteb- a 1400 f'istill ofSusan
229 To the gate 3aply bei 3eoden,.And be lift vp be lach

and leop ouer be lake, c 1420 Anturs of Arth. 408 He
wayned vp his viser fro his venialle. 1423 Jas. I Kin^s Q.
clxv, Quhere sum were slungin. ,vnto the ground, Full

sudaynly sche hath [themj vp ythrungin. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 3 pe see schall aryse vp yn hyr styd, soo b^t b*
watyr schall be hear then ayny hyll, 1535 MS. Rawl.
^yj fol, 86, A smale Rope for the plommers to pull vppe
there Irons vnto the leades. 1548 Elyot, 5Vi«?;7/a/w, ..a

sparkelyng vp of fire. 1570 Dee Math. Pref 35 Catchyng
bold of their Shyps, and hoysing them vp aboue the water.

X598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 57 lie creepe vp into the

chimney, 1610 B. Jonson Alch. w. iii, Shee'll mount you
vp, like quick-siluer, Ouer the helme. 1623 J. Tayij>r
(Water P.) Farew. to Tower-bottles A 3 b, 'I'hus like Times
Footeball was I often tost In Dock out Nettle, vp downe.
X640 tr. Verdere's Rom, ofRom. III. xxx. 129 'Ihe Knight
of the Eagles presently lift up his Bcver. 1667 Milton
P.L. iiL574Thither his course he bends..; but up or downe,
..[it is] hard to tell. 1706 Motteux Vanbrugns AHstake
Epil., Nor.., With Glass drawn up, Drive about Covent-

Garden. 1766 G. Williams Let. in G. Selwyn (1843) II. 42
After he has pulled up his stockings. 177J Hutton Bridges

99 A large ram of iron, .being lift up to the top of tliem.

1805 Naval Chron. XIV. 154 The hatches had bursted up.

1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. iii. (1842) 77 'ihe air..wUl
immediately pass up by the hair or wire.

transf. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 419/1 Voices, .capable

of extending their compass by running up into a falsetto.

1890 Good Words Aug. 520/2 The barometer,. is going up
at a tremendous rate.

b. Towards or above the level of the shoulders

or head.
Beowulf^m Hond up abraed ^eata drj'hten, gryrefahne

slob, a 900 O. E, MartyroL 18 April 58 ponne he hof his hond
upp to hiofonum, bonne hofon b^ 'i^O'" heora fotas upp.

c 1000 .(Elfric Exod. viii. 17 Aaron ahefde up hys hand.

C1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 3057 Moyses..helde up is bond, a 1300
Cursor M, 4767 Oft he liftud vp his hend To godd, \?X he
helpe bam wald send. 1387 Tkkvisa Higden (Rolls) VIII.
II He. ,haf up his handes and seide, * I praye [etc.] *. 14SS
E. Clare in Paston Lett, 1. 315 Than he hild up his hands
and thankid God. 1590 Lodge Euphues Gold. Leg. (1887) 21

Casting up his hand he felt hair on his face. 1639 £. Spenser
in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1888) IV. 75 He heaved vp_his

sticke with an intent, .to baue strooken me. xjzt^ De Foe
Crusoe I. (Globe) 256, 1 saw one of the Villains hft up his

Ann with a great Cutlash. .to strike one of the poor Men.
1853 Public School Matches 14 The wicket-keeper puts up
his hands. 1887 Mrs. Perks From Heather Hills I. vl 114

Eliza's hands went up in horror.

C. So as to raise into a more erect (or level)

as well as elevated position.

<;897 K. jElfred Gregory's Past C. Xxv. 425 Ne hebbe ge
to up eowre hornas. Donne ahebba3 8a synfullan swi6e up
hira hornas [etc.], 971 Blickl. Horn. 187 ' Raere up )>m

beafod.'. ,t>a ahof Paulus up his beafod. a 1300- [see Lift
^- 5 c]. 1390 GowER Conf. I. 2ig With that he puUeth up
his hed, And made riht a glad visage. 1535 Coverdale
yob. x. 15 Vf I be rightuous, yet darre I not lift vp my
heade. — Ezek. viii. 17 Purposly to cast vp their noses

vpon me. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, I. 90 Than did sum
Lords lyft vp yair hornis on hie. 1607 Markham Cavel, 11.

208 The horse, .dare neyther tosse vp his heade, nor ducke
itdowne. 1678, i756[see Toss ». 11]. 187s Whvte-Melville
Riding Recoil. (1878) 48 Up go their heads to avoid the pain.

d. So as to raise a thing from the place in which
it is lying, placed, or fixed.

For the specific sense ' into a vehicle (boat, etc.) ', see Take
V, 90 b f, Pick v. 20 e.

C900 Baeda's Hist. IIL xv. (1890) 200 pa scipmen ba oncras
upp teon, & in bone sae syndon. c 1000 ^lfric Gen. vii. tj

Da wajteru. .ahefdon up 'ftone arc. — Saints Lives y\\\.

212 Hine ?;ela;hte an hors..mid toSum and hefde him upp.
c 1052 O. £. Chron. (MS. C), Hi; brudon up Sa sona heora



TTP.

luicran. a 1300- [see Take T'. ooaj. x^SiWvcufs Rsdr,
ii. I, I heuede vp the win, and Jaf to the king. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (RolU) VII. 349 A whirlewynd . , lefte up sixe
rafters of ^w cherche. c 1430 T10O Cookery Bis. 5 pan take
hem vp of )>e water after jie fyrst boylyng. 1458 in Parker
Dow. Archit. III. 41 Som cute of her sadels flette to the
grounde.. .Her kyn.. caught fcem uppe with care. 01533
Ld. Brrmeks Huon Ixi. 213 They weyed vp theyr ancres &
lyft vp theyr saylles. 1535 Covrrdale 2 Esdr, \\. i, I toke
vp the wyne, and gaue it vnto ye kynge. i6oa- [see Dip
». 5I. i66a-[seeGETZ'. 72JJ. 1694 /.tfM^i (;rtc. No. 3023/1 As
soon as they could get up their Anchors they sailed away.
a 1704- (see Pick w. 20b). 1725 T. Lewis Aniiq. Hebr. Rep.
III. 270 When she had lift it \sc. a shoe] up. 187 , B. Harte
High Water Mark Wks. (1873) 70 She dipped up the water
to cool her parched throat.

e. So as to invert the relative position of things

or surfaces ; so as to have a particular surface

facing upwards.
a 1300 in E. E. P. (1S62) 21 Turne him uppe, turne him

down,..ouer al )k>u findist him blodi ober wan. c 1340
Hampole Pr. CoHsc. 673 What es man in shap hot a tre
Turned up J>at es doun. /did. 1602 pus es )>\s world turned
up t>at es doune. c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxii. {Lawrerue)
489 pe rostit syd turne vpe & ete. i6n- [see Turn v. 8qc,
g, h, i]. 1853 De QuiNCEV Autobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 189 ' We
tossed up,' to settle the question. .

.' Heads ' came up. 1863
'Cavendish ' Whist (ed. 5) 37 In trumps, if king or queen
is turned up.

2. Towards a point overhead, or away from the

surface of the earth ; into the air.

Bemvulfxyj}, ponon yS^eblond up astijeS won to wolcnum.
t8d8 K. Alfred Boeth. vii. §3 ponne ic up 5efere..swa se
earn donne he up jewit bufan oa wolcnu. 971 Blickl. Horn,

143 pa apostotas tu;;on hie up & hie jesetton on..neorxna
wange. c tooo ^lfric Saints' Lives xxvii, 100 iEfter 5ysum
wordum jewende se engel up. c iiso Bestiary 64 Der.ouer
he flexed, and up he ted, til 3at he 3e heuene se3. 138a
WvcLiF Acts i, 9 He was lift vp.and a cloud receyuede hym,
15*6 Piigr, Per/. (1531) 166 .\s a ball, which yf it be tossed
and cast vp streyght, it falleth down [etc]. 1535 Cover-
dale Job xxxtx. 27 Doth the Aegle mounte vp..at thy
commatindement ? 1591 Raleigh Last Fight Rettenge
B4b, Doubting least S. Richard would haue blowne them
vp and himselfe. 1599- [see Blow v. 24]. 1647 N. Bacoi*
Disc. Govt. Eng. i. fvii. 167 Like a vapour mounted up by
the Clergy. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. vii. 189
The fresh coals, .will throw up, ..as usual, a body of thick
smoke. 1853 Public School Matches 16 An appeal to the
umpire, and up goes the ball.

b. With defining adv. or prep, phrase,
C900 Ir. Baeda's Hist. in. xvi.(i89o) 202 pa he ^ se biscop

/^eseah. .(wne rec up ofer baere burge wallas ahefenne. 971
Blickl. Horn. 123 pes Haelend be nu up on t>ysne heofon..
astaj. tiooo in Wul/stans Horn. (1883) 100 He stah up
to Sam slepele and of Sam stepele hof upp on tyfte. c laoo
Ormin Ded. 234 purrh Jiatt he \sc. Christ] stah forr ure
god Upp inntitl heffness blis^. x»97 R. Glouc (Rolls) i63
n'oj bloue hom here & ^ere vp in t»e luft anhel c 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 5027 Alle fat er gude..sat..up in-to

^ ayre be ravyste. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints L {Peter) 559
A day he sat b^me till, vp m hewine quhen he suld fle. 1482
Monk 0/ Evesham (.\rb.) 107 Now sche was lyfte vppe an
hye. 1539 Bible 2 Sam. xviii, 9 He was lifte vp betwene
heuen & erthe. 1593 Shaks. Kc«. ^ Ad. 853 Here the gentle
larke.. mounts vp on hie. 1617 Morvson Itin. i. 206 Vines
growing up high upon the Elmes. j68o C Nessb Ch. Hist.
064 Him., whom he hop'd to help up upon the lofty gallows.
a inx Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 12 The sigh
..Up tow'rds the heavens like a bright meteor soar'd. 1834
Jas. Telfer Border Ball. 42 They sprang upthrough the
welkin high. 1904 Spencer & Gillen Northern Tribes
Australia xv. 487 'l"hen he took him away up into the sky.

O. To some height above the ground or other
surface ; from or off the ground ; spec, to a seat on
horseback ; to or towards the mast-head.
c 897 IC vElfred Gregory"s Past. C. 173 Donne hi hebba3

. . 3a earce up. c laoo Ormin 16705 All swa se Moysaes Hof
upp IfC neddre i wesste. c 1105 Lay. 30607 Heo wunden up
seiles to coppe. c IS90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 41/232 Lupe l>ou up
bi'hynde me. Ibid. 134/961 He. .a-rerde op is baner. 1377
Lancu P. Pi. B. xvm. 52 Poysoun on a pole t>ei put vp
to his lippes.

^
138a Wyclif John m. 14 As Moyses reride

vp a serpent in desert, c 1400 Destr. Troy 10858 And pull
vp a port, let hom passe furthe, ^1440 Cenerydes 2262
Generydes leppe vppe vppon his stede. 1450 Bk. Haiukyng
in Rel. Ant.X. 297 Lete the spanyell fluscli up the covey,
ci^ift Coventry Myst. (1922) 301 And he xal make hym to
. .gon up on a leddere. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 236 And
swyih vp saile vnto the top thai stent. xs8a Stanyhubst
Mneis III. (Arb.) 87 Foorth we take oure passadge, oure
sayles ful winged vp hoysting. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI. v.
ii. 56 Shall they hoyst me vp, And shew me to the showting
Varlotarie Of censuring Rome? 1629- [see Put v. 53 bj.

1697 DA.MPIEB Voy. 416 Having fine handsome weather,
we §ot up our Yards again. 1738 Voy. up Thames 31
Having put up a Sail in one of the small Wherries. x8»x

Scott Ptrate xl, Up goes the Jolly Hodge, the old black flag.

d. So as to be suspended aloft or on high ; into

a hanging position.

c 1000 ^LFRic yoshua X. 76 losue hi ofsloh cSa & siSSan
up aheng on fif wacum lx>^unu a laoo Vices * Virtues 49
He 5e wei3J> upp mid bis fingre heuene and lerSe, IJ97-
(see Hang v. 28 a, b, cj. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii.

(George) 780 pane gert he men out mare hang hyre hey vpe
be l»e hare. 1430-40 Lvix;. Bochas viii. 1890 How he hym-
silfe heng up bi the hals. 1536- [see Truss v. 7]. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 47 P 3 The Dutch . . hang up in several of
their Streets what they call the Sign of the Gaper.

3. From beneath the horizon to the line of vision.

C888 K. iELKRED Boeth. xxxix. § 13 ponne hate we hjne
mor^cnstcorra, for|»am he cym3 eastan up. f 937 Brmtan-
burh 13 SiS^an sunne up. .glad ofer grundas. a 1000
Narrat, Angl. Conscr. (i86r) 30 Mid J>y 8a aerest se mona
up code. ^1386 Chaucer Sgr.^s T. 365 Kr J?at the sonne
ean vp glyde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 755 Whan Jw day vp
droghe & the dym voideu Ibid. 8455 When the sun vp set
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with his softe beames. 1308 Dunbar Gold. Targe 4 Wp
sprang the goldyn candill niatutyne. — Tua Mariit Wemen
512 Quhtll that the day did vp daw. 1556-1631 [see Fetch
V. 19 h]. j6ss H. Vaugham Si/e.v Scint. i. 73 Yet, never
sleep the Sun up ; Prayer shou'd Dawn with the day. 1698
[see Turn v. 80 qj. 1744 Thomson Winter 878 The welcome
Sun, just Verging up at first, By small Degrees extends the
swelling Curve.
fig. 1807 J. Barlow Colnmb. i. 204 The sun's blue ray

Topt unknown cliffs and call'd them up to day.

b. From below the level of the earth, water, etc.

,

to the surface. With {a) intransitive and (^) trans-

itive verbs, and freq. with the addition of a pre-

positional phrase {of the earthy etc.).

With gro7v^ etc., in reference to plants, passing into sense 4.

For further examples with trans, verbs, see Delve t'.*, Dig
V. 14, Grub v. 3, Turn r, 80 r, Weigh v. 6 b.

ia) Beoivnl/itig Sone waes [he] on sunde,..\vaeter upjjurh-
deaf. c888 K. /Elfred Boeth. xxxiv. § 6 pset waster. .cym3
J>onne up set J>aem aiwelme. C893 — Oros. !. i. § 9 Seo ea.

.

up aspryngd neh J>:em cUfe. C975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt. xiii.

5 Hr;et>e cuomun [hie] upp for^on l>e hie nsefdon heanisse
eorSe. c 1000 /Elfric Gen. ii. 5 /Elcne tel;5or on eorSan,
aer San 3e he up asprunge.., & eall gaers . . aer 3an 3e hi up
asprytton. c'isxo Bestiary 579 De sipes (= ships] sinken
. .

, ne cumen he nummor up. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 165 pe
wind |>ere. . Vp of J>e eri?e ofte comJ>, a 1300- [see Spring
r.' 8 c]. 1303 R. Brunnb Handl. Synne 9767 Vp^ of hys
graue a fyre vpp smote. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 35 So semly
a sede mo^t fayly not, pat springande spycez vp ne sponne.
1530 Palsgr. 692/1 It is a plesaunt syght to se the water
ryse up.. cut of a spring. 1535 Coverdale Job xiv. 2 He
commeth vp, and falleth awaye like a floure. 1667 Milton
P. L. vii. 456 Living Creatures, .cut of the ground up rose.

x8w Marryat y. Faithful i, My father burst up from the
cabin. X844 Dickens in Story 0/his Life (1870) 156, I am
here—just come up from underground. 1866 Shuckard Brit.

Bees 223 A thick and prodigious quantity of the common
mustard plant shot up.
[b) cjoo Baeda's Hist. ni. vii. (1890) 168 Haedde biscop

heht his lichoman up adon. axooo Narrat. Angl. Conscr.
(1861) 35 Hy. .delfaj> gold up of eorjran. cxoao AiA.^\acGen.
xxxvii. 28 Hi tuxon bine up of |>am pytte. c jooo — Saints'
Lives xxi. 136 Eadgar cyning-.wolde \>xi se halja wer
wurde up gedon. aizza O. £. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 963,
He nam up Sancta Kyneburh & S. Kynesui3. c 1375 Sc. Le^.
Saints xxxvi. {Baptist) 561 Sarazenis syne vpe can ta..his
banls. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIL 77 Hircanus took
up J»re Jwawsand talentes of kyng David his grave, c 1440
PromP. Parv. 118 Delvyn vp owteof the erthe, effodio. 1494
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 251 Seriane wrychtis, .takand
wpe the auld schype, that was sunkyne..in the watter.

1^0 Hai.l Chron-t Richard lll^ 27 b, Some saye that

kynge Richard caused the priest to take them vp, . .and to

put them in a coffyne. 1563 Fulke Meteors (1571) 66 b,

When they plowe the grounde [they] turne vp syluer, among
the clottes. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. i. 135 Oft haue I dig'd
vp dead men from their graues, 1632 Milton Penseroso
109 That thy power Might.. call up him that left half told

The story of Cambuscan bold. x66o Sharrock Vegetables
100 This he onely_ did by casting up their nests. 1748
Anson^s Voy. n. viii. 219 'Ihe taking up oysters from great
depths.. by Negro slaves. x8ax Scott Pirate xxxvi, Go
down below, my girls, ..and send up the rare old man.
1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Gnidi Wind. 11. 325 Ye called up
ghosts, believing they were slack To follow [etc.].

C. So as to detach from being fixed in the soil

or other surface.

See also Grub %k 3, Pluck v. 8 b, Pull v. 31 b, Root f.' 5.

a X 100 in Napier O, E» Glosses i. 2903 Euulsum^ i. abscisuin^

ut alocene, up ali^^ode. c laoo Ormin 9285 I lie an treo. . Shalt

bi t>e grund been haewenn upp. 1397 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10264
Ech tre were vp mored [^at it nespronge namore J>ere. 136*
Langl. p. PL A. VII. 104 Summe, to plese perk^jn, pykeden
vp |>e weodes. a 1400-50 Alexander 409 pis diuinour. .^ede

. .herbis to seche, Reft bam vp be t>e rotis. c 1440 Pallad.
on Husb, vm. 14 Er the Canyculer, the hounde, ascende
Haue vp the fern and seggls to be brende. c 1550 Chekb
Matt. xiii. 29 Leest in weeding ye darnel, ye pluck vp also

ye corn. 1573 Tussf.r Husb. (1878) 37 A pike for to pike
them \sc. vetches] vp handsom to drie. 1699 Dampier Voy.
IL in. vL 67 By tearing up the Trees by the Roots, a 1701
Maundrf.ll Journ. Jerus. (1707) 144 In gathering their

Corn, . .they pluck'd it up by handfuls from the roots, 1738
Voy. up Thames 79 The Humour. .of grubbing up every

Tree in the Neighbourhood. 1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc, II.

II. 229 The turnips were taken up and carted.

d. From tlie stomach into, or out at, the mouth

;

out of the sea on to the shore, etc.

'c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 74 WiJ> J?on Se men blod upp wealle
]jurh his mu3. £13x5 Shoreham Poems \. 778 He sofrre|>

wel to be kest op, And ^et to be honoured. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. C. 340 pe whal wendez at his wylle & a warl>e

fyndez, S: J^er he brakez vp l^e buyrne. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

Ii. V. 379, I gloloun girt it \sc, food] vp, er I hadde gone
a myle. 1484- [see Cast v. 83 b, cJ. 1541 Elyot Image Gov,

23 He immediately wolde vomit vp colar. 1570 Googe
Popish Kingd. iv. 53 And miserably they reele, till as their

stonmcke vp they lay. X£99, x6aa [see Fetch v. 19 bj. 1610,

1648 [see Belch I/. 4 b]. 1693- [see Vomit z;. 2 b]. 1733- (see

Throw v. 48 b]. 1863 Robson Bards of Tyne 433 Whey, she

had bowk't the sma beer up.

fig. c i»05 Lay. 3532 pa alles vppe abraec, hit wes god
Jjet heo spa;c. a 1225 Afu:r. R. 426 Hwun his blowinge ne

feine3 nout, l^eonne bringeS he up some lu3er word. 1633
'. Adams E.rp. 2 Peter ii. 22. 1094 Sinne, like Stibium^

will tarry with no body : up it must.

4. So as to extend or rise to a higher point or

level, esp. above the surface of the ground. With
(a) intransitive and {&) transitive verbs.

For the use with r«M,etc., in reference to plants, cf. sense

3 b. With bitild, make (see Make r, 96 a, b), etc., restora-

tion is freq. implied (cf. sense 20 b).

{a) a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 21 Dec. 223 On Jjam wseron J»a

weultlle3er swa upsetijed, swa swa hij urnon to heofenum
up. c 1000- [see sense 26 a]. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

Vi. 305 A piler of li^t ]?at stood up from his body into

beveue. 1390 Gower Conf. i. 173 As the Netle which up

UP.

renneth The. .Roses brenneth. 1S30 Tindalk Exod. ix. 32
The barly was shott vp [1611 in the eare) & the flaxe was
bouUed. xsSaSTANYHURSTy^wwjiv. (Arb.) 107 If ye be de-
lighted, too see new Carthage vp hoouering. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 288 There riseth up an high mount. x6ii
Bible Exod. ix. 32 The wheat and the rye. .were not growen
vp. 1699 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (ed. 9) 97 If Plants run up to
Seed over-hastily. 1736 Swift Gulliver tu. iii. One . . plate of
adamant, shooting up to the height of about two hundred
yards. 1731- [see Run v. 81 a]. 1840 [see Grow v. 13 bJ.

1858 LvTTON What ivill He do ? i. iv, At the rear of the
palace soars up the old Abbey. 1878 Smiles V?. Dick i. 3
It -shoots up into a tall rocky point.
{b) 971 Blickl. Hom. 127 ponne is J>jer..seworht. .up o|>

mannes breost heah. c laoo Ormin 9204 Nu sket shall iilc

an dale beon All heshedd upp & filledd. c 1105 Lay. 8716
pa J>et work [sc. a castle] wes up isel, heom wes alles ^a bet,
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3023 pe king.. let rere up chirchen.
1338 R. Bbunne Chron. (iSio) 88 Whan he was at London,
a haule he did vp wright. 138a Wyclif 2 Esdr. ii. 17 Bilde
we vp the wallis of Jerusalem. Ibid. iii. i Thei bilden
vp the ^atis of the floe. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 53 To him
that Thebes ferst on hyh Up sette. C1400 Destr. Troy
153s Priam .. byld vp a bygge towne of J>e bare vrthe.
C1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 435 When that is drie, vp walle
hit euery side Inlykemaner. x^jg Nottingham Rec. II. 390
That the seid howse be fenysshit, reryd and made upp.
1509 HAWEs/'aj/./'/^af.xxxv.(PercySoc.) 182 He stretched
hym up and lyft his axe a lofte. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's
Hist. Scot.{S.T.S.) I. 173 Quhen he had bigit the wal wpe
agane. 1687- (see Run r'. 81 j]. 1730 Thomson ^«/««/m 137
On either hand, .groves of masts Shot up their spires. 1788
J. May yrnl. 4- Lett. (1873) 86 To-day finished laying up the
house, and put on the roof. 1813 L. Hunt in Examiner
12 Oct. 642/2 The carpenters that knock up our hustings.

1873 H. Spencer Stud. Socio!, xi. 287 Here are lighthouses
we have put up to prevent shipwrecks.

h. With indication of a point of measurement.
C1400 Destr. Troy 1548 The walle..of marbill was most

fro f>e myddes vp. i473-;4 Ace. Ld, Hi^h Treas. Scot. i.

30 Brade clath for ij goonis and ij kirtillis. .for the lyning
of thaim fra the waist vpe, 1877 Ruskin St. Mark's Rest
Suppl. i. 5 All the rest mere flat wall, wainscoted two-thirds
up, eight feet or so.

c. So as to form a heap or pile, or become more
prominent. (Also in fig. expressions.)
See also Cast v. 83 e. Earth v. 3, Make v. 96 b, Puff t\

4, 5, RiDGE V. 2, Rise v. 10 c. Swell v. 2, Throw v.^ 48 d,
CX2XO Prov. Hendyng 142 (MS. Harl. 2253), Bynd t>ine

tonge wij» bonene wal ; Let hit don synke, J)er hit up swaU
xsa3 FiTZHERB. Husb. § 13 In the begynnynge of Marcbe,
rydge it vppe agayne. 1535 Coverdale Job ,:vi. 4 Then
shulde I heape vp wordes agaynst you. — Zech. ix. 3 Tyrus
shal . .heape vp syluer as tJie sonde. 1576 Fleming PanopL
Epist. 372 Ignoraunce doth . . pile them vp one vpon another.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretorie 1. (1595) 140 You must needs
heap vp no other but extremities vppon her. i6ix Bible
Eccl. ii. 26 To the sinner bee giueth . . to gather and to heape
vp. 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 10 Your plants beginning
now to peep,_ should be earthed up. 1718 Ep. Hutchinson
Witchcraft i. 8 They can huff up their Bellies, that they
may seem much swell'd. i«x Jortin Sctju. (1771) II. 37
Some heap up riches. 1776 Semple Building in Water 109
To rise or bank up the Bed of the River. 1825 Jamieson,
Hot, ..a. small heap of any kind carelessly put up. 1837 P.
Keith Bot. Lex. 37 The vessels become convoluted and
swell up into a bunch. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 751 The sedi-

ment called smitham is taken out, and piled up in heaps.

6. So as to raise or rise from a horizontal, relaxed,

or drooping posture to an upright or nearly upright

position.

agoQ Genesis 1675 [Hie] to heofnum up hlffidrae raerdon.

a 1240 Wohunge in O. E. Horn. \. 283 Nu raise )?ai up )?e

rode, a 1300 Cursor M, 22548 (Edinb.), pe tres forcastin

sal t>aim payn For to riht taim op ogayn. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) V. 399 pey arered up fje baner of J>e cros.

i§3oTiNi)ALE Gen. xxviit 18 lacob..toke the stone. .and
pitched it vp an ende. 1598 Marston Sco. Villanie \\. vi.

(1599) 201 Capro reads,.. Strokes vp his baire. 1608 Top-
sell Serpents 117 The tayle is very long, at the end and
turning vp like a Vipers tayle, a 1738 T. Boston Crook in
Lot (1805) 152 God will. .remove the weight. .and let them

fet up their back long bowed. 1784 J. Potter Virtuous
'illagers I. 51 She now and then bridled herself up a little

in the.. style of an old maid. 1837 Marryat P. Keenei,
The honourable spinster bridled up with indignation. x8§o

Tait's Mag. XVXI. 342/2 1 he Doctor, .drew himself up in

oflended dignity.

b. Upon one's feet from a recumbent or reclining

posture ; spec, out of bed.
Also from a recumbent to a sitting posture: seeGET?'. 72a,

Sit 7'.25a,c. With reference totlie rising of the dead there

may be an admixture of sense 3 b.

{a) C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. v. xiL (1899) 613/2 On dagunge
heeftacwicode &s£emnunga upp [z'.r. up heh] as<ijt. czaoo
Ormin 8363 He ras up & toe J>e child,..& for till I.sraaeless

land, f 1205 Lay. 6495 pat deor up astod and rsesde o Jiene

stede. aiz'Sp Owl ^ Night. 731 Clerekes, munekes, & can-
unes. .Arise]? vp to middelnyhte. f 1325 Spec.G^^ War^v,
251 Vp he ros t>e ^^ridde day. X388 Wyclif Matt. li. 13 The-
aungel of the Lord apperide in sleep to Joseph, sayynge,
Ryse vp, ..and flee in to Egipt. ax^oti-tja Alexander 5055
Sone as |)e day-rawe rase he risis vp belyue. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. $-jjg Menescen was feld, but op he 10s. 1535
Coverdale 2 Esdr. ii. 12, I gat me vp tn y« night season.

a 1550- [see Get v. 72 aj. 1590- [see Rise v. 3 b], 1629
Wadsworth Pilgr. iii. 14 Euery morning the fift houre sum-
mons them vp, 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 282 Lightly from his

grassy Couch up rose Our Saviour. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
II. (Globe) 363 Being thus gotten up, he look'd out. 1803
Jtfed. Jrnl. 520 The patient^;.. endeavoured to get up, and
to remain out of bed. 1865 L. Oi.iphant Piccadilly (1870)

317, I went to bed, and did not get up till the lamps were
being lighted in Piccadilly.

(b) 97X Blickl. Hom. 157 pa ahof Drihten hie up & hie t>a

cyste. c 1290 Be^et 85 in .y. En^. Leg. I. 109 For loye heo
ful a-doun i-swowe.. .pe knaue hire op nam. a 1300 Cursor
M.asy^2 Penance.. quen we fall vpmaivs lifte. 1470-85 [see

Heave v. iJ. 1537 Bible 2 Sam, xn. 17 The elders, .went
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UP.

to him to take him vp from the erth, 1^90 Spenser F. Q, i,

viii. 40 He found the nieanes that Prisoner vp to reare.
'S9t-3 l^ee Rear v.' 2 b, 2 c]. 1663- (see Knock v. 16 fj.

1749 FcKLDiNG 'J'lmt yorui VII. x\i,lThey] had raised up the
body of Jones, hut. .again let him fall. 1830 Tknnyson /«
Mem. xxxi, Behold a man raised up by Christ !

^g. 164a T. Case Go:{s Rhiiig (1644) 3 It is the duty of
Gods people, to pray him up, when he seems to be down.

o. So as to rise from a sitting, stooping, or
kneeling posture and assume an erect attitude.
See also Get t/. 72 a, p, Help v, 6, Leap ». 4, Stand v. 103 a.

For tip and—, see sense 31.
ctooQ Ag^. Gasp. John viii. 7 Sehjelendaheah nyj»er;..ha

aras he upp. £1190 Beket 1371 in J.'. Eng. Leg. 1. 145 Seint
thomas wolde op arise : Men bedenhimsitte a-doun. C1330
R. Brunne C/iroM. IVace (Rolls) 1803 Coryneus first vp he
stirt, & wy)) a cloJ> his body gyrt. 1340 Ayenb. 240 fo Ihip
op |>e mayster and him kesle. <i 1400-50 Alexander 82
Artaxenses is . . resj^n vp with all his rewme to ride vs agayn.
/iiJ. 2074 pan puUis him vp he proude kyng. 1503 Hawes
Examf. Virt. vii. 150 With that dame lustyce vp arose.
15*6 TiNDALE Luke xiii. 11 [The] woman. .was bowed to
gether, and coulde nott well lifte vp her silfe. 1533 Cover-
dale I Citron, xxiii. 16 Yet get the vp, and be doynge.— 2 Esdras il 20 We.. are gotten vp, & are buyidinge.
1667 Milton P. L. viii. 258 Up I sprung, . . and upright Stood
on my feet. 1795 Macneill Scotland's Scaitlt v. vii, Up
he bang'd ; and . . Sad and silent took the road. i8oa Leyden
Cout of Keetdar xiv, A wee man . . Up started by a cairn.

1877 Spurgeon Serm. XXIII. 82 The rebel may stand up in
bolo defiance.

fig. 1656 CowLEV Chronicle iii, Till up in Arms my Passions
rose. And cast away her yoke.

6. So as to mount or rise by gradual ascent, in

contact with a surface, to a higlier level or alti-

tude ; sometimes spec. = up-stairs,
Beo7vulf2S^;i Heht 5a J>Bet hea6oweorc to hagan biodan,

up ofer ec^chf. C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. I. vii. (1890) 38 pa
astah se..Godes andettere mid ha menigeoon ha dune upp.
044 CAa/Y^rin Sweet A. S. Reader Uv^) SI Donne of Sam
pornum up on 3a lytlan dune middewearde, 99Z in Thorpe
Larys (1840) I. 286 peh . . ha menn up setberstan into haere
byrig. c 1000 ^Elfric Num. xiv. 40 Sona on seme merien
Chy] astiKon ;^ew2epnode up to Saere dune, a 1066 in
Kemhie Cod. Dipt. IV. 221 Da;t Urk min huskarl habbe his
strand., upp of sae and ut on sa:. C1205 Lav. 25807 Beduer..
upa-staeh hene munt. 138a Wvcli f Matt. v. i J hesus forsothe,
seyii^e cumpanyes, wente vp in to an hill, c 1386 Chaucer
Sgr. j_ y*. 378 As rody and bright as dooth the yonge Sonne
That in the Ram is four degrees vp ronne. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 4978 Goand vp by degres hurgh mony gay Alys. 1487-8
Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 136 To William paris for
amendyng of the floores in the house vppon the steyer,
and for heryng vp of ij" sackes sonde. 1531 Tindale Exp,
I John (1538) 76 Yf a rude fellowe shulde breake vp into
the kynges priue chambre. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v.
Acciiuis, Trantes acclittis^ a way goyng vp against a hill,

1656 M. Ben Israel Find, jfud, 15 He went up into a
belcony in the palace. 1713 Swift yrnl. to Stella 10 Feb.,
Sterne,. has been often to see me, he says, but my man
has not yet let him up. 1753 IVorld 37 There is hardly
a chambermaid that will bring me up a bottle of water
into my room. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. i, i, Show him
up.—He generally calls about this time, 1798 Coleridge
Anc. Mar. IV. x. The moving Moon went up the sky. And
no where did abide: Softly she was going up. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xx. Widow Butler's bullseg, that I used to see
spieling up on my bed. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lost Bower
11, Sunimer-snow of apple blossoms running up from glade
to glade. 1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 211/2 Vou keep on
plunging up and up until you are worn out.

b. To a higher point on or within a river,
channel, etc, or a point further from the sea. Cf.
Up prep.^ 2.

847 in O. E. Texts 434 Donne up on broc o3 heottes die.
cgaoO. E. Chron. (P.irker MS.) an. 893, On (.a ea hi tuson
up hiora scipu oh hone weald. 935 in Kemble Cod. Dipt.
V. 220 Upp andlang Ocerburnan to halelan maerscae.
a 1550LELAND liin. (r7ii) 11.52 From Mineheved up along

the Severne Shore to Stoke Gurcy. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. 1 1

.

J94 The voyage,. vp into the Bay of Saint Laurence,, as
farre as the Isle of Assumption. 1697 Dampier Voy. 5 We
..might have gone up into the River, having a strong tyde
of flood. I7«^ Pres. St. Navig. Thames 33 The Price of
Carriage thro ,, Locks, up even to Wallingford, might also
be adjusted. 1790 Bruce Source 0/Nile I. 48 They border
upon another large tribe,., which extends from thence up
into Nubia. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. Jty; Up along,
sailing from the mouth of the channel upwards. i88i J.Hatton Netv Ceylon v. 136 The voyage up, with the trade
goods, is done in a canoe.

+ e. On shore ; from the sea ; at land. Obs.
Beowul/i-n panon up hraSe Wedera leode on wang stijon.

Itid. 1920 Het ha up beran aehelinga gestreon. C893 K.
VElkred Oros. IV. X. § lo He..up comon ast Leptan fa;m
tune, c 90a tr. Baeda's Hist. I. xxv. (1890) 58 On ^yssum
ealande com upp, ,Agustinus. aii22 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an, 1014, Cnut,,comtoSandwic, & let ha^r up haxislas
|>e his fxder jesealde waeron. c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 87 pa he
heo comen on midden here se, ha wes het godes folc up of
here se agan. c M90 Beket 1796 in J'. Eiig. Leg. I. 158 At
douere were knijtes }are..Sone ase he come op [lere al
aredi him to quelle. Ibid. 1^99. c 1330-1483 [see Rive v.'}.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2oi 7 pal . . Past into port, . . i^ayn vp to
pe lond, leuyn here ship,

d. In conventional uses, esp, in contrast to Down
adv. 2. (See also 26 c)
(1381 WvcLiF Matt. XX. 1 3 Loo! we gon vp to Jerusalem.]

'•475 Stonor Papers I.C^mien)\. 156, I com hoppe(=to
London], .and grette nede I hadde now of you. 1316- [see
Co,viEf^a], ijiSin l.eaAs.mStarChamberCases{S>Men)
II, 129 The Inhabitauntes,, sent vpp the seid John power
to make further Sute , , for Redresse. 1537 Lett. * Papers

j''v ' '• '• '° [ ' n'yl marvel that , , Sir George should
ryde huppe at this time. 1610 H, Jonson Alc/i. 11. vi, Shee's
come vp here, of purpose To learne the fashion. 1M7-8
Marvell C»r. Wks. (Grosart) II. 240 Also they have sent
for the Lieutenant Governor of Chester; behaving writ up
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I
newsthat an apothecary of that town had [etc,], x-jvj Loud.
Gaz. No. 2306/3 They came out of Ireland, ..but met with
a violent Storm that put them up as high as Lundy. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) st4 Tlie great , . Gulph which goes
up to Siam. 1783 Ld. Percy in G. Rose Diaries (i860) I,

59, 1 shall be three days in going up [to London], 1794 Bp.
Hay in Ushaw Mag. Dec. (1913) 284 He took the oppor.
tunity ofmy company to,, go up with me. His busine.ss in
London [etc.], 1820 Examiner No. 615. 57/a Pope.,re-

i

solved to go up to London. 1850 Browning Christmas Eve
i

iv, 64 Thethurap-thump , , Ofthe train
, , up from Manchester.

i8S3 Dickens Blenk Ho. Ivii, Four horses out there for the
next stage up I Quick I J8S7 Hughes Tout Bmon 1, iv.

Goes through it every day of my life [says the coach-guard].
Twenty minutes afore twelve down—ten o'clock up. j86i
[see Go T'. 94 a].

e. Naut. To windward.
IS9« RAL1-.IGH Last Fight Reuenge B 2, The ,ships that

wer vnder his lee luffing vp, also laid him aborde. 1603
Breton Packet Mad Lett. xii. (1633) 6 My state being
so downe the winde, , , I know not how to set saile vp in
the weather, 1605 Shaks, Temp. iii. ii, 2 Beare vp, & boord
'em, i6n Bible ^c/i xxvii, 15 'The ship., could not beare
vp into the winde. 1633- (see Come i-. 691], ie€9 Sturmv
Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 17 He cannot put up the Helmne.
1720- [see Beat v. 19 b]. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780) S.V. Bearing, We say, up to windward and down to
leeward. 1829 Marryat^'', Mildmayv,l..fut the helm up,
J830 — King's Own xvi. This, , brought the ship up in the
wind, 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 78 Put the helm
down and bring her up into the wind.

7. So as to direct the sight to a higher point or
level, (Cf, 26 b,)
See also Cast v. 83 d, Heave v. i. Lift v. 5, Look v. 45 a.
cspo tr. Baeda's Feci. Hist. iv. ix. (1890) 290 [He] locade

up in heofon, 971 Blickl. Horn. 123 pa by ha up on ))0ne
heofon . . locodan. a 1000 CI. in Wr.-Willcker 79 Ne erigas
[oculos tuos],nG 5u up ne arer[3ine eajan], c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. John xi. 41 Se haelend ahof upp his eajan. a 1300
Cursor M. 21393 Constantin,,lok up, and in hat sight He
sagh har cristis cros ful bright. 1388 Wyclif John xi, 41
And Jhesus lifte vp hi.se i^en, and seide [etc.], c 1420 Aiittirs
o/Arth. 356 He glitfed vp with his eighen, ^at grey were
and grete. c 1450 Mankind 31 (Brandl), Be-holde not he
erlhe, hut lyfte yowur ey wppe. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xl. j2
My synnes haue taken soch holde vpon me, that 1 am not
able to loke vp. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Mel. v. (1626) 92
His turn'd-vp eyes. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 363 He
could only look up, and see that it w.as a clear Starlight
Night. 182a Keats Isabella xxv. Looking up, he saw her
features bright. 1854 Mus. Jameson Bk. of Th. (1877) 13
It is good for us to look up, morally and mentally. 1859
Sala Tiu. round Clock 39 iiis eyes.. cast up to count the
peaches on the wall.

b. So as to cause sound to ascend, increase, or
swell. (Cf. lib.)
See also Give v. 64 f, PipK-t..' 9, Raise v. 13, 21, Set v,

154 c, Speak z/. 20 b,

Beowulf 128 pa wa;s aefter wiste wop up ahafen, mice]
morsenswej. cti^Y..K,\.n^oGregory'sPast Cxv.giHefe
up 3ine stefne sua 3es bime. c 1205 Lay. 11280 Scottes
huuwen up muchelne rajm, c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 1 120
Vp he yaf a roryng and a cry. a 1400 Northern Passion
257 Ilkone kest vppea grele cry. 1413- [see Lift ». 5 e].

f 1500 MeUisine x.\xvi. 283 He made hys trompettes to blow
vp, that euery man shuld be armed, a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VIII, 76b, Thenvpblewe the trumpettes,,on bothe
sides, 1381 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (.^rb,) 46 Who sometimes
rayseth vp his voice to the height of the heauens, 1593
Locrine It. vi. 28 Sound drummes & trumpets, sound vp
cheerfully. i6i i Bible Job iii. 8 Let them curse it ,. , who
are ready to raise vp their mourning. 1617 Sir W. Muhe
Misc. Poems xxi. 5 Raise vp thy voice and . . proclaime A
greater subject, 1869, 1890 [see Go v. 94c].

II. In figurative and transferred applications.
Under the following heads are placed only those figurative

uses which admit of being classified under some general
concept. Further illustration will usually be found under
the verbs most commonlj; occurring in the various phrases,
together with many special uses which are confined to one
or other of those verbs (see e.g. Bring v. 27, Cast v. 83,
CoMEZ'. 6g, Drawz'. 80, etc). Some uncertainty attaches
to the origin and development of many of these uses, the
variety of which is so great that the adverb comes to present
a number of highly divergent and even directly opposite
senses, e.g. to bind up (sense 19) in contrast with to break
up (sense 21 b).

8. From a lower to a higher status in respect of
position, rank, or affluence. (Cf Set v. 154J.)
<r82S Vesp. Psalter xxxvi. 34 Dryhten , . hefeS up 5e J>a5t

3u meardie eorSan. c888 K. jElfred Boeth. xxxix. § 11 py
laes hi for longum jesaeiaum hi to up ahaibben. c 1000 Ags.
Ps. (Tliorpe) xlviii. heading, pa;t by hy upp ne ahofen for
heora welum. C1200 Oh,min 10881 Wh.ise shall i Crisstenn.
dom Beon hofenn upp & hlldeddTill bisscopp orr till unnderr-
preost. C1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 683 From humble bed
to roial magestee Vp roos he, lulius the Conquerour, 1387
Tbf.visa Higden (Rolls) VI. 355 He suffrede no man to stye
up to,

,
[that] manere dignitee, ,, but he were wel i-lettred.

c 1440- [see Lift v. 2 b]. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dictes 142 Yf he see that fortune raise and bring up soin
other of lower degre. 1530 Tindale Practice of Prelates
B vi b, When ye bishopes office began,, to be honorable,
then the deacons , . clam vp therunto, 1330-1361 [see
Come v. 69 0. 1603 Camden Rem. 223 This one steppe will
not bring you vppe a steppe higher, 1638 Trad. Mem.
K. Jos. G ij, By what steps the Puritans got up, and the old
Clergy degenerated. 1683 W. Cleland Poems (1697) 127
Now down v%'ith the confounded Whiggs,. , For Hey Boies
up go Wee, 1832 H T, Martineau Life in IVilJs vii. 99 We
are getting up in the world.

b. Into (greater) repute, credit, or estimation.
«S93- [see Cry w, 22], 1641 J, Jackson True Evang. T. ^

65 (Jh how doth it cry up Christ, in the world, that he hath
such servants. 1711 G, Hickes Two Trent. Chr. Priesth.
(1847) I. 291 Instead of writing up the other Protestant
Churches to the Church of England. 1741 tr. D'Argens,
Chinese Lett, xx. 137 Men, who preach up nothing but

UP.
.

Patience, Humility, Obedience. i8«3 Gladstone in Morley
Life 11.99 [Queen Victoria] spoke, , of Roundell Palmer; I
had a good opportunity of speaking him up. 1871 Lowell
Study fViiid. (18S6) 146 A preacher-up of Nature.
9. a. To a higher spiritual or moral level or object.
c888 K. ,(?5lfred Boet/i. xll § 6 Se mann ana gaeh uprihte;

hpt tacnaa ha;t he ,sceal ma hencan up honne ny3er. c 1200
ORMIN2749 ,Swa hatt hiss heme iss hofenn upp Tofollshenn
Godess wille, /bid. 2754. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9342
Holdeh vp to god,,3oure hojt. 01340 Hampole Psalter
xxiL 6 pou has purged my hen, and liftid vp to haf he ioy
of conlemplacionn. (11373 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv.

552 Hef vp 5or hertes in-to heuen. 1326 Pilgr. /'erf. (1531)
290 It heueth and lyfteth vp the spiryt to god. 1533- [see
Lifts, fd], 1389 R, Bruce Serm.{iS4^) 166 To have,, our
minds lifted vp to the heavens, 0x708 Bf.veridge I'/ies.
Theol. (1711) III, 410 It is a good while before we can get
up our hearts from earth to heaven,

b. To a state of greater cheerfulness, confidence,
resolution, etc.

See also Clear v. 27, for various sen.ses of clear up.
1297 R, Glouc (RolLs) 9336 Joure heiten hebbeh vp...

Hopieha4ongod. 13, , -[see Pluck », 8a], c 1430- [see Pull
V. 31 c]. C14S0 Mirk's Feslial 6s Heue vp hyn hert, and
make mery. 1372 tr. Lnuaterus' Ghoslis (1596) 108 Gabriel
wilh comfortable wordes did lift up the blessed Virgin.
1390- [see Hearten w, 2 b], 1397- [see Cheer t/, lo]. ci6oo
W. Fowler Wks. (S,T,S.) 1. 191 O thow,,that rayses vp
my courage and abaites. 1732, 1873 [see Brighten v. 2 b].
1894 Baring Gould Kilty Atone II, 116, I really could not
pluck up courage to do .so,

c. Into a state ofactivity, commotion, excitement,
or ferment.

1340- [see Stir v. 16). 1333 Coverdale Luke viii. 24 Then
wente they vnto him Uc. Christ], and waked him vp, 1396
Daleymple tr, Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S,) I. 76 Sa gret
appetite and wil of beiring rule did fyre wpe, and inflame
baith the peples. 1689 Stili.ingfl. Serm. (1698) III. iiL
120 To work up a heated, , Imagination to the Fancy of
Raptures. 1720 Ozell Vertot's Rom. Rep. I. n. ii3 Finding

... . .869

1

Vesuv. 111. 59 The mountain, as usual, fired up, 1901 Scrib-
Iter's Mag. April 407/2 Work the crowds up, . , but don't get
caught yourselves.

d. To or at a greater or higher speed, rate,

amount, etc.

See also Come v. 69 k. Get v. 72 d, Run v,Z\% iff).

, 1338 Elyot, Eguus citatns, a horse taken vp. 1363 Cooper
Thesaurus s.v. Equits, T'o fetch vp with the spurre. 1607
Markham Cavel. 11. (1617) 126 Whose sharpnes and torment
..will so quicken your horse up. .that [etc], 1664 H. More
Myst. Inig. 474 They gore and spurre up the Ass. 1677 Essex
Papers (Camden) II. 130 Upon the late new letting it [sc.
the Excise], they h,ad , . bid up very high upon the present
farms. 1839 Alex. Somerville Hist. Brit. Leg. xi. 236
Flogging the men up, to prevent their falling into the hands
of the wandering guerillas. 1883, 1892 [see Go v. 94 e].

1900 Elinor Glyn Visits Elizabeth (1906) 105 Carry had
better hurry up and get that house in Park Street.

10. To or towards mature age, or proficiency in
some art, etc.

_
0900 O. E. Martyrol. 21 Oct, 192 [Hilarion] w:es upcymen

in Palestina. c\^ia Chron. Vilod, 1625 He was norysshut
vp in hat place. £1430 Merlin vii, 112 And so he,, put his
owe sone, , to be norisshed vp with a-nother woman. 1483-
(see Bring v. 27 b], c 1330 Ld, Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt.
505 It semeth wel this people dyd never nourysh you up.
1334 in Lcadam Star Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 207 "To
take apon hym the Craftes of Bakyng and bruyng where In
he was neuer brought vp. 1335- [see Grow v. 13 a]. 1597
IVills

<S-
Iiiv. N. C.JSurlees, 1835) 172 My mynde is that he

shalbe brought up in learnynge. 1611 Bible Proi*. xxii, 6
Traine vp a childe in the way he should goe. 1730 Thomson
Autumn 836 Nurse of a people, in misfortune's school
Train'd up to hardy deeds. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-
Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 554 We are brought up to
sense of fear only, and not of gratitude. 1839 Fr. A.
Kemble Resid. Georgia (1863) ir As soon as they begin to
grow up and pass from infancy to youth. 1879 Miss Yonce
Magnum Boniim I. 290 She 'il be governessed up, and kept
to lessons all day. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 3 He had
been brought up to no profession.

11. Into existence, prominence, vogue, or cur-
rency J so .IS to appear or prevail.
See also Blaze !•.' 3 (quot. 1878), Get v. 72 r. Rise v. 19.
(a) agooAnilreas 1236 (Gr.), Storm upp aras aefter ceaster-

hofum. cioooALlvric Saints' Lives XXX. 61 Iceom ha;lende
crist he, . gedyde hait leoht up asprang. c 1033 Byrhtferth's
Handboc in A nglia VI 1 1, 306 Of hissum syx tidum aspringS
up bissextus. a 1223 Aiicr. R, 286 Amidde he redunge..
]^eonne cumeS up a deuociun. c 1410 Lanteme ofLi^t 28
Li3t is vp spronngen to he ri5twise. c 1449- [see Come k. 69 e).

153s Coverdale IVisdom vi. 22 As for wy.s2dome, what she is,

and how she came vp, 1 wil tell you, 1336 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 246 'I'he fire got up. 1336- (see
Start v. 13 c], o 1572 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 1, 77 Upoun
what uther trifeling questiouis, ,the war hrak up, we omitt to
wryte, 1391 Shaks, i Hen. VI, \. iv.fo2 A holy Prophetesse,
new risen vp. a 1679 J. Ward Diary (1839) =97 Round
knitt capps were theauncient mode before hatts came upp.
1704 Swift T. Tub ii. Before they were a month in town,
great shoulder-knots came up. 1704- (see Turn v. 80 v].

1833 A. Crichton Hist. Arabia I. 216 Sabellians, Valen-
tinians, and a host of obscurer sects, all rose up. 1844-
[see Crop v. 10 b]. 1882 A. Griffiths Cliron. Newgate (i&S^)
I. 13 As usual the difficulty of providin? funds cropped up.
1902 T. W. Webber Forests Upper India xiii. 156 Dinner
ready,., Smyth, however, had not turned up.
(*) c 1200 Okmin 16840 pe53,. hofenn hurrh hemin sellfenn

upp, .Settnessess, hu mann birrde. .Godess la5he folljhenn.
X393 Langl. p. pi. C. I. 37 Somme murthes to make,..
And fynde vp foule fantesyes. a 1400-30 Alexander 829*
Nicholas. .Had rasyd vp a rode hoste. 14^3 Reg. Mag. Si^.
Scot. 86/2 'lo the quhilkis we,,gert che.se upe ane assise
of the baroiiy. 1335- (see Raise v. i b]. 1360 Daus tr.
Sleidane's Comm. 28 b, Suche as eyther Reyse up new
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customes, or extorte that is forboden. 1568, x6ix [see
Raise f. n]. 1637 Hevwood Royall King it. iv, Cannot
all this stirre his impatience^ up? 1645 Ussher Body
Diy.-^fi-z That God.. would raise up faiihfull and painfull
Ministers. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 47 r 5 Stirrers up of
Laughter among Men of a gross Taste. 17*9 Gay Polly i.

ix, When Kings by their huffing Have blown up a squabble.
183a Ht. MABTiNEAu/'tfwtT'arrt i. 10 Afew. .sluggards who
had not put up their appearance at the proper hour. 1843
Biackiu. Mag, LIV. 737 Why couldn't we get up a play?
1867 H. Spkncer First Princ. I. (ed. 2) 413 The metcorologic
processes eventually set up in the Earth's atmosphere. 1870
H. KiNGSLEY Hillyars^ Burtons Ixxvi, It is your grand-
father's will. I . .drew it up.

b. So as to be heard. (Cf. 7 b.)
a X7»3 [see Speak v. 20 b]. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. i.

Ixiv, As when. .a burnish'd fly. .Tunes up amid these airy
halls his song. i8oa Leydeh Lord Sottlis lii, Then up be-
spake him, true Thomas. 1853 Public School Matches 10
The bell from the Pavilion strikes up.

12. To the notice or consideration of a person or
body of persons {spec, of one in authority).
See also Call v. 35 b, d, Show v. 4 e,

a tiaa O, E» Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1052, l>*er ba;r God-
wine eorl up his mal, 136a— [see Put 7'. 53 h]. 1414 Rolls

cf Parlt, IV. 22 Or the Petitions biforesaid yeven up yn
writing. 1439 Ilnd, V. 9 In a Petition putte up to the Kyng.
1483- [see IJring v. 27 c], 1539 in Leadam Star Chamber
Cases (Selden) II. 34 The byll of compleynt..put vppe to

the Kynges highnes. ^SSl^- t^ee Give v. 64 e]. 1585 in

Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. (1914) iii Th' acte. .being then sent

up by the comens to the lord.s. x6oa Mabston Antonio's
Rev. III. ii, I have a i>rayer or two to offer up. X604- [see

Cast v, 83 ij. c 1633 in -^rd RcJ*. Hist. MSS. Co»im. 400/2
Ane paper which they send wpe to 3our Majestic. 1641
[see Put v. 53 h (^)l. 1700 T. RoBrNsoN K/«^ Mosaic^
Syst. Introd. 5 It would be Folly for Men to send up
Prayers to a God that is not present to hear them. 1820

HvRON Afar. Fal. 1. ii. 12 The sentence will be sent up to

the Dage. 1844 Fraser's Mag. XXX. 504 The writ went
up to the Lords. 1884 Bright in Times 5 Aug. 10/4 When
a Bill leaves the House of Commons it has gone up to the

House of Lords.

b. Before a judge, magistrate, etc.

Ci4^ York Myst. xxxvii. 113 CiiUe vppe Astrotte and A
To giffe |?er counsaille in \>\% case. 1440- [see Put v. 53 i].

"749- [see Have v. 16 b]. 1753 World No. 35, I was un-
fortunately called lip to give evidence against him. i8ai

Scott Pirate xlii, Cleveland and AItamont..were brought
up the first of the pirate crew. 1835- [see Pull v. 31 dj.

1865- [see Haul v. x dl.

C. So as to divulge, reveal, disclose, or let out.

1593 in Maitl. CL Misc. (1840} I. 59 That [the names of] all

excommunicatis..be gevin wp this daye viij dayes. a 1625-

[see Give f. 64 h]. i8a6- [see Snow f. 27 bj. 1880- [see Own
V. 5 c]. X884 G:l.mour Mongols xxiii. 285 If his two com.
panions in accusation would not own up.

d. Asa charge or accusation. (Cf. Upbraid z*.)

1604- [see Cast I*. 83 il 1611 Bible .A^«W(5. xiv. 36 Bringing
vp a slander vpon the land. 1889 N. W. Line. Gloss, (ed. a)

74 Bring uf against [a person), . . to accuse, to charge with,

1890 [see Throw v. 48 h].

13. Into the hands or possession of another.
See also Deuves v, 7, Give v. 64 a, b, Kesich v, j, Yield

•V, 10 a, 14 b, 16.

ixia O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.), [The king] dide him gyuen
up oet abbotrice of Pmrch. a xaag Leg- Kath, 134 At ..

cweden hire Jtc nieistrie & te menske al up. 13. . Cursor Af.

I0330 (Gott.), All t>air giftes t>ai 5eld vp ^ar [ 'I rin. Offerede
vp her jiftes]. <:i37S Ibid, 15870 (Fairf.), He deliuered his

maister vp. ax^oa-tp Alexander 758 (>|>ire recouyre me
\>\ rewme or reche vp J»e girdill. c 1400 Brut cl. 162 Here
y resyncn op ^e crone, .of Engeland into t>e Popis Hande.
c X440 Jacoo's Well ^02 And so, as tretourys, l?ei 5euyn vp J>e

castel ofgod. 1568 Grai-tos Chron. 11.46 After the geuyng
vp of the saj^d Citie, 1588-9 Act 31 Fliz.c6 § a For thp
levinge or resignyng upp of the same. 1604- [see Give z/. 64 d J.

X613 SHAKs.//^rt. K///, ii.i.97 To th' waterside I must con-

duct your Grace: Then giue my Charge vp to Sir Nicholas
Vaux. ai69oBp. Hopkins A>/./.(jrrf'*/'rflytf/'(i692) 47 That
his Mediatory Kingdom being fulfilled, it might be delivered

up unto the Father. 1713 Attebbury .S^^rw;. (1734) IL 48
'1 nose . . who do not surrender themselves up to the Nfethods

it prescribes. i8oa Mar. EonEWoRTti Moral T., Prussian
Fase, He . . yielded himself up a prisoner. 1839 Thirlwall
Nisi. Greece VI. 281 They were assured that no harm should
befal them if they gave up liessus. 1890 Spectator 20 Avg.t
That rich yield-up ofthe land that speaks of such abundant
future provi.sion.

b. So as to relinquish, abandon, or forsake.

C1190- [>«e YiELu r. 14CI, 1387 Trevisa Iligdcn (Rolls)

V. 413 |>anneheawookand^ldeup ^egoo.st. 1388 Wvclip
Matt, xxvii. 50 Jhesus eftsoonc.^af vp the goosL C1400
Land Troy Bk. 1325a For thi wyff this werre be-gan. We
5eue it vp here euery a man. 1457 Hardvng Chron. in Eng,
Hist, Rev. Oct. (1912) 747 Whan enmyse gafe vp pese. . As
lyon fell he putte hym forth in prose. 1510- [see ()host sh,

iJ. 1530- [jieeCASTT'.BshJ. 1558- [see Gi\ e r.64 b, c,hj.

1596 in Spalding Club fifisc, I. 88 JTames Low. . said, in his

last wordis, befoir he gef wp his braitht [etc.]. x62t-4a[^ea

TuRW T', 80 pi. X653 H. KIore Antid. agst. At/u in. it,

(1712)89 For his unserviceableness he was.. turned up loose

in the pasture. 1678- [see Throw v. 48 g]. 1885-93 i^*^^

Throw p. 8op].

14, Into a receptacle or place of storage, as for

security, convenience, or use when required.

See also Store t'. 4 b, and for special senses, Knock 17. 16 g,

Lav I'.' 60 c-g, Put r. 53, Set v. 15400.
^

c xa90 St. Kenelnt 262 m S. Eng. Leg. I. 352 pis writ was
wel nobleliche i-wust and up i-do. 13. . Coer de L. 6770
He..btabledcup hys de&trers. 1340 ^^'(•m*^. 232 peruore ssel

\^i iresor by.. well y-do op, J^et hit ne byuorlore. 1atjfi6
Chaucer Rom, Rose 1S4 (Jret tresourisvp toleyne. a X368-

[see Putp. S3 n,o,p]. <:i470 Golagros^Caw.ii^^'XhaX.,
Put up thair brandis sa braid, burly and bair, 1539 Cran-
MER Matt. vi. ig Laye not vp for your selues treasure vpon
earth. 1567 Gude <$ Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 93 Thy gudnes and
bcoingnitie, . I 'I'how lay thame vp with mc in stoir. 1604

Shaks. Otk. \. ii. 59 Keepe vp your bright Swords, for the

dew will rust them. 1629 Parkinson Farad. 470 The flowers

of Marigolds, .. pickled vp against winter. x63x Gouge
God's Arrozvs w. § 12. 148 God doth sometimes treasure up
the sinnes of predecessours. 1692 E. Walker Epictetus'
Mor. Praise of Ep. iv, Riches,. .Which Knaves hoard up.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Rusca Butyri, a Tub, or Barrel

of Butter salted up. X7ax Bradley Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat.
50 Then they are reckon'd in a right State for Barrelling up
for the Markets. 1800- [see Put v. 53 n {.d)\ 1867 H.
SrENxER First Princ. (ed.2) 1. 301 Those highly-compounded
nitrogenous molecules in which so much motion is locked up.

1879 IL George Progr,^ Pov, i. ii. 36 The heat of the sun

is stored up in coal.

ellipt. X76o-7a H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1S09) III. 13S

^Iay we not order your horses up [= to be stabled]? You
must not think of going.

15. Into one's possession, charge, custody, etc.

See also Get v. 720, Pick v, 20c, Take v. god, 1.

a 1400-50 Alexander "jdo pan set J^ai J>am..a day.., And
l>ar.to tuke vp J?aire trouthis. 1479 Cely Papers (Camden)
15, 1 am avy:;yd to take oppe at London as meche as I schall

nede. 148a Ibid, 122 To lette hym [ — a horse] ron in a parke
tyll Hallowtyd and then take hym wpe. 1659 ^' Guthrie
Chr. Gt. Interest viii. (1724) 88 A Man may take up his

gracious State by his Faith, and the Acting thereof on Christ.

1674 Pennsylv. Archives I. 33 Permission is hereby granted

. .for to take vp a certaine peice of land for himself and his

heires. X697 Prior Ep. to Shcppard ix Now, as you took

me up when little, Gave me my Learning, and my Vittle.

17X0 Steele Tatler No. 204 F 6 He has taken up a Resolu-

tion. 17x1 Swift yr///. to Stella 2j Feb., To get up his debts

abroad. 1751 Jortin Serm. (1771) I. iii. 45 His servants

..being employed in gathering up the Tares. 1758-3 A.

AIuRPHY Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 21, After having gleaned up
all I could.. at School. 180a Mar. Edgeworth Moral 7".,

Forester xv, One of his boys was taken up amongst the

rioters, 1844, 1876 [see Get v. 72 1].

16. Into the position or state of being open.
Originally implying the raising of a gate, barrier, etc.

For the fig. use ox open up^ see Open f. 24.

c iao5 Lay. 1704 Vp heo duden heora castles 5aten. c 1300
K.Hom 1 1 15 (Laud MS.), Horn gan to t>e yate turne, And
J>e wyket op spurne. 1375 Bakbour /?r7c^ xvii. 778 He.,
gert all wyde set vp the Jet. c X386 Chaucer Millers T.
615 And vp the wyndowe dide he nastily, a 1400-50 AleX'
ander (Dublin) 783* J>e wy..Brades vppe l>e brade ^ate.

1:1400 Gamelyn 311 Gamelyn 5ede to pe ^ate & lete it vp
wide. tfX45o Le Morte Artlu 1839 The chamber dore he
sette vp ryght. X513 Douglas /'Eneid vii. xi. 32 He that .

.

Thyr jettis suld vp oppin and warp wyd. 1533- [see Break
V. ssjj. ti6oo W. Fowler Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 183 BUst be
that houer. .that opned vp the wyndowes to disdayne, 1639
Sir E. Verney in V, Papers (1853) 233, I have broaken upp
my packett againe to insert this letter. 179a A, Wilson
Watty <5- Megxix, Up the door flew—like a fury In came
Watty's scawling wife. x8a5 Jamieson Suppl. s.v., Set up
the door,

17. Into an open or loose condition of surface.

See also Break v. 56 f, g. Cut v, 59 e, Dig v, 14 c, Plough
V. 9 e. Rip ?'.' 3, Turn i'. 80 f.

1377 Langl. p. pi. B. VI, 109 Dikeres & delueres digged
vp f>e balkcs. c X440 Pallad, on Husb. 11. 74 The lond vn-

cu:ne al doluen up mot be. x577TussER//«f^. (1878) 83 In

January, husband, .will break vp his lale. 1588 Shaks.
Tit, A . IV. ii. 87 Sooner this sword shall plough thy bowels
vp. 1721 Strype EccL Mem, I, xxviii. 197 To endure the
more pain when they should be cut down and ripped up.

X799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 247 He directs the moss
to be delved or dug up with spades. 1801 Fanner's Mag.
Nov. 484 An Essay..upon the question of breaking up Grass
Land. 1894 Times zx May 4/4 A gang of men was sent.

.

to pick up and relay the part. iZ^s/^i^* 5 ^'eb. 8/2 That
would mean taking up all the streets in South London.

b. So as to sever or separate, esp, into many
parts, fragments, or pieces.

See also Break v. 2 b, 56 a, Chop v."^ 3, Cur y. 59 b. In
Oli. a similar use occurs in w/^yi^r/^/aw, to divide (a river).

^ X4.. IV^r.in Wr..Wulcker563/4«a/tf«^,upcuttynge. 1530
in Leadam Star Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 50 To breke
vppe or caste downe eny dyche or hedge. 1573 Baret/^/z*.

s.v. C«/, Cut vp, or winne these partriges. x6ix Shaks.
ll'int. T, III. ii. 132 Breake vp the Seales, and read, xSa?

Faraday Chem. Manip, ii. (1842) 47 The tube itself being
broken up and disregarded. 18^9 D. Campbell Inorg, Chem,
295 Hytn-osulphide of ammonium . .dissolves it up. 1857
Hughes Totn Brcnvn i. vii. Engaged in tearing up old news-
papers, .into small pieces.

18. To or towards a state ofcompletion or finality.

(Frequently serving merely to emphasize the import

of the verb.)

a. With verbs denoting consuming or destroying.

See also Burn r». 8 b, Eat v, 18, Kill v, 2 b. Slay v, 5 b,

Spend r. 13, Stiklez'. i (quot. 1582).

a X300 Cursor M, 6634 Slas vp yon caltefs al bidene I

1 1374 Chaucer Troylusv. i47oShe made vpficte here corn.

1390 Guwer Con/. I. 81 Tiiei. .brenden up the remenant,

c 1400 Sinvdone Bab. 414 Destroye vp bothe man and place.

X48Z Cely Papers (Camden) 80 Schepe dys {-dies] wpe in

Englelonde. 1546 Balk Eng. Votaries i. (1560) 7 The inur-

thering vp of them whiche hathe done it. a 1555 Piiilpot

Apology^ etc (1555) B 4 b, Lyke humbledories, eating vp
the hony of the bees. X594 Nashe Un/ort. Trav. Cij b,

I heard where they dyde vp all in one Familie, and not a
mothers childe escapde. X609-10 Act 7 Jas. I. c 20 The
.Sea hath . . surrounded and drowned up much hard groundes.

16*5 WiNTHKOP Hist. New Eng, (1825) L 388 The Indians

killed up all their swine, so as Capt. Lovell had none. X647

Vicars Englan(fs Worthies (1845) 63 The Royalists re-

BoIving.,to gird up Gloucester ., on all sides to tire and
starve it up if it might be. X793 Pellew in Osier Li/e

(1835) 89 We dished her up in fifty minutes, boarded, and
struck her colours. 1803-rsee Do v. 52 d, e]. 187a Spurgeon
Trcas, Dav, Ps. Ixxix. 7 The oppressor would quite eat up
the saints if he could. 1894 Hall CAiNEil/a«4.'«/a« 419 The
spendthrift had . . sold up the remainder of his furniture.

b. With other verbs, denoting progress to or

towards an end.

1307 york Memo. Bk, (Surtees) 1. 181 Oute taken girdels
that er fully wroght upp, ^1400 Laud Troy Bk. 14614
Thei . . heled him vp with medycyns. c X407 Lvdg. Reson 4-

Sens. 2681 She shal performe vp of ryght Al that euer I haue
behight. ^1440 Jacob's Well zoj Tyl |k)U haue vp full J^i

cost ii Ym expensis. 1480 Cely Papers (Camden) 48 Y under-
stond Lombardys has bowght ytt [sc. the wool] up yn Vng-
lond. ci^in J. R. Boyle Hedon {1B7 5) App. 6; Vf any..
offycers die . . then the common of burgesis to choise other to
occupye upe that yeare. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidatte's Comm,
298 He will commaunde the fathers.. to finish up their work
begon. 160X R. Johnson Kingd. ^ Commw. (1603) 114 By
husbandry.. they dry vp and drain fenny and. vnholsome

E
laces.

^
X639 T, de Gray Compl. Horsem, 322 Therefore

eale him up with sweet butter. x68a Drvden Medal Ep.
Whigs f 3 Whatever the Verses are, buy *em up I beseech
you. X7a6 Berkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 120 It is an infinity
shame that the debts are not cleared up and paid. 1771
Mrs. Haywood New Present for Maid 158 Beat up the
yolks of three eggs. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L, 121 Lime
wetted up in large heaps for use. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias
iH. ix. Pi The establishment was paid up and discharged.
i8ax BvRON 7Ka« III. Ixiii, Cloves.. were boil'd Up with the
coffee, 1873 Punch 18 Jan. 21/1 They liquor up despond-
ently. 188a Miss Braddon Mount Royal III. 195 Could
there not be some kind of institution.. to force parents
to cash up. 1896 Pall^ Mall G. 19 Aug. 5/x Prices have
subsequently firmed up in many instances.

c. With vbs. denoting cleaning, putting in order,

or fixing in place.

i4X9^ao York Memo. Bk, (Surtees) I. 199 Pro purgacione
{anglice clensyng uppe) unius centene (arcuumj, c X440
Pallad, on huso, i. 406 Polish al vp thy werk in goodly
tyme. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems xliii. 28 Jour ladeis grathit

vp gay. x6os Chapman All Fools 1. 1. 73 Spungd up,
adorn'd, and painted. X706 Pope Lett. (1735) 26 To paint
your Shop, and.. to brush You up like your Neighbours.
X766 GoLDSM. Vicar xi, They can do up small cloaths.

1768 Sterne Sent, yourn, (ijyS) IL 199 The beds,. were
fixed up. .near the fire. i8a7 Southey Hist. Penins. War
II. 762 The rear.guard of cavalry, .remained bridled up all

night. X878 W. S. Gilbert H. M, S. Pinafore i, I polished

up the handle of the big front door. 1900 Daily News 4 June
2/4 We have cleaned up for the month of May,. .760 tons.

19. By way of summation or enumeration.
See also Cast v. 83 j. Count v, \ c, Make v} 96 j. Reckon

t/. I b, 2 e. Run v. 81 j ib\ Sum v. i (3), Total v, 2,

13. . E. E, A Hit. P. B. 2 Clannesse who-so kyndly cowJ?e
comende, & lekken vp alle l>e resounz \>al ho by ri^t askez.

c X450 Bk. Cn?-tasye 540 in Babees Bk., Tyl countes also

Jier-on ben cast. And somet vp holy at J?o last. i6ax Stat.

Reg. (Aiber) IV. 23 Compendious tables for the speedy
casting vp of anie some. x686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia
252 Relicks. .among which they number up the Veronique.

1727 Thomson To Mem, Newton 132 But who can numoer
up his labours ? x8oa Mar. Edgeworth Moral T,, Forester

xiii, Hours.. spent in casting up and verifying accounts.

X871 R. H. Hutton Ess. (1877) I. 4 If. .you numbered up
the acts of trust. X875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 130 All my
years when added up are many.

b. To a final or total sum or amount.
f xaoo Ormin 11310 Seofenn sil>e sexe gan, Jiff ^att tu

wiilt hemm sammnenn, Upp inntill fowwerrti^ & twa. 148a

J\/onk €f Evesham (Arb.) 49 Y addyd..as mony dayes..
as wold make vppe the noumbre of the dayes of lente. 1583
Stubbks Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 32 Promising them. .that

they -shall pay no more rent yeerelie, till the same be runne
vp. i6ox Shaks. Jul, C. iv. iii. 208 The Enemy, marching
along by them, By them shall make a fuller number vp.

1629 J. Cole Of Death 195 His deceased children were
alive still in heaven; and the ten more given him here,

make them up twenty, a 1700 [see Run v. 81 g]. 1719 (see

Make v. 96 c h\. X74X in C. F. Jenkins Tortola (1923) 86

Next Week we purpose a Monthly Meeting, here being
three little Meetings to make it up. X837- [see Knock v.

j6 e]. X89S Westm. Gaz. 9 May 5/3 Hearnchad hit up
8 runs when he lost Wright.

20. Into a close or compact form or condition;

so as to be confined or secured.

See also Bind v, 6, n b, Bundle v. i, 2, Coil v.^ 3 c.

Double v. 8 (quot. 1893), Fold v, i (quots. 1621, J712),

Gather v. 16 b, Roll v.^ 8 b, Shut v. ig f, Tie v, ii a,

Truss v. i, 6.

£•1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 517 There as..al J>is heigh

matere Towchyng here loue were at Jje fuUe vp bounde.

^1386 — Prof, 681 But hood.,wered he noon, For it

was trussed vp in his walet. c 1475 Golagros ff Gaw. 224
'J'bai turssit vp tentis and turnit of toun. 1490 Caxton
Eneydas Ii. 144 He made hys thye to be dre-^sed and bounden
vp. 153s CovKRDALE Song Sol. vii. 5 The hayre of thy

heade is like the kynges purple folden vp in plates, X590

Shaks. Mids, N. iil i. 206 Tye vp my loners tongue, brnig

him silently, c x6oo— Sonn, xii, Sommers greene all girded

vp in sheaues. X639 T. de Grky ( ompi. llorsem. (1656) 373
Rope up all his legges to the body, not suffering him to lie

down. X693 Humours Town 44 He is fairly trust up ac-

cording to his deserts. x8oa Mar. Edgeworth Moral 7'.,

I-'orester viii, Forester . . tied up a small bundle of linen. 1825

Lamb Elia 11. Wcddingt Visitors huddled up in corners.

z86x O. W, Holmes Elsie F.x.\viii, Old Sophy, .bound up
her long hair for her sleep. 1876 Gross Dts. Bladder,ctc
(ed. 3) 21 The limbs are drawn up as in acute enteritis.

b. Into a closed or enclosed state ; so as to be

shut or restrained.

See also Close v. 21 a, Dam &.' i, a, 2 b. Pen &.* 2, Pend
sf.*, Pent///. a,ih, Tie w. ii b, d.

c X489- [see Shut v. 19 c], 1528 in Leadam StarChamber
CrtJt'f (Selden) IL20 Mulso. .halh vnlawfullyenclosyd vppe
ngeyn the sayd comon grownde. X565- (see Lays'. 60 dl.

1568 Grafton Chron, II. 528 The Englishmen that were
shut up in the Castel. 1615 W. Lawson Country Housew,
Gard. (1626) 12 Take heede of a doore or window..: yea,

though it be nailed vp. 1623 Reg. Mag, Sig, Scot, jyi/2

The damyng up of the said waiter. 164a Action before

Cyreticester 4 The streets were barrica^^oed up with chaines,

harrowcs and waggons. X7a7 TiioaisoN Britannia 244 Her

52-3
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merchants scatter'tl wide; Her hollow shops shut up. 1769
Mrs. Raffald £n£: Housekpr. (17^8) 323 Mix them all

exceedingly well in your cask, close it well up.

0. So as to cover or envelop. Also in fig. context.

13. , E. E. Allit. P. A. 434 Knelande to grounde [ho] folde

vp hjT face. 1577 Harrison England 111. i. (1877) 11. 11

Ech peecc [of tne boar] is wrapped vp..with bulrushes.

1589 (? Lyly] Fap w. Hatchet B 4 b, Hee woulde not
smoother vp sinnc. 1593- [see Fold %k SJ. 160a- [see Roll
t'.' 9 b^ 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 56, I . . wrapt it up
Parcel by Parcel in Pieces of the Sails. 179a Munch'
hansetCs Trav. x. 34 The' sentinels were wrapped up in the
arms of Morpheus. 1837 P. Keith Hot. Lex, 151 If the
wound is covered closely up, 1872- [see Cover v. 20).

2L Into a state of union, conjunction, or com-
bination ; so as to bring together.
See also Getz'. 72 o, Make v. 06 i e.

^1450 LovELicH Merlin 6117 Thus thanne was knyt vpe
the pes. 1553- (see Gather p. 16 b,c, d]. 1577 Holinshed
Ckron. I. Descr. Irel. 7/2 How sagely Ireneus claspeth vp
all the whole controuersie. 1599 Shaks. Hen, V^ iv, Prol.

13 With busie Hammers closing Riuets vp. 1627 Earl of
\lANCHESTER in Buccteuck MSS. (Hist. ftlSS. Comm.) I.

867 Therefore the remain [of the loan] must needs be got up,
which is not past 50,000 /. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac s
Lett. (vol. 11) 19 If yours were not bound up in one
volume with them. 1693 Humours Town 16 Those wretched
Compounds which make up all your Lives. 1724 Watts
Lfg/c 11. ii. § 6 A Compound Proposition is made up of two
or more Subjects. 1739 Sterne Tr. Sliandy i. x, That he
could draw up.. a hole in his breeches. i8ao Byron Mar^
Fal. MI. i. 43 Your fame, your name, all mingled up in mine.
1846 Carpenter Man. Phys. 8 These substances.. being
made upof three or four elements. 1869 Mrs. Whitney We
Girls V. (1874) loi She could only stitch up a straight slant.

b. So as to supply deficiencies, defects, etc.

a 1568- (see Make z/. 96 c a\. 1586- [see Pieces. 8].

1589 PuTTENHAM Eng. Poesie 11. xli. (Arb.) 128 A sillable

ouerplus to annexe to the word precedent to helpe peece vp
another foote. 1596- [see Fill v. 17]. 1605 B. Jonson
Volpcne III. vi, My dwarf shall dance, My eunuch sing, my
fool make up the antic. 1755 Johnson, To Supply^ to fill

• up as any deficiencies happen. 1774- [see Patch 7'. i].

22. To or towards a person or place ; so as to

approach or arrive.

136a- [see Come v, 69 b]. f 14x0 Anturs o/Arth, 345 Ho
raykes vp..bifor j^e rialle, And halsed sir Arthur. 1599
Hakluyt l^oy. II. 287 Vp comes toward them the other
frigat. 1607 Shaks. Cor. i. ii. 29 If they set downe before
's : for the remoue Bring vp your Army. 1659- [see Get v.

72 c]. 1669 in Buccleuch A/5'X(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 429
He rid up to meet him. 1719 De Foe Crusoe i. (Globe) 298
We all mended our Pace, and rid up as fast as the Way.

.

would give us leave. 1730 Thomson Autumn 439 Hot-
steaming, up behind him comes again Th' inhuman rout,

1780 Mirror ^o. 108, The train of Sir Edward brought up
their master in the condition I have described. 1797 Cole-
ridge ChHstabel i. 22 The Spring comes slowly up this way.
1841 Dickens Bam. Rudge lix, She thought . . how he would
have rode boldly up, and dashed in among these villains.

1878 T. Habdv Ret. Native iv. iii. Leave me before they
come up.

b. To or towards a particular point or line,

1513 Douglas Mneid xl xvi. 58 [She] hir hornit bow has
bent, (>ubarin onon the takyll vp is stent ; Syne halis vp in

ire and felloun haist. 1605- [see Draw v. 890, 1864- [see

Line v. 8 b]. 1865 Bushnell Vicar. Sacr. Introd. 16 As if

He \sc. Christ] were engaged to even up the score of penalty,
ij|K>i Munsey's Mag. XXV. 371/1 To even up my account
with his people.

O. To or into later life.

1535 CovERDALE Luke xvlii. 21 All these haue I kepte fro

my youth vp. 1596 Dalrymtle ir. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 235 Frome his barneheid vpp, he was brocht vpp
be S. Columba. cs8oo Wordsw. Excurs. i, 53 We were
tried Friends : 1 from my Childhood up Had known him.
1890 Review 0/ Rev. II. 427/2 It has been so from his

youth up.

d. So as to find, come upon, overtake, or keep
on the track of. (Cf, Look v. 45 g-j.)
ai6ia-[sec Fetch z/. 19 g]. 1657- [see Run z;. Si h]. itoi
W. Bartram Carolina 488 They enter.. with a view of.,

hunting up the sturdy bear. 1794- [see Follow r. 21J. 1817

J. Bradbury Trav. 265 It sometimes happens that he is two
days in ' hunting them \sc. stray hogs] up '. 1868 Field 18

July 49/1 Failing to get quite up, [he] was beaten cleverly
by three parts of a length. 1879 K. Pollok Sport Brit.
Burmah II. 204, 1 . . hit off the tracks of a large herd of bison
and followed them up.

23. To a stop or halt.

See also Bring v. 27 f, g, Draw v. 89 e, Fetch v. 19 i, Pull
V, 31 d, f.

tfta^ in Birch Crt. ^ Times Jas. I (1848) II. 392 A man,
thinking nothing, pulled up his coach, and so made the horse
start a little. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine ( 1 78o)_, To Bring-
up, a provincial phrase peculiar to the seamen m the coal-

trade, signifying to anchor, &c. 1857 Ld. Dufferin Lett.
Hie;h Lai. fed. 3) 14 At Kylakin we were obliged to bring
up for the night. 1891 C Roberts Adrijt Amcr. 214 When
the river is foggy, the boats have to bring up at night. 1902
Westtu. Gaz. 26 May 7/3 If all goes well it should fetch up
at Shecrness.. to-morrow morning.

til. With a preposition following.

24. TTp against —. To knock or run up against
^

to come across, to fall in with,
1886 Pail Mail G. 4 Aug. 3/1 Our extradition treaty with

the United States has run up against its first snag. 1886
Csee Run v. 61 b]. 1887- [see Knock v. 16 a],

26. Up till —. = Up to (in varions senses).
cxtoo Ormin 1281 ?iff J>att tu forrlangedd arrt Tocumcnn

upp till Criste, Ibid. 11318, c 1*50 Gen. ^ Ex. 1606 lacob
..slep and sa^,..fro ^ er8e up til heuene hem, A leddre
stontlen. 1599 Shaks. Pass. Pil. 382 She, poor bird, as all

forlorn, Lean d her breast up-till a thorn.

1845 R. Buchanan in Howie Scots Worthies p. xix, Up
till that time they had still continued to attend public wor-

ship. 1886 Manch. Exam. 13 Jan. 4/7 Up till now Greece
has altogether disregarded the. .admonitions.

28. Up to—. a. ia) As high or as far as (a

specified height or altitude) by ascent or extension.

944 Charter m Sweet A, S. Reader (1908) 58 Andlang die
to 6am weje J>e scytt up to Sam hricgge. ciooo jElfric
Saints' Lives xxvi. 1S3 Heofonlic leoht ofer )>xi ^eteld
astreht stod up to heofonum. axi*z O. E, Chron. (Laud
MS.)an. 1070, Hi..clumben upp to J>e stepel. c xaoo Vices
^- Virtues 119 He.,bar up to heuene ure loac. a 1300 Cursor
M. 22569 (Edinb.), Op to t>e lift ris sal i>e se. 13. . Coer de
L. 4171 The pytte. . was feld and fordytte, Up to the bank
maad al ptayn. 1390 Gower Con/, I. 137 A tree..Whos
heihte straghte up to the hevene. Ibid. 273 He styh up to
his fader, c 1430 Hocclfa'e Ne7v Ploughman's T. 114 Shee
vp to heuene ascendid up and sty. c 1450 Merlin i. 15 So it

was cristened ^lerlyn,and was delyuered to the women vpe
to the wyndowe to the moder. 1526 Tindale John iii. 13
Noo man hath ascended vppe to heven, butt he that cam
doune from heven. a 1586 Sidnev De Mornay i. f 5 Like
as from the Earth wee have styed up too the Ayre, 1623
Gouge Serm. Gods Provid. § 15 A partition . . which reached
up to the floore of the garret. 1667 Milton /'. Z. v. 198
Ye Birds, That singing up to Heaven Gate ascend. 1684
BuNVAN Pilgr. 11. (1900) 173 Let the most blessed be my
guidc.Uptohis Holy Hill. 1799 G.S. Qk^^\ Balnea (ed.

2) 178 Whatever way you approach Ludlow, you find an
ascent tip to the market-place, 1842 Loudon Suburban
Hort. 491 When the cuttings get up to the glass,, .the outer
pot can be changed. 1850 Rossetti Blessed Damozel vW^
The souls, mounting up to God.

ijb) As high or as far as (a certain part of the body,
containing vessel, penetrating weapon, etc.).

For the figurative import of the phrases up to the cars, etc.,

seethesbs. Other figurative phrases denoting completeness
or fullness are illustrated under Hub ' 2, Knocker 2 c, Nine
sb. 6 b, Notch sb. i b.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. }o\iXi ii. 7 ^efyldon ("^a ilea ui5 to briorde
up. CI175 Lambeth Hom. 47 leremie \>^ propheie stod. .in

i?e uenne up to his muSe. n 1250 Oivl <y Night. 96 Hi fule^
hit vp to \)C chynne. cxyo^ Land Cokayne 181 He mot
wade.. up to |>e chynne So he schal he londe winne. 13..
Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 1594 For |»e mon. .Hit bym vp to Jje hult,
f 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 802 Vp to the Anclee foghte they
in hir blood. 1388 Wvclif John ii. 7 Fille ^e the potii.s with
watir. And thei filliden.hem, vp to the mouth. C1450 .S'^.

Cuihbert 1641 With in Jje se Vp to he nek naked stode he.
1470-85 Malorv Arthuri. xvii. 61 Her horses went in blood
vp to the fyilokys. aisSZ [see Eaw sb.^ 1 c]. 1590 W.
Webbe Trav. (Arb.) 32 She might haue gone vp to the mid
leg in. .mire. 1599 [see Hilt sb. i b]. i6ox Shaks. Jul. C.
111. i. 107 Let vs bathe our hands in Caesars blood Vp to the
Elbowes. 1607 Dekker & Marston Northw, Hoe iv, ii,

Weele draw all our arrowes of reuenge vp to the head. x6i6
[see Chin sb. xdj. 1648 Hexham ii, Tot den Hecht toe,

up to the Haft. i66z J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's 'Trav. 64
*i"hey go bare-breasted, and bare-arm'd up to the Elbows.
1687- [see Hilt sb, 3]. 1790 Bruce Source ofNile i. v, The
girls, .stand up to their knees in the water for a considerable
time, 1808 Andrew Scott Poems (ed. 2) loi Up to the haft
at ilka stroke Some clash their hooks. i8a5 Cobbett Rur.
Rides (1830) I. 67 With white aprons and bibs, .going from
the apron up to the bosom. 1883 A. Robson Dead Letter
II. V, Up to our Elbows making Damson Jam. 1884-9 [see

EvEs^.' 2 ej.

{c') Raised or short so as to leave uncovered,
1835 Ladv Dufferin Charming Woman 22 Her shoulders

are rather too bare, And her gown's nearly up to her knees.
1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women iv, Sometimes she is

so bad, her frock is up to her knees.

b. Up towards ; aloft in the direction of.

C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. 1. vii. (1890) 38 AIbanus..his ea^an
ahof upp to heofonum. 971 BUckl. Horn. 227 He. .mid bis
eajum up to heofenum iocade. crxooo ^lfric Gen. iv. 10
pines brooor blod clypaS up to me ofeorSan. c laao Bestiary
187 Deme 6e nojt wurdi, oat tu dure loken up to Se heuene-
ward. i»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9342 joure ri^t honden holdel>
vp to god. c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints v. (John) 566 Hevand
his handis vpe to t>e hevyn. a 1425 Cursor M. 19468 (Triii.),

Vp to heuen he heldc his honde. a 1626- [see Look v. 45 dj.

1719 Watts /'f.cxxi. i Up to the hills I lift mine eyes. 1845
Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 171 Oh ! myheart was lift to thee I-ike

a glass up to a star. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom xxvii.
But oh, if mas'r could only look up. .—up to the dear Lord
Jesus I

O, So as to reach or arrive at (a particular place

or person).
The precise force of up varies in accordance with sense 6.

(a) 15x6 in E. Lodge lllustr. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 15 If I

shulde com up to London the next terme. 1518 in Leadam
Star Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 150 Oder evill disposed
persones. .ben commyn vp to hym to maynteyn bym, 1592
Arden of Fevcrsham i. 1, 531, lie vp to London straight.

169s Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth i. C1723) 41 When I first

brought my Collection of these Things up to London. 1774
Abigail Adams in Fam. Lett. (1876) 48 Mr. Hill's father
had some thoughts of removing up to Braintree. 1810 in

Milner Suppl. Mem. Eng. Cath. (1820) 153 To wait, .until
Bishop Gibson should come up to town. i8ai J. H Newman
Lett. (1891) I. 56 Coming up to Oxford to study. 1889
'J.S. Winter ' >//-j. Bob xxvi, In time to catch the next
train up to Town.
\^) «SS5 R- ToMSON in HakbiyVs Voy. (1600) III. 448 Wee

did vnbarke our selues and went on lande vp to the citie or
head towne. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Dj, The three
riuers that vagary vp to her. 1659- [see Get v. 72 c]. 1684
BuNVAN Pil^r. II. (1900) 173 When Christina came up to the
Slough of Dispond. 1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 3023/1 He. -could
not get up again to the Fleet. 1709 Tatler No. 114 Pi
When he came up to ine, he took me by the Hand. 1726
Swift Gulliver i. viii, I was forced to swim till I got up to
it \sc. the boat]. x8o6 A. Duncan Nelson 46 He could not
get the bomb vessels up to the point ofattack. 1823 Southey
Hist. Renins. War I. 171 A carriage with six mules drew
up to the guard-house. 1888 F. Hume Mmc. Midas I. xii,

They will never catch up to that hor.se.

{p) As far as (a specified point).

183a L. Hunt Poems 193 With greeu up to the door, 1865

Earle Sax. Chron, p. xiii, Back into the mists of high
mythology, . . and so up to Adam. \Z^^ Etuycl. Brit. III.
637/1 Up to the book of Joshua all three [narratives] run
side by side. 1881 Phil. rm«j. CLXXIII. 483 The ros-
trum is very uniform up to near the front end.

{€) Till, until (a specified lime).
In frequent use from c 1835. Cf. Ur-To-DATE.
1803 M. Venzee Fate 187 Up to the present time. 1834-6

Encycl. Mctrop. {1845) VI 1 1. 415/2 Up to i75o,hc had made
about two hundred tons [ofzinc]. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers
I. ii. 1 25 Up to the present day is still kept . . this very rubric.
1864 Lewins H. M. Mails 311 Government letters.. may be
posted, without extra fee, up to the latest moment, 1891
AIeredith One ofour Comj. xxvi, A comprehensible pride
..keeps the forsaken man silent up to death.
ellipt. 1851 Mies. Browning Casa Guidi Wimi. \. 993 By

councils,—from Nicaea up to Trent.

{li) coUoq. Before (one's face).

1862 Trollope Orley F'. II. 111 She told me so, up to my
face.

{e) As a task or responsibility upon (a person),

Cf. Upa^z'.a i7d.
1908 * Frank Danby * Heart ofChild xviii, We 11 let them

know what is going on, and put it up to them to take action.

d. So as to reach or attain (a specified point or
stage) by action directed to an end.
See also Act ik 9 e, Com e v. 69 h, Keep v. 57 i, Live v} 4 f.

i6xi Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 544 Your discontenting
Father striue to qualifie And bring him vp to liking. 1629
Eari.e Microcosm. (Arb.) 81 A verse or some such worke
he may sometimes get vp to, but seldome aboue the
stature of an Epigram. x688 Drvden tr. Life Xavier 1. 10
To Exhort them to live up to the Rules of Christianity.

1748 Biog. Brit. II. 1305 He was not unacquainted with the
antient rules of Poetry, nor was he incapable of writing up
to them. 1^51 F. Coventry Pompey the Little 11. v. 166
A Country (jentleman, who had lived, as it is called, up to his
Income.

_
1827 Fakaday Chem. Manip. iv. (1842) 128 Boil-

ing at different temperatures will, of course, communicate
heat up to their boiling points. 1834 J. H. Newman Par.
Serm. (1837) I. XX. 313 Such men do not practise up to their
knowledge. 1855 Poultry Cluon. II. 538/2 Without it

amateurs scarcely know what points to breed up to. 1908
Animal Managem. 69 Where horses are called on to work
up to their rations.

{d) So as to reach by progression or gradual rise,

17. . Ramsay Birth of Drumlanrig vii, Your Prince, who
late Up to the stale of manhood run. 177a Regul. H,M.
Service at Sea 5 The youngest Officer shall vole first, pro-
ceeding in Order up to the President. 1793 Jefferson
Writ. (1830) IV. 482 Money being so flush, the six per cents
run up to twenty-one and twenly-two shillings.

{c) As many or as much as ; including all below
(a specified number, etc.).

^ Z892 Photogr. Ann. II. p. ct, The sizes, .up to and includ-
ing 9 inches focus. 19x0 T. A. Joyce Handbk. Ethfwgr. Coll.
Brit. Mus. 259 Good canoes . . carrying up to thirty-six men,

27. Up with — . (Cf. 30.) a. So as to overtake.
1659 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 95, 3 Spanish men of

wai re., who. .came vp with vs and fired at vs. 1678- [see
Come v. 6gc]. 1719 De Foe Crusoe \. (Globe) 17 rinding
the Pirate , . would certainly come up with us in a few Hours,
we prepar'd to fight. 1761 Ann. Reg., Chrun. 156/2 At
five A.M. we got almost up with the chace. 1795 Nelson in

Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 13 As he drew up with the Enemy.
1795 Attn. Reg. 1. 15 The Russians.. came up with his rear.

b. To put up with : see Put z/.i 53 p {b),

o. To draw or take up with : see DitAW v. 8y i,

Takk v. 90 z.

IV, In elliptic uses.

28. a. Used imperatively (with ellipse of verb),

as a command or exhortation to action, activity,

rising from bed, movement, etc. Cf. Up v. 4.
•a 1300 Cursor AI. 2819 Vp loth, . . J>at Me ne be tint wit \>h
cite. 1535 CovEKDALE Judges iv. 4 Debbora sayde vnto
Barak ;Vp, this is tlie dale wherin [etc.]. 1579 Spensek
Sheph. Cal. Nov. 47 1 hen vp I say, . . Let not my small
demaund be so contempt, 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 295 Vp
higher to the plaine, where we'l set forth In best appoint-
ment all our Regiments. i6ia Drayton Poly-olb. iii. i Up
with the jocund lark (too long we take our rest). 1617
HiERON Wks, 11.315 Dauid. .was the first which said, ' Vp,
let vs flie I ' 1625 Sanderson Sertn. I. 131 Up then with
the zeal of Phinehas, up for the love of God and of His
people. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. i. ii. 18 Up alaft [j/c]

to the Top-mast-head, and look abroad. 1733W. Ellis Chil-
i tern «5r Vale Farm. 5 These with the 'Ihistles, and many

others when they get the Dominion, is, up Weed and down
Com. X798 WoRDsw. Tables Turned-^ Up ! up ! my Friend,
and quit your books ;. . Up I up ! 1816 Scott Paul's Lett.
iSi ' Up, Guards, and at them,' cried the Duke of Welling-

I
ton. 18*7 Kkble Chr. J'., Advent Suttday ii, Awake !. .Up

I from your beds of sloth for shame.

I

b. With auxiliary or other verbs : To go or

come up ; to rise. Also rarely without verb.
An OE. instance occurs in Genesis 497.
1535 Covefdale Ps. xi[i]. 6, I wil vp (sayeth the Lorde).

1590 Shaks. Mitis. N. iv. i. 114 We wilL.vp to the Moun-
taines top. 1 1630 Sanderson ^Vrw. II. 2S0 He would up
therefore to a higher.. Judge ; and that was the Lord.
1637 R. Ashley \x.Malvezzis David Persecuted 205 The
great favorites of Princes . . fall headlong, they are gone, they
cannot up againe. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Gox'i. Eng, i. lix.

184 Perceiving that the Kings spirit would up againe. 1678
LuTTRELL BriefRcl. (1857) r. 2 On the gth the king came.

.

and sent for the house of commons up. 1727 Swift Imit,
Hor. Wks. 1755 III. II. 48 L^wis, the dean will l>e of use;
Send for him up, take no excuse. 1816 Mv\k Mittstretsy
27 (E.D.D.), Up they till't like twa game cocks.

29. Followed by a noun in objective relationship

to a verb omxiied {e.g. holdy raiseypttH^tXc). Orig.
only wiUi imperative force ; now freq. in other uses

and tending to assume the fimctiou of a verb. (Cf,

Uy V. 3-4.)
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c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 11. 1021 Now vp the hede for
alle js wele. 1618 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 425 Courage,
up your heart, a 1751 in A. VVhitelaw Bk. Sc. Song (1866)
29 She rants up some fule-sang, like, Up your heart, Charlie !

1823 Scott Quentin Z>. xxii, Up heart, master, or we are
but gone men. i8>8 Col. Hawkek Diary (1893) I. 343,
1

' up gun ' and down came a bird. 1853 Kake CrinncU
Exfed. XXX. (1856) 264 When the weatlier is very cold, I up
hood. 1854 F. W. Mant Midshipman 88 So that I am free
to up stick and away. 1891 Kiplisc Light that Fai!ed\m,
He wants to up'Stakes and move out.

Naut. 1829 Mabrvat F. Miliimay xxiii, We agreed to
up helm. 1831 — N. Forster x, As soon as the jo'lly.boat
comes on board we'll up anchor. 1834 — P. Sim/!e III.
386 She up courses and took in her topgallant sails. 1840,
i8s9 [see Helm j«.' i c]. 1850 Bartlett Bict. Amcr. (ed. 2I,

j'""/y'f,'obeo(r. A sailor's phrase. ia6j SmTH Sailor 1
"'"'«•*«• 707-8Upanchor...Upboats !..Up courses! .Up
screw ! 1893 McCarthv in IVestm. Caz. g March 5/1 That
moment he and his companions would up steam and make
for the shores of Gloria,

30. Vp with (also f mid) —. (Cf. 37.) a. De-
noting the raising of a weapon, the hand, etc., esp.
so as to strike. (Cf. Up v. 7 b.)
ciiyS Lay. 23931 Arthur vp mid his sperc.and pungde

vppen Frolle. 1387 Teevisa i/igdea (Rolls) IV. 355 Judas
..up wij> a stoon and smoot Ruben on )>e hede. C1400
Camelyn 535 Gamelyn vp with his staff. . And girt him in
>>e nek. C14S0 Knt. de la Tour xix. 27 Her husbonde up
with his fust, and gaue her .ij. or .iij. gret strokes. 1584 in
Cath. Kec. Soc. Publ. V. 82 The Earle. .up with his fiste
and gave the poore man a great blow upon the face. 1610
Healev St. Aug. Citie ofGod xviii. xiv. 688 Hercules, .one
time vp with his harpe and knockt out his maisters braynes.
1689 nicKV.R\KGii.i. Ceremony-Monger Confil. iii,He up with
his foot, and kick't it off from the King's Head. 1704 Swift
T. Tub xi, He would down with his knees, up with his eyes,
and fall to prayers. 1885 Stevenson Pr. Otto i. ii, Otto.,
up with his whip and thrashed him. 1893 Daily Tel. ij
July 6/4 She ' up with her fist'.

b. Denoting erecting, raising, drawing or pulling
up, etc. Chiefly in imperative use. A\so C'pwith
you ! = rise, get up.
^1377 in Minor Poems Vernon MS. 718/99, I ou rede.,

pat vth a Mon vp wit> (>c hede, .^nd majTitene him bo|>e
hei^c and lowe. c 1460 To^viuley Myst. xxiii. 2:5 Vp with
the tymbre (= cross]. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 7 Vp
with my Tent, heere wil 1 1 ye to night 1 a 1596 Sir T. More
II. III. 24 Vpp with the drawbridge, gather som forces To
Cornhill. 1645 J. Fary Gods Severity 26 Can it . . be endured
that a tree should stand, yeelding no increase ! . . No, the good
husband-man will up with it. 1816 Bvron Siege o/Cor. xxii.
Alia Hu ! Up to the skies with that wild halloo ! 1837
Hughes Tom Bro^un I. vi, ' Let's toss two of them together.'
..'Up with another one.' 1863 .\. Young Naut. Diet.
(ed. 2) 432 Up with the helm.

it) 1809 Malkin Cit Bias VI. i. F 9 Up with you ! up with
you ! was the alarum of. .Ambrose. 1846 Mks. A. Marsh
lather Darcy II. iii. Bi Up, up, with you, my master, and
11 please you.

c. 'l"o drink off, consume.
IS4< Udall Erasm, Apoph. 30 He demaunckd, how that

medeictne was to bee taken ?. . The seruaunte had aunswered,
that be must vp with it all at a draught.

d. To ' come out ' with, to utter or sing (some-
thing).

IS94 NasM Vn/oH. Tnev. A 3 b, He bad me declare my
minde. . . I vp with along circumstaunce. .and discourst vnto
him what [etc.). 1688 R. L' Estrange Erasm. Colloq.
190 Then Fawn up with his story, and tells him (etc.).

1766 GoLDSM. Vicar xvii, * He has taught that song to our
Dick.'. .'Then let us h.ive it:.. let him up with it boldly."

o. Denoting support or advocacy of a person or
thing, t To bt up with, to commend, praise, land,
extol. Obs.

IS9» Nashe p. Pennilesse D i. They, .run their words at
random,..and are vppc withtliis man and that man. 1599

• Lenten Stuffe D 4 b, One is vp with the excellence of the
brownc bill and the long bowe ; another [etc.). 1643 Trapp
Comm,Gen.\xy\. ^\ Laban likewise talks a great deal here;
and is up with the more, and down with the less, (as they
sa^). a 179a in Statist. Ace. ScotU II. 436 That song, ' Up
with the souters of Selkirk, and down with the Larl of
Hume '. 1815 Scott Guy M. vi, After some clubs had drunk
Up with this statesman, and others Down with him.
Comb. 1903 G. K. Menzies Prov. Sk. 105 A 'down- with,

the- Lords ' young man. An up-with.myself young man.
31. Up and —, denoting the act of rising or

starting up, accompanied by subsequent action.
13.. .SVr O^yirtf 96 (A.), Ac euer sche heldlnocri, And wold

vp and owy. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 548 Pandare vp
and. .straught a morwe vn-to his nece wente. 154a Udale.
Erasm. Apoph. 180 b, Achilles, .vp and gaue hym suche a
cuff on the eare, that he slewe hym. 168s BuNVAN Holy
War 240 At the sound of their feet he would up and run,
and meet them halfway. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxi,
Why didn't you up, and collar nim ? 1894 Astlevjo y'ears
Li/e II. 258 Refreshed, I up and plod on again.

b. With verbs of speaking or saying, implying
a sudden or open declaration.

1J48 Udali., etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xx!v. 13-24 The!.,
vp « declare at large vnto Jesus the summe of al y" wholle
matier. js6a T. Wit.soN Rhet. (ed. 2) 79 The Italian vp and
tolde him all. 1611 Middleton & Dkkker Roaring Girle
1 1, He forswore all, I vp and opened all. a 1639 W. Whate-
LEV Prototypes II. xxxL (1640) in For the man.. up and
told them all that h.id fallen out, 170a W. J. tr. Bruyn's
Voy. Levant xlvi. 181 Whereupon she up and told him al!

that had passed between them. 1836^ Dick-RNs Sk. Boz,
Mr. IV. Tottle ii. He seed her several times, and then he up
and said he'd keep company with her. 1880M Rs. R. O'R eilly
Sussex Stories I. 239 Shell up and speak to the gentry
themselves. 1891 * K. Boldkewood ' Sydney-side Sax.
Introd., I wonder what he would say if I up and asked him
for Miss Cissic
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Tip (»p), adv,'^ Forms: i-6 uppe, 3-6 vppe
(5 wppe), 3 Orm.., 5 upp (7 vpp), 6- up (7 upe,
vpe)

; 4 ope, oppe, 4-5, 9 dial, op. [OE. uppe^
«= OFris, nppa {oppa^ opa), OS. uppa^ MDu. oppe
itippe), ON. uppe, uppi (Icel. uppi^ Norw. and Sw.
tippe. Da. oppe), f. upp Up adv,^
Also in part representing OE. up, upp Up adv.^, which is

occasionally used in place of upp€.\

I. In senses denoting position in space.

1. At some distance above the ground or earth
;

high in the air ; on high ; aloft.

C897 Y^, Na.'f^v.d Gregory's Past C,-^v'\. loi He seseahane
lilsedre standan set him on eorflan. 03er ende wees uppe on
hefenum. 975 O. i?. C/:r<?«. (Parker MS.), And ^a wearS
SEtywed uppe on roderum sleorra on staSole. ciooo Ags»
Ps. (Thorpe) cxiii. 1 1 Ys ure se halja God on heofon-dreame,
uppe mid englum. f isoo Ormin Ded. 259 Sannt Johan,

.

sahh upp inn heffne an boo. c;i300 A'. Horn 1171 (Laud
MS.), Ayol was op in toure. c 1375 CursorM. 3148 (Fairf.),

Vp hey a-pon gone felle sal J?ou bren Y\ sone for me. 1593
Shaks. Rich. //, v. v. 112 Mount, mount, my soule, thy
seate is vp on high. 1603 — Meas.for M, 11, ii. 152 True
prayers,_ That shall be vp at heauen, and enter there Ere
Sunne rise. 1634 J. Levett Orderitigo/Bees^^ The ringing
of basons,.. which I haue often heard when a swarme is up,
or in rising. 1788 Dibdin Poor Jack ii, There's a sweet
Utile cherub that sits up aloft, To keep watch for the life of
poor Jack. 1815 Scott Guy M. v, A flag that's up yonder
in the garret. \Z^% Tennyson Lady Clare i, The time when
. .clouds are highest up in air.

b. Of the heavenly bodies : Risen above the
horizon ; ascended into the sky.
a xooo in Narrat. Angl, Conscr. (i86i) 29 Nses se mona t>a

Syt uppe. c 1000 Sa,r. Leeckd. III. 272 On winterlicre tide
hi {sc, the Pleiades] beo3 on niht uppe & on da::5 adune.
CX380 WvcLiF SeL Wks. II. 222 Sunne of rigtwisnesse is

uppe. xi^Zx QkxiQ'AGodfreyX^yixx. 116 In the mornewhan the
Sonne was vp. 1516 Tindale Matt. xiji. 6 When the sun
was vppe hitt.-wyddredawaye. i^qg Brougkton's Let.v. 15
If the Sunne were vp. .he was punished. 1650 B. Discoili-
juininvi^i If theSun bedown though theStarsbe up. 1719
De Foe Crusoe \\. (Globe) 494 Tho' the Moon was up. X7a8
Chambers CycLs>.y. Honey rs The Bees only gather it alter
the Sun is up. iSxa Byron C/i. Har. 11. xxi, The moon is

I

up; by Heaven, a lovely eve ! 1844 Willis ContempL i

They are all up—the innumerable stars.

tramf. 1595 Shaks. John v.v, 21 The day shall not be vp
j

so soone as I.

2. On high or (more) elevated ground; more

I

inland ; further from the coast or sea.
In OE. also 'on shore; on land; inland'. Cf. Upaland,

Ul'ONLAND.
Hcowui/ ^66 H:e..on merjenne. .be y3Iafe uppe la;?;on.

^897 K. JElfred Gregorys Past. C. xxviii. 197 Da Saul
bine wolde secean uppe on dsem munte. ^1900 Bcuda's

I Hist, m, xxiii. (1890) 230 Se biscop..him stowe jeceas
i

mynster to setimbri^^cnne in heawura morum uppe. a 1050

[

O. E. Chron, (MS. D) an. 1016, Da se kyning geahsade \>^\.

se here uppe wats, ^a ^esaninade he. .ealle En^la J^eode.

j

c 1560 A. Scott Poems ii. 38 For Sym wes bettir sittin. Nor
Will, yp at the Drum that day. 1697DAMPIER Kty. 2i8The
City.. is 20 mile up in the Country. 17x0 Tatlert^o, 254

, P 7, 1 proposed a visit to the Dutch cabbin, which lay about
a mile further up in the country. 1825 Scott Betrothed
xxiii, The Red Pool.. lies up towards the hills. 1846-8
Lowell Biglow P. 1. Poems (1912) 223 Recollect wut fun we
hed..Up there to Waltham plain last fall. x85^ Browning
Up at a Villa ii. Up at a villa one lives, I maintain it, no
more than a beast.

3. In an elevated position; at some distance above
a usual or natural level,

c 897 K.>Elfred Gregorys Past C, xxxiii. 223 Swae swae iu
..wjeron 3a lac forba:mdu uppe on dsem altere. <xxooo
Rood 8 (Gr.), 5immas..fife wa;ron uppe on ham eaxle^e-
spanne. aiaoo Vices ff Virtues 95 De posies ^at sculen
beren up 3is weorc. f'xsoo Ormin 1169 All j^ait Judewisshe
lac patt 5uw her uppe iss shaewedd. <:xa75 Lav. 17495 He
bar hare nis croune heje vppe on his heued. c xvj^ Dootiis-
day 51 in 0, E. Misc. 167 Heo schule iseon h^ne kyng..
vppe on he rode myd stronge pyne abouhle. 1377 Langl.
P. Pi. B. VII. 91 As wiide bcstis with wehe [^e] woriben vppe
and worchen. a X400-50 Alexander 198 Quen he was
semely vpset with septour in hand. Ibtd.g-jy (D.), Alexan-
der hys ayre vppe in hys awne trone. 15*6- [see Stay z/.*

I c], 1596 Edward Il/f III. iii. J34 Edwards great linage,

. . Fine hundred yeeres hath helde the scepter vp. xEfrj

Pepvs Diary 22 July, In my Lord's roome, ..where all the
'Judges' pictures hung up. 1669 Sturmv Manner's Mag.
v. xii. 68 As you hale him out, keep him up that you may
bring no Powder out with the Ladle. 1764 Footh Patron
I. \yks. 1799 I. 337 He never brought them.. a birth till the
christening was over; nor a death till the hatchment was up.

1799 Hull Adxicrtiser 13 April 2/r Cutter-built sloop,.. I

measures up aloft thirty-two feel. 1819 W. Tennant
|

Papistry Storm''d {iZzj) 48 At anes the bells bailh up and
j

under Begoud to rattle on like tliunder. xSfiS Bain Senses )

(^ Int. II. ii. § 6 An object !.eem.s to us to be up or down,
according as we raise or lower tlie pupil of the eye in order
to see it. 1899 Daily Ncius 6 Nov. 4 '5 The accommodation
is limited to one room down and two up,

b. In fig. phrases or expressions.
<:x386 Chaucer A'nt.^s T. 675 As doon thise loueres in hir

queynte geres.., Now vp, now doun, as bokct in a welle.
C143Q Pi/gr. Lyf Manhode 1. Ixxviii. (1869) 46 So michel
how didest, what up what doun, hat to mariage how haddest
hire. xS5;9 Tomson Calvin^s Serm. Tim, 758/1 Wee must
. ,bc readie to forgoe all : wee must alwayes haue one foote
vp. X741 Richardson Pamela (ed. 3) I. ifj9 There I stood,
my Heart up at my Mouth. 1749 Walpole Let, to Mann
23 March, Ned's envy, which was always up at high-water-
mark. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss, s.v., I can find him naythcr
up-ner-down; i.e, I can find him no where.

o. Of an adjustable (esp. sliding) device or part

:

Raised

,

1599 Shaks. Hen. K, ii. i, 55 Pistols cocke is vp, and
lU^ihiug fire wiU follow. 1600 Faiki-ax Tasso vi. xxvi, Her

UP.
venial! vp so hie, that l,e descride Her goodly visage. 16.0

?,> *,v,''"<;7 '^^^'f-"""-*"
I'4b, Vnlesse .. my%eruants

M^fr ° ^'""^^ '° ''^yPP "hen they should be downe. ,7^
\V?,^rtnw /"-".f 'i""'.'^'"'y

'V- ii, He has escap'd out of ihe

i^
•"

°r V"? "# ^^^.^.u'^ "f• '7*« M«s- E- Carter Let. to

hmt.f^l"- 5 ^^^' ^Y^P^^<^ (of 'he coach) were up and
h^ «-^'"'"f• ''»^ SouTHEv Joan o/Arcu. 488,! saw

I7tiS?? f"^r»nk to ran!;, his beaver up. .7„' L«b
Umes UD '.li,«"r v^r "'"^ "^'' ">' •=°="^h windo" some-times up. 1838 J. 1.

. Cooper Excnrs. Italy I 17 We were

ca°r:!^eer'.8'™ m""'
^^^

'J^^
^'a^ses up (i^ ,he'?ravelLg!

and hS r"o->f J^ll
™'™ ^•f""' ' The vUitor carried a baK,ana ms coat-collar was up. liai Photos'r Ann II An-U

closes .tself either way, w\th thi pistTnXo^do;"- "" "

r '^?%-,P"
horseback; riding. Also/ff.

swell'stL?'-,ha\"u f"?'' ^r'- ^•^- A man Wio^is 'in

•!^., „,(,.'• ?' '""""g P'ratyof money, is said to be

Hi^ r?,n„1„
'"'"

• '*S6 H. D.xoN Post /i Paddock vi. 93

l^ot'Lo" x^acJrT^P''^'''^^^"''™ Sam (the jockey] w"
,n «^ k "i,^-

Law-ence Guy Liv. iii, A match for^jo,

ivJ^ni\t """"^"P- lasi m Forests sportingNotes m. 6 To pace the paddock when Archer's up.
t4. Ot a gate, door, etc.: Open. 06s.
13., Cursor M. 24423 (Gott.), All vp (C^«. opind] war bairgrams sene .340 Ayenb. =55 Yef hi vynde), (« gate oppe.

Si guo(, in h^tliche. .390 GowER Co,,/. 111. i^ene 5ore
IS up, and he m wente. c 1480 Henryso.m Tmx Mice xxi, Bot
in he went, and left the dure vp wyde. 1530 Crowlev Epigr.
118 in seruice tyme no dore slandeth vp, Where such men
are wonte to fyll can and cuppe.

.\ ^^^SK in respect of the river-bank or shore.
1387 Trevisa l/igden (Rolls) II. 5, Seuarne is ofte vppe

and passe)> t,e brynkes. 1546 Vorks. Chantry Surv.{Smtets)
=,°9,^t such tyme when the waters be uppe. 1710 De Foe
Capt. Singleton xm. (1840) 221 The tide was up. 1844 W. H.
MA.XWELL WW. //ighl. xxxvii, The sea was \ip. 1883Mark 1 WAIN Roughingft vii. 35 The Platte was ' up ', theysaid—which made me wish I could see it when it was down.

D. Out of the stomach, etc.
IS79 GossoN Sch. A6„se (Arb.) 65 If I giue them a Pi! to

purge their humor, they neuer leaue belking till it bee vp.
c. On or above the surface of the ground or water.

183s Trans. Zoological Soc. I. 234 By remaining perfectly
quiet when the animal is 'up' the spectator is enabled to
attain an excellent view of its movements in the water. 1854
RusKiN^c/. /oJ/«j^/;V/OT-rf7 Aug., Thesoldanella..is..
distinguished for its hurr^ to be up m the spring. 1865 G.
ilAcDONALD .^. Fortes viii, She w.ns as lonely as if she had
anticipated the hour of the resurrection, and was the little
only one up of the buried millions. 1883 Greslev Gloss.
Conl-m. 268 Up, on the bank, or on the surface.
e. a. In a standing posture ; on one's feet ; stand-

ing (and delivering a speech).
(a) 1207 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3828 Is suerd he drou })cre Vor

to aMile him l«rwi|>, ac t>e o\kx was vp ere. a 1300, 1398
[see Bear v. 18]. c 1^0 Cenerydes 44 An hcrt was fownde

• 1
A"d vppe vppon his fete he was a noil, c 1450 Mankind

?9 (Brand!), O Je souerens, J>at sytt, and Je brotherne, bat
btoiide ryghte wjjpe. 1595 Shaks. John 111. iv. 137 He that
standsvpon a slipp'ry place. Makes nice of no vilde hold to
stay him vp. 1613 Withers Abuses Stript i. v. They.. are
so quickly up in a bravado. i68a Bunvan Holy IVar 164
hey were not able without staggering to stand up under it.

1787 G. Gambado ' Acad. Horsent. (1809) 34 The standing
up in your stirrups, whilst trotting.., has a most elegant
and genteel effect. i8«o- (see Hold v. 44 fl. 1888 J. H.
Stirling in A. H. Stilling Li/e (1912) 310 The student up
was just translating in the ordinary slip slop, unthinking
fashion.

0) 1657 Burton's Dj,!ry (1S2S) 1. 319, 1 onlystood up first,
to speak to the orders of the House. But now I am up, I
desire (etc.). 176a 1'oote Oratorm. Wks. 1799 1. 220 Silence,
gentlemen ; . . /V worthy member is up. 1778 A nn. Ref., Hist.
33/2 The Minister concluded a long, .speech, which kept
him full two hours up. 183s Dickens Sk. Hoz, Pari. Sketch,
Members arrive .. to report that 'The Chancellor of the
Exchequer's up '. 1899 Daily News 24 March 2/1 He had
a comparatively small audience, augmenting in numbers as
news went round tliat he was up.

b. In an upright position.
Also ioll, right, straight up : see these words.
1669 Pepys Diary 3 March, My Lord Mayor did retreat

out of the Temple by stealth, with his sword up. 1717-
[see Sit ». 25 c). 1859 Tennyson Ccraint f; Enid 546 Bound
on a foray . . [the earl] Came riding with a hundred lances up.
\S6^ Lillytohitc's Cricket Ann. (k, He kept up his wicket
until the 6nish.

O. Erected, built.

1613-39 I. Jones in Leoni Pttlladio's Archil. (1742) I. 70
Part of this Building.. is finish'd, but the rest have some
part of the Ba.seinent up only. 174a Leoni Ibitl. II. 69 Of
the Rings for R.ices... A third is yet up.., though half,
ruined.

7. a. Out of bed ; riseii".

axyjijoseph Arim. 234 In ),c morwe lie was vppe and
roise^ ^»is o|?ure. c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 16^92 The Sonne is
rysen & schynes bryglit, And thei are vppc & red! dyght.
1470-85 ^l\LOKTt Arthur viii. xxv. 311 Take youre rest and
loke that ye be vp by tymes. 1333 Fitzherb. Husb. § 149
Go to thy bedde and slepe, and be vppe betyme. X581 MuL>.
caster /*<7j//yi7/w 19 'I'hose people, .bedrousie when they are
vp, for want of their sleepe. 1607 Dekker >F«/7C. //<ic n. i,

We . . must be vp with the lark. 1641 in lolh Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 78, I vas upe this morninge be two a cioacke.
1693 Drvden jnz'cnat lit. 218 In vain we rise, and to their
Levees run ; Aly Lord himself is up, before, and gone. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 363 Another, .asked, who it was
that was up? 1771 Mus. Haywood Ne^o Present/or Maid
255 When the family is up, she should set open the windows
of the bed-chambers. 1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cr. Ii,

Mrs. Jorrocks, . . and Benjamin, were up with the lark,
a 1873 Lytton Ken. Chillingley xiv. One of the young
ladies who attended, .to the dairy was already up.

b. Not gone to bed ; not yet abed.
^ 'S3S F'iSHER Wks. (1875) 367 Peraduenture he was late

vp the night before. i5SQ-(see Srr z/. 25 bj. i6az J. Taylor
(Water V.) Shilling B 5, Whilst all the Drawers must stay
vp and waittt Vpon these lellowes be it ne're so late. 1763
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G. WiLUAMs in Jesse Sthvyn fy CanUm^. (1843) I. 250
While Lord March and I are up half the night with people
of a profligate character. 1779 Wakner //^A?. (1S44) IV. 274,
I was in hopes that some of the servants were still up. 1834
Macinn in Blackw. Mag. XXXV. 748 My eye caught a
light in the window,. .Seeing that the old fellow was up,
I determined to step over. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. Iviii,

*l*he corporation of servants are dismissed to bed (not un.
willing to po, for they were up all l.ist night). 1855- [see
Waitp." 7f].

c. Ofgame : Roused, started.
i6n Shaks. Cymh, in. iii. 117 Hearke, the Game is rowsM.

. . The Game is vp.

8. a. Ftirther away from the mouth towards the

source of a river, the inner part of a bay, etc.

1600 Hakluvt Voy, 11. 194 Wec.arriued in the Easter,
side thereof some ten leagues vp within the Day. 1697
Dampier Voy, 7_We. .rowed up to the head of the Creek,
being about a mile up, and there we landed. 1766 Goldsm.
Vicar iii. By taking the current a little farther up, the
rest of the family got safely over. 1816 Tuckey Narr,
Rxf>€d. R. Zaire vi. (1818) 223 At day-light sent ofF all..

the people who*had been up with me, to the transporU 186a
KiNcsLEYini,f//.,etc.(t877) II. 139, 1 never saw such a river,

though there are very few salmon up.

b. Pointing or directed to the stream,
ii^x Ace. Peculations Coal Trade 7 Then he recollects

there is a punt head up in Mill-hole tier.

c. Towards a place or position ; forward ; ad-
vanced in place.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIll, v. iv. 92 Porter. Make way
there. . . Man. Vou great fellow, Stand close vp.
1806 SuRR Winter in London II. 133 ' Is my chariot up?'

said the captain. ' Next to the duchess's, sir.' 18^7 Smyth
Sailors IVord.Bk. 368 Hard up^ the tiller so placed as to
carry the rudder close over to leeward of the stern-post. 1868
Field 18 July 49/2 Viscount lying second, and the others in

close order well up. 1905 Warner in Hutchinson Cricket
65 If the ball is a half-volTey or well up.

d. At or in a place of importance {spec. London).
184s CABLVi.ECrtf///a;^//(iB7i) 111.126 ' Dick Cromwell

and his Wife ' seem to be up in Town on a visit. xB66
'1'rollope Claverings iv, You'll be up in London by the
lothof next month. 1886 C. E. Pascoe London o/To-dnv
ii, (ed. 3) 37 Literary parsons 'up' for a week or twos
reading at the British Museum.

e. colloq. At or in school or college.

1847 Tennyson Princ. Prol. 175 We seven stay'd at Christ-
mas up to read, 1866 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 197 The
boys were still *up*, that is, in school [=Eton]. 1886 Law
Times' Rep. LII 1. 664/2 The permission to remain up during
the vacation.

9. In miscellaneous uses : a. Facing tipward.
1683^ pRYDEN & Lke Dk. ofGuise v. i, The world's, .better

now, 'tis downside up. 1852 Morfit Tanning ^ Currying
(1853)289 The skin is stretched over this, with the grain side
up. 1891 Anthony's Plwtogr. Bull, IV. 65 The tissue should
be completely immersed, face up.

b. Off the ground ; in store ; in a proper place
or receptacle.

To keep up : s^^ Keep p. 57 a, k. To lie ?/^( = in bed, etc.):
see Lie xl} 29.

1865 Trollope Belton Est. iii. 26 Our hay has been all up
these three weeks.

c. With the surface broken or removed.
t886 Daily Ne-^vs 14 Oct. (Encycl. Diet.), Streets that are

up. 1891 C. James Rom. Rigmarole i A great deal of road-
way was • up

'_. 1908 Times 28 July 2/6 There was a good
deal of traffic in the road, part of which was up for repairs.

XL In figurative senses,

10. In a state of disorder, tumult, revolt, or
insurrection ; risen in rebellion. Also const, in
(mutiny, etc.\

13 . . E. E.A Hit. P, B. 834 Fro Jw seggez haden souped .
.

,

ICr euer t>ay bosked to bedde J»e bor3 was al vp. C1420
Coutiiu Brut. 358 And anon come tydyngez bat Harry of
Bolyngbroke was vp with a strong power of pepill, 1487
Cely Papers (Camden) 166 The comens of the town..liawe
ben upp onys or twyse allredy, a 1548 Hall Ckron.y Ediv,
/K, 208 b, All the Realme was vp, and by open Proclamacion
commaunded to make warre against hym. 1593 Marlowe
Ediv. 11^ I. iv, 'Tis treason to be vp against the king. 1655
NiiJiolas Papers (Camden) II. 298 'J'he Levellers wilbe
spedily vpp against Cromwell. 1688 Wood Life (D.H.S.)
III. 284 Lord de la Mere up in Cheshire with forces and
crie * No bishops !

' 1693 C. Hatton in H. Corr. (Camden)
11.216 For thes 2 nights a great mob have been up in Holborn
and Drury Lane. 1849 JIacaulay Hist. Eng. ix. II. 529
The eastern counties were up. 1889 C. Doyle Micaft
Clarke 58, 1 had heard that Monmouth was up, and I knew
th.^l you would not lose a night ere starting,

{l}) 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinCs Advts.fr. Pamass.
II. XL (1674) 150 People that are up in commotion. x&t4
P. Habwood Hist. Irish Rebellion 137 The British fleet

was then up in mutiny.

b. Up in arniSy risen, levied, or marshalled as
an armed host. Also^^. (see Akm sb."^ 4 b).
c 1590 Sir T. Afore i. iii. 77 A number poore artificers are

up 1 n arms, c 1595 Capt, Wyatt Dudley's Voy. (HakL Soc.)
47 On a soden yow shall have all quarters up in armes.
1690 C. Nesse C?. <5- N. Test. I. 278 AH created ueings are
up in arms to reduce the rebels. 1704 (see Arm sd? 4 b].
181a Crabbe Tales v. 249 Be not a Quixote, ever up in arms
To give the guilty and the great alarms. 1879 J. D. Long
Mneid x. 321 Ascanius, cooped in by wall and ditch. The
Latins up in arms, fights hand to hand. 1893 Forues-
MiTCHELL Remin. Gi, Mutiny 108 The publichouse keepers
..were up in arms to raise as much opposition as possible.

c. Actively stirring or moving about.
C1460 Wiidom 518 in Macro Plays 52 * Farewell,' quod I

;

'be deuyll ys wppe'. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster 1. i,
'1 his earth you tread upon, .was not left. .To your inherit.
ance, and I up and livine. 1838 I>ongf. Psalm of Life ix,

• "^' *'"^"» '** "P ^"'^ doing. x85s Macaulav Hist, Eng.
%%x\, IV. 714 They pursued him; the hue and cry was

raised : . . the whole country was up. xS?* Spurgeon Treas,
Dav. Ps. Ixxvii. 6 He was up and at it, resolutely resolved
th.it he would not tamely die of despair.

d. In a state of agitation, excitement, exaltation,

or confidence.

1470-85 Malory Arthury.. Ixxv. 546 What,, .isyouihette
vp? yesler daye ye ferd as though ye had dremed. 1576
Kewton Lemnie's Complex. 18 When theyr rage is vp, they
will not easily be pacifyed. 1589 R. Harvey /'/. Perc.
(1590) 7 Now the blood is vp. 1602 Marston Ant. ^ Mel.
II. Wks. 1856 I. 19 My stomack's up...'1'he match offurie is

lighted. X69J Hartcliffe Virtues 21 Our Passions, ..when
they are up, and would hurry us into evil Actions. 1741
Richardson Pamela III. 40 It was a nice Part to act; and
all his Observations were up, I daresay, on the Occasion.
1766 Goldsm. T/Var xvii, Let us havea bottle of the best
gooseberry wine, to keep up our spirits. 1805 Wordsw.
Prelude HE. 18 My spirit was up, my thoughts were full of
hope. 1824 Scott St. Ronan^s xiii, His pluck was up, and
finding himself in a fighting humour, he tetc.]. 1859 Dickens
7*. TiyoCities 11. v, Up one minute and down the next ; now
in spirits and now in despondency. 1891 E. Peacock N.
Brendan L iii When his temper is up he might doanything.

e. Bound for (a place) ; readyy£>r (something).
Cf. i7a((/>
1870 LoNGF. John Endicott ii,On board the Swallow,. .Up

for Barbadoes. 1894 Blackmobe Perlycross 131 Christie
was quite up for it. She loved a bit of skirmish.

11. a. In a state of prevalency, performance, or
progress. (In later use mainly with keep v.)
c 1290 Bckct 229 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 113 pis Ercedekne.

.

Klifliche heold op hire ri^te. Ibid, 404 pou au3test more
to holden op ^ane to with-seggen mi power. 136a Langl.
P. PI. A. IV. 58 Bot 5if Meede make hit )>i Mischef is vppe.
xyj^'^Rich. Redeles i. 29 pey..co\vde no mysse amende
whan mysscheffwas vp. 14.. Siege Jerusalem ^(^s Now is

50ur sorow vppe. 1513- [see Keep v. 57 fj* "537- [see
Hunt's-up]. X58a- [see Hold v. 44 g]. 1670- [see Keep v.

57 e].

i" b. In power or force. Obs.
1541 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 163 He

shold se er he died friers and monks uppe agayn. 1607
Shaks. Cor. iii. i. 109 To know, when two Authorities are
vp, . . How soone Confusion May enter. 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang, T. 11. 89 I'hey are such beasts as while the
law was up, ..furnished Gods Altar with Sacrifices.

o. Much or widely spoken of, whether favourably
or (latterly) unfavourably.
Cf. the OE. sense 'disclosed, made known ', and ON. and

Icel. ?////, noted, remembered.
x6i8 Bolton Pylorus {1836) 265 The name of Caius Caisar

.vas up, for eloquence, and spirit. 1680 V. Alsop Mischief
of Imposit, vii. 41 His name being up, he may lie abed
noon. 1766 G. Williams in Jesse Sclwyn ^ Contemp, (1843)
II. 33 [HeJ has again taken to his bed, and now, since his
name is up, there he may lie. 1789, 1809 [see Name sb. 5I.
i8ia Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 283 He observed his name
was up there, and he should be suspected. 1824 Mrs.
Cameron Pink Tippet in. 16 Your name's up in the town.

d. coUoq. Occurring (as a special, unusual, or
undesirable event); taking place, going on. Chiefly
with "101101, (Very freq. from c 1850.)
1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Legacy ix. 75 He sawsomething

was ' up'. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 21 A shout in
answer from the other asks 'What's up?' 1908 Times 29
May 15/6 We constantly thought that something was going
to be up.

e. Amiss or wrong ivilk a person, etc.

1887 Rider Haggard Jess vii, There's something up with
that girl.

12. In senses denoting completion.

a. Of a period of time, etc : Completed,
ended, expired, over, (Cf. Uphaliday.)
Cf. the same sense of ON. and Icel. uppi^ LG. w/, Du. op^

G. auf
c 1400 Destr. Troy 7207 When the tyme was ourtyrnyt,

and }:e tru vp, Agamynon \>e grekys gedrit in (jc fild. 1596
Dalrvmple \.x. Leslies Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 86 The king.,
commandis . . to lat him pas frie, . . or vp trues, against thame
he sal prociayme weiris. Ibid. 235. >688 M-ifecE Gt. Fr,
I^ict, 11. S.V., The Quarter is up. 1776 in Sparks Corr. Am.
Rei'. {1853) '• 310 Whose time of enlistment will be up in
a few days. 1840 R. H. Dana Bcf. Mast xxix. He should
want a second mate before the voyage was up. 1865 Carlyle
Frcdk. Gt. XIX. viii. (1873) VIII. 2^0 So that the Ball is up ;

dress-pumps and millineries getting all locked into their
drawers again. 1878 H. C. Adams U'ykehamica xv. 268
As soon as morning school was up, there was a general rush
. .to breakfast. 1889 '

J, S. Winikr ' Airs. Bob xxi, As his
leave was nearly up, he., would be off in the morning.

b. Of an assembly : Risen ; adjourned ; over.
1632 Massingcr & Field Fatal Do^ury i. ii, The court is

vp • make way. 1647 Clarkndon Hist. Reb. iv. § 255 The
Duke said., that., all men being upon their feet, and out of
their places, he conceiv'd the house had been up. 1711
Swift Jrfil, to Stella 7 May, Yet perhaps it may not be till

Parliament is up. 1773 Foote Bankrupt m. Wks. 1799 II.
126 As both the Houses are up, I shall adjourn, .till their
meeting again. i8zS Hone Every^day Bk. I. 492 After
parliament s_ up,^ 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxix, The
Chancellor is, within these ten minutes, 'up 'for the long
vacation. 1881 J. Hatton New Ceylon Pref., There was
much bustle of departing travellers. Parliament was up.

o. (At) the number or limit agreed upon as the
score or game.
1667 Drvden Sir M, Mar-all i. i, Which most mad.\me,

I lose all my sets when I want but one of up. 1680 Cotton
Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 30 Of Trucks. . . The Game, because
it is sooner up than Billiards, is Nine, and sometimes Fifteen.
x68sTate Cuckolds-Haven it. ii. 15 Security and his Wife
playing at Putt , , Sec. There's up, Wynny, there's upj Come
give me my Winnings. 1740 Richardson Pamela II. 259,
1 had four Honours the first time, and we were up at one
Deal. 1873 Bennktt & Cavendish Billiards 5 Tne game
was twelve up. 1876 Encycl, Brit. IV. 180/2 ^liowis). The

game., is ' up' or won when the number of casts agreed on
have been obtained by the winning side.

d. Come to a fruitless or undesired end ; 'played
out ', Usu. with game,
'787 Jefferson Writ. (1859) n.283 Are we to suppose the

game already up? 1800 Aurora (Philadelphia) 17 Dec.
(Thornton), As the Baltimore paper says, ' The Jigg's upi
Paddy', 1838 Dickens O, Twist xix, He feared the game
was up. 1848- [see Jig sb. 5]. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong.
vi. I. 558 Godwine might well thin); that the game was up.

e. All upj completely done or finished
;

quite

over. Also all up (yii pi"). (See also U 5,)
1825 C. M. Wf.stmacott Fug. Spy I. 322 That's all up

now. 1854 Warter Last ofOldSquires ix. Now corrupted
into the simpler saw, 'It's all U P—up !

' i860 Whvte
Melville Market Harb. 94 Consequently, when you drop
into a run, he goes as long as he can, and it's all u r 1

f. Const, wilh^ in previous sense.

1833 Disraeli Cont. Fleming \\. vi. It is all up with him
by this time. 1837 Co L. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 121 It

appears now to be ' all up ' with coast gunning. 1854 R. S.

SuRTEES Handley Cr. xxxvi Crikey ! they're past ! and it's

UP with old Pug. i888M<=CARTHV&pRAEDZaf^/«'C(7//tfrK
I. ix. 221 It was all but up with me.

g. In Other applications.

1883 Greslf.v Glois.^ Coal-m. 268 A stall or heading is

said to be ;// whep it is driven or worked up to a certain

line. ., beyond wliich nothing further is to be worked. 1909
Cent. Suppi, S.V., 6^,.. in printing, finished ; noting com-
pletion of a task : as, the chapter is up ; the paper is up.

13. a. Higher in the ascending scale in respect

of position, rank, fortune, etc. ; in a position of

affluence or influence. KXsoJig. (quot. 1791).
J509 Barclay Shyp Folys 17 b, He that lyeth on bye [is]

Nowe vp, nowe downe, vnsure as a Balaunce. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. I. v. 39 Which first (perchance) shee'l proue on
Cats and Dogs, Then afterward vp higher. 1791 Mme,
D'Arblav Dia?y 4 June, I shall be apt lo be rather up
in the world, as the folks say, if I lope on at this rate !

1877 Tennvson Harold i. i. For in our windy world What's
up is faith, what's down is heresy. 1905 in Eng, Dial,
Diet. S.V.

"b. Increased in power, force, strength, or vigour;

actually blowing ; ready for action,

1547 BooRDE Introd. Kntnvl. 127 Yf the winde be any
thyng vp. 1570 FoxE ^.(J- ii/. (ed. 2) 111.2197/1 The winde
was somwhat vp, and it caused the fire to be y» fiercer. 1601
Smaks. Jul, C. v. i. 68 I'he Storme is vp, and all is on the
hazard. 1659 Pv.LL Impr. Sea 500 His often hushing of the
winds, when they are up. 174a R. Blair Grave 32 The
wind is up : hark! how it howls! 1833 I. Taylor ^a«a^. i.

16 What shall be the movements of the deep .. when the
winds are up I 1848 J. Mitchkl Jail Jrnl. 27 May, A
Government steamer. .lay in the river, with steam up. 1889
GuNTER That P'rcnchman xxi. 29S Steam is up, and the
boat is soon ready to leave her dock.

o. Advanced, increased, or high in number,
value, or price,

1546 in Ellis Ori^. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 175 Th' exchaunge is

vp agen above xxiuj*. 172a De Foe Plague (1884) 165 The
Bill was up at 2785. 1801- [see Keep r>. 57 cj. 1855
IUgehot Lit. Stud. (1879) I. 3 A head full of sums, an idea
that tallow is ' up '. 1887 A. Birkkll Obiter Dicta Ser. 11.

93 The price of;^ioo stock was up to ;^34o. 1891 Science-
Gossip XXVII, 51/1 Six shillings a couple for ducks, and
four for teal, as they're up now.

d. Advanced in years.

a 1822 Sir A. Boswell Old Beau iii, Though up in life,

rU get a wife. 1834 Tait's Mag. 1. 417/1 An Irishman, rather

up in years. 1884 T. Si'EEDy Sport Highl. ii. 13 Gentlemen
who are somewhat up in years.

e. (So many points, etc) in advance of a com-
petitor.

1894 Times ig July 7/2 They were two up at the third
hole. 1900 J. Doe Bridge Alan. 61 When the adversaries
are 28 up. 1903 Times 6 Feb, 7/6 The former pair winning
by three up and two to play.

\fiS' *9>9 \' ^- Morton Barber of Putney vi, It's one up
to im for stickin* it.

f. At a high or lofty pitch.

1902 O. Wister Virginioft ix, All the ladies thought the
world of her, and McLean had told him she vvas 'away up
in G'. _i9oS Elinor Glyn Viciss. Evatigeline 81 He has a
gigEle right up in the treble.

14. a. Before a magistrate, etc., in court. (Cf.

X^i'odv^ 16 b.)

b. Offered or exposed publicly.

1921 Conquest Sept. 480/1 His business is to set a value
on the teas irp for sale.

III. With a preposition following.

15. Up against—, faced or confronted by (diffi-

culties, etc.). colloq, (orig. Amtr,').
1901 S. Crane Monster^ etc. 231 All he's up against is a

case of grand larceny. 1910 Chambers's Jrnl. April 232/1
In Canadian phraseology, we were ' up against it ' with a
vengeance !

16. Up in —, expert or versed, well informed or

instructed, in a subject, matter, work, etc. colloq.

In frequent use from c i860.

1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxiii, 'Intrigue*, and 'Ways
and Means', you're all up in ; so we shall only want one
rehearsal. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. xxx, As to the
examination . . the very subjects had been chosen in which he
was most up. 1885 * F. Anstey ' Tinted Venus 100, I did
think Potter was better up iri bis work.

17. Up to — . a. {a) Abie to perform, do, or

undertake ; fit or qualified for ; capable of.

In frequent use from c 1850. For phrases involving this or
one of the following senses see also Slum 5^.' 5, Snuff sb.^

3 a, Thing j<5.' 14 f, Trap j^.' 5.

1785 Tkusler Mod. Times I. 88 He was up almost to any
villainy, x'j^ Paine Rights ofMan 11. ii. 17 Man, naturally
as he is, with all his faults about him, is not up to the
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character. 1801 F. I.eightoh Lei. to % Boucher 15 May
(i\IS.), I hope you will have no strangers with yoti...I am
not up to that. 1820 Examiner No. 659. 761/2 An old.,
hardy Highlarid Chieftain was up to no such mawkish
sentiments. 1856 Mrs. Carlyle Leti. (1883) II. 282, I was
up to nothing but lying on the sofa all the evening. 1890
* R. BoLDREWoon ' Col. Reformer (1891) 225 The fence . . is

barely up to the weight of six hundred bullocks, .at a high
degree of momentum. 1898 ' H. S. Mkhrimam ' Rodi-n's
Corner xvii. 179 To provide situations for elderly men who
are no longer up to their work.

(''') "855 i^MEDLF.Y //. Ccrverdale i,Two showy saddle-horses,
the best being up to fifteen stone with any hounds. 1861
E. Yates in Temple Bar 11. 473 A cob ' well up to fourteen
stone '.

(i5) Well aware of and prepared for; competent
to deal with ; a match for.

1785 Grose Diet, Vulgar T. sv., Up to their gossip. 1806
Lady S. Lennox Leit.{\^\) II. 202 To be up to all the
wiles and arts used to entrap them, c 1830 Mrs. Shi:rwood
Ilouhion Tracts III. Ixxxi. lo To use a vulgar phrase very
common with us servants at that time, I was so far up to
Anne Simpson, that . . I would not be put upon by her. 1864
H. Ainsworth John Law v. ix, Sir Patrick and 1 are both
wide awake, ..so we shall be up to their tricks. 1890 * R,
P.OLDRF.wooD ' Col. Reformer (1891) 321 It takes a smart
man to be up to chaps of their sort.

if) Thoroughly acquainted with; expert or versed

in; possessing a thorough knowledge of.

In frequent use from c 1840.

1800 Lamb Let. to Manning 3 Nov., He does not want
explanations . . when you make an assertion ; up to anything

;

down to anything. 1823 Mks. Sherwood H. Milner 111. v.

88 Sam is not up to many things about a horse. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exfied. xxii. (1856) 171 They are a. . well-educated
set of men, thoroughly up to the history of what h.as been
done by others.

{d) Ready for. (Cf. loe.)

1849 THhCKKViss Peiidennis xxiv, She was up to any party
of pkasure by whomsoever proposed. 1893 Miss Yonge
Girts Little Bk. 23 Boys fancy ihey like a jolly girl up to

anything,, .but they do not respect her.

b. Equal in quality or quantity to (something

specified) ; on a level with.
See also Keep v. 571, and the phrases under Dicks^.',

NE sh.
'

'

Knocker a c. Nine .6 b.

1809 WiNDHA-M Let. in .S>. (1812) 1. 114 Though I am con-
siderably above my rate of Ix)ndon health, I am.. not quite

up to that which residence here ought to have given me,
i8ai- [see Mark sh} 12c]. i8»6 Disraeli K. Grey 11. xiv,

The Baronet is not up to the nineteenth century. i86a

Thoreau Excursions viii, Of course no flavors are thrown
away ; they are intended for the taste that is up to them.
1883 Manch. Guard. 22 Oct. 5/5 The harvest of this year
was up to a full average.

ip) Not up to muck, of no great ability, import-

ance, or worth.
1863 Miss Bhaddom Aurora Floyd xxi. The new chap

warn't up to mooch. 1884 SKLKyonrn. due South i. ix, The
shoes were not, to use a vulgarism, *up to much '.

(c) dial. Even with (a person). Cf. 18 b.

1853 Mrs. Gaskell Cratiford \\v, BoX 1*11 be up to her...

I'll make her a pudding, and a pudding she'll like, too.

i8s4 Miss Baker Northam^t. Gloss. 371 ' I'll be up to you '

;

LC 111 retaliate,

O. Engaged in or bent on (some activity, esp, of

a reprehensible nature) ; occupying or concerning

oneself with; doing or planning.

1837 VUcKZas Pick7u. xxvii, What's the old'un upto, now?
1853 — Bleak Ho. xxxix, They are still up to it, sir, ..still

taking stock, still examining papers. 1875 W. S. Gilbert
Tom Cobb I, That Whipple 's up to some bedevilment. 1890
R. C ht-HyiKtiS H. Ehidyer ^^y I suppose you've been up
to some of your games again.

d. colioq. Obligatory or incumbent upon.
From the game of poker ; in common use from c 1913.

1901 S. Crane Monster, etc. 213 It's up to us to whirl in

an git some of it. 1901GREENOUGH & Kittredge Words ^6
So with the poker terms 'ante up 'and *it is up to you*. 1908
tVestm. Cm. 21 Feb. 4/2 It was * up to him ', then, as aTi

American would put it, to say that he had done this thing.

18. Up with —. (See also lie, 12 f.)

a. On a level with (a person, place, etc.).

1633 JoBsoM Golden Trade 8 When the day appeared we
were up with the Hand of Launcerot. a 1633- (see Kek? v.

57 j]. 1669 Sturmy Mariner s Mag. i. ii, ^Ve have a steam-
Chase, but we shall be up with her presently. 1858 Thack-
eray Virginians xxxviii, She m.ikes for the vestry... The
two whisteyfied gentlemen are up with her, however. 1893
Sir G. Ch»-:sney Leslers 11. xxi, Lionel, .was the only one
quite up with the hounds at the last.

fig. 1785 Burns To IK Simpson ix, We'll gar our streams
an' burnies shine Up wi' the best. 1899 Wekxi:r CaP'. of
Locusts 41 But I don't worry myself to keep up with things,

as people say.

D, Even with ;
quits with. Now diai,

174X RiCHARDSoM Pamela III. 308 Let me turn myself
alwut.and I'll be up with you, never fear, Madam. 1778 [W,
Marshall] Minutes Agric. 3 Feb. 1775, But I will certainly

l>e up with him to-morrow. 1800 LA^ iiom DashofDayw.-^-
- '

'
'

' i8as
'nud

Gloss. \$i.

IV. 19. Comb, in phrases used attributively, as

iiP'ail- nighty etc.

1857 Dickens Dorrit i. xx, A curious *up-all'night air

about it. 1891 S. MosTVN Curatica 158 Chimney tops, and
iip-aU*nighl-looking window blinds, xfj^x Harper's Ma^^.

CII. 678/1 She had an 'up and coming kind of way with
her. x8oo Advance (Chicago) 24 April, There i^ about our
Alethodist brethren.. an 'up-and-a-comingness. .that (is}..

delightful. 1901 Daily Chron, 17 Dec 3/2 She was. .themost
^up-and-doing woman of all her generation. 1848 Clouch
Bothie II. 59 A sort of unnatural *up-in.the-air balloon-work.

1898 \Vestm,Gaz. 4 June 7/1 Tlic mere *up in the roof

XfK UU *>1LII 1 1 till lLr-iii%^> • u ". .wwv **<» .iij.-. a^-i ..•• vf jji.^ •

i, rilbe up with her for her deceit, I am determined. i8a

Jamieson s.v., I'se be up wi'him for that. 1899 Cumberlnn

ventilation. 18^3 K.Sanhorn 5. California 4 In that bril-

liant and *up.witli.the-times city.

+ TJp (»p), pf'fp-^ Ohs. Forms: a, 1-2 uppan,
1-3 uppon (2 huppou), 2-3 uppen, vppeu (2

upen, 4 vpen). ;3. 3-4 vppe, 2-3, 5 uppe (4
oppe), 2-4 upe, 3-6 vpe (4 ope). 7. 3-5 vp
(4 op, 5 wp), 3-5 up. [OE. uppatij uppon (in

earlier use (J« «//fl« AxuppE/r<?/>.), = OKris. upfa
{pppa\ OS. uppan, f. upp Up adv^ Cf. OHG. iifan,

ilfan {MUG. ttfen).
By gradual loss of the ending (perhaps also by simple

assimilation) the prep, finally acquired the same form as the
adverbs. A similar reduction (or substitution of the ad-
verbial form) appears in Du. and WFris. op, N Fris, i*/ (fib),

LG. 7tp, G. auf]
I. Denoting motion or direction.

L So as to reach, or be on, by ascension.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 30 pa ferdon hi; uppan
Oliuetes dune, ansa O. E, Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 10S3,

Sume of 3an\ cnihtan ferdon uppon l>one uppflore. c laos
Lav. 26005 Heo..sti3en up l>an hulle. 1297 R. Glooc. (Rolls)

4179 po he com vpe l)e hul an hey. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreia
Secret. 166 The Philosofre lepid vp the mule.

b. Denoting arrival upon (a coast, etc.) from sea.

cri2o5 Lav. 13970 Heo dro^en heore scipen uppe he lund.

12^7 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 362 po he was iwar pat such folc was
ariued . . vp his londe.

2. On or upon. (In various contexts.)
£'960 Ride St. Beuet Iviii. (Schnier) 100 Sona swa he h^et

?;ewrit uppan 3am altare leci^e, beginne })is fers. c 1000
Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 44 Se J>e fyl3 uppan l>ysne stan, he
byS tobrysed. ciiyS Lamb, Hem. 35 [pe] saule..ne niei

abeoren alia Jia sunne l>e Jje mon uppon hire de3. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 21 pe holie gast wile cumen uppen l>e.

c 1205 Lav. 6504 And \>tX deor he smat a-nan uppe f>at

hEeued-btcn, Ibid. 13257 pe crune he nom an hondcn ; he
setten heo vppe Costance. a 1225 Ancr. R. 286 Slep go
uppe )>e ase pit lokest |>eron [sc, holy reading), c 1250 Owl
*V Night. 1625 Me may vppe [v.r. up one] smale sticlce

Me sette a wude in ]>e l^ikke. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 3624
po J>e ni^t vpe hom com. d!i32S Prou Psalter \\\. 3 God
lolced fram heuen vp mennes sones. Ibid. liv. 4 Drede of

deh fel vp me. Ibid, cxviii. 135 Li3t Y\ face vp yx seruant.

\-^oAyenb. 2ioSsete J>edoreope^>e. 1377 Langl. P. PL B,
XL 203 For-H loue we as leue bretheren shal and vche man
laughe vp other. C1391 Chaucer Wj/r^j/. 11. § i Rekene..
which is the day of thi monthe & ley thi reule vp that

sameday. 14.. Cr<>«.^"«^.(Caxton)ccxxiii.222Thousandt'S
fell to the ground eche vp other in to a hepe,

b. Denoting desire: After, for.

a 1200 Vices Sf Virtues 51 Alle je Adames children 5e
bieS lustfull uppe newe wastmes.

3. a. In hostile encounter with or attack on ; in

active opposition to.

aii22 t'.^.C/irtPw. (Laud MS.)an. 1086, pa haeSenan men
, .her^odan uppon ^»am Xpeiian inannan. c 1205 Lav. io-i63

Carrais. .bigonra:uinge uppen Basian J^ene kiiige. 1297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 5054 Vor na^t we abbeb so ofte vpe hom
ywonne J?at lond. Ibid. 8987 pe erL.bigan to rere worre
vpe t>eking of france. £1330 Arth.i^ il/£W.668o(KOlbing),

J>e king of t>e hundred kni^tes Com hem vp Jkj fort* ri5tes.

b. Against (as an accusation, penalty, etc.).

aiixM O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1094, HL.ealne l>one

bryce uppon l)one cyng tealdon. £rx2oo Trin. Coll. Hom,
SI pernnde{hie) brohtengodes wraSe uppen hem. Ibid. 105
Werpe8 J>at gilt uppen ure drihten. a 1250 Ozvl ^ Night,
16S3 (Cott.)j Schille ich an utest uppen ow grede. <:ri29o

Biket 1466 m S. Eng. Leg. 1. 148 Mo hil^ere dedene I>e king
bi-)x>U3te ^eot ope seint ihomas. a 1323 MS. Rawl. B.J20
fol. 54 That . . Bissopes ^euen J?e grete sentense ope alle l»ulke

^at a^en the foreseide ch.-irtres goz, 1393 Langu /'. PI. C.
II. 159 Vp man for bus mysdedes Jjc mercement he taxe|T.

II. Denoting rest or location.

4. On or upon. (In various contexts.)

a. c 1000 ^LFRic Gen. xHx. 32 He feold his fet uppan his

bed, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John vi. 19 pa jesawon hi^ Jx>ne

Hailend uppan l>3;re sse gan. a 117S Cott, Hom. 243
Cnihtscipe is mannes lif upen eor5e. f X175 Lamb. Hom,
T47 pa J>e he hefde uppen his hefde J>ornene helm. ^1205
Lav. 23985 Uppen J)an gras-bedde his gost he bi-la;fde.

a 1225 Afu:r. A". 242 5^ beo3 ouer Jjisse worldes see, uppen
(>e brugge of heouene. c 1250 Prov, JElfred iti in O, £,
Misc. 118 For he schal vppen eorhe dreori i-wurj>e.

p. awjsCott.Hom.izi^} Alse feleunl>cawes alsethejhade
upe him and sennenn. c 1200 Trin. Coll, Hom. 93 De asse

^e ure helende uppe set. c 1250 in O. E. Misc. 164 Moni of
^isse riche pat,.ridej; uppe stede and uppen [z/.n uppon]
palefrat 1297 R. G louc. (Rolls) 6559 Vppe a chaere he sat

adoun al vpe pese sonde, c 1315 Shoreham ii. 176 Ase Jjou

J?oledest, lord, for me Ope caluaryesdoune. 1340 Ayenb. 180
pe wedercoc J»et is ope \>g steple.

y, a 1250 O'lol <5- Night. 494 Euerich vp o^er rldej*. c 1275
Lav. 25758 Noht hii ne funde cwic vp |»;m hulle. 1297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 6299 King edmond .. lenede vp is sseld,

c 1300 K, Horn 1344 (I^iid MS.), Op |>e scheld was drawe
A crowch of ihesu cristeslawe. a 1325 Prose Psalter xWx. 8
God shal sitten vp his holy sege, 1377 Langl,/'. /V. B, 1. 12
pe toure vp ^e toft. Ibid, ix, 99 Lesyn-^ of tymc.Is moste
yhated vp erthe of hem t>at beth in heuene. 1422 Vonge
iT,Secreta Secret. 184 Tliay mete wyth kynge Gurgnynce
vp the Sec. 1470-85 Maloky WrM. ix. xli. 408 What sygne-
fyeth this kynge and this queue, and that kiiyght standynge
vp bothe their hedes?

b. So as to be suspended from or supported on.
c X175 Lamb. Hom. 4 1 Uppon t>an treon he him sceawede

t>e wrecche saulen a-honge. CZ205 Lay, 26475 Alle heo
scullefl heongien he^e uppen treouwe, c 1275 Ibid. 5863 Of
^oure hors a-lij^tel^and vp jourefeot stondeK c 1280 Christ
rn Cross 23 in E. E. P. (1862) 21 Man bi-hold what ic for

^e. t>oIid up ^ rode Ire. X297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7734 He
wolde liim sulf vp is fot . . Lijtliche ssete. C1350 IVill,

Paleme 2Bog pe hert& ^liind..ferden ferst on foure fet &
se\?\}e vp iweyne. £'i4iS5 Vigby Myst, (1882) J. 273 This
ferdell of gere I ley vp my bakke.

o. In transferred or fiijurative uses.

a, 0. c 1200 Vices ^ Virtues -.t Dat liht of his ansiene is

jemarked riht uppen us. Ibid. 71 BereO min 5oc uppe
3eu, 1297 R, Glouc, (RolK) 5032 po vel he in sitnesse &
sorwe vpen o)jer. a 1325 AIS. Rawl. B.S^o fol. j8 b, pat
he. .vsurpede some fraunchises ore occupiede ope pe kinge
ore hispredeces-iours. f 1340 Ayenb. 54 Po J>et habbej? pe
Ihordssip ope be bodyes. 1340-70 Alex. 9f Dind. 861 Whan
a wolf wantep fats fode,..be ne funde^ no flech to feden
him vppe.
y. C1250 Gen.Sf Ex.^yzo Vpguam ^u itfmdes witterlikc.

a 1325 Prose IsaltervX. 3 Our Lord be to hyiu helpe up Jje

charge of his sorowe. Ibid. xlvi. 8 God shal regne vp men.
138a WvcLiF 2 Cor. xi. 21 Vp vnnobley [L. secundum igno-
bilitatem\. 1422 Yonge Xx.Secreta Secret. 129 Ther-for god
..granted hym mervellous victori vp his enemys..,Namly
vp the inorthes,

6. a. Up{f)e) land^ = Uponland adv.
1 c 1000 Ags. Letterin Eftgl.Stud.Vlll.62 pu byst uppan

lande mid wimmannum oftor t)onne ic beo. a 1x22 O. E.
Chron, (Laud MS.) an. 1086, To aslcen cyrcean uppe land.

c 1250 Oivl (^ Night. 733 Preostes vpe londe singeh- c 1330
Arth. <5- Merl. 698 (Kolbiiig), Al Jje men..Bolje vp lond &.

in cite. 1514 Barclay Cyt. ^ Uplondyshman v. Pro!. 44
Well he noted the madde enormyte,Enuy,. .Whiche reygne
in cytes; therfore he ledde liis lyfe Up londe in vyllage.

1596 Spenser F, Q. v. x. 25 They came vnto a Citie fane
vp land.

b. On the bank or brink of; close beside.
£" 1205 Lav. 7 He wonede..ataeSelen are chirechen, vppen

Seuarne stajje. Ibid. 28544 Uppe Jjere 'iambre heo tuhte

to-somne, 1340 Ayenb. 251 Ope t>o welle t>e herte reste}i

efter he trauayl of guode workes. Ibid., He him zette and
restede ope ^e welle, 14.. in Hist. Coll. Citizen London
(Camden) 96 The kyng made a grete justysse be-syde
Kyngys towne uppe Temys.
b. a. On or upon, in respect of belief, etc.

CX200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 11 Cursed be J)e man he leueS
upen hwate. Ibid. 93 po for.sine3ede t»e hauen al here hone
uppen eorflliche richeise. 01240 in O. E. Hom. I. 213 pu..
lettest me al iwurden wi3 heo l>et ich truste uppon. a 1300
XCommandments 23 in E. E. P. (1862) 16 Hi. . hat liuil» op
goddis mo han one. C1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche (yi-i

So frendely, and so wel y-grounded, Vp al resoun so wel
y.fouiided. C1380 Wvclii- Sel. Wks. III. 88 Up trust of

absolucioun. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. x. 333 Vp trist of ^oure
tresour tryennels to baue. 1462 Paston Lett. II. 114 Up
trust that the same John Paston shuld founde there a college.

b. According to ; in accordance or agreement

with; to the extent of.

1297 R. Glouc. iRolls) 5137 Ac vpe godes wille it is, wanne
itssal be. Ibid. 5657 He. .vpeispoerdestruede.cristendom.
c 1300 K. Hom 456 (Laud MS.), And helpe hou me to knicte

Oppe l^ine my?te. 1382 Wvclif Matt. ix. 29 Vp ^our feith

be it don to ;ou. 1388 — 2 Sam, xxii. 21 The Lord schal

5elde to me vp my ri^tfulnesse.

C, By (chance, guess, etc.).

C1350 Will. Palerne 2722 So brod was l>e see Jiat sayle

hem ijihoued holliche al a ni3t & vp happe wel more.
^ 1377

Langl. A PL B. v. 421, I nam nou5te shryuen. .tweies in

two 5ere and jjanne vp gesse I schryue me. ^1380 Wvclif
Wks, (1880) 375 But vp hap Jju art a clerke or a religious

man. a 1508 Gest Rohyn Hode 49 Wayte after some vnkuth
gest Vp chaunce ye may them mete.

d, Incomment on or explication of; concerning.

1340 Ayenb. 187 Ase zayh a glose ope the sautere. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. xr. 113 pre dales to-gederes we ?eoden,

Disputynge vp dowel daye after ol>ere. c 1400 Three Kings
Cologne 39 After |?e glose l?at is made vp Y\% tixt. 1422

YoNGE tr. Secreta Secret. 123 Wp whych malyer, Arystoile

answerid in this maner. Ibid, 202 Vp this texte Saynte

Austyn sayth thus.

7. a. On or upon (oath, condition, etc.).

a 1X23 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1095, For>am se cyng
him najjer nolde ne jislas syllan, ne uppon trywoan seunnon
J?aet he ,, cumon moste. ^1200 Vices ff Virtues 11 Ic

habbcuppe mine lahfulnesse ofte him behet, J»at ic nseure

eft him ne5ela:ste. 13. . A'. Alls. (W.) 228 ' Dame,' he saide,

'beo thou nought loth, Y am y-come to telle up oth",

c\-^Cmsmc%\k Dethe Blaunche 7$0 {Fairf.), I telle hyt the

vp a condicioun. c 1^00 Gamely/i 411 Vp suche forward. .1

wildol>ertoallehatiumeis. i^zzYosc^Etr..Secreta Secret.

175 The tyraunt hit grauntid vp that covnnntte,

b. Upon pain or under penalty of; on,

Freq. ^1380-c 1430, esp. wlih /ain, peril.

(a) CX20S Lay. 500 pat come to nirede, .. vppen lif &
uppen leomen al ^es londes folc. X3.. Coer de L.^BjsHs
..bad hys folk, up lyfTantl leme, Noo good off hem for to

neme. C13S0 IVill. Palerne 2378 Helpes hastily, hende
men i bote, vp jour lines ! c 1425 Eng. Ccnq. Ireland 120

He..,vp mansynge, foibed lered & lewed, that noti (etc^

<:i43o LvDG. ;!//«. Poems (Percy Soc) 38 Aconfortatife And
reniedye I shal make, up my life.

ip) f 1205 Lay. 5118 Al comen to Lundene uppe wit of

feowerti punden. £1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 24 pat J»ei ben
holden to vp peyne of lesynge of here lordischipe. c 1386

Chaucer Sompn, T. 563 Aiid ye shut seen, vp peril of my
lyf,. .That [etc.]. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. v. 128 NeiJ^er graue

ne vngraue of gold ne of suluer, Vpfoifetureof l>e fee. 14..

Cri7«.£'«^.(Caxton)ccxxi. 213 That iheysholdsmyte of syr

cdmondes heede..vp payne of lyf and lymme. 1474 Co7<

Leet Bk. 389 Vp J>e peyn of vj s. viij d. at cuery defalt.

8. More than ; above.
a 1325 Prose Psalter \. 8 Y shal be made why^te vp snowe.

Ibid. Ii. 3 pou louedest malice up bli^folhede. 1340 Ayenb,

39 per byel» zuoucleojjre manures.., l>et long J^ing hit were
to zigge, ac zome bye)i y<ontined, ope ^-an )>et bye)> yzed.

111. In respect 01 lime,

9. After (a specified time). Cf, OvEU/r*f/. 16.

£ xooo Ags. Gosp. John x. 11 viarg.^ On sunnan dae^

feowertyne nylit uppan eastron, a Z122 O. E. Chron, (Laud
MS.) an. 1095, Uppon Eastron on sancte Ambrasius marsse

niht, t>aet is .ii. no. Apr. [etc.]. Ibid, an, 1103, On morjen
uppon sancte Laureniius ma;sse dx-j. CM20S Lay. 6405 pa
hit wes muchel uppe non, Jjc king |>ene due ouer-com. Ibid.

22309 Seouen niht uppen i'Estre. C1275 Hnd. 2632 Vppen
one stunde )« sipes i-maked were, c 1290 Bcket 1123 in .S'.

E"g- Leg. 1. 138 pene moruwe ope seint lucus day, tiwesdai

it was ^o \sc, 19 Oct.), he departedc fram pe kingus court.



UP.

10. At ; upon (a stated time). I

a laoo Victs ft Virtues 123 ?if mann ware, .uppen his
|

deaSe, and he prest ne mihte h.abben. c 1190 Beket 825 in

.y. Eng. Leg. 1. 130 Alle..seide |>o t>at-.ope be pointe he

was to beon i-cast In prisone. cijij Shmeham v. 151 Ope

t>e heje e;lynde day He order-jede |>e gywen lay. c 1374 '.

Chauckb Troyhis iv. H53 Here woful spirit from his propre

place, Right with >e word, alwey vp poynt to pace.

Up (rp), prep? [Elliptical use of Up ffffo.i, by

omission of a preposition, as against, along,
,

through, etc. Cf. the earlier »se of adown and '

drMii as prepositions.]
|

I. Denoting or implying movement. 1

1. From a lower to a higher point on or along
1

(an ascent) ; so as to ascend or mount (a stair,

slope, etc.).

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxvii. (155s) Q i'ji After that

they brought me vp a stayre Into a chambre. 1S30 PalscR.

828/1 Up the hyll and downe the vale. 1593 Shaks.

2 Hen. VI, IV. viii. i Vp Fish-streete, downe Saint Magnes
corner, . . throw them into Thames. i6m — Ham. iv. lii. 39

As you go vp the staires into the Lobby. 1607 Markiiam

Cavel. VI. 9 Hee may eyther runne. .vp hils, or down hiU.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. ill. 552 The Sun.. When up the

Skies he shoots his rosie Head. 1730 Thomson Autumn
701 The., exhalations, check'd As up the middle sky unseen

they stole. 1786 Burns On Dining w. Ld. Doer i, Sae far I

sprackled up the brae. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. i. 190 A
heaven.illumined road; That .. Reach 'd o'er the hills, and

lengthen'd up the sky. 1828 LiTtos Pel/utm II. xviii. If

your way is up Pall Rlall, I have no objection to join you.

1851 Offic. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 366 By which the weight on

the horse's back is regulated in going up or down hill. i8«7

Morris Jason i. 208 Who, up the temple steps, beneath the

weight Of precious things went bending.

Comb. 1731 E. Erskine Wks. (1791) 598/2 This phrase.,

implies, that religion is an up-the-hill work and way.

fig 1814 Wilson in Blackw. Mag. Aug. 242 Abusing the

Germans up-hill and down.dale. 1844 Dickens Mart.Chuz.

XXXV, All this time, Martin was cursing Mr. Pecksniff up hill

and down dale.

b. Extending upwards on.

1574 Soutliampton Court Lett Rec. (1905) I. loi The
Raylles vpe the steares goynge vpe vnto the Wache towere.

1730 Thomson Autumn 679 The vineyard .. Spreads o'er

the vale ; or up the mountain climbs. 1756 Constat in L. T.

R. Particulars /or Leases 4974 (P.R.O.), The dimensions

up one pair of Stairs are only Thirty one Feet.

c. U.S. Up into.

1833 [S. Smith] Lett. J. Dmmingyam. (1835) 98, 1 , .walked

straight up chamber. Ibid. 150 When they undertook to

cum up.chamber,..it was time to snub 'em.

2. Along (a river, etc.) in a direction from the

mouth towards the source.

\%fiAcc. Ld. High Treas. Scott. IV. 465 Toane hot Tgoing]

wp the watter with cabiUis,. . xiiij s. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 360 b. They brought in vitayle both vp the streame

and down. 1600 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 3B4/1 Haldand up
the said Ijurne to the inver of the burne of Auldclachrie,

1659 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 93 Alexandria, from

whence I went up the Riuer Nilus to Cairo. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E. India ff P. 38 AH the Factories on the Coast, .as far

as the Bay of Bengala, and up Huygly River. 1738 Voy. up
the Thames 15 It was propos'd we should take a Voyage
up its Banks. 1814 Scott Diary 3 Sept., in Lockhart, With
the purpose of running up the loch to see Londonderry.

1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. ii. I. 191 The Dutch fleet sailed

up the Thames. 1877 Miss A. B. Edwards (/iV/«),AThousand
Miles up the Nile.

Comb. 1898 Daily News 17 Oct. 5/4 There was a nice up
Channel breeze.

3. Towards the inner or upper end of; into or

towards the interior of. .Also trans/.

1596 Spenser F, Q. v. ix. 23 His name was Awe; by"whom
they passing in Went vp the hall, a 1700 in Orplteus

Caledonius(ij2S) ^S The wooer he step'd up the House.

174s P. Thomas frnl. A nson's Voy. 63 The Treasure . . being

sent up the Country., out ofour Reach. i8z8 Sketches of
Character (ed. 2) I. 44 Lady Aucherly.. sauntered up the

room with her three disconsolate nieces. 1849 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. ix. II. 483 William's army began to march up
the country. 1863 JIavnb Reid Croquet i. (1865) 2s A ball

croque'd beyond the boundaries is sent to ' Hong Kong ', or
* up the country ',

In a direction contrary to ; against.

1611 Cotcr., Prendre le vent, to goe vp, or against, the

wind. x6i8 Breton Court 4- Country A 4, For one that

goes up the weather a number goe downe the winde.

1674 N. Cox Gentt. Recreat. (ibifl 77 'I'he Huntsman
[should].. then draw round apace, first down the Wind,
though usually Deer go up the Wind. 1719 D'Urfey Pills

III. 269 The Fox has broke Covert,, .she runs up the Wind.
s8i6 Scott Bl. DwarJ'a, I gaed a mile round to get up the

wind to them. 1838 [see Up-wind aa/i/.).

5. Along (in a horizontal direction or straight

coarse).

Up street (dial.), along the street or village.

1669 Sturmv Mariners Mag. i. ii. 20 Port, edge towards

him [jc. a ship]. We will run up his Side. 1683 [see Go t*.

65I. X7«9 Dr I^'oe Crusoe I. (Globe) 156, I w^nt up the

Shore and down the Shore, but. .could see no other Impres-
sion, 1758 Johnson Idler No. 92 f 6 He.. walks up a bye.

street. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 11. 742 'J'he

sun strikes, through the windows, up the floor. 1883 Har-
per's Mag. Oct. 718/1 It is approached up an avenue. 1886
Frouoe Oceana 63 After breakfast we went up the town.

II. Denoting location.

6. In that part of (a place) which is (regarded as)

higher than another, or is more remote from the

chief centre.

Up State, up-State (U.S.), freq. with reference to the
State of New York ; also Comb,
1667 Pepvs Diary 8 Sept., Nova .Scotia, .hath a river 300

miles up the country, with copper mines. 1750 Gray Elegy

416

112 Nor up the lawn, nor at the wood was he. 1799 Hull
Advertiser 12 Oct. i/i All those five tenements up the yard.

x8io Scott Lady 0/Lake 11. xxxvi, Far up the lake, 'twere

safest land. 1885 Jerome On tlu Stage 43 Mind you all

keep well up the stage (' up ' the stage means towards the

back). 1890 Cent. Mag. Aug. 654/1 The man who abandoned
a farm up the Hudson. 1901 in N. Amer. Rez'. Feb. 162

American girls, .imported from small towns up-State.

Comb. 1815 Scott Guy M, 1, We're just plain up-the.

country folk. 1897 OutingXX IX. 424 Up.the.creek natives.

1901 Daily Chron. 16 Sept. 3/7 All the up.State con-

stituencies. 1904 Collier's 16 July 16/1 The crews of the

up-State college (Cornell).

7. a. At the top of. b. At some distance up on

or in. (Cf. Uphill a.. Upstairs adv. 2.)

For fig. expressions see Gum.tree 2, Tree sb. 7, Sleeve
sb. 2 b. Spout sb. 4 b.

1645 Rutherford Tryal Faith xxiii.261 Heaven.., when
sight [of faith] faileth us, [is] toylesome and up the mount.

17x4 Arbothnot, etc. Mem. M. Scribl. Introd., His lodging

was in a small chamber up four pair of stairs. X833 Moore
Trarj. Ir. Gentl. Search Relig. 1. 1 As I w.-is sitting alone in

my chambers, up two pair of stairs. Trinity College. 1846

Tennyson Golden Year^ We that day had been Up Snowdon.

x86o Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. 1. ii. He'll . .sleep up three pair

o' stairs—or four, for what I know. 1890 [see Sleeve sb. 2 bj.

U P, U. p. : see Up adv.^ 1 2 e and U 5.

U. P. ( = United Presbyterian) : see U 4.

XJp-, prefix, representing OE. up-, upp- (see

below) and corresponding to OFris. op-, uf-
(WFris. op-, NFris. Up-, ap-), MDu. and Du. op-,

\

OS., MLG., and LG. up; OHG. and MHG. Af-

(G. auf-), ON., Icel., and Norw. upp-, MSw. up-,

upp- (also op-, opp-), Sw. upp-, MDa. and Da. op-.

The prefix is identical with the adverb Up ', from which in
i

OE. it becomes clearly separable only when prefixed to

nouns and adjs. In the cognate languages there is much
j

variation in the extent to which it is employed with different

parts of speech. In OS. and OFris. it occurs with verbs
,

and nouns, in OHG. with verbs, nouns, and a few adjs., in

ON. chiefly with nouns, in MHG., MLG., MDu., MSw.
and M Da. with both verbs and nouns, and occasionally adjs.

In the later and modern forms of these langu.-iges the use of

the prefix has increased as in English, and parallel forma,
j

tions are very common ; these are citetl only when the Eng,

compound is important enough to appear as a main word.

Of the numerous formations with up. which have been
;

' employed in English, only a limited number are of a per-

manent character. A large proportion consists of forms

employed for the nonce, especially for metrical reasons, and
the same compound may recur several times without any
historical continuity; such isolated occurrences, indeed,

are often separated by an interval of several centuries.

A number olthese are given in the following sections, as

j

illustrations of the various uses of the prefix in the different

' periods of the language.

I. In comb, with sbs. (except as in 7, 8).

1. In OE. up- occurs freely with sbs. in the sense

of 'occupying a higher position', 'upper',

'superior', as up-eard, -ende, -engel, -flir, etc.

Some of these, however, are only found in poetry.

In ME. this type practically disappears, and in

later use is chiefly represented by Upland sb? and
Upside, with an occasional rare formation, as

upwold.

b. With the sense of ' in a supported state ', up-

occurs with nouns in OE. upheald, ME. uphold,

uphold, ME. uptie (naut.), and the modern upkeep.

2. In the sense of ' upwards ' OE. had compounds
of up- with nouns, mainly derived from intransitive

verbs, as up-cyme, -fsereld, -ryne, -spring, -sti^e,

rarely from transitive, as upwearp. Of these only

npspring and upsty survived in ME., but a number

of new formations were added, as the obsolete

uparist, -brixle, -brud, -ras, -rist, and the surviving

upbraid, -come, -rise, -set. Between 1450 and 1800

new formations are rare, the chief being upcast ani

upstir in the i6th cent., with upskip and upstart

(as designations of persons) from the same period

;

also upshot (with variants -shoot and -shut), in

which the force of the up- is not clear. After 1 800

the type reappears and subsequently becomes

common. A considerable number of the examples

are of sufficient importance to be entered as main

words in their alphabetical places, as upbeat, -break,

burst, -flow, -growth, -heaval, -Hft, etc. Others

of more recent origin or less currency are upblaze,

-curl, -curve, -drift, -glance, -gush, -haul, -heave,

•jet, -Jump, -liftment, -slip, -sweep. In upset, as in

the corresponding verb, the prefix is employed in

an unusual sense.

1677 Sec. Pacliet 0/ Advices to Men 0/ Sliaftesbury 55
They are better at *Up-cry, and Out-cry, and Down-cry.

1876 Meredith Beaucli. Career xxvi. It suggested an arrow-
head in the *up-flight. x86o Hawthorne Marb. Fann
xvi. The shifting.. *up-gush and downfall of water. x86o

Vivian Deb. Coal Clause (1861) p. xv. The 'Great Lower
Veins', varying from 50 feet on the Northern to 100 feet

on the Southern outcrop, and upwards of 70 feet on the

Central 'upheave. X817 Sporting Magazine L. 128 He
received some dreadful *up-liits in his throat. X850 ' H.
Hieover* Pract. Horsetnausliip 189 The moment he does

this, give him an *up-pull. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts B33 The
line over s, represents the down-shift, and d' the *up.shift

[ofa vein). 1876 IV/iitby Gloss., * Upslunu,. .display.

b. More rarely, up- is employed in the sense of

' upwards', with other nouns than those of action,

UP-.

e.g. OE. upweg, early mod.E. upway, and the

recent up-grade, -road, -shaft, -wave.

II. 3. Up- is rarely employed in combination

with adjs. ; upheaded (i6\.\\ ceni. a.nA mod. dial.),

upstraight (17th cent.), upfingered, uphearted,

npnosed, and upsighted (19th cent.) are unusual

types, as also are tipspring z.rA upstart (i6th cent.)

employed as adjs., but retaining the lonn of the

noun or verb.

III. With verbs, participles, verbal substantives,

and agent-nouns.

4. In OE. the placing of tip immediately before

a verbal form was determined by the syntactical

principles which have been explained in the article

on Out-. The number of verbs with which up was
commonly employed in this way is not large ; it

\Tic\-a&ft'!,dbrecan,dhebban, Ar&ran, <irisan,etc.,gdn,

hebban, rkcan, springan, spryttan, stigan, yrnan.

It is difficult to determine in how many of these the

adverb had become a real prefix, but apparently it

had attained this function in some forms, as tip-

dhebban and ufhebban. In ME. the use of the

prefix is thoroughly established, though it is not

always possible to distinguish between real com-

pounds and simple precedence of the adverb on

metrical or rhetorical grounds. A number of these

uncertain examples may be found under various

senses of Up adv?- Of those established com-

pounds which require separate entry some occur

as early as the 13th century, as upbraid, -break,

-bring, -come, -go, -nim, -stand, etc., and many
more are found from about 1 300 onwards, as upbear,

-call, -cast, -draw, -give, -heave, -hold, -leap, etc.

Others have been constantly added during the

following centuries, so that even with the dis-

appearance of earlier instances the type has been

well maintained down to the present day. A con-

siderable proportion, however, occur only in poetry,

and are simple substitutions for the verb followed

by the adverb, although they are regarded as real

compounds and written as one word.

In the OE. collocations or compounds the prefix

has regularly the sense of ' upwards'. In ME. it

also assumes various transferred or figurative senses

of the adverb, and latterly may have any meaning

which has attached to this in connexion with

a verb, e.g. upbind to bind up ; tip-pen to pen up

;

upspeed, to speed up, etc. The same variety of

I meaning naturally occurs also in combination with

I

participles and verbal nouns.

In addition to those which are entered as main

words, the following examples illustrate the

tendency to employ the prefix in place of the

j

adverb. The first group contains examples earlier

than 1650, the second those of more recent origin

(mostly after 1800) ; where no definition is added,

the meaning is that of the simple verb in conjunc-

tion with up.

The earlier group could be considerably enlarged by the

inclusion of examples from Scottish poets of the i6th cent.,

esp. Douglas, who freely employs such forms as upblese

(= -blaze), -Jlo^ii, -glide, -/use (= raise), -kindle, -rax

( = stretch), -rive, -sprent, -steud, -stour, .strike, -swak,

•7varp, --.orcle. Instances from other authors are upbrace,

-keek, -Use (= gather), -sit, 'Skail, -spread, -sprinkle, •win

(= rise).

a. upari'se [OE. up-drisan'], upbend, tntr.

;

upbuTst, -oa-U, -de'lve, trans. ; updi've, inlr.;

upea-t, trans. ; upfl-nd, trans, to invent ; upfly,

inlr. ; upfo-, trans, to receive ; npge-t, intr. to

rise up ; upBra-ve,^ram. to dig up ; uphaTbour,
-harrow, trans. ; uphea'd, trans, to cover in

;

upiea'l, »«//.; upixe-bbe [OE. up-hebban'], trans.

to raise up, exalt ; uphilt, trans, to plunge up

to the hilt ; upkee-p, trans, to support ; uplce-yer,

intr, to recover; upknit, trans.; uplo-pe, tntr.

to spring up; uppe'n, -pro-p, trans.; upra-pe,

intr. to rise hastily ; upreek, intr. ; upre'nder,

-rent(= rend), -restoTe,-ri-d, /ni«j. ; upri-pe,

trans, to search out; upru'n, intr.; upsorew,

-shea-r, -shea-th, -sho're, trans. ; upsmite,

intr. ; upsna'toh, trans. ; + upsou-p, trans, to

swallow up ; upspar, -speaT, trans, to close up

;

upspee-d, trans. ; upspiTe, intr. to shoot up

;

upstau-nch, trans.; upsto-ok, trans, to dig up
;

' upsup, trans.; upthrive, intr. ; uptru-ss, -tu'ok,

-vomit, trans. ; upwa'ff, intr. to begin to blow ;

upwa'U, trans. ; upwa-x, intr. ;
upwei-gh, trans.

to lift up ; upweir, trans, to defend ; upwe-nd,

intr. to go up ; upvirra-p, -vrri-ng, trans.

1340 Ayenb. i85 Al ase ]>e oyle *op arist ine )>e lompe

alle J.eo^er woses. X649 F. Roberts Cl.i'ns Bibliorum 43

Them that against thee up-arose Thou utterly didst over.

throw. <;i440 Paltati. on Husb. 1. 1087 First lloore it ij

i

feet thicke enclynynge softe The fourneis ward, so that

I the flaume »vpbende. 159* Spenser F. Q. vi. xi. 43 B"t

: Calidore ..The dores ass-tyled, and the locks "vphraiit.



XTP-.

£X340 HAMPOt.E Pr, Consc, 4063 Alle men ^ai sal Van *up-
calle And byd l>am cum til |je dome alle. c 1400 Northern
Passion (H.) 468 When he saw \>o.\ sleped all, Peter first he
gan vp call, c 1440 Pallad. on Hnsb. ix. 92 Ther as they
growe, *vpdelue . . v foote into the grounde. 1603 J. Davies
(Heref.) Microcosvios Wks. (Grosart) I. 81/2 Plunge thee
ore head and earesin Helicon,.. Thence make thy fame *vp-
dive. 1630 Drumm. of Hawth, Shadozv of Jjidgeuient 247
In Townes, the liuing doe the dead *vp-eate. c 1440 Pallad,
on Hush. Prohem. 85 What thynge engyne *vpfynde, or
reson trie And iustifie. a 154a W yatt Complaint vfion Love
in TotteCs Misc. (Arb ) 49, I gaue him winges, wherwith he
might *vpflie To honor, and fame. x6oo Fairfax 'Passo xix.
xviii, But he..I-«t go his hold, and on his feete vpflew.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxvii. 13, I am turned, }>at i suld falle;

And lauerd *vpfange \v.r. onfonge ; L. suscepit] me with-
alle. 1581 Stanvhurst yEnet's i. (Arb.) 27 /Kneas-.With
Phoebus rising *vpgot. a 1340 Hampole Psalter vii. 16 pe
lake he oppynd and *vp grofe it [L. effodit\. Ibid.y He
vpgraues it_ when he waitis all )?at he may [etc.]. 1563
Sackville in Mirr, Mag* 131 b, Such heapes of harmes
*upharbard in his brest . . ray honour to deface. 1382 Stany.
HURST Mneis m. (Arb.) 86 You rest in fre quiet, thee seas
you need not *vpharrow. 1519 Extr. Aberd. Reg.{,\%\^ I.

96 Alexander Galloway.. promittit ..to big and *vpheid..
ane chapell and oratour. c 1440 Pallad^ on Husb. xi, 239
Yf a tender treeMekitte, ..in oon yeer *vphelethhitattonys.
«34o Ayenb. 217 Arere we . . oure honden to god ^et

*ophebbet» oure benes be guode workes. 1583 Stanvhurst
/Inez's II. (Arb.) 61 His blad he with thrusting in his old
dwynd carcas *vphilted. ci^iz Hoccleve Z>e Reg. Priuc.

4930 A bridil, Which t>at an hors *vpkepeth fro fallyng.

c 1350 iViU. Paleme 2759 For al J>at sterne strok stifli he i

*vpkeuerede, & swam swiftili awei. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
IV. vi. 30 Glance thus gan wisely all *vpknit ; Ye gentle

Knights [etc.]. a 1600 Montgomerie Misc. Poems jii.
!

33 'rhe cadger dims, . . And ladds "vploips to lordships

all thair lains. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xvi. xxxiii. What
|

letharge hath in drowsinesse 'vppend Thy courage thus? I

x6oi DoMNE Progr. Soul 386 Himselfe he *up-props, on
j

himselfe relies. 13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 1620 The wretche
stiward ne might nowt slape; Ac in the moreweing he gan
"uprape. cxiso Gen. ^ Ex. 3465 Smoke *up-reke3 and
raunt quakeS. 1551 Robinson tr. A/ore's Utopia (Arb.) 43
Thatthey..shaI..yeMe, and *vprender the possession therof. .

cx6ao Robinson Mary M>igd. 48 Blind Cupid seem'd to

shoote, and tender hearts *vprent. a 1560 Phaer Mneid
\

viii. (1562) Bb iiij b, And seruice left since yesterdaye He
gladly 'vprestores. 1581-3 Catal. Am: Deeds (1906) V, 484
[They shall] stocke, brushe, *uppe ridde and carie away [all]

breers, brembles[eic.]. ?« 1400 Morte Arth. 3940 The riche

kynge ransakes . . And *vp-rypes the renkes of alle the

Rownde Tabylle. f 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xii. 598 And
next to hem xvj [feet] ^vprenneth sone, 1646 G. Daniel
Poems Wks. (Grosart) 1. 18 Let petty Spheres their heightned

Peg^s *vp-Scrue, To rival with the greater. 1430-40 Lvdg.
Bochas III. 5107 .So of that lynage he hath the weed *u^
shorn. X614 Gorges Lncan 11. 47 Let thy vatne rage his

sword *vp-sheath. cxwj Abp. Parker Ps, cxix. 364 Vere
after yere me then •upshore with thy good helping hand.

1446 Lyekj. Two Nightingale Poems ii. 39 The bawmy
vapour of grassis gan *vp-smyte In-to myn hede. <xx566

R. Edwards Damon ^ Pithias C iv, Snap y« Tipstaffe..

came and *vpsnatched him. 138a Wyclif Ps. cxxiii. 4 Per
auenture water hadde *vp sopen vs [1388 sope vs vp; !«
absorbuisseiX. 1630 Tinker of Turvey 35 His eyes were.,
sparkling like the starres. When the day her light *up
sparres. X538 Bale Johan Baptystes ad fin., Adam, by hys
pryde, ded p:iradyse *vp speare. X338 R. Brunne Chron.

(tSio) 77 Saynt Cutberte s clerkes .. At Geruans set t>er

merkes, a hous t>ei gan *vpspede. 1558 Phaer j^neid U j,

Whan..stickes are kindled fast, and flame with noyse doth
close "vpspyre. f 1440 Pallad. on Husb, vi. 125 Ek skyn
and strj'nges seryng so tenfire "Vpstaunchelh blood. Ibid,

46 If ther be treen,*vp3tocke hem by the roote. X537 Surrey
in TotteVs Misc. (Arb.) 14 The whiche [tears] as sone as

sobbyng sighes . . * VfKupped haue, thus I my plaint renewe.

(;x44o Pallad. on Husb. 11. 446 The seueth [hour] as v, and
eigm as iiij "vpthrive. cx^ Hampole Pr. Consc. 5567
Silver and gold . . pe whilk l?ai had in hurde "uptrust. a xog
Skelton E. Rummyng 419 Her kyrtell she did *vptucke.

x^3 Stanvhurst ^neis 11. (Arb.) 54 Theire steed hath *vp-

vomited from gorge a surfet of armdmen. xj. . E. E. Allit,

P, B. 949 To wakan wederez so wylde J>e wyndez he callez,&
|?ay wrobely *vp-wafte & wrastled togeder. £:x44o Pallad,

OH Hush. I. 435 When that is drie, *vpwalle hit euery side.

1340 Ayenb. 75 per *opwexeJ> alle guodes, uayrhede, richesse,

wor)Ksipe, blisse. 15x3 Douglas /Sneid vi. vii. 62 The new
mone quhen first wpwaxis sche. a 1593 Marlowe Hero Sf

Leantler \. 450 They.. At his.. feet the engins layd. Which
th'earthfromouglyChaosden*vp-wayd. ^1586 Maitland
Theivis of Liddisdail f>i Sum grit men.. That., will *vp.

weir y^SAT stollin geir. ^ 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 t*o he

steah to heuene swo t>at his apostles .. bihielden hwu he
''upwende. a 1400 Isumbras 510 With wery bones the

knyghte up-wenede In to that haythene stede. x6oo Fairfax

Tasso X. Ixx. 193 The wilie dame In other foldes our mis-

chiefes would "vpwrap. a 1560 Phaer y^Wi-A/ix. (1562) Ffi,

The gate. .at last he shutts, and bolts *vpwrings.

b. upbuoy*, -cra'ne, -dra'g, -ha-nd, -haT-

row, -heel, -kni't, -pri ck, -re*nd, -shou-lder,

-8na*tch, -spee-d, -spew, -sta'mp, -sMt, -away,

-thrust, -whiTl, Irans. ; upbla'cken, -bla-ze,

-blow, -cree'p, -curve, -fla'me, -flee*, -flower,

-je-t, -ki*ndle, -kni-t, -move, -po*p, -rei'n,

-rou'se, -ru'n, -spiTe, -steain, -ste-p, -te*nd,

-we'll, t'nlr.

x8i8 MiLMAS Samor viii. 43 The roclcs..*Upblacken to

the sky. 1839 Hooo Nocturnal Sketch ii. The gas *up-

blazes with its bright white light 1798 Coleridge Anc,

Mar. v. xi, The ship mov'd on; Yet never a breeze *up-

biew. i6sj Benlowes Theoph. i. Ixviii, Pow'rs cannot

poets, as they pow'rs *up.buoy. a 1850 Kossetti Dante <S-

Circle 11. (1874)396 Nor once from her did show of love up.

buoy This passion x8i6 Monthly Mag. XLI. 527 To heave

aboard the stores, *Upcrane the cannon, roll the water

casks. 1874 R. Buchanan Poet. Wks. 1 1 1. 234 On thy shore

he sinks in death, And thy still tides "upcreep. 1885 B.

Harte Maruja iii, Then something like a light ring of

Vol. X.

417

smoke *up-curved from the saddle before lum. X847 Tenny-
son Princ. IV. 347 Shc.stoop'd to *updrag Melissa. x8a6
Carrington Dartmoor 87 To Jupiter *upflamed The human
hecatomb. iSio Southey Kehama xviii. vi, He started,.,

and to his head His hands *up-fled. 1894 Mrs. A. Webster
Mother ^ Daughter (1895) 31 My youth ^upflowers with
hers. 1865 KiNGSLEV Herew, iv, To high heaven, all so
softly, The angels *uphand him. X795 }A i\c-a^\\.\. Scotland''

s

Skaith IV. V, A' thy gentle mind ^'upharrows—Hate, revenge,
and rageuprears. 1877 The Sea i Dec, Tlie ship was begin-
ning to sink ; a sudden breeze springing "upheeled her still

more. x86o Tennyson Sea Dreams 52 With ground-swell,
which.. *upjetted in spirts of wild sea-smoke. 1857 Heavy-
SEGE Saitl {\Z6g) 189 Why in your eye "upkindles no fierce

joy At coming-on of battle? 1889 Rider Haggard Cleo'

Patra ii. iii, l-)oes the half-death of sleep, .thus *upknit the

cut thread of human kinship? xBog Poet, Register 178, I

reach a cot ; the friendly latch *upmoves. 1855 Singleton
Virgil I. 359 So many tongues, Mouths just so many babble,

she *uppricks So many ears. xSis W. Pennant Anster F.
\, xxvi. The churlish spirit . ,*up-popp'd from sea, a tangle-

tassel'd shape. X883 R. W. Dixon Mano i. xvii. 57 By his

cottage this bold knight *upreined. 1830 Tennyson Poems
126 Music, borne abroad By the loud winds, though they
*uprend the sea. 18x3 J. Baillie Orra in. i, -Uprouse ye,

then, my merry men ! X791 Cowper Iliad xviii. 543 A son
..[who] like a luxuriant plant *Upran to manhood. 1844
KiNGLAKE Eothen (1845) 104 A high struggling ridge that

*upshouIdered itself from out of the wilderness of myrtles.

X844 Mrs. Browning Lost B(m>eryX\y^ Mystic Presences of
power Had *up-snatch*d me to the Timeless. 187a J. Payne
Songs of Lift ^ Death g In his stead there was *upsped
A grisly Death from Hell. •i'j\\\Z'iQy.Ki.\.\ Original Canto
Spenser xxi, 'Till from their inly Maw their Loads they
did *upspew. x8s4 J. D. Burns Vision of Prophecy 165
The temple, like a glorious dream, *upspires Into the lucid

air. X791 Covvper Iliad v. 598 A dusty cloud . . which steeds

, , *Up-stamp'd into the brazen vault of heaven. xSxa Gary
Dantet Parad, viii. 75 The vapoury cloud . . Bituminous
*upsteamed. a X828 Hynd Horn xx. in Child Ballads
I. 207/1 Straight to them ye will *upstep. X833 Mrs.
Browning Stanzas Passage Emerson's Jrnl. vi| As when
the war-trump of the wind *Upstirs our dark blue sea. x8ti

Scott Don Roderick ir. xvi, That right-hand giant 'gan his

club *upsway, a X7ix Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I,

420 She, as to Heav n each Syllable *uptends, From Syllable

to Syllable descends, a X893 Chr, G. Rossetti Poems (1904)

215/1 As seeds their proper bodies all *upthrust. 1885 R.
Bridges Eros ^ Psyche x. xix, Out of the topmost stone

Of yonder hill *upwells a fountain head. 1845 Mangan
Germari Anthol. I. 40 The maelstrom. .*upwhirled and up-

bore me to daylight at length.

5. The use of up with past pples., originally syn-

tactical, gave rise to compounds of which several

had already so far established themselves in OE.
that derivatives in -nes and -lice were formed from

them. Examples are uj>(d)hafen, updhefed, up-

{d)sprungtny updstiien, tipcumcn. In ME. a

number of new formations appear; among the

earlier of these are upborne^ ^drawuy -folden^ -kungy

-iaidt 'lifted, 'reft, -risen^ -set. In the 16th and

17th cent, there are also frequent examples, and the

type is still usual, but at all periods these forms

have teen mainly employed in verse. When used

attributively the stress is normally on the prefix, but

metrical instances frequently retain it on tlie stem.

The following are illustrations ofcasual examples

of earlier and later date ; a few others are used by

Scottish writers of the i6th cent., esp. Douglas,

(dt) tupaheven [OE. up'dJiafen\ lifted up,

uplifted; f ^Pl^o^'iden, tied up; upbred,

-framed; fupgraven, dugup ; f uphoist, lifted

up ; upled ; t uplent, arrived on high ; up-

ploughed, -puffed, -pulled, -reft, -rent, -ripped

,

tupsete(d, oppressed; fupshet, shut up, en-

closed; upshut, -soaked, t-soaken, -stalled;

fupstreyht, upstretched; upsucked, -trailed,

f -whelmed, -wrapped, -wrought.

a izas Juliana 58 To bonken godd wi3 honden *upa-

heuene. a xa»5 Leg, Kath, 2373 Heo biheold upward, wi3

upaheuen heorte. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iii. 51^ Now
stakid & *vpbounden wol they be. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi.

ix. 20 Her golden locks, that were in tramels gay Vpbounden.
"1577 HoLiNSHED Chron. I, Hist. Scotland 126 As those that

were no Brytaynes borne, but straungers vnto them, being

both borneand *vpbred in a forrainecountrey. a 1560 Phaer
Mneid viii. {1562) Bbiij b, A towne there is with aunciaunt

stones **vpfraamd. Ibid. ix. Ee ij b, A towrcthen stood,

with skafR)lds large of length In place vpframyd fit. a 1340

Hampole PfdZ/iry Ixxix. 17 Kyndild at t»e fire and *vpgrafen

[L. suffossa\. c X557 Abp. Parker Ps. ii. G iij b, Lyke dust

or chaffe they bee *Uphoyst by winde. xs68 T. Howell
Arb. Amitie\id7g) 6S So I vphoyst by wyffling windes..

Doe bide the brunt of bitter blastes. x66> Milton P.L.
viu 12 *Up led by thee Into the Heav'n of Heav'ns, c X450

Sof:gs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 71/83 for ^at mayst bou joy,

man, \>at \>i cownt is *vplent, Wher God.. his body doth

present. x6io G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. i. Ixxi, The ^up-

plowed heart, all . . wounded by it selfe. 1573 Tusser Husb.

(1878) 147 His looke like a coxcombe, *vp puffed with pride.

1658 A. Fox IViirtz' Surg, iv, ii. 316 Such wounds, where

there appeareth an up-puffed swelling. <:x44o Pallad. on

Husb. X. i66 With roote a plaunte *vppuld & sett, wol

springe, a 1300 Cursor M, 26950 *Vp-reft he [sc. Paul]

was to thrid heuen. X584 Hudson Dh Barias' Judith in.

(i6ii) 33 Their Crosbowes were *vprent with yron Racks.

x^3 HoLcROFT Procopius, Goth. Wars iv. 130 These Bar-

barians.. made a new fashioned Ram, using no timbers

*upript, nor lying a crosse. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 283 For

of the false Moabites..The poeple of god was ofte *upsete.

1549 LvNNE Briefe Collection (title-p.), Ye most blessed..

of them that be vpseted wyth sycknes and other visitations

ofGod. ciW^PaUad.on Husb. i. 993 [With] water myxt the

UP-.

grount, , .
* Vpshette aboule, and trampled with cateL c 1485

in E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 52 Where are thy bestes, good
sone?. .They be now up-schete. x658 A. Fox IVUrtz' Surg.
I. viii. 35 That *up.shut moisture will stir at the changing
of weathers. 158a Stanvhurst ^neis 11. (Arb.) 55 Lyke
rauening woolfdams *vpsoackt and gaunted in hunger. Ibid.
HI. 77 Theire face wan withred in hunger, With famtn "vp-
soaken. x4^o-4o Lvdg. Bochas vni. 208 Domycian . . Proudli
comaundid, in his estat •up stallid, Of al the world he sholde
a god be callid. 1560 E. Hake Nerves Powles Churchyarde
(1579) F 5 These ranckly feede the pamperd Swyne vpstalled
in their nest, c 1425 Orolog. Sapient, iii. in Anglia X. 348/1
To go pruwdelye with an *vp-streyht nekke. 1560 B. Googe
tr. Palingenius' Zodiac 11. (1561) t> viij, *Vpsuckt the floudes
from out the seas, the whyrlwyndes vp doe beare. £1440
Pallad, on Husb, i. 290 But vines may ha vices worthy
blame : To longe or brode, *vptrailed or extendid. 1568 T.
Howkll Arb. Amitie (1879) 38, I rage and rewe.., *Vp-
whelmde in woes full sore. 164a H. More Song ofSoul \i.

I. i. a A Meteor,.. Whose inward hidden parts ethereal! Ly
close *upwrapt in that dull sluggish fime. c 1400 Desir. Troy
1542 The walles *vp wroght, wonder to se,

(b) upbrightened, -broken, -choked, -con-
jured, -covered, -cushioned, -flung, -followed,
-girt, -hoisted, -led, -lighted, -looped, -mixed,
-perched, -pointed, -poised, -propped, -ridged,
-shouldered, -shoved, -spouted, -steamed,
-swept, -swollen, -swung, -trilled, -wrenched,
-wrought, -yoked.
x86x Macm, Mag. IV. 132/1 Russet and green *upbrightened

with white. 1833 Mangan Poems (1903) 124 When the *up-
broken dreams of boyhood's span.. Come down like night
upon the feelings. 1783 Burns WinterNight ii, While burns,
wi' snawy wreeths *up.choked, Wild-eddying swirl. 1833
WoRDSW. A t Sea off Isle ofMan 5 Suddenly *up-conjured
from the Main, Mists rose to hide the Land. X857 Heavv*
SEGE .^aw/ (1869) 419 An old man,.. *upcovered with a man-
tle. x8a8CARLYLEyj/zjc.(i857) I. i42'.The throne's *upcush-
ioned lordliness. X828 ATHERSTONE/'rt//^A'/«^z'MI.ii Arms
*upfiung, and swaying heads. 1903 R. Kipling^ Nations,
The Destroyers, Nearer the up-flung beams that spell The
council of our foes. i8x8 Keats Endym. i. 163 After them
appear'd, *Up.follow'd by a multitude,, .a fair wrought car.

1B90 Atlantic Monthly]u\y 25 The braider stands With loin

*upgirt. X768 Chatterton Bristowe Tragedie 193 Whatte
tho', *uphoisted onne a pole, Mye lymbes shalle rottc ynne
ayre. 187a Blackmore /?/a/rf^.S"l^r (1881) 159 Horses.,
with their tails uphoisted. X84S V^OTtosw.* Forthfrom a
pitting ridge '7 *Up-led with mutual help. X794 — Gitilt ^
Sorrow xlvi, The bag-pipe dinning.. In barn *uplighted.

X887 Bowen /Eneid i. 320 Bare at the knee, and i.er fluttering

folds *uplooped for the chase. iSai Atherstone/'<7^w« 26
In the turbid rain-streams, thick *upmix'd With ashes hot.

1818 Keats Endym. i. 828 The nightingale, *up-perched
high. 1830 Atherstone Fall of Nineveh II. 102 The
threatening spear *Up-pointed, harmless as a wand became.
1864 Bryant Constellations 45 Thine eyes. .would see. .the

Swan *uppoised On gleaming wings, 1784 Covjve^ Task
II. 116 Never such a sudden flood, *Upridg'd so high..,

Possess'd an inland scene. X879 G. Macdonald SirGibbie
ix. The. .river, flowing, .through *upshouldered fields of
wheat. X837 Carlvle Fr, Rev. iii. v. vi, The Citoyens,

with *upshoved bonnet rouge, or with doffed bonnet. 1789
Cowper Queen*5 Visit to London igTheocean. ,*Up-spouted
by a whale in air. x8os-6 Cary Dante, Inf. xxx. 99 Sharp
fever drains the reeky moistness out, In such a cloud *up-

steam'd. 1791 Cowper Iliad xi. 375 The foam ^Upswept
by wand'ring gusts fills all the air. X774 Graves Spir.Quix.
(ed. 2) II. 198 The Rector, in sleek surcingle.., With eyes

*up-swoIn, and shining double-chin. i88a G. Macdonald
Weighed ^ Wanting III. xviii. 254 She saw on Amy's neck
a frightful upswollen wale. x868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 323
He saw above The form of Father Isidor ^upswung. 1799
Coleridge Lines in Concert-room ii. The long-breathed

singer's *uptriird strain. x8o8 Mrs. Ilh-f Poems (1818) 98

A rocky fragment, from the ground *upwrenched. X784

Cowper Task 11. in Ocean..,*upwrought To an enormous
and overbearing height, . . invades the shore Resistless. X837

Whittock Bk, Trades (1842) 407 {Smith). Afterwards ap-

peared the beer-man with his cans ' *up-yoked '.

6, The use of up before present participles, and

forming possible combinations with these, is some-

what rare in OE. ; the chief examples which occur

are np{&)st%iendcy itpsiandendey and upyitiende,

ME. furnishes a few instances, as uparising, -hang-

ings 'looking, -springing-, -tempering ; but this type

of formation becomes common only after 1500.

In the following illustrations of casual forms the

earlier examples are separated from those occurring^

after 1700.

{a) uparising, -belching, -blowing, -botch-

ing, -creeping, -floating, -hasping ( == closing),

-hoiaing, -leaning, -peaking (Peak v.^), -pluck-

ing, -riving, -seizing, f -souping ( =1 swallow-

ing), t -sparpliug ( =» scattering), -steaming,

-tempering.
c 1335 Prose Psalter xvii. 43 pou put out |)e *vparisand

[lj.insurgentes\ o^aines me, 1576 Newton Lemnie's Com-
plex. 142 Their Chawes rammishe, And throate *vpbelching

fulsome breathes. 1500 Spenser F. Q, hi. iv. 13 Till that at

last The watry Souihwinde from the seabord cost *Vp-
blowing, doth disperse the vapour lo'st. xs8i Stanvhurst
Mneis, etc. 95 Theese tbre were *vpbotching, not shapte, .

.

A clapping fyerbolt. 1626 Parallel Pelag, Error K4,\ An
euill vpcreeping since his death, 158a Stanvhurst y£"«f/j

I, (Arb.) 21 Soom wights *vpfloating on raisd sea wyth armor

apeered. Ibid. iv. 103 Hee causeth sleeping and bars: bye

death eyelyd *vphasping. Ibid. 21 Thee northen bluster..

Thee sayls tears tag rag, to the sky thee waues *vphoysing.

X588 Spenser Vir^.Gnat 154 Whilst thus his carelesse time

This shepheard driues, *vpleaning on his batt. X590— F. Q.
III. ii. 42 With that vpleaning on her elbow weake [etc.].

1582 Stanvhurst Mneis in. (Arb.) 76 Thee fourth day. .thee

shoare, neere setled, apeered And hils "vppeaking. Ibid,
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UP-.

n. 53 Hee.. sighs *vpplucktng from brest ful deepelye, thus
aanswerd. i6m G. Sandvs Ovid's Ulet, ix. (1626) 179 Oft
should you see him . . solid trees •vp-riuiiig. c 1550 Bale A',

yohan 1737, I wyll kepe this crowne in myn owne hande,
In the Popes behalfe *upseasyng Ynglond. 1583 Stanyhurst
jEmis III. (Arb.) 84 Charybdis On left hand swelleth. . In to

fut *vpsouping three tymes thee flash water angrye. a 1560
'HAKB ^neid IX. (1562) Ee iiij, A yong stere whyte as

snow,. .which with his fete *vpsparpling spredes the dust.
« 1560 lbid,\\\i. Bbijb, An Yle there is.. where smoke from
stones to Starrs ^vpsteaming sties, c 1440 Fallad. on llusb.
VII. 243 This flouris smale..*vptempuryng, forsake Nomaii
for hem to make . . , As of rosate is taughL

(b) upblazing, -bounding, -bracing, -break-
ing, -brimming, -bristling, -bubbling, -burn-
ing, -charioting, -coiling, -crawling, -flaming,
-gaping, -glitiing, -heaping, -knelling, -ridg-
ing, -rousing, -scaling, -slanting, -snatching,
-spearing, -splashing, -stretching, -swarming,
-sweeping, -thundering, -tracing, -wafting,
-wreathing.
1801 SouTHEV Thataba vl. viii, Now its wavy point *Up-

blazing rose, like a young cypress tree. 184a Mancan Poems
(1903I 136 The startled soul, *uphounding from the mire Of
earthliness. c 1833 Whittier Randolph o/Roanoke 102 His
gaunt frame *aphracing. 1859 Tennyson Guiitev. 388 Sheets
of hyacinth That seem'd the heavens *upbreaking thro' the
earth, a z86i Clough Ess. Class, Metres, Alcaics 5 The fury
of winds, that all night *Uphrimming, sapping slowly the
dyke,.. Fall through the breach. 18;^ T, Habdv Wessex
Poems 163 When her dreams were upbrimming with light.

tSsa W. WiCKENDEN Hunchback's Chest 16 Like a wild boar
•upbristling for the fight. 1874 R. Buchanan Poet. IVks.
III. 58 The spring *Upbubbling faintly seemeth as a sound.
a 1865 Ten.vyson Mystic 45 The last [circle], . . with a region
of white flame . . into a larger air *Upburnine:. i8xa W.
Tennant Anster F. 11. ii, The sun, *upcharioting from
Capricorn. 1803 Wordsw. K«</./r«j 18 A growth of inter-
twisted fibres serpentine *Up-coiling. S896 Kipling 7 Seas,
Derelict, The . . weed Folds me and fouls me, strake on strake
•upcrawling. 1805 Southev Madoc in W. i. 34 Many a fire

•Up-flaming, stream'd . .Red lines of lengthening light. 183a
L. Hunt Dryads 19 Yellow bills, *up-gaping for their food.
Z805-6 Gary Dant€, Inf. xxv. 7 Another [serpent] to his arms
"Upgliding, tied them. 1888 R. Buchanan City 0/Dream
viii. 158 And in its inmost shrine the priests of Baal Are not
•upheaping gold. 1845 Mangan German Anthology II,
io3 Then hear I music sweet "upknelling From many a..
ghantom-band. 1791 GowpER Odyssey xix. 555 *Upridging
igh His bristly back.., he sprang Forth from the shrubs,

•830 Atheestone Fall of Nineveh H. 16 With firm tread
The thronging echos. .*Uprousing as he passed. i88a Arm-
strong Garlandfr, Greece 226 *Upscaling steep and rough
to cross the Pass. 1876 C. Wells Joseph !f Brethren I,

V. 73 The thorns that ye have cast 'Upslanting in my path.
1828 Atherstone Fall 0/ Nineveh I. 241 The fallen reins
•Upsnatching then,.. o'er the field The Assyrian looked.
1784 CowpER Task V, 23 The bents And coarser grass, *up-
spearing o'er the rest, ..now shine Conspicuous. 1871 R.
Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 128 She . . Now to the brine ran forth,
•upsplashing freshly to meet her. 1815 Hogg Poet. Mirror
Wks. 1866 II. HI Two long ears *upstretching perpendicu.
larly. 1791 Cowper Iliad xii. 541 They..*upswarnnng
show'd On the high battlement their glittering spears, c 1873
J. Addis Eliz. Echoes (1879) 94 Th' uncertain hum Of hosts
upsweeping from the subterrene. 1796 Colebidgk Ode
Departing Year viii. Central fires through nether seas "up.
thundering. 1846 Prowett Prometh. Bound 21 Hollow
tones. From Hades' sullen realm upthundering. 17*7 Thom-
son .S'K«r»K>-iioo*Up-tracin^,from the vast In'ane.The Chain
of Causes and Effects to Him. 1757 Dyer Fleece lli. 309
Chimney-tops. .*up.wafting to the clouds The incense of
thanksgiving. 1849 Longf. Building 0/ Ship 187 Around
it columns of smoke, *up-wreathing, Rose.

b. In the earlier periods of the language these
forms in -ing were not einployed attributively.

Examples of this nse begin to appear in the i6th
century, bat are not common before the 19th. As
adjectives, such componnds would normally have
the maia stress on the prefix, and a secondary stress

on the stem (e.g. wpbea-ring, ufcreeping), but in

verse the full stressing of the stem is frequently
retained. The following illustrations of rarer forms
are divided into earlier and later instances,

(a) upcreeping, -flinging, -running, -sprout-
ing, -sticking.
1611 Cotgr. S.V. Eschalas, A Vine or any other weake-

branched, *vp-creeping..Pbnt. 1566 HtLktiT Horace, Sat,
ii. F2 When with grosse*upflyngyng fumes, your syght is

masde and dull. SS27 A^rmBW Bruns7oyke's Vistyll. Heaters
H ij. The same is good for the *upronnyng pymples of the
face. 1563 W1N3ET H^is. (S.T.S.) II. 18 The snairis of the
•wpsprouting hxretikis. 1611 Cotgr., .^rr^iJ/, .. an *vp.
sticking stub of a late cut shrub or tree.

(*) upbearing, -bounding, -breaking, -burst,
ing, -cooking, -oropping,-crowdlng, -flashing,
-flowing, -gushing, -pouring, -quivering,
-reaching, -sprouting, -stealing, -stretching,
-striving, -struggling, -tearing, -tiltipg.
1830 Tennyson Isabel iii, A leaning and *upbearing p.ira-

site, Clothing the stem. 1845 Masgak German Ant/iology
I. 60 Then *upbounding Life. .Unto all that died the Sun
shall bring. 182a I. Wilson Lights ^ Shadows 124 A sort
of glimmer, like that of an *upbreaking and disparting
storm, gathered about him. 1818 Keats Endym. 11. 56 Now
he is sitting by a shady spring. And elbow.deep. .Stems the
•upbursting cold. 1879 Stevenson Trav. Cevennes 159
The roof fell in and the uphursting flames discovered his
retreat. 1804 Collins Scripscrap. 58 A Brainless young
Crimp, with an *npcockinz snout. 189S B. Gregory Side
Lights Conjf. Meth. 249 An occasional *up-cropping con-
sciousness, c 1870 M. Arnold Oberntann once more ad fin..

The domed Velan, with his snows, Behind the *upcrowding
billi. 1813 Shelley Q, Mai viL 23 1 Showers of gore from
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the *upflashlng steel Of safe as.sassination. x8oi Southey
Thalaba ii. xxvi, No eye beheld the spring Of that *upflow.
ing Flame. 1845 Mangan German Anthology II. 18 L*rink
at Life's *upgu5.hing wells I 1858 Hawthorne Fi\ .5- //.
NoU-bks. 1. 145 An artificial lake with upgushing fountains.
X84S R. Ford in Shorter^ Borrmv .y Cinle (1913) 253 Just
dash down the first genuine 'uppouring idea and thoughts
in the plainest language. 1851 Hawthorne Ho. Sev, Gables
X, One of those *up-quivering flashes of the spirit. 1804
Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 151 Where the black *up-reaching
ledge Holds high its moss-hung turrets. 1898 Clodd Tom
Tit Tot iv. 41 Persephone, whom Demeter seeks. ., to find
her with the *upsprouting corn. 1859 Roses fif Thorns 354
The *up-stealing shadows of evening. 1837 Carlvle Misc.
£ss.j RichteTt This *upstretching aurora of a morning.
1855 Lynch Lett. Scattered iu (1872) 26 One *upstriving
flame of prayer. 1835 Carlvle in Froude Li/e in London
C1884I 1 . 46 One glorious *up-struggling ray . . which perished,
. . in a lax, languid, impotent character. x8i^ J. S,coTt Paris
Revisit, (ed. 4) 219 Broad rugged tracks, which seemed as if

they had been swept by some fiery *up-tearing stream. 1841
H. Miller C?, R, Sandst. vi. 107 The strata, .have been un-
packed and arranged by the *uptilting agent.

7. In OE. the combination oiup- with a verbal
substantive is lin^ited XQuphebbing^ perhaps directly
formed from uphebban. In ME. a number of in-

stancesoccur,the earliest being upastyingi^ >= ascend-
ing), -castings -comings -covering (= recovery),
-nimfning^ -risiiigy -stying^ and -taking. In the
i6th c. the type becomes common, and again in the
19th. Earlier and more recent formations of a
casual nature are illustrated in the following groups.

{a) t uparising, f -astying, -bolstering,

t -crying, -passing, f -receiving, -sealing,
-twinkling, -tying, f -weening.
1340 Ayenb. 213 At yestre [= Easter], his *oparizinge, hou

he aros urani dyat>e to Hue. a xzoo St. Marker 1 Efter ure
lauerdes.-ariste of deaS, ant efter his *up astihunge. 1610

J. Robinson Justif. Separation 258 The Churches vngodly
connivency, and *vpboulstring them in their scandalous
sinns, makes them nothing the better, 1651 Bnrgh Rec.
Stirling (1889) II. 306 To John Wordie for reading the
ordoures annent *upcrying the monej;, X533GAU Richt Vay
(S.T.S.) 49 Ye maner of his \sc. Christ's] "vppassing. 157a
Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 145 In thair uppas^ing and
douncuming. 13. . Castelo/Love{\i.) 1665 The cursede shuU
in erthe byn . . , wyth the *up.receyveng they shulle agr>-se.

1563 Man Musculus' Conmtonpl. 281b, That grace,. the
token, sacrament and "upsealinge [L. obsignation whereof is

ill Baptisme. igOT Pilgr. Parnass. iv. 425 To see A puritane
•up-twinckling of his eye. 1614 P. Forbes Comm. Revela.
Hon 217 Then his "vptying is to bee counted, when, .hee is

perfectly made fast. 1340 Ayenb. 21 f>e )ji idde bo^ of prede
IS arrogance J^et me clepe}> *opweninge oj^er opnimlnge.

(<^) upbubbling, -flickering, -gushing, -light-
ing, -piling, -ripping, -squatting, -streaming,
-summing, -surging, -swelling, -winding,
-working.
x888 Daily Neivs 26 May 5/8 To watch the *upbubbling of

the flashing.. waters. 1881 Cornh. Mag. XLIV. 481 The
last *up-flickering of his dying intelligence, 1846 Haw.
THORNE Mosses u. iii. 50 The *upgushings and outpourings
of these initiated souls, i860 J. H. Stirling Crit. Fss.,
Macaulay{iZ6%) 122 The*up-Hghting of the *age of reason'.
18^ Blackie in Class. Mus. I. 339 A more cumbrous up-
piling of erudite blunders. 1859 Sala Tw, round Clock
(1861) 121 The *upripping of his unhappy coat-collar, 1840
Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. i. Ghostj The Gorgon's head Was
but atypeof Nick^ *up-squatting in the bed. x88o Geikie
Pkys. Geog, (1885) 46 A constant *upstreaming of warm
moist air. 1884 J. Pakker Apost. Li/e III. 23 The all but
infinite prudence which forecasts totalities and *upsummings.
1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 130 The "upsurging.. of nobler
and better feelings. 1899 Edin. Rev. Apr. 317 *UpweIlings
of molten basalt. 1837 Lockhart Scott IV. i. 22 A better
*upwinding of the plot of the Black Dwarf, a 1834 Cole-
ridge Notes ^ Lect.{\Z^q) 1. 230 A wild "up-working oflove
,.is perceptible throughout.

8. The use oitip- with agent-nouns first appears
in ME. in the 14th century, the earliest examples
being upstyer and uptaker, with upbearer, -holder,

and -raiser following a little later. Similar forms
occur in the 16th cent, (but chiefly Sc), as up-
bigger (= builder), -closer, -creeper, -lifler,, -looker

j

-putter, -setter, and a few in the 17th, Zi^vpbringcr,

'giver (Sc), -riser* Later formations are mainly
from the 19th cent., as upbttilder, -climber, -shutter,

-stander,

TT'p-a-daisy, interj. Now diaL or colloq.

Also 8 -dazy, 8-9 -dalsey. [f. Up adv.l; cf.

Upsidaisy and dial, npaday. For tlie ending,
cf. lackadaisy and {a)lack-a-day^ An exclamation
made to a child on encouraging or assisting it to
rise from a fall, etc., or to surmount an obstacle,

or when raising it in thearmsorjerking it into theair.
17XX Swift Jml. to Stella 5 Feb., Come stand awaj', let

me rise. . . Is there a good fire ?—So—up a-dazy. X756
ToLDivRVY Hist.2 Orphans II. 24 * Up-a-daisey,' said Rli^
Bella, and then, .gave hini a push behind. 1854 Miss Baker
Northauipt. Gloss. 370 Up-a-daisy, a fondling expression of
a nurse to_ a child whilst lifting it from the ground, en-
couraging it to assist itself In rising. 1899 G. Ford 'Postle
Pann ix. 43 ' Up-a-daisy I ' .said Annie, as the fat little legs
struggled to mount the steps,

XTpai'thrio, a. [f. Gr. {rnoxQp-o^-^-iGx see
Hyp^thral a. and cf. Hupaithric <?.] Open to

theair; having no roof ; hypoethral.
18x9 Shelley Ess. ^ Lett. (1852) II. 155 Their temples

were mostly upaithric; and. .the stars. .were seen above.
1851 [J. Fane] Poems Early Years 24 A vast upaithric fane.

UP AND DOWN.
+ XJpaland, Sc. var. of «/£»/<z«^Uponland adv.

(with further reduction of the prep. ; cf. Aland
adv.). Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems 1. 19 At feistis and brydallis wp-

aland, He wan the gre. X560-X ist Bk. Discipl. Ch. Scot.
(1621) 40 If it be upaland where the people convene to the
doctrine but once in the week. 1571 Satir, Poems Reform.
xxxiii. 158 5e do not ^our office, For vpaland thay haue not
dew seruice. a 1600 Montgomerie Sonn. xxv. 3 This is no
lyfe that I live vpaland.

b. Jock upaland, a rustic. Also allusively.
a 1568 Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 268 Thus said Jok

vpalland. X637-50 Row fJist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 463
Many are gaping for it [sc. a church], and using moyen at
Court to gaine it, but it will be Jok up-a-Iand.

Hence f Upalands a. = Uplands a.

"535 LvNDESAV Satyre 4040, 1 leirit 50W merchants mony
ane wyle, Vpalands wyfis for to begyle. 1595 Duncan
App. Etym. {E.D.S.), Pero, vpalands shoone.

XTp-a-nclior.z;. [Upa^z^.i id.] zw/r. To weigh
or heave up the anchor.
1897 Kipling Capt. Conr. 185 At last she cleared decks,.

.

up-anchored and began to move.

Up and down, adv., prep., a., and sb. [f. Up
advy and adv^ + Down adv^
A. adv. 1. Alternately on or to a higher and

a lower level or plane. Also in fig. context.
ciaos Lav. 14276 Hebi-heold)?enewalupanddunoueral.

a X300 Cursor M. 2238 pat ai quen we se ani chesun, Freli
[we] may climb vp and dun. ^1340 Ayetib. 246 pe Iheddre
..huerby J>e angles., cliue op and doun. CX400 Maundev.
(Roxb.)xxxi. 139 Fendez..fliezvpand doune in J>eaerwith
grete thunders. ci^^Digby Myst. (1882)111. 1669, 1 felytt
ster In my wombe yp and down. 1559 W. Cunningham
Cosmogr. Glasse 29 'i'hen rayse vp and downe the ruler.,
vnto the sonne. 1583 Hollvbasd CampodiPior 27 Washe
your mouth, and do the water up and downe in your throate.
1633 P. Fletcher Purple Ist. xii. Hi, Tost up and down in
waves of worldly floud. x68o in W. Hacke Coll. Voy. (1699)
III. 7 Which Ebbs and Flows here two Fathom up and down,
171a J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 192 The short
Cilinder..is moved up and down in the Barrel of the Pump.
x8ao BvRON Juan v. Ixxviii, WrestUng both his arms into a
gown, He paused, and took a survey up and down. X889-91
{see Stare v. 2cl. 1893 Plioto^. Arm. II. 402 The action
IS up and down, without vibration.

At- ^*374 Chaucer Troylus 11.659 She..gan to caslen
and rollen vp and down with-inne here l>ought his excellent
prowesse. c x4So Mironr Saluacioun (Roxb.) 149 Sekeing
oft vp and doune of deth fande thay cause none rightwise.
1513 Douglas Aineid x. ii. too All the hevynly wychtis dyd
quhyspir and roun, In opynyonys full diuers, wp and doun.
1584 D. Fenner Def. Min.{\^Z-j) 121 Although he knewe..
the meaning of them, yet he turneth them vppe and downe
as if they were riddles.

b, fig. With variation of success or fortune.
1430-40 LvDG. Bochas i. 2718 Ay the tribut & seruage oflf

the toun Procedith foorth, thei constreyned wer so sore,
Lich as ther lott turned up and doun.

'\^*fiS' (^" predicative use, passing into adj.)

Varying, changeable, unstable. Obs.
X643 Caryl ^flcnCcj'/. 36 It is., most unsutable..for us to

be up and downe, forward and backward, likeing and dis.
liking, like that Double-minded man. 1643 Rutherford
Tiyalff Tri. Faith 16 Men naturally beleeve, though they
be but up and down with Christ, yet Christ doth so bear them
at goodwill, as [etc.]. 1650 Baxter Saints' R. iv. 38 His
Love to thee will not be as thine was. . to him, seldom and
cold, up and down.

2. Hither and thither; to and fro; backward and
forward.
axioo Moral Ode 240 in O.E.Hom. I. 175 Ho..walke3

weri up and dun, se water dej> mid winde, 1297 R. Glou&
(Rolls) 11313 Wib him to wende aboute, to sywe him vp &
doun. 1303 R. Brunnk Handl. Synne 4034 He jede yn
hys celle vp and down. <:x386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T.
359 On hise toos he rometh vp and doun. CX440 Cast.
Persev. 2519 Up & doun J>ou take J>e wey. 1508 Dunbar
Gold, Targe 84 There saw I May.. Within the gardyng
walking vp and doun, 158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedas
Cong. £. Ind. 93 b, The enymyes were scouring up and
downe in the Sea. X659 pELL/zw/r. Sea 55 Many of you
walk up and down in the ships you have command of. 1693
R. L'EsTRANGK Fables (i^) 251 You are so.. given to
squirting up and down, and chattering, that [etc.J. 1713
Addison Cato ni. i, Life wanders up and down Through all

her Face, and lights up ev'ry Charm. 1741 Richardson
Pamela (ed. 3) I. 1S7 She is up and down so much, that I

am afraid of her surprising me. x8ii hyRon Hints Jr. Hor.
478 And boys shall hunt your hardship up and down. x87a
Tennyson Last Tojtm.647 Pacing moodily up and down.

3. Here and there ; at various points ; esp. in

several or diverse places throughout a district,

country, etc.

In very frequent use from c 1635 to i7oa
^1300 Cursor M, 11444 pai..spird him efter vp and dua

<:i374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 210 What availeth suche a
longe sermon Of auentures of love vp and dovne. x5ox B.
] oasoti Poetaster i.ii. (1905) 18 He..liu'd obscurely vp and
downe in boothes, and taphouses. 1680 R. L'Estrange
Citt if Bumpkin (ed. 3) 3 We had our Agents at all Publick
Meetings,.. all the Schools up and down. 171a Budgeu,
Spect. No. 277 P13 With several Ribbons stuck upand down
in it. X760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822) III. 37 A few of
the eldest., gathered up and down into little sets. 1855
Browning Era Lippo Lippi 41 Brother LIppo's doings, up
and down. You know them?

b. Throughout the worksofan author or authors.
1668 H. More Div. Dial. iv. ix. 31 Intimated up and down

in the Gospels by our Blessed Saviour. x6^ T. Hearne
Duct. Hist. (1714) 1. 35 To relate all the Witticisms scattered
upand down in the Books of the Cabalists, about thjs Word.
1699 BovER Fr. Diet., Centon,. .a Poem made up of several
Pieces pick'd up and down from the Works of others.
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4. Upside-down ; topsy-turvy. Also_/?^. Now
s,w. dial,

x5<ji Percivall Sp. Did., Trastornadttra, ouerthrowmj;,
turning vp and downe. 1600 W, Watson Decacordon Pref.

(1602) A 3 b, The Germaines (where the iniperiall triple

Crowne of Caesar yet renjaines vp and downe). 1634
Malory's Arthur i. cxiv. 7.^\i^ Syre launcelot charged so
sore vpon him that his horse reuersed vp and downe. i888-
93 in Somerset and Devon dialect i^Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v.).

6. In or into a vertical position ; vertically.

1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mae, n. 80 Set the end of the
Cross-Staff to the outside of the Eye,, .holding it right up
and down. 1697 Dampier Voy. i. x. 298 A long Yard that
peeks up and down like a Mizen-yard. 1748 Anson s Voy.
II. i. 112 We hove the cable right up and down. 1791
Smkaton Edystonc L. §132 The. .cable, .had been hawled
in so tight as to keep the swivel from striking the ground,
when right up and down. 1867 Smvth Sailor^s IVord-bk.

574 In anchor work, when the cable is in that condition, the
boatswain calls, * Up and down, sir '. Ibid. 707.

6. In every respect; entirely, thoroughly, com-
pletely. Now dial.

154a Udall Erasm. Apopk. agi b, He was even Socrates
up and down in this poincte.., yt noman ever sawe hym
either laugh or wepe. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 170
His eloquent tongue, and ready vtterance,. .in those he was
Pisistratus vp and downe. i6ao Middleton Chaste Maid
III. ii, It has the mother's mouth. The mother's mouthy up
and down. 1649 Milton Eikon. xi, This is the Pharisee
up and down, ' I am not as other men are '. 1832 J. Barring-
ton Personal Sk. III. 224 God bless him, up and down,
wherever he goes, here or hereafter ! 1B78-89 in dialect

glossaries, etc (Cumbld., Lane, Line).

t b. Altogether ; in all. Ods.""^

iSSz J. Hevwood Prov.
(J-

Epigr, C1867) 215 What comth
our meate to? foure shyllyngs vp and downe.

7. US. colloq. In a straightforward or blunt

manner ; acting in this way. (Cf. C. 3 b).

^ 186^ Mrs. Stowk Oldtown Folks xx,Talk about coddling !

it's little we get o* that, the way the Lord fixes things in this

world. ..He's pretty up and down with us, by all they tell us,

1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. 6^, To handle a matter up and down

;

to talk up and down.
B, prep. 1. a. Backward and forward in ; to

and fro along or upon.
i4ia-ao LvDG. Chron. Troy i. 1575 J>e halle in soth sche

walkyth vp and down. 1553 T. Wilson Rltet. 31 You shall

hauc a pretie litle boye, runnyng vp and doune youre house,
i^SS Geafton Chron. II. 334 The Lordes counsayled the
ktng..to rowe vp and downe the ryuer. 1645 Pagitt
Heresiogr. (ed. a) 32 They wandred up and downe the
Countreyes without staves. 71676 Lady Chaworth in \ith
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comut. App. V. 3^ She.. is pulled up and
down the ponds in them [sc, sledges] every day. X71X
Stekle Spect. No. 06 P3, I was strolling up and down the
Walks in the Temple. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy.
230 Every Person of any Account goes up and down them
[tc. streets] either on Horseback or in a Chair. 1820 SotrrHEY
IVesley I. 405 Under such feelings he wandered up and down
the fields. 1855 Macaulav Nist. Eng. xiji. III. 269 Accom-
panying James in his last walk, up and down the Mall. 1896
Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 615/1 A red light was automati-
cally shown up and down the line.

b. Here and there in or upon ; in several parts

of or diverse places throughout.

1597 Shaks. 2 tlen. IV^ 11. t. 113 She sayes vp & downe
the town, that her eldest son is like you. 1640 H. Spelman
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camdenj 164 They that to prevent my
election, published up and downe some CoHedges that,. [I]

had declined the choice. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867
V. y>g They have frequently acknowledged it to be an ever-

lasting covenant, as is evident up and down the Scripture.

i7«i Steels .S"/«/. No. 11 f 4 Sprinkled up and down the
Writings of all Ages. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales 1,33
The eyes.. in some insects amount to six or seven thousand,

and spread up and down the body as on the spider.
^ 1849

Macaulay //«/. j5'«^, ix. II. 444 Early in August hints..

were whispered up and down London. 1894 Times 4 June
6/a To gather into one collected whole statements scattered

atpresent all up and down your columns.

2. Alternately on or to a higher and lower plane

in or upon,
1665 HooKK Microgr. 202 A certaine white substance,,

may be observ'd to fly up and down the Air, i7a6SHELvocKB
Voy. round IVorld 250 The danger.. of carrying a load up
and down mountains. 1741 Richardson Panula (ed. 3} I.

201 The Maid Nan . . asked if any thing was the matter, that
I was so often up and down stairs ? 1855 (J. K. LEiFCHiLr]
Cornwall 153 Along levels^ and up and down winzes (ven-
tilating openings), the air is coursing. 1859 F, E. Paget
Curate 0/Cundyerxuorth 62 The whole herd, tearing up and
down the hill side,

C, ad/, (Now usually hyphened.)

L Directed, occurring, or taking place, alternately

upward and downward.
t6i6 Chapman tr, Musxus D 6 b. With vp and down-lookes,

whetting his desire. 179S Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 587 The
up-and-down motion m walking. 1834 EncyeL Metrop.

(1845) VIU. 748/2 The up-and-down action is communicated
to this machine by chains. X839 Ure Diet. Arts, etc. 1110

These faller wires. .arc guided truly in their up-and-down
motions . . by a cleaner-plate. 1874 Bkdforu Sailor's Pocket
Bk. V. 121 To insure getting an ' up and down cast ' [of the

leadj, 1881 Black*s Guide Devon, (ed. 11) 175 From here to

Brendon Church . . is zj miles ofvery up-and-down travelling.

trans/. 1808 Vancouver Agric. Devon 100 Farming ten-

antry . . rent . . from 200 to 300 acres of land, the greater part

of which is subject to a system of up-and-down husbandry.

b. Adapted or used for hauling up and down.
1794 Rigging ^ Seamanship II. 281 A chain, called an up-

and-down span. i86o Nares Seamanship 37 What tackles

are used? A luff and an up-and-down. tSij Smyth Sailor s

IVord bk. 708 Up-and-down tackle,

O. Of persons: That hauls, goes, works, etc., up
and down.

1851-^1 Mavhew Lond. Labour III. 247/1 'Up-and-down
men', or coalwhippers, as they are usually called. 1897
IVesim. Gaz. 10 April 2/1 A man, a cook-housemaid, an up-
and-down girl.

^. Jig. Alternately rising and falling; presenting

variations comparable to movenient up and down.
i8ia BvRON IVal/z Ep., A d—d see-saw up-and-down sort

of tune. 1819 Metropolis 1, 104 Uneven measures, sportive-

ness and fancy must lead them [sc. poets], .an up and down
dance. X889 Spectator 14 Dec. 830 Even the free-living

artist Fra Lippo Lippi talks in Browmng'ssudden, impatient,
up-and-down style.

2. Perpendicular ; straight up, erect ; very steep,

c 1710CELIA FtENNES Z>/«/>'(i888)232 Its such an Enclosed
Country, and such up and down steep hills. 1817 H. T.
CoLEBRooKE Algebra, etc. 15 Repeat tne operation till the
up and down line contain but two quantities. 1894 C. N.
Robinson Brit. Fleet 278 The IVarnor a.nd Defence classes

had plain up and down cutwaters. 1897 Daily Neivs 21
Sept. 3/2 With clothes hanging in folds upon her up-and-down
figure.

b. U.S. Direct, straightforward, downright.
1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. i. xxxvi, No strong-minded,

straight-a-head, right up and down man does that. 1869
Mrs. H. B. Stowe Oidtozvn Folks xxiv, A well-preserved,
up-and-down, positive, cheery, sprightly maiden lady. 1896
Peterson Mag. Jan. 94/2 The two women folks . . finally had
an up-and-down row.

3. Having an uneven or irregular surface ; con-
sisting of ups and downs,
^775 S. J, Pratt Liberal Opin. cxxiii. (1783) IV. 133 Very

few gentlemen. .come to suchad—in—d up-and-down place
as this, 1830 CoLMAN Random Records 202 Durham, ..a

strange up-and-down Episcopal City, 1853 Dickens Bleak
Ho. VI, [My room] was of this kind, with an up-and-down
roof. 1898 \. Austin Lamia's Winter Quarters 49 He lived

in an up-and-down hamlet among the hills.

^* fi^' Marked by alternations of success^ etc.

;

changeful, variable.

1907 A. Ransome Boliemta in London 200 It Is an up-and-
down-life, my friends.

4. Taking place to and fro or backward and for-

ward ; spent in moving about.
1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i. I. in She has, in the

course ofan up-and-down life, met with a good many authors.

1876 Preece & SivEWRiGHT Telegraphy 292 What is called
up and do^vK working ; that is, . . each station sending alter-

nately one or several messages. 1884 Sala yourn. due South
II. i, The perpetual up-and-down flowing of the crowd.

5. In collocations arising from an ellipse of the

sb, after up : a. Pugilism. (See quots,)

1840 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports 1218 That species of
contest, called up and down fighting, that is, when a man
is got down he is kept down and punished till incapable of
motion, 1863 Kingslev Water.Bab. iv, They were fighting j

savage, desperate, up-and-down fighting. 1867 [T, Wright]
Some Habits Working Classes 124 Up-and-down.fights, in

which, .the men fight both up and down.
b. Of or pertaining to ' up ' and * down * trains,

1890 Dail^ News 16 Sept. 6/4 Two complete sets of up
and down lines run out of that station. x^>8 Engineering
Mag, XVI. 73 Acting as through stations for the main up-
and-down traffic.

c, Watckmaking, (See quot.)
1884 F. J. Britten Watch <y Clockm. 276 [An] up and down

Indicator.. [is] mechanism for indicating when a watch or
chronometer requires winding.

D. sb.

I. PI. uses (occas, hyphened), ups and downs,
L a. Undulations or irregularities on the surface

of ground, etc. Also in fig. context.
x68a Whitelock's Mem.^ Pref., There are flats.. as well as

ups and downs and precipices. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Theve-
not's Trav.i. 159 The Street being full of ups and downs,
they make it. .smooth from end to end. 1698 T. Frogkr
Voy. no The town is nothing throughout but up's and downs
and.. consequently carriages are very impracticable there.

17x7 Berkeley Tour in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 563 After our
ascent through a difficult path, many ups and downs, stony,
narrow and uneasy, among shrubby mountains, etc. on foot.

xSax COBBETT Rur. Rides (1853) 10 The ups and downs of
sea in a heavy swell. 1859 Tennyson Marriage ofGcraint
236 Geraint. .rode, By ups and downs, thro* many a grassy

glade. 1879 Hare Story of my Life (1900) V. xx. 169 All

the ups and downs of the ground.

b. Uiidulatory motions, tracings, etc. PAsoJig.
"

i860 W. H. Russell Diaty India II, 327, 1 did not find

it easy to sleep in the palkee, with its ups and downs. 1860-^70

Stubbs Lect. EuroP. Hist. (1904) 8 Charles's wars with
Francis are a regular seesaw. The Pope is generally the
person who pulls the ups and downs. z888 R, Abkrcromby
Weather \\. yj Ifwe look at the barometer*trace,,, tlie 'ups*
and ' downs ' suggest the analogy of waves,

2, a. Vicissitudes, variations, or alternations in

respect of fortune, success, etc. Also const, of (life,

fortune, etc.).

In frequent use from c 1850,

1659 BuMYAN Law 4- Grace Unf. Wks. 1855 I. 553 The
very saints of God have, .many ups and downs in this their

travel towards heaven. x68o C. Nhsse Ch. Hist. 99 The
church . .continued 450 Vfears] in its Vps and Downs, 1727 P.

Walker Remarkable Passages (1827) I. 29;^ He.. had many
Ups and Downs in his Case, warm Blinks and Clouds. 1793-4
AiKiN & Mrs. Barbauld Even, at Home (1805) IV. 5, 1 have
had my ups and downs in the world. 1807 Southev Es-
priella's Lett. II. 178 The ups and downs of commercial
Speculation. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. ii. P 7 The ups and
downs in the lottery of my own life. 1859 Thackeray K/r^m.
Ixxxi, They had had their ups and downs of fortune. 1B75

Helps Soc. Press. XX. 2g7 His life is a life of ups and downs,

the ups and downs not being of exceeding magnitude.

b. Alternations in respect of condition, quality,

etc, ; vagaries, variations,

1855 Cklmley Ess.t Westtv. Ho I 301 The ups and downs,

the fortunes and emotions, of a passion. i88a Mrs. Oliphant
Lit. Hist. Eng, I. 368 The ups and downs of a mind so
precariously balanced. 1899 Allbittt's Syst. Med. VI. 897
The ups and downs met with in the course of the disease.

II. Singular uses (usually hyphened),

1 3. A swing-boat, Obs.
i&i^Sporting Mag. XLI 1. 20 There were the usual swings,

ups-aiid-downs, and roundabouts. 1816 in Hone Every-day
Bk, (1825) I. 572 Up-and-downs, merry-go-rounds [at fairs].

1825 Hone Ibid. 1228 There is an ' up and down ', or swing,
of. . woodwork.
4. a. Alternate rise and fall, esp._/5^, in respect of

position, fortune, etc, ; variation of condition, lot,

or circumstances.

»77S S. J. '?^KiT Liberal Opin, cviii. (1783) IV. 29 [The
present world] is in itself one general up-and-down : the
human soul abhors sameness, a 1838 C. Morris Lyra Ur-
ban. (1840) II. 338 What an up-and-down is this? A shift

from palace to cot. 1867 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. Introd.,

Poems (1912) 287/2 The regular up and down of the pent-
ameter churn, 18^6 S. Lanier Clover 71 Th* incalculable
Up-and-Down of 'lime Made plain before my eyes.

b. Fluctuation or vacillation ^passion, etc.

1905 Stopford Brooke Ten PlaysShakesp, 88 The up-and-
down of his bewildered passion has passed away.
5. An irregularly undulating surface, lineation, etc.

1836 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh i. 1109 Such an up and
down Of verdure,—nothing too much up or down, A ripple

of land. 1888 Encyel. Diet, s.v, ToniCy The * up and down '

of pitch is not represented to the eye as on the staff.

Hence Up-and-dowziisliuesB ; Up-aud-downy
a. nonce-words.
1853 R. S. Surtees Spongers sp. Tour xliv, The up-and>

downy, wavy piece of road. 1873A. J.ELLisin Trans. Philoh
Soc. 130 Such wonderful up-and-downishness does not shew
much declamatory taste.

Upanishad (wpa^'ni/^ed). [a. Skr. tipa-niskdd,

f. upa near to + ni-shad to sit or lie down.] In

Sanskrit literature, one or other of various speculative

treatises chiefly dealing with the Deity, creation,

and existence, and forming a division of the Vedic
literature.

j8os Colebrooke in Asiatic Researches VIII. 446, I shall

here quote, from this Upanishad, a single dialogue. x8i6
R. Roy {title). Translation of the Ce'na Upanishad, one of

the chapters of the Sama Veda. 1861 Max Muller Lect.

Sei. Lang. 145 Dara.. became a student of Sanskrit, and
translated the Upanishads.,into Persian, .in the year 1657.

Upard, obs, f. Upward adv.
Uparise, 'arising, -arist: see Up- 2 b, 4, 6, 7.

II Upas (y«*pas). Also 9 oopas, [a, Malay

ijJ^A iipas poison, in the ^oxah. pohun {orpftkun)

ftpas poison-tree.

In senses i and 2 correct usage would require the com-
pound upas-tree. The full Malay name has been used by
some writers in the inexact forms bohon, bohun, bopon, bon,

and boa upas.]

1, A fabulous tree alleged to have existed in Java,

at some distance from Batavia, witli properties so

poisonous as to destroy all animal and vegetable

life to adistance of fifteen or sixteen miles around it.

The account given in the London Magazine of 1783, from
which Erasmus Darwin adopted and gave currency to the
fiction, professed to be translated from one written in Dutch
by Mr. Foersch (who was a surgeon at Samarang in 1773),

but was app. the invention of George Steevens, The history

of the fable is fully traced in Yule and Burnell's Hobson-
Jobson^ s.v. upas.
a. 1783 Lotuion Mag. ^i-^/i They are asked.., whether

they will go to the Upas tree for a box of poison ? x8ig

VViFFEM Aonian Hours 58 His life was like the Upas-tree,

The curse of all his kind ! 1841 Thackeray j1//jc.£jj. (1885)

401 Avoid tobacco as you would the upas plant.

^. 1783 London Mag. 516/2, I have been convinced, that

the gum of the Upas is the. .most violent of all vegetable

poisons. 1789 E. Darw IN Loves ofPlants ni. 238 Fierce in

dread silence on the blasted heath Fell Upas sits, the Hydra-
Tree of death. 1815 Helkn M. Willia.ms Pres. St. France
iv. 68 Held in as much abhorrence as if they had shed the

poisons of the Upas. 1858 Sears Athan. ii. 89 The Upas
of the desert, and the nightshade of the jungles.

attrib. and Comb. 1838 K USKIN Scythian Banquet Song iv,

Nor deemed [ 1 ] my love, like Upas dew, A plague. 1845 Ford
Handbk, Spain ii. 724 Such is its upas-like atmosphere.

1847 Emerson Mithridates 19 Swing me in the upas boughs,
Vampyre-fanned, when I carouse.

b. Jig. A baleful, destructive, or deadly power
or influence,

a. x8ox SouTHEY Thalaba IX, II. 200 From that accursed
venom springs The Upas Tree of Death. s8^ Westm. Rev.
April 464 That Upas tree, w hich has since borne all the bitter

fruits of Turkish oppression. 1839 Fb, A. Kemble Resid.

in Georgia (1863) 90 This tremendous soil, where one grain

of knowledge may spring up a gigantic upas-tree. 1885 E;
Garrett At A>/y Cost iv. 64 This failure. .lies about the

very root of many upas-trees of human life.

6. 1818 BvRON Ch. liar. iv. cxxvi, This uneradicable taint

of sin, This boundless upas, this all-blasling tree. 1865
pAKKMAN Huguenots viii. (1875) 138 Thus did Spain.. crush

the upas of heresy in its germ. 1876 Farrar Marlb. Serm.
xxxvi. 359 This is the sole resemblance between the tree of

life and the upas of evil.

attrib. 1832 [R. Cattermole] Beckett, etc. 169 Even
Despotism's dark upas-root For us a blessing bore, ^ 1853
Kingslev Hypatia I. p. xi, Was not the Empire tryingto
extend over the Church itself that upas shadow with which
it had withered up every other form of human existence ?

2. Bat. The Javanese tree Antiaris toxicariaj

yielding a poisonous juice. (Cf, Antiar.)
1814 T. Horsfiei.d in Tfiovtson^s Ann. Philos. IX. 202

An Essayon the Oopas, or Poison Tree ofJava. iB^^ Penny
Cycl. \\. oS/a There is such a tree as the upas, and its juicei

53-3
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d

if mixed with the blood .
.

, is speedily fatal. Ibid, 420/2 The
Upas tree of Java. i87« Oliver Elem. Bot. ii. 234 The
celebrated Upas . . is a native of Java. The juice . . was
formerly used by the natives to poison their arrows.
attrib. 1857 Miller Elem, Chem.^ Org.iZ^ Strychnia,,

is one of the active constituents of the upas poison,

3. The poison obtained from the upas-tree.

1783 London Mag. 515^2 To suffer death by a lancet

potsoned withU^s. Ibid.$\-6/it I .. procured .. some grains
of Upas. 1814 T. HoRSFiELD in Thomson's Ann, Pkilos.

IX. 207 One of the experiments., was made with the oopas
prepared by myself. 1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 95 An
order [of plants] which contains the most deadly poison in

the world, the Upas of Java, i860 Mayne Expos. Lex. s.v.

Up-ba*ndiag, vbL so. (App. an error for up-beiiditig: see
Upbend/(Z. p/te.) x6ao Quarlks Jonah H 2, 'Tis not your
Mimmick mouthes, . . Nor prodigall vp-banding of thine eyes,
Whose gashfull balls doe seeme to pelt the skyes.

U'p-bank, adv. and a, [Up/>rtf/).2]

1, adv. Upwards, ftorth. dial.
176&- in Eng. Dial, Diet. 1808 [see Bank sh.^ 2 bj.

2. adj, (Seequot.)
1883 R. H, Scott EUm, Meteor. 213 The well-known phe-

notnenon of ' up>bank thaw ', when it thaws on the hills,

while the frost is unbroken in the valleys below.

Upbear, z'. [Up- 4 + Bear v,^ 18, 21. Cf.

MSw. upbdra (Sw. uppbafa\ MDa. upbmre, Freq.
in pa. pple. upborne ; see Up- 5,]

1, traits. To bear np, support, sustain ; also, to

lift up, raise.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7258 pe post J>at al I?at huse vpbare Wit
bath his handes he it scok. 13,. K. Alis. 5i6;j Swi^e
wi^tlych hij..swyrame, Of t»e water J>at hij were tnne Vp-
berande faire chynne. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 206 He that
alle thing maj kepe . broghte him sauf upon a table, Which
to the lond him hath upbore, c 1440 Promp. Parv, 508/1
Vbberyn, or vpberyn, supporto. c X470 Henry Wallace ix.

1632 A_ thourtour bande, that all the drawcht wpbar, He
cuttyt it. a 1550 LvNDESAV S^de TailHs 23 Thocht thare
Rob Royallis be vpborne, I think [etc.]. 1582 Stanyhurst
/^neis, etc. (Arb.) 136 Earst the flud, vpbearing thee ship,

now the cartwheele vpholdeth. 1590 Spenser E. Q. ir. vii,

43 Many great golden pillours did vpbeare The massy roofe,

1667 Milton A £,.11.408 Who shall.. spread his aerie flight

Upborn with indefatigable wings Over the vast abrupt,

17JS Pope Odyssey v. 542 A monst'rous wave up-bore Tne
Chief. 1784 CowPER Task i. 20 Joint-stools were then
created ; on three legs Upborne they stood. 1831 E. Irving
Exp, Rev. I. 60 Upbearing His person as Aaron and Hurr
upbore (he hands of Moses. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II,

III. 352 A chief's gold ring his left arm did upbear. 1891
Atkinson Moorland Par. 64 Slabs of stone of sufficient

solidity to upbear any loaded vehicle.

^*fiS' To support or sustain ; to exalt.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxvii. 76 He ches Dauyd, hyne hisse j

And vp-bare him all with blisse. Ibid, cxxx, 1 Vphouen es
noght mi hert, Ne vpbom er mine eghen in quert. 1303 R.
Brvuse Hand/, Synne J I sg He. .loue> alle pat sothfast es;
Alle godenes he vp beref?. ^ 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 818
Euerych ayre other stereth More and more, and speche vp-
bereth. i4ia-ao Lvdg. Chron. Troy i. 4424, 1 wil, . . vp-born
with support of ;our grace, For>e a-comphsche, as I vnder-
took. a 1386 Sidney Ps. xxx. ii, I . . was from ev'I by thee
upborne. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 65 Food, and sleepe,
which two vpbeare, Like mightie pillours, this fraile life of
man. 1630 Drijmm.of Hawth. /^/«?iur«.S'/o« viii, A Virgine
Maide A weakling did him beare, who all vpbeares. 1829
I. Taylor Enthus. ix. 248 A..proof of the intrinsic power of
Christianity, upbearing so ponderous a mass of error. 1876
Lowell Amongmy Bks. Ser. ir. 325 His own language rarely
rises above it, except when it is upborn by the thought.

tUpbea-rer. Obs. [Up- 8. Cf. prec] A
supporter, sustainer.

1386 Rolls ofParli. III. 225/1 Nicho! Brembre, wyth his
upberers. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsk. loi fe
wyt of a kynge ys helpyd by his vpberers. C1440 Promp.
Parv,^\2f-2 Vpberere, supportator. 1513 Douglas Mneid
VI. xiii. 8g The wpberar of the hevin, Atlas. 1624 Bp.
MouNTAGO New Gagg 306 Vasquez himself.., that great
Upbearer of Roman Idolatry.

Upbea-ring, vbl. sb. [Up- 7. Cf. Upbear v.']

The action of carrying, raising, taking or holding
up ; support, sustaining.
rti34o Hampols Psalter cxxx. i Vpberyng of een with-

ouleiiis signeofpryde. 0x400 Prymer(i8gt)2s Wonderful
been the upberynges of the se. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 512/2
Vpbcrynge, supportacio. 1501 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot,
II. X14 The chekker. .passit to Schir Adam Crechtonis hous,
for upberiiig of the rollis. 1513 Jas. IV Let. in Hall Chron.,
Hen. VIII (1548) 30 The greate wronges-.quhilk we haue
suffred this long time in vpberyng, maynsweryng, noun-
redressyng of Attemptates. 1878 Spurcron Treas. Dav. V.
48 A most fitting accompaniment to the upbearing of the
ark. 1885 tgth Cent. June 967 The patient upbearing against
hardship.

Upbearing, ppl. a. : see Up- 6 b.

Upbeat, sh. [Up- 2.]

1. Mus. ' The beat of a bar at which the hand is

raised ; an unaccented beat ' (Stainer and Barrett).
1869 Ouseley Counterp. iii. The up-beat may be either

a concord or a discord. 1874 — Musical Form 63 The
second phrase concludes with the third of the tonic, but at
the up-beat.

2. Pros. a. An anacrusis, b. An arsis or stressed
syllable.

X883 H. M. Kennedy ir. Ten Brink's E.E.Lit. 194 Orm
reproduced the foreign metre with pains-taking accuracy.
The up.beat {an/takt^ anacrusis) never fails. 1899 D. Hvde
Lit. Hist.Irel. xxxyiiL 533 If we take it for granted that
the syllables m which rhyme or alliteration appear must
aUo bear the accent or up>beat of the voice.
XTpbeild, obs. Sc, variant of Upbuild v.
"Cplji-gged, pa, pple. Sc. [Up- 5 + Big v, 4.]

Built up. Also Upbi-gger j Upbi-ggiug vbl, sb.

^I4S5 WvvTOUN Cron, v. vii. 1280 leriisa!em in his tyme
gert he Weill agane vpbiggit be. 1514 Kxtr. Abcrd. Keg,
(1844) I, 91 Dikkis..to be vpbiggit apoun the expensis of
the land. 1563 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 247 Ordanis all

paroche kirkts. .quhitkis ar decayit . . to be reparit and up<
biggit. IX 1897 in R. Murray Hawick Songs (ed. 3) 65 Till it

seems . .A whole fairy city, upbiggit wi' stars, 1563 WinJet
Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 3 The. ."wpbigare of the wallis of lerusa-
lem. \^% Exir. Aberd.Reg.{\Z^A^ I. ii3Thereparat[i]oun
and *upbiging of thair portis. 1562 W1N5ET Wks, (S.T.S.)
II. 6 To be a faythful souldiour. .in the wpbigging of thir

haly wallis.

Upbi-nd, V, [Up- 4. Cf. Du. opbiudm, Da.
opbindey Sw. uppbinda^ G. aufbindcn^ trans. To
bind up.

1590 Spenser /^.^. III. iv, 40 His griesly wound:., which
hauing well vpbound, They pourd in soueraine balme. 1596
Ibid, IV. xi. 53 [They] haue the sea in charge to them
assinde, ..To bring forth stormes, or fast them to vpbinde.
1650 Metr, Ps. Ch. Scoil. cxlvii. 3 Their painfull wounds he
tenderly up-bindes. 1746 Collins Ode to Peace iii,O Peace,
thy injur'd robes up-bind,

Upblaze, -blazing;: see Up- 4, 6.

tUpblowing, vbl. sb. Obs. [Up- 7.] Inflation. 1527
Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters Fii, In lyke wyse
synketh the great,. upblowynge of the tongue. 1562 Tur-
ner Baths 8 It is good for them that have..windines or
upblowynge of the b«Ilye.

V^h\ovdn%fpyes,pple.: see Up- 6.

Tipblown, pa. pple, and ///. a. [Up- 5.]
Blown up; esp. inflated, puffed up.
1590 Spenser F. Q, i. iv. 21 His belly was vp-blowne with

luxury. 1596 Ibid. v. \. 17 He, whose spirit was with pride
vpblowne. x8io Crabbe Borough xvi. 44 With wine inflated,

man is all upblown, And feels a power which he believes
his own. 1828 Tennyson Lo^'er's T. 11. 175 One morning
when the upblown billow ran Shoreward.

TJpboil, V. [Up- 4.] a. intr. To boil up

;

fig. to rise up hotly, fb. trans. To cause to

boil. Obs.

143s MisvN Fire 0/Love 79 Behald, myn inhir partis has
vpbolyd [L, e^erbueruni\ & \>e flawme of charite..has
wastyd, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. x. 188 Vpboile hit thenne
And stere hit vntll honythicke it renne. 1555 Lydgaie^s
Chron. Troy 11. xiii. I iv/i She wepeth..With wawes vp-
boyled from her even clere. a 190a E. F. Taylor ^neid xii,

1099 Then terribly i^neas* wrath upboils.

Upboi'Ung* vbl. sb. (Up- 7. Cf. prec.) 1794 Coleridge
Fall Robespierre i. 88 He feels The dire upboilings of the
storm within him. Upborne : see Upbear v, XJp-
bounden, -bounding, -bracing: see Up- 5, 6, 7.

tUpbrai'd, sb, Obs. Forms: a. 3 upbreid,
-breeid, 4 -breyd(e, 4-5 -breide

; 3- upbraid
(5 Sc. upbrad), 4-6 upbraide, 5-7 upbrayde (6
-brayed). 0, 4 vbbreid(e, obbrayd, 6 obbraid,
obrayd, 7 ubbrayd, [f. Up- 2 + Braid sb. i. Cf.

the verb, also Umbraid sb. and Upbkud.]
1. With a and pi. A reproach or reproof,
a. a 1200 yiees ^ Virtues ^1 [Job was assailed] mid manige

euele upbreides. .of his auene frienden. a 1300 Cursor M.
5673 Moyses for l?is vp-braidWasstonand in his hert. 1338
R._ Brl'Nme Chron. (1810) 219 In 50W a faute men fynde,
& is an ille ypbraid, l>at 50 ere nere blynde. £1449 Pecock
Repr. n. xyi. 2^7 Alle the vpbreidis and alle the reproues
which Holi Writ 5eueth to the worschipers of tho ymagis.
1482 Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.) 106 Vexyd with tormentys
and vpbraydys of seche wekyd folke. 1549 Coverdale, etc.

Erasftt, Par. 1 Tivt. 11 Not onely any naughtye faulte but
also any false feyned vpbrayed. 1575 Brieff^ Disc. Troub.
Franckford (1846) 84 They coulde haue nothing with owte
bytter upbraids. 1641 Vind. Smectymnuus 9 It is no
envious upbraid to parallel! ours with the former Bishops.
1677 tr. Groeneveldt's Treat. Stone 6i Moved at length oy
the upbraids of the Parents,, .he made incision in the groin.

3- 1325 Metr. Hom. in Herrig's Archiv LVII. 243/1 Of
fendes hedde I mony vbbreide. 1575 Lanemam Let. (190^)
17 With spitefull obrayds and vncharitabl chaffings alweiz
they freat, 0:1603 T. Cartwbight Confut. Rhem. N, T,
(1618) 575 Which, .you your selues without the ub-brayd of
a lie by your own conscience, cannot deny.
2. Without article: Reproach, reproof; evil

speaking.
o. c 1305 Lav. 26036 pa nolde ArSur on slepen na wiht hine

areppen, leste he an ufevre da^e up-braeid iherde. ^1275 in

Hist. Holy Rood-tree^ etc. 78 Skoarn, upbraid, and schome
speche. <:i33o R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7^06 By-
twyxt to J)er a stryf Jjey herde, Of grete vpbreide ilk ojjer

oiiswerde. a 1400-50 Alexander 1800 Lettis neuire it broat
be on brade for vpbraide of schame, c 1460 J. Russell Bk.
Nurture 395 As it is showed afore, beware of vpbrayde.
1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 2 For disdaine of sinfuU worlds
vpbraide. 1596 — F, Q. iv, ix. 24 Through lewd vpbraide
Of Ate and Duessa they fell out.

^. c\%%^ spec, Gy Warw. 537 ^'i( \n neiheboure misdol» \>e,

. .Or in dede, or in vbbreid. a 1400 New Test. (Panes) Heb,
xi. 26 Trowynge \>e obbrayd of Crist grettour rychesse ban
be tresour of Egypcyenes. 1548 Patten Exped. Scoil. Pref.

D iv b, So maye the subiect without obbraid of benefites,
recount the bounty of hys Princes larges.

Upbraid (t'pbr^'-d), v. Forms: a, i up-
bredan, 3-4 upbreyde (5 -dyn), 4 -breide(n

;

4-7 upbrayde (6 wp-), -braide, 4- upbraid
(7 -brayd), 5 uppe-, 6 upbrade; pa. t. and pa.
pple. 3, 6 op-, 6-7 upbraid (4 -brayde, 5 -brayd,
-brayed), 3-4 upbreide, 4-5 -breyde. /3. 5 vb-
breydyn, 6 obbrayd, -braid

; 5 {pa, t,) obreide,
6-7 obrayde, 7 obraid. [OE. ttpbregdan^ f. k/'-Up-

4 + bregdan Buaid v.'^ : cf. MSw. up-y op-j o{b)-

brygdha. See also Braid z/.2, Abkaid v,'^ and v'^^

Embraid z;.!, Imbraid z*., and Umbraid v.
The orig. strong pa. t. {.upbraid) gave rise the reduced

form UiiiRAV v,\

I. f 1. trans. To bring forward, addnce, or

allege (a matter), as a ground for censure or

reproach. Orig. const, with dative of person, later

with to or against. Obs.
For the use of up- in this connexion cf. the Scottish and

northern to cast up to (one\ Cast v. 83 i, the modern /*;

bring up against (one), and the dial, to throw up against.
a. c xooo WuLFSTAN Hont. 248 pact Jju \)^\. god jefylle, be

bii canst, be laes be [z'.r. eow]Godupbrede bonegodspellican
cwide [etc.]. a 1225 Ancr. R. 426 pe ancre neuer more ber
cfter bene ilke gult ne upbreide hire. 01250 Owl ^ Night.
1414 Neschalnomon wymman bigrede& fleysses lustes nire

vphreyde. c 1290 Bcket 1748 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 156 Wei ofte

te
Icing him opbraid bat he dude him er of guode. 1542

Tdall Erasm. Apoph. 240 Lest the others might thynke
niggardship to bee upbraided unto hym, and cast in bis teeth.

1^3 GoLDiN'G Calvin on Dent, clxxii. 1068 It shall bee vp-

braided vs that wee haue turned our heartes backe. 1625
Bacon Ess.^ Envy (Arb.) 513 It doth vpbraid vnto them
their owne Fortunes; And pointeth at them, X63X Gouge
Gods Arrows iii. § 60. 294 This is not upbraided to David
as a crime. 1672 Dbvdf.n Defetice of Epilogue P 2 It was
upbraided to that excellent poet, that he was [etc.]. 1718

Prior Solomon i. 293 May they not justly to our Climes
upbraid Shortness of Night, and Penury of Shade.

^. 1581 J. Bell Haddons Ausw, Osor. 343 That we purge
ourselves of the cryme of novelty, falsly obbraydid agaynst
us by Osorius. 1602 R. T. Five GodUe Serm. 143 First

reproouing them of errour, and afterwards obraiding against

them the cause thereof.

b. Without personal const. : To censure, find

fault with, carp at
c 1390 S, Eng, Le^. I, 61/271 For ^wane ani Man opbraid

is pouei te, he was in gret delist. 1303 R. Bbunne Handl.
Synnet-j^ pey scorne Ihesu, and vpbreyde hys pyn. 1382

WvcLiF Ecclus, XX. 15 Fewe thingus he shal 3yue, and
manye thingus he shal vpbreiden, 0x586 Sidney Arcadia
n. X, How much doth thy kindnesse upbraide my wicked-

nesse? 1591 Spenser Rui/ies of Time 215 His hope is

faild, . . And euill men, now dead, his deeds vpbraid. 1655

John Sergeant Schism Disarm'd 331 On all occasions

you are still up[b]raiding the liberty given to Papists. 1667

Milton P. L. vu 182 Thy self not free,.. Yet leudly dar*st

our ministring upbraid. 1710 Young Busiris w. 1, What
far transcends my merit, and for ever Must silently upbraid

my little worth. 17^1 Richaudson Pamela IV. 105 Mr.
Clerimont then upbraids her Guilt. 1792 Wordsw. Descrip.

Sk. 251 There doth the maiden watch her lover's sail Ap-
proaching, and upbraid the tardy gale, x82x Joanna Baillib

Metr, Leg.fLady of B. Introd. 22 For who can these as

meaner times upbraid, Who think of Saragossa's valiant

maid ? 1867 Emerson May-day 621 Who can, like thee, our

rags upbraid?
^. 1591 G. Fletcher Russe Commw, 66 The Chrim. .sent

to the Russe Emperour a knife : . . obbraiding this losse, and
hisdesperatecase. 1635 Habington Castara i. (ed. 2) 58 Why
are their rimes So steept in gall ? Why so obrayde the times?

t c. To insult. Obs.-^
1678 South Serm. (1679) 173 The case is so plain, that I

shall not upbraid any mans understanding by endeavouring

to give it any farther Illustration.

2. To reproach, reprove, censure (a person, etc.).

Occas. const-yi??-, or that.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 16718 pe iheif b^t biside him bang.

.

him can vp-braid. a X340 Hampole Psalter xxxiv. 8 Out-
rageusly b^i vpbraidid my saule. C1374 Chaucer Troyltis

V. 1710 O Pandarus, that in dremes for to triste Me blamed,
hast, and wont art ofte vp breyde. c 14x2 Hoccleve De Reg.
Princ. 3500 A sad wys knyght of his with lokkes greye.

.

seide Vnto his lord, and bus ne hym vp breyde. Z482 Monk
of EvesJiam (Arb.) 72 Sche vsyd inpacyently to scolde and
vpbrayde hem that dyd her wronge. 1530 Pai-sgr. 784 Yet to

upbrayde hym afore folkes is none honestye. 1590 Shaks.
Mids, N, IV. i. 55, I did vpbraid her, and fall out with her.

x6oo \st Pt. Sir J, Otdcastle \. ii. 6 Grieuous complaints

haue past betweene the lippes Of enuious persons to vp-

braide the Cleargy. i66< Manlev Grotius* Low C. Wars
291 Queen Elizabeth recall'd all her Souldiers, . . not without

upbraiding the States. i695r Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 307
He sadly stands,. .Upbraiding Heav'n from whence his

Lineage came. ax72x Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks,

(1753) I. 267 Has she spread wit and learning thro' the

world, ..And is she now upbraided ?_ X782 Miss Birney
Cecilia vii. ix, All present were upbraided as if accomplices

in the disaster. X84X Lane Arab. Nts. I. 109 On hearing

these words, 1 abstained from upbraiding her. 1872 Dakwin
Emotions vii. 186 As she upbraided him, her eyebrows
became extremely oblique.

refl. 17B9 Boswell Lett. ( 1924) 373, 1 cried bitterly and up-

braided myself for leaving her. X83X Scott C/. /?(><5. xxxiv,

She upbraids herself that . .she had also survived Irene.

p. CX4X2 HoccLEVE Ve Reg. Princ. (Roxb.) 62 Pharao
clept Abraham, & hym obreidejz'.?-. ubreyde). ci4^oPromp.
Parv, 508/x Vbbieydyn, or vpbreydyn, impropero. 1648

J. HowELL tr. Venice Looking-glass 8 He might well . , have
obraided her in the same words as Henry the 3. did upbraid

Paris.

b. Const, i of or with (the cause of censure).

{a) aX25o Prov. Alfred 279 in O. E. Misc. 118 Heo ne
scholde be forb vp-breyde of b>"e baleu-sybes. 1303 R.
Brunne Handl. Synne jm Pe pyne, he suffred for by gode.

And \)QM vpbreydyst hym of j?e rode, c X330 — Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 11665 pey vpbraide vs of our auncessours.

c X574 Chaucer A ml. ^ Arc. iiS Lest he ofeny vntrouthe her

vpbreyde. 1584 Lodge Alarum Wks. (Hunter. CI.) I. 28

Trust not to stiaungers, for they will vpbraide you of their

benefite.

{b) c X440 Alph. Tales 318 pis preste. .tolde hur cowncell,

& vpbrayed hur berwith. X482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 67
The mynystrys and wykyd angellys of the deuylle vp-

braydyn me with the same. xs8x J. BzLi.Haddon's A nsw.

Osor. 346 This nickname of newe Gospellers (wherewith the

Catholickes doe obbrayd us). X596 Warnf.r Alb, Eng. x.

liv. 244 Yeat not her Infancie should be vpbraided with the

blood Of many thousand slaughtred Soules. 1640 Habing-
ton Edw. /K, i5oObrayding the King with inglorious sloath.

X679 J. Goodman /^**m7. Pard.u1.iv.ii7 It is said . . Cjesar*s

thoughts continually upbraided him with the great exploits



UPBBAIDED.
Alexander had effected. 1719 I)e Foe Cms^^ u. (Globe)

503, I began to upbraid them with the just Ketribution of
Heaven in this Case. 1774 J. Bryant Mytftel. 1. 141 Peer,
the same with whose rites the Israelites are so often up-
braided. 1843 Bethuse Sc, Fireside Stor, 100 [He] up-
braided her with a wish to bring him to an ignominious death.

c. absoL To speak reproachfully.

a 1340 Hampolk PsaXtcr xli. 14 Whils my banes ere brokyn,
[iheyl vpbrayded til me. 138a Wyclif Jas. i. 5 God, the

which ^iueth to alle men largeli, and vpbraydith not. c 1410
Lanteme 0/ Li^i 10 panne pis enviouse man sclaunJrih, vp-
breidi|>, reprouej*. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. vii. 32 Proud
Radigund, . . thus vpbrayding, said, rs i6a8 Preston Ml.
£<W(i638) 28 He giveth liberally, and obraideih not. 1715
Pope Iliad 11. 311 Have we not known thee,. .The man who
acts the least, upbraids the most? 1707 S. & Ht. Lee
Canterb. T. (1799) 1. 185, 1 come not to upbraid. 1856 O. W.
Holmes Birthday of D. IVebsterxviy In vain the envious
tongue upbraids; His name a nation's heart shall keep.

II. fS. To cast, pull, or set up, Obs.
£tao5 Lay. 16519 And seo33e he hine up braeid, swulc he

hine to-breken wolde. 13. . Gaiv. ^ Gr. Knt. 781 pe bryge
was breme vp.brayde. ci^So Holl\kd //ouiafe 680 'I'he

Falcoune. . Bad blrnis burdis vp braid, with a btyth cheir.

+ 4. znfr. To come out of a swoon ; to start up,

spring up. Obs.

14.. Chaucer's Sqr'^s T. 477 (Petworth MS.)i After J>at

sheofswownegaii vpbreide. 1448-9 J. Metham /r^j,(rgi6)

69/1869 And with )»at word bothe deede bodyis vp-brayd.

1513 Douglas .'Emis i. iv. 36 Quhill al in flamb the b!eis of
fyir upbradis.

1 5. irans. To give utterance to. Obsr"^

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III, 1016/3 This woman
..beginneth to vpbraid in the open church verie hard and
vnseemelie speeches concerning religion.

6. Of food : a. To make uneasy with repletion

or indigestion. Now dial.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stxtffe Fivb, Because, in the boyling
or seathing of it in his maw, he felt it commotion a little and
vpbraide him. t6ox B. Jonsom Poetaster^ Apol. Dial. 24
Their spight..who. . Haue nothing left, but the vnsau'ry
smoake Of their btacke vomit, to vpbrayd themselues. 1664

J. C. Praxis Lnt. Syntax 118 The fried egge and bacon
that I did eat . . upbraideth my stomach. 1841 R. W,
Hamilton Nngcte Lit. ^40 The grossness of the food, .up-
braids him. x866- in dial, glossaries (Vks., Line).

b. intr. To rise in the stomach. Now dial.

Cf. earlier quots. s.v. Upbraiding vbl. sh. 3.

i6o4R.Ca\vdk,ey Table Alph. i^8j Gkosr PnTviHC. Closs,

S.V., Sly dinner upbraids. 1804- in dial, use (Yks., Line).

Hence Upbrai'ded p/>/. a.

ijTO Drvden Wife of Bath's T. 458 If Poverty be my up-
braided Crime. — llias 1. 490 His upbraided Mother. 1748
RiCHARUsoN Clarissa 11. 305 The upbraider..is in some
Knse a superior ; while the upbraided, if with reason up-
braided, must make a figure as spiritless as conscious.

TTpbrai'der. [f Upbeaid zf.] One who up-
braids ; a reprovir.

1636 B. Ionson Disctfv. ^Vks. (1641) 106 The latter hath
no upbraiders. 1700 N. Rowe Amb. Step-Moth. iv. i. 1718
This Rebel Son I This insolent Upbraider. 1748 [see prec).
1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xxxi. Assuring the upbraider that
he considered her as an object of compassion. 1877 D, M.
Wallace Russia xxv. 392 ' We are quite ready,* they said
to their upbraiders, 'to admire your great works as soon as
they appear *.

Upbraiding, vbl. sb. [f. as prec]
1. A reproach or reproof.

ctsos Lay. 19117 penne nabbeoS ure a:fterltnges nane up-
breidinges. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxviii. 49 Mined be,

lauerdf of vpbraidinges of ^i hine. C1449 Pf.cock y?<r/n il.

xvt. 347 Certb..alle her vpbreidin^is mad ben lUst. 1590
Shaks. Cotn. Err, v. i. 73 I'hou saist his meate was sawc'd
with thy vpbraidings. 161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii.

496/2 When.. bee snebs the King for comminatory obrayd«
ings, and contumacious malepartnesse. 2627 Sanderson
Serm. I. 270 The horrors and upbraidings of a condemning
heart. 1713 Steele Spect. No. 448 p6 You your self cannot
..but allow the Justice of the Upbraidings of Your Injured
Friend. 1773 Mrs. Chaponk IviProv. Mind. (1774) L 174
If jealousy is expressed by unkind upbraidings. 1844
Thiblwall Greece VIII. 320 He was there received with
. . upbraidings, and reproaches. 1894 J. D. Ca.mpbell Life
Coleridge 46 Coleridge then broke out in extravagantly,
worded upbraidings.

2. The action of reproaching or reproving.
a 1300 E. E, Psalter cxviii, 22 Bere fra me vpbraidinge and

forhoghte. 1303 R, Brunne Handl. Synne 766 But ^e leue
..joure vnkynue vpbreydyng, 5e shut go a deueyl weye.
a 1340 Ham POLE Psalter \\. 5 pat speche sail be vpbraydynge
|»at (jai wild no^ht doe his biddynge. c X410 Lanteme of
Li'it 124 At alle tyme he schal be cursid & wor)>i vpbreiding.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W, 1531) 241 b, Without ony ex-

robracyon, upbraydyng or rebukyng. 1509 Hakluyt Voy,
562 A thing foolish and vaine, . . deuised for the vpbrayding

of our nation. 1656 Bramhall RepUe to S. Pv. 70 For
in my discourse there is nothing either of repining

or upbraiding. 1749 Fielding Torn yones viit. xiv, He
received nothing but scorn and upbraiding from me. 1775
Sheridan if/z*^" in. ii, I had come resolved to wear a face of
coolness and upbraiding. 1825 Scott Talism. xvii. Without
a word of upbraiding, she attended upon the Queen. 1878
Miss Braddom Eleanor's Vict, iii, No word of upbraiding
had ever crossed those tender lips.

+ b. An object of reproach or censure. Obs. rare.

a 1300 E.E. Psalter xxi. 5, 1 am worme,and man nathing ;

Mennes vpbraiding, of folk outkasting. /bid. xxxviii. 12.

f 3. Eructation of food ; regurgitation. Obs.

533 ^i-voT Cast, l/elt/ie {1541) 72 It lournethalsonorishe-
ment vnto corrupcion, whiche maketh vpbraidynges fumishe
or sharpe. 1561 Hollvbush l/om. Apoth. 2 The payn of the
head commeth..by y« vpbraything of y* stomak into the
head. 1574 Newton Health Ma^. ai When throu^he
drinkinge of wine there is any upbraidinge and mordication
in the stomacke. 1611 Cotgr., Remon dc Cestomact tho
vpbraiding uf the stomacke.

421

XTpbrai'ding, ///. a. [f. Upbraid v. + -tno 2.]

Reproaclifui, reproving.
rti3oo E.E. Psalter xliii. 18 Steuen of vpbraidand and

forspekand. C1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xvi. 247 Alle tho re-
prouyng and upbreiding processis vpon ydolatrers ben trewe.
1568 Grafton cy^roM. II. loi You haue written to vsagaine
after a threatning sort, and vpbrayding manner, a 1618
Sylvester Epist. vii. 31 Th' upbraiding blurr of my young
Muse's rape. 1625 T. Godwin Moses ^ Aaron i. iii. 12 They
vsed no vpbraiding termes towards them. 1663 Extr. St.
Papers Friends Sen 11. (1911) 183 Mr. Knight returned
me this scornfull and vpbraiding answer. 1732 Berkeley
Alciphr. V. § 30 This being spoke with, .an upbraiding air.

xSxo Scott Lady of L. n. vi, 'Twas thus upbraiding con-
science said. 1822

J.
Wilson Li^^hts ^ Shadows 143 The

Minister looked,. .with an upbraiding countenance, on the
young man. 1848 Buckley Iliad 397 But him.. Diana
sharply rebuked, iind uttered this upbraiding speech,

TTpbrai'dingly, adv. [f. prec] In an up-
braiding manner ; with reproach or reproof.

. «S93 "i^A-SHF. Christ's T. Riij, Any man. .that is vpbraid-
ingly dyscontent. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 257 Neither
should we upbraidingly be accused for our negligence. 1679
Prance Addit. Narr. Pop. Phtu) Upbraidingly telling him,
That^ he should be a Prisoner there. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1768) IV. 173 Afraid, as the women upbraidingly
tell me, that I should find it there. 1825 Scott Talism.win,
* I never knew thee before hesitate for fear of life,* said
Richard upbraidingly. i86x Meredith Evan Harrington
III. ix. 147 Its absence was upbraidingly mentioned.

t TJpbray, j^. Obs. [Cf.next.J =Upbraidj3.i.
1590 Spenser F.Q. iir. vi. 50 Faire Psyche to him lately

reconcyld, After long troubles and vnmeet vpbrayes.

TTpbray', v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 ob-, 7 ub-
bray. [Erroneous back-formation from upbraydy
obs. pa. t. of Upbraid z'.]

1. = Upbraid v. 1,2.
iSfit J. Bell Haddon'sAnsw.Osorius 337,Imyselfe have

heard the Jewes obbraying us christians with the same
faults. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iv. 45 Vile knight, That
knights and knighthood doest with shame vpbray. i6oa
W. Basse Sword ^ Buckler \x\. (189,0 25 Vou needlesly
ubbray our haire. 1642 H. More Song ofSoul \. ii. 27 The
hearts do ne're agree But felly one another do upbray, 1B98
R. Blakeborough IVitf etc. N. Riding Yorks. 466.

1 2. = Upbraid v. 5. Obs.'~'^

<zi6oo in Sidfuy's Arcadia^ etc. (1922) II. 368 Vet not o(
women judginge as he sayd. But first with rage, his rage
on them [he] upbrayde.

t3. «= Upbraid v. 6. Obs."'^

1598 Marston Sco.yHlanie iti. x, Vpbrayd by Capons
freace, consumed quite By eating stewes, that waste the
etter spright.

Hence "Upbraying vbl. sb.

isfis Parsons Chr. Exerc. i. v. 45 Consider the intollerable

vpbraying of the wicked infernal spirits,

U'pbreak, sb. [Up- 2. Cf. next.]

1. An eruption or outburst.
1856 Mrs, Browning Aur. Leigh vii. 54 Through all The

upbreak of the fountainsof my heart. 1871 E. F. Burr Ad
Fidetn xiv. 277 A furious upbreak of unbelief.

2. A breaking-up or dissolution.
1883 Maciir. Mag. XLV. 496 The upbreak ofthe Catholico-

Feudal System.

Upbreak (»pbrJ«-k), v. [Up- 4. Cf. WFris.
opbrekke^ (M)Du. opbreken, (M)LG. npbreken, LG.
upbraketty MHG. h/brecken (G. aufbrechen). Da.
opbrxkke,'\

fL inlr. To break out; to begin to speak. Obs.
cxKtS Lav. 5431 J)eo hit [alles] up bra:c, hit wes god t>at

he spec, c 1320 CastelLove 4 57 So pat Pees a-last vp*breek,
And J>us to hire Fader speek,

2. Irans. To break up ; to break open.
1382 Wyclif Gen. xix. 9 ^^ow nyj it was that thei shulden

vp breke [L. effringerent\ the ^atis. a 1400 Octouian 190
'Ihe emperour tho..gan vp-brekeThedore. <;i44o Pallad.
on Huso.viti.i At luyl the lond vpbroken in Aprile Is eft to

plowe. 1582 Stanyhurst Mneis i. (Arb.) 24 Thee stags
vpbreaking they slit to the dulcet or inchepyn. 1855 Lynch
Rivulet VIII. i, As a field Is by the plough up-broken for

the corn. 1885-94 R* Uridges Eros <5- Psyche May iv,The
sun . . Upbroke the grey dome of the morning sky.

3. intr. To force or make a way upward ot to the

surface.
' 1859 Tennyson C7?//«frftfrtf 391 They., rode., over sheets of
hyacmth That seem'd the heavens upbreaking thro' the
earth. 1887 Corfthill Mag.An^.^i^ When from the gloom
Of the dark earth upbreaks the tender bloom.

Upbrea-king, vbl. sb, (Up- 7. Cf. prec.)

1493 Acta Auditoruni (1839) 171/1 For J?e vpbreking of
Jje said Johnnis Compt burdis. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 683 It

stoppeth vomitinges, and the vpbreakynges of the stomacke.
1830 Crolv George IVy 283 The general upbreaking of

society. 1876 K. O'Meara F. Osanam xxi. 298 The up-
breakmg of terrible destructive forces through the calm
surface.

Upbrea'the, v. [Up- 4.] tratis. To send up
as a breath.

1606 Marston Trag. Sophonisha iii. i, To you corrupt-
lesse hunny, and pure dew, Upbreathes our holy fire. _ 1844
Mrs. Browning Rhyme Duchess May xc, Straight as if the
Holy name did upbreathe her as a flame.. She upsprang.
x88o S. Lanier Hymns ofMarshes, Sunrise 5 Up-breathed
from the marshes, a message. .Came to the gates of sleep.

ttTpbri-nflf, v. Obs. [Up- 4. Cf. OFris.

opbringa (WFris. opbringe), (M)Du, opbrengen^

MLG. upbringen (LG. upbrengai)^ MHG. ^f-
bringen (G. aufbringen\ later l3a. opbringe^ Sw,
uppbringa.']

1, trans. To bring up or forth ; Jig, to utter.

a 1250 Owl ^ Night, aoo po hule one wile hi bi^ojte, &

UPBURST.
after t»an I>is word up-bro^te. c 1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 3190 Dor
he doluen,..and hauen up-brojt 3e bones ut of Se erCe.

2. To bring up, to rear. (Cf. Upbuought.)
1297 R, Glouc. (Rolls) 9334 5e stalwarde kni^tes l>at \>c

king henry vp bro5te & honourede. c 1375 Cursor M, 7924
(Fairf.), [A sheep] J^at he had wi}> his siluer bo^t and fra a
lambe hit vp-bro^t. 1559 Mirr. I\Iag. {is^i) Vij, Beyng
one whom earst I had upbrought Euen from his youth.

3. To bring forth, produce,

_ c 1440 Pallad. on Ilusb. i. 1005 Right as chaff and doni;e
is profitable On rootis, and vpbryngith breed & wynys. Ibid.
IV. 681 They oned thus, fruyt of dyuers colour Vpbrynge.
4. To raise up, exalt.

1513 Douglas Mneid vir. ii. 167 Sic ane air [- heir],

Quhilk sail our name abuf the sternis wpbring.
Upbri'nger. (Up- 8. Cf. prec. 2.) 1599 Jas. I Ba<rt\.

Aujpoi'(i6o3) 97 Honour also., your gouernours,vp.bringers,
and Prfficeptours,

Upbringing, vbl. sb. [Up- 7.]

fl. The action of building. Obs:~^
1484 F.xir. Ahcrd. Reg. (1844) I. 41 Johne Gray, mason, .

.

has takin upon him to be.. diligent forthe vpbringingof the
said [St. Nicholas'] wark.

2. The action of bringing up young persons ; the

fact of being brought up while young, or the manner
of this ; early rearing and training, (Cf. Bringing
vbl. sb. 3.)
Rare in older Eng. use, hut common in Scottish in the

second half of the 16th c, and occasionally used by later

Scottish writers. In general use only from c 1870.

iSao Calisto fy Melib. C iv b, They can not well labour in

dede Be cause in youth of theyr ydyll vpbr^ngyng. 1568
FuLWELL Like will to Like Eij, All licenctously was my
vp bringing. 1584 Hudson Du Bartas' Judith iv. (161 1)

45 One of the Captains, .discriving, to another, her stock
and vpbringing. aiG-jo Spalding Troub. Chas. I (1850) \.

139 The maisteris. .ofthe said college, whocairfulHeatiendit
thair callinges for vpbringing ofthe youth. 1678 R. Barclay
Apol. Quakers v. § 23. 173 Men . . have the Eye of the Soul
darkned or dimmed through Evil up-bringing and Learning.

182a Carlyle Let. in Froude Life (1882) I. 171 What have
I done to. .reward those that had the trouble ofmy upbring-
ing? 1831 — Sart. Res. 11. ii, Let n>e not quarrel with my
upbringing t 1864 Burton Scot Abr, I, ii. 95 Preserving
no traces of the influence of their,. hard upbringing. 1873
Morley Rousseau II. 197 The theory and art of the up-
bringing of the young.
Upbri'stled, ///. rt. (Up- 6 b.) ^i6n Chapman Iliad

II. 126 Zephyr's vehement gusts.. make the stiff up-bristled

ears [of corn] do homage to his breath, 1885 C J. Lyall tr.

Anc. Arab. Poet. 113 A lion with angry mane upbristled.

t Upbri-xle. Obs,-^ [Up- 2 (cf. Upbraid v.)

+ ON. brigzlj brigzli reproach, shame, f. bregma

(see Braid v.'^), Cf. MSw. upbrygdhilse, MDa.
obrygdhilse^ opbryksel^ Reproach, scorn.

c 120a Ormin 4871 Ice amm an wurrm, & nohht nan mann,
Uppbrixle menn bitwenenn.
tUpbroi-d, V. Obs.~^ [Up- 4 + Broid j'.'] trans. To

entangle. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII, 431 pe kyng
makedlthem], .appose Jjecardinales. .and upbroyde[z/.n up-
breide] hem..wib sotil sophyms.

Upbrou'gnt, /"7. ///^. (Up- 5. Cf. Upbring
V. 2.)

c X375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. {Pelagia) 291 A dekine, |»at

wes vpe-brocht with bischope veron, ?£:i470 G. Ashby
Active Policy 473 Also chese your servantes .

.
, Remeinbryng

with whom thei haue be vpbraught. 1520 Calisto <5- Melib.
C ivb, As long as yong pepyll be euell vpbrought. 1596
Spenser F. Q. vi. vi. 9 That same beast was bred of hellish

strene, And long in darksome Stygian den vpbrought. Ibid,

I. ix, 3, etc. 1899 in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Up adv. i.

U"p-brow. Coal-mining. [Up- 2 b + Brow sb."^

8.] (See quots.)
1867 W. W, Smytii Coal ^ Coal-mining 135 The bays . . will

be connected with the main roads by pairs of drifts (up-

brows) carried up the rise of the seam; or sometimes.. by
down-brows. 1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-m, 268 Up-brow^ an
inclined plane worked to the rise.

t Upbmid. Obs. rare, [f. Up- 2 (cf. Upbraid
j-i5.) + 0E. brydy *brygdy related to brcgdan Braid
v,^, ^.^] Reproach.
aizzs Ancr. R. 108 Inhisearen he hefde..al Jjet edwit,

& al Jjet upbrud, & al l>e schorn.. J>et earen muhte iheren.

c 1130 Hali Meid. 33 Hit is. .to al his cun schome, vpbrud
in uuel mud, tale bimong alle.

Upbni'ldy V, (Up- 4.) Also Upbuilded,
-bui'lt; -bui'lder; -bui'lding,
1513 Douglas ^wtfi'rf VIII. iv. 191 Potitius. .Jone altar in

this cuchill did vpbeild. " 1570 Satir. Poems Refortn. xxii. 43
This bailfuU bird richt beinly can vpbeild . . hir noysum nest.

X850 Blackie jEschylus I. 235, I will upbuild His house
who honours thee. 1890 J. Pulsford Loyalty to Christ I.

47 \Ve, .should be careful to. .upbuild our energies, equally

from God and from Nature, 1865 J. H. Ingraham Pillar of
Fire xvi, 188 Each [pyramid], had not the others been *up-

builded, would have been a marvel ofgrandeur. iZizProa
Soc. Psychical Research I. 11. 149 The science of zoology
could not have been upbuilt without it. 1865 E. Burritt
IValk to Land's End 409 The chief *upbui!ders of the

place in its industrial enterprise. 1732 E. Erskine IVks.

(1791) 647/3 A whole Trinity .Jay themselves out.. for the

upbuilding of this house. 1876 Fairbairn in Contemp.
Rev. June 138 What he terms its development or upbuild-

ing may be termed its diseased growth, 1898 B. Gregory
Side Lights Confl, Meth. 379 The impression, .was in a high

degree, .bracing and upbuilding.

Upbuoyance. (Up- 2.) Ixi^CoLt.v.xyG^ Visit ofGodsx^
Me rather, bright guests I with your wings of upbuoyance
Bear aloft to your homes.

Upburst. [Up- 2.] An upward outburst or

outbreak.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 424/2 A violent upburst of clouds

of scoria and ashes. 1872 Bp. Fokbes Kal. Sc. Saints 290

A scarped upbur:>t of trap>rock<out of the surrounding red
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sandstone. j87« Mrs. Whitney Sights i Tns. 11. xxxv. 643
The great upburst of gladness.
Upbursting,///. a.: see Up- 6b.

Up-by, aJv. Sc. (and north. <iia!.). Also up-
bye. [I.UpaJv.^2,Sd + BYaiiv.2. Cf.lN-.OuTBY.]
Up there ; up at (or to) a particular place {spec, a
' great house ' or mansion).
1768 Ross //ett-nare i. 8 Up by the Iambic's lying yonder

stylh. 1816 Scott £/. Dwar/ii, Shesits in the neuk yonder,
upbye. 1830 J. Wilson Chr. North (1856) III. 37 Wha can
see thccaim up-by yonder, when a* the haill heaven is ae
coal<Ioud ! 1871 W. .\lexandeb JohnnyGM xix, Inveetin'
the co.ichnian . . up bye, aifter Sir Simon gaed awa".
IJpcall: see Up- 4.

TTpcast, sb. Also 9 dial, upkest. [Up- 2.

Cf. MDa. opkast in sense 6.]
1. A chance or accident, rare.
i6ii Shaks. Cymb. 11. i. 2 Was there euer man had such

lucke? When I kist the lacke vpon an vp-cast, to be hit
away? 1619 Drayton Legends, P. Gavcsloii cvii, Only
some small force . . For vs to trust to, Fortune had vs left,

On which our Hopes, vpon this Vpcast l.iy. 1897 Rhoscomvl
White Rose Arno 131 Pengraig.. hoped that he might by
some marvellous upcast succeed in overhauling the escaped
scoundrel.

2. Sc. and north, dial. A reproach or taunt;
a ground or occasion of reproach.
i68l R. Fleming Fulfilling 0/ Script, (ed. 3) 51 This did

never occasion bitter reflexions, or was their upcast before
the World. 1681 P. Forman in Thomson Cloud0/ Witnesses
(1871) 205 Ye are an upcast to poor sufferers. 1835 Urockett
N. C. Gloss, s.v. 1863 Jean L. Watson By.gone Days 124
If she will only come oack againj she will never get an up-
cast frae me nor mine. 1878- m Eng. Dial. Diet. (Sc,
Cumb., N. Irel.).

3. Mining and Geol. An upward dislocation or
shifting of a seam or stratum ; a fault caused by
this. (Cf. Upcast ///. a. 3.)
Used in contrast to Downcast or Downthrow.
'793.tE*«t' Dundonald) Deser. Estate o/C'ilross y The

Proprietors.. found their Coals after working to a certain
depth, thrown up to the north, by an up-cast, as it is com-
monly called. 1839 MuRCHlsoN Silur. Syst. i. xxxvii. 510
The upcasts of the various coalfields. 1842 Sedgwick in
Hudson's Guide Lakes (1843) 200 A great cleft or 'fault'.,
producing such an enormous ' upcast * towards the N.E.,
that the carboniferous beds,, are on the other side of it. 187a
W. S. SvMONDs Kec. Rocks v. 148 The extraordinary upcast
of Silurian rocks in Marloes Bay.
4. Upcast shaft (or pit), the pit-shaft by which the

ventilating air of a mine is returned to the surface.
j8i6 [see Downcast si. 2]. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 987 The

air of the upcast pit being rarefied by the heat. 1867 W. W.
Smyth Coal fy Coal-mining 207 If a really large volume of
air be required, we must heat the full height of the column
in the upcast shaft.

ellipt. 1830 Ure Diet. Arts 571 Pit of ventilation or upcast
for the smoke. 1864 A. Miller Rise ^ Progr. Coatbridge
XXV. 169 The air., is conveyed round the whole of the work-
ings, and guided by air courses to the upcast.

b. A casting or hurling upward ; a cast or throw
in an upward direction.

189a Nature 6 Nov. 16/1 The ' upcast ' to which the air
must be subject in a cyclone,

5. Sc. An upset.
1814 Scott St. Kenan's xxviii, What wi' the upcast and

terror.. my hea'd is sair eneugh distressed.

6. Material thrown up in digging, etc.
1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Antigone 250 No mattock's

stroke indeed, Nor spade's upcast was there. 1891 G. Neil-
son Per Lineam Valli^, Outside.. there lies a vast heap of
promiscuous earth, the "upcast ' from the trench.

Upca-st, I-. [Up- 4. Cf. Cast ». 83 and MSw.
tip-, opkasta, Sw. upphasta, (M)Da. opkaste in
sense 3.]

t L tratis. To utter loudly. Obs.
Cast up also occurs in this sense in ME.
13.. £'.^.^////. /'.B.iS74piscrywasvp-caste,&|jercomen

mony Clerkes out of caldye. a 1400 Ram. Rose 7129 The
vniuersite. .Gan forlo braide. .at the noys the heed vpcast.

1 2. To open or turn up (the eyes). Obs.
1390 Gower Con/. 1 1, 103 His slombrende yhen he upcaste.

And seide (etc.].

3. To cast, throw, or toss np.
c 1386 Chaucer Man 0/ Law's T. 808 (Lansd. MS.), Att

J>e last,,Custance and eke hir childe l>e see vpkast. 1390
Gower Con/. 1 1 1. 3 14 At Ephesim the See upcaste The cofre.
1608 TopsELL^f^r/iTM^j 269The female.. Out ofweb-breeding-
belly,.vp.c.isting twine. 1850 Blackie JEschylus II. 180
This brave Capaneus . . upcasts Loud billowy boasts in Jove's
high face. i86a Lytton Str. Story II. 352 The atoms up-
cast bj; the lightof the moon. 187s Morris /Eneid l. 84
The winds, .driving down upon the sea its lowest deeps up-
cast.

+ 4. Sc. To throw or force open (a gate). Obs.
««4»SWyntoun Cron.ym. xL 1757 All be jettis ))ai vpkest

Xv.r. wpcast], To lat baim entir. 1333 Bellenden Livy v.
viii. (S.T.S.) II. 176 The portis [war] brokin and vpcassin.

5. Sc. and north, dial. To bring up against one;
to cast in one's teeth ; to allege as a fault.
i8as Brockett N. C. Glass., Upcast, to upbraid. 1850

Blackie j^schylus II. 186 Thy brother too.. He whips
with keen reproaches, and upcasts With bitter taunts his
evii-omened name. 1865- in Eng. Dial. Did. (So, N. Irel.,
Northumb., etc).

U-pcast,///. a. [Up- s. In predicative use
upcast.'\

1. Oftheeyeorlook: Turned or directed upwards.
f t4oa Lydc. Compl. SI. Knt. 216 Lying in a traunce.

With loke up-casu l4ia-lo— Chron. Troy iv, 1481 With
eye vpK:ast in rancour and in Ire. 1676 Drydem State
Innoc. II. ii, Beasts with up-cast eyes forsake their Shade,

423

t

X71S AddiSOM To Sir C. KndUr 6i Old Saturn too with
I upcast eyes Beheld his abdicated skies. 1816 Keats * / stood

j

TiP'toe \ii Loverof loneliness,.. Of upcast eye, and tender

:
pondering ! 1887 J.

Ker Serm, Ser. ii. xiv. 210 With that

i upcist look to Christ's face.

2. Raised up, prominent, rar^,
1658 A. Fox tr. IVuriz* Sjirg. 11. x. 87 Do not stitch (the

wound];, .it would cause an ugly up-cast scarr.

3. Upcast dyke (in mining), = Upcast sb, 3,
1810 J. Bailey AgHc, Durhmn 29 They are denominated

up-cast dykes, and down-cast dykes, as the strata are cast
up or down, according to the direction in which the colliery

is working. x8a5 K. Mackenzie Vieiv Northutiibld, (ed. 2)

I. 82 When the miner finds the vein he has been working
thrown below his feet, he calls it a Downcast Dike ; but if

it be thrown upwards it is then an Upca.st Dike.

4. Cast, thrown, or tossed upwards.
1823 Joanna Baillie Poems 260 The mighty Geyser's up-

cast stream. 1827 Carlvle Richter, Misc. (1840) I. 29
Close by their outer churchyards, where crumbled upcast
cofiin-boards were glimmering, 1892 PaU Mail G. 21 Sept.
6/1 The usual upcast spray of water (of a fountain],

Upca'Sting, vbl, sb, [Up- 7.] The action or

result of casting or throwing up, in various senses.

[xaso-^ CockersatidChartnl. (Chetham Soc.) 899 Aliud
latus praedictae terras jacet ad Houpcastinges terras mese.]
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 172 But when he schuld dye, he myjt
not receue hit \sc. the sacrament] for vpcasting. 1806
Jamieson, l/pciisiin£;the rising of clouds above the horizon,
especially as threatening rain, i8ip W. Tennant Papistry
SJorm'd (1827) 185 A black up-castin'[of clouds], with ane
rim o' darkness. 1882 Froc. Berw. Nat. Club X. i. 11 Bare
. .rounded hills, with, .yellow up-castings of soil indicating
the retreats of rabbit.^^.

TJpcatch,^'., -caught, /<?. pple, (Up- 4, 5.)
ai56oPHAER^£'«tf/^ix. (1562) I'f ib,The wynds vpcaught

yt strocke and luno quene ye daunger brake. 1590 Spenser
F, Q. ni. V. 24 He.. His bootelesse bow in feeble hand vp-
caught. afjii Ken Psyctie Poet. Wks. 1721 IV, 269 He
Psyche, as he Jesus once, upcaught. 1791 Cowper Odyssey
XII. 118 With ev'ry mouth She bears upcaught a mariner
away. 1820 Wordsw. To Enterprise 133 Withered leaves,
from earth's cold breast Up-caught in whirlwinds, nowhere
can find rest.

ttrpchee'r, v, Obs, rare, [Up- 4.] trans. To
cheer up, to encourage.

iT 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lv. vi, But, my ore loaden
soule, thy selfe upcheare. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vr. i. 44 Who
comming forth yet full of late afiray, Sir Calidore vpcheard.
Upchoked : see Up- 5.

Upcli-mb, ». [Up- 4. Cf. NFris. npkieni,

MDu. opcii'mmeftj "cHvimen (Du, opkUmmen),
MLG. upklemmen^ MHG. {IfkHmmtn (G. auf-
kiimmen).'] intr, and trans. To climb up; to
ascend. Also TJpclrmber, -cli'mbing.
*S4fi JovB Declar. xcii b. His arrogant vpcHminge and

extollinge of him selfe aboue god. 1582 SrANVHURST-f^ntrw
II. (Arb.) 54, I run forward .., Wheare shouts vpclymbing
most rise. x6oo Fairfax Tasso xviii. xci, B'arre in the aire
vp clombe thefortresse tall, Higher than.. church ortowre.
x8z6 Monthly Mag. XLI. 527 Some promise to upclimb

the light-house spire. 1845 Wkugkh German Anthology II.

133 To the topmost peak upclomb The conquerors in that
bloody fray ! X878 T. Sinclair Mount 274 To show sincere
students and upclimbers some of the footsteps of their pre-
decessors.

UpclO'Se, V, [Up- 4.] trans, and intr. To
close up, in various senses.

c t^o Pallad, on Ilusb. i. 92r Good is. -With affadille vp
close her hoHs alle. C1590 J. Stewart PtJ^wf (S.T.S.) II.

63/235 The ring .scho did vpclois In till hir mouth. 1603
Bp. Hall Kings Proph. xiii, EHza dyde, and with the
closing yeare Her dayes vpclosde. 1868 Arnold Lines
Kensington Gardens ix, The flowers upclose, the birds are
fed. 1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poevis 173 Now that my page
upcloses,.. Never to press thy cosy cushions more.
upclo'sed, pa. pple,, Upclo-ser. (Up- 5, 8.)
CX4SO LvDG. Secrets 429, I lakke language breffly for to

telle The bawme vpclosyd in your tresourye. a 1566 Glen,
cairn in Knox Hist. Re/. (1846) I. 73 U'he upclosars of
Heavins yett j Cankcarit corruptars of the Creid.

U'p-ooa8t,a. [Up/r^/.2] Situated, extending,

etc., further up the coast.

1882 De WiNDT Equator 38 The Resident of one of the
up-coast districts. 1900 Daily News j6 Jan. 5/2 The column
started last night by the up-coast railway line.

XTpCOXUGi sb. Chiefly Sc, [Up- 2.]

1. Sc, Way up, ascent, rare,

*37S Barbour Bruce \i. 167 The vpcom wes then Dittit
with slayn hors and men. x866 Grecor Banffshire Gloss, 204.

2. Sc, Outward appearance (of a person). ? Obs,
Jamieson (1808) suggests that the idea is 'probably bor-

rowed from the first appearance of the . . blade after sowing *,

? a 16^0 D. Hume Hist, Ho. Douglas (1644) 235 A Courtier
..cast ma word of doubting and disparaging: It is true,

said he, if all be good that is up-come; meaning if his
action and valour were answerable to his personage and
body. 1819 [A. Balfour] Campbell I. 27, I hae nae doubt
o' his abilities, for he promises fair according to his up-
come. [1819 Scott Leg. Montrose iv, *A stout fellow,'

replied Anderson, * if all be good that is upcome '. 1823 —
Qncniin D. vii, You should be a right man-at-arms, if all

be good that is upcome.]

3. Sc, The final or decisive'point.

1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. iii, My portrait b.. scandal-
ously caricatured. / fail or quail in spirit at the upcome I

4. The result, yield, or produce,
<:xB74 C Patmore in Champneys Mem. (1900) I. 250 Thff

upcome of a year can be reaped in one fine tfay. 18^ Sat.
Rev. II June 821/1 The positive, .upcome of this last of
Mr. Gladstone's perambulations.

TJpcO'me, v. rare. [Up- 4, Cf, WFris. op-
kommey MDu, opcomen (Du. opkomen\ MLG.
upkometij MHG. ilfkomen (G. aiifkommett)^ MSw.

ITPDRAW.

«/-, opkoma^ -komme (Sw. nppkomma)^ (M)Da,
opkomme.'\ intr. To come, spring, or rise up.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Mark iv. 17 Sy^']>an upcym3 deofles

costnung. cizooOrmin
1267

JiffJ^u. .^eornesst tatttu mote
sket Uijpcumenn inntill heonne. 1:1400 Master of Gam

t

(MS. Digby 1S2) xxiv, Of corne and of ot^er thynges that
vppe commeth of J>e londe. 1828 Athekstone Fall oj
Niiieveh I. 48 In a moment more, Upcame the monstrous
universal shout.

"ITpcoining, vbl, sb, [Up- 7.]

L The action of coming up, in various senses.
13.. Guy lVar7v. (A.) 7240 J>e best him neyed, & smot him

Wi^ his vp-coming so fel & grim [etc.]. a 1340 Hampolk
Psalter \x\\\, 19 |?ai fal downe ]jat lang tyme had in vp.
comminge. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 229 Me dradde
J>e arryvynge and upcomynge of straunge men. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 700 Of the Scrymgeouris
and thair Vpcuming. 01575 Dinm. Occurr. (Bann. CL.)

109 In thair vpcuming my lord of Ergyle bare the croun.
1654 Wariston Diary (S.H.S.) H. 292 This checked me in
the up-coming out of'^Leyth. 1746 E. Erskine Senn. (1755)
391 The Up-coming of the Breaker is with much awful
Majesty. 1862 Carlyle Fredk, Gt. xiii. ix. III. 524 In his
young time he had a hard upcoming. 1889 Athenxutn 29
June 831/2 Half-lights reveal on the surface the upcoming
of eddies in films from below.

+ 2. Sc, An ascent, an upward path. Obs, {CU
Upcome sb, i.)

1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 81 Sua strate wes l»e vp-cummyng,
pat twa men mycht nocht sammyn thryng. Ibid, 170.

U'pco-ming,///, a. (Up- 6 b.) 1848 T. Airu Nebuchad*
nczzar III. 12 Upcoming hunters on the hill appear. 1879
McCarthy (?jy« Times II. 169 Personal reasons., for

particular distrust of the upcoming Emperor.

Up-country, up-country, sb.^ a.^zxi^adv,

[Up a. and//'^/>.2]

As adv. and adj. the phrase is current in English dialects

(cf. quot, 1688), but the general loth century use originated
partly in India and partly in the United States; from C1875
It has also been employed in, or with reference to, Australia,

South Africa, etc.

1. sb, t a. An uplying or inland district. Obs,
x688 R. Holme Armoury in. 352/2 A Pit Saw in a Frame

,.is not in use with us, but in the Up Countreys.

b. The inland part of a country.
Used without article, or with tlie.

(rt) 1837 [Mrs. Maitland] Lett.fr, Madras (1843) 110, I
continue to like ' up country,' as they call it, far better than
the Presidency. 1888 [D'Avigdor] Antipod. Notes v. 30
Thousands from up-country make their annual business visit

to the capital. 1897 P. Warung Tales Old Regime 162 To
say good-bye before leaving for up-country.
(b) 1872 De Vebe Americanisms 163 The nearest districts

became early known . . as the Up Country. 1894 Cent. Mag.
April 84Q Later generations in the up-country have applied
the word to the products of corn after cooking.

2. adj. Situated in, belonging or relating to, etc.,

the inland part of a country.
1835 MACAULAvin Trevelyan /,^ (1876) 1. 406 Any [library]

which would be readily accessible at an up-country station

[in India]. i86i Clough Mart Magna 29 What racy tales of
Yankeeland he had 1 Up-country girl, up-country farmer lad,

1874 Ranken Domin. Australia xiii. 237 The 'up-country
store-keeper', .sells everything wholesale or retail. 1884
Health Exhib, Catal. p. xliii, Models.. of European up-
country bungalows, and . . of a bazaar in an up-country town.

3. adv. In or to the inland part of a country,

1864 Trevelyan Compel. Wallah -^i A young couple going
to an appointment up-country. 1889 'J. S. Winter ' Mrs,
Bob iii, Whilst we were up-country,, .we met Colonel Coles.

X89X Kipling Light that Failed ii, I'm going up-country
with a column.

tUpco'vering, vbl. sh. Obs.~^ [Up- 7 + Cover v.^ 4.

Cf. upkever, Up- 4.] Recovery, a X300 Cursor M. 25821
Suagat for ^air wanhopping J)ai fall wit-vten vp-couermg.

t Upcree'per. Obs.-^ (Up- 8.) c 1534 Image Hypocr. \,

531 in Skelton's IVks. (1843) ^1* 4^9 Thou arte a cursed
crekar, a crafty vppcrepar.

Upcurl, V. [Up- 4.] To curl up.
trans, x8ox Southey Thalaba iv. xxxi, High, high in

heaven upcurl'd The dreadful sand-spouts moved. X852 M,
Arnold Trislr.^ Iseult in. 118 T'he .. furnace of the world,
In whose hot air our spirits are upcurled Until they crumble.
X89S F, Thompson Sister Songs 3 Ere.. Thou disclose my
flower of song upcurled. . I

intr, 1838 KIary Howitt Birds f^ Flowers 189 Where the
branching ferns up-curl. X845 Mangan German Anthology
II. 126 A stupendous column of sand..upcurls..in eddies
and whirls.

UpcuTling, vhl. sb, (Up- 7. Cf, prec.) 1828 Lights ^
Shades II. 1S5 The up-curlingof its widely-dilated nostrils.

Upcurved, /(Z. ///^. ^nAppLa, (Up- 5.)

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 1S3 Bracts upcurved. 187^
Darwin Insectiv. PI. xiv. 328 Covered . . near their extremi-
ties with upcurved prickles. 1893 AtJtenxum 1 April 399/3
Avocets with up-curved bills.

Upcyne, see note to Uptik sb,

ITpdart, v., etc. (Up- 4, 5, and 6.)
X722 J. Jones tr. Oppian's Halieuticks iii. 143 The Barbel,

when encircling Seines inclose,.. O'er Battlements of Cork
up-darting flies. X79_x Cowper Hiad xv. 102 So swift up-
darted Juno to the skies. X799 H, Gurney Cupid <5- Psych*
42 High o'er the dragons he will tower Updarting thro the
azure air.

Updelve, -dive, -drag: see Up- 4.

fU-pdraught. Obs,tare, [Up- 3. Cf.DBAUGHT
sb, 23.] = Indraught 3.

14.. Saili14.. Sailing Direct, (Hakl. Soc.) 15 A south west mone
makith hiest watir by the see coste, and in the updraughtis
it dooth not so. Ibid. 10.

tTpdraW'y v, [Up- 4. Cf. (M)Da. opdragen,

MLG. ttpdragen, -dregen, LG. updrageny MHG.
^ftragen {Cauf-)^ ^ISw. updra^Aa (Sw. uppdraga\
(M)Da. opdrage."]



UPDRAWK-.
1 1. trans. To pull out of tlic ground. Also /??•.
c i»90 //op' Rood .65 in X Eng. Leg. I. 6 He ne mijte

nou;t aboute \xt corjie swinke, ne \k weodes up drawea 1300 Cursor M. 6330 Bot moyses . . t>aa wandes durst he
noeht vpdrau [fajr/: vpdragh). 13. . JC. Alis. 2633 (Laud
Mb.), In t>e gronnde it silked fast, ..non ne mijt it vp-drawe
f.M49 Pecock Refr. i. ii. 8 forto nieete a5ens the firste

o '-5P°j " opinioun, and forto vnroote and vpdrawe it

a. To draw up to a height or from a lower place
;

also, to draw (a bow) to the full.
c 13PO Haaelak 932 He kam to J>e welle, water vp-drow.

13.
.
Scuyn Sages (VV.) 2682 Ich wil fol fawe Heghe him

honge and vpdrawe. 1390 Gowek Conf. II. 295 Bardus
with hw Asse anon Him hath updrawe [k. out of a pit]
c 1440 Bone Flor. 532 Ye schoulde . . close the yatys, and tlie
brygges up drawe. 1308 IJunbah Flyting^ Thow saw the
Mill abuif niy held vpdraw. iSoo Fairfax Tasso xx. Ixiii,
1 hree times her angrie hand the bow vp drew. 1667 Milton
P. L. II. 874 She, . Forthwith the huge Portcullis high up
drew. 179X CowPER Iliad I. 597 Their galley they up.

tiT'r A°^ '°^ ""'' '^"'S* remote. 1813 Hogg Queen's
Wake, Glen-Airn xxviii, Dawning in the air updrew From
many a. .hill, Her folding robe of fairy blue.

b. Jig. To bring up before the mind.
i8ji8 "XwMisas Lover's Tale i. 634 If so be that the echo

./' "J""-'oad updrawn.. a phantasm of the form.
1 3. To bring up, to rear. Obs.-^

tr^ GowER Coi:/. I. 186 .\ knyht, whom fro childhode
He hadde updrawe into manhode.
Updrawn, pa. fple. and ///. a. (Up- 5,6 b.

Cf. prec.)

c l»SO Gen. * Ex. 1858 Folc of salem Sor.fore was slajen,
wiwes,andchildre,and.-i3teup.dra3en. \-MaGovifis.Con/.U.
238 Fro his lond with sail updrawe Thei wente hem forth.
1581 STANyuURsT /Eneisin. (Arb.) 79 Oure vessels vpdrawne
are grapled at anchor. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 228 The rapid
current, . . with kindly thirst up drawn. I76« Falconer Ship,
tur. II. 48s The sounding cord, Updrawn, an undiminish'd
depth explord. i86« Lvtton Lost Tales Uliletus, Secret
IVajf6.\s cloud, from purest dews Updrawn, makes sorrowful
a star in heaven. 1887 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. Ser. 11. (18S8)
261 Alexis Kareiiine's updrawn eyebrows. xgaxDailyCliron.
26 Aug. 3/5 A tree.. has fallen, and the up-drawn roots
form a bridge.

0pdre-8s, V. (Up- 4.)
a 1400 Rom. Rose jo6j That he wolde vpdresse Engyns

bothe more and lesse To cast at vs by euery side, a 1500
Chaucer's Dreme 662 Right in his wo he gan to braid. And
him vp dresses for to kneTe. x6oo Fairfax Tasso xvi. xxiii,
Her curies garland wise she did vpdresse.
XIpdrie-d,/<i.///d. (Up- 5.) Also TTpdry p.,
Updrying vbl. sb.

c 144a Palliui. OH Hush. I. 238 Lupyne and ficchis slayn,
and on their roots Vpdried, are . . londis boote. 1530 Lynde-
SAV Test. PafJingo 138 The balmy droppis of dew Tytane
vpdrj'is. £1586 C'tess Pkmbroke Ps. lxvi. iii. The sea
op dried by his hand. Became a field of dusty sand. 1658
A. Fox tr. Wilrtz' Surg. iii. xxiii. 290 That updrying .

.

comes from an oppilation of that member, be that caused
from what it will.

Updrinking, vht. si. IUp- 7.] (See quot. and cf Up-
sitting.) 1819 \K. Balfour] Campbell I. 13 At the feast
given on my mother's recovery, which in that part of the
country was termed the up-drinking. Upeat : see Up. 4.

t Upen, obs. var. Open a. (Cf. Upon a.) 13. . E. E. Allit.
P. .\. io66 pe jates stoken was neuer get Bot euer more vpen
at vche a lone.

Up-end, V. Orig. dia!. [Up aafe.l] I

1. trans. To set (something) on its end ; to turn
j

end upwards ; dial, to set (also rejl., to get) on
one's feet.

i8j3 E. Moor Suffolk t^ords 460 Uplnnd, to set a cask or
any thing on its end. 1868 Rep. to Govt. U. S. Munitions
IVar 27^ The bursting of a few shells . . tearing, up-ending,
and setting fire to the planking of the latter [deck ). 1874
Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. 173 An approaching heavy sea
m.ay carry the boat away . . and turn it broadside on, or up-end
it. 1900 H. Lawsom Over Sliprails 29 It crawled to the
wall, against which it slowly and painfully up-ended itself.

b. In pa. pple. : Sitting up.
1874 E Waugh Chimney Comer (1879) 123, I left him

alK>ut two minutes sin' up-ended i' bed.

2. intr. To rise up on end.
1897 Kipling Capt. Cour, 52 They up-eend thet way when

they're hungry. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trail xxm, A
log In the advance up-ended ; another thrust under it.

licnce ITp-ended ppl. a.

1880 ' Mark Twain' Tramp Ahr. xlvii. 488 Proppingthem
. .with her upended v.ilise. 1896 C- Allen Papier MAchl
121 The up-ended box whereon the student was perched.

Upfi'll, V. [Up- 4. Cf. MSw. upfylla (Sw.
»//-), MDa. upfylle, Du. opvullen.'] trans. To fill

up. Also UpflHed /(!. ///if.

c 1440 Patlad. on Hnsb, xli. 350 So braunches fewe vpfille

a huge londe. 159a Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 11. iii. 7, I must
vpfill this Osier Cage of ours. With balefull weedes. 1596
Spenser F. ^-iv, iii. 42 A cup she hild, The which was with
Nepenthe to the brim vpfild._ 1861 Macm. Mag. June 134
A fine tree, .that upfilled a picture, with cows or haymakers
bene.ith it.

Upfi'lling. [Up- 7. Cf. prea] Something
which serves to fill up.
i8a3 G. Young Ceol. Surv. 168 The red sandstone, .occu-

pying the valleys in the form of what has been called an
upfilling. 1833-4 Encycl. Metrop. VI. 705/2 At length the
originally rugged chasm is changed by additions and up-
fillings into the smooth, evenly declining hollow. 1844 H.
Stepuens Bk. Farm 1 1 1. 810A gate to be permanent, should
be. .a simple rectangular frame without upfillings.

tUpflnder. Obs.-^ (Up-S.J Adeviser. 1430-40 Lvdg.
Boc/tas IX. 482 Double of hir tunge, vpfyndere of tresoun.

UT>floor. [ad. OE. K^<>r: Up- I.] Atriforium.
This special application is derived from the use of the word

with reference to the church at Glastonbury in the O, E,
Chron. (Laud MS*), au. 1083.
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I 1879 A. Taylor Cuicmie 13 Our ancestors, .gave tlie tri-
forium (then lately devised) the vernacular English name of
..VPSoo': • .»9" C. E. Power Eng. Median. Archit. I. 20
J he triforium chamber' or 'up-floor' of monastic writers.

,
U-pflow, sb (Up. 2.) 1871 Contemp. Rev. XIX. 40 This

incessant out-flow or up-flow (if the physicist will permit the
latter word). 1890 lyiilos. Mag. Dec. 501 The final results
of the upflow of air limited as to space. Ibid., The 'strata of
.-ilr surrounding the upflow. Upfold.iiii. Geol. (Up- 2 1 =
Anticline. 1901 Mackindek Brilain f, Brit. Seas vi. 80Ihe Mendip Range, .is a complete upfold of carboniferous
limestone.

Upfold, V. [Up- 4. Cf. LG. vpfolJen, G. auf-
fallen.^ trans. To foM up, fold together

; f to r.iise
push up. Also TJpfolded, f -fo-lden /a. pple.
'^/

;/' ^- ^"'*- ^- ^' ^43 Abraham, al hodlez with armez
vp-folden. a 1460 Lament. Virgin in Chester Plays (1847)U. 206 Ihe ston owyr hym he can upfolde, . . And wente
hys wey wherso he wolde. i6oa Fairfax Tasso xvi
ihe genthe budding rose "

XIV,

n their

^

. ~, ., her beauties doth vpfold xu Lucii
deare leaues. i8aa J. Wilson Lights S, Shadows Sc. Life
342 I he leaves yet unfolded might almost be heard budding
in the bower. 1878 E. Jones Sens. * EventU&jg) 200 Come
o er the hills, and pass unto the wold. And all things, as thou
passest, in rest upfold.
Upfollowed, .framed : see Up. 5.

Upfa-rleo,/a. ///«. (Up- 5.)
I8i8 Keats Endym. i. 461 Who, upfurl'd Beneath thydrowsy wing a triple hour, But renovates and lives? 185aU.Amoi.a Parting 88 Where the white mists, for ever, Are
S n^"?-!lP^'!'',' '',• '5*7 G. Macdonald Disciile, etc. 3a
Scroll of ill with theirs upfurled, And flung in deepest hell
U-pgang. l^Uedy north, dial. am\ Sc. [Up- 2.

Cf. VVFris. opgong, Du. opj^ang, OHG. Ofganr,
-cane (MHG. ti/ganc), ON. ttppgangr (Norw. upp-
gang, -gong; MSw. up., opgang, Sw. uppghig;
MDa. and Da. opgang) and uppganga (Norw. upp-
Songa).'\ a. The act of ascending; ascension.
b. An ascent, an upward path or way.
aijfioLaws Alfred I. § 25 Jif he. .aefter sunnan upgonge
IS de3, he bi5 mansleses scyldij. 971 Blickl. Horn. 201
11 ne mihton ofer ))a:t scrsf. .gongan, arSon hie gerymdonNne upgang- <riooo Sax. Leechd. III. 246 t)as twelf tacna
..Sefyllad twa tida mid hyra upgange oaSe nybergange.
1375 aARBom Bruce VI. 141 His hors, that wes born doune.
Cummerit thaim the vpgang to ta. Ibid. viu. 38 On the
south half quhar lames was, Is ane vpgang, ane narrow
plas. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxix, Our minny here's rather
driegh in the upgang. 1853 [Robinson] ly/titby Gloss., Up.
gang,

. .a track up a hill, as ' Upgang ', from the Mulgrave
sands to the turnpike on the cliff top.

tUpganger. Obs. [Up- 8.] (See quot.)
'?»*/• Laurence A'nt/j-^i/./J^rK. 198 Of Bnck.Making:

.
.
an U p-Oanger, who, . . as they become stiff, takes them Uc

the new bricks] up, and sets them in Wind-Rows to be dried.
Upga ther, v. [Up- 4. Cf. Du. opgaderen.\

trans. To gather up, to collect. Also U'pgathered
///. a., -ga-thering vbl. sb.

1590 Spensek Muiopot. 397 Himselfe he close vpgathered
more and more Into his den. 1S90 — /^'.(?. in. vi. 19 Soone
hergarments loose Vpgath'ring, in her bosome she comprized.
Well as she might. 1807 Wordsw. Misc. Sonn. i. xxxiii, The
winds.. are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers. 1824
hxaminer 650/2, I must upgather to the strife the reason
that remains. 1851 Lo.ncf. Gold. Leg. i. ad fin.. The stoop.
ing sun upgathers his spent shafts. 1883 Ruskin in Colling-
wood Life (1893) 1. 223 Any poor little piece of "upgathered
silver of my own. 1884 J. Parker Apost. Life III. 173 A
marvellous *upgathering and focalising of information.
Upga-ze, v., etc. (Up- 4, 6, and 7.)
i8n Byron Ch. Har. 11. liv. Tired of up.ga2ing still, the

wearieti eye Reposes gladly (etc.). 185s Singleton Virgil
I. 62 Why, Daphnis, on the ancient risings of the signs Up.
gaze?

_
1874 R.Buchanan /':)«^fF.tj. III. i22Theshepherds

gather "d. Up-gazing dreamily Into the silent air.

tUpgi-ve, z'. Sc. Obs. [Up- 4. Cf. OFris.
op; upieva (WFris. opjaen), (M)Du. opgeven,
MLG. upgcven (LG. upgdferi), MHG. Afgeben (G.
atif-), MSw. up(J)giva (Sw. iippgifva, -giva), Da.
opgive, Icel. uppgefa.']

1. trans. To give up, resign, abandon.
141S Reg. Ma^. Sig. Scot. (1882) 39/1 Huchon..sal frely

delyver and upgif to the sayd Villiam . . the sayd landis. 1499
Muniin. de Metros (Bann. CL) 622 Rent.. Quhilk .. lady
Jgnet . . wpgaif and resignit in our handis. 1513 Douglas
jSneid xi. iii. 29 Jour kyng hes our confiderans vpgeve.
I6c6 Muniin. de Metros (Bann. CI.) 658 To resigne diniit
surrander vpgeif and ouergeif . . (« maner place of Melrosse.
x6sj Z. Bovd in Zion's Flaivers (1855) App. 26/1 Giveing
them full power to upgive the same [sc. goods] as if they
were given by mine owne mouth. [1840 Origines Par.
.Icotioi I. 440 They upgave to hira..the common p.Tsture of
Hauden.]

2. To declare, avow. (Cf. UPGiviNOfi/. sb. 2.)
a 1776 Song Outlaw Murray lix. And gif you refuse to do

that, I freely here upgive with {^read to] thee, There will
never [etc.].

tUpgi-ver. Sc. Obs. [Up- 8. Cf. Give v.

64 e.] One who furnishes information or particu-
lars (o/'something).
IS7« in Balfour Oppr. Orkney ^ Shell. (1859) 45 Harie

Bruce and Thomas Boyne, quha was bayth the upgiflfaris
of the faltis. 1621 Sc. ActsParlt., fas. ;-'/(i8i4) IV. 599/1
[To] caus the pairties vpgevaris of the saidis inventoures
everie pairtie subscryve his awin inventar him selff. c 1630
Sm T. Hoi'E /l//«(7r /'rar/rV^f (1726) 30 The Caution is holden
to be found not by the Minor, but by the Upgiver.

Upgi'ving, vbl. sb. Sc. [Up- 7.]
1. Surrender; abandonment.
<;i4J3 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (1882) 45/1 For the upgiffin

of hys tak of the laiiddis of Kyrkloun. 1492 Acta Vom.
Cone. (1839) 246/1 For J>e vpgiffing of J^e charteris evidentis
and all vt>er richt))at he haid. i(rfi}.V,e.QVA Life ofFaith

UPGROWTH.
V. (1726) i2t What could be expected next, but utter up-
giving?

' ^

1 2. Declaration, presentment. Obs.
1574 in C Rogers Tliree Sc. Reformers (1874) 10 As to my

Insprech
. .

I refer to ray wifis aith and vpgeving. c 1630
Sir I. Hope Minor Practicks (1726) 19 The omitted Bene-
fices, which the Prelates.. omitted in the Upgiving of the
Kental. a 1670 Spalding Troub. CIms. I (1850) I. 338 [He]
presentit the subscrivit rollis of the tenthis givin wp be the
oath of Ilk subscriver, as thay who had commissioun to
receave and sie the vpgiveing of the saidis rollis.

U-pgo, sb. dial. Also Sc. -gae. [Up- 2.] An
ascent

; spec, a rise in a stratum of rock.
1683 G. Sinclair Misc. Obs. Hydrost. 278 Some [strata]

again making their rise much more than their course, which
they call Up-gae.s. i8ss tVhitly Gloss. 185 Upgo, a track
up a hill. '-^ '

Upgo-, V. [Up- 4. Cf. MDu. opgaen (Du.
opgaan), MLG. upgdn, MHG. iifgdn, -gen (G.
aufgehen), MSw. up{p)ga, op{p)ga, -gaa (Sw.
«//,J«). MDa. and Da. apgaa.} intr. To go up

;

to ascend, mount.

I
5 "50 Ge«. * £.!;. 1608 lacob. .sa?.., Fro 3e erSe up .

.
, A

leddre stonden.and 6or-on Angeles dun-cnmen and upgon.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 139 The tendir plaunte is take
anoon & biyue Vpgoth. ^1475 Golagros * Ga7u. 1151 He
6f,'.?,<^P"'

Gawyne vpga. 1513 Douglas ^neid viii. i. 57yuhill in the ayr vpgois the tuynkilland lycht. 1600 Fair-
'*"

,?,"? '""• *' "° ceas'd, and then a murmur lowd vp
went With noise of ioy. 1791 Cowpeii Iliail xiii. joi6 Up-
went the double ro.-ir into the heights Ethereal. 1830
Wordsw. Egyptian MaidiB^ Then up-went Into the ethereal
element The Birds.

Upgoing, vbl. sb. [Up- 7.] The action of
going up ; esp. ascent, ascension.
1555 Watre.man Fardle Facions App. 315 K faire vp

goyng, by a slope bancque of Turfes. 1658 J. Nicoll Diary
{Lanii. CI.) 211 Upone this accompt..the Scottis Commis-
sioneris, (juho wer reddy to pas to Lundoun. ., wcr stayed
from thair upgoing. 1734 £. Erskine Serin. Wks. (1791)
097/1, I would speak a little of the solemnity of his [jr.
Christ's] up-going. 1870 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. I. 422 The
eye of the psalmist looked.. beyond the typical upgoing of
the ark to the sublime ascension of the King of glory.
Xl-pgoing, ///. a. (Up- 6 b.)
1859 J. Lang Wand. India 125 On the down-coming travel-

lers neanng us, the bearers of us— the up-going travellers
called a halt. 1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly Feb. 523 The upgoing
current.. may increase in volume.

U-p-grade, sb. and adv. Orig. U.S. [Up- 2 b.]
1. An upward slope or incline.
1888 J. Pennell Sent. Journey 236 There were so many

long up-grades, and the sign-posts were all wrong. 1893
Kate Sanborn Trutlif. Wom. S. California 87, I have no
taste for overtaking runaway mules on a steep and intermin-
able up-grade.

b. adv. Uphill.
1899 Lutheran (Phila.) 6 Apr. 327 A railroad train will go

for some distance upgrade after the engine is detached.
2. On the upgrade, ascending, rising.
189a Daily News 26 Sept. 2/4 In the iron trade, .demand

seems to be on the up grade.
tUpground. Obs.~^ [Up- 1.] Higher ground: ground

above the be.ach. a 1550 Leland Itin. (1768) I. 34 The Shore
and upground from Trent Ripe.. to Gainesborough is al
sandy.

Upgrow, V. [Up- 4. Cf. MDa. opgro:\ intr.
To grow up, spring up

; Jig. to increase.
c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 246 In his encrees

upgrowynge as a flour, c 1440 Pallatl. on Husb. vil. 77 Yf
me wete Her lond, vp^roweth now this herbis sete. 1513
Douglas jEneid xl xi. 14 Ne this luf..of layt in Dyanis
breist vpgrew. Ibid. xii. viii. 116 Than mair in greif and
ire vpgrowis he. i6«7 Milton P. L. iv. 137 Over head up
grew Insuperable highth of loftiest shade. 1791 (iowPEK
Iliad II. 810 Tlepolemus spear-famed Had scarce up-grown
to manhood's lusty prime. i848CL0UGH.,47//t7Kri de Voy.iu.
90 The cypress-spires . . Withering still at the sight which still
they upgrow to encounter. 1867 Ld. Houghton Ess. Reform
56 Disappointment was not the soil from which a desire for
further change upgrew.
Upgrowing, i/i/. i^. (Up- 7.) 1430-40 Lvdg. Soir,4<« 11.

2627 The cedre is strong.., In his vpgrowyng riht as any
lyne. a 1618 Raleigh Invent. Shipping v/ks. 1751 II. 87
There are five manifest Causes of the Upgrowing of the
Hollanders and Zelanders- U'pgrow^ing,///. <r. (Up- 6 b.)

1863 Mrs. Whitney Faith Gartncy's Girth, ii. 14 The flower
of the upgrowing world- 189S Clive Holland Jap. Wife
vii. The responsibilities of a rapidly upgrowing daughter-

Upgro-wn, pa. pple., upgrown,///. a. [Up-
6, Ob.] Grown up.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 677 So standing, moving, or to

highth upgrown The 'I'empler all impassiond thus began.
ifi?' — P. R.l. no This man born and now up-grown, .

.

henceforth I expose To Satan. 1827 G. Higgins Celtic
Druids 99 The contests.. are only worthy of up-grown
babies. 1848 Whewell in Todhunter .4<re. Writ. (1876) II.

'

348 A great up-grown bodyof knowledge. 1895 K. Gbahahe
Golden Age 46 To them the inhabited world is composed of
. .children and upgrown people.

Upgrowth. [Up- 2.]

1. The process or fact of growing up ; origination,
development.
1844 S. WiLBERFORCE liist. Prot. Episc. Ch. Aiiter. i. 2 The

up-growth of such a body amongst institutions so unlike our
own. 1869 A. W. Haddan Apost. Succession v. 104 The
speedy upgrowth . . of contentious and schisms.

2. That which has grown up ; a result of growth
or development.
1845 Trench Hubs. Led. ii. 26 The parts of it being the

upgrowth of a single age. 1873 Manning Serin. Eccl. Subf.
111. p. Ixxxiv, The International is a new creation or up-
growth from beneath.

b. spec. A raised growth or process.



UPHALE.
1870 RoLi-F-STON -4«////. Lift II The.. sixth and seventh

[lateral processes] have prominent upgrowths, 1893 Bower
in Pkil, Trans. B. CLXXXV. 504 Evidence, .of the origin
of upgrowths (sporangiophores) which would raise the
sporangia beyond the surface,

Up^sh, •gnshins : see Up- 2, 6, 7.

t Uphale, V. Obs. [Up- 4. Cf. (M)Du. ophakn,
(M)LG. uphalen, MHG. H/Iioln (G, mifhoUn),
(M)Da. ophale, Sw. upphala^ trans. To pull or
draw up \fig. to drink up. Also Upha'led/>^.///^,
14.. in /*o/., ReL^ -V L. Poems (1903) 247 The rote of an

erbe I sholde vp hale. Men call it chastite. C1540 Dr,
Doubhle AU 154 in Hazl. E, P. P. III. 311 Our Doctour
Doubble Ale, Whose countenannce is neuer pale, So wel
good drinke he can vphale. 1581 STANVHURST^-S'wm (Arb.)
ig This Queene. . Downe swasht theyre nauy,thee swelling
surges vphaling.

_
<: 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flotvers (1855) 3

They turn like mist uphaled by the sunne.

U'phaliday. Sc, Obs, exc. Sheti, dial. Also
5-6 vphaly (6 -ye) da(y), 6 ouphalliday, up-
haldy ; 6 vphelly, 9 uphellie, Sheil, uphelya,
-hellia (day), -helly-a. [f. Up adv.^ 12 a (see

quot. 1884) + haliday Holiday. Also with omission
oi -day in uphelly evettj nighty and in mod. Shell,

forms, in which the final -a may stand for «//adj.]

1. The festival of the Epiphany (Jan. 6, Twelfth-
day), as the end of the Christmas holidays.
In quot. 1884 the reckoning is by a combination of Old

and New Style.

1478 Acta Dom. Cone (1839) 20/1 I?e lordis continewis l?e

mater to t»e morne efter vphalyday nixt tocum. 1501 Ace,
Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 77 The vj day of Januar, Up-
halyday, to the Kingis offerand, thre Franch crounes. 1533
Burgh Rec, Ed^nb.{,\%^i)\\.'J\ Evin sangin thehaly dayes
of Yule, New Yeir day, and Vphaly day. 1588 A. King in
Caih. Tractates (S.T.S.) 175 Vphaliday when Christ vas
reueled first to the gentiles. 1609 Skene Reg,. Maj.^
Burrow Lawes 135 Ane decreit given. ,vpon Mononday,
after Vphaliday. 1884 Gd, IVords 747 Uphelya, the twenty,
fourth day after Yule, and that on which the Holy or holidays
are supposed to be 'up ',

b. So Uphaliutass in the same sense.
153a Ace, Ld. High Treas, ScotL VI. 39 For the doune

putting of thare bassyngis at New 5ear Daye, Uphalymes
and Pasche. 1556 Burgh Rec. Edinb.{i2,-j\) II. 260 The
festuall dayis of Yule, New-yeir-mes, and Vphellymes.
2. UphaW^day) even^ the eve of the Epiphany

;

uphaly nighty the night of Jan. 6.

J506 Acc.^Ld. High Trens. Scot. III. 178 The fift day [of
January], Uphaldy evin, to the men that brocht the sen-
souris. 158* Rec. El^in (1003) 1- 164 That scho in na times
to cum sail ring bessmgis, brassin nor irn morteris,.. within
this burgh upon Vphelly ewin. x88i S. R. Macphail Relig.
Ho. Pluscardyn xix. 155 The thirteenth night o' Eel
(= Yule) was called ' uphellie nicht '.

fTTpha-nce, t/. Obs, In 4-5 vphauns(e. [Up-

4 f Hance z;.] trans. To lift up, raise.

^^Zl% Joseph Ari/u. 515 per weoren hedes vn-huled,
helmes vphaunset. c 1400 Apot. LoU. 31 Crie, cese not, vp-
bauns \>\ vois os a trompe. c 1410 Lanteme o/Li^t 28 Lijt
..is vp spronngen, & meke loweli ben vphaunsid.

U'phand, a. [Up- 3.] Operated, or performed,
by raising the hand or hands.
1677 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. \. 4 The Uphand Sledge, used

by under-Workmen when your work is not of the largest;..
they u-se it with both their hands before them, and seldom
lift their Hammer higher than their Head. z688 Holme
Armoury in. 321/2 The third is termed the up-hand
Hammer, or up-hand sledge, of some termed the Fore-
Hammer. 1835 J. D. Cabrick, etc. Laird of Logan 85
{E.D.D.i, Girzie..was apt to enforce her commands with
uphand emphases.

iTpIia'ng, V, [Up- 4. Cf. (M)Du. ophangen,
MLG. uphangen^ G. aufhangen^ MSw, «/-, op{p)'
hdngia (Sw. upphdnga)^ MDa. tiphsengie (Da.
ophmnge),'] a. intr. To hang on high. b. trans.

To hangup, suspend. AlsoTTphaiiged/a!.^//^.,
TTphaiiging vbi, sb.

C1440 Ps. Penit. (1894) 32 Thu were offred uphongyng.
For mannes sake on rode tre. 1555 Lydgate's Chron. Troy
I. 2242 Thus she stode in doubtful! Jeopardy, Of loue and
shame. ., Full euenly vphanged in balaunce. 1591 Spenser
Visiont Beilay vi, Soone on a tree vphang'd I saw her spoyle.
174a Shenstone Schoolmistress xiv. How Israel's sons. .,
untuning ev'ry string, Uphung their useless lyres. 1789 T.
RussELL.S'(>//«.,etc. I Stern Chivalry her idle spearuphung.
i860 Ld. Lvtton Lucile 11. v. § 4. 10 When soft stars were
brightly uphanging the night. 1861 Macm. Mag. June 128
To build a stone-pier for the uphanging ofgreat coats or hats.

+ Upha'p, adv, Obs. [U^prep.^ 6 c + Hap sb,^

4 b.] Perhaps, possibly.
c 1350, c X380 [see Up ^re;^.^ 6 c]. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love

X, vin. (Skeat) f. 132 Therm thou lesest . . uphap thy renome
everlasting. ^1450 Capgrave Life St. Aug. 46 Vphap it

semeth a bischop for to were swech on, J>ou5 it semeth not
..a pore man.
Upharbour, -harrow, -hasping: see Ur- 4, 6.

TTpheaded, a. nonh. dial. [Up- 3.] Of
cattle : Having upright horns.
1549 Knaresh. Wills (Surtees) I. 55 One whie of foure

yeresolde, uppheded. 1588-3 Durham W/7/j(Surtees)III.
ofy A browne upheaded stot goinge in the northe feild. 1828
Carr Craven Gloss.y Up-heeaded^ having the horns growing
up nearly perpendicularly.

tlphea'p, V. [Up- 4. Cf. WFris. opheapje,

MDu. ophopen (Du. ophoopefi)^ MLG. uphupen^
'iAW^.Afhufen{Q.aufhdufen),\ trans. Toheapup.
1469 Plnmpton^ Corr. (Camden) 21, I could nott gett it

windowd before it went to the ship,, .therefore I upheaped
with a quarter, xxi quarters for xx quarters. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 404/2 To Vppehepe, consarcire ..,cumulare, 1641

424

Best Farm, Bks, (Surtees) 103 First we poore in the meale,
and upheap the bushell ; then doe wee. .thrust it downe,

Upnea'ped, /a. ///<5. (Up- 5. Cf. i>rec.)

c 1380 Wvci-iF IVJcs. (1880) 370 pe same malyce in kynde he
schal fynde, ghe uphepid, in our byschopis. C1440 Pallad.
on Husb. III. 819 Of peres sowre..yf that they be Ytake &
kepte vphepid dales thre. 14. . W. o/Henhy's Hush, (1890)
50 Be wele ware off raesurynge off your bushell ^at is ^'p.

fiepide. IS49 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par, 2 Peter 16 Let
brotherly charitie be augmented and upheaped with love.

1560 B. GooGE tr. Palingenius' Zodiac 11. (1561) D vb, Thy
barnes vpheaped &hugy mowesofcorne. 1596 H. Clapham
Brie/of Bible 95 Their Sinne vpheapt, Goid sendeth them
away To Babylon. 1777 A. Hunter^s Georg. Ess. I. 416,
1 . . laid on 167 chaldrons of lime, 32 bushels, upheaped, to
the chaldron. 1807 Cradbe Par. Reg. i. 489 Whose board
is high up-heap'd with generous fare. 1828 Carr Craven
Gloss. II. 22B Excellent measurej not only up-heaped| but
pressed down.
^g. 186a tC. C. Robinson] Dial. Leeds 4 Shoo said he wur
a rascal upheaped and downthrussen. [Cf. Upheap v,f quot.
J641.]

V"pheaped, ppl. a, (Up- 5. Cf. pec.)
*S49 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. i Pet. iv. 12 God.,

shal repayeal with vpheaped mesure, 1565 in Picton L'pool
Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 86 That the old upheaped mete be..
allowed and none other. « 1619 FoTHERBY-4//ifo;«. i. xi. §4
(1622) 116 He maketh such vpheaped piles of dishes. 1641
Best Farjn. Bks. (Surtees) 103 Wee have allwayes of a
stricken bushell ofcornean upheaped bushell of meale. iSax
Coleridge Zf^/.,Co«Z'tfrj., etc. 1. 183 An upheaped love and
devotion to her admirable husband. 1830 Blackie /fi'jc/zj'/wj

II. 159, 1 alone Must bear the up-heaped murmurings of the
whole. 1891 Farrar Darkn. ^ Dawn Ixvi, Amid the up-
heaped corpses the blood .. hissed and bubbled.

Uphea*plng,&^/.j(5. (Up-7.) ciyj^Cnwc^KBoeth.iu
pr. iii. C186S) 3^ It delitej? me to comen now to |»e singuler
vphepyng of \>i weleful nesse. Uphea'ping, pres. pple. *.

see Up- 6. Up-hea'rted, a. (Up- 3. J Of good heart;
not readily discouraged. i86a Trollope Orley F. xxix, He
was cheery and up-hearted, but at the same time gentle,

Upliea'val. [Up- 2.]

1. Geol. The action of raising, or fact of being
raised, above the original level, esp. by volcanic
action.

1838 LvELL Man, Geol. v. 96 Very extensive regions . . have
been undergoing slow and gradual upheaval. i86a G. P.
ScROPE Volcanoes 420 The upheaval of the latter strata.

1886 WiNCHELL IValks Geol. Field 112 This is the general
plan of a mountain of upheaval.

b. An instance of this ; an upward displacement
of some part of the earth*s crust.

1849 Dana Geol. xvii, (1850) 675 Some of the upheavals the
country has experienced, may have opened fissures. 1876
Page Adv. Text.bk. Geol, ii. 39 Upheavals and subsidences
occasioned by., volcanic convulsions. 1897 E. B. Nicholson
Golspie 252 These upheavals took place after. . the great Ice
Age,

C. In general use.

i8<)o Claric Russell Ocean Trag. III. xxviii. 74 A vol-

canic upheaval of flame. 1908 S. E.White Rivennan iv,

Constantly the logs shifted, and., the men shifted also,

avoiding the upheavals.

2. fig. A strong agitation or convulsion ofsociety,

etc. ; a sudden or violent alteration,

1850 RKCosH Div. Govt.ii. iii. 250 There have been times
of upheaval in the moral world, similar to those periods
which geologists describe. 1867 C. H. Pearson Hist, Eng.
I. 89 It was a general upheaval of peoples. 1887 Lowell
Democr. 13 There had also been social upheavals before
the Reformation.

Hence XTphea'valist, an advocate of the theory
that geological changes are due to upheaval,
x86a G. P. ScROPS Volcanoes 201 Lyell, in his. , examina-

tion of this question, decided it against the upheavalists.
Upheave, sb. : see Up- 2.

TTpliea'Ve, v. [Up- 4. Cf. OE, uphebbany
MK" ttphebbe^ = OFris. op-^ uplieva (WFris. op-

keevje), (M)Du, opheffeUi MLG. uphevefty LG,
upheffmy OHG. HJhevan (MHG. Aflieben^ G. anf-
keben)^ MSw. uphdfia^ ophdvia, etc. (Sw. itpphd/va^

•kdva)y (M)Da. ophmve."]

1. trans. To heave or lift up ; to raise ; f to exalt.
a 1300 E. E, Psalter iti. 3 Laueid, mi fanger art )>o\x in

lande. Mi blisse, and mi heued vpheueande [L. exaltans].
Ibid, cxliv. 1, 1 sal vplieue \>e, god. c 1375 Se, Leg. Saints
xliii. (.Cecilia) 94 pe aid his handis . . Vphewit to ^e hewiiie
rycht l>are. c 1386 Chaucer Knt,'s T. 1570 Arcita anon his
hand vp haf. 1513 Douglas Aineid xiii. x. 21 The fader
Eneas.. His handis bayth yphevis towartis hevin. xs6»
Mirr. Mag. R iv, Vp heauing to the skyes Her wretched
handes. 159a Shaks. Ven. ^Ad, 482 Her two blew windowes
faintly she vpheaueth. 1620 Quakles Feast/or \Vorms% la
No sooner Titan had vp-heau'd his head From off the pillow.
1676 Hodbes Hiad i. 429 Chryses pray'd with hands to
Heaven upheaved. 1736 Gray Statins i. 15 Another orb
upheaved bis strong right hand. 1791 Cowper lliati i v. 504
'Ihe waves by Zephyrus up-heaved.^ 1817 Monthly Mag.
XLIII. 237 Couch'd on the shore his head and shoulders
twain. Upheaves a giant shape. 1850 ^LKCviXK^Eschyliis 1 1.

69 Let the sea upheave her billows I 1855 Browning Saul
xiv, While Hebron upheaves The dawn, .on his shoulder.

b. esp. To toss or throw up with violence ; spec.

in Geol,

1708 J. Philips Cyder i. 202 Th' infernal winds .. from
beneath the solid mass Upheav'd. 1809 Wordsw, Poems
Nat.lndep. n.xvi, War upheaved The ground beneath thee
with volcanic force. 1813 Bakrwell Introd. Geol. (1815) 234
Some great convulsion has upheaved from their foundations
. .the whole mass of the chalk rocks. 1867 Lady Herbert
Cradle L. vii. 1^4 There are masses of stone and brick.,
lying about as if upheaved and overturned by some tre-

mendous earthquake.

JfS' '835 I. Tavlor Spir. Despot. \. 16 Let the infidel and

UPHILL.
the Dissenter join hands in upheaving the Church. 1854
J. S. C. Abbott Hapoleon (1855) L i. 23 The portentous rum-
blings of that approaching earthquake, which soon uphove
both altar and throne.

t2. - Uplift v, 4, Raise v.^ 13. Obs,
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xcii. 4 pal vphoue, louerd, stremes

euen, Vphouedstremes hairsteuen. a 159^ Marlowe Ovid's
Elegies MI. v. 52 The bold floud.-his hoarse voice vpheau'd.
Saying, [etc.].

3, ifitr. To rise up.

1649 LOVELACE Lucasta (1904) 99 The July-flow'r.., But
for one look of her, upheaves, a iSa6 J. Hyatt in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. IV. 108 To represent human nature as up-
heaving under its load. 1850 B. Taylor Eldorado I. 170
The surface of the bay. .upheaved with a slow, majestic
movement. 1893 Scribner's Mag. XIII. 92/1 Along the
west it upheaves into the fine Vailes range.

4. trans. To support, sustain, rarer-^,

^
X7a9 Savage IVanderer iv. 170 Pillars.. Which, nodding,

just up-heave their crumbling load.

Hence U'pheaved ppl. a.y Uphea-vemeut, Up-
hea'ver, Uphea*ving vbl. sb, and///, a.
1847 Emerson Ode to Channing 30 If earth fire cleave

The *upheaved land, and bury the folk. 1859 R. F. Burton
Centr. A/r. in yrnl. Geog, Soc. XXIX. 10 The upheaved
sea beach . . which forms the esplanade. x866 G. Macdonald
Ann. Q. Neighb. xiii, Each like one milHon-petalled flower
of upheaved whiteness. 1841 Trimmer Pract. Geol. 56 It
was the agent employed in the *upheavement of chains of
mountains. 1864 Reader 5 March 301/3 After the last up-
heavement of the Alps, great fissures or basins of lakes were
left there. 1397 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg, 7 b/i
An Elevatorium \inarg, or *vpheaver], to lift vp the bullet
and drawe him therout. 187a Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.
Ixv. 6 Phi!osoi}hers..too much engrossed with their laws of
upheaval to think of the Upheaver. xSpa Graphic 18 June
731/3 The pullers up of streets and the upheavers of foot-
ways. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 231 Great *upheavings
of the coast. 1856 Stanley Sinai 9f Pal. i. 23 The traces
of igneous action on the granite rocks belong to their first

upheaving. 1863 — Jew. Ch. xiii. 285 The Conquest was
over, but the upheavlngs of the conquered population still

continued. x88o McCarthy Own Times xli. III. 226 All
over the world there seemed to be an upheaving of old
systems. xSai Atherstone /'o««j-72 Ocean monsters, from
their beds.. Torn by th' *upheaving billows to the day.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxii. (1856) 282, 1 mounted the
upheaving ice, and rode upon the fragments. 1881 W.
Stephens Chichester 158 [They] could not foresee what
mighty and upheaving changes were at hand.
Uphebbe ! see Up- 4. U*pheld,///.a. (Up- 5.) 1870

IkIorris Earthly Par, III. iv. 189 One maiden.. Bore in her
gleaming upheld skirt Fair silken balls. 1883 Tefferies
Story ofMy Heart xi. 168 The upheld finger of light.

t tJphelder, obs. var. Upholder i.

1356 in Riley Mem. London 282 Stephen Basham, lockyer,
and Adam Wayte, upheldere.

Uphellie, -helly, dial. ff. Uphali(day).

+ Uphend,z'. Obs, [Up- 4. Ci.yiV>2.. ophente:\
trans. To catch or snatch up ; to take up, raise.

^1300 Cursor M. 12183 Leui..a yeird vp-hint, And gaf
him in Jjc heued a dint. 13. . Settyn Sages (W.) 3133 Vnto
the lady the ring he cast... The lady has the ring uphent.
<:r4ao Sir Amadace ((;:amden) Ixvii, Then Sir Amadace a
squrd vppe-hente. i<i2 Douglas Mneid v. viii. 63 Acestes
..has wphint in feild His freind Entellus. Ihid.xi. i. 49
[Let! the ensen5eis and baneris be vphynt. 1600 Fairfax
Tasso XII. Ixxii, He would not leaue the corses faire in field

But in their armes the soldiers both vphent.

Upher, variant of Ufer (fir-pole).

tUphigh, V. Obs. Chiefly Sc, [Up- 4. Cf.

'Dyx.ophoogeny G,anfkdhen, MSw. uphoghiay ophoia^

etc, (Sw. upphdja)y MDa. uphsge (Da. oph^'e),

Norw. upph&gj'a.'] trans. To exalt ; to raise up.
13. . Prose Psalter (1891) 190 Heje [v.r. uphie] him in )>^

worldel I c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. v. Pari. Beasts
xxi. The lawest heir I can full sone vp hie. 1508 Dunbar
Poems vii. 5 Onto the sterris \^heyt is thyne honour. 1513
Douglas Mneid vni. L 72 Tyburinus, furth of the styll

river,..hymselfvpheis. 1563 Winjet IVks, (S.T.S.) II. 58
Be zeris it mot be strenthit,. .and be aige vpheit

TT'pIulli sb. and a. Also up-hUL [UP/r«),a
Cf. next.]

*A. sb. 1. An ascent ; a high or steep rise.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par, Luke iii. 28 b. That countrey is

full of vphilles and downhilles, & almost no parte of it euen.
or plain chaumpian ground. 1611 Corvat Crudities 54
[The traveller has] no euen way, but continually high vp-
hils and steepe down-hils til he commeth to Tarare. 1631
A. TowNSHEND Albioti's Triumph B, There is no vp-hill in
the skyes j Clouds stay not feathered feete. 1671 tr. Frejiis'
Voy. Mauritania 54 Built on very high ground, but. .we
come insensibly to the Town, without perceiving any up-hill.

1883 C, Howard Roads Eng. <5- Wales (ed. 3) Si From here
is a long stiff uphill along the coast.

t 2. Gaming. (See quots.) Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, l/phils, high Dice. 1785

Grose Diet. Vulgar 'J'., Uphills, false dice that run high,
i8a4 Hist, Gaming 41 To the landlord.. he taught the art
of.. cutting the broads right, and throwing uphills.

B. adj. 1. Situated on high ground ; elevated.
X613 Puschas Pilgrimagey India (1614) ^81 Ouer Bala-

guate, or the vp-hill Countrey (for Bala in the Persian
Language signifieth the toppe, and Guate a Hill). X701
O. Hevwood Diaries, etc (1885) IV. 176 My last and best
journey will be to the up-hill city, a 1814 iwonzanga iii. i.

\n Neiu Brit. Theatre III. 121 My passage to the up-hill
seat of power. 1853 Public School Matches 12 Whatever
you do, throw up full from the uphill side.

b. Grown on high ground.
1892 Daily News 7 Dec. 6/1 It was a well-known fact that

up-hill hay was much the best.

2. Leading or directed towards higher ground
;

going upwards, esp. steeply.
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itfia Bacom Hen. VII, Ep. Ded., And U is with Times, as
it is Mrith Wayes. Some are more Up-hill and Down-hill,

and some are more Flat and Plaine. 1684 Bunvan PUfrr,

II. 65 They love not to take Pains, up-hill way is unpleasant

to them. 1728 Young Loz'g Fame v. 99 Yet, as immortal,

in our up-hill chace We press coy fortune with unsIackenM
pace, c 1854 Faber Hymn^ * The Light vtust ivin * vi, The
Church, the Sacraments, the Faith, Their uphill journey

take. 1875 JowETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 234 But before virtue

the gods have set toil, and a tedious and uphill road,^ 1891

T. Hardy Tess xxvii, An up-bill and down-dale ride of
twenty-odd miles.

b. Presenting difficulties ; carried on against

difficulties or opposition ; arduous, hard.
Used esp. with hattUt fighi^ game^ task, work.
i6u [see prec.J. 1659 Trevor in Burtons /J/ary (1828)

IV. 348, I move not to bring it into question whether it be
up-hill or down-hill. 1741 Ld. Lvttelton in Athenxntn
33 Feb. (i 895) 251/3 It was an uphill piece of work consider-

ing the difficulties he lies under. 1748 RicKARDSONC/rtr/w«
(1768) IV. 149 What an up-hill labour I i849Cobden5>**tcAcj
8 We had an up-hill battle, but we succeeded. 1850 J. H.
Newman Dijffic, Anglic, v. J07 This misfortune is nothing
new ; we always reckoned on an uphill game, a i860 Alb.
Smith Med, Student (1861) 119 The up-hill struggles,, of
his laborious future career. 1886 T. Frost Remin, Country
yonrttalist xxi. (1888) 245 ' It was up-hill work to establish

It {sc. a newspaperJ,' he told me.

C. Contending against difficulties, rare.

tSix Hazmtt Table-T. Ser. i. Imlian Jugglers^ He was
the best v^-hiU^\a.y^r in the world. 1885 Tennyson A ncient
Sage 379 Lay thtne_ uphill shoulder to the wheel, And cHmb
the Mount of Blessing.

3. Uphill and downhillf alternately cheerful and
depressed,
1681 R. Cromwell Let. in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1898) 96, 1 hope

thee will find., a better-account of the goodness of the Lord
then what we meet with by your uphill and downhill letters,

Uphi'llf adv. Also up-hill, up hill. [f. Up
prepy Cf. Hill sb. i c. In early useunhyphened.]

L Towards the top of the hill or high ground ; in

an upward direction on a (steep) slope. Also in

fig. contexts,

a. 1607 ToPSELL Four-/, Beastt 311 The Persians, .accus-

tome their Horsses to run both down bil, and vp hit 1687
A. LovELL tr, Thevenot's Trav. i. 10 The Streets, .are in-

commodious, in that one is always going either up hill or

downhill. 1737 (S. l^%9.\^CiTQ^'\Mem.G.di Lucca 112 These
Men., were approaching to the Line, ..and supposing the

Structure of. .the Earth to be Spheroidal, went up Hill

all the way. 1746 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I.

440 As we march 'd, all the way up hill, and over very uneven
Ground. 1779 G. Keatk Sketchesfr. Nat. (ed. 2) I. 67 1'he

successors of Saint Peter, .trotted them up hill, and down
hill,, .just as they pleased to lead the way. 18x4 Scott St.

Ronan's iv, Mr. Winterblossom..would gladly have been
the personal represenUtive of the company . . —but it [sc. the

walk] was up hilL

fi. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening iiS To be con-

stantly going Up-hill, or Down-hill. 1748 Anson's Vcy. it.

L 122 liie dogs. .ran up-hill with great alacrity. 1818

Hazlitt ^«^. /V// v. 178 Thomson's blank verse.. seems
always labouring up-hill. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 17 To do
that the water would have to run up-hill. 1879 F. Pollok
sport Brit. Burmah I. 79 He could only go up<hill back-

wards.
/ig. i68a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mar. (1716) 100 To offer at

iniquities, which have so little foundations in thee, were to

be vitious up hill, and strain for thy condemnation. 18^6
Bancroft /^«/. l/*S. VI. 340 We are always working up-bilL

2. To or on the upper side of.

x^tz ' Claxon ' Heather Mixture xii. 246 The huntsman
was riding . .on Dicky's left, working to get uphill ofthe pack,

TJplli'llwardt adv. and a, [f. prec] a. adv.

In an uphill direction, b. adj, leading uphill.

c 1655 Milton To C. Skinner Wks. 1738 I. 59 Nor bate a
Jot Of Heart or Hope, but still attend to steer Uphillward.

1876 Farrar Miirlb. Sertn, x\u 112 The path of life is nar.

row and uphillward, 1877— Eternal Hope (1892) 90 The
difficulty of. .virtue's uphlllward path.

Uphoard, v. [Up- 4.] trans. To hoard or

heap up.
is8a Stanyhurst /Enets in. (Arb.) 7a Thee gould thee

traytor vp hurdeth. 1591 Spenser Teares Muses 553 Heapes
of huge words vphoorded hideously.

^
i6oi Shaks. Ham. 1.

L I34lf thou hast vp-hoorded in thy life Extorted Trearure
in the wombe of Earth. x65> Benlowes Tlieoph. in. xlv,

Eusebia truth for her uphords.
Uphoiaine, -hoist, •hoisted : see Up* 5, 6.

tf'pholai sb. Chiefly Sc. and north, dial. Also

Sc. 5-6 vp- (6 wp-, oup-), uphald, 8 uphad, 9
uphadd, -haud, uppal ; 9 north, uphod, [OE,
uppheald (f. Up- i b + heald Hold sby)^ = ON.
uppkaldi^oivT. upphald; M.Sw. up-, ophaldy -hold,

MDa. and Da. ophold), MLG. ttpholt, MDu. op-

hoitt; MHG. H/halt {G.au/halt) stop, delay; also

MSw. uppe-y oppehald (Sw. uppehail).']

1, A support or stay.

a 1066 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. (1846) IV. 232 Ic com i\ks

mynstres mund and upheald. ciaoo Okmin 9217 Crist,

Codess Sune, . . Hxlennae, & hellpe, & god upphald Till ha
^att he shall chesenn. 1359 Knox First Blast App. (Arb.)

58 So is the testimonye of aclean conscience to me a stay

and vphold. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. .S"cf»/. (S.T.S.)

II. 45 O cruel creatures, quha dang doune sa Strang a stay,

pillcr, and vphaM of the Realme 1 1^91 J. Learmont /'('^w*

142 Decktt wi' French flutteration, Stap forth the uphads o*

the nation. i8Jjs Jamieso.s s.y. Uppal, The death o' wives,

and the luck o' sheep, are a puir man's uppaL 18^ A. Reid
Sangs Heatherland 16 Wha'U cast the end gin amce ye try

To pu' oor upbauds doon ?

2. The support, sustenance, or maintenance of
a person, estate, etc. Also without const,
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a. x^-^Sc. Acis^Jas.II {\%\i() II. 5^/2 )»e said princesse..

has. .assignit..to \>^ uphald of our said souerynlord and his

sistris..iiijin markis, 1456 Sir G. Hay Govt. Princes Wks.
(S.T.S.) II. 153 The gudis ar the uphald of the lyf. c 1500
Cartnl. Si. Nicholai Aberdon. (New Spald. CI.) I. 259
Sextene bredir singaris and abill men to ye vphald of devin
service, issa Lyndesay Tragedy 191, I wes the cause of

mekle more myschance, For vplmld of my glore and dignitie.

1597 Sc. Acts, Jas. 1^/(1814) IV. 154/2 Oure said souerane
Lord..Annexis..to ^e same citye..for t>e better vphald

J>erof the foirsaidis liberteis. at^ D. Fergusson Colt.

Sc. Prov. (S.'i'.S.) 84 Pride and sweirnesse wald have meikle

uphald. 1808 Jamieson s.v. Uphald^ Uphaild, support.

% J483 in Rymer Foedera (1711) XII. 174/1 To the upholde,

maynteyne and encrease of their both Estatis. 1581 in

Archaeologia (1846) XXX. 166 Those, .placed here for the

uphold and maintenance of the peace. 1680 in Proc. Soc.

/J «/iV'-S"f'''. XLV. 24 1 The broad curse ofGod is on ministers

and professors, for your joyning for their uphold.

b. The maintaining^ a building, etc., in proper

repair,

1471 in Charters^ ffC. Edinb. (1871) 133 For the vphald,
reparatioun and bigging of the sammyn [port]. isa7 Extr.
Aberd, Reg.iiZ^^) 1. 116 The biging of the brig orDee,and
..the gret ofreris..be his lordschip, for the vphald of the
samyn, 1588 Exchct/uer Rolls Scot. XXI. ^o^ Payit yeirlie

. . for uphald of the brig of Tay.

C. north, dial. Personal maintenance (in respect

of food, etc.),

1855- in dial, glossaries (Cumb., Yks.}.

TTplxO'ld, V. Forms : a. 3-4 upholdon, 4-6 vp-,
5-6 upholde, 5-7 vphold, 5- uphold (6 upp-
hold) ; north, dial. 8-9 uphowd (8 upphoud), 9
uphod. j3. 4 vp-haldene ; north, and Sc. 5 vpp-,
uppehalde, 4, 6 vp-, uphald, 9 uppal, 8-9 up-
haud, 9 uphadd. [Up- 4. Ci.OYns,op-jUphalda
(WFris. ophdlde), MLG. upholden (LG. upholden,

-hollen), (M)Du. ophouden^ MSw. up-, ophalda^

'halla, -holda, etc.. Da. opholde^ MEIG. ^fhalten

(G. aufhalten) ; also MSw. «//?-, oppehalda (Sw,

uppehmd):\
1. trans. To support or sustain physically ; to

keep from falling or sinking.

a 1300 Cursor M. 538 Hijs fete him hers up fra fall, AIs J>e

erth vp haldes all. 13.. Gaiu. ^ Gr. Knt. 2079 pe heuen
was vp halt, bot vgly ^er vnder. 1390 Gower Conf, I. 75
He hire in hisearmes fast Uphield. c 1440 Pallad, on Husb.
IV. 82 A lighter vyne is with a lesse Stakyng vpholde. 1483
Cath. Angl. 404/2 To»Vpphalde, sustentare. supportare,

1515 Barclay Eclogues iv. (1570) Cvib/i With marble
pillers the building to vpholde, About be turrets of shape
moste excellent. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. viii. 40 Whose feeble

thighes, vnbablc to vphold His pined corse, him scarse to

light could beare. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit, i, 697
An Altar.. which I saw there, vpbolding now the Staires

of an house. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxvii, The
winds that blew, and the rough waves.,, were no less sub-

ject to that power which upheld him, than [etc.]. X7a6 Leoni
Albertis Archit. I, 52 Coverings, .must, .be sufficient for

upholding themselves, and their burthens. 1763 Mills
Pract. Husb. IV. 359 Poles were extended between them,
and these were up-held by props. 1807 Craube Par. Reg.
in. 938 No more his span-girth shanks.. Upheld a bod >^ of
smaller size. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.^ I. 47 The leading

strings, which preserve and uphold the infant. x88o Jef-
feries Gt. Estate 33 The slender stems uphold the cup-tike

flowers two or three inches above the surface,

2, To support, sustain, maintain, by aid or assis-

tance ; to preserve unimpaired or intact,

aiaaS Ancr. R. 140 Teke \\%, heo mot 3ete )>uruh hire

uorblsne. .liuen o3re stren3e, & upholden ham, J>et heo ne
ualleniSedungeof sunne. a \^y> Prov. Alfred \j\ Fornys
no wlujrt . . J>at euer mvwe J^as feye fur|» vp-holde [ I'rin. Coll.

MS. ^>e lif up helde]. c 1310 Cast. Love 609 A child Jjer is

i*boren to vs,. .pat schal vp-holden his kynedome. i38<j In

£«^. C"zVr/i(iB7o) iioThegilde bretherun..that this glide

furst begonne, and lengest sal vp-haldene. 1461-3 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 268 Falshode, myschyef, secret synne upholdyng,
Whiche hathe caused . . endelez langoure. 1488 Act 4 Hen.
VUy c 12 § 3 The housbondricwherby the Chirche of
Engleind is upholden. iS4a-3 Act 34 ^ 35 Hen. VIII, c. 10

^ X The Citie.. bathe been mainteyned and upholden by
divers and sundrye handye craftes there used. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI, III. ill. 106 While Life vpholds this Arme, This
Arme vpholds the House of Lancaster. 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng, i. i. 2 Though great Nations may be up-
Holden by power. 1671 Milton Samson 892 An impious
crew Of men conspiring to uphold thir state By worse than
hostile deeds. X7«5 De Fob Voy, round IVorId (.iB40) 328
They had, .some comforts however which might a little up.
hold their spirits, 178X Cowper Rettrem, 89 Thine, and
upheld by thy paternal care, This universal frame. 1858
Ihirlwall Greece xxxv. IV. 377 Rather to take the lead in

a revolution, than steadily to uphold the established order
of things. X877 Freeman Norm. Conq. (ed. 3) II. App. 666
Malcolm continued to be powerfully upheld by English help.

absol. 1560 Bible /j/iiaA lxiii.5, 1 loked,& there was none
to helpe, & I wondered that there was none to vpholde.

f D. To carry out, succeed in. Obs."^
c 1450 Cm). Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 214 He wyl us werke ryght

mekyi shame, His fals purpos if he upholde.

C. To maintain at the same level or standard.

"5*3 FiTZHERB. Hush. § 66 That he rere two oxe-calues,

and two cowe-calues, . . to vpholde bis flocke. i83aCHALMERS
Pot. Econ. (1840) II. 60 Such a high style of husbandry
cannot possibly ne upholden. X87S Economist 27 Feb. 260/1

Beans and peas.. firmly uphold their value. t98%Mauch.
Exam. a6 Nov. 4/a The demand for yarns, .has Been very
dull, but quotations have nevertheless oeen upheld.

a. To sustain spiritually.

x8ao J. J. Gurnbv in Reid Life W. E. Forsier (1888) I. 33
Both William and his wife were marvellously upheld. 1824
Scott St. Ronan's xxxvii, God send she may not have been
left to hersel' !—God send she may have been upholden 1

UPHOLDER.
X864 Tennyson En. Ard. 783 Uphold me, Father, in xttf

loneliness A Utile longer 1

3. t a. To furnish or provide, to perform or

discharge, regularly. Obs.
a X417 Y'ork Memo. Bk. (Surtees) I. 221 The whilk vJA

vilj.d. . .fiall be keped.,to upholde and releve a lyght to be
borne, .on Corpus Cristy day. x^^Extr. Aberd.Reg.iiB^i)
I. 12 Williame Mathouson. .sal vphald the ladymesse with
uoccilke cwke for a yher. X539 in Abst, Protocols Town
Clerks 0/Glasgow (1897) IV. 118 The said maister to uphald
and fynd ane pryckat of wax nycbtlie byrneand.

b. To maintain in good condition or in a proper
state of repair.

xs" Reg. Privy SealScotl. I. 344/2 That the saidis landis
salbe uphaldin and keipit unharmit or skaitbiL 1535 Act 27
Hen. VIII, c. 22 § I If any Owner. .shuld.,occupie any
suche mese or land.. he shulde.. uphold and susteyne the
same, 1563 Reg.Privy Council Scot. I. 246 The Abbottis.

.

wer accustomat .
.

, upoun thair expenssis, to uphald and big
the wallis. x63x Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 333 This
Church is vpholden in wondrous good repaire. 170X in

W. O. Blunt Ch. Chester-le-Strcet (1884) 104 Paid Thos.
Pearson for upholding y* bell wheels for 7 yeare. X7S3
Scots Mag. Apr. 164/2 Provided that the city be obliged to

uphold the. .buildings in repair. x8i6 Scott Antig. t, It's

Jamie Martingale that furnishes the naigs on contract, and
uphauds them. X833 Stat. 34-4 IVm. /F, c. 46 § 101 Every
person.. shall uphold and keep in proper repair the fences

aforesaid. xZ^ IVestvi. Gas. ^ May 2/3 He was also boimd
by a covenant in the lease to * uphold ' the premises.

C. To provide with sustenance ; to support with

food, etc. Now dial.

1546 Reg. CuPar Abbey II. 36 [He] sail vphald honestli»

in meit and craytht..the said Jhone Alane. x574 .S"a/z>.

Poems Reform, xlii, 380 Rentis sufficient to vphauld Ane
gude number of sic Studentis. x6x5 Markham Country
Contentnt, i. viii. 101 The best generall foods for the

ordinarie vpholding of a dogge in a good state of body.

[1684 I. S. Profit <!r Pleas. United 163 The best Food for

upholding a dog.J 1863 Mrs. Toogood Spec. Yorks. Dial
(MS.), I kept my brother some time, but he was so wastefuJ

I couldn't uphod him any longer.

4. To support by advocacy or assent ; to sustain

against objection or criticism.

1485 Caxton Paris 4- V. (x868) 12 Other knyghtes rise vp
that mayntened and vpheld the beaute of Vyenne. 1535
Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xlv. 153 This worde was vpholden
and obserued. 1530 Palsgr. 769/1 Sythe he hath sayde it,

I wyll upholde it. X598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Andria
IV. iii, See that thou be readie to answer and vphold iny

talke. 1753-4 Richardson Grandtson III. xx^i. 309 He
does nothing but hop, skip, and dance about me, ^rin and
make mouths; and every-body upholds him in it. X78X

Burke Corr. (1844) II. 451 Perhaps I have wished to

uphold with enthusiasm the honour and dignity of the
community I belong to. x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. a) I. 522
The owner of the inheritance, who was interested in up-
holding it \sc. an arrangement]. _ 1869 J. Martineau Ess.

1 1. 57 This plea . . upholds a practice essentially unjust. X890

Law Times' Rep. LXIII. 733/2 He refused to answer that

question, and was upheld in his refusal by the learned judge.

1893 Ibid, LXVIII. 444/1 On appeal to the County Court
Juiige . . the decision of the registrar was upheld.

b. To maintain (a statement), to warrant or

guarantee (a fact). Now chiefly north, dial, and Sc.

Orig. with complementary object or clause. In later usage
freq. m loose construction, esp. in dialect forms (see and
Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v.). Also with indirect personal dative.

a. X530 Palscr. 769/1, 1 upholde a ware or marchaundyse
to be good. Ibid., I wyll upholde hym for as sounde a horse

as any is in Englande. XS83 Golding Calvin on Deut. Pref.

Ep, 2 The other side upholdeth . . that it is a vilainous defiling

of religion. 1653 Blithe English Improver Impr. 86, 1 dare
uphold one Acre would be as good as divers now are in many
parts of it. x8ax Scott Kenilw. xxix, I know that shall

make Vamey uphold me sober, X853 Miss Yonge Heir of
Redclyffe xh. He always upheld that you acted for his good.

X897 Khoscomvl W<A//* ^('itf /J ??w 274 Your names'U do for

Chapel, I'll uphold.

^. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Uphowd, to warrant. 1793
T. Scott Poems 357 I'se uphaud ye Owr the lugs i' love to

be. X807 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 121, I'll uphod ye,

we's *gree. xSso Scott Monast. Introd. Ep., * Pse uphaud
him a scholar,' answered David. x86x Waugh Birtle

Carter's T. 8 Yo*d rayther ha' loaf-brade, aw'll uphowd yo.

X89X Barrie Little Minister iii, It was no sport to them,
Susy, I'se uphaud.

6. To raise or lift up ; to direct upwards.
a X400 Isnmbras 52 The knyghte felle on his knes. .And

bothe his handis uphelde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8760 With a

noble sword, .naked in his bond, Vp holdand on high as he

J>at wold stryke. £^1450 Songs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 6/39
Vphold the flowr of gud Jesse, And worship it for ay bewte,

<:i48o HENRVS0N/'a^/«, Lion ^ Mouse 188 Scho..baith hir

handis vnto the heuin vpheld. 15x3 Douglas ^neid ConcX.

8 The bettir part of me sal be vpbeild Abuif ihe starnis per-

petualy to ryng. 1618 Rowlands Sacred Mem. 24 With
eyes vpheld To heauen, he did blesse. 1681 Drvden Abs.

\ Achit. I. 595 His Hand a Vare of Justice did uphold.

189X Farrar Darkn. ^ Dawn xxxix. They upheld their"

clenched hands.. to plead for mercy.
Upho'ldatory, a. (f Uphold ».) 1829 Moore's Mem,

(1854) VI. 6 Lord L. showed me.. a letter.. from Lord Angle-

sey.. .One word in it rather an odd coinage: 'upholdatory

of his government '. Upho'Iden, ppl. a. (Up' 5. Cf. Up-
hold &.) X817 Keats Sleep ^ Poetry 143 Some with up*
holden hand and mouth severe. 1838 Mrs. Browning
Seraphim 11. Wks. (1904) 87 The creature's and the up-
holden's sacrifice 1

TJpllO'lder. Also 4-5 vpholdere, 6 opholder;

4, ^Sc. upholder, 5 north, uppalder. (See also

Uphbldkb.) [f. Uphold v. (in sense i app. in the

sense of 'to keep in repair'), Cf, MDa. op{pe)-

holderc in sense 2.]

1. fa. A dealer in small wares or second-hand

articles (of clothing, furniture, etc.) ; a maker or
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TTPHOLDING.

repairer of such things. Of>s. b. = Upholstbrer.

Now rare,

1333 iVUl of Roheri de Re^pes 18 June, Quod perquisivi

deThoma Drie upholdere. 136a Langi- P. PL A. v. 168 A
Ropere, a Redyng-kyng, and Rose }pe. diiacherej-.And of

vp holders an hep. 1377 Rolls 0/ Parli. III. 9 A null

Mercer, Coteller, jualer, Uphalder, ne a nul autre denszein

ne forein. XLXi York Memo. Bk, (Surtees) I. 183 That na
uppalder wytk in Girdelecrafte. ci^oPromp. Parv. s\i}-2

Vpholdere, \oX sellythe smal thyngys velaber. 1495 Act i \

Hen. VII^ a 19, To the . . greate rebuke and disclaunder to

the seid Crafte of Upholders. 1598 ^^o^ Survey 154 [InJ

this lane.., in the raigne of Henry the sixt, had ye for the

most parte dwelling Fripperers or Upholders, that solde

oldeapparellandhousholdestuffe. i688R.HoLME/lrW(J«r»'
III. 449/2 Such.. was of old the Vpholders, or Vpholsterers

Arms of Chester. 1711 Act 10 A ntu c. 19 § 84 All . . Drapers,

Mercers, Upholders,.. having, .any Stock of.. Silks. rti766

Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney Bidulpk {1767) III. 126, 1 did not

like the furniture, . . so I . , have bespoke new of an upholder.

1807 SouTHEY Espriella's Lett. I. 155 An upholder just now
advertises Commodes, Console-tables, . . and Chiffoniers,

xZi^Ann. Reg.yCkron* 121 Messrs Wilkinsons, upholders,.

.

having of late been frequently robbed of feathers. 1881

Imtr. Cettsus Clerks ( 1 885) 53 Upholstery : . . Stuffer. Up-
holder. Upholsterer's Spring Maker. 19x6 Daily Chron.

9 March 4/7, I have seen ' Carpenter and Upholder ' on the

signboard of a shop in a Surrey village.

O. An undertaker. Obs. in general use.

1709 Steelb Tatler No. 99 P 4, I.. shall give my good
Friends the Company of Ui>holders, full Power to bury all

such Dead as they meet with. 1714 Gay Trivia 11. ^47
Th' Upholder, rueful Harbinger of Death, Waits with
Impatience for the dying Breath. 1724 Swift Reasons agst,

Exatn. Drugs P 5 The company exercising the trade and
mistery of upholders. 1903 Daily Chron. 8 April 5/2 A
large glass sign describing the owners as * upholders *»

whereas other evidence shows them to be ' undertakers ',

2. A supporter, sustainer, or inaintainer {of a
thing or person),

c 1403 LvDG. Temple ofGlas 468 To 50V my ladi, vpholder

of my life, Mekeli I l>anke. 1439 Coventry Leet Bk. 191

They ordeyn that.. suche maner vpholders, .be pursewed as

they were persones sole. 1536 Stories Sf Proph. Script.

M ij b, The Lorde lyueth, and blessyd be myne opholder.

1547 Bale {title). The first Examinacyon of Anne Askewe
latelye martyred in Smythfelde, by the Romysh popes vp-

holders, 1590 Nashe PasquiVs Apol. \. B iv b,^ I wyll not

be theyr vpholder which lye sleeping and snorting in their

charges. 164a R. Carpentkr Experience iii. iii. 12 For
God leaveth many things undone, ..to preach this doctrine

that creatures are not his upholders. 1691 Wood A th, Oxon.
I. 581 The said Duke.. was an upholder of him and his un-

worthy doings. 1710 Swift Poems, Atlas 22 When the
weight of kingdoms lies Too long upon his single shoulders,

Sink down he must, or find upholders. 1809 Coleridge
Friend 87 Intellect, and Thought alone can be our Upholder
and Judge. 1840 J. H. Newman Par. Serm, (ed. 2) V. x.

'

152 When was the power of the world an upholder of God's
truth t 1879 Farrar St. Paul II. 229 A reverence for him
far deeper than that of his upholders.

b. Of things : A support, stay, or prop,
X398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R. v. liv. (Bodl. MS.), It nedeji

to haue so many vndursettinges and vpholders ^at suche a
beeste may be[niore]ablelich . . meue and goo. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. Ixi. 8 Genllenesse and faithfulnes are y* trew
upholders of kingdomes. 16x7 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks.
(1639) 80 Wheat flower.. is the principal! naturall upholder
of the life and health of man. 1730 Southall Bugs 40Two
Upholders drove into the Wainscot or Wall. 1884 A. Ross
Talk upon Hair 21 A thick Indiarubber ankle upholder,
over which is worn the boot and sock.

UpllO-lduig, vbl. sb, [Up- 7.]

f 1. Sustenance ; support in necessaries. Obs^
c 1^75 Sc.^ Leg. Saints Hi. {A ndrew) 965 J>u sal hafe J>i vp-

halding with honeste in al thinge In myn dioce. 1535
Coverdale 2 Mace. iii. 10 Money laved vp for the vphold-
inge of weddowes and fatherlesse children. 1667 D. Per-
gusson's Coll. Sc. Prov, No. 707, Pride and sweerness would
have metkle upholding.

2. Maintenance in regular use or in proper con-
dition.

a 1350 in Facsimiles Nat, MSS. Scotland 11. (1870) 14
Ad..sustentacionem [glossed vphalding] dicti molendini.

1453 Extr, *Aberd. Reg. (1844} I. 20 For the vphaldyng
and eikyng of Godis seruice to be done in the paroche kirk.

1486 m Exchequer Rolh Scotl. X. too For the uphalding
and bering of the. .chargis of the said office, xfiax Lincoln
IVills (1914) 104 To the upholdyng of Notyngham briges.

1523 Ibid. 106 To the upholdyng of the forsaid churche.

1543 Richmond, Jf^ills (Surtees) 47, 1 bewhethe other twenty
sberyngs,,for the upholdyng of one seirge of waxe yerly.

x6i» in Essex Rev. XVII. 105 The upholdtnge and perfect-

inge of the companies in good strengh and number. 1631
Wef.vbr Anc. Funeral Mon. To Rdr. 6 For the repairing
and vpholdtng..of that.. building. 1842 J. Aiton Clerical
Econ. 113 It must have separate houses, which, ..in uptiold-

ing, must cost disproportionally dear. 1894 C. N. Robinson
Brit. Fleet 62 No sacrifice can therefore be too great for the
upholding of our fleet.

3. The action of sustaining or supporting by aid
or influence.

1509 Sakdys EuropxSpec. (1605) 8 The vpholdipg of their
worldlypowerand glorie of their Order. 1607 Hif.ron Wks.
1. 226The inquiric.how we haue strtuen and fought for
the vpholding and maintenance of Gods truth. 1637 Docu-
ments agst. Prynne (Camden) 95 This was my Lord of
Lincolne s case in his upholding the creditt of Prydean.
1691 Blount Law Diet. (ed. 2), Maintenance, signifies the
upholdmg or maintaining of a Cause or Person. x8x8 Mil-
man Satnor v. 209 If this life Be worthy thy upholding.
'863 J. Coldstream in Balfour Siog. (1865) v. 195 We
sensibly felt the 'upholding' graciously vouchsafed. 1872
Spurgeon Treas. Dav. III. 10 He asked.. for deliverance,
and here he returns thanks for upholding,

4. The action of maintaining in argument.
1587 Golding De Mornay ix. 144 What els then is his vp-
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holding of the world to be eternal, than a turning of y«
whole world vpside downe?
5. The action of raising or holding up.

XS74 in Maitl.Cl, Misc. (1840) I. iii Hcfordcr obleist

him with uphalding of his hand, that he suld be ane trew
sugget. 1598 in J. Ronald Landmarks Old Stirling (1899)

338 They promised solemnlie b^ uphaulding of their hands.
x866 J. G. Muri'hy Comtn., Exod. xvii. 12 Aaron and Hur
joining in the upholding of Moses's hands.

TJpllO'ldilig, ///. a. [Up- 6 b.] Supporting,

sustaining.

1553 PovNET Short Caiech. 43 [The] church, which Paul
calleth the piller, and vpholding stay of truth. X561 T.
N[orton] tr. Calvin's Inst. iii. xxi. 239 The vpholdyng stay

ofsounde affiance. X674 Boyle Excell, Theol, i, i. 27 Though
the soul of man, by the continuance of his ordinary and up-
holding concourse, may survive the body. 1724 E. Erskinb
Wks. (1791) 122/1 His quickening, strengthening, and up-
holding presence may be withdrawn. 1784 Cowper Task
III. 658 FlowVs., expect th' upholding aid Of the smooth-
shaven prop. £1830 Bryant Forest Nymn 67 The in-

dwelling Life,.. the upholding Love, That are tne soul of

this wide universe, x^ ' L. Falconer ' Mile. Ixe vi, She .

.

would have fallen, but for the timely aid of two upholding
arms.

tUpllO*lster,J^. Obs, Also5upholdester, 5,

7-8 upholdster, 6 twrth, uphaldster. [f. Uphold
V. + -STEE.] = Upholder i.

a, X411 Close Roll 12 Hen,. /K(dorso), Johannes Dryuer,
upholdester. X479 Pasion Lett. III. 271, iij girdels Staunton,

j girdel upholdester. CX48X Caxton Dialogties 2 Of tayl-

lours and vpholdsters. xj.. York Memo, Bk. (Surtees) I.

64 Every uphaldster that seliis eny furrez within this citie,

X647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. xii. 74 Upholdsters, Limners,
Glovers. 1660 Pepvs Diary 9 Oct., I found.. part of our
chambers hung to day by the upholdster. ^^z^ E. Ward

^

Parish GuttHers 37 Once on a time he turn'd Upholdster,

'

And slily dealt in Bed and Bolster.

^. X483-S Rec, St. Mary at Hill 123 Richard Crick, vp-
holster, for o quarter. X49X Caxton Vitas Patr, (W. de W.
1495) 144 Whan the chaunger. .knewe his gowne that heng
at the Vpholsters dore and all redy was there to selle, he
was sore wrothe. c 15x5 Cocke LoreWs B. 10 Harpe makers,
leches, and upholsters. xS73 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz.

(1908) 209 Upholster for pendentes of burnished golde for

the Maskers garmentes. 16x4 in zoth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm, App. I. 43 As for a resting chyre. ., I did enquyre
at an upliolster the pryce of itt. 1666 Pepys Diary 22 Aug.,
My closett is doing by upholsters^ which I am pleased with.
X677 Wycherley PI. Dealer in. i, Your Bookseller is pro-
perly your Upholster ; for he furnishes your Room, rather
than your Head. 1725 Brice's Weekly Jrnl. 27 Aug. 4 Any
Person, having Occasion to imploy an Upholster, may be
faithfully serv'd by Ann Hutchins. 1764 H. Walpole Let.
to Dalrymple 31 Jan., Our booksellers .. are little more or
less than upholsters.

fig. XS93G. HARVEvAW-c^'^i'M/c?-. 151, L.loouenot tobe
an Vpholster of stuffed, and bombasted malice in other.

x6i4 J. Cooke Greeners Tu Quoque H i b. When thou art

frowne to bee An old Vpholster vnto Venerie. 1660 W.
ECKER Nonsuch Prof. 156 As for flatterers they may be

stiled the Devils Upholsters.

+ b. Used spec, with reference to the making
and selling of beds and bedding. Obs,
XS54 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Ox/ordiiSSo) 218 George

Bedder..to occupy the bedders craft,, .to sell upholsters
wares wy-thyn the lybertyes of thys Cytye. X576 Gascoigne
Steele Gl. (Arb.) 80 When vpholsters sel fethers without
dust. x6aa Breton Faniastickes Wks. (Grosart) 11. lo/i
The Poulters feathers make toward the Upholster. 1647
Trapp Comm.f i yohn iii. 7 These are the devils, .upholsters
that sow such pillows. x688 Seer. Serv. Money Chas. fy

Jos. (Camden) 186 To John Poictvin, upholster, . .for making
two bedds and furniture for the Queen,

TJpb.O'lster, v. Orig. U,S, [Back-formation
from Upholsterer or Upholstery. . Cf. next]
L intr. To do upholstery work.
x86z Mrs. Stows Pearl Orr's /si. 21 Miss Roxy and Miss

Ruey. .could upholster and quilt.

2. Gratis, a. Of materials : To cover after the
manner of upholstery.
X864 Lowell Fireside Trav, 45 The dull weed upholstered

the decaying wharves. X875 J. E. Taylor Half Hours in
Green Lanes x. 292 Several species have already uphol-
stered the rough bark with . .delicate shades ofvelvety green,

b. To furnish or trim with, or as with, upholstery.

AIso/^.
1877 ' Mark Twain ' Mississippi Pilot 24 The bar keeper

had been barbered and upholstered at incredible cost. 1890
C. Dixon Ann. Bird Life 85 All [ducks] upholster their
nests in the same singular manner. 1891 Lancet 24 Jan,
218/1 The whole thorax hollow is now laid bare and up-
holstered with the skin-muscle flap.

UpllO'lstered, //»/. a. [f.asprec, + -ED.] Fur-
nished or fitted with upholsterer's work,
X837 Carlyle Misc, (1840) V. 167 Farewell, thou old

Chateau, with thy upholstered rooms. x866 Land. Rev. 6
Jan. 4/1 Sofa-divans, and. .arm-chairs all comfortably up-
holstered with national colours. 1889 Mrs. E. Kennakd
Landing a Prize i, The drawing-room [is] rosewood, up-
holstered in red damask.

fig. xZaz W. H. Mali.ock Human Document xviii, Con-
sidered by others as an article essential to a decorously up-
holstered mind.

Upholsterer (»ph,™-ist3r3j), AlsoSuphoui-
Btarer, upholdsterer. [f. Upholster j^. + -erI 3.]
A tradesman or shopkeeper whose business is the
making, finishing, or repairing of articles of
furniture and other house-furnishings in which
woven or similar fabrics, or materials used for

stuffing these, are employed,
1613 Marston Insatiate Couniesse Cj b, The fault's in
my Vpholsterer, Lady, 1653 W. Rahesey Astrol. Restored

UPKEEP.
132 If thou makest the childe..a Perfumer,..Glover or

Upholsterer. X677 I^ond. Gaz. No. 1233/4 Mr. Cooke an
Upholsterer next door to the Star, xizx De Foe Plague
(1754) iji UpHoldsterers, Joyners, Caoiiiet-makers. 1776
Adam Smith W. N, 11. i. I. 334 Upholsterers frequently

lett furniture by the month or by the year. x8a3 Bentiiam
Not Paul 85 Tent-making: an art, in which the 0|>erat ions

of the architect and the upholsterer are combined. 1875
W. S. Havward Lo7>e agst. World 6 Painters, decorators,

upholsterers, .. were immediately set to work.

fig. X642 T. Tbescot Zeal. Magist. 14 Better to meet with
sound Reprovers, . . than the Devills Vpholsterers. ^y^9
HerveY Nav. Hist. II. 459 This led the prince of Conti to

call Luxembourg 'The Upholsterer of Notre Dame*.
b. iransf. Applied to certain bees and birds.

Also ailrib,

1830 J. Rennie Insect Archit. 53 The leaf-cutting bees..

may be denominated more generally ' upholsterer.bees ', as

there are some of them which use other materials beside

leaves. X840 Westwood Introd. Mod. Classif, Insects 11.

272 They have been termed.. upholsterer bees;.. the uphol-

sterers employ in the construction of their cells portions of

leaves, 1890 C. DixoN Ann. Bird Life 84 Upholsterers.—
The birds which come into the present group comprise the

Ducks and Geese,

Upholsteress, var. of Upholstbess.
Upho'lstering, vbU sb. [f. Upholsteb-er, -y.]

Upholstery. Also attrib.

1807 SouTHEY EsPriella's Lett. Ill, 272 The women of

the family in which she then worked at the upholstering

business. X89G Daily Ne^vs 15 Dec. 2/2 The velvet up-
holstering and pile carpets.

Upholstering,///, a, [f. as prec] Serving

to upholster.
1828 LvTTON Pelhavi III. xvii, All that especial neatness

of upholstering paraphernalia. 1859 Sala Tiv, round Clock

210 The march of upholstering intellect is there tn its

entirety.

Upho'lsterous, a, [f. as prec] Given to the

use of upholstery.

X887 W. Cory Lett. ^ yrtils. (1897) 523 Since then our
educated people have been less happy, though more up-
holsterous. 1894 T. Pinkerton Blizzard, etc loi He was
not :tt all upholsterous.

UphO'lstery. [f. UPHOLan-ERj^,] Upholsterer's

work or materials ; spec, the fabrics and materials

used in the covering and stuffing of furniture ; the

collective use of these in a room or house.

1649 J, Taylor (Water P.) Western Voy. 13 In the Mount
I saw a craggy rugged seat, of Rocky Upholstery, which
the old fabulous rumour calls St. Michaels Chair. x6s3
Ordin. Contin. Excise 17 Mar. iii Linnens fine and course,

Upholstery, Haberdashery [etc.]. 1756 W. Owen Bk. Fairs
(1788) 62 Hacheston, Suffolk, Nov. X2., for boots, shoes, up-
holstery, and joiners. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, iv, Mantel-
pieces, carved cornice-work, . . carpets and costly upholstery.
x88a Miss Braddon Mt. Royal I. vi. 147 The liedrooms had
been improved by modern upholstery.
trans/. 1850 Ld. Osborne Gleanings W. Irel. 86 There

were drills, and carts, and other farm upholstery.

fig. x86a Carlylk Fredk. Gt. xiy. viii. Ill, 737 Fantastic
Elelfeld. .becomes positively wearisome, chanting the up-
holsteries of Life.

b. attrib, and Comb^
x8o3 Sheraton Cabinet Did, (title-pOjThe Terms used in

the Cabinet, Chair and Upholstery Branch«s. X844 M. F.
Osson Wont, in xf^th C. (1862) 99 She.. is, in short, always
spoken and thought of upholstery-wise. X858 Hawthornb
Fr. <5r //, NotC'bks. II. 123 Their whole charm is., in no
degree of the upholstery kind. x866 Lond. Rev. 15 Sept.

287/2 Those upholstery authors. . whose books have the run
at Mudie's.

Hence Upho'lsterydom. rare-\
i860 Sala in Cornh. Mag. 1. 572 He went on painting, in

spite of alt the Morrises in upholster>'dom.

UphO'lstresS. Also -holsteress. [f. Ufhol-
steb(er).] a female upholsterer.

x8S9 Edin. Rev. CIX. 321 The London dress-makers . . and
the upholstresses. 1884 PallMallG. 2 Aug. 6/1 The Secre-
tary of the Upholsteresses' Society.

f Upho-ven,/£z.///^. Obs, [Up- 5. Cf. Up-
heave z'.] Raised up, exalted,

c 1200 Ormin 12148 To beon abufenn alle menn Upphofenn
hejhe & wurrbedd. Ibid. ij-^Zg. axyx>£,E. Psalter \xxiv.

XX Up-hoven ben homes of rightwys.

Uphroe, var. Kuphroe (fir-pole).

TTphu'ng, pa. ppk. Also 4 uphang, 6 Sc,

-hing. [Up- 5. Cf. OE. up-kangen^ Hungup,
suspended.
ax3oo Cursor M, 20912 Vphang his fette, his bed don,

Naild on J>e rod he was. c X440 Paliad. on Husb. iv. 875
Take brawny bodied [foals], ..Sm.ile ballockyng, and euere
short vphon^e. 15x3 Douglas ^neid viii. xii. 116 On the

Eroud pillaris..[he] maid [them] thar be vp hing. 1737
)VER Fleece 111. 170 Oft the wet web is steep'd..: then up-

hung On rugged tenters,. .Its level surface. .it expantk.
x8os-6 Cary Dante^ Inf. viir. 3 Our eyes Its height ascended,
where we mark'd uphung Two cressets. 1867 M. Arnold
Bacchanalia ii, Uphung the spear, unbent the bow,

UpllUTl, z'. [Up- 4.] trans. To hurl up, throw-

aloft. Also Uphu'rled pa. pple,

1582 Stanyhurst Mneis 11, (Arb.) 63 Thee waU God Nep-
tune, with mace threeforcked, vphurlctli. 1845 Mangan
German Anthology \\.xi% From thousand smoke-enveloped
cones, Colossal blocks . . Are night by night uphurled in air.

x86o Borrow Sleeping Bard 40 For all the ills by hell up-
huil'd It has a remedy. xGk^ Mkredith Poems, Hard
Weather II. ni Her passion for old giantkind, That scaled
the mount, uphurled the rock.
Upjet, -keep, v. : see Up- 4.

U'pkeep, sb. [Up- I b. Cf. Keep v. 57 d.]

Maintenance in good condition or repair; also, the

cost of such. (Freq. from ^1885.)
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aS^ Pall Mall G, lo May 10/2 Arrangements., for con-

tinuing the up-keep and in-gathering of the crops in Mauri-
tius and Ceylon. 1887 Mrs. Daly Digging ff Squatting 171

The Northern Territory depends very much upon the gold
revenue for the upkeep and support of the settlement. 1893
Dk. Argyll Unseen Found* Soc, v, 145 The constant upkeep
of innumerable canals. .

So IJ'pkeeping vbL so, (Up- 7.)
1899 IVestm. Gaz. 26 June 7/1 Premises which took ;^ 150 a

year for up-keeping. //'/^., The up-keeping of the premises.

Upkever, -kindle, -knit: see Up- 4.

ITplai-d, />a. ppU, [Up- 5. Cf. Uplay z;.]

1. Laid up ; put away or in place.

c x^aoNortherit Passion (H.) 872 Ilka man said. . VVhat J>ai

suld with |>e siluer do, . . pat it suld sauely be vp laid, c 1425
Wyntoum Cron. v. vii. 1262 Quben J>e chesabiU is vplaid

Befor the eleuatioun.

1 2. Upturned, overthrown. Obs."^
1582 Stanyhurst ^neis 11. (Arb.) 63 Thendyd I marck

playnely thee castel of Ilion vplayd, And Troian buyldings
quit topsy luruye remooued.

tTT'plandf sbJ^ and a.^ Obs. Also I, 4uppe-,

3 upe-, 4 oppe-, 6 uplando. [Subst and adj. use

of the phrase uppe land^ in the country : see Up
prepj^ 5 a, and cf. Uponland adv."]

A. sb. The partsof a country outside thetowns;

the rural districts.

a iiu O, E, ChroH, (Laud MS.) an. 1087, Se cyng..bead
J»aet £elc man..sceolde cuman to him..of porte & of uppe-
lande. xaog in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (looi) 720 Altres gens
et numeement cil de upelande. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 1315 5yf J?ou do any man yn prysun,..Or bynde yn
upland or in burgh. 1346 Little Red Bk. Bristol {igoo) IL
14 Drap qest fulee sur oppclande. c 1350 Cron. London
(Camden) 46 En cele temps fut le vj."« dener de bienz leve

en Loundres et en autres cytes en Engletere, et sure upelond

le x.™» denier. 1377 Ann. Barber Surgeons (1890) 36
[Barbers from] uppelande. c 1500 ll^orld Sf Child 579 Poore

men that come from vplande. c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd.
Manners (1570) G iv. Forbidding great building sumptuous
. .in Countrey or upUnde. [1864 Sir F. PALGRAVEiVi7r;«. ^
Eng. IV. 43 Rufus renewed his general summons to his Eng-
lish lieges. From . . town and from upland they were called.

)

B. adj.

L Living out in the country ; rustic, rural.

14.. in Sc, Ads Parlt. (1844) I- 339 Of |>e borowyng of
uplande mannis pundis. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. \. ^85 Taking
away with him the vpland, or countrey people that should

haue tilled the ground. 1599 Nashe Lenten SluJfEjh,
Other engrating vpland cormorants will ^runt out [etc.J.

1615 Chapman Odyss. i. 315 Kept alive Within an isle by
rude and upland men. 167a Mclton Hisl. Eng. if. 48 In

peace the Upland Inhabitants besides hunting tended thir

flocks and beards.

ContA. ctStt Chapman Odyssey ix. 308 This heape of

fortitude [sc. the Cyclops], That so illiterate was, and vpland

rude.

3. Characteristic of the counti7 ; of rustic form

or make. rarg-^K

x666 Despauterius' Grwit. Inst, (1677) Cj, Pero, peronis^

an upland sbooe.

Upland, sb.'^ and a.2 [f. \Jv a, i + Land sb.^

perhaps partly suggested by prec. Cf. ON. Upplgnd
pi., the name of the eastern inland counties of

Norway ; MSw. Upland (Sw, Uppland)^ a district

in central Sweden ; MDa. Opland Sweden, Norw,
upplandy Da. oplaml the inland country.]

A, sb. 1. The part of a country lying away^rom
the sea ; the interior or high-lying districts. Also

pi. Now arch,

1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 687 He determined to draw
these pirats from the sea into the vpland. 1613 G. Sandys
Trav. 12 Smat watch-towers, which.. do giue knowledge
vnto one another (and so to the vpland) of suspected enemies.

i4i8 Bolton Florus ni. vi. (1636) 193 Who transplanted this

brood of Mariners.. out of the very ken of the sea, and, as

it were, teddred them fast in the uplands [L. vtediterraneis

agris\. i8a5 Jamieson Suppl., Upwark, apparently, labour

in tbei«/aW,or uplami^&s. distinguished from employment
in fishing. 1857 Hughes Tont Grown i, i. Leaving their mark
in American forests and Australian uplands*

2L An area or stretch of high ground ; a piece of

high, hilly, or mountainous country. Usually in^A
1566 Act Z Eliz. c. 13 Si Beakons..in suche Place or

Places of the Sea Shores and Uplandei neere the Sea costes.

1589 Flbmingb yirg. Eclogues vi. 18 You the nymphs of
wjods, Close in the uplands (L* claudite saltus\ of your
"woods. 16x7 BftATHWAiT Law of Drinking 147 Their Long
Acres, Uplands and Dowue-lands shall flie in a trice to re-

taine thee, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. ii. vii. (1677) 192
The Downs or Uplands of Cammington in Huntingdonshire,
Ibid. 200 The Up-lands in England yield strong, sinewy,
hardy Men. 1714 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit, (1742) I. 9 They
generally chose to leave their own Lasses to their Neigh-
bours out of the Matshes, and went into the Uplands for a
Wife. 1764 Goi.DSM. Trau. 107 Its uplands sloping deck
the mountain's side, 1787 G. White Selbornc i, At the foot

o( this hill, one stage or step from the uplands, lies the vil-

lage. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. i. 298 How slope their up-
lands to the morning sun ! 1835-9 ^^'*^* Sherwood Lady
ofManor I. vi. 176 A blue upland in the remotest distance
finished this exquisite picture. 1879 Farrar St. Paull. 414
He was working with Paul alone on the wild uplands of
Lycaonia.

b. In sing, with the, or without article.

1699 Dampier Voy* II. 11. in The whole Country, the
Up-land I mean, seems lo be much ihe same [kind of soill.

1784 CowPER Task V. 197 As a shepherd separates his flock,

TTiese to the upland, to the valley tno^e. 1813 Scott Rokeby
V. ii. The eve, (hat slow on uplana fades, Has darker closed

on Rokeby's glades. 1856 Merivalb Rom. Emp, xxxviii.

IV. 359 They had emerged , . from the woods, and had gained

the open upland of swamp and moor. 1891 T. Habdv Tess
viii, Their present speed on the upland being by no means
slow.

3. High ground, as opposed to meadow or marsh

;

ground not liable to flooding; a stretch of this.

Chiefly local a.nd U,S.
157a Kent ^ Surrey Servers Comm, (1909) 115 AUe the vpp

lande betwin Newington and Lambeth Sewinge to the same
sluce, 1580 TussER Husb, (1878) 51 New broken vpland . . for

wheat is not best. 1598 Archdeaconry 0/Essex Minutes
(MS.) fol. 49 Being sessed by the acar.,at i<> the acreof
vpland and ii** tlut acre for marshe. 1639 in Coffin Hist.

Ne-zvberryt Mass^iS^^) 29 All the upland and meadow and
marish between us and Ipswich. 1696 Aubrey Misc. 11

This Marsh-land, .was never worth one Farthing to me, but
very often eat into the Rents of the Up-land_. 1708 Lond.
Gaz. No, 4489/ _^, 46 Acres of Uplands, or Side-hiU-Lands,

1762 Museum Rust. I. 307 If it was sowed in up-land,.. you
could not get the timothy-grass out of it. 1774 Goldsm.
Hat. Hist. I. 159 A large upland, with its houses, its corn,

and cattle, . .loosened from its place, 1833 Tennyson Latiy
o/Shalott I. 34 The reaper weary, Piling sheaves in upVands

airy. X841 N. P. Rogers in Whittiers Prose Wks. (1889)

II. a27 The Pemigewasset, ..meandering from upland to

upland through the meadows,

4. elUpt. in//. Upland cotton. (Cf. B. 3c.)
1858 HoMANS CycLComm. 448 Cotton.. [exported from]

Florida. To foreign ports—Uplands, ^0,880 bales. 1880

C. R. AIarkham Peruv. Bark 468 Species of cotton... New
Orleans or ' Uplands '. . .

* Uplands ' grown in India.

B. attrib, or as adj\

1. Ofdistricts or places: Lying away from the sea

or in the higher parts of a country ; inland, remote.

1575 Russia (Hakl. Soc No. 20) 9 The uplande countries

of Russia . . stretchethe exceding large and long. is8a
Batman Barih. De P. R. xvin. Ixxxi. 376/2 The want of
tillage . . decayes villages, hamlets, and vpland townes. 1601

R. Johnson A'i«^r/.<S'Owm«c. (1603) 14 The vpland townes
are fairer and richer, then those that stand nearer the sea.

163a Milton L'*Allegro 92 Som times with secure delight

The up'land Hamlets will invite. 1829 Scott Old Mori,
Introd., The little upland village of Lalmaclellan, in the
Glenkens of Galloway. x87a A. de Vkhe Leg, St. Patrick

73 Fire takes the little cot beside the mere, And leaps upon
the upland village.

b. Living inland.

1716 B. Church Hist. Philip's JKar (1865) I. 02 Some..
Narraganset Indians, and some other Upland Indians, in

all about 300. 1870 Burton Hist. Scot. Ixvi. VI. 345 Among
the upland folk of Scotland there were_ strong prejudices

against all attempts to settle in distant wilds.

2. Lying higher than the surrounding country;

forming part of an elevated area ; situated on high

ground.
x6io NoRDEN Spec. Brit.t Cornw. (1728) 20 Their haye

groweth comonly in the vplande and drye groundes._ 1707

Mortimer Husb. la The worst of Up-land Meadows is that

they often need mending or feeding. 1731 Miller Gard,
Dict.s.v, Ranunculus^ Take a Quantity of fresh Earth from

a rich up-land Pasture. 1795 Southey Joan of Arc ix. 202

Dark on the upland bank The hedge-row trees . . Rose on the

grey horizon. X843 Lytton Last Bar. i. \, 33 The twin

green hills, .with the upland park and chase. 1879 A. R.

Wallace Australasia ii. 15 These highlands generally

present the appearance of hilly upland plains.

b. Living on, or frequenimg, high ground, (In

modem use freq. in specific names of birds, etc.)

x63s J. Taylor (Water P.) Farewell to Tower Bottles

A 4, When Vpland Trades-men thus dares take in hand A
wat'ry buis'nesse, they not vnderstand. 1695 E. Gibson tr.

Camden's Brit. 408 Fenmen, a sort of people.. of brutish

unciviliz'd tempers, envious of all others whom they term

Upland men. a x8a5 [see Uplander]. 1859 Darwin Orig.

spec. vi. 185 There are upland geese with webbed feet which
rarely or never go near the water, 1867 Morris fason iv.

a The upland sheep Must guard themselves.. Against the

wolf. x87» CouES N. Amer, Birds 260 Upland Plover.

Field Plover. 1878 A. Pope C////^), Upland Game Birds

and Water Fowl of the United States.

O. Growing upon high ground; belonging to

species growing or developed on high ground.

Upland cotton^ a class of short-stapled cotton. Also

(of minerals, etc.), found on high ground,

1630 T. DE Gray Expert Farrier yyq Fine upland hay,

vhicn was cut about midsummer. 17M sA\i.i.^Ti.Gard. Diet,

(ed. 7) s.v. Pasture^ The best Sort of Upland Hay Seeds,

-taken from the cleanest Pastures. X789 T. Wright Meth.
lyatcring Meadows Uygo) 43 The hay of watered meadows
is by no means equal in value to upland hay. 17^. Nemnich
Polyglot Lex. s.v.. Upland willow. The red willow. 1796
KiRWAN Elem.Min,{,^d. 2) II, 173 Upland Argillaceous Iron

Ore. 183a M«CuLLOCH Diet. Commerce 409 The upland or

bowed Georgia cotton forms the.. best portion of the short

stapled class. 1833 G. B. Wood & Bache Dispensatory
( 1865) 710 Rhus giabrum

.

., called variously smooth sumach,
Pennsylvania sumach, and upland sumach. 1858 Homans
Cycl, Comm, 436/1 The upland cotton is a different species

from the sea-island. 1894 Yellow Book I. 189 Where the

upland hay ., stretched thirstily up to the clouds.

d. Flowing down from higher ground.
1653 Blithe Eng. improver Impr. 56 Cteer from any

Lano-floods, or up-land waters running through them. 1707
Mortimer Huso. 18 Fenny lands .. drowned by Upland-
floods and great Rains.

t Upland, adv^ Obs, [Later form of tip land,

uppe lande, etc. : see Up prep.'^ 5 a.] Out in the

country ; = Uponland adv.

c 1380 WvcLiP JVks. (1880) 176 To. .helpe here pore nel^e*

boris . . & parische chirchis vplond. c 1400 Found. St, Bar^
tholomeivs (1923) 20 Hit ys tolde of a Richemanne vplond
dwellyng that come to this Chirche. £1449 Pecock Re^r,
1. vi. 28 Men of the cuntre vplond bringen into Londoun in

Mydsomer eue braunchis of trees, .and flouris. 1551 Bale
Eng. Votaries 11. 67 b, In most places they dwelt vplonde.

b. Jack i/okn) Upland, used as a name for

a rustic. (Cf. Upaland adv. b.)

1403 in Wright /*«?/. /'(7cw« (Rolls) II. 16, 1, Jacke Upland,
make my mone to very God. Ibid. 40 A frere . . aresoneth
lak Uplonde. 1529 Lyndesay Compl. 407 Ihone Upeland
bene full blyith, I trow, Because the rysche bus kepis his kow.
Upland, flrt'z'.2 rare^^, [f. Up //r/.^ 6 + Land

sb^ In the higher or inner part of a country.

^1674 Milton Hist. Mo^covia ii. Wks. 18^1 VHI. 483
Further up-land they have also built other Cities of Wood.
U'plander, [f. Upland ^^.2 CtVa.. oplxnder.']

An inhabitant or native of an upland part or district.

1699 Boyer, Uplander, montaguard. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Uplander^ one that lives in the Higli Grounds j an
High-lander. 1773 Johnson (ed. 4) s.v. Upland, Probably
because the uplanders, having less commerce, were less

civilised. rtiSasFoRBV Voc.E. Angliall. 365 Uplander,
uplandman, 3i.n inhabitant of the uplands. x868 Morris
Earthly Par. I. i. 14 But fifty knew the shipman's gear,
The rest were uplanders, 1888 Oman Hist. Greece xi. (1901)
103 These Uplanders occupied the arid hills of the interior.

Upla'ndishia. and sb. Also 4-5 vplondischo,
-isshe, -ysche, -ysshe, 6 vplandis(s)h.e, -y8(s)he,

etc. [£ Upland sb,'^ and 2 + -ish. Cf. OE. up-

lendisCf MDa. oplsendtsk * Swedish* (Da. oplandsk

uplandish), MSw. tipldndsker, uplenzsker, etc. (Sw.

uppldndsk) of Uppland (also = Swedish), Icel.

upplenzkr of Upplond in Norway.]

fl. Of persons: = Upland a.i i. Obs.
Very common in the i6th c, freq. in the sense of 'rustic

rude, uncultivated, boorish'.

1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) II. 159 Vplondisshe men
(L. rurales homines] wil likne hym self to gentil men. 1398— Barth, De P. R. xiv, xlix. (Tollem. MS.), Of t>is name
rtts )?e uplondisclie men haue Jiat name and ben clepid

rustici. <; 1440 Promp, Parv. 512/2 Vplondysche mann,
villanus. 1490 Caxton Eneydos Prol. Aij, This present

booke is not for a rude vplondyssh man to laboure therin..

but oneiy for a clerke, 1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 257/3
Now was thys doctrine in Almaine of the comen vplandishe
people, .plesauntly harde. 1543 X^um-l Erasm. Apoph. 167

I'he fair flatte truthe, that the uplandyshe or homely and
plain clubbes of y^countreedooen use. 1593 Greene Upst.

Courtier C i b, Shamste thou not vplandish vpstart to faeare

me discourse thy imijerfectionsf 1603 Knolles//«A Turks
(1621) 155 The Grecians .

.
, especially that rusticall and up-

landish companie, began lo file. 1647 Ward Sitiipi^Cobler

76 An uplandish Ruslicke [may speakj more in one word
than himselfe.. understands.

t b. Characteristic of, pertaining to, rustics. Obs,

1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices 11.(1540) 113 Gloryand
fame before rychesse : customes . . ofcy ties before uplandisshe
customes. 1565 Stapleton tr. Bedels Hist. Ch. Eng. 147
The vnsemely dwelling and vplandish tudenesse of the
inhabitants.

fc. Of bees: Wild. Obs,-^
1608 Topsell SerPents 65 Others t^^- bees] againe are

altogether wilde, vplandish, and agrestiall.

2. Of places : = Upland a.2 i. Now rare,

1:1380 Wyclif 6V/. Wks. I. 197 No drede Crist wente lo

smaie uplondishe touns, as to Bethfage and to Cana. 1513
Life Hen. Ktigii) no All other were lodged in vplandish

cots, such as they coulde finde.^ 1568 Withals Diet. 37 b/2

The vplandish house or dwelling place, villa, tugurium.
X589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie iii. iv. (Arb.) 157 In any vp-

landish village or corner of a Realme, where is no resort but

of poore rusticall or vnciuill people. 162a Calus Stat,

SViftfrj (1647) 66 In Towns and Villages which be in the

high uplandish Countries. 164a Declar. Lords ff Com.
Stat. 5 Hen. /K, 4 All such as do lodge strangers in up-

landish Towns. [1784 CuLLUM Hawsted 220 note,^ These
(districts] used to be called uplandish, a term that implied

an inferiority in civilization.] 1906 Gasquet Eng. Mediseval
Parish Life ii. 41 A smalt, uplandish, remote parish..on
the borders of E.\moor,

t 3. Of ground: =s Upland a.2 2. Obs,

155X Robinson tr. Morc's Utopia 11. (1895) n8, xv. myles

space of vplandyshe grounde, where the sea had no passage.

158a Stanyhurst yEneis lu. (Arb.) 88 Then far of vplandish

we doe view thee fird Sicil i^tna.

t b. = Upland a.2 2 b, 2 c. Obs,

X54S AscHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 128 Whether there be any
difference, as concernynge the fether of. .a fennye goose, or

an vplandish goose. 1613 Markham Cheap Husb. (ed. 3) 53
For hi3 hay, you shall see that it be dry short vplandish hay,

•{•4. Outlandish, foreign. Also as sb,^ foreign

speech, Obs*

1586 Ferne Blaz. Centric M, 23 You chop so much vp-

landish in your tale that by my troth, I scantly vnderstand

the halfe of it. 1589 Rare Tri, Love <5- Fort, iv. (Roxb. CI.)

j

122 Bomelio,Yo\x are de runaway from your ma'ter.. . Len'
I iido. I a runnaway, sirra? goe with your uplandishe, goe.

j
1607 Hevwood FaireMaide Exch, E 4, He had - . made some

I

scuruy quaint collection Of fustian phrases, and vplandish

I

wordes. 1609 W. M. Man in MooneC^, Natiue appateli
' will not content him, he flieth for vplandish fashions.

i Hence Upla-ndiahuess. rare~°,

I

1530 Palsgr. 285/2 Uplandysshnesse, ruralite.
' tU-plands, a, Obs. Chiefly Sc, [f. Upland

^^, (either possessive sing, or the plur. used attrib.),

or Sc. var. of prec] = Uplandish a.

c 1330 Arth. <5- Merl. 5077 (Kiilbing), The vplondismen, Jjat

hadden ladde Cartes & somers. Ibid. 5271,6776. 14.. in

Sc. Acts Parlt. (1814) I. 333 like burges may punde ane

uplandis man. c^ 14^0 Holland Hoivlat 218 Held he na

houss; Botinwplandislownis..Cryandfullcrowss. 1500-ao

Dunbar Poems xiii. i Ane mvrlandis man of vplandis male.

1583 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 63 Gif zour purpose be of

laiidwart effairis, [take heed] To vse corruptit and vplandis

wordis.

Uplay, V, [Up- 4. Cf. Du. opleggcn, G. auf-

legen^ and \5vh\\\> pa, pple. i.] Irans. To lay up,

store up.



TTPLEAP. 428 TTPMAKE.

1591 Spenser Ruitts 0/ Time 212 All is with him dead,

Saue what in heauens storehouse he vplaid. c 1600 Donne
To R. Woodward 33 We.. may, If we can.. thrive, uplay

Much, much deare treasure for the great rent day. 1609
— Annunc* 4- Passion 45 This treasure then, in grossc, my
Soule uplay. a 1850 Rossetti Dante ^ Circle i. (1874) 239
As he who evermore uplays That heavenly wealth which
the worm cannot waste.

U'pleap,J*. [Up- a.]

1. An upwa1 upward leap or spring,

1876 Miss Broughton yoatt\. xxxiii, The fire giving one
sudden upleap,,. plays upon his face. 1885 E. F. Bvrrne
Entangled III. w. xviii. 140 This upleap of wild regret, .was
not dependent upon reason.

2. Mining, (See qnot.)

1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-m. 268 Up-lcaP^ a fault which
appears as an up*throw.

Uplea'p, V. [Up- 4. Cf. OE. uphUapende pres.

pple. and WFris. opljeappe. Da, oploopen^ MSw, and

Sw. upplopa, MDa, and Da. oplebe, G. attflaufen^

intr. To leap or spring up or upwards.
c x»os Lay. 1882 Ofte heo up lupan [^r xa7S vp leopen], alse

heo fleon wolden. a 1300 CursorM. 5193 Israel wit J>is vp-

lepp pat moght noght forwit strid a step, c 1350 Will.

Pahrtie 32S3 pe stede..vp-leped, & faire wij> his fore fet

kneled doun lo^rounde. a 1560 Phaeb Mneid ix. (1562) Ff 1,

The wyld seas meeting mixe, and darkning skyes vpleapes
y« sands. «6oo Fairfax Tasso in. xlix, But now Rinaldo
from the earth vp lept, 1805 Wordsw. Prelude v. 441 And,
now and then, a fish up-leaping snapped The breathless

stillness, «888 R. Buchanan City ofDream viil 152 The
sable steed upleapt And bounded on.

Upleaping •vhl. sb. and ppl. a. (Up. 6 and 7.) 1867
'Ouida' Idalia xxxiii, A sudden upleaping of the vivid

life within him. 1885-94 R. Bridges Eros ^ Psyche Dec
xxvi, Its little rill is an upleaping jet Of cold Cocytus.

Upled, -lent : see Up- 5.

Uplift, sb, [Up- 3. Cf. next.]

1. The fact of being raised or elevated,

a 184s Willis DaviiVs Grieffor Child 28 His brow Had
the inspired up-Iift of the kmg's. 1890 Stanley Darkest
Africa I. xvi. 413 There was uniform uplift and subsidence
of the constantly twirling spear blades.

b. Spec, An elevation or rise in level, esp. of

a portion of the earth's surface,

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xvii. (1856) 128 The false horizon,

which I had selected as an index of the uplift. 1856 —
Arct. ExpL II. vii. 82 Indicative of secular uplift of coast.

1878 Whittikr Seeking Waterfall x'xx^ The grand uplift of
mountain lines. 188a u.S. Rep. Prec. Met. tig The assump-
tion ofan uplift or elevation of the Sierra Nevada.

2. ^g, Anelevatingeffect,result, or influence in the

sphere ofmorality, emotion, physical condition, etc
In very common use after 1890.

XS73 Holland ^. Bonnie, i. 22 But it is impossible that he
couM know what an uplift he gave to the life to which he
ministered. 1885 E. F. Bvrrne Entangled 11. 11. viii. 255
This uplift of the heart . . towards a sterner and more austere
allegiance to duty. 1%^ Lancet %ZSc^i.(>6i/x The rapidity
of the uplift in health in many of the cases. 1893 K. L.
Bates Eng. Relig. Drama 195 The uplift and the glory of
conception melted and were gone.

XTpli'ft, V. [Up- 4. Cf. MSw. uplypla, -ly/ta,

etc. (Sw. upplyfia\ ViX>9^opiyfUi^^.opj0fte)^^\\^

Uplift(ed pa, ppies,"]

1. trans. To elevate in rank, honour, estate, or

estimation. Also absol. Now rare.

1338 R. BRUNNECAr(?«. (1810) 72 J?e Londreis. .Him for

jar kyng vpUft, his name was kald Edgar, a imo Hampole
Psaltery etc. 501 Lord makis pore and he makis riche : he
mekis and he vpliftis. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 27 AHsaundre
put hem under, ..So that the Monarchic lefte With Grecs,
and here astat uplefle. 1554-9 Songs ^ Ball. Phil. ^
Mary (Roxb.) 3 For of baleful! branches and fyere brandes
of hel To be members of mersye he bathe us up lyfft.

i6xx Shaks. Cymb. v. iv. 103 Vour low-laide Sonne, our
Godhead will vplift. x86o Pusey Minor Prophets 593/1 He
uplifis ordinary things, that they too should be sacred. 1863
KiNGLAKE Crimea I. p. x^That which will uplift the repute
of the far'famed Russian infantry.

t b. To support, assist. Obs."^
X338 R. Brunne Chron. (iSio) 55 pei said he did inouh,

)re erie alle vplift, Pe kyng forgaf his wra^.
c. Sc, To make proud. (Cf. UpliftedppL a. 3,)

X863 Jeah L. Watson By-gone Days 176 Though she was
sae bonny, that never seemed to uplift her.

d. To elevate morally. (Cf. Uplifted///, a. 2.)
1883 Fairbairm Stud. Relig. ^ Theol. (1910) 94 The re-

generation that changes the man and uplifts the life. 1890

J. PuLSFOHD Loyalty to Christ I. 53 That He may be able
to uplift and bless men.

2. To lift up to a higher level or more erect

position ; to raise, rear, erect.

a 1340 Hampolb /*j«//<fr ci. n Vpliftand J>ou downsmate
me. 1390 Gower Conf I. 48, I uplifte Min hefd with that.
a i4O0;-so Alexander^os pen Alexander in ane ire his arme
vp.liftis. cx^ti ipomydon ion Hys swerd inboihe handis
he toke.. And hertely he dyd it vplyfte. 158a S'-anvhubst
j^neis IV. (Arb.) 102 Theese woords, vplifting both his
hands, he toe luppiter vttred. 1590 Spenser F. Q- ii. i-

46 The gentle knight her soone with carefull paine Vplifted
light, and softly did vphold. 1606 Shaks. Ant, ff CI. v,
ii. 211 Slaues.. shall Vplift vs to the view. 1667 Milton
P.L. VI. 646 They pluckt the seated Hills.., and by the
sbaggie tops XJp lining bore them in thlr hands, 1757 Dyer
Fleece 11. 234 Soon.. the huge stone Up-lifting to the deck,
ttheyj unmoor'd the bark. x;784 Cowper Tctsk iv. 274 The
glowing hearth.. With faint illumination, that uplifts The
shadow to the ceiling, i8so Shelley Prometh. Unb, i. 159
At thy voice her pining sons uplifted Their prostrate brows.
1846 Hawthorne Mosses i. L 7 The^ boy uplifted his axe.
1887 Spectator 7 May 626/1 Some internal force has up*
lifted tho earth's crust along a certain line.

fig. 1594 Spenser Avtoretii Ixxxii, I.. shall all be spent,

n setting your immortall prayses forilu Whose lofty argu-
ment vplifting me, shall lift you vp vnto an high degree.

1846 Mangan Poems (1903) 24 On thy knees Uplift thy soul

to God alone,

3. Sc, To collect, levy (rents, etc.) ; to draw
(wages),
1508 Reg, Privy Seal Scot. I. 256^2 The males, proffitis

and dewiteis to rais, uplift and inbriiig. 1553 Keg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 139 Under the pane of xl lib., to be up-
liftit and takin of every Provest. 1617 Extr, Abcrd. Reg.
(1848) II. 354 Vnder the paines following, to be vplifted of
the contravenar as oft as they be. .convict, 1646 Z, Uovd
in Zion's Flo^vers (1855) App. 31/1, I. .give tlicCoIledge
full power to uplift the same, 'J'O i" Nairne Peerage
Evid. (1874) 44 Since we have uplifted two thousand of the

three thousand merksdue to him. rys^Stexvart's Trial ^$0
That Glenurchad employed him to uplift the rents from
the other tenants. x^^Act 32 <5- 33 yict. c. 116 § 7 A power
..to enter.. the lands disponed in security, and uplift the
rents thereof. 1895 Crockett Cleg Kelly xii. He endea-
voured to uplift his week's wage before it was aue,

4, = Raise v, i 3,

18x6 Scott 5/. iJwaj^xiii, When he first uplifted the
psalni in presence of those persons. 1847 Emicrson Daemonic
<5- Celest, Love 26 New flowerets bring, new prayers uplift.

a 1850 Bryant Earth 43 Earth Uplifts a general cry for

guilt and wrong. 1887 Bowen ^neid vi.ij^ All now.. up-
lift their voices in grief.

Upli'ffc, pa. pple. ^nd ppl. a, [Up- 5. See Lift
v.] = Uplifted.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7086 Almes..ys a ^yftej

And for he 5yuyng, man ys vplyfte. 13 . . E.E.A Hit. P. B.
987 Wyth fyjt louez vplyfte |>.iy loued hym swyl>e. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 193 Satan talking to his neerest RIate With
Head up-Hft above the wave. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
VI, 63 How many, .admirers, with up-Iift hands, I should
have r a i8az Shelley P'ragm. Unf Drama 239 O friend,

sleep wasaveil uplift from Heaven. 1841 KiNGSLEY/'fl/i«<7rfia

2 Torrent-furrowed slopes. And bare and silent brows uplift

to heaven. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Cipsy i. 60 A figure lithe,

. .now stood With ripened arms uplift and regal head,

XTpliftable, a, Sc, rare~^, [f. Uplift v, 3.]

Leviable.
1670 in Paterson //w/. Regality Musselburgh [iZ^f) 26 An

annual rent of 2400 merk upliftable furth of the said toun.

TTpli fted, pa, pple, and ///. a. [Up- 5. Cf.

Uplift v, a.nd pa. pple."}

L Raised, elevated, held up ; alsoy^"., exalted in

estate.

a X300 E. E. Psalter xxxvi. 37 Vphouen I saw J>e wicked
man And lifted [//. uplifted; L. elevatum] als cedre of
Yban. /bid. Ixxxvii. 16, 1 am up-lifted [L. exaltatus], I am
meked, £'1410 Lanterne of Lijt 129, I haue sen he vn-
pitiuouse. .enhaunsid & vplifted as )>e cedre trees of Liban.

1593 Shaks. Rich. //, n. li. 50 The banish'd Bullingbrocke
. . with vp-lifted Armes is safe arriu'd At Rauenspurg. 1630
Milton Solemn Music n Where the bright Seraphim.,
Their loud up-lifted Angel trumpets blow. 1667 — P, L.
I. 347 Th' uplifted Spear Of their great Sultan waving to
direct Thir course. X7a5 Pope Odyss. it. 424 The matron
with uplifted eyes Attests th' all-seeing Sovereign of the
skies. X748 Richardson Clarissa VII. 125 This dame in

effigie, with uplifted head and hand. x8a2 Scott Nigel xiv,
* Now, Heaven bless you, my lord,' said Richie Moniplies,
with uplifted eyes. 1868 Rep, U.S, Commissioner Agric,
(i86g) 225 These table-lands.. are the uplifted beds of an
ancient ocean, 1887 Bowen ^neid iv. 246 The uplifted

crest and the proud Slopes of the age-worn Atlas,

fig, 159S Spenser Col. Clout 816 So we him adore With
humble hearts to heauen vplifted hie, 1805 Wordsw. Pre-
lude v, 226 Yet I . . will pour out Thanks with uplifted heart.

b. Kxalted in fame ; renowned.
1596 Spenser F. Q, vi. Prol. vi, Yet so from low to high

vplifted is your name. 1885 Tennyson Balin (V Balun 491
A name.. Which our high Lancelot hath so lifted up, And
been thereby uplifted.

2. Elevated intellectually, morally, or spiritually.

c 1454 Pecock Folewer 15 pe more a man . . takih into him
of kunnyng, he more is his resoun vp liftid, 1548 Geste
Pr. Masse H ij b. With our myndes ;eleuate and vplifted.

x8i8 Shelley Eugan. Hills 360 The winds whose wings
rain balm On the uplifted soul. 1839 Bailey Festus 46 Are
they not worthy of a deathless state; A boundless scope; a
high uplifted life ? 1890 J, Pulsford Loyalty to Christ I.

X16 Ye gladdened ancf uplifted ones, come ye aside also

awhile with Jesus.

3. Elated; rendered proud. Now 6V, and /w^-M,

dial,

x6o6 Shaks. Tr. ^ Cr. in. ii. X75 Or that perswasion could
but thus conuince me, ..How were I then vp-lifted. X747
Mem. Nutrebian Crt. II. 82 Maillan, excessively up-Hfted
with the imagined advancement of his daughter. 1813 Scott
Quentin D, xvi, He said, that.. they were uplifted in heart
because of their wealth and their privileges. 1897 W. Beatty
Secretar xli, Being so uplifted at the part I was like to play.

4. Raised in utterance.

x8a8 Atherstone Fall of Nineveh I. 114 Them .. with
proud uplifted voice, Thus^ Azareel bespake. X863 Miss
Bbaudon Aurora Floyd xiii. Did the unlucky speculators

..hide themselves while the uplifted voices were rejoicing?

Hence Upliftedness.
X893 Scribncr^s Mag. Sept. 387/1, I hate the coldness and

upliftedness of religion,

TTplifter. [f. Uplift v,'\

fi. Sc, A collector (of rents, etc.). Obs.
1585-6 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 47 The upliftaris of

the said laxt. i6^x Kirkcudbr, War-Comm. Min. 5(4. (1855)

159 He hes constituted the said James Montgomerie uplifter

thairof [sc, of the king's rents].

2. One who raises or elevates.

1650 Metr. Psalms Ch. Scot. ili. 3 Yet thou my shield, and
glory art, th' uplifter of mine head. 1884 Tennyson Beckct
\% i, Henry tfab King bath been . . mine uplifter in this world.

X890 J, Pulsford Loyalty to Christ I. 57 Henceforth he
should be a man of influence, and a great uplifter of men.

Upli'fting, vbl. sb. [Up- 7, or f. Uplift z*.]

1, The action of raising or lifting up ; an instance

of this. Alsoy?f.
X548 Geste Pr. Masse H iv, Can ther be made to god. .an

effectual prayer withoute an vplyftinge of cure hartes vnto
hym? X650 Metr. Psalms Ch, Scot. cxli. s Let.. the up-
lifting ofmy hands [hel as th' evening sacrifice. X834 Tail's
Mag, I. 693/1 An uplifting of the horse's hind heels, 1844
KiNCLAKE Eothcn XV, There was an uplifting of arms, and
a repeating of words. 1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar i.

v, With an eloquent uplifting of the hand.

b. Geol, Elevation in level ; an upheaval.
'833-4 J, Phillips Geol. in Encycl, Metrop. (1845) VI.

685/2 '1 he uplifting of the Western Alps. X855 ^""'^ ^"'^
Sci.y Inor^. Nat, 51 The uplifting and dislocation of strata.

i88x Q. Rev, July 102 Upliftings and downcasts of strata.

2, .5V, Collection, levying (of rents, etc.).

1594 in Spalding Club Misc. I. 9 AH receaving vplifting
vptacking or intromettijjg with off" ony maillis, 1640
Kirkcudbr, War-Comm, Min. Bk. (1855) 128 Unless your
lordship caus hasten the uplifting and peyment of all that is

dew. X706 in J. J. Vernon Parish of Hazoick (1900) «oi
Collectors for the uplifting and inbringing of the stent.

3, The action of the verb, in various senses.
x8z4 Scott Redgauntlet ch. xii, There was heard within

the uplifting of a Scottish psalm. X826 — Woodst. v, A
crowning mercy—a vouchsafing—an uplifting. X899 A. C.
Benson Life E, W, Benson II. 232 They excluded a source
of sacred pleasure and divine uplifting from their lives.

Upli-fting,///. a. [Up- 6 b. Cf. Uplift v.'\

That uplifis or elevates. Chiefly_/f^.

x8iS Shelley Homers Hymn Sun ao The light vest..
Glows in the stream of the uplifting wind. x88i [see Up-
looking]. X889E. W.Benson m/^i/if (1899) 1 1. 290 A friend-

ship., of which every hour was uplifting, X896 in Daily
News 24 Feb. 3/3 To-day it [sc, the Salvation Army] is one
of the greatest uplifting forces in the country.

XTplo-ck, V. [Up- 4+ Lock v.^] trans. To
lock up,
1600 Fairfax Tasso xix. xxxix. Come, come,.. Thy selfe

within this fortresse safe vplocke. x6xx R. Badlev Panegyr.
Verses in Corj-at Cruttitiesy Thy bitter journey,. Deserv'd
the sweetest wines Piemont up-locks. 1689 in Law Hamp-
ton Court Pal. iiBgi) III. 9 Then Benting up-locks His
King in a box.
Uplo eked, ppl. a. (Up- 5. Cf. orec.) c 1600 Shaks.

Sonn, liij So am I as the rich whose blessed key, Can bring
him to his sweet vp-locked treasure.

TT'plong, >r(?/,, sb.y and a, [Up adv,+lotig
Alo^g, prep. SiwA ddv,"] A., prep. Up along.
176a Falconer Skipwr, \, 198 Uplong the slipp'ry Masts

the Yards ascend.

B. sb, A strengthening bar extending along the

sail of a windmill,
x8x9 Rees Cycl. s.v. Windmill, There ought to be three

uplongs..to the driving, and two to the leading side,.. to
strengthen the lattice. x89a P. H. £.merson Son of Fens
xxxii. 356 That uplong have got loose,

C. adj. Extending upwards,
^1875 Morris Mneid ix. 244 In daily hunt, whereby we
learned the river's uplong brim.

U'plook,^^, [Up- 3.] An upward look or glance.
X869 RusKiN Q. of Air § 135 To all true modesty the

necessary business is not inlook, but outlook, and especially
7<;*look. x888 Flo. Warden Woman's Face II. xv. 112
Giving her a very straight uplook into the eyes.

Uploo-k, V, (Up- 4. Cf. UPLOOKiNG/r^j. pple,)
a 1300 Cursor M.XB20 Noe.. fined nojieir night ne day For

J^at caitiue folk to prai, . . Bot durst he neuer wel [Gt^tt. wid
eie] vp-lok. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. iii. 11 The morrow next,
when day gan to vplooke, He also gan vplooke with drery
eye. 1818 Milman Samor vii. 840 But not as wont, uploolu;
he to the sky.

ITpIoo-ker. (Up- 8.)
1581 Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 66t Which thing the Greeks

noted by the name of a man, calling \C\m. Anthropos, an vp-
looker. 1895 Expositor April 260 Prayers that had long
been flashed from the souls of these up-lookers,

UplOO*king,//-tfj. pple, s^ndppl, a, (Up- 6, 6 b.)

a 1340 Hami'Ole Psalter^ etc. 497 Thynnyd ere myn
eghyn . . vplokand [L. suspicientes] in heghe. x8os Wordsw.
Prel. VI. 86 Often have I stood Foot-bound uplooking at
this lovely tree. X838 Mrs. Browning Coiiper^s Grave vii.

Wild timid hares . . Uplooking to his human eyes with sylvan
tendernesses. x88x J. Martineau Ess. ^Addr.{iZg\) IV.
306 Two minds present with each other in uplooking and
uplifting attitude.

tXIplo-per. Obs, [ad, Du. oplooper, f. oploopen

to leap up : see Upleap v,'\ A variety of pigeon
resembling a pouter.

1735 J, Moore Columbarium 36 To trip beautifully with
his Feet, .without Jumping, whicli is the Quality of an
Uploper. 1765 Treat. Dom. Pigeons 104 When it aj)-

proacheth the hen, [it] generally leaps to her with its tail

spread, which is the reason of its being called Uploper.

Uply ing, ppl. a. [Up- 6 b.J Situated or lying

on elevated ground ; upland.
x877^ Scribfter's Mag. Aug. 479/2 The favourite haunt of

the wild strawberry is an up-lying meadow. 1884 Nature
25 Sept, 530/1 In up-lying situations, ..lluxion-structures are
seldom detected.

ITpmaist, Sc. van Upmost a,

TJpma-ke, v, Sc, [Up- 4 + Make v.'^ Cf. older

Flem. opmaecketty Du, opmaken to use up, put up,

etc, LG. upmaketif G. anfmachen to put up, etc]

L trans. To make up for (a defect or lack) ; to

supply or fill up where there is a deficiency.

X485 Sc. Acts Parlt., Jos. Ill (181^) II. 172/1 pe werk to

be brokin, the werkman to vpmak pe avale to be finace

foresaid. X5a6 Extr, Aberd, Reg, (1844) I. 2x4 Xo cloise



UPMAKING.
Ihe tovnn, and bred the portis of the same, and oupmafc all
wydis and waistU.

2. To constrnct, build.
1507 Extr.Abcrd. Reg. (1S44) I. 77 [He] sale.. big, oup-

male,, .and complet the xxxiiij stallis in thar queir.

n'pmakiiig, vbl. sb.^ [Up- 7.]
1. ^V. The action ofmaking up, in various senses.
1513 Ejctr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 84 The biggin and vp-

makln of thar blokhouse for thair artailzeric. 16S1 K.
FLK.M1NG Fulfiliinf Script, (ed. 3) 64 When they, .compared
their gam with their I05.se, their upmaking with these dayes
of trial. Ibid. 71 They have therein found a very sensible
upmaking. 1856 Morton's Cycl. Agric. II. 620/1 The
avjrage cost, .did not exceed 151. per acre. ., with all neces-
sary upmaking. i8$7 Mrs. Oliphant W. Blackwood II.
xxii. 400 A sheet was often left for him in the ' upmaking

'

till the last possible moment.
2. Shipbuilding. (See quot. 1846.')

1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 357 Ufmailng,.. pieces of
plank or limber piled on each other as a filling up; more
especially those placed between the bilge-coads and the
ship's bottom, preparatory to launching. 1883 Scotsman
II Julys/a The upmaking never showed any signs of giving
way until the vessel was well clear of the standing ways.
Upmaking,//'/. a. Sc. [Up- 6b.]
1. I'hat makes uji for a defect or lack.
i68j R. Hamilton in M. Shields Faitb/ul Contenditigs

(1780) 40, 1 have found my Lord. .ay the same up malcing,
(and more than up making portion. 1716 Wodrow Corr.
(1843I III. 269Mayhe, by his Spirit, be assisting, comforting,
and upmaking to you I 1719 E. ERSKlNK^frw;. (1791) 336/1
Rest in htm, and upon him, as our upmaking and everlasting
all. (1851 Chr. Treasury 40S/2 God. .is an upmaking por-
tion i. . he can supply the place of all things.]

2, Seeking acquaintance or intimacy.
1863 Mrs. CarlvxeZ,://. (1882) III. 166 They were very.

.

' up.making' to me, and pressed me to visit them.
Upmet, pa. tple. (Up- 5 + met Mete v. Cf. Upheaped

pa.pp!e.) 1818 Carr Craven Gloss., Up-met, filled above
the measure. .. Hence, the expression * up-met and down
throsten,' excellent measure. . . ALso, 'he's a rogue, up.met
and down throsten

;
' i.e. a complete villain.

XJ'pmost, a. Also Sc. vpmest, 6-9 upmaist.
[f. Up adv.'^ + -MOST.]

1. - Uppermost a. (in various senses).

_ tjfio Bible (Genev.) /saiali xvii. 6 Two or Ihre beries are
in the top of the vpnioste boughs. 1567 Drant Horace, F.p.
ToRdr. iv, He that woulde come to Ihe vpraoste top of an
highe hdl.

_ ism T. M(offet] Silkmoriiies 62 That which
lies vpmost is of least renowne. 163a Lithgow Trav, ix. 391
Sulphure streames, which haue buret forth from the vpmost
tops of iEtna. Ibid, 418 Podalia, the vpmost Countrey of
Polland. 1664 Evely:i /fa/. I/ort.j$ Taking away some of
the upmost exhausted earth, and stirring up the rest. 1715
Leosi Palladio's Arcltit. (1721) H. 16 The middle of the
upmost Wall ought to be perpendicular with the middle of
Ihe nethermost. 1808 Scott Let. to Sharpe 30 Dec. in
Lockluirt, You have, .been upmost in my thoughts for some
time past, itey Gui-lick & Timbs Paint. 163 The upmost
flat surface is divided into nine compartments. 1875 Light-
foot Comm. Col. 411/1 What was the thought upmost in
the .\postle's mind . . ?

b. absol. or as sb.

1589 Fliming Virg. Georg^ lil. 43 Let him skarse set his
feet vpon th upmost Inatc The superfie or vppermost part]
of the sand.

t2. Sc. - Umest a. I. 06s.
159* I.ytuUsay's Wks. 134-5 The Vicar, .will nocht faill to

lak ane kow, And vpmaist claitli. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj,
Slat. inil. II The forestar sail take. .his vpmaist 'claith.
i6ao Henry's Ifallact x. i. 329 Wallace in haste gart lake
their upmost weed.
Upmonnt, r>. (Up- 4.) 01560 Phaer yEaciVix. (1562)

Ee IV b, .\ clamorous noise vpmouiits on fortres tops. Up.
mounted, pa. pplt. (Up. 5.) i«i6 J. Lane Contn. Sqr.'s
T. VII. 487 Vpmounted are the greate Artilerie, on owne
huge-iron-carriages. 1818 Keats Endym. I. 642, I felt
upmounted in that re.;ion Where falling stars dart their
artillery forth. Upmounting, />r«.//(/<r. (Up- 6.) 1794
WoLcoT (P. Pindar) Wks. III. 321 The ^loon ..upmounting
slow. In solemn stillness. i8so Keats Hyperion 1. 157 Like
the mist Which eagles cleave, upmounting from their nest.

TJpnesB. [Up adv.^ The quality of being
elevated or raised.

1887 W. James in Miiul No. 45. 14 Rightness and leftness,
upness and _downues-s, are . .pure sensation. 190a Yorks. Post
38 Feb., With the. .idea of^height or up.ness in our minds.

t TJpni-m, v. Obs. [Up- 4. Cf. OFris. optima,
opneina(\\Vr\s.opnii»me),{}ii)T>n.opnemen,MLO.
upnetnen (LG. tipndnuii), MHG. ilfnenun (G.
aiifnelmien).'] trans. To take up.
c isso Gen. 4- Ex. 3024 It so bi-cam, oat moyses askes up.

nam. c 1S90 iV. Brandan 11 in .V. Ettg. Leg. I. s2o Bi-twene
his armes seint brendan >is holic man op nam. c 1320 Cast.
Love 1488 He J?at from heuene com, I-rom louh an liei^ he
vs up-nom. 1340 Ayenb. 143 Hi dej> ase de|> J)e iike mayde
strongliche opnome of loue.

Hence f Upni'ming vbl. sb. Obs.
luo Ayenb. 22 fe t>ridde kuead . . ys fole opniminge of uals

strif. Ibid. 83 Fole op-nymynge is huer lite profit li^, and
moche cost.

Upo' {v^-),prep. Forms: 3, 5, 9 dial, uppo,
.1, 8 Sc. upo (.^-4 up-o, 4 opo), 5 vpo ; 8- Sc. and
dial, upo' (9 Sc. apo"). [f. Up adv.^ -f O, o', frep.^
Cf. Upoif/z-e/.] = Upon prep., in various senses.

(In later use .5V. and north, dial.")

c isoo Ormi N 1 1959 pe deofell brohhte Jesu Crist Wi|>|>utenn
o be temmple Upponn an s^te uppo ]>e rof. c 1230 Halt
Meid. 37 And eauer habben sar care,..& bringe on his
modcr sorhe up-o sorhe. 1:1300 Hai'elok 2506 Helpes nie
and yu-self bape. And slos ujt.o l^e dogges swiJTC. ^ 1310 in i

Wright Lyric P. xlii. 114 Fayrest fode upo loft, c 1330 R.
|

Brunki ChroH. Wact (Rolls) 3761 Faste fey fullen opo (>em
j

alle, C1400 Dtttr. Troy layj The renke vp rose.. And
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foght vpo fote as a freke noble. i6ia B. Jonson Alchemist
II. II, Thatch will lie light upo' the rafters, Lungs.
iMi Ramsay Ode to the Ph— vi. If they command
the storms to blaw. Then upo' sight the hailstanes thud.
177a Fergusson To R. Fergusson xii, [To] hae a charot
at the door To wait upo' me. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq.
I. 11, Landlord. They have lost their way upo' the forest.
i8o8 A. Scott Poems (ed. 2) 101 Upo' Ihe rig she shoor wi'
Hab. i8«5 G. Macdonald A, Forbes xi, I never kent ony
guid come o' bein' ower sair upo' bairns.

Upon {pffa),prep. Forms: a. 3- upon (4-5,
7 up on, 6 Sc. uponn), 4-7 vpon (3-5 vp on,
4, 5 Sc. vpono, Sc. 5-6 wpone, 6-7 wpon), 3-7
uppon, vppon (3 Orvi. upponn, 4 upp on). &.
3-6 opon (4 oupon, opan), 4-5 oppon. 7. 3-6,

9 Sc. apon (4 apan), 5 iV.,6apone, 5-6 Sc. apoun,
5-7 Sc. appon(e, apponne. 5. 6 poun, 8-9 'pon.
See also Upo'. [Early ME. upon, uppon, etc., f. Up
flk/t/.l and adv."^ + On prep. ; distinct from late OE.
and early ME. uppon, var. of OE. uppan Up prep^
The compound may have partly arisen from uses of upp on

or uppe on in OE. (for instances see Up adv.^ and adv.\
but the date at which it appears, and the locality of the texts
in which it is first prominent, suggest that it was mainly due
to the influence of ON. upp a (MSw. up a, op a, uppa, ofpa,
etc ; Sw. pi, Norw. and Da.>aa), with which it agrees in
laying the stress on the preposition and weakening or
altogether ignoring the force of up. In the mod. Scand.
tongues, except Icelandic and FaerOese, the reduced form/tl,
plus, corresponding to Eng. (colloq. or dial.) 'pon, 'po', has
displaced the simple prep. i,aa = on.]
Originally denoting elevation as well as contact,

the compound has from the earliest period of its

occurrence so far lost the former implication, that
it lias l;een regul.irly employed as a simple equiva-
lent of on, in all the varieties of meaning which
that preposition has developed. The use of the
one form or the other has been for the most part
a matter of individual choice (on grounds ofrhythm,
emphasis, etc.) or of simple accident, although in
certain contexts and phrases there may be a general
tendency to prefer the one to the other. For ease
of comparison, the following arrangement of the
senses corresponds as closely as possible with that
of On. (See also Here-, There-, Whekf.upon.)
L Of local position outside of, but in contact

with or close to, a surface.

1. Above and in contact with ; in an elevated
position on; at rest on the upper surface of; on
and supported by ; = On prep. i.

In a few instances in late MSS. (e.g. Hatton Gosp. Matt.
v. 14) OE, up on can be taken in this sense, but ai3pears to
be merely a scribal variant or alteration oi uppon (or uppan
Vrprep.'

^^

ciijo Gen.^EAr.iS67 Dat..hise folc.ben 3or 3are,In3e
deserd an slede up-on. His leue sacrifise 10 don. (11171
Luue Ron 121 in O.E. Misc. 97 Hit stont vppon a treowe
mote. £ iigo St. Brendan 368 in .V. Bug. Leg. I. 229 At
ester eue heore procuratour bad heom . . heore resurrection
opon (je fisches rugge make. Ibid. 577 pc ston [at ich op-on
sitte. 13.. E. E. Allit. /'.A. 1054 The hy5e trone. .pe hy5e
godez self hit set vpone. c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 637
Til he cam to he selle Vpon t>e flore. c 1440 Pallait. on
Hiisb. I. 199 Vjnys that vppon the hillis stonde. c 1489
Caxton Soniies 0/ Aymoit xxii. 486 Reynawdcwas vpon
the hyghe ^ate of Ardeyn. 1508 Dunhar Cold. Targe 20
The birdis .sang vpon the tender croppis. cis6o A. Scott
Poems 1. 4 Welcnin, oure rubent roiss vpoun i>e ryce. 1606
SUAKS. Aut. <5- CI. IV. xiv. 4 A forked Mountaine, or blew
Promontorie With Trees vpon't. a 1648 Dicuv Chym. Seer.
II. (1682) 215 Take it upon the point of a knife. 173a
Berkeley Alciphr. iv. § 8 The castle upon yonder bill.

"749 Fielding Tom Jones xiv. ii, She's here, Mrs. Honour
IS upon the stairs. 1816 J. Wilson City 0/Plague i. i. 191
Wilt thou rest, old man, Upon this traveller's seat? 1825
J. Nicholson Operat, Mechanic 383 A pair of rollers upon
the lop of the roving-can. 1903 Mrs. De la Pasture Cor.
nelius 7 A Crown Derby service was spread forth upon
a round table.

b. Said with reference to an expanse, as of land,
sea, etc.; = Os prep. 1 b. (Freq. from (T 1650.)
Upon a (t the) level {with) : see Level sb. 3, 3.
c 115a Cen. <$ Ex. 3273 And moyses stod up-on 3e sond.

c 1300 Ilavchh 735 per sat is ship up-on ))e sond. 1340-70
Alex, fr Dintl, ^g Neuere werrede we wijj wijth up-on er)?e.
lbid.T^() Of swiche bestus .

.
pet ban miht vp-on molde. 136a

Langl, p. pi. a. IX. 56 Vnder a Lynde, vppon a launde
leonede I a stounde. IJ90 Gowee Con/. I. 53 He syh upon
the grene gras The_ faire freisshe floures springe, c 1430 I

Chron. Vilod, 2393 pis blessud virgyn . . Twolfe 3ere .. in burr I

tombelay,Assafre,asholeashevponvrthe3ede. cnjoGol.
j^ Gaw. 313 Thai plantit doun ane pailyeoun, vpone ane

plane lee. 1536 Tindale jl/nr/6 vi. 48 When they sawe him 1

walkingc apon the see. 1535 Fisher Wks. (1876) 363 He
must treade vppon the fallowes. 1568 Durham Wills .

(Surtees) III. 44 Come, .in the barne 58!., Upon the earth at
2ol. 1609 Bible (Douayl Ezek. xvi. 5 Thou wast throwen
forth upon Ihe face of the earth. 1650 Howell GirajK's
Rev. Aaples 1. 15 Benches, Forms, . . were burnt all to ashes
upon the streets. i66m i.DKvxslr.Olcarius' l^oy. Amiass.
203 Wood and Lodging..are very scarce upon that Road.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 42 H 3 Two or three Shifters of ;

Scenes . . make up a complete Body of Guards upon the
English Stage. i8i» Bvron C/r.//an 1. xiii. 75 No%v I'm in ;

Ihe world alone. Upon the wide, wide ^ea. 1838 Lytton
r

Pelham III. xix, I have no time.. to speak of the earlier
part of my life, I passed it upon Ihe race-course. 1871
Haweis Music fi Morals W7«,) 7 The Painter's art lies upon
Ihe surface of the world.

o. Denoting the part of the body on which one
is supported; = Om prep. 1 c.

UPON.
See also Foot sb. 27, Knee sb. 3 a. Tiptoe sb. i.

1390 GoWER Con/. I. 286 Sche began merci to crie Upon
hire bare knes. c 1440 Generydes 44 Vppe vppon his fete he
was a non. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 18 He satte vpon
his hammes. 1601 Shaks. 7«/. C. 11. i. 270 Vpon my knees, I
charme you, . . By all your vowes of Loue. 1661 Earl Orrery
St. Lett.y-j^z) 40 We are now upon our last legs. 1693 tr.
C less D'Aunoy s Trav.zsj Three or four Pages, .serve me
upon Knee. 1713 Steele Spect. No. 460 r 7 Gallantry
strutting upon his Tiptoes. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 546 Her
tott ring form III propp'd upon French heels. 1800 Wordsw.
Hart.Leap Well i. xi, Upon his side Ihe Hart was lying
stretched. 1843 Macaulav Horatius Ixvi, Horatius in bis
harness, Halting upon one knee.

d. Indicating a means of locomotion or convey-
ance ; = On prep. 1 d.
a 1300 Cursor M. 894 For (jou sal slid apon )>i brest. c 1300

Havelokio^i Vfhemouhte..gangen wel up.on hise fet. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 88 Swyerez ))at swyflly swyed on blonkez,
& also fele vpon fote. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vii. 43 Strengest
vp.on stede, and styuest vnder gurdell. C1400 Maundev.
(Koxb.) i. 4 It es made sittand apon a hors. C1475 Rau/
Coiljear iiji Vpon ane rude Runsy he ruschit out of toun.
1590 Spenser F'. Q. i. i. 4 She . . heauie sat vpon her palfrey
slow. 1648 Hexham ii, Een Rijdl-bane, a Sliding place.

.

to slide upon Schates. 1660 F. Brooke tr. /,£ Blanc's Trav.
350 The great King, whom they carry upon a Sindela of
cotton. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 345 We went on
Shore upon the Tide of Flood, near high Water. 1803
Southev Queen Orraca iv. vii. Upon her palfrey she is set.
And forward then they go. 1831 Scott Pirate xxx. She
saw him flee ferth of the window.. upon a dragon. 1853
Kane Crinnell Exp. xxxii. (1856) 282, I mounted the
upheaving ice, and rode upon the fragments.

e. Denoting that on which the hand is placed in

taking the oath, or the basis of an oath, etc.; =
Ott prep. if.
See also Conscience 9, Evangel' 3, Evangely 3, Faith sb. 8,

Honour sb. 9 b. Life sb. 3 c, Rep •, Soul sb. 10 c. Word sb.

ciifo Beket 585 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 123 pat he ne scholde
nouu swerie op-on (je boke. £1330 R. Bpunne Chron. Wacc
(Rolls) 10468 He swor hym vpon ( e bok. To holde of hym
his heritage. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. cxxxvi.
(Bodl. MS.), Hoote Welles t;at . . blinde^) ))eues 3if he swere(>
vpon )>e water and louche]? heere ygen t>erewij>. c 1400
Destr. Tro^ 642 Yow swiftly shall sweire vppon swete
goddes, This couenaunt to kepe. a 1460 in Hist. Coll. Loud,
at. (Camden) 119 The for sayde captaynys have sworne
a-pon hyr honowre that . .they shalle not makyn [etc.]. 1493
Litt. Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 134 This ys trew apon
owre consciens. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 130 I'le sweare
vpon that Bottle, to be thy true subiect. 1645 Docq. Lett.
Pat. at Ox/. (1837) 368 Administring of Oathes vpon the
Holy Evangelistes. 1710 Aodison Taller No. 253 r i The
Assistants . . were all sworn upon their Honour. 173a De Foe
Col. ^otA (1840) 67 He would come back.. and untie him,
upon his word. 1776 Trial Nundocomar 52/1 You have
sworn me upon the waters of the Ganges : how can 1 tell

more than I remember? 1831 James Phil. Augustus III. x,

I declare that.. he himself [is] worthy of death, upon my
honour I 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxix, Upon my word and
honour, . . it would be a charity.

ff. Above, more than. Obs. Cf. Vr prep.^ 8.

13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 359 Opon al o^er y loue )«!. C1430
Syr Cener. (Roxb.) 969 Son, vpon al thing Doo aftre Natba-
naels teching.

tS- J^S- Oiti (a person, etc.), in respect of rule,

authority, or supervision. Obs.
See also Reign v. i b. Rule v. 5 b. Ruler i (quot. 1383).
c 1380 WvciiF Wks. (1880) 383 pe kyngis of hejjcn han

lordeschip vp-on hem. f 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) lii. 10 pi
powere es grete apon J>i subgets. 143a Yong tr. Secreta
Secret. 163 Oure Lord god enoyntyd Saule Kynge vppon
Israeli. 1477 ^*'"' '^'^^''S (Caxton) Dictes 69 He aught to
haue lawde That . . hath lordship vpon his ennemyes. 1534
Whitinton TuUyes Offices I. (1540) 11 A man that woldeTe
chefe ruler vpon the commentye, j

h. Taking part in, forming a member of (an
inquest, jury, etc.). Cf. Os prep, i g.
1516 Re^. Privy Seal Scot. I. 423/2 Thai. .being apone

the inqueisL.in the schiref court. 1609 [see Sit v. 26].

1S43 Docq. Lett. Pat. at 0.v/. (18^7) 5 Consociating himselfe
with his neighboring Justices in sitting upon an illegal

Commission. 1676 O/liee Clerk 0/Assize s.\'}, Persons.. to
serve in or upon Ihe (jrand Jury. 1739 Jacob La7u Diet.
s,v. Jury, Clergymen, Apothecaries, &c. are exempted by
Law from serving upon Juries. 1769 [see Jury sb. 3 b].

I. Hence in many phrases, originally denoting
physical location, of which the sense has become
more or less figurative ; = On prep. 1 h. Sec esp.

Anvil sb. 2 b, Cabpjst sb. i b, Hand sb. 33,
High a. 1 7 h, 18, Level sb. 4, Pab sb. i, Spot sb.^

9, Table sb. 5 b.

2. Denoting contact with or location on a surface,

etc., whatever its position ; = On prep. a.

(rt) c laoo Ormin Ded. 69 patt upponn all l^iss hoc ne be
Nan word 3aen Cristess lare. 1Z1300 Cursor M. 23215
Painted fire. .pat apon awagh war wroght. 1383 Wvcl'if
Exod. xxxiv. I Y shal write vpon hem [sc. stone tables] Ihe
wordes that hadden the tablis. 1535 Coverdale Hab. ii. 3
Wryte the vbion planely vpon thy tables. 1553 in J. O.
Payne St. Paufs Cathedral (1893) 22 A greate clothe of
redd silke . . with lions of golde upon it. 1566, 1596 [see

Insculp v.\ 1596- [see Record sb. i]. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
v. i. 7, I haue seene her.. take foorth paper, ..write vpon't,

read it. Ibid. viii. 26 As our rarer Monsters are Painted
vpon a pole. 1739 T. Innes Crit. Essay (1879) 74 His name
is upon it, written with his own hand. 1766 [see Engrave
V. 3 a]. 1776 Trial Nundocomar njli Did you see upon
Ihe face of the bond anything to make you suspect it? 1801
Farmer^s Mag. Apr. 203 Which is very practicable upon
paper. 18S8 'J[. S. Winter" Booth's Childr. v, A gold
bangle with ' Mignon ' upon it . . in raised letters.

{.b) ax*»% Leg. Kath. 1187 pe treo per he deide upon.
£ri39o .9. Eng. Leg. I. 43/300 pis jounguo Man sixe and
)>ritti dawes heng up.on pe galu-treo. 1377 Langl. P. PI.



TTPOW.

B. 1. 154 Was neuere lecf vpon lynde lUterJber-afler, 14..
Lydg. Jifin. Poems (191 1) 352 As he [ic. Christ] hangeth
vp-oii the roode tre. 1536 Exhort, to North in Turnivall
Ballads fr. MSS^ I. 307 The gallous apone, prepared for

mardoche, hanged he was. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's

Hist, Scot. 1. 121 Lat him end his lyf vpon ane fork. 1605
Shaks. Macb. V, v. 39 Vpon the next Iree shall thou hang,
1867 Smvth Sailor's li^ord-bk. 41 1 A sail set upon the flying

jib-boom. 1899 SheilatidNexvs 16 Dec. {E.D.D» s.v. Hi>i£),

1 took afT me kjaep, an' hang her apon a nail.

(c) c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 1 1 1 Vp on his arm he baar a gay
bracer, c 14^ St. Cuthbert (Surtees)8i3 With broches and
golde opon hir arme. 1494 Act i x Hen, VIl^ c. 23 The little

Bone that sitteth upon the great Fin. XSJ3 Fitzherb. Husb,
§ 21 A wedynge-hoke with a socket set vpon a lyttel staffe.

154710 Feuillerat Ret'els Edw. /''/(1914) loTh'under sieves
of..Satten cut vpon Red Sarcenetl. 1635 Stanley ///j/.

Philos, II. 7 By reflection of the Sunns beams upon a thick
cloud, which, not able to pierce it, are refracted upon it.

177^ T. Bryant AfythoU II. 231 Upon the head ofthe woman is

a veil. XS24 T. G. Gumming Rail ^ Tram Roads 34 Several
branches were made . . with the flaunche upon the wheel, and
not upon the rail. 1847 Mabrvat Ckildr, N. Forest xix,

Those clothes would not look so well upon Oswald. 1B89
Doyle Micak Clarke 318 Monmouth must fight now, if he
ever hopes to feel the gold rim upon his temples.

b. Used of immaterial relationships, or in

figurative expressions.
To {be)get . . upon (a woman) : see Beget c a b, Get p. a6,

a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. xlii. 8 His eje is euere
Jw vppon. 1413 Jas. I King's Q. ii, I . . toke a boke to rede
apon aquhile. c 1450 i1//r^'j^«/;Vi/i.6,Vnsley old man, goo
hej>en ! for I se apon Jw mony meruayles. 1548-9 (Mar.)
Bk. Com. Prayer Pref. , All ihynges must be read vpon the
boke. 159X Shaks. Two Gent. i. i. 20 Vpon some booke I

loue, rie pray for thee. x66a Stillincfl. Ori^. Sacrs 11. iii.

§ 4 That what is spoken hath the impress of Divineauthority
upon it. Ibid, V. § a They have a clear and distinct per-
ception of God upon their own minds. 1719 De Foe Cntsoe
II. (Globe) 498 The Horror which was upon our Minds.
X753-4 Richardson Grandison I. xii. 66 Every one's eyes
were upon me. x8o6 J. Beresford Miseries Hum, Life
(ecU 4) VI. 97 Here am I.. with a sort of traveller's lumbago
upon me._ 1831 L. Hunt Gentle Armour i. 14a The page
returns with doubt upon his eyes. X848 BaIley Festus (ed.

3) 230 There was a tale Upon thy tongue he interrupted.

X877 Sfurgeon Serm, XXIII. 669 It is absurd upon its

very face,

C. By means of; with. Now dial,

£1440 York Myst. xix, 212 ^e knyght vppon his knyffe
Hath slayne my sone. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. Ii. i. 244 To
die vpon the hand I loue so well. X74a Phil. Trans. XLII.
266 The Perfection of Smelling in the Inhabitants of the
Antibes, who can run a Man upon the Nose like an Hound.
1751 Labelye /f'w/;;/. Bridge 71 Exphiining before them,
upon a working Model, the Method I proposed. 1790
BoswELLZ.tf/^ (1924) 388, 1 intended to haveprnited it upon
what is called an English letter. X865 R. Hunt Pop. Rom,
West Eng, I. 105 Which eye can you see me upon ?

d. Used in reference to an axis, pivot, or base

;

== O^prep. I e. (Cf, Raise v, 8 b, Turn v, 3.)
1570 BiLLiNGSLEY EucUd I. i. 8 A triangle . . set or described

vpon a line. X593 Fale Dialling 14 Upon E make a halfe
circle from H by G.^ 1679 Moxon Math, Diet, s.v. CircUf
The Circle . . is described upon the Centre A, X7a8 Chambers
Cycl, s.v. THangle^ A Triangle is equal to a Parallelogram
upon the same Base, but half the Altitude. X796 Instr. <5-

Reg. Cavalry {iZi2) 149 Each describing the portion of a
circle upon (P) as a center. 1830 Tennyson Mariana vi,

The doors upqn their hinges creak'd. 18^ Prop. Reg. Instr,
Cavalry III. 47 Two contiguous points given as a Base, upon
which a body of troops is to march or form. 1877 Huxley
Anat, Inv. Anim, vL 309 The next four somites .. cease to
be moveable upon one another.

3. a. On the bank of (a river or lake) ; on the
shore of (the sea) ; on the borders of (a territory,

etc.) ; close by, near to ; bordering upon ; beside
or by; = Cyst prep, 3,
13 . . iCAlis. 4090 (Laud MS.), A Castel he had vpon )>e ryue.

X387 Trevisa Higden V. 329 He faujt. .ajenst Jjc Saxons
..uppon J>e ryver Gleny. ci4as Eng, Conq. Irel. 142 The
tounes vp-on the see. X474 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879)
I. 197 To mak a myl. .othir vpoun the gret watter or vpoun
the burn. X5a6 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 514/1 Theifisand
tratouris duelland apoun Levin. 158^ T. Washington tr.

Nicholays Voy. i. viii. 7 b, Alger . . is situated vpon the
Mediterane Sea. i6ox R. Johnson Kingd,

<S-
Commw. 192

Siras seated vpon the riuer Bindimire. 1662 Stillingfl.
Orig. Sncrse ill. iv. § 13 The greatest part of the Countries
lying upon theOcean and Mediterranean. x7ao De Foe Capt,
Singleton xiii. (1840) 226 A tract of land, .seated upon some
navigable river. X747 Col. Rec. Pennsylv, V. 87 Upon the
beads ofJoniady River. t^s^T^ntvisoa Marriaget^Geraini
145 Arthur.. Held court at old Caerleon upon Usk.

t b. About ; near ; close on (a specified number,
etc), Obs.
In later use only with Close adv. id, Near adv.^ 5c,
Nigh adv. X2C.

1451 Capgrave Li/e St. Gilbert 68 He left at his deth swech
persones dedicate to God vp-on too jjousand too hundred.
X477 Caxton Jason 74 He cessed not to..rowe til he cam
nyghe the lie vpon a bowe shotte. 1478 J. Paston in P.
Lett. III. 219 A steppe modyr of hyrs, whyche is 'ipon 1. yer
of age. 148a Cr/j'/'(^fw(Camden)io2 Ther wylbe in auU
with blottcs apon xxvij or xxviij sarplers wholl. X534 Tin-
dale Luke viii. 42 He had but a doughter only, apon a twelve
yere ofage. a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen. V/Il, 32 b, He had
askryed a nomber of horsemen.. Vjipon the poynct of syx
thousand. 1600 Holland Livy 177 There were upon two
thousand & five hundred taken alive. x66o Nicholas
Papers (Camden) IV. 226 To pa^ mee my allowance, .as it

was regulated upon three years since.

4. Denoting collateral position ; esp. with sidiy

hand^ f half\ beam (of a ^v^^ point (of the com-
pass); norths south, etc.; right, left\ = Qsprep, 4.
See also Border v, 5, Touch v, 14, Verge ».' 2 b.

(#} £X330 K. Brunne Chron, Wace (Rolls) 7929 Southsex

430

,.& Middelsex,.inarchen vpon Kent. CX400 Maundev,
(Roxb.) vi. 22 RIesopotamy also marchez apon be desertes of

Araby. X568 Grafton Chron. II. 354 For we [Scots] are so

lodged vpon England, that we may. .enter which way we
lust. 1586- [see Neighbour v, i, 2J. XS96 Dalrvmple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot, (S.T.S.) I. 31 Wpon the coste of the

Lenox lyes Argyle. X624 Heywood Gunaik, 11. 92 That
part.. which butted upon the west. 1681 Drvden Span,
Friar i. i, Upon the skirts Of Arragon our squandered troops

he rallies. 1786 \V. Thomson Watson's Philip III {1.^29)3^'^

An island bordering upon Istria. 1843 R. I. Wilberfokce
Rutilius ^ Lucius 106 Behind they abutted upon the
grounds of Milo. 1873 T. W. HiGGrNSON Oldport Days v,

115 The house was close upon the water.

(^) X3. . Gaw. ^ Gr. Knt. 2069 pe brode ^atez [were] Vn-
barred, & born open, vpon boJ>e halue. 1375 Barbour Bruce
XI. 175 Schir Gylys de Argente he set Vpon ane half, his

ren5,e to get. ?a X400 Morte Arth. 3795 We are with Sara-
zenes be-sett appone sere halfes ! c 147S Rau/Coi^ear 291
I se the Firmament fair vpon ather syde. X565 Golding
Ovid's Met. 1. 1 b, Twoo Zones do cut the Heauen vpon the
tighter syde. 1577 B. Googe lleresbactCs Husb, 11. (1586)
71b, A rich grounde, leuellj and lying vpon the Sunne.
X644 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Apr. (1913) 341 My Lord Ambas-
sador beinge plac'd..upon nis I<;ft hand about three Seates
distante from him. X669 Sturmv Alariner's Mag. i, it. 4
Upon what Point of the Compass the Object beareih from
you. X739 Labelve Piers Wcstm. Bridge 5 When the Wind
IS upon any Point of the Compass between the South and
the West. 1791 Smeaton Edystone A. § 76 A vessel steering
to Foy will have the wind upon her beam. x8a3 F. Clissold
Ascent Mt, Blanc 11 [It] shelved down, upon our right, in

one plane of smooth rock,

trans/. X656 Cromwell Sp, in Burton Diary (1828) I.

p. clxix, It was never so upon the thriving hand. X718
WoDROw Corr. (1843) II. 362 May the kingdom of our Lord
be upon the growing hand. ^ x85a Bailey Festus (ed. 5) 252
To you, dear as^, upon the sire's side, To you, sir steed, I'm
on the dam's allied.

b, trans/. Indicating the side, part, cause, etc.,

espoused or supported by the agent,
CX430 Cliev.Assigne 219 'Go we forthe, fader,' quod t>e

childe, ' vpon goddes halfe I' 1445 xwAuglia XXVI II. 256
[They] seyen the duke of yorke haih god vpon his side,

XS95 Shaks. John i. i. 34 Till she had kindled France and
all the world, Vpon the right and party of her Sonne. x6xx
B. JoNSON Catiline v. M 2, The least man, that falles vpon
our party This day , . , Shall walke at pleasure, in the tents of
rest. i8ax Shelley Hellas 440 Famine, and Pestilence, And
Panic, shall wage war upon our side 1

C. Engaged in assailing, or about to attack.
X568 Grafton Chron. II. 291 The French men were so

mingled among their enemies, that some time there was fiue
men vpon one Gentleman, c 1670 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 1 14
Captain Walter had six rebells upon him, and.. fought it

out so. .gallantly that [etc.]. X701 W, Wotton Hist. Rome
269 The Senate heard that Severus was just upon them,
xyxg De Fok Crusoe i. (Globe) 270 He saw five Men upon
him. X72X — Mem, Cavalier (1840) 211 We are all un-
done, the roundheads are upon us. x86o All Year Round
No. 66. 384 Certain manoeuvres, which had just time to
result. ., when the fiquall was upon us. X885 Manch. Exam,
10 June 4/7 The crisis, .is upon us at last.

t d. Having a tendency to be ; verging towards

;

bordering on, Freq. with little, Obs,
Cf. to run upon s.v. Run v, 70 b.

1707 Ld. Rabv in Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) II. 43 He is. .a
little upon y« dirty as all y« Poles are. X716 in Lond. Gaz,
No. 5438/4 Lost.., a large Brilliant.,, a little upon the
Blue. X738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 180, I think he's a little

upon the silly, or so. 1740 tr. De Motihy's Fort. Country
Maid {i J41) I. 35 A Countenance much upon the Wbeedler
and the Devotee.

6. Within the bounds or limits of; in; « On
prep,$, (Cf. Vpo* prep. i

quot 1773.)
xi.. Sir Beues (A.) 4180 [He] karf. .Doun 1151 Jie viser

wip is swerd And half \>& her vpon is herd. X605 Shaks.
Lear iv. vi. 256 Seeke him out vpon the English party.
X639 Laud Wks. (1853) V, 364, I find by the bishop's certifi-

cate, that he hath constantly resided upon his episcopal
houses. 1765 Mjfseum Rust. IV, 449 His country seat,

possessed and lived upon by his ancestors for several
generations. x8a4 Scott St. Ronan's xxii, Miss Clara, .just

silting upon the wind of a door [=7tn a draught].

f b. Denoting ratio between two numbers, etc.

;

= Feb. prep. III. 2, Inprep, 4. Obs, rare,

X623 Malynes Ane. Laiv-Merch. 195 In regarde of lecage
of tenne or fifteene vpon the hundreth. 1739 Labelve
Piers Westm. Bridge 76 The Ascent, .not being above one
Foot perpendicular upon ao Feet slope. Ibid. 78.

6. Denoting the day of an occurrence, regafded
as a unit of time. Freq, also with nighty vtorUy

morrow^ eve{nj titney f iidey f kotiry occasion^ etc.

= On prep, 6.

Once upon a time : see Once adv. 4.

a X300 CursorM, 19810 Apon a dai at J>e tid o non An angel
com. X338 R. BRUNNEC/^ri7«. (1810) 37 Untc Kyngeston..
Com S. Dunstan, opon a Sonenday. X390 Gower Conf. I. 3
Now upon this tyde Men se the world. .so diversed, That
[etc.]. ? a 1400 Arthur 539 And sone after vpon an owr
He hurde of Mordred. X4a4 Stonor Papers (Camden) 1.

36 Writen at Sarum apon |?e seynt Michell euen. AX470
Ibid, III My \iyi and y welbe with you uppon Ester.

XS35 Coverdale Job i. 6 Now vpon a tyme..the seruauntes
of God came and stode before the Lorde. 1551 Robinson
tr. More's Utopia (1895) 15 Vpon a tyme, when tidynges
came [etc.]. X63X Weever Ane. Funeral Mon. 471 Once
euery yeare vpon the same day of his Anniuerse. 1663
E.rtr. St, Papers Friends Ser. 11. C1911) 183 [They] were all

brought before the mayor vpon the 28th ofDecember. x67a T.
GoDDEN Cafh. No Idolaters ^s Would an Impartial Reader
(to use Dr. Taylor's expression upon another occasion) say
[etc.]? X71X Addison Spect. No. 164 r 4 Upon the Day on
which, .their Marriage was to have been solemnized. X77X
Mrs, Griffith Hist. Lady Barton III. 285, 1 wrote upon
the instant, but. .cannot recollect what I said, a xSix

Keats Eve St, Mark i Upon a Sabbath-day it fell. x868

ITPON,

Tennyson Lucretius 24 He .. woke upon a morn That
mockM him.

t b. In, at, or during (any period of time) ; in

the course of; =ONprep,6h. Obs,
(a) 1390 Gower Conf I. 314 [He] made upon the derke

nyht..Gret fyr. CX400 Destr. Troy 8684 Wyth myche dole
vppon dayes & on derke nightes. Sum wait into wodencs,
i^z"]-^ Rolls .y/'rtr//. IV.364TomakeaToure to be uppon
day light a redy Bekyn. xjzg in Leadam Star Chatnb,
Cases (Selden) II. 34 Thomas.. directed.. the hole recordys
..vppon a yere past or more to vs.. to examen the same.
X58s_T. Washington tr. Nichola/s Voy, i. xix, Vpon the
euening the fire, .got into their pouder. X603 Shaks. i)/f<u.

for M, IV. i. 35 Vpon the Heauy midle of the night. x66x
Act 13 Chas, Ilf c. 9 I 27 No man in or belonging to the
Fleet shall sleep upon hisWatch, X673 Jn Picton L'poolMunic,
Rec. (1883) I. 247 Offences committed by them the same day
upon the said election. [x8zo Keats St, Agnes vi, Upon
the honey'd middle of the night]
ib) x^x Unton Corr. (Roxb.) 103 Upon tiowe advertise-

ment IS come from the Kinge. X638 Ld. Dicbv Lett. Cone.
Relig, (1651) 19 To tell you what upon the present, .occur,

reth to me.

fo. Within the space of (a specified period of

time); =^ Onprep, 6 c, Obs,
c 137S Cursor M, 510 (Fairf.), Be ioumays qua ga hit may,

fourty myle a-pon a day. c x^6 Chaucer Prol. 704 Vp on a
day he gat hym moore moneye Than J>at the person gat in
Monthes tweye. 1457-8 in Acta Dom. Cone. II. Introd.

15 He sail warne thame to pass to the kings chapell.. apone
xl dais. X459 Rolls of Parlt, V. 369/2 A commaundement
..to be redy to come.. upon aday warnyng. ?d!i^5MoNT-
COMERIE Misc. Poems vIl 35 Rome wes not biggit all vpon
ane day. X674 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. iii. IV. 299
(The lords] ordaines letters of homing upon 48 houres to
be direct for that effect.

d. At the point of; close on, touching on; =
On prep. 6 d.

Usu. with vbl. sb. or gerundive: see group (a). Upon the
point of; see Point sb.^ D. 5.

(a) 1426 AuDEiAY Poems 6 Have mynd apon ^oure endyng
of the payns of helle. X49X Acta Dom, Cone. (1839) 205/1,
I am apone my saling and may nocht lang tary. X530
Palsgr. 423/1, I am upon my lieng downe, as a woman
that is nere her tyme. 1604 Dekker Honest Wk, xii, IVife,

Comes the Duke this way? Pio. Hee's upon comming,
mistris. i6xx Cotgr., ^/www^/, ..faded, vpon withering.
1669-70 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 310, 1 intended
more, but the post also is upon going. X707 Hearne Collect.

(O.H.S.) XI. 10 The King of Prussia is upon sending to the
. . Library all the . . medals, a X774 Goldsm. Hist. Greece I.

247 The truce.. was just upon expiring. 1843 C. White-
head R, Savage i. i, I was just upon commending them to

a lower place.

ellipt, iB^g Daily News 12 Sept. 4/7 The new .. recreation
garden., is just upon finished.

{b) 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. I. xix. 22 As
wee were vpon our departure. X636 Breton Fantasticks
D 3 b, Few that are merry, but. .wenches that are vpon the
mariage. x63a Massinger MaidofHon. v. i, Signor Adorni
is return'd I now upon entrance ! x666 MARVELLCcr, Wks.
(Grosart) II. 197 The Smyrna fleet .. is upon returne,
cx68o- (see Go so. 8 d]. X7«a Pope Lett. (1735) I. 274 I'm
told you are all upon Removal very speedily. x'J'JS S J.
Pratt Liberal Opin. cxxxiii. (1783) IV. 206 (3ur old rector
will make a subject by and byi..he's certainlyuponthego
[=dying]. X797 Mrs. M. Robinson WeUsingham IV. 318
The good fellow is upon the go; his life is not worth sii;

weeks' purchase. x830 Bvron Mar, Fal. iv. ii. 66 Doge,
How goes the night 7 Ber, F, Almost upon the daw^n.

t e. By or for (a specified time). Obs,
xsxo Brasenose Coll. Doc, (MS.) A3 43 To make me a

Dublett and a Jacket upon Crystmasse next comyng.

ff. For the extent or period of. Obs,
Cf. upon a stretch s.v. Stretch sb, 6 a.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen, VII^ 49 b, Which sickenes con-
tynued vpon fyue monethes.

7. a. On the occasion of; = O'S prep, 7,
In freq. use c 1670-c 1825. Group (<5) illustrates obs. usages.
See also Occasion sb. 10 b. Sight sb, 4 d, 6 b. Sudden sb,

I b, SuDDF.NTY I b. View sb. 16.
(a) c 1440 Capgrave Life St. KatJu i. 981 Vp^n this hir

letter hath she sent. X493 Hen. VU in G, Griffiths Hist,
Tong (ed. 2) 224 To thentent that uppon convercacion we
may shewe unto you our minde. 1515 in Leadam Star
Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 79 The saide artificers seyne
that by the grauntis made uppon their first corporacion it

appereth that [etc.]. xs66 Drant Horace^ Sat, 1. iii. B v. His
maister hangs him straighte upponte. X596 Bacon Use
Com. Law (1635) 2 If one kill another upon a suddaine
quarrell. i66a Culpeper in Extr, St, Papers Friends Ser.
II. (1911) 152 tiote^ I haue some Quakers.. in prison which I

doe intend to let goe upon taking the Oath. X698 Fryer
Ace. E. India <$• P. 74 The Banyans repairing to the Suburbs
upon Tattoo. X70S Collier Ess. Mor. Suhj. iii. Pain 13
Was ever, .any Fencer, worth the naming, heard to groan
upon a Hit? i7xa Addison Sped, No. 369 f 17 They.,
were cast into Hell upon their Disobedience. X774 Goldsm.
Nat, Hist.{xi-j(i) II. 309 Upon comparing the various
animals.. with each other, we shall find [etc.]. 18x7 Mill
Brit. India 1 1. 450 They retired upon the brisk acfvance-
ment of the grenadiers. Z84X Lane Ar€U>. Nts. 1. loi Upon
which tliey raised their heads, and answered as before,
1890 Ld. EsiiER in Lazo Times' Rep. LXIII. 734/1 [He]
shall be released from that obligation upon the Director
undertaking the case.

ib) igio Reg, Privy Seal Scot. I. 307/r The slauchter..
committit be him apoun subdante. 1577 Holinshed Chron.
I. 3s/i Cesar .. writeth that immediatly vpon knowledge
had.. he woulde inuade Brytaine. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep, 269 The Silly-how, that sometimes is found
about the heads of children upon their birth. X707 Hearne
Ci?//er/. (O.H.S.) II. 63 Y'sneakingVillains, like Wormsupon
a Rain, crawl'd out. 1726 Swift Gulliver 11. v. Yet often,
upon a pinch, I wa,s forced to work like a common mariner*
X736 Butler Anal. i. iv, Persons may be betrayed into
wrong behaviour upon surprise. 1763 Johnson in Boswell
25 June, He has no tenants..who will follow him to the
field upon an emergency.



UPON.

b. Immediately after; following on.
1390 GowER Conf. 11. 71 Whan that he this tale herde,

Hou upon that the king ansuerde With Hercules he
moste feighte. 1496 Coventry Leet Bk. 573 And wh<it
persones J>at be absent J>at day vppon wamyng shall
pay xijd. 1523 Ld. Kerners Froiss. I. cxlviii. 177 [They]
conquered .. townes and castas one vpon the oiher by force.

iS6a J, Heywood Prov. Sf Epigr. (1867) 45 So soone vpon
supper .

.
, Sieepe maketh y 11 . .digestion. 1596 Shaks. Mcrch,

F. IV. i. 384, I am content.. to render it, Vpon his death,
vnto the Gentleman. 1614 Day Festivals ix, (1615) 268
Whether the Fault were unawares, or upon advisement.
1645 Bp. Hall Rem. Discontents 80 After he had upon
ten years siege, taken the rich City. 1688 \lo\.yi% Armoury
n, 181/2 The bite or sting of a Scorpion is present Death if
..[Swine] drink upon it. 1711 G. Hickes 7\vo Treat.
Ckr. Priestk. (ed. 3) II. 30, I have wrote, .not rashly or by
chance.but upon thought. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. xiii. 276
Immediately upon this fortunate supply they stood to the
westward. 1780 Mirror No. 95, I left my own house im-
mediately upon the discovery I made. 1814 Jane Austen
Mansf. Park xi. Coming, as it generally did, upon a week's
previous inactivity. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 539
This plan had been dropped ufwn the detection of the Rye
House Plot. 1883 HoWELLS in Harper's Mag. Dec. 79
The silence which his friend has absent-mindedly let follow
upon his last words.
ellipt. 1818 CoLEBBooKE Itiipori Colouial Com 183 The

capital should at first be less productive if,,.upon a balance,
this become more fruitful.

+ O. As soon as. Obs.~^

1475 PastoH Lett. HI. 128, I woll, uppon as I heer from
yow, come to yow in alle hast possible.

t8. Denoting physical arrangement, order, etc.,

=- in (masses, a row, etc.). Cf. O^prep. 8. rare.
c 1300 Havelok 892 Als he lep J>e kok vn-til, He shof hem

alle upon an hyl, c 1400 Desir. Troy iggi The flode . . Rose
vppon rockes \,~\xi high masses] as any ranke hylles.
f 1450 LovELicH Merlin 1474 For thinges that ben past, j
knowe, And thinges that ben comeng vppon a rowe. 1665
J. Webb StonC'lJengt^ Nor [could] these have continued
upon such a direct line, as still some of them seem to do.

9. In (a particular or specified manner, etc.) ; =
On prep. 9I

See also Cross sh. 99, Head th. 33 d, Loft sb, 2 a. Sly sh. 3
(a), Square a. 11 a, b.

^1300 Havelok 46S Godard..tok ]>emaydnes bothesamen,
Al-so it were up.on hiis gamen. 1338 K. Brunne Ckron.
(1810) 25 Bot J>at }>ise lowed men vpon Inglish tellis, Right
story can me not ken, ^w certeynte what spellis. a 1400-50
Alexander yyxi Like to J>is werke, pat \>\% coppis opon kelU
wyse knytt in |)e wo5es. c 1400 Destr. Troy. 7359 There
only was ordant of Ek;tors dethe, With all Soteltie to serche
opon sere wise. C1450 Holland Hoxviat 828 The lordis
leuch vpoun loft, c 1518 Skeltom Magnyf. 497 Chanons
can not counterfet but vpon thre. i6co Shaks. A. K L.
I. L 3 It was vpon this fashion bequeathed me by will.

i6a8 Feltham Resolves \\. Ixxxii. 233 Though he doth
forbeare to call for it, yet I beleeue, vpon the like, thou
owest him. 1641 Earl Monm. tr. BioneiCs Civil Wars iii.

146 Charles de Lens.. was slaine upon cold bloud.

f b. Upon new, = Anew adv. i, Obs.~^

1399 GowER Praise 0/ Peace 313 Every dai it cbaungeth
uppon newe.

10. a. Occupied with; engaged in; employed
on ; = On prep, 10 b.

For further illustration of group {6) see Guard sb. 5 a,

Pathol sb. i, Sentry sb. 3, Watch sb. 6 b.

{a) 13. . Seuyn Sages (w.) 190 He was ever upon his bok,
And to his lore tok gret kepe. cxsSd Chaucek Frankl. Tt
197 Vp on this daunce, amonges othere men, Dauncoi a
squier biforn Dorigen.

_ 1478 Ada Dom, Cone. (1839) 19/1
pe lordis . . declarit )>at {^ai wald nocht sit apoun nasummondis
quhil t>e said xj day. i6ia in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 6o3 The Electour Palatine is now at the
Haghe upon his voyage into England. 1634 W. Tirwhyt
tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 154 Those who carve in Brasse or
Marble waxe old upon their workes. 1659 Vane in Burton's
Diary (1828) lU. 171 Consider what it is we are upon, a
Protector in the omce of Chief Magistrate. 1690 Locke
Govt. I. xi. S 146 When Mankind were but one People,.,
and were upon Building a City together, 1705 Hearne
Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 30 He designs to carry on the work,
being now upon a IIM volume. 1709 Swift Adv. Relig.
Wks. 1755 II. L 100 Neither am I at present upon a wild
speculative project. 1710 De Foe Crusoe \i. (Globe) 563
They seemed to be upon their own affairs. 174) Richarhson
Pamela I. 163 Well, Jacob, what do you stare at? Pray
mind what you're upon. 1784 in B, Ward Dawn Caih.
Revival (1909) I. iv. 81 That they may be upon the mission
all unius maris in Domino. 1859 Dickens T. Tioo Cities
II. i, He was never absent, .unless upon an errand.

(*) «S77" (see Guard sb. 5 a]. 1647-8 in Eng. Hist. Rev.
Oct. (1917) 573 There was onely townesmen upon the guarde,
and those expressed great joy to see Sir Hugh. 1678 Butler
Hud. in. i. 459 He was upon pursuit^ To take you somewhere
hereabout. 1681 V'ctess Campdem in 12^/1: Rep. Hist. MSS,
Comm. App. V. 56 Lady Skidmore. .was at Mr. Conisbys
house upon a visette. aiji6 South Serm. (1717) VI. 378
No Man would spend the Night upon the Sentry.who [etc.],

b. Denotingstate or condition. Ct Oiiprep. 10,

See also Behaviour 3, By sb.^ 2 b, Case sB.^ 2 b, Content
sb.^ a. Duty 5 e, Fret j<5.* 6, Loam sb.^^y Loose a. B. i, Oath
sb. I, Parole sb. i, Trial sb, 12. The uses placed under
{b) are obsolete.

in) cti^S. Ettg. Lej^.l. 272/39 Ich am a man opon mi
seruiz, and noman serui i-nelle Bote mi louerd. a 1400-50
Alexander 42 He was wyse eno^e wirdis to reken. .of tedes
opon lyfc. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. Il.lxxvii. [Ixxiit.] 229
All suche. .were styll in theyr owne houses vpon a redynes.
c 1580 in Eng. Hist. Rev. July (1914) 517 You must kepe
5ood wache by night and be upon your owne keplnge. t^$

', Washington tr. Nickola^s Voy. i. xi. 13 b, The Caddy.,
keepeth the town vpon tribute vnder the king of Alger,
x6a8 Feltham Resolves 11. iv. 7 Their difference is neuer so
much vpon the view, as then. 1657 Eahl Monm. tr. Paruta's
Pol. Disc. 35 Large Plains in Italy, wherein he might fight

the Romans upon great advantage. 1683 Moxon Mech,
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Exerc, Printing xiii. P i It must with the Chissel be split
upon a good BIood-Red-Hcat in that place. 1706 Faequhar
Kecruittng Officers i, A Granadter ..absent upon Furlow.
176J GoLDSM. Hht. Rome (i78(i) II. 373 He never missep
hitting. . the fleetestannnals.though upon full speed. 1788Clara Reeve Exiles I. 181 Poor Albert..had been upon
the fret ever since I left him. 1801 tr. Gabrielli's Mysl.
Husd. III. 86 The kettle was just upon the boil. 1813
SoUTHEV Hist. Penins. War 1. 686 The fate of the continent
was upon the hazard.
(b) 142s Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 290 For lake of Parsons . .child,

ren have deghed uncristend. and wymen opon chyld per-
echyd. 153s CovERDALK I Chron. xiii. 17 Yf ye come vpon
disceate, and to be mine aduersaries. 1604 Shaks. 0th. i.
I. 100 And now in madnesse. . Vpon nialitious knauerie, dost
thou come To start my quiet. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo-s
Com. Wks. (1709) 45 Finding a Door upon the jar. <r 1713LuRNET Own Time III. xiv. (1900) 1 1. 357 Lord Russell . . was
upon all the srcret of his \sc. Rumsey's] going beyond sea.
1740 tr. De Mouhy's Fort. Country Maidiij^i) 1. 269, 1 had
left the Door upon the Jarr.

c. Indicating a sphere of activity or existence.
Partly with implication of locative sense : cf. i b.
1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 159 Mony goyth now uppon

th^ bursse at a xj' iij4 ob. the nobull. 1589 Nashe PasquiCs
Ret. I, J. little thought to meete thee so suddainly upon the
Exchange, c 1643 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 26 One may hear
7. or 8. sorts of loungs spoken upon their Bourses. 1709
Steele Tatler No. 48 r 4, I was curious to observe the
Reception these Gentlemen met with upon Change. 1712— Sfiect. No. 266 r 2 This Creature is what they call newly
come upon the Town. 1763 Johnson in Boswell 25 June,A Merchant upon the 'Change of London. i8u W. Irving
Braceb. Hall vii. 59 A dashing young ensign, just come
upon the town. 1838 D. Jerro-d Men 0/ Char. II. 255
Again was John Applejohn upon the world. 1882 Pebody
Eng. Journalism xi. 79 He found employment upon the
Morning Post,

d. With sbs. denoting activity or progress.
See also Gallop sb. i, GoG», Hunt sb.' 1 b. Listen sb. 2,

Long run, Scramble sb. i, Trot sb. 1 d.
J64S Slingsby Diary (1836) 176 Our horse, upon a Gallop

without once drawing up. i66a J. Wilson Cheats I. i, I
was out t'other Night upon the Randan. 1678 in i2//i Rep.
Htst. MSS. Comm. App. V. 50 Lord Rochester hath bin att
the gates of death, and so penitent that he is upon an
amendment. 1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Prmi. Husb. v. i. You will
every Day see hundreds as fast upon the Gallop, as she is.

1768 GoLDSM. Good.n. Man I. i. Everything upon the waste.
1801 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 105 Grain of all kinds continues
upon the advance. 1877 Spurgeon Serm. XXIII. 505 The
leaves are just upon the turn, and the fall of the year is close
at hand.

e. Denoting situation within a portion of time
or space.

1631 Sir T. Hawkins tr. Mathieu's Unhappy Prospcritie
76 His life was now almost wholly wasted, he is upon the
last hour. 1680 R. L'Esthange m Sel. Cotloq. Erasm. 258
Observing the Woman to Yawn and just upon her last
Stretch, he put [etc.]. 1694- [see Tack sb} 6], 1720 Db
Foe Capt. Singleton xi, (1840) 187 We being then upon our
starboard tack.

11. Indicating the basis pr reason of reliance,
trust, etc.

See also Count v. 9, Depend v. s. Hang v. 13 b (quot,
1817), Rely v. s, Rest v. 5 b, Stand v. 78 c. Stay v.' 2 b, 3 b,
Suspend v. 9, Trist v. i. Trust v. i,

c izoo Ormin 16724 .'\nd wha se lefe|>l> upponn himm, patt
mann_ iss all unndemedd. a 1225 Ancr. R. 280 Uor Jjet
stonding is treowe trust of herdi bileaue uppon Godes
strenc3e. e 1230 Prayer to Virgin 18 in O. E. Misc. 196
Al min hope is uppon J»e. c'1315 Shoreham v. 51 Four
manere ioyen hy hedde here Of hyre sone so lef an dere,
Wytnes opan J>e godspelle. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 1. 1 17 pel
leueden vpon hym J>at lyed in |>is manere. 1382 Wvclip
Isaiah vii. 2 Siria restede vp on Effraym. 1509 Reg. Privy
Seat Scot, I. 286/2 Ony proclamatioun. .anent the inter-
commonyn and sitting apoun the Inglismenis assouerans,

«S74 R. Scot Platform Hop Card. 2, I, for my part, relye
not upon other mens opinions. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicliolay's Voy. 1. xx. 24 [He] resoTued [ = relied] vppon so
smal an assuraunce of the Bascha. 1604 Shaks. 0th. I,

iii. 29s My life vpon her faith. Honest lago, My Desdemona
must I leaue to thee. 1640 Laud WI^s. {1853) III. 279 His
Majesty's goodness was confident upon the fidelity of his
subjects, 1767 GoocH Treat. Wounds \. 241 It is fallacious,
and by no means to be depended upon, as a Criterion. 1796
Jane Austen Pride ^ Pre/, i. Depend upon it, , , I will visit

them all. 1823 Southey Hist. Penins. War I. 715 They
counted upon succour from San Juan's troops. 1850 Tenny-
son /« Mem, xxxii. 7 Then one deep love doth supersede All
other,. .And rests upon the Life indeed.

b. According to ; in agreement or accordance
with ; on the model of.

(a) i39oGowERCo»/.II.io8,Inotif Ihatbe Sompnolence,
Bot upon youre conscience, Min holi fader, demeth ye.
C1400 Sowdone Bab, 103 Comaundinge hem vppon her
legeaunce To come. <:s420 Avot.u. Arth. xxxiii, Quat is

thi rawunsun opon ry^te. The sothe thou me sayn ? c 1440
Jacob's Well 66 To make amendys, fully in trewe restiiu-

cyoun, vp-on )>i powere. 1516 in Ada Parlt. Scot. (1875)
XII. 37/1 Hc.behavis him swa towart..5oure brothir..
that apon Ressoune na man sail be discontentit of his gyding.
1585 T". Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. xviii. 20 b, The
king.. was set at libertie, vpon an accord and alliaunce
which hee made. 1664 Extr. St. Papers Friemis in. (1912)
226, 1 inform'd my Lord, .that vpon my certaine knowledge
a greate number would meete . . att such a house. 1698
Fryer Acc. E, India 9f P. 54 Nothing remaining of it but
only what^ is taken upon Chronicle. 170a Vanbrugh False
Friend 1. i, I find you much upon my taste in this matter.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (iSri) VII. 373 Here Mr. Belford
gives the substance of it upon his memory. 1867 Lowell
Fitz Adam's Story 464 An honest cord [of wood] in Jethro
still would fail By a good foot upon the Deacon's scale.

(3) a 1225 Leg, Kath. 994 Hwi schulde he forhohien to
wurcSen to Jjet J>in_g pet is iwend I - formed] upon him ?

1563 Shute Archit. IJ iv, This piller [is]., made by the
lonians, vpon the Simetrie of a strong man. 1776 Ann,

\
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Reg. 148 A rifle gun upon a new construction. 1790 W.
Wrighte Grotesque Archit. 11 The four minarets at the
angles bring the plan upon a square of forty feet. 1791
Smeaton Edystone L. § 85 Upon these ideas I drew up. .the
following plan. 1863 Mary Howitt tr. F. Bremer's Greece
I. viii. 264 The new constitution of Greece is formed very
much upon that of France. 1882 Pebody Eng. youmalism
xxii. 172 The Society papers.. are to some extent modelled
upon the Review.s.

c. Indicating the ground, basis, occasion, or
reason of an action, opinion, etc. ; —On prep, 11.
In very frequent use from c 1525. In group (b) with allusion

to literal uses (sense j).

^a) 1456 Sir G. Have Law Anns (S.T.S.) 179 A symple
knycht may nocht lede a baroun . . apon his sauf condyt.
a 1500 in C. Trice-Martin Chanc. Proc, (1904) 4 Uppon un-
true verydyte yoven in London ther lieth none atteynt.
'S.'S.*'^. Privy Seal Scot. I. 403/2 The slauchter . . com-
mittit apoun forthocht felony. 1SS4-S 'n Feuillerat Revels
Q, Mary (1914) 170 In a redines to serve vpon further warn-
ynge. 1584 R. Scot Discov, Witchcr, x. i. (1886) 143 Those
witches that make men beleeve they can prophesie upon
dreames. 1602 W. S. Thomas Ld. Cromwell v. iv, 'The
great Lord Cromwell arreasted vpon treason 1 1647-8 in
Eng. Hist, Rev. Oct. (1917) 569 How . . Cholmeley came
first to be imployed in the Parliament service, and upon
what grounds hee quitt the same. 1697 Walsh Li/e V, r 26
in Dryden Virgil, He has solv'd more Pha:nomena of Nature
upon sound Principles, than Aristotle in his Physics. 1722
De Foe Plague (1754) 14 Upon these Arguments my Brother
chang'd my Resolutions again. 1747 W. Gould Eng. Ants
Pref., Upon this Reason my Lord Bacon does not approve
of the historical Method of writing in Philosophy. 1787
Whitaker Mary Q. Scots Vind. I. 62 They thus condemn
the Queen . . upon letters unauthenticated by the producers.
1827 ScoTT C/<ro«. Canongate Introd., Invernahyle obtained
from the Chevalier his prisoner's freedom upon parole. 1846
Chambers' Jrnl. VL 280/2 Upon the most insubstantial of
pretexts. 1872 Liddon Elem. Relig, i. 16 The most Intel,
lectual Gnostics were Sensualists ; Sensualists upon a theory
and with deliberation,

(3) a 1400- [see Found 7).' 4]. 1565 Sir R. Maitland in
Maitluid Folio MS. 23 Grund all thy doing vpon suth-
fastnes. 1573- [see Build v. 6 b]. 1672 T. Godden Cath.
clicks No Idolaters 23 This is the major, Proposition of his
Syllogism, and if this fail, the Charge he builds upon it,

must needs fall. 1711 Addison Sped, No. 9 r 8 Our Modern
celebrated Clubs are founded upon Eating and Drinking.
1814 Jane Austen Mans/, Park xiii. He particularly built
upon a very happj^. .autumn there this year. 1844 Bekesp.
Hope Ess, in T'his. .does give us very different ground to
go upon. 1878 Hopps Princ. Relig. iii. 13 Up.^n this great
truth.. we base all our hopes.

t d. Of (a cause of death or illness). Obs.
c 1420 Brut 344 Monjf a worthi man yn ))at viage deid

vpon |)e Flix. 1510 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases
(Selden) 11.

'73_ Vppon the seid enprisonement the same
John, .deyed within xij howres. 1600 Holland Livy 1264
Upon which fracture he died thirtie dales after. 1645
Slingsby Diary (1836) 163 Y* Gentlewoman y' had lived in
it dead upon Grief. 1696 A. Telfair Neiv Con/ut. Sadd.
10 Which frightned him so much, that he fell sick upon it

immediately.

e. Indicating means of subsistence or existence,

or an article of food furnishing sustenance.
Sometimes = * after having taken or consumed '; see (c),

(«) '457 Harding Chron, in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1912) 747
His lyfelode exceded noght all clere An bundreth marke to
leue vpon in dede. c 1489 Caxton Seniles 0/Aymon iii. 98
We have loste our store of vytaylles, so that we have noo
thynge to lyve upon. 1564 Child-Marr, 125 Aspsbawe is a
very poore man, and liveth apon his neibours. 1583- [see
Live v,^ 2]. 1509 B. Jonson F.v. Man out 0/Hum. Descr.
Char., A Thred-bare Sharke. One that . . lives upon lendings.
1600 J. Pory ix, Leo'sAfrica v. 249 Monasteries. . maintained
vpon the common beneuolence of the citie. 1625 Burges
Pers, Tithes 45 All liuing vpon Fishing. 1713 [see Live z/.*

3]. 1884 Pall Mall G. 9 Sept. 3/1 The lady did not indeed
say that she lived 'with her father and mother, but she lived
upon them. 1885 Law Times Rep, LII. 651/1 He earned
nothing, and he lived upon some money of mine.
(b)_c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. x. 76 Til May hit wol suffice

vppon to feede. IS7I Digges Paiitom. Pref. B j, Suche
two footed Moules and Todes whom, .nature hath ordayned
to.. suck vpon the muck. z6oo PoRV tr. Leo's Africa vi.

276 They hue vpon the flesh of Ostriches and gamels. 1678
Wanley Wond. Lit, World v. i. 8 94. 467/2 'Tis thought he
surfeited upon Melons. 1713 Steele Guard. No. 34 He.,
breakfasted upon toast and ale. 17A3 P. Francis tr. Horace,
Sat, u, iii. 124 While Moths upon his rotting Carpets fed.
1818 G. S. Faber Horae Mosaicse II. 281 If the Dominical
Supper be a feast upon a sacrifice. 183a Ht. Martineau
Life in Wilds ii. 26 The grass it fed upon. 1885 Maiick,

I Exam. 16 June 5/1 M. Henze fed his prize oxen upon silage.

ellipt, 1717 Prior Alma 111. 243 Was ever Tartar fierce
or cruel, Upon the Strength of Water-Gruel. 1737 Bracken
Farriery Impr, (1757) U. 109 A young Horse may look
pretty sleek upon Hay only. 1897 Meredith Amazing
Marriage i, The clergyman, . . renouncing strong drinks,
because he found that he ' cursed better upon water '.

(<:) 1663 UovLE Usef, Exp. Nat. Phitos. n. vi. 185 Though'
. .[it] did make her sickish, especially, when she slept upon
it. 1829 Scott Jrnl, 5 July, So to roost upon a crust of
bread and a glass of small beer, my usual supper,

t £ At (an expense, cost, etc.). Obs,
c 1400 R, Gloucester's Chron, (Rolls) 3799 Al ))e bachelerie

. . he nom in is compaynie . . vp [v,rr, vp on, vppon] is const.

1476 Acta Auditorum (1839) 49/r P^re to remain apoun
J'are awin expenss. 1513 Bradshaw St, Werburge 11. 1157
Many shyps were made vpon the kynges cost. 1563 Reg,
Privy Council Scot, I. 239 To commande thame to warde,
to remane thairin upon thair awne expense. 1577 Hanmer
Anc, Eccl, Hist. 396 He had buylded vpon his owne costes
and charges the sepulchres and tumbes. 1674 Reg, Privy
Coitnc, Scot, IV. 278 A mudwall rowme.. built upon his
owne coast. 1711 in loth Rep, Hist, MSS, Comm, App. V,
124 Each company. .was subsisted upon the cost of every
captain for three months.

g. Denoting security of a loan, etc.
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1474 Caxton Chesse (1883) lai The besant. .was holden &

gaged vpon an ymage. 1561 J. HtvwooD Prov. «V Epi^.
Bb i b, No man will one peny lende upon it, i6x i Bible Neh,
V. 4 Wee haue borrowed money .. vpon our lands and vine-

yards. 1677 Yarranton Eng, Improv. 7 Moneys lent upon
Goods at very easie Interest. 1707 Land. Gaz. No. 4333 8

They will . . Lend Money upon Tallies or other good Securi-

ties, at 5 I. per Cent. 174a Kames Decis. Crt> Sess. (1799)
40 The money is secured .. upon land, 1791 Boswell
Johnson (1904) I. 328 Security being taken upon the pro-
perly. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I, 36 He assigns 1000
marks . . to his son's wife, secured upon the Swiss possessions
of his house. 1868 Rogers Poi, Econ. iv. 43 If [a banker].

.

issues notes upon no property at all, the issue is fraudulent.

1885 Aci 48-49 Vict. c. 54 g II Any mortgage or charge
duly created. .upon the profits of any benefice,

•f" h. On condition of. Obs.

1516 Reg,Prrvy Seal Scot. I. ^22/2 The kingis gjace dis-

chargts tbaim apone thair remaining in ward for the said
errour, 1591 Shaks. i Hen. F/, iv. v. 36 Vpon my Blessing
I command theegoe. 1636 in Picton V^oot Munic. Rec.
(1S83) I. 199 Maister Lappage doth.. promise that hee will

continew his ministry.. upon true payment and receivinge
the afToresaid allowance. i66aSTiLLiNGFL.Orr?'. Sacrxwx.
lii. § 5 If it were suitable to Gods nature to promise life to

man upon obedience.

fi. Oat of; with; by the use of. Obs. rare.

1553 T. Wilson Rhtt. (1580) 42 He did not make the wife

vppon the same claie, whereof ne made man. 1683 Moxon
Mech. Exerc.y Printing W, f 2 That his Letter be Cast
upon good Mettal, that it may last the longer.

j. In many phrases, us upon,, accord, accotmt{of)^

composiiiony condition^ design, distrust^ envy^foot^

fraud, heady lease, matter^ purpose^ score, shame^

suspicion^ trusty whole, for which see the sbs.

12. At the risk or with the certainty of incurring

or suffering (a pain, penalty, etc) ; on peril of; =
Ovi prep. 12,

See also Pain sb? i b, Penaltv sb, 9 d.

C1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 1570 That heshuld fast goon
Vpon the peyn to be blynde. f 1420 Contin. Bnit 384 pe
King commaunded to., late hem passe yn pees, vpon deth.

Ibid. 3Bs[He]chargyd ham, vpon her lyf, tokepe wel the toun
and ^e Castell. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 9 Walsshmen
shold not passe that dyche with wepen vpon a grete payne.

1540 Acts Privy Council (1837) VII. 21 To temjierate his

tongue hereafter upon adventure of further punishement.

1553 W. Cholmelev Req. Sf Suite 19 in Camden Misc. (1853)

II, Commaundyng.. the Aldermen, upon the lo^se of their

auctoritie and ofifice, . . to see [etc.]. 1596 Edward III, i, 1.

70 With threats, Vppon a penaltie, inioynd to come. X603
Parsons '2nd Pt. Three Con-z'crs. Eng. xii. 625 The Duke
protesteth the contrary (vpon his death), 1656 Earl Monm.
U. Boccalini sAdvts./r. Pamass. 126, I have,, .upon severe

punishment, inhibited the translation of my Alcheron. 1699
CKNTLEY Phal. 439 He order'd every man upon the pain of

death to bring in all the money he bad.

13. Indicating that which forms the basis of re-

venne, profit, fines, taxation, lending, etc ; = On
prep. 13.
See also Retire f. i e (quot. 1806), Tax sb.^ i,

1466 Acta Auditorutn ^1839) 4/2 [He^ salL.resaue J>e

soume of mone aucht till him vppoun t^e said annuel. 1495
Act \i Hen. VIf, c. 43 /'r^aw^/r. So that the seid Erie upon
his seid leasses..,do reserve asmuch rentis..as be nowe
usuell. 1535 CovEROALE N'ek. v. 3 Let vs borowe money of
thekinge vpon vsury. it^s/^xnlj^SiilamStnrChamherCases
(Selden) II. 217 They so offending tobepaynedoponacerten
some of money. ? 1677 Petty /'(»/. Arithm. {1699) 272 Such
a part of the full value of their Commodities, as may possibly
be lost upon the sale of them. 1719 D'Urfev Pills I. 333
Five hundred Pounds upon the brown Bay still. 1798 Hull
Advertiser 24 Mar. 2/3 Insurance upon.. outhouses, and
upon unthreslied stock therein. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop.
Education x. 278 How can the State raise the amount?
Is it not to be raised upon the people? 189s Laiu Times
XCIV. 104/1 A commission of over 60 per cent, upon the
sums received.

H. Of motion or direction towards a position,

thing or person, state, etc.

14. Upward so as to place or be on a surface,

point, etc. Cf. O^ prep. 14.

c x20oOrmin 1 1959 pe deofell brobhte Jesu Crist WiJ>J>utenn
o \)^ temmple Upponn an saete ujspo pe rof. c 1250 Gen. 4-

Ex. 3899 Moyses 3or made a wirme of bras. And henget
he^e up^n a saft. c 1300 Havclok 1942 He lep up on a
slede Iith. 13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 2318 Vpon his palfrai

lep Catoun. 1375, 1470-85 [see Start v. i]. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur ix. xxx, 384 They came vpon sir launcelot sodenly
and vnnethe he myght putte vpon hym his helme. 1535
CovERDALE Jocl W. 9 They shal clymme vp vpon the bouses.
ifay Drayton Nymphidia xvii, Flye Cranion her Chariot-
tere, Vpon the Coach-box getting. 1639 S. Du Verger tr.

Camus^ Admir. Events 130 He leapes upon his Mule.
17*5 Earn. Diet. s,v. Pears, Mount them one upon another
Steeplewise. 1847 Tennyson Princ, iii. 208 To lift the
woman's fall'n divinity Upon an even pedestal with man.
1854 H, Miller Sch. ^ Schm. xxi. 446 A large loligo.had
thrown itself high and dry upon the beach.

b. To or towards a position on a surface, etc.;
- O^ prep. 14.

Group {.b) corresponds to sense 1 c j group (c) illustrates
non-physical uses.

(a) cxtxxi Ormin 14667 Snil> itt, alls itt waere an shep, &
le53 itt upponn allterr. c 1*50 Gen, ^ Ex. 3186 On an gold
gad 3e name god Is grauen, and leid up-on 3e flod. Ibid.
3049 Vp'On hise ase his sadel he dede, a 1300 Cursor M. 8894
Vnwarli sco sett hir don Apon J»is ilk ire. c 1386 Chaucer
Knt.'s T. 021 Some drope of pitee. .Vp on vs wrecched wom-
men lat thou falle. ^1391 — Astrol. 11. §7 Ley thi label
vp-on the same decree of the sonne. cxtfsfk St. Alexius
(Cotton) 257 They nyldc water wppon hys hede. c 1430
Two Cookery Bks. 42 fan take fayre pecez of Brede . . vppe»
on l>c Eyroun. 160a Marston Antonio's Ret: iv. iii, Her
head sunk down upon her breast, a 1655 Sir T. Mayerne
ArcfUmag. Anglo-Gall. No. 84 (1658) 58 Lay this froth upon

your sullibub as high as you can. 1697 Drvden Virg.
Georg. IV. 611 The various God .. draws a Rock upon his
dark Abode. X7a8 Chamuers Cycl. s.v. Triangle, If a Per-
pendicular be let fall upon the liase of an oblique angled
Triangle. x8o8 Scott Alarm, w. i, Upon the gale she stooped
her side. 1844 J. Jack Hist, of St. Monance xi. 74 The
skipper placed upon the table a large wooden caup or platter.

1870 Anderson Missions Ainer. Bd. IV. xxvi. 63 The mob
rushed forw.-ird and trampled spitefully upon it.

ellipt. crx450 Mirk's Festialx, 5 Sle, sle, opon J>e broche,
rost note.

ib) 1303 R. Erunne Handl. Synne (jiiSyWy)! dowun vpp-
on 30Ure knees. CJ400 26 Pol. Poems 149/233, I set me
doune apon my kne. i486 Bk. St. Albans b ivb, Softe and
layserly fall oppon yowre kneys. 1535 Covebdale Mark
XV. 19 [Theyl fell vpon the kne, & worshipped him. a 15^8
LiNDESAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 209 The said
preist..kneillit doune wpoun his knie. 1611 Shaks. Cymb.
IV. ii. 288 Come on, away, apart vpon our knees. 1837 Sir
F. Palgrave Merch. ^ Priarlv. (1844) 176 The Chancellor,
dropping off the Woolsack upon his bended knees. 1876
F. K. Robinson IVhiiby Gloss. 208, 'Up-end yourself,

'
get

upon your legs.

Xc) f 1325 spec, Gy IVarw. 995 And anon god putte his
fuisoun Vp-on hire mele. 138a VVvclif Job x.w. 3 Vp on
whomshynethnotthelijtof hym? X46X Rolls 0/Parit. V.
463/a Takyng upon hym. .the Coroune and name of Kyng.
153S Coverdale A'«w. vi. 25 The Lorde make his face to
shyne vpon the. x6s6 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Advts.
fr. Pamass. 11. vi. zio Whereby they had put themselves.

.

upon great difficulties. x6fW)\>9.\Xi^-n Virg. Georg. iv.773The
Nymphs, Companions of th* unhappy Maid, This Punish-
ment upon thy Crimes have laid. X765 Sterne Tr. Shandy
VIM. XXI, I fell in love all at once., it burst upon me.. like a
bomb. 1768 Boswell Lett. (1924) 145, I am thrown upon^the
wide world again, _X793 T. Beddoes Demonstr. Evid. 79
The magnitudes, being doubled upon themselves, increase
so, that [etc.], 1816 Byron Prisoner of Chillon x, A light
broke in upon my brain,

c. Denotingincidence, seizure, hold, etc.; = On
prep. 14 b.

c 1150 Gen. <5- Ex. 2339 Do cam iosep swilc rewSe up-on,
he dede halle ut 3e toVre gon. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.
R. XVII. cxv, (Bodi. MS.), Ripe & igadered ere coirupcioune

' oJ>er rostinge falle vpon whete. 1530 Palsgb. 748/2, I take
!

holde apon one, jempoygne. 1535 Covebdale Ps. cxiv. 3
,
The paynes of hell gat holde vpon me. 1535- [see Lav v}
22]. 1546- [see Seize ». 9]. x63a Lithgow Trav. vu. 303

j

The Venetian Factor seased vpon all. 1665 Extr. St.

I

Papers Friends in. (1912) 240 There was a full congregation
j

of quakers and the like seised vppon by Sir Francis Clarke
!
Sunday last. x88o J. Payne New Poems 259 A deadly
terror got A sudden bold upon her. 1899 H. Lane Differ.
Rheum. Dis. (ed. 2) 67 It seems to have taken a firm hold

,
upon the public.

d. Of the incidence of a blow, stroke, etc. ; = On
prep* 14 c.

^1300 Havelok 2734 Hcsmot him so up-on J?e crune, J>at

[etc.]. 13 . . Guy IVarw. (A.) 2368 pan hastiliche ^e ost ichon
Opon Segyn |>at smiten anon. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x.

Ix. 516 Sir Tristram gaf hym suche a buffet vpon the helme.
1507 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases (Selden) 253 He sawe
. . Irton being hurt vppon Uie bed. 1562 Aberd. Kirk Sess.
y?fc. (Spalding CI.) 6 lobe puneist with ane palm vpone the
hand for ilk fait. 1594 Selimus 1447 Dart Thy smouldring
flame Vpon the head of cursed Acomat. x6ix Bible Exod,
vii. 17 Behold, I will smite with (he rod.. vpon the waters.
171X Addison Sped. No, 9 r 11 His Neighbour may give
him a Kick upon the Shins. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist.
I. xxi. 13 Many., have stood amazed., when they saw him.,
shoot the arrow upon the mark. 1813 Scorr Rokeby vi. xxv.
One stroke, upon the Castle bell. To Oswald rung his dying
knell. 1844 Mrs. Browning i^raw/zi Exile 64 This is the
Eden lost By Lucifer !.. this the sword. .That smote upon
the forehead. i88x Besant & Rice Chapl. ofFleet i. viii,

I'he cruel cat falling at every step upon their.. bleeding
shoulders.

e. In phrases of the type hanji upon harm,
torment upon torment, denoting cumulative addi-

i

tion or repetition ; = O'S prep. 14 d.

c 1330 R. Brunne Medit. 865 pey wounded here.and heped
;
harm vp on harmes. CX380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. III. 546 And
so servauntis upon servantis weren char[g]ious to Jjis hous.

;

C1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 1336 He had torment opon
torment. i5a9_ S. Fish Supplic. Beggers (1871) 13 The cap-

,

teyns of his kingdome. .haue heped to him benefice vpon
benefice. 1596 Shaks, Mcrch. V. iii. i. 91 Why, thou losse
vpon losse 1^ XS99 — Much Ado 11. i. 252 Hudling iest vpon
iest, with.. impossible conueiance vpon me. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 15a Which heaped vpon them Anathema
vpon Anathema. 1699 Evelyn Acetarla App. P4, Cover
the Bottomof the Jar with some Dill,., then a Bed of Nuts;
and so stratum upon stratum. 1864 Kingslev Roman ^•

T. 137 Dietrich had had to write letter upon letter. i88s
'OuiDA* Maremma I. 90 Centuries upon centuries of

. carnage, .have laid the land bare. 1884 C. F. Woolson in
Harper's Mag. Feb. 371 Millions upon millions of violets.

f. On (a voyage, expedition, mission, etc) ; =
i O^ prep. 14 e.

j

X4a6 LvDG. De Gutl. Pilgr. 648 Or I myhte make my
I pasi^age To gynnen vp-on my pylgrymage. c 1430 —• Min.
I
Poems f^Vcrcy Soa) 12 The kyng procedyng forthe upon his

j

way, kome to the Condyle. 15^ Shaks. i Hen. IV, i. iii.

150 When the vnhappy King, .did set forth Vpon his Irish
,

Expedition, X7H Addison Sped. No. 55 r i A young Fellow
. .sent upon a long Voyage, i7xa W. Rogers Voy. 324 To
encourage our South Sea Company.. to go upon some Dis-
covery that way. 1817 Kirby & Sp, Entomol. xvii. II. 77

I
The rufescent ants do not leave their nests to go upon these

i

expeditions., till [etc.]. 1839 Bailey .^i-i/wj 232 As on they
sped upon their starward course.

I

15. Into contact or collision with, esp, by way of

I

attack; against; —O^prep. 15.
See also Come v. 48 b, Fall v. 69 b. Fly ».' 8 b, Go v. 66 a,

Lavp.' 32a, Set z/. 132a.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24461 Me-thoght moght it [v.r. i] apon

himrine,..lsuldhabenallhale. X3.. Guy lVarvj.{h.)i^6
pou scbalt jif )>e first asaut Opon ^ Almaundes, f 1385

I CHAtJCERi^.C W. i327/?/yi7(Fairf.),Onanyght slepinghe
let hir lye. And staal a-wey vpon [v.r. vnto) his companye.
c X400 Sc. Trojan War 11. 444 Kusshande wpone the altare.

1:1450 Merlin iii. 56 Whan Vter saugh..the Danes assem-
bled, he sette vpon hem as vigorously or more, c 1500 Melu-
sine lix. 348 Go we vpon our enemyes to helpe & socoure our

i

frendes. 1535 Covebdale i Sam. xvii. 35 And whan he
wolde haue bene vpon me, I toke him by his beerde. 1585
T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. xix. 22 The Turkes..,
vpon whom they ofthe Castle, .gaue an assault. 1622 Mabbe
\x. A leman's Guzman dAlf. II. 48, 1 stumbled, .vpon a great
dung mixen. 163X Pellham Gods Po7ver 2 Wee eight men
, . were bound for this Greenland aforesaid, to make a voyage
upon Whales or Sea-horse. 17x1 Addison Sped, No. 299 P 2
He drew his Sword upon me before he was nine years old.

178a CowpER Royal George 20 She ran upon no rock. x8oi
Str\}tt Sports ^ Past. iii. i. 130 The two combatants., were
thereby prevented from running their horses upon each other.

1857 T. Hughes Tom Bro^vn 1. ix, [They] run plump upon
one of the masters as they emerge into the High Street
ellipt. <rx45o Merlin iii. 56 The kynge seide to his peple,

' Now vpon hem in all that we may \ 1535 Coverdale 2 Sam.
xviii. 14 Not so, I wil vpon him before thy face. 1588 Shaks.
L, L. L, IV, iiL 367 Aduance your standards, & vpon them
Lords. i8ai Byron Sardanap. iv. i, Upon them I (Trumpet
sounds again.)

fi£^- 1535- [see Rush v.^ 6 b, 3 a]. 1887 'L. Carroll'
Game of Logic i. 36 Let them Rush upon their Fate !

I

16. In the direction of; towards; = O^prep. 16.

' a. In respect of looking, etc.

See also Cast v. 7, Front v} i, Gape v. 3, Gaze v, ib,
Glare v. 2, Laugh v. 4, Look v. i, Pore v, 1, See v. 21,

Smile v. 2 a, Squint v. 2.

a 1225A ncr.R.$6 'i'o kesten kang eien upon ?unge wummen.
c 1250 Gen, ^ Ex. 2661 Dor quiles he seweden [ = looked] him
up-on, Mani dede bileph un-don. c 1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc.

5024 pair bodys sal alle unsemely be, . . and ugly, opon to se.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T, 219 He cast his eye vpon Emelya.
14., in £^, E.P. (1862) 144 Dame ypocryte loke vp-on a boke.

X5a6 TiNDALE J yohn i, i That which.. we have loked apon,
and oure hondcs have handled. 1581 [see Turn v. 48]. 163a
Lithgow Trav. i. 38 Arthur looked vpon me, and I laughed
vpon him. X710 Strvpe Life <$• Ads of E. Grindal \\\. 70
1 hese Unsuccesses were justly looked upon to proceed from
the punishing Hand of Heaven, lygo Urvce Source ofNile
I. 5 We pointed our prowdirectly. .upon Alexandria. 17M
WoRDSw, T7V0 April Mornings 19 Matthew, .fixing stifi

his eye Upon the eastern mountain-top. X84S S. Austin
Range's Hist, Ref. II. 357 The fears of some, the hopes of
others, and the attention of all, were now turned upon the
young emperor. 1874 Farrar Christ I. 472 He turned His
back for a time upon His native land. 1804 Mrs. Oliphant
Sir Tom iv, Her gray eyes absolutely flamed upon him.

b. In respect of movement, etc.

la X400 Morie Arth. 262 Thow countez no caas, ne castes

no forthire, Bot hurles furthe appone heuede, as thi herte

thynkes. c 1400 Destr, Troy 6258 If any stert vpon stray,

,
strike hym to dethe ! X51X Guylforde's Pylgr,[CzTnA^xi)2i
After .viij. dayes. .he come vpon (= appeared to] theym ayen.

1634 .SirT. Herbert Trav. 11 [We] were driuen to lee-ward
a hundred leagues vpon the Coast of Brazil. X697 Collier

I Ess. Mor. Subj. i. B i, Unless you point directly upon his

Vice. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5455/3 Our Fleet.. bore down
upon them. 1828 in Concanen Rowe v. Brenton (1830) 28 To
sink a shaft upon the lode. X829 Napier Penins. War II. 14a

The hospitals . . ofSalamanca being evacuated upon Lamego,
that town was crowded.

17. t a. In or into (pieces) ; = On prep. \ 7 b.

c 1400 Sege Jerusalem 699 Twey apys . . pat renten J^
rawe flesche vpon rede peces.

b. Into, as by penetration ; =ON/r^/. 17 a,

X738 Herring in J. Duncombe Lett. (1773) II. 137 The
sea. which here indents upon the country.

18. Unto, to (a person) : in reference to descent

or (^(*.) marriage ; = On prep. 1 8.

X492 ^r/aZ>w//.Ci?Mr. (1839) 254/2 His faider . . maryit him
apoun his sister dochter incontrare his band. X536 Bel.
LENDEN Cron, Scot. (1821) I. 127 The eldest of hir docbteris

wes married upon..Marius. 1596 Bacon Use Corn. Law
(1635) 32 If this inheritance descend upon a woman. 1667
[see Descend v. 9]. X821 Galt Ann. Parish i. My marriage
upon my own cousin. Miss Betty Lanshaw, X893 Stevenso.n
Catriona xxi. She was married .. upon my Uncle Robin.

19. Into, to, or on (some action, occupation,

course, or condition) ; = O^ prep. 19.

a 1300 Cursor M, 15580 Alle Jje apostels J)an bi-gan to fal

a.pon a gret. 1390 Goweh Conf. I. 30 Thanne upon dissen-

cioun Thei felle. 1435 [see Sett/. 114]. 1483 in Acta Dom.
Cone. II. Introd. 103 The said schiref put apone the said
inquest.. persons quhiik war suspect of the law. a 15x3
FAByAN.C/;w«. 351 A quest of .xii. Knyghtesof Myddlesex,
sworne vpon a iurye. X581- [see Run v. 70 dj. X607.T.
Rogers 3g A rt. Pref. § 5 Wee set vpon the building of Gods
house. 1625- [see Fall r, 69 dj. 1658 .Allestree Whole
Duty Man xiv. § 22, 300 It puts the child upon shifts, and
tricks, 1709 Strvpe /4nn. Ref. I. xxi. 240 Some while. .after

the entrance of Queen Elizabeth upon her government. 1750
Johnson Rambler No. i P i The perplexity of being forced

upon choice. X764 Foote Mayor ofG. i. Wks. 1799 I, 165

I advised him to pull offhis spurs before he went upon action.

1813 Examiner 17 May 320/1 It put the Church upon the

alert. 1847 Wordsw. in Mem, {1851) 1. 14 When at school,

I . . was put upon reading the first six books of Euclid.

20. Indicating the person or thing that action,

feeling, etc, is directed towards or against, or that is

influenced or affected by it; = On prep. 20.

Construed with many verh^, as attend, await^bear, bespit,

bestow, breathe, call, charge^ etc. See also tie int. 1-2,

Out int. 2, Shame sb, 16 b,

C1200 Ormin 1750 pabedess, J>att te Laferrd Crist Forr hise

J>eowwess biddel'l* Upponn hiss faderr heofennking. Ibid.

6119 pe birrt> ]}in rihhte swinnkess winn Upponn juw alle

nittenn. a X225 Leg, Kath. 130 Ah se sone ha. . wende hare
wihelfs, upon ham seoluen. X297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 3167
pe king ek in is syde is herte up on him caste, c 1320 Cast.

Love 1482 pat mucfae wo vs brou^te vppon. c 1400 tr,

Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh, 106 He hadde grcuously
synned vpon him. X473 Warkw. Chron, (Camden) 8 Thi



UPON.
Kynge. .losyde his gonnys of his ordynaunce uppone them.
cispo Melnsine lix. 360 lie ye he that wyl take the trybute
vpon my Fortresse? 1533 Ace. Ld, High Treas. Scot. VI.
156 I'o Johne Dnimmondis chiider wirkand upoune the
hagbute stokkis. 1585 T. WASHtNGTON tr. iV/V/i^/rtj-V Voy.
\. xviii. 21 We will not leaue the following on vpon our
purpose. 1633 Marmion Fme Companion \. iii. (1875) 114
They can doe no more good upon me, than a young pittlfull
I^ver upon a mistress that has the sullens. 1656 Eari,
lAoyijA.Xr.Boccalini'sAdi}is./r. Parnass. 11. v. 206 He. .had
made their places he conferred upon men void of counsel.
16S0 La-Ms Nevis iii. (17(0) 6 If the said Offenders are
not able to pay. .then to be compelled to work it out upon
the Forts. 1737 Whiston Josephits, Antiq. xvi. iv. § 1 The
father may have a suspicion upon all his sons. •L^^"Ann,
Reg., St. Papers 297 The constitution . . is sacredly obligatory
upon all. X803 tr. Lafontaine's Ifermann ^ Emilia J. 261
Nothmg is more detestable than to offer one's self upon a
young man. 1850 Robrrtson Serm. Ser. iii. (1857) 7 Perse-
cution is that which affixes penalties upon views held, instead
of upon life led. 1896 Peterson Mag. Jan. 102/2 The
intruded-upon young ladyturned her back upon him.

b. Denoting the object of regard, desire, etc.;
— On prep. 20 b.
See also Dote ».» 3. Eager a. 6, Keen a. 6 b, Mad a. 4,Run v. 70 b, Set v. yj.
ri33o R. Brumxe Chron, Wace (Rolls) 7604 Opon hat

meyden he wax al mad, 1381 Wvclip Psalm xxxix.
[xl.l 17 Ful out io^e thei, and glade vpon me, alle that
sechen thee, c 1449 Pfxock Hepr. \u xx. 267 He schal haue
miche gretter affecciouii vpon the seid freend. 1470-85
Malorv Arlhnr x. Ivi, 508 Louers. .soo mad and soo soted
vpon wymmen. a\^^^ Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 169 Thekmg. .wascovatous wpoun money. X598
Barcki.ev Felic. Man i. 51 A young man. .that was.. en-
amoured vp^n an Image of marble. 1614 Bp. Hai.i, Recoil.
Treat. 982 In this case, Moses should have beene..cast
downe,.; yet how hot is hee uppon justice. 1711 Addison
SPect. No. 106 f 3 When he is pleasant upon any of them,
all his Family are in good Humour, 1843 Eraser''s Mag.
XXyill. 6ig O'Connell is bent upon the disruption of the
British empire,

fo. Among (a number of sharers, etc.), Obs,
i49» in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 323 Distribu-

ters of the same upon the commynes. 1596 Tindale Rom.
XV. 76 To make a certayne distribucion apon the poore
sanctes. 1598 Dai.l[ngton Meth. Trm>. K 3, Heediuideth
the Lands vpon his horsemen, to each his portion.

d. Indicating the person by whom a cheque,
draft, order, etc., is payable, or the bank on which
it is drawn ; == O.v prep. 20 c.

See also Cheque th. 3, Draught sh. 35, Draw v. 65.
1660 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 226 Mr. Fox hauing

giuen mee a note upon Mr. Shaw to pay me my allowance.
axjzx FouNTAiMHAr.L Decis. (1759) I. 12 The bill upon his
wife for C^ya. 17M Dk Fob Col. Jack (1840) 216 He shows
me a bill upon me, drawn by my wife, 1798 in Ushaiv Mag.
Dec. (1913) 287 An order upon Mr. Wright for £12 as the
price of the book sent you. 1843 Black-o. Mag. LIV. 736
It may be quite as well,, to draw upon the bank.

21. Indicating a person or thing towards whom
or which hostile or adverse action or language is

directed; against; '^ On prep. 21.
See also (a) Bt-ow v. 30, Complain v. 6 b, Cry v. 21 b,

Design sb. i b, Lie v. ' 1 b, Peach v. 2, Rage zk 2 b, K ail v.*
I b, Steal v. 5 e; (l>) Go v. 66a, Make ?'. 81, Seek v. 17,
(fi)f isooObhin 415 (>att fand mannnan ^ing uppon hemm

To wre^enn, ne to taelem, ax*»$ Leg. Kath. 2204 ba
Porphire iseh feole, pet me seide hit upon,..dreien to deaoe.
cwj% Passion Our Lord 241 \\\ O.E, Misc. 44 A ueole
kunne wise hi lowen him vp-on, c 1430 Lvdg. Hors^ Shefie
f( G. 151 He cryethe affter peasse, compleynnythe vppon pe
werres sore, c 14^ Alph. Tales 12 pis abbatis..forgaflf
J>aim all ^ai had saide vppon hur, 1560 Daus U.Sleidane's
Comm. 10 He declareth howe grevously he is complained
upon unto the Duke. 164a Laud Diary 2 Dec, They were
sufBcietitly railed upon in the streets, 1651 H. ^IoRE Second
Lask^ in Enthus, Tri ^ etc, (1656) 253, I now forgive thee
heartily for all thy abuses upon me. a 1715 Burnet 07im
Titm iiL (1900) II. 84 The court carried every question..,
though with, ,a protestation made upon every step that was
carried. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist. v. xiii. § i He also
jested upon him. 1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. 11. 11.

(1811) 130 Nor need you be apprehensive of the others tel-

ling tales upon you. i86z F, Tkmple Scrtn. 274 The unhappy
man who has not courage to tell upon himself, 1891 Law
Times XC. 44^/2 The judges. .must accept criticism upon
their order,

(*) f laoo Ormin 7155 Forr Jjatt he wennde hatt tatt folic

Upponn himm cuinenn wasre..for to niji^renn himm.
ctzya Halt Meid. 17 Leccherie..seche3 earst upon hire,
nebbe to nebbe. ^1300 Havelok 65 Was non so bold.,
pat durste upon his menie britighe Hunger, 13,. A'. Alts.

4875 (Laud MS,), Euermore hij be)? werrende, And vpon
ot>€r conquerrendc. 171386 Chaucer Monk's T. 537 The
peple roos vp-on hym on a nyght. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
VII. 106 Ich am wratthe, . . wol gladlicne smyte Bo|?e with
Ston and with staf, and stele vp-on niyn enemy, f 1450 •

Merlin ii. 24 The hethen assembled a grete oste vpon hem.

147s Bk. Nohiesse iKoxh.) 5 They brine a-^sailours uppon this

l.ind& 1518 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases {^tXd^n) II.

137 Afterwardes they sought vpon hym at hys boothe with
ij clubbys. 1535 CoVRROALE 1 Esdras \. 27, I am not sent

. .to fight agaynst y«, for my warre is upon Euphrates. 1608
Vorksk. Trag. vii. 17 It shall be my charge To raise the

j

towne vpon him. l

{e) 1476 Acta A fiditorum (1839) 55/a Elene Tulloch, .wes
marijt t>e tim bat |>e said det wes recouerit apon hir. 1481 <

Cely Papers {Camden) &s To see the hurtes and harms he dyd
vow uppon your goodes. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres 28
He is to haue great care that his soldiers grow not Itcencious

vpon their poore hosts, 1647 in Cratvforal*roclam. {\^\q)\\.

55/1 Robberies committftd by the tories and rebels upon the

frotcstants. 1678 Wanlev Wond. Lit. World v. i. §98
)ncroachments upon his Dominions. 1748 Anson's Voy.

u. V. 17G The most eligible situation on that coa<4t for cruising

upon the enemy. 1754 A. Murphy Gray*s-Inn Joumal No.
I03 r2 A Design upon one another's Pockets.. was inlro-
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ductory of another Crime. 177* in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan.
(1915) 30 He places a number of, . sepoys upon them and their
families. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 448/2 'the disadvantages
are. .unreliability in stays.,, hardness upon helms.

b. On or against (a person), by way of vengeance
or the like.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5862 pat suerd apon lius tak na wrak,
ci^oo Pilgr. So^ule (Caxton, 1483) in. viii, 55 They alwey
hauen sought vengeaunce. ., to be wrokeii vppon tho tliat
ought haue mysliked them, 1470-85 Mai.okv Arthur x.
Iv, 506 Soone we shold haue ben reuenged vpon the fals
kuyghtes. 1526- [see Revenge v. 1-2]. 1535 Covurdale
Isaiah i. 23, I must ease me of myne enemies, and a venge
me vpon them. 1595 Locrine u. v, 86 Reuenge my death
vpon his traiterous head, i860 Hook Lives Alps. I. vii. 377Edwy bad the power to avenge himself upon Dunstan,
ellipt. C1485 Dighy Mysi. (1882) i. 322 A shamefull deth

1 aske vpon herowde. 1535 Coverdale Ps, Iviii. 10 God
letleth me se my des>Te vpon myne enemies.

C. So as to close in or confine.
138a Wycmf 2 Kings iv. 5 The woman wente, and closede

the dore vpon hir silf and vpon hir children. 1535 Covi:r-
dale Num. xvi. 33 They wente downe quycke in to the liell

. .And the earth closed vpon them, — /'s. Ixix, 15 That,,
the pitte shut not hir mouth vpon me. 1633 T. Adams Exp.
2 Pel. ii, 5 The Lord, .himselfe shut the doore of the Arke
upon Noah. 1701 Pridkaux Direct, Ch..ivardcns (1712) 10
If ihey shall meet, .with the Doors lock'd, barred, or bolted
upon them. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xlviii, Softly turning
the key upon him as they went out.

22. With respect or regard to; in reference to;
tonching, concerning ; as to ; ^Os prep. 22.
See also Agree p. 10b, Compllmenti/. 3, Concluded. 13,

Consult p. i, Insist v. 3, Lot si. i, Matter sb. 25 c, Pridb
z: 4, Treat p. 2 a. Value v. 6.

138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxii. ir A litil weep vp on the deade,
for he restede. 1390 Gower Coftf. I, jio, I finde upon Sur-
quiderie, How that . , Be olde dales was a King [etc.], c 1400
Contin. Brut 321 In J)e whiche p-nrlement was treted..how
he m>^te best oppon his wrong be avenged. 1439 Cases
bef. King's Council (Selden) 105 The Kyngis counsaillours
examined the persones. .upon the ryot. \^Z\ Surtees Misc.
(1888) 43 Surmising none othere upon hyme, 1513 in
Leadam Star Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 85 Two seuerall
Writtes..to theym directed to enquere and examyn vpon
certen Interrogatoriez. 1584 Cogan Haven Health xc. 8t
If you will not be at cost vppon spices, you may make a
verie sweete water thus. 1609 Kible (Douay) i Kings xxx.
6 The soule of everie man was bitterly affected upon their
sonnes, and daughters. 16B0 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xiii. 227
Having such good Success upon Brass, I improv'd the
Invention so, as to make it serve for Wood also, 1710 Steele
TatierNo. 150 P4, I could name Two, who. .fell out and
parted lieds upon the boiling of a Leg of Mutton. 1760
Impostors Detected iii. vii, [She] was not in the least vain or
proud upon the encomiums, .from every mouth. i8a6 Art
0/Brriving (ed. 2) 9 Opinions and practices, .completely at
variance upon the subject of mashing. 1843 Blackw. Mag.
LIV. 209, I shall set you at ease.. upon that point. 1885
Sir H. C. Lopes in Lam Reports 14 (^.B.D. 921 This case
raises a novel point upon which there is no authority,

b. Denoting the object to or towards which
mental activity is directed ; —On prep. 22 b.

See also Consider v. 11 b, Meditate v. 4 b, Min p.* 3 b.
Mind sb.^ 7 (quot. 1589), Put v. 27 c, Reflect v. 12,
Remember v. 4 c, Run v. 70 c, Study v. 1, 2, Think v.^ 3 b,

Treat v. 2.

A 1300 Sarmun xxxvL in E. E. P. (1862) 5 And Jiench
J»os wordis her ispoke; for-jite ham nojt ac ^ench apan.
a 1300 Cursor M. W2 In hir wirschip wald I bigyn A last-

ana ware apon to myn. 1390 Gower Conf. I, 14 To studie
upon the wortdes lore Sufficeth now withoute more, a 1400
Isumbras ^-zj Sir Vsambrace hym umbithoghte Appone a
horse that coles broghte. c 1450 Merlin iii. 49 The moste
remembraunce that I shall haue, shall be vpon yow, and on
yowre neiies, 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 34 A remembraunce
to thinke vpon nie. 158* _N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. vii. 28 The
multitude were inadmiration vpon his doctrine, i6n Bible
I /"/w.iv. 15 Meditate vpon these things, 1655 Earl Orrery
Parihen, i. viii. 418 Did you reflect upon it with an vnpre-
judicate opinion. 1719 Ue Foe Crusoe \. (Globe) 226, I

ask'd him what it was he study'd upon. Ibid. 11, (Globe)

379 But now the Admiration was turn'd upon another
question, 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb xlvi, It has
a closin'-in heid-piece concern that min's me..upon a mutch
that my wife hed ance, 1899 W. J. Locke White Dove 3
S— was at last able to reflect upon the entire unexpectedness
of his presence.

C. Denoting the subject of speech or writing ; =
'On prep. 23 0.

Freq, with verbs, as rave^ talk, 7vrite^ Amplify r. 7 b,

Criticize v. i b, Distinguish zu 8 c, Speak v. 15.

{a) a 1390 Wycliffite Bible (1850) IV. 303 An other [pro-
logue]vpon Romayns. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 65 Laodoinie
his lusti wif. .Upon a thing wherof sche dradde A letire

. .sende him. 1515 Ld, Berners Eroiss. II. Preface,

My Preface vpon the fjrst volume of this cronycle. 1533
Frith Ansiv. More E lij b, The mynde and exposition of
the olde Doctours vpon the wordes of Chrystes maundye,
1557 Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 113 Vpon the deceas of W. Ch.
1605 SiiAKS. Macb. n. i. 23 We would spend It in some words
vpon that Businesse. 1697 De Foe_ Ess, Projects Pref.,

1 wou'd not adventure to appear in Print upon that Subject.

1709 Steele Taller No. 114 fi Our Discourse chanced
to be upon the Subject of Death. 1758 Bosw^ll Lett.

(1924) 6 From i to 2, [I] attend a college upon Roman
Antiquities. 1801 Farmer's Ma^. Jan. 66 A series of
animadversions.. published upon it in a provincial paper.

1824 Bvhon Juan xvi. xlvii. She.. Made epigrams. .Upon
her friends. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xii, He engaged
the goodwife, .with some compliments upon the rizzoring

of our haddocks.

t(^) 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour 107 Now I shalle telle

yow upon this matere of a good lady. 1528 in Roy Rede vte^

etc. (Arb,) 152 Austyne sayeth vppon the psalter, ye clargy

occupyeth the secular lordshyppe secularly. 1574R, Bristow
Treatise ^1 Vpon these two, Christ . . and his Church, ronneth

al the Scriptures. 1581 Fulke in Confer, iii. (1583) Q ij h

UPON.
I wil not vouchsafe to replie vpon this answere. jfoj
Camden Rem. 143 But he repaied him with this rcallusion
vppon the name. 1710 Steele Taller Ho. 14 fi My Design
of observing upon Tilings. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1)
I. 185, I, .am the less solicitous., to amplify upon the con-
tents of either,

(t)i48iin Blades JV. Caxton (1882) 231 The polytyque
book.

,
whiche that Tullius wrote vpon the disputacons [etc.].

c 1600 W, Fowler Wks. (S.T.S.) 9 A Fvneral Sonet, written
^po" 'ne death of. . Eliz.ibeth Dowglas, 1709 Addison
1 atler No, 163 ? 3 The Sonnet.. was written upon a Lady.
1776 Johnson in Boswcll {iqo^) 1. 647 A man who has never
been engaged in trade himself may undoubtedly write well
upon trade. 1791 'G. Gambado' Ann. Horsem. (iBog) 55Had they spent as much time in riding upon turnips, as
they have m writing upon them.

Ill, In other senses.

+ 23, From (a person or persons), esp. by means
of hostile attack; =ON/r^/. 23. Ods. (Cf. 21.)
Const, with verbs, as make, «/;«, recover, take, win ; also

Conquer v. 2 b. Gain 7'.^ 4.

1338 K. Brunnk Chron. (1810) 22 Uppon Sa>*nt Edmunde
Northfolk he nam, 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VL 291
Egbertus. .took Chestie uppon \>e Britouns. 1412-20 Lydc.
Chron, Troy iii. 3423 Troyens ban wonne a-geyn her londe
Vp-on Grekis. 1483 in Acta Dom. Cone. II. Introd. 114
Quhilk some was recoverit be..Dure apone the .said Schir
Johne. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon 527 A ryche shyp, the
whiche was wonne vpon the sowdans men. 1568 Guafton
Chron, \\. 194 They wanne dayly and yerely vpon the sayd
I'urkes, so that they had . . much of the landes. 1643 Prvnne
Doom Co7vardice ^ Treach. 6 At last by such forcible
assaults the said Towne was taken upon the said Robert,
1654 Bramhall Just Vind. i. (1661) 2 Whatsoever the Popes
of Rome gained upon us. 1660 Nicholas Papers (Camden)
IV, 187 The prizes made by the Ostenders upon the Kings
subjects. 174a Leoni Palladio's Archil. II. 66 The Spoils
made upon Pyrrhus King of Epirus.

f24. In respect of; =Ox/;-^/. 24. Obs.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 He is blosme opon bleo

brihtest under bis. 13.. Cursor M. 2034 (Gott.), He lis

here vte, cum se ^u sal, Naked apon his limes all.

25. On (a musical instrument).
c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 111. 1 10 Ther herd I pleyen vpon

an harpe.. Orpheus ful craftely. 1524 Reg. Privy Seal
Scot. I. 499/r Playing apoun organis in the Kingis chapell.
ISS» i"! \:f^\.\\\\^r?x Rezfels EduK /'/(1914) 89, I haue pro-
vided one to plaie vppon a kettel! drom. i6ai Brathwait
Nat. Emhassie Ded., Able to play vpon an oaten pipe.
1683 Kennktt tr. Erasm. on Folly tZ No more skill, .than
a Pig p!aying upon the Organs, 1709 Mrs. Manley Secret
Mem. i, 149 A great many of 'em. can toot, toot, toot, it

upon a Pipe. 1804-6 Svn, Smith Mor. Philos. (1850) 175
Any air., performed upon such an instrument as the bagpipe.
184a Tennyson Locksley Hall 2 When you want me, sound
upon the bugle-horn. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. 11. 380
Discoursing laments upon the Bagpipes.

26. Denoting advance from or improvement on
some standard, etc.

See also Improve %>. 8, Improvement 6 b, Refine zk 10.

i66a EvELVN Chalcogr. 50 Which afterwards Sebastian
Serli refining upon composed the better part of that excellent
book of his. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 44 p6 The French
have therefore refin'd too much upon Horace's Rule, 178a
Priestley Corrupt, Chr. I, m, 301 An improvement was
made upon this doctrine. 1843 Blackw. Mag. LIV. 197
Mr. Collins has improved greatly upon his last year's exhi-
bition. i859GLADST0NE(7/^rt«. (1879)11. 171 If he continues
to advance upon himself as he has advanced heretofore.

t XJpO'n, adv. Obs. [Ellipt. use of prec]
1. a. On it; on or upon the surface.

1307 York Memo. Bk. (Surtees) I. 181 Lether with the
here apon. 1382 Wvclif A"cc/wj. xxxiii. 6 An hors courser
..vndereche man vpon sittende ne5eth. 1547 *" Feuillerat
Revels Edw. yI {1^14,) 13 Changeable Taffita stripyd vpon
with btewe golde dornix. 1567 in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
(1907) IV. 90 A clothe of blacke and redd wroughte with
goulde vpon. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. n. vii. 57 A coyne that
beares the figure of an Angell Stampt in gold, but that's in-

sculpt vpon.

b. On one's person, as an article of appareL
a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 364 A chapelet, so semly oon,

Ne werede neuer mayde vpon. c 1386 — Friar*s T, 84 He
[sc. a gay yeoman] hadde vp-on a courtepy of grene. 1390
Gower Conf. 11, 246 And sche . .hir scherte dede upon And
caste on hire a mantel clos. 1446 Lvdg. Ttvo Nightingale
P. ii. 123 Whan Crist Ihesu was for mankynd dede And had
vponagarnement ful newe. 1513 Bradshaw.SV. Werburgei.
1301 Hisgloues, hisgyrdell, thekynge had vpon. x6ii Bible
2 Cor. V. 2 Desiring to be clothed vpon with our house,
which is from heauen. [1643 Caryl Expos. Job 1885 1'hose
bodies of Saints., shall be cloaihed upon with a house which
is from Heaven.]

2. Into or to a position on a surface or object;
so as to be put or placed on tlie thing in question,
138a Wvci.iF Num. xvii. 2 Of echon the name thowshalt

vpon write [L. superscribes] io his^erde. c x^oo Lanfranc's
Cirurgie 219 Make it abrood upon a clooh & leie it vpon
hoot. ^1440 Pallad. on Husb. vif. 106 Do donge vppon
and vmbe on euery side. 1534 Tindale Luke xx. 18 But
on whosoever it faul vpon, it wyll grynde him to powder.

b. In a direction towards something indicated

or specified.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 2 per for, if we wil, we mai calle bis-
choppis, locars up on. 1593-1611 [see Look v. 46J.

3. On or upon that (in time or order) ; thereafter,

thereupon. Esp, coupled with anoHy near^ soon.
See also Hereupon, Thereupon, Whereupon advs,
14 . . Lydgate's Bochas v. 2898 Afftir whos deth anon vpon

yMS, Harl. 124S vpon anoon] suyng, To Euergetes. .She
wasageyn ioyned in mariage. c i^o Generydes i926Thanne
camethe prince of Cesare sone vppon. Ibid. 6632 Kyng
auferius fell seke anon vppon. 1523 Fitzhehb, Husb, § 12 So
that they be sowen ere the begynnynge of Marche, or sone
vpon, i6oa Shaks, Ham. i. ii, 179 Ham. I thinke it was
to see my Mothers Wedding. Hor, Indeed my Lord, it
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followed hard vpon. 1603 — Mcas.for M. iv. vi. 14 The.

.

Citizens Haue lient the gates, and very neere vpon The
Duke is entring. x6o6 — Tr. ff Cr. iv. lii. 3 It is great
morning, and the houre prefixt. .Comes fast vpon,

4 .By way of addition, increase, etc.

a 1485 FoRTEScuK iVks, (1S69) 487 Why will God put uppon
newe turments ovir the travaile of ther labour ?

t Upon, obs. var. Open a, (Cf. Ufen «.)

13. . E. E, AUtt P. B. 453 JJenne wafte he vpon his wyn-
dowce. 14. , Sir B€ue$ (E.) 87/1691 Anon J>e gate he vpon
look.

+ TTpOUlaud, adv, Obs. Also 3-4 vp o londo,
ij Sc. upolande; 5-6 vp of land, and Upaland.
ff. upp£ Up adv.'i^ + On prep, i b (O prepX) + Land
sb. Cf. Upland advy\ In the country, as opposed
to the town.

a. a90oin Thorpe /4ff^.Zawj(i84o) I.118 Be ciepe*monna
fore uppe on londe. C1386 Chaucer Vrol. •joi A poure
person dwellynge vp on lond. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas I'rol,

84 Folkis that duellyii vp-on lande. c 1480 Henrvson Twa
Mice i, The vther [mouse] wynnit vponland. — Sheep ^
Dog xviii, Ane schirefF stout, Quhilk .. dytis all the pure
men vpon land [1568 Bann, AIS. vp of landj.

p. £"1300 Ilavelok 763 Code paniers..to beren fish inne,

Vp o-londe to selle and fonge. 14 . . Burgh Laws Scotland
xxxiv, It is for to wyt that men upolande may horow thair

pundis thryis.

y. ^1440 Alph. Tales 173 On a tyme he was lugid on
a niglit in a howse vp of land, 1568 [see a. above].

b. John Uponland, a rustic. (Cf. Upalano b.)

4*1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter, Club) 269/26 This
said Johnne vponland.

f Uponlandis, obs. So. var. Uplands a.

<'i48o Henrvsom Fahles heading (Harl. MS-). The Tail!

of the vponlandis Mous and the burges Mous.

t XJponoii(e, adv. Obs. rare. Also uponan.
[f. Upon prep, + OtfE pron. 30 f.] = Anon adv, 4.

C1400 Destr. Troy 2418, I onswaret hym'esely euyn vp-
onon. lhiii.6-jfz Polidamas..can fight, With his Enmeis
full egurly, euer vpon-one.

t Uppe, V. Obs. Forms : I yppan, 2 ippen, 3
uppen. \0K.yppan {sXso geypp(in)y{, tipp Vpadv.^,
giving southern ME. iippen^ midland ippen. Cf.

ON. yppa QATi2L.yppe)y and OHG. iijan (MHG.
aj^enj h/en, obs. G. ait/en).'\ trans. To display

or make manifest \ to bring to notice ; to make
known.
f 897 K. i^LFRED Gregory's Past. C. lix. 451 Daet we hit

. .foroy yppen 3iet mon God heri,^e. f 900 tr, Baeda's Hist,
iv.xxv. (1890) 352 Se Codes mon. .ba unrotnesse his heortan
. .ypte & cy5de. a 1003 Colloq. Ail/ric in Wr.-Wiilcker 102
Ic ne deor yppan t>e di;^la are. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 165
Here wombe is here crist, and all iuele forl>isne hie ippen
of hem seluen. a 1225 Ancr, R. 146 Hercned nu. .hu hit is

to uppen & ^elpenofgod dede. //'/</., Ancre het was iwuned
..wel uorte wurchen, & seo'35en..uppede hit & scbeawede.
Uppen: see XJvprep.^

U'ppen, V. E. Angl. ? Obs. [f. Up advy + -en 5.

Cf. Oppet/.] trans. To bring up, mention, disclose.

1565 GoLDiNG OvitCs Met. iii. 344 When that after mickle
talkc.Joves name was upned. 1567 /did. xir. 179 Every
wyght Delyghts too uppen oftentymes..The perills and the
narrow brunts. 1583 — Calvin on Deut. xxi. 125/2 It

woulde not haue booted at all to haue vppened neuer so
many thinge^ by parcel 1meale. 1823 E. Moor Suffolk
Words 460 Yeow didnt uppen it did ye ?

Up-pe*nt, pii.pple. (Up- 5.) 1600 Fairfax Tasso x. xlii,

With this siege, if we be long vp pent, Famine I doubt.
1614 Gorges Z»c<zn I- 18 A proud Courser, .in the stable
close vp-pent. 1870 A. O'Shaughnessv Poems^ Neglected
Harp 15 These wondrous melodies up-pent And languishing
in me.

U'pper, sb. [From next.]

1. That part of a boot or shoe above the sole and
welt. Usu. pi.

1845 J. Coulter Adv. in Pacific ix, 112 My shoes were .

.

only held together by passing straps of goat-skin under the
soles, over the U|)pers. 1862 Catnl. Internat. Kxhib., Brit.
I (. No. 4769, Grained leather ; machine-closed uppers. 1880
Times 21 Sept. 4/4 Forcing the needle through the outer
sole, the edge of the upper, and the insole.

attnb. 1875 Knight Diet. Aiech., U^per-machines, . .those
for cutting out or preparing the uppers of hoots or shoes.

b. l/.S. A cloth gaiter for wearing above the
shoe over the ankle (Cent. Diet. 1891).

c. On one's uppers^ in poor or reduced circum-
stances; having hard luck. coUoq. (orig. U.S.).
189X Cent. Dict,s.v, 1901 Afuusiy's Mag. XXV. 432/1

The rumor whirled about tlie Street that Greener was in
difficulties. Financial ghouls.. said..* Greener is on his

uppers '. 1905 R. Marsh Spoiler ofMen xxv. 227 ' I'm on
my uppers. . . I want money.' ' So do we all/

2. An upper jaw, dental plate, tooth, etc,

1878 C. Hunter Mech. Dentistry 79 In the case of edentu-
lous or nearly edentulous uppers or lowers, xyoo Hutchin-
son's Arch. Surg. XI. 222 On the backs of both uppers.,
there are now peculiar changes. 1904 F.P.Dunne in IVestm.
Gaz. 14 Oct. 1/3 He {sc, a child] has two uppers an' four
lowers.

3. l/.S, Alog or piece ofsawedlumberof superior
grade.

1877 Lwnherman*s Gazette 24 May, The finest stock of
uppers to be found in the country.

Upper (»-p3i), a. Also 4-6 vpper, 5-7 vper ;

6 hoper. [f. Up «. + -er3. Cf. MDu. upper {Du,
and Flem. opper\ LG, upper^ Upper^ MSw., Norw.
yppare, older Da. yppere^ better.] Comparative of
Up a.j and signifying * higher*, * over , Moftler*,
* top ' (in contrast to tower, nether^ under). In
some senses replacing the earlier Uvbb, Ovkb adjs.
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I. 1. Occupying, comprising or consisting of,

rising or more elevated ground (and usu. furtli^r in
the interior). Freq. in propernames of districts, etc.

^ 13.. A'.W//V. 5691 (Laud MS.), pekyngj^ennes went forf>..
in to ynde in ()e nor^, pat is ycleped . , \>e vpper yiide. 1526
TisoM-E. Acts x\k. I Paul passed thorow the vpper costes and
cam to Kphesus. 1598 Gkenewf.v Tacitus, Ami. xii. vii.

(1622) 163 About the .same time vpper Germany quaked with
feare. x6oi Shaks. Jul. C. v. i. 3 You said the ICnemy
would. ,keepe the Hilles and vpper Regions, a 1660 Om-
tetnp. Hist. Irel. {Ir. Archajol. Soc.) I, 160 Either to Vper
Ormond or the countie of Clare, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig.
Man. (1677) 2ig If Inundations prevailed in Greece and
those upper Countries, l^gypt. .could not easily escape
them. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. NiinMs^ The Nimbis is

seen on the Medals. .of the upper Empire. 1^91 Geo. Ill
in Ann. Reg., St. Papers 124* His majesty thinks. .that.

.

his province of Quebec, .should be divided into two separate
provinces, to be called the province of Upper Canada, and
the province of Lower Canada. 1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves
82 My vessel being an Upper Sindh boat, 1863 Lvell A ntiq.
Man 43 B'or the river to bring down from the upper country
so large a quantity ofearthy matter. 1864- [see Wahd j^.^ 20].

b. Of peoples: Occupying a higher or more in-

land district.

1617 MoRVsoN in C. L. Falkiner Ulustr. Irish Hist. (1904)
215 The Iberni, called the upper Irish, inhabiting about
Beer-haven and Baltimore. £ri79o Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)V,
484/1 The Lower and Upper Cossacks,, .and a part of the
Don Cossacks.

C. Situated in, located on, a higher or loftier

position, high ground, etc. ; more elevated or lofty

;

higher in altitude,

Freq. in the proper names of hamlets, villages, etc.

1467 Rolls 0/ ParIt. V. 586/3 Landes and Tenementes
in Netherburneham, Upperburneham, West Wode. 1509
Hawes Past. Pitas, xxxii. (Percy Soc.) 159 After this, dame
Correcciou.. first.. led me to the upper ward. 1611 Bible
Joshua XV. 19 He gaue her the vpper springs, and the nether
springs. 1687 Mi^GK Gi. Fr. Did, 11. s.v., The Upper Region
of the Air. 2708 Watts Poems (1743) 11. 160 Around the
golden Streets they rove, And bless the Mansions ofthe upper
Skies. 1778 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) III. 1604 'i 'Ihe bason [of
the lock) being filled with water by an upper sluice to the
level of the watersabove, a vessel may ascend thro' the upper
gate. Ibid. \tQif\ So that the water in the lock may rise

to a level with the water in the upper canal. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblay Ca;«///a V. 296 [She] thought herself in the
upper regions, where happiness, .consisted of perpetual
admiration. 1819 Shellev Peter Bell 3rd 11. vii, Each
had an upper stream of thought. 1857 Hawthorne Eng.
Note-bks. (1870) II. 414 Those misty upper-depths seemed
almost to be hung with clouds. 1862 J. Brown Minchmoor
(1864) 11 You can get a glimpse of the upper woods of
Abbotsford. 1873 Geikie Phys. Geog. § 89 [These] clouds.

.

are driven along by upper currents of air. 1883 Good Words
Aug. 529/2 Those plants and animals which live in the * upper
littoral'.

fig. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ivii. 166 To make
him yet more bold, he had the upper ground of the heire.

d. Occupying or forming (part of) the higher or

highest portion or division of a building.
1522-3 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 317 A chest in the vpper

vestry. 1557 BrBLK (Genev.) Acts \. 13 They went vp into
an vpper chamber. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 15 The
thrid sort be retaylers in the vpper shopps. 1611 Florio,
Soprasiavza, an vpper-lodging. 1665 in Verney Mem.
{1907) 11.247 A lower and an upper chamber. 1764 Harmer
Observ. iii. § i. 89 An upper-story, which is flat on the top.

13^79 Mirror No. 9, Some of the upper boxes were filled

with ladies. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy II. xiv.

254 He used to lie. .upon the floor of his little upoer room.

fig. 1647 Tkapp Contm. 2 Cor. v. i In the wonderful frame
of man's body the bones are the timber work, the head the
upper-lodging, 1699- [see Story sb? i cj. 1706 [see Garret
sb^ 3]. 1870 Brewer Diet. Phrase <$• Feu>le q-2^/i Mil-
furnished in the upper story '; a head without brains. 1877
Holdcrness Gloss. 152/1 He's a bit wake (weak) iv his
upper-garret.

Comb. 1697 Dryden Mneis Ded. e 3 b. Our Upper-Gallery
Audience in a Play-House.

2. With partitive terms, esp. end^ party side.

Occas, hyphened or as one word, as ^ upperhand, upper-
side.

1484 Caxton Fables 0/ j^sop v. vii, He to whome men
purposen to doo somme euylle tourn, syth men holden hym
at auauntage, men muste putte hym self at the vpper side of
hym. c 1489 — Blanchardyn xlvi, 178 'ihe noble mayden
..ryght fyersli.. began to loke vpon hym, drawyng herselfe
to the vpperhande of hym. 1526 PUgr, Per/, (\V. de W.
1531) 3 b, The vpper parte of this foresayd ymage. 1568
Freiris Berwik-2-2 Thetovne,. .the castell and the land, The
he wallis vpoun the vpper hand. 1570 Billingslev Euclid
XI. xxix. 341 Lines, .which ioyne togfther the angles of the
vpper and nether bases, a 1600 in Child Ballads II. 245/2
A grave, a grave, . , to put these lovers in ; But lay my lady
on the upper hand. 1674 Hooke Animadv. 52 'I'he upper
side thereof must be plained exactly smooth and flat. 1731 P.
Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Melo, The Upperside of the Hot-
beds where your early Melons.. are planted. 1769 Fal-
coner Diet. Marine (1780), Dotun-haid,. .a. rope.. tied to
the upper-corner of the sail. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina
xxi, Driving us to the upoer end of Piccadillj'. 1805 R.
Jameson Char. Min. (1816) 204 When.. [the crystal] has
upon its upper and under parts, faces that alternate with
each other. 1868 Rtp. U.S. Commissioner Agric, (1860)

360 The well and the opening in the upper side [of theroadj.
x886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 69 The upper portion
of a [coal] seam.

b. Of surfaces, f Vpperface^ ~ Superficies.
1583 Stubbes Auat. Abus. 11. B 3, Then came there fire.

.

and consumed them all, from the vpper face of the earth,

1594 Blundevil E.rerc. in. (1507) 128 b, Superficies or vpper-
face, is that which onely hath length and breadth, 1596
Edward HI, I. ii. 15a Where the vpoer turfe of earth doth
boast His. .party colloured cost, Delue there. i6xx Cotcr.,

UPPER.
Rez,..t]ie superficies, or vpper face of a plainc, or leuell
peece of ground. 1728 Bkadley Diet. Bot. s v. Marrubiumj
Leaves, .smooth and woolly underneath. ., but somewhat.,
rugged on the Upperside, 1733 Tlll Horse-hoeing Husb.
404 The Upper-surface of the i* ore-end of the Beam. 1826
KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. 364 Facies^.A\ie upper surface
of the he.id. 1884 Coues Key N. A mer. Birds 1 10 The upper
and under surfaces of the wing.
3. a. That forms the higher of a pair of corre-

sponding things or sets. Also occas. =^upi>ermost.
Upper-case, Printing (quots, 1683-) : see Cask sh? 9.
C1460 {upper crust : see 12 a]. 1524 State Fap.rs Hen.

Jyilt II. 1J7 He shall endevour hymself to cause the
Kynges suhjectes..to have the upper berdes to be shaven,
1530 TiNDALE Deut. xxiv. 6 No man shall take the nether
or the vpper milstone to pledge. 1533 MS. Rawl. D.rj6
fol, 157 b. The vpper fflowryng of the same wharffe. 1609
Bible (Douay) Exod, xii. 22 Sprinkle the uppertransome of
the doore therwith. Ibid. 23 The Moud on the uppersil,
and on both the postes. 161 1 Cotgr. s.v. Espie, The vpper
boordsofaVine-presse. 1683 IAqxoh Mech.Exerc.,Printing
ii; § 3- 19 -1 be Whole Vpper-Case is divided into Ninety
eight square Boxes. 1726 Swift Gulliver u. vii, I first

mounted to the upper step of the ladder [= a movable pair
of stairs]. 1833 Loudon Encycl, Archil. §691 The two
upper branches or rails of the trunk, or upright piece. 1852
Seidel Organ 37 A couple of bellows. .consist first of an
upper and under- board. 1867 Smyth Sailor's JVord-bh.yoB
Upper masts, the top.mast, topgallant- mast, and royal-mast.
1873 Routledge's Y'tig. Gentl. Mag. July 503/1 An upper-
iron being screwed on to the lower one to turn the shaving
back a little.

fig. 1788 Ne7v London Mag. 264 One blow well told to
the upper tiie (the head), tells better than three below.
Cojiib. 1738 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Letter, Printers distin-

guish their Tetters into capital , . or upper-case letters, . . and ,

.

small, or under-case letters. 1771 Luckombe Hist. Print. 261
[These letters] are not reckoned.. among Upper-case Sorts.

b. spec, in Anat., etc. (Cf. Supebiok a. 11.)
1546 [see i6a]. 1548 Vicarv Anat. v. {1577) F ij b. The

hones or bony partes, fyrste of the Cheekes be two;,, of the
vpper Mandibile, two. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie 0/God
335 [The] crocodile., moueth his vpper chappe. 1646 SirT.
Bkowne Pseud. Ep. 108 It conveyeth it into the duodenum
or upper gut, thence into the lower bowells, 1728 Chamhehs
Cyct. s.v. Maxillae, The.. Upper Jaw, is immoveable in

Man. 1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. V. 274 The upper chap [of
tb^; parrot], as well as the lower, are both moveable. 1826
KiRBY & Sp. Entomol. Ill, xxxiii. 374 TheUpper or Piimary
Wings. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 141/2 When the upper lid [of

the eye] is raised. 1850 J. F. Cooper Ways 0/Hour I. 104
His front upper teeth were all gone. 1884 Coues N.Amer,
Birds no Ihe upper Primary coverts, or coverts of the
primaries.

Comb. 1879 RusKiN St. Mark^s Rest Suppl. ii. 20 The
man's thigh and upper-arm bones, 1896 Godey's Mag. April

430/1 His upper-hmb muscles.

c. Upper benchy the name during the exile of

Charles II of the King's bench, ^owd/ist.
1649 Acts Inte?'regnum (1911) II. 108 Three or more of

the Justices of the upper Bench, 1651 in Kitchins Juris-
dictions (1653) 579 The most Vsual \Vrits which have been
used in the Kings Bench, and are most like to continue in

that Court, now called the Vpper-Bench. a 1675 White-
LOCKE Mem. (16S2) 375 Voted [on 12 Feb, 1649] that the

Kings-Iiench Court should be called the Upper Bench.

d. Orange Upperwing, a European noctuid moth,
Hoporina croceago.

1832 Rennie Brit. Butterfi. ^ Moths 85 The Orange
Upperwing .. appears in September;.. first pair (of wings]
golden orange. .; second pair white. 1869 E. Newman Brit.
Mollis 373/1,

4. fa. Upper-stock', (see Stock j3.1 40). Usu.pl.
"535 in Archaeologia IX. 251 A paire of upper stockis of

puiple veluette,. .also.. a newe paire of nether stockis. 1542
Nottingham Rec. III. 220 One peyr blacke hoys, the upj>er

stokes ulake velvet, r 1570 Pride ^ Lcnvl. {1841) 19 His
upper stockes of sylken grogerane. x6o6 G. W[ooix:ocke]
Hist. Ivstine xxxviii. 118 He conueyed a dagger in the

vpperstock of his hose. [1821 Scott Keniliv. xxxi, His
upper stocks of white velvet, lined with cloth of silver.]

D. That covers or clothes an upper part of the

body, esp. the chest or shoulders. (Cf. 5 a.)

Freq. from 1579 to 1625 in upper body.

1579 Aldeburgh Rec. in A'. 4- Q. 12th Ser. VII. 328/2 An
upper bodye and lyninse and a neckercher for hir. 1587 in
Antiquary (1896) XXXII. 76 For an upijer body and lace,

x.\iijd. 1625 Fletcher Fair Maid u. ii, Nothing but her
vpper bodies. 1871 S. Mather Land (/Charity xxi. 27B A
cloth or scarf laid over the shoulder, called the ' upper cloth,'

as worn by the Sudra women, 1895 C. Silvester Horne
Story ofL. M.S. 298 In 1858, the * upper cloth ' riots broke
out again.

5. a. Of garments, etc. : Worn above or outside

another ; outer, exterior ;
= Ovek a. i b. (Cf. 4 b.)

1526 Tvndale John xiit. 4 lesus. .laj-de a syde hys vpper
garments. 1547 in Feuillerat Revels Edxv. VI (1914) 10
Thupper& nether Baces& thunder sieves of clothe oigolde.

1598 i'LOKio, Soura/odro, a false vpper scabbard. x6it ^,
Soprabenda, an vpper scaife. 1615 Sandys Trav. 14 Their
arme-pits: from whence the skirts flow loosely, fringed be-

low; the vpper shorter than the neather. 1645 Rutherford
Tri. Faith 305 Christ clothed with love,, .and yet his upper
garment is vengeance. x686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2193/4 A brown
coloured upper Co-it. 1759 Johnson Rassclas xxxviii, When
my upper vest was taken off. 1778 Cla ra Reeve OldEnglish
Baron 84 You may take off lier upper garments, and any
thing of value. 1796 Grose's Diet, i 'ulgar T. (ed. 3!, Upper
Benjamin^ a great coat. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flask Dict.t

upper-Ben, Upper-Benjamin, Upper-Tog, a great coat.

1819 Scott h>anhoe ii, Tlie upper dress of this personage
resembled that of his companion in shape. 1850 Thackeray
Pendennis iii, A white upper-coat ornamented with cheese-

plate buttons.

fig. a 1634 Chapman Bussyd*Ambois\. (1641)65 Note what
he wants ? He wants his upper weed, He wants his life, and
body.



UPPEB.
Comi. 1840 Thackeray P,W. Rhafisoily Wks. 1899 XIII.

350 A hideous dress, with upper-Benjamin buttons.
b. Furthest removed from the door or entrance

;

innermost. Usually with «H(/(cf. 2).
1S90 Spenser F. Q. 11. ix. 27 Thence she them brought into

a stately Hall...Atth'uppe«end there sate., a comely per-
sonage. ai6i3 OvERBURY NrMcs Misc. Wks. (1890) 101
Ihe best company makes the upper end of the table, and
not the salt-cellar. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 446 His high
throne, .at th upper end Was plac't in regal lustre. lyn
Steele S^ecl. No. 109 r t We were now arrived at the
Upper-end of the Gallery. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe iii, The
walls of this upper end of the hall.

fig. a J67J WiLKiNs Nat. Relig. 33, So only those at the
upper end of the world are capable of being counted rich.
1714 R. tlDDES Fract. Disc. 11. 157 Sometimes the most
proRigate sinners are seated at the upper end of the world.
6. a. Said of the surface of the earth and things

upon it, in contrast to the under or nether regions.
1667 Milton P. L. x. 422 For those Appointed to sit there!

had left thir charge. Flown to the upper World. 1670 CN ESSE A iitic/triit Ded., Vou may improve this upper-Kround
whereon you stand. 1697 Drvden P'irg. Georg. iv. 690 The
lovely Bride In safely goes, .. Longing the common Light
again to share. And draw the vital breath of upper Air.
181S WORDSW. ArtegalU, F.li.lure 53 Of Arthur,-who. toupper light restored,. Shall lift his country's fame above
the polar star 1 i8u Byron Vis. Judgim. xii. He's dead-and upper earth with him h.->s donej He's buried. 1887Browning AfoUo >, Fatis 10 T/u Falcs. (Below. Dark-
ness.) ..We .

.
Deal to each mortal his dole of light On earth—the upper, the glad, the bright.

• Comb. i8«a S.m,les Engimtn III. 9 The upper.groundworkmen employed at the coal-pits.
e-vunu

b. Constituting or forming a stratum, layer, bed,
etc, lying nearer the eartR's surface or formed
later in time ; spec, of stralificationsof more recent
formation than another of tliat character and name.
;;Sl w "'"'

<^",f.?'«''«°
'. Oolite 2-3, Silurian a. 2 b.

1696 Whiston /•/«. Earth 77 Our upper strata, .beinir
generally factitious or acquir'd at the Universal Deluge!

\^l\^l I ."'".'"^ ''"'' '5' The .. Hills whereof

«^,V ^5 , ?v
" <"! S'^Pl-:) IS Mould, c I77S in E^cycl.

Br,t. (ed. 2) IV 2526/1 Ifaditch.penetrate through the

nli^
Ludlow and Wenlock Formations, or Upper^ilurian

Rocks. i8s» Sedcwick in Lomlon Lit. Gazttle 338 '3 A partpfuiy Upper Cainbrian series. ,873 Vik'^so^ Earth f, Man
.«,', l „ '"S?''';^^'; 1^ '11= Upper Cambrian ofSedgwick.
1873 L. HULI. Coal.fiMs Cf. Brit. (ed. 3) .92 The strata
overlying the 'Upper-foot', or ' Bullion-coal'. i88<S IBarrowman Sc. Mining Terms 69 Upper-Uaf, the upper
portion of a seam which is separated by a parting into two
portions.

fis- "SSS G. Meredith R. Ftvercl x\x. Tossed into theupper stratum of civilized life. 1877, 189a [see Stratu.m 6).Comb. 186s Lubbock Preh.Times 2,9 "fhe height at which
the upper-level gravels stand above the present water-line.
189a 6cuHct.Goss,fXXVI. 146 The upper limestone masses.
7. Occurring or taking place in, directed towards,

a higher or the highest position. Upper ail, in
Pugilism (see quot. 1897).
1607 TorSELi, ./>V>j«-.^ Brasts 401 An vpper attaint or ouer.

re.v;hvponthebackesinnewofthesh.anke. .718 Chambers
Cfct. s V. Attaint, The Farriers distinguish upper Attaints,
given by the Toe of the Hind-foot upon the sinew of the
tore-leK.-And nether Attaints. 1815 I. Smith Paucrama
''.'!

'J
'1'"' ','• '35 The further admissior. of steam to that

side dunne the upper stroke (of the piston]. 1856 Sat. R,-v.
II. 658/2 Resorting to means ofdefence against which cross,
buttocks and upper.culs.. will do very little good indeed.
i8«7 Smyth Sath,'s ironl-M. 708 C/Mer transit, the pas-
sage of a circumpolar star over the meridian above the pole
1897 F.jicycl.S/'ort I. 139 d%Sf/- <:»/,. .a counter, delivered
upwards with either hand, when an opponent leads off or
rushes in with his head down.

II. 8. Occupying a higher (or the highest)
position, station, or rank; superior in authority,
place, etc.

1477 ^;r/r. Aierd. Reg. (,844) I. 36 That Alexander. .be
continent vpper and principale maister of wark. 1416
liMDALE Acts xxii. 26 The vnder captayne . . went' to the
ynper captayne, and tolde hym. 1361 in Maitl. Club Misc.
HI. 209 We hawe command of ye vppir poweris to put the
same in executione. 1647 Bury Wills (Camden) 195 At
the disposing of God, whoe b the onely supreme andvpper Lord of all. 1710 Steele Tatlcr No. iSo r 4 TheAbatement which they suffer when paid, by the Extortion
of Upper Servants. 177, Luckombe Hist. Print. 86 He w.is

v5'^/l;rr/7t'° "rA^'^"?."">F°"'P='">'- '83«-9 Dickens
i>k bcz,Ct. IVingkbury Duel, I am the uppef-biots .

.
; the

other man s my tnan as. .does odd jobs. 1847 C. Brontk
7. Aj-r^ v. One of the upper teiichers. .installed herself at
the lop of one table. 186a Trollope Or/fv jF 1 1 248 '

I was
housemaid at Orley Farm.' ' Were you upper or under
there? '^^

b. Higher or higliest in respect of innuence,
wealth, office, or dignity; wealthy, aristocratic,
influential.

Freq. since c 1S90, esp. with class (cf. Cijiss sb. 2).

!
', ^^ '• ^'"°'' '" '^i'Y'-T'-!*'"£ March 373, I wad aiblins

Introduce the upper ranks inlil the wark. 1837 Carlyi i- /•>
Rev. 1. VII. li. The best.informed Upper-Circles. 1839 —Chartism v, The oppressing or neglecting upper classes.
1844- [see 18]. i8s< Emerson Eng. Traits, Universities,
i. hese seminaries are finishing schools for the upper classes,
and not for the poor.
Comb. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. ir. v. ix, The riband-cockade,

as a symptom of Feuillant Upper-class temper. 1890 Slice-
tator 3 .May, ihe upper-class Arabs and Turks. 1807 Mary
KiNG.sLEY /C. Africa 318 This aristocracy has sub-divisions,
the M pongwe of Gaboon are the upper-circle tribe.
»*W. 1898 G. Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 12 They the

tnumphant tonant towering upper, were under; They! vio.
lators of home, dared hope an inviolate home.

435

9. Consisting of or including more advanced
studies or more proficient students ; having a higher
place or standing in studies or learning.
1629 Wadsworth Pilgr. iii. 15 The Students of the three

vnder schooles, go vp to those of the vpper. 1740 J. Clarkehduc. Youth (ed. 3) 209 The Boys of tlie upper Classes ni.iy
be admitted. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 11. iii. His scholars
were divided into two classes, in the upper of which was
a young gentleman [etc.]. 1857 Hughes Tom Broivu I. viii,
Ihree unhappy fellows..whom the Doctor and the master
of the form were always endeavouring to hoist into the
tJpper school. 1897 Flandrau Harvard Episodes 202 If
they happened to be upper classmen.

10. a. Of a higher, better, more excellent, or
more comprehensive quality; superior.
a 1586 Sidney De Mornay ii. r i We reduce the particulars

too an vnderkind, the vnderkinds to an vpperkind, and the
vpperkind to a most generall. As for example, we reduce
all particular humane persons vnder the ternie of man.
1587 GoLDiNG Ibid. X. 163 If the mixture of the Elements
cannot make the forme whereby the vpperkyndes differ from
one another, as the sencelesse things from the things that
haue sence. 1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. 11. ix. Here, then, as I
lay m that Centre of Indifference j cast, doubtless by benig-
nant upper Influence, into a healing sleep [etc.]. J895 Mahie
<^oii^\A.i Sorrows Satan iv, [Genius] is.. an 'upper' thing,
beyond earthly smells and savours.

fb. Upperfortune, the upper hand (cf. 14).
1613 Fletcher Honest Man's Fort. i. ii. Since You have

the upper fortune of him, 'twill Be some dishonor to you to
bear your self With any pride or glory over him.
11. Constituting or producing a higher tone, note,

or notes.

18^3 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 418/2 The upper or female voice
part of the scale, /bid. 419/, The extreme upper notes of
the falsetto. 188a Grove's Vict. Music II. 654/1 The diffi.

"?;• y °,te''"l« ",'" "PP=' P='"'a' ^°""- '89s Funk's Stand.
Diet., C/Merieyl'oard, the right-hand side of the keyboard.
1896 A.J. HifKws Piano/orte 122 Upper Partial, any par.
tial or simple division of a compound vibrating string that is
above the first, or FundamentaL
m. Special collocations.

12. Upper crust : a. The top crust of a loaf.
hUolransf. fb. The exterior or surface layer of
the earth, o. slang. The human head ; a hat. d.
dial. (See quot.) e. (See quot. 1848.) Chiefly t/.i".
colloq. (also allrib.).

a. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 342 Kutt ))e vpper crust
Lot the loan for youre souerayne. 1541 Boorde Dyetary xi.
(1877) 261 Wherfore chyp the vpper crust of your breade.
1591 A. W. Bk. Cookrye 10 b. Put iherto a peece of vpper

ii"*' „ .,^""° '"'="'• '?** ^- Donaldson Lifi: B. Sapskull
It. 108 I he upper<:rust of that building (the Mansion-house]
is thought too heavy for the simple ingredients of an alder-
manic pasty. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 32 Alum
'oI2"S "P ^ ""^f^'y paleness upon the whole upper crust.
1868 FURNIVALL Bailees Bi.2js margin. The upper crust of
a fine loaf.

b. 155s Eden Decailes 234 An other kynde of Rubies.,
lound in the mountaynes in the vpper crust or floure of the
earth. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 230 It. .doth not
bury the upper-crust of the ground so deep as usually is
done by digging. 1696 Whiston The. Earth 53 Such an
Upper Crust or Shell of Earth on the face of the Abyss.
176a MiLt.s Sfst. Pract. Husb. I. 39 When the upper crust
of the earth is removed, all that can be seen, or dug, is
marie.
c. 1826 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 253 Tom completely tin.

kered his antagonist's upper.crust. 183a Egan Bk. Sports
(Farmer), Sam's nob had been in pepper alley, and his upper
crust w.TS rather changed. 1851 Household Words II. 320/rA highly-polished Parisian upper.crust. .smashed under the
weight of a carter's slouch.
d. 18S4 Miss \ii,K^v.Northampt.Gloss.yn 'Mrs. Upper

Crust, a fictitious designation for any female who assumes
unauthorised superiority.
e. 1836 Halibuhton Clockm. xxviii, It was none o' your

skim-rnilk parties, but superfine uppercrust real jam. 1843 —Sam Slick in Eng. xxiv, I want you to see Peel, . . W.lcauray,
old Joe, and so on. These men are all upper crust here. 1848
Bartlett Diet. A mer. 370 Upper crust, the aristocr.acy, the
higher circles. 1850 J. F. Cooper Ways o/llour vi. I. r86
Those families.. are our upper crust—not upper ten thou-
sand, as the newspapers call it, but upper hundred. 1898
Daily Naus 14 feb. 2/7, 55 magistrates, 46 of whom be.
longed to what, .[is] sometimes called ' the upper crust '.

13. Upper deck, the highest continuous deck of
a ship. (Orig. the higher of two decks, in contrast
to the lower.)

IS9' Raleigh Last Fight Reuenge B 3, Sir Richard, .was
neuer so wounded as that hce forsooke the vpptr decke.
IS98 Florio Diet. To Rdr. 9, 1 was but one to sit at Sterne,
to pricke my carde, to watch vpon the vpiier decke. 1626
Capt. S.MITH .^<:<:/</fn« Vtig. Seamen 10 The vpper Decke
should be layd with so many beames as are fitting with knees
to bind ihem. a 1687 Petty Treat. Naval Philos. I. i. The
Hu 1 under the said upper Deck is divided into the Cavity or
Hold [etc.]. 1758 J. ^^L^KE. Plan liar. Syst. 2 It is proposed,
that, .guns run out on the upper deck only. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Dcet-waisted, To leave a vacant
space, called the waist, on the middle of the upper-deck.
'*<.*A \°'"<° '^•"•t- nict. 98 That part of the upper-deck
which IS between the forecastle and poop.. is termed the
Main-deck. 1889 E. C. Stedman in Life W, Sharp (1910)
IX. 155 You looked down upon its members from the Servia's
upper-deck.
yff. <ii6i3 Overbury Characters, Snylor Wks. (1890) 75Nothing but hunger and bard rockes can convert him, and
then but his upper decke neither! for his hold neither feares
nor hopes.
attrik ijog Lond. Gas. No. 4^21/2 Upon whom we fired

.
.
our Upper-deck . . Guns. 1892 E. Reeves Homeward

Lound i2q To g.ve third-class passengers a little breathing
upper-deck space.

14. Upper hand : a. The mastery, control, or

UPPEB.
advantage {of, or over, a person, people, etc.);
predominance, rule, or dominion. Usu. const,
with verbs, as allain, gain, gel, have, obtain. Cf.
the earlier Ovisu-iiANij sb., Uveu-hand. (Frcq.
c i66o-(r i()oo.) b. A person or party in power
or authority, c. Tlie place of authority or honour

;

preference, precedence. (Usu. with give or take:)
a. 1481 TiPTOFT Tulle ofOld Age (Caxton) g viij b, Marcus

AttUius .
.
had the vppirhande and victorye of the men of

cartage. 1533 (:overuale Ps. ix. 19 Vp Lorde, let not man
haue the vpper hande. 1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. (Arb.) 64Uowne goeth al, where they [sc. soldiers) get vpper hand.
ai6r6 Beaum. & Jl. Little Fr. Lawyer i. i, I have setn
fools, and fighters, chain'd together. And the Fighters had
the upper hand, and whipt fiist. The poor Sots laughing at
em. 1690 boMERS ^ ind. Proc.Lale Parlt. 10 The Jacobites,
and the Maleconlents. .might perhaps get the upper hand,
Ifiiot prevented in time. 1742 Young A <. 7//. in. 479 Where
ev ry ranger of the wilds, perhaps Each reptile, justly claims
our upper hand. 1743 Pococke Descr. East I. 177 When
the Greeks got the upper hand,.. they treated them with
great rigour. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xv, I've got the upper-
hand over you. i86i Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xiii. 195
rhey blindly followed the dictates of the faction which had
the upper-hand. 1865 Mrs. Caelvle Lett. (1883) III. 303,
I decided to take the upper hand with her, and keep it.

transf. (of things). 1535 Covebdale Wisdom x. 5 Whan
wickednes had gotten y» vppcr-hande, so y' the nacions were
puft vp with pryde. 1546 Bp. Gardiner Detect. DeviCs
Sophislrie 16 Whiles the bely hath the vpperhande amonge
a greate many. 1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 87
Summer gettlth the upperhande of wynter, and wynter
agayne of summer. 1612 Feacham Conipl. Cent. xv. i86
Hereby the minde getteth the dominion and vpperhand.
1712 Pope Sped. No. 408 p 3 If a Man suffers them \sc. the
passions] to get the upper hand. 1796 Mme. D'Aeblav
Camilla I. 289 Sir Hugh.. said it never broke out from him
but by accident, which., should never get the upper hand
again. 1873 Mrs. Oliphant Innocent III. 160 The natural
honesty to which he had appealed gained the upper hand.
1885 Maiich. Exam. 29 June 5/1 The worst tencfencies of
the party will gain the upper hand.
b. 1548 Hall Chron., Heiu VI, 1 26 The poore inhabilauntes
..were, .compelled to yeilde and rendre theimselfes, to the
more power, and vpper hande. 1606 Sir C. Goosecappe l. iv.
One of these painted communities, that are rauisht with
Coaches, and vpper hands.
c. is8t>-3 Greene Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 49 If by

chaunce the Vestal virgins walkt abroad, the Senators would
giue them the vpper hand. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 68 They
..gaue vs and Duke leroslaus the vpper hand, when we
were abroad in their companie. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius'
Voy. Ambass. 9 The Priestaf %z.y>: the Ambassadours the
upper Hand, and conducted them to the Inn. 1663 Pepvs
Diary 25 Jan., A late dispute between my Lord Chesterfield
..and Mr. Edward Montagu.. who should have the prece-
dence in taking the Queen s upper-hand abroad out of the
house. 171S Lonil. Gaz. No. 5329/1 The Empress, .gave
the upper Hand to the (Dowager) Empress Amalia. 174S
Francis tr. Hor., Sat. 11. v. 26 Yet wait upon him, at his
least command. And always bid him lake the upper hand.
1809 Malkin Gil Bins vii. ii. r p [At] the second table, .the
whole household.. insisted on giving me the upper hand.
fig. IS94 Shaks. Rich. HI, iv. iv. 37 If ancient sorrow be
most reuerent, Giue mine the benefit of signcurie, And let my
greefes frowne on the vpper hand.

d. adv. (Seequots.,andcf.UKDEKHANDai/t/. 2c.)
1771 Luckombe Hist. Print. 333 The Nut and Spindle,

and the I'oe of the Spindle, are all to be well oiled; that
they may all perform their several offices the easier.

.
! both

Upper and Under hand. 1808 Stowek Printer's Cram. 530
When the spindle goes soft and e.asy, . . it goes well upper hand
or above hand. 1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab. s.v.

O. Hence Upperhandism.«(»««.a>on/. [-ISM 2 b.]

184s E. B. Barrett Lett, to R. Brcvning (1899) I. 26 The
curious thing in this world is not the stupidity, but the
iipperhandism of the stupidity.

15. Upper house, a higher house of deliberation
or legislation, esp. the House of Lords.
i53a-3 -4rf 24 Hen. VIII, c. 12 § 4 The Spiriluall Prelatej

and other Abbottes and Priours of the upper House assem-
bled . .

Ill the Convocacion. a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commonw.
hug. II. II. (1584) 38 Besides the Chauncelor, there is one in
the vpper house who is called Clarke of the Parliament.
1640 YoRKE Union Hon. 66 Which w.is concluded in the
upperhouse of Parliament, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
11. (1693) 180 The Bishops.. intended that this Pethion..
should be preferred to the King.. in the Upper House of
Parliament. 1708 J. Chamberlavne SI. Gt. Brit. 11. (1710)
481 A List of the Members of the UpperHouse of Convoca.
tion. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Convocation, Things are
first usually propos'd in the upper House; then communi-
cated to the lower. 1818 Hentham Ch. Eng. p. x. The
Lower House was indeed untaxable. But the Upper House
..taxed themselves. 1849 Macaulav Hiit. Eng. iii. I. 325
'I'he abolition of the monasteries deprived the Church . .of her
predominance in the upper house of parliament. 1859 ^^•
SwAiNSON Ne-M Zealand \\. 289 The Legislative Council, or
Upper House. 1885 Lowe Bismarck I. 293 The Lo«-ei
Chamber would not yield an inch to the Crown and the
Upper House.
attrib. iSio BoLTON Elem. Armories 150 Or should I not

doe wrong to Campes, and Parliaments, robbing souldiers,
and vpper.house men of their colour?

16. Upper leather : a. Leather forming the upper
of a boot or shoe; also, •= UprEii sb. i. b. Sheet-
leather suitable or prepared for such.
a. 1528 Rov Rede me (Arb) 82 lef. To mangill their good

shues so, Me thynketh it but folisshnes. Wat. They cult
but the vpper ledder. 1603-4 '^ct 1 Jos. I, c. 22 § 23 The
upper Leather of any Sbooes, Startups, &c. 1708 Ocklev
Saracens L 142 Those who had strong Boots on, ..had the
Soals torn oflf from the Upper- Leathers. 1759 Phil. Trans.
LI. 39 With that shoe struck off, and its upper.leather
torn. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 4.0/2 Ihe lasting or tacking
of the upper-leather to the in^sole. 184S Thackeray /,a///a»
Blanclmrd Wks. 1899 XIII. 467 Persons who. -polish their
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uppeMeathers as well as they can. 1873 T. Hardy Under
Crcenzv. Tree 11. ii, The upper-leather of a Wellington-boot.

Jzg^. 1647 N. Ward 6V/«//irC(7^/<rr(titIe.p.), Willing to help
*mend His Native Country, lamentably tattered, both in the
upper- Leather and sole.

b. t6a9 Leathern The,, strongest, winch might. .serue
both for sooling leather and vpper leather. Ibid. 15 The
Market b full of excellent Leather (stronj: Backes, and good
vppcr LcaihersV 1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 278/1 Upper-
leather, is sold by the foot or pound. •

17. Upper lip : a. The lip on the upper side of
the mouth; the superior lip of a person, animal,

or insect, b. The higher of the two edges of an
organ-pipe mouth. C. Bot, The superior or upper
division of a bilabiate corolla or calyx, d. spec,

(See Undeblip i b.)

a. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 77 He can yll pype, that
lacth his vpper lyp. 1596 Spknser State Irel. Wks. (Globe)
635/1 That noe man shall weare his bearde but onely on the
upper lipp like muschachoes. i6iz Bible Lev. xiii. 45 The
leper, .shall putacouering vpon his vpper Hp, 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. VI, 304 The English then useing to let grow on
their upper-lip large Muslachio's. 1704 Dkt. Rust. s.v.

Rules buying HorseSy If hb Upper-Lip will not reach his

Nether, 1748 Richardsom Clarissa VL 387 Which made
John's upper-lip. .rise to h'ls nose. 1758 J, S. tr. Le Dratts
Obsen', Surg. (1771) 43 It possessed the whole Upper-Lip.
1815 Massachusetts Spy 14 June 4/4, I kept a stiff upper
lip, and bought license to sell my goods. i8a6 Kirov &
Sp. Entomol. IIL xxxiii. 355 Labrum (the Upper-lip), a
usually moveable organ; which., is situate between the
Mandibuls. 1833- [see Lip ji. 2, Stiffs. jiJ, 1836 Yarkell
Brit. Fishes L 37S [The loach] with four barbules or cirri.

.

on the upper lip in the front. 1849 C Bronte Shirley-x.\\\\^

He had the shorter nose and longer upper-lip of his si.ster.

b. 17J8 Ch.'UMbers Cyct.%.\,Orga>ty (Dver this Aperture is

the Mouth..; whose upi>er Lip.., being level, cuts the Wind
as it comes out at the Aperture. 1852 Seidel C?r^a« 78 The
upper lii>,. forming, togetlier with the under lip, the mouth
of the pipe. 187s Knight Diet. Mech. \^o^f2 The lower
edge ofthe leaf is termed the upper lip.

C. X731 Miller Gard, Diet., Salvia ..haxh. a labiated
Flower, consisting of one Leaf, whose Upper-lip is sometimes
arched. 1793 Martin L.ang. Bot.^ Galea (an helmet), the
upper lipofaringent corolla. 1796 Withering ^nV. Plants
(ed. 3) III. 555 Digitalis Purpurea.. .Segments ofthe calyx
egg-shaped, acute: .. upper lip nearly entire. 1807 J. E.
S.M iTH Phys. Bot. 434 Ajuga [has] scarcelyany upper lip at aH.

18. Upper ten, the upper classes ; the aristocracy.

colloq. Oiijj. (U.S.) upper ten thousand*
(a) X844 N. P. Willis in Even. Mirror{'H,\ .) 11 Nov. 2/1

At present there is no distinction among the upper ten
thousand ofthe city. 1861 Levkr One ^ Them xix. 149
The Peerage,, .the bulky volume that records the alliances

and the ages of the ' upper ten thousand '. 1871 Punch 15
May 187/2 There was no grievance on the part of the ' upper
ten thousand *.

{b) 1848 Bartlett Dict.Amer. 370 The upper ten thousand,
and contracted, ili£ upper ten, . .the upper circles of our large
cities. x86o W. H. Russell Diary in India \. 119 Petty
jealousy and * caste' reigned in the Residency; the 'upper
ten* with stoical grandeur would die the 'upper ten '. 1886
C. E. Pascoe Lond. of To-day xxxii. (ed. 3) 204 Clubs of
some note., patronized by the 'upper ten*. [1890 Rtdkk Hag-
card Beatrice xi, Plenty ofcarriages,and other needful things,

includinc; of course the enirie to the upper celestial ten.]

transf. 1870 Jeffekies IVild Life 160 Neither is he [sc.

the robin] a Kivourite with the upper class of cottagers—for

there is an ' upper ten ' even among cottagers.

b. Hence TTpper-tendom, » prec Chiefly U,S,
J85S Doesticks xvi. 131, I did go to a ball for the benefit of

the poor—a two-dollar commingling of upper-tendom with
lower-twentydom. 1863 N. Hawthorne Our OldHome W.
199 All thegirls, whether daughters of the uppertendom, the
mediocrity, the cottage, or the kennel. 1S87 [W. F, RaeJ
Miss Bayle's Romance I. 253 This countess oelongs to the
real upper tendom.

19. Upper works : a. That part of a vessel

which is above water-level when it is ready or laden
for a voyage ; = Dead-work i, (Also f ^tpper

work.) b. The higher portion of a structure.

c. siang. The head ; the mental capacity.

a* 1591 Raleigh Last Fight Reuenge B 3 b, The mastea
all beaten ouer board,.. her vpper worke altogither rased.

\ftvj Capt, S.mitm SeamatCs Gram, xi. 52 She is brought
in narrow to her vpper workes. 1693 Lond.Gaz. No,3865/i
The French Man of War. .who fought the Berkeley Castle
..being very leaky, . .and all her upper Work torn to pieces-

U4S
P. T110.MAS Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 270 To caulk the Ship's

pper-Works and Decks. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(s.v.), Upper-work. 1798 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845)
III. 106 The Serieuse was set on fire to burn her upper
works which were alxtve water. C1850 Rndim. Navig,
(Weale) 157 Upper works, . .all that part which may be con-
sidered as separated from the bottom by the main wale,

1898 Kjpukg Fleet in Being '\. 7 The battleships overtook
us, their white upperworks showing like icebergs as they
topped the sea-line.

Jig. 1751 Smollett P. Pickle vi, I'd have you take care of
your upper works ; for if once you are made fast to her poop,
egad, she'll . . make every beam in your body crack with
straining.

b. 1791 Smeatom Edystone Z.. § 60 The object was to

repair or restore the Upper Works.
C. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias III. iii. P 12 Armenia and Flori-

nionde are not strong in their upper works; but then they
have a facility in their vocation which is more than all tlie

wit in the world, i^i^ Sporting Ma^. July 167 Neate gave
Oliver.. a. .hit on his mouth, that his uSper works \/zre in

a complete 'state of chaos, i860 J. P. Kay-Siiuttleworth
Scarsdale II. 299 Oi'm i' gradely fettle, .i' th" upper warks.

TJ'pper, cuiv. Now rare. [f. Up adv.^ or adv.^

+ -EU ^.] To or in a loftier place or position
;

higher, further up.
c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame ir. 884 With this word, vpper to

soreHegan. ^1391 -^ Aitrel,\u% is As the sonne clymbith

vppere & vppere. c 1550 Cheke Matt, xxiii. 12 Whosoever
abaseth iiim>elf schal be set vpper. a 1553 Leland Itin,

(1711) II 1. 6 A Htle Foreland about a Mile upper then Kenor
on Severn. 1901 Punch 21 Sept. 224/1 We go up, up, up, up,
and upper, upptr,. .skirling ..precipices.

+ Upper-bodying, v<J/.jX Obs. (See Upper <i. 4 b.) 1503
Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz, York (1830) 22 For upi>er bodyeng
sieving and lynyng of a gowne.

Upper crust ; see Upper a, 12.

Upper-cut, V. (See Uiter a. 7.) 1850 in Mem. T. Sayers
(1858)21 Sayers.. hit short at Collins with his left, who upper-
cut him sharply, and slipped down. 1898 A. M. IJinsiead
Pink ^Un 9f Pelican ^yj She wouldn't 'old her tongue the
other night, an' so.. 1 uppercuis her with the right.

U'pperest, a. Now rare. Also 4 uppurest,

4-5 uppereste, 5 -ist; 6 upperst, [A superla-

tive formed on Uppeu a, Cf. MDu. upperst (Dn.

and Flem, opperst)^ LG. upperst, iippcrst, Sw.
and older Da. ypperst, Norw. ypparst, yppast best,

choicest.] Most hi^^h in situation, position, or

rank; uppermost, highest, loftiest; *! outermost.
In modern use rare for uppermost.
13.. A', ^//i. 7068 (MS. Line), peose seresys. .Vppurest

folic buj> of 5'nde. cxyj^ Chaucer Boeth. i. pr. i. 2 (Camb.
MS.), By whiche dej;rees men myhten clymbyn fro the
nethereste Icttre to the vppereste. 1387-8 T. Usk Test,

Love I. X. (Skeat) 1. 32 We men, that, .holden the uppere^t
degree, under god, of benigne tliinges. 1483 Caxton Cold.
Leg.ti h/i Moyses. .made hym upperist hy.sshop for his

fader Aaron. I/'id. 76 b/i She wente up in the upi>erist

cubicle of the hows. a. 1548 Hall Chron., lien. VIII, 2 b,

His grace ware in his vppcrst apparell, a robe of Crimosyn
Veluet.

1874 M. Collins Frances III. 212 An American of ihe
very upperest five hundred. 1880 W. Morris in Mackail
Life (1S99) II. 15 Above the Round House, on what might
be called the upperest Thames,

b. absoL The uppermost or highest point.

1484 C\xion Fables of^sop 111, iii, He that. . is atte vpper-
est of the whele of fortune, may wel falle doune.

f U'pperest, <zf/z/. Obs.rare, In 5 up(p)re8t,
[f. Upper adv^ In the highest place or position.

1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 71, vij packes. .lying be afte

the raaste, j pack lyeth upprest. Und. 72 A few broken
felles and pesys. .lyeth upre.st nexte the maste.
Upper-flapped, a. (Upper a. 3 a.) 1850 ' H. Hieover '

Pract. Horsemanship 107 The Shaftoed upper-flapped, and
stuffed lower-flapped saddle.

Upper }iand(ism.) : see Uppeb a, 14 (also 2).

Upper leather, lip : see Uppek a, i6, 17,

Uppermore, adv. and a. Now dial. Also 5
vppyr-, vppermare, vpher more, 6 Sc, vpper-
mair, -mer, vppirmer, 7 vppermere, 9 north.

dial, uppermer, [f. Upper adv, and a, + -moke.

Cf. older Y)2.. yppermcre^
A. adv. Higher locally ; further up ; at or to

a greater altitude. (In later use 6V.)

cx^oo Maundev. (Roxb.) xiv. 63 Vppermare amanges J?e

mountaynes es a faire citee. c 14x0 Master ofCame {MS.
Digby 182) xxi, pat t?e flewe be iii. or iiii. fyngres vppermore
banne )>e heed. X43S Misvn lure of Lo7'e 1. x. 20 Bettyr it

is..l^at criste..to vs say, * frende, cum vppyrmare'. 1501

Douglas Pal. Hon. hi. v, Weil I considdcrit na vppermair
I micht, And to discend sa hiddeous was the liicht, I durst

not auenture. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 30 Abone or vppirmer, vpon Leuin, is the toune,

1616 Barbour's Bruce (Hart) 11, 440 To that word they
assented all, And from them walloped vppermere.

B. adj. That is the more elevated (of two)
;

higher, upper.
C1400 Maundf.v. (Roxb.) XX. 90 Bathe pe emisperies, )>e

vppermare and Jje nedermare. a 1425 tr. Ardcrne's Treat,

Fistula, etc. 44 After \i^t J>e vppermore iuncture of J>e bone
of )>e fynger was drawen out. 1869- in north, dialect use
{Ktitr. Dial. Diet.).

Xfppermost, (Z'^z'v a., and sb. Also 5 wpwr-,
wppwTmwstej6/^//^/i7-/r.upperinuste; 5wpwr-,
6 vp(p)emioste (6 vppermooste), 5-7 vper-,

6-7 vppermost. [f. as prec. + -most.]

A. Oilv, 1. In or to the highest, upmost, or most
elevated position or place.

1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 74 A packe tyts wpwrmwsie
apon Dawlttons behynde the maste. Ibid. 75 Tbay ly

behynde the maste wpwrmoste, 1617 J. Tavlor (Water P.)

ObseriK ^ Trav. fr. London to Hamburgh E 1 b, A good
featherbed vndeimo.st,. .and another featherbed vppermost.

1622 Sir R. Hawkins Observ. P'oy. S. Sea 3 With a storme

..shee was turned topse-turvie, her Kele vppermost. 1668

Bp. Hopkins Serm,, l-^anity (16S5) 76 His hand turns all

things hereabout like so many wheels;.. the same part

is now uppermost, and anon lowermost. xTia Addison
Spect. No. 281 r II, I.. shall therefore only take Notice of

what lay first and uppermost. 1747 Wrslev Prim. Physick

(1762) 55 Lie with that Ear uppermost. 1814 Scott Diary
7 Aug. in Lockhart, This man being uppermost on the cord,

..called out to his brother who was next to him. 184a

Loudon Suburban Hort. 263 Care must be taken that the

upperendof the culling, .lie kept uppermost. i86oTyndai,i.

Glac. I. xvi. iiS In making this effort the spike of my axe
turned uppermost.
fig. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neiglib. vii. (1S78) 117

If the wine hadn't got uppermost.

b. In the first or foremost place in respect of

precedence, station, rank, or the like.

1526 Tindalk Matt, xxiii. 6 They.. love to sytt vpper-

moo.ste at feastes. 1530 Palsgr. 713/2, 1 set hyest, or upper
moste in a companye. 15.. Bk. Precedence i. 14 S\\ Dukes
daughters shall goe all-one with a nother, soe that alwayes

the KIdest Dukes Daughter go vpermost. i6a8 [see C. i b).

1850 J. K. Cooper Ways of Hour I. 317 It is the people to-

day ;. .some prince to-morrow ; and by the end of the week
we may have . .a Robespierre uppermosu

Q.fig, In the chief place or predominancy.
1805 WoRDSw. Prelude ix. 389 We.. saw. .generous love..

Uppermost in the midst of fiercest strife. 1850 Robertson
Serm. Ser. in. (1857) 125 A mourning in which self is ever
uppermost. 1885 ' M. Rutherford' Deliv.'x. 11 livery now
and then, when the subject was uppermost.

2. h oremost in, most prominently in or into, the

mind, thoughts, conversation, etc.

In frequent use from c 1830.

1693 Humours Town 54 Perpetual Chat on whatever
comes uppermost. 1719 De Fok Crjisoe 11. (Globe) 316 It

was uppermost in all my Thoughts. 1723 Pres. St. Russia
II. 151 It was always my Way to say what came uppermost.
z8o2-i3 Bentiiam Ration. Judic. Evld. Wk.s. 1843 VII.
172 Anyone word that comes uppermost is sufficient. 1848
Thackkkay Van. Fair xli, Kver since she had left them she
had not ceased to keep them uppermost in her thoughts.
i860 Trollope Framley Parsonage xxvi, To speak out
what came uppermost to her tongue.

B. adj. \, Occupying the hij;hest position or

place ; loftiest, topmost, highest in place; furthest

up (on a river, etc.).

c 1500 Melusine lix. 358 He yede vp to the vpermost stage
of the donjon. 1526 Tindale Luke xi. 43 Ye love the vpper-
most seates in the sinagoges. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.
Vllly 226 b, One ofthe officers demaunded his vpper gar-
ment for his fee, meanyng his goune, and he \sc. Sir
Thomas More]..tooke him his cappe, saiyng it was the
vppeiinoste garment that he had. 1623 Bingham Xenophon
133 Xenophon.. encamped in the vppermost village neere
the mountaines. 1657 Hobbes Absurd. Geotn. 3 Perhaps
you mean that the uppermost quaniitie 0+ 1 is equal to the
uppermost quantity i. 170a Post Man 8-11 Aug. 2/1 In-

qture at the uppermost House . . in the said Buildings. 1764
JMuseum Rust. IV. 19, 1 preserve only two of the new shoots,

the uppermost and its opposite. 1844 Kinolake Eothen x.

The golden juice ascendtd from.. the cellar to the upper-
most brains of the friais. 1886 J. A. Ukown in Q. Jrnl.
Geol. Soc. May 196 'I'here had been a manufactory of
Paleolithic implements on this uppermost floor. 1896 A.
Stkkky Tale Thames (1903) 43/1 One the most attractive

portions of what may be called the Uppermost Thames.
b. Outermost ; most external.
« "548 [implied in quot. under 1 alx)vej. 1560 First Bk.

Discipl. (1621)48 The uppermost claith, corps-present ; clerk

maile, the Pasche-offemig. 1567 Maplet Gr. F'oresttg The
Adder, .casteth off yearely his uppermost skin or coate. 1861
J.R. Greene J/(T«.W«////. Kingd., Cedent. io3Anexpanded
nulb, above which are disposed . .the various appendages. .

.

Of these tlie hydrocysts are uppermost, or external.

t2. Maximum, Utmost. Obs.~^
1579 in lo/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V, 430 If any

[person], .steallinge of any. .wares, do., restore the thing or
thinges so taken or the uppermuste valine thereof.

3. Highest in respect of rank, importance, prece-

dence, etc. ; chiefest, first.

1680 Walton in Aubrey Lives (1898) II. 15 He was in..

the vpermost fTorme in Westminster scole. 1699 Bentley
Phal. iS8 The Thought [wasj so very obvious and uppermost.
1780 Warner in Jesse Selwyn ^ Contemp. 11844) IV. 398 In
the Westminster (election] struggle Rodney is to-day got
uppermost. 1876 Miss Yongk Womankind sxx^'XVx'a entire

seclusion from all means of reaching the poor.. is seldom
found in the uppermost classes. 1885 Mauch. Exam. 6 Apr.

5/3 The weather is, in view of the approaching holiday, the
uppermost subject of concern.

D. Having thechief power, control, or authority;

predominant, supreme ; most influential.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 887 In the time of the rebellion

he sided with those that were uppermost. 1693 Humours
To7vn 42 The Violence of those that are uppermost. 173a
Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 21 Where heavy heads are lowest,

and men of genius uppermost. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm.
xxvii. Uniform adherents to the party who are uppermost.

1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 445 The politician whose
practice was always to be on the side which was uppermost.

C. sb. fl. The highest part or portion. Obs,

1484 Caxton Fables of Aisop v. xiii, Vf an Egle were at

the vppermost of the heuen. 1613-39 '• Jo>"-S in Leoni
Palladio's Archit,{ij^2) II. 49 The uppermost <..f the highest

Cornice, is of large Tyles. 1646 J.
(jREgorv Notes ^ Ods.

II For so they call Td fifTfupa lutv oiKijixdrun', the upper-
mosts of their Houses.

b. The Iiighest place or position.

x6a8 R. H. J. Owen's Epigr. n. Hv. 11 Let me set alwayes
vppermost at boord. The vppermost in bed Pic you affooid.

•t-2. That which is highest, most predominant,

etc. Obs,

1687 Good Advice 60 It is certain that two predominant
Religions, would be two Uppermosts at once, a 1753 Bp.
Behkeley in B'raser Xt/^ (1871) 477 W* judgement would
he make of uppermost and lowermost who had always seen
through an inverting glas^?

f 3. The upper hand ; superiority or dominion.
1718 Entertainer No. 43. 302 If ever they get the Upper-

most, after their long Struggles for Supeiiority.

t ITpperplus. Obs,~'^ [f. Upper a.^ substituted

for j«r- in surplus^ Surplus, balance.

1578 Surrey -V Rent Seiturs Comm. (1909) 286 To sell the

same and satisfye the chardge and make restitucion of the

vpperplus.

t Upper-stocked, a. Obs. (See Upier a. 4 a.) 1535 in

Archacologia IX. 230 Two paire of hoose,..the one palre

uppetstocked with yalowe damaske.

Upper ten, works : sec Upper a. 18, 19.

Up-pi-led, pa. pple. and ppl. a. (Up- 5.)
x6oo Fairfax Tasso xix. xxx. 342 There vnderneath th*

vnbiried hils vppilde Of bodies dead, the Huing buritd lie.

1742 Collins Ode Poet. Char. 55 Hiyh on some clilT, to

heav'n up-pil'd. i796Coli:iui>ge 'To Vng. Friend 2 A green
nionntain variously up-piled. 1818 Keats Endym. 11. 288

He cannot see .
.

, up-pii'd, 'I'he cloudy rack slow journeying
in the west. 1855 Singleton I'ir^ii I. S8 Thrice the Sire

iu ruins laid Tlie up*piled mouutaius with hia flash. X873



uppiNa.
Symonds Grk. Fuels i. 28 With Homeric games and pyres
up-piled to heaven.

+ U-ppmg,i;W.ii.l Obs. \0%.yppins,l.yppan
Uppe !».] Manifestation, making known.
C9SO Rit. Dnrluim 195 F-fMani'a, manifestatio, ypping.

a\zz^ Alter. R. 148 God dede idr.iwen uorS nis nout one
uorlorcn t>uruh t>et uppinge, auh (^uncheS jet atelich biuoren
Oodes eien.

U;pping, vbl. ji.2 [f. Up &.]
1. Tiie action of catching and marking swans.

(See Up z>. i, and cf. Swan-hopping, -uppino.)
1560-1 inW. H. Turner iV/<-f/.;?«.t>.«y(>/-(ir(iS8o) 285 For

upping of half game in cowemeade, iiij d. 1570-1 Ibid. 338for iippini; of swans, viiis. 1593 Buckhubst in Kempc
Losety MSS. (1836) 306 That the upping of all those swans
• •'"^y '« upped all in on day w< the upping of the Terns.
189Z Pall Malt O. 2 Aug. 2/1 The operation of ' upping '

is
performed by the Crown and the Companies' swan-masters
together.

attrii. 1572-3 in W. H. Turner Se/ect. Rec. Ox/ord(i1Xa)
SSoChargys aboute the swanes..at the syttynge tyme and
uppynge tyme. 1584-^5 Orderfor Swohs, His Dinner and
Supper free, on the vpping day.
2. The action ofgetting up; on\y allrib. in upping-

block, -stock, -stone, a horse-block, a mounting-stone.
Also in dial, use with -chock, -steps.

1796 Gns/s Diet. Uulgar T. (ed. 3), * U/'ping Hock, steps
for mounting a horse. 1816 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1830)
529 Hou-ses . . with large stone upping.blocks against the
walls of them. 1883 Treuis. A mer. Philol. Soc. 55 lipping-
btock, *a horse.block,' in common use in West Virginia.
«l69l AuBBEY Nnt. Hist. Wilts (1847) 2S At the foot of
Shotover-hill, near the "upping-stock. 1830 Sporting Mag.
VI. 159 An itinerant preacher on the upping-stock at the
back of my house. 1856 G. Roberts Soc. Hist. Eng. 560
Upping stocks and horse blocks were necessary when double
horses were in use. 1809 Hazlitt in The Hazlitts (1911) I.

433 A conception of the ladder which I learned from the
*upping stone on the down.
3. dial. The end, issue, or upshot of a matter.
tiiZ- in Yks, and Lane, glossaries.

U^pisll (»pii), a. Also 8-9 upish. [f. Up
adv.^ + -ISH.]

f 1. a. Flush of money. Obs.
1678 in Pollock Popish Plot (1903) .\pp. B. 3S2 The one

saying to the other that..b« would treat him.. with wine
and oysters, whereupon the other replied. . : 'What you are
uppish then, are you ?

' a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew,
Uppish, rampant, crowing, full of Money. Pie is very Up-
pish, well lined in the Fob ; also brisk.

fb.-Elevated in station. Obs.
1707 Httbbub 7 No sooner did he get a little uppish in the

world, than [etc.J.

2. t a. Elated ; in high spirits; cock-a-hoop.
Common in the early years of the 18th century, freq. const.

upm. Johnson (1755) defines as 'proud; arrogant 'and adds
'A low word'.
••/"TO* T. Bbowh Wks. (1720) I. 173 Half-pay Officers

at the Parade very uppish upon the Death of the King of
Spam. 1708 T. CocKMAM in Ballard MSB. XXI. 8: Ve
Brittish Papists were mighty uppish upon ye attempt made
upon Scotland. I7M Wodrow Corr. (1843) "• 643 The
Jacobites are uppish, and very big in their hopes. 1746 in
10/* Rep. Hist. MSS. Contm. Appi I. 289, 1 fear the Victory
will have very bad consequences, if it render the Ministry
uppish and secure.

fi. 1710 iVent-Morth Papers (1883) 122 The Torys are very
upish and expect all to come in for Places. 171J SwiKr
Jrnl.toStellais Jan., I find Dingleysmelledarati because
the VVhigs are upish ; but if ever I hear that word again,
I'll uppish you. i8aa A. Cablyle Aulobiog. (1861) 154 He
agreed with me that they \.sc. the Jacobites) h.id less ground
for being so sanguine and upish than they imagined.

+ b. Elevated with drink. Obs.—''-
17J8 Vanbbuch Journey to London in. i. Lady Head.

Not so drunk, I hope, but that he can drive us? Serv. Yes,
yes, Madam, he drives best when he's a little upish.

c. Ready to take olTence ; short-tempered,
peevish. Now dial, or Obs,
1778 Miss Bubnev Evelina Iv, Miss is so uppish this

Dioining, that I think I had better not speak to her again.
178s Gkose Diet. I'ulgar T., U/tfish, testy, apt to lake
offence.

181J E.MooK Suffolk Words 460 A man prone to
t.^ke offence Is said to be uppish :—or pepperish ; apt to be
hot. 1863 Mrs. C. Brock Margaret's Secret ii. 31 When I
used to find fault he would get uppish with me, and answer
back rudely.

d. Inclined to be ' stuck up
' ; putting on airs

;

aiming at gentility.

1789 0[Keefe Farmer i. ii, Must bounce a i^^, Betty's so
upish—likely wou'dn't have me else. 1823 Uiackw. Mag.
XIII. 365 It is acconlini; to human nature to feel uppish
on preferment. 1858 Tkoi.i.ope Dr. T/iorne xx.\iv. You
lliink he's an uppish sort of fellow, 1 know, and you don't
like to trouble him. 1886 Bksant Childr. Gibeon II. xxxii,
She's uppish you know,, .and he's only a working-man.

e. dtal. (.See quots.)

1841 Hart^iiobne Satip. Ant. Gloss. 605 Uppish, pert,

proud, impudent. 1854 Miss Bakek Northantpt. Gloss,,
Uppish, captious, pert, self-opinionated, tenacious of oppo-
sition.

3. Characterized by presumption or atTectation

of superiority.

a 1734 North Exam. (1740) 48 It seems [that] daring to rail

at Informers, .and Officers was not uppish enough, but his
Lordship must rise so high as daring to limit the Power..
of the Crown. 1808 Eliz. Hamilton Cottagers 0/ Glen-
burnit ii. 37 Besides, she is getting uppish notions, from
sitting up Tike a lady from morning to night. 1864 J. H.
Newman Apol. 100 Discouraging and correcting whatever
was uppish or extreme in our followers,

4. Slightly elevated or directed upwards.
1863 Mom, Star 9 June, Hayward sends a long uppish

hit, J887 Daily News i July 6/4 After two uppish strokes
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Mr. Scott hit remarkably well. 189s Westm. Gaz, 2 March
5/1 Peel was there to hold the uppibh ball.

Hence U*ppishiiess.
1716 N. Houtiii ill Thoresby Corr. (1832) II. 341 The

uppisbness and indiscretion. .of some. .in the West Riding.
a 183a Bentham Chrestom. Tab. i, Uppishness a probaiiie
result of the distinctions thus obtained. 1867 Gard. Chrott.
)6 Nov. 1180/1 The uppishness, the insolence, and the law-
lessness of some of the young men. 1896 J. H. Wvi.ie Hist.
Fn^. Hen. /F, HI. 468 The staid authorities resented his
uppishness; but his spirit was irrepressible.

Uppluxked, pa. pple. (Up- 5. Cf. uppluck-
in^ Up- 6 («), and Du. opgeplttkt.^

^1440 Patlad. on Husb.wi, 61 Now benys, . .vpplucked
sone, ^laad clene, and sette vp. C1449 Pecock Re/>r. i. x.
^i In this'wise..is vnrootid and vppluckid. .the firstc of the
lij. opiniouns. 158a Stanyiiukst Mncis 111. (Arb.) 71 When
ail oother wicker is vp pluckt. . From that stub.

TJppon,var. Up/r^/.i Obs.\ obs. f. Upon /rf/.
Up.pri'cked, pa. pple. (Up- 5.) X59a Shaks. Ven. * Ad.

27iHisearesvppiickt..
; His nostrils drinke the aire. 1777

Mason Bng. Gard. ir. 343 The coward hare.. Will.. steal,
witii ear Up-prick'd, to gnaw the toils.

U p-put. ^V. [Up- I b, 2.]

1. 'The power of secreting* (Jam,).
£(1689 Cleland/W///j (1697) loi Tho he can swear..And

lye, I think he cannot hide... They are not fitt For Stealth,
that want a good up-put.

2. e= Up-putting vhl. sb. 2.

i86<S Gregor Banffshire Gloss. 204. 1893 Stevenson
Ctitriona xi.x, Ye'll can leave your horse here and your bags,
for it seems we're to have your up-put.

t Up-pu=tter, ^V. Oh. [Up- 8.] One who
raises or erects.

rtiS78 LiNDEsAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot (S.T.S.) I. 194
Thair promovearis or vpputaris to that he estait. 1633
Jtxtr. Aherd. Reg, (1848) II. 385 The wpputter thairofT,.,
that wald hawe the said windo reei.iiriet,..sall reedifie and
put wp the said windo. 1731 in Gordon Chron. Keiih, etc
{1880) 97 As upputters at the first and proprietors of the
sd. loft.

U'p-PU;tting, vbi. sb. Sc. [Up- 7.]

f 1. The action of erecting or setting up, Obs,
1513 £xtr. Aberd. /;**rf. (1844) I. 86 For vpputting of the

weddercok of Sanct Nicholace stepill,. .vHb. \k^-j Ibid. II.

158 The perfyting, ending, and vpputting of ane dyell..one
the tolbuyith. 1643 in Cramond Ann. Cullcn (1888) 41
Anent upputting and edifeing the tolbuith. a 1670 Si-alding
Ttyiib. Chas, I (1840) I. 313 To tak doun the portrait of our
blissid virgyn Marie.. that had stand since the vpputting
thairof.

2. Accommodation, lodging. (Cf, Put v. 53 o.)
1815 Scott Gity M. ix, Yon, who have free upputting—

bed, board, and washing. 1831 Mrs. CarlyleZc^/. .5- .(!/£«/.

(1903) I. 37 We succeeded in realising a much better up.
puttmg..m the house of a Mrs. Miles. 1895 Crockett
Men of Moss-hags xxxviii, In the wild country., was no
provision for the up-putting of young . . maids,
Uprai-sal, [Up- 2,] = Upheaval i.

1865 Jevons Coal Quest, ii. 25 The upraisals, the downfalls,
the dislocations, . . which rocks have suffered.

U*praise,J^. C/.S. Mining, [Up- 2.] Asijaft
made by working upwards.
1877 Raymond Statist. Mines

<S- Mining 158 A drift, .has
been run through the.. ground, and an upraise commenced.
188a U.S, Rep. Prec. Met. 98 At the end of this [tunnel]
they are pushing an upraise, finding the roclc a little softer
as they go up.

Uprai'se, v. [Up- 4, Cf, MSw. «/-, opresa^

•reesa (Sw, uppresa)^ MDa. iiprese^ oprese, opreise

(Da. oprejse).']

+ 1. trans. To raise from the dead, Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M, 14363 Son oueral J»is tij>and ras O lazar

l>at vprai.sid was. C1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4323 He sal
al-swa dede men uprays. 138a WvcLiP Matt, x. 8 Hele 5e
seke men, vpreyse jee dead men. 1533 G.\u Richt Vay 29
He sal wpraisz agane al thayme to the euerlestand lylT.

2. fa. To raise by laudation ; to extol. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M. 275S4 We agh ilk man upraise, And in

vr hert vrself dispraise.
_ 1595 Spenser Col. Clout 355 By

wondring at thy Cynthiaes praise, ..thy selfe thou mak'st
vs more to wonder, .'\nd her vpraising, doest thy selfe vpraise.

b. To raise (or direct) to a higher level ; to lift

up or elevate ; Ji^. to exalt.

In the 19th c. the pa. pple. after the noun js common, as
''with hand upraised .

a 1300 E, E. Psalter xxxv'i. 37 (E.), I saw Jje wicked man.

.

vpraised als cedre of Yban, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1163
Dido^ Whan that the mone vp reysed hadde his lyght,
1430-40 LyDG,_ Bochas ix. 2:351 Lik as Phebus passetli a
litil sterre, Hiest vpreised in his mydday speere. 1563
Mirr. Mag. Viv, Dead laye his corps, .. Tyll swellyng
syghes. .Upraysde his head. J748 Thomson Cast. Indol.
II. Ixvii, The sick up-rai.s'd their head.s, and dropp'd their
woes awhile. i;?88 Wolcot (P. Pindarj Brother Peter Wks,
1816 1, 380 This lord . . uprais'd his convert chin. 1791
CowPER Odyssey ix. 624 Then pray'd the Cyclops. .With
hands upraised toward the starry heaven. 1821 Clare
Vill, Minstr. II. 61 Cowslips,, .upraise your loaded stems.
1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 458 Both these accounts.. agree
in expressly stating, that the sea retired, and one mentions
that its bottom was upraised. 1874 Spurgeon Treas. Dav,
Ps. xcv. 5 He bade the isles upraise their heads.

Jig. i8a8 Atherstons P'all 0/ Nineveh 1. 238 The fire-

eyed priest Upraised his voice, and called upon the Gods.
C. To raise from a prostrate, low, or dejected

state ; to assist, encourage, or cheer.
a 1340 HAMPor.K Psalter cxliv. 15 Lord vpraysis all Jjat

fallis. C1440 Wycliffite Bible i Sam. ii. 8 (MS, Bodl. 277),
He ujjreisi^ a nedy man fro poudre, and upreisi^ a pore man
fro dritt. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 105 The vangel or ioiful

tithandis.. throw the quhilk he wesz wprasit in his hart.

1600 Fairfax Tasso i. ii, O heauenly muse, . , Inspire life in

my wit, my thoughts vpraise, x6xo Fletcher Faith/, SJiep/t,

UPBEAR.
V. i, Once again upraise Her heavy Spirit that near drowned
lyes In selfconsuming care. 1667 Mjlton/'. Z.. x. 946 He.,
thus with peaceful words uprais'd her soon. 1723 Briton
No. 18(1724)76 It help'd the Distressed, upr.iis'd the Heavy,
hearted. 1746 Francis tr. Hor.,Sat. 11. viii. 80 Sure he had
wept, .. But wise Nomentanethus up.rais'd his Kriencl. 1809-
14 WoRusw. lixcurs. iv. 574 Furnished thus, How can you
droop, if willing to be upraised f j8i8 M11.MAN i'«m<;;- vil.

409 Oh, Monarch,.. to repentant deeds of inightie.st fame
Heaven can upraise the farthest sunken. 1850 Blackie
y^schylus Ii. 120 They with Mercy's vote upraised us From
the prostrate woe.

d. To excite, rouse, rare.
a 1600 Flodilen F. iv. (1664) 40 Their courage keen now

W.1S upraisd. 1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 372 This would. .our
Joy upraise In his disturbance.

3. To erect, set up, build.
1338 R. Bkunnk Chton. (1810) 78 pe kastelle of Barahorgh

\K. walles he did vpreise. c 1400 Laud Ttoy Bk. 4658 'Jhei
ran alle..To sette vp tentis, Pauylons to bylde;. .Many a
tent was ther vp-reysed. 1313 Douglas yKmid Xl. vi. 47
Ihat samniyn douchty hand.. Quhilk now. .Vpiasit hes the
cite Argynpas. 1583 STANViicnsr ylSneis I. (Arb.) 36
Romulus.. towne wals statelye shal vpraise. .Of Rome.
U-praised,///. (J. [Up- 5. Cf. prec]
1. Raised or lilted up ; elevated.
C1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Loidsh. iij Vpraysyd

shuldren bytoknys sharpe nature. 1785 Wilkins Bhagval
XI. go The mighty compound .. being Haree, having.. thus
spoken, made evident.. his.. heavenly form; of many a
mouth and eye;. .many an up-iaised weapon. 1796 Mme.
P'Arblav Camilla V. 476 The upraised arm of the form
before her dropt. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxii. (1S56) 173
The thickness of the upraised tables. 1890 ' R. Boldrk-
wood' Col. Reformer {i&(ji) 204 He saw Ilulkteper leap at
him, with upraised tomahawk. 1808 Alihitt's Syst. Med.
V. 611 Osseous material.. beneath the upraised periosteum.

b. Spec, in Ceol. Raised by nplieaval.
1833 hYELLPrinc. Geol. (ed. 4) II. 342 Near Uddevalla..

we lind upraised deposits of shells. i8«3 — Autiq, Man 45
These upraised strata., form a terrace. 1877 Hu-XLEV
Physiogr. 212 The upraised deposits of silt which skirt the
estuary of the Clyde.

2. Directed upwards.
i8si D. Jerrold St. Giles xii. 124 The big tears that rolled

from her upraised eyes.

3. Sounded aloud.
1871 S. B. Jamks Duty ^ Doctrine (ed. 3) 173 Penitence.,

must mingle with the upraised notes of gladness.
Uprai-ser. [Ui-- 8.] One who raises up.
C1440 Wycliffite Bible 2 Sam. xxii. 3 (MS. Modi. 277), pe

horn of myn helhe, myn upreiser [L. elevator], and ray
refuyt. c 1440 Jacob's Well 59 Alle comoun baratours,
vprayserys of vnry5tfull batayles. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 88
lesus christus. .is . . the veray wprayser ofat marcie and grace.

Upraising, vbl. sb. (Ui- 7. Cf. ON. uppreis-
ing, -reisning, MSw. and MDa. up-, opiestting.)
c 1^00 Love Bonavent. Mirr. (1908) j-g '1 hou art . . Kesur-

reccioun or vpreysynge and lyf. c 1454 PixocK Folewcri^
His witt schal (jerbi take in maner now .seid a greet vp-
reisyng. i6u Cotgr., Resource, ..Zi recoueiie, vpraising,
rising againe. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 839 The successive up-
raising of the roof of a gallery.
Upraising, ppt. a. (Up- 6 b.) 1609 Danikl Civ. Wars

VII. Ixxii, Tliink whether this poore State. .Stands not in
need of some vp-raysing hand. i8€o Ellicdtt Li/e Our
Lord v. 229 The upraising hand of the great Healer.
Uprape : see Vv- 4.

t Upras. Obs. [a. ON. upprds, i. upp- Up- 2 +
rds Race sbX\ Resurrection.
<ii3oo Cursor M. 17784 Yow thine selcut..0 iesus vp-ras.

H'id r8683 Sant thonias . . of his up- ras . . was in were.

t Uprau-ght, pa. pple. Obs. [Up- 5 + Reach v.

a. OIIG. tifrahta.'] Drawn up, raised.

"37S Sc. Leg. Saints i. {Peter) 717 For |.u ait richt and
vpracht [L. excelsns et altns], and of our. selfe haf we na
maucht. IS63SACKVILLE Mirr.for Mag. 128 These rockcs
upraught, that threatned most our wreck We seemde to
sayle much surer in the streame.

Uprea'r, v. [Up- 4. Cf. OE. uprknnd pres.

1. trans. To raise up, elevate, erect, etc.
atyto E. E. Psalter cxWv. 14 Lauerd raises alle J^at duune

falle. And \ie hurt lie vprers (L. erigil] alle. C1400 R.
Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) 6509 (MS. a), Hcchirclien let

vprere J>a_t were arst as uorlore. 1563 Mirr. Mag. R ij b.

The Percian kyng..Wilh his huge host that..I)isniounleti
hilles, and made the vales vprcie. 1596 Si'enser F. Q. iv. x.

50 Next to her sate goodly Shaniefastnesse, Ne tuer durst
Iier eyes from ground vpreare. 1597 Beard Theatre God's
jfudgem. (1612)80 Ieroboain..as he had..vpreared a new
kingdome, so..vpreared also a new religion. 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancientst-J The great L.unpe of light up.rearing his
flaming he.id above the earth. 1667 Milton/"./,. I. 532 Then
the] strait commands that.. be iiprcard His mighty Stan-
dard. 1718 RowE tr. Lucan 1.259 So in the field.. Uprears
some antient Oak his rev'rend head. 1748 Thomson Cast.
Indot. I. xxxi. Ah I how shall I for this uprear my moulted
wing? 1818 Bykon Ch. Har. iv. xlv. For Time liath..up-
rear'd Barbaric dwellings on their shatter'tl site. 184a
Borrow Bible in Spain xxvi. Millions of maize plants
upreared their tall stalks. 1898 Watts-Dunton Aylvjiu v.

ii, A cobra uprearing its head to spring at her.

rcff. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle (1871) 36 When she doth
vprear Her selfe vpon her feet.

Jig. 1840 Mangan Poems (1903) 183 See the palace.dome
its pride uprearing One fleet hour I

b. To raise in dignity ; to exalt.
1383 WycLiF Isaia/t xxxiii. 10 Now I shal ben enhauncid,

now I shal ben vp rered [L. subleziabor]. c: 1400 Cato's
Morals in Cursor M. App. iv. 192 Wi|j lernyng & teyching
growes grait* kunnyng, & mani man vp.rered. 1566 Stern-
hold & H., etc. Ps, cxil, 2 His seede on earth God wil vp-
reare. 159a KvD Sp. Trag. 11. i. Yet might she loue me to
upreare her state. 187a Tennyson Last Tonrn. 122 My
realm, uprear'd. By noble deeds at one with uuble vows.



TJPREARED.

2. To brinp up, teud in growing.
13. , J£. II. AlliL P. B. 561 Hym rwed J»at he hem vprerde
& rajt hem lyflode. c\\^q Falioii. on Husb m. 303 To
thkke vppon the tre do not the vyiie, And yf on faile vprere
another tre. 1833 Ht. Martineau />, Wines ^ PoL
iv. 67 Here were.. little children upreared by their mothers
amidst the fire and smoke.

3. To rouse, stir up, excite.

1486 Bk. St. Albans e iiij, How many maner beestys as
with the lymere Shalt be vpreryde in fryth or in felde a 1600
Flodtien F. iv. (1664) 40 His rancor old it was up-rear'd.
X795 Macnkill \Va£s o* li^ar 11. v, Is it nature, vice, or
folly, . . Hate, revenge, and rage uprears ?

4. itttr. To rise up.
xSaS Atheksioke Fai/tyfNi'uevc/t I. 48 Myriads of bright

harnessed steeds Were seen uprearin^. x868 Morris EatTkly
Par. 1. 1. 274 A great black fold against him did uprear.

Upreared, /^ ///?. ^si^ppL a, [Up- 5 or f.

prec]

i*l. Excited in feeling ; angry. Ohs.
X38a Wvclif/Vot'. xv. i8 A man., who is paclent, swageth

the vprered [L. susciiatas].

2. Raised up, elevated, erected, etc.

X4aa YoNGE tr. Secreia Secret. 222 A grete breste and
brc>de,vprerid and sumwhate fatte. Ibid. 223 Slianiellejs

men IhaveJ hey vprerid shuldris. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 5 His swerd upreryd, proudly gave manace.
<ixS93 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 111. iv, I..vow..Neuer to
leaue these ncwe vpreared walles, Whiles Dido Hues. 1597
Hall 5'a^. i. iii. 11 On crowned kings.. Or some vpreared,
hi§h-aspiring swaine. x6oa Mabstom Antonio's Rev. iv. iii,

With innocent upreared armes to Heaven. 1798 Landor
Gebirx. 228 The long moon-beam on the hard wet sand Lay
like a jaspar column half uprear'd. 1848 A. Clough A inours
de Vpy. in. 14 Where, over fig-tree and orange. ., Garden on
garden upreared, balconies step to the sky. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par, III. iv. 330 In front of me An upreared
changing dark bulk did 1 see.

UpreaTing, vbL sb, (Up- 7. Cf. Uprear v.)

1551 Bale Eng. Votanes 11. 54 b, About the ouerthrowe of
pr>-ncely autoryte, and vprearj'nge of Antichristes tyranny.

185^ Kane Griftnell Exi. xxvl (1856J 212 This uprearing of
the ice is not a slow work. 189a Dail^ Neivs 10 March 2/3
The uprearing of the new fabric of British citizenship.

Upreceiving, -reek, -reft, etc. : see Up- 4-7.

Uprest. [var. of Uprist.] Uprising.
1600 W, Watson Decacordon Pref. (1602) A 2 b, Not onely

physicall or naturall, but also morall and politicall cadences
and vprests. 1817 Shelley Reu. Islam iit.xxi, The uprest
Of the third sun brought hunger,
Uprestore, -rid, -ridge, -ridging: see Up- 4-7.

Upright (»'prait, 27pr3it), a, and sb. Forms :

I upp-, I, 3-4 upriht, 4-5 vpriht, 4 up-, 5 vp-
ryht; 3-5 up-, vpri3t (4 op-), 4 uprijte, 5
vpry5t, vp-ry5ht (upry^th) ; Sc, 5 vpe-, 6 vp-
rycht, vpricht, 6- upricht; 3-7 vpright (4-6
vprighte, 5 vpperight), 4-6 vpryght (4 vppe-
ryght, 4-5 vpryghte), 5 upryght (upperyghte,
6 upryghte, upperyght)

; 4- upright (6 up-
righte, 7 uprite). [OE. w/-, uppriht (f. 7tp Up
<ii{v^--^riht Right a.), = OFris. tipriiicht (WFris.
cprjucht)y MDu, oprecht^ opregt (Du, oprcchC)^

MLG. uprechty upricht (LG. upricht^ ttprecht^

upregt\ OHG. (MHG.) ^freht (G. atifrccht^

-ricki)^ O^Jupr^ir (Da, opreiy Sw, npprdt).']

A. adj. I. pred, 1. Erect on the feet or end
;

in or into a vertical position ; perpendicular to the
ground or other surface. (Cf. 3.)

a. With verbs, as go^ rise^ sity stami, walk.
In OE. the advb. form nfirihte is occas. used.
Beo7vuIfi^^2 Hyt ne mtnte swa sySSan ic on yrre uppriht

astod. c i«so Gen, ^ Ex. 3248 De water up-stod , . On
twinne half, also a wal up-rijt. ,1897 R. Glouc (Rolls)

5868 pis holi man sat vpriht, & ysei is de^es wounde. 1340
Ayeub. 56 Huanne i>e glotoun gej? in to he tauerne ha ge)?

opri^t. 1388 Wyclif Acts xiv. Rise thou vp ri^t on thi

feet. CX400 Anturs ofArthur 1, The king stode vp righte
And commaunded pes. 14.. Sir Beues (M.) 4184 Sir Beues
was wery..That vnnethe he myght sitt vp-right. 1535
CovEBOALE Lev. xxvi, 13, I haue broken the cepter of youre
yocke, and caused you to go vp right. X582 N. Lichekield
tr. Castan/uda's Conq. E. Ind. i. xxxii. 79 b. Many Noble
men. .all standing upriglit uppon theyr feete. 1607 Merry
Devil Edmonton Induct. 3 My siifTiied haire stands vpright
on my head. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. 111. 121 Upright he
walks, on Pasterns firm and straight. 1705 [R. Nevk] City
ff C. Purchaser zj^ A Man likewise standing firmest when
he stands upri;jhiest. 178J Miss BurneyC<?c///« x. x, Sup-
ported by pillows, she sat almost upright. 1821 Lamb Etta
Ser. I. Afy Relations^ He. .has a spirit, that would stand
upright in the presence of the Cham of Tartary. 1847 Mrs.
CarlvleZ^//. (1883) 1. 39it I. .can hardly sit upright. 1892
Photoer, Ann. II. 419 The filmsare thick enough to place
in racks to wash, or to stand upright to dry.

b. With other verbs (or ellipL),

a 1300 Cursor lit. 3804 pe stan his heued lai on J>at night.

In takning, he it sett vp right. C1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11.

S 28 Thise signes arisen more vpriht, & they ben jailed eke
souereyn signes. a 1400 Northern Passion 143/158 Sodanly
|>ir launces lhre..With outt mannys helpe war raysed vppe
ryght. c 1450 Lovelich Merlin 2698 hothe dragowns,.
thanne tornen..hem bothe with gret myht, and meveth al

the erthe evene ypryht. 1496 Cov. Leet Bk, 575 Maister
Meire, hold vp-right your swerde. 1523 Fmzherd. Husb.
\ 24 His forkes and rakes, .wolde be , . beyked, and sette

euen, to lye vpryght in thy hande. 1622 J. Taylor (Water
P.) Farew, to Tower-bottles A 2 b, 'Twas my chance in Bac-
chus spight, To come into the Tower vnfox'd vpright. 1667
MiLTOf* P.L. I. 221 Forthwith upright he rears from ofFtlie

Pool His mighty stature.
^ 1700 Dryden Theodore ^ Ifonoria

146 Stood Theodore.. With chatt'ring Teeth, and bristling

Hair upright. 1747 Wesley Print. Physick (1755) 30 The
Apoplexy... Rub the Head|..aud let two strong Men carry
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the Patient upright. 1807 Wordsw, White Doe i. 245 A
vault where the bodies are buried upright. 1900 L, B.
Walford One of Ourselves xiv, A tall figure reared itself

upright at her approach.

o. In figurative uses.

a 1215 Ancr. R. 266 Herdi bileaue makeS ou stonden up-
riht. <:i34o Hami'oI-E Pr. Come, 1298 pe maie.. ^at we
wax upright In welthe, and in worldly myght. 1390
GowER Conf I. 8 [They] With good consail on alle sides
Be kept upriht in such a wyse, That hate [etc.] 1399 —
Praise of Peace 6 The worschipe of this iond, whicli was
doun falle, Now staiit upriht. C1413 Hoccleve De Reg.
Princ. 537 O engelond 1 siande vp-ryghton thy feet ! <:i42i
26 Pol. Poems xxi. 147 Of erj>e ^e ben cleped 'salt *, ,; Go
vp-ri3t and be not halt. 1551 Crowley Pleas. <^ Pain 590
Al men should walk in their callynge vpryght. 1570-6
Lambarde Pcramb. Kent 105 While the honour of the
Britotis stood vpiight. 1609 Holland Awn. Mai-cell. xv.
v. 38 Most wished it were to be, that our fortune alwaies
continued upright. 1644 Milton Divorce (ed. 2) 11. iii. 40
The justice of God stood upright ev'n among heathen dis-

puters, 1670 Cotton Espertwn iii. xii. 601 Yet did he ever
keep himself upright from manifesting his sorrow. iSaa
Lamb AV;(i Ser. i. Dream Children^ Pain., could never bend
her good spirits, or make them stoop, but they were still up-
right. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 14 June 2/1 To ' keep the country
upright ' should be . . the first aim of the British Government,

fd. Cant, (Seequot.) Obs.
/11700 B. E, Diet. Cant. Crew s.v., Go Upright, said by

Taylers and Shoemakers, to their Servants, when any Money
is given,.. and signifies, bring it all out in Drink, tho' the
Donor intended less.

t2. Lying or so as to He at full length, flat or
recumbent, on the back and with the face upwards ;

supine. Usu. with He v. Obs.
A 1 100 in Napier O. E. Glosses 58/1 Supinus^ upriht,

astreht. 1297 1^. Glouc. (Rolls) 8635 He pulte him mid is

vot & adoun vpriht him caste.^ C1300 Beket 93 This maide
ful upriht iswoge tho heo him ise^. 13. . St. Crisioferd'^i in
Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 462 In his chayere he welte
vpryghte. c 1386 CnKMnv.^ Prioress* T. 159 Ther he with
throte ykoruen lay vpright. 1:1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton,
1483) lEi. vi. 54 They leyen euen vpright gapyng. ^ 1450
Mirk's Festiali. 172 He saue eche tie full of bryddes lying
vpry^t dede. 1539 Elvot Cast. Helthe 48 Lienge vpright
on the backe is to be viterly abhorred. 1555 Watreman
Fardle Facions i. vi. 88 Leaste he should giue vp the ghoste
lien^ vpright. i63oVenner Via Recta {1630) 303 Sleeping
upright upon the back be not healthfull. 1627 Drayton
JVyw/hidia \n, And Mab..Bestrids young Folks that lye
vpright.

II. 3. Having the chief axis or distinctive part

perpendicular to a surface ; set or placed in a verti-

cal position, posture, etc. ;
pointing or directed up-

wards; not inclined or leaning over, (Cf. i b.)
pred. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. v. viii. (IJodt. MS.),
An erbe pat growil? in hard londe is litel and vpright.

15^3 Golding G'Ssar (1565) 73 Theyr foredecks wer very
streight vpright, and so were also theyr sternes, 1597
Geharde ilerball u\. 1226 Another kind of Myrtus.. grow-
eth vpright vnto the height of a man. 2611 Bible yer, x.

5 They [sc. idols] are vpriaht as the palme tree. 1666 Act
j8^ 19 Chax./I, c. 8 § 12 That all Lights., made into any of
them [sc. cellars] be. .made upright, 1719 De Foe Crusoei.
(Globe) 128 It cost me a Month to shape it. .to something
like the Bottom of a Boat, that it might swim upright. 1759
R. Brown Cottipl, P^arvier 112 'Tis a grass that grows very
upright. X787 BESTy*l//f//w^3Such[fi>h]asswim with their
backs upright, or at riglit angles to the horizon.
attrib. i^zo Searchers Verdicts in Surtees Misc. (1890) 16

William of AIne hafes a upperyghte gavell. 1517 in
ArchaeologiaiiZZ:i) XLVII. 312 For makyng of an upright
steyer ofassheler. 1570 Billingslev Awt//rfxn. prop. 18. 382,
I call that an vpright cone, whoEe axe is perpendicular to
his base. 1640 Parkinson Tiicat. Bot. 755 This Violet
groweth about a foote high or more, with hard upright
stalkes. 1668 R, Steele Ilusbandm, Calling vii.(i672) 189
No creature upon earth hath an upright countenance as
man hath. 1714 YouNO/vrcff /i*(7/^. i. 290 When the winds
..descend. The fair and upright stem is forc'd to bend.
1784 CowpER Task I. 355 The upright shafts of, .[the] tall

elms. 1855 Poultry Chron. II. 602 Formed of upright bars
of stout wire, 1870 Lubbock Grig. Civiltz. vi. (1875) 294
The custom of marking boundaries by upright stones.

fig. 1600 Holland Livy 1359 During the upright and
flourishing state of Rome.

b. In Specific names of plants, etc, (see quots.).

1597 GERAKDE//^r/'a/i. 24 Vpright Dogsgrasse or Quich
grasse. Ibid ii. 705 The vpright Pancie. 1597 [see Clam-
bi:kek]. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 755 Viola siirrtcta

Purpurea, Vpright Violets. Ibid, 1462 Vpright Woodbiiide
or Hony suckle, 1731 Miller Gard, Diet. s.v. MalvOy
China Upright Mallow, with small white Flowers. 1760 J,
Lr,E Introd, Bot. App. 319 Upright Fir Moss, Lycopodium.
182a Ilorlus Anglicus 11. 92 S. Recta. Upright Stachys.
1830 Baxter s Libr. Agric. Knowl. 256 Nardus strictay

Upriglit mat grass. Ibid., Agrostis stricta. Upright bent.

185s Aliss VviXTT Floxver. PI. VI. 105 Upright Brome-grass.
i88a Garden 1 1 March 166/2 The upright Acacia (fas/igiata)^

a tree quite as erect in growth as the Lombardy Poplar.

C. sp(.r. and Uc/tn. (See quots.)
upright pianoforte: see Pianoforte.
1610 Guillim Heraldry in. xxii. 167 Fishes are borne after

a diuers manner, viz. Directly, Vpright, Imbowed [etc.].

i6it Cotgr., La vwntee d'vn bastiment^ th'vpper part of
a building; or, a representation, or modell thereof, called

the vpright plot of a building, 1638 S. Foster Art of
Dialling i-i Of upright declining Plaines. Those Plaines
are upright, which point up directly into the Zenith. 1704
J, Harris Lex. I'echn, I. s.v., Upriglit South Dyals. See
Prime Verticles. [Prime Verticals, or Direct Erect North
or South Dyals, are those whose Planes lie parallel to the
Prime Vertical Circle.] 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Upright
(with Heralds) is a Term used of Shell-fishes, when they
stand so in a Coat of Arms. 1795 Stodart in Abridgm,
Specif. Patents, Mus, (1871) 29 An upright grand piano in

the form of a bookcase. 1803 Loud Ibid. 44 Improvements
in the construction and action of upright pianofortes. 1875

UPRIGHT.
Knight Did. Mech. 2684/1 Upright, . .a term . . applied to a
boiler whose hight is greater than its width. Ibid., Upright,
. . a term applied to a molding.machine whose mandrel is per-
pendicular. 1884 Ibid. Suppl. 915/1 Upright drill, a term
applied to a drill whose mandril is vertical. Ibid., Upright
molding machine. 1887 Golfing 96 A club is said to be
' upriglit ' when its head is not at a very obtuse angle
to the shaft. 1888 Jacobi Printers* Vocab. 150 Upright
flues, the main flue or shaft which carries the smoke from
the furnace beyond the housetop. 1896 A. J. Hipkins
Pianoforte 122 Upright Grand Piano, accurately a grand
piano placed vertically upon a stand ; . . applied in the present
day to the better kinds of the cottage piano. 2898 Stainer
& Barrett Diet. Mus. Terttts 359/2 The upright spinet and
harpsichord,

d. Marked by perpendicular position or attitude

;

characterized by vertical bearing; erect.
An OE. instance occurs in itlfric's Horn. I. 276.
1634 M iLTON Comus 52 Circe . . Whose charmed Cup Who-

ever tasted, lost his upright .shape. 1658 Phillips, Ortho-
jfra^Aj',.. in Architecture or Foriification,.. is taken for the
upright erection of any work. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
(1776J VI. 157 The anal fin,. serves to keep the fish in its

'

uprightor vertical situation. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom.
I'orest ii, It being impossible to preserve it in an upright
situation, 1871 W. H. G. Kingston R. Kiffin's Ward v,

Although, .more than seventy, he still walked with an up-
right carriage. 1877 Tennyson Har. iir. ii. 39, I have lost
Somewhat of upright stature thro'mineoath, 1878 B. Taylor
Deukalion \. \\. 22 His eyes that met the sun, his upright
tread.

4. Of persons : Erect in carriage. (Chiefly /r^(^.)
c 1386 Chaucer A////cr'j 7', 78 She was. .Long as a Mast and

vpnghte as a bolt. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas iii. 4^57 Folk in
ther pouerte . . Ben . . lusti preuid at a neede, Vpriht of lymes
ther lournes for to speede. 1588 Shaks. L. L, L. iv. iii. 89
O most diuine Kate, ..As vpriglit as the Cedar. 1597 —
2 Hen, IV, II. ii. 91 Away, you horson vpright Rabbet.
*7S8 Johnson Idler No. 13 T 11 When these [spinning]
wheels are set upon a table, ., they will, .keep the girls up-
right. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge x. He was .. past the
prime of life, yet upright in his carriage. 1865 Kingslev
Herciv.m, Hereward, bleeding, but still active and upright,
broke away. 1905 'Guv Thorne' Lost Cause 1, Hibbert
was an upright, soldierly-looking man.

f b. Cant. Of vagrants : Big, strong, or sturdy.

Applied spec, to one of the higher classes of vaga-
bonds, Usu, 7tpright-man. Obs.
1561 AwDELEY Frat. Vacetb. {1869) 4 An Vpright man is

one that goeth wyth the trunchion of a staflfe. 1567 Har-
MAN Caveat {iZ6^) 31 A vpright man, the second in secte..
of these rainglnge rablement of rascales. 1608 Dekkes
Belman of London W^ks, (Grosart) IIL 92 Thb band of
Vpright-men seldome march without fiue or six in a company.
162a Fletcher Beggar's Bush ii, i, Come Princes of the
ragged regiment, . . Prig my most upright Lord. 1641 Brome
Jov. Crew ii. G i You,,.That never yet with man did Mell;
Of whom no Upright man is taster, a 1700 B. E. Diet,
Cant. Crew, Dells, . .young bucksome Wenches . .[that] have
not lost their Virginity, which the 'vpright man ' pretends
to, and_ seizes, [1815 Scott Guy M. xxviii, Johnny Faa,
the upright man.]

6. a, >= Pkkvkndicular a. i b, Right up a. i.

JS96 Danett tr. Comines (1614) 205 We mounted vp such
a maruellous steepe and vpright hill. 1599 Dallam in
Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 12 This mountayne is

verrie upryghte on bothe sides. i86x Whvte Melville
Good for Nothing iii, Another time do not ride so fast at
an upright leap. \

t b. Perpendicular to a surface. Obs.""^

1678 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. iv. 65 Exactly even and up-
right to the edges of the Board.

o. Of a rectangular superficies : Having the

height greater than the breadth.
x8M Jacobi Printers' I 'ocab.^ Upright, a page or job set

or cut to an upright size— the reverse of oblong. 189a
Photogr, Ann. IL 523 The remaining portion.. permits of
upright or oblong pictures being taken.

+ 6. a. Of shoes : That may fit either foot

;

straight. (Opposed to*right* and 'left',) Obs. rare.
x6o8 Day Hum. out ofBr. 11. ii, A paire of vpright shooes,

that gentlemen weare..now of one foote, then of^ another.
1621 IJuRTON Anat, Mel. 11. ii. vi. i, He that weares an vp-
right shooe, may correct the obliquity, 1642 FulLer Holy
Sf Prof St. IV. V. 262 An upright .shoe may fit both feet.

t b. Straight in respect of grain, Obs."^^

XTJ^ G. Semple Building; tn Water 115 The.. Braces..
ought to be made of sound hearty upright Oak.
7. Taking place in a vertical direction ; upward.
1650 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 431 Everie christian

should be an hawk ; his course should be upward and
upright, or right up. 1837 P. Keith Bet. Lex. 248 An up-
right growth of six inches in the year. 1876 Stainer &
I»AitBETT Diet. Mus. Terms 352/2 'I'he upright action was
invented for the purpose of constructing pianofortes [etcJ.

in. Jig. 8. Of persons ; Adhering to or follow-

ing correct moral principles; of imbending integrity

or rectitude; morally just, honest, or hononrable.
1530 Palsgr, 32S/2 Upright, indifferent bytwene party

and party, and nat affectionate, indifferent,..juste, 1560
Bible 2 Chron. xxix. 34 The Leuites were more vpright
in heart to sanctifie them selues, then the Priests. Ibid.,

Ps. xi. 2, 1605 Camden Rem. 7 That goodly, vpright, pro-
vident, . .and reasonable creature. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boc-
calinVs Advts.fr. Pamass. 11. xi. (1674) 149 The uprjghtest
and most experienced Senator, 1700 Dryden Pref. Fables
Wks, (Globe) 499, 1 have., been an upright judge betwixt the
parties in competition, a ^^^o Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795)
I. II. 142 They were found upright in their dealing. 1742
Pope Dune. iv. 208 So upright Quakers please both Alan
and God. 1828 Lytton PcUiant IIL xiv, I have always
thought him the most upright and honourable of men, 1856
Froude Hist. Eng. (185S) I. il. 173 [He) bore through Eng-
land the reputation of an upright and virtuous kin^. 1904
Vemey Mem. II, 296 She had been upright in her life,

absol, 1560 EiULE Prov. xxviii. 10 The vpright shal inherit
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good thinps. — Ps. vu. lo God . . preserueth the vpright In
heart. 1786 Paraphrases Ch. Scotland xxi. i Th upright
in heart alone have hope.

b. Of the mind, qualities, actions, etc. : Marked
or characterized by integrity or probity; having
conformity or accordance with moral rectitude.

1538 Starkey England i, li. 43 Settyng themselfe in rely-

gyouse housys, ther quyetly to serue God and kepe theyr
myndys vpryglii. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par, 1 Cor,

53 That we both inay..haue therwiih ap vpryght harte to

God. 1560 Bible P$. xxxvii. 14 To slay suche as be of vp-
right conuersation. 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love
B ij, That we might serve . . God . . with an vpright righteous-
nes and holynes. 1623 Exir. Aberd. Res;. (1848) II. 388
They sail giwe wnto thame thair trew and upricht counsall
whan the same salbe askit. 1667 Milton P, L. i. 18 Thou,
O Spirit, that dost prefer. . th' upright heart and pure. 1700
T. Brown Aniuwn. Ser. <s* Com, 31 Have you any Use in

your Country for Upright Honesty ? a 1721 Prior Vicar 0/
Bray ^- More Wks, 1907 II. 259 An upright and unpre-
judiced Conscience. 1781 Cowper Conver&at. 682 Those
hearts should be reclaim'd, renew'd, upright. 1782 Miss
BuRNEY Cecilia viii. vi, Now I see the fair promise of his

upright youth. 1818 Crulsk Digest (ed. 2) II. 458 Fair or
upright dealing. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 473
The diligent and upright discharge of the duties. 1904
Verney Mem. 1. 415 His upright chivalrous conduct
Comb. 1654 Allen in Thurloe St. Papers (1742) II, 214

The honour God hath put uppon him,.. I mean that of
upright-heartedness to the Lord. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi,
xliit, The best and most upright-minded men. 1836 [Mrs.
Cheap! Going to Service xii. 140 An upright-minded girL

t9. a. Sc. True; undoubted; rightful; = Right
o. 16. Obsr^
c 1480 Henrvson Cock Sf Fox xi, 5e ar jour Fatheris Sone

and air vpricht.

t b. In good condition ; in proper order ; correct.

1^6 Skelton Magnif. 651 Fansy and I, we twayne,..
counterfeted our names we haue, Craftely all thynges vp-

ryght to saue. iS57TussER I/usb. (1878) 23a Good husbandes
that laye, to saue all things vpright : for Tumbrels and cartes,

haueashedredy dight. i63oSHERLEYin Bradford Plymouth
Plantation (1856) 270 If it should please God ye one should
faile..,yet y" other would keepe both recconings, and things

uprighte.

+ C. Plain; straightforward; unambiguous. Obs.

1587 Harrisom Descr, Brit. i. i. in Ifolinshcd I. a/i My
purpose is to..deIiuer such things as I intreat of in distinct

and vpright order. 1607 Dekker Knt.'s Conjur, (1842) 56
He had bin in vpright tearmes an vsurer.

10. a. Stable, equable, b. dial, Sound in re-

spect of health,

1551 Robinson tr. Morels Utopia 11. M iij b, The quiete

and vpright state of the bodye. 1903 Eng. Dial. Diet. VI.

327/2 My horse is quite upright.

B. SO, tl. A vertical front, face, or plane. Obs,

1563 Shute Archit. C iv b. This is the foundacion through
the whiche we knowe and finde all the measures and vp-

rightes belonging to the pillor. 1663 Gerdier Counsel 12

Sbun too much carved Ornaments on that upright, ibid. 15

Contracting the Balconies within the upright of a Column.
1679 Moxos Mech. Exerc. viii. 141 You design the Bal-

cony to project beyond the Upright of the Front. 1703

[R. Nevk] City 4- C. Purchaser 11 The springing of the

Arch is skew'd back from the upright of_ the Jam&. 17*6

Lkoni AlbertCs Archit. I. 55 The vacuities.. left between
the back of the sweep of the Arch, and the upright of the

Wall it is turn'd from,, .shou'd be fill'd up.

fb. = Elevation ii, Obthogbaphy 2b. Obs.

1603 B. JoNsoN K. Jas^s Entertain. P i The scene pre-

sented it selfe in a square and flat vpright like to the side

of a citty. 1620-50 I. Jones Stone-Heng (1655) 56 The
p-oundplot, with the uprights and profyle of the whole
work. ibid. 61 The upright of the work, as when entire.

1712 J.James \.x.Le Blond's Gardening 216 You may judge
by the Upright, of the handsome Effect this Cascade would
make. 178a H. Walpole Veriue's Anecd. Paint, (ed. 3) I.

Suppl. T 1, There are not many uprights, but several ground
plans of some of the palaces. 1843 Gwilt Archit. Gloss.

1049 Upright, ,\ a term rarely used.

f c. A very steep declivity. Cf. Pebpendicdlab

sb, 2. Obsr'^
vtxx Henley tr. Montfaucon*s Antig. italy v'li. 108 The

Lake runs, .thro* the Mountain, till it comes to an upright,

where there is a mighty Fall.

2. An upright or vertical position ; the pcrpen-

dicidar.

1683 MoxoM Mech. Exerc., Printing xix. 297 So that the

Tympan may stand.. towards an upright. 1851 La,xton
Builder's i*rice Bk. 133 Plasterer's Work.. .Dubbing out.

.

not to be allowed unless the work is out ofan upright. 1B83

in Elworthy IV. Somerset IVord-bk. (1888) 791 Thick there

wall's a little bit out of an upright 1905 Times 30 Sept. 8/1

Themullion was much out of upright, and had., an iron stay.

b. That which lies immediately above a thing.

1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 917 Every man may do

what he pleases upon the upright or perpendicular of his

own soil.

3. Something set or standing upright, erect, or

veriical ; a perpendicular stone, post, part, etc.

In frequent use from c i79o*

174a De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 259 By which

means the Uprights (of Stonehenge] are less liable to fall or

swerve, 1776 (5. Semple Building in Water 131 The up-

riiiht of c. has a siiuare Hole in the upper End of it. 1786

Abkhcromkib Card, Assist. 54 Uprights or growing stakes.

1794 Rigging ^ Seamanship 140 Vessels in harbour. .have

uprights (for awnings). J794 Burns Ca/^rfuw/a 46 Rectangle-

triangle the figure we'll choose, The upright is Chance, and

old Time is the ba-^e. 1845 J. Saunders Cabinet Pict. Eng.

Life X9 A beam laid cross-wise upon two uprights.
^ 1854

AiNSWORTH Flitch of Bacon ly. iii, \ magnificent staircase

of many turnings... The uprights on each landing wt-re

decorated with rampant nondescripts. 1883 Miss Brough-

TON Belinda iii. iii, One of the spiked iron uprights of the

gale x886 FuRNiVALL in Shaks. Ven. ^ Ad. (1st Qo. fac-
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simile) p. xix, ' Hooke-nosoe *, should be * hook-nosde ' ; the
uprij;ht of the d unluckily failed to print.

b. Spec. One of the vertical members of a fram-

ing, etc.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27 Aug. 1666, We plumb'd the up-
rights in several places. 1791 Smkaton Edystone L. §34
The outside timbers (since called tlie uprights) were seventy.
two in number). 1807 Pike Sources Mississ. i, (1810) App,
46 Part of the houses are framed, aiid. .there are small logs

let into mortises made in the uprights. 1851 'R\:sk\u Stones
Ven. (1874) I. i. 18 Timbers attaclied to uprights on the
top of the nave pillars. 1870 Morris Earthly I'ar. III. iv.

61 The greasy blackened wood Of the hall's uprights.

C. (See quots.)
1856 * Stonehenge ' Brit. Rur. Sports 1. x. 82/2 The Spire

(has] a brow antler, and half-developed beam, called up-
rights', a Staggarl, brow, tray, and uprights. 1878 in

Elworthy W. Somerset IVord^bk. 792 A male deer of one
year old has., one straight horn each side only, which we
term his upright.

d. An upright pianoforte (see Pianoforte).
i860 Builder 15 Sept. 588/1 The best grands and uprights

of the present day. 1894 S. Fiske Holiday Stories (1900)

n8 The baby grands nestled between the larger instru-

ments. The uprights looked., out of place.

e. A kind of fly-hook.

1878 W. Nash Oregon vi. 135 The lawyer put on a 'black
palmer * and a ' blue upright '. 189a Daily Neivs 14 April

3/1 The comparatively large uprights and browns are as
fatal as ever to the smallest trout,

4. An upright stratum ; = Abbect sb.

181Z PiNKERTON Petral, II. 158 A mountain of a most
regular structure ; the arrects, or uprights, having their

planes parallel to its great axis.

5. slang, (See quot.)
xj^ sporting Mag, VIII. 107 [They] drank 57 quarts of

upright, viz. a quart of beer with a quartern of gin in it.

U'prifi^llt, adv, [f. prec. Cf. OE, uf>rihte,'\

1. = Ul'BIGHTLY adv. I,

1509 HaWES Conv. Swearers ix, I sende you ^etynge . . &
grace Right wel to gouern vpright your dominion. 1577
B. GoocE iier'esbach's Husb. i, (1586) 2 All seeke to lyue,

but none to Hue upryght. 1591 in loM Rep. tjist. MSS,
Comm. App. 1. 76 That thay may leif togidder in luif, up-
richt to CJod. 1624 J. Davies Ps. xiv, Not one doth good,
not one doth well, vpright.

fb. In a just manner ; correctly. Obs,~^
160X Holland Pliny II. 585 In truth, if we will consider

this pageant upright, we must needs confesse [etc.].

2. In a vertical direction ; vertically upwards.
1590 WebBB Trav. (Arb.) 22 Ye wonderfull..swelling of

the water vpright . . to ye height of a huge mountaine. 1591

J. Dee Diary (famden) 38 Wownded on his bed by his own
wanton throwing of a brik-bat upright, and not well avoyding
the fall of it. 1605 Shaks. Lear w. vi. 27 For all beneath

the Moone would 1 not leape vpright. 1664 Butler Hud.
II. Ill, 437 That Cannon-Bail,.. shot in th' Air point-blank,

upright. X71S Desaguliers Fires impr. 12 As for the

Rays that go upright, nothing can hinder them from getting

out at top of the Chimney. 1736 Gray Statins i. 45 Nor
tempts he yet the plain, but hurl'd upright, Emits the mass.

Comb. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 352 In the case of up-

right-grown plants, ibid. 549 The pear is grafted or budded
on stocks rabed. .from any strong upright-growing kind,

3. dial. Independently; on one's own means.
x8a3 E. Moor Suffolk Words 460 A Hve upright on *a's

forten. 1896 WeUm. Gaz. 28 April 2/1, I shall be able to

retire and ' live upright ', as the butler said.

XJ'pri^ht, V, Also 5 Sc, vp-, wpricht, [f. as

prec. Cf. MDu. uprichUn (Du. opriglen), Flem.

(Kilian) oprechten, OHG. (MHO.) Afrihten (G.

aitfrichten)^

I. trans. To raise to an upright or vertical posi-

tion ; to erect, ^^ojig, and in fig. context,

a 1340 Hampolk Psalter cxii. 6 He vprightis Jje pore out

of t>e fen of fleyssly lust. Ibid. cxlv. 7 Lord vprightys he
smytyn down. 1590 Sir J, Smyth Disc. Weapons 30 They
all vpright their piques. 1591 — instruct. (1595) 22 Then
are tney to sale to the first raiike Vpright your piques. 1609

Daniel Civ, Wars vii. Ixxii, It rests within your iudge-

ments, to vp-right . . the Land. 1890 Standard 5 April 6/3,

I, .assisted to upright the boat, which was baled out. 1893

Westm. Gaz. 16 Sept, 4/1 As soon as he had upriglited his

machine (- bicycle].

1 2. Sc, 'lo make reparation to or for ; to com-

.pensate. Obs,

1463 Extr. Aberd. Reg, {1844) I. 26 The forsaide Thomas
til sek til his warande gif he hafe oiiy til vpricht him. 1480

ibid. 411 That the saids persons acht til wpricht and

assith him for hir. 149a Ibid. 420 To amende and vpriclit

the skailht'done.

t Uprighten, v. Obs. [f. prec, + -en 5.] trans.

= prec. I.

1617 AiNSWORTii Annot. Ps. cxlv, 14 lehovah upholdeth

all that fall : and up-righteneth, all that are crooked.

tTpri-ghteously, adv. rarer-\ [Cf. next.] In

an upright manner.
1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. iir, i. 205 You may most vp-

righteously do a poor wronged Lady a merited benefit.

Upri-ghteousness, [Cf. Upright a, and

RiGiiTEuusNKSrt] The quality of being upright.

1549 Latimkr A,th Sertn. be/. Eldio. Vi (Arb.) no The
vpryghteousnes of hys cause. 1550 Thomas Ital. Dict.^

Dirittura, vprightwisenesse, 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.

X. 349 Not only Uifit he vprychieousnes, Bot als he h.itit

vice. 16*3 CocKERAM II, VpH^htcousncs, S^ixicund^. 1904

Daily IVtws 26 Aug. 6 Respectability and conscious up-

righteousness oozing from his every pore.

U-prighting, vbl. sb. [f. Upuight v.} The

action of making upright; spec, the process of

ensuring uprightness of position. Also allrib.

1884 F. J. IJsiTTEN Watch <5- Clockm, 153 Bad pivots, bad

UPEIGHTS.
uprightinp^,..are responsible for much of the trouble ex-
perienced in position timing. Ibid. 279 An uprighting tool.

TJ'prightish, a. rare, [f. Upuight a. + -ish 1.]

Somewhat upright,
1806 J. Gali'ine Brit. Bot. 112 Stems uprightish :. .calyx-

teeth setaceous, elongated.

U'prightly, adv. [f.- as prec. + -LT 2.]

1. In a just or uprigiit manner ; with strict obser-
vance of justice, honesty, or rectitude ; sincerely,

justly. (Freq. c i56o-<r 1590.)
1549 CovERDALE, etc Erasvt. Par. Acts xxiii. 75 Bearyng

my selfe vpryghtely and with a good conscience, 1583
SiUBBEs Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 32 In times past when men
dealt vpnghtly, and in the feare of God. 1624 Bedell Lett.
X. 129 ludge now vprightly if this be indifferent dealing.
1649 Davenant Love <y i/on. iv. iii. 27 If you uprightly
love her and the prince. 1668 Dkvden Dram. Poesy Ess.
(ed. Ker) I. 8g Betwixt the extremes of admiration and
malice, 'tts hard to judge uprightly of the living. 1755
Johnson, Honestly, ..\\^x'\^\.\y \ justly. 1838 Arnold
Hist. Roi.ie I. 296 The first decemvirs, .governed uprightly
and well. 1847 S. Austin Rankers Hist. Ref. 1 1 1. 39 A man
who would rule uprightly. 1855 Macal'Lav Hist. Eng. xiv.

111,454 He was sure, he said, that they had acted uprightly.

fb. Candidly; straightforwardly. Obs.
1565 P^S- Privy Council Scot. I. 340 To declair planelie

and uprychtlie the wordis and brute.. of the said allegeit
conspiracie. 1579 E. K, Gloss, to Spenser's Sluph. Cal. Aug.
S3 By Perigot who is meant, I can not vprightly say. 1598
J, Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 439 All sic as stud up-
righilie for the established discipline and fredome of the
Kirk. 1620 Bp, Andkewes Serm. (1629) 130 Besides (to

Speake vprightly) one might, .complaine of the privatenesse
of the Angells appearing. 1630 A*. Johnson s Kingd. ^
Con/mw. 13 To speak uprightly, from these Nations, .have
tortures of more exquisite device taken their originals.

2. In an upright position ; vertically, perpen-
dicularly. Ahojig. and in fig. context.
i6oi Holland Pliny I, 159 He,. shall live in this world

uprightly and in even ballance, without enclining more to
one side, than unto another. 1639 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Part Summers Trav. 46 You were never known to be
drunke, and though you never walke uprightly, yet you
never stumbled, a J718 Parneli, Poems (1758) 9 The waters
were afraid ;. . In heaps uprightly piac'd they learn to stand.

1751 liARR]^ Hermes i. v. (1765) 84 'ihese Pronouns, .assumed
a peculiar Accent of their own, which gave them the name
of op^oTorou/xeVai, or Pronouns uprightly accented, 1826 in

A. C. Hutchinson Pract. Obs, Surg.{^d.2) 173 But I have
watched him,— have seen him. .walk, .as uprightly as you
can walk. 1868 Lockyer Pllem. Astron. § i&3 \Ve lound
that the Sun was not floating uprightly in our sea, the plane
of the ecliptic.

Uprightness, [f. as prec. + -ne8s,]

1, The state or condition of being sincere, honest,

or just ; equity or justness in respect of principle or

practice ; upright quality or conduct ; moral in-

tegrity or rectitude.

1541 Elvot image Gov. xii. 22 He loued syncerytie, vul-

garly called vprightnesse. 1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 11 §2 Any
..Subiectes using upryghtnes and trueth in the barrelling

of sucn Fishe. 1591 Savile Tacitus, A^ricola 242 Agricola

. .caryed himselfe easily with great vprightnes and iustice.

1628 Wither Brit, Remeinb. vii. 1553 Ihey of my upright-

nesse judge amisse, 1668 Owen indiuellhig Sin vL 72
Accordingly his design is to walk before God, and bis

frame is sincerity and uprightness therein.
_ 1736 Butler

Anal. I. V, 92 Those who preserve their Uprightness.. raise

themselves to a more secure State of Virtue. 1766 Amorv

Buncle (1770) III, 210 A canted uprightness and seeming
piety. 1820 Shelley Liberty vii, Many a deed of terrible

uprightness By thy sweet love was sanctified. 1855 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. xi. III. 60 Veracity, uprightness, and manly
boldness were then, as now, qualities eminently English.

J879 R. K. Douglas Confucianism iii. 72 The Sage.. main-

tains a perfect uprightness and pursues the heavenly way
without the slightest deflection.

b. Const, ^(conduct, etc.).

1560 Bible i Kings iii. 6 He walked.. tn vprightnes of

heart with thee. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 22 RIodestie

of life and uprightnesse of manners. 1592 Chettle Kind-
harts Dr. A 4, Diuers of worship haue reported his vp-

rightnes of dealing. 1644 Milton Divorce (ed, 2) ii.iv, 'the

uprightnesse of his ways. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvii.

152 Cleared by the Uprightnesse of his own Intention. 1775
Adair Amcr. ind. Ded., The uprightness of my intentions

as to the information here given. 1795 Gentl, Mag. 543/1
Integrity of heart and uprightness of intention. 1831 Sir J,

SiNCLAiRC^rr.,etc. 11.393 IHe] was distinguished by.. great

uprightness of conduct.

2. The state or cliaracter of being erect, vertical,

or upright ; erect or vertical attitude ; erectness.

164s Waller To Chloris Poems 180 So the fayre tree..

In stormes from that uprightnesse swerves. 1706 Stevens
Span. Diet., Dercchura, straightness, uprightness. 1782

V, Knox Ess. Ixxix. (1819) H. 114 The uprighttiess of the

pilaster, c 1815 Janic Ai sten Persuasion vi, Mrs. Croft..

had a squareness, uprightness, and vigour of form. 1853

Kane Grinnell Exp, xix. {1856} 143 The poor things had
lost their upriglitness. 1889 Pall Mall G. 9 Mar. 7/1 The
rigid uprightness of his collars.

t Uprights, ^^i'z'. Obs, [f. Upright «*/£». + -s.]

1, In an upright position; perpendicularly.

c"i3So Will, Palerne 1789 Tvo white beres..went on alle

four.., & whan ^ei wery were J>ei went vp-ri3ttes. 1390

GowEK Conf. I. 140 Than scholde he stonde ayein uprihtes.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxi. 143 pai..gase on fete nere-

hand vprightes. £'1410 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182)

xii, Men sliull take suche an Hounde and holde hym faste

and vpreghtes [e'.r. fast vpryjtesj.

2. Upon one*s back and with the face upwards.

c 1420 LvL>G. Se^e Thebes 3911 Many on lay slayen at the

gate, Gapyng vprightys. Ibid. 4481 Thorgh-girt with many
wounde..[they lay] stark vpri3tes.

Upripe, etc. : see Up- 4-7.



UPRISAL.

XTpri'Sal. [Up- 2.] Uprising;.

1871 Daily Ncrvs 7 March, The dnn.cer of a sudden uprlsal
of the north-eastern quarters of Paris. 1889 Hi^rrixg &
Ross Irish Cousin i. xiv, The sudden uprisal.,of an nbnor-
malty lengthy dachshund.

Uprise (p.^roi-z, pproiz), sd. [Up- 2. Cf. ON.
uppi-isa (NlSw. uprha^ S\v. nfpresa), rising up,

resurrection.]

{L Resurrection. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor Jtf. 1479 Wit bair vpris fra ded to Hjf. //'/W.

18571 pan btgan J>ai to bede pam nigiites For to Ici of his
vp-rise.

2. a. Rising (of the snn, etc.) ; dawn (of day).
1588 Shaks. Ti/. A. III. i. 159 A Larke, That ghies sweet

tydings of the Sunnes vprise, x6oo S. Nicholson Acolasiits*
A/ler.ivitie \a, Kaire Queene Aurora,. .Whose blithsome
vp-rise makes Nights prisoners blest. 1633 Heywood Ifier-
archy in. Coinin. 183 Because the Sunne in his mornings
vprise looketh red and blushing. 1674 J. W[right] Seneca's
Thyestes 71 Father of gods and men, at whose Uprise Night
doth her beauty loose. 1794 Southey Elinor 11 When in
better years poor Elinor Gazed on thy glad uprise with eye
undimm'd By guilt. 1818 Shellf.v Eugan. Hills 73 The
piean With which thelegioned rooks did hail The sun's uprise
m.i,jestical. aiSji Mom PoemSt Mi'ie Own i, Alike at
orient day's uprise, And pensive shut of night.

fb. The act of rising frona bed. Obs.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. xii. iv, Musick and base flat-

tering tongues. Which wait to first-salute my Lords uprise.

c. The act of rising to a higher level ; ascent.

1690 C. Nesse O. <V A''. Test. I, 126 The dreadful downfal,
as well as up-rise, of the waters. 1817 Shelley Ke:\ Islam
XII. xvi, A blood-red gleam Burst upwards...! heard the
mighty sound Of its uprise. i88a Geikie Texl-bk. Gcol. vi.

V. 900 An intermittent uprise of the land.

d. The beginning of an ascent; an ascending
shaft in a mine.

187s Browning Aristophanes* ApoL 534 Now bound For
Donon.at the uprise.. Of Mount Pangaios. 1877 Raymonu
Statist. Mines \- Mining 174 Fifty feet in from the mouth
of the tunnel an uprise was made.

3. a. Ascent to power or dignity; rise to wealth
or importance.
1810 Jane Portkr Scot. Chiefs x, At the fall of Dunbar.

,

he again founded his uprise on the ruins of his country. 1877
N.\y^, Line. Gloss. 265 The uprise o' that family was th*

inclosures.

b. The act of coming into existence or notice ;

origination,

1817 SiiKLLEY Rev, Islam vii, ii. Awakened from that
dreamy ma^d By Liberty's uprise. 1844 Tmackf.rav Wks.
(i885) XXIII. 205 The young painters., whose uprise this
Magazine and this critic were the first to hail. 1862 F. Hall
Hindu Philos. Syst. 241 The uprise of a iiew..aneclion of
the internal organ. 1875 Whitney Life Lang, vi. 107 The
uprise of the cla.ss of prepositions.

tJprise(t'pr3i-z),z;. [Up- 4. Cf. WFris. (7/r/stf,

MDu. oprisen (Du. opnjzen)^ MLG. uprisen (LG.
uprUen\ MHG. nfrisen:\

1. inir. To rise to one's feet ; to assume a stand-
ing posture.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2733 Quen J>ai war rest wel vp-ras J>ai.

13. . E. E. Atlit. P. C 378 He radly vp-ros & ran fro his
chayer. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. /K. 1743 Lucrece, She anoon
vp roos with bLysful chere And kyssed hym. 1448-9 Metham
Amoryus Sf CI. 1867 Hole and sound, with-owte wemme off
yowre woundys, Nowe vp-ryse. 1 a 1550 Freiris ofBerivik
341 {Maitlami Folio\ pan the freyr uprais, And tuk his
bulk and to the flure he gayis. 1590 Spenser E. Q. i. iv. 16
Suddein vpriseth from her stately place The loyall Dame.
1715 Pope Hiad 1. 95 Uprising slow, the venerable sage
Thus spoke the prudence and the fears of age. a 1800
CowpER Odyssfy (ed, 2) xxiv. 496 Soon as on full seats 'J'he
whole assembled .senate sat, uprose Eupiihes first. 1858
Merivale Rom. Emp. liii. VI. 216 Then uprose Salnnus to
advance his charges. 1870 Bryant Iliad \. I. 14 Now up-
rose Nestor, the master of persuasive speech.

fi.^' ^ '3'>o ^' ^- Psalter xxvi. 6 If vprise ogaine me
fight, In pat sal i hope in might. x8i2 Byron Ch. liar.
I. Ixxxi, Ere War uprose in his volcanic rage. 1837 Alag,
Nat. Hist.l. 134 The whole neighbourhood uprose in armSj
till every bird of them was killed.

b. To rise from bed.
* 13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 3181 Opon the morn the knyght
vprase. C1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 329 Aleyn vprist and
thoughte, er t^at it dawe I wol go crepen In by my felawe.
1503 Dunbar Thistle ^ Rose 29 Quhairto. .sail I vprys at
morrow? 1513 Bradshaw Si. ll^erburge i. 2544 She wolde vp.
ryseatan houreconuenyent, %^6-a 1628 [see Down-lie?'.].
X7«S Pope Odyss. vi. 59 Uprose the virgin with the morning
light. 1878 Masque Poets 95 It was a wicked Nephew bold
Who uprose in the night.

2. Of the sun : To rise.

The Chaucerian uprist ( = upriseth) has by archaizing
writers been taken as a past tense,

c 1350 Will, Palerne 1791 Al M long ni^t, til it dawed to
day & sunne to vp-rise. c 1374 Chaucer Compl, Mars 4 For
when the sunne v}>rist then wol they sprede. 1471 Ripley
Camp. Alch. ir. xii. in Asbm. (1652) 138 For there the Son
wyth Day-Ijrght doth upryse In Somer. 1513 Douglas
Mfuidwi. lii. 56 First as the son wprysis. 1729 T, Cooke
Tales^ etc. 136 The Critic took his Way, Slow pacing, home-
ward, and uprose the Day. 1798 Coleridge Anc, Mar, 11.

iv, Nor dim nor red, . . The glorious Sun uprist, x8i8 Milman
Samor x 417 The sun uprising sees the dusk niglit fled
Already from tall Pendle. x88o W. S. Blunt L(rve Sonn,
Proteus ci. Ere yet the sun uprist.

3. To rise from the dead.
a 1300 Cursor M. 203 How he vprais, how he upstey, Many
man on stodandsey. cxy^ Hamiolr Pr.Cousc. 5026 Alle
Jjat er gude J>an and rightwyse, pat sal be save, sal first up-
ryse. C1440 Vor/e MysU xxxvii. 31, I schall. .on the thirde
day ryght vprise. 1553 Poynet Short Catech. 21 h, 'Ihe third
daye after, he vprose agayne, a lyue in bodye also. 1567

440

Cude
<S-

Codlie B. (S.T.S.) 78 Christ maid us lust quhen he
vprais, 1879 Arnold Light ofAsia i. 3 The dead that are
to live, the live who die, Uprise, and hear, and hope !

b. To come from the underworM,
?/zxS50 Erciris Henvik 524 (Bann. MS.), I coniure the,

'Ihat thow vprys and .sone tome appeir. a 1743 Savagk^'w
False Historians 32 The devil. .The sorcerer us'd to raise,

tlie parson lay, When Echard wav'd his pen, ..The jtarson

conjur'd, and the fiend uprose. 1816 Shelley Dxnion n. 21
Erebus With all its banded fiends shall not uprise 'J'o over-
whelm. .The dauntless.

4. T'o rise or ascend to a higher level ; to rise

into view.
a X300 Cursor M, 21074 P^* erth . . Men seis vprlsand fra J>e

grund. 13.. Anticrist z^j pe dais [sal] uprise, JjefelLs dun-
falle. c 1400 Secreta Secret. ^ Gov. Lordsh. 89 For hou seez
it [^can enchanted stone] vprys vpon waterys whenne [jay

rynne with J>e wyndes. x842 Tennyson / Vj. Sin 208 Once
more Uprose the mystic mountain range. 1858 Longf. M.
Standish v. 1 As the mists uprose from the meadows, 1867
Tennyson Victim ^y The rites prepared, the victim bared,
The knife uprising toward the blow.
fig. a 1300 Cursor M. 17474 All fals sal far J>at ilk wise,
And euer .sal rightwisnes vprise. 1513 Douglas ^incid x,
ix. 44 Be that gude beleif quhilk thou has eyk Of Ascanyvs
vprysyng to estait. 1568 Charteris Pref to Lyndesay^s
iVks. (1871) 13* Cum, all degreis, in Lurdanerie quha lyis,..

And lerne in vertew how for to vpryis t

b. To become erect.

X796 ScoTT li'ild Huntsman xliv, Uprose the Wildgrave's
bristling hair. 1827 Viikv.d Red Fishennanyj 'Twasasight
to make the hair uprise.

5. To ascend as a sound.

'S03 Dunbar Thistle ^ Rose 176 The commoun voce vprais
of birdis small. 1838 Dickens O, Twist 1, The crowd grew
light with uncovered heads; and again the sliout uprose.
1850 Blackie ALschylus 1. 235 How shall my hymn uprise
to bless thee? xSgo [see Hale sk* 1].

6. To come into existence.

X471 Ripley Comp, Alch. v. viii, (MS. Ashm. 1445), So
thershulde no frute be vprysinge. 1562 Wen5et C^r/. Trac-
talis Wks_. (S.T.S.) I. 25, I being drery and,tloIorus for tlie

schisme..in Godis Kirk, and apperand temporal calaniiteis
to vpryse tharthrou. 1584 Southwell IVks. (1828) II. 150
So infinite [are] the sects . . into which it hath spread, besides
new ones daily uprising. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unh. i. 82,
I had clothed, since Earth uprose. Its wastes in colours not
their own. x38o Libr. Univ, Ktunul, IX. 300 But now up-
rise some marvelous phenomena,

TJpri'sen, pa. pple. and ///. a, [Ur- 5. Cf.
ON. upprisinn and i:)rec.] Risen up ; arisen.
X3.. Cursor M. 17384 (G5tt.), Fra dede to lijf vp-resen es

he. a 1400 Sir Perc. 977 Up-resyne es a sowdane, Alle hir
landes base he tane. X446 Lvdg. Nightingale 401 Hell
despoiled, & slayn oure mortall foo, Oure lord vpry.se with
palmeof hye victorie. 1600 Faihfax 7Vw.r£; xm, xxxv, These
flames vprisen to forestall my way, Perchance more terrour
far than danger bring. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Diairihx 283
Those wt^fi vp-risen brethren Rosese Crucis. 1682 Bunvan
Holy IVar (1905) 345 He is up-risen, and is departed from
them. 1849 Rocfv Ch. ofFathers I. ii. 127 Christ's Body is

not only up-risen, but has passed into an incorruptible, .state.
Upri-ser, (Up- 8.) x6s6 [S. Holland] Don Zara in. ii.

14 ( matg.^ The number of Inhabitants, up-risers and down-
lyers in this mi-^Iity City. 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 692
'I'he uprisers have not mixed wi.sdora with their cry for
freedom,

TTpri'sing, vbh sb. [Up- 7.]
1. Tlie action of rising from death or from the

grave ; resurrection. Now tare,
CX250 Cr^-^rtTin Maskell Mon. Rit. (18S2) HI. 251 Hy troue

..for5ifnes of sinnes, uprisinge of fieyes. 1:1290 S. F.ng.
Leg, I. 416/453 A-sonenday,..pe day of mine oprisiiigue,

1297 K.Glouc. (Rolls) 8530 Bi J>e vpiisinge of god Robelin
messal ise..stalwarde kni5t be. 1340 Ayenh, 227 Ine ^
oprisinge ne ssel by non spousyngc. c X400 PePysian Gosp,
Harmony (1922) 73 po asked Jesus ^if (>at sche leued it )>at

he was vprising and lyf. c 1440 A Iph. Tales igs Ane heresye
|jat ban began at rise in ]»aim J?at trustid not in vprysyng of
flessh. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 371 Of his uprysyng
he dede us lere Whan he walkyd with us in fere. ^1550
Cheke Matt, xxii. 30 In ye vprising iioyer schal men inari
nor women be maricd. ^"1555 Haki'sfikld Divorce Hen.
/''/// (Camden) 38 By the death and uprising of Christ. 1648
Herrick /^<?j/(rn, * Jlerc do7vn' 11 At my up-rising next, \

shall., thank ye all. 1852 Kock Ch, ofFathers \,'\x. III. 322
The life, the death, the uprising of her divine Son,
2. a. The action of rising from bed.
A 1300 A'. Horn 844 Horn..cam to j^e kinge At his vp-

risinge. ci/^ZQSyrGener,{Koxh.) ^j^ Fulerly in the morning
The king made his vprising. xgiS H. Watson Hist. Oliver
ifCastile (Roxh.) D4b, Eily in y" inornynge his seruauntes
came to his chambre for to be at his vprysynge. 1578 H.
WoTTON ConrtlieCotitrov. 240 Hee.. prayed them to goe
vnto the kings vprising, and giue hym good morrowe. a 1628
PRESTONiV«t/Ci;z'. (i6jo)8o How many there are at vprising
and down-lying from day to day. 1675 Han, Woollky
Gentleiv, Comp. 211 You ought, .to.. keep due hours for
their \sc. children's] up-rising and going to bed. X827 Kfblk
Chr, K, Morning vi, New every morning is the love Our
wakening and uprising prove. 1863 G-co. Eliot Romola \.

Introd. 2 The faint light [of dawn] ..fell.. on the hasty up-
rising of the hard-handed labourer.

b. The action of rising from a sitting, kneeling,
or recumbent posture.

1521 Clerk in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. I. 265 The Master
of the ceremonyes. .causyd me to kysse his foott, and att
myn vprising.. his.Holynes toke me by the sholders. 1535
Coveroalf, Ps. cxxxviii.2 Thou knowest my downe syttinge
& my vprisynge. 1865 Sat. Rev. 5 Aug. 177 The down-
sittings and uprisings of each day. 1893 A. S. Eccles
Sciatica. 78 Uprising from the couch is performed by the
attendant grasping the patient's extended hands.

fc. Spec. Tlie rising of a woman after confine-
ment, Obs.
x6ix CoTG^..^ Relevailles d^unefemmCi th' vprising, or vp.

UPRIVB.
sittin^^, also the Churching, of a woman, a 1693 UiiQUHARf
Jialielais ill. xH, 336 An uprising or Women Ciiurching
Treatment. (1899 A'.<5r C?. oth Ser. III. 212 Child-Bed pew,
another name for this was 'uprising seat '.J

3. The action of rising .iftera fall. Also^^.
^1300 Cursor AI. 11363 pis child. .Sal be tofelmen in dun

fall, And to fell in vprisnig. 1 1330 Arth, ^ Merl. 9906
(Kiilbing), Often ]jai made dounfalking, & when J?ai mi^t,
vpriseing. <2 1375 Cursor M. ssSm (Fairf), Squa-gate for
J>aire wanliopiiig J>ai falle wi|>.outin vprising. a 1555 Lati-
WER in Foxe A. ^*M, (1563) 1310/1 For remembraunce of
that fal and vprisyng kepeth vs in our fal from dispairing.

4. The rising of the sun
; falso (quot. 1535), the

quarter in which the sun rises.

e 12:^0 Arth. ^ Merl. 3865 (Kolbing), In J»e sonnes vpriseing
Bigan, certes, J>is rideing. C1400 Three Kings Cologne
(1886J 50 pel come, .in to Jerusalem.. in Jje vpperisyng of \>*t

sunne. 1412-20 Lvdg, Chron. Troy iv, 2050 pe Grekis ban,
at Phebus vp-rysynge, I-armed hem with gret dilligence.
X471 Rii'LEY Comp. Alch., Rec. iv. in Ashm. (1652) 187 There
is the uprysyng of the Son apperyng wbyt and bryght. J535
CoVEiiDALK 2 /'-Wr/wxv. 2o All the kyngesof y« earth which
are from the vprysinge. 1598 Hakluvt Voy. I. 59 'J'he

terriiile noi^e, which the Sunne made at his vpri.sing. x66s
Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 64 Ecbar. .gives those Rebels
battel at the Suns first up-rising.

5. Advancement in place or power ; improvement
in position or circumstances.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas viii. 467 Altir tryumphes and ther

upiisinges.What fol with aftir, hir [Fortune's] wlieel telle can.
1629 Vi<\KSK Anti-Armin. 52 Who know no other passage
to their owne secure vp-rising but by religions downefall,
1868 .\iKissoN ClcT'elandGloss.^ Uprising, a, prospevowsrUe
in one's circumstances and condition; a getting on in the world,

6. A rise or ascent; a swelling; a welling-up,
X588 Shaks, L, L. L, iv. i. 2 Was that the King that spurd

his horse so hard, Against the steepe vprising of the hill ?

i6n CoTCH., liosse,.. ai\y round swelling, vpri'^ing, or puffing
vp, X874 "1". Hardy Farfr, Mad, Croivd Ivi, Something big
came into her throat and an uprising to her eyes.

fb. A/r/i. Klevation. Obs.-^
1669 tr. Scamozzi's Mirr. Archit. 23 The half of the

building on the ground. ..The other half with the up-rising.

7. An insurrection ; a popular rising against
authority or for some common purpose.
1587 HoLiNSHED Chron. III. 37/2 It was a greefe to him

still to be vexed with such tumults and vprisings as they
dailie procured. x86i M. I'attlson Ess. (1889) I. 45 The
great communistic uprising under Wat Tyler in 1381. 1871
Freeman Norm. Cofig. xvii. IV. 54 Liable to be driven out
whenever the whole nation should join together in one
sudden and vigorous uprising.

8. The process or fact of coming into existence

or notice,

1587 GoLDiNG De iSIornay xxxiii. 618 If they indge it by
the first vprysing ofthe Christian Religion, a 1591 H. Smith
Gods Arro7o iv. (1593) lib. The beginning of Mahomets
vprising, and of his Sect. x63,^ Sir M. Sandys Prud-
ence 251 Death is but. .The uprising of Con.solation, and
the downe-setting of Perturbation. 1657 J. Watts Viml.
Ch. Eng. loi The uprising of bloody Wars, and throwing
down of Order. X851 Brimley Ess,^ U'ordsw. no 'ihe up-
rising of a new aristocracy of wealth and intellect. 1871
Blackie Four Phases i. 27 The notable upri.sing of national
spirit and of popular power.

Uprising, ///. a. [Up- 6 b,] That rises up,

in various senses.

01300 /:". E. Psalter xxxlv. 13 Vprlsand witnes, swikel
ware ai. X585 Foxe Serm, 2 Cor. v. 48 Some be repentant
and uprysing sinners, some be unrepentant, a 1593 I\Iar-

1.0WE. Ovid's Elegies i, xiii. 28 How oft wi.sht I, night would
not giue thee place, Nor morning starres shunne thy vp-
ri.singface.

_ 1633 Fokd Lotn-'s Sacr. i. i, Riy seruice shall
pay tribute in my lownesse, To your vprising vertues. X727
P. Walker Life IF, Smith (1827) 11.88 Jo transmit a tearful
Remembrance of them to the up-rising and following Ages.
X819 Mrs. Drowning Battle of Marathon 111. ad fin., When
the uprising morn extends her light. X884 Proctor in
Longm. i\}ag. April 597 Uprising streams ofaqueous vapour.

t trpri'st, sb. Obs, [Up- 2 + -rist rising : see

Arist sb, Cf, Olcel. uppreist, MSw, uprest\
1. Rising from the dead ; resurrection.
c\2.y> Song Passion 79 in O. £'.j1/wc. iggGrante ous.crist,

wit ]jin uprist to gone. 01290 Si, Eustace ly^ in Horstm.
A Itengl. Leg. iiBBi) 215 Euere be J>oubte on Jhesu Crist On
his de]>, on his ouprist. C1315 Suoreham v, 188 pe Jrydde
ioye J?at com of cryste Hadde oure leuedy of hys opryste
Friim deajjes harde bende. c X400 Pepysian Gosp. Harmony
(1922) III pe deciples..assembleden hem in asoleer, .vpe JJe

fourti}>e day after his vprysi. ai^z^CursorM. i4264(Trin.),
Ihesus seide I am vpriste [earlier MSS. vpris, -ras] & lif.

C1450 Mirk's Festial 1, 80 Forto be wyltenes of his \sc.

Christ's] vprist wyth vs.

2. The rising of the sun.
0x300 A'. Horn 1436 Tofore J)e sunne vpriste His schup

stod vnder ture. c 1386 Chaucer A'?//. 'j T, 193 Inthegardyn
at the Sonne vpriste She walketh vp and doun. c 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 23 When the larke. .Salveth the
uprist of the sonne shene. ?I444 Ih'd, 153 Geyn Phebus
uprist syngen wyi the quaylle. 1555 Watrhman Fardle
Facions i. iv. 43 Certeine of theiin worshippe_ the Sonne at
his vprijste. i6as Lisle Du Sarins, Noe 132 Both at the
suns uprist, and where he goes to bed.

3. The act of rising out of bed.
13.. Seuyn Sages {y^,) 1649 Out ofmi lond I rede thou flee,

..For, abide thou min uprist, Thou behonged I 1390 Gowek
Couf. 1. 116 At his upriste Men tolden him bow that it ferde.

Ijprist, /(7. pple.y arciiaizing var. Upui8EN,
1579 SiENSER Sheph. Cat. Mar. iS Flora, .bids make ready

Maias bowre, That newe is vpryst from bcdde. 1887 C.
Mackav in Temple Bar Ma^. June J78, I could trace their
pallid features In the moonlight, new up-rist.

fUpri-ve, v. Obs, rare. [Up- 4 + R1VK v.^
intr. To arrive on shore; to land.

1338 R. Bkunni; Chron. (1810) i In pe 3ere after. .Kom..



UP-RIVER.

Ini & lucre, In schlp out of Irelond, in Wales gan \tti vp-
ryue.^ c I4as Wvntoun Cron. vii, x. 3275 Quliare J>ai mycht
wit him lill vprif, Thare J>at suld meit him J>an beltf.

Up-river (»*pri-v3i), a. and sd, [\Jv prepJ^ 2,6.]
1. adj. a. Belonging to, situated, etc., farther lip,

or towards the upper end of, a river.

1877 EncycL Brit. VII. 648/1 The fine * up-river ' quality
[of coroa]. 1886 Pall MallG. 17 April 5/2 The advantages
offered by the up-river docks. 1899 Keane Man Past f,-

Pres. 241 The forest and up-river Uyaks.
"b. leading or directed towards the source of

a river.

1890 ' R. BoLDREwooD ' Co[. Rg/ormer{iZq\) 319 Wending
his way along the 'up.river* road. 1893 I). J. Rankin
ZambesiBasin vi. 95 We proceeded on our up-river journey.
2. sb. The district lying farther up a river.

190a S. E. White Blazed Trail xix, If the men from up-
river come by.

Uproar ^i? proai), j(5. Also 6 uprour(e, 6-7 up-
rore (9), -roare. [ad. Du. oproerox MLG. uprdr
(MHG. ^fritor^ G. aufnihr\ f. op-^ up- Up- 2 +
roer, r6r Roar sb,^ Cf. also WFris. oproer, oproar^

Da. oprgry Norw. upprar, Sw. up(J>)ror. In sense

2 associated with Roar sb^-

First used by Tindale and Coverdale in passages in which
Luther's Bibie has aufruhr. In the same passages the
Dutch version of 156} has oproer^ which in that of 1531
appears only as a marginal variant to 3 Kings xi. 14.]

1. An insurrection or rising of the populace
;

a serious tumult, commotion, or outbreak of dis-

order among the people or a body of persons. Also
without article. Now rare.
a, 1526 Tindale Actsxx'i. 38That^gipcian whych. .made

an vproure, and ledde out into the wildernes about iiij. thou-
s.-inde men. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kiugs x\. 14 Athalia rente
hir clothes, & sayde vproure, vproure.

^ 1555 Watreman
Fardle Facions 11. xL 247 Among them is no mutinyng, no
vproures, no sturres. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm, 13 b,

Who shall represse the sodayne insurrections and civile

vprours [L. jtiotiis]"}

fi, <x Z548 Hall Chron.^ Hen, F/, 169 b, The beginner of
this temerarious commocion, and sodain vprore. 1561 Daijs
tr. Butlinger on Apoc. Ixxvi. 524 Al wise men haue greuousely
condemned sediiions, which wf are woiue to calle tumultes
or vprores. 15^5 Daniel Civ. Wars iii, xix. Least the realme
might chance indure Some new reuolt, or any fresh vprore.

16^ G. W[oodcocke) flist. Ivstine xxxiv. iia That the
kingdomc should remaine in more safet^^, and iesse vprore.

x6a8 Coke On Lift. 109 b, Keeping the king's peace in time
of sudden uprores.

y. 01586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxv. iv.When stormy uproares
tosse the peoples brayn. 1607 Dekker Wk. Bahyhn C 2 b,

Confusion, tyranie, vproares will shake all. 1677 Hubbard
Narrative II. 84 These late Uproars amongst the Indians.
170a Calamv Life Baxter vi. 76 To avoid Uproars of this

kind, he was advis'd to withdraw awhile from Home. 1748
Anions Voy. \\l. vi. 347 The officers found it difficult for

tome time to appease the uproar. 1905 J. H. McCarthy
Dryad 258 There was nothing so wonderful in the crushing
f such an uproar as that of the ^ ' " '

'^

b. In fig. uses.

; Catalan Grand Company.

XS93 Shaks. Lucr, 437 His eye, which late this mutiny
restrains, Unto a greater uproar tempts his veins. z6oa
MABsroN Ant. ^ Mel. 1, The rocks gron'd At the intestine

uprore of the maine.

2. Loud outcry or vociferation ; noise of shouting

or tumult.

1544 BirrHAH Precepts War i. clxili. H vj. The souldiours

. .cannot take anye counsayle ofthynges to be doone in suche
vprore and wepynges [ofwomen]. 1590 Spenser F. Q, 11. ii.

30 That all Qn vprore. .The house was raysd,and all that in

did dwell. 1613 ^hwlhss PUgrimage (1614) 386 The King
was receiued into the house . . , where without any vproar he
slew seuentie. 1667 Miltos /*. L. x. 479 Night and Chaos
wilde., fiercely oppQs'd My journey strange, with clamorous
uproare Protesting Fate supreame. 1718 Free-thinker No.
63. 5a A Field of War, stained with Blood, and filled with
Uproar and Confusion. x8ao Keats Hyperion in. 1 Thus in

alternate uproar and sad peace, Amazed were those Titans
utterly. xSsa Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C, xxxv. 317 The
sound of wild shrieking, . . mingled with the barking of dogs
and otiier symptoms of general uproar.

trafis/. X7a6 Thomson Winter 190 Wild Uproar lords it

wide ; the Clouds commixt, With Stars, swift.eliding, sweep
along the Sky. x8ao Keats Eve St. Agnes x\. The arras..

Flutter'd in the besieging wind's uproar.

b. With article {an or lAe) and in pi,

1573 Forrest 7yif^/ii/wxio57Al[hough to htsshamcyt make
an uprore Ofadmyration before the worldessight, 1623 Bing-
ham XenophoH 98 We heard vpon the sudden a great vprore
and cry, Strike, strike, throw, throw, a 1670 Hacket Abp,
Williams II. (1693) i8y The daily Uproars about his Palace
of Whitehall, which did emperit and threaten his Life. 1760
G. CoLMAN Folly Honeycombe 19 There's always an uproar
in the family about marrying the daughter. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
cuffe Myst. Udolpho xxx, It was the wild uproar of riot,

not the cheering gaiety of tempered mirth. 1838 Downes
Lett, Cont. Countries i. 291 Hearing.. a prodigious uproar

in the street, we hastened to the window. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley xv, His uproars are all sound and fury, signifying

nothing. 1897 Henty On the Irrawatidy 152 The uproar

of the advancing crowd was prodigious. Every man was
yelling, at the top of his voice.

3. In {an) uproar^ in a state of tumult, com-

motion, or excitement.

(a) X548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark Pref. Civb, To
haue all the worlde in an vprore, and intfuieted with warres.

XS06 Danett tr. Comines (1614) 55 Those that escaped put

authe country in an vprore as they went. X63S Life ff

Pranks Long MegofWestm. viii. 16 The street was in such

an uproar. 1778 Miss BuRNEY/:>^//«axI, For some minutes

the room seemed quite in an uproar [of laughter], 183X

[Hare] tr. Tieck's Old Man 0/Mount. 40 His head is in an

uprore, his heart throbs tumultuously. 1848 L. Hunt y^r
0/ Honey 188 Thus it was at Alcamo, where the streets

VouX.

441

seemed to be in an uproar till after midnight. 1853 Kane
Grinncll Exp. (1856) 522 Ice in an uproar.

ib) 1597 Beard Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 68 Whereat
heauen grieuing, clad it selfe in blacke: But earth in vprore
triumpht at their wracke. X630 A*. Johnson's K'ingd. ^
Commzv. 573 All Persia was in uprore about tlie election of
a new Piince.

_
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 16 Aug. 1650, As we

pass'd St. Denis the people were in uproar.

Uproar, v. [f. prec]
1. Irans. To throw into confusion, rare.

160S Shaks. Macb.w. iii. 99 Nay, had I powre, I should..
Vprore the vniuersall peace, confound All vnity on earth.
x8ix W. R, Spencer Poems 48 The demon rage which up-
roared Europe's peace.

2. intr. To make an uproar.
X831 Cahlyle Sari, Res. 111. viii, Do not we. .uproar (/t^A

tem)f and revel in our mad Dance of the Dead? X837 —
Fr. Ret', III. VI, ii, Danton was not prone,, to act or uproar
for his own safety, /bid. vii, All men accuse, and uproar, and
impetuously acclaim.

t Uproarer. Obs. [f. Uproar sb.] A creator
of uproar ; a turbulent person.
X628 Gaule Praet. The. {1629) 212 So doe these rude Vp-

roarerssnatchand hale Christ., to their High Priests House,
1647 Hexham i, An.uprorer, or a seditious Mlow^een oproer-
junker.

Uproa-rinesa. [f. *uproary, adj. f. Uproar sb. ]
= Uproarioosness,
1806 SuRR Winter in Loud. II. 112 Like the uproariness

of our gallery gods, the rudeness of these rogues must per-
haps be tolerated. X834 M. Scott Cruise Midge x, The
excess of her joy, and the uproariness of her laugliter.

U proaring, vb/. sb. [f. Uproar sb. or v.} A
tumult or disturbance,
_x8»7 Carlvle Germ. Rom. III. 285 Every time a conver-

sion happens, ..there is an uproaring and a shooting,

Uvroarious, a, [f. Uproar sb,]

1. Making, or given ^o making, an uproar.
X819 Blackw. Mag. IV. 717 The tricb altogether so

cheerful ... so uproarious, if we may be allowed the expres-
sion.^ 1858 DoRAN Cit. Fools loi Tlie bachelor and up-
roarious Court of William Rufus, x87x Jowett Plato I.

182 A somewhat uproarious young man.
2. Characterized by uproar; noisy.

1849 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1882) II. 42 We dined. After
that, very youthful and uproarious sports till twelve 1 1874
Green Short Hist. viii. § 7. 531 The King, .paused, .at

Oxford, where he was received with uproarious welcome.
1885 Manch. Exam. 10 Nov. 4/7 The proceedings were
very uproarious,

3. fig. Disordered, unkempt.
X836 Jas. Grant Random Recoil. Ho. Lords xiv. 316 The

uproarious condition of his dark grey hair.

Hence Uproa'rionsly adv., -ness.
1838 Dickens O. Twist ix. At which Mr. Charles Bates

laughed 'uproariously. X871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur, iii.

147 We should.. have been uproariously triumphant over
our victory. 1847 L. Hunt Men^ Women, ^ B. 11. xi. 265
His delight at having his head patted by Lord Clarendon,
and his honest *uproariousness. 1898 * H. S. Merriman *

Rodents Comer xxxiL 340 In jail . . for intoxication and up-
roar!ousness.

+ Uproarish, a. Obs. [f. Uproar sb^ Turbu-
lent, unruly. Hence f Uproariahly adv. Obs.

1550 W. Lynns Curioits Cron. 180 b, The Poles drew into

their faction the vprourysh kynde of men called Thaborites,

1647 Hexham i, Vprorish, seditious, or tumultuous. Ibid.^

Vprotishly or seditiously.

UprO'll, ^'. [Up- 4. Cf. WFris. oprdlje, Du,
oprollen, G. aufrollen^ Sw. uppniHa, Da. opruHe.]

1, trans. To imjiel upwards by rolling.

1513 Douglas /Kneid vi, ix. 4 Hir rosy chariot the fresche

Aurora .. Begouth for till wproU and rais on hie. X743
Francis tr. Horace, Epodes xvii._24 Sisiphus, with many a
Groan, Uprolis, with ceaseless Toil, his Stone. 1855 Single-
ton Virgil I. 88 Thrice they essayed..on Ossa to uproll
Leaf-fraught Olympus.
2. To roll or wind up. Also const, in.

X613 Drumm. of Hawth. Cypress Grove T 7 A swift.,

wheele, which twinneth forth and againe vprolleih [1630 vp-
windcth] our life, 1633 — Flmvers Sion xxv, I am that

Monarch whom all Monarches feare, Who hath in Dust
their farre-stretch'd Pride vproll'd.

b, inlr. To concentrate by rolling; to form a roll,

1805-6 Cary Dante, In/, xxiv. 102 Ihe dust again Up-
roH'd spontaneous, and the self-same form Instant resumed.
1818 ^flLMAN Samor wi. 17 But far and wide, .. Venomous
and vast the clouds uproll, 1887 Stevenson Mem. ^ Por.
traits xiii. 224 How the congregated clouds themselves
uproll, as stiff as bolsters

!

Uprolled, pa. pple. and ///, a. [Up- 5, Cf.

prec] Rolled up ; brought together by rolling.

Also const, in.

ts^WyBLEV A rmorie, Ld. Chandos yg Then I call My
banner for, vproled I hit bring Vnio my prince, x6oo Fair,

FAX Tasso IX. Ixxxi, The sweat .. Seem'd pearles... The
dust therein vprold, adoru'd his haire. 1667 Milton
P. L, viL 291 Thither they Hasted,.. uprowld As drops on
dust conglobing from the drie. 176a Falconer Shtpwr.
in. 406 High o'er the poop ih' audacious seas aspire, Up-
roll'd in hills of fluctuating fire. i8ai Shelley Boat on
Serckio 16 Day had.. clothed with light.. The mists in

their eastern caves uprolled. 1844 Emerson Ess., Nat.,

The uprolled clouds and the colours of morning and evening.

X864 E. Sargent Peculiar I II. 98 The lids of the eyes hung
loosely over the uprolled balls.

IT'proot, sb, [f. next.] An uprooted tree.

189X E, Roi-ER By Track ff Trail iii. 33 Stumps and logs

and fallen trees, uproots and old dead weeds,

Uproo*t, v\ [Up- 4 + Root v^ : cf. Uprooted
pa.ppie.] trans. To tear up by the roots; to remove
from a fixed position,

169s CoNCREVB Taking 0/ Namurvi\\,VptCK>i\nz Hills,.

upseek:.

To form the High and Dreadful Scale. X771 Beattie
Minstrel I. xxiv, The river. . Down the vale thunders, and .

.

Uproots the grove, 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. 1. 475 Storms
and hurricanes sometimes happen, which .. uproot trees.

'J36-7
Dickens Sk, Boz, Tales iv, Mr. Cymon.. uprooted

the chairs, and removed them further back, i860 Tvndall
Glac. I. xxv. 18s We were powerfully sh*aken, but had no
fear of bemg uprooted. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 171 The
staUcs are not uprooted and carried across the field.

"• fi^' To remove as by tearing up ; to eradicate,
exterminate, destroy,
«x6aoJ.pvKE Worthy Commun. (1640) 193 Before wee can

be rooted in Christ, we must be unrooted and uprooted in
regard of our natural condition. 1743 Francis tr. //or.. Odes
m. xxiv. 52 Tear forth, uprooted from the youthful Breast,
1 he Seeds of each deprav'd Desire. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab
IX. 191 [To] uproot The germs of misery from the human
heart. 1868 Freeman //orm. Cong. viii. II. 173 That he
acted on any settled scheme of uprooting the nationality,
the laws, or the language of England is an exploded fable.

Hence Uproo'tal ; Uproo'ter; tTprooting'z/(5)'.
sb. and ppl. a.

i86x Macm. Mag, V. 22 He would have shrieked like a
mandrake at *uprootaI. X890 Clark Russell Shipmate
Louise II. 285 The sudden uprootal and crash of their one
mast and sail. 1828 Campbell On Battle of Navarino lo
No ! your lofty emprise was to fetter and foil I'he *up.
rooter of Greece's domain I i88a Blackw. Mag. CXXXII,
102/3 War . . — that remorseless and violent uprooter of
ordinary life. 1775 Asn s.v., *Uprooting. 1847 Mancan
Poems (1903) 223 But the end of all is Sadne.ss, . . Spoliation
and Uprooting I 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. x. 95
The uprooting of the ancient gravestones in . . our city
burial-grounds. 1818 Bvron Ch. Har. iv. clxxiii, The *up-
rooting wind which tears The oak from his foundation.
x88o Meredith Tragic Com, (i88i) 265 Should there come
nopreternatural uprooting tempest.

Uproot, v:^ [Up- 4 + Root z/. 2] trans. To
grub up,

1726 Pope Odyssey xvni. 36 Those teeth. ., Like some vile
swine's, that.. Uproots the bearded corn. 1889 A. R.Wal-
lace Dar%vinism 16 Some [herbivorous mammals] uproot
and devour the buried tubers.

UprOO'ted, pa. pple. and ppl. a. [Up- 5, or f.

Uphuot z^.l] Rooted up ; eradicated. Also_/?f.
a 1593 Mariowe tr.Z.«irrt«i.4 We sing.. Armies alied, the

kingdoms league vprooted. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 781 At
his command the uprooted Hills retir'd. 1737 Glover
Leoiiidas ix. 294 With prostrate glories lie the stately oak.

.

And elm uprooted. 1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes lit. xxv. 22
The Bacchanalian Maids. .Tear from the bur?,ang Glebe
th' uprooted Tree. 1809 J. Barlow Columh. x. 257 For
him no more. .Uprooted mountains sweep the dark profound,
X844 KiNGLAKE Eothen viii, One man above all others ihe is

now uprooted from society) she blasted with her wrath.
i86x GEa Eliot Silas M, iii, Almost as helpless as an up-
rooted tree.

Uproused, pa. pple. and ppl, a. (Up- 5.)
xs9a Shaks. Rom. ^ Jul. u. iii. 40 Thy earlinesse doth me

assure, I'hou art vprous'd with some distempratiire.
_X796 Scott Wild Huntsman xxii, Again uproused, the
timorous prey Scours moss and moor. x8oa J. Baillie -znd
Pt. Ethwald I. ii, What, meanst thou this? Uprousd
again unto this devMish pitch ? 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xviii. Cried out this uproused British Hon. 1871 Haw-
inoRK&Sept. Felton(iBy2) 36 To prevent the uproused people
from coming.. close to the main body.

U'prashy sb. [Up- 2.] An upward rush or
flow. (Common in recent use.)

1873 B. Stewart Conserv. Force iv. io8 The up-rush of
air through the chimney, 1877 0. F. Chambers Astron.
(ed. 3) L i. 5 The uprushes of incandescent gas and metallic
vapours,

UprU'sb., V. [Up- 4.] intr. To rush up.
1818 MiLMAN Samor x. 338 Uprush'd the giant fire.

Piercing the dim heavens with its blazing brow. 1826 N. T.
Cakringtom Dartmoor 17 Years have flown Sweet Lara,

yet thy bank uprushes still With the old charm. x87a A. dk
Verb Leg, St. Patrick 119 She knelt, and unto God,.
Upiushed the strength of prayer, as when the cloud Up«
rushes. .From billowy deep unseen,

Upru'sbintf, ppl, a. (Up- 7,)
180X Southev 'iJuilaba xiL xvii, But ever the uprushing

wind Inflates the wings above. 1869 J. Phillips Vesnv.yix.

53 From the source came up continual jets of uprushing
incandescent stones. 1895 Edin. Rev. Oct. 413 the up-
rushing, glowing material of sun-flames.

U'psa-ddle,?^. *i". African, [ad. Du. opzadelen^

f, op- Up- 4 + zadelen Saddle z*.] intr. To saddle

a horse.

X863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting vi. 181 We up-saddled
and went in pursuit. 1887 Rider Haggard Jess xxx. At
midday they oflsaddled their horses for an hour,. .Then
they upsaddled and went on.

tup-sail. Obs. [Up adv.^] A hoisted sail

X637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 303 The Devil and the lusts

of a deceiving world and sin, are upon hotse-back, and
follow with up sails. Ibid. 346, I wait on.. till the Lord'
send a full sea, that with up-sailes I may lift up Christ.

Upse-, var. of Upsy Obs. Upsedoun, -down, obs. AT.

Upside down. tUpseed, Sc. Obs.-^ [Uf adv} 5 c.J

l/pseed time, harvest. 1678 [see Streeking vbl. sb. 2J.

fUpsee'k, v. Obs, [Up- 4. Ci. WFris. op-

siikje, Du. opzoeken, MSw, up-^ opsokia (Sw.

uppsdka)f Da, opsege^ trans. To seek or search

out ; to search through.
f X315 Shoreham I. 1581 panne a?te..wyues nau5t ajens

men Non on-wrestnesse werche,..And nau^t onwrest op-

sechen hy. C1400 Destr. Troy 12010 Crete palis of prise

t^aij put into askys,..And all the Cite vp soght to |>e sad

walles. a 1500 Coventry Corpus Chr. PI. i. 809 All the

chylder of that age dy the[y] mvst nede ; Now with all my
myght tlie(y] schall be vp^oght. 1615-6 Boys Wks. (X630)

462 'I'hat we should not expect vntill other vpseeke vs, but

that we should seeke and serue them.

U6S



UPSEEKINa.

tUpsee-king, iW.i*. Obsr^ (Up- 7.] A seeking after.

tS94 LvLY Mother Boinhit v. iii, Accius. We shall haue

good chcre these foure dayes. Liicio. And be fooles for

euer. Sil. Thats none of our vpseekings. Upsee-king,
*pt, a. (Up- 6 b.) i8o« Southey Thalaia xii. xxxii, Up-
seeking eyes suffused with tears devout. 1846 Kebi.e Lyra
Iniwc. 58 Or chanced the Thorny Crown her first upsecking

glance to win ?

tJpsees. pseudo-arch. Also up seyes. (A mis-

use of «^j« Upsy.)
1810 Scott Lady of L. VI. v, Off with thy liquor, Drink

upsees out, and a fig for the vicar ! i8»i — Kenilw. xx,

Here goes it, up seyes—to Vamey and Leicester! XB43 D.
Vedder Poems 184 And there was wassail in the court, And
upsees in the halt

U "psend, sb. [Up- a.] An upward discharge.

1842 Blaciw. Mag. LIl. 409 So soon as the rolling can-

nonade is over, there is an upsend from the mines beneath.

Upsendi^'. [Up- 4. CI. Da. opzenden.'] trans.

To send np ; to discharge upwards.
1667 Milton P. L. l. 541 At which the universal Host

upsent A shout that tore Hells Concave. 1791 Cowper
liiaii XVIII. 257 As when some island.. Upsends a smoke to

heaven. 1816 Monthly Mag. XLI. 144 Huge bonfires first

their cones of flame upsend. 1854 S. Dobeix Balder v. 33
Sudden the universal host upsent Impotent rage.

+ TJpserve, obs. variant of Obskkve v.

1539 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 145 Commanding all

hys.subjettes to upserve and keype all manner of holly

sacrementes.

U pset, sb. [Up- 2.]

I. 1 1- -y*^' An insurrection, revolt. Obs.

c 141S WvNTOUN Cron. v. xii. 3634 (Cott. MS.), His lufften-

nandis J»ai slew J)ar . . In to l>at vpset richt fellon. Ibid. viii.

iv. 609 pat vpset.. pat Chore agayne Moyses wroucht.

j- 2. north, and Sc. The fact of setting up in

business as a master, or of becoming a freeman in

a particular trade; also, the sum paid to the guild

on this occasion. Obs.

1463-4 in York Memo. Bk. II. (Surtees) 207 Every foreine

walker commyng to this citie. .and wil sett up as a maister,

..heshall paieat his upselt xiijj. myt. 1505 in A. Pennecuik

Blue Blanket (1756) 46 Persons, .admitted frie men or master

to the saids Crafts,, .shall pay at his entrie for his upset,

Five pounds. 1598 in J. M. Lambert looo Years Gild Life

(1891) 255 The moyiie of all Upsettes, incomes, or other

receites. .accrewinge. .to the said Companie. 1639 Rec.

Burgh Lanark (1893) 133 That nae persone. .be adnrittit..

frieman for any les wpsett nor is abone wryttin._ 1687 \n

J. R. Boyle Hedon (1875) .\pp. 192 Every apprentice.
. , his

yeares beinge ended, shall pay for his upp sett two shillings

to the said Company.
3. ta. A curved part of a bridle-bit, fitting over

the tongue of the horse. Obs. (Cf. Upset///, a. i b.)

1607 Markham Cavel. 11.64 Others, .haue added, from the
eye of the byt to the outside of the vpset, a strong trench.

Ibid,^ The fashion of which vpsets..you shall behold in

these figures. x6il Cotgr., Cot d'oye, the port, or vpset of
some Bus. x6ix Florio, Sueuata briglia, a bit with an
open mouth as ports or upsets. ^^1720 Gibson Farrier's
Guide II. Ixii. (1722) 218 The usual Method of Cure is to open
the Horse's Mouth with the Upset.

b. Mining. (See quots.)

1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal'tn. 268 U^set, a bolt hole or thirl

put through between two levels in edge coals. x886 J.
Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 69 Upsets a short working
place driven to the rise.

4. = Upshot sb. 4.
1821 J. W. Croker Diary q June, The upset, however, is

that all is at a stand. X90X F. £. Tavlor Folk-sp.S.Lanes.f
Upset^ the upshot.

5. a. A rendering or translation.

x8z8 T. C Croker Fairy Leg. S. Iret. 11. 71 It would be
a thousand pities not to give you his verses ; so here's my
hand at an upset of them into English.

b, A rough draft.'

X84X H. Greki-ev in Corr. R, W. Gris^vold (1898) 102
Having got the right sort of a letter from Burleigh, 1 have
set right down and written you an upset of it.

IL 6. The overturning of a vehicle or boat ; the

fact of being overturned. (Cf. Ovebset sb. b.)

X804 Moore Mem. (1853) I. 162 Driving through mud and
filth,.. and risking an upset at every step. X840 B. Hall
Patchwork (1841) III. vii. 130 At this.. moment, when an
upset was obviously inevitable, the horses slackened their
pace. x8sa Mansfield Paraguay^ etc. (1856) H2 The
Major, .was afraid of the possible consequences of an upset
of the canoe. x8So L. Stephen Pope iv. go He had good-
naturedly lent his own chariot to a lady who had been hurt
in an upset.

b. An overturning or overthrow ^ideas, plans,

etc. Also const, to,

X822 Blackw. Mag. XI. 453 The revolution and the upset
of opinions.. created a new order of. .taste, X827 Southey
in Corr. W. C. Bowles {t88i) 119 What a strange upset of
old principles and old measures I 1886 Manch. Exam. 9
June 5/2 'The result was a complete upset to all the predic-
tions of the prophets.

O. A physical or (more commonly) mental dis-

turbance or derangement.
x8W Chr. G. Rossetti Prince's Progr. xxv. Some old

volcanic upset must Have rent.. and blackened the crust.
1891 HuxLKY in Li/e (1900) II. 320 My wife got an awful
dose of neuralgia and general upset. 1899 Atlbutt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 301 The poor and hard.working are subject to
mental upset.. in much larger numbers than the well-o^

d. A quarrel, a misunderstanding.
X887 G. R. Sims Mary yane''s Mem. 75 They were always

getting at each other and both trying to bring me into their
upsets. X89S Daily News 31 Oct. 9/1 We had only one
upset there. I happened to hit the defendant.

Upse't, V. [Up- 4. Cf. WFris. opsette, MDu.
opsetten (Du. opzetten), (M)LG. upsetten, MHG.

442

^fsetzen (G. aujsetzen), MSw, upsatia^ -sattia

(S\v. uppsaltd)^ (M)Da. opseelte in sense i. With
senses 4-6 cf. Overset v. 3-4.]

I. 1, trans, f a. To set up, raise up, erect, Obs.

(Cf. Vv^^TLT pa/ppie. I.)

£:i440 Pallad. on Uush. 1. 395 Bordis of cipresse Playn &
direct, vpsette hem in their kynde A foote atwyn. 1513
Douglas /Eneid xi. i. 15 Ane akin tre,.Apone a motys
hycbt vpset hes he, 1608 Topsell Serpents %fi The serpent
fierce, .rough scales vpsetteth that were deiected.

fb. To establish. Obsr^
X5S9 in R. Keith Hisi, Ch. ff St. Scot. 11734) iii To

advance the Glory of God, by maintaining and upsetting

true Preachers of the Word.
o. iechn. To force back the end of (a metal bar,

etc.) by hammering or beating, esp. when heated.

1677 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. i. 11 You may Up-set it, that

is, take a Flame Heat, and set the heated end upright upon
the Anvil, and hammer upon the cold end till the Heated
end be beat or up-set into the Body of your Work. x688
Holme Armou>y in. 88/2 Up-set^ is when at a heat the

Iron is beaten back into the Body of the work. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XX. 156/2 Wire ropes may be. .secured at their ends
by passing them through the small end of a conical collar,

and doubling up, or upsetting, the ends of the wires. 1869
Sandberg tr. Styffe's Iron f( Steel 11 The author 'upset

'

or stubbed the bars at the ends. 1884 C.G.W. Lock Work-
sJtop Receipts Ser. iii. 286/2 A pick should never be ' upset ',

or hammered endwise.

d. Agric. To ridge up.
1764 Museum Rust. III. 321 Fifth ploughing, sowing

earth, up-set it, and harrowing.

t 2. a. Sc. To make good, make up for ; to get

over, recover from (a loss, etc.). Obs,

^ 1513 Douglas Mtuld Direct. 33 God grant I may amend
it, With grace and space to vpset this tynsell. 1557 Extr.
Aberd, Reg. (1844) '• 3^5 Gif ony dampnage cumis tliair-

throw, . . that the said Gilbert be . jibleist to vpsett the same.

1503 Sc. ActSy Jas. VI (1816) I V. 26/2 pe said morowing
gift, sa faithfulIie..promesit to be vpsett and maid guid.
x6o6 RoLLOCK Led. 2 T/iess. 53 The lose thou getst by
deceite wil neuer be vpset. iSoiS A. Douglas Poems 123
Folk as stout an' clever.. Hae gotten skaith they never
Upset for mony year.

b. To restore to good or usual condition. Obs,

exc. diai,

a 165a Brome City IVit iii. 1. (1653) C 8, When she failes

by diseases or paine, The Doctor new Vamps and upsets
her againe. x^sin Eng. Dial. Did. s-y.yCot\ntuaH\. Two
men went up the hill upsetting [^reviving] the fire.

3. intr. Of a cylindrical bullet: To become bent.

1859 * Stonehence ' Shot-Gun 306 A pointed cylinder soon
* upsets ', as it is termed, and is then at once rendered useless

as a projectile. [Cf. Upsetting vbl, sb, i e,)

II. 4, intr. To be overtumed or capsized.
Said of a vehicle, boat, etc., or of persons in it.

1799 T. Knight Turnpike-gate 11. iii. If the horses had
not run so fast we should not have upset. 1830 Moore
Mem, (1853) III. 116 If there came the slightest breath of
wind, they would upset with so many on board. 1889
Jerome Three Men in Boat iii, The boat.. will not be so
liable to upset.

5. trans. To overturn; to capsize; to knock over.
In this or the next sense called * a low word ' by Todd {1818).

1803 Rees Cycl.., Capsize^ in Naval Language, to upset or
turn over anything. 1808 Jamieson s.v.. To upset a cart,

boat,&c. 1813 Southey AV/.stf« 1. 15 It was with the utmost
difficulty that the crew could prevent them from staving or
upsetting her. 185* Mrs. Stowb Uncle Tent's C. vii. 45 One
luckless wight contrived to upset the gravy. 1871 Jowett
Plato II, 43 The light active boxer upsetting two stout
gentlemen.

fig. 1883 Pall Mall G, 26 Oct., If the Control had done
more it might have upset the apple-cart altogether.

b. To involve (persons) in the accidental over-

turning of a vehicle or boat. Chielly in passive.
1807 Southev EsprieUa*s Lett. 11. 192 Had we been.,

overtaken by storms and upset in the lake. 1819 Moore
Mem. (1853) 11. 345 Vfery nearly upset by the horse backing
down the liill. 1831 A. W. Fonblanque Eng. under 7
Administr. {1837) 11. 206 ' He then built him anotlier [vessel],

. .which he succeeded in setting afloat.*,
.

' Aye, and it nearly
upset him. .at sea.' 1867 P'cess Alice Mem, (1884) 176
Mme. d'Usedom..was lately upset with her carriage off
the road.

o. ^f. To overthrow, undo, put out of joint.

x8i8 MooRE Mem, (1853) II. 221 Very natural, but very
likely to upset the whole concern, 1839 W. Collins Q. of
Hearts iii. She. .upset every one of our calculations on the
first day of her arrival. 1884 Sir H. Cotton in Lanj Times
Re^. _LI. 277/1 A witness who is coming.. to assist the
plaintiff in upsetting . . a fraudulent scheme.

6. a. To throw into mental disorder or discom-
posure; to trouble or distress.

1805 Blackwood in Nicolas Nelson's Disp. (1846) VII. 224,
I never was so shocked or so completely upset as.. to find
that Lord Nelson was even then at the gasp of Death. 1857
Trollope Barchester T. III. 116 Eleanor, .was a good deal
upset, as people say, and could not at the moment collect
herself.

^ 1885 I^aw Times 7 Feb. 270/2 Deceased appeared
very irritable upon the morning in question, but witness
knew of nothing to upset him.

b. To disorder physically.

184s BuDD Dis. Liver 7.^1 A young person, delicate, and
easily upset by any imprudence in diet. 1889 Mi!S. K. Ken-
NARD Landing a Prize x. The least thing upset his liver.

Hence Upse'tment ; Upse*ttable«,; Upse'ttal.
'893 Standard 10 Mar., For this *upsetment too, nothing

would be gained. [Cf. w. Somerset (18S8) upsotvient^ 'dis.

turbance, break up'.) 1890 Sat. Rev, 4 Oct. 386/1 Persons
*upsettable. .at their own peril. 1890 Grafifiic 11 Oct. 406/1
Never a little finger did I put to help in his *upsettal.

V-j^SBt,pa,ppie.s,\\^ppLa. [Up- 5. Cf.precand
WP ris. opsetf Norw. uppsetl, Da. opsat, Sw. uppsatt,'\

UPSETTING,

1. Set up, erected, raised up, etc.

1^38 R. Brunne Ckron. (1810) 70 Now is he in be see with
saile on mast vpsette, 1390 Gower Conf. II. 204 Ther scholde

be tofore his bed A bord upset and faire spred. c 1400 tr.

Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 108 Trees i>at hauyn yn hem
many braunches and roteSj and Jw stoke vpsette, 1430-40
LvDG. Bockas IX. 23 Ful of idoles upset on hihe stages. 1513
Douglas yEn^id 11. iii. 53 Scharslie the statw was in thair

temple wpset.Quhen all hir membris bittir teris swet. 1658
A. Fox Wiirtz Surg. iii. xii. 253 An upset hand is sooner

bowed, than a hand which hangeth down, to be set upright.

1824 Mactaccart Gallffvid. Encycl, 362 Puir Girzey, wi'

her upset chin.

t D. Upset mouthy = Upset sb. 3 a. Obs.

1580 Blundevil Art 0/ Riding m, xxvii. 54 The square
ports, otherwise called vpset mouthes. 1607 Mabkham
Cavel. II. 52 He. .for a more Hbertie to the tongue, giuelh
allowance to the cannon, with the vpset mouth. Ibid. 64
Others to these vpset mouthes, haue added . . a strong trench.

2. Of price : Stated as the lowest sum for virhich

property exposed to auction will be sold ; named
as the sum from which bidding may start, Orig.

Sc. and U.S,
1814 Ad 54 Geo. lITy c. 137 § 42 The Price, .shall not be

less than the last upset Price at which it had been exposed
to public Sale. 1815 Scott Guy M. xiv, Mr. Glossin offered

the upset price for the lands and barony of Ellangowan,

1834 Spedator 8 Nov. 1066/1 Ihe price at which land [in

U.S.] is. .sold, varies from the upset price to many pounds
sterling per acre. 1B66 Veness El Dorado App. 178 All

Crown lands [in S. Australia] are open to purchase at the

upset price of;^ i per acre. 1884 Public Opinion 3 Oct. 434/2
'Jhe mansion, park, and home farm.. were bought in, the

highest bid.. being considerably under the upset price,

3. Overturned, capsized. Upset race (see quot.

1876).
1842 C Whitehead R. Savage (1845) I. x. 135 He. .threw

him over the upset table. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 812/a
Canoes for 'upset races '(where the canoeist has to jump out,

tow his boat while swimming, and then get in). 1882 Daily
News 3 July 5/2 An upset hansom is a rare thing.

Up set down, obs. form of Upside down,
Upsete : see Up- 5.

Upse'tter. [Up- 8. Cf. Upset t;.]

f 1. Sc. One who * sets up ' as a master workman.
(Cf. Upset sb. 2.) Obs.-'^

1518 Perth Hammermen Bk. (1889) 2 He sail pay . .till liis

upset six markis. And gif the upsetter be ane outman he
sail pay sex markis.

2. t a. Sc. One who posts up a i)lacard. Obsr"^

1567 Sc. Ads, Mary (1814) II. 552/1 The first Inventor,

wnttar, tynar, and vpsettar of the samin.

i* b. Sc. A founder or establisher, Obs.

JSfii Hamilton in Cath. Tractates (S,T.S,) 84 Thir Cal-
uinian ministers, quha louit so heichlie thair vpsetters. 1581
JiuRSE /bid. 162 The hail hous of the Hamiitonis..vas the

cheif vpsettar, and protector of bis hasresie.

C. A repairer of stocking-frames.
1839 Ure Did. Arts 653 A set of men employed in this

[hosiery] trade, and distinguished by the name of upsetters.

d. Part of a tire-shortening machine.

187s Knight Did. Mech, 0581/2 A machine for upsetting,
cutting, and punching tires. The upper figure shows the

upsetter.

t3, Sc. A support or prop. Obs.
1628 Main. CI. Misc. 1 1 1 . 37 1 For sex knopis to the gairden

3ettis with sevin upsetteris to the ordinance. 1644 Papas
Army Solemn League ^ Cov, (S.H.S.) 34 Stanes for up-
setters twelve.

4. One who upsets, overturns, disarranges, etc.

1836 Dickens .S"*. Boz., Our Parish xviii, The volunteer
driver of the hackney coach, .and the involuntary upsetter
of the whole parly. 1859 Meredith R. Feverel xxix, The
upsetter of ordinary calculations. 1886 Macquoid J. Went'
7(v'fM xviii, Willie had usually been the upsetter of her peace.

Upsetting, vbl. sb. [Up- 7. Cf. Upset v^
I. fl. The action of setting up or erecting. Obs,

tfx449 Pecock Repr. 11. iv. 156 The hauyng, and the vp-
setting of ymagis. 1507 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. III.

261 For prenes to the pail^oun and upsetting of it, xd. 1525
AV^. Mag. Sig. Scot. 96 Ilk man of the said craft that settis

up ane buth sail pay 40 schillingis at tbare buth upsetting,

t b. Sc, The action of raising to, or establishing

in, position or power. Obs.

1470 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 133 He .. confessed that he was
cawserof the upsetynge of the Kynge of England that now
is. 1560 Maitt.Cl.Misc. III. 224 For avancement and up-
setting of the Kingdome and glorie of God. 1570 Buchanan
Admon. Wks. (1892) 27 In doun putting of thevis and up-
setting ofjustice. 1669 R. Fleming Fulfill. Script. (1671) I.

151 The Roman empire mouldred down for Antichrist's up-
setting. 1748 E. Erskine Serm. (1755) 327 V\hat a pleasant
Upsetting of Christ, and his Kingdom, would it be, to see
him [etc.].

O, Agric, (See quot.)

1785 A. Young *4««a/j Agric. IL 442, 1 saw them ploughing
their fallows;, .they do not ridge up, what is called up-setting
in some parts, that is, raising the centers much higher than
the furrows,

d. techn, (See quots. and Upset v. t c.)

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. ^ Art 1. 11 When it is re-

quired to thicken any part of a bar of iron without welding,
the operation called upsetting must be resorted to. 1831-3
Encycl.^ Metrop. (1845) VIII. 24 Having heated his iron rod,
and thickened it by a process . . called upsetting. 1875
Knight Did. Meclu 2684/1 Shortening [a] tire, to enable it

to bind the fellies more firmly, is called upsetting.

e. (See quot. and Upset v. 3.)

1859 *Stonehenge* .V<4('/-G«« 306 By upsetting is to be
understood the turning sideways of an elongated ball.

f. Theactionofraisinj^orbuildingup. nonce^use,
1882 Besant All Sorts xxviii. fiSoS) 191 The younger

men . . were quite sure . . that with a little more upsetting and
downpulling the balance would be set right.



UPSETTING.

+ 2. = Upsitting vbl. sb, I. Also attrib. Obs,
1501 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. (1900) II. 41 Giffin to

the Maister Cuke that he bocht in Edinburgh to the ladyis
upsetting fest,..viijj. 1676 Coles, U^setting-iime^ wh^n
the Child-bed woman 'gets up. 1746 Exvtoor Courtship
(EXD.S.) 380 You werentso skmish..up to Darathy Vuzz s
Up-setting. 1814 Monthly Mag. Sept. 126/2 Upsetting^
christening.. .[A word] peculiar to Exmoor.
1 3, The action of setting up in a trade or occu-

pation. Obs»

1569 Wills ^ Inv. N". C. (Surtees, 1835) 301 Eyther at ye
daye of his vpsetting to his science or at the daye of his
mariaidge. 1640 [Suirlf.y] Capt. Undenvit iv. v. The
musick at a Convocation of Catts upon a witches upsetting,
4. Sc. An attempt to set oneself lip above Others;
undue assumption of superiority or superior airs.
X821 Galt^««. Parish xxix, Partly with upsetting, and

partly by ihe eating rust of family pride. 1823 — Entail
Ixiv, I declare if e'er I heard the like of sic upsetting.

II. 5. The action of overturning, or fact of
being overturned.
1819 I^fooRE J/^/«.(i853) in. 85 Two men on each side of

our carriage all the way, to keep it from upsetting. iB>o
WoRjisw.mC.Wordsw.jl/<?w:. (1851)11.103 Of these, one,

.

was drowned, .by the upsetting of a boat in a storm, i860
Builder 14 Jan._ 31/2 Brickwork .. thrown down by the
accidental upsetting ofa water-tank. 1873 Mrs. Brookheld
Not a Heroine I. 218 It was an accident—the upsetting of
a cart.

b. The action of overthrowing, demolishing, etc.

1827 WoRDSw. in C. Wordsw. Mem, (1851) II. 21 The up-
setting of so diabolical a system as Buonaparte's. 1841 S.
Warren Ten Thousand a Yean, vi, The dismal upsetting
of his hopes. x86o Gen. P. Thompson .^W/' .,4//. /*rtrA III.
cxli. 121 All the danger attending the upsetting a nest of
thieves.

o. A dislocation, disturbance, upset.
1847 Halliweli, upsetting, a disagreement j a quarrel.

South. i88i, 1887 in isle of Wight and Kent glossaries.
1884 Manch. Exam. 25 Nov. 5/2 We have two or three
agitations and upsettings when one would have sufficed.

Upse'tting, /»/>/. a, [Up- 6 b. Cf. Upset v.I
1. Sc, Presumptuous; unduly aspiring, ambitious,

or forward.
1818 Scott Rah Roy xxxvt, That lang-tongued, conceited,

upsetting serving-man o' yours. 1823 Galt Trovost xlii,

He was by nature and inclination one of the upsetting sort.

1854 (' Sarau Tvtler '] P. Millar 151 Their poor upsetting
attempts at gentility.

Comb. i8a4 Miss Ferrier Inker. Ixvi, He's a proud, up-
settin;.;-like puppy.
2. Overturning, overthrowing, disturbing, etc.

187a Bacehot Physics ft Pol. v. 163 A new idea.. is, as
common people say, so upsetting '. 1899 IVestm. Gaz.
8 June 2/2 A most upsetting amendment to the Service
Franchise Bill.

Upsey-: see Upsy.

XTpshoot, sb. [Up- 2.]

1. =» Upshot sb, 4. Obs. exc. dial,

1588 SifAKS. L. L. L. IV. i. 138 Then will shee get the vp-
shoot by cleauin^ the pin. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor,
258 That the chife point of cunning and perfection was in
the up-shoot and end of all. 1624 Heywood Captives n. i,

Hee no questione, That sett mee on to compasse this my
will, May when the up-shoote comes assist mee still. 1887
.S". Cheshire Gloss. 418 Th' 'apshoot on [~ ofj it.

2. The act of shooting up or the result of this
;

an upward rush (^something),
1866 Alger Solii. Nat. ^ Man 1. 25 A palm, in its resist-

less upshoot, cleaving altar and image. 1890 Nature 9 Jan.
228/2 If the individual is the mere, .upshoot from the con-
tinuous root of ancestral plasm. 1898 Columbus (Ohio) DiS'
patch 29 Mar. 1 2/4 The upshoot of name . . was well forward.

UpsllOO't, V. [Up- 4. Cf. WKris. opsjitte,

Du. opschieleUj LG. npschSUn, G. aufsckiessen.']

1. intr. To spring or grow up. Also XTpshoo't-
ing pr£S. pple.

luo Spenser F. Q. il xii. 58 The painted flowres^ the trees
vpshooting hyc. 1841 Campbell CA/A^.^- /^/«(/iv, Where
Elysian meadows smile, And noble trees upshoot. 1842
Tennyson Day-Dream, Sleeping Palace vi, All round a
hedge upshoots, 1876 Blackis Songs RtUg. ^ Life 4 Like
a star in strength upshooting,

2. trans, and refl. To send or raise up.
t8o4 W. L. Bowles Spir. Disco^K iv. 332 A beauteous tree

upshoots amid the glade Its trembling top. 1856 Hawthorne
Eng. Note-bks. (1870) 1 1. 166 A beautiful sheet of water, and
a fountain upshooting itself. 187a Blackie Lap^s Highl. Sg
Heie erect.. The Buchail More upshoots his Titan cone.
U'pshooling,///'.^. (Up- 6 b. Cf. prec.) 1869 J. Phil-

lips Vesuv. ix. 265 The often expanding stream ofupshooting
stones. Upshore: see Up- 4.

Upsliot, ^/'. [Up- 3. Cf, Upshoot j^. I, -SHUT.]

+ 1. A final shot in a match at archery; chiefly

fig.i a closing or parting shot. Obs,
153" Priiiy Purse Exp. I/en. VIII (1827) 143 Item [pajdl

to the same Coton for one up shotte that he wanne of the
kinges grace, vj s. viij d. 1575 Laneham Let, (1871) 5^ Wei,
to this number of biniteer, take ye one mo for an vpshot, &
heer an eend. 1589 Nashe /4»a/. Absurd, Ep. Ded. 4 Euery
man shotte his bolte, but this was the vpshot, that England
afforded many mediocrities. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol, v. Ixv.

§ 12 As for their la.st vpshot of all towards this marke, they
arc of opinion [etc.]. 1614 Jackson Creed \\\. i. § 13 As it

were for an vp-shot to all the fooles thunderbolts they had
let flic before. 1618 Bolton Florus (1636) 56 That event
which vertue was about to have given heere, for an upshot,

or dozing Victory, fortune gave.

f 2. A mark or end aimed at. Obs,

1591 Spenser VI/. //wi^^^r*/ 770 The onely vpshot whereto
he doth aymc. 1595 Locrine \\\. ii. 45 Our regall minde,
Which aimes at nothing but a golden crowne, The only vp-

sliot of mine enterprises. x6io JIealey 67. Aug. Citie cf

443

God A 3 b, They could not come to the vpshotte of their
desires but in the time of warre. x66o H. More Myst. Godl.
IV. ix. 121 The Ephesians erecting the Image of Hercules. .,
which is a sign tliat Pagan Idolatry was the upshot of the
plot. 1754 Sherlock Disc. i. 21 The Upshot of all Religion
is to please God.

t 3. An end, conclusion, or termination, Obs,
c 1580 Stanvhurst Mneis, etc {.\rb.) 1 52 Vertuus he lined,

through grace that veituus eended. What may be then
better, than a godly and gratius vpshot? 1595 Southwell
St. Peters Cornel., etc. 55 Death cals her vp, shame driues
her out, Despanes her vp-shot make, a 1617 Bayne On
Eph. (1658) 70 Through fear of death the upshot of evils.

1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 73 To cast
him into his grave, and to make a ridiculous upshot of liis

life. 1662 HiBBERT Body Divinity u. 113 'Jhey were sung
at the departure of the people out of the temple, for an up-
shot to their divine service,

fb. The climax or completion ^something.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr, Acad. i. 17 For the upshot

and perfection of all happines and feltcitie in this world.
O. The extreme limit. Also attrib,

_
i699BovERZ)/W./^(ij'a/n,s.v., A gay Coat and a Grimace

is the upshot of what he can pretend to. 1838 De Quincev
Wks. (1890) XII. 158 We account it frailty that threescore
years and ten make the upshot of man's pleasurable exis-
tence. 1864 Field 23 July 62/1 The odds in tins instance
were of a more moderate character than those ventured at
Liverpool, 4 to i being her upshot price.

4. The result, issue, or conclusion (^some course
of action, etc.).

In very frequent use from c 1830.
X604 Shaks. ilavt. v. ii. 395 So shall you heare. .Of acci-

denlall ludgements,. . And in this vpshot, purposes mistooke,
1620 Venner Via Recta iv. 82 You shall commonly see. .a
dropsey to be the vpshotof all their outragious drinkings.
1649 Milton l.ikon. xviii. 166 Hee sought them oiiely, as
by the upshot appeard, to get opportunities. 1680 C. Nessk
Church Hist. 323 The upshot of all was, our Lord vanquished
the devil. 1737 Whiston Josephus, IVars v. xi. 6 'Ihe
Jews.. prevented the upshot of the battle, and retired into
the city. xySz Miss Burney Cecilia v, xii, Suppose a man
was to talk in that manner when he'^ doing business, what
would be the upshot? 1834 Princle Afr. S/k. xi. 341 The
upshot was, that I found myself overwhelmed with debts.
1856 Mhrivale Rom. Emp. xlvi. V. 289 The senators had
been growing uneasy, not knowing what upshot to anticipate.
1887 T. A. Trollope What /remember I. xvti. 347 A council
..was called, the upshot of which was that our two. .allies
decided to return to Dover.

b. The conclusion resulting from the premises
of an argument.
1639 F. B. ir. Balzac's Lett. (vol. IV) 174 This is the up-

shot of all, . . that you must lay a foundation of Bounty. 1677
W, Hughes Man of Sin iir. iv. 142 The Upshot.. must
necessarily come to this, that The Pope is certainly the Man
of Sin. i7xo_BEHKELEy Priuc, Hum. KnowL § 75 Yet the
upshot of ail is—that (here are certain unknown Ideas in
the inind of God. 1768 Foote Devil \\i. Wks. 1799 II. 269
Putting that and t'other together, my notion of the upshot
is, that.. you must have been born there. 1799 Kirvvan
Geol, Ess. 496 The upshot ofmy argument was simply this.

5. In phrases : a, /« (rarely at, f upon) the up-
skotf in the end, at last, f Also const, of,

C") »577 Harrison £«:^/a«^ni. vii. (1878) n. 28 He.. killed
them \sc. deer) with his hands in the vpshot of that exercise
and end of his recreation. 1600 Holland Livy xxu xiv. 401
A cruell commaundement,..but yet needfull, as afterwards
it was well seene in the end and upshot of all. 2634 W.
TiRWHVT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 130 We shall in the up-
shot see them remove niountaines. 167S Alsop Anti-Sozzo
695 We may be sure that all come to this in the Up shot.
173a 'Rv.v.KV.LE.tAlciphr.xu.^i^ In the upshot, I apprehend
you will find it impracticable to destroy all sense of religion.

1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (183^) I. 37 The service I may do
will rise to the same amount m the upshot. 1837 Lockhart
Scott I. V, 145 Good for the higher faculties themselves in
the upshot. 1854 De Quincey iVks. (1889) II. 184 In the
upshot, this conclusion eventuated (to speak Yankeeishly),
that purely on principles of. .universal philanthropy could
Coleridge have meditated . . the insult.

ib) 1617 MoRVsoN Itin. IL 118 It was probable that the
King of Spaine would doe sometliing now at the vpshot.
a i6a8 Preston Mt. Ebal (1638) 48 They shall pay deere
for it at the last upshot. 1714P0PE Let, 13 July, Wks. 1751
VII. 204 At the upshot, after a life of perpetual application,

you reflect [etc.]. x8a3 Bkntham Not I'aulZx Toapprehend
him for the purpose oftrying him, and probably at the upshot
.killing him.

{c) 1699 Bover, Upon the upshot, ...7/r/j tout. 1709 O.
DvKES English Proverbs 145 ftlalice, Spite, and Envy, are
always Self.Murderers upon the Upshot. 1796 Charlotte
Smith Marchvwnt l.i2oj Upon the upshot it appears.. that
be was deeper in for it than any body thought for.

b. To brings comCy etc., to the (or an) upshot^

to bring to, arrive at, a final or decisive point.
a 1600 Edmonds Observ. Cxsar's Comm. (1604) 35 To the

end he might bring the matter to a speedy vpshot. i6ox
Shaks. Twel. N. iv. ii. 76, I cannot pursue with any safety

this sport to the vppeshot. 1646 '1'kapp Comm. jfohn vii. 50
How far had Judas outstripped Nicodemus till it came to

the upshot ! X7a8 Earl of Ai lesburv Mem. (1890) 463 When
it came to the upshot he . . had all burnt.

fc. At an Upshot^ a.t SLii tn6. Obs,

1653 tr. Stegmann's Brevis Disq. \, x If they once obtain
that their Church.. is such a Judge.., ..the whole businesse
is at an upshot.

6. t a. slang, ? A riotous frolic. Obs,
i8n Lexicon Balatronicum Pref, They may. .abase their

less Spirited companions, who prefer a good cfinner at home
to a glorious up-shot in the highway, without the hazard of

a cudgelling.

b. dial. A merry-making, a feast.

1837 Penn^ Cycl.VWX. 22^/2 Cumbrian peasantry have
various festive meetings, called the ^'/rw,.. sheep-shearing,
merry nights, and upshots.

Upshot, ppl. a, (Up- 5 a.) 1847 Suktees Hawbuck

UPSIDE DOWN.
Grange y:\. 211 Breaking an upshot column ofsmoke against
his hat brim.

Upshots, adv. [Cf. Upshot sb, and Upsides
adv,^ {To be) upshots {with), = Upsides adv. a.
1877 H. Smart Bound to IVin I. iii. 61 A rigid re.solve lo

be upshots with Jim Laceby should the opportunity be
vouchsafed him.

U-pshut, obs. or dial. var. Upshot sb.
X620 Ford Z/«tfrt V. 69 This King of men is substitute to

his Kin§:_ with this vpshut [etc.]. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wiiriz'
^wrg". 1. 11. 3 In the upshut it proveth meerly an accustomed
thing. 1887 S, Cheshire Gloss. 418 The form upshttt is still
used in Dorset.
Upshu-tter. (Up- 8.) 1809 in Spirit Pub. Jmls. XHI.

Bilhou foe to all fun, thou up-shutter of shops.
n'psidai:sy, int, coiloq. Also ups(e)y-daisy

{dial, upsa doesy). [A fanciful variant of the
earlier Up-a-daisy.] (See quot. 1862.)
i86j [C. C. Robinson] Dial. Leeds 442 Upsa daisy I a

common ejaculation when a child, in play, is assisted in
a spnng.leap from the ground. 1904 Sat. Rev. 4 June 713/2
There is little Freddy waiting.. to be lifted- • upsidaisy

'

—into his perambulator.

Upside. Also up-side. [Up- i. Cf. Da.
opsiae,'\

1. The upper side or surface {of a thing) ; the
upper half or part.
x6ii CoTCR., Reboursant, . . turning, or standing Inside out-

ward, or the vpside downe. 1654 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters'
Co. (1887) 316 Two foote 6 inches from the vpside of the
trusse to the vpside of the floore. 1678 Moxon Mech.
Ex. iv. 65 Till the whole upside of the Stuff be Plained.
1706 Swift Baucis ^ Philemon 59 With the upside down,
to show Its inclination for below. 1833- [see Downside
sb.].^ 1843 J. AiTON Clerical Econ. 177 It should then be.,
put into a dry cloth with the upside down. 1867 Mrs. Whit.
NEY L. Goldthwaite v. This glass is in such a horrid light

!

I don't seem to have but half a face, and I can't tell which
is the upside of that 1

2. Upside of above, beyond.
1890 N.

<S- Q. 36 July 73/1 People whose ages are up-side
of forty.

3. (See Up a, 2 h.) Also attrib,
1880 Daily News 13 Dec. 6/7 The upside road [of the rail-

way!, -was quite clear. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. ii Nov. 7/3 The
crowd that thronged the up-side of the station.

U'pside down, adv., sb.ynnda. Forms: a.

4-5 ^P (5 ^P©) uppe) so doun (don, doune; 4
north, up swa doune), 4-6 up so down (5-6
downe). j8. 4 upsa-, 5 opsadoun ; 4-6 upsedoun
(5 -done), 5-6 -downe. 7. 6 up set donne; up
(uppe) set (sette) downe. S. 6 upsyde downe,
upside douno (downe), 6- upside down. «.

6-7 vpsidown(e, 6 upsidowne, 6 up8y(e)downe,
6 (9) upsydown. [Originally tip so (northern swd)
dounj frequently reduced to upsa-y upse-, and sub-
sequently altered to upset and upside down, in the
endeavour to make the phrase more intelligible.

The use oiso is peculiar, the only appropriate sense
being that of ' as if ' (So adv, 1 7 c), and the phrase
has no parallel in the cognate languages. It is

possible that up to doun, occurring in R. Glouc.
6831 (with up so doun as a later variant) may be
the more original form.]

A. adv, 1. So that the upper part or surface

becomes the* under or lower. Freq. in phr. to turn
upside down; also in pred. use — inverted, over-
turned.
a. 13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 788 The cradel and the child

thai found Up so doun upon the ground. C1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 7230 parfor it es ryght and resoune, pat Jjai be
turned up-swa-doune. c 1400 Latfranc's Cirurg. 67 Hise
i5en in his heed weren turned vp so doun. c 1440 Pallad.
on Husb. I. 275 The lond aboute a roote is to be moued Al
vpsodoun. cisao Melusine\.7.$ Raj-mondyn..wold haue
smy ttehym betwene the foure legges, For he leye vpsodounne
the bely vpward. 153a Hervet Xenophon's Househ. (1534)
4S b. He also must, . turne vp so downe and styr the grounde.
1538 Elyot Dict.t Procello,.. to turn vp so downe.
i3. 138a WvcLiF Matt. xxi. 13 He turnyde vpsadoun [1388

vpsedoun] the bordis of chaungeris. f 1400 Brut i, 253
WherwiJ> \>e gode man awoke.. and turnede his body opsa-
doun. £1440 Promp. Parv. 512/2 Upsedowne,,.^z'tfrfWf,
subversits. 1523 Ld. Burners tr. Froiss. I. 356 He toke
kyng Dampeter by the legge and turned hym vpsedowne.
y. c 15JO Barclay Jugnrth (1557) 18 Transuersed orturned

vp set downe. 153* Hervet JtenoPhon^s Househ. 55 Lyke
this greke lettre, Y, turned vp set downe.
5. <ri490 Liber Pluscardensis xi. xi. (Bodl. MS.), lustice

makisrychebath realme& ceteys, . .Quhar lakoflawbryngis
all this vp sid doun \v.r. vpsadon]. 1^35 Coverdale Jndg.
vii. 13 Whan it came to the tente, it..ouerthrew it, and
turned it vpsyde downe. 1570 Foxe A. <^ M. (ed. 2) 2307/a
The wagon also beyng cast vpsidedowne. 1600 Porv tr.

Leo's Africa in. 155 Deepely deluing into the earth, they
turne vpside downe the foundations of houses. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner"s Mag, v.66 Every Fortnight . . turn all the Barrels,

..turn them upside down. 1706 London & Wise ^f^/rW
Gardiner I. x. 289 Stick into the Ground a Stake. ., put at
Top of it a Mug upside down. ^1791 Evcycl. Brit. (1797)
VII, 374/1 Others think, that the waters of the sea. .turned
the whole surface of the earth upside down. 1841 Mrs.
Mozi.EY Lost Brooch II. xxi. 154 They will come and
search the house, and all our things will be turned upside
down. 1889 Jerome Three Men in Boat xv, We. .decided
that the bottom was the top, and set to work to fix it upside-
down. *

e. 1569 W. Hubbard Ceyx ^ Alcione A vij, The boisterous
windes..our ship on Seas did tosse.., Vntill it was turnd
upsidowne, 1590 Sprnsek E.Q. ii. vii. 4 In his lap a masse
of coyne he told, And turned vpsidowne, to feede his eye,

56-a



UPSIDE-DOWNISM.
1848 Alb. Smith Chr. TadpoU xiv. 131 [The sand-glass]
topples over upsy-down and runs back again.

2. fig. In, or into, a state of overthrow, reversal,

or disorder. Chiefly with turn.
«. ci^r] Pol. Songs (Camden) 335 Thm is the ordre of

kniht turned «p-so-doun. f 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. iii.

156 How fer fro t>e sot>e and how vp so doun is f?is J»ing [jat
we seyn. X390 Gower Conf. I. 282 Al up so doun my joie
it casteth. c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 151 The
wourld^ is tournyd almoost up so doun. a 1450 Knt. de la
7V«rvi. 9 Atte the yongest doughtres hous it w.is turned
np-f:o-doun, and a!Ie unthrifti, 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps.
VI. ^Vks. (1876) 12 The wounde of a mannes conscyerice.

.

stereth vpsodownc the memory. 3559 Mirr. Mag. B j, ]Jy
reason kynge Richarde,..Bysymster aduyse, had tourned
all vpsodowne,

/3. 13.. Minor Potms Vernon MS. Iv. 103 For he may
tume kuyndes vpsedoun, pat alle Icuyndes made of nou-,!.

14*6 Lvdg. Di Guil. Pilgr. 17064, I ha tournd the vp-se-
doun..\yith my trouble and with my wo. ?i45o in yd
Refi. Hist. MSS. Comm. n-jtjfi Who but antichrist coude
turne the treuthe upsedone? 1568 Grafton C/frf>«. II. 625
To chaunge all things, and tourne the world upsedowne.
y. 1509 Barclay .y^^/^/o/yj 135 A foolctournynge the

lawes vp set downc By vyle rewardes. X540 Morvsine
Vivess Introd. Wysd, B iij b, Many (things).. have loste
their ryghte estimation and arechaunged uppesettedowne.
X569 J. Sane^rd tr. Agrippa^s Fan. Aries 89 They disquiet
and turne the earth upset downe.

S. IS3S CovBRDALB Ps. cxlv[i]. g As for the waye of y«
vngodly, he tiu'neth it vpsyde downe. 1579 Knewstub
Confut, Ep. Ded. «4b, H. N.turneth religion vp sidedowtie,
and buildeth heauen heere vpon earth. 1627 H. Leslv
Sertn.be/. Majesty 23 Our nature.. must be turned up-side.
downe, cast into a new mould. 171a AoDrsoN Sped. No. 305
P15 These young Machiavils will, in a little time, turn their
College upside-down with Plots and Stratagems. 1817
Keatingb Trav. I. 33 The walls of this town exemplify to
us . .the world turned upside down. 1855 Kingslev it'esi-w.

Hot iv, Mr. Frank. .would have. .turned her poor little

flighty brains upside down for ever. 1883 Stevenson Treas.
IsL XXX, Why^ your liver, man, is upside down. Did you
take that medicine?
e. 1549 Latimer Fi/lh Serm. bef. F.dw. VI (Arb.) 137

losias. -tourned al vpsydowne, he would suffer no Idolatrye
to stand. 1S79 G. Harvev LetterJik. (Camden) 73 Your
delicacy would haply have delighted your self in overturning
ye proverbe upsyedowne. i6oj R. Johnson Kingd. <$•

Contmw. (1603) ig By remaining full of French soldiers all
things were turned vpsidowne. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold.
Butterfly 1 1. 254 It's a story without an end, it's a story
told upsy-Kiown.

t B. sb. An overturning. Oh.
'S93.G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 84 A fewe resolute

Apliorismes; that. .roundly determine all with an Vpsy-
downe. No re'formation without an Vpsy-downe,

O. adj. Turned upside down ; inverted.
Written with hyphen (upside-do^vn) or as one word.
1866 G. Stephens Runic AIoii. 1. 84 Twisted runes, upside,

down runes, and such like. z88a Besant All Sorts xxviii,
The same upsydown, topsy-turvy, one-sided.. perverseness.
1883 W. S. Gilbert Foggerty's Fairy, etc. (1890) 238 She
was, .an industrious little girl, and, as far as I could judge
by her upside-down reflection, neat in her dress.

Hence TT-pside-dowinlsm.
i86t F. Metcalfe Oxonian in Icelandm. (1867) 106 The

Demons of Misrule and Upside-downism.

n-pside dow'iiward(s, advs. [f. prec.-i-

-WAKD, -WABD3.] = prec. A.
l6u CoTGR.', Enverser, . .Xo tume vpside-downeward, or

the inside outward. Ibid. s.vv. Rebaurs^, Re-vers. 167J
BLAKF.STON Lazariljo II, xiii. T 4 b. She made the peeces of
my Cloak to be stiched one to another, and for very hast
they put them upside downwards. 1781 C. Johnston Hist.
7. Juniper II.131 On his arrival he found the town turned,
as we say, upside downwards. 1826 Disraeli V. Grey vi.

i. As be tossed, with a careless hand, the great horn upside
downwards, 1845— Sybil 11. ix, I think the world is turned
upside downwards in these parts.

Upsi'des, adv. [f. Upsidk sb. Cf. MSw. up-
sidnis, -es by the side (of), alongside.]
1. Upsides with, even, equal, or quits with (a
person) by means of retaliation or successful rivalry.
dial. (orig. Sc^ or colloq.

1746 Lo. LovAT in Williams Hist. Rec. iilh Hussars
(1908) 47, 1 . .am still in good spirits, and hope to be upsides
with the barbarous villains who have tised me so. 1752 in
Scots Mag. (1753) Sept. 454/1 He did not care though ha
should be up-sides with him. 1816 Scott Antig. xxi. It's
best no to be rash ?. . I'se be upsides wi' him ae day. 1853
R. S. SuRTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour xxx, He considered it his
duty to be 'upsides ' with him, and lell the servants all he
knew about him. 1891 Atkinsou Last o/Ciant.^iilers 65
He did want to be upsides with that insulting little jacka>
napes.

2. colloq. On a level ivith ; alongside of,
1883 Standard 12 Feb. 2/6 Baron Farney must finish at

least upides with his then conqueror. 1894 Astleyjo Years
Life 11. 210 Never [to] let any horse get upsides of him if
he could help it,

+Upsie-tarvy,a<&. Obs. [var. ofTopSY-TUEVv,
influenced by upsie-down. Cf. upside-turvy in mod.
dial. (s. Line.).] Topsy-turvy.
0159* Greene Jas. IV, lu. iii, I came to court...There

found I all was vpsie turuy turnd.

+ TT'psight. Obs. rare. [In sense i prob. ad.
older Du. and Flem. opsicht (mod. opzicht); in
sense 2 f. Up- a.]

1. View, inspection.

151S 5/. Papers Hen. VII

1

11. ,4 Nowe, after the upsyght
hereof, he maye pretende no maner ignoraunce. 1648 Hex-
«AM II, Ofsichtigk, which hath Regard or Vpsight.
2, Height as viewed from below.
aitfia Phae« yEntidix, (1562) Ecijb, A towre of stepe

vpsight [L, rasto suspectu] there stood, with skaffolds large
of length.

Upsi-ghted, a, s.w. dial. [Up- 3.] Having
eyes which cannot readily look downward.
1847 Halliwell. 1903 ' Q ' (QuiLLER Couch) Hett^ W/slev

I. viii, An angle which gave an ' up-sighted ' expression to his
small eyes.

XTpsiloid, var. Hypsiloid a.
1889 Buik's Ilandbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 156/1 A upsiloid

(U.shaped), depressed line with lateral branches.

XJpsilOn (y«<ps3i-l^n). [a. Gr. 5 ^nKhv ' slender
u ', the adj. having reference to its later sound («).]
1. The Greek letter T, t; (originally V, Y) repre-

senting the vowel u (see U, V, and Y). Also attrib.

,

= liaving the form of this letter.

1641 Howell For. Trav. xi. (Arb.) 56 In some places of
the Morea..they confound these three letters 1), i, v (Eta,
Itjta, Upsilon). 1693 Dkyden Persitts^ Sat. iiL 109 note,
Pithagoras of Samos made the allusion of the Y, or Greek
Upsilon, to Vice and Virtue. 1763 Ann. Reg., Misc. 194/1
The last notes.. (pronounced as the Greek upsilon, or the
French u). 1799 Townson Tracts * Observ. Nat. Hist. 75
The upsilon Cartilage. 182a T. S. Hughes Trav. Sicily I.

24s The only people who pronounce the letter upsilon like
the Italian u, 1854 Bushnan in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat.
I. 121 The hyoid bone is described as having the shape of
the Greek upsilon.

2. Ent. A species of moth (see quot.).
1832 Rennib Brit. Butterfl, f, M. 59 The Upsilon (Orthosia

Upsilon, Ochsenheimer) appears in J uly, . . the stigmata pale,
between which is a black mark resembUng a Y or V.
Hence XTpsi'lonism, tendency to use the letter u.
1879 T. F. Simmons Lay Folks Mass Bk. Introd. p. Ivi,

The perpetual upsilonism of our West-Midland text E.

ttJ-psitten,//'/.a. Sc.Obs, [Up- 5.] Inactive,

indifferent, callous.
i68» Peden Lord's Trumpet (1739) 16 The Lord. .hath

been crying to You in these Lands (and namelie to thee up-
sitten Scotland) to watch with him. 1728 P. Walker Life
Peden (1827) Pref. 27 These backslidden, upsitten, lukewarm
Ministers, Elders and Professors. Ibid. 61 The Indulged,
Backslidden and Upsitten Ministers of Scotland. [1896
Stevenson Weir ofHeriniston v. The sister of the g.ardener
, . had shown herself ' upsitten '.

}

XTjpsi'tting', vbl, sb. [Up- 7.]
1. The occasion of a woman's first sitting up to

receive company after a confinement. Obs. exc
dial. (Cf. Upsettino vbl. sb. 2.)

'S7» } }oHt.s Bathes 0/Bucistone gh. Some in forme of
Cakes, as at weddings: some Rondes of Hogs, as at vp.
sittings. 1603 Dekker Bachelor's Banquet C 3, It is your
vpsitting, and a fortnight at the least since you were brought
to bed. 1641 Brome yoviall Crew 11. (1652) F2b, We will
have such. .A Christning; such up-sitting and Ghossip-
ping ! 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 12/2 This isa kind of
dress which Women in Child.bed usually wear, when they
are for Christnings, and up-sittings. J746 Exmoor Scolding
(E. D.S.) 24 'Twas thee roil'st upon me up to Daraty Vogwill^
Upzitting. 1828- in dialect glossaries (Yks., Som., Dev.).

t 2. The fact of sitting up again after an illness.
1646 Fuller Wounded Cotuc.xxx. 140, 1 must..rejoyce at

thy upsitting, whom God hath raised from the bed of de-
spaire. 174a Richardson Pamela IV. 303, 1 am once more
. . enabled to dedicate to you the first Fruits ofmy Penman-
ship, on my Upsitting.

+ 3. Sc. Inactivity, indifference. Obs.
1680 Stewart in Howie Cloud of Witnesses (1778) 74 The

Lord hath rubbed shame on all our faces, because of many
backslidings and upsitting in duty. 1709 Wodrow Corr.
(1842) I. 55 There is a remarkable upsitting among us in
mutual freedom one with another,

4. i". African. The practice of sitting tip during
the night as a method of courtship. (After Do.
opzitten.) Also attrib.

1863 W. C. liALDWiN Afr. Hunting vi. 165 When two up.
sittings h.-ive been goin^ on, at opposite corners of a large
room. IbicL, The upsitting business I consider about the
best of their old customs. 1896 Westm. Gas. 20 Jan. 1/3
The nocturnal courtship, or 'upsitting',
Up.sitting, prcs.pple. (Up- 6.) 17S3 G. West tr. Pindar

I. 242 On his Couch up-sitting all Night lone. 1776 Maiden
/4««/ II. 148, 1., found her up-sitting. tU'p-skip. Obs.
[Up- 2.) An upstart. x<M t,ks\wc.v. ^nd Serin, bef. Edio.
VI, Ej, Heare menes suetes your selfe. .& put it not to the
hearing of these veluette coles, these vp skippes.

XJpsoaT, V. [Up- 4.] intr. To soar upwards.
Also irp3oaTing^/-«r. pple,
is8» Stanvhurst yEnds i. (Arb.) 2g Thow shall shortlye

see townwals. And citty vpsoaring . . to skytoppe. X7as
Pope Odyss. xv. 565 On the right up.soar'd in air The hawk.
1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes 111. iii. 11 Thus to the flamy
1 owers above. The vagrant Hero . . Upsoar'd. 1853 Brown-
ing Saul II. X, As when..upsoareth the cherubim chariot.
1865 Trench Poems 480 How like a swan.. The voice up-
soars of thy triumphant .song.

XSf%oa.Tia%,vbl. sb. (Up- 7. Cf prec.) 1846 Hawthorne
Mosses IL V, Higher upsoarings and baser degradations of
the soul. 1876 Fairbairm in Contcmp. Rev. XXVII. 055
The sudden upsoaring of the revived national spirit. Up-
soaring, ^//<I. (Up-'6b.) 1818 MlLMAN.9n;«orviL 259
Mysterious union of upsoaring spirits. t Upso 'Ive, illite-

rate for Absolve v. 6. 1598 B. Jonson Ej'. Man in Hum.
1. iv. You are a scholler, vpsolue me that, now.
TTpspea-k, v. [Up- 4.] intr. To speak up ; to

begin to speak.
1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 103 Let him

upspeik as best he may. a 1B41 W. Maginn Homeric Ball.
(1850) 251 They all agreed, and then upspoke the chief of
many a wile. 1888 K. Buchanan City ofDreams vii. 130
But soon the host upspake, and sought to spread A feeble
cheer.

U'pspring, sb. [Up- 2.]

fl. Rising «/ the sun; dawn^ day. Obs.

UPSPUBNER.
c xooo Rule of Chrodegang xviii, Fiam Jjses da:;:;es up-

springe to halsungtiman. ciooo Sax. Lccchd. III. 274
Easterne wind, .bl^wi) fram 5a:re sunnan upspringe. X471
Ripley Comp. Alch. vn. vi. (MS. Ashm. 1486,1, Thus y« vii
gate. . In y« vpspryng is of y* soone rcquyrede. 156a Tur-
ner Herbal 11. 50 The. .parte of the worlde toward the vp-
spryngof the son.

2. The action of springing up into existence;
beginning of growth or development; origin;

f generation.
c 1000 /Elfkic Gen. v. 10 yEfter Jtes upspringe, he leofode

.viii. hund geara. 13. . Cursor M. 9283 (Gott.), A mayden
sal brede, of his hup.spring \Cott. ox.springj. 1554 Knox
Faythf. Admon. C 3 b. From the beginning of the late vp-
spryng of the Gospel in England. 158s T'. Washington tr.
Nicholay's Voy. in. iii. 73 Hauing, .giuen amply, .to vnder-
stand the vpspring of the Asanioglans. 2651 R. Child in
Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 63 You ought to sow them.. in
March, April, or May, when frosts are.. not so sharp...-is to
endanger their up-spring. 1825 Coleridge Aids Rejl. 40A state.. favourable to the germination and up-spnng of
a nobler seed.

t3. A kind of dance. Obs.-^
For Shaks. Ham. I. iv. g see note to Upspbing a.
a 1634 C\{\rMt.sAlphonsus III. (1654) 33 We Germans have

no changes in our dances, Kn Almain and an upspring, that
IS all.

t Upspring, a. Obs. [Up- 3.] Upstart;
newly arisen or come in.

In quot. 1602 upspring has also been interpreted as sense 3
of the sb., reels being taken as a verb with cognate object.
1591 HOKSEY Trav. (Hakl. Soc) 258 The patriarcke,..

bishops and frier.s, and other the new upspringe nobillitie.
l6oa Shaks. //a«<. 1. iv. 9 The King doth wake to night,
and takes his rouse, Keepes wassels and the swaggering
vpspring reeles [ = revels].

XJpspri-ng, v. [Up- 4. Cf. WFris. opspringe,
(M)Du. opspriiigen, MLG. upspringen; MUG.
tifspringen {G. attfspringen); MSw. up-, opspringa
(Sw. upp-), (M)Da. opspringe.}
1. intr. Of plants, etc. : 'lo spring up, to grow.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 5 Sume feollon on staenihte .

.

and hrEdlice upsprungon. c iloo Ormin 10543 ."^llswa sumni
corn & chaff Uppspringenn off an role. C1374 Chaucer
Former Age 10 Hut corn vp-sprong vnsoweof mannes hond.
1471 RipLEY Comp. Alch. V. viii. (AIS. Ashm. 1479), So ther
shuld ther of no frute vp spring. 1865 Emerson .Sphinx 18
Erect as a sunbeam, Upspringeth the palm. 1876 Black
Madcap Violet ii, Far away.. the subtle fire of the earth
upsprang in pale primroses.

D. fig. To arise, come into being,
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 884 Fro Boloigne is this ErI of

Pavyk come, Of which the fame vp sprang to moore and lesse.
a 1500 R.ttis Raving 1. J428 Gud dissert will nocht vp-
spring. But hail pnrpos. 1363 W1N3ET CeH. Tractatis Wks.
(S.T.S ) I. 6 Prj-de and auarice, of the quhilkis. hes vp.
sprung the electioun of vnqualifeit bischopis. 1596 Dal-
RVMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 325 Frome him the
hous and clann of the Cunieinis first vpsprang. 1667 Milton
P. L. VII. 462 These (cattle] in flocks Pasturing at once,
and in broad Herds upsprung. 1744 Thomson Winter
641 Up-springs the Dance along the lighted Dome. 18:1
Byron Heav.

.J-
Earth iii. 869 1 he forests' trees (coeval with

the hour When Paradise upsprung). 184a Borrow Bible in
Spain xliv. Here upsprang, in Spain's better days, a little

city. 1890 J. Pulsford Loyalty to Christ I. 7 The joy
of eternity begins to upspring in our bosoms.
2. To rise, to ascend; to spring or leap upwards;

to start to one's feet.

^ '374 Chaucer Comfl, Mars 14 Er sunne gan vp sprj-nge.
14.. in Anglia XXVIL 286 We saw his stern in |>e est
spedily vpspryng. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xii. 2 Airly as
did the day vpspring, T bus sang ane bird. 1563 Sackville
Induct. Mirr. Mag. Ixvi, The flames vpspring, and.. crepe
Fromwalletoroofe. 1729SAVAGE IFa/irfcrrf-iv. 138 The trout
..Up-springs, and sunward turns its crimson stains. J760
Beattie Ode to Hope 22 Startled at the heavenly ray. With
speed unwonted Indolence upspiings. 1806 J. C^rahamb
Birds of Scot. 12 When flush, the game up.springs. 1848
Lytton K. .Arthur vi. Iv, Upsprung the host, upsprung
the guests in ire—Upsprung the gentle dames, and fled
affrighted. 18S5-94 R. Bridges Eros tf Psyche June vi,

Upsprang she then, and kiss'd them and embraced.
Upspri-nging, vbl. sb. (Up- 7. Cf. prec.)
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gozi. Lordsh. 92 If )>ou takeseuen

graynes..andbreke hem yn J)e vpspryngyngeof lucyfer and
venus. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Cuidi Wind. I. 5 The
upspringing Of such a nimble bird. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par. I. It. 633 The white upspringing of ihe spurts of spray.

Upspri-nging, ///. a. (Up- 6 b. Cf. Up-
BPBINli V.')

f 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 112 Stable Jjou ^
mountant, or (le vpspryngand.yn i>e tokenynge of ^jc Lyon.
1551 Bale Eng. Vctaries II. 95 Ihe vpspryngynge braunches
of Sodome. 1845 Hirst Cotn. Mammoth, etc. 1 1 1 The downy
wing Of some up-sprjnging bird. 1873 B. Harte Fiddle-
tovin 52 By the upspringing light he saw the figure of Kate.
1883 Miss Burns Shropsh. Folklore xw.-m Men implored
a blessing upon their land and its upspringing crops.

XJpspru'ng, /a. />//«. (Up- 5. Cf. Upspringe.)
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 6 SoJ?lice upsprungenre sunnan

his adruwudon. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3050 Trees it for-brac,
and gres, and com. Sat was up-sprungen 3or bi-foren. 1400
tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 99 He hadde no sterre vp-
sprongyn hat was euyl no contrarj*. 1563 WinJet Wks.
(S.T.S.) II. 12 Be the negligence, .of zour Hienes forebearis
..al this perturbatioun, trible, and hie interpryseis. .ar wp.
sproung. 1729 Savage Wanderer u. 415 IJp.sprung, such
weed-like Coarseness h[sc. the grain] betrays, Flocks on tb'
abandon'd Blade permissive graze. 1826 E. Irving Babylon
I. n. 78 We are not to suppose that the ten.. were all up.
sprung before the little horn appeared. 1876 F. K. Robinson
Whitby Gloss, 209 Upsprung, adj., sprung up in all senses.

t Upspumer. Ohs.-^ [Up- 8 -h Spobn z/.i 5 b.]

? One who treats with disdain.



UPSTAIR.

'S45 Jove Exf. Dan. iv. 59 b, Howe wretchedly Pompeliis
that vpspurner of the erth perisshed, Lucaims describeth it.U p-sta ge : see Up a. 2.

Upstair, adv. and a. \XSf frep.'^ i, 7.]
1. tulv. = UrsTAiBS adv. i.

i6j7 Dbayton Mcon Ca!/i6s When vp.stayre one, downe.
stajTC another hies.

2. aJJ. a Upstairs a.

J*'t.HEVNE Trncts htdia 277, I staid in an upstair room
with him for many hours. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/Fathtrs 1. iii.

230 Many of such upstair-chapels are still to be seen in
Gloucester cathedral. 1861 Floh. Nightingalk Nursing
11. (ed. 2) 27 But do these people know the up-stair habits of
this class Uc. young ladies)? 1885 Fortn. in Waggonette 18
An upstair sitting-room.

Upstairs, adv., si., and a. [Up pref.i i, 7.]
A. adv. (»pstea-jz). 1. So as to ascend a flight

of stairs ; to the floor at the top of a staircase.
Stressed u'pstairs when contrasted with downstairs.
iS96Shaks._i Hen. /K, n. iv. 112 His industry is vp-slaires

and down-staires, his eloquence the parcell of a reckoning.
j6s8 E. Phillips llrst. Lave * Eloquence 75 Up stairs we
nimbly creep, And find the Sluts asle<p. i66i in Jamieson
Sc. Diet. s.v. Breadberry, Tripping up stares and down stares
with a posset or berry for the laird or lady. 1721 De Foe
Plague (1896) 127 Some [running] down stairs and some
up stairs. J7«7 Woman ofFashion I. 244 Shew the Lady
up Stairs. 1797 S.& Ht. Lee Canterb. T. (1799) L 152 He
abruptly walked up stairs, and . . opened the door. 1839
Dickens Nickleby Ixii, He made his way up stairs into the
room. 1876 T. Hardv Ethelberta vii, 1 think that after the
women had gone upstairs the others turned their thoughts
upon you again.

b. fig. (.See Kick v. 5 b.)

c\im Burnet Orig. Mem. (1902) 145 He tHalifax] had
said he had known many kicked down stairs, but he never
knew any kicked up stairs before. i8jt (see Kick v. 5 b).

2. At the top of, on a floor or in a room reached
by, a flight of stairs ; in one of the upper stories
of a house.

1781 CowpER TMt T. isr To be the Table Talk ofclubs ap
stairs. tjg6-7 }'"^ Ausrt.s PriJe 4r Prej. Iv, Her mother.

.

was silting up stairs with Kitty. 1844 KixaL>.KBEot/:en xvi,
It is upstairs—on the first floor. i88a Miss Braddon Aft.
Royal 1 1 L ii. 23 Vou would rather dine upstairs, I dare say.

b. qnasi-.ri-

1841 Lover Handy Andy xiv, The ogre's voice from up.
stairs. 1898 Watts-Dunton Aylwin xil. iii, As I spoke
1 heard a noise. . .It seemed to come from upstairs.

O. As sb. An upper story or floor. Also tran^f.,
a person or persons living on an upper floor.
1884 in Proc. Soc. PsychicalReiearch Dec. (1885) 329, 1 was

. .present on the day when Mr. Coulomb gave the charge of
the upstairs to our party. 1896 U'estm. Gaz. 23 April 2^3
The magbtrate could not discriminate whether upstairs or
down-stairs began [the fight).

B. adj. (»-pste»iz). 1. Situated on an upper story
or at the top of a, flight of steps.
178J yrnl. Vnf. Lady 0/ Virginia (1871) 46 Nancy had

a fire made up in one of the up-stairs rooms. 1850 House-
hold Words 1. 206/1 In up-itairs Infirmary wards. 1879 Mrs.
A. E. James Ind. Honseh. Managem. 35 A bungalow has
zarely any upstairs rooms.

b. Belonging to, connected with, the upper
rooms or parts of a house.
1839 Hood On Competing Forty-Seven iv, I hear the

up-stairs bell, 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvi. At the usual
hour., the upstairs maid knocked at the door of the,, bed-
chamber. 1894 Eli^ Banks Camfi. Curiosity 10 The up-
stairs duties of a first-class lodging-house.

2. Having more than one story.

184a E. E. Napier Scenes \ Sports For. Lands II. v. 163
Old B— possessed one of the few up-stairs bouses in the
cantonment, in the lower part of which he bad his shop.
Upstalled ; see Up- 5.

U'pstand, sb. [Up- 2.] An upstanding thing

;

an upright structure or part.

xflj47 Haluwell, Upstands, marks for boundaries of
Earishes, estates, &c., being live trees cut oflF about breast
igh. Kent. 1880 LoMAS Alkali Troile 33 A 14-in. lead

up-stand, flanged upon the floor.

Upsta-nd, v. [Up- 4. Cf. OS. upstandan,
\\Vx\%.opstean, MDu. opstcun (Du. opstaan), MLG.
ttpstdn, MHG. tifsttin, -stln (G. au/slehen), MSw.
upstanda, cip{p)sla (Sw. uppsta), MDa. opstande,
opsta (Da. opslaa).']

1 1. intr. To stand erect or upright. Obs.
c iJos Lay. 1650 )>a be castel vp-stod he wes strong & swiffe

god- c 1150 Gen. .y Ejc. 3247 De water up-stod . .On twinne
Half, also a wal up.ri;!. CZ340 Hampolb Pr. Consc. 476a
pe se sal ryse, . . And in his stede even upstande, Als an heghe
nille dus on )« lande. C1440 Paltad. on Husb. iii. 310 A
dight vine in prouyntial manere That lyke a busshe vpstont.
1513 Douglas y«««</ ix. v. 50 O kyndly goddis.. Vndre
quhais myghtis all tyme Troy vpstandis. 155a Lyndesay
Monarche 5465 The sey. . sail nocht spred ouir the land, Bot,
lyke anc wall, ewin straycht vpstand.

2. To rise to one's feet ; to stand up. Alsoy?f.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter ii. 2 Vpstode kinges of l>e kind,.

.

Ogaine l>air lauerd t>ai come on ane. 13.. Guy Warzu. U\.)
'599 When he of swoning vp stod, His feren he biheld wi>
drery mod. a 1400 Isumliras 324 Whenne the wounded
knyght myght up-stande, , . Wepande awaye went bee. 1513
Douglas j^tuid xi. vii. 93 Ane Drances tho ypstud, and
•peke began. 1594 Spenser F. Q. iv. vi. 23 But die or liue
for nought he would vpstand. 1653 Milton Psalm ii. 2 Why
do. .the Kings of ih' earth upstand With powert 1667 —
P. L. VI. 446 In th' assembly next upstood Nisroc. 1791
CowpER YardleyOak 173 The father of us all,, .moulded by
his Maker into man At once, upstood intelligent. 1896
in Westm.Caz.ij May 6/1 With all dignity.. Alexandra
P'eodorovna upstood from her throne.

3. Jig. To stand \i^/or something. rare~\

445

17M W. Hamilton Wallace ix. i. (iSi6) 154 In the defence
of righteous royal blood. For which thou always loyally up.
stood.

J
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Upsta-nder. [Up- 8. Cf. Icel. upp-stattdaH.l
spec. One of two upright posts on a sledge.
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. 1 1, x. 98 It has two standards, or,

as we call them, ' upstanders '. 1903 Peary in M'Clure's
Aftig. Feb. 419/2, 1 had scarcely time to seize the upstanders
when my dogs were off.

Upstanding, vld. sb. [Up- 7.] The action
of standing (up), or rising to one's feet ; the fact of
remaining in place.
Some dialect uses are recorded in the Eng. Dial. Diet.
IS35 Coverdale Isaiah xxxiii. 3 Graunte..that at thy

vpstondinge the Gentiles maye be sc.itred abrode, 1538
Latimer in Nichols Hist. Leics. (1800) III. 1065/2 He wold
be an humble sewter..for the upstandynge of his forsayd
howsse. 1861 J. Edmond Children's Ch. at Home xi. 166
There were many feelings expressed in that upstanding
and applause, i^ Spurgeon Trcas. Daz', Ps. cxxxvi. 6
The_ original upheaval and perpetual upstanding of the
habitable land.

Upsta-nding,/>-«.///^. [Up- 6.]
1. Standing up ; erect ; on one's feet.

<:i37S Lay Folks Afass Bk. (MS. B.) 261 Saye pater-noster,
|it vp-staadande. c 1440 Pallad.on Husb. xii. 601 Mydday
& ouernoon . , A mydde is noon vpstondyng right. 1596
Spenser F. Q. v. vii. 20 With long locks vp-standing, [he] stifly
stared. l6a8MAV FiV^. Cforf. III. 99 The water-snakes, wilh
scales up-standing, dy. 1828 Atheestone Fall0/Nineveh I.

142 Toward the Median camp. Upstanding in his car, himself
looked out, x86i lllnstr. Lond. Neztis 1 J une 505/1 A white-
headed clergyman was called upon to say prayers, which he
did upstanding. 1884 Lady Bkassey Egy/'t after War iv.

17 Feb., In the court outside are two obelisks, one still
upstanding.

2. fig. Remaining in good estate, intact, or in the
same condition, north, dial.
e 1450 Lay Folks Mass Bk. 70 We sail pray . . for all lande

tyllande, ]>at god..maynteyn pame so, )>at pai may be up-
standand. 1649 W. G. Surv. Neivcastle upon Tine 24 All
his stock upstanding, he living all that time of the Profit
that his ground yeelded. 1835 (Rouinson) Whitby Gloss.,
Upstanding, remaining as heretofore,

3. Mining. (See quot.)
1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-m, 269 Up-standing, the con-

dition ofagoaf when such portions of the pillars are worked
away as still to leave the roof supported-

Upstanding,/>//. a. [Up- 6 b-]

1. Standing up; erect.
<;iooo Sax. Leechd. I. 332 Aho on upstandende twi^.

c 1000 i^LFRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 154 Pira, upstandende
herebe.ncn. ^1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1389 She Had also
fele vpstondyng eres And tonges, as on testes heres. 1590
Spenser F. Q. ii. ix. 13 Staring with hollow eyes, and stilfe

vpstanding heares. i6rr Cotgr. .s.v, Rasibus, The top of
an open, and vp.standing Hogs.head. 1628-9 in Mailt. Club
Misc. 111. 370 To lay fyre to the upstanding Craig at the
greine. 1803 Southey Madoc I. vii, 87 Round the helm \
coronal of high upstanding plumes. 1883 Times 11 June
4/5 A pigeon is perched upon each of the two upstanding
handles. 1898 St. James's Gaz. 14 Nov, 13/1 A close round
black toque and upstanding feathers.

2. Of animals (esp. horses) or persons : Having
an erect carriage ; well set up.
(a) 183s Sir G. Stephen Adv. Search Horse xv, 191 Very

superior, well-bred,. .up-standing. .seasoned horses. 2877
y. Coleman's Sheep 4- Pigs 36 The latter are white and
clean in both, and, more, what are generally called upstand'
ing sheep. 1883 R. Groom Gt. Dane 13 A large, upstanding
dog, of noble presence.

(*) 188a Miss Braddon Mt. Royal III. vi. 106 A well-
grown upstanding young woman; 1894 Strand Mag. VI II,

1 56 The Marquis was a tall, upstanding man of spare figure.

190X Longm.^ Mag. Dec. 147 The Nolans were all fair and
big, upstanding men and women.

b. fig. Of persons : Of ofien, honest, or inde-

pendent bearing ; straightforward, downright.
i8«3 R. S. Hawker in Byles Life (1905) 462 He found the

Miners and the Fishermen an upstanding rollicking courage-
ous people. 1889 'R. MoLonKViooo' Robbery under Arms
(1890) 2 A lot ofgame upstanding chaps, that acted like men.
i8y) — Col. Reforffter\iSgi) 169 As good a specimen of the
thoroughbred upstanding pirate as any. .in print,

3. Upstamling wage, a regular or fixed wage in

contrast to one dependent on circumstances.
1888 W. E. Nicholson Coat-Trade Gloss. 103 Upstanding

Wage, a certain weekly wage. 1897 Railway Review 1 Jan.
(E.E. D.), Tlie Company are prepared to arrange a suitable
upstanding-wage.
tUpstantial, illiterate var. Substantial a. 1589 R.

Harvey PI. Perc. (1590) 16, I will uke it vpon the credit
of myselfe,anvpstantiall yeoman. Upsta*re,v. (Up- 4,
Cf. next and Spenser F, Q. in. xiL 36.) 1886 Dowden
Shelley I. viii. 372 These wild locks upstared more wildly,

Upstaring, pres. pple. [Up- 6.]

fl. Of hair: Standing on end, Obs.

1390 Spenser F. Q. i. ix. 22 They might perceiue his.

.

curld vncombed heares Vpstaring stifTe. _ 1610S11AKS. Temp.
I. ii. 213 The Kings Sonne Ferdinand With haire vp-staring.

2. Gazing upwards.
For ' vp-staring * in Marlowe's Hero ^ L. it. 200 the true

reading is prob. 'vp-st.irting*, as in some later edd,

1835 RusKiN Tour France X. Wks. 1903 II. 400, I stood,

upstaring at the lofty steeple.

Upstart (»-pstajt), sb. and a. [Up- 2, 3,]

A, sb. 1. One who has newly or suddenly risen

in position or importance; a new-comer in respect of

rank or consequence ; a parvenu ; = Start-up sb. i,

'555 Instit. Gentl, C iiij b. These gentlemen are nowe
called vpstartes,aterme lately inuen ted by such ns pondered
not ye groundes of honest meanes of rising or commyng to

promocion. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. l. 46 b, The
newe vpstart j that takes vpon him the name of a gentleman,

UPSTART.
X59a Greene V^si, Courtier B 4, Mary gyp goodman vp-
start, who made your father a gentleman? 1641 Miltom
Re/orm. 11. 74 Tlien shall the Noblts possesse ali the
Dignities.. without the improper mixture of Scholastick
and pusillanimous upstarts. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 39An Upstart was to bear himself otherwise in his Petition,
than.. an ancient Nobleman. 1747 Richardson Clarissa
(1768) I._ xl. 270 None but the prosperous upstart Mush-
roomd into rank. .was arrogantly proud of it. 1777 J.Adams Fam. Lett. (1876) 307 There are rascally upstartsm trade, I doubt not, who have made great fortunes in a
small penod. 1825 Macaulav Ess.^ Milton r 43 Gods.,
compared with whom Jupiter himself was a stripling and
an upstart. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. HI. xiii. 167 The
-Duke of Norfolk.. disdained the dictation of an unknown
upstart. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. III. Ixxxvii. 161 The
Greeks thought that the old families ruled their households
more gently than upstarts did,
iransf. 1613 Purchas ril}^rim. (1614) 319 If it seeme

strange, that the Turkish Religion (a newer vpstart) be
declared before tho-se former. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Gm't.
Efig. I. xlvii. 123 The Empire perceiving.. the youthfull
courage of this upstart, was glad to enter mutuall league
with It. 1791 CowpER Vardlcy Oak 134 Yonder upstarts
of the neighb'ring wood, So much thy juniors. 1834
Tracts for Tivics No. 29. 5 All the meetings [-Dissenting
sects] are., in one sense, upstarts.

2. t a. h\i npward start or spring. Obs.—'^
1645 Rutherford Tryal ^ Tri. Faith vi.43 The upstarts

atid boylings of corruption and the flesh that are mixed
with our Prayers,

b. dial. (See quot.)
a 1825 FoRBV Voc, E.Anglia, Upstart^ the deep impression

of a horse's foot in a clayey soil, soon filled up with wattr,
which, when another horse happens to tread in the very same
place, starts upwards and plentifully bespatters the rider.

t 3. Upspring, origin. Obs.~~^
1669 Pennm Cross xl. (1682) 219 All Men and Families

..have had their Upstarts, that is, their Beginnings,

4. Sc. A stick forming a support for a thatched
roof. fObs.
i8xz W. AiTON Vie^o Agric. Ayrs. 114 (Jam), Over these

were hung sticks, .called cabbers ; and smaller ones set on
the top of the wall were termed upstarts.

5. The meadow-saffron, Cokhicttm Aiitutnnah.
xSsa E. Hamilton Flora HouKxopath. I. 199 Common

Meadow Saffron, Tuber Root, . . Upstart. 1863 Prior Plant-
n. 232 Upstart, from its flowers starting up suddenly from
the ground without putting out leaves first.

B. adj. 1, Of things : Lately come into exist-

ence or notice ; new-fangled.
1565 Stapleton Fortr. Faith 9 The groundeand foundation

of all your vpsterte ghospell. Ibid. 04 Their small secret,
and late vpstert congregation.^ 1593 Bflson Govt. Chrises
Ch. 286 This up-start iansie is far from God's ordinance.
1607 I. NoRDEN Surv. Dial. i. 18 Surveying, .is an upstart
arte found out of late. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. / (1655)
5 Not daring to infuse into so solid a judgement their up-
start and erroneous fancies. 1697 J. Potter Antiq, Greece
I. iv. 19 All their Laws were repeard, and the upstart Form
of Government utterly dissolv'd. 1720 Swift Right of
Precedence 23 Physick is as old as the Occasion of it;..

which can by no means be said of the other, in comparison.
Upstart Profession. 1772 Priestley lust. Relig. (1782) II.
62 Christianity was de-spised as.. an upstart tiling. 1851
Hawthorne yw/c^-^fj/i/ 7*. i, Nowj the old aristocratic
edifice hides its time-worn visage behind an upstart modern
building. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 365 The upstart
naval power of Rome in the West.

b. Characteristic of upstarts,

^1593 Marlowe Edw. 11^ i. iv, 336 Think you that we
can brooke this vpstart pride? 1603 B. Jonson Sejanws v.

viii, It is a note Of vpstart greatnesse, to, .watch For these
poore trifles, 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. IVnrs 687 His
Death was..rejoyced at by those who envyed his new and
upstart Rising. 1727 Gay Fables i, xxiv, How insolent is

upstart pride 1 1788 Gibbon Decl. <$• F. xlvii. IV. 550 He
dreaded their upstart ambition. 1817 Codbett Pol. Reg,
25 Jan. 99 The upstart pride of those wlio call themselves
the gentlefolk of Manchester. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser.
II. iv. t6i I do not desire to be driven out of my conclusions
. . merely to make way for his upstart pretensions.

2, Of persons, families, etc. : Lately or suddenly

risen to prominence or dignity,

1566 Stapleton Ret, Untr. Jeivel i. 8 Your late vpstert
masters ofGermany and Geneua. 1586 Ferk& Blaz.Gentrie
260 He will, .passe vp and downe the streates of London in

a side gowne, like vnto some newe vp-start Legist. 1615
Crooke Body 0/Man 88 It is more safe to side with the
old Legions led by Galen,.. then with new and vpstart
Nouices. X665 Manley Grotius' Low C, Wars 383 The
Covenants, .were found fault with by malitious and upstart
People. 1687 Dryden Hind fy P. 1. 1^5 Some Authors thus
his Pedigree will trace, But others write him of an upstart
Race. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 123 Ours is no
upstart family ; but is as ancient as the best in the kingdom,
1791 Burke App. IVhigs Wks. VI. 19 Scorn and contumely
of their upstart masters. 1836 Thirlwall Greece II. xiii.

166 An obscure and upstart race of shepherds. 1879T0URGEK
Poofs Err. xxxviii. 271 When reproved., by an upstart

superior, he had the boldness [etc.].

•f'
3. Rising on end. Obs.~''^

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. x. 54 He.. ran away,. .With vp-
start haire, and staring eyes dismay.

Hence TT'pstartism, U'pstartness. nonce-words,

1838 Blackiu. Mag, XLIII. 311 That spirit of upstartness

which .. characterises all French youth. x88x Nat. Reii.

Oct. 406 These latter [ballads] are all broad satires on up*
startism,

Upsta'rt, V. [Up- 4.]
\. intr. To start or spring up : ^j/,, ofpersons, to

spring to one*s feet. AXso Jig.
With the earlier unhyphened examples, cf. Up adv.^ s c.

1303 R. Brunnb Handl. Sy/me 5601 pys man vp sterte,

and toke Jje gate. £^1386 Chaucer Wife's T, igoCLansd.
MS.}, Wijj Jjat worde vpstert lv,rr. vp sterte, vp stirte] }>i8



UPSTARTED.
olde wif. € X400 Toum. Tottenham iv.Upsterte tlie gadlyngs
with thaire lang staues, 1411-so Lydg, Chron. Troy iv. 919
Aiioon Dispeir in a rage vp-sterie And cruelly cau^te hym by
|>e herte. a 1529 Skeltos Col. Cloiiie 646 Sodaynly vpstarte

From the dongecarte,The mattcMrke and the shule, To reygne
and to rule. 1554 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. 139 The
suflVagan. .upstert to the Pulpit, 1590 Spknser F. Q. 1. i.

i6 Their dam vpstart, out of her den effraide, And rushed

forth. x6oi ind Pt. Return Pamass. ii. v. 908 At last he

\sl\ the hartl vpstarted at the other side of the water. 1700
Drvdbm OviiVs Met. xtii. 3 To these the Master of the

sevenfold Shield Upstarted fierce, 17*5 Pope Odyssey xiv.

569 Upstarted Thoas strait, Andr^mon's son. 1816 Wordsw,
Ode Morn, Gen, TJinnksgiving 147 As from a forest-brake

Upstarts a glistering snake. 1859 Tennvsom Merlin ^ V.

431 The beauteous beast Scared by the noLse upstarted at

our feet.

b. Of the hair: To rise on end.

1513 Douglas Mnetd iv. vL 2 Wpstert his hair, the voce
stak in his hals. 1563 Mirr. Mag, P iv b, While my heares

vpstarted with the sight, The teares out streamde.

c. To spring up by growth ; to come into exist-

ence.
1573 TussER^wf^. {1878) 49 Much wetnes.. makes thistles

a number foorthwith to vpstart. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's
Ans'iu. Osor. 363 b, As one errour doth commonly engender

another: there upstart another wheipe of the same litter,

187s Morris Mneid viii. 637 There for the sons of Romulus
the sudden war upstarts With Tatius.

d. To rise suddenly into view,

1874 R. BucHANA>* Poet. Wks. I. 4 O wondrous Faces that

upstart In this Strange Country. 1880 Browning /*«« ^
Luna 22 Peak to base, Upstarted mountains.

2. trans. To cause to start up.

1893 Towndrow Garden 47 Where the moor-hen shyly

pushes Into darkness when upstarted.

UpstaTted, ppL a. (Up- 5. Cf. prec.)

1602 Marston Ant. ^ Mel. in. E 2, Gastly amazement,
with vpstarted haire, Shall, .vsher vs. 1613 Chapman A^rw.

Bussy D^Ambois i. B 3 b, What thoughts the many headed-

beast..breathes out concerning me. My ends, and new
vpstarted state in Brabant.

Hence Upsta'rtedness. rare,

x64a Heylin Hist. Episc. n. 03 Undertaking.. to make
known the new upstartednesse of their Assemblies.

UpstaTting. zbl. sb. (Up- 7.) [177S Ash.] 1845 S.

Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. I. 27 This continual upstarting

of refractory powers.

TTpsta'rting, pres.pph. and ///. a. (Up- 6,

6 b. Cf. Upstakt z;.)

1581 Hanmer Jesnites Banner Bab, This new found
order and vpstarting Jesuiies. 159a Greene "zud Pt. Conny
Catch, A 2 b, Such vpstarting suckars that consume the sap
from the roote of the Tree. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. v. 13 By
this vpstarting from her swoune, she star'd. .about her.

1784 CowpER Task MI. 921 Then rise the tender germs up-

starting quick. i8i» J. Wilson Fsle 0/ Palms 11. 70 As to

the touch of f^ry-hand Upstarting dim the nameless land

Extends its mountain line, c 1830 Praed Poems (1864) II.

308 Lo, they will weep.., Upstarting from their broken

fjrayer. 1893 M<^Carthv Dictator xxvi. She had.. slept a
ittle in a fuHiI, upstarting sort of way.
UpstaTtle, 7'. (Up- 4.) a 1849 Poe Whipple, etc., Wks.

1864 HI. 388 Multitudinous thunders that upstartle aghast
the echoes. 1870-4 J. Thomson City Dread/. Nt.'xx. vii, A
louder crash upstartfed me in dreatf. Upsta'rtled, ^/*/.

a. (Up- 5.) x8i8 Carv Dante, Parad. xxvi. 72 The up-
startled wight loathes that he sees. 1846 J. H. Stirling m
A. H. Stirling Li/e (1912) v. Eg Silence, like an upstartled

hound, skulked sulkily to its place again.

Up-State : see Up prep.^ 6.

TTpstay, v, [Up- 4.]

L trans. To sustain by material support ; to

prop up.

IS90 Spenser F. Q, hi. xii. 21 Those two villeins, which
her steps vpstayd. 1596 Ibid. iv. i. 37 They reared him on
horsebacke, and vpstayd. 164a H. More Song o/Soul 1. 11.

xxvii, An uggly cloven foot this monster doth upstay, 1667
Milton P. L. vi. 195 The tenth on bended knee His massie

Spear upstaid. 1793 Wordsw. Descriptive Sk. 252 Bare
steeps, where Desolation stalks, . . by a blasted yew upstay'd.

1814— Excurs. VII. 678 The Child . .by some friendly finger's

help upstayed. 1873 R. Briik;es Ele^y on Lady Poems
(1Q12) 239 Each on high a torch upstaying.

i. [fig.
To sustain, support.

x6oo Fairfax Tasso xvii. xliii, For by the sword, the scepter

is vpstaid. 1619 Drayton Legends iv. 338 That Atlas, which
the gouernement vpstayM. x8ao Wordsw. River Duddon
xxviii. II Glad meetings, tender partings, that upstay 'Ihe

drooping mind of absence. 1851 Clough Relig, Poems vii,

10 A hand that is not ours upstays^ our steps. 1883 R. W,
Dixon Mano 1. 1 2 If God. .still with life upstay The hand
that writes.

Upsteamed, •steaming: see Up- 5, 6.. tUpsteam-
ing, pres.ppte. Obs.'^ (Up- 6 + steam Stem v.^\ Rising
up. 1582 Stanvhurst Mneid 11. 28 Two serpents.. Whose
brests vpsteaming [L. arrecta\ . . Hygh the sea surmounted,

TTpsteeT, v. Now dial. [Up- 4.] trans. To
stir up ; to throw into turmoil or disorder.

1557 Phaer Mneid vi. (1558) S j. What slaughters wyld
shall they vpsteere? 1570 Satir. Poems Re/orm. xL 38 Wa
worth the wit that first began This deir debait for to vpsteir.

1596 Dalhvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot, (S.'l'.S.) I. 273 His
Nobilis , , he vpsteiris to take Weapounis. 1889 N. tV, Line.
Gloss, (ed. 2) 589 All th' rooms was upsteer'd.

Hence Upsteerer. rare^^.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. fS.T.S.) II. 413
That 5e suld be the. -author and vpsteirer of thir tumultes.
Upstick, rt/Zp./Ay. (See Upoi^?'.' 29.) 1904 A.Griffiths

50 Yrs. Pitb.Serv.Zz. The Naval Agent.. dying|to be upstick
and away.

U'pstir. Now dial. Also 6 upstirro, upsturro.
[Up- 2 + Stib sb.^ Cf. MDa. opstyr., Norw, uppstyr
riot, tumult, disturbance.] A disturbance or com-
juotiou.
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1549 Cheek'e Httrt Sedit, (1569) D j b, Better redresse

was entended, then your vpstirres and vnquietnesse coulde

obtaine. 1550 Harington tr.C/^rt^'j^*^. Friendship {1^62)

26 Tiberius Graccus. .made an vp sturre in the common
wealth. 1847 Halliwell. 1849- in general dialect use {.Eng.

Dial. Diet.).

Upsti'rred, pa. pple. (Up- 5. Cf. next.) 1663 Blair
Auiobiog. ii. (1848) 10, I was not a litde refreshed and up-

stirred.

TTpsti'rriug, vbL sb, [Up- 7.] The action

of stirring up or arousing; stimulation ; incitement,

encouragement.
1613 P. Forbes Comm. Rev. v. (1614) 30 The singing of

the rest should serue the Church for a new vpstirring to

insist in his praise. 0x653 Binning Serm. (1735) 634/1
There is no up-stirring to Fajth among us. 1671 [R. Mac-
Ward] True Noncon/. 393 We are to emulat the grace and
principle of zeal, .for our upstirrjng to acts in like manner.
X730 T. Boston Ment. xi. (1899) 353 The which practice I

found useful to my upstirring,^ 1826 E. Irving Balylon 1 1.

4i4Theupstirringof mfidel principles. ax86i SirG. Scott
Led. Archit. (1878) I. 142 It was a period of deep-seated

mental excitement, of a prodigious upstirring of the human
intellect.

Upsti-rring, ppl, a, [Up- 6.] Stimulating,

rousing.

i7S« R. Shirra in Rem, (1850) 182 Sacred biography is

very upstirring to the godly reader. 1834 D. Smith Mcju,
Rev. John Brown 0/ Whitburn 57 .Only as viewed in

promises are they sanctifying and upstirring,

U'pstoop. Mining. (See quots.)

1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining 269 When a heading
is driven to a point at which another sliould be put in or

meet it at right angles.., the first-named heading is called

up-stoop. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 6) A
workinjj room is up stoop or in stoop when its length is equal

to the side of the pillar to be formed.

t Upstraight, a, Obs. [Up- 3. Cf. ME. up-

streyht ( = upsiretched), Up- 5.] Erect, upright.

1598 Florio, Trisciato, smooth, vp-straight, smug. 1642

H. More.S'<w/^^6"('m/i. iii.l, For that old crumpled wight
gan go upstraight.

U'p-stream, adv, (j^.) and a. Also up stream,
upstream. [Up/r^.^ 2, 6.]

A. adv. In a direction contrary to the flow of

a stream ; higher up or along a stream.

Common from ci8go. Properly as two words, with stress

on stream, except when contrasted with down streatn. In
recent use also const, o/ox/rom (a place).

x68x Robertson Fhraseol. Gen. 1282 To go up stream,

eidverso flnmine navigare. 1839 Longf. Hyperion i. viii.

(1844) 58 The rising tide bears against the rushing torrent

up stream, and pushes back the hurrying waters. X849

CvvvLKS Green Hand xvi,'i'he sound of a loud rush of water
up-stream broke upon us. X889 J krom e Three Men in Boat
ix. 142 Three or four miles up stream is a trifle, early in the

morning.

b. quasi-j^. A position or place further up a
stream.
X891 Nature 18 June 152/2 From upstream of it are derived

three main trunk canals. X915 I. H. Evans in Man XV. 25
A spot some two miles to the up-stream of the Tamu ground.

B. adj,l. Situated fartherorhigher up a stream.

X838 Civil Eng, ^ Arch. Jml. I, 150/1 The up-stream
angles of the dam. X843 Ibid.W. 88/1 [A] deposit accumu-
lated largely on the up-stream side. 1875 Knight Diet,

Mec/i. 10S4/2 The up-stream end of a canal-lock.

2. Directed, taking place, up-slream.
x8a6 J. F. Cooper Mohicans iii, They call this up-stream

current the tide. 1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 209/2 There is

an up-stream migration of elvers in ihe spring. 1894 Field

9 June 832/1 Many experienced anglers do not like an up-
stream wmd for. .dun hatchings,

3, 6^.^. Difficult, troublesome, rare-'^,

1847 J. Brown in Boston Public Library Bulletin May
(1900) 177, I do not wish any upstream measure taken to

supply funds,

Upstrea*inlng,/>r^j.///£. ^c^i^ppl. a. (Up- 6, 6 b.)

1849 M. Arnold Resignation 62 There [it] winds, upstream-
ing slowly still Over the summit of the hill. X884 Geikie
Phys. Geog. (ed. 2) 87 A zone, in which the currents would
meet and ascend as an upstreaming mass of air.

Upstretohed, pa, pple. and ///. a. (Up- 6, 6 b.)

1563 C'tess Hertford in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 278
The Queens,. graceous pardon.., wych wyth upstretched

hands.. most humbly 1 crave. 1642 H. Mors Song 0/Soul
II. ii. III. xxii, So must it be upstretch'd unto the skie. i860

O. W. Holmes JS'/«> F. v,Two meeting-houses stood on two
eminences, . .looking.. as if they would..crow out of their

upstretched steeples.

tUp-striked, pa. pple. Obs.-^ [Up- 5-] Struck up,

arranged. X677 F. Sandford Genealog. Hist. Kings Eng.
X30 So 'tween Sister and this Prince, The marriage was up-

strik'd. tup-striker. tJ^J. [Up- 8.j (Seeiquot.) I7a6

J. Laurence New Syst. Agric. 198 Of Brick-making... An
Up-striker, a Boy, that lays the Earth upon the Table, and
cuts it out for the Moulder.

U'p-stroke. [Up- 2 + Stroke sb,^

1. dial. The upshot, end, or conclusion.

x8»8- in Eng. Dial. Diet. (Yks., Lanes., Derby, Line).

2. A stroke delivered upwards.
i8a8 Gardener's Mag. III. 30 The air which enters from

the valves by the up-stroke of the bellows. 1883 Encycl.

Brit. XVI. 447/2 When the up-stroke is being made.. the

piston is forced to make part of a revolution.

3. The upward stroke of a pen, etc.

1848 Dickens Dombey Hx, [She] clutches the money tight

until a receipt, .is duly signed, to the last up-stroke. 1856

Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh \. 847 Some upstroke of an
alpha and omega, 1898 AllbutCs Syst, Med.V, &22 In the

irritable heart of young adults the upstroke in the sphyg*
mogram is brisk and high.

tTJpsty, sb. Obs."^ [Cf, next andOE. upstigCy

OHG. Hfstk, ON, upp-stiga.'] Ascension (ofChrist).

UPSY.

<:i3oo Cursor M. 20831 (Edin.), Aftir J>e upst^ch [Cott.

vpstei, Goit. vpstij of ^zl dri^tine.

+ TJpsty*, V, Obs. Forms : i upstisan, 3-4 vp-
stiyhe, 5 up-sti^e, vpsty ; 3-4 vpsteghe, vpstei,

4 upstey, 4-5 vpstey. [OE. upstisan (Up- 4), —
\Vl*iii, opstig€t MDu. opsligen (Du. opstijgen)^

0\\0.iifstigan{G.aufsleigen),0'S.nppstiga{JS\^vi,

up-^ opsiighay Sw. uppsliga^ Ua. opstige)^ intr. To
rise or mount up ; to ascend.
^900 GifNEwuLF Crist 464 jErJ?on upstige ancenned sunu.

f 1000 Ags. Gosp. John i. 51 Je j;eseo3. .Godes englas up-
stijende & nyj^er-stisende ofer mannes sunu. a 1300 E, E,
Psalter ciii. g Vpsteghes hilles, and feldes doun gas. a X300
Cursor M. 203 How he {sc, Christ] vprais, how he vpstey.
Many man on stad and sey. X382 Wvclif Gen. xxxii. 26
Leeue me, forsothe now vpsieyein the moiewetide. C1400
Love Bonavtnt, Mirr. iii. (Gibbs & Sherard MSS.), pe
syght of hier sone myghtyly to heuene upstyynge.

Hence f Upstying- vbl. sb. Obs,
a X300 E. E, Psalter ciii. 3 [He] pat settes \>\n vpsteghing

kloude [z'.r. upstiying J)ine |>e kloude]. a 1335 Prose Psalter
Ixxxviil 18 Our vp-stei^eing ys of our Lord, c 1400 tr.

Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 86 After good constellacioun
of t?e mono, & his remuynge fro nusant sterrys, and his

prosperyte of his vpstiyng. c X450 Mirk's Festial 1. 152 Yn
pys vpsteyng J^at ys callet J>e assencyon.

+ Upstyer. Obs,-^ [Up- 8, or f. prec. Cf.

ON. uppstlgari.'] One who mounts; a lider.

<:i340 \{K^\pohZ Pr. Consc. 4180 pe Dan.. sal J>e nedder be,

..And sal byte )?e hors by |?e hufe harde, And mak )?e up*
stegher fal bakwarde.

t Up-sun, adv.pkr, Obs. [Up adv.'^ i b. Of.

Sun-up.] a. With up-sun^ at sunrise, b. Sc,

Between sunrise and sunset.

a X400-50 Wars Alex. 4067 pe secund day with vp son he
with his sowme ne3es. X703 Fountainhall Decis. (X761) IL
189 The precise question was, If an ejection maybe executed
in the night.time, ,.or if it must be done with up-sun. x8a5

Jamieson, It was upsnn, the sun was not set Galloway.

Upswa'llow, z/. , etc. (Up- 4, 5, 6.)

1591 Dravton Harmonic o/Churchy Song Jonah 8 Mighty
wallowing waves.. Have with their power up-swallowed
me. x6i8 H. Ainsworth Ps. cvii. 27 All their wisdom is

upswallowed quight. x8so Blackie Mschylus II. 176 And
the greedy spear upswallowing, Man by man, its gory food.

"853 !*• W. Newman Odes 0/Horace 97 Some, victims to

stern-gazing Mars The Furies give: and sailors The greedy
sea upswallows.
Upswa'rm, v. trans. (Up- 4.) 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. /F,

IV. ii. 30 You haue taken vp..The Subiectsof Heauens Sub-
stitute, my Father, And . . Haue here vp-swarmed them.
Upswarming, -sway : see Up- 4, 6.

Upswe'll, V, [Up- 4 -(-Swell v, Cf. MDu.
opswellen (Du. opzwellen)^ MLG. upsweUen^ MHO.
H/swellen (G. aufschweilen).'\

1. intr. To swell up; to rise up by or as by

swelling. A\so /ig,

£-1386 Chaucer Prioress'' T. io8 The serpent Saihanas,

That hath in lues herte his waspes nest, Vp swal [Petworth

MS. vpswall and seide letc.]. 158a Stanvhurst Mneis \\.

(Arb.) 52 His feet ar vpswelling with raynes of bridil

ybroached. 1740 Dver Ruins 0/Rome 135 The^ numVous
porticoes and domes upswell, With. .columns interpos'd.

x8x6 Wordsw. Ode, 2814, 14 The azure sea upswelled upon
the sight. x8a8 J. Sterling Ess., etc. (1848) 11. 62 The tall

ash which.. upswells to and waves amid the skies. X875

}\lo^Vi\s Mtuid xa. 666 In his heart upswelled a mighty
flood Of. . maddening grief.

2. trans. To increase the volume of (something)

by or as by swelling,

1583 Stanvhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.) 56 As a trauayler..

whips backward from woorme, with poysoned anger Vp-
sweld. 1793 Wordsw. Descr. Sk. 563 Alps overlooking Alps

their state upswell. 184s Mangan German AntJwlogy 1. 48

The rain..das^hes earthwards in floods, UpswelUng the

deluging fountains.

Upswelled,///. a. (Up- 5. Cf. prec.) 1878 Le Conte
EUm. GcoL 246 These lines of upswelled and folded strata.

Upswe lling, vbl, sb. (Up- 7.)

1548 BoDRUGAN Epit, King's Title 248 In tempestions vp-

swellynges of water. X658 A. Fo.x ll-'uriz' Sur^. m. xiv.

260 That water.. fiUeth up that place.., wherby tit], .is en-

forced to an up-swelling. 1878 Le Conte Elem. Geol.

11. v. 253 The amount of upswening.,is fully adequate to

account for the upheaval of tlie greatest mountain-chains.

UpsweTling,///.rt. (Up-6b.) x8s5 Bkimlev/:"w. (1858)

74 The personal unhappiness, the private wrong, . -give way
before the upswelHng sympathy. Upswollen : see Up- 5.

t Upsy, pysp- phrase. Obs, Forms : 6-7 vpsy,

vpsey,vp8e, vpsie, 7 vpsee ; 7 upsy, upsi, upse,

upzee, 7-8 upsey. [ad. Du. op zijn (= f'p s^i),

lit. * on his (her, or its) ', used in such expressions

SiSOpzijn Vrieschy Mn the Frisian lashion',] In

the... fashion; after the.. manner.

I. In the phrases upsy Friese, Dutch, English,
* after the Frisian, German (or Dutch), Knglish

fashion', used originally with reference to modes

or habits of drinking.

A. Upsy Priese. 1. adv. Deeply, heavily, to

excess.

'the phrase also occurs as the name of a time (a 1627) in

Historic 0/ Fryer Bacon. The reason for the addition of

crosse in quot. 1592 is not clear.

x59a Nashe P. Penilesse E iv, He is no body that cannot

drinke super nagulum^ carouse the Hunters hoop, quafie

vpsey/reze crosse. x6oi [? Marston] Jack Drums Entert.

II. D4b, Powre Wine, .. Drinke Duch like gallants, lets

drinke vpsey freeze. 1606 Dekker Sev. Sins i. (Arl5.) 12

They., were drunke, according to all the learned rules of

3>runkennes, as Vpsy- Freeze, Craml)0, Parmizant,&c X63S

Heywood Philocoth, 65 To drinke Vpse-phreese.
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b. Thoroughly ; entirely ; quite.

1598-9 B. JoNSON Case is Altered iv. iii, Tut, no more of
this surquedry ; I am thine own ad unguem, upsie freeze,

pell niell.

2. sb. A mode of drinking or carousing.
1590 Lodge Euphues Gold, Le^, D 2, After they had

feasted and froUckt it twisfe or thrise with an vpsey freeze.

1600 Nashe Summer's Last If-'ill Fj b, A vous^ mounsteur
Winter^ a frolick vpsy freese, crosse, ho, super nagulum.
1608 Dekker Dead Term A 4 b, At his [:. e, the Dutchman's]
owne weapon of Vpsie freeze will they dare him.

b. Intoxicating liquor, rare. (Cf. C.)
16^ Canterhurie March B 3 Fill me a cup of upsy-frize

To joy our Friends.

3. adj. Inclined or addicted to carousing, rartf^^
1631 J. DoNK Polydoroii 105 The Saylor is reasonable at

Sea and cannot abide Whistling; but at Land they \sc.

soldiers and sailors] are both upzeefreeze.

Hence tTpsy-frio'se z*., to drain or empty (a pot
of liquor) ; Upsy-friosy a., addicted to drinking

deeply,
1617 J. Tavlor (Water-P.) Trav. to Hamburgh B 2, My

company and my selfe went to a Dutch drinking-scboole,
and-.vpsefrcez'd foure potsof boone beere. i6za Massincek
& Dekker Virg. Martyr 11. i, Bacchus, .grand patron of
rob-pots, upsy-freesy tipplers, and super-naculum takers.

B. XTpsy Butcli. 1. adv, ^ prec. i.

1607 Dkkker Knt.'s Conjur. (1842) 29 He. .swore he could
find in his heart to goe presently (hauiii^ drunk vpsy Dutch),
x6as Fletcher Beggar^s Bush nr. i, Sit downe iJads, And
drink me upsey-Dutch. a 1634 Chapmam Al^honsus \\\. i.

(1654) 30 We'l spend this evening lustie upsie Dutch, In
honour of this unexpected league. 1670 Davenant & Dry-
DEN Tempest iv. 62, I will pledge your Grace Up se Dutch.

b. In general use.

a 1634 Chapman Alphonstts w. il (1654) 18 Then kiss your
hand three times upsy Dutch. 1711 D*Ubfey Atlieman
Jilt Operas, etc. 165 And now do's upsey Dutch endeavour
To make himself more valu'd be By bragging of his Family.

2. adj. Suggestive of having drunk too deeply

;

heavy.
x6io B. JoKSON Alch, IV. vi, I doe not like the dulnesse of

your eye : It hath a heauy cast, 'tis vpsee Dutch, And say's
you are a lumpish whore-master.

C. TTpsy Encrlish (cf. Upsy Friese 2 b).

x6aa FLvn-CHZR Beggar's Bush iv. Iv, Prig. I for the
structure. Which is the bowl. /^lig. Which must be up-sey
English, Strongs lusty, London beer.

II. In other uses,

1. Upsevant muff[d. Du. n;a«/mitten, and Muff
sb.^f sb.^^y ?like a fur cap.

1591 Nashe tntrod. Sidney's Astr. ^ Stella Aivb, An
Asse is no great stateman in the beastes common-wealth,
though he wearc his eares vpseuant muffe^ after the Muscouy
fashion.

2. As adj. or adv, ExtremeQy), ultra.

1650 A. B. Mutatus Polemo lo He that even now was
upsie Cavaleer high Royalists. 1694 LocKEin Ld. King Life
(1330) L 383 He that reads this act [for licensing printing]
with attention will find it upse ecclesiastical.

3. K%prep. In or after the manner of.

1663 KiLUGREW /*<««. ireddiu^iv. i, Yes, faith, they have
treated her upsey Whore, lain with her.

t U'ptails. Obs. Also up-tails. [Up adv,^ +
TwL sb,^ I, 5.]

1. Up tails ail, the name of an old song and its

tune. Also used allusively (see Tail sb,^ 5, 5 c).

1598 B. ToNSON Ev. Man in Hum* i. lit, Hang sorrow,
care will kill a cat, vp-tailes all, and a poxe on the hangman.
1607 Shahpham Fleire (1610) Fjb, Shee euerie day sings

lohn for the king, and at Vp-tailes all, shees perfect. z6to

R, Vaugham Water-M^orkes K 2, Though I am no Poet yet

I can make Ballads, To the tune of vp-tayls-all. 1648 Her-
RiCK flesper.f Up tailes ally For love he doth call For his

Uptailes all ; And that's the part to be acted. 1697 Van*
BRUGH Prov. iVifo v. iii. Mademoiselle. Why, what be de
matter? Rasor. llie matter? Why, uptails all's the matter
..My lady has cuckolded my master. ^
2. a. (With d//.) A jovial fellow ; a reveller,

160a Dekker Satyrom. lab, Feele (my Iight*vptailes all)

feele my weapon.

b. A woman.
1671 Crowne Juliana in. 36 How I shall laugh to see the

little pretty uptails come to make a home-thrust at a man.
3. A card-game.
1694 Poor Robin Dec. B 7 b. Whisk, Uptails, Sant, New-

Cut,. .With other Games besides, the which I know not.

Also Sc, uptak*, north, dial,

Cf. ON. and Icel. upptak neut.,

tTptake, sb.

uptaok. [Up- 2

upptaka fern.]

1. The action of, or capacity for, understanding;

comprehension. Usu. gleg (guick, slow, etc.) in

the uptake, Orig. (and still chiefly) Sc.

1816 Scott Old Mart, vii. Everybody's no sae gleg at the
uptake as ye are yoursell. 1847 W. E. Avtoun Dreepdaily
Bitrghs iv, * I realty do not understand you, gentlemen.'
'Troth, then, ye're slow at the uptak.' 1871 Alexander
Johnny Gibb v., I'm nae sayin"t Benjie hisnaa better uptak'
nor the like o' him. 1878 A. Paul Random Writ. 112

Children are very quick in the uptake.

2. = Take-up sb. 4.

1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 129 The uptake,
communicating from each boiler, in the common funnel.

x8S9 W. Rankine Steam-Engine 451 A chamber called the
smoke box, or uptake, in which the various flues terminate.

1887 Encycl.Brit. XXII, 499/1 The uptakes from both ends
converge to the funnel base above the centre of the boiler's

length.

3. A ventilating shaft by which foul air ascends.

1889 Weixh Text Bk, Naval Archit. x\\. 132 Advantage
is taken of the hollow towing bollards, .to utifise these also
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as uptakes. 1908 Animal Managem, 248 Permanent air
funnels.. should be arranged in pairs,. .thus furnishing an
up-take and down draught (outlet and inlet).

4. An upward draught or current of air.

1887 R. Abercrombv Weather qf^ Toassume that the ascen-
sional uptake in front of ,the main body of the shower is as
unsteady as the surface-wind. Ibid, 126 Where the uptake
is less strong.

Upta-ke, V. [Up- 4. Cf. Take v. 90, MSw.
up-, upptaka, etc. (Sw. upptaga\ MDa. (and Da.)
optage in sense 3.]

1 1. trans. To perform or pursue (a flight) up-
wards. Obs.
c\xvfl Gen. ^ Ex. 277 Min fli5t..ic wile up-taken, Mln

sete noro on heuene maken. a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet
Wks. 1721 III, 226 Saints Self-jealous will their Flights
uptake, We'll follow of the first the radiant Wake.
1 2. To deliver up, to surrender. Obs.~^
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7949 t>e king him made |>uder wende,

mid IS owe folc, to make be folc j^at l?er inne was t?en caslel
him vp take [v.r. optakej.

3. To pick or take up ; to raise from the ground,
etc. ; to lift. Obs, or arch,
a X300 E. E. Psalter x\ii. 19 He sent fra hegh, and vptoke

me; Fra many watres me nam he. 13.. A'.^/rj. 7579 (Laud
MS.), He was vptaken of gentil men And ysette on heije
benche. c 1340 HAMPOLE/*r. Consc. 5142 Ihesu Crist J>at here
es uptane Fra yhow, til heven, c 1420 Antitrs ofArth. 656
(Douce MS.), BoJ>e t>es trauayled mene J>ey truly vp takej
Vnnethe mijte ^o sturne stonde vp ri3te. c 1440 Pallad. on
Husb. XT. 291 Of see quyete vptaketh they maryne Water
purest. 1587 TuRBERV. Trag. T. 89 b, Then willd he all
the Ladies limmes. .To be vptaken, peece by peece. 1596
Spenser F, Q. iv. iL 25 It . . befell, That Satyran a girdle did
vptake. Well knowne to appertaine to Florimell.
fig. i590_Spenser F. Q. hi. ii. The word gone out, she
backe againe would call, . . But that he it vp-taking ere the
fall, Her shortly answered. 1654 Gaytom Pleas. Notes ii. ii.

37 But Sancho (wise) uptakes That matterj and.. Desires
with bread and cheese to pacifie His great distemper.

t b. Jig, To raise from distress or straits ; to take
into one's care or protection. Obs.
Only in or after Biblical usage, usually tr, L. siiscipere,

a 1300 E. E, Psalter xxvi. 16 Mi fader and mi moder me
for-soke t>ai ; Lauerd sothlike vptoke me ai. a 1340 Ham-
•?Qix.Psalt€r xvii. 38 pi righthand vptoke me. 13M Wvclif
/saiaJi xli. 10 Y coumfortide thee . . ; and the ri^thond of my
iust man vp took thee. £-1400 Prymer (1895) 84 Uptake
)x)U me hi \>\ word. & y schal lyue. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks.
Soc.) 127 Israel for his childe up-toke he to cum. 1551
Sternhold & H. Ps. vi. 4 Lord turne thee to thy wonted
grace, mv sely soule vp take [1584 vptake].

+ e. To raise up, exalt. Also absoU Obs,
c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc, 8247 pai salle j^an se. .Whi ane

es uptane tylle a kyngdom. And ane other es putted in-tylJe

thraldom, c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxiv. 380 As fortune assyse
men wyll she make j hit maners ar nyse, she can downe and
vptake.

+ 4. To take possession of ; to occupy. Obs.
<:i425 Wyntoun Cron. iv.ix, 1173 All l>e cete J>us fand ^ai

With f>are fajs neire vptane. 14^ Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.
131/2 JIygudis..to be frely ressavit, uptakyn, governitand
fullely disponit at the will . . of the saide Walter. 15x3
Douglas /Eneid iii. ii. 108 The lugeingis [were] void and
reddv to thair fais, The sete left waist till ony it wptais.

+ 5. To reprove, rebuke. Obs.~^
CX440 Psalmi Peniten, (1894) i Lord,yn thin anger, uptake

[L. corripias] me nought.

f 6. To receive hospitably. Obs.""^

a 1^70 Harding Chron. ix. i, Winde theim droue..Into
Affnque, where..Thei welcomed wer and worthely.vptake.

t7. Sc, To obtain, get, or exact by way of tax,

contribution, or payment; to levy; = Uplift j/. 3.

1493 ^^^' CuparAbbey \. 244 Dewiteis ofthesamyn [lands]

to rais and vptak. 1534 yi^r. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VL 221

To help the said John Perdovin to uptak the said movable
gudis. CX560 A. Scott Poems i. 133 Teindis ar vptane be
testament transgressouris. 1591 Excheq. Rolls Scot.y^YAl,
336 The maillis of the castellandis . . intromettit and uptaikin
be Johnne, lord Maxwell. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War.Comm.
Min. Bk. (1855) ^8 The Committie ordames him to uptak
the pryce according to the feirs of the yelr.

8, ^V, {tLwA north, dial.). To take into the mind

;

to comprehend, understand.
17*6 Fleming's FtdfUl. Script, (ed. 5) Table Scots Phr.,

Uptake t to understand a thing. 1829 Brockett A^. C, Gloss.

(ed. 2). 1839 R. M. M'Cheyne in Bonar Mem, (1844) 195
Have you really and fully uptaken Christ as the gospel lays

liim down? x^8 C. Spence From Braes of the Carse 33
What a pity the Laird is so dull I.. For certes be doesna
uptak' what I mean.

trpta*ken,/d!.///tf. [UP-5. Cf. prec] Taken up,

captivated, or charmed with something.
1605 in Sylvester Du Bartas Bab, Hence itching Eares

with Toyes and Tales vp.taen. 1876 Whilby Gloss, zog/i.

t Uptaker. OOs, [Up- 8, or f. Uptake z^.]

1. One who sustains or supports another ; a helper.

01340 Hampole Psalter \\\. 3 pou lord is myn vptakere.

[Also xvi. 3, xli. 12, Iviii. 10.] 1388 Wvclif Ps. xlv. 8 God
of Jacob is oure vptakere. (Also liii. 6, Ixxxviii. 27.]

2. Sc. One wno collects or levies taxes, etc.

1576 Rec.Sh£ri_^C;'t. Aberdeen, {-iqo^) 2^2 Uptaker of the
multur and knaifschipe of the tounes and lands. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S) IL 444 Faithful
vptakeris of the lyueng and gathercris of the rentis.

3. Sc. A leader of psalmody; a precentor.
i6ao Extr. Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 153 Teacher of

musik, and uptaker of the ^salmes in the kirk. 166a /bid.

341 The offices of a readder in the kirk, . . and uptaker of the

psalmes.

TTpta'king, vbl. sb. Chiefly Sc, [Up- 7, or f.

Uptake v.]
In Sc. use also with stress vptarking.

I

UPTHROW.
fl. The source of a stream. Obs.'~'^

Probably after ON. nppiaka in the same sense.
1x41-51 CockersandCharttd. (Chethani Soc. 56) 854Terram

qu« jacet inter Arkelbec et stagnuni niolendini ad huptaking
et est longitudo a le huptaking usque ad terrani Margerta;.

1 2. The action of sustaining ; sustenance,
support. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxviii. 18 For of lauerd e-; oure

\^\.Ak\ngG[L. adsumptiol 1388 Wvclif /"j.cvii. 9 EfTraym
istlievptaking[L. j«i«//w]of myn heed. 1447 Bokenham
^eyntys(.KQx.b.)^6 The uptakyngofourefrele nature Whiche
wyth synne was almost schent.

1 3. Sc. a. — Uplifting vbl. sb. 2, Obs,
1471 in Charters, ^c.Edin. (1871) 134 In the rasing, vptakin

and paying of the said custumes. X5i» Reg. Privy Seal
Scot. I. 374 That je ceis fra all intrometting and uptaking of
thesaidisihrelastisofsalmond. rti578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)
Chron. iicoi. (S.T.S.) 1. 164 The rownies and rentis quhilk
they war in wse and possessioun afToir of wptaking thairof.

1594 [see Uplifting vbl. sb. 2]. a 1670 Spalding Troub.
Chas. I (1850) I. 78 They fell in sum wordis about the vp-
taking of this fyne. Ibid. 133 Quhilk bred gryte truble in
vptaking of the rentall,

f b. The levy or raising of forces. Obs,~'^
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 243

The laird . . passit . . to Dundie . . for vptaking of men of weir.

fo. (See DiTTAY.) Obs."^
1609 Skene Re^. Maj.^ Stat. Alex. II, 15 Vptaking of

dittay and pvnissing of malefactours.

+4. Sc. ? Drawing together, gathering. Obs.""^

1503 Ace. Ld, High Treas. Scot. IL 203 For ane elne
lynnyne to the platis uptaking of the crammesy cote, xiiij d.

5. Sc, A raising, picking, or lifting up.

149s A eta Doffi. Cone. (1829) 394/2 pe wrangwis.. vptaking
of ber merchis and stanis. 1503 Ace. Ld. H. Treas. Scot. II.

56 For uptaking of certane lreis..and carying of ihaim to
itrivelin. 1513 Douglas yEneidix. vi. 116 Behind tliame,

for vptakyng quhayr it lay, Mony brycht armour rychly
dycht thai left. 1576 in Balfour Oppr. in Orkney <? Shetl.

(1859) 69 The allegeit uptaking of ane pece see-drewin tre.

1613 P. Forbes Comm. Revelation xii. (1614) 103 The
exalting of the childe, is the deiecting of the Dragon from
heauen ; and the deiection of the Dragon, is the vptaking
of the childe. 1888 C. P. Brown Cotton Manuf. 168 Uf-
taking, Sc. for the take-up motion.

1 6. Sc, The action of leading the psalm
;
pre-

centing. Obs.

1579 Burgh Rec. Edin. (i88a) IV. 126 His yeirlie stepend
for vptaking of the psalmes in the kirk. 1599 Extr. Aeerd.
Reg.iiB4S) 11.204 To Patrik Walter for the vptacking of the
psalme in the new kirk. x6x8 Extr. Burgh Rec. Stirling
(1887) 150 The soume of ten merkis in feafi for uptaking of
the psalmes.

7. *SV. A receiving into or grasping wilh the

mind; comprehension, conception, understanding.
1614 W. CowpER Vikailogie 85 Your errour proceeds from

the wrong vptaking of the question. 1663 Bi.air Autobiog.
ii. (1848) 32, I was thereby much satisfied and confirmed by
his uptaking of the nature and notion of faith. 1730 1.
Boston Mem. v. (1899) 59 My preaching .. by degrees ..

ripened into a more clear uptaking of the doctrine of the
gospel. /ZI749 E. Ekskine /FX-5. (ygi) 683/1 It has in it

a knowledge and uptaking of a God in Christ. x8ix Chal-
mers Let. in Hanna Life (1851) \. 228 Aunty j[ean tries to
help out the matter by the uptakings of her quick and con-
fident discernment. X839 R. M. M*Chevne in Bonar Mem.
(1844) 195 How many that have no uptaking of Christ, and
are yet cold-hearted and at ease?,

U'pta-king, ppL a. Sc. [Up- 6.] a. Engross-

ing, absorbing. b. Quick in understanding

;

intelligent.

»737 }• WiLLisoN Afflicted Mail*s Comp. i. (1744) 13 This
should be the great and uptaking Business of every Man.
1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitl. CI.) 148
Though they [the Dutch] have no vivacity, yet I think they
are .. smarter, a great deall, than the English, that is, more
uptaking.

. UpteaT, z*. [Up- 4 + Teab z/.i Cf. Uptorn.]
trans. To pull up by the roots or from the founda-

tion ; to rend up, tear out.

1593 Sidney^s Arcadia Wks. 1922 II. 240 The laborer

which cursed earthe uppteares With sweatye browes. 1667
MiLTOM P. L. VI. 663 The rest in imitation to like Armes
Betook them, and the neighbouring Hills uptore. 1786
Burns To Mountain Daisy v, But now the share uptears

thy bed, And low thou lies ! x8o3 Leyden Scenes I/faucy
III. xxii, The forest bull, that.. the ground uptore. 1850
'^LKQK.m ^schylus II. 195 He from their socket roots uptore

His eyes. X855 Singleton Virgil 1. 126 Hence it nor storms,

nor gusts, nor showers uptear.

fig. 1847 C. Bronte y. Eyre xxvii, What good would it do
if I bent, if I uptore, if I crushed her? 1850 Blackib
jEschylus IL 61 Such wedlock even now He blindly broods,

as shall uptear bis kingdom.
Uptene, obs. Sc. f. Obtain v.

Upthrow ("'pJ*^*^")* ^^' ^^^ 9 up-throe.

[Up- 2. Cf. next.]

1. Geol. and Mining, An upward dislocation of

a stratum or seam.

1807 J. Hradrick Vieit) Arran 66 A high rock, caused by
what is called an up-throe of the metals. Ibid., This up*

throe running westward, forms a sort of ridge. X883 {see

Upleap sb. 2]. 1888 J. Prestwich Geol IL 95 An elevation

of the strata on one side, and . . depression on the other, which

are called by the miners the upthrow and the downthrow.

attrib. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 965 Dikes and faults are de-

nominated upthrow or downthrow, according to the position

they are met with in working the mine, x87a Proc. Amer.
Philos. Soc. XII. 444 A fine upthrow fault.. in East Ten-

nessee. 188a Geikie Geol. Sk. 282 A true fault with an

upthrow and downthrow side.

b. Amount of upward displacement.

1889 Hardivicke's Sci. Gossip XXV. 228/1 A small fault,

with five feet upthrow.
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2. Geol, An upheaval of part of the earth's crust

or surface ; an uplift.

1833 Lyell Princ. GeoL III. 338 The sudden upthrow of
another s>-stem of parallel chains of mountains. 1863 Dana
MiXK, Ceol. 727 By the upthrow, rocks of the Lower Silurian

have been carried up to the levelof those of the Subcarboni-
ferous. 1884 Geikie in Nature 13 Nov. 31 In the great
upthrow, it is this sandstone platlorra which has been
pushed over the limestones.

3. An outburst or manifestation.

185s M. Pattison in Oxford Ess. 274 The Wycliflf move-
ment,., that last upthrow of Latin philosophy.

4. The actionof throwing up or casting upwards,
1898 Daily News 23 Sept. 2/3 The up-throw with which

a marksman jerks his rifle from his shoulder after a successful

shot

Uptkrow (»p>r^O» ^- [^P- 4* Cf. Thbow
v.^ 48.]

1. trafis. To throw or cast upwards ; to toss or
fling up.
c 1614 Sir W. Murh Dido ^ yEfieas 11. 276 Both heards of

Hart and Hinde . . with feet the dust vpthroe. 1748 Thomson
Casi. IndoL i. xxvii, The fountain . .That in the middle of the
court up-ihrew A stream. 1750 Collins Superstit.High*
lands 144 A Pigmy-folk.. Whose bones the delver with his

spade upthrows. 1819 Bvro:* Juan n. xxix, Fifty tons of
water were upthrown By them per hour. 1875 Morris
jEneid x. 844 [He] both his hands upthrew Toward heaven,

t b. To cast up (the eyes). Obs.—^
1600 Fairfax Tasso xvii. Ixxv, Of Almerike the image.,

that vpthrew His eies, like one that vs*d to contemplate.

t 2. = Uptear v. Obs.—^
j6ay Dravton Moon-Calf xdZ The Tempest so outragious

grew, Tliat it whole hedgerowes by the roots vp threw.

Upthrowing,f^/. j^. (Up-7. Cf.prec.) 1825 Jamiksom,
Upthrowin, the vulgar name for puking. 1844 [R. Cham-
bers] Vestiges Nat. Hist. Creation 73 An era of local up-
throwing of the primitive., matter of our planet.

U'pthrxist, sb. [Up- 2.] The action of

thrusting or fact of being thrust upwards, esp. by
volcanic action.

1846 Mem. Geol, Surv.Gt. Britain I. 228 The upthrust of
the Cornish and Devonian granites. i8te G. P. Scropr
Volcanos 129 Serpentine and even granite may be. .in course
of formation and upthrust. .at the present day. 1895 Pop.
Set, Monthly Mar. 580 A crater of this sort is formed by the
upthrust of the masses of lava.

Upthrust, pa. pple. and ppL a, (Up- 5.)
1845 Browning 7'//«ff'f^«"«f« 36 Some creature.,to be

down-torn, Upthrust and outward-borne. 1873 Longf, Way-
side Inn lU.Poet's T.yInterl,\o Then flash of brazen armour
bright, . .and spears up-thrust. 1890 Q. JrnL Geol. Soc. May
216 An upthrust portion of the old crystalline floor.

+ U'ptie, sb, Naut. Obs, Forms : 3-4 upteye,
4 vpteigh, vpteygh, vptieghe, vptihe, 5 vptio
(huptie). [Up- 2 + Tie sb.'] =TiB sb. 2.

1*9^ Ace. Exch, K. R. 5/7 In vj. cables et in uno uptey
emptis ix. IL xij. s. Ibid. 5/12 Pro aliis diversis cordis, .que
dicuntur listinges upteys et steyes. 1336 Ibid, ig/31 m. 4
In xl ^tris cordis de canabo..pro duobus upteyes inde
faciendis.

^ 1359 in Pipe Roll 38 Ediv. Ill, ra. 47 b, iiij.

haunsers, .ij. vptieghes, j boterope, \ wyndyngrope. ?a 1400
Morte Arth, 3675 Vptyes {text Vpcynes] eghelynge i>ay
ochene J>are-aftyre ; With J>e swynge of J>e swerde sweys J>e

mastys. 14*0 in FoK Ace. 3 Hen. F/, H j b, In j. salierd,

ij haliers ij. huptles j Cople ^erderopes, 1424 Ibid, 59 m, 23 d
j haunser pro upteyes.

TIptie*, V, [Up- 4 + Tie v. ii.]

1. trans. To tie, bind, or fasten up.
1590 Spenser F, Q. i. iv. 31 An hatefull Snake, the which

histaile vptyes In many folds. /i;W. ii.ii. i5,vi. iv. 24. 1714
[Croxall] Orig'. Canto Spenser xx. The Chain, Which did
her tender Limbs to th' Rock upty.

^S"' 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iL i When Sir Guyon vath his
faithful! guide Had.. The end of their sad Tragedie vptyde.

f 2, To enclose or confine. Obs."^
z6oo Fairfax Tasso xiv. x, A narrow roome our glorie

vaine vp-ties, A little circle doth our pride containe.

So Vptie-d pa. pple,, JJpty'ing pres. pple.
c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 217 My brcche be nott jelt

welle up-teyd, I had such hast to renne away. 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes iit.x. 131 (Deny'd accesse,and tongues up ty'd)

To Paper Stratagems we turn'd. 1818 Keats Endym. n.

803 Every eve saw me my hair uptying With fingers cool
as aspen leaves.

Uptilted, pa.pple. and ^pU a, (Up- 5.) 1849 H. Miller
Footpr. Creat, 1. 2 Its various deposits.. have been uptilted

from the bottom. xS/a W. S. Symonds Rec. Rocks ii. 33
Metamorphosed, uptilted, denuded, and formed into a ridge.

1887 Smiles Life ^ Labour 189 The sharp uptilted nose,

which has run through the family.

Up to date, up-to-da^te, adv.phr, and a,

[Up adv.'^ 26 c {c). See Date sb."^ 7.]

A. adv. phr. 1. Right up to the present time,
or the time of writing.
1868 W. M. Baker Neiu Timothy xiii, So of Solomon in

reference to Rehoboam, and of every father in reference to
his son, up to date. x88a Imperial Diet. s.v. Po^t v., To
make the requisite entries on [a bookl up to date. 1899
Plummek .Saxon Chronicles II. p. xxvii, But up to looi the
Winchester monks kept it up to date. ,

2. In a condition abreast of the times in respect of

qualities, style, knowledge, presentation offacts, etc.

1889 Sims & Pettitt {title); Faust Up to Date. Burlesque
Opera. 1890- (see Date sb.^ 7]. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 293
The improvements for this season render this camera quite
* up to date '. 1893 Bookseller 8/2 The . . information seems .

.

to be as accurate and as well up to date as ever. 1894 Daily
News 9 June 5/2 Why, then, should Lord Salisbury sharpen
his faculties and keep them, as the odious modern phrase
is, up to date ?

o.adj.X, Extendingtothepresenttime; presenting

or inclusive of the latest facts, details, etc. ; employ-
ing or involving the latest methods or devices.

x888 Academy 4 Feb. 73/2 In the absence of a good up-to-

date English work on the islands. 1890 Sat. Rev. \6 Aug,
209/2 A complete and up-to-date summary of Demosthenic
scholarship. 189a Pall Mall G,Z Feb. 2/1 Providing Malta
dockyard with proper and up-to-date salvage and pumping
apparatus. 1894 Sala London w/ to Vale 30 Juvenility of
appearance and general up-to-date smartness.

2. a. pred. Of persons : Having or employing
the latest information, facts, or methods ; keeping
or being abreast of the times.

1889 W. S. Gilbert Gondoliers i, A Grand Inquisitor is

always up to date, x89a Spectator 5 March 339 i The
young farmer is thoroughly up to date, to use the modern
catch-word. 1896 Pall Mall Mag, March 397 Jimmy is

up to date, and much too clever for me.

b. atlrib. Having tastes, style, manners, etc.,

regarded as prevailing at or characteristic of the
present time.

1891 Star j6 Dec. 3/4 Up-to-date damsels, and eighteenth
century belles. 1897 NI<'Carthy Own Times V. v, 99 The
' up-to-date * reader, to use a vile slang phrase of the present
day, does not much care about classics.

Hence Up-to-da*teuess (freq. in recent use)

;

U'p-to-da*tish(nes3 ; Up-to-da-tism.
1891 Bicycling News i\ Feb. 113/2 Their list, .suggests

cheapness and up-to-dateness. 1893 Educat. Rev. May 423
His up-to-dateness . . in the riglit view of handling history in
class. 1893 PallMallMag. I. 75 The terrible well-informed-
ness and alarming up-to-datism. 190a IVestm.Gaz. 14 July
2/3 And this, they keep saying, is ' up-to-datishness ', 1903
Chr. Endeavour Times 5 Nov.; The Academy, under its

new editor, is decidedly more up-to-datish.

Uptorn, /a. />//<?. and//*/, a, (Ur- 5. Cf, Up-
TEAK V.)
a 1586 Sidney Ceriaine Sonets Wks. 1922 II. 303 Time

haste my dying hower ; Place see my grave uplorne,
I7a9 Savage Wanderer v. 192 Her Tombs wide-shatter'd,
and her Dead up-torn. 1784 Cowper 1'ask iv. 438 'l"he

gardener's pale, the farmer's hedge. .Uptorn by strength,.

.

he bundles up the spoil. x8i8 Keats Endym. ni. 499 [She
was] seated upon an uptorn forest root. 1841 Dublin Rev,
May 344 The broken window and uptorn brass. 1877 L.
Morris Epic Hades 11. 121 The humble homes uptorn To
gain one poor fair face.

UptO'SS, V. intr. and trans. (Up- 4.)
x8a8 Campbell Death-boat of Heligoland 22 Now surf-

sunk for minutes, again theyuptossed. 0x851 MoiR^razvf
of Dead iv, When.. the groaning Tempest uptosses the

forests. 1890 St. Nicholas Aug. 866/1 The noble steed up-
tossed his head.

Uptower, V. inir. and trans. (Up- 4,)
1848 n. D. Walsh Aristoph.^Clouds i. iv, There uptowers

the Holy Temple. 1850 Blackie ^Eschylus I, 224 They
their tents Against these high-towered infant walls up-
towered. 187a A. DR Verb Leg.St. Patrick 102 The mitred
brow Uptowered sublime.

Up-town, adv., up-town, a. (Also without
hyphen.) [Up prep.^\

1. adv. In, to, or into the higher or upper part

of a town, or {U.S.) the residential portion of a
town or city.

185s Clarke, Upto^vn, up the town. 1861 Dickens Gt,
Expect, vii, I had heard of Miss Havisham up town. 1883
Centttry Mag.OcK. 856/2 The current of domestic life., then
flowed onward up-town. i8<^ J. L. Williams Stolen Story,
etc. 30 Two. -told me about it uptown at dinner.

2. cuij. Situated or dwelling up-town ; of or

pertaining to the upper (also, U.S.f residential)

part of a town.
1838 J. L. Stephens Trav. Greece I. 83 Even I,. .a quon.

dam speculator in ' up-town lots '. 1859 Habits of Cd.
Society v. 192 So universal is insolence in America,., even
in what is called good society—the ' up-town ' sets, 1883
Century Ma^, Oct. 857/2 The course of the up-town jnove-
ment at first mcluded Broadway,
Up train : see Up a. a.

TJptrained, ^«. pple. (Up- 5.)

1569 Preston Cambyses Djb, The King himselfe was
godly vp trained, X590 Spenser F. Q. ii. x. 27 Three faire

daughters, which were well vptraind. a 1711 Ken Hymns
Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 282 In Jesus Love the Saint up-
Iraiii'd, Wou'd humble Deacon be ordain'd,

•^XSytxo^adv.phr, Obs.~^ [a. LG. w^/rt?^ (Du.
optrouw). Cf. Trow j^.l] In good faith; really,

1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes iv. xxv. 282 To gather up th«
arms Came Sancho up tro, or revenge Don's barmes?

Upturn, sb. [Up- 2.]

1. An upturned or upthrown part.

x868 KiNGLAKE Crimea IV. v. 90 A little upturn of the
soil with a few Turks standing behind it.

2- fig. ~ Upheaval 2.

1864 Gd. Words 231/r The upturns and the overthroMrs of
war, 1873 SvMONDS Grk, Poets viii, 259 That idea of world-
destruction, of that total upturn and Titanic revolution in

the universe, 1883 tgih Cent. May 796 There has been no
greater revolution and upturn of all preconceived notions.

Uptu-rn, V. [Up- 4. Cf. Tubn v. 80.]

1 1, trans. To overthrow, subvert, or cause to fall.

a 1340 Hampolb Psalter cxvii. 13, 1 am put and vpturnyd
[L, eversus sum}, t>at i had fallyn : and ^ lord resayued me.
a 1400 Wyclifftte Bible Titus i. 11 Ther ben manye..the
whiche subuerten \v.r. vpturnen ; L. subvertunt] alle hoiisis.

2. To turn, throw, or tear up ; to cast or turn over.

1567 Drant Horace, Epm xiv. E v, The countrye clownes
when they see me vnfitte Vpturning cloddes,. .theill stande,

and lawgne at it, 1667 Milton P. L. x, 700 Boreas and
Caecias . . rend the Woods and Seas upturn. 1725 Pope
Odyss. VIII. 218 Fierce from his arm th enormous load he
flings;.. Down rushing, it up-turns a hill of ground. 1763
Falconer Ship^or. 11, 156 Th' approaching squall.. Upturiu

the whitening surface of the deep. 1855 Sixcleton Virgil
I. 74 Come then, the soil Of earth.. Let straight upturn stout
bullocks. 1881 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 209 He. .then with a back-
ward heave upturns the whole,

f 3, To turn upside down, Obs."~^

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. 3 Where Driver, hight
Arctophyiax, doth his drie waine up-turn [L. resu/inat].

4. T'o direct or cast (the eye, face, etc.) upwards.
1667 Milton P. L. x. 279 The grim Feature.. upturn'd

His Nostril wide into the murkie Air. X744 Thomson
Winter i-^i With broaden'd Nostrils to the bky upturn'd,
The conscious Heifer snuffs the stormy Gale. 1789 E. Dar-
win Bot. Card. (1791) II. 33 Vallisner sits, up-turns her
tearful eyes. 18x8 Atherstose Fall ofNineveh I. 32 With
brazen throats upturned, .. ten thousand [trumpets] spake
again.^ 1838 Mrs. IjRowning To Bettine 1, Upturning
worship and delight With such a loving duty To his grand
face, as women will.

5. intr. To turn or move up or upwards.
1805 WoRDSw. Prelude iv. 448 Up-turning, then, along

an open field, We reached a cottage, x8i8 Bvron Ch. Har.
IV, li, Laid on thy lap, his eyes to thee upturn,

U'pturiied, ppL a. [Up- 5. Cf. prec]

1. Turned or directed upwards : a. Of the eye,

face, etc.

X593 Shaks. Rom. «5- Jul. 11. ii. 29 The white vptumed
wondring eyes, Of mortalls that fall backe to gaze on him.
X797 Mrs. Radcliffb Italian i. The thousand upturned
faces of the gazing crowd. 1835 Longf. in Zj/tf (1891) I. 213
How strange looked the upturned faces , . in that glare I 1837
Carlyle Fr, Rev. I. 1. ii, With upturned awestruck e^'e.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola Proem ad fin.. Upturned livmg
faces, and lips moving to the old prayers for help.

b. In general use.

1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. v. 140 It may
..even rest upon the edges of upturned strata. 1865 Tvlor
Early Hist. Man. 48 The upturned hands seem to expect
some desired object to be thrown down.

2. Turned upside-down ; inverted, overturned,

capsized ; turned up by digging, etc,

1816 WoRDSW. Ode, iSij, 31 The upturned soil receives the

hopeful seed. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxvii, You knelt on
the floor with. .your upturned box before you. 1895 Daily
News 14 May 2/5 The body of a young man had been found,

together with an upturned canoe.

3. Turned upwards at the point, extremity, or

end ; curved.

1843 Lytton Last Bar. i. iv, Solomon In pointed upturned
shoes. 1847 W, C. L. Martin The Ox 73/2 A fine and some-
what up-turned muzzle. 1876 Bristowe Th. <y Fract. Med.
571 The nose., broad at the root, and upturned. 1885 J. E.
Tavlor Brit. Fossils 225 A perforation in the upturned beak.

Uptu'mer. (Up- 8. Cf. Upturn ». 2.) iByo Contemp.Rtv.
X I V, 618 A field . . that would repay with interest an intelli.

gent upturner and cultivator.

Upturning, vbl. sb. [Up- 7. C(. Upturn v.]

The action of turning or causing to turn upwards

;

an instance of this.

[1775 Ash.] Z846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 131 An upturning of
the margin. 1855 J. Phillips Man. Geol. 388 Ihe uptunung
of the strata through an arc of 90". 1869 E. A. Pabkes Tract.
Hygiene (ed. 3) 583 There has been much upturning of the

soil. 1873 BLACK/'r, 7yi7*/^vii, Aquickupturningof theface,

fig. 1864 Tkevelvan Compel. Wallah ix. 309 The general
up-turning of society occasioned by the rebellion,

Uptu'ming,^//. a. (Up- 6 b.) 1762 Falconer .y^y^wr.

II. 81 Th*upiurning points his ponderous bulk sustain.

Upwa-fted, pa. pple. (Up- 5.)

1791 Cowper Iliad viii. 635 From the plain, Upwafted by
the winds the smoke aspired. 1817 Moore Z,rt//a R., Par.

(J-
Peri 85 Ev'ry breath Upwafted from the innocent flow'rs.

1874 R. Buchanan Poet. Wks. 1. 242 Unto yoiur dim distance
My soul upwafted is on wings.
Upwafling: see Up- 6.

Upwa'ke, v. rare. [Up- 4. Cf. MDu. op-

waken
j (M)LG. up7vaken, Da. cpvaage, G. auf"

wacken.'] intr. and trans. To wake up,
c 1250 Gen,

.J- Ex. 3466 Slep 3or non 3e 3a ne up-wnke5.

*53S Goodly Primer, Evensong Ps. lii, I myself shall up*
wake me. 1843 Mangan Poefns (^iZs9) ^21 Mine inner sense
upwakes to see The Ghostworld's.. wondrous Deep. 1845— Gerinan Anthology 1. 105 Au earthquake shout upwakes
the North : Forward I

UpwaU: see Up- 4.

Upward (z^'pwjjd), adv.y prep.y a., and sb.

Forms : a. i upweard (2 uppweard), 2- up-
ward (3 Orm, uppwarrd), 3-7 vpward (4-5
opward), 4-6 vp-, 6 vpp(e)warde

; 3 {^_Sc.) up-
wart, 5, Sc. 6 vpwart (5 Sc. wp-). ^. 3-4, dial.

9 uppard, 4 vppard, 3-4 vpard, 4 opard ; 3 up-
part, 5 Sc. vpart. [OE. upweard, f, up Up adv.'^

+ weard -WARD, Cf. MLG. upwart, -wort, MDu.
cpwaerty -wert, -werd, etc. (Du. opwaart)^ MHG.
ufwartj 'ivert. See also Upwards.]
A, adv. 1. 1. To or towards a higher positioner

plane ; from a lower to a loftier level or object

;

in an ascending course or direction : a. In reference

to movement or extension through space.

Occas. upward and dorvnward, = Up and down adv. i,

o. a 900 Cynewulf £/<«< 805 (Gr.), Hemidbaem handum..
upweard ple^ade, c 1000 jElfbic Hom. II. 548 Da jewende
eal se sang upweard to heofenum. c izoo Obmin 12826 ?e

shulenn sen . . Godess enngless Uppwarrd & dunnwarrd bape
upponn pe manness Sune sti^henn. a iz*$ Ancr. R. 72 Ase
ae muwen iseon l>e water, hwon me punt hit, . . Jieonne is hit

ined a3ein uor to climben upward. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

6564 pe water uaste wax vpward hei & wide. 1303 R. Brunnk
Handl. Synne 5272 pe fendys |?at were yn ]x pytte Smote
vpwarde. c 1374 Chaucer H. Fame 11. 236 Fire or sovne
Or smoke. ,Arwey..seke vpwarde on hight. C1400 Piler.

SowU (Caxton, 1483) v. i, 69 Now.. lie we vpward, as uist



UPWARD.
as we may ! 1481 Caxtom J^eynard {\xh.) 33, I will helpe
that the ladder be sette vp, iliat he may goo vpwart
theron. 1500-90 Dunbar Poems x. 42 Now spring vp flouris
fia the rute, Reuert 30W vpwart naturaly. 1598 B. Ionson
/•-v. Man in Hum.ni.v, He voided abushell of soot yester-
day, upward and downeward. 1620 Venner Via Recta i.

i

21 Because it fumeth vpwar4, it causeth drowsinesse. 1607
Drvden Virg. Georg. i. 499 Watchful Herons, ..mounting
upward with erected Flight, ..soar al>ove the Sight. 1706 ,

Prior OJe to Queen v, Upward the Noble Bird directs his ;

Wing. 1771 J. S. Le Dran's Ohsen>. Surg. (ed. 4) 172 Mr. '

Morand.. dilated the Part upward and downward. 1823
Byron Island in. i. Sulphury vapours upward driven Had

\

left the earth. 1876 Tennyson Harold i. i, Like a spirit in
j

Hell who.. cannot scape the flame. .Steam'd upward from
I

the undescendible Abysm.
fig. and iran^f. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2957 As sone as

eldol him ysey is herte vpward drou. 1766 Goldsm. I'icar
xxviii, Thus to.. fling those curses upward that must soon
descend to crush thy own grey head.. I 1850-1 Longf.
Golden Leg. iv. Cloisters 15 Upward steals the life of man,
As the sunshine from the wall.

^. tf laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 105 Ech god 3iue,.cume3 of
hcuene dunward, and ech idel, and unnit and iuel, ne5en
uppard. A 1325 Leg. Kath. 1964 (Bodl. MS. 17), Hwenne
be twa walden keasten uppart >ing }?et ha chahten. 13..
R. Gloucester's Chron. (1724) 321 So >at be water vaste waxe
vppard hey & w>'de. 713.. Geburt Jesu 181 in Horstm,
Aliengl. Leg. {1875) 75 Heo ne bi heold after fader ne moder,
^o heo vppard stei3.

b. In reference to aspect, attitude, or direction.
rt 1000 Boeth. Metr, xxxi. 23 Nis ^TtX. ^dafenlic ^set se

modsefa monna seniles niSerheald wese, & ^set neb upweard.
c H75 Lamb. Horn. 59 pene Mon lie lufede and welbijwhte,
and for-bi his neb upward he wrohte. a 1223 Leg. Kath.
2372 Heo biheold upward, wi3 upaheuen heorte. 1303 R.
Bkunne Handl. Synne 6664 He loked vpwarde with hys yne.
136a Langi- Fieri PI, A. v. 262 A J>ousent of Men. -CriBinge
vpward to Crist. .To haue grace fete.]. 1390 Gower Conf.
I. 64 Upon his brest..he leith His bond, and cast upward
his yhe. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/j^sop v. x, He loked and
byheld vpward to the heuen. 1565 Cooper s.v. Resupinns^
He standeth vpright with his clawes or nayles vpwarde to
heauen. a 1586 Sidney tr. De Mornay i, If yee looke up-
ward, yee see there infinite bodies. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. £>. IV. i. 181 To gape or looke upward with the eye.
1697 Dryden /Eneis v. 687 Acestes, . . shooting upward, sends
his shaft. 1703 Pope Thebais 644 His sad companions up-
ward gaze. 1789 WoRDSW. Evening Walk 25 Impatience,
pointing upward, showed. Through passes yet unreached,
a brighter road, 1^1* }.\Vnj^^ Isle o/Palms 11. 79 Upward
when he turns his sight. 1818 Shelley Rosal. ^ I/elemiss
His countenance Raised upward, burned with radiance. 1850
Household Words I. 229/1, I saw him looking upward.
fig. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams ir. (1693) 194 They..

loolc't downward upon those dishonourable Actions, not up-
ward upon his Vertues. 18^ W. Irving Astoria I. 29 To
these were added an aspinng spirit that always looked
upward; a genius [etc.].

O- fiS* To or towards a loftier stage, level, or
standard, in respect of thought, feeling, life, distinc-

tion, excellence, etc.

c \tx3o Ormin 6014 God mann risel)!) a;) uppwarrd In alle
gode dedess. a xaas Ancr. R. 132 [TheyJ l>enche3 uppard,
of be blisse of heoucne. c 1449 Pecock Repr. in. x. 537 The
chirche grewe vpward boihe in kunnyng and in lyuyng.
c 1510 More /*/c«j Wks. 2/a Whose mind should alway as
the fyre aspire vpward to heaucnlye thinges. 0x535 —
Xich. Illy Ibid. 68/1 Sir James Tyrell. .had an high heart
and sore longed vpwarde. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. ii. 24
Rosse. Things at the worst will cease, or else clinibe vp-
ward, Towhat they were before. 1692 Drvden ^/^t)«tfrais2
Now 'tis Faith ascends, Now Hope, now Charity, that up-
ward tends. 173J Pope Ess. Man i. 173 What would this
Man ? Now upward will he soar. And little Ies.s than Angel,
would be more. 1849 Thirlwall Re^n.{lZ^Z) III. 35a Up-
ward hearts—upward, above all paltry, sordid, grovelling
aims and desires. X898 Illisgworth Divine Immanence 1.

9 Every form of conscious life, from the lowest sensitive
organism upward.

d. Higher in respect of price or value, etc.

1874 Times la Jan. 6/5 The trade was very firm, with a
strong inclination upward in price. Ibid., There appears
to l>e a strong tendency upward [in the price ofcorn].

2. Up along the course of a stream, etc. ; further

into the interior of a country; to or towards a centre,

metropolis, source, etc. Also in fig. context.
a sin O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1013, Sweden cyning

mid his flotan.. wende..in to Humbran mu3an, & swa upp
weard andlang Trentan, £1205 Lay. 9298 Hamun arnde
upward & oOer while adunward. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) II. 73 panne vpward aboue |>at is J»e ilond Fame,
c 1450 Capgrave Life St. Aug. 3 In ^is same Numedie stant
..Tagatenses..sumwhat upward mor on-to Cartage. 1505
in Leadam Star Chatnber Cases {^^\<icn) 223 Euery Trow or
CobuU passing vpward vndre the seide Brugge, 1568 Graf-
ton Chron, II. 765 The yong kyng..be conueyed vpwarde
towarde the Ciiie of London. 1697 Dryden V'irg. Georg. iv.

408 An ancient I-^gend I prepare to sing. And upward follow
rame's immortal Spring, 1709 Pope F.ss. Cnt. 127 Be
Homer's works your study, ..And trace the Muses upward
to their spring.

b. Towards the body or head. (Cf. 3 b, 5.)
1600 Shaks. Hen. F, 11. iii. 19 (Q. i), I felt to them \sc. his

feet j... And to his knees,..and so vpward, and vpward.
B647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt, Eng. t. xlvii. 123 The vast body
of the Roman Empire like a body wasting with age, died
upward.

3. In, occupying, or so as to occupy a higher or

the highest position or place.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23316 (>ai sal be sett in J>air prisun, Vp-
ward ^»air fete, l>air hefdes dun. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i.

{Peter) 6ZZ It is myn will one J^ecroice to be festnyt swa, myn
fet vp-wart. C1440 Pallad. on Ilusb. iii. 787 Vpwarde The
bottom, do this vessel closid .so. c 1450 Tivo Lookery-bks. 101

Ley the pike in a chamer, the wombe side vpward. 1513
F1TZHER&. Husb. 9 16 The plough.. toumeth the roote vp-
warde, that it mayc not growe. a 1548 Hall Chron.^ Hen.
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jy{A 40 They makeofhym an Image paynted reuersed with
his heles vpwarde. i6oi Shaks. Jul. C. v. iii. 93 Messaila\
litmius face IS vpward. Cato. Heisslaine. 1613, 1641 [see
Invert 7'. 1]. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 649 Coming towards
them .

.
they saw The bottom ofthe Mountains upward turn'd.

175s Johnson, Supination, the .net of lying with the face up-
ward. X809 in ^aval Chron. XXI. 369 Puncheons.. were
placed end-upward. 1849 Ainsworth Lane. Witches 11. iii,

IHe has nailed ] a horse-shoe. . to t' threshold .
.
, heel uppard.

b. In respect of the upper part or parts, esp.
of the body.
£:i4oo Maundev. C1919) XXX. 178 Sum men seyn Jjat ^ei

Ui^.griftuis] han the body vpward as an Egle, and benethe
as a Lyoun. 1426 Lydg. DeGuil, Pilgr, 1704 Tak e.\aumple
ofF thy staff Wych Grace Dieu vn-to the gaff: Thogh the
poynt be sharp & kene, Yt ys vpward pleyn, smoihe & clene.
1575 Laneham Let. (1907) 54 Fyrst, oour too feet, too legs,
too kneez, so vpward: and abooue, too shoolderz [etc.].

1607 Puritan i. iv. 75 Hee lookes like a Monkey vpward,
and a Crane downe-ward. 1667 Milton P. L. i. 463 Dagon
his Name, Sea Monster, upward Man And downward Fish,

t4. Upright; erectly. Obs, rare,
ciago .S". Eng. Leg. I. 82/n A wei her was of scharpe

stones: and opward stoden echon. 1297 R. Glouc. (Kolls)
7186 He sat him vpward vp is bed,

5. With (vertical) extension /;'£?/;/ a point or part
(esp. of the body) to another expressed or impliecl.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 209 A child.. ^at hadde

tweie bodyes from Jjc navel upward, c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) ii. 5 pai made >at peece >at went fra [cd. 1839 from]
he erthe vpward

. .of cypresse. Ibid. vii. 24 It had . . fra J>eine
vpward heschappe ofa gayte. c 1440 Wycliffite Bible i Sam.
IX. 2 (MS. Bod!. 277), Fro t>e schuldre and upward he ap-
peeride ouer ^e peple. c 1450 riirk's Fesiial 1. 97 Fendes
token vp t>e body, and heten hyt wyth brennyng scorgys
from I>e nauell vpward. CX51X ist Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.)
p. xxxiii/2 The whyche ben fro the myddel vpward lyke
men. 1539 BrBLE Ezek. i. 27 As it had bene ail of fyre within
from hys loynes vpward. 1592 Soliman 9f Pers. iv. ii. 41
His skin is but pistol profe from the girdle vpward. 1600
Shaks. Mrtch Ado m. ii. 36 (Q. 1), A Spaniard from the hip
vpward. 164a Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 57 It is well
known the Habassines are Jacobites and Christians from
the girdle upward.

6. Comb.y as (sense 1) nptvard-gazing, -rtiskiitgy

-shooting^ 'Stirring^ -striving; upward pointed;
(sense 2) upward-bound.
1710 Loftd. Gaz. No. 46S1/3 The "upward-bound Ships for

the Eastward. 1800 Hull [Advertiser 18 Oct. 3/2 The
upward-bound . . are at anchor. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems
64 As some still *upward-gazing lake. 1821 Atherstone
Poems 6 With "upward pointed hands, these pray'd aloud.
1871 Tennvson Last Tournament 440 An ever "^upward-
rushing storm and cloud Ofshriek and plume. 1857 Dufferin
Lett. High Lat. (ed, 3) 328 The *upward shooting fluff of
seas._ 1844 Emerson Flss. 11. viii, In countless "upward-
striving waves The moon-drawn tide-wave strives.

H, 7. Backward in order of time; continuously
into the past,

cxoss Byrht/ertk's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 327 Swa fela
daga tell J>u fram martius monies ende upweard. C1175
Twelfth Cent, Horn. 34 Lucas tealde J>anon .. upweard to
Adame seofen & hund-seofentij ma^Sa. c laoo Obmin 2056
Cristess kinn Onn eor|>e, o moderr hallfe, Bi weppmann
shollde reccnedd ben Uppwarrd & dunnwarrd ba^e. i6u
Bible Haggni ii. 18 Consider now from this day, and vpward,
. .euen from the day that the foundation of the Lords Temple
was laid, consider it. Ibid. 15.

8. a. To or into later life. Cf. Up adv.^ 22 c.
c 1530 Tindale Num. viii, 24 From .xxv. yere vppwarde they

shall goo in towayteletc.]. 1531 Elvot 6"^^'. i. xvi, Children
. .from the age of xiiii. yeres upwarde, 171X Steele Spect.
No. 136 P2, 1 am, and ever have been from my Youth up-
ward, one of the greatest Liars. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)
V. 54 He was a soldier from his youth upward. 1890 J.
PuLSFORD Loyalty to Christ I. 123 From childhood and
upward, our ears have been, .thronged with the jargon of
idolaters.

b. And {also or) upwardf - Upwards af/z^. 6 b.

(*?) I555_Eden Decoiies (Arb.) 369 Children of th[e] age of
.xii. or .xiii. yeares or vppewarde, 1595 Platt Discoz: Eng.
Wants A 3, Seacoale. .at the rate of 8s the chawdren or vp-
warde. 15^ Habington a nat. Metnnt. Ajax L iij b, A Ces-
terne containing a barrell [of water] or vpward. 1708 Land.
Gaz. No. 4479/8 A black Cart Gelding, about 15 hands high,
or upward.
{b) 1560 Daus tr, Sleidane^s Comm. 42a He was xxxii.

yeares olde and vpwarde. 1608 Relat, Trav. W. Bush E j b,

• To the number of two thousand people and vp-ward. 1796
H. HuNi er tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) 1. 162 A series
of a hundred and fifty leagues in length, and upward.

O, To a higher number or amount. rare~^,

1575 Laneham Z.*^. (1907)54 SoazalL.numbrings from too
vntoo three, and so vpwarcf, may well be counted numberz.
9. Uprvard of, « Upwabos adv. 8.

x6x3 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iv. 36, 1 haue beene your Wife, in

thisObedience, Vpward of twenty yeares. a 16x8 F, Gkevil
Sidney (1652) 199 The builders of any ships upward of so
many hundred Tuns. 1864 Intellectual Observer W. 282
A good swarm, .containing at the lowest estimate upward
of 40,000.

t B. prep. Up ; along the line of ascent of. rare,
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) v. 388, 1 se hym now com vpward

the hill. 1818 Keats Endym. i. 266 Whether to surprise
The squatted hare..; Or upward ragged precipices flit To
save poor lambkins.

C. adj. (Cf. OE. upweard adj.

)

\\. Facing upwards j lying on the back ; supine

;

= Upeigbt a. 2, Obs.
A few examples occur in OE.
1607 TohSELL Four-/. Beasts 465 A certaine herbe..which

. . maketh him to fall presently vpon his backe & lye vpward
without stirring. 1615 Cbooke Body ofMan 268 The posi-

tion or mannerof Ij^ingof the sickeman,eyiher prone that is

downeward, or supine that is vpward. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 194 Women drowned float prone, . . but men supine

UPWARDS.
or upward, is an assertion wherein the.. point it selfe is

dubious.

2. Directed towards a higher or loftier point,
plfice, or plane; having a vertical or ascensional
course or direction; taking place or inclined up-
wards; ascending.
1607 Shaks. Tinion iv. iii. 190 Common Mother [=the

earth],.. Teeme with new Monsters, whom thy vpwaid face
Hath to the Marbled Mansion all aboue Neuer presented.
1634 Milton Comus 98 'Ihe slope Sun his upward beam
Shoots against the dusky Pole. x7oo Dkyden Theodore lif

Hon. 315 So spread upon a Lake, with upward Eye, A plump
of Fowl behold their Foe on hi-h. X704 Prior Let. to
Boileau 174 The Eagle. .directs her upward Flight 1718— Solomon in. 875 The Angel said ; With upward Speed His
agile Wings Hespread. 1784 Cowpek Tiroc. 383 The exalted
prize demands an upward look. 1839 Bailev Festus 334
The last high upward slant of sun on the trees, a 184a
WoRDSW. Misc. Sonn. 111. xxxi, She stands. ., One upward
hand. .lying softly on her breast. 1890 J. PuLSF0RDZ,(7ja/i>
to Christ L 104 The upward slopes of the new life are de-
lightful, and the prospects enrapturing. X89J) A llbuit's Syst.
Med. VIII. 81 The movement and discomfort in the hands
may be relieved . . by very gentle upward rubbing.
tramf. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 419/1 The speech-note

on theword 'pale* will consist of an upward movement of
the voice.

Spec. 1875 Knight Diet, Mech. 2684/1 Upzvard filter, a
filter in which the flow of the liquid is upward,

b. Having a trend, course, drift, etc., which
indicates advance, progress, or increase.
1596 Shaks. 3 Hen. /Y, v. iii. i Thus farre our fortune

keepes an vpward course. 185a Laivson's Merchant's Mag.
July 236 Achange. . in the weather. . has checked the upward
tendency in quotations [of grain], x^q Pall MallG.^^^^^X.
5/2 Where there is any change [in the Stock Markets] it is

in the upward direction. 1^14 Eug. Hist. Rev. Jan. 135
The upward movement which raised the lower labouring
classes.

C. Having lofty aims or purpose.
1850 Tennyson In Mem. xll vi, Iho' following with an

upward mind The wonders that have come to thee.

3. Situated or lying aloft or above; higher in

place or position ; lol'ty.

x6a2 Boys Wks, 957 Troubles in this world (quoth Austin)
are an vpward hell. 1815 Shelley AlastoritjZ A swan..
with strong wings Scaling the upward sky. i8x9\V.Tennant
Papistry Storm'd (1827) 79 Barns spy'd, frae his upwart
place, . . George's face.

4. + a. (See quot.) Obs.
1729 BovER Diet. Royal u. s.v., Upward Goods, or Mer-

chandize, (soinland Ti aders call Goods designed for London).
b. Directed, moving, etc., up along a stream or

river ; taking place ui>-stream,

1731 in E.xir. Navig. Rolls Thames {j7J2)2ii The Master or
chief Boatman of any upward Boat or Barge. 18x6 Tuckey
Narr. Flxped. R. Zaire iv. (1818) 134 Running directly on
the rocks, and forming a strong upward eddy on its west
side. Ibid. 144 Our upward view of the river. 1818 M.
BiRKBECK Natt's yonfyi. Amer. (ed.4) 80 The upward navi-
gation of these .streams. 1887 Field^T- Dec. 985/3 In regard
to other migratory fish, .the j^ame weirs have the effect.. of

. .arresting their upward migration.

+ 5. Going backward in time. Obs."^
1603 B. JoNSON Panegyre 90 She then remenibred to his

thought, .the vpward race Of kings, prseccding him in that
high court.

D. sb. \\. The top part; the crown or summit,
1603 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 136 From th' extremest vpward of

thy he;id. To the discent and dust below thy foote.

2. Upward movement. Also_/^.
1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 30 Not singing the

spirally upward of rapture, the downward of pain Rather,
the drop sheer downward from pressure of merciless weight.

.

Upwardly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In an
upward direction ; upwards.
1816 L. Hunt Rimini iv. 387 There lay she praying, up-

wardly intent. 1835 Browning Paracelsus v. 883 All lend
upwardly though weak, Like plants in mines which never
saw the sun. 1844 Mrs. Browning Bro7vti Rosary 111. xxii.

She glanced upwardly mute. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2706/1
The pistons., were fitted with upwardly opening valves.

TT'pwardixess. [f. Upwahd a, + -ness.]

1. rendency or proclivity to rise or mount up-

wards ; the quality of suggesting upward movement,
1G14 Latham Falconry 31, 1 haue reclaimed an outragious,

vnstaied hawke;. .shee hath faliie cleane from her vpward-
nesse and high flying. 1618 Ibid. ir. 117 If by nature there
were euer any vpwardnesse or high flying in her. i860
\V. J. C. MuiR Pagan or Christian 62 The lancet-headed
windows, arches, niches, all are in harmony of upwardness.
Ibid. 88 This entire upwardness of composition [in Gothic
architecture]. 1877 Blackie Wise Men 305 They by natural
upwardness Remount to earth.

2. The quality ofbeing upward ; relative altitude.

1896 Dk. Argyll Philos. Belief 12:2 We cannot shake off

the conception of high and low, of upwardness and down-
wardness.

Upwards (p*pw§jdz), adv. and prep. Forms

:

I up-,uppweardes, 3, 5-6 upwardes (6 upp-), 5,

6 vpwardes, 6-7 vp-, 7- upwards (7 upp-) ; 6 Sc,

vpwartia, 9 diaL up-, uppards, etc. [OE. up-,

uppweardes, f. upweard Upward adv. + -es of adv.

genitive: see -wards. Cf. OS. upioardas, MLG.
ttpwordes, MDu. op-^ upwaerls, -werdes, etc. (Du.
opwaarts), MHG. ufwertes (G. auftvdrls')^

A. adv. I. 1. a. = Upward adv. i a.

t To make upivards (quot. 1575) : see Make t'.' 45.
i:888 K. iELFRED Boeth. xxxiv. § 10 pact he ongind of t>am

wyrtrumum & swa upweardes grew3 o5 flone stemn, c xooo
Boeth. Metr. xiii. 62 Sio sunne. .stih3 a upweardes, o3 hio
eft cymc3J>cer hire yfemesO bi3eard gccynde. c t^io Master
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UPWARDS.
ofCatne (MS. Digby 182) xiii, t>e tayle . .streight and a litell

crompy-nge vpward \MS. Reg, vpwardes], 1575 Turbf.r-

viLE Fatdconrie i=;8 To make a high fleeing Hawke vp-

wards. Ibid,^ It hapneth oftentimes that a hawke-. wil

yet be long before she be made upwards. 1578 Banister

Hist. Man V. 76 The vretarie vessels.. also prohibite that

vpwardes none (jc. urine] may returne agayne. 1613 Bible

Gen, vii. 20 Fifteene cubits vpwards Ii6n vpward], did the

waters preuaile. 1647 Cowlky Mi'slr.^ My Fate i, Go bid

the Stones a journey upwards make. 1711 Addison Sf>ect.

No. 63 r 5 His ambitious Love is a Fire that naturally

mounts upwards. 1786 Pinkerton Anc Sc. Poems 1. p.

ixvii, Their shoulders are moved upwards and downwards.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. ^ Art 1 1. 189 A dry gbss rod

or tube, rubbed . .upwards and downwards with a dry hand,

1827 Faraday Chem. Manip.\v.{\Zii) 89 Another, .mode..

\% to continue the furnace upwards by a deep ring. 1858

Glenny Card. Every-day Bk. 230/2 These .. trailing plants

. .are more frequently trained upwards.

Jig, x8a8 Lytton Pelham II. xvi, Men..whoJoin ignor-

ance of every principle of legislation to indifference for

every benefit to the people : . . who level upwards, and
trample downwards. 1903 Forsyth in Contemp. Rct, Oct.

581 The Christ needs the apostle, the preacher. The Media-

tor upwards needs mediators downwards.
trans/. 1907 J. H. Patterson Man^Eaters o/Tsavo viit.

87 Lions always begin at the Uil of their prey and eat up-

wards towards the head.

Comb. 18^ '^oKVi Electricity ifiA,^) 272 The upwards bent
platinum wire.

t). = Upward euiv. i b.

€ 890 W-CRFERTH tr. Gregory's Dial a86 l>a fseringa locode

heo uppweardes,..& ^eseah Jione hselend J>ider cuman to

hire, ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 38 Nim mid Hnum twam
handum uppeweardes. c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 59 Neb upwardes

he him \sc. man] wrohte. c 1400 Pepysinn Gasp, Hartnouy
(1922) 70 Jesus . . wil>stoode and bihelde hym vpwardes. 1648

Hexham 11, Obwaeris sie/i, to See upwards, or to Looke on
high. X709 T. Robinson Vind, Mosaick Syst. 112 Man.,
hath his Head upwards towards Heaven. 1795-6 Wobdsw.
Borderers 11. 988 Upwards I cast my eyes, xSog — Prelude

VII. 200 Behold, turned upwards, a face hard and strong In

lineaments. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam v. xHx, She paused,

and pointed upwards. x86oTvNDAix^^/rt*:. i. ii. 21 Lookiug
upwards we saw a series of coloured rings.

c. Jig. « Upward adv. \ c.

ISS7 in Lodge lllustr, Brit. Hist, (1791) I. 274 Prisoners

. .of the degree of a Baron, or uppwardes. 1603 in ArckneO'

logia (1800) XIII. 321 The lorde who beeinge an earle or

upwardes,.. is to have..a cloathe of estate. X73» Berkeley
Ahipkr. V. § 33 The armyj wherein the tendency is always

upwards from lower posts to higher. 1853 Poultry Chron.

11. 423 The character of the. fowls proves that their pro-

gress IS upwards in quality.

attrib. 1849 Robertson Serm. (1863) 160 Not mere change,
but true, ever upwards progress.

d, = Upwahd adv. 1 d,

X874 Times I Jan. 7/6 Coffee.—A strong demand prevails,

with few sellers, and the market still tends upwards. 1875

Economist 2 Jan, 5/2 Straits tin. .after a moderate reaction

upwards fell to 92/ 5^ tn August.

2. = Upward adv. 2.

X5X3 D0UGI.A5 yEneid viii. ii. 65 Bayth nycht and day ilk

inan..Cai1 spend in routh..Our slidand fast vpwartis the

river. XS38 in l-ett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 245, I am
cumyng upwardes [= to London] as fast as my sekenes will

suffre me, 1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten i. x. 19 First

Daman, from thence fifteene miles vpwardes.. the towne of
fiasaun. x6oi Hakluyt(7(i/z'<j«c 90 From thence vpwards
..he went along the coast of the Abassins. 1662 R. Ven-
ABLER Exper. Angler x. 99 In small Brooks you may angle
upwards. x8ot Rusher's RendingGuide 7 The Mail Coaches
to and from Bath, Bristol, &c. pass upwards and downwards
every night. X869T0ZER Highl. Turkey 1. 184 We followed

this stream upwards. 1893 Field 17 June 904/3 For years

the labourers have been in the habit of going ' upwards '—

that is, up round London—for mowing and haymaking.

fig. tSosVloRDSw. Prelude XI. 177 'i'his. .Soured and cor-

rupted, upwards to the source, My sentiments,

3. = Upward adv. 3.

X548 VicARY Anat. vii, (i 577) I i, The brode end . . [of the
heart] is vpwardes, and the sharpe ende is downewardes.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. ii. 71 Shee shall be buried with
her face vpwards. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins.

928 The mouthes or passages of their cells are. .altogether

downward ; and they very providently place the bottom of

their eels upwards, that [etc.]. 1668 Moxon Mech. Dyalling
18 Holding the Center A upwards, so as the Plumb-line

play free in the Grove. Ibid. 31 If this Dyal were turned
withilsCenterupwards. x-j-^.-^Tmi-i. Horse-Hoei'tgHusb. 304
The Share, turn d Bottom upwards. 1839 Timperlev Diet.

Printers 104 He.-tlien puts a quantity of the worked off

sheets on it, taking care to have the printed side upwards.

1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 228 For the Infinite is upwards,

and above The highest thing created—upwards aye. 1875
Sir T, Skaton Frel'Cutting 91 'lake a set of gouges, stand
the largest of the set edge upwards.

b. = Upward adv. 3 b. rare~'^,

£-1400 Maundbv. (1919) xix. no |>erfore make {rei the
halfondel of ydole of a man vpwardes, & the to}>er half of
an ox dounwardes.

4. — Upward adv. 5,

159^ Hakluyt l\v. II. 1, 224 These men goe naked from
the girdle vpwardes. X634 Sir T. Herbert Tra7 . 187 They
. .goe naked from the waste vpwards. 1855 Orr's Circ. Set.,

tnorg. Nat, 106 One genus {Belemnites), very common.,
among all the secondary rocks, from the Has upwards.

6. Upwards oj at or to a higher level than ; above.
X853 G. Johnston Nat, Hist. E. Bord. 1. 140 Upwards of

this, the hill is well-covered with, .turf and heather.

II. 6, a. Toahigheraggregate,figure,orthelike,
X5«3 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 221 The goods to paye

Y of the Ii. from xx" upwards. 16x7 EastlandCo. (Camden)
21 Deales from Eighteene foote longe uppwards. Ibid.^

Create masts from fifteene hand upwards the peece. X910
Stagt Year Bk. 47 First-class hotel accommodation, .for

two and a half or three guineas a week, upwards.

b. \Jsn,anduJ>wardSjOr Upwards, Frecj. = some-

4^0

what more or ratber above a specified age, number,

value, size, etc. =1 Upward adv. 8 b.

[a] X570 FoXK A. ^- M. (ed. 2) 2268/2 Hussy. How old art

thou? Eliz. Forty and vpwardes. x6ii Sir D. Carletom
in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 572 Diverse com-
?anies to the number of 700 men and upwards. X693 R.

.VDE Ace. Retaking oj The Friend's Adventure Title-p.,

Their Majesties Customs of the said ship amounted to 1,000 1.

and upwards. 1717 in Nairne Peerage Evidence (1874) 31

Robert Robertson, .aged ffifty years and upwards. 1729
T. Innes Crit, Essay (1879) 315 Within these last hundred
years and upwards. x8x8 (S. Weston] La Scava 25 Eighty
whetstones and upwards, .have been found. 1839T1MPERLEY
Diet. Printers 105 All above 52 Pica ems, upon Small Pica

and upwards. 1887 Daily Chron. 17 Jan. (Encycl. Diet.),

Some of them worth as much as /,y:> and upwards.

{b) 1593 Tell- 'J 'rotIt's N. V. Gift A 3, loyning .. their

daughters of twentye yeares olde or vnder, to rich cormorants

of threescore or vpwards. 1687 Mi^.ge Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s-v..

It amounts to ten Pounds, or upwards, 1709 Land, Gaz.

No. 45021/2 A Ship of 70 CJuns, or upwards. 1857 Miller
Elem. Chem.., Org, 74 A solution of soda. .which contains

two percent, or upwards of alkali. x86i Brit. Postal Guide
I Jan. 28 Messengers, whose weekly wages .. arc .. 8^, or up-

wards.

c. To later life ; = Upward adv, 8 a.

xSoj Wordsw. Prelude viii. 348 Even then, And upwards
through late youth, until not less Than two-and-twenty
summers had been told. iSgx Dixon W. Penn 252 The
great idea which he had nursed from his youth upwards.

i874FARRARCAr/j/xv. 166 Might they not have unders^tood

that, from childliood upwards, He had not lived by bread

alone?

7. Backwards ia time ; into the past,

a X654 Selden Table-T, (Arb.) 6g Some of them are

asham'd upwards, because their Ancestors were too great.

1729 T. Innes Crit. Essay (1879) 142 [He] pronounced this

fenealogy. .from Fergus, son of Erch, to Fergus, son of

'erchar,and upwards. X887 Skeat Princ. Eug. Eiym. I. 52

English should be traced downwards as well .^s upwards.

X890 Grindlestone Foundations 0/ Bible 19 History of the

art of writing, from the days of Neheiniah upwards [to the

time of Moses].

8, 6>wa;-i/.f ^, (rather) more than; = Upward
adv. 9.
In frequent use from c 1760.

1721 Perry Daggenh. Breach 17 Alarge Chest or Machine,
upwardsofeighty Foot long. X753-4RicHARDSOMG'^-aW/j'('«

II I. xvi. 227 He., kept his word tillhewasupwards ofseventy,

1841 Borrow ^/»rrt// II. xi. iii. log Considerably upwards of

a century. i88s Law Rep, 29 Chanc. Div. 538 The estate.

.

was found liable for upwards of ;£ 5,000. 1893 J. Pulsford
Loyalty to Christ II. 321 Upwards of three thousand years

ago.

b. Used erron, for : Somewhat less than (a spe-

cified amount); nearly,not quite. Chiefly dial.

X9oa Yorks. Post 28 Feb., Thus 'upwards of a hundred*

would mean nearly, or well on to a hundred. 1902- in coK
loquial use, Line, to Devon {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

•^'B, prep. Up along the course of; '^Vv prep.'^

2. Obs,
x6oi Hakluyt Galvano 72 He went into Arabia, Persia,

and vpwards the riuer Euphrates.

fU-pwark, Sc, Obs, [Up «£/^.2 \2t\.'^wark

Work sb^ Cessation of work.
xg.. Aberdeen Reg. XXI. (Jam.l, Upwark, quhen the

fysching wes done. 1570 Rec. Inverness (New Spalding

Club) I. 197 [He] alse protestis for ane sufficient oxe of se.\

yeiris auld at vpwark.
Upwax : see Up- 4.

Upway. rare-'^, [Up- 2 b. Cf. OE. upweg,

WFris. opxuei^ Du, opweg, LG. upweg^ Ascent.

1616 Chapmam tr. Musxus D 8 b, Hopelesse, dangerous
The har'd vp-way is to a Virgins bed.

Upways, adv, rarer-^. [f. Up prep.^ In an

upward direction; upwards {from).
1890 Telegr. Jrnl, 28 Nov. 653/1 Distance measured up-

ways from 0.\ indicates roughly the degree of hardness.

Upweenine, -weigh: see Up- 4, 7.

Upwellmg, /-/>/. a. (Up- 6 b.)

1854 Whitueu Hermit of Thehaid i O strong, upwellmg
prayers of faith. X875 Helps Social Pressure i. 4, 1 foresee

a source of enjoyment, ..a very constant and up-welling

.source. 1884 Century Mag. XXIX. 108 Blushing deeply

with upwelling patriotism and bashfuhiess.

Upwent, px t. of Ui'co v. Upwhelmed : see Up- 5,

Upwhi-rled, pa. pple. (Up- 5.) 1667 Milton P. L. in,

493 All these upwhirld aloft Fly.. Into a Limbo large and
broad. 1821 Wordsw. F.ccles. Sonn. 11. Refiect. 8 The
'trumpery' that ascends in bare display. .Upwhii led, and
flying o'er the ethereal plain. UpwhiTling, vbl sb.

(Up. 7.) 1877 G. F. Chambers Astron. (ed. 3) x. ii. 828

The up-whirling of the glowing gase-?. UpwhiTling,
ppl.a.{\JV'^6.) i8oiSouTiiF.vyVirt/a^av.xl,Tiieupwhirling

flood received Mohareb,tlien..EnEulph'd Iiim in the abyss.

TTpTrind (»pw3i-nd}, v. [Up- 4. Cf. Upwound
pa, pple,, and (M)Du. opwiitden, MI.G. upwinden^

MHO. hfwinden {G. aufwindeft), MSw. op-^ up-

vinda (Sw. uppvinda)^ Da, opvinde."]

1 1. a. intr. To fly up. Obs.~~^

c lago Gen. .y Ex, 2988 He smot. -on 5e lond, And gnattes

bird ?>or &icke up-wond.

f b. trans. » Uptake z^. i. Obsr'^

ciaso Gen. 9f Ex. 3084 A suSen wind is fli5t up-wond.

And blew t^.it day and al ?iat ni^t.

t2. To finish Up; lo complete. Ods.~^

c 1440 Pallnd. on Husb. vii. 47 Thus shal an o.v in dayes

ffewe vpwynde An heruest al.

3. To wind, coil, or roll up (something).

X560 Nice Wanton 51 Barn. Learne. .to spyn and sowe. ..

Ism. Spyn, quod ha? Yea, by the masse, and with youre

heles vp-wynd. 1613 Dkumm. of Hawth. Cypress Grove

Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 71 The motion of a swift & euer-whirling

wheele,which twinneth forih and againe vp-windeth our life 'i

URACHUS.

b. To raise or hoist by winding,
1600 Fairfax 7'asso xv. vii, Her anchors she vpwound,

And lanched foorth to sea her pinnesse flit.

4. intr. To become coiled up.

x6i6 J. Lane Contn. S^r.'s T. xi. 256 Speckd snakes.,

which turninge round, out sprange at length, and in againe
vpwound.
5. To wind upwards.
1880 Lanif.r Suntisc 103 Low multitudinous stirring Up-

winds through the woods.

XTp-wind(2';pwi-nd),fli/y. [Vpprep.'^^.] Con-
trary to the course of, against, the wind.
1838 ScROPE Deer-stalking 17 Deer, .always run up wind.

x86i Whvte Melvii.lk Market Harb. 7 Here their fox had
m.^de his point good up-wind. 1897 Hindk Congo Arabs
202 They always started up-wind from our quarters.

U pwith, aiiv., prep.y sb., nnd a. Chiefly .SV.

(ypwij)) and now rare, [Up adv,^ -f With.]
A. adv. In an upward course or direction ; up-

wards. Alsoy?^.
X513 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 515 Tua drawyn

towis to keip hir [sc. a cannon) at upwith and dovinewith.

XS3S Stewart CrtJM.^'co/. (Rolls) II. 548 The Danis. .Trais-

tand the Scottis vuwith to the hill, Suld tyre ilkone than or

tha come thame till, a 1598 D. Ferguson Prov. (S.T.S.) 10

As meikle upwith, as meikfe down with. X858 M. Porteous
Soutcr Johnny 30 Ye'll wi' a braindge Jirk aff the mune, an'

upwith whud Far furth to range. 1864 Latto Tavt, Bodkin
xxiii, They, -durstna mount upwith to the riggin*.

B. prep. Up along the course of,

1504 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot, (1888) 230/2 Ascendand up-

with the said swaill quhill it cum to thelittill stane calsay.

C. sb. Upward course. Also^^.
XS08 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 401 All is hot frutlese

his effeir.and fal5eis at the vp-with. 1607MARKHAM Cavel.

VI. g If the fierce horse haue in his skelping course, either

vpwithes..or downewithes, which is, that hee may eyther

runne. .vp hils, or down hils. 1808 Jamieson s.v., To the

upwith, taking a direction upwards.

b. An ascent or rising ground, rare"^.

1819 St. Patrick II. 91 Will ye see how the[yl're spankin*

along the side o' that green upwith ?

D. oiij. Having an upward inclination, tendency,

or slope ; rising.

X864 A. Wallace Sc. Tales, M. Lander 37 It was a good
bit upwith gate, so she would give her a tankard of ale to

make her climb the brae the better. 1875 W. Alexander
Ain Folk 99 They'll be an upwith market shortly, or it

chates me.
U'pwold. (Up- I.) X875 Kinglake Crimea V. vi. 00 The

upwold, or high level part of the neck [of the isthmusj.

Ibid. 92 The spine of the upwold.

TTpwound (opwound), pa. pple, (Up- 5. Cf.

Upwind v^
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 15 Her huge long taile..was in

knots and many boughtes vpwound. 1610 G. Fletcher
Christ's Vict. \. xii, Pale Sicknes, with his kercher'd head
upwound. 164a H. More Song of Soul 11. in. ii. 6 The
lowest is not awake, Therefore the midst lies close in sleep

upwound.
Upwrap, -wrapt, -wreathing, etc. : see Up- 4, 5, 6.

1"Up-yie"ld, 2^. Obs. [Ur-4.] trans. To yieUl

or deliver up ; to resign.

xa97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7406 pat lond Jjat him was i5iue, .

Jjat he ssolde him vp ^elde. C13X5 Shoreham n. 114 pe
soule he gan op-^elde. £"1350 Lybeaus Disc. 517 To sjt

Lybeaus they gon up-yclde . . bar sperys. CX380 Sir Ferumb.
4016 Fayne y wolde ^e croune op-5elde. 150a in Antiq. Rep.

(1808) II. *32i Our King Henry, .to. .Arthure faadde the

seid londs remysed and uppyelden.

TTr (.i>^). Also urh. [Echoic. Cf. HuBR v\
An inarticulate sound, uttered instead of a word

that the speaker is unable to remember or bring out.

1846 O. W. Holmes Rhymed Lesson Poems (1896) 50/2

When 5-ou stick on conversation's burs, Don't strew your
pathway with those dreadful urs. 1891 Pall Mall G. 13

June 2 I The only pauses are the pauses of rhetoric, and
the hesitating ' urh, urh ' is never heard.

Ur, obs. or dial. var. OoK /?(?«.

II
TJr- iS\^i),preJix, repr. G. (also MHG., OHG.)

ur-, denoting * primitive, oiiginal, earliest,' and

occurring in a iew terms, as ur-Bamlet, -origin^

'Stock.

G. iirsprache ( = primitive language) has been freq. used

in recent Engli>h philological works.

[1864 Max MUllek Lect. Sci Lang. (1871) II. 133 The
most troublesome of all vowels, the neutral vowel, some-
times called l/*^OLal,heittr Unvocal.] 1889 Jacobs CojtA'w'j

Aesop 1. 37 Any light he can throw on the Ur-origin of the

Fabler. 1901 Boas /Cyd's li'ks. p. xlv, The Ur-Hamlet
may have contained a number of these borrowings.

TJracan, -ano, obs. vair, Hubric.\ne.

Urachal, a, [f. Ubach-ds + -al.] Of or per-

i

tainini^' to, affecting or found on, the urachus.

1890 liiLLisGS Med. Diet. 190S H. D. Rolleston Dis.

Liver 251 Various abdominal cy.sts, such as pancreatic,

omental, chylous, urachal, mesenteric cysts.

ItUrachns (yu^'iakrJs). Anat. [mod. L., ad. Gr.

Qvpo.xo'i urinary canal of a Jcetus.] A fibrous cord

binding the apex of the bladder to the anterior

abdominal wall and the peritoneal folds.

(1578 Ranister Hist. Man v. 83 b, Out of the higher part

and middest of the bottome of the bleddar a way springeth

..called Vrachos] 1615 Crooke Body of Man (1621) 213

The ligament of the bladder cald Vrachus. X646 [see

Ahantois]. x66x Lovell Hist. Anim. ^- Mtn, Introd.

b 5 b, To the urachus the umbilicall arteries are joyned.

X728 Chambers Cycl. s,v. Umbilical, The Urachus is only

plainly found in Brutes. 1788 Encycl Brit. (ed. 3) I. 742
xhese fibres have been considered as the urachus, though

without having been ever found pervious. 1804 Med. Jrfd.



URACONITE.
XII. 14 From their uniting part arose the umbilical vessels,
meeting as usual the urachus, 1890 Retrospect Med. CI I.

336 An enormously dilated urachus.

XJraconite (yu»*rak(7n3it). Min. [f. Ura-niitm
+ Gr. Kov-ia dust, etc. : see -ITE 5 2 b.] * Sulphate
of uranium, found aa. a lemon-yellow powder*
(Chester).
1868 Dana Min, 663 Uraconite, Uranochre. t888 Cas-

selCs Encycl. Dict.j Uraconite^ . .a. mineral, .occurring in

exceedingly minute scales, or earthy, on uraninite . . at
Joachims thai, Bohemia.

llTTrBBinia (yurrmia). Path. Also uremia.
[mod.L., f. Gr. ovp-ov urine + ar;ia blood. Cf. It.

uremia, F. ur^mu.] A morbid condition resulting

from the presence in the blood of urinary constitu-

ents, which are normally eliminated by the kidneys.
1857 pviiGusos Met/, /.ex., [/rarmia..,a condition of the

blood in which it contains urine or urea. 1867 A. Flint
Frinc. Med. 84 An excess of uric acid.. in the blood con-
stituting a condition differing from urjemia. x886 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Set. II. 253/1 The respirations.. are slow in
the coma of compression and urxmia.

UraBmic (yurf-mik), a. Path. Also uremic,
[f. UBEM-IA + -IC. Cf. F. urimiqne.'\

1. Of or pertaining to, marked or characterized
by, urxmia.
i8s5 W. D. Moore tr. Heller's Ckem. Urine 85 Uremic

vomitus occurs in connexion with other uremic phenomena.
1871 A. M EADOWs ^lan. Midwifery {ed. 2) 367 The influence
of the urjcniic poisoning on tlie central nervous system.
1886 Buck's Handbk. Med, Set, 1 1. 535/1 In chronic uraemic
dropsies. 1890 Cagney tr. Jaksch's Cli'u Diag. 51 Uraemic
blood shows an increased quantity of urea and extractives.

2. Of persons : Affected by uraemia.
1890 Billings Med. Diet. 1905 H. D. Rollbston Dis,

Liv. 226 The patient becomes more drowsy and uremic.

H XTraus (yurr^s). Egyptian Antiq. PI. tiraBi

(yurrai). [A modern Latinizationofoyparos, given
by HorapoUo as the Egyptian name for the cobra
(now transliterated as ifr*/), perhaps influenced in

form by the Gr. adj. fAifujXos^ f. ohpa tail.] A repre-

sentation of the sacred asp, snake, or serpent, or of
its head and neck, employed as an emblem of su-

preme power, sometimes j/<f(:. as worn on the head-
dress of ancient Egyptian divinities and sovereigns.
1831 G. Long Egypt. Antiq. I. xL 254 The snake called

Chnuphis or Uraeus, the symbol of royalty found so often
on the monuments of Egypt. 1847 Lkitch C O, Mullers
Anc. Art §232. 205 The Sun-god., with the head of a hawk
..with the sun's disc, upon it an uraeus. 1890 Rider
Haggard & A. Lang Worhi's Desire i. vi, I will . . stake the
sacred circlet upon my brow, against the Royal uraeus on
thine. 1904 BupcEjn? ^ ^//i Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 116
A canopy of a bier , . ornamented with a row of uraei wearing
disks.

attrib. 1858 Birch ^«tr./'f//tfr>' 1.20 Figures of vultures,
of the urxus serpent, and ascarabaus. IbidZg The croco-
diles of Sabak, urxt or cobra-capella snake?, emblems of the
gods. 1889 KiDER Haggard Cleopatra u. ix,The sceptre in
her hand, and on her brow the urseus diadem of gold.

Ural 1 (yu9Tal). [See def.] The name (more
freq. Uralsy Ural mountains) of a mountain-chain
forming the north-eastern boundary of Europe with
Asia, used attrib. in various specific appellations

of birds, animals, etc., native to or found in that
region, as Ural duck^ lizard, etc. (see quots.).

178s Latham Cten. Synop. Birds VI. 514 *Ural Duck,rt«^
niersa, . . is a trifle bigger than the common Teal. 1881
Lyell Pigeons 81 The smooth-legged chequered or spangled
ones are known in this country as Ural ice[-pigeons], i8oa

feathers. i8a4 Stephens Shatv's Gen. Zool. XIL 11. 218
^Ural Scoter {Oidetnia LeMCoeepkala\ ..VraX Duck [of
Latham], . . is particularly abundant in Russia, Livonia, and
Fionia.

b. Ural'AltaiCy pertaining or belonging to the

region including the Ural range and the Altaic

mountains (in central Asia), its inhabitants, or their

speech. Also absol.^ the family of agglutinative

languages spoken in eastern Europe and northern
Asia ; Turanian ; Finno-Tartar.
1855 Max Muller Lang. Seat o/War 96 The third or

Turkic branch of the Ural-Altaic division. x88o Savce
Introd,^ Set. Lang. viii. II, 194 It seems to have been a
possession of the undivided UrahAltaic community. z888
A. H. Keank in EncycL Brit, XXIV. 1/2 Hence it is that
the roots. . in Urah.\Itaic are always in evidence.

Ural^ (yu»-ral). Med, [Irreg. f. Ur-ethane.I
A preparation of chloral hydrate and urethane, used

as a hypnotic; chloral-urelhane; — Uralihm.
X891 Cent. Diet. 1895 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. IX.

922/2 Ural has no advantage over chloral, and has the in-

convenience of being soluble in water.

II
TTrali (ura'li). [var. of Oobali. CCWoorali.]

The urari-plant [Strychnos ioxiferd)^ or the poison

obtained from this. Also attrib,

i86s in Veness El Dorado (1867) 131 The well-known
Urali Poison is prepared from the bark of the Urali
{Strychnos toxi/eraX). 1883 Im Thurm Among Indians
Guiana 311 In Europe it is variously called, .urari, urali,

and o urali.

Uralian (yur^-lian), a. \{. Uual 1 + -iak.

Cf. F, ouralien.l Of or pcrtainmg to, dwelling in

or near, the Ural mountains ; also, Ural-Altaic.

fi797 Encyel. Brit. XVIII, 691 UralUan Chain, .ofmoun-
tains.] x8oi Ibid. SuppL II. 757/x Tlic Uralian Cossacs

451

are all enthusiasts for the ancient ritual. x866 Ckamb,
Jrnl. 28 Apr. 257/1 Some malachite specimens of doors,
vases, and clocks, contributed by the emperor of Russia.
I'hese were for the most part Uralian, X believe. 1875
Maine Hist. Inst. 65 'that portion of. .mankind which has
lately been called Uralian, the Turks, Hungarians, and
Finns.

Uralic (yuras'lik), a, [f. as prec. + -ic] Of or

belonging to the Ural mountains, or the peoples
living in or near them.
1861 Max MiJLLER Lect, Sci. Latt-g. 502^ It is generally

supposed that the original seat of the Finnic tribes was in

the Ural mountains, and their languages have been there-
fore called Uralic. x88o Savck Introd. Sci, Lang. viii. li.

ipi^ The Finiio-Ugric or Uralic dialects. Ibid, ic)2 The
civilization and migrations of the primitive Uralic tribes.

Uralite(yiJ»"ral3it). AHn, [ad,G.«r(2/iV(i83i),

f. Ural (mountains) -I- -ITE lab. Cf. F. ouralite\

'Pyroxene altered to amphibole* (Chester).
X835 Penny Cyel. III. 85/2 The uralitcs of [Professor G.]

Rose appear to be its natural consequence. 1849 Muhchison
Siluria App. C. 538 Hypersthene and diallage are partly
changed into urallte. z888 Rutley Rock-Forming Min. 180
The well-known paraniorphic conversion [of aiigite] into
hornblende, the result being termed Uralite.

b. Uralite-porphyry, -syenite', (see quots.).
X868_ Waits' Diet. Chem. V. 940 Uralite-porpliyry^ an

aphanite-porphyry occurring in the Ural, containing uralite,

and sometimes also crystals of labradorke. x888 CasselVs
Encycl. Diet. VII. 382 Uralite'Syenite, a variety of syenite
..which contains uralite,

Uralitic (yuorali-tik), a. A/in, [f prec. + -ic]
Of or pertaining to, containing or consisting of,

uralite,

xSijitr, Humboldt's Cosmos 1. 268 Melaphyre, Augitic,
Uralitic, and Oligoglassic [sic] Porphyry. X879 Rutley
Stud. Rocks xii. 218 A little hornblende occurs, which., is

generally of a uralitic character,

Uralium (yur^'liiJm). Med. [See Ural 2 and
-ii'M.] = Ural 2.

1889 Bfit. Med. Jrnl. 16 March 609/1 Gustavo Poppi, a
medical student of Bulo;;na, recently described . . the effects

of a new hypnotic, which he proposes to call * uralium*.
Ibid.y Uralium induces sleep more quickly, .than any other
known hypnotic X89X Lancet 3 Jan. 46/1 Uralium or
chloral-urethane..has recently been carefully tested.

XJralo- (yur^-l(7), combining form of UralI,
occurring in a few terms, as Uralo'Altaic ( = UralI
b); Uralo' Caspian, pertaining to or situated near
the Ural river and the Caspian sea ; Uralo-Finnic,
of or pertaining to the ethnically- allied Ural-
Altaic and Finnic peoples,
X867 Chambers* Encycl. IX. 670/1 The Uralo-Casplan

deserts, X876 J . B. M itchell Dates Sf Data 76 The Uralo-
Finnic dialects ofthe present day, /^V.77TheUralo-FinnIc
speaking people. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX, 219/2 It is main-
tained by some that the Finnic languages represent the
oldest formi among the Uralo-AItaic groups.

Uramil (yurae-mil). Chem, [G. uramil, f,

Uu-EA or Ur-ic a, -t- Am-monia (or -ium) -h -il -yl.]

Dialuramide; amido-barbituric acid ; murexan.
X839 R. D. Thomson in British Ann. 378 Uramil. 1841

Brands CA««._(ed. 5) 1381 Uramil.. a product of the decom-
position of thionuric acid. Ibid,., Uramil is soluble in
sulphuric acid. X878 C. M. Tidy Handbk. Mod. Client. 717
Boiling uramil and mercuric oxide in a weak solution of
ammonia.
Ura-mile. rare, [-ile.] = prec.

1843 T. Thomson Cliem. Animal Bodies 118 Uramlle is

soluble in potash ley. Ibid.., Tlie constituents of uramile.
x866 Odling Anim. Client. 137 Mesoxallc Mon-ureides
[include] Uramile.

Uramilic (yiwrami-lik), a. Chem. [f, Uramil
•\- -ic I b.] Obtained or derived from uramil,
Usu. uramilic acid.

X839 R, D. Thomson in British Ann, 382 UramiHc acid.
X84X Bhande Chem. (ed. 5) 1383 Uramilic acid forms soluble
crystallizable salts with ammonia, and with the fixed alkalis.

1856 \yATTS Xx.Gmelin's Handbk. Chem. X. 191 Uramilic
acid dissolves in cold nitric acid without evolution of gas.

Urau- (y08*ran), combining form of Uranite,
Uranium, occurring in a few terms, as uran-
atemuite, etc, (see quots,).

Cf. G. Uran*ochej; -oxyd, •vitriol ; F. uranochre,
1843 E. T. Chapman Min. 104 *Uranatemnite. (Pitch-

blende.).. 5k. black; no cleavage. 1843 /Vw^yCyc/. XXVI.
40/1 Carbonate of Uranium^ *Uran Bloom. 1805 Phil.
Trans. XCV. 348 If this mineral be the *Uran-glimmer
[ = uran-mica]. X837 Dana l\Iin. 246 Uranite. Uranalus
Quadratus, . .Chalcolite-Uranglimmer. x8i6jAMES0N.S|>'.r^
Min. (cd.a) III. 553 Uranium. This Order contains three
species, viz. Pitch-ore, *Uran-mIca, and Uran-ochre. X85S
Orrs Circ, Sci., Geol., etc. 548 Antunite.—Yellow Uranite,
Uran-mica, Phosphate of Uranium, x8ra Sir H. Davy
Chem. Philos. 424 Uranium.. may be procured from the
ores called Pechblende, and *Uranochre. 1855 Orr's Circ.
Set'., Geol., etc 506 Pechuran.—Pitch Blende, Uran Ochre,
..Oxide of Uranium. CX840 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI.
518/a Pitchblende. *Uran-pitch-ore. 18^ Ansted Elem,
Geol., Min,, etc § 492 Johannite, '^Uran vitriol, sulphate of
uranium.

Urana-lysis. Med. [f.UR-iNEj^.-i- Analysis.
Cf. Urinalysis.] Chemical analysis or examina-
tion of urine.

1894 C. W. PuRDY {titled. Practical Uranalysis and Urinary
Diagnosis.

Uranate (yua-ran/t). Chem. [f. Uran-ic +
-atkI I c, Cf, F. uranate."] A salt produced by
the action of uranic oxide upon a base,
X84J T. Graham Elem. Clum. 644 The alkaline and

earthy uranates. x868 JValts* Diet. Chem, V. 947 Uranate

URANICAL.
of Ammonium. . . Uranate of Barium, /iirf. 948 Uranate of
Zinc. 1878 C. M. Tidy Handbk. Mod. Chem. 337 Uranic
oxide can act botii as base and acid, forming in the latter
case the compounds called uranates.

Urang-utang, var. Oranq-odtano.
IITTrania (yurc'-nia). [L. Urania (the muse of

astronomy), ad. Gr. Ovfovia ' the Heavenly One',
fem. of oifavios heavenly, f. ovpavis heaven. Cf.
F. [/rank (Du Bartas) in sense i.]

1. As the title of a book or poem dealing with
celestial or astronomical themes, etc.
71614 Drummond of Hawth. Pccms 66 b, Vrania, or

Spirltuall Poems. 1615 J. Taylor (Water P.) title,

.•'',""''.,.?'' "'^ Heauenly Muse. i6zi Lady M. Wkoth
Utile), 1 he Countesse of Mountgomeries Urania. 1754 J.Hill {title), Urania: or, a compleat view of the Heavens.
1880- (tttlf), Urania; a Monthly Journal of Astrology,
Meteorology, and Physical Science.

2. Aslr. One of the planetoids or asteroids.
1865 Chambers' Encycl. VII. 577.

TTranian (yur^'nian), a.I [f. UuANl-A + -AN.]
1. Pertaining to or befitting heaven; celestial,

heavenly. (Freq. from f 1890.)
iSoo ToURNEUR Trans/. Metam. Ixxv, He bent his mind

to pure Vranian vses. 1610 A. Garden Bf. ElphinstOH
(Hunt. Ci.) 680 'I'hat concord, loue, and peace, ..Ar suirlie.

.

Uranian and Diuine. 1818 Shelley Prose Wks. (1880) III.
21 Surrounded by sculptures of divine workmanship, he
sees the earthly image of Uranian Love. 1854 S. Dobell
Balder xxiii. 90 That old Italian whose Uranian pride.
When his great prince had forfeited the skies, Built him
another heaven. 1893 F. Thompsok Poems 21 And parting
from her, in me linger on Vague snatches of Uranian
antiphon.

b. As a distinctive epithet of Venus (or Aphro-
dite) : Heavenly, spiritual. (Cf. the etym. note to
Pandemic.)
1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. III. 301 Genuine Liberty, offspring

of all-protecting Jove, and sister of Uranian Venus. 1847
Tennyson Princ. i. 239 O'er his [sc. Cupid's] head Uranian
Venus hung. 1904 L. Tracy liaiiibom Island viii, One
might almost fancy her ladyship the Moon appearing on
the scene as a Uranian Venus.
2. Pertaining, belonging, or dedicated to Urania.
1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Aifvts. fr. Farnass. II.

iii. (1674) 136 Euclidc.was set upon by some under the
Uranian Porch. i8ao Shelley Union's Spirit 2, 1 dreamed
that Milton's spirit rose, and took From life's green tree
his Uranian lute. 1885 Blackie Lett, to Wife (1909) 333, I

paid worship to the Uranian muse,

3. Of or pertaining to astronomy ; astronomical.
1761 Ann. Reg., Chron. 104/3 Crabtree, whom Horrox

had, by letter, invited to this Uranian banquet t= observing
the transit of Venus, 1630]. 183a Kbost Uille), Uranian
Guide i or, Outline Celestial Atlas. 1839 (Hroitdside title-f.),

Uranian Society is established for the advancement of
Astronomical Science.

ITranian (yur^'-nian), a.2 and sb. [f. Uran-us
+ -IAN.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the planet Uranus.
1844 Smyth Cycle Celestial Objects I. 205 The Uranian

astronomer must be well stationed for watching comets.
1866 Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens 263 The simultaneous
presence or absence of these bodies from the Uranian sky.
1870 Proctor Other Worlds than Ours vii. 167 During the
long Uranian year. 1885 Agnes Clerke Pop. Hist.Astron.
114 No further Neptunian or Uranian satellites can be
perceived.

B. sb. An inhabitant of Uranus.
1870 Proctor Other Worlds than Ours vii. 168 For up-
wards of 20 years . , the Uranians—if there are any—
never see the small Uranian sun. Ibid., The year of the
Uranians lasts 84 of our years.

t Uraniate. Chem. Obs. rare. [f. Urani-um
•(--ateI I c] A salt produced by the action of
uranium trioxide on a base.

182s T. Thomson First Princ. Chem. II. 30 The uraniate
of potash. Ibid, 37 The uraniate of barytes, when pure, is

a sesqui-uraniate. 1826 HenryAV^w/. Chem. I (. 81 '1 he de-
composition of uraniate of lead by exposing the anhydrous
salt, ignited, to hydrogen gas.

TTra'nlo,(7.i Alsoouranik. [{. L.uran-us,GT.
ovpav-6s heaven, + -10 i. Cf. med.L. iiranic-us.]

Astronomical, celestial.

?ci86oCarlyle(Webster), Drawing accurately hismeridian
line, on I know not what telluric or uranic principles. 1883
R. Brown Eridanus 44 There is another ouranik and
doubtless preconstellational stream, namely the Via Lactea.

Uranic (yuroe-nik), (7.2 Chan. [f. Uran-ium +
-ic I b. Cf. F. uraniqiie.'] Formed from, or related

to, the higher oxide of ur.inium.

1837 Dana ;!//«. 246 Uranic Ochre, Uranalus Ochrtuens.
i84a_ Francis Diet. Arts s.v., Uranic acid, peroxyde of
uranium, or the sesquioxyde of uranium. i8ti6 Koscoe
Elem. Chem. 203 The uranous salts are green, whilst "the

uranic compounds are yellow. 1868 Waits' Diet. Chem. V.
94a Uranic nitrate, or Nitrate of Uranyl. Ibid., Uranic
sulphate, or Sulphate of Uranyl. 1873 Ralfe Phys. Ckem.
iy6. I C.C. of the uranic oxide solution.

TJra'llio, a.-i Anthropol. [f. Gr. ou/xtf-os palate
(sky, etc.: see Urano-1) + -10 i.] Pertaining or
relating to tlie i>alatek Freq. uranic index.
1901 F. Russell in Amer. Anthrop. III. 38.

fUra'nical, a. Obs. [f. med. L. uranic-tts

celestial (cf. Uranic a.i) + -al.] a. Astronomical,
b. Astrologic.ll.

^ '595 J- Bi.AGRAVE Astrol. Uran. (title-p.). An Instru.
nient or generall Astrolabe, .called the Vntnicall Astrolabe.
1619 J. Bainbridce Descr. Late Comet 3 Tyclio Brahe, of
whose admirable Vranicall instruments many honourable wit-
nesses arc still suruiuing. 1716 M. DaviesA then, Brit. 1 1. 341
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URANICENTRIC. 452 TTRANOSCOPUS.
Captain Hally, whose method of taking Uranlcal Observa-
tions had been.. question'd. b. 1671 Salmon Sytu Med.
To Rdr. *^ The Uranical Precepts are more subtile and
pure; wliose Sublimity is Heaven it self. Ibiii. *s In our
Uranical Disquisitions, even through all the three Books.
XJraaioe-ntrio, a. rare-\ [f. Uban-us.]
Having Uranus as the centre.

186^ G. F. Chambers Astron, 152 Their \,sc. Uranus'
satellites] Uraniccntric motion is retrograde.

+ tTra-nics, sb. pi. Obs.~^ [See Ubanio a.i

and -10 2.] Astrological matters ; astrology.
1671 Salmon Syn. Med. To Rdr. *4b, So much as Spiritual

and Heavenly things exceed Natural and Earthy, so much
do the Uranicks exceed the Physicks.

Urani-diform, a. [f. mod.L. Uraniidx (see
def.).]

_
Having the form characteristic of the

Uraniidse, a family of lepidopterous insects.

«8S9 Ann. Rep. Smithsonian Instit. iSsS, J86 Uranidiform
larvae will be found possibly.. in Florida.
tr-ranile, obs. var. Uranyl. (Cf. -ile.)

•855 J- ScoFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sci., Cheiii. 484 Some
chemists regard sesquioxide of uranium as really the prot-
oxide of a radical termed uranile.

Uraninite (yurs-ninait). Min. [f. Uban-
lUM + -IN 1

: see -ITS 1 3 b.] Pitchblende.
1S79 /Iwr. Jmt. Sci. Ser XVIII. 1^3 The masses

contain in many cases, a nucleus of uraninite. 1897 L.
Fletcher Itttrod. Study Min. 89 Uraninite, or Pitch,
blende, consists almost entirely of oxygen and uranium.
Ura-nlous, var. Urakous a.

191a Archaeol. LXIII. 107 The uranious sand employed
by the ancient glass-maker.

Urani-soo-, comb, form of mod.L. uraiiiscus

(ad.Gr. oipaviaxos ' roof of the mouth ') , occurring in

a few medical and surgical terms, as uranisconilis,

-plastic, -plasty fcf. F. ttraniscoplastie\, -rraphy,

(1848- in medical diets., etc.)

Uranite (yu'Tanait). [a. G. tiranit (Klaproth

,

1 78g\ or F. uranile, f. Ukan-idm -i- -ite 12 b, 4.]

fl. Chem. = Uranium i. Obs.

1794 G. Pearson Table Chem. Nomencl. 20 One new
Metal, the Uranite, was discovered by Klaproth in 1790 \,sicX

1796 KiRWAN Etem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 301 Uranite.. is soluble
in the nitrous acid- iSai Ure Diet. Chem. ^ Min., Uranite
or Uraitium. a new metallic substance, discovered by the
celebrated Klaproth in the mineral called Pechblende.
2. Min. An ore or mineral comprised largely of

uranium, and consisting ofthe two varieties autunite
and torbemite.
1801 Paris as it was II. Ixix. 385 A collection of tin ore,

cobalt, uranite, &c. from Saxony. iBt^ A. AiKitt Mineralogy
(ed. 2) 138 Uranite, Uran glimmer /K.,.. occurs crystallized
in rectangular prisms and tables. 1839 Ure Vict. Arts
1263 A double phosphate of uranium and copper, called
green uranite, and uran mica, occurs in Cornwall. i8«6
RoscOE Elem. Chem. 203 Uranium . . existing combined in
two somewhat rare minerals, pitchblende and uranite.

Urani'tic, a. [f. prec. -f -ic] Of, pertaining
to, or containing uranite (or uranium).
_ 1796 KlRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 302 Uranitic Calx is

insoluble in alkalis. Ibid. 469 Crystals of uranitic vitriol.

1819 Branue /1/<i>i. Clicm. 26s The uranitic ore, called by
the Germans uranglimmer, is a hydrate ofthe yellow oxide.
1836 /^/^ (ed. 4) 733 The mineral called uranitic ochre is

generally considered as a hydrated peroxide.

XTraniam (yur<?i-niom). [mod.L. (Klaproth,
c 1 790), f. the name of the planet Uran-us -i- -ium.]

1. A rare, heavy, grayish metallic element, found
esp. in pitchblende and uranite.
In first quot. erron. identified \n^.\ipitclihlcnde.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 69t Uranium, a fossil
found .. in Saxony, and . . tn Bohemia, and is, by the miners,
called Peclitlend. 1805 Phil Trans. XCV. 348 The solution
. .contained oxide of uranium. 184a E. A. Parnell Chem.
Anal. i6g Both the peroxide and protoxide of uranium are
precipitated from their solutions by ammonia. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVI. 39/2 Uranium is very combustible !.. it burns
with a remarkably white and shining light. 1857 Miller
Elem. Chem., Org. x. § t. 592 Salts of uranium. 1868 Watts
Diet. Chem. V. 940 Peligot, in 1840, showed that the body
previously regarded as metallic uranium was really tlie prot-
oxide (UO): he likewise obtained the true metal. 1875
Vogel Chem. Light xvi. 267 Uranium itself is a rare metal
whose combinations play a great part in colouring materials.

b. attrib., esp. in the names of salts, ores, etc.,

as uranium acelale, nitrate, -ore, oxide, phosphate,
vitriol; also Comb., &%uranium-bearing, -prepared.
Various other examples appear in special or recent Diets.,

as nraniumbloom, -green, -ochre, -orange, -yellow (1868
lyatts- Diet. Chem. s.v.).

1837 Dana Min. 372 Pitchblende. Uranius amorphus.
Uncleavable Uranium.Ore. 1850 Watts tr. Cmelin's l/and-
bk. Chem. IV. 175 Monosulphate. Found native as Uraftium-
vitriol. i86j Calal. Intertiat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3054,
Developments of uranium.prepared papers. 1873 Ralfe
Phys. Chem. 237 The solution of Uranium Nitrate. 1890
Cagnev tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. 269 Uranium a;etate or
nitrate is added in solution. Ibiii., A solution of uranium
oxide.

2. ellipt. A solution of a salt or nitrate of
uranium. Chiefly attrib. and Comb.
1878 Abney Phciogr. 155 Printing with iron and uranium

compounds. 1890 Anthony's Plwtogr. Bull. III. 361 The
uranium intensifier. .in my own practice has proved the
simplest and best of all intensifiers. 189a Plioto^. Ann. II,
422 (iu-butt's Positive Films . . are amenable to uranium
toning. 1900 J. A. Hodges Pract. Enlarging xiiL (td. 4)
98 The appearance of a uranium-toned print.

Urauo-^ (yu'-rano), combining form of Or.
oipavos slcy, heaven(s), roof of the mouth, occurring

in : a. furano'gnosy (see quot.); urano'latry,
worship of the heavenly bodies ; \iranoma'nia,
-pathy, -photo'gxaphy, -photo'meter, -sco'p-

ian (a fish of the family Uranoscopidx), -theism
(see quots). b. uranostomato'soopy, examina-
tion of the hard palate and back of the mouth

;

also Uranoplastio a., -plasty.
a. A 1831 Bentham Logic App., Wks. 1843 VIII. 286/2
By *Ur.-inognosy, rather than Astronomy, may that branch
of Topography, taken in its largest sense, which remains
after the substraction of Geography be designated. 1877
W. H. Rule Oriental Kec, Mon. 6 *Uranolatry was grown
into a system, and the Chaldean or Babylonian astronomy
had become a science. 1890 Billings Med. Diet. 11. 723
* i/r<i«cwrt«/ir, monomania involving the idea of a divine or
celestial origin or connection ; a species of megalomania.
1868 W. Cory Lett, fijrnts. (1897) 246 That crenopathy and
*uranopathy. that yielding of outselves to running water
and to still clouds, a 1009 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr. 304
* UranO'photografihy, the photography of celestial spaces.

1876 Nature 21 Dec 170/1 The diffuse light of the sky.,
has recently been a subject of study by M. Wild,, .who has
endeavoured to measure it with a somewhat complicated
instrument devised by him and named a * *uranophotometer '.

c iZ^.Sir y. Richardson s Mus. Nat. Sci. II. 120/1 *Urano-
scopians, or Sky-gazers. 1801 Monthly Mag. XI. 646 *Urano-
theism, or the worship of sun, moon, thunder, and meteors.
b. a 189s MedicalNe7us XhlX. ^59 (Cent.), Phrenopathic

uranostomatoscopy. (Recent Diets, give uranoplegia,
•rrhaphy, -schists, -staphyloplasty, -staphylorraphy.)

U'rano-*, combining form of Uran-ium, occtir-

ring, usu. in the sense ' containing, composed or hav-
ing the structure of, uranium ', in various (chiefly

mineralogical) terms (some of which have little

or no real currency in the language, but are mere
borrowings from German sources), as urano-
ammonic, -chalcile, -circite, -niobate, -pkaite,

-phyllite, -pilile, -pissite, -sphxrite, -spinite,

-tantalijte, -thallite, -thorite, -til{e.

1850 NVatts tr. Gmelin's Handbk. Chem. IV. 184-5 Urano-
ammonic Carbonate, ., Urano-ammonic Sulphate. 1850
Ansted Geol.fy Min. 220. 1855 Orr's Circle Sci., Geot. 531.
1867 Brande & Cox Diet. Sci. III. 905. 1868 Dana jUin.
1868 IVatts' Diet. Chem. V. 186, 949. 1883 Encycl. Brit.
XVI. 407, 425, 427. 1896 Chester Diet. Min. 278-9.

Urauography (yu»ran(>-grafi). Also 7-8 (9)
ourano-. [ad. Gr. ou/)ai/o7/xi<^ta: see Urand- 1 and
-GRAPHV. Cf. F. (1762) uranographie, Sp. and Pg.
urattografia.'\

1 1. A description of heaven. Obs. rare.

1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. v. i. 189, I found the Canaan by
him described no Geography, but (juranography, no earthly
truth, but mysticall prediction. 1710 B.J ESKsi^rV/^), Ourano.
graphy;_ or. Heaven opened. The Substance of Cardinal
Bellarmine's Five Books concerning the Eternal Felicity
of the Saints.

2. Tlie science of describing or delineating the
sidereal heavens ; a description or delineation of
the stars. Also iransf.
a. 1S75 Sherburne Manilius' .Sphere a ii. Constellations

..arc distinguished into propbane and Sacred Figures or
Morphoses, according to the different Uranography of the
Antient Ethnicks. 1699 Howe Redeemer's Dominion Wks.
1724 II. 85 When our Lord is said to have ascended far
above all Heavens, .. whose Uranography (will suffice] to
describe how far that is? 1715 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 310
From hence did he \_sc. Hevelius] deduce his Uranography
or Tables of all the Stars. 1833 Herschel Astron. 159
So in uranography, any conspicuous star may be selected
as an initial point._ 1890 .Scieiu:e-Gossip XXVI. 102/1 An
Uranography, or briefdescription of the constellations visible
in the Northern Hemisphere . . illustrated by star maps.

_
p. 1684 in Birch Hist. Royal Soc. (1757) IV. 272 The

ingenious Mr. Hooke, in his animadversions on Hevelius's
ouranography. 1881 tr. Verne's Fur Country 17 He had
rendered great services to ouranography.
Hence Uxano'grapher, one who practises or

studies uranography ; tTrano^ra'phic(al adjs., of
or ]5ertaining to uranography ; Urano-grraphist,
= Uranographer.
x686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. xi. 316 He is as great as the

Greatest *Uranographer can makehim. 1861 G.F.Chambers
Astron. 313 Many of the above smaller constellations are.

,

rejected bymodcrn uranographers. tfisir.Gregory's Astron.
I. 310 These *Uranographic Schemes of the Constellations
are delineated in Piano. 1855 Taltis's Crystal Palace 1 1.

245 Detouche and Houdin ( France) exhibited a uranographic
apparatus. 188a R. Buown La7u Kosinic Order 52 A re-

markable conical black Babylonian Stone, ,, which, though
not strictly zodiacal, is certainly uranographic in character.
1833 Herschel .^j/r<?«. 179 The "uranographical effect of
aberration. 1844 •^- Brit. Rev. I. 394 His whole stores of
ouranographical and astronomical knowledge. i86x G. F.
Chambers Astron. 273 The determination of the exact urano-
graphical position of a star. 1731 Bailey (vol. II), "^Ourano.
graphist, . .an astronomer, or one who describes the heavens.
i8iaSoUTHEY Omniana II. 142 The great Swedish Ourano-
graphist {sc, .Swedenborg], whose discoveries were not always
confined to heaven.

TJra-nolite. rare. [See Urako-1 a and -lite.]

An aerolite or meteoric stone.

181S Monthly Mag. XXXIX 299 The name of uranolite
has long appeared to me to be better suited to bodies.,
which tend towards the earth through that boundless space
in which the stars move, i860 Worcester (citing Hutton).
So XTra'noUth. [-lith.]

1889 C. A. Young Gen, Astron. xviii. 430 The pieces which
fall from it arc called . , uranoliths (heaven-stones), or simply
meteoric stones.

Urano'logy. Also 9 ouran-. [See URANO-la
and -(o)LOGY. Cf. Pg. uranologia.]

1. The study of the sidereal heavens ; astronomy.
*73S B- Martin Philos. Gram, lo Cosmology or Uranology

..treats of. .the Universe in general, and particularly of our
solar System. Ibid. 107 Of Uranology, or the Doctrine of
the heavenly Bodies.^ 1740 — liibl. Techn. xvii. 325 Uran-
ology.. may be considered under the following branches:
Heliography i. . Astrograpby. 1791 SiBLY Occult Sci. I. 53
Uranology is a science which treats of the natural body of
Heaven. 1816 Bentham C/irestom. Table, Wks. 1843 VIII.
13/1 Acquaintance with Uranology, more frequently termed
Astronomy.

b. A treatise or discourse on the sidereal heavens
;

a system of astronomy.
1736 Bailey (folio) Pref., 41. i/ra«o/«p)», .. a Treatise or

Discourse of the.. celestial Regions and the Bodies in them
contained. 1854 Owen in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I.

261 One must not strive to make an ouranology out of a
system of metaphysics.

2. Doctrine as to heaven. rarg~'*.
]866 Reader No. 170. 317/1 Angelology and uranology.
So f TTrano-loger, an astronomer ; TT rano-

lo'^cal a., of or pertaining to uranology.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. i. 129 'the Words of that

great Uranologer John Kepler. 1816 Bentham Chrestom.
5S Uranological Geography. 1851 tr. Humboldt's Cosmos
III. 29 The uranological portion of the physical description
of the world. Ibid., The uranological . . domain of the
Cosmos.

tUranomancy. Obs.-'^ [See Urano- i a and
-MANCY.] Divination by the stars ; astrology.
165^ G. Stahkey Helmont's Vind. 16 All other natural

practical Arts, as Geometry, Astronomy, Uranomancy,
Geography, Arithmetick, and the like.

II
UTanometria. [mod.L. uranometria (Bayer,

1603).] = Uranometry.
1881 Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 700 Uranometria of the

Southern Heavens. i88s Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 841/1 Sir
John [Herschel].. did not go on to the formation of a com-
plete ' uranometria '.

Uranome-trical, a. rarer-'^. [See next and
-ical.] Relating or pertaining to uranometry.
165a Charleton Darin. Atheism Dispelled 327 The

simple and demonstrable Uranometrical observations and
Axioms of Antiquity.

Uranometry. [ad. mod.L. uranometria
Uranometria: see Urano-1 a and -metry. Cf.

F. (1776) uranomitrie, Sp. and It. -metria.']

1. A work descrijitive of the heavens and esp. the
fixed stars, showing or recording their magnitudes,
relative positions, etc.

171S tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 310 He says that Bayer, who,
in his Uranometry, attempted the contrary, thoughtlesly
inverted all the Stars. 1870 Newco.mb & Holden Astron.
435 The uranometries of. . Heis and Gould give the lucid
stars, .laid down on maps. 1898 W. Peck Observer's Atlas
Pref.,Thanks to the various modern Uranometries,. .accurate
maps of the star sphere can now be produced.

2. The measurement of the real or apparent
distances of heavenly bodies.

1793 SiBLY Occult Sci. I. 53 Uranometry.. is a science that
points out the magnitude, measure, and motion of the
heavens. 1849 Herschel Outl. Astron. 71 The problems
of uranometry . . consist in the solution of a variety of
spherical triangles. 1883 C. Pritchard in Alem. R. Astron.
Soc. XLVII. 367 The aims of these observers have not been
especially directed to Uranometry'.

tTTanoplastic, sb. and a. [f. Uranoplasty
f -10 2.] a. sb. pi. = Uranoi'lasty. b. adj.

Of or pertaining to uranoplasty.
a. i86x Medical^ Times 20 July 70/1 He had the oppor-

tunity of performing uranoplasties on a patient, b. 1890
Billings Med. Diet. s.v. 1903 Med. Record 30 Way 884
(Cent. Suppl.).

Uranoplasty. Surg. [a. F. uramplastie: see

Urano- 1 b and -plasty.] Plastic surgery of the

hard palate.

1846 Bkittan tr. Malgaignc's Man. Oper. Surg. 370
Uranoplasty...The ligatures being placed as in Staphylo-
plasty, . . the operator detaches . . the layer of soft parts.
i86a N. Syd. Soc. Ycar.Bk. Med. 248 Uranoplasty by
detachment of the Mucous-peritoneal Covering of the Palate.
1872 Cohen Dis. Throat 200 (An] operation of uranoplasty
for cleft of the hard palate.

t Ura-noseope. Obs. [a. F. (t6th c) urano-,
ottraiioscope : see Uranoscopus.] =URANOscopua.
i59» Sylvester Du Bartas (1605) I. v. 232 Th' Vraiiiio.

scope [margin Vrano-Scopus], so, hid in mud, doth put
Out of his gullet a long limber gut 1753 Chambers' Cycl
Suppl. s.v. Trachinus, This is the uranoscope, or Trachinus
of authors, called also callionymus. Artedi.

UranoaoO'pio, a. rare. [f. Gr. oupafoffKoir-o!

observing the heavens.] a. Pertaining to the study

of the heavens, b. Directed towards the heavens.
1816 Bentham Chrestom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 86 Uranoseopic

Physiurgics has for its single-wordedsynonym the adequately
expressive appelative Astronomy. 1854 Eraser's Mag. I«

203 Till his uranoseopic eyes warn him that the .. fishes .

.

are within gulp of his open sepulchre of a throat.

II Urano'SCOpns. Jchlh. Also 6 -ascapos,
-osoopos. [L. Uranoscopus, or ad. Gi.ovpavoaKovoi:
see prec] = Star-gazer 2.

a. 1584-7 Greene Carde of Fancie Wks. (Gtosart) IV.
143 The Fish called Vranascapos. 1594 T. B. La Prituaud.
Fr. Acad. 11. 532 One fish. . hath the eyes set in the top of the
head, and therefore it is called by the Grascians vranoscopos.
p. 1591 [see Uranoscope]. Ii6»3 Cockeram Eng. Diet.

III. Hence in Phillips.) 1753 C/ifi>«i5i'ri'C)'</. Suppl. s.v.,

Thesituationof theeyesof the Uranoscopus. i774<!ioLDSM.
Nat. Hist. VI. 306 The Uranoscopus,.. ths mouth flat; the
eyes on the top of the head:..an inhabitant of the Mediter-
ranean Sea. 1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. IV. 1. 130 The Weever



URANOSCOPY.
was by Artedi considered as not generlcally distinct from
the Uranoscopus. 1854 Badham Halieut. 127 The name of
this fish, uranoscofius, or 'sky-gazer *, is derived from the
position of the eyes, which are singularly planted on the
crown of the head,

tJranoscopy. rare. Also ourano- £ad. mod.
Gr. ovpavoffKoiria: see jirec, and -y \ Cf. It. urano-
scopia.'] (See quots.)

J1656 Blount GhssogT., Uranoscopy, (Gr.) a speculation or
view of the Heavens. (1658- Phillips, Bailey, and later

Diets.] x68i R. WiTTiE Oupai-oufcon-ta, etc. 73 Of which I

have been discoursing more at large in my Ouranosco/iy, or
SuT-i'cy ofthe Heavens,

Urano'SO-, combining form of Uranous a.,

occurring in a few chemical terms, as uranoso-
ammonio, •potassic, -uranic.
1850 Watts tr. GmelitCs Handbk.Chem.W.iZi-j Uranoso-

uranic oxide, . . uranoso-ammonic Carbonate, . . uranoso-
ammonic sulphate, ..uranoso-potassic Sulphate. x868 —
Did. Clietn. ¥.941 Pitchblende.. consists ofimpure uranoso-
uranic oxide. Ibid, 946.

UranonS (yua-ranos), a. Chetn. [f. Uran-ium
+ -OUS c Cf. F, ttrafuux.l

1, Formed from or related to the lower oxide of
uranium.
x84a T. Graham E/evt. Chem. 643 The uranous sulphate

yields, by evaporation, green prismatic crystals. 1866
RoscoE^ Elcm. Chem. 203 There are two oxides which form
salts, viz., uranous oxide, UO, and uranic oxide, U3O3.
1868 Watts^ Diet. Chem. V. 942 Uranous Bromide. Ibid.^

Uranous chloride. 189^ G, S. Newth Inorg. Chem. 617
Uranium dioxide, .yielding the unstable uranous salts, such
as uranous sulphate.

2. Of or pertaining to, typical of, uranium.
1878 Abnev Photogr. 159 This is reduced to the uranous

state by the action of light in the presence of organic matter.

Uran-outang, obs. f. Obang-oltang.
•853 J. Gumming Scripture Reading Genesis ii. 18 The

absurdity of supposing such a similarity between . .an uran>
outang and man.

Uranus (yOs-ranys). Astr. [a. L. Oranusj a.

Gr Ovpavos husband of Gaea (Earth) and father of
Cronos (Saturn).] The most remote but one of the
planets, situated between Saturn and Neptune.
Discovered in 1781 by Sir Wm. Herschel, who named it

'the Gcorgium sidus*, 'the Georgian planet'. The name
Vranus was first proposed by Bode, in conformity with other
planetary names from classical mythology,
180a O. Gregorv Treat. Astron, 138 By some astronomers

it is called Herschel, in honour of the discoverer ; though
among almost all foreigners, it has acquired the name of
itranius (sicl, which it is likely to retain. 183a Encycl.
Metrop. (1845) III. 498/1 Both these appellations are, how-
ever, now nearly become extinct, that of Uranus being
almost universally adopted, i860 Olmsted Mech, Heavens
2f}j Uranus was the remotest known planet.., until the
discovery of.. Neptune.

Uranyl(yu9Tanil). Chem, [f. Uban-ium + -yl.]

A radical (UOj) held to exist m many compounds
of uranium.
1850 Watts tr. G$neUn*s Handbk. Chem. IV. 181 Chloride

of uranyK 1863 — Diet. Chem. I. 797 Carbonate of
Uranyl and Ammonium. Ibid., Uranyl, U'O^ is a diatomic
radicle which may be sjpposed to exist in the uranic salts,

c.g. uranic nitrate. 1884 Frankland & Japp Inorg. Chem.
708 Salts in which the dyad radical uranyl (U"02) plays the
part of a dyad metal.

b. Uranyl chloride,oxide^ phosphate y salts', (see

quots.).

1865 Mansfield Salts 285 The so-called 'Uranyl' Salts
of Peligot, supposed to be of the form U2O2. 1878 C. M.
Tidy Handbk. Mod. Chem. 337 Uranic oxide (sesquioxide)
or Uranyl oxide. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 7/2 Solutions
of uranyl salts (nitrate, &c.). i9Si Casseifs Encyct. Diet.
VII. 384 i^/'awyAc/i/^rrrfif, Uranic-oxychloride. x^^Amer.
Jrnl. Set. Ser. iv. XVI. 237 The filtering of a precipitate of
ammonium uranyl phosphate through a Gooch crucible.

Hence TTranylic a, (See -ic i b.)

x88f Frankland & Japp Inorg. Chenu 708-711 UranyUc
chloride, . . bromide, . . fluoride, . . nitrate, . . sulphate, . . pyro-
sulphate, ..sulphide.

II Urao (urav). Min. [Native name. So F.
tirao^ = Trona,
1839 Ure Did. Arts 1263 Urao, is the native name of a

sesquicarbonate of soda found at the bottom of certain lakes
in Mexico. 1863 Watts' Diet. Chem. I. 796 Tetrasodic
Carbonate or Sesquicarbonate of SoiUum.. occurs.. as urao
at the bottom of a lake in Maracaibo, South America. s8^
>4w/<r, A^rt/.XXlII.8i4 The composition of urao, a mineral
. .from Venezuela.

||1Trari(ura*ri). Also iirary, urare ; ourari,
oorara. [See Curare, and cf, Uuali, Oorali,
WooKAiJ.] (See quots. 1859, 1866.)
o. 1838 in Annals Nat. Hist. (1841) VII. 417 The whole

of the Urary is poured by degrees through the small funnel.

1876 Daily News zi June 3 The prohibition of the use of
urari as an ansesthetic.

p. 1859 A S. TAvrxjR On Poisons (ed. z) 771 The poison
known underthe name of. .Woorali, Oorara, and Curara, 1866
Treas. Bot. 1106 Stryehnos toxi/era s.Uoy'\c\ds a frightful

poison called Ourari. ., employed by the natives of Guiana.

b. attrib» and Conib., as urari-house^ -maker,
poison \ urari bark, bark of the urari plant,
Strychnos toxifera,

838 in Annals Nat. Hist. (1841) VII. 416, 1 was fortunate
enough in purchasing a quake or basket of Urary bark.
Ibid., The much-famed Urary poison. Ihid. 417 Other fire

than that made by the Urary*maker is not allowed to come
under the roof of the Urary-house. 1841 Ibid. 41$ The pure
bark of the Urari plant, Strychnos toxifera. iSiSa Miller
Elem. Chem.^ Org. (ed. 2) 503 *1 he Urari or woorara poison
of South .\merica.
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II
TTra'Ster. [a. mod.L. urasler (Agassiz).] The

common star-fish, Asterias rubens.
1863 Intell. Observer Nov. 251 The commoner Urasters,

found everywhere between tide-marks, are examples of the
Sve-raycd form.

\\ Urat»mia. Path. [mod.L., f. Urate + Gr.
aXfio. blood.] A morbid condition due to accumula-
tion of urates in the blood. Cf. Uk.emia.
1897 Allbutt's Syst.Med. III. 162 A condition which may

be termed urataemia prevails.

Urate (yoe-r^t). Chem. Also urat. [a. F.
urate : see Ur-ic a. and -ate lie] A salt pro-
duced by the action of uric acid on a base.
1800 tr. Lagrangts CItem. II. 404 The urate of potash

may be decomposed by the muriatic acid. 1811 Henry in
Manchester Soc. Mem. (1813) II. 403, I have examined the
properties of tach mdividual urate. l8a6 — Etem. Cliem.
1 1. 462 Uric acid, urate of ammonia, and phosphate of lime.
1844 G. Bjrd Urin. Deposits 88 Uric acid and urates may
occur m great abundance in the urine, i860 Tanner Clin.
Med. (ed. 2) 330 Being made up of urates of lime, magnesia,
soda.
attrib. 1877 HuxLEV Anat. Imi. Anim. vii. 441 The

granules, .probably consist of urate of ammonia (KOlliker).
Hence the cells of the layer which contain them are termed
by Schulze the 'urate cells'. 1886 Bucli's Handbk. Med.
^ci. II. 258/2 Urate concretions, .are especially common as
renal calculi in children. 1890 F. Taylor Man. Pract.
Med. (1891) 924 Urate deposits in gout.

XTratic (ynnetik), a. [f. prec. + -ic I b.] Of or
pertaining to, containing or consisting of, a urate or
urates. Vratk diathesis: (see quot. 1885).
1876 Bristowe Th. ff Pract. Med. 618 Scanty urine with

abundant uratic deposit, [bid. 885 These results being due
..to uratic infiltration. 1885 Encyd. Brit. XVIII. 388/2
The peculiar liability from uric acid is sometimes called the
uric-acid or uratic diathesis or constitution. 1897 Brit. Med.
Jrnt. 27 March 769 Uratic crystals forming only in necrosed
and never in healthy tissues.

II UratO'sis. Path. [f. as prec- + -OSIS.] A
morbid condition of health resulting from the
deposit of urates in the tissues or fluids of the body.
1890 Sir W. Roberts in Lancet 29 Nov. 1162/1 He ven-

tured to suggest that uratic precipitation, .should be known
by the name of 'uratosis'. i8j7 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II.

981 He [Sir Wm. Roberts] believes that both the gouty
diathesis and lead poisoning have the same tendency (for
which he has coined the word' uratosis 'j toprecipitatecrystal.
line urates in the tissues or fluids of the body. Ibid. III.
167 Uratosis cannot occur, so far as is known, without co-
existing uratajniia.

tUraB^ht. Anglo-Irish. Obs. Alsouriaght.
[a. Irish otreacht faction, party, clan.] An Irish

petty chief.

iSSis Treaty^se] 0/Iretand'm MS. Bodl. Add. c 39 fol. 49b,
Mi^Guyer is one of Oneills Uraughts. Ibid., Ochan is chefe
of Oiieylls Uraughts. i6ai Q. Eliz. Let. in Moryson Itin.
(1617)11.201 If our Armes must be accompanied with any.,
mercy, rather to iniploy the same in receiuing the secondary
members and Vriaghts from him. 1603 Ibid. 280, 1 doe
absolutely renounce all challenge or intermedling with the
Vriaghts . . or exacting any blacke rents of any Vriaghts (or
bordering Lords).

Urban (uJban), a. and sb. [ad. L. urban-us
(whence It., Sp., Pg. urbano), f. urb-s city. Rare
before the 19th cent. ; cf. ne-xt.]

A. adj. 1, Pertaining to or characteristic of,

occurring or taking place in, a city or town.
1619 A. Garden Bf. Elfhinston (Hunt. CI.) 2239 Vrban

and tunishe[ = townish) turns, Or for the land's effairs,..

his wit Him fit for all declairs. C1770 Erskine in Encycl.
Brit. II. 912 Predial servitudes are divided into rural servi-
tudes, or of lands ; and urban servitudes,orof houses. i8at
Lamb Elia i. Valentine's Day, I include all urban and all

rural sounds. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. iii. 42 It is

contended that urban labour is engrossing, unhealthy, and
demoralising. i867\V. L. Newman in Quest. Reformed Pari.
131 ITie progressive forces of urban and agricultural life.

1877 Gladstone Glean. (1879) I. 157 We.. are apt to say
that the influence ofmoney, .is a considerable element in the
strength of urban Toryism.

b. Constituting, forming, or including a city,

town, or burgh, or part of such.
1841 W. Spalding Italy /, It. Isl. II. 309 One uniform

system of municipal government, embracing all districts,
rural as well as urban. 1867 A. O. KUTSON Ess. Reform 297
The activity of mind and the zeal for improvement which
belong to urban constituencies. 187a Act 35-36 Vict. c. 79
§ 3 Such urijan and rural sanitary districts. 1888 Bryce
Amer. Commw. II. Ixi. 433 A 'town* in New England. .is

a rural and not an urban area. 1894 .^c/ 56-57 Vict.c.7^
821 Urban sanitary authorities shall be called urban district

councils, and their districts shall be called urban districts.

2. Exercising authority, control, supervision, etc.,

in or over a city or town.
Used by Howell in place of his usual urbane,
1651 Howell Venice 16 All Magistrats are either Urban

or Forren, viz. of Town or Countrcy. a 1704 T. Brown
Walk Lotid. ff IVestm. ^yks. 1720 III. 317 The pathetick
Harangue of that Urban Magistrate a R—r. 1815 J. C.
HciKHOusR Substance Lett. (1816) II. 17 The national guard
of Paris, . . that urban guard whose patriotism and approved
zeal [etc.). 187a Act 35-36 Vict. c. 79 § 4 Urban sanitary
authorities shall be the several bodies of persons specified
(etc.). 1886 Etuycl. Brit. XX. 145/2 The Urban Quaestors.

b. Residing, dwelling, or having property in

a city or town.
1837 C. LoFFT Self-formation I. 40 His urban, or sub-

urban brother, the man of the multitude, the unit of the mob.
1849 Alison Hist. Eur. I. ii. 225 Government has ..found
a counterpoise to the vehemence of urban democracy. 1873
Morlev Struggle Nat. Educ. 95 The brutalising lives that
are led by the rural and urban poor in their crowded hovels.

URBANITY.
1889 spectator 14 Dec 834 How do they justify the absorp-
tion ofthe increment of value from urban landholders atone ?

B. sb. One who belongs to or lives in a town
or city,

1891 Cent. Did. Also in recent use (1922),

Hence U'rbanism, urban character. [Cf. F.
urbanisme^
1889 Universal Rev.^ Oct. 210 The local colour or detail, the

sentiment or the social life, the provincialism or urbanism
of the story.

Urbane (»ib^i-n), a. [ad. F. urbain (14th c),
or L. urban-US Urban a. For the difference, in
form and stress, between urban and urbane^ cf.

human and humane.']
1. Ofor pertaining to, characteristic of or peculiar

to, a town or city. Now arch, or Obs,
>533 Bellenden Livy i. xx. (S.T.S.) I. 114 Siclike vrbane
& civil laubouris. /bid. v. v. 1 1. i6i Thus had al J)e romane
tentis almaist bene replete of seditioun vrbane. 1570 Lkvins
Manip. i^ Vrbane, vrbanus, 1607 R. CtARKwJ tr. Estienne's
IVorld IP Olid. 233 They see greater cunning and dcxteritie,
and a more ciuill and vrbane kind of life. 1681 Stair
Inst. Law Scot. xvii. 343 Negative Urbane Servitudes, do
chiefly concern the light view or prospect of Tenements. 1788
Trijier No. 26. 344 In the simple beauty of the country the
once wealthy merchant of Bassora lost the recollection of
urbane magnificence. 1809-14 Wokdsw. Excurs. viii. 71
A poor brotherhood who walk the earth,.. Raising, .savage
life To rustic, and the rustic to urbane.

fb. Exercising jurisdiction over, dwelling or
residing in, a town or city, Obs.
1651 Howell Venice 16 Among the Urbane or Cittie Magi-

strals the Judges are rankd. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 373
M. /Emilius, the urbane praitor. 1658 J. Harrington
Oceana Introd. B j b, The Urbane Tribes of Rome consisting
of the Turbaforensis [etc.]. x68i H. Nevile Plato Rediv. 61
The Rustik Tribes being twenty seven, and the Vrbane nine.

C. Following the pursuits, having the ideas or

sentiments, characteristic of town or city life.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. htd. .V P. 54 The Citizens are urbane,
being trained up to Commerce. 1870 Lowell Study Wind.
(1871) 177 The same combination of circumstances produced
B^ranger, an urbane or city poet.

2. Having the manners, refinement, or polish

regarded as characleristic of a town ; courteous,
civil; also, blandly polite, suave.
1623 Cockeram 1, Vrbane.^ ciuill, courteous. 1656 Blount

Glossogr,, Urbane,, .civil in curtesie,. .pleasant in behaviour
and talk. 1796 T. Hoixroft tr. Siolberg's Trav. Ixii. I. 483
The urbane youth.. gave due praise to the country of Mene*
laus. _t8a7 Lytton Felham xv, We took advantage of our
acquaintance with the urbane Frenchman to join his party.
X873 Dixon Two Queens IV. 139 In Eustace Cbapuys,
master of requests, he had a man of law,., urbane, alert, un-
scrupulous. x88a Stevenson Mem. ff Portr. xl (1887) 170,
I feel never quite sure of your urbane and smiling coteries.

b. Characterized by urbanity, courtesy, or polite-

ness.

1679 Marg. Mason Tickler Tickled 2 To treat a Lady of
Mrs. Ellen Rigby's Quality, with the name of Bitch-Fox,.

.

is not at all Urbane. 1800 W. Tooke Cath. II, HI. 105 h., A
man remarkable for his talents and urbane manners. xBia
W. Irving Alhambra II. 289 His manners were gentle,

affable, and urbane. x86o W. Collins IVom. in White II.

279 Stepping forward in the most urbane manner. 1871
Browning Balaust. 1839 To guests, a servant should not
sour-faced be, But do the honours with a mind urbane.

3. Refined in expression
;
politely expressed,

x8o6 W. L. Bowles Pope's IVks. I. 298 The latter part of
it Isc. an epistle] is certainly urbane, elegant, and unaffected.

1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 139 We miss the point,

the compactness,and above all the urbane tone ofthe original.

Hence Urba'nely adv, ; Un^aneuess (Bailey,

1727).
x8aa Monthly Rev. XCVIL 540 This taste is so finely

polished and so urbanely expressive, x88i ' Rita* My Lady
Cogjtette xiii^'Iamgoingiothe wood,'he answers urbanely.

Urbanist. [f. the Papal name Urban (see

defs.) + -1ST. Cf. F. Urbanisie in sense 2,]

1, An adherent of Pope Urban VI (1378-89), the

opponent of anti-pope Clement VH. rare,

X523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxxx. 305 b, All the

fiemynges be as good Urbany»tes as we be, 1855 Milman
Lat. Clir. VI. 17 As Clement's party drew back, the Urban-
ists took up the cry.

2. A nun of a branch of the Poor Clares, follow-

ing the rule as mitigated by Pope Urban IV in 1 264.
1687 Mi^GE Gt, Fr. Diet., Urbanistes,.. Yrhanhts, a sort

of Nuns. 1756-^ A. Butler Lives Saints, B. Colette^ She
..took the habit of. .the mitigated Clares, or Urbanists.
1806 Archaeot. XV. 93 They were also called Urbanists,
from Pope Urban IV, who riiitigated the rigour of their rules

as originally drawn up by St. Francis. 1&B4 Catlwlic Did.
667/1 The order [of nuns of St. Clare] was thus divided into

two branches, the larger being known by the name of
Urbanists, the latter by that of Clarisses.

Urbanity (z^jhse-niti). [a. P". urbanity ( 1 3-1 4th

c), or ad. L. urbdnitat-, urbdnitds^ f, urbdnus
Ubban a, Cf. It. urbanity, Sp. urbanidad^ Pg.

urbanidade^
1. The character or quality of being urbane

;

courtesy, refinement, or elegance of manner; refined

or bland politeness or civility.

In frequent use since c 1825.

'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 328 Ane man he wes
of greit vrbanitie, 1547 Boorde Brev. Health (1557) Prol.,

Egregious doctours, . . of your Urbanilie exasperate not youre
scTfe agaynst me. a\^A R. Edwards Damon ff Pithias
(1906) 46 A right courtier is virtuous, gentle and full of ur-

banity. x6o6 Brvskett Civ. Life 245 The meaiie which
teacheth the tempering of those exce:>ses, called the vertue
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of Vrbanitie, a Latine name, which in English we cannot
better. 1693 Drvden Juvenal (1697) p. Ixii, His Urbanity,
that is, his Good Manners, are to be commended. 17x3
Guardian No. 36 P 11 The Virtue called Urbanity by the

Moralists, or a Courtly Behaviour. 1746 Gentl. Siag. 7/2
Urbanity is a certain impres.sion of politeness and goodness,

which appears in the nitnd, conversation and sentiments of

a person. 1777 W. Daurvmplk Trav. Sp. ff Port, vii, He
was all urbanity and good humour. 1814 Scott Wav. xi,

If you have no respect for the laws of urbanity. 1849
Macaui.av Hist. Eftg. iv. I. 439 That e.xquisite urbanity, so

often found potent to charm away the resentment of a justly

incensed nation. 1878 Pater CA//t/i« //cmj*.' (1894) 15 Akind
of comeliness and dignity, an urbanity literally, in modes
of life, which he connecteid with the pale people of towns.

trans/. 1616 J. Lane Contn. Sgr.'s T'. ix. 152 Cambuscan
..eyenge Giant Horbills iollite, rann at his tassant plumes
vrranitie.

b. Const, ^(manners, etc.)

1793 V. Knox Let, Vng, Nobleman v, Wks. 1824 V. 10 You
cannot read and taste his beauties, without improving your
urbanity of manners. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Cnnierb. T. \\. 129
From the moment they quitted France, urbanity of manners
vanished. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 258 The late Dr. Purcell,

..whose urbanity of manners.. will long be remembered,
x8i6 Scott Old Mart, xxxv, The gentleness and urbanity
of his general manners.

C. pi. Civilities, courtesies.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. i. vi. 23 The passages
of societie and daily urbanities of our times. xSaa Galt
Provost xlii. There is a surprising difference, in regard to the
urbanities in use among those who have not yet come to

authority. 1866 Fklton Anc. ^ Mod. Gr. W. v, 71 In the
urbanities of social life,-. Athens was without an equal,

without a second.

1 2. Conversation characteristic of well-bred

townspeople ; cheerful, witty, or pleasant talk

;

polished wit or humour, Obs.
a 1566 R. Edw.^rds Damon 4- Pilhias (1571) B i b, Then

grudge not at all, if in my behauiour, I make the Kinge
mery, with pleasant vrbanitie. 1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions
xxi, 214 Men are delighted . , with Elegancies,Tests,Vrbanity,

and Flowers of wit. 1656 E. Reyner Rules Govt. Tongue 22-^

U^e Recreational speeches ; . . this is urbanity,or pleasantness
of speech. 1693 Dryden Juvenal (1697) p. liv. Moral Doc-
trine, says he, and Urbanity, or well-manner'd Wit,..con-
stitute the Roman Satire.

3. The state, condition, or character of a town
or city; life in a city ; town-life.

In freq. use from c 1898.

X549 Compl. ScotL vi. 43 Tha detestit vrbanite, and desirit

to lyue in viUagis. 1789 Belsham Ess. I. xvti. 338 The
serenity, the elegance and urbanity of Paris. 1877 R. Mar-
tineau tr. GoldziJur's Mythol. Heh. iv. 85 This trait of
glorification of the old-fashioned Beduin-llfe, to the dis-

paragement of the free urbanity of the townsmen. 1898
Maitland Township ,5- Borough 13 A difference between.

.

urbanity and rusticity. 1900 A. Jessopp in Birm. Weekly
Post 14 April 5/3 A glimpse of the world of streets and the
docks and the seamy side of ' urbanity '.

n^rliaxLiza'tioii. [f. next + -ation.] The
process of investing with an urban character ; the

condition of being urbanized.
Freq., esp. in journalistic use, since 1904.

s888 Advance (Chicago) 8 ^iar, 152 One of the most re-
markable characteristics of the time is 'the urbanization of
the country '. 190^ Pari. Rep. Comm. Phys. Degeneration
16 The 'urbanization' of the population cannot have been
unattended by consequences prejudicial to the health of the
people.

Urbanize (i>ibanaiz), v, [f. Urbane or Urban
a. + -IZE, or (in sense a) ad. F. urbaniser (1873).
Of. Pg. urbanisar in sense i.]

1. trans. To render urbane or civil ; to make
more refined or polished.
164a Howell For. Trav. (.\rb.) 14 Those more refined

Nationsj whom Learning and Knowledge did first Vrbanize
and polish. 1785 Hist. ^ Antiq, York II. 2 In order to
cultivate a better Understanding of human Nature amongst
them, and urbanize their savage Disposition.

2. To make of an urban character ; to convert or

transform into a city.

Freq. in journalistic use since c 1900.

188^ [see the ppl. a.]. 1888 Boston (Mass.) Jrnt. 4 Feb. 2/3
It is impossible to urbanize the country.

Hence IT'rbaiiized ppl. a.

Also, in recent use (1923), urbanizing ppl, a.

1884 Western Morn. Ne^us 17 July 4/5 The Government
will.. then appeal to the urbanised counties,

UrbaTial, a. rare. [f. G. urbari-nm register

of landed property, f, MHG. urbar (tevenue from)

landed property.] Of or pertaining to, based or

founded on, the register of landed proi^erty.

1849 Blackw. Mag. LXV. 622 The projected reform of the

Urbarial code [in Hungary], lliid. 629 The lands held by
urbarial tenure. 185a Times 26 June 6/4 The draught of in-

demnification for the loss of urbarial [ printedixxhaxysXl rights

in Hungary has been completed.

UTbian, a. rare~^, [f. L. urbi-s, urbs ^ city +
-AN. Cf. SuRORBLVN a."] Of Or pertaining to a city.

17x0 Brit. Apollo No. 85. 3/1 Urbian Piles advanc'd their
tow'ring head.

XJ'rbic, a. rare. [ad. L. urbic-us, f. urbs a city.]

t a. = Urbicary a. b. Of or pertaining to a city.

1664 OwEH Vind. Animad. Fiat Lux iv. 67 She failed

under the just hand ofGod, when the persons of that Vrbick
Church were extirpated, .by Totilas, 1855 Eraser's Mag.
LI. 261 Nor, if sufficiently opulent to have maintained a mint,
would some urbic, or other district coin, have failed [etc-].

t XTrbioaTian, a. Obs. [f, L. urbUdri-us (see

next) + -Ay.] Of or belonging to a city, esp, the

City of Rome.

1654 H. "i^KiWiQVioAnsw. Animadv. tgnat.\\% 1. lai Rome
the Metropolis of the Roman Province, ot Urbicarian region,

1656 Blount Giossegr^^ Urbicarian^ belonging to a City.

fU-rbicary, a. Obs, [ad. L. urbicdri-us, i.

urbicus Urbic a.] (See quots. and Subuubicarv a,)

1683 Cave Govt. Anc, Ch. 261 The Roman Bishop began
to extend his jurisdiction commensurate to the Mrbicary
diocess, within which his metropolitical was swallowed up,

1725 tr. Dupins Feci, Hist, lyth C. I. v. 151 They gave the
Name ofUrbicary or Suburbicary, to all the Provinces which
depended upon tlie Jurisdiction of the Vicar of Rome. 1728
Chambers Cycl. (1738) s.v. Suburbicary, Those provinces
of Italy, &c., which composed the antient diocese, or patri-

archate, of Rome, .. were also sometimes called urbicary
provinces.

U-roeiform, a. [f. L. urce-us water-pot +
-(i)form. Cf. Sp. urceiforme-l Having the form
of a vase or goblet.
18^0Penny Cycl. XV 111. ^66/ 1 Polypiartndubia. Animals

urceiform, provided with long . . tentacula. i860 Mayne
Expos, Lex. 1 32 1.

fU-rcelle. Obs.~^ [a. OF. urcel (12th c), or

med. L. urcell-us (Dief,), « L. urceohis Ubceolus.]
A little pitcher.

1483 Caxton Gold. Le^. 247 b/2 Thenne Romayne brou^t
an urcelle or a cruse with water.. and leceyued baptysme
of hym,
XJroe'olar,a. Bot» \&^.'l^.urceoidris,i.urceolu5

UUCEOLUS.] — Urceolate a. 1.

i86o R. Fowler Med. P'ocab. s.v.; and in later Diets.

Urceolate {v'i?.iS\h)f a. [ad. mod.L, nrceolat-

us, f, L, urccohis Urceolus.]
1, Having the shape of an urn or pitcher; esp. in

Bot.^ Anal,, etc.

^ a. 1760 J. Lee Inirod. Bot, in. xxii. (1765) 229 The Corolla
is Urceolate^ Pitcher-shaped, when it is inflate and gibbous
on all Sides, after the Manner of that Vessel. 1776 Mautvn
Lett. xxvi. C1785) 408 An urceolate or pitcher-shaped stigma.
i8sz W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. 1. 14 Cahx regularly
urceolate. 183a Lindley Inirod. Bot. 104 They thus form a
single urceolate body. 1887 \V, Phillips Brit. Discomycetes
2i6 Hymenium urceolate, black; stem short.

b. i8a6 KiRBY & Sp. EntomoL III. 423 In the Rutelidse,
the labium is urceolate. 1847 Todd^s Cycl. Anat. IV. 4/1
Capsule Animalcules..! body, .covered with a univalve
urceolate or scutellate shell. 1867 Murchison Siluria ix.

(ed. 4) 203 Tlie glabella has only two pairs of furrows and is

long and urceolate.

c. 1813 Christie''s Cntal.Grk. Vases of Englefield \% A
small Vase (urceolate) with triply.scalloped lip. xZ-^iChristie

^ Matison^s Catal. Grk. Pottery, etc. 8 A one-handled
urceolate vase.

2. * Provided witli or contained in an urceolus, as

a rotifer* {Cent. Diet., 1891).
UTceolated, «. Zool. [f. as prec. + -ed1 2.]

= Urceolate a, i.

1752 Hill Hist. Anim. torj The extremity of the body ts

terminated by a kind of rattle, formed of a series of urceo-
lated articulations. x8«a J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 64
The cells, rather membranous, urceolated, ventricose [etc.].

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 366/1 Polypiaria membranacea.
Animals very short, urceolated.

U*rceole. EceL rare, [ad. L. tineolus

Urceolus, Cf. obs,F. urceol/e/\ «= Cruet 2.

After Fuller (C/i. Hist. iv. 157), who thus uses vrceolum.
1824 SouTHEY Bk. ofCh, I. 353 The candlestick, taper, and

urceole were taken from him as acolyte. [186^ Bonar Last
Days Martyrs (ed. 2) v, 125 The alb and maniple were next
removed ; then the candlestick, taper, and urceole.]

II Urceolus (wsr^lps). [L., dim. of nrcetis

pitcher.] (See quots. 1866-86.)
183a Lindley Introd. Bot, 104 The true nature of the

urceolus, 1845 Encycl. Metrof. XXV. 1006/1 Corolla [of

Vahia^ urceolate; ovarium girded by an entire urceolus.

x866 Treas. Bot. 1193/2 Urceolus, the two confluent bracts

oiCarex; any flask-shaped or cup-sliaped anomalous organ.
x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 4/2 Several genera [of Rotifera\
present an external casing or sheath or tube which is termed
an * urceolus'. Ibid. 5/1 The urceolus serves as a defence.

Urcllill (iP'JtJin). Forms : a. 4 vrchun, 4-5
vrclion (5 nurchon, norchon), 4-6 urchone, 5
vrchone, vrclioun(e, 6-7, 8-9 diaL iirchon, 7
urchan. ^. 5-7 tirohen, 6 vrchen, vrchyn,
6-7 vrchin (7 -ine, urching), 7- urchin; 5
norohen, 6, 9 dial, orchen. 7. 5 vrchion (9
diaL urchion), 6 vrclieon, 5, 7, 9 diaL urcheon.
5. 7 orchant, ourchant, 9 diaL urcliint, -ont,

-ant, -unt, [var. of Hukcheon and Irchin,

agreeing in vowel with the former, and with the

latter in the dropping of ^.]

A, sb. 1. ™ Hedgehog i.

a. a 1340 Hampole Psalter ciii. ig The stone fleyng til

vrchuns [ L. petra rcfugiunt herenacijs\. 138* Wyclif Lev.
xi. 5 An vrchon, that che with kude,. .is vnclcne. c \^oo Rom.
Rose 2^35 Like sharp vrchouns his here was growe. 1480
Caxton Chron. England 53 b, Till that his body Stykked
as full of arewes as an vrchone is full of prikkes. a 1500 in

Rel. Ant.l.^i A norchon by tho fyre rostyng a greyhownde.
1530 Palsgr. 285/2 Urchone a beest, herysson. 1676 Grew
Musaenm^ Anat. Stomach ^ Guts ii. 8 The Gulet of an
Urchan enters the Stomach towards the middle. 1683 in

W. S. Banks Walks Yorks. (1871) 43 To March lad for one
urchon, [j^lo o 2. 1750 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Z,rt«c. Dial.
Wks. (1862) p. XXX vii, Od rottle the; whotseys to? Hes to

foryeat'nth' Tealier finding th' Urchon; an th' Rimes? 1876-
in Westm., Yks., and Lanes, dialect use {Eng, Dial. Diet.),

p. c\^s St. Christina x. in Anglia Vlll. 123/28 In l?e

maner ofan vrchyn be lumped body jode to ^e owne shappe.
14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 700 Hie urnmtcins, . .a urchen.

1556 J. HEYwooD.*»>/(/ifr<v//>'iii. 32 Togroundeheshranke
Like an vrchyn vnder an aple tree. 1591 Sylvester Du

I Bartas i. vii. 683 Thou Sluggard,..Go learn the Emmet's
and the Urchin's Art. i6«^ Burton Anat. Mel. (ed. 2) 11. iiU

VII. 2gi As a Tortoise in his shell,. .or an Vrchin round...
I decline their fury and am safe, a 1653 G. Uanikl Idyll v.

98 Stript Porcupine May to an Vrchin, of liis wants com-
plaine; Well-thatcht, gainst Winter's Stormes. 1698 Fryer
Ace. F. India <5- P, 290 However here are Salmon... and
the Urchin.. under the Hedges and Trees of an Orchard,

1779 Gentl. Mag, 350 The poor persecuted creature to which
I allude is the Hedge-hog or Urchin. 1813 Bingley Anim.
Biog. (ed. 4) I. 349 Urchins . . feed, for the most part, on roots,

worms, and the larvae of insects. 1863 Atkinson Stanton
Grange 218 Sae, I reckon, it is with the urchin. 1867
Emekson May-day 306 The pebble loosened from the frost

Asks of the urchin to be tost.

>. 14.. in Rel. Ant. I. 51 Tak the grees of an urcheon, and
the fatte of a bare, c 1475 Cath. Angl. 404/2 Vrchion,
erec/us, erinacins. 1523 Skelton Why not to Court 163
They are..Lyke vrcheons in a stone wall, 1895 J. K.
Snowden Web 0/ Weaver Xy'Vft had no more to liven us
than an urcheon has in winter-time.
6, 1665-6 Ormskirk Churchw. Ace. (Lane. & Chesh. Hist.

Soc.) Ser. III. VI. 174 Paid Thos. Mawdsley for one orchant
and one kyde [ -kite], oolb. ois. o6d, i68a in W. S. Banks
Walks )'(7r^jA.(i87i)43 Paid for 2iourchantsand 7fyloinots,

\.£>Y> S ^o* '883 Almondbury Gloss.^ Urchint, a hedgehog.
1891 Sheffield Gloss. Suppl. 62 Urckonty a hedgehog.

b. Applied allusively to persons (see quots.),

1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 12 But .^grippa was an
urcheon, Copernicus a shrimpe, Cardan a puppy,. .Cuiacius
a bable to this Termagant. 1594 Se/imus K i, Enter Scli.

mus. .at one door, and Acomat.., Vizier, and their soldiers

at another. Sel. What are the vrchins crept out of their

dens, Vnder the conduct of this porcupine? 163a Hevwood
2nd Pt. Iron Age I. i. B 2 b, Thet\sitcs\ By the gods Wee
haue two meeting soules : t>e my sweete Vrchin. Syn\pn\.
I will, And thou shall bee mine vgly Toade,

f C. A goblin or elf, (From the supposition

that they occns. assumed the form of a hedgehog.)
1584 R. Scot Discov. Wiichcr. vii. xv. 122 They have so

fraied us with bull beggers, spirits, witches, urchens, elves,

..that [etc.]. 1592 Nashs Four Lett. Confut. Kjb, The
Fairies and night Vrcliins. X594— Terrors ofNight H j b,

An old wiues tale of diuells and vichins. 155^ Shaks.
Merry W. iv. iv. 49. 1614 Ha^rkii/g, etc. 7 In T. Ravenscroft
Briefe Disc, By the moone we sport and play;. .Trip it,

little Vrchins all, Lightly as the little little bee.

2. transf. f a. Applied to the porcupine. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxi. 143 pere ben also vrchouncs

als gi etc as wylde swyn here ; wee clepen hem Porcz deSpyne,
b. A sea-urchin or sea-hedgehog; = Echinus i,

x6ox Holland Pliny I. 253 Of the same sort that the Crabs
be, are the Vrchins of the sea called Echini. x66x Lovell
Hist. Anim. ^ Min. 230 Urchin... 'Xh^ a^hes of the shells

help sordid ulcers. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud,
Nat. II, 381 The violet-coloured urchins, armed with points

and spears. 1845 Gosse Ocean vi. (1S49) '77 The irregular

movements of the spined urchins. 1853 Anne Pratt Common
Things Sea-Coast v. 308 The Purple-tipped Urchin {Echinus
tniiiaris). Ibid., Heart urchins, and t iddle-heart urchins,

and Cake urchins ; names all expressive of the shap>e.

+ c. i\S. ~ UiisoN. Obs. rare.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 201 The Urchin, or Urson,..
is coninioiily called Hedgehog or Porcupine, but differs from
both those animals.

3. One who is deformed in body; a hunchback.
Now dial.

15x8 Roy Rede me, etc. (Arb.) 43, I trowe the vrchyn will

clyme To some proinocion hastely. 1607 Topsell Four-f
Beasts 278 In English, a Hedghog.or an vrchine: by which
name also we call a man that holdeth his Necke In bis

hosome. X706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Urchin,. .a Dwarf.
1821 Scott Kenihv. ix, A queer, shambling, ill-made urchin,

who, by his stunted growth, seemed about twelve or thirteen

years old. 1824 Byron Def Transf. i. i, Bert. Out, hunch-
back ! Am. 1 was born so, mother !.. Bert. Out, urcliin,

outl 1891 SJujffield Gloss. Suppl. 62 Urchoni, a hump-
backed person.

4. A pert, mischievous, or roguish youngster

;

a brat.

c 1530 Calisto ff Melib. B t, Come hydyr, thou lytyll fole

let nie see the:, .What lytyll vrchyn hast forgotyn me? 1599
Breton Miseries Alauillia V/ks. {Grosart) II. 37/1 Come
on, you urchen, you will never come to good. 1726 Swift
Gulliver 11. iii. 125, I could not tell to what extremity such
a malicious urchin might have carried his resentmenL >8s8

Carr Craven Gloss. s.v., Thou Hie urchin thou !

b. poet. Applied to Cupid.
1709 PiUOR Venus Mistaken ii, Who's blind now Mamma?

the Urchin cry'd. 1713 Swift Cmlenus ^ Vatussa 515 The
urchin.. Took aim, and shot with all his strength A dart.

1799 Southev Love Elegies \\i. v. From you, sweet locksl

he wove the subtile line Wherewith the urchin angled for my
Heart. 1805 Andrew Scott Poems 184 Cupid, blind urchin.

5. A little fellow ; a boy or youngster ; f a child

or infant.

In frequent use from c 1780. Often applied with commisera-
tive force to children poorly, raggedly, or untidily clothed.

1556 J. Heywood spider ^- Fly C ij. Will ye have this

urchin, of eyght weekes olde? It is a babling brat above
all other. x6oo Nashe Summers Last Will E ij, Learne of

him, you deminitiue vrchins, howe to behaue your selues in

your vocation. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche ix. cxlv, As for

thy Lord, He term'd him Josephs Brat, The silly Carpenter's

poor Urcheon. 1683 Kennktt Erasm. on Folly 82 Looking
big upon the trembling Urchins. 1790 Cowper Let. to

Airs. Throckmorton 10 May, He sent an urchin (I do not

mean a hedgehog,, .but a boy, commonly so called). 1799
Sheridan Pizarro 11. i. The little darling urchin robs mfc,

I doubt, of some portion of thy love, my Cora. 1812 Byron
Ch. Har. \\. xviii, And well the docile crew that skilful

urchin guides. 1839 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia
(X863) II The tone of insolent superiority assumed by even
the gutter urchins over their dusky companions. 1892
Stevenson & L. Osbournr Wrecker iii. 42 [He] took a

fancy to the urchin [and] carried him on with him in his

wandering life.



URCHINESS
tb. Applied to a literary production. Obs. rare

«?89 (f LylyJ Papft m. Hatchtt Eij, This is the Epistle
which he woonders at himselfe, and like an olde Ape hugees
the Vrchin so in his conceipt, as [etc.], 1813 H. & J. SmithHorace in London 89 Then may new Drury's widely yawn-
ing pit O erwhelm thy urchin, and engulph thy muse.
to. transf. An offspring o/'hell, etc. Obs. rare.

, 'S84. Hahsnet Serm. Ezek. (1638) 125 How can he but
hate hnn?..thechildeof Darkness,., the UrchinofHel? 1648
J. Beaumont Psyche x. xxix, Unhappy Saturninus, how
J?a A

"" ""'" ^""'^ *" urcheon of Damnation 1

1 0. An ugly or uncomely woman ; a hag. rare.
'*5.7 .ThornLEY tr. Longus' Daphnis g, Chloe 203 It is in-

u- ,'.,-, '°?' °' ^"<^'' *" "W Churle, and such an Urchin as
his Wife, there should come a child so fair.

tb. A girl or young woman, esp. of an ill-

tempered or roguish disposition. Obs.
1534 ^OKF. Com/, ngst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1:82/2 What eylclh

this gyrle? that eluish vrchin weneth I wer a diuell I trow.
1768 GoLDSM. Good-n. Man 11. i, You did indeed dissemble
you urchin youj but where's the girl that won't dissemble
for a husband? a 1777— Epilogue to ' The Sisters ' 23 The
little urchin smiles, and spreads her lure, And tries to kill,
ere she s got power to cure.

7. techn. (See later quots.)

183s Ure Philos. Manu/. 167 By this repeated transfer
from one cylinder-card or urchin to another, .the filaments
become separated and expanded. 1839 _ Diet. Arts 348home cards consist entirely of cylinders, the central main
cylinder being surrounded by a series of smaller ones called
nrchms or squirrels. 1875 Knight nict. Mech. 2684/1
Urchin, one of a pair of rapidly revolving small card cylin-
ders, arranged around the periphery of a large card drum.
8. attrib. and Comb., as (sense I c) \ urchin

blast, i show; (sense 7") urchin card, cylinder;
urchin-liiead]., -smniledppl. a. ; t urchin cookie
(seequot.); tupohin crowfoot, the ranunculus,
4?. arvensis; urchin fish, (a) the sea-urchin ; {b)
the porcupine-fish or sea-porcupine ; virchin-form,
the form or form-type of an echinus ; t urchin
lump-flsh, t mushroom, t rind, t star-fish,
t-worm (see quots.).

t.'^^, ^'l"-™" Comus 845 Helping all •urchin blasts, and
ill luck signes That the shrewd medling Elfe delights to
make. 1851 Gordon Art Jml. Illustr. Catal. p. iv«*/2
The large card-drum is generally surmounted by "urchin or
squirrel cards instead of tops. 1688 Holme Armoury n.
33J/I Concha Echinata,

. .z. Cockle covered or set with
pricks. Aji 'Urchin Cockle. 1578 Lvte £)orf««i 420 White
Crowfoote, or 'Urchin Crowfoote. 1835 Urk Philos.
Manu/. 168 When the fibres have been thus thoroughly
teazed out by. ."urchin cylinders. ijM Drant Horace, Sat.
IV. G 8 b. Whence purple coloure flowes . . from Micen "vrchen
fishe. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 343/2 'the Globe Star fish
..is by some Authors termed the*Urchinfish,or Sea Urchin.
1773 Gtntl. Mag. 220 The Urchin or Hedgehog Fish. 1863
Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. III. 337 The Urchin-Fish or Sea
Hedgehog is a good example of the genus Diodon, or Two-
toothed fishes. 1878 F. J. Bell GegenSaur's Comp. Aiiat.
198 The decrease in size of the antambulacral surface, .will
give us the "Urchin-form. 1708 Kersey, * Urchin-like Rind,
the outward Huskof theChesnut. xi^Cos^s.Man.Marine
Zcol. I. 63 Round depressed urchin-like disks. 1688 Holme
Armoury 11. 337 The "Urchin, or Hedghog Lump fish, hath
its skin set with more sharper and longer pricks, c^.^\t
Petiver Gazifphyl.x. xcii, "Urchin Mushroom :.. From its
roughness underneath. 1688 R. Holme Armoury l\. 85/1
The "urchin rind, is the cover of the Chestnut. (Cf. urchin-
lite.] 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 5 But they [si:, spirits] 11
nor pinch, Fright me with "Vrchyn.shewes, pitch me i' th
mire (etc.). 1591 — K«. ^ Ad. iios This foule, grim, and
•vrchin-snowted Boare. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 349/2 An
'Urchin Star.fish ; lhis;is a St.ir-fish of five long and slender
Rays. i6«8 Charleton Onom. 53 Echini, .

.

"Vrchin-Worms.
b. Appositive or as adj., as urchin article, bitch,

deity, messenger, prince.
IS34 More Com/.agst. Trib, 111. xxiv. (1553) Tvij, I feare

me when I here once that vrchin bitche bark, I shaU.for.
geat altogether, a 1670 Hacket Abp. IVillinms 11. (1693)
91 Our Bishop . . made himself merry with the Conceit, how
easie it was to stride over such Urchin Articles. No man
would find leisure to read the whole 36, they are so frivolous.
1818 Hazlitt Eng. Poets ii. (i3jo) 53 The triumph of Cupid
at the mischief he has made is worthy of the malicious
urchin deity. s8s6 Scorr l^oodst. xxxii, The urchin mes-
senger entered the ball, making several odd bows. 1830
Ld. Lyttelton in Lady L.'s Corr. (1912) 259 The two urchin .

Princes.. in little Hussar dresses.

Hence XJ'rchlness, a female urchin ( = prec. 4);
UTchinljra., ofthen.itnreof, resembling, anurchin.
iSjjl Househ, ll-'ards V. 378 '2 Many were tlie names of

urchins and 'urchinesses. .which decked the plaster walls of
Broad.Bumble school. 1654 N^tv lirawU 1 1 Like a feeble
"Vrchinly Rascall as thou art. 1834 Fraser's Mag. IX. 741
Applying a foot to the part of his urchinly person corre-
sponding with that particular department of Sir John Doyle.

tJrdee, a. Her. Also 7 urde, 9 urd6. [Of
obscure origin : possibly due to a misreading and
misunderstanding of F. -vidie in the phrase croix
aiguisie et vidie^

1. Of a cross: Having the extremities drawn to
a sharp point instead of being cut at right angles
to the beam ; pointed.

is6j Lech Armory 61 b, He bearelh Tenne, a crossc
vrdee. Or. 157J Bossewell Armorie 26 Crosses enuecked,
entrayled,..Batune, formye, vrdee, pomelle. s688 Holmk
Armoury i. 49/1 He beareth Gules, a Cross Urdce (or
champ.-)in) Or. Ibid. tv. xii. (Roxb.) 509/1 Charged with
a cro-se vrdee voided at each point a pommeil. ci8a8
Berry F.ncycl. Her. I. s.v,, A cross, urdce, is the same as
that which French heralds call clech(;e. i88a Cussaks
Handbk. Her. viii. (1893) 126 Aiguis^, or Urde; used by
French and the early English Heralds to signify pointed.

455

2. Ofa bend, etc.
: Having the margin or contain-

ing line broken into a series of parallel pointed
projections. Also of a line broken in this fiishion.
1688 Holme Armoury 1. 32/1 He beareth Argent, a Bend

Urdee, or Champaine, Vert. Ibid. 75/1 He beareth party
per Bend Urde, Gules and Or. Ibid. 93 He beareth party
P?r Pale, Barry ofsix contrary Urdee. . . Some term it . . Barry
of 6 Urdee at the ends, or contrary champion at the sides.
172a A. NisBET Syst. Her. I. 23 The other Line is blazoned
Urdee or Champagne by Feme. Upton callsitVere; because
Its Points are formed like Pieces of Vair.
TJrdeur, obs. £ Orduke.
U-rdite. Min. [a. Da. urdit (1855), f. the

local Norwegian place-name Urd-a ( = < the scree')

:

see -iteI 3 b.] = Mon,\zite.
1868 Watts' Diet. Chem. V. 949 Urdite, a mineral of un.

known composition, occurring in the orthoclase of Notteroe
inNorway. tgcAAthenxum i6May6o9/2Therareelement
scandium. .only occurs terrestrially in a few uncommon
mineral-s, such as urdite.

Urdu (u»'jd«), sb. and a. Also 8-9 Oordoo.
[a. Hindustani (Pers.) jj.l urdfi camp (ad. TurkI
ordu, etc. : see Horde sb.), ellipt. for zaban-i-urdu
' language of the camp '.]

A. sb. = Hindustani sb. 2.

1796 J. B. Gilchrist Gram. Hindoostanee Lang. 261 The
Rekhtu,..that mixed Dialect, also called Oordoo.. or the
polished language of the Court. 1813 J. Shakespear Gram.
IIindHStani Lang, i The dialect most generally used in
India, especially among the Muhammadan inhabitants, ..
IS called Urdu (camp) or Urdu zaban (camp-language).
i8a4 Heber Jml. 6 Sept., The boys read OorcToo, Persian
and English. 1847 W. Yates Hindustani Diet. Pref , The
Hindustani or Urdu is peculiarly the language of the Mu-
hammadan population of Hindustan. 187a Beames Comp.
Cram. Aryan Lang. 1. 39 By a curious caprice, Hindi, when
It uses Arabic words, is assumed to become a new language,
and is called by a new name—Urdu. 1878 (see HlNDt;sTANl
sb. >].

Comb. 1880 Eneyet. Brit. XI. 849/2 A collection of stories
. in mi ed Urdu-Hindi.
B. adj. Of or pertaining to, printed, written,

or composed in, the Hindustani language.
'•4S J- T. Thompson [title). An English and Oordoo, and

Oordoo and English Dictionary. iSfy W. Yates Hindu,
stani Diet. Pref, In good Urdu writing or conversation.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 847/2 The origin of UrdO literature.
//'/,/ 848/1 The earliest Urdu authors.
XJrdy, Anglicized form of Ubdee a. 2.

1688 Holme Armoury I. 73/1 He beareth party per Bend
Urde, Gules and Or. Ibid., There is a diff'erence between
Urde, and Urdee or Urdy j the first being of a single number,
the other signifies many. 1831 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) V.
600/2 Palissy, or Urdy, is an imitation of the palisading of
a trench.

t Ure, sb.'^ Obs. [a. AF. *etire, = OF. uevre,
eiivre^ evre (13th cent.; F. cettvre) '.—le, opera
Opera sb^

I. In ure : 1, a. In or into use, practice, or
performance. Often with vbs., as brings come^
havet and esp. /«/ (freq, f 1510-*^ 1630). Also
rarely with inio.

{a) ct^zo Lydg. Assembly of Cods 1448 Whom folowyd
peihe, whych wold nat tary Hys fenient power there to put
in vre. c 1440 Palleui. on Husb. i. 315 And elder than 0011
yeer, no grayn in vre Thou putte, in drede hit die. c 1500
Medwall Nature {^rz.v\dX) 815 He hath shewed me a praty
whyle (= wile], If I may put yt in vre. 1523 More De
Qnai. Noviss, Wks. 76/2 Y* this only lesson wel learned &
busily putte in vre, must nedes leade vs to heauen. 1591
^\L\ESTF.K Dii Bartas \.v\. 1031 Even as a Surgeon.. before
in ure he put His violent Engins on the vicious member,
i6a7 Hakewill Apol. (1630) 287 Would God men would be
pleas'd to put this course in ure. 1683 Neiu News/r. Bed-
lam Postscr., You have put his jealous Pen in Ure. 170a
R. L'EsTRANGB Josephus^ Antiq. xvi. i. 444 'Ihat was the
Course therefore, they resolved to put in Ure.

K^) 15*^ Shute Archit. F i, They maye be practised and
brought in vre to diuers vses. 1581 Pettir tr. Gttazzo's Civ.
Conv. I. (1586) 26 b, Perchaunce they haue brought in ure both
publikelie and priuatHe vices far more pernitious than this.
/1 1604 Hanmer Chron. Ireland {16^3) 175 If hee dyed «

seised during that time, his wife shall not be indowed of the
same land as came late in ure. 1606 Holland Srtelon. oy
Martiall discipline he required most sharply, bringing again
into ure and execution certaine.. chastisements.

(<:) ^1475 Partenay 3722 My goddoughter I may calle hir
in vre. 1494 in Househ. Ord.Xijgo) iia The sitting of all 1

Dukes, Earles, and Barons sonnes.., such things halhe
beene well had in ure. ^530 Remedy of Love xxiii, But
this am I sure, Moche lyke thyng I haue had in vre. ai<^z
Wyatt Poet, ll'ks, (1913) I. II Trouth is tryed where craftis
in ure, 154s AscHAM Toxaph, (Arb.) 57 What thing a man
in tender age hath most in vre. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl.
lUst. 128 Neither had it any agreement with that which
is in vre among vs, 1613 W. Browne Btit, PasL I. v, The
staires of rugged stone, seldome in ure.

b. With dependent infinitive.

a 1530 Hbywood Love (Brandl) 33 No tonge can attayne
to put in vre Her to discryue. 1575 Gascoigne Glasseof
Govt. II. vi. Create the paines which teachers put in ure, lo
trade them still, in verteous qualities, 1598 Marston Sco.
Villanie n. (1599) 175 [To] dare put in ure To make Jehoua
but a couverture To shade ranck filth.

O. With reference to statutes, etc. : In or into ef-

fect, force, or operation. Chiefly with vbs. , esp. put.
14^-S in Bolton Stnt. Irel. (1621) 23 AH the Statutes.,

against Escheatois shall be put in ure, and be of force.
a 1513 Fabyan Chron, vii. 505 To the entente that they
shiilde see y« snyde proclamacyon put in vre. 1539 St.
Papers Hen. VIU^ I. 597 My letters to the said Depute
shall not nede to be put in ure. 1581 Lambarde F.iren. i.

xviii, 165 Ve statute of Northampton.. is now. .put in vre

^b) 1539 Latimer Serm, ^ Rem. (Parker St-c.) 416, I pray
you, keep your hand in ure. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 84
Hee. .by the Crosse doth keepe our patience in vre. 1611

ITKE.

for the punishment of Forcible Entries. t6io Holland
Camden s Brit. 1. 420 They ment to bring.. S, Edwards
lawes and liberties againe In ure. 1614 Bacon Draft of
King's speech Wks. 1869 V. jjo His Majesty could wish the
ancient statutes were put m ure. c 1670 Hobbes Dial
Com. Laws (1681) 141 That the Diocesan hath Jurisdiction
of Heresie, and that so it was put in ure in all Queen Eliza-
beths reign. 1701 Atterburv Add. to 1st Ed, Rights Con-

\

vocation 48 They would not Enact, put in Ure, Promulge,
or Execute any New Canons. 17x1 G. Hickes Tivo Treat.

CT'^V^^^^^ t^^- 3) n. 79 Without any retrospection lo

I

?y Principles, the King's Ecclesiastical Supremacy in
1 Vu-tue of these Laws, was put in Ure.

j

d. In remembrance or recollection. Only to

I

have, an ure,

;
x43»-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 347 The peplcsayethe..

;

Ourmundcto have made those dyche.s, hauenge not Tur-
gesuis in vre or in remembraunce. c 1450 Harl. Contin.
Higden (Rolls) VIII. 452 The kynge havynge not in ure of

i the seide promisse.

e. In or into a state of prevalence or existence.

!

Chiefly with vbs., as come, draw, put.
1470 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. L 134 Towchinge the

tyme whene the Mariage shalbe put in ure. 1477 Paston
Lett. III. igi For th'enconvenyence that I have knowe let
in ur in case lyke, and yit enduryth in Kente. a 1^7 Surrey
in TotteCs Misc. (Arb.) 15 Like as when, rough winter spent,
The pleasant spring straight draweth in vre. 1548UDALL
Erasm. Par. Luke xxii. 167 b, What thyng Petur did, the
same would the other disciples also haue dooen, if lyke
necessiteehadcum in vre. 1549 Vv-ocxov. Falloflate Arrian
Riij b, Touchynge the dispensacion of the flesh, and the
misterye nowe in force and vre, Christ shalbe subiected vnto
the father. 1638 Farley Emblems H 3, This waxen torch
is able to endure The winds, when iEolus puts them in ure.

2. Of persons, their faculties, etc. : In or into tlie

regular exercise or practice of a particular pursuit.
Usu. with verbs, as /a//, put^ and chiefly (esp.
c 1580-^:1685) /^tft:/».

(«) CX460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 1173 Y haue shewed
the, & brought \>q in vre, to know )>& Curtesie of court. 1513
More Rich. Ill (1883) 18 Himself had bene al his dayes in
ure therwith. a 1348 Hall Chron., Ediu. IV, 217 To put
his people in vre, that ihei might bee the more ready to
fight. 1571 Campion Hist. Irel. 11. i. (16^3) 69 Sundry times
came Lacy to quicken his labourers, full glad to see them
fall in ure with any such exercise, 1594 Plat Jewell-ko. 42
Till they have brought their hande in ure with the shape
and fashion of the Letters. 1677 MiicE Gt. Fr. Diet, s.v.,

To put himself in ure, s*accoiitunter.
" rker St.:.)*,,_ ^.„_,

Decades 84
__^ vre. 1611

SpiiED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 351 To keepe in vre and
exercise, the skill and valour of her English. 1627 Ep. Hall
Efist. III. viii. 329 To keepe the heart in vre with God is the
highest taske of a Christian. 1617 — Art. Divine Medit.
xxxi, The minde is by turnes depressed and lifted vp : . . which
order doth best hold it in vre, and just temper. 1690 W.
Walker Idiomat. A nglo'Lat. 254 He lies to keep his tongue
in ure. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables 92 Keeping his hand
in Ure with somewhat of Greater Value.

II. 3. Out of ure : a. Out of use ; disused

;

obsolete.

1SS3 Brende Q. Curtius Qvi, Cure natural! toungue
throughe the conversation of straunge nacions is gone out
of ure.

_ 1567 Jewel Def, ApoL Ch. Eng. v. v. § i. 524 Al
these thinges are woorne nowe out of vre, and nighe deade,
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vii. xiv. § 2 The mention of con-
trary orders worn so many ages since quite and clean out
of ure.

b. Out of practice. rare~^,
1625 Bacon Ess,, Sifnulation (Arb.) 509 Which.. maketh

him practise Simulation in other things, lest his Hand
should be out of vre,

III. 4. Custom or habit on the part of persons
;

wont to do something, rare.
£^1435 Cast, Perscv. 3629 in Macro Plays 185 pe vij dedis

of mercy, who-so hadde vre to Fylle. 1506 Kalender of
Sheph. A iv b, 1 Nouembre wyll not abyde behynde, lo
shewe my kyndly worthynes and vre. 1556 Abp. Parker Ps.
cvii, 316 Ryght oft is hys vre by loue to allure. 1557 F.
Seager Sch. Virt. 716 in Betbees Bk, (1868) 344 And sure it

is taken by custome and vre, whyle yonge you be there is

helpe and cure, c x6oo Sylvester Miracle ofPeace xxv,Or
(if you cannot leave your wonted ure) Leave (at the least) all

mutinous alarmes.

6. Sc. Work ; labour. rare~^.
a 1510 Douglas K, Hart 1. 2 King Hart, into his cumlie

castell Strang Closit about with craft and meikiil vre,

tUre, j/',2 Sc. Obs.~^ [App. repr. OE. 6r
beginning, front, van, taken in the sense of m'd
point, front, beginning,] The point of a weapon.
\\l% ScActs Parit.t^ yas. I (1814) 11. 21 Gif he hurtis or

defoulis with fellon assailgeing with ege or vre, he sal remayn
in preson.

t Ure, sb.^ Obs. Also 7 owre, [a. OF. ure
(i6th c), or ad. L. tints Urus. Cf. OE. tir^ OHG.
(MHO.) Ur, ON. iirr.'] = Uuus, Aurochs.
1563 GoLDiNG Csiar (1565) 163 Ures. .are of bignes som-

what lesse than Elephantes, in kind and color and shape like

a Bull, 1577 Harrison England iii. iv, (1878) 11. 29 As for

the plowing with vres (which I suppose to be vnhkelie) and
alkes. 1600 Fairfax Tasso in. xxxii, The swift Vre by
Volgaes rolling flood. x668 Charleton Onomasticon 6 Urus
yubatus, the Owre. [1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Owre, a
kind of wild Bull. (Hence in Bailey and some later Diets.)]

Ure (or), sb.^ Orkney and Shetland, Forms

:

6-7uria-, 6wyris-, uyerris-, 7 vrs-, 8 urs-, erys-,

9eris-; 8-ure(9eure). [ad.ONorw,^n>(Norw.
0yre, ^re), = MSw. and Sw. ore, MDa. and Da.
0rey Icel. eyrir^ ounce of silver (also denoting

a standard of value and latterly a coin), ad. L.



UBB.

aureus .1 gold solidns (taken at its value in siIver^

;

the original vowel remains nnmutated in the OX.
pi. flj/rar. Cf. ObaI and Obe*.]
L In genitive combinations {ON, ^yris-, eyris-).

a. UnS'land\(yii. 0ynUarui, MSw. oris/and'], land
giving the rent of one-eighth of a mark ; an ounce-
land. (From the fen-duty formerly paid to the
superior.) Obs, exc. /list.

1534 in Orkney ^ Shtll. Rec. (1907) 6^ Qnhatsumevir that
pertenii..to w-s. .wjthin the half wyris land of S.ibliaye.

1589 in Reg. Mag. SIg. Scot. (1890) 460 i The landis of
Trosnes extending to ane urisland. iwa I^tW. (1892) 117/a
My 6 luerk land and a uyerris land of Kildabuster. 1617 in
Peterkin Rc»in/s ofOrkney (1820) in. 94 Lying in the vrs.
lands off IJrabister. 1773 G. Gifford \n\jQv Orkney (1879)
144 Our Ure or Ursland.. contains 18 Peniiylands. 1795
StalUt. Ace. Scot. XIV. 323 Every Erysland of i3 penny
land had one [chapel] for matins and vespers, 1805 jJabry
Orkney 220 The entries are first by islands and parishes,.

.

and lastly by marklands, erislands [/r/«^'rferls•] or ounce-
lands.

b. Uris-cop [ON. fyris-, eyris-kauf'^, = ptec.
1609 Reg. Mag. Sig, Scot. 128/2, 6 lie uriscoppis in Glenna,

cum He quoyis. li/d.^ 9 lie uriscoppis de Mo.

t o. Uris-thift, stolen goods to the value of an
ounce of silver. Obsr~^
160a Shetland Laiv Re^. in Scotsman (1886) 29 Jan. 7/1

Gif he beis apprehendit with the walor of an uristhift.

2. Ure of land, = i a. [So MSw. ore.']

11624 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (1894) 212/1, 2 mere. 5 lie uris
terrarum de Brabister.] 1799 Statist. Ace. Scott. XXI. 278
In these parishes there are 1618 merks 4 urea of land. x8ji
Scott Pirate i, Scarce a merk—.scarce even an ure of land.
iti\ Scotsman 26 July 3/1 (.Shetland advt.). Three Merks,
One Ure and One-Third of an Ure of Land.
eltipt. 1774 G. Gifford in Low Orkney (1879) 145, 8 Ures

make i Mark [of Land]. 1799 Statist. Ace. Scotl. XXI. 278
An ure is the eiglith part o(k merk. 182a Hibbert Descr.
Skett. 1st. 179 note, The division of a mark of land into
Ures, appears to have been first introduced . . in the year 1263.
attrib. 1814 Suibref Agric. Sunt, Orkn. 31 The lands in

Orkney had been early divided into lire or ounce lands.
i8aa Hibbert Descr. Shetl. Isl. 179 note, [Hacon] divided
the islands into Eurelands or Ouncelands.

TTrCi sb.^ local Sc. [a. ON. >2r drizzling rain.]

1. A damp mist.

x8l8 Edinburgh Mag, Sept. 155/1 The mune be this was
shinan clearly abune a* the ure. (Zi8a4 in Mactaggart
GcUtovid. Encycl. 333 Glowring at the azure sky, And loomy
oceans ure.

2. An atmospheric haze, esp. of a coloured nature.

Freq. diy ure.
a 1824 in Mactaggart GaUovld. Encycl, 433 The east was

blae, dry ure bespread the hills. X824 Mactaggart Ibid,

455 Ure, a kind of coloured haze, which the sun-beams make
in the summer time. 1875 J. Veitch Tweed ij otiier Poem^
49 The dry ure glow of sky-enkindled flame.

Ure, var. EtJRE sb. and v, Obs. ; obs. f. Ewer 2

(pitclier, etc.) ; var. Ewer 3, Yure (udder) dial.
;

obs. f. Hour; obs. var. Ore 2.

t Ure, zi.l Obs.~'^ [ad. OF. urcr, otirer, orer :—
L. orare to pray.] intr. To pray.
a X22S Aucr. R. 286 Ofte, leoue sustren, je schulen vren

[z'.r. preyen] lesse uorte reden more.

tUre, I".!*' Obs.—'^ [var. ofEuBE zi.] intr. To
have good fortune.
c X440 Pitllad. on Hush. ni. 845 In hillis is to cure To sette
hem on the south, yf they schal vre.

fUre.w.a Obs. [f.UREJ*.'] trans. ^iKvsw.v.x.
<Ti5oo C/iaucer^s Dreme C.'s Wks. (1598) 356/1 And in

my selfe I me assured. That in my body I was well vred.
1530 Palsgr. 769/2 And he be ones ured to it, he wvll do
well ynoughe. 1551 Robinsos tr. Mart's Utopia I. (1895)
49 The FrenchesouIdiours..haue hyne practysed and vrede
in feates of armes, 1596 Edivard III, i. i. 159 Thou must
besin Now to., vre thy shoulders to an Armors weight.
Ure, obs. var. Ov.'&pron.

-Tire (iui), a suffix, repr. F. -ttre, L. -ura (hence
It., Sp., Pg. -ura), occurring in many words of F.
or L. origi.i. In L. -iira primarily denoted action
or process, hence result of this, office, etc. ; after

further development in F., the use was extended in

Eng., and denoted action or process, the result or
product of this (e.g. enclosure, figure, picture,
scripture), function, state, rank, dignity, or office

(t,g.judiccUure, prefecture,preialure), a collective

body (e.g. legislature), that by which the action is

effected (e.g. clausure, closure, ligature, nouriture),
etc. Many words were adopted from F. at an
early date, a.%figure {a 1 225-), scripture {a I ,^00-),
nouriture (c 1374-), censure, closure, investiture,

juncture, pressure, tonsure ( 1 380-) ,fissure, scissure

{c 1400-), etc. ; while a few others, as clausure

('39^)1 plicature (1578), mercature (« 1620),
aperture (1649-), were directly adapted from L.
Thesuffixwa^ also added to Eng. stems of L. origin,

giving composure (1599-), disposure (1.S69-),
exposure (1605-), or to true E. stems, whence
vomiture (1598), \ beneplaciture (1662), ructtire

(1657-69), unigeniture (1659-) ; and was further

used with stems of Romance origin, as in f bank-
rupture{\^i'j-i2),\disembogure{i(>-^-!^,\praisure

(1632), and with native or other bases, as in

t <:/</?«« (154s, 1596), + >-fl»j«r« (1613, 1677), and
wafture (1601-).

456

I To this form various F. suffixes (as .eure, 'ir, .or, .our)
have been assimilated in Eng., as \npleasure, soiture, \trap'

' {p)"re (Trapper j^.'), treasure, veliire.

II Urea (yu»-rfja). Chem. [ad. (with Latinized
ending) P". nrie (1803), f. Gr. ovfov urine, or the
verb ohptai. Cf. It., Sp., Pg. urea.]

1. A soluble crystalline compound, forming an

^

organic constituent of the urine in mammalia,
!

birds, and some reptiles, and also found in the

[

blood, milk, etc. ; carbamide, CO(NH3)j.
I

x8o6/*A//. 7V(T«f.XCVI. 374 A decomposition ofa portion of
urea. 2819 Brande Chem. 446 Urea is the principle which
confers upon urine its chief peculiarities. 1862 Huxlky
Led. Working Men 72 Urea, .forms one of the waste pro-
ducts of animal structures. 1878 Kingzi.tt .4«/w/. Chem.
190 Urea was discovered by Boerhaave before 1720, and was
called by him the essential salt of urine.

2. attrib. and Comb,, asureaexcrelion, -formation,
-residue ; urea nitrate, oxalate (see quots. 1873).
1866 OoLlNG Atiiin. chem, 129 The assumption of pre-

existent urea-residues in uric acid. 1873 Ralfr P/tys. Chem.
83 Urea oxalate (2CN2H40,CiHa04) : the crystals form

' long, transparent, tufted lamina;. Iljid., Urea nitrate

j

(CN3H40,HNOs): the crystals form shining, rhombic
plates. 1897 AllbuiCs Syst. Med. IV. 292 Observations on

I
the urea excretion. Ibid, -ji Pointing to the liver as the
chief seat of urea-formation.

Urea-, combining form of Urea, occurring in a
few terms, as urea-meter, -metry (see quots. and
cf. U11EO-).

1890 Cruise in Lancet 23 March 643/2 The importance of
ureametry is far greater than testing for albumen. Ibid.
644/2, 1 venture to draw attention to this very simple urea-
meter. 189s C. J. Mayhew lUd. 10 Aug. 334/1 A new
ureameter which I have designed.

Ureal (yrwrai), a. [f Ure-a + -au] Of or
pertaining to, of the nature of, urea ; characterized
by excessive urea.
1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Lex. (ed. 7) 266/1 Dliabetes) Ureal.

1864 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene 154 With no excess of
ureal excretion. 1869 Ibid. (ed. 3) 340 The formation of
ammoniumcarbonate from ureal decomposition. 1891 Cent.
Diet. S.V., A ureal solution.

Urech, obs. southern var. Freck a. (greedy).

Urediue (yurrdain), sb. and a. Bot. [f. the
pi. Ubedines (in place of the correct sing. Uuedo),
or mod.L. Uredine-<-e , f. L. Hredin-is, iiredo.]

1. sb. A fungus of the N.O. Urediiwx of minute
ascomycetal fungi (including mildew, rust, smut,
etc.), parasitic upon and frequently injurious to
living plants.

1889 Plowright Brit. Uredi/tese i. 2 According to the
nature of the Uredine under examination. Ibid. li. 7 The
mycelium of a Uredine. 1895 [see Uredosporous «.].

2. adj. Pertaining or belonging to the Uredines.
1889 Pi.owRiCHT Brit. Uredinex iii. 15 The Uredine yeast-

spore falls to the bottom of the fluid. Ibid., Uredine
spermatial cultures. X902 Mature 20 Nov. 72/2 The Uretline
l''ungus Pnccinix dispersa,

Uredi-neous, a. [f. mod.L. Uredine-se (see
))rec.) + -OUS.] Pertaining or belonging to the
Uredines; affected by nredo ; uredinous. (1891-
in Diets.)

II Uredines (yurrdiniz). Bot, [L. : see Uredo.
Cf. F. tiredinis.] Species of fungi parasitic upon
and injurious to plants, etc. Cf. Uredo.
'753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Blast, That species called

uredines, or fire-blasts. 1836 Berkeley Fungi in Smiih's
Eng, Flora V. II. 6" Many entophytal parasites, such as
Uredines, &c. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 47/2 The whole
three plants were branded with myriads of Uredines. 1858
Irving Ilandbk. Brit. PI. 156 One of these [sub-orders] con-
tains the Uredines (Cornbrands). i860 Berkeley Outl.
Brit. Fungology xiii. 87 In the same way the relations of
Tremellini to Uredines are clear, if [etc].

Uredinous (yurJ-dinfe), a. [f. L. ureJin-
(see next and Uredine) + -otrs.]

1. Bot, Of the nature of a uredine ; belonging to
the Uredines.
1865 M. C. Cooke Microscopic Fungi 122 One of the most

showy of uredinous fungi. iB8g Athe/ixitm 20 April soQ-'a
Affected with a parasitic disease due to a uredinous fungus.

2. Patli. Affected with, of the nature of, nettle-

rash. (1891- in Diets.)

II Uredo (yurrdo). Bot. [L. I'ireJo (jil. ftre-

dines) blight, blast, itch, f. L. fire're to bum.]
1. A form of bliglit, = Brand sb. 7. rare,
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Uredo, the blasting of Trees

or Herbs. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Disectse, Diseases of
Plants.. .9. Uredo, or Scorching, of which there are two
Kinds. 1832 \asdi.k\ Introd. Bot. ^g(j Albigo,/e}'rugo,'.inA
nredo, commonly called mildew, smut, rust, brand, and
other names, are diseases caused by the presence of myriads
of minute fungi,

2. A name for various fungi (popularly called
rust, siimt, mildew, etc.) parasitic on grain and
certain other plants ; formerly regarded as a distinct

genus, but now known to be only the intermediate
stage of the Uredinex or rust fungi (cf. Uredo-
si'oee). Usu. witli capital.

1836 M. J. Berkeley Fungi 369 The specimens are
referred by Klolzsch to Uredo. 1843 Penny Cycl. XX\'I.
47/1 The wheat became attacked with Uredo. 1889 Plow-
right Brit. Uredineat 125 The Uredo and Uromyces frc.

quently attack the petioles.

b. A species or plant of this.

1836 M. J. Berkeley Fungi 375 Elongated Uredo...

-URET.

Parallel Uredo. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 47/1 He diffused
the granules of a Uredo in water. 1849 Lancet 17 Nov.
53r/a The uredo is studded all over with sharp points.
1889 Bermick. Nat. Club's Proc. XM. 488 A brown Uredo
or Pucciniaoi thf: Common Mallow.

c. A receptacle or hymenium in which uredo-
spores are formed. rare~^.
iiTi Encycl. Brit. IX. 811/2 Again, in a few days, this

mycelium forms a new kind of receptacle, the uredo.

3. attrib., as uredoform, -patch ; uredo-fruit,
a group of uredosporcs ; uredo stage, the summer
stage of certain rust fungi.

187s Bksnett & DvER tr. Sachs's Bot. 248 While the
Fungus IS niulliplying.. during the summer in its *uredo-
forin, the producjUon of a new form of spores begins in the
older *uredo-fruits. 1887 Bentley Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 3E0
These urcdo-fruits consi-.t of a den.se mycelium [etc.]. 1887
HiLLHOL'se tr. Strasburger's Prnct. Bot. 265 The haulm of
an oat which is infected with rusty *uredo.patches. 1880
Bessey Bot. 316 Later in the season . . the *uredo stage begins
to make its appearance., upon the leaves. 1895 M. C.
CooK.r. .Study Fungi xx. 246 In this group [sc. Pucciniopsis]
of species the uredo stage is deficient.

Ure-dospore. Bot. [f prec -f Spore.] One
or other of the peculiar summer spores develoiJetl
during the nredo stage in rust fungi.

187s Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs's Bot. 24B These uredo-
sporcs are dispersed after the rupture of the epidermi-s.
1882 Bentley i\lan. ISol. (ed. 4) 372 From which vertical

- branches shoot upwards bearing at their extremities oval
t

granular spores, the uredosporcs.

llence Vre:dospo-ric a., 'of or pertaining to
a uredospore' {Cent. Vict., 1891) ; Uredospori--
ferousa.,bearinguredospores; TJre^dospoTonsa.,
characterized by uredospores.
1895 M. C. CooKE Study Fungi xx. 242 The uredosporifer.

OUS sori are variously coloured. Ibid. xx. 248 Species of
uredosporous Uredines.

Ureide (yu»-r/',3id). C/iem. Also nreid. [f.

UKE-A + -IDE, -ID*.] A derivative of tu-ea con-
taining acid radicles.

1857 .Miller Etem. C/iem., Org. 617 Urea likewise gives
rise to the formation of a class of compounds analogous to
the amides, forming substances which have been called
ureides. 1867 Bloxam Chem. 620 They are, therefore,
sometimes styled ureides, and sometimes compound ureas.
1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 519/2 Ureids are a class of bodies
which are related to urea as amido-bodies are to ammonia.
Ureisun, obs. f. Orlson.
Ureit, obs. Sc. var. WritjiS., Wbitbo
Uremia, -ic, varr. Urjsmia, Urj:mic.
U-rent, a. rare. [a. L. urent-, urens, pres. pple.

of ur!re to burn. Cf. It. and Sp. urentc] Burn-
ing ; causing a burning sensation.
1656 Blount Glossogr. 1777 S. Robson Brit. Flora 6
Urent, beset with venomous stings, as in Nettles. J863
J. G. Wood Illustr. I\'at. Hist. III. 741 The cables retain
their urent property long after they have been detached
from the animal.

Ureo- ()'ii»"r/'|C), combining form of Urea,
occurring iit a few words, as ureo-oarbonate,
-carbonic, ureometer, ureometry : (see quots.
and cf. Urea-, Uro-1).
i8sa Watts tr. Gmelin's Ilnndbk, Chem, VII. 377 It is

resolved into alcohol and a *ureo-carbonate o( the alkali.
Ibid., The constituents of vinic ether and of hypothetically
anhydrous ureo-carbonic acid. 1876 I. G. Blacklev in
yrnl. Chem, Soc, II. 467 A modification of Russell and
West's 'ureometer. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 915/1

j
In Hufner's new ureometer, .. the exact methods for the

I determination of urea in organic liquids are.. complex and
tedious. 1901 Lancet 9 March 697/1, 1 have examined the
urine with Martindale^s ureometer. 1876 J. G. Blacklev in
Jrnl. Chem, Soc. 11. 447 The operation of "ureometry.

Ure-OX (yu»-r()ks). [ad. MHG. tir-ochse (G.
tirochs Urochs, auerochs Adrochs), or f. Ure sb.i

+ Ox.] = Urus.
1607 TopsELL Four-/. Beasts 722 Their large bodies and

manes, .it is not vnfit to attribute, .also to the \*re-Oxe.
Ibid. 72^ In Malonia neer Lituania .. those Vre-oxen are
kept as It were in parkes and chases. 1611 Cotgr., Ure,
the huge-bodied, bulch-backed, sliort-horned, and red-eyed
wild Oxe, called the Vre-oxe. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. ^
Min. 23 Bull, 7a«?-Kj. .. Hereto may be referred the Bison;
and Vre-oxe.

1887 tr. Hahn's IVand. Plants /^ Anim. 495 The ure-ox
and wisent of the German forests. z888 E. Gerard Land
beyond Forest : Transylvania l\. n. Whoever. .let himself
be lured into quaffing mead from her ureox drinking horn,
was doomed.
Urerythrine (yuarerijirsin). Chem. [f. Ur-inb
+ Ehytiirik] (.See quots.)
1858 Thudichum Urine 321 Urerythrine occurs in fresh

urine generally in a dissolved slate. 1878 KlNGZETTWajwa/
Chem. 238 Urerythrine is a substance first described by
Proust under the name of rosacic acid.

Ures, obs. f. OuES.
Ureson, Ureaun, obs. ff. Orison.
-nret (iuret), Chem., a suffix, ad. mod.L.

-uretum, -oretum, added to a stem or truncated
word to form names of simple compounds of an
element with another element or a radical. First
used (after F. words in -ure) about 1 790 in azoturet,

hydruret, phosphuret, sulphurct (from azote,

hydr-ogen, phosph-ure, sulph-ure), it was extended
to other terms, as far^Kr«/, «//«<«/ (1794), iodurel
(i8i6>, seleniurei (1818), and (more recently)

arseniuret, bromuret, chloruret, cyanuret,Jloruret,



URETARY.
hydroguret^ iellurei, etc. It is now largely replaced
by -IDE, q.v.

The French school of chemists in 17S7 proposed the suffix
-urStuntt "oretum^ in mod.L. terms (as pkosphorittoii^
suiphureium); but in F. words they preferred the suffix
•ure (1787 De Mor\'eau, «tc. MHhode tie Nomenclature
Ckimique 207, 231, etc.).

tUTetary,(j. and^^. Obs.rare. Also 7 uritary,
[ad. F. uretaire (i6th c.)j f. uret^re: see next.]
a. ajj. Of, pertaining to, or constituting the
ureters, b. sb. == Ureter,
1578 Banister //ist. Man v. 75 b, The extreme endes of

the vretarie^ vessels, which both giue passage to the vrine
discendyng into the bleddar. X650 Eari. Monm. u-.Senault's
Man bee. Guilty iv. v. 213 ITiat which Divine Justice shews
in the sicknesses of the earthly Monarches when by a grain
of sand he stops the urltaries [F. vretaires\.

Ureter (yurrtai). Anat. Also 6-7 vretere,
vreter, 7 uriter. [a. medical L. ureter, a, Cir.

ovpi]T-fipf f, ovpuv to make water. Cf. F. ttret^re

(1541), It and Pg. uretere, Sp. uritere\ Either of
the fibro-muscular tubes or vessels which convey the
urine from the pelvis of the kidney to the bladder

;

a urinary duct.

1578 Banisteii Hist, Man v. 78 b, From this veyne
springeth a vessell called Vreter. 1591 Jas. I Poet. Exerc^
Futies 862 A Stone, which stops . . The sUddrie vreter, carier
of Salt vrine. 1615 Crookr Bod^ 0/Man (1631) 190 The
paine of the Stone is . . acute when it mooueth into or toward
the Vreter. 1715 Fam. Diet. s.v. Stone, To make use of
his Probe, and to thrust it [sc. the stone] thro' the Ureter
into the Bladder. 1800 Med. Jml. IV. 392 On the left side
of the bladder, near the termination of the ureter. 1835-6
Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 348/1 The ureter [in birdsj. .has the
same structure as in the mammalia. 1875 Huxley & Martin
Elem, Biol. 198 The duct [of the frogj—ureter (female) or
gen ito«urinary canal (male)—running . . to tlie cloaca. 1893
Brit. Med, Jrnl. 7 Jan. ii/a A calculus impacted in the
lower end of the ureter.

attrib. t6oi Holland Pliny II. 72 The juice of Mallows
..enlargeth the Vretcre conduits. 1898 Brit, Med. Jml.
5 Nov. 1412/2 The ureter catheters .. must be used with
aseptic precautions.

D. More usually in pi.

1S78 Banlster Hist. Man v, 83 b, Two other passages.,
deducyng Urine from the reynes, and called Vreteres. 1594
T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 372 Two other passages,
called vreteres or vrine pipes. 16*5 Hkki Anat. Ur. i. ii.

30 They shew forth the disposition, .of the kidneyes, vreters,

or vrine-pipesj and the bladder. 1653 H. More Conject,
Cabbal. 156 Fishes, and.. birds,.. are both also destitute of
Vreters. 1707 Flover Pkpic. Puhe-lVaich 346 This shews
the Constitution of the Veins and Ureters, by which we may
understand the phlegmatic Temper. 1753 Gentl. Ma^.
XXV. 416 The ureters .. are situated near the seminal
vessels on each side of the spine. 1808 Barclay Muscular
Motions 556 The urine.. is propelled by the successive
muscular action of the ureters into the bladder. 18^8
Carpemtfr Anim. Phys, 282 In all Mammalia, and in

others, we find the ureters, .dilated at their lower extremity
into a bladder. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 26 Both ureters
were full of thick yellow pus.

Ure'teral, a. Anat. [f, prec. + -AL.] Of or

pertaining to, affecting or connected with, a ureter.

1883 Duncan Clin. Lect.Dis. Women (ed. 2) x. 76 The
similar condition of the urine in hysteria..and in ureteral
fistula. 1894 Ann. Surgery Sept. 267 The treatment of the
ureteral wound.
Ure:tereotomy. Sur^. [f. as prec. + Qr.

iKTOfifj: see -tomv.] Surgical removal of a ureter.

1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl, Epit. i Apr. 49/3 Ureterectomy.
Reynier. .reports a case in which he removed the whole of
one ureter. 1807 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 437 Ureterectomy
for diseases of Ureter.

Ureteric (yu»rne*rik), a, [f. as prec. + -ic.

Cf. F. uritJriqtte.l Pertaining to,' affecting, or

occurring in a ureter or the ureters.

i8u Good Study Med. IV. 4^4 Ureteric stoppage of urine.

1890 Billings ^(f</. Diet, s.v., Superior,.. middle, ..and infe-

rior ureteric arteries. Ibid., Ureteric calculus, . . Ureteric fold.

Ureteritis (yur/terai-tis). Path. [f. as prec.

+ -ITIS. Cf. F. ureterite^ It. ureterite!\ Inflam-

mation of a ureter.

18*3 Chabb Diet, Technol. II. s.v. ^ 1840 Encycl. Meirop,
VII. 653/2 Ureteritis and cystitis rarely coexist with
diseases of other parts. i88j> Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. VIII,
560/2 A simple uncomplicated ureteritis probably never
occurs. 1898 Lancet i Jan. 17/3 If the ureter is found to
be. .in a condition of tuberculous ureteritis.

UreterO- (ynrfterf?), combining form of

Urkteb, occurring in various surgical and medical
terms, as uretero-cystoneostomy, -cystostomy,
-enterostomy, -lithotomy, -stomy, -tomy sbs.

;

uretero-genital, -uterine, -vaginal, -vesical

adjs.

Many other instances occur in recent Diets., etc., as
ureterodialysis^ Mthy •lithic^ -tysis, 'nephrectomy^ -plasty^

'

Pyelitis^ 'Pyosis, •rrhapky^ -stenosis, 'Ureteral.

1893 Medical Press 15 Nov. 503 2 *Uretero-Cystoneo-
stomy, . . that [operation] of placing a severed ureter in com-
munication direct with the bladder. 1903 Med. Record
13 June 958 (Cent. Suppl.), "Ureterocystostomy. 1893 Brit.
Med. Jrnl. Epit. 4 Mar, 34/1 Any attempt at *uretero-
enterostomy would, .be contraindicated in cases of atonic or
relaxed condition of the lower orifice of the ureter. 1887
Lancet 3 Sept. 496/1 [heading), *Uretero-genital fistulje.

1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 7 Jan. 11/2 Case III. *Uretero-
Lithotomy.. .The patient was placed in the lithotomy posi-

tion [etc.]. 1901 Lancet 6 April 1034/1 The operations of
ureterotomy and lumbar *ureterostomy. 1885 Ibid. 14 Feb.

296/2 Removal of the calculus impacted in the ureter

by intra*peritoneal 'ureterotomy is feasible. 1894 Ann.
YouX.

457

Surgery Sept. 289 This case was one in wliich *urelero.
ureterostomy might have been jwrformed with advantage.
1887 Lancet 3 Sept. 496/2 Conditions similar to those which
give rise to *uretero.uterine fistulae. /Wrf., "Ureterovaginal
fi-itula;. 1893 Bril. Med. Jrnl. Epit. 4 March 34/1 The
uretero.vesicle \,sic\ sphincter . . is only relaxed to give issue

from time to time to a jet of urine.

Uretliaiie (yure-Jj^'n). Chem. Also -an.
[a. F. urethane : see Uu-ea and Ethane.] Ethyl
carbamate

; valued as an anfesthttic.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 600 The specific

gnivity of the vapour of urethan. 1844 Kownes Man. Chem.
386 Urethane is a white, solid, crystallizable body, fusible
below 212°. i88s Lancet 19 Dec. 1167/2 He h.->d slept
comfortably by the aid of urethan.

Urethra (yur/'fra). Anat. [a. late L. Urethra
(whence F. urethre, iiretre, It., Sp., Pg. uretra, I'g.

urethra), a. Gr. oip-qBpa, f. oipuv to urinate.] The
membranous tube or canal through which the urine
is discharged from the bladder.
1634 Johnson tr. fare's Wks. xix. i. 723 There bee some

who have the Urethra or passage of the yard obstructed by
budding caruncles. 1638 A. Rkid Anat. Body of Man
2 IS 'there is no conspicuous passage, by the which the
seed passeth into the urethra. 1681 T. Gibson Anat.
xix. (1684) 127 In Men it \sc. the neck of the bladder] is

longer and narrower, and.. opens into the Urethra. 173a
AsBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet iv. (1736) 428 In the Urethra, or
Passage of the Urine from the Bladder, cx^qa Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) V. 271/3 The urethra, .terminates in the podex.
1840 G. V. Elms Anat. 584 The urethra, .reaches from the
bladder to the extremity of the penis in the male, or to the
vulva in the female. 1880 Lancet 24 Jan. 119/1 The urethrae
of men differ in calibre. 1884 W. Pvk Surg. Handicraft
465 Normal urethras differ greatly in their calibre.
attrib. and Comb. ^1875 Knight Diet. Mech. ^8^/2

Urethra-cutter... an instrument for enlarging the urethral
canal.. in case of stricture. Ibid.^ Urethra-syrvige.. .z.

syringe with a long nozzle.

Urethra-, combining form of Urethra (cf.

Urethro-), occurring in a few terms, as ure'thra-
graph, -tome, urethra'meter (see quots.).

1875 Knight Diet, Mech. ibia,li Urelhratome,..a. knife
for dividing strictures of the urethna. 1883 G. Herschrl in

Lancet 2 June 943/2 The instrument which I have devised,
and to which I propose to give the name of *urethragraph.
Ibid., Every surgeon who . . habitually makes use of the
*urethrameter. 1885 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 11 July 54/2 Having
found out the number, situations, and sizes of the contrac-
tions [of the urethra].. by the urethrameter.

TTretliral (ynrf-Jiral), a. [ad. mod.I^ iire-

thrSl-is, or f. Urethr-a + -AL. Cf. F. un'thral,

Pg. urethral, uretra/.']

1. Anat. Of or pertaining to the urethra ; con-
stituting the urethra.

1835-6 Owen in Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 354/1 There is no
true urethral canal [in birdsl Ilfid. 355/2 Prostatic or other
urethral glands. 1857 Sir H. Thompson /?/f./'rtfj/rt/£(i86i)

16 The urethr.al mucous membrane. 1884 — Tumours of
Bladder 25 For which purpose the small urethral incision

suffices.

2. Path. Affecting or occurring in the urethra;

resulting from operating on the urethra.
In frequent use since c 1875.

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med, xxv. 309 The running
and urethral inflammation. 1845 Encycl, Mctrop, VII. 600/2
Urethral hscmorrhage is a flux of blood from the urethr.a.

2884 W. Pye Surg. Handicraft 466 This urethral fever, or
urethral shivering,.. is generally transient.

3. Adapted for, use<l in, operating on the urethra.

185a Lancet 7 Feb. 144/1 The prompt removal of strictures

of the urinary canal with the urethral guide and tubes. 1861
Erichsen Surg. (ed. 3) 1028 Urethral lithotrite. 1884
Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 263/2 The urethral diviilsor for

obliterating strictures. Ibid. 551/3 Urethral forceps...

Urethral scoop.

XJrethra-lgia. Path, [f. Urethk-a + Gr. aX-yos

pain.] A painful affection of the uretha.

1859 Ne^u Syd. Soc, Ycarbk. 195 A case of urethralgia..
yielded to frictions of chloroform liniment.

Urethrectomy. Stirg, [f. UuETHR-A + Gr.
fKToitri : see -tomy.] Surgical removal of the
urethra or part of it.

1893 Medical Press 29 March 334/r Urethrectomy as a
method for radical treatment of rupture of the urethra,
fistula, or organic stricture. 1898 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 11 June
1556/1 Acase of urethrectomy for impermeable stricture with
retention of urine.

XTrethritis (yui>r«J)r»i-tis). Path, [f. Urethr-a
+ -ITI8. Cf. F. ure'thn'te.'] Inflammation of the

urethra.
18J3 Crabb Diet, Technol. II. s.v. 1843 ^- J- Graves

Syst. Clin. Med. xxvil. 347 The extension of urethritis sym-
pathetically or by metastasis. 1888 Lancet 14 Jan. 58/1 The
condition commonly known as chronic granular urethritis.

Hence TXretlirl'tlo (-i'tik), a, a. Arising from,

due to, urethritis, b. Affected with urethritis.

a. i860 Mavne Expos. Lex, 1313 Urethritic or gonorrhoea!
prostatitis, b. 1891 Cent. Diet,

Urethro- (yurf'liro), combining form of

Urethra, occurring in various surgical and patho-

logical terms, as urethrocele, -gram, -graph,

-meter, -plaaty, -rrhaphy, -scope, -scopy,

-stenosis, -stomy, -tome, -tomy sbs, ; urethro-
genital, -metric, -plastic, -rectal, -scopio,

-sexual, -vaginal, -vesical adjs.

Various other terms appear in recent or special Diets., as

urethrobutbar, -cystitis, -penile, -perineal, -phraxis, -plastic,

,scopical,-spasm,-tomic,e.\.Q. {fZi.i.urithroptastie,,rrhagie,

,rrhaphie, -rrhie, 'Scope, -scopie, ,tome, -tomie.)

URGE.
1873 Lancet 7 June 81 1/2 Such a "urethrocele proved

extremely inconvenient to a married lady. 1885 Buck's
Handbk.Med. Sci. I. 519/1 Urethrocele. . affects the posterior
wall a few millimetres above the orifice. 1840 G. V. Ellis
Anat. 452 The *urethro-genital portion of the perinzeat
space. 1893 Medical Press 8 Feb. 144/1 The Urethrometer.—
B shows the mechanism which takes a^urethrogram by the
pencil points A writing on a sliding slip of paper. 1884 G.
Herschkl in Lancet 5 April 608/1 A technical description
of my'urethrograph. 1884 Erichsen J,«r^. (ed.8) II. loga
For the purpose of measuring theseslight strictures, Otis, of
New York, has invented an instrument which he calls the
*urethrometer'. 1895 Arnold

.J- Sons' Surg. Inslfitment
Catal. 572 Urethrometer (Mac Munn's), automatic. 1884
Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. Q16/2 "Urcthrometric Sound, an
olivary sound in a canula. 1856 Lancet 4 Oct. 378/2 Delpech
..performed a *urethroplastic operation. 1845 /i^/rf. 25 Jan.
83/2(^f/7n';M^),»Urethro.pIasty. 1861 ERicHSF:N.VKr^.(ed. 3)
1095 Urethroplasty may in such cases be advantageously
practised. 1857 Lancet 5 Sept. 247/2 Followed by the forma,
tion of a *urethro-rectal fistula. 1883 Holmes' Syst. Surg.
(ed. 3) III. 682 *Urethroraphy is performed by refreshing
the edge.q of the fistula [etc.]. x^^Lancet 13 May 1135/2 The
above cases of circular urethrorraphy. 1868 Ibid, 12 Dec.
768/2 A very simple ^urethroscope. 1886 Buck's Handbk.
Med. Sci. 1 1. 659 The Urethroscope in position. iSgs Arnold
<V Sons' Surg. Instrument Catal. 573 "Urethroscopic Tube
(Otis's). X899 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 2 Dec. 1544 Urethroscopic
examination showed the presence of a simple gonorrhcea.
1890 Billings Med, Diet. 11. 725 *Urethroscopy. 1901
Lancet 31 Aug. 599/1 The illumination.. by a source of
light from the outside, reflected into the tube, is as old
as urethroscopy itself. 1835-6 Owen in Todd's Cycl. Anat.
\. 348/1 The same segment of the cloaca . . is therefore
termed the *urethro-sexual cavity. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI.
161, 1 The urethro-sexual canal. 1848 Dunglison Med.
Did. (ed. 7) 874 * Urethrostenosis, stricture of the urethra.
1900 R. Harrison Vasectomy 44 Remote results of struc-
tural lesions in urethro-stenosis. 1900 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
Epit. ^% April 66/2 Perineal ^Urethrostomy : .. In this
operation, the first stage of which is an ordinary external
urethrotomy, the exposed urethra is cut across. 1849
Craig s.v., *Urethrotome. i860 Lancet 21 July 58/2 Two
cases of stricture of the urethra successfully treated by the
urethrotome dilator. 1874 Ibid. 13 June 830/2 Along this
the tunneled eye of the urethrotome is threaded. 1848
Dunglison Med. Did, (ed. 7) 874 ^Urethrotomy. 185J Lan-
cet 28 Aug. 204/2 Who invented urethrotomy on a grooved
staff as a cure for stricture ? 1867 Biennial Retrospect (New
Syd..Soc. XXXII) 321 Internal urethrotomy is more prompt
in execution. 1853 Erichsen Surg. 864 *Urethro- vaginal
fistulas are., of most common occurrence. 1885 Biick^s
Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 519/1 The whole thickness of the
urethro-vaginal wall. 1873 Lancet 15 Nov. 699/2 *Urethro-
vesical calculu-s.

Uretliylane (yure-t>il^'n). Chem. [f. Ur-ea :

see Ethyl and -ane 2 b.] Methyl-urethane

;

methyl carbamate.
184^ FowNES Man. Chem. 417 It yields wilh dry ammonia

a solid crystallizable substance, called urethylane. 1853
Watts tr. Gmelin's Handbk, Chem. VII. 292 Urethylane
crystallizes in tables derived from an oblique rhombic prism.
1863 Watts' Did. Chem. I. 751 Carbamate of Methyl.
Urethylane.

Ure*tic, a. (and sb.). [ad, late L. uretic-its^ a. Gr.
ovpr}Tiic6sy f, ovpfTv to urinate. Cf. obs. ¥. ttretique

(1581), ourJiique.'] fa. Uretic aa'dy phosphoric
acid (1857 Mayne Expos. Lex, 847/1). Obs. b.
Diuretic (1S49 Craig; hence in later Diets.).

Ure*tte. [f. Uk-ine sb, + -ette.] (See quot.)
X840 J. BuEL Farmer's Comp. 72 Urette is animal urine,

absorbed and rendered dry by mixture with calcareous earth.

Urge (^-it^s)) sb. [f. next.] The action of

urging or fact of being urged or prompted; an
impelling motive, force, pressure, etc.

In frequent use from ci^ia
a 1618 SvLVESTF.R Forgive vs our Trespasses xxvii, O may

it please thy heavenly grace, ..That we may pray without
all urge; Forgive us, Lord, our debts. 1884 Whitman
Leaves ofGrass 324 O I am sure they really came from Thee,
The urge, the ardor, the unconquerable will. 1886 R. W.
Gilder Lyrics, Recognition i, Creation,..With swift, con-

centric, never-ceasing urge, Resolving gradual to one disk

of fire. 1914 J. L. Paton J, B. Paton xviii. 317 Every good
deed is bound to grow. There is an inward urge that forces

it upwards.

Urge (v'i^^, V. Also 6 urdge. [ad. L. urge-re

to press, drive, compel, etc. (whence It. urgere^

Sp. and Pg. urgi'r).']

I. 1. trans. To bring forward, present, or press

upon the attention (a fact, reason, argument, etc.) in

an earnest or urgent manner ; to plead with or by
way of argument or excuse ; to allege, affirm, or

state, esp. in justification, extenuation, or defence.

In frequent use from C1685.

1560 Daus ir. Sleidane's Cflww. 315 b. The Emperour..
aunswered him plainly that he could not..prai.se the same
decree, and still vrged his promesse and couenaunt. 1565
Calfhill Answ. Martiall 155 Ye vrge a miracle, for euery

..splinter of the Crosse, inasmuch as a Church.. was pre-

serued from burning by it. 1596 Edw, III, 11. i. 447, A
spatious field of reasons could I vrge. 1655 Fuller Ck.

Hist. I. 8 This. .were an argument (as K. Limes did once
pleasantly urge it) to prove our Old stile before the New.
a 1695 J. ScoTT Chr. I.ije 11. Wks. 1718 I. 419 The Apostle

urges our having a compassionate High Priest in Heaven to

intercede for us. 1713 Berkeley Hylas <5- Phil. 11. Wks.
1871 I. 314, 1 am at a loss what more to urge. 1784 Cowpkb
Task VI. 56 The few.., seeking grace t'improve the prize

they hold. Would urge a wiser suit than asking more. 1798

S. & Ht. Lee Canierb. T. H. 164 [HeJ urged his weak
health, as rendering it necessary he should travel very

leisurely. j8i6 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 3). 321 Canova
appeared as a claimant in behalf of Rome, which had only

her venerable name to urge. 1855 Poultry Chron. lU. 242/2
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The most fastidious can urge no objection. 1864 D. G. 1

Mitchell Set'. Sior. 279 The Count urged the scandal which I

would grow out of such a measure. 1

b. Const, otty upon ; to, etc.; also against, I

1593 Shaks. Rick. Ift \i. i. 209 Vrge doubts to them y* '

fcarc. 1607 — Cor. iv. vii. 19 He knowes not What I can :

vrge against him. 1654 ItRAMHALL Just P'iuii. iii. 35 Vet '

three things are urged against it. 1667 Milton P, L. vi. ,

622 The terms we sent were terms of weight,, .and full of
j

force urg'd home, 1749 Fielding Torn Jones vil xv, So far
|

from being an Advocate for the present Prisoner, she urged '

his Guilt to his Officer. 184s A. Combe Physiol. Digestion
(ed. 3) 304, I shall.. urge upon him the necessity of render-

ing our knowledge more complete, 1872 '1'ennvson Gareih
ff Lynette 1313 Lancelot on him urged All the devisings of

\

their chivaliy.
i

O. With clause as object, either introduced by that \

or directly quoted. ;

(a) 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 227 The French men
..especially vrged that the Scoies niyght be comprised in

the peace. 1596 Dravton Legends i. 352 Further to urge
what she before had said. 16^ Junius Paint. Ancients 2

Wee doe therein urge somewhat further, that [etc.]. 167a
H. Stubbe yustif. Dutch War 24 The Queen urged, that

..she was to be Arbitress. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II,

IV. V. 217 It was urged. .that the servants..ought not to be
deprived of such precious advantages. 1885 ' Mrs. Alex-
ANDER ' At Bay ix, I urged that the disappearance of the.

,

money.. would tell against him.

{fi) 1689 Prior Epistle to Fleetwood Shephard 78 So
Atoms dancing round the Center, They urge, made all

Things at a Venture. <? 1743 Ozkll tr. Brantoine's Sp.
Rhodom. (1744) 67 M. de Lansac urged, It was absolutely

necessary, a 179a Sir J. Reynolds Jonm. Flanders fif

Holland Wks. 1797 II. 124 There is lightness, airiness, and
facility in Rubens, his advocates will urge. 1838 Dickens
Nickleby vi, * Father,' urged the maiden [to the monk],.,
'our daily alms have been distributed.' 1865 — Mut. /'>,

III. i,
' Don*t break out, Lammle,* urged Fledgeby, in a

submissive tone. 1884 tr. L.otze's Logic 424 We are left

afterall.it will be urged,, .walled in within the alUembracing
delusions of those ideas.

2. To advocate or advise earnestly (some coarse
of action, etc.) ; to press with importunity, claim
or demand pressingly.

1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 204 Why vrgest thou so oft yong
Arthurs death? 1596 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlvi. (1602) 217
Then proudlypricke the mounted Sers.the Harrolds..vrging
fees to gentellize their name. 1601 Shaks. yul. C. iv. iii.

261, I should not vrge thy duty past thy might. x66i
Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 5 The Lord Chancellour. .is to
urge of them the oath of supremacie. 1683 Drvden Medal
187 What vengeance will they urge, Whose Ordures neither
Plague nor Fire can purge. 1805 Med. Jml. XIV. 206, I

thought it my duty to urge the operation, 1816 Scott Old
Mort. xxxiii, He hath ever urged peace with the malignants.
1831 James Phil. Augustus II. v, The many, which were
all eager to urge a course that . . he would have been the first

to follow, but [etc.].

b. With impersonal snhject.

1593 Kyd Sp. Trag. iii. i. 61 Embassadour, What news
hath vrg'd this sodain entrance? Ibid. iv. iv. 87, 1 see your
lookes vrge instance of these wordes. 1605 Shaks. Lear v.
I. 53 The Enemy*s in view, draw vp your powers ;.. your
hast Is now vrg d on you. 1667 Milton P. /.. ix. 250 For
solitude somtimes is best socletie, And short retirement urges
sweet relume. 187a Geo. Eliot Middlem. Ixxxvi, A past
error may urge a grand retrieval.

II. 3. To . entreat or plead with (a person)
pertinaceously ; to importune, press, or ply with
arguments or strong persuasion ; to prompt, solicit,

or request earnestly. Also, with impersonal sub-

ject : To incite or impel strongly.

156B Bible (Bishops*) Lnke xi. 53 The lawyers and the
pharisees began to vrge hym vehemently, and to prouoke
hym to speake many thynges. 1586 Day Eng. Secretorie
II. (1625) 25 To \Tge me as you doe, may but breed that
which neither of vs may returne pleasing. 1595 Shaks. yohn
II. i. 475, I see a yeelding in the lookes of France;, .vrge
them while their soules Are capeable of this ambition. X640
Habington Queen ofArragon 11. 366, I urg'd Them with
the memory of their former deedes. 1667 Milton P, L. ix,

588 Hunger and thirst at once, ..quick'nd at the scent Of
that alluring fruit, urg'd me so keene. 1693 Drvden St.
Eureinonfs Ess. 24 Urged with an apprehension of their
ruine, (they] abandoned themselves to the Conduct of Xan-
tippus. 1717 Pope Iliad x. 135 Strong necessity our toils

demands, . . and urges all our hands. 1814 J. Austen Mans/,
/*«rA XV, Do not urge her, madam... It is not fair to urge
her in this manner. 1847 Helps Friends in C. i. v. 83 Men
. .cannot be moved in massesas ofold. At one time chivalry
urged all men—then the Church. 1853 J- H. Newman Hist,
Sk. (1873) 1. 183 The barbarian, .moves when he is urged by
appetite.

b. Const, to with inf. ; also with advs. (as on,
omvard') and preps.

(«) *Sfi5 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Insto^ Vrge me not, or presse
me not to iudge. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VI/I^ iv. ii. 157 Vrge
the King To do me this last right. 1671 Milton Samson
1677 A spirit of phrenzie. .Who. .urg'd them on with mad
desire To call in hast for thir destroyer. 1753-4 Richardson
Grandison II. xxili. 167 Should she engage without waiting
for his consent ; as she was urged to do, by Letters. 1816
Scott Bl. Dwar/ xvii'i. His patriotism urged him to serve
his country abroad. 1B91 Farrar Darkn. /^ Dawn xxix,
Seneca.. urged the Emperor to summon him into his
presence;

{b) s6oo /// Pt. Sir J. Oldcastle iv. ii. 9 Pardon, my Lord j

my conscience vrg'd me to it. 1776 Paine Com. Sense
9 Hunger in the mean time would urge him from his work,
1791 CowpER Iliad V. 9o4Venus..and the Archer. .have
urged, themselves, to this The frantic Mars. 183a Lvtton
Eugene A. i. v, They urge us onward, yet present no limit
to our progress. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh /"aM*?- jOrtrcy II. iv.

^ He was not urging others to a course in which he never
intended to venture himself. 187 j Leisure Hour 480/1 Two
guineas paid to. .his clerk, to urge him on with the works.

t c. To charge strongly with something. Also
with that and clause. Ohs.

1599 Thynnk^w/wo*/?', (1S75) 54 Speakinge to his wyfe,he
urgethe her that slie cannott denye yt. i6z8 Sir W. Muhk
.S//V, Hynine 144 Thou of our innocence the ground, for vs,

with guilt was vrgde. 1689 Wooi> Life (O.H.S.) III. 310
Speed's daughter tuld the bishop of it and the bishop urg'd
him with it. 1703 Rows Lair Penit, v. i, Ihou com'st to
urge me with the wrongs I ha' done thee.

4. a. To serve or act as a constraining influence

on (something) ; to bear pressingly on; to spur,

actuate, or constrain.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 62 More I may say to you,
then any mans mynde is urged to accomplishe. 15^2 Kyd
sp. Trng. in. iv. 14 A guiltie conscience, vrged with the
thought Of former enils, easily cannot erre. Ihid. iv. iv. 145
But loue of him. .Did vrge her rer^olution to be such. 1633
Up. Hall Hard Texts, O.T. 620 Yee have extreamely urged
the patience of the Loid. 1833 Scott ^«^w^/m D, ii, I. .will

pay fitting respect to your age, ifyou do not urge my patience
with mockery. 1843 Neale Hyinns for Sick 23 Give me
when those last trials urge Thy Very Flesh and IJlood. 1878
Masgne Poets 42, 1 was wrong to urge your will And wrong
to mar your life.

t b. To treat (a mineral, etc.) with great heat.

1758 Reid tr. ATacqucr's Chym. I. 69 If the c:dx of Tin be
urged^ by a strong fire. 1828-32 Webster s.v., To urge an
ore with intense heat.

III. 5. To hasten or press forward (a proceed-

ing, enterprise, etc.) ; to prosecute with effort,

energy, or vigour ; to push forward.
1565 Cooper 'J hesaurns s.v. Iiisto, Instabit huic loco, . . Ho

shall vrge this, or be earnest in this. 1583 Stubbes Anat.
Ahus. I. H 4, [It] bringeth death before nature vrge it,, .or

age require it. 1598 Hakluvt Voy. I. 145 Swandepolcus.

.

affirming that himselfe neuer prospered so long as he vrged
warre against them. 1667 Boyle Orig, Formes ^ Qual. 4:^0

This Substance, .will.. (if the Distillation have been urg'd

far enough) [be] brittle. 1684 Earl Koscom. Ess. Transl.
Verse 238 Urge your Success, deserve a lasting Name.
1697 Drvden /Eneis v. 273 The Crew of Mnestheus,..with
elated Minds, Urge their Success. Ibid, vii. 660 While
Turnus urges thus his Enterprise. 1713 Addison Crt/t? jii.

v, Why wilt thou urge the fate Of wretched men? 1781
CowpER Table-T, 214 The peasants urge their harvest. 1789
E. Darwin Bot.Card. II. 79 When, .wither'd Famine urged
the work of de.ith, 1855 Prescott Philip JI^ i. viii, I. 239
Henry obstinately urged his fate, and compelled the_ count
. .to take the saddle. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x\\. III.

213 The bills which the Commons were urging forward. 1883
Daily Tel. 11 Sept. (EncycL Diet.), Urging the carnage,
and eyeing with pleasure all the horrors of war.

transf. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art no Every kind deed
..in relieving distress, .would., open and urge, in a thousand
unforeseen directions, the sluices ofcommerceand the .springs

of industry.

6. To press forcibly in some direction ; to force

or impel forward or onward ; to drive. Also with

preps, or advs., as against, aiaay, down^ throtigh,

tS^Kyd Cornelia V. 188 Now we of outside vrge them to

retreate. And nowe before them we retyre as fast. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav, 87 The first walke is set with pipes
of Lead and lirasse, through which the water is vrged. 1693
'i', Creech Juvenal xin. 93 Rivers chang'd to Blood Roul
wond'rous Waves, or urge a Milky Flood, 1742 Pope Dune.
IV. 592 From Stage to Stage the UcensM Earl may run,..The
Senator at Cricket urge the Ball. 1791 Cowper Iliad v. 70
For Menelaus. .the spear urged through his breast. 1813
BvRON Corsair in. xv, The blue waves sport around the

stern they urge. 1827 Faraday Chem, Manip. xvi. 395 The
latter \sc. air] being urged away from the tube by a force

proportionate [etc.]. i86a Calverlf.y Verses ^ Tr. i6_Still

I see you . . Urge, towards the table's centre, . . the squall,

transf, 1737 Pope hnit. Hor.» Ep. ii. ii. 253 Heir urges
heir, like wave impelling wave. 1821 Shelley Adonaisxx'it
As long as skies are blue, . .Evening must usher night, night
urge the morrow.
A^ 1870 Bkvant /Had 11. I. 77 The fates Decreed their

early death and urged them on,

b. To cause to move, hasten, or gather speed
;

to accelerate the pace of; to speed up. Usu. with

advs. (as/orwaj-d, on) or prejjs.

^1721 Prior Journey to Copt-Hall 12, 1 mount, and.. With
unarm'd kick urge on my horse. 1760 Fawkes tt.Anacreon,
Ode lix. 8 With tighten'd Rein, I'll urge thee round tlie

dusty Plain. 1821 Shelley Epithalamion 20 Nay, return,

Vesper ! urge thy lazy car ! 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father
Darcy II. xix. 317 Their wearied horses.. gave evidence of
the fierce desperation with which they had been urged for-

ward. X902 Violet }kco^ Sheep-Sieaters x, Coachmen were
urging their horses up to the door.

reft. 1805 Bingley Anim. Bio^. (ed. 2) II. 1^9 [Birds]

urge themselves forward in the air by means of wings.

C. To press or pursue (one*s flight, way, the

chase) ; to hasten or accelerate (one's pace, etc.).

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iii, 75 High Epidaurus urges
on my speed, Fain'd for his hills, and for his horses' breed.

1703 Pope Thebais 558 Hapless Tydeus..Thro' the thick

deserts headlong urg'd his flight. 1735 Somervili.e Chase
HI. 543 He., up the Breeze Urges his Course with eager
Violence, a 1763 Shenstone Elegies xvi. 94 Led by their

beams I urg'd the pleasing chase. iSoi M. G. Lewis Tales

of Wonder^ Sir Hengist ii, Sir Hengist urged his courser's

pace. 1804 W. L. Bowles Spir. Discov, iv. 579 With De
Quiros to the South Still urge thy way. 1840 Thirlwall
Greece VII. 61 He had several motives to urge his progress,

1854 H. Miller Sch, ff Schnt. xvi. 340, I should have to
urge my way througli the works of our best writers.

7. a. To stimulate to expression or action ; to

provoke or excite; to increase or intensify.

1594 ist Pt. Contention (1843) 24 Forbeare ambitious Pre-
late to vrge my griefe. 1594 Kyd Corfielia 1. 166 The wrath
of heauen (though vrg'd) we see is slow In punishing the
euils we haue done, 1616 W, Browne Brit. Past, 11, iv. 516
Anger and pittyf in his manly biest, Urge, yet reslraine his

teares. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Cfum, I, 401 Then 'urge the
fire gradually, bring the crucible to a white heat. 1820
Shelley Provieth. Unb. i. 42 While from their loud abysses
howling throng The genii of the storm, urging the rage Of
whirlwind. xty^X^^v. Diet. Arts 1124 The heat having been
brisklyurged forashort time. 1863 J. M. Neale //>'/wMfo«
Paradise 28 All his spite my Tempter urges.

b. To provoke to anger ; to irritate or annoy.

Also with clause (quot, 1593). Now dial,

1593 Lodge Will. Longbeard "£. 3 This is it that urgeth
me that I fall into his hands, 1655 [see Urging///, a. i b],

1876- ill dialect use {Eng. Dial. Diet, s.v. Utge t'.' 2).

8. To ply vigorously ; to use, work, or employ
briskly or diligently.

1697 Dryden yEneis v. 301 Both urge their Oars, a 1760
I. H. Browne Fireside Poems (1768) 126, I urge the gay
flask With a set of old friends. 1820 Shelley Fragm.
Satire on Sat. 25 Follow his flight with winged words, and
urge The strokes of the inexorable scourge.

IV. inlr. 9. To press by inquiry or statement

;

to adduce or bring forward arguments, allegations,

etc. Also const, to with inf.

159a Soliman ff Pers. 111. i. 73 Erastus, ile not yet vrge to

know the cause That brought thee hether. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIII, V. iii. 48, I doe beseech your Lordships, That..
my .Accusers . . may stand forth face to face, And freely vrge
against me. 1804 Something Odd I. 130 When she had no
company at home, he would urge to go and seek it abroad.
1818 Shelley Julian 616, I urged and questioned still, she
told me how All happened.

b. To press solicitously, make a strong claim,

for sometliing.

1607 Shaks, Timon iil ii. 13 One of his men.. vrg'd ex-
treamly for't \sc. money],aiul sliewed what necessity belong'd
too't. \^fiQSHK9.VLQCV.Vegetablcst-] Infinite sioryes of strange
conjunctions which urge earnestly for credit. 1726 Swift
Serm, Martyrd. K, Chas. Wks. 1765 XV. 134 That wicked
faction. ., not content with all those marks of his justice. .,

urged still for more. 17S3-4 Richardson Grandison il. ix.

60 He again urged for her hand, and for a private marriage.

1769 GoLDSM. Hist. Rome I. 183 The tribunes..began once
more to urge for the removal,

t o. To strive^y^r (mastery). Ods."^
1691 tr, Emilianne's Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 302 His

lovely Countenance, where the Lilly and the Rose did urge
for Mastery.

10. To press, push, or hasten on. Esp. with

advs., as along^ on, omcard, upward,
1605-8 Donne To Sir H. Goodyere 8 A Palace, .decayes :

But bee which dwels there, is not so; for bee Strives to urge
upward, and his fortune raise. 1653 Milton Psalm vii. ai
Rise Jehovah in thine ire, Rouze thy self amidst the rage
Of my foes that urge like fire. 1692 Prior Ode^ Imtt.
Horace v. 31 Darius flies, youi;g Aimron urges on. 17x1
Steele Spect. No. 374 f i Those behind him, if he does
not urge on, will tread him down. 1821 Clare Vill.

Minstr. II. 27 Thou hast heard tlie thorn's in flower, And
childhood's bliss is urging on. 1857 Susanna Winkwobth
tr. Life Tauler'ix. 247 Through all this he shall urge on-
ward, till fetcl. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 19 Oct. 3/1 A woman. .,

moaning inarticulately, urges wearily along.

11, To act as an impelling or prompting motive,

stimulus, or force ; to incite or stimulate ; to exer-

cise pressure or constraint,

i64sWallf.r/'(Vw/ji42 Let Brutes.. that cannot thinke, So
far as drought and Nature urges, drinke, 1656 Smith Pract.
Physick 147 Since two things do urge, either Malignity or
the Feaver; if that urge, most Antidotes are necessary.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) I. 157 There-
fore' thriued your precept may vrge, but your example is

not souldierlike. 1667 Milton P, L. 1. 66 Hope never
comes That comes to all ; but torture without end Still

urges. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India ^ P. 172 The present
Occasions urging, and [they] being willing to blind them-
selves, X716 Poi'ii Itiatiw. 453 The combat urges, and my
soul's on nre. 1752 Hume Pol.Disc.\\\\. 138 Necessity calls,

fear urges, rea.'^on exhorts. 1791 Cowper Iliad v. 848 The
time Urges, and need appears that we ourselves Now call

to mind the fury of our might. 1805-6 Carv Dante's Inf.
IV. 21 Our length of way Urges to haste.

•fb. To be of weiglit or impoilance. Olfs,

1654 Z. Coke Logick 145 A Syllogism leading to absurdity,

much urgeth in disputing.

Hence Ur^ed (;")jd5d) ///. a.

>S9S Daniel Cii'. Wars iv. Ixxxiv, Whilst looking onely
on the vrged crime Vnto the farther drift they take no heed.
c 161X Chapman iiiad xvi. 264 Remember you express Your
late-urged virtue. 1628 Feltham Resolves ii. Ixv. 186 Gifts
are the greatest Vsurie ; because a two-fuld retribution is an
vrged effect.that a Noble nature prompts vs to. 1786 Burns
On W, Chalmers ii, I am nae stranger to.. his warm-urged
wishes. 1883 Duncan Clin. Led. L>is. Women (ed. 2) ii. 8

And iuch urged passing (of uterine bougie] induces spasms.

TJrgence (y-id^ens). [a. F, urgence (1572),
or f. Urgent a, : see -ence.]

1. Earnest or pressing solicitation ; importunity

;

= UuGENcy 2.

f 1592 Marlowe Je7v of Malta Prol., This all that he
intends, (And that too, at the vrgence of some friends). 1624
Hevwood Gunaik. 11, 100 His urgence overcame the silence

of the Oracle, 1634 — Maidenk. ivell lost \. C 2, At my
vrgence He promis t you a parley. 1879 Howells L.AroS'
stock 166 She tried to remember at his urgence, something
of her childhood. Ibid. 219 * Oh I give you the right,' he
cried with passionate urgence. 1893 F. Adams Egypt 255 At
the united urgence of France and England .

. ,
[he] resigned.

2. Urgent need; pressing necessity or importance ;

= Urgency i.

C160S BoDLEV in Trecentale Bodleianutn (1913) 44 The
Keept-T may sometimes, vpon Vrgence of buisnesse, . .desire

a dispensation for his personal absence from his charge.
x6io Heywood Gold. Age iv. i, Urgence calls me hence To
an enforced absence. 1639 Davenport Nno Trick i. i, His
businesse craves dispatch, And is of serious urgence.



URGENCY.
3, Quickness, expedition, haste,
i6ia J. CoTTA Dang. PracL Physic i. vili. 60 Drunlien-

ncsse, whose ordinarily knowne effects are . . in some imagina-
tions.. quicke and readic, in some with as apparent vrgeiice,
yet senselesse. 1868 Geo. Eliot ^rf. Gipsy 72 L.itc despatches
sent With urgence by the Count of liavien. 1869 Ulackmokf.
Lorna D. x, We found good reason for the urgence and
melancholy of the duck-birds.

4. Impelling force ; == Urgencv 5.
1874 S. Lanif.r Poeittst Corn 13 Expirations strong Throb

from young hickories .. With stress and ur:;ence bold of
prisoned spring. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan, Der. v. xxxvi, A
shrinking finally overcome by the urgence of poverty. 1876
DowDEN Poems 3 The lapsing waters tell The urgence un-
controllable Which makes the trouble of their breast.

Urgency (^-Jd^ensi). [f. next (see -ency), or
ad. late L. urgentia. Cf. It. urgenza, Sp. and Pg.
urgencia^ and prec]

I. 1. The state, condition, or fact of being
urgent; pressing importance; imperativeness.
1540 Act 32 Hen. Vlll, c. 48 § 6 If the importaunce or

urgency of the cause, .so require. 1594 Hooker EccL Pol.
I. viii. S 8 Only in case of so great vrgency. 1624 Impeachm.
Dk.Buckhm. (Camden) 129 AUeadgeing the urgency of the
present service. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 63, 1 told
him the Urgency of my Occasions. 1793 Jefferson Writ.
{1859) ^ V. 96 The ascertaining of this point becomes a matter
of present urgenc>;. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xi, The
urgency of your circumstances. 1833 I. Taylor Fanat. i.

7 There are.. motives, .of far greater force, and these., have
a peculiar urgency in reference to the present moment. 1866
Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxv, I will not wait for the urgency of
necessity. 1877 Erichsen Surg. I. 13 The four cases of
extreme surgical urgency.

b. Spec. t^See quot. 1884.)
1883 May Treat. Parlt. (ed. 9) 383 By the aid of these

rules of urgency, a serious political crisis had been overcome.
1884 //«/. Diet. IV. 529 In parliament, urgency is when, by a
vote of three to one in a house of not less than 300 members,
a measure is declared urgent in the interest of the state.

2. Pressure by importunity or entreaty; urgent
solicitation ; insistence.

i6ti CoTGR., Imporijtnite, importunitie,vrgencie, earnest-
nesse. 1735 Swift Gullivers Let. to Simpson p i IJy your
great and frequent urgency, you prevailed on me to [etc.].

178J Miss Bvrsey Cecilia vir. iv, This confession.. was torn
from her by. .(Delville's] impetuous urgency. 1828 LvnoN
PeUuxtn III. X, In spite of all the urgency and entreaties of
my letters for a reply. i88a T. Mozley Remin, Oriel College^
etc. I. Introd. 4 At his encouragement and urgency I stood
for a Fellowship.

3. Stress ^wind, weather, etc.

1660 Bt'RNEV Kep3. Awpoi'(i66i) 12 There was never any
tender nightingale so preserved in the urgencie of the
weather. 1859 W. M. Thomson Land fif Book 1.66 Neither
heavy weights.., nor the importunate urgency of the wind,
can sway it [rtr.a palm-treej aside from perfect uprightness.

4. Persistence, eagerness. rare—K
a 1677 Barrow Semi. xvi. Wks. 1686 III. 184 And why

with less expedition or urgency should we persue the certain
means of our present security 7

6. Impelling or prompting force or quality,
1816 Scott Antiq. xxxvi, What she has told you.. from

no apparent impulse but the urgency of conscience. 18^ J.
Martineau Stud. Chr. 281 The urgency of desire and devo-
tion.^ 1863 Geo. Eliot Rotnola 11. xxx, The new urgency
of this habitual thought brought a new suggestion.

II. 6. An urgent need or situation.

1647 May Hist. Pari. n. i. 11 Collections through the
Kingdom being too slow for such an urgency. 1695 Locke
Further Consik. Value Money 58 'I'he accidental difference
..is sometimes (but rarely) two pence in five shillings, or
somewhat more in great urgencies. iSao Keats Isabella
xxix, With sudden speed, . . Because of some great urgency
and need In their affairs. 183a Rolls 0/Parlt. Index 467/3
Agrees to respite the Levy.. for Two YearSt .. unless any
Urgency should arise.

7. A driving or constraining impulse or motive,
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq, xx. 76 Pinched betwixt the

sense of poverty and quick urgencies of Devotion. iSaa
Good Study Med. I. 343 The patient. .will still perhaps be
tormented with, .a perpetual urgency to expulsion. CX830
Chalmers Led. Romans Ixix. (1840) 346 Evil might ensue
from unbridled and unreasonable urgencies of talk upon this

subject. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts viii, A superstitious
reverence for nis guest's genius, and its various urgencies.

8. ;*/. Earnest representations or entreaties ; im-
port imities.

1813 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 376 We. .met, and after
the urgencies of each on the other, I consented to undertake
the task. 1877 * H. A Page ' De Quincey xvii. 1 1. 40 Books
..lobe returned, in answer to the urgencies of librarians.

1883 Miss Broughton Belinda iii. v, Belinda, ..despite the
warm urgencies of the..strangers, retires in favour of her
visitors.

III. 9. aiirib., as urgency order^pledge^ rate,

883 May Treat. Parlt. (ed. 9) 383 It became necessary
to revive the urgency resolution of the 3rd February 1881.
1890 Lunacy Act § 11 In cases of urgency where it is ex-
pedient., that the alleged lunatic should be forthwith placed
under care and treatment, he may be received and detained
..upon an urgency order. 1891 Pall Mall G. 7 April 5/2
It is said Mrs. Cathcart is confined under an urgency order.

1898 MoRLEV in Daily News 14 Feb. 3/7 The Press agencies
. . paid what is called an urgency rate—that ts about, 1 think,
twenty or thirty times higher than the ordinary Press rate.

1906 K. Whiteing Ring in the Neio 47 Taking in urgency
pledges after the closing of the pawn-shops.

Urgent (.y-Jd5cnt), a. [a. F. urgent (14th c),
a, L. urgent- y urgens^ pres. pple. of nrgdre to Urge.
Cf. It,, Sp., Pg. urgente.']

I. 1. Pressing, impelling ; demanding or calling

for prompt action; marked or characterized by
urgency. (Freq. from £ iSoo.)

459

In earliest use with cause or necessity.

whan cause vrgent, & very necessite compelleth. 1558 Bi.
AVatson 6'tfz'. Sacram. xix. 119 Where the Sacrament is
excluded by vrgent necessitye. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in.
IV, llie more 1 stirre about urgent aflfaires. 1604 Thorn-
borough Discovrse (titlc-p.), 'l"he cuident vtilitie and vrgent
necessitie of the desired happie Vnion, 1660 Milton Free
Comimv. "Wks. 1851 V, 451 To the ret.-irding..oft times of
lliir Counsels or urgentest occasions. 1676-7 \iKn\KVhCorr,
AVks. (Grosart) II. 521 'Jhe true remedy of the urgent con-
dition of this poore Nation. 1718 Swift Jrw/, to Stella
25 Feb., I have no urgent business upon my hands. 1755Young Centaur vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 282 With only this addi-
tional, and still more urgent, . .motive for reformation. 177a
W. BucHAN Dom. Med. (ed. 2) 278 Unless these symptoms
are urgent, it is safer to let it alone. x8i6 J. Scorr Paris
Revisit, (ed. 3) 117 They were soon forced to separate to
attend to their respective urgent duties. 1843 R. J. Graves
Syst. Clin. Med. xx. 239 What may be done by simple means
in relieving .^n urgent disease. 1866 Rockrs Agric. ^ Prices
I. xxi. 528 The necessity not being so urgent as it is now.

b. Of commands, messages, etc, by which a
matter is strongly pressed upon a person's attention.
161X Bible Dan, iii. 22 The Kings commandement w.is

vrgent. 1779 Mirror No. 32, The remonstrances of his man
of business, aided by very urgent requests from me. x8i6
Bkntham Chrestom.Q6-2 Other objects, for the illustration of
which the demand, .isaccordinqly still more urgent. 1856
Stanley Sinai 4- Pal. iv. 205 This summons was as urgent
as words can describe. 1883 (). W. Holmes PagesJr. Old
Vol, Life 61 A second telegtaphic message. , so direct and
urgent that I should be sure of an answer to it. 1886
Baring-Gould Court Royal xx.\viii, 'Papa,' said Lady
Grace in urgent tones.

2. Of a feeling, etc. : That constrains, impels, or
prompts. Also const, of,

1559 ^^S- St. Attdrews Kirk Session (S.H.S.) I. 18 Giue
thei be vexed and urnet with ustioun and urgent appetites
oftheflesche. 1566 l)KANT//(7r., .SW. 11. i. E vijb, Yf I haue
suche vrgent luste, and lykyng to indite. 1641 Milton Ch.
Go7<t. \. vii. The miseries of Ireland are urgent of a speedy
redress. 1748 G. White Serin. (MS.), If people will not
follow nature in her most urgent affections, and importunate
Requests.

_ 1873 Morlv.^ Rousseau (1905) 1 1. 34 When men
are beginning to feel the urgent spirit of a new time.

3, Of persons: Pressingly solicitous; importunate,
insistent. Also with preps,, us/or, in, on, f unto.
1548 Elyot, Premo,. .premcre,.. to be vrgent or instante

vpon. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Prento^ I was not more
vrgent or instant on any pointe, then, &c. «i593Marlowk
& Nashe Dido ni. i, All these.. Haue been most vrgent
suiters for my loue, 26x1 Bible Exod, xii. 3;^ The Egyp-
tians were vrgent vpon the people that they might send them
out of the land in liaste 1698 Collier Imnior. Stage 107
Oedipus is. .Urgent for an account of Particulars. 173a
Lediard Sethos II. x. 355 The officers of his fleet were
urgent in offering their services. 1778 Miss Uurney Evelina
ii, The advice and entreaties of all his friends, among whom
I was myself the most urgent. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk.
II. 149 His family have been very urgent for him to make
an expedition to Margate. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 408/1
The public and the Profession were alike urgent in calling
for sweeping reforms.

b. Kagerly desirous to do something.
1753-4 Richardson (^^-^M^ww ll.xxviii. 227, 1 never knew

him to be so very urgent to know my heart. 1798 S. & Ht.
"Lv.^ Can/erb, T. II. 181 [It] made nim.. urgent to set out
for England. i8a6 Galt Last 0/ Lairds xxxiv. 302 Mr.
Loopy. .had been calling, urgent to see ine. 1846 AIrs. A.
Marsh FatherDarcy II, 243 He is very urgent to see him.

II. 4. Impelling, pressing, or bearing onwards.
1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) 209 When as the

waters of Rothere and Downe are so urgent, that the curate
of Rotherham cannot to them repayre. 1876 R. Bridges
Grozvth o/Love v. Her launched passion when she sings
Wins on the hearing like a shapen prow Borne by the
niasteryofits urgent win^s. 1879— A /'ajirr-^yi. Whither,
O splendid ship, thy white sails crowding, Lining across
the Dosom of the urgent West.

f 6. Oppressive ; severe ; heavy. Obs,

1545 Brinklow C(7w//. ii. lob, An vrgent dammage to the
common welth. x6oo Hakluvt Voy. III. 49 During the two
houres of those two dayes the heat is very vrgent. 1606
Shaks. Attt. ^ CI. I. ii. 187 Not alone The death of Fuluia,
with more vrgent touches, Do strongly speake to vs. a 1699
T. Beau.mont Psyche 111. X47 Which Jesus seeing, He upon
Iiim threw The urgent yoak of an express Injunction,

f0. Of time: Pressing; passing quickly. Obs.
161X Shaks. Wint. T, 1. ii. 465 Please your Highnessc To

take the vrgent houre. 1791 Cowper Iliad i. 74 But time is

urgent; haste we to consult Priest, prophet, or interpreter of
dreams.

Hence TT'rgentiiess, urgency, rare.

1598 Bahret Theor. Warres 11. i. 25 The vrgentnesse of

the cause doeth deepely require it. 1727 Bailey (vol, 11),

Prcssiiigncss, Urgentness.

Urffently, adv. [-ly2.] in an urgent manner.
1548 UuALL, etc. Erasm, Par. John xix. 108 b, Therfore

the Jcwes called more vrgentely vpon the matter. i6ix

CoTCR., //«/('r^««f'/«f«/, importunately, vrgently, earnestly.

1^89 in C. I". Jenkins y'cr/tf/rt (1923) 90, 1 thank thee for thy
kind advice thou hast so urgently given me. 1840 Thirl-
WALL</V(Trtf VII. ^c3 His attention, .was urgently claimed
by the danger whicli now threatened him. 1871 A. RIeaoows
Man. Midwifery iii. (ed, 2) 361 Prompt action is urgently
necessary.

Urger (f>ud53i). [f. Urge v, + -er^.]

1. One who urges or incites. Also with on,

1598 FLORio,6'c<7«^'«ra^(?r^,aconspirer, aconiurer,an vrger.

160S W. Bradshaw Eng. Puritanism v. 29 They hould that

such an ooth (on the vrgers part) is most damnable. 1659 F.
OsBORN Misc. Ess.., etc. 140, 1 confesse Necessity cannot
onely abate the Edge of these Reasons; but turne their

Poynts against the Urger, X704 D'Urfey HeirAdopted Ixx,

URIC.

'Twas past all Bounds before, And needed nol an urger on.
'753 Richardson Grandison (1781) II. xxix. 276 If the urger
suspects not the fitness of his addresses. 1837 B. D. Walsh
Aristoph., Knights iv. i, The urgers-on olnimble steeds.
1891 lem/,le liar Mag. Dec. 496 Scott.. was the tempter
and urger in a ruinous policy. 1903 T. Hardy Dynasts i.
VI. ui, '1 he Eternal Urger, pressing change on change.
2. An instigalor or advocate, an earnest supporter

or presenter, o/' something. Now rare.
In frequent use c 1620-c 1670.

157s Brieff Disc. Troub. FrMickford 215 From whose.,
pennes, the vrgers of theis [letters] receiued first the light off
Uie gospell. 1631 Le Grvs tr. Velteius Paterc. 39 Marcus
Cato, the perpetuall urgerof the destruction thereof 1640 in
Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) I. ,14 The Author and UrgeTof^me Particular Changes. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 209
1 he Urgers cf the forementioned Objection. 1847 Coven-
TRV Dick in Brown Horx Suhs. (1882) 406 Nought detains
the urger of these pleas, But dinners.

U-rgingf, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -lN0l.] The
action of the verb; an instance of this.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 359 Her vrging of her wracke
at sea. i6isHieron Wks. I.606 It isbysuch vrgingsasthis,
which.. it ple.Tseth Him to make effectuall. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 11. xxv. 133 [It] is manifest enough, by the long and
vehenient urging. 1721 Bailev, Importunity, an eager
pressing or urging. 1838 Lvtton A lice x. iv. After repeated
conferences and urgings. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xlv,
A painful urging of something vague and difficult. 1897
Rhoscomvl White Rose Anio 82 One whose vigorous
urgings to immediate action had [etc.].

U'rging, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

1. That serves as a motive or impelling cause

;

that constrains, or actuates ; inciting, spurring,
stimulating, strongly prompting; compelling.
1613 Selden Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. VI. io6 If it be

the same with /.yra,as some think, although urging reason
and authority are to the contrary. 1668 Owen ludivcll. Sin
ii. 16 It is. .an inbred, working, impelling, urging Law. 1678
Drvden Limberham 1. i, How stand thy Afl^ections to her,
thou lusty Rogue? Wood. All o'fire: Amosturging Creature !

1723 Fres. St. Russia II. 273 Causes .. weighty and urging
enough for Russia to begin a War. 1728 Swift Let.toAhp.
ofDublin P22 We shall, .sacrifice all honesty to the present
urging advantage. 180a Woi.cot {P. Pindar) hi. Innocence
63 The sportive fry,.. leaping oft as urging hunger calls,

Meet the dropp'd crumb. 1870 Tvndall Fragm. Sci. (1871)
322 It is a useful urging force.

b. dial. Of words: Taunting, irritating.

i6ss N'. Riding Rec. (1887) V. 191 A Sumersides yeoman
[tried] for giving scandallous, urginge and provoking words.

O. Strongly operative or active.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. iii. 43 How slender a masse
will remain upon an open and urging Fire of the carnall
composition.

+ 2. Characterized by urgency ; urgent. Obs.
1647 Cotterell Davita's Hist. Fr. I. 49 It would be very

easie, this urging necessity once past, to moderate, .the.,
power of the Duke of Guise. 1683 Howe Union among
Prot.^ Wks. 1863 IV. 261 The case was at that time urging
and important. 1683 Y.V.^^¥.it Erasm. on Folly \'^ If at
any time some urging occasions require them to become
entangled in secular affaii-s.

Hence XTrsrlngly adv.
i8p3 Temple Bar XCVII. 524 She instinctively and

urgingly clapped her hands to a faster tune.

TJrgonian, o. Geol. \a.A. Ii . Urgonien i^'Or-
bigny, 1852), f. Organ (see def.).] Forming or

belonging to a series of massive limestones of the

Lower Cretaceous system as developed at Orgon in

the Durance valley.

\i^ Quart. Jrnl. Geol. Sx. XII. 69 M. d'Orbigny's
Urgoiiian series, or upper division of the Neocomian group.
x888 Dawson Geol. Hist. Plants 282 These beds are regarded
as Lower Cretaceous (Urgonian).

-nria (yQ»'ria), a second element in Latin form
(cf. DvsuBiA, Ischuria), derived from Gr. -ot//x'a,

employed in various pathological terms denoting
morbid conditions of the urine, as albuminuria,
glycosuria, hxmatinuria, hseinaturia, hiemoglobin-

uria, oxaluria, planuria, polytiria, pyuria,
TJrial, variant of Ouuial.

Uric (yO»"ril<), a. Chem. Also 8-9 curio,

[a. F. urique, f. ur-ine Ubine sh.^ : see -Ic 1 b.]

L Uric oxide: (see q not. i860).

1797 Pearso.n in Phil. 7>a<«. LXXXVIII. 37 It will be
necessary to give a name to this urinary animal oxide...!
trust that philological critics will find the name ouricor uric

oxide perfectly appropriate. 1803 Fessenden Poet. Peti*

tion 12 Such a man.. May view this uric oxyd's basis,

.\nd tell exactly what the case is. 1844 Lancet 19 Oct.
129/1 It is clear that uric oxide differs from uric acid simply
in containing twoatomslessof oxygen, i860 ^l\\HV.E.rpos.

Lex. 1314 Uric Oxide... ^ substance constituting a very
rare ingredient in vesical calculi, and otherwise termed urous
oxide, and xanthic oxide.

2. Uric acid, a cryslallizable acid, CsH^NjOj,
found in the urine of man, ce'rtain animals, reptiles,

and birds, being produced in the metabolism of

nitrogenous bodies, and excreted by tlie kidneys.

x8oo tr. Lagrange's Cheiu. 1 1. 404 To separate the uric acid

from the latter salts. 1803- [see Lithic «. 1]. «8a6 Henry
Elem. Chem. II. 467 It is in those organs., that a new acid,

the uric, is generated. 187a Huxley Physiol, v. 106 Urea
and uric acid are both composed of the elements carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen.

cllipt. (and atlrii.). 1821 Good Study Med. IV. 508 The
uric calculi. .are of a yellowish or reddish-brown colour,

1846 G. E. Day u. Simon's Anim.Chem. II. 460 One minute
calculus passed at the same_ time with others of pure uric,

had a nucleus of oxalate of lime.
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UKIC-ACID^MIA.

b. aitrib. and Comb., as uric acid calculus^

diathesis, -excreting, excretioti, gravel, etc.

1819 Rees'' CycL XXXVII. ^ X/a Litliic or Uric Acid
Calculus. 1843 PennyCycl. XXVI. 52/1 Uiic.^cid Crystals.

1845 Eitcj/cl.Meirop. VII. ^52 A gouty or rheumatic state of
Ihe constitution, or uric acid diathesis. 1864 Garrod Mat.
Med, (ed. a) 108 In cases of uric acid gravel. 1866 Odling
Aniin. Chetn, 128 The uric acid group of compounds. 1880
Encycl. Brit. XI. 7/3 The uric.acid.excreting function of
the kidneys.

o. ITrio-acideBmia, = Ubicemia; urio-aoidity,

the condition of containing an excess of uric acid.

1893 Brit. Med. Jml. Suppl. 26 Kvl%. 33 Nervous condi*
tions depending upon *uric acidaimia. 1897 Lancet 15 May
13^8/2 Symptoms . . which would seem to depend upon
uricacidaimia. 1893 A. S. EccLES .Sciatica 30 The *uric.

acidity of the blood and tissues.

Uriosemia (yuarisrmia). Path. Also urio-

hcBinia. [mod.L., £ uric-us Uiiic a. + Gr. aX^i-a

blood.] = LlTHiEMH.
1867 k. Flint Princ. Med. 84 An excess of uric acid (in the

form of urates) in the blood constituting a condition ditfering

from urxmia ; it is desirable to distinguish it by a name. ..

I would propose uric^emia. 1000 Lancet 25 .\ug. 572/1 The
relation ofurichxmia to the different symptoms ofthe malady.

Hence UricsB'mio a., = Lith.smic a.

1900 Lancet 25 Aug. 571/3 These^ urichsemic states in no
decree determine gout, renal function being adequate.

Uriconiau (yu»rik»a-nian), a. Geol. [f. Uri-

coni-tim, name of Roman town at Wroxeter, + -AN.]

Consisting of, pertaining to, a series of volcanic

rocks such as constitute the Wrekin in Shropshire, i

1886 C. Caluiway in Q. ymt. Geol. Soc. XLII. 4S1 In the i

Uriconian series itself I bad found conglomerates full of
rounded pieces of granitoid and gneissic rocks. Ibid. 483
The Charlton conglomerates are of Uriconian age. 1893
Geikie Text Bk. Geol. (ed. 3) 710 The Uriconian volcanic
group.. is probably pre-Cambrian.

Uride. Chetn. [f. Ur-ic a. + -ide.] A compound
of uric acid with another element, or with a radical.

Also atlrib.

1887 .V M. Brown Auim. Alkaloids 68 A body apparently
of the uride family. Ibid. 90 He had obtained from normal
urines a uride, allantoine.

Uridro-sis. Path. [mod.L., f. G. oZp-ov Ueine
ji.l + iipoa I sweat : see -csis.] A morbid excretion

of certain uriaary constituents in the perspiration
;

urinous sweating.

1857 DuNGi.isoN Med. Did. 947. i860 Mayne s.v. 1899
AllhutCs Syst. Med.VXW. 736 Uridrosis. A minute amount
of urea is normally present in sweat.

-nrieilt (yOs-riSnt), suffix, ad. L. -urietit-, pres.

pple. stem of desiderative verbs, occurring first

in a few direct adoptions from L., as parturient

(1592), t micturient (1654), esurient {a, 1672), and
hence occas. added to L. stems to form adjs. with
the meaning ' desiring, characterized by a desire,

(to do something") ', as in fnovalurient (1679),
nupturient, \vomiturient (1666).
1878 Eagle Mag-. iSt. John's Coll. Camb.) X. 81 The vapid

concourse of dangling men and nupturient maids.

II XTrim (yu»-rim). [a. Heb. DniN Urirn, pi.

intens., referred to ^iX or ' light
', pi. t3**liX orim,

and by some taken as = lights, tparrKr/iol ' illumina-
tions (Symmachus).]
1. Certain objects, the nature of which is not

known, worn in or upon the ' breast-plate ' of the
Jewish high-priest, by means of which the will of
Jehovah was held to be declared.
Used chiefly in the collocation Urimand Tkummiin (once
Tkummiiu^ and Urim\ occurring five times in the O. T.
In the earlier English versions rendered after the Vulgate
doctrina et Veritas (from the LXX fi^Auxric kox aA)}0eia),
whence Wyclif 'doctryne(l.v. techyng] and trewthe '; Cover.
dale has Might and perfectnesse , following Luther's licht
und recht, but in the ' Great * Bible of 1539 and in later
versions the words are left untranslated.

(«) '537 Bible (Matthew's) Num. xxvii. 21 Eleazar y
preast..shal aske councell for him after the iudgement of
Urim before the Lorde. Hid. i Sam. xxviiL 6 Nether by
dreame nor by Urim nor yet by prophetes. 1598 Sylvester
Du Bitrtas II. \\. Babylon 400 That never Vrim, Dream, or
Vision sung Their Oracles, but all in Isaak's tongue. 1641
Milton Ch. Grjt. i. v, The Priests, .had the Oracle of Urim
to consult with. 1659 J. Harrington Lawgiving ix, ii. 38
WhenGod was enquired of by Urim, he gave his Oracle by
the shining of certain stones or jewels in the breastplate of
the hiyh priest. 1737 Whiston JosefihHs,Antiq. iii. viii. § 9
note. The very last instance of any thing like the prophetic
Urim among the Jewish nation.

.
<*) «537 Bible (Matthew's) E.xod. xxviii. 30 Thou shall put

in the brestlappe of iudgement vrim and Thumin. 1560
Bible (Genev.) Deut. xxxiii. 8 Let tliy Thummim and thine
Vrim be w' thine holy one. 1595 W. Clerke Polimantcia
I 4, Concerning the reuelation done by Vrim and Thummim.
1613 PtiRcHAS Pilgrimageiiin) 198 Lord, doe it fcrlAaron)
the Priest, with Vrim and Thummim. 1671 Milton P. P.
III. 14 Thy Counsel would be as the Oracle Urim and Thum-
mim, those oraculous gems On Aaron's breasu a \T6i Shen-
STONE Ess. Men fr Mann. \Vks. 1768 II. 229 An illiterate
stupid prcicher discoursing upon Urim and Thummim, and
beating the pulpit cushion. 17*8^4 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)
II.S^J In the course of the Levitical law,, .answers by urim
and thummim.. gradually ceased. 1874 Gko. Eliot Coll.
Break/.-P. 144 An oracular gem in price lieyond Urim and
Thummim lost to Israel. 1877c. Geikie C/im/ I. 303 'The.,
prophet', who should bring back the lost Urim and 'rhummim.

D. trans/, anijig.
«6i8 Bp. Hall Contempt., N. T. i. i, How little were the

Jews better for this, when they had lost the Urim and Thum.

460

[

mim, sincerity of doctrine and manners 1 a 165s J. Smith
Set. Disc. v. 134 Whenever we look upon our own soul. .,we shall find an Urim and Ihummiin there, by which we
may ask counsel of God himself. 111670 Hacket Abp.
Williams I. (1693) 164 Conscience and Honour, the Urim
and Thuromiin, with which the Noblest, .should consult in
all things. 1760-71 H. Brooke Footo/Quat. (1792) III. 19
Every mechanic professed, like Aaron, to carry a Urim and
Thummim about him. 1815 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan 1 1. 193He stood and spoke . . like one to whom old age is .. the sign
of wisdom and power—the urim and thumim of survivor-
ship. iSji KiNGSi.EY Yeast x, The heart ,. enshrines the
priceless peari of womanhood, .. the ' Urim and Thummim ',

before which gross man can only inquire and adore, a 1886
W. B. Robertson Dream /'oolisk Virgin (1898) 17 And stars
repeat it.., The Urim and the Thummim on the breastplate
of the night.

2. Mormon Ch. (See quots.)
1843 H. Caswall Proph. o/igth Cent. v. 77 The mystic

Urim and Thummim, which appeared in the form of two
transparent stones, set in the rim of a bow, like a pair of
spectacles, and fastened to a golden breastplate. 1864
Chambers's Encycl. VI. 569/2 Along with the records was
found a curious instrument, called by Smith ' Urim and
Thummin '.

., By means of these stone spectacles [etc.].

TJ-rinable, a. rare—^. [f. Umne v. -i- -able.]
Capable of being excreted in the urine.
c 1900 Buck's llandbk. Med. Sci. III. 543 (Cent. Suppl.).

Urinaa-mia. U.S. Path. Also-emia. [mod.L.:
see Ukine sb. and cf. Ur.emia.] A morbid condition
due to retention in the blood of certair^ constituents
nomially eliminated in the urine.
i860 R. FowLKK Med. Voc. s v. 1871 Hammond Dis.

Nervous Syst. 46 Epilepsy, urinaimia, stomachal vertigo.

Uriual (yu»-rinal), sb. Forms: 3-7 vrinal,
4-6 -all(e, 4-5 vrynal, 4-6 -aU(e, 6-7 urinall (6
-alle, 7 -ell), 7- urinal

; 5 orinal, orynal ; also

3 vrnal, 6 vrnall. [a. OF. urinal (12th c. ; also
orinal, pi. orignaulx), n. L. Urinal, {. urina Ukine
sb.^ Cf. Pr. urinal, Pg. ur-, ourinol. It. orinale,
Pr. and Sp. orinal.']

+ 1. A glass vessel or phial employed to receive
urine for medical examination or inspection. Obs.
c 1275 Lay. 17724 He nam his vrinal [c 1205 glees-fat] anon,

an J»e king meh bar on ; one wile after jjan Jje vrnal an honde
he nam. 13 . . Scuyn Sages IW.) 1049 The yonge man . . taketh
an vrinal for to sen. c 1386 Chaucf.r Pard. Prol. 19 Thyne
vrynals and thy lurdones. c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 370/1
Orynal, or vrynal, urinate. 1495 Noltingliam Rec. Ilf. 284,
ij vrinalles, price iiij d. 1548 Recorde Urin. Physick
iv. 14 b. The VrinalL.shulde be of pure clere gla.sse, not
thyck, nor greene in colour. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden
R 3 b, Then shee neuer need to haue her water cast in an
vrinall for the greene sicknes. 164a Fuller Holy f, Prof. SI.
n. ii. 5^ Reasons drawn from the urine alone are as brittle as
the urinall. i68s Boyle Effects ofMotion Suppl. 142 Thin
Vessels of Glass, especially Urinals, to be diligently made
clean with Sand. 1737 Phil. Trans, XLI. 707 The Capilla-
menta, whilst in the Urinal, and till the Urine was decanted.
'757. Keysht's Trav. IV. 19 While her maid is stirring a
medicine in a spoon, and the physician looking into the
urinal. 1858 Thudichum Urine ig In some hospitals the
.indent urinal is still in use.
yig. 1:164s Howell Lett. (1650) II. 2 When I found tho.se

letters, .which he sends as urinals up and down the world,
to look into his water for discovery of the crazie condition
of his body. 1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Religious Stoic 19
There ye shallknow by the Urinal of his eyes, and the water
standing therein, what convulsion-fits his soul suffers.
trans/. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. xiv. (Roxb.) 10/2 He I

beareth Argent, a vrinall Azure.

t2. Alchemy. (See quot. 1738.) Obs. \

CI386 Chaucer Can. i'com. T. 73 Sondry vessels maad
of erthe and glas, Oure vrynals and our descensories. 1559 '

MoRWYNG Evonym. i Men call it a receiver or a urinall.
/^///. 212 If ij urinals be set together. 1584 K. Scot /-J/itrtTT'.

Wilclur. xil. xvii. (i88(5) 212 Take a glasse viall full of holie
water. ., On the mouth of the viall or urinall, two olive
leaves must be laid. 1667 Boyle Orig-, Forms fr Qual, 398,
I took two p.ircels of Gold, . . and having cast each of these

j

in a distinct Urinal, ..I caus'd [etc.]. 1738 Chambers Cif/., '

Urinal, in chemistry, is an oblong glass vessel, used for
making solutions.

3. A chamber-pot.
c '475 Cath. Angl. 405/1 (A.), An Vrynalle, vrinaria,, ,-M

Jordane. 1519 Horman Viilg. 168 b, Se that I lacke nat by
my beddis syde a chayer of easement :. .and an vrnall bye.
1548 UuALL Erasm. Apoph. 212 b, His groome whose dayly
office it was to geve unto hyin his urinall in his chaunibre.
i6aa Mabbe tr. Alemau's Guzman iCAt/, i. 232 Not finding
any of his Pages there, he . . tooke the Vrinall himselfe, which
stood at his beds head. 164Z Milton Apot. Smect. 13 Some
Politicians. .lyable to a night.walking cudgeller, or the
emptying of a Urinall. 1695 Congreve Love jfor I^. 11. iii,

JTo] warm yopr Bed, and . . set the Candle and your Tobacco-
Box,and your Urinal by you. X739 R. Bull tr. Dcdekiudns'
Grobianus p. viii. He finds Occasion to inspect the Urinal
and the Bed-pan. a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarron's Com.
Romance (1775) 1. 35 Pray reach me the chamber-pot, quoth
Rancour. ..The other, .took up the urinal, and gave it to
Rancour. x8a2 Good Study Med, I V. 540 Forming red j^and
on the surface, as it probably would otherwise have done in

the bladder or the urinal. 1875 H. C. Woou Titcrap, (1879)
342 The use of chloral to keep free from odor the urinals of
paraplegics.

trausf. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Urinal 0/ the
Planets, Ireland,, .because of its frequent and great Rains.
4. A vessel or reservoir with conductor worn on

the person for incontinence of urine.

i8ss Ogilvie Supfl. 1895 .Arnold >, Sons' Catal. Surg,
lustrum. 707 Urinals for Invalids, Travellers, etc. Tlie
best quality of Urinals are all made of .specially prepared
A;therized India.rnblier. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.
244 .The wearing of indiarubber urinals, and other means of
avoiding 'accidents'.

URINARY.

5, A building, erection, or enclosure for accom-
modating persons when requiring to pass urine,
1851 J. H. Stirling in A. H. Stirling Life (1912) vi. 106,

I had put my back to one of the urinals. 18G9 E. A. Parkes
j

Fract. Hygiene {ed. 3) 319 Earthen-ware or slate urinals
should be used, with water running through them. 1898
G. B. Shaw Plays II, Candida 29 A vast district .. well
served with ugly iron urinaU
6. attrib. and Comb.^ as urinal-glass (= sense j),

'like J metal
\ f urinal cherry (see quot. 1629);

t urinal monger, f quack, f shaker, a quack
I doctor who diagnoses by inspecting the urine.

j

x6ii CoTGR., Fr/waw, . . vrinalMike. 16x9 Parkinson
,

Parad, 572 The Vrinall Cherrie. . is long and round, like vnto
1
an Vrinall. 164X Cowley Guardian 11. v, That damn'd

I

Urinabmonger. .has not so much pliysick as would cure the
I toothach. 1651 French Distiil. i. 37 Put upon it another

urinall-glasse inverted, a 165* Brome Queenes Exch. iv.
E4b/2 He thinks my skull's made but of urinal mettal.
1663 CowLEv Cutter Coleman St. if. viii, Wor. He's a kind
of (Jrave-maker, C%tt. A Urinal Shaker. 1763 J. Clubbe
Physiognomy 7 How came this art into reputation ?. . By the
same means that Urinal Quacks and Conjurors have had
a run here. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 99 Urinal
Cleaner, Attendant, &c.

ITrinal, a, lObs. [a, F. urinal (i6th c), ad.
Inte L. urindl-isj f. urina Urine j<^.1]

1. a. Of or pertaining to, consisting or character-
istic of, urine.

1541 R. Copland Guydou's Quest. Chirurg. I iv, Wherby
receyueth the bladder the superfluite vrynal of the kydnees 7

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xx.wi, The pisse of that Urinal
flood ran glib away. 1703 T. H. (//7/^t, Complcat 'I'reatises
of Urines, shewing the right Method of Urinal Prognostica-
tion. 1743 Lond. ^ Country Brew. iv. (ed. 2) 285 Though it

be of an Lrinat Taste,

b. Marked by immoderate discharge of urine.
i8a2 Goox> Study Med. IV. 459 Both [kinds of diabetes]

were named indifferently diabetes, . . urinary diarrhoea, urinal
dropsy, and . . water-flux.

2. = Urinary a. 1.

1615 Crooke Body o/Afan ( 1631 ) 21 2 The Pipe or Canale of
the yarde which in greeke they call ovpr)0fta, the vrinal pipe,
J620 Venner f'ia Kecta vii. 154 They.. purge the reines,
and vrinall passages. « 1651 Rccorde's Urin. Physick To
Rdr. A 2 b, 'Ihe Urine, .returneth back again in the veines,
to the liver and urinall vessels. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 512 The
effects of. .cantharides to the urinalsysteni.

+ U'rinalist. Obs, [f. Ukinal sb,'\ A urino-
lo_^ist.

1631 Dekker Match vie in Lomlon !ii, I.. bid him.. To
keepe my health from falling, which I felt Tottering. ., but
my Vrinalist.-left no Artery Vnstreicht vpon the Tenters.

Urina-lysis. l\S. Med. [Irreg. f. L. urln-a
UitiNE sb,^ + Analysis.] = Uuanalysis.
1889 Buck's Ilaudbk. Med. Sci. VII. 416/1 Processes to !«

found in large works on urinalysis. 1897 Columbus (Ohio)
Dispatch 18 June 5/2 He. .was familiar with the term urin-
al y.si.-;,

U'rinant, a. Her. [ad. L. ftrinant-y Urinaus,
pres. pple. oUlrlndrl to dive] Borne with the head
downward, and the tail erect.

1688 Holme Armoury 11. xiv. 327/1 He beareth Gules, a
Dolphin reversed. Argent; (or else a Dolphin with the tail

erected ;) but more properly a Dolphin Urinant. c 18^
Bekry E*u:ycL Her. \, Gloss., Divings or Urinant^ is said of
a dolphin or other fish, borne with the head downwards.
1863 Boutell /(en Hist. 4- Pop. xi. 67 A fish is.. urinant
when its head is in base.

XJTinary, j/'. 'i Obs. [ad. med.L. uriptdrt-um,

f. L. /7r/>w;-d to Ukine. Cf. F. urinoir.'] fa. (See
first quot.) Obs.—° h. ~ Ukinal j^. ;.

1818-32 Webster, Urifutry, l/rittarium,..!i reservoir or
place for the reception of urine, &c.,for manure. 1836 I. M,
GuLLV Magendie s Formul. (ed. 2) 135 The chloruret of lime
may also oe . , used in the disinfection of water-closets,
urinaries,. .hospital-wards, &c.

Urinary (yii»*rinari), a. [ad. med.L. *urtndri"
us (whence It., Sp., Pg. urinario^ It, orinario^

F. urinaire)i f. iirtna Ukink sb.^'\

1. Affording passage to, effecting or assisting in

the secretion and discharge of, urine.

X578 Banister Hist. Man v, 83 The begynnyng of the
Urinarie passage, x6ooSurflet Countrie Farme w.xw'i. 2^5
The decoction . . castcth out grauell contained in the vrinanc
vessels. 1625 Hart Anat. (Jr. n. L 53 A stoppage of the
Liuer, kidneyes, and the vrinarie vessels. 1688 [see 3 a].

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Bla^ider^ From whence it takes
various Denominations, as Urinary-Bladder, Gall-Bladder,
&c. 173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. i. 358
Everything which drives the Blood into the Urinary Canals.
1794 G. Adams Nat. ^ Exp. Pkilos. I. xi. 488 The alkaline
solution . . is apt . . to prove irritating to the urinary passages.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 50/1 Indicating. .the stale of the
urinary system. I86^^ Gaurod Mat. Med. (ed, a) 93 It is

desirable to keep uric acid in solution during its transit

tlirough the urinary organs. 1877 Rosenthal Musclfs <5-

JVen'es {iZ2,\) 9S The urinary duct, in which each drop of
urine leaving the kidneys produces a wave which propagates
itself.. to the urinary bladder.

2. Of the nature of urine ; excreted as urine.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. v. 230 ^Vhereby it \sc.

the bladder] dischargeth the waterish ancf urinary part of
its aliment i8aa Gi'OD Study Med. IV. 500 The urinary
secretion in a f^tate of health ts one of the most compound
fluids of the animal system, 187* Huxley Physiol, v. 105
The urinary fluid flows.. into the bladder. 1874 Garrod &
Baxter Mat. Med. (ed. 4) 120 Citrate of potash sits easily

upon the stomach, and . . slightly increases the urinary water,

fb. = UuiNOUS a. I. Obs.-~'^

1819 Rees' Cycl. XXXVII. s.v., Some urinary salts crys-

tallize when precipitated.



URINATE.

3. a. Adapted for using on the urinaiy passage.
1688 Holme Armoury 111. xx. (Roxb.) 237/2 The Lapi-

dillum..ts a spoon, ,; with it the stone is taken out of the
Urinary passages. Some call it the Urinary Probe.

b. Adapted for receiving or containing urine.
xSai Oooo Stuefy Med, IV. 494 In incontinence of urine. .,

the patient will find it very convenient to be provided with
a light urinary receptacle.

4. a. Lodged or formed in the urinary organs or
bladder; excreted in the urine.

c 1793 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 01/2 Urinary calculi. 1797
WoLLASTON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 386 On Gouty and
Urinary Concretions. 1808 Nicholsoit's Jrnl, XX. 317
Analysis of a Urinary Calculus. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VI I.

580 Of Urinary_ Deposits. Ibid.^ Precipliable substances.,
which . . form urinary sediments. 1857 Dunclison Med, Lex,
427/2 Diabetic, Urinary, and Hepatic sugar. 1887 A. M.
Brown Anim, Alkaloids 65 The urinary alkaloid obtained
by Pouchet.

b. Of or pertaining to, affecting or occnrring in,

the urinary system or organs.
i8ai tsee Urinal a. \ b]. 1838-31 Webster s.v., Urinary

abscesses. 1845 G. E. Dav tr. Simon^s Anim. Chem. I. 59
Laws of much importance in urinary pathology. 1874 Van
BuREN Dis. Genit. Org. i Its urinary function is purely
secondary. 1875 H. C. Wood Thera^. (1879) 478 when
lessened urinary excretion is purely functional in its origin.

tS90 1, rttici'f i4junei255/i Urinary fever is believed by some
to be neurotic in its origin.

Urinate (yu^-rin^'t), v,^ [f, med.L, ilrTndt-,

ppl. stem of urtndre to pass water, f. L. urina
Ubine sb.^'\

1. inir. To discharge urine; to make water; to

micturate.

'S99 A. M, tr. Gahelhouer's Bk. Physicke \jol2 When the
Patient vrinateth in the bath. 1831 J. Davies Mat. Med.
308 Diuretics {Bkovfttta^ I urinate), act upon the general
system in the same manner as stimulants. 1845 Lancet 25
Jan. 83/2 The patient now urinatesvery freely. 1879 Duncan
Clitu Led, Dis. l^om. x. 110 A hysterica! woman, when she
is under the influence of that condition, urinates frequently.

2. irans, a. To wet or saturate with urine.

1768 (sec Urinated ///. a.]. 1885 H. O. Forbes Nat,
Ivand. E, Archip. it6 The adjags first urinate all the grass.

b. To pass as or after the manner of urine.

1915 Evid. before Bryce's Committee German Outrages i^-x

During this journey . . about 20 of the men . . urinated blood.

Hence U'rinated///. a.

1768 IW. Donaldson) Life Sir B.SapskullW. ix. 74, 1 was
swaddled in my urinated blankets.

t Urinate, v.*^ Obs.—^ [f. L. urhtat-^ ppL stem

of «r/«/zr/ (ante-class, «rrHfl/r).] intr, (Seequot.)
i6»3 CocKERAM I [following Cooper], Vrtnatet to diuc or

swimme vnder water.

Urinatioxi ^ (yuarin^'-Jan). [a. med.L. *urtnd-

tion-^ *nrtnatiOy noun of action f. urlndre to

Urinate. Cf. F. urination^ The action of

passing water ; micturition.

1599 A, M. tr. Gabelhouet^s Bk. Physicke 176/1 TheMilte
of a yonge Goatccauseth gentle, and easyc vrinatione.

1699 G. Harvey Van. Pkihs. ^ Physick xi. 93 Infrequent

Urination, or making of Water. 1857 Dunclison Med. Diet.

948/1 Urination^ micturition. 1868 T. G. Thomas Dis.

IVonuH (1869) 100 If the effusion reaches the urethra,

there is obstruction to urination. 1897 AJibutt^s Syst. Ji/cd.

111.545 The patients, .complain only of increased thirst and
increased urination.

tUrina'tlon.2. Obs.~^ [f, L. *urmdttdn;
*urXmUiOt noun of action f. unndt^ Ubinate 2;.2]

The action of diving.

1697 EvELYM Nuttiism. viii. 381 Those also who have per-

fected the way of Diving and Urination.

+ U'rinative, a. Obs."^ [ad. med.L. type

*f4rtndiiV'US (cf. It. ur-, orinativo)^ f. urtndre to

Urinate] Provoking or stimulating urination.

1616 Bacon Syh'a \ 43 Medecines Urinative do not work
by Rejection and Indijjestion, as Solutive do.

t UTixiator. Obs, [a. L, urindtor^ agent-noun

f. nrindri to dive.] One who dives under water
;

= Diver i.

In frequent use from c 1655 to c 1685.

1648 WiLKiNS Math. Magic \\. v. 183 It is observed, that

a barrell or cap.. will not serve a Urinator or Diver for

respiration. x68s Beale Let, in Boyle's IVksAijii) V!. 446
"

His majesty's urinator, Mr. Curtis, published in the Gazette,

how he had practised. Ibid,, Which minds me how easy it

were, .for our merchants, in all their voyages, tobefiirnislied

with such urinators. 1691 Ray Creation i. (1692) 73 All

those Relations of Urinators belong only to those places

where they have dived.

Urine (yii^Tin, yija'rain), sb."^ Forms: a. 4-5
vryne, 4-6 uryne, 4-7 viine, 4- urine; 4-5
ureyne, 5 vreyne. 3. 4-6 vryn, 4-7 vrin, 7

urin ; 5 uren, [a. OF. urine (12th c), ad. L.

iirina (whence It., Pr., Pg. iirinay Pg. mirina. It.

and Sp. orina^ OF. arine^ Du. uritu, G., Da., Sw.

un'n)y related to Gr. oupoi'.]

1. The excrementitious fluid secreted from the

blood by the kidneys in man and the higher animals,

stored in the bladder, and voided at intervals through

the urethra; = Water .f^. 18.

Also freq. in Path, with qualifying terms, denoting morbid

condition.
a. <: 1315 in Pol, Songs (Camden) 333 He wole wagge his

urine in a vessel of glaz. 13.. Sruyn Sages (W.) 1571 In

vrine he segh he mightc libbe. C1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg.

60 Vreyne of a gong man wit» nitre. 14., Lvix;. Dannce of

Mnchahree 417 Maister of Phisike, which on-your vryne So

lookc and gasc and atare a£ayni>t the sunne. 1484 Caxton

461

Fables 0/ A Ifonce I, Whan the medecyns had sene..lils
vryne also, they sayd that he had no bodyly sekeness. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleets. xvi. (Percy Soc.) 67 A physycyen,
truely, can lyttel descerne Ony maner sekenes wythout
syght of uryne. 1584 B. R. tr, Herodotus i. 34 Mandane

:

whom hyr father on a night dreamed to haue let her vryne
in.. great aboundance, 1601 Holland Pliny I. 217 Their
urine (after it is made) congealeth into a certain ycie sub-
stance. i66a H. Newcome Diary (Chetham Soc.) 74 My
urine gave mee some alarm, & so y« D^ seeinge it [etc.).

1731 Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet in Aliments^ etc. i. 248
Cucumbers are useful in bloody Urine. 1787 Winter Syst.
Husb. 58 Human and animal urine are composed of water,
oil, and salL 1803 Fkssenden Poet, Petition 10 For bottled
urine has, no doubt, In public mails, been frank'd about.

1819 J. G. Children C^««.^«a/, 308 The sugar of diabetic
urine. 1873 Ralfe Phys. Chetn. 188 Healthy human urine
is a clear, transparent, amber-coloured fluid. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst, Med. 11. 1075 If chylous urine is passed into a urine
glass. 1897 [see Smoky a. 6}.

p. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 901 1 He tasted
his pous, saw his vryn. 13. . Coer de L. 3030 Rychard bad
his men seche For some wys clerk.. For to loke hys uryn.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3826 Sum of his awen vryn & sum on
Iren lickid. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. i. 95a Oil dregges and
oxe uren. 1548 Vicarv Anat. (1888) 76 The more that the
bladder is filled with vrin. 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat.
Philos. n. App. 324 Vrin is a Body, which, as homely and
despis'd as tis wont to be, may (etc.]. 1691 Ray N. Co.
IVords (ed. 2) 52 Nettings Chamber-Lee, Unn.

b. With an^ etc, and pi.

1483 Cath. Angl. 404/2 An Vryn, vrina. . ; vhi pissynge.

iJaS R* Bankes Seynge ofVryns (title-p.). Here begynneth
the seynge of vr3'ns,..with medycynes annexed to euery
vrjmc. j^x Elvot Castel of Helth iv. ix. 82 The most
common ludgement in sicknes is by vrlnes. 1625 Hart
Anat, Ur. i. iv. 39 The vrines of women with child alter

almost euery day. 1656 R. Short Drinking Water
^ 95

They., that will not vought-safe to look upon an urine.

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 312 Black Vomits, Spits,

or black Urines or Stools. 1728 Chambers Cyct. s.v., The
Author establishes two kinds of Urines. 1840 Cat. MSS.
Brit.Mus, I. lo/i Receipts.. ; with rules for the discerning
of urines. 1887 A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 64 The
existence of kreatiiiine in urines.

t2. [Partly f. the vb.] The action of passing

urine ; urination. Obs. rare*
1561 in H. B. Wilson Hist. Merchant- Taylors* ScJu (rSu)

17 Unto their uryne the schoUers shall goe to the places

appointed them. 1638 Rawley tr. Bacon's Life ^ Death
(1650) ^4 The quantity of. .drink, which a man..receiveth
into his body, is. .much more than he voideth again. .by
urine, or by sweating. 1662 R. Mathew Uni. Alch. 43 It

drank with White.wine.,oft-times at urine send:; forth like

jags of cloath. Ibid. 57 I-^^sing his blood at Urine.
_
^^/V^

[He] meets with my Pills..

a

Blood.
.and.. quite stopt his Urine of

3. atlrib. and Comb, , as urine analysis
, f -bladder^

'CisUrnf drainage^ expulsor^ -gutter^ -vionging^

pigment^ -provoking^ -soaked, etc. ; urine battery
(seequot.); urine-cart, one for conveying urine

;

urine fever (see quot.) ; urine-glass, = Urinal
sb, I ; t^urine-lake, poeL the contents of the

bladder; f urine leader, f urine-pipe, a ureter;

t urine probe (see quot. and cf. Urinauy a. 3 a)

;

+ urine-river, /(?(?/. uiine passing through a ureter;

urine-salts, salts of urine ; urine sugar, urinary

sugar.

1884 Thompson Tumours of Bladder 6 The whole subject

of *urine analysis. 1884 Knight Diet. Meclu Suppl. 916/3
* UrifU battery^ (Electricity), The plates are immersed in a
trough through which urine flows. 1738 Chambers Cycl.

s.v. Bladdery From whence it takes various denominations,

as * urine-bladder, gall-bladder, &c. 1837 Flemish Jlnsb.

93 in Husb. (L.U.K.) Ill, The carrots,.. by the help of the

*urine-cart, soon swell to a good size. Ibid. 90 His "urine-

cistern is twenty feet square, and seven feet deep, 1888 R.

Harrison in Lancet 14 Jan. 57/2 Cases where it was impos-

sible to obtain perfect 'urine drainage. 1597 A. M. tr.

GuilUmeau^s Fr. Chirurg, 48 b/2 The *urine expulsors, or

urine-provoking remedyes. x888 R. Harrison in Lancet

14 Jan, 57/2 An aguish form of pyrexia, which I shall speak

of henceforth as *urine fever. i88o Ibid, 15 May 771/1
* Urine-glasses with glass or vulcanite stop-cocks at the

bottom to draw off the sediment have been made. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm II. 443 Have every particle of filth

removed daily from . . the *unne-gutters, 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple Isl. II, XXV, The *Urine-Take,.By little swells, and
fills his stretching sides. 1615 H. Crooke Body of Man
(1631) 149 The Vreters or *vrine leaders or vessels of Vrine.

1623 Hart Arraignm. Ur, (title-p.). The manifold errors

and abuses of ignorant *Vrine-monging Empirickes. x6a5
— Anat. Ur. i. ii. 15 The ordinarie sort of vrine-monging

Physitians. x86o P. Munk in New Syd, Soc, Vear.bk, loS

On *Urine Pigment. 1863 W. O. Markham it. Anal. Urine,

etc, 371 The quantity of urine pigment is considerably

increased in all acute febrile diseases. 1594 T. B. La
Primaud, Fr. Acad. II. 372 Two other passages, called

vreteres or *vrine pipes. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur. it. ix. 107

This suppression is. .procured by the obstruction, .of the

Kidneys and Vrine-pipes. x688 Holm& Armoury in. 429/2

The Catheter, or *Urine probe,.. is a long pipe with some
few holes at one end. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeaus Fr.

Chirurg. 48 b/2 *Vrine-prouoking remedyes. 1633 P.

Fletcher Purple Isl. 11. xxiv. Into a lake the *Urine-river

falls. 1846 G. K. i)av tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 141 If

the 'urine-salts froth very much upon being treated with an

acid, 1876 RoBEHTs Urinary Dis. 485 Marked symptoms of

deranged *urine-secretion. 1^0% Animal Managem.'jj A
dirty, damp, *urine-soaked mass. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans.

IX. 37 The 'urine sugar still continuing to be very copious.

xZrj Flemish Husb. ^i in Husb. ih.\J .¥..) Ill, The whole

being swept into the 'urine-tank below. 1873 T. H. Green
Introd, Pathol, (ed. 2) 319 The interstitial growth .. pro-

duces .
.

, in the kidney, compression of the *urine-tubes. 1839

Ure Diet, Arts 675 The *urine vat is prepared by digestion

of the ground indigo in warmed stale urine.

URINOMETER.
b. Urine + -caster, -doctor, -inspector,

t -monger, + -prophet, one who diagnoses diseases

by inspection of the urine.

x6as Hart Anat. Ur. \. iv. 38 Who told these *vrine-

mongers that the wombe daunccd attendance on the blad-
der? x6s4 Whitlock Zootomia 82 Admirers of Urine.
prophets. [Ct. Piss-pkophet.] 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 116
Xenant, an urine caster. X815 Kirsy & Sp. Entomol. jv.

(1S16) I. 141 The prescription of a famous urine-doctor.

X843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 50/1 In former limes, the Uro-
mantes, or Urine-casters, pretended [etc.]. i8i53 W. O.
Markham tr. Anal. Urine, etc. 281 Dozens of specimens
of urine were sent daily., to a female urine-inspector.

f Urine, sb.'^ Obs, rare. [Of obscure origin ;
. . ,. j\^^ . .. ..

(see quots.).

perh. an error ioxgrine GitiN sb.^ i .] In Hawking :

i486 Bk. St. Albans a Ij b. Who so will take hawkes he
must haue nettis wich ben kalled vrines and tho must be
made of good small threde. [1621 Markham Hunger's
Prevent, xu. 150 You shall take a paire of those Nettes
which Faullconers commonly doe call Vrines or Vrnes.]

Urine (yris'iin, yuaTain), V. "i Obs. [f. Urine
sb^, or ad. F. uriner (i6th c), ad, med.L. urlnare

(whence It. urinare, orinare, Pr. and Pg. urinar,

Pg. ourinar, Sp. orinnr, OK. oriner) to Urinate.]

1. inlr. To pass or make waier ; to urinate.

In freq. use from c 1645 to c 1700.

X605 B. JoNSON Volpone iv. i, By the way, I cheapend
sprats : and at S' Markes, I vrin'd, 16*9 Massincer Roman
Actor II. i, This hopefull youth Vrines vijon your monument.
1638 Ford Fancies i, ii, I will.. urine in thy bason. 1705
Phil. Trans. XXV. 2111, I ask'd him., whether he found
any ease when he did either Vomit, Sweat or Urined. 1757
Gentl. Mag. Aug. 364/2 [He] felt for the first lime a difficulty

in urining, X796 ' A. Pasquin ' New Brighton Guide 18 As
to grinning when jobbernowls urin'd upon me, 'Tis false.

18x7 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. ii. iv, 154 When a man spits

on another, when he urines on him. 1828 Fleming HisL
Brit, Anim. 1 1 [The dog] urines sidewise, lifting his hind leg.

2. trans. To cause to pass outj as urine.

i66a R.Mathf.w 6''«/. <4/M. 44 This man. .did drink with-

out measure, hut could not urine it out.

Hence ITTining vbl, sb. Also aitrib,

1668 WiLKiNS Real Char. 241 Urining,. .make water.

Ibid. Alph. Diet,, t^re/*?;-,. .Urining Vein.

TTrini'ferOUS, «• Anat. [ad, mod.L, jirtni-

ferns : see Urine sb}- and -(i)ferous, and cf. 1'".

urinifh'e,^ Conveying urine. Usu. with duct^

tubule, or (most freq.) tube.

X744 tr. Boerhaave's Inst. III. 151, I therefore concluded
..that the Blood.. had dilated the uriniferous Ducts of the

Kidneys. X83X R. Knox Cloqucfs Anat. 799 The inner

[membrane] .. even introduces itself into the uriniferous

tubes. 1857 G. Bird Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 142 A urinifer-

ous tubule. 1880 Bkauv Copcfoda III. 18 The hinder

portion of the alimentary canal is perhaps also uriniferous.

Urlni'parous, a. Anal. [f. as prec. + -parous.

Cf, F, urinipare,'] Secreting urine.

1857 DuNGLTSON, Uiinifrarons^. .^xv epithet for tubes in

the cortical portion of the kidney, which prepare the urine.

[Hence in Webster (1S64), and later Diets.]

XJrinO- (yii^Tinf?), combining form of L. urin-a

Urine j^,1, occurring in various terms, as u^ino-
ge'nitary, = UBiNOGENiTALa. i ; urino*logist, a

urologist ; urino'logy (see quot. and cf. Uro-
logy b) ; uTinomancy, diagnosis of diseases by

i examination of the urine; u:rinopyltno'meter (see

quot.) ; UTinosco'pio, of or pertaining to the in-

spection of urine as a means of diagnosing diseases

{Cent, Diet., 1891); xirino'scopist, -scopy, =
Uroscopist, -scopy,
1878 F.J. Y>Y:\.\.Gegcnbaur'sCotup. Anat. 523 The vascular

system, and *urino genitary organs. 1897 Columbus (Ohio)

Dispatch 18 June 5/2 The doctor was again summoned to.

.

produce urine in the presence of the *urinologist. 1900

Nature 17 May 53/2 The book should be of value to urino-

logists. i860 R. Fowler Med. Voc, * Urinology, the branch

of Medicine which treats of the urine. [Hence in various

Diets.] X904 G. S, Hall Adolescence I. 116 The many
centuries when *urinomancy and urinoscopy vied with

astrology. 1903 Brit. Med. Jrnl. ijuly 27 The *urino

pyknometer. .is serviceable for making a rough clinjcal

estimate of the specific gravity of small quantities of urine.

1836 R. FuRNESS Astrologer 11. Poet. Wks. (1858) 146 Let

some one. .Take Thor*s first morning water in a phial, And
give the *Urinoscopist a trial. Ibid. 150 Volumes o( *Urino.

scopy. 1839 Spillan tr. SchilCs Outl, Pathol. Scmeiology

7 With that exception, ignorance and superstition prevailed

m this half of the second period. Urinoscopy occupied the

place of semeiology. 1904 [see urttwrnancy above].

Urinoge nital, a, [f, prec. + Genital a.]

1. = Urogenital a,

i^-A Penny Cycl.'^\.i*,<il\ A specific effect will be exerted

on ine urino-genital organs. 1879 E. P. Wrighi.^ «/>//. Life

12 The urino-genital opening. 1881 F. Balfour Comfar.
A'w^ryt?/. II. 599 The urethra and vagina open independently

into the common urinogenital sinus.

2. Affecting or occurrinjg in the urogenital organs.

1846 G. Franks Urino-genital Diseases 45 It is a fruitful

source of stricture, impotence, and general deranged state

of the urino-genital functions.

TTrixLO'meter, [f. as prec + -meter. Cf. F.

urinom^lre.'] An instrument for determining the

si>eciric gravity or weight of urine.

Also, in recent Diets. (1891-), urinome'tric, -o'metry.

1843 Pcf^f^y O'c/.^XXVI. 5s/i [The] Urinometer..is con-

structed on the principle of a common hydrometer. 1858

Thudichum Urine 34 Which, when destined to be used for

the urine only, should be called urogravimeter, but has been

wrongly styled urinometer, 1898 Allbutt's Syst.Med,y.



tmiTfOSE. 462 UBN.

426 A urinometer possessing a somewhat extensive scale of

graduations.
aitrib, 1898 AUbutfs Syst. Med, V. 426 Chlorororm and

benzol arc mixed in an ordinary uiinometer gla^.

fUriiiO'Be, a. Obsr^ [ad. mod.L. urmos-us:

see next.] Of the nature of urine.

169a Ray Creation 11. 64 In the Kidneys there should he

Mich innumerable.. Tobcs conveying the Urinose Panicles

to the Pelvis and Ureters.

Urinous (yu^Tin^s), a, [ad. mod.L. iirlnos-us

(whence It. and Pg. uritioso. It. and Sp. oriitoso)^

t L. untm Urine sby Cf. prec, F. urimux
(1611), and the earlier Merdurinols a.]

1. Possessing or partaking of the essential pro-

perties of urine.

In frequent use from c 1670 to c 1700.
^

1644 G. Plattes in Hewilib's Legacy (1655) 217, i. Nitrous

Salt, 2. Urinous Salt, in which are comprehended, 3. all

Dungs, Horns, Shreads, and the like, 1663 Boyle Use/.

Exper. Nat, Philos. 11. 200 What an Acid Menstruum dis-

solves, an Alcalizate, or an Urinous will precipitate.
^
Ibid-

201 Volatile and Urinous Spirits, as Spirits of Urine it self.

1698 W. King tr. Sorbieres Journ. Lond. 33 As Meat rots,

it becomes more Urinous and Salt. 1708 j. Kf.ill Anim.
Secretion 74 Lime does strongly attract Urinous Salts, 1763
W. Lewis Comm. PhiL-Techtu 95 A mixture of the vitriolic

acid with the s-ime urinous spirit. 1819 Rees' Cycl. XXXVII.
$. v., Urinous Salts are the same with what we otherwise call

allfaline salts, or alkalies.

b. Characteristic or suggestive of that of urine.

In frequent use from c 1800.

1670 H. Stubbe Plus Ultra issThe former in that mixture

lost its urinous smell. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 38 A salt of

a urinous last. 174a Lond. <V Country^ Brew. in. (ed. 2)

235 It will certainly give the Beer, .an urinous Taste. 1758
Ann. Reg.t Extraord, Adv. 280 '2 A urinous volatile effluvia

came from the prison. 1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVl. 136 An
exceeding sharp urinous smell. 1813 J. Thomson Led.
fnj?aiii. 355 The urinous smell of the perspiration. 1837

Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 170 Soap.. would give the

liquor a 'urinous* taste. 1863 w. O. Markham tr. Anal.

UrtfUi etc. 291 The ' urinous-odour * (as it is called) of

patients, depending chiefly upon the presence of this salt.

C. Obtained or derived from urine. rare~^.

1663 BoVLE Use/. Exp, Nat, Philos. ir. v. vii. 180 By
tempering the Urinous extract with a convenient quantity

of good Wood Ashes.

2. Of fluids, etc. : Of the nature of urine.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 74 Which should separate

from the blood an urinous latex. 1728 Chambers CycL s.v.

Urine^ The serous or urinous Parts (are there] secreted

[from the blood). 1733 N, Torriano Midivifry 22 Which
second Evacuation some have supposed., to have been
urinous. 1788 tr. Swedenborg^s Wisd. Angels § 341 Excre-

mentitious and stercoraceous, rancid and urinous matters.

1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 462/1 A urinous fluid was
passed ofi^ from the stomach by vomiting, i860 Mavne
Expos. Lex.^ £/r/rf/'tf«f,.. urinous sweat. 1876 W.Roberts
Urin. ff Renal Dis, iii, viii. (ed, 3) 487 Sometimes the

organic urinous matters only exist in traces.

3. Marked by the presence or prevalence of urine.

1788 tr. Sn'edetiborg's IViad. Angels § 341 Wherefore those

Hells have their Names from thence, and some are called

..stercoraceous, some urinous, and soon. 1851 S.Noble
tr. Swedenborg's Heaven <y Heil § 488 Those who have
applied divine truths to promote their own loves,., love

urinous substances and places.

Hence U'rinonsness, ' urinous quality *.

1717 Bailey (vol. II).

Uris, obs. var. Ours.

XTrisk (via-risk). Also
||
uruisg. [a. Gaelic

uruisgy uirisg^ In the Higlilands of Scotland

:

A supernatural being supposed to frequent lonely

places ; a brownie.
1806 P. Graham Scenery Perthshire 19 The Urisks were

a sort of lubberly supernaturals, who. .could be gained over

by kind attentions, to perform the drudgery of the farm.

185^ C. RocKRS Week at Bridge 0/ Allan (^6. 3) 330 The
Unsks, a species of beings of which the existence was long
credited in the upland and secluded districts of Scotland.

1885 Chamb. Jrnl. 371 The urisks.. acted the part ascribed

to the brownies of England.

XTrisoQ, -soun, -sun, obs. ff. Orison.
Uritary, var. Uretary Obs.

+ Urith, »= vrith, s. dial. var. Frith sh.^ 3.

1671 Skinner, Urith^ vox in Com. Wilts usitatissiina.

[Hence in Bailey (1721), etc.]

f "CTritive, a. Obs.~^ [f. L. ur-^re iohwxn : see

-IVE.] Dry, parching,
a 1425 tr, Ardem^s Trent. Fistula, etc. 82 Vertegrese is

ful mich penetratife, dissolutiue, pungityue, vrilyue, and
liquefactyue.

t Uritory, variant of Uretary a. Obs,

1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cxcix, To wash the Reines
and Uritory parts from Gravell or Stones gathered therein.

t Uriture, obs. variant of Ureter.
166a R. Mathew Unl. Alch. 4 If the defect be amongst

the Uritures, Kidneys, Reins or Bladder.

Urke, obs. var. Irk a.

1460 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901I 64, 1 am urke ofvariaunces,

url(e, obs. ff. Eakl. TJrle, obs. var. Orle.

t Urle, Obs.~~^ [Of obscure origin.] A tare.

1659 C. HooLE tr. Comenius Visible World xvii. 37 Pease,

Beans, Vetches, and those that are lesse than these, Lentils

and Urles (or Tares) [L. lentes et cicera\.

f TJrle, vy Obs, rare. [ad. OF. otirle-r (i 3th c. ),

or med.L. url-are^ f. OF. ourk^ urle ; see Orle,]
irans. To provide with a border ; to border or trim

with something.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12463 [Ryton

ordered Arthur to] flowe of his owen bcrd, . . For Ue wolde

vrle his pane wyj^-al Aboute \s\\> a ffylet smal. Ibid. 12472.

1599 Thvnnb Animaiiv. (1B75) 35 The kinges dalmaticall
garmenteof the same samitte,.vrled or bordrede.. withe 01-

freyes.

Urle, z'.2 norlh. dial. [See Urling 2.] inlr.

(See quots.)

1683 G. Meriton Vorksh. Dial. (1684) 48 What ails our
Tibb, that she urles seay ith Neauke ? 1684— Vorksh. Ale
Gloss. 112 To I'rle, is to draw ones self up on a heap. 1781
W. HUTTON Tour to Caves (cd. 2) Gloss., Url^ to look sickly,

or to go back in health. 1838 [Carr] Craven Gloss., Url^ to

be pinched with cold.

TJrled,///. a. north, dial, [f. prec. + -ed^.]

Stunted in growth ; dwarfed, dwarfish, ill-thriven.

1691 Ray N. Co. Words 78. a 1800 Pegge Suppl. Grose
S.V. 1828- in dialect glossaries (n. Cy., Cumbld., Westm.,
Yks., Lanes.).

+ UTling 1. Obs.—^ [See Uhle z^.i and -ing l

;

cf. Orle.] The border, hem, or edge of a garment.
/ti3oo E. E. Psalter cxxxn. 2 Als \*e smerlcpat doune

falles in vrlinge [L. in ora] Of him, J>at es J>e klethinge.

U-rling2, north, dial, variant of Wirling.
X69X Ray N, C. Words 78 An Urling^ a little dwarfish

person. 1807 J. Stagg Poevis gr Thou s a menceless urlin

ista. 1824- in Yks. dial, glossaries, etc. 1881 Sargisson
Joe Scotip's yutneh 107 He turnt on I'urlin noo at ah still

held be t'neck.

Urn {vva)j sb. Also 5 vrn (6 Sc, wrn), 4-7
vrne, 5 uryn, 7 urne. [ad. L. urna (whence It.,

So., Pg. urna, F. urne)\ f. tirifre to burn.]

1. An earthenware or metal vessel or vase of

a rounded or ovaloid form and with a circular base,

used by various peoples esp. in former times

(notably by the Romans and Greeks) to preserve

the ashes of the dead. Hence vaguely used (esp.

poet.) for *a tomb or sepulchre, the grave'.
In frequent use from c 1640.

1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 311 The poudre. .prey I \ft. J>o\v

take and it conserue In a vessel, |>at men clepej> an vrne, Of
gold. 14.. Lydg. Bk. Life of our Lady (Cavton) i. vi b,

Thepyece,. Wasby an aungel in an vrne of golde Tocharlis
brought. 1420-2 — Thebes in. 4575 Some of hem with
vrnes made of gold, whan the asshes fully weren made cold,

Tenclosyn hem. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. I'l, i. vi. 24 When
she is dead, Her Ashes, in an Vrne. .Transported, shall be
at high Festiuals. 1505 — Hen. F, i. ii. 228 Lay these bones
in an vnworthy Vrne, Tomblesse, with no remembrance ouer
them. 1607 Dekker Hist. Sir T, Wyatt A3, Alasse, how
small an Vrne containes a King I 1658 Sir T. Browne
{title), Hydriotaphia, Urne-Buriall, or, a Discourse of the

Sepulchrall Urnes lately found in Norfolk. 1685 Dryden
Thren. August, xiii. So, rising from his Fathers Urn, So
Glorious did our Charles return. 1702 Echard Eccl. Hist.

III. iv. 376 Ordering his Urn to be brought,. .[Severus] said
' Little Urn, thou shalt now contain what the whole World
could not before ', 1750 Gray Elegy xi, Can storied urn or

animated bust Back to its mansion call the fleeting breath ?

i8>4 Byron Juan xvi. xviii, As you turn Backward and
forward.,, voices from the urn Appear to wake. 1838 [J.
Murray] Econ. Vegetation iii. 76 The capsule of the poppy
. . seems to have been adopted as tlie pattern of the cinerary

urn. 187S W. Eassie Cremation 16 In both ancient Greece
and Rome the dwelling-house was made the repository of

the funeral urns. Ibid.iii Urns of gold and silver were not

uncommon in ancient times, and are even yet used in Siam.

2. A vessel for holding voting-tablets, lots, or

balls, in casting lots, voting, etc. Chiefly Roman
Aniiq.
1513 Douglas y^H*/*^ VI. i. 46 The deidlie vrne.., Out of

the quhilk the lottis warrin draw. Ibid. vii. 18 The fatale wrn
and uailance. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. iii, Come, We of

the bench Let's rise to the vrne, and condemne 'hem. 1658

J. Harrington Oceana 72 The number of the Ballottants at

either Urn. 1703 Prior Ode Memory G. Villiers 92 When
th' Infernal Judges dismal Pow'r From the dark Urn shall

throw Thy destin*d Hour. 1710 Ozell Vertot's Rom. Rep.
II. xit. 235 To draw out of the Urn none but the Names of

such Tribes. 1781 J. Moore Vieiv Soc. Italy I. xi. 121

Each elector.. throws a little billet into an urn...On this

billet is inscribed the person's name. 1825 Fosbroke Encycl.
Antig, 201 Urns for the Ballot.. .These urns \vere of two
kinds. 1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 54 A white ball has
been drawn, and from one or other of the two following urns.

1884 tr, Lotze's Logic 368 Suppose we put in an urn , . 3 white
balls, in a second urn.. 4 white balls.

fb. In the urn^ not yet discovered ; unknown.
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot, \. 2 That great Antiquity

America lay buried for a thousand year.s, and a large part

of the earth is still in the Urne unto us.

C. A ballot-box.
1888 'Times (weekly ed.) 21 Dec. 6/1 Nearly 75 per cent, of

the. .voters appeared at the urns. 1892 N^ation {H .\.) 8

Dec. 428/1 Since the extension of the suffrage [in Italy],

the attendance at the urns has considerably fallen off.

3. A hollow (esp. earthenware) vessel or pot of

an oviform or rounded shape, and having a circular

base; used for various purposes. Also in fig.

context,

a 1639 Carew Poems (1651) 8 Vesta is not displeas'd if her

chast urn Doe with repayred fuell ever burn. _ 1648 Wilkins
Math, Magick 11. x. 234 As a rustick was digging the ground
..he found an Urne. .in which there was another urne, and
in this lesser, a lamp clearly burning. ^ 1656 Cowlky Mistr.^

Dialogue tv. Like Tapers shut in ancient Urns. 1754 Gray
Progr. Poetry 109 Bright-eyed Fancy .. Scatters from her

pictured urn Thoughts, that breathe. 1827 Pollok Course T,

VIII. 633 He put A penny in the urn of poverty. i8s« Neale
Med, Hymns 102 Here the urn of manna standeth.

trans/. 1857 Heavysege Saul (iZ6i)) 234 [A] song . . Falling

as faintly and as dewlike down Into the urn of my night-

opened ear.

_fig. (I1854 H. Reed Led. Brit. Poets xiv. (1857) H. 171

I'lic steady orb of a planet, its golden urn filled at the

I

fountain of the sun. iBsj'E.MZRSosOdesungin Tdwn Hall
\ 2, O tenderly the haughty day Fills his blue urn with fire.

i860 Sangstbr Hesperus 26 Morn on the mountains lights

{
his urn of fire.

b. A sculptured ornament resembling or shaped

I

like a vase, water-pot, or cinerary urn.

i

*fi53 ifi Verncy Mem. (1907) I. 530 Her statue, .set uppon
an Urne or Pedestall. 1658 Sir T. Browse Hydriot. Ep.
Ded., Theatrical Vessels, and great Hippodrome Urns in

Rome. 1728 CHAMBKRsO'i/'i Ur7ty. .a kind of Vase,, .used

j

..as Ornaments over Chimney-pieces, a-top of Buildings,

I

Funeral Monuments, &c. 1767 }\gq Edge-hill \. 472 Nor
the lone Hermit's Cell, or mournful Urn Build on the
sprightly Lawn. 1842 Tennyson Day.Dream 29 Soft lustre

bathes the range of urns On every slanting terrace-lawn.

1849 C. Bbonte Shirley xi. The cedar on the lawn,..and
the granite urns on the garden wall. 1885 J. B. Fleming
Let. to Dr. W. G. Blackie 20 March (MS.), 'Ihe Draped Urn
of Monumental Sculpture. Ibidt^ Draped or Monumental
Urns.

4. An oviform pitcher or vessel for holding water,

etc. ; a water-pitcher, water-pot.

1613 R. Cawdrey Table nlph. (ed. 3),Fr«ir, a pot or pitcher.

1649 Ogilby >^;/«V vii. (1684) 286 There Argus watch'd, lest

to her shape she \sc. lo] turn, By Inachus pouring from
a graven Urn. 16M HoLME^r;«^wry in. 205/2 Temperance
hath a Cup in the one hand, and a Bottle Urn in the other,

pouring Wine thereout. 1725 Pope Odyssey 11. 398 But by
thy care twelve urns of wine be fill'd.

^ 1747 Spence Pplyvietis

172 Aquarius. .holds the cup or little urn in his hand,

inclined downwards. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.'Pierrt's

Stud, Nat. I, 252 Some very ancient medals, in which riveis

were represented by figures leaning on an urn. 1821 Shelley
Adonais xi, One from a lucid urn of sUrry dew Washed
his light limbs. 1846 Kkblk Lyra hinoc. (ed. 3) 2S0 The
wedding guests are met. The urns are duly set. 1867 Morris
Jason IV. 460 To turn the mill, and carry forth the urn Unto
the stream.

fig. and transf 1720 Pope Iliad xxiv. 663 Two urns by
Jove's high throne nave ever stood ;. . From thence the cup
of mortal man he fills, Blessings to these, to those distribute*

ills. 178X CowpER Charity 436 When one, that holds com-
munion with the skies, Has fiU'd his urn where these pure
waters rise. 1838 Lytton Alice \. iii, Her simplicity of

thought was daily filled, from the urns of invisible spirits.

a 1866 B. Taylor Summer Camp 13 Shadelike dew Poured
from the urns of twilight.

b. The source of a stream, river, etc. ; a spring

or fountain. Also, the course of a stream.

From the practice of representing river gods or nymphs
in sculpture or painting as holding, leaning upon, or pouring
water from, an urn.

{1693 Prior Ode Imit. Hor. x, Where-e'er old Rhine bis

fruitful Water turns, Or fills his Vassals Tributary Urns.]

X728 VouNG Lat^e Fame vii. 207 From the rich store one
fruitful urn supplies, Whole kingdoms smile, a thousand
harvests rise. 1767 J ago Edge-hill i. 209 From many a sub-

terraneous Reservoir,, .the rocky Urns, .their liquid Stores

discharge. 1781 Cowper Retirevi. 76 Ten thousand rivers

poured.. From urns that never fail. 1810 T. L. Peacock
Genius ofTltames 10 The streams roll on, nor e'er return

To fill again tlieir parent urn. 1824 Lose f. Woods in Winter
iv. From their frozen urns, mute springs Pour out the river's

gradual tide. 1830 Tennyson Ode to Mem. 61 The brook.

.

Drawing into his narrow earthen urn.. The filter'd tribute

of the rough woodland.

C. A bottle or vase for holding tears (freq. with

lachryviat). Also transf.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., Another kind of Urns
were those which they called lachrymales^ or the tear-

Urns. These were contrived to receive the tears of the

friends of the deceased. 1771 Mrs. Griffith History of
Lady Barton III. 46, I opened the little trunk,.. which

may properly be called the lachrymal urn of the unfortunate

Maria. 1837 P^ular Encjycl. VI. 764 Little vessels have

occasionally been foiyid in ancient tombs, denominated
lachrymal urns.

d. Astr, The constellation of Aquarius.

1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel., etc. To W. R. iv, The sunne,

which yet in fishes basks, Or wat'ry urn, impounds his

fainting head. 1697 Creech Manilius 11. 65 The Fish op-

Eose the Maid, the watry Urn With adverse Fires sees raging

.eo burn. 1770 Akenside Odes i. xvi. i With sordid floods

the wintry Urn Hath stained fair Richmond's level green.

5. Short for tea-urn^ Tea sb. 9 c
1781 W. Hayley Tri. Temper iv. 1 20 No smoke arises from

the silver urn, And the blank tea-board . .Only supplied the

paper of the day, 1784 Cowper Task iv. 38 The bubbling

and loud-hissing urn. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Boarding-ho.

ii, Tames brought up the urn, and received an unlimited

order for dry toast and bacon. x88o Miss Braddon Just
as Iam xxi. Miss Blake presided over the urn and teapots.

6. a. Bot, The spore-case or capsule of urn-

mosses,
2840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 92 The urn {sporangium, or tluca)

in which the spores, or seed-like bodies, are generated. 1858

Carpentkr Veg. Phys. § 736 The fructification of Mosses.,

consists of a capsule or urn, home at the top of a long foot-

stalk, which grows out from the centre of a cluster of leaves.

1890 Nature 20 Feb. 379 The mosses unfold the delicate

lacework of their dainty urns.

b. Biol, An urn-shaped process or part.

1877 Huxley ^Mrt/. Inv, Anim. xi. 655 An infusoriform,

bilaterally symmetrical embryo, which consists of an urn,

a ciliated body, and two refractive bodies. 1883 H. Drum-
MOND Nat. Law in Spir. W. 370 No power on earth can

make these little urns of the Polycystinx except Life.

7. attrib, and Comb,, as (sense i) urn-burial^

-fields-graveyard, -niche; {sen&e$) urn-room, -stand;

(sense 2 c) urn-system ;
urn-burying, -cornered^

-like, -maker, -shaped, etc. ; urn animalcule,

-flower, -moss (see quots.).

1847 T. R. Jones in Todd's Cycl Anat. IV. i, n The
Trichodinae, or *Urn animalcules,.. are provided with a

fasciculus or circlet of cilia situated in front of their bodies,
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which are disc-shaped, bowl-shaped, or conical. 1658 "Urn.
buna [see sense ij. .11796 in Gentl. Mag. l.XVI. 1 41/1Ihe latter [ic. Danish] people used urn-burial, and burnt
their dead ,836 Archaiol. XXVI. 370 Evidence that
urn buru-il had been disused at length by the Romans.
ai68a Sir T. Browne IracH (.683) 154 They might be
erected.. before the term of *Urn.burying or custom of
burning the dead expireM. 1895 K. Grahamk Golden A-e
45 i errace after terrace of shaven sward, stone-edged •urn-
cornered. 1889 .?«:. ^ ntiquarks. Notice ofMeeting 5 Dec
Celtic Pottery from an ancient British *urii-lield. 1891
Cent. Diet., Urceolina feittiulu and U. latifoli,, are border

''iiS'f, " known in cultivation as *urn-flo'.iier
1888 R. Brown 0»r.ffarM * its Story II. 264/, A separate
kind of burial-place are the *urn.graveyards. a i66i HoLV.
DAY Persius (1673) 595 The hollow womb Of his..*urn-
inclosing tomb. 1816 Gact Last 0/Lairds x.x.vii. =Si A tall
urn-hke china-pot. 1830 Lisdlf.y Nat. Syst. Bot. (183C)

407 7 hecse, hollow urn-like cases seated upon a seta or stalk
1B81 Instr Census Clerks (1885) 46 Tray Maker. 'Urn
Maker. 1846 Lisdi.ev Veg. Kingd. 66 "Urnmosses are found
in all parts of the world where the atmosphere is humid.
1866 Freas.Bot. 1194/2 Urn-Mosses,.. \.\iK Bryaux ot true
Mosses. 1848 J. Grant Adv. 0/ Aidede-cawp xii. The
dismal aspect of the place— its d.irk walls and darker *urn.
niches. 1901 Guinness Trust, Fulhant P. Rd. 6 The *urn
room . . is fitted with a series of copper kettles. 1857 in W.
Eassie Cremation (1875) IJ7 Burning the Dead, or *Urn.
Sepulture.. generally considered. 1798 Withering Bril.
Plants (ed. 3) I. 211 Nectary concave, *urn-shaped. 187SLennrtt & DVER tr. Sachs- Bot. 246 The spermogonia. are
urn-shaped receptacles. i85i Catal. Internat. Exhib., Brit.

Jfo- 5773i Marble chess-table and "urnstand. 1901 l^estm.
Caa. 7 Mar. 6/1 The •urn system existing in the French
Chamber. 1839 Bailey Festus 54 An 'urn-topped column.
\\Svi\.,v.^ Sc. Obs. Also 7 uren, 9 ern. [Of

obscure origin.]

1. trans. To cause pain or anguish to (.1 person);
to pain, irritate. Also absol.
£1470 Henry Wallace v. 384 So bett I am with strakis

SHd and sar: The cheyle wattir vrned me mekill mar. 1559
Reg. St. Amirerus Kirk Session (S.H.S.) 1. 18 Give thei
be vexed and urnet with ustioun and urgent appetites of the

!

flesche. a iSoo Montgomerie Misc. Poems xL 58 Let furious
Fails be fearcc J Let absence vrne; let Cupids arrou peirce.
«>*>4 J- Melvili. Autal: ^ Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 270
When he died, I mervelit at my awin hart that was so
urened and moved with it. 1808 Jamieson, To urn the ee,
to pain the eye, as a mote or a grain of sand does. 1825 —
-SV//- s.v. Krn, Nae sae muckle as would ern your ee.

2. intr. To feel or suffer p.iin. rare—^.
a 1600 Montgomerie Sonn. xxxvi. 4, 1 vrne for anger, ^it

I haif no yre.

Urn(wii), z-^ [f. URNi*. Cf. Itivmv.^ iraits.

To deposit (ashes, or bones) in a cinerary urn ; to
enclose in or as in an nm. Also transf.
t6lt T^uo Noble K. i. i. 47 He will not suffer us. .To urne

their ashes. 1651 W. Barker in Caitwright Poems b 7,
Their scatter'd Ashes are rak't up and Urn'd. 1744 Young
Nt. Tk. VII. 830 When horror universal shall descend. And
heav'n's dark concave urn all human race. 1849 J. Wilson
in BUtckm. Mag. LXVI. 380 Nature has, during a season,
cased and urned its torpid and death-like repose. 1855
Singleton Virgil II. 87 The gathered bones In a bronze
casket Corinxus urned.

t b. To place in a tomb ; to bury. Obs.~^
1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, xli, Richard, whose

Bones.. Slept in a Cottage; Harry doth remove To better
lodging : vrnes him, like a King.

Urn, obs. f. Earn v. ; s.w. dial, var. Ruw v.

IT'mal, a. ? Obs. [f. Ubn sh. ^ -ai. Cf. L,
urnal-is containing an urn (of liquid measure).]
1. Of the nature ofa cinerary nrn ; also, sepulchral.
1573 Twvne /Entid xl H hj b, The Ashes heapes which

there confused Uiy, In urnal potles they put. 1631 in Hab.
in^ton Sum. Worcs. (Worcs. Hist. Soc.) I. 376 Baynham
still longes to wayte uppon her to thys nocturnall urnall den.
2. Effected in a sepulchral urn.
i6j8 Sir T. Browne llydriol. iii. 48 Urnall enterrments

and burnt Reliques lye not in fear of worms. 1761 Ann.
Reg. II. 154/2 The reduction of the body to ashes, the urnal
inclosure of^ those ashes.

t XJmal, umell, varr. Obnel Obs.
1348 Ace. Exch. K. R. 471/1 m. 3 Pro iiij". xj. pedibus de

Asshelere emptis pro predicta postcrna; . . pro .ijo. pedibus de
Vrnal emptis pro codem. 1365 in Brayley & Bntton Hist.
Anc.Pal. Westm.iiS^e) 187 (5675 feet ofstone called] urnell.

Umare, obs. var. Runner.
+ TJmary. tiorue-use. [f. Ukn sb. : cf. -eby a.]

The designing or malcing of urns.
1750 Lady Luxborough Let. to Shenstoue 1 4 Feb., I do not

yet know what to say about the inscription to ihe urn. Mr.
Alley is vastly against its being in English. . . I find it is
against rule, if rules there be in Umary.
Urne, dial. var. Oubn/ojj. pron.
TJrRe, s.w. dial. var. Run v.

XTrned (wnd), a. [f. Urn sb. + -ed i.]

L Deposited or buried in an urn. Alsoyf^f.
l«3i Earl Manch. Al Mondo 25 Many times. . the vrned

bones doe meete with foule hands. 1849 Carlvle in Reid
Life Houghton (1890) I. 435, I know no more urned books
than his. It is like the writing of a ghost.

2. Of the nature of, effected in, a cinerary urn.
1909 A. Reid Regality Kirriemuir i. 3 Urned cists, a

crannog.and canoes, are among the recorded 'finds'. 19x1

J. Ward Ront. Era Brit. viii. 138 Cremation was supplanted
by inhumation, but not suddenly, the skeleton followed by
an urned interment implying an overlap.

XTmement, obs. var. Ornament.
Umest, obs. f. Earnest sb.^

U-mful. [-FUL.] The fill of an urn.
i8ao Monthly Rev. XCIIl. 530 Here is another such

urnfull of posthumous remains. 1864 Webstfr.

463

Uro-l (yfnTu), combining form of Gr. oBpo-c
urine, used in m.iny terms of physiological chemistry,
etc., which denote esp. (a) pigments present in or
derived from urine, as nrocyanin, -cya-nogen
-me-lanin, -phxHii^e, -frtlin{e, -rho-din, -theo-
6ro-min{e

; {/>) a morbid condition of the urine (or
urmary organs), as urocysti-tis, -pla-nia

;
(<-) instru-

ments for investigating the urine, as tirogravi-meter,
vro-meter, = Urinometer

; also used in various
adjs., as urohu-cic {acid) ; uropha-nic, appearing in
tlieurine; «>-o-///a«««,passinginto the urine; uro-
sexiial, urogenital ; etc. The more important or
earlier examples will be found below, as Uro-
BENZOATE, -CHROME, -GENITAL, etc.
Also (in medical or some recent Diets.) urocele, -cystiic,

genoKS, -nth, -lilhic, .lithology, .phthisis, -rrhagy, .rrlura
nrosis, etc. (Cf. F. urocyanine, <ystile, -mHre, .tlanic.)
l8ao Good Aosology 431 Paruria crratica . .ims often

been oescr.bed under the name of uroplania. 185a Todd's

r d'"V,- '.V "• "•t4/i 't he urethra, or uro-se.xual canal.
IBJS W. D. Moore tr. Heller's Chcm. Urine 15 Heller's
urometer. Ibid. 23 Kreatin and kreatinin. .occur in the
tiesh of muscle and are uroplianous. 1858 Copland Diet.
tract.Med. 111. 1196 Chronic uro cystitis is often., a con.
sequence of stricture of the urethra. 1858 Thldichum

'"A 34 Urogravnneters
. . made of. . glass or metal. Ibid.

131 1 us denomination may be considered as corresponding

.S/S'.i^7, VT.'^f'T- 'i'/' 3*= Urophanic Organic Acids.a» Watts- Dut.Chem. V. 963 Urorl.odin,. .uromelanin,.

.

""PI"'"-, '"^S C. A. McMunn in Brit. Med. Jml. i Dec.
ioeo/2 Ihe various colouring matters which I have met
with in urine . . are normal and febrile—urobilin, urohaimatin,
urolutein, .

. urohodin, and others without names. 1888 Kikk
in Brit. Med. Jml. 4 Aug. 233/1 The finest specimens have
been of an opaque, almost milk-white, hue; and from this
circumstance we would propose to call this body ' uroleucic
acid . 1900 Lancet 6 Jan. 36/1 Urotropine. .appears to be
a compound produced by the action of formaldehyde on
ammonia and is known shortly as formin.
'0'rO;2 (yus-ro), combining form of Gr. oip-a tail,

occurring in many terras of comparative anatomy,
etc. (of which the more important are entered in
their places below), designating or relating to a
posterior, cauilal, or tail-li\e part, region, segment,
or process, as urogaslcr, -mere, -pod, -plcian, -some,
somite, -steon, sternite sbs. ; urochoninl, •gastric,
-podal, -pyloric, -sacral, -slylar adjs.
Various other examples are entered in some recent or

special Diets., as uromcric, -platoid, .somatic, -slegal, -siege,
-stegite, -sthcne, -sthenic, etc.

iSas E,u:yct. Afetrof. XVII. 595/1 Decafoda. The hinder
part of the body, which Latreille calls the post-ahdomen,
or Urogaster, but which is usually though erroneously called
the tail. [Hence in Mayne, etc.] 184a Hrande Diet. Sci.,
etc. 1278 Uroptcrans, Uroftera, . .a family of Amphipodous
CrusL-iceans, including those in which the tail is terminated
by enhirged appendages in the shape of fins. 1877 Huxley
Anat. Inv. Anim. vL 319 A strong calcified urocardiac
process. 1884 CoUES N. Amcr. Birds 114 Urosacral or
false tail-bones. 189S Calman Deep-Sea Crustacea 19 The
outer plate of the uropod. 1898 A. S. Packard Text-book
0/ Entomology 163 We have designated the abdomen, as the
urosome ; the abdominal segments of insects . . as uromeres,
and the sternal sclerites as urosternites.

TTrobe-nzoate. Chem. [a. F. urobenzoate : see
next and -ATgl i c] = Hippubate.
C1845 Miller in ToddS Cycl. Anat. III. 800/2 Solutions

of the urobenzoates furni.sh a cinnamon brown precipitate,
it6o Uhixr. Expos. Lex.i^is Urobenzoate,.. a. combination
of urobenzoic acid with a salifiable base.

Urobenzo-ic, a. Chem. [ad. mod.L. urobenzoic-
us : see Ueo- 1 and Benzoio a.] Urobenzoic acid,
hippuric acid.

1836 Brande Chem. (ed. 4) 1 173 The urine of the rhinoceros:
..theclearportion,.. on theadditlon ofmurialicacid. deposits
urobenzoic acid. 1858 CorLANu Diet. /'met. Med. 111.
1204 IJrobenzoic acid exists chiefly in the urine of herbivor-
ous animals,

XTrobiliu (yuarobai-lin). C/iem. Also -ine.
[f. Uro-I + L. bJl-is bile: see -in 1, and cf. F.
urobiline.'] A brownish resinous pigment found in

the urine, and occas. in the blood.
1876 tr. WagnerS Gen. Path. (ed. 6) 638 The urine of man

constantly contains a red pigment—urobilin. 1887 Bi-it.
Med. Jml. i-j .Sept. 645/2 Urobiline exists in the urine either
alone, or .associated with bilary pigments.

UxobilinU'ria,. Path. [f. prec. -f Or. oiJp-oi'

urine : see -IA 1 .] A morbid condition characterized
by excess of urobilin in the urine.

1887 A'nV. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 645/2 Urobilinuria is always
met with in the period of a.systolia, in cardiac disea.ses. 1897
Lancet 27 March 884/1 That trional would give rise to
excessive urobilinuria.

Urochord (yOs-r^k^ad). Zool. [f. Uro-2 + Chord
J/-.]

1. The notochord of ascidians and tunicates,

regarded as corresponding to the primordial spinal

column in vertebrates.

ITBOHYAL.

U-rochrome (-kr^um). Chem. [f. UR0-1 +Gr xwa Chrome. Hence F. urochrome^ A
yellow, amorphous pigment found in the urine
.i8«4 Thudichum in Brit. Med. Jrnl. 5 Nov. 51,/,. 1 con.sider that there is one colouring matter in the uHne,™which I appropriate the name of Urochrome. igoo / ancet
10 ^ov. 1329/2 To urochrome itself a place must be assignedamong the derivatives of haemoglobin.

"^

II Urochs (u.-r-, yu.-r(>ks). [G., var. of auerochs
AuitocHS. Cf. Ure-ox.] (See quots.)
i839/'«,yCycAXIV.54/2An animal peculiarto Lithuania

^ii :,/ The- 7 ""^'V '^1 >,•
"™-^ "• ^'i''^ Leet.Ma^

'imchs' («., r? ':°""J l"^l™pd to,. the now extinct

Anerorhs'^fi!,,'^"""'*''''"?.-^'
=•""= Lithu.aiu.an Bison, ori^uerochs (Sos urus, or Bison Euro/xns) .. is a distinct

rmam„^^"^"'''"''^'''''-=56Post-fertiaryanimaIs(schas mammoth, rhinoceros, urochs^
Urode-lan, sb. /.ool. \i. next -i- -an.1 = next.
1872 Humphry Myology 3 In Urodelans,,ll,e movements

of the bony pieces are restricted, or nearly so, to one plane,
i87<, Nicholson PnUont. (ed,2) II, ,75 fhe Palxosiren oi
Geinitz .

,
IS from the Lower Permian, and is believed bv its

discoverer to be a Urodelan,

Urodele (yno-rtTdn), sb. and a. Zool. [a. F.
urodile, usu. pi. iirodelcs (Dumeiil), or ad. mod.L.
Urodela, neuter ])1. oi^urodeltis, f. Gr. ovp-a Uro- 2

-^ iijkos evident.]

A. sb. A member of the order Urodela of
amphibians, in which the laival tail persists in
adult life ; a Urodelan.
1842 Brande Diet. Sci., etc. 1278 Urodeles, Urodelx,..

that tribe of Caducibranchiate Batracian repliles which pre-
serve the tad through all stages of their existence. ciSko

^ i,'-^'''-
"*""' '^' "• "54 The amphibious Urodeles.

1874 MivART Frog 42 The largest existing Urodele—the
giganuc Siilamander lCryptobranchus)—is, found in Japan.
B. adj. Belonging to the Urodela (see prec).

1874 MivART Common Frog 49 The world's surface may
be divided according to its Urodele population into three
l.ijions. 187s Huxley in Encycl. Brit. I. 762/1 No urodele
amphibian has more than four digits in the manus.
Hence TTrode'lous a., pertaining to, having the

characteristics of, the Uroiiela.
c 1844 Todd-s Cycl. Anat. HI. 448/2 The urodelous kinds

ot Laducibranchiates. i8<i R. E. Grant Tabular View
Rec. y.oot. 14 Noctilionida...With distinct tail (urodelous).
1881 A. S. Packard Zool. 479 A step higher in the Urodelous
scale IS the Menopoma.
tTrOiery-thrio, a. Chem. [f. next : see -ic i b.]

Derived from uroerythrln.
1871 Watts tr. Gmelin's Handbk. Chem. XVIII. 408

Uro-erythrlc acid (is obtained) by mixing urine with half its
volume of hydrochloric acid.

TJrOierythriii. Chem. Also -ine. [f. Uro-1
+ Ekythhin.] a reddish pigment found in the uiine
of persons suffering from fevers, esp. rheumatic
fever.

184s G. E. Day tr. Simons Anim. Chem. I. 216 Uroery-
thrln, in all probability, owes its origin to the hasmalin of
the blood-corpuscles. 1863 W.O.MARKllAMtr./l««/. Urine,
etc. 49 Uroerythrine is the pigment which gives to sediments
of uric acid and urate of soda their brick or rosy red colour.
1889 BnekS Handbk. Med. Sci. VII. 416 Its oxidation (i. c.

of urochrome] gives rise to a red pigment called uroerythrin.

Uroge-nital, a. (and sb.). Comp. Anal. [f.

Uro-1 + Genital a. Cf. F. urogenital and Urino-
GENITAL a."]

1. adj. Pertaining or belonging to the uiinary and
genital products or organs

; genito-nrinary.
1848 Quain's Elem. Anat. II. 1278 Transformation of the

uro-genital sinus. 1870 Rollkston Anim. Life p. xlvii,
All Mammalia have a urogenital canal independent . . of the
termination of the intestine. 1883 E. R. Lankester in
Eticycl, Brit. XVI. 693/2 In the Ostrea edulis fei tilization
of the eggs is effected at the moment of their escape from
the uro-genital groove.

2. sb. A urogenital organ. Usu. //,
1891- in various Diets.

So Uroge'nitary a.

1883 Lancet 19 May 875/2 Co-existent defects of uro-
genitary organs.

Uroglancin (-glj-sin). Chem. Also -ine.
[a. G. uroglaucin : see Ubo-1 and -in 1, and cf.

Glaucous a.] A blue pigment found in the human
urine during certain diseases, as scarlet fever.
1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 523 The

existence of a large quantity of uroxanthin in urine is

indicated . . by the presence of the products of its oxidation,
uroglaucin and urrhodin. 1863 W. O. Markham tr. Anal.
Urine, etc. 45 Uroglaucine presents itself in the form of a
blue powder. 1889 Buck's Handbk, Med. Sci. VII. 417/1
Uroglaucin (blue) and urrhodin (red) are closely related to
indigo blue and indigo red.

TXrohsematin (yuarohfmatin). Chem. Also

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. x. 595 The appendage.

.

may be termed the urochord. Ibid. 598 ,A ganglion . . passes
along one side of the urochord to its extremity. 1880 A.
Wilson in Gentl. Mag. Jan. 46 Among the sea-squirts, the
'urochord' persists throughout life.

2. One of the Urochorda, a branch consisting of
ascidians or tunicates.

1885 F. J. Bell Comp. Anat, 313 Amphioxus has no ex-
ternal skeleton, nor have those Urochords that are tailed
throughout life.

-hematin(e. [f. URO-1-hH/EMATiN.] A variety
of hoematin forming the colouring matter or pig-
ments of the urine.
1863 W. O. Markham tr. Anal, Urine, etc. 43 Dr. Harley

calls this body urohaimatine. iStij N. Syd, Soc. Year-bk.
Med. 161 An excessive excretion of uio-hsematin. X87B
KiNGZETT Anim, Chem. 239 Under the name of Uroha:ma-
tine, Proust, Scherer, Harley, Heller, Marcet, constituted
the colouring principles of urine.

Urohyal (-h.)i-al), a. and sb. Comp. Anat. [f.

Ubo-2: seeHY-oiD<7. and-ALi.] a. a^^'. Forming
or relating to a median posterior process or part of
the hyoid arch in fishes or birds, b. sb. The bone
forming this.



imOLOQY.
1835-6 OwKM in Todifs CycL Anat I. 345/1 The superior

larynx (in birdsj. .rests upon the urohyal element of the os
hyoides. 1848 — Archetype 9f Homol, Vertebr. SkeLtg In
most others \sc. fishes] there is.. another, .bone, which ex-

pands vertically as it extends backwards, in the middle
line, from the basihyats ; this is the ' urohyal '. x888 RoL-
LESTON & jACKsoy An'"*. Lt/e 93 A thin median bone, the
basi-brancniostegal (—urohyal of Huxley).

Urology (yur^'-lod^i). Also 8 (9) ourology.
[f, Uro-I^+ -LOGY. Cf. F. urologie (1877) and
Urinology.] f 6L A treatise or discourse on urines.

Obs. b. The scientific study of urine, its secretion

and constituents.

1753 Chambers' Cycl, Suppt. s.v., The chemists have
given us treatises on the analysis of urine, and the prepara-
lions of it, such as the phosphorus, &c. under tlie name of
OMiologieSt 1855 Day in British ^ For, Medico-Chirnig.
Jrnl, July 71 Contributions to Urology. 1895 Lancet 12

Jan. 99/2 Now there are many works on urology.

Hence Urolo'gical «., pertaining to or dealing

with urology ; Uro'logrist, one versed or skilled in

urology.

185s Day in Brit. ^ For, Medico-Chirwg. Jml. July 89
The various causes.. are discussed.. by Beneke in his Uro-
logical Studies. 1889 Lancet 15 June xi\tf\ Professor
Heller.. had a high reputation as a urologist. 1913 Titnes

9 Aug. 4/1 The Surgical and Urological Sections [of the
Congress of Medicine].

j- UTomancy. Obs, [ad. mod.L, uromaniia\
see Ubo-1 and -man'CY, and cf. F. uromancity
Sp. uromancia^ «= Uuinomancy.
1569 ^. Sanford tr. Agripfia's Van. Aries Ixxxiii. 145 b,

For this cause Scatomancle, Oromancie \sic\, Drymimancie,
be called the diuinations or Prognostications of Phisitians,

gathered by ordures and vrines. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur. i.

V. 47 This Parson being, .reputed famous in vromancie,
[17S1 Bailey. 1833 Crabb.]

t Uroma-ntical, a, Obs,—^ [f. mod.L. uro^

mani-ia (see prec.) + -ical.] Of or pertaining to

urinomancy.
16*3 Hkvlt Arraignm. Ur. v. 70 A certaine Physitian of no

small account and fame for his supposed uromanticall skill.

Ij
Uroma'stix. ZooU [mod.L.: see Uro-^ and

-MASTix.] One or other species of a genus {Uro-
viasiix) of thorn-tailed, agamoid ground-lizards,

lative to parts of the Old World and Australia.
In earlier use only as the generic name.
[1681 Grew Musxum 46. 1753 Chajnbers* Cyci. Suppl. s.v.

Cordyius. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 441. 1840 Cuvier*s
Anim. Kingd. 275.I i860 Tristram Gt. Sahara 406 Uro*
tnastix Spinipes^ Geoff". ; the dabb (common uromaslyx),

ITrOO (yii»*r«). Austr, Also yuro. [Native
name (also euro^ waroo).'] A species of kangaroo.
Also aiirib,

1B6. Waterhouse in R. P. Whitworth Baiiliere's S.
Austral. Gazetteer (1866) 165 The uroo kangaroo was
occasionally seen in the same localities. 1876 — in Harcus
S. Ausirai. 284 Osphrania crebescens. Uroo kangaroo.
1885 Mrs. Praed Head Station II. 256 Cliffs, with ledges
and crannies that afforded foothold only to yuros and rock-
wallabies.

Uropoietic (y usr^jpoije'tik) , a. Also 8 -poetic,

[ad. mod.L. uropoietic-us : see Uro-^ and Poietic
a,, and cf. V.nropoitiqtie^ Concerned with, of or

i:>ertaining to, the secretion of urine ; secreting or

excreting urine.

1783 H. Watson in Med. Commun. I. 234 The uropoetic
viscera were not.. diseased. 175)3 T. Bede>oes Calculus 37
Such an action of the uropoietic organs. 1839-47 Todd's
C;yr/..^«a/. 1 1 1. 366/1 The uropoietic system..communicates
with the resjairatory cavity. 1877 Huxley /4h<i/. Inv.Anim,
i. 62 Uropoietic organs.. are probably represented by the
water-vascular system and segmental organs of the worms.

Uropygial (-pi'd^ial), a. and sK Ornith. [a.

F. uropygial: see Uropygi-um and -al.]

1. adj. Situated on, belonging to, the rump or
uropygium. Usu. uropygial gland,
1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 16 The crop and the uropygial

gland are peculiar to, though not universally found in Birds.

1884 CouES N, Amer, Birds 86 This is a two-lobed, .gland,
saddled upon the ' pope's nose ', at the root of the tail, and
hence sometimes called the uropygial or rump gland. 1891
Cent. Did, s-v., Uropygial feathers.

2. sb. A mmp-feather.
1886 Newton in Encycl. Brit. XX. 180/2 The middle

feathers of the taiI,ordinarily concealed, .by the uropygials,
are Uack.

II Uropygium (-pi-d^ii^m). Omilh. [med.L.
uropygium (Diefenb.), ad. Gr. ovpovvyiov. Cf, It.

and Pg. uropigio.l The rump in birds.

1813 BiNCLF.v Anim. Biog. (ed. 4) II, 235 The brilliant
train of the Peacock.. not growing from the uropygium (or
rump,) but upon the back. 1835-6 Owen in TodtVs Cycl.
Anat. I. 349/1 A gland which is situated above the coccyx
or uroj^gium. 1886 P. L. Sclater Catal. Birds Brit. Mus.
X 1. 17 Cap, uropygium,and upper wing-coverts shining blue.

TJroscOpv (yur^p'skSpi). Also 7 ouroscopie,

9 -scopy. [ad. mod.L. uroscopia : see Uro-^ and
-8COPY, and cf. Sp. ttroscopia^ F. uroscopie.'\

1. The scientific examination of urine, esp. as a
means of diagnosing diseases ; = Ubinoscopy.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. To Rdr. A 4, Composed

by snatches of time, as medicall vacations and the fruitles.se
importunity of Vroscopy would permit us. [1656 Blount.
1658 Philijps.1 1804 Edin. Rev. III. 415 Uroscopy has,
in some measure, given way to cranioscopy. 1863 W. O.
Markham Xx.Anul. Urine, etc. 281 The progress of Organic
Chemistry, and the general study of the microscope, first

gave itsscientific value to uroscopy. x96&Libr.Mag. (N.Y.)

464

Mar. 252 As a physician he was skilful in dietetics and
uroscopy.

+ 2. Divination by inspection of the urine ; =
Uromancy. Obs. rare.

1650 H. Brooke Conserv. Health 209 The Vanities and
Deceits of Vroscopy, or Devination by Vrin. 1651 Wittie
Primrose's l^ofi. Err. To Rdr., Many of them doe by
Ouroscopie or Chiromancie undertake to tell Fortunes. 1857
Mavne Expos. Lex. 847 Ouroscopia^. .owxo^o'py.

Hence TJrosco-plc a. [F. uroscopique], - Urino-
scopic a. {Cenl. Dict.^ ^891) ; TT'roscopist, one
skilled or versed in uroscopy,
1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VII. 403/2 Actuarius, the

' Uroscopist *of the Byzantine court, described in the minu-
test detail the visible changes of urine in health and in
disease.

Uro&te'alith, Chem. [ad. G. nrosteaiil

(Heller, 1845), f. uro- Uuo- 1 + Gr. ariap fat t -///

-LiTH.] A peculiar fatty substance found in certain

urinary calculi.

1846 G. Bird Urin. Deposits (ed. 2) 314 The urine, in the
only case in which urostealith has lieen hitherto found. 1858
Thudichum Uyine 415 Urostealith was found dissolved tn

tiie urine.

attrib. 187a Vi^HKsn Pract. Surg. 52jThe uro-stealith,and
the siliceous formations. 1883 Holmes' .S'yst. Surg. (ed. 3)
HI. 250 The urO'Stealith calculus is another of the pseudo-
forms.

So Uroste'alite. [Cf. -lite.]

1854 R. D. Thomson Cycl. Chettu sit/-2 Urostealite, an
urinary calculus insoluble in water. 1868 Waits'" Vict.
Chem. V. 068.

XTrostyle. Biol. [f. URO-2 + Gr.ffTi)Aospillar.]

The posterior unsegmented portion of the vertebrnl
column in certain fishes and amphibians.
1875 HuxLEV & Martin Elem. Biol. 183 The commence-

ment of the canal of the urostyle. Ibid. 204-6. 1878 F. J.
IJkll Gegenbaur's Covip. Anat. 433 A long dagger-shaped
bony piece . . ordinarily known as the urostyle. z8& Roli.ks-
TON & Jackson Anim, Life 94 The last or terminal caudal
vertebra. .has the centrum prolonged into the urostyle.

TTroto'xic, a. [See Ubo-^ and Toxic «.] Of
or pertaining to the toxicity or toxic materials of
the urine.

1890 BiLi.iNGS Med. Diet, s.v. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
IV. 330 By comparing the amount of urine injected with the
weight of the animal he established what he [sc. Bouchard]
called urotoxic equivalents. 1898 (see next].

U'rotozy. [Cf.prec. The inWer form urofoxia'ly

is sometimes used. J The toxic quality or substance
of the urine ; a unit of urine in respect of its toxicity.

1890 G. M. Gould Med, Diet. 452/2 Urotoxy^ a term in-
vented by Bouchard to denote the standard of toxicity of
urine necessary to kill a kilogramme of living substance.
1898 V. C. Vauchan PtomaXns^ etc. 125 The term urotoxy
has been employed to designate the relative toxicity of the
urine in various conditions. Jhid. 127 The urotoxic coefficient
is the number of urotoxies which i kgm. of man forms in
twenty-four hours.

TTrouer, tJrour(e, south, var. Frover sb. Obs,

+TJ'rous,«. Che7n. Obs. [f. Ur-inb iM + -oua
c] Urous acidy oxide : (see quots.).

xSss DuNCLisON Med. Dici.^ Urous acid^ uric oxide. x86o
Mavne Expos, Lex. 1314 Uric <7-r/fl?ir,. .otherwise termed
urous oxide, and xanthic oxide. 1878 Kingzett Anim,
Chem. 206 Xanthine, .is known in old publications also as
uric oxide and urous acid.

Urous, var. Eurous a. Obs.

Urox, anglicized f. Urochs. (Cf. Ure-ox.)
1879 J. ToDHUNTER Alccstis 19 UroxcH from the moun-

tains.. Lashing their lazy tails. [1879- in various Diets.]

XTro-xanate, Chem, rarer-\ [f.UROXAN-iCfl.

+

-ateI I c] A salt of uroxanic acid,
1868 Watts Diet, Chem. V. 969 After several weeks or

months, tabular crystals of potassic uroxanate are formed.

Uroxanic (yuar^ksse-nik), a. Chem. [f.

Uroxan-thin + -10 I b.] Of an acid : Obtained
by oxidation of uric acid in alkaline solution.

1854 R. D. Thomson Cycl, Chem, 512/1 Uroxanic Acid..;
obtained by allowing a solution of uric acid in excess of
potash to stand, when this acid is deposited along with
urate of potash. 1868 IVatts' Diet. Chem, V. 969 A yellow-
ish hygroscopic substance is left,, .having the composition
of uroxanic anhydride, C^N*H^O* (which is also that of dial-
urate of ammonium). 1884 RoscOE & Schorlemmer Treat.
Chem. III. If. 297 Uroxanic Acid, CsHgN^Oc, is formed
when a solution of uric acid in caustic potash is exposed for
some months to the action of air free from carbon dioxide.

Uroza'ntMll (yuarfizx-nj>in). Chem, Also
-ine. [a. 0,nroxanthiii{Yiti\ti)\ seeURO-^and
Xanthin(e. Cf. F. uroxanthine:\ = Indioan.
1846 G. Bird Urin, Deposits (ed. 2) 73 Heller has lately

given the name of uroxanthin to the reputed pigment, but
which he has not succeeded in separating. 1858 Thudichum
Urine 4 The lemon-yellow colour, sometimes met with in
cholera, or in spinal disease, is due to the presence of an
excess of uroxanthine. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VII.
416/a Urine indican (Heller's uroxanthin and the indogen
ofThudichum) is not a pigment.

llUrraca. Also uraca. [Sp. urraca magpie.]
(See quots.)
1882 E. W. White in Proc, Zool. Sac. 619 Guira piririgua

(Vieill.)..Tbe native name of this noisy bird is ' Uraca'

j

and it is fotmd abundantly all over the [Argentine] Republic
Ibid., The Uracas are sometimes tamed and kept in houses
to rid them of insects. 1894-5 Lvdekker Roy. Nat. Hist,
III. 321 The urraca jay {Cyanocorax chrysops) is a well-
known Brazilian species.

Urre, var. Irre sb, Obs,

Urrhodin (y&<>*r<^in). Chtm. Also -ine. [ad.

URSICIDE.

G. urorhodin (Heller), f. uro- Uro-' + Gr. ft6h-ov

the rose + -IN 1.] A red colouring matter or pig-
ment found in the urine in certain morbid conditions.
1846 ( ;. E. Dav tr. Simon's Anim.Chem. 1 1. 522 Uroglaucin

and iirrhodin occur in diseases. .similar in one [character]

—

the presence of an excess of urea in the blood. 1863 W. O.
Markham tr. Anal, Urine, etc. 45 In an amorphous state,
urrhodine forms rosy-red granules. 1889 [see Uroglaucin],
Hence Urrhodinic (-i'nik) c, pertaining to or

derived from urrhodin,
x886 R. Kirk in Brit. Med. 'Jrnl. 27 Nov. 1018/2 We

would propose to call it, from its source and from its colour,
Urrhodinic acid. Ibid., The crystals of urrhodinic acid.

fUrring tanye, obs, var. Obange-tawny sb.

1575 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 143 Ve small inamled
ring with a riblien of urring tanye.

Urry. dial, "i Obs. [Of obscure origin.] (See
quots.)

1669 WoRLiDCE Syst. Agric. 24, I have seen much of the
blew Clay which they call Urry that's digged out of Coal-
mines, and lyes neer the Coal, laid on Meadow, and Pasture-
lands, to a very considerable advantage. [Hence in Diet.
Rust., Kersey, Fam. Diet., etc.] 1712 J, Mobtok Nat.
Hist. Northampt. 119 The black Earth call'd Urry,
Urrysone, Urs, obs. ff. Orison, Ours,

II Ursa (i'-Jsa). [L. ursa bear (esp. she-bear),

Great Bear constellation. Cf. Urse, and Pr. and
Pg. ursa^ It. orsa, Sp. oso^
1. Asir. = sense 2.

c888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxix. § 13 Ne se steorra J>c we
hatafl Ursa ne cymft nzefre on J>am westdaele. c 1374
Chaucer Boeth. iv. met. vi. (1868) 143 pe sterre yclepid J>e

l«re...|>e same sterre vrsa. 1791 Cowper llioii xviii. 606
The might Of huge Orion, witli Him Ursa calPd, Known
also by his popular name, the Wain, That spins around
I lie pole.

2. Ursa Major*, a. Aslr. The northern con-
stellation also called the Great Bear.
1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. viii. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.), pe

taille of |>e figure that hatte vrsa maior. i4ia-so Lydg.
Chron. 'Proy i. 710 Amongis sterrys . . sche is stallyd, And
Vrsa Maior is of clerkys callyd. 1553 Eden Treat. Newt
hid. (Arb.) 22 Being not farre from Vrsa maior, called
charles wayne. 1605 Shaks. Lear i, iL 141 My Natiuity
was vnder Frsa Maior, so that it foUowes, I am rough and
Leacherous. i7a8 Chambers CycL s.v. Constellation, 1 hus,
Hevelius, v.g. between Leo and Ursa Major, makes Leo
Minor;., under the Tail of Ursa Major, Canes Venatici,&c
1843 Carlvle Past ij- Pr. iii. xi, The huge Winds, that
sweep from Ursa Major to the Tropics. 1868 Lockvbi
Elem. Astron. §341 One of the most striking circumpolar
constellations is Ursa Major, . . the Plough, or Charles' Wain,
as it is otherwise called

\>. t {a) One whose sign or symbol is a bear
(see first quot.). Obs. {b) A person (regarded as)

having a very bearish disposition or appearance.
a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 31 There were others

that steered and stood at the Helm besides himself [Bur-
leigh], and more Starres in the Firmament of her grace [Q.
Eliz.] than Vrsa major, or the Bear with the ragged staffe.

'773 Boswell 'J'our Hebrides 6 Nov., My father's opinion
of Dr. Johnson may be conjectured from the name he after*
wards gave him, which was Ursa Major. 1788 Burns F^te
Champctre \, Or him [sc. Jas. BoswellJ wha led o'er Scotland
a' The meikle Ursa-AIajor. 1893 Crockett Sttckit Min. 273
Strong, stalwart, unkeinp, John Bradford,.. Minister of the
Queen, strode over the Galloway heather in his rough home-
spun. ' Ursa Major ' they called him in the House.
3. Ursa Minor., the Little Bear constellation,

[1597 G. Harvey Trim. Nashe G 2b, At last louing like..
the two sisters Vrsa maior and Vrsa minor, wee may bee
carried vp to heauen together, and there translated into two
starres. 1638 Chilmead Treat. Globes iii. (Hakl. Soc.) 50
The first [northern constellation] is called in Latine Ursa
Minor,. .that is to say, the lesser Beare.) 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Septentrio, A Northern Constellation, more usually
call'd Ursa minor, or the little Bear. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVL 55/1 Ursa major and Ursa Minor, .[are] two of the
most remarkable constellations of the northern hemisphere.
x868 LocKVKR Elem. Astron. §341 The northern celestial
pole lies in Ursa Minor.

U'rsal, a. [f. L. urs-a or urs-us bear + -AL.]

Resembling a bear in disposition or characteristic

features; hence ^^., bearish. (Cf. Ubsink a. 3.)
1837 Eraser's Mag. XVL 201 The subsequent encourage-

ment of these ursal authorities was generally referable to
military commanders. 1840 tr. Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 100
The Otaries [include] .. The Vx^X , , {Arctoccphalus ur-
sinus. .)—Eight feet long, no mane, varying from brown to
whitish. 1848 Maunder Treas, Nat. Hist. 718/2 Ursal^
[applied to] a species of Seal,.. It is said to be.. most pug-
nacious and ferocious.

fUrse. Sc. Obs. rare. \ts.<^,\.. urs-a 01 urs-us
bear. Cf. Ursa.]
1. pi. The Great and Little Bear constellations.

XS13 DouGi^s Mneid xni. Prol. 67, 1 se the poill, and eik
the Ursis brycht. 1536 Bellenden Cron, Scot, (1541) A i b,

Abone our heid wes the vrsis twane,

2. A bear.
x6oo CoLviLLE Palinod {i()o^) A 5, As the wounded V.-se or

wyldegoat seeking his Origane.

TJr-seluen, obs, f. Olrselves.
XJ'rsicidal, a. [f. L. ursi, ursus bear : see -cide

3 and -AL.] Of or pertaining to the killing of bears.

1857 Eraser's Mag. LVI. 146/2 Various ursacidal [sic\

schemes to be put in practice at Jan Mayen. 190X Daily
Ne^vs 8 March 4/7 It greatly disturbed the mental balance
of the brown bear. Ursicidal mania was his complaint.

UTBiolde. [f, as prec. + -cidb i.] One who
kills a bear.
ax86i T. WiNTHROP Life in Open Air x, (1863) 75 Vain

hope ! I was not to be an ursicide.



URSIFORM.

TT-rsiform, a. [f. L. ursi- (see Ursicidal a.) +
-FORM. Cf. Pg. ursiforme.'\ Slaving the form or
appearance of a bear.

c iy93SHAW Nafura/ist'sMisc. III. Cc, The Ursine Brady-
pus, orUrsiform Sloth. 1798 [Pennant] I^ie7v Hindoostan
1 1. 258 A new and most singular animal, the Uisiform Sloth.

XTrsine (Susain, -in), a. [ad. L, ursin-us

(whence Sp. and Pg. ursinOi It. orsinOj Pr. orsin^

Fr. ourstn)f f. iirsus bear.]

1. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of, due to,

a bear or bears.

f 1550 Ciariodiisw. 1063 Full corpolent he was with breist

ursyne,. .and sperit leonine. 1656 ^i-ovnx Glossogy., Ursine^
..of or belonging to a Bear. i&|x HoR. Smith Moneyed
Man I . X. 2^0 Quotations from Scripture as to the ursine fate

of prophet-mockers. 1851 Kimgsley Veast x'lu, The ursine
howU of the new-comer. 1880 Habting Sn'i. Amm. Extinct
(. 14 Portions of ursine skeletons.

2. Of the natureof, resembling orhaving the essen-

tial characteristics of, a bear; consisting of bears.
"833-4 J. Phh-lips GeoL \\\ EncycL MHrop. (1845) VI. 695/2

^one'^ of ursine, .animals.. are rare. 1859 Sala Tw. round
Clock 132 Any fierce or ancient member of the ursine tribe.

1870 Fber.man Nonn. Conq. (ed. 2) I. App. 768 The bear.,
had also, it would seem, known ursine descendants.

b. In specihc names of animals : (see quots.).
tSoa BiNGLF.Y Ww/w. Biog. (1805) 1.64 The "Ursine Baboon.

These animals., are found in great numbers among the
mountains at the Cape. 1834 Princle Afr. Sk. viii. 274
The ursine or dog-faced baboon.. is covered with shaggy
hair, of a greenish brow n colour, c 1793 Shaw Natnralht's
Misc. III. Cc. pi. 58, The *Ursine Bradypus, or UrsiK)rm
Sloth. £1841 TodiCs CycL Anat. III. 759/1 Dasyurus
[«rw«//jj., .The *Ursine Dasyure or Devil of the Tasmanian
Colonists. 1884 /////. Did. IV. 530 *Ursine howler, the
Mycetts ursinns. 1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. I. 11. 504 *Ursine
Opossum. Didelphis Ursimi. . .'I'he largest of all the Opos-
yjnis:.. Native of New Holland. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.
454/a 'I'he Ursine Opossum utters a kind of hollow barking.
c i84t Totid's Cycl Anat. I II. 262/2 The *Ursine and other
Phalangers. 1778 Cook Vo^. Pac. Ocean iv. v. (1784) II. 377
From the colour and shagginess of the hair,, .we judged it

might probably be. .the large male *ursine seal, or sea-bear.
i8oa_BiN(;LEY Anim. Bi^g. (1805) I. 193 The Ursine Seals
live in families. B^very male is surrounded by a seraglio of
from eight to fifty mistresses. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist.^ Mam-
vialia III. 195 The skin of the ursine .seal is very thick.

x8oo Shaw Gen. Zool. I. i. 159 *Ursine Sloth. Bradypus
UrsiHUS,..V>\zQ\i. Sloth, witli very long shaggy hair. 1867
Brande& Cox Diet. Sci., etc. III. 910/1 'Ihe labiated bear,
commonly called the ursine sloth.

3. Suggestive of that or those of a bear ; bear-like.

Also transf, (cf. Bearish a. 2).

1837 SouTHEV Lett. (1856) IV. 522 Whatever remarkable
persons have been noted (ornrsine manners, x858~CARLYLr.
Fredk. Gt. IV, V. C1872) I. 307 An ursine man -of-genius. 1899
If^fstm, Gas. 13 Dec. ii/t 'i'o the joy of all, from the
Governor of the Batik of England down to the gambler in

mining shares—always excepting the ursine fraternity.

Hence t V'rninal a. Obs.'~^

a 1603 Urquhart's Rabelais iii. xlij. 344 His Dam., put his

Members into that, .shape which Nature had provided for

those of an . . Ursinal kind.

Urson (»*Jsan). Zool. fa. F, ottrson (1549),
dim. of ours m., bear. Cf, It. ursone, Pg. ursao.^

The Canada porcupine, Erethizon dorsattts.

1774 Goh^SH. Not. Hist. IV. 114 Theurson..isa native of
Hudson's Bay.. .Several ofthe trading Americans depend on
them for food,at some seasons of the year. 1833 Penny Cycl.

1, 443/a The ursou . . is the only sptcies of porcupine . . which
appears to have the power of climbing trees. 1891 E. Koper
By Track ^ Trait xvii. 253 There are several kinds of
grouse,, .wolves, ursons.

TTrSOne iv'i.'io^^). Chenu [f. L. {uvd) urs-i

(see Uva) + -one.] A crystalline principle ob-

tained esp. from the leaves of the bearberry.

1866 Watts tr. Gmelin's Handbk. Chem. XVII. 361
Ursone burns with a yellow smoky flame. 1885 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 482/1 EricoIin.,Ls an amorphous,
yellowish glucoside, yielding with diluted acids sugar, and
an eweniial oil—ursone. 1891 C. E. A. Semple A/at. Med.
318 Two crystallisable principles, Ursone (C20HS2O2J and
Arbutin{Cj2Hi607).

Ursuline {D-isiuWm, -in, -/ri), sd. and a, [f. St.

Ursula, name of a legendary early British virgin-,

martyr, + -ine]

A. sb. pi. A religious order of nuns, established

under the rule of St Augustine in 1572 from a

company founded at Brescia in 1537, for theteaching

of girls, nursing of the sick, and the sanctification

ofthe lives of its members,
1693 Emilianiu's Hist. Monast. Orders 248 They are

called Urselines, from a holy Virgin called Ursula.. who
suffered Martyrdom.. near Colen. 17Q1 in Cath. RecSoc,
Pnbl. VIL 88 We were.. afterwards at y* Grand Ursulines.

J797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xiii, A convent of Ursulines,

remarkable for their hospitality to strangers. i8aj Scott
Quentin D. xxxv, These it is my purpose to dedicate to

Heaven in the convent of the Ursulines.^ 1884 Addis &
Arnold Caih. Diet. (1897) 912 The Ursulines do not now
increase so rapidly as in former times.

B. adj. Pertaining or belonging to the Ursulines.

1739 Gray Lett. (1900) I. 17 We went also to the chapels

of the Jesuits and Ursuline Nuns. 1804 Mary Lamb Lines
Picture Two Females ^ The Lady Blanch. .To the Urs'Iine

convent hastens. 181^ Milman /'«z/(7 45 Our convent gates

are rude,. .^)ur Ursultne veils of such a jealous woof [etc.).

1894 T. C. Upham Life Mine. Guyon \. 2 She was placed at

the Ursuline Seminary.

Urter, dial, form of Hubter 2 i.

1616 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 72 For thre gudgions and tbre

vrters and a windband.
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Urth(e, obs. vnrr. Earth sb.

llUrtica (i>'Jtika, Mtai'ka). [L. urtJca nettle

(whence It. orlica, Sp. ortiga., Pg. tuiigd) \—urcre
to biirn.]

1 1. = Sea-nettle, Obs. rare.
a i68a Sir T. Browse NorJ. Fishes Wks. 1835 IV. 333 Sea

stars in great plenty, . .whether they be bred out of the
uriicas {printed urticus], squalders, or sea jellies, as many
report, we cannot confirm, x'j^'^Chamhers' Cycl. Suppl.s.v,,
The Urtica,.\'^ obliged to throw out the .shell fi.sh alive
again.

2. A genus of apetalous plants, typical of the

Nat. Ortier Urticcuese, including the true nettles

;

also, a plant of this, a stinging-nettle.

The original sire.ssing urtt'ca (cf. quots. 1764-89) is retained
in some modern dictionaries. Ash (1775), however, gives
ii'rtica, and this is usual in Diets, from 1888-.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Urtica, the Nettle, an Herb
so caird because it raises Blisters. 1764 Grainger Sugar
Cane i\. 505 Tiie fring'd urtica spreads her purple form To
catch the gale. 1789 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 11. 103 Wide
o'er the mad'ning throng Urtica fiings Her barbed shafts.

1840 Fenny Cycl. XVI. 163/1 The Nettle-trees, .having
leaves resembling those of some kinds of Urtica. 1899
Aiibutt*s Syst, Med. VIII. 489 Certain i^pecies of urtica or
nettle.

UrticaceOUS (wtik^'-Jas), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.
Urlicace-ii- (see prec.) + -ous.] Belonging to, con-

sisting of, the Urlicaceie ; resembling that of, hav-
ing the character of, a nettle.

1836 LiNDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. (ed, 2) 175 Batis Has a common
Urticaceous fruit. 1842 Brandk Diet. Sci.f etc. 1273/1
Ulmacex . . are apetalous Exogens, nearly allied to the
Urticaceous order. 1846 LiNOLtY Vtg. Kingd. 261 The old
Urticaceous Order.

TTrtical (fJitikal, z^itai-kal), a. and sb. Bot. [f.

L. urtJc-a Urtica + -al.]

L adj. Typified by the genus Urtica of stinging-

nettles
;
pertaining or belonging to the sting-nettles.

1846 LiNDi.EY I'eg. Kingd, 258 'Ihe plants of the Urtical
Alliance, /bid. 259 Urtical Exogens, with 2-lobed anthers
splitting vertically.

2. sb. An exogenous plant belonging to the genus
Urtica.

1846 LiNDLEY Veg. Kingd. 258 Natuml Orders of Uriicals.

Ibid. 273 Euphorbials may be regarded then as a higher
form of Urticais.

U*rticant, a. [a. me<l.L. tirtxcant-^ ppl. stem
ofwr/rcrtr^toURTiCATE. Cf. V.urticant.'] Adapted
for stinging

; producing an itching sensation.

1870 J. H. Bennet iVinter A/edit. (ed. 4) i. vl 151 A crowd
of polyps armed with urticant filaments.

il Urticaria (z'Jtikea-ria). Bath, [mod.L., f, L.

urtJca Urtica.] = Nkttle-uash.
1771 Ettcycl, Brit. III. 59/1 Exanthemata, or eruptive

fevers; comprehending.. 7. Scarlatina; 8. Urticaria. 1800
A/ed. Jrnl. IV. 201 Diseases admitted under the Care of the
Physicians, .[included] Urticaria, 1 [case], 184a T. H. Bur-
cess Mtui. Dis.Skin$2 Urticaria is one of the few cutaneous
eruptions which can be traced distinctly to its source. 1880
Lancet 4 Sept. 406/1 The urine shortly becomes scanty and
of a deep orange tint, and the urticaria then appears. 1899
Allbuits Syst. Med. VIII. 484 The name urticaria was
applied to this affection because a process of wheal-forma-
tton . . is often a conspicuous clinical feature.

aitrib, and Comb. i88z Lancet 18 June 990/2 Evanescent
urticaria wheals and tubercles. i6gg Allbntt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 609 Every prurigo papule has an urticaria<like basis.

Urtica'riali a. Bath, [f. prec. + -AL.] Of or

pertaining to, appearing in, or characteristic of

urticaria. Also Comb*
1883 Lancet 16 June 1044/2 The lesion is of an urticarial

nature. 1886 /bid. 22 May 968 An urticarial rash, /bid.^

Urticarial asthma. \^^Allbnit's Syst, Med.'SXW.^y^'^szxi
urticariaMike rashes may appear.

UrticariOTlS, «. Bath, [f. as prec. + -ous.]

1. Appearing in, characteristic of, urticaria.

1849-53 Todd's Cycl. Anat, IV. 1154/2 An individual,

licking an urticarious eruption. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
111. 50 The erythemas occur chiefly in children, in mar-
ginate, papular, or urticarious forms.

2. Resembling, or showing the symptoms of,

urticaria.

1899 Hutchinson^s Arch. Sur^. X. 176 A peculiar form of

persistent Urticarious Dermatitis.

Urticate (i>*Jtiktf't), v. [a, med.L. iirtJcdt-,

ppl. stem oi urticare (Dief.), f. L. z^r^/Va Urtica.]

1. intr. To sting, as or like a nettle ; to affect

with a tingling pain or stinging sensation,

1843 [see Urticating ///. a.]. 1855 Owen Lect. Compar.
Anat. (ed. 2) ix. 167 An oval capsule from which a stiff

bristle-like spine protrudes : these do not urticate. i88a
Sala Amer, /Zevis. I. xix. 271 The Brush-fiend .. not only
urticates, he hurts. 1809 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VIII. 469
Various ' rashes ' . . which may urticate or vesicate.

2. trans. To flog with fresh stinging-nettles; also

gen.i to flagellate, whip.
1861 /llustr. Lond. Neivs 5 Jan. lo/i Those who are partial

..to being urticaied with laurel rods.^ 1873 M. Collins
Miranda in.206 The one at the end of it shall be urticated.

. . I mean that . . the worst man on the list shall be flogged

with sting.nettles.

b. To produce urtication in or on (a part of the

body, etc.) ; to affect with a stinging pain.

1862 Temple Bar Mag. VI. 335 Do I urticate my back hair

with two brushes? i88s Sala Amer. /ievis. I. xix. 270
With an ordinary implement made of bristles.. he brushes

you 'off'; and while he urticates you he utters a low
crooning murmur. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 480

That {scratching urticates the lesions is undoubted.

UBUS,

3. To irritate /£? indignation, etc. ; to goad, nettle.

1873 M. Collins Squire SilcJiester II. xvi. 195 Urticated
to unwonted indign.ition, it is thought he swore—slightly.
Hence "UTticating-//)/, a., causing or producing

urtication.

1843Owen /,tfc/.C(7////rtr..^ Mrt/. ix. 102 This stinging or urii-
eating property, .procured for the ' Radiares Mollasses ' of
Lamarck the name of Acalephee. 1855 /bid. (ed. 2) 176 The
urticating tentacles. i86t Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandou 11.

IV. i. 235 The ancients employed urticating caterpillars in
the formation of Sinapisms. 1877 Nature 4 Oct. 475/1
Urticating Organs of Planarian Worms.
Urticate, a, [ad. med.L. nrticdt-us : see prec]

Presenting the appearance characteristic of urticaria.
189^) Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 469 The macular, urticate,

centrifugally enlarging, and figured eruption.s so commonly
seen after ptjisoning by tinned food.

Urtication (miik^ J^n). [a. med.L. Urtuation-^
UrticdtiOj n. of action f. urtJcdre to Urticatk. Cf.
F, urticationtlX. orticazion€y Vg.urtic-, urtiga^ao.']

1. The action or function of urticating or sting-

ing like or as a nettle ; a stinging operation.
1655 Jer. Taylor Untaii Necess. v. § 3. 253 A body may

be said to be lustful thougli it be asleep, or eating, without
the sense of actual urticaiions and violence, by reason of its

constitution. 1858 Lewes Sea.side Stud. 146 Certain minute
organs found in all Polypes, and variously styled ' thread,
capsules*, ' filiferous cajjsules ', or urticating cells, are
organs of urtication or stinging, /bid. 148 Here, then, we
have the organ, without any corresponding function ; ' urti-

cating cells , but no urtication !

b. A burning or pricking sensation suggestive of
stinging with nettles.

1859 HuxLEV Oceanic Hydrozoa 94 The mucus which
produces the well-known urtication of the human skin.

xZq^ Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 483 So that.. urtication..
may be excited in them [i. e. elements of a certain eruption]
by mechanical irritation or heat.

2. The flogging or pricking of a benumbed part

or paralytic limb with green nettles, so as to restore

sensation, etc.

1837 } G. MiLLiNGEN Curios. Med. Exper. II. 55 A case
of obstinate lethargy was cured., by repeated urtication of
the whole body. 1870 J. G. Bertram Flagellation xxii. 207
Elidoeus Paduanus recommends whipping with nettles, or
urtication, ..for assisting the development ofthe eruption in

exanthemalic diseases. 1873 M. Collins Miranda III. 206
Urtication is the best cure for rheumatism.

Urtico'se, a. ? Obs. [ad. mod.L. urticos-uSy f.

L. urtica Urtica.]

L 'Full of nettles' (Bailey, 1721).
2. Bath. Maiked or characterized by minute red,

itching pimples.
1833 Good Study Med, IV. 553 Most of these remarks

apply equally to the urticose variety [of lichenous rash].

jl Urubu {uTithii'), [a. Brazilian (Tupi) tirubi't.']

The black vulture Cathartesfoetens or atrata^ native

to the southern United States and South America.
fli67a Wii.lughby Ornith, (1676) 68 The BrasU Vulture

called Urubu. \')<t'^Chambers Cycl,^\x'0'^\.App.s.\. Vultnr,
The Brasiiian, white-legged vultur, called by some authors
urubu and aura. In size it is equal to the common
kite. 1834 McMuRTRiE Cm'ier''s Anim. Kingd. 119 The
Urubu or carrion crow of the south. 1870 Gillmokf, tr.

Figuicr's iieptiles ^ Birds 604 In these countries the
Urubus perform the whole duty of cleansing the public
streets from all kinds of filth and garbage. 1884 F. Whvmprr
in Girl's Own Paper 28 June 613/1 Note. .hard by, the
sociable vulture,, .the urubu of South America.

It
UruCU {uxii\!iu'). Also 8 uruca, 9 uruku. [a.

Brazilian (Tupi) urucu anatta. Cf. Koccou.] f a.

Anatta; = Koucou 2. Obs. b. The anatta-tree,

Bixa orellana ; = Roucou i.

1613PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614I 840 The women., are well

faced, painted red with Vrucu, which growes in a cod like

a beane. 1666 J. Davies tr. Rochefort's Caribby /sles 43
The Roucou is the same tree which the Brasilians call

Urucu. x68i Grew ^/asmtm 11. § ii. i. 217 'Ihe Fruit of
the Urucu, 1753 Chambers'' Cycl. Suppl., Or/eanaf in the

materia medica, the name of the arnotto, or uruca. 1863
Bates Nat. Amazon I. 222 The red (tints are made] witli

the seeds of tlie Urucu, or anatto plant.

attrib. 1894 Nation (N.Y.) 14 June 451/3 A red oil made
ofthe uruku-plant.

||UrTlCUri(«r2/k«'ri). [a. Brazilian (Tupi) urti-

curi palm.] The Brazilian palm-tree, Attalea

excelsa {idio A.funi/era) ; rarely (collect.), the nuts

obtained from this,

1863 Bates Nat. Amazon I. 34a The broad-leaved Muru-
muru and Urucuri, the slender Assai. 1880 C. R. Markham
Peruv. Bark 457 The milk is subjected to the smoke of the

urucuy [sic] or nuts of the Atholea excelsa palm.

attrib, 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon II. 168 A quantity of

the Urucuri plums. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1063/2 Burning the

nuts of the Urucuri palms. i88a Bentlev Man. Bot. (ed.

4) 705 The Cotiuilla nuts of commerce.. are also termed
urucuri nuts.

11 Urus (yua'r^s). Zool. PI.
||
tiri (uruses). [a.

L. urusy = Gr. ou/)os, OTeut. *Urus : see Aurochs.

Cf. Ube sb.\ Ure-ox.]
1. = Aurochs, Ure-ox*
x6oi Holland Pliny II. 323 Tho.se Neat or BufHes called

Vri and Bisontes. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 130^2 Such as

have Horns, and chew the Cud, as.. Goat, Elk, Urus,
Bison, etc. 175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 583 The bullj in it's

wild state;.. Authors have called it. .Urus, as ifofadiflferent

species. 1766- [see Aurochs]. 1791 Smellie tr. Buffbn VI.

171 The urus, or aurochs, is the same animal with tne com*
mon bull in its natural and wild state. 18*9 Scott Anne 0/
G. ii, One of those huge horns made out of the spoils of the

urus, or wild bull, z^t Penny Cycl. XX. 237/1 The forest
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of BU1oviza.,is the only place where the »rwj is still found.

z888 E. Gerard Land beyond Forest II, 176 The ibex and
urus have completely died out, the last urus known of in

Transylvania having been killed, .in 1775.

2. Applied to species of fossil or prehistoric oxen.

1813 BfCKLAND Reliq. Diluz'ianx 63 The horn of a very
large urus. .found at a considerable depth in digging away
the diluvium. «86g Lubbock I'reh. Times (ed. 2) vi. tgS

The urus, or great fossil ox, is now altogether extinct. 1874

J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age 405 Associated with this ancient peat-

moss are found the bones of the Asiatic elephant,, .the urns
or great ox.

XJryoan, obs. f. Hdrbicane.

+ Uryn, obs. var. Arain (spider).

c 1450 Mirk*s Festiai I. iSi An adyrcope l>at somme men
callyn an vryn,

TJrysone, Urysoun, obs. ff. Orison.

TJs (ws), pers. and rejl. pron. Forms : o. 1-2

"»! 3-5 (9 dial-') ous, 4-5 owsj 3- vis (3 Orm.,

7 U8S, 4 OS, 6^r.usz), 3-7 vs (svsse, 7vss), 4vus,
4-6, Sc. 1 ws (6 Sc. wsz), 9 north, dial. uz. ;3. 2-5,

9 north, dial, hus (5 huse), 9 north, dial, and Sc.

huz. See also "s 3. [Common Teutonic : OE. t\s,

- OFris. As (\Yrris. sis, NFris. iiiis), OS. (MLG.)
iis (LG. Us, lis), ON. and Icel. oss (Norw., Sw.,

Da. os) ; these forms have lost an 7; which appears
in MDu. (and Du.) oiis, OIIG. (MHG. and G.)
uns, Golh. tins (and tinsis) ; the stem represents

the weak grade of Indo-Eur. *ncs, retained in Skr.

Kflj.] The objective case of the pronoun We, repr.

the OE. accusative and dative.

I. With reference to two or more persons.

1. a. Accusative, as direct object of a verb.
c8aS I'm/. Ps. xliii. 26 Aris dryhten xefultume us & l^efrea

us. f 975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt. vi. 13 Ne jelaet us gelaede in
costnungae ah selese us of yfle, ^11^5 Lavtb. Horn, 53 pe
feder, and l^e sune, ..iscilde us l>er wi5. ci20$ Lav. 26400
Nimefl heom, slaeh heom : Iscend heo us habbeo5. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1886 Vor godes loue bring us of l>is

wrechede. aiyM Cursor M. 12622 Leue sun, qui has \o\\
gloppend hus? c 1315 Shorf.ham 1. 711 Hys bled he let os
drynVe. ^1330 R. Brukne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 11785
Auaunce now bo>e \>y self & ous. C1386 Chaucer /Vo/.
7^8 _To the soper sette he vs anon And serued vs with
vitaille. ^1460 Toumeley Afyst. xx. 189 Here is cone of
his men That thus vnw>'nly gars vs wake, 1480 Cely Papers
(Camden) 43 Jhesu kepc you and huse. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 6 Vnto the tyme it hath brought vs to our
iourneys ende. _ is8i Campion in R. Simpson Life (1907)
435 In condemning us you condemn all your own ancestors.
1633 Milton VAllegro 117 Towred Cities please us then.
1665 SirT. Herbkrt Trav,{i6Tii 174 The Sultan.. ushered
us to our lodging. 171a Steelk .Sped. No. 374 p i If our
past_ Actions reproach us. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar iv. These
rutTlings..will only make us hated. 1802 Wordsw. Miltott
7 We are selhsh men ; Oh I raise us up. 1877 Lowell Ban/:.
side 7 The .same shadows on the water lean. Outlasting us.

b. Dative, as indirect object, = To us.
a. (:82s V'esp. Ps. iv. 6 Hwelc oteaweS us god? c888 K.

i'ELFRED Boeth, xix. § I l^eliealde he . . hu neara Jjiere eorSan
stede is, )>eah heo us rum t>ince. c 1000 i^LFRic Hotn. II.
124 Us 5edafena8 t>xt we Godes switiglc.ondrffidan. C1055
Byrht/erth's llandhoc in Anglia VIII. 306 Us com »u to
mode hu se arwurSa abbud [etc.]. c laoo Orm in Ded. 175 Off
all |)iss god uss.brinnge(>)> word, ciaos Lav. 25577 Lauer
saei us |)i sweuen. c 127s Hid. 002 pis vs |)inchef wel idon.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1081 Gret vilte |>ou askest ous.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 73 Jesu, my soule bidde y
the, Everemore wel us be. 13AO-70 Ale.v. ^ Dimi. 447
panne is vs grayl)ed no graue in )>e grounde doluen. C1386
Chaucer Prot. 785 Vs thoughte it was noght worth to make
it wj's. c 1386 — Can. Yeom. Prol. tr T. 393 Vs moste putle
oure good in auenture. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 1. 175 We
myjte be lordes aloft and iyue as vs luste. c 1440 Pallad.
on Husi. I. 8 Tilynge is vs to write of euery londe. c 1450
Mirk's Festiai t. i God..3if vs all his blessyng. 1508
Dunbar Tua Mariit IFemen 153 Confese ws the treuth.
1535 CovEHDALE 1 Chron. xiii. 19 It mighte cost vs oure
neckes. 1611 Donne Anat. I^'or/d 21 Enough is us to
praise them. 1659 Mrq. Newca.stle in Nicholas Papers
(Camden) IV. 125 God sende vss a good meetinge att Whit
Hall. i6«8 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 258 Lord
Bellasis writ the letter, .and red us it over, a 1700 in Cath.
Rtc. Soc. Publ. VIII. 25 This year the widdow Belt gave
us 12 Gennis. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 20
It had almost cost us our Lives. 1819 Shelley Cenci in, i.

328 Give us clothes, father ! Give us better food ! 1847
Tennyson Princess iv. 396 Unless you send us back Our
son, on the instant, whole.
p. a 117s Cott. Horn. 223 God hus for-bead Jies trowes

westm. a 1300 Cursor M. 114 For to do man knaw hir kyn,
pat hus sell wirschip cum to wyn. c i%oa Haveloi i2ij\Ve\
a hus we sen J>e on Iyue. a 1400-50 IVars A lexander ^^li
So sail I gete hus ay (le grce. c 1460 Towneley Myst. iii.

46 Oyle of mercy he hus hight. 1828 Caer Craven Gloss.
s.v. Hus, Shoe gavv huz ten words for yan.

C. As object of a prep, (or other governing word
or phrase).
c8»5 K«/>. Ps. iv. 7 Eetacnad is ofer us leht ondwlitan

aines dryhten. 971 Blickling Horn. 115 And zi^hwonoii
)>es m^danseard flyh^ from us mid mycelre biternesse.
ciloo O. E Chron. (MS. D) an. 1052, Betwyx us sylfum to
mycclum forwyrde « 1175 Cott. Horn. 229 He com to us,
Jat he wolde for hus deaS hrowian. c 1205 Lav. 25288 I'll
art haxt ouer us. a 1300 Cursor M. 4533 Aiber of hus adrem we sau. c 1315 Shoreham iv. 124 No longe|> nobyng
toous. 1390 GowerC-tw/: Li Good is that wealscamonS
ous hiwe Do wryte of newe som matiere. 1405 Lay FolksMass Bi., Bid. Prayer 11. 66 At .sche pray for hus. c 1475Oolagros * Caiv. 323, I rede we cast ws betuene. How bVst

Z!:°t'"\Jf* VvN'ARGotJ. Targe ,97 The bataill
broucht on bordour hard vs by. 1584 Allen in Cath. Rec.SocPuhl V. 116 The whole worlde did runne from Christe
, .»fter Edwarde the vjtl" with us into Zwynglianismfc 1659

466

NicJiolas Papers {Camden) IV. 95, 3 Spanish men of warre
..came vp with vs and fired at vs. 171a Steele Sped. No.
374 F 1 So most of us lake Occasion to sit still. 1748 Richard-
so.N Clarissa (176S) 1. 173 We have but one mind between
us. 1815 Scott Antiq. xv. He hasna settled his account..
wi' huz for sax months. 1845 J. Coulter Adv. in Pacific
xiii. 184 Our enemy numbers three times us. 1880 'rKNNVSON
tr. Battle Btntnanburh v, Fiercely we hack'd at the flyers

before us.

d. With participles in absolute construction.

1549 CovERD.M.E, etc. Erasvi. Par. Ads 24 b, Vntill he
ascended vp (all vs beholdyng hym)toheauen. I667^IILTON
/*. L, VII. 142 This inaccessible high strength,.. us dispossest,
He trusted to have seis'd.

e. In ethical dative. Obs. exc. arch.
i685Travi-:stin Sirge Ne^wheusel 48 They also killed us

Captain Feluck. X7H Lond, Gaz. No. 4864/1 They wounded
us only one Man.
2. Reflexive, = Ourselves. {^KX-^q "^us selven \ see

Self A. 3.) fa. Accusative, as direct object of
a verb, Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 37 Se}>encean we seornlice Jjset we us
healdan on |)as tid, & on alee, wij* J?a heafodlican leahtras.
c X175 Lamb. Hojn. 69 And halde we us from uniwil. c laoo
Ormim 7542 5iff we wolldenn shunenn aj^ To fillenn uss
wibl? esstess. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xcix. 3 And he vs made,
and our-self noght vs. C1386 Chaucer Alenh. T. 597 For
we han leue to pleye vs by the lawe. ^ 1430 Hymns Virgin
(1867} 19 For we may not hide us from bin i^e. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (1531) 26 We may lerne how to prepare vs lowarde our
iourney. 1594 Kvd Cornelia iv. i. 160 Shall we. .Submit vs
to viiurged siauerie. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims 1. 11. 1133 We
made vs fast to the stones of them. 1719 De Foe Crusoe ir.

(Globe) 552 We siopp'd . . to refresh us. 1729 Law Serious C.
xvi. 289 We must not let this hour pa.ss, without pre.senting
us to him.

tb. Dative, as indirect object, or as object of
a prep. Obs.
c 1000 Ags.Co.^p. Luke iii. 8 We habbaS us to faeder abra-

hain. £ ii;rs Lamb. Horn. 65 Her is s\vi)?e ufel bone, 5if we
hetieS us bitwene. c 1500 Yng. Children's Bk. 27 in Babees
Bk. 19 Fore oure mete, & drynke, & vs, Thanke we owre
lord Ihesus. 1596 Suaks. Merck. K u. iv. 5 We haue not
spoke vs yet of Torch-bearers. 1600 — A. }', L. n. i. 21
Come, shall we goe and kill vs venison? 1605 — Macb. iv,
iii. 214 Let's make vs Med'cines of our great Reuenge,

c. Aftersomeverbsof motion or posture. Now
arck. or di'a/,

c 1350 Will. Palerne 4594 J>us sped we vs out of spayne.
1526 Pilgr, Per/. (\V, de W. 1531) 72 b, These thynges..
we shall spede vs. .to tleclare. 1587 [see Hie ?'. 3]. 1599
George a Greene B 2 b, Let vs bye vs to Wakefield, 1641
[see Hie v. 3]. 1781 Cowper Expost. 289 The cry. .is still

the same—Speed us away to battle and to fame. 189a in
Eng. Dial, Diet, s.v,, We sat us dahn on a wall top.

t 3. Each other. Obs. rare.
13. . Guy }Far7v.{A.) 4575 Ouer alle o}>er we loueden ous.

c 1400 T. Chestbe Launfal 108 Uut, syr meyr, . . May y take
with the sojour? Som tynie we knewe us yore.

4. In restricted use with defininjj term added.
c 1400 Brut I. Ixxx. 81 To maken oppen werr and contak

a5eyns vs of Rome, a 1547 Surrey A'lucidw. 252 Us caitifes
then a far more diedful chaunce Befell. 1596 Shaks. i Hen.
/F, 11. ii, 80 Bacon-fed Knaues, they hate vs youth. i6ia
R. Ch. Olde Thri/t newly revived 38 The irue state and
dislike of vs Husband-men and Farmers. 1641 in A. H,
Matthew Convers. Sir T, Matthew (1904) i;6 Concerning
the loyalty of us Catholics. « 1680 T.Goodwin iVks. (1861)
L 152 None of us creatures had ever come into this after-
account, a 1718 Prior Epilogue to Phsedra 5 To let Us
Moderns know How Women lov'd two thousand years
ago._ X814 .S>*a!«/(i;Y('j 11. ii, Thou Vt.. fond to pa.'^s The in-
ventions,. As real facts upon us simple men. 1825 Scott
'Palism, xxv, Thou art ever prompt to pleasure us poor
women. C1850 Lowell /ntenn'cw M. Standish x, They
understand us Pilgrims! 1871 Jowett /Va/(> I. 154 None
of us unskilled individuals can . . become physicians.

6. Used as a nominative, in place of We, Now
dial.

1607 Dekker & Webster Sir T. IVyat Bj, Come my
Lords, shall vs march ? 1699 O. Haig in J. Russell Haigs
xi. (1881) 339 May us and all our posterity be thankful to
Heaven. 1737 Dvche Did., IFe, ourselves, us that are
present, a 1775 DicM o' the Cow ii. in Child Ball \\\. 464
England and us has been long at a feed. 1846- in general
dialect use(£'«£. Dial. Did.). 1880 Mrs. Parr W<V/iw ^ Eve
II. 25 Us 11 have down the big Bible and read chapters
verse by verse. 1904 [see Up z>. 4].

b. With sb. or adj. numeral in apposition.
ci^fi^CwTo^ Soiines o/Aymon ix, 212 None other shall

knowe the same, but oonly we, vs thre. 1611 Shaks. Cy7fib.
V. IV, 70 For this.. we came, our Parents, and vs twaine.
1663 Pepys Diary 8 June, Mr, Coventry and us two did
discourse with the Duke. 1814 Moore Mem. (1853) IL 36A thing us men ought. .to bless God for. 1840 Thackeray
Barber Cox May, What enjoyments us aristocracy used to
have I i8s3 Dickens Bleak Ho. vii, Us London lawyers
don t often get an out. 1889 ' R. Boldrewood' Kobbery under
Arms XXXV, Only us five were in possession of the secret.

C, In continuative or exclamatory clauses intro-
duced by and.
1848 Dickens Dombey xlvi. And him so rich.. And us so

poor !

d. In the predicate after the verb lo be.
Common in dialect and colloquial use, and occasionally

employed in writing.
1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. xxx. It's us must break the

treaty when the times come. 1890 W. James Princ. Psychol.
I. 291 Our bodies themselves, are they simply ours, or are
they usi 1897 IVestm.Gaz. 25 Sept. 8/a That is one of the
things we all take for granted—because the Empire is Us.
6. The word us.

X748 RicHARORON Clarissa (1768) VII. 18 U by ihy //>'*
and [Js's thou meanest thyself or me.
7. Naui. ^ Our vessel.

USAGE.
i6aa R, Hawkins Voy S. Sea 66 We had taken the Vice-

adniiiall, the first time shee bourded with vs. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe II. (Globe) 519 'Ihey crowded after u*;, and endeav-
oured to come under our Stem, so as to board us. ^1800 in
iV. <V Q. i2thSer. XI. 42 Genlerajl Bowls, .happened to be on
board of us, taking his passage, .to Jamaica.

II. With reference to a single person.

8. Used by a sovereij^-n or other potentate or
magnate. Cf. We prott. 2 a. Also quasi-j*^.

(quot. 1H63).
In older Sc. also used for 7ve before the name of a person.
1158 Henry III Proclavt. 4 And we hoaten alle vre

treowe in ^e treowjie |»»t heo vs ojen. 1425 Reg. Mag.
Sigilli Scot, ii/i Be it kend tel al men ihrowch thir
present letteris ws Archibald Erie of Douglas (etc.]. 1436
K. Henry VI in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm., Var. Coll. IV. 200
That he may wythoute delay certefie Us of the same. 1477
Jas. Ill \n Excheq. Rolls Scotl.'WlW. ^02, f^^et\^z.x\d:\%..iti^
quhilkis umquhile Cuthbert Colvile had of ws of before. 1579
Q. Eliz. in Nicolas Hatton (1847) 106 Such Princes as. .have
.•^ouglit lis in way of marriage. 1585 Jas. VI in Spalding
Club Misc. \, 3 Send the samen cvtracl attentiklie subscriuit
be the shireflf clerk to ws. i6ox Q. Eliz. in Morysoii Itin.
11. (1617) 151 Tell Our Army from Vs, that [etc.J. 1708
Royal Proclam. 18 Jan., in Lond. Gaz., They shall be liable
to be Imprest, except the Watermen Ijelonging to Us. 1710
in Nairiie Peerage Evidence (1874) 151 Be it kend to all
men by thir present letters Us William lord Nainie., Foras.
much as we considering it [etc.l. 1823 Scorr Quentin D.
xxvii. Should our host murder us on this spot~us, his King
and his kinsman. x85oCi)L. Wiseman /'rt^/tJ^vi/ 7 Oct., His
Holiness was pleased to raise us. .to the rank of Cardinal
Priest of the Holy Roman Church. 1863 " Ulida ' Held in
Bondage i, I did know his family—the royal-sounding ' Us ',

b. In editorial or authorial use.

. '83s J. Poole Sk, ^ Recoil. I. 87 Respecting the subscrip-
tions., to his weekly balls, it is not for us to speak. 1895
lVesi7ii. Gaz. 9 May 2/2 The man chosen to do it was the
one public man who is supposed never to read Us.
9. (Hal. and coUoq. Me ; to me.
1838 Carr Cravcfi Gioss. s."., 'Give us some bread,' i.e.

give me some bread. 1854- in dialect use {Eng. Dial. Did.).
1857 Hughes Tom Brenvn \. iv, Tell us something inort
about the pea-shooting.

Us, obs. f. Use sh.

t -us, ])honetic var. as^esHia/ers.pron.^ (' them'),
cx^oC/iron. Vilod. 1916 Bot whethen hecometh& houdere

he wolle hou shaltus not knawe.

ITsable (y«'zab'l), a. Also useable, [a. OF.
usab/e (1311), f. user: see Use z^. and -able. Cf.

It. usabile, Pr. uzable!\ That may or can be used

;

capable of use.
Somewhat rare a 1800 (not in Johnson). Freq. from c 1840.
138a W vci.iF Exod. xxxix. 36 Ihei offerden vp . . the candel-

stilc.Jantern.s, and the vsable thingis of it. — Ps. cxlviii. 10
Besti.s, and alle vsable bestis. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xviii.

259 Forwiii no vntrewe spechc.is alloweable and vsable.

^1454 — FolewenS pe werk and oflTiccnot resonable to
be excercible and vseable bi eny of ^e wittis bifore seid.

1619 Time's Storehouse 756/1 If it be neither vse-able, nor
beneficiall. 1666 J. Smith Old Age 82 How much service
they \sc. the grinders] do to man while usable. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 636 Every wood is usable for

some good purpose. i8ox Monthly Mag. II. 289 There is

a difterence. between words used and words useable. 1832
CoLF.KiDGE Lett. (1895) 761 Ihis tract is a very treasure, and
never more usable as a medicine for our clergy, 1848 Mill
Pol. l:con. I. 53 '1 he books, or other useable or saleable
articles. 1893 Cosmopolitan XIV. 462/2 The synonym is

shorter, more usable.

Hence Usability, U'sableness.
x%^2. Blackw. Mag. LII. 730 It is not the utility, but the

useability of a thing which is in question. 1872 H.W. Beechek
Pop. Led. Preaching iv. no, 1 do not know anything that
can compare in facility of usableness with phrenology.
\9^ Standard 26 Jan. 24 They had a right lo half the
' usability*, if he might use the term, of the line.

Usage (y«*2ed3), j//. Forms: 3-7 vsage, 4-
usage (^5 osage, 6 uzag, yousage, usaige) ; 6
vsadge, 6-7 usadge (7 usadg, usidge, 9 dial.

yousetch;.. [a. AF., OF. usage (Ol* . also usaige)^

1= Pi, uzatge, Sp. usage, It. usaggio, med.L. usdti-

cum, i. L. itS'US U.se sb.^

1. Habitual use, esiablishcd custom or practice,

customary mode of action, on the part of a number
of persons ; long-continued use or procedure

;

custom, habit, (c Use sb. 7, 9.) In group (*),
coupled with cognate terms, esp. custom.

13.. A'. Alls. 1286 (Laud MS.), ComeJ) mess3gers..And
asken of Philipp trovage, Of wood, & water, & londe, by
vsage. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love in. i. (Skeat) 1. 111 Cus-
tome is of commen usage by length of tyine used ; and
custome nat writte is usage, c 1440 Pattonope 332 He
brente hys bonus in grette haste, 'I'hat was the vsage of that
centre, 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.'l.S.) 73 The
usage was that thai suld enter in barras. c 1530 Lo. Berners
Artlt, Lyt. Bryt. (1S14) 422 Accordinge to the vsage y» was
than in y' country. 1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Cottv, II.

(1586) 65 Vet they are content in speaking to followe the
common usage. 1680 Phideaux Lett, (t^mden) 78 The
liberty of printeing by long usage, and.. granted by charier
till the time of K. Charles y" 1", whose grant recites the
sayd usage. 1697 W. Walsh Li/e Vergil in Dryden's V,
(1721) 1. 44 Every one should serve the Gods after the
Usage of his own Country. 1709 Prior Henry \ Emma 67
Usage confirm'd what Fancy had begun. 1768 Blackstonk
Comm. III. 108 Laws, .corrected, altered, and amended by
acts of parliament and common usage. 1785 Paley Mor,
Philos. VI. xii. 64a The greater part [of the rules] have grown
insensibly into usage. 1809 Coleridge Friend 225 Reason-
ers, who argue for a change in our government from former
usage and from Statutes still in force. 2849 Macaulav Hist.
Eng, v. I. 573 The custom house officers, .had gone on board
according to usage. 1888 Bkyce Amer. Comt/tw. U. xl, 83



USAGE.
The charter contained a sort of skeleton constitution, which
usage had clothed with nerves.

(*) c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiii. 58 Thurgh comoun cus.
torn and vsage )>at (.ai er wont vnto. c 1444 Pecock Donei
170 V^ pepleschulenbebroust into vsage and custom.. forto
atteiide into )k doctryne. a 1548 Hall Chrcn., Htn. VI/l,
139 Iher awne lawcs and constitucions. .the spiritualitie

^'\ T,- ,/ *' prescription and vsase. 1558 in 10th
hep. Hut. MSS. Comm. App. V. 4,7 The costome and
usadge of the contry bemge evidently knouiii. 1728 Cham.
BERS Cycl. (1738) S.V. Usance, The usage and custom of the
places whereon they [jr. bills of exchange] are drawn, itw
!• RANKLIN Es!. Wks. 1840 III. 378 They alleged, usage and
custom against reason and justice ought to have but little
weight.

t b. In predicative use without article. Obs.
cx-jSpArih. !, Merl. 727 In )>is lond was ))o vsage. Who

so [etc.]. 13. . Sir Beue! (k.) 3470 Ase hit was lawe & rijt
vsage. 1390 GOWER Co:i/. II. 386 To bidde. .unto thymage
Of Venus, as was thanne usage.

t c. By usage, customarily ; usually. Obs.
cijfiiCnK\iCY.v. Former Age I, The fructes . . Whiche bat

the feldes yaue hem by vsage.

2. With a and pi. : An established or recognized
mode of procedure, action, or conduct; a custom
or practice; spec, one which has force in law.
"97 R- Glouc. (Rolls) 3g45 Vor hii hulde )>e olde vsages,

(>at men wij> men were Bi horn suliie & wymmen bi hom
wlue 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 7.0 Now haf (.ay skyfted
my skyl & scorned nature, & henttez hem in hebyng an
vsage vn-clene. a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 349 pese ben
Ik olde vsages of be Cite of Wynchestre. c 1450 Mirk's
Feslial I. 241 Wherefor ?eet yn the lond of Surry ys an
vsage (>at when (w gospell schall be red, anon yche kiiyght
..draweth out his sword. 1473 Ralls 0/ /'aril. VI. 66/1
Dyvers Privileges, Liberties antffree Usages, a 1568 Graf-
ton Chroii. II. 330 There was and is an vsage in England
in (iiany places, that the noble men..hauing Fraunchises
ought to haue seruices of the commons. 1630 R. Johnson's
A'l'i^ii >, Contimv. 29 Three other usages have we had in
England, which have kept our people in spirit and valour.
1680 [see Custom si. i\ tjt^ S. Knight Li/e J. Colet 60
Colet thought some Usages in the Church were intolerable.
"734 ir. Rollin's Anc. Hist. 1. Pref. p. xxxi. All I have here
related was a receiv'd usage. 1766 Blackstone Comw. 1 1.

263 I f there be a usage .. that all the inhabitants ofthat parish
may dance on a certain close, at all times,, .(which is held
to be a laa-ful usage) this is strictly a custom. 1811 Regul.
li Orders Army 25 Well versed in the Usages and Customs
of the Service. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 70S Besides
the general laws of merchants, there are certain commercial
and seafaring usages which prevail in particul<-\r countries
with the force of law. Underwriters are bound by usages.
1883 ViLLARi Moihiavelli IV. 117 Recommending every
usage of the Romans. 1884 A. R. Pennington Uidifw. 285
Every ecclesiastical usage should rest on Scriptural grounds.

b. The Usages, in Ch. Hist, (see quot. 1855).
1718 Spinckes No SuMcient Reason 2 The Pleas brought

for the Essentiality of the Usages now contended for.

1788 Skinner Eccl. Hist. II. [623 Many of the ejected
clergy, .wished to revive these ancient usages, .in the eucha-
ristic service. /</<;.) 633 On the 9th. of July 1724, there was
a general meeting of them all at Edinburgh, where, after
much communing and reasoning about the Usages, tne fol-
lowing stipulations were agreed to. Ibid. 634 On the com-
mencement of the dispute about the Usages.

185J Procter
Hist. Bk. Com. Pr. 145 The ceremonies revived in the new
Communion Office were, The mixing of Water with the
Wine, Prayer for the Doad, Prayer for the descent of the
Holy Spirit on the elements, and the Prayer of Oblation.
The>e were called The Usages, and those who practised
them were called Usagers. 1887 .'\ubey Enc. Ch. \ Bps. I.

191 Alittlc before Hickes's death, in 1715, tney were hotly
at variance among themselves on the suDJect of the ' usages .

o. local. A right-of-way.
iBaa T. Kallknkr Chelsea (ed. 2) I. 40 Charles Street,..

Crooked Usage. . .Chapel Row. 1884 N. f^ Q. 23 Feb. 148/1
Crooked Usage is a narrow lane . . [in] Chelsea, twaAcademy
12 ^uly 56/1 The straight strips of ground between the
various holdings of land were known as usages.

3. The body of rules or principles followed by
a particular set of persons, or recognized in a par-
ticular craft, occupation, etc. Const, of.
ci3^ Hampole Pr. Consc. 3790 For t>e lovyng of God

principaly And for U-sage of haly kyrk. c 1386 Chaucer
Prol. 1 10 Of woodecraft wel koude he al the vsage. 1489
Caxton Faytes of A. iv. vii. More ought men to obey ther-
unto, than to the vsage of amies. 1548-0 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Confirm. Pref., It is agreeable with the vsage of the
churche. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nichalay's I'oy. 111. xv.
99 b, Sonnets, compounded after the vsage of their rime.
1787 J. A. Park Law Marine Insur. 13 Provided the usage
ofthetrade..sanctionsit. 1827 ]akmas PoTt'cll's Devises II,

357 If she had been married to him according to the usage
of the church of England. 1878 Maclear Ct7/jx. 163 Adam*
nan was won over from the (Jeltic to the Catholic u-sage.

4. Manner of (ordinarily) bearing or comporting
oneself; usual conduct or behaviour.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28456, I . .has hade it in myn vsage, O

mete and drink to do vtrage. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's 7'.

29 Among al this after his wikke vsage This Markys yet
wyf to tempte moore..ha]> [etc.]. <; 1400 .S7. AlexinsI

(Laud 623) 86 Men ^at ^eden in pilerinage.. was his vsage
Often forto fede. ^1440 Jacobs Well t,\ pey hadde leuere
fulfyllen here malyce, ..]mn for to leue pat malyce, . .& here
fals vsage, for to gon to heuene. 1548 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm. Par. Rom. vii. 17 b, My synful vsage was not onely
not restrayned, but also seemed quyckened. 1574 Whitgikt
Def. Aunsw. i. 71 What opinion they had of tneir vsage in

their offices. 1606A rralenem. <S-
Execution o/Late Traitors

J
(Hindley II), The little shew of their sorrow, their usage

in prison, and their obstinacy to their end. 1848 Dickens
Dombe^ viii, Mr& Wickam, agreeably to the usage of sonic

ladies in her condition, pursued, .the subject without any
compunction.

b. A practice or habit on the part of a person

or |)ersous.

467

! 1303 R. Bbunne Handl. Synne 7669 Comunly, bat men
done yn 3enk]ie, Vn age haunte );ey hyt on lenkfe ; And
mowe nat leue >at foule vsage pat ]>ey toke yn jou^e. 14
Lhaucet's Rom. Rose (i'h'jxm^) 293 Enuyc.ne loked but
awne Or ouerthane al baggyngly And she had a foule vsage.
c-u^a Ipomydon 1498 To the tayle was turnyd his visage j

t hey bad hym lerne a new vsage. 1523 Ln. Berners tr.
Froiss. I. XIV. 14 They put in wrytynge all the dedis of the
kyng..and all his Vb,ages, and euyll behauyngis. 1587 A.
U\i Daphnis f, Chloe (1890) 16 Of these [they] found diners
pastimes wherewith to occupie them selues togcthers. Their
vsages were holie. 1655 Jer. Taylor Golden Grove 88 O let
us never, .by unworthy usages profane thy holy Name.

t 0. Of usage, as a habit or custom ; regularly.
Obs. rare,
C1381 Chaucer Pari, Foules 15 Of vsage what for lust &

what for lore On bokis rede I ofte. 1525 Ld. BERNERs.FroMi.
11. cxvi. [cxii.] 333 .-Vnd of usage his bedde was wont to be
chafed with a bason with bote coles.

1 5. The fact ofaccustoming or being accustomed
to do or employ something. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Botth. l pr. i. (1868) 6 pei holden )>e herles

of men in usage, but )>ei ne delyuere not folk fro maladye.
1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.l'.S.) 84 A knycht is usitm harnes.., the quhilk usage niakis him hardy and expert.
iS8s T. Washington tr. Nicholay's P'oy. iv. xvi. 130 b,They
haue also the commoditie & vsage to speake and vnderstand
all other sortes of languages.

6. The action of using something; the fact of
being used ; use, employment.
c '37* Chaucer Bocth. iv. pr. vi. (1868) 140 Pe vsage &

exercitacioun of pacience. c 1385 — /,. C. IK 2337 Pliilo-
mene, He..keple hire to his vs;ige & his store. inooCato's
Morals 315 in Cursor M. App. iv. 1673 If ))ou haue carlis
bo3t to .seme ),e in |>i \>oy, to bine vsage. 1490 Caxton
How to Me 18 Thou haste the vsage of reason. 1500 Hawes
Past, Pleas, i. (Percy Soc.) 5, 1 myght not slake Of my
great musyng . . of these two wayes so muche in usage. 1348
UUALL, etc. Frnsm. Par. Mark i. 6 The world had far
swarued from the right vsage of the law of nature. 1574
in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (190S) 242 Paper for patteraes
..& such other necessary uzag in thoffice. 1600 Maxell.
Crt. Leet Rec. (1S86) II. 248 A doore which fformerlie
did open and leade vnto the vsage ofa barne. 1617 Woodall
Surg. Mate (1639) 8 Incision sheeres .. are ., scarce once in
a mans life worth the usage. 1688 Holme Armoury 111.

317/2 The Coopers Axe.. is contrary to all other Workmens
Axes both for shape and usage. 1782 Priestley Corrupt.
Chr. I. i. 94 The constant usage of the form of baptism.
1844 Fraser's Mag. XXX. 429/1 The us.Tge of hops was
entirely unknown to the ancient Gauls. 1870 F. R. Wilson
Ch. Lindisf. 127 The parish register . . has suffered from time,
damp, and usage. 1885 Tennyson Anc. Sage 270 Nor thou
be rageful, like a handled bee, And lose thy life by usage of
thy Sling.

t b. The use of something as an article of food
or drink. Obs.
IS4» BooRDE Dyetary x.\ix. (1870) 292 Beware of the vsage

of fruytes. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv.
xxvii. 146 They forbade him the vsage of any kind of meat.
Ibid. xxix. i5otHe] taught the Thebans to plant the vines
and the vsage of wine.

7. Action, behaviour, or conduct towards a person,
etc.; manner of using or being used; treatment.
Also const. of,\io{ = oV). a. With qualifying adjs.
In freq. use (esp. during 17th c.) from c 1600.
1563-4 Clouch in Burgon Li/c Cresham (1S39) II. 48

Here is suche talke of the ill yousage ofowre olTysers. 1582
Stanvhurst yS«m iii. (.\rb.) 87 This loa. .bringelh firme
hoape for peaceable vs^idge. 158JS Sir E. Radclyite in Ellis
Orig. Lett, Ser. 11. III. 142 Her Majestic hath, .comforted
many of us with her most gratious usage. 1621 in Foster I

Eng. Factories lud. (1906) 233 For kiiide usadge ore refresh-
inge for sick men. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1.

229 Another Saycot seeing this. . came . . and surrendred ofher
own accord, in hopes of betterusage. X706E.WAKD fFtJf»^«
World Diss. (1708) 95 Bad Usage makes him as dull and

\

useless as an old Razor. 1784 P. Wright New Bk. Martyrs
'

79^/2 The barbarous usage of those poor people. 1840
K. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxiii. On the whole, there was good
usage on board. 1802 /'//o^^'.sr'*. -^««. I L 563 Without fear
of their being injured by the roughest usage during transit.
trans/. 1675 T. Howard in Lady Newdegate Cavalier 9f

Puritan (1901) 74 The severe usage of the gout making me i

unfit to appear in any company.
b. Without adj. I

1605 SiiAKS. Learu. iv.26 Resolue me. .which way Thou 1

might'-st deserue, or they impose this vsage, Comming from '

vs. X614 Latham Falconry 11. iv. 88 When you haue a
Hawke.., you must be very careful! in her vsage. z666 '

Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 197 Our usage in England '

amazes me. They will not only wound our estates, but our
titles. ai70oEvELVN/.V<zri'Sept.i646,He..was..displeasM
at the usage we received. 1717-8 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) 1

VI. 153 She justifyeth her Usage to [ = of] the Queen of Scots.
;

1766 OoLDS.M. Vicar-x.\\'i, To try how you may like the usage
of another master. 1790 S. Freeman Toimt Officer 75 To 1

inquire into the usage of children legally bound out. 1849 I

J. J. G. Wilkinson Swedenborg 11. 191 He complained that
he had met with usage the like of which had been ofTered ;

to none since the establishment of Christianity in Sweden.
8. Established or customary use or emiiloyment

of language, words, expressions, etc.

1697 De Foe Ess. Projects 236 The Voice of this Society
should be sufficient Authority for the Usage of Words. 1785
Palev Mor.Philos. ill. 158 All senses of all words are founded
upon usage, and nothing else. J8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)
VI. 384 To make words stand for ideas, in opposition to the
sense which usage bad put upon them. 1845 Encycl.
Metrop. I. 132/1 When we speak of nouns and verbs, we
only conform to the established usage. 1875 Whitney/.^
Lang. xii. 231 As to the common name by which they shall
be called, usage is very diverse.

1 9. Interest on money lent ; rate of interest

;

= Usance 4 b. Obs.
iSza Scott Nigel v, The money, meanwhile, lying at the

he
I

USANCE.
ordinary usage. 1824 — ,«. Rotian's xxxix. Some debts.

.

nave been paid up by Mr. Touchwood, who contented him-
self with more moderate usage.

' t Usage, z/. O^j. rar^i. [a. OK. ara^",rr (15th
c.),usagier (1289), f. usage Us.vge j/>.] trans. To
habituate or accustom (a person).
1530 Palsgr. 769/2 Whan a man is nat usaged in a thvnc.

It IS no marvayle though he can nat do it.

IJ sager (y«-2ed.:5ai). [f. Usage j<5. In sense :

i

perh. a. F. usager.'\

1 1. One who has the usufruct of something. Obs.
1596 Daniel Ctv. Wars 111. Ixxxviii, He consum'd thecommon Treasurie : Whereof he being the simple vsagei

Did alien at his pleasure.
r »

2. Ch. Hist, A member of that section of non-
Jiirors which observed ' the usages ' in celebrating

I
Holy Communion. See Usage sb, 3 b.
1788 J. .Skin.ner Eccl. Hist. II. 623 Bishop Jeremy Collier,

the hiborlous Church-historian,. .appe.ired keenly at the
nead of the Usagers, as we shall now call them. 1845 \jK-!\\-vmy Nonjurors 291 Mr. Peck went to Scotland in 1718, on
^half of. .the Usagers, as they were designated. 1877 A. J.Koss Mem. A. Ewing xiii. 179 ' Usagers ' was the designa-
tion of a certain party in the Scottish Episcopal Church.

XTsance (y^Jzans). Also 4-7 vaance (6 Sc,

!

vsans), 5-6 vsaunoe (5 hew-, 6 ewsaunce). [a.
OF. tisance (1371 in Godef.), = Pr. uzansa, Sp.

j

and It. usaiiza, Vg. usatifa, med.L. iisancia, -zia,

I

f. iisant-, iisans, pres. pple. of fisare to use.]
1. Habit, custom, wont ; »= Usage sb. i.
C1380 .SirFerumb. 2217 Wat dob 3our men of frauncei

Of hure disport & ek hure play, what is Jour mest vsauncct
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 586 Cleopatra, For to conqueren
regncs and honour Vnto the tovne of Rome, as was vsaunce.
1456 SiK G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 159 Eftcr the custum
of the contree, and the usaunce of the weris. 1489 Caxton
Paytes o/A. IV. vii. To doo suche a thinge, it is vsaunce of
armes. 1513-4 Act 5 Hen. VIII, c. 7 Accordyng to the olde
usance and custome. 1568 Graiton Oiron. II. 134 By
meaiie of which Proclamation, nothing was taken.. but it
were streiglit payed for.., which vsaiice continued but a
while. i6zo E. Blount Horai Subs. 49 That must bee
referred to pubiike vsance, not to Cxsars power. 1656 Earl
MoNM. tr. BoccalinVs Advts./r. Parnass. 1. Ixxii. (1674) 90
Obsolete Proclamations and Edicts, which have lost their
validity by contrary usance. 1715 M. Davies Allien. Brit,
1. 224 The same different Martyrologe usance obtain'd herem England. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 19 Ruffs.,
were confined by special usance to the fair sex. a 1839
Praed Poems (1864) II. 194 By established usance, Miss
Gravity is quite amiss [etc.]. 1878 J. J. Aubertin tr.

Camoens' Lusiad ix. 1, The Nereids' beauteous choir .

.

grouped together move. In graceful dances, as of usance old.

b. With a, this, or plural.

<:i47S Pol, Poems (Rolls) II. 285 In thyse dayes ther is a
hewsaunce. That puttyth the pore pepylle to grett hynder-
aunce. 1583 Stocker Civ. IVarrcs Loive C. iv. io Laudable
and auncient Customes, Usances, and..particuler Rightes.
1606 Daniel Queen's A rcadia 2568 Custome . . incbaines our
tudgements and discourse Vnto the present vsances. 1658
Osborne Q. Eliz. Ep. Ash, Strangers to the Usances of the
Ancients. 1673 Ray Jonrn, Low C, Venice 197 In our
time this usance is not observed, i860 Buckle in Huth Li/e
(i38o) 11.33, I have in this way heard something of the
prospects and usances of teachers.

c. Habit or custom on the part of the individual.

Also with a, = Usage ji. 4 b.

i47o-«5 l<\M.om Arthur x. xvii. 440 This is a shameful
customme and a vyiaynous vsaunce for a Queue to vse.
A 1568 in Bannatyne J/6".

, (Hunterian Club) 195/42 In
yowtheid vse the to temprance, And so begin the with
vsance. 1862 Sala Acc. Addresses 226, I tried to recollect
the things to which wa have grown so accustomed.., that
usance has begotten familiarity.

2. = Usage sb. 6. Now arch. ,
c 1460 Wisdom 658 in Alacro Plays 57 Lust ys in so grett

vsance. Ibid. 1031 Lo, wakynge ys a holy thynge I per
yt ys hade with goode vsance. Many gracys of yt doth
sprynge. a 1470 Harding Chron. cxii. 1, He a nonne had
rauyshed to his vsaunce. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn vii.

30 She fell doune dyuerse tymes in a swouncor euer
thusaunce of specbe was in herrestored. Z502 Ord. Crysten
Men I. iv. (W. de W. 1506) E i, As sone as he cometh to
haue dyscrecyon & vsaunce ofvnderstandinge. 1591 SrENSER
Daphn. 503 l^iches, beautie, . . nought of them is yours, but
th* onely vsance Of a small time. 16x5 T. Adams Mystical
Bedlam 59 But why doe you call this benefit made of our
money, vsurie. . ? It is but vsance, and husb.indring [sic] of
our stocke. i65<> Fuller App. InJ. Innoc. I, 50 What was
wanting.. hath since sufficiently been supplyed.. by usance
thereof to Gods Service only. 1869 Ld. Lvtto.n Poems
(1894) 128 Life is good ;..so is beauty. Mere stuff Are all

these for Love's usance.

t3. Enjoyment by use. Obs.-''-

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 306/1 Therto ben thre thynges
necessarye : . . Souerayne loue, .. parfyght knowlege, . . and
perpetuel fruycion or usaunce.

1 4. The practice or fact of lending or borrowing
money at interest. Cf. Use sb. 5. Obs, rare.

1570 FoxE A. ff M. (ed. a), I. ^56/1 To borrow vppon
vsance, to make the money which was required. 1585
Sidney Let. to IValsingham 1 Dec, I have takne up three
hundred powndes of Hans Barnard at usance. 1596 Shaks.
Merch, V. I. iii. 109 Many a time and oft In the Kyalto you
haue rated me About my monies and my vsances. 1611 R.
Feston Usury I. ii. 4 They will not call it Vsurie... But It

shall be termed Vse or Vsance in exchange.

b. = Interest sb. 10, Use sb. 5 b. Alsoyf^.
The nse in the 19th cent, is a literary revival.

1584 Lodge Alarm agst. Usurers D ij. My stocke might
lye without vsaunce to my vtter vndooing. 1592 G. Harvky
Four Lett. iii. 48 Vse heanenly Eloquence indeede : and
employ thy golden talent with amounting vsance indeede.

1596 Shaks. Merch, V, 1. iii. 46 He .. brings downe Th«
59-3
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rate of vsance here. 1615 Mollis Recorders Cr, Arts ati

Sir, this is yet within the compasse ofsome reasonable vsance.

1813 BvRON Lit. to Kinnaird )8 Jan., Make an invest-

ment of any spare monies as may render some usance to the

1
ou-ncr. x86a T. A.Tkoli-OPE Marietta 1. 30 The old Catholic

' doctrine that no usance whatever could be unsinfuUy received
for the use of money. 1890 Hatton^>' Order ofCzar i. iv,

He. .had made money by dint of saving his profits and lend-

ing them at fair usance.

0. A document acknowledging a loan of money.
1843 Carlvlk Fast <$• Pr.w. iv, One almost hopes he. .had

his [sc. a Jew's] usances and quittances and horseleech
papers summarily set fire to 1

5. The time or period (varying in respect of

different countries) allowed by commercial usage
or law for the payment of a bill of exchange, etc.,

esp. as drawn in a foreign or distant land.

Orig. in the phrase at usance: see below.
1617 MoRvsoN IttH. I. 278 Touching the exchange from

London to Venice farther distant, by the word vsante three
moneths are signified, and by double vsance six moneths.
1651 Marius Advice Bills 0/ Exchange 20 You must not
count every ^o Days a Usance, , . but a monetli by denomina-
tion. x68a Scarlett ExcJiauges loi Sometimes Usance is

taken for some certain time after the date of the IJill, some-
limes for some certain time after sight. 1728 Chambers
Cyc/. C1738) S.V., At London, usance is a calendar month;
and double usance, two months. 173a De Foe's E>ig.

Tretdesnian (ed. 3) I. 361 Usance from Antwerp or Amster-
dam, p.iyable at Venice, is two Months, payaole in bank.
1759CHESTKRF. Z^/. 2 Feb.,The Specie, the Banco, Usances,
Agio, and a thousand other particulars. 1834 McCuli,och
Diet. Commerce (ed. 2) 560 The usance and days of ^race
for bills drawn upon some of the principal commercial cities,

1875 Jevons Money 246 Government bonds, .differ. .in the
fact that they have very long, or even interminable, usance.

b. In the phr. at usance ; at , ,usance{s).

1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 159, I hawe made yow ower be
cxchaunge .. an ciiij" nobulles sten payabull at usuance
\sic\ 157a T. Wilson Z)/.fc. i/j«rj/i2ob, Itshal goat vsance,
which IS a moneths time, at xxiiii.s. iiii.d. and at double
vsance, which is ij. moneths time, at xxiiii.5. viii.d. 1617
MoRVSON Itin. I. 278 Our Merchants write their bils of
exchange., to bee paid, at sight, at vsance, at halfe vsance,
and at double vsance. 1682 Scarlett Exchanges 25 At
Usance, Pay this my first Bill of Exchange.. to Sir. N.W.
or bis Order. 1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4070/8 A Bill of Ex-
change of 50I..., drawn at double Usance, on Monsieur
Kesterman. 1716 Ildd. No. 5472/4 A First Foreign Bill of
Exchange.., payable to Tho. Ellis at two Usance. 1849
Frkese Comm. Cla^s-bk, 73 A bill drawn in London upon
Hamburg at usance, signifies . .one month after it is dated

;

if at two usances, two months after date. 1878 Encycl. Brit.
VIIL 795/1 No bills are now drawn in London at usance,
and the practice is being gradually dropped in other
countries.

tUsaut, rt. Obs, Also vsant(e, vsaunt. [a.

OK. tisaftt, pr. pple. of user to Use.] Accustomed
or wont to do something ; addicted to some practice.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3296 In Jjat sche may sche j's vsaunt
to do J»e yule to spede. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 821 He
that is vsant to this synne of Glotonye. 1413-20 Lvdg.
Chron. Troy iv. 1629 His ^onge kni^tes. .Swyche as he was
vsant for to iede. <zi470 H. Parker />/7'<?j <^ Pauper iy^.

de W. 1496) II. iv. 113/2 Be not vsaunt in swerynge to medle
the with sayntes names.

b. Habitual, rarr""^,

a 1470 H. Parker Dives Sf Pauper {V^, de W. 1496) 11. vi.

115/2 Comonly grete swerers & vsaunt swerersben full false.

Hence f Usantly aiiv,j liabitually. Ohs.'"^
a 1470 H. Parker Dives ^ Pauper (W. de W. 1496) 11. x.

119/2 Yf he do it [/.tf, swear] with auysement or vsauntly it

is dedely synne.

t Usation. Obs."^ [ad. med.L. *usdtidn-yUsatiOj

noun of action f. usdre to Use. Cf. Sp. usacion.^

Customary action ; established usage.
1556 K Heywood spider ^ Fly xxxvji. 25 If. . the flies do

here pike That quarell to spiders, in customes vsacion. That
is tit for tat.

Uschaw, TTsohay, obs. Sc. variants of Issue sh.

TJBohe, var. UsH z*.! .SV. Obs. Uschew, -xi,

obs. north, varr. IssuB sb. and v.

t "Cacova, obs. variant of Usquebaugh.
163a LiTHGOw Trav. x. 431 Gentlemen.. reserue euer in

their houses, Spanish Sack, and Irish Vscoua.

Use (y«»)j ^^* Forms: a, 3-5 vs (4-5 vss), 4,

7 Sc, us (3-4 hu8, 4-3 uss), 5 ws (5 owse, 5-6
Sc. wss), 5-7 vse (5 vce, Sc. 5-6 wse), 4- use
(5 uce, 6 usse). i3, Sc. and north, 4 oise, 4-5
oys, oyse, 5 oysse, ois, 6 oiss ; 4 vice, 5 vys,
5-6 vyss. [a, AF. and OF. «j, k«^, hus m. (also

use f.) :— L. usus^ f. the ppl. stem of uti to use.]

1. Act of using, or fact of being used.

1. The act of employing a thing for any (esp. a
profitable) purpose ; the fact, state, or condition of

being so employed; utilization or employment for

or with someaimor purpose, application or conver-
sion to some (esp. good or useful) end.
o. a\%%% Ancr. R. 16 pis word habberi muchel on vs & i

mu5e euch time Jwt ae muwen. 1897 R . Glouc. (Rolls) 221

1

Nc conne ^e nojt lemi l>ing J?at 5e ne dude neuer er

;

Change 5oure hond & to be vs of suerd & lance is ^.read\\\
do. x-j^Ayenb. 55 Ine f>e grcate bysihede |?et hy habbet>,
to porcnaci. . . Efierward, mid grat lost ^et hy habbej> ine pe
us. i38aWvcLiF Coloss. ii. 22 Nether je .schulen touche,
nether taste, nether trete with hondis tho thingis, the which
alle ben into deeth by the like vss. c 1440 Promp. Paru,
335A,Mesurc, in vse of. .nedefulle thyngys, . ./rugalit'is.

1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914) 251 I'o lend me
the vse of one of your maskes. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's
Rev. V, i, Denying to the world the precious vse Of hoorded
wealth. 1605 Versteoam Dec* Inteli. i. (1628) 23 The

Picards..are said first to haue gotten that name of their

great and most, accustomed use of pikes. 1646 Sir T.
Bkowne Pseud. Ep. i. vii. 26 In.. Law and History, there is

. .a frequent and allowable use of testimony. X690 Locke
Hum. Und. in. x. § i The obscurity and confusion that is

so hard to be avoided in the Use of Words. X73S9 T. Innes
Crit, Essay 444 '1 he ancient use of letters among tlie Irish.

1753 Challoner Caih. Chr. Instr, Pref. p. vi, What the
])octorhas alledged against theUseof Incen-^e. 1782 Miss
lluRNEV Cecilia viii. viii, Is the gift of .'ipeech only granted
us to pervert the use of understanding ? 1831 Scott Ct. Rob.
xi, His excellence in the use of the French language, i860
"^Kvaz». Sea-board II. 436 Certainly use and abuse are very
different things. 1891 Sir A. W'ills in Law Times XCl.
232/2 Massey..lent the use of his name to Kensington in
order to oblige him.
^* *37S Baruolr ^rKctrxvu. 252 For in Scotland . .The oys

of thnnie [j<r. cannon] had nocht beyn sene. (^1425 Wvn-
Toim Cron. i. 1310 As J>e makaris had daynte Off |?a bestis

and delyte Be freyte or oysse, or be profyte.

b. In legal phr., coupled with occupation (or

occupajicy).

1738 Act II Geo. 11^ c. 19 § 14 In an Action on the case,

for the Use and Occupation of what was so held or enjoyed.
177a BuLLER lutrod. Law Nisi Prius (1775) 139 In Case for

Use and Occupation of an House by Permission of the
Plaintiff. x8o8 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Pritis II. 1180 Chap.
xxxvii.—Use and Occupation. 1918 Nation (N.V.) 7 Feb.
165/1 A percentage., will l»e paid on a pro-rata basis for each
day of lost use and occupancy.

O. Freq. to make or take{^, ,) use of.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iv. 67 Sir Protheus. . Made vse,

and faireaduantageof hisdaies. x6o6 Chapman ALD'Olive
I. i, At my chamber, where we may take free use of our
selves, that is,drinke sack, and talke Satyre. 1663 Gkrbier
Counsel 55 Those that mind tlie making use of Chalk in

their walls. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 62 P 5 The Words
Fire and Flame are made use of to signify Love. 1774
GoLDSM. Nat. Hist, (1776) V. 264 This bird's making use of
the bed or nest of another to deposit its own brood in. 1B23
P. Nicholson Pract. Build, 420 Plate-glass is the most
beautiful glass made use of. 1862 Tvndall J^/ouniaineer.

ii. 16 We made use of all our strength. 1897 T. Hardy
ll-'ell-Beloved 1. vi, Perhaps she had only made use of him
as a convenient aid to her intentions.

t d. Your {their, etc.) use^ = tise of you (them,

etc.). Obs.

1596 Shaks. I Hen. II ', i. iii. 21 When we need Your vse
and counsell, we shall send for you. 1667 Milton P.L. ix.

750 Thy praise hee also who forbids thy use, Conceales not
from us. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Nctv Invent. 37 The Ingre-
dients. .being Forraign, such has sometimes been the scar-

city thereof here, (even when their use has been most wanted).

2. a. In various prepositional phrases (with ?'«,

to, into
J
out o/]/or, of),

(a) a 1340 Ham POLE /'j^/Zirrcxviii. 48 For of mykil thynk-
yngeof pecomandnientis cumys in oyse goed werke. c 1400
Lanfranc''s Chirurg, 306 pe .i. instrument \fzX is comoun
& moost in vss, is clepid nodulum. 1558-9 Act i Eliz.

C.2 §13 That suche Ornamentes of the Churche and of
the ftlinisters therof shall bee reteyned and bee in use as
was in this Churche of Englande. 1568 (iPAFTON Chron,
II. 345 Gonnes were first in vse, which were inuented by one
of Germany. 1631 QoM^v.God's A7-rows iv. Ded. p. v, I re-

member a Proverbiall speech in use among the lewes. 1691
T. H[ale]/4cc. New Invent. 5 To apply themselves fortli-

with to the putting in use this Invention upon some of his

own Ships. 171 1 Steele Sped. No. 36 p 8 All the fashion-

able Phrases and Compliments now in use. 1755 Johnson, To
Quarry^ . . to prey upon. A low word not in use. i8ox Med,
jfrnl. XXI. 83 Every plan of cure at present in use. 1885
Mnnch. Exam. 10 July 5/2 Those [lamps] now in use. 1890
SirN. LiNDLEvin Law Times Ref. I^XIII. 690 These two
forms of order, .are in constant use in the Chancery Division,
{b) 1388 WvcLiF AV//, X. 31 The puplis..that bryngen in

thingis set to sale, and alle thingis to vss. <zi425 tr. Ar,
derne's Treat. Fistula^ etc. 80 Be it kept to vse in ane erjien

potte. f 1460 FoRTEScuE Ahs. <5- Lim. Mon, vi. (1885) 120
It nedith ffat ther be lyvelode asseigned ffor the payment
therof; wich lyvelode be in no wyse putte to no other vse.

1552-3 in Feuillerat Revels Ediv, II {1914) 112 By him
bought and prouided and spent to the vse aforesaid, 1570
BiLLiNGSLEY EucHd II, prop. ii. 63 Which oftentimes serueih
to great vse in working. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iii. iu 97.
I know not what vse to put her too, X62S-A 1700 [see Put v}
18I. 1748 Chesterf. Let. 16 Feb., Every moment may be
put to some use. 1893 Nat. Observer 7 Oct, 536/1 The
gallows were put to real use.

(c) c 1444 Pkcock Donet 51 Or ellis he takij* into vse alle

kyndis ofhem \sc. goods]. 1688 MifecE Gt. Fr. Diet, 11. s.v.,

To put a Thing into Use. 1728 North Mem. Music (1846)

55 Instruments. .invented, and brought into common use.

iZ^S Penny Cycl, IV. 398/1 At what time, .bills of exchange
were first brought into use is a matter, .not. .satisfactorily

ascertained. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. 1. 508 Two
wonderful instruments had lately come into use. 1890 6'a^
Rev. 8 Feb. 175/2 This word came into use to express [etc.].

id) 1538 Kl\ot, Exoletus, he that is passed growynge..
olde, or out of vse. 1579 E. K. Spenser's Sheph, Cal. Epist.,

Such good and naturall English words, as haue ben long
time out of vse. 1603 Q,0\s%-n Pembrokeshire \\\. (1891)36
And soe was the English growne out of use.. and used only
amonge the basest sorte of people, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
18 March 1649, The blessed Sacrament, now wholly out of
use in tlie Parish Churches. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 174
f 3 A broken Limb will recover its Strength hy the sole

Benefit of being out of Use. 1893 Monthly Packet Oct 430
The name, .had in some way gone out of use.

(e) 1548 Elvot, Vsualis^. .vsuall, that serueth for our vse.

a 1648 DiGBV Chym. Seer. 11. (1684) 195 Make it up into

Balls, .and keep them for Use. 1697 Urvden yirg. Georg,
III. 480 The Fleece, when drunk with Tyrian Juice, Is dearly
sold ; but not for needful use. 1742 Young Nt. Tk. 11. 154
Since Time was giv'n for use, not waste. 1807 Crabbe Par.
Reg. I. 81 There pious works for Sunday's use are found.

18^ Lucas Cyclealities 117 .\ small Hold-all for use with
handle-bar carriers.

{/) s6ii Bible Transl, Pref, r i Thus it is apparent, that

these things. .are of most necessary vse. 1648 Sanuerson

Sertn, (1653) 6 Words.. of very frequent use in the New
Testament. 1833 Holland Manuf. Metal II. 285 Articles
of such universal use and importance. 1839 Fr. A. Kemble
Resid. inGeorgia {1863) 18 Implements, .of household use,
1880 J. Britten Old Words p. xiv, Others \sc. words] ap-
parently of general use.

+ b. In the use of, making use of. Obs,

1594 Southampton Court Leet Rec. (1906) 11. 296 Robert
Russell, william cortney, John grant nowe in the vse of
Thomas heths brewary.

t C, (9/" ?«^, used, employed. Obs.""^

1634 Sir T. Herbert yVrtZ". 183 [The jacks] boyld giue food
no lesse pleasant . . then doe tlie £>ate-stones of vse in Persia.

3. In special sen#s : a. The act of using or fact

of being used as food, etc. ; consumption.
1586 Day Eng. Secretorie 1. (1595) 27 A kind of graine

growing in great cods, whereby we sometimes obtaine
(though not the naturall) yet some vse of bread. 1588 Kyd
Househ. Phiios. Wks. (1901) 259 The Nurses shoulde not be
so narrowly forbidde the often vse of wynes. 1697 Dryuen
K/;y. Georg. iv. 231 They.. hoard, for Winter's Use, the
Summer's Gain. 1708 Ockley Saracens I. Table, Sawik^
a sort of Food in Use among the Arabians. 1725 N. Robin-
son Th. Physick 290 The Patient should be exhorted not to
leave off the Use of the Bark too soon. 1772 W. Buchan
Doin. Med.is:^. 2) 255 Wholesome food, and a moderate use
of generous liquors. 1836 A. Combe Physiol. Digestion
(ed. 2} 319 Many persons imagine that spirits.. cannot be
injtirious, because they feel no immediate bad effects from
their use, z86a Chambers's Encycl. III. 5S2/2 Certain sub-

stances [i.e. tobacco, ten, and coffee] which, .may fairly be
considered, from the universality oi their use, to exert a
definite influence on the organism,

b. Employment or maintenance for sexual pur-

poses. (See also quot, 1841.) Cf. Use f. 10 b.

1565 Cooper Thes. s. v. Fmor, He hath the vse of hit, &c.
1607 TouRNEtR Rez'. Trag, ir. ii, I cannot honor her \anie

my mother],. . Her tongue has turnd my sister into vse. 1647
A. Ross Mystag. Poet. viii. (167^) 176 His step-mother de-

sired the use of his body. Ibid. ix. 225 [Ixion] began to fall

in love with Juno, desiring the use of her body. 1676 R.
Dixon Two Testaments ^s\ A wife, not a Concubine, might
be taken by use ; for a whole un.interrupted year without
usurpation. 1748 Earthquake Peru iii. 247 Two ancient
Ways ofmarrying still subsist in this Country ; that ofkeeping
a Mistress is very answerable to that which was catl'd by
Use. 1841 Hartshorne Salop. Ant. Gloss. 606 A mare is

said to be ' in use ' when she is under the influence of certain

appetites or affections. 1894 Nature's Method in Evol. Life
iii. 45 The bulls [are] put to use about twelve months old.

Ibid., Stallions are commonly in use long before they are

full grown.

4. Law. The act or fact of using, holding, or

possessing land or other property so as to derive

revenue, profit, or other benefit from such,

^i2S-6Act 27 Ifen. l'/lt,c 10 § 6 Concemyng such right,

title, use, interest, or possession as they, .have claymc or pre-

tende to have. 1570 Kasteli, Termes de la Ley 1S3 b/2
The Stat, of An. 27. H. 8. c. 10 prouided.. that who hath the

vse of the lande, the same hath y« possession therof by ver-

tue of that estatute, 1596 Bacon Max. ff Use Com. Law 11.

(1635) 57 They conveyed their full estates of their lands in

their guod health, to friends in trust, ..and this trust was
called, the use of the land. 164a tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. viii.

§528. 231 Before the statute of West. 3,. .there was no use of

lands or of houses if not that it were expressed upon the
delivery of the estate. x68i Stair /«5^//«^xvi. 327 Usufruct
is the power of disposal of the use and fruiis, saving the
Substance of the thmg. 1706 Stanhope /'ara/Z/r. Hi. 334
The longest Inheritance and Descent, is in truth but the

longest Use, but not so much as a Lease or Tenant-right.

1734 Pope //«7r..Va/.n.ii. 165 * Pity I to build, without a son or

wife :'.. Well, If the use be mine, can it concern one. Whether
the name belong to Pope or Vernon ?_ 1766 Blackstone
Comm. II. 137 'Ihe property or possession of thesoil being

vested in one man, and the use, or profit thereof, in another,

x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 474 No use would have resulted

to the father, because blood was a sufficient consideration

to have vested the use in the son. \^SA Enc^-cL Brit. XXIII.
596/1 The conveyance of an estate to a friend on the under-

standing that they should retain the use, i.€., the actual

profit and enjoyment of the estate.

b, A trust or confidence reposed in a person for

the holding of property, etc., of which another

receives or is entitled to the profits or benefits.

1535 •^<:t 27 Hen. VIII, c. 10 § I Fraudulent feoffementes,

fynes, recoveries, and other assurances craftely made to

secrete uses, intentes, and trustes. Ibid. § 12 Any person.,

seasid of or in any Landes, Ten[emen]tes, or Hereditainentcs

to any use, trust, or confydence, 1579 Rastell Termes de
la Ley i8j b/2 Vses of Land had beginning after that the

custonie of propertie began among men. 1628 Coke On Lift.

272 b. An Vse is a Trust or Confidence reposed in some other.

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy i. xv. By force and virtue of the

statute for transferring ofuses into possession. 1765 Black>
stone Comm. II. 335 This is sometimes called a secondary,

sometimes a shifting, use. 1766- [see Spkinging ppl. a. 8],

1845 Williams Laiv Real Prop. 124 A doctiine was laid

down, that there could not be a use upon a use. 1882 F,

Pollock in Macm. Ma^. XLVI. 365 The Statute of Uses
(a. d. 1535) was passed in order to prevent the severance of

legal from beneficial ownership. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII,

596/1 The feoffee to uses, as he was called, or the person

seised to the use of another.

c. In the phrase in use or to (. .") use.

1491 Ad 7 Hen. I'll, c. 2 § 5 They and their feoffes to the

use of every of theym. 153S Ad 27 Hen. P'HI, c. 10 § i

Any Honoures, Castelles,. .Remaynders or other Heredita-

mentes, to the use, confidence or trust of any other.. par-

sones or ofanye bodie polytike. Ibid., In suche lyke esutes

as they had or sh.iU have in use, trust, or confidence of or

in the same. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 383 So he will let

me haue The other halfe in vse, to render it Vpon his death,

vnto the Gentleman. 1606 — Ant. ^ CI. i. iii- 44 K"' ""X
full heart Remaines in vse with you. 1720 T. Woou Inst.

Laws Eng, 436 Where no Uses are Declared, the Feoffment,

Fine or Recovery shall enure to the Use of the Feoffor,



USE.

CognJzor, etc. 1818 Crl-isk Digest (ed. 2) V. 525 Supposing
the Earl of Derby a feoffee to use,.. still the grant., was free
and gratuitous. 1888 Encyd. Brit. XXIII. 596/1 This
alienation of land in use was looked upon with great dis-
favour by the common law courts.

5. The fact of using money borrowed or lent at a
premium. »

1603 Holland Pintarch^s Mor. 283 [They] choose .. to
pawn them for to borrow money thereupon & pay for use;
1607 Harington Nugx Ant. {1804) II. 232 Sending some
present, enough perhaps to pay for the use of 1000 li. 1641
Aldebiirgk Rec. in .V. ^ Q. 12th Sen IX. 146/2 Rec[ei]«
of Mr. John Blowers for one yeeres use of 40 li., 2 [11.] 16. 00.
I7a9 Jacob Laiv Diet. s.v. Usury^ Reasonable Interest may
be taken for the Use of Money at this Day. 1767 Black-
stone Comm, II. 454 When money is lent on a contract to
receive., an increase liy way of compensation for the use,
186a [see Usance 4 b].

b. Premium on money lent to nnother ; interest,

usury. Now dial, or arch. Freq. to + take oxpay use.
In frequent u^^e from ci6ia 10^1690,
i6ii Rich Honest Age (Percy Soc,) 60 Therefore, (sayth

the Vsurer), we may take vse of him that is rich. 1655
Stanley Hist. Philos. in. (1687) 104/2 If the Moon NeV rise
again, I'me bound to pay no use... 'Cause use you know is

paid by th' Month. i<!^ Child Disc. Trade 207 With them
..there is not any Use for Money tollerated, above the rate
of Six in the Hundred. 1718 T. Sheridan u. Persius \\. 93
Do not you. .advise me, to live upon the Use of my Money.
1747 Mem. Nutrebian Crt. I. 55 On whom he settled the
use of 20,000 crowTis for her life. 18*5 Jamieson. 1869- in
dialect use (A>r. Dial. Diet.). 1871 Tennyson /"or^j/^ry rv,
' Here be one thousand marks.' ..* Ay, ay, but there is use,
four hundred marks.'

^S- »599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 286 Hee lent it [sc. his
heart] me a while, and I gaue him vse for it, a double heart,
i6s8 Earle Microcosm. ^ l^niuersitie Dunne {Xih.) -j^ The
sole place to supply him is the Butterie. where hee takes
grieuou.^ vse vpon your Name. 1648 J.

BsAirMONT /'.yc/^rf

VI. ccxxiii, The Serpent, whose illustrious skin Platd with
the Sunne and sent him back his beams With glorious Use.
1784 CowpER Task III. 364 Human life Is hut a loan to be
repaid with use. 1874 Hardy Far fr. Mad. Cro'vd xli.

You'll never see Fanny Robin no more—use nor principal-
ma am.
trans/. 1637 in Verney^ Mem, (1907) 1. 104 He threatens to

make him pay use for his bam.
C. In the phr. a/, to, "fupon (. .) use, Now dial.

{a) 1598 E. Gl'ilpin .S'iia/. (1878) 21 As heresie he shuns all

merriment, .\nd tum'd good husband, puts forth sighs to vse.

1631 Massinger Emperor East i. ii, I, alas ! Lend out my
labouring brains to use, and sometimes For a drachma in
the pound. 1643 D. Rogers tvaaman 158, I would not put
my mony_ to use ; but that it is against a Common wealth
to keepe it. 1680 R. L'Estrange Erasm, CoUog. (1725) 248
They Buy, they Sell, they take to Use, they put to Use,
1700 AsTRY tr, Saavedra-Fa-xardo II. 149 We read, that
Pompey put out his Money to Use. 1738 tr. Cntazzo's Art
CoHvers. 43 Two Florentine Brethren, who let out their
Money to Use. 1785 Cumbi-:rland Natural Son v, (ed. 2)

83 You arc my own son I—you have put my money out to
use already.

^
(/i) 1618 liarneveWs Apol.Q xh. Our last borrowed money

U..at vse at sJxteene. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalmfs
Advts.fr. Parnass.ge, One Menalcas. .look up money at
ttse. I7a7 Swift To Earlof Ox/iyrd Wks. 1755 III. n. 47
Is your money out at use? 1784 R. Bage Barhntn Pawns
I. 172, I__had three hundred pounds at use. 1814 Scott
IVav, xlii. If his honour had mair ready siller. .he could
put it out at use. .at gre£.t profit. 1841 Hartsiior>{r Salop
Ant. Gloss. 606 Money out at use. 2849- in dialect use
KEng. Dial. Diet. s.v.).

(c) i6as Mabbk tr. Aleman's Guzman tfAlf. ii. 251 Let
him but take vp 50 much vpon Vse. 1630 A'. Johtison's
Kingd. •* Commtv. 353 Some doe give voluntarily, others
doe Tend frankly, or upon light use. 1667 Duchess of New-
castle Life Duke 0/ N.{\%Zt) II. 146 The loss of my Lord's
estate, in plain rents, as also upon ordinary use.

fd. Use upon (also(?«) use., compound interest;

excessive interest, K\.%ofig. Ohs.

[1591 Sylvester Dh Bartas t. iii. 521 You City-Vipers,
that (incestious) joyn Use vpon use, begetting Coyn of
Coyn!] 16x0 Sanderson Serm. (1632) in Your vse vpon
vse, that doubleth the p'rincipall in seven yeares, is nothing
to It. 1651 Cleveland Smeciymnuus 70 No Eccho can
improve the Author more, Whose lungs paies use on use to
half a score. i68s Sir T. Browns Chr. Mor, (1756) 15 To
famish in plenty, and live poorly to die rich, were multiplying
improvement in madness, and use upon use in folly.

6. Employment or usage resulting in, or such as
lo cause, impairment, wear, etc.

€ 1440 Promp. Part'. 522/2 Weryn or wax olde and febyl
by v^c, . .veterascOf I'etero, invetero. 1670 Sir Sackvillk
Crow in 12/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 15 'Iheire

ordnary destines [in tapestry].. with a whiles use will

soonc loose theire luster. 1697 Drvden /V^. Georg. m.
6 All other Themes that careless Minds invite. Are worn
with Use. «7S5 Johnson, To wear,, .to waste with use or
time. 1840 Dickens Old C. S/top xvii, Everything told of
long use and quiet slow decay. 1848 Mill Pol. Ecotu I. 44
Although deteriorated in some small degree by each use, it

docs not do its work by being deteriorated. ^ 1904 I'erncy

Memoirs I. 68 The wear and tear of even holiday use.

H. Habit of using.

7. With the. The habitual, usual, or common
practice; continual, repeated, or accustomed em-
ployment or exercise ; habit, custom. (Cf. 9.)
1107 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9402 J>e wone & bus \v.r. vsej \>B.i

3e aobet? euere ibe aboue |>at a'^te make ^ou ablie to fi^te t^e

Dctere loue. a 1400-50 Alexander 2950 Sen 1 e vse is here
vn-honorable here I ^am lefe. ^1480 Henryson .S/^^^/* iV

Dog ii, By the vse, and cours, and commonn style On this

maner [he] maid his Citatioun. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus
S.V, Usus, To suche a one as was nowe paste the vse and
cnstome of lewde doeynge. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Hnsb. II. 66 The vse of sowing of them is best. 1594 Mar-
LOWB & Nashb Dido I. i, It is the vse fur Turcn maides
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to weare Their bowe and quiuer in tins modest sort. 1604
J AS. I Counterbl. to Tobacco To Rdr., The vile vse (or other
abuse) of taking Tobacco. 1637 Earl Monm tr. Malvezzis
Romulus 4- Tarquin 209 The use of seeing dead men takes
mercy totally away. 1656 — tr. Boccalinis Advts. fr.
Parnassus 11. xxviii. 271 The use of being drunk, being
rather a piece of pubiick cunning amongst the Dutch, then
[etc.J. 1710 OzELL yertot's Rom. Rep, {1740) U. xi. 170
Metellus Pius commanded them, as a Proconsul, according
to ihe Use of those Days. 1725 Pope Odyssey x. 551 The
cause lemov'd, habitual griefs remain, And the soul saddens
by the use of pain. 1835 Scott Betrotlted xxi, One not in
the use to speak before his purpose was fixed. 1854 C.
WoRDSW. Misc. (1879) I. 104 The use is inveterate, and it
would be difficult toreformit. 1877 ^W^.Oiavhk^t Makers
/•lor. iv, 112 The painter followed the religious tise and wont
of his time.

b. In the phr. as the use is, etc. Cf. 9 b.
143a in i^th Re^. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. VIII. 44 The

saidis Tone and Elisabeth sail be handfast, as the oys is, in
liaiy Kirk. C147S Hart, Contin. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 441
That men elecie lo be bischoppes..niay. .be confermede of
theire metropolitans as the use was afore. 1535 Coverdale
Judith xvi. 20 'Ihe people was ioyfull, as the vse is. 1611
Bible 2 Mace. xii. 39 Vpon the day following as the vse
had bene, ..his company came to take vp the bodies. 1633
P. Fletcher /'«//>/^/j/. i. v, Wake thy. .Muse, And thank
them with a song, as is the use. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb xxxv, They fixed it \sc. the settlement of the
minister], as the use and wont is, for a week day.

C. With limiting genitive or possessive pron.
1390 Cower Conf. I. 15 Upon the bond to were a Schoo.

.

Acordeth noght to the behove Of resonable mannes us.
£-1400 Destr, Troy 6426 Nay, warloghe wolfe,..pat neuer
of forray art full, with hi fouie vse. f 1415 Cast. Persev.
774 in Macro Plays 100 Messenger, do now hyne vse ! Ibid.

049 Do now we! 5oure olde owse whanne 30 com to Man-
kynde ! 143a Rolls ofParIt. IV. 404/1 Eny clothis..made
aftre the use of the Countrey. 1535 Covefdai.e 2 Macc.y\.
25 That they maye lyue acordinge to the vse & custome of
their forefathers. 1568 Grai-ton Chron. II. 89 His vse was
to ride with a thousande liorses continually, c x6oo Shaks.
Sonn. Ixxviii, So oft bane I inuok'd thee for my Muse,. .As
euery Alien pen hath got my vs^'. 1609 Dekker GuUs
Horn-bk. v. 22 Let it be your vse to repaire thither some
halfc houre after eleucn. i6ia SheltonJ^^ki-v. i. iv. (1620) 24
It is the vse of Cowards to doe that which thou dost, 1670
NValton Lives 11.176 After his customary pubiick Devotions,
his use w.TS to retire into his Study. x8oo Wordsw. Michael
155 Not alone For pastime and delight, as is the use Of
fathers. 1836 HusENUETH Fabcrism E.vposedv. 528 The use
and practice of the Catholic Church.. of reordaining cle.
rical converts from the Anglican Church. 1864 Tennyson
Aylmet's F, 566 The gentle creature shut from all Her
charitableuse, ..slowly lost.. her hold on life.

8. A custom, habit, or practice.
£1350 Lybeaus Disc. 752 In fyghtyng he hath an us

Knyghtes to begyle. <ri4as, Wvntoun Cron, 11. v. 376 In
till Egipt..That vys is kepit to \ns day. 1:1450 Mirk's
Festial \. 113 J>ou marterys me by a foule vse and custom of
sweryng. cx^i^ Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon ix. 200 Be not
dismayed for no thynge, for this is but an vse of werre;
suche a thyng befalleth often to many one. 154s Booruk
Dyetary (1870) 252 Englande hath an euyll vse in syttynge
loiige at dyner. 1587 R. Hovenden in Collect. (O.H.S.) I.

217 We never let our woods but once and that by great
oversight: this one tyme we trust your Lordship will not
count an use. 1601 Hakluvt Galvano's Disciw. World 15
It was a vse also, .to passe to India by land. 1613 Purchas
/*//^////<i^tf(i6i4) 749They haue a filthy and detestable vse
in marrying their Maidens. 1711 Kelly Scot. ProiK 272 An
ill Use ought to be early broken off. 1788 Chambers Cycl.

(1738) S.V., Uses and Customs of the sea, 1819 Shelley
Cenci iv. iv. 177 She knows not yet the uses of the world.
1875 Gladstone Glean. (1879) VI. 124 When sucli an use
came in, it was thought to be like a sign of the double
superlative in High Churchmanship.

9, Without article. Accustomed practice or pro-

cedure; habit, usage, custom, wont. (Cf. 7.) Also
{b) coupled with synonymous term, esp. wottt.

(a) c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc, 7634 Planetes. .styk noght
fast, als sinale sternes dose. Ilk ane his course mase thurgh
use. xytfi-'jo Alex. ^ Dind. 720 5e schullen bi ordre of vse
offren to venus A ful derwor^e douue. 1390 Gower Conf.
I. 133 The which to comun us is strange. ^1440 Alph.
Tales 273 Opon l>e day of his translacion it was vse to bere
his bonys furth of J»e kurk. 1^x480 Henkyson Fox ^
IVolf lyi Use drawls Nature swa in propertie Of beist and
man, that neidlingis thay man do As thay of lang tyme hes
bene hantlt to. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. b'suSt Vse,
the inuemour of woordes. 1585 Fetherstone tr. Calvin
en Acts vi. a Vse is the father of wisedome, 1651 Hobbes
Leviath, ii. xxvi. 138 Long Use obtaineth the authority of
a Law. 1697 Dhvden Virg. Georg. 11. 366 So strong is

Custom; such ElTects can Use In tender Souls of pliant

Plants produce. 1733 Swift Apology Wks. 1755 IV. i. 212
Madam, the mighty pow'r of use Now strangely pleads in

my excuse. 1781 Cowper Convers. iSg To rush into a fixt

eternal state, . . Whatever use may urge, or honour plead. On
reason's verdict is a madman's deed. i8ia Cauy Dante.,
Parad, XXVI. 135 In mortals, use Is as the leaf upon the
bough : that goes. And other comes instead.

(b) 1526 Pilgr. Pe>f, (W. de W. 1531) 162 b, Lef vs not
come to y* chirche by vse and custome, as the oxe to his

stall. 1609 Skene Reg, Maj. 44 He craues onclie na other

service, bot vse and wont. 1689 in Acts Parlt. Scot/. (1875)
XII. 58/2 t'at the maltmen her be lyable for the excyse
according to use and wont. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Language^ 'Tis Use and Custom is the Rule of a Language.
1762 in Nairne Peerage Evidence (1874) 95 Privuedges
belonging to the said lands conform to use and wont. 1805
Wordsw. Prelude xiv. 158 The tendency.. Of use and
custom to bow down the soul Under a growing weight of

vulgar sense. 1825 R. Wilson .V^. Hist. Hawick 190 This
tax,, -by the law of 'use and wont ',. .has become part and
parcel of the system. 1850 Tennv.son /« Mem. xxix. 11

Make one wreath more for Use and Wont, That guard the

portals of the house.
aitrib. 1845 Carlyle Ctvmwcll {iSyi) IV. 43 Constitutional

USE.

Presbyterian persons, Useand-wont Neuters. 1885 Pater
Marius 1. 131 A careless, half-conscious, ' use-and-wont *

reception of our experience.

b. Sc, In the phr. as use is^ etc. Cf. 7 b.
' ^ '375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. {Egipciane) 126 Syne, as oyse

was, pai entryt in J>are oratore. 1423 in Charters^ i^c, of

I

Edinburgh (1871) 55 Payand of the chaldre as vse and
' cnstume is and as thai war wont to pay [etc.J. 1549 Keg.
Aberdon. (Maitl. CI.) I. 434 As vse euer hes beyne in tyme
bygane. xi^t Reg.Cnpar Abbey II. 140 Payand aerlc.ten

' merkis money.., as vse and wont wes. 1697 Jedburgh
I Fleshers" Book (MS.), [He] has payed ail dewes as use is.

I

c. Freq. in tlie phr. in (_, .) use. Also (chiefly

6V.), to be in use of., or to (do something).
{a) c X450 Mirk's Festial i. 45 Moiiy fals opynyons of wyche.

i

craft., ^e whech ben noght to telle among crysten men, lest

bay wer drawen yn vse, 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Increbuit
cotisuetudo, the custome did grow in vse. 1579 Spenser
Let. to Han>ey Poet. Wks. (1912) 635/2 As for the twoo
worthy Gentlemen, ..they haue me. .in some vse of famili-
ariiy. 1662 Stillincfl. Orig. Sacr. 11. vii. § g The reason
of the reremoniall precepts did respect the customs in use
when they were given.

(/') 1504 Munim. de Metros (Bann. CI.) 601 That the said
schirref was in vse of calling of the said landis..in tharc
Courtis. 1574 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1 1. 389 He has bene
in use of pament of the soume of fourtie pundis yeirlie.

1581 H'id. III. 399 They wer nevir in u-se of setting of new
j

takkis befoir the expyring of the auld. 1800 A. Carlvlk
I

Autobiog. (i860) 44, I was in use of going to my father's on
Saturdays.

' (c) 1566 Reg. Priv^ Council Scot. I. 492 The Personis of
Glasgow hes alwayis bene in use to furneis brcid. c 1630
Sir T. Hope Minor I'racticksiiT^d) 26 The Executors, .are
in Use. .to protest that [etc.]. X759 Robertson Hist. Scot.

(1761) II. 77 The respect, with winch the Scots were in use
lo receive her ministers. X780 Mirror No. loi. He too had
been in use to talk of feeling and of sentiment. 1829 Ben-
THAM Justice ^ Cod. Petit. 82 A multitude of distinguish-
able sources, out of which complexity is in use to arise.

1862 Chambers's Encycl. III. 608/2 The emperors were in

use expressly to confer upon the universities the right of
appointing doctors of laws.

I

td' Ordinary or usual experience. Obs.~^

I

x^ KvD Househ. Phil. Wks._(i90i) 266 One should so
heipe another as wee see by vse in our owne bodies ; when
the one leg is weary we can rest it on the other [etc.]. x6oi
Sir W. Cornwallis Ess. 11. xxxii. But to my vse, we Icauc
our women ignorant, and so leaue them fearefull.

10. Const, of. a. Opportunity, occasion, habit,

or practice of using. Chiefly to have the use of,
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Iii. 2 Thai ere b;okyn fra oyse

and strenght ofreson. <:x38o Wvclif Wks. (1880) 453 As
seyntcs J)at ben in heuene han vss of alle (^es worldly godis.
Ibid., pis is |>e freest vss bat men han off worldly godis.

1565 CooPKR Thesaurus, Ususfructuaiius,. M^ that hath
the vse and fruite of a thyng, but not the proprictie. 1577
HoLiNSHKD Chron. I. Hist. Scotl. xiv. 21/2 "Hie Pict (saith

Herodian) hath generally no vse of apparell. 1590 Sir

J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 42 b, The weapon of all others
that God hath put into the hearts of men, to deuise and vse
..to chasten, .other such Nations, as. .had the perfect vse

of the same. 1656 H. Phillips Purch. Patt. (1676) 137
Men, who have daily use hereof, have tables and lines upon
their Rulers. 1698 T. Frogilr Voy. 75 Not having the use
or knowledge of iron. 1715 Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742)
I. 82 The Ancients not having had the Use of Stirrups.

1774 J. Bryant Mythol. \. 341 They had the use of the sphere,

and were acquainted with the zodiac. X780 J//rrcrNo. 81,

1

wasnever allowed the use ofmy limbs, because I could afford

acoach. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. v. 849 Nature's . . higher crea-

tures born and trained To use of reason. X826 Galt Last of
Lairds ix. 85 Considering the use ye have had of his money.

b. The power of using some faculty, etc. ; ability

to use or employ.
1 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. ^yz/i Fyue wymmen..recouerd
i

the use of goyng whiche they had loste by dyuers sekenesse.

1539 Elyot Cast. Helth (1541) 64 Passions of the mynde.

.

bryng a man from the vse of reason, and somtinie in the

I
displeasure of almightye God. X585 T. Washington tr.

I A'icholay^s I'oy. Ep. Ded., He had the exquisite vse of two
and twenty sundry tongues. X59a in J. ^lorris Troubles

, Caih. Forefathers (1877) 30 Another Catholic, that had but
the use of one of his hands. 1610 Shaks. Temp. mi. iii. 38
People., expressing (Although they want the vse of tongue)

a kinde Of excellent dumbe discourse. ^1654 Gataker
Antid. Errourli.^. Ded. (1670) Ash, If God had granted
him a little longer use of light ( = life]. X71X Steele Spect.

No. 36 P 8 How hard a thing it is for those to keep Silence

who "have the Use of Speech. 1753 Challoner Cath. Chr.
Instr. 23 Till a Person is come to the Use of Reason. 1859

I
Tennyson Merlin ^ V. 495 She lay as dead. And lost all

use of life. x86o Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1883) III. 51 'Little

darling ' has lust the use of an arm and hand by paralysis.

11. The act of accustoming or fact of being

\
accustomed by repeated exercise, employment,
application, etc.; habituation, practice.

1382 WvcLir I Sam. xvii. 39 Thanne Dauid.. began to

asaye if armyd he my^te goo. ..And Dauid seide to Saul, I

\ may not thus goo, for and vse I haue not. <rx44o Promp.
!

Parv. 508/1 Vse, oftyne tymys, \>2X ys callyd excersyse,..

;
exercicium. 1:1470 Henry Wallace viii. 1259 Lang ws in

I

wer gert thaim desyr thair will. 1529 Moke Dyahge i.

!
Wks. 144/2 Howe far so euer his people fal from the vse of

i vertue. 1551 T. Wilson Logike C viii, When men can by
muche vse, leape, wrastle, or cast the barre, better then

j

any other. (1x586 Sidney Astroph. ft StellacvW, Giue thy

tieuetenancie To this great cause, which needes both use

and art. x68o Moxon Mech. Exerc, xii. 203 Use has made
the I\Iawl more handy for them, a X774 Goldsm. tr. Scar-

rtm's Com. Romance (1775) I. 154, I frequented all the

fcncing-schools to keep my hand in vse. X788 Gibbon
Decl. <v F. xli. IV. 130 The infantry, .yielded to the more
prevailing use and reputation of the cavalry. 1805 Wordsw.
Prelude vi[. 332 Ere we have learnt by use to slight the

crimes And sorrows of the world. 18x9 Shelley Cenci iiL

i. 173 Should the offender live ?. .and make, by use, His crime

Thine., element.
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12. EccL The distinctive ritual and liturgy, form

of service or public worship, that prevailed or

obtained in a particular church, province, diocese,

community, etc Now Hist.

^1380 WvcLiF Sel Wks. III. 202 To seie maiynes and
masse and evensong bi Salisbury uss. Ibid. 482. C1450

St. Cutlibert (Surtees| 7549 Of monkys vse Jjai saidc ^air

houres. C1470 Hf.sry Wallace x. 1006 Salysbery oyss our

clerkis than has tan. 1527 Prymer (litle-p.), This prymer
(rfSalysbury vse. 1548-9 (////«). The Booke of the Common
Prayer . . after the vse of the Churche of England. Ibid.

Pref.,Some folowyng Salsbury vse, some Hcrford vse, some
the vse of Bangor, some of Yorke, and some of Lincolne.

ihid.^ From hcncefurth, all the whole realme shall haue but

one vse. 1590 in Fuller Ch. Hist. (1655) ix. iq8 The said

Thomas CartwTight. .conformed himself in both to the use

and form of some other forraign Churches. 1636 Pagitt
Christianogr. iii. 95 The Popes Legates, .brought in the

Roman use or service into Ireland. 1643 Bakkr Chron.,

Hen. F, 58 In his third yeare, the order of Church Sen-ice.

.

was changed from the use of Pauls to the use of Salisbury.

1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers i. v. (1903) I. 321 Almost the

whole of the Salisbury Use had been printed while this

country was slUl Catholic. 1878 Simmons Zrty Folks Mass
Bk. 89 The Order of Mass for Trinity Sunday, according to

the use of Vork. Ibid. 354 A comparative calendar and index

of fixed (easts, so necessary in the identification of uses.

b. Religious rite or ceremony observed in par-

ticular services of the church ; a customary form of

religious observance or service.

138* Wyclif Exod. xxvii. 19 AUe the vessels of the taber-

nacle, into alle vsis and serymonyes, . .thow shalt make of
brasse. £1435 Wvntoun Cron. 11. 715 His body. .Was put

in honest sepulture, Wijj swylk oysse and solempnyte As
bat tyme was in ^at cuntre. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane*s

Comm. 34 He him selfc. .cannot tell what time this accus-

tomed vse of masse. .came vp. 1877 A. J. Ross Mein.A.
Exving 180 Some very remarkable ' uses '. ., such as mixing
water with the wine in the Holy Communion. x88<) Pater
G. de Latour (1896) 39 TTiJs motlier of churches, which had
also its own picturesque peculiarities of *use'. ^1897 Daily
News 12 April 6/7 The revived 'use' of the Victorian era

in the Anglican Church.

13. The custom, usage, or practice obtaining or

prevailing in a particular country, community, etc.

1433-50 tr. Htgden (Rolls) I. 401 The vse of that cuntre
differrethe from the rile of Englonde in clothenge, ..and in

niony other thynges. ci^ffi Capgravk Life St. Angustiue
47, I trowc |?at he had J>e vse of Itaile whilles he studied

J»ere, and coude not litly out of Jje same vse, for \>^\ ete not
mech at onys. c 1500 Melusiue xxvi. 207 The halle was
hanged nobly with ryche clothes after the vse of the land.

i^a N. LiCHEFiELD tr. CastanJteda's Conq. E. Ind. i. Ixxvl.

155 His night gowne was. .after the French use laced about,
with lase of golde. 1885 Dunckley \x\ Manch. Weekly
Times 23 May 5/6 The proper pronunciation.. was handed
down by oral tradition and by the use of the synagogue,

f b. Sc. Accustomed manner of life. Obs,

ci\zs Wvntoun Cron. vii. 1218 His awyn oysse to lif

wertual, May mirroure and ensampil be Til alkyn stalis.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vii, 1279 In wtlaw oys he lewit thar

but let.

III. Manner of using.

14. Manner or mode of employing, applying,

turning to accoimt, etc. : a. With qualifying adjs.

c 1335 Metr. Horn. 3 That wisdom . . That God hauls giuen

us for to spend,. In god oys til our liues end. a 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter\yixv'\\, 14 He gifis J^aim . .riches,and J»ai dispend

t»aim in ill oyse. c 1340 — Prose Tr, 11 All maner ofwilfuU
pollusyone procurede one any maner agaynes kyndly oys.

1390 GowER Conf. III. 136 l^ke wel that he ne schifte Hise
wordes to no wicked us. 1536 Tindale Romans i. 27 Lyke
wyse also the men lefte the naturall vse of the woman. 1563
Homilies II. Useo/Ch. n. Cciij, Concernyng the right vse
of the temple of god. 1593 Wyrley {title). The True Vse
of Armorie, shewed by Historie. 1667 Milton P. L. iv.

204 [He] perverts best things To worst abuse, or to thir

meanest use. 1781 Cowper Retirem. 170 Nor these alone
prefer a life recluse, Who seek retirement for its proper use.

1804 Med. yr«/. XII. 433 The result of the advantageous use
of that remedy.

b. Without qualification.

1624 E. GuNTER {title), 'ihe Description and vse of the
Sector. The Crosse-staffe and other instruments. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. i. it. 5 So have you made the

Mariner's Sea.Compass. The Usesliallbe shew'd in its place.

\'jo\'^\oxo^ Mech, E.rere. ^48 'I'heuseofthe Line of Chords.
Aa Its use is very easie, so Us convenience is very great.

15. With a and pi. A manner or method of

using, utilizing, or employing ; an instance of this.

To make a . , , use of: cf, i c.

1386 Rolls nfParlt, I II, 226/1 The whiche comune wronge
uses [of the lung's power], and many other if it lyke to yow
niowe be shewed, 1611 IJiblk Transl. Pref. P4 But what
mention wee three or foure vses of the Scripture? 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav, 154 If they casually finde a piece of
paper that has his [sc. Jesus'] name in it, they preserue it

from all bad uses. 1651 J. Reading Guide to Holy City
XXXV. 428 To make a more tbankfull, prudent, and holy use
thereof [sc. of health]. 1735 Watts Logic (1736) 359 There
is a proper Use to be made of large Paraphrases. Hn'd.,

There is also a Use of shorter Hints. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VI. 250 With respect to their {sc. animals] uses
indeed, ..they differ much. 1819 Sheli.ey Cfwci" iv, iii. 55
Thou wcrt a weapon in the hand of God To aJust use. 1825
Scott Talisftt. xii, A use ofthe weapon, sometimes, .resorted

to, when a missile was necesbary. 1849 Macaulav Hist.
Eng. vi.II.64 He. .made so dexterous an use of the influence
of that cabal that [etc.]. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed, 2) IV. 157
Some of these uses of the word are confusing.

IV. Purpose served by the thing used.

16. A purpose, object, or end, esp. of a useful or

advantageous nature.

f 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3674 Vhlt may it availle to a
gude u.se. 1383 WvcLiF Titut iii. 14 Forsoths and ouro

men lerne for to lie bifore in good werkis, to necessarie vses,

that thei be not vnfruytouse, c 1435 Wyntoun Cron. 11. 246
He ordaynyt l?e iugis set [=seat] To be for l>at oysse pe
market. 1495 Glanvil Trevisa's Barth, De P. R. v, Ixiv,

(W. de W.) 182 Skynnes of beestes ben graunted to men for

ryght many manors and dyuerse vses. 1353-3 in Keuillerat
Revels Eiiw. VI (1914) 104 Prouided for lynyng of ..his
officers garmentes and like vses. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol,
V. lxxix.§ I If we., convert some small coniemptible portion
thereof to charitable uses. 1633 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Discov. by Sea IJ 8 b, At his death perhaps, .be will giue.,
a little money to Pious vses. 1669 Sturmy Mariners Mag,
II. vi, 67 This is sufficient for that Use, to shew you the
difference between the true Compass and the Steering
Compass, 1736 Swift Gulliver i. viii, I had the tallow.,

for greasing my boat, and other uses. 1736 Act g Geo. //,

c. 36 Many large.. Alienations or Di.spositions made by..
Persons, to Uses called Charitable Lses. 1818 Shelley
Julian (5" Maddalo 100, I. .saw. .A building on an island ;

such a one As age to age might add, for uses vile. 1843
Tennyson Day-Dream 2or To what uses shall we put The
wildweed-flower that simply blows? i

b. With limiting genitive phr. or poss. pron.
138a Wyclif Exod. xxx. 37 Siche a niakynge 5c shulen ;

not make into Joure owne vses. 1535 Coverdale Bartick
'

vi. 10 The prestes..take the golde and sj'luer from them,
and put it to their owne vses. 1550 Extr, Aberd. Reg.
(184^) I. 277 That tha may caus mak inuintourthairofto be
keipit to the vsis of the altaragis thairof in tymes cuming.
x6<k)Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, \\,\. 127 (Q. i), You haue.. made her
serue your vses both in purse and in peison. 1654 Nicholas
Papers (Camden) II, 43 There is some oweing to me, that I

have layd out for his Highues uses. 1673 Ray Journ. Loxu
C_36 To cast the Rain Water.. into a large Cistern, where

i it is kept for the uses of the House.
' fc. The i^rovision, supplying, or maintenance
i of something, Obs. rare,
I 1383 Wyclif

_ 2 Sam. xxiv. 22 Hast thou.. a wayn, and
;

jockis of oxen into the vse of trees [1388 in to vss of wode].
' i^zjCov. Lett Bk. iioDyuerssomes. .to go to t>evce ofvest-
ments of ]>eTrinit,echirche. t4g6 /bid.^yz Eueryothcr person
[topay]..xxd. to ]>e vse of J>e Cundith. 1497 /^/(A 587. .

t d. A part of a sermon or homily devoted to

the practical application of doctrine. Obs,
1631 Massinger Emperor East in. ii, I am so tir'd With

1
your tedious exhortations, doctrines, v.ses, Of your religious
morality. 1641 Hrome Jox'iall Crew Ded., I will winde up
all, with a Use of Exhortation. 1679 South Senn. 43,
I proceed now to the Uses which may be drawn from tiie

i
Truths delivered. 1734 Watts Relig. Juz'. (1789) 81 In his
last sermon he had an use of reproof, for some vices which
were practised.. in his parish. x8i6 %cq\i Old I\Iort.x\\\,
A. .devout, Christian woman, whom many thought as good
as himself at extracting a doctrine or an use. Hud. xviii,

I

The discourse. . was divided into fifteen heads, each of which
j

was garnished with seven uses of application.

fig. 163a Massinger il/fl/^ ofjion. i, i, When you had
I

been Cudgell'd well twice or thrice, and from the doctrine
' Made profitable uses.

G. Forging. (See quots. 1861 and 1875.)
1 1783 H. Cokt in Patents Manuf, Iron (1858) 10 Peculiar
method.. of preparing, welding, and working various sorts

I

of iron, and of reducing the same into uses by machinery.
x85x Sir W. Fairbairn Iron 102 The forging of ' uses,' that

'

is, . . those peculiar forms so extensively in demand for steam.
1 engines, steam-boats, rai'.way carriages, and other works.

1863 Appleby s Handbk. Mach. ^ Iron Work 49 Korgings..

.

i
IJoss Uses. 187s Knight Diet. Mech. 2685 Use., . . a slab of
iron welded to the side ofa bar near the end, to be drawn down
by the hammer in prolongation of the length of the bar,

17. The fact or quality of serving the needs or
ends of Sl person or persons.
a i34oHAMroLE/'j-rt//^r iv. 8 Whet,wyneandoile. .ere mast

nedfiil til mannj'soise. 1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 196 [They]
distroyit the men ilkane. And till thar oys thar gude has

! lane. (:i4oo Maundev. (Roxb.) xviii. 8^ Of J?ewhyte peper

i

sell l^ai bot lytill,. .bot kepez it till ]>air awen vse. C1450
' I_,ovELicii Merlin 946 (Kolbing), God to his ws hath taken

I

it, trewly. ^1480 Henryson Pract. Medecyne 47 'Ihis vnt-

I
ment is rycht ganand for jour awin vs. 1533 in Ripon Ch.
Acts (Surtees) 357 To the usse and behowe of Cecill my
wiffe. 1560 HiBLE yudith xii. 15 Her maidc.spred for her
skinnes. .which she had receiued of Bagoes for her daily
vse. — Wisdom xv. 7 Tlie potter, .facioneth euerie vessel
with labour to our vse. 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Observ.
<5- Trav.fr. London to Hamburgh^ z^ Hares., killed., and
carried to the markets by cart-loads, and sold for the vse of
the honourable owners. 1657 Milton Lett. State Wks.
1851 VIII. 387 Rice, Sugar, and Coffee, .for the use of the
Grand Seignior. X713 Bekkeley Hylas ^ Phil. 1. Wks,
1871 I. 273 Common language., is framed by and for the
use of the vulgar. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 230
We shall never know whether the things of this world have
been made for our use. 1831 Scott Pirate ii, A bargain of
rock-cod, purchased, .for the use of the family. 1895 Scully
Kafir Stories 106 Food for the use of the Zulus on the
journey would be provided.

18. Law. The advantage^ a specified person or

persons in respect of profit or benefit derived from
lands or tenements, etc.

In AF. the original us (aUo use) was later replaced by the
unrelated forms oes, eus, cups, ops, ocpsx see Oeps,
1393 in Collect. Topogr. (1S36) III. 256 A rente charge

paiable to the vs and profit of his chanterie there. 1439
Rolls ofParIt. I V. 344/1 Any of the seidc Lordes shal, . . to
thair u.se or behove, receyve or take any astate, feffement,

' or possession of landys..that standith..in debate, 1443
Ibid. V, 57/1 The said Feffees haue no title ner interest
therynne, but only upon trust, and to his use, to execute his

. will. \»!iriAct 3 Hen. VII^ c. 4 All dedes of gyfte of goodcs

I

and catalles..made of trust to thuse of that persone or

I

persones that made the same dede of gyfte. 1535-6 Act 27
' Hen. VIII, c. 10 § 4 Where, .purchase of any Landes..

shalbc made, , to any other person or persones. .to the use

j

and behove of the seid Huslwnd and Wife or to the use of
I the wife. 1599 in Roxb. Ball. (1886) VI. p. xxvi, The sonmie

j

of sixteene poundes of myne Restinge in the handes and
I
keepinge for me and to my use of Richard Oringe. 1739

Jacob Law Diet., Cestui que ^V«,. signifies him to whose
Use any other Man is enfeoffed of any Lands or Tenements.
X766 Blackstone Comm. II. 371 The lands were granted.

.

to nominal feoffees to the use of the religious bouses. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 338 If the heir refuses to come in..,

the I^rd , . may seize the estate to his own use. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVI. 65 If a feoffment had been made to A for life

to his own use, with remainder to B in fee for the use of C.

19. Office ; function ; service.

X509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xxiv. (Percy See.) xo8 This is the

use .of the eyene intere, To se all thynges. 1560 Biki.e

(Genev.) i Chron. xxviii. 15 Yox the candlcstickes of siluer,

..and the lampes thereof, according to the vse of euerie can-
dlesiicke. a 1718 Prior Alma ii. 398 Observe but in the^e

Neiglib'rlng Lands, The diff'rent Use of Mouths and Hands.
tjz^ Law Serious C. iv. 47 Things may, and must differ in

their use. i8ix A. T. Thomson Land. Disp, (i8r8) 442 The
use of the sand in these processes is to prevent the amber .

.

from passing over into the receiver. 1858 Sears A than.

xviii. 161 It performs its use in the grand ctonomy.

20. The character, property, or quality which
makes a thing useful or suitable for some purpose

;

capability for securing some end ; usefulness, utility

;

advantage, benefit,

1598 Manwood La7ues Forest To Rdr., The necessarie vse

and common good, that may arise, .by the publishing of this

Treatise. x6^ Prynne Cens. Cozens 40, I would willingly

learne but this much.. : what vse there isof these Dcuotions
..in our Church or State? 1667 Milton P. L. vii. 346
God made two great Lights, great for thir use To Man.
1700 Locke Hum. Und. (ed. 4) iv. vii. § 14, I may have
reason to think their use 13 not answerable to the great

Sti ess which seems to be laid on them. 1713 Steele Spect.

No. 492 P 2 Here's a little Country Girl that's very cunning,

that makes her use of being young and unbred. 1759 John-
son Rasselas xxxi, He that has built for use, till use is

supplied, must begin to build for vanity. 1780 Bentham
Princ. Legisl. (1789) p. ccxcv, A few words, for the purpose

of giving a general view of the method of division here pur-

sued,, .may have their use. 1853 K^a^Grinnell Exp. xxix.

(1856) 248 Her position changes so constantly that there is

little use of recording it. 1878 T. Hardy Ret. Native n. ii,

Is there any use in saying what can do no good, aunt ? 1880

Mrs. Forrester Roy ^ V. I. 2 What is the use of making
up my ipind.

b. In the phr. to or of (uOy little^ etc.) use,

(a) 1383 Wyclif Wisdom xiii. 13 To noon vse, a crokid

tree. .he makeih, 154s Udall tr. Erasm. Apoph. 157 b.

Denying the arte of geometric, .to bee to veraye Utle use or

purpose. 1611 Bible Tobit vi. 6 To what vse is. .the gall

of the fish? 1643 Cromwell Lett. * Sp. (1S71) II. 288 It is

to no use any man's saying he will do this or that. 1868-

in Vks. and Oxford dialect use {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

{b) 1637 J. Taylor (Water P.) Armado, or Navy of Land
Ships Ci,The Snarlc, a small dogged Pinnace, of more
vse then profit. 1634 Sia T. Herbert T^yv. 35 A Castle

planted with great Ordnance and Ammunition, but of small

vse. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxvi. It is a thing

of great Use, and great Value. 1711 Addison Spect. No.
121 p 2 Beasts and Birds, .that are of Assistance and Use to

Man. 173s Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia Voy. iv. 27 Some
pieces of Callicoc, whicii were of the same Use as Money.
1810 Crabbe Borough XX. 322 To be of use Would oleasant

thoughts and heavenly hopes produce. 1859 ^- ^' Paget
Curate Cumbers-.vorth 354, I had good reason to hope that

I w.ts being of use at Ruo>t. 1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. ii. 83
Snow is of great use in winter, as it protects vegetation from
being nipped by severe frost.

C. Willi ellipse of prep.

xSzo Shelley Let, to Maria Gisborne 222 Alas I it is no
\

use to say, ' I'm poor !
' 1837 J. H. Newman Lett. (1S91)

II. 230 From their thinking it no use doing good, unless it

is talked about, 1874 Dasent Hedf a Life HI. 46 Fifty

years before it might have been some use to him. 1886 ' H.
Conway' Living or Deadxx\ , Roihwell [tried]., to look as

much at his ease as possible. But it was no use.

21. Need or occasion for using or employing

;

necessity, demand, exigency. Freq. to have use

for {or i of).
1604 Shaks. 0th. in. iii. 319 Gtue it {sc. a handkerchief]

me.. .1 haue vse for it. 1607 Norden Sutv. Dial. 21^ For
there is no Country , . but hath vse of timber. X633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts, N, T. 95 Not out of any necessity or use of

!
nature.. he took that fish, \6-jm Mede's Wks. (ed. 3) Life
p. xxxvi, A Book of Mathematicks which he had great use

j

of, and had long thirsted after. 1695 Dryden Parallel
I Poetry ^ Paint. Ess. (ed, Ker) 1 1. 140 Our author calls them
! figures to be let ; because the picture has no use of them.

1826 Andrew Scott Poems 39 The warld will still have use
for you and me. 1854 H. Miller Sch. ^ Schm. vii, I'here

i was no use, they said, for being in the Devil's Cave so late.

b. In the phr. to have no ttsefor, to be set against

;

to wish to have nothing to do with ; to dislike.

Orig. U,S.

I

1887 Trans. Amer. Philol, Assoc. XVII. 46, 1 have no
use (or him—don't like him. 1896 Harper's Meig. XCII.
771/1 Bulow. .spoke bis mind freely to his adjutant. ' I have

I
no use for Bernadotte,' said he. 1903 'H. S, Merriman*

;
Last Hope xl. The Marquis had.. spoken in French, and
the Captain had no use for that language.

V. 22. altrib. and Comb.^ as use-value \ use-

established^ -making., 'irampUr\ use-forge (see

16 e and Forge sb}) ; rue-inheritance (see quot.

1S90), Also Use-man, -MONKY.
1608 DoD & Cleaver Expos. Prov. ix-x. 15 A profitable

' use-making of the undeserued favour. .shewed unto them.
! 1617 HiERON Wks.{it-2o) II. ago The well vnderstanding
' anci right vse-making of these. 1873 Iron 5 Apr. 356/1 A use

forge with a 45-cwt. double-acting Nasmyths steam ham*
mer. 1887 Browning Parleyings, Apollo f( Fates 61 What
if we granted—law flouter, use*trampler— His life at the suit

of an upstart? 1887 tr. Marx' Capital I. 2 The utility of

a thing makes it a use-value. Ibid., Use-values become a
reality only by use or consumption. 1890 W. P. Ball^^^^'*

I

Use ff Disuse 23 The increasuig difficulty of complex evolu*

I
Cion by natural selection ts no proof whatever of use<inhcn<



USE.

tance.^ [iVote.] I venture to coin this concise term to signify
the direct inherirance of the effects of use and disuse in
kind. 1897 Month April 364 *Mass,' in the honest, use-
established sense, means the Roman Mass.

Use (y«z), V. Forms: a. 3-4, 7 vsen (5 vsyn,
vson), 3-4 \isen (5 usyti), 4-7 vse (3-4 vsi, 4 vsy,

4-5 vsie, Sc, 5-6 wse, 6 ws, vsz\ 4- use (4 usy,
8 uea)

; 5 ouse, yowese, 6 (9 dial.) youae, 9 dial,

yuse, 5 (9 di'aL) hewse, 6 euso (9 dial, ewse).
/3. north, and Sc. 4 oise, 4-6 oys, oyse, 5-6 oysa
(5 oysse, OS, oae), 6 oiss

; 4 wyae, 5 vyse, 6 viae.

[atJ. OF. ttser ^aUo F.), useifj usser, niser, etc. ( —
Sp. and Pg. usar^ It. ttsare, med.L. usdre)^ f, L.
iiS'y ppl. stem of ftli: see prec]

I. 1. trans. To celebrate, keep, or observe (a

rite, custom, etc.) ; to pursue or follow as a cus-

tom or usage.
a 1240 Lo/song-\x\ O. E. Horn. I. 207 purh alle Jjc o3re sacre-

menz Vet holi chirche foluwe3 and iiseS. c 12^0 Beket 518
in .S". Eng. Leg. I. lai Customes here weren bi-fore i-vsed,

ich onder-stonde. 1340 Ayetib. 48 Vor alle t>e sacreniens
of holi cherche me ssel vsi clenliche. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 351 pat manere is git i-used in the chirche of
Rome. 1:1400 Desir. Troygof)-j pen ordant was.. a fynerall

fest, ^t frekes Jwn v-;et. ?« 1450 Compaui. Treat, m Roy
Rede vtCf etc. (Arb.) 183 The lettre of the ceremonies of ye
olde lawe sleyih the lewes and them th:»t nowe vsen them.
c 14^ St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2076 pai vsed customes vn-
stabitl. 1504 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases (Selden
Soc 1911) 11. 2B6 Contrare to ther costoraez out of tyme
of mynde vsed. c 159a Marlowe yew ofMalta iv, ii, Bar.
No, 'tis an order which the Fryars vse. i6a3 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Faretv. Tmver'bottles A 2 b, So. .did Customes
change : The Ancient vse, vs*d many yeares before, Was
solde. x6«5 PuRCHAS Pilgrims II. 1132 The like custom is

vsed throughout the Dominions of Mutezuma. a 1648 Ld,
Hi-.SBFRT lien. I'm (1683) 7 That the Crown might be put
on the King's Head with that Solemnity, which in former
times was used. 1889 Meiklejohs New Hist. Eng. i. 11

Many noble Britons assumed and used the Roman toga,,.

and the customs and manners of their conquerors.

+ b. {To be) tisedy to constitute a use, usage, or

custom ; to be usual or cnstomary. Also \b) witli

to (and inf.), or thai (and clause). Obs.

13.. Gesp. Nicodemt/siG.) 122 Of Emperoures l>at are had
l>ene pis was used in [?at land. 1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls)

V. 145 It was i-ordeyned^Lente iastynge ofCrist, .schulde
bygynne and dure as it is now i-used. 1423 Yonge tr.

Secreta Secret. 247 Aftyr the . . houre of the day y-custumet

or vsct. 1550 Crowi^y Last Trumpet 1231 Thou shalt

not fynd that thou maiest..leauy a great fine More then

hath bene vsed alwayes. X58S Stanyhurst Atneis i. (Arb.)

a8 Of Tyrian virgins too weare thus a quiuer is vsed [L,

tugs est\ 1648 Gage West ind. 88, I thought. .of Indians

turned into the shape of beasts (which amongst some hath
been used). 1650 in W. S. Perry Hist. ColLAmer. Col. Ck.

(i860) 1.2 It shalt be lawful, as it hath been used heretofore,

to make Probates of wills . . in the Colony.

(/)) 1377 Langu p. pi. B. xviii. 377 It is nou^t vsed in erthe

to hangen a feloun Ofter han ones, c 1450 in Snrtees Misc.

(1890)63 It is usyd that the sayd liurgese schall chese,,two

aletastars. tiiySc.Acts, 7(W.///(i8i4) II. 182/2 Anevthir

lo.haue tharc feis as wes vsit to be gevin to,.changeoures

in aid tymes. 1533 Fitzherb. Hnsb. §15 It is vsed in many
countreys, the husbandes to haue an oxe.harowe..made of

sixe smal peces of timbre. 1548 Hall CAron., Hen. VII^

50 b, It was also vsed that hc.shoulde likewise., be. .com-

mitted to the Bishoppes pryson. 1^77 Fulke Ans%v. Trtie

Christian 42 From the beginning it was not vsed to praye

for the deade. i6ai Bp. Mountagu Diatribae 531 It was in

old times vsed ..for men to shaue themselues. 1643 tr.

Perkins* Pro/. Bk. ii. § 1 19. 53 Forasmuch as it is commonly
used to write a deed before it be sealed.

+ 2, To observe or comply with (a law, rule,

etc.) ; to enforce or put into practice. Obs,

a ijoo Cursor M. 9478 pis es hot laeh . . Vsed in curth Hs
ilk dai. c iw Cast. Love 240 In ^^c kynges court 5it vche

day Me vse> [julke selue lay. c 1350 Will. Paieme 5240

Alle lul>er lawes J>at long hadde ben vsed. 1440 Paston Lett.

I. 40 The Duk..hath made his oath upon the Sacrement,

and usyd it, never for to here armes a^r-enst Englond. c 1450

St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2076 To vse bair reule J>ai \sc. monks]

had na wille. Ibid, yidb Our haly fadcrs statutes,. .
Vyse ?c

jiaim besyly as sow aghte. 1526 Tindale i Tim. i. 8 We
knowe that the lawe is god, yf a man vse it lawfully. 1609

Skene Reg. Maj. 3 AI Barons sail receaue, and vse the laves,

as they are vsed in the Kings court.

3. To prosecute or pursue (some course of ac-

tion) ; to do, perform, carry on. Now rare,

a. <ii3SJ }olitiOT Poems {ed. Hall)ii. 30 pe Skotte..vses all

threting with gaudes and gile. 1444 Rolls 0/ Parit. V.

121 The seid Co(munlalte. .may use accion of the somes of

money accorded to be payd to the seid Co[mun]alte, ayeinst

him. 1454 Ibid. 255 That all manere of persones. .use thaire

continuel alxwd uppon thaire said Office. 1547 Boorde
Jutrod. KnmuL 217 I'hey be lyght fyngerd and vse pyking.

*573 Tusser Husb. ( 1878) 1 1 3 Use now in thy rie, little raking

or none. 1648 Gage West Ind. x. 3^ The chiefest Market

place, where all the buying and selling was used. 1670

Narborough Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i. (1694) 52 They
use bathing and stuping those places. X765;8 Erskine

Inst. Law Scot. \\. ix. \ 4 The superior's consent is presumed,

from his not using acts of interruption. 1873 w. Stokes

Rapid Writing 100 The Art of using writmg should be

..inculcated by all teachers.

^ X375 Barbour Bruce x. 565, I oysit lang that travailing,

So that I can that rod ga richt. c xa^s Wvntoun Cron. vii.

X. 3528 In Ingilwodeand Bcrnnysdaile pai oyssit al his tyme

bar trawale. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7008 At his graue

he vysii praying. 1513 Douglas /Kneid xn. xiv. 110 Oys
furth thy chance: quhai nedis proces mar?

+ 4. To ply or carry on (an occupation, profes-

sion, etc.) ; to follow or exercise ; to discharge

the functions of (an office). Obs.

471

1375 Barbour Bruce xii.414 Men that oysis thai inystcri^.

1382 Wyclif I Citron, xxiv. 2 Eleasar vsede presthode, and
Ythamar. c 1440 Genejydes 1176 Wherefore they calle vs
noo good lauenders, And we haue vsid it tlius many yerez.

149s -'ic/a Dom. Cone. (1839)415/1 In caise. .Alexander haid
remanit. .nocht within be said tonne nor vsand l>e Course
of merchandise |jerintill. 1542 Reg. Cupar Abbey II. 22

We will at nane liant nor vs the office of brewing, bakin,
selling of wyne [etc.]. 1556 Rec. Inverness (^tvf Spald. CI.)

I. 2 Aganis the law the sayd Thom. .dispresit him wsand
his office, 1585 T. Washington tr. Nic/iolay's Voy, 11. viii.

42 [ I f] she will continue in that occupation, she . . may vse it

at her pleasure. i6n Bible i^ Tim. iii. 10 Then let them
vse the office of a Deacon, being found blanielesse. 1652
Nef.dham ir. Selden's Mare CI, 197 Merchants., using Com.
merce in the very Sea with the Inhabitants. 1665 in De Foe
riagne (1754) 48 That no Searcher,. be permitted to use
any public Work or Employment. 1721 Perry Daggenh,
Breach 115 Commanders of*^ Ships, particularly those who
use the Southern Trade. 1773 Life PT. Fro^vde 75 An Im-
plement Mr, M'Namara had worn ever since he used the

Aleditenanean Trade.

iransf. 1730 Lett, to Strickland ret. Coal Trade 16 A
I Number of Ships crouded into the [Coal] Trade, that did

I

not use it before.

fb. To follow or pursue (a manner or course of

i

life). Obs.

j

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 25 Our I^rde forto stere som
forto vse this medlid liffe toke [etc.]. a 1450 Knt, de la Tour
(iG6a) 12 [She] used the blessed lyf that any woman might.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 195 b/i Whan she had lyued and
usyd thys lyf fyfty yere. 1578 .SVt?/. Poems i6thC.{\%o\) II.

125 The wicked life that I did vse. 182X Scott /"/r^i/^xxxi,

I am determined to turn honest man, and use this life \sc,

piracy] no longer.

C. To Spend or pass (a period of lime) in a cer-

tain way, (Now only as implying sense 7.)
'

ii|.77 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 5 He is liappy that

,
usith his dayes in doyng couenable thlnges. rt 1533 ^''^'

:
Berners Huon Ixxxii. 256 In grete doloure & payne fhaue

i
v.syd my youth. 1538 .Starkey Englami i. 1. 24 So now

j
also vse your tyme . . to the mayntenance . . of the same. 1607

Shaks. Timon iii. i. 39, 1 haue obsented thee alwayes for.

.

1 one that knowes what belongs to reason; and canst vse the

. time wel. 1613 Sidney's Arcadia \i\. 390 Now me thinks it

;
time To goe vnto the Bride, and vse this day. 1873 W.
SroKEfi Rttpid Writing ^{2 Use your spare moments in prac-

; tising Writing.

t d. To frequent (another's company). Obs,

1547 BooBDE Brev. Health cccxxix. Cvij, Fyrste lyue out

I of syn.,and than vse honest myrth and honest company.
1564 Child-Marriages (i8c>7) loi As report is, she hath vsid

;
the evill Companie of William Gallimour. 1599 Shaks., etc.

; Pass. Pilgr. 422 They that fawn'd on him before Use his

j

company no more.

i
5. To engage in, practise (a game, etc).

I
1320-30 Horn Ch. 42 To harpe wele, and play at ches,

I

And al gamen that used is. c 1380 .S";> Feruvih. 2225 Summe
\

Jtay vse^a maner of play to caste welaspere, 1557 North
i Gueuara's Diall Pr, 1. ii. (1568) 163 They agree to their

scollers to vse some pastyme. 1581 Southampton Court
! Z«^i?rc. (1906) II. 221 Dennys Edwardes. .comenly vssethe

I

vnlawfTuU games. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 299 Use notExercise

and a Spare Diet;, .if much Exercise, then a Plentifiill Diet.

,
£-1636 A. Stafford ywj-/4/'''''(i^6o) p. xxxi.\, To shoote in

. .Cross- Bowes, and to vse diverse other Recreations. 1764

I

in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 539 A. .corpulent

Man, who lived freely and used no Exercise. 7x770 T.

I

Bridges Homer 11 Let discord cease, Use War abroad, at
I home use Peace. 1794 S. Williams Vermont 83 In such
' a situation, he uses no exercise, i8ox Strutt Sports ^
\ Past. II. ii. 74 In old time, . . wrestling was more used than it

has been of later years.

t b. To have experience, or be engaged,in (war).

C1440 Alph. Tales 76 Aide knyghtis Jjat..vsyd batels &
cutlie gyff gude cowncell. 1474 Caxton Chesse ii. iv.(i883)

44 He had longe tyme vsid the warre. 1523 Ld. Berners
Froissart I. cclxxv. 167 b/2 He had long tyme vsed the

warre, and sene great experience tlierin.

6. To put into practice or operation ; to carry

into action or effect.

In very freq. use, with a variety of objects, e i340-<: 1610.

a. 13.. Gaw. ^Gr. Knt, 3106 He is amonmetliTes, &mercy
non vses. 13.. Coer de L. 4670 Yifl thou it \sc. clemency]

use, Thou dedest nought as I the bad. C1400 Vwaiue 4-

Gaw. 36 For trowth and luf es al bylaft. Men uses now
another craft. CX440 Alplt, Tales 353 He vsid robborie,

avowtrie, inceste. X483 Caxton G. de la Tour e vj b, He
..vsed all euyl dedes whiche he couthe ymagyne to doo.

x54a Brinklow Lament, i Certayne greate vyces vsed

therin isc. in London]. 1550 Baldwin Mor. Philos. N vi,

To vse vertue is perfecte blessednesse. 1589 Greene Mena-
phon (Arb.) 88 Twas a good world when such simplicitie was
vsed, sayes the old women of our time. 1616 R. C. Times*

tVhistle (1871) 50 All lawyers I cannot heerof accuse, For
some there are that doe a conscience vse. X644 Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 37 The like severity no doubt was us'd. a 1680

Butler Rem. (1759) I. 15 She [Nature] affects so much to

use Variety, in all she does. 1710 W. King Heathen Gods

^ Heroes 41 Her other Brother Neptune used the same
Freedom with her. X758 S. Havward Serm. p. xiv, It is

certainly a minister's duty.. to use plainness and faithful-

ness. 1839 Fr. a. Kemblk Rend, in Geofgia{,\Z6i) 76 They
consider it the lowest degradation in a white to use any
exertion. 1898 Scrilmers Mug. Dec. 690 It was her regular

smile, the one she ussd every evening.

0. ax34o Hampole Psalter, etc. 497 Oysand sorow for

my syn. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. {Mattliias) 108 Quhen
na man mycht se, pane wald he oyse sic cruelte. 1447

BoKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 167 For jie facundye wych she

oysyd |?ere. C1500 Lancelot 1699 To mych to oys fami-

liaritee Contempnyng bryngith one to hie dugre.

b. To practise or exercise towards, against, or

upon others.

1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) VI I. 17 He wolde have i-used

t>e strenghe of rehgioun, but ]>« cruelte of Gascoyns wolde

noujt suffre it. 13*8 Wyclif Matt. xx. 25 Thei that ben

gretter, vsen power on hem. 1 1460 Fortbsci;e/4^j. <^ Littu

USE.

/!/<?«. ii. (1885) I" Vsing vppon thaim the lordshippe that Is
c&lhd do/tiinium regale tantum, 1470 Henry Wallace vi.

895 Sic saliisyng I oyss till Inglis men. 1542 Udall in
Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 4 It maje please your maistership
to use lowardes me sum moderation, 1598 R. Bernard tr.
Terence, Andria Prul., I pray you. .use not parcialitie, and
diligently weigh the matter. 163a Massincer & Field
Fatal J)o7v>y v. i. Therefore use a conscience . . To me. 1653
HoLCROFT Procopius, Goth. Wars i. 6 The Goths . .had used
hostility upon Graiiana. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinCs
Advts.fr. Parnass. I. xv, Ingratitude which moral Philoso-
phers were daily seen to use towards their benefactors. 1702
Lng. Theophrast. 124 The violences we commit upon our
selves are oftentimes more painful, than those which other
people use towards us. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antiq. vi.

111. § 4 ihe ungrateful conduct they have used towards me.
1822 Shelley tr. Calderon 111. 78 Tell me all, what poisonous
Power Ye use against me.

II. 7. To make use of (some immaterial thing)
as a means or instrument ; to employ for a certain
end or purpose.
o. e 13x5 Shoreham I. 532 Wel bet may god to oure prou

pyuerse formes vsy. c X340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3503, 1 rede
ilk man.. pat he use J>a ten thinges sere J?at fordus..Alle
veniel syns. _<: X37S Se. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreiv) 946 Vndir
5our proteccione to luf in contemplacione, and warldly
thingis to refuse and hewinly thing sine (o wse. C1400 St.
Alexius {Laud 622)672, 1 graunt wel ^at it be so, Pine bedes
^if Jjou wilt ouse. c 1410 LanternofLi^t 132 pat helpe may
cum of vsing Goddis word. 1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 561/2
The preferment of labour and occupacion, such as hath been
used by the makyng of the seid Cloth. XS37 Cromwell in
Merriman Life Sf Lett. (1902) II. 107 'Ihat vising your
effortes ernestty..in other pointes of your charche & comis-
sion you schalbe playne with the said depute. 1568 Graf-
ton Chron. II. 52 He so vsed the matter with Adrian the
fourth. ., that he was by him dispensed of his aforesayde
othe. 1592 Arden of Frz'ershain i. i. 256 As sharpe witted
Poets.. Vse humble promise to their sacred Muse. X614 T.
Davies (Heref.) Eclogue 198, I nill vsen any skill so myich
..as this so nice, and free. 1671 Milton /'. R. \i. 380 And
who withholds my pow'r that right to use? 1732 Bp.
Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 35 Freedom is either a blessing or
a curse as men use it. X766 Goldsm. Vicar xxi, His generous
patron . .judged it highly exped ient to use dispatch, lest (etc. ].

1819 Shelley Cenci j, i. 127 The third of my possessions !

I must use Close husbandry, or gold . . Falls from my withered
hand. X877 Sparuow Serm. xiv. 183 'I'he blessings of this

life generally, he says, the good man uses but does not serve.

i8&(. tr. Lotze's Metaph. 433 Using the images of processes
which themselves spring from it in a way we cannot explain.

3. A 1340 Hampole Psalter Prol. (1884) 4 He spekis of
Crist.. in h^t at he oises t>e voice of his seruaiites. f 1375
Se. Leg. Saints xxvi. {Xicholas) 730, I pray 30U pat je wU
oys it {sc. the legend] dewotly. a 1400 in Ilampole^s Wks.
(Horstm.) I. 261 pan awe it maste of alle othire Orysouns to
be Oysede in all-haly kyrke.

b. Witii to (and inf., or sb. denoting purpose).
c 127s Lav. 24293 Moche hii vsede J^at craft [= astronomy]

to lokie in ]jan lufte. X377 Langl. P. PL B. x. 129 po J?at

vseth ]>is hauelounes to blende mennes wittes, 14.. Lyd-
gate's Horse, Sliepe ^- G. 507 in Pol.^ Rel., <$ L. Poems (1903)

36 Vse her yiftes & her prerogatives To that same eende.
X486 Bh. St. Albans c v. That an hauke use hir craft all

the seson to flye or lefe. 1551 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI
(1914) 56 In the meane tyine to vse soche diUigence to his

furnyture, as shall seme to you expedyent. X578 Timmb
Calvin on Gen. 109 Sacrifices were used of the holy fathers,

to celebrate the benefits of God. X644 Direct. Publique
Worship 32 Endeavours ought to be used to convince him.
X728 Veneer .y/wcrrtf Penitent Pref. p. x. The emperor was
obliged to use all his authority to make him leave Antioch.

1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T, 11. 3 The arguments used
by Lady Lettingham to detain her brother. x8ax Scott
Kenilvj. xxxviii, Until she had used her own efforts to have
her rights acknowledged by him. 1874 Green Short Hist,
vii. 40C) Elizabeth used the daring blow to back her negotia-

tions for peace.

o. To employ (a standard, type, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 27274 Vsand oJ>er weglit or mette Again
pe lagh in land es sett. Ibid, 28437 Again )>t lagh..Haf
1 wysed fals weght and mettc. X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

!• 37 pey haue)> a 5ere of apperynge pat 'pt.y vsct» in caU
culynge and in cronicle. 1563 Shute /Jrc////. Bjb, After-

wardes vsing then the measures of the forsayde Pillours.

X662 Stillingfu Grig. Sacrae \. i. § 20 They might use the

form of the Phoenician Letters. 1706 Act 6 Anne c. xi § 17

That. . the sameWeightsandMeasures shall be used through-

out the United Kingdom. 1826 Jas. Veitch Tables, etc. 7
Tho weight used for Hay . . contains 22 pounds . . in the Stone.

8. To employ or make use of (an article, etc.),

esp. for a profitable end or purpose ; lo utilize,

turn to account,

X303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2391 5if J'C he leyde a borde

to wedde,..5if b**u hit vse a^ens nys wylle, holy cherche

seyp ^at pou dost ylle. a X340 Hampole Psalter Prol.

(1884) 4 pis boke of all haly writ is mast oysed in haiykyrke

seruys. c X400 Cato's Morals 152 in Cursor M., pat pou has

gitin to pe, vse hit in honeste, & be nojt calde niping. c 1450
St, Cuthbert (Surtees) 1098 In swete mylk sethe floure of

wheete. And vyse it whils it base pe heete. X486 Bk. St.

Albans e iv b. At holyrode day he gooth to Ryde, And
vsith the bit When he may getc hit. 1556 Rec, Inverness

(New Spald. CI.) I. 2 Tlie serwandis quha wes wyrkand and
wssand the bot on the loch. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicho'

lay's Voy. i. xviii. 21 Vpon high places they vse cesternes,

but vppon the plaine . . they haue many welles. 1680 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. x. 1 87 When the Wheel is used, its Edge stands

athwart the Cheeks of the Lathe. 1736 Bailey Housh.

Diet. s-v. Acorns, Both the Acorn and husk, are us'd in

many astringent medicines, a 1815 in A.T. Thomson /.cm<^.

Disp. 524 It is necessary that all the vessels,, .which are

used, be of glass. 1833 J. Holland Manvf Metal U. 36

In the manufacture of surgeons* instruments.., the very

best steel.. should be exclusively used. 1900 Longm. Mag,
March 435, I received for answer that the first flower used
felt cooler than the second one.

b. To wear as an article of apparel.



USE.

c 137s Cursor M. 2048 (Fa'irf.), Na breke was vsed l>an in

lande. C137S Sc, Leg, Saints vii. {*James Minor) 59 Na
cUjjs of sylk he wald nocht were, bot lenyne clalh he oysit

ay. 'IS4SO Myrc Par, Pr, 1032 Hast (>ou ben prowde of

any g^'se Of any H'^S^ t*' ^o" dedust vse, Of party hosen,

of pykcde schone. 1593 Marlowe Hero <5- Leander i. 31

Buskins of shels all silucred vsed she. a 1660 Conterfi/>,

Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archseol. See.) 1. 183 How the Councell ussed

vizards. 1857 R. M. Bai.lantvne Cofat Island iv, As thiry

[sc. boots] fitted hi^ '^'^S* limbs and feet, he consented at

last to use them. 1885 Dillon I-'airholfs Costume II. 303

A cloak with a hood, used when travelling 1889 [see 1].

C. To make use of (land, ground, etc.) by work-

ing, tilling, or occupying.

1573 TussER Hnsd^^iSjS) x-j To get good plot to occupie,

and store and vse it husbandlie. 1604 K. G[kimstonk]
D'Acosta's Hist, Indies iv. 209 Although there be.. many
mines., as at the Indies, yet they vse none but those of gold

and silver. 1641 Aieieburgh Rcc. in N, Sy (?. 12th Ser. IX.

146/2 Of Robt. Fowler for a yeeres fearme for the shopp he
usetb. Ihid.^ Rec'd: of Henry I^awrence for usinge the

Towne ground. 1736 Pecge Kentidsms (E.D.S.) 54 He
uses it \sc. land for farming] himself. Ibid.s Who uses this

or that farm?

9. To work, employ, or manage (an implement,

instrument, etc); to manipulate, operate, orliandle,

esp. to some useful or desired end.

13.. K,Alis. 5256 The glevmen useden her tunce; The
wode aqueightie so hy sunge. 1340-70 Alex, ff Bind. 439
Vs ne likej> no lome in ourc land vse. Xj(46 Lvdg. 2 Night-

inhale Poems i. 305 The fende . . Leying hys lynes and
with mony a bayte Wsynge his hokes. 1474 Caxton
C/iesse II. iv. (1883) 44 That he had longe tyme vsid..armes.

1539 Bible (Great) Nutril>. x. 2 That thou mayst vse tliem

\sc. trumpets] to call ye congregacion together. 1582 N.
LicHKFiELD tr. Castankeda's Conq. E. Jnd. 1. iii. 8 h, The
people, .using the selfe same sorte of darts. 1596 .Shaks.

Mcrch. V. II. ii. 5 Good Launcelot lobbo, vse your^ leg^j. •

run awaie. 1611 Bible Jer, xxiii. 31, I am again-^t tlie

prophets . . that \-se their tongues. 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 62 In their festiuals they vsed. .musical instruments.

1733 TuLL Horse- f/oeine Husb. 295 A Farmer who uses

this Plow, may Till in all Weathers. 1765 A. Dickson Tre.^t,

Agric. (ed. 2) 154 Of the instruments used in tillage. i8z8
Scott F. M. Perth ii, While I form armour and weapons
for others, I cannot myself withstand the temptation ofusing
them. i8s9TES'NvsoNGerrt/«^^- ^«fV/goo[I have] wrought
too long with delegated hands, Not used mine own. 1880

KncycL Brit. XI. 504/2 In these investigations he. .used a
Perspicillum or simple lens.

10. To employ (a person, animal, etc.) in some
function or capacity, esp. for an advantageous end.

138a WvcLiF 2 Mace. iv. 40 The cumpanyes a^ein rys*

ynge,. .Lysymacus almest three thousand aarmyd wickid
hondis bygan for to vse, [by] sum tyraunt duyk, ^1470
Henrv Wallace v. 27 In Gyllisland thar was that brachell

brede, Sekyr oflf sent to folow thaim at flede. So was scho
vsyt on Esk. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 299 Vpon
the asse, whiche of no man before had ben vsed ne exercised.

1541 WvATT Declar, Wks. 1816 II. 281, I used Weldon and
Sworder..to be spies over Brauncetour. 1598 Florio s.v.

Mulatierey The carriers.. driue mules, and vse them to

Carrie. x6<)o W.Watson Decacordon (1602) 214 He had
better haue vsed his friend in another matter. x6. . Middi.f-
TON, etc. Old Laiv i. i, If you want money, to-morrow u-^e

me. 1671 Milton Samson 1499 Were not his purpose 'Jo

use him further yet in some great service. x^kA Act t Anne
c. 16 § 6 If auy Person.. shall keep or use any Greyhounds
..to kill and destroy the Game. x8os Jamks MiUt. Diet.
S.V,, He used his choicest troops on that decisive day. 1875
JowETT Plato {ed. 2) V. 54 They used and honoured all the

talent which they could find. 1897 A. Lillie Croquet 170
In making your break use your partner in preference to your
adversary.
transf. c 1600 Breton Daffodils ^ Primroses Wks.

(Grosart) I. 20/1 Some will sale (that many muses vse) There
are but nyne, that euer vsde to wryte.

b. To have sexual intercourse with. Obs. exc,

diaU (Cf.UsEj^. 3 b.)

13. . Gaw. ^ Gr. Knt. 2426 Alle J>ay were biwyled Willi
wymmen l>at jiay vsed. 138s \1\q.\av Prol. Bible iii. 6 Thei
that han.. newly weddid a wyf, and not vsid hir. 141 i-a

HoccLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1583 For l>ise causes thow hire

vse muste, And for non othir. 1541 Act^ 33 Hen. VlH^ c. 21

If the queene or wife of the prince.. stirre any person, .to

vse or haue carnal knowledge with them. 1565 Child-
Marriages (1897) 201 Hit hath bene told this deponent,
that they have vsid either other at bed and board, as man
and wief. 1584 R. Scot Discov. IVitclicr. iv. v. (1886) 63
Manie are so bewitched that they cannot use their owne
wives. 16x1 CoTGR,, Accommoder vne Jemme, to vse a
woman. 1650 Bulwer Anthroponet. 197 Bels of gold,..

which they put in when they are of age to use Women. 1889
N. iV. Line. Gloss, (ed. 2) 590 To use women, to commit
fornication or adultery.

11. To take or partake of as food, drink, etc, ; to

consume by eatkig or drinking. Alsoy%.
13.. J?. E. Allit. A B. II pay teen vnto his temmple &

temen to hym seluen, . . pay hondel J>er his aune body & vsen
hit bol*. 1388 WvcLiF Exod. XXX. 38 Eche man that doth
lyik tiling, that he ful vse [L. pe^/ruatur] the smei [1388
odour] of It, he shal peryshe fro his puplis. 1390 Gower Con/".

HI. 23 For who that useth that [food] he knoweth Ful
selden seknesse on him groweth, a 1450 Mvrc Par. Pr.
1940 5ef anyflye.gnat.orcoppe Doun in-to|?echalysdroppe,
..Vse hyt hoi alle i.fere, <rx48o Hknrvson Lion <V Mouse
xiii, Quhilk ysis daylie meiitis delitious. iS4» Booruk
Dyetary xxvi. (1870) 280 And vse these thynges, Cowe
myIke, Almon mylke, yolkes of rere egges. 1585 T. Wash-
ington tr. Nicholay's V&y. iv. xix. 134 [In] Lent they doe
fast . . , vsing none other food, then . . hearbs, frutes, and cer-
taine leane pottages. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 483
They drinke not wine, nor vse vinegar, but onely water.
16^ LiTHGOW Trav. in. 102 Lemmons..the Turkes vse at
their meate, as we doe the Verges. 1859 Tennyson Merlin
4* y. 462 Yea! Love.. carves A portion from the solid
present, eats And uses, careless of the rest.

472

+ b. To partake of (the sacrament) ; to take or

receive (the eucharist). Obs, (Chiefly absol,)

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7074 pe sacrement . . At t>e last

he..vsedand toke. xtfij Gude ^ Godlie />'. (S.T.S.) 17 Quha
vsis it vnworthili« Ressauis deide eternallie.

absol. a 137S Joseph Arim. 660 penne com Ihesu crist .. ;

He vsede of Goddes herd & a writ brouhte. 1389 in /-"^.

Gilds (1870) 14 From J>e leuacioun of cristis l)ody sacrid in

til ^at J>e preest haue vsed. 14.. Pol., Rel.y ff L. Poems
(1906) 122 when J>e preste hath don his masse, Vsed, & his

hondes wasche. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7058 When
he \sc. a priest] suld vse, In to J>e chalys lokes he.

12. To expend or consume (a commodity, etc.)

by use; to exhaust by employment.
c Z440 Promp. Parv. 522/2 Weryn, or vson, as clothys and

other thyngys . . , vetero.

1699 Bover Pr. Diet. s. v. User, They use, waste or burn
a great deal of Wood in that House. 1747 Mrs. Glassk
Cookery p. ii, A Cook that used six Pounds of Butter to fry

twelve Eggs. 1791 R. Mvlne 2nd Rep. 'J'hames Navig. 11

The Millers, .were using ail the Water as fast as possible.

1849 SoYKK Mod. Honseivi/e '^<,-] [.\s] the cream. .rises in

a froth, .. place it on the sieve; continue till all is used.

13. To iise up : a. To consume (a commodity
or stock) by use ; to exhaust the supply of.

1785 Grosr Diet. Vulgar 7"., Used up, killed ; a military

saying, originating from a message sent by the late general
Guise, on the expedition to Carthagena [etc.]. 1811 Ld.
Brougham in Bentham Wks. (1843) X.462, 1 cannot possil)ly

better use up (as the housewives say) this little credit. 1S47
Jllustr. Lond. News 10 J uly 27/3 To see if there were any-
thing there that had not yet been used up. 187S Mkrivai.e
Gen. Hist. Rome X\. 406 The genuine Roman race must have
been almost used up in the desperate warfare.

b. To dispose or 'make an end' of (a person).

Orig. U.S. coUoq,

1833 Jas. Hall Leg. West 38 It's a mercy, Miss, that

the cowardly varments hadn't u.sed you up body-aciously.

1863 in Southern Hist. Soc, Poficrs XII. 220 If you advance
..on them in front while I attack ihemin flank I think we can
use them up.

c. coUoq. To exhaust with fatigue, overwork,

etc, ; to overtire, wear out.

1850 Smrhlrv p. Fairlegh x, I saw you were getting used
up. i88a Bi:sANTW//^<'r/^xxviii. (1898) 199 The girls grow
up narrow-chested, stooping, consumptive. They are used
up wholesale, 1884 * Edna Lyall ' We Two v. Even if it

should use me up, what then? 1887 Daily Tel, 5_March
(Encycl. Diet,), We have used up no fewer than six Irish

Secretaries in little more than as many years.

14. To use offox out, = sense 13 a.

x8ta SouTHEV Otiiniana II. 2 An obscure., periodical
publication, which has long since been used off as 'winding
sheets for herrings'. 1849 Yrovhe. Nemesis 0/ Faith 109
The heart will have used out its power, and thoughts, .will

be unreal still.

m. 15. To si:)«ak or converse in (a language)

;

to write or talk.

c 117s Lav. 10068 Folk gan to vsi Yrlondes speche. c 1330
Arth. ^ Merl. 23 Freynsche vse l>is gentilman, Ac euerich

Inglische Inglische can. cx^oo Droichis Part 0/Play 11

1

For never in land quhair Eriche was vsit, To dwell had I

dellyte. 1547 Boorde Inirod. Kncnvl. i, (1870) 120 In Eng-
land is vsed all maner of languages and speches of alyens in

diuers Cities. Ibid. xxxv. 210 Where Laten is most vsed.

i6a8 Milton V^ac, Exerc. 8 Hail native Language, . .Here
I salute thee and thy pardon ask, That now I use thee in my
latter task. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 3 The Language
used in Denmark. 1819 Scott Ivanlwe ii. The Prior . . using
the lingua Franca, or mixed language, in which [etc.]. >8ai
— Keniliv, xxxvi. Can falsehood use thus boldly the Ian-

guage of truth? 1888 Jkssopp Visit, Nonvich p. xxxix,

[ He] should be able to use Latin, not merely to understand it.

b. To employ or give utterance to (words,

phrases, etc.) ; to say, utter.

a 1340 Hampole PSalter \xx\\\,z-^ Na wise man oysis gret

athis, in l>e whilke werid men vpbraydis god of his mercy.
£1374 Chaucer Boeth, 11. pr. ii. (1868) 33, I wolde plete wi)>

hee a fewe Jjinges, vsynge he wordes of fortune. ^14*5
Cursor M. 12050 (Trin.), Teche him. .Blessyng to vse &
not to ban. x^4 Caxton Fables o/Aisop r. Pref., Esope.

.

techeth also to be humble and for to vse wurdes. a 1500 in

Ratis Raving, etc. 98 Oys fare langage in alkyne thinge.

1539 Bible (Great) Ecclus, xxiii. 11 A man y^ vseth moch
swearing. 1596 Harington Metmn, Ajax (1814) 24 [When]
such phrases.. are used to ribaldry. i6ax Bp. Mountagu
Diatribae 14 Euery where, either directly, or indirectly,

you doe, to use your owne phrase, Cry downe that right.

i6sS Stanlev Hist. Philos. i. (1687) 27/2 Using speeches,

the eflect wliereof, he afterwards thus exprest in Verse. 1718
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Viscera, This Word is also frequentiy

used singularly, Viscus, to express some particular part of
the Entrails. 1729 T. iNSEsCrit. Essay (iS-jg) 2^5 Nennius
. . uses promiscuously the names of Scythie and Scoti for the

same people. 1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v. Leaflets, For
the same reason, if we use leaf, we must not use foliole.

i8ao Shelley (?r^//tfwj 100 Nature must lend me words ne'er

used before. 1838 LvrroN Leila n. i, Thou usest plain lan-

guage, my friend, 1875 Jf.vons Money (1878) 250 We use

a great many words with a total disregard of logical pre-

cision.

16, To resort to (a place) frequently or habitually

;

to frequent or haunt; also, to dwell in. Now rare,

c 1400 Maundev. {1839) xxxi. 307 5if tbe Merchauntes
useden als moche that Centre as thei don Cathay, c 14^0
Promp. Parv. 512/2 Vsyn, or hawntyn,yrr^w^«^(7.

^ 15*8 in

Leadam Star ChamberCases (Selden) II. 175 All iiij [have}

eusyd & occupyd the market and inhaunsyd the pryse of

grayne. i53sCovkrdale Jer. ii. 23 Like a wilde Asse, that

vseth the wildernesse. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. iii. ii. 231
[I am] Not of this Countrie, though my chance is now 'i'o

vse it for my time. 1611 in B. Camm Benedictine Martyr
in Eng. (1897) 268 The other was Mr. Somers, alias Wilson,
who used London altogether. 1658 Cokaine Obstinate
Lady I. i, Poems (1874) 55 Use the Tavern once or twice a
day. 1686 tr. ChardvCs Coronat. Solyman 143 Forty large

USE.

Barques, such as tise the Caspian Sea. 1708 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4427/16 He useth the yucen's-head Ale-house.^ 17*5
Sloank Jamaica II. 320 It uses more the low sandy inland

parts than the plovers, snipes, &c. 1848 Thackeray \'an.

Fair xxxviil. He did not fail to tell everybody who * used
the room*. 1867 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 449 Doubtless also in

his sojourn here . . he used this hou.se, as our expressive phrase

has it, i88-| Good Words June 399/2 Your ordinary thief.,

may . . lord it in the public-houses lie * uses ',

b. To use the sea (f scas^, to practise the calling

of a sailor. Cf. Follow v, 9.

a 1634 Isaacson Andreives in Fuller Abel Rediv. (iBSj)

II, 156 His faiher,having most part of his life used the sea-;.

1681 R. Knox J/ist. Ceylon 124 These many years, .have 1

used the seas. 1728 Mokgan Algiers II. ii. 223 Rais was
then about thirty, and had used the Sea full ten years. 1773
L//e N. P'rcnvde 24 His Name was George White,, .who had
used the Seas from my own Age. x^gi Smeatox Edystone L

.

§314 John.. continued for some time to use the sea. 1894
Pall Mall Mag. Sept. 4 He had used the sea for above
thirty years, had built, owned and commanded ships.

f C. To associate witli (a person). Obs,'~^

1594 in Cath. Rec, Soc. Publ. V. 262 At my being there I

could not heare or perceyue he used any Inglishman much.

17. a. To treat or deal with (a person or thing)

in a specified manner; to behave or act towards

(another) in a particular way.
In frequent use from c 1550 to c 1730.

1483 Caxton G. de la 'Jour gv. They wold use her of an
cnorme and oner foule faytte. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apopk.
171 Many noble menne vsen their frendes none other wyse.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 804 Then he that tolde him the

tale vsed him with good wordes. 1590 Marlowe Edw. II,

V. ii, Vse Edmund friendly, as if all were well. 1639 in

Verney Mem, (1907) I. 106 My Collonel useth me with very

greate courtesy. 1680 Otwav Orphan \\. iv, But use me
gently like a loving Brother. i705> Steele 7Vj//<rr No. 11

f 4, i am used hy some People as if Isaac Bickerstaff, .was

no Body. 1756 C. Smart tr. Hor., Sat. 11. ii, When years

shall appro.ich, and feeble age require to be used more
tenderly. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ.,*Translation,T\s..
using him worse than a German. 1850 Tennyson Merlin
^ V. 534 So used as I, My daily wonder is, I love at all.

1863 Kinglake Crimea I. 311 They won France. They used
her hard. 1888 'J. S. Winter ' Bootless Childr. iv, 1 didn't

use poor Bill any too well.

b. rejl. To conduct or comport (oneself), + Also,

to resort or repair (cf. sense 22).

Freq. from c 1530 to f 1590.

<: 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 1031 YhehaifTso laugher oysyt
yowallane,Quhill witt tharoffis in till Inglandgane 1496-7
12 Hen. VII, c. 6 § r Every persone frely to use iheym self

to his moost avauntage, without exaccion. 1513 Bradshaw
St. Werburge i. 2354 He folowed saynt Werburge counsell,

Vsynge hym after her swete ghostly doctryne. 1547 Boorde
Brev, Health ccvii, Thus vsynge my selfe, I thanke God
I dyd make my selfe whole. 1590 Southampton Court
Leet Rec. (1906J n, 285 Being called before vs, [iheyj vsed

themselves contemtuously. i6ai Lady M. Wroth Urania
307 Who coniming to my fathers house, vsed himselfe. .in-

solently. (T1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 295 He
used himself more like a Fellow to your Highness, than like

a Subject. 1653 Nissena loS Excusing himself for that he
had not Lefore used himselfwith such obsequiousness towards
them as he ought, i860 Miss V'oxgf. Hopes ^ Fears I. ^87
Her eyes were on the alert to judge how he had been using
himself in the last half-year.

rV. 18. To make (a persoui etc.) lamiliar or

accustomed by habit or practice; to habituate,

accustom ; to inure, Freq. con»t. f in or with

(something).
In later use Sc, and chiefly in pa. pple. ; cf. c below.

c 1305 St. Edmund Cottf. 78 in E.E.P. (1862)73 In penance
he was so wel yused & )»eron ^ung ibro^t pat. .hit ne greuede

him ri5t nojt. a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii. 71 It is pro-

fetabil till me, Jiat pou oysid me in sere temptaciouns. 1387
'Ikevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 289 He t»at was idel. .meovej*

hym to batayle J)at is i-used in dedes of armes, c 1425 Eng
Conq. Ireland 21 Throgh kynd of Fraunce, we ben vsed in

wepene. 1489 Caxton Partes of A, 1. viii. Bijb, To see

his men vsed & wel taught in the said art and fait of armes.

a 1500 Ratis Raving 32 With wordis of lawte vs thi twnge.

cis86 C'tess Pembroke Ps. ixxvii. xii, A path whereon
thy crew As shepherds use their sheep. 1587 Holinshed
Chron. (ed. 2) 11. Hist. Scotl, 391 This man had accesse

unto the queene to plaie at cards, and to use hir with other

courtlie pastimes. 1606 Chapman Gentl. Usher v. ii. Using
thy husband in those vertuuus gifts For which thou first

didst choose him. 17x1 Countrey'MatCs Lett. Curat 85

Many.. had been used with the English Liturgie..at Lon-
don. 18x5 Scott Guy M. Iv, The like o' them's used wi'

graves and ghaists. a i8a6 in Child Ball. IV. 98/1 She took

my gay lord frae my side, And used him in her company.

183s D. Webster Orig. Sc. Rhymes 115, I had little been
used wi' sic resolute foes.

reJJ. 1534 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases {^^^txi) II. 211

Compleynaunt halhe vseyd hymselfe in exercysyng the fete

of bakyuE. 1560 Becon New Catech. Wks. 1564 I. 320 This
verye selfe same bodye. .whiche vseth it selfe here with the

soule in all maner of good workes,

b. Freq. with to (and sb. or inf,).

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. P. f 245 For to vsen a man to doon
goooe werkes. 1535 Coverdale Ecclus. xxiii. 13 Vse not

thy mouth to vnhonest and fylthye talkynge. 1560 Dacs
tr. Sleidane's Comm. 251 b, That they do eschew all. .idle

talke, and vse their familie to do lykewyse. 1585J. Washing-
ton tr. Nicliola-y's Voy. iv. i. 114 b, [Hunting being} an argu-

ment & occasion to vse men to ryse betimes. ^1643 Ld.
Herbert Auiobiog. (1824) 70 You shall do well also to use

your Horse to Swimming. 1688 Shadwell Sgr. A Isatia 11,

I, Some moderate skill in it will use a man to reason closely.

1740 Chesterf. Lett. Oct., To use your ear a little to

English verse. 1769 Goldsm. Hist. Rome (1786) I. 402
Having used his txxly much to antidotes, the poison had
but little effect. 1783 Justamond tr. RaynaCs Hist. Indies

VII. 91 It is not.. surprising that the seal. .should use her

little ones to live under water, 1814 Scorr Wav. liv, He
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wanted to u«;e her by degrees to Hve without meat. 1873-
in dialect use {Eng. Dial. Did.). 1877 Mrs. Lear tr. Fene.
lofCs Spiritual Lett. 240 So as to wean you like a child, and
use you to dry bread instead of milk.
refl. c 1305 St, Edmund Con/. 44 in E. E. P. (1862) 72 So

longehihemvsedel>erto. a\^S'> Knt.de la roMrdSee) 9 For
suche lyff as ye wille contyhue, use you to in youre youthe.
a 1568 AscHAM Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 88 For translating, vse
you your selfe.. to chose out some Epistle, .of Tullie. a 1568
m Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. CI.) 195 In yowtheid vse the to
temprance. 1615 tr. De Mont/ores Surv. E. Ittdies 39 Those
who have us'd themselves to Tobacca 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg, I. 63 Use thyself betimes to hear and grant our
Pray re, 1719 Da Foe Crusoe i. (Globe) sir Using himself
to them [jr. garments], at length he took to them very well.

1753 L. M. Accoinpl. Woman 11. 213 We may use ourselves
to fear as welt as to be bold, a 1818 M. G. Lewis yrnl. W.
Ind. (1834) 296 Mithridatesused himself to poisons, a 2850
Kfble Lett. (1870) 104 Using themselves when they wake
in the night to rise and say the fifty-first Psalm.

C. More nsu. in pa. pple. (Const, to or f^)
c 1480 Henbysom Fables^ Two Mice 58 To tender meit my

stomok is ay vsit. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour eivb, So
were the seuen Cytees brenned..by cause that they were
moche vsed of the fylthe and ordure of lechery. %^6Pilgr.
P^f- (W. de W. 1531) 94b, Wherby man..be accustomed
& vsed to chose.. y« thynge that is of lesse goodiies. 1555
Eden Decades 1. x. (.\rb.) 104 Such as haue byn vsed to owr
breade made of wheate. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 80
It is requisite that they bee alwaie vsed to hand, c 1645
HowellZ^//. (1678) 48 This City was us'd to fetch all those
Spices. 1682 Lister Goi/artius O/ Insects s^lhti Catter-
pillar..as soon as it perceives anything it is not us't to.
x-po Mandevili.e Free Thoughts (1729) 276 St. Poind, .was
used to ask, whether the farce. . was ready to be acted. 1796
MuE. D'Abblav Camilla IV. 329 I'm not used to be used
in this manner ! 1833 Disraeli Cont. Fleming vi. vi. The
friar smiled, and was evidently used to this raillery. xSjo
Thackeray Pt-ndenuisW^ A person, .used to making sacri*
ficcs. 1888 '

J. S. Winter ' Booties Childr. xi, Which . . had
stii red Terry's heart just as it had been used to stir it years
and years ago.

V, intr. 19. To do a thing customarily ; to be
in the habit of so acting or doing; to be wont to
do. (Chiefly in clauses introduced by aj, and now
only literary.) a. Of persons.
C1380 Wyclif SeL Wks. III. 434 And so shulde perish

makyng of prcsts and doyng of sacraments, as holy Cbirche
tisib. c 1400 Mai;ndev.(i839) v. 40 Clothed in . . the Sarazines
fuyse, and as the Sara/ines usen. 1473 Reg. Cupar Abhey
.. i8a Tha sal tak iij" of fuderis of petis quhar thai oysit
befor. 1533 '" Lcadam Star Chamber Cases (Seldcn) II.

05 The boucher..grevj-d shall signifie. .the name.. of any
such person, .that so vsilh. 1506 Spenser State Irel. Wks.
(Globe) 645/1 To manure and husband it as good farmors
use. x6i6 J. Lane Contn. Sgr.'s T, x. 388 This ^miliar
Dove twixt yond twoe kinges went boldlie to and fro, as
sen frendes. 1663 Butler Hud. i. i. 632 We should, as
learned Poets use. Invoke the Assbtance of some Muse,
lyao OzELL VertoCs Rom. Rep. (1740) If. xii. 237 In the
sight of all the Citizens, as the Censors use, when they (etc.],

1748 Earthquake Bern \\. 161 To kill animals in the same
Manner as they always had used, 1791 S.meaton Edystone
L, S 267 We had got up our stones . . as we had used from
the beginning. 18x6 Wordsw. *A little onward* 30 To
push forth His arms, as swimmers use, and plunge.. into
the 'abrupt abyss'. 1851 T. L. Peacock Misc. Wks. 1875
III. 364 First, as the truly pious always use, Approach with
fwayer, 1875 Browning Aristopk. Apol. 365 Die at good
old age as grand men use.

t b. Of things. Obs. rare,

\^fi tr. T. White's Peripat. Inst. 152 It varies its figure
with every motion as fire uses. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI, 773
In the same manner as the trunk of the lymphaticks uses.

20. With io and inf. : To be accustomed or wont
t0 do something.
In very frequent use from ^1400, but now only in pa. t.

used to^ with pronunc. (yiBst t«, yfi'stw).

a. 1303 R. Brunns Handl. Synne 6qi For ryche men vse
comunly Sweryn {v.r. to swcrejgrete obysgrysly. Ibid. 2661.
^1385 Chauckr L. G. W. 787 Thisbe, For olde payenys
that Idolys heryed Vsedyn tho in feldys to ben berycd.
* 1386 — Reez'e's T. ao A theef he was, . . a sly, and vsaunt
\v.r. usand] for to stele, c 1440 Gesta Rom. v. 12 His modir
vsith cuery day gretly to sorowe. 1464 Rolls 0/ ParIt. V.
563/2 Dyvers persones have gretely used to shippe woll..
cute of this Reame. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 43 Such
as the bcggerye phi!osophiers..usen to weare. 1550 -SVmM-
ampton Court Leet Rec. (1905) 1. 14 Thomas Casberd bathe -

vsid to sett his carte in the streate. 1596 Spenser F, Q. v.
viii. 17 Her name Mercilla most men vse to call i6ia
Webster White Devil x. \\. 202 Your silke-worme useth to
fast every third day. 1635 J. King David's Strait 15 As
we vse to maligne a Bayliue. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. vi.

304 The English then useing to let grow on their upper-lip
large Mustachio's. 17*8 Gay Bcgg. Op. 11. iv. You are not
so fond of me, Jenny, as you use[j/V] to be. 1767 Woman 0/
Foihion II. 26 How did we all use to admire her ! 1837
Ix>CKHART Scott I. iv. 132 Hc uscd to get all the copies of
these ballads he could. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrosian 53
You used to be a leal, true-hearted girl.

Comb. 1883 J. W. Riley Poems Here at Home (1893) 21
There lies a land, long lost to me, The land of Used-to-be.

iS. C137S Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. (MS. B) 401 A litel belle

men oysc to ryng. £1435 Wyntous Cron. i. 1265 Tebany
,bai oyssc to calle In to Grece J>e 'i'hebis all. c 1470 Henry
iVallace v. 760 Now thow sail feyll bow I oys to lat blude.

b. Predicated of things.

In frequent use from c 1620 to c 1675.

X445 in Anglia. XXVni.267 Al goddesses .. Haue ioyned
her dauncys within tht breste, which vsid hem to receive.

1547 Homilies i. Salvation in. F7 Therfore scripture vseth
to saie, that faithe without woorkes dooth iustifie. 1586

J. Chilton in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 588 Where the ships vse
to ride, made fast to ye said wal, with their cables. 1609
Holland Amm. Marcell. 333 What time folkes minds..
use to be dull and dead. 1663 Stillingpl. Orig, Sacrae i.

i. S 6 Tewels do not use to lie upon the surface of the earth.

Vol. X.
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1684 Cimtempl. St. Man ii. ix. (1699) 231 Temporal Felicity
uses often to end in Eternal Misery. 1726 \xam Designs
5 b, In that Season of the Year when the Water uses to be
lowest. znSHht.ElizalVarruickl.QboMi^] hisabsence
. .did not use thus to affect me 1 1810 Scott Lady L. I. xxi,
Yet seemed that tone.. Less used to sue than to command.
1839 Fr, a. Kemble Resid. in Georgia (1S63) 24s It is now
. .the rule, though it used not to be so formerly. 1884 F. M.
Crawford Rom. Singer I. 35 They used to be only a baiocco
apiece.

fc. In passive construction. Ois.
1523 FiTZHERB. Husi. § 132 If a tree be heeded, and

vsed to be lopped and cropped. 1607 Shaks. Cor. \n. iii. 25He hath bene vs'd Euer to conquer, a 1648 Ld. Herbert
Hen. VII/ ( 16S3) 399 As concernmg Annates used to be paid.
<r 1706 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 402 Nor were they used
of old to be read in churches. 1737 Waterland Eucharist
393 Prayer was then used to be offered up for that Purpose.
1788 London Mag. 399 The Tuilleries, where boats were
used to be found.

21. f a. To act, conduct oneself or one's affairs,

in a particular or specified manner. Obs. rare.
a I3SS Prose Psalter bcxvi. 12 Y shal jjenchen in alle h'ne

•verkes, and y shal vse [L. exercelior] in alle (>y fundynges.
c 137s Cursor M. 24051 (Fairf.), Bot now men vsis on ol)er
wise, per is mare of hir seruise. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss.
\. XV. 15 Kyng Edward.. and y« quene his mother. .vsed
moche after y« counsell of syr Thomas Wage. 1579 Tomsom
Calvin's Senn. Tim. 181/1 And therfore we haue to vse of
our selues modestly.

b. Sc. To accustom oneself, become accustomed
or habituated, get used, to something.
183S CARLVI.E Let. in Atlantic Monthly Sept. (1898) 295/1

'You will use, you will use,' and get hefted to the place, as
all creatures do. 1842 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1883) I. 158 If
I do not use to the noise. 1894 Cxockett Raiders 284 So
soon does one use to the sight.

22. To go frequently, to resort or repair custom-
arily, to a place or person ; to frequent or haunt
a place. Freq. with advs. (as thither, where), or
with preps, (esp. in earlier use with td). Latterly
dial. (Eng. Dial. Diet, s.v.) and U.S.
_
(a) C1470HENRY JFa//a<r«i.2O9lnt0thetounhewsytever.

ilk day. Ibid. 11. 290 He wsyt offt to that religious place.
iSSoinCaM. Rec.Soc. PubUV. 181 [They] be good witnesses
. .
howe many several! persons have vsed to the saienge of

masses. 1599 SlR R. Wrothk in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. III.
181 Sertaine lewde fellowes..doe frequente and use abouta
Layton heath. i6o> Bretok Mother's Blessing Wks.
(Grosart) I. 6/1 Presumptuous fooles, and irreligious lewes,
Emong the Nobler sort should neuer vse. a 1613 Over-
bury Characters, Ord. Widdo^v, Shee uses to cunning
women to know how many husbands she shall have. 1653
HoLCROFT Procopius, Pers. IVars 11. 51 Then shal! you by
our Countrey have the convcniencie of using to Roman
Seas. 1M3 Exlr. St. Papers Friends Ser. 11. (1911) l63
When he is in London be vseth frequently at Mr. Lawries
bowse. 1834 J. Hall Kentucky II. 40 ' But you seem
acquainted with these woods.' ' Yes, I use about here
some.' 1884 ' M. Twain ' Huckleberry Finn vi, If he didn't
quit using around there she would make trouble for him.

(/') 1470-83 Malory >4rMK?-xvin.xxii. 765, 1 am a gentil.
woman that vseth here in this forest huntynge. 1592 in

J. Morris Tronb. Cath. Forefathers Ser. 11. (1875) 54 Cotton
did use thither divers times. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. Pro!.
ii. Conduct me well In these strange waies, where neuer
foote did vse. <i 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Flask-ken, a
House where Thieves use. 1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer.
372, I can see where the deer used. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labour II. 475/2 The master of the hotel or the gents that
uses there.

trans/. 1591 Sylvester Ivry 370 Even as a Galley, in
smooth Sea subdues The tallest Ship that in the Streights
doth use. 1637 Milton Lycidas 136 Ye valleys low where
tlie milde whispers use, Of shades and wanton winds.

+ b. To inhabit, reside, or dwell in or at a place.
a 1585 Montcomerie Cherrie ^ Sloe 97 Musis that vsis

At fountaine Helicon. 1610 Fletcher Faith/. Shepk, iii.

i, I will give thee for thy food, No Fish that useth in the
mud. 1628 May Virg. Ceorg. in. 93 Snakes that use within
the house for shade, Securely lurk. 1707 Sloane Jamaica I.

p. xviii. This is known by the places where they \sc. fish] use.

+ C. To associate (or cohabit) with a person . Obs,
1382 Wyclif John iv. 9 Jewis vsen not with Samaritans.

*S59 Bercher Nobylytye \Vymen (Roxb.) 141 Thedaughters
of Lot, which vsed carnallye with their ffather. 1566 Stern-
hold & H. Ps. xxvi. 4, I do not lust to haunt or vse, with
men whose deeds are vayne.

1 23. To make use ^some thing. Obs.
c 1500 Melusine xx. 1 10 As long that ye shall vse of feyth.

fulnes.^ 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 44 For in the same
solemnitees men usen ofa custom. 1704 N . N. tr. Boccalinrs
Advts./r. Pamass. II. 171 He us'dofall the Rhetorick he
had, to praise that Vice.

t b. Similarly with with. Obs. rare.
«X4oo-5o Alexander 3594 Olyfauntis.., As ilkane vsyd

with in ynde vmquile with to fijte. 1502 Ord. Crysten
Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxL Xvi, He ought iustely to vse
with his puyssaunce and not in abusynge.

Used (y«zd), ///. a. [f. Use v. + -ed 1.]

I. fl. Customarily employed, experienced, or
met with ; accustomed, usual, wonted. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. met.v. (1868) 22 pe euesterreesperus

..comejj eft a3eynes hir vsed cours. c 144c Capgrave .S"^.

Kath. IV. 1719 These too natures in oure lord ihesu were.,
coupled to-geder ageyn vsed kynde. 1445 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1886) I. 343 Thei shall ocupye with all maner
of cariagez.. the vsed way within the ground. 1449 Pecock
Repr. v. ii. 489 These now had and vsid religiouns in the
chirche. 1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. IV. (1830) 150 A pane of
scarlet furrid with used ermyns. 1570 E. K. Spenset's Sheph.
Cal. Gen. Argt. F2 To call them by the vsed and bestknowen
name. 1650 Howell Giraffi's Rev. Naples I. 2 Forcing
him \sc. GcnsericusJ to bicT a us'd farewell to fair Italte.

1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Iiitprov. xxix. 272, 1 per.

USEFUL,
swade strong and indiflferent stomachs to continue their used
Diet.

b. That is or has been made use of; itlilized.

*S94- [see Well-used]. 1758 B. Franklin Poor Richard
(1890) 270 The used Key is always bright. i864£. A.Parkes
Pract. Hygiene 157 The used surfaces of the teeth begin to
^ar a square mark. 1883 J. W. Palmer Bric-d-Brac 37
Papering a room with u.sed stamps.

2. -fa. Kstablished by usage ; customary. Obs.
^MSo tr. De Imitatione iii. xiii, 81 The olde used custom

wol wijjstonde, but it shal be ouercomen by a better custom.
1603 Florio Montaigne n. xv. 358 An auncient custome, and
vsed cenmony.

b. Used and wont^ that is usual or customary

;

according to use and custom. Sc,
15x0 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 315/2 Payand thairfor

Jerehe four pundis thre s. usuale money, . .with all maner of
dewiteisusit and wount. 1568 Reg. Cupar Abbe^ I. 363
Item, to the convent . .for ane part of thair sustentatioun vsit
and wont. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 11. Table 63 Bot the fourt
heire sail make service vsed and wont. 1718 in Naimt
Peerage Evidence (1874) 34 With the rights rents and
services.. used and wont. 1814 Scott Wav.\,\^€\ claimed
permission to perform.. the service used and wont. 1864
Jedburgh Council Rec. 31 Oct. (MS.), With all ceremonies
used and wont.

3. Experienced (/« something); expert. Latterly

Sc,

c 1425 Eng. Conq. Ireland 23 Throgh kynde of Fraunce,
we ben wsyd in wepyn. c 1470 Henry Wallace iir. 379 For
thai war wicht,_and weill wsyt in wer. 1786 Burns Epist.
to y, Rankine ix, Some auld us'd hands had taen a note,
That [etc.]. 18*4 Scott St. Ronan's iii, Dick. .was an auld
used hand.

II, Used up. 4. U. S, Discussed thoroughly

;

talked of, or written about, critically,

1839 Mrs. Kirkland A Ne%o Home xxxv. 237 After tea
the poor Brents were completely 'used up', to borrow a
phrase much in vogue with us, and the next day I was..
asked, .if I had heard that Mr. and Mrs. Brent were going
to '^part'.

_ 1848 PoE J. R. Lotveil Wks. 1895 VIII. 5 The
various criticism.s, in which we have been amused (rather
ill-naturedly) at seeing Mr. Lowell * used up '.

6. slang or colloq. Thoroughly exhausted by
physical exertion or hardship ; tired out, * done up .

1840 R. H. Dana Be/ Mast y.x\\\\,\\{.^ was] barefooted..}
"cleaned out' to the last real, and completely *used up'.
185a Smedley F. Fairlegh xlvii. Why, the perspiration is

pouring down your face,— you look regularly used-up.
1888 J. C. Harris FVee Joe, etc, 226 It was a five-mile ex-
cursion ; and be returned, as Mrs. Haley expressed it, *a
used-up man '.

b. Knocked up by excess.

1890 Gunter Miss Nobody xiii. My heavens ! what a head
I have accumulated over night 1 . . I wonder if Avonmere is

used up likewise 7

6. Worn out, debilitated, rendered useless, as

with hard work, age, dissipation, etc.

18^ Dickens Domhcy x, A smoke-dried, sunburnt, used-

up, invalided old dog of a Major,_ Sir. x86a Calverley
Poems 57 What is coffee, but a noxious berry, Born to keep
used*up Londoners awake ? 1863 W. C. Baldwin A/r,
Hunting vi. 214 An old used-up brute \sc, horse]. 1871
Eleanor Grove tr. Ebers"* Egypt. Princess I. Preface
(Tauchn.) p, xv, In days when a used-up man of the world,
like Antony, could desire in his will that [etc.].

trans/ i8sa C. B. Mansfield Paraguay^ etc, (1856) 369
The more respectable jieople here, .have a sort of used-up
look, which is not inviting. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. Hii,

The cousin . . yawns, ' Vayli ' —being the used-up for ' very
likely *. 1871 Earle Philol. English Tongtte x Jo6 The
extreme oddity of our sound of tj comes out under a used-

up or languid utterance. 1875 J- Grant One 0/ the '600*

iii. The used-up bearing of those . . who atTect to act as if.

,

life itself was a bore.

b. Emotionally exhausted ; blas^,

1845 C. J. Mathews Used Up i. i. 8 Here I am, at thirty-

three, completely blaze— a man literally ' used up!' 1853
Mrs. Gaskell Ruth xxiil, He was pleased to feel jealous

again. He had been really afraid he was too much * used-up ^

for such sensations.

7. Reduced, exhausted, or consumed by using;

rendered unserviceable by use,

x8S5Delamer Kitchen Garden l'1() In short, makeageneral
clearance of used-up things (in a garden]. 1881 Shairp Asp,
Poetry 132 The accumulations of used-up verbiage, which
badso longchoked the sources ofinspiration. t8g6 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. I. 312 The contaminated or used-up air.

Hence tU'sedly adv,, commonly; U'sedness.
Also Used-npness. 7ionce-use.

1361 T. Norton CalvifCs Inst. iv. 81 But it was..vsedly
the custome . . to shorten their iourney. 1680 Baxter A nszv.

Stilling^, xxxiii. 48 If Usefulness and Usedness. .may
afford us a Prognostick. 1871 Mrs. Whitney Real Folks
xiii, You would notice instantly the consummate usedness

to the world. xBgi * L. Keith ' Halleiis II. 220 Tiiere was a
good deal of uscd-upness about Spenceley, though . . the world
had still certain points open to his combativeness;

Usee*, v. S. [f. Use v. + -ee 1.] * A person

for whose use a suit is brought in the name of an-

other' {Cent. DicLy 1891).

Use-fruyt, Sc. var. Usufruit Obs.

Useful (y«'sful), a. zxi^sb. [f. Use j^. -j- -ful.]

Implied in the one early instance (1483) of use/ulness^ but

app. not current till c 1600 ; cf. Useless a.

1. Of persons : Having the ability or qualities to

bring about good, advantage, benefit, etc. ; helpful

for any purpose; serviceable. Also of animals

(cf. a).

1595 Shaks. John v. ii. 81, I am too high-borne to be
propertied, . . Or [a] vsefull seruing-man. 16*6 Vemey Mem.
(1907) I. 343 Women were never see usefull as now, X67X

Milton Samson 564 Now blind, dishearln'd,..queird, To
U60



USBPTTLIjISH.

what can I be useful ? Jaiyoo TakyourAuld Cloak ahovi
ye ii. in Ramsay Evtrgreen^ My Cromie is a useful cow.

1708 J. C. CompL Collier (1845) 10 Especially when such an

Adventurer is so useful to the Publick. 17^6 Gibbon Ded.
4- F, ii. (1782) I, 49 If he had any opportunity of rendering

himself either useful or agreeable. 1831 Sm J. Sinclair

Orr.II. 349 Baron Itzenpliu.. wishes [to see] his children .

.

useful for their country. 1861 Whyte Melville Market
Harb. \x. Useful horses;., and seem pretty fit to go. Ibid.^

Very like hunters : remarkably useful horses indeed ! 1887

RfSKiN Prsterita II, 422 [He] was benevolently useful, as

a landlord should be, in his county.

b. Theatr. (See quot.)

i8«4 W. Irving T, Trav. 11. (184S) 187, I was enrolled

among the number of what are called useful ftien \ those

who enact soldiers, senators, and Banquo's shadowy line.

2. Of things, actions, etc. : Having the character

or quality to be of use or utility ; suitable for use;

advantageous, profitable, beneficial.

1606 Shaks. Ant. »f CI. IV. xiv. 80 With a wound I must be
cur'd. Draw that thy honest Sword, which thou hast wome
Most vsefuU for thy Country. 1634 Sir T, Herbert Trav»

183 Food no lesse pleasant and vsefuU to Kine. 1644
Milton Editc. 99 The usefuUest points of grammar. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. ii. x. 76 How to make a most use-

ful Instrument of the Stars, cx'jyj Swift Corr. (1913) V.

435, I cannot doubt of your being willing to encourage all

useful inventions. X75J Hume Pol. Disc. iv. 67 Every thing

useful to the life of man, arises from the ground. 1780

Mirror No. 80, They.. publish useful information to man-
kind. 1846 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. I. 197/2 We are not

always to consider in our disquisitions what is pleasantest,

but sometimes what is usefullest. 1871 Jowktt Plata IV.

309 Exercises., useful both in peace and war. 187s R. F-

Martin tr. Havrez's IVinding Mack. 8 We thus see that .

.

the useful load exceeds the half of the total load. 1890 ' R.
BoLDREWooD ' C<j/. Re/ornur {xZgi) 337 A steady reader in

her own Une, which she denominated * useful '.

absol. x8o3 C. FiNDLATER View Agric. Peebles 55 Admirers

of the curious, as much as of the useful, in farming. x8x8

J. Foster Contrib. Eclectic Rev, (1844) I. 482 The useful

was Ito him the sitmmum honum. X836-8 [see Useless ij.

xSga Zangwill Bovd Mystery zsj A man who has always
preached the Useful day and night.

b. sb. A useful article. rare~^,

x66a Petty Taxes 21 Metals, cloth, linen, leather, and
other usefuls.

Hence U'seftUUsh «., somewhat useful. rarr'\
1848 Carlvlf. in Froude Life in London (1884) I. 421,

1

seem to them a desperate half mad, if usefullish fireman.

U'Sefally, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2,] In a useful

manner ; so as to be ofuse; to a useful end ; bene-

ficially, profitably, serviceably,

X634 Massinger Very Woman in. ii, Serve usefully, Serve
all with diligence. X656 Cowlev Davideis III. 281 How the

kind Sun usefully comes and goes. X71X Steele ^/i-c^. No.
145 P 2 You cannot employ yourselfmore usefully. 1781

Gibbon Decl. 4- F. xxx. III. 175 VVhose arms would have
been more usefully employed to maintain the Roman limits.

X807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. in. v. § 3. 35^ The notices

of topography come in here, usefully, to illustrate the

obscurity of history. x868 Kinglake Crimea III. 144 It

was hardly one which could be usefully submitted to a
numerous assembly.

TT'sefnlness. [f. as prec. + -nbss.]

f* L The advantage or benefit of{2. place). Obs,'~^

1483 Duke Gloucs. in R. Davies Extr. Munic. Rec. York
(1843) 147 For the wele and usefullnes of {>e realme.

2. The state or condition of being useful or

serviceable ; utility, serviceableness.

1617 WooDALL Surg* Mate (1639) B 3 b, The goodnesse and
usefulnesse thereof, for the preserving of mens lives. 1662
Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx iii. L § 16 The peculiar usefulness

of the several parts of mans body. 1749 Berkeley Word
to Wise Wks. 1871 III. 437 We are all agreed about the use-

fulness of meat, drink, and clothes. X760 ' Portia * Polite
Lady x. 28 The usefulness and importance of all the different

parts of education. X83S Penny Cycl. IV. 398/1 Bill of
Exchange^ a well-known mercantile instrument, of great
and extensive usefulness. x86o Ruskin Unto this Last
(1862) 125 In accurate terms, usefulness is value in the hands
of the valiant, X87X Jowett Plato IV, 19 The preliminary
sciences.. are to be studied partly with a view to their

practical usefulness.

b. WithpL : A good, benefit, or advantage, rare.

1664 H. More Ex^. 7 Episi. Pref. c iv b, And these, .are

main Usefulnesses discoverable in the Interpretation. x668
— Div. Dial. I. To Rdr. aj b, The particular Vsefulnesses

of the Creation.

Usel, obs. variant of Tsel (ashes, etc.).

XTseless (y^*sles), a, [f. Use sb, +-le3s.]

1. Of things, actions, etc. : Destitute of useful

qualities ; serving no good end or profitable purpose

;

not answering or promoting the proposed or desired

end ; unserviceable, ineffectual, inutile.

In frequent use from c 1650.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 859 The aged man.. like still-pining

Tantalus.. sits, And useless barns the harvest of his wits.
«x6s3 Fletcher Love's Cure i. i, Let your deeds Make
answer to me : useless are all words Till you have writ per-
formance with your swords. 1645 Stapvlton tr. Musaeus
C 3 b, I'he giddy Seas their uselesse drinke bestow'd. 1697
Drvdek Vtrg, Ceorg. in. 833 Useless to the Currier were
their Hides. 17M T. Innf^ Crit. Essay (1879) 56 An useless
as well as an endless discussion. Ibid. 206 It became quite
useless towards supporting Buchanan's schemes. X776
Gibbon Decl. <$• F. ii. (1782) I. 55 According to the useless
rhetoric of that age. x8*s Scott Betrothed xvii, He . . fell .

,

ere Raoul could afford him his support, useless as that nriight

have proved. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng, xix. IV. 271 The
six thousand waggons which had accompanied the French
army were useless. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 177 Phy-
sicians, almost without exception, give nearly useless doses
of arsenic
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absol X836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. i. (1859) 1-4 I

What is a utilitarian? Simply one who prefers the Useful
[

to the Useless. X838 Penny Cycl. XI. 345/2 To distinguish
]

good from evil, the useful from the useless.
|

b. For which there is no present use.

1745 Transl. ^ Paraphr. 50 'I'hey'll lay the useless

Trumpet by, and study War no more. i

2. Of persons: Destitute of competence or capa-
^

city ; of inadequate or insuflicicnt ability; inefficient.
|

1670 Covel in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 135 With
|

great courage, .[he] turn'd upon the Rogues, who were u.-^e-

lesse, and thought they had him safe. 1710 W. King Heathen
Gods (§• Heroes vi. (1722) 12 (Prometheus] brought Men out

from the Caves where they liv'd useless, and like Ueasts.

1783 Burke Rep. Aff. India Wks. 1842 II. 52 That Mr.

Hastings.. had recalled a useless officer. 1810 Crabbe
Borough XX. 331, 1 lost my sight, and my employment gone,

Useless I live. X840 Thirlwall Greece Vll. 180 He. .sent

the baggage and all his useless people to Melitsee. X85S

LoNGF. Iliaw, X. 29 Bring not here a useless woman.

U'SeleSsly, adv. [f. prec. + -i.Y 2.] In a use-

less or fruitless manner; ineffectually; •\%q as to

become of no use.

X615 G. Sandys Trav. iii. 151 The grasse wast-high, vn-

mowed, vneaten, and vselessly withering. X690 Locke Hum.
Und. II. i. § 15 To be so idlely and uselesly employ'd. X76S
Museum Rust. IV. 371, I would not so uselesly misapply

..your time. X774 Pennant Tnur Scotl. in itj2^^tz RIy
money had been so uselessly laid out. X831 Scott Cast,

Dang, vi, You have been long, and I hope not uselessly, my
pupil. x88o M<'Cartiiy Own Times Ixvi. IV. 506 He had
thrown away his life uselessly in a quarrel.

U'selessness. [f. as prec. + -NE8s.] The
quality of being useless ; futility, inutility.

X690 Locke Hum. Und. iii. iv. § 10 Another Peripatetick

definition..which.. betrays its Uselessness and Insignifi-

cancy. x73^-4 Bp. Berkeley in Fraser Life (1871) vi. 217
The impropriety and uselessness of . .going to Cloyne. a X768

Secker Serm. {1771) VI. 69 The Revelation of St. John is

accused of Obscurity, and consequently ofUselessness. 1845

James Arrah Neil v. The uselessness of remonstrance or

opposition. X889 S. Langdon Appeal to Serpent i. 23 These
vast monuments of laborious uselessness.

ftT'Sell, fi. Obs. [a. ON, j^-jifi//unhappy (MSw.
tisaly Sw. use!, Da. ussel, miserable, pitiful), f. ^-

Un-1 + sxll happy.] Wretched, miserable. Hence
•t'lj'selldom, wretchedness. Obs,"^
cxzoa Ormin Sot Forr ba|?e leddenn usell lif I metess

& i cla^ess. Ibid. 3668 Unnorne & wrecche & usell child

Inn ure mennisscnesse. Ibid. 3708 To libbenn her onn eorjw

Full wrecchelike inn uselldom Off metess & off cla^ess.

fXTse-man, Obs, rare. [f. Use sb, 5, 16 d.]

1. A usurer.

X633 Heywood Eng. Trav. nr, i, If I can aswell put oflf

my Vse-man This day, I shall be maister of the field.

a. (See quot. and Use sb, 16 d.)

a X716 South Ser7n, C1717) V. 34 To give those Doctrine

and Vse-men, those Pulpit-Englneers their due.

Use-money. Now dial, [f. Use sb. 5b.]

= lNT£ItEST sb, 10, AXsoJig.
x6i6 Healey Theophrastus 66 When he coms to his

debtors for bis vsemony. x6a6 Middleton /l«y/A/«i'/or
Quiet Life l. i, Never did any man thrive that purchased
with use-money. x6s6 Trapp Comm, (ed. 2) Matt. v. 26 AU
that wicked men suffer here is but a paying.the use-money
required for that dreadful debt, tliat must be paid at last.

X700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. ^ Com. 29 There sneaks a

Hunger-starv'd Usurer in quest of aCrasie Citizen for Use
and Continuance-Money. 1849- in dialect use (Durham,
Cumbld., Yks., Lines., Somerset). X874 T, Habdv Farfr.
Mad. Crowd viii, When the use-money is gied away to the

second-best poor folk.

User 1 (y«-z3j). Also 6 Sc. usar. [f. UsB v,

+ -ER \ Cf. OF, useur.']

1, One who has or makes use of a thing; one who
uses or employs anything.
CX400 hovB Bonavent.Mirr.iigoB) 7oSoofte{>emakerand

J>e vsere'offendeth god. a 14*5 tr. Arderne's Treat, Fistula^

etc. 8 pe forseid [counsels], .slial gifle a gracious going to l>e

vser to i>e hi^te of worship. X467 in Eng, Gilds (1870) 387
That it be so stopped by the doers or vsers therof. XS79
NoRTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 177 God graunt that. .the

magistrates.. may.. set sharpe punishment for the vsers and
teachers thereof. £rx6oo Shaks. Sonn, ix, But beauties

waste hath in the world an end, And kept vnvsde the vser

so destroyes it. 1626 Donne Serm. (1640) 675 Ashe \sc. God]
sees him a good or bad user of his graces. 1683TRVON Way
to Health 323 These Superfluities, .are become as it were
Essential to the Nature of the Users. X71X Coutitrcy-Man's
Lett. Curat, 58 What tho' all our Reformers liad been users

and readers of the English Service ? X738 Warburton Div.
Lcgat. I. 84 The utmost Consumption may be made, .with-

out Injury to the User, X846 Greener Sci. Gunnery p. vii,

The safety of the user of guns. 1846 Mozley Ess. (1878) I.

251 He is a user of Puritanism. x86a Comh. Mag. VI. 608
A moderate user of tobacco. X876 Whitney Language
^ its Study iii. 74 It seeks.. to save time and labour to the
users of language.

t2. Sc. One who puts a writ, etc., in force or

execution. Obs,

1576 in Excheq. Rolls Scotl. XX. 50^ David Fowlar,..
usar of the said precept, declarit that he deliverit [it], .to

John Keliie. i6ck) Skene Reg, Afaj'., Forme ofProces 123
The wreit or evicfent is_ declared to be fals :. .And the vser

thereof, is punished capitallie. c\t-^<i Sir T. Hope Minor
Practicks (1734) 242 If the King., give a Letter of Regress;
. . when the Order of Redemption is used and declared, the
User of the Redemption is immediately seased, upon the
Sight of the Regress.

1 3. A usurer. Obsr"^
X566 Drant Horace^ Sat. \. ii. A vitj b, What soeuer cums

by vsers skylle, to get, and gender more.

4. north, dial. A useful animal.

USHER.
x8a8 Carr Craven Gloss, s.v., A cow is said to be a good

usert when she yields abundance of milk, &c. 2863 Mrs.
ToocooD Vorks, Dial. (MS.),

U*ser2. Law. [a. F. user to Use, or inferred

from NoN-usEB. Cf. the earlier Abushr 2^ Disuseb.]
Continued use, exercise, or enjoyment of a right,

etc. ;
presumjitive right arising from use.

X83S Cromi'ton, Meeson & RoscoE Rep. Cases I. 418
ftiarg.f No right having been acquired by user or length of
possession. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy-bk. Prop. Law
XXV. 191 That there should l)e an user proved every year
during the period. x888 Pall Mall G. 29 Feb. i/i An open
space in which the public has an uninterrupted right of user
for purposes of public meeting.
transf X875 Blackmore Alice Lorraifie II. xvi, 207 A crust

ofmud, as ifsome underground duct were anxious to maintain
user of its right of way.
attrib. 1897 Westm, Gaz. 16 June 4/2 In which [judgement]

there was only one slight reference to the user question.

Userer, -y, etc., obs. varr. Usurer, Usury.

Usll| sb. Sc. Also 5-6 vsche, 5 wsche. [See

next and ISH sb.^

fl. =:IsHj^. I, Egress j^. i. Obs.
X429 i5t/i]Rep. Hist.\MSS. Comm. App. VIII. 10 (He]

sail haf fre vsche and entre in to the said castell. X534

Munim. de Metros (Bann. CI.) 628 To be haldin . , in houssis,

, .pastouris, lesouris, fre vsche and entray.

o t2. =ISH sb, 3, Issue sb. 2.

1463 Extr, Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 23 To fynd the childe of

the hrok of his gudis to the vsche of fyue yeris. 1472 Rental
Bk, Cupar.Angus (1879) I. 164 The sade John Sperk
entrand at the vsche of his \sc. Cant's] tak. 1489 Sc. Acts,

yas. /K(i8i4) II. 215 pat a proclamacioune be maid at the
vsche of this parliament.

1 3. A fine or amerciament ; ^ Issue sb. 7 b, Obs.

X4X7 Reg. Aberdon. (Maitland CI.) I. 215 pe kyrk,.is in

possession of b* 'end penny of all wardis, relefis, and
inartagis, vscheis of Courtis, eschetis.

4. = Issue sb. 9. rare.

a 1900 Caithness Words (E.D.D.), i/M, the entrails of a
slaughtered animal.

Usily V?- Sc, (f and north.). Also 5 V8sh(e,

5-6 wsch, 6 vsohe, 7, 9 ushe. [var. of Ish v.^\

1 1. intr. To issue, come oul {oxforth). Obs,
CX420 Avotv, Arth.\xxv,On a day we vsshet oute. CX470

Henry Wallace v, 1050 Thai..wsched furth upon the
secund day. Ibid. viii. 116 Erll Patrik wschyt, for bid him
wald he nocht. ? 1530 Freiris Berwik 130 {Maiilatid MS.),
He had ane preuie postroun. .That he micht vsche [Bann.
ische] quhen [that] him list vnknawin. a X578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 11 Certaine of the castell

men wschit out. a 16x4 J. AIelvii.l Diary (Wodrow Soc.)

273^ Hendrie Hamilton ushes out of a hous, where he lay in

wait for bloode.

+ b. To go or come in ; = Enter v. i. Obs.

a 1400 Sir Degrev. 1078 (1062), Pey vschcn in with banere,

v. hunderyd kny^tus.

f2. trans. To clear (a place) of people; to expel

or drive out (occupants). Obs.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 83
[They] dang out the portar ffrome the jelt and wschit all

the rest of the place, a x6x4 J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow
Soc.) 317 The King, taking me asyde, caussit ushe the
Cabinet, a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch, Scot. vi. (1655) 374
Presently the roomes were ushed, and the Earl with nis

company went forth, X685 Acts ofSederunt (1790) 163 The
Lords. .recommends to the Ordiiury..to order the house
to be ushed and cleared,

b. To empty, cleanse.

X887 Snppl. Jamieson 257/1 To ushe the belly.

\ Ush, z'.2 dial, or colloq. [Back-formation from
Usher sb^
L irans. To guide, escort, or lead,

ax8a4 in C. K. Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1824) 11 Three valets, .

.

To beir my tail up frae the dirt, And ush me throw the loun.

2. intr. To act the usher. (Usher sb. i d,) U,S,
igio llar^e^s Mag. Mar. 613/1 Man alive, you've crossed

half a contuient to ' ush ' at that wedding

!

Usb.er (x^J^j), sb. Forms: 4-5 vsscher,
usscher, uscher, 5 vschere, vshure, 6 vscher

;

4-5 vssher (5 -ere), 4-6 ussher (5 -ere), 6 vsher,
5- usher (7 ushier)

; 4 oyschere, 5 oischer ; Sc.

5 isscheare, 5-6 ischar, 6 ischair, -ear, 7 isher.

[a. AF. tisser (i2tli c), OF, ussier, nissier, uscier,

var. of huisier, etc., Huisher sb. Cf. Ostiab(y.]
1. An official or servant who has charge of the

door and admits people to a hall, chamber, etc.

;

a door-keeper ; in later use esp. an officer in a court

of justice, or an attendant who conducts people to

seats in a church, public hall, or place of amusement.
c 1386 Chaucer Sqr*s T. 293 The vsshers and the squiers

been ygoon, The spices and the wjn is come anoon. a 1400-50
Boke ofCurtasye 30 in Babees Bk. 300 Whille marshalle or
vssher come fro J>e dore, And bydde the sitte, or to borde the
lede. c 1400 Northern Passion (H.) 617 Saint iohn spak to
vsscher J)an. c x4to Sir Cleges 287 The vsscher at the hall

dore was Wyth a staffe stondyn^e. a 1470 H. Parker Dives
Sf Pauper (W. de W. 1496) vi. xi. 249/1 She dyd hyr ofTyce,

for she was usshere and keper at the dore. xsas Ld. Bebners
Froiss. II. xcvi. iiob/i Than the squyer. .called the vssher
to open the dore. c 1610 in [T. Maude] Verbeia or Wharf-
dale (1782) App. 43 The Usher's Wordes of Directions,
First, ..he must go before them thro' the hall [etc.]. X677
Goz't. Venice 121 He disposes of the little Offices about the
Palace, as the Ushers and others. 1694 E. Chamberlaynb
Pres. St. England l, ni. 681 Chelsea College.. .There are
several other. .Servants, as. .Sexton, Usher, Porters (etc. J.

X7a8 Chambers Cycl, (1738) s.v., The ushers ofthe inquisition
. .think themselves highly honoured, by only looking to the
doors of the sacred tribunal. 1799 Report Comm. Courts
of Justice 29 Usher of the Court. Ibid, 31 The Court of

® For corrtrc-ion pl'^ase see supplementary

volume, adcIcnJa, p.i/
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King's Bench. .lOfficers include] Usher and Cryer. Deputy
Cryers. Deputy Ushers. 1868 Dickens Let. 3 Jan., He
met one of the ' ushers ' (who show people to their seats)
coming in with Kelly. 1898 A. M. Binstead Pink 'Un <^

Pelican i8i Like the legal gent . ., asked to define the duties
of the ushers in the law courts.

b. yf^., transf., and Ha fig. context,
c 1380 WvcLiF Sel. Wks, 11. 163 Crist.. hal> resoun of
many J^ingis ; for he is dore, he is ussher. 1387 Trevisa
Higden v._ xviL (MS. Cott. Tib. D. vii.) fol. 188 Sejjjjc.so
meny. .priueleges. .wereygrauntet topetur y dare no^t wij?-

syggc [so] grete and soche an oyschere and porter, 1573
TussER Husb^ (1878) 20 Make eie to be vsher, good vsage to

haucj make bolt to be porter, 1594 Zepheria v. B 3, Feare,
Centinell of sad discretion,.. Cares Vsher, Tenant to his
ovme oppression. 1630 Prvnne^«^/--4 ?/«/«. 258 Arminian-
isme is but a Bridge, an Vsher vnlo grosse Popery. 1638
T. Whitaker Blood of Grape 4 As if Satiation were the
Usher of diseases. 1709 Steele & Swift Taller No. 67
P 10 In this chamber of Fame. , no historians are to be ad-
mitted at any of these tables ; because they, .are to be made
use of as ushers to the assemblies. 1878 Stewart & Tait
Unseen Univ. i. § 5. 27 Being the usher of souls in their

passage to the future state.

a Const, ^(the hall, chamber, etc.).

a 1400-50 Bk, Curtasye 432 in Bahees Bk.^ Speke I wylle
a lytuUe qwyle Of vssher of chambur, with-outen gyle.

(Description of his duties follows.] ?X43€ Pol.y Rel.y ^
L. Poems (1903) 13, I was put to t>e Soudenys house & was
made vssher of halle. x^o Acta Doni. Cone. (1839)49/1
Sir Tohne of Culquhone.. vschare in J^e tyme of oure souer-

ane lordis chawmer durre. 1303 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot,

II. 311 John Knox ischarofthehaU. 1S38E1.YOT, Admission'
aleSf vshers of the chambre. 1623 Cockebam ii, An Vsher
of a Hal!, atrict. xyaS Chambers Cyc/. (1738) s.v., In the

French Court there are two ushers of the ante-chamber, or

hall where the king dines in public.

7%-. a 1500 Assemb. Ladies in Skeat Chaucerian Pieces

(1897) 383J I am, .Of her \sc. Loyalty's) chambre her ussher.

1501 pouci.AS Pai. Hon, iii, Iviii, Hmnanitie and trew
Relatioun Bene ischaris of his chalmer.

d. U, S, One who performs the functions of an

usher (sense 1) at a wedding.

189s Cw^wf (U.S.)XXVn. i8r He sent the young lady a
beautiful Colport cup and saucer, . . at the same time breath-

ing a prayer that Elliott would not ask him to be usher.

2. An officer at court, in a dignitary's household,

etc., whose duty it is on occasion to walk or go before

a person of high rank ; also, a chamberlain. Usher

of the Black Rod, Green Rod\ (see Black Rod,
and quot. 1869).
fSig H. Watsok Hist. Oliver o/CasHU (Roxb.) N 2 b,

There came dyuers kynges and herauldes ofarmes, and after

came the Vsshers, 1553 RutlandPapers (Camden) 118 The
Duke of Northfolke . rdaymethe to be highe vssher the daye
of the coronacion. X64X Sc. Acts Chat. I (1870) V. 332/1
Commandit. .to goe befoir the king as Ischcar with ane rod

in his hand. X678 Phillips (ed, 4) s.v., Usher ofthe IJlack.rod.

x68q Breviate St*Scot. loThe Second Great Heritable Offices

in the Kingdom, are The Lord High Consuble,. .The Herit-

able Usher. X7x8 Echard Hist, Eng. III. 622 The Usherof
the Black-Rod commanded their Attendance in the House
of Lords. X7«i ^kuskv Poems I. List of Subscribers, Usher
of the Green Rod, and daily Waiter to his Majesty. 1850

Marsden Early Purit, 402 The king sent down the usher of

the House of Lords with a message. X869 Cussans Her, 235
The Officers attached to this Noble Order (of the Knights of

the Thistle] are : The Dean;. . and the Usher ofthe Green Rod,
yig, X641 Milton Reformation 3 Faifh needing not. .the

Senses, to be either the Vshers, or Interpreters, of heavenly

Mysteries. 1673 A. Walker Leez Lachrymans iBVlhen he is

pleased to send this usher ofthe Black-Rod, Death, . . a white-

BtafTe is too weak to make Resistance.

transf. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husbandry ni. 116

A Colt . . passelh bridges, not tarriing for an vsher, nor fearing

the Ise. 1606 Shaks. Ant, ff CL in. vi. 44 The wife of

Anttony Should haue an Army for an Vsher. i6«6 T. HIaw-
KiNsl Caussin's Holy Crt. 37 Anciently Pearles were called

Vshers. because they made way for Ladyes, who were

attyred with them. X7a6 Pope Odyssey xvii. 251 The good
old proverb how this pair fulfill I One rogue is usher to

anotner still. 1763 Churchill The Ghost iv. 37 A downright
Usher to admit f^w.Comers to the Court of Wit.

tb. A male attendant on a lady. Obs,

x6ai Fletcher Wild-G. Chase m. i, If she want an Usher;
«uch an implement ; One that is throughly pacM ; a clean

made Gentleman ; Can hold a hanging up. 1649 Davenant
Love ^ Honour i. i, Consumptive Ushers that are decay*d In

(heir I^adies service. 1664 Butler Hud. ii. i. 96 She calj'd •

for Hood And Usher, Implements abroad Which Ladies
wear. X749 Smollett Gil Bias i, xvi, A lady who.. was
squired by an old usher (F. ^cuyer], and a little black moor
carried her train. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias i. xvi. f 2 She
released her sweet hand from the custody of the usher [F.

icuycr].

3. One who precedes or arrives before another,

esp. a higher dignitary or personage; a precursor.

Also transf, Cf. Harbinger sb. 3.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par, Matt. iii. 38 By his ussher and
messcneer John. £1550 N, Smvth tr. Herodian in. 40b,

He had ccrtayne Usshers going before him, whiche com-
maunded euerye man to auoyde the stretes. X64X J, Jackson
True Evang.yr. 11. 151 That other lesson.. [Christ] suffered

his Ushers that went before him to teach. 1847 Emerson
Initial Love j^HfixaXAs high before him («. Cupid] run, He
has ushers many a one.

b. transf. That which precedes or gives intima-

tion of the approach or advent of a person or thing.

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. u i, God comes, . . His guarde

huge stormes, hot flames his ushers goe. 1599 Sir J. Davies
Hymns of Astrxa 5 Early, chearfull, mounting Larke,

Lights gentle Vsher. X633 P. Fletcher Elisa i.xxviii. Ah
death '. . .Thouone meals fast, usher to endlesse feasting. 1640

J. Gower Ovidts Festiv. 11. 32 In comes the Lecher bold ;.

.

His groping hands his warie tishers were. X645 Stapylton

tr. Musxus C) b, Leander. .Expecting the sad Torch, and

to be led By that bright Vsher to his private bed.

fg"' «ts86 Sidney Arcadia u. xxvii, Stretching out his
baud, and making vehement countenances the ushers to his
speches. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxii. § 18 Fasts haue
beene set as Vshers of festiuall dayes. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11,

i. 173 [Stage direction] A showt, and flourish. Fo/um. These
are the Vshers of Martins. 1632 tr. Bruefs Praxis Med. 58
Troublesome dreames are vshers to this disease, c 1670
M. Bruce Gd. News in Evil Times, etc. (1708) 26 They make
the Sabbath, as it were, Mr. Usher to their Visiting of
Christ.

c, Ent. A species of moth.
1819 Samouelle Entomol. ComPend. 360 Geometra leucO'

Pheariay The Spring Usher. Ibidy [6.) nigricaria. The
dark-bordered Usher. 1832 Rennie^^V. Butterfl. ^ Moths
102 The Spring Usher {A nisopteryx leucophearia, Stephens)
appears in oak woods the end of February. Ibid.f The Wall
Usher {A. jEsculariei),

4. An assistant to a schoolmaster or head-teacher

;

an under-master, assistant-master. Now rare. Also
in fig. context.

iSia Nottingham Rec. (1885) III. 453 To . . establisshe one
free schole of one Schole Maister and one Vssher. X56X in

H. B. Wilson Hist. Merchant-Taylors' Sch. (1814) 15 Yff
both the maister and the usshers be sick at once (as God
defend) then let the schoole cease for that while. 1581

J. Bell Haddon's Answ. to Osorius 259 b, Who hath made
you usher I pray you, or prepositour of Ciceroes schoole?
163a D. \.\}fTOS London A Countrey carbonadoed iig Coun-
tr)j Vshers.. are vnder the Head-maister, equall with the
chiefe SchoUers, and aboue the lesser boyes. 1653 Baxter
li^orc. Petit. Def. 6 We are but Ushers, and Christ is the

. .chief Master of the School. 1669 E. Chamberlayne Fres.
St. Eng. II. 483 This Colledge consists ofa Master.

.
, a Chap-

lain,., a Master and Usher to instruct 44 Scholars. 1687
Wood Life (O.H.S.) III. 247 His being usher to a Presby-
terian scnolemaster. 17x1 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) III.

205 Toilet is made 11^ Master, he being before a chief Usher,
1791 BoswELL Johnson an. 1732, He accepted of an offer.,

as usher in the school of Market. Bosworth. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xxvii, Conning over a few pages of Horace or

Juvenal with his usher. £ x868 in Hughes Tom Brown {tA. 6)

Pref., Persecution.. he can't stop; no more could all the
ushers in the world. 1876 Scheme C.C. Sgffverning Founda^
tion Thetford ScJiool Hosp. 6 From the same date . . the
present usher of the said School shall cease to hold his office

as such Usher.

1 1>. transf A teacher or preceptor acting under
another. Obs.

1533 More Confut. TindaU Wks. 585/2 Oure sauiour..

sent nim \sc. Judas] forth, .for one of hys vsshers to teache
in his owne lime. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. vi. xiv,

105 He ordained Heraclas, .his fellowe helper, and Usher,.

,

committing vnto him the instruction of the inferiour sort.

x6t3 PuRCHAs Pilgrimage i. iv. 16 Nature was his Schoole
master; or ifyou will rather, Gods Usher.

c. =•- Pbovost sb. 8.

'545 [see Provost sb. 8]. 1699 Boyer i, Prevost de sale

d^armeSt the Provost, or Usher of a Fencing-School. 1765
AviG^LO Sch. Fencing ^"2 When an usher, .has finished his

apprenticeship under an able master, . .he is obliged to fence

with several masters.

+ 5. Usher of the coins^ Change, or Exchange, an
officer of the Mint. Obs.
X485 Cal. Patent Rolls (1914) 49 [The] countrolter,..

clerk and ussher of the coynes. 1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI.

365/2 The Office of Usher of the Exchaunge of oure said

Soveraigne Lord, within his Towre [of London).

6. attrib, and Comb., as usher life, -like.

X580 FuLKK Martiall Confut. iv. 164 An other foolish

brable and vsherlike construing, he maketh of Cyprians
words. 1873 W. Cory Lett. ^ jrnls. (1807) 341 The eight

years I had then gone through of usher life.

Hence IT 'sherdoni, the office or status of an usher;

U'sheress, a female usher ; Ushe'rian, of or per-

taining to an usher crushers; U'sherism, conduct

or comportment characteristic of ushers.

X846 Worcester (citing Qu. Rev.), *UsJurdom* 1905 A
C. Benson Upton Lett. 106 The ugly slough of usherdom.

1879 Ch. Times 5 Sept., An appointment . . as an ' *usheress

'

in a big establishment. 1826 Disraeli V. Grey i. iv. Certain

powers were.. delegated to.. beings called Ushers. ..The
*usherian rule had, however, always been comparatively

lieht at Burnsley Vicarage. 1869 Ellis E. E. Pronunc. 1.

vu 625 That kind of pedantic self-sufficiency which is the

true growth of half-enlightened ignorance, and may be
termed ' *usherism '.

Usher (»j3i), z'. [f. prec. Cf. Huisher z/.]

1. trans. To act as usher to (a person or persons)

;

to admit ceremoniously; to conduct, attend, or

introduce with ceremony from, to or unto or esp.

into (a place), etc. ; to announce, introduce, or bring

in as an usher.

In frequent use from c 1820. In group {b) with advs,

(a) 1596 Warner A lb. Eng. xii. Ixxv. 312 Vnto their Lodging
Stafford did the Indies Vsher then. x6m J. Havward tr.

Biondfs Eromena A 3 b, Excuse my boldnesse in ushering

her Excellencie-.into so excellent a presence. 1725 Pope
Cf/yw. XVII. 447 MyLordsl this stranger. .The good Eumaeus
usher'd to your court. X773 Cook's Voy^ S. Pole 11. ii. (i777)

I. 202 An old gentleman came along-side, who., was some
king or great man. He was accordingly, ushered on board.

1821 Scott Kenilw. xiv, The hall.. to which Tressiiian was
ushered by one of the Earl's attendants. 1844 Disraeli

Coningsby in. iii. Whose gracious lot it was to usher them
from the apartment. 1891 Farrar Darkn, <y Dawn xxv,

The tribune ushered her into the Emperor's chamber.
{b) 1749 Fielding 7V;« Jones xiv. x. He.. ushered his

visitant up stairs. 1760 in Doran Mann. ^ Manners^ (1876)

II. 63 For which purpose I set forth in a Coach and Six, and
ushered him in. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Parish i, Simmons
bows assent, and ushers the woman out. 1853 C. Bronte
Villette xli. Ushering me in. he shut the door behind us.

b. Predicated of things. A\so transf
1623 T. Scot Tongve-Combal 63 This brauerie.. vshers

them into the company of best princes. 1697 Luttreu,

BriefRel. (1857) IV. 311 Boats having mett them with divers

sorts of musick to usher them into that harbour. 1807-8 W.
Irving Salmag. (1824) 169 The piece opens with a gentle

andante affetuoso^vihv^ ushers you into the Assembly-room.

c. fig., transf^ and in fig. context.

1594 [Southwell] Mary Magd. Funtral Tears 69 b, As
desire is euer vshered by hope, and waited on by feare.

i6ia Dravton Poly-olb. iii. 3 Yet the blushing dawn out of
the chearful east Is ushering forth the day. 1623 Cockeram
III, Nusculus, a friendly fish to the Whale, it vshers him
from rocks, shelues, and shores, a x66i Fuller IVortkies,

Leic. 11. (1662) 130 Sir Tho, Lake may be said to have
ushered him \sc. Villiers] to the English Court. X715 Rowe
Lady Jane Gray iv. i. As if his traitor father's haggard

fhost, And Somerset, .. had usher'd him to ruin. 1749
'lELDiNG Tom Jones IV. i, (The hero] is generally ushered.on

the Stage by a large Troop of. .Scene-shifters. 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev. 6 That mode of signature to which you have thrown
open the folding-doors of your presence chamber, and have
ushered into your National Assembly. x8o6 J. Beresford
Miseries Hum. Life (ed. 4) 11. xiii, A furious wind which
ushers the dust into your eyes. 1867 H, Macmillan Bible

Teach, vi, 109 A new class of objects is now ushered upon
the scene. 1891 Farrar Darkn. ff Dawn Ixvi, Those whom
we ushered into the reader's presence at the beginning of

this book.
reft. x8ia Anti. Reg.y Chron. 47 This singular person

ushered himself into public notice in London, by [etc.].

d. absoh To act as or after the manner of an

usher. AIso^^.
x6i2 Donne Progresse of Soule^ 3nd Anniversary 156 Vet

Death must usher, and unlocke the.doore. Thinke further on
thy selfe, my Soule. 1657 F. Cockin Div. Blossomes 4 For
to insinuate into his will, And usher, thorough his Judgment
to 's Affection. .That he may give to Thee all due subjection.

2. To precede, escort, or go before (a dignitary)

ceremonially as an usher.

x6i2 in lOth Rep. Hist. MSS.Comm. App. I. 509 All his

equippage was ushered by certaine officers in ritche coates.

x66s Brathwait Comment Two Tales (1900) 47 If I at any
time use him for the Squire of my Body, or to Usher me in

the streets, 1676 Office Clerk ofAssize E vij, His Bayliffs,

with their white wands in their hands, do usher the Justices

from the Court, to the place where they dine, a 1700

Evelyn Diary 23 April 1667, His Majesty went to ChappeU
with the Knights of the Garter.., usher'd by the Herauids.

t b. To precede (a person, esp. of higher rank)

as a forerunner or harbinger. Also in fig. context,

1629 Gaulk Tract. The. A 5, You shall see your Sauiour

at once Vshered, Afforded, Humbled, and Exalted : Vshered
by his Prophets, afforded in his Person. 1639 Fuller Holy
lyar III. VI. 118 [Richard I] set forth [to the Crusade] with

many of our nation, which either ushered or followed him,

1646 G. H[iLs] Odes of Casimire Pref., Juno and Venus
ushered by chaste love Through. . Flora's banks here move,

c. fig. and transf
1590 T. Storer Life 9f D. Wolsev H J b. Who follow'd me,

but Fortune was at hand. To follow him?' or, if she went
before, To vsher him ? 160a Marston A nt. ^ Mel. in. E 2,

Gastly amazement.. Shall hurry on before, and vsher vs.

X609 B. JoNsoN Sil. Wom. iv. i, Nor will it bee out of your

f;aine to make loue to her too, so shee follow, not vsher, her

adies pleasure. x62x Brathwait Nat. Embassie, etc. (1877)

203 My friends.. Wish*d that all good successe might vsher

mee. «x668 Davenant Play House to let 111. i.Wilt thou

now guided be By that bright Star which ushers me.

d. To precede, come or happen immediately

before, in order of time ; to lead up to. (Cf. 7 c.)

X607 Merry Devil Edmonton !. ii. 55 In and feed. And let

that vsher a more serious deed. ci6xx Chapman Iliad v.

864 Pitchy tempests threat, Usher'd with horrid gusts of

wind. 1616 B. JONSON Epigrams ci, Some better sallade

Vshring the mutton. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vii. § 282

Such an application to Court as usually ushered those pro-

motions. 1821 Shelley Adonais xxi, Evening must usher

night, night urge the morrow. 1821 Byron Sardanap. \. \,

The day at last has broken. What a night Hath usher'd it

!

1 3. To wait at (a banquet) as an usher. Obs.'^^

x6oa Dekker Satirom. K 3 b, Euen thus the Mercury of

Heauen Vshers th' ambrosiate banquet of the Gods.

4, To introduce (something uttered) ; to preface.

(Cf. 7 e.)

X635 A. Stafford ^tf;«. Glory 55 She made two pawses iisher

her answer. 1637 C. Dow Ansiv. to H. Burton 159 Divine

offices, .must not bee curt.-ill'd . .by . .any new-devised formes

of praier, either ushering, or following them. X717 Pope

Eloisa toA belardyi Oh name for ever sad ! . .Still breath d in

sighs, still ushered with a tear.

1 6, To lead, conduct, or direct (a thing) to some

point. Obs, rare,

1668 Culpepper & Cole tr. Barthol. Anatomy 11. x, 120

The External [membrane].. sticks close to the intermediate

Ligaments. ., and ushers along the recurrent Nerves. X791

CowpEK Hiad 11. 649 Skill In ushering to its mark the rapid

lance,

6. To introduce or brmg into the world.

X679 C. Nesse Antichrist 6 Harbingers.. to usher him

into the world. 17x3 Steele Englishm, No. 1. 5 The Jest

..is ushered into the World by the loudest Laughter. 1756

H. Johnson in J. Duncombe Lett, il^^^) III. 38 You have

done a great favour to the world in ushering so noble. .a

work into it. 1835 Marryat J. Faithful i, It was about

a year after the loss.., that I was ushered into the world.

x8s5 Brewster Ne^vton II. xviii. 172 The theory he ushered

into the world.

trojtsf. 1835 Marryat J. Faithful v, I am very nearly

ushered into the next World.

7. To usher in : (see also i). a. To bring in (a

banquet, meat, etc.) with ceremony,
1613 Heywood Silver Age ir. i, Vsher me in a costly

banquet straight To entertaine my Lord. 1706 E. Ward
ll^ooden ll^orld Diss. {170S) gi The Captain's IJell calls him

to usher in tlie Apple-duinplins. 1829 S. H. Cassan Lives

Bps. Bath <y IVelis 262 The meat was ushered in.

b. To inaugurate or bring in (a period of time).

e x6oo Shaks. Sohh, cxxxii. That full Starrc that vshers b
60-2
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the Gauen. 1656 S. Winter Strm. 1^7 Thai so he might
usher in the etemitie of the world. 1698 Fryer Acc. E,
India ft P- 276 The Morning being ushered in with . . Music.
1761 CowpEB Ho^e 717 If chance. .A tempest usher in the
dreaded mom. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 306 The year
1762 was ushered in with stormy weather. 1827 Losgf. Li/e
(1891) I. viii. 131 The day was 'ushered in', as the news-
papers sajj, by the firing of cannon. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. Ix.\ii, Dim dawn, , . Who usherest in the dolorous hour
With thy quick tears. 187a Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 298
The French Revolution ushered in a new era of taste.

c. = sense 2 d.

1641 Maisterton Serm. 18 An anteambulo to usher in
a thousand pains. 1663 Sotn*H Serm. (1717) V. 89 Every
Fast portended some Villany, as still a Famine ushers in
a Plague. 169s J. Edwards Perfect. Script. 414 The Lord,
who was to be usher'd in by Elijah the prophet. 1707
Curios, in Hush. <5- Gard. 44 Flowers . . appear only to usner
in the Fruit, or the Seed; afterwards they fade. 171a
Addison Sfect. No. 363 f 18 That vision of Lewdness and
Luxury which usher in the Flood, a 1721 Prior Many
Daughters have done tvell 10 How welcome did that light
appear Which usher'd in a form all Heav'nly fair.

d. To mark the introduction, beginning, or oc-
currence of (an event, etc.) ; to introduce.
1646 J. Hall Hone Vac. 8 T'hey generally usher in up-

roares in the State. 1650 R. Stapylton StradaU Low C.
U^ars VII. 49 These punishments seemed only to usher in
the Death of the two Counts. 16^7 Dampier Voy. (1729) L
39^ A convenient place to usher in a Commerce with the
neighbouring country. 1784 Cowper Task IV. 23 But oh
th* important budget ! usher'd in With . . heart-shaking music,
x8ox Med, Jrnl. V. 231 Increased heats.. already described
as ushering in the hemorrhage. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst.
Clin, Med. X. 106 The symptoms. . bear a very strong analogy
to those which usher in typhus. 1870 Freeman Norm. Cong.
(ed. 2) L 738 The event of ioi8..was ushered in byacomet.

e. = sense 4.
i66j Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 11. vL § 5 Their deliverance

by Cyrus. .he ushers. .in with this preface that (etc. J. 1673
True Worship 0/ God 8 These Sacrifices not only accom.
panying their Confessions. .! but'their Hymns and Doxolo.
gics also,.. to usher them in with more acceptance. 1609
Bentley Phal. 222 He would have usher'd the Word in
with some kind of introduction. 1757 Gray LcI. Poems
(•775) 252 All that ushers in the incantation from 'Try we
yet..', lam delighted with. «I763 W. King Lit. ^ I'olit.
Anecd. (1815) 154 He was. .so unfortunate as to usher in his
criticisms with [etc.]. 1814 Chalmers Evid. Chr. Revel. 11.

ii,_The quotation is.. ushered in by the general words, 'As
it is written ',

Hence TT'sherinif ///. a,
1628 [A. Leighton] .l/tpeal to Parliament 143 Why

breaketh out the fearfull wrath of God.. among us, but
because of Baal-peor his ushering Ceremonies..? 1634
Milton Comus 279 Could that [sc. darkness] divide you
from neer-ushering guides? 1820 Clare Rural Lijfe (ed. 3)
3a That rural call . .AH noises now to silence lulls, In soft and
ushering sounds.

t TT-sherage. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -age.] Tlie
act of ushering or introducing ; insertion.
1661 HiCKERlNGiLL Jamaica 28 [An interstice] admitting

not so much as the intermedium or usherage of a twig.
i66a — Apol. Distressed Innoc. Wks. 1716 I. 298 If the
usherage of Sanctity cannot hand in their black deformities
of Rapine.

t TJ'sh.erailoe. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ance.] The
action of introducing or bringing in ; introduction,
X711 Shaftesb. Cltarac, 1 1 1. 190 Our Author's First Letter

..occasion'd the revival of this abortive Piece, and gave
Usherance to its Companions.

U'Sherer. [f. Usher z;. + -erI.] One who or
that which ushers in ; an usher or liarbinger. Also
with in. Occas.y%-.
IS98 Makston Scourge o/Villanie 11. v. E 4 h, Codrus my

wellfac'd Ladies taile-bearer, (He that some-times play'th
Flauias usherer). 1640 Reynolds Passions xxxv. 424 The
Usherers in, or Attendants and followers on the Grave, Age,
Infirmity, Sicknesse. £1645 Howell Lett.'iv. xxix. (1890)
607 True spiritual Pride, the usherer.in of all Confusions.
1824 Galt Rothelan II. 111. ii. iS The Past is usherer to the
Future. 1892 Walt Whitman in Harper's Mag. April 709/2
Thee \sc. Death], envoy, usherer, guide at last of all.

• U'shering, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. *• -INol.] The
action of the verb, in various senses. Also with in.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 328 Nay he can sing A meane

most meanly, and in Vshering Mend him who can. a 1613
Overbury C/iaraclers, A Fine Gentleman, Afterwards he
maintaines himselfe an implement of houshold, by carving
and ushering. 01693 Urquharfs Rabelais in. xxx. 247
At the ushering in (F. I'apport] of the Second Service,
Panurge..[made]a low Reverence. i8so O. Winslow /«««r
Life X. 273 The ushering in of that great event. 1851 Gal-

^V?\!*'^^ '• '' ^'" "^'''"'"g in of a new political phasis.
1866 Irollope Claverings ii, Even though he had earned
that money by 'ushering ' for the last two years
TT'Sherless, a. [f. Usher sb. + -less.] Lack-

ing an Uiher, herald, or harbinger. In earlier use Ae.
.J?**

Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Handy-cra/ts 88
Where Usher-lesse, both day and night, the. .windes enter
and goe forth. 1604 Marston Malcontent iv. v. G J, There
Vsherlesse the ayre comes in and out. 1815 Milman Fazio
80 Who art thou thus usherless and unbidden Scarest my
privacy J 1883 J. Payn Thicker tha,i Water II. xxix. 217

usherless^"*'
^'^"^' '" """ *'"• Sotheran coming up

U-sherment. rarr-'^. [f. Ushbr &. + -ment.]
The fact of being prefaced, introduced, or ushered in.
1887 Saintsbury Hist. Elizab. Lit. ii. 46 These last.. do not

come in with the somewhat ostentatious usherment and
harbingery, which for instance laid the even more splendid
bursts of Jeremy_Taylor open to the sharp sarcasm of South.
U sherslup. [f. Usher sb. -t- -ship.]
1. The office or functions of an usher.
isSo FULK« MartiaU Cnrfut. iv. i«j Y« Priestes are

476

appointed to vse those signes, which if Martials Vsher.
ship will not admit, [etc.]. 1631 T. Powell Tom of all
Trades 44 To leape into instantly, and imediately out of a
Ladies vshership. X740 Lo. Harrington in \oth Rep. Hist,
MSS. Comm. App. I. 275 The Ushership of the Exchequer.
1788 Cowper Let. Wks. 1836 VI. 201 When I was under bis
ushership at Westminster. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

III. 93 To assume the ushership of the black rod at Mont-
gomery Place. i88x Daily News i Aug. 5/3 In Algeria.,
his years of ushership had been the most wretched of bis life.

2. A post or position as a (school-) usher.

1825 Hone Every.day Bk, I. 79 The son.. being put to
school, obtained successive usherships. x88o R. K. Dent
Old >f New Birtningham 79 Johnson having found the
drudgery of an ushership . . too irksome for him.
tTshewe, obs. f. Issue sb.

t Ushing, var. Ishing vbl, sb. Obs. (Cf. UsH p.l)

X37S Barbour Bruce vi. 363 (E.), Hys wyt schawyt hym
the strait entre off the furd, and the uschyng alsua.

II Usine («zi'n, ywzf'n). [F. usine factory, (in

early use) water-mill.] A factory; esp. in later

use, a West Indian sugar factory.
In first quot. the word is misapplied.

1798 W. Eton Turk. Empire 216 Their furnaces are of
usine, which is particularly adapted to the casting of iron,
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade 396 Usine, a glass-house ; an
iron-work. 1878 Times 10 May 4/3 Furnaces and vast usines.
1888 Daily News 13 April 5/4 Of these usines, or crushing
factories, there are ahready several in Trinidad, St. Lucia,
and British Guiana.

U-Sing (y«-zig), vbl. sb. [f. Use v. + -ING 1.]
1. The action of making use of something, or the

fact of being used.
(H340 Hampole Psalter Vw. 2, I am made sary in myn

vsynge. 1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love ill. vi. 1. 60 They han as
wel dyvers aptes and dyvers maner usinges. c 1400 Cursor
M. 29369 (Cott. Galba), pat o'jKt [case] es of. .portere, in
vsyng of (>aire awin mistere. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret,
247 Vsynge of honementys aftyr the tyme and complexcione.
c 1445 Pecock Donei 50 Mesurable and resonabte vsing of
worldlygoodis. iS26/';4<-./'«'ryC(W. de W. 1531)45 Iniust
commutacion & vsyng of tliese thynges. 1560 Bible (Genev.)
Col. ii. 22 Which all perishe with the vsyng of them. 1656
Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts./r. Parnass. II. Ii. (1674)
202 The using of the same severities which Augustus.,
practised. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 111. x. § a The using of
Words, without clear and distinct Ideas, 1705 Lend. Gaz.
No. 4114/4 A fine Coach lined with Velvet, little the worse
for using. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. 315 His teeth wear,
like those of most other animals, by using. 1826 Art of
Brewing (iti. 2) 94 The twelve principal houses have.. dis-
claimed the using of any material in their Beer, except malt
and hops. 1893 C. C. King hi Social Eng. 1. 43 Of. .arrow-
heads as missile weapons there are none that seem worth
the using.

t b. The celebration of the Eucharist. Obs.
1452 Teuton Lett. 1. 237 The seid servaunts . . knelyng to see

the usyng of the Masse. 1454 /Wrf. 280. c l^flo Langjforde's
Medifacyons in Wickham Legg Tracts on Mass (1904) 28
From the sacryng vnto the vsing be done, you may remem.
her. .the Passyon and deith of our sauyour.

O. The action of accustoming to something.
170a Eng. Theophrast. ai2 It goes a great way towards

Felicity, the using of our selves to other Peoples Follies,

2. Manner of usage or employment.
1388 Wyclif Rom. Pro!., Thei weren brou5t in to the lawe

and profetis, that is, in to cerymonyes. .acordynge with tho
cerymonyes, which vsyng is contrarie now to the treuthe .

.

of Cristis gospel. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet, 114 b, iii. The
placing of these Images, is like vnto wordes written, iiii.

The vtteraunce and vsing of them, is like vnto read,
ynge. 1669 in Buccleuch MSS, (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

32 Extolling the King of England's using of people. 1726
Leoni Albcrti's Archil. I. 62 b/a For the right using of
these benefits, the Fathers may provide by Laws and
St.-ltutes. 1827 Keble Chr. K, Palm Sunday v. As in this
bad world below Noblest things find vilest using.

3. Using-up, consumption or exhaustion of a
commodity, etc.

1863 Jas. Sanderson Agric, Berw. <$• Roxh. 32 The using,
up of the manure is the preferable mode. tSSg Hamerton
French ^ English I. i. 14 The decline caused by industrialism
and the rapid using-up of life in large cities,

4. Special Comb. : using-flle, a file affixed to
the work-bench (instead of being held in the hand),
for having the work rubbed upon it ; using-ground
U.S., the haunt of wild-fowl; fusing stone (see
quot. x'""^

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xii. r a The Using.
File.. IS about nine or ten Inches long, and three or four
Inches broad. ,

.
The two broad sides must be exactly flat and

straight. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 303/1 The using File .
.

;

the teeth not half so rou^h as the common File. Hid. 382/1
The Using Stone [of jewellers].. is a flat smooth Stone
shooting out into two angles or points on each side. 1893
Harper s Mag. Oct. 681/2 The * using-grounds ' of the coveys
are generally known or suspected by the farmer,

TT-Bitate, a. [ad. L. Hsitdt-us, pa. pple. of «j-
itdri to use often,] a. Customary, usual, b. Much
used of{= by).

188s Dixon Hist. Ch. Eng. xx. III. 462 The usitate digni.
ties of rural deans and archdeacons. 1890 Sat. Rev. 27
Sept. 383/1 A form ofpunishment usitateof French novelists.

U-sitative, a. rare-^. [f, as prec. + -ive.] That
denotes customary action.
1849 Alford Gk. Testament 1. 19 Not the usitative aorist,

but declarative of the definite past eWoxio of the Father
inHim.

t Usker, Obs. rarr-^. [a. Irish usgar."] An
ornament or jewel. In quot. colled.
1536-7 Act aS Hen. Vlll, in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 130

That also no woman vse or weare any kyrtell, or cote.,
couched ne layd with vsker, after the Irish fashion.

USQUEBAUGH,
Uslo, obs. var. Isbl (ashes, etc.).

U'snate. Chem. [f, Usn-ic -i- -ateI i c] A salt

produced by a combination ofusnic acid with a base.
j866 Watts tr. Gmelin's Handbk. Chem. XVII. 50-51

Usnate of Ammonia, . . Usnate of Potash, . . Usnate of Soda,
, . Usnate of Baryta, . . Usnate of Copper. 1868 Watts' Diet.
Chem. V. 970 The usnates of the alkali-metals are soluble in
water.

IIUsnea (fsn/'ia), PI, usneas, usnece. [med.L,
(i2th cent,), ad. Arab, and Pers. iiil ushnah
moss. Hence F. usnie (1530;.] A genus of
gymnocarpous lichens, typical of the family
Usneidx ; a species or plant of this.

IS97 Gerardb Herbal in. clvi. 1369 Muscus quer.
Hus ; . . the Arabians and the Apothecaries call it Vsnea.
1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Usnea, Moss which
grows upon Bones or Trees. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
t^f«^a, a kind ofgreen Moss, .which is us'd in Pbysick. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., fi«fa,. .of this genus ofplants there
are nineteen known species: i. The stringy-tree moss, or
common Usnea of the shops. Ibid., 19. The smallest of all

the 6'jKffaj.. grows on the barks of old trees. 1857 M. J.
Berkeley Introd. Crypt. Bot. 417 Usnex, finally, when
well-grown, are perhaps the most beautiful of Lichens.
1857 Thoreau Maine W. ii. (1867) 155 The spruce still

grows shaggy with usnea. i8«i H. ^\KzmujM Footn./r.
Page Nat. 109 So late as the seventeenth century, some of
the filamentous lichens were sold in the shops of barbers
and perfumers under the name of Usnea.
attrib. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cont. II. viL 204 From

many of the branches depended the Usneje moss in gtaceful
and delicate fringes.

U'Suic, a. Client. Also nsneio, [f Usn-ba »•

-IC I b,] Usnic acid, carbusnic acid ; usnin,
1847 W, Gregory Handbk. Org. Chem. (ed. 2) 502 Usnic

Acid.. is found in many lichens,, .and in many species of
Usnea [etc.]. 1848 Fownes Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) 514 The
Usnea barbata and several other lichens contain usneic
acid. 1861-7 [see UsninJ.

Usnin (»'snin), Chem. Also-ine. [f.UsN-EA +
-IN 1.] Usnic acid.
1861 H. Macmillan Footn.fr. Page Nat. 82 Alpine lichens

generally are more or less of a brown or black colour. I'his
peculiarity seems to be owing to the presence of usnine or
usnic acid. 1867 Brande & Cox Diet. Sci., etc. III. 912/3
Usnin or Usnic Acid,. forms yellow crystals, which with
great difficulty are fused like a resin.

llUso. Obs. [It. orSp. «w.] = Usance 5, 5 b.
1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 3992/4 Two first Bills of Exchange,

..payable to Jean Voordagh or Order, at 2 uso 8 days.
1740 W. Douglass Disc. Curr. Brit. Plant. Amer. 4, Notes
of Hand payable in Silver at certain Uso's or Periods.

+ U'sqne. Sc. Obs. Also 8 usques, husiiae,
usky (ct. Whisky sb."^). Short for next,
1728 Ramsay Friends in Ireland 10 Drinking roundly

rum and claret. Ale and usquae. c iTioBvja Lett. N. Scott.

(1754) I. 188 'J his drink [common ale] is of itself apt to give
a Diarrhe.1, and therefore.. they interlace it with Brandy or
Usky. 1739 A. NicoL Poems 76 Good ale and Usque ga'd
about In Healths.
attrib. C1730 Burt Lett. N. Scotl, (1754) II. 83 My

Merchants.. mov'd the Usky Vessels before 'em. llid. 84
The Usky Men were my Companions.

Usq,aebaag]l (c-skwibg). Forms : a. 6 vske-
beaghe, 7 vsque-ba'he, rskebah (uskkiba),
7-9 usquebah (7 nsquabah), 7 vsquebaoh;
7 vsque-, 7- usquebagh, 7 vsoe-, usee-, uska-
bagh; 6 vscough-, 7- usquebaugh. $. 7 vsque-,
usque-, husquo-, uskebath. 7. (Chiefly Sc.) 6
iskie-bae, 7 usquebay, 8-9 usquebae (8 usqua-
bae), [a. Irish and Sc. Gaelic uisge beatha
{tiisci-betha in Ann. Loch Ci, an, 1405), lit. ' water
of life ' (cf. AQOA-VIT.K), f. uisge water, and beatha
life. The latter word is diiferently pronounced in
Irish and Scottish Gaelic, approximately (ba) and
(be). Cf. Whisky(bae.] = Whisky j-i.i

With a-forms, in very freq. use from c 1610.
o. 1581 Derricks Image Ireland F ij, She fiUes them then

with Vskebeaghe. 1600 Sir R. Ceql Lett. (Camden) 33
Remember.. the Lord Threasurer with a couple of pugges
or some vscough baugh. i6io Beaum. & Fu Scorn/. Lady
II. i, A bottle of Usquebaugh. 1658 Rowland tr. Mou/et's
Theat.Ins.gj^ The Irish prepare a distilled Oenomeli made
with Honey, Wine and some herbs, which they cal Vsque-
bach. 1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1776/4 There is right Irish
Usquebagh to be sold, .at the Rein-Deer in Tuttle-slreet, ..

By one from Irel.ind. 1706-7 Farquhar Beaux' Strat. i. i,

An honest Gentleman that came this way from Ireland,
made her a Present of a dozen bottles of Usquebaugh. 1762
FooTE Orators 111. 61 Usquebaugh . . is an exhilirator of the
bowels, and a. stomatic to the head. 1818 Hazlitt Eng-
lish Poets vii. 260 The last long precious draught of his
favourite usquebaugh. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt..Royal I.

iv. 118, I wonder whether she had a strong brogue, and a
sneaking fondness for usquebaugh.
attrib. 1630 Randolph A ristippus 24 Are you there you

Vsquebaugh Rascall, with your Metheglin iuyce ?

|8. 1621 S. Ward Li/e 0/ Faith 33 Vsing it [sc. faith) as
Vsquebath and strong Waters for swones and heart qualmes
onely. 1681 T. Dinelev fml. Tour Irel. in Trans. Kilkenny
Archaeol. Soc. Ser. ti. II. 25 As thou did not want Usque-
bath Oat cakes,., How is it then that thou diedst? 1713
Tyldesley Diary (1873) "7 Hee gave us two drames of
uskebath.

. Y- ^383 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 1062 And George Gipsones
iskic bae Had all the wyte he womit sae. a 1680 W. Cle-
LAND Poems (1697) 12 A Tupe Horn fill'd with Vsquebay.
1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. viii. Another gill Of
ustjuebae. 1791 Burns Tarn O'Shcuiter 108 Wi' usquabae,
we II face the devil ! 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose iv, A fl.isk

of usquebae, designed for the refreshment of Lord Menteith.
•840 R. Bremner Excurs. Denmark, etc II. «ii Morning
drinkers of usquebae.



USTEBOSIS.

TTasay, Tisscha, usscho, usse, obs. Sc. varr.
Issue s6. T7s self, etc. : see Self A. 3-4. TJa-
sell, obs. or dial. var. Ouzel. Usshe, obs. form
of UsH V. Sc. Usshew, tTssu, etc., obs. varr.
Issue sd. XTste, obs. Sc. var. Host sk* 2.

TJstel-, Ustilement, etc., obs. ff. Hustlement.
tUsterosis, obs. var. Hystergsis.
<»i66i Fuller li'ortlilts, Bed/oril. 1.(1662) 121 Mean time

we take notice of .-in i/rf^rwij, beholding R. Basset (though
first named) as his Under-Sheriff.

Ustilagi-neous (fstil/dji-nriSs), a. Bol. [f.

mod.L. Ustilagine-ss (see def.) + -ous.] Of or per-
taining to the Ustilaginex (brand fungi).
1889 PLOwmcHT Brit. Urediitex x. 60 One peculiarity of

most of the Ustilagineoiis myceh'a. 1000 B. D. Jacksom
C/«i. Boi. Terms 283 Usierofhyte, . . Berkeley's name for
one of the Ustilagineous FungL
tJatila-ginous (sstilaedginas), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. Vslilagin-, Ustilago + -ons.]
1. Resembling, belonging or allied to, Ustilago.
1857 M. J. Berkeley [ntrod. Crypt. Bot. 323 Besides the

Ustilaginous species, there are others. 1000 B. D. Jackson
G!ms. Bet. Terms 283.

2. ' Affected with ustilago; smutty' {Cent. Did.).
II TTstilago (fstilfi-go). PI. ustilaginea

(-?i-d3tnrz). Bot. [Late L. ustilago, app. a kind of
thistle ; in mod.L. applied to smut on account of
its burned or blackened appearance: of. next.]
Smut on oats, barley, or other grain, etc. ; also
spec, a genus of parasitic fungi, typical of the N.O.
Ustilaginex (brand fungi).

.
'578.LVTE Dodoens 471 Vsiilago is a certayne disease, or

inhrmitie, that happeneth vntcebare eares, but especially
vnto Oles. Itrid,, This barren and vnfruitefull herbe is nowe
called Vstilngo, that is to say, Burned, or Blighted.
ai7>i Lisle Husb. (1757) 130, I could find little ustilago
in my oats. Ibid,^ The ustilago is common to the ears of
crass 33 well as of com. 1811-7 Good Study Med. (1829)
II. 118 Wheat which is., infested with albigo (mildew),
nstilago (smut), and clavus (ergot or spur). 1857 M. J.
Berkeley Inlrod. Crypt. Bot. 323 Scarcely ever so much
as to make them disagreeable objects like the Ustilagos.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1 197/3 Ustilago, smut, a disease in which
the natural tissue is replaced by black powder. 1895 M. C.
CooKK .Study Fu/r^ XKi.^^1 It was.. customary to associate
the Ustilagines with the Uredines.

tU'Stion. Ohs. [a. OF. «j/iw(i3thc., -=Sp.
ustion, It. ustiont, Pg. ustao), .id. L. ustiSn-em,
noun of action f. ust-us, pa. pple. otHr/'re to bum.
Cf. Adustiok, Incstion.]

1. The action of burning, or fact of being burnt.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 10 Likewise Incision . . kepeth

the place of vstion, free and cleare from yll smelling and
rancoring.^ 16x7 Woodall .Surg. Mate (1639) 274 Vstion is

a preparation of things..by burning them in a crucible, or
in the fire. 1673 Fhil. Tratis. VIII. 6132 All these to be
further examined by, , Arefaction, Assation, Ustion, Calcina.
lion. 1;^ Chambers Cycl. r,v., The Ustion of Minerals, is

a more imperfect kind of Calcination. 1778 Pbvce Min.
Comub. 341 It may be worth enquiry, whether., Ores, .may
not be advanced in value by a previous ustion. 180a Trans.
Soc. Arts XX. 209 Another [cause of the fetid smell], .is

ustion or burning the [fist>.] oil.

2. The action of searing ; canteri7,ation.

xsSB J, Read tr. Arcaeus* Metk. curing Woundes 60 That
Imperfection, .cannot bee holpen without vstion or burning.
1638 A. Read Ckirurg. ii. 14 Wee ou^ht not, but upon great
necessitie, to have recourse to ustion. 1651 BiGOS Nevj
Disp. p 2^6 They.. have stoutly played the Vulcans, and
have appointed also Arabick ustions . . for the sciatica. 1684
tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xix. 712 The ustion of the loynts
that was grown out of use, has been restored. 1^37 Bracken
Farriery Intpr. (1756) I. 319 Ustion or Burning was the
Remedy most used.

b. A place or surface presenting the appearance
of being seared or cauterized.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 2=5 The roote of the greater
Siler,.cureth those cold vstions in the flesh or belly, when
the place looketh blacke or looseth sence.

8. Jig. Concupiscence ; libidinous desire, rare.

,tS59 [see Urn v? iJ. 1614 Sanderson Serm. I. 228 Mar-
riage,. ,the sole allowed remedy against, , burning lusts; by
the apostle,, commanded in case of ustion to all men.

+ U-Btive, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. I'tst-vs (see jirec)

+ -IVE.] a. Caustic b. Adapted for a bum.
1597 A. M. tr. Guittemeau^s Fr. Ckirurg. 22 b/2 Causticke

or vstive medicamentes, as Aqva fortis. 1599 — '''• Gabet-
fuuer's Bk. Physicke 332/1 Linteseede-oyle , , is an excellent

ostive oyntment.

tU8to*rious,«. Ois.—^ [See prec. and -OEions.]

Characterized by the faculty or power of burning.
17x4 Watts Logic 1, vL § 3 It is by an ustorious (Quality

in the ^lir^our or Glas.s,, , arising from a certain unknown
substantial Form in them.

t XT-stulate, v. Ohs.—^ [ad. L. ustulSt-, ppl.

stem of Ustuldre to burn.] trans. (See quots.)
x6s3 Cockeram, Vstutate, to curie or burne. 1656 Blount

Gtossogr.f Ustulate, to burn or sear a thing [so Cooper .s.v.

VstutoY, also to frizel or curie. X775 Ash, Unustutated,..
not ustulated ; not burnt.

Uatulate (»'sti«Ut), a. [a. L. ustuldt-us, pa.

pple. : see prec] (See quots.)

l8a6 KiRBY & Sv. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 289 l/stulate,. .so

marked with brown as to have the appearance of being
scorched. i84oPAXTONiff(»/,Z?/c/. 325/2 ^j/w/<z/f,blackened.

[Hence in later works ]

ITBtnlation {vHiaW'^Jn). [ad. med.L. Hsltila-

tion-, UstulatiQ, noun of action f. L. Ustuldre to

bom.]

477

1. The action of burning or fact of being burnt

;

spec, in later use, torrification, roasting.
1658 tr. Poria's Nat. Magic x. xii. 267 To extract Oyl by

Descent. .is common and vulgar to all; for it is done by
Ustulation. 1667 Sprat Hist. R. Soc. 296 The ustulation
or affriction between the Nave and the Axel-tree, 1753
Chambers' Cycl.SiU^^X., Ustu/atiottt.. the roasting or torre-
fying of humid or moist substances over a gentle fire, so as
to render them fit for powdering. 1780 J. T. Dillom 'JVav.
Spain (1781) 262 Melting and ustulation of the mercurial
ores. 181 1 Self Instructor 534 Blacking lies in the iron,
and particularly in its ustulation. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 820
The combustion must be so conducted as.. to prolong the
ustulation, and let the whole mass be equably penetrated
with heat.

t 2. fig. = Ustion 3. Obs. rare.
x66o Jer. Taylor Ductor in. iv. rule 20 § 13 A state of

coclibate exposes us to a perpetual ustulation. Ibid. § 16
It is not certain that they took the better part when they
chose ustulation before marriage.

Ustyl(l)inent, obs. varr. Hustlement.
t Usuable, obs. var. Usablk a.

Z544 in Leadam Sel. Cases Crt. Requests (Selden) 112
Sy the olde vsuable custome of the seyd manoyr,

t TTsuage, obs. var. Usage sb.

Z641 in Verney Mem. (1904) I. 203 Contrary to the custom
& usuage of Parliment. 1708 Brit, Apollo No. 50. i/i So
customary an Usuage. rti744T. Innes in Spalding Club
Misc. (1842) II. 365 These usuages of Sarum were. .con-
firmed by the rescripts, .of popes.

Usual (y«-3«a!, -i^/al), «. Forms : 4-7 vsual,
-all (6 vsial, wsuall), 6- usual (6-7 -all, 7 use-
wal)

; 4-7 VSU-, usualo
; 4-5 vsu-, uaueU. [a.

OF. usual {i2gS in Godef.), usuel {¥. ttsuel), or
ad, L. (post-class.) usudl-is (whence It. usuaUj
Sp. and Pg. usuai^ Pr. uzuai), f. iistes Use sb.].

1. That is in ordinary use or observance ; having
general currency, validity, or force ; commonly ob-
served or practised ; current, prevalent.
1396 in Scottish Antig. XIV. 21b, xix. marcls of vsuale

moneth. 1396-7 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1907) XXII. 296 Oure
usuel presthod }>e qwtch began in Rome, c 1450 Godsto^u

^T* 553 Robert yaf to him xij. shillings of vsuall money.
Z49S Act II Hen. K//, c. 43 Freambley Noe gretter fees,.
but such [as] at this tyme be usuell. 1323 Fitzherb. Surv.
36 b, F. G. . . payeth vnto the lordes at the termes their vsuels
sixtene shillynges. 157S Extr, Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 24
Fortie markis wsuall mone^ of Scotland. rtij77 Sir T.
Smith Commw, Eng. ir. xii. (1589) 67 In this court [of
Chancery] the vsuall and proper forme of pleading of Eng.
land is not vsed. 1620 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 368
Tua vsuall termis in the yeir, Witsonday and Martimes,
1687 A. LovELL tr. Thet'enot's Trav. i. 278 He never goes
up thither but at the usual hours, unless it be [etc.]. 1747
Berkeley Lett. Wks. 1871 IV. 315 Pray give bim the usual
fee for the best lawyer. 1848 Wharton Laiv Lex.^ Usual
termSf a phrase in the common law practice, which means
pleading issuably, rejoining gratis, and taking short notice
of trial, iSss Poultry Chron, II. 580/2 At half the usual
rates of charge. 1S97 Daily News 10 April 7/2 Stay of
execution for a fortnight upon ' the usual terms '.

1 2, a. Of a year : Solar. Obs. rare.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 37 For J?e lewes In tretys
and couenauntes hauet> a 5ere vsual, and byginej? in lanuarie.

1398 — Bartk. De P. R. ix. iii. (Tollem. MS.), Some Jere
is clepid usuale, as is be ^ere of )>e sonne.

+ b. Of a month : Calendar. Obs.'~'^

1594 Blundevil Exerc. in. i, xlv. (1597) 172 b, The vsuall

month is that number of daies which are set downe in our
common Kalenders.

3. Ordinarily used; constantly or customarily

employed; in common use; ordinary, customary.
£1444 Pecock Donet 34 He must take J>e eukarist, not as

ojiire comoun or vsual meete and drynk. a 1479 Caxton
Epil. Boetk, 92 b, Maister Geffry Chaucer hath translated

this sayd werke oute of latyn in to oure vsual and moder
tonge. 153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 62i/i He turned
the vsuall englyshe woordesofchurche, priest, and penauiice,

to congregacyon, senior, and repentaunce. 1530 Bale Eug.
Votaries it. 40 A Consuetudynary or vsuall boke of tlie

churche. 1579 Fulke Re/ut, Rastel 781, Thou perhaps
wilt say, my bread is common and vsual bread. 1610
Holland Catnden^s Brit. i. 673 From whence there is an
usuall passage over into Ireland. 1641 J. Jackson True
Evang. T, I. 37 Earth-quakes, which (according to the usuall

scandall)..were ascribed as a punishment to the Christians.

167X Milton /'./iT. iv. 316 They. .Rather accuse him [.rt:. God]
under usual names. Fortune and Fate. 1739 T. Innes Cr//.

Essay (1879) 236 He reforms the bard Forchern's story of it

(according to the usual custom of posterior bards). 1776
Trial Nundocomar 24/2 What was Selabut's usual method
of attesting papers as a witness? 1797 Monthly Mag. III.

549 The sheriffshall make . . proclamations . . at or near to the
most usual door of the church, or chapel. 1836 W. Irving
Astoria II. 31 He began by the usual expressions of friend-

ship, i86oTYNDALLGVar. i. ix. 61 We reached the place by
the usual route. 1883 Manch. Exam, 30 Oct. 8/4 Beer in

the usual stately German flagons with pewter covers.

f b. Habitually done or made. Obs. rare,

1576 Fleming Pano^L Epist. A ijb. Often reading, and
usual marking the epistles of Tuliie. Ibid. 2 Sundry Gentle-
men, that haue usual resort to my house. 157^ Harrison
Engtandw. iii. (1877} i. 81 One thing onlie I mislikein thein,

and that is their vsuall going into Italie.

o. Of persons : Commonly employed or serving

in a particular capacity,

1590 Shaks. Mids. N* v. 1. 33 Where is our vsuall manager
of mirth ? Mod. He sent the money by his usual messenger.
Our usual postman did not come to-day.

4. That ordinarily happens, occurs, or is to be

found ; such as is commonly met with or observed

in ordinary practice or experience ; common , wonted

.

15^7 Misogonus IV. i, Gods providence in shewinge mercye
to his servauntes is alw.iyes vslall. 1579 Tomson Caivin't

USUALLY.
Serm. Tim. 248 It was a verie vsuall thin^ in the East coun»
trie, for a man to haue two or three wiues. 2638 Junius
Paint, Anc.QSo is it likewise an usuall thing in.. our life,

that we. .study alwayes to [etc.]. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
II. xxii. 122 The usuall meeting of men at Church, or at a
publique Shew, in usuall numbers. 1759 R. Brown Compl.
Fariiur 91 The usual signs that precede their swarming.
X784.Cowi'ER Tasku. 61 And th' old.. earth has had her
shaking fits More frequent, and forgone her usual rest. 1831
James Phil, Augustus 111. v, A table groaning under
a repast not very usual on the boards of a prison. 1855
J. Phillips Man,Geol. 204 The usual hardening ofsandstone
and shale, carbonization of coal, &c., occur.

b. Customary on the part of a person or persons
to do something.
1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. ix. 310 It hath.. grown som-

what ysuallin England, to giue vnto children . . the surnames
of their Godfathers. 1630 R. JohnsojCs Kingd. ^ Commw.
183 It IS usuall with all the Gauls, .to constraine Travellers
(though unwilling) to stay, 1716 Addison Freeholder No,
10 P 5 It was usual for him to shew the Delicacy of his Taste
by [etc.]. X719 London & Wise Compl. Card. 312 It is very
usual to meet with those. 1825 Encycl. Metrop. (1845)
XVII. 36/1 In most Pigeon-houses it is usual to have a Salt-
cat. 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. iv. vii. 506 note^ It is not
usual for. .[a] woman to turn it into drollery.

c. Common or habitual to a person or thing.
1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv. § 18 Several shapes and

effects usual to Fountains^ of pleasure. 1693 Congrkve Old
Bach. I. i, Why truth on't is, these early Sallies are not usual
to me.

d. As (or than) usuai^ as (or than) is' or was
customary or habitual. (Cf. Usually adv, i b.)

Asper usual', see V'&'&prep. III. i.

[1617 Morvson Itin. i. 114 Liuing things cast into that
caue, and held there for longer time then is vsuall.] 1716
Addison Freeholder No, 32 fa Our Conversation opened,
as usual, upon the Weather, 1725 Fam, Diet. s.v. Fulse^
When the Strokes are much smaller than usual. 1795
Gentl. Mag. 539/2 The blights were this year, .more de-
structive than usual. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 348/2 The
poultry department was, as usual, the principal attraction.

1865 Dickens yi/K/,/'V. i.xiv, The huddled buildings looked
lower than usual. 1876 [see Usualness].

fS. 6^j«(z/y>7«V, = UsuFRuiT, Usufruct. Sc,

1558 KnoxFiVs/ Blast (Arb.) 46 God wold not suffer that
the commoditie and vsuall frutc.shulde passe to an other
[tribe].

t6. Of persons: Customary, regular. Obs.
'579 Southampton Crt. Lect Rec. (1906) if. 167 Owen

symons is a vsuall convayor of wood beyond the seas,

fb. Habitunlly resorting. Obs,"^
XS97 J. Payne Royal Exch. 27 The devill perswades sum

carnall and viciouse parsons that there tyme ys well spent,
beinge vsuall jn the taverne,

7. absoL a. The [Jiis^ etc.) usual^ what is usual,

customary, or frequent (esp. with a person or

persons).

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Deronda v. xxxv. III. 22 To be an
unusual young man means for the most part to get a difficult

mastery over the usual. 1892 E. Reevks Homeward Bound
189 Nothing in Naples is so clean as the horses' harness, and
to-day the drivers outdid their usual. 1897 Daily Nfivs
23 Dec. 3/5 Coroner: How much whisky did he drink?—
Witness : Eighteen half quarterns a night . . was his usual.

b. colloq. Customary state of health.

1887 Annie S. Swan Gates of Eden xx, Aunt Susan is in
her usual, I know.
Hence U'sualness.
1653 H, More Antid. Ath. i. x. 30 The usualnesse of such

dangers have made them loose the sense of the danger.
1705 Clarke Evid. Nat, ^ Rev. Relig. xiv, (1716) 297 Tis
only usualness or unusualness that makes the distinction.

X727 Bailey (vol. II), />r^«tf«^//«j, oftenncssj usualness.
1876 Mrs. Whitney Sights ^ Ins. II. ix. 405 They had been
two days together, as usual ; and usualness is a great power.

Usually (y«*gK|ali, -iwiali), adv, [f. prec.+
-LT'A]

1. In a usual or wonted manner ; according to

customary, established, or frequent usage; com-
monly, customarily, ordinarily; as a rule.

In frequent use from c 1600^

1477 Rolls of ParIt, VI. 191/2 All the Membres usuelly
called to the forseid Parlementes. 1^85 Yorks. Archaeol.
Soc, Record Ser. XLK i [He] awaytid vpon hym thyder
according as he vsually dyde. i$i6Pilgr. Perf (W. de W.
"^^Z^) 17 Ibe moost vyle meet that is vsually ordeyned for

beestes. 1587 Southampton Crt, Leet Rec. (1906) ii. 262
Emery lake doth vsually delyver his key of the lynnen
hawle to straungers at all dayes. 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 331 b, Through their excellencie in horsemanship
they vsually made tne victorie..to be certaine. 1634 W.
Tirwhyt tr, Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 203 If thy letters oe so
short, as usually they are. i68a Norris Hierocles 10 The
Keejier of this observation was usually call'd . . by the
mystical Name Oath. 1709 Steele 'Jailer No. 17 f 2 The
Ornaments which are usually ^iven to the Actions of the

Great. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar xiij One of those observations

I usually made to impress my wife. 1825 Scott Betrothed
XV, The blessings which are usually bestowed on a depart-

ing kinswoman. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 174/1 Palms are

woody plants, usually trees, with simple stems. 1878 Jevons
Prim. Pol. Econ. 66 Even a successful strike usually

occasions loss.

b. In the phr. than usually (now only as in

quot. 1875), ):as usually, Cf, Usual a. 4d.
ax7oo Evelyn Diary 18 Jan. 1645, A very large payr of

stayres, round, without any stepps as usualy. 1713 Derham
Phys. Theol. i. iii. 22 The Summer of 1708, part of which..
was much colder than usually. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
XV. iii, The Company behaved as usually on these Occasions.

x8oS Med. Jml. XIII. 107 It absorbs this substance more
eagerly from the surface of the body than usually. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. a) IV. 38 The mind of man has been more
than usually Active in thinking about mun.



XTStTARY.

+ 2. In a regular manner ; regularly. Ods. rare.
IS73 TussER Hmb. (1878) 17 To walke thy pastures vsuallie

To spie ill neighbours subtiltie. 1605 Camden Retu. 233
He would not have so weighty a matter tumultuously and
rashly done, but vsually and orderly,

XTsuary (y«-zi»<iari). Roman Law. [ad. late L.
Asuari-us sb., f. ustiaritts a., f. L. iisus Use sb.'\

One who has the use but not the ownership of a
thing.

X871 PosTE Gains IV. 507 As'the usufructuary has no pos-
session, it follows a fortiori that'the usuary has no possession.

nsaca'pient. Roman Law. [ad. L. usii-

capienl; pres. pple. stem of usu-capire : see Usu-
capion.] One who has acquired, or claims title

to, property by usucapion.

187s PosTK Gaius (ed. 2) 11. 192 The possession of the
nsucapient must be based on a justa causa or titulus. 1880
MuiRHEAD Gains Dig. 457 A thing delivered to the usu.
capient by one who was not its owner.

tTsncapion (yKziak^'-pif^n). [a. L. Osu-capion-,
usff-capio (whence F. and Sp. usucapion. It. tisu-
capiom, Pg. -capiao),!, itsU-capere to acquire owner-
ship by prescription. Cf.UsucAPTioN.] In Roman
and CivilLaw, t\ie acquisition of ownership by long
use or enjoyment

; prescription in virtue of con-
tinuous undisturbed possession. Also^.
x6o6 BiRNiE Kirkburial xix. The vnion is so indissoluble,

that neyther prescription of tyme, vsucapion of person,
nor boutgate of circumstance can giue a regresse. 1617
Collins Defence Bf. 0/ Ely 11. x. 471 The name Catholike
appertaining thereunto, by vsucapion forsooth, by plaine
prescription, as Campian dreameth. iS8i Stair Iiistii. xxii.
'• 433 Prescription which is short in Moveables, is commonly
called Usucapion. 1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. iii. vii.

§ 14 Thus things sacred or public could not by the Roman
law be acquired by usucapion. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 117/2
Without affecting to give him ownership, which the law
alone could give him by virtue of usucapion. 1853 Lorenz
tr. Van lier KcesseVs Select Theses ccvii, By no means
opposed to the usucapion of a movable thing in three years.
1871 PosTE Gniiis 11. J53/2 The Senate .. decreed that such
tisucapions are revocable.
altrib. 1875 PosTE Gains (ed. 2) iv. 641 Possession .. is

transformed by a certain lapse of time into dominion ; and
is called Usucapion-possession.

Hence Usnca-pionary a., in virtue of usucapion.
1880 MuiRHEAD Gains Dig. 585 By completing his usu-

capionary possession, he cured the defect.

.

UsncaptCyiVziwlcEept),!;. Roman Law. [ad. L.
HsU-capt; past pple. stem of iisU-capere : see Usu-
capion.] trans. To acquire ownership of or title

to (a property, etc.) by usucaption. Also absoL
x88o MuiRHEAD Gains IL § 03 A usufructuary cannot usu-

capt. 1886 — in Encycl. Brtt. XX. 692/2 Upon him who
had usucapted by possession the greater part of a deceased
person's estate.

Hence TTsaca-ptaMe, -ible ajjs., capable ofbeing
held by usucaption ; Vsnca'ptor, = Usucapient.
1880 Motrhead Gains Dig. 582 The land was not usu-

captable. Ibid. ir. § 57 Such usucapions may be revoked,
and the heir recover from the usucaptor. 1886 — in
Encycl. Brit, XX. 690/a Any citizen.. holding movables as
his own, provided they were usucaptible.

Usnca'ption (ywzi/^kse'pjan). Roman Law.
[a. OF. usucaption, -cion, or med.L. usHcaption-,
ad. L. iisii-capidn- Usucapion.] = Usucapion.
1656 Blount, Usucaption (usuca^tio), prescription or long

possession or the attaining a thing thereby. 1728 Chambers
Cyci. S.V., Some make a Difference between Prescription
and Usucaption, maintaining that the latter is only used
with regard to Moveables, and the former with regard to
Immoveables. 1760 tr. VatteVs Law of Nations 11. xi.
166 Usucaption is the acquisition of domain founded on
a long possession, uninterrupted and undisputed. 1B26
G. Spence Orig. Laws Mod. Europe p. xvii, Modes of
acquiring property or ownership in individual things: Of
usuraption and prescription. i8s3 Whewell Grotins I.

276 The right of usucaption, by which a thing long used
becomes the property of the possessor. 1874 Motley

t Barncveld I. 283 Rather by usucaption than usurpation,
Holland had. .come to consider herself. . the Republic itself.
ttttrib. 1871 PosTE Gaius IV. 501 Possession,.. which we

will call usucaption.possession.

XTsafract (y« zi«frBkt), sb, [a. late L. UsR.
fruct-us (whence Sp. and Pg. tisufructo. It. usu-,
usofrutto, Pr. usufrug), ad. L. Hsus-fructus (abl.
Osti-fructu.). CI. UsuFRuiT.]
1. Law. The right of temporary possession, use,

or enjoyment of the advantages of property belong-
ing to another, so far as may be had without
causing damage or prejudice to this. Also trans/.
e 1630 Sir T. Hope Minor Prncticks (1734) 252 After the

Usu-fruct is once lawfully constitute by a Seasin. 1681
Stair Instit. xvi. 327 Usufruct is the power of disposal of
'he use and fruits, saving the Substance of the thing. 1710
J. Harris Lex. Techn. II. s.v. Services, Services Personal,
are those due from a Thing to a Person, and of these they
account

.
.Usufruct, Use and Habitation. I7«« Blackstone

Comm. II. 105 A subject therefore hath only theusufruct, and
not the absolute property of the soil. 1B39CARLYLE Chartism
X. 176 Lawsuits in chancery for some short usufruct of a bit
of land. i8j3 J. H. Newman Hist. Si. (1873) I. i. ii. 74They held it [sc. Sogdiana] in possession . . for 90 or 100
yjars; they came into the usufruct and enjoyment of it.

1868 Browning Eing cj- Bi. 11. 211 He owned some usufruct,
had moneys' use Lifelong.

^•.'5*3 Patmore Angel in Ho. 1. 11. ii. Could eternal life
afford That tyranny should thus deduct From this fair land
..A year of the sweet usufruct.

b. An office of which one is usufructuary, rare.
1848 Hallam Suppt. Notes Hist. Mid. Ages 1 16 M. Gu^rard

478

.. is ofopinion that, though benefices were ultimately fiefs, in
the first stage of the monarchy they were only usufructs.

^. gen. Use, enjoyment, or profitable possesiion
(<y something).
i8n Lamb Elia I. Bacltelor's Campl., In the rich man's

houses and pictures .. I have a temporary usufruct at least.
183s Greswell Parables IV. 490 No more than preliminary
to the usufruct of the Kingdom itself. 1863 Kinglake
Lrtmea 1. 41 Which of the rival Churches should have the
control and usufruct of every holy shrine.

b. esp. Beneficial use or enjoyment of land. Also
Jig. and transf.

i8«4 Marsh Man * Nat. 35, Man has too long forgotten
that the earth was given to him for usufruct alone, not for
consumption. 1870 Huxlev Lay Serm. xii. 313 Depriving
man of the usufruct of one of the most fertile fields of his
great^patrimony. Nature. 1898 Harcourt in Times 30March 8/2 I he ' usufruct ' of Port Arthur and Ta-lien-wan
had been granted to Russia. ' Usufruct ' appears to be a
new word [in this connection].

3. attrib., as usujruct discipline, right.

184s R. W. Hamilton Pop. Ednc. iv. 69 A sordid,
utilitarian, usufruct, discipline of the youthful mind. 1881
H. H. Century 0/Dishonor 115 The usufruct right of the
Indians to the lands occupied by them.
Hence Usufm -01100, = sense 2 b.
1846 Congressional Globe 27 May 862/3 They saw. .that

they could .
. get the whole [boundaty.line], at least for a long

time, under our own delusive project ofjoint usufruction.U suflniot, V. [f. prec. Cf. med.L. Usufruct-
are, -tidre, It. usu/ruttare, -uare, Sp. usufrnctuar.']
trans. To hold (property) as a usufntctu.try ; to
possess in or subject to usufruct. Also absol.
i88oMuiRHEADGa««ii. §i4ltis..therightofu.sufructing,

and the right under the oblig.-ttion that is incorporeal. 1886— m Encycl. Brit. XX. 709/2 Property usufructed should
revert unimpaired to the owner.
Hence Usufructed//)/. a.
1880 MuiRHEAD Gains II. § 94 Whether we can possess and

usucapt through a usufructed slave.

+ XJsufructuar, obs. Sc. variant of next.
1S31 Dunfermline Reg. (Bann. CI.) 362 Legat of Scotland

and vsufructuar of |)e abbay of dunfermeling.

'D'sufrtlctuary(yKzi«rfr»-kti«iari),ji5. [ad.late
L. Usufructuari-us, f. iisufructu-s Usufkuct sb.

Cf. Pg. usufructuario. It. usufruttuario.']

1. Law. One who has the temporary use and
reaps the fruits or profits of an estate, benefice,
office, etc., legally belonging to another or others

;

one who enjoys the usufruct of a property, etc.
ai6t8 Raleigh in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 72 The ordinary

vsusfrnctns is determined by the death of the usufructuary.
1638 Bramhall Consecr. Bps. viii. 186 He held all these
Bishopricks . . as an Vsufructuary not as a true owner. 1692
Washington tr. Milton's Def Pop. vi. 158 He, that has but
the Crown, and the Revenues that belong to it, as an Vsa-
(ructus.ry.i'jio'Ps.iDF.wxDraughtofa Bill, Reasons 2 The
Ministers are only the usufructuaries to receive the annual
income. 1726 \\urrF.Parergon 86 The Parsons of Parishes
are not m Law accounted Proprietors, but only Usufructu.
aries. 1790 Francis in Burke Corr. (1844) HI. 166 The
Church . . whose property its usufructuaries very wisely said
It would be sacrilege to invade. 1820 Ann. Reg. 11. 718 The
land.tax is not taken into account except for the proprietor
or usufructary [sic]. 1868 Browning Ring /f Bk. in. 139 A
certain yearly sum,—our Pietro being, . .an usufructuary,—
Dropped in the common bag as interest Of money, his till

death. i88t Disraeli in Daily Tel. 27 April, That all books
. .[be] properly preserved by. .the usufructuary thereof for
the time being.

b. transf. and. fg.
«i638 Mede Wks. (1672) 121 Because the whole land

was holy, and God's land, and they but Usufructuaries.
1648 Sanderson Serm. II. 24 God hath entrusted us with
the . . culture of our own hearts . . : the fruits wholly accrue
to us, as usufructuaries. 165a Needham Selden's MareCl.
483 What adv,intages..are made by others, who of Usu.
fructuaries [of the sea] by permission, have in design now to
makethemsclvsabsoluteLordsoftheFee. 1702 J. Howe.S'i;^
Ded. 27 God indeed is the only Proprietor, Men are but usu-
fructuaries. _ 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1B34) II. 150 We do
not possess in property but only as usufructuaries, and we
know the lading will be taken off our backs., at the end of
our journey through life. 1866 Alger iWiV. Hat. ^ Man
IV. 370 [To conform] to the will of God.. as its grateful
executives and usufructuaries.

2. In general use; One who has the use or
enjoyment ^something.
1621 Bacon in Spedding Lett., etc. (1874) VII. 226, 1 have

..ever..counted myself but an usufructuary of myself, the
property being yours. 1622 Mabbe tr. A lemon's Guzman
dAlf. I. I2S The Vsufructuarie, and free inioyer of thy life.

1632-3 Leicester in Collins Lett. .? Mem. State (1746) II.
680 If the Gift be of your self, .you shall be but an Usu.
fructuary of yourself. 1794 J. Gifford Reign Louis XVI,
425 We are but usufructuaries of life. 1839 Hallam Hist.
Lit, III. iv. j35g That the supreme power or sovereignty, .does
not reside in the chief magistrate, but in the people them-
selves, and that no other is proprietor or usufructuary of it.

1886 W. Graham Soc. Problem .(58 The present usufruc
tuaries of the blessings of civilisation.

XTsufrU'ctnary, a. [ad. late L. UsUfractu-
dri-us (whence Sp. and Pg. usufructuario, It.

usufruttuario, F. usufrttctuaire) : see prec]
L Pertaining or relating to usufruct; of the

nature of usufruct.
1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes i. 17 To receive and enjoy

them in a usustructuary [sic; 1736 usufructuary] tenure
under him._ 1810 Coleridge yer. Taylor Wks. 1838 III.

24s The ordinary graces bequeathed by Christ to his Church
as the usufructuary property of all its members. 1880 MuiR.
HIAD Gains 11. § 30 So that the cessionary shall have the
usufructuary right, he himself retaining the bare property.

USUKE.

1 2. Holding or enjoying an oflSce, etci, bv usu-
fruct. Obs.-^
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Usufruit, The Incumbents of

Benefices are only Usufructuary.

t ITsufruictor, -uor, obs. varr. Usufructuakt.
1689 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants 107 At the least we may

=5'=«ni him (j,:. the king] Usufruictuor of the Kingdom, and
of the Demean ; nay, truly we can allow him to have the
Usufruit for being Usufrictor [sic].

tU'Sufenit. Obs. Also 6 Sc. vse-fruyt, 7 usu-
frute. [a. OF. (and F.) usufruit ( 1

3th c), ad. late
L. Usii-fructus Usufkuct sb.'] = Usufruct sb. i.
luiActa Dom. Cone. (1839) 13/1 Robert nor nane vjiris

• 7,?
''^ ^^' "'' ^'' wifis propir landis for |.er life tyme.

'547 Bk. of Marchauntes d ilij, Possession was. .adiugged
to hym in herytage wyth ye vsufruits of the tres growing
'her. (11577 ^'a T. Smith Coiuiim: Eng. 111. viii. (1580)
134 The husband shal haue the vsufruite of her landes.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xi. 240
The vsufruite was adiudged to him by sentence as the dij.
coverer [of the mine]. 1689 [see prec.]. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Substitution, Certain Persons, who are likewise to
have the Usu-fruit in their Times, but never the Property,

t Usura-rioUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. Hsurari-us
(see UsuKARY a.) + -ous.] Usurious.
i623_R. Carpenter Conscionable Christian 14 Usurarious

extorting State-spoyling money. mongers. 1646 J. Ben-
BRiGGH Vsura Accom. 4 Such lending ought to be praised.

.

and in no case conceived to be Usurarious. x66o Jer,
Taylor Dnctor 1. v. rule vi. § i All usurarious contracts.
Ibid. II. ii. rule vii. § 7 If a common-wealth permits an
usurarious exchange or contract,

f U-surary, j,5. Obs. rare. [ad. med.I.. kw;--
dri-us (Diefenb.) : see next.] A money-lender.
1:1440 Alph. Tales 524 Som tyme in Colayn t>er was ane

vsurarie. Ibid. 526 All )>ies vsuraries rase and went oute
confusid,

t U'SUrary, a, Obs. rare. [ad. L. UsUrdri-us
(whence It., Sp., Pg. usurario, F. usuraire), f.

usUra Usury sb,] Marked by the payment of
interest ; on which excessive interest is paid.
1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. i. 7 How odious .. usurary

contracts have been in all limes. Ibid. 13 Every increase
by loan of money is not usurarie. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie
Crim. Laws Scot. I. xxiv. § 7 (1699) 124 That the Usurary
Bond or Contract shall be reduced. 1693 Stair Instit. (ed.
2) II. X. 331 That if it \sc. a lease] were in the Terms of the
old Act, Pari. J449. cap. 19. far within the true Avail, it

were usurary and null.

t Usnre, sb. Obs. Also 4-5 vsere, 5 vsur,
usur. [a. OF. tiseure (13th c), usure (also AF.
and F.), ad. L. UsUra (whence It., Sp., Pg. usura,
Pr. azura), n. of action f. Us-us : see Usury sb.]

1. The fact or practice of lending money at
interest. Cf. Usury sb. i.

a 132s Prose Psalter liv. 11 Usure [L. usnraJRnd trecherie
ne failed noujt in his waies. I1382, 1388 VVyclif Ibid.]
<r_i38o WvcLlF IVis, (18S0) 277 pat pe sotil vsure of
riche clerkis & marchaundes be burled out of load, c 1400
Maundev. (1919) iii. 12 Men of Grece . . sey also ^at vsure is

no dedly synne. J436 Pol, Poems (Rolls) II. 176 Thus they
lyve . . wyth suche chevesaunce That men calle usure, to oure
losse and hinderaunce._ 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 70 Thair digniteis, that thai have gottyn wrangwisly
throu usur, scisme, or symony. c 1530 Pol., Ret. ^ L. Poems
(1903) 60 What is vsure, but., a lawfulle thefe that tellyth ys
entent. 1533 Bellendem Livy 11. xi. (S.T.S.) 1. 167 pis dett
. .was ay duplyit on him be vsure and okkir. 1605 B. Jonson
Volpone I. i, I turne no moneys, in the public bank ; Nor
vsure priuate.

Personif. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. II. 66 Hit witen..J)at I,

Fauuel, feffe Fals to t>at mayden Meede,. .With (>e Yle of
vsure And Auarice \k False. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 274
Upon the bench sittende on hih With Avarice Usure I sih.

b. A usurious act or practice.
a 1325 Prose Psalter Ixxi. 14 He shal raunsoun her soules

fram vsures and wickednes. 1382 WvcLIF Ibid, c 1440
AtpK Talcs 472 With myne vsuris I grevud God bothe day
& nyght. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 188 Usuris
and barat, subtilitee and trechery.

2. = Interest sb. 10, Usury sb. 2. Also occas.
at, to usure.
Freq. in Wyclif (1382), occas. in plural, tr. L. usurx.
J338 R. Brunne Chron. (18x0) 224 pe chartres & )>e scris Jiat

noied Cristen men, pat lay for vsure in pris elleuen als for
ten. ?<ii366CHAUCERieOTK./f(;« 185 That is that for vsure
Leneth to many a creature. J377 Langl. /'. PI. B. vil. 83
For beggeres borwen euermo and her borghe is god almyjti.
To selden hem J>at jiueth hem and get vsure more. 138a
Wyclif Lev, xxv. 37 Thi money thow shalt not 5yue to him
to vsure. C1400 Rom. Rose 7026 If a wight, out of mesure,
Wolde lene his gold, and take vsure. 1483 Caxton Gold.
Leg. 431 b/iThat no Justycershold-.conslrayne them that
were bounden to the Jewes. .to paye or yelde to them theyr
vsure or growyng. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vll. 353 As a lewe
wolde haue forced a Cristen man to haue gyuen to hym more
than .ii.d. for the vsure of .xx.s. for a weke.

tTTsure, v. Obs. [ad. OF. usurer (13th c.),

ad. med.L. «i«/-arir (whence Sp. and Pg. usurar),
f. L. UsUra : see prec]
1. intr. To practise usury ; to lend at interest.

Also 7??;
<r 1380 Wyclif i'e/. Wks.W.iiy] pus God usurij) for oure

prow, for alle [>ingis . . he jyveb us for )>is eende. 1382 —
Prov,x\.x, 17 He vsureth to the Lord, that hath reuthe of the
pore. — Jer. xv. 10. 1330 Palsgr. 769/2 if our charyte
were utterly parfyte, oae christenued man shulde nat usure
with an other.

2. trans. To lend (money) at a premium. rare~^.
1620 Brathwait Five Senses ii. 24 Oppresse I cannot,

when I heare the Orphans teare.. . Vse my money, but vsure
it I will not.



USURER.

Usurer (y«'ziur3j). Forms : a, 3-7 vsurer,
4-5 -ere, 5, Sc. 6 -ar; 5 usurere, 6- usurer.

fi. 4-6 vserer, 5 -ere, 6-7 userer (6 uss-). [a,

AF. usurer, userer^ = OF. usureor, ad. med.L.
iiswdrius Usurary sb, Cf. Usdrieb, and Sp.

usurerOj Pg. umrario\ It. usurajo^ One who
practises usury or lends money at interest ; a money-
lender, esp, in later use one who charges an ex-
cessive rate of interest.

o. C-1S90 St. Magdalena 117 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 465 An
Tsurer was ^wilene, J^at hadde dettores tweyne. 1303 R.
Brunne Handl. Synne 261 1 Whan any vsurere was tiede,

|te cherche^erde t>ey hyin forbede. 1377 Langl. P. PL B.
XI. 275 If prestes weren parfyt )>e,i wolae . . noujte [take] her
mete of vsureres.^ ^71410 Lantern of Light 132 In j»is

chirche ben vsureris, okureris, iourours. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1906) 53 Other.. ben bawdes and theues, usureres,
bariters. 1551 T. Wilson Logike G ij, No Christian is an
vsurer. 158^ Lodge Alarum agst. Usurers B iij, The
Broker in this matter, getteth. .thousand thankes of this
diuellish Vsurer. i6oi6 Dekker Sev. Sins vi. (Arb.) 39
These are Vsurers: who for a little money, .bring yong
Nouices into a fooles Paradice till they haue sealed the
Morgage of their landes. 1677 Wood Zyt (O.H.S.) II>305
M' Deane, the old usurer. 174a Young Nt, Tn. 11. 270 As
alt-rapacious usurers conceal Their doomsday-book from
all-cnnsumiiig heirs. 1781 Gibbon DecL <5- F. xvii. II. 70
The usurer, who derived from the interest of money a silent

and ignominious profit, 1839 Dickens Nickleby 1, This
promising lad commenced usurer on a limited scale at
school 1874 RusKiN Fors Clav.vXw. 129, I know myself
to be an usurer as long as I take interest on any money.
^. 1303 R. Brunne Handi. Synru 2453 Cauuarsyns and

vserers, pys are, Lucyfer, ^y peres. c 1440 Promp. Parz\
306/2 Gowlare, or vserere, usurarius. c \t^*fi Merlin xxiii.

434 The riche vserer that dellteth in his rlchesse, 1581
Southampton Crt. Leet Rcc. (1906) il. 221 Edwardes. .is an
extreme usserer. 1588 Marvel. Epist. (Arb.) 32 He beareth
..t3 vserer Haruies good cfiear and money bags. x6i6 R.
Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 198 This man is a greate
userer; and the Kingof Firando oweth hym much money.
1699 in E. W. Dunbar Soc. Life Moray (1865) 31 IJnder the
certificating of being pursued as Occurrers or Userers,

b. attrib. and Comb., as usurer class^ -like,

1739 Boyer Diet, Royal 1, Usurairementt usurer-like.

189a Pall Mall G. 23 April 7/1 The usurer-ridden peasantry
and overworked operatives. 1902 Fabian News May 20/1
The landlord and usurer classes of India.

U'suress. rare. [f. Usdb-eb + -ess.] A
female usurer.

1641 Brathwait Eng. Centlew. 300 A religious divine
comming to a certaine usure$se,..told her letcj. 1648
Hexham 11, Een IVoeckeresset an Usuresse, or a woman
Usurer. 18^ Daily Tel. 28 May 7/3 The defendants.,
evinced no Uttle hostility to the usure&s.

tUsurier. Obs.-^ [a. OF. (F.) usurier^ ad.

med.L. usur&ritAs Usubaby j^.] A usurer.

c 1481 Caxton Dialogu£s a Of paintours and vsuriers.

t U'suring, ///. a, Obs. Also 6 usering.

[f. UauBB sb, or v. + -ing 2.]

L Of persons: Practising or given to usury;
usurious.

''593 MvHDKV Def. Contraries 37, I shall see no more.,
(he vsuring Geneway, nor the boasting Modcnan. i6a«

Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzma>t d'Alf i. 178 My Vsuring
Merchant had hanging at liis girdle a paire of kniues. x68z

CoLviL IVhigs Supplic.iiqsi) 22 The fathomless and widows
portion, Which usuring fathers lent to lairds. 1710 Brit,

Apollo W. No. 105. 3/1 Streight to a Usuring Dog I hurry'd,

fig' and transf, zufi Marlowe & Chapman Hero 9f

Leander vi. 266 Filthie vsering Rocks that would haue
blood. Though they could get of nim no other good.

^ a 1640

J. X>\HPart, Bees x. (r88i) 60 Fenerator,Or the Vsuring Bee.

2. Looking for ample return or increase; causing

cost without return, rare,

1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 516 Is not thy kindnesse subtle,

oouetous, If not a Vsuring kindnesse, and.. Expecting in

retume twenty for one? 1609 Hevwoou Brit. Troy vii.

viii, ITie barraine fieldes deceive the Plow-mans trust, The
usuring seede is molded unto dust.

Usurioua (y«ziu«Tii3s),a. [f.UsuEi j^. + -ous.

Cf. next.]

L Characterized by, of the nature of or involving,

usury or excessive interest.

1610 HoixAND Camden's Brit, 748 Vsurlous contracts,

voluptuous and vicious life. 1611 Kenton Vsurie 21 If it

be a gaine couenanted meerely in respect of loane, it is con-
demned as vsurious. 1678 R. L'Estrange Seneca's Mor,
n. xii. 154 We have found out wayes,..by Bloody Usurious
Contracts, to undoe one another. i7«9 Jacob Law Diet,

S.V. Usury^ A Bond., shall not be avoided by a corrupt

usurious Agreement between others. 1784 Cowier Task
III. 79S An usurious loan To be refunded duely, when his

vote., shall have earn*d its worthy price. 1840 Hood
Kilmanseggt Marriage xxix. Fruits obtained before they
were due At a discount most usurious. x8^ Milman Lat,
Chr. IX. viL IV. 125 The Jews were especially to be com.
pelled . . to abandon all their usurious claims. 1869 Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. I. 209 To lend money even at the lowest in-

terest to their fellow farmers [fc. Jews] in times of poverty
would have been usurious.

b. Of interest, etc. : Charged by way of, ac-

quired by virtue of, usury ; exorbitant, excessive.

Freq. with interest,

1611 CoTGR., VsurairCy vsurious I taken, or giuen for

interest or vse, X7a9 Jacob La-w Diet. s.v, Usury^ It is

not material, whether the Payment of the Principal and the
usurious Interest, be secured by the same, or by different

Conveyances. 1776 Adam Smith W. N, i. ix. The same U5iir<

ious interest which is usually required from bankrupts. i8ia
Crabbe Tales xiv. 160 If thus he gra<tp'd at such usurious
pains. X847 C. Brontf. J. Eyre iv, A usurious rate of
interest— fifty or sixty per cent. xS8o L. Ouphant Gilead

479

X. 291 To lend money; on mortgage.. at a reasonable rate,
instead of at the usurious percentage at present charged.
transf. 1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) 41 Pile up thine

house with obligatory parchment,.. farme out th' usurious
time..and let each day redouble thine hundreds.

2. a. Practising usury; taking or charging ex-
cessive interest on loaned money; exacting in respect
of interest. Also transf.
a 1631 Donne Love's Usury 2 For every houre that thou

wilt spare mee now, I will allow, Usurious God of Love,
twenty to thee. 1635 Quarlks EjnbL in. xv. 183 Plead not

;

Vsurious Nature will have all, As well the Int'rest, as the
Principall. 1836

J.
Abbot Way to do Good iii. 96 The most

hard-hearted usuriouscreditor. 1870 Macduff Mem, Patmos
X. 136 The usurious vendors dealing out a stinted penny-
worth to the famishing. 1870 H. Smart Racefor IVife iv,

Even a usurious solicitor is possessed of pride of some kind.

b. Characteristic of a usurer.

1727 Bailev (vol. II), Usuriousnessy usurious or extortion*
ing Quality or Disposition. 1832 Rolls ofParIt. Index 95S
'Ihe usurious Conduct of Peter de Appelby. 186a J. Small
Eng, Metr, Horn. p. vii, The knight, whose usurious feelings
suddenly returned, proposed to the beggar to leave the grain.

t3. Liberal, abundant. Obs."^
1780 Bubke Sp. at Bristol Wks. III. 376, I shall.. p.iy

ample atonement and usurious amends to. .humanity for
my unhappy lapse.

Hence UsuTiotisly adv.
Also usuriousncss (see 2 b, quot. 1727). rar€~°,
1670 Sir T. Culpeper Necess. Abating Usury 38 Finding

..nothing sweet but summes usuriously improved. 1798
Coleridge in Cottle Early Recoil. (1837) I. 311 To make
the present moment act fraudulently and usuriously towards
the future time. 1808 Han. More Coalehs xii. I. 152 She
flatters egregiously and universally, on the principle of being
paid back usuriously in the same coin.

tlJ'SnroTis, fl. Obs. rare, [f. UsuKB 55.

+

-OU8.] =USUKI0U3 a.

1605 Chapman, etc. Eastw. Hoe n. 64,! am now loose,

to get more children of perdition into my vsurous bonds.
x6i6 B. Jonson Ev. Matt out of Hum. v. v. \Vks. 165, I

referre mee to your vsurous Cannibal-;, or such like. t;x6>4

Chapman Batrach. 270, I can by no means th' usurous
darner move To let me have the mantle to restore. X738 tr.

Guc^zo's Art Convers. 53 The usurous Contracts he made
with certain poor Men. 1794 W. \ii.\vis. Songs of Exper.^
Holy Thursday i, Babes . r ed with cold and usurous band.

+ TJsUTp, sh. Ohs.'^'^ [f. next.] Usurpation,
a 1647 Habington Surv. IVorcs. (Worcs. Hist. Soc.) I.

540 The Normans, who overcame them with the vsurp of
the Crowne.

TTsnrp (y«zy*ip), v. [ad. OF. usurper (14th c),

ad, L, iisurpdre (whence It. usurpare, Pr., Sp., Pg.
usurpar) to seize for use, to use, employ.]

I. L trans. To appropriate wrongfully'to one-

self (a right, prerogative, etc). fAlso const.

against^ upon,
«i3aS ^S. Rawl, B.^zo fol. 56 b, 5ifj>e Eir mid wronge

vsurped ^e seisine of Kldere )K)ru deseisine. 1399 Langu
Rick, Redeles 111. 257 To vsurpe J?e service )7at to sages
bilongith, To be-come conselleris er l>ey kunne rede. 1569

J, Sanford tr. Agrippas I'an. Artes 154 b, Apicius more
then all others haue vsurped y^ glory and fame of this

arte. ^1578 Lindesay (Piiscottie) C/iron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I,

18 [ He] sould have usurpat all honnour riches and authoritie,

1596 Edward ///j I. i. 80 Tell him, the Crowne that hee
vsurpes is myne. 1607 Cowell /nterpr.. Quo IVarrantOf
is a writ that lyeth against him, which vsurpeth any
Frawnchis or liliertie against the king. 1656 £arl Monm.
tr. BoccalinCs Pol. Touchstone (1674) 277 That pretence of
Right, which the violence of the Sword hath usurp'd upon
other mens Estates. ax68o Butler Rem, (1759) I. 346
They were fain to usurp the Right of his Cause, to justify

their own. 1709 Strvpe Ann. Ref I. xiv. 187 The people
by a great consent usurped them \sc. favours] to themselves.
X79X i^owvi-R Iliad i. 624 Him with shame The King of men
hath overwhelm'd, by force Usurping his just meed. 1813
Shelley Q. Mob vi. 223 The almighty Fiend Whose name
usurps thy honours. 1838 Lytton Leila u U, My uncle
usurped my birthright

fg, and transf a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. vii, So ougly
a darkenesse.. usurped the dayes right. 1634 Ford Perk.
IVarbeck 11. iii, Tis our pleasure To giue our Cosen Vorke
for wife our kinswoman the ladie Katherine: Instinct of
soveraigntie Designes the honor, though her peevish Father
Vsurps our Resolution.

b. esp. To intrude forcibly, illegally, or without

just cause into (some dignified or important office,

position, etc.) ; to assume or arrogate to oneself

(political power, rule, authority, etc.) by force;

to claim unjustly.

1440 Jacob''s Well 28 f>o \>sX vsurpyn of newe tyme Jie kep-
yng or )« amonicyoun of ony cherch in tyme of^voydaunce.
X447 BoKENHAM.S'o'«<vi(Roxb.) 28 Andronicus. .be tyranny
Usurpyd the prj-ncehood of that plas. a 15x3 Fabyan Chron,
IV. XX. 49 He..vsurpyd the Rule and domynyon of the
lande. X538 Tonstall Serm, Palm Suud. (1823) 5 Wher-
fore he [sc. Christl dyd nut vsurpe equalitie vnto god, but
(etc. J. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres iv. i. 103 Tp vsurpe tlie

preheminence, which onely is due to the Camp-Nlaster.
x6si HoBBES Leviath. 11. xxviii. 16a The acts of power
usurped,., are not acts of publique Authority. 1681 H.
Nevilk Plato Reditf. 34 Either to usurp Tyranny over his
own Country, or to lead men forth to.. subdue another.
X7a9 T. Innes Crit* Essay (1879) 32 Carausius. .usurped
the empire in Britain towards the end of the third century.

*75*. Johnson Rambler No. 166 p 5 Eager to usurp the
station to which he has no right. X836 Thirlwall Greece
III. 245 Cleon..did not wi><b to usurp the functions of
Nicias. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 280 To set

aside the local government, and usurp an independent and
,
paramount authority. X891 Pall Mall G, 9 Oct. 2/1 Mr.
Parnell repeated..—'You attempted to put the resolution
and usurp my authority as chairman '.

USUBP.

fg. and tranf. X603 Shaks. Meas.for M. iii. ii, 90 To.,
vsurpe the beggerie liee was neuer borne to. 1667 Milton
P. L, xiL 42 r So he dies, But soon revives, Death over him no
power Shall long usurp. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat.^ 24
The bridle will be usurped by those appetites which it is a
principal part of all religion.. to curb. 1781 Cowper Con-
Tcrsat. 745 The world grown old, . . Usurps God's office, lays

his bosom bare, 1799 Sickelmokk Agnes /^L. II. 195 In the
silent hours of retirement reflection usurped the empire of
the le.aden god. 1839 Sigoukney Lett, to Mothers xv, The
worldlyand common trains of tliou'4ht,which usurpdominion
over us. X857 Toulmin Smith Parish 119 Too much inter-

meddling from the Home Office has been allowed to be
gradually usurped.

2. To seize or obtain possession of (territory,

land, etc.) in an unjust or illegal manner ; to

assume unjust rule, dominion, or authority over,

to appropriate wrongfully. Also const, on^ upon

(= against), over,

£1400 Maundev. (1839) 145 He.. usurped the Lond, and
helde it to himself, and cleped him Emperourof Trapazond.
X43S-S0 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 103 The Danes vsurpede the

realme of Estenglonde. 1483 Caxtos Gold. Leg. -21^ b/i

By cause that he wold usurpe to hym self hys herytage.

1507 Reg. Privy Seal Scot1. 1 . 208/2 Gifony ofthaim occupiis

and usurpis ony part of the kingis propir lands. X579

Fenton Guicciard. 358 To reconquer to the sea Apostolike,

all those places.. that had bene vsurped vpon the Church.

1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 147 The cities adhearing vnto the

king vsurped diuers Castles belonging to the Master, tooke

certain.. knightes. x6s3 H.Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. iv. 11

Having usurped the town of Goa upon him. 1687 A. Lovell
tr. Thevcnot's Trav. I. 223 That Church. .was usurped by
the Turks, and serves them . . for their chief Mosque, a ijzi

Prior Dial. Dead, Cromwell ^ Porter Wks. 1907 II. 267
The three Kingdoms You Usurped. 1809 Eawdwen Domes*
day Bk. 2 Waiden usurped two houses of Ketel the priest.

fig.sxw^ tram/. X59a Shaks. Ven. ff Ad. 591 Whereat a
sudden pale . . Usurps her cheek, 159a A rden ofFcversham
\. 99 Sweete Mosbie is the man that hath my hart : And he
vsurpes it. 1633 G. Herbert Temple^ Bunch of Grapes i,

One aire of thoughts usurps my bmin, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 3 Aug. 1656, Blasphemous and ignorant mechanics
usurping the pulpets every where. 1726 Pope Odyssey xx.

430 Universal night usurps the pole ! X807 J. Barlow
Columb. II. 210 Ere. .Memphian pyramids usurp d the skies.

X84X EMERSoN£jf.,Z,i7ir F 4The proportion which this topic

of personal relations usurps in the conversation of society.

D. transf. To occupy or take the place of, phy-

sically ; to encroach or trench upon.
X635 QuARLES Embl. I. ii. 10 The whiteonouth'd Water

now usurpes the Shore. 1687 Dryden Hind ^ P, \\\. 863 A
just Repnse would only be Of what the Land usurped upon
the Sea. X764 Goldsm. Trav. 290 The firm connected bul-

wark [ = dyke of Holland] seems to grow; Spreads its long
arms amidst the watery roar, . .and usurps the [shore. 1817

Byron Manfred in. iv, Ivy usurps the laurePs place of

growth. X84X T. R. Jones A nim, Kingd. 730 The placenta

completely usurps the place of the allantois.

O. Of feelings, passions, etc. : To taVe possession

of, occupy, or assume predominance in (the mind,

bosom, etc.),

X749 Smollett Regicide v. viii, Distemper'd passion..

Usurped my troubled bosom. 1798 Ferriar Illusir. Ster-ne,

etc., Genius 282 When frenzy and imposture usurp the re-

gard. X824 Campbell r^^ijrfr/c 490 Alarm, .now usurp'd his

brain, x8S3 Kane GrinnellExp. xviii. (1856) 138 The object

which seemed to usurp the undivided attention of our party.

d. To usurp the flace of, in fig. uses.

X573 Baret Alz>. K fc i, Concerning I consonant, which
oftentimes vniustly vsurpeth the sounde and place of g.

X739 Butler Serm, Wks. 18^4 II. 229 True religion takes

up that place in the mind, which superstition would usurp.

1781 CowPER Table-t. 320 When tumult . . usurp'd authority s

just place. X863 Holland Lett. Joneses xix. 371 The love

of party has always usurped the place of the love of Country,
X879 H. Phillips Notes Coins $ Copper began to usurp the
place of other metals.

f 3. To take or hold possession of (something

belonging to another or others) by sleight or

force ; to appropriate by ruse or violence ; to steal,

c i4ia-ao Lyijg. Chron. Troy v. 73 pat he t>is relik reioisshe

shulde of ri3t, Be sleijte wonne.,. And vsurpeth, be maner
of avaunt. Z484 Caxton Fables ofMsop 11. xviii, I beleue

wel that thow hast vsurped and robbed som thynge. X560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 242 b, The reuenewes of some
they haue vsurped already. x6ao Brent tr. Soave's Hist.

Counc. Trent. 1. 100 The Ecclesiasticall goods should not
be vsurped. 1643 Burroughes Exp. Hosea vii. 375 As a
man that hath his goods taken away from him usurped.

yff.'and transf. a 1435 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc
30 Any o}>er witty man perceyuyng his werk mow vsurpe it

to hymself. x6oa Shaks. Ham. i. i. 46 What art thou that

vsurp'st this time of night ? 1605 — Lear iv. ii. 28 To thee

a Womans seruices are due, My Foole vsurpes mj^ body.
a 1637 B. JoNSON Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.J 747/2 Their own
fox-tike thefts, -are so rank, as a man may and whole pages
together usurped from one author,

4. To make use of (something not properly be-

longing to one or one's estate) ; to use or employ
wrongfully,
c i4xa Hoccleve De Reg. Prine, 440 Certes to blame bea

t?e lordes grete,..hat hir men lete Vsurpe swiche a locvlly

apparaille. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen, '

^l* mJJ***** 'ij^
she vsurped a cote of arms, X578 LvTS^iAfiWW f99 O*
barke of. . Sorbus . . is in some plai

the diseases of the milte. x6ox Shaks. ^

His beeles haue deseru'd it, in vsi

x66x Sparrow^*. Com. Prayer

d

from that time, usurp the sanM |

Old Testament. 1713 AOMSON <

dares usurp The Guards and H«L..^
x8« Scott Ct, Rob. iii, Apattnkmm
which,some inferiordauMrliM MMP'
fg. and transf. xsgS It J^Mimi

V. 1. 307 Which EUtt.J IMK «% M
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phrase and action, caried a message to Signior Thorcllo in

your name. 1744 Harl. Misc. \, 66 To Prince and Peoplci
that usurp unlawful Method^; to accomplish their unjust
Intentions. 1781 Cowper Tablc-T.ty] [To] claim the palm
for purity of song, That lewdness had usurp'd and worn so
long, 1813 Shelley Q. Mob, ix. 100 The old thorn ..

Usurped the royal ensign's grandeur.

b. To assume or claim (a name or title) unduly
as one's own ; to arrogate or take to oneself.

Also simply, to assnme, bear.

*549 W. Thomas HisL Italic 15 b, Theyr owne priuate
capitaines enterprtsed many tymes not onely to rebel!, but
also to vsurpe the name of emperours. 1577 Holinshed
Ckron.^ Hist. Rng, I, 202/1 Euery one. .sought. .to vsurp
y« title of King. 1593 Shaks. Ven, <5- Ad. 794 Call it not
love, for Love to heaven is fied, Since sweating Lust on earth
usurp'd his name. 1610 Hevwood Gold. Age F 4, Let that
Clime henceforth Be cal'd Arcadia, and vsurpe thy name.
1675 Drvdkn Aurengz. v. (1676) %x The noble Arimant
usurp'd my name. 1776 Gibbon Decl, 4- F* L 58 The name
. . of Orator was usurped by the sophists. 1781 Cowper
Retirem. 319 He that has not usurp'd the name of man.
1883 F. Pollock in Proc. Roy. Insiit. X. 381 The name of
claymore (commonly usurped by the much later basket-hilted
pattern).

C. To take (a word or words) into use ; to bor-

row or appropriate from another language, source,

etc. ; to employ, use.

1331 Elvot Gov. i. xxii, Of them two Ur.'celeritie* and
'slownesse'J springeth an excellent vertue where unto we
lacke a name m engUssbe. Wherfore I am constrained to
usurpe a latrne worde, callyng it Maturitie. 1559 W, Cun-
ningham C^jJwtTfnG'/rtWtf 56 [The word] stadium., is vsurped,
for a place wliere men exercise ther horse, ronnyng a rase.

1S73 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (ed. 2) 254 b, And these
wordes haue more grace in ours and other straunge lan-
guages, vsurped than translated. So haue remayned in the
Church, Osanna, Amen [etc.]. x6oi B. Jonson Poetaster
III. i, ' White ' is there vsurpt for her brow. 1649 Milton
Eikon. 136 He usurps a common saying, That it is kingly to
doe well and heare ill. 1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 347
ddd is. there usurped for ggc. 1859 Sir W. Hamilton
Led. (1877) L xi. 197 The[se] Latin terms, .were very rarely
usurped m their present psychological meaning.

•j" 5. To exercise, practise, or inflict (injury,

cruelty, etc.) ; to put into act, impose. Occas, const.

on, towards. Also transf* Ohs. rare,

1456 Sir G. Ylhvz Law Arms (S.T.S.) 1:^4 It is. .honest
to oppos..all injure or violence unlauchfuUy usurpit. 1583
Stocker Civ, IVarres Loive C. in. 103 b, Usurping on
them all kinde of crueltie, and warlike licence. x6as
[? Skinner] tr. Montanus Inquis. 89 Certaine penalties and
punishments vsurped towards offenders, a 1700 Drvden
Sigism, ^ Guise. 419 [State laws] are usurp'd on helpless
Woman-kind, Made without our Consent, and wanting
Pow'r to bind.

6. To supplant, oust, or turn out (a person)

;

fto deprive (one) ^possessions. Also refi. rare.
a 1325 MS. RawL B.S20 fol. 56 poru bat he him vsurpede

bi-J>oute iugement J>oru bis oune propre auctorite. 1513
Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) IJL 91 The erle .,

wyllynge to usurpe her of her duchy. 1601 Shaks. Tivel.
N. I. v. 198 Via. Are you the Ladie of the house? 01. If I

do not vsurpe my selfe, I am. i6aa Mabbe tr. Alemarts
Guzman d'Al/. i. 194 No man shall dare or presume, to
vsurpe or defraud one another in this kinde. 1890 Pall
Mall G. () Oct. (1891) 2/1 * How dare you, sir, attempt to
usurp me in the chair?' he [sc. Mr. Parnell] exclaimed.
trans/. x8ai Shelley Hellas 260 O miserable dawn, after

a night More glorious than the day which it usurped !

II. t7. intr. To claim or make pretensions,

to assume or attempt arrogantly, to be or do
something. Obs,
c 1391 Chaucer Astrol, Prol., I ne vsurpe nat to haue

fownde this werk of my labour. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas
VIII, 772 This Karansynvs..Proudli vsurped to be ther
gouernour. Ibid. ix. 125 He gadred peeple, gan wexe a
werreiour, Ageyn Heraclius, . .And vsurped to ride in tho
cuntres. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg, ^q^/^ To be crucyfyed
upryght I haue not usurped, xsai in Ellis Orig. Lett,
Ser. II. I. 282 The said Dukes fader tooke upon hym and
usurped to be king ageinst his elder broder.

8. To act or play the usurper ; to rule or exer-

cise authority as a usurper. Also const, over^

against. Now rare,

ci4as Wyntoun Cron. v. x. 2476 Hc.hald him of his
part content, Vsurpand nocht oure his extent. 1477 Norton
Ord, Alch, v. in Ashm. (1652) 67 When he usurpeth above
equality. 01513 Fabvan Chron, iv. Ixxiv. 51 Whenne he
had reygned, or more verely vsurped, by the terme of iiii.

yeres. ^1585 [R. Browne] Answ. Cartwrighi 83 If any do
usurpe, as_ traitors, against her maiesty. 1593 Kyd Sol. ^
Pers. III. iv, Your Lord vsurps in all that he possesseth.

1596 [see Usurpation 4]. 2640 Habincton Edw. /F, 224
The house of Lancaster usurping against Edward. 1653
HoLCROFT ProcopiuSt Randal tVars i. p BasiUscus . .attemp-
ted tousurp, and prevailed... And BasiUscus usurped a year
and eight months. « 1733 Raymond Reports (1743) 954
Though he afterwards usurp and die, and the advowson
descend to his heir.

Jig. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1132 Sensual Appetite ..

Usurping over sovran Reason claimd Superior sway. Ibid.
XI. 823 All fountaines of the Deep Broke up, shall heave the
Ocean to usurp Bevondall bounds. 1827 Keble Chr. Year^
Sexagesima Sunday vi. Chaining to earth .. Hearts that
would highest else aspire, And o'er the tenderer sex usurp,
ing ever most.

0. To usurp on OX Upon-, a. To practise usurpa-
tion upon, to commit illegal seizure or action
against (a person or persons).
1470-85 Malory Arthur i. iii. 39 Kyng Vther felle sekc..,

And m the meane whyle hys enemyes Vsurppcd vpon hym.
1530 Palscr. 769/3 Howe longe it is sythe he began first to
usurpe upon you. 1576 Southampton Court Leet Rec.
(1905) 1. 138 His breethren doo vssurpe vppon the Comers

vntoof this towne. 1640 Habington Edw. /F, 21 Women
who usurpe on their husbands. 1677 Govt, Venice 250
Popes, .have usurped upon Seculars in the very power of
suppressing of Heretical Books. 1701 Watson Clergyman's
Law 85 If any other Person,, doth usurp upon the Lessee.

X760-7J H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (i8og) III. 36 When any
of the three estates have usurped upon the others. 1889
Lowell Latest Lit, F.ss.^ IValton (iBgi) 77 When bespeaks
of himself he never seems to usurp on other people.
/ig. 1603 Florio Montaigne in. x. 606 The motions of love,

which 1 felt to vsurpe vpon me. 1608 Shaks, /'er. iii. ii. 82

(Q. i), Death may vsurpe on Nature many howers, and yet
The fire of life kindle againe the ore-prest spirits.

b. To encroach or infringe upon (a right, pri-

vilege, etc.) ; to arrogate to oneself unjustly.

1493 Acta Dom, Cone. (1839) 287/1 Vsurping apon J^e fre-

domez & priuilegis of |?e said burghe. 1531 Dialogues on
Laws Eng. xxvi. 58 That they vsurpe vpon the popes auc-
torite. is940.li. Quest, ProJit.Concern.^i *b,Suchdestroy-
tng fathers vsurped vpon tlieriglit. 1598 Dallington Meth.
Trav. L 2 b. The Noblesse of Athens hauing vsurped vpon
the Democratie of that City. 1643 S. Marshall Copy of
Let. 25 It is most apparent that they have not usurped upon
His Majesties Prerogative. 1684 T. \j>\sv:.'ii¥.T Theory Earth
I. Ep. to King, Those that would usurp upon the funda-
mental prtviledge and birth-right of mankind. 1720 Gordon
& Trenchard Independ, Whig (1728) 153 It is. .the highest
Sacrilege to usurp upon this great Authority. 1771 Goldsm.
Hist. Eng, II. 141 The commission,. had usurped upon his
authority. 1822 Monthly Mag. LIII. 333 This would.,
suffer Sweden and Prussia gradually to usurp on its Baltic
ascendancy. 1868 Manning in Ess. Relig. ^ Lit. Ser. iii.

(1874) 12 The Saxon and the Norman kings gradually
usurped upon the freedom of the Church by customs. 1879
M. Pattison Milton 123 Many matters, in which the old
prelatic church had usurped upon the domain of the state.

trans/, xsgp B. JossoN Ev. Man out 0/ Hum. Charac.
Persons, Shift, a thread-bare shark:.. He vsurps vpon
cheats, quarrels, and robberies which he neuer did. 1654 G.
GoDDARD in Burton's Diary (1828) I. 83 Whensoever any
advantage offers itself, the one will usurp on the other, and .

.

strive totally to subvert it. 1670 H. Stubbe Plus Ultra 137
To prevent the Virtuosi from usurping upon my discoveries
and intendments. 1840 De Qlinxev .S'/j'/tf Wks. 1859 XL
175 This tendency in political journals to usurp upon the
practice of books. 1870 Lowell Study iVind. 212 The un-
clean rites of Baal, .usurp on the worship of the one only
True and Pure.

O, To seize, intrude or lay hold upon (land,

property, etc.) without right or just cause; to

assume authority or domination over, to become
superior to.

1630 R, yoknsoffs Kingd. 4- Cotnmw. 576 The Moores or
Arabians, ..usurping upon the maritime coasts of the Coun>
try, have built them places and Cities, a 1674 Clarendon
Surv. Leviath,{i6'jti) 160When he usurp'd upon France with
equal Tyranny, atjoo Evelyn Diary 18 March 1649, The
parish churcheSi on which the Presbyterians and fanatics
had usurp'd.

Jig. anti trans/, 1588 Shaks. Titus A. in. i. 268 This
sorrow is an enemy, And would vsurpe vpon my watry
eyes, a 1613 Brerewood Lang. ^ Relig. (1614) 10 At this

day, the Greek tongue is very much decayed : . . in . . the west,
the natural languages ofthe countries have usurped upon it.

i6s2 Waller On Dangerhis Majesty escaped 86 The loud
winds usurping on the main. x6^-^ 1*1kruioh A jttiguaryi.
i, Usurp then on the proffer'd means, Show yourself forward
in an action. 1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) II. 263
Her killing Eyes now seem'd to lay aside their Darts : Lan-
guishments usurp'd upon the Fire, a 1859 De Quiscey
Posth. Wks. (1893) II. 42 The heart of stone had usurped
upon the heart of flesh.

d. To encroach upon physically. (Cf. 2 b.)

1658 Cleveland Rustick Rampant (1687) 447 The honest
Husbandmen.. repairs the Banks, but does not usurp upon
the Stream.

\ 10. To take possession of a thing by usurpa-
tion ; to become participator of, Obs.
4x513 Fabvan Chron. vii. (1811) 429 He had vsurpyd of

the conion grounde of y« cytie, in settynge of the said towre.
i6o9BiBLK(Douay) y^Jj/zwdtvii.! The children of Israeltrans-
gressed the commandment, and usurped of the anathema.

t UsU'rpant, a, Obs, rare, [a. L. usUrpant-,
pple. stem of UsHrpdre: see Usurp v.^ That
usurps ; guilty of or inclined to usurpation.
1461 in Halliwell Lett. Kings Eng. (1846) I. 126 Harry

late usurpant king of our said realm. 1473 Rolls 0/ Parlt,
VI, 92/a For takyng of Henry late usurpaunt uppon our
magistee Roiall. 1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 473 Some fac-

tious.. Presbyters ventured to be extravagant and usurpant.

t XTsurpate, z^. Obs.-'^ [ad. L. UsUrpat-, pa.

pple. stem of iisiirpare.'] trans, «=Usukp v. 1 b.

1543 in Hal!iwell Lett. Kings Eng, (1846) I. 382 The
princes of Christendom, whose powers he euer practiseth to
usurpate.

t Usurpate, a. Obs, [ad. L. usUrpat-us : see

prec] Cnaracterized by, based upon, usurpation

or unwarranted encroachment.
1560 Abp. Parker in J. Ware Hunt. Romish Fox (1683)

116 By our Reformation, and denying ofunlawful Demands,
which be proud and usiirpal [sic] of the Bishops of Rome.
1598 W. Watson in ArchpHest Controv, (Camden) I, 96
Their malice, .towards priests is in nothing more plaine,
then managing oute y» vsurpate archpriest. 1600 — Deca*
cordon (1602) 15 The vsurpate pretend of lesuiticall esleeme.
Ibid. 32, 168, 360. x6i« T, James yesuits* Downe/.^j^ The
most egregious, tyrannicall, vsurpate, intrusiuc auctoritie of
the lesuits.

Hence f tTsnrpately Oiiv. Obs,~^
1536-7 /r. Act 28 Hen, VI11^ c. 12 (1621) 113 The said

Proctors., doe.. v.surpitly take vpon themselues to be parcell

of the body. 1537 Orig. ^ Sprynge o/Sectes i The Byshop
of Rome (that vsurpatVy called hymselfe Pope).

tTsurpation (ywzi'jp^'Jan), [a. OK. and AF.
usurpacton (F. usurpation) ^ ad, L. usurpation'^

usurpatto^ n. of action f. usUrpare : see Usurp v.

Cf. It. usurpazione, Sp. usurpacton^ Pr. -cioun^

Pg. usurpafdo,'\

I. 1. Claim or assertion that is unwarranted or

unauthorized ; unjustified assumption, arrogation,

or pretension.

1387-8 T. UsK Test. Love i. ix. (Skeat) I, 117 Their name
of godliheed, they [sc, devils] han by usurpacion, as the
prophete sayth [etc.]. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 17716
Fyrst, ageynesal resoun, I wolde, by vsurpacioun. Fro
poynt to poynt in ech degre. The zodyak sholde obeye me.
162Z Malynes Afic. Law-Merch, 4 The Customes of Mer-
chants concerning trafficke, . . when they are not truely ob-
serued in some places, by some errour or misprision,.. loose
their names, and are called Vsurpation. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropontet. 203 She might the betterconceal her usurpa-
tion and counterfeit manhood. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic i.

i. (1840J 20 As he usurped divine honours, so he made a
figure suitable to his usurpation, a 1854 H. REEDj^^f/. Brit.
Poets i. (1857) 18 The sovereignty of even Homer or Shak-
speare could hold no exclusive usurpation.

2. The action of usurping, illegally seizing, or

wrongfully occupying some place or property be-
longing to a person or persons ; unlawful encroach-
ment upon or intrusion into the office, right, etc.,

of another or others ; unjust or illegal possession.

Also personif,
CX420 Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods 661 Vsurpacion, with

Horryble Vengeaunce, Came alther last of that company.
1480 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 74/2 pe vsurpacion and pur*
prisioun done in J>e takin vp of ^e malis of f»e samyn landis.

1573 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1848) XL 10 The usurpatioune of
the preuilegeis ofthe burght. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

Ixii. § 22 Considering tliat the worke of external! ministerie

in Baptisme is only a preeminence of honor, which they that
take to themselues. .doe,, .by meanes of such vsurpation,
incurre the iust blame of disobedience to the Law of God.
1654 Bramhall Just Vind. i. (1661) 2 Whatsoeuer the Popes
of Rome gained upon us. .was meer tyranny and usurpation.
1698 Dryden Disc. Satire Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 88 The usurpa-
tion of that prince upon their freedom. 1766 J. Z. Holwell
Ori^. Princ. Anc, Brajuins 11. iv, [Men] do, by the force of
their tyrannic usurpation, labor to make their \sc. the ani-
mals'j state more miserable. 1784 Cowper Task v. 760 Ve
will not find..A liberty like his, who, unimpeach'd Of
usurpation, and to no man's wrong, Appropriates nature as
his father's work. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. v.

1^9 The servants of the Company were now vested with a
right to tliat plentiful source of gain, in which they had
hitherto participated only by usurpation. 1819 Scott Ivan-
hoe xlivj I will appeal to Rome against thee, .for usurpation
on the immunities and privileges of our Order. 1837 ^T.
Martineau Soc. Amer. 11. 80 Ihe United Slates having
furnished the means by which the usurpation of Texas has
been achieved.

,.fiS' a"tl transf. 1655 in Verney Mem, (igoj) II. 24 There
is a soveranity in honour which noe usurpation can depose.
1900 'J. Dok' BridgeMan. 18 If the usurpation of yoiu: right
to double make no difference to the original lead.

b. esp. The unlawful or forcible seizure or occu-
pation of a throne, sovereign power, etc. ; wrongful
assumption of supreme authority,

1470 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 456/2 Edward.., late by usurpa-
cion Kyng of England. 1485 Ibid. VI. 276/1 Callinge and
nameinge hymself, by usurpacion, King Richard the iii**.

1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W, India 77 'those Princes began their
usurpation by way and colour of Religion. 1595 Shaks.
yo/in II. i. Q To rebuke the vsurpation Of thy vnnaturall
Vncle, English lohn. 1610 Holland Camden s Brit. i. 725
The violent usurpation of Henry the Fourth. 1683 Brit,
spec. 64 This Power he got by Usurpation, and not by any
Election of.. the People. 17*9 T. Innes Crit. Essay (1879)
402 This leaves no room for his expedition. ., either before
or after his usurpation. 1776 Gibbon Decl. 4- F. xii. I. 330
P'lorianus shewed himself unworthy to reign, by the hasty
usurpation of

'

of the senate.

usurpation of the purple, without expecting the approbation
of the senate. 1791 Burke Corr. (1844)111. 282 The assem-
bly cannot annihilate the constitutional states. It is itself

an usurpation, and its acts are void. 1844 H. H. Wilsok
Brit. India III. 189 He also calculated upon.. the co-
operation of a strong party inimical to the usurpation. 1856
iV". Brit, Rev, XXVI. 389 This government of generals,
successively ruling.. by forcible usurpation. 1877 Froude
Short Stud, iiBS^) IV. 1. 11. 19 The usurpation of Stephen
had left behind it a legacy of disorder.

C. With a and pi. : An act of usurping another's

rights, privileges, etc. ; an instance of encroachment
on or upon (liberty, etc.).

x6.. RowiEY Birth Merl. iv. iii 14 Vort. The Saxons
which thou broughtst To back thy usurpations, are grown
great. 1638 R, Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 3 This so
tyrannical an usurpation upon the liberty of mens spirits.

1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 213 The corruptions and usurpa-
tions of Antichrist. 1731 Bolingbroke in Swift's Lett,
(1766) IL 41 Exercising an insolent and cruel usurpation
over their brethren. 1757 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 217 What he called Our Usurpations in America.
X771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng, HI. 250 The depression of the
nobility as a necessary consequence of the popular usurpa-
tions on the crown. x8a3 lonstalfs Serm. Palm Sund.
Pref. 2 The bondage of a baneful and preposterous usurpa-
tion on the liberties of mankind. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i, vii.

82 Usurpations of unconstitutional powers by the House of
Commons.

d. transf Physical encroachment on sea or

land. rare.

1553 Brende Q. Curtius 41 b, The Tynans deuined that
Neptune reuenging the vsurpacion that the Macedons had
made vpon the sea, would shortely destroy the worcke. 1597
Shaks. Hen. /F, 1. i. 63 So lookes the Stroud, when the
Imperious Flood Hath left a witnest Vsurpation.

3, EccU Law. The action on the part of a
stranger of dispossessing a lawful patron of the
right of presenting a cleric to a benefice.



USURPATIONIST.

1596 Bacon Max, Com. Law (1630) 2 So If I be seiseU of
an advouson in gross, and an vsurpation bee had against
mee, and at the next avoidance I vsurpe arere, I shall be
remitted. i6a8 Coke On Liti. 277 b, When an estranger that

no right hath presenteth to a Church, and his Clarke is ad-
mitted and instituted, hee is said to bee an vsurper, and the
wrongful! act.. is called ar^ Usurpation. 1701 \V. Watson
CUrgymans Law 89 By Usurpation the rightful Patron
may be divested of the possession of his Advowson, a 1733
Raymond Reports (1743) 953 If a purchaser of an advowson
in fee-simple, before any presentment, suffer an usurpation.

1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 242 Another species of injury,

called usurpation ; which is an absolute ouster or dispos-

session of the patron. 1877 F. G. Lek Gloss. Liturg. gf

EccL Terms 43a No usurpation can displace the estate or
interest of any patron, nor turn it^ to a mere right.

+ 4, Usurpatory rule or power. Obs. rare,

1654 1""' Scutiery's Curia Pol. 125 To re-conquer Amuraths
Usurpation, and attain to the King my Fathers Throne,
1667 AliLTON P. L. II. 983 If I that Region lost, All usurpa-
tion thence expell'd, reduce To her original darkness and
your sway. 1761 Humb Hist. Eng. II. xxiii. 67 The duVe
. .attempted to overthrow that usurpation which he himself
had so zealously contributed to establish.

b. The usurpation^ the period of the Common-
wealth (Commonwealth 4).

[1664 G. Fell in Exir. Si. Papers Friends Ser. iii. (1912)

227 Seduced into that Phanatique opinion of the Quakers in

the Ute time of Vsurpation.] 1683 in Scottish Antiq. July
(1901) 4 The tyrne of the late reljellione and wsurpatione.

1717 Swift Lett. Ettg. Tongue Wks. 1755 \\. 1. 187 During
the usurpation, such an infusion of enthusiastic jargon pre-

vailed in every writing, as [etc.]. 1782 Pennant Jourut
Chester to Lond. 235 On the usurpation, he had the mean-
ness to sit in Cromwell's mock parlement. 18*9 Scott Hri,
Midi, Note R, He afterwards advanced ;^2o,ooo for the
service of King Charles, during the usurpation.

t5. Roman Law, Interruption of usucapion.

1676 R. Dixon Two Testaments 551 A wife : not a Con-
cubine, might be taken by uses for a whole un-interrupted

year without usurpation.

II. 6. The action of taking into use or malcing

use of a thing; acceptance or agreement in the

use of anything; usage, employment.
1583 FuLKE D^. Tr. Script. x6o Which worde \sc. priests)

is taken vp by common vsurpation, to signifie sacrificers,

1589 PiHTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix.(Arb.) 250 By common
vsurpation, nothing is wiser then the Serpent, more coura-

gious then the Lion, more bewtifull then the AngelL x6ii

GuiLLiM Heraldry vi. v. 269 No man had his Badge set on
a Wreath vnder the degree of a Knight: But.. time and
vsurpation concurring with prescription, hath so much pre-

uailed, as that (etc.]. 1659 Pearson Creed 252 There can be
no kind of certainty in any such observations of the Articles,

because the Greeks promiscuously often use them, or omit
them, without any reason of their usurpation or omission.

•f* D. A special use of a word or expression, Obs,

1644 BuLWER Chirol. To Rdr. A 6 b, Humane literature,

wherein..! shall lay claime to all metaphors, provcrbiall

translations or usurpations.

Hence nsurpa-tionistr one who advocates usur-

pation. Also attrib,

1899 R. Wallace G. Buchetnan iiL 58 A principle, .sub-

versive of the despotic doctrine ofthe Divine right of Kings,

to prevalent in usurpationist quarters in that day.

TTsTirpative (y«z5*jpativ), a, [ad. late L.

Usurpdtlv-uSy f. 'L, Hsurpdre : see Usurp z^.] Of
the nature of, marked or characterized by, usurpa-

tion ; arbitrary,

1797 J. Pinkertoh Hist, Scot. I. 10 Pretensions, which

now strike as vague or usurpative. 181 1 Monthly Rev.

LXVI. 470 Laurence was of a less usurpative and more
tolerant disposition. 1817 G. S. Faber Sacr. Calend. Pro-

piucy (1844) H. 64 A clear usurpative invasion of the..co-

^ual independence of all the other Patriarchs. X879 Tour-
CEE Foots Err. xx. 115 The foolish usurpative acts of the

President. igb&At/ter. Naturalist 'KLll. 16 The usurpative

control of their nutrition by the fungus suggests [etc.].

Hence XJauTpatlvely Of/w. rare'K
1S38 G. S. Faber Inquiry

J334
Let him not dare usurpa*

tivety to administer any divine sacrament, until [etc.].

tUsurpator, Obs, Also 6 -our. [ad. OF,

(F.) usurpateur (14th c), or a. late L. Hsurpdtor,

ageat-n. f. L. Hsurp-are : see Usukp v, Cf. It,

iisurpatore^ Pr., Sp., Pg. usurpador.'] A usurper.

15*9 Rastell Pastytne (1811) 63 Tirantis and usurpatours

of the cmpyre. 1549 Compl. Scot. \x. yg The inglismen var

violent vsurpatours of al Scotland. 1654 Howell Partkenop.

II. 37 Under the Iron yoak of Usurpators.

TTSTirpatory (ywzi^Mpatari), a, [ad. late L.

Hsurpdlori-usy f. Hsurpdior USURPATOB, Cf. F,

usurpaloire.'] Marked or characterized by usur-

pation; usurping,

1847 Webster. 1864 Daily Tel. 16 July, To let it [=an
assembly] alone while harmless, to prorogue it when mis-

chievous, and to bring it to book when usurpatory. 1906

Times 26 Dec. 7/3 A usurpatory claim that can no longer

be admitted.

t Usurpatrix. rare~^, [a. late L. usurpdtrtx,

fern, of usurpdtor Usubpator.] == UaUBPBESa.

1611 CoTGR., I'surpntrice, an usurpatrix.

irs'arpature(y«"zp-ii-^'*tiui). poet, [f.L. «j«r-

pdt; ppl. Stem of usurpdre to usurp, +-ure.]

Usurpation. Also iransf.

The stressing {usu'rpaturc) given in various Diets, from

X8S4 is not borne out by the quots.

1845 Browning Flight 0/ Puchessxvt^ Her stej) kept pace

with mine nor faltered. As if age^ had foregone its usurpa-

ture. i860 Ld. Lvtton Ludle n. iv. § 7. 65 Something supe-

rior;. .from my innermost nature Not wholly expell'd by

the world's usurpature. 1869 IJrownjng Ring^ Bk. xii. 5

Vp and up roared and soared A rocket, till the key o' the

VouX.

4S1

vault \v;is reached, And wide heaven held,, In brilliant

usurpature.

Usurped, ppl. a. [f. Usurp v, + -ed i.]

1. Seized, obtained, held, etc., by usurpation or
force

;
possessed unjustly or illegally ; arrogated

wrongfully.

<^^375 ^^' ^-^S- S^ifits XXI. {Eugenia) 135 Sen vsurpyt
pouste has mad me joure lady be. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.> 158 No vengahle herte shal. .Extort power nor
fals usurpyd myhte. 1477 Rolls ofParlt, VI. 191/1 A pre-
tensedParlement, .by usurped auctorite summoned, .byyour
Rebell and Enemye. 1504 Atkvnson tr. De Imitatione i.

xxiv. 175 Than shalbe more allowable a constaunt pacience
than all vsurped power. <ii$48 Y{K\.\.Chron.t Hen, F, 3^b,
Gregory . . did put doune hymself of his owns propre mocion
from his fooHshe usurped name and Popishe dignitee. 1569
T. Knell Epit. BonerA iiij, Sus taught Mineruam there to
long. Which held vsurped place. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ni.

iii. 47 That from the Danisbe Tyrants head shall rend Th'
vsurped crowne. 1629 Milton Hymn Nativity xviii, Th'
old Dragon under ground . . Not halfso far casts his usurped
sway. 1672 South Serm, (1717) V. 294 A Nation under an
usurped Government. 1746 Ld. Hardwicke in Harris Li/e
(1847) II. 305This usurped power was audaciously made use
of. X7S9 Sterne TV. Shandy i. xviii. The many other
usurped rights which.. the constitution was hourly estab-

lishing. 1831 James Phil. Augustus I. xi. The resistance

he meditated to the usurped authority of the pope. i86x

Paley Aeschylus, Agam, (ed. 2) 1447 "^^"^i That the.,
usurped female authority over them, is intolerable to bear.

Jig. 1781 CowPER Conversai. 462 Yet fashion, leader of a
(^att'ring train, . . Holds an usurp'd dominion o'er his tongue.

b. MarJced or characterized by usurpation.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochasx, 29c)o In ther fals vsurped tirannye

To holde peeplis in long subieccioun. 1461 Rolls ofParlt,
V. 467/3 The usurped reigne of the same Henry, x\t\Ibid,
511/a The same Humfrey. .traiterously adhered unto the

seid Henry.., and. .in his fals and usurped quarell,..toke

hoole and full parte. 1597 Hooker Eccl. /W. v. Ixii. § 13
His vsurped actions haue in him the same nature. 1771
GoLDSM. Hist. Eng. I. 216 Henry was now resolved., to dis-

pute.. Stephen's usurped pretensions, f 1850 Fuliartoii's

Gaz. ScotL 1. 135/1 During the usurped and military posses-

sion of Scotland by Edward I of England.

f 2. Of persons: Holding office, exercising au-

thority, by virtue of usurpation, Obs,

1569 L. AvALE {tiile)t A Commemoration or Dirige of Bas-
tarde Edmonde Boner, ..vsurped Bisslioppe of London.

17^ Burke Fr. Rev, 84 Another revolution, to get rid of

this illegitimate and usurped government.

+ 3. Used or employed without due justification

or warrant; appropriated, borrowed. Obs, rare,

a 1548 Hall Ckron., Hen. V. 34 b, Gregory the .xij. . .did

put doune hymself. .from his foolishe usurped name. 1611

Shaks. Tivel, JV. v. i. 257 yio{la]. This my masculine
vsurp'd attyre. 1673 J. Faj.ik> Quakerism Title-p., A Key,
for the understanding their sense of their many usurped and
uniiltelligible words and phrases.

f b. False, counterfeit. Obs, rare~^,

1604 Shaks. 0th. i. iii. 346 Come, be a man :. .follow thou
the Warres, defeate thy iauour, with an vsurp'd Beard.

Hence TTsuTpedly adv,

1545 Brinklow Compi. 47 b, His accustomyd pollagys,

which vsurpedly he had out of this reame. 1556 J. Hey-
wooD Spider i^ Fly Ixv. Ee ij, This spider hath vsurpedlic

growne To potentate state. 1647 Lilburnk & Overton
Out'Cryes Oppr. Commons i The Lords.. now sitting at

Westminster, who have usurpedly.. assumed.. a power in

criminall causes.

ITsTirper (ywzpupaa), sb. Also 5 usurpur, 6

Sc, -ar. [a. OF. usurpeur (132 1), or f. Usurp v,

+ -ER 1. Cf. UsuRPOB, and Pr. usurpaire,"]

1. One who usurps a crown or throne ; one who
seizes or arrogates supreme power or authority

without right or just cause.

In frequent use from c 1700.

1414 Earl op Cambridge in Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 45
Harry of Lancastre usurpur of Yngland. 1477 Rolls 0/

Parlt, VI. 193/2 His enemies mortall, the usurpers, labor-

yng..to exclude hym..from the Regalie. 1520 Caxtons
Chron. Eng. V. 62 b/i Hcslewe Leo the v^u^pe^ of his

realme. 1574 Homilies ii. Rebellion vi. 609 That forraigne

false vsurper the Bishop of Rome. 1587 Mirr.^ Mag., Porrex
X, Vsurpers may perswade themselues a while There is no

God, no lawes of sacred crowne. 1627 P. Fletchkr Locusts

I. xxi. They crowne Usurpers with a wreath of lead. 1663

-South Serm. (1717) V. 95 They sounded the first Trumpet
to Rebellion,. .courting and recognizing an Usurper U<r.

Cromwell]. 17J7 De Foe Syst. Magici. iii. (1840J 68 If the

Devil, the ancient usurper of his throne, had not been at work
again to step up in his room. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 32 But

King James was a bad king with a good title, and not an

usurper. 1831 James/'A:V. W«^j//« ILii,The baronsofEng-
land adhered to an usurper.. rather than to their legitimate

prince. 1869 J. Baldwin Browh Misread Passages Ix. 124

Wlio would recognise an usurper because he occupies the

palace and assumes the signet of the rightful king? i88a J.

RiiYS Celtic Britain V. 189 Macbeth was not a mere usurper.

attrib. and Comb. 1670 Dhyden zst Pi. Con^. Granada
iir. i, Too well I know her blandishments to gain, Usurper-

like, till settled in her reign. 1877 W. R. Cooper Egypt. Obe-

lisks xii. 66 The power of the half usurper king of Egypt.

b. One who illegally or unjustly seizes, appro-

priates, or intrudes into any office, property, rights,

etc. Also const, upon.

cj^S LvDG. Assembly 0/ Gods 682 There were bostcrs,

braggars, & brybores,. .Wrong vsurpers, with great extor-

cioners. t^ Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 547 Cif he [sc. a
discharged custom-house officer] forder intromeitis, hesalbe

repute ane usurpar to our Soverane Lordis authoritie. 1599

T. StorerZ.;/*: jV L>. ii^olsey D 4, Victorious losuah that in

armes subdued Prophane vsurpers of their hallowed things.

And smote their leaders. x6a8 (see Usurpation 3]. 1697

Dryden l^irg.f Past. vm. 62 In Desarts thou wert bred;

And at the Dugs of Salvage Tygers fed ; Alien of Birth,

USTTRPOR,

Usurper of the Plains. 1713 Gibson Codex iZifa If the
Incumbency be by Usurpation, and the Usurper and Ordin-
ary Confirm the Parson's Lease. 1769 Robertson Chas. K, x.

\yks. 1813 III. 214 Compelled, .to submit to the jurisdic-

tion of magistrates whom they destested as usurpers. 1771
Goldsm. Hist. Eng. III. 19 They represented him as.. an
unjust usurper upon the privileges of the council. 1818
Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 237 The tyrant usurpers ofour
rights. 1840 Hood Up Rhine ^j 'The end was, I got my bed,'
*And what excuse, .did the usurper offer for his intrusion?*

C* J^^' a"d transf.
a 1628 F, Grevil Cmlica xcvi. (1633) 244 Pleasure is chosen

as a Goddesse fit. The wealth of Nature freely to impart

;

. . Which faire Vsurper runnes a Rebel's way. 1631 Lithcow
Trav, V. 186 The vsurpers of Gods word.. maintaine.. that
famous Kingdome, being but one thousand and fifty Turkes
in all. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Napoleon f 4 (He] be-

comes, .actually a monopolizer and usurper of other minds.
1898 Talmack 5"c'r;«. in Chru. Herald {If.Y.) la Jan. 24/3
That man has made that which might be a healthUil recrea.

tion an usurper of his affections. 1900 '

J. IIJoe ' Bridge Man.
9 If a player deals out of turn he may be stopped .

.
, but if

he completes bis deal, the deal holds good, and the usiu'pers

make the declaration.

f 2, A conqueror or vanquisher (t/" something.
X509 Pari. Devylles Ixiv, I \sc. Christ] am lorde and kynge

of blysse, Usurper of dethe, myghty in fyght.

Hence Usu'rpersliip. rare"^.

1781 Rp. Watson in Farquhar Bps. of Dunkeld (1915) iii*

18 As if the L/Ord's Day had been et^ually the institution of

his [George Ill's] present usurpership.

fUsuTper, z/, Obs.'"^ [f. prec] intr, (with

/V). To play the usurper.
1656 S. H. Gold. Law 57 He invades, and evades Law,

and . . yet neither Usurpers nor Arbytraters it.

Usu*rping|, vbl, sb. [f. Usurp v. + -ing^.]

The action of the verb ; usurpation ; an instance

of this. Also in fig. context.

iSai Ld. Dacre in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser. n. 1. 282 The pukes
fader.. in the tyme of his usurping made diverse knightes.

1550 Crowlev Inform, ^ Petit. 1 The vsurpyng of tenches

to priuate commoditie, 1595 Shaks, John 11. i. 119 Excuse
it is to beat vsurping downe. 1649 Lovelace iwcaj/a Poems
(1904) 37 Dropping December shall come weeping in, Be*
wayle th' usurping of his Raigne. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

Boccalinis Advts. fr. Parnass. I. Ixxi. (1674) 89 The in-

jurious usurping the Countries liberty, a 1667 Jer. Taylor
Pol, Disc, (1674) b 4, To secure the inclosures of the Clerical

orders from the usurpings and invasions of, .unhallowed

spirits.

UsUTpingf, ///. a, [f. as prec. + -ing2.]

1, That usurps, in various senses. Also in fig.

context.

1574 Homilies n. Rebellion vr. 611 [To] blesse the curs*

ynges of suche wicked vsurpyng bishops and tyrantes.

iSW Marlowe ist Pt, Tamburl, iv. iii. That such a base

vsurping vagabond Should . . weare a princely crowne. 1596

Edward III, in. iii. 35 The vsurping King of Fraunce.

a 164a GoDOLPHiN in Caroline Poets II. (1906) 247 Hear an
usurping soule doth dwell. 1659 AVcAt^/aj /"«/**« (Camden)
IV. 164 'Tis a reasonable.. demaunde, specially as to new
and vsurpinge lords. X707 Norris Treat, Humility viL

313 God IS jealous of his glory;, .he makes war against the

proud man, as an usurping invader of it. 1713 Pope Hiad
II. 24a That worst of tyrants, an usurping crowd. 1818

Byron C>i. Har, iv. cliii, I have . . survey'd Its[jc. St. Sophia's]

sanctuary the while the usurping Moslem pray'd. 183a

J. H. Newman Arians 11. i. 160 To expel an usurping idol

from the house of God. X90X Glover L^e ^ Lett, in 4th

Cent, Introd. 9 Usurping and suspicious Emperors.

b. iransf. Of things.

1588 Shaks. L, L, L, iv. iii. 259 It mournes, that paint-

ing vsurping [ = false] haire Should rauish doters with a

false aspect 1590— Com. Err. 11. ii. 180 If ought possesse

thee from me, it is drosse, Vsurping luie. Brier, or idle

Mosse. 1634 Milton Comus 337 If your influence be quite

damm'd up With black usurping mists. ax66i Fuller

Worthies in. (1662) 226 It follows not that the Usurping

Tulip is better then the Rose.

O. Jig, Of emotions, qualities, etc,

X633 G. Herbert Temple, Lore 11. iii. Thou shalt re-

! cover all thy gods in kinde, Who wert disseized by usurp-
' ing lust. X65Q W. CHAMBEKLAYNE/'/iar<?«. I. III. 319 By that

fl(K)d To wash usurping grief from oif that part Where most

she reigned. 1698 W. Chilcot Evil Thoughts vi. 165 There

are none more apt to grow usurping and ungovernable . . than

these [thoughts]. 1747 Johnson Winter ii. The ling ring

hours prolong the night, Usurpiug Darkness shares the day.

2. Characterized by usurpation.

1809 WoRDSw. ' O'er the wide earth ' 8 In these usurping

times of fear and pain.

Hence Usu-rpingly adv,

1589 Hay any Work 25 Many other causes, which you
bishops.. do usurpingly take from the ciuill magistrate.

x6ax T. Williamson tr. Goidarfs Wise Vieillard 76 Either

for that their children misgouerne themselues, or their wiues

behaue themselues vsurpingly. i66x Sir H. Vane's Politicks

3 1 1 skills not much whether lineally descended, or usurpingly

advanced. X827 Poe Tamerlane 32 The fever d diadem on

I my brow I claim'd and won usurpingly.

i
t Usu-rpiotis, a. Obs."'^ [See Usurp v, and

I

-lous.] Kxcrcising or practising usurpation.

I 1606 Warner Albion's Eng. xv. xcvii. 387 From Rome
vsurpious, bloodie, proud, hereticall then seuer Ye Creatures

of Hers. ^^ ,^

t UsTi-rpment. Obs, rare. [f. Usuep z'.+

-MENT.] Usurpation. Also attrib.

a X470 Harding Chron. ccx. heading, The kynge sayde at

hys deathe . . nought of repentaunce of[his J vsurpcment ofthe

realme. \(Ao Extr. St. Papers Friends^f^x. 11. (1911) 123

Ashfeild..took no oath or covenant under the late usurp-

ment powers.

+ Usn-rpOr, 0*J. rdirtf. Also 5-6 -our. [a. AF.
i usttrtor : see Usuiu* v. and -or 2.] == Usurper.
1

^ U61



USXJRPOUSLY.

t4f4 Roils o/Parlt.W. iig/2 Harry the sext late usurpour.
1563 Mirr. Mag.., Hastings xciii, The vsurpour Boare, that
hellyshe freak. 1586 Yz^uk Biaz. Gentrie 29'i If the Vsurpor
haue enemies that compasse his death.

t TTsu-rpously, adv, Obs.—'^ [f. Usubp v. :

see -ous and -lt2.] By iisuq)ation ; usurpingly.
1461 Rolls ofParlt. V. 463/2 Takyng upon hym usurpously

the coroune and name of kyng.

UsurpreSS {,yttzii*jpres). [f. UsuRPEB + -ESSl.]

A female asurper.

1640 Howell Dodona^s Gr. a6 She is a double Vsurpresse,
in detaining not only Elaiana from her right, but [etc.].

C1650 Don Bellianis 210 Faint not, Usurpress of anothers
heart, but animate yourself. 1658 Cleveland Rustic Ram-
pant 122 She had seized the Kingdome as an Usurpresse
by Tyrannie. 1805 Pennant's London 245 An innocent
usurpress \sc. Lady Jane Gray] succeeded to her apartments
in 1553. 1873 Dixon Ttuo Queens i. viii. 1. 56 The AustrJans
. .detested Isabel as a usurpress.

Usury (y»'2iuri), sb. Forms : a. 4-6 vsurye,
5-6 usurye, 7 -ie, 5-7 vsury, -io, 6 -ee, 5- usury.
% 4-5 vsery(e, 4, 6 vserie, 6-7 usery. [a. AF,
*usurie, ad, med.l_,. iisuria, f. L. us-us, pa. pple.

of iili to use. Cf. Usure sb."}

1. The fact or practice of lending money at in-

terest ; esp. in later wse, the practice of charging,
talcing, or contracting to receive, excessive or

illegal rates of interest for money on loan,
1303 R. hsvuss Handle Synne s^iy To whom |?at vsery

ys lefe, Gostely he ys a ^efe. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. n.

17s Lat sadel hem with siluer owre sjmne to suffre, As
auoutrie. .and derne vsurye. c 144s Pecock Dongt 68 SiJ^en
in vseri l>e Ieener..comiJelliJ» Jje borewer to.. pale.a summe
of his owne good bisidis l>e summe borewid. 1487^^/3
//en. V/, c. 6 That all unlefuU Chevysaunces and Usurye
be dampned, and none to be used, upon paynefetc.]. 1514
Barclay O*/. ^ Upiondyshman (Percy Soa) 23 Some lyve
by rapyne,. .and some in usury. x'^'^Mossk {title), Arraign-
ment and Conviction of Vsurie. That is, the Iniquitie, and
Vnlawfulnes |of Vsurie, displayed in sixe Sermons. 1643
MiLTOH Divorce 33 The Christian Magistrate permits usury.
1663 in Vemey Mem. (1907) II. 195, I hate this rack-renting;
'tis worse than usury. 171X Steeu Sped. No. 114 r i His
Estate is dipped, and is eating out with Usury, 1754
Erskine Pnnc. Sc. Lam (1809) 520 The crime of usury,
before the Reformation, consisted in the taking of any
interest for the use of money i and now in taking an higher
rate of interest than is authorised by law. 17^ Bentham
Def. Usury ii. 7, I know of but two definitions that can
possibly be given of usury: one is, the taking of a greater
interest than the law allows of. . . The other is the taking of
a greater interest than it is usual for men to give and take.
180Z Fanners Mag, Aug. 338 The criminality of usury.,
[consists] in exacting more than the usual rate of the market.
1858 Ld. St. Leonards //andy-bk. Prop. Law xiv. 87 The
statutes against usury, .are repealed, so that you may take
for your money whatever amount of interest you can get.

Personif. c 1430 Lvdg. Assembly ofGods6^^ Pety capteyns
. . , As . . Vsury, Periury, Ly, and Adulacion. c 1430— Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 172 Usurye lyethe fetrede in dystresse.
1606 Bekker Sev. Sins 11. (Arb.) 22 Thou doest likewise
Lye with Vsury. 16x5 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 28
O vsurie .

.
, how much haue we Occasion to proscribe thee

from our land.
attrib. 1813 {title)^ A Treatise on the Usury Laws with

Disquisitions on the Arguments adduced agamst them by
Bentham.

2. Premium or interest on money (or goods)
givea or received on loan

; fgain made by lending
money. Now arch.
c 1440 Alph, Tales ^ti per was ane vsurar J>at wolde neuer

restore his vsurie agayn. 155s Eden Decades (Arb.) 365
With increase of dowble vsurie. 1567 Termes Laws {1579)
184/j ysurie is a gayne of any thin^ aboue the principal, or
that which was lent, exacted onely in consideration of the
loane, whether it be of come, meat, . . or such like, as money.
1600 Holland Livy 262 Albeit the Vsurie was well eased by
bringing it downe from twelve to one. 1621 Culphpper
Tract agst. Usury 8 For Vsury going at ten in the hundred,
if a man borrow fiue pounds [etc.]. 1690 Child Disc,
Trade 209 The rate of Usury is the measure by which all

men Trade, ..or any other ways bargain. 1719 Franklim
Ess. Wks. 1840 H. 273 This may bring down the common
usury to the pitch it is determined at by law. 1746 P.
Francis tr. //orace^ Sat. i. ii. 14 note. The Laws allowed
an Usury. .which doubled the capital Sum in an hundred
Months.

b. fig, and in fig, context. Freq. with usury,
1S49 CovERDALE, ctc. Erosm. Par. x Pet. a That you may

waxe riche in the encreasing vsury of good workes, more and
more. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i, viii. 27 Behold what ye this day
haue done for mee. And what I cannot quite, requite with
vsuree. 1593 — Col. Clout 39 Of good passed newly to
discus, By dubble vsurie doth twise renew it. x6o6 B.
JoNSON //ymensei C4 Haste, therefore, ..and call, Away ;

The gentle Night is prest to pay The vsurie of long delights,
She owes to these protracted rites. 1661 Rust Origen's
Opin. 66 What is it then., which they may not have with
usury and advantage in a body of purer Consistence? 1695
Pepvs in Academy 9 Aug. (1890) iii/i, I repay you with
usury yo' kinde NVishes. 173a Lediard Sethos H. Tx. 342
The motive of taking Siga has been accompHsh'd with usury.
X750 Johnson Rambler No. 48 P 10 [He] must not only pay
back thehours but pay them back with usury. 1790 Bukkk
Fr. Rev. 117 Learning paid back what it received, .with
usurv. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab is. 209 They have three
words:—welt tyrants know their use, Well pay them for
the loan, with usury. 184a Tennyson Talking Oak 196,

1

would have paid lier kiss for kiss, With usury thereto.

O, In the phrases at^ to, on, upon usury,
13. . Prose Psalter xiv. 6 (Dublin MS.), He >at ^af mony

to vsunje ne toke no3t ;iftes vp on innocentes. 1535 Cover-
dale Deut, xxiii. 20 Vnto a straunger thou maiest lendc
vpon vsury. 1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 62 Lett
me borrow them both upon tolerable usurye, 1603 Holuind
Plutarch^s Mor, 283 That it might not be lawfuu for those

482

I

to borrow upon usurje. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. viii. 35
j

Taking mony at usurie, for the present payment of interest.

170a ling. TheophrastiiS 332 'Tis lending on Usury, under
the pretence of giving freely. 1844tr.it/. T. Asmar'sMem,
Babylonian Princess II. 105 If 1 put it \sc. cornj at usury,
shall not my bones howl from my grave. 1888 Encycl. Brit.
XXIV. 17 The man who does not. .lend his capital upon
* usury ' is . . lacking in his duty to himself or bis family.

•\ 3. //. Instances or kinds of nsury, Obs.
1603 Holland PhttarclCs Mor. 284 Their rootes of debts

. .bring foorth infinite troubles and intolerable usuries. 1603
Shaks, Meas. for M. iii. ii. 7 Since of two vsuries the
merriest was put downe, and the worser allow'd by order of
Law. 1611 — Cjv«^. 1n.iii.45 Uid you but know the Citties
Vsuries, And felt them knowingly.

+ 4. transf. Increase, augmentation ; advantage.

«S:j6 Fleming Panopl, Epist. 352 Howe bountifull a
seruitour is the earthe, to the husbandeman ? what vsurie
doeth it pay for that which it borroweth ? 1599 T. M[oufet1
Silkwormes 71 Diuine we hence, or rather reckon right.

What vsury and proffit doth arise, By keeping well these
. .creatures white. 1613 Heywood Silver Age iii. G 3, With
full sickles You shall receiue the vsury of their seeds. 1624— Gunaik, 31 The profitable usurie arising from agriculture,

f 5. The use or employment of anything, rare,

1607 Tol'rneur Rev. Trag, iv. ii, To prostitute my brest to
the Dukes Sonne: And put my selfe to common v.sury. 1615
Gill Sacr. Philos, w, 127 That thou mightest inioy the
usury of this aire but for the time.

Hence f TT'sury v. trans, ^ to give out (favours),

with a view to advantageous return. Obs.
X654 Whitlock Zootomia 368 We usury out, not bestow

our Favours, each Curtesie being a Designe not so much of
doing, as receiving good, with unconscionable Advantage.

XTsward (p'swojd), adv. Now arch, [f. Ua.
See -WARD, Toward, and cf. Her-, Him-, Me-
WARD.] Orig. (and chiefly) to usward, = toward
us. Also from usward,
(a) ^1391 C\iK\iCM.Ji Astrol. i. §17 Thanne bygynnyth the
Sonne to come agayn to vs-ward. X4S0 in Rymer Foedera
(1709) IX. 907/1 The Letters,. enseled undir the Crete Seel
of our said B'ader to usward, and under Ours to hymward.
1451 Paston Lett. L 202 The baiy..knewe not.. what myn
unkvll was to us ward. 1529 Frith Plstle to Chr, Reader 4 b,

In kindnes to vsward thorow Christ Jesus. i6zx Bible
Ps. xl. 5 Many., are.. thy thoughts^ which are to vs ward.
1642 J. Eaton Honey-comb Free Jiistif 344 Mystically to
us-ward, and inwardly and spiritually to God-ward. 1650
Metr, Psalms Ch. Scotl. cxvil. 2 For great to us-ward ever
are his loving kindnesses. 1779 J, Brows in R, Mackenzie
Life (1918) 220 How kind His thoughts to usward 1 1809
CoBBETT Pol, Reg. 22 April 618 To us-ward, both Parties
are as much alike as two peas. i88x SwinburneMary Stuart
I. ii, From France our friends Lift up their heads to usward.
(b) J603 J. Davies Microcosm. 37 Sol.. makes vs hcavie

going from vs-ward. 1903 Westm, Gaz, 8 Aug, j/3 She
went her way from usward,

b. With ellipse of prep.
1871 Swinburne Songs bef. Sunrise, Eve Revol7ttion jo

Thy vesture wrought of ages legendary Hides usward thine
impenetrable sleep.

ut (ut, 27t), sb. Mils, [L. ut * that ' : see note on
Gamut. Cf- F., Sp.,,Pg., and It «/.] The first

note in Guido's hexachords, and of the octave in

modern solmization, now commonly Do J^.2; the
note C in the natural scale of C major.
Cf. also Effaut, Gamut, G-sol-re-ut.
c i3as in Rel. Ant. I, 292 Sol and ut and la. c 1550 Ar-

inonye ofByrdes 185 in Hazl. E. P. P. \\\. 194 Chaungyng
their key From ut to rey. ?I596 Bathe Brief/ntrod, A v b,

The next thing necessary to be knowne for the right naming
of notes, is the place where that note standeth which is

named Ut. 1645- [see Mi]. C1656 Lovelack To T. S. iv.

Poems (1904) 172 But yet the Spoaks by which they scal'd
so hii^h, Gamble hath wisely laid of Ut Re Mi. 1754- (see
Vosb.^}. 1707 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 3) XIL 547/2 From the
adjuncts of the mode, that is to say, the modes of its two
fifths, which for ui arefa and sol. 1801 Busby Diet. Mus.
s- v., Ut and do are always the tonic, or key-note, of the
major-mode, and the. .third of the minor mode. i89o[see Fa].

b. Ut, rCf etc. : the notes of the gamut ; also

transfix the * gamut' or elements ^something.
I5885HAKS. Z. L. L. iv- ii. 102 Olde Mantuan, Who vnder-

standeth thee not loues thee not, vt re sol la mi fa. 1599
B. Jonson C^nthia^s Ret: 11. i, Your courtier elementary, is

..as it were in the alphabet, or ut-re'mifa-sol-la of court-
ship. 1738 Chambers O'r/, s. v. AV/^, Of the seven musical
Notes, ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, the first six are ascribed to
Are tine.

Ut, ITtal, obs. ff. Odt adv., Udal.
ntas^ (y«-tses). Now Hist, Also 5 vtaus,

vtauce, vtaso {Sc. wtast, wtes), 5-7 vtaa (7
outas), 6 utais, 7 vtis. [Reduced form of the pi,

utaves : see Octave sb.'\ a, b. == Octave sb, i n, b.

'3871 c 1490 (see Octave sb. 1]. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode
ill. XX. (1869) 146, 1 selleit by dayes, and bi wookes, bi vtases
and bi quinsimes, bi monethes, and bi yeeres. 1463-93 [see
Octave sb. j]. 1563 Becon Reliqnes 175 b, For. .euery day
of the Vtas an hundred days of pardon in remi.ssion of al
their sinnes. 1599, 1610 [see Octave sb, 1]. 1657 Sparrow
Bk. Comtn. Prayer \-]% It was tliecustonie ofour fore-fathers
to observe the Octave or Vtas of their high and principall
Feasts. 167a Manley Co^velts /nterpr., Utas, ..is the
eighth day following any Term or Feast,., and any day be-
tween the Feast and the Octave, is sa«d to be within the
utas. ijot HoDV //ist. Councils 368 The Octaves or.. the
Utas of S. Martin. 176a Gentl. Mag, 567 These Octaves
or Uta's [sic], as they are often called. 1810 Stat, Realm
L 390/1 This present Parliament holden..at the Utas of the
Holy Trinity [1369]. 1833 Nicolas Chronol. Hist. (1838) 102
The Octave or Utas of each Feast. .is always the seventh
day after it occurs; or the eighth day, if the day of the
Festival be incKided.
attrib. 1453 Paston Lett. \. 257 Wretyn at Norw^•ch, on

the Utas day of Peter and PowlL

UTENSIL.

O. transf. A period of festivity; =OcTAVE re.
1597-1602 [see Octave i c].

XJ'tas2. Also 9 dial. utis. [Later var. OuTAS.]
fj-l. =0UTAS. Obs.''^

1600 Holland Livy 134 The Romanes were in dread ofyour
utas and outcries.

2. dial. Clamour, din.

1875 A. PoRSON Quaint Words 26 The hounds were here
this marning and kicked up a deuce of a utis. 1910 jgth
Cent, May 901 She complains of a utis after the village
club-feast or merrymaking—a loud, riotous noise,

Ut-borewe, etc., obs. ff, Outborrow.
Ut-dra5en, ME. van Outdraw v,

tirte, V, Obs. Forms: i utun, 1-2 uton,
utau, 2-3 uten, ute, vte (3 oute). [Later form
of OE, witon^ wutottj originally subj. (•-'let us
go ') of OE. lewitan I-wite v.^I An interjectional

form used with an infinitive verb, having the force
of a subjunctive, with the sense ' Let us— '.

r888 K. jElfred Boetk. xxxiv. 5 7 Uton laetan honne
bion \>a. spraece. c 1000 Ags, Gosp. Matt. xvii. 4 gyf j»u wylt,
uton wyrcean her J>reo eardung-stowa. (11175 Cott. Hom.
241 Ute we nu isi wice bioS ure ifo. a xaoo Moral Ode 333
Vte we us bi-werien wid J^es wrecches worldes luue. cxaos
Lay. 20635 Uten we heom to li3e. cxz^s Passion of our
Lordly^ \nO. E. Misc. ^-2 AriseJ> vp anci vte we heonne go.

Ute, var. Oute adv. Obs. Utebrast, etc. : see
Outburst v., etc. Utemest, etc., obs. ff. Ut-
most a, Utenn wi])p, obs. var. Oltwith.

Utensil (ywte-nsil), sb. Forms : a. 5 vtensele,
utensyle, 6 -cyle, vtensyle, 6-7 -sile, 7 uten-
8ile. ^. 5 vtensyl, 6 -sylle, utensille, 7 vtensil,
7-8 utensill, 7- utensil; 5-6 Sc. vtensel, 6
-cell, utenoell, 7 vtensell(e. [a. OF. utensiU^
etc. (14th c ; F, ustensile), a. med.L. iitensile

sb., f. L. utensil'is adj., fit for use, useful. Cf. It.

utensiU, Sp. and Pg. uiensilio.
The stressing u'tensil, evidenced by metrical examples

down to c 1800, is corroborated by Johnson and some later
Diets, down to 1835; but the present stressing appears in
Bailey's Diet. (1730), and is supported by Ash, Todd, etc.]

fl. collective sing. Vessels or instruments for

various domestic uses. Chiefly Sc. Obs,

<^'37S ^^' -^T- Saints xlvi. (Anastasia) 170 In it [sc. the
prison] for to kepe vmquhile Of |>e kecbine ves vtensel [L.
coquinx utensiiia], 1411 E. E. Wilis^iZZi) 18 Y be-qweyth«
to lucye my wyfe. .alle (>e vtensyl of myn bows, J?at ys to
say, in halle, in Chambre, in Pantrie and Botrie, in larder
and Kecliyn. 1428 l^eg, de Aberbroihoc (Bann. Club) II. 58
Hal chawmyr kechyng and butre with swilk vtensele as the
said John Vernour vsis. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)

III. 222 Mony come him till, . . With wyfTe and barne, and all

thair vtencell. As tha in Scotland euir mair sould duell.

2. Any article useful or necessary in a house-
hold ; a domestic implement, vessel, or article of

furniture; now esp.^ an instrument or vessel in

common use in a kitchen, dairy, ctc.
; + freq. //.,

— household goods.
a. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/Poge i, He gaf to her all new

utensyles to kepe houshold. c 15x0 More Picus Wks. 6/1
Much siluer vessel and plate, with other.. costly vtensilesof
houshold. 1575 Lanbham Let, (1871) 48 Kenelwoorth
CastL.so fully furnisht of rich apparell, & vtensilez aptedin
all pointes to the best. 161 1 Coi gr., Vtensile, an vtensile ;

any implement,.. or houshold stuffe. 1648 Masv in Night-
ingale Ejected of 1663 {i(j\i) 922 The enemie hath, .spoyled
my house, windowes, dores & all utinseles [sic\

p. 154a Test, Ebor, (Surtees) VI. 160 All the utensilles nowe
beinge at Snape. 1546 in Eng, Gilds (1870) 199 Certen
other plate, .withdiuerse vtensylles. 1610 Shaks. Temp. in.

ii. 104 He ha's braue Vtensils . . Which when he ha's a house,
hee'l decke withall. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Yorks, m.
(1662) 186 Small utensils, as Salt-cellars, and the like. £"17x0
Cklia Fiennes Diary (188S) 141 Ye stands, table, and fire

uiensills. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett, to People 218 No
expences are calculated for the dair>-, such as wood, utensils,

&c 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. To Lewis 11 Oct., There
was no furniture but the utensils of the kitchen. 1836 W.
Irving Astoria III. 47 The culinary utensils of the party,

1865 Dickens Mut, Fr. x. vi, The tap and parlour, .were
provided with comfortable fireside tin utensils. 1904 Vemey
Mem, I. 550 Household utensils were apt to run short in the
families of the English planters.

b. Any vessel (f article, implement, etc.) serv-

ing a useful end or purpose.
150a Ord, Crysten Men iv. (W. de W. 1506) X iij b, Vten-

syles as lynnen cloth or woUen, flesshe, corne,& wyne. 1551
in Feuillerat /iet'cls Edxv. V/ {\^n) 62 Instrumentes vtcn.
silcs and other furniture, .appenaynynge to the Lorde of
Mysrule. 1554-5— Revels Q. Mary (1914) 173 Hedpeces
wepons and other vtensiles for maskes. 1660 Waterhousi
Arms <5- Arm. 11 Coat-armours and other portable utensiles

which we call /nsignia. 1671 Mu.ton/'. /f.iii. 336 Waggons
fraught with Utensils of war. 1689 ' Philopolites ' Grvtnble,
Creiv p. ii, Gibbets you know, are Utensils of State, 1705
W. Dkrham in Lett, Lit. Men (Camden) 316 The utensils

for observing the Quantities of Rain which fall. 1751 Eliza
Heywood Betsy Thoughtless IV. 227 She. .made her wear-
ing apparel bealso disposed of in proper utensils. 1805 Act
45 ^^(>. ///, c. 30 §10 By melting any metal. .in any pot,
crucible, or other utensil. 1858 Hawthorne Fr, ,5- //. Note-
bks. (1871) I. 3 A foot-warmer (a long, flat tin utensil, full of
hot water) was put into the carriage.

transf. 1657 W. Rand tr. GassetidCs Life Pieresc 11. 246
A large Library, and other literary utensils. 1691 Ray
Creation \. (1692)62 Fire.. is. .a Subject or Utensil of. .vari-

ous and inexplicable use. 1705 Hearne Duct, Hist, (ed.2)
I. 190 The Reader will find plenty of necessary Utensils for
the improvement of his Manners.

C. esp. An implement or tool useful to or used
by an artisan, mechanic, farmer, etc.



UTENSIL.
X604 R. Cawdrey Table Alph., Vtensils^ things necessary

for our use.. in a trade. 1659 W. Chamberlayne P/i^rtf//.
ly, V. 337 The straitened 'prentice. .Changes the baser uten-
sils of trade For burnished arms. 1665) Worlidge Syst.
Ag^ic.^Tj Utensils, Instruments used in any Art, especi-
ally Husbandry. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Cant
W. 178 If we find the Walk^..kept neat and clean, and no
Garden Tools or Utensils any where neglected. 1708 J. C.
Compl. Collier (1845) \s [In} sinking a Coal-Pit, what Uten-
sils arc requisite? 1774 Act 14 Geo. Ill, c. 71 § i The
exportation of the several tools or utensils made use of in
preparing . . the Cotton and Linen Manufactures. 1791
Smeaton Edystone L. § 212 note^ The tools and utensils
contrived or adapted to the Edystone works. 1841 W.
Spalding Italy 9f It. Isl, III. 378 Agricultural implements,
and utensils of trade. 1848 Lvtton Harold 1. i, That tab.
linum. .was now filled with . . faggots, and farming utensils.

fd, MtL In//. = Free-quarter. Obs.~°
I'joz Milii. <$ Sea Did. (1711), Utensils, the Necessaries

due to every Soldier, and to be furnish 'd by his Host where
he is quarter'd. They are, a Bed with Sheets, a Pot, a Glass
or Cup to drink out of, a Dish, a Place at the Fire, and a
Candle. {Hence in Phillips (1706) and James (1802}.]

3. fa. A part of the human frame serving a
special purpose. Obs, rare.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. i. v. 264, I will giue out diuers

scedules of my beautic. It shalbe Inuentoried and euery
particle and vtensile labell'd to my will. 1664 Power Exp.
Fhilos. I. 67 The whole Body, and all the Organs and Uten-
sils therein. 1675 Baxter Cath. Thcol. u. viir. 156 Is not
the whole frame of Humane Nature (and our Utensils) put
into the hand and power of Christ the Redeemer.

b. One who is made use of; a useful person, rare.
1678 Otwa\ Friendship in F. v. 1, ASot,aBeetle, aBroan

of a Husband, a mere L tensil. 169a E. Walker tr. Epic-
ietus' Mar. xxx, I thus shall useless grow To those I love,..

Nor raise them to be Utensils of State. [1794 Wolcot (P.
Pindar) Remonstrance 69 Yet is a King a utensil much
wanted—A screw.. to keep together The ship's old leaky
$ides in stormy weather.] 1896 T. Healy in Daily News
14 Feb. 2/4 The first use the Unionist Government made of
their Viceregal utensil.

4. A sacred vessel, fumishmg, etc., belonging to,

and esp. used in the services of, a church, temple,
or other place of worship.
1650 Hobbes De Corp. Pol. 150 All the Utensils ofsacrifice

and other holy Things, were ordered by Moses. 1660 Jes.
Taylor Ductor iii. iv. rule vi, § 20 The Rulers office..may
extend to sumptuousness, to ornaments of churches, to rich
utensils, to splendor, to majesty. \jo\ Prideaux Direct*
Ch.-ivardens (1712) 30 What are not fixed to the Freehold of
the Church, but are of the moveable Goods belonging there-

to, are called the Utensils of the Church. 1751 Affect. Karr.
OfWager 1^5 The Jesuits Church. ., the Utensils of which
are exceedingly valuable. 1805 Foster Ess. iv. iv, 164
Consecrated utensilsstolen out ofa temple. 1836 Thiblwall
Greece II. 5a In certain solemn processions., they were com-
pelled to bear a part of the sacred utensils. 1877 J. D.
Chambers Div. iyorsh/p24<)Thc forms for Benediction of
the Sacramental Utensils.

5. A stool for evacuation; a chamber-pot. Spec.

chamber uiensiL
1699 Garth DisPens. ii. 3^ The Springs of Life their

former Vigour feeC Such Zeal be had for th:it vile Utensil.

1731 Swift Strephon tf Chloe 173 The nymph. .brings a
vessel into bed: rairutensiI,assmoothand white AsChloe's
skin. 1768-74 A. Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 147 If Alex-
ander and Ca^r could never be easy off (he stool, I would
not deny them that needful utensil. 1834 Westtn.Rev. XX.
404 On being waked by her house on fire, (she] laid hold of
the chamber utensil and rushed out. 1861 Fi.or. Nightin-
gale Nursing (ed. 2) i6 Any chamber utensil without a lid,

tUtezLSily a. Obs, In 6 vtenael, -silo, 7
utensile. [ad. L. utensil-is \ see prec.] Neces-

sary for use. esp, in a household,

1490 Acta. Dom. Cone. (1839) 148/2 Johne.-sall restorej,

certane gudis vtenstU and domicili. 1549 Covtpl.Scot. xvii,

145 Metiellis var meltit to male vtenselveschel neccssair to

seme ane houshald. 155a Hvloit, Vtensile or necessarye

to be vsed, vtensilis. 1617 Morvson Itin. iii. aig The gift

of vtensile goods made to the husband. Ibid^ In Wisen the

wife hath not the vtensile goods, which [etc.].

t Utensilies, sb. pL Obs. [ad. L. uthisilia

things for use.] Utensils, esp. ofa household.
1496-7 Act 13 Hen. VII^ c. 13 § la Implementts of Hous-

hoid. .and utensiliesof thesame. tyt^ Hury /f^zV/x (Camden)
lOQ AH my ostylmcnt)*^, vtensiliez, and joell that to my hovs
bylonge. 1531 More Dyaloge (cd. 2) i. 8 b, Christ was serued
with syluerSt gold in the vessels vtensylys and ornamente<i

of his chyrchc. x6oa 2nd Pt. Return Pamass. i, ii. 128 If

my kitchen want the vtcnsilies of viands.

•fUtenBilment. Obs.~^ [-ment; after ustil-^

HustIjEment,] = Utensil sb. 3,

14*8 E. E, Wills{\Z%-i) 78 All the vtensilmentes longyng

to my kechyn.

Titer, -ast, obs. ff. Utter, Utterest adjs.

Uterage, obs. form of Oi'Tuage sb.

•f- Uterine, sby Obs,"} [ad. med.L. uterhmSj

f. late L. uUriftus adj. : sec next,] pi. Children

or offspring of the same mother.

143J-S0 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 29 Thei were [not] uterynes

or cnilder ofoon woman.

Uterine (yw'terain, -in), a. and sb.^ Also 5-6

uteryne, 7 uterin. [a. OF, uierin^ -ine (F,

utirin^ -ine), or ad. late L. ulerfmts (whence It.,

Sp., Pg. ulerino), f, L. ulerus Uterus.]

A. ad/. 1. Having the same mother, but not the

same father. Also in fig. context,

1432-50 tr. H/gden (Rolls) V.z^s Mcdardus . . and Gildardus,

,.lx)the brej^er uteryne, Iwrne in oon day. 1447 Hokenham
Seyntyi {Roxh.) 45 Melchy.-Pantars brother. .Weddyd ia-

cobes modyr& gat ely. So lacob & ely wer bretherne vteryne.

*«iM HAHPtFiiLD Divoret HtfU VllI (Camdw) 174 To be

488

taken not only of the brother by father and mother but of
the uterine and half brother also. 1600 W, Watson Deca.
cordon (1602) 359 Saint Peter was the onely vterine, and
germane brother to saint Andrew. CX619 Donne Serin.
(1640) 621 If Sodomeand Jerusalem were Sisters, Babylon
and we may be so *oo ; uterin sisters of one wombe. a 1695
WooD/4^/i. Oxon. (1721) II. 1094/2 Walter Pope, uterine
Brother to Dr. Joh. Wilklns. 1703 Quick Dec. Wife's Sister
19 His uterine Sister. 1765-8 Erskine Inst. Laxv Scot.nx.
viii. § 8 Brothers or sisters ofthe deceased by the mother only,
who are called uterine. 1844 W, K. Kelly tr. Michelet's
Hist, France I. 561 The uterine sister of Henry III. xS6o
Emerson Cond. Life i. 11 People are born with the moral
..bias—uterine brothers with this diverging destination.

b. Related by blood through the mother, rare,
X63J LiTHGOw Trav, x. 503 Whose Vterine blood he is,

and present Brother . . sprung from one Mother. 1816 Tuck ey
Narr. E.vped. R. Zaire iv. (1818) 161 The property.,
devolves to his brothers or uterine uncles. x888 A'^. i<f Q.
7th Ser. V. 493^2 The direct lineal ancestress in the female
line, or what is sometimes termed umbilical or uterine
ancestress.

c. (See quot,) rar^^.
1883 A. Macfarlane Consanguinity 11 The uterine

system, that is, the system resulting from tracing kinship
through females only.

2. Surg, Adapted for using or operating on or
in the uterus or womb.
1615 Crooke Body 0/Man 239 Wee must proceede by the

guide of a vterine probe. 1849 Lancet 29 Dec. 690/2 Dr,
Routh exhibited to the Society three uterine scarificators.

i857_DuNGLisoN Diet, Med. Set. 851/2 Sound, Uterine,
Uterine bougie, 1865 Lancet pg April 465/1 The uterine
tents made from dried stem of sea-tangle. 1875 Knight
Did. Mech. 2685 Uterine dilator, .. elevator, redressor,
scarificator, speculum.

3. Of, pertaining or belonging to, the uterus;

situated in, connected with, the womb,
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. vii. 352 In hot climates

and where the uterine parts exceed in heat, 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v,, From a Turgescency or Inflation of the Uterine
Vessels. 1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) 1. 744/2 The Fallopian
or uterine tubes, which open into the cavity of the uterus.

1800 Med, Jrnl. IV. 191 In the foetus, we note several

contrivances for the uterine state. 1834 J. Forbes tr.

Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 665 The only arteries in which
it can be supposed to be produced are the hypogastric, iltac,

and uterine. 1838 Lancet 7 July 497/2 The diseases of the
uterine organs. 1877 W, Turner Hum. Anat. 11. 519 A
uterine venous plexus is arranged on and in the wall of the
uterus,

b. Affecting, occurring or taking place in, the

uterus.

Uterine souffl-e : see Souffle, and cf. Placental i.

a i66x Fuller Worthies, Somerfet. m. (1662) 20 Our Bath-
waters., are good for uterine effects, proceeding from cold

and windy Humours. 1664 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 77
This exoticlc acidity coagulating the blood . . is the author of
most of their uterine infirmities. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,

Maids that were..seiz'd with the Uterine Fury. 1753
Smellie Midwifery 143 Vomiting, ., in a few, ,, prevails

during the whole time of uterine gestation. 1771 Encycl.
Brit. III. 163/1 Of the Immoderate Flux of the Menses, or
Uterine Haemorrhage. xZt^ Penny Cycl. X. 333/2 The
embryo., during the rest of its uterine life has been de-

nominated the foetu& 1839 C. West Xx.NaegeWs Ausculta-
tion 13 The uterine sound varies in its intensity.. within
a very short time. 1851 E. Hamilton Flora Homceop. I.

Ill Boerhaave. .employed it in uterine diseases. 1889
Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. VH. 448/1 This congestion

causes -.painful uterine contractions.

C. Suitable or adapted for remedying or aiding

the uterus.

1771 Encycl. Brit. III. 163/1 Uterine cathartics are aloes,

myrrh, bryony, colocynthus [etc.]. 1849 Lancet 22 Dec. 661/2

A new uterine supporter. 1875 Knight Did. Mech. 2685/1
Uterine douche, a form of irrigator for the uterus.

4. Of the nature of a uterus.

i34t T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 201 The exact nature of
the uterine sacculus-.is imperfectly understood.

6, Of vellum : Prepared from the skin of a foetal

or abortive calf or lamb.
1870 Rock Text. Fabr. p. cxxxv, That now rare kind of

vellum called, among manuscript collectors, * uterine '.

j-B. sb, A medicine or herb remedial in uterine

affections. Obs. Cf. Uterine a, 3 c.

. i66x LovELL Hist. Anim. ^ Min. 460 Uterines, in. .flux,

inflammation, scirrbus and ulcers of the womb. 1697 Floyer
Eng. Baths 1. 18 In the Mola Uteri, let Women swim in

salt Water, or apply the Steam of it in which Uterines are

boyl'd. 1718 QuiNCY Compl. Disp. 81 Some commend it as

a good Uterine,

IJlTteritis (yuterai'tis). Path. [mod.L., f,

UTEE-tJS + -iTis.] Inflammation of the womb;
metritis,

c 1840 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII. 771/1 Parts secondarily

..affected in the female [in gonorrhoea]. _ Inguinal glands
producing Bubo. Uterus producing Uteritis.

UterO- (yw'tcrij), comb, form of L. uter-us

Utekus, occurring in various medical and surgical

terms esp. with the sense *of or pertaining to the

womb and — ', as D:tero-abdo*minal a., relating

to, suitable for, the uterus and the abdomen.

U'tero-inte'stinal a., affecting or occurring in

the uterus and the intestines. U:tero-ovariaa

«,, of or pertaining to the uterus and the ovary.

T7:tero*peritozie'al a., pertaining to, connecting,

the uterus and the peritoneum, TX:tero-plac©'ntal

(7., pertaining to the uterus and the placenta.

TT:tero-sa*cral a., pertaining to, connecting, the

uterus and the sacrum. U'terotome, an instru-

ment for incising the titerus. Ut«ro'tom7) sur-

Ui»WITB.

gical incision of the uterus; hysterotomy. tT:tero-

tra'ctor U.S.^ a kind of * tractor' or forceps used
in operating for vaginal hysterectomy. U:teTo-
va'£final, -vagl'zial, a., pertaining to, connected
with, the uterus and the vagina, U:tero-Te'sical
a. , of or pertaining to the uterus and the bladder.
Various other terms are given in recent American or

medical Diets., as uterocei'vical, -copulatory, -deferent^
•fixation, 'lith, -mania, -pelvic, -fexy, -tubal.
i838Zrt«ctf/2i April 125/2 The *uiero-abdominal supporter.

1896 Nomeitcl, Diseases 109 Fistula, a. Uiero-vesical,
b. *Utero.intestinal. 1896 Lancet 4 Jan. 33/1 Rheumatoid
arthritis was neither tliecause nor the effect of *utero-ovarian
disturbance. 187a Ibid. 18 May 680/1 Case of "utero-
peritoneal fistula. 1857 Dunglison Med. Diet. 721 The
*utero-placental veins. 1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat. V. 707/1
As high up as the level of the "utero-sacral ligaments. 1863
Weiss CataL Surg, lustr. PI. xxix, Sim's *Uterotome..and
.Caustic Holder. 1846 Bkittan tr. Maigaigne's Man Open
Surg. 555J Incision of the Neck of the Uterus, or Vagmal
*Uterotomy. i8$k> Retrospect Med, CII, 111 A small, but
important, detail is not to introduce the *utero-tractor into
the uterine cavity. 1856 Lancet 2 Feb. 129/1 New 'utero-
vaginal plug, X897 AllbutVs Syst. Med. it, 1092 The long
combined utero-vaginal passage. 1833 Good Study Med.
IV. 153 *Utero-vesical Prolapse. 1891 Mouillin •S'wr^f. 1346
The uterovesical pouch of peritoneum.

U:tero-gesta-tion. [See prec. and Gesta-
tion.] The progressive development of the em-
bryo in the womb from conception till birth.

1775 A. Hamilton Prod. Midwifery 70 During the'whole
term of Utero-Gestation. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II,

436/1 Utero-gestation in the Mammalia is terminated by
parturition or the birth of the young. 1888 Brit. Med,
y^ml, 14 April 800/1 Acute intestinal obstruction complicat-
ing utero-gestation.

II Uterus (y«-teri?s). Pl.||utGri (yK-tersi). [L.

;

whence F. uterus (Par^). Cf. It., Sp., Pg. utero.^

1. In the primates : The organ in which the

young are conceived, developed, and protected till

birth ;. the female organ of gestation ; the womb.
x6zs Crooke Body ofMan iv. xiii. (1631) 222 It is called

Vterus properly in women. 1638 A. Read Man. A fiat.

Body ofMan 239 The hypogastricall veins,. .as soone as

they come to be implanted into the substance of the uterus,

..lose their owne coats. 170a Drake in y/fiV. Trans. XXI II.

J236 The Observation and Experiment being made on the

Uterus ofa Cow. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. I'latrix, The
Cavity of the Uterus. 1770 Med. Observ. (1772) iV. 388
The History of a fatal Inversion of the Uterus. 1834 Owen
in Phil. Trans. CXXIV. 333 A Description of the Im-
pregnated Uterus of the Kangaroo. 1837 Balv tr. Mailer's
Physiol. 1580 An examination of recently impregnated uteri.

1871 Darwin Desc. Man I. iv. 123 In all mammals the

uterus is developed from two simple primitive tubes.

iransf 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Generation, Every Herb
and Tree bears its Seed..; which being thrown into the

Earth, as into its Uterus, spreads forth its Roots.

b. In the lower female animals, fishes, or birds

:

The matrix ; the ovary.

1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v,, Uterus of Fishes. 1839
Penny Cycl. XIII. 383/2 Leeches are oviparous. The
ova remain in the uterus for some time, 1877 Huxley
Anat. Inv. Anim. 178 The outer, or vaginal, end of the

uterus [in TurbeUaria\. 1878 F. J. Bell tr, Gegenbaur's
Comp, Anat, 182 Special portionsof the oviduct [in Verntes\

function as a Uterus, by which name parts, very different

morphologically, are known. 1880 GUnther Fishes 166

The ends of the uteri open , . into the cloaca.

O. (See quot.)
184X T, R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 200 The vulva [in leeches]

. . leads intoa pear-shaped membranous bag, which is usually,

but improperly, named the uterus.

2. Bot. a. = Pericarp.
1676 Grew Anat. Flowers vii. heading, The Time, in

which the Uterus or Fruit and Seed-Case are formed. 1677
'^Anat, Fruits in. v. § i The Fruit, strictly so called, is, A
Fleshy Uterus, which grows more moist ami Pulpy, as the

Seed ripens. But the Seed<Case . . is, AM embraneous Uterus.

+ b. (See quot.) Obs. rare'^.

1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 396 Stygma, the female Uterus,

at the Top of the Pistil, furnished with a moist Humour,

O. In Fungi : (see later quots.),

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 981 Angiogastres. Uterus

finally bursting forth, separate from the receptacle.

1836 M, J. Berkeley Fungi in Smith's Eng. Flora V. 11.

19 Uterus sessile, bursting irregularly, marbled internally

with anastomosing veins. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1197/2 Uterus^

the volva or receptacle of certain fungals. 1895 M. C.

Cooke Study Fungi 356/2 Peridium, the enveloping coat

of a sporophore, or receptacle in which the spores are

developed in a closed cavity. In GastromycetessometimeB
called the uterus, the contents being the gleba.

1 3. A hollow or cavity. O^J."^

1693 Rav Three Disc. 137 The Tophus it self must have
vegetated, containing a cavity or uterus of the shape of the

Tooth, into which an osseous humour, . . filling the cavity of

the Uterusy must there have coagulated,

Ute-tan, etc., obs. ff. Out-taken, etc, IJtfaoe,

var. Outface (surface) Obs. Xrtfangthef(e,

-thelf, etc., varr. Outfangthief. Obs. Uth,
obs. f. Youth. Uthail, -ale, -all, obs. ff. Udall.

t XTthe. Sc, Obsr^ [For earlier *dth^ a. ON.
^-r poetry, melody,] Harmony.
c 1465 Liber Pluscardensis xi. xt, Rycht as [all] stringis ar

reulit in a harp In ane accord, and tunyt al be an utb.

(Rliyming with suth * sooth' and muth duU-MoTHK a.]

TJthe, obs. f. Youth, Vpe: see Unnk Obs.

UtJe, var. Ythe (wave) Obs. Uthel(ler, obs. ff.

UdalCleb. Uther, etc., obs. f. Other, etc. ; obs.

or dial. f. Udder. Uthes, var. Outas sb. Obs.

tU))Wite. Obs. [OE. i^^wila, f. ti/- (Goth.



UTIBLE.

ttn^') away, beyond + wt/a one who knows,
WiTE sd."] A wise man ; a sage.
£888 K. j'Elfred Boeik, xxxiii. §4 Swa swa ure uSwita

saede, Plato, ciooo Menologiutn 166 in O, E. Chron, (1892)
I. 278 Swa hit foregleawe ealde ujjwitan aeror fundan. fxioo
Ormis 7083 I>a Jiatt sohhtenn Jesu Crist Wseren Magy
3ehatenn,..Ut>witess swif?e wise.

tUtible, a, [ad. L. utibilis^ f. utor to use,

employ.] That may be used ; useful, serviceable.

16J13 CocKERAM, VtibU^ profitable. 1656 Blount Glossogr.
T1711 ititie). Proposals by the Utible Society, for the
Insurance on Marriages, by a weekly Dividend.

Utile (yw'tail), «. Now rare. Also 5-6 vtyle,
6 vtyU, utyle, utiUe. [a, OF. (F.) utile (13th c),
ad. L. utilisy f. «/rto use. Cf. It. utile, and OF.,
Pr.jSp., Pg. «///.] Useful, profitable, advantageous.
Also const. tOy unto.

148^ Caxton Fables of Msop i. x, Theyre felauship \sc.

of evil folk] is not good ne vtyle. 1518 H. Watson Hist.
Olhier of CasliU (Roxb.) B 4, To whonie it semelh good
and vtylt for the prosperyte of bothe partyes. c 133* Du
Wks Introd. Fr. in Palsgr, 10^2 Of all meates the best and
most utille to the body of man is of capons. 1578 Banister
Hist. Matt V. 74 The most pure and vtile substaunce. 1653
H. CoGAH tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixx. 284 To shew that the
conquest thereof would have been far more utile unto us.

x678GAUiCf^. Gentiles \\. m. 5 Means utile and conducible
to the promoting of Divine glorie. 1839 J. Rogers Anti-
Popopr. L 69 An order that He has given.. to employ our
energy in the utile pursuit of following. 1894 Advance
(Chicago) 24 May, There is the cost value. .. There is the
productive or utile value.

(tbsol. 168s Cotton tr. Montaigne (1711) III. s Wherein
he quitted the utile for the honest.

t U ti'lious, a, Obsr^ [f. L. utili-s Utile a.

+ -003.] Useful.

1651 F. KiRKwAN Clerio ^ Lozia 190 This Treason was so
utilious to this Barbarian, and so prej udicial to ours, that he
. .retook the Towns,

Utilitarian (ywtilitea'rian), sb. and «. [f.

Utilix-y, after sbs. and adjs. in -ariatu Hence
Pg. and It. utilitarioy F. utilitaire.']

A. sb. One who holds, advocates, or supports
the doctrine of utilitarianism; one who considers

utility the standard of whatever is good for man

;

also, a person devoted to mere utility or material
interests.

1781 Bentham Z^^/. Wks. 1843 X. 92/1 He is a utilitarian,

a naturalist, a chemist, a physician. i8sx Galt Ann. Parish
xxxy, I thought they had more sense than to secede from
Christianity to become Utilitarians. 1835 Wordsw, Varrtrio
Revisitedffitc. 326 A right in the people (not to be gainsaid
by utilitarians and economists) topublic support when [etc.].

i860 Maury PAj/s. Geog. (Low) iv. 268 The utilitarian who
compares the water-power that the falls of Niagara would
afford if applied to machinery, 1875 Iowett Plato (ed. 2)

IV. 29 We are therefore justified in calling Socrates the first

utilitarian.

B. 1. adj. Of philosophy, principles, etc. : Con-
sisting in or based upon utility ; spec, that regards
the greatest good or happiness of the greatest num-
ber as the chief consideration or rule of morality.
x8os Bentham Let. Wks. 1843 X. 390 A new religion

would be an odd sort of a thing without a name : accordingly
there ought to be one for it—at least for the professors of it.

Utilitarian..would be the more propre. 1814 New Brit.
Theatre 1 . 50The sublime ideas ofthe utilitarian philosophy.
Ibid. 227 The philanthropy of the true utilitarian principles.
1841 (Gladstone State in Relat. Ch. (ed. 4) I. 107 A reason
quite irreconcilable with the utilitarian theories. x86i Mill
Utilit. iv. (i86ti) 51 The utilitarian doctrine is, that happiness
is..the only thmg desirable, as an end. 1869 'Ly-CK'v Europ,
Mor. 1. 18 They were at once profoundly antipathetical to
Utilitarian morals.

b. Of or pertaining to utility ; relating to mere
material interests.

1830 IVestm. Rev. Jan. 3 So far from its being proscribed
by Utilitarian notions, they demand its existence. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. x. (1856) 77 Their application to the
fishing grounds, .would be a matter of large utilitarian
interest. 1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands 58 Turning from
the picturesque or romantic, to the utilitarian view of this
tree, 1873 Mrs. Brookfield Not a Heroine I. 23 From a
utilitarian point of view.

O. In quasi-depreciative use : Having regard to
mere utility rather than beauty, amenity, etc.

1847 H. Miller First Impr. Eng. xvi. 394 For the hilt-

top cottage..! found a modern hard-cast farm-house, with
a square of_ offices attached, all exceedingly utilitarian,
well kept, stiff, and disagreeable. 1876 Miss Braddon J.
HaggarcCs Dau. I. 29 A good garden of the old-fashioned
utilitarian type,

2, Of persons : Holding or advocating utili-

tarian views, principles, etc. ; aiming at, support-
ing, or advancing utilitarianism; also, preferring
mere utility to beauty or amenity.
iBoa [see i]. i8a8 Bentham Let. Wks. 1841 XI. 2/2 The

accomplished utilitarian statesman. 1834 K. H. Digby
Mores Cath. v. x. 360 The favour of utilitarian philosophers,
or of self-interested reformers. x86a Sir B. Brodie Psychol.
Inq. IL i. 32 The mere utilitarian philosopher, having his
views limited to some immediate practical result. 1873
Mill Autobiog. 79 [In the winter 1822-3! the name I gave
to the society 1 had pl.-jnned was the Utilitarian Society,
It was the first time that any one had taken the title of
Utilitarian ; and the term made its way into the language
from this humble source.

3. Of times: Marked or characterized by pre-
valence of utilitarian doctrine, principles, or views.
(Freq. with age^
i8a8 Carlvle Cotif^ r 16 In these hard, unbelieving utili-
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tarian days. 1839 Morn. Herald 3 Sept., The cold ' philo.
sophy * of a money-getting utilitarian age. 1854 Poultry
Ckron, II. 351/1 In these utilitarian days, everything seems
to. .play its proper part.

Hence Utilita*rianly adv. rare~^.
1878 Eraser's Mag. XVII. 665 A new tower.. built, utili-

tarianly, of common yellow brick.

ntilita-rianisiu. [f. prec. + -ism. Hence
^.utilitarianisme (1885).] Utilitarian doctrine,

principles, theories, or practices; spec.hn Fkilos.,

the doctrine that the greatest happiness of the
greatest number should be the guiding principle of
conduct.
1827 G. S. Faber Sacr. Cat. Prophecy (1844) I. 202 Intent

only .upon the present,, .men will, .devote themselves.. to
a life . . of sordid godless Utilitarianism. 1830 Dickens
Nickleby xxxvi, But knockers may be mufHed for other
purposes than those of mere utilitarianism. x86i Mill
Utilit. \\, (1863) 16 Utilitarianism, therefore, could only
attain its end by the general cultivation of nobleness of
character. 1878 W. H. Dai.l Later Preh. Man 31 'J'he

growth of sentiment (as opposed to savage utilitarianism},
which is characteristic of the human mind in all ages.

Utilita-rianist. rare-^. [f. as prec. + -ist.] A
utilitarian.

x8Si H. J. Gamble W, Dalton 20 A distinguished utili-

tarianist of the present day.

Utilita'rianize, v. rare. [f. as prec. + -ize.]

trans. To turn to a utilitarian end or purpose ; to
invest with a utilitarian character.
i8sa Mrs. C. Mekedith Home in Tasmania 1. 143 The

colonists, sad matter-of-fact people that they are! who
Utilitarianize everytliing. 1907 yrnl. Educ. Oct, 671/1
Utiiitarianize your secondary education.

UtiHty(ywti-liti),.f^, Also 5-6 vtilite (6 -ie),

6 utillitio (7 Sc. vtillatie), utilito, 7 -ie. [a. OF.
utilitei, utelite (1291), utilitet (12th c), etc. (F,

ntilite)y ad. L. utilitdt-, UtilitdSy f. iitili-s Utile (7.

Cf. Sp. utilidadt Pg. -idade, It. uttlitd.}

1. The fact, character, or quality of being useful

or serviceable ; fitness for some desirable purpose
or valuable end ; usefulness, serviceableness.
In frequent use c 1540-c 1650, and from c 1755. The con-

structions in the two earliest quots. are obsolete.

ct3gtCHAVCRR A strot. ir. §26 The vtilite to knowe the
Assenciouns in the rihte cercle. a 1435 tr. A rderne^s Treat.
Fistula 55 Maners of curacions..to be noted vnder com-
pendiousnez to t>e vtilite of helyng. C1440 Gesta Rom.
xciv. 424 (Add. MS,), I clad my seruaunte, that is, my
manhode, nought but to vtterly vtilite and necessite. 1528
R. Thorne in Hakl. Voy, (1589) 251 The commoditie and
vtilitie of this Nauigation. c 1566 J. Aldav tr. Boa^stuau's
Theat.^ World S ij. The wonderfull Invention, Utilitie and
Dignitie of Printing. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 19
Where.. the attractive pleasure and sweetenesse of speech,
is not without some fruit nor void of utilitie. 1651 Hobbes
Leviathan iv. xliv. 349 The utility of Prayer for the Dead.
*7S8 Johnson Idler No. 93 f i He discussed the utility, .of
the Islington turnpike. X76a-7x H. Walpole Fertue's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) II. 266 The circular court is a pictur-
esque thought, but without meaning or utility. x8oi S. &
Ht. Lee Canterb. T. IV. 418 A cottage, .more calculated
for utility than ornament. 1841 Elphinstoni-: Hisi, Ind.
il. 71 The extent and utility of his pul)lic works. 1871
MozLEV t/rtiV. Serm. vi. (1876) 124 I'he older poetical view
brought in more the utility and active force of nature. 1878
Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ. 15 Everything which forms a part
of wealth must be useful, or have utility.

b. In the phrase of{. .) utility,

C1440 Pallad. on Husb. iii. 524 Rootys smale of noon
vtilite Cutte of. 1514 Barclay Cyt, ^ Uplondyshman
(Percy Soc.) 5 Fayre warkes of grete utylyte. 1598 Barret
Theor. Warres v. i. 139 Which ihinke you to be of most
vtilitie in the warres? 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. n. r 32
This victory.. was of no real utility. 1778 Learning at a
Loss II. II Five thousand other Instruments of Equestrian
Utility. x8ox S. & Hr. Lee Canterb. T. IV. 424 Those in
whose hands, .[life] is an engine of either private or public
utility, x8« D. E. Williams Life ^ Corr. Sir T. Laiurence
II. 43 The habit. -is of the greatest utility. X857 Ruskin
Pol. Econ, Art 11 The two great objects of utility and
splendour.

C. Philos, The ability, capacity, or power of a
person, action, or thing to satisfy the needs or
gratify the desires of the majority, or of the human
race as a whole.
1751 HuMK Princ. Mor. v. 73 In common Life. .the Cir-

cumstance of Utility is always appeal'd to. 1780 Bentham
Princ. Legist, i. (1789) p. iii, An action then may be said to
be conformable to the principleofutility . .when the tendency
it has to augment the happiness of the community is greater
than any it has to diminish it. 1785 Palev Moral fy Pol.
Philos. I. vi. Or must we give up our principle, that the
criterion of right is utility? X830 Mackintosh Progr. Eih.
Philos. vi, Wks. 1846 I. 194 A theory founded on Utility.,
reqiiires that wc should cultivate . . those other habitual dis-
positions which we know.. to be generally the source of
actions beneficial to ourselves and our fellows. 1861 Mill
Utilit. ii. (186^) 9 The creed which accepts as the foundation
ofmorals, Utility, or the Greatest Happiness Principle. 1883
H. SiDGWicK Poi. Econ. i. iii. 77 There is another difficulty
lurking in the conception of Utility as a measure of wealth.

f 2, The quality of being advantageous or profit-

able
,

profit, advantage, uSe. Freq. const, of (a

person, etc.). Obs.
In frequent use c 1S35-C 1580, esp. coupled with profit.
c X440 Palliul. on Husb. 111. 485 This wey is light and more

vtilite. 1455 Paston Lett. I. 365 Charges born and payd .

.

for the avauncement of his conquest, the good and utilite of
hym, of his seyd royaume and duchie forseid. x47x Caxton
Recuyell (^o\ttm.tx) 120 This is ayenst your prosperite and
utilite. 1509 Hawes PaU. Pleas, vi. {Percy Soc.) 25 You

UTILISSER.

shall, quod she, my scyence wel Icrne, In tyme and space, to
your gret utiiite. X533-4 Act 25 tien. VIII^ c. 9 § 1 To the
§reate profete and vtilitie of a greate number of the Kynges
ubjectes. 1576 Lambaros Peramb. Kent Ded. % iii b,

What vtilitie foloweth the studie of Hystories. X657 Rec.
Old Aberd. {New Spalding Club) 1. 94 The bundretb merkis
. . left in legacie be . . George Clerk. . for the vse and vtillatie

of the said cittie. 1698 Keill Exam. Th. Earth 63 Choos-
ing such . . positions of things as bring with them the greatest
good and utility to the Universe. . 1753 J. Louthian Form
of Process (ed. 2) 238 Circuit Courts was IjiV) introduced for

the manifest Utility of the Lieges.

3. A useful, advantageous, or profitable thing,

feature, etc. ; a use. Chiefly in pi.

1483 Caxton Caio a viij b, By the comyn wele of a londe
is saued all synguler prouffytes and utylyties. X489 —
Faytes ofA. i. vi. 14 For the regarde of somme particuler
vtilite. isoa Abnoldk Ckron. Index (i8ii) 6 That money
., to be chosen., for necessites and vtyliies of the same cite.

X541 Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. B iij b, The scyence
of the^ Nathomy is..nedefull to the Cyrurgyen for .iiij.

vtylyties. X586 A. Day Eng. Secrctorie i. (1595) 142 ludge
by your owne decemment.. howe greatlje you are ledde
awrie, in thus careleslie roaming vpon others vtilities. 1604
E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vii. i. 4^ If there*

fore there were no other finite in the Historie..of the
Indians, but this common vtilitie. 1659 Pearson Creed i.

34 Which no man who consideretb the uses and utilities of
every species can deny. x688 Eovle Final Causes Nat.
Things iii. 82 Of several of his creatures, whereof men.,
make some uses, they shall hereafter discover other utilities.

X775 Hakris Philos. Arrangem. ix. 196 The Knowledge of
Nature, and the Utilities of common Life. x8oo W.Taylor
in Robl>erds Mem. (1843) I. 555 Genius never was remark-
able for teaching the practical utilities. 1876 Holland
Set'en Oaks xii. i6g It had lifted him above the bare utilities

of a bouse, so that he could see the use of beauty. xpoS
S. E. White Riverman xxviii, Heinzman wanted the im-
provements.. sold as a public utility to the highest bidder,

b. Pol. Econ. (See (juots., and cf. i c.)

X848 Mill Pol. Econ. i. iii. I. 56 What we produce.. is

always.. an utility. Labour is not creative of objects, but
of utilities. X904 R. T, Ely & Wicker Elem. Princ.
Econoviics 81 A good or utility is anything wliich can
satisfy a human want.

4. Short for utility actor (sense 5 a).

x88s Jerome On the Stage 80 A *lead' may get three
pounds.

.
, and a young ' utility ' thinks himself very well oflf

indeed on a guinea. 1889 H. B. Baker London Stage II.

168 She was playing utility, that is to say, going on for any.
thing, at the Park Theatre.

5. attrtb. passing into adj. : a. Utility actor,

an actor of the smallest speaking-parts in a play;
so utility-business ; utility man, (a) a utility

actor
; {b) U.S. a substitute capable of taking any

position in a baseball tezm {IVebster's Dict.j J911).
1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 383/1 At one of the

theatres,.. I eventually rose to a 'general utility man*, at
i3i. per week. x86o Cornh. Mag. II. 748 Known respec-
tively as 'eccentric comedian' and 'utility actor*. Ibid.^

The leading lady. .and the utility man will all act in the
same way. 1879 Era Almanack 46 The drudgery of
* utility ' business.

b. Of a dog, fowl, etc. : That is bred, reared,

or kept to serve a useful end or object as distinct

from purposes of beauty, display, show, etc.

1877 Stables Pract. Kennel Guide 96 The Points of
Utility Dogs, including the Newfoundland, the Collie (etc).

1903 H. Fkancklin {title), Incubating and Rearing Utility

Fowls. 1904 Daily Chron. 10 Feb. 3/2 The utility poultry
keeper. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 29 Sept. 4/2 A utility vehicle..

good for ten or even fifteen years' hard service.

U'tilizable, a. Also -isable. [a. F. utilis-

able, or f. Utilize v, +-ablb.] Capable of being
utilized.

i88x ' Fortior ' Fair Trade Cry 13 The utilizable lands of
America, 1889 J. A. Berly tr. Reyuiers Voltaic Accumu-
lator 138 The mean utilisable fall of potential in normal
discharge.

Utilizatioil ()«til3izi''j9n). Also -isation.

[a. F. utilisation (181 2): see next and -ation,]

The action of utilizing ; the fact of being utilized.

1847 Webster, 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. (1909) 57 A
man of genius, but of genius that evaded utilization. x88i
Sir W. Thomson in Nature XXIV. 434 The utilisation of
tidal energy. 1894 Grant Allen in IVestm. Gaz. 12 June
2/1 The w-hole history of the human race on earth is a con-
tinuous history of successive utilisations.

Utilize Cyw'tibiz), J*. Also-ise. [SiA.Y.uliliser

(1792), ad. It, utilizzare (1760), f. titile Utile a.

:

see -IZK, and cf, Sp. utilizar, Pg. -isar.'\

1. trans. To make or render useful; to convert

to use, turn to account.
Rare before 1858. ' Utilize is fast antiquating improve, in

the seii.^e of "turn to account" '(1873 F, ^^\ Mod. Eng. 167),

1807 J. Barlow Columbiad ix. 683 (ToJ Improve and
utilise each opening birth, And aid the labors of this nurtur-

ing earth. x8a4 M'estm. Rev. April 454 Izmail and Kilia..

are respectively able to nullify or to utilize the northern

mouth of the Danube, i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. xi,

§22 Let all physical exertion. .be utilized. x88a Pitmam
Mission Life in Greece 4- Pal. 123 Her services could not
be utilised for missions.

2. intr. To make oneself of use. rare~^*
1883 HowELLS Register i, Come in here and sympathize a

little !. .Miss S. No ; you come out here and utilize a little.

Hence U'tilized //>/. a., U'tilizing vbl. sb.

1859 in N.
(J- Q. 3rd Ser. VI. 306/1 Odd proposals for the

utilising of power. i88x P. Geudes in Nature XXIV. 524
The application of the utilised matter and energy by the
given society.

U'tilizer. Also -iser. [f. prec. + -er i.] One
who or that which utilizes.



ITTINAM,

1873 Dawson Earth ^ Man xv. 380 Man was. .to be..

a

care*taker and utiliser..of the things given to him. 1883
Standard 21 Nov. 5/3 Not a man of science, but only a
utiliser of scientific results. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal.
66/1 Register Stove fitted with the Oxford Heat Utilizers.

IIXTtinam. Obs. [L. utinam oh that! would
that !, f. uti (ul conj.) + nam indeed.] An earnest
wish or fervent desire.

i«43 Sir T. Browne Rtlig. Med. § 24 Tis not a melancholy
Utinam of mine owne, but the desires of better heads. 1646— Pseud, Ep, I. X. 38 Nor can the will which hath a power
to ninne into velleities..have any utinam of this. 1718
Entertainer No. 9. 56 Our Religion is pure and undefiled, .

.

A Glance or a Utinam, in Christianity, are Criminal.

+ TT'tinff, vbl. si. Obs. [Later var. oiyowling,
veoling. Voting vbl. sb."] The action of steeping
grain in the process of brewing. Only attrib. in

uting-fcU, -room, -vat.

i6ia R. Vaughan Water-Workes E 4, Vting-rooms, Gar.
nars, Matting-roomes [etc]. Ibid. K 3, The water from my
Vting-vats will doe the like. 1701 Act i Anne Stat. 2, c. 3
{ 3 All Cisterns Uting-Fats Utensils and other Vessels. 1710
I^nd. Gaz. No. 5864/3 Corn.. steeped in any Cistern or
Uting-Fat. 1800 Act 41 Geo. Ill, c. 6, Every Maltster.,
should wet or steep his Barley, .in the Cistern, [orJUting-fat.
Xrtia, variant of Utas.

t XJ-tlagary. Obs. [a. AF. ul!agai-U,--€rie:

see OUTLAWBY.] =Odtlawbt I.

1440 Fasten Lett. I. 41 As the seide utiagare was certy-
UtA. lefii/ Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) II. 82, I have byn
divers t_ymes wrongfullye sued and brought to the poynt of
utlagan. 1&4X tr. Perkins Prof. Bk. i. § 27. 12 Attainder of
Felony..by utlagery, by verdict and by confession. x66o
Act la Chas. II, c 12 r 12 Any person .. whose Conviction,
Utlagary or Attainder is by this Act discharged.

Utlagh(e, -laje, -lahe, -law(e, obs. ff. Out-
law, trtlarie, -y(e, -lawry(e, obs. ff. Oct-
LAWET. Utleden, var. Odtlead v. Obs.

tXJtlega-tion. Obs.-^ [iA.ms&.'L.utlagation;
n. of action f. utiagare: see Outlaw v.'] The
legal process by which a person was outlawed.
(Cf. OUTLAWBT I.)

1678 BuTLkR Hud. HI. i. 1521 When to a Legal Utlegation
You turn your Excommunication.
Utlepe, -leph, -lete, obs. ff. Outlbap sb., etc.

+ trtmer, utmore, a. Obs. rare. [f. utmest
Utmost a., with comparative ending : see -moke,
and cf. Outmer a.] = Odter a. 1

.

138a WycLlF Ezek. xlvi. 21 That thei here not out in to
the vtmcr house [138B to the outermere halle]. —Matt.
xxii. 13 Sende ^ee h^m into vttermore [v.r. vtmore, vtmer]
derlcnessis. Ibid. viii. 12.

XTtmost (»-tnw"st, »-tmi>st), a. and sb. Forms

:

a. 1 ute-, utmest {Norlhumb. wut-), 3 ute-, 4 ut-,

i,6Sc. vtmest ; 5 north, and Sc. vtmast, Sc. 6 vt-,

9 atmaist
; 4-7 vt-, 5-6 vtto-, 7- utmost (6

vtmoste, vtmoost). ^. 3-4 otemost, 4-5 otte-

moste
; 4 ot-, ottemeste. [OE. utemest, utmest

(rare, and chiefly northern, variants of the nsual

yte-, yimest), a double superlative (cf. Foremost,
Ismost) from ute or iit Odtk, Odt advs. + -m-est :

see -MOST, Cf. the later Outmost a.

In Layamon 11023 ulemxste prob. represents OE^. ^te*
tneste. The ME. forms with ote-, otte-, ot- seem to imply
an earlier ute. with shortened vowel (as in Icel. Utan from
aC). The shortening in utmost may be partly due to the
double consonant, and partly to the influence of Utter a.\

L 1. a. Situated farthest from the centre ; occu-

pying, lying at, or dwelling in the extreme bound
or bounds ; most external or remote in position or

location ; outermost, uttermost ; Outmost a. i.

a. cwi Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 13 Sendas bine in Sios>

trum 03cm utmestum. ciioo Alfreds Boeth. xix. (Bodl.

MS.), peah hit nu ;^cbyrise \>^t ^t. utemestan dioda eoweme
naman up ahcbban. <-i3»o Sir Or/eo 357 (Auchinleck

MS.), Al ^ vtmast wal Was.. schine as cristal. ciAooDestr,
Troy 5487 Beyten is out in the orient the vtmast syde. c 1425
Wyntoun Cron. III. I 8 Ane of his tais with The vtmast
endis be )>« lith Quyt wes smyttyn of l>aim. c 1450 Godstow
Reg. 106 His endc vttemost toward the tenement of the
forsaid Vincente Menge. 15x6 TlNDALE Matt. viii. iz The
children of the Kingdom shalbe cast out in to the vtmoost
dercknes. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ir. x. 13 Corineus had that

Prouince vtmost west To him assigned. 1618 Lawson New
Orchard (1623) 46 We admit without the fence, of Walnuts
in most plaine places. Trees middle-most, and . . KImes
vtmost. 1660 Barrow Euclid i. prop. 21 The utmost points

of one side of a triangle. 1697 Drvden v^«f/jix. 321 Where
the foes their utmost guards advance. 1729 T. InnesOV/,
^«.(i879) 63 The utmost extremities of the north of Britain.

1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. 7". 1 1. 326 The utmost limit of

creation! i8»o Shelley Prometh, Unb. iv. 372 It.. doth
pass Into the utmost leaves and delicatest flowers. 1859
Tennyson Elaine 525 Knights of utmost North and West.
1877 RusKiN St. Mark's Rest iv. (1894) 50 The entire tablet

varied to its utmost edge.
yig. 1667 South Serm. (1715) II. 24 Which surely must
reach the utmost Thoughts of any Atheist whatsoever.

fS. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11433 t^e castel hii asailede,..

& brake ^ otemosle wal. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I.

303 In be vttermcste (MS. o. otmeste) ende of all ^ erhe.

a 1390 Wyclijgite Bible Num. xxii 36 (MS. Bodl. ^9), [A]
toun..sette in ye otemost coostys of Amon. 1398 Trevisa
narth. De P. R. XV. civ. (Bodl. MS.), pe ottemoste norhe.

.

of Germania. c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 93 Pile |«
barke be ottemoste \v.r. ottemoste ryndejawey.

t b. Of garments : Outermost ; exterior. Obs.

1553 Respuhlica 1774 Doe ofyour vtmoste robes cche one.

1S84 T. Hudson Du Bartas' Judith iv. (161 1) 47 Her vtmost
robe was colour blew Coelest.

485

o. Furthest extended; greatest in extent, length,
measure, etc
1709 Felton Diss, Classics (1718) 12 To put forth Your

Hand to the utmost Stretch, and reach whatever You aspire
at. 1746 FRANcrs tr. Horace^ Epist. i. xvi. 108 Death is..
That utmost Course, wliere human Sorrow ends. 1791
CowpER Odyss. XI. 454 A night of utmost length. 1844
KiNGLAKE Eotken xvii, All the whole earth that I could
reach with my utmost sight and keenest listening was still.

2. That is of the greatest or highest degree ; of
the largest amount, number, etc. ; extreme.
Somewhat rare before 1590; in freq. use since 171a
a 1325 Prose Psalter Ivii. 6 God shal defoulen her tel>e.

.

;

our Lord shal breke )>e uttemast [Dublin MS. ottermast]
luels of t>e wicked. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. {Maihias)
113 Scho let hym wyt ^e vtmast thinge, ^at he wes but
a fundlynge. 1483 Monk 0/Evesham xxTi. (Arb.) 53 He was
takyn..to the vtmest peynys and ponissement of dethe.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 b, The vttemost per-
feccyon that man may attayne to. icSiS Marlowe ist Pt.

jTamburl. \\. iii. With amitte we yeeld Our vtmost seruice
j

to the faire Cosroe.
^
1610 Chester s Triumph B 4, What e're

\

our more then strained vtmost-All Can possibly performe, ;

performe we shall. i6s8 May Virg. Georg. iii. 84 Her
J

temptations make Two stubborne Bulls., with their Homes
\

to try their utmost deedes. 1667 Miltom P, L, i. 103 His
utmost power with adverse power oppos'd In dubious Battel.

1704 Evelyn Diary n Sept., This day was celebrated the
thanksgiving.. with the utmost pomp and splendour. 178a
Miss Burney Cecilia v. iv, Her mind was now in a state
of the utmost confusion. 1805 Wordsw. IVaggoner 11. 73
The utmost anger of the sky. 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke
Farm iii. 35 The utmost profit of a cow. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. i. vii, His antigropelos, the utmost approach he
possessed to a hunting equipment.

3. Latest in order or time ; last, final. Now rare,
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxv. 248 Mary, me mynnys, thi

moder hight, the vtmast ende of all thy kyn, 1516 Tindale
Matt V. 26 Till thou have payed the vtmost [161 1 vttermost]
farthing. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. L 49 In these sad words
she spent her vtmost breath. 1591 — Rjiins of Time 45
From their first vntill their vtmost date. 164a Milton
Apol. Smect, 41 Many wise men have miscarried in praising
great designe before the utmost event. 1670-1 Marvell
Corr, Wks. (Grosart) II. 367 Censure.. against those who,
afler an utmost day set, shall persist to absent themselves.
x67a Drvden Conq, Granada ir. i, 'Till I have found the last

and utmost Foe. Z69Z Swift Ode Athenian Society xi.

When the sad melancholy muse Stays but to catch his utmost
breath. 177a Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 82 They
prolong life to the utmost term of nature. 1809-12 Mar.
Edgeworth Absentee iv. He would use it \sc. the power] to
obtain the utmost penny of his debt. x8i8 Byron Juan i,

Ixxx, I . . hear these freedoms form the utmost list Of all o'er

which such love may be a ranger. 1856 Kane Arct. Expi.
I. XV. 171 Grating it down nicely,, .and adding the utmost
oil as a lubricant.

IL €tbsol. and as sb.

In Lindisf. Gosp, Mark v. 23 in utmestum is used to render
the L. in extretnis (= at the point of death).

4. That which is most outward, distant, or re-

mote ; the farthest part, district, limit, etc., of aa
extent or area. Now only arch,

f 8as Vesp. Psaltercxxxy'ii'u 9 InSem utmestansses. a 950
Ritual Duntlm. (Surtees) 55 05 to vtmesle earSes. 138a
Wyclif yob xxxvi. 30 The vtmost of the se he shal couere.

X383— Actsx. B >e schulen be witnessis to me . . to the vtmeste
[v.r, vtermest] of erthe. 1614 W. B. Philosophet^s Banquet
(ed. 2) 43The vtmost of the taile is poyson. 1615G. Sandys
Trav. 177 A City..ontheutmostof theridgeofahiH. 1887
Morris Odyssey xi. 13 At last unto the utmost of the Ocean-
stream we came,

fb. j^.//. Remotestpartsi3/theearth,etc. rare.

z^a Wyclif Ps. cxxxiv. 7 Bringcnde out cloudis fro the

vtmostis [v. r. yttermostisj of the erthe. 138a — Isaiah vii,

18 The fleje, that is in the vtmostes [p.n vttermostis] of the

flodus of Egipt.

6, That which is greatest or of the highest

degree ; the most or greatest possible or attainable

in respect of force, skill, etc. ; the utmost point,

extreme limit or degree, ^something.
1478 Cov. Leet Bk. 377 Thei. .seid thei wold abyde with

the Mairc.to the vtmost of herr goodes in that mater.

1536 Tindale Acts xxiv. 22 When Lisias..is come, I will

know the vtmost of youre matters. 1594 \st Pt, Contention

C 4, To morrow we will ride to London, And trie the vtmost

of these Treasons forth. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. i. 38 Thinking
the vtmost of their force to trie. 162a Mabbk tr. Aleman's
Guzman d^Alf it. 346 The Painter ..shew'd therein the

vimost of his .skill. 1667 Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 331
The utmost I aimed at . . was to tell your grace what others

told me. 175a Hume Ess. <5- Treat. (1777) I. 95 The utmost
we have to Doast of are a few essays. 1764 Reid Inquiry L

75 The utmost which the human faculties can attain. 1805

J. Spaulding Universalism 129 That the damned suffer the

utmost of their desert. 1838 Thirlwall Greece V. 153
Thebes had accomplished the utmost she could now reason-

ably aim at. 1855 Bain Senses ^ Int. i. ii. § 23 The utmost
that can be said in the present state of our knowledge.

b. With possessive adjs. : The highest, greatest,

or best of one's ability, power, etc.; the very most.

Freq. with do,

c «6i I Chapman Ili'ulw. i i9Comethen, . . and fly to our loved

home ; for now, nor ever, shall Our utmost take in broad-

wayed Troy. 1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 118 Their utmost is

but to produce a, -false species of things. 1660 South
Serm. (1715I IV. 23 Nor will it suffice.. to rally up all one's

little Utmost into one Discourse. 1690 Locke Hum. Und,
IV. xix. § 15 A Man, having,. done his utmost to inform

himself in all Particulars,., may [etc. J. 1708 Addison /V«.
State ofW^ar 26 Let us perform our utmost,, .and we shall

overwhelm 'em. 1785 Burns To Rev. John M*Math
xvi, [One who] to his utmost would befriend Ought that

bclang'd ye, 1818 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 633 Will

you do your utmost to obtain justice? 1856 Miss Yonok
Daisy Chain \. xviii, His work, after he goes to Oxford, will

UTOPIA.
be doing his very utmost—and you know what an utmost
that is. 1887 P. M«Neill Blawearie 136 It taxed to its

utmost the ingenuity of the rival wooers.

C. As sb. An extreme amount, degree, or limit.
1856 [see prec. sense]. 1863 Jean Ingelow Poems 34

Forever yawns before our eyes An utmost—that is veiled.

6. The end, finish, or issue ^something.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 11. i. 36 See that Claudio Be

executed ; . . let him be prepar'd. For that's the vtmost of his
pilgrimage. 1666 Boyle Orig. Forms <5- Qual. 264 An
Accident robb'd me of my Glasse, before I could see the
utmost of the Event. 1674 [see Uttermost a. 6].

7. To the utmosty to the extreme or uttermost
degree, extent, capacity, or limit. Also const, of
(one's power, etc.).

c 1450 Mirk's Fesiiali. gi Gracyously he woU |>at a man be
demed wyth mercy and not to |>e vtmast here. 1526 Tindalb
I T/iess. ii. 16 For the wrath off God is come on them, even
to the vtmost. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIH, v. iit 146 Some of
ye..Would trye him to the vtmost, had ye meane. 1685
Boyle Enq. Notion Nat. vii. 266, 1 grew weary before I had
prosecuted it to the utmost. 1738 Wesley Ps, v. vi, Thy
wrath on the rebellious Race Shall to the utmost come.
X7s6 C. Lucas Ess. Waters \\\. 307 Let us pursue our
enquiries to the utmost. 1834 Ht. Martineau Demerara
iv. 46 He was sure to.. torment the animal to the utmost.
i860 Motley Neiherl. ii. I. 59 He would keep his pledge to
theutmost. 1873 F.\iKLi.\viScribner*s MonthlyW. i()sT)\f:

sages. .have certainly consulted his comfort to the utmost.

^ U>) «5^ Edward III, iv. v. 86 That same man . . keepes
it [sc. his word] to the vtmost of his power. 1659 Nicholas
Papers (Camden) IV. 147, 1 shall to the vttmost of my power
constantly endeauour to doe him right. 1729 Law Serious
C. vi. 90 So sure is it, that we are to do them to the utmost
of our power. x8oa Mrs. E. Parsons Afyst, Visit II. 245
The good woman.. fortunately succeeded to the utmost of
her wish. 1875 Manning Mission H, Ghost xii. 346 Let us
to theutmost ofour power, submit our will to the will ofGod.

8. At the utmost (f at utmost)^ at the very most
in respect of time, quantity, etc, Cf. Most a, 6.

16x9 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1906) 1. 143, 15 dayes
stay there, or 20 at uttmost, 16^3 Trapp Comm. Gen. xi. 7
[He] beautified itj or, at utmost, inlarged it. 172a Whistom
The. Earth iii. iii. 247 The Modern Age of Men at the
utmost is not 80. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. App. s.v.

Vultur, The head . . nas, at the utmost, only a clowny matter
on it. x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 418 At the utmost it

was in the discretion of the Court.

Hence \ U'tzuostness. nonce-use.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk if Selv. 7 With all tliat earnestness

ofthreatning, that may beget in man the utmostnessof dread.

TTtnemis: see Outnemb a. and adv,

TTtiniine(nn, -lij: see Outnumen(ly,
+ TJtole, var. Odt-toll Sc, Obs, (Cf. Out-

penny.)
174a in Kilkerran Decisions Crt. Sessions t^38-S» (1775)

^04 The resignation of an annual-rent out of a tenement
in Aberdeen in the year 1720, being made with the symbol
of a penny utole.

Utopia (y«t^*pia). [mod.L. (More, 1516),

f. Gr. oh not + T^ff-os a place: see -ia^, and cf.

EOTOPIA. Hence It., Sp., Pg. Utopia, F. UtopU:\

1. An imaginary island, depicted by Sir Thomas
More as enjoying a perfect social, legal, and
political system.

1551 {title\ A fruteful and pleasaunt Worke of the beste

state of a publyque weale, and of the newe yle called Utopia;
written in Latine by Syr Thomas More knyght [publ. iSJfili

and translated into Englyshe by Raphe Robynson. 1570
Foxb5/&. Martyrs (ed. 2) 11 56/2, I do not..thinke, that.,

there is any such fourth place of Purgatory at all (vnlcs it

be in M. Mores Vtopia). 1607 A. Brewer Lingua 11. vi,

I remember in the Country 01^ Utopia, they use no other

kind of artillery. i6a5 Bacon Ess.^ Usury (Arb.) 544 So as

that Opinion must be sent to Vtopia. 1685 Crowne SirC,
Nice I. Dram. Wks, 1874 III. 370 He will find it is a dream
fit for nothing but Utopia, xega Bentley Boyle Led.^
Once upon a time,, .in tne land of Utopia, there was a dia-

logue between an oak and a cedar. 1725 [Mrs. E. Haywood)
{title\ Memoirs of a certain Island adjacent to the King-
dom of Utopia. X751 J. Brown Ska/tesb, Charac.^ 65 But
of this infallible race I know none, except the inhabitants of

Utopia. x8i8 [see CacotopiaJ. 1837 Macaulay Ess., Lord
Bacon (1897) 402 An acre in Middlesex is better than a
principality in Utopia. 1895 Lupton More's Utopia 115

Plate^ Reduced facsimile of the woodcut of the Island of

Utopia.
trans/. 1802-12 Bbntham Ration. Judic. Evid. Wks.

1843 VI. 206 The law is an Utopia—a country that receives

no visits, but [etc.].

b. transf. Any imaginary, indefinitely-remote

region, country, or locality.

16x0 Th. '1'h[ori'e] Heale/s St. Augustine's City ofGod
Ded. , Then [in translating Hall's Mutidus A Iter et Idem, he

treated] of a deuised Country scarse on earib, now of a de-

sired Citie sure in heauen ; then of Vtopia, now of Eutopia;

X646S1R T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. xii. 132 Some say it

liveth in ^Ethiopia, others in Arabia, some.. in Utopia, for

such must that be which is described by Lactantlus. X684

J. P. tr. % Ludolphus' Hist. Ethiopia (ed. 2) 46 Ignorant

where this River rises,.. whether in Asia, in Africa, or in

Utopia, a X779 Warburton Div. Legal. \i. § 4 Wks. 1788

I. 206 A fabulous relation of a voyage to the imaginary

island of Panchsea, a kind of ancient Utopia.

2. A place, state, or condition ideally perfect in

respect of politics, laws, customs, and conditions.

1613 PuRCHAs Pilgrimage (1614) 708 The reports of this

his voyage savour more of an Vtopia, and Plato's Common-
wealth, then of true Historic, 164a Chas. I in Rushw,
Hist, Coll. (1692) I. T2-I That new Vtopia of Religion and

Government into which they endeavour to transform this

Kingdom. 1691 Norris Pra^t, Disc. 177 To contemplate

all this not.. as an uncertain Reversion, or imaginary Vto-

pia, but as a state that will shortly and certainly be. 1738



ITTOPIA-IZB.

WARBtTRTOH Div, Legoi. I. 272 No romantic impracticable
Utopia. 1760^ H. Brooks Fool of Qual. (1792] II, 113
But the law-suits. . will not permit me to go in search of my
Utopia. x8i8 Shelley Julian 179 *Aye, if we were not
weak—and we aspire How vainly to be strong !

' said Mad-
dalo: *You talk Utopia.' X871 %\<yvx.^\ Condorcei in Crit,

Misc* Ser. i. 7S To find adequate gratification In the artifi-

cial construction of hypothetical Utopias. 1883 Afauck.
Exant. 22 Nov. 5/2 Ingenious speculators who hope to
reach Utopia by the nationalisation of the land.

b. An impossibly ideal scheme, esp. for social

improvement.
a 1734 North Lives II. 364 Young men, for want of ex-

perience,., create Utopias in their own imagination, and
calculate according to their present fancy. 1B43 Marbyat
M. I'ioleiyWW^ These are not the wild Utopias of a heated
imagination. 1869 Leckv Europ. Mor. 1. 180 Averse to all

enthusiasm, mysticism, Utopias, and superstition.

3. Comb., as Utopia-mctker^ -monger.
x8ax Ellin. Rev. XXXV, 320 The fantastic brain of some

Utopia-monger. 1901 Glover IJ/e ^ Lett, in ^th C. 362
The general satire, . . no doubt a fling at the Utopia-makers.

Hence Uto'pia-ixe V. intr.y to conceive or form
impossibly ideal schemes, nonce-ivord,

1853 Mrs. Gore Dean's Daughter III. 57^ A Virginia
Hargreave, born to Utopia-ise over a Bostonian tea-table,

concerning triumphs to be achieved.

Utopian (y«tci^'pian), a, and sb, [ad. mod.L,
Utopian-US (More, 15 16) ; see prec, and -AN.]

A. aJj, 1. Of or belonj^ing to the imaginary
island of Utopia or its people.

1551 Robinson J/(7?r'^ 6^/c//<i Ep.( 1805) 1 This boke of the
vtopian commen wealth. _ 1556 More s Utopia Printer to
Rdr. {Arb.) i63 The Vtopian Alphabete. 162a J. Taylor
(Water P.) Sir G. Nonsence Wks. (1630) Aa j b, He . . began
to declare in the Vtopian speech, what I haue here. .Trans-
lated. X633 Rowley Match at Midtu v. 1 1 b, Two Vtopian
Trunks, full of gold and Jewels. 1681 {iitle\ A Pleasant
Battle between two Lap-dogs of the Utopian Court. 1808
Cayley tr. Mare's Utopia II. 7 _'l"hat I should anticipate

him in what belongs to the Utopian Commonwealth. 1895
LuPTON More's Utopia 117 On this and other repellent

features of the Utopian character, as drawn by More.

+ b. Having no known location; existing no-
where. Obs. rare,

1609 in Capt. Smith IVks. (Arb.) 637 It hath beene to the
Spaniards more fearefuU then an Vtopian Purgatory. 1678
CuDWORTH IntelL Syst. 60 They must be imagined to sub-
sist in certain intermundane spaces and Utopian regions
without the world. 1689 Swi?r Ode to Sir W. Tetnple i,

Search out this Utopian ground, Virtue's terra incognita.

t O. Having no assigned diocese or sphere of

work. Obsr^
1709 Bingham Antiq. iv. vi, The Nullatenenses of latter

Ages, as Panormitan calls Titular and Utopian Bishops.
|

2. Possessing or regarded as having impossibly

or extravagantly ideal conditions in respect of

politics, customs, social organization, etc.

In this and next sense occas. with small letter.

X613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 520 Yea, no Vtopian
State comparable to theirs. 1647 Mercurius Afiti-pragi/ia-

ticus No. 6. 4 They are like to wander forty yeeres. .ere they
arrive in their Utopian Paradise. 1651 C.Walker //«/.
III. 14 To these, .they entrust the Administration of this Uto-
pian Commonwealth, 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 302
The introduction' of an Utopian state. 178a H. Walpole
Vertne*s Anecd. Paint. IV. 284 When he was laying out
so magnificent, charitable, and philosophic an Utopian villa,

1855 Kingsley IVestw, Hot xix. When we have babbled
together of Utopian governments in days which are now
dreams to me. 1856 H. Rogers Ess. II. viii. 38oConsidered
as a possible political structure . . Plato's ' Republic * deserves
to be considered the most Utopian that ever entered the
mind of man.

b. Involving, based or founded on, imaginary or

chimerical perfection ; impossibly ideal, visionary.

i6ax Burton ^««/.\/l/«/. To Rdr. 58 Vtopian parity is a thing
to be wished for rather then effected. X643 Prynne Sov.
Po7ver Pari. App. i A new Utopian absolute Royall Pre-
rogative .. not bottomed on the Lawes of God or the Realm.
046 J. Cook Vind. Law 28 Thats but a Vtopian considera-

tion, a possibility which never comes into Act, 1659 Bp,
Walton Consid. Considered j2 This, I doubt,_will prove an
Utopian conceit. iTfii Kaimes Elem. Crit. \\, (1774) 1,35
For confuting such Utopian systems without the fatigue of
reasoning. 1798 Y^^v^K1^ Illustr. Sterne vC\. 59 He indulges

himself in an Utopian sketch ofa perfect government. 1806

H. Siddons Maid, IVi/e,^ IV, III. 6 The sentiments which
inspired me may be laughed at as Utopian. 184^ C. Brontb
Shirley ix, Marriage ! I cannot bear the word : it sounds so
silly and Utopian. 1877 Burroughs Taxation ^zThtyhzye
regarded any attempt to practise absolute equality as
Utopian.

3. Of persons : That belongs to or dwells in a
Utopia, rare"^,
i6ao J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent Wks.(t63o) 113/2

As Nymshag an ancient Vtopian Philosopher declares.

b. That conceives, proposes, or advocates im-
practicably ideal projects or schemes for ^cial
welfare, etc.; believing in or aiming at the per-

fecting of polity or social conditions.
1597-8 DoNNB Let. to Sir H. iVotton 46 If men.. Durst

tooke for themselves . . They would like strangers greet them-
selves, seeing than Utopian youth, growne dd Italian. i66x
CowLEV Cromwell Wlis. 1906 II. 373 Vou are.. a Theore-
tical Common-wealths-man, an XJtopian Dreamer. 1680
Butler Characters {1908) 24 A Republican is a civil Fana-
tic, an Utopian Senator, 1691 Baxter A'at. Ch. x\\. 53 As
capable of Governing one Kingdom, as an Utopian College
of Bishops (that some dream of). 1857 W. Smith Thorndale
V. iiL (1858) 427 An Eclectic and Utopian Philosopher, 1868
pKARD tVater./arm. x!. 214 We are not 60 Utopian as to

sMtcn that [ctc.]>

486

B. sb. 1. A native or inhabitant of Utopia ; a
dweller in some Utopia. Also Comb*
1551 Robinson tr, More's Utopia n. (1895) 218 The wyttes

therefore of the Vtopians..be maruelous quycke. 1597
Hooker EccLPol. v. xxxvi. §4 Such suttle opinions as few
but Vtopians are likely to fall into. 16x4 Raleigh Hist.
World MI. viii. § I They liued Vtopian-like, saue that they
vsed no other occupation than Warre. 1684 Burnet tr.

Morels Utopia Pref. A 7 The precaution used in Marriages
among the Utopians,^ 1771 J. Adams Diary 10 Nov., 'I'he

good humor,, .and wisdom of the Utopians, is charming.
1857 W. Smith Thorndale iv. v. (1858) 312, I know not pre-
cisely how his Utopians intend to deal with war. 1905
Edin, Rev. Oct, 426 The admiration of the Utopians . . was
by no means confined to the strictly classical authors.

2. One who conceives, proposes, or introduces

schemes supposed or intended to bring about im-
proved or perfect social and political conditions,

etc. ; an advocate of social reform.
01873 Lytton \nLife (1883) I. 101 My grandfather .. in

youth, .was a Utopian, and remained to the last much more
than a * Whig '. i878Seeley»S7«m II. 363 Stein., was never
the Utopian here described. 1887 J. C. RIorison Sei-v. Man
p. xxiv, He looks with coldness on Utopians who are equally
Ignorant of capital, labour, or hard work.
Hence Uto'planist, «= Utopian j^. 2.

1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) II. xxix. 556 Wliat
seemed a crime to the eyes of Utopianists. 1876 Contemp.
Rev, xxviii. 447 Neither abandoned nor disregarded by a
few devoted Utopianists.

TTtOpianism (y«t^a'pianiz*m). [f. prec +
-ISM.]

1 1. A Utopian idea or condition. Obsr'^
az66z Holvday Juvenal (1673) 194 Plato indeed would

have his cittizens ambidexters :. .this was but one of his vto-

pianismes.

2. The body of views, aims, or tenets of Uto-
pians ; impossibly ideal schemes for the ameliora-

tion or perfection of social conditions, etc.

i8oa-ia Bentham Ration. Judic. £vid.{iB2y) IV. 69 Such
an improvement that the stamp of Utopianisni. .threatens
to render the acceptance of tt next to hopeless. 1833
Chalmkks Cottst. Man{i%is) ! vi. 23^ The abortive enter-

prises of wild yet benevolent Utopianism. 1879 Kaufmann
Utopias 2^'^ The superiority of the most recent forms of
Utopianism over previous schemes of social improvement.

TJtO'piaxiize (y«t^a*pian3iz), V. [f. as prec.

-f-iZE. Cf. Utopia-tze v."] trans. To render

Utopian ; to form a Utopia of.

1834 [implied in next]. 19x3 Public Opinion 26 Dec. 715/1
The international aspect of Utopianising the modern world.

Hence TTto'pianlzer, one who projects or con-

ceives a Utopian state or polity.

1834 Southey Doctor ccxli. Like most Utoplanisers the
legi-latorof this Columbia had placed bis Absolute King
and his free People under.. strict laws.

Uto-piast. [f. Utopia -f-(i)sT.] = Utopian j^. 2.

185^ tr. Lamartine's Celebr. Char. II. 384 The visionary
Utopiasts, who advocate a purely metaphysical form of
government. 1887 Wcsttn. /?ra. Jan, x^o It is the weakness
of Utopiasts.. to place themselves outside the pale of their

own system.

t Uto pica], a, Obs. rare. [f. Utop-ia + -ical.]

Impracticable; chimerical,
i6ao Bp. Hall Hon. Marr. Clergy in. xUi. 805 King

Edgars Vtopicall decree, c x6a8 — Beauty <5* Unity ofCh.
(1634) II. 368 Let no idle Donatist.-dreame hence of an
Utopicall perfection. 1628— Rem. Wks. (1660) 20 There is

no freedom with these unquiet dispositions, but in.. their

own utopical prescriptions.

ITtopism (yM*t(?piz'm). [f, as prec. + -ism.]

«: Utopianism 2.

x888 Cycl. Political Set, ^ U. S. Htst. III. 258/2 It is

utopism to believe that the slate will have more unity,
more harmony, ..because [etc.]. 1901 Field 19 Oct. 606/2
What remains of impracticable Utopism that may cling to

this new project.

TTtopist (y«*t^pist% [f. as prec. +-ist. Cf.

F. utopiste (1857), It., Sp., Pg. Utopista^ and
Utopianist.] «= Utopian sb. 2.

x84S Lewes Hist. Phlhs. I. 100 Like the Utopists of

modern days, he \sc. Plato] has developed an d priori theory
of what the State should be, i88x Morley Cobden xxix. 1 1,

268 Men . . who . . thought that the existing government , . was
better than the anarchy of utopists, anarchists, and talkers.

X898 Salesian Bulletin 15 Feb, 404 The indefatigable utopist

of abandoned youth.

tU'tOUth, /'*£/. and adv, Sc. Obs. Forms:
4-6 ututh, -outh, 5 -owth, 6 utoth; 4-6 vt-,

wtouth (5 vttouth), 5 vtouthe, 6 vtowth; 4-5
otouth (5 otow, otowth, outhouth), 5 oututh,
6 -outh ; 5 vteuthe, 6 uteucht, utewcht (6
wtew). [Sc. van of Outwith.]
A. prep. 1. Without, outside of, in respect of

position.

c >37S*S"'^' Leg. Saints xxviii. {Margaret) 68 Scho..gefine
wes tofostir & fede wtouth the towne. 14. . Burgh Laws\\\.
in Sc, Acts Parlt, I. (1844) 334/2 He sail noch mote ututh J>e

burgh. 1478 Acta Audi'torum (1839) 59/2 [He] nocht
being lauchfully warnit to bis defenss and seruit vteuthe \>q

schire. 1536 [see Outwith prep. \\. 1557 Peebles Burgh
Rec. (1872) 237 Vnfremen that duellis..vtouth the burgh,

2. Out of, out or away from, throughout, in

respect of motion.

»37S. ^ «375 [see Outwith pre^. 1 bj. 1530 Burgh Rec.
Edinb. (1871) II. 37 The said seiknes. .spreddis vtoutb the

toun in diuers placis. xs^ Bellenoen Lii'y 11. vi. (S.T.S.)

I. 147 pai durst put na thing vtoutb Jw wallis.

B. adv. Without; on the outside; outwardly.

1375 Barbour Bruc$ n. 399 Till tbaim wtouth send thai

UTRICLE.
sone, And bad thaim berbery thaim that nycht. C137S
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. {Justin) 170 A lytil vngument he
hym tacht, & bad hyme ga..& J?e wallis oututh cnnoynt.
X398 Mttni/n. de Metros (Bann. CI.) 489 My demaynis..
with al J>e appourtenaunce vtouth and enovth, X45S in
Charters &c. Edinb.{iZ'ji) 80 Baith in the watter and vtouth.
X491 Cartular. St. Nicholai Aberdon, (New Spald. CI.) I.

255 Nay chaplane of the College nor vtouthe. X5x» Ace,
Ld. High Treas. Scot, IV. 348 Ane coup, .nettit with gold
of florising utewcht. 1^2 R^S- Privy Seal Scot. II. 190/2
Assemblies to be had within our realme or utouth.
tram/. X453 Duttfermline Reg. (Bann. CI.) 341 pe tjuhilkis

,.I will all virali be excludit and neuer to be herd in jugc-
ment na vtouth. i^gli Acta Dom, Cone. II. 23 Decerning
the sammyn to be of nane availe. .in tyme tocum in jugment
nor utouth.

Utrack, etc. : see Outiiake, etc.

fUtra'lity. itonce-word. [f. L. «/5r, w/r-, which
(of two), after Neutrality.] Tendency to favour

both sides ; inclination towards either party.

164J W. Pbick Serin. 2 Apostacy and neutrality, or rather
utrality (if you will pardon the word).

Utraly, obs. Sc var. Utterly.
Utraqnism. (yw'trakwiz'm). Hist. [f. as next

+ -ISM.]

L The doctrine or tenets of the Utracjuists.

1861 Ld. .Acton Lett. (1906) 186 In Bohemia Utraquism
was the national faith. 1893 Athenxnm 2 Jan. 10/1 From
the dawn of Utraquism to its eclipse . . in the disaster of the
White Mountain in 1620.

2. The use or employment of two languages on
nn equal footing. rare~^.
i^j speaker 10 April 3^2/2 The [Austrian] concession..

[sc. of officially recognising Czech] is spoken of as s-Tnction-

ing *the n'.raquism of German and Czech'.

Utraqnist (y«*trakwist), sb. and a. [ad. mod.
L. Utraqiiistay f. L. utraqtie each, both (in the

phrase sub utraqtie specie 'under each kind ' : see

Species sb. 2, Kind sb, 13 b). Cf. -IST, and F.
Utraquiste.']

A. sb. 1. Hist. =Calixtini.
1836 Pop. Encycl. I. 814/1 Utraquisls^ a sect of Hussites

in Bohemia. 1855 Milman Za/. Chr. VI. 248 They were
called the Utraquists, as insisting on the Eucharist in both
elements. i88x Stanley Chr. insttt, v. 95 When the
Bohemian Utraquists fought with desperate energy to re-

cover the use of the cup,

2. * One who composes in both Latin and the

vernacular* (Webster, 191 1).

B. adj, 1. Hist, Belonging to the Utraquists

;

demanding, insisting on, or advocating the receiv-

ing the Communion in both kinds.
X894 F. I. Antrobus tr. Pastor's Hist. Popes III. 214 The

Utraquist Clergy. X900 Pilot 27 Oct. 539/1 The Hussites.

,

were pre-eminently utraquist.

2. Speaking or using both or two langnages.
X867 Chambers's Encycl. IX. 686/1 The name Utraquist is

still applied to certain districts or villages in Bohemia and
Moravia.. to convey \hsx..both languages^ Bohemian and
German, are spoken.

Hence Utraqoistic a,

1894 F, I. Antrobus tr. Pastor's Hist. Popes III. ai6
I'his oath was thoroughly Catholic, and left no room for

any Utraquistic interpretation.

Utrecht (yw-tiekt, /V-trext). Also Sc. 5 Vtt-,

Out-, Owtrecht, Outrech, -rik, 7 Utrik. The
name of a town and province in Holland, used

attrib. in the sense 'coined, made, etc., at Utrecht',

as -^ Utrecht gulden
J
noble.

t^^ Halyburton's Ledger {iZdj) 52 An Vttrecht gudlyn
and a Gentis gudlyn. 1497 Ibid. 125 Item lent hym.. 7 Ou-
trecht guldynis, X604 Extr. Burgh Rec Stirling{iSBy) 108
Aucht haiU Utrik nobles.

f b. ellipt. or as sb, A Utrecht gulden. Obs.

1493 Halyburton's Ledger (1B67) 31 Item resauitfra him..
3 Outrikis, price 4s. X498 Ibid. 249 Gyffyn the Archden. .at

his partyn, 10 Outrech...Som of thir Owtrechtis, 2 li. is. 8.

c. Utrecht velvet, a strong, thick kind of

plush made of worsted, mohair, or mohair and
cotton, used in upholstering furniture, carriages,

etc. ; furniture plush.
1848 H. R. Fokster Stowe Catal. 352 Armchairs/covcred

with Utrecht velvet. 1897 Daily Neivs 14 June 6/6 Green
Utrecht velvet upholstered oak furniture,

t U'trechted, pa, pple. Obs.~^ [f. prec. + -ed.]

Having its seaward defences destroyed, as stipu-

lated in the Treaty of Utrecht (1713).
X748 H. Walpole Lett, (1846) II. 217 Dunkirk to remain

as it is, on the land side ; but to be Utrecht'd again to the sea.

Utrely, obs. Sc. f. Utterly adv.

fXTtricide. Obs.^"^ [ad. L. utHcida^ f, utri-s^

titer leathern bottle, vessel of skin : see -CIDK 1 .]

One who stabs an inflated vessel of skin.

1566 Adlington Apuleius 30 That I, after the slaughter of

so many enemies, ..might embrace.. not an homicide but an
utricide. (1879 Lewis & Short, Utricida, one who cuts

skins or bags in pieces, a skin-slayer, utricide.]

Utricle ^ (y«'trik'l). [ad. F. uiHcuU (i8th c),

or L. utricubis UtbiculusI.]
1. Bot, A small sac or bladder-shaped body ; a

bottle-shaped part or structure.

Primordial utricle : see Primordial a. 4 b.

a. 173X Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Sap^ All Male Flowers that

have Utricles at the Bottom of the Petala. X793 Martyn
Lang. Bot. s.v. Vessels, Utricles, or little Bags ; usually full

of a green pulp. 1816 Keith /'/yj. Bot. I. ^49 The structure

of the utricles of the tree is also said to be different from that

of the utricles of the herb. 1875 Darwi.'j insectiv, PI, xvii.



UTBICLE.

419 TliB spherical glands were slill white but their utricles
were broken up. b. 1826-34 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII.
So/t An utricle is a membranous, elastic pericarp. i86i
Bentley Man. Bet. 314 The Utricle is a superior, one-
celled, one or few-seeded fruit. c. 1849 [see Primordial
a. 4 b). i8s7 Henfrev EUm. Course Bot. 495 The primor-
dLil utricle is a layer of s^lbstancc of a dense mucilaginous
consistence.., applied intimately to the inner surface of the
cell-membrane of young cells [etc.

J. 1875 Bennett & Dver
Sack's Bot. 6a The hydrostatic pre-ssure which the vacuole-
fiuid exercises on the protoplasm [i88a primordial] utricle.
d. 1858 I RviNE British PI. 240 The Care-K Tribe. . . Fruit with-
out hairs at the base, enclosed in a peculiar envelope (utricle).

1897 W'tuAS Flower. PI. II. r26 The axil of a second glume
(the utricle) which closely enwraps it. e. 1874 Cooke
Fungi 49 After the spores have become ripe, the free point
of the utricle bursts. f. 1875 Darwin fttsectiv. Plants
xviii. 451 Found within the utricle or neck of one leaf.

2. Anal, and Biol. A small cell, sac, or bladder-
like process.

iSaj Good Study Med. IV. 603 Those utricles, or minute
bladders of the cuticle containing a watery fluid. 1836-9
TodU Cycl. Anal. II. 4r3/2 Utricles floating loosely in the
sbdominal cavity. 1899 Allhiti's Syst. Med. VIII. 90s
Microbacillus of the * peladic utricle '.

b. The larger of the two sacs in the membranous
labyrinth of the ear.

1817 Penny Cyxt. IX. »39/i The utricle, or sinus of the
vestibule lin birds). 1857 Holden Hum. Osteal, (ed. 2) 25a
The utricle occupies the upper half of the vestibule. 1886
Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. 1 1. 563/2 The vestibular mem.
branous labyrinth is divided into sacs : (i) the oblong
utricle or.. common sinus [etc.].

3. g-en, A small bladder-like body ; a globule.
1858 Graham & Watts Elem. Ciem. (ed. 2) 1 1. 68 1 Vapour

of sulphur, when it comes in contact with cold bodies, con-
denses in the form of utricles, that is to say, of globules
composed of a soft external pellicle filled with liquid sulphur.
. .Thb utricular condition has also been observed in selenium.

Utricle 2. Anal. [ad. F. utricuU, or L.
utriculus Utbiculus^.] A small cul-de-sac in
the prostatic portion of the uretlira in man; the
prostatic vesicle.

1861 Sir H. Thompson Dis. Prostate (ed. 2) 28 The
Utricle..isasmall sac. opening on the anterior aspect of
the verumontanum. 1888 Casselts Encyci, Diet. s.v., There
is a utricle of the male urethra.

b. In the cat : (see quot.).
l88r MlVARTCa/24J Asmall, ridge-like prominence, called

the verum montanum, in the midst of which is a narrow,
slit-like depression, named the utricle.

XTtricnlar (ywtrikiiiflaj), a.l [f. L. utricul-us
small leathern bag, UtriculdsH -f-Aal. Cf. F.
utriculaire.']

1. Of the nature of, resembling or like, a utricle.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. m. xviii. (1765) 211 Utricular,

like little Bottles. 1775 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 8
The Gorgonia .. has no series of utricular vessels, as the
transverse vessels of wood are called by Malpighi. xSaa

J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 92 The bottle encrinite, pos.
•essine a utricular form. iSgfi W. Clark Van der Hoeveiis
Zool. 1. 184 Body utricular, roundish, marked with trans-
verse rugae. 1858 [see Utricle ' 3). 1881 Bentkam in Jrul.
Linn. Soc. XVIII. 367 A single utricular glume enclosing
the flower,

2. Composed of utricles or small bladders.
iJjS LiNDLEV Introd. B.'t. (ed. 2) 5 CelluKir, Utricular, or

Vesicular tissue, generally, consists of little bladders, .adher-
ing together in masses. 1849 Henfrey in Kep. ^ Papers
Bot. ( Kay Soc) 16^ In such cases the cavities appear like
utricles. This utricular structure [etc].

Utricular, o.a [f. L. utriatl-us little womb,
etc. (Utbiculu3«)-(--ab1. Ci.¥.utriculairt.'] Of
or jwrtaining to the uterus or abdomen ; uterine.
i8»7 J. FoRBis Ir. Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 2) 58 The

entrance and escape of the air through the wound gave rise

to an extremely distinct utricular buzzing. 1857 Bullock
Cazeaux' yiidtvif. 180 The utricular glands also become
visibly enlarged. 1871 A. Meadows Man. Midwifery (ed.

») 21 The lining membrane of the uterus.. appears to be
made up of a countless number of small tubes, the utricular
glands or follicles,

II Utricularia (yKtriki2<!e»Tia). PI. -arlsa.

[mod.L. (1737), i. L. utricul-m Utbiculu.s 1.]

A genus of scrophulariaceous plants, characterized

by bearing small bladders at the margins of their
leaves ; bladderwort, hooded (water) milfoil ; a
species or plant of this.

«753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Utricularia, . . the name of
a plant used by Linnaeus for. .hooded water milfoil. 1793
Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v. Folliculus, Follicles, .are vessels
distended with air: as at the root in Utricularia. sSio
Rees' Cycl. XXXVII. 4 F 2/2 Almost every morning's walk
afforded them a new Utricularia. Ibid., Twenty-four Utri-
cularix, natives of New Holland alone. 1863 T. W. HicGiN-
SON Out'Door Papers 278 The slender Utricularia, a dainty
in.tiden whose light feet scarce touch the water.

Utriculate (y»tri-ki/<l<?l), a. rare. [ad. mod.
L. atriculdl-us, f. L. Utriculus Utbiculus 1.]

(.See quots.)

t86o Mavne Expos. Lex. 1318/1 Utricnlatus, Bot. having
the formofasmalt leathern bottle. . : utriculate. X864DANA
in Webster's Diet. 1457/2 Utriculate, a., swollen like a
bladder ; inflated ; utricular,

U-tricule. Bot. rare~^. [a. F. utricule : see

Utricle 1.] A small bladder-like sac or body.
1830 LiNDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 240 The reservoirs of oil in

the leaves of Labiatac . . are little utricules having an open
orifice.

XTtriouloId, a. rare~°. [f, L. iilriail-us Utbi-
CDLC3I + -oiD.] Resembling a bladder; utricular.

i864DAMAia tytitler'tDict.Hii. [Hence in later Diets.]

487

11 Utriculus 1 (y«tri-ki;a&). [L., dim. of uler
leathern bag or bottle: see -culus, Cf. Pi;.
utrictilo.']

\. Bol. (See quots. andUxEiCLEl I.)
1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl s,v.. The leaves of trees,

whose cuticle has been eat off on one side by small iiisects.
sometimes afford views of these UtricuU. 1793 Martvn
Lan^. hot., Utnculi,

. .ulricks ; reservoirs to secrete and
receive the sap. 1838 Pemiy Cycl. XI. 346/1 Fruit (of
gras.sesj occasionally an utriculus. 1857 Henfrey Bot.
428 (hedges), A single erect anatropous ovule, forming in
fruit an utriculus. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1197/2 Utriculus,..
the two confluent glumes oCCarejr. 1885 Goodale Physiol.
Bot. 3^6 IJtricularla, a genus named from the utriculi or little
bladders found on the dissected leaves of some of its species.
2. Anat. Of the ear ; = Utricle 12 b.
1847 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anal. II. 82 As the osseous

canalsopen into the vestibule, so the mentbranous ones open
at both ends into the utriculus. 1878 F.J. Bell Cegen-
bt'urs Comp. Anat. 535 The sacculus and utriculus contain
otoliths,

llUtri-Culus^. Anat. [L., dim. of titertis

Uterus,: see -colus.] = Utricle '2.

1848 Brit, f, For. Med.-Chirurgical Rev. 1. 271 A canal,
originating by the usual opening on the utriculus. c 1848
1 odds Cycl. Anat. IV. r52/i That the utriculus is a male
uterus. 1893 D. J. Cunningham Man. Pract. Anat. I. 609
1 his [small recess) is the sinus^ocularis or the utriculus.
Utriform (y« -triform), «. rare. [ad. mod.L.

iUriform-is (whence F. utrtfoniie), f. L. iitri-s,
Uter bag, bottle, etc. : see -form.] Having the
shape of a leathern bottle.
xKa ViKi-m Expos. Lex. 1318/2 Utri/ormis,..siio\n out

and without apparent pedicle, as in the Lycoperdon utri-
forine: utriform. 1889 Quart. Jml.Ceol. Soc. XLV, 566
the 20occia..have the exsert parts conical, or, again, they
may be leathern-bottle-shaped (utriform).

Utrlque(ing, varr. Outreik(ino .S";:. Obs.

II U'trum. Obs. or Hist. [L. titrum, neut sing,
of titer which, whether.] A writ authorizing the
holding of an assize to decide the status of a pro-
perty (see quot. 1728) Usu. in assize ofutrum.
citgo Bhittom (1865) IL ao6 La quarte assise est de
Utrum. Ibid. 207 Le href de Utrum pur le clerc
'S9> Rastell Law Terms, Vtrum is a writ and it lyeth

when the right of any Church is aliened and holden in lay
fee. I7a8 Chambers Cycl. [following Cowell s.v. Assise de
utrum\. Assize 0/ Utriim, lies for a Parson against a Lay.
man, or a Layman against a Parson, for Land or Tenement,
doubtful whether it be in Lay-fee, or Free-alms. 1865
Nichols Britton II. 207 margin, Utrum, the parson's writ
of right. Ibid. ao8 margin, No assize of Utrum for land
belonging to cathedral or convent. i88z Twiss Bracton
(Rolls) IV. 622 [.Assise] of Utrum may not be brought by a
vicar for a small pension paid to a religious house. Ibid.,
Assise of utrum can never be taken upon a previous assise
ofutrum.

Utt, Utter, obs. ff. Out, Udder.
U-fcter, sb. Mech. [See quot 1879.] //. In-

dentations or marks made on a surface by the vibra-
tion or too great pressure of a tool.

18530. UiKvz Artisan's Handbk. 331 Excessive pressure
^..only fills the work with furrows, or produces an irregular
indented surface, which by workmen is said to be full of
utters. 1879 Holtzai'ffel Turning IV. 342 Fine lines or
strL-e, also called ' utters',, .from the sound emitted by the
work when in vibration against the tool.

Utter (^'tai), a. Forms : a. i utera, uterra,
utra, 4-6 vter, Sc. 6 vtir, utyr, 6, 9 uter.
/3. 2 uttera, uttra, 3, 6 nttre, 4-6 vttre, 4- utter
(4-6 uttir, 5 uttere); 4-7 vtter (4 otter, 5
Gutter, Tttere,6-7 A-. wtter), 4-6 vttur, 5 vtture,
vttir, 4 vttyr. [OE. itera, uterra, iiltera, iitlra,

etc. (also ytera, ytra, yttra) adj. (comparative
formed on tit Out adv.), =OFris. Ulera, uttera,

uttra, MLG. titere, uter (LG. Aler, iiter), MDu.
utere (Du. «iV«>--),OHG. <lzero,<lyiro (MHG. Azfr,
G. itisser), also ON. j/tri, MSw. ytre, etc. (Sw.
yttre), Noiw.ytre, Y>&.ydre. Cf. Ooieb a.
Shorteningof the original a ofthe stem !s normal before the

group ttr, which in OE, was regularly developed from tr.]

J. 1, That is farther out than another (im-
plied or distinguished as inner) ; forming the

exterior part or outlying portion ; relatively far out,

outward, external, exterior ; also, indefinitely re-

mote. Cf, Outer a. i. Now only fioet.

In very frequent use from c 1400 to c 1620. App. in disuse
f 1670-^:1825, except in utter ear, barrister (see Bar sb.^

S4, Barrister).
a. a 901 .'Elfrkd Latvs c 44 § i ?if tSajt uterre [v.rr. utre,

utterej ban bi3 |>yrel. 13. . [see i b], 1507 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. IIL 292 The Kingis off'erandis in the utir kyrk.

>53S Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 48 Suppois than of
that toun The vter wallis win war and put doun. isga Reg.
Mag. .'fig. Scot. 753/1 Lie uter port de Halyrudhous. 1887
Jantieson's Suppl. isjl'* The uter door.

p. cxias [see a], c i,V4 Chaucer Troylus ill. 664 (Canib.
MS.), In l)is vttir \v.rr. vtter, outter] hous. a 1400-50 Bk.
Curtasye 444 in Bahees Bk. 313 For lordys two beddys
schalle be made, Bothe vtter and inner, c 1435 Chron.
London (Kingsford, rgos) 40 By the hemme off the kyngis
cote, vndir his vttir garnement, 1471 Pasion Lett. III. 20
Opyn the cofyr that standyth in the utter chambyr. 1526
Tindale Matt. XXV. 30 Cast that vnprophetable servaunt
into vtter dercknes, lS4a Boorde Dyetary iv. (1870) 239
If there be an vtter courte made. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
752 An ounce of the utter barke taken with wine. 1614
Sylvester Little Bartas 432 Earth's but a Point, compar'd
to th* upper Globe; Vet, who hath seen but half her utter

Robe! i6«i P. Gordon Z>i«>7 (Spalding Oub) 49 Whilst
|

UTTEB.
my servants were cleansing the inner room, he breakedowne
the oven in the utter roome. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 716
Drive them out From all Heav'ns bounds into the ultei
Deep. i8a7 Pollok Course T. ix. 1180 They heard, Afar
to left, among the utter dark. Hell rolling o'er his waves o'
burning fire, 1848 Bailey p'estus (ed. 3) 107 From 'Jime's
last orb which eyes The inner and the utter infinite. 1870
J.

Payne Masque o/Sliadotvs Ded., Whoso is fain To enter
in this shadow-land o( mine. He must forget the utter
summer's shine.

fig. 1608 B. JoNSON Masques Wks. (1616) 934 I, . . who
haue neuer touch'd .so much as to the barke, or vtter shell
of .iny knowledge. 1877 L. Morkis Epic Hades 11. 147 So
high a strain arose As trembled ou the utter verge of being.

b. Freq. with partitive terms, as + deal, end, fart,
\party, and esp. side. Alsojig. Now rare.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 9912 pis castelL.es painted a-bute be

vtter (Ctf//. vter] side, c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4815 be
world sal bryn on ilk syde, . . Until (>e utter end of alle belle.
1387 1 REvisA Higden (Rolls) I. 59 For betynge of veynes is
bettre 'knowe in \k vttre parties of bodies l>an ynward.
Ibid. VI. 251 pe utter deel of his oost. 1:1400 Beryn 3928
[He] had a mantell . . ; The vttir part of purpill. 1457 Cov.
Leel. Bk. 298 The newe Crosse vppon the heth at the vtter
syde of theyre fraunchice. 1508 Bk. Keruynge A iv, I he
vtter ende of the clothe on the vtter syde of the table, tsa<
Tindale Matt, xxiii. 25 Ve make clene the vtter side off' the
cuppe, and off the platter. 1577 B, GoooE Heresbach's
Husb, I, 21 b, A little rayne falling, hath but wette the vtter
part, and not gone deepe. 1629 Sir W. Mure True
Crucifixe 485 Like painted Tombs who dense the vtter side,
[Cf. Matt, xxiii. 27). 1S37 Rutherford Lett. (1671) 183
For two feathers or two straws of the devil's painted
pleasures, onely lustred in the utter side, 1848 Bailey
Festus (ed, 3) 50, 1 have looked down upon the utter side Of
such thoughts from the leeming room of reason.

t2, = Outer a. 2, Obs.
«900 tr, Batda's Hist. iv. xiii. (1890) 304 paet heo seolfe

waeron je on J>a:m nearran [v.r. inneran] godum, 5e on ]>£em
utteran [z/.r, uttran] mid heofonlice ;^ife geweljade. c 1000
Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) xv. 7 ^eah he me {>ara uterrena jewinna
jefreode, J>eah winnafl wi(^ me l)a inran unrihtlustas. a laas
Ancr. R. 92 Hwose ^emeleasliche wite3 hire uttre eien,..
heo ablindeS in ]je inre eien. 1357 Lay Folks' Catech. (L.)
330 The be-houys to know hy fyue wyttys )>e vttyr and 'pe

ynnyr. £1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 498 (Camb. MS.),
Teere lakkyth no thjrng to thyn vtter lyen, 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. Ill, ix. (1495) 54 The vtter wytte conteyneth
the syghte, , , taastynge and towchynge. c 1450 tr. De
Imitatione III, xiv, 82 For |je utter enemy is sonner ouer.
comen, if t>e ynner be destroied,

+ b. Utter man, = OutwabX) a. 1 c. (Cf. OtTTiB
a. 2 b.) Obs.
aioso Liber Scintill. x. (1889) 53 paet ys fullfremed &

Sesceadwislic faesten l^asnne ure mann uttra fa;st, se inra
jebitt. <ii34oHAMPOLE/'j<j//f>-ix. ao pat.. t>e utter man haf
noght maistry of t>e inere. c r38o Wyclif Set. Wis. I. 53
pis is bifore spiritual joy, as utter man is bifore spiritual.
1388 — 2 Cor. iv. 16 Thou3 oure vtter man be corruptid,
'5*5 Jewel Reply Harding 430 Simple foike, beinge not
hable todiscerne, what thinges tliey be in the HolyScriptures,
that are to be applied to the Inner Man, and what to the 't'tter.

+ 3. = Outward a. 4, Obs.
aiaas Ancr. R. 4 Ye schullen alles weis..wel witen |>e

inre & l>e uttre Isc. riwie] vor hire sake, a ia7S Ibid. 420
note (Cotton MS.), Understondei^ j^et ofalle J^eose ^linges nis
nan best ne forbot j for alle ha beo3 of be uttere riwIe, het
is lute strencSe of. X5a6 Tindai-e yolin viL 24 Judge not
after the vtter aperaunce. X548 Hoby in Strype Feci. Mem.
(1721) II. App. Y. 80 He. .is even now. .as content to the
utter shew, as be was at any time of his most prosperity,
1558 Br, White Ibid. Ill, App. Ixxxi. 279 You in time of
divine service, do. .both in heart and utter gesture,, adore
the same flesh, XS63 Homilies 11, Place ^ Time ofPrayer
28a Strayghtly to obserue and kepe the vtter ceremonyes of
the Saboth-day, 1593 Nashe Christ's T. R 4 b, Lyke the
Geomelritians, they square about poynts and lyues, and the
vtter shew of things.

II. 4. Going to the utmost point ; extreme, ab-
solute, complete, entire, total.

In very frequent use from ^1515,
C1430 Generides (Roxb.) 3040 This wer to vs. .an vttir

shame for euermore. 14.. Lydgate's Thebes 4122 (MS.
Laud Misc. 557, fob 58), It were to hem a perpetuall shame,
An vtter \.v.r. outre] hyndryiig vnto Grekes name, a isx.t

Fabyan Chron. vi. clxxxix. 191 To the. .vtter displeasure 0?

the Kynge. 1550 Crowley Epigr. i24r Ambition was
punished wyth vtter exile. X56a WinJet Or/. 7'rrtf/. Wks.
(S.T.S.) I. 7 Ane manifest confusion and vter exterminion
of this realme, 1606 Dekker Ne^vsfr. Hell Wks. (Grosart)
II. 143 Burning Riuers In which., are [sic\ no vtter danger.
x66a Stillingpl. Orig. Sacrx i. ii. § i We have seen already
an utter impossibility of having any ancient Records among
them. 1718 Prior Poems Dedication bj. Two Things
which were his utter Aversion, X778 Miss Burney Evelina
xxi, I saw they were in utter amazement. 1813 J. Wilson
Isle 0/ Pahtis III. 535 A graceful calm is seen Alfforeign to
this utter solitude. 1849 RusKiN Scv. Lamps vii. §11. 184
Restraint, utter and unrelaxing, can never be comely. X87X
Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 277 Her utter belief that in her vision
she had really seen this bright being. 1889 Clark Russell
Marooned xii. The arrest of his movements could not have
been more spasmodic and utter.

b. Freq. said of destruction, rain, loss, etc,

x4ia-ao Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 2443 He him [Agamemnon]
hadbroujtingretdistresse.'Toouttermeschefandconfusioun.
?X4S6- [see Undoing vbl. sb.^ 3 c]. xsa3 Act 14 & 15 Hen.
VIII, c. I § I The utter ruyne,decaye,impoverysshyng and
undoyng of a great nombre of the Kynges owne naturall

Subjectes, X560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 40 To the vtter

destruction of the common wealtbe. 1591 Shaes. i Hen.
VI, v. iv. 112 The vtter losse of all the Realme. 1667
Milton P. L. iii. 308 Thou hast, .quitted all to.save A World
from utter loss. X674 fackson's Recant. Bib, Turn'd out
ofDoors, to their utter ruin and destruction. X77a Priestley
Inst. Relig. (1782) \. 408 The utter ruin of their city, .was
foretold. 1837 Keble Chr. Y., ilih Sunday after Trinity
V, Full many a soul.. To utter death that hour shall sweep.



ITTTER.

1841 MiRs MnroiD in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. viii.

125 Dark depression and utter failure of intellect. 1846

Mrs. a. Marsh Fathir Darcy II. xxi. 359 The utter

destruction of all reverence for the unseen.

O. Of answers, decisions, etc. : Given without

reserve or qualification; unmodified, decisive, defi-

nite. In early use chiefly Sc,

X456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 173 As for utter

mnsuere to this questioun,. .lawe and gude faith avidis that

..he is behaldin [etc J. 147* Sionor Papers (Camden) I.

126 But and [ = in yc.conceyve bat shee hath yoven you

an utter nay. 1515 Q. Marg. in Ellis Orig, Lett, Scr. i. I.

i»7 Send me ^our uter mynd and ansuer in all thyng. 1560

ROLU^ND Seven Sages 33 This is my vtter minde and will,

That 5e prepair [etc.]. a 1600 Montgomerie Misc. Poems
xxxii. B6 5our vter ansueir courteously I crave. 1647

Clarendon Hist. Reb. vin. § 15 The utter refusal of the

auxiliary regiments of London and Kent to niarch farther.

xSi8-3a Webster s.v., An utter refusal or denial.

d. Of darkness, etc : Complete, absolute,

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, in. lii. 4a But thou., wcrt indeede,

but for the Light in thy Face, the Sunne of vtter Darkenesse.

1814 WoRDSw. Excurs. vii. 357 Then, shall the slowly-

gathering twilight close In utter night. iSafi Scott Talistn.

V, They blew out their lights at once, and left the knight

in utter darkness. 1830 Tennyson Confess. Sens. Mind^s
What ifThou . . seest me drive Through utter darkii full-sailed

skiff Unpiloted. 1868 — Lucretius 70 Then, from utter

gloom stood out the breasts . . of Helen.

O. Pure ; unalloyed, rarg—"^.

1875 Morris^««Vix. 26aTwo cups ofutter silver wrought.

6. Of persons: That is such to an absolute de-

gree; out-and-out, complete, 'perfect*.

In early use, ixsu. with 'enemy*; in 19th c, freq. with

'stranger'.

CI4Z0 Lvoa Assembly ofGods 594 He hathe be eucr myn
vtter enemy. 1555 J- Bradford in Strype EccL Mem, (1721)

III. AppL xlv. 131 That he shoulde be.. the Kinges utter

enemye. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 82 b, Their moste
vtter and mortall ennemie. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
Method v'li. Those Who beare not him, but quickly beare
His utter foes t 166a Trenchfield Ckr, Chym. 30 Julius

Cfcsar having taken . . the Cabinets of Pompey and Scypio
his utter enemies. 1678 Bunvan Pilgr. \. 163 Ye be utter

strangers to me ; I know you not. x8a8 Scott F. M. Perth
xiii, Some of them are yet utter heathens, a 1845 Hood
Lamia vi, 80 And thou wilt, .say the outer woman is utter

woman, And not a whit a snake ! 1849 Lever Con Cregan
xviii. To win some acknowledgment of confidence from an
utter stranger. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. aj III. 70 The
persons . are utter rogues,

"b. ellipt. (in affected use).

x88x W. S. Gilbert Patience 11, (The Officers have some
difficulty in maintaining their constrained [aesthetic] atti-

tudes.). .W«f. Oh, Saphir, are they not quite too ail-but?

Saph. They are indeed jolly utter. 1882 H. S. Leigh
Strainsfr. Strand 5 You and I have been together Dining

up at Eaton Square. Pretty creature, tell me whether All

was not * quite utter* there. Ibid. 131 My wife has gone
•utterly utter*.

1 6, Uttermost, utmost Obs,

Freq. in Sc. use in j6th cent., with/«wr.
1513 Douglas Mneis ix. ix. 16 Quhara to assall3e,..all

the Ilalianis At vtir power onibeset atanis. 1533 Kellenden
Livy I. iv. (S.T.S.) I. 30 pare husbandis wald gif )>are vter

besines..to recovir bahh {etc.]. 1576 Fleming /•««(>>/.

Epist. 59 My request, which yt you wold accomplish to my
utter expectation, we.. beseech you most earnestly. 1590

Hecuba s Mishaps in T. Fenne Frutes Ff 2 b, When that I

bad. .shewed my utter might.

•|*b. Ultimate, original. Obs.~''^

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 144 They liaue neuer altered

the Dialect [of Persia] from its vtter scnce, at::this day being
cald Pharsee.

t7. Final; last. Obs."^
1558 Phaer Mneidw. D iii b. Our vtter houre is comen alas,

fell destinies death hath brought.

8. The utter, that which is utter or extreme

;

^Uttermost a. 7, Utmost a, 5, 5b. rare,

1584 Raleigh Let. in Aubrey Lives (1898) II. 192 Readio
to countervaile all your courtesies to the utter ofmy power.

1894 v4//(tf«ar«w 29 Sept. 418/1 Nothing suits him but the
utter. His heroine is 'beautifully modelled' [etc.].

m. +9. Combs, (hyphened, or as one word) :

utter-barky -brass, -£Oi*rly -deal (Deal j^.l i d),

'end, -gate, -room, -shape (see sense ^,-side ; utter-

ward (see Ward sb."^ 14c); also^^. (quot. 1 1440);
utter-wit, knowledge of things external to one.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxx. (Bodl. MS.), pe
vtterdele Jpereof is clenc and bright, c 1440 Jacob's Well
aa2 As J?ou hast v. watyrgatys in fe vttere-warde, owtward
in J?e pytt of |?i body. £^1450 Brut n. 545 The vtterward of

the castell of Chestre. 1483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 309/2 The
townc.in the utiereiide of Dalmace. 1485 Rolls ofParlt.
VI. 353 The Uttergate of the Castell of Flynte. 1495
Trevisa^s Barth.de P. R. iii. vi. c viij/i Felyiige, bodyly
wytte and Yniagynacyon arne sytuate m the soule that he
is ontd to the body, and yeue it lyfc, & Innerwytte &
vtterwytt to perfeccion of the body. <:iS30 Ld. Berneks
Arth.Lyt. ^ry/. (1814)139 One [bed].. y« vtterbrasses therof

were of grene jasper. 1530 Palsgr. 286/1 Utteroarke of

a tree, escorche. Ibid.^ Uttercourt, basse court, a 1550
Leland Itin, (1769) VII. 118 Estward to the utterward of
the Chyrch. 1567 Dhant Horace, Sat. iii. G4 To folow
showes, and uttershapes,. .Is folie leude. 1577 Harrison
JE'iglandn. xii.{i577) J. 236 The vtterside of their mansions.
X603 Daniel Def. Rhime H 6, When we beare musicke, we
must be in our care, in the vtter-roome of sense. 1675
HoBBEs Odyssey xxi. 258 [Helshut the utter-Gate,

+ Utter, adv, Obs. Forms: i utor, 6 Sc.

uter ; i uttor, 2, 7, 9, utter, 3-5 uttere (6 Se.

uttir), 4-7 vtter (5 vttir, vttyr), 4-5 vttere.

[OE. utor, uttor, utter (compar. of ut Out flt/z;,),

s= MLG. uter, G. ausser, ON. utarr,']

4diB

1. Farther out, away, or apart; out, outside,

without.
f 888 jElfred Boeth. xxxiv. % 12 NabbaS hi nan god ofer

^ttosecannc.nehi nanwuht nemajonneufor neutorfindan.
c xooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 28 ponne byt> de arwurSlicor
|?onne l>e man uttor scufe. c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 73
[He] ne dar his sinnes seien ^e prest leste hit uttere cume ^at

hie tweien witen. 13. . E. E. Ailit. P. B. 42 He schulde be
halden vtter, With mony blame ful bygge,.. Hurled to Jjc

halle dore. 13.. Gaw. <5- Gr. Knt. 1565 per he. .made by m,
maw-gref his bed, forto mwe vtter. 1399 Langu Rich.
Redeles in. 232 pe portir with his pikis \>o put him vttere.

CX440 Fallad. on Husb. v. 112 In wynter to his codde an
beep of stonys Is good, that in the somer vtter don is. c 1450
Mirk's Festialx. 358 pysman.,setto J>erocheshisschuldyr,
and bade hom..sterte vttyr. £1500 World <$ Child 527
Slonde vtter, felowe ! Where doest thou thy curtesy preue.

a 15x9 ISkelton E. Rummytig 535 A strawe, sayde Kele,

stande vtter.

2. From among others; = OUT adv, I e. C£
Out-try v, i. rare~^
c 1440 Pallad, on Husb. 11. 294 In Nouember Icitte of the

bowes drie, Superfluent & thicke ek vtter trie.

3. To an utter degree
;
quite, altogether,

161X Beaum. & Fl, King * No K. iv. i, I know they will

deny me gracious Madam, Being. .So utter empty of those
excellencies That tame Authority. x6sa G. Sandys Trav,
(ed. 5) 47 It utter [earlier edd, utterly] excludes his former
excuse ofan allegory. 18x6 Accum Cliem. Tests (1818) 139
Exposed in an utter dark place, to a brisk current of air.

4. Utter-Jine\ a. Of metals s Superfine, Sc.

xs6a-3 Reg, Privy Council Scot. I. 232 Fourtie five unce
of uter fyne silvir. 1641 in Cochran-Patrick Rec. Coinage
Scot, (1876) I. Introd. 31 Vtter fynne gold. 1641 Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 366/2 Per ferramenta trium petrarum purissimi
lie utter fyne argentL

b. ellipt, A superfine make or quality of cloth,

Sc. (Freq. tf 1537-50.)
1529 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 365 Ane ein tua quar-

teris, and ane half of uterfyne to be tua pair of hois. 1537
Ibid. VI. 351 Ten elnis uter f^iie to be ane goun. >564 Keg.
Privy CouncilScot. I. 309 Sevintenc cairsayisand fyve stekis

of uttir fyne.

Utter (ctai), V?- Forms : a. 5 outer, outre
(ottre, Sc. vtre), 6 vter, outter. y3. 5 utterne,
uttren, 5-7 vtter (6-7 Sc, -wtter), vttre, 5 vttyr,
6 vttar

; 5- utter, 6-7 uttre. [Partly from Out
adv, or v, (with shortening of the vowel as in

Utter adv^, partly ad. MDu. uteren (also uyteren,

Du, uiteren, WFris. uterje) to drive away, an-

nounce, speak, show, make known, orMLG. Uteren,

titertt to turn out, sell, speak, demonstrate, etc
(LG. iiterti), = MHG. ^zpren, ^z^m, iuz^rn (G.
aussem to speak, declare, f bring forth) ; Da. ytre,

yttre, ^yf,yttra, NoTW,ytra, are from LG. The
AF, uttrer {1^6^), Anglo-L. utterare (1551) are

obviously from the English word.
For the earlier <Jtt/tf(M, oivten, in Chaucer Wife's Prol. 521

and Canon Veom. Prol. ^ T, 281, two later readings are
respectively outer, vttren.}

L i"!. To put (goods, wares, etc.) forth or upon
the market ; to issue, offer, or expose for sale or

barter ; to dispose of by way of trade ; to vend,

sell. Obs.
In very frequent use from c 1540 to e 1655.
a. "ic 1400 Chaucer's Wife's Prol. 521 (Petw. MS.), With

daungere outer \v.rr. oute, outen, owtcn] we al oure chaffare,

x^-^ Rolls ofParlt. IV. 255/1 Swiche warkes . .[tl)ey]kepen
and senden unto the fayres.., and ther thei outre hem.
1483 in J, H, Glover Kingsthorpiana (1883) 43 Vf any man
brewe for the avayle of the Churche, that all other brewers
ccsse for the tymc uppon lefulle warnynge tyll that be outred.

^. 1425 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 307/2 pat your said Commens
may utter and sende her Corn, Bestus and Merchaundise
over the see, into the parties abovcsaid. 1436 Pol, Poems
(Rolls) II. 175 At Venice of them men wol it bye. Then
utterne \t>.r. Thei utterj there the chaffare be the payse.

c 1450 Hart. Contin. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 450 These men
of Flaundres commynge to londe to utter theire merchandyse,
1523 Act 14 & IS Hefi. Vm,z. I §1 Yf any person, .doo
nat ther or elles where bargayne utter and sell the sayed
Clothe. 1570 FoxE A. <5- M. (ed. a) 1206/1 Seeing good
wyne nedcth no tauernebushetovtterit. 1607 Middleton
Michaelmas Term iv. ii. 13 Do they \sc. traders] not thrive

best when they utter most ? 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. iii.

vii. 296 When the^ gathered their Frankincense, none of it

might be uttered till the Priest had the tithe of it <zx668
Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) I. 68 Besides they utter a world
of TafTataes, Velvets, .. and other things of value. X73S
Berkeley Querist § 544 Whether she \sc. Lyons] doth not
receive and utter all those commodities. 1764 Burn Poor
Laws 243 To keep a common ale-house. ., and to utter and
sell therein victuals. 1825 Scott Betrothed xxiii. Where
other men are admitted that have wares to utter. [1863
H. Cox Instit. I. xi. 279 Booksellers were, by statute,.,

prohibited from uttering Tindai's translation of the Bible.]

fig. and in fig. context. C1430 Lvdg. Poems (Percy Sbc)
150 Uttre nevir no darnel with good corn, Begyn no trouble
whan men trete of pees. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L, ii. i. 16
Beauty is bought by iudgement of the eye, Not vttred by
base sale of chapmens tongues. 1613 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Watermen^s Suit Wks. (1630) 174/1 [The waterman's]
worke and ware is scene and knowne, and hee vtters it with
the sweat of his browes. 1624 Quarles Job v. 60 Earth's
black babbling Daughter (she that heares, And vents alike,

both Truth and Forgeries, And vtters, often, cheaper then
she buyes). i8a8 Scott F. M. Perth vi, The devil has factors

enough to utter his wares.
absol. 1600 CoRNWALt.is Ess. ii. C 5, Let vs receiue, and

vtter, be capable, and returne increase of this fruite.

b. To announce for sale ; = Cry v. 5 b. rare,

1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) iv. i, The
infernal dialects in which their goods are uttered.

UTTER.

fo. intr. Of goods: To find purchasers ; =Sell
V. 6. Obs,'^
x6i X Cotgr., Marchandise d'emploicte, ware that sells well,

that vtters quickly.

2. To give currency to (money, coin, notes, etc.)

;

to put into circulation; esp. to pass or circulate

(base coin, forged notes, etc.) as legal tender.

c 1483 CArtfw. London (1827) no Every man, because of

the said newe exchange, outred gold, and kept sylver.

c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893) 78 Strangers haue
conierfeted ourecoine,..andheare vtteredit.as well for oure
gold and silver, as for oure chefe commoditie. 1554-5 ^<^t

1-2 Philip ^ Mary c i To the intent to utter or make pai-

ment withe the same {sc. counterfeit foreign coin] within

this Realme. i6oa Fulbecke ist Pt. Parall, 86 To utter

or cause to be uttered false mony knowing it to be false.

1697 Evelyn Numism. \. 16 Tokens which every Tavern..
presumed to stamp and utter. 1718 S. Sewall Diary 21

Sept., Found Guilty of uttering Counterfeit Bills of Credit.

c 1740 Fielding Ess. Char. Men Wks. 1784 IX. 417 Uttering

great number of promissory notes. 1780 H. Walpolk in

Jesse Selwyn^ Contemp. (1844) IV. 317 Last night I saw a
proof-piece of seven-shilling pieces. . . I know they were not

uttered, but could you get me one from the Mint? 1815

W^. O. Russell & Ryan Crown Cases 455 The prisoner was
..convicted.. of the offence of uttering and publishing, as

true, a forged promissory note. 1848 Akerman Introd.

Study Ane. S( Mod. Coins i. 2 The earliest coins.. bearing

the symbol of the state by which they were uttered. 1861

Act 24-25 Vict. c. 99 § 9 Whosoever shall tender, utter, or

put off any false or counterfeit Coin.

absol. 1863 Stkphf.n Blackstone's Comm. (ed. 5) IV. aa;

The punishment of forging, uttering, and the like at

common law. 1905 Daily Chron. 22 May 5/7 Charged with

being in the possession of counterfeit coins and plant for

making them, and . . accused also of * uttering *.

b. fig, and trans/. Also absol.

1588 Kyd Househ. Philos. Wks. (1901) 274 Memory, . . im-

printing in it selfe al the Images and formes of visible..

things, could not vtter them in lime conuenient..vnlesse it

had so ordered. 1609 B. Jonson Sil. Worn, iv. vi. Mavis
was more deceiu'd then we; 'twas her commendation vtter'd

'hem \ante ' these adulterate knights '] in the colledgc. 1800

Addison Amer. Law Rep. 44 MJsner was indicted. .for

uttering this assignment. 1839 Bailey Fesius 145 The great

bards Of Greece, of Rome,, .Men who have forged gods-
uttered—made them pass.

+ o. To issue by way of publication ; to pub-

lish. Obs,

1561 in Haynes Cecil Papers (1740) 368 Sondry Booke-
bynders and Stationers do utter ccrten Papers, wherein be

prynted the Face of blr Majesty. C1567 Stowe in Surv,

(1908) I. p. Ii, Ve same [book] was well vttcr>'d by ye printar.

1584 Star Chamb. Decree Printers ff Stationers (1863) 9
Bokes printed in England are uttered no where els.

3. t a. To send out ; esp. to issue or give out

from or as from a store. Obs, rare,

xsag More Dyaloge iii, Wks. 213/2 To by [=buy] many
of the same suyte .

.
, whiche were by them vttred to diuers

yonge scolers such as thei founde properly witted. 1578 in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 27a All those [pieces] that have beene
uttered out of the store. .

, for the supplie of the fortes. 1617

MoRYSoN Itin, II. 243 Such victuals as are..vnfit to be
vttered to the souldier.

b. To put or thrust forth, shoot or urge out ; to

discharge, emit, eject, exhale. Also y/'whforth, out.

Now dial,

1536 Latimer in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I, 260 God
prosper you, to the uttering all hollow harts of England.

1565 Cooi'ER Thesaurus, Tortuosavrina^ vrine vttered with

payne. 1579 Spfnser Sheph. Cat. March 15 Thilke same
Hawthorne studde . . beginnes to budde,And vtter his tender

head. 1607 Breton Murtnurer Wks. (Grosart) II. lo/i

His Tongue like the sting of a Serpent, which vtterelh

nothing but poison. 16^ R. Head Canting Acad. 168 He
that utters bis Stomach in his next fellows Boots. iSao W.
IviWHG Sketch Bk. (1821) I. 69/rhe sage Nicholas Vedder,

with his.. fair long pipe, uttering clouds of tobacco smoke.

1821 Lamb Elia i. Old Bendurs, The little cool playful

streams those exploded Cherubs uttered [sc. from Lincoln's

Inn Square fountain). 1905 Eng, Dial. Diet. s. v., The
spouts couldn't utter the water.

transf. x88i P. Brooks Candle ofLord 14 Every candle

of the i-ord must utter its peculiar light.

fig. a 1586 Sidney A rcadia 11. iv, Shee might give passage

to her thoughts, and so as it were ulltr out some smoke of

those flames. xsM Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 12 My tongue may
Vtter forth The Yenemous Mallice of my swelling heart.

fc. To produce or yield; to send out, supply,

or furnish. Also in fig. context. Obs,

1547 Homilies 1. Faith B iiij b. They that.. doe lyue b
sinne. ., jiot vttcring the frutes that do belong to suche an
high profession. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1S92) 54 The
cheeffcst and greatest comoditie that this sheere vttereth.

Ibid. 57 It also vttereth yerelie great store of oysters. x6«o

Markham Fanv. Husb, 8 The mixt Earth, which vtters

Whynnes, Bryars [etc.].

1 4. intr. Of a horse : To go out of the lists or

course at a tournament. Sc. Obs. rare.

1550 Lyndesay Sgr. Meldntm 506 Bot Talbartis Hor«,
with ane mischance, He outterit, and to r>-n was laitb.

01578 LiNDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 254
Schir Patrickis horse wtterit witht him and wald on nowayU
reconter his marrow.

H. 5. trans. To send forth as a sound ; to give

out in an audible voice; to give vent or expression

to (joy, etc.) ; to burst out with (a cry, yell, etc).

c 1400 [see Uttering vbl. sb.X 1530 Palsgr. 769/2, 1 utter

..my yoycc, j'e profere. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidant's Comm.
215 b. He vttereth great gladness. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T.

IV. iv. 185 Hee singes seuerall Tunes, ra5;ter then youT tell

money: hee vtters them [etc.l. i6is BrinsleyZuo. Z,i7. iiL

15 They [sc. vowels] being rightly vttered. i6ai J. Taylor
(Water P.) Sir G. Nonsence Wks. (1630) Aa i b. Three sighs,

smilingly vttered in the Hebrew Character. 1667 Milto.s



UTTEB. 489 UTTERANCE.
P,L,m. 347 A shout.. sweet As from blest voices, uttering
joy. 171* Steele Spect. No. 468 r i Dictating to a Set of
young Players, in what Manner to speak this Sentence, and
utter t'other Passion. 1786 tr. BeckfcnTs Vathek 209 She
uttered a tremendous yell. 1800 Wordsw. Michael 347 When
I heard thee .. First utteyng, without words, a natural
tune. 1815 Stephexs in Shaw's Gen. ZooU IX. I. 18 The
male has a very melancholy note., which is. .uttered., while

the female is sitting. 1833 Coleridge Table Talk (1884) 253
Man only can utter consonants. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr,
Hunting ii. 49 One lion . . uttered a fierce roar.

Jig, and trans/. XS90SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. ii. 44 And most
deare Actors, eate no Onions, nor Garlicke ; for wee are to

vtter sweete breath. 1874 R. Buchanan Poet. IVks. III.

X06 Unto me all seasons utter'd pleasure,

b. With advs., e^\>. forth. Also iransf.

1594 Spenser Amoretti xlviii. 10 To vtter forth the an-

guish of his hart. 1603 Shaks. Meas./orM. in. i. 87 There
my fathers graue Did vtter forth a voice. 17*8 Addison
'The Spacious Jirmainent^ iii. In reason's ear they \sc.

stars] all rejoice, And utter forth a glorious voice. 1827

PoLtxx:K Course T. vi. 86 What harp of . .exhaustless woe.

Shall utter forth the groanings of the damned? 187a

Tennyson Gareth ff Lyuette 1053 [When] birds, .utter forth

May-music growing with the growing light.

6. To give utterance to (words, speech, a sen-

tence, etc.) ; to speak, say, or prononnce. Occas.

with advs., asforth, out.

la frequent use from c 1840.

c X400 Destr. Troy 12215 Then answard Vlixes, & vtterit

his speche. c 1444LVDG. m Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 215 Yiff

thow art feerffulle to ottre thy language, c 147s Partenay

3570 For that heuy word he was ther outring. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas. XII. (Percy Soc.) 48 Utterynge the sentence

Wythout . . intellygence. 1587 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Elit.

(1908) 393 For them that are to utter certeine speches. 1598

Muceiorus Induct. 48 Giue me the leaue to vtter out my
play. C1614 Sir W. Mure Didot; j^neasn. 832 Her latest

words scarce heard, nor vtt'red right. 1651 Hobbes Levinth.

III. xlii. 298 While he was uttering the words of Consecra-

tion. 1711 Addison Spect. No. i P 3, 1 scarce uttered the

Quantity of an hundred Words. 1793 Cowper To Mary 22

Like language utter'd in a dream. 1796 H. HusTERtr, St.-

Pierre's Stud. Nat. IV. 197 She began to sob and weep
without uttering a single word. x8i6 Scott Bl. Dwarfx\v^

The phrase which . . she had compelled herself to utter. 1890

Retrospect Med. CII. 137 Voices ofdifferent qualities utter.

iDg sentences.

b. To give expression to (a subject, theme, one's

thoughts, etc.) ; to express, describe, or report iu

words ; to speak of or about.

In very frequent use e 1560^ 1600, and from tf 1820.

To utter onis stomach, etc. : see Stomach sb. 6 b.

a. «I449 Pecock Repr. iv. ix. 471 This thing.. Crist ex-

pressith and outrith in a larger and generaler fourme. c 147S

Partenay 1233 All is trouth that I outre you or say.

/3. c 144s Pkcock Donet 6 It is honest ynouj a man to

speke and write aftir oon of 'fa opyniouns, and an ol>ire

tyme to vttre t>e o)>ire opinioun. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W.

de W. 1531) 216 b, In vttrynge his malycyous mynde. 1565

Harding Ansxuer yeweUs Chalenge 163 The wordes of

Hilarius the Pope vtter the same doctrine. iJSo Webbe
Trav. Ep. to Rdr., I haue undertaken in this short dis-

course, to vtter vnto thee ye most part of such things. 1611

Bible Isaiah xxxii. 6 His heart will worke iniquitie, . .
to

vtter errour against the Lord. x6i6 Sir W. Mure Mtsc.

Poems xvii. 6 A mourning mynd, Quhich fain wold wtter.

.

Thir latest dutyes of a dukfiill hert. 1667 Milton P. L. 1.

6a6 Th' event was dire. As this place testifies, and this dire

change Hateful to utter. 1710 Steele Tatter No. a P3, I

mast not prostitute the Liberal Sciences so far, as not to

utter the Truth in cases which [etc.]. 1755 Vouno Centaur

iii. Wks. 1757 IV. 181 His terrified imagination uttered

horrors not tobe repeated. 1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague w.

i. 115, I have many a heavy thought to utter. 1841 Lane

A rab. Ntt. I. 1 10 If, at my grave, you utter my name. 1888

A. K. Green (Mrs. Rohlls) Behind Closed Doors 11, Ihis

acknowledgment was uttered with emphasis.

fir. 1560 Bible Ps. xix. a Dale vnto daie vttereth the

same [1611 speech). xSjo L. V.vtrt Autobiog. III. xxui. 205

Flowers utter their beauty and their fragrance, as much as

birds utter their songs.
_ , , , . ,

O. With clause as object, introduced by what,

how, etc., or with words directly quoted.

£1449 Pecock Repr. I. xvi. 90 And therfore..for_drede of

God..y write and outre what y now haue outnd. 1530

Tindali /l<u». Af<7r< Wks. (1573) a93/a He vttereth how
fleshly mynded he is. 1539 Bible 2 Mace. 111 (ch. heading),

Symon vttereth what treasure is in the temple. is8» Stanv-

hurst jEneis L (Arb.) 32 O wights most blessed, whose wals

be thus happelye touring, i«neas vttred. i6n Shaks.

Wint. T. I. ii. 104 Then didst thou vtter, I am yours for

eaer 1781 Cowper Conversat. 381 Yes ma'am, and no

ma'am, utter'd softly. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xv, 'The new-

born infant was barbarously murdered,' he uttered in a low

voice. X859 Tennyson Elaine 1173 Lancelot kneeling

utter'd ' Queen, Lady, my liege '.
.

f 7. To disclose or reveal (something unknown,

secret, or hidden) ; to make manifest ; to declare,

divulge. Ohs.

Infrequent usefromei52Stoei59o.

U44 Rolls oJParlt. V. 74/1 He nethir uttered ne com-

muned of the specialite of the matiers concernyng . the said

Tretie of peasT 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes .1

Utlre not tWsecretes of thy hert but to them that thou hast

oreued. X530 Palsgr. 769/2 He that uttereth my counsayle

5ne^, I wyTnever truste hym whyle I lyve. .548 Udall, etc.

ErZmT'par. Mark 33„ Jesus, .woulde not v.ter her by

name lest letc.]. IS7S Records Gr. Artes Ee viij b. As my

e^o^Je hathVtterermy follye, so i'

.'f
h^^J-'d -«

better vnderstanding. .6x4 Raleigh //,.^.
'^"''f

"•
f

•

f
5

hath vttered my follye, so it hath procured mee

oeitcr vnderstanding. 16x4 Raleigh //»<. \Vorldm.y.. 125

Silanu. the Sooth-sayer, who had vttered Xenophons pu -™ ,670 Walton Lives i.L 209 W.th what graYUy..his

^Wue and Pen uttered Heavenly Mysteries. 1677 Temple

LettoSir J.
TempieWTk^. 1720 II. 459 The Prince,.. utter,

ing his whole Heart, told me (etc.).

f b. 'I'o show, display ; to bring to light.

Vol. X.

J54» Hen. VIII Declar. Scots'm Compl. Scot. App. i. 200
After this homage done the Scottis vttered some piece of
their naturall disposition. X548 Udall Erastn. Par. Matt.
xiii. 59 b. At length the cockelles growynge vp together (their

vnlykenes vtleryng or shewyng them,) began to appere.

IS7S Laneham Let. (1871) 12 Dauncing of Lordcs and
Ladiez. .vttered with.. Uuelyagilitee& commendabl grace.

158a Stanyhurst yEneis l. (Arb.) 32 The Princesse Theare
the pate, in digging, of an horse intractabil vttred.

rJfl. X548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xvii. 132 Yet did

he hyde within hym a secrete power of the nature of the

godhed, whiche than & neuer before vttred it self. 1574
Whitgift Def. Ansm. to the Admonition 135 When doe.

.

sinister affections more vtter themselues, then when an elec-

tion is committed to many?

1 8. To declare, reveal, make known, or set forth

the character or identity of (a person or thing). Obs.

X5a6 TiNDALE Mark iii. 12 He streyghtly charged them
that they shulde not vtter him. — 3 7'/iMj.ii.6,8. 1534 More
Treat. Passion Wks. 1305/2 John, whome Christe so tenderly

loued, that, .tohym secretely he vttred the false dissimuled

traytour. 1548 Geste Pr. Masse A vi, Yf they wold, [they]

could handle and vtter hyr [ante 'this pryvate masse 'J

accordingly.
rejl. CXS30T1NDALE Gen. xlv. i loseph. -commaunded.

.

that there shuld be no man with him, whyle he vttred him
selfe vnto his brethern. 1565 Stapleton tr. Bede's Hist. Ch.

Eng. 137 If he wold playing utter and shewe himselfe, what
he was. XS87 Golding De Momay v. 54 God hath voutsafed

to vtter himselfe vnto vs in his Scriptures.

f b. Const to (be or do something). Obs. rare.

X548 Udall Erasm. Par. Matt. xxvL 104 Thy speche doth

vtter the to be a Galilean. X560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
134 The kyng. .stroke of her heade, and whan she was dead,

vttered her to haue played the whore. X562 Lfgh Armorie

205 He vtterith hira self y" better to he y* officer, whose

name he beareth.

9. re/i. To express (oneself) in words.

1600 Holland Livy 35 The Consul was. .so much sur-

prised..that he had no power to speak. But, soon after,

when he began to utter himself [etc.]. 1655 tr. Sorel's Com.

Hist. Francion vill. 18 He beheld a Man upon the Bed,

who. .uttered himself in a thousand contumelious words to

a Woman. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 1 19 F 5 Several . .
utter

themselves often in such a manner as a Clown would blush

to hear. X84S T. W. CoiT Puritanism 129 His only refuge

is to utter himself to One who is never prejudiced, i860

Hawthorne Marble Faun xliii, Straying with Hilda.., he

meant, at last, to utter himself upon that theme. 1881

Shairp Asp. Poetry 132 Each [English] poet. .uttered him-

self in his own way,., as native passion prompted.

fig. x8j4 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 9 My feelings refused

to utter themselves in rhyme.

trans/, a X648 Ess, on Death in Bacon's Remaines 9 An
excellent Musician, .cannot utter himself upon a defective

instrument 1878 Fr. A. Kemble Rec. Girlhood II. 18 She

\sc. an actress] remained to utter herself in Juliet to the

English public. 1913JANE E. H>.«»isok Anc. Art i Ritual

iv. 91 So this intense desire uttered itself in the. .[rite] of

his resurrection.

10. intr. To exercise the faculty of speech ; to

speak. Also (rarely) const, of, on.

In the first quot. app. with indirect object.

7 a 1400 MorteArth. 418 The kyng in his concelle, curtaise

and noblee, Vtters )>e alienes, and ansuers hyme seluene.

C1440 Alph, Tales 532 When >>ai come aforn hym.. he

was compellid to vttyr. c X47S Partenay 1024 To whome
fill suetly outred she and sayd, ' Now vnderstandith [etc.].

Ibid, 3156 Of Gaffray..! shall you outre and say.

X576 G. Baker Gesner's fewell 0/Health loi b, Bellonius,

uttering and wryting of those medycines . . , affirmeth [etc.].

1587 Golding De Momay vi. 94 The highest God com-

maundeth, the second ordereth, and the third vttereth or

publisheth. X774 Francis Lett. (1901) I. 236 My trembling

was so great for a few minutes that I could not utter. 1820

Creevey in C. Papers (1904) I. 338 VVestern . . is close by my
side, but has not uttered yet-such is his surprise. X867 Br.

WiLBERFORCE in Li/c (xitij in. 226, I think it probable

we shall utter now on the Vestments of the Minister. 1870

Miss Broughton Red as Rose 1. 141 You may sit by a per-

son for hours and never utter to them 1 x8o8 Westm. Oaz.

27 Aug. 2/1 Not a word was, of course, spoken by the men

save Apropos of golf. ., and as for the women . . ,
they never

uttered at all. .,,,„•_.•• c a
trans/. 1873 Miss Thackeray Old Kensington u. Sacred

voices that will utter to her through life.

b. Of words, etc. : To be si^oken; to undergo

utterance. ...,„,:, l
• i7o» CHABLorrE Smith DesmondU. 36 Could you have

seen the countenance of Geraldine, while this speech was

uttering! 1850 Wordsw. Prelude v. no While this was

utterini,..! wondered not. 1857 J. Hamilton Zmo/w^.
Gt. Biog. 314 Wishes that cannot be understood, and words

that will not utter.

Hence U-tterln?///. a.

1818 Keats Endym. iii. 475 That my words not burn

These uttering lips, while I in calm speech tell [etc.]-

t Utter, z*.^ Obs. rare. [a. OF. uirer, outrer,

oultrer, etc. (AF. ultrer), to cross, traverse, excel,

vanquish, f. outre prep., ad. L. Ultra beyond.]

1. trans. To vanquish, conquer, or overcome.

C1400 Destr. Troy 5819 Philmene.., with a fell dynt,

VttridVlixes vne in the place ;. .And he gird to be ground.

Ibid. 7076 Honerable Ector.. That holly the herhond hade

at his wille. And haue vttred his Enmyes angur (lat tyme.

c X53a Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 951 To hurte, oultra-

ger; 10 utter, oultrer.
. .

2. rej. To exclude/r<;>» some privilege, etc.

a X450 R-nt. de la Tour (1868) 162 They lyue m blame

and outre hem self from the grace of God [F. en oultre

Vamour et la grace de Dieu],

Xrtterable (o-t3rab'l),a. [f Utter z-.i-l- -able.]

1 1. That may be disposed of by sale. Obs.

is8i MULCASTER Positions xxxix. 210 Some gainefull com-

moditie verie vtterable abroade. ,6xz Cores., Marchandise

Latine, .. the best, or most vtterable commodities.

2. Capable of being uttered or expressed in words.
X648 Saltmarsh Spark. Glory 168 That is, the speakings

or manifestations of the Spirit ofGod are not so utterable by
the flesh or voice of man. X735 Dyche & Pardon Eng.
Diet. s.v. Effable, Whatever is utterable, or capable of he.
ing expressed. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia x. Vlii, When his
woe became utterable, he wrung his hands. x8a6 Q. Rev.
XXXIII. 397 And then she touches in utterable words
upon unutterable things. 1846 Db Quincey in ' H. A.
Page* Li/e(,iZTi) I.xv. 326 All this wretchedness, not utter-

able to any human ear. 1893 Nat. Observer 15^ April 534/1
Dividing all things utterable into things which are, and
things which are not.

absol. 1873 Carlyle Lett. (1913) I. 497 While he was dis-

coursin' the utterable concernin' all sorts o' high topics.

1896 Edin. Rev. Oct. 302 The vision of the utterable passes

into the vision of the unutterable.

Hence Utterabi'lity, capability of being uttered

;

also//., things that may be uttered.

1851 Carlyle Sterling 11. vi, He flashed, .into a subject

;

gathered it up into organic utterability, with truly wonder-
ful dispatch. 1858 — Fredk. Ct. iv. i. I. 389 He learned

also to clothe his bits of notions, emotions, and garrulous
utterabilities, in the French dialect.

Utterance 1 (ctsrans). Forms: 5- utterance

(5-6 -aunee), 5-7 vtterance (5-6 -aunoe, 6-ans),

5 vttrawnoe (6 -auoe), vttr-, 8 utt'rance; 5
ottyrance, oterauns, uter-, 6 vteratuice. [f.

Utter v,^ + -akcb.]

I. fl- The disposal of goods, commodities, etc.,

by sale or barter. Obs.

1436 Rolls 0/ Parll, IV. 499/1 If it seme come to, that

utterance and sale of the seid Wolle..be so escarse. 1461

in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 300 If ony citsaine

. . wil gyve the utterance of ony marchandise . . unto a
strangere. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vii. 630 Theyr vtteraunce

of clothe of golde and sylkys to thclordes of the realme.

1579 Southampton Cturt Lett Rec. (19C6) 11. 176 The fishe-

mongers should have shoppes.. built m the filshe marcket

for the . . vtterance of the same, c 1630 T. M UN Eng. Treas.

(1664) 18 We must. .sell as cheap as possible.. rather than

to lose the utterance of such wares. x63a in tath Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm, App. V. 478 The greate losse which husband-

men receive for want of utterance for their come.

t b. In the phr. to have or make (. . .) utterance.

iSoa Arnolde Chron. (1811) 129 The said peper is so musty

..your said suppliant as yet can Iiaue non vttraunce therof.

Ibid,, He is neuer lyke to haue ani vttiraunce of the said

peper heraftir. XS77 Harrison England 11. v. (1877) i. 13.6

By ridding their worke to make speedie vtterance of their

wares. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 594 There hee had

reasonable vtterance of his English commodities. x6aa

Mabbe tr. ^ /o«a«'i Guzman dAl/.ii. 313 Having no such

vtterance of her Ware. 167s Machiave/li's Prince Wks.

258 Towards the Sea-side they have no utterance for any

thing.

1 2. The action of giving out of a store ; issue.

Obs. rare,

a X483 Liber Niger in Househ, Ord. (1790) 57 That ye take

. . suche oversights of all . . slufle, comprised within your

charge,.. that the utterance of it be guyded to the King's

most worship and profitt. 1603 Breton Packet Mad Lett.

xliii, Usurers are halfe mad, for lacke of vtterance of their

mony. X757 Jos. Harris Coins 86 Coining only ascertains

the quantity of metal contained in the several pieces, at

their utterance out of the mint.

fis- c 1585 Fair Em 1. iv. 24 Nature vniust, in vtterance

of iny arte. To grace a pesant with a Princes fame I

3. The action of uttering with the voice ; vocal

expression of something ; speaking, speech. Also

with of.

Also freq. from 1:1667 in the phrase to give utterance Kto

something). . ... t-

CMS* Pecock Bk, of Faith (1909) 130 A publisching or a

nakid uttraunce, telling, or denouncing. X474 Caxton

ChesiC IL iii. (1883) 38 Oftetymes they selle as welle theyr

scilence as theyr vtterance. 14B9 Gov. Leet Bk. 536 For

disclosure & vtteraunce of certain seducious langage. 1553

T. Wilson Rhet. 4 Utterance therefore is a framyng of the

voyce, countenaunce, and gesture, after a comely maner.

a 1589 Palfreyman Baldnm's Mor. Philos. (1600) 156 Ihe

holinesse and cleannesse of the mouih, standeth m the utter-

ance of rightnesse and truth. 1589 Greene Menaphon

(Arb.) 51 Samela. . seeing his vtterance full of broken sighes.

164a Milton Apol, Smect, 47 In value therefore do they

pretend to want utterance in prayer, who can finde utter-

ance to preach. X648 Wilkins Math. Magic 11. iv. 176 The

utterance of articulate sounds. 1667 Mh-ton P. L, ix. 1066

Adam.. At length gave utterance to these words constramd.

1703 RowE Fair Penit. i. i. Utterance all is vile ; since I can

only Swear you reign here, but never tell how much. 1784

Cowper Task vi. 339 The total herd.. resolvd..To give

such act and utt'rance as they may To ecstasy. X794 Mrs.

Radcliffe Myst. Vdolpho xxix, Her courage failed as often

as she attempted utterance. x83y Dickens Nickliby xii.

With such energy of utterance as might have been .
.
m'sj"''™

for rapture. 1847 Mrs. S. Austin Ranke s Htst.Ref. III.

141 These protests were only the utterance of the feeling

that France yielded to force. 1861 Geo. Eliot Stlas M. ix.

The Squite was purple with anger.., and found utterance

^'tT^/ 160a Shaks. Ham. m. ii. 378 These [ic. recorder

stopsjcannot I command toany vtteranceof hermony, 1 haue

nottheskiU. x84jTennvson Zw« * i^x// 61 We. .to the

want.. Gave utterance by the yearning of an eye. a 1854

H. Reed Led. Brit. Poets i. (1857) 14 The souls of mighty

poets finding utterance in the music of English words.

b. The action of expelling breath.

1844 W. Upton Physioglyphics 186 This primary reference

of a r, to the utterance of the breath with earnestness.
"

4. The faculty or power of speech ; manner ol

speaking. . .

1474 Caxton Chesse ill. v. (1883) "9 The gracious speche

and vtterance of rethorique. 1480 — 7V«'Ha J Htgden

(1483) 140 He..wasconnyng in crafte of fayre vtteraunce.



UTTEBANCE.
1516 PUgr. Per/. (W, de W. 1531) 30 To some persones is

gyucn syiigular good vtteraunce ofeloquence. 1553 Wilson
Rfut. 116 b, Hauing a good tongue,, .he shall be thought
to passe all other, that haue the like utteraunce. 1602 2nd
Pt. Return Parnass, 111. i. 1151 It remaines to try whether
you bee a man of good vtterance. 1667 Milton /'. L. in.

62 AH the Sanctities of Heaven . . from his sight receiv'd

Beatitude past utterance. 1676 Dryden Aureiig Z. Ep.
Ded. A 2 h, 'Tis onely because God has not bestow'd on
them the gift of utterance. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 27 F s
She has naturally a very agreeable Voice and Utterance.
1781 Miss Buhney Cecilia v. iv, All utterance seemed
denied her. 1838 D'Israeli Chas. /, I, ii. 21 The King's
difficult utterance rendered his addresses . . painful to himself
and the Parliament. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxiii, A deep,
gruff, husky utterance. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 45 A
kind of Singhalese patois, peculiar in dialect and utterance.

yff. 170a Steele Grief H-la-Mode 111. i, 43 Her Charms
«re Dumb, they want utterance.

'6. That which is uttered or expressed in words
;

m spoken (or written) statement or expression ; an
articulated sound.
Freq. from c 1865, esp. with an and pi.

c 145^ Pecock Folevjer 103 Suche wordis, countenauncis,
gesturis and vttrauncis. 1596 Edtv, III^ 11. i, I might perceiue
..His eare to drinke her sweet tongues vtterance. 1667
Milton P, L. iv. 4x0 Eve. .turnd him all eare to heare new
utterance flow. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam vii. xxxii, Sweet
melodies Of love.. I caught,. .when thy dear eyes Shone
through my sleep, and did that utterance harmonize. 1831
Carlylk Sart, Res. i. iii, To hear a whole series and river

of the most memorable utterances, i860 Geo. Eliot in Cross
Life (1884) II. 131 The ' Mill on the Floss' be it then I. .The
title is rather a laborious utterance^ 1871 Blackie Potir
Phases i. 97 Let us attempt to analyse this utterance. 1887
BowEN /Eneidvf. 280 Horror bristles bis locks, on his lips all

utterance dies.

II. 1 6. A place of egress ; an outlet. Obs.
i66a Chandler Van Helttwnt's Oriai. 222 In what part

the Stomach layeth open at top, ..is called its Orifice or
mouth: But its utterance beneath [h. in/emus veto ejus
txitusX is named the Pylorus or Porter.

Utterance^. Now Ht» or arch. Forms:
5-7, 9 utterance, 6-aunce, 5 vtteraun8(e, -ans^

5-0 -aunce, 6-7 -ance, 5 uttraunce, 6-7 -ance,

5-7 vttraunoe, 5-6 -anse ; 5 vtraunce, 6 vter-
anco, -auuoe, Sc, vtyrrans, wteranoe. [ad.

OF. oultrancCy outrancex see Odtrance.]
•j* 1, A degree which surpasses bounds or goes
beyond measure in respect of severity, vehemence,
etc. ; immoderate force or violence ; excess, the
uttermost Obs,
c 1400 Destr^ Troy 5130 pen Vlixes, with vtterans vne

vpponone, The derfe wordis of Diamede dullit with speche.
Ibid. 5808 Vlixes with vtteraunse vnder his shild Mony
stithe in stoure stroke on ^ere belmes. 1430-40 Lyoc.
Bochas IX. 3221 In tokne that God his quarel wolde auaunce,
Disconfiture was maad on that partie, Vpon King lohn be
violent vttraunce. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vii. v. 918 It
doth me good to fele your myght and yet my lord I shewed
not the vtteraunce, a 1513 Fabyan Chron. i. xv. (1811) 15
The Circumstaunce of the vtterans of y« vnkyndnesse of his

.ii. doughters. 1590 Greene Royal Exch. Bib, Anie . . that
had [not] doone some exployte before in some battaile of
vtteraunce.

2. a. To {unto^ into) the (jsuch, etc.) utlerance^

to an extreme degree; to the bitter end ; to the

last or utmost extremity. Freq. (3) \ii\\\Jight^ etc.

Now lit, or arch, (revived in 19th cent.).

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7981 pat all the deire of the ded be
done on vs two. To vttranse & yssue vne at this tyme.
ri45o LovELicH Merlin 10088 So that they sworen.. there-
on to ben avenged jnto \>g vtlrawnce. 1470-85 Malory
A rthur vii. xii. 230 Thenne will I haue adoo with hym to
the vtteraunce. isafi Ld. Bernebs P'roiss. II. xlviii. 163 No
frensshmen wolde vndertake to kepe it [sc. a town] to the
vtteraunce, for it was not stronge ynoughe. 1567 Paynell
tr. Treas. Amadis o/Gaule 239, I must take the sword by
the way of armes betwene you and me onely unto the utter-

ance of your life or mine. 1587 Greene Euphues Wks.
(Grosart) VI. 158 To make a counterpoyse of discourtesie to
the vtteraunce. x6oi Holland Pliny I. 428 Corne steeped
in water, whereof they will drinke to the utterance, and be
drunke. 1605 Shaks. Macb. in. i. 72 Come Fate into the
Lyst, And champion me to th' vtterance,
x86o Motley Netherl. iv. I. 130 The champion to the

utterance against Spain, stood there with lance in rest. 1907
M<^Carthy Needles ^ Pins xi, She had loved him well and
proved it to the utterance.

('*) «47S ^^- Noblesse jj To doo armes in Hestis to the
utteraunce. 15H Helyas in Thoms Prose Rom. (1828) III.

93 Here is my gauge to sustain it to the utteraunce. 1550

J. CoKB Eng.
<S-

Fr, Heralds § 59 Heralde the usurper
fought the battayle to tb' utteraunce. 1578 H. Wotton
Courtlie Controv* 7 Thus the Gentlemen, .skirmished to
the vtterance. z6oo Holland Livy 1126 He prepared
warre with a]I his power to the utterance. x6o6 — Sueton.
16 At the saide solemnity of sword-plaiers, there fought to
the uttrance..Fvrivs Leptinvs..and A. Calpenvs.
x8ai Southey Exped. Orsua 56, I will fight him to the

utterance upon this quarrel. 1834 Sir H. Taylor A rtevelde
II. V, ii, The Lower Lis They to the utterance will dispute.

1837 Browning ^^ro^r^fv, ii, I fought her [sc. England] to
the utterance, I fell, I am hers now, and 1 will die.

fb. To bring or put to (or unto) utterance, to

overcome completely, vanquish thoroughly; to
bring to ruin or subjection, put to death, Obs,
1430 Lydg. St. Margaret 324 Thou hast me brought

shortly to vttraunce, I am venquysshed. c 1430 — Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 135 Whan Amelech was brouhte unto
uttraunce. C1477 Caxton Jason 138 Whan his complices
appcrceyued that he was put to vtteraunce. 1509 Barclay
Shy^ o/Folys 185 If thy lustyce sholde put vs to vttraunce.
We sholde be damnj/d for our mysgouernaunce. 1x1533 Ld.
Beknrrs Huon xvii. 47 He hath brought his enemy to
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vttranse, and slayne hym. 1596 Z. J. tr. Lavardin's Hist,
Scanderbeg 92 The Christians increasing still in fury.. did
on all parts put them to utterance.

J^g- *So9 Barclay ShyP Folys 226 Assaynge for to put our
fayth to harde vttraunce.

fS. At {the) utterance', a. With the highest
degree of energy or vigour ; with the utmost force

or violence ; to the last or uttermost degree. Freq.
with verbs, ^%^. fight. (Cf. 2 a.)
J480 Caxton Chron, Eng. ccxlii. 148 b, Than thees two

worthy lordes comen..and weren redy in the place for to
fight at vtteraunce. 1485 — Chas. Gt. 62 They lete theyr
horses renne wyth a grete courage for to luste at vtter-
aunce. Ibid. 142 pe pylers of marble & other stones bygon.
nen to brenne & make fyre at vtteraunce. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Rich. Illy 26 He woulde fighte with hym at the
vtteraunce. 1600 Holland Livy 684 Corbis and Orsua made
profession to trie the title at the utterance by dint of sword.
161X Shaks. Cymb. in. i, 73 Of him, I gather'd Honour,
Which he» to seeke of me againe, perforce, Behooues me
keepe at vtterance. a 1630 D. Hume Hist. Ho, Dovglas ^
Angits (1644) 50 Hee used them so gently, which he would
not have done if he had taken it [sc. the castle] at utterance,

t'b. To the utmost (?/'(one*s power). Obs.
1513 Douglas Mneid xil ix. 124 Euery man . . At the vtyr.

rans of all his fors gan fycht

t c. At the last extremity. Obs. rare^^,
iSJg Lo. Berners Froiss. II. xxiv. 26/1 A varlet . , stode

by and sawe the bataylc.And .whan he sawe his maistcr
almost at vttraunce, he was sorie.

TT'tterancy, rare"'^, [f. Utter z;. 1 + -ancy.
Cf. UtterancbI.] The action of uttering or ex-
pressing.

1827 Coleridge Improvisatore Poems (1907) 356 A consti-
tutional communicativeness and ititerancy of heart and soul.

Uttered (»-t3jd), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -edI.]

To which utterance has been given ; expressed by
the voice.

a 1586 Sidney Apol.for Poetry (Arb.) 27 The faulte is.

.

not in_ the sweet foode of sweetly vttered knowledge.
^%'yi Sidney''s Arcadia iv. (1922) II. 112 Overwayed with
her so wisely uttred affection. 1594 Hooker EccL Pol. 11.

iv. § I The name of faith.. must needs haue reference vnto
some vttered word. x8ox Southey Thalaba ix. x, She
wakes as from a dream, She asks the utter'd voice, 1830
Keats Eve St. Agnes xxiii, No utter'd syllable, or, woe
betide 1 1858 Carlyle Predk. Gt. ix. i, Uttered intellect is

not what permanently makes way, but unuttered.

Utterer (»*t3raj), slf* Also 6 Sc, -ar. [f. as

prec +-erI.]

1 1. One who sells ; a seller, vendor. Obs,
1541-3 Act 34 4- 35 Hen. VIII^ c. 6 The Penaltie.. shall

oonelic extende to the Utterer and Seller of the saide
Pynnes. 1593 BriefNote Obs. Fish-Day^s p 6 Net-makers,
Saile-makers, ..and Vttcrers of Fish, maintained chiefly by
fishing. 1653 Ordin. Contin. Excise ij Mar. no For all

Spirits. ., upon every Gallon, to bee paid by the Utterer and
Seller thereof, one shilling.

b. One who utters coimterfeit coin, forged

notes, etc.

173X Flying Post 24 June 2/1 The Utterer of the forged
Banlc-notes. 1796 Colquhoun Police Metropolis 107 This
sort 'of counterfeit coinage , is.. the ileast profitable to the
Dealer; who.. disposes of it to theutterers, vulgarly called

Smashers. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xiii, We could
lay our hands on the utterer of the [forged] cheques at any
moment, x86a H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 241
Coiners and utterers of base money. 1887 Pall Mall G. 19
March 3/2 The coiners manufacture, and the utterers buy
and distribute.

2. One who utters, speaks, or expresses in

language.
1509 Hawes Past, Pleas, xii. (Percy Soc.) 47 Whan the

utterer, wythout impediment,., IDothe his tale unto them
tretably. 1567 Drant Horace^ EP. To Rdr. «iiii. To be
able vtterers of the gospell. 15^ Hooker Eccl. Pol, \u iv.

§ I Things are made credible, either by the knowne Con-
dition and qualitie of the Vtterer, or [etc.]. 1613 W.
Browne Brit. Past, i. it 35 Barre I those lips? fit to be th*

vttrers, when The beauens would parly with the chiefe of
men. X67S Drydem Assignation iii. i. For Beatrix, she's a
meer Utterer of Yes and No. 1785 Holcroft Tales of
Castle (ed. 2) I. 69 Falsehood .. sooner or later.. brings dis-

honour on its utterer. 1841 S. Warren Ten Thousand a
Year 11. iv, A single successful speech, .opens before its

utterer the shining doors of fashion. 1846 Maurice Relig.
Worldii. ii. (1861) 170 He feels and confesses himself to be
only a reflection of the divine Light, an utterer of the divine
Voice. 1893 LiDDON Life Pusey I, iv, 84 The utterer of
maxims. .useful to bear in mind.

f b. One who discloses, reveals, declares, or

publishes. Obs,
1549 CovEBDALE, etc. £'?'Ar»/. Par. Rom. iSThe lawe is not

authour of synne, but the vtterer and apeacher therof. 1560
Daus tr. Sieidane's Comm. loi That holy spyrit (vtterer

of all truthe). 1587 Holisshed Chron. (ed. 2) III. 1132/1
The vtterer of which conspiracie was one White. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 11. ix, 25 Vtterers of secrets he from thence
debard.

t TJ'tterer, a. Obs, rare. [A double compara-
tive, f. Utter a, +-Ea^.] Situated farther out,

c 1410 ZrtM/i'r^^Z/^/i/ 73 Crist seide. .sende him in to J?e

vttirar derckiies.

TJtterest (^'tsrest), a, {sb.). Also 3 uttrest,

5 otter(e)3t, vttyreste, vterrest(e, vttrest(e,

-ist, utteres, Sc, uteraat. [f. Utter a. + -est.

Cf.OFris. iiterst, utterst^ utrest, etc.,OLG. Utristy

MDu. uterst (Du. uiterst\ OHG. <2^r-, {iz^r-^

^zprosto^ etc. (MHG. Hz^r-^ "itz^reste, G, ausserst)^

ON. utarst adv. {p^^.yderst^ Norw. ytrast^yttarst)^

W^^ , yterst{e, ytarsta, etc, {^-w.ytterst), a superl.

formed on a comparative : cU Outsbest a.]

UTTEBLESS.
Now rare, the usual form being uttermost.

I. 1 1. Most outward ; = Utmost a, i. Obs.
^1200 P'ices gf Virtues 17 Danne clepc5 he his pineres, &

hat hem me nemen, . .& werpen me in Se uttreste ^iesternesse.
Ibid., pe uttreste is se ^liesternesse of belle. CX350 Leg.
RoodCg pai fell In.to l>e vtterest end of hell, c 1374 Chaucer
Boeth. 1. pr. i. (1868) 7 t>o come sche nere and sette hir doun
vpon J?e vterrestc corner of my bedde. 14. . M. E. Med. Bk.
(HeinrichJ 93 Doo away the vttrest barke. 1464 Rolls 0/
Parlt. V. 568/2 Your seid Town is sette in the utterest place
of this youre Reame. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W.
1495) >• xvL ig b/i He had dwellyd in thuttercst or last
desertes of Heracleos.

2. a. Extreme; = Utmost a. 2, Now rare.
£^1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 787 (Camb. MS.), His wif to

tempte more To the vttyreste priue of hire corage. ^1400
Pilgr. Sowle 111. iv. (Caxton, 1483) 53 Doyng yow to
wite, that ye ben now wretchid poure Caitifs at the vttcrest
meschyef. c 1444 Pecock Donet 90 Gloriose benefetis of
god.. ben in her vtterist goodnes and felicite. 01470 H.
Parker Dives ^ Pauper X^. de W. 1496) a. ii. 130/2
Punysshed with the uttrest payne & torment, x^i Cely
Papers (Camden) 67, I schali do my best in sayelles \sc.

sales] to my otterst poyer. 1530 Bavnton in Palsgr. p. xii.

He. .may, .in a brefc tyme attayne to his utterest desyre.
1883 J, Parker Tyne Ch, 89 The utterest darkness of the
wintriest night.

b. Of persons : That is such to a superlative

degree
;

greatest.

1593 Nashk Chrisfs T. 8 If you should denie it,.. the
diuiir(my vttrest enemy) would confirme it. 1873 ' Ouida '

Pascaril II. 140 The utterest fool, .in all the universe.

f 3. Last, final; =UTM0STa. 3. Obs,
c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr, xxxvi. (1908) 184 He wolde
..my^tily suffre the malice of bis pursueres in to the vtter-

este ende. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 513/1 Vttrest, and laste of
Al\e,..extremus,novissimus. 1456 SirG. Ha-vk Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 272 Till all gude resoun of uterast conclusioun of
understanding of this poynt. c 1470 G. A sh by Active Policy
371 Thaugh your wytt excelle & be more hable To disceme
the vtterest lugement In any case to you appurtenent.

II. absol. or as sb.

f4. Extreme limit, part, etc, ; = Utmost a, 4.
a 1300 E. E, Psalter cxxxiv. -j Fra vttrest of erthe kloudes

ledand. Ibid, cxxxviii. 8 If i..eerde in vtrest of J>e se.

a 1385 Prose Psalter cxxxviii. 8 jif bat y take my lijtynges

. .and wonne in }>e vtterest [Z>«W/« ^5". vttermastl of i>e see.

1 5. The very most ; « Utmost a. 5, 5 b. Obs.
CX4T0 Lantern of Light 122 We must do oure vttirest to

conforme oure wifle to t>is. Z450 Faston Lett. L 156 That
wyll sette hym verely to do the utterest ayens yow. 1481
Caxton Reynard (Arb.) log, I haue not yet shewdc the
vtterist of my myght on yow. 1571 Fobtescue Forest 145 b,

Defending theim selues to their vtterest, from the force of
any other. 1577 Hellowes Gueuara's Chron, 41 Traiane
did vtter and expend the vtterest of bis skill, deuice, and
policie, to take him.

6. To the utterest, = Utmost a. 7.
f 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)xxiv. in peemperour..-destruyd

J>am to t'e vtterest. ?c 1430 Brut 11. 437 Thei two ffoughten
togederis,arjnyd at all poyntis,to the vtterist. 1474 Stonor
Papers (Camden) I, 150 He seith hit..wolbe sued to the
utterest accordyng to your title. 1481 Caxton Reynard
xlii. (Arb.) IIS Neuer for noman wold I tome fro yow, But
abydc by yow to the utterist. 1571 Fobtescue Forest 129
Paulus Emilius..did his paine to the vttereste, that his

children should be like hym. 1884 J. Payne Tales Jr..
Arabic I. 302 She was distinguished to the utterest for

chastity.

Kb) 1513 W, Sabvn in Lett. <$ Papers War France (1897)

142, 1 do yt to the utterest off my power. 1540 Cromwell
in Merriman Life ^ Lett. (1902) II. 272 To the utterest of

my Remembraunce. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par.
Rom, 41 Jesus Cbriste, whose workc I labour in, to the
vtterest of my power.

1 7. At {the) utterest : a. = sense 6, Obs.

C14S0 Brut II. sssPeze ij worthi lordez comyn yn to |>e

ffelde, clene armed.., and were yn th© place redy to fi^t St

J>e vttrest. <rx449 Pecock Repr. 1. xvii. 99 Ifeny man dare
not . . suffre his feuh and hise otfaere opiniouns be broujt into

li3t..to be at uttrist examyned.

fb. At the Utmost limit or latest period of

time. Obs.
c 1425 Orolog. Sapient, v. in Anglia X. 361/24 To-morowe

or atte (le vtterist with-in his seuen-nyjte. 1487 Cely Papers
(Camden) i6g Wythyn viij or x days wee schali knowe at
the uttrest,

U'ttering, vbl. sb. [f. Uttee v.i + .nrai.]

The action of the verb, in various senses.

c 1400 Found. St. Bartholomews 45 For defawtynge of his

hert, the vtteryng of his voice begane to breke. 14x8 in

Surtees Misc. (1890) 3 He gart forge yt in shapp ofosmundes
for uttering ofbb iren so into Iseland. c 1449 Pecock J?(^r.

I. xvi. 89 Bi greet kunnyng of preching and bi sauory vttring

therof. 1530 Palsgr. 286/1 Uttryng or sellyng of ware,
ueiite. 1579 Spenser Let. to Honey Wks. (1912) 635/1, I

was minded for a while to haue intermitted the vttering of

my writings, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia i. ii. An eloquence as

sweete in the uttering, as slowe to come to the uttering. 1616

R. C. Times* Whistle (1871) 43 Daily each one, in vttering

of his wares, Cosens his chapmen. 1633 T. Stafford Pac.
Hib. II. iv. 157 Monies of this new Standard of Ireland,

after their first uttering. 1648 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. iii.

(1692) I. 221 The Proclamation for the sole composition and
uttering of Tabaco. 174a Act 15 Geo. 11^ c. 28 'Ihe uttering

of false Money, knowmg it to be false, is a Crime, a 1737
in Evans Old Ballads I. 59 Nor fears [he] the blasting ofhis

iron, Nor uttering of his wares. i^^sPenny Cycl.lW, 404/1
The uttering of any such forged bill or indorsement with a
knowledge of the forgery, is a felony. 1887 Pall Moll G.

19 March 3/2 The coining and the uttering are generally two
distinct branches.

Utterless (z^'tailes), a, [f. as prec. + -less,]

1, Incapable of being uttered > unutterable,

X643 Milton Divorce 45 To endure a clamouring debate

of uiterles things. 1810 Keats Hyperion 11. 120 How he
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means to load His tongue with the full weight of utterless

thought. 1840 Lowell The Moon 12 Its only voice a vast

dumb moan, Of utterless anguish speaking, a 1893 Chr. G.
RossETTl /'w/wj (1904) 271/2 Pangs of utterless desire.

b. Incapable of being expressed or described

;

inexpressible.

1831 MoiR in Blackiv. Mag. XXXI. 238 Cold were the

heart, and bigoted indeed. Which. .Could destine all that

difFer'd from his creed To utterless perdition. 1850 S.

DoBEU. Roman i. 14 By thine eternal youth, And coeternal

utterless dishonour.

2. Incapable of utterance ; speechless, rarer'^.

1854 S. DoBELL Baldtr xxiii. 100 As a trusting maid who
Mraits Her far false lover, . . Chilled with the bitter day where
love is not, Blighted and mute, . . Stands utterless.

tXJ-tterlike, (jifo. Obs.-'^ [f. Utter a. + -like

3 b. Cf. Utteely advl\ = Outwabdly adv. 1.

c laoo Ormin 16510 Fele. . Bigunnenn sone anan onn himm
To lefenn..Acc nohht wit>l> innwarrd herrte jet, Ne nohht

wit»l> fulle troww^w, Ace utterrlike.

t U'tterly, a. Obs. rare. Also 3 -liohe. [f.

Utteb a. +-ly1. Cf. MHG. Uterllk, MDu. Attrlic

(Da. uiterlijk), MHG. HzfrlUh (G. dusserlich), Da.

yderlig, Sw. ytterlig, extreme, excessive.]

1. Open, manifest ; = Openly a.

u. . After. R. 344 To eueriche preoste mei ancre schriuen

hire of swuche openliche \v.r. utterlichel sunnen.

2. Absolute, extreme ; final.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xciv. 434, I clad my seruaunte, that is,

my manhode, nought but to vtterly vtilite and necessite.

ISS3 Gresham Ltt. in S. P. For. Edui. VI, XII. fol. 37
(P7R.0.), Plenttye of merchauntes wythe-owght exspery-

ence and substaunce ys the vttyerly [sic\ distruccioune of

anny Realme.

Utterly (otsili), adv. Forms : a. 3- utter-,

3-6 vtter- (5 Sc. wttor-), 4-6 vttir-, 4-5 uttir-,

5-6 uttup-, 6 ottorly ; ?lso 3-5 -Uohe, 4-5 -lioh,

-11 (5 -le), 6-7 -lie, -lye. (3. 4-5 vterliche, 4
uter-, 4-5 vterly (6 -lie), 4 vtyrly {Sc. wtirly), 6

vtirlie, -ly, vttirlie
; 4-5 vtrely, -11, Sc. wtrely , 5

wttrely, 4-5 wtraly, 5 vtraly, vtt-, wtt-, uttraly.

[f. Utter a, +-ly2. Cf. MLG. uterlike, -liken,

MDu. uterlike, -lijc, -lie (Du. uiterlijk), MHG.
Hzfrliche, -lick (externally, etc.), ON. utarliga

(far out) ; also All-uttebly, Odtbbly advs.'\

tL Without reserve or extenuation; sincerely,

truly, plainly ; straight out, straightway. Obs.

a IMS A'icr. R. 206 Ine auweSe me de3 wundres : gulche

hit ut me schrifte, utterliche. /^rrf. 3r4 5if he nefde iseid

utterliche Jwt ilke (>ing >et he dude ine cnildhode, he were

idemed among |>c uorlorene. C1330 Arih. 4r Merl. 8615

(K'jlbing), Ich ?ou sigge vterliche, Pei in t>is warld war non

o\>a swiche [etcl. c 1380 Wvclif lyks. (1880) 253 Whanne
it is rescrued to b* holygost to jeuc vtterly conseilin special

poyntis. 1450 Fastolf in Pazton Litt. I. 155 Yff the

wydow woUe sylle it.., sendyth me utterly word, for

I woUe not meUe of it ellys thus avysed. 1539 Bible

Lukt iv. 23 Ye wyll utterly saye unto me this proverbe.

15^}^ Act \ ElU. c. I S 9, I A. B. doo utterly testifie and

declare in my Conscience, that the Quenes Highnes is [etc.].

+ b. Truly, verily, indeed. Obs. rare.

1 1400 Beryn 848 For vtierlich to have a child was al hir

delite. 15*5 TlKDALK i Cor. vL 5 Ys there vtterly no wyse

manaraonge youf /Hd.'j.

3. In a complete or utter manner ; to an absolute

or extreme degree ; altogether, entirely, absolutely ;

fiilly, thoroughly, out and out.

In very frequent use from c 1400 with o-form.

o, <:i374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 710 If I wolde vttirly his

light fle. c 1380 WvcLlK Wks. (1880) 280 p>at is vterly a3enst

goddis biddynge. a 1400-50 A lixander 1472 We er vtterly

Todone. e 1430 Syr Tryairt. 37 1 Marrok thoght utturly To
do the quene a velanye. c 1489 Caxton Sonius 0/Aymoii

xxiv. 514 The persans shall be now vtturli discomfyted.

15J8 Roy Rtdt me c ij, Par case they will nott admitt But

Ttterly make resistence. 1568 Graftom Chroii. II. 283 They
with in the Towne perceauing they were vtterly without

reliefe. 1593 Sidntys Arcadia iv. (1022) II 117 Ah of all

sides utterly ruined Philoclea, said she. 1615 G. Sandys

Trav. 92 The suburbes..are vtterly razed. 1651 Hobbes

Leviaih, 11. xxvi. 150 The Common-wealth faileth, and is

Utterly dissolved; as a building whose Foundation is de-

stroyed, a 1700 EvsLVM Diary 23 March 16S8, The French

Tyrant.. utterly taking away their estates, and their chil-

dren. 1706 Popi Let. to Wycherley 10 April, Pray let me
know your mind in this, for I am utterly at a loss. 1766

CoLOSM. Vicar xxviii. They will not be utterly forsaken.

1844 KiNGLAKE Eotkcnl, The lowly grave .. has closed over

all his rich fancies. . . He is utterly married ! i86s Kingsley

Htrrw. xxxvi, Torfrida turned herself utterly to serve the

Lady Godiva. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 370 Men who so

utterly believe that {etc). 1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Ajax

Sio My life hangs utterly on thee.

i. I37S BARBOua Bruce in. 196 Then wtraly wencusyt is

he. Cl-XJiSc. Leg. Saintt x\\. (Mathiat) 115 Quhene he

Tvst wtrely, Pat it wes swa. c 1415 Wvntoum Cron. I. xvi.

(S.T.S.) III. 269 And vtralie the fire tuichet nocht thame.

IJ96 Dalrympli tr. Leilit's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 51 The

fatt 5yde..hes throuch leinnes bene vtirlie deformet.

b. Freq. with verbs of perishing, refusal, etc.

(a) e«37S Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (.Andreas) 430 pat thinge

restoryt is but wene, pat uterly periste has bene. ^1380

W\a.ir Last Age Ch. (1840) 29 Petir t>e Apostle.. my3te not

uttirly distrie Symoun Magus, but bl helpe of Poul. a 1400

Chast. Coddes Chyld. 20 'Ibey falle in to perylle of deth or

•lies utterly they lityll and deye. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 175 That he be in perile to be maid outhir

crepill,. .or to dee utterly. iS3* Stahkey England 19 Ther

b* men wych. .affyrme,.euery one in hys secte to be sauyd,

and non to perysch vtturly. 1577 B. Googb HereshacKs
Husb. n. (1586) 69 b. It vtterlie destroyeth them. x6ii Bible
2 Peter ii. 12 They, .shall vtterly perish in their owne cor-

ruption. 1631 Gouge Gods Arroyos m. § i. i8i Gods pur-

pose against Amalek..was utterly to root him out. 17x1

Addison Sped. No. 124 r 2 Millions of Volumes, that would
be utterly annihilated. 18x6 Shelley Dxmon 562 For
what thou art shall perish utterly. x86o Tyndall Glaciers

I. 98 It would be utterly destroyed before reaching the

bottom. 1874 Green Short Hist vi. § 3. 287 Literature

indeed seemed, .to have died as utterly as freedom itself.

(b) X4aa YoNGE tr. Secreta Secret. 188 Thou shalt wyth-
stonde a losengeoure vtreli. C14S0 tr. De Imitatione 111.

xxxvii. 107 Soime, )>ou maist not haue parRt liberte, but J>ou

denye biself utterly. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 66

He refused hit utterly. <i 13x3 Fabvan CAroM. vil. (1811)370

But peas was to theym vtterly denyed. 1558-9 Acti Eliz.

c. I § 9 Therfore I doo utterly renounce and forsake all for-

raine Jurisdiccions. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. 163 Whit-

eift . . in the presence of the Queen utterly refused it. 1695

Ld. Preston Boeth.wx. 145 Fire doth utterly refuse any such
Division. 180X Med. Jrnl V. 571 By utterly denying their

origin from dentition, he has equally departed from truth.

1855 KiNGSLEY Wesiiu. Ho I xxvii, She refused utterly to

sing anything but the songs and psalms.

0. (Qualifying adjs. (Freq. from c 1660, esp. with

words implying negation, defect, or opposition).

X39S Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 24 tl'l is vttirli vnleful.

14.. in Hist. Coll. Citizen London (Camden) 123 Every
subgett . . shall be utterly fre. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn
138 Hissustcr..was vttyrly fayre. 1553 Eden Treat. New
Ind. (Arb.) 5 One not vtterlye ignoraunt hereof. « 1586

Sidney Arcfulia in. xviii. The one (knight] was utterly

unable to defend himselfe. 164X J. Jackson True Evang,
T. III. 206 That all warres were utterly unlawfuU. i66a

Stillingfu Orig. Sacr. 11. ii. § i It was utterly impossible.

X7»8 Morgan Algiers II. iv. 274 That of which he was
utterly ignorant. 1777 R. Watson Philip II (r793) II. xiv.

23 The limitations . . were utterly repugnant to Philip's tem-

per. x8is Shelley Alastor 660 When heaven remained

utterly black. X844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. Ixii. 173 An
utterly hollow pretext. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) 1. 1.

v. 69 There the utterly deepest bottom is. 1879 F. Harrison

Choice 0/ Bks. i, It is. .of utterly no importance.

t Uttermore, a. and adv. Obs. Forms : 4-5

vtter-, etc., vtirmere (6 .SV. -maire), 5-6 -mer;

4-7 -more, 5 vttermor. [f. Utter a. -i- -more.

Cf. ON. iitar meirr, MSw. ytlermere (Sw. -mera.

Da. ydermere), and Odtebmobe «.]

A. adj. 1. More outward, remoter, farther

removed ; exterior, outer (opp. to inner).

138a WvcLiR Matt. xxii. 13 His hondis and feet bounden,

sende jee hym into vttermore derknessis. X4.. IVycliffite

Bible Ezek. xlvi. 21 Wher theishuln say sacrifice, that thei

here not out in to the vtmer [v. r. vttermore] house, c 1520

M. NisBET Matt. viii. 12 (They] salbe castin out into vtir.

maire mirknessis. XS65 Raynalds Byrth Mankyndef. ll.

The seconde or vttermer infolder of the bottome of the ma-

trix, a 1608 Dee Relat. Spirits I. (1659) »49 The foresaid

letter, ..and moreover.. the Copy of the Emperour's letter,

all in one uttermore paper closed (Letter like). x6io Hol-

land Camden's Brit. i. 701 The two Pyramides in the mid-

dest..did almost touch one another: the uttermore stand

not far off.

2. Very great ; utmost. rare~'^.

x38a WvcLiF Exod. xx. 18 Al the puple . . ferde and sinitun

togidere with vttermore drede.

3. External ; secular ; lay, rare~^.

139S Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 138 It were bettereto him

that ertheli dedes constreyniden him to deth, vndir vttir-

more other worldli abide.

4. = Outward a. 4. rare~'^.

a 1420 VVydiffite Bible Prov. iii. 3 margin, Temperaunce

and oneste in vtirmere conuersacioun.

B. adv. Farther outward. rare~^.

1414 26 Pol. Poems 58 Whanne Je han made pes wi^-ynne

All ^ourereme in vnyte, Vttere-moreje mot bygynne.

Uttermost (s-tajma^st), a. (sb.). Forms : see

Utter a. ; also 4- -most, 5-7 -moste, 6 -moost

;

4-5 -mest, -meste, 4-6 -madt, 5-6 -maste, 6 Sc.

-maist; 4-5 vttre-, 5 vttrmest, 6 uttlrmuste,

Sc. utermost(e, vtermast. [f. Utter a. -I- -most.

Cf. OUTEBMOST a.]

I. 1. Outermost ; farthest out or off; remotest

;

. = Utmost a. 1 a, Ootmost a. i.

In frequent use e 1385-c 1630. Now somewhat rare.

13.. CoerdeL. 29ii[He swore] Butyflfit were i-brought

adoun Be noon, the uttermeste wall, He scholde hym
hew to peses small. 13.. Prose Psalter cxxxiv. 7 (Dublin

MS.), Pe ottermast endes of J>ert)e. 1398 Trevisa Barth,

De P. R. III. XX. (1495) 67 The vttermest sydes and partyes

of the tongue. X486 Bk. St. Albans a v\i}. The vttermest

Clees ye shall call the Pety Sengles. 1585 Lupton Jhous.

Notable Th. (1660) 37 The uttermost or last joint of the tail.

163a LiTHGOw Trav. I. 23 It reacheth..to the vttermost

bounds of the Dutchy of Ferrara. i6sx Hobbes /.wraM.

111. xxxviii. 248 From the uttermost parts of the _tarth.

1667 M ILTON P. L. vii. 266 To the uttermost convex Of this

great Round. 1819 Shelley Mask ofAnarchy Ixvii, From

the corners uttermost Of the bounds of English coast. 187a

Blackie Lays Highl. Introd. 49 To indulge in the flight to

uttermost Unst.
. tt «

fb. Of garments or other covenngs: =Utmost
a. I b. Obs. rare,

e X471 Fortescue Wks. (1869) 452 If it be a pore Cote

under their uttermost Garment. x53i-3-4<:< 24 Hen. VIll,

c 13 Their Gownes, Cootes with Sieves or other uttermost

Garmentes. 1545 Raynald Byrth Mankytide <• " (i55') ' b.

Of the which (coats] the first and vttermost is called the skyn.

C. Greatest in extent ; longest, rare.

aiS8S Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) .63 The vttermost time

presupposed in it, should be .. but one day. "ISSS —
Arabia 111. xviii, (He] stood, .with, .his shield at the utter,

most length of his arme.

2. Extreme; = Utmost n. 3.

13.. (see Utmost a. 2]. 1419 Rolls 0/ Parlt. IV. 352/1
To the uttermast distruction and anientisment of the said

Merchantz. 1468 Sir J. Paston in Paston Lett. II. 329 The
uttermost pryse had not passyd v. mark. 1544 in Leadam
Star Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 306 As they will answere
..for the same att their uttermost perilles. X556 Olds
Antichrist 59 The best .. that shoulde lye in his uttermost

possible power to doo. 1607 Norden Surv. Dial. 111. 88

You that haue bene here presently sworn to performe your
uttermost duties. 1676 Hale Contempt. 11. 212 Thou.,
niay'st most justly expect from the children of Men our
uttermost Love, and Fear. x7oa H. Dodwell Apol § i in

S. Parker Cicero's De Finibtis, The time wherein Philosophy
. -received its uttermost Perfection. axT^ in Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 91 His friendships are .. faithful to the uttermost

extremity. X807 Wordsw. White Doe in. 91 A voice of

uttermost joy. 1856 RuSKiN Mod. Paint. IV. 74 To speak
with uttermost truth of expression. X890 Hallett Thous.
l\liles on Elephant 430 It is in the uttermost degree unlikely,

fb. Of persons: =UTTERE8Ta. 2 b. Obs.

X57a Forrest Tkeophilus 743 Howe happened thee to goe
..Vnto his enemye moste vttermoste.. ? x6o6 G. W(ood-
cocke] Hist. Ivstine xxii. 82 They were solde..to the

vttermost enemy of their estate.

1 3. Last in time ; final. Cf Utmost a. 3. Obs.

£-x44o York Myst. xxxvii. 232 And Marie me menys Yi

modir bight, pe vttiremeste ende of all )n kynne. 1463

Paston Lett. II. 133 For.. the Sunday was the uttermest

day. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. Ixxxvi. 567 To the vtter-

mest daycs ofmy lyf. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par.

2 yVw. 20 He . . is hable ynoughe to kepe vnto the vttermost

daye, the thing that [etc.]. zt/^iSidney'sArcadian.ixgii)
II. Ill The uttermost instant is scope enough for him, to

revoke every thing. x6oo Holland Livy v. xxii. 195 b. The
finall end and fall of Veij, . .which even in this last and utter-

most [L. ultimus] calamitie shewed her mightinessc.

b. Last of a series, store, etc. Chiefly in utter-

most/artking.
1553 Latimer Sermon en Lords Prayer (1562) 51 b,

Thelord.. caste him into prison, there to lye till he had

paled the vttermost farthing. 1611 Bible Matt. v. 26 Thou
shall by no meanes come out thence, till thou hast payd the

vttermost farthing. i6az Bacon Hen. VII, 183 Vowing not

to leaue him, till the vttermost drop of their bloud were

spilt. 1630./?. Johnson's Kingd. 4- Commw. 446 The first

borne is heire to all, even to the uttermost farthing. i8ai-J

Shelley Chas. 1, 11. 77 The uttermost Farthing exact from

those. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. in. 11. viii. His accounts he

all ready, correct in blackon-white, to the utter-nost farthing.

II. absol. or as sb.

4. External limit, part, etc. ; =Utmost a. 4.

13. . [see Utterest a. 4). 138a Wyclif Dettt. vi. 15 Lest

eny tyme the woodnes of the Lord. .doo thee awey fro the

vttermoost of the erthe. c 1520 M. Nisbet Acts i. 8 In al

Juclee,..and into the vtermast of the erd. X563 Shute

Archit. D iv, From the vttermost of the Abacus. X851

LoNOF. Gold. Leg. III. Nativity iii. 43 The Angel of the

uttermost Of all the shining, heavenly host.

b. sb.pl. =UTM0STa. 4 b. Obs. rare.

a 1390 Wycliffite Bible Isaiah xlii. 10 (MS. Douce 369),

SingiK.his praisynge fro ))e vttermostis of t>e ert> (L. ai

extremis terrx]. (See also Utmost a. 4 b.)

1 5. The very most ; = Utmost a. 5, <; b. Obs.

<ix4as tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc 83 For ))e vertu

of bam aboute fire is be vttermoste of strengbt. ] 1477

Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 34 You sclialle vnderstonde the

vttermeste of my stomake. a XS13 Fabyan Chron. vll. (1811)

645 For the encrece & augmentacion thereof, to the vtter-

moost of Iheyr powers. x«6 Pilgr. Per/. {W. de W 1531)

37 He wolde haue done his vttermost. X578 H. Wotton
Caurtlie Coiitrov. 40 In doing wherof, you shall bynde me
with thevttermosteofmyseruicetoacknowledge the honoure.

<iS90 Marlowe Faustus iii. But be resolute, And trie the

vttermost raagicke can performe. x6o4 Shaks. Ot/L iii. iv. 167

He moue your suite. And seeke to effect It to my vttermost.

x6io R. Field Fifth Bk. Ch. Ivii. 466 The vttermost there,

fore that our Aduersaries can say, is (etc.). 1638 Junius

Paint. Ancients 228 The uttermost on either side is vicious.

x6«8 Sanderson Cases 75 Let the Daughters disobedience

deserve all this uttermost of punishment, from the offended

Father. ,, t ^i
t6. a. End; issue; =Utmost «. 6. Obs. rare.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vil. vii. 223 Aweye wille I not

tyl I see the vttermest of this loumeye. XS93 Sidneys

Arcadia in. (19=2) II. 4 Zelmane.. had now looked to the

uttermoste led. X674 utmost] of it, and established her minde

upon an assured determination.
_ \ .nx —

1

b. Theextremeorfuithestlimit(intime). Obs.

x6ol Shaks 7ul. C. u. i. 213 Bru. By the eight hourc, is

that the vttermost? Cin. Be that the vttermost, and faile

not then.

7. To the uttermost, = Utmost a. 7. Now rare

or Obs. . , „ I
«i400 Pilgr. SoTvU (Caxton, 1483) iv. xxix. 61 Ne he ne

shalle nougTit ben of power . . for to descryuen to the utter-

most, be it good or badde. 1470-8S Malory Arthur n.

viL ?28 To doo the bataiUe to the vttermest. 1526 Ptlgr.

Perf. 13 b. All the appetites of man shalbe replenysshed

with all goodnes, and saciat with glory, to the vttermoste.

IS88 A. KlNGtr. Canisius' Calech. 51 the Sonne of god.

.

hes sulTerit all things to the vttermai.st. 1598 R- Bernard

tr. Terence (1607) A ndria iv. 1, To labour to the vttermost

with might and maine. 1605 London P'-"/'^^^"^ ''• ""
loue will then be tried to the vttermost. 163a R. HAwKlira

Voy S. Sea 120 The cause that every man forceth hiiMelle

to the vttermost, to doe the labour of two men. 1771 toOK

First Voyage ui L (x773) HI. 493 They .seem^ "fh?^.^
defend their coast to the uttermost. X844. Mrs. Brownimo

Lost Bower W\m, The prayer preserves it greenly, to tne

last and uttermost. 1846 Trench Mirac. xxyii. 359 Now
the Scribes were pressing the advantage which they had

gained.. to the uuermost. 187X Freeman JV<.»«. Conq.

Sviii. IV. X39 To withstand the stranger to the uttermost.

to the uttermost of his power. 1SS7 Order
'/""^''"l

E 4 b, To the best and uttermost of your w.ls and powers.



UTTERNESS.

IS93 Sulfuys Arcadia v. (1922) II. 158 To the uttermost of
my skill. 1594 Hooker Ecc/, F0I. \\. i. § i That . . we
defend, to the vttermost of that habiUtie which he hath

fiuen. i6xx Bible Translators to Rdr. p 3 To haue care of
LeIigion,..yea to promote it to the vttermost of their power.

1638 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 32 The Couenanters haue
..labored to the uttermost of ther poucr to procure the
rescinding. 17*5 Db Foe Voy, round IVorld {iS^o) 1S3 The
na*ives..wiU generally be. .kind also to the uttermost of
their power.

8. t a. Ai the Uttermost i^also at uttermost), =
Utmost a. 8. Obs.

1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) B7 For
every pott iij*, or at the uttermuste iiij'. 1535 Lavton in

Lett, Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 72 On Wedinsday by
nyght, at utermoste. 1577 B. Googe HereshacWs Husb. i.

30 b, Within three monetlies, or foureat the vttermost after
they aresowen. is8a N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedx's Conq.
E. Ind. I. ii. 6 b, Not aboue thirtie leagues distaunt from
thence at the vttermost.

b. At one^s uttermost, at the utmost point of

test or danger. rare-'K
1859 Tennyson Marr. Geraint 50a But if I live, So aid me

Heaven when at mine uttermost, As I will make her truly
my true wife.

IJ'ttemess. [f. Uttek a, + -ness.] The
condition or quality of being utter, absolute, or

complete ; absoluteness.
18*7 LvTTON Falkland 11. 113, I have started to find the

utterness of my desolation ! 1871 Daily News i Mar., The
utterness of her collapse. 1904 IVesfm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 2/1
He tried it on Catherine—with aresulting utterness offailure.

Utterquidaunce, var. Outrecuidance Obs,

t XT'tterward, adv. and a. Obs, rare, [f.

Utter a, or adv. + -ward.]
A. adv* Outside; outwardly, externally.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 157 The trcwe processe of
Englysh polycye, Of utterwarde to kepe thys regne in rest

Of oure England. 1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden)
228 The state of thehowsc bothe inwardely and utterward.

B, adj\ Of confession : Made to a member
of a religious house by a non-member.
CIS3S.T. Bedvll in G. J. Aungier^^(7«j^<?«.(i84o) 88T0

know his pleasire . . towching the muring up of the bowses of
utterward confessions. [Ct. Uttward (quots. c 1535).]

Utteward, utward, obs. varr. (with short-

ened vowel) of Outward adv,
a 1435 tr. ArdertWs Treat. Fistula^ etc. 12 Vpon J?e

aposteme, forso^e, vtward be putte a gode eniplastre. 1428
in Surtees Misc. (1888) 9 For other occupacions that he had
to doo utteward.

Uttrage(ouss, obs. ff. OaTRAGE(ous.
trttward, utward, etc., obs. varr. (with short-

ened vowel) of Outward a.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. Vll, c. 4 Preamble, Honour & Vic-
torie . . goten ageyne utwarde enymyes. 1S26 Tindale 2 Cor.
iv. 16 Though oure vttward man perisshe. c 1535 T. Uedyi.i,

in G.J. Aungier Syon Mon, (1840) 87 The place where thes
frires haue beene wont to hire uttward confessiouns of al

commers. Ibld.^ Hering of utward confessions hath beene
the cause of muche evyl. [Cf, Utterward a.]

II
nta («'t«). New Zealand, [a. Maori utu return

for anything, satisfaction, reward, reply.] Recom-
pense, satisfaction, return or price paid for injuries

received.

1840 J. S. PoLACK Manners ^ Customs N. Zealand 11. 63
Utu or payment is invariably expected for any injustice
committed [by the Maoris]. 185a Mundy Antipodes x. II,

80 'Utu', (which may be freely translated,) 'blood for

blood ', is with him [sc. the Maori] a sacred necessity. 1890

J. M. MooRB N Zealand'm. 49 The utu, or satisfaction for

rnurder {tex talianis), theft, or any other crime, ., was
rigorously carried out among the Maoris.

b. trans/. (See quot.)

Z903 Websier^'s Suppl, 226/3 67«,.. any compensation, as
for services rendered; reward, payment, wages; often
corrupted to hoot.

Ut\vard(e, ME. varr. Outward adv. TTtwit,
Utwith, obs, forms of Outwith. TJuen (in on
uuen) : see Anoven adv. TJuenan, -en, -on,
varr. Ovenon, -an Obs» Uut-yede, obs. pa. t.

of Outgo.

TJva (yjJ'va). PI. uva9 (y«*vf). [L. uva grape,
uvula, etc. (whence It., Pr., Sp., Pg. uva, F. uve').\

i* 1. (See quot.) Obs. rare!~K
App. an error for, and misunderstanding of, Uvea,
156* Turner Herbal u. 67 OIiue..is good for the diseases

of the ey called vua, and for wheles. [Hence in Langham
Garden ofHealth (1579) 439.]

2. Bot. A grape or raisin ; a grape-like fruit.

1670 EvELVN Sylva (ed. 2) 25 Nor may we here omit to
mention the Galls, Misletoe, Polypod, Agaric (us*d in
Antidots) Vusel Fungus's to make Tinder. [Hence in
Mortimer Hush. (1707) 337.] 1753 CJiambers" Cycl. Suppl.,
i/i/a, Grape. See the article Grape. x86a M. C. Cooke
Man. Bot. Terms 87 Uva^ (Lat. a grape), applied to such
succulent indehiscent fruits as have a central placenta.
[Hence in Imp. Diet. (1884I, and later Diets.] xS^a C. E.
Armand Semple Elem. Mat. Med. 225 £/z'^—Raisins.

—

The ripe fruit of Vitis Vinifera.

3, 6^z/a«r.f/(y«'va|p'jsai), the bearberry, Arcto-
stapkylos Uva-ursi, a trailing plant valued as fur-

nishing an astringent tonic.

"753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., There is only one known
species of the l/va Ursi, which is the plant called.. the
whortle-berry. 1786 Abercrombie Arrangem. 30 in Gard.
Assist.^ Evergreen Trees and Shrubs [include], .tfva ursi, or
bearberry. z8so Goon Nosology 454 The powder of the uva
ursi^ . .recommendedby Linn^us as [a] valuable lithontriptic.
iSaa Encpfcl. Metro^. (1845) XIV, 742 As a remedy the
Ura-Ursi was used by the ancients, 1873 Bbntlbv Man,

492

Bot. (ed. 3) 562 Trailing Arbutus.—The leaves and stems
possess similar properties to Uva«Ursi.

b. Med. The leaves of the bearberry, or an in tn-

sion of these.

1805 Med. Jrnl. 463 A combination of such medicines
with theuva-ursi, was.. administered. 1842 Brande Diet.
Set'., etc 138 The leaves of this plant, under the name uva
ursi, are used as an astringent and tonic in medicine. i8aa
C. E. Armand Semple Mat, Med, 318 Uva ursi may also be
used for gleets.

Hence t TJ'val a., «= Uveal a. i. [Cf. F. «z»a/.]

1656 Blount G^jj(7^., i/z/o/,.. pertaining to a Grape or
Vine.

Uvarovite (avae-rovsit). Min, Also ouw-,
uwarowite; ouw-, ouvarovite. [Named in 1853
by G. H. Hess, after Count S. S. Uvarev, Presi-

dent of St. Petersburg Academy: see -iteI 2 b.]
An emerald-green variety of garnet.
1837 Dana System Mineralogy 353 Ouwarowite.. occurs

in transparent emerald-green dodecahedrons. 1855 Orr's
Circ. Set., Ceol., etc. 526 Uwarowite.—Chrome and Lime
Garnet,. .Translucent;, .infusible. Found in the Ural. 1897
L, Fletcher Introd, Study Min, ziyi Uvarovite is a green
chrome-garnet.

tUve. Obs. [ad. L. «z'a Uva.] =Uvula i,

^ *530 Judic. Urines 11. vii. 29 b, Epiglotum is moost parte
all waye calleth in Phisike & m gramer also, vua or vuula,
nngiice y" vue, or y^ vuule.

IIUvea (ywv/a). Anal. [med.L. uvea (whence
It., Sp,, Pg. uvea, F. uvh), f, L, uva Uva.]
fl. The posterior coloured surface or choroid

coat of the eye. Obs.

1525 tr. yerovie of Brunswick's Surg, Bjb/2 The vtter
most tpart of the coat] . . is named vuea, & hath the hole of
the ball of the iye. 1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. Interpr.
Words S.V.J One of the skynnes of the eye is called vuea
bycause it is lyke the stone of a grape. 1615 Crook k Body
of Man (1631) 555 Figure 4 sheweth the Vuea or Grapy
coate with a portion of the Opticke Nerue. 1676 Phil.
Trans. II. 746 Where he considers, why the Uvea or
Choroides is black in Men, but of divers colours in Brutes.
1685 [see Pupil j<!i.* I ^]. 1728 Chambers Cycl. (1738) s.v.

Eye, The crystalline [humour], situate immediately under
the aqueous, behind the uvea, opposite to the pupil. 1797
Mrs. M. Bryan Syst. Asiron. 156 The uvea commences
where the choroides divides from the sclerotica, from which
part, .the pupil is called the iris.

2, A layer of pigmented cells forming the pos-
terior covering of the iris; the middle coat or

vascular tunic of the eye, composed of the choroid,
iris, and ciliary body; the uveal tract.

'745 R' James Med. Did. s.v. Iris, The generality of
Anatomists call that Membrane, which I have spoke of
under the Name of Iris, the Uvea. ti76oA M-Oti^oAnat.
Nerves Wks. (1781) 34g_ Small fibres, .running along the
choroid coat on the outside of the retina in their course to
the uvea or iris. 1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 289/2 This portion
[of the coat of the eye] goes commonly by the particular
name of uvea . . and . . has likewise got the name of iris. 1838
Penny Cycl, X. 139/2 A vertical section of the globe, showing
the ciliary body and processes with the uvea.

Uveal (yw'vi'al), a. [f. Uve-a + -al,]

1 1. (See quot, and cf. Uval a.) Obs. rare~°,
1658 Phillips, Uveal, belonging to a Grape, like a Grape,
2. Pertaining or belonging to, constituting or

consisting of, the uvea.
Uveal tract,— \lvE.K a,

1658 Phillips s.v. Tnnicte, The Uveal, the Vitreal or
glassy, and the Christalline [tunicles of the eye], 1869

J. S. Wells Dis. Eye iii. 144 The whole forming, in reality,

one ti-ssue, the uveal tract, zfi^z Lancet 21 March 678/1
A glandular apparatus by which the aqueous humour is

secreted. Dr. Nicati names it the * uveal gland*. 1894
D, J. Cunningham Man, Pract.Anat. II, 624 The portion
on the deep surface of the iris forms its posterior uveal
pigmentary layer.

b. Affecting or occurring in the uvea.
18^ Lancet 15 Feb. 422/2 A case of Uveal Cysts in the

Iris in a man aged forty-seven.

II Uveitis (y«v«|3i'tis). Path, [mod.L,, f. med.
L. uve-a Uvea -h -ixis. Cf, F. uvJile,] Inflamma-
tion of the uvea,
1S48 Dunglison Med, Diet. s.v. [Hence in later Diets.]

1889 Walsham T/ie. >t Pract, Surg, (ed. 2) 499 Plastic uveitis

is characterized by a great tendency to deposition of lymph.
TIvel(e, obs. ff. Evil a, and sb.

Uvellen, IVIE. var. Evil v, Obs,

U'velloid, a, [f. mod.L. iivell-a, dim. of L.

iiva Uva, + -oiD,] Like or resembling a small
cluster of grapes,
i88o W, Saville-Kent Man, Infusoria I. 190 Similar,

but detached, uvelloid clusters. Ihid. 191 The propagation
of the species by the detachment of entire uvelloid masses.

t Uvemest, a, Obs, Forms : i ufemest,
-myst, 3 ufenmeste ; 3 uue- (liuue-), uvemest,
vuemest(e, uuemaste. [Late OE. ufemest, -myst

(rare for yfemest, yfemyst), superl. of ufera (com-
parative, UvER a,), f, root uf- : see OvEMEST a.,

and cf. Umest a,] Uppermost ; topmost ; highest.

c zooo iELPRic Horn, II. 76 On midne dsj biS seo sunne
on Sam ufemestum ryne sti;;ende. criooo — Genesis xl.

17 (Laud MS.), On I>am ufemystan windle waere mane?;ra
cynna sebsc. c xzoo [see Ovemest a. a], c 1205 Lav. 6085
Vp heo hine duden he^e an ufenmeste ]>an turre. cizao
Bestiary Tjs Vpheros..and ste^ to heuene uvemest. a 1325
Ancr. R, 328 Heo hudet eke hore ihole clo3es, & do3 an
aire vuemeste [a 1275 Cotton MS, uueward] on viterokes al

to torene.

tU'VeOUSi a. Obs. [a, late or med.L, iiveus

(Quicherat) : gee Utb-a and -ous.] » Uvbal a, a.

UVCJLA.
1691 Ray Creation ii. (1692) 25 The Uveous Coat or Iris

of the Eye. 1696 J. Edwards Deiiionstr. Exist. Codu. 31A round hole in the middle and forepart of this uveous
membrane. 1710 J. Clarke tr. Kohaulfs Nat. Philos.
(172Q) I. 281 The Rays, .are bindred from going any further
by the Uveous Tunick.

U'ver, a. Now dial. Forms : i uferra, ufera,
ufara, 2-3 ufere, 3 uferre, vfere, vuere, uuere

;

Sc. 4, 6 uvyr, 6 uuir, 5 wuyr, vuir, 5-6 vuer,
6, 9 uver, uvir, 9 Ivor, ever ; dial. 8-9 uvver,
9uvvor. [OE. uferra, ufera, ufara {3.\s,o yferra,
yferd), = OS. otarro, MLG. mere, OHG. obaro,
ohero, etc, (MHG, and G. obere, ober) ; cf. ON. gfri
(Icel, efri), IVISw. ijfre, bffre (Sw. dfre). Da, 0vre
(Norw.), 0ver, See also Over «,]
1. a. That is higher or loftier in position ; upper;
= OvER a, I.

cSas Vesp. PxUter ciii. 3 Du biSeces in wetrum Sa uferran
his. <:897-c 1275 [sec Over a. i a]. 137a Reg. Mag. Sig.
Scot. 151 Baronia de Uvyrcrelyne. 1424 in Antig. Aberd,
Kr Banff (\i(>i) IV. 388 Terras dcNethirbulgny, Wuir.
bulgny, Midilmast Bulgny. 1495 Ibid. 439 Terrarum de
Vuer Towns, Nethir Towiis, 1511 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl.
1. 342/2 Litera. .super terris de le Uver part de Lany. 1550
Abstr, Protocols Town Clerks of Glasgovi (1894) I. 18 The
foir uvyr hows, viz., hall, chalmer and wairdrop, with the
pels waist. 1596 Dalrvmplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 14 In
vuir Clydisdale and in nethir Clidisdale. 1703 Thoresby
Let. to Ray, Uwer, for uj}fcr, or over. 180S Jamiesom
s.v. Ouer. 1824 [Carr] Craven Gloss. 8 Th' uvver side o'
th" Gill. 1828- in Yks., Derby, Leics., Northampt., and
Shropsh. dialect use (Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Over a, 21).

b, Uvey lip, the upper lip ; = Oveb-lip.
1027-34 Laws ofCnut in Liehertiieum 334 ponne do man ut

his eajan, & ceorfan of . . his earan & \rd. uferan lippan.
1788 [see Over-lip]. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss,

373. i8«4 B. Preston P»««i io(E.D.D.), His hair., spraated
alit fro' t' uvvor lip. 1876 Whitby Gloss, 209.

o. Uver hand, the ' upper hand
'

; the superiority
or mastery ; = Oveb-hand sb,

e I20S Lav. 18325 pa wes hit swa ufel idon, l>Et bat haeSene
uolc |)a ufere bond hafeden. 1562 Winjet Wks, (S.T.S.) I. 50
margin. The wicket hes the vuir hand. 1808 Jamieson s.v,
Ouer, The uvir hand, the upper hand. 1828 Craven Gloss,
1 1. 25 To have the . . uvver-hand. 1891 SheffieldGloss. Suppl,
42 He's got t' uvver hand of him.

t2. Later; after; future; =OvEBa. 5. Obs,
Beffivulf 2200 Eft (?set se-iode ufaran dogrum, cxooo,

ciios [see Over a. 5]. c 1205 Lay. 26035 Pa nolde Ar3ur on
slepen na wiht hine areppen, leste he an uferre daje up-brsid
iherde.

fU'ver-mar, adv. Obs,~'^ In 3 uferr-mar.
[f. OE, ufor higher, highest + -mar -mobe, Cf.
ON, ofar meir, MSw. owermeer, offuermere,"]
Higher up ; above,
c 1200 Ormin 1715 All ()iss ice se35de 5uw littlxr Her uferr

mar a litell.

U'venuost, a. Now dial. In 6 Sc. uvir-
mest, y dial, uwermost, -must, [f, UvEB a. +
-MOST,] Uppermost; highest.
IS49 Burgh Rec. Stirling (liij) 55 Anent the tua uvirmest

tychtis. 1841 C. H. Habtshorne Salopia Antigua 606
G\yon to th' uwermost leasow. 1880 Miss Jackson Shrop-
shire IVord-bk. 463 Keep the Maister's collars uwermost.

tU'veward, a. Obs. In i ufeweard, ufa-
wserd, ufweard, 3 uueward. [OE, ufe-, ufiveard,
etc., f, root uf- (see Ovemest a.) + -weard -wabd
2. Cf. OE, ufanweard, ON. ofan-verir^ Upper,
higiier ; forming the upper part. Also absol.
cZvj K. .^Ilfeed Gregory's Past. C. i. 28 Portion 8aeaxan

bioo on 3aem lichoman foreweardum & ufeweardum. ^950
Lindisf. Gosp, Matt, xxvii. 51 And heonu wa^hrahel temples
. . tosliten wses . . from ufawserd wi9 to nioSaweard. a xoco-
ci20o[see NETHEWARDn.] a 1275 [see Uvemest n.).

fU'Vid, a, Obs, rare. [ad. L. Ovid-us damp,
etc.] Moist, wet.
2656 Blount Glossogr., Uvid, moist, or wet. [Hence in

Phillips (1658).] 176a Gentl, Mag. 544 On land, their uvid
locks new grace acquire.

+ Uviferous, a, Obs,-" [f. L. Hvifer-us bear-
ing grapes (f. iiv-a Uva) + -ous.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr,, Uviferous,.. that bears Grapes or

Vines.

Uvrou, -ow : see Euphboe, Yuffbouw.

II
Uvtlla (y«*vi«<la). Forms : 5-7 vuula, 6

uuula, 6-7 vvula, 7- uvula; 6 euuela, uuila,
vuola, vuala. [a. med.L, Uvula (whence Sp. and
Pg. uvula, It. uvola, ugola, OF. uvule, uvele,

huvele Uvdle), dim, of L, Uva UvA.]
1, Attat. The conical fleshy prolongation hang-

ing from the middle of the pendent margin of the
soft palate in man and some other primates.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 261 Aboue ]jis instrument is

vuula |?at is Jre palet of |>e mou|> & helpi)> for to make soun.
Ibid., Sumtyme vuula wexi]> to long. 1525 tr. Jerome of
Brunsxvick's Surg. B ii/2 Tonge, rowfe, and vuula, y»
whiche is a lytell deme hangynge in y» throtc lyke the
spynne. 1569 Androse Alexis' Bk, Med, ill. 33 Against
the falling of the Vuola, and swelling of the Pallate. 1607
TopsELL Four-f. Beasts 495 Good and ready helpes for the
sorenes of the vuula which is in the Horses mouthes. c 1645
Howell Lett. 11. i. (1650) i The same defluxion ._. fell .. into
my throat in Oxford, and distilling upon the uvula impeached
my utterance a little. 1676 Wiseman Surg, iv. vii. 3-^3 An
Elongation of the Uvula through the abundance of saiivous
Humour flowing upon it, 1703 Phil. Trans. XXV. 19B4
The Uvula . . is moved by three pair of Muscles. 27*4
Ramsay Health 183 When th' uvula has got its mortal
wound, 1753 ToBaiAHO Gangr, Sort Tkrtat 4 After having



t^min'd hCT they found th= Uvul/JTe 'tontill
Mc,i. yrnl. XIV. ,50 On inspectil^, R. Knoxand uvula were not obser%ably fcrior edse of
Cloguefs Anat. 557 The uvula. .f|x™v7&/

of which is

la Hughes &
is connected
:en when the

the velum palati into a double _
vi. 146 The soft palate, or velu
Eroduced into a proloi^ation,
;_EITH Man.hriut. Altai. III.

with each tonsil by the furrowei
uvula is pulled gently aside.

b. A small eminence ft

trigone, and projecting int^

.
j8«-« Taiid's Cycl. Anat. I.

s the most depending part ol
Thompson Dis. Prostate (ed.
and submucous tissues aroundj
larly those forming the uvu
A faint whitish line directly

C. A lobe or trianguli
tween the two tonsils of t ^i. • r -

Tg>8 n,...^, nr J r 1 The inferior vermi-

fo4fn?^ ^ ''—
• ^'f«ons-the pyramid,lorm process.. consisting ofr

the uvula, and the nodulus I i iv
+ 2 ^//,>/ T„fl™ ie °vula ;

uvulitii.
fja. ejhpt. Jnflamma4b_ Whereby are in-

the cough, and the

f., Life 133 Troubled
throte.

names of surgical

apex of the

il orifice.

vulain the child
1861 Sir. H.

.ucous membrane
meatus, particu-

sicale. Ibid. 26
uvula.

I situated be-

«S39 Elyot Ceist. Helt
Rcndred Catarres or reume;
stytche. 1370 T. WilsomZ>.
with the Vvula being a swt
3. attrib. and Comb,

instruments for opera'i

elevatorf scissors ^ spoo
(see quot. 1884); u^

t uvula-wort, the n^

panula Trachelium.
1M7 Gerarde Herbal

. . Throtcwoort or Vuu,
the paine and swelli
Uvula-spoon . . is an
the Uvula. 1710 [see
Boi, 5,v.. Uvula Worti
Pronunc. \,Z Rr uvu
Ibid. 198 A sharp uvu
Knight Diet, Mech. 21

uvula, as uvula

;o uvula-oustiion
(see qnot. 1 908) ;

d bell-flower, Cant'

X\ is called .. in English
he vertue it hath against
1678 Phillips (ed. 4),

to be held right under
ij. 1728 Bradley Did.

.t-wort. i86g Ellis E. E.

r provenca! or grasscyrf.

thout any moisture. 1875
ila-scissors^with claws. 1876

IV. 43 The instrument,

/ A uvula elevator. 1884

Nose II. 253 Beneath the

.jtaining the azy^os muscle
the * uvula*cushion'. 1895

tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Pr.
called the uvuIa-holde|
M. Mackenzie Dis.
septum the base of th

5™"/ ffLfPlW'"'"""- P- «lv. Uvula Hook,

SS^^VwI^'hflJ' Sounds_o/ English 40 The

burred r- is a uvu^* "'?''• •'' ''"«° "P™"^ ^"^

'etc].

(j*.). [ad. mod.L. iivu-

mvulaire), f. raecLL. uvula

IS a uvu]
the force of the outi

Uvnlar (y«
Idr-is (whence
UVOLA.]
L Used in dis<

fthe uvula, rartr-^.

Extemp. (1719) 480 Uvular

s blown upon the Uvula with

ring to the uvula.

1710 T. Fuller,
Powder.. Let the 1

a Pipe or Uvula SJ

iftiJ WiL^l^nS^O^?" Anhn. Kitigd. I. ii. 67

Tt.» „J .• i» c'ands. 1848 DuNGLisoK Diet.

JA^'1rf'l?.°/"T''"W'''Xare small follicles,

belonging to thy?' ,"""'""?'' "^""""^ "" "™'^
1801 C>«/. DictlT'^^. °"^'«;

,

3 pro(]„(, jibration of the uvula.

•»..'> \f„...„ iT So. Counties 241 The uvular trill in

SI -= Thr slmlhal^ is- .characterized l.y fulness of

liuurit uvu^'pi-"' consonants. .889 Eu..s£. E.

b As sbJ'''^^
consonant.

1884 Srkai'f^^ Rtlig- KnmiL III. 2155 In the

several rSf^l^''^"' *'" movement has been towards

• A\mD?,\r!3' number of gutturals and uvulars.

hSI^ uT'ly a,fo., with a thick obstructed

Then the uvula is unduly long.

Uncomm. Trav. iii, Number Two laughed

nd the skirmishers followed suit.

J (yKvi/aes-ria). Bot. [early mod.L.

ned.L. «»«/«Uvdla.]
, European s\irabRuscus Hypoglossum.

(ed. Kersey), Uvularia, the Herb Horse.

other species of Uvularia, a small

liliac^enus typical of the tribe Uvularea of

mel^pous plants.

Emycl. Plants 271 A plant like an Uvul-

iri, ybft. 1846 LmoLEV Veg. Ktngd. 109 Uvularias

„ ^le simply astringent. 1850 Miss Warner Wide

493

Wide World xl, Wild columbine, the delicate corydalis, and
more uvularia^, which she called yellow bells.

nvnlatome (y«'vi!<lattf"m). [f. Uvula + Gr.

TO|t-dj cutting. Cf. UvuLOTOMB.] An instrument

for cutting or removing the nvula.
187Z Cohen Dis. Throat 145 An uvulatome. .renders the

operation very easy of performance. 1880 M. Mackenzie
Dis. Throat 9f Nose I. 13 The uvuIatomes..in use in this

country at the end of the eighteenth century were of very
rough construction.

Uvalatoiuy (y«vi«n:E*t6mi). [See prec and
-TOMY. Cf. UvULOTOMY.] The Operation of Cutting

or excising the uvula.
1887 Lancet 7 May 935/2 Uvulatomy gives very various

results in the subsequent degree of discomfort during cica.

trisation. 1890 Billings A'ii/. jl/^(/. Z>ic^ II. 731. [Hence
in recent Diets.]

t Uvtlle. Also 6 vuels. Obs. [a. older F.

uvule (also OF. uvde, huvele), or ad. med.L. uvula

UvOLA.]
1. Attat. =UvDLA I.

CIS30 Judlc, Urines 11. vii. 30 A sekenes y' is called.,

casus vuule, y' is no more for to say but sekenes of vuule.

1547 BooRDE Brev. Health xxvi. 16 Metyng with reume at

the vuels in the rough t=roof] ofthe mouth. Ibid, ccclxxviii.

121 In Englyshe it is named vuels the whiche doth lye in

the roufe of the mouthe lyke lytle longe teetes.

2. (See quot.) rare-'^.

1589 J. Banister Antidotary (1633) 87 A Gargarisme for

them that be roofe-fallen, commonly called the Vvule.

IllJinilitis (yfivi^bi-tis). Path. [mod.L., f.

med.L. uvul-a Uvula + -1TIS. Cf. F. uvulite.l

Inflammation of the uvula.

1848 DuNGLisoN Med. Diet. (ed. 7) 187 Cionitis, inflam-

mation of the uvula i uvulitis. 1880 M. Mackenzie Dis.

Throat f; Nose I. 18 [In] Uvulitis. .the uvula.. becomes

intensely red, swollen, and elongated, tagf] Allbutt's .Syst.

Med. IV. 733 Chronic uvulitis is usually associated with

chronic pliaryngitis.

Uvulotome (y«-vi«a^t»"m). [f. uvulo; used

as comb, form of Uvula, + Or. ro/i-os cutting.]

= Uvulatome.
iSgj Alllni/t's .Syst. Med. IV. 734 In performing uvulotomy

the tip of the uvula—unless the uvulotome be used—should

be. .gentlydrawn forward.

UvulO'tomy. [See prec. and -TOMY.] -= Uvu-

latomy.
1889 Buck's Handik. Med. Scl. VII. 503/2 At the present

day uvulotomy is practised with an increasing degree of

discretion. 1897 [see prec.].

TJwing, obs. Sc. f. Owing///, a.

Uxorial (»ks5»-rial), a. [f. L. iixori-us UxoBi-

0U3 a. + -al]

1. Of or pertaining to a wife or wives.

1800 A. Geddes Crit. Rem. Script. 172 The speech [of

Zipporah (Exodus iv. 25)] is not a speech of reproach or

indignation, but of uxorial endearment. 1817 Bp. Wilber-

FORCE Let. in Ashwell Li/e (18B0) I. 105 All your uxorial

connections living in the neighbourhood. 1833 Lytton My
Novel IV. i. The beauty of wives— the uxorial beauty.

1896 Pari. Papers, Turkey No. 3 (1897) CI. 23 The rather

generous uxorial laws of Islam.

2. =UxoBioua a. 2.

1853 Lytton My Novel vill. xii, Riccabocca. .melted into

absolute uxorial imbecility at the sight of that mute distrras.

187a F. W. Robinson Bridge o/ Class ii. xx, 'Waiting for

your wife!' exclaimed Lady Coedstown. 'Uxorial, is it

not?" he asked. .

Hence ITxorla-llty, the condition of bemg a wife

;

wifehood. rare~^.

a 183* Bentham Deontol. (1834) I. 235 Maritality, uxori-

ality, paternity, maternity, filiality.

Uxoricide! (t,kso»'ris3id). [ad. mod.L. *»jr^>7-

cld-a, {. L. Uxor wife: see -cidb i.] One who

murders his wife.

186a Worcester. 1889 Mactn. Mag. Jan. 237/2 Henry.,

the tyrant and uxoricide. 1894 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch

13 Oct. 6/5 To-day the uxoricide was arrested.

tJxOTIcide^. [ad. med.L. «jr5«V:V-iW« : see

prec. and -cide 2.] The murder of one's wife.

1854 Erasers Mag. xlix. 307 Such a detail of premeditated

murders, suicides, . . uxoricides,and fratricides. 1861 Goldw.

Smith Doctr. Hisl. Progress 39 They can embrace .. the

butcherly vagrancy laws of a Tudor King, his brutal uxori-

cides, his persecutions. 1887 Fortn. Rev. Nov. 659 Adultery,

incest, uxoricide, usually by poison, prostitution, are terribly

frequent [in Sicily].

nzziiB.

Hence 17xo'ricidal a., of, pertaining or tending

to, uxoricide.

1891 Cent, Diet, (citing Cornhill Mag,),

Uxorious (oks6»*ri3s), [f, L. Uxort-us (f. uxor
wife) : see -0U3.]

1, Of persons : Dotingly or submissively fond of

a wife ; devotedly attached to a wife.

1598 Bp. Hall Sat.iv. vi, Whose mannish housewives.,
make a drudge of their uxorius mate. 1609 B. Jonson SH.
li^Oftu IV. i, Hee's an asse that will be so vxorious, to tie his

affections to one circle. 1649 Milvon Eikon. 64 EfTeminate
and Uxorious Magistrates, govern'd and overswaid at home
under a Feminine usurpation. x68o C. Nessk Ch. Hist,
178 Whom, being an uxorious man, Jezabel his wife stirred

up. 1730 Fielding Rape upon Rape Wks. 1775 II. 39 You
are not the only wife who would give her husband this

advice. , . Were all men so uxorious to take it, Tyburn [etc.).

178a W. F. Martyn Geog. Mag. I. 218 The uxorious mon-
arch t^^. Solomon]. 1823 T. Attwood in C. M. Wakefield
Life^ (1885) vii. 89, I am a little what vulgar folks call

uxorious, and am never truly eloquent upon any subject but
my wife and children. 1836-^ Dickens Sk. Boz, Charac. vii,

A living warnmg to all uxorious old boys.
^ 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med.VYW, 150, I have found that uxorious men. .may
bring themselves into a somewhat similar state of debility.

iransf, 1708 Prior Turtle fy Sparrovj 417 Uxorious In-

mate^ Bird obscene, Dar'st thou defile,,These silent Seats

of faithful Loves?

b. fig. (of inanimate objects, etc.).

1634 Cartwright Ordinary i. iv, We have got One that

will doe more good with 's tongue that way Than that

uxorious showre that came from Heaven. 1719 D'Urfev
Pills (1872) VI. 196 Weary Ploughmen cursed the Stay^ Oi
the too Uxorious Day. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.^ Odes i. u. 19

Th' uxorious Rtver glides away,.. smooth-winding to the

Sea. 1813 H. & J. Smith Horace in London 19 Sir Francis

. . To father Thames commits his fate. In secret the uxorious

tide Safe bears him to the Surrey side, 1863 Conington
tr. Horace, Odes i. ii. 20 Old Tiber, . . spite of Jove, his banks
o'erflows, Uxorious flood.

2. Of actions, etc. : Marked or characterized by
excessive affection for one's wife.

1633 B. Jonson Tinte Vind. ad fin.. The Boy., hath plots

upon you all. A Pensioner unto your wives, To keepe you in

uxorious gives. 1631 WEEVER./1/tt. Fun. Man. 13 Husbands
..were wont to straw. .vpon the graues.. of their deceased

deare wiues, . .diuers purple flowers : by which vxorious office,

they did., lessen the griefe of their hearts, a 1704 T.Brown
Dial. Dead Wks. 1711 IV. 29 My dotage on her Charms
had bred in me.. a fond, blind, uxorious Vice. M39 Earl
Orrerv in O. Papers (1903) I. 269 My Hours..at Caledon..

slide away in uxorious happiness, and rustic Joys. 1813

I'.din, Rev. XXI. 199 The.. uxorious propensities of the

dynasty. 1833 DiCKtNS Sk. Boz, Mr. Watkins Tottle\, A
rather uncommon compound of strong uxorious inclinations,

and an unparalleled degree of anti-connubial timidity. 1879

F W, Farbar St. Paul 1. 309 Claudius . .with all his pedantic

and uxorious eccentricity was not devoid., of kindness.

Hence XJxo'riously adv.

X647 Stapvlton Juvenal 87 If thouMt uxoriously to one

adhere, Submit thy willing necke the yoke to beare. 1693

Drvden tr. Juvenal^ Sat. vi. 292 If thou art thus Uxoriously

inclin'd, To beat thy Bondage, a X7ai Sheffield (Dk.

Buckhm.) Wks, (1753) II. 152 Uxoriously led by the nose all

your life. iSa? Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 70 A foolish wife,

of whom he was uxoriously fond. 1903 Sat. Rev. 28 Feb.

261/1 She is quite worthy to have plays written uxoriously

round her.

UxOTiousnesS. [f* prec. + -NESS.] The cha-

racter or quality of being uxorious ; doting or sub-

missive fondness of one's wife,

x6a6 DoNNE Serni. 24 Feb. 12 If he satisfied her, and his

owne Vxoriousnesse, any satisfaction is not nothing. 1688

Penton Guardian's Instruction 26 You may manage your

uxoriousness more warily than I have done. 1775 H. Down*
MAN Infancy n. 308 Courage may be changed To brutal

force;.. and tender Nuptial Love To mean Uxoriousness.

1830 DTsraeli Chas. /, III. vii. 120 Charles. . is accused by

all parties of.. spiritless uxoriousness and subserviency to

his Queen, 1859 Tennyson Marriage of Geraint 60 A
prince whose manhood was all gone, And molten down m
mere uxoriousness.

Uxtar, obs. Sc. form of Huckster sb. tr5ten.

variant of Ughten Obs. Uylie, Sc. van Oil sb. i

f Uyre, obs. northern var. Ore 2.

1530-1 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 47 I" every lode

60 stone of uyre and 12 lb. of leyde to y* ston.

tTz, dial. f. Us pron.

ITzzard, variant (now dial,) of Izzard,

a 1697 iBodl.) MS. Eng. Bib. c.3 fol. 37 Uzzard, Z.

Uzzle, dial. var. Ouzel.
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